
caps.zip


WINCAPS.ID

7T8R0A6







SETUP.ENV





SETUP_drive_e.ENV





SETUP_drive_f.ENV





CAPSCOM.DAT





readme.txt

Directions:

******You must get a CAPS cd from a dealership**********************************
1.  copy the WINCAPS directory from the CD to your hard drive
2.  copy all the files from this zip file to the wincaps directory

********************************************************************************
If your CD-ROM is on drive e:\, then execute the following command:
copy c:\wincaps\SETUP_drive_e.ENV c:\wincaps\SETUP.ENV

If your CD-ROM is on drive f:\, then execute the following command:
copy c:\wincaps\SETUP_drive_f.ENV c:\wincaps\SETUP.ENV
********************************************************************************

3.  run c:\WINCAPS\CAPSMAIN.EXE 
4.  be sure to have the CAPS cd in the cd rom drive

Running CAPS:
Enter a vin # that you are looking for or you can search by model.  To do this, 
double click the Model box and choose the model you want.  Next, double click 
the Illustration box and look for the part you want.

ENJOY!!!







gvr4_afc_instructions.html


The AFC installation instruction page has been permanently removed.  

Contact Tom Stangl to have the link removed.
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new resume.doc
		Jon Roberts
13219 Willow Forest Drive
Louisville, KY 40245
dbajonr@yahoo.com
502-241-6245 (home)
502-580-1688 (work)



		EMPLOYMENT HISTORY


Humana
November 2001 – Present

		Database Administrator


Designed and built Community Manager which is a web based report delivery application that has been tailored to meet the security requirements of Humana. The application is built primarily with PL/SQL packages and is delivered using Oracle 9iAS Release 1 (version 1.0.2.2.2a). Security is integrated with Humana’s single sign on solution and uses Java Stored Procedures to communicate with Humana’s Security API. Access control is controlled inside of Community Manager and it has role based Security.



Reports are run using Oracle Report Server via PL/SQL. The Reports are stored in the database as BLOBs. A scheduler has been written in PL/SQL to allow reports to run in batch in daily, weekly, business daily, or monthly intervals. The application also packages reports. A user may want to have 10 reports combined into a single PDF. The application can run each of the 10 reports independently in a multi threaded fashion and then a Java Stored Procedure combines all 10 PDF files into a single PDF. The single PDF is then stored in the database and the user can retrieve it.



Oracle Forms have also been incorporated into the site. Security is again integrated into Humana’s Single Sign on solution using PL/SQL and Java stored procedures.  I wrote an Oracle Form to securely launch Forms within our application by first checking the rights of the user logged in.


There are 4 environments (Development, Test, Quality Assurance, and Production). Each environment is identical using the same hardware (2 CPU, 2 gig Web Server) each with their own database instance. Microsoft Source Safe is used for version control of PL/SQL to turn new code in each environment. There is also a large 8 processor server used to run just reports. 



Users can upload documents into the application and have the files stored in the database. A user can create content areas of files and share these content areas with other users.



Oracle Discoverer has also been added to the application. This has been done on a limited basis as Community Manager is focused more on Oracle Reports.



The databases were originally configured on Oracle 8i. Because of de-support of 8i this year, I have upgraded to 9i version 9.2.0.3. 



I am responsible for designing the application and integration of Security with Humana’s single sign on solution. I wrote most of the “hard stuff” and two other developers focused on designing the optimal user interface. I am the DBA for all 4 database instances. I am the Discoverer Administrator which requires patching and configuring the server for optimal performance of Discoverer Viewer and Plus. I also upgraded users from 3i to 4i this year. I am the administrator for 9iAS. I research and patch every part of 9iAS used by Community Manager (Forms, Reports, Apache, SSL, etc)


I am currently researching 9iAS release 2 (version 9.0.2) and Application Server 10g (version 9.0.4).  I have done multiple test installations and migrated Forms and Reports to the new version.  I have researched migrating Oracle Discoverer to the new version as well.






		CNET.COM (TechRepublic.com)


February 2001 – October 2001




		Database Administrator


I was contracting at TechRepublic and was then hired full time. Just a month or two later, CNET.COM purchased TechRepublic.com. As an employee, I continued working on the CMS project that I started as a contractor from my previous employer (see TCI below).  I then started working on the Report System and Accucast.

Report System
TechRepublic used Microsoft SQL Server to run their web site. Daily reports were required to parse the previous day’s web logs. These reports were scheduled independently of each other using Microsoft DTS packages. There were many problems with this as different jobs would conflict with each other and the logs were stored in one large table. Database logs were applied daily to the reporting server which compounded the scheduling problems the reporting system had.
I re-wrote this process by designing a scheduling procedure using Transact SQL. I partitioned these large tables as well. I designed a better way to calculate incremental changes and store the results in reporting summary tables. After I designed this and wrote a couple of reports, I trained 3 interns how to write the SQL for the reports. The reports were built using ASP and IIS. I also trained the other DBA at TechRepublic how to maintain this system and the partitioned tables.

Accucast
TechRepublic purchased Accucast from Socket Ware. This application is a mass mail delivery system. TechRepublic would send out millions of emails a day. This required database monitoring and enhancements to the Accucast code in order to achieve this. We were Socket Ware’s largest customer at the time. I helped re-write their code to stop locking issues we were facing with their original code. 



Writing PL/SQL and publishing this using Oracle 9iAS Release 1 met reporting needs. The reporting needs were rather simple so I used the same type of scheduling system used in the Report System at TechRepublic to handle this. The report output was HTML only.






		Technology Consulting Incorporated (TCI)


6/2000 – 2/2001

		Database Administrator


While at TCI, I worked on their internal application called EPHRS. Employee Public Health Record System (EPHRS) was based on Oracle Application Server. It used Microsoft IIS as the web server. The application used generated PL/SQL code from Oracle Designer. It used Oracle 8i databases for Test, Development, and Production. 

I was responsible for the administration of the servers as well as upgrades. I did not design the application but was required to learn it to enhance it. The application was on the Internet so I spent a lot of time making sure the application was secure.

After finishing this project, I contracted at TechRepublic.com through TCI. I worked immediately on the CMS project.

CMS is a Content Management System that kept track of Word Documents containing articles for the Web Site. It was a 3rd party application. Two Oracle 8i databases were configured on Solaris for this application. I helped the contractors build referential integrity in their database model, as they didn’t have any to begin with. The application utilized Intermedia to allow users to search the Word Documents for text. The initial installation of the databases used a single byte character set. Because Word Documents use high ascii value characters and the Word Documents were stored as CLOBs, I had to convert the databases to UTF8. 


I was the DBA on this project and provided technical leadership to the outside company that wrote CMS.  


After completing this project, I was hired full time for TechRepublic. Shortly after this, CNET.COM purchased TechRepublic.com.






		Seven Lands Software


3/2000 – 6/2000

		Database Administrator


I got into this small software development company with the expectations to continue using my Oracle skills. I quickly found out that this company wasn't doing very well financially and contracting there wasn't going to last long. 


I did work on a project that utilized openrowset function in SQL Server 7.0 to implement system that interacts with legacy Mainframe system.


I also performed the installation of a Sybase database at customer site. After the installation, I used BCP to begin testing this installation.



		Louisville Gas and Electric (LG&E)


10/1997 - 3/2000

		Database Administrator and Developer


LG&E was a great company. While there, I worked on CTS. Commodity Trading System (CTS) is a client server application that used Delphi as the front end and Oracle 8 databases in the back end. The application aided Traders in making energy-marketing deals. It also valued all deals on a nightly basis. A great deal of PL/SQL was written to support this application. 


CTS was already designed when I started working on it. I did help design enhancements and I wrote a great deal of code. The nightly valuation process was slow at one time and I was required to re-write this. I was able to greatly decrease the time it took to run the valuation. Some nights, it would take over 12 hours to complete. This application is still in use today and this valuation process takes 1 hour to complete now. This was achieved by multi threading the process to re-calculate the deals in the system. 


CTS ran on ran Oracle 7.3 on HP/UX with parallel server option and was later upgraded to Oracle 8.


I worked on the Gas Accounting system prior to CTS. On this project, I re-wrote many Crystal Reports to perform better and to summarize data correctly. I helped upgrade the database from SQL Server 6.0 on DEC Alpha to 6.5 on NT.



		EDUCATION

		University of Louisville, Louisville, KY Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Concentration: Finance, December 1994, GPA: 3.31/ 4.0.



		HONORS AND CERTIFICATIONS

		· Oracle 9i Performance Tuning, Oracle 8 Database Administration, Oracle 8 Network Administration, and Oracle 8 Back and Recovery classes.


· NTR.NET Corporation Employee of the Month September 1996


· Golden Key National Honor Society and Dean's list
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Jon Roberts
13219 Willow Forest Drive
Louisville, KY 40245
dbajonr@yahoo.com
502-241-6245 (home)
502-580-1688 (work)
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Humana
November 2001 - Present
Database Administrator
Designed and built Community Manager which is a web based report delivery application that has been tailored to meet the security requirements of Humana. The application is built primarily with PL/SQL packages and is delivered using Oracle 9iAS Release 1 (version 1.0.2.2.2a). Security is integrated with Humana's single sign on solution and uses Java Stored Procedures to communicate with Humana's Security API. Access control is controlled inside of Community Manager and it has role based Security.

Reports are run using Oracle Report Server via PL/SQL. The Reports are stored in the database as BLOBs. A scheduler has been written in PL/SQL to allow reports to run in batch in daily, weekly, business daily, or monthly intervals. The application also packages reports. A user may want to have 10 reports combined into a single PDF. The application can run each of the 10 reports independently in a multi threaded fashion and then a Java Stored Procedure combines all 10 PDF files into a single PDF. The single PDF is then stored in the database and the user can retrieve it.

Oracle Forms have also been incorporated into the site. Security is again integrated into Humana's Single Sign on solution using PL/SQL and Java stored procedures.  I wrote an Oracle Form to securely launch Forms within our application by first checking the rights of the user logged in.

There are 4 environments (Development, Test, Quality Assurance, and Production). Each environment is identical using the same hardware (2 CPU, 2 gig Web Server) each with their own database instance. Microsoft Source Safe is used for version control of PL/SQL to turn new code in each environment. There is also a large 8 processor server used to run just reports. 

Users can upload documents into the application and have the files stored in the database. A user can create content areas of files and share these content areas with other users.

Oracle Discoverer has also been added to the application. This has been done on a limited basis as Community Manager is focused more on Oracle Reports.

The databases were originally configured on Oracle 8i. Because of de-support of 8i this year, I have upgraded to 9i version 9.2.0.3. 

I am responsible for designing the application and integration of Security with Humana's single sign on solution. I wrote most of the "hard stuff" and two other developers focused on designing the optimal user interface. I am the DBA for all 4 database instances. I am the Discoverer Administrator which requires patching and configuring the server for optimal performance of Discoverer Viewer and Plus. I also upgraded users from 3i to 4i this year. I am the administrator for 9iAS. I research and patch every part of 9iAS used by Community Manager (Forms, Reports, Apache, SSL, etc)

I am currently researching 9iAS release 2 (version 9.0.2) and Application Server 10g (version 9.0.4).  I have done multiple test installations and migrated Forms and Reports to the new version.  I have researched migrating Oracle Discoverer to the new version as well.

CNET.COM (TechRepublic.com)
February 2001 - October 2001

Database Administrator
I was contracting at TechRepublic and was then hired full time. Just a month or two later, CNET.COM purchased TechRepublic.com. As an employee, I continued working on the CMS project that I started as a contractor from my previous employer (see TCI below).  I then started working on the Report System and Accucast.

Report System
TechRepublic used Microsoft SQL Server to run their web site. Daily reports were required to parse the previous day's web logs. These reports were scheduled independently of each other using Microsoft DTS packages. There were many problems with this as different jobs would conflict with each other and the logs were stored in one large table. Database logs were applied daily to the reporting server which compounded the scheduling problems the reporting system had.
I re-wrote this process by designing a scheduling procedure using Transact SQL. I partitioned these large tables as well. I designed a better way to calculate incremental changes and store the results in reporting summary tables. After I designed this and wrote a couple of reports, I trained 3 interns how to write the SQL for the reports. The reports were built using ASP and IIS. I also trained the other DBA at TechRepublic how to maintain this system and the partitioned tables.

Accucast
TechRepublic purchased Accucast from Socket Ware. This application is a mass mail delivery system. TechRepublic would send out millions of emails a day. This required database monitoring and enhancements to the Accucast code in order to achieve this. We were Socket Ware's largest customer at the time. I helped re-write their code to stop locking issues we were facing with their original code. 

Writing PL/SQL and publishing this using Oracle 9iAS Release 1 met reporting needs. The reporting needs were rather simple so I used the same type of scheduling system used in the Report System at TechRepublic to handle this. The report output was HTML only.

Technology Consulting Incorporated (TCI)
6/2000 - 2/2001
Database Administrator
While at TCI, I worked on their internal application called EPHRS. Employee Public Health Record System (EPHRS) was based on Oracle Application Server. It used Microsoft IIS as the web server. The application used generated PL/SQL code from Oracle Designer. It used Oracle 8i databases for Test, Development, and Production. 

I was responsible for the administration of the servers as well as upgrades. I did not design the application but was required to learn it to enhance it. The application was on the Internet so I spent a lot of time making sure the application was secure.

After finishing this project, I contracted at TechRepublic.com through TCI. I worked immediately on the CMS project.

CMS is a Content Management System that kept track of Word Documents containing articles for the Web Site. It was a 3rd party application. Two Oracle 8i databases were configured on Solaris for this application. I helped the contractors build referential integrity in their database model, as they didn't have any to begin with. The application utilized Intermedia to allow users to search the Word Documents for text. The initial installation of the databases used a single byte character set. Because Word Documents use high ascii value characters and the Word Documents were stored as CLOBs, I had to convert the databases to UTF8. 

I was the DBA on this project and provided technical leadership to the outside company that wrote CMS.  

After completing this project, I was hired full time for TechRepublic. Shortly after this, CNET.COM purchased TechRepublic.com.

Seven Lands Software
3/2000 - 6/2000
Database Administrator
I got into this small software development company with the expectations to continue using my Oracle skills. I quickly found out that this company wasn't doing very well financially and contracting there wasn't going to last long. 
I did work on a project that utilized openrowset function in SQL Server 7.0 to implement system that interacts with legacy Mainframe system.
I also performed the installation of a Sybase database at customer site. After the installation, I used BCP to begin testing this installation.
Louisville Gas and Electric (LG&E)
10/1997 - 3/2000
Database Administrator and Developer
LG&E was a great company. While there, I worked on CTS. Commodity Trading System (CTS) is a client server application that used Delphi as the front end and Oracle 8 databases in the back end. The application aided Traders in making energy-marketing deals. It also valued all deals on a nightly basis. A great deal of PL/SQL was written to support this application. 
CTS was already designed when I started working on it. I did help design enhancements and I wrote a great deal of code. The nightly valuation process was slow at one time and I was required to re-write this. I was able to greatly decrease the time it took to run the valuation. Some nights, it would take over 12 hours to complete. This application is still in use today and this valuation process takes 1 hour to complete now. This was achieved by multi threading the process to re-calculate the deals in the system. 
CTS ran on ran Oracle 7.3 on HP/UX with parallel server option and was later upgraded to Oracle 8.
I worked on the Gas Accounting system prior to CTS. On this project, I re-wrote many Crystal Reports to perform better and to summarize data correctly. I helped upgrade the database from SQL Server 6.0 on DEC Alpha to 6.5 on NT.
EDUCATION
University of Louisville, Louisville, KY Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Concentration: Finance, December 1994, GPA: 3.31/ 4.0.
HONORS AND CERTIFICATIONS
* Oracle 9i Performance Tuning, Oracle 8 Database Administration, Oracle 8 Network Administration, and Oracle 8 Back and Recovery classes.
* NTR.NET Corporation Employee of the Month September 1996
* Golden Key National Honor Society and Dean's list
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 502-580-1688 (work)


EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Humana
November 2001 – Present

Consulting System Engineer


· Architect for Portal style application that displays information from a Data Warehouse using Oracle 9iAS.  This included all database modeling, installing of software and patches, and designing hardware requirements for the Portal.


· Integrated Oracle 9iAS (Forms Servlet 6i, Reports 6i CGI, and Apache HTTP Server) with Humana’s security system using Java stored procedures.


· Designed Portal to run Reports nightly and store output in a BLOB to be viewed during the day. 


· Perform backup/recovery, turns, tuning, and patches for Oracle databases.


· Oracle Express administrator.


· Trained developers on best practices of PL/SQL.



CNET (TechRepublic)


February 2001-October 2001


Technology Consulting Inc


June 2000-February 2001


(contractor)

Database Administrator


· Installed and maintained Oracle 8i databases on Solaris platform to support a Content Management system that aided in the turn process for publishing new content on the web site.  


· Maintained and upgraded Microsoft SQLServer databases for TechRepublic's website and reporting servers. 


· Utilized log shipping for stand-by machine as well as reporting server.


· Redesigned reporting web site for better performance and easier maintenance.  


· Code reviewed and turned database objects on a weekly basis for web site.



Seven Lands Software


March 2000-June 2000

Database Administrator 


· Utilized openrowset function in SQL Server 7.0 to implement system that interacts with legacy Mainframe system.


· Performed installation of Sybase database at customer site.



Louisville Gas and Electric

October 1999-March 2000

Database Administrator


· Worked with developers to design/enhance Oracle database schema for Commodity Trading System.  Database ran on HP/UX with parallel server option.


· Monitored and enhanced performance of application by utilizing database jobs to multithread valuation process that is run nightly.


· Performed upgrade of SQL Server 6.0 to 6.5 going from DEC Alpha to Windows NT.



Louisville Gas and Electric


March 1998-October 1999

Senior Programmer/Analyst 


· Full software life cycle experience in team environment coding PL/SQL on an Oracle 8 database using SQL Navigator.


· Support person for trading floor for applications that deal with the internet.



Louisville Gas and Electric

October 1997-March 1998

Programmer/Analyst and Contractor (first 9 months)

· Wrote custom stored procedures in Microsoft SQL Server 6.0 in conjunction with Crystal Reports to fix/enhance many accounting reports.



William Mercer 


March 1997-October 1997

SQL Programmer


· Responsibilities included programming SQL stored procedures and triggers using DBArtisan and Cast in a Sybase/Unix environment.

· Wrote system reports using SQR programming language.



ntr.net Corporation

February 1996-March 1997




Billing Manager 


· Responsible for reporting Revenue, Accounts Receivable balance, and billing all customers on a monthly basis.  Developed the system to do these tasks in this start up company.


· Used a variety of tools such as SQL, Sybase System 11, Crystal Reports, FTP, Telnet, Perl, and HTML.


· Employee of the month the first month ntr.net began the award. 



Galloway Appraisal
June 1995-October 1995

Assistant Network Administrator

· Responsible for regular maintenance and user support of local area network. 


· Aided in the installation of "The Appraisal Connection" hardware and software in clients' offices. 



EDUCATION


University of Louisville, Louisville, KY Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Concentration: Finance, December 1994, GPA: 3.31/ 4.0. 



HONORS AND CERTIFICATIONS

· Oracle 8 Database Administration, Oracle 8 Network Administration, and Oracle 8 Back and Recovery classes.


· NTR.NET Corporation Employee of the Month September 1996


· Golden Key National Honor Society and Dean's list
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ubb/Forum10/forum_thread_data_0000.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"10"}->{"0000"} = {
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!Sam Saye's 1991 Galant VR4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!09:26 AM!,
q!2452676.0926!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!09:26 AM!,
q!2452676.0926!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!Joseph Reinacher's 1991 Galant VR4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452811.1506!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452811.1506!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!Wesley LaRiviere's 1991 Galant VR4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452676.0936!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452676.0936!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!JD Ross's 1992 Galant VR4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!08:09 AM!,
q!2452895.0809!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!08:09 AM!,
q!2452895.0809!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!Ken Inn's 1991 Galant VR4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452676.0945!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452676.0945!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!Alex Grabau's 1991 BMW 318i????!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!09:01 AM!,
q!2453011.0901!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!09:01 AM!,
q!2453011.0901!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!James Judd's 1996 Lancer Evolution III GSR!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!09:49 AM!,
q!2452676.0949!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!09:49 AM!,
q!2452676.0949!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!Harry Blanchard's 1992 Galant VR4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:04 AM!,
q!2452676.1004!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:04 AM!,
q!2452676.1004!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!Images broken!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!09:29 AM!,
q!2453052.0929!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!09:29 AM!,
q!2453052.0929!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!Ashley Hinds's 1992 Galant VR4 (Australian Spec)!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:07 AM!,
q!2452676.1007!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:07 AM!,
q!2452676.1007!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!Rob Neubauer's 1992 Galant VR4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:10 AM!,
q!2452676.1010!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:10 AM!,
q!2452676.1010!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!Jon Roberts's 1991 Galant VR4 !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2452676.1018!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2452676.1018!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!Ron Lee's 1991 Galant VR4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2452697.0848!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2452697.0848!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum10/forum_10.threads
%forum_topics = (
    q!000007! => q!2452676.1010!,
    q!000008! => q!2452676.1018!,
    q!000009! => q!2452697.0848!,
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ubb/Forum10/000001.cgi
A||S||0||Jon||Sam Saye's 1991 Galant VR4||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||09:26 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<b>Message Board Name:</b> Sam Sayes <br /><b>Year:</b> 1991 Galant VR4<br /><b>Location:</b> Burke, VA<br /><b>Comment:</b> The Awoken Sleeper <br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/sam_side.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallsam_side.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/sam_front.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallsam_front.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/sam_engine1.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallsam_engine1.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/sam_fmic.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallsam_fmic.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/sam_engine2.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallsam_engine2.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/sam_upper_ic_pipe.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallsam_upper_ic_pipe.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/sam_upper_ic_pipe2.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallsam_upper_ic_pipe2.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><br /><br /><b>Performance mods:</b><br /><li>HKS Hiper exhaust<br /><li>RRE 3" down pipe<br /><li>RRE 3" hi flow cat<br /><li>RRE Ported Big 16G with 34mm internal wastegate<br /><li>Extrude honed intake manifold powder coated red<br /><li>550cc injectors<br /><li>Nocturnal Motorsports Intercooler with SS pipes<br /><br /><b>Driveline mods:</b><br /><li>Brembo cross drilled rotors<br /><li>KVR brake pads<br /><li>ACT 2600 clutch<br /><li>RRE lightened flywheel<br /><li>Team Dynamic Monza 17" wheels<br /><br /><b>Suspension mods:</b><br /><li>Ground control coil overs<br /><li>KYB AGX struts<br /><li>Greddy front strut bar<br /><li>RRE rear strut bar<br /><li>Whiteline 24mm sway bars<br /><br /><b>Exterior/Interior mods:</b><br /><li>Recarro front seats in black leather<br /><li>Carbon fiber gauges<br /><li>Greddy EGT||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002
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ubb/Forum10/000002.cgi
A||S||0||Jon||Wesley LaRiviere's 1991 Galant VR4||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||09:36 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<b>Owner:</b> Wesley LaRiviere<br /><b>Message Board Name:</b> KarT<br /><b>Year:</b> 1991 Galant VR4<br /><b>Location:</b> Meriden, CT USA<br /><b>Comment:</b> It's one of the cleanest left.<br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/kart_driver_side.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallkart_driver_side.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/kart_front.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallkart_front.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/kart_passenger_front.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallkart_passenger_front.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/kart_back_window.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallkart_back_window.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/kart_radiator.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallkart_radiator.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/kart_pipes.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallkart_pipes.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/kart_engine.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallkart_engine.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/kart_front_mount.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallkart_front_mount.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><br /><b>Performance mods:</b><br /><li>Bosch 550 injectors<br /><li>Supra TT fuel pump<br /><li>B&M pressure regulator<br /><li>Apexi Super AFC<br /><li>TMO Stage 3 ECU<br /><li>Accel wires<br /><li>Certified Muffler 3" stainless Turbo back w/ATR tip<br /><li>Ported 95 exhaust manifold<br /><li>Ported O2 exhaust housing<br /><li>Buschur Racing Front Mount Intercooler<br /><li>Cut down Modine Radiator<br /><br /><b>Driveline mods:</b><br /><li>ACT 2600 clutch with 6 puck disk<br /><li>Stainless clutch line<br /><li>Extreme short shifter w/stiff kit<br /><li>EBT drilled & slotted front rotors<br /><li>Drilled rear rotors<br /><li>Konig Imagine 17x7 wheels<br /><li>Avon z rated 215/45/17 tires<br /><br /><b>Suspension mods:</b><br /><li>H&R springs<br /><li>KYB AGX struts<br /><li>Greddy front strut bar<br /><br /><b>Exterior/Interior mods:</b><br /><li>Optima Red Top relocated to trunk<br /><li>Apexi EGT and Boost gauges.<br /><li>HKS turbo timer<br /><li>PIAA headlights<br /><li>JDM clear corners w/PIAA bulbs<br /><li>Pioneer MP3 player, 10" Solobaric sub, Fultron Powerbass Amp 200.2<br /><li>MOMO shift knob<br /><li>20% Platinum Tint||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002



ubb/Forum10/000003.cgi
A||S||0||Jon||Ken Inn's 1991 Galant VR4||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||09:45 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<b>Owner:</b> Ken Inn<br /><b>Message Board Name:</b> Ken Inn<br /><b>Year:</b> 1991 Galant VR4<br /><b>Location:</b> Denton, TX USA<br /><b>Comment:</b> I'm older than dirt.<br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ken_front.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallken_front.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ken_front2.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallken_front2.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ken_engine.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallken_engine.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ken_airfilter.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallken_airfilter.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ken_radio.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallken_radio.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><br /><b>Performance mods:</b><br /><li>Stock JDM motor from an automatic car.<br /><li>Spoolinup Adjustable Fuel Pressure regulator.<br /><li>3000GT fuel pump.<br /><li>Ported 2G exhaust manifold.<br /><li>TRE ported big 16G turbo.<br /><li>Howard Draper ported O2 housing..<br /><li>Archer Racing 2.5" stainless steel downpipe.<br /><li>Mofugas 2.5" cat.<br /><li>HKS cat-back with Ultraflow muffler.<br /><li>RRE Starion front mount intercooler and pipes.<br /><li><i><b>Homey</i></b> water injection with 2 nozzles.<br /><li>Raptor intake tube with stock MAS.<br /><br /><b>Driveline mods:</b><br /><li>ACT 2100 clutch.<br /><li>Lightened flywheel.<br /><li>3 bolt rear LSD.<br /><br /><b>Suspension mods:</b><br /><li>Koni front and KYB rear struts.<br /><li>Whiteline front and rear sway bars.<br /><li>Whiteline castor bushings.<br /><br /><b>Exterior/Interior mods:</b><br /><li>EGT, boost, oil pressure, oil tempature, voltage, and Jumptronix A/F gauges.<br /><li>Knock sensor LED, water injection on light.<br /><li>Interior leather being restored with Leatherique.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002



ubb/Forum10/000004.cgi
A||S||0||Jon||James Judd's 1996 Lancer Evolution III GSR||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||09:49 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<b>Owner:</b> James Judd<br /><b>Message Board Name:</b> James<br /><b>Year:</b> 1996 Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution III GSR<br /><b>Location:</b> Adelaide,South Australia<br /><b>Comment:</b> In short, one hell of a car!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/evo_iii_1.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallevo_iii_1.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/evo_iii_2.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallevo_iii_2.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/evo_iii_3.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallevo_iii_3.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/evo_iii_4.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallevo_iii_4.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/evo_iii_5.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallevo_iii_5.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/evo_iii_6.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallevo_iii_6.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/evo_iii_7.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallevo_iii_7.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/evo_iii_8.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallevo_iii_8.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><br /><b>Performance mods:</b><br /><li>2.5" cat back exhaust with 5" muffler.<br /><br /><b>Driveline mods:</b><br /><li>None<br /><br /><b>Suspension mods:</b><br /><li>Lowered<br /><li>KYB struts<br /><br /><b>Exterior/Interior mods:</b><br /><li>2 5/8" Autometer boost gauge||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002



ubb/Forum10/000005.cgi
A||S||0||Jon||Harry Blanchard's 1992 Galant VR4||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||10:04 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<b>Owner:</b> Harry Blanchard<br /><b>Message Board Name:</b> number3<br /><b>Year:</b> 1992<br /><b>Number:</b> 3/1000<br /><b>Best 1/4 mile time:</b> 12.4<br /><b>Comment:</b> Nothing better than beating a cammed-up Mustang at the track in a "family sedan." Then having a crowd of people ask you what the hell is that thing up to a year later. That to me is the whole allure of this car.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_front_driver.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallno3_front_driver.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_front_low.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallno3_front_low.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_rear_passenger.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallno3_rear_passenger.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_inside.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallno3_inside.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_inside2.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallno3_inside2.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_fuelpump.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallno3_fuelpump.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_engine.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallno3_engine.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_turbo.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallno3_turbo.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_cage.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallno3_cage.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_harness.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallno3_harness.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><br /><b>Performance mods:</b><br /><li>HKS 264/272 cams<br /><li>HKS EVC EZ and turbo timer<br /><li>HKS SS BOV<br /><li>HKS VPC<br /><li>Apexi Super AFC<br /><li>TMO Chip with raised rev limiter<br /><li>Extrude Honed US spec intake manifold<br /><li>3" ThreeSpeed intercooler pipes with Spearco 2-197 intercooler<br /><li>K&N air filter<br /><li>Paxton fuel pressure regulator, filters, and pump with braided fuel lines and stock fuel rail<br /><li>ND 660 Injectors<br /><li>T3/T4 ball bearing turbo<br /><li>Turbonetics exhaust manifold<br /><li>3" O2 eliminator<br /><li>35mm Tial external wastegate<br /><li>3" turbo back<br /><li>Pocketlogger datalogger<br /><br /><b>Driveline mods:</b><br /><li>4 bolt rear end with LSD<br /><li>ACT 2600 Clutch<br /><li>TRE spec tranny<br /><li>Fedenza Flywheel<br /><li>RRE SS clutch line<br /><li>ThreeSpeed SSSS<br /><li>Quaife front and center LSD units<br /><li>SS brake lines from Mofugas<br /><br /><b>Suspension mods:</b><br /><li>H&R springs (one coil cut in rear)<br /><li>KYB AGX struts<br /><li>Greddy front and ThreeSpeed rear strut tower bars<br /><li>SSR Integral 17" wheels and Whiteline sway bars and bushings<br /><li>AWS removed<br /><li>Greddy front and ThreeSpeed rear strut tower bars<br /><br /><b>Exterior/Interior mods:</b><br /><li>Shaved fuel door and emblems<br /><li>JDM clear corner lights<br /><li>92 painted center grill<br /><li>6 point NHRA cage<br /><li>Momo steering wheel <br /><li>RCI 5 point harnesses<br /><li>Stereo consists of Sony, Polk Audio and Soundstream||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002



ubb/Forum10/000006.cgi
A||S||0||Jon||Ashley Hinds's 1992 Galant VR4 (Australian Spec)||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||10:07 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<b>Owner:</b> Ashley Hinds<br /><b>Message Board Name:</b> Ash<br /><b>Year:</b> 1992<br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ash_front.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallash_front.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ash_back.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallash_back.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ash_driver_side.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallash_driver_side.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ash_pass_side.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallash_pass_side.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ash_engine.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallash_engine.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ash_dash.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallash_dash.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ash_climate_control.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallash_climate_control.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ash_boost.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallash_boost.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><br /><b>Performance mods:</b><br /><li>Boost controler<br /><li>K&N<br /><li>3" cat back<br /><br /><b>Driveline mods:</b><br /><li>None<br /><br /><b>Suspension mods:</b><br /><li>Front strut tower brace<br /><br /><b>Exterior/Interior mods:</b><br /><li>Turbo Timer<br /><li>Boost gauge on A-pillar<br /><li>Bumping stereo||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002



ubb/Forum10/000007.cgi
A||S||0||Jon||Rob Neubauer's 1992 Galant VR4||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||10:10 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<b>Owner:</b> Rob Neubauer<br /><b>Message Board Name:</b>Team Ducktape<br /><b>Year:</b> 1992<br /><b>Number:</b> 32/1000<br /><b>Best 1/4 mile time:</b> none yet.<br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/rob_n_front.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallrob_n_front.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/rob_n_garrett.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallrob_n_garrett.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/rob_n_clutch.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallrob_n_clutch.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><br /><b>Performance mods:</b><br /><br /><li>T3/T4 Turbonetics with cast manifold<br /><li>Turbonetics Deltagate<br /><li>800cc Injectors<br /><li>SDS mangnement system<br /><li>Boost at 20 psi<br /><li>Liquid to air intercooler coming from Spearco<br /><br /><b>Driveline mods:</b><br /><li>Clutchnet 3800lb. clutch with 6 puck "sprung" race disk<br /><li>All stainless clutch line<br /><li>2G tranny with VR4 gears<br /><li>3 bolt is there for as long as it lasts<br /><li>AWS still in the car<br /><li>MSW rims with Brigstone Potenza 205/50 ZR16<br /><br /><b>Suspension mods:</b><br /><li>KYB GR-2 struts<br /><li>Lowering springs<br /><br /><b>Exterior/Interior mods:</b><br /><li>Hidden Autometer boost gauge||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002



ubb/Forum10/000008.cgi
A||S||0||Jon||Jon Roberts's 1991 Galant VR4 ||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||10:18 AM||jon@jgronline.com||(Matt Wenger now owns this car)<br /><b>Owner:</b> Jon Roberts<br /><b>Message Board Name:</b>Jon<br /><b>Year:</b> 1991<br /><b>Number:</b> 1833/2000<br /><b>Best 1/4 mile time:</b> 12.851 at 107.83 mph<br /><b>Comment:</b> Great car and the best sleeper on the road. <b>sold!</b><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jgr_front.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljgr_front.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jgr_back.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljgr_back.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jgr_inside1.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljgr_inside1.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jgr_inside2.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljgr_inside2.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jgr_engine1.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljgr_engine1.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jgr_engine2.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljgr_engine2.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jgr_engine3.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljgr_engine3.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><br /><b>Performance mods:</b><br /><br />JDM engine with "low" miles and balance shafts removed<br /><br /><li>Cyclone intake removed in favor of US spec intake manifold<br /><li>2.25" RRE intercooler pipes with Spearco 2-221 intercooler<br /><li>K&N air filter<br /><li>HKS VPC<br /><li>SX fuel pressure regulator<br /><li>RC 550 injectors<br /><li>Rewired Supra fuel pump<br /><li>Big 16G turbo with 34mm wastegate valve<br /><li>Ported 95 exhaust manifold<br /><li>Ported O2 housing<br /><li>Ported turbo exhaust housing<br /><li>2.5" Buschur Racing down pipe<br /><li>2.5" Buschur Racing test pipe<br /><li>2.5" Mofugas Motorsports cat back exhaust<br /><li>Stock BOV crushed<br /><li>Hallman boost controler<br /><li>Pocketlogger datalogger<br /><li>Modine all metal radiator<br /><li>90 DSM spec external oil cooler<br /><br /><b>Driveline mods:</b><br /><li>4 bolt rear end with LSD<br /><li>Centerforce Dual Friction Clutch<br /><li>94 spec tranny<br /><li>Lightened flywheel<br /><li>RRE SS clutch line<br /><li>SS brake lines from RRE<br /><br /><b>Suspension mods:</b><br /><li>H&R springs (one coil cut in rear)<br /><li>KYB AGX struts<br /><li>RRE front and rear strut tower bars<br /><li>92 wheels with 225/50 15" tires (extra set of 92 wheels with 195/60 tires for winter)<br /><li>AWS removed<br /><br /><b>Exterior/Interior mods:</b><br /><li>93 Headlights<br /><li>JDM clear corner lights<br /><li>92 painted center grill<br /><li>Rear emblems removed<br /><li>Momo steering wheel and shift knob<br /><li>89 manual seat belts<br /><li>Stereo consists of a 10" Polk Audio sub, JBL 6.5" door speakers, Aiwa CDC-MP32 cd player, and a 4 channel Rockford Fosgate amplifier.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002
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ubb/Forum10/000009.cgi
A||S||0||Jon||Ron Lee's 1991 Galant VR4||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-26-2003||08:48 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<b>Owner:</b> Ron Lee<br /><b>Message Board Name:</b>Ron<br /><b>Year:</b> 1991<br /><b>Number:</b> 1038/2000<br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ron_front.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallron_front.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ron_side.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallron_side.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ron_inside.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallron_inside.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ron_engine1.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallron_engine1.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ron_engine2.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallron_engine2.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ron_engine3.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallron_engine3.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><br /><b>Performance Mods</b><br /><li>JDM engine w/ US intake manifold<br /><li>K&N Filter,2G Mas, an elbow from a Ford Mustang<br /><li>HKS 2.5" intake elbow<br /><li>2.5" Aluminum pipe w/Blitz BOV<br /><li>PWR FMIC 2.25"in, 2.5" out<br /><li>Spoolin Up FPR<br /><li>510cc Yellow injectors (came with the motor)<br /><li>Rewired Supra pump<br /><li>Big 16G (came with the motor)<br /><li>Fluidyne 1G radiator/ Flexilite fan<br /><li>External Oil Cooler<br /><li>Apexi AFC<br /><li>Datalogger<br /><li>Yuasa Motorcycle Battery<br /><br /><b>Drive Line</b><br /><li>ACT 2100<br /><br /><b>Suspension</b><br /><li>JIC SF1<br /><li>17" Work Rezax wheels with 225/45-17 tires<br /><br /><b>Exterior/Interior</b><br /><li>93 Headlights<br /><li>CATZ 4500k HID Lights<br /><li>Momo Steering Wheel<br /><li>TEL shifter<br /><li>Pioneer MP3 CD player||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||



ubb/Forum10/000010.cgi
A||S||0||Jon||Joseph Reinacher's 1991 Galant VR4||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||06-20-2003||03:06 PM||jon@jgronline.com||<b>Owner:</b> Joseph Reinacher<br /><b>Message Board Name:</b>dsmsleeper<br /><b>Year:</b> 1991<br /><b>Number:</b> 782/2000<br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jreinacher1.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljreinacher1.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jreinacher2.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljreinacher2.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jreinacher4.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljreinacher4.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jreinacher5.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljreinacher5.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jreinacher6.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljreinacher6.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jreinacher7.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljreinacher7.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jreinacher9.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljreinacher9.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jreinacher10.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smalljreinacher10.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><br /><b>Performance mods:</b><br /><li>Ported 16G Turbo <br /><li>Balanced motor with<br />&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;- JE Pistons 8.5:1 compression<br />&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;- block bored 30 over<br />&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;- swirl polished stainless steel valves (1mm larger)<br />&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;- balance shafts removed <br /><li>Mild porting of head <br /><li>ARP head studs <br /><li>Unorthodox Underdrive pulley <br /><li>K&N cone filter <br /><li>Al Blaha modified MAS <br /><li>Raptor Racing intake <br /><li>2 1/4" lower IC pipe <br /><li>Spearco FMIC <br /><li>2 1/4" upper IC pipe <br /><li>GReddy Type-S BOV <br /><li>HKS TB elbow <br /><li>overbored TB <br /><li>3" HRC O2 eliminator downpipe <br /><li>3" Catco high flow cat <br /><li>3" RS*R muffler <br /><li>Magnecor 8.5 wires <br /><li>BPR7ES NGK plugs <br /><li>RRE Stainless Steel turbo oil feed line <br /><li>Apex-i AFC <br /><li>Evo IV 510cc injectors <br /><li>B&M fuel pressure gauge <br /><li>Charged Air AFPR <br /><li>HKS EVC IV <br /><li>Blitz FATT <br /><li>A/C removed<br /><br /><b>Driveline mods:</b><br /><li>New GVR-4 tranny w/ dual syncros <br /><li>JUN lightweight flywheel <br /><li>CFDF ball bearing clutch <br /><li>Mofugas braided clutch line <br /><li>Custom billet spacers for shifter <br /><li>Front dimple drilled and slotted rotors with Axxis Metal Master pads <br /><li>Rear cross-drilled rotors <br /><li>Stainless steel brake lines <br /><br /><b>Suspension mods:</b><br /><li>GAB coilovers, w/ Eibach springs <br /><li>Bartec rear strutbar <br /><li>Cusco/Greddy front strut bar <br /><br /><b>Exterior/Interior mods:</b><br /><li>HKS white-faced boost gauge <br /><li>Greddy 60mm Peak/Warning EGT <br /><li>Extreme A/F gauge <br /><li>GReddy peak/hold white-faced EGT <br /><li>MOMO Champion Wheel <br /><li>Razo carbon fiber pedals <br /><li>Razo dead pedal <br /><li>cabon fiber interior panels <br /><li>1g T/E/L shifter w/ custom leather boot <br /><li>Trunk-mounted Optima battery <br /><li>Xenon lights <br /><li>JDM spec corner lights <br /><li>JDM headlights (with city lights)||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no



ubb/Forum10/000011.cgi
A||S||0||Jon||JD Ross's 1992 Galant VR4||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||09-12-2003||08:09 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<b>Owner:</b> JD Ross<br /><b>Message Board Name:</b>mixx2001<br /><b>Year:</b> 1992<br /><b>Number:</b> 166/1000<br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/mixx2001_front.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallmixx2001_front.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/mixx2001_side.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallmixx2001_side.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/mixx2001_inside.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallmixx2001_inside.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/mixx2001_gauges.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallmixx2001_gauges.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/mixx2001_palm.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallmixx2001_palm.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/mixx2001_plaque.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallmixx2001_plaque.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/mixx2001_engine.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallmixx2001_engine.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><br /><b>Performance mods:</b><br /><li>16G Ported and Clipped<br /><li>Custom 2.25" IC pipping<br /><li>2.5" Turbo back BR SS Exhaust<br /><li>HK$ Super Mega Flow Intake<br /><li>Custom FMIC (Dual A4 SMIC's)<br /><br /><b>Driveline mods:</b><br /><li>ACT 2100<br /><li>Viscous Coupling Eliminator<br /><br /><b>Suspension mods:</b><br /><li>Whiteline springs<br /><li>Whiteline rear sway bar<br /><li>AGX adjustable shocks<br /><li>Pannasport 17x8" wheels (17lbs)<br /><li>Dunlop SP9000 235/40/17<br /><br /><b>Exterior/Interior mods:</b><br /><li>Apexi SAFC-II<br /><li>Blitz DSBC type R<br /><li>HK$ Turbo Timer <br /><li>Westach EGT<br /><li>VDO Boost (hidden)||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no



ubb/Forum10/000012.cgi
A||S||0||Jon||Alex Grabau's 1991 BMW 318i????||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||01-06-2004||09:01 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<b>Owner:</b> Alex Grabau<br /><b>Message Board Name:</b>Bimmubishi<br /><b>Car: </b>BMW 318i powered by a 6 bolt 4G63 turbo<br /><b>Year:</b>1991<br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/bmw_front.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallbmw_front.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/bmw_engine.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallbmw_engine.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/bmw_engine2.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallbmw_engine2.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/bmw_intercooler.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallbmw_intercooler.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/bmw_suspension.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallbmw_suspension.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><br /><b>Performance Mods</b><br /><li>Mitsubishi 4G63 turbo engine swap<br /><li>Mitsubishi Mighty Max tranny<br /><li>Mitsubishi EVO 3 manifold <br /><li>Mitsubishi EVO 3 O2 housing<br /><li>Mitsubishi 16G turbo ported<br /><li>Mitsubishi TMO 3 ECU with "Studderbox"<br /><li>Modified Mitsubishi intake manifold<br /><li>2.5" intercooler pipes<br /><li>Spearco front mount intercooler<br /><li>Mocal 13 Row oil cooler with aeroquip lines<br /><li>BMW steering rack mated to Mitsubishi PS pump with Aeroquip Hydraulic 25,000psi hose and fittings Tig welded to Mitsubishi pump<br /><li>RC 550cc injectors<br /><li>Porsche 928S4 Bosch 255lph fuel pump<br /><li>3" turbo back exhaust with Bullet muffler, no cat (heat insulation-wrapped downpipe)<br /><li>Handmade wiring harness with quick-release molex pin type connectors and teflon wire<br /><li>6061 aluminium Transmission Mount with rubber bumpers from 325i BMW<br /><br /><b>Drive Line</b><br /><li>6 puck brass button clutch<br /><li>Clutchnet.com 2100lb pressure plate<br /><li>Wilwood pull-type slave cylinder (because MM transmission is cable actuated)<br /><li>Driveshaft from drivashaftshop.com (sent measurements to them)<br /><li>BMW "big case" 3.73 rear LSD Differential<br /><br /><b>Suspension</b><br /><li>Bilstein Sport Struts and shocks with HR road springs<br /><br /><b>Exterior/Interior</b><br /><li>Carbon fiber instrument cluster, hand laid (by me) with VDO instruments<br /><li>Apexi Afc type 1 fuel computer<br /><li>Hella Horns<br /><li>Sparco Safari Wheel<br /><li>Lathe turned shift knob (delrin)||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
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A||S||0||Jon||Images broken||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-16-2004||09:29 AM||jon@jgronline.com||The hosting company I use for the images is going through an upgrade.  The images will be unavailable for a while.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
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$forum_thread_data{"12"}->{"0000"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q~91 Black GVR4...MUST SELL QUICKLY..MANY NEW PARTS!!!~,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!02:29 PM!,
q!2453026.1429!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2453042.1125!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sjg!,
q!Looking for GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!03:47 PM!,
q!2453045.1547!,
q!sjg!,
q!00003515!,
q!johnsminibike!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!01:26 AM!,
q!2453061.0126!,
q!johnsminibike!,
q!00003179!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!WTB rolling chassis GVR-4!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!06:14 PM!,
q!2453026.1814!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!00002127!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!01:09 AM!,
q!2453027.0109!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!00002127!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q~Jeebus' Black car:  Pics Up!!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!08:02 PM!,
q!2453026.2002!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!08:02 PM!,
q!2453026.2002!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!VR4dsmAWD!,
q!galant needed near CO!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2453045.2216!,
q!VR4dsmAWD!,
q!00003478!,
q!VR4dsmAWD!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2453046.2054!,
q!VR4dsmAWD!,
q!00003478!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!wanted VR4 in South Carolina!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2453046.1944!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!00001106!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2453046.1944!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!00001106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!FS: #141 / 2000 - Minnesota!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2453047.1051!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2453064.2322!,
q!pisces!,
q!00000768!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!9D1VR4!,
q!91 VR-4 87/2000 might be up for sale...!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2453048.0032!,
q!9D1VR4!,
q!00002961!,
q!johnsminibike!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!01:24 AM!,
q!2453061.0124!,
q!johnsminibike!,
q!00003179!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!fixxer uppers!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!05:30 AM!,
q!2453048.0530!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!12:10 AM!,
q!2453050.0010!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!1990 240sx 5 spd FS!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2453048.1337!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!10:27 AM!,
q!2453049.1027!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tigerspeed35!,
q!WTB: HELP LOOKIN FOR A gvr4 anywhere around CHICAGO!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2453048.2110!,
q!tigespeed35!,
q!00003484!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!07:30 PM!,
q!2453058.1930!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!00003340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!smokindav!,
q!1991 Galant VR4 for sale!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!08:29 PM!,
q!2453009.2029!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!b00sted4g!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2453028.1719!,
q!b00sted4g!,
q!00003271!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~Need to sell 1778 ASAP!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2453014.1235!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2453030.2200!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!vr4 in north jersey 4 sale  w/pics!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2453010.2259!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!Dsmman!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2453023.2152!,
q!Dsmman!,
q!00002350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bomberbboy!,
q!FS: 91 GVR4 with body damage!,
q!1!,
q!31!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!12:54 AM!,
q!2453010.0054!,
q!bomberbboy!,
q!00001150!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2453069.2341!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000031!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lhoy12!,
q!WTB: Galant VR4 (WA, ID, OR)!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2453010.1931!,
q!lhoy12!,
q!00003198!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2453015.1613!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!00000138!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!czech09!,
q!WTB Galant VR4!,
q!4!,
q!2!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2453013.1535!,
q!Lubomir Sokol!,
q!00003234!,
q!msaskin!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2453015.1051!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!Evo 4 on Ebay!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2453026.2159!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!05:01 PM!,
q!2453030.1701!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!syoung298!,
q!white gvr4 rolling chassis 996 for sale!,
q!12!,
q!7!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2453008.2307!,
q!syoung298!,
q!00002298!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!04:11 PM!,
q!2453014.1611!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!$1900 ,Black 91 with JDM motor and rebuilt head !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!11:56 AM!,
q!2453027.1156!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!11:56 AM!,
q!2453027.1156!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q! race vr4  on ebay  !,
q!1!,
q!30!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!08:27 PM!,
q!2453004.2027!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!josh long!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!11:31 PM!,
q!2453020.2331!,
q!josh long!,
q!00000943!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsmgeorge!,
q!Mint Galantvr4 Illinois!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!02:55 AM!,
q!2453028.0255!,
q!dsmgeorge!,
q!00003346!,
q!dsmgeorge!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!02:55 AM!,
q!2453028.0255!,
q!dsmgeorge!,
q!00003346!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!91 GVR4 on Autotrader....!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!08:09 PM!,
q!2453028.2009!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!08:09 PM!,
q!2453028.2009!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!1992 G-GSX on Autotrader....!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2453028.2010!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2453028.2010!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!clean white 92 vr4 on autotrader $5000!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2453029.0047!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!02:00 AM!,
q!2453029.0200!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!WTB:  Hyundai!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2453030.2016!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2453042.2227!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!FS:  1991 Galant VR-4 1788/2000 73k miles FULLY MODDED!,
q!1!,
q!35!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2453031.2227!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2453063.2100!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drifterx!,
q!Not a VR-4 but its AWD and Turbo!,
q!14!,
q!10!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2453048.2343!,
q!drifterx!,
q!00001826!,
q!drifterx!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!12:32 PM!,
q!2453051.1232!,
q!drifterx!,
q!00001826!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!91 GVR4 on eBay!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2453031.2240!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!drew!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!09:14 PM!,
q!2453036.2114!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!JDM in WI for sale!,
q!1!,
q!37!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!01:21 PM!,
q!2453049.1321!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!07:30 PM!,
q!2453062.1930!,
q!jcgalntvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000037!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Initial-G-host!,
q!WTB GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2453032.1735!,
q!Initial-G-host!,
q!00003406!,
q!Initial-G-host!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2453041.2222!,
q!Initial-G-host!,
q!00003406!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sti_95imp!,
q!WTB: almost anything!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2453050.0023!,
q!John C.!,
q!00003267!,
q!sti_95imp!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2453055.1546!,
q!John C.!,
q!00003267!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!99 Civic Hatch!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2453051.1843!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!07:26 PM!,
q!2453056.1926!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Libila!,
q!WTB and WTS: Im getting rid of my 2g tsi and looking for a gvr4 (west coast)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2453052.1702!,
q!Libila!,
q!00003548!,
q!Libila!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2453052.2144!,
q!Libila!,
q!00003548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!boostinvr4!,
q!10 second galant f/s!,
q!1!,
q!57!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2453052.2302!,
q!boostinvr4!,
q!00003084!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!03:33 AM!,
q!2453069.0333!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000057!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!1985 toyota 4x4!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2453053.0059!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!beavis!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!08:13 PM!,
q!2453055.2013!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Evo 7 in West Palm Beach on ebay!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2453056.0016!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!jas3113!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2453060.1605!,
q!jas3113!,
q!00003274!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!91 GVR4 for sale, JDM bumpers, Rota wheels!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2453012.1510!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!00003190!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!05:31 AM!,
q!2453018.0531!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!00003190!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!The American!,
q!1991 # 256 / 2000 for sale in NJ!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2453012.1441!,
q!G VR-4 # 256/2000!,
q!00001204!,
q!Dsmman!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2453023.2158!,
q!Dsmman!,
q!00002350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!Southern VR4!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!07:57 AM!,
q!2453009.0757!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!08:59 PM!,
q!2453012.2059!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!1991 vr4 #142 in southern california!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!01:04 AM!,
q!2453006.0104!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2453012.1558!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Overkill!,
q!1992 Galant VR-4!,
q!14!,
q!9!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!12:02 PM!,
q!2453010.1202!,
q!Overkill!,
q!00003005!,
q!Libila!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2453052.1705!,
q!Libila!,
q!00003548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!NUMBER11!,
q~PLEASE BUY ME !!! RARE 91 GSR 500 BEANS!!~,
q!4!,
q!7!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2453011.2319!,
q!Peter Q!,
q!00002942!,
q!admsr!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2453012.1035!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Maybe #1778 for sale!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!12:46 AM!,
q!2453008.0046!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2453018.1325!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!138/200 for sale!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!11:06 AM!,
q!2452989.1106!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2453011.2001!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!Ebay 1960/2000 Ouch!,
q!11!,
q!24!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!05:31 AM!,
q!2453010.0531!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!megaice!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!02:08 AM!,
q!2453011.0208!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!47/2000 for sale !,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2453032.2218!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2453049.1925!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!00001106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!benwah!,
q~92VR4 grey 4sale, not mine but I wish I lived in CA!~,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!09:03 PM!,
q!2453033.2103!,
q!benwah!,
q!00000735!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2453036.2310!,
q!Luke!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!If anyone is looking for a decent cheap beater...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2453009.0021!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!meshwork!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!06:15 PM!,
q!2453010.1815!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sfRstarion!,
q!WTB vr4!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!05:12 AM!,
q!2453035.0512!,
q!sfRstarion!,
q!00003180!,
q!msaskin!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2453038.1513!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!WTB VR4!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!05:24 PM!,
q!2453035.1724!,
q!Greenvr4!,
q!00002742!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2453040.1746!,
q!Greenvr4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!czech09!,
q~WTBB (Wanted to buy badly) GALANT VR-4 !!!!~,
q!2!,
q!7!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2453035.2240!,
q!Lubomir Sokol!,
q!00003234!,
q!czech09!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!11:15 AM!,
q!2453050.1115!,
q!Lubomir Sokol!,
q!00003234!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!WFOVR4!,
q!Trade my mint 92 tsi for 92 GVR4!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2453036.0016!,
q!WFOVR4!,
q!00003134!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2453036.1527!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!1991 Mitsubishi Galant VR4 1757/2000 Black!,
q!2!,
q!5!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!12:21 PM!,
q!2453056.1221!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2453060.1728!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thundercoupe!,
q!92 vr4 for sale in MO !,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2453036.0129!,
q!dmitriy!,
q!00002673!,
q!91 supra!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2453049.1453!,
q!91 supra turbo!,
q!00003531!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!VR4's 4 sale!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!06:29 PM!,
q!2453057.1829!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2453060.1403!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!1513/2000 for sale. Denver.!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2453057.1843!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!Rice Killer!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2453067.1407!,
q!Rice Killer!,
q!00003437!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!1992 Eclipse AWD 5sp!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2453059.1959!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!ovrboostedvr4!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2453067.1355!,
q!BONK!,
q!00000741!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!FS: 2000 Celica GT-S w/ LOADS of mods...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!08:39 PM!,
q!2453059.2039!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!08:39 PM!,
q!2453059.2039!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!91' galant LS!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!02:08 PM!,
q!2453060.1408!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!02:08 PM!,
q!2453060.1408!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsm_rally!,
q!'91 VR-4 For Sale in Milwaukee/Chicago Area!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2453060.1937!,
q!dsm_rally!,
q!00001254!,
q!dsm_rally!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2453067.2248!,
q!dsm_rally!,
q!00001254!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ron!,
q!VR4 for sale in N. Cal.!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!02:02 PM!,
q!2453062.1402!,
q!ron!,
q!00000491!,
q!Libila!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!08:59 PM!,
q!2453063.2059!,
q!Libila!,
q!00003548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!snowman01!,
q!91 VR4 #737 For Sale!,
q!2!,
q!23!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452981.2152!,
q!snowman01!,
q!00001331!,
q!snowman01!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2453017.2208!,
q!snowman01!,
q!00001331!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!i hate fall!,
q~RACE PREPPED '91 VR4 on ebay!!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!01:01 AM!,
q!2453007.0101!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!00001581!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!01:46 AM!,
q!2453007.0146!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~Pics of my 97 spyder thats for sale!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2453003.1623!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2453023.2157!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!ok  some one have vr4  for sale around Iowa !,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2452997.1440!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!08:30 AM!,
q!2453028.0830!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!ebay!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!02:33 PM!,
q!2453018.1433!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!02:35 PM!,
q!2453018.1435!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!100/2000 for sale!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2453018.1605!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2453018.1605!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Race car for sale.!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!04:45 AM!,
q!2453019.0445!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!05:10 AM!,
q!2453048.0510!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!Show room condition 1991 Eagle Talon AWD!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!09:34 AM!,
q!2453019.0934!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!229of1000!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2453039.1254!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!1996 spyder gst 5spd. trade for very nice vr4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!10:39 AM!,
q!2453037.1039!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!00001106!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!10:39 AM!,
q!2453037.1039!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!00001106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!91 talon  AWD turbo!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2453019.1412!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!boostx!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!03:54 PM!,
q!2453019.1554!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JDMHMOOB!,
q!GREEN 1991 GALANT 4 SALE $3500 115k MILES!,
q!14!,
q!11!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2453019.1835!,
q!elijah!,
q!00002562!,
q!b00sted4g!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2453027.0028!,
q!b00sted4g!,
q!00003271!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!WTB: 1995-1998 Honda Accord or Civic!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!09:02 AM!,
q!2453038.0902!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!slo98coop!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!08:44 PM!,
q!2453047.2044!,
q!slo98coop!,
q!00003487!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!1992 GVR4 431/1000 in FL !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2453038.2238!,
q!GVR4_431!,
q!00000687!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2453043.2151!,
q!GVR4_431!,
q!00000687!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tartan1206!,
q!1991 GVR4 #990 on E-Bay!,
q!6!,
q!2!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2453038.2328!,
q!Tartan1206!,
q!00002778!,
q!HDTHunder!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2453050.1154!,
q!HDTHunder!,
q!00002382!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!whose machine is this on !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2453039.0959!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2453040.1316!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!FS: 352/1000    -SoCal-!,
q!14!,
q!21!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!05:09 PM!,
q!2453039.1709!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!Libila!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2453057.0017!,
q!Libila!,
q!00003548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!WTB: ggsx!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!10:36 AM!,
q!2453041.1036!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!00002167!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2453066.0928!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!00002167!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!2002 WRX wagon!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2453041.1645!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2453041.1645!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!1992 mirage 4 door  $200 with pictures!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!02:23 PM!,
q!2453042.1423!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!hecdws!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2453055.2301!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mrfats!,
q!91 GVR4 #756 of 2000!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2453043.1503!,
q!mrfats!,
q!00003448!,
q!mrfats!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2453056.0023!,
q!mrfats!,
q!00003448!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!WTB: 1992 Kensington Grey GVR-4!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!01:14 PM!,
q!2453020.1314!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!10:47 AM!,
q!2453021.1047!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!GVR4 on ebay (help - I'm very badly burnt)!,
q!1!,
q!32!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2453020.1641!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!keydiver!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2453027.1005!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000033!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!WTB: GVR4 in MO,KS,OK,AR area!,
q!14!,
q!6!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!12:18 PM!,
q!2453021.1218!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!10:36 AM!,
q!2453033.1036!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!00000274!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Aniel P!,
q!My Car!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2453022.1053!,
q!Aniel P!,
q!00000489!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!06:00 AM!,
q!2453023.0600!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!FlyBoy42!,
q!92 Kensington Gray #563/1k (Please act fast if interested)!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2453022.2209!,
q!FlyBoy42!,
q!00003213!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2453028.1745!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000039!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MEAN VR4!,
q!All original and clean 92 for sale on L.I,N.Y.!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!06:19 AM!,
q!2453025.0619!,
q!MEAN VR4!,
q!00002608!,
q!MEAN VR4!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!03:19 AM!,
q!2453031.0319!,
q!MEAN VR4!,
q!00002608!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!b00sted4g!,
q!WTB: Gvr4!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!01:21 PM!,
q!2453025.1321!,
q!b00sted4g!,
q!00003271!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2453035.1843!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
};

1;
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ubb/Forum12/000001.cgi
A||N||20||smokindav||1991 Galant VR4 for sale||||1||||smokindav||00000400
Z||000000||smokindav||01-04-2004||08:29 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||1991 Nile Black with sunroof and Alpine CD.  107,000 miles.  Everything works, car runs and drives great - cold A/C.  Mobil 1 always used and changed every 3000 miles.  $1000 just spent in parts alone on the head, etc. - see below.  Original Texas car, spent one winter in Iowa and now it's back in the South.  No rust!  Just spent $250 in paintless dent repair to remove all door dings - sheetmetal looks great now.  Paint is shiny, but has rock chips and scratches from being 13 years old.  She gets washed and waxed regularly.  I have extensive records and receipts for the car.  I'm the fourth owner.  This is the fourth DSM I've owned.  Been into DSMs since I bought my first one in January, 1996.  <br /><br />$4,900. 251-929-3579 home, 251-752-3390 cell.  I'm in Fairhope, Alabama.  30 mins from Mobile, 45 mins from Pensacola, Fl, and 2.5 hours from New Orleans.<br /><br />New parts:<br />-Rebuilt head with new valves and seals, head gasket - all new Mitsu parts used in rebuild<br />-New timing belt, tensioner and pulley, balance belt, balance belt tensioner pulley, oil pump sprocket - all new Mitsu parts<br />-New water pump- new from Mitsu<br />-New valve cover gasket<br />-New gasket for intake manifold to head<br />-Stock wheels refinished <br />-Window trim repainted<br /><br />Recently new parts:<br />-Brake pads and fluid<br />-Exhaust manifold studs and resurfaced exhaust manifold for a better seal to the head<br />-Alternator<br />-Rebuilt throttle body<br /><br />Replaced parts:<br />-Intermittent windshield wiper relay<br />-NGK plugs and wires, 78k miles<br />-4-wheel alignment, 88k miles<br />-02 sensor, 98k miles<br />-Transfer case recall, 82,375 miles, 4/5/02 - replaced driveshaft yoke<br />-Front tie rods replaced at 88k miles<br />-Rear and front main seals replaced at 70k miles<br />-New ACT 2600 and throw out bearing at 70k miles<br />-Rebuilt trans 71k miles<br />-New KYB AGX shocks 72k miles<br /><br />Mods:<br />-Keydiver modded ECU - fuel cut removed, rev limit to 7800rpm, caps replaced<br />-K&N air filter<br />-EGR blocked off<br />-30-0-30 Autometer Autolite boost gauge<br />-Bleeder valve<br />-Crushed BOV<br />-Battery moved to trunk<br />-KYB AGX shocks<br />-ACT 2600 clutch<br />-Lightly tinted windows<br /><br />I've never drag raced this car.  I've autocrossed it once.  Mostly, my wife drove it back and forth to work.  It's in good condition and runs and drives great, as I mentioned.  You won't be disappointed.  You can fly down and drive it home to wherever - she's ready to go to her new home.  I'm selling it because I have a company car and my wife just got a new Jetta so the GVR4 just sits in the garage now.<br /><br />Pix will be posted shortly.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Dave Flaherty||68.220.184.216||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000001||smokindav||01-11-2004||02:53 PM||||Pix<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2432" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2433" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2434" alt=" - " />||68.220.184.190||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000002||smokindav||01-11-2004||02:55 PM||||More pix<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2435" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2436" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2437" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2438&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.220.184.190||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000003||smokindav||01-11-2004||02:58 PM||||More pix here:<br /><br /> <a href="http://bellsouthpwp.net/s/m/smokindav/gvr4/" target="_blank">http://bellsouthpwp.net/s/m/smokindav/gvr4/</a>||68.220.184.190||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000004||sleepergvr4||01-11-2004||05:39 PM||||beautiful galant i must say. how far are you from charleston south carolina?||66.20.125.245||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000005||smokindav||01-11-2004||08:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepergvr4:<br /><strong> beautiful galant i must say. how far are you from charleston south carolina? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">640 miles from Charleston.||68.220.184.190||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000006||1969MIB||01-12-2004||01:14 AM||||That's a beautiful Galant. You have no idea how much I wish I had another $1000 available and a plane ticket. I was able to access your site with all the pictures fine, so I mirrored them here:<br /><br /><a href="http://f1.pg.briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/1969mib@sbcglobal.net/lst?.dir=/1969MIB/GVR4&.src=bc&.view=" target="_blank">1991 Nile Black GVR4 Pics</a><br /><br />Good luck on the sale, wish I could afford it. <br /><br />Dave||66.123.254.134||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000007||smokindav||01-12-2004||12:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1969MIB:<br /><strong> That's a beautiful Galant. You have no idea how much I wish I had another $1000 available and a plane ticket. I was able to access your site with all the pictures fine, so I mirrored them here:<br /><br /><a href="http://f1.pg.briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/1969mib@sbcglobal.net/lst?.dir=/1969MIB/GVR4&.src=bc&.view=" target="_blank">1991 Nile Black GVR4 Pics</a><br /><br />Good luck on the sale, wish I could afford it. <br /><br />Dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, you could always turn down a well sorted out, mechanically sound car like  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004098" target="_blank">this guy did (he thought about buying my car a while back but got a cheaper one somewhere else).</a> Then, after you buy the cheaper car and get it home you can start fixing stuff (assuming you can do your own work) and pretty soon you have spent more on parts (and maybe labor) than if you'd just bought the better car in the first place.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000008||watchdoc||01-14-2004||10:10 PM||||I got $3,500 in cash if you're interested.  Sold mine a month ago and miss it already.||207.9.128.238||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000009||1969MIB||01-14-2004||10:19 PM||||<img src="http://pages.sbcglobal.net/1969mib/mcenroe.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />You can't be serious!||66.123.254.134||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000010||smokindav||01-15-2004||09:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by watchdoc:<br /><strong> I got $3,500 in cash if you're interested.  Sold mine a month ago and miss it already. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the offer, I'm holding out for a little more $.  <br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000011||watchdoc||01-15-2004||03:52 PM||||how much is a "lil more"  PM me with a cash number for this weekend sale.||65.41.174.104||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000012||smokindav||01-15-2004||04:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by watchdoc:<br /><strong> how much is a "lil more"  PM me with a cash number for this weekend sale. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Watchdoc - you can PM me, call me 251-929-3579 or email me davidmflaherty@yahoo.com with an offer and we can go from there.  I am flexible on the price but I'd rather have an offer to negotiate from rather than just start dropping the price straight away.  <br /><br />Thanks,<br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000013||b00sted4g||01-22-2004||06:58 PM||||I wish the bank would give me $4900.. But they go by the value of the car for a loan... If you wanna reconsider taking $3000.00 let me know.. I am looking to spend About $3000-$3500 dollars...<br /><br /> Thanks...||24.104.31.209||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes
Z||000014||smokindav||01-22-2004||08:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by b00sted4g:<br /><strong> I wish the bank would give me $4900.. But they go by the value of the car for a loan... If you wanna reconsider taking $3000.00 let me know.. I am looking to spend About $3000-$3500 dollars...<br /><br /> Thanks... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/s/m/smokindav/gvr4/nada%20gvr4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />So the bank should go $4221 and you just need another $679.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.220.171.32||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000015||bleck||01-22-2004||08:56 PM||||Damn Dave, you are resourceful!!  Handle yo bizness, man   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000016||Toppah||01-22-2004||10:00 PM||||I'm interested.. But it'll be atleast a week or two before i could really even think about going to check it out or buy it.||66.42.178.250||reg||1||Toppah||00003341||yes
Z||000017||smokindav||01-22-2004||10:12 PM||||GVR4 is sold.||68.220.171.32||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000018||jcgalantvr4-244||01-22-2004||10:46 PM||||look out another gvr-4 is coming to IOWA !!!!!!!<br /><br />Thanks for the hook up Dave. Im sure Mike will love it.<br /><br />        Jeremy<br />       244/2000||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000019||smokindav||01-22-2004||11:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalantvr4-244:<br /><strong> look out another gvr-4 is coming to IOWA !!!!!!!<br /><br />Thanks for the hook up Dave. Im sure Mike will love it.<br /><br />        Jeremy<br />       244/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks as well, Jeremy.  I know you said Mike saw the pix - did he just see the ones I posted here or did he also see the ones on my web page?<br /><br /><a href="http://bellsouthpwp.net/s/m/smokindav/gvr4/" target="_blank">http://bellsouthpwp.net/s/m/smokindav/gvr4/</a>||68.220.171.32||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000020||b00sted4g||01-23-2004||05:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by b00sted4g:<br /><strong> I wish the bank would give me $4900.. But they go by the value of the car for a loan... If you wanna reconsider taking $3000.00 let me know.. I am looking to spend About $3000-$3500 dollars...<br /><br /> Thanks... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/s/m/smokindav/gvr4/nada%20gvr4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />So the bank should go $4221 and you just need another $679.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They dont go by High retail... I think cause its a 1991-1992 Car... But as u see, avrage retail is 3300 and some change.... I am not trying to low-ball anyone on there cars. just trying to get a nice car with what i have access on getting from the bank.. They only give what the vehicle is worth. They dont take in consideration of the "hype" on the car like its only 2000 imported ect..||24.104.31.209||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes



ubb/Forum12/000002.cgi
A||||21||DeanCouchey||Need to sell 1778 ASAP!!!!!||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||01-09-2004||12:35 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Just reposting this cause I need to sell this car right now! Make an offer I cant refuse and I will prob take it!<br /><br />Ok guys I hate to do this but the girl and I have been house hunting and we found the perfect lil house and I need money for downpayments cause we are buying our Scion and the house and I need to put money down and hopefully get as first-time homeowners grant. <br />heres the Info:<br /><br />-156K on the car Summit White- I bought it 1/29/00( Old couple from Burlington VT owned before)<br />-Has a rebuilt DSM tranny with new transfer case<br />-Just put on a 2.5" turbo-cat and 3" cat back with Magno flow from certified muffler. <br />-New 2G style manny, newer 14b turbo and had the 4ws leak fixed.<br />-Timing belt done at 136K, techs said it was one of the cleaner 4G63t's they have seen, most likely cause of the old couple never driving it.<br />-Interior is in very good shape, no rips or tears, one small mark on back seat but I have never tried to get it off.<br />-Car has a small audiophile system in it, it has Mmats 5.25" compnets up front and Mmats 6.5" midbass woofer in the back all running off a power acoustik amp and an Alpine 7863 CD player.<br />-Exterior is in pretty good shape, needs a nice waxing, a few small scratches and some small dings but not bad at all for a 13 year old car.<br /><br />Bads:<br />-Needs new Plugs and wires, thought it was the turbo or manny and it wasnt, just the damn plugs.<br />-Needs a front PS line fixed, shop quoted me 200 bucks to weld it... but thet also said it takes 10 hours to re-install a turbo so I am guessing that it would take someone with a welder about 3 minutes and the proper material.<br />-It was a VT car so it has some rust, the frame is in good shape except where some one jacked the car up in the wrong spot, the fender well has one small rust spot that is surface, and the driver door has rust but cant tell how bad it is cause ti is under the plastic ribbing.<br />-The stock steering wheel is peeling.<br /><br />I will post pics of it this weekend hopefully but it is white with stock white wheels, has BFgoodrich tires on it, I also have 2 Nokian Hak 1's I can throw in and plus a extra valve cover. <br /><br />Price: I am asking $3500 for it, dont wanna do to much lower cause I need that much and the car is really worht it, I just wish I had the money to have everything but the chance to buy a house at 21 I cant pass up! PM me IM me@ ICHOTSTUNNA or call my cell Phone @ 518-221-3235||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-09-2004||01:29 PM||||sell the 97 GS spyder   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||01-09-2004||01:57 PM||||I am doing that too. Were selling the spyder for a Scion xB and I need to sell the car for my house.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||01-10-2004||12:28 AM||||bump||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||01-10-2004||10:34 PM||||<b>COME ON $3000 takes it! Runs good excpet for the wires!!!!</b>||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||01-11-2004||09:32 PM||||I will spam it til it sells!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||01-11-2004||09:50 PM||||send pics of the rust||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-11-2004||10:15 PM||||spam this board, huh? We will have to see about that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||01-12-2004||12:26 PM||||I gotta run to work but the rust is just on the driver side door, and its on the very bottom. I will take a pic of it and post it tommorow or tongith when I get home.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||01-14-2004||09:47 AM||||sorry I havent taken pics but it keeps snowing and I dont have the time, if I do today I will clean it off and post a few pics of it. I Still need to sell this ASAP. $3000 bucks! Please!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||01-15-2004||11:40 AM||||Hey still for sale!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||GREENVR4||01-15-2004||12:07 PM||||I got a buyer here in MD, I'm trying to get him to come over so he can read this post, I'll keep you informed.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000012||GREENVR4||01-15-2004||01:05 PM||||He's rubbing Papi's elbow to get it, we're trying dude!||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||01-16-2004||10:42 PM||||I am guessing tenativily sold but I wanna just bump it so EVERYONE can see!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000014||DeanCouchey||01-18-2004||09:27 AM||||bump||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000015||DeanCouchey||01-21-2004||10:39 AM||||Need to have money for this by Friday!!!! Some one please take it! 3000 cash!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000016||TAMBLERAMBLE||01-21-2004||10:51 AM||||How about some pics? What do you mean "runs good except the wires"   I am interested but don't buy blind. Thanks Brian||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000017||DeanCouchey||01-21-2004||12:53 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2554" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2554&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2555" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2555&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2556" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2556&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2557" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2557&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2558" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2558&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />I have some more if anyone wants them, email me, it needs to be gone by Friday at the latest. I need to hjave 3000 for it cause thats what my downpayment and closing costs will be so I need that amount, if you wanna give more then I wont object  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />Oh and the stuttering problem was fixed, it was the spark plugs, had like the orginal NGK's in it so I put a new set in and it runs smooth now. PM me or email me or call my cell phone if your intrested in it. I am working tonight but if you leave me a voicemail I will call you back on break, but leave your number and latest that I should call. my number is 518-221-3235!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000018||DeanCouchey||01-21-2004||10:48 PM||||ANYONE!!!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000019||HobieKopek||01-23-2004||05:14 PM||||I'm checking out a 240 tomorrow and waiting on a response for an AE86, but well...if it's still around after this weekend I'll definitely lte you know.  Oh the white ones are so damn pretty.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.249.137.193||reg||1||HobieKopek||00002978||yes
Z||000020||DeanCouchey||01-23-2004||11:15 PM||||wellthe guy who is supoposed to buy it is supposed ot have the money this weekend but if not it is still up for sale, I really need ot sell this by sunday cause I need the money by monday morning.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000021||DeanCouchey||01-25-2004||10:00 PM||||Bye bye car! Sold||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum12/000003.cgi
A||||23||hecdws||vr4 in north jersey 4 sale  w/pics||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||01-05-2004||10:59 PM||hecdws@aol.com||over all 6/10 condition, needs an ecu( i got it running with my ecu)and a battery, interior is good, body will need minor repairs, 100% stock.$2,500/bo. this is not my car. 385/1000<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||01-05-2004||11:05 PM||||Hector, have u become a gvr4 sales man?||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||01-05-2004||11:24 PM||||actually im pretty lucky when it comes to finding cars ask jose. it doesnt matter what it is mitsu, honda, toy they cars come to me is the crazy part.<br /><br />hec||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||01-06-2004||05:59 AM||||Color? Mileage? How is it Mechanically other than the ECU.Thanks<br /><br />Robby||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||hecdws||01-06-2004||07:34 AM||||other then the ecu and battery it runs fine. i just put a new alternator on it last week but the battery is dead. the car had the caps leak and burn a hole in the ecu wich wasnt the original one(non-eprom). its green ill get some picutrs today. reason for selling my 91 is jealous and ever since i got the 92 weird stuff keeps breaking on my 91. last week the rear glass shattered, yesterday both rear brake lines broke while i was on the highway then jose realized my windshield had 2 cracks in it. so 385/1000 has to go and christine can be happy again.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||01-06-2004||08:54 AM||||What color is it?<br /><br />How many miles does it have?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Robby||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||01-06-2004||10:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><b>What color is it?</b> <br /><br />How many miles does it have?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Robby</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br />other then the ecu and battery it runs fine. i just put a new alternator on it last week but the battery is dead. the car had the caps leak and burn a hole in the ecu wich wasnt the original one(non-eprom). <b>its green ill get some picutrs today.</b> reason for selling my 91 is jealous and ever since i got the 92 weird stuff keeps breaking on my 91. last week the rear glass shattered, yesterday both rear brake lines broke while i was on the highway then jose realized my windshield had 2 cracks in it. so 385/1000 has to go and christine can be happy again.<br /><br />hector</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000009||4drwhore||01-06-2004||04:58 PM||||How about make your own post that states all that and not postwhore on someone else's sale.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000010||number3||01-06-2004||06:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> How about make your own post that states all that and not postwhore on someone else's sale. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Take it easy dude... your making an ass of yourself.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000011||hecdws||01-06-2004||09:05 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2387" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2388" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2389" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2390" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2391" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2392" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2393" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2394" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000012||jayru||01-06-2004||10:43 PM||||Should i post my car for sale in here too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000013||number3||01-06-2004||11:33 PM||||Is you Galant vr4 in New Jersey?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||jayru||01-06-2004||11:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Is you Galant vr4 in New Jersey? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Close enough  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000015||hecdws||01-07-2004||10:41 PM||||any one?<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000016||stevevr4||01-08-2004||05:27 AM||||Fock there are so many of these things for sale around here, I want to start collecting them!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000017||hecdws||01-11-2004||10:25 AM||||still 4 sale<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000018||number3||01-11-2004||11:45 AM||||I'll make a serious offer of $1,475.00.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||hecdws||01-11-2004||03:16 PM||||sorry harry as much as i respect you and love your car ill have to pass on that offer.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000020||i hate fall||01-11-2004||05:38 PM||||if you need a spoiler for that car i have a green one of a '92 but the paint is peeling let me know||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000021||number3||01-11-2004||08:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> sorry harry as much as i respect you and love your car ill have to pass on that offer.<br /><br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought it wasn't your car?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||hecdws||01-11-2004||09:38 PM||||its my car but not the 91 vr4 thats in my signature. i had people trying to buy the parts from my 91, so i guess i worded it wrong. sorry. <br /><br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000023||gvrfour173||01-16-2004||09:31 AM||||hecdws, was seeing if i could get a #, so i could come an take a look sometime this weekend. thanks||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000024||hecdws||01-16-2004||11:30 PM||||the car as of rigth now is spoken for. the person is supposed to get it next weekend. if they dont i will repost .<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000025||Dsmman||01-18-2004||09:52 PM||||If it doesn't work out, you have a buyer. Email:redpowereddsm@hotmail.com||141.150.249.98||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes



ubb/Forum12/000032.cgi
A||||6||kazerak2||WTB: GVR4 in MO,KS,OK,AR area||||14||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||01-16-2004||12:18 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i need to find another gvr4, a stupid white trash delta 88 killed mine. those bastards.||12.218.138.125||reg||14||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||Martin Chilcote||01-16-2004||01:10 PM||||You got $20K  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.139.166.61||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-16-2004||02:05 PM||||Yo Martin - I gots like 2K....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||kazerak2||01-17-2004||01:08 AM||||no i have about $3000||12.218.138.125||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000004||boostboy51||01-20-2004||03:36 PM||||yo steve o..........we need to talk. i wanna sell my pos gvr4 located in spfld mo. Black 91 #327/2000. super 16g, 3", fmic and much much more. lets talk. 883-8848....Zach||67.66.236.120||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000005||boostboy51||01-20-2004||03:43 PM||||steve-o......hey i dont log on here much. so you are gonna need to pick up the phone and dial.||67.66.236.120||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000006||boostboy51||01-28-2004||10:36 AM||||steve-o............thank you for buying the geeelant. enjoy||67.66.236.120||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes



ubb/Forum12/000005.cgi
A||||31||bomberbboy||FS: 91 GVR4 with body damage||||1||||bomberbboy||00001150
Z||000000||bomberbboy||01-05-2004||12:54 AM||bomberbboy28@yahoo.com||For sale: 91 GVR4 with body damage<br /><br />1991 Galant VR-4, white with factory option sunroof with 178k miles. Some mild tranny grind in first gear. Engine runs fine otherwise. Rear two tires needs to be replaced.<br /> <br />There are a few mods on the car: K&N filter, small 16g turbo, Turbotrix MBC, Apex'i S-AFC, KYB GR-2 shocks with stock springs, Autometer A/F meter and boost gauge and Momo steering wheel. All mods are done by the previous owner except the shocks.<br /><br />The left side of the body is damaged from a collison with guardrail (see pictures for damage), but the frame is fine. This would make a great parts car or a daily driver with the left side replaced. <br /><br />The car is located in San Jose, CA. Images can be seen at <a href="http://sdcc21.ucsd.edu/~wwong/forsale/gvr4.htm" target="_blank">http://sdcc21.ucsd.edu/~wwong/forsale/gvr4.htm</a> . E-mail: cartmangt2@yahoo.com<br /><br />I'm asking $1500 OBO.||128.54.208.7||reg||1||bomberbboy||00001150||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-05-2004||07:50 AM||||ouch!||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||tikibeast||01-05-2004||10:17 AM||||any chance I could convince you to hold onto it for a few weeks? I'm trying to sell my current car so I can buy a GVR4...||4.62.191.90||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000003||miturra||01-05-2004||10:33 AM||||Where can we see the car?||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000004||tikibeast||01-06-2004||01:05 AM||||in the above posted link...at least I would assume...||4.62.191.90||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000005||bomberbboy||01-06-2004||02:52 AM||||The car is in San Jose. Drop me an e-mail and we can work something out.||128.54.208.7||reg||1||bomberbboy||00001150||yes
Z||000006||tikibeast||01-08-2004||06:43 AM||||reply directed to...?||4.62.139.114||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000007||bomberbboy||01-11-2004||03:28 AM||||DuckButterRacing DSM: Please send me another PM or an e-mail. The board won't let me send you another PM until you reply. Thanks.||128.54.208.7||reg||1||bomberbboy||00001150||yes
Z||000008||sr71sss||01-13-2004||04:41 PM||||Billy,<br /><br />Did you ever sell the car if not give me a call on my cell, I will send you a PM later, actually I have already emailed you privately, let me know and we can work something out which will benefit both of us and will release you from the pain of having had wrecked your car, Sigh...<br /><br />Conrad<br />650-302-5127||198.81.26.43||reg||1||sr71sss||00000133||yes
Z||000009||bomberbboy||01-22-2004||09:26 PM||||Conrad: check your e-mail.||128.54.208.7||reg||1||bomberbboy||00001150||yes
Z||000010||tikibeast||01-25-2004||05:25 PM||||is your price solid? or are you open to negotiation?||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000011||number3||01-25-2004||07:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by tikibeast:<br /><strong> is your price solid? or are you open to negotiation? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"obo" = or best offer||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000012||199of2k||01-25-2004||08:41 PM||||might be interested, have yo gotten any estimates on repair?||68.228.148.83||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||01-26-2004||02:10 AM||||Damn Bomber you still going to school down here in UCSD?<br />I wish I could pick this up but the timing is far from right as this would make a great weekend project for me to take my time on.<br />Hit me up when you come back down if your not back already.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||tikibeast||01-27-2004||03:14 AM||||I might be able to squeeze out a grand between tuition and all...but it'll be about a month...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  any chance?||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000015||bomberbboy||01-28-2004||01:55 AM||||199of2k: I don't have an estimate on repairs. This is probably more of a weekend project type car if you want to use it as a parts car or have body panels replaced with parts from another car. <br /><br />Pre-EVO: "still" going to school in UCSD? I have another two years to go! =P<br /><br />tikibeast: Right now I would like to stick with the asking price. Sorry.||128.54.208.7||reg||1||bomberbboy||00001150||yes
Z||000016||PRE-EVO||01-28-2004||03:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bomberbboy:<br /><strong> 199of2k: I don't have an estimate on repairs. This is probably more of a weekend project type car if you want to use it as a parts car or have body panels replaced with parts from another car. <br /><br />Pre-EVO: "still" going to school in UCSD? I have another two years to go! =P<br /><br />tikibeast: Right now I would like to stick with the asking price. Sorry. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn I should start taking donations to buy your car from you and get back into another GVR4 that this time isn't a daily driver.<br /><br />Anyone want to donate?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000017||tikibeast||01-29-2004||01:10 AM||||yeah...to the buy tiki a new car fund!||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000018||DongeR615||01-29-2004||01:34 AM||||pm'ed ya...||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000019||bomberbboy||02-05-2004||05:28 PM||||bump||128.54.208.7||reg||1||bomberbboy||00001150||yes
Z||000020||PRE-EVO||02-05-2004||11:06 PM||||Bomber I'm seriously interested but have to wait and see if I will be working permanently at my new job. If so would you be willing to drive the car down with you to SD?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000021||bomberbboy||02-10-2004||11:49 PM||||Pre-EVO: You've got PM.||128.54.208.7||reg||1||bomberbboy||00001150||yes
Z||000022||imdrax||02-11-2004||11:01 PM||||hey im in napa and am in the market for a gvr4.im going to be in cupertino looking at one tommorow(thursday 12th) and could stop off and look at yours also.please amail me with your adress and phone number asap because i am very serious and have cash$$||165.121.195.219||reg||1||drax||00002852||yes
Z||000023||bomberbboy||02-20-2004||03:27 AM||||Drax: Sorry about not getting back to you on time. I didn't check the post until after Thursday. PM or e-mail me if you're still interested.<br /><br />I got a lot of requests for interior pics and finally got them uploaded to the website. Check it out:    <a href="http://sdcc21.ucsd.edu/~wwong/forsale/gvr4.htm" target="_blank">http://sdcc21.ucsd.edu/~wwong/forsale/gvr4.htm</a>   .  The car is still available.||128.54.208.7||reg||1||bomberbboy||00001150||yes
Z||000024||jcgalantvr4-244||03-01-2004||09:16 PM||||Is this car still up for grabs?||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000025||jonvr4||03-01-2004||09:55 PM||||hey you already got the JDM galant step aside and let someone else take at it<br /><br /><br />J/K  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000026||4drwhore||03-01-2004||10:11 PM||||Think it will make it to FL from cali?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000027||DuckButterRacing GVR4||03-01-2004||10:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> hey you already got the JDM galant step aside and let someone else take at it<br /><br /><br />J/K   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But you need to remember that if he gets the GVR4 with body damage, he can swap plates + VINS ect. if he wanted to, unless he has other plans.||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000028||miturra||03-02-2004||10:15 AM||||Hey, someone told me that use to be Peter's car.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000029||jcgalantvr4-244||03-02-2004||08:38 PM||||Its for my Brother   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br />He is really wanting one    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br />Will it make the drive to Iowa? <br />Thanks<br /> Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000030||bomberbboy||03-04-2004||07:58 PM||||The car is still up for grabs. <br />Yeah it used to be Peter's car.||128.54.208.7||reg||1||bomberbboy||00001150||yes
Z||000031||jonvr4||03-04-2004||11:41 PM||||so you want to take my offer?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum12/000006.cgi
A||||5||lhoy12||WTB: Galant VR4 (WA, ID, OR)||||1||||lhoy12||00003198
Z||000000||lhoy12||01-05-2004||07:31 PM||crazy_asian03@hotmail.com||Hey I'm interested in a Galant VR4 in Washington, Oregon, or Idaho, I am looking at the $2k-$3500 area. My AIM name is MR2Ownr or msn/email is crazy_asian03@hotmail.com. Thanks!||12.230.35.63||reg||1||lhoy12||00003198||yes
Z||000001||KenGVR4||01-09-2004||07:43 PM||||I know someone who is selling one.  PM me for details.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||01-09-2004||10:24 PM||||Not the powder blue one with stupid front bumper and crazy ass wing is it?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||lhoy12||01-09-2004||11:38 PM||||You got PM Ken||12.230.35.63||reg||1||lhoy12||00003198||yes
Z||000004||Mitsuturbo||01-10-2004||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Not the powder blue one with stupid front bumper and crazy ass wing is it?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What kind of sick bastard would do something like that to one of our cars?!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000005||KenGVR4||01-10-2004||04:13 PM||||The only people I would sell the powder blue Galant to would be the guys at Spaldings (Wrecking Yard).||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes



ubb/Forum12/000007.cgi
A||||2||czech09||WTB Galant VR4||||4||||Lubomir Sokol||00003234
Z||000000||czech09||01-08-2004||03:35 PM||cdseller03@hotmail.com||Hey as the title says would like 2 buy a galant vr4 - needs to be in good condition - I'm in Tampa, Fl - let me know what you have thanks||68.200.124.32||reg||4||Lubomir Sokol||00003234||yes
Z||000001||smokindav||01-09-2004||12:22 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002865" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002865</a>||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000002||msaskin||01-10-2004||10:51 AM||||<a href="http://www.saskin.net/~matt/galant/" target="_blank">http://www.saskin.net/~matt/galant/</a><br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes



ubb/Forum12/000008.cgi
A||||7||syoung298||white gvr4 rolling chassis 996 for sale||||12||||syoung298||00002298
Z||000000||syoung298||01-03-2004||11:07 PM||siegfreid_young@hotmail.com||I have for sale gvr4 #996 of 2000.  It's white with lightweight 16" rally wheels (same as those on the Road Race Engineering Galant). The paint is in good to very good condition (few scratches and dings, but no major damage)new factory painted front bumper, front grille, and driver fender.<br /><br />Interior is in immaculate condition! I have all of the service records. Oil was changed every 3000 mi. <br /><br />The car has new 93 headlights,original JDM clear corner lights, 92 jdm tail lights, new custom floor mats, certified muffler stainless turbo back exhaust,  custom C&R Racing shortened radiator for short route fmic piping,  SPAL 1700 CFM Fan, whiteline rear sway bar, KYB adjustable shocks all around, cusco oil catch can, brand new mitsu fog lights, new front bumper support professionally cut for a fmic, new never used fidanza lightened flywheel.....the list goes on... and best of all, electronically everything works great... This would be a great project car.<br /><br />I could part it out for more that the asking price including all the performance parts (which equal over 2000.00 by themselves) but don't have the time.<br /><br />OK... so whats wrong with it.. the motor has bent valves and may need new bearings in the bottom end. I started taking it apprt for a rebuild and have lost interest. The tranny shifts perfectly....I would recommend replacing the clutch though.<br /><br />Essentially all it needs is a rebuild for the motor.<br /><br />I'm asking $2000.00 OBO....<br /><br />Car is in Maryland.<br /><br />Cheers...<br /> <br /> <small>[ 01-03-2004, 11:49 PM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||66.44.113.49||reg||12||syoung298||00002298||yes
Z||000001||syoung298||01-03-2004||11:09 PM||||Oops that was $2000.00 OBO... :-)||66.44.113.49||reg||1||syoung298||00002298||yes
Z||000002||Tevenor||01-03-2004||11:18 PM||||Pictures?||66.67.49.108||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000003||syoung298||01-03-2004||11:22 PM||||I can post pics tomorrow... <br /><br />BTW..how do I attach them to the ad?||66.44.113.49||reg||1||syoung298||00002298||yes
Z||000004||Tevenor||01-03-2004||11:27 PM||||You can email them to me if you want. I will PM you the address.||66.67.49.108||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000005||syoung298||01-03-2004||11:33 PM||||Email me for pics.||66.44.113.49||reg||1||syoung298||00002298||yes
Z||000006||syoung298||01-04-2004||05:57 PM||||The car is tentatively sold... I'll let you guys know if it doesn't work out.  Thanks for the numerous emails.<br /><br />Cheers,<br /><br />Siegfreid||66.44.107.167||reg||14||syoung298||00002298||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||01-09-2004||04:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by syoung298:<br /><strong>  Oil was changed every 3000 mi. <br />Essentially all it needs is a rebuild for the motor.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats good to know.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.177.240.156||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum12/000009.cgi
A||||30||jcgalantvr4-244|| race vr4  on ebay  ||||1||||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796
Z||000000||jcgalantvr4-244||12-30-2003||08:27 PM||j_clark@mchsi.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2451669012" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2451669012</a><br /><br />some one here might want it.   Looks like a sweet project car.   At least they kept the number tag on the dash<br /><br /><br />   Jeremy<br />  244\2000||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-30-2003||09:07 PM||||Sweet!||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-30-2003||09:37 PM||||what a weird car! Is it a race car or a street car with a Thousand lakes paint job? I know it has a cage but it's like a rally car that was converted back to the street. Anyway, i like it!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||VR4ownzU||12-30-2003||09:40 PM||||beast||152.163.252.136||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-30-2003||09:43 PM||||What a crazy push bumper.  Be perfect for 2 or 6 big hellas.  Somebody needs to buy this one. I bet it has some sweet suspension work done to it.||65.54.98.26||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||199of2k||12-30-2003||10:07 PM||||I know I've seen pictures of that car in action, let me look....||68.109.117.66||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||12-30-2003||10:30 PM||||I saw that same car at RRE a few months ago..||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||DsmSeifer||12-30-2003||10:57 PM||||hehe I bid I'll ake that bad boy||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000008||Garfield Wright||12-30-2003||11:45 PM||||Teet, this one has your name written all over it.  This car should be rebuilt for the street, cleaned & kept in a garage.  I know one of the guys here that already owns more than 1 gvr4 is dying to get their hands on it.  Also, someone on her must have so info on this car.  Is this Mofugas (Rob)  or old car?||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000009||Minjin||12-30-2003||11:57 PM||||Very sweet car. If it was within a couple states, I would bid. I love that pushbar...can anyone here make those? groupbuy?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000010||DsmSeifer||12-30-2003||11:57 PM||||If I get it I'm gonna make it look just like 1621 then switch which car I drive on the weekends. Hehe I have a stroker motor in the garage I was planing on puting in 1621. But if I get this one its going in there.||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000011||skivittlerjimb||12-31-2003||12:32 AM||||Google comes through!<br /><br />Colorado Cog Rally<br />2001 Rocky Mountain Division SCCA ClubRally Championship<br />Steamboat Springs, Colorado<br />September 22, 2001 <br />DNF  2  Open Class Provo, UT Mitsu Galant VR4<br />			<br />Took out the guys' names, as they prolly wouldn't want them up here, but at least it tells us it was an "Open Class" ClubRally car, so potentially some very wild mods... or maybe just a few that pushed into Open... either way, the parts off of it might make it well worth the purchase price and the cost of the tow...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000012||DsmSeifer||12-31-2003||12:53 AM||||Yeah I have a trailer and don't really live that far away. I went to L.A. to get my 1621. I hope if I win it has some nice suspension parts||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||12-31-2003||01:06 AM||||I tried e-mailing the seller -- bounced.  Was hoping to get hi-res copies of the photos.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||DsmSeifer||12-31-2003||01:28 AM||||yeah the discription says its a 92 but from what I can make out from the badge is /2000 and thats 91 vr4's right? also aren't the tail lights slightly different?||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000015||Mitsuturbo||12-31-2003||01:40 AM||||I live very close to where this car is.<br /><br />I would not bid unless i went and looked at it, since they're listing a 92 VIN and it is CLEARLY a 91.  Look at the badge, the grille, the decklid and taillights.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000016||DsmSeifer||12-31-2003||02:29 AM||||yeah I was kinda wondering about that. I think I'll let this one go it doesn't sound right.||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000017||rrustedcage||12-31-2003||12:04 PM||||i went to a rallycross a couple of years ago and saw this car run.  i was pretty new to DSMs and didn't know what to ask or look for at the time.  i know the guy that owned it also owned/worked at a speed shop down in provo (i think that might be the PRE) doing rally prep and whatever else they could do speed wise to make a buck.  like i said that was a few years ago.  i was thinking about picking it up if it went low enough, but i should probably finish my "real" 92 first before i pick up this fake 92.  we'll see how high the bidding gets. <br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000018||DynStatic||12-31-2003||03:27 PM||||Looks like 713/2000.||68.57.53.129||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000019||spyderman||12-31-2003||03:53 PM||||I live in provo & have seen the car. I would be VERY careful about buying ANY car that was built/modified by PRE (who has been out of business for over a year now) PRE went under due to bad business via screwing up customers rides due to inexperience & hack jobs which were "professional installs" I know of a WRX that they blew up after they "tuned" it, & then they left the customer out to dry. Very shady business that screwed up a lot of cars. Any way, enough rambling on about how cautious you should be if you are considering a car built by PRE....||65.204.247.94||reg||1||spyderman||00002346||yes
Z||000020||meshwork||12-31-2003||10:48 PM||||Looks like it might be lucky number 13. The badging and number makes it a 91 though, not that it matters except for the desciption of the ad.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000021||josh long||01-01-2004||12:42 PM||||"what a weird car! Is it a race car or a street car with a Thousand lakes paint job? I know it has a cage but it's like a rally car that was converted back to the street. Anyway, i like it! "<br /><br />It has rally tires on it currently? <br /><br />It does not have any seats either. I would love this as I would not have to cage mine. I completely dissagree with the garage idea though. This should be rallied!<br /><br />Josh||67.75.217.200||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000022||markrieb||01-01-2004||05:06 PM||||Is that Lincoln's car?<br /><br />Lincoln and his partner were pretty good, but they had a series of hacks working for them.<br /><br />Everything they did to my car, I ended up re-doing myself.<br /><br />The rally car was relatively well put together.  I was last down there when they were modifing the roll cage.  I helped suggest some places for reinforcement/gussets.<br /><br />Mark||4.4.47.141||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000023||tplesko||01-01-2004||10:41 PM||||i'd love to buy it and just learn to rally in it.  But it is awefully pretty to smash up. Better than Pivvay though I guess.  Sigh, it will be tough buying the next GVR4 for rally duty when I know it will lead a tough life of trees and flatbeds...||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000024||Mitsuturbo||01-02-2004||06:27 AM||||Lincoln's car, yes.<br />I have a couple buddies that have talked to him and somewhat know him.. apparently he even asked one of my friends to be a co-driver.  His only requirement was to have someone who could read course notes and not PUKE!! haha||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000025||i hate fall||01-02-2004||11:14 PM||||since the sell seems to know nothing about this car is there someone that know the previous owner's email/ phone so i could ask him a few questions about the car.<br />thanks||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000026||i hate fall||01-02-2004||11:25 PM||||i need to start proof reading..||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000027||iceman69510||01-05-2004||10:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> I live very close to where this car is.<br /><br />I would not bid unless i went and looked at it, since they're listing a 92 VIN and it is CLEARLY a 91.  Look at the badge, the grille, the decklid and taillights. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is curious.  They may be getting the VIN off the dash, which may have been replaced from another car.  Then the VIN and number plaque don't match.  BUT, there was a VIN 7470 in both 91 and 92.  The 91 was green, and the 92 white. This cars looks like it was always white, but perhaps not.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000028||russya||01-06-2004||09:35 AM||||I know were the car is and it's history if anyone wants me to go take a look at it. I know that it's on it's 5th or 6th engine if I remember correctly. Anyway if someone wants some info let me know.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000029||GVR4ZUM||01-08-2004||05:29 PM||||Auction has ended. Is the winning bidder on this board? Im just curious.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000030||josh long||01-15-2004||11:31 PM||||I believe the guy that won is a rallist, and is making a big step up from his CRX. He won the car for much less than the final price shown on Ebay. The guy that was bidding him up on it was the guy that had the bank repo it from him. Shame Shame Shame for this is a definite no no.<br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes



ubb/Forum12/000010.cgi
A||X||6||PacManVR4||91 GVR4 for sale, JDM bumpers, Rota wheels||||1||||PacManVR4||00003190
Z||000000||PacManVR4||01-07-2004||03:10 PM||pacmanvr4@juno.com||91 Green VR4, BONE STOCK. The car had been sitting for three years before Highskyes bought it then I got it from him. The car is in ok shape, It has bad hail damage and and is missing the passenger window. The tranny shifts but ran out of fluid and leaks, So it probley needs to be replaced. I will throw in a broken trans, 2 dissasembled trannys and outer cases for it so you can repair it. The car has 110k on it. I will also throw in about 3 sets of GVR4 leater seats, A used trunk, and front fenders. All of this I would like 2k firm for. The car runs fine but has been sitting for a while, I will also toss in a walbro, New fuel filtetr and another set of 450. probley an ACT 2100 too..<br />Here are the options, This will NOT be sold seprate than the car, If the car sells and the buyer dosent want this stuff I keep it, Becosue I will own another VR4.And yes this car is eprom, And aperanley it has a rebuilt 14b and head.Also a DSM shifter and boot and as many spares as you can carry.<br /><br />JDM RS front and rear bumpers-500.00<br /><br />Rota slipstreams in steel gray-300.00<br /><br />JDM headlights-75.00<br /><br />Eibach DSM sprotlines with GR2s-200.00||64.63.216.244||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||01-07-2004||04:01 PM||||Will you ship the JDM bumpers? What color? I'm very interested...||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||PacManVR4||01-07-2004||04:20 PM||||They are not for sale seprate, If you buy the car you can buy them bumpers for 500.00. IF not I keep them for my next vr4 when my 240 phase is over.||64.63.216.244||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000003||PacManVR4||01-07-2004||09:14 PM||||Car is pending sale.||64.63.217.154||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||01-12-2004||08:39 PM||||how much for the rear bumper?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||megaice||01-13-2004||12:33 AM||||What size are the rota slipstreams? Would you ship and how much?||192.128.134.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000006||PacManVR4||01-13-2004||05:31 AM||||car sold with bumpers. Wheels are sold also||67.166.228.113||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes



ubb/Forum12/000011.cgi
A||||7||The American||1991 # 256 / 2000 for sale in NJ||||1||||G VR-4 # 256/2000||00001204
Z||000000||The American||01-07-2004||02:41 PM||||Whats the best way to sell my 1991 G-VR-4?  I got it new in 1991, it # 256 / 2000 black, Sun roof and CD.  Roof rack and roof rack.  Lots of go fast mods over the years:  Turbo back 2.5, 16g turbo, manual boost, Technomotive stage 3 eprom chip mod with two chips.  ACT 2600, White line bushings, KYB (worn), K&N Air filter Mass air mod,  SS brake and clutch lines, sloted brake rotors, OEM wheels and a set of Ultra 10 spoke 17� wheels with 215/40/zr 17,  Underdrive pully,  New valves and guides, new timing belt and balance belt,  plus more.  Even the stock turbo!<br /><br />I want to sell it because I want something new.  I have 3 kids now and want a car that�s a little bigger.  This is fast and stealth,  lots of fun beating M-3�s and Mustangs, lol.<br /><br />What kind of price should I be asking?  It has about 160,000 miles and is in NJ USA.  The car is clean in and out for the miles it has on it.<br /><br />Thanks for your help everyone!<br /><br />PS.  I will miss her when she is gone<br /><br />Email is  fnicraff@bellatlantic.net||141.150.113.67||reg||1||G VR-4 # 256/2000||00001204||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-07-2004||03:05 PM||||Wow a lot of VR4s popping up here in Jersey.  I think you should sell it to me for $10.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||The American||01-07-2004||04:12 PM||||Thanks for the reply.  Even though you are the highest bidder so far, I may wait for a bit more then  $10.00.  lol||141.150.113.67||reg||1||G VR-4 # 256/2000||00001204||yes
Z||000003||angeld504||01-13-2004||03:31 PM||||i'll give u 800||24.13.44.190||reg||6||angeld504||00003276||yes
Z||000004||DSMGVR4||01-13-2004||11:47 PM||||Hey #256, Is your name Greg? Who works or lives in Somerset, NJ....I used to chat w/ u few yrs back. Just want to say HI, BTW what are u look to get for the car? PM me if u like.<br />John||67.82.236.100||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000005||MustGoFaster||01-14-2004||12:10 AM||||Quit with the BS offers this car is easily worth more then $3500. (not making an offer I already have one)||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000006||jayru||01-14-2004||01:08 AM||||I spoke to him and he said he wanted to take offers in the upwards of 6-7K for the car. Nice guy, very nice car, but not worth that much in my opinion.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||Dsmman||01-18-2004||09:58 PM||||Sent you an email. I'm interested in the car. I'm in Jersey.||141.150.249.98||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes



ubb/Forum12/000012.cgi
A||||7||DsmSeifer||Southern VR4||||1||||DsmSeifer||00002241
Z||000000||DsmSeifer||01-04-2004||07:57 AM||dsmseifer@hotmail.com||I'm trying to get another VR4 but all of them it seems are in Cali or way up north. Is any one out there selling one that I don't have to drive 2 days to get?<br /><br /> (I did travel to L.A. to get 1621 but its a long drive with not much to do or see.)||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-04-2004||09:50 AM||||here's one, but it aint cheap.  #153/2000, 12000.00<br />178k on chassis<br />jdm motor, installed 2 years ago(since then, less than 10k mi on car) with new belts, tensioner, pulleys, water pump, hoses, etc<br />new motor mounts, trans mounts<br />new o2 sensor<br />TRE ported big 16g(new center cartridge)<br />ported 2g exh<br />2g mas<br />evo 6 560's<br />dejon intake<br />dejon bov<br />3kgt vr4 fuel pump(rewired)<br />spoolinup afpr<br />afc<br />pocketlogger<br />egt gauge, vacuum boost, in lotek pod<br />jumtronix a/f on column<br />oil temp, oil press, volts below radio<br />new radiator, <br />koni yellows, stock springs<br />greddy front strut bar, whiteline rear<br />whiteline sway bars, front removed w/new stock bar<br />whiteline castor bushings<br />trans just rebuilt<br />act 2100, w/new fork, spring, pin, etc<br />rre lightened flywheel<br />new clutch master<br />new clutch slave<br />fresh jdm xfer case, <br />driveshaft just rebuilt<br />rear diff just rebuilt, w/lsd(3 bolt)<br />cyclone intake<br />ss brake/clutch lines<br />cusco catch can<br />rnr eliminator 2.5 downpipe<br />random tech cat<br />certified catback<br />jdm fmic, rre pipes, water injection<br />90 oil cooler w/bigger cooler, aeroquip lines<br />recaro seats, manual seat belt conversion<br />fresh a/c compressor<br />new falken 205/55vr15 tires<br />extra stuff i have:<br />timing/balance belt, water pump, hoses, recaro seat, front rotors, axxis metalmaster pads, set of front knuckles w/new bearings/seals/dust covers, spark plugs, fuel pump assy(w/3kgtvr4 pump), fuel filter, instrument cluster, 2 wheels just straightened/refinished, ball joints, tie rod ends, big 16g, new radiator, jdm transfer case, many other bits and pieces.  car is white.  i am in denton, texas, about 25 miles north of dallas.  car just passed state inspection, i am second owner.  price is firm.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||01-04-2004||01:43 PM||||Ken, are there any pictures of your car on here?  I always thought it was black for some reason.  I guess I think they're all black unless stated otherwise.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />Oh, and I bought my car from a lady in Dallas.  It has been a great "from Texas" car.||64.63.212.51||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||01-04-2004||01:45 PM||||Ken's car is under reader's rides.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||msaskin||01-04-2004||05:53 PM||||Here's info on mine:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.saskin.net/~matt/galant/" target="_blank">http://www.saskin.net/~matt/galant/</a><br /><br />It's in New York, but I could be persuaded to drive it halfway for the cost of a return ticket home  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||68.108.147.30||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000005||DsmSeifer||01-04-2004||06:02 PM||||Damn Ken thats nice I lived in Mckinney until a few months ago. Next time I get 12k I'll give you a call. I might have to hunt you down next time I vist down there to look at that beast.||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000006||PacManVR4||01-07-2004||05:57 PM||||I have one for sale cheap. 972-948-3350||64.63.236.47||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000007||DsmSeifer||01-07-2004||08:59 PM||||Hey I forgot to ask on the phone man what year and milage?||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum12/000013.cgi
A||||8||red91awdtalon||1991 vr4 #142 in southern california||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||01-01-2004||01:04 AM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||was in the middle of the deal with a guy but never heard back so im<br />posting it because im leaving about 8 days from today. like i said<br /><br />1991 galant vr4<br />green/black leather<br />5speed, turbo, awd, aws.<br /><br />problems as followed:<br />while i was in san dieago (the most boring place ever!) i had a lot<br />of time to look and mess with my car and i made a laundry list of<br />things wrong with the car.... most are stupid but it is still a<br />problem technically.<br /><br />ok here goes:<br />- stud on the exhaust manifold is broken (just comes to the flange<br />of the manifold where it is broken off.<br />- it is now leaking from the o2 to the downpipe section (just<br />happend and dont know why)<br />- the flextube from the turbo to the pan leaves 1 drip everytime you<br />park (been like that for the past 2 weeks. was gonna cut the flex<br />portion off and run a hose with clamp but dont have time and it<br />leaks so very little, it hasnt been a MAJOR priority.<br />- will need an alignment... i dont think its off because the tires<br />are lasting and in great shape but the steering wheel is cocked to<br />the right about an inch but it goes straight.<br />- ABS light on the dash is on but all it needs is the fuse. its the<br />bigger syle 30amp fuses in the engine bay. took it off my friends<br />talon and put it in and it went off but gave it back and just never<br />picked one up.<br /><br />that was all i could come up with. they are small but stupid<br />problems. like the exhaust manifold stud broken( if you pulled the<br />manifold ever you have plenty to grab the stud and pull out. and it<br />never leaked from there anyways) and the downpipe gasket (easy but<br />still have to get it in the air and get dressed to fix it) and then<br />the flextube... easy fix but like the downpipe gasket.... you still<br />have to get it in the air and get dirty.<br /><br />I am allways on top of my cars but its been so hectic lately and<br />these problems just happend and i just dont have the time because im<br />either selling it and in the process of moving<br /><br />like i said before, cosmetically there is no rust whatsoever,<br />somebody put a CB aentenna on the roof (the base is still there),<br />and the hood and roof are oxidized. and there is a dent/ripple on<br />the roof and 1 or 2 door dings but thier faint. also there are the<br />3 little sharp dots (dents) in the trunk. they are very small and i<br />have no idea what could have done it so i dont know how to describe<br />it.<br /><br />but here are the new things within the past 2-3 months:<br /><br />tint, cd player, speakers, clutch/pressure plate/throw out bearing,<br />slave cylinder, flywheel, all brake pads and turned all rotors, ISC,<br />TPS, all new synthetic fluids in the x-fer case, motor, trans, rear<br />diff. and has new coolant so every fluid is new (including the<br />clutch and the brake fluid).<br /><br />like a said before... selling it for 3k FIRM. i bought it for 2300<br />and did all that within the past 2-3 months i have had it. i have<br />quite a few hundred more into it but 3k and its yours.<br /><br />i live in santa clarita. 10 minutes from magic mountain<br /><br />661-313-1594 (cell, always on, never too late/early to call)<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||01-01-2004||02:27 PM||||Hey Joe are you the one moving to Canton?  If so and I said that I want it is there anyway you could bring it with you?  For more $$ of corse?  Phil||68.76.180.218||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||01-01-2004||03:40 PM||||i really have no way. if i had a way i would keep it because i love the car and i hear the dsm thing is pretty big out there. im driving my truck and towing my 1/4 mile drag corvette. and can not think of another way?<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||01-01-2004||11:06 PM||||Back in the summer,my boss had a Nova shipped from Cardiff By The Sea (San Diego) to Manassas Va. for around $600, If I recall correctly. Ohio's a little closer,you may find something for at least the same or cheaper.<br /><br /> There's a classic car lot across the street from our shop,cars get shipped in and out regularly. <br /><br /> You guys might check around with shippers,It might be a viable option.||129.71.115.203||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||sfRstarion||01-01-2004||11:17 PM||||have any pictures...could be interested||64.166.23.146||reg||1||sfRstarion||00003180||yes
Z||000005||red91awdtalon||01-02-2004||12:12 AM||||here's a site with the info.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.cardomain.com/memberpage/470826" target="_blank">http://www.cardomain.com/memberpage/470826</a><br /><br />any questions give me a call<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000006||red91awdtalon||01-02-2004||12:54 AM||||NOTE: just fixed the exhaust leak  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000007||red91awdtalon||01-03-2004||01:59 PM||||typo... car is #42 of 2000<br /><br />car is still for sale<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000008||red91awdtalon||01-07-2004||03:58 PM||||still for sale<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes



ubb/Forum12/000014.cgi
A||||9||Overkill||1992 Galant VR-4||||14||||Overkill||00003005
Z||000000||Overkill||01-05-2004||12:02 PM||jdburke@ball.com||For those of you interested I am posting this for my brother!<br /><br />1992 Galant VR-4 $3250/obo<br /><br />Turbocharged All-wheel drive for those who don't know<br /><br />Green exterior with black interior<br /><br />Dual illumination instrument cluster<br /><br />Exterior is a 6 out of 10<br /><br />Interior is a 9 out of 10 <br /><br />New head and timing belt done recently<br /><br />Leather seats with adjustments<br /><br />Power Door Locks<br /><br />Power Windows (One touch window down)<br /><br />Power sunroof<br /><br />A/C works<br /><br />4 wheel steering<br /><br />Rear defroster <br /><br />Tape player<br /><br />Antilock brakes<br /><br />jdburke@ball.com||162.18.75.91||reg||14||Overkill||00003005||yes
Z||000001||jayru||01-05-2004||12:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Overkill:<br /><strong> For those of you interested I am posting this for my brother!<br /><br />1992 Galant VR-4 $3250/obo<br /><br />Turbocharged All-wheel drive for those who don't know<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I never heard of that kind of car before. Who makes it?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||VR4ownzU||01-05-2004||02:11 PM||||haha||64.12.97.9||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000003||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-05-2004||03:07 PM||||pics???||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000004||lhoy12||01-05-2004||06:54 PM||||I'm interested, would you be willing to ship to WA if we work somethign out?||12.230.35.63||reg||1||lhoy12||00003198||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||01-05-2004||09:34 PM||||Ship?  Don't be a pussy.  Can you say roadtrip?  The entire journey can be completed in 4 days.  Just grab some friends, some dr. pepper, and some doritos and a few mix cd's and you're set.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||jayru||01-05-2004||09:51 PM||||If i was in the market for another one i'd do the trip just to get some snowboarding time in up there.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||01-05-2004||10:02 PM||||Eh, two years ago I spent spring break skiing in Utah and Colorado.  Utah's skiing, @ Snowbird, took my breath away.  Incredible.  But in Colorado, I was holding my breath, cuz the skiing stank!!  Seriously, I don't think I'll ever waste my time going back there.  I have no idea why all these magazines keep promoting that shit, but hey, if it keeps the crowds out of the Cascades then by all means keep it up.<br /><br />But on topic, that'd be the perfect time to get to know your new ride, up in the mountains and snow where the turbo and awd really shine.  And then you get to come back home through all these great mountain passes.  Damn, maybe I need to take a road trip.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||Mika||02-15-2004||02:13 PM||||Is this VR4 still for sale?  I am interested:)<br /><br /><br />Mika||67.30.5.226||reg||1||Mika||00003553||yes
Z||000009||Libila||02-16-2004||05:05 PM||||Any more info or pictures? Im very interested. Email me at turbotalonawd@hotmail.com Thanks.||207.213.173.39||reg||1||Libila||00003548||yes



ubb/Forum12/000015.cgi
A||||7||NUMBER11||PLEASE BUY ME !!! RARE 91 GSR 500 BEANS!!||||4||||Peter Q||00002942
Z||000000||NUMBER11||01-06-2004||11:19 PM||Pete@everydayband.com||hey all <br />someone please buy this car...it just needs a little body work and i have the rear center peice from a jdm 91 vr4. so all you would need is the body work and 1 rear light.. besides that the car is awesome and runs like a champ...<br />500 bucks.. and you can drive it home!!<br />thanks <br />Pete<br />p.s. mail me i have lots of good pics...||141.151.19.110||reg||4||Peter Q||00002942||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-06-2004||11:21 PM||||what car would that be?||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||01-06-2004||11:24 PM||||wait, you did say gs-r right, let me ask you, does it have ECS? and if it does are the shocks ok? or do they need to be replaced, tell you what, see if you can send me a picture at tpmipa@yahoo.com, thanx.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||PhilthMonger||01-06-2004||11:24 PM||||i'm guessing an integra gsr? cool car. got pics?||68.196.69.246||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000004||jayru||01-06-2004||11:46 PM||||No, it's a Galant. I saw it today. Clean car, except for the back (what he said) I think the shocks are in good shape but the pump is bad.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||01-06-2004||11:58 PM||||Post some pics, I might be interested. Still looking for a reliable beater.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||01-07-2004||10:09 AM||||I also have a Galant GSR for sale, once this one is sold. <br />The fix for the ECS is to put some fixaflat in the lines about once a month. They work fine after that. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||admsr||01-07-2004||10:35 AM||||does the GSR come with a manual tranny?<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum12/000016.cgi
A||||8||DeanCouchey||Maybe #1778 for sale||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||01-03-2004||12:46 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Ok guys I hate to do this but the girl and I have been house hunting and we found the perfect lil house and I need money for downpayments cause we are buying our Scion and the house and I need to put money down and hopefully get as first-time homeowners grant. <br />heres the Info:<br /><br />-156K on the car Summit White- I bought it 1/29/00( Old couple from Burlington VT owned before)<br />-Has a rebuilt DSM tranny with new transfer case<br />-Just put on a 2.5" turbo-cat and 3" cat back with Magno flow from certified muffler. <br />-New 2G style manny, newer 14b turbo and had the 4ws leak fixed.<br />-Timing belt done at 136K, techs said it was one of the cleaner 4G63t's they have seen, most likely cause of the old couple never driving it.<br />-Interior is in very good shape, no rips or tears, one small mark on back seat but I have never tried to get it off.<br />-Car has a small audiophile system in it, it has Mmats 5.25" compnets up front and Mmats 6.5" midbass woofer in the back all running off a power acoustik amp and an Alpine 7863 CD player.<br />-Exterior is in pretty good shape, needs a nice waxing, a few small scratches and some small dings but not bad at all for a 13 year old car.<br /><br />Bads:<br />-Needs new Plugs and wires, thought it was the turbo or manny and it wasnt, just the damn plugs.<br />-Needs a front PS line fixed, shop quoted me 200 bucks to weld it... but thet also said it takes 10 hours to re-install a turbo so I am guessing that it would take someone with a welder about 3 minutes and the proper material.<br />-It was a VT car so it has some rust, the frame is in good shape except where some one jacked the car up in the wrong spot, the fender well has one small rust spot that is surface, and the driver door has rust but cant tell how bad it is cause ti is under the plastic ribbing.<br />-The stock steering wheel is peeling.<br /><br />I will post pics of it this weekend hopefully but it is white with stock white wheels, has BFgoodrich tires on it, I also have 2 Nokian Hak 1's I can throw in and plus a extra valve cover. <br /><br />Price: I am asking $3500 for it, dont wanna do to much lower cause I need that much and the car is really worht it, I just wish I had the money to have everything but the chance to buy a house at 21 I cant pass up! PM me IM me@ ICHOTSTUNNA or call my cell Phone @ 518-221-3235||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||crucible||01-03-2004||02:08 PM||||Ahhh, buying a house a 21.Nice job!<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||01-03-2004||04:17 PM||||Be careful about buying a new car then going and trying to get a home loan.  When I bought my house, that was one thing my mortgage guy told me, "Don't go out and do anything like buy a car before the paperwork gets done."  The underwriters don't like to see shit like that so recent to applying for a home. Just a warning.  Good luck on the house.  It is a good feeling when you buy your first house.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||01-03-2004||10:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong><br /><br />Bads:<br />-Needs new Plugs and wires, thought it was the turbo or manny and it wasnt, just the damn plugs.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That ain't that bad, Dean. $50 and the problem is fixed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||01-04-2004||06:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> Be careful about buying a new car then going and trying to get a home loan.  When I bought my house, that was one thing my mortgage guy told me, "Don't go out and do anything like buy a car before the paperwork gets done."  The underwriters don't like to see shit like that so recent to applying for a home. Just a warning.  Good luck on the house.  It is a good feeling when you buy your first house. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeha my mortgage officer said that it would be a bad idea but we are selling the spyder also so I will only have one loan for 280, and my mortgage.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||01-05-2004||09:36 AM||||bump it up   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||01-06-2004||10:54 PM||||bump again||24.194.233.30||reg||10||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||HobieKopek||01-13-2004||01:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> Be careful about buying a new car then going and trying to get a home loan.  When I bought my house, that was one thing my mortgage guy told me, "Don't go out and do anything like buy a car before the paperwork gets done."  The underwriters don't like to see shit like that so recent to applying for a home. Just a warning.  Good luck on the house.  It is a good feeling when you buy your first house. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not to go off topic, but it puts an unquiry on your credit report which alerts the mortgage company that you're seeking credit elsewhere.  A sizeable loan like one for a car could easily be the difference between good and overxtended credit and a delinquent mortgage (their worst fear since they usually lead to nonpayment and then bankruptcy).  I'm so sick of looking at credit reports I could vomit.||65.249.137.193||reg||1||HobieKopek||00002978||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||01-13-2004||01:25 PM||||we are gonna get around it by just me applying for the mortgage and my girl getting the car, plus Fleet said that if it was only 50 bucks amonth difference then it wount matter. but thanks for lookign out for me Everyone   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum12/000017.cgi
A||||15||HHIVR4||138/200 for sale||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||12-15-2003||11:06 AM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||well i have pretty  much found that it needs a head gasket.it runs perfect but is smoking some in between gear changes.it has alo never overheated..car has new turbo,tires,tbelt etc,brakes.clutch is recent by the previous owner.a k&n is the only mod (i just got the car about a month ago).i just got laid off so i cannot afford to fix it and dont know when i will be able to.the body is in great shape (a few door dings) and the back bumper has a rub mark.everything works,sunroof doesnt leak,has 92 leather seats in great shape (interior is 8 out of 10),paint/body is 7 out of 10.this was a 1 owner car up to 164000,i bought it at 166k it now has 167k.<br />I can email pictures upoin request.<br />I also have an extra x fer case,and the stock air can that will come with it.<br />tranny feels strong but has the typical 2nd gear crunch sometimes.<br />original owner kept the key fob.<br /><br />any offers? car is in hilton head SC 29926.<br />you can call at 843 684 0505.<br />email is projectgsx@hotmail.com||68.168.205.237||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||sleepergvr4||12-16-2003||09:35 PM||||please contact me, i am local. 843 556 4393. thanks||68.212.71.34||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||12-16-2003||11:40 PM||||138/200 that is a rare one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.57.60.223||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||HHIVR4||12-19-2003||04:44 PM||||138/200..yeah its the only one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  .my bad..<br />well i had the car checked out and it is the head that is making it smoke.( i was sure thats what it was but just to make sure, nothing like a shop with free estimates.).i looked around the trader today and emailed several people about heads.im still interested in selling and have done my best to reply to everyone. id rather keep it to be honest, but funds are tight and i really need the money worse than another big bill.<br />the car will come stock.<br />email or call for info @ your convenience<br />thanks||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000004||jayru||12-19-2003||06:27 PM||||What are you looking to get for this thing?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||G-Ell||12-20-2003||11:53 PM||||What color is it?||24.196.95.197||reg||1||G-Ell||00002091||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||12-20-2003||11:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-Ell:<br /><strong> What color is it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll give you three guesses.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-21-2003||12:27 AM||||Uhhhhh   RED?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||HHIVR4||12-21-2003||12:46 AM||||car is belize green w/ black leather<br />email projectgsx@hotmail for more info and pics||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000009||HHIVR4||12-22-2003||11:07 PM||||i have taken a deposit on the car..if it falls through ill let you know..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000010||sleepergvr4||12-23-2003||06:30 PM||||UNREAL!!!!!!, i was first to contact you, i live nearby. you have not returned one email or phone call and i have cash waiting. what gives?||68.159.53.102||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000011||HHIVR4||12-28-2003||10:43 AM||||this guy just showed up at my doorand handed me 500 bucks.he said he heard about it by word of mouth.i told him to pick it up by jan 2nd.if its not gone its still for sale..sorry i didnt reply to you sleeper i have been in nc for the holidaze.i had so many responses that i got people mixed up..sorry..my fault..to many things going on at once.ill let you know on the 2nd..<br />have a good new year.||66.26.151.222||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000012||sleepergvr4||12-28-2003||05:05 PM||||YOU SOLD IT FOR $500 DOLLARS!!!!!!!! HOW MUCH DID YOU GET FOR IT?||66.20.122.139||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000013||DSMGVR4||12-28-2003||11:28 PM||||I think $500 was just for the deposit...I think, if not...what is going on? I believe the "value" of these cars is as high as "us" limited owners hold it....within reason of course   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />John||67.82.236.77||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000014||HHIVR4||01-03-2004||04:22 PM||||haha!!put the pipe down sleeper..i took a deposit..like i said the guy just showed up at my door i hadnt even talked to him..he said he is comming tommorow with my other 3 grand..he already didnt show friday and called and said he'll be here sunday..if he doesnt show i might as well keep it and put the 500 towards the cylinder head replacement/rebuild.ill post results tommorow.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000015||HHIVR4||01-06-2004||08:01 PM||||Guess what....I got 500 bucks for free!!!he said keep it. he said the buyer for his ducati backed out and he cannot buy the car.i guess ill start looking for a head..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum12/000018.cgi
A||||24||megaice||Ebay 1960/2000 Ouch||||11||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||01-05-2004||05:31 AM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||Why must we continue to kill the Vr4's?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br />Well anyone looking for parts in WAS area here u go.||192.128.167.68||reg||11||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||number3||01-05-2004||07:54 AM||||Looks like a steal to me. <br /><br />Dead battery and a new ECU and I bet that sucker would fire right up.<br /><br />Too bad it is not closer to me. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||01-05-2004||08:30 AM||||What a fucking travesty.  Harry, I bet you're right.  Anyone care to start a "save the VR4s" fund?  I'm close enough, and can technically afford it, but I'm a non-student and jobless, so basically a shiftless lackey.  That being said, this car should not be parted out.  We should do our best to save it, nurture it, and return it to the wild.  We've got 6 days.  Anyone else in?<br /><br />I can't believe I'm saying this... I can barely afford to take care of my own GVR4... but parting that one out is a crime, pure and simple.<br /><br />EDIT:  to save everyone else the trouble of looking it up, the car can be found here:  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452375320&category=46093" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452375320&category=46093</a>||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||01-05-2004||09:38 AM||||dan theres gotta be 50 member willing to give up 10 bucks for that. I know I would send 10 bucks to save it. Start a fund!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||01-05-2004||09:43 AM||||The thing's pretty messed up guys. Granted it runs (probably) but that rear quarter damage is enough to "total" the car. <br /><br />My Galant was like that for about a year after I was hit by a plowtruck- it was the second time my insurance company declared it totaled.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||REDLINEGVR4||01-05-2004||09:53 AM||||Id put ten twards saving this car. It just needs some TLC (and a good body shop)Id buy it but I am on the other side of the country so I cant. I also think a "save the vr4's" fund might be a good idea  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||01-05-2004||10:14 AM||||Why are all the white ones on the other side of the planet from me?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br />I'd gladly contribute if someone would DEFINITELY fix it up. What a shame.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.34.8.11||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||jcgalantvr4-244||01-05-2004||02:41 PM||||I have the money for that car right now  fuck why are they always so far away !!!!!!!!!!||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000008||coop||01-05-2004||02:54 PM||||I might be interested in turning it into a rallyusa.com car and racing it. pm me if you have a thought.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000009||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-05-2004||03:05 PM||||im in the market for a vr-4 and that doesnt seem like a bad deal, anyone know how much it would cost to repair the damage?  if its under $1000 plus another $1000 to get a new engine. $3000 for a vr-4  not bad.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000010||turboflanagan||01-05-2004||03:51 PM||||My guess would be about $3000 repair.  It depends on how you wanted it to be handled, but it is crunched pretty bad in that door jam.  That won't be easy to fix.  Certainly fixable, just not like swaping a door and lining the new one up.||64.63.213.127||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||chauffeur1st||01-05-2004||03:56 PM||||Yea I live pretty close to that guy.. I want a white one but damn no money to get it and fix it up... I would like to get it so people give me some money to save this beast:) LOL<br /><br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000012||lhoy12||01-05-2004||07:04 PM||||Hey guys, I might try to rescue it. I'm fairly new to GVR4's, but not to DSM's, my friend and I are building an Eclipse GSX Race Car right now.||12.230.35.63||reg||1||lhoy12||00003198||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||01-05-2004||07:09 PM||||Yea, that body damage is pretty gnarly.  It probably is easily totalled from just that.  Hmm.  Maybe the best option would be to buy it for as cheap as possible, part out the nice interior so that all those daily driven gvr4's can stay nice, and then turn it into a rally beast?  I mean, as such it's bound to kiss a few trees and get all manked up anyway...||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||meshwork||01-05-2004||07:28 PM||||Thats how 4g63's first Galant was. If its hit there, I can guarantee that the rear package shelf is buckled, thats exactly what his did. <br /><br />Its really not a hard job to fix, just needs time and money. If someone on the east coast buys it, I'll see what my body shop can do about hooking it up. <br /><br />From what I can tell, it needs some pull time on a frame rack, if you get a junkyard quarter with the jamb and all in it still and a junkyard door it'll be an easy 10 day job. Its just a damn shame its January and I have some bills to pay this month, if it was next month I'd be all over it.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000015||kartorium31||01-05-2004||07:34 PM||||I could probably rescue her, I'll talk with my mom, she could use it as a daily driver.  The interior is pretty nice.  I'll see what I can do.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000016||kartorium31||01-05-2004||08:18 PM||||Shitter, my parents don't want another car in the driveway.  And that is a lot of bodywork on a car with already high mileage.  If i bought it, it would probably end up being parted.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000017||turbowop||01-05-2004||08:40 PM||||Haha.....all you east coast guys bitching that the good deals are always so far away. WTF?! Every time *I* see a good deal on a car it's on the east side of the Mississippi. If I weren't still in the middle of putting my car back together I'd buy it. Timing has never been a friend of mine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000018||curtis||01-05-2004||09:09 PM||||Quote from "Doc Hollywood"  "I can fix that"<br />Somebody save her||67.25.37.55||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||01-05-2004||09:32 PM||||I spoke to my roommate about it, and he's gung ho about having a rally beater.  We've been discussing it for a while, and we thought we'd have to settle for some old crappy 'yota or something.  But this could be the shit...  But if anyone wants to save her and restore her for street duty, they obviously have first dibs.  But if anyone else wants to see a sliding sedan with 4 rooster tails coming out of the wells, outta my way.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||meshwork||01-05-2004||10:22 PM||||I emailed the seller asking for pictures of the door gaps and the rear seat area so I can see how much of a project it'll be. <br /><br />If it stays under $750 and shipping isn't too much, I think I might go for it.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000021||DsmSeifer||01-05-2004||11:27 PM||||Good job guys I'll throw down to help save it if I have to.<br /><br />(I wish there were some cheap VR4's that wern't so far from me. But then again everything is far from me because I live in the exact middle of nowhere.)||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000022||Ian M||01-06-2004||12:27 AM||||At least judging from the pics,that damage doesnt look all that bad. <br /><br />You could use a donor quarter and door from standard galant.<br /><br />For the right price,Id tackle that myself without hesitation-in restoring a 40 year old cars (My '57 VW for one),Ive had to fix worse...too bad its so far away,Id like to have a 2nd "beater" GVR4.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Enough people are parting out perfectly fixable GVR4s...Someone save it!||129.71.115.58||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000023||matt ahl||01-06-2004||01:31 AM||||Nevermind, a friend just bought it.||12.229.114.59||reg||1||mwa||00002839||yes
Z||000024||megaice||01-06-2004||02:08 AM||||He has a journey ahead of him. Well good luck to him.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.219.209.72||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum12/000019.cgi
A||||4||meshwork||If anyone is looking for a decent cheap beater...||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||01-04-2004||12:21 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=6154&item=2452360029" target="_blank">My 1991 Blazer</a> <br /><br />Trying to get rid of it ASAP, my job is giving me a Taurus. <br /><br />Thanks!||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||01-04-2004||11:48 PM||||Beat is definitely right....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Still, I put it on my watch list. I need a 4wd beater, but it needs to be reliable.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||01-05-2004||12:08 AM||||How much would it take for you to take it off there and give it to me? Will it make it to florida?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||01-05-2004||10:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Beat is definitely right....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Still, I put it on my watch list. I need a 4wd beater, but it needs to be reliable.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How about an AWD 2003 Rav4?  Trying to find someone who wants to take over the lease... 250 a month.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||01-05-2004||06:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> How much would it take for you to take it off there and give it to me? Will it make it to florida? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It'll make it to Florida as long as you check on it occasionally (like every 2-3 hours). Just needs a battery. <br /><br />It wouldn't take too much, PM me if you are really interested.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum12/000020.cgi
A||N||23||snowman01||91 VR4 #737 For Sale||||2||||snowman01||00001331
Z||000000||snowman01||12-07-2003||09:52 PM||||i have a 91 vr4 #737 for sale. it is stock and runs good. no major problems. has been routinely serviced. all work has been done by DS Motorsports. Interior is in good condition. I love the car and hate to get rid of it, but it is time for a new car. here is link for pics.  <a href="http://photos.yahoo.com/scottf00" target="_blank">vr4 pics</a> email me with any questions or concerns||12.146.85.60||reg||2||snowman01||00001331||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||12-07-2003||09:54 PM||||price?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||snowman01||12-07-2003||09:56 PM||||Name one&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; within reason||12.146.85.60||reg||1||snowman01||00001331||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||12-08-2003||01:37 PM||||just wondering what tint you have on the windows...||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||snowman01||12-08-2003||07:12 PM||||hi. i honestly don't know what kind of tint is on the car. i bought it that way. it is not the dip, but has been pasted on. whoever did it did a really good job too. it is not really dark, but is reflective. it is actually really cool.||12.146.85.22||reg||1||snowman01||00001331||yes
Z||000005||BLK KNGHT||12-09-2003||06:12 PM||||Hey snowman  , how many miles does it have????????? 2g - 3g??????  make me an offer with shipping to VA.!||12.77.8.50||reg||6||BLK KNGHT||00002934||yes
Z||000006||snowman01||12-09-2003||06:47 PM||||its got 155 k on it.  i have no idea what shipping is<br /> i will pm you later with a guestimate||12.146.85.237||reg||3||snowman01||00001331||yes
Z||000007||rallyart||12-10-2003||08:57 PM||||Yes, reguarding your add, what is the asking price?||192.156.13.34||reg||1||rallyart||00002887||yes
Z||000008||snowman01||12-10-2003||10:06 PM||||sorry.  3000||12.146.85.254||reg||1||snowman01||00001331||yes
Z||000009||TinyVR4||12-11-2003||10:11 AM||||pm sent||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000010||K3ViN||12-12-2003||06:37 PM||||how much did you want for the car?  shoot me an email kevinsc300@yahoo.com  btw cute kid.||208.57.19.235||reg||1||K3ViN||00002176||yes
Z||000011||snowman01||12-12-2003||07:50 PM||||thanks.  oh by the way.  all this money will go toward putting food in my son's mouth and clothes on his back.  not to make you feel presured or anything.  but he is only a child and he deserves at least a small christmas||12.146.71.29||reg||12||snowman01||00001331||yes
Z||000012||stevevr4||12-15-2003||09:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by snowman01:<br /><strong> thanks.  oh by the way.  all this money will go toward putting food in my son's mouth and clothes on his back.  not to make you feel presured or anything.  but he is only a child and he deserves at least a small christmas </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wtf??||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000013||gvrfour173||12-15-2003||10:26 AM||||yeah, omg! what is that all about?||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000014||Los||12-15-2003||10:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by snowman01:<br /><strong> thanks.  oh by the way.  all this money will go toward putting food in my son's mouth and clothes on his back.  not to make you feel presured or anything.  but he is only a child and he deserves at least a small christmas </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wtf?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I THINK IT'S A JOKE......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||209.36.34.20||reg||1||Los_tgc||00002832||yes
Z||000015||snowman01||12-15-2003||09:27 PM||||you guys have no sense of humor.  i have pictures of my son up on the same site that i have the car pics.  the guy before commented that i had a cute kid.  i was only kidding.  you guys are way too serious.  so anybody want to buy my car||12.146.85.91||reg||1||snowman01||00001331||yes
Z||000016||i hate fall||12-15-2003||11:02 PM||||SHIPPING TO VA. I might go to va soon, If you paid for gas, two meals and a plane ticket back (should be about $100-150) I would drive it down for you. it should be less money.||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000017||snowman01||12-16-2003||07:41 AM||||buyer pays all shipping costs||12.146.71.40||reg||1||snowman01||00001331||yes
Z||000018||snowman01||12-21-2003||08:35 PM||||SOLD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!||12.146.71.217||reg||1||snowman01||00001331||yes
Z||000019||jayru||12-21-2003||09:00 PM||||What did you wind up getting?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000020||snowman01||12-22-2003||08:21 AM||||i sold it for 1900 cash.  i wanted more, but it was enough money and quick.  at least i was able to sell it for a decent amount.  i was starting to get worried that i owuld have to give it away.  that is what i needed.||12.146.71.203||reg||1||snowman01||00001331||yes
Z||000021||1fast4door||01-04-2004||12:16 AM||||that is the beauty of the Galant VR4 in america.  Me, being obsessed over GVR4's, would have probably paid over $3200.  But anybody looking through a local newpaper for a first car for their offspring would've paid more that $1900 for it.  It was a good deal for the seller because he got nearly top market value for a 14 year old japanese 4 cylinder sedan with 155000 miles on it.  And it was a good deal for the buyer, provided he/she is an enthusiast, because they got a baddass sport sedan that, with minor "tweaking" off course, can run with much bigger, stronger, and expensive dogs out there.  <br />congradulations on selling your car.  but mark my words...you'll be back  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Just my $.02||67.73.163.17||reg||14||1fast4door||00001194||yes
Z||000022||jayru||01-04-2004||12:31 AM||||That car needed alot more than tweaking.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000023||snowman01||01-12-2004||10:08 PM||||it did need more than tweaking, but i still loved it.  i bought my new subaru wrx and i love it.  so i stuck with the sports sedan just changed brands.||12.146.71.230||reg||1||snowman01||00001331||yes



ubb/Forum12/000021.cgi
A||||2||i hate fall||RACE PREPPED '91 VR4 on ebay!!||||1||||i hate fall||00001581
Z||000000||i hate fall||01-02-2004||01:01 AM||nonage976@aol.com||ok so if everyone would kindly mail me $10 i could buy this<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2451669012" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2451669012</a><br /><br /><br />send payments to:<br /><br />shawn dasilva <br />p.o. box 194 <br />assonet, ma 02702 <br /><br />or paypal me at<br />nonage976@aol.com||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000001||Clay||01-02-2004||01:24 AM||||ur so lucky you put a pobox cuz i was gunna send so many bags of dog crap to ur house lol||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||01-02-2004||01:46 AM||||Hi, welcome, my name is 12-30-03, welcome to last year. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002838" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002838</a>||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum12/000022.cgi
A||||2||DeanCouchey||Pics of my 97 spyder thats for sale!||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||12-29-2003||04:23 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||well I posted this a while ago, its for sale, we are asking $12,500 just turned 52,000 miles, has a full bumper to bumper warrenty til 10/06 or 85,700 miles. We added the taillights to make it look more uniform but the magnaflow was on there before.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2322" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2322&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2324" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2324&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2325" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2325&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2326" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2326&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />If anyone has any questions or comments or anything else please email me or call me. My number is 518-221-3235<br />We need to sell this by feb. 1st. I can take a deposit if anyone needs time to get finacing or what not. Thanks for the space. Dean||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||sleepergvr4||01-02-2004||09:41 PM||||I just found a 1998 gst spyder localy for $3500, black with tan leather and factory chrome wheels. i am going to buy it and sell it.||68.159.57.229||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||01-18-2004||09:57 PM||||dont know if anyone cares but we will sell this for 10500 on June 1st.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum12/000023.cgi
A||||19||jcgalantvr4-244||ok  some one have vr4  for sale around Iowa ||||1||||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796
Z||000000||jcgalantvr4-244||12-23-2003||02:40 PM||j_clark@mchsi.com||my friend wants a gvr4 for no more than $4000.00 that runs good and will make it back to Iowa.  please let me know.He has the money right now <br />   Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||02:43 PM||||4000. on it? if you find one with such a low mileage on it it'll be like winning the lottery, good luck!||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||12-23-2003||02:58 PM||||<img src="http://ftp.spies.com/~gus/musings/jun97/drugs.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||12-23-2003||03:01 PM||||Ummmm, is it just me or is this a perfectly reasonable request.  The guy wants to buy a GVR4 for less than 4 grand.  No one said anything about mileage here.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||03:43 PM||||MY BAD||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||12-23-2003||03:53 PM||||lol   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||10||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||jcgalantvr4-244||12-23-2003||04:00 PM||||Thanks man <br />  Shit like that makes some guys not even want to be apart of this group.  I have seen alot of bad mouthing other group members here in the last month.  Why cant we just let all the bad mouthing go to the Ford or GM guys or even those SUPRA GANBANGER WANNA B's. I dont think all of us have any reason to talk shit to each other.  Im not sure why some people have to be ASSHOLES!  All I was trying to do was help my buddy find a gvr4 for the price he told me. <br /> so thanks to you Scott and anyone else wants to talk shit do it some where else I have no time for  people like you.<br />           Jeremy<br />          244/2000||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000007||chauffeur1st||12-23-2003||05:00 PM||||I got my car for $3000 dollars with 160k on the chasis and 90k on a motor swap done at RRE. I even had the car checked out at RRE. It came with some minor mods, ie exhaust, greddy type s BOV, and KYB and H&R's, and TT, a HKS intake, and I got a brand new 190 pump in box, and a brand new AFC in the box, and a free sub amp..oh yea adn it came with a momo wheel and shift knob. So my friend I believe you can get a car for under $4K just keep a look out.. I only looked for 2 weeks and got the car within that time frame too..  <br /><br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000008||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||05:06 PM||||I'm not trying to bad mouth anybody, specially a fellow gvr4 owner or owner to-be , GET IT THRU YOUR THICK HEAD, besides to err is human allright?!!||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000009||TheJackalGT||12-23-2003||05:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chauffeur1st:<br /><strong> I got my car for $3000 dollars with 160k on the chasis and 90k on a motor swap done at RRE. I even had the car checked out at RRE. It came with some minor mods, ie exhaust, greddy type s BOV, and KYB and H&R's, and TT, a HKS intake, and I got a brand new 190 pump in box, and a brand new AFC in the box, and a free sub amp..oh yea adn it came with a momo wheel and shift knob. So my friend I believe you can get a car for under $4K just keep a look out.. I only looked for 2 weeks and got the car within that time frame too..  <br /><br />Jason </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well i would say that is a GOOD deal not average  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000010||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||05:15 PM||||well, that's how much I paid for mine (3k), needed a little bit of work but I pretty much took care of the kinks on it.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000011||jcgalantvr4-244||12-23-2003||05:37 PM||||never said just you man||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||12-24-2003||04:48 PM||||Hertz - nice pic.<br /><br />Most gvr4s have higher miles. Hard to find ones with low miles for cheap.<br /><br />Tis the season to be jolly! - Lets not turn this into another bitchfest. <br /><br />Jeremy - fix that idle !    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||VR4ownzU||12-24-2003||05:25 PM||||I agree....rare find for 3k....everyone wants 7k for pos ones these days...i still don't have one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.154.209.188||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000014||GREENVR4||12-24-2003||06:39 PM||||nick, check the dsm trader site, they got a gvr4 in Iowa for sale for about 2500, I just saw it||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000015||GREENVR4||12-24-2003||06:41 PM||||my bad, it's actually in Indiana.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000016||i hate fall||12-28-2003||12:04 PM||||It can't be that much to ship a car, I shipped a front clip from malyasia to here for about $600||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000017||Beemer||01-03-2004||02:00 PM||||I got mine last year from a kid in sioux falls that didn't know what he had.  It just needed a tranny, ran fine except for mosquito fogger syndrome.  There was a non runner on ebay this week that went for a grand..150 k and sounded like a snapped timing belt...easy fix and 300 in parts.  look for one with a snapped belt.  Buy a good head off ebay for a hundred bucks, fly up with the head and tools, put it on, drive home.  I've done that several times with older eclipse gsx's over the years.  8 hours and you are on the road.<br />dave||69.66.78.89||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000018||smokindav||01-22-2004||04:30 PM||||I'll make you a similar deal to one I just offered another guy on here.  I'll drive my car to Iowa (you must meet me in Waterloo) if you buy it for $4900 via Pay Pal - but, unlike him, I won't make you drive me to the airport.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=12;t=000001" target="_blank">Link to my for sale ad on this very web site  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> </a>||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000019||a_santos||01-23-2004||08:30 AM||||Here is a link to my buddies VR4 for sale. I will have pics today. It definetly make it back to Iowa. It has a low mileage JDM motor and a 3 days old rebuilt head and timing belt job with all new belts and tensioner. The body needs some TLC, but he only wants $1700 for it. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=12;t=000041" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=12;t=000041</a>||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum12/000024.cgi
A||||1||Garfield Wright||ebay||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||01-13-2004||02:33 PM||garfieldgw@yahoo.com||a search of galant vr-4 turned up these 2 machines <a href="http://search.ebay.com/search/search.dll?query=galant+vr-4&ht=1&sosortproperty=1&from=R10&BasicSearch=" target="_blank">http://search.ebay.com/search/search.dll?query=galant+vr-4&ht=1&sosortproperty=1&from=R10&BasicSearch=</a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||gvrfour173||01-13-2004||02:35 PM||||who would put such a wheel on there galant, or any car at that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes



ubb/Forum12/000025.cgi
A||||0||REDLINEGVR4||100/2000 for sale||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||01-13-2004||04:05 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Well, I am really not wanting to do this but my car is now for sale. The biggest reason is I cant afford to drive it my insurance CO just got bought out and my insurance is now 255 a month. I cant afford to pay that cause I dont work much cause I am trying to focus on high school. So I need to buy a car that insurance will be lower on. I am asking 4700 for it and that includes an extra set of front seats, oil cooler, an extra set of rims and three extra Dunlop tires. The car is all stock and has no a/c but all the parts are there. The paint is fresh and looks great. It is all stock and runs great. The body has 172k and the engine has like 100k.In the future I hope to own another vr4 but right now it is not practical.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2289&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <br /> <small>[ 01-13-2004, 04:07 PM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes



ubb/Forum12/000026.cgi
A||||27||Team Ducktape||Race car for sale.||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||01-14-2004||04:45 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||If intrested in a rolling chasis I have the Mofugas shell. Has full cage, quick release steering wheel, fuel safe fuel cell, fresh paint, ect, ect. PM me or email me if intrested. $3000 o.b.o. Moving sale  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-14-2004||12:45 PM||||Moving, eh?  Getting too many complaints about all your cars?  Time for a real garage?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||01-15-2004||01:12 AM||||I have three of these damn things, I need to part with one. Plus I need the space for new project   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Here are some pictures:<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2468" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2469" alt=" - " />||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||01-19-2004||02:16 AM||||Same as Ben's rally page posting, going on ebay next; come on guys daddy needs a mustang....<br /><br /><br />I have a Galant vr-4 rolling chasis for sale. Car was built by Mofugas. It includes kirky racing seats, window nets, full roll cage, stock three bolt rear with all-wheel steering, stock wheels with decent tires, quick release steeing wheel, titon master cylinder kit- includes brake and clutch master cyliners, fresh paint- side skirts unpainted for possible rock chips, rhino lining on whole car floor, fuel safe fuel cell. Also comes with all stock light housings and grill. The car doen't have any interior, no wiring, no electronics of any kind, no windows, no brake lines.. $3000.00 obo. Never been rallied or raced. Located in Wisconsin||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||jcgalantvr4-244||02-02-2004||04:28 PM||||Hey i was just wondering who has the old moter that he had in this car???<br /><br />Thanks,<br />  jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||02-03-2004||01:32 AM||||Why?||65.31.185.38||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||jcgalantvr4-244||02-03-2004||02:16 AM||||was always wondering?  I saw pics. of the car with the yellow moter in it before.  Sorry was just wondering what the specs. were it looked like a badmofo.  <br /><br />Sorry if i stepped on somebodys toes just wondering . <br />Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||02-04-2004||02:11 AM||||What?||65.31.185.38||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000008||jcgalantvr4-244||02-04-2004||03:30 AM||||this is the car that was on his website correct ??  if not nvm.<br /> Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||02-04-2004||03:54 AM||||What car?||65.31.185.38||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000010||CKA||02-04-2004||04:22 AM||||Rob he's asking about who has the motor that came out of the car you're selling in this thread.  The motor had yellow parts as shown below.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2725" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2725&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||66.84.245.207||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000011||coop||02-04-2004||11:11 AM||||what suspention? and brakes?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000012||jcgalantvr4-244||02-04-2004||12:33 PM||||Thanks CKA,<br />   Man I thoght I was the only guy who saw this moter before.  I was always wondering what kind of power this moter was pushing.  And i was asking KC who ended up with the moter.  Sorry I was just asking   <br /><br />Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000013||Team Ducktape||02-04-2004||12:56 PM||||Yes I know, thanks for keeping the thread up top.....||65.31.185.38||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000014||jcgalantvr4-244||02-04-2004||06:15 PM||||ARG............||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000015||Garfield Wright||02-05-2004||09:22 AM||||This car has a lot of history.  Someone buy it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000016||VR4ownzU||02-05-2004||11:44 AM||||I knew what u were talking about man.  Don't feel frustraded.||141.110.160.157||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000017||Team Ducktape||02-06-2004||02:10 AM||||Alright skrew you guys, I'm going to keep it unless someone gives me $3000.....||65.31.185.38||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000018||jcgalantvr4-244||02-06-2004||11:03 AM||||I will give you a $ 1.00  for it since you gave me such a hard time for asking a simple little question.  <br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000019||Team Ducktape||02-06-2004||02:09 PM||||What question?||65.31.185.38||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000020||jcgalantvr4-244||02-06-2004||02:10 PM||||fuck..... never mind its in the thread<br /><br />  Jeremy<br /> <br />  "Being stupid should be painfull"||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000021||VR4ownzU||02-06-2004||09:36 PM||||it needs electronics, windows and interior and someone would buy it I'm sure...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000022||Team Ducktape||02-10-2004||01:18 AM||||Buy what?||65.31.188.103||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000023||Hertz||02-10-2004||10:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> it needs electronics, windows and interior and someone would buy it I'm sure...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Race cars don't need that shit, fuckwad.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000024||rrustedcage||02-10-2004||11:10 AM||||new signature   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000025||GForcedVR4||02-10-2004||07:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> it needs electronics, windows and interior and someone would buy it I'm sure...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Race cars don't need that shit, fuckwad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMFAO<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.9.144.238||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes
Z||000026||VR4ownzU||02-10-2004||09:48 PM||||lexan||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000027||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||05:10 AM||||Sorry, I've already got a project GVR4, haha.  BUT, my car could use a few new seats... care to sell those seperately?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum12/000027.cgi
A||||20||Forced Style||Show room condition 1991 Eagle Talon AWD||||1||||Forced Style||00001652
Z||000000||Forced Style||01-14-2004||09:34 AM||wickedlikwid@hotmail.com||<b>edit: need to sell asap, make reasonable offers!!</b><br /><br />Time has come, she's got to go.<br />Show room condition 1991 Eagle Talon TSi AWD<br />body is perfect, interior is still firm and clean<br />suspension and handling is stiff and like new<br />completely rebuilt 4g63t 6 bolt motor<br />new bearings, rings, seals, gaskets etc etc etc etc<br />oil pan to valve cover, everything is new.<br />runs great<br /><b>performance mods:</b><br />eliminated balance shafts, eliminated A/C, eliminated emmissions<br />ACT2600# pressure plate<br />ClutchNet 6 puck disc with sprung hub<br />Optima red top battery<br />K&N open air filter<br />ported 2g exhaust manifold <br />ported exhaust housing<br />2.5in downpipe back exhaust with no cat<br />manual boost controller<br />autometer phantom boost gauge<br /><br /><b>maintenacne work:</b><br />NEW<br />4 wheel bearings<br />2 tie rod ends<br />2 ball joints<br />radiator<br />timing belt<br />water pump<br />accesory belts<br />4 struts<br />4 tires<br />radiator hoses<br />water pump<br /><br /><b>The good</b><br />this car is in awesome shape both in looks and performance, just as nice as if it was still 1991.<br /><br /><b>The bad</b><br />3 small ciggarette burns on the pass seat in the otherwise perfect interior<br />1 tiny dent on the hood, i just noticed it today<br />1 tiny dent on the roof<br /><br /><b>$4000 firm</b><br />now for the pics...<br />   <img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1148.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />     <img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1149.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />     <img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1151.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />     <img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1152.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />     <img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1153.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />     <img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1154.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />     <img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1155.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000001||Forced Style||01-14-2004||09:36 AM||||<img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1156.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1157.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1158.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1159.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1160.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1161.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://stranglethecat.com/Uploads/3/dcp_1164.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000002||Kikwear||01-14-2004||11:12 AM||||Is that a 2 door Galant?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.73.171.158||reg||1||Kikwear||00003109||yes
Z||000003||Forced Style||01-14-2004||11:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kikwear:<br /><strong> Is that a 2 door Galant?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">shuddup ross   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000004||Jon||01-14-2004||01:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kikwear:<br /><strong> Is that a 2 door Galant?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, yes.  It sort of is a 2 door Galant.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||Forced Style||01-15-2004||02:51 PM||||anyone?<br />trying to sell before the 19th! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000006||smokindav||01-15-2004||03:14 PM||||I'm not a potential buyer, but I'd like to see pix of a showroom condtion '91.  <br /><br />I wonder if Brian Hood still has his car?  Now that is (was?) the definition of showroom condition.  NO, I'm wrong, that car was actually 10Xs nicer than showroom!<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000007||b00sted4g||01-15-2004||04:34 PM||||Just e-mailed u about your talon...<br /><br /> Get back to me, thanks||24.104.31.209||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes
Z||000008||Forced Style||01-15-2004||05:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by b00sted4g:<br /><strong> Just e-mailed u about your talon...<br /><br /> Get back to me, thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">E-mailed you back man  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000009||meshwork||01-16-2004||07:10 PM||||Too bad its all the way out in Michigan...I'd love to have a headlight-flipper again.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000010||Forced Style||01-16-2004||09:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Too bad its all the way out in Michigan...I'd love to have a headlight-flipper again.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i can deliver if needed :)i love road trips||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000011||VR4ownzU||01-16-2004||10:24 PM||||I'm still confused on why people remove AC on daily drivers if their cars aren't really built for racing and need the lightweight?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />I love white 1st gens though...damn I like it....||24.154.165.15||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||01-16-2004||10:31 PM||||my AC is out and it's an honest daily driver.  No problems here. Honestly I didn't use the AC anyway. Just the windows and sunroof.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||VR4ownzU||01-16-2004||10:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> my AC is out and it's an honest daily driver.  No problems here. Honestly I didn't use the AC anyway. Just the windows and sunroof. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How HOT does it get in Boulder, CO though?||24.154.165.15||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||01-16-2004||11:02 PM||||high 90s in the summer||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||Forced Style||01-16-2004||11:03 PM||||im not a a/c kinda guy, i hate the cold, so summer it's all windows down and shorts and a t-shirt, even in my all black eclipse i used to have i removed the a/c, its just something i never use.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000016||tplesko||01-16-2004||11:06 PM||||plus I don't have leather seats now. The Sparco's don't get so hot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Post 1000 and damn i'm jacking this thread now...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000017||Forced Style||01-16-2004||11:49 PM||||yeah jeese, gettin my hopes all up seeing all these repsonses...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000018||Forced Style||01-27-2004||03:57 PM||||Its go to go asap  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000019||AWDnot2||02-03-2004||12:51 PM||||FS, sent a PM||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000020||229of1000||02-03-2004||12:54 PM||||How is the rust?  I have a friend looking for an AWD Talon, and white '91s are definitely my favorite.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum12/000028.cgi
A||||6||boostx||91 talon  AWD turbo||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||01-14-2004||02:12 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||91 talon 5 speed   for sale, the paint have a lot of fading on the hood and top and is needs a radiator and exhaust<br />The car was running fine before the radiator and exhaust was remove I am asking for $2000<br />, the car is located in the Bronx  at the end of January I will be getting a exhaust and radiator then I will asking more for the car..<br /> <a href="http://www.shutterfly.com/osi.jsp?i=67b0de21b340f702e423" target="_blank">see pics here</a>||207.127.241.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||Tevenor||01-14-2004||02:33 PM||||Uhm. That's not a 92.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||01-14-2004||02:40 PM||||flip up headlights (90 or 91) and throttle body (91-94) say the car should be a 91. Except the paint, not a bad looking car. (but four doors are better). lol.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||boostx||01-14-2004||02:54 PM||||i stand corrected yes its a 91 sorry||207.127.241.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000004||boostx||01-14-2004||03:05 PM||||its my friend car , now he is looking for 4 door (vr4)<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br />[ (but four doors are better). lol.<br />Tom [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||207.127.241.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000005||henrok||01-14-2004||03:20 PM||||hey two grand for THAT not for nothing but i bought a 1990 silver one in mint condition. if you would look at it you would swear its brand new.  i paid 1500 and all it needed were valve seals (which were still pretty good) all stock. all mint. i think 2 grand is pretty steep considering that it is not in running condition.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||boostx||01-14-2004||03:54 PM||||i am just the messanger <br />he does not have internet but u give him 1600 i am pertty sure h will take it <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> hey two grand for THAT not for nothing but i bought a 1990 silver one in mint condition. if you would look at it you would swear its brand new.  i paid 1500 and all it needed were valve seals (which were still pretty good) all stock. all mint. i think 2 grand is pretty steep considering that it is not in running condition. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||207.127.241.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum12/000029.cgi
A||N||11||JDMHMOOB||GREEN 1991 GALANT 4 SALE $3500 115k MILES||||14||||elijah||00002562
Z||000000||JDMHMOOB||01-14-2004||06:35 PM||fineboi_704@hotmail.com||i am selling a 1991 vr4 with 115k miles on it.  original engine and chassis.  car has 2.5 inch downpipe (extreme motorsports), and custom 2.5 inch cat back, dsm parts BLK intake pipe and k&n filter on it, car also has autometer boost and A/F on a dsm parts gauge holder(driver side of course) need to sell and step out of this expensive sport (of tuning cars of course)<br /><br />mods not on car: Power Enterprise kelvar timing belt, and walbro 255 fuel pump (both brand new)<br /><br />must sell, you must pay for shipping however. please call me at 704-806-3635. thanks for looking.<br /><br />eli<br /><br />ps. car runs strong at 12 psi but idles not too good (due to running kinda rich) started running more rich than usual after i put in the intake pipe, nothing that a little tuning wont be able to overcome.  slap on a fuel controller and you'll be fine.||24.136.150.154||reg||14||elijah||00002562||yes
Z||000001||sleepergvr4||01-14-2004||07:50 PM||||email me pics, very serious. thanks||66.20.121.134||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000002||getboosted||01-15-2004||09:49 AM||||How much are you asking?  Thanks!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000003||getboosted||01-15-2004||09:52 AM||||Stupid me!  Sorry.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000004||JDMHMOOB||01-15-2004||06:26 PM||||i am selling for $3500 neg.  but you must pay shipping.  please call me at 704-392-7316||66.157.101.174||reg||1||elijah||00002562||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||01-15-2004||06:30 PM||||post pics please, else email them to me and I will post them.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||01-17-2004||10:32 AM||||Eli has sent me pics, so I will post below...<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2505" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2505&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2506" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2506&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2507" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2507&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2508" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2508&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2509" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2509&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||JDMHMOOB||01-17-2004||10:43 AM||||thanks blksheep.||24.136.150.154||reg||1||GrannyShifter||00002562||yes
Z||000008||kazerak2||01-18-2004||12:53 AM||||why the hell are all gvr4s on the east & west coast, ther are none in the middle  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.218.138.125||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000009||MustGoFaster||01-18-2004||01:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by steveo:<br /><strong> why the hell are all gvr4s on the east & west coast, ther are none in the middle   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Because everyone in the middle sells fast cause there aren't any.  Sorry to be off topic.  Looks Great!||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000010||launch||01-19-2004||04:36 PM||||Is the galant still for sale?  Could I pick up rather than pay shipping?||63.94.42.44||reg||1||jason||00003310||yes
Z||000011||b00sted4g||01-22-2004||12:28 AM||||Is this car still up for grabs? I e-mailed you from the add you put on DSMtrader and u never got back to me.......  Man i am in the market to buy a Gvr4 and no one wants to sell me one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.78.96.140||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes



ubb/Forum12/000030.cgi
A||||27||blacksheep||WTB: 1992 Kensington Grey GVR-4||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-15-2004||01:14 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||ok, since I am getting my JDM emblems, I need something to put it on!<br /><br />Ok, ok The crack pipe is calling me    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Anyways:<br /><br />I am looking for a kensington grey gvr4 stock or one with minimum mods. Things I am looking for: clean body with no rust and clean interior. <br /><br />Cars with mods generally have a higher asking price, plus I dont want to deal with having to tune it. I dont wanna do much work on it to run. Also, Unlike "some others", I dont have 20K to spend    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    <br /><br />I have one gvr4 I am looking at buying sometime in the near future, but if that falls thru....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />I can afford something thats about $3000 -3500 max.<br /><br />Given the kensington grey is hard to find, I am considering others as well! So, lemme know!<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||01-15-2004||01:46 PM||||Thats what we want to hear KC,<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  We are glad you are looking for another GVR-4<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-15-2004||01:59 PM||||Thanks, Sam. Lets see what happens...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||01-15-2004||02:43 PM||||Oh this cracks me up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-15-2004||02:55 PM||||Shuddup, Iceman. I actually like you so I wont delete your post!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||01-15-2004||03:12 PM||||KC steps back up to the pipe  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  You know it's cause you're jealous of my car. hehe||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||smokindav||01-15-2004||03:12 PM||||KC, <br /><br />Dude, you have issues!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Buy my car.  <br /><br />Kevin, are you reading this?  Smack 'dat boy for me, holmes!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-15-2004||03:16 PM||||Pivvay aka Clay - Yeah, yeah. I just miss having a gvr4. Even a stock one ould be plent y good! <br /><br />Dave - I would, but I dont have that kinda cash foo! Thats why I am looking for a stocker. Kevin has already given me an earful!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||01-15-2004||04:24 PM||||we all knew you'd come back.  Lucky number NINE maybe?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||01-15-2004||04:36 PM||||Yeah, I hope so!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||number3||01-15-2004||04:54 PM||||WTF!<br /><br />You delete my post but we have to read you and Pre EVOs bullshit all the time? Whatever...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000011||blacksheep||01-15-2004||05:00 PM||||Ok||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||number3||01-15-2004||05:03 PM||||Ok what!||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000013||blacksheep||01-15-2004||05:05 PM||||calm down, old fart. I thought it would be funny like your message. I got a rise out you like you try outta me.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||Kibo||01-15-2004||05:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>You know it's cause you're jealous of my car. hehe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No--you may have noticed that he's choosing grey, which indicates he has good taste...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000015||PRE-EVO||01-15-2004||05:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> WTF!<br /><br />You delete my post but we have to read you and Pre EVOs bullshit all the time? Whatever... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry I shall smite KC for you.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000016||GVR1643||01-15-2004||05:40 PM||||See, I said we needed a section for "Sparring"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Funny Rich.  A little Jim Carey, "smite me oh mighty smiter!"||167.142.21.186||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000017||tplesko||01-15-2004||05:40 PM||||green is the fastest! Actually Adam's car was black? What color was Dale's?<br />Either way the green car is going to be first to the 11s Kibo   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />To stay on topic:  Who thinks that KC will have bought and sold this new GVR4 by '05?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||01-15-2004||05:53 PM||||that would be off-topic, Pivvay. People trying to sell their gvr4s to me would be on-topic!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||Vr4in'||01-16-2004||12:47 AM||||Here ya go...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=144297&category_id=106&website=default&prev_action=search&keywords=gray%20galant&criteria=all&session=40077a225d78d9c6" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=144297&category_id=106&website=default&prev_action=search&keywords=gray%20galant&criteria=a ll&session=40077a225d78d9c6</a><br /><br /><br />Asking quite a bit though..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000020||Vr4in'||01-16-2004||12:50 AM||||<a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=151087&category_id=106&website=default&prev_action=search&keywords=galant%20grey&criteria=all&session=40077a225d78d9c6" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=151087&category_id=106&website=default&prev_action=search&keywords=galant%20grey&criteria=a ll&session=40077a225d78d9c6</a><br /><br />Also asking a good amount of money.<br /><br />Good luck finding one KC.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000021||blacksheep||01-16-2004||12:51 AM||||wow - $7300. Thats quite a bit of money!<br /><br />Thanks for the link!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000022||TurboVR4dr||01-16-2004||02:22 AM||||KC you should have kept the first Grey car.  That thing ran good for the few mods it had.  It Launched pretty good also.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000023||jcgalantvr4-244||01-16-2004||02:24 AM||||I got a can of grey spray paint and I saw a galant gs in the salvage yard we could all paint it up and sell it to KC  I will even put a  APC sticker on it for you<br /><br />  good luck man ben looking for a grey one .  But black is the one im gettiong in the spring <br /><br />    Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000024||blacksheep||01-16-2004||08:29 AM||||Thanks Scott....<br /><br />Hey Ralliart boy - when I see your car parked around...I will give you a rice ticket I carry in my glovebox so I can make your day...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000025||sleeper||01-16-2004||10:37 AM||||"we are in our 40s and like the safety of the car"<br /><br />Whatever, I'm getting close to 40 too, but I'll be damn if I don't launch my car from the rev limiter once in a while. Not counting the track days and not counting a little off roading with it also.<br />If I read one more time that the car was female driven I don't even bother calling.<br />My wife drives the piss out of the car and thats all I have to remember by that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000026||gvr4x2||01-16-2004||10:40 AM||||I may know of a grey one in the Boston area with 75k miles, but a blown timing belt.  I can make a few calls if you would like. - mike||24.218.147.224||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes
Z||000027||blacksheep||01-16-2004||10:47 AM||||Mike - make those calls , please. Check your PM also...Thanks!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum12/000031.cgi
A||||32||blacksheep||GVR4 on ebay (help - I'm very badly burnt)||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-15-2004||04:41 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2454605521&category=6353" target="_blank">poor thing !</a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-15-2004||05:38 PM||||holy crap. That sucks. I wonder if it's rebuildable?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-15-2004||06:17 PM||||Someone will try.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||VR4ownzU||01-15-2004||08:47 PM||||Poor thing||24.154.165.15||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||01-15-2004||10:20 PM||||Someone should buy this and a JDM front clip...<br />500 for a burned up car, 2000 plus shipping for clip; so that would be probably $3000, plus putting it all together.<br /><br />Edit: or probably not...(considering you can get running ones for that price)||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||01-15-2004||11:31 PM||||you may be able to rebuild it, but you'll never ever ever get rid of the burnt smell on that thing.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||01-16-2004||12:18 AM||||So what options did it have aside from being a vr-4?<br />This model is fully loaded with every option except the sunroof. And lloking inside it had the cassette not cd.||65.177.240.26||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||01-16-2004||12:41 AM||||I am ordering a front clip from Japan.I am only taking the motor,tranny,ecu,radiator,JDM front bumper and fenders..etc..<br /><br />Anyone in here buy it,I will be more then happy on giving who ever buys it some parts to get it going again.<br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||autobahntom||01-16-2004||05:34 PM||||A couple of us on the board are trying to get this car. Someone just put another bid on it (xgvr4); is this anyone here? No reason to run the bid up unnecesarily. Car will be a ton of work to fix (if it is even fixable) and initial cost needs to be low.<br />Thanks for NOT bidding!<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000010||JUANPSI||01-16-2004||06:31 PM||||sorry i just saw it||67.100.180.2||reg||9||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000011||jcgalantvr4-244||01-16-2004||06:36 PM||||Well thats just how ebay works guys  he can always go and retract his bid!!!!!!!!!!<br /><br />Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000012||geoff@machv||01-16-2004||06:45 PM||||Hey Juan, I'm gspin25 on ebay.   Just retract the bid if you feel inclined.  <br /><br />Thanks again for at least owning up to bidding.  <br />Not like you were obligated to say anything, but it's nice to know there are honest guys out here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Thanks again.  <br /><br /><br />G-||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000013||autobahntom||01-16-2004||06:52 PM||||What Geoff said Juan. Thanks for being upfront so quickly. Hopefully this car can either be rebuilt, or a decision made to part it out if it too far gone. I am sure all electronics are toast, and someone mentioned getting the burned smell out. That will prove difficult I am sure.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000014||JUANPSI||01-16-2004||07:11 PM||||I did not want to step on anyones toes here. <br />  Sorry||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000015||geoff@machv||01-16-2004||07:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JUANPSI:<br /><strong> I did not want to step on anyones toes here. <br />  Sorry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Forget about it dude   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000016||JUANPSI||01-16-2004||07:33 PM||||Bid retracted||67.100.180.2||reg||14||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000017||geoff@machv||01-16-2004||08:13 PM||||You are the man!  Thanks for looking out!<br /><br /><br />G-||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000018||REDLINEGVR4||01-16-2004||09:31 PM||||Hey once someone on this board buys this thing in my opinoin it should be made into an all out race car. If all the board members were to chip in 10 dollers and ill be the first to chip in, that would be 16,020 dollers and we could save this car and all help make it really fast!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000019||sti_95imp||01-16-2004||09:40 PM||||YEAH!!!!! I know im new but, this should definately be a galantvr4.com rally/touring car. ill donate more than $10 for sure.||68.190.198.81||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000020||autobahntom||01-18-2004||03:21 PM||||Due to the appearance of someone running the bid up and it becoming not worth the money; we are out on this car. Almost $700 and still an hour to go. With the cost of picking the car up, it is not worthwhile. If someone can explain why it would still be worth that much to me; I would gladly listen. <br />Thanks goes to those who did NOT run the bidding up,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000021||jcgalantvr4-244||01-18-2004||03:52 PM||||nope  i would have gladly paid 500.00 like i  told u the guy would have ended the sale on ebay for that amount.<br />There was def. 500.00 in parts and then at least you could have stripped it and made one hell of a drag/ralli car.  But thats why I always contact sellers and see if they will sell off ebay. <br />   <br />      Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000022||autobahntom||01-18-2004||03:55 PM||||We did contact the seller when the bidding was at $510, and he said no dice. The seller lives somewhere on the Jersey Shore, which with tolls would have cost about $200 to go get with a two axle (smallest I have) trailer. And if the seller was closer to NYC, would have cost more with turnpike tolls. I do hope whomever gets it gets their money's worth. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000023||Ska-TAY||01-19-2004||10:33 AM||||It sold for $760!!  Unbelievable...||24.209.125.217||reg||2||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000024||number3||01-19-2004||04:28 PM||||The car is not worth $700.00 but you never know. <br /><br />It needed new glass, dash board, an ECU and a complete engine and wire harness at the very least.<br /><br />I wish the new owner good luck.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000025||Ian M||01-19-2004||06:38 PM||||Well, you  <i>really </i> cant get mad at the guy who was willing to pay $760 for it. I understand you guys dissapointment,and I would have liked to see you guys get it (It was nice to see some of you guys looking out and letting others have dibs),BUT...<br /><br /> This was an auction. The person willing to pay the most wins..It wasnt "unnessassary" bidding to the the winning bidder-he was willing to pay the most (and too much IMO) and he got it.<br /><br /> That car was fucked anyway,good luck to the new owner...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.42||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000026||jonvr4||01-19-2004||06:45 PM||||Ian is this your car?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000027||Ian M||01-19-2004||07:10 PM||||Thank goodness No..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.42||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000028||jonvr4||01-19-2004||07:46 PM||||o||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000029||geoff@machv||01-20-2004||06:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> Well, you  <i>really </i> cant get mad at the guy who was willing to pay $760 for it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually I was the other guy from this board bidding on it....  No, none of us can get mad at him!  It was WORTH that amount to him, so god bless him.  Hopefully he'll get her running.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000030||gtluke||01-21-2004||01:46 AM||||did every galant ever made get sold in jersey? man how many are in discussion just on this for sale forum?<br />wow.||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000031||mistaVR4||01-22-2004||12:50 AM||||Thats some scary shit.  I've had 2 engine fire's  one that resulted in the radiator springing a leak and blasting coolant onto the exhaust manifold, on top of the dip stick popping out and leaving oil on the ex. manifold and lighting up. The other, just the dip stick poping out leaving oil near the manifold. Thank GOD both times I had a couple liters of water in the trunk or I would have watched her burn to the ground, I've never scampered that fast in my life  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   That's probabaly what happened to this poor car.<br /><br /><br />Now I have swaped JDM motor and extended saftey precautions!! (fire extinguisher a plus..just in case!!)<br /><br />Steve||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000032||tplesko||01-22-2004||01:09 AM||||Yes!  I always carry a fire extingisher in the trunk!!! It's important if you don't want to watch your car burn. I'll get a shiny chrome one to mount to the roll cage but for now the red jobby in the glovebox is easily accessable and does the trick||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000033||keydiver||01-22-2004||10:05 AM||||Yes, I carry one ever since my *little* underhood fire. I think mine was from a slow leak from the old fuel return line off the FPR. If I hadn't have had water in the back seat for the water injection system, I hate to think of how bad it would have been.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.34.192.7||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum12/000033.cgi
A||||11||Aniel P||My Car||||1||||Aniel P||00000489
Z||000000||Aniel P||01-17-2004||10:53 AM||anielpagan@cox.net||How much can i get for this car? Perfect interior.<br />  <img src="http://mediaservice.photoisland.com/auction/Jan/20041175325147468321826.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.0.81.253||reg||1||Aniel P||00000489||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-17-2004||11:07 AM||||Aniel - Is it grey ????? I am looking for grey, ya know?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Let us know the miles, mods, bigger pics etc etc done. Thats the best way to tell what its worth...<br /><br />Email pics to blacksheepgvr4@hotmail.com and I will post them on here.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||01-17-2004||11:07 AM||||I'll give ya $100.00 bucks.  I dont even know if it runs...  What mods, mileage,....||68.75.203.173||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-17-2004||11:08 AM||||Phil - Step off mah kool-aid, B !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||01-17-2004||11:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Phil - Step off mah kool-aid, B !    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol||68.122.35.217||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||01-17-2004||12:11 PM||||Thats a nice looking car, grey kicks so much ass.  What kind of suspension does it have?  I'd say it's definately not less than 5000$.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||Aniel P||01-17-2004||01:33 PM||||Its got full 3" exhaust, ported stock turbo,ported EVO manifold, Translator, 255 high Walbro, 30-30 silver boost gauge, 1G Shifter(short), New timing belt, new 17" wheels and kuhmo tires, adjustable front struts, Cut 1g springs   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   racing spark plugs, egr block off with all that emission crap eliminated,119k on the ODO i cant think of anything else at the moment....||68.0.81.253||reg||1||Aniel P||00000489||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-17-2004||02:48 PM||||Check your PM!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||number3||01-17-2004||03:35 PM||||Whatever KC offers you I will offer $100.00 more.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />J/k<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||01-17-2004||04:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Whatever KC offers you I will offer $100.00 more.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />J/k<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whatever KC or Harry offers you,I will give $200.00 more.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.129.160.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||Aniel P||01-17-2004||06:24 PM||||The car is very reliable i use it everyday i really wasnt selling it but for the right amount anything is for sale   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.0.81.253||reg||1||Aniel P||00000489||yes
Z||000011||gvrfour173||01-18-2004||06:00 AM||||yeah, whats up with it? pm'ed you and never heard back. let me know whats up, in need of a car. thanks!||65.78.96.150||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes



ubb/Forum12/000034.cgi
A||||28||FlyBoy42||92 Kensington Gray #563/1k (Please act fast if interested)||||1||||FlyBoy42||00003213
Z||000000||FlyBoy42||01-17-2004||10:09 PM||kcgibson@iusb.edu||92 Kensington Gray #563/1k<br />127,000 miles 3rd owner. Ive had it since 105K<br />14B was Rebuilt at 100K. I have the original key with number badge. Paint still shines great. Has some minor dings and scratchs. Good size spot on the spoiler where the clear coat came off. No rust. About an inch of paint bubble on the corner of pass. side rear door. Leathers in great shape, no cuts or holes. Interior in great shape, small spot about a half inch patched near glove box. It's my daily driver. I took it to the track 4 times. Best run was 15.1, but as you can tell with my mods it was just my daily driver<br /><br />Mods:<br /><br />K&N airfilter-<br />2.5in from the turbo back. No cat.Magnaflow muffler with Thermal R&D tip-<br />KYB AGX Ajustables-<br />South Bend Clutch: Import Sport Clutch(has about 15K on it)-<br />Short Throw Shifter-<br />16" Gray Wheels by Loco in BFGoodrich G-Forces(the fronts are bald the rears have about 75% tread)-<br />Auto Meter Carbon Fiber boost gauge and a/f ratio gauge in Lo-Tek a-piller gauge pod-<br />Apexi Turbo Timer (the small one)-<br />Momo Steering Wheel, Shift Knob and and belt pads-<br />Pioneer CD Player-<br />California 4 Channel AMP-<br /><br />Other Stuff:<br /><br />Stock wheels in Michelin Snow Tires(90% tread)-<br />Original Steering Wheel and Shifter-<br />Front & Rear Brake Pads & Rear Rotors still in the box with receipt-<br />Brand New Crank Pulley in the box with receipt-<br /><br />Maintainence:<br /><br />Tranny replaced at 110K(new tranny was out of a 91 and had 70K when i bought it)-<br />NGK Plugs replaced at 120K-<br />Accel Plug Wires replaced at 120K-<br />Water Pump done at 122K-<br />Timing Belt done at 122K-<br />EGR Valve done at 110K-<br />Alternator and Belt and Battery done three weeks ago-<br />Oil changed every 2 and a half months-<br />Driver side front half-shaft done at 125K-<br /><br />I cant think of anything else right now. Ill try and get pics up. I live in Mishawaka,IN right outside of South Bend. An hour & 1/2 from Chicago and 3 & 1/2 from Indianapolis. 4 hours from Norwalk(were the shootouts held). I would like to get $3500. I need to sell it by next sat. im leaving for the Air Force(No One Comes Close). If you have any questions just PM me.||64.136.26.227||reg||1||FlyBoy42||00003213||yes
Z||000004||Forced Style||01-18-2004||12:26 AM||||Kyle? is that you?<br />you're the only kensington grey galant i know of in mishiwaka...<br /><br />if that is you, i've seen this car in person and i can vouch for a very very nice galant, looks and sounds great. good luck on the sale man, sorry to hear you cant keep it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />too bad i can't trade you my awd talon for it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />$3500 is an awesome deal||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000007||FlyBoy42||01-18-2004||03:13 AM||||hey forced style it is me. i gotta  sell it i leave for boot camp the 27th . thanx for the vouch||64.136.26.227||reg||1||FlyBoy42||00003213||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||01-18-2004||08:59 PM||||Here are pics:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2524" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2524&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2525" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2525&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2527" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2527&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2528" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2528&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2529" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2529&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2530" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2530&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||01-19-2004||08:58 AM||||I cleaned up this thread for the sake of the seller. I will not know for 2 days if I can purchase or not. So, this car is still up for grabs since he is in a pinch for time and I totally understand if someone wants to buy it. <br /><br />I have talked in detail about the car with Kyle. It seems totally worth the asking price, I was actually willing to go a bit more.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I deleted all the off-topic discussions so others interested can go ahead and contact the seller.<br /><br />I have posted all pics he sent me and will add more as he sends them to me.<br /><br />Gary - If you want it, go for it!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||gvrfour173||01-19-2004||10:22 AM||||thanks KC.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   just waiting for the return call, or pm. hoping for this sale.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.78.96.150||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||01-19-2004||12:35 PM||||whoever is interested...call him asap. He is having troubles getting on the board now.<br /><br /><br />His no. is 574-360-3583||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||Tevenor||01-19-2004||02:10 PM||||If I hadn't just spent $4000 on a new furnace, this car would have been sold already.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000019||gvrfour173||01-19-2004||02:17 PM||||i'm just waiting on kyle to get back to me. would've like to have left today to head over there to check it out.||65.78.96.150||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000020||GVR4458||01-19-2004||02:19 PM||||KC,<br /><br />Could you send me the number?  I'm not sure about the number you posted.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000021||blacksheep||01-19-2004||03:40 PM||||Thats the no....His name is Kyle Gibson. The phone no. is in his moms name...hence the last name Gibson   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||01-19-2004||06:32 PM||||Gary - call him asap! He lost your no...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||gvrfour173||01-19-2004||08:22 PM||||just did, no answer. left my number. thanks!||65.78.96.150||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000024||ice cream truck vr4||01-20-2004||08:44 AM||||whats up guys. finally got back on the board, but with a new id. blacksheep thanx for all your help so far with the pics and everything. i appreciate it. gary, i misplaced your phone number again. could u call me when you see this. i have a guy named roger coming to see the car tonight. so i dont want you to drive half-way here for nothin if he buys the car. i think i have the numbers to all who called about the car, KC, Ed, Roger, Mike, Eric, someone in nebraska(sorry forgot your name). if you called about the car, and i dont have your number please call me again.  <br />                    thanx kyle||65.231.183.22||reg||1||ice cream truck vr4||00003335||yes
Z||000025||blacksheep||01-20-2004||09:48 AM||||Kyle - I wanted to be of as much help as possible, since I am still unsure of what my position is. So, I was kinda guilty and tried to help out as much as I could. <br /><br />People were PMing me about the alternator belt? Please post an update regarding this....<br /><br />This car is well worth it, guys!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000026||b00sted4g||01-20-2004||01:52 PM||||Can i see the "bubbled Paint" ??? <br /><br />Thanks<br />-scott||24.104.31.209||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes
Z||000027||ice cream truck vr4||01-20-2004||02:02 PM||||the alternator pulley was not lining up with the w/p pulley and c/s pulley. i moved the bracket that adjusts the alternator over a bit so they would line up.||64.136.26.227||reg||1||ice cream truck vr4||00003335||yes
Z||000028||blacksheep||01-20-2004||06:32 PM||||Gary - Kyle is trying to get a hold of you asap, please call him. He cannot get to voicemail at all....||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000029||ice cream truck vr4||01-20-2004||09:46 PM||||hey guys, thank for your interest in the car. but i just sold it 20mins ago. if you called me im going to call you back to tell also. GARY please call me. i hope you didnt leave yet. BIG thanks to KC (blacksheep) for helpin me, and puttin up the pics and my number.||64.136.27.227||reg||1||ice cream truck vr4||00003335||yes
Z||000030||blacksheep||01-20-2004||10:20 PM||||Congrats, Kyle! Glad I could be of service to ya..Good luck with boot camp and the air force!<br /><br />I hear another gvr4 calling my name   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000031||gvrfour173||01-21-2004||08:19 AM||||thanks kc for all the help, but when i got up yesterday morning i had seen that post about someone was going to be there last night. i didn't get to talk to kyle until late monday night. so i was going to leave yeasterday afternoon, but when i read that post i was like shit i don't want to be like an hour too late. so i said the hell with it, and just ran over too LI to grab that black 92 off of billy. in the end i got another car,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||65.78.96.150||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000032||blacksheep||01-21-2004||09:57 AM||||Gary - very welcome. I would do it again in a heartbeat for anyone on this board...maybe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000033||blacksheep||01-22-2004||02:47 PM||||and I just got me one last nite...So, its all good!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000034||tplesko||01-22-2004||02:50 PM||||well go on KC....what did you get?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000035||gvrfour173||01-22-2004||02:55 PM||||seems like were all happy,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .. thanks everyone!!||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000036||Roger||01-22-2004||09:08 PM||||Hi all,<br />I finally have my very own VR-4. After starting with the basic SOHC 91 galant, I learned about the VR-4. I donated the 91 to charity and found myself a 92 GS while I searched for the VR4.<br />I just purchased #563/1000 two days ago. I drove it from South Bend Indiana to Chicago. It runs good and will need some work. I hope I can bring its health back to 100%. I am looking forward to communicating with you guys as I try to learn more about the VR4. If any of you guys have any info on this particular car (#563/1000), it will be much appreciated. I also look forward to meeting with the guys in the area.<br />Thanks,<br />Roger||24.13.14.17||reg||7||Roger||00002641||yes
Z||000037||bleck||01-22-2004||09:13 PM||||Hey Roger!  Congratulations on the purchase of a really gorgeous VR4 man.  That is one of the nicer Kensington Greys I've seen, which makes it very special.  I don't think she'll disappoint you.  Seems to have been very well cared for.  Best of luck, and remember, the search button is your friend.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000038||iceman69510||01-23-2004||04:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Roger:<br /><strong> Hi all,<br />If any of you guys have any info on this particular car (#563/1000), it will be much appreciated. I also look forward to meeting with the guys in the area.<br />Thanks,<br />Roger </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Roger,  PM me the VIN and I will see what I can find out.<br /><br />Nice car, I wish I'd bought it!||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000039||hibrn8||01-23-2004||05:45 PM||||Oh man now im not the only one in Chicago with a gray one damnit.....j/k    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Congrats Roger, well meet up sometime.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum12/000035.cgi
A||||8||MEAN VR4||All original and clean 92 for sale on L.I,N.Y.||||1||||MEAN VR4||00002608
Z||000000||MEAN VR4||01-20-2004||06:19 AM||||This is a 92 nile black 112,000k VR4 with both options: a sunroof plus the CD/tape/eq.<br />I,v owned this car for about 5 years since<br />76k. The only aftermarket parts on this car are<br />Mangacore wires and a K&N airfilter.<br />Bought this Galant from my friend who is a perfectionist. He was a mitsu mechanic and performed all maintenance around 50k.<br />Since he owned the car thru now only mobil 1 was used every 2500 or less, as well as Redline in transfer and rear with BG syncroshift in tranny. Stock sized tires are new and the stock ECU was rebuilt due to leeky caps. For what it is the the paint close to excellent (normal wear), body has no damage at all, except a few small dings no rust, Interior is mint and everything works.   As I said all work (timing belt ect.) Was done around 50k, therefore it is now necessary to do everything all over again. The car also needs a head rebuild, front brakes (warped rotors), a passenger side fog lite instaled (I have light) thats it.   This has been a super reliable daily driver for about 5 years now and never beat or raced to boot (still has original clutch). I had planed to build up but along my path I found a nice prebuilt 91 to my liking. Instead of putting a G or so in to this i'm keeping my 91 as pleasure and buying a new daily driver.   So if your looking for a modded bargan this is not 4 u. If your looking 4 a great platform to build or just a plain old galant vr4 this could be for you. $3000   If your interested you may leave a phone# and i'll call you asap due to the fact i'm not online a lot and usually on at odd hours.   Nothing to hide, but as of now I have no means of posting pics online Sorry.<br />                                Thank you<br />                                 Billy||206.216.63.84||reg||1||MEAN VR4||00002608||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||01-20-2004||09:06 AM||||pics? possibly interested<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||jayru||01-20-2004||09:26 AM||||PM sent!||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||MEAN VR4||01-20-2004||11:15 AM||||Dave, Sorry but no digital cam or scanner.<br />Hopefully by the end of the month I'll have my new cannon s400 and HP 2410 printer/scanner, along with a cable modem. Until then you can PM me with a # and I'll describe everything the best I can<br />Billy||205.184.182.201||reg||1||MEAN VR4||00002608||yes
Z||000004||b00sted4g||01-20-2004||11:20 AM||||Send me some pics Scottherman@suscom.net||64.78.96.140||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes
Z||000005||MEAN VR4||01-20-2004||11:30 AM||||NO PICTURES for now sorry. As I said leave a phone # if your intrested we can discuss every thing you want to know on the phone.<br />Billy||205.184.182.201||reg||1||MEAN VR4||00002608||yes
Z||000006||jayru||01-20-2004||11:44 AM||||I sent you a PM with my # what's up?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||HobieKopek||01-20-2004||12:20 PM||||You're getting a PM.  Would love to come check out the car this weekend if possible.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.249.137.193||reg||1||HobieKopek||00002978||yes
Z||000008||MEAN VR4||01-26-2004||03:19 AM||||Thank you everyone 4 your interest.<br />319/1000 has been sold  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .<br />                                -Billy-||205.184.148.51||reg||7||MEAN VR4||00002608||yes



ubb/Forum12/000036.cgi
A||||14||b00sted4g||WTB: Gvr4||||1||||b00sted4g||00003271
Z||000000||b00sted4g||01-20-2004||01:21 PM||scottherman@suscom.net||I am in the market for a galant Vr4...<br /><br /> Here are somethings i am looking for in one..<br /><br /> MUST BE-<br /> * 110% rust free<br /> <br /> * Must have good exterior body (<br /> no dents,scratchs or any other kinda blemishs). Also must have good condition interior. (no tears,stains or any other kinda blemishs)<br /><br /> * Preferably i am looking for something that <b>Is Not</b> modified. Preferably stock.<br /><br /> *  Preferably looking for Nile Black or Green. Would consider white if all above requirements are met.<br /><br /> If you have a Gvr4 that u think meets my requirements i am seeking and your looking to sell it please E-mail me at scottherman@suscom.net or if you have AOL instant messenger feel free to IM ME at Boosted4g<br /><br />Thanks<br />-Scott||24.104.31.209||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-20-2004||01:42 PM||||You posted into a section where there is quite a few nice ones for sale; although not too many on this board fall into the 'stock' category. Most here want to go quick and fast reliably (including me). <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||b00sted4g||01-20-2004||01:46 PM||||I've tried the last few weeks purchasing ones i found on other sites and it just seemed to me they were not intrested in my money cause i never got a responce.... So basicly i am posting what i want, If they wanna sell there car they can contact me...<br /> <br /> As for being stock, Thats just a preferance, i would take one modified but i wont be willing to pay much more then the Vehicle is worth.<br /><br /> Thanks for the reply..<br /> -Scott||24.104.31.209||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes
Z||000003||Martin Chilcote||01-20-2004||06:38 PM||||Are you $20K's cousin?||12.110.136.91||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||01-20-2004||08:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Martin #1064/2000:<br /><strong> Are you $20K's cousin? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL!||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||b00sted4g||01-21-2004||01:15 AM||||Who is 20k......... "shrugs"||64.78.96.140||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes
Z||000006||b00sted4g||01-22-2004||12:33 AM||||Anyone ???||64.78.96.140||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes
Z||000007||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-22-2004||10:22 AM||||Im not positive but I think 20k is this guy that kept posting that he had 20k to spend on a vr4. Everyone sent him ad of galants for sale, but he never spent a dime. Guys correct me if i'm wrong,||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||01-22-2004||10:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sleeper Vr4 #1828:<br /><strong> Im not positive but I think 20k is this guy that kept posting that he had 20k to spend on a vr4. Everyone sent him ad of galants for sale, but he never spent a dime. Guys correct me if i'm wrong, </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ding, ding, we have a winner.<br /><br />Bad timing to put out the wish list that sounds familiar...Good timing in that there are a number of GVR4's for sale at present. Seems that come and go in cycles, a bunch then none.<br /><br />You might want to include parameters of what your budget is...there's cars for sale from $3K to over $10K (the latter usually not listed for sale, but always available for the right price).<br /><br />Good luck, and once you find one, you've at least found the place to call home for getting the most knowledge about it.||167.142.22.218||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||pisces_0||01-22-2004||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by b00sted4g:<br /><strong> I've tried the last few weeks purchasing ones i found on other sites and it just seemed to me they were not intrested in my money cause i never got a responce.... So basicly i am posting what i want, If they wanna sell there car they can contact me...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Scott, I'd suggest that if you are really serious about a GVR-4 to actively pursue some of the ads on here rather than sitting back and expecting them to come to you.  The cars that are for sale don't stay for sale long; take advantage of the influx of cars up for sale right now.  All of the members are on here because they love GVR-4s.  If you show interest and are serious about buying I can almost guarantee they won't snub you.  Just my $.02...||64.199.239.36||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000010||smokindav||01-22-2004||04:18 PM||||I'll drive  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=12;t=000001" target="_blank">my car</a> to Pennsylvania if you buy it for $4900 (via  <a href="http://www.paypal.com" target="_blank">Pay Pal</a> ) and give me a ride to the airport so I can catch a plane back down.||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000011||b00sted4g||01-22-2004||06:59 PM||||I wish the bank would give me $4900.. But they go by the value of the car for a loan... If you wanna reconsider taking $3000.00 let me know.. I am looking to spend About $3000-$3500 dollars...||24.104.31.209||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes
Z||000012||dsmgeorge||01-23-2004||05:01 AM||||good luck buying the grandfather of DSM's for $3500.  There are less then 2000 on the streets and you are wanting to spend the price that a 1g Talon is set at.  Good luck||64.53.253.67||reg||1||dsmgeorge||00003346||yes
Z||000013||b00sted4g||01-23-2004||05:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmgeorge:<br /><strong> good luck buying the grandfather of DSM's for $3500.  There are less then 2000 on the streets and you are wanting to spend the price that a 1g Talon is set at.  Good luck </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would spend more if the bank provided me with more.. But they only give the amount on a loan that the vehicle is worth... <a href="http://www.nada.com" target="_blank">www.nada.com</a> says there worth about $3500.00 dollars...<br /> But we'll see, i am willing to take a stock one, infact i would prefer a stock one over a modded one.But we'll see , i am sure within some time i will find one.||24.104.31.209||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes
Z||000014||giantrobot||01-30-2004||06:43 PM||||I've got a stock one that needs a clutch and a leaky downpipe fixed,otherwise fine.It's a 92,white w/sunroof,108k,has almost no rust,just some very minor on the edge of the hood and one spot under the spoiler,looks great.The interior is in really good condition.I'm not even sure if I want to sell it or not,but you might get me on the right day...?||24.198.139.233||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes



ubb/Forum12/000037.cgi
A||||19||thejeebus2002||91 Black GVR4...MUST SELL QUICKLY..MANY NEW PARTS!!!||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||01-21-2004||02:29 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Well, Im going to pick up a Mazda 3i as my daily driver and I need to get rid of one of my galants.  Since the white blew up I'm going to be building a stroker (and taking my sweet time about it) so that leaves Ol Blacky.<br /><br />The car will be sold with the following upgrades:<br /> <b>BIG 16G TURBOD AND TIAL EXTERNAL WASTEGATE INCLUDED IN PRICE NOW!!!</b> <br />EVO III Exaust Manny<br />EVO III O2 HOusing<br />3" Exhaust all the way back (no cat)<br />Engine rebuilt with 95 pistons and BS removed<br />FIAV blocked off<br />255 Walboro fuel pump (rewired)<br />Battery relocated to trunk<br />Greddy Turbo Timer<br />Dual A pillar gauge pod with autometer boost gauge<br />Eclipse CD Player<br />Clutchmasters 2500<br />K&N<br />KYB AGX shocks<br /><br />New Items:<br />New radiator<br />All receipts for rebuilt engine<br />New shift cable<br />New Half Shafts<br />New front rotors<br />New battery<br />Slave cylinder (clutch)<br />Master Cylinder (clutch)<br />Plus a bunch of other stuff I can't think of...I have all receipts though.<br /><br />Car has 187K on the body, has some pretty bad hail damage, exhaust is leaking from 02housing/downpipe (gasket is leaking), Antenna is stuck halfway.  AC needs to be recharged.  Other than that it's fine.  I drive the car everyday and have put about 15K on it since the rebuild. Tires are good too, about 75% tread left.  I'm asking 2600.  I think it's a more than reasonable deal considering it won't need any work anytime soon.  Oh yeah, I almost forgot, 1st gear grinds a little bit.<br /><br />I'll get pics up tomorrow, The pics. will be of the car now so it will have items that the purchaser would not be getting (FMIC, 16G turbo, etc.) as i will be taking them off for the white car.  I've driven this car to Florida and back, nuf said.<br /><br />pics:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2561" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2561&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2562" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2562&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2563" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2563&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2564" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2564&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2565" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2565&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2566" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2566&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2567" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2567&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||01-21-2004||02:49 PM||||Price?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||01-21-2004||02:54 PM||||I posted it up there, 2500 obo.<br /><br />thanks<br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||launch||01-21-2004||03:37 PM||||I am very interested in the car, I will decide for sure when I see pics.  I have a 95 tsi awd, I'm getting the motor rebuilt on then selling to join the galant community.  If I can't sell it in time I might take out another loan b/c as of right now I'm walkin every where I go.||63.94.42.44||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||01-21-2004||05:40 PM||||Man, if you still have this thing in 10 days, when I probably still won't recieve my backpay from the Air Force, I may be getting in contact with you.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000005||thejeebus2002||01-21-2004||06:18 PM||||Ok..I'm having trouble getting pics up on the site so until I do, if anyone wants them PM me.  <br /><br />thanks<br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000006||dc_style||01-21-2004||08:52 PM||||off topic but where'd you get the ski rack?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   if ya don't mind, i'll buy it from ya.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000007||thejeebus2002||01-21-2004||10:12 PM||||It's just a Thule rack.  I'm gonna keep it around though. <br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000008||Ian M||01-21-2004||11:14 PM||||Your car looks REALLY familiar...Did you buy it in Winchester Va.?||129.71.115.35||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||01-21-2004||11:27 PM||||Not to get off the topic but you dont have a cigarette lighter either.  Did our cars come with them? A simple yes or no will do. Not mine did or mine didnt.  Thanks||68.75.203.173||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||thejeebus2002||01-22-2004||05:23 AM||||hey there,<br /><br />I'm actually from Winchester and I bought the car from my friend Jeremy.  Shortly after I decided to rebuild it.  The car does have a cigarette lighter but it's on it's last legs.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000011||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-22-2004||09:44 AM||||scott sent you a pm||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000012||thejeebus2002||01-22-2004||04:43 PM||||I can't find my digital camera so the pics up are the only ones I can give right now.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000013||Ian M||01-22-2004||07:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> hey there,<br /><br />I'm actually from Winchester and I bought the car from my friend Jeremy.  Shortly after I decided to rebuild it.  The car does have a cigarette lighter but it's on it's last legs.<br /><br />scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking that it looked like the one Jeremy had...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.138||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000014||thejeebus2002||01-23-2004||12:56 PM||||Changed the ad around a little bit.  I'm now including the Big 16g turbo and TIAL external wastegate with the deal.  I really need to sell this now!!!<br /><br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000015||TinyVR4||01-23-2004||01:53 PM||||Can you elaborate on "pretty bad hail damage".  Is it fixable?  I'm interested if the hail damage is fixable and the car is driveable (needs to make it to Cleveland, Ohio).<br />Thanks!||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000016||GVR1643||01-23-2004||04:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> I can't find my digital camera so the pics up are the only ones I can give right now.<br /><br />scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Those photos look like the spy photos in the car mags  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <br /><br />The hail damage call always be fixed.  I can't tell how bad it is from the photos, but if it's covered with deep/big dents, figure a few hundred. If there are just some scattered, you could get away with a couple hundred.  <br />Yes they can be fixed though...bring it to Iowa and I'll prove it ;-)<br />(if anyone does get it from in/near Iowa, talk to me and I'll help you out with the hail damage)||167.142.21.202||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000017||thejeebus2002||01-24-2004||11:06 AM||||Car sold.  Expect to see the new owner, Bart on the site.  thanks for the space.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000018||tigerspeed35||02-06-2004||01:32 AM||||still have bart's #, cause i love the way that car looks. i know its been forever since the sell but know of anyone selling a black good conditions one? let me know please i would love you for trying! really i would!||24.13.210.90||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000019||iceman69510||02-06-2004||11:25 AM||||There was a car for sale in the Chicago area here on this board just a while back.  Search the Cars for sale section.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum12/000038.cgi
A||||2||Colt4G63||WTB rolling chassis GVR-4||||1||||Colt4G63||00002127
Z||000000||Colt4G63||01-21-2004||06:14 PM||forum69boardr@aol.com||looking for a rolling chassis/parts car with or without motor/tranny/ect. has to have wiring. exterior, interior, mileage, doesnt matter.anyone have one or knows someone that does let me know.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000001||jcgalantvr4-244||01-21-2004||07:16 PM||||there was a guy with a white one in florida that i was going to buy but is too far for me it was real nice<br /><br />Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000002||Colt4G63||01-22-2004||01:09 AM||||yeah so wasnt I until some accident that happened   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  i had more than a downpayment and everything on it. <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes



ubb/Forum12/000039.cgi
A||||0||thejeebus2002||Jeebus' Black car:  Pics Up!!||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||01-21-2004||08:02 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=12;t=000037" target="_blank">Linker</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum12/000040.cgi
A||||17||Eclipse182||Evo 4 on Ebay||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||01-21-2004||09:59 PM||||Browsing around and came across this:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2454863667&category=43919" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2454863667&category=43919</a><br /><br />Anyone interested?||24.195.184.41||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-21-2004||10:12 PM||||ouch. i wonder how much work it is to fix it?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||launch||01-21-2004||11:40 PM||||It needs a whole lot more than the seller was letting on; he was just listing the parts that he knows are readily available.  I would want the car to look good and run, not just be streetable.||63.94.42.44||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||01-21-2004||11:53 PM||||the car and a front clip should handle the repairs.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||mistaVR4||01-22-2004||12:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> ouch. i wonder how much work it is to fix it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">To much for that price! that car is f!@#'d  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   personally I think our cars look better than all evo's except for the VI and up.. why pay that much to repair. Unless your a true collector.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||01-22-2004||01:06 AM||||ya it's not for me.  I'd rather just have another GVR4 to rally with.  But I thought the seller was selling the damage a little short.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||01-22-2004||07:03 PM||||Not for 10 grand. <br /><br />Looking at the fender buckle, I'd say the rail is kinked on the right side. Like was said before, a front clip would take care of it, except for the beat to hell suspension (look at the right wheel) which would be hard to get replacements for, as well as the airbags, and who are you going to get to disable the airbag and CEL codes once the structure is fixed? <br /><br />I work in a body shop, so I'd be gung-ho about fixing it, but not for ten grand. I'm thinking more like 4k.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||01-22-2004||07:32 PM||||the evo 3 is bad.from VI and up are cool,too||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||01-22-2004||07:46 PM||||evo2 is my dream car<br />i'll make my own one day||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000009||josh long||01-24-2004||12:08 AM||||I have fixed a number of cars with this type of damage and it is not that bad. It will need a rt frame rail I'm sure, but the price is rediculous. You could get a Evo 8 at that price, Easy. <br /><br />For rally you could just pull the rail and rally it. But I would prefer a non right hand drive car.<br /><br />Josh||67.75.217.249||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000010||jazzguy||01-24-2004||02:23 PM||||That guy has a website called meadesports, or something like that.  He imports a bunch of interresting foreign vehicles.  Last time I checked, there was a lancia delta integrale for $9000 on that site.  I bought an evo intercooler for him about a year ago. He is not terribly helpful in the customer service dept., unless you want something big, such as a whole car.||130.111.160.77||reg||1||jazzguy||00000786||yes
Z||000011||thon||01-24-2004||03:01 PM||||if anyone wants i can go out and take more detailed pics of the car, wolcott is NOT far from me at all..30min maybe<br />...he had a newer style gvr4 a few months back too<br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000012||HHIVR4||01-24-2004||03:33 PM||||would be interesting to get a title for it also..i wouldnt by it its pretty bent up.and theres no telling what else youll find in the process.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000013||marvinmadman123||01-24-2004||05:10 PM||||I would just pull the vin #s off and replace with another Mirage's vin #s and there is your title.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     Did this plenty of times before     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   The damage is not bad at all compared to the total losses I have fixed in the pass.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000014||henrok||01-24-2004||10:00 PM||||yeah id love to see what your gonna tell the cops when someone see that lovely evo 4 and steals it and they look for the vin.  what are they gonna say and what are u gonna do?||152.163.252.136||reg||2||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000015||marvinmadman123||01-24-2004||11:12 PM||||vin # will be on the car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000016||henrok||01-25-2004||02:02 PM||||i know the vin will be on the car. but cops tend to check chassis and other places where the vin is supposed to be.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000017||marvinmadman123||01-25-2004||05:01 PM||||Why not change them also   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  Just a little more time involved but if you are good it will not be noticed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum12/000041.cgi
A||||0||a_santos||$1900 ,Black 91 with JDM motor and rebuilt head ||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||01-22-2004||11:56 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys, a friend of mine in the Detroit area is selling his VR4. The body is kinda beat, no rust but not taken care of. The engine is a JDM motor, that he installed recently and had the timing belt go, so he put new exhaust valves on it and replaced all of the belts and tensioners. <br /><br />I do not have pics of the car. He is putting the for sale sign on it tomorrow, so I thought I would give you guys the heads up first. <br /><br />The car is bone stock, no mods at all, never been moded. Interior is in fair shape, average. <br /><br /><br />You guys can email me if interested, or PM.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum12/000042.cgi
A||||0||dsmgeorge||Mint Galantvr4 Illinois||||14||||dsmgeorge||00003346
Z||000000||dsmgeorge||01-23-2004||02:55 AM||georgemilinkovic@yahoo.com||Contact Information  <br /> <br />Posted by:  GGMM  <br />Phone:  (224)622-5375  <br />Location:  Wheeling Illinois  <br />User Ads:  Show All Ads Posted by GGMM  <br /> <br /> Ad Information  <br />Price: 5700Obo <br /> <br />Make & Model: Mitsubishi galant VR-4 <br /> <br />Year: 91 1G <br /> <br />Induction: Turbo <br /> <br />Driveline: All Wheel Drive <br /> <br />Mileage: 12xxxx <br /> <br />Exterior/Interior Color: green/balck <br /> <br /> <br /> Ad Description  <br />It has a full 3inch, intake, uped the boost. The trans was rebuilt 2 months ago. New master cylinder and radiator.timing belt was done 5000miles ago. The car is mint in and out you can e-mail me at georgemilinkovic@yahoo.com. or call me on mt cell.(224-622-5375)my name is George thanks||64.53.253.67||reg||14||dsmgeorge||00003346||yes



ubb/Forum12/000043.cgi
A||||0||geoff@machv||91 GVR4 on Autotrader....||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||01-23-2004||08:09 PM||geoff@machv.com||<a href="http://autotrader.com/fyc/vdp.jsp?car_id=154312735&dealer_id=&car_year=1991&make=MIT&distance=any&max_price=4500&model=GALANT&advcd_on=n&end_year=1992&min_price=500&certified=n&address=20723&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1991&color=&cardist=1250" target="_blank">http://autotrader.com/fyc/vdp.jsp?car_id=154312735&dealer_id=&car_year=1991&make=MIT&distance=any&max_price=4500&model=GALANT&advcd_on=n&end_year=1992&min_price=500&certified=n&add ress=20723&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1991&color=&cardist=1250</a><br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://images.autotrader.com/images/2004/1/23/154/312/719946537.154312735.IM1.MAIN.565x421_A.562x421.jpg" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum12/000044.cgi
A||||0||geoff@machv||1992 G-GSX on Autotrader....||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||01-23-2004||08:10 PM||geoff@machv.com||<a href="http://autotrader.com/fyc/vdp.jsp?car_id=154343844&dealer_id=&car_year=1992&make=MIT&distance=any&max_price=4500&model=GALANT&advcd_on=n&end_year=1992&min_price=500&certified=n&address=20723&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1991&color=&cardist=925" target="_blank">http://autotrader.com/fyc/vdp.jsp?car_id=154343844&dealer_id=&car_year=1992&make=MIT&distance=any&max_price=4500&model=GALANT&advcd_on=n&end_year=1992&min_price=500&certified=n&add ress=20723&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1991&color=&cardist=925</a><br /><br /> <img src="http://images.autotrader.com/images/2004/1/23/154/343/720012968.154343844.IM1.MAIN.565x421_A.565x377.jpg" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum12/000045.cgi
A||||4||turbogalant||clean white 92 vr4 on autotrader $5000||||1||||turbogalant||00000287
Z||000000||turbogalant||01-24-2004||12:47 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.autotrader.com/fyc/vdp.jsp?car_id=154340940&dealer_id=&car_year=1992&make=MIT&distance=any&max_price=10000&model=GALANT&advcd_on=n&end_year=1993&min_price=&certified=n&address=85743&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1990&color=&cardist=409" target="_blank">http://www.autotrader.com/fyc/vdp.jsp?car_id=154340940&dealer_id=&car_year=1992&make=MIT&distance=any&max_price=10000&model=GALANT&advcd_on=n&end_year=1993&min_price=&certified=n&a ddress=85743&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1990&color=&cardist=409</a><br /><br />And The RVR4<br /><a href="http://www.autotrader.com/fyc/vdp.jsp?car_id=153784244&dealer_id=&car_year=1992&make=MIT&distance=any&max_price=10000&model=GALANT&advcd_on=n&end_year=1993&min_price=&certified=n&address=85743&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1990&color=&cardist=409" target="_blank">http://www.autotrader.com/fyc/vdp.jsp?car_id=153784244&dealer_id=&car_year=1992&make=MIT&distance=any&max_price=10000&model=GALANT&advcd_on=n&end_year=1993&min_price=&certified=n&a ddress=85743&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1990&color=&cardist=409</a>||65.177.240.132||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000001||b00sted4g||01-24-2004||01:02 AM||||Thats funny, i found that RV the other day when searching autotrader....  <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon10.gif" alt=" - " />||64.78.96.140||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-24-2004||01:15 AM||||wonder what it does in the 1/4?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-24-2004||01:27 AM||||15.2<br /><br /><br />in the 1/8th  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||01-24-2004||02:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> wonder what it does in the 1/4?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">FOREVER I don't think a stock 4g63 will haul that much weight. It would probibly blow up half way through. "Maybe we could tow it across"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.241.51||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum12/000046.cgi
A||||11||neonturbo1995||WTB:  Hyundai||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||01-25-2004||08:16 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I post here a lot and my GVR4 is now going to be a dedicated race car.  I am looking for a 1991-1992 Hyunsai Scoupe or an Excel.  I posted everywhere so I figured someone on here might be selling one or know where one is for sale.<br /><br />Going to do a 4G63T swap.  Thanks!<br /><br /><br /><a href="mailto:neonturbo1995@yahoo.com">neonturbo1995@yahoo.com</a>||66.2.65.219||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||01-25-2004||08:45 PM||||if you want to do a 4g63t swap i have a 92 4 door mirage ill sell you cheap. that way you can keep it all mitsubishi.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||benwah||01-28-2004||08:56 PM||||Oh man, don't get an excel, get a scoupe! I'm already working on a 94 excel for the swap! I'm just joking. I think it's great you are going for the rarer of swaps. The mirage and sonata have been over way more than any scoupe or excel. I know excels are good all the way to 94 but the scoupe motor swapped sides sometime in 93 I think so they won't work. I need to check on a scoupe in the junkyard, it was good shape and the motor was gone but I'm sure it's impossible to bring it out. Anyway check out autotrader and ebay plus cars.com. Good luck!!||68.60.178.219||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000003||benwah||01-28-2004||09:22 PM||||Check out ebay right now under parts cars hyundai!!||68.60.178.219||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000004||hecdws||01-28-2004||10:59 PM||||yea i got the 92 mirage 4 door to make a mini me of the vr4. but have decided against it for now. so if any one is looking for a project car let me know. ill sell it cheap.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000005||neonturbo1995||01-30-2004||08:36 PM||||pretty hard to find||67.162.93.187||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||01-30-2004||11:55 PM||||i have 2 elantra's i need to get rid of<br />hmf<br />man hector if i only had space to keap it i'd love a mirage||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||neonturbo1995||02-02-2004||12:23 AM||||still looking||67.162.93.187||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000008||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-03-2004||05:56 PM||||neonturbo you have a pm regarding the bounced check you sent me. I would appriciate it if you would remedy this asap. my mail info is in your pm. please don't send another check, thanks Brian<br /> PS: sorry to jack the thread||172.152.151.205||reg||9||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000009||slowpokin699||02-03-2004||06:28 PM||||check out <a href="http://www.4g61t.com" target="_blank">www.4g61t.com</a> for more info on your swap...  i know that the 1.5l motors in the scoups are diffrent than the 4g15's in the c/s/m's  but the swap is still possible... anyways, there are some expert hyundai swaped guys on that site so check it out.... you probably have already though.||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000010||neonturbo1995||02-04-2004||05:44 AM||||i know how to do the swap, thanks for the link though.  I just need to find a 1991-1991 Scoupe for sale!||67.162.93.187||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000011||neonturbo1995||02-06-2004||10:27 PM||||Also considering a 90-93 Festiva as well.let me know!||67.162.93.187||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum12/000047.cgi
A||||35||229of1000||FS:  1991 Galant VR-4 1788/2000 73k miles FULLY MODDED||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||01-26-2004||10:27 PM||||FOR SALE:<br /><br />1991 Mitsubishi Galant VR-4 #1788/2000<br />73,400 original miles<br />Interior in excellent overall condition<br />7,000 miles on fresh timing parts<br />New radiator<br />New thermostat<br />4ws intact and functional<br />No sunroof<br />No emissions equipment<br />Weightloss due to JDM bumpers, removal of spare and jack (which I have), cruise elmination, emissions elimination - est 200lbs less.<br />No accidents<br />I am the third owner (the second owner only had it for two months)<br />Inlcudes manual with leather portfolio<br />Black/silver two-tone paint<br /><br />Electronics:<br /><br />Brand new HKS Vein Pressure Converter with 550 chip installed and extra 550 and 660 chips<br />Apex'i S-AFC<br />Apex'i AVC-R Electronic Boost Controller<br />Kenwood CD Player (KDC516S iirc)<br />Greddy 60mm mechanical boost gauge<br />Greddy 60mm EGT with peak/hold<br />ECU with full range of keydiver mods<br /><br />Transmission:<br /><br />Transmission rebuilt 20k miles ago with double synchro 2nd<br />ACT 2600<br />SSG Aluminum Flywheel<br />Pivot pin, clutch fork, and throwout bearing replaced 3k ago<br />'91 Short shifter and leather shift boot<br /><br />Exterior:<br /><br />JDM Front Bumper<br />JDM Rear Bumper<br />'93 USDM headlights<br />'92 USDM black grill<br />JDM Fogs with turn signal<br />JDM Two-bulb turn signals<br />Carbon Fiber CF Hood (you will take my spot on the group buy)<br /><br />Suspension:<br /><br />Whiteline 1" Drop springs<br />KYB GR-2s up front<br />KYB AGXs in back<br />Eibach Front Camber kit<br />Whiteline Rear Camber kit<br />Front strut tower bar<br />Kumho 712s 205/55/R15 with less than 1k miles<br /><br />Exhaust:<br /><br />Certified 3" Turboback Stainless exhaust with test pipe and magnaflow muffler w/ 4" tip<br />Evolution 3 16G Turbo with mild turbine housing porting<br />Evolution exhaust manifold with mild porting and 7cm sealing ring<br />Forced Performance ported 1G O2 housing<br />All new gaskets, including on lines<br /><br />Intake:<br /><br />Dejon VPC Intake<br />1G BOV vented to atmosphere<br />JDM Front Mount with 55mm piping<br /><br />Fuel:<br /><br />Walbro 255 HP<br />6AN Fuel Feed<br />Russell hi-flow filter<br />Venom fuel rail<br />680CC Precision Turbo injectors<br />Aeromotive Adjustable fuel pressure regulator<br />Jegs Fuel Pressure Gauge<br /><br />Issues:<br /><br />The car could use a paintjob if you're really picky.  The sides have 13 years of door dings.  I repainted the JDM bumpers and side panels metallic silver (which looks very nice) but the whole car could stand to be painted.  This car is rust free and super easy to work on.  I have redone most everything on it.  Currently the camber kits need to be installed.  The carrier bearing is thumping in 1st gear (which I will be fixing this week). I had to discharge the air conditioning system to pull the condensor so I could helicoil two  broken exhaust studs.  That will need recharging but it works perfectly ( I live in FL so you know it works).  It needs some tuning, but I can't tune it in until I fix a boost creep issue.  In cold weather the car can deal fine with the 22psi its boosting to, but during a hot day down here it can't.  It needs either an external dump O2 housing (buschur style from 122perf) or a 34mm flapper on the turbo.  Maybe both.  That's all the issues I can think of.<br /><br />$12,000<br /><br />If you are interested, please call me at (352)207-0354.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||01-26-2004||10:38 PM||||y are you selling?how about some pics?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||01-26-2004||10:41 PM||||Pics will be up tomorrow.<br /><br />I'm selling because I've been working on Galants for a year and a half and am going to start school, and want to spend more time in a car than under it.  I do love the car though.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||01-27-2004||01:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Pics will be up tomorrow.<br /><br />I'm selling because I've been working on Galants for a year and a half and am going to start school, and want to spend more time in a car than under it.  I do love the car though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Paul pm me your address so I can come over and kill you and claim the car as my own.... Oh wait a minute I still have it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   . <br /><br />Sad to see you sell it after finally getting it back up.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||01-27-2004||01:09 PM||||Yeah, you'll really want to kill me when you see what I buy once I sell it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||01-27-2004||01:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Yeah, you'll really want to kill me when you see what I buy once I sell it.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Chevy Aveo huh  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||01-28-2004||09:34 PM||||let me take a guess pre- evo<br />A. neon srt-4<br /> or <br />B. STI<br /> which is it ?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||01-29-2004||06:24 PM||||Try five year old single wide mobile home and an acre of land.  Getting my own place (cheap and paid for) is a big priority right now.  Going to start school and can't afford to keep a fancy car and pay a big rent payment.<br /><br />Failing that, it would be either a BMW 540i ('98 or so) or an '04 SRT-4.  Most likely the 540.  If I get the house I will probably get a mk2 GTI.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||Clean92GVR4||01-29-2004||09:20 PM||||$12,000!! omg...||204.95.228.154||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||01-30-2004||11:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clean92GVR4:<br /><strong> $12,000!! omg... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've gotta get some pictures up.  It's a very nice Galant, and $12000 for a clean, low mileage, 12 second car is not that much.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||01-30-2004||12:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clean92GVR4:<br /><strong> $12,000!! omg... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've gotta get some pictures up.  It's a very nice Galant, and $12000 for a clean, low mileage, 12 second car is not that much. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good to luck to anyone trying to get a loan for that amount though...<br /><br />Hell, didn't people pass up Andy Beachly's low 11 second GVR4 for like $10K or something?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||01-30-2004||01:14 PM||||Paul - Selling it, huh? Very nicely setup. Good luck to you!<br /><br />Howard - Loan value on a gvr4 is around $3000, if I remember right!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||forgottenvr4||01-30-2004||01:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Paul - Selling it, huh? Very nicely setup. Good luck to you!<br /><br />Howard - Loan value on a gvr4 is around $3000, if I remember right! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Even less if they find out it's been hopped up.<br /><br />Aaron||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||01-30-2004||06:51 PM||||What happened to the guy with 22k to spend?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||01-30-2004||06:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Paul - Selling it, huh? Very nicely setup. Good luck to you!<br /><br />Howard - Loan value on a gvr4 is around $3000, if I remember right! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I still can't believe you bought a ninth Galant!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||hibrn8||01-30-2004||07:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clean92GVR4:<br /><strong> $12,000!! omg... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've gotta get some pictures up.  It's a very nice Galant, and $12000 for a clean, low mileage, 12 second car is not that much. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shit Id sell mine for that too...||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000016||crucible||01-30-2004||08:39 PM||||Remember, that NASA built galant went for 14K.<br />Yeah, where the hell is Nick?||198.8.3.36||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000017||VR4ownzU||01-31-2004||11:30 AM||||me? chillin||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000018||czech09||01-31-2004||01:24 PM||||sounds like a nice ass car wish I had that much $||68.200.126.31||reg||1||Lubomir Sokol||00003234||yes
Z||000019||czech09||01-31-2004||01:25 PM||||what times you run in the 1/4 mile with all that stuff ? dynoed ?||68.200.126.31||reg||5||Lubomir Sokol||00003234||yes
Z||000020||229of1000||01-31-2004||08:38 PM||||It ran 13.3 @ 103 today on literally three minutes of tuning.  Has much more in it!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000021||czech09||01-31-2004||08:49 PM||||only 13.3 for $12k you have got to be out of your mind was that like w/o boost or something ?||68.200.126.31||reg||1||Lubomir Sokol||00003234||yes
Z||000022||dlpinckney||01-31-2004||08:51 PM||||Paul,<br /><br />I don't think I have ever seen a picture of your car, but after reading the description, I came across this:<br /><br /><a href="http://page4.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/d43896212" target="_blank">http://page4.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/d43896212</a><br /><br />Thought maybe you shipped your car to Japan to sell it..!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.188.80.53||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000023||229of1000||02-02-2004||12:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Lubomir Sokol:<br /><strong> only 13.3 for $12k you have got to be out of your mind was that like w/o boost or something ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Keep your opinions out of my ad please.  Can you not read three minutes of tuning?  We took the car down the road a couple blocks, made three pulls, and then I went down the track.  The car has plenty of power that wasn't taken advantage of in two passes EVER at the track.  The quality of the work on this car, and the condition of the car itself, justify the cost.<br /><br />Katie's car just sold for $14k.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> Paul,<br /><br />I don't think I have ever seen a picture of your car, but after reading the description, I came across this:<br /><br /> <a href="http://page4.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/d43896212" target="_blank">http://page4.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/d43896212</a> <br /><br />Thought maybe you shipped your car to Japan to sell it..!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's pretty similar!  It's been raining too much to get good pictures here, but I will post some up soon!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000024||229of1000||02-02-2004||12:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> me? chillin </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you really want a nice VR4, now's the time...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000025||VR4ownzU||02-02-2004||12:10 AM||||that does look like your car....the JDM one is auto though...wierd...bump for a nice ride!!!!!!!!!!||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000026||229of1000||02-02-2004||12:17 AM||||There's a quick picture of the front of my car in General.  I will try to clean it up tomorrow and get a set of pictures, if it quits raining.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000027||229of1000||02-07-2004||12:35 AM||||Pictures!<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004445" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004445</a><br /><br />PM me your offers on this car.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000028||Garfield Wright||02-07-2004||11:34 AM||||That's an awesome looking ride Paul   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000029||VR4ownzU||02-07-2004||09:59 PM||||looks awesome||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000030||229of1000||02-09-2004||12:14 AM||||Thanks guys.  Not interested, Nick?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000031||launch||02-09-2004||01:34 AM||||Very clean car but I went to get a loan and the bank laughed at me.  It's a no go on this one, but still looking.||63.94.43.161||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000032||Garfield Wright||02-13-2004||04:07 PM||||There's got to be someone that knows someone else looking for a real nice galant.  Spread the word.  Paul, have you listed it on clubdsm or anyother forum?||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000033||229of1000||02-14-2004||03:54 PM||||It's on the trader, tooners, SEDSM, OrlDSM, Tampa DSM, and here.<br /><br />I'm going to put it on Autotrader soon.  I'm not desperate to sell it so it probably won't go the ebay route.||69.34.73.175||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000034||jayru||02-14-2004||04:13 PM||||ebay is not a desprate route. 9 times out of 10 it's just a way to get your car exposure to many who would have never seen it. Just set your reserve where you want it.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000035||229of1000||02-27-2004||09:00 PM||||Still for sale.<br /><br />Price is flexible.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum12/000048.cgi
A||||26||slvrblt||91 GVR4 on eBay||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||01-26-2004||10:40 PM||hamarabix@hotmail.com||No reserve on the auction, starting price is $800. Located in NH.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2456812716" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2456812716</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||bleck||01-26-2004||11:25 PM||||Dammit!  I think I need to join the 2 club.  Plus I always liked white with aftermarket wheels.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-27-2004||02:36 PM||||Badge number looks like 1377 to me.  Anyone else have a different opinion?<br /><br />Dean you're not bidding on that are you?  Someone named gvr4-1778 has bid on the car.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||01-27-2004||02:42 PM||||Looks like 1377 to me too||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||01-27-2004||02:44 PM||||I second the 1377.<br />Where are these cars coming from? As many of us on this forum that have them and pay attention to ANY other GVR4 on the road (or in parking lots, or the corner sticking out of someone's garage), and some of these come out of the woodwork; some from clueless owners. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||number3||01-27-2004||03:02 PM||||I don't recognize the "canister" on the firewall right above the intake manifold.<br /><br />Anyone want to venture a guess to what it is?<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||01-27-2004||03:21 PM||||whoa..looks like the AC can (evaporator?) which normally sits in the fender well, but bigger ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Tevenor||01-27-2004||03:22 PM||||Why does it have a feed/return line leading into the firewall?||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000008||REDLINEGVR4||01-27-2004||04:47 PM||||i am gonna bid on it cause i really like mine but id like to see if i can one that has less miles and has air cause he body of mine will hit 175k today or tomorrow i am at 174972, and i need the are cause the previous owner pulled the a/c system out of it. Oh one more reason I like the white better than the black.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000009||REDLINEGVR4||01-27-2004||04:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong>...and i need the air** cause the previous owner pulled the a/c system out of it.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||01-28-2004||11:22 AM||||yes I did bid on it, the day after I sold my car (1778) I bid on this one but tis gonna be to expensive for me.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-28-2004||12:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I don't recognize the "canister" on the firewall right above the intake manifold.<br /><br />Anyone want to venture a guess to what it is?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i bet its an O2 tank for the old lady that used to drive it. she was probibly a smoker and had enfuzima (yeah i know i cant even get the spelling close enough for MS Word to fix it)<br /><br />Just sit down and plug in the 02 to your nose and drive.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000012||RayH||01-28-2004||01:05 PM||||Interesting that it doesn't have the standard valve cover...||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000013||bleck||01-28-2004||01:15 PM||||Has anyone found out what their buy it now is?  I think I gotta get to dialing.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000014||turbowop||01-28-2004||07:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I don't recognize the "canister" on the firewall right above the intake manifold.<br /><br />Anyone want to venture a guess to what it is?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not sure because I've never seen one but could that be one of those breathalyzer things they put in peoples cars that have gotten DWI's that make it so they have to breathe into it and it checks their blood alcohol level and won't let the car start if it's too high?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000015||marvinmadman123||01-28-2004||07:12 PM||||This can interests me to. Found this on the other page but cant see it to well because my work computer is sooo dark.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img src="http://i23.ebayimg.com/02/a/01/3d/f8/d3_4.JPG" alt=" - " />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000016||talontsi||01-28-2004||08:39 PM||||Is that an oil filter relocator?<br />Looks like it with a feed to inside the car for a oil pressure gauge.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000017||marvinmadman123||01-29-2004||03:29 AM||||That may very well be. Makes a little sense now.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000018||Tevenor||01-29-2004||10:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by talontsi:<br /><strong> Is that an oil filter relocator?<br />Looks like it with a feed to inside the car for a oil pressure gauge.<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If it is an oil filter relocator, the question becomes why does a galant VR4 that has been owned for the past 10 years by a 93 lb woman need an oil filter relocator for?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000019||grndsm||01-29-2004||05:26 PM||||I wonder if this is a pre/post oiler?  They used to be popular in the late 80�s/early 90�s on turbo cars.  They would circulate oil through the engine before and after you shut if off.  <br /><br />Nice idea, which lacked in execution, they had terrible reliability�<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000020||atsiauto||01-29-2004||06:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I don't recognize the "canister" on the firewall right above the intake manifold.<br /><br />Anyone want to venture a guess to what it is?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh Thats the chilled vodka dispesner . Usually good for in between bars on Friday nights .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000021||giantrobot||01-29-2004||06:47 PM||||Interesting...I'm not far from Exeter and the one that I'm buying is a white 92 with similar mileage,108k. Mine doesn't pop out of gear(I hope) but needs a clutch and downpipe.It's got some minor rust on the edge of the hood,under a couple of doors and one spot under the rear spoiler but looks great otherwise.The interior is really great,and I don't have the odd canister thankfully(?).The best part is that I'm paying WAY less than this one is going for.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.198.139.233||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000022||josh long||01-29-2004||08:21 PM||||The line going to the firewall is a ground.||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000023||HHIVR4||01-29-2004||09:24 PM||||wierd...mine doesnt have that but if it was a boat id say it was a water seperator...strange one if u ask me...might be a yankee option...lol<br /><br />unscrew it and it will tell you on the canister..let us know...<br /><br /><br />Damn that thing has been heavily exposed to salt and cold weather...notice the build up in the engine compartment||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000024||MustGoFaster||01-29-2004||10:53 PM||||Maybe an aftermarket depth type oil filter.  Filters a small amount of oil really well.  That's just my guess.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000025||autobahntom||01-31-2004||09:00 PM||||why did this end early??? Anyone here buy it?<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000026||drew||01-31-2004||09:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing DSM:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I don't recognize the "canister" on the firewall right above the intake manifold.<br /><br />Anyone want to venture a guess to what it is?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">enfuzima (yeah i know i cant even get the spelling close enough for MS Word to fix it)<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">emphysema||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum12/000049.cgi
A||||4||Initial-G-host||WTB GVR4||||1||||Initial-G-host||00003406
Z||000000||Initial-G-host||01-27-2004||05:35 PM||GroceryBOOST@aol.com||New to the GVR4 boards..and was referred by Paul (4orced4door). In the market for a GVR4...preferably a southern car, but will consider a northern car. Not looking to spend too much between $3000-$4000 or less. Car is just going to be a daily driver temporarily till I finish my 95 Galant project...then when that one is done i'll start messing with the GVR4. Any help is greatly appreicated!||208.28.4.8||reg||1||Initial-G-host||00003406||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||01-27-2004||10:51 PM||||Someone give him a good deal!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||msaskin||02-02-2004||12:54 AM||||Mine's a good deal for the cash.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.saskin.net/~matt/galant" target="_blank">http://www.saskin.net/~matt/galant</a><br /><br />~matt||24.194.45.233||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000003||cthoma2||02-05-2004||10:07 PM||||Hey,<br />I'm in MD and selling my '91 VR4.<br />Its green, very clean , has full 3" stainless Extreme exhaust with cat, big 16g, SAFC, RC 550 injectors, short shifter, ACT 2100, nice Alpine head unit and speakers, Momo steering wheel etc.<br />I'm looking for the $5k to $5500 range. I know that's over the 3-4k you were thinking about, but I figured I'd offer anyway. <br />I can get you some pics soon if you'd like them. PM me or email at cthoma2@yahoo.com<br />Chris||68.85.214.131||reg||1||chris1902||00001778||yes
Z||000004||Initial-G-host||02-05-2004||10:22 PM||||Thanks for the offer guys...but I have decided to focus my attention to get some things straighten out personally and focus on other other Galant E8 chassis project.||172.166.164.206||reg||1||Initial-G-host||00003406||yes



ubb/Forum12/000050.cgi
A||||11||4drwhore||47/2000 for sale ||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||01-27-2004||10:18 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||rolling chassis. white, interior is perfect and mint. comes with key fob and dash plaque. Spare tire and jack and carpet. Battery relocation kit and an a pillar gauge pod. car has two previous owners. It's clean and needs a good home. No motor or tranny. Will have pics if anyone is interested. You can pick up or might travel a little to meet up.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||sleepergvr4||01-28-2004||12:17 AM||||sent pm.||68.212.69.81||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000002||Colt4G63||01-28-2004||01:00 AM||||i can vouch for this car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   definetely a good find. you can see pics at  <a href="http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/phastalon/album?.dir=/Stuff+for+sale" target="_blank">http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/phastalon/album?.dir=/Stuff+for+sale</a> <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000003||launch||01-28-2004||11:26 PM||||How much do you want for the car, I have an identical parts car in my back yard.  I'm about to sell my 2g to buy a galant, pm with price.||63.94.43.161||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||01-29-2004||08:01 PM||||For all who are interest. 1000 obo. and I do mean obo||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||brian's90tsi||01-30-2004||02:18 PM||||Hey, the motor and tranny all thats missing?  I didnt know if wire harness and all that had been taken out too.  Got any shots under the hood?<br /><br />Thanks<br />Brian||24.172.28.35||reg||1||brian's90tsi||00001795||yes
Z||000006||4drwhore||01-30-2004||02:28 PM||||Wiring harness is all there. Motor, tranny, a/c, power stearing and fuel pump are missing. I'll try to take some this weekend.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000007||BlingBling||01-30-2004||02:28 PM||||Are you located in florida?||64.172.62.175||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000008||4drwhore||01-30-2004||02:40 PM||||Yes I am located in Melbourne, Florida. About 45minutes from the Cape where the shuttle goes up.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000009||4drwhore||02-01-2004||08:58 PM||||So anyone want this thing? I had a couple guys get with me about shipping but shipping will not be included in the price. I can meet you about halfway depending on where you are. Pretty much anywhere in florida I will drive to. I'll get more pics of it tomorrow. All it needs is motor/tranny/front axles.||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||02-01-2004||11:56 PM||||You have PM!<br />I can't resist white....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.78.241.157||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||sleepergvr4||02-13-2004||07:25 PM||||did this car ever sell. his pm is full?||65.0.249.102||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes



ubb/Forum12/000051.cgi
A||||16||benwah||92VR4 grey 4sale, not mine but I wish I lived in CA!||||1||||benwah||00000735
Z||000000||benwah||01-28-2004||09:03 PM||||Check it out, I would buy it in a minute if I lived a little closer like 1500 miles. Someone in CA needs to get this!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=153724&category_id=106&sub_id=1040&variable_file=autos.variables&group=1&set=1&position=1&total_count=690&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=401866fd14937be7" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=153724&category_id=106&sub_id=1040&variable_file=autos.variables&group=1&set=1&position=1&t otal_count=690&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=401866fd14937be7</a>||68.60.178.219||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000001||chauffeur1st||01-28-2004||09:41 PM||||Not working...car is not listed anymore<br /><br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000002||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-28-2004||09:45 PM||||Im buying it =) woohoo!||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000003||sleepergvr4||01-28-2004||09:57 PM||||CAR IS ALREADY SOLD!!!!||68.159.51.188||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000004||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-29-2004||01:38 AM||||I called the guy and told him ill pick it up this weekend. He says its in great condition. He can't figure out why it wouldnt turn over, so he gave up, and decided to sell it. Whats even funnier, he was going to give the car to charrity! What kind of shit is that =). Anyways, ill let you guys know how number 13/1000 looks like. Can't be "too" thrashed for having 120k. Had a couple of small mods, nothing big. But we will see when i get down there =)||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000005||sti_95imp||01-29-2004||02:34 AM||||DOH!!!! i want that car in a bad bad way. the kinda bad way that makes you spend too much for it. man im depressed now. #480 is totaled and i would seriously punch myself in the jublees for an hour straight to get a grey 92. DOH!!!||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||01-29-2004||03:17 AM||||sounds like it may have been the one 1969mib just got.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-29-2004||01:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by John C.:<br /><strong> DOH!!!! i want that car in a bad bad way. the kinda bad way that makes you spend too much for it. man im depressed now. #480 is totaled and i would seriously punch myself in the jublees for an hour straight to get a grey 92. DOH!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When i fix it, ill let you know how much i want for it. Im just trying to make some cash.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000008||1969MIB||01-29-2004||01:15 PM||||Sounds a lot like mine, but I got 381 of 1000. Same mileage and color, same state, different cars. Congrats on the find.<br /><br />I'm just glad I still have my GVR4. Rich definitely looked like he wanted to steal it when he saw it. NO RICH! THAT'S A BAD RICH!<br /><br />Dave||208.57.81.236||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000009||sti_95imp||01-29-2004||07:04 PM||||well not too, too much. but let me know. for sure i am interested in it. how long till your ready to sell???||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000010||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-29-2004||07:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing GVR4:<br /><strong> Im buying it =) woohoo! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey now, we are both going in on this remember ill keep the galant if you want the saturn?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   lol j/k.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||01-30-2004||11:13 AM||||Take a spare ECU with you!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.80.10.125||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-31-2004||05:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Take a spare ECU with you!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What do you know, you and DuckButterRacing DSM were right. I open up the passenger side after trying to crank over the motor, smells like STANK ASS FISH. =). Hopefully thats the only problem. Here is a pic of the car. UGLY rims. Only 120k on it, 13/1000, Great Paint + Body + AWESOME Interior. Well worth the 800 bucks I paid for it =). Here's the pic<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://duckbutterracing.com/gvr4/13of1000.jpg" target="_blank">Pic Of Car!</a>||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000013||sti_95imp||01-31-2004||04:53 PM||||ill give you $1500 and come pic it up in bakersfield if its only the ecu.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ... if my fiance will let me||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000014||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-31-2004||05:34 PM||||hehe, Im actually thinking of keeping it now. I put in my ECU from my other GVR4, and it runs perfect and then some. So, who knows =).||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000015||sti_95imp||01-31-2004||05:48 PM||||DOH!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000016||16GVR4||01-31-2004||11:10 PM||||Damn! That's a killer deal! 800 bucks for a car that just needs an ECU.||64.169.92.174||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes



ubb/Forum12/000052.cgi
A||||1||sfRstarion||WTB vr4||||1||||sfRstarion||00003180
Z||000000||sfRstarion||01-30-2004||05:12 AM||sfr523@yahoo.com||where the heck are the vr4's for sale on the west coast?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   all you east coasters probably have em..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.160.45.48||reg||1||sfRstarion||00003180||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||02-02-2004||03:13 PM||||Mine's not west coast, but I'm sure we could work out a good deal on shipping, plus I'm trying to get rid of it so I may be convinced to cut a deal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.saskin.net/~matt/galant/" target="_blank">http://www.saskin.net/~matt/galant/</a><br /><br />~matt||24.194.45.233||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes



ubb/Forum12/000053.cgi
A||||13||GREENVR4||WTB VR4||||1||||Greenvr4||00002742
Z||000000||GREENVR4||01-30-2004||05:24 PM||TPMIPA@YAHOO.COM||I got a guy at work that was suppossed to buy # 1788 but didn't have the money until today,he wants one of these cars BAD!, if anybody has one for sale please let me know, he's driving me nuts about the car, he catches a ride with me everyday just to sit in the car and feel it, well anyway thanx guys.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-30-2004||05:36 PM||||make that #1778, not 1788.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||giantrobot||01-30-2004||06:35 PM||||How about a stock 92,white,needs clutch and has downpipe leak but otherwise great,108k?||24.198.139.233||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||01-30-2004||07:09 PM||||how much$$$?||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||giantrobot||01-30-2004||07:13 PM||||I really don't want to sell it,but I'll take $4000 for it,plus I'll detail it for him and throw in some BG Synchro shift.||24.198.139.233||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||01-30-2004||08:51 PM||||I'm sorry but.. I gotta ask you, where or why "giantrobot"?, dude we're dying of curiosity here.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||giantrobot||01-31-2004||12:45 PM||||LOL...ever heard of Buckethead?||24.198.139.233||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000007||msaskin||02-02-2004||12:52 AM||||Mine's available still.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.saskin.net/~matt/galant" target="_blank">http://www.saskin.net/~matt/galant</a><br /><br />~matt||24.194.45.233||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000008||cthoma2||02-03-2004||07:18 PM||||GreenVR4, I sent you a PM about my car, I'm near Baltimore. Email me at cthoma2@yahoo.com or give me a call.<br />Chris||68.85.214.131||reg||1||chris1902||00001778||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||02-03-2004||07:40 PM||||OFF-TOPIC: Growing up in India, I used to watch a japanse cartoon dubbed in english called giant robot. He made cool noises when stretching his arms out when being launched. I used to love the show - I even remember crying in the last episode when giant robot dies...He fought creatures like godzilla and other weirdos... I assumed he was a fan like me as well    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||drew||02-04-2004||12:09 PM||||I thought he read the magazine<br /><br /><a href="http://www.giantrobot.com/" target="_blank">http://www.giantrobot.com/</a>||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||02-04-2004||01:14 PM||||I thought he was Hogarth Hughes from Rockwell, Maine.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000012||giantrobot||02-04-2004||05:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> OFF-TOPIC: Growing up in India, I used to watch a japanse cartoon dubbed in english called giant robot. He made cool noises when stretching his arms out when being launched. I used to love the show - I even remember crying in the last episode when giant robot dies...He fought creatures like godzilla and other weirdos... I assumed he was a fan like me as well     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That where he got it from..I've since seen that cartoon AND have read that mag,too.I was totally into Voltron and Transformers and Tranzor Z and Robotech..all of those robot cartoons when I was a kid.I love Shogun Warriors,too.||204.210.81.65||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000013||GREENVR4||02-04-2004||05:46 PM||||those names bring back memories....||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum12/000054.cgi
A||||7||czech09||WTBB (Wanted to buy badly) GALANT VR-4 !!!!||||2||||Lubomir Sokol||00003234
Z||000000||czech09||01-30-2004||10:40 PM||cdseller03@hotmail.com||As title says - looking for something preferably in stock condition, black in color, no rust, good exterior and interior. Looking for something around $3k let me know thanks. I want a GVR-4 ! I know i'm asking alot for not much but that's all I can offer let me know thanks||68.200.126.31||reg||2||Lubomir Sokol||00003234||yes
Z||000001||czech09||01-31-2004||01:26 PM||||still want to buy one anyone have anything?||68.200.126.31||reg||1||Lubomir Sokol||00003234||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||01-31-2004||01:42 PM||||Its hard to get people to sell them for that kind of Kizzash 4500+ and they sell easily , I really enjoy the fact that the book value is lower and the cars cult following keeps the prices up so we can at least feel we have something .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||czech09||02-06-2004||11:21 PM||||still looking for one||68.200.126.31||reg||1||Lubomir Sokol||00003234||yes
Z||000004||mrfats||02-07-2004||03:01 PM||||check pm||66.141.49.73||reg||1||mrfats||00003448||yes
Z||000005||czech09||02-12-2004||07:33 PM||||still want to buy one !||68.200.126.31||reg||1||Lubomir Sokol||00003234||yes
Z||000006||msaskin||02-12-2004||08:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Lubomir Sokol:<br /><strong> still want to buy one ! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No offense, but you're not going to find a good condition, no rust, etc. one for $3K.<br /><br />Hell, I just sold mine, decently modded and in a bit rough shape on the outside for $5500<br /><br />~matt||24.194.45.233||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000007||czech09||02-14-2004||11:15 AM||||ttt||68.200.126.31||reg||1||Lubomir Sokol||00003234||yes



ubb/Forum12/000066.cgi
A||||13||1992gvr4||WTB: ggsx||||1||||1992gvr4||00002167
Z||000000||1992gvr4||02-05-2004||10:36 AM||richard_82@juno.com||I have a friend whos looking for a galant gsx. Something local preferably. Thanks.||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||02-09-2004||04:21 PM||||Might have one for you very soon.  let me know if your friend is still in the market for one.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||02-10-2004||04:14 PM||||If he's not interested, I might be.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||formerscoobyguy||02-10-2004||07:45 PM||||I think i know of one near NY/NJ border. Guy said it needed a computer but its been sitting for a while. Pretty good shape, blue on blue. He was asking $500||152.163.252.136||reg||1||formerscoobyguy||00002588||yes
Z||000004||1992gvr4||02-11-2004||10:16 AM||||He's still interested. Any pics or details would be nice. Thanks guys.||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000005||Evilnissan||02-11-2004||11:17 AM||||Does it have to be running? or does he just want a project car.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000006||1992gvr4||02-11-2004||07:17 PM||||how much work does it need?||165.121.86.151||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000007||hecdws||02-11-2004||08:31 PM||||theres a silver one by me for sale 5 spd. i can find out if your interested.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000008||1992gvr4||02-11-2004||10:55 PM||||theres a silver one by me for sale 5 spd. i can find out if your interested.<br /><br />hector<br /><br />any info on it would be great. thanks.||209.86.76.157||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000009||Evilnissan||02-12-2004||03:02 PM||||Something let loose in the trans and lost second gear and started bad shifter movemnt in all gears.<br /><br />It didnt grind any just one night i put it in 2nd and it poped right out.<br /><br /><br />I was going to do a turbo converson on it or a DSM engine and drive train swap but I dont have the money to downy thing to it..||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000010||Evilnissan||02-20-2004||04:55 PM||||$Ill let it go for $600.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000011||compacttuners||02-25-2004||07:01 PM||||you still have that Galant <br />gsx||68.84.11.117||reg||1||compacttuners||00003449||yes
Z||000012||Evilnissan||02-29-2004||09:35 AM||||I still have the car, But another member is interested in it. If things fall apart I will post if it is back up for sale.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000013||1992gvr4||03-01-2004||09:28 AM||||evilnissan please check your pm. thanks.||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes



ubb/Forum12/000060.cgi
A||||0||sleepergvr4||1996 spyder gst 5spd. trade for very nice vr4||||1||||sleepergvr4||00001106
Z||000000||sleepergvr4||02-01-2004||10:39 AM||garlicroll@bellsouth.net||only 92,000, miles.all new belt. runs stong. bone stock. green with gray leather. top is in good shape. small tear on bottom of front bumper.easy fix.never in accident.car is in south carolina.this is my second spyder.i am currently on my second galant.looking for more. thanks. please PM me if serious,also will accept cash!||68.212.67.246||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes



ubb/Forum12/000057.cgi
A||||3||WFOVR4||Trade my mint 92 tsi for 92 GVR4||||5||||WFOVR4||00003134
Z||000000||WFOVR4||01-31-2004||12:16 AM||FDBA@mindspring.com||I have a really nice 92 Talon turbo AWD automatic with only 58500 orignal miles on it. I would trade it for a running or non running 92 galant VR4 with low milage. I would prefer white or black. My talon runs perfect and body is great and is completely stock. LMK, thanks.||63.186.0.180||reg||5||WFOVR4||00003134||yes
Z||000001||henrok||01-31-2004||12:37 AM||||hey dude, its too bad its auto otherwise i might have traded.||64.12.97.9||reg||13||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-31-2004||01:53 PM||||Stop posting the same thread 2 or 3 times, please. I just deleted 2 other identical posts. Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||HHIVR4||01-31-2004||03:27 PM||||not many people wanting autos around here...not to sound like a dick or anything...just sell it and buy a gvr4...youll get decent bread for it no problem..ebay it if your in a rush.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum12/000058.cgi
A||||7||thundercoupe||92 vr4 for sale in MO ||||1||||dmitriy||00002673
Z||000000||thundercoupe||01-31-2004||01:29 AM||thundercoupe9@aol.com||92 black/black, poor shape, I bought it few months back, put new cv shafts, clutch, changed oil, put new window in, put one used tire on, replaced rear main seal, took it for a drive and I think I broke the spider gear in the trans/diff. I am not going to mess with the car.<br />$1200, no title, can get title for extra $.<br /><br />e-mail me at thundercoupe9@aol.com with any ?.  Sorry I don't have any pics.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||dmitriy||00002673||yes
Z||000001||launch||01-31-2004||03:21 AM||||Does the car run?  How bad of shape are we talking about, how much for title?  Sent you a pm.||63.94.43.161||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000002||thundercoupe||01-31-2004||04:50 PM||||Just to be clear, THE FRONT DIFF IS BROKEN, THAT MEANS you can't drive the car, it'll start, but it won't drive.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||dmitriy||00002673||yes
Z||000003||benstock||02-02-2004||03:18 PM||||How much to get the title??<br /><br />Thanks,<br />    Ben||67.66.143.175||reg||1||benstock||00003327||yes
Z||000004||jcgalantvr4-244||02-02-2004||04:22 PM||||??? no title where is title.  how much and what is the deal with why you dont have the title??<br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000005||Jon||02-03-2004||09:39 AM||||I read just the other day about a title issue on a Mazda 323.  The owner bought the car out of state and then never got the title issued in his name.  He then put it for sale and sold it.  The owner got the title of the car but it did not have the most recent owner's name on it.  <br /><br />He then tried to change the title to his name and he could not.  Apparently it is a felony to buy a car and not transfer the title to your own name and then sell it.  Seems like a strange law to me but please be careful when you are transfering cars.  You can get in trouble when you don't know the law.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000006||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-03-2004||10:16 AM||||How much more is involved to get the title? I have access to a flat bed so I may be interested. Thanks, Brian||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000007||91 supra||02-13-2004||02:53 PM||||Do you still have the car?  <br />How many miles on body?  What condition is the body(i.e rust, dents, etc.)?  Other than the diff,  any other mechanical problems?  Is the engine quite?<br /><br />I sent you an email.  Thx||12.33.164.12||reg||5||91 supra turbo||00003531||yes



ubb/Forum12/000061.cgi
A||||17||tplesko||WTB: 1995-1998 Honda Accord or Civic||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||02-02-2004||09:02 AM||||Hey all,<br /><br />So the GVR4 needs company. It can no longer do glory runs at the track or on the dyno seeing it's now making ~400whp up here at 5800feet (uncorrected) at 30 psi. It's only going to get worse from here. I've got towing/trailering and a garage taken care of for those breakage events but I need a reliable backup car when it's down. It will also be my fiance's car when I continue to drive the GVR4 daily.<br /><br />If you know of anything near the Colorado area let me know. I figure it's a long shot on here. Bone stock sedan's would be best but roof rack would be good too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Nothing over $7000 as I'd like to pay ca$h.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||posvr6||02-02-2004||10:06 AM||||my gf has a '96 honda accord lx that she's been looking to sell...we're in the baltimore, md area though, but could have it shipped for around $570...let me know if you're interested and i'll get some pics and specs for you||151.196.185.95||reg||1||posvr6||00003284||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||02-02-2004||10:13 AM||||Sure I'll check it out. Shipping might be a pita but email or PM me the info.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-02-2004||11:33 AM||||Plesko - get on honda-tech.com and look in the cars for sale section. You can find awesome deals on there.<br /><br /><br />There is a guy in Arizona with a Civic (dark brown) fairly stock. It was nice. Lots are modded, but you can find good deals in there...I would recommend that as well.<br /><br />EDIT - Here is the civic I mentioned. It would have been for my wife  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.honda-tech.com/zerothread?id=700237" target="_blank">http://www.honda-tech.com/zerothread?id=700237</a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||02-02-2004||03:05 PM||||KC those guys all have modded cars. I need something stock.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-02-2004||03:13 PM||||slight mods aint that bad, cmon now!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||launch||02-02-2004||05:02 PM||||Honda's are reliable as shit, it will take something along the lines of too big of a shot of nitrous or an untuned turbo kit to compromise that.||63.94.43.161||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||02-02-2004||05:15 PM||||True true KC. i"m going to see a red 95 hatch with mods in town. I'd prefer to sell the mods and put it back to stock.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||posvr6||02-02-2004||06:34 PM||||pivvay...sent you an e-mail w/pics!||68.55.200.149||reg||1||posvr6||00003284||yes
Z||000009||galant191||02-03-2004||01:37 PM||||1998 honda civic HB 5spd... Showroom condition $5000||205.188.208.172||reg||1||galant191||00002416||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||02-03-2004||09:42 PM||||Pivvay,<br /><br />Slight mods are OK. I had a 91 Honda Accord that I put 2.5" exhaust and a remus muffler. It also had a K&N air filter. That was enough for me. I would have liked to get spring on it like Eibach Pro Kit, but I sold it to get the VR4. Just make sure if you are planning on selling the mods, that the parts are of good quality, or else they will not be worth a dime. There is a lot of cheap shit out there for Hondas. <br /><br />You should also look into getting a Toyota. More reliable than Honda in my opinion.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||02-03-2004||10:08 PM||||Abhay - Thats what I was saying too...My 1991 wagon has pro-kits, KYB AGX's, 5 speed remote start(for winters), tint, mp3 cd player and a K&N. I may do an exhaust now coz the freakin thing has some crap on it that is vibrating against the rear suspenion driving me nuts. I had to do minimal maintainence like valve adjustment, cap, rotor, valve cover gasket etc. It has 146K and drives like a charm (fingers crossed). Again, why hondas are awesome daily-drivers!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||02-03-2004||10:37 PM||||about the 98 civic galant191 is that for sale?  PM me pics and info.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||KenGVR4||02-05-2004||04:09 PM||||Remote start?  How is it wired up to prevent  starting the car in gear?  I just picked up a 93 Accord LX for a daily driver, and I'd like to hook something like that up too.||24.18.118.197||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||02-05-2004||04:19 PM||||Kengvr4 - No, its specifically designed for a 5 speed. I have to pull the e-brake up twice when I wanna put it in remote start mode...Astrostart makes it!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||jpgvr4||02-05-2004||09:38 PM||||eBay? Find an auction ( in Denver ) ending at an inopportune time for the seller. I recommend adding a turbo volvo, or saab 9k turbo to the potentials list. Go check it out ahead the auction ending of course..||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000016||KenGVR4||02-06-2004||02:38 PM||||Sweet, I'm checking out the website now.<br /><br />Thanks!||24.18.118.197||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000017||slo98coop||02-11-2004||08:44 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2459844184" target="_blank">my civic on ebay</a>||66.109.247.181||reg||1||slo98coop||00003487||yes



ubb/Forum12/000062.cgi
A||||3||91TSi_AWD||1992 GVR4 431/1000 in FL ||||1||||GVR4_431||00000687
Z||000000||91TSi_AWD||02-02-2004||10:38 PM||dyrain3@aol.com||Ok this time its a go... im selling my baby, cause its just that time... <br /><br />Motor rebuilt with about 15K since rebuild <br />No Balence Shafts <br />Cyclone Intake Manifold <br />K+N Air Filter <br />Custom UICP <br />HKS Throttle Body Elbow <br />FIAV blocked off <br />560cc Injectors<br />RX7 TT fuel pump<br />Ported 2G exhaust manifold <br />Big 16G w/ ported 6cm housing <br />Ported O2 Housing <br />Full 3 inch Mandrel bent exhaust, Thermal Research and Development <br />Hallman Boost controler <br />ARP Headstuds <br />New Alternator <br /><br />Built up 1992 Eclipse Transmission <br />GVR4 First Gear <br />Double Cone 2nd Gear <br />larger gear sets from both 91-92 and 93-94 Transmissions <br />ACT 2600lb Clutch with new 2G disk... about 900 miles since it was changed. <br />Rebuilt Driveshaft (new U- joints and Bearings) <br />Eclipse/Talon Rear subframe w/Energy suspension bushings (Eliminates 4WS Bushings) <br />Eclipse Talon AWD rear swaybar <br />Energy Suspension rear swaybar bushings and endlinks <br />4 Bolt LSD Rear end <br />KYB AGX Suspension on all 4 corners with Ground Control Coilovers <br />Stock refinished wheels with Falken Ziex 512 Tires (5K miles) excellent tread. <br /><br />Stock 1992 GVR4 ECU with EPROM <br />Apexi SAFC Blue Screen (First one, not the one with the joystick) <br />Autometer Boost Gauge <br />Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge <br />Lotec 2 Gauge Pod <br />Panasonic CD Player <br />Battery Relocated to the Trunk.<br /><br />1993 Headlights <br />APC Blue High Beam Headlights (yeah yeah) <br />1993 Grille <br />Dark Tinted windows (looks good against the white car) <br />Black Leather Interior In good condition <br />Dash plaque still intact, with owners manual as well.<br /><br />$5000||172.158.148.204||reg||1||GVR4_431||00000687||yes
Z||000001||sleepergvr4||02-02-2004||10:55 PM||||check your pm. also got pics and miles on the body. no front mount? thanks||68.159.57.38||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000002||91TSi_AWD||02-03-2004||06:28 PM||||143K on the body. Pics as soon as i can borrow my buddy's camera.<br /><br />Original stock intercooler still on the car. I made a differnt turbo outlet, pipe across the manifold, and UICP. The pipe across the manifold is heat wrapped.<br /><br />The Intercooler is definatly the weak point in the setup. I just never got to that point with the car. And with the weather as it is now here in FL... it seems just fine as is!||172.153.159.231||reg||1||GVR4_431||00000687||yes
Z||000003||91TSi_AWD||02-07-2004||09:51 PM||||Sold.<br /><br />New home in Birminham Alabama.||172.153.35.86||reg||1||GVR4_431||00000687||yes



ubb/Forum12/000063.cgi
A||||2||Tartan1206||1991 GVR4 #990 on E-Bay||||6||||Tartan1206||00002778
Z||000000||Tartan1206||02-02-2004||11:28 PM||||Selling my 1991 GVR4 # 990 on Ebay.  Link attached.  * No Reserve auction* clear CT title in hand.<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458210201" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458210201</a>||69.37.151.0||reg||6||Tartan1206||00002778||yes
Z||000001||REDLINEGVR4||02-03-2004||03:58 PM||||hey how much do you want for it?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000002||HDTHunder||02-14-2004||11:54 AM||||It's now sitting in my driveway...||24.62.110.123||reg||1||HDTHunder||00002382||yes



ubb/Forum12/000064.cgi
A||||9||Garfield Wright||whose machine is this on ||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||02-03-2004||09:59 AM||garfieldgw@yahoo.com||ebay<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458228546&category=6353" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458228546&category=6353</a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||slugsgomoo||02-03-2004||11:08 AM||||interesting. I'll have to keep my eye on that. Apparently it's not legal to drive in CA because of the mods.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-03-2004||11:15 AM||||That steering wheel would be the FIRST thing to go in the trash. Yuck.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||02-03-2004||12:42 PM||||He could have cleaned the car up a little bit first.  It's pretty nasty.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||02-03-2004||01:05 PM||||Interestingly it is not a California emissions car as it was originally sold in Texas.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||beavis||02-03-2004||06:21 PM||||i'm amazed that the seller showed that underhood shot.  the engine bay is absolutely atrocious.||138.23.82.37||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||02-03-2004||08:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by beavis:<br /><strong> i'm amazed that the seller showed that underhood shot.  the engine bay is absolutely atrocious. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yup, not what I would want an $8K 13 year old engine bay to look like.  Man, I haven't seen a PMS in a  <b>long</b> time!||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||02-04-2004||09:09 AM||||I see PMS every month, like clockwork.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||02-04-2004||11:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> I see PMS every month, like clockwork.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey man, to each his own, but I prefer not so "see" it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||02-04-2004||01:16 PM||||On her face it looks like this  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum12/000065.cgi
A||||21||DuckButterRacing GVR4||FS: 352/1000    -SoCal-||||14||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-03-2004||05:09 PM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||352/1000<br />168k<br />Summit White<br />Flawless Interior. Great Paint, Great body (minus a few dings)<br />All stock.<br />Clean Title<br />2100lb Clutch<br />New Tranny, Clutch, RRE Lightened Flywheel<br /><br /><br />Problem: Needs Lifters or a Valve Job. The car taps when throttle is givin, and the knock sensor is picking up the tapping and pulling timing. Other then that, its near perfect.<br /><br /><br />Asking 3500<br /><br /><br />Thanks<br /><br /><br />Oh yeah, It has a EVO 16g (BRAND NEW), 2g Manifold, and JDM FMIC on it right now. If wanted, let me know, maybe we can work something out.<br /><br />And will also throw in a fresh 1g head. (valve job, new valve seats + Seals ect)||12.34.246.38||reg||14||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-03-2004||11:59 PM||||Bump!||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000002||slugsgomoo||02-04-2004||12:06 AM||||can you do pics of the car (inside/out)? that would be fantastic.<br /><br />Also, since you're mentioning a head that you'll include from a 1g, that would theoretically mean all  you'd need is a gasket set correct?||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000003||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-04-2004||12:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slugsgomoo:<br /><strong> can you do pics of the car (inside/out)? that would be fantastic.<br /><br />Also, since you're mentioning a head that you'll include from a 1g, that would theoretically mean all  you'd need is a gasket set correct? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Correct =).<br /><br />Here are some pictures of the outside (the car is dirty) <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.duckbutterracing.com/gvr4/100_2093.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.duckbutterracing.com/gvr4/100_2093.jpg</a><br /> <br /><a href="http://www.duckbutterracing.com/gvr4/100_2100.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.duckbutterracing.com/gvr4/100_2100.jpg</a><br /> <br /><a href="http://www.duckbutterracing.com/gvr4/100_2092.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.duckbutterracing.com/gvr4/100_2092.jpg</a><br /><br /><br />Those are outside of the car. I will get inside pics later this week....but, the interior is seriously the cleanest interior on a GVR4 out there. Only 2 minor minor flaws. 1 is tiny 1/16 of an inch crack in the dash. 2 is a tiny wear mark on drivers seat. Other than that, its awesome. Let me know. Thanks||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000004||slugsgomoo||02-04-2004||07:19 PM||||I noticed that in  <a href="http://www.duckbutterracing.com/gvr4/100_2098.jpg" target="_blank">this picture here</a> the grill center is body color (white) but in some of them it is shiny chrome... what is the current setup on the car. <br /><br />aside from being a bit dirty, it looks pretty clean. can't wait to see the inside.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000005||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-04-2004||07:59 PM||||it has a JDM grill. Those pictures were actually before + after pictures of the JDM grill. Those pictures were when right after i was done installing the turbo and the FMIC and then it rained. So, its definatly not that dirty. Ill try to get you those pics ASAP.||12.34.246.4||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000006||czech09||02-04-2004||08:14 PM||||looks like a clean one - bump (if it really needs one) - would consider taking it lol only...tampa, fl is kinda far so hopefully it'll have a new owner soon - would be cool if it was someone in fl||68.200.126.31||reg||1||Lubomir Sokol||00003234||yes
Z||000007||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-10-2004||04:25 PM||||bump||205.242.228.39||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000008||giantrobot||02-10-2004||09:17 PM||||That looks just like mine!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000009||91 supra||02-10-2004||09:55 PM||||Hi,  Do you think this vr4 would make a drive to Chicago,IL with no problems?||24.14.29.72||reg||1||91 supra||00003531||yes
Z||000010||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-10-2004||11:23 PM||||It should. It drives perfectly minus the lifter tap.||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000011||91 supra||02-10-2004||11:35 PM||||How far are you from San Jose, Ca.<br />I have an uncle there that could hold the car for me if I come up with some money.||24.14.29.72||reg||1||91 supra turbo||00003531||yes
Z||000012||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-10-2004||11:44 PM||||4.5-5 hour drive. I make the drive if your serious about it. Give me a call tomorrow after 6:15 pst. 661 204 4806<br /><br />Nick||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000013||91 supra||02-11-2004||12:10 AM||||I'll give you a call tomorrow.  I will be tied up til about 10pm CST tomorrow which is, what...8pm PST.  Is that to late?  If that is too late, let me know and we could email each other.||24.14.29.72||reg||1||91 supra turbo||00003531||yes
Z||000014||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-11-2004||02:45 AM||||that is no problem, oh, and the nearest airport is LAX||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000015||Libila||02-13-2004||03:15 PM||||If the car isnt sold I would be very interested. Please email me at turbotalonawd@hotmail.com. I would like to talk to you about it.||207.213.173.39||reg||1||I want a vr4||00003548||yes
Z||000016||i hate fall||02-15-2004||01:53 PM||||if you want i'll take that evo16g off your hands||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000017||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-15-2004||10:20 PM||||how much? make offer.||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000018||Mika||02-15-2004||10:46 PM||||Is the car for sale still or did you sell it?  Are you just selling the turbo?  Lemme know.  I'd be interested in the car w/ the turbo in it.  Lemme know.<br /><br /><br />Mika||67.30.12.63||reg||1||Mika||00003553||yes
Z||000019||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-16-2004||11:18 AM||||Car is still forsale w/ the turbo + FMIC still on it. Let me know.||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000020||Libila||02-16-2004||04:54 PM||||Im still interested. Let me know about next weekend.||207.213.173.39||reg||1||Libila||00003548||yes
Z||000021||Libila||02-21-2004||12:17 AM||||I really need an address or phone number because I need to come tomarrow, I cant come sunday. Call me at 775-544-6099 and let me know or email me. Thanks.||207.228.60.155||reg||1||Libila||00003548||yes



ubb/Forum12/000067.cgi
A||||0||autobahntom||2002 WRX wagon||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||02-05-2004||04:45 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||30k miles, blue, manual trans, no mods (nor was there any), currently registered and tagged in Maryland.<br />$17.5k <br /><br />This is NOT my car, but it does belong to a friend.<br /><br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum12/000068.cgi
A||||7||hecdws||1992 mirage 4 door  $200 with pictures||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||02-06-2004||02:23 PM||hecdws@aol.com||nothing fancy just a plain mirage.automatic. needs the trans replaced/rebuild. i got it to do a mini me of the vr4 but changed my mind. car runs and drives fine trans has no 1st gear. $200 takes it. <br /><br />hector<br />p.s. pictures will be available once the weather clears.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||02-16-2004||07:36 AM||||any one?<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||02-16-2004||08:39 AM||||Hector, post some pics, I might be interested.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||02-16-2004||09:23 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2839" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2840" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2841" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2842" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2843" alt=" - " /><br /><br />for $200 you cant go wrong and it runs/drives.<br /><br />hector||64.12.113.28||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||Shockvvave||02-17-2004||09:40 AM||||I have a car like that before when I was still in my country...how do I post a picture here so you can see show how it looks like...anybody?||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000005||hecdws||02-17-2004||08:25 PM||||u have to use ryan hertz's site do a search theyre should be a link somewhere.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000006||meng||02-19-2004||04:27 PM||||could it make it to minnesota?||208.12.113.171||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000007||hecdws||02-19-2004||11:01 PM||||hhmm dont know i  drove it home but it was a 20 minute drive. im supposed to have it sold tomorrow if i still have it ill post here.<br /><br />hector||64.12.113.11||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum12/000069.cgi
A||||14||mrfats||91 GVR4 #756 of 2000||||1||||mrfats||00003448
Z||000000||mrfats||02-07-2004||03:03 PM||themrfats@sbcglobal.net||have had this car for just 2 months and the time has come to sell this baby. The engine is knocking . It has no mods, except a HKS turbo timer, the 14b has ben ported, and has new tires(less than a month old), It has a resent alignment and inspection and new clutch (OEM), I am having to sell this car beacuse I keep geting tickets (550 this month...dang)The hood is a chapaign collor and the drivers fender has a ding in it, the back bumper has a scretch in it for the car was in a low speed rear-end. Once you drive this car u will want to buy it. <br /><br /><br />I live in austin Tx looking around 3k||66.141.49.73||reg||1||mrfats||00003448||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||02-07-2004||03:31 PM||||The engine is knocking?  May want to reconsider your asking price.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||launch||02-08-2004||12:48 AM||||For real.  I live in tx and am in the market for a galant, but not one that is on life support, and with a diff color hood.||63.94.43.161||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000003||jcgalantvr4-244||02-08-2004||01:02 AM||||Hey mine has a diff. colored hood||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000004||launch||02-09-2004||02:03 AM||||Is it c/f?  If not, paint that thing, b/c that would bug the shit out of me personally.  mrfats, if you lower your price and include some pics then I might consider it b/c its close.||63.94.43.161||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000005||My_GVR_4||02-09-2004||04:46 AM||||If the ENGINE is a KNOCKIN'... don't come a ROCKIN'<br /><br /><br />R.Conway||68.73.124.226||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000006||smokindav||02-09-2004||02:52 PM||||Hey Rory, didn't know you were on here.  How's it going?  <br /><br />(sorry for the hijack)||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-09-2004||03:46 PM||||I'll let you slide this time, Dave!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />No hall pass for you!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||mrfats||02-11-2004||12:45 AM||||<a href="http://www.imagestation.com/picture...a3/fab61361.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/picture...a3/fab61361.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.imagestation.com/picture...b2/fab61337.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/picture...b2/fab61337.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.imagestation.com/picture...e9/fab6131b.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/picture...e9/fab6131b.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.imagestation.com/picture...67/fab6130d.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/picture...67/fab6130d.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.imagestation.com/picture...e6/fab612ff.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/picture...e6/fab612ff.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.imagestation.com/picture...56/fab612f1.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/picture...56/fab612f1.jpg</a><br /><br />new price $2400, must sell soon||64.123.15.108||reg||1||mrfats||00003448||yes
Z||000009||marvinmadman123||02-11-2004||01:03 AM||||Pics dont work.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000010||mrfats||02-11-2004||11:52 PM||||soory about that these should work, <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid85/pafaae002862ecc8c2392de90425431a3/fab61361.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid85/pb6b944db330d064d085fbfcb16aac8b2/fab61337.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid85/pe279a7d3c8bec4ce5903379eafd285e9/fab6131b.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid85/p45974b5d78c969779bdf36af800e01e6/fab612ff.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid85/pb90863f9a0aa1361379bd22a67ea9056/fab612f1.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.65.5.250||reg||1||mrfats||00003448||yes
Z||000011||launch||02-11-2004||11:54 PM||||Its a really clean car, but I don't know if you are going to get $2400 for it with the motor in shape that you say its in.  I am about to sell my 2g and am in the market for a gvr4, but not sure if I want to pull another dsm motor.||63.94.43.161||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000012||Spott||02-12-2004||10:37 AM||||Hey Dave I love the car but it has a starting problem. It wont start, I think its the starter.<br />Its getting fixed today though, so no problem||12.216.81.243||reg||1||Spott||00003221||yes
Z||000013||Mika||02-12-2004||10:56 PM||||I'm in the market for a 4G63.  I'll give you $1000 for it, because I like the sleeper effect, and I know that I'll have to drop some money on the engine.  Lemme know.<br /><br /><br />Mika||67.30.7.70||reg||1||Mika||00003553||yes
Z||000014||mrfats||02-20-2004||12:23 AM||||sold yeasturday for 1500||66.141.49.46||reg||1||mrfats||00003448||yes



ubb/Forum12/000070.cgi
A||||8||sjg||Looking for GVR4||||1||||sjg||00003515
Z||000000||sjg||02-09-2004||03:47 PM||galantvr4org@evilcode.net||Will pay top dollar for the right car.  Year doesn't matter, 91 or 92, interior/exterior must be immaculate, black or white in color preferred, car should be a virgin, or "almost" a virgin.  Also prefer sub-100k miles.<br /><br />Thanks.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||02-09-2004||04:07 PM||||do you have 20k?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||sjg||02-09-2004||04:17 PM||||If I were prepared to drop 20k on a GVR4, I think that there would be an EVO VIII in my future...  Honestly though, I'm looking for a low mileage virgin in the 5-8k range.||24.220.23.177||reg||14||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||02-09-2004||04:23 PM||||hehe it's a joke. You're new here but you'll catch on to it fast  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||sjg||02-09-2004||04:28 PM||||Sure, sure.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Don't happen to know of any potentials in the Boulder area do you?  You're pretty much in my neck of the woods.  6 hours or so, anyway, and my father makes fairly regular trips down there.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000005||Rice Killer||02-09-2004||04:48 PM||||If there was one around here I would of already of found it, I know of one without a engine. Im still looking elsewhere for a running one.||205.166.75.67||reg||10||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000006||mistaVR4||02-09-2004||05:05 PM||||Ya we'll see about that Keith   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     by the way how the hell did get a five star rating already   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000007||VR4ownzU||02-09-2004||06:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> do you have 20k?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000008||johnsminibike||02-25-2004||01:26 AM||||Have a 92 vr4 thinking os maybe selling it. It is white and in showroom condition if interested email me.||64.12.116.200||reg||1||johnsminibike||00003179||yes



ubb/Forum12/000071.cgi
A||N||6||VR4dsmAWD||galant needed near CO||||1||||VR4dsmAWD||00003478
Z||000000||VR4dsmAWD||02-09-2004||10:16 PM||Howard_mcbuff@msn.com||im looking for a vr4 around CO to buy around April.Preferably black or grey but please tell of all. let me know if you have or know of anything thx||63.225.96.165||reg||1||VR4dsmAWD||00003478||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||02-10-2004||01:25 AM||||I'm debating selling, make a reasonable offer.<br /><br />-1991 #1513, GREEN, 14.03 at 97.42 at Bandimere, 20 psi.<br />-My copy of title is clean. As fas as I know, Carfax did not exist when I purchased in 1998. I've never hit ANYTHING. crack in rear bumper cover prior to owning.<br />-160K <br />-New 15% tint Summer '03 (Norm Schilling installed)<br />-RRE FMIC kit<br />-fresh 7 bolt engine, new bearings, rings, all new valves, guides, 3rd gen lifters, match ported head w/ minor polish('93 block)installed at 153K april '03<br />-big 16g<br />-match ported 2G exh manifold<br />-match ported int manifold<br />-ACT 2600 clutch w/ SS clutch line.<br />-Brand new clutch master and slave (Dec '03)<br />-Two BOV's, crushed stock and HKS SSQ<br />-13"Baer brakes (may sell locally to good friend for his 2.3L, 60-1 boosted street/road race 1G) I can be bought though           <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />          <br />-17" Kosei K1's (anthracite)w/ 235/45-17 Pilot Sport AS<br />-Stock 15" wheels w/ 205/50 BFG R1 race tires.(don't fit w/ baers)<br />-3" turbo back w/ resonator and ultra flow<br />-Walbro 255 lph pump<br />-hacked 1g MAF<br />-RC 550 injectors<br />-HKS SAFR injector controller<br />-Blitz turbo timer<br />-Whiteline springs <br />-KYB struts<br />-Suspension Tech Sway set (only rear installed at this time.<br />-JL Audio 5.25 seperates w/ 1" domes mounted in doors, 4" hifonics in dash. Fantastic imaging. Will reinstall 6.5 JBL's in rear deck. (Can't have my amps,x-over or subs)<br />- a few other things slipping my mind at this time.<br /><br />-Needs a few things. I'm just ready to move on. If I motivate, this may be listed nationally within 2-4 weeks||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||Rice Killer||02-10-2004||11:01 AM||||How much you looking to get for it?||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000003||VR4dsmAWD||02-10-2004||05:52 PM||||Sweet man she sounds realy nice. I would definately like to take a look at it so give me a way to get a hold of you and well work sopmthing out. <br /><br />             Thx Aaron,||216.160.190.83||reg||1||VR4dsmAWD||00003478||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||02-10-2004||05:56 PM||||check the newspaper i found one in there.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||grimm||02-10-2004||06:47 PM||||is that the one from wholesale hyperformance?||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000006||VR4dsmAWD||02-10-2004||08:54 PM||||hey jon i think i met you. i was with the guys from thornton, we stoped by and knocked on your door to see it and watched you put in your fuel pump, i remember you had the manifolds in your trunk,you drive the black VR4 with fmic||63.225.96.165||reg||1||VR4dsmAWD||00003478||yes



ubb/Forum12/000072.cgi
A||||0||sleepergvr4||wanted VR4 in South Carolina||||1||||sleepergvr4||00001106
Z||000000||sleepergvr4||02-10-2004||07:44 PM||garlicroll@bellsouth.net||anyone in south carolina selling there vr4. let me know. can be dead or alive. thanks!||65.0.248.127||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes



ubb/Forum12/000073.cgi
A||||10||pisces_0||FS: #141 / 2000 - Minnesota||||1||||pisces_0||00000768
Z||000000||pisces_0||02-11-2004||10:51 AM||pisces_0@yahoo.com||<b>Made a few more changes to the ad.  They are noted in bold.</b><br /><br />I absolutely hate to do it, but I reluctantly have to sell my GVR-4.  Car is a 1991 Nile Black Galant VR-4 #141/2000.  VIN: JA3CX56U9MZ007514.  Exterior is in great shape save for a tiny ding on the front of the hood, some paint cracking on the front bumper cover and the normal daily driver blemishes.  Interior is also in great condition.  No tears or seam separation on the leather seats or in the carpet.  Engine bay is VERY clean and tidy.  No fluid leaks, exhaust leaks, dirt build-up etc.<br /><br />Specs<br />Engine:<br /><b>-Forced Performance Green 8cm turbo; Jet-Hot coated hot side & ported @ FP</b><br />-EVO III exhaust manifold; ported @ FP<br /><b>-HKS standard external wastegate<br />-Hahn 3" tubular O2 housing; Jet-Hot coated & theramally wrapped<br />-Hahn 3" downpipe</b><br />-Hallman manual boost controller<br />-Extrude Honed intake manifold<br /><b>-HKS 272 I/E cams</b><br />-HKS VPC/Apex'i SAFC; <b>450 & 550 chips</b><br />-Water/alcohol injection<br />-Walbro 255 lph fuel pump; rewired<br />-Buschur bolt-on adjustable fuel pressure regulator w/gauge in engine bay<br />-RRE oil catch can w/PCV valve deleted<br /><b>-720 injectors</b><br /><b>-RRE stainless oil feed line</b><br />-Stock head & block<br /><br />Transmission:<br />-TRE-rebuilt 2G trans; GVR-4 1st, double synchro 2nd/3rd/4th, 1st/2nd & 3rd/4th EVO steel shift forks w/bronze pads, 4 spider center diff, TRE heavy duty intermediate shaft<br />-Symborski shift-plate bushings<br />-Solid brass bushings in shifter cables<br />-ACT 2600 w/street disc<br /><br />Interior:<br />-Apex'i EL Glow boost & EGT gauges in A-pillar; peak/hold, 30 second playback & warning light<br />-HKS turbo timer<br />-Factory tuner & CD player<br /><br />Exterior:<br />-Stock; condition mentioned above<br />-All new rear badging for trunk; not installed yet<br /><br />Wheels & Tires:<br />-Factory 15" "wagon wheels"<br />-Bridgestone Potenza Pole Position S03 tires; 205/55/15<br /><br />Suspension:<br />-Stock<br /><br />Maintenance Items:<br />-New alternator (Autolite Import)<br />-New battery (Exide)<br />-New knock sensor (Mitsu)<br />-New radiator (Radiators.com)<br />-New thermostat (Mitsu)<br />-New A/C compressor and drier; system recharged w/R-134a; COLD! (Ready-Aire rebuild)<br />-New temp sensors; ECU, dash gauge & radiator fan (Standard)<br />-New front ball joints, tie rods & alignment (Moog)<br />-New fuel filter (Fram)<br />-Fresh timing belt job; t-belt, bs-belt, pulleys, tensioner & water pump (Mitsu)<br />-Fresh brake fluid; pressure-bled the entire system<br /><br />I bought the car bone stock (down to the paper air filter and all season tires) last spring.  All modifications and parts listed above have 6000 or less miles on them.  Car has 125K on it right now.  Mobil 1 oil and Wix filters were always used at 2500 mile oil changes.  RedLine gear oil was used throughout the driveline.  There is no cat-back on the car presently.  If you'd like I can easily bring the car to an exhaust shop and have an inexpensive 2.5" or 3" system installed.  Price of the exhaust will be discussed with final price of the car.  The fuel gauge doesn't work (bad sending unit?) but the low fuel light does.  I normally watch the odometer and the low fuel light between fill-ups.  Doing a quick estimation there was $5000-$5500 in modifications and maintenance done to the car last summer.   All it really needs is a cat-back and possibly a front mount (though the WI helps A LOT) and it'll be ready to run hard.  I need to move this car ASAP.  Questions or inquiries can be directed to pisces_0@yahoo.com or (218) 428-0323.<br /><br />$6000 OBO<br /><br /><b>At this price I'm not even close to breaking even on this car.  The rub of it though is that I absolutely HAVE to get rid of it.  I'll post some pics of the new turbo setup this weekend.  See pics of the car below.</b>||216.251.181.156||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000001||dc_style||02-11-2004||11:07 PM||||oh man. let's hope this car stays in mn.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000002||sjg||02-12-2004||12:27 AM||||Might be coming to SD, I'm waiting on pictures...  :-)||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000003||pisces_0||02-14-2004||11:51 AM||||As promised, here are some photos of the car.<br /><br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/front.JPG" target="_blank">Front of the car</a> <br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/dfqtr.JPG" target="_blank">Driver's side front quarter</a> <br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/dside.JPG" target="_blank">Driver's side</a> <br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/drqtr.JPG" target="_blank">Driver's side rear quarter</a>  <br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/prqtr.JPG" target="_blank">Passenger's side rear quarter</a> <br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/pside.JPG" target="_blank">Passenger's side</a> <br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/pfqtr.JPG" target="_blank">Passenger's side front quarter</a> <br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/engine1.JPG" target="_blank">Engine</a> <br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/engine2.JPG" target="_blank">Engine close-up</a> <br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/turbo.JPG" target="_blank">Sleeper 16G</a> <br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/wipump.JPG" target="_blank">Water injection pump</a> <br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/gauges.JPG" target="_blank">Boost & EGT gauges</a> <br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/radio.JPG" target="_blank">Radio & shifter</a> <br /> <a href="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/393848/plaque.JPG" target="_blank">Dash plaque</a> <br /><br />Car has been parked and covered since September.  Hasn't seen Minnesota snow or salt.  Just uncovered it now for the pictures.  If there are any others you'd like to see just let me know and I'll snap a few.  And yes, we have a $#IT-TON of snow here!  I'm sick of it!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||65.183.137.14||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000004||noahrexion||02-14-2004||05:22 PM||||I replied to you on tuners and am replying now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  I am VERY VERY interested and can give a deposit if needed.  Again my nam is austin and I PM'ed you on tuners, hit you up on Yahoo messenger and am letting you know here.  Thanks again, Ill be waiting...<br /><br />Austin<br />austindsm@yahoo.com||24.206.107.253||reg||1||noahrexion||00002850||yes
Z||000005||pisces_0||02-14-2004||06:33 PM||||Sorry 'bout that y'all.  The images should work now.||65.183.139.234||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000006||pisces_0||02-26-2004||06:08 PM||||Car now comes with a different turbo setup and the price has dropped to $6000.  Someone PLEASE buy this car from me.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.183.138.98||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-26-2004||06:30 PM||||With what it has on it, thats a damned good price. Someone needs to buy it. <br /><br />Good luck, Nathan!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||pisces_0||02-26-2004||09:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> With what it has on it, thats a damned good price. Someone needs to buy it. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No kiddin'!  It absolutely tears me up to have to sell this thing but the current situation necessitates it.  If (when) someone buys this car and puts a decent FMIC on it PLEASE don't tell me what it runs at the track.  It'd probably make me cry.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br />BTW, blacksheep you still interested in the wheels that originally came on this car?||65.183.137.198||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||02-26-2004||10:04 PM||||you have PM, Nathan!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||pisces_0||02-28-2004||11:22 PM||||As promised, some more pics of the new turbo setup.<br /> <a href="http://www.villagephotos.com/pubbrowse.asp?selected=799549" target="_blank">Engine Pics</a>||216.251.181.58||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum12/000074.cgi
A||||20||9D1VR4||91 VR-4 87/2000 might be up for sale...||||1||||9D1VR4||00002961
Z||000000||9D1VR4||02-12-2004||12:32 AM||badxassxr1@aol.com||hey whats up guys my vr-4 migth be up for sale in about 2 months or so i migth loose my job.ive had the car for about 4 months now,the car is in great shape in and out runs strong no knocks with all free mods knn filter,2.5 down pipe,free flowing cat.,2.5 exhaust with N1 muffler,momo steering wheel,and i will all the extra parts i have i will give to the buyer,such as complete 4 bolt rear end (not in car) that came off my 92 talon,6 bolt motor out of my 92 talon,this motor is running strong when it was pulled i was going to build this motor and put in the galant,complete drive shaft, etc more stuff to list...i'll keep you guys updated about my job i will let go off everything for about $3,700 it will be my lost and your big gain.thanks guys can some one post some pics for me i will email it to you guys if you can post it for me thanks kris.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||9D1VR4||00002961||yes
Z||000001||tigerspeed35||02-12-2004||01:48 AM||||can you send me some pics as soon as you get them, thanks,||24.13.210.90||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000002||imdrax||02-12-2004||02:06 AM||||hey i live in napa and am pretty interested send me some pics at imdrax@earthlink.net . i dont really want to wait 2 months though. i have a 90 tsi ill trade ya.||165.121.195.219||reg||1||drax||00002852||yes
Z||000003||9D1VR4||02-12-2004||03:11 AM||||sent guys if you guys can post the pics that would be great...kris||198.81.26.43||reg||1||9D1VR4||00002961||yes
Z||000004||imdrax||02-12-2004||03:17 AM||||<img src="http://home.earthlink.net/~imdrax/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderpictures/dsc00177.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://home.earthlink.net/~imdrax/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderpictures/dsc00178.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://home.earthlink.net/~imdrax/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderpictures/dsc00181.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://home.earthlink.net/~imdrax/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderpictures/dsc00182.jpg" alt=" - " />||165.121.195.219||reg||1||drax||00002852||yes
Z||000005||tigerspeed35||02-12-2004||03:33 AM||||nice job on those pics drax, now how did you do that? I tried but got a lost. i tried though||24.13.210.90||reg||7||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000006||gvrfour173||02-12-2004||08:26 AM||||vallejo, haha. i live there for like a year, back in 96.  not that bad of a place. wish i still lived out there. good luck! if i didn't just buy mine, i would be on a plane out there, be nice to visit.||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000007||imdrax||02-12-2004||11:02 AM||||once you post the images on the netall you have to do is link to them [img]web adress here[/img]. just use           a hosting place. luckily i have earthlink and have like 10 megs of webspace at my disposal.||165.247.217.224||reg||1||drax||00002852||yes
Z||000008||tigerspeed35||02-12-2004||08:44 PM||||is this car capable of driving down to chicago? let me know, and your selling it with that extra stuff, but are you willing to go a bit lower without that extra stuff? email at tigerspeed35@yahoo.com||24.13.210.90||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000009||tigerspeed35||02-12-2004||08:57 PM||||is there a number i can cantact at?||24.13.210.90||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000010||jonvr4||02-12-2004||11:17 PM||||mileage? sunroof?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000011||9D1VR4||02-13-2004||01:12 AM||||yeah tha car is strong and very capable of drivign to chicago.mileage 169 thousand and yes sunroof i just change the power steering belt today and alt. belt also i would like to sell everything but if that does not work out maybe i can work something out but i gota see if get this new job this weekends.hey drax thanks for coming by today man to check the car out...||69.105.153.225||reg||1||9D1VR4||00002961||yes
Z||000012||tigerspeed35||02-13-2004||01:54 AM||||where you located at?||24.13.210.90||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000013||Libila||02-13-2004||03:13 PM||||Im very interested. Email me at turbotalonawd@hotmail.com, I would like to talk to you about it.||207.213.173.39||reg||1||I want a vr4||00003548||yes
Z||000014||9D1VR4||02-13-2004||09:59 PM||||i am located in vallejo ca. about 40 mins north of sanfrancisco ca...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||9D1VR4||00002961||yes
Z||000015||9D1VR4||02-15-2004||03:20 PM||||hey guys thanks for all your respond's sorry to say i wont be selling teh galant any more i got a job at REDLINE OIL i start monday.but i have lots off parts for sale that came off 92 talon tsi AWD.from 6 bolt motor to ecu etc...thanks again guys||198.81.26.43||reg||7||9D1VR4||00002961||yes
Z||000016||Mika||02-15-2004||04:36 PM||||Congratulations on your new job.  Too bad for the rest of us your car isn't on the market any more  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Mika||67.31.235.107||reg||1||Mika||00003553||yes
Z||000017||Shockvvave||02-17-2004||09:50 AM||||Does the ECU from the Talon are the same as the vr4?||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000018||launch||02-17-2004||01:09 PM||||Yes||63.94.43.161||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000019||Shockvvave||02-17-2004||03:03 PM||||cool thanks...<br /><br />Kris...im interested in the ECU lemme know how much..<br /><br />Thanks||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000020||johnsminibike||02-25-2004||01:24 AM||||Want to hear something cool I live in new york and I own # 86/2000 my car is white and all stock its not for sale I just was looking through the classifieds and saw yours for sale.||64.12.116.200||reg||1||johnsminibike||00003179||yes



ubb/Forum12/000075.cgi
A||||3||theymightbegalants||fixxer uppers||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||05:30 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.readytofix.com/Inventory/List_2.htm" target="_blank">http://www.readytofix.com/Inventory/List_2.htm</a><br /><br />These are not mine.  I am not affiliated with this in anyway, I merely happened upon it.  DON'T PM OR EMAIL ME WITH QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE CARS.<br /><br />That is all.  Enjoy.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-12-2004||10:58 AM||||this is a scam.  they dont actually have these cars, just links to places that have the cars, and some of them are already gone.||64.240.175.95||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||1969MIB||02-12-2004||01:41 PM||||That's an interesting site. I'm starting to get flashbacks from when my Mustang got stolen and stripped.<br /><br />Thanks for the info Ken.<br /><br />Dave||208.57.81.236||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||02-14-2004||12:10 AM||||how do you all like this <a href="http://www.readytofix.com/Inventory/Skyline_96_Theft.htm" target="_blank">http://www.readytofix.com/Inventory/Skyline_96_Theft.htm</a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum12/000085.cgi
A||||2||Libila||WTB and WTS: Im getting rid of my 2g tsi and looking for a gvr4 (west coast)||||1||||Libila||00003548
Z||000000||Libila||02-16-2004||05:02 PM||turbotalonawd@hotmail.com||Like the title says, I am selling my 2g talon tsi and looking for a gvr4. I need a 4 door. Heres the low down on my car. 95 eagle talon tsi fwd, only mods are autometer boost and air/fuel gauges, balance shaft removed, and a exedy 2100 pound clutch. I bought the car a little over a year ago with a blown motor and no clutch. I had the motor rebuilt by a local shop and had them take the balance shaft out at the same time. Also the new clutch and new stock flywheel were installed. The car is clean and runs like a champ. Here are two pic-<br />  <img src="http://www.mustangmods.com/data/7144/front_shot1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.mustangmods.com/data/7144/talon_side1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />And if any of you west coast guys are looking at getting rid of your gvr4 let me know. Thanks for looking   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.213.173.39||reg||1||Libila||00003548||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-16-2004||07:19 PM||||Carson City - isnt that in the movie Shanghai noon? How-dee Part-nuh !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I like that blue. Good luck selling it!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Libila||02-16-2004||09:44 PM||||yea shangi-high noon was filmed here. Thanks.||207.213.173.39||reg||1||Libila||00003548||yes



ubb/Forum12/000077.cgi
A||||4||CCDSM69||1990 240sx 5 spd FS||||1||||CCDSM69||00001573
Z||000000||CCDSM69||02-12-2004||01:37 PM||lisa@ccdsm.org||Hi all, I'm selling my 1990 240sx 5 speed XE. It's tan with tan/brown interior has 87XXXK miles and needs nothing mechanically as far as I know, could use two new tires, Loaded with ice cold A/C, power doors, mirrors, roof, steering. Has HUD (heads up display). Radio and speakers suck and there is a small tear in the back corner of the drivers side seat. Great daily driver, I haven't had a single problem with it since I picked it up back in October. My civic was stolen a few weeks ago and I really gotta get this sold so I can afford its replacement before the baby gets here (which can be any day now) This is a perfect candidate for a sr20 swap. It's in great working and looking order. $2300 or B/O<br /><br />oh yea, missing one hub cap but I can get a new one if you want. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/forsale/240/DSC05058low.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/forsale/240/DSC05056low.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/forsale/240/DSC05054low.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/forsale/240/DSC05041low.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/forsale/240/DSC05043.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||02-12-2004||05:25 PM||||I had one of those, boy do I miss it.||64.107.10.153||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||02-12-2004||07:23 PM||||Damnit! I wish I had extra money!||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||Lucky13||02-13-2004||08:33 AM||||Where in FL are you? I may have a buyer.||68.211.128.5||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||02-13-2004||10:27 AM||||South Miami, the Kendall area||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum12/000089.cgi
A||||7||Garfield Wright||Evo 7 in West Palm Beach on ebay||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||02-20-2004||12:16 AM||garfieldgw@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43919&item=2461841702" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43919&item=2461841702</a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||02-20-2004||11:37 AM||||I thought they were all RHD?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-20-2004||11:41 AM||||I am hazy on all of the details, but you could order from somewhere in Europe. I remember that Mr. Simms (?) from RalliArt Spain on the gvr4 yahoogroups list helped quite a few people order these. Victor Brant is one of the gvr4 guys who jumped at this oppurtunity and got the a blue one. I wish I was that fortunate.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||02-20-2004||01:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> I thought they were all RHD? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They had LHD ones in Germany.  Maybe it came from there.  There are other markets that are LHD as well.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||02-20-2004||02:10 PM||||What's the difference in this and the one I can go buy new? For 39,000 it better be something big.||162.83.109.137||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||jcgalantvr4-244||02-20-2004||02:20 PM||||No i remember seeing A white one of these on ebay a few months ago they came from japan and they only made like a few 1000  of them LHD ones  if i remember correctly.<br />  <br />Damn if i only had that much money.....||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-20-2004||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> What's the difference in this and the one I can go buy new? For 39,000 it better be something big.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If I am correct, this one has the integrated AYC and ACD while our UDSM Evo 8's dont. Not saying this makes it worth the 39K, but definitely cool to have.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.myevo.com/E7_01.htm" target="_blank">This link may help understand the above features...</a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||jas3113||02-24-2004||04:05 PM||||this company had JDM LHD evo 8's for sale with the 6 speed already.<br /><br />Mitsu built left and right hand drive evo's.  They built a limited amount of LHD for europe.  The last EVO 7 LHD mad was the blue.  If you ever look at rally pics, evo3-8 all had LHDs.<br /><br />Hohn||168.100.247.82||reg||1||jas3113||00003274||yes



ubb/Forum12/000079.cgi
A||||11||tigerspeed35||WTB: HELP LOOKIN FOR A gvr4 anywhere around CHICAGO||||1||||tigespeed35||00003484
Z||000000||tigerspeed35||02-12-2004||09:10 PM||tigerspeed35@yahoo.com||WILL DRIVE ANY DISTANCE TO GET A GOOD GVR4 AROUND $2500-$4500. HELP ME OUT GUYS IF POSSIBLE||24.13.210.90||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||02-13-2004||12:46 AM||||Check with the guys at Automotosports (AMS) in Arlington Heights (847) 709-0530  They buy 'em, they own 'em, they break 'em, they fix 'em.||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||tigerspeed35||02-13-2004||01:17 AM||||ok, thanks||24.13.210.90||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000003||GVR4458||02-13-2004||12:23 PM||||OK, No more telling the new guy in Chicago where to get a car before I get another one!!!<br /><br />Seriously though, I've called about any local GVR4's and they all are gone.  I talked to the guys at AMS and a few other shops with no luck.  There was one in Wheeling that has been sold. <br /><br />Best of luck.  I'll keep my eyes out and PM with anything that I'd pass on.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||02-16-2004||10:24 AM||||Here's a GVR4 with jumped timing problem:<br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=155625&category_id=106&website=default&prev_action=display_user_ads&session=4030db1143a54a04" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=155625&category_id=106&website=default&prev_action=display_user_ads&session=4030db1143a54a0  4</a>||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||boostinvr4||02-16-2004||09:54 PM||||i have 3 vr4 but im selling my stock one for $5000 its a 91 white vr4 brand new head question call me 1-847-553=1560 if you still looking for one.||12.73.226.19||reg||1||boostinvr4||00003084||yes
Z||000006||CCDSM69||02-16-2004||10:50 PM||||theres a white vr4 for sale on the bargin news website. You might want to check that one out||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000007||tigerspeed35||02-17-2004||05:05 PM||||what the bargin news website?||24.13.210.90||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000008||CCDSM69||02-17-2004||06:10 PM||||<a href="http://www.bargainnews.com" target="_blank">www.barginnews.com</a>||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000009||megaice||02-18-2004||09:44 AM||||I have been thinking of getting rid of mine to many projects. All work was done and completed by AMS. Car has 102,000 on it. Mods were just done in the past 10,000 miles and tuned by AMS. It has a t3/t4 50 trim setup, 2g MAS, ported 2g exhaust manifold, maual boost controller, autometer boost gauge, 3" exhaust w/high flow cat,  ams intercooler kit w/evo III core, KYB GR-2 & HKS suspension, apexi afc, 680cc injectors, walbro 255lph fuel pump, hks 264 cams, arp head studs, act 2600 cluth. brand new potenza 950's, etc. I also have HKS seq not installed, and 2 way alarm with auto start and turbo timer. If you want more details feel free to contact me. Have all receipts. Thanks||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000010||tigerspeed35||02-19-2004||03:37 AM||||ok, how much your looking for?||24.13.210.90||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000011||gvr4-27||02-22-2004||07:30 PM||||i also may be looking to get rid of mine tward the begining of summer, if i can find the right 1969 dodge charger RT or 79 tras am. i am in chicago about 45min. from ams. lots of mods done to it most all by AMS. black no scratches or rust couple of door dings, 72,--- miles. ill let everyone know if i come across a charger or TA||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes



ubb/Forum12/000080.cgi
A||||10||drifterx||Not a VR-4 but its AWD and Turbo||||14||||drifterx||00001826
Z||000000||drifterx||02-12-2004||11:43 PM||drifterx@charter.net||im being forced to sell my wrx after many hours and many thousands of $$$$$. anyways here is a list of most of the parts on the car or waiting to be put on the car. if anyone is interested in it or knows anyone that is interested in it please let me know. there is no mechanical problems with the car. cosmetically only some rock chips no dents or scratches or anything major. <br /><br />$21,500 OBO <br />---CLEAN TITLE--- <br />2002 Subaru Impreza WRX <br />Platinum Silver Metallic <br />engine rebuilt february 2003 (under 11,000 miles ago) <br />all hp/suspension mods have under 10,000 miles <br />Turboxs UTEC <br />Turboxs auxillry boost controller <br />DMS 40 coilovers 30 pt damper adjustment with extra set of front stiffer springs for track days(also have stock struts and springs)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />carbon fiber hood (has a wierd corner)  <br />jdm sti projector headlights   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Aps r-series fmic (18 hours to install   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  )<br />aps 50/50 bov <br />trust intake (also have stock) <br />brand new toyo tires <br />prodrive mudflaps <br />solid foglight covers <br />hks downpipe (also have stock) <br />godspeed uppipe <br />blitz nur spec catback <br />sti 565cc injectors (also have stock that can be modified to 740s) <br />walbro 255l fuel pump (also have stock) <br />stoptech front and rear slotted rotors (still in box) <br />stoptech front and rear stainless braided brakelines (still in box) <br />motul brake fluid (waiting to be put in) <br />axis performance brake pads (still in box) <br />primitive racing front skid plate <br />subaru rear diff protector <br />blitz dtt dc turbo timer/ lap timer/ boost gauge <br />autometer pro-comp boost gauge (still in box) <br />autometer pro-comp egt gauge (still in box) <br />westech egt probe and sender (still in box) <br />hotchkis front sway bar (uninstalled) <br />hotchkis rear adjustable sway bar (uninstalled) <br />hotchkis front and rear endlinks (uninstalled) <br />hotchkis rear heavy duty sway bar mount (uninstalled) <br />sti gnome replica grill <br />ihi vf30 turbo <br />vivid racing short shifter (have stock) <br />helix catch can <br />all emblems and badges have been removed <br />painted gunmetal rims <br /><br />later <br />ryan <br />oh yeah this is a monster you can drive all year round also   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />drifterx@charter.net||66.189.199.249||reg||14||drifterx||00001826||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-13-2004||12:34 AM||||Why would a 2002 need an engine rebuild? Just curious.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||02-13-2004||04:04 AM||||Ryan is a friend of mine. His car is damn nice. Here is a pic from when we were getting a lot of snow before we took the car out to play.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/attachment.php?s=&postid=782413" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||14||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||02-13-2004||02:50 PM||||oh my   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000004||drifterx||02-13-2004||05:20 PM||||the engine was rebuilt because the previous owner transported medical supplies back and forth between the west side of washington state and the eastern side. i purchased the car with just about 58,500 miles on it. so i had the engine rebuilt shortly after i purchased it to ensure that it was in good working order before i did any crazy mods and what not. oh yeah for those who are wondering what it sounds like it sounds pretty mean. im sure mark can vouch for that even though it aint as fast as his galant.<br /><br />thanks mark for putting up a pic of my car.<br /><br />later ryan||66.189.199.249||reg||1||drifterx||00001826||yes
Z||000005||chauffeur1st||02-13-2004||06:25 PM||||Great lookin car.. I wish I could buy it....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />J||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000006||drifterx||02-13-2004||10:38 PM||||why cant you? if you got a gvr4 id be willing to take it as a part trade   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . make me a resonable offer whats the worst that will happen i turn you down? right.||66.189.199.249||reg||1||drifterx||00001826||yes
Z||000007||sti_95imp||02-14-2004||12:26 AM||||were looking for something along those lines but we really need a warranty this time, nice car though.    p.s. how do you like the dms 40s , i own a gc8 impreza... also were you able to keep the fog lights in with that front mount?? doesnt look like it but i thought id ask||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000008||drifterx||02-14-2004||09:32 PM||||car is currently under warranty. <br /><br /> no i couldnt keep the fogs due to the size of the intercooler. i think the core i like 28"x9"x3.5" and the endtanks take up the rest of the room. i love my dms's they are really nice and since nobody has dms's its always a conversation piece when people ask me what kinda suspension i have. <br /><br />you gotta gc8 huh. looking to get rid of it maybe we could make a deal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />later<br />ryan||66.189.199.249||reg||1||drifterx||00001826||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||02-15-2004||02:20 AM||||Jeeze how many more of us from NASIOC/i-club are on here..... <br /><br /><br />(MPREZYA)||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||drifterx||02-15-2004||12:32 PM||||i think there is at lest 5 nasioc/galantvr4.org members.<br /><br />anyways since i dont know how to edit on this forum......i was just reading my warranty to find out if it is transferable and i found out that it is transferable for a $50 fee.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />later<br />ryan||66.189.199.249||reg||1||drifterx||00001826||yes



ubb/Forum12/000081.cgi
A||||37||Team Ducktape||JDM in WI for sale||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||02-13-2004||01:21 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I may be selling my blue JDM. It will have no motor or tranny. $2500 obo, you could part it for more than that. Email me if intrested, please no tire kickers. It has the front mount, rear wiper, cloth interior, RHD, projector fog lights, electronic climit control, ect. I have to take yet another emmission/saftey check. The car will be sold with original Japan title but no US title due to not passing checks. To pass checks you need a US front bumper, and emmission related stuff and lots of time. I will not waste any more time dealing with this and the DMV. If you have a spare engine and some "tags" you have a new car without the titling hassle   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.31.188.103||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||Shockvvave||02-13-2004||01:31 PM||||would you consider parting it out? u could make money out of it, I myself will buy from you.....I'll take the rear wipers and front bumper with projector lights....what you think?||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||02-13-2004||02:06 PM||||This is more of a bump, I can't afford that right now, but whoever buys this car, I want to buy the rear glass w/wiper, and switch and wiring for the wiper. I'll pay to have it professionally removed and all.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||02-13-2004||08:59 PM||||All it needs is a motor and tranny and "plates" from a vr-4 or mirage. Or you take the time and get it titled. I will not part it sorry, someone can buy it then part it. Or buy it; put a motor in it and get it back on the road where it should be. Guy and Gals it only has 114,000km, I bought it with 98,000km on it.....||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||jcgalantvr4-244||02-15-2004||01:02 PM||||u have pm!!!!||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-15-2004||01:19 PM||||Oh God - what are you trying to do now, Jeremy ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />I will buy the hood off that car if you buy it, OK ?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||jcgalantvr4-244||02-15-2004||03:35 PM||||KC  I told you what I wanted and 3 days later it showed up on the board!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  We will talk about the hood! If he ever sends me pics.  I am very interested in a rhd Galant vr4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  I have always wanted one!!!<br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-15-2004||03:47 PM||||Ducktape is a legit chap, so I wont doubt the car. You just need to go and pick it up from him..like today!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||02-15-2004||10:19 PM||||When I'm home this week I will post some pictures. I believe I posted some or Garfield Wright has posted some in the past. It will be posted on Ben's rally if no one here gets it, then off to ebay. $3250 with engine and tranny. Runs good low miles. All works, AC needs recharging but compressor and the electronic climit control works. But I need to get rid of it this week or next. So I am going to really push to sell it. But Im pretty firm on Either $3250 with motor running now or $2400 for just the body.||68.115.19.114||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000009||Garfield Wright||02-16-2004||04:25 PM||||This is the real deal.  Iceman, where are u?  Found these pix from when I sold the car to Rob.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2833" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2835" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2836" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2837" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2838" alt=" - " />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000010||jayru||02-16-2004||04:31 PM||||If it could be driven legally, i'd be all over that in a second...||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000011||Garfield Wright||02-16-2004||04:35 PM||||I think swapping the bumpers would be the 1st step, then the emmissions would be Keydiver's dept.  What else is needed??????  Someone buy from Rob. Power retractable side view mirrors, rear wiper, climate control, RHD for crying out loud  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000012||jcgalantvr4-244||02-16-2004||04:38 PM||||damn im working on it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000013||iceman69510||02-16-2004||05:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong> This is the real deal.  Iceman, where are u?  Found these pix from when I sold the car to Rob.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm hurting inside, Garfield!  Possible layoffs from my job this month or next are keeping me from jumping at this.  Also, I was hoping Rob had the hard part done -which is getting it titled.  I don't know what my state laws are on this.  No time for research yet.<br /><br />I want the RHD bad!  I even have a spare engine and trans at home.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000014||Team Ducktape||02-17-2004||01:14 AM||||Thanks Garfield for the pics. I hate to see it go and I refuse to part a fully running car. I just have no time or space for this right now. I have it posted for less than I got it for. I had the hard part done, just didn't want to go through the hassel of another check. Failed because pf bumper. I have plates and a "title" just not worth anything if and when the car fails the checks. Heck I spent about 50-100 hours just messing with this before I bought it. If it's not gone by next week it will be stored and I will keep it. But I figured I would offer it to someone here that can and will enjoy it. like I said get some plate an a tag from another vr-4. I don't need the money- hence selling it for less than I got it for- but I do need the space........||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000015||Garfield Wright||02-18-2004||10:48 AM||||Where are the rest of the guys that were emailing me about wanting a RHD gvr4.  Come on, step up.  Someone must know someone that works on the inside that can help gat the final p/work approved for this  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000016||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-18-2004||08:56 PM||||I have the cash, just inquiring about shipping. Let me know. Thanks||12.34.246.35||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000017||jcgalantvr4-244||02-18-2004||09:30 PM||||Hello I have been pm ing you the last few days and my loan went thru i have the 3250.00 and need to know when we can arrange pick up of the car?<br />  Thanks jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||02-18-2004||09:35 PM||||threw...did the banker throw it at you? Oh, oh! Through or thru for slang. I get it !!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Congrats, Jeremy!<br /><br />PS - Yay, I just got me a JDM hood   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||jcgalantvr4-244||02-18-2004||09:52 PM||||Hold on there KC i am still waiting for a replay from him bro!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  Need to make sure its coming to iowa .  I have been in contact with him about it for 3 days now hopefully i have first dibs.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />   Thanks,<br />    Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000020||Team Ducktape||02-19-2004||12:25 AM||||I can meet half way or something. It will make the trip no problem- remember I drove it home from Florida:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000322" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000322</a><br /><br />Keep me posted on the day. I should be able to do it this weekend. But yes money in my hand = first dibs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Thanks,<br />Rob||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000021||Team Ducktape||02-19-2004||12:31 AM||||Jermey your pm is full||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000022||jcgalantvr4-244||02-19-2004||12:32 AM||||Thanks Rob!!!!!!!!    <br />I will see you this weekend !  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  Thanks,<br />    Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||02-19-2004||12:32 AM||||Rob - he is a tard. Call him @ 515-202-4461. He has been tryin to get a hold of ya!<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000024||jcgalantvr4-244||02-19-2004||12:34 AM||||Its got room now Rob||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000025||jcgalantvr4-244||02-19-2004||12:42 AM||||Im a   Tard???  nice one kc  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000026||hibrn8||02-19-2004||01:26 AM||||Wow good one Jeremy. If no one else was going to buy it, I was going tobuy it and take it back down to Florida with me!<br /><br />Congrats!||67.248.54.198||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000027||jcgalantvr4-244||02-19-2004||01:30 AM||||Thanks man hopefully I get her this week end   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  What ever works best for him though. <br />  Thanks,<br />    Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000028||Team Ducktape||02-19-2004||03:21 AM||||Car is sold.....||65.31.188.103||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000029||meshwork||02-19-2004||12:07 PM||||You going to part it out or register it?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000030||jcgalantvr4-244||02-24-2004||10:23 PM||||Going to keep her all together.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  Anyone still alive in Wis.?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000031||tigerspeed35||02-25-2004||10:48 AM||||what is it that you need?||24.13.210.90||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000032||Hertz||02-25-2004||12:18 PM||||Oh, so I can keep your JDM front bumper then?  Oh, I got it, is it going to be delivered to teh right state?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000033||jcgalantvr4-244||02-25-2004||01:13 PM||||Dont need anything? what u mean? I was trying to get ahold of  Ducktape. <br /><br />Sorry Hertz Cant have it nice try   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />  <br /><br /> Thanks,<br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000034||tigerspeed35||02-25-2004||01:42 PM||||ya dude im a dumbass, i read that wrong||24.13.210.90||reg||11||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000035||Spott||02-25-2004||06:03 PM||||Yea, that bumber is going on my car, Jeremy doesn't need it anyway, and my car has fewer dents.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.81.243||reg||1||Spott||00003221||yes
Z||000036||Hertz||02-26-2004||11:21 AM||||So what are you guys doing this weekend?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000037||jcgalantvr4-244||02-26-2004||07:30 PM||||Why Hertz are you wanting to come to DesMoines   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  Hertz Bumper Dropoff. "you buy it we bring it"<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes



ubb/Forum12/000082.cgi
A||||18||sti_95imp||WTB: almost anything||||1||||John C.||00003267
Z||000000||sti_95imp||02-14-2004||12:23 AM||sti_95imp@yahoo.com||whats up guys, it goes like this. gvr4 go bang in the night, rental cars suck, and are too expensive. so i need a car for my fiance asap. anyone looking to clear a space in the garage, galant or not let me know. prefer all wheel drive, but just let me know if you have anything... west coast would be good too... thanks for the time.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000001||drifterx||02-14-2004||06:45 PM||||check out my post in here. i gotta wrx for sale. im in washington state. <br /><br />$21,500 OBO <br />---CLEAN TITLE--- <br />2002 Subaru Impreza WRX <br />Platinum Silver Metallic <br />engine rebuilt february 2003 (under 11,000 miles ago) <br />all hp/suspension mods have under 10,000 miles <br />Turboxs UTEC <br />Turboxs auxillry boost controller <br />DMS 40 coilovers 30 pt damper adjustment with extra set of front stiffer springs for track days(also have stock struts and springs)  <br />carbon fiber hood (has a wierd corner) <br />jdm sti projector headlights  <br />Aps r-series fmic (18 hours to install  )<br />aps 50/50 bov <br />trust intake (also have stock) <br />brand new toyo tires <br />prodrive mudflaps <br />solid foglight covers <br />hks downpipe (also have stock) <br />godspeed uppipe <br />blitz nur spec catback <br />sti 565cc injectors (also have stock that can be modified to 740s) <br />walbro 255l fuel pump (also have stock) <br />stoptech front and rear slotted rotors (still in box) <br />stoptech front and rear stainless braided brakelines (still in box) <br />motul brake fluid (waiting to be put in) <br />axis performance brake pads (still in box) <br />primitive racing front skid plate <br />subaru rear diff protector <br />blitz dtt dc turbo timer/ lap timer/ boost gauge <br />autometer pro-comp boost gauge (still in box) <br />autometer pro-comp egt gauge (still in box) <br />westech egt probe and sender (still in box) <br />hotchkis front sway bar (uninstalled) <br />hotchkis rear adjustable sway bar (uninstalled) <br />hotchkis front and rear endlinks (uninstalled) <br />hotchkis rear heavy duty sway bar mount (uninstalled) <br />sti gnome replica grill <br />ihi vf30 turbo <br />vivid racing short shifter (have stock) <br />helix catch can <br />all emblems and badges have been removed <br />painted gunmetal rims <br /><br />later <br />ryan <br />oh yeah this is a monster you can drive all year round also  <br /><br />drifterx@charter.net||66.189.199.249||reg||1||drifterx||00001826||yes
Z||000002||sti_95imp||02-14-2004||07:49 PM||||i know i posted on nasioc. (wrx vr4??)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   sound like a really nice car but if we spend that much on anything, we need a warranty. definetly a nice rex though.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||02-14-2004||09:05 PM||||Hey drifterx, you throw a rod like everyone else that I know?  Well, maybe not everyone.  I only know 5 guys with WRX's.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.167.214.49||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||drifterx||02-14-2004||09:24 PM||||no thrown rods here and unlike most of the wrx i havent blown my tranny  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .<br /><br />anyways i dont know if its transferable but i the car is still under warranty. its not a SOA (subaru of america=which is worthless ask any wrx owner) warranty because i bought the car used but i have like 24,500 miles and i think 20 months left on it.<br /><br />later <br />ryan||66.189.199.249||reg||1||drifterx||00001826||yes
Z||000005||sti_95imp||02-14-2004||10:27 PM||||who is the warranty through? try to find out if it is transferable please. thrown rod on a subaru ??? thats pretty rare.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||02-15-2004||11:31 AM||||I have a 1991 Nissan 240sx SE.The car is red,i just did the timing and the head gasket and have receipts.The car is fully loaded,5 speed,Sunroof,cd player,alloy wheels.The interior cant be in better condition,there is 126k on the ODO.Runs very strong.I am asking 2,600 obo.<br /><br /><br />Rob||24.96.16.140||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||drifterx||02-15-2004||12:28 PM||||i was just reading my warranty and it is transferable for a $50 charge.||66.189.199.249||reg||1||drifterx||00001826||yes
Z||000008||sti_95imp||02-15-2004||05:50 PM||||ill see what we can do at the bank on monday. thanks||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000009||giantrobot||02-15-2004||06:42 PM||||It's not a WRX but it's a lot cheaper..<br /><br />1999 Honda Civic DX Hatchback,black,57k miles,5spd,3 year factory warranty,super clean,almost flawless exterior and interior,added some factory upgrades like Si grille,lip spoiler,rear sway bar,EX tach cluster,cd player,almost looks like a Type-R,no rice here,just very clean.Would be perfect for a swap or just keep as-is.Somewhere around $8500 depending on if you want the warranty and add-ons.||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000010||drifterx||02-15-2004||11:18 PM||||not positive but i think john is looking for someting on the west coast like he originally posted.<br /> <br /><br />whoa your bank is open on monday  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  i wish mine was. maybe you just forgot its presidents day. presidents day = just another day to me since im work in hell  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />later <br />ryan||66.189.199.249||reg||1||drifterx||00001826||yes
Z||000011||sti_95imp||02-16-2004||04:04 PM||||yeah. oops. no bank on monday... we are going to look at 2001 impreza 2.5 rs today though. lots of miles on it but its at a dealership so if they throw a good warranty in we just might drive it home.... i just so happen to have a 97 jdm ej20 in my garage that might fit nicely in there... we'll see...   the hatch sounds nice but it is too far away.... matter of fact i think i still have a b16 in my garage too...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000012||Libila||02-16-2004||04:52 PM||||I have a 95 eagle talon tsi for sale. 5 speed fwd (I know you were looking for awd but...) stock. Heres a pic if your interested-<br />  <img src="http://www.mustangmods.com/data/7144/talon_side1.jpg" alt=" - " />||207.213.173.39||reg||1||Libila||00003548||yes
Z||000013||sti_95imp||02-19-2004||02:01 AM||||hey everyone, thanks alot for all the info. we just bought a 2001 impreza 2.5 rs. really nice car... thanks alot though guys.||66.215.255.53||reg||14||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||02-19-2004||02:06 AM||||Congrats and good luck! Hope she has recovered!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||drifterx||02-19-2004||12:26 PM||||dang you shoulda got my rex. oh well. ope you take car of it and have fun with it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.189.199.249||reg||1||drifterx||00001826||yes
Z||000016||giantrobot||02-19-2004||12:41 PM||||Good choice...that's what I'm replacing my Honda with. There is a white 01 coupe with only 29k near me I want so bad!||209.222.212.42||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000017||sti_95imp||02-19-2004||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drifterx:<br /><strong> dang you shoulda got my rex. oh well. ope you take car of it and have fun with it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well your rex is a very nice example but, the rs is cheaper , easier on insurance, and 300 lbs lighter, i looked for a wrx locally but couldnt get the payments were we needed them... good luck with your sale, thanks for the info...||66.215.255.53||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000018||sti_95imp||02-19-2004||03:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Congrats and good luck! Hope she has recovered! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thanks, she is doing alot better, probably %90... thanks again||66.215.255.53||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes



ubb/Forum12/000091.cgi
A||||2||crucible||VR4's 4 sale||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||02-21-2004||06:29 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||See below <br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||skivittlerjimb||02-23-2004||12:58 PM||||Don't know any of these folks, but it's always nice to keep tabs on what folks are asking/getting for GVR4s.  Deleted the phone #s and emails just in case any forum members are working on acquiring/selling these cars already.<br /><br />1991 MITSUBISHI GALANT VR-4<br />white, ABS, leath int, pb, pdl, ps, tilt, 4x4, air, 5 spd, pw, 4 dr, all power, am/fm cass, cruise, 4 cyl, turbo, #1472/2000 no-mods, stock car!, $3500. <br /> <br />1991 MITSUBISHI GALANT VR4<br />white, 159K mi, ABS, leath int, pb, pdl, ps, tilt, air, 5 spd std, pw, alloy wheels, 4 dr, all power, cruise, fully loaded, 4 cyl, AWD, AWS, brand new cyl head, rebuilt bottom end, new clutch, flywheel, axles, ball joints, recent 4 wheel alignment, Alpine CD, HKS turbo timer, MANY MANY extra parts, 2 sets of wheels, needs little work, MUST SELL, $4000 OBO. <br /> <br />1991 MITSUBISHI GALANT VR4<br />green, 132,000 mi, ABS, leath int, tilt, air, 5 spd, alloy wheels, alarm, all power, fully loaded, 4 cyl, turbo, AWD, AWS, $4200. <br /><br />Sorry if copy and pasting classifieds is a <br />board "faux-pas."   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||02-24-2004||02:03 PM||||Whats the deal with these.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum12/000084.cgi
A||||9||giantrobot||99 Civic Hatch||||1||||giantrobot||00003313
Z||000000||giantrobot||02-15-2004||06:43 PM||giantrobot9000@yahoo.com||1999 Honda Civic DX Hatchback,black,57k miles,5spd,3 year factory warranty,super clean,almost flawless exterior and interior,added some factory upgrades like Si grille,lip spoiler,rear sway bar,EX tach cluster,cd player,almost looks like a Type-R,no rice here,just very clean.Would be perfect for a swap or just keep as-is.Somewhere around $8500 depending on if you want the warranty and add-ons.<br />I'll get some pictures up soon.||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000001||giantrobot||02-16-2004||02:09 PM||||C'mon,everyone here loves a Honda,right?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-16-2004||02:09 PM||||yeah, we do - not yours, though!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||giantrobot||02-16-2004||02:28 PM||||Hahaha...yeah,I know...$$$$$||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||02-16-2004||04:10 PM||||You're asking too high of a price for a car without a motor swap. The going rate on a car with those mods is about $6000-6500.||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||giantrobot||02-16-2004||06:06 PM||||I know it's pushing it,but they do pretty well up here,stock ones do anyways.There are a lot of,umm,"alternative" types that love them as well as Subaru Foresters and Jeep Cherokees,if you know what I mean..les-be-friends?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  If I didn't owe so much(not my fault,I swear!)I would drop it to about $7k without the Si stuff.It really is in mint shape,though.I might just have to keep it a bit longer.If I had the $$(or sold the GVR4...NOT!!)I'd do a swap(believe me,I have seriously thought about it).I was gonna do a B16A,then it was a B18B with a turbo,then it was mini-me sohc VTEC sleeper,then it was....f this,I need to sell it.||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000006||giantrobot||02-20-2004||06:03 PM||||I've upped the price to $9900 due to lack of demand.||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000007||gixxer||02-20-2004||06:34 PM||||hehe, thats possibly the greatest idea ever||129.219.23.222||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000008||BoosterVR4||02-20-2004||07:12 PM||||Shit I got the same car for $3600....<br /><br /><a href="http://www.cardomain.com/id/civic4grabs" target="_blank">www.cardomain.com/id/civic4grabs</a><br /><br />let me know if youre interested.<br /><br />mylovinisdigi@hotmail.com<br />319.371.6985||12.217.241.57||reg||1||BoosterVR4||00003418||yes
Z||000009||giantrobot||02-20-2004||07:26 PM||||Yep..it's exactly the same!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />Just for that I now want $11,000.||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes



ubb/Forum12/000086.cgi
A||X||57||boostinvr4||10 second galant f/s||||1||||boostinvr4||00003084
Z||000000||boostinvr4||02-16-2004||11:02 PM||highboostgvr4@yahoo.com||yo guys im selling my street car becuse im trying to finish my race car the car made 515hp @25lbs of boost if you want proof you can call AMS at 1-847-709-0530 its a 92 vr4 with 63000 miles on it here is the mods.its a 40 over 921 comp,ross piston crower rods o ring block knife edge crank balance shaft removal kit, new bearings, arp main stud,and tilton dual disc clutch. <br />The head is ported and polished with S.I. 1mm oversized valves with nitride coating. <br /><br />crower valve springs and retainers. <br /><br />brand new valve guides (bronze).<br /><br />H.K.S. 272 intake and exaust cams.<br />fidanza cam gears.<br /><br />The turbo is a GT35 ballbering from precision turbo. <br />Ported 2g manifold with jethot coating.<br /><br />AMS 3in o2 housing and downpipe.(stainless steel)<br /><br />38mm tial wastegate with dumptube.<br /><br />FRH intake manifold.<br /><br />780cc AMS injectors.<br /><br />tial blowoff valve.<br /><br />A'pex intercooler with Gtr core.<br /> <br />costom intercooler piping 2.5in.<br /><br />Shepard racing racing trans.<br /><br />4 bolt L.S.D. rear end with 4W.S. removed.<br /><br />costom 3in exaust with A'pex N1.<br /><br />Evo 8 fr and rear seats.<br /><br />much more 847-553-1560||12.73.226.19||reg||1||boostinvr4||00003084||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||02-17-2004||12:02 AM||||any pics?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||02-17-2004||12:05 AM||||may be a great car, may have all the HP you say but unless you got a slip then it's no 10 second car...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||02-17-2004||12:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> may be a great car, may have all the HP you say but unless you got a slip then it's no 10 second car... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">little jealous  chris?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||curtis||02-17-2004||12:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> may be a great car, may have all the HP you say but unless you got a slip then it's no 10 second car... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second that nomination.  No slip, No go that fasty.||65.54.98.26||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||02-17-2004||12:22 AM||||Haha. Just truth in advertising.  If he's got a slip for 10.anything I'll apologize. Not trying to be a dick, just the way things work. Building a car capable of 10s and one that has done it are 2 different things. Even Dale's 10.27 second car in Curt's hands was only low 11s in Dale's...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||02-17-2004||12:27 AM||||im jsut playing im thinking the same thing you guys are.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||GVR4458||02-17-2004||08:50 AM||||I'll ask.  How much?  Defnitely exceeding my budget for a galant...<br /><br />EH||68.73.82.36||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000008||VR4ownzU||02-17-2004||11:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Haha. Just truth in advertising.  If he's got a slip for 10.anything I'll apologize. Not trying to be a dick, just the way things work. Building a car capable of 10s and one that has done it are 2 different things. Even Dale's 10.27 second car in Curt's hands was only low 11s in Dale's... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd be happy with low 11s...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000009||VR4ownzU||02-19-2004||01:10 AM||||This guy doesn't answer PMs   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||02-19-2004||01:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  much more 847-553-1560 </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Someone needs to learn to 10-10-320!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||02-19-2004||01:50 AM||||Not to be a dick, but I agree with all you. Just because this car has similar mods that Dubienciek's old car had and since it was built by AMS, means nothing to me. Until the time I see it driven down the strip in 10 secs, then it will make a beleiver out of me. Dyno numbers are strong, however reflect nobodys driving performance at the track.||67.248.54.198||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||VR4ownzU||02-19-2004||10:53 AM||||He could atleast post pics....I already drove to chicago once to look at a galant....total pos....not going to do it again without pics...||141.110.233.69||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000013||agrabau||02-19-2004||11:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd be happy with low 11s</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd be happy with shut the hell up and buy a car already.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000014||hibrn8||02-19-2004||06:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> He could atleast post pics....I already drove to chicago once to look at a galant....total pos....not going to do it again without pics... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">With the exception of a handful of pristine cars on this board, its gonna be very hard to find the near perfect galant you are looking for. Dont forget, these cars are at least 12 years old already. If you are looking for one in the condition of Harry's for $5,000, it just isnt going to happen. With the $20k you have, buy one for $2,000 and make it nice yourself with your other $18,000.||64.107.10.16||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000015||4G63Mirage||02-19-2004||06:26 PM||||>> He could atleast post pics....I already drove to chicago once to look at a galant....total pos....not going to do it again without pics...<br /><br />Is that the one outside Skokie with the skipped timing belt?||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000016||VR4ownzU||02-19-2004||09:58 PM||||I never said I wanted a perfect car....ya their 12 years old...my Corolla was 18 years old...it was no where near perfect but It was pretty nice.....I know Harry's car is worth way more than $5k   :rolleyes: ...from what I hear that car is way out of my league...I'd have to have the money for an EVO to buy that VR4.....be mad at the newbie for not posting pics and time slips  :D||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000017||GVR4458||02-19-2004||10:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63Mirage:<br /><strong> Is that the one outside Skokie with the skipped timing belt? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The one with the timing gone bad is $2500.<br /><br />This guy has two.  One has 12x,000 miles for $5k.  This one is somewhere around $12000 and has 63k miles on it.  Sounds like a well built car with a stock motor and some serious power.  The car appears to be a shop funded car, so just call and get details (and pics) if your inteested.  I'm passing as I imagine the "daily driver" feel of a galnt probably goes away after 500 hp (though it would be cool to have a 500 hp car with two baby seats in it).<br /><br />I have not gone to look since it's about 1.5 hours away.<br /><br />EH||68.73.82.36||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000018||VR4ownzU||02-19-2004||11:19 PM||||It has a stock motor?  Are you talking about the one originally posted?  It's not stock..so it says atleast...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000019||Garfield Wright||02-19-2004||11:56 PM||||Hey Nick, I have a '93 gvr4 with 10k original miles with your name all over it.  I'll let you have it for less than $20k.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000020||VR4ownzU||02-20-2004||03:42 AM||||No luck selling the two-tone?  What you plan on getting if you sell it?||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000021||turboflanagan||02-20-2004||05:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong> Hey Nick, I have a '93 gvr4 with 10k original miles with your name all over it.  I'll let you have it for less than $20k. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHAHAHAHA!  what number is it?  You got pics?  Can I trade headlights with you?  I have really cool '92 lights!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000022||boostinvr4||02-22-2004||09:44 PM||||yo cris and all of you talking shit about my car why dont you all come to chicago and race me anytime.||12.73.224.122||reg||1||boostinvr4||00003084||yes
Z||000023||199of2k||02-22-2004||10:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boostinvr4:<br /><strong> yo cris and all of you talking shit about my car why dont you all come to chicago and race me anytime. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wouldnt it be easier to just post a scan of your timeslip?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.9.235.175||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000024||dsmsleeper||02-22-2004||10:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd be happy with low 11s</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd be happy with shut the hell up and buy a car already. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.60.150.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000025||VR4ownzU||02-22-2004||10:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 199of2k:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boostinvr4:<br /><strong> yo cris and all of you talking shit about my car why dont you all come to chicago and race me anytime. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wouldnt it be easier to just post a scan of your timeslip?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...or some pics...or a asking price...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000026||4drwhore||02-22-2004||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> He could atleast post pics....I already drove to chicago once to look at a galant....total pos....not going to do it again without pics... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">With the exception of a handful of pristine cars on this board, its gonna be very hard to find the near perfect galant you are looking for. Dont forget, these cars are at least 12 years old already. If you are looking for one in the condition of Harry's for $5,000, it just isnt going to happen. With the $20k you have, buy one for $2,000 and make it nice yourself with your other $18,000. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Obviouisly the guy doesn't have 20k to sepnd on a galant. I bet you he doesnt even have 5k to spend on one. What a joke buy a car already||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000027||tplesko||02-22-2004||11:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Originally posted by boostinvr4:<br />yo cris and all of you talking shit about my car why dont you all come to chicago and race me anytime.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's so easy to talk big over the internet, even though you know you've got no slip to back up your claim. I never claimed my car was faster or that it runs 10s, just that I wanted a little truth in advertising. But ya know what, I'll come to Chicago just as soon as you want to come to Denver.  Better hope you don't get beat because Pivvay might just hand you your ass.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000028||tigerspeed35||02-23-2004||03:37 AM||||yo chris,no offense, and i know he doesnt show any time slips on here, but trust me,  he'll be the one handing your ass to you with that 11 or 12 seconds of yours. again, not trying to rip on you but you dont know this car.||24.13.210.90||reg||10||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000029||fast_gvr4||02-23-2004||06:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boostinvr4:<br /><strong> yo cris and all of you talking shit about my car why don't you all come to Chicago and race me anytime. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You've got two VR-4's waiting at the staging lights, which one do you prefer?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2929" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2929&width=200" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I haven't got no 10 second "DREAM" car but I got my 11.5 second "reality" car to race you!||172.168.231.32||reg||10||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000030||tplesko||02-23-2004||07:42 AM||||<b>yo chris,no offense, and i know he doesnt show any time slips on here, but trust me, he'll be the one handing your ass to you with that 11 or 12 seconds of yours. again, not trying to rip on you but you dont know this car.<br /></b> <br /><br />I never said I did know the car and in fact that's the point. Plus this isn't about us racing in the first place. All we're asking is a little respect for the way everyone quotes things on the board, especially times. We're not raising the fuss to be assholes.  Only 3 GVR4s have ever gone 10s. AMS's parted out car, Dale's car with Curt driving and Pepe's car. That's it. Period. So forgive ALL of us when we ask you to revise your claim.  You can claim 525 HP galant f/s all day long and I wouldn't criticise in the least bit. It's impressive honestly. But 10 second galant is flat out not true and you know it.<br /><br />As for my car getting beat, maybe that's true maybe not. You don't know my car either  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  I only claim 12.8 because that's what i've run and got slips for. I've got some mods no one knows about and I'm at 5800 feet. I just build these things for fun and I'll run anyone, win or lose. Either way i'm done with this thread.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000031||Garfield Wright||02-23-2004||02:28 PM||||20sec galant for sale.  Anyone??  Real cheap||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000032||hibrn8||02-23-2004||02:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boostinvr4:<br /><strong> yo cris and all of you talking shit about my car why dont you all come to chicago and race me anytime. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sure, I will anytime and it's not AMS built like the majority of the DSMs here in Chicago. YOUR CAR? If it were my call, I think this is AMS's car since they built it all for you and all you do is drive it. Im done with this thread as well, but instead of posting it as a "10sec car" when we all know its a dyno queen, post it as "fast and heavily modded."||67.248.115.79||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000033||bleck||02-23-2004||08:05 PM||||Hey, anyone wanna buy a bleck/turbotrix/hector built Galant VR4?  Just kidding    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.11.26||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000034||boostinvr4||02-23-2004||09:41 PM||||yo ken demarco we both from chicago right? first of all AMS did not build this car, all they do is dyno it for me. if you want me to make you happy i will meet you at doty road this friday night dont worry you will know it's me comming. it's a 92 green VR4. im not talking shit but every one is hateing on me.||12.73.236.125||reg||1||boostinvr4||00003084||yes
Z||000035||jayru||02-23-2004||10:30 PM||||Not takin any sides here...<br /><br />No need to get upset. Just post a timeslip and all will be forgiven  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .<br /><br />That's the best way for you to shut everyone up if it truly is a 10 sec galant.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000036||slow4door||02-24-2004||12:01 AM||||I just kinda stumbled on to this post and realized that the galant for sale is my friends. I know it won't make a difference in what I say since I'm new, but I will stand for the 10sec claim, That and that this galant will own most if not all the galants on this forum. As for the posted timeslips, I've seen this guy run 11.9's with big16 and not much else...If you've ever been to UnionGrove, you've probably seen him too. Well, I guess this isn't the best way to make good first impression.||67.163.40.21||reg||1||slow4door||00003608||yes
Z||000037||hibrn8||02-24-2004||12:19 AM||||No one can ever spell my name right even when it's written right in front of them. Yeah Ill be there in the LS/Vtec whip 'winter beater'   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.248.115.24||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000038||199of2k||02-24-2004||12:35 AM||||yawn....||68.9.235.175||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000039||PRE-EVO||02-24-2004||01:20 AM||||Plain and simple unless he's run a 10.3 or faster and can prove it then he hasn't run faster than everyone here.<br /><br />Also if this doesn't turn back into a forsale thread by the time I see this tomorrow it will dissappear as fast as you claim your car is.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000040||Team Ducktape||02-24-2004||04:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slow4door:<br /><strong>  That and that this galant will own most if not all the galants on this forum.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would re-think this phrase.......||65.31.187.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000041||VR4 Me||02-24-2004||04:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Also if this doesn't turn back into a forsale thread by the time I see this tomorrow it will dissappear as fast as you claim your car is. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I laughed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.158.11.134||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000042||fast_gvr4||02-24-2004||06:17 AM||||puuffff...<br /><br />Gone in ... hummm ...probably  <b>12sec</b> ... hahaha...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||172.136.172.161||reg||10||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000043||number3||02-24-2004||01:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boostinvr4:<br /><strong> yo guys im selling my street car becuse im trying to finish my race car the car made 515hp @25lbs of boost if you want proof you can call AMS at 1-847-709-0530 its a 92 vr4 with 63000 miles on it here is the mods.its a 40 over 921 comp,ross piston crower rods o ring block knife edge crank balance shaft removal kit, new bearings, arp main stud,and tilton dual disc clutch. <br />The head is ported and polished with S.I. 1mm oversized valves with nitride coating. <br /><br />crower valve springs and retainers. <br /><br />brand new valve guides (bronze).<br /><br />H.K.S. 272 intake and exaust cams.<br />fidanza cam gears.<br /><br />The turbo is a GT35 ballbering from precision turbo. <br />Ported 2g manifold with jethot coating.<br /><br />AMS 3in o2 housing and downpipe.(stainless steel)<br /><br />38mm tial wastegate with dumptube.<br /><br />FRH intake manifold.<br /><br />780cc AMS injectors.<br /><br />tial blowoff valve.<br /><br />A'pex intercooler with Gtr core.<br /> <br />costom intercooler piping 2.5in.<br /><br />Shepard racing racing trans.<br /><br />4 bolt L.S.D. rear end with 4W.S. removed.<br /><br />costom 3in exaust with A'pex N1.<br /><br />Evo 8 fr and rear seats.<br /><br />much more 847-553-1560 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll give you $2,500.00 delivered to my house.<br /><br />Harry||64.139.80.227||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000044||VR4ownzU||02-25-2004||12:49 AM||||oh man...||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000045||marvinmadman123||02-25-2004||12:53 AM||||<img src="http://www.supraforums.com/forum/images/smilies/ttiwwp.gif" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000046||199of2k||02-25-2004||02:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by marvinmadman:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.supraforums.com/forum/images/smilies/ttiwwp.gif" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I love it!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.9.235.175||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000047||howard_GVR4||03-02-2004||10:51 AM||||Ok, so I've talked to Martin from AMS about this car, and he backed the claim that it makes 500+hp.  Martin tuned it on the dyno and saw the numbers firsthand, but can't speak for the validity of all the mods since he only performed a few.  <br /><br />BTW - the turbo is NOT ball bearing.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000048||Street Surgeon||03-03-2004||02:22 AM||||Jost posting this as a passerbye.........<br /><br />But damn, sounds nice. For a car of this magnitude though you would think he'd have pics, slips, oooooh say an asking price etc. I read this whole thread through and haven't seen any of that.||68.25.65.226||reg||1||Street Surgeon||00003699||yes
Z||000049||VR4ownzU||03-03-2004||10:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Street Surgeon:<br /><strong> Jost posting this as a passerbye.........<br /><br />But damn, sounds nice. For a car of this magnitude though you would think he'd have pics, slips, oooooh say an asking price etc. I read this whole thread through and haven't seen any of that. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">took the words right out of my mouth||141.110.163.27||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000050||jayru||03-03-2004||10:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">took the words right out of my mouth </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why, you wouldn't buy it anyway   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000051||jcgalantvr4-244||03-03-2004||11:11 AM||||Hey cars sell alot faster with pictures.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <br /><br /> <br /><br />Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000052||Wei||03-03-2004||04:51 PM||||There's tension ic.  Since im a new bee to the forum, man was I missing out.||128.122.129.4||reg||1||HKSVR-4||00003680||yes
Z||000053||turbolag007||03-03-2004||10:27 PM||||bitch ass ray that car is a piece of shit, i am just kidding the realy has potential to run 10's and i saw the DYNO SHEET andtwhat it made||192.234.16.2||reg||1||turbolag007||00003655||yes
Z||000054||Team Ducktape||03-04-2004||12:22 AM||||So we are all on the same page- HP isn't always relation to fast slips. I have personally seen big hp cars do crappy on the track; driver, weather and track conditions have more effect than most will admit to. So sence I have a bigger turbo and higer flowing intercooler on my car than Shehperd I will be running 8's right? Faulty logic if you ask me. So as people have stated if it don't have slips it don't run 10's..........||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000055||jayru||03-04-2004||02:04 AM||||Just a trend i've noticed, but all the people coming to his defense are newbies with no cred on this board...<br /><br />Are his friend's joining the board just to back him up?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000056||slow4door||03-04-2004||02:42 AM||||what gives an old member more credibility on the subject of galants and or dsm's? Is it the fact that they've been hanging around forums longer therefore have a far superior knowledge of the topic? How do you know how much time these "newbies" spend wrenching on their cars and how much they know about them...and don't feel the need to join forum discussions and participate on a daily basis. I am a "newbie" on this site but that doesn't mean I'm any less knowledgeable about these cars than you are, or anyone else for that matter. The reason why I came to his defense is because right off the bat this thread became hostile towards him just because he mentioned that the car might run a 10sec 1/4mile. If he doesn't have a slip, don't believe him...but don't turn his for sale thread into a shit talking thread.||67.163.40.21||reg||1||slow4door||00003608||yes
Z||000057||PRE-EVO||03-04-2004||03:33 AM||||And with this I proclaim this thread closed in 60 mins....<br /><br />If you wish to start another sale thread feel free but the trash talking and bashing has got to go.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum12/000087.cgi
A||||2||beavis||1985 toyota 4x4||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||02-17-2004||12:59 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i'm selling because i'm going to buy a new truck.  <br />4x4<br />22r<br />5speed<br />3in lift<br />32in bfg all terrains<br />long bed <br />white<br />204,xxx miles<br />truck runs and drives excellent<br />$2500.00||198.81.26.43||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||02-19-2004||02:18 AM||||what do you plan on buying?||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||beavis||02-19-2004||08:13 PM||||either an 01 or 02 nissan frontier crew cab 4x4 v6 short bed.  i would like to by a taco but they are out of my price range.  i want to stay at 13k or less.||138.23.82.56||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes



ubb/Forum12/000090.cgi
A||||5||Louters91GVR4||1991 Mitsubishi Galant VR4 1757/2000 Black||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||02-20-2004||12:21 PM||tom@accufirstmortgage.com||VGC, mostly stock VR4. Its got a 2G manifold and a 3" Turbo Back Exhaust and thats about it. Just turned 177K. It runs very well, a new Timing belt/water pump is going on it next weekend, then after a detail job, she will be ready to sell. I wanted my Galant brothers to have first shot at it. Please email me for pictures at tom@accufirstmortgage.com. I should have some good pics by Sunday. Thanks a lot.<br /><br />Tom<br /><br />Price is very flexable, I would like to get $4000.00, but any offer is accepted. <br /><br />Have a good weekend guys!!!||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||Rice Killer||02-20-2004||12:50 PM||||I would be very interested can you send me some pictures, I have a friend in Dayton so I could visit and come pick the car up and drive it back. <br />my email is intaginize@yahoo.com let me know<br />Thanks||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000002||Louters91GVR4||02-23-2004||12:50 PM||||Revised list:<br /><br />On the car:<br />3" Turbo Back exhaust (Hi flow cat)<br />KYB Adjustable shocks<br />2G Exhaust Manifold<br />Free Mods<br />K&N intake(open air box)<br />ACT 2600 brand new<br /><br />Off the car(comes with the sale of the car):<br />Manual Boost Controller<br />Test Pipe(I got the cat and the test pipe just in case)<br /><br />Pictures should be available today, I will email them out to whoever wants them. Email me at Tom@accufirstmortgage.com. I have to sell this car within 2 weeks. Must sell!!! I forgot it has a brand new ACT 2600 in it. Thanks guys/gals.<br /><br />Tom<br /><br />PS I have not run the car with the exhaust and the 2G manny on there. The 14.98 was all stock with just free mods.<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<br /><strong> VGC, mostly stock VR4. Its got a 2G manifold and a 3" Turbo Back Exhaust and thats about it. Just turned 177K. It runs very well, a new Timing belt/water pump is going on it next weekend, then after a detail job, she will be ready to sell. I wanted my Galant brothers to have first shot at it. Please email me for pictures at tom@accufirstmortgage.com. I should have some good pics by Sunday. Thanks a lot.<br /><br />Tom<br /><br />Price is very flexable, I would like to get $4000.00, but any offer is accepted. <br /><br />Have a good weekend guys!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000003||tigerspeed35||02-24-2004||08:58 AM||||im interested, can you please send pics at tigerspeed35@yahoo.com , thanks. have a good one||24.13.210.90||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000004||posvr6||02-24-2004||09:17 AM||||VERY interested...send pics please!||151.196.170.29||reg||10||posvr6||00003284||yes
Z||000005||Louters91GVR4||02-24-2004||05:28 PM||||I took pictures today, I am going to try and post them on here tonight. I have gotten a ton of emails on the car, so now all of you can see the pictures on here.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes



ubb/Forum12/000092.cgi
A||||17||chadhayashi||1513/2000 for sale. Denver.||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||02-21-2004||06:43 PM||||New property owners have given me notice to vacate because they want to remodel and sell condos. Due to the shortage of work in the auto industry here in Denver, (Mercedes-Benz Dealer) forced to sell. My only option.<br /><br />1991 Belize green. <br /><br />14.033 at 97.42 (1.85 60 ft) 20 psi at Bandimere Speedway. only 15 passes on clutch/engine. Quicker than a newer Camaro SS at (5800 ft ASL) Runs 17-18 psi on pump. no knock obviously.<br /><br />NEW 7 bolt engine. ('93 block. honed. fresh rings, bearings, valves, guides, 3rd gen lifters, new head bolts, Mitsu metal head gasket, new all metal radiator, 14" FAL fan hardwired to battery w/ adjustable thermal switch /will run after ign off/, over $2.5K invested. receipts for almost everything I've done) built between 9-00 and 4-03 when it was installed. Approx 7000K on new engine. A/C blows cold. <br /><br />-ACT 2600 clutch<br />-new clutch master and slave.<br />-Walbro 255<br />-RRE FMIC kit. w/ 18x6x3 Griffen downdraft core. Spearco endtanks. W/ some spare hoses. The first two Colorado DSM's to run 12's had the same i/c setup<br />-Unorthodox crank pulley<br />-match ported 2g exh manifold<br />-dual BOV's HKS SSQ and crushed 1G. ZERO surge.<br />-Big 16g turbo w/ 7cm turbine.<br />-13" Slotted Baer track brakes (uses '95 Corvette pads)<br />-17x7.5 antracite Kosei K1's w/ 235/45 Mich Pilot Sport A/S tires.<br />-stock wheels (do not fit w/ baers)<br />-RC 550's controlled by HKS AFR.<br />-Blitz turbo timer.<br />-hacked 1g MAF, will include 2g MAF that has not been installed.<br />-Whiteline springs. (approx 1.5" drop)<br />-KYB's (not AGX's, they were release 3 wks after I did the struts.)<br />-Suspension Tech. rear sway bar. front was not installed.<br />-Trust front strut brace.<br />-15% tint <br />-CLK 430 sidemarkers. w/ led bulbs<br />-dual pillar pod w/ Autometer EGT and Cyberguess AFR<br />-Autometer Boost gauge.<br />-Sony CD headunit<br />-JL Audio 5.25" seperates in front doors w/ 1" dome tweets custom mounted in door panel<br />-4"HiFonics coaxials in dash.<br />-Currently have Coustic basspumps custom mounted firing thru rear deck.(Four 6.5" woofers.)<br />-custom single reflex bandpass built to MTX specs for 10" Blue Thunder. Fires thru rear deck. Haven't had time to fab new acoustic transparent cover yet.<br />-old school Soundstream MC140 Class A, 4 channel amp wired to 2 ohms driving the front and 6.5" speakers.<br />-Crossed over by AudioConrol 2XS crossover.<br />-.5 farad Cap for sub<br />-Older Fosgate (not bestbuy shit) 250M mono sub amp. 2 ohm stable. Approx 550-600w at 2 ohms.Lost the test sheet. Wired at 4 ohms (~250w) driving the 10". Excellent imaging and clarity. Ears will ring.<br /><br />Needs a few things, but aside from Harry's, whos doesn't?<br /><br />$5400 w/ as is.<br /><br />$4900 w/o amps, x-over or sub. will reinstall a set of 6.5 JBL's for rear.<br /><br />Camera is down. Will get one and post photos asap.<br /><br />Chad 720-319-2004<br />Thanks.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||02-22-2004||01:53 AM||||damn chad. I want to buy it but I think i would get in trouble. How fun would a no maintenance 16g car be? I could put my TRE tranny in it and rock away.<br /><br />This car is nice guys. Great buy for a fast daily driver right out of the box.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||jayru||02-22-2004||08:59 AM||||Real sorry to hear that man, i wrestle with selling mine and geting out of the hobby too. <br /><br />This hobby drains you of all your free time and cash  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />That's a great price. No offense to anyone on the board, but you should put it on ebay. The people that should know the rarity and potential of these cars don't want to pay shit for them.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||02-22-2004||04:24 PM||||Personally i think i wouldn't take less than 6 grand for a car like that.  I would probably buy it for that much too.  I paid much more for my current car and it's very similar to chad's.  Sucks when all these nice galants have to be sold because of actual life decisions instead of being able to wait and sell it for what it is worth.  Someone needs to jump on that bad boy, sounds like a real nice ride.||12.144.250.15||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||Rice Killer||03-01-2004||01:16 PM||||OH yeah, Im now the new owner of this Galant VR4, this will be my first GVR4 and my 6th DSM if you can count it as one, Im picking it up later today or tomorrow. Has a few electrical problems I need to fix but nothing major.  <br /><br />Keith G. Newest GVR4 owner 1513/2000||205.166.75.67||reg||7||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||03-01-2004||01:20 PM||||Kick ass keith!!!! We need to have a little meet and photo shoot with all the GVR4's again.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Rice Killer||03-01-2004||02:00 PM||||Thanks Chris, Congratulations to you to on buying your first new Honda Civic, I bet that things got some balls, LOL. I cant wait to see what your going to do the GVR4 now. I would meet up anytime to do a little photo shoot with all the Northern Colorado VR4s.||205.166.75.67||reg||14||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000007||mistaVR4||03-01-2004||03:05 PM||||NICE, chalk up another for Co  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.75.92||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||03-01-2004||03:11 PM||||damn steve where ya been? You still working in the springs?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||mistaVR4||03-01-2004||03:58 PM||||Yup,  I thought it was pretty cool at first, now it's just becoming a hassle, it'll be over soon I think. <br /> <br />Hows all the fab work coming along? I'm looking forward to the FMIC  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /> We'll have to meet up this week, and maybe like Keith says we should get a Co GVR4 meet planned soon.<br /><br />Later||162.18.75.92||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000010||vr-4maniac||03-01-2004||10:24 PM||||I'm very anxious to see some pics!<br /><br />Matt||24.197.242.159||reg||1||Matt Clinton||00003677||yes
Z||000011||Rice Killer||03-02-2004||11:07 AM||||I will post pics ASAP, I need a new hood the one on the car looks like poo it's all primer grey. <br /><br />Anyone have a Belize Green Galant Hood in decent shape that you could sell me?<br />Let me know||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||03-02-2004||11:10 AM||||Keith,  my hood would be for sale if I get my carbon fiber one. I can run your ghetto one until then perhaps.  Let me know if you want to check it out since it's not perfect...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||Rice Killer||03-02-2004||11:19 AM||||Anything is better then the one that's on there, Maybe I can come check it out sometime this week, how much are you gonna want for it with my hood.||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||03-02-2004||11:21 AM||||i don't know. we can work out a price. I don't really even want your hood but I can't go hoodless waiting for the carbon fiber one to get here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||Rice Killer||03-02-2004||11:33 AM||||LOL, it is pretty ugly I can wait tell you get your Carbon fiber hood if you dont want to drive around with mine. Will figure it out||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000016||tplesko||03-02-2004||11:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <b>I can wait tell you get your Carbon fiber hood if you dont want to drive around with mine.</b>  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You may die before this happens...aren't you aware of the curse?<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000017||Rice Killer||03-02-2004||02:07 PM||||Well if you want to give it to me before then that's fine too. But I would hate to see you stuck with a primer grey hood.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes



ubb/Forum12/000093.cgi
A||||8||autobahntom||1992 Eclipse AWD 5sp||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||02-23-2004||07:59 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||I got this car originally to do an awd swap into a 90 Colt. However after getting it, realized it was too nice/straight/ clean title to tear up. It is a 6 bolt, with a four bolt rear AND does have LSD rear AND ABS.<br />It is dark blue, 187k showing, head has been off in the recent past-can see inside the oil cap is machine shop clean. New timing belt (OEM). <br />This car runs pretty decent. Prior owner said it ran 13.2, and now that I have driven it quite a few miles; I believe it. Boost is at 15. Has lots of mods. Big 16, 2 1/2 turbo back exhaust, K&N, Extreme hard UICP, short shifter with Greddy knob, new tires (all the same size and tread/brand), new front axles, NO Grinding in the trans, ACT2600, new dealer installed t-case and driveshaft, working factory fog lights, NON-Eprom ECU, No radio-but had the two big fuses (not sure the name as I am not into high end audio) with wires ran for 'something nice', brand new windshield and sunroof (hood came up so roof has some dimples-nothing major), heater motor is new, two pod pillar with boost and oil pressure guages (oil pressure is not hooked up), Eibach springs all around KYB GR2's on the rear and more that I cannot think of right this minute.<br />The bad:<br />When the hood came up on the prior owner he must have hit a curb-then backed off of it, as the center part of the bottom of the front bumper cover is missing and lf fender has two minor spots on it. In looking over the car, I have found a couple of things it needs, lf strut and rf wheel bearing. <br />I need $2700 for this (as is) but if someone has cash in their hand in front of me we can talk. I just have too many cars to keep this one around. <br />Thanks,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||henrok||02-23-2004||09:00 PM||||where are the pics?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.116.200||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||02-23-2004||09:03 PM||||i might be interested lets see some pics||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||02-24-2004||09:53 AM||||I can email anyone pics of this car at this time. However, the pics are large so I won't use up Hertz's space by posting them. I can take some more pics, that are smaller in size and them post those (or email them) if anyone is interested.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||slugsgomoo||02-25-2004||05:17 PM||||if you want to, send me a PM so that i can give you my work email. I can resize them down for you so that you can post them.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000005||ovrboostedvr4||02-26-2004||11:30 AM||||Hey Tom. It's Mike. I bought a black GVR4 from you 2 years ago. Let me know if you still have this Eclipse. I'd like to take a look at it. You can email or call me. ovrboostedvr4@hotmail.com 302-367-8490 Thanks||199.67.140.75||reg||1||BONK||00000741||yes
Z||000006||henrok||02-27-2004||03:22 PM||||PICS????????????||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000007||gvr4mn||03-01-2004||01:15 PM||||send me pics andy_schultze@comcast.net||134.29.180.208||reg||1||gvr4mn||00003644||yes
Z||000008||ovrboostedvr4||03-02-2004||01:55 PM||||Hey Tom,<br /><br />I'm still thinking about buying the car. I just need to work out a few things finacially. I can't give you a definate answer yet. Just let me know if someon else buys it. Thanks||199.67.138.80||reg||1||BONK||00000741||yes



ubb/Forum12/000094.cgi
A||||0||VR4 Me||FS: 2000 Celica GT-S w/ LOADS of mods...||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||02-23-2004||08:39 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||this was my project car. unfortunately I have no time to finish. It was originally my daily driver but the motor went KABOOM on NO2, and I just don't have the time or money to finish it.<br /><br />here's a link to my ad over at newcelica.org<br /> <a href="http://www.newcelica.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=122541" target="_blank">http://www.newcelica.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=122541</a> <br /><br />I posted pics of almost everything on the link.<br /><br />There's alot of stuff and it would be redundant for me to post everything again, but here are the major points.<br /><br />2000 GT-S 6 spd. -Current Engine Blown<br />Fully cryoed head and block with cryoed bearings<br />Wiseco Pistons 8.9:1 <br />Crower Rods<br />All components for a complete turbo system minus injectors and fuel management. (details on link)<br />ACT Clutch<br />Fidanza flywheel<br />NX system with GenX2 upgrades<br />19" Axis Hagens w/ 225/35ZR-19 TOYO FZ4s. only 5,000 miles.<br /><br />only asking $16,000 for everything. That's about 11,000 off what it could cost to duplicate.||68.158.11.134||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes



ubb/Forum12/000103.cgi
A||||25||Wei||91 Mint Galant vr-4||||10||||HKSVR-4||00003680
Z||000000||Wei||03-01-2004||04:53 PM||Wl295@nyu.edu||91 Galant Vr-4 Green, Mint Condition with originial paint.  Hibornates during the winter seasons, does not see snow. <br />Too much to list<br />Please e-mail me at WL295@nyu.edu for list of mods and pics<br />thanks<br />-Wei||128.122.89.209||reg||10||HKSVR-4||00003680||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||03-01-2004||05:02 PM||||here is a pic of the car<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2979" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2979&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||03-01-2004||06:09 PM||||Looks very nice.  Don't give it away, keep those prices high!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||mistaVR4||03-01-2004||06:27 PM||||Thats one, if not the nicest VR4 I've ever seen, are you the original owner??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||162.18.75.92||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000004||Wei||03-01-2004||11:59 PM||||Im the second owner of the car.||172.162.254.137||reg||10||HKSVR-4||00003680||yes
Z||000005||kazerak2||03-02-2004||07:59 AM||||wow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  that has gotta be the best looking green vr4 ive ever seen.........||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000006||Rice Killer||03-02-2004||10:23 AM||||That is the cleanest VR4 I have ever seen, I wish the one Im buying was that clean.||205.166.75.67||reg||14||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000007||Yao||03-02-2004||10:31 AM||||DAMN! NICE  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000008||Wei||03-02-2004||05:07 PM||||Hey .....the car did a 13.1@108  three years ago.   Man....I had this car for a freaking long time.||128.122.89.212||reg||1||HKSVR-4||00003680||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||03-02-2004||06:30 PM||||One low res pic and it's the nicest one ever, huh?  Wish it was that easy to sell mine.<br /><br />Price?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||mikel||03-02-2004||09:23 PM||||I know Wei and the car is as clean as it seems. I'd buy it if I didn't love my 99 so much  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .||24.46.19.147||reg||1||MikeL||00003518||yes
Z||000011||Wei||03-02-2004||10:16 PM||||Hey thanks Mike.  I took the pic with a digital video camera, but I someone who has a 5 mega pixel camera that i will take pictures with.  <br /><br />-Wei||172.173.221.243||reg||1||HKSVR-4||00003680||yes
Z||000012||bleck||03-02-2004||10:32 PM||||You from Ridgewood NJ?  That's right next door to me.||67.84.11.26||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000013||Wei||03-02-2004||10:52 PM||||Ridgewood, NY||172.173.221.243||reg||10||HKSVR-4||00003680||yes
Z||000014||1969MIB||03-03-2004||01:00 AM||||Sorry for the huge OT, but what kind of wheels are those? I REALLY like those on a GVR4.||66.75.232.28||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000015||Shockvvave||03-03-2004||10:06 AM||||how much your asking price?||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000016||Wei||03-03-2004||12:21 PM||||Those are 17's Racing Hart C4's the 1piece design.  215/45/17 Kuhmos.  I'm asking 9k as is.||172.168.67.48||reg||10||HKSVR-4||00003680||yes
Z||000017||bleck||03-03-2004||10:52 PM||||Ridgewood NY?  Oh, where is that, on the island?  Hey btw, nice car man.  Sort of what I hope my Belize Green will look like in the next few months   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Hope you get every penny you're asking for.  Very nice ride.<br /><br />Sean||67.84.11.26||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000018||Wei||03-04-2004||02:06 PM||||Im 30mins away from NYC.  I don't wash the car any more.  I wax the car twice or even three times a week.  Clay the car once a month.  It's a weekend car.||172.140.162.233||reg||1||HKSVR-4||00003680||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||03-04-2004||02:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I wax the car twice or even three times a week. Clay the car once a month.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa - you wax the whole car 3 times a week and clay bar it once a month?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||jayru||03-04-2004||02:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HKSVR-4:<br /><strong> Ridgewood, NY </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's where i was born  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000021||Wei||03-04-2004||02:57 PM||||yep...the whole car.  It's hard work but it pays off.  First impressions only comes once.||172.140.162.233||reg||1||HKSVR-4||00003680||yes
Z||000022||turbowop||03-04-2004||07:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HKSVR-4:<br /><strong> I wax the car twice or even three times a week.  Clay the car once a month.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You hear that, Ken? This guy is worse than me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000023||Wei||03-04-2004||10:09 PM||||oh yeah....baby....im the wax king!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||172.171.104.56||reg||6||HKSVR-4||00003680||yes
Z||000024||Wei||03-04-2004||10:33 PM||||Hey guys...something's come up.  I just installed a New ACT 2600 clutch with street disc and a New mitsu flywheel.  The car has low pedal still.  Now, I changed the clutch master, slave cylinder, clutch fork, ball, clutch line (rubber and the thin metal one by the fire wall), everything except the pedal.  I called ACT yesterday and they said it could be the clutch pedal assembly.  I purchased the assembly a year ago and didnt want to change it b/c it's like a 5hr to 6hr job.  Has any one changed one and was it get better?||172.171.104.56||reg||1||HKSVR-4||00003680||yes
Z||000025||number3||03-04-2004||10:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HKSVR-4:<br /><strong>  I called ACT yesterday and they said it could be the clutch pedal assembly.  I purchased the assembly a year ago and didnt want to change it b/c it's like a 5hr to 6hr job.  Has any one changed one and was it get better? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes.||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
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A||||0||silly4turbo||91' galant LS||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||02-24-2004||02:08 PM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||100k miles, auto, tan w/ tan int.  NOT A VR4 .. just a plain everyday beater. runs like a top..$900 I have pic's if you want them.<br />Jon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
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A||||1||dsm_rally||'91 VR-4 For Sale in Milwaukee/Chicago Area||||1||||dsm_rally||00001254
Z||000000||dsm_rally||02-24-2004||07:37 PM||||I have a White '91 VR-4 for sale.  I'm located in Milwaukee but the car is currently in Illinois.  It has approximately 135,xxx miles.  Very few modifications have been made to the car.  Below is a list of all the work that's been done in the last 10k miles:<br /><br />ACT 2100 clutch<br />KYB AGX shocks<br />Whiteline springs<br />16� GAB wheels w/ Bridgestone RE730 tires<br />Stock wheels w/ Hakkappeliitta Q snow tires<br />HKS manual boost controller<br />K & N filter<br />Balance shafts removed<br />HKS turbo timer<br />Autometer boost gauge<br />New crank<br />New crank and rod bearings<br />New timing belt<br />Re-manufactured head (original head will be included)<br />New valve guides<br />New rear brake rotors<br />Rebuilt rear calipers<br />EBC Green Stuff front brake pads<br />New hand brake cable<br />Rebuilt transmission w/ new syncros<br />Rebuilt center differential<br /><br />The car runs very well.  The only problem right now is the turbo.  It started making some noise recently but is still making boost.  Otherwise, the car is very strong.  Asking price is $5,500.  PM or email me if you're interested.<br /><br />Cheers - Tim.||24.94.247.200||reg||1||dsm_rally||00001254||yes
Z||000001||dsm_rally||03-02-2004||10:48 PM||||bump||24.94.247.200||reg||1||dsm_rally||00001254||yes



ubb/Forum12/000104.cgi
A||||5||yardhippie||F.S.: 718/2000||||1||||yardhippie||00003069
Z||000000||yardhippie||03-02-2004||04:37 PM||||I can barly even type this cuz I hate it soooo much, but I need the money for my other hobby. So here is what I got:<br />1991 718/2000 <br />Green<br />Body is in good shape, but probably has a little above average dings, nicks, etc.<br />Sunroof, works, no leaks.<br />Tinted windows (about 35%)<br />Interior:<br />very good condition, leather has NO rips tears, or seam separations.<br />the dash is peeling by the WS between the clock and pass side.<br />Carpet is about average<br />Sony radio/cd player, polk audio speakers in the doors, rear deck, Memphis audio in the dash.<br />Auto meter boost and EGT guage.<br />I have the original set of wheels, we tires (85%) and on the car now are 17" Mile' Migulas <sp?> tires are 50%<br />I bought the car just after the head got reworked b/c of broken timing belt. and since have repaired<br />both front CV axles<br />front brakes<br />rear brakes<br />installed 4 bolt LSD, blocked off 4WS<br />rebult the ECU<br />New clutch (3 months ago) factory mitsu parts.<br />Exhaust is pressbent 2.5" turbo to muffler w/ a large aftermarket muffler<br />A/C is converted to 134, but not working, I belive it to have a leak. The relay, card, or what ever it is behind the glove box was replaced last summer.<br />Big 16G turbo,<br />3" GM Maf in pull through set up.<br />Non-crused factory bov (only running 15psi of boost)<br />MAFT w/ ver 1.3<br />stock injectors<br />emissions hosing removed<br />synth oil in trans, xfer case and rear end.<br /><br />Im sure I missed something, and will update if I did.<br />This is a strong car and w/ a FMIC set up and some 550 or 650 injectors would be really impressive.<br /><br />I hope to have some pics up by tommorow.<br /><br />$5500.<br /><br />thanks<br />John||144.167.90.224||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000001||yardhippie||03-03-2004||06:30 AM||||ok.. so pics will have to be at request. its late and I cant figure out how to post em here.<br />sorry for any confusion.||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000002||tigerspeed35||03-03-2004||09:19 AM||||can you send pics over to tigerspeed35@yahoo.com , thanks||24.13.210.90||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000003||Daemon||03-03-2004||12:50 PM||||ya pics over here at keshic@adelphia.net thanks||68.232.94.204||reg||1||Daemon||00003492||yes
Z||000004||yardhippie||03-03-2004||05:06 PM||||Pics sent. <br />thanks.||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000005||vr-4maniac||03-03-2004||05:40 PM||||pics to mclin828@uwsp.edu please||24.197.242.159||reg||1||Matt Clinton||00003677||yes
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A||||1||ron||VR4 for sale in N. Cal.||||1||||ron||00000491
Z||000000||ron||02-26-2004||02:02 PM||adracing@aol.com||It's not mine and I don't have anything to do with it.  Maybe someone here might want it.<br />Ron<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.craigslist.org/eby/car/24936599.html" target="_blank">link</a>||66.125.231.167||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000001||Libila||02-27-2004||08:59 PM||||I sent an email to the addy on the page.||207.213.164.249||reg||1||Libila||00003548||yes
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A||||5||skivittlerjimb||FS: 53/1000, White, NE/Mid-Atlantic||||7||||skivittlerjimb||00001767
Z||000000||skivittlerjimb||02-26-2004||11:50 PM||skivittlerjimb@yahoo.com||<b>Basics</b> <br />1992 GVR4, close to bone stock<br />170,8xx miles<br />White with sunroof and stock cd player<br />$2,100<br /><br /><b> <a href="http://photos.yahoo.com/skivittlerjimb" target="_blank">Pictures</a> </b><br />(Sorry about the crappy Yahoo album... don't have a better place to host images right now.) <br /><br /><b>The Good</b> <br />-Clean owner history; basically a one owner car before me (will be happy to provide CarFax report)<br />-No mods other than turbo back 2.5", which will be replaced with stock exhaust prior to sale, paper silencer removed, K&N in stock air can, and Brembo stock sized cross-drilled front rotors<br />-Excellent compression in all 4 cylinders<br />-AWS intact and no issues/leaks<br />-Keydiver rebuilt stock ECU<br />-New radiator, recent new front brake rotors and pads, new rear pads, one rear caliper new, drive belts replaced last summer, t/stat replaced recently with OEM unit, Mobil One synth. gear oil in tranny, new ISC<br />-AC works perfectly<br />-All Mitsu recalls performed<br />-Dead on reliable, started every morning in one of the coldest Januarys ever<br />-Boosts very well, decent gas mileage, decent<br />shifter, no major "issues"<br />-Tons of receipts from previous owner and all receipts from last 20 months<br />-Original window sticker and owner's manual in leather case comes with the car (sorry, no key fob!)<br /><br /><b>The Bad</b> <br />-Vermont car, so some cosmetic rust- header panel, leading edge of hood, bottom edge of doors, small spots on edge of trunk, surface rust on underside, pictures available of all<br />-Worn out suspension- was ready to do all bushings, strut top mounts, KYB AGXs and WL Springs.  Car has stock, original suspension and it's just plain tired. One front tie rod has been replaced recently.  <br />-Driveline off-throttle wub-wub noise, same sound it's making as the day I bought it 20 months ago, def. sounds like carrier bearings, but has never been anything more than an annoyance<br />-1G lifters do tick when cold- do not know if it's enough to set off the knock sensor, but when the ambient temps go up and/or car warms up, tick goes away<br />-Will need a T-belt in the next year/15k<br />-Minor RF Fender damage, but buyer gets nice white VR4 fender to replace it (courtesy of good guy 4g63t Mejia     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    ), small nicks in right rear quarter panel<br />-Missing right side dogleg moulding, but it comes with a replacement one, just minus the clips<br />-Blower motor does not work on first two speed settings<br />-Wheels are true, no dings, but need to be re-painted (buyer may want set of stock, white '91 rims I'll have instead) The picture in the album is of the worst looking one<br />-Steering wheel leather is peeling, stock radio is missing volume knob, and stock cd player starts to skip when it gets warm<br />-Current tires are studded winter 195/60R15 tires-I have set of almost new 205/55R15 Yoko ES100s that it wore last summer, but will want to sell those separately<br /><br />This car has been a wonderful intro. into the GVR4 world for me, and I hate to see it go, but another lady has come along and stolen my affection.  Only thing that needs to be done before sale is swapping the stock exhaust on and getting the shop that just replaced to left rear brake hose to figure out why the brake light is still on (no brake issues apparent).  <br /><br />I would not hesitate to deliver out of state, as far as DC or VA, as long as I got a  ride/ plane/train tix back to VT.  Only asking what I paid for it.  Board members 4g63t and VTGVR4 have seen the car in person, and Bimmubishi should get to see it this weekend.<br /><br />Def. want to sell it to a board member rather than list it locally or EBay it.  Happy to answer any questions at all.<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||7||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||02-27-2004||01:20 PM||||I would gladly buy it but I gotta get rid of my 89 gs first, (wanna trade?)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||skivittlerjimb||02-27-2004||03:35 PM||||Tentative deal has been struck!  Will post when the deal goes definite.<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000003||tigerspeed35||02-27-2004||04:42 PM||||so it's pretty reliable right.have a number i can call at?||24.12.137.92||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes
Z||000004||skivittlerjimb||02-27-2004||05:19 PM||||Happy to take questions by phone:<br /><br />Home- (802) 878-7336<br /><br />I do have a verbal commitment from a buyer at this point though.<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000005||tigerspeed35||02-27-2004||05:23 PM||||is it reliable enough to get to chicago? thanks bud||24.12.137.92||reg||1||tigespeed35||00003484||yes



ubb/Forum12/000102.cgi
A||||2||thon||Good daily driver FS: 1993 Lexus||||1||||thon||00000613
Z||000000||thon||02-27-2004||03:26 PM||thon@optonline.net||Parents got a Forester Turbo (woot) and need to get rid of the Lexus:<br /><br />Emerald Green (2 tone, grey lower section)<br />Tan leather interior<br />Moonroof<br />Climate control<br />All options except CD player<br />4AT<br />132,xxx miles<br />1 owner<br />Brembo X drilled front brake rotors<br />Axis Metal Master Pads<br />Toyo all season tires 6 months old<br />KYB GR2 struts less than 8 months old<br /><br />Driven by my 52 year old mother daily since new, never abused.<br /><br />Known Issues:<br />has a golf ball size dent in the hood<br />heater fan makes noise on ful high, still operates fine (i think part of the duct work is vibrating slighty)<br />All major mileage service work done at the local toyota dealer<br />It could probably use a tune up, new plugs, filters etc, but nothing major<br /><br />KBB is 5,500 on it in its condition<br />Asking 3,750 priced to sell SUPER FAST!<br /><br />email me thon@optonline.net<br />Pics are below, sorry for the quality but it was snowing (hence the white stuff)<br /><br /> <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/lexus.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/lexus2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/lexusinside.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/lexusinside2.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000001||marvinmadman123||02-27-2004||08:49 PM||||Post a pic of the 240's wing please.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000002||thon||02-28-2004||05:33 PM||||hehe fine fine, btw lexus is sold<br /><br />  <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/s13side.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes



ubb/Forum12/000105.cgi
A||||5||johnsminibike||92vr4||||1||||johnsminibike||00003179
Z||000000||johnsminibike||03-02-2004||10:21 PM||johnsminibike@aol.com||Mint condition adult owned original vr4 white /black interior showroom condition not owned by kids and beat to shit.If you want a real survivor car contact me.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||johnsminibike||00003179||yes
Z||000001||mitzy||03-03-2004||12:24 AM||||Price?  Pics?||68.38.116.18||reg||1||mitzy||00000153||yes
Z||000002||crucible||03-03-2004||11:45 AM||||I believe its 12K hes asking||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||7541000||03-04-2004||06:07 AM||||what was it used for then, a money making scheme.||63.154.48.4||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000004||number3||03-04-2004||10:43 AM||||In your previous post you said you owned #86/2000 that would mean you have a 1991 not a 1992. What made you change your mind so quickly to sell the car? <br /><br />It sounds like a nice car and will make someone very happy.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000005||crucible||03-05-2004||04:46 PM||||I believe he has 2 VRs or so he says||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum12/000106.cgi
A||||9||blacksheep||Not mine, not a gvr4, but pretty damn cool...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-04-2004||05:14 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<a href="http://www.honda-tech.com/zerothread?id=787236" target="_blank">Only if I had some extra cash</a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||03-04-2004||05:30 PM||||My bro has one. His is in pieces now. This summer it will be cruising alongside my VR4. <br /><br />Very sweet car.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||giantrobot||03-04-2004||06:05 PM||||Those are neat,but it's got nothing on a GVR4.It would have been cool if the GT sedan had been AWD,also.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-04-2004||06:07 PM||||i had one.  bought it brand new in 89, i think.  it had been on the showroom floor 515 days!  these did not sell very well.  a couple of years later, i bought the sedan for my son, 323gt.  same motor, but fwd.  very well built cars, but nowhere near the vr4.||64.240.175.29||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||03-04-2004||06:08 PM||||I didnt ever say they were better than the gvr4, it would be another cool car to have. They were only 9xx ever brought to the US if I remember, right!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||number3||03-04-2004||10:52 PM||||<a href="http://www.grmotorsports.com/board/viewtopic.php?t=2676" target="_blank">http://www.grmotorsports.com/board/viewtopic.php?t=2676</a>||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||03-04-2004||11:32 PM||||the 88 had like 1083 units, and the 89 had 350 imported.  the gtx had cable shift linkage, and was really sloppy.  the gt had solid linkage, and was much better.  but the frame was weak.  if i jacked the car up, the doors would not quite close.  going over bumps, i could hear the doors rattling.  the only shocks for the car were stock, very wimpy, dirtras, expensive and i never knew how they were, i had a set of tokico's, and they were stiff.  the car was light, but the galant feels much more solid.  the mazda didnt have a lot of low end like the galant does.  the fuel system was quite crude, too.  cam/crank seals leaked a lot.  the big plus was a non interference motor.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||skivittlerjimb||03-05-2004||11:00 AM||||First time I saw a 323 GT was about 1994.  Knew about the 323 GTX and wanted one, but had no idea about the sedan.<br /><br />Heading to work in VA (used to manage a Honda dealer parts dept. in Alexandra) on a short cut windy uphill road.  Come up behind the guy in my fist gen CRX Si.  Guy downshifts and is gone.  Prolly a modded one, as the lic. plate read "FAST AM" or something like that.  Was impressed then and it'd still be a very cool sleeper today.<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000008||Franckypoo||03-05-2004||01:48 PM||||I used to have one before I bought the VR4, well the VR4 replaced it!<br /><br />That was one of the funniest car I ever had!  It might not be as fast as a VR4, neither does it handle or brake as good, but on a loose surface you could do whatever you want in that car!<br /><br />The good thing was that it was way less stable than my DSM so I could have as much fun driving much slower!<br /><br />Oh and mine was looking like any other 'normal' 88 323!  no spoilers or anything.  Imagine the face of that fake M3 ricer when he got beaten fair and sqare by an old rusty 323!  that was worth every penny I spent on that car!<br /><br />I'm sure I'll buy another one soon as a winter beater.  I just wait to find a nice one at the right price.  Oh and I just paid 1500$ Canadian for my old one (about 1000$ US).  but the frame broke and the brake lines went during the 2nd winter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||209.87.238.50||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000009||HHIVR4||03-05-2004||04:41 PM||||they are pretty  cool..i like the wing most of all..kinda like an xr4ti (merkur.ford)..they tend to total in accidents over 45mph.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum12/000107.cgi
A||||3||229of1000||Fishy $10k Galant.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||03-04-2004||06:48 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2464174924&sspagename=ADME%3AB%3ASS%3AUS%3A1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2464174924&sspagename=ADME%3AB%3ASS%3AUS%3A1</a><br /><br />I don't know...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||crucible||03-04-2004||06:58 PM||||Aye, sniff sniff<br /><br />And you can calculate your monthly payments right there.Very cool||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-04-2004||06:58 PM||||already been posted, fou!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004646" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004646</a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||kazerak2||03-05-2004||08:13 AM||||if hes sellin it for $10,000 im sure he can get pics up||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes



ubb/Forum12/000108.cgi
A||||0||kaane||Looking to buy a GVR4||||1||||kaane||00002867
Z||000000||kaane||03-04-2004||11:17 PM||kaane@acsm.com||Looking to buy a Galant Vr4, prefferred stock, light mods ok. Looking for one on the west coast, or within 1000 miles driving distance of socal. I got around $5000 to spend. Will pay extra for super clean one.<br /><br />Email me at Kaane@acsm.com if you got one for sale.||64.81.89.50||reg||1||kaane||00002867||yes



ubb/Forum12/000109.cgi
A||||6||k91||1991 Eagle Talon TSI AWD||||1||||k91||00001933
Z||000000||k91||03-05-2004||07:38 AM||ksnyder4321@hotmail.com||Sorry to be one of those low post count classified using type people but I really hope a fellow enthusiast can buy my car and I know this site is full of them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I bought it from the original female owner about 2 years ago with 78K on it.  It now has 93K.  I have receipts and all records of everything I have done to it.  See a recent pic and list of mods on my site <a href="http://www.awdterror.com/k91talon.htm" target="_blank">http://www.awdterror.com/k91talon.htm</a> I will try to describe the car as honestly as I possibly can.  Please feel free to email me with any questions and if you are really serious ask for my number so we can talk in person.<br /><br />The Good:<br />All the listed mods are included as well as the 2600, flywheel and scattershield.  Talk nice to me and the 4bolt is yours too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I have the original of any part that has been replaced in my basement which will go with the new owner if he/she wants.<br /><br />The Bad:<br />VPC MAP sensor is dying.  The factory stereo is dead.  I am not currently parting anything out.<br /><br />The car will not go cheap.  In my humble opinion it is in above average shape for a 1991.  Come and see for yourself  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'm near Harrisburg, PA.  Thanks for the space Galantvr4.org!||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000001||kazerak2||03-05-2004||08:07 AM||||wow id like to buy it, no money though but that is a nice talon. good luck with it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000002||Jon||03-05-2004||08:36 AM||||What makes you think the MAP sensor is going bad?  Those MAP sensors usually work forever without problems.  A GM 3 bar MAP sensor works in place of the VPC (made by ND) MAP sensor.<br /><br />Is it stuttering from time to time?  How old is your TPS?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||k91||03-05-2004||09:04 AM||||TPS is factory original  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />   I think its going bad because low end acceleration and idle is inconsistant one day to the next.  However, it always runs great up top  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Thanks for the compliments, I will be sad to see the car go but its time to move on.<br /><br />I forgot I have a stainless clutch line to go along with it too, and 2 TRW tie rod ends that I may or may not have a chance to install soon  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||03-05-2004||10:33 AM||||If its not sold in a few weeks hit me up, I like it and would like to check it out.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||Rice Killer||03-05-2004||10:40 AM||||Wow that's one of the cleanest Talons I have seen even cleaner looking then mine, Nice car.||205.166.75.67||reg||14||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||03-05-2004||05:07 PM||||Price?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
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ubb/BanLists/adminlog.cgi
--- START 20030127.230613
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030127.230613

--- START 20030127.230622
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030127.230622

--- START 20030127.230905
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=Z5Y7AX&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030127.230905

--- START 20030127.231010
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=TSEUZB&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030127.231010

--- START 20030127.231049
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=38RG29&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030127.231049

--- START 20030127.231448
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Forum Stats Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=forum_stats2&
--- END 20030127.231448

--- START 20030127.231610
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Forum Stats (ALL)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start_point=0&target=ALL&current=8&msg=forum_stats&ubb=refreshing&action=forum_stats&
--- END 20030127.231610

--- START 20030127.231715
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=HCC7AE&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030127.231715

--- START 20030127.231720
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Config Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
BBName=GalantVR4.org%20Message%20Board&VariablesPath=%2Fhome%2Fvirtual%2Fsite44%2Ffst%2Fvar%2Fwww%2Fcgi-bin&CGIPath=%2Fhome%2Fvirtual%2Fsite44%2Ffst%2Fvar%2Fwww%2Fcgi-bin&submit=Update%20Configuration%20Settings&CGIURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.galantvr4.org%2Fcgi-bin&NonCGIURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.galantvr4.org%2Fubb&MembersPath=%2Fhome%2Fvirtual%2Fsite44%2Ffst%2Fvar%2Fwww%2Fcgi-bin%2FMembers&AdminLogging=YES&EnableAccel=YES&ubb=set_vars_config&NonCGIPath=%2Fhome%2Fvirtual%2Fsite44%2Ffst%2Fvar%2Fwww%2Fhtml%2Fubb&
--- END 20030127.231720

--- START 20030127.231724
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=UJY958&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030127.231724

--- START 20030127.231753
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030127.231753

--- START 20030127.231954
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030127.231954

--- START 20030127.232115
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
time
r=X2PYBH&ubb=vars_time&
--- END 20030127.232115

--- START 20030127.232152
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
email
r=G4GNCZ&ubb=vars_email&
--- END 20030127.232152

--- START 20030127.232208
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Email Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030127.232208

--- START 20030127.232221
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=8KVRR4&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030127.232221

--- START 20030127.232324
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=XM8CK8&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20030127.232324

--- START 20030127.232453
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=Y7TUVZ&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20030127.232453

--- START 20030127.232507
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
pm
r=ARG5T3&ubb=vars_pm&
--- END 20030127.232507

--- START 20030127.232522
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
registration
r=GKUNM4&ubb=vars_registration&
--- END 20030127.232522

--- START 20030127.232814
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Registration Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030127.232814

--- START 20030127.232827
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Massmove Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=U6VKCB&ubb=massmove&
--- END 20030127.232827

--- START 20030127.232836
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
pntf
r=NGHS9A&ubb=vars_pntf&
--- END 20030127.232836

--- START 20030127.232844
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
avatar
r=GU5Y68&ubb=vars_avatar&
--- END 20030127.232844

--- START 20030128.000304
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030128.000304

--- START 20030128.000308
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030128.000308

--- START 20030128.000325
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Search Indexer Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TS7HPR&ubb=do_index&
--- END 20030128.000325

--- START 20030128.000402
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030128.000402

--- START 20030128.000407
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030128.000407

--- START 20030128.000411
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=6ATZZE&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030128.000411

--- START 20030128.082432
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030128.082432

--- START 20030128.082438
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030128.082438

--- START 20030128.082633
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=UHXR3X&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030128.082633

--- START 20030128.082640
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
email
r=CWYKU2&ubb=vars_email&
--- END 20030128.082640

--- START 20030128.082657
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=GU5USJ&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20030128.082657

--- START 20030128.082802
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Misc Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030128.082802

--- START 20030128.083354
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Search Indexer Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SGHBAY&ubb=do_index&
--- END 20030128.083354

--- START 20030128.092319
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030128.092319

--- START 20030128.092325
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030128.092325

--- START 20030128.093005
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=H6Z4PC&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030128.093005

--- START 20030128.093024
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=WTW5TA&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20030128.093024

--- START 20030128.093039
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=D7XZKD&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030128.093039

--- START 20030128.093042
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GS2YDM&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030128.093042

--- START 20030128.134451
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030128.134451

--- START 20030128.134455
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030128.134455

--- START 20030128.134502
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=EZSY6E&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030128.134502

--- START 20030128.134611
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
pm
r=JXX73Y&ubb=vars_pm&
--- END 20030128.134611

--- START 20030128.140114
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030128.140114

--- START 20030128.140117
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030128.140117

--- START 20030128.140137
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=EMNJJR&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030128.140137

--- START 20030128.153121
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030128.153121

--- START 20030128.153126
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030128.153126

--- START 20030128.153134
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030128.153134

--- START 20030128.153307
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030128.153307

--- START 20030128.153310
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030128.153310

--- START 20030128.153334
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=XD6WDT&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030128.153334

--- START 20030128.153339
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
pm
r=77PP5B&ubb=vars_pm&
--- END 20030128.153339

--- START 20030128.165740
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030128.165740

--- START 20030128.165743
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030128.165743

--- START 20030128.165748
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
pm
r=WP34HS&ubb=vars_pm&
--- END 20030128.165748

--- START 20030128.170057
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=87TDEU&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030128.170057

--- START 20030128.170856
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=UCBD7N&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030128.170856

--- START 20030128.170927
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030128.170927

--- START 20030128.171003
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=XRYU6T&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030128.171003

--- START 20030128.184925
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030128.184925

--- START 20030128.184945
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030128.184945

--- START 20030128.184945
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030128.184945

--- START 20030128.220238
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030128.220238

--- START 20030128.220244
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030128.220244

--- START 20030128.220255
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=EDCK96&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030128.220255

--- START 20030128.220426
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'jontest'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452668-220422.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452668-220422&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030128.220426

--- START 20030128.220506
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030128.220506

--- START 20030128.220547
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Rebuild Members Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4E8PMV&ubb=rebuild_members&
--- END 20030128.220547

--- START 20030128.220603
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start=600&msg=&ubb=refreshing&action=member_stats&
--- END 20030128.220603

--- START 20030128.220859
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=RMA8X6&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030128.220859

--- START 20030128.220919
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=ZMA6V6&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030128.220919

--- START 20030128.221015
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Config Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
BBName=GALANTVR4.ORG&VariablesPath=%2Fhome%2Fvirtual%2Fsite44%2Ffst%2Fvar%2Fwww%2Fcgi-bin&CGIPath=%2Fhome%2Fvirtual%2Fsite44%2Ffst%2Fvar%2Fwww%2Fcgi-bin&submit=Update%20Configuration%20Settings&CGIURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.galantvr4.org%2Fcgi-bin&NonCGIURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.galantvr4.org%2Fubb&MembersPath=%2Fhome%2Fvirtual%2Fsite44%2Ffst%2Fvar%2Fwww%2Fcgi-bin%2FMembers&AdminLogging=YES&EnableAccel=YES&ubb=set_vars_config&NonCGIPath=%2Fhome%2Fvirtual%2Fsite44%2Ffst%2Fvar%2Fwww%2Fhtml%2Fubb&
--- END 20030128.221015

--- START 20030128.221017
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=66DJYK&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030128.221017

--- START 20030128.221949
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Forum Stats Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=XKWGXZ&ubb=forum_stats2&
--- END 20030128.221949

--- START 20030128.222123
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Forum Stats (ALL)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start_point=0&target=ALL&current=8&msg=forum_stats&ubb=refreshing&action=forum_stats&
--- END 20030128.222123

--- START 20030128.222226
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Post History Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=VUPH3V&ubb=post_history&
--- END 20030128.222226

--- START 20030128.222415
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=post_history%2Cpost_history2&start=9&history_file=history_PV5J86.cgi&msg=post_history&thread_point=0&ubb=refreshing&action=post_history&
--- END 20030128.222415

--- START 20030128.222431
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Post Histories
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=post_history%2Cpost_history2&start=600&increment=200&msg=post_history&ubb=refreshing&action=post_history2&
--- END 20030128.222431

--- START 20030128.222529
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Rebuild Members Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=KAH2VE&ubb=rebuild_members&
--- END 20030128.222529

--- START 20030201.130351
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030201.130351

--- START 20030201.130355
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030201.130355

--- START 20030201.130402
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=J6YS9K&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030201.130402

--- START 20030201.130409
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> '1221GVR4'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452672-130405.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452672-130405&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030201.130409

--- START 20030201.130418
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030201.130418

--- START 20030201.145432
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030201.145432

--- START 20030201.145436
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030201.145436

--- START 20030201.145642
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=39PDGZ&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20030201.145642

--- START 20030201.220004
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030201.220004

--- START 20030201.220008
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030201.220008

--- START 20030203.123658
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030203.123658

--- START 20030203.123703
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030203.123703

--- START 20030204.091035
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030204.091035

--- START 20030204.091039
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030204.091039

--- START 20030204.091043
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SJSADR&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030204.091043

--- START 20030204.091051
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'redalty\@netscape\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452675-091048.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452675-091048&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030204.091051

--- START 20030204.091100
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030204.091100

--- START 20030205.090832
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030205.090832

--- START 20030205.090838
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030205.090838

--- START 20030205.090842
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=RX4Z46&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030205.090842

--- START 20030205.090849
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
email
r=7S3V32&ubb=vars_email&
--- END 20030205.090849

--- START 20030205.090855
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=9P84YJ&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030205.090855

--- START 20030205.090920
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030205.090920

--- START 20030205.091006
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
poll
r=9H5JM8&ubb=vars_poll&
--- END 20030205.091006

--- START 20030205.091306
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
poll
r=A4PYVZ&ubb=vars_poll&
--- END 20030205.091306

--- START 20030205.091317
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
poll
ubb=vars_poll&
--- END 20030205.091317

--- START 20030205.095501
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=PBBYCM&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20030205.095501

--- START 20030205.095519
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=6T7J78&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030205.095519

--- START 20030205.095621
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=UGGXZ4&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030205.095621

--- START 20030205.095730
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=6HVJV9&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20030205.095730

--- START 20030205.095742
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=CK6SD9&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030205.095742

--- START 20030205.095908
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=N3GDE7&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20030205.095908

--- START 20030205.102806
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=G6KTUM&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20030205.102806

--- START 20030205.112418
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=AWKDYR&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030205.112418

--- START 20030205.112438
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=XZTTXC&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030205.112438

--- START 20030205.112505
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030205.112505

--- START 20030205.161336
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030205.161336

--- START 20030205.161340
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030205.161340

--- START 20030205.161401
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Massmove Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZA4YRA&ubb=massmove&
--- END 20030205.161401

--- START 20030205.161409
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Massmove Method
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Next%20Step%20%A0%20%3E&massmove_option=DATE&ubb=massmove_option&
--- END 20030205.161409

--- START 20030205.161500
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Massmove Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=massmove&
--- END 20030205.161500

--- START 20030205.161502
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Massmove Method
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Next%20Step%20%A0%20%3E&massmove_option=DATE&ubb=massmove_option&
--- END 20030205.161502

--- START 20030205.161629
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Massmove Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CDBRX5&ubb=massmove&
--- END 20030205.161629

--- START 20030205.161631
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Massmove Method
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Next%20Step%20%A0%20%3E&massmove_option=DATE&ubb=massmove_option&
--- END 20030205.161631

--- START 20030205.164807
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030205.164807

--- START 20030205.164811
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030205.164811

--- START 20030205.164819
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Massmove Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BK9TB3&ubb=massmove&
--- END 20030205.164819

--- START 20030205.164822
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Massmove Method
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Next%20Step%20%A0%20%3E&massmove_option=DATE&ubb=massmove_option&
--- END 20030205.164822

--- START 20030205.164940
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Massmove Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WN3HCJ&ubb=massmove&
--- END 20030205.164940

--- START 20030205.164942
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Massmove Method
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Next%20Step%20%A0%20%3E&massmove_option=DATE&ubb=massmove_option&
--- END 20030205.164942

--- START 20030205.165042
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Massmove Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=R3KUN6&ubb=massmove&
--- END 20030205.165042

--- START 20030205.165043
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Massmove Method
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Next%20Step%20%A0%20%3E&massmove_option=DATE&ubb=massmove_option&
--- END 20030205.165043

--- START 20030205.165439
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=KUPWEJ&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030205.165439

--- START 20030205.165550
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030205.165550

--- START 20030205.165620
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=4K9ESD&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030205.165620

--- START 20030205.165631
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030205.165631

--- START 20030205.165636
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Search Indexer Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SWGJE2&ubb=do_index&
--- END 20030205.165636

--- START 20030205.170000
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Forum Stats Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=HXC32W&ubb=forum_stats2&
--- END 20030205.170000

--- START 20030205.170210
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Forum Stats (ALL)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start_point=0&target=ALL&current=6&msg=forum_stats&ubb=refreshing&action=forum_stats&
--- END 20030205.170210

--- START 20030205.170219
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YSUCE9&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030205.170219

--- START 20030205.170228
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'none\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452676-170225.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452676-170225&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030205.170228

--- START 20030206.072953
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030206.072953

--- START 20030206.072957
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030206.072957

--- START 20030206.073003
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZNGNA2&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030206.073003

--- START 20030206.073012
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'www\.bitoy\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452677-073008.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452677-073008&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030206.073012

--- START 20030206.073020
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030206.073020

--- START 20030206.073054
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=2VEB2Z&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030206.073054

--- START 20030206.073103
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'www\.marvintiangco\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452677-073100.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452677-073100&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030206.073103

--- START 20030206.073117
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030206.073117

--- START 20030206.073212
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=P2JWCA&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030206.073212

--- START 20030206.073221
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'none\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452677-073217.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452677-073217&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030206.073221

--- START 20030206.073232
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for hibern8 (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000461&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030206.073232

--- START 20030210.094433
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030210.094433

--- START 20030210.094436
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030210.094436

--- START 20030210.094444
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=ZB4EV5&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030210.094444

--- START 20030210.110437
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030210.110437

--- START 20030210.110442
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030210.110442

--- START 20030210.110453
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PPA53R&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030210.110453

--- START 20030210.110501
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'brad\@showodwnmotorsports\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452681-110457.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452681-110457&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030210.110501

--- START 20030210.110513
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030210.110513

--- START 20030210.110523
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=KMZASW&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030210.110523

--- START 20030210.110531
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'brad\@SHOWODWNMOTORSPORTS\.COM'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452681-110527.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452681-110527&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030210.110531

--- START 20030210.110551
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8AAPJT&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030210.110551

--- START 20030210.110558
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'tmoney\@dsmtalk\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452681-110554.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452681-110554&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030210.110558

--- START 20030210.110613
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SA888M&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030210.110613

--- START 20030210.110633
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'tmoney\@dsmtalk\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452681-110629.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452681-110629&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030210.110633

--- START 20030210.110637
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030210.110637

--- START 20030210.110641
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=RT2DT2&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030210.110641

--- START 20030210.110648
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'JACJDWS\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452681-110644.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452681-110644&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030210.110648

--- START 20030215.165703
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030215.165703

--- START 20030215.165709
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030215.165709

--- START 20030215.165712
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=2UH8MA&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030215.165712

--- START 20030215.165719
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'perlaa\@mmedi\.is'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452686-165715.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452686-165715&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030215.165719

--- START 20030215.165724
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030215.165724

--- START 20030215.165740
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4DK7EJ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030215.165740

--- START 20030215.165746
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'driftin_180sx\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452686-165743.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452686-165743&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030215.165746

--- START 20030216.153726
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030216.153726

--- START 20030216.153731
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030216.153731

--- START 20030217.072707
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030217.072707

--- START 20030217.072711
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030217.072711

--- START 20030217.073041
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=YGJB5V&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030217.073041

--- START 20030217.073113
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030217.073113

--- START 20030217.073143
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Rebuild Members Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=RZ8ZA4&ubb=rebuild_members&
--- END 20030217.073143

--- START 20030217.133026
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030217.133026

--- START 20030217.133029
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030217.133029

--- START 20030218.211513
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030218.211513

--- START 20030218.211519
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030218.211519

--- START 20030218.211608
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=TB747P&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030218.211608

--- START 20030218.211659
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Logged Out
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=logout&
--- END 20030218.211659

--- START 20030218.213127
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030218.213127

--- START 20030218.213156
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030218.213156

--- START 20030218.213330
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=upgrade_scriptids%2Cupgrade_templateids%2Cupgrade_check%2Cupgrade_wordlets%2Cupgrade_confirm%2Cmember_stats%2Cforum_stats%2Cpost_history%2Cpost_history2%2Csearch_index&start=800&msg=upgrade_confirm&ubb=refreshing&action=member_stats&
--- END 20030218.213330

--- START 20030218.213535
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Forum Stats (ALL)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=upgrade_scriptids%2Cupgrade_templateids%2Cupgrade_check%2Cupgrade_wordlets%2Cupgrade_confirm%2Cmember_stats%2Cforum_stats%2Cpost_history%2Cpost_history2%2Csearch_index&start_point=0&target=ALL&current=6&msg=upgrade_confirm&ubb=refreshing&action=forum_stats&
--- END 20030218.213535

--- START 20030218.213738
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=upgrade_scriptids%2Cupgrade_templateids%2Cupgrade_check%2Cupgrade_wordlets%2Cupgrade_confirm%2Cmember_stats%2Cforum_stats%2Cpost_history%2Cpost_history2%2Csearch_index&start=7&history_file=history_4C23YX.cgi&msg=upgrade_confirm&thread_point=0&ubb=refreshing&action=post_history&
--- END 20030218.213738

--- START 20030218.213800
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Post Histories
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=upgrade_scriptids%2Cupgrade_templateids%2Cupgrade_check%2Cupgrade_wordlets%2Cupgrade_confirm%2Cmember_stats%2Cforum_stats%2Cpost_history%2Cpost_history2%2Csearch_index&start=800&increment=200&msg=upgrade_confirm&ubb=refreshing&action=post_history2&
--- END 20030218.213800

--- START 20030218.214509
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=4G84AY&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030218.214509

--- START 20030218.214514
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=EZXD82&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030218.214514

--- START 20030218.214618
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=KYZUH7&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20030218.214618

--- START 20030218.215756
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Massmove Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=JMWJEX&ubb=massmove&
--- END 20030218.215756

--- START 20030218.215804
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Massmove Method
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Next%20Step%20%A0%20%3E&massmove_option=DATE&ubb=massmove_option&
--- END 20030218.215804

--- START 20030218.220552
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WWK25M&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030218.220552

--- START 20030218.220558
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=VTU3JG&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030218.220558

--- START 20030218.220606
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=EJY6EV&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030218.220606

--- START 20030218.220621
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030218.220621

--- START 20030219.085402
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030219.085402

--- START 20030219.085408
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030219.085408

--- START 20030219.085412
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=KJDY2S&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030219.085412

--- START 20030219.085638
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030219.085638

--- START 20030219.085653
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=786T96&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030219.085653

--- START 20030219.085706
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030219.085706

--- START 20030219.085742
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=KYVUX7&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030219.085742

--- START 20030219.085838
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030219.085838

--- START 20030219.091144
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Massmove Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8C9XYV&ubb=massmove&
--- END 20030219.091144

--- START 20030219.091211
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Massmove Method
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Next%20Step%20%A0%20%3E&massmove_option=DATE&ubb=massmove_option&
--- END 20030219.091211

--- START 20030224.073506
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030224.073506

--- START 20030224.073510
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030224.073510

--- START 20030224.073522
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
poll
r=A95AAJ&ubb=vars_poll&
--- END 20030224.073522

--- START 20030224.080549
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030224.080549

--- START 20030224.080552
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030224.080552

--- START 20030224.080557
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=B5BTJB&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030224.080557

--- START 20030224.080606
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'fstgrv4\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452695-080601.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452695-080601&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030224.080606

--- START 20030224.080636
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'david\.bliese\@mmma\-bn\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452695-080632.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452695-080632&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030224.080636

--- START 20030224.080708
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'speedfiend\@msn\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452695-080705.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452695-080705&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030224.080708

--- START 20030225.133730
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030225.133730

--- START 20030225.133737
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030225.133737

--- START 20030225.133743
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YMUZNT&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030225.133743

--- START 20030225.133806
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'VINDAGIN\@AOL\.COM'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452696-133802.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452696-133802&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030225.133806

--- START 20030225.133816
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030225.133816

--- START 20030225.221918
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030225.221918

--- START 20030225.221922
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030225.221922

--- START 20030302.145509
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030302.145509

--- START 20030302.145517
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030302.145517

--- START 20030302.145542
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=M2MJUR&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030302.145542

--- START 20030302.145618
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Logged Out
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=logout&
--- END 20030302.145618

--- START 20030302.150550
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Logged Out
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=logout&
--- END 20030302.150550

--- START 20030302.150554
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030302.150554

--- START 20030302.150650
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=upgrade_scriptids%2Cupgrade_templateids%2Cupgrade_check%2Cupgrade_wordlets%2Cupgrade_confirm%2Cmember_stats%2Cforum_stats%2Cpost_history%2Cpost_history2%2Csearch_index&start=800&msg=upgrade_confirm&ubb=refreshing&action=member_stats&
--- END 20030302.150650

--- START 20030302.150841
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Forum Stats (ALL)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=upgrade_scriptids%2Cupgrade_templateids%2Cupgrade_check%2Cupgrade_wordlets%2Cupgrade_confirm%2Cmember_stats%2Cforum_stats%2Cpost_history%2Cpost_history2%2Csearch_index&start_point=0&target=ALL&current=6&msg=upgrade_confirm&ubb=refreshing&action=forum_stats&
--- END 20030302.150841

--- START 20030302.151041
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=upgrade_scriptids%2Cupgrade_templateids%2Cupgrade_check%2Cupgrade_wordlets%2Cupgrade_confirm%2Cmember_stats%2Cforum_stats%2Cpost_history%2Cpost_history2%2Csearch_index&start=7&history_file=history_8RCYCH.cgi&msg=upgrade_confirm&thread_point=0&ubb=refreshing&action=post_history&
--- END 20030302.151041

--- START 20030302.151102
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Post Histories
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=upgrade_scriptids%2Cupgrade_templateids%2Cupgrade_check%2Cupgrade_wordlets%2Cupgrade_confirm%2Cmember_stats%2Cforum_stats%2Cpost_history%2Cpost_history2%2Csearch_index&start=800&increment=200&msg=upgrade_confirm&ubb=refreshing&action=post_history2&
--- END 20030302.151102

--- START 20030303.072208
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030303.072208

--- START 20030303.072212
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030303.072212

--- START 20030303.072218
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=3DH4BS&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030303.072218

--- START 20030303.072224
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'mts_racing\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452702-072221.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452702-072221&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030303.072224

--- START 20030303.072236
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for Drifter (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00001011&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030303.072236

--- START 20030303.072258
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For Drifter (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2F&DaysPrune=20&bday_month=8&AllowMassMail=yes&private_message_notify=yes&bday_day=1&aim=&private_message=yes&user_email=mts_racing%40yahoo.com.au&interests=Rally%2C%20Cars%2C%20Women%2C%20Cars%2C%20Rally%2C%20Women.&pntf_hidden=0&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=1978&allow_pm=yes&location=Sydney%2C%20Australia&signature=%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&dub_me=&u=00001011&user_ratings=yes&occupation=Sales%20-%20Timber%20Yard&avurl=&EmailView=yes&
--- END 20030303.072258

--- START 20030303.072317
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for Drifter (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00001011&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030303.072317

--- START 20030303.072427
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=HWCP7B&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030303.072427

--- START 20030303.072433
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'kaynorebanks\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452702-072430.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452702-072430&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030303.072433

--- START 20030303.072441
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030303.072441

--- START 20030303.072759
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=DR72R3&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20030303.072759

--- START 20030303.072821
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=8XSN8P&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030303.072821

--- START 20030305.194206
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030305.194206

--- START 20030305.194212
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030305.194212

--- START 20030305.194217
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BGW8AX&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030305.194217

--- START 20030305.194226
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'ginoa\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452704-194221.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452704-194221&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030305.194226

--- START 20030305.194234
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030305.194234

--- START 20030310.094820
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030310.094820

--- START 20030310.094826
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030310.094826

--- START 20030310.094832
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=RUHKHW&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030310.094832

--- START 20030310.094841
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'angel_eggleston\@milacron\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452709-094837.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452709-094837&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030310.094841

--- START 20030310.094903
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030310.094903

--- START 20030310.094907
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YWUT3W&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030310.094907

--- START 20030310.094919
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'jconroy\@vnponline\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452709-094916.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452709-094916&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030310.094919

--- START 20030310.100851
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030310.100851

--- START 20030310.100854
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030310.100854

--- START 20030310.102032
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030310.102032

--- START 20030310.102037
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030310.102037

--- START 20030312.220626
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030312.220626

--- START 20030312.220632
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030312.220632

--- START 20030312.220657
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
pm
r=RJPMUE&ubb=vars_pm&
--- END 20030312.220657

--- START 20030312.221122
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=G669JU&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030312.221122

--- START 20030312.221138
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=8VVMD3&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20030312.221138

--- START 20030312.221203
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Search Indexer Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=65N38H&ubb=do_index&
--- END 20030312.221203

--- START 20030312.221919
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YS5RXX&ubb=prune&
--- END 20030312.221919

--- START 20030312.221924
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Prune Type
Succeeded
DATE
prune_option=DATE&submit=Choose%20Pruning%20Option&ubb=prune_option&
--- END 20030312.221924

--- START 20030312.221940
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune by Date for Forum 2
Succeeded
Pruned up to: 2452351
prune_option=DATE&prune_forum=2&prune_days=360&ubb=prune_request&
--- END 20030312.221940

--- START 20030312.222140
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Pruned  Threads from Forum 2
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=prune-date-C47MCK&prune_option=DATE&prune_forum=2&start=150&ubb=prune_refresh&
--- END 20030312.222140

--- START 20030312.222145
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=DA7A4J&ubb=prune&
--- END 20030312.222145

--- START 20030312.222148
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Prune Type
Succeeded
DATE
prune_option=DATE&submit=Choose%20Pruning%20Option&ubb=prune_option&
--- END 20030312.222148

--- START 20030312.222152
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune by Date for Forum 1
Succeeded
Pruned up to: 2452351
prune_option=DATE&prune_forum=1&prune_days=360&ubb=prune_request&
--- END 20030312.222152

--- START 20030312.222158
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune by Date for Forum 1
Succeeded
Pruned up to: 2452651
prune_option=DATE&prune_forum=1&prune_days=60&ubb=prune_request&
--- END 20030312.222158

--- START 20030312.222344
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Pruned  Threads from Forum 1
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=prune-date-D64SS8&prune_option=DATE&prune_forum=1&start=600&ubb=prune_refresh&
--- END 20030312.222344

--- START 20030312.222401
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CPS2NA&ubb=prune&
--- END 20030312.222401

--- START 20030312.222404
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Prune Type
Succeeded
DATE
prune_option=DATE&submit=Choose%20Pruning%20Option&ubb=prune_option&
--- END 20030312.222404

--- START 20030312.222411
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune by Date for Forum 3
Succeeded
Pruned up to: 2452351
prune_option=DATE&prune_forum=3&prune_days=360&ubb=prune_request&
--- END 20030312.222411

--- START 20030312.222614
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Pruned  Threads from Forum 3
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=prune-date-Y6J65S&prune_option=DATE&prune_forum=3&start=150&ubb=prune_refresh&
--- END 20030312.222614

--- START 20030312.222618
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZCJVVR&ubb=prune&
--- END 20030312.222618

--- START 20030312.222620
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Prune Type
Succeeded
DATE
prune_option=DATE&submit=Choose%20Pruning%20Option&ubb=prune_option&
--- END 20030312.222620

--- START 20030312.222626
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune by Date for Forum 4
Succeeded
Pruned up to: 2452351
prune_option=DATE&prune_forum=4&prune_days=360&ubb=prune_request&
--- END 20030312.222626

--- START 20030312.222629
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Pruned  Threads from Forum 4
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
000031=prune&000040=prune&000032=prune&prune_option=DATE&000041=prune&000033=prune&000034=prune&submit=Submit%20Prune%20Request&000035=prune&000037=prune&000029=prune&000038=prune&000039=prune&prune_forum=4&ubb=prune_submit&
--- END 20030312.222629

--- START 20030312.222634
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=3XMVPY&ubb=prune&
--- END 20030312.222634

--- START 20030312.222636
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Prune Type
Succeeded
DATE
prune_option=DATE&submit=Choose%20Pruning%20Option&ubb=prune_option&
--- END 20030312.222636

--- START 20030312.222644
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune by Date for Forum 8
Succeeded
Pruned up to: 2452351
prune_option=DATE&prune_forum=8&submit=Submit%20Prune%20Request&prune_days=360&ubb=prune_request&
--- END 20030312.222644

--- START 20030312.222703
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Forum Stats Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=AC2BB7&ubb=forum_stats2&
--- END 20030312.222703

--- START 20030312.222829
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Forum Stats (ALL)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start_point=0&target=ALL&current=6&msg=forum_stats&ubb=refreshing&action=forum_stats&
--- END 20030312.222829

--- START 20030312.223128
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=JG8R9V&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030312.223128

--- START 20030312.223136
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030312.223136

--- START 20030312.223216
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452711-223150.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452711-223150&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030312.223216

--- START 20030312.223342
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030312.223342

--- START 20030312.223346
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452711-223150.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452711-223150&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030312.223346

--- START 20030312.223543
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030312.223543

--- START 20030312.223546
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452711-223150.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452711-223150&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030312.223546

--- START 20030312.223607
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452711-223150.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452711-223150&start_point=50&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030312.223607

--- START 20030312.223621
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452711-223150.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452711-223150&start_point=100&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030312.223621

--- START 20030312.223629
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Rebuild Members Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=K3SERU&ubb=rebuild_members&
--- END 20030312.223629

--- START 20030312.223647
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start=800&msg=&ubb=refreshing&action=member_stats&
--- END 20030312.223647

--- START 20030312.223654
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8CYJDD&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030312.223654

--- START 20030312.223655
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030312.223655

--- START 20030312.223806
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lastpost -> '20020901'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '2'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> 'GT'; postmath -> 'LT'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452711-223747.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452711-223747&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030312.223806

--- START 20030312.223857
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030312.223857

--- START 20030313.092306
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030313.092306

--- START 20030313.092311
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030313.092311

--- START 20030313.092316
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=D7VA7H&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030313.092316

--- START 20030313.092320
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030313.092320

--- START 20030313.092515
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'no'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452712-092448.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452712-092448&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030313.092515

--- START 20030313.092531
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for Cameron (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000019&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030313.092531

--- START 20030313.092602
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for CDW91VR488LSC (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000007&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030313.092602

--- START 20030313.092616
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030313.092616

--- START 20030313.092710
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lastpost -> '20020801'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> 'LT'; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452712-092651.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452712-092651&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030313.092710

--- START 20030313.092803
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030313.092803

--- START 20030313.092814
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lastpost -> '20020801'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> 'LT'; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452712-092651.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452712-092651&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030313.092814

--- START 20030313.092836
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030313.092836

--- START 20030313.092838
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lastpost -> '20020801'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> 'LT'; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452712-092651.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452712-092651&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030313.092838

--- START 20030313.092852
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030313.092852

--- START 20030313.092854
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lastpost -> '20020801'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> 'LT'; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452712-092651.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452712-092651&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030313.092854

--- START 20030313.092903
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Rebuild Members Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4W5Y5K&ubb=rebuild_members&
--- END 20030313.092903

--- START 20030313.092920
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start=800&msg=&ubb=refreshing&action=member_stats&
--- END 20030313.092920

--- START 20030323.185327
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030323.185327

--- START 20030323.185347
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030323.185347

--- START 20030323.185356
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=DR8UBE&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030323.185356

--- START 20030323.185403
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'aphex82\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452722-185359.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452722-185359&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030323.185403

--- START 20030323.185409
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030323.185409

--- START 20030403.075407
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030403.075407

--- START 20030403.075412
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030403.075412

--- START 20030403.075419
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=XBXUS6&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030403.075419

--- START 20030403.075426
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'turboren\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452733-075423.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452733-075423&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030403.075426

--- START 20030404.082015
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030404.082015

--- START 20030404.082031
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030404.082031

--- START 20030404.082039
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8HMWCT&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030404.082039

--- START 20030404.082046
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'fud\@fooyoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452734-082042.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452734-082042&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030404.082046

--- START 20030404.082053
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030404.082053

--- START 20030405.131035
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030405.131035

--- START 20030405.131041
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030405.131041

--- START 20030405.131049
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=82NKYC&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030405.131049

--- START 20030405.131056
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'twomuchmoparjunk\@peoplepc\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452735-131052.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452735-131052&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030405.131056

--- START 20030409.191737
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030409.191737

--- START 20030409.191745
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030409.191745

--- START 20030409.191750
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=6WJBBT&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030409.191750

--- START 20030409.191757
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'oyvind\.sture\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452739-191753.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452739-191753&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030409.191757

--- START 20030409.191804
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030409.191804

--- START 20030410.140433
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030410.140433

--- START 20030410.140447
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030410.140447

--- START 20030410.140449
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=JPRTEY&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030410.140449

--- START 20030410.140457
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'hoeckey_dude100\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452740-140452.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452740-140452&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030410.140457

--- START 20030410.140503
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030410.140503

--- START 20030410.140615
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GYJ88D&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030410.140615

--- START 20030410.140622
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'axleshaft1\@aol\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452740-140618.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452740-140618&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030410.140622

--- START 20030410.140626
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030410.140626

--- START 20030410.140643
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SEUV9B&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030410.140643

--- START 20030410.140650
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'bossmax\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452740-140646.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452740-140646&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030410.140650

--- START 20030410.182050
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030410.182050

--- START 20030410.182055
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030410.182055

--- START 20030410.182100
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=2V6XWY&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030410.182100

--- START 20030410.182106
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'bossmax\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452740-182102.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452740-182102&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030410.182106

--- START 20030420.221043
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030420.221043

--- START 20030420.221047
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030420.221047

--- START 20030420.221055
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BRSBJN&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030420.221055

--- START 20030420.221059
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ABN3EC&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030420.221059

--- START 20030420.221804
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=T6MXD8&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030420.221804

--- START 20030420.221811
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'jontest'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452750-221807.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452750-221807&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030420.221811

--- START 20030420.221825
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030420.221825

--- START 20030420.221946
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'jontest'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452750-221807.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452750-221807&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030420.221946

--- START 20030420.222036
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'jontest333'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452750-222033.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452750-222033&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030420.222036

--- START 20030420.222045
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'jontest3333'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452750-222041.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452750-222041&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030420.222045

--- START 20030420.222101
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'galantvr4\@galantvr4\.org'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452750-222057.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452750-222057&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030420.222101

--- START 20030420.222107
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030420.222107

--- START 20030420.222255
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8JKY8J&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030420.222255

--- START 20030420.222302
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'Jontest2'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452750-222258.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452750-222258&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030420.222302

--- START 20030420.222307
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030420.222307

--- START 20030427.195901
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030427.195901

--- START 20030427.195908
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030427.195908

--- START 20030427.195912
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4GN6RX&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030427.195912

--- START 20030427.195920
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'bongdeato\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452757-195916.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452757-195916&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030427.195920

--- START 20030427.195927
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030427.195927

--- START 20030427.195952
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=NVP2G2&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030427.195952

--- START 20030427.195958
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'bongdits\@compuserve\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452757-195955.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452757-195955&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030427.195958

--- START 20030427.200003
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030427.200003

--- START 20030501.213114
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030501.213114

--- START 20030501.213120
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030501.213120

--- START 20030501.213122
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PRHED4&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030501.213122

--- START 20030501.213130
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'fclubbigo2\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452761-213126.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452761-213126&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030501.213130

--- START 20030501.213136
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030501.213136

--- START 20030508.084808
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030508.084808

--- START 20030508.084814
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030508.084814

--- START 20030508.084820
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BNX352&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030508.084820

--- START 20030508.084827
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'sukam99\@zerotohundred\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452768-084823.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452768-084823&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030508.084827

--- START 20030508.084833
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030508.084833

--- START 20030602.090158
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030602.090158

--- START 20030602.090202
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030602.090202

--- START 20030602.090207
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CGTGWZ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030602.090207

--- START 20030602.090220
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'matt\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452793-090216.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452793-090216&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030602.090220

--- START 20030602.090257
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030602.090257

--- START 20030602.090312
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=97C38V&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030602.090312

--- START 20030602.090327
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'prez_hgmn2001\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452793-090324.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452793-090324&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030602.090327

--- START 20030602.090400
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'qwr\@cxf\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452793-090356.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452793-090356&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030602.090400

--- START 20030602.090405
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030602.090405

--- START 20030602.090439
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=G5MREJ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030602.090439

--- START 20030602.090446
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'Turbophein'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452793-090442.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452793-090442&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030602.090446

--- START 20030602.090453
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=62WUYD&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030602.090453

--- START 20030602.090502
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'mfernandes52283\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452793-090458.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452793-090458&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030602.090502

--- START 20030602.090509
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030602.090509

--- START 20030603.083802
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030603.083802

--- START 20030603.083806
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030603.083806

--- START 20030603.083809
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=793Y5G&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030603.083809

--- START 20030603.083818
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'mfernandes52283\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452794-083814.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452794-083814&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030603.083818

--- START 20030603.083833
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=NSXJZ3&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030603.083833

--- START 20030603.083840
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'turbopheinVR4\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452794-083836.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452794-083836&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030603.083840

--- START 20030603.083934
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WU8TJ3&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030603.083934

--- START 20030603.083941
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'mfernandes52283\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452794-083938.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452794-083938&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030603.083941

--- START 20030603.084023
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=X877ZZ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030603.084023

--- START 20030603.084036
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'truboph'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452794-084032.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452794-084032&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030603.084036

--- START 20030603.084042
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=UYUTBV&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030603.084042

--- START 20030603.084049
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'turbo'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452794-084045.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452794-084045&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030603.084049

--- START 20030603.084107
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=55EV7P&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030603.084107

--- START 20030603.084113
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'phein'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452794-084109.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452794-084109&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030603.084113

--- START 20030604.085318
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030604.085318

--- START 20030604.085322
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030604.085322

--- START 20030604.085325
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=6A6CKW&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030604.085325

--- START 20030604.085331
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'test123'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452795-085328.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452795-085328&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030604.085331

--- START 20030604.085337
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=2NUKEV&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030604.085337

--- START 20030604.085352
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'test\@jgronline\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452795-085348.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452795-085348&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030604.085352

--- START 20030604.085359
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030604.085359

--- START 20030604.085417
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Rebuild Members Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=DCHM5W&ubb=rebuild_members&
--- END 20030604.085417

--- START 20030604.085446
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start=1200&msg=&ubb=refreshing&action=member_stats&
--- END 20030604.085446

--- START 20030606.075831
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030606.075831

--- START 20030606.075834
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030606.075834

--- START 20030606.075837
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=MVJSXZ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030606.075837

--- START 20030606.075852
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'prez_hgmn2001\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452797-075848.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452797-075848&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030606.075852

--- START 20030606.080714
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'nizboy320\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452797-080710.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452797-080710&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030606.080714

--- START 20030606.080728
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030606.080728

--- START 20030609.110819
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030609.110819

--- START 20030609.110822
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030609.110822

--- START 20030609.110824
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9K3469&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030609.110824

--- START 20030609.110830
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> '91blkvr4'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452800-110827.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452800-110827&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030609.110830

--- START 20030609.110843
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030609.110843

--- START 20030609.111125
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=KCKVXT&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030609.111125

--- START 20030609.111136
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'kevawd\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452800-111132.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452800-111132&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030609.111136

--- START 20030609.111144
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for kroberts (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00001677&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030609.111144

--- START 20030609.111210
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030609.111210

--- START 20030609.111234
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030609.111234

--- START 20030609.111237
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030609.111237

--- START 20030609.111251
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=B8CT6B&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030609.111251

--- START 20030609.111257
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'drew'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452800-111254.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452800-111254&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030609.111257

--- START 20030609.111303
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for drew (Moderator)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000140&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030609.111303

--- START 20030609.111340
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for drew (Moderator)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000140&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030609.111340

--- START 20030609.111419
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=7MW5DX&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20030609.111419

--- START 20030609.111436
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=64P9YC&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030609.111436

--- START 20030609.111442
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'Kaushik_Chandrasekharan\@adp\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452800-111438.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452800-111438&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030609.111442

--- START 20030609.111451
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=6APZPB&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20030609.111451

--- START 20030609.111510
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=BUX8E4&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20030609.111510

--- START 20030616.092609
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030616.092609

--- START 20030616.092631
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030616.092631

--- START 20030616.092634
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=25A97R&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030616.092634

--- START 20030616.092646
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'vstrader\@hugginscars\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452807-092640.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452807-092640&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030616.092646

--- START 20030616.092726
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4PC92Y&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030616.092726

--- START 20030616.092733
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'bossmax\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452807-092729.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452807-092729&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030616.092733

--- START 20030616.092801
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=2U45G4&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030616.092801

--- START 20030616.092808
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'thava\@mesra\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452807-092804.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452807-092804&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030616.092808

--- START 20030616.092832
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=HGXE3P&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030616.092832

--- START 20030616.092838
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'brian\@forcedperformance\.org'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452807-092835.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452807-092835&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030616.092838

--- START 20030616.092910
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for Tex (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00001713&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030616.092910

--- START 20030616.133657
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030616.133657

--- START 20030616.133705
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030616.133705

--- START 20030616.133707
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PY4XKK&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030616.133707

--- START 20030616.133715
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> 'Tex'; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452807-133711.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452807-133711&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030616.133715

--- START 20030616.133723
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030616.133723

--- START 20030616.133816
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CMCACG&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030616.133816

--- START 20030616.134428
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4RN4M9&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030616.134428

--- START 20030616.134435
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030616.134435

--- START 20030616.134551
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030201'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452807-134519.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452807-134519&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030616.134551

--- START 20030616.134556
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=RJHTC6&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030616.134556

--- START 20030616.134557
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030616.134557

--- START 20030620.145336
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030620.145336

--- START 20030620.145340
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030620.145340

--- START 20030620.145344
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=AZ2YBC&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030620.145344

--- START 20030620.145350
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'dsm_sleeper\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452811-145346.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452811-145346&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030620.145350

--- START 20030625.082629
(No username given!)
12.42.130.38|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030625.082629

--- START 20030625.082633
Jon
12.42.130.38|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Failed
Wrong password: j9ne1
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030625.082633

--- START 20030625.082639
(No username given!)
12.42.130.38|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030625.082639

--- START 20030625.082644
Jon
12.42.130.38|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030625.082644

--- START 20030625.082648
Jon
12.42.130.38|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BASEXG&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030625.082648

--- START 20030625.082701
Jon
12.42.130.38|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'none\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452816-082657.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452816-082657&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030625.082701

--- START 20030625.082721
Jon
12.42.130.38|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for hibern8 (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000461&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030625.082721

--- START 20030627.125105
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030627.125105

--- START 20030627.125110
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030627.125110

--- START 20030627.125113
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=5KBC28&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030627.125113

--- START 20030627.125120
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'mkaufman\@austin\.rr\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452818-125116.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452818-125116&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030627.125120

--- START 20030627.125126
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for 1420mark (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00001743&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030627.125126

--- START 20030627.125339
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=5KBC28&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030627.125339

--- START 20030627.125343
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=5KBC28&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030627.125343

--- START 20030627.125353
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452818-125349.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452818-125349&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030627.125353

--- START 20030629.084959
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030629.084959

--- START 20030629.085004
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030629.085004

--- START 20030629.085010
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=S7C5E9&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030629.085010

--- START 20030629.085017
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'tung\.volvo\@chaiyo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452820-085013.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452820-085013&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030629.085017

--- START 20030629.085024
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030629.085024

--- START 20030707.082916
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030707.082916

--- START 20030707.082920
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030707.082920

--- START 20030707.082923
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=2MB28E&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030707.082923

--- START 20030707.082931
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'rehcrik_w\@mailhost\.kal\.ameritech\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452828-082926.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452828-082926&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030707.082931

--- START 20030707.082938
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030707.082938

--- START 20030714.215558
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030714.215558

--- START 20030714.215604
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030714.215604

--- START 20030714.215607
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=KXX37C&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030714.215607

--- START 20030714.215613
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'hammer8791\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452835-215609.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-215609&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030714.215613

--- START 20030714.215647
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> '1fst1gtsi\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452835-215643.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-215643&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030714.215647

--- START 20030714.215655
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030714.215655

--- START 20030714.215725
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZVKUMD&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030714.215725

--- START 20030714.215731
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030714.215731

--- START 20030714.215826
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452835-215746.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-215746&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030714.215826

--- START 20030714.215841
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8ZT6J3&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030714.215841

--- START 20030714.215844
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030714.215844

--- START 20030714.215948
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030501'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452835-215916.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-215916&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030714.215948

--- START 20030714.220024
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030714.220024

--- START 20030714.220027
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030501'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452835-215916.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-215916&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030714.220027

--- START 20030714.220042
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=M85H46&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030714.220042

--- START 20030714.220044
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030714.220044

--- START 20030714.220148
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030501'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452835-220131.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-220131&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=750&
--- END 20030714.220148

--- START 20030714.220208
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030714.220208

--- START 20030714.220211
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030501'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452835-220131.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-220131&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030714.220211

--- START 20030714.220220
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030714.220220

--- START 20030714.220222
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030501'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452835-220131.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-220131&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030714.220222

--- START 20030714.220232
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030714.220232

--- START 20030714.220234
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030501'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452835-220131.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-220131&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030714.220234

--- START 20030714.220245
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030714.220245

--- START 20030714.220247
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030501'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452835-220131.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-220131&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030714.220247

--- START 20030714.220257
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030714.220257

--- START 20030714.220259
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030501'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452835-220131.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-220131&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030714.220259

--- START 20030714.220311
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030714.220311

--- START 20030714.220313
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030501'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452835-220131.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-220131&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030714.220313

--- START 20030714.220324
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030714.220324

--- START 20030714.220326
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030501'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452835-220131.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-220131&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030714.220326

--- START 20030714.220335
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030714.220335

--- START 20030714.220337
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030501'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452835-220131.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-220131&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030714.220337

--- START 20030714.220345
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030714.220345

--- START 20030714.220347
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030501'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452835-220131.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-220131&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030714.220347

--- START 20030714.220354
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=S6UMSC&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030714.220354

--- START 20030714.220356
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030714.220356

--- START 20030714.220514
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lastpost -> '20030301'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '2'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> 'LT'; postmath -> 'LT'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452835-220450.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-220450&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030714.220514

--- START 20030714.220527
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030714.220527

--- START 20030714.220529
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lastpost -> '20030301'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '2'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> 'LT'; postmath -> 'LT'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452835-220450.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452835-220450&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20030714.220529

--- START 20030714.220539
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Rebuild Members Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=K254JD&ubb=rebuild_members&
--- END 20030714.220539

--- START 20030714.220602
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start=1000&msg=&ubb=refreshing&action=member_stats&
--- END 20030714.220602

--- START 20030716.171030
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030716.171030

--- START 20030716.171042
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030716.171042

--- START 20030716.171045
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=B6ND2T&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030716.171045

--- START 20030716.171051
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'dof_kert72\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452837-171047.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452837-171047&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030716.171051

--- START 20030716.171055
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030716.171055

--- START 20030716.171110
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=NB8GVM&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030716.171110

--- START 20030716.171117
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'joemama_1\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452837-171113.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452837-171113&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030716.171117

--- START 20030716.171121
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030716.171121

--- START 20030717.092516
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030717.092516

--- START 20030717.092521
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030717.092521

--- START 20030717.092524
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZX7M5C&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030717.092524

--- START 20030717.092530
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'nine_inch_nick\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452838-092527.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452838-092527&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030717.092530

--- START 20030717.092540
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030717.092540

--- START 20030717.092549
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
registration
r=JA8EXG&ubb=vars_registration&
--- END 20030717.092549

--- START 20030717.093515
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Registration Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030717.093515

--- START 20030717.093621
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
registration
r=8EV55N&ubb=vars_registration&
--- END 20030717.093621

--- START 20030717.093707
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Registration Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030717.093707

--- START 20030717.093727
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
registration
r=TBJ9TU&ubb=vars_registration&
--- END 20030717.093727

--- START 20030717.093911
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Registration Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030717.093911

--- START 20030717.093934
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
registration
r=SR5ZBM&ubb=vars_registration&
--- END 20030717.093934

--- START 20030717.093956
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Registration Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030717.093956

--- START 20030719.165717
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030719.165717

--- START 20030719.165721
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030719.165721

--- START 20030719.165724
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TN8H9M&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030719.165724

--- START 20030719.165730
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'freentaz\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452840-165727.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452840-165727&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030719.165730

--- START 20030719.165743
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030719.165743

--- START 20030719.165809
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=Y5GSZC&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030719.165809

--- START 20030719.165856
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00001961=A&Q:00001962=A&Q:00001963=A&Q:00001964=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00001956=A&Q:00001965=A&Q:00001957=A&Q:00001966=A&Q:00001958=A&Q:00001967=A&Q:00001959=A&Q:00001968=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00001960=A&
--- END 20030719.165856

--- START 20030721.084419
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030721.084419

--- START 20030721.084424
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030721.084424

--- START 20030721.084427
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=R7NU76&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030721.084427

--- START 20030721.084432
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=AAV76T&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030721.084432

--- START 20030721.084434
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PUJJ5W&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030721.084434

--- START 20030721.084458
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00001970=A&Q:00001971=A&Q:00001972=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00001973=A&Q:00001974=A&Q:00001975=A&Q:00001976=A&Q:00001977=A&Q:00001978=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030721.084458

--- START 20030722.091155
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030722.091155

--- START 20030722.091200
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030722.091200

--- START 20030722.091204
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=3M7RXD&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030722.091204

--- START 20030722.091241
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00001980=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00001981=A&Q:00001982=A&Q:00001983=A&Q:00001984=A&Q:00001985=A&Q:00001986=A&Q:00001987=A&Q:00001979=A&Q:00001988=A&Q:00001989=D&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030722.091241

--- START 20030722.092835
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030722.092835

--- START 20030722.092839
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030722.092839

--- START 20030722.092846
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
registration
r=ZHWS46&ubb=vars_registration&
--- END 20030722.092846

--- START 20030722.092905
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Registration Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030722.092905

--- START 20030723.084842
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030723.084842

--- START 20030723.084848
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030723.084848

--- START 20030723.084852
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8EYRMC&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030723.084852

--- START 20030723.084914
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00001990=A&Q:00001991=A&Q:00001992=A&Q:00001993=A&Q:00001994=A&Q:00001995=A&Q:00002000=A&Q:00001996=A&Q:00002001=A&Q:00001997=A&Q:00002002=A&Q:00001998=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00001999=A&
--- END 20030723.084914

--- START 20030724.081411
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030724.081411

--- START 20030724.081418
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030724.081418

--- START 20030724.081422
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZJ43BX&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030724.081422

--- START 20030724.081438
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GC2X9T&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030724.081438

--- START 20030724.081444
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'neonoxide_\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452845-081441.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452845-081441&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030724.081444

--- START 20030724.081513
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030724.081513

--- START 20030724.081517
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WARPPU&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030724.081517

--- START 20030724.081536
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002004=A&Q:00002005=A&Q:00002006=A&Q:00002007=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002008=A&Q:00002009=A&Q:00002010=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002011=A&Q:00002003=A&
--- END 20030724.081536

--- START 20030724.081551
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=XHPCDT&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030724.081551

--- START 20030724.081557
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'avtimal\@timalauto\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452845-081554.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452845-081554&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030724.081557

--- START 20030724.081610
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=7A766A&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030724.081610

--- START 20030724.081616
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'avtimal\@timalauto\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452845-081613.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452845-081613&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030724.081616

--- START 20030724.081628
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SP8ZXD&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030724.081628

--- START 20030724.081634
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'timalauto\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452845-081631.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452845-081631&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030724.081634

--- START 20030726.110340
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030726.110340

--- START 20030726.110346
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030726.110346

--- START 20030726.110350
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=Y3ZGR4&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030726.110350

--- START 20030726.110358
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'avtimal\@timalauto\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452847-110354.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452847-110354&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030726.110358

--- START 20030726.110432
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=DHV3KP&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030726.110432

--- START 20030726.110434
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZGYW72&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030726.110434

--- START 20030726.110447
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002020=A&Q:00002012=A&Q:00002021=A&Q:00002013=A&Q:00002022=A&Q:00002014=A&Q:00002023=A&Q:00002015=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002024=A&Q:00002016=A&Q:00002025=A&Q:00002017=A&Q:00002018=A&Q:00002019=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030726.110447

--- START 20030728.141631
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030728.141631

--- START 20030728.141635
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030728.141635

--- START 20030728.142302
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WPG4KV&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030728.142302

--- START 20030728.142310
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002030=A&Q:00002031=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002032=A&Q:00002033=A&Q:00002034=A&Q:00002026=A&Q:00002035=A&Q:00002027=A&Q:00002036=A&Q:00002028=A&Q:00002037=A&Q:00002029=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030728.142310

--- START 20030729.102056
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030729.102056

--- START 20030729.102100
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030729.102100

--- START 20030729.102313
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=EX8YUS&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030729.102313

--- START 20030729.102320
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'gvr4\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452850-102317.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452850-102317&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030729.102320

--- START 20030729.102334
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030729.102334

--- START 20030729.102340
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=JEYNZZ&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030729.102340

--- START 20030729.102353
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002040=A&Q:00002041=A&Q:00002042=A&Q:00002043=A&Q:00002044=A&Q:00002046=A&Q:00002038=A&Q:00002047=A&Q:00002039=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030729.102353

--- START 20030729.151239
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030729.151239

--- START 20030729.151244
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030729.151244

--- START 20030730.114127
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030730.114127

--- START 20030730.114131
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030730.114131

--- START 20030730.114137
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=KDCW2P&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030730.114137

--- START 20030730.114148
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00002050=A&Q:00002051=A&Q:00002052=A&Q:00002060=A&Q:00002053=A&Q:00002061=A&Q:00002054=A&Q:00002062=A&Q:00002055=A&Q:00002048=A&Q:00002056=A&Q:00002049=A&Q:00002057=A&Q:00002058=A&Q:00002059=A&
--- END 20030730.114148

--- START 20030730.125537
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030730.125537

--- START 20030730.125541
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030730.125541

--- START 20030730.125550
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=NVEEES&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20030730.125550

--- START 20030730.125600
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=RDHE9Z&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030730.125600

--- START 20030730.125644
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030730.125644

--- START 20030730.125659
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=H8YTPB&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20030730.125659

--- START 20030730.125710
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030730.125710

--- START 20030731.085328
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030731.085328

--- START 20030731.085332
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030731.085332

--- START 20030731.085457
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4G9WBJ&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030731.085457

--- START 20030731.085504
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002068=A&Q:00002069=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002070=A&Q:00002063=A&Q:00002064=A&Q:00002065=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002066=A&Q:00002067=A&
--- END 20030731.085504

--- START 20030801.085954
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030801.085954

--- START 20030801.090001
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030801.090001

--- START 20030801.090006
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=668Z26&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030801.090006

--- START 20030801.090016
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SXB4WJ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030801.090016

--- START 20030801.090032
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'mx4\.hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452853-090028.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452853-090028&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030801.090032

--- START 20030801.090047
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'testa21a\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452853-090044.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452853-090044&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030801.090047

--- START 20030801.090056
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030801.090056

--- START 20030801.090244
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=3XUKC3&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030801.090244

--- START 20030801.090254
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'bigfoot'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452853-090250.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452853-090250&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030801.090254

--- START 20030801.090304
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for Bigfoot200200 (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000854&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030801.090304

--- START 20030801.090330
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=U3YHYJ&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030801.090330

--- START 20030801.090334
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002084=A&Q:00002076=A&Q:00002077=A&Q:00002078=A&Q:00002079=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002071=A&Q:00002072=A&Q:00002081=A&Q:00002073=A&Q:00002082=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002074=A&Q:00002083=A&Q:00002075=A&
--- END 20030801.090334

--- START 20030804.085601
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030804.085601

--- START 20030804.085611
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030804.085611

--- START 20030804.085759
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=UYGWHA&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030804.085759

--- START 20030804.085808
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002092=A&Q:00002093=A&Q:00002085=A&Q:00002094=A&Q:00002086=A&Q:00002095=A&Q:00002087=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002096=A&Q:00002088=A&Q:00002097=A&Q:00002089=A&Q:00002098=A&Q:00002099=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002100=A&Q:00002090=A&Q:00002091=A&
--- END 20030804.085808

--- START 20030805.091237
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030805.091237

--- START 20030805.091241
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030805.091241

--- START 20030805.091251
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=858S4R&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030805.091251

--- START 20030805.091258
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'BiggiB42\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452857-091254.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452857-091254&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030805.091258

--- START 20030805.091303
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for BiggiB42 (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00001522&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030805.091303

--- START 20030805.140413
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030805.140413

--- START 20030805.140417
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030805.140417

--- START 20030805.140421
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=UN3HCA&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030805.140421

--- START 20030805.140434
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002101=A&Q:00002102=A&Q:00002103=A&Q:00002104=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002105=A&Q:00002106=A&Q:00002107=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030805.140434

--- START 20030806.091058
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030806.091058

--- START 20030806.091102
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030806.091102

--- START 20030806.091105
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CZUPHY&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030806.091105

--- START 20030806.091115
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002110=A&Q:00002111=A&Q:00002112=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002113=A&Q:00002114=A&Q:00002115=A&Q:00002116=A&Q:00002108=A&Q:00002117=A&Q:00002109=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030806.091115

--- START 20030807.090654
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030807.090654

--- START 20030807.090659
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030807.090659

--- START 20030807.090825
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=3C3JN3&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030807.090825

--- START 20030807.090829
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YZKKMN&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030807.090829

--- START 20030807.090839
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002118=A&Q:00002119=A&Q:00002120=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002121=A&Q:00002122=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030807.090839

--- START 20030808.093851
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030808.093851

--- START 20030808.093855
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030808.093855

--- START 20030808.093859
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=VZMG9G&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030808.093859

--- START 20030808.093912
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'enquiries\@speedtechnz\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452860-093909.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452860-093909&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030808.093912

--- START 20030808.093921
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030808.093921

--- START 20030808.093933
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GAUKY4&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030808.093933

--- START 20030808.093946
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'totalracer1\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452860-093942.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452860-093942&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030808.093946

--- START 20030808.094022
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030808.094022

--- START 20030811.082640
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030811.082640

--- START 20030811.082644
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030811.082644

--- START 20030811.082646
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=C9HA8X&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030811.082646

--- START 20030811.082656
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00002130=A&Q:00002123=A&Q:00002131=A&Q:00002140=A&Q:00002124=A&Q:00002132=A&Q:00002141=A&Q:00002133=A&Q:00002142=A&Q:00002126=A&Q:00002134=A&Q:00002143=A&Q:00002127=A&Q:00002135=A&Q:00002144=A&Q:00002128=A&Q:00002136=A&Q:00002129=A&Q:00002137=A&Q:00002138=A&Q:00002139=A&
--- END 20030811.082656

--- START 20030812.082328
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030812.082328

--- START 20030812.082332
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030812.082332

--- START 20030812.082350
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GMDXS3&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030812.082350

--- START 20030812.082353
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002149=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002150=A&Q:00002151=A&Q:00002145=A&Q:00002146=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002147=A&Q:00002148=A&
--- END 20030812.082353

--- START 20030813.110825
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030813.110825

--- START 20030813.110830
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030813.110830

--- START 20030813.110835
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=Z99N3B&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030813.110835

--- START 20030813.110839
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CTYY2D&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030813.110839

--- START 20030813.110846
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002157=A&Q:00002158=A&Q:00002159=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002160=A&Q:00002152=A&Q:00002161=A&Q:00002153=A&Q:00002154=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002155=A&Q:00002156=A&
--- END 20030813.110846

--- START 20030814.075943
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030814.075943

--- START 20030814.075948
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030814.075948

--- START 20030814.075950
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4H924S&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030814.075950

--- START 20030814.075958
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'external_\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452866-075953.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452866-075953&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030814.075958

--- START 20030814.080009
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030814.080009

--- START 20030814.080104
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=DATTV9&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030814.080104

--- START 20030814.080111
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002162=A&Q:00002163=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002164=A&
--- END 20030814.080111

--- START 20030815.094138
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030815.094138

--- START 20030815.094143
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030815.094143

--- START 20030815.094249
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CPJP5Z&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030815.094249

--- START 20030815.094256
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'hotmachickies\@Hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452867-094252.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452867-094252&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030815.094256

--- START 20030815.094304
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030815.094304

--- START 20030815.094322
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=XSCC6G&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030815.094322

--- START 20030815.094329
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'shoter987\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452867-094325.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452867-094325&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030815.094329

--- START 20030815.094336
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030815.094336

--- START 20030815.094345
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TAZ9TD&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030815.094345

--- START 20030815.094348
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002165=A&Q:00002166=A&Q:00002167=A&Q:00002168=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00002171=A&Q:00002172=A&
--- END 20030815.094348

--- START 20030818.085646
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030818.085646

--- START 20030818.085650
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030818.085650

--- START 20030818.085655
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9322R7&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030818.085655

--- START 20030818.085702
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> '4orced4door\@hotpop\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452870-085658.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452870-085658&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030818.085702

--- START 20030818.085755
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=RHWMKU&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030818.085755

--- START 20030818.085801
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002181=A&Q:00002173=A&Q:00002182=A&Q:00002174=A&Q:00002183=A&Q:00002175=A&Q:00002184=A&Q:00002176=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002185=A&Q:00002177=A&Q:00002178=A&Q:00002179=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002180=A&
--- END 20030818.085801

--- START 20030819.085550
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030819.085550

--- START 20030819.085555
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030819.085555

--- START 20030819.085558
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PX4DMX&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030819.085558

--- START 20030819.085602
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002189=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002186=A&Q:00002187=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002188=A&
--- END 20030819.085602

--- START 20030820.085502
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030820.085502

--- START 20030820.085507
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030820.085507

--- START 20030820.085512
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=7RB3E6&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030820.085512

--- START 20030820.085517
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002190=A&Q:00002200=A&Q:00002191=A&Q:00002201=A&Q:00002192=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002193=A&Q:00002194=A&Q:00002195=A&Q:00002196=A&Q:00002197=A&Q:00002198=A&Q:00002199=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030820.085517

--- START 20030821.143733
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030821.143733

--- START 20030821.143738
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030821.143738

--- START 20030821.143741
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=DCVZX5&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030821.143741

--- START 20030821.143746
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002202=A&Q:00002203=A&Q:00002204=A&Q:00002205=A&Q:00002206=A&Q:00002207=A&Q:00002208=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030821.143746

--- START 20030822.091757
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030822.091757

--- START 20030822.091802
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030822.091802

--- START 20030822.091806
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=7T46SB&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030822.091806

--- START 20030822.091809
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002209=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030822.091809

--- START 20030824.095740
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030824.095740

--- START 20030824.095744
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030824.095744

--- START 20030824.095746
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4BG25Z&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030824.095746

--- START 20030824.095753
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002210=A&Q:00002211=A&Q:00002220=A&Q:00002212=A&Q:00002221=A&Q:00002213=A&Q:00002222=A&Q:00002214=A&Q:00002215=A&Q:00002216=A&Q:00002217=A&Q:00002218=A&Q:00002219=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030824.095753

--- START 20030825.082917
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030825.082917

--- START 20030825.082924
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030825.082924

--- START 20030825.082930
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=6MDSZY&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030825.082930

--- START 20030825.082936
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'mark22\@excite\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452877-082933.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452877-082933&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030825.082936

--- START 20030825.082945
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030825.082945

--- START 20030825.083028
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=EDXJSH&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030825.083028

--- START 20030825.083031
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002224=A&Q:00002225=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002226=A&Q:00002227=A&Q:00002228=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002229=A&
--- END 20030825.083031

--- START 20030826.101625
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030826.101625

--- START 20030826.101629
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030826.101629

--- START 20030826.101632
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=C8MRB6&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030826.101632

--- START 20030826.101637
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002230=A&Q:00002231=A&Q:00002232=A&Q:00002233=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002234=A&Q:00002235=A&Q:00002236=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030826.101637

--- START 20030827.090900
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030827.090900

--- START 20030827.090905
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030827.090905

--- START 20030827.090909
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=6G26CD&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030827.090909

--- START 20030827.090913
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=NAZ2B9&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030827.090913

--- START 20030827.090920
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002246=A&Q:00002238=A&Q:00002239=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002240=A&Q:00002241=A&Q:00002242=A&Q:00002243=A&Q:00002244=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002245=A&Q:00002237=A&
--- END 20030827.090920

--- START 20030827.164253
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030827.164253

--- START 20030827.164256
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030827.164256

--- START 20030827.164301
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=Z7NSPD&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030827.164301

--- START 20030827.164308
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'holset\@sunpoint\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452879-164305.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452879-164305&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030827.164308

--- START 20030827.164313
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030827.164313

--- START 20030827.164404
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=U67NG4&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030827.164404

--- START 20030827.164411
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'mnpyycv4tug5e\@time\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452879-164407.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452879-164407&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030827.164411

--- START 20030828.085146
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030828.085146

--- START 20030828.085152
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030828.085152

--- START 20030828.085157
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=Y9X9VW&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030828.085157

--- START 20030828.085205
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'name\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452880-085200.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452880-085200&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030828.085205

--- START 20030828.085240
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9DHAPR&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030828.085240

--- START 20030828.085247
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002254=A&Q:00002255=A&Q:00002247=A&Q:00002256=A&Q:00002248=A&Q:00002249=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002250=A&Q:00002251=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002252=A&Q:00002253=A&
--- END 20030828.085247

--- START 20030829.084042
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030829.084042

--- START 20030829.084047
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030829.084047

--- START 20030829.084050
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=7BJPYW&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030829.084050

--- START 20030829.084053
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002257=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002258=A&Q:00002259=A&Q:00002260=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002261=A&
--- END 20030829.084053

--- START 20030901.212429
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030901.212429

--- START 20030901.212434
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Failed
Wrong password: j9ez1
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030901.212434

--- START 20030901.212442
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030901.212442

--- START 20030901.212445
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=C3AU9K&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030901.212445

--- START 20030901.212453
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'neonoxide_\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452884-212449.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452884-212449&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030901.212453

--- START 20030901.212500
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030901.212500

--- START 20030901.212538
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=3SK72G&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030901.212538

--- START 20030901.212543
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002270=A&Q:00002262=A&Q:00002271=A&Q:00002263=A&Q:00002272=A&Q:00002264=A&Q:00002273=A&Q:00002265=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002274=A&Q:00002266=A&Q:00002275=A&Q:00002267=A&Q:00002276=A&Q:00002268=A&Q:00002277=A&Q:00002269=A&Q:00002278=A&Q:00002279=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030901.212543

--- START 20030903.101649
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030903.101649

--- START 20030903.101702
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030903.101702

--- START 20030903.101705
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PDK335&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030903.101705

--- START 20030903.101717
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'mark22\@excite\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452886-101713.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452886-101713&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030903.101717

--- START 20030903.101727
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030903.101727

--- START 20030903.101734
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=E22RSJ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030903.101734

--- START 20030903.101742
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'mark22\@excite\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452886-101737.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452886-101737&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030903.101742

--- START 20030903.101804
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=HM4PKT&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030903.101804

--- START 20030903.101817
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002280=A&Q:00002281=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002290=A&Q:00002282=A&Q:00002291=A&Q:00002292=A&Q:00002284=A&Q:00002285=A&Q:00002286=A&Q:00002287=A&Q:00002288=A&Q:00002289=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030903.101817

--- START 20030904.082530
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030904.082530

--- START 20030904.082535
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030904.082535

--- START 20030904.082538
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YE95AK&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030904.082538

--- START 20030904.082545
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002300=A&Q:00002293=A&Q:00002294=A&Q:00002295=A&Q:00002296=A&Q:00002297=A&Q:00002298=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002299=A&
--- END 20030904.082545

--- START 20030905.121717
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030905.121717

--- START 20030905.121723
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030905.121723

--- START 20030905.121725
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CH9K9V&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030905.121725

--- START 20030905.121727
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=5WSH89&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030905.121727

--- START 20030905.121732
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002301=A&Q:00002302=A&Q:00002303=A&Q:00002304=A&Q:00002305=A&Q:00002306=A&Q:00002307=A&Q:00002308=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030905.121732

--- START 20030907.091647
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030907.091647

--- START 20030907.091652
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030907.091652

--- START 20030907.091656
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CAJHSX&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030907.091656

--- START 20030907.091703
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'ianchapman05\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452890-091658.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452890-091658&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030907.091703

--- START 20030907.091714
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030907.091714

--- START 20030907.091718
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=HUUSGN&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030907.091718

--- START 20030907.091723
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002319=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002310=A&Q:00002311=A&Q:00002320=A&Q:00002312=A&Q:00002313=A&Q:00002314=A&Q:00002315=A&Q:00002316=A&Q:00002317=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002309=A&Q:00002318=A&
--- END 20030907.091723

--- START 20030908.101538
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030908.101538

--- START 20030908.101543
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030908.101543

--- START 20030908.101545
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GUR9A4&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030908.101545

--- START 20030908.101548
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=88779J&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030908.101548

--- START 20030908.101553
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002327=A&Q:00002328=A&Q:00002329=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002330=A&Q:00002322=A&Q:00002331=A&Q:00002323=A&Q:00002332=A&Q:00002324=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002325=A&Q:00002326=A&
--- END 20030908.101553

--- START 20030908.164052
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030908.164052

--- START 20030909.083910
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030909.083910

--- START 20030909.083915
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030909.083915

--- START 20030909.083920
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=M99UXP&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030909.083920

--- START 20030909.083923
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YTY6WS&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030909.083923

--- START 20030909.083937
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'calendarhd\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452892-083932.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452892-083932&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030909.083937

--- START 20030909.084100
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=STJ3PE&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030909.084100

--- START 20030909.084115
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002343=A&Q:00002335=A&Q:00002344=A&Q:00002336=A&Q:00002345=A&Q:00002337=A&Q:00002346=A&Q:00002338=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002339=A&Q:00002340=A&Q:00002341=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002333=A&Q:00002342=A&Q:00002334=A&
--- END 20030909.084115

--- START 20030910.083916
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030910.083916

--- START 20030910.083920
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030910.083920

--- START 20030910.083925
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9DP65C&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030910.083925

--- START 20030910.083931
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'gbone'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452893-083927.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452893-083927&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030910.083931

--- START 20030910.083938
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030910.083938

--- START 20030910.083948
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=Y4YJX9&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030910.083948

--- START 20030910.083952
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002347=A&Q:00002348=A&Q:00002349=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030910.083952

--- START 20030911.093725
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030911.093725

--- START 20030911.093729
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030911.093729

--- START 20030911.093732
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=UBUC6G&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030911.093732

--- START 20030911.093741
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002351=A&Q:00002352=A&Q:00002353=A&Q:00002354=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00002350=A&
--- END 20030911.093741

--- START 20030911.140520
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030911.140520

--- START 20030911.140530
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030911.140530

--- START 20030911.140647
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4MCZJB&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030911.140647

--- START 20030911.140654
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'MPREZYA'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452894-140649.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452894-140649&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030911.140654

--- START 20030911.140706
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=B3TH7M&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030911.140706

--- START 20030911.140713
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'pre\-evo'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452894-140710.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452894-140710&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030911.140713

--- START 20030911.140720
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for PRE-EVO (Moderator)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000359&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030911.140720

--- START 20030911.140902
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=B3TH7M&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030911.140902

--- START 20030911.140902
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'MPREZYA'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452894-140649.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452894-140649&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030911.140902

--- START 20030911.140946
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
poll
r=TW7UMY&ubb=vars_poll&
--- END 20030911.140946

--- START 20030911.141108
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=7VSPCN&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030911.141108

--- START 20030911.141115
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'pre\-evo'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452894-141111.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452894-141111&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030911.141115

--- START 20030912.075002
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030912.075002

--- START 20030912.075007
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030912.075007

--- START 20030912.075015
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=EZEGJU&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030912.075015

--- START 20030912.075020
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=DNB7EJ&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030912.075020

--- START 20030912.075023
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002355=A&Q:00002356=A&Q:00002357=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002358=A&
--- END 20030912.075023

--- START 20030914.154140
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030914.154140

--- START 20030914.154146
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030914.154146

--- START 20030914.154151
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WE48SR&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030914.154151

--- START 20030914.154200
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002360=A&Q:00002361=A&Q:00002370=A&Q:00002362=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002363=A&Q:00002364=A&Q:00002365=A&Q:00002366=A&Q:00002367=A&Q:00002359=A&Q:00002368=A&Q:00002369=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030914.154200

--- START 20030915.100040
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030915.100040

--- START 20030915.100044
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030915.100044

--- START 20030915.100047
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=VRRSS6&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030915.100047

--- START 20030915.100051
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002371=A&Q:00002372=A&Q:00002373=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002374=A&
--- END 20030915.100051

--- START 20030916.083848
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030916.083848

--- START 20030916.083852
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030916.083852

--- START 20030916.083855
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=UC642Y&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030916.083855

--- START 20030916.083901
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002375=A&Q:00002376=A&Q:00002377=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030916.083901

--- START 20030917.093521
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030917.093521

--- START 20030917.093526
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030917.093526

--- START 20030917.093529
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=MC647J&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030917.093529

--- START 20030917.093534
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002380=A&Q:00002381=A&Q:00002382=A&Q:00002383=A&Q:00002384=A&Q:00002385=A&Q:00002386=A&Q:00002378=A&Q:00002387=A&Q:00002379=A&Q:00002388=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002389=A&
--- END 20030917.093534

--- START 20030918.101617
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030918.101617

--- START 20030918.101621
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030918.101621

--- START 20030918.101626
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=STSXGC&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030918.101626

--- START 20030918.101632
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002391=A&Q:00002392=A&Q:00002393=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00002390=A&
--- END 20030918.101632

--- START 20030919.090046
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030919.090046

--- START 20030919.090050
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030919.090050

--- START 20030919.090054
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GWJN8D&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030919.090054

--- START 20030919.090100
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for chucklesas (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
user_number=887&submit=Retrieve%20Members%20Now&displayname=&refresher=250&u=00000887&ubb=search_members2&email=&login_name=&
--- END 20030919.090100

--- START 20030919.090414
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030919.090414

--- START 20030919.090418
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030919.090418

--- START 20030919.090421
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ME5GTB&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030919.090421

--- START 20030919.090427
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002400=A&Q:00002398=A&Q:00002399=A&Q:00002394=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002395=A&Q:00002396=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002397=A&
--- END 20030919.090427

--- START 20030922.083502
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030922.083502

--- START 20030922.083507
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030922.083507

--- START 20030922.083512
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TJ7B9Z&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030922.083512

--- START 20030922.083529
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002416=A&Q:00002408=A&Q:00002417=A&Q:00002409=A&Q:00002418=A&Q:00002419=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00002401=A&Q:00002402=A&Q:00002410=A&Q:00002403=A&Q:00002411=A&Q:00002420=A&Q:00002404=A&Q:00002412=A&Q:00002421=A&Q:00002405=A&Q:00002413=A&Q:00002406=A&Q:00002414=A&Q:00002407=A&Q:00002415=A&
--- END 20030922.083529

--- START 20030923.084132
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030923.084132

--- START 20030923.084136
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030923.084136

--- START 20030923.084139
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=V96EXM&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030923.084139

--- START 20030923.084154
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002440=A&Q:00002432=A&Q:00002424=A&Q:00002441=A&Q:00002433=A&Q:00002425=A&Q:00002442=A&Q:00002434=A&Q:00002426=A&Q:00002443=A&Q:00002435=A&Q:00002427=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002444=A&Q:00002436=A&Q:00002428=A&Q:00002437=A&Q:00002429=A&Q:00002438=A&Q:00002439=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002422=A&Q:00002430=A&Q:00002423=A&Q:00002431=A&
--- END 20030923.084154

--- START 20030924.091630
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030924.091630

--- START 20030924.091636
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030924.091636

--- START 20030924.091640
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=VHK2CS&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030924.091640

--- START 20030924.091647
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BBJWBM&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030924.091647

--- START 20030924.091657
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'nathand\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452907-091650.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452907-091650&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030924.091657

--- START 20030924.091723
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030924.091723

--- START 20030924.091735
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TMAXUW&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030924.091735

--- START 20030924.091843
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002450=A&Q:00002451=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002452=A&Q:00002453=A&Q:00002445=A&Q:00002454=A&Q:00002446=A&Q:00002455=A&Q:00002447=A&Q:00002456=A&Q:00002448=A&Q:00002457=A&Q:00002458=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030924.091843

--- START 20030924.094238
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030924.094238

--- START 20030925.163556
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030925.163556

--- START 20030925.163601
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030925.163601

--- START 20030925.163605
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WNDG6B&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030925.163605

--- START 20030925.163609
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002460=A&Q:00002461=A&Q:00002462=A&Q:00002463=A&Q:00002464=A&Q:00002465=A&Q:00002466=A&Q:00002467=A&Q:00002459=A&Q:00002468=A&Q:00002469=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030925.163609

--- START 20030925.163633
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=VAA733&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030925.163633

--- START 20030925.163649
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'brian\.harms\@lycos\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452908-163645.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452908-163645&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030925.163649

--- START 20030925.163826
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PGVUMR&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030925.163826

--- START 20030925.163833
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'grafdsm\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452908-163828.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452908-163828&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030925.163833

--- START 20030925.163838
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030925.163838

--- START 20030925.163857
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=M9BKA8&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030925.163857

--- START 20030925.163901
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=5NCD4B&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030925.163901

--- START 20030925.163911
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'leegts\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452908-163907.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452908-163907&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030925.163911

--- START 20030925.163915
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030925.163915

--- START 20030926.091116
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030926.091116

--- START 20030926.091139
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030926.091139

--- START 20030926.091210
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=S6D8D2&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030926.091210

--- START 20030926.091237
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=VAJ73H&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030926.091237

--- START 20030929.075321
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030929.075321

--- START 20030929.075326
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030929.075326

--- START 20030929.075329
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=6P83N4&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030929.075329

--- START 20030929.075339
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002470=A&Q:00002471=A&Q:00002480=A&Q:00002472=A&Q:00002481=A&Q:00002473=A&Q:00002482=A&Q:00002474=A&Q:00002483=A&Q:00002475=A&Q:00002484=A&Q:00002476=A&Q:00002485=A&Q:00002477=A&Q:00002486=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002478=A&Q:00002479=A&
--- END 20030929.075339

--- START 20030930.082447
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030930.082447

--- START 20030930.082451
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030930.082451

--- START 20030930.082454
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=XEWKNT&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030930.082454

--- START 20030930.082501
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'tt\@ture\.se'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452913-082457.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452913-082457&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030930.082501

--- START 20030930.082509
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030930.082509

--- START 20030930.082605
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=M57YDP&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030930.082605

--- START 20030930.082614
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'jonnyboy'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452913-082610.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452913-082610&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030930.082614

--- START 20030930.082637
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for jonnyboy (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00002487&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20030930.082637

--- START 20030930.082803
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030930.082803

--- START 20030930.082806
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=5RPYC9&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030930.082806

--- START 20030930.082822
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SVWBBX&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030930.082822

--- START 20030930.082830
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030930.082830

--- START 20030930.082928
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> '208\.229'; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452913-082845.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452913-082845&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030930.082928

--- START 20030930.083314
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=5MEHCM&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030930.083314

--- START 20030930.083329
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YVBRPE&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030930.083329

--- START 20030930.083341
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'butchjon\@ptd\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452913-083337.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452913-083337&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030930.083341

--- START 20030930.083344
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GW9AC9&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030930.083344

--- START 20030930.083349
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002496=A&Q:00002488=A&Q:00002497=A&Q:00002489=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002490=A&Q:00002491=A&Q:00002493=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002494=A&Q:00002495=A&
--- END 20030930.083349

--- START 20030930.215458
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20030930.215458

--- START 20030930.215503
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20030930.215503

--- START 20030930.215508
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CZ7GBD&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030930.215508

--- START 20030930.215511
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=RHWT9H&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030930.215511

--- START 20030930.215520
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'pyrich\@concentric\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452913-215515.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452913-215515&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030930.215520

--- START 20030930.215735
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=6ZSC54&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030930.215735

--- START 20030930.215737
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=S4E8J8&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20030930.215737

--- START 20030930.215753
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'jontest1234'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452913-215749.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452913-215749&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20030930.215753

--- START 20030930.215804
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20030930.215804

--- START 20030930.215808
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZJVR7H&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20030930.215808

--- START 20030930.215814
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002500=A&Q:00002498=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002501=A&Q:00002499=A&Q:00002502=A&Q:00002503=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20030930.215814

--- START 20031002.092056
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031002.092056

--- START 20031002.092100
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031002.092100

--- START 20031002.092105
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=AE4WBM&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031002.092105

--- START 20031002.092114
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'creg3333\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452915-092110.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452915-092110&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031002.092114

--- START 20031002.092128
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031002.092128

--- START 20031002.092133
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=P6TX2N&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031002.092133

--- START 20031002.092144
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'johnf\@fireking\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452915-092140.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452915-092140&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031002.092144

--- START 20031002.092150
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031002.092150

--- START 20031002.101949
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031002.101949

--- START 20031002.101955
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031002.101955

--- START 20031002.102001
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=K6HHK3&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031002.102001

--- START 20031002.102023
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002521=A&Q:00002513=A&Q:00002505=A&Q:00002522=A&Q:00002506=A&Q:00002523=A&Q:00002507=A&Q:00002524=A&Q:00002516=A&Q:00002508=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002517=A&Q:00002509=A&Q:00002518=A&Q:00002519=A&Q:00002510=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002511=A&Q:00002520=A&Q:00002512=A&
--- END 20031002.102023

--- START 20031003.140129
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031003.140129

--- START 20031003.140137
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031003.140137

--- START 20031003.140148
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=B92WRE&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031003.140148

--- START 20031003.140157
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002529=A&Q:00002530=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002525=A&Q:00002526=A&Q:00002527=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002528=A&
--- END 20031003.140157

--- START 20031003.193926
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031003.193926

--- START 20031003.193931
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031003.193931

--- START 20031003.194045
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=Y59V6Z&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031003.194045

--- START 20031003.194104
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002531=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031003.194104

--- START 20031004.091303
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031004.091303

--- START 20031004.091323
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031004.091323

--- START 20031004.091330
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=ZP2695&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20031004.091330

--- START 20031004.091337
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
email
r=4M7D7M&ubb=vars_email&
--- END 20031004.091337

--- START 20031004.091346
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=6JCP45&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031004.091346

--- START 20031004.091357
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=2W2VZ4&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20031004.091357

--- START 20031004.091406
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=KN5ZWG&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20031004.091406

--- START 20031004.091411
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
registration
r=EZT6SD&ubb=vars_registration&
--- END 20031004.091411

--- START 20031004.091428
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Registration Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031004.091428

--- START 20031004.091433
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
registration
r=G7TWHC&ubb=vars_registration&
--- END 20031004.091433

--- START 20031004.091437
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=YZRSE8&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20031004.091437

--- START 20031004.091443
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
email
r=EUPMD4&ubb=vars_email&
--- END 20031004.091443

--- START 20031004.091448
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=N34DBD&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20031004.091448

--- START 20031004.091452
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
pm
r=ZKTR9G&ubb=vars_pm&
--- END 20031004.091452

--- START 20031006.085219
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031006.085219

--- START 20031006.085223
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031006.085223

--- START 20031006.085226
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=D5ZKP7&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031006.085226

--- START 20031006.085232
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002540=A&Q:00002532=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002541=A&Q:00002533=A&Q:00002542=A&Q:00002534=A&Q:00002543=A&Q:00002535=A&Q:00002544=A&Q:00002536=A&Q:00002545=A&Q:00002537=A&Q:00002546=A&Q:00002538=A&Q:00002539=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031006.085232

--- START 20031008.084530
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031008.084530

--- START 20031008.084536
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031008.084536

--- START 20031008.084545
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=NKU52H&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031008.084545

--- START 20031008.084650
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002550=A&Q:00002551=A&Q:00002560=A&Q:00002552=A&Q:00002561=A&Q:00002553=A&Q:00002562=A&Q:00002554=A&Q:00002563=A&Q:00002555=A&Q:00002547=A&Q:00002564=A&Q:00002556=A&Q:00002548=A&Q:00002557=A&Q:00002549=A&Q:00002558=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002559=A&
--- END 20031008.084650

--- START 20031009.085332
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031009.085332

--- START 20031009.085337
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031009.085337

--- START 20031009.085348
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=U5R2KZ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031009.085348

--- START 20031009.085354
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'dmbcb3384\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452922-085350.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-085350&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031009.085354

--- START 20031009.085417
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.085417

--- START 20031009.085433
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=NA9N5N&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031009.085433

--- START 20031009.085436
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002568=A&Q:00002569=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002565=A&Q:00002566=A&Q:00002567=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031009.085436

--- START 20031009.112804
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031009.112804

--- START 20031009.112811
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031009.112811

--- START 20031009.112819
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8M9PZJ&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031009.112819

--- START 20031009.112836
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=M5YZXM&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031009.112836

--- START 20031009.112851
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'clgnmygvr4'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452922-112845.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-112845&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031009.112851

--- START 20031009.112921
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.112921

--- START 20031009.113150
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=KUSV7Z&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031009.113150

--- START 20031009.113212
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'gvr4tunr'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452922-113205.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-113205&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031009.113212

--- START 20031009.113222
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed New Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CZSX66&ubb=new_members&
--- END 20031009.113222

--- START 20031009.113305
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=7BD534&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031009.113305

--- START 20031009.220259
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031009.220259

--- START 20031009.220304
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031009.220304

--- START 20031009.220308
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4EPCZS&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031009.220308

--- START 20031009.220312
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031009.220312

--- START 20031009.220454
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030801'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-220410.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-220410&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031009.220454

--- START 20031009.220633
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.220633

--- START 20031009.220637
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030801'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-220410.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-220410&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031009.220637

--- START 20031009.220652
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=KJYHGS&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031009.220652

--- START 20031009.220654
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031009.220654

--- START 20031009.220801
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030801'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-220744.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-220744&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=750&
--- END 20031009.220801

--- START 20031009.220859
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.220859

--- START 20031009.220922
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030801'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-220744.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-220744&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031009.220922

--- START 20031009.220939
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.220939

--- START 20031009.220941
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030801'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-220744.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-220744&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031009.220941

--- START 20031009.220952
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.220952

--- START 20031009.220954
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030801'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-220744.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-220744&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031009.220954

--- START 20031009.221008
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.221008

--- START 20031009.221010
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030801'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-220744.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-220744&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031009.221010

--- START 20031009.221021
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.221021

--- START 20031009.221023
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030801'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-220744.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-220744&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031009.221023

--- START 20031009.221105
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.221105

--- START 20031009.221110
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030801'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-220744.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-220744&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031009.221110

--- START 20031009.221123
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.221123

--- START 20031009.221126
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030801'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-220744.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-220744&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031009.221126

--- START 20031009.221138
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.221138

--- START 20031009.221141
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '0'; regdate -> '20030801'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'EQ'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-220744.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-220744&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031009.221141

--- START 20031009.221147
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ARE2WD&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031009.221147

--- START 20031009.221153
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031009.221153

--- START 20031009.221239
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '2'; regdate -> '20030601'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'LT'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-221221.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-221221&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=750&
--- END 20031009.221239

--- START 20031009.221305
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.221305

--- START 20031009.221307
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '2'; regdate -> '20030601'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'LT'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-221221.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-221221&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031009.221307

--- START 20031009.221315
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.221315

--- START 20031009.221317
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '2'; regdate -> '20030601'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'LT'; regmath -> 'LT';   Search Results from 2452922-221221.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-221221&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031009.221317

--- START 20031009.221323
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=XCBRS5&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031009.221323

--- START 20031009.221326
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031009.221326

--- START 20031009.221407
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lastpost -> '20030101'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> 'LT'; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452922-221353.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-221353&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=750&
--- END 20031009.221407

--- START 20031009.221431
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.221431

--- START 20031009.221434
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lastpost -> '20030101'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> 'LT'; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452922-221353.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-221353&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031009.221434

--- START 20031009.221444
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031009.221444

--- START 20031009.221446
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lastpost -> '20030101'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> 'LT'; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452922-221353.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452922-221353&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031009.221446

--- START 20031009.221453
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Rebuild Members Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=D436RB&ubb=rebuild_members&
--- END 20031009.221453

--- START 20031009.221511
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Rebuild Members Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=H28DMV&ubb=rebuild_members&
--- END 20031009.221511

--- START 20031009.221514
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Post History Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=6PHTDS&ubb=post_history&
--- END 20031009.221514

--- START 20031009.221543
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Rebuild Members Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TUS7CD&ubb=rebuild_members&
--- END 20031009.221543

--- START 20031009.221607
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start=1000&msg=&ubb=refreshing&action=member_stats&
--- END 20031009.221607

--- START 20031009.222101
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start=1000&msg=&ubb=refreshing&action=member_stats&
--- END 20031009.222101

--- START 20031009.222135
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Logged Out
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=logout&
--- END 20031009.222135

--- START 20031010.080840
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031010.080840

--- START 20031010.080843
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Log In
Failed
No such user
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031010.080843

--- START 20031010.080853
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Log In
Failed
No such user
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031010.080853

--- START 20031010.080907
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031010.080907

--- START 20031010.080917
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Log In
Failed
No such user
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031010.080917

--- START 20031010.081557
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031010.081557

--- START 20031010.081600
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Log In
Failed
No such user
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031010.081600

--- START 20031010.081645
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031010.081645

--- START 20031010.081649
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031010.081649

--- START 20031010.081712
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Forum Stats Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=DZX6YS&ubb=forum_stats2&
--- END 20031010.081712

--- START 20031010.081737
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Post History Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=HTZVHY&ubb=post_history&
--- END 20031010.081737

--- START 20031010.082235
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=post_history%2Cpost_history2&start=7&history_file=history_Y8VEBJ.cgi&msg=post_history&thread_point=0&ubb=refreshing&action=post_history&
--- END 20031010.082235

--- START 20031010.082239
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Post Histories
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=post_history%2Cpost_history2&msg=post_history&ubb=refreshing&action=post_history2&
--- END 20031010.082239

--- START 20031010.082536
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Rebuild Members Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=7MC4UB&ubb=rebuild_members&
--- END 20031010.082536

--- START 20031010.082613
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start=1000&msg=&ubb=refreshing&action=member_stats&
--- END 20031010.082613

--- START 20031010.082635
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Search Indexer Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=JDDR9J&ubb=do_index&
--- END 20031010.082635

--- START 20031010.082646
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Post History Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PWNY2A&ubb=post_history&
--- END 20031010.082646

--- START 20031010.082709
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9NT4WP&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.082709

--- START 20031010.082713
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; dontsearch -> 'Yes'; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-082712.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
user_number=&submit=Retrieve%20Members%20Now&displayname=&refresher=250&record=2452923-082712&ubb=search_members2&email=&ViewEntire=Yes&login_name=&
--- END 20031010.082713

--- START 20031010.083046
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Forum Stats Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WETB5R&ubb=forum_stats2&
--- END 20031010.083046

--- START 20031010.083356
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Forum Stats (ALL)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start_point=0&target=ALL&current=6&msg=forum_stats&ubb=refreshing&action=forum_stats&
--- END 20031010.083356

--- START 20031010.083653
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=RMA9UJ&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031010.083653

--- START 20031010.084029
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=VB2NRT&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031010.084029

--- START 20031010.084135
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YHH76E&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031010.084135

--- START 20031010.084254
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=D29XCP&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031010.084254

--- START 20031010.084928
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=7PMRES&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20031010.084928

--- START 20031010.084936
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=AAJ5TU&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031010.084936

--- START 20031010.084952
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031010.084952

--- START 20031010.085009
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=779AH2&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031010.085009

--- START 20031010.085016
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031010.085016

--- START 20031010.085211
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=45ZG87&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.085211

--- START 20031010.085220
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'Jon'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-085215.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-085215&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031010.085220

--- START 20031010.085239
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4GJ7SZ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.085239

--- START 20031010.085241
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.085241

--- START 20031010.085301
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-085256.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-085256&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=750&
--- END 20031010.085301

--- START 20031010.085320
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TCU99U&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.085320

--- START 20031010.085322
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.085322

--- START 20031010.085621
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031010.085621

--- START 20031010.085625
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031010.085625

--- START 20031010.085629
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=E4G8VW&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.085629

--- START 20031010.085634
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for CDW91VR488LSC (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
user_number=7&submit=Retrieve%20Members%20Now&displayname=&refresher=250&u=00000007&ubb=search_members2&email=&login_name=&
--- END 20031010.085634

--- START 20031010.085733
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9E5ESU&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.085733

--- START 20031010.085736
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.085736

--- START 20031010.085822
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'no'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-085805.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-085805&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=750&
--- END 20031010.085822

--- START 20031010.085942
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031010.085942

--- START 20031010.085944
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'no'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-085805.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-085805&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031010.085944

--- START 20031010.090001
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031010.090001

--- START 20031010.090003
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'no'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-085805.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-085805&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031010.090003

--- START 20031010.090028
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031010.090028

--- START 20031010.090030
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'no'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-085805.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-085805&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031010.090030

--- START 20031010.090045
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031010.090045

--- START 20031010.090047
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'no'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-085805.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-085805&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031010.090047

--- START 20031010.090105
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031010.090105

--- START 20031010.090107
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'no'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-085805.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-085805&start_point=&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031010.090107

--- START 20031010.090124
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'no'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-085805.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-085805&start_point=50&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031010.090124

--- START 20031010.090132
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'no'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-085805.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-085805&start_point=100&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031010.090132

--- START 20031010.090141
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'no'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-085805.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-085805&start_point=150&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031010.090141

--- START 20031010.090151
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'no'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'None'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-085805.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-085805&start_point=200&ubb=show_user_search_results&
--- END 20031010.090151

--- START 20031010.090225
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=AU7Z2A&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031010.090225

--- START 20031010.090228
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031010.090228

--- START 20031010.090234
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=JWJ8KA&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031010.090234

--- START 20031010.090326
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=XU7YZA&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20031010.090326

--- START 20031010.090334
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=2SC8WU&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031010.090334

--- START 20031010.090347
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031010.090347

--- START 20031010.090355
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=BJVZNB&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031010.090355

--- START 20031010.090410
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031010.090410

--- START 20031010.090514
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=BSVRCA&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20031010.090514

--- START 20031010.090525
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=4U5HM5&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20031010.090525

--- START 20031010.090531
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=NK8MGH&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20031010.090531

--- START 20031010.090541
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=WUPDDU&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20031010.090541

--- START 20031010.090552
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=KV33AY&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031010.090552

--- START 20031010.090632
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
registration
r=6M676B&ubb=vars_registration&
--- END 20031010.090632

--- START 20031010.090653
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
pm
r=ZTRURZ&ubb=vars_pm&
--- END 20031010.090653

--- START 20031010.090721
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=AK8KEH&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20031010.090721

--- START 20031010.090727
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed New Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PAWM5K&ubb=new_members&
--- END 20031010.090727

--- START 20031010.090807
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=WJBD3V&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20031010.090807

--- START 20031010.090820
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
email
r=RRV2KH&ubb=vars_email&
--- END 20031010.090820

--- START 20031010.090826
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=3WG4EA&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031010.090826

--- START 20031010.090843
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
registration
r=95WWBM&ubb=vars_registration&
--- END 20031010.090843

--- START 20031010.090906
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=44ET69&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20031010.090906

--- START 20031010.091136
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=5BAN8W&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.091136

--- START 20031010.091138
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.091138

--- START 20031010.091213
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'no'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '30'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> 'GT'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-091158.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-091158&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=750&
--- END 20031010.091213

--- START 20031010.091222
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=Y3HJPM&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.091222

--- START 20031010.091224
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.091224

--- START 20031010.091301
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> 'none'; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lastpost -> '20030101'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> '30'; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> ''; sortresults -> 'num'; status -> ''; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> 'LT'; postmath -> 'GT'; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452923-091247.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452923-091247&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=750&
--- END 20031010.091301

--- START 20031010.091520
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SWYW4Z&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.091520

--- START 20031010.091522
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
advanced=true&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031010.091522

--- START 20031012.125255
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031012.125255

--- START 20031012.125258
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031012.125258

--- START 20031012.125301
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8ACVRJ&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031012.125301

--- START 20031012.125350
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002570=A&Q:00002571=A&Q:00002580=A&Q:00002572=A&Q:00002581=A&Q:00002573=A&Q:00002582=A&Q:00002574=A&Q:00002583=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002575=A&Q:00002584=A&Q:00002576=A&Q:00002585=A&Q:00002577=A&Q:00002586=A&Q:00002578=A&Q:00002587=A&Q:00002579=A&
--- END 20031012.125350

--- START 20031013.082640
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031013.082640

--- START 20031013.082644
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031013.082644

--- START 20031013.082653
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed New Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=RAUXMC&ubb=new_members&
--- END 20031013.082653

--- START 20031013.082656
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BD2BK2&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031013.082656

--- START 20031013.082705
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'rogerberrones\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452926-082700.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452926-082700&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031013.082705

--- START 20031013.082909
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TWWXEM&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031013.082909

--- START 20031013.082940
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=S8GNZC&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031013.082940

--- START 20031013.082941
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=S4C3M4&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031013.082941

--- START 20031013.082949
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'imcoolerthanyou\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452926-082945.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452926-082945&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031013.082949

--- START 20031013.083057
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=KEZ9H2&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031013.083057

--- START 20031013.083103
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'garlicrl\@bellsouth\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452926-083059.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452926-083059&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031013.083103

--- START 20031013.083117
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for sleepergvr4 (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00001106&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20031013.083117

--- START 20031013.083127
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for sleepergvr4 (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00001106&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20031013.083127

--- START 20031013.083856
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=XGCWB7&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031013.083856

--- START 20031013.083902
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002593=A&Q:00002594=A&Q:00002595=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002588=A&Q:00002589=A&Q:00002590=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002591=A&Q:00002592=A&
--- END 20031013.083902

--- START 20031014.084927
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031014.084927

--- START 20031014.084931
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031014.084931

--- START 20031014.084934
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=7VJHUW&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031014.084934

--- START 20031014.084940
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002602=A&Q:00002603=A&Q:00002604=A&Q:00002605=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002606=A&Q:00002596=A&Q:00002607=A&Q:00002597=A&Q:00002608=A&Q:00002598=A&Q:00002599=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002600=A&Q:00002601=A&
--- END 20031014.084940

--- START 20031015.095407
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031015.095407

--- START 20031015.095411
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031015.095411

--- START 20031015.095417
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8ADR8G&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031015.095417

--- START 20031015.095424
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'skion222dh\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452928-095420.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452928-095420&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031015.095424

--- START 20031015.095434
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for The American (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00001204&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20031015.095434

--- START 20031015.095549
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9HDEYE&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031015.095549

--- START 20031015.095556
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'friigdifrebomb\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452928-095552.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452928-095552&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031015.095556

--- START 20031015.095603
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031015.095603

--- START 20031015.095619
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=S75VXN&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031015.095619

--- START 20031015.095627
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'jbush\.byfields\@westnet\.com\.au'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452928-095623.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452928-095623&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031015.095627

--- START 20031015.095633
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031015.095633

--- START 20031015.095853
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WB9UJ5&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031015.095853

--- START 20031015.095857
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002610=A&Q:00002611=A&Q:00002613=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002614=A&Q:00002615=A&Q:00002616=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002609=A&
--- END 20031015.095857

--- START 20031016.092237
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031016.092237

--- START 20031016.092246
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031016.092246

--- START 20031016.092251
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4S57SY&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031016.092251

--- START 20031016.092258
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'wtgvr4me03'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452929-092254.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452929-092254&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031016.092258

--- START 20031016.092545
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=J7ZTMJ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031016.092545

--- START 20031016.092553
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'imcoolerthanyou\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452929-092548.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452929-092548&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031016.092553

--- START 20031017.093034
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031017.093034

--- START 20031017.093101
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031017.093101

--- START 20031017.093106
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=E6CN6G&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031017.093106

--- START 20031017.093115
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'mdegroot\@neb\.rr\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452930-093111.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452930-093111&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031017.093115

--- START 20031017.093125
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for logick (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000897&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20031017.093125

--- START 20031017.093658
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=K9HWZ5&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031017.093658

--- START 20031017.093707
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002620=A&Q:00002621=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002630=A&Q:00002622=A&Q:00002631=A&Q:00002623=A&Q:00002632=A&Q:00002624=A&Q:00002633=A&Q:00002625=A&Q:00002626=A&Q:00002618=A&Q:00002627=A&Q:00002619=A&Q:00002628=A&Q:00002629=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031017.093707

--- START 20031017.210546
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031017.210546

--- START 20031017.210552
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031017.210552

--- START 20031017.210557
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=38WPNC&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031017.210557

--- START 20031017.210604
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'jasonbrentreno\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452930-210600.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452930-210600&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031017.210604

--- START 20031020.092559
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031020.092559

--- START 20031020.092603
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031020.092603

--- START 20031020.092607
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=X2DXGX&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031020.092607

--- START 20031020.092614
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002640=A&Q:00002641=A&Q:00002642=A&Q:00002634=A&Q:00002643=A&Q:00002635=A&Q:00002644=A&Q:00002636=A&Q:00002645=A&Q:00002637=A&Q:00002646=A&Q:00002638=A&Q:00002639=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031020.092614

--- START 20031021.083438
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031021.083438

--- START 20031021.083442
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031021.083442

--- START 20031021.083445
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=AUYN55&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031021.083445

--- START 20031021.083452
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002649=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002650=A&Q:00002651=A&Q:00002652=A&Q:00002653=A&Q:00002654=A&Q:00002655=A&Q:00002647=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002648=A&
--- END 20031021.083452

--- START 20031022.123245
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031022.123245

--- START 20031022.123250
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031022.123250

--- START 20031022.123253
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=MMJZMH&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031022.123253

--- START 20031022.123302
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'rickyv21_26\@hotamil\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452935-123257.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452935-123257&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031022.123302

--- START 20031022.123314
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031022.123314

--- START 20031022.123334
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=JH96AP&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031022.123334

--- START 20031022.123342
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'systech\@pre\.com\.au'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452935-123339.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452935-123339&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031022.123342

--- START 20031022.123407
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=X8Y7ZR&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031022.123407

--- START 20031022.123410
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PVDVP5&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031022.123410

--- START 20031022.123415
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002659=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002660=A&Q:00002661=A&Q:00002662=A&Q:00002663=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002656=A&Q:00002657=A&
--- END 20031022.123415

--- START 20031023.083836
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031023.083836

--- START 20031023.083904
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031023.083904

--- START 20031023.083912
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=3NUMKX&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031023.083912

--- START 20031023.083916
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002666=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002664=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002665=A&
--- END 20031023.083916

--- START 20031024.082318
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031024.082318

--- START 20031024.082321
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031024.082321

--- START 20031024.082324
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8U6MYW&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031024.082324

--- START 20031024.082329
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002667=A&Q:00002668=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002669=A&Q:00002670=A&Q:00002671=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002672=A&Q:00002673=A&
--- END 20031024.082329

--- START 20031027.085039
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031027.085039

--- START 20031027.085104
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031027.085104

--- START 20031027.085112
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8XPNKB&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031027.085112

--- START 20031027.085119
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'Ba_AWD'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452940-085115.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452940-085115&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031027.085119

--- START 20031027.085157
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9HSMDK&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031027.085157

--- START 20031027.085205
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'raydog200\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452940-085201.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452940-085201&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031027.085205

--- START 20031027.085211
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031027.085211

--- START 20031027.085215
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=K56UTU&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031027.085215

--- START 20031027.085224
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00002680=A&Q:00002681=A&Q:00002690=A&Q:00002674=A&Q:00002682=A&Q:00002691=A&Q:00002675=A&Q:00002683=A&Q:00002692=A&Q:00002684=A&Q:00002676=A&Q:00002677=A&Q:00002678=A&Q:00002686=A&Q:00002679=A&Q:00002687=A&Q:00002688=A&Q:00002689=A&
--- END 20031027.085224

--- START 20031028.075742
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031028.075742

--- START 20031028.075746
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031028.075746

--- START 20031028.075751
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=R9UWM9&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031028.075751

--- START 20031028.075805
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'ctech\@att\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452941-075759.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452941-075759&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031028.075805

--- START 20031028.075819
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031028.075819

--- START 20031028.075828
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=EH798D&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031028.075828

--- START 20031028.075839
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'fatdave72\@msn\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452941-075834.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452941-075834&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031028.075839

--- START 20031028.075852
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031028.075852

--- START 20031028.075858
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=7TKMVJ&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031028.075858

--- START 20031028.075953
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002700=A&Q:00002702=A&Q:00002693=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002694=A&Q:00002695=A&Q:00002696=A&Q:00002698=A&Q:00002699=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031028.075953

--- START 20031029.081110
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031029.081110

--- START 20031029.081114
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031029.081114

--- START 20031029.081118
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=N772BC&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031029.081118

--- START 20031029.081125
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002703=A&Q:00002704=A&Q:00002705=A&Q:00002706=A&Q:00002707=A&Q:00002708=A&Q:00002709=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031029.081125

--- START 20031030.081747
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031030.081747

--- START 20031030.081750
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031030.081750

--- START 20031030.081753
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TUACXH&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031030.081753

--- START 20031030.081759
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002710=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002711=A&Q:00002712=A&Q:00002713=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031030.081759

--- START 20031031.082254
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031031.082254

--- START 20031031.082258
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031031.082258

--- START 20031031.082302
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BGESJN&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031031.082302

--- START 20031031.082307
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002720=A&Q:00002721=A&Q:00002714=A&Q:00002715=A&Q:00002716=A&Q:00002717=A&Q:00002718=A&Q:00002719=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031031.082307

--- START 20031103.105642
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031103.105642

--- START 20031103.105650
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031103.105650

--- START 20031103.105652
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=J4VE99&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031103.105652

--- START 20031103.105659
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'ecook\@canwestmediasales\.ca'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452947-105656.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452947-105656&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031103.105659

--- START 20031103.105714
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031103.105714

--- START 20031103.105721
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=EZKMZE&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031103.105721

--- START 20031103.105729
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002730=A&Q:00002722=A&Q:00002731=A&Q:00002723=A&Q:00002732=A&Q:00002724=A&Q:00002733=A&Q:00002725=A&Q:00002734=A&Q:00002726=A&Q:00002735=A&Q:00002727=A&Q:00002736=A&Q:00002728=A&Q:00002737=A&Q:00002729=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002738=A&Q:00002739=A&
--- END 20031103.105729

--- START 20031104.083739
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031104.083739

--- START 20031104.083743
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031104.083743

--- START 20031104.083746
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9GSS57&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031104.083746

--- START 20031104.083754
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'www\.vr460m\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452948-083750.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452948-083750&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031104.083754

--- START 20031104.083759
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031104.083759

--- START 20031104.083821
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=7SK7YN&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031104.083821

--- START 20031104.083828
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'ecook\@canwestmediasales\.ca'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452948-083824.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452948-083824&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031104.083828

--- START 20031104.083845
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=E7ZPMX&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031104.083845

--- START 20031104.083851
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'Eric\ Cook'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452948-083847.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452948-083847&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031104.083851

--- START 20031104.083853
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GDYDBW&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031104.083853

--- START 20031104.083859
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'Eric\ Cook'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452948-083856.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452948-083856&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031104.083859

--- START 20031104.083919
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=E2W58M&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031104.083919

--- START 20031104.083923
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002747=A&Q:00002748=A&Q:00002749=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002740=A&Q:00002741=A&Q:00002750=A&Q:00002742=A&Q:00002751=A&Q:00002743=A&Q:00002752=A&Q:00002744=A&Q:00002753=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002746=A&
--- END 20031104.083923

--- START 20031104.112709
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031104.112709

--- START 20031106.084111
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031106.084111

--- START 20031106.084115
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031106.084115

--- START 20031106.084118
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=H4RD67&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031106.084118

--- START 20031106.084124
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'smgtovr4\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452950-084121.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452950-084121&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031106.084124

--- START 20031106.084130
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031106.084130

--- START 20031106.084143
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=KNTDYE&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031106.084143

--- START 20031106.084150
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'www\.moweclipse\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452950-084147.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452950-084147&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031106.084150

--- START 20031106.084154
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031106.084154

--- START 20031106.084209
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GKHKPM&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031106.084209

--- START 20031106.084215
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'www\.moweclipse\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452950-084212.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452950-084212&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031106.084215

--- START 20031106.084420
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SCZBE5&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031106.084420

--- START 20031106.084425
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002755=A&Q:00002756=A&Q:00002765=A&Q:00002757=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002758=A&Q:00002759=A&Q:00002760=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002761=A&Q:00002754=A&Q:00002762=A&
--- END 20031106.084425

--- START 20031107.082028
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031107.082028

--- START 20031107.082033
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031107.082033

--- START 20031107.082037
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=AM884J&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031107.082037

--- START 20031107.082047
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002771=A&Q:00002772=A&Q:00002773=A&Q:00002774=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002766=A&Q:00002767=A&Q:00002768=A&Q:00002769=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002770=A&
--- END 20031107.082047

--- START 20031110.081018
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031110.081018

--- START 20031110.081022
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031110.081022

--- START 20031110.081024
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=7Y6T4D&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031110.081024

--- START 20031110.081033
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00002780=A&Q:00002781=A&Q:00002790=A&Q:00002782=A&Q:00002791=A&Q:00002783=A&Q:00002792=A&Q:00002775=A&Q:00002776=A&Q:00002784=A&Q:00002793=A&Q:00002777=A&Q:00002785=A&Q:00002794=A&Q:00002778=A&Q:00002786=A&Q:00002795=A&Q:00002779=A&Q:00002787=A&Q:00002796=A&Q:00002788=A&Q:00002797=A&Q:00002789=A&
--- END 20031110.081033

--- START 20031111.082458
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031111.082458

--- START 20031111.082502
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031111.082502

--- START 20031111.082504
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=UMPEY3&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031111.082504

--- START 20031111.082516
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002800=A&Q:00002801=A&Q:00002802=A&Q:00002803=A&Q:00002804=A&Q:00002805=A&Q:00002806=A&Q:00002807=A&Q:00002808=A&Q:00002798=A&Q:00002809=A&Q:00002799=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031111.082516

--- START 20031112.142724
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031112.142724

--- START 20031112.142727
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031112.142727

--- START 20031112.142730
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=M8MPA5&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031112.142730

--- START 20031112.142733
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BN4M9J&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031112.142733

--- START 20031112.142739
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'fazzt73\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452956-142736.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452956-142736&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031112.142739

--- START 20031112.142749
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031112.142749

--- START 20031112.142803
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=W25E3N&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031112.142803

--- START 20031112.142811
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002810=A&Q:00002811=A&Q:00002812=A&Q:00002813=A&Q:00002814=A&Q:00002815=A&Q:00002816=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031112.142811

--- START 20031113.081814
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031113.081814

--- START 20031113.081823
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031113.081823

--- START 20031113.081829
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZRER75&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031113.081829

--- START 20031113.081840
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'Fazzt73'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452957-081837.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452957-081837&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031113.081840

--- START 20031113.081931
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031113.081931

--- START 20031113.081951
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8MNCCT&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031113.081951

--- START 20031113.081959
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'hammer8791\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452957-081955.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452957-081955&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031113.081959

--- START 20031113.082004
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031113.082004

--- START 20031113.082033
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YV2RZX&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031113.082033

--- START 20031113.082038
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002828=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002820=A&Q:00002821=A&Q:00002822=A&Q:00002823=A&Q:00002824=A&Q:00002825=A&Q:00002817=A&Q:00002826=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002818=A&Q:00002827=A&Q:00002819=A&
--- END 20031113.082038

--- START 20031113.083358
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031113.083358

--- START 20031113.154350
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031113.154350

--- START 20031113.154356
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031113.154356

--- START 20031113.154359
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=6HAGCK&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031113.154359

--- START 20031113.154406
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'broke\ down'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452957-154403.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452957-154403&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031113.154406

--- START 20031113.154424
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031113.154424

--- START 20031114.084401
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031114.084401

--- START 20031114.084406
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031114.084406

--- START 20031114.084409
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZHJZ8Y&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031114.084409

--- START 20031114.084416
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002836=A&Q:00002837=A&Q:00002829=A&Q:00002838=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002839=A&Q:00002830=A&Q:00002831=A&Q:00002840=A&Q:00002832=A&Q:00002833=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002834=A&Q:00002835=A&
--- END 20031114.084416

--- START 20031117.150940
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031117.150940

--- START 20031117.150944
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031117.150944

--- START 20031117.150949
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=EVJPN3&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031117.150949

--- START 20031117.150956
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'fazzt73\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452961-150952.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452961-150952&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031117.150956

--- START 20031117.151004
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031117.151004

--- START 20031117.151016
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=Y9KJD6&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031117.151016

--- START 20031117.151023
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE\@YAHOO\.COM'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452961-151019.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452961-151019&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031117.151023

--- START 20031117.151027
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031117.151027

--- START 20031117.151038
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZGJ855&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031117.151038

--- START 20031117.151044
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002841=A&Q:00002850=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002842=A&Q:00002851=A&Q:00002843=A&Q:00002844=A&Q:00002852=A&Q:00002845=A&Q:00002853=A&Q:00002846=A&Q:00002854=A&Q:00002855=A&Q:00002847=A&Q:00002848=A&Q:00002849=A&
--- END 20031117.151044

--- START 20031118.082158
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031118.082158

--- START 20031118.082202
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031118.082202

--- START 20031118.082205
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=A4NNXE&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031118.082205

--- START 20031118.082207
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002856=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031118.082207

--- START 20031119.072807
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031119.072807

--- START 20031119.072812
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031119.072812

--- START 20031119.072815
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=XW62BG&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031119.072815

--- START 20031119.072824
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002860=A&Q:00002861=A&Q:00002862=A&Q:00002863=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002864=A&Q:00002865=A&Q:00002857=A&Q:00002866=A&Q:00002858=A&Q:00002867=A&Q:00002859=A&Q:00002868=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031119.072824

--- START 20031120.090416
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031120.090416

--- START 20031120.090419
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031120.090419

--- START 20031120.090423
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=6VGPGJ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031120.090423

--- START 20031120.090431
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'jeff\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452964-090428.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452964-090428&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031120.090431

--- START 20031120.090446
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031120.090446

--- START 20031120.090524
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PWD85D&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031120.090524

--- START 20031120.090530
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'V8EATER'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452964-090527.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452964-090527&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031120.090530

--- START 20031120.090547
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031120.090547

--- START 20031120.090550
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=UWENDK&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031120.090550

--- START 20031120.090558
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'V8EATER'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452964-090554.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452964-090554&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031120.090558

--- START 20031120.090602
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031120.090602

--- START 20031120.090721
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=VEHM8U&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031120.090721

--- START 20031120.090741
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for GVR4speed (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00002869&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20031120.090741

--- START 20031120.090747
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Deleted Profile For  ()
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2F&DaysPrune=20&bday_month=5&AllowMassMail=yes&private_message_notify=yes&mod_q=yes&allow_write=no&bday_day=6&aim=&private_message=yes&user_email=viper609970%40hotmail.com&interests=&pntf_hidden=0&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=1984&location=FL&deleteuser=1&signature=%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&dub_me=&u=00002869&user_ratings=yes&occupation=&avurl=&EmailView=yes&
--- END 20031120.090747

--- START 20031120.090750
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for GVR4trix (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00002870&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20031120.090750

--- START 20031120.090755
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Deleted Profile For  ()
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2F&DaysPrune=20&bday_month=5&AllowMassMail=yes&private_message_notify=yes&mod_q=yes&allow_write=no&bday_day=6&aim=&private_message=yes&user_email=GVR4speed%40hotmail.com&interests=&pntf_hidden=0&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=1984&location=FL&deleteuser=1&signature=%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&dub_me=&u=00002870&user_ratings=yes&occupation=&avurl=&EmailView=yes&
--- END 20031120.090755

--- START 20031120.090759
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=N4VDAV&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031120.090759

--- START 20031120.090825
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002871=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002880=A&Q:00002872=A&Q:00002881=A&Q:00002873=A&Q:00002882=A&Q:00002874=A&Q:00002883=A&Q:00002876=A&Q:00002877=A&Q:00002878=A&Q:00002879=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031120.090825

--- START 20031120.090843
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=D757JP&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031120.090843

--- START 20031120.090849
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'pardigm\ shift'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452964-090845.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452964-090845&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031120.090849

--- START 20031120.090852
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031120.090852

--- START 20031120.142413
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031120.142413

--- START 20031120.142416
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031120.142416

--- START 20031120.142419
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=VM5SNR&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031120.142419

--- START 20031120.142423
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=KZMPN5&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031120.142423

--- START 20031120.142429
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'caspa69\@juno\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452964-142426.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452964-142426&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031120.142429

--- START 20031120.142448
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031120.142448

--- START 20031120.142650
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=UE26AD&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031120.142650

--- START 20031120.142652
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002884=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031120.142652

--- START 20031120.144109
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=MUHZSD&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20031120.144109

--- START 20031120.144111
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=4NEVP9&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031120.144111

--- START 20031120.144158
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=U3XTPP&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20031120.144158

--- START 20031120.144239
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=S6NN5V&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20031120.144239

--- START 20031120.144407
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=PY5DUD&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031120.144407

--- START 20031120.144618
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031120.144618

--- START 20031120.144632
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=6CMP3Z&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031120.144632

--- START 20031120.144650
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031120.144650

--- START 20031120.144711
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=2X9KPX&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031120.144711

--- START 20031120.144724
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031120.144724

--- START 20031120.144740
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=NVCD99&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031120.144740

--- START 20031120.144750
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031120.144750

--- START 20031121.082721
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031121.082721

--- START 20031121.082725
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031121.082725

--- START 20031121.082733
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=JH8ZW2&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031121.082733

--- START 20031121.082740
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'caspa69\@juno\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452965-082737.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452965-082737&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031121.082740

--- START 20031121.082802
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=M4AZR9&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031121.082802

--- START 20031121.082810
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'tranq\@iiimef\.usmc\.mil'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452965-082806.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452965-082806&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031121.082810

--- START 20031121.082905
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=R8GYBR&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031121.082905

--- START 20031121.082917
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002890=A&Q:00002891=A&Q:00002892=A&Q:00002885=A&Q:00002886=A&Q:00002887=K&Q:00002888=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002889=A&
--- END 20031121.082917

--- START 20031123.093951
(No username given!)
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031123.093951

--- START 20031123.093956
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031123.093956

--- START 20031123.094001
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=2EMGZW&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031123.094001

--- START 20031123.094008
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'vr460m\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452967-094004.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452967-094004&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031123.094008

--- START 20031123.094014
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031123.094014

--- START 20031123.094151
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=R4WVTT&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031123.094151

--- START 20031123.094200
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'agrabau\@Juno\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452967-094156.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452967-094156&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031123.094200

--- START 20031123.094227
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=2T67JP&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031123.094227

--- START 20031123.094233
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'appraisalboy\@charter\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452967-094229.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452967-094229&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031123.094233

--- START 20031123.094256
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=S3JK5U&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031123.094256

--- START 20031123.094302
Jon
12.220.168.103|~|12-220-168-103.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002899=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002900=A&Q:00002902=A&Q:00002903=A&Q:00002904=A&Q:00002905=A&Q:00002906=A&Q:00002907=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002893=A&Q:00002894=A&Q:00002895=A&Q:00002887=A&Q:00002896=A&Q:00002897=A&Q:00002898=A&
--- END 20031123.094302

--- START 20031124.085103
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031124.085103

--- START 20031124.085107
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031124.085107

--- START 20031124.085110
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TADYVX&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031124.085110

--- START 20031124.085116
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'llarian\@llarian\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452968-085112.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452968-085112&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031124.085116

--- START 20031124.085125
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031124.085125

--- START 20031124.085137
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=EZPBNU&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031124.085137

--- START 20031124.085140
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002909=A&Q:00002910=A&Q:00002911=A&Q:00002912=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002913=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002908=A&
--- END 20031124.085140

--- START 20031125.084345
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031125.084345

--- START 20031125.084348
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031125.084348

--- START 20031125.084352
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=UMXMAR&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031125.084352

--- START 20031125.084358
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'fazzt73'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452969-084355.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452969-084355&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031125.084358

--- START 20031125.084432
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031125.084432

--- START 20031125.084522
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=5MD4T8&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031125.084522

--- START 20031125.084530
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'gvrfour\@comcast\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452969-084526.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452969-084526&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031125.084530

--- START 20031125.084535
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for number3 (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000186&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20031125.084535

--- START 20031125.084618
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for number3 (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000186&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20031125.084618

--- START 20031125.084946
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=NG844S&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031125.084946

--- START 20031125.084949
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002917=A&Q:00002918=A&Q:00002919=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002914=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002915=A&Q:00002916=A&
--- END 20031125.084949

--- START 20031126.085128
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031126.085128

--- START 20031126.085132
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031126.085132

--- START 20031126.085135
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=759K4J&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031126.085135

--- START 20031126.085137
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=T9GZ37&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031126.085137

--- START 20031126.085143
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'getboosted'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452970-085140.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452970-085140&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031126.085143

--- START 20031126.085149
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031126.085149

--- START 20031126.085218
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=Z5UHW7&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031126.085218

--- START 20031126.085226
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'mgimelman\@netzero\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452970-085222.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452970-085222&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031126.085226

--- START 20031126.085230
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031126.085230

--- START 20031126.085232
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=P24KD3&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031126.085232

--- START 20031126.085239
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002933=A&Q:00002925=A&Q:00002926=A&Q:00002927=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002928=A&Q:00002929=A&Q:00002920=A&Q:00002921=A&Q:00002930=A&Q:00002931=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002923=A&Q:00002932=A&Q:00002924=A&
--- END 20031126.085239

--- START 20031128.111019
(No username given!)
207.162.163.19|~|cache1.vci.net|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031128.111019

--- START 20031128.111132
Jon
207.162.163.19|~|cache1.vci.net|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031128.111132

--- START 20031128.111302
Jon
207.162.163.19|~|cache1.vci.net|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=KXKYCW&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031128.111302

--- START 20031128.111314
Jon
207.162.163.19|~|cache1.vci.net|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'getboosted\@juno\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452972-111308.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452972-111308&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031128.111314

--- START 20031128.111322
Jon
207.162.163.19|~|cache1.vci.net|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031128.111322

--- START 20031128.111342
Jon
207.162.163.19|~|cache1.vci.net|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BEU63N&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031128.111342

--- START 20031128.111451
Jon
207.162.163.19|~|cache1.vci.net|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TJKGVY&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031128.111451

--- START 20031128.111530
Jon
207.162.163.19|~|cache1.vci.net|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002941=A&Q:00002942=A&Q:00002934=A&Q:00002943=A&Q:00002935=A&Q:00002944=A&Q:00002936=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002937=A&Q:00002938=A&Q:00002939=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002940=A&
--- END 20031128.111530

--- START 20031130.152506
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031130.152506

--- START 20031130.152558
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031130.152558

--- START 20031130.152600
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WE4MJ3&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031130.152600

--- START 20031130.152606
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00002950=A&Q:00002951=A&Q:00002960=A&Q:00002952=A&Q:00002961=A&Q:00002945=A&Q:00002953=A&Q:00002954=A&Q:00002946=A&Q:00002947=A&Q:00002955=A&Q:00002948=A&Q:00002956=A&Q:00002949=A&Q:00002957=A&Q:00002958=A&Q:00002959=A&
--- END 20031130.152606

--- START 20031201.094729
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031201.094729

--- START 20031201.094732
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031201.094732

--- START 20031201.094737
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PNXRR8&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031201.094737

--- START 20031201.094742
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002964=A&Q:00002965=A&Q:00002966=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00002962=A&Q:00002963=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031201.094742

--- START 20031201.144957
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031201.144957

--- START 20031204.083731
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031204.083731

--- START 20031204.083736
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031204.083736

--- START 20031204.083740
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=S2GD3V&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031204.083740

--- START 20031204.083747
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'djphucface\@crackdealer\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452978-083742.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452978-083742&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031204.083747

--- START 20031204.083757
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031204.083757

--- START 20031204.083802
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=2UZ6UC&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031204.083802

--- START 20031204.083804
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=DCPHSE&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031204.083804

--- START 20031204.083844
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00002988=A&Q:00002989=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00002970=A&Q:00002971=A&Q:00002972=A&Q:00002980=A&Q:00002981=A&Q:00002990=A&Q:00002973=A&Q:00002982=A&Q:00002974=A&Q:00002991=A&Q:00002983=A&Q:00002967=A&Q:00002975=A&Q:00002992=A&Q:00002984=A&Q:00002968=A&Q:00002976=A&Q:00002985=A&Q:00002969=A&Q:00002977=A&Q:00002978=A&Q:00002987=A&Q:00002979=A&
--- END 20031204.083844

--- START 20031205.132035
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031205.132035

--- START 20031205.132039
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031205.132039

--- START 20031205.132042
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=XR7BP8&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031205.132042

--- START 20031205.132048
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'tamasbira\@catcha\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452979-132044.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452979-132044&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031205.132048

--- START 20031205.132056
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031205.132056

--- START 20031205.132129
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=RPS8GW&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031205.132129

--- START 20031205.132136
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'djphucface\@crackdealer\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452979-132132.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452979-132132&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031205.132136

--- START 20031205.132202
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
email
r=JWAVZJ&ubb=vars_email&
--- END 20031205.132202

--- START 20031205.132233
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Email Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031205.132233

--- START 20031205.132256
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
email
r=RDD84Y&ubb=vars_email&
--- END 20031205.132256

--- START 20031205.132332
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
pm
r=78C43U&ubb=vars_pm&
--- END 20031205.132332

--- START 20031205.132628
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031205.132628

--- START 20031205.132632
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031205.132632

--- START 20031205.132636
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
pm
r=AEWPHE&ubb=vars_pm&
--- END 20031205.132636

--- START 20031205.132700
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=T8UJGB&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20031205.132700

--- START 20031205.132730
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
email
r=P6JR6H&ubb=vars_email&
--- END 20031205.132730

--- START 20031205.133103
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031205.133103

--- START 20031205.133106
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031205.133106

--- START 20031205.133109
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WG789N&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031205.133109

--- START 20031205.133114
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003000=A&Q:00002996=A&Q:00003001=A&Q:00002997=A&Q:00002998=A&Q:00003003=A&Q:00002999=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003004=A&Q:00002993=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00002994=A&Q:00002995=A&
--- END 20031205.133114

--- START 20031207.182250
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031207.182250

--- START 20031207.182303
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031207.182303

--- START 20031207.182350
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=9SP7V6&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20031207.182350

--- START 20031207.182355
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
email
r=A6NMA4&ubb=vars_email&
--- END 20031207.182355

--- START 20031207.182404
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=WWTS6G&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20031207.182404

--- START 20031207.182614
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=H2Z555&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031207.182614

--- START 20031207.182616
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=RMZNK7&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031207.182616

--- START 20031207.182623
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'ngs'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452981-182619.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452981-182619&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031207.182623

--- START 20031207.182628
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031207.182628

--- START 20031207.182632
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WGB6E8&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031207.182632

--- START 20031207.182646
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00003010=A&Q:00003011=A&Q:00003020=A&Q:00003012=A&Q:00003005=A&Q:00003013=A&Q:00003022=A&Q:00003006=A&Q:00003014=A&Q:00003023=A&Q:00003007=A&Q:00003015=A&Q:00003024=A&Q:00003008=A&Q:00003016=A&Q:00003009=A&Q:00003017=A&Q:00003018=A&Q:00003019=A&
--- END 20031207.182646

--- START 20031208.090842
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031208.090842

--- START 20031208.183214
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031208.183214

--- START 20031208.183218
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031208.183218

--- START 20031208.183225
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZPG4JD&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031208.183225

--- START 20031208.183232
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'billythebarber\@msn\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452982-183228.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452982-183228&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031208.183232

--- START 20031209.073716
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031209.073716

--- START 20031209.073720
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031209.073720

--- START 20031209.073804
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=JAS34X&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031209.073804

--- START 20031209.073913
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003030=A&Q:00003031=A&Q:00003032=A&Q:00003033=A&Q:00003025=A&Q:00003034=A&Q:00003026=A&Q:00003035=A&Q:00003027=A&Q:00003036=A&Q:00003028=A&Q:00003029=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031209.073913

--- START 20031210.150354
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031210.150354

--- START 20031210.150358
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031210.150358

--- START 20031210.150400
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=MJA4S2&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031210.150400

--- START 20031210.150406
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031210.150406

--- START 20031210.150415
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003040=A&Q:00003041=A&Q:00003042=A&Q:00003037=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003038=A&Q:00003039=A&
--- END 20031210.150415

--- START 20031211.082005
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031211.082005

--- START 20031211.082009
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031211.082009

--- START 20031211.082012
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031211.082012

--- START 20031211.082014
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003043=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003044=A&Q:00003045=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031211.082014

--- START 20031212.094524
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031212.094524

--- START 20031212.094527
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031212.094527

--- START 20031212.094530
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BB9H3W&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031212.094530

--- START 20031212.094534
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003048=A&Q:00003049=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003050=A&Q:00003051=A&Q:00003052=A&Q:00003053=A&Q:00003054=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003046=A&Q:00003055=A&Q:00003047=A&
--- END 20031212.094534

--- START 20031213.203704
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031213.203704

--- START 20031213.203708
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031213.203708

--- START 20031213.203712
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=W6XVC2&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031213.203712

--- START 20031213.203713
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031213.203713

--- START 20031213.203717
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003056=A&Q:00003057=A&Q:00003058=A&Q:00003059=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031213.203717

--- START 20031215.092747
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031215.092747

--- START 20031215.092751
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031215.092751

--- START 20031215.092753
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031215.092753

--- START 20031215.092758
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GK2VA3&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031215.092758

--- START 20031215.092806
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'opp_galant'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452989-092802.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452989-092802&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031215.092806

--- START 20031215.092816
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031215.092816

--- START 20031215.092844
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=HT2J22&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031215.092844

--- START 20031215.092846
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003065=A&Q:00003066=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003060=A&Q:00003061=A&Q:00003062=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003063=A&
--- END 20031215.092846

--- START 20031216.090450
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031216.090450

--- START 20031216.090456
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031216.090456

--- START 20031216.090500
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031216.090500

--- START 20031216.090503
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003067=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003068=A&Q:00003069=A&Q:00003070=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031216.090503

--- START 20031216.090508
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TW34ST&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031216.090508

--- START 20031216.090514
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'shann'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2452990-090511.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2452990-090511&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031216.090514

--- START 20031216.090520
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for shannonkeo (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00003070&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20031216.090520

--- START 20031217.082849
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031217.082849

--- START 20031217.082853
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031217.082853

--- START 20031217.082856
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031217.082856

--- START 20031217.082902
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003072=A&Q:00003073=A&Q:00003074=A&Q:00003075=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003076=A&Q:00003077=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003071=A&
--- END 20031217.082902

--- START 20031218.084954
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031218.084954

--- START 20031218.084959
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031218.084959

--- START 20031218.085001
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031218.085001

--- START 20031218.085006
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003080=A&Q:00003081=A&Q:00003082=A&Q:00003083=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003084=A&Q:00003085=A&Q:00003086=A&Q:00003078=A&Q:00003087=A&Q:00003079=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031218.085006

--- START 20031219.092631
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031219.092631

--- START 20031219.092635
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031219.092635

--- START 20031219.092637
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031219.092637

--- START 20031219.092649
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003090=A&Q:00003091=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003092=A&Q:00003093=A&Q:00003094=A&Q:00003095=A&Q:00003096=A&Q:00003088=A&Q:00003089=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031219.092649

--- START 20031221.125740
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031221.125740

--- START 20031221.125744
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031221.125744

--- START 20031221.125746
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031221.125746

--- START 20031221.125753
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003100=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003101=A&Q:00003110=A&Q:00003102=A&Q:00003111=A&Q:00003103=A&Q:00003112=A&Q:00003104=A&Q:00003105=A&Q:00003106=A&Q:00003097=A&Q:00003107=A&Q:00003098=A&Q:00003108=A&Q:00003109=A&Q:00003099=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031221.125753

--- START 20031222.143526
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031222.143526

--- START 20031222.143530
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031222.143530

--- START 20031222.143532
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031222.143532

--- START 20031222.143536
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003120=A&Q:00003113=A&Q:00003114=A&Q:00003115=A&Q:00003116=A&Q:00003117=A&Q:00003118=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003119=A&
--- END 20031222.143536

--- START 20031223.125847
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031223.125847

--- START 20031223.133646
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031223.133646

--- START 20031223.133653
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031223.133653

--- START 20031223.133655
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031223.133655

--- START 20031223.133700
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003121=A&Q:00003122=A&Q:00003123=A&Q:00003124=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003125=A&Q:00003126=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031223.133700

--- START 20031224.092241
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031224.092241

--- START 20031224.092246
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031224.092246

--- START 20031224.092249
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031224.092249

--- START 20031224.092252
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003127=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003128=A&
--- END 20031224.092252

--- START 20031226.125755
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031226.125755

--- START 20031226.125759
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031226.125759

--- START 20031226.125802
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031226.125802

--- START 20031226.125821
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003137=A&Q:00003129=A&Q:00003138=A&Q:00003139=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00003130=A&Q:00003131=A&Q:00003132=A&Q:00003140=A&Q:00003133=A&Q:00003141=A&Q:00003134=A&Q:00003142=A&Q:00003135=A&Q:00003143=A&Q:00003136=A&
--- END 20031226.125821

--- START 20031227.135450
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031227.135450

--- START 20031227.135454
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031227.135454

--- START 20031227.135459
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=E72X6B&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031227.135459

--- START 20031227.135507
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'biggib42\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453001-135503.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453001-135503&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031227.135507

--- START 20031227.135517
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031227.135517

--- START 20031227.140031
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GD2NWA&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031227.140031

--- START 20031227.140036
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003145=A&Q:00003146=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00003144=A&
--- END 20031227.140036

--- START 20031229.082500
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~||~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031229.082500

--- START 20031229.082503
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031229.082503

--- START 20031229.082505
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031229.082505

--- START 20031229.082509
Jon
205.145.64.64|~||~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003153=A&Q:00003154=A&Q:00003155=A&Q:00003147=A&Q:00003156=A&Q:00003148=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003157=A&Q:00003149=A&Q:00003158=A&Q:00003159=A&Q:00003150=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003151=A&Q:00003160=A&Q:00003152=A&
--- END 20031229.082509

--- START 20031230.101009
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031230.101009

--- START 20031230.101012
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031230.101012

--- START 20031230.101014
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031230.101014

--- START 20031230.101024
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003161=A&Q:00003170=A&Q:00003162=A&Q:00003171=A&Q:00003163=A&Q:00003172=A&Q:00003164=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003173=A&Q:00003165=A&Q:00003166=A&Q:00003167=A&Q:00003168=A&Q:00003169=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031230.101024

--- START 20031231.132050
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20031231.132050

--- START 20031231.132101
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20031231.132101

--- START 20031231.132105
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031231.132105

--- START 20031231.132109
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=V3HC6K&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20031231.132109

--- START 20031231.132126
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'gibbi71454\@netzero\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453005-132122.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453005-132122&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20031231.132126

--- START 20031231.132133
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20031231.132133

--- START 20031231.132136
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8T7DVM&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20031231.132136

--- START 20031231.132142
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003180=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003181=A&Q:00003182=A&Q:00003174=A&Q:00003175=A&Q:00003177=A&Q:00003178=A&Q:00003179=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20031231.132142

--- START 20040101.160227
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040101.160227

--- START 20040101.160230
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040101.160230

--- START 20040101.160232
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040101.160232

--- START 20040101.160235
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003185=A&Q:00003186=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003183=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003184=A&
--- END 20040101.160235

--- START 20040102.101743
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040102.101743

--- START 20040102.101747
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040102.101747

--- START 20040102.101749
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040102.101749

--- START 20040102.101751
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003187=A&Q:00003188=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003189=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040102.101751

--- START 20040105.100124
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040105.100124

--- START 20040105.100128
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040105.100128

--- START 20040105.100131
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=V8NUZY&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040105.100131

--- START 20040105.100138
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'biggib424\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453010-100134.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453010-100134&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040105.100138

--- START 20040105.100145
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040105.100145

--- START 20040105.100206
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=N87RTM&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040105.100206

--- START 20040105.100213
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'tikibeast\@3Si\.zzn\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453010-100210.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453010-100210&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040105.100213

--- START 20040105.100217
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040105.100217

--- START 20040105.100230
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=HTUMDJ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040105.100230

--- START 20040105.100236
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'nooransari\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453010-100233.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453010-100233&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040105.100236

--- START 20040105.100241
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040105.100241

--- START 20040105.100253
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=DPJT5R&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040105.100253

--- START 20040105.100300
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'nooransari\@miti\.gov\.my'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453010-100257.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453010-100257&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040105.100300

--- START 20040105.100304
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040105.100304

--- START 20040105.100333
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=EWJHVP&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040105.100333

--- START 20040105.100340
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'elgordo\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453010-100336.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453010-100336&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040105.100340

--- START 20040105.100343
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040105.100343

--- START 20040105.100356
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=DCBNC4&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040105.100356

--- START 20040105.100400
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003190=A&Q:00003192=A&Q:00003193=A&Q:00003194=A&Q:00003195=A&Q:00003196=A&Q:00003197=A&Q:00003198=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003199=A&Q:00003200=A&Q:00003201=A&Q:00003210=A&Q:00003202=A&Q:00003211=A&Q:00003203=A&Q:00003213=A&Q:00003206=A&Q:00003207=A&Q:00003208=A&
--- END 20040105.100400

--- START 20040105.114954
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040105.114954

--- START 20040106.083923
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040106.083923

--- START 20040106.083927
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040106.083927

--- START 20040106.083929
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040106.083929

--- START 20040106.083933
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003218=A&Q:00003219=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003220=A&Q:00003221=A&Q:00003222=A&Q:00003214=A&Q:00003215=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003216=A&Q:00003217=A&
--- END 20040106.083933

--- START 20040106.084736
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040106.084736

--- START 20040106.084740
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040106.084740

--- START 20040106.084746
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9XHGJ9&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040106.084746

--- START 20040106.084751
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'alex\@dentsport\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453011-084748.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453011-084748&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040106.084751

--- START 20040106.084755
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=VPMMDN&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040106.084755

--- START 20040106.084802
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'alex'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453011-084758.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453011-084758&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040106.084802

--- START 20040106.084820
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> 'alex'; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453011-084816.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453011-084816&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040106.084820

--- START 20040106.084929
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> 'bmw'; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453011-084925.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453011-084925&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040106.084929

--- START 20040107.094221
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040107.094221

--- START 20040107.094225
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040107.094225

--- START 20040107.094227
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040107.094227

--- START 20040107.094230
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003226=A&Q:00003227=A&Q:00003228=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003223=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003224=A&Q:00003225=A&
--- END 20040107.094230

--- START 20040108.104530
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040108.104530

--- START 20040108.104533
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040108.104533

--- START 20040108.104536
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040108.104536

--- START 20040108.104541
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003234=A&Q:00003235=A&Q:00003236=A&Q:00003237=A&Q:00003229=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003238=A&Q:00003239=A&Q:00003230=A&Q:00003231=A&Q:00003240=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003232=A&Q:00003233=A&
--- END 20040108.104541

--- START 20040109.092534
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040109.092534

--- START 20040109.092538
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040109.092538

--- START 20040109.092540
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040109.092540

--- START 20040109.092545
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003242=A&Q:00003243=A&Q:00003244=A&Q:00003245=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00003241=A&
--- END 20040109.092545

--- START 20040112.122451
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040112.122451

--- START 20040112.122454
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040112.122454

--- START 20040112.122456
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040112.122456

--- START 20040112.122501
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YP3Z58&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040112.122501

--- START 20040112.122507
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'verbalex\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453017-122503.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453017-122503&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040112.122507

--- START 20040112.122516
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040112.122516

--- START 20040112.122518
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CTUAWJ&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040112.122518

--- START 20040112.122525
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003250=A&Q:00003251=A&Q:00003260=A&Q:00003252=A&Q:00003261=A&Q:00003253=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003270=A&Q:00003262=A&Q:00003254=A&Q:00003246=A&Q:00003271=A&Q:00003263=A&Q:00003255=A&Q:00003247=A&Q:00003272=A&Q:00003264=A&Q:00003256=A&Q:00003248=A&Q:00003273=A&Q:00003257=A&Q:00003249=A&Q:00003274=A&Q:00003266=A&Q:00003258=A&Q:00003267=A&Q:00003259=A&Q:00003268=A&Q:00003269=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040112.122525

--- START 20040112.174950
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040112.174950

--- START 20040112.174955
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040112.174955

--- START 20040112.175113
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=BAZEZE&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20040112.175113

--- START 20040113.085420
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040113.085420

--- START 20040113.085424
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040113.085424

--- START 20040113.085435
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=AXRJMS&ubb=prune&
--- END 20040113.085435

--- START 20040113.085439
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Prune Type
Succeeded
DATE
prune_option=DATE&submit=Choose%20Pruning%20Option&ubb=prune_option&
--- END 20040113.085439

--- START 20040113.085453
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune by Date for Forum 1
Succeeded
Pruned up to: 2452988
prune_option=DATE&prune_forum=1&submit=Submit%20Prune%20Request&prune_days=30&ubb=prune_request&
--- END 20040113.085453

--- START 20040113.090103
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Pruned  Threads from Forum 1
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=prune-date-UUDPAX&prune_option=DATE&prune_forum=1&start=1775&ubb=prune_refresh&
--- END 20040113.090103

--- START 20040113.090231
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Forum Stats Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=S2B9WX&ubb=forum_stats2&
--- END 20040113.090231

--- START 20040113.090242
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Forum Stats (1)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
start_point=0&current=0&submit=Rebuild%20Forum%20Stats&target=1&msg=forum_stats_one&ubb=refreshing&action=forum_stats&
--- END 20040113.090242

--- START 20040113.090308
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Post History Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YTECRA&ubb=post_history&
--- END 20040113.090308

--- START 20040113.090758
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Stats
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=post_history%2Cpost_history2&start=8&history_file=history_BH5DDB.cgi&msg=post_history&thread_point=0&ubb=refreshing&action=post_history&
--- END 20040113.090758

--- START 20040113.090835
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Member Post Histories
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=post_history%2Cpost_history2&start=1400&increment=200&msg=post_history&ubb=refreshing&action=post_history2&
--- END 20040113.090835

--- START 20040113.091433
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BH5PJJ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040113.091433

--- START 20040113.091448
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'jacjdws\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453018-091444.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453018-091444&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040113.091448

--- START 20040113.091457
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040113.091457

--- START 20040113.091512
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZP7J22&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040113.091512

--- START 20040113.091518
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'suprflewus\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453018-091514.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453018-091514&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040113.091518

--- START 20040113.091521
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040113.091521

--- START 20040113.091537
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WKXRS7&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040113.091537

--- START 20040113.091546
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'Pete\@everydayband\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453018-091541.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453018-091541&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040113.091546

--- START 20040113.091549
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040113.091549

--- START 20040113.091605
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9AMSE9&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040113.091605

--- START 20040113.091612
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'rcarey3853\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453018-091608.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453018-091608&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040113.091612

--- START 20040113.091615
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040113.091615

--- START 20040113.091622
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=XMUV5W&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040113.091622

--- START 20040113.091626
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003275=A&Q:00003276=A&Q:00003277=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003278=A&Q:00003279=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040113.091626

--- START 20040113.125356
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040113.125356

--- START 20040113.125400
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040113.125400

--- START 20040113.125405
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=Y4MVTH&ubb=prune&
--- END 20040113.125405

--- START 20040113.125410
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Massmove Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=AMA7RK&ubb=massmove&
--- END 20040113.125410

--- START 20040113.153023
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040113.153023

--- START 20040113.153032
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040113.153032

--- START 20040113.153402
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=XXAHSN&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20040113.153402

--- START 20040113.153424
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
mods
r=4MJE7C&ubb=vars_mod&
--- END 20040113.153424

--- START 20040114.083403
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040114.083403

--- START 20040114.083407
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040114.083407

--- START 20040114.083412
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=V2RZ8H&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040114.083412

--- START 20040114.083417
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'JACJDWS\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453019-083414.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453019-083414&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040114.083417

--- START 20040114.083423
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040114.083423

--- START 20040114.083546
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TAJE3Y&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040114.083546

--- START 20040114.083551
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'JACJDWS\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453019-083548.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453019-083548&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040114.083551

--- START 20040114.083650
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=DAHD2Z&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040114.083650

--- START 20040114.083655
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'RCarey3853\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453019-083652.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453019-083652&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040114.083655

--- START 20040114.083713
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040114.083713

--- START 20040114.083806
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=U43K3P&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040114.083806

--- START 20040114.083818
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003280=A&Q:00003281=A&Q:00003282=A&Q:00003283=A&Q:00003284=A&Q:00003285=A&Q:00003286=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040114.083818

--- START 20040115.092050
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040115.092050

--- START 20040115.092054
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040115.092054

--- START 20040115.092056
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040115.092056

--- START 20040115.092100
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003297=A&Q:00003289=A&Q:00003298=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003290=A&Q:00003291=A&Q:00003292=A&Q:00003293=A&Q:00003294=A&Q:00003295=A&Q:00003287=A&Q:00003296=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003288=A&
--- END 20040115.092100

--- START 20040116.072848
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040116.072848

--- START 20040116.072853
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040116.072853

--- START 20040116.072855
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040116.072855

--- START 20040116.072858
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003300=A&Q:00003301=A&Q:00003299=A&Q:00003302=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040116.072858

--- START 20040116.093418
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040116.093418

--- START 20040116.093422
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040116.093422

--- START 20040116.093821
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in
ubb=toggle_on&
--- END 20040116.093821

--- START 20040116.093828
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040116.093828

--- START 20040116.093854
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Forum Stats Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=27XP4N&ubb=forum_stats2&
--- END 20040116.093854

--- START 20040116.093905
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Forum Stats (4)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start_point=200&target=4&current=0&msg=forum_stats_one&ubb=refreshing&action=forum_stats&
--- END 20040116.093905

--- START 20040116.093916
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Forum Stats Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WSKKRK&ubb=forum_stats2&
--- END 20040116.093916

--- START 20040116.094308
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Rebuilt Forum Stats (ALL)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
multi=&start_point=0&target=ALL&current=8&msg=forum_stats&ubb=refreshing&action=forum_stats&
--- END 20040116.094308

--- START 20040116.101541
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Prune Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GZ2RV3&ubb=prune&
--- END 20040116.101541

--- START 20040116.101545
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Selected Prune Type
Succeeded
DATE
prune_option=DATE&submit=Choose%20Pruning%20Option&ubb=prune_option&
--- END 20040116.101545

--- START 20040119.082926
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040119.082926

--- START 20040119.082930
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040119.082930

--- START 20040119.082934
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8YN2UR&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040119.082934

--- START 20040119.082942
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'kcgibson'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453024-082937.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453024-082937&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040119.082942

--- START 20040119.082949
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040119.082949

--- START 20040119.083012
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TBPWMU&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040119.083012

--- START 20040119.083018
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'elijah7o4\@juno\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453024-083014.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453024-083014&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040119.083018

--- START 20040119.083021
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040119.083021

--- START 20040119.083146
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=NWAT8R&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040119.083146

--- START 20040119.083437
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003323=A&Q:00003315=A&Q:00003307=A&Q:00003324=A&Q:00003316=A&Q:00003308=A&Q:00003317=A&Q:00003309=A&Q:00003318=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003319=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003310=A&Q:00003303=A&Q:00003311=A&Q:00003320=A&Q:00003304=A&Q:00003312=A&Q:00003321=A&Q:00003305=A&Q:00003313=A&Q:00003322=A&Q:00003306=A&Q:00003314=A&
--- END 20040119.083437

--- START 20040119.184257
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040119.184257

--- START 20040119.184304
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040119.184304

--- START 20040119.184311
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YSTRWB&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040119.184311

--- START 20040119.184318
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'gibbi71455\@netzero\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453024-184314.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453024-184314&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040119.184318

--- START 20040119.184439
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=5M58SC&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040119.184439

--- START 20040119.184446
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'galant\@mini1400\.co\.uk'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453024-184442.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453024-184442&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040119.184446

--- START 20040119.184452
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040119.184452

--- START 20040120.081506
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040120.081506

--- START 20040120.081510
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040120.081510

--- START 20040120.081513
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040120.081513

--- START 20040120.081519
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003331=A&Q:00003340=A&Q:00003332=A&Q:00003333=A&Q:00003325=A&Q:00003326=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003335=A&Q:00003327=A&Q:00003336=A&Q:00003328=A&Q:00003337=A&Q:00003329=A&Q:00003338=A&Q:00003339=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003330=A&
--- END 20040120.081519

--- START 20040120.081611
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=HYXW5J&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040120.081611

--- START 20040120.081619
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'icecreamtruckgvr4'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453025-081615.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453025-081615&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040120.081619

--- START 20040120.081629
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=S88UEH&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040120.081629

--- START 20040120.081637
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'icecream'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453025-081632.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453025-081632&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040120.081637

--- START 20040120.081651
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=EXH78C&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040120.081651

--- START 20040120.081704
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'Flyboy42'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453025-081700.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453025-081700&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040120.081704

--- START 20040120.081712
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040120.081712

--- START 20040121.082156
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040121.082156

--- START 20040121.082201
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040121.082201

--- START 20040121.082206
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WUG2NY&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040121.082206

--- START 20040121.082214
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'nazhar\@itwmeritex\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453026-082210.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453026-082210&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040121.082214

--- START 20040121.082224
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040121.082224

--- START 20040121.082238
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=X2GRCX&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040121.082238

--- START 20040121.082245
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'hammer8791\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453026-082241.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453026-082241&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040121.082245

--- START 20040121.082251
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040121.082251

--- START 20040122.073847
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040122.073847

--- START 20040122.073852
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040122.073852

--- START 20040122.073856
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=P8BTHE&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040122.073856

--- START 20040122.073903
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'jonescri\@earthlink\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453027-073859.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453027-073859&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040122.073903

--- START 20040122.073911
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040122.073911

--- START 20040122.074004
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8NCM9J&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040122.074004

--- START 20040122.074011
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'hammer8791\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453027-074006.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453027-074006&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040122.074011

--- START 20040122.074014
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040122.074014

--- START 20040122.074032
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=42WYJ5&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040122.074032

--- START 20040122.074038
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'trosselle\@henrywurst\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453027-074034.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453027-074034&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040122.074038

--- START 20040122.074042
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040122.074042

--- START 20040122.074335
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GSKZ76&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040122.074335

--- START 20040122.074346
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003341=A&Q:00003350=A&Q:00003342=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003351=A&Q:00003343=A&Q:00003360=A&Q:00003344=A&Q:00003361=A&Q:00003345=A&Q:00003362=A&Q:00003354=A&Q:00003346=A&Q:00003363=A&Q:00003355=A&Q:00003347=A&Q:00003356=A&Q:00003348=A&Q:00003357=A&Q:00003349=A&Q:00003358=A&Q:00003359=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040122.074346

--- START 20040122.075824
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040122.075824

--- START 20040123.093609
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040123.093609

--- START 20040123.093613
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040123.093613

--- START 20040123.093618
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BWEHKN&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040123.093618

--- START 20040123.093721
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'sleepyvr4\@excite\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453028-093717.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453028-093717&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040123.093721

--- START 20040123.093725
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for sleepyvr4 (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00003137&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040123.093725

--- START 20040123.093749
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For sleepyvr4 (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2Fimg5.photobucket.com%2Falbums%2Fv22%2Fsleepyvr4%2F&DaysPrune=20&bday_month=8&AllowMassMail=yes&private_message_notify=no&bday_day=9&aim=&private_message=yes&user_email=sleepyvr4%40excite.com&interests=&pntf_hidden=0&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=1980&allow_pm=yes&location=pittsburgh&signature=1732%20of%202000%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&dub_me=&u=00003137&user_ratings=yes&occupation=student&avurl=&EmailView=yes&
--- END 20040123.093749

--- START 20040123.094200
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=JTN6TB&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040123.094200

--- START 20040123.094206
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'jibber\@icestorm\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453028-094202.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453028-094202&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040123.094206

--- START 20040123.094209
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for josh long (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000943&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040123.094209

--- START 20040123.094218
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For josh long (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2F&DaysPrune=20&bday_month=8&AllowMassMail=yes&private_message_notify=no&bday_day=11&aim=&private_message=yes&user_email=jibber%40icestorm.net&interests=&pntf_hidden=0&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=1976&allow_pm=yes&location=bonney%20lake%2C%20wa.&signature=rally%20on%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&dub_me=&u=00000943&user_ratings=yes&occupation=sales&avurl=&EmailView=yes&
--- END 20040123.094218

--- START 20040123.094238
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=RM4UDW&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040123.094238

--- START 20040123.094246
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'rhertz\@baits\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453028-094241.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453028-094241&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040123.094246

--- START 20040123.094248
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for Hertz (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000536&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040123.094248

--- START 20040123.094256
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For Hertz (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3-points.com%2Frhertz%2F&DaysPrune=10&location=Chicago%2C%20IL&bday_month=5&AllowMassMail=yes&signature=%A0%A0%A0%5BURL%3Dhttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.3-points.com%2Frhertz%2F%5DRyan%20Hertz%5B%2FURL%5D%0D%0A%26%239618%3B%5B%26%238470%3B%20858%2F2000%5D%26%239618%3B%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&private_message_notify=no&bday_public=yes&u=00000536&dub_me=&user_ratings=yes&occupation=Webdeveloper&bday_day=10&aim=&user_email=rhertz%40baits.com&interests=Computers%2C%20Photography&private_message=yes&avurl=&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=1975&EmailView=yes&pntf_hidden=0&allow_pm=yes&
--- END 20040123.094256

--- START 20040123.094315
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=KTNEYJ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040123.094315

--- START 20040123.094322
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'sales\@diamondstarmotorsport\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453028-094318.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453028-094318&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040123.094322

--- START 20040123.094326
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=X687HA&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040123.094326

--- START 20040123.094334
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'sales\@diamondstarmotorsport\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453028-094330.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453028-094330&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040123.094334

--- START 20040123.094341
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CM4TCW&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040123.094341

--- START 20040123.094348
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'DSMotorsport'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453028-094344.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453028-094344&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040123.094348

--- START 20040123.094434
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040123.094434

--- START 20040123.094437
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=MWDRPV&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040123.094437

--- START 20040123.094444
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'jonescri\@earthlink\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453028-094440.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453028-094440&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040123.094444

--- START 20040123.094447
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for DSMotorsport (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000574&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040123.094447

--- START 20040123.094452
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For DSMotorsport (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.diamondstarmotorsport.com&DaysPrune=10&location=Newton%2C%20NJ%20usa&bday_month=4&AllowMassMail=yes&signature=Nathan%20Crisman%0D%0A90%20AWD%20talon%2010.85%40127%0D%0A92%20GVR4%2013.40%4097%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&private_message_notify=no&bday_public=yes&u=00000574&dub_me=&user_ratings=yes&occupation=DSM%20shop%20owner&bday_day=19&aim=TsiNate&user_email=jonescri%40earthlink.net&interests=dsm%20drag%20racing%2C%20motocross%2Csnowboarding&private_message=yes&avurl=&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=1979&EmailView=yes&pntf_hidden=0&allow_pm=yes&
--- END 20040123.094452

--- START 20040125.150926
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040125.150926

--- START 20040125.151158
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040125.151158

--- START 20040125.151202
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040125.151202

--- START 20040125.151209
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040125.151209

--- START 20040125.151219
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003370=A&Q:00003371=A&Q:00003380=A&Q:00003372=A&Q:00003364=A&Q:00003381=A&Q:00003373=A&Q:00003365=A&Q:00003390=A&Q:00003382=A&Q:00003374=A&Q:00003366=A&Q:00003391=A&Q:00003383=A&Q:00003375=A&Q:00003367=A&Q:00003384=A&Q:00003376=A&Q:00003368=A&Q:00003385=A&Q:00003377=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003386=A&Q:00003369=A&Q:00003378=A&Q:00003387=A&Q:00003379=A&Q:00003388=A&Q:00003389=A&
--- END 20040125.151219

--- START 20040126.082134
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040126.082134

--- START 20040126.082139
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040126.082139

--- START 20040126.082142
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040126.082142

--- START 20040126.082146
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=XHX67W&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040126.082146

--- START 20040126.082152
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'keith182\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453031-082148.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453031-082148&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040126.082152

--- START 20040126.082203
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040126.082203

--- START 20040126.082214
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8AEXYD&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040126.082214

--- START 20040126.082220
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'www\.spotlich\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453031-082216.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453031-082216&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040126.082220

--- START 20040126.082225
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040126.082225

--- START 20040126.082233
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CUP6P6&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040126.082233

--- START 20040126.082311
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'grocery_getter\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453031-082307.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453031-082307&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040126.082311

--- START 20040126.082314
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=E8NK54&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040126.082314

--- START 20040126.082323
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'grocery_getter'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453031-082320.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453031-082320&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040126.082323

--- START 20040126.082326
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WPH6ZP&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040126.082326

--- START 20040126.082333
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> 'grocery_getter'; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453031-082328.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453031-082328&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040126.082333

--- START 20040126.082336
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=MRWUWV&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040126.082336

--- START 20040126.082343
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'grocery'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453031-082339.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453031-082339&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040126.082343

--- START 20040126.082350
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for GroceryGetter (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000430&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040126.082350

--- START 20040126.082416
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=AS9GS2&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040126.082416

--- START 20040126.082422
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'andresantoso\@comcast\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453031-082418.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453031-082418&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040126.082422

--- START 20040126.082514
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=984NAE&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040126.082514

--- START 20040126.082520
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'sales\@diamondstarmotorsport\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453031-082516.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453031-082516&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040126.082520

--- START 20040126.082523
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=T4XNMY&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040126.082523

--- START 20040126.082540
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'sales\@diamondstarmotorsport\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453031-082536.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453031-082536&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040126.082540

--- START 20040126.082544
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=77PYC9&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040126.082544

--- START 20040126.082558
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'diamondstarmotorsport\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453031-082554.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453031-082554&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040126.082558

--- START 20040126.082626
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=VWYB66&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040126.082626

--- START 20040126.082629
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=8MNCU8&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040126.082629

--- START 20040126.082635
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003395=A&Q:00003396=A&Q:00003397=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003398=A&Q:00003399=A&Q:00003400=A&Q:00003401=A&Q:00003392=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003393=A&Q:00003394=A&
--- END 20040126.082635

--- START 20040127.082729
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040127.082729

--- START 20040127.082734
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040127.082734

--- START 20040127.082737
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040127.082737

--- START 20040127.082745
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003404=A&Q:00003405=A&Q:00003406=A&Q:00003407=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003408=A&Q:00003409=A&Q:00003410=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003402=A&Q:00003411=A&Q:00003403=A&
--- END 20040127.082745

--- START 20040128.152054
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040128.152054

--- START 20040128.152058
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040128.152058

--- START 20040128.152101
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040128.152101

--- START 20040128.152107
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003412=A&Q:00003413=A&Q:00003414=A&Q:00003415=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003416=A&Q:00003417=A&Q:00003418=A&Q:00003419=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040128.152107

--- START 20040129.161317
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040129.161317

--- START 20040129.161321
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040129.161321

--- START 20040129.161325
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=RKAXNC&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040129.161325

--- START 20040129.161332
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'hswilson\@lvcm\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453034-161328.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453034-161328&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040129.161332

--- START 20040129.161350
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for SPAM (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000272&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040129.161350

--- START 20040129.161408
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=RKAXNC&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040129.161408

--- START 20040129.161408
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For SPAM (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2F&DaysPrune=30&bday_month=a&AllowMassMail=no&private_message_notify=no&bday_day=a&aim=&private_message=yes&user_email=hswilson%40lvcm.com&interests=turbo%20cars%20and%20sluts&pntf_hidden=0&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=a&allow_pm=yes&location=Las%20Vegas%2C%20NV&signature=%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&dub_me=&u=00000272&user_ratings=yes&occupation=USAF&avurl=&EmailView=yes&
--- END 20040129.161408

--- START 20040129.161441
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'atc_350x\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453034-161436.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453034-161436&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040129.161441

--- START 20040129.161449
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040129.161449

--- START 20040130.103320
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040130.103320

--- START 20040130.103324
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040130.103324

--- START 20040130.103328
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ANXPWW&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040130.103328

--- START 20040130.103336
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'nomar'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453035-103332.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453035-103332&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040130.103336

--- START 20040130.103341
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040130.103341

--- START 20040130.103346
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=4MGMPJ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040130.103346

--- START 20040130.103348
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=E66XMN&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040130.103348

--- START 20040130.103357
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003420=A&Q:00003421=A&Q:00003430=A&Q:00003422=A&Q:00003431=A&Q:00003423=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003432=A&Q:00003424=A&Q:00003433=A&Q:00003425=A&Q:00003434=A&Q:00003426=A&Q:00003427=A&Q:00003428=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040130.103357

--- START 20040131.191722
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040131.191722

--- START 20040131.191727
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040131.191727

--- START 20040131.191731
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040131.191731

--- START 20040131.191734
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SHHXM2&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040131.191734

--- START 20040131.191742
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'roadracer44\@microsoft\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453036-191737.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453036-191737&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040131.191742

--- START 20040131.191754
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040131.191754

--- START 20040131.191801
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SRHMBZ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040131.191801

--- START 20040131.191809
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'kal_gal_13\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453036-191804.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453036-191804&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040131.191809

--- START 20040131.191815
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040131.191815

--- START 20040131.191822
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=3HZD4H&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040131.191822

--- START 20040131.191830
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'www\.mikefainsan\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453036-191825.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453036-191825&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040131.191830

--- START 20040131.191837
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040131.191837

--- START 20040131.191859
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=728NV9&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040131.191859

--- START 20040131.191913
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003440=A&Q:00003441=A&Q:00003450=A&Q:00003442=A&Q:00003451=A&Q:00003435=A&Q:00003452=A&Q:00003436=A&Q:00003444=A&Q:00003453=A&Q:00003437=A&Q:00003445=A&Q:00003454=A&Q:00003446=A&Q:00003447=A&Q:00003439=A&Q:00003448=A&Q:00003449=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040131.191913

--- START 20040201.105957
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040201.105957

--- START 20040201.110002
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040201.110002

--- START 20040201.110009
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GUBKH7&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040201.110009

--- START 20040201.110016
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'willturbo9\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453037-110011.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453037-110011&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040201.110016

--- START 20040201.110022
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for TURBOWILL (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00003289&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040201.110022

--- START 20040201.110032
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For TURBOWILL (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2F&DaysPrune=1000&location=RI&bday_month=11&AllowMassMail=yes&signature=%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&private_message_notify=no&bday_public=yes&u=00003289&dub_me=&user_ratings=yes&occupation=LABOR&bday_day=29&aim=willturbo123456&user_email=WILLTURBO9%40AOL.COM&interests=GVR4%20AND%20DSM&private_message=yes&avurl=&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=1977&EmailView=yes&pntf_hidden=0&allow_pm=yes&
--- END 20040201.110032

--- START 20040202.095923
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040202.095923

--- START 20040202.095927
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040202.095927

--- START 20040202.095930
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=E8TDRT&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040202.095930

--- START 20040202.095938
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'lil\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453038-095934.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453038-095934&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040202.095938

--- START 20040202.095944
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040202.095944

--- START 20040202.095946
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=88BBJE&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040202.095946

--- START 20040202.095949
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003460=A&Q:00003455=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003456=A&Q:00003457=A&Q:00003458=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040202.095949

--- START 20040203.093437
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040203.093437

--- START 20040203.093441
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040203.093441

--- START 20040203.093446
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SV6NJE&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040203.093446

--- START 20040203.093454
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'Keith\.Garnett\@SARTORIUS\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453039-093450.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453039-093450&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040203.093454

--- START 20040203.093520
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=3ZSRD9&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040203.093520

--- START 20040203.093610
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003468=A&Q:00003469=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003461=A&Q:00003470=A&Q:00003462=A&Q:00003463=A&Q:00003464=A&Q:00003465=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003466=A&Q:00003467=A&
--- END 20040203.093610

--- START 20040204.093522
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040204.093522

--- START 20040204.093527
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040204.093527

--- START 20040204.093530
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040204.093530

--- START 20040204.093537
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003476=A&Q:00003477=A&Q:00003478=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003479=A&Q:00003471=A&Q:00003480=A&Q:00003472=A&Q:00003481=A&Q:00003473=A&Q:00003482=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003474=A&Q:00003475=A&
--- END 20040204.093537

--- START 20040204.213730
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040204.213730

--- START 20040204.213734
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040204.213734

--- START 20040204.213753
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CNEPD8&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040204.213753

--- START 20040204.213808
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'jsleder'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453040-213804.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453040-213804&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040204.213808

--- START 20040205.085115
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040205.085115

--- START 20040205.085119
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040205.085119

--- START 20040205.085123
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=JR5CUR&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040205.085123

--- START 20040205.085135
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'Keith\.Garnett\@SARTORIUS\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453041-085131.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453041-085131&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040205.085135

--- START 20040205.085156
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for Rice Killer (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00003437&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040205.085156

--- START 20040205.085249
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GZXUM6&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040205.085249

--- START 20040205.085256
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003484=A&Q:00003485=A&Q:00003486=A&submit=Update%20Queue&ubb=update_q&Q:00003483=A&
--- END 20040205.085256

--- START 20040206.083721
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040206.083721

--- START 20040206.083726
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040206.083726

--- START 20040206.083731
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=GDPKXD&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040206.083731

--- START 20040206.083739
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'mengberserker\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453042-083735.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453042-083735&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040206.083739

--- START 20040206.083743
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for meng (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000837&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040206.083743

--- START 20040206.083759
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For meng (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2F&DaysPrune=10&bday_month=1&AllowMassMail=yes&private_message_notify=no&bday_day=13&aim=&private_message=yes&user_email=mengberserker%40yahoo.com&interests=racing&pntf_hidden=0&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=1985&allow_pm=yes&location=mpls%2C%20mn&signature=%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&dub_me=&u=00000837&user_ratings=yes&occupation=student&avurl=&EmailView=yes&
--- END 20040206.083759

--- START 20040206.083816
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=UKAMS8&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040206.083816

--- START 20040206.083824
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'jmauld\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453042-083820.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453042-083820&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040206.083824

--- START 20040206.083914
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=ZAHK8Y&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040206.083914

--- START 20040206.083922
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'terrorboy83\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453042-083918.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453042-083918&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040206.083922

--- START 20040206.083929
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040206.083929

--- START 20040206.083942
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=M4HUGZ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040206.083942

--- START 20040206.083949
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'geoff\@machv\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453042-083945.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453042-083945&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040206.083949

--- START 20040206.083953
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for geoff@machv (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000853&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040206.083953

--- START 20040206.084002
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For geoff@machv (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.machv.com&DaysPrune=10&bday_month=10&AllowMassMail=yes&private_message_notify=no&bday_day=10&aim=&private_message=yes&user_email=geoff%40machv.com&interests=Cars&pntf_hidden=0&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=1966&allow_pm=yes&location=Falls%20Church%2C%20VA&signature=Geoff%20%0D%0A974%2F1000%0D%0ABelize%20Green%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&dub_me=&u=00000853&user_ratings=yes&occupation=DSM%20retailer&avurl=&EmailView=yes&
--- END 20040206.084002

--- START 20040206.084025
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=26958A&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040206.084025

--- START 20040206.084034
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> ''; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> 'Rice\ Killer'; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453042-084030.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453042-084030&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040206.084034

--- START 20040206.084038
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for Rice Killer (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00003437&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040206.084038

--- START 20040206.084614
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PRGYNW&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040206.084614

--- START 20040206.084622
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003492=A&Q:00003493=A&Q:00003494=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003487=A&Q:00003488=A&Q:00003489=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003491=A&
--- END 20040206.084622

--- START 20040208.090704
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040208.090704

--- START 20040208.090709
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040208.090709

--- START 20040208.090716
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TXRKCP&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040208.090716

--- START 20040208.090724
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'dsm_sleeper\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453044-090719.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453044-090719&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040208.090724

--- START 20040208.090727
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for dsmsleeper (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000483&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040208.090727

--- START 20040208.090738
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For dsmsleeper (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2Fwideopenwest.com%2F%7Ejreinacher%2FDSM%2F&DaysPrune=10&bday_month=a&AllowMassMail=yes&private_message_notify=no&bday_day=a&aim=&private_message=yes&user_email=dsm_sleeper%40hotmail.com&interests=&pntf_hidden=0&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=a&allow_pm=yes&location=Columbus%2C%20OH&signature=Joe%0D%0A1991%20GVR-4%20782%2F2000%0D%0A1991%20GVR-4%20955%2F2000%20%0D%0A1989%20240sx%20Coupe%20%0D%0A1992%20240sx%20Conv.%28parts%20car%29%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&dub_me=&u=00000483&user_ratings=yes&occupation=&avurl=&EmailView=yes&
--- END 20040208.090738

--- START 20040208.090800
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=UHUK7X&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040208.090800

--- START 20040208.090807
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'hamarabix\@hotmail\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453044-090802.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453044-090802&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040208.090807

--- START 20040208.090810
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for slvrblt (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00000939&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040208.090810

--- START 20040208.090817
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For slvrblt (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.racingsouthwest.com%2Fforums%2Findex.php%3Frefer%3Dslvrblt&DaysPrune=20&location=Albuquerque%2C%20NM&bday_month=2&AllowMassMail=yes&signature=--91%20GVR4%2C%20556%2F2000%2C%20Evo%20III%20Big16G%2C%20ACT%202600%20clutch%2C%20intake%20mani.%0D%0A%0D%0AExhaust%20is%20on%20the%20way.%20Turbo%20back%203%22%20from%20RNRracing.com%20%3A%29%0D%0A%0D%0A%0D%0A%20%20%20http%3A%2F%2Fwww.racingsouthwest.com%2Fforums%2Findex.php%3Frefer%3Dslvrblt%20%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&private_message_notify=no&bday_public=yes&u=00000939&dub_me=&user_ratings=yes&occupation=&bday_day=4&aim=hamarabix&user_email=hamarabix%40hotmail.com&interests=&private_message=yes&avurl=&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=1900&EmailView=no&pntf_hidden=0&allow_pm=yes&
--- END 20040208.090817

--- START 20040208.090841
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9UJKP8&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040208.090841

--- START 20040208.090848
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003501=A&Q:00003502=A&Q:00003503=A&Q:00003504=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003505=A&Q:00003495=A&Q:00003506=A&Q:00003496=A&Q:00003497=A&Q:00003498=A&Q:00003499=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003500=A&
--- END 20040208.090848

--- START 20040209.082558
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040209.082558

--- START 20040209.082602
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040209.082602

--- START 20040209.082605
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040209.082605

--- START 20040209.082611
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003510=A&Q:00003511=A&Q:00003512=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003513=A&Q:00003514=A&Q:00003515=A&Q:00003507=A&Q:00003508=A&Q:00003509=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040209.082611

--- START 20040210.104324
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040210.104324

--- START 20040210.104328
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040210.104328

--- START 20040210.104331
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TZMUMZ&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040210.104331

--- START 20040210.104337
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'rallye\@chaosdev\.ca'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453046-104333.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453046-104333&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040210.104337

--- START 20040210.104346
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040210.104346

--- START 20040210.104353
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=EPW7DV&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040210.104353

--- START 20040210.104406
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003520=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003521=A&Q:00003530=A&Q:00003522=A&Q:00003531=A&Q:00003523=A&Q:00003532=A&Q:00003524=A&Q:00003516=A&Q:00003533=A&Q:00003525=A&Q:00003517=A&Q:00003534=A&Q:00003526=A&Q:00003518=A&Q:00003535=A&Q:00003527=A&Q:00003519=A&Q:00003528=A&Q:00003529=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040210.104406

--- START 20040211.091120
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040211.091120

--- START 20040211.091124
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040211.091124

--- START 20040211.091127
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=TE5A5K&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040211.091127

--- START 20040211.091134
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'rallye\@chaosdev\.ca'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453047-091129.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453047-091129&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040211.091134

--- START 20040211.091138
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040211.091138

--- START 20040211.091146
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YBGUZM&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040211.091146

--- START 20040211.091154
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003540=A&Q:00003541=A&Q:00003542=A&Q:00003543=A&Q:00003544=A&Q:00003536=A&Q:00003537=A&Q:00003538=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003539=A&
--- END 20040211.091154

--- START 20040212.104026
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040212.104026

--- START 20040212.104030
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040212.104030

--- START 20040212.104037
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9HAE8Y&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040212.104037

--- START 20040212.104044
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'imdrax\@netscape\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453048-104040.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453048-104040&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040212.104044

--- START 20040212.104051
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040212.104051

--- START 20040212.104056
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=PM3SZA&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040212.104056

--- START 20040212.104113
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003549=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003550=A&Q:00003551=A&Q:00003553=A&Q:00003545=A&Q:00003554=A&Q:00003546=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003547=A&Q:00003548=A&
--- END 20040212.104113

--- START 20040213.092608
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040213.092608

--- START 20040213.092612
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040213.092612

--- START 20040213.092615
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040213.092615

--- START 20040213.092623
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003557=A&Q:00003558=A&Q:00003559=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003560=A&Q:00003561=A&Q:00003562=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003555=A&Q:00003556=A&
--- END 20040213.092623

--- START 20040215.084133
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040215.084133

--- START 20040215.084140
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040215.084140

--- START 20040215.084145
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=JXHT9R&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040215.084145

--- START 20040215.084148
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WE757T&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040215.084148

--- START 20040215.084157
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'worksonamg\@comcast\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453051-084152.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453051-084152&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040215.084157

--- START 20040215.084201
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for chadhayashi (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00001222&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040215.084201

--- START 20040215.084210
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For chadhayashi (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2F&DaysPrune=20&bday_month=a&AllowMassMail=yes&private_message_notify=no&bday_day=a&aim=&private_message=yes&user_email=worksonamg%40comcast.net&interests=&pntf_hidden=0&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=a&allow_pm=yes&location=Denver&signature=%22Learn%20the%20rules%2C%20so%20you%20know%20how%20to%20break%20them%20properly.%22%0D%0ATenzin%20Gyatso%0D%0Athe%2014th%20Dalai%20Lama%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&dub_me=&u=00001222&user_ratings=yes&occupation=Benz%20tech&avurl=&EmailView=noform&
--- END 20040215.084210

--- START 20040215.084230
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=BX3R3D&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040215.084230

--- START 20040215.084240
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'billythebarber\@optonline\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453051-084236.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453051-084236&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040215.084240

--- START 20040215.084257
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=T7URJP&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040215.084257

--- START 20040215.084306
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'billy'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453051-084301.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453051-084301&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040215.084306

--- START 20040215.084320
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for MEAN VR4 (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00002608&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040215.084320

--- START 20040215.084328
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For MEAN VR4 (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2F&DaysPrune=1000&bday_month=3&AllowMassMail=yes&private_message_notify=no&bday_day=27&aim=&private_message=yes&user_email=billythebarber%40msn.com&interests=&pntf_hidden=0&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=1973&allow_pm=yes&location=Long%20Island%2C%20New%20York&signature=%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&dub_me=&u=00002608&user_ratings=yes&occupation=&avurl=&EmailView=no&
--- END 20040215.084328

--- START 20040215.084406
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=EJ2U8A&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040215.084406

--- START 20040215.084412
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003565=A&Q:00003566=A&Q:00003567=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003568=A&Q:00003569=A&Q:00003570=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003563=A&Q:00003564=A&
--- END 20040215.084412

--- START 20040216.092751
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040216.092751

--- START 20040216.092754
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040216.092754

--- START 20040216.092757
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040216.092757

--- START 20040216.092801
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003573=A&Q:00003574=A&Q:00003575=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003576=A&Q:00003571=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003572=A&
--- END 20040216.092801

--- START 20040217.084943
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040217.084943

--- START 20040217.084946
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040217.084946

--- START 20040217.084948
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040217.084948

--- START 20040217.084952
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003577=A&Q:00003578=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003580=A&Q:00003579=A&
--- END 20040217.084952

--- START 20040218.090548
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040218.090548

--- START 20040218.090552
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040218.090552

--- START 20040218.090556
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=XVURW5&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040218.090556

--- START 20040218.090605
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'ebay\@darksideracing\.org'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453054-090559.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453054-090559&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040218.090605

--- START 20040218.090622
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for darksideracing_org (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00003290&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040218.090622

--- START 20040218.090638
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Edited Profile For darksideracing_org (Junior Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
homepage=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.darksideracing.org&DaysPrune=20&location=Pawtucket%2C%20RI&bday_month=4&AllowMassMail=yes&signature=%0D%0A&avatar_hidden=0&private_message_notify=no&bday_public=yes&u=00003290&dub_me=&user_ratings=yes&occupation=Owner-Dark%20Side%20Racing&bday_day=26&aim=&user_email=ebay%40darksideracing.org&interests=&private_message=yes&avurl=&ubb=edit_profile&bday_year=1982&EmailView=yes&pntf_hidden=0&allow_pm=yes&
--- END 20040218.090638

--- START 20040218.090645
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=Y9T5B3&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040218.090645

--- START 20040218.090651
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003581=A&Q:00003582=A&Q:00003583=A&Q:00003584=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003585=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040218.090651

--- START 20040219.083531
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040219.083531

--- START 20040219.083536
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040219.083536

--- START 20040219.083543
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=VXHBMH&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040219.083543

--- START 20040219.083553
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'billythebarber\@msn\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453055-083548.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453055-083548&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040219.083553

--- START 20040219.083600
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040219.083600

--- START 20040219.083850
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=SU8HBR&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040219.083850

--- START 20040219.083858
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'billythebarber\@optonline\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453055-083854.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453055-083854&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040219.083858

--- START 20040219.113337
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040219.113337

--- START 20040219.113341
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040219.113341

--- START 20040221.225139
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040221.225139

--- START 20040221.225151
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040221.225151

--- START 20040221.225219
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=YHJG73&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040221.225219

--- START 20040221.225227
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'worksonamg\@comcast\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453057-225222.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453057-225222&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040221.225227

--- START 20040221.225232
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for chadhayashi (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00001222&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040221.225232

--- START 20040221.225251
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=AV58SV&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040221.225251

--- START 20040221.225344
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003600=A&Q:00003601=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003610=A&Q:00003602=A&Q:00003611=A&Q:00003603=A&Q:00003612=A&Q:00003604=A&Q:00003613=A&Q:00003605=A&Q:00003606=A&Q:00003607=A&Q:00003608=A&Q:00003609=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003590=A&Q:00003591=A&Q:00003592=A&Q:00003593=A&Q:00003586=A&Q:00003594=A&Q:00003587=A&Q:00003595=A&Q:00003588=A&Q:00003596=A&Q:00003589=A&Q:00003597=A&Q:00003598=A&Q:00003599=A&
--- END 20040221.225344

--- START 20040223.090045
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040223.090045

--- START 20040223.090049
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040223.090049

--- START 20040223.090052
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040223.090052

--- START 20040223.090058
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=9JT3SC&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040223.090058

--- START 20040223.090129
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'burnout\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453059-090125.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453059-090125&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040223.090129

--- START 20040223.090137
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040223.090137

--- START 20040223.090146
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=E92Z73&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040223.090146

--- START 20040223.090150
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=AMN742&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040223.090150

--- START 20040223.090154
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003620=A&Q:00003621=A&Q:00003622=A&Q:00003614=A&Q:00003616=A&Q:00003617=A&Q:00003618=A&Q:00003619=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040223.090154

--- START 20040224.083702
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040224.083702

--- START 20040224.083716
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040224.083716

--- START 20040224.083733
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
display
r=JGVWS6&ubb=vars_display&
--- END 20040224.083733

--- START 20040224.083752
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Display Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040224.083752

--- START 20040224.083822
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=WUENAX&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040224.083822

--- START 20040224.083830
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'phsyco\@yahoo\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453060-083826.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453060-083826&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040224.083830

--- START 20040224.083835
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Changes to Member List
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040224.083835

--- START 20040224.083855
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=B56NU7&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040224.083855

--- START 20040224.083904
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'worksonamg\@comcast\.net'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453060-083900.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453060-083900&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040224.083904

--- START 20040224.083908
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Profile for chadhayashi (Member)
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
u=00001222&ubb=get_profile_for_admin&
--- END 20040224.083908

--- START 20040224.083917
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=KJK6GG&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040224.083917

--- START 20040224.083938
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Q:00003623=A&Q:00003624=A&Q:00003625=A&submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003627=A&Q:00003628=A&ubb=update_q&
--- END 20040224.083938

--- START 20040226.082647
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040226.082647

--- START 20040226.082650
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040226.082650

--- START 20040226.082653
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040226.082653

--- START 20040226.082710
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003630=A&Q:00003631=A&Q:00003640=A&Q:00003632=A&Q:00003641=A&Q:00003633=A&Q:00003650=A&Q:00003642=A&Q:00003634=A&Q:00003651=A&Q:00003643=A&Q:00003635=A&Q:00003644=A&Q:00003636=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003645=A&Q:00003637=A&Q:00003629=A&Q:00003638=A&Q:00003646=A&Q:00003647=A&Q:00003639=A&Q:00003648=A&Q:00003649=A&
--- END 20040226.082710

--- START 20040301.085453
(No username given!)
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040301.085453

--- START 20040301.085457
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040301.085457

--- START 20040301.085501
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Intro
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=CRHTTX&ubb=user_settings&
--- END 20040301.085501

--- START 20040301.085507
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Member Search Results: currentposts -> ''; displayname -> ''; email -> 'willturbo9\@aol\.com'; lpostip -> ''; nobday -> ''; number -> ''; pemail -> ''; permiss -> ''; posts -> ''; regip -> ''; skipprocess -> '1'; sortresults -> 'num'; user -> ''; useregexes -> '0'; bdaymath -> ''; canwrite -> ''; lpostmath -> ''; postmath -> ''; regmath -> '';   Search Results from 2453066-085504.
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
record=2453066-085504&ubb=show_user_search_results&refresher=250&
--- END 20040301.085507

--- START 20040301.085535
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=3TWEN4&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040301.085535

--- START 20040301.085541
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Updated Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
submit=Update%20Queue&Q:00003660=A&Q:00003661=A&Q:00003662=A&Q:00003663=A&Q:00003680=A&Q:00003664=A&Q:00003681=A&Q:00003665=A&Q:00003666=A&Q:00003667=A&Q:00003668=A&Q:00003669=A&Q:00003652=A&ubb=update_q&Q:00003653=A&Q:00003654=A&Q:00003670=A&Q:00003655=A&Q:00003671=A&Q:00003656=A&Q:00003672=A&Q:00003673=A&Q:00003657=A&Q:00003674=A&Q:00003658=A&Q:00003659=A&Q:00003675=A&Q:00003676=A&Q:00003677=A&Q:00003678=A&Q:00003679=A&
--- END 20040301.085541

--- START 20040301.085545
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
config
r=PSZ99E&ubb=vars_config&
--- END 20040301.085545

--- START 20040301.085556
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
registration
r=6JY57A&ubb=vars_registration&
--- END 20040301.085556

--- START 20040301.085622
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Registration Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040301.085622

--- START 20040301.085635
Jon
205.145.64.64|~|isbifw1.humana.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Moderation Queue
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
r=S5YPRC&ubb=reg_moderation&
--- END 20040301.085635

--- START 20040305.210134
(No username given!)
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
(No statline given!)
Prompted to Log In
Succeeded
User is not logged in

--- END 20040305.210134

--- START 20040305.210139
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Log In
Succeeded
User is a Administrator
username=Jon&SUBMIT=Submit%20Identification%20Now&ubb=entry&
--- END 20040305.210139

--- START 20040305.210208
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Viewed Variables
Succeeded
misc
r=NJH6EH&ubb=vars_misc&
--- END 20040305.210208

--- START 20040305.210225
Jon
12.223.123.130|~|12-223-123-130.client.insightbb.com|~|
Administrator
Submitted Misc Vars
Succeeded
(No reason given!)
Inline Skipped!
--- END 20040305.210225
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ubb/Forum1/forum_1.threads
%forum_topics = (
    q!002980! => q!2453024.2249!,
    q!002981! => q!2453024.2203!,
    q!002982! => q!2453023.2342!,
    q!002983! => q!2453024.2108!,
    q!002984! => q!2453024.2245!,
    q!002985! => q!2453030.1517!,
    q!002986! => q!2453048.2305!,
    q!002987! => q!2453024.2339!,
    q!002988! => q!2453024.1843!,
    q!002989! => q!2453027.2354!,
    q!002990! => q!2453043.1041!,
    q!002991! => q!2453025.1100!,
    q!002992! => q!2453025.1113!,
    q!002993! => q!2453025.1116!,
    q!002994! => q!2453025.1404!,
    q!002995! => q!2453029.1152!,
    q!002996! => q!2453025.1627!,
    q!002997! => q!2453045.1213!,
    q!002998! => q!2453033.2223!,
    q!002999! => q!2453027.1706!,
    q!003000! => q!2453037.2225!,
    q!003001! => q!2453037.2226!,
    q!003002! => q!2453045.2043!,
    q!003003! => q!2453031.1224!,
    q!003004! => q!2453028.1949!,
    q!003005! => q!2453028.2344!,
    q!003006! => q!2453027.1253!,
    q!003007! => q!2453035.2352!,
    q!003008! => q!2453026.1608!,
    q!003009! => q!2453035.1138!,
    q!003010! => q!2453027.1430!,
    q!003011! => q!2453027.0337!,
    q!003012! => q!2453027.0212!,
    q!003013! => q!2453027.1233!,
    q!003014! => q!2453027.1645!,
    q!003015! => q!2453029.1455!,
    q!003016! => q!2453027.1738!,
    q!003018! => q!2453027.2058!,
    q!003019! => q!2453030.2200!,
    q!003020! => q!2453027.2226!,
    q!003021! => q!2453047.2356!,
    q!003022! => q!2453030.1152!,
    q!003023! => q!2453028.1225!,
    q!003024! => q!2453028.2244!,
    q!003025! => q!2453029.1140!,
    q!003026! => q!2453029.1905!,
    q!003027! => q!2453030.1548!,
    q!003028! => q!2453034.1813!,
    q!003029! => q!2453054.1703!,
    q!003100! => q!2453040.2112!,
    q!003101! => q!2453041.2021!,
    q!003102! => q!2453040.1434!,
    q!003103! => q!2453039.1734!,
    q!003030! => q!2453031.0400!,
    q!003104! => q!2453041.0559!,
    q!003031! => q!2453030.1831!,
    q!003105! => q!2453041.1159!,
    q!003032! => q!2453030.1839!,
    q!003106! => q!2453041.2017!,
    q!003033! => q!2453039.2156!,
    q!003107! => q!2453044.2103!,
    q!003034! => q!2453053.1048!,
    q!001503! => q!2452994.1415!,
    q!003108! => q!2453040.0838!,
    q!003035! => q!2453034.0828!,
    q!003036! => q!2453038.1854!,
    q!003037! => q!2453031.1940!,
    q!003038! => q!2453031.1947!,
    q!003039! => q!2453033.1852!,
    q!003110! => q!2453042.0214!,
    q!003111! => q!2453040.1327!,
    q!003112! => q!2453041.1739!,
    q!003113! => q!2453041.1831!,
    q!003040! => q!2453031.1653!,
    q!003114! => q!2453040.2116!,
    q!003041! => q!2453031.1822!,
    q!003115! => q!2453041.0839!,
    q!003042! => q!2453031.2328!,
    q!003116! => q!2453042.1803!,
    q!003043! => q!2453035.0947!,
    q!002241! => q!2453040.0243!,
    q!003117! => q!2453041.2102!,
    q!003044! => q!2453033.0052!,
    q!003045! => q!2453032.1608!,
    q!003118! => q!2453041.0301!,
    q!003046! => q!2453068.0908!,
    q!003119! => q!2453041.1955!,
    q!003047! => q!2453034.1944!,
    q!002172! => q!2453014.1934!,
    q!003048! => q!2453058.0225!,
    q!003049! => q!2453032.1942!,
    q!002177! => q!2453063.0323!,
    q!003120! => q!2453063.1941!,
    q!003121! => q!2453044.0200!,
    q!003122! => q!2453041.1350!,
    q!003123! => q!2453044.2058!,
    q!003050! => q!2453032.2356!,
    q!003051! => q!2453035.0004!,
    q!003124! => q!2453044.1246!,
    q!003052! => q!2453035.0003!,
    q!003125! => q!2453042.2047!,
    q!003053! => q!2453047.1154!,
    q!003126! => q!2453045.1504!,
    q!003054! => q!2453045.2015!,
    q!003127! => q!2453042.0854!,
    q!003055! => q!2453035.1128!,
    q!003129! => q!2453042.1456!,
    q!003056! => q!2453034.1951!,
    q!003057! => q!2453034.2114!,
    q!003058! => q!2453033.2341!,
    q!003059! => q!2453045.0136!,
    q!003200! => q!2453054.2359!,
    q!003201! => q!2453054.2337!,
    q!003202! => q!2453053.2043!,
    q!003203! => q!2453053.1758!,
    q!003130! => q!2453067.1105!,
    q!003204! => q!2453053.1842!,
    q!003131! => q!2453043.0910!,
    q!003205! => q!2453053.1827!,
    q!003132! => q!2453042.2207!,
    q!003206! => q!2453056.0208!,
    q!003133! => q!2453043.1240!,
    q!003060! => q!2453036.0547!,
    q!003207! => q!2453054.0627!,
    q!003134! => q!2453044.1939!,
    q!003061! => q!2453042.2349!,
    q!003208! => q!2453057.2330!,
    q!003135! => q!2453045.1602!,
    q!003062! => q!2453034.1435!,
    q!003209! => q!2453060.1803!,
    q!003136! => q!2453043.1410!,
    q!003063! => q!2453036.2137!,
    q!002407! => q!2453005.1600!,
    q!003137! => q!2453045.1512!,
    q!003064! => q!2453034.1443!,
    q!003138! => q!2453048.1133!,
    q!003065! => q!2453034.1933!,
    q!003139! => q!2453047.2259!,
    q!003066! => q!2453070.0946!,
    q!003067! => q!2453034.1953!,
    q!003068! => q!2453038.1451!,
    q!003069! => q!2453034.2029!,
    q!003210! => q!2453054.2132!,
    q!003211! => q!2453057.1920!,
    q!003212! => q!2453057.1022!,
    q!003140! => q!2453044.1742!,
    q!003213! => q!2453054.2331!,
    q!003214! => q!2453056.2325!,
    q!003142! => q!2453044.1916!,
    q!003215! => q!2453062.1921!,
    q!003070! => q!2453035.0851!,
    q!003143! => q!2453047.1132!,
    q!003216! => q!2453057.0231!,
    q!003071! => q!2453035.0756!,
    q!003144! => q!2453046.0854!,
    q!003217! => q!2453059.1626!,
    q!003072! => q!2453069.1813!,
    q!003145! => q!2453045.1701!,
    q!003218! => q!2453056.2301!,
    q!003073! => q!2453041.1057!,
    q!003146! => q!2453045.1605!,
    q!003219! => q!2453056.1829!,
    q!003074! => q!2453041.1221!,
    q!003147! => q!2453049.1601!,
    q!003148! => q!2453045.2028!,
    q!003075! => q!2453036.0525!,
    q!003149! => q!2453046.2353!,
    q!003076! => q!2453036.0405!,
    q!003077! => q!2453035.2047!,
    q!003078! => q!2453039.2137!,
    q!003079! => q!2453038.0922!,
    q!003220! => q!2453056.1753!,
    q!003221! => q!2453069.1206!,
    q!003222! => q!2453059.2111!,
    q!003150! => q!2453046.0237!,
    q!003223! => q!2453057.0802!,
    q!003151! => q!2453046.0353!,
    q!003224! => q!2453059.2243!,
    q!003225! => q!2453057.1830!,
    q!003152! => q!2453046.1059!,
    q!003226! => q!2453058.1147!,
    q!003153! => q!2453047.2146!,
    q!003080! => q!2453036.1827!,
    q!003227! => q!2453057.1846!,
    q!003154! => q!2453046.1638!,
    q!003081! => q!2453039.1525!,
    q!003228! => q!2453063.1917!,
    q!003155! => q!2453048.0219!,
    q!003082! => q!2453039.1248!,
    q!003156! => q!2453046.1659!,
    q!003083! => q!2453052.2344!,
    q!003084! => q!2453037.1156!,
    q!003157! => q!2453054.1649!,
    q!003085! => q!2453038.1011!,
    q!003158! => q!2453067.1342!,
    q!003086! => q!2453037.1439!,
    q!001482! => q!2453054.1223!,
    q!003159! => q!2453046.2357!,
    q!003087! => q!2453068.0137!,
    q!003088! => q!2453041.2052!,
    q!003089! => q!2453043.1450!,
    q!003300! => q!2453069.1951!,
    q!003301! => q!2453067.1938!,
    q!003302! => q!2453068.2349!,
    q!003303! => q!2453070.1030!,
    q!003230! => q!2453057.2145!,
    q!003304! => q!2453067.2320!,
    q!003231! => q!2453058.0050!,
    q!003305! => q!2453068.0142!,
    q!003232! => q!2453058.0229!,
    q!003306! => q!2453068.0206!,
    q!003160! => q!2453047.1624!,
    q!003233! => q!2453060.2141!,
    q!003307! => q!2453068.0317!,
    q!003161! => q!2453048.1717!,
    q!003234! => q!2453070.0112!,
    q!003308! => q!2453068.0431!,
    q!003235! => q!2453059.2242!,
    q!003162! => q!2453048.0144!,
    q!003309! => q!2453070.0917!,
    q!003236! => q!2453058.1705!,
    q!003090! => q!2453037.2228!,
    q!003091! => q!2453037.2229!,
    q!003164! => q!2453047.2320!,
    q!003237! => q!2453058.1859!,
    q!003238! => q!2453059.1954!,
    q!003165! => q!2453070.1846!,
    q!003092! => q!2453039.1516!,
    q!003239! => q!2453061.1336!,
    q!003166! => q!2453047.2258!,
    q!003093! => q!2453038.0118!,
    q!003167! => q!2453047.1812!,
    q!002292! => q!2453045.2050!,
    q!003094! => q!2453038.0634!,
    q!003168! => q!2453047.2015!,
    q!003095! => q!2453038.1452!,
    q!003096! => q!2453038.1151!,
    q!003169! => q!2453054.2049!,
    q!003097! => q!2453041.1346!,
    q!003098! => q!2453040.0017!,
    q!003099! => q!2453040.1635!,
    q!003310! => q!2453069.1745!,
    q!003311! => q!2453070.1937!,
    q!003312! => q!2453070.1438!,
    q!003313! => q!2453070.1522!,
    q!003240! => q!2453069.1145!,
    q!003314! => q!2453069.0913!,
    q!003241! => q!2453059.1605!,
    q!003315! => q!2453069.1644!,
    q!003242! => q!2453060.1619!,
    q!002440! => q!2453069.0235!,
    q!003316! => q!2453070.0429!,
    q!003243! => q!2453063.2005!,
    q!003317! => q!2453070.2036!,
    q!003171! => q!2453048.2151!,
    q!003244! => q!2453059.2113!,
    q!003245! => q!2453068.1442!,
    q!003172! => q!2453048.1627!,
    q!003318! => q!2453070.1920!,
    q!003173! => q!2453048.1308!,
    q!003246! => q!2453061.1907!,
    q!003319! => q!2453070.0030!,
    q!003247! => q!2453061.0922!,
    q!003174! => q!2453048.1552!,
    q!003248! => q!2453063.2015!,
    q!003175! => q!2453053.1231!,
    q!003176! => q!2453048.1722!,
    q!003177! => q!2453051.0123!,
    q!003178! => q!2453060.2230!,
    q!003179! => q!2453050.2155!,
    q!003320! => q!2453070.0034!,
    q!003321! => q!2453070.2016!,
    q!003322! => q!2453070.1334!,
    q!003323! => q!2453070.1737!,
    q!003250! => q!2453060.1543!,
    q!003251! => q!2453060.1556!,
    q!003252! => q!2453062.1012!,
    q!003180! => q!2453049.1448!,
    q!003253! => q!2453060.2338!,
    q!003254! => q!2453061.0800!,
    q!003181! => q!2453063.2207!,
    q!003255! => q!2453061.0021!,
    q!003182! => q!2453062.2230!,
    q!003256! => q!2453061.1904!,
    q!003183! => q!2453050.1035!,
    q!002527! => q!2452993.2022!,
    q!003184! => q!2453070.1557!,
    q!003185! => q!2453050.1114!,
    q!003258! => q!2453063.2159!,
    q!003259! => q!2453067.2344!,
    q!003187! => q!2453051.1318!,
    q!003188! => q!2453053.1017!,
    q!003189! => q!2453051.0214!,
    q!002600! => q!2453068.1302!,
    q!003260! => q!2453064.1029!,
    q!003261! => q!2453062.1053!,
    q!003262! => q!2453062.1422!,
    q!003190! => q!2453051.0200!,
    q!003191! => q!2453052.0132!,
    q!003264! => q!2453062.1648!,
    q!003192! => q!2453052.1837!,
    q!003265! => q!2453063.0813!,
    q!003193! => q!2453052.0009!,
    q!003266! => q!2453064.0152!,
    q!003194! => q!2453055.0900!,
    q!003267! => q!2453062.2355!,
    q!003195! => q!2453055.1343!,
    q!003268! => q!2453063.1914!,
    q!003269! => q!2453065.1715!,
    q!003196! => q!2453052.1425!,
    q!003197! => q!2453054.1059!,
    q!003198! => q!2453052.2143!,
    q!003199! => q!2453053.0127!,
    q!003270! => q!2453063.0225!,
    q!003271! => q!2453065.2202!,
    q!003272! => q!2453064.0138!,
    q!002544! => q!2453021.1630!,
    q!003274! => q!2453066.0113!,
    q!003275! => q!2453064.1455!,
    q!003276! => q!2453067.1611!,
    q!003277! => q!2453064.1530!,
    q!003278! => q!2453065.2200!,
    q!003279! => q!2453064.2027!,
    q!003280! => q!2453067.1732!,
    q!003283! => q!2453066.1038!,
    q!003284! => q!2453068.1203!,
    q!003285! => q!2453066.1551!,
    q!003286! => q!2453067.1457!,
    q!003287! => q!2453067.2017!,
    q!003288! => q!2453066.1834!,
    q!003289! => q!2453066.1642!,
    q!002703! => q!2452993.1845!,
    q!003290! => q!2453067.1009!,
    q!002707! => q!2452988.1720!,
    q!003291! => q!2453066.1950!,
    q!003292! => q!2453068.1937!,
    q!002709! => q!2452988.0110!,
    q!003293! => q!2453067.1622!,
    q!003294! => q!2453067.1948!,
    q!003295! => q!2453069.0835!,
    q!003296! => q!2453070.1625!,
    q!003297! => q!2453067.1809!,
    q!003298! => q!2453067.1303!,
    q!003299! => q!2453067.1731!,
    q!002710! => q!2453003.1812!,
    q!002725! => q!2452988.1426!,
    q!002727! => q!2452990.0034!,
    q!002728! => q!2452990.1844!,
    q!002584! => q!2453013.1637!,
    q!002800! => q!2452997.2001!,
    q!002802! => q!2453003.1432!,
    q!002803! => q!2453025.1546!,
    q!002804! => q!2452998.1701!,
    q!002805! => q!2453005.1713!,
    q!002806! => q!2453000.1006!,
    q!002733! => q!2452991.2157!,
    q!002807! => q!2453002.0235!,
    q!002808! => q!2453003.1358!,
    q!002736! => q!2452988.1121!,
    q!002809! => q!2453000.2135!,
    q!002737! => q!2452988.1422!,
    q!002738! => q!2452988.1726!,
    q!002739! => q!2452988.1525!,
    q!002667! => q!2453014.1249!,
    q!002597! => q!2452989.2025!,
    q!002599! => q!2453025.1700!,
    q!002810! => q!2453001.2137!,
    q!002811! => q!2453004.0030!,
    q!002812! => q!2453005.2259!,
    q!002813! => q!2453001.1430!,
    q!002740! => q!2452988.2349!,
    q!002814! => q!2453001.1721!,
    q!002741! => q!2452988.1855!,
    q!002742! => q!2452991.2352!,
    q!002815! => q!2453001.2212!,
    q!002743! => q!2453014.1015!,
    q!002817! => q!2453002.0915!,
    q!002818! => q!2453009.2017!,
    q!002745! => q!2452990.2300!,
    q!002819! => q!2453022.0015!,
    q!002673! => q!2452992.1518!,
    q!002746! => q!2452989.1751!,
    q!002747! => q!2453070.1950!,
    q!002748! => q!2452995.1621!,
    q!002749! => q!2452990.2335!,
    q!002820! => q!2453009.2333!,
    q!002821! => q!2453003.0320!,
    q!002822! => q!2453003.1223!,
    q!002750! => q!2452993.0035!,
    q!002823! => q!2453003.1534!,
    q!002824! => q!2453003.1528!,
    q!002751! => q!2452996.2134!,
    q!002825! => q!2453007.1149!,
    q!002752! => q!2452995.0011!,
    q!002753! => q!2452990.1304!,
    q!002827! => q!2453005.1559!,
    q!002754! => q!2452991.0056!,
    q!002828! => q!2453003.1920!,
    q!002755! => q!2452994.1504!,
    q!002756! => q!2452991.1813!,
    q!002829! => q!2453010.1605!,
    q!002757! => q!2452991.1012!,
    q!002758! => q!2452993.2058!,
    q!002759! => q!2452992.1854!,
    q!002900! => q!2453013.1403!,
    q!002901! => q!2453013.1510!,
    q!002903! => q!2453015.2305!,
    q!002904! => q!2453046.1410!,
    q!002831! => q!2453003.2207!,
    q!002832! => q!2453005.1523!,
    q!002906! => q!2453020.1021!,
    q!002833! => q!2453017.2021!,
    q!002760! => q!2452991.2106!,
    q!002907! => q!2453021.1133!,
    q!002834! => q!2453004.1745!,
    q!002761! => q!2452992.1553!,
    q!002908! => q!2453015.1647!,
    q!002835! => q!2453005.0208!,
    q!002762! => q!2452992.0211!,
    q!002909! => q!2453031.1723!,
    q!002836! => q!2453004.1843!,
    q!002763! => q!2452993.0931!,
    q!002690! => q!2452996.1815!,
    q!002837! => q!2453009.2100!,
    q!002764! => q!2452992.1705!,
    q!002765! => q!2452992.2259!,
    q!002839! => q!2453005.1307!,
    q!002766! => q!2452993.1543!,
    q!002767! => q!2452993.1414!,
    q!002768! => q!2452992.1847!,
    q!002769! => q!2452993.2100!,
    q!002696! => q!2453011.1219!,
    q!002698! => q!2452989.1517!,
    q!002910! => q!2453014.2344!,
    q!002911! => q!2453022.0015!,
    q!002912! => q!2453016.2307!,
    q!002840! => q!2453006.1916!,
    q!002913! => q!2453033.2120!,
    q!002841! => q!2453005.1726!,
    q!002915! => q!2453015.1353!,
    q!002770! => q!2452993.0746!,
    q!002843! => q!2453006.0042!,
    q!002916! => q!2453016.1411!,
    q!002771! => q!2452993.2028!,
    q!002772! => q!2452992.2303!,
    q!002845! => q!2453013.0952!,
    q!002918! => q!2453028.1727!,
    q!002773! => q!2452995.1502!,
    q!002846! => q!2453033.1354!,
    q!002919! => q!2453016.2206!,
    q!002774! => q!2452998.1255!,
    q!002847! => q!2453007.0622!,
    q!002775! => q!2453038.2358!,
    q!002776! => q!2452993.1612!,
    q!002777! => q!2452994.1236!,
    q!002778! => q!2452996.1559!,
    q!002779! => q!2452994.0842!,
    q!002920! => q!2453040.1544!,
    q!002921! => q!2453016.1451!,
    q!002922! => q!2453016.2349!,
    q!002923! => q!2453016.2024!,
    q!002850! => q!2453008.1125!,
    q!002924! => q!2453018.1240!,
    q!002851! => q!2453007.2145!,
    q!002925! => q!2453027.1609!,
    q!002852! => q!2453007.2031!,
    q!002926! => q!2453017.1401!,
    q!002780! => q!2452996.1711!,
    q!002927! => q!2453017.1541!,
    q!002854! => q!2453008.1818!,
    q!002781! => q!2452995.0208!,
    q!002928! => q!2453020.1126!,
    q!002855! => q!2453009.2101!,
    q!002782! => q!2452995.1615!,
    q!002929! => q!2453017.1803!,
    q!002856! => q!2453012.0537!,
    q!002783! => q!2452995.1024!,
    q!002857! => q!2453014.2318!,
    q!002784! => q!2452995.1322!,
    q!002858! => q!2453014.1020!,
    q!002785! => q!2453023.0724!,
    q!002786! => q!2453015.0155!,
    q!002787! => q!2453003.2257!,
    q!002788! => q!2453007.1340!,
    q!002789! => q!2452995.1900!,
    q!002930! => q!2453018.0825!,
    q!002931! => q!2453018.0214!,
    q!002932! => q!2453018.0039!,
    q!002933! => q!2453018.2239!,
    q!002934! => q!2453019.1249!,
    q!002861! => q!2453009.2020!,
    q!002935! => q!2453067.1859!,
    q!002936! => q!2452962.1033!,
    q!002790! => q!2452995.2313!,
    q!002937! => q!2453022.1649!,
    q!002864! => q!2453015.1941!,
    q!002791! => q!2452996.1158!,
    q!002938! => q!2453019.0039!,
    q!002792! => q!2453002.0039!,
    q!002939! => q!2453018.1608!,
    q!002793! => q!2453013.0734!,
    q!002794! => q!2452996.1842!,
    q!002868! => q!2453011.0501!,
    q!002795! => q!2452996.2128!,
    q!002796! => q!2452999.0829!,
    q!002797! => q!2453004.2043!,
    q!002798! => q!2452998.2313!,
    q!002940! => q!2453018.1705!,
    q!002941! => q!2453019.1044!,
    q!002942! => q!2453014.0806!,
    q!002870! => q!2453010.1950!,
    q!002943! => q!2453019.1055!,
    q!002871! => q!2453010.1346!,
    q!002944! => q!2453020.1702!,
    q!002872! => q!2453016.1557!,
    q!002873! => q!2453012.0933!,
    q!002946! => q!2453029.0146!,
    q!002874! => q!2453010.1931!,
    q!002876! => q!2453039.1554!,
    q!002949! => q!2453021.1548!,
    q!002877! => q!2453010.2223!,
    q!002950! => q!2453019.2345!,
    q!002951! => q!2453024.1541!,
    q!002952! => q!2453019.2257!,
    q!002880! => q!2453033.0738!,
    q!002953! => q!2453020.0920!,
    q!002881! => q!2453013.0528!,
    q!002954! => q!2453020.1122!,
    q!002882! => q!2453016.2234!,
    q!002955! => q!2453021.0204!,
    q!002883! => q!2453013.2154!,
    q!002956! => q!2453020.1541!,
    q!002957! => q!2453025.2016!,
    q!002884! => q!2453013.1040!,
    q!002958! => q!2453022.1643!,
    q!002886! => q!2453011.2324!,
    q!002959! => q!2453020.2140!,
    q!002887! => q!2453013.0441!,
    q!002888! => q!2453020.0048!,
    q!002889! => q!2453027.1401!,
    q!002960! => q!2453022.2301!,
    q!002961! => q!2453050.0807!,
    q!002962! => q!2453020.2310!,
    q!002890! => q!2453012.1616!,
    q!002963! => q!2453023.0218!,
    q!002964! => q!2453021.0124!,
    q!002891! => q!2453012.1417!,
    q!002965! => q!2453022.0934!,
    q!002966! => q!2453022.0742!,
    q!002894! => q!2453012.1555!,
    q!002895! => q!2453018.1730!,
    q!002968! => q!2453024.1503!,
    q!002896! => q!2453012.1752!,
    q!002969! => q!2453022.0955!,
    q!002897! => q!2453013.0944!,
    q!002898! => q!2453013.0810!,
    q!002899! => q!2453013.1402!,
    q!002030! => q!2453014.0019!,
    q!002970! => q!2453022.0957!,
    q!002971! => q!2453022.1223!,
    q!002972! => q!2453023.0632!,
    q!002973! => q!2453022.1852!,
    q!002974! => q!2453022.1916!,
    q!002975! => q!2453023.1626!,
    q!002977! => q!2453026.1703!,
    q!002978! => q!2453025.1434!,
    q!002979! => q!2453023.2140!,
  );


1;
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ubb/Forum1/forum_thread_data_0014.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0014"} = {
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q~LOOK! JDM Emblem opportunity~,
q!1!,
q!227!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!01:05 PM!,
q!2452796.1305!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2453054.1223!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000227!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum1/forum_thread_data_0015.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0015"} = {
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!CF hood GB $450 shipped...!,
q!1!,
q!509!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2452800.2129!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!02:15 PM!,
q!2452994.1415!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000512!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum1/forum_thread_data_0020.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0020"} = {
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!FloorMats again!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452894.1518!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!00000804!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2453014.0019!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum1/forum_thread_data_0021.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0021"} = {
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!Jon!,
q!Dataloggers!,
q!1!,
q!79!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452915.1307!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!03:23 AM!,
q!2453063.0323!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000079!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!grndsm!,
q!Parted out 2 cars.  left over parts.!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452914.1731!,
q!grndsm!,
q!00000540!,
q!jayru!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!07:34 PM!,
q!2453014.1934!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum1/forum_thread_data_0022.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0022"} = {
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q!26mm rear swaybar REVISITED!,
q!1!,
q!53!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!07:55 PM!,
q!2452922.1955!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!1420mark!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!02:43 AM!,
q!2453040.0243!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000053!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!NS!,
q!g8rvr4!,
q!F/S: Certified Muffler Exhaust Systems **UPDATED**!,
q!1!,
q!80!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452931.1213!,
q!g8rvr4!,
q!00000402!,
q!g8rvr4!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!08:50 PM!,
q!2453045.2050!,
q!g8rvr4!,
q!00000402!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000081!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum1/forum_thread_data_0024.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0024"} = {
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!redheat86!,
q!FS: 17x7 nippon racing wheels ($375 shipped) !,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2452947.1936!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!redheat86!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2453005.1600!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Coilover GB (limit 10)...!,
q!1!,
q!93!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!12:46 AM!,
q!2452951.0046!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!02:35 AM!,
q!2453069.0235!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000093!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum1/forum_thread_data_0025.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0025"} = {
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!Momo/Sparco Steering Wheel Adapter!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!07:15 AM!,
q!2452970.0715!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!Kibo!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452989.2025!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Strut tower bar!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2452962.1552!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!08:22 PM!,
q!2452993.2022!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!00000134!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marty!,
q!CarbonTrix Hoods if enough demand!,
q!1!,
q!43!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452970.1625!,
q!Marty!,
q!00000661!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2453025.1700!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000045!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!Koni Sport GB!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452964.2237!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!1420mark!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2453021.1630!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marty!,
q!Dave Brode IC pipe and Resonator test pipe!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452968.2147!,
q!Marty!,
q!00000661!,
q!Marty!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!04:37 PM!,
q!2453013.1637!,
q!Marty!,
q!00000661!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum1/forum_thread_data_0026.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0026"} = {
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thon!,
q!16x7, 16x8 wheels/tires !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!06:18 PM!,
q!2452984.1818!,
q!thon!,
q!00000613!,
q!thon!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!12:19 PM!,
q!2453011.1219!,
q!thon!,
q!00000613!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!goodies for sale-wtb stock fuel pump!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452970.1723!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2453068.1302!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!122 Performance O2 Housing!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!09:43 PM!,
q!2452980.2143!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452992.1518!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marty!,
q!50 trim for sale, needs rebuild!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2452984.2024!,
q!Marty!,
q!00000661!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!03:17 PM!,
q!2452989.1517!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!WTB 93 headlights!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452983.1920!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!06:15 PM!,
q!2452996.1815!,
q!Luke!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!WTB: GVR4 eeprom ecu!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452979.1355!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!coop!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!12:49 PM!,
q!2453014.1249!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum1/forum_thread_data_0027.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0027"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4x2!,
q!wtb 4 bolt lsd rear end!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452988.1422!,
q!Mike Green!,
q!00002399!,
q!gvr4x2!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452988.1422!,
q!Mike Green!,
q!00002399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!JDM Headlights $50!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452988.1503!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!crucible!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2452988.1726!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Shaved &amp; Polished Valve Cover!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452992.2203!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!07:46 AM!,
q!2452993.0746!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!Stock GVR4 springs!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!03:25 PM!,
q!2452988.1525!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!03:25 PM!,
q!2452988.1525!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!redheat86!,
q!FS: hacked maf and RRE stainless oil line!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452992.2300!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!08:28 PM!,
q!2452993.2028!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!00000134!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!2 boost controllers &amp; afc!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!11:03 PM!,
q!2452992.2303!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!hecdws!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!11:03 PM!,
q!2452992.2303!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ConquestCat!,
q!GS mirage turbo for sale (Atlanta)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!08:28 AM!,
q!2452993.0828!,
q!liquidgvr4!,
q!00000268!,
q!Clay!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2452995.1502!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!Few items for sale!,
q!7!,
q!12!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2452993.1407!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!12:55 PM!,
q!2452998.1255!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!SS Exhaust manifold covers group buy!,
q!1!,
q!60!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!02:31 PM!,
q!2452993.1431!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2453038.2358!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000060!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!'92 GVR-4 FS!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452993.1612!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452993.1612!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!wtb: used oem flywheel!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!07:46 PM!,
q!2452993.1946!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!12:36 PM!,
q!2452994.1236!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Minjin!,
q!Corvette Calipers on Ebay!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2452993.1948!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2452996.1559!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!stock VR4 exhaust system!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!08:42 AM!,
q!2452994.0842!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!boostx!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!08:42 AM!,
q!2452994.0842!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!wtb; vpc!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!02:29 PM!,
q!2452985.1429!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!jordanvr4!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2452993.1845!,
q!jordanvr4!,
q!00002109!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HeadHunter!,
q~89 JDM - Anything!!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2452985.1805!,
q!HeadHunter!,
q!00003045!,
q!HeadHunter!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452988.1720!,
q!HeadHunter!,
q!00003045!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!Anyone interested in a Honda!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452988.1616!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!sleeper!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2452988.2349!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!wtb 92 rebuildable trans. !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!06:55 PM!,
q!2452988.1855!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!06:55 PM!,
q!2452988.1855!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Gauging Intrest: Selling our 97 Eclipse Spyder!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2452986.0003!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2452988.0110!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Stock corner lense!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452988.1925!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452991.2352!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!JDM Headlights!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452988.2358!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2453014.1015!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spatchana!,
q!VR4, possible sale?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!12:55 PM!,
q!2452989.1255!,
q!spatchana!,
q!00002703!,
q!229of1000!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452990.2300!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!WTB: Passenger '93 headlight!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452989.1751!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452989.1751!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!CF hoods update those in the GB please read...!,
q!1!,
q!188!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452989.1920!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!07:50 PM!,
q!2453070.1950!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!tMCJLaWoujEI!,
q!000190!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q~BID NOW!!!!~,
q!12!,
q!17!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2452994.2341!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!lourenco72!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2452996.1711!,
q!rallynut!,
q!00002842!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!92 taillight set and used 14b!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452989.2144!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!04:21 PM!,
q!2452995.1621!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!WTB: stock IC piping!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452995.0005!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!02:08 AM!,
q!2452995.0208!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Spot on CF group by for sale!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2452989.2312!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452990.2335!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!egt probe!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!02:19 AM!,
q!2452995.0219!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2452995.1615!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q~For sale: tranny, 2G Maf , more!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452995.0924!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!10:24 AM!,
q!2452995.1024!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!liva!,
q!strutbrace!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452995.1322!,
q!liva!,
q!00003112!,
q!liva!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452995.1322!,
q!liva!,
q!00003112!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftntouge!,
q~2004 Lancer EVO promo calanders!!~,
q!14!,
q!59!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2452995.1434!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!00001884!,
q!panzer25!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!07:24 AM!,
q!2453023.0724!,
q!Jim!,
q!00000932!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000059!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!wtb: 1g tel shell!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452995.1503!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!gtluke!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!01:55 AM!,
q!2453015.0155!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GreenSpeed!,
q!1992 Galant VR-4 #139!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2452995.1510!,
q!GreenSpeed!,
q!00002524!,
q!TomekP21!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2453003.2257!,
q!Turbo Tommy!,
q!00001902!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!WTB Steering rack!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2452995.1653!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!coop!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!01:40 PM!,
q!2453007.1340!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!Galant GSR!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2452995.1900!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2452995.1900!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!benwah!,
q!GVR4 on the trader, $800obo in VT!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452986.1122!,
q!benwah!,
q!00000735!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2453003.1812!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!00001767!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Spot on JDM emblems for sale!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452989.2317!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!12:35 AM!,
q!2452993.0035!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!AGP L2R &amp; Polished Turbo Header For Sale!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2452989.2319!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452996.2134!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!shannonkeo!,
q!FOR SALE---Shannon's Silver VR4!,
q!1!,
q!37!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452990.1003!,
q!shannon knoepflein!,
q!00003070!,
q!shannonkeo!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452995.0011!,
q!shannon knoepflein!,
q!00003070!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000038!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!gauging interst!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452990.1304!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!coop!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452990.1304!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!EVO tires (stock)!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!04:04 PM!,
q!2452990.1604!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2452991.0056!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Clearing out the last few items...!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452990.1609!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2452994.1504!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!VR4 # BADGE ON EBAY !,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2452991.0051!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452991.1813!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Amber corner lights!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!01:47 AM!,
q!2452991.0147!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452991.1012!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!00001884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Full Clear corner lights!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!01:50 AM!,
q!2452991.0150!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2452993.2058!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DingoDaddy!,
q!89-91 Service Manuals!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452995.2313!,
q!DingoDaddy!,
q!00001408!,
q!DingoDaddy!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452995.2313!,
q!DingoDaddy!,
q!00001408!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!1g Eibach Prokit!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!07:29 PM!,
q!2452991.1929!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!coop!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!06:54 PM!,
q!2452992.1854!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spatchana!,
q!stock: aircan, stereo for sale!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2452996.1121!,
q!spatchana!,
q!00002703!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452996.1158!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!starwrist!,
q!1992 #870/1000 $2300!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2452996.1520!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!littlemissmopar!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2453002.0039!,
q!Cynthia!,
q!00003145!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!2g maf!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!04:46 PM!,
q!2452996.1646!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!AzA*!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!07:34 AM!,
q!2453013.0734!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!wtb: stock foglights!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2452996.1842!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2452996.1842!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh long!,
q!vr4 rs tranny!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452996.2030!,
q!josh long!,
q!00000943!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452996.2128!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!getting ready to part out a 92 vr4!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2452996.2049!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!hecdws!,
q!12-25-2003!,
q!08:29 AM!,
q!2452999.0829!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1969MIB!,
q!Any GVR4's For Sale in California?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!02:27 AM!,
q!2452997.0227!,
q!1969MIB!,
q!00000732!,
q!1969MIB!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2453004.2043!,
q!1969MIB!,
q!00000732!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!EVO 3 Intercooler and piping f.s.!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!05:09 AM!,
q!2452997.0509!,
q!James!,
q!00000017!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452998.2313!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!00001884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q!FS: 1991 VR4 in CT!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452986.1821!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!crucible!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!02:26 PM!,
q!2452988.1426!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!For Sale: JDM Front Bumper In NJ Area!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2452986.2129!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!turbowop!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!12:34 AM!,
q!2452990.0034!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Minjin!,
q!Garage cleaning...miscellaneous parts!,
q!1!,
q!30!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!10:33 PM!,
q!2452986.2233!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452990.1844!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!WTB: rear corner lense(driver side)!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452991.2106!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!91 #680!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452991.2106!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!some stuff I found!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452991.2334!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!03:53 PM!,
q!2452992.1553!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!Forsale- Like new RC 550 injectors!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!02:11 AM!,
q!2452992.0211!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!02:11 AM!,
q!2452992.0211!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!eyetrauma!,
q!WTB: Radiator!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!08:50 AM!,
q!2452992.0850!,
q!James DeRosia!,
q!00002414!,
q!eyetrauma!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!09:31 AM!,
q!2452993.0931!,
q!James DeRosia!,
q!00002414!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Overkill!,
q!Want to buy radio bezel &amp; arm rest console lid!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2452992.1329!,
q!Jared!,
q!00003005!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2452992.1705!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!klo91vr4!,
q!WTB: Power steering pump!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452992.1437!,
q!Kevino!,
q!00002134!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452992.2259!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmParts!,
q~WhiteLine Rear Camber Kits In The Building!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452992.1449!,
q!DSMparts!,
q!00000660!,
q!DsmParts!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2452993.1543!,
q!DSMparts!,
q!00000660!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!GVR-4 Goodies!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452992.1717!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!02:14 PM!,
q!2452993.1414!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q~WTB: Damn near everything!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!06:06 PM!,
q!2452992.1806!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!coop!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2452992.1847!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!EVO III O2 Housing!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452992.2201!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2452993.2100!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!For Sale: AMG Want-a-be !,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!08:31 PM!,
q!2452987.2031!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!thadirtybird!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452991.2157!,
q!thadirtybird!,
q!00002147!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!2.5 SS exhaust for sale .!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2452988.1121!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2452988.1121!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum1/forum_thread_data_0028.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0028"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!lo tek dual gauge pod!,
q!2!,
q!6!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2453004.1931!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!dc_style!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2453009.2100!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!WTB: Valve Cover!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2453010.1206!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!07:50 PM!,
q!2453010.1950!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!Some Items For Sale!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!01:46 PM!,
q!2453010.1346!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!01:46 PM!,
q!2453010.1346!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Headlight Eyebrows For Sale!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!09:04 PM!,
q!2453004.2104!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2453005.1307!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!WTB: 90 oil housing and cooler!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2453010.1608!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!mark95!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2453016.1557!,
q!mark95!,
q!00002057!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!2.5&quot; Mofugas mandrel AMS exhaust for sale / trade!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!04:43 PM!,
q!2453010.1643!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!09:33 AM!,
q!2453012.0933!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!NEED A CAS!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2453010.1924!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2453010.1931!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Oil Cooler and seats!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2453010.2133!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!03:54 PM!,
q!2453039.1554!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!WTB:  Cruise Control vacuum canister 1991!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2453010.2205!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2453010.2223!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!WTB: Black Gvr4 with no rust...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452997.2001!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452997.2001!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!eyetrauma!,
q!'91 VR-4 $4500!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2452998.0959!,
q!James DeRosia!,
q!00002414!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2453003.1432!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!00001581!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Clay!,
q!16g Turbo!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2452998.1656!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2453025.1546!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Clay!,
q!starion FMIC!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!05:01 PM!,
q!2452998.1701!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!Clay!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!05:01 PM!,
q!2452998.1701!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!msaskin!,
q!Possibly selling #812!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!09:48 PM!,
q!2452998.2148!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!msaskin!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2453005.1713!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Ebay find  ( poor car needs a home)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2453000.0028!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!meshwork!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!10:06 AM!,
q!2453000.1006!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!Such a shame VR4 on ebay!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!05:05 AM!,
q!2453000.0505!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!02:35 AM!,
q!2453002.0235!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!00001581!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!WTB:    14B Turbo  !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!04:31 AM!,
q!2453005.0431!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2453006.1916!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!00002409!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!Birons F&amp;F car for sale!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!04:17 PM!,
q!2453000.1617!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!01:58 PM!,
q!2453003.1358!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!walboro 255lph new!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2453005.1726!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2453005.1726!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Phatlee!,
q!Need a tranny!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2453000.1606!,
q!Phatlee!,
q!00003135!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2453000.2135!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!sfRstarion!,
q!any vr4's in the bay area??!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2453006.0030!,
q!sfRstarion!,
q!00003180!,
q!sfRstarion!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!12:42 AM!,
q!2453006.0042!,
q!sfRstarion!,
q!00003180!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!&quot;ThreeSpeed&quot; products!,
q!14!,
q!13!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!10:56 AM!,
q!2453006.1056!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!09:52 AM!,
q!2453013.0952!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!Clear Corners &amp; JDM Headlights!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2453006.1623!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!00000509!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2453033.1354!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!00000509!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!NUMBER11!,
q!TRADE MINT LEATHER SEATS FOR 1 RACING SEAT!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2453006.2326!,
q!Peter Q!,
q!00002942!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!06:22 AM!,
q!2453007.0622!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!00001106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!WTB: Mofugus center console gauge pod!,
q!1!,
q!50!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!02:04 AM!,
q!2453011.0204!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!ConquestCat!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!07:38 AM!,
q!2453033.0738!,
q!liquidgvr4!,
q!00000268!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000050!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mark95!,
q!odds and ends!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2453011.1618!,
q!mark95!,
q!00002057!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!05:28 AM!,
q!2453013.0528!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!griffin intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2453011.1746!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!InStG8tR!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2453016.2234!,
q!InStG8tR!,
q!00001237!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!One Hell of A Deal!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2453011.1908!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!09:54 PM!,
q!2453013.2154!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!WTB:  Snowboard Rack for my GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2453011.2242!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2453013.1040!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!redheat86!,
q!Drag turbos front mount intercooler for sale!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2453011.2324!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!redheat86!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2453011.2324!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!two 14b's!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!04:26 AM!,
q!2453012.0426!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!00002409!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!04:41 AM!,
q!2453013.0441!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!00002409!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Sleeper16G, lots of Stuff for Sale. **UPDATED**!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!10:36 AM!,
q!2453012.1036!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!12:48 AM!,
q!2453020.0048!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!00001581!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q~parting out 173!!!~,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!01:21 PM!,
q!2453012.1321!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2453027.1401!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Hey,!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!02:07 AM!,
q!2453001.0207!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2453001.2137!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!JDM Intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!02:31 AM!,
q!2453001.0231!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2453004.0030!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galant191!,
q!Sorry to say.... 1992 VR4 4 sale!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2453001.1131!,
q!galant191!,
q!00002416!,
q!galant191!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2453005.2259!,
q!galant191!,
q!00002416!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!WTB - PS pump and front ABS sensors!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2453001.1228!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2453001.1430!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!dash pod 4 sale!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2453001.1502!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!curtis!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!05:21 PM!,
q!2453001.1721!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!panzer25!,
q!Starion FMIC!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2453001.2212!,
q!Jim!,
q!00000932!,
q!panzer25!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2453001.2212!,
q!Jim!,
q!00000932!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!panzer25!,
q!Tial and manifold!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!09:15 AM!,
q!2453002.0915!,
q!Jim!,
q!00000932!,
q!panzer25!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!09:15 AM!,
q!2453002.0915!,
q!Jim!,
q!00000932!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!stock headlights 1g rack and pinion mk offer!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2453007.1816!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2453008.1125!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Brand New Volk Racing TE-37s For Sale With Tire!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2453002.1213!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2453009.2017!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!factory cup holder !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!06:18 PM!,
q!2453007.1818!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!229of1000!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2453007.2145!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!parting out a 91!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!12:17 PM!,
q!2453002.1217!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!gtluke!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2453022.0015!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Transfer Case For Sale!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!08:31 PM!,
q!2453007.2031!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!08:31 PM!,
q!2453007.2031!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Few things on ebay!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!01:34 AM!,
q!2453008.0134!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!06:18 PM!,
q!2453008.1818!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!WTB white passenger side &quot;dog leg&quot; mldg.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!03:08 AM!,
q!2453008.0308!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!00001767!,
q!jpgvr4!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2453009.2101!,
q!jpgvr4!,
q!00000179!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a1091156!,
q!---------------  WANTED :  VR-4   INTAKE   MANIFOLD  ---------------!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!05:07 AM!,
q!2453008.0507!,
q!a1091156!,
q!00003184!,
q!a1091156!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!05:37 AM!,
q!2453012.0537!,
q!a1091156!,
q!00003184!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!WTD  T-25 turbo ,TD04 turbo,IHI turbos!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!11:10 AM!,
q!2453008.1110!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!raceman77!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2453014.2318!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!vr4 blocks!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!01:44 PM!,
q!2453012.1344!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!boostx!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2453012.1616!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sr71sss!,
q!1991 GVR4 transfer case,AWD trans FS!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!07:18 PM!,
q!2453008.1918!,
q!sr71sss!,
q!00000133!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!10:20 AM!,
q!2453014.1020!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!00000500!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!WTB 1G body parts (92)!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2453012.1417!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2453012.1417!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Stock Stuff FS!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2453012.1555!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2453012.1555!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drifter148!,
q!wtb vr-4 tranny!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2453012.1626!,
q!drifter148!,
q!00000614!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2453018.1730!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!Green '92 vr-4 wheel!,
q!4!,
q!2!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2453012.1733!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2453012.1752!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Dash Pod At M&amp;S!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!11:04 PM!,
q!2453012.2304!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!09:44 AM!,
q!2453013.0944!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!radio brackets!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!01:14 AM!,
q!2453013.0114!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!08:10 AM!,
q!2453013.0810!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AzA*!,
q!WTD : 91 vr4 ecu !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!05:42 AM!,
q!2453013.0542!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!02:02 PM!,
q!2453013.1402!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!WTB stock nile black rims..!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2453002.1936!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!11:33 PM!,
q!2453009.2333!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!Nice 139/2000 on ebay!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!02:53 AM!,
q!2453003.0253!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!03:20 AM!,
q!2453003.0320!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Prowler!,
q!WTB: MT/WY/CO/ID Area!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2453003.1053!,
q!Prowler!,
q!00003150!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2453003.1223!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!WTB stock wastegate!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2453003.1053!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!03:34 PM!,
q!2453003.1534!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!nice VR4 on the trader (not mine)!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2453003.1528!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1101!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2453003.1528!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q~looking to buy 2G/EVO manifold and 02 Housing!~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!03:30 PM!,
q!2453003.1530!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2453007.1149!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!WTB: Black Gvr4!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2453003.1641!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!smokindav!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2453005.1559!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!WTB:  Stock FMIC Pipe - radiator support crossover!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2453003.1903!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2453003.1920!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!WTB Rear Seats. !,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!07:10 PM!,
q!2453003.1910!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!SLedge!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2453010.1605!,
q!Sledge!,
q!00002035!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!16&quot; Mugen M7's that would fit a GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!11:31 PM!,
q!2453008.2331!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!markrieb!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!08:20 PM!,
q!2453009.2020!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Welded Center Diff Cheap!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2453009.1719!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2453015.1941!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!30K$ tranny for sale!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!12:01 PM!,
q!2453010.1201!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!megaice!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!05:01 AM!,
q!2453011.0501!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostinvr4!,
q!3''cat back and apex intercooler f/s!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2453003.2207!,
q!boostinvr4!,
q!00003084!,
q!boostinvr4!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2453003.2207!,
q!boostinvr4!,
q!00003084!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!Who's got the '91 VR4 with 81K up on ebay???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!10:50 AM!,
q!2453004.1050!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2453005.1523!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!00000065!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!GVR4 Trans $500!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2453004.1743!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!00000500!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!08:21 PM!,
q!2453017.2021!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!GVR4 JDM Head $250!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2453004.1745!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!00000500!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2453004.1745!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!00000500!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!WTB: Fuse box cover!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2453004.1803!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!02:08 AM!,
q!2453005.0208!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!2G MAS w/pigtail !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2453004.1830!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2453004.1843!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum1/forum_thread_data_0029.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0029"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!WTB intercooler pipes!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!01:44 PM!,
q!2453018.1344!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!omar14!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2453022.1649!,
q!mobb!,
q!00002196!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!WHITELINE REAR CAMBER KIT WANTED ASAP!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!02:58 PM!,
q!2453005.1458!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!1420mark!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2453019.0039!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JDMHMOOB!,
q!Power Enterprise Kelvar timing belt *NEW*!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!09:57 AM!,
q!2453022.0957!,
q!GrannyShifter!,
q!00002562!,
q!JDMHMOOB!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!09:57 AM!,
q!2453022.0957!,
q!GrannyShifter!,
q!00002562!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Tanny and xfer case!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2453022.1223!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2453022.1223!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!90 oil cooler !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2453018.1608!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2453018.1608!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostedvr4ced!,
q~WTB: JDM Galant VR-4 AMG Grill!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!12:26 PM!,
q!2453022.1226!,
q!boostedvr4g63t!,
q!00002811!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!06:32 AM!,
q!2453023.0632!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!10sec GVR4 parts!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2453022.1852!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2453022.1852!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147/1000!,
q!engine and trans for sale!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2453022.1916!,
q!147/1000!,
q!00002688!,
q!147/1000!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2453022.1916!,
q!147/1000!,
q!00002688!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sti_95imp!,
q!WTB. used suspension!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2453022.2108!,
q!John C.!,
q!00003267!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2453023.1626!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!93/1000- in a junkyard- anyone want parts?!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!01:41 AM!,
q!2453023.0141!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2453026.1703!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!ic piping, tel rack, &amp; misc. stuff!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2453023.1938!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2453025.1434!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Pioneer XM radio tuner and DSR antenna!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2453023.2132!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2453023.2132!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!andy!,
q!Factory fog lights!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2453013.1403!,
q!andy!,
q!00000471!,
q!andy!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2453013.1403!,
q!andy!,
q!00000471!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!RallyVR4!,
q!Extreme Motorsports DIS intake!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2453013.1510!,
q!Paul!,
q!00002810!,
q!RallyVR4!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2453013.1510!,
q!Paul!,
q!00002810!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!SOLNGV8!,
q!FS: GVR4 gage cluster!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2453013.1847!,
q!SOLNGV8!,
q!00003181!,
q!SOLNGV8!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2453015.2305!,
q!SOLNGV8!,
q!00003181!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!highskyes!,
q!injectors and project turbo!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2453014.0121!,
q!highskyes!,
q!00000868!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2453046.1410!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!00001767!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostedvr4ced!,
q!FOR SALE:1991  US Spec VR-4 Projector  Fog Lights!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2453014.1242!,
q!boostedvr4g63t!,
q!00002811!,
q!crucible!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!10:21 AM!,
q!2453020.1021!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!grndsm!,
q!SBR GT-13 full ball-bearing GT series turbo!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2453014.1512!,
q!grndsm!,
q!00000540!,
q!grndsm!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2453021.1133!,
q!grndsm!,
q!00000540!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!WTB 2g TB Elbow!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2453018.1612!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2453018.1705!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!Lots off bad ass parts, Wheels etc. I need this stuff gone.!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2453014.1521!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!00003190!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!04:47 PM!,
q!2453015.1647!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!00003190!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!Used, but good trans from '91 Galant VR4!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2453018.1732!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!drifter148!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!10:44 AM!,
q!2453019.1044!,
q!drifter148!,
q!00000614!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KenW!,
q!WTB: stock radio mounting bracket!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2453014.1608!,
q!KenW!,
q!00000403!,
q!grimm!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2453031.1723!,
q!grimm!,
q!00003384!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!SS valves on Ebay!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!12:55 PM!,
q!2453011.1255!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!WyldKardz Talon!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!08:06 AM!,
q!2453014.0806!,
q!WyldKardz Talon!,
q!00002692!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!Cheap Fidanza FW!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!12:01 AM!,
q!2453019.0001!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!10:55 AM!,
q!2453019.1055!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!fs: engine block!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2453019.0107!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!number3!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2453020.1702!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!parts for sale!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!01:53 AM!,
q!2453019.0153!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!mcastanares!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!01:46 AM!,
q!2453029.0146!,
q!mcastanares!,
q!00002941!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a1091156!,
q! ------ WTD ------ TD06 20G - Turbo -----!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2453023.2236!,
q!a1091156!,
q!00003184!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2453024.2249!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DaveK!,
q!WTB: 1992 wheel!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2453023.2309!,
q!Dave!,
q!00002466!,
q!DaveK!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2453024.2203!,
q!Dave!,
q!00002466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!Big16G, 550cc injectors, HKS F-Con, HKS 264 cam!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!11:07 AM!,
q!2453019.1107!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2453021.1548!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!00001767!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!660 GReddy Injectors!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2453023.2342!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2453023.2342!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!2g maf, !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!12:27 PM!,
q!2453024.1227!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2453024.2108!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!00001484!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!TURBO AND MANIFOLD!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2453024.1457!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2453024.2245!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!WTB stock suspension ASAP!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!03:38 PM!,
q!2453024.1538!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!03:17 PM!,
q!2453030.1517!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!4 2g MAFS for sale!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!06:04 PM!,
q!2453024.1804!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!imdrax!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2453048.2153!,
q!drax!,
q!00002852!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!HKS hi power exhaust!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!06:09 PM!,
q!2453024.1809!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2453024.2339!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!HOOD LIGHT POD !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2453024.1843!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2453024.1843!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!WTB: 90 EPROM ECU!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2453024.1920!,
q!GVR4_431!,
q!00000687!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2453027.2354!,
q!GVR4_431!,
q!00000687!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!KYB AGX!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2453014.1726!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2453014.2344!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!90 water pipe!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!11:23 PM!,
q!2453014.2323!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2453022.0015!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!Vr4/1G to 2G MAS pipe and other intake mods!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!11:31 PM!,
q!2453014.2331!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2453016.2307!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!'90 Talon stripping for parts...!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!09:35 AM!,
q!2453015.0935!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2453033.2120!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!GRV4 Eprom ECU for sale!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2453015.1231!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!00003190!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!01:53 PM!,
q!2453015.1353!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!00003190!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!wtb: starquest ic!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2453015.1409!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2453016.1411!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!560's for sale!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!05:12 PM!,
q!2453015.1712!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2453028.1727!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!check this e-bay thing out!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!11:57 AM!,
q!2453019.1157!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!Craig91!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!11:45 PM!,
q!2453019.2345!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a1091156!,
q!------ WTB ------ Evo III B16G Turbo ------!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2453015.1920!,
q!a1091156!,
q!00003184!,
q!a1091156!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2453016.2206!,
q!a1091156!,
q!00003184!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!2 rc cars for sale!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2453019.1304!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2453024.1541!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!WTB: Turbo timer and boost gauge!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!02:43 PM!,
q!2453019.1443!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2453019.2257!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!JDM emblems!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2453019.1713!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!09:20 AM!,
q!2453020.0920!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!WTB: Stock Springs!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2453019.1752!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!00003030!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2453020.1122!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!00003030!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!720's for sale!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!08:36 AM!,
q!2453020.0836!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!02:04 AM!,
q!2453021.0204!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!WTB:  Valve Cover!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2453020.1220!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2453020.1541!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!WTB: 92 VR4 White rims!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2453020.1422!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!00001869!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2453025.2016!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doug Thomas!,
q!JDM Headlights $50 shipped!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!10:25 PM!,
q!2453024.2225!,
q!Doug Thomas!,
q!00000077!,
q!Romanova!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2453043.1041!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!WTB: Mitsubishi (ONLY) Valve Cover!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!04:29 PM!,
q!2453020.1629!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!omar14!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!04:43 PM!,
q!2453022.1643!,
q!mobb!,
q!00002196!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!WTB: CAS!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2453025.1012!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!megaice!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2453025.1100!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!WTB: Rear VR4 bumper in white!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2453020.1700!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!00000500!,
q!Jose!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2453020.2140!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!ABS parts &amp; misc!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!11:09 AM!,
q!2453025.1109!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2453025.1113!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!1g shifters!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2453025.1116!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2453025.1116!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rollinongalant!,
q!WTB: front grill!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2453025.1125!,
q!rollinongalant!,
q!00003331!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!02:04 PM!,
q!2453025.1404!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JO!,
q!WTB  vr4 rim's!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2453025.1130!,
q!JO!,
q!00002267!,
q!JO!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!11:52 AM!,
q!2453029.1152!,
q!JO!,
q!00002267!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!4 lug hubs!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2453025.1223!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!admsr!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2453025.1627!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!still have stuff for sale!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2453025.1257!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!broke down!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2453045.1213!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!carbon fiber hood...www.importfan.com CAN be made in 90 days or less!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2453025.1703!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2453033.2223!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!00001581!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!hks cams !,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!07:27 PM!,
q!2453025.1927!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!05:06 PM!,
q!2453027.1706!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!Lots of parts for sale.!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!02:38 PM!,
q!2453016.1438!,
q!PacManVR4!,
q!00003190!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2453035.2227!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marty!,
q!TMO Stage 3 ECU for sale!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2453016.1451!,
q!Marty!,
q!00000661!,
q!Marty!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2453016.1451!,
q!Marty!,
q!00000661!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mark95!,
q!stuff for sale.!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2453016.1720!,
q!mark95!,
q!00002057!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2453016.2349!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!rs motor 'cyclone' intake manifold (not mine)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2453016.1941!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2453016.2024!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!91 tsi ecu w/ eprom!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!12:40 PM!,
q!2453017.1240!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!12:40 PM!,
q!2453018.1240!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostedvr4ced!,
q!FOR SALE: JDM Galant VR-4 Headlights!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2453017.1325!,
q!boostedvr4g63t!,
q!00002811!,
q!boostedvr4ced!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2453027.1609!,
q!boostedvr4g63t!,
q!00002811!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Clay!,
q!91 Tsi Ecu  -    Non-Eprom   - $125.00!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2453017.1401!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!Clay!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2453017.1401!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!Gab Super strut!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2453017.1541!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2453017.1541!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Gas Tank and Autometer a/f gauge for sale!,
q!2!,
q!6!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2453020.1912!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2453022.2301!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostedvr4ced!,
q!For Sale: Galant VR-4 Front Bumper!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!04:17 PM!,
q!2453017.1617!,
q!boostedvr4g63t!,
q!00002811!,
q!boostedvr4ced!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2453020.1126!,
q!boostedvr4g63t!,
q!00002811!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!FS: full set of valve seals!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2453017.1803!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2453017.1803!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!TWO  Ceramic BB T3/T4 TURBOs!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!10:02 PM!,
q!2453020.2202!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!08:07 AM!,
q!2453050.0807!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!tel rack!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2453020.2310!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!coop!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2453020.2310!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!Blaha MAS!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2453020.2318!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!02:18 AM!,
q!2453023.0218!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!WTB: NILE BLACK REAR BUMPER!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!01:24 AM!,
q!2453021.0124!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!01:24 AM!,
q!2453021.0124!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!WTB- 90-94 E-Prom ECU!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2453021.1559!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!09:34 AM!,
q!2453022.0934!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!Need a fuel pump assembly!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!07:39 PM!,
q!2453021.1939!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!00002409!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!07:42 AM!,
q!2453022.0742!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JDMHMOOB!,
q!Stock gvr4 exhaust!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!09:52 AM!,
q!2453022.0952!,
q!GrannyShifter!,
q!00002562!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2453024.1503!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JDMHMOOB!,
q!walbro 255 fuel pump *Brand New* $100 shipped!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!09:55 AM!,
q!2453022.0955!,
q!GrannyShifter!,
q!00002562!,
q!JDMHMOOB!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!09:55 AM!,
q!2453022.0955!,
q!GrannyShifter!,
q!00002562!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!FS: stock intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2453017.2019!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!08:25 AM!,
q!2453018.0825!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!wtb: tranny!,
q!4!,
q!6!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2453018.0018!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!02:14 AM!,
q!2453018.0214!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!possible group buys!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2453018.0020!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2453018.0039!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Stuff For Sale!,
q!2!,
q!1!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2453018.1153!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2453018.2239!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!extra stuff!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!12:14 PM!,
q!2453018.1214!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!coop!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!12:49 PM!,
q!2453019.1249!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!DynStatic!,
q~Dave Brode Intercooler pipes!!~,
q!10!,
q!143!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452940.1153!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2453067.1859!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000143!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!Dejon Tool MAFT pipes!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452962.1033!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452962.1033!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
};
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ubb/Forum1/002933.cgi
A||||1||ayvr4||Stuff For Sale||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||01-13-2004||11:53 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||- 200 watt Jensen amp - $40 shipped.<br />- Stock VR-4 Mas, intake pipe, and hacked aircan - $40 shipped.<br />- Stock VR-4 Foglights $ 50 shipped. - Sold<br />- Stock VR-4Boost Control Selenoid - $?<br />- Stock VR-4 Shifter arm & boot - $?<br />My prices are already pretty low, so please dont talk me down even more.<br />Thanks||68.74.194.67||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||01-13-2004||10:39 PM||||whats the model number jensen amp?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes



ubb/Forum1/002934.cgi
A||||2||coop||extra stuff||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-13-2004||12:14 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I have some extra stuff to get rid of.<br /><br />tel shifter<br />stock shifter & boot <br />tel steering rack<br /><br />make offer on these, thanks||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||01-13-2004||08:10 PM||||What year is that TEL shifter from ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||coop||01-14-2004||12:49 PM||||91 shifter||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum1/002935.cgi
A||S||143||DynStatic||Dave Brode Intercooler pipes!!||||10||||GalantVR4-1229||00000841
Z||000000||DynStatic||10-27-2003||11:53 AM||||<b><br />PLEASE NOTE:<br />I have been getting quite a few messages about how to purchase this pipe kit.<br />I'm just the messenger. <br /><br />You need to talk to Dave Brode to purchase this kit.<br /><br />contact Dave Brode @<br />dbrode@hereintown.net<br /><br />Or you can send him a PM. His member ID is 2695.<br /></b> <br /><br /><br />Dave Brode is working on a complete intercooler pipe set for our cars. It should be inexpensive when finished. It's all SS 2.5 mandrel bent pipe. It follows the stock route. In addition to the pipe kit, he is also working on 2.5 and 3 inch test pipe resonators and a battery tray for under hood mounting.<br /><br />Here are some preliminary pictures: <br /><br />Top view 1<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1751" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1751&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Top view 2<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1752" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1752&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Top view with stock can<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1753" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1753&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Stock vs Brode pipe<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1754" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1754&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Bottom IC pipe<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1755" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1755&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Sorry, no pictures of the over the manifold pipe, test pipe resonators, or battery trays.||68.57.52.229||reg||10||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000001||ercp98||10-27-2003||12:14 PM||||looks like my engine bay. not the pipes but the grease and grime. however i'll be interested in them if they are not as expensive as those from rre i think.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||10-27-2003||12:28 PM||||Sign me up. They look nice. If the price is right, wich I am sure it will be, I'm there.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-27-2003||01:15 PM||||Lots of bends. I bet that adds to the cost. I'd hate to bring up that old bends=length=restriction debate again... if one were to buy those pipes the one pictured alone would be about 110. just for the pipes. Does DB have a pipe bender?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||DynStatic||10-27-2003||03:44 PM||||Well any pipe set up that follows the stock route will have that many bends. <br /><br />Yes this will be cheaper the RRE's set up. <b>Estimated shooting </b> price is $300. But that price may change. <br /><br />Each section can also be purchased seperately btw.<br /><br />I don't think Dave has his own bender, but he's been known (in at least my DSM community) to offer good products on the cheap.||208.22.79.35||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000005||JAYGVR4||10-27-2003||04:39 PM||||Cool!  Someone was able to donate their car/time eh!  I had talked with Dave about this earlier this year, but he needed my car for a week to do the prototyping, and I couldn't be without my daily driver for that long...  I'd buy from him.  He's good people.  Any thoughts on a full FMIC kit by him?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000006||DynStatic||10-27-2003||05:01 PM||||You can thank Marty Grand's wife for goign without her daily driver for a few weeks.<br /><br />There has been some talk of a full front mount kit by him. It wont be hard at all for im to adapt what he has for a front mount.||208.22.79.35||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000007||GVR4ZUM||10-30-2003||11:16 PM||||Any update??||204.33.55.111||reg||5||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000008||DynStatic||10-31-2003||12:53 AM||||Dave is seriously thinking about making a whole kit including an intercooler.<br /><br />Other then that, no.<br /><br />I'll talk with Marty tomorrow and find out what the progress is.||68.57.52.229||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000009||Marty||10-31-2003||06:26 PM||||Any update??<br /><br />It should all be done in about a week or two at the most. Dave is looking to see if he can make a kit that a fmic can be added to later, or possibly "a short" piping fmic kit. He realizes most DSMers piece things together as they get the money. I just wanted a nice UICP upgrade from the stock junk when I add the big 16g to my wifes car, it kinda took off from there.<br />I'll keep you posted as to where, when, price etc..<br />Marty||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000010||atsiauto||10-31-2003||07:19 PM||||nice . I need to figure out how i can use these w a fuso I/C and redo my end tanks.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000011||AWDnot2||11-02-2003||12:15 AM||||Sounds like Dave is the person I need to talk to.  He's got the pipes I've got the FMICS.  anyone know his e-mail?<br />   <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/face.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/top1.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/top2.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/endtank1.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/endtank2.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/welds1.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/welds2.jpg" alt=" - " />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000012||Marty||11-02-2003||02:02 PM||||I'll forward the pics/idea to Dave B. You can email me direct @ mgrand34@aol.com   Just looking to make a nice little bolt on kit that cheap DSMers can afford, to include me for the wifes car of course  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />marty||64.114.83.200||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000013||KingGalantVr4||11-02-2003||08:04 PM||||YES YES YES YES YES YES!||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||11-03-2003||06:15 PM||||Insurance money is here and I am interested!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||AWDnot2||11-03-2003||10:39 PM||||I have one that is finished, ready to roll. $465.00 shipped!||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000016||hecdws||11-04-2003||10:47 PM||||damn after i go thru the trouble of collecting aluminum pipe for my pipe upgrade some one goes and make a kit. when will they be available? will they be sold as a kit or can i just get one side since i will be using a different turbo.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000017||HHIVR4||11-05-2003||02:47 PM||||im interested..let me know when i can get them.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||11-05-2003||02:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR4-1229:<br /><strong> You can thank Marty Grand's wife for goign without her daily driver for a few weeks.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is Marty on this board?  My desktop image is his VR-4 taking a corner at the VIR.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||VR4orce CJ||11-05-2003||05:45 PM||||Marty was out of the country for a while and just got back...I'm sure he'll check the board soon and post an update.  CJ||68.50.230.38||reg||1||VR4orce CJ||00002726||yes
Z||000020||DynStatic||11-06-2003||12:16 AM||||Hertz, I made that picture and a few others I haven't released - for CADSM.<br /><br />He has video of him at VIR also. Just running by people like they are standing still.<br /><br />And yes he is here, but not very active. Look about 6 posts up..||68.57.32.248||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000021||Telecaster||11-07-2003||02:01 AM||||I'd like to get just a section as well, upper piping.  But need it to be able to support space for the GM/MAFT blow thru setup.  My f'd-up custom has the bov flange placed on the piping spot the runs down the side of the battery.  Its so hard to do because everyone's going to have different intercoolers.||216.175.84.169||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000022||Jon||11-07-2003||08:27 AM||||Dave joined the board not long ago.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_profile;u=00002695" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_profile;u=00002695</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000023||Marty||11-08-2003||11:49 PM||||Pipes are nearly finished   just need to get the fmic from the guy above to Dave for fitment. BTW the motor is soooo dirty as it was the car I used for my last rallycross...been meaning to clean it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Marty||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000024||Duc Hunter||11-09-2003||12:19 AM||||So who do we contact for these?<br /><br /><br />this look familiar though?<br />  <img src="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ggfmic-l.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />See it here?<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ic.htm" target="_blank">Same Kit? Looks like it form this pic?</a>||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000025||KingGalantVr4||11-09-2003||02:36 PM||||WELL!?<br /><br />How is the kit going?  I am going to need something soon, and if its not this its going to be the extreem kit.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000026||mistervr4||11-09-2003||04:37 PM||||<a href="http://www.nocturnalmotorsports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.nocturnalmotorsports.com/</a>  go to products, then intercoolers.  scroll down to the galant vr4.<br />How is this kit?  I havent heard of anyone with it, but the intercooler is HUGE!  I'm very interested in the Dave Brode kit, especially if it can compete with this price.||64.136.27.62||reg||1||mistervr4||00002348||yes
Z||000027||DynStatic||11-09-2003||06:19 PM||||Nocturnals kit, aka Shannon's IC is a great setup for the price. However it requires lots of cutting. It has a short pipe routing.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/samfmic.htm" target="_blank">Check this link out for a VFAQ on this kit.</a> <br /><br /><br />Dave's kit should not require any cutting.||208.22.79.111||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000028||Jon||11-10-2003||08:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> So who do we contact for these?<br /><br /><br />this look familiar though?<br />   <img src="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ggfmic-l.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />See it here?<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ic.htm" target="_blank">Same Kit? Looks like it form this pic?</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, not the same kit.  The Extreme upper intercooler pipe apparently goes through the core support by radiator.  Dave Brode's appears to follow the stock routing.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000029||Jon||11-10-2003||08:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> WELL!?<br /><br />How is the kit going?  I am going to need something soon, and if its not this its going to be the extreem kit. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do not get the Extreme kit.  $1450 is way over priced for that kit.  <br /><br />Other options:<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.122performance.com" target="_blank">http://www.122performance.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.ddynopower.com" target="_blank">http://www.ddynopower.com</a><br /><br />Probably the best kit to get is a Buschur Racing kit.  You'll have to cut down the stock radiator though.<br /><br /><br />If you aren't too far from NJ, I would see if Jeff Hill can help you out.  <a href="http://www.turbotrix.com" target="_blank">http://www.turbotrix.com</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000030||Duc Hunter||11-10-2003||07:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do not get the Extreme kit.  $1450 is way over priced for that kit.  <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I agree, they have very nice stuff but the price diff of about $1k???? <br /><br />So when can we get these kits? I have the RRE pipes I would adapt to fit, unless I like these pipes better. That means I could just get an FMIC, if you want to do that. Someone PM me please.||205.166.229.115||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000031||Pappy||11-11-2003||12:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mistervr4:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.nocturnalmotorsports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.nocturnalmotorsports.com/</a>   go to products, then intercoolers.  scroll down to the galant vr4.<br />How is this kit?  I havent heard of anyone with it, but the intercooler is HUGE!  I'm very interested in the Dave Brode kit, especially if it can compete with this price. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The nocturnal endtanks seem HORRIBLY inefficient. The airflow would be interrupted so much. But it is nice for the whole airdam to be filled with an intercooler.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000032||GVR4458||11-11-2003||10:03 AM||||The AMS intercooler kit is available as piping, core, or both.  The price was just around $1k for the kit last year.  Check them out if you are looking for stock routing and no cutting (though bumper cutting may be recommended for a cleaner fit).<br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com</a> 847.709.0530<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000033||JAYGVR4||11-14-2003||01:55 PM||||So any new news on this?||208.254.3.3||reg||5||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000034||DynStatic||11-16-2003||08:52 PM||||New pictures:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1958" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1958&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1959" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1959&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1960" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1960&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1961" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1961&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1962" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1962&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Dave is done with the piping, just needs to finish up his jigs so he can mass produce them.<br /><br />He is still working on an intercooler solution.||68.57.50.86||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000035||AWDnot2||11-16-2003||09:07 PM||||From the looks of it, my FMIC will fit his piping.<br /> If dave is cool about it, I am hoping to meet up with him and go over some minor details.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000036||Beemer||11-17-2003||04:04 AM||||I wish we had been lucky and gotten the mk III supra fmic instead of ours...same company made them both too...  I wonder how tough one of those would be to route?  At least you don't have to go over the damned exhaust manny..||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000037||gixxer||11-17-2003||03:45 PM||||mk3 supra ICs suck as well though.||129.219.71.57||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000038||Marty||11-17-2003||05:22 PM||||From the looks of it, my FMIC will fit his piping.<br />If dave is cool about it, I am hoping to meet up with him and go over some minor details.<br /><br /><br />Sounds good, Dave is def. good to go. If you want to see how it fits on my car feel free  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  If you think it will fit you should really try to get up to his house this week or Saturday as I am picking my car up this weekend. Key here is to keep the pipes/kit inexpensive for us cheap DSMers. Dave will make my final kit from the jigs to make sure it all fits as planned, then will advertise. Keep in mind I have asked him to make resonator test pipes as well, I think these are great at reducing noise while keeping all the flow of a tp. (off road use only of course).<br /><br />Marty<br />GVR-4 #34/1000||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000039||AWDnot2||11-17-2003||08:37 PM||||FINALLY  HERE ARE THE PICS!!!!!! <a href="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/" target="_blank">GVR4 FMIC INSTALL</a>||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000040||DsmSeifer||11-17-2003||09:19 PM||||If he would make a setup I could use with my translator I'd sign up in heart beat. Looks great||64.12.97.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000041||Telecaster||11-17-2003||09:25 PM||||I'd get a translator setup too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.175.84.169||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000042||GVR4N||11-18-2003||01:50 AM||||Me three.....||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000043||JAYGVR4||11-18-2003||10:02 AM||||So why not ask Dejon Tool to make their own IC piping for our cars...  More options mo bettah||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000044||Marty||11-18-2003||12:55 PM||||So why not ask Dejon Tool to make their own IC piping for our cars... More options mo bettah<br /><br /><br />It will still cost more than this set up. Didn't you learn "overhead" in your real-estate classes?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000045||JAYGVR4||11-18-2003||01:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />It will still cost more than this set up. Didn't you learn "overhead" in your real-estate classes?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well what I was talking about was a translator option that came with all piping as well...  Heidi still goign to run the stock front mount with that shtuff?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000046||Marty||11-18-2003||04:36 PM||||still goign to run the stock front mount with that shtuff?<br /><br />Depends on whether or not I can get a fmic fitted on by this weekend. If not, I will put one on eventually. I have a Big 16 g etc ready to go on it as soon as I get it back. I did go 12.6 @108.44 (my Galants old set up)with a big 16g and stock ic and piping so I am expecting more from this set up. I remember My talon feeling peppier by just adding an uicp to the stock ic.<br />Marty||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000047||DynStatic||11-20-2003||06:10 PM||||More news!<br /><br />Dave finished the design of the resonator test pipes. All the power of a test pipe, less noise. This one is a 2.5 inch.<br /><br />No price yet. For off-road use only.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2009" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2009&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.57.50.104||reg||14||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000048||Marty||11-24-2003||05:21 PM||||Price for the 2.5 resonator/test pipe is 100.00 for the 2.5 version and 120.00 for the 3 inch. I highly recommend this as it really quiets your car up yet makes the same power as a test pipe.  <br /><br />Dave has the piping for use with stock IC ready to go for 350.00 complete. He has to tweak it a bit to fit the aftermarket IC mentioned above. The enitre IC kit looks like it will be priced at 750.00. You can also just buy the uicp which includes the elbow and two piece section of piping that goes to the passenger side metal IC piping for 215.00. I have the piping in my wifes car and it made a huge difference as you can imagine it would after eliminating all the rubber hoses and bringin the inner diamter to 2.25-2 3/8ths, which is more than enough for anything close to a Big 16G. The 2.5 is just to hard to neck down to the stock IC and requires cutting. We will post in a couple weeks the availability of the enitre kit.<br />Marty<br />contact Dave Brode @<br />dbrode@hereintown.net||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000049||gixxer||11-25-2003||12:40 AM||||so this piping would work for cars with turbo outlets that point down, but have an elbow welded on them pointing towards the drivers side? like a 20g, Green, etc. if not, would he make a pipe that would mate up to them?<br /><br />thanks||129.219.6.8||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000050||Marty||11-25-2003||08:57 AM||||This piping takes the stock route up and over the manifold but replaces the turbo outlet as well with a nice much less restrictive piece. Im pretty sure when I go back in a few weeks he will look at the down route you mentioned (as my other Galant is run).<br />Marty||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000051||Telecaster||11-26-2003||05:53 AM||||Will a 3" cat shield fit around that resonator pipe?||216.175.116.249||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000052||Marty||11-26-2003||07:01 AM||||Will a 3" cat shield fit around that resonator pipe? <br /><br />Im pretty sure it would, I was able to fit my 3 inch cat with no problem and the bullet muffler is smaller than the cat for sure.<br />Marty||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000053||AWDnot2||11-26-2003||02:08 PM||||Marty,<br /> With Thanksgiving and all the family stuff going on, I'm looking to have the FMIC w/ blank end tanks finished in a week.  I'm just going to drop off the cooler and (2) 2.25"x 5" pieces of .060 tube so he can get the angles perfect.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000054||Marty||11-26-2003||04:15 PM||||Sounds good, keep me posted and Ill talk to Dave about when he wants my car back up there.<br />Marty||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000055||crucible||12-01-2003||09:15 PM||||Im up for UICP.<br />What size are these pipes,does it clear the fog light,and does it include the BOV flange?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000056||04DrBlur||12-01-2003||09:27 PM||||2 1/4 , Yes, and I believe so.||68.76.178.243||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000057||Marty||12-01-2003||09:51 PM||||What size are these pipes,does it clear the fog light,and does it include the BOV flange? <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />yes it does clear the fog light and does include the bov flange<br />Marty||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000058||batty200||12-08-2003||04:25 PM||||I have a TO4E 56trim and I would love to have this IC kit for around that pirce IF the pipes can hook to a downfacing turbo and clear a SFP mani and Tial WG with dump tube.  I also require it to allow AC still intact.<br /><br /><br />Thanks||68.82.223.186||reg||1||batty200||00003023||yes
Z||000059||771of2k||12-08-2003||11:23 PM||||Here's an idea for Dave: If he could make a test pipe resonator long enough to take up the extra length required when using a 1g dsm exhaust on a gvr4 I bet he would sell a few of them.<br />the exhaust would be like this:<br />1g dsm dp-&gt;extra long test pipe/resonator-&gt;1g dsm exhaust.<br />(that would work, no?)||68.9.191.124||reg||1||771of2k||00001127||yes
Z||000060||Marty||12-09-2003||06:03 PM||||If he could make a test pipe resonator long enough to take up the extra length required when using a 1g dsm exhaust on a gvr4 I bet he would sell a few of them.<br />the exhaust would be like this:<br />1g dsm dp-&gt;extra long test pipe/resonator-&gt;1g dsm exhaust<br /><br />I doubt he will go through the trouble of making this unless you gave him the exact length it needs to be. Id ask why would you would use a dsm rear section when nice bolt on galant rear sections are available, but im sure you have your reasons. However, im pretty sure if you told him exactly how much longer you wanted it he could do it. He doesnt have a 1g dsm dp-&gt;extra long test pipe/resonator-&gt;1g dsm exhaust  laying around to do the measuring himself. Id suggest writing him with your exact measurements and see if he is willing.<br />Marty||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000061||drew||12-09-2003||06:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 771of2k:<br /><strong> Here's an idea for Dave: If he could make a test pipe resonator long enough to take up the extra length required when using a 1g dsm exhaust on a gvr4 I bet he would sell a few of them.<br />the exhaust would be like this:<br />1g dsm dp-&gt;extra long test pipe/resonator-&gt;1g dsm exhaust.<br />(that would work, no?) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no it wouldn't work. The exhaust needs to be lengthened after the bend.<br /><br /><br />downpipe-cat-straight-bend-straight extention-muffler<br /><br />is what you need||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000062||mistervr4||12-23-2003||12:39 AM||||Any update on these kits?  What size is the intercooler core?  Will the piping be 2.25" and include a 2.25" tb elbow?||67.164.206.223||reg||1||mistervr4||00002348||yes
Z||000063||AWDnot2||12-25-2003||10:04 PM||||IC core measures 26" header to header x 8" tall x 3" thick and has 2.25" inlet/outlets.  I will be delivering the core to Dave after the 1st.  It should not take long after that.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000064||brandongvr4||12-27-2003||07:26 PM||||Im down for half of the i/c piping kit<br />as long as it has a 1g bov flange. How much ? and do you except paypal.<br /><br />~B~||63.80.6.4||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000065||Garfield Wright||12-28-2003||09:14 PM||||I want to buy the 21/4 pipe kit w/o the intercooler.  Where do I send money order & how much.<br />Thanks<br />Garfield<br /><br />My bad, I just realise the pipes are 2.5.  I need the pipes someone, anyone??||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000066||04DrBlur||12-28-2003||11:28 PM||||The pipes are 2 1/4||68.76.177.183||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000067||dave brode||12-28-2003||11:32 PM||||Hello All,<br /> <br />A little update: I can supply the piping for the stock IC now, as the fixtures for replicating worked well, and the set that is on Marty's car is actually the 2nd set [1st built from the fixtures]. I kept the prototypes in the pics here, as they are damned complicated, and I wanted to keep a set for refference. Marty, Roger and I plan to get together asap to possibly tweak Roger's in/outlets and design a set of pipes to fit his ICs. We will try to keep the IC to engine piping the same, so someone that buys "stock IC piping"can upgrade to Roger's IC later with no changes to that piping. Worst case senario is the first bend off of the IC will need changed. If that's the case, I'll offer to do that for a few bucks. The piping that comes through the rad support will need to be much different to work with Roger's IC, although the first section of the piping coming off of the turbo will be the same.  <br /> <br />Another note: I'm attempting to source affordable 2 bolt 3" flanges so I can offer the race muffler test pipe/resonators at a decent price. I can do 2.5" now.<br /><br />Regards,<br />Dave Brode||141.157.134.188||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000068||brandongvr4||12-29-2003||04:52 AM||||So whats the price for just the piping? The one in the pic? Will we need to get a New TB plate for it to work? Do you think i can just cut my 2G TB elbow?<br /><br />~B~||67.124.42.13||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000069||Marty||12-29-2003||07:40 PM||||So whats the price for just the piping? The one in the pic? Will we need to get a New TB plate for it to work? Do you think i can just cut my 2G TB elbow?<br /><br />~B~<br /><br />The entire piping kit is 350.00  that includes the tb elbow (you can get rid of your 2g piece altogether) and the turbo outlet. It will bolt directly up to your tb just as your stock ic piping does, just much better.<br />Marty||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000070||Garfield Wright||12-29-2003||08:40 PM||||Dave, where do I send the money order to?||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000071||dave brode||12-29-2003||09:31 PM||||Garfield,<br /> I'll e-mail you. Btw - my email is dbrode@hereintown.net <br />Dave||141.157.133.189||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000072||dave brode||12-29-2003||09:48 PM||||Brandon,<br /><br />Your 2G elbow will not work. If you look up in this thread, you can see the pics that show the tb elbow section of the piping. I use an RRE flange, and a part of a 2.375" bend on it, looking down. The rest is 2.25", and the elbow section also has a 2.25" bend that looks forward. There's a bracket on that section that bolts down to one of the transaxle bolts. I felt that was needed, as the two bends hanging on the tb flange might have caused trouble, if unbraced. There's a coupling under tha air can area, and then a section that goes from there to the IC. So, there are just two rubber couplings on the IC to engine piping, including the one attatching to the IC.  There's also a hanger at the rad support before the IC.<br /><br />The turbo to IC piping: I use an RRE turbo outlet flange, and the piping goes quickly to 2.25". Then a coupling and then a section heads out through the core support, and looks toward the IC. There's a hanger at the core support before the last bend. Note - the extra coupling and short piece of piping leading to the IC are nessesary to allow the piping to be installed w/o removing the IC.  The bumper MUST be removed to install the turbo to IC piping, but the IC to engine piping can be installed w/o bumper removal. The fog light stays. No cutting or drilling required, although the power steering lines above the trans must be "tweaked" a bit. Not a big deal.<br /><br />Pricing for the stock IC piping: $340 [not $350]. For just IC to engine - $225. For just turbo to IC piping - $125.  All plus shippping.<br />Dave<br /><br /><br />Dave||141.157.133.189||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000073||dave brode||12-29-2003||09:52 PM||||Brandon,<br /><br />I forgot...I can do paypal, but shipped price will be 2.9% higher. <br />Check or mo is ok too.<br />Thanks.<br />Dave||141.157.133.189||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000074||Romanova||12-29-2003||10:29 PM||||I've got an RRE modified Starion IC... is this kit fairly adaptable to other IC setups? Looking for a way to spend my tax return when it arrives.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Thanks!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000075||Marty||12-30-2003||03:59 PM||||I've got an RRE modified Starion IC... is this kit fairly adaptable to other IC setups? Looking for a way to spend my tax return when it arrives.  <br />Thanks!<br /><br />You would have to have an IC design that at the least has the outlets on the opposite side of the core. as in -OO-       you get the idea.<br /><br />Marty||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000076||dave brode||12-31-2003||05:00 PM||||Tyler,<br /> If your ic isn't too wide, and you can install inlet and outlet similar to the stock IC, <br />it may work. There is a 6" straight section on my turbo to IC outlet could be eliminated to allow for an IC that's 6" wider than the stock IC. If it's do-able, I could put the inlet/outlets on your IC. That type work is time consuming though....<br />Dave||141.157.132.216||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000077||dave brode||12-31-2003||05:03 PM||||Garfield,<br /> I've tried to mail you, but it bounces back.<br />Dave||141.157.132.216||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000078||Romanova||12-31-2003||09:23 PM||||Dave,<br />Here is what mine looks like:<br />  <img src="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/robertsgvr4ic1.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />What do you think?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000079||Garfield Wright||12-31-2003||09:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dave brode:<br /><strong> Garfield,<br /> I've tried to mail you, but it bounces back.<br />Dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dave,<br />Try garfield@southfloridatuners.com or garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com or garfieldgw@yahoo.com  Not sure what's going on why it would bounce.<br />Thanks<br />Garfield||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000080||hecdws||01-01-2004||04:46 PM||||dave please send me the shipping address so i can send you the $$ for the turbo to intercooler pipe.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000081||dave brode||01-02-2004||08:54 AM||||Hi Romanova,<br /> Hmm. Looks pretty wide, but it might work. Inlet on the driver's side would need changed for sure, at least to fit piping that fits a stock IC. Can you measure the overall width, no including tanks? Please send it to my addy, as I sometimes don't check here for a day or three.<br />Thanks.<br />Dave<br /><br />  <br /><strong> Dave,<br />Here is what mine looks like:<br />   <img src="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/robertsgvr4ic1.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />What do you think? </strong>[/QUOTE]||141.157.133.59||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000082||crucible||01-02-2004||06:03 PM||||I have a StarQ IC that has the in/out just like stock except they dont protrude out as far. as long.Other than cutting off some pipe mostly on the drivers side,I could probably adapt quite easily.<br />What do you think?(Marty or Dave)<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000083||Marty||01-02-2004||11:03 PM||||I have a StarQ IC that has the in/out just like stock except they dont protrude out as far. as long.Other than cutting off some pipe mostly on the drivers side,I could probably adapt quite easily.<br />What do you think?(Marty or Dave)<br /><br />Sounds like it should work with a little tweaking of the piping. Here are a few pics of the piping I took tonight of Dave ic piping. <br />Marty<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2372&width=400" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2372&width=400</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2373&width=400" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2373&width=400</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2374&width=400" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2374&width=400</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2375&width=400" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2375&width=400</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000084||dave brode||01-04-2004||02:42 PM||||Cruce,<br /><br />If it's no more than 6-8" wider than the stock IC, it may work. Check the pics ealier in this thread. You can see there is some room on the drivers side to shorten the piping. <br />Dave<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> I have a StarQ IC that has the in/out just like stock except they dont protrude out as far. as long.Other than cutting off some pipe mostly on the drivers side,I could probably adapt quite easily.<br />What do you think?(Marty or Dave)<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||141.157.133.85||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000085||crucible||01-04-2004||04:26 PM||||Okay.<br />I measured the IC and the CORE is 17 inches(not including end tanks) and about 1/2 inch thicker.Overall, the my IC is about 23 inches tank to tank.<br />I figure if my IC is mounted such that the in/out are at the same level as the stock there shouldnt be too much modification.Your driver side section would have to be shortened and passenger side might need a different lengthed and/or angled coupling.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000086||dave brode||01-06-2004||06:14 PM||||Cruce,<br /><br />I have no way of telling what you'd need, so you'd have to tell me exactly what changes that you'd need. Imo, the best way would be to bolt a stock IC on, and mark where the in/outlet are, then compare it to your IC. Then, you could determine what changes would be needed. E-mail me if you want to discuss it further.<br />Dave<br /><br /><br /><strong> Okay.<br />I measured the IC and the CORE is 17 inches(not including end tanks) and about 1/2 inch thicker.Overall, the my IC is about 23 inches tank to tank.<br />I figure if my IC is mounted such that the in/out are at the same level as the stock there shouldnt be too much modification.Your driver side section would have to be shortened and passenger side might need a different lengthed and/or angled coupling. </strong>[/QUOTE]||141.157.132.220||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000087||crucible||01-06-2004||07:02 PM||||Okay Dave.<br /><br />Will do<br /><br /><br />Thanx||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000088||silly4turbo||01-09-2004||09:31 AM||||is this a one time thing, or will the pipes still be avaliable in a few months ? they look great !||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000089||dave brode||01-09-2004||10:38 PM||||silly4turbo,<br /><br />Well, to be honest, I'm not sure. They are much more work than I ever imagined. <br />I have several days work in just the assembly fixtures, so it's kinda like a "can't <br />turn back now" thing. At least for now. LOL.<br />Dave<br /><br /><br />:<br /><strong> is this a one time thing, or will the pipes still be avaliable in a few months ? they look great ! </strong>[/QUOTE]||141.157.132.93||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000090||jayru||01-10-2004||02:24 PM||||Dave, how's the whole kit comming along with the intercooler from AWDnot2. Finished yet? Any pics. <br /><br />That is the kit i'll buy since i just figured out i am dumb and don't need any special piping because i can just clock my AGP housing up     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     Kudo's to Gabor for his SS heat shield pic that made me realize i could do that.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br />Also i wouldn't need the turbo flange. Just a pipe bent in the same angle so i could use a coupler to atach to my 2" outlet. <br /><br />Let me know. I'll order ASAP. Thanks, Jay<br />Like this Dave:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2427&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2428&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2429&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000091||dave brode||01-10-2004||06:52 PM||||Hi Jay,<br /><br /><br /><strong> Dave, how's the whole kit comming along with the intercooler from AWDnot2. Finished yet? Any pics. <br /><br />Not yet, but we hope to get to work on that project next weekend. <br /><br />That is the kit i'll buy since i just figured out i am dumb and don't need any special piping because i can just clock my AGP housing up    <br /><br />I'm not certain, but it might work, if the outlet doesn't stick up to high. Since the outlet <br />pipe would not mount solidly on the compressor, an add'l hanger brace/bracket might be needed though. With the currently available piping setup [for stock turbo], the piping that <br />goes through the rad support is supported by one hanger bracket only, at the bottom/front.<br />Dave<br /><br />  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      Kudo's to Gabor for his SS heat shield pic that made me realize i could do that.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     <br /><br />Also i wouldn't need the turbo flange. Just a pipe bent in the same angle so i could use a coupler to atach to my 2" outlet. <br /><br />Let me know. I'll order ASAP. Thanks, Jay<br />Like this Dave:<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2427&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2428&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2429&width=400" alt=" - " /> </strong>[/QUOTE]||141.157.132.244||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000092||hecdws||01-10-2004||11:01 PM||||well got my turbo to intercooler pipe today and its a very nice looking piece. wish it wasnt so cold outside i wouldve loved to install it and tried it out. next i need to figure something so i can follow the stock route and mount my maft in a blow thru set up. thanks dave.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000093||dave brode||01-11-2004||10:07 PM||||Hector,<br /> Glad you liked it. I'll look asap to see if there's room for the GM deal where the other piping runs. I doubt it though.<br />Dave<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> well got my turbo to intercooler pipe today and its a very nice looking piece. wish it wasnt so cold outside i wouldve loved to install it and tried it out. next i need to figure something so i can follow the stock route and mount my maft in a blow thru set up. thanks dave.<br /><br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||141.157.133.189||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000094||jayru||01-11-2004||10:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dave brode:<br /><strong> Hector,<br /> Glad you liked it. I'll look asap to see if there's room for the GM deal where the other piping runs. I doubt it though.<br />Dave<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dave, Why not right here?<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2439&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000095||tplesko||01-11-2004||10:59 PM||||measure the straight sections at the spot you circled and before the TB and post them here.  If you stick the GM MAFT where you circled I think you will be too close to the BOV.  It won't like the VTA there.  I'll measure my setup and see how much room I think you could get away with.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000096||hecdws||01-11-2004||11:08 PM||||the uicp will need to be completely different i believe since the stock intake tube will not be used. i think it will be more of a straight path but i could be wrong.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000097||dave brode||01-12-2004||08:40 AM||||Jason/Chris/Hector,<br /><br />How much straight length does the GM part need? I assume the 3" od one could be used, <br />rather than the 3.5" one. There is several inches of combined straight section that could be used, but we'll have to look at clearance under the piping. If there's room under the piping, it might go. As far as flow benefits from a different routing, fwiw, I don't see any gain there.<br /><br />The current bov location was chosen so the stock bov discharge hose would work. It works as is, but cutting an inch off of it make things better. The bov location could be moved further toward the IC, on the downward section of piping. I assume that the discharge hose would become a non-issue then, as I assume most folks would dump to atmo. <br /><br />I'm not sure if I can source 2.25" to 3" couplings, and if not, the other option is to expand the 2.25" piping to 3". Tricky, but do-able. As far as the GM part, it looks to me like it could be troublesome on a blow through config, as the "snouts" aren't very long, and are not beaded. This might lead to problems with the couplings staying in place. I'm also not certain why most folks seems to want to use it in a blow through config. Is blowing off to atmo the main reason? If blowing off to atmo isn't a must, would not a draw through config be better?<br />Dave||141.157.132.149||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000098||tplesko||01-12-2004||10:47 AM||||Dave,<br /><br />I'll measure my setup at lunch today and post the measurements. I'm using the 3" so that should be good. No one with stock pipe style routing should be needing the 3.5" setup. As I mentioned before the BOV needs to be as far away as possible from the MAFT if VTA. I've heard at least 6in but I'll measure what I have. Mine works fine. I'm doing it in VTA style because I will be sporting the tial bov shortly. Couplings are available from RRE I think in 2.25" to 3" but the expanded pipe option may be better. I'm using couplings with no problems but expanded sections may be shorter if space ends up an issue. On the actual GM maft there is a "bead" and i've had no problem with the couplings and 25+psi. People like blow through because of VTA and supposed spool gains. I don't know that I can speak to any spool gains because I put the GM maft on after my 1g maf (even really hacked) didn't cut it at the track with the 20g and high boost.<br /><br />Good luck Dave. The GM maft is popular, even among those who don't quite need it yet due to VTA, fuel control and 1g/2g MAF replacement.  You'd do well to include it in your piping as you'd probably sell more that way  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Let me know if I can help further and i'll get those measurements posted.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000099||Marty||01-12-2004||07:51 PM||||Seems to me if I was going to use the GM Maft blow through method I would put it on the vertical pipe between the two curves of the uicp, just cut out a 3" section or so. Is this not possible? Looks like that would give you plenty of space between the TB and the BOV. Dave installed a support on the lower pipe to the tranny that im sure would hold it in place nicely. On another note, im curious, why are so many people with sub 400whp cars going to the GM Maft? Its just not needed at those levels if you have a 2g mas and afc. If you dont have those two things already, I can see it more. I was making well over 400whp on a stock 2g mas with no issues at all. Since then Ive moved on to an AEM ems, bigger turbo, sheet metal intake etc..<br />Marty||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000100||Hertz||01-12-2004||08:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marty:<br /><strong> On another note, im curious, why are so many people with sub 400whp cars going to the GM Maft? Its just not needed at those levels if you have a 2g mas and afc. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly, <i>if</i> you have a 2g mas and afc.  For the roughly the price of an AFC you can ditch the MAS altogether (more room in the engine bay), don't need to dig up a 2G mas and attempt to wire it, and it is very simply adjustable for changes in injector size.... aside from that there is the obvious less restriction (yes, you may not <i>need</i> it, but you don't really <i>need</i> any mods) and then there's the option to vent to the atmosphere (whatever)...<br /><br />But in all I think it is a no-brainer for someone like myself: jumping from stock to a GM MAF without ever buying a 2G MAS or AFC.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000101||Marty||01-12-2004||08:37 PM||||Ryan, I dont think you got to my next sentence where I said "If you dont have those two things already, I can see it more." As long as the gm maft is just as easy to use and as dependable as my 2g mas I would agree. As for "need" I usually only upgrade when It's needed or if I have the foresight to think of where I am going before I actually get to that point. I guess need has a different meaning for me than it does you. To me if it helps you go faster then its needed if not then it is not needed. Thanks for your answer though. BTW I wasn't questioning your decision or anyone elses to buy it, I was just curious. <br />Marty||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000102||absolootbs||01-13-2004||08:42 PM||||i'd love to see a "short route" upper pipe.  even better, a short route with gm blow through setup.  although it would be much different from all the work you've already done, it wouldn't be near as much work on the whole.  seems that it shouldn't be too much of a challenge for a person of your prowess.  just a few months ago, i finished fabbing up my own set of pipes that are remarkably similar to these (but not near as accurate/nice) and i can attest to how hard it is.  mine follow the same route as rre's and are all 2.5".  i'm already wishin i had run a short route though, and don't know if i feel like goin through it all again.||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000103||Marty||01-13-2004||09:42 PM||||Ill be up to Daves this weekend so we will finally get the completed kit done.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  THis time we will get good pics too.<br />Marty||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000104||Garfield Wright||01-21-2004||06:49 PM||||Got my pipes last Friday & saw them today.  They look perfect.  Only mod I have to do is cut off a piece from the turbo outlet as it is too long for my jdm intercooler & add a 90 deg coupling.  Can't wait to get them coated & installed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000105||Romanova||01-21-2004||11:41 PM||||So can anyone shoot a picture of what all the pipes look like just sitting on the floor in a pile? Just open the box, dump everything out, and take a picture?? Thanks...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000106||crucible||01-23-2004||05:03 PM||||There are pics on the first page of this thread.It gives you an idea what they look like.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000107||DookGVR4||01-27-2004||12:25 AM||||so is this kit going to be offered with that fmic as well, or whats the deal?...||68.232.8.114||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000108||Marty||01-28-2004||07:21 PM||||Yes it is. The weather has been kinda crazy lately but I hope to get to Daves this weekend so he can complete the kit. He has the  FMIC waiting to be fitted. Dave lives in the boonies and has lots of snow up there.<br />Marty||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000109||AWDnot2||01-30-2004||11:51 AM||||Marty, <br /> One thing I do know, the MAFT made my throttle inputs seem erratic. City driving was a PITA. Lost that daily driver feeling.<br /><br />  Keep me posted on the development.<br /><br /> Thanks,<br />  Roger||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000110||DsmSeifer||02-01-2004||10:11 PM||||I have the GM mas blow through set up on my car. I used the dejon tool 1G kit and made my own lower pipe (where the stock bov is) Its ugly as hell but works. My Bov is only 3 maybe 4 inches from the MAFT at most and I have had no problems. If David gets a pipe set up for blow through I'll buy one in a heart beat. <br /><br />On a side note I have JDM bumpers will the FMIC fir without much trouble?||63.156.64.38||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000111||AWDnot2||02-02-2004||10:29 AM||||<a href="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp" target="_blank">few install pics</a><br /><br />You don�t have to do any grinding.<br /> That was just owner�s preference.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000112||JUANPSI||02-02-2004||03:48 PM||||Can we keep the fog lights??||67.100.180.2||reg||9||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000113||Lucky13||02-03-2004||07:36 AM||||If you get a set up for the MAFT, I'll buy a set including intercooler. The sooner, the better.||65.80.37.67||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000114||AWDnot2||02-03-2004||12:48 PM||||You keep both f-lamps.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000115||Tevenor||02-03-2004||01:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> You keep both f-lamps. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.109.11||reg||14||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000116||4drwhore||02-03-2004||01:17 PM||||Theres too much to read. my head. How much for just the fmic?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000117||jayru||02-03-2004||01:23 PM||||Don't quote me but i believe $450 shipped?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000118||4drwhore||02-03-2004||01:41 PM||||Flow specs on it?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000119||AWDnot2||02-03-2004||02:16 PM||||The v.e.(volumetric efficiency) of the any turbocharged engine is 100%= (247.10 base cfm.) Running 20psig. boost. (2.36 pressure ratio) You would be looking at 583.15 CFM.<br /><br />I not sure, but I would think that comp ratio would also have an influence on the basic CFM. <br /><br />What is your Goal for boost pressure?||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000120||4drwhore||02-03-2004||02:35 PM||||28-30 psi with alcohol and nitrous. I would kind of only have to do an FMIC once. I will never be upgrading to a stroker and will unltimitally be settling with either a SCM61 or a FP3065 or close to in the PTE range of BB turbo's.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000121||AWDnot2||02-05-2004||04:00 PM||||4DR.. We do custom intercooler set-ups for no extra charge. It would be upto you to route the plumbing.<br />you just have to let me know where you want the inlet/outlet positioned.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000122||MidEngine210||02-05-2004||08:26 PM||||I'm interested in a set that I would adapt to a JDM IC or StarQ IC. Hopefully, a little cutting will be all it needs. Sorry if this has been asked already, but does stock routing mean the battery can stay where it was placed from the factory?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000123||Marty||02-05-2004||10:14 PM||||Yes, the battery can stay in stock position as can the driving/fog lights.<br /><br />Marty||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000124||moondog||02-05-2004||11:07 PM||||Anyone out there know what the flow differences may be between 2.25" and 2.5" full length ic piping and would there be a benefit for Dave to finish off the last section of piping with a 2.5" throttle elbow?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||moondog||00003152||yes
Z||000125||Garfield Wright||02-06-2004||03:53 PM||||I think someone was asking for a photo of the pipes.  I know it's been listed before but here's a shot of them again. <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2743" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2743&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000126||silly4turbo||02-06-2004||04:18 PM||||as I've said before  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   those look great !||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000127||crucible||02-06-2004||04:33 PM||||Nice nice nice(Drool).I hope Dave waits at least until tax return season comes around.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000128||mixx2001||02-06-2004||05:24 PM||||Dope.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000129||JUANPSI||02-06-2004||05:53 PM||||What ever happend to the 2 1/2 inch pipe kit?||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000130||MidEngine210||02-08-2004||01:57 AM||||I'm interested in getting a set. Do you accept Paypal?||69.105.157.32||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000131||91 #680||02-09-2004||05:10 PM||||I'm lookin to get the entire kit.  Just waitin for the word.....||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000132||1969MIB||02-11-2004||12:13 PM||||I'm interested in the FMIC and IC pipes. Let me know who to send cash to.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Dave||208.57.81.236||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000133||91 #680||02-11-2004||02:18 PM||||lol...sweet we're gunna have the same kit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000134||brandongvr4||02-13-2004||01:08 PM||||Dave, I'm ready to get my I/C piping now. For just IC to engine - $225<br />It comes with couplers and fittings right?<br /><br />I will be using Paypal.<br /><br />Please e-mail me at brooklyno7@yahoo.com||64.230.137.15||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000135||meshwork||02-13-2004||02:27 PM||||I sent a PM to Dave about a custom set of pipes. Should I have talked to Marty instead?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000136||brandongvr4||02-14-2004||08:05 PM||||Hey MeshWrok , when you find out let me know. <br /><br />Brandon<br />1874/2000||64.230.137.15||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000137||Marty||02-15-2004||10:41 PM||||It's best to just email Dave B direct at dbrode@hereintown.net   , I do not think he checks on here all that much.<br />Thanks Marty<br /><br />BTW  Sorry for the delay on the fmic, weather and timing has been bad lately. Saturday I leave for San Diego for a week and when I return, ill get up to Daves.||64.12.116.200||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000138||dave brode||02-16-2004||08:47 AM||||Hello All,<br /><br />First - If anyone has questions about the piping, please email me at dbrode@hereintown.net, rather than using the private message. I'm not sure that I always recieve the PMs.<br /><br />Notes:<br /><br />Piping for stock IC is available now. Piping fits with stock battery location, and fog lights can stay. No cutting needed. All couplers and clamps incl. $340 and shipping for full kit. $225+ for just IC to engine. $125+ for just engine to IC. Paypal is ok, but it adds 2.9% to total.<br /><br />We still haven't been able to fit Roger's IC to Marty's car. He'll be away from home next week, and I'll be gone the first week of March. Not sure if we'll be able to get it done prior to the 2nd week in March, but we'll try. <br /><br />IC options: I hope to fit the outlet on Roger's IC to allow the same IC to engine piping that fits the stock IC. That way, a person can upgrade to the larger FMIC at a later time and use the same piping from IC to engine. The turbo to IC piping going through the radiator support will be different for the larger IC. If a person wishes to run the full piping kit, and later upgrade to Roger's IC, the piping leading through the rad support will need to be changed. The turbo outler pipe will be the same. The through radiator support piping will enter Roger's IC from the rear, rather than from the side, as in the stock IC piping.<br /><br />Other IC options: The pics early in this thread show the piping on Marty's car. The short horizontal piece [apx 6" length] leading to the IC can be discarded to allow a little wider IC. However, anyone that wants to use various other ICs will need to determine if said IC will fit.  <br /><br />We will look at the possiblilty of using the GM MAF, but there may not be enough room. I have no plans to do 2.5" piping.  Others have asked about piping for 20Gs, etc. I have no plans at present to do turbo to IC piping for those style turbos, but if I had access to a car with one of those turbos, I would look at it. <br /><br />Moondog asked about using a 2.5" TB elbow. The elbow used now is actually 2.375" o.d.. The last 90 degree 2.25" bend slides inside [and welds to] the 2.375" elbow. The inside of the 18 gauge 2.375" tb elbow is apx 2.25", which is very close to the o.d. of the stock TB. I doubt that there's anything to gain from a 2.5" elbow. <br /><br />Another subject: There's a pic of a race muffler resonator testpipe early in this thread. <br />I also can do them in 3". The use a smooth core Dynomax race muffler. They are legal only on untitled off road cars. <br /><br />Thanks.<br />Dave Brode||141.157.132.160||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000139||dave brode||02-16-2004||09:00 AM||||Hello All,<br /><br />...forgot. Some have asked about other blow off valve options. I offer only the stock bov flange. If someone wants to run another valve, and they can mount whatever flange they need [weld or epoxy], I can knock $20 off for no flange. <br /><br />Also: the pic that Garfield posted is a little confusing, as the short piece that is connected to the turbo outlet pipe actually goes on the bottom of the through radiator support piping [between the bottom 90, and the IC].<br />Thanks.<br />Dave||141.157.132.160||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000140||Armitage||02-17-2004||10:42 AM||||Looking good! I am 100% sure that I'm going to be upgrading my starquest fmic this winter. With my garbage press-bent piping my 16g doesn't start spooling till 3700rpm or so  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  It's killing me in RallyX because I have no power coming out of the turns  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Are you going to be offering a complete package of piping + FMIC? Thanks!||151.207.240.3||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000141||brandongvr4||02-18-2004||10:50 PM||||I got mine ordered. Can't wait.<br /><br /><br />Brandon<br />1873/2000||64.230.137.15||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000142||Garfield Wright||02-25-2004||06:57 AM||||more pix of DB's intercooler pipes<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2946" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2946&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2947" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2947&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Turbo to intercooler side.  I painted that short piece.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2948" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2948&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Intake side||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000143||MidEngine210||03-02-2004||06:59 PM||||Any updates for the FMIC kit? Thanks.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes



ubb/Forum1/002936.cgi
A||||0||DsmSeifer||Dejon Tool MAFT pipes||||1||||DsmSeifer||00002241
Z||000000||DsmSeifer||11-18-2003||10:33 AM||dsmseifer@hotmail.com||Alright guys I just wrote an email to DeJon Tool asking about posibley makeing a lower IC pipe set for those of us useing the MAFT set up. <br /><br />If this falls through does any body know of anyone that could make these? (Not me mine sucks hence the reason for the request)<br /><br />I would be thankful for any input you guys have.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum1/002937.cgi
A||||1||ayvr4||WTB intercooler pipes||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||01-13-2004||01:44 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||want to buy some 2.5 intercooler pipes...<br />anyone got some for a decent price, let me know.<br />Thanks||68.74.194.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||omar14||01-17-2004||04:49 PM||||i have some on ebay here the item #2453718738  or item # 2453718030  please let me know if u want sum||24.117.112.97||reg||1||mobb||00002196||yes



ubb/Forum1/002938.cgi
A||||4||chauffeur1st||WHITELINE REAR CAMBER KIT WANTED ASAP||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||12-31-2003||02:58 PM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||I missed out on the whiteline kit at dsmparts.com.. They sold out in 2 days... damn Anyways I was wanting to know if anyone here bought one and could wait 1-2 more months to get one on there next shipement they get.. I just really need them because my rear camber is crap... Thanks and anyone with one willing to sell email me chauffeur1st@yahoo.com or get me on aim slammedlikeamo<br /><br />Thanks in advance<br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||12-31-2003||03:59 PM||||If the guy who is like runs dsmtrader or whatever is on here and can give me an exact date when they will be getting another shipment in, ill sell you mine...||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||chauffeur1st||12-31-2003||06:59 PM||||WOW that was fast alrady paid for one thanks 4drwhore.. I will be looking in the mail..<br /><br />thanks again<br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000003||chauffeur1st||01-11-2004||06:55 PM||||4drwhore.... was a great guy to deal with... He got this to me very fast... Thanks again. I would deal with him again anyday:)<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000004||1420mark||01-14-2004||12:39 AM||||what part number are you talking about ?||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes



ubb/Forum1/002939.cgi
A||||0||V8EATER||90 oil cooler ||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||01-13-2004||04:08 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||ok, 90 oil cooler for sale.  no lines, no filter housing.  it's in great shape, no dings, no bends, all the fins look good.  make offer.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum1/002940.cgi
A||||1||ayvr4||WTB 2g TB Elbow||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||01-13-2004||04:12 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Looking for a 2g tb elbow for cheap  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Thanks||68.74.194.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-13-2004||05:05 PM||||I have several. $25 shipped inside the USA.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum1/002941.cgi
A||||3||bob in chicago||Used, but good trans from '91 Galant VR4||||1||||bob in chicago||00000069
Z||000000||bob in chicago||01-13-2004||05:32 PM||||I will have my original 1991 Galant VR4 trans available Jan. 29th in Chicago.  I was going to ship it to TRE for a $300 credit on the new one I bought from them.  It has been babied (no drag racing) since it was last rebuilt about 80,000 miles ago. It has no issues. If you want it to last over the long haul, time to get new synchos now it's out of the car. I'll take $300 and you pick-up.  Otherwise it goes to TRE.||24.148.23.215||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000001||sleepergvr4||01-13-2004||11:14 PM||||are you shure you will not ship?||66.20.127.194||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||01-14-2004||09:22 AM||||I have three guys from this board now interested: two say they have a friend who might pick it up.  Let's see what happens before I face the issue of shipping it.  Thanks for the interest!!!||24.148.23.215||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||drifter148||01-14-2004||10:44 AM||||pm has been sent.||205.144.127.200||reg||1||drifter148||00000614||yes



ubb/Forum1/002942.cgi
A||||2||keydiver||SS valves on Ebay||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||01-06-2004||12:55 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Anyone ever hear of this guy:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452026522&category=33621" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452026522&category=33621</a><br />Looks nice!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.158.194.128||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-06-2004||01:53 PM||||I have seen many broken valves, so unless someone (several someone's preferabley) can vouch for this man; I would say just get Ferrea valves. He says he does a 'lot' in a month, but I have never heard of him or his company. <br />Anyone?<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||WyldKardz Talon||01-09-2004||08:06 AM||||I got his valves and his magnese bronze guides...the guy that rebuilt my head said the quality looks great, the prep work on the guides was awesome too...normally they are not machined to where the valve drops right into the guide perfectly...some prep work is always required, but his valve guides were nice. Overall the shop was pleased with them, but my friend(which assembled the head, and works at the shop) said we wont know how good they are until you take it down the track. Ill let yall know how it goes.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||WyldKardz Talon||00002692||yes



ubb/Forum1/002943.cgi
A||||4||MustGoFaster||Cheap Fidanza FW||||1||||MustGoFaster||00000748
Z||000000||MustGoFaster||01-14-2004||12:01 AM||Ryan034316@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33732&item=2453212082" target="_blank">6-bolt AWD</a> <br />$225 shipped.<br /><br />I checked the P/N with another vendow and it's right.  Has low feedback with one negative but it is a buisness so if anybody has problems we should be able to get fellow members in Miami to get a beatdown going.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000001||BlitzVR4||01-14-2004||12:18 AM||||I just ordered a flywheel from them.  Just crossing my finger that it gets here soon.  <br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||01-14-2004||08:17 AM||||I've spoken to this guy before.  Infact we had an advertising agreement for him to list his site turbospeed.com on my site southfloridatuners.com free for the 1st 30 days.  After the 30 days were up, I tried contacting him via v/mail & email without any replies.  I think his site is down.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000003||curtis||01-14-2004||10:07 AM||||Don't let the ad fool you the.  The steel ring does warp and has to be changed with every clutch swap.  A small price to pay for the added performance.  I love mine and wouldn't go back to the steel ever. I dropped I think 18 pounds with the clutch and flywheel and 5 lbs with the crank pulley.  <br />Math time <br />For every 50 pounds of rotating weight you get rid of, is the same as 500 lbs of dead weight. Every 100 lbs of dead weight is worth a tenth in the 1/4 mile.||65.54.98.21||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||01-14-2004||10:55 AM||||Well, I just hope that I get my FW.  I orderd Monday night so it should be here some time monday or tuesday.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum1/002944.cgi
A||||7||dc_style||fs: engine block||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||01-14-2004||01:07 AM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||selling my engine block. thinking about going to a 2.4. runs/ran fine before the tranny came out. very minute crack at the bottom of the block, shouldn't affect anything. 325 obo.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||dc_style||01-15-2004||12:54 AM||||mmm... hard stuff to sell i guess. how's 275 obo?||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||01-15-2004||09:53 AM||||depending on the crack that is visible, the block might be trash. A good block (with a good crank) goes for less than $200. I have several good ones (both six and seven bolts) and normally sell them for either $175 or $200, depending on condition and the amount of parts still left on them. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||drifter148||01-15-2004||01:07 PM||||way to hi-jack the thread!||205.144.127.200||reg||1||drifter148||00000614||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||01-15-2004||02:08 PM||||If someone wants to pay to have a block shipped  then maybe I should have posted them to a new post; however I doubt someone would buy a used stock block only to add $100 or more to it by having it shipped. DC_style is in Minnesota (1/2 a country away from me). <br />I won't comment further on this post as we don't need to be like most of the rest of the forums.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||01-15-2004||02:41 PM||||I don't see Tom's info as jacking.  I think he was trying to be forthright and provide some comparison re: the pricing posted (for information and comparison purposes for the seller).<br /><br />I have had multiple dealings with Tom and he does not operate in a way disrespectful to others.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||dc_style||01-15-2004||04:35 PM||||thanks.. very considerate.||24.118.170.17||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000007||number3||01-15-2004||05:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drifter148:<br /><strong> way to hi-jack the thread! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Most of your posts (the entire 18; 1 post per month!) are of the WTB or For sale nature.  Have anything useful to share with us?<br /><br />How's that for a hyjack.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||



ubb/Forum1/002983.cgi
A||||3||coop||2g maf, ||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-19-2004||12:27 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I have a 2g w/ everything for 140 shipped.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||TAMBLERAMBLE||01-19-2004||03:01 PM||||HAVE A USED TURBO TO GO WITH IT?||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||01-19-2004||09:03 PM||||uh oh....<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||fast_gvr4||01-19-2004||09:08 PM||||2G mas... $50...Anybody? PM me...||172.133.94.119||reg||14||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes



ubb/Forum1/002946.cgi
A||||12||jonvr4||parts for sale||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-14-2004||01:53 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||-2 TEL shifters of the appropriate years $20 shipped.<br />-greddy strut tower bar $105 shipped<br />-450cc injectors best offer<br />-1 green 91 wheel best offer<br />-3 o2 housings, good for porting no cracks 40 shipped each<br />-91-94 dsm ecu brand new used for 3 weeks 100 shipped<br />-2 non cruise throttle cables 20 shipped||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||01-14-2004||02:17 AM||||id be interested in the strut tower bar, ill PM you my number and maybe we can meet up.<br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||DsmSeifer||01-14-2004||09:07 AM||||I want a non cruse cable and the 91 wheel.I'll give you 50 + shiping for both of them.||63.156.64.54||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||01-14-2004||11:56 AM||||I'll take a 1G TEL shifter let me know where to paypal the $20.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||TheJackalGT||01-15-2004||01:45 AM||||thanks for the bar, jon, well be in touch...||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000005||Oztek||01-15-2004||08:22 AM||||I'll take one of the non-cruise throttle cables if they are still available.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000006||boostedvr4ced||01-15-2004||11:23 AM||||you have a pm!!||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000007||sti_95imp||01-16-2004||01:46 AM||||pm'd you||68.190.198.81||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000008||marvinmadman123||01-18-2004||06:57 AM||||received shifter today, thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||01-18-2004||09:28 PM||||your welcome.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||boostedvr4ced||01-22-2004||12:55 PM||||you have a pm jon - nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||01-23-2004||12:02 AM||||Jon - Lemme know if you have that shifter for me - I need your paypal addy....<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||mcastanares||01-24-2004||01:46 AM||||jon, did you get my last email?..i wanted to know if you shipped the shift lever yet...do you have a tracking number for me...thanks<br /><br />Mark||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes



ubb/Forum1/003024.cgi
A||||1||AlwayzSpoolin||Polished FMIC For Sale||||1||||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446
Z||000000||AlwayzSpoolin||01-23-2004||10:43 PM||Green93TalonTSi@Netscape.net||up for sale is a 22x9x3 fully hand polished FMIC , its tube and fin desgin 100% aluminum core. With 2.5" inlet and outlet, also has mounting brackets.  Was mounted on my talon, but never hooked up.  I bought this FMIC brand new from StreetImports.com for $400 + s&h , im asking $350 + s&h.   I have pics, jsut catch me on AIM or email me:<br /><br />Green93TalonTSi<br />Green93TalonTSi@Netscape.net<br /><br />Thanx for teh space guys, <br /><br />Greg||69.132.227.51||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-23-2004||10:44 PM||||email them to me b18c4door@hotmail.com. I will post them up here...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/002952.cgi
A||||3||MidEngine210||WTB: Turbo timer and boost gauge||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||01-14-2004||02:43 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||Hey Guys -<br /><br />I'm looking to take care of the stage 1 items within these next couple of months. If anybody has a turbo timer that will accept a wire harness and/or Autometer boost gauge (prefer 4301/4303-ultra lite), let me know. TIA.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||01-14-2004||03:33 PM||||I have a CF boost gauge that has been barely used, PM me if interested||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-14-2004||08:11 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=private_message;u=00001340" target="_blank">Josh is selling a TT.</a>||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||MidEngine210||01-14-2004||10:57 PM||||I think he sold it already, but I'll shoot him a PM to be sure. Thanks.||69.105.124.135||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes



ubb/Forum1/002949.cgi
A||||15||bob in chicago||Big16G, 550cc injectors, HKS F-Con, HKS 264 cam||||1||||bob in chicago||00000069
Z||000000||bob in chicago||01-14-2004||11:07 AM||||This is the proven, no excuses 375+hp combo for a very fast daily-driver.  The guys at AMS say it will get a GVR4 into the 12s with a FMIC & 2G mas. Ask Ducktape, Hertz, Iceman, Andy Lee about how this mother pulls. I'm going bigger so, I'm offering it to this board first only as a combo for $930. Here's why this is a bargain:<br /><br />Big 16G with heavily ported 34mm wastegate & stainless oil line less than 4k miles. No leaks, no errors, no problems. Easily worth $350-400.<br /><br />550cc RC injectors, freshly cleaned, worth $175-200.<br /><br />HKS F-con fuel computer with special chips for this combo as well as for a 1G MAS/16g/450cc combo. Sells for $1100 new; worth $350-400. I've used this for over 130K miles in -20 to 100degree weather, trouble free. No tuning hassles; no need for a SAFC.  See        <a href="http://www.hksusa.com/products/more.asp?id=748" target="_blank">http://www.hksusa.com/products/more.asp?id=748</a>      <br /><br />HKS 264 exhaust cam in good condition, 10K+ miles.  AMS has seen 34hp gain on dyno from stock intake/264 exhuast cams. Worth $200. Includes $65 set of new timing belts, too.<br /><br />All you need for 12s; just add a big exhaust system, FMIC and 2G Mas!||24.148.23.215||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000001||V8EATER||01-14-2004||11:41 AM||||folks, I've got a 20g, and this setup made me do a double take!  bob takes care of his stuff- this is a Very good deal to whomever buys it.  enough said.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000002||jayru||01-14-2004||01:34 PM||||I will buy the cam if you want to sell it seperatly. Let me know. Thanks, Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-14-2004||08:15 PM||||<img src="http://www.frostjedi.com/terra/scripts/graemlin.php?text=Will+work+for+parts&graemlin=7&x=36&y=9" alt=" - " />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||01-15-2004||12:39 AM||||I want the injectors and can pick up.  Please PM if you will sell apart.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||01-15-2004||08:30 AM||||I'd be interested in the turbo if willing to seperate the stuff.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||Garfield Wright||01-15-2004||09:38 AM||||If u are willing to separate, I want the cams.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000007||jayru||01-15-2004||09:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> I will buy the cam if you want to sell it seperatly. Let me know. Thanks, Jay </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not so fast Garfield! I already claimed it 3 posts ago.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000008||Garfield Wright||01-15-2004||09:48 AM||||Oops!  U caught me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  So here's the deal, u buy it & sell it to me at a discounted price  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000009||ayvr4||01-15-2004||11:36 AM||||I'll take the cam  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.194.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000010||driftntouge||01-15-2004||03:26 PM||||dibs on Fcon...||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||01-15-2004||05:29 PM||||As doubtful as it is, because I dont think that you will seperate everything and since I am coming in late on this, I would like the cams if no one else comes through on them.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||bob in chicago||01-16-2004||08:26 AM||||Received $ deposit on everything except the 550cc injectors. I'll post them separately if gvr4ever doesn't buy them.||24.148.23.215||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000013||4drwhore||01-16-2004||09:18 AM||||So your parting out seperatly? When did I miss this? I wanted the 16g!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000014||bob in chicago||01-16-2004||09:54 AM||||Jim Bauman from Vermont "skivittlerjimb" bought everything except the injectors. Sorry for the confusion.||24.148.23.215||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000015||skivittlerjimb||01-16-2004||03:48 PM||||Thanks Bob,<br /><br />Yeehaw, the pile of uninstalled parts grows.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Once the summer tires go back on (say, mid-May or so), I'll be getting started on the supporting mods first:<br /><br />-Walbro 255lph (thanks KenInn for the stock fuel pump assy. Once I get the old one out I can offer that to someone on the same gratis terms Ken gave me his   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )<br /><br />-AFPR (haven't decided which brand to use, but I've got some good ideas from the archives reviews of 'em)<br /><br />-Datalogger<br />-3G lifters, new t belt, balancer belt, water pump, tensioners, 02 sensor, knock sensor, etc.<br />-2g MAS and 2.5" intake<br />-possible RRE 02 elim. downpipe<br />-Brode IC pipes and JDM IC<br />-various WL susp. upgrades<br />-already got a 2.5" certified turbo back<br /><br />Down the road, prior to turning the boost wick up, a lsd 4 bolt rear will be in order, and a little while later I'm guessing a Shepard tranny<br />rebuild will be in order, too.<br /><br />Anything I'm missing?<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes



ubb/Forum1/002950.cgi
A||||5||TurboVR4dr||check this e-bay thing out||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||01-14-2004||11:57 AM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||Ya it's mine  but you might get a good deal. <br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=46100&item=2453954508" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=46100&item=2453954508</a><br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||number3||01-14-2004||01:31 PM||||Does it work?<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||01-14-2004||01:32 PM||||What size is it?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||01-14-2004||03:34 PM||||ya it works.  it's a 62mm I think  the bigger one.  If one of you guys buy it and for some reason it doesn;t work I will refund your money with shipping and everything.  How about that.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||number3||01-14-2004||11:03 PM||||Fair enough.<br /><br />Harry (92gvr4)||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||01-14-2004||11:45 PM||||I don't think Greddy will send a replacement wire for it, but I could be wrong.  A friend of mine got a used EGT gauge for free and his was also missing the wire that goes from the gauge to the 'control box' and had to buy an entirely new gauge for it.  I think he said he had no luck when trying to contact them about a replacement.<br /><br />Couldn't hurt for someone else to try though.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum1/002951.cgi
A||||3||jonvr4||2 rc cars for sale||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-14-2004||01:04 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||anyone interested? first one is a rs4 nitro. it has a TON of mods on it. i have spent maybe $900 in the car and parts. it has a full graphite upper chassis, and anodized aluminum everything else. great car and fun to drive. let me know if you are interested and i'll post pics. i am looking to get $250+ shipping. the next car i have is a rs4 super nitro, this car is big. has pretty much stock everything, runs good. may need a new reciever. i'll let this one go for $130.00.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||redheat86||01-16-2004||12:48 PM||||send me some pictures please.<br /><br />b.meihack@comcast.net||66.41.127.36||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||01-18-2004||10:43 PM||||come on guys, i need cash, therefor these need to go. make me a good offer and they are yours.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||DsmSeifer||01-19-2004||03:41 PM||||I'm interested give me some info? I haven't messed with one of those yet.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.88.67.230||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum1/002953.cgi
A||||1||iceman69510||JDM emblems||||1||||iceman69510||00000038
Z||000000||iceman69510||01-14-2004||05:13 PM||||Just an additional post to those in the emblem buy.  Please check the sticky, as I have posted info on those who still need to pay balances, about 8 or 10 people.  Emblems will start going out tomorrow! (Martin in SD CA,  you're first).||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||01-15-2004||09:20 AM||||Natty Bumpo...||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum1/002954.cgi
A||||4||DuckButterRacing DSM||WTB: Stock Springs||||1||||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-14-2004||05:52 PM||Kholland@gwcvalve.com||I really need a set of stock VR-4 springs, the ones i have on it now have been heated up to lower the car. it rides alright but its too low for me, and where i live there are a lot of pot holes and uneven roads. Im afraid im going to bottom out and F something up.  Please let me know if anyone has a set out there for sell||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||01-14-2004||06:37 PM||||I have a set that I will sell ya.  But the downside is I cant ship them out prob. till this weekend.  Friday if I get a chance to find a box that will fit them. Shoot me a PM. Phil||68.76.179.65||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-14-2004||06:46 PM||||how much do you want for them?||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000003||Yao||01-15-2004||11:13 AM||||Wish I read this earlier, I've just throw away my stocker 80K couple nights ago!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000004||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-15-2004||11:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Yao:<br /><strong> Wish I read this earlier, I've just throw away my stocker 80K couple nights ago!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">aww that sucks, but dont worry a couple other people have come though||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes



ubb/Forum1/002955.cgi
A||||3||TurboVR4dr||720's for sale||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||01-15-2004||08:36 AM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||I came across a set of Denso 720's when I was clean my garage.  I had forgot about these.  They have about 5k miles on them.  I am open to cash or trade.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||01-15-2004||05:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I am open to cash or trade. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What kind of stuff you want for trade?||68.76.179.65||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||01-15-2004||10:01 PM||||how old are they ? How much cabbage ? I need some 720's  for the starion .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||01-16-2004||02:04 AM||||Sold||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes



ubb/Forum1/002956.cgi
A||||5||thejeebus2002||WTB:  Valve Cover||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||01-15-2004||12:20 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Anyone have one for cheap?  no cracks.<br /><br />thanks<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||01-15-2004||12:53 PM||||Hey Scott its Rick from Winchester. I have one that I have powder coated red and Billy milled off the letters. It might be more than you are looking for but let me know. Billy still has it if your going to be in winchester any time soon. Id let it go for $55||162.83.82.253||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||01-15-2004||01:21 PM||||Thanks Rick.  I appreciate the offer.  However this is the "Budget rebuild"  no bells and whistles here.  The only upgrades this car will be getting are 3rd gen lifters, SS exhaust manny studs and EGT leads to the manny.  Thanks again.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||01-15-2004||02:06 PM||||How about $30 shipped for a good condition Hyundai one?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||TurboVR4dr||01-15-2004||03:39 PM||||I have a talon one for $35 shipped.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000005||thejeebus2002||01-15-2004||03:41 PM||||Im just gonna go to the pick and pull.   They sell them for 14 bucks a piece there.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum1/002957.cgi
A||||6||SteveHebert||WTB: 92 VR4 White rims||||1||||SteveHebert||00001869
Z||000000||SteveHebert||01-15-2004||02:22 PM||Shebert@mail.usa.com||I am looking for another set of rims for 92 (not 91 style) VR4 (white rims) (4) I have a set of studded snows and it's a pain to keep switching them back and forth on the rims.  Hoping to find something in New England. (where I could pick up)<br /><br />92 VR4 197/white lightning||66.189.119.8||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-15-2004||02:23 PM||||This should go in parts section - so I moved it!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||01-15-2004||02:31 PM||||How much are you looking to spend? I would gladly part with mine (that are on the car).  The paint is not pristine (original).||167.142.21.186||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||SteveHebert||01-15-2004||02:59 PM||||Duh   Rims - umm Parts - yes thanks buddy...||66.189.119.8||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||01-15-2004||03:42 PM||||I have a set of 4 , from mine make an offer. I have big brakes now and dont use them ..||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||SteveHebert||01-20-2004||03:33 PM||||Are they 91 style or 92 style ?||66.189.119.8||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||01-20-2004||08:16 PM||||they are the ones that you are looking for .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum1/002958.cgi
A||||2||tplesko||WTB: Mitsubishi (ONLY) Valve Cover||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||01-15-2004||04:29 PM||||My last WTB went well as I got a sweet EPROM ecu from Jeff himself so I think I"ll try again.<br /><br />I want a red mitsu valve cover. Only the mitsu one that came on GVR4s. I don't care if the paint sucks but it has to have ZERO cracks. I don't want it shaved or polished or any of that jazz.<br /><br />I'll pay $35 shipped or $50 shipped if it's newly powder coated in RED. I can powdercoat stuff here at work for free so I'm not really willing to pay too much for it.<br /><br />Thanks! My paypal account is ready for one lucky seller  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||06:03 PM||||I was going to replace the original one on my car with a black one (still jdm though).  I'll sell ya the original, red but with old, chipping paint, and no cracks as far as I can tell, but the bolt hole for the spark plug cover on the driver's side is broken.  So, with the stock plastic cover, it kinda curls up there, but a rigid cover ala Gabor's should be fine.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||omar14||01-17-2004||04:43 PM||||I have one ill do 50 shipped no craks good valve cover if u want it my paypal is ctrmotorsports@yahoo.com||24.117.112.97||reg||1||mobb||00002196||yes



ubb/Forum1/002959.cgi
A||||2||PhilthMonger||WTB: Rear VR4 bumper in white||||1||||PhilthMonger||00000500
Z||000000||PhilthMonger||01-15-2004||05:00 PM||gtisrot@yahoo.com||looking for a nice rear bumper in white, if anyone has one local holla back! NJ area||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||01-15-2004||09:09 PM||||I just bought a new front one and it came white.  I'm guessing that the rear would also come painted white.<br /><br />For what it's worth.||64.63.213.137||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||Jose||01-15-2004||09:40 PM||||I have one.<br />Jose....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/002960.cgi
A||||6||4g63t||Gas Tank and Autometer a/f gauge for sale||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||01-15-2004||07:12 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||I have a gas tank in great shape, pump assembly not included - $170 + shipping. Also have an autometer a/f gauge, silver face, 2 1/16, part # 4375. This gauge is in great shape, no scratches. The ground wire had been pulled out so I sent it to gadgetseller and for $10 he put a new ground wire in. Asking for $40 shipped. Thanks||209.114.138.252||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-15-2004||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> I have a gas tank in great shape, pump assembly not included - $170 + shipping. Also have an autometer a/f gauge, silver face, 2 1/16, part # 4375. This gauge is in great shape, no scratches. The ground wire had been pulled out so I sent it to gadgetseller and for $10 he put a new ground wire in. Asking for $40 shipped. Thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey I'll see if my brother is interested in the tank, we were talkin about it a few days ago.  Just want to get this message in before (hopefully) anyone else in case he does want it.||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||01-15-2004||07:54 PM||||I'll buy the air/fuel ratio gauge.Whats your pay pal?Thanks<br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||boostedvr4ced||01-16-2004||11:19 AM||||hey chris sorry to get of the subject but whats up with the exhaust do you still want it call me on my new cellular at 718-744-5435 or just pm me aight bro thanks-nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||01-16-2004||11:24 PM||||Is the gauge still available Chris?Let me know.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||01-17-2004||08:56 PM||||Robby, it's yours bro. You can paypal to imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com. Stevevr4, you have dibs man, just keep me posted, I can deliver to NJ if necessary.  Thanks||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||01-17-2004||11:01 PM||||Hey I emailed my brother right when I wrote that, but still haven't heard from him.  He'll come around.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum1/002961.cgi
A||||15||number3||TWO  Ceramic BB T3/T4 TURBOs||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||01-15-2004||10:02 PM||||Brand new in the box! V.S.R. balance tage still attached.<br /><br />Turbonetics 60-1 t3/t4 ceramic ball bearing turbo for sale. Real nice anodized blue backing plate. Wet bearing housing.<br /><br />Turbine wheel stage 5 B.B.<br /><br />Exhaust housing Jet hot coated with black 2000 degree coating. (The coating alone was $80.00)<br /><br />You will need to purchause a 60-1 or 62-1 compressor housing to use with it. I think they are under $200.00 I have very simular turbo on number3 right now and use the same compressor housing so I didn't need to get another one.<br /><br />This turbo is for back up purposed but I would rather see it go to good use. I had it built in July 16, 2003. I have the build sheet and will send it along to the new ower.<br /><br />$1,400.00 retail to replace it.<br /><br />Asking $900.00<br /><br /><br />This turbo spools very fast! How do I know number3 ran one just like it until poweder cotaing material ran through the bearing and destroyed it. In fact the turbo made over 300 hp pissing and I mean pissing oil on the dyno and out the tailpipe.  Not a fly for miles that day      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     <br /><br />I will also include the above mentioned (blown identical turbo) and a new and improved 1G AWD SSSS in the deal. It still has good parts (less the bearing obviously).<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||number3||01-16-2004||03:01 PM||||Brand New!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2485" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2485&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2486" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2486&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Extra parts turbo<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2487" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2487&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2488" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2488&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||01-16-2004||03:38 PM||||gotdamnit.....I just skeeted my jeans.........||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||number3||01-20-2004||08:09 AM||||Interesting...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-20-2004||08:38 AM||||Serious questions - Its $900 each, right?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||number3||01-20-2004||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Serious questions - Its $900 each, right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope, $900.00 gets them both and as I said I will throw in a AWD SSSS to Galantvr4 memeber.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||TurboVR4dr||01-20-2004||03:26 PM||||How much for just the parts turbo.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000007||number3||01-20-2004||04:47 PM||||I would rather sell the package or keep it myself. This turbo combo is awesome and works well on my Galant.<br /><br />If I change my mind I will contact you. (BTW what is your offer?)<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||TurboVR4dr||01-21-2004||10:11 AM||||PM sent<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||01-21-2004||12:48 PM||||Harry,<br />I'll give you a dollar more than what Scott offers.<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000010||number3||01-21-2004||01:25 PM||||Schweet!!  Pony up the $301.00 Gabor  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000011||16GVR4||01-22-2004||05:21 PM||||Does the tranny have to come out to install the scatter shield ?<br />Is the working turbo also powercoated and might cause the same bearing clogged issue that the broken turbo suffered ?<br /><br />Interested.. but must.. resist.. the.. temptation.. hehe, just kidding.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000012||number3||01-22-2004||05:24 PM||||The coating came from a freshly coated valve cover that was installed on the car.<br /><br />The SSSS can be put on with out pulling the trans but I have only done it on my car.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||TurboVR4dr||01-23-2004||03:36 PM||||Harry do you answer your PM box.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000014||number3||01-24-2004||06:23 PM||||Yes, but you keep asking me about the wheel conditions. Are you interested in buying the package deal?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||number3||02-14-2004||08:07 AM||||Lots of "I wants" but not actual buyers it seems...||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum1/002962.cgi
A||||0||coop||tel rack||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-15-2004||11:10 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I have a good steering rack to sell. make offer||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum1/002963.cgi
A||||3||howard_GVR4||Blaha MAS||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||01-15-2004||11:18 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Blaha MAS, works great, $60 + shipping.  Payal preferred.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||01-16-2004||01:27 PM||||Bump.  $50.  Anyone?  Anyone?||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||sti_95imp||01-17-2004||09:03 PM||||ok so i did a search already so dont bust my b@lls if youve answered this question be fore but what is a blaha mas and how does it compare to a gm 3" or 31/2". do i need i translator?||68.190.198.81||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||01-18-2004||02:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by John C.:<br /><strong> ok so i did a search already so dont bust my b@lls if youve answered this question be fore but what is a blaha mas and how does it compare to a gm 3" or 31/2". do i need i translator? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Blaha MAS is a hacked 1G MAS, with an internal modification (resistor added to baro press) to copmensate.  It flows much much more air than stock.  It's nothing like a GM MAS, and there's no translator needed.  Plug n' play, just like stock.  If you have an AFC, you don't need the flapper door.  If you don't have an AFC, you need the flapper door so the car will idle.||24.243.213.136||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum1/002964.cgi
A||||0||jonvr4||WTB: NILE BLACK REAR BUMPER||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-16-2004||01:24 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||any one have one? i need one for my new galant. it has a hole from a parking lot altercation.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum1/002965.cgi
A||||2||G-GSX Turbo||WTB- 90-94 E-Prom ECU||||1||||G-GSX Turbo||00003111
Z||000000||G-GSX Turbo||01-16-2004||03:59 PM||turbostangman@msn.com||I am looking for a E-Prom ECU. Socketed or not, it doesn't matter. Just has to be in good working order. Caps can be leaky but no board damage.<br /><br />Let me know what you got.....||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||01-16-2004||10:37 PM||||PM sent.||216.78.241.169||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||G-GSX Turbo||01-17-2004||09:34 AM||||Back at ya.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum1/002966.cgi
A||||3||Clean92GVR4||Need a fuel pump assembly||||1||||Clean92GVR4||00002409
Z||000000||Clean92GVR4||01-16-2004||07:39 PM||black_90tsi@dsmtalk.com||Mine has rusted really bad and it's broken. If anyone is parting out a gvr4 or a gsx let me know.||204.95.228.6||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||01-16-2004||09:29 PM||||Send it to me and I'll repair it for you.  <br /><br />They are easy to repair.  <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||Clean92GVR4||01-17-2004||04:47 AM||||ok...but how do you fix it? just get a new pipe fitting and JB weld it or something?||204.95.228.26||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||01-17-2004||07:42 AM||||vfaq has a nice repair. Most people who live in the north will have to do this eventually.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum1/003188.cgi
A||||3||jayru||Selling:  Hallman Ceramic ball MBC||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||02-14-2004||09:39 PM||||Hallman Ceramic ball MBC w/2 springs<br />Less than 6 mon. old $75<br /><br />       <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2502&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />price DOES NOT include shipping. Paypal prefered, just add 3% for fees.<br />Thanks, Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||jayru||02-15-2004||10:52 PM||||someone make me an offer on this thing, i'm sick of looking at it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||number3||02-15-2004||11:02 PM||||It retails for $120.00 guys...||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||jayru||02-17-2004||10:17 AM||||Bump||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum1/002968.cgi
A||||1||JDMHMOOB||Stock gvr4 exhaust||||1||||GrannyShifter||00002562
Z||000000||JDMHMOOB||01-17-2004||09:52 AM||elijah7o4@juno.com||the whole system included. factory (downpipe/cat/catback/muffler) i dont need it so if any of you want to return your galants to factory specs.  take this off my hand for $50.  sorry you must pay for shipping.||24.136.150.154||reg||1||GrannyShifter||00002562||yes
Z||000001||TAMBLERAMBLE||01-19-2004||03:03 PM||||DOES THAT INCLUDE MANIFOLD?||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes



ubb/Forum1/002969.cgi
A||||0||JDMHMOOB||walbro 255 fuel pump *Brand New* $100 shipped||||1||||GrannyShifter||00002562
Z||000000||JDMHMOOB||01-17-2004||09:55 AM||elijah7o4@juno.com||brand new never installed.  paid $125 shipping for it.  save a couple bucks. $100 i will pay shipping.  comes with installed kit and everything.||24.136.150.154||reg||1||GrannyShifter||00002562||yes



ubb/Forum1/002970.cgi
A||||0||JDMHMOOB||Power Enterprise Kelvar timing belt *NEW*||||1||||GrannyShifter||00002562
Z||000000||JDMHMOOB||01-17-2004||09:57 AM||elijah7o4@juno.com||never installed, brand new.  VERY VERY VERY nonstretchable. much better than factory spec timing belt.  paid $170 for it.  take it from me for $150.  i will pay shipping.  thanks.||24.136.150.154||reg||1||GrannyShifter||00002562||yes



ubb/Forum1/002971.cgi
A||||0||jonvr4||Tanny and xfer case||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-17-2004||12:23 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||like the title says, i have both for sale. they came with my new car and have no use for them. the previous owner said they were in good working condition, and i believe they are. i am asking $125+ shipping for transfer case, and $285+ shipping for the transmission.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum1/002972.cgi
A||||5||boostedvr4ced||WTB: JDM Galant VR-4 AMG Grill!||||1||||boostedvr4g63t||00002811
Z||000000||boostedvr4ced||01-17-2004||12:26 PM||deadwrong55@aol.com||Hey Guys,<br /><br />         I know they are kinda hard to come buy but I thought I might post this up anyway I am seriously interested in purchasing a AMG grill for my 91. If anyone has one and wants to part with it or knows of were I can get one please help me out and give me a hand I will pay for it money isnt an issue with this part if anyone can help me out email me at deadwrong55@aol.com or just give me a call on my cellular at 1-718-774-5435 or just PM me or reply to this post I would really appreciate it, thanks a million!<br /><br />Thanks Again-Nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000001||jayru||01-17-2004||12:33 PM||||Good luck finding one. They are impossible to find. And the people who have'em don't want to part with'em. I wanted one, so i had to buy the whole car to get it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||01-17-2004||09:54 PM||||These are hard to find even in Japan. I've tried and tried...||12.242.163.83||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||i hate fall||01-18-2004||12:53 AM||||I think there are more people claiming to have met 'god' then there are amg's in this world..... I really think someone should give their amg bumpers and such up for a month so a mold can be made.... then everyone who buys one pays an extra $100 to that order...jayru?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000004||jayru||01-18-2004||12:59 AM||||But then the AMG want-a-be wouldn't be the mistical unicorn it is.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR-4||01-18-2004||06:32 AM||||Hey there,<br /><br />I got a older style AMG grill that i don't need.  It looks like your 91 grill but it has a tuned by amg badge on it.  If your intrested in this one im looking to get like 55 shipped.<br /><br />Pm me if your intrested<br /><br />Thanks||64.175.33.249||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes



ubb/Forum1/002973.cgi
A||||0||bob in chicago||10sec GVR4 parts||||1||||bob in chicago||00000069
Z||000000||bob in chicago||01-17-2004||06:52 PM||||Matt Z. has a 10sec. GVR4 that he has to part out due to accident. See  <a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&website=default&id=150596&category_id=112" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&website=default&id=150596&category_id=112</a><br /><br />Contact him 630-632-5105  directly||216.65.163.162||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum1/002974.cgi
A||||0||147/1000||engine and trans for sale||||1||||147/1000||00002688
Z||000000||147/1000||01-17-2004||07:16 PM||||i have the engine (complete) and trans (in pieces) out of my gvr4 #147 that i need to get rid of. the engine still runs but has 171k and a stud broke off at the top right of the exaughst manifold,to my knowladge the turbo is still in good shape. the trans is in pieces because it went out on me and i left it at my friends dads shop and he had it towed to some dumbass trans shop that tore it down only to tell him it would cost $1600 to fix ( a shift fork broke and destroyed 3rd gear and something else that i dont remember) i got a cyclone engine with trans for $1500. please pm me if you are interested in anything and we can work out a price or maby a swap for something.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes



ubb/Forum1/002975.cgi
A||||1||sti_95imp||WTB. used suspension||||1||||John C.||00003267
Z||000000||sti_95imp||01-17-2004||09:08 PM||sti_95imp@yahoo.com||just wondering if anyone has some descent suspension for sale.||68.190.198.81||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||01-18-2004||04:26 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002973" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002973</a><br /><br />check this out.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum1/003012.cgi
A||||3||kazerak2||WTB: new cv joint||||14||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||01-21-2004||10:55 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i needs me a nooooo cv joint yall.  wooo weee sh*t cletus wes a gonna get us a new cv joint..........sh*t  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.218.138.125||reg||14||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||01-21-2004||11:04 PM||||Yeah...me too. (click...click...click...click...)||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||01-21-2004||11:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by steveo:<br /><strong> i needs me a nooooo cv joint yall.  wooo weee sh*t cletus wes a gonna get us a new cv joint..........sh*t   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ahhh... WTF? You can try Raxles... look in the vendor section... they have a good reputation, even though they are a little spendy. But you get what you pay for.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||01-22-2004||02:12 AM||||I can get you a good rebuild for 60 plus shipping either side.  But I have to have a core back.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes



ubb/Forum1/002977.cgi
A||||25||RTS182G-VR4||93/1000- in a junkyard- anyone want parts?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||01-18-2004||01:41 AM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||there is a 92 vr4 in a yard close to me.  if anyone needs parts other than engine and interior i can get them. let me know, itll be crushed soon.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||jayru||01-18-2004||01:48 AM||||I know you said other than interior but i really need the d/s A pillar trim and a center console. Ooo... please get it for me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />I would also like the gauge cluster depending on the mileage, and the stock intercooler piping if it's still there. Let me know.<br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||Clean92GVR4||01-18-2004||01:51 AM||||i really need the fuel pump assembly, but not the fuel pump...let me know if you can get it.||204.95.228.157||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000003||yiutsang||01-18-2004||06:27 AM||||Hi,<br /><br />I am look for a USDM ECU for my JDM E39A.  Do you think that car's ECU still around?  If it is I really want it.  Please check it out for me<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Yiuwa||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000004||sleepergvr4||01-18-2004||07:33 AM||||rear bumper cover, if it is good shape.||66.20.125.157||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||01-18-2004||07:53 AM||||IF it is going to be crushed due to body damage, then get the badge, and write the VIN down for Iceman. Also the VR4 badge on the trunk. <br />The dogleg pieces in front of both rear tires are something someone on here always needs, as well as the guage cluster. <br />The ECU of course (but the yard probably already took that), power antenna if it is good, grill, fog lights; all of these I mention as they seem to be the hot items. If it would have 93 headlights that would be awesome.<br />There are several people on here with no dash badge, and (in my opinion) should be offered that first. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000006||REDLINEGVR4||01-18-2004||10:27 AM||||could you get me the grille?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000007||driftntouge||01-18-2004||11:51 AM||||I need rear speaker grills, if thats possible.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000008||GREENVR4||01-18-2004||12:26 PM||||get me the driver'r door rib PLEASE! I can send you the moola anytime, please preety please!||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000009||ShaggyTE||01-18-2004||12:42 PM||||The right rear dogleg would be nice, unless the junkyard is asking an outreageous price, they tend to do that since when I went to replace the hub cap for a old chevy celebrity I used to have they wanted $45 for it, ouch. Plus if you buy it and I decide I don't want it I'm sure others do. Also, what color is the car? Thanks, Tanner||207.177.125.157||reg||1||ShaggyTE||00002769||yes
Z||000010||curtis||01-18-2004||01:46 PM||||Try to buy the whole car then strip it. Would be alot cheaper than parting it out there.||65.54.97.151||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||RTS182G-VR4||01-18-2004||04:54 PM||||ok, the whole fromt of the car is unuseable but most everything else is good. its a 92, no vr4 badge on trunk, have dash badge and vin plate. i think the intercooler piping may be good. everyone pm me with the parts you need.  monday i will go down and start a pullin'  or buy the whole car.  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000012||04DrBlur||01-18-2004||06:00 PM||||Pass. side wiper arm please.||68.75.203.173||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||01-18-2004||07:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by driftntouge:<br /><strong> I need rear speaker grills, if thats possible. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have 3 rear speaker grills.  No reasonable offer refused.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||GREENVR4||01-18-2004||08:50 PM||||driver's door rib please, let me know.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000015||RTS182G-VR4||01-19-2004||01:33 PM||||p.s. the car is black and the doglegs are unusable. checked yesterday. i got some stuff and im goin back today for more.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000016||SPEEDFIEND||01-19-2004||01:40 PM||||If the tail lights are good I'd be interested in those.||206.214.57.18||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000017||meng||01-19-2004||02:49 PM||||i need a front bumper for my galant gsr turbo if its still there.||208.12.112.31||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000018||GREENVR4||01-19-2004||10:39 PM||||I have one tail light and the trunk filler panel if you want it.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000019||Garfield Wright||01-19-2004||10:50 PM||||Is it a non-sunroof car?  If so I need the front dome light cover.  Should be rectangular with 2 lights, 1 fro driver & 1 for passenger.  You will need a flat screwdriver to carefully remove it without breaking it.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000020||crucible||01-20-2004||07:22 AM||||I would like the defroster switch.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000021||JO||01-20-2004||11:08 AM||||Any wheel's on the car I need an rim||152.163.252.136||reg||1||JO||00002267||yes
Z||000022||RTS182G-VR4||01-20-2004||08:02 PM||||its a sunroof car.  no wheels, but i can check if the yard has them still.  didnt have a chance to go today, its snowin.  went and got a few things yesterday, ill pm the people whose parts they are.  i am planning on going back tomorrow. <br />ryan||67.166.43.89||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000023||gvr4-27||01-21-2004||03:46 PM||||can you get the fuel pump assembly out of it?||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000024||RTS182G-VR4||01-21-2004||04:59 PM||||no fuel pump, its beat up.  Yiuwa: ecu already gone, sorry man.  4drblur  the wiper arms are dissasembled??? not all of the parts there, its kinda wierd.  Sleeper, ill try and get the bumper.  i have other stuff already, imm pm you if i have your stuff with prices.  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000025||marvinmadman123||01-21-2004||05:03 PM||||I need the plastic peice on the headliner that covers the bolts on the rear view mirror. Not the whole thing. The closest peice to the front windshield and it snaps off of the whole dome light assembly.||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum1/002978.cgi
A||||12||coop||ic piping, tel rack, &amp; misc. stuff||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-18-2004||07:38 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I have rre piping, tel steering rack, tel shifter, gvr4 shifter, cat eliminator pipe, abs system out of my 92 gvrv4<br />make me an offer so I can get this stuff out of my garage.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||jayru||01-18-2004||07:42 PM||||what does the rre piping consist of? Size, peices, which intercooler does it use? I may be intrested||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-18-2004||07:44 PM||||From what I know, the standard RRE piping is 2" of the turbo and 2.25 on the TB side...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||01-18-2004||08:51 PM||||how much for the cat eliminator?||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||01-18-2004||09:09 PM||||How much for the RRE pipes? What color are they?||216.76.180.65||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||coop||01-18-2004||09:12 PM||||the pipes are red and they are plumed into my griffin. they can also be used w/ the stock ic. I would like 200 . 2" to the ic & 2.5" to the throttle body. it is set up for the stock bov.<br />cat eliminator would be 40 shipped||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||01-18-2004||09:29 PM||||You've got PM!!!!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||MidEngine210||01-19-2004||12:23 AM||||PM sent.||69.105.112.76||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||01-19-2004||01:23 AM||||Are the IC pipes spoken for yet ? I want them if they are not.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||01-19-2004||09:20 PM||||So who got the pipes? We are all curious...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||coop||01-20-2004||01:49 AM||||no one yet.  want them?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||01-20-2004||11:09 AM||||Check your PMs...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||slvrblt||01-20-2004||02:34 PM||||If I like the pics I just PMed you for, I will likely take them off your hands.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum1/002979.cgi
A||||0||hibrn8||Pioneer XM radio tuner and DSR antenna||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||01-18-2004||09:32 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Hey guys this is actually my neighbors system that I installed about a year ago, just removed it becuase he got a new car and his new stock radio is XM ready. <br /><br />So heres all the stuff....<br />Pioneer GEXFM903XM rf modulated xm unit<br />Terk SR2 antenna<br /><br />This unit is the type that gets looped through antenna input and plays on your lower frequnecy radio stations (88.5fm etc). Has its own little display to control the XM presets. Also if you have an XM ready pioneer head unit, you can eliminate the seperate display and use the XM tuner in a direct link fashion, where you control it all off the head unit.<br /><br />The Terk antenna is a small mouse type, the only thing wrong obviously is I mounted this on the roof of the car so when I removed it the double sided adhesive came off...big whoop. The best place to mount this anyways is on the rear deck lid between the speakers, this way it looks better cosmetically without having a mouse thing on the outside of the car, easier to install it this way, and the reception is just as good regardless.<br /><br />I would obviously like to sell these for him together as a package. So please just PM me with your offer if you have interest in this.||65.227.204.222||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum1/002980.cgi
A||||1||a1091156|| ------ WTD ------ TD06 20G - Turbo -----||||1||||a1091156||00003184
Z||000000||a1091156||01-18-2004||10:36 PM||||Hi everyone,<br /><br />I'm after a TD06-20G turbo in mint/very good condition, price depends on condition though or if anyone knows of someone who has one lying around doing nothing please let me know.<br /><br />Thanks||202.6.138.41||reg||1||a1091156||00003184||yes
Z||000001||HHIVR4||01-19-2004||10:49 PM||||i saw one or 2 on ebay tonight||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum1/002981.cgi
A||||4||DaveK||WTB: 1992 wheel||||1||||Dave||00002466
Z||000000||DaveK||01-18-2004||11:09 PM||||I was wandering thru the local junkyard and found a GVR4.  It had three wheels on it, so I grabbed them, and now I'm looking to find another one to complete the set.  They are black 1992 5-spoke wheels.  I'd like to buy a 4th, or trade the three I've got (+ some $$) for a complete set.<br /><br />I'm located near Denver, CO.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Dave||66.28.55.246||reg||1||Dave||00002466||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||01-18-2004||11:16 PM||||i may have one.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||01-19-2004||11:12 AM||||you wouldnt happen to post which junkyard has this car would ya ; )||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-19-2004||11:13 AM||||ya what junkyard?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||DaveK||01-19-2004||10:03 PM||||I think its called Colorado Auto Salvage.  Its just SW of the intersection at Santa Fe and Oxford.<br /><br />Dave||66.28.55.246||reg||1||Dave||00002466||yes



ubb/Forum1/002982.cgi
A||||0||jonvr4||660 GReddy Injectors||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-18-2004||11:42 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i have a set that have seen maybe 500 miles, maybe. i bought them from options auto for like $440, i need some cash, so make a reasonable offer. i don't really know what these are worth used.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum1/002984.cgi
A||||6||TAMBLERAMBLE||TURBO AND MANIFOLD||||1||||Tambleramble||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||01-19-2004||02:57 PM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||I have a friend who needs a turbo and manifold for a 90 gsx which is the same as our vr4's. Need them together in a package deal. Car is down and it is his daily driver. Sll help greatly appreciated. His manifold is cracked in several places and turbo took a poo on him and makes a cloud. Thanks again, Brian||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-19-2004||03:02 PM||||If I get my upgrades in the next two days I'll give him mine.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||TAMBLERAMBLE||01-19-2004||03:41 PM||||I would gladly pay shipping if you could do that.||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||01-19-2004||04:31 PM||||I'm just waiting the shipment from speed factor so I can put the stuff in, hopefully they'll call me to confirm today.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||TAMBLERAMBLE||01-19-2004||04:45 PM||||that would be a big help. what did ya end up getting? Thanks again, Brian||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||01-19-2004||04:53 PM||||evo III ex. manifold with evo III big 16g ported and all the gaskets n' stuff.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||HHIVR4||01-19-2004||10:45 PM||||hey green let me know when you get it installed id love to hear your take on the setup..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum1/002985.cgi
A||||3||GVR$in||WTB stock suspension ASAP||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||01-19-2004||03:38 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I'm looking for stock struts/springs that aren't too beat up (still ride fine) and I need em ASAP to raise my ride back up for snow. <br /><br />Please PM me w/ how much you'd like for them and I'll get it out to you immediately. Thanks!||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||omar14||01-22-2004||10:03 PM||||i have them there off my 91 white vr4 galant make an offer||24.117.112.97||reg||1||mobb||00002196||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||01-23-2004||09:17 AM||||Terren,<br /><br />check you mail<br />or email me back<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR-4||01-25-2004||03:17 PM||||Hi there, if you are still looking for the stock springs i have a set that i am probably gonna get rid of.  let me know if you still need them.  Just PM me.||67.116.236.232||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes



ubb/Forum1/002986.cgi
A||||8||jonvr4||4 2g MAFS for sale||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-19-2004||06:04 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i am asking 110 shipped for the 3 that have pigtails and 100 for the one with just the plug. here is a pic of them all sitting side by side.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2531" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2531&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||highskyes||01-20-2004||01:47 AM||||what is the three digit code on top?||24.1.56.163||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||01-20-2004||03:31 PM||||its 609 all of the 2g mas are the same. it doesn't make a difference what they are from. however one is from a 3kgt vr4, 2 are from 2g eclipses and one is from a galant. they are all the exact same though. also i was looking around and saw some for cheaper so i'll go 100 for the ones with pig tails and 90 for the one with just the plug.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||01-20-2004||03:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> its 609 all of the 2g mas are the same. it doesn't make a difference what they are from. however one is from a 3kgt vr4, 2 are from 2g eclipses and one is from a galant. they are all the exact same though. also i was looking around and saw some for cheaper so i'll go 100 for the ones with pig tails and 90 for the one with just the plug. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The non 609 MAFS that look just like the 2G MAF (and fit EXACTLY the same) are not compatible.  I know because I have one from a Diamonte that's incompatible, and also one from a 94 Galant (SOHC) that's incompatible.<br /><br />That being said, if all those say 609 on the sticker, they're good to go (although a little expensive if you ask me).||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||highskyes||01-20-2004||04:55 PM||||thanks howard, thats why I was asking, the ones marked 055 have different internal metering.  They can still be used, but it's a pain, though we do have a guy here going 11s on one.||24.1.56.163||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||01-20-2004||05:25 PM||||ok if they are a little pricey, then if anyone is interested feel free to make offers.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||02-05-2004||02:08 AM||||Hey Jon, can you do $90 for a pigtailed 2G MAF shipped to Albuquerque ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||02-11-2004||09:16 PM||||i still have 3 left......anybody?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||imdrax||02-12-2004||09:53 PM||||if you were to make a plug so that it will bolt up to a 1g i will buy one plus throw in some extra.||165.247.222.196||reg||1||drax||00002852||yes



ubb/Forum1/002987.cgi
A||||7||jonvr4||HKS hi power exhaust||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-19-2004||06:09 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||like the title says. 225 shipped<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2532" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2532&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||TinyVR4||01-19-2004||06:28 PM||||Hey,<br />Is this the catback section?  3"? Let me know, if it is i'm interested.||65.43.161.207||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-19-2004||06:35 PM||||Thats an universl muffler from the pic....Thats what HKS mufflers retail for...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||01-19-2004||06:43 PM||||<b>blacksheep</b> -300.00<br /><b>Tinyvr4</b>-it is 3"||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-19-2004||07:38 PM||||I wasnt saying that you were asking for too much. I said HKS mufflers alone generally run that...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||01-19-2004||07:39 PM||||thats cool i didnt take it that way.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||01-19-2004||09:48 PM||||nother pic <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2537" alt=" - " />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||01-19-2004||11:39 PM||||sold!!!!||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum1/002988.cgi
A||||0||SRT2477||HOOD LIGHT POD ||||1||||SRT2477||00002310
Z||000000||SRT2477||01-19-2004||06:43 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2455258201&category=6763" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2455258201&category=6763</a><br />just thought someone mite dig this||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes



ubb/Forum1/002989.cgi
A||||7||91TSi_AWD||WTB: 90 EPROM ECU||||1||||GVR4_431||00000687
Z||000000||91TSi_AWD||01-19-2004||07:20 PM||dyrain3@aol.com||Im looking for a 1990 EPROM ECU for my racecar.<br />please let me know if ya got one or where i can find one.||172.140.84.153||reg||1||GVR4_431||00000687||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-19-2004||07:30 PM||||You really don't need a 90. Any from 90-94 will work, just have to switch two wires if 91-94. Keydiver is the resident expert, and he is also in Florida. 89 turbo Colts ones will work also (I am not sure which if any wires need changed on that one).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||91TSi_AWD||01-19-2004||10:24 PM||||Ive known about the switching of the 2 wires, and was never really sure whether or not that would work. If thats all it is, then thats all i will do. I have a nice 91 EPROM here that i can use, I was always under the impression that i could use a 90 in a 91-94 with those 2 wires changed, but to use a 91-94 in a 90 there was a few more things i needed to do, not just those 2 wires.||172.208.43.132||reg||1||GVR4_431||00000687||yes
Z||000003||CO VR4||01-19-2004||11:47 PM||||As I recall, pins 6 and 14 are the ones that are switched.  If you're using the ECU from a 90 in anything newer (Eclipse, Talon, etc) there are also issues with making the tach work.  I don't know if that's also true for the Galant, but I would expect so.  I seem to remember that a swap of some of the 90 electrical parts was also necessary to make the gauge cluster work properly.||67.31.135.65||reg||1||CO VR4||00000514||yes
Z||000004||91TSi_AWD||01-20-2004||11:40 PM||||well, ill try it, I dont have a stock dash anymore, my only concerns is that it will not mess with my Autometer tach and the SAFC. This is for my racecar so... all the stock stuff made it to a pile in my garage.||172.161.98.10||reg||1||GVR4_431||00000687||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||01-22-2004||03:37 PM||||Any input keydiver?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||01-22-2004||07:31 PM||||Well, here's what little bit Keydiver knows:<br />The 1991+ coil pack and transistor are DEFINITELY NOT compatable with the 1990 tach. The tach pulses coming out of the coil/transistor are inverted from each other.<br />I also know that some people on this group ARE running 1990 ECU's in their GVR-4's. One of them complained to me about an inaccurate tach, but he didn't know whether to blame it on the ECU or not. Personally, after looking at the input circuit, I don't think the ECU could effect the tach.<br />However, as Todd mentions somewhere on his site, there is quite a bit of difference in the filtering circuits in the two ECU's, so much so that Todd recommended staying with only 1990 ECU's to replace 1990 ECU's. <br />Personally, I run 1990 ECU's in my car quite often , to test them, and they *used* to run perfect. But lately, they want to throw an occasional CE #44, ignition coil, so I don't know what changed???????<br />Personally, unless you feel like also replacing the coil pack, transistor, and tach, I would try to find a 1990 EPROM ECU. I have a 1989 Turbo Colt ECU that Tom gave me, but its made for 390cc injectors, and its not an EPROM, so I don't know if thats any help.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.80.243.91||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||91TSi_AWD||01-22-2004||11:54 PM||||well the ECU in the car is perfect. Ran the car to a 12.6 @ 110. no problems what so ever, but I have a TMO chip for it and want to put it in. Thus the need for EPROM. I have a 91 TEL EPROM which is a factory replaced one, not a 13 year old ECU. So id love to use that for the car since its all new, and EPROM but if im going to have issues with it, I guess ill look further for a 1990 EPROM.||172.132.228.68||reg||1||GVR4_431||00000687||yes



ubb/Forum1/002990.cgi
A||||3||Doug Thomas||JDM Headlights $50 shipped||||1||||Doug Thomas||00000077
Z||000000||Doug Thomas||01-19-2004||10:25 PM||dougth@optonline.net||JDM Headlights. No wiring harness. $50 shipped. Email or pm me if interested.||67.87.106.82||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000001||sti_95imp||01-19-2004||11:01 PM||||DOH! I just bought a set for alot more and i was gettin a deal,  somebody better snag this. free bump for a good price   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.190.198.81||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000002||Doug Thomas||02-07-2004||09:00 AM||||Lowered the price to $50 shipped. Email or pm if interested.||67.87.106.82||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-07-2004||10:41 AM||||Do they have citylights?||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum1/002991.cgi
A||||1||megaice||WTB: CAS||||1||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||01-20-2004||10:12 AM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||As the title state 630/2000 needs a CAS to get back on it's feet. Please help||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||megaice||01-20-2004||11:00 AM||||Thanks guys autobahntom got me one.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum1/002992.cgi
A||||1||V8EATER||ABS parts &amp; misc||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||01-20-2004||11:09 AM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||Any reasonable offer accepted:<br /><br />-ABS computer(5lbs)<br />-ABS G-sensor-(underneath console)(1lbs)<br />-ABS unit under hood (6lbs)<br />-GVR4 brake proportioning valve(1 lbs)<br />-Rear tow hooks (2)(7lbs each)<br />-Power antenna assembly (5lbs)<br />-90 talon oil cooler (6lbs)<br /><br />everything either works, or is in great shape. <br />shipping will be from 64052-please check out <a href="http://www.usps.com" target="_blank">www.usps.com</a> or <a href="http://www.ups.com" target="_blank">www.ups.com</a> for shipping estimates.<br />these parts will go on ebay 1/20/04 if no one buys.||68.90.162.127||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-20-2004||11:13 AM||||No speed sensor?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum1/002993.cgi
A||||0||V8EATER||1g shifters||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||01-20-2004||11:16 AM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||(2) 1g t/e/l shifters for sale.  One is from a 91 talon, the other is from a 93 eclipse.  both in perftect condition.  make reasonable offer.  shipping is from 64052- please check out <a href="http://www.usps.com" target="_blank">www.usps.com</a> or <a href="http://www.ups.com" target="_blank">www.ups.com</a> for shipping estimates.<br /><br />these parts will go on ebay 1/20/04 if no one buys!||68.90.162.127||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum1/002994.cgi
A||||2||rollinongalant||WTB: front grill||||1||||rollinongalant||00003331
Z||000000||rollinongalant||01-20-2004||11:25 AM||dhadwa@rpi.edu||If anyone has, or knows of a front grill thats for sale... please let me know.  I need one desperately.||128.113.197.114||reg||1||rollinongalant||00003331||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-20-2004||01:15 PM||||pm sent.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||01-20-2004||02:04 PM||||once rollin finds one, i need a 92 white one, if somebody gets one, ill sell mine to rollin, mine is a 91 silverish||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes



ubb/Forum1/002995.cgi
A||||5||JO||WTB  vr4 rim's||||1||||JO||00002267
Z||000000||JO||01-20-2004||11:30 AM||||looking for galant wheel's for sale.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||JO||00002267||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||01-20-2004||01:09 PM||||set of 91 green wagon wheels in my garage w/ bad tires. make offer.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||JO||01-21-2004||10:28 AM||||(blackhole)What shape are they in.                                 (vr4coop)On nile 91 rims do have pic's and the size of tires.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||JO||00002267||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||01-21-2004||12:21 PM||||fair shape, not great. Some lip dings and they need a good cleaning. If you want pics, RTP me at home and I'll take some. Tires are standard sized 195/60s.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||mistaVR4||01-24-2004||04:23 AM||||I've got two '92 Grey Vr4 rims laying around, one could use re-painting, the other a little scratched up around the edges but good paint....  Just to throw it out there.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||198.81.18.41||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000005||JO||01-24-2004||11:52 AM||||MistaVR4 Are they the wagon type wheels.<br />And would you sell just one .||152.163.252.136||reg||1||JO||00002267||yes



ubb/Forum1/002996.cgi
A||||3||coop||4 lug hubs||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-20-2004||12:23 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I have the 4 lug hubs from my galant. it will come with the rotors. all the bearings and rotors are in good shape.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||absolootbs||01-20-2004||03:59 PM||||if you're willing to split them up, i would be interested in drivers side rear.  my bearing is shot to hell and i'd rather just replace the whole hub.||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-20-2004||04:08 PM||||You should buy two.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||admsr||01-20-2004||04:27 PM||||Hey Brad.....I have a set of bearings....I think the Left side and Right side are the same???? someone please correct me if im wrong.<br /><br />I brought the whole rear set for $180.00 from the dealer and only changed the drivers side.<br /><br />Ill sell the bearings for $70 with shipping?<br /><br />lemme know,<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum1/002997.cgi
A||||8||broke down||still have stuff for sale||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||01-20-2004||12:57 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I still have a set of rc 550's $250+shipping<br />and an aeromotive afpr with all the lines, fittings, and even a stock fuel rail with -an 90 deg elbow welded on, ready to be installed.  Injectors have around 3k miles on them, and afpr probably has 1000 miles on it.  PM me if interested.  Pics are available on an old post titled "goodies for sale-wtb stock fuel pump", all of the other stuff in those pics have been sold though.  I also have two first gen heads, a stock intake manifold, cas, tps, injectors (stock), as well as a stock 1g intercooler, and other stuff.  Make an offer on this stuff.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||01-20-2004||02:38 PM||||how much for the 1st gen. heads? and are they complete?<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||01-20-2004||02:51 PM||||How much for the FPR and rail?<br /><br />Thanks, <br /><br />Al||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||broke down||01-22-2004||09:07 AM||||$225 for the fpr, bimmubishi was first.  Let me know if you want it.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000004||silly4turbo||01-22-2004||10:40 AM||||second in line for the fuel reg and lines||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000005||broke down||01-22-2004||12:53 PM||||Actually, I had a guy pm me who is second, sorry, but I will reserve tird for ya.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||01-22-2004||01:24 PM||||I fold. I have lines and a gauge so this might be a good deal for someone else. Thanks man.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||broke down||01-29-2004||12:54 PM||||parts still available!!!!!!!!!||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000008||broke down||02-09-2004||12:13 PM||||anybody want this stuff, great condition (new).  let me know, or make an offer.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum1/002998.cgi
A||||3||chauffeur1st||carbon fiber hood...www.importfan.com CAN be made in 90 days or less||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||01-20-2004||05:03 PM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||Not trying to start another carbon fiber hood group buy etc...... But I have delt with a company <a href="http://www.importfan.com" target="_blank">www.importfan.com</a> for awhile and have sold many hoods and kits... I talked with my guy Tommy in wholesale and he told me a hood can be made and he guaranteed that it would take no more than 90 days... They would buy a BRAND NEW hood to make the mold, he said it can be done oem or with vents... (ie RS hood). The price would be around the $500-600 mark shipped..(not in stone yet) Let me know via email if anyone is interested.. chauffeur1st@yahoo.com The cost that would be needed to make this hood i.e deposot per hood would be around $300.00-$350.00 depending on if you wanted vents or oem.. You can all look at there site...www.importfan.com and look at there c-wings carbon fiber products.. and you can call him but please dont all bombard him with calls. 1-888-399-2376 and ask for Tommy and tell him you are callin about the Hood Jason is working on for the Galant Vr4... Hope this helps all you guys who want a CF hood.. I know I do.. And this company is HUGE and able to get this thing done.. I need 10 buyers...<br /><br />Jason<br />aim slammedlikeamo||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||chauffeur1st||01-26-2004||03:27 AM||||okay I have gotten some emails from people.. SO if you are interested shoot me an email.. for those who already have you dont need to send anymore..<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jason||24.20.149.246||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000002||chauffeur1st||01-28-2004||09:55 PM||||Hey guys I talked to them again today... the oem hood could be done in like 3 months  the other ones would cost more take a few more months to do.... I was talkin to them about makin the RS hood, as the first one.. I have lots of people emailing me...Post here on if you wouldnt mind just an old fashioned OEM carbon fiber hood, or if you would like a RS hood more....I just want to get them on one of the hoods... Let me know<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000003||i hate fall||01-28-2004||10:23 PM||||i might be interested in a hood with evo 5/6 vents||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes



ubb/Forum1/002999.cgi
A||||13||4drwhore||hks cams ||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||01-20-2004||07:27 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||Brand new, in box. Who wants a set? The more the better and cheaper. So far I have 3 orders and it looks it will be ~550 shipped to your door. If I can get a definite number of people who would want a set by say february first I can give a better idea on the price. Let me know guys.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||01-20-2004||08:18 PM||||Which cams ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-20-2004||08:24 PM||||too slow I just bought my 272s||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||01-20-2004||08:30 PM||||Sorry bro. I remember you were looking for a set too. This will be for:<br /><br />HKS:<br />264 intake<br />264 exhaust<br />272 intake<br />272 exhaust<br /><br />Mix and match all you want. Prices will most likely stay the same.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||jayru||01-20-2004||09:55 PM||||I would be in for a set if they reach around the $500 shipped mark.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||01-20-2004||10:17 PM||||Dont count on it as I am going to pick them up. It's 550 shipped to the company and I'm pretty much shipping them to everyone with the money out of my pocket.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||jayru||01-20-2004||10:25 PM||||Ok then, i misunderstood your ad. I thought you said the price would drop if more people were involved.<br /><br />"The more the better and cheaper"||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||01-20-2004||10:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Ok then, i misunderstood your ad. I thought you said the price would drop if more people were involved.<br /><br />"The more the better and cheaper" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is true. But I don't see them reachign 500 brand new. Even if I had 10+ people. I don't think they have ever been sold that cheap.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||Marty||01-20-2004||10:37 PM||||If you can sell just one, Id like just a 272 intake cam, will that be half of 550?<br />Marty<br />mgrand34@aol.com||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000009||4drwhore||01-20-2004||10:41 PM||||I'll have to check with my supplier then get back with you Marty.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000010||TurboVR4dr||01-21-2004||02:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Ok then, i misunderstood your ad. I thought you said the price would drop if more people were involved.<br /><br />"The more the better and cheaper" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is true. But I don't see them reachign 500 brand new. Even if I had 10+ people. I don't think they have ever been sold that cheap. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">About 3-4 years ago I picked up a set of HKS 272 cams from RRE for $475 shipped brand new.  They said they couldn't get rid of them.  That was when Web first came out at $400.  Then people found out the lobes went flat and the quality sucked.  I just got very lucky.  $550 shipped is a good price now.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000011||4drwhore||01-21-2004||02:59 PM||||Sorry guys, my distributor said HKS had a price increase at the begining of this new year so it'll cost me around 600 shipped so there are better deals out ther. Sorry guys.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000012||jonvr4||01-22-2004||05:00 PM||||hey ian i'll trade you an itake manifold for a set   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000013||4drwhore||01-22-2004||05:06 PM||||LoL! Shouldn't that thing be here already? If the 3 I had weren't already spoken for/paid at that price I'd say deal.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum1/003000.cgi
A||||1||Jose||HKS Racing BOV||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||01-20-2004||08:10 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have the older style HKS racing bov, it is in mint condition. Only used for 1000 miles. $150.00 shipped.<br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000001||Jose||02-01-2004||10:25 PM||||Or will trade for a newer style Blitz BOV.<br />Jose....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/forum_thread_data_0030.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0030"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!2 sets of wagon wheels, center console!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2453031.1427!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2453031.1940!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!Ebay side skirts, etc..!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2453031.1454!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2453031.1947!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!accident!,
q!Wtb: green passenger fender and corner light!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!10:17 PM!,
q!2453034.2217!,
q!accident!,
q!00002572!,
q!accident!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!08:51 AM!,
q!2453035.0851!,
q!accident!,
q!00002572!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!WTB: nile black wheels !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!07:56 AM!,
q!2453035.0756!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!07:56 AM!,
q!2453035.0756!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Stock parts for sale!,
q!2!,
q!10!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!03:26 PM!,
q!2453031.1526!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2453033.1852!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!3-bolt rear LSD + axles for sale!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!09:09 AM!,
q!2453035.0909!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2453069.1813!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!daviddilts!,
q!f/s shifter cables!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2453035.1309!,
q!DavidDilts!,
q!00000067!,
q!daviddilts!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!10:57 AM!,
q!2453041.1057!,
q!DavidDilts!,
q!00000067!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!watchdoc!,
q~FLOORMATS  Get em here!!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!02:50 PM!,
q!2453035.1450!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!00000804!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!12:21 PM!,
q!2453041.1221!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!00000804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!2.4l bottom end!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2453035.1518!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!05:25 AM!,
q!2453036.0525!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JohnNK!,
q!FMIC!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!07:27 PM!,
q!2453035.1927!,
q!JohnNK!,
q!00000485!,
q!sti_95imp!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!04:05 AM!,
q!2453036.0405!,
q!John C.!,
q!00003267!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q~***ACT Clutches, Low Prices!***~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2453035.2047!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2453035.2047!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboren!,
q!Black 92 GS in junk yard... anyone need anything?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2453035.2158!,
q!turboren!,
q!00002199!,
q!turboren!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2453039.2137!,
q!turboren!,
q!00002199!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!WTB: drivers side lower control arm!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2453035.2337!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!09:22 AM!,
q!2453038.0922!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!HKS Racing BOV!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2453025.2010!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!10:25 PM!,
q!2453037.2225!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!APEX AFC!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2453025.2011!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2453037.2226!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!Parts for Sale!,
q!11!,
q!50!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2453025.2127!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2453045.2043!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!00002409!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000050!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Clearing out a few last items...!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2453025.2310!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2453031.1224!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REB!,
q!(WTB) VR4 Valve Cover !,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2453025.2315!,
q!REB!,
q!00002494!,
q!REB!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2453028.1949!,
q!REB!,
q!00002494!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!Ported 2G Manifold!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!10:49 AM!,
q!2453026.1049!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2453028.2344!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!FS: Fully ported 1G head!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2453026.1506!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2453027.1253!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!launch!,
q!#? I bought out of junkyard for parts!,
q!1!,
q!29!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2453026.1600!,
q!Lampe!,
q!00003310!,
q!gtluke!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2453035.2352!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!FS: MSD DIS-2!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2453026.1608!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2453026.1608!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!2G Ported Poilshed Manifold for sale !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2453031.1653!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2453031.1653!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!2G ported  o2 sensor housing for sale !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2453031.1728!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2453031.1822!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!2g throttle body elbow!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!08:31 PM!,
q!2453026.2031!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!11:38 AM!,
q!2453035.1138!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!WTB: cv joint!,
q!14!,
q!1!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2453031.2243!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2453031.2328!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slow4dr!,
q!lots of motor parts!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2453031.2320!,
q!slow4dr!,
q!00002173!,
q!slow4dr!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!09:47 AM!,
q!2453035.0947!,
q!slow4dr!,
q!00002173!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gtluke!,
q!poorly labeled cyclone intake on ebay if anyone wants it!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!03:08 PM!,
q!2453032.1508!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2453033.0052!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jazzguy!,
q!WTB-someone to fabricate a 2.5 or 3 inch turbo back system.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!03:16 PM!,
q!2453032.1516!,
q!jazzguy!,
q!00000786!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2453032.1608!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!Parts for sale...JDM and otherwise!,
q!1!,
q!81!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2453032.1649!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!00001884!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!09:08 AM!,
q!2453068.0908!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000083!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Nate!,
q!VPC, ported head for sale!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!06:17 PM!,
q!2453032.1817!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!Nate!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2453034.1944!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!jdm fmic!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2453036.1615!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2453036.1827!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Harness and block!,
q!2!,
q!4!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!06:55 PM!,
q!2453032.1855!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!bowling_boys!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!02:25 AM!,
q!2453058.0225!,
q!AJ!,
q!00003410!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!WTB 93 Headlights ...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!07:42 PM!,
q!2453032.1942!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!07:42 PM!,
q!2453032.1942!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!czech09!,
q!wtb: carbon fiber hood and body kit for vr4 !,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2453036.1941!,
q!Lubomir Sokol!,
q!00003234!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!03:25 PM!,
q!2453039.1525!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!WTB: Valve Cover!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2453036.2259!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!GForcedVR4!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!12:48 PM!,
q!2453039.1248!,
q!GForcedVR4!,
q!00003434!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Some car audio equipment for cheap!~,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2453037.0032!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2453052.2344!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mrfats!,
q!Stuff for sale!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2453037.0103!,
q!mrfats!,
q!00003448!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!11:56 AM!,
q!2453037.1156!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!Misc.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2453037.1014!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!Yao!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2453038.1011!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Intercooler parts for sale!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!02:39 PM!,
q!2453037.1439!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!02:39 PM!,
q!2453037.1439!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!Legendary Key Fob!,
q!1!,
q!136!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2453016.1242!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!Street Surgeon!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!01:37 AM!,
q!2453068.0137!,
q!Street Surgeon!,
q!00003699!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000137!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!FS:Non-cruise throttle cable!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2453037.1546!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1969MIB!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2453041.2052!,
q!1969MIB!,
q!00000732!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh long!,
q!Intrest in custom competition coilovers?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2453037.1911!,
q!josh long!,
q!00000943!,
q!josh long!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!02:50 PM!,
q!2453043.1450!,
q!josh long!,
q!00000943!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!seats !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2453026.2055!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2453027.1430!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!WTB: Knock sensor plug!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!09:22 PM!,
q!2453026.2122!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!03:37 AM!,
q!2453027.0337!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!WTB: new cv joint!,
q!14!,
q!3!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2453026.2255!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!02:12 AM!,
q!2453027.0212!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Brake Calipers!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!12:33 PM!,
q!2453027.1233!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!12:33 PM!,
q!2453027.1233!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!WTB:  H&amp;Rs, JDM front bumper!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2453027.1645!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!00001884!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2453027.1645!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!00001884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!four bolt rears!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2453027.1707!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!02:55 PM!,
q!2453029.1455!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!FS:  Old School Volk Racing Formulas!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2453027.1738!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!00001884!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2453027.1738!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!00001884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!JDM E39a headlights...$50!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2453027.1949!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2453027.2058!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!rear end assembly!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2453032.2356!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!coop!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2453032.2356!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!OBX oil temp gauge NEW!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2453033.1018!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2453035.0004!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q~Still have a gas tank for sale, $160 + shipping!!!~,
q!2!,
q!3!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2453027.2158!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2453030.2200!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!00002409!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!MBC NEW ready to install!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!10:56 AM!,
q!2453033.1056!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2453035.0003!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!FS: 90 oil cooler/housing!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2453033.1206!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!91 #680!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2453047.1154!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16gkid!,
q!parts for sale!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2453033.1916!,
q!16gkid!,
q!00002690!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2453045.1915!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!Intrax Lowering springs for t/e/l!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2453033.2005!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!00002127!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2453035.1128!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Fender, cloth back seats and other stuff!,
q!2!,
q!1!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2453033.2100!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2453034.1951!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Driveshaft for sale!,
q!2!,
q!2!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2453033.2155!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!09:14 PM!,
q!2453034.2114!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!US Rear White Bumper!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2453037.2228!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2453037.2228!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!wtb: 20g!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2453033.2341!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!dc_style!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2453033.2341!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!RC 550s!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!10:29 PM!,
q!2453037.2229!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!10:29 PM!,
q!2453037.2229!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!Gauge's + AGX's!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2453034.0120!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!01:36 AM!,
q!2453045.0136!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!WTB: front bumper/side skirts!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2453038.0112!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!03:16 PM!,
q!2453039.1516!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!PARTS FOR SALE!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!01:18 AM!,
q!2453038.0118!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!01:18 AM!,
q!2453038.0118!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Parts..Parts..More Parts...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!06:34 AM!,
q!2453038.0634!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!06:34 AM!,
q!2453038.0634!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!WTB Stock fuel rail!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2453038.1012!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!4g63t!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2453038.1452!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!Brand new Magnecore Wires 8.5mm!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2453038.1148!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!11:51 AM!,
q!2453038.1151!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dsmman!,
q~1G DSM Parts For Sale!~,
q!4!,
q!6!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!12:05 PM!,
q!2453038.1205!,
q!Dsmman!,
q!00002350!,
q!a_santos!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!01:46 PM!,
q!2453041.1346!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!compacttuners!,
q!NEW Apexi S-AFC II!,
q!2!,
q!2!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2453038.1502!,
q!compacttuners!,
q!00003449!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2453040.0017!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!parts. stuff.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2453038.1541!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!a_santos!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2453040.1635!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!Aftermarket cams for sale!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2453027.2226!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2453027.2226!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q~ WTB    JDM G VR-4 REAR BUMPER !~,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2453027.2250!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2453047.2356!,
q!jcgalntvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!1G big rods modded for 95 pistons!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!05:13 AM!,
q!2453028.0513!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!8g_galant!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!11:52 AM!,
q!2453030.1152!,
q!8g_galant!,
q!00003338!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!WTB: ISC (idle speed control)!,
q!9!,
q!3!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2453028.1148!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!megaice!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2453028.1225!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!Polished FMIC For Sale!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2453028.2243!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!00002446!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2453028.2244!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!WTB: 4g63 turbo motor!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2453029.1125!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2453029.1140!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!4G63Mirage!,
q!Center console armrest hinge!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!11:55 AM!,
q!2453029.1155!,
q!4G63Mirage!,
q!00002406!,
q!369of1000!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2453029.1905!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cthoma2!,
q!'93 Headlights for Sale!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2453029.1335!,
q!chris1902!,
q!00001778!,
q!cthoma2!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2453030.1548!,
q!chris1902!,
q!00001778!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!Sheppard  Racing 5 spd tranny for sale !,
q!14!,
q!8!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!02:23 PM!,
q!2453034.1423!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!megaice!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!05:47 AM!,
q!2453036.0547!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!92 green vr4 rims!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2453029.1748!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!4gasmGGSX!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2453034.1813!,
q!4gasmGGSX!,
q!00003254!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!RS Limited wheels FS!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2453029.2247!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2453054.1703!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!Buschur Racing  1G AWD FMIC complete kit F/S!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2453034.1430!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2453042.2349!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q~Cast Aluminum 1G intake pipe for sale!!!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!02:35 PM!,
q!2453034.1435!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!02:35 PM!,
q!2453034.1435!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!Thaaat's right boys and girls, HK$ VPC for sale :)!,
q!14!,
q!1!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2453034.1440!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!Forces30psi!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2453036.2137!,
q!Forces30psi!,
q!00003427!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Schooners!,
q!WTB VR4 TD5 TURBO UNIT!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!02:43 PM!,
q!2453034.1443!,
q!Schooners!,
q!00003375!,
q!Schooners!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!02:43 PM!,
q!2453034.1443!,
q!Schooners!,
q!00003375!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!jrsgvr4!,
q!tranny help!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2453034.1627!,
q!Jake!,
q!00001738!,
q!coop!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2453034.1933!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sti_95imp!,
q!parting out #480/1000!,
q!1!,
q!85!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!07:39 PM!,
q!2453034.1939!,
q!John C.!,
q!00003267!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2453070.0946!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000085!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Wing for sale!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!07:53 PM!,
q!2453034.1953!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!07:53 PM!,
q!2453034.1953!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q~Beautiful 17&quot; Rims for sale!!! Brand New!!!~,
q!2!,
q!6!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2453034.1956!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2453038.1451!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!Ebay finds!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!08:29 PM!,
q!2453034.2029!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!08:29 PM!,
q!2453034.2029!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mcastanares!,
q!wtb: trunk release cable!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2453030.0051!,
q!mcastanares!,
q!00002941!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!04:00 AM!,
q!2453031.0400!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!wanted 450 injectors... !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2453030.1831!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2453030.1831!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!Need a fuel pump assembly/tank BAD!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2453030.1839!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!00002409!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2453030.1839!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!00002409!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!H&amp;R possilbe group buy post here only if you want them!,
q!1!,
q!30!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!06:15 PM!,
q!2453030.1815!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!09:56 PM!,
q!2453039.2156!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!00000008!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Anyone interested in JDM clear corners...!,
q!1!,
q!58!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!08:59 AM!,
q!2453027.0859!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!10:48 AM!,
q!2453053.1048!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000058!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!I got hungry!,
q!9!,
q!19!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2453030.2036!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!08:28 AM!,
q!2453034.0828!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!Possible group buy on AGX's post here if you want them!,
q!1!,
q!29!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!02:05 AM!,
q!2453031.0205!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!06:54 PM!,
q!2453038.1854!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum1/003001.cgi
A||||1||Jose||APEX AFC||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||01-20-2004||08:11 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have a new older style(knobs) APEX AFC for sale. $160.00 shipped.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000001||Jose||02-01-2004||10:26 PM||||New lower price $140.00 shipped.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/003002.cgi
A||||50||admsr||Parts for Sale||||11||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||01-20-2004||09:27 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||ok ok ok.....<br /><br />lets keep this short and sweet.<br />All Prices include shipping!<br /><br />2G TB elbow - $50 <br />NIB Autometer Phantom EGT with probe - $100<br />NIB Autometer Phantom OilPress with sender - $60<br />NIB Autometer Phantom OilTemp with sender - $60<br />Front Extreme Motorsports Strut Tower Brace - $75<br />Rear Whiteline Strut Tower Brace - $75<br />HKS S-AFR with wiring - $100<br />Autometer Phantom Air/Fuel - $45<br /><br />Paypal - alex.morales@avon.com<br />cell: (917) 804-2537<br />pager: (877) 853-4894<br /><br />Will be parting out 115/1000 very soon....more parts to come!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Alex.||69.0.16.112||reg||11||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||jayru||01-20-2004||09:47 PM||||I would like both the front and rear Strut tower braces. Let me know what condition/color they are. <br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||bleck||01-20-2004||10:24 PM||||Shit Jason!  I wanted that!  No fair!  Hey Alex, whatever he gives you for the two strut braces, I'll add $20,000 dollars to!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||bleck||01-20-2004||10:25 PM||||Whoa.  Alex.  Why are you selling this stuff?  And what's with this talk about parting out 115/1000?<br /><br />edit:<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong>I have an appt with the sube dealer tomorrow....<br /><br />STI waiting for me.<br /><br />GVR4 is going to be the race whore!<br /><br />Alex. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok, now I get it... you go boy!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||jayru||01-20-2004||10:29 PM||||Gotta move fast Sean  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I can't get off this board. Even when i get off i gotta come back after only a few hrs to get my fix.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||admsr||01-21-2004||07:42 AM||||Hey Jason......<br /><br />Strut tower braces are in mint condition. (not that I would ever imagine a strut tower brace being all fucked up but.....)<br /><br />Update...<br /><br />OilTemp and EGT are pending...(GVR4458)<br />Strut Tower braces are pending...(jayru)<br />HKS S-AFR is pending...(keydiver)<br /><br /><br />For those of you that remember my love/hate relationship with 115/1000, you know that I just dropped $900.00 on a FUCKIN gas tank with fuel pump assembly. I undercoated the shit out of it and installed sometime back in October.....<br /><br />I dont think that I need to talk about the condition.<br /><br />Gas Tank with Fuel Pump Assembly - $450.00<br />I will not ship this big bastard! You will have to come and pick it up or work it out to meet me somewhere!<br /><br />"Alex Special" plexi-glass Radio Bracket with 3-52MM gauge spots - $25.00<br /><br />Greddy Counterweight shift knob - $25.00<br />NIB "REMAN" 90 AMP VR4 Alternator - $90.00<br />VR4 Stock Exhaust Mani/14b/O2 Housing - $175.00<br />4G63  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  with intake/head/block - $300.00<br />ACT 2100 used for maybe 3000 miles if that - $150.00<br /><br />more parts to come!||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000006||admsr||01-21-2004||07:51 AM||||DSM Turbo Hard Pipe intake with K&N - $95.00<br />Extreme Motorsports MBC - $40.00<br />VR4 MAS - $40.00<br />90 TEL Oil Filter housing with Stock lines and cooler - $100.00<br /><br /><br />by the way....I will not ship 4G63 or any big bulky parts......<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-21-2004||08:37 AM||||Does the DSM Turbo pipe have the BOV return capability and if so, does it work well with our gvr4s to plumb back in?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||admsr||01-21-2004||10:03 AM||||turbo pipe has BOV return. it's a little funny but you have to turn the BOV upside down and route piping around!<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000009||admsr||01-21-2004||11:00 AM||||NIB set of pass side rear hub bearings - $70||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000010||udriveu||01-21-2004||12:41 PM||||Damn, someone local is parting out and I'm broke. Just out of curiousity, what kind of shape is that 14b in?||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000011||i hate fall||01-21-2004||01:05 PM||||i might be into the clutch and the shift knob.. can you send me pictures? if i get the clutch i'll come and pick it up, if that is cool||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000012||JUANPSI||01-21-2004||01:22 PM||||Is the 4g63 running? How many miles?||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000013||Tevenor||01-21-2004||01:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JUANPSI:<br /><strong> Is the 4g63 running? How many miles? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ditto.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000014||admsr||01-21-2004||02:12 PM||||alright guys...here is the latest:<br /><br />shift knob - spoken for (blacksheep)<br /><br />14b is in working condition. It is starting to blow smoke on shifts.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000015||admsr||01-21-2004||04:23 PM||||Motor/Tranny is pending (jayru).......<br /><br />someone asked about the alternator and I cant find the PM now (sorry) but i dont know who the manuf is... I think the box says USA on it like USA Automotive. I brought it from Medallion Auto Parts (reputable guys here in Rye, NY).<br /><br />thats the update for now.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000016||Tevenor||01-21-2004||04:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> Motor/Tranny is pending (jayru).......</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is it just me or does he buy EVERYTHING that gets posted.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000017||jayru||01-21-2004||05:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tevenor:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> Motor/Tranny is pending (jayru).......</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is it just me or does he buy EVERYTHING that gets posted.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When you have 2 VR4's, especally one that's in peices right now, you need all the parts you can get.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000018||bleck||01-21-2004||06:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tevenor:<br /><strong> Is it just me or does he buy EVERYTHING that gets posted.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now that is some funny mess, Jason.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000019||admsr||01-22-2004||12:14 PM||||aiight guys....<br /><br />for those of u that got stuff....I need some cash late today early tomorrow if possible. I would like to start sending stuff out and possibly have everything that has sold out by Monday!<br /><br />Thanks....<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||01-22-2004||02:31 PM||||Clean your PM's out, sir!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||admsr||01-22-2004||03:07 PM||||PM inbox cleaned.....sorry guys!<br /><br />Alex...||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000022||admsr||01-22-2004||10:40 PM||||hey guys...here is the latest:<br /><br />KC - your stuff has been removed from the vehicle. I just have to figure out how to get them to UPS. I will ship out ASAP!<br /><br />Jayru - I am expecting you this sat!<br /><br />Dave - Ill see u this saturday!<br /><br />Jeff - Your S-AFC will ship out tomorrow and get to you by Monday. please email me to confirm shipping address!<br /><br />GVR4458 - sent you PM to see if you still want OIL/EGT gauges? if u dont, no sweat! i will just repost.<br /><br />NEW ITEMS<br /><br />GVR4 computer (CAPS done by Jeff with KEYDIVER CHIP and built in cable for datalogger. THIS ECU WILL NOT TRIGGER ABS LIGHT WHEN LOGGING!) and Palm III with all cables for datalogging. - $100.00<br /><br />HKS Turbo Timer with GVR4 Harness - $40.00<br /><br />Upper Exhaust Mani Heat Shield - $20.00<br /><br />GVR4 Spare Tire - $20.00<br /><br />90' T/E/L Oil filter housing - $35.00<br /><br />90' T/E/L/ Coil Pak - $20.00<br /><br />**edit**<br /><br />2G TB Elbow - was $50.00/ now $35.00<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.75.52||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||01-22-2004||11:05 PM||||Alex<br /><br />I am sending you money now....Thanks!<br /><br />*EDIT* - Payment Sent !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000024||Craig91||01-22-2004||11:48 PM||||Alex-<br /><br />You have a PM.  Let me know when you part the whole car.  I might be interested in some interior pieces.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000025||dc_style||01-23-2004||12:58 AM||||i'll take the turbo timer. what kind've hks is it?||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000026||crucible||01-23-2004||01:12 AM||||Ill take the computer if still avail<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000027||admsr||01-23-2004||08:00 AM||||HKS is still available. its a basic timer, black, small, has five settings (30 seconds/1 minute/3 minutes/5 minutes\Off)<br /><br />I dont know the model# and I dont think that it says it.<br /><br />ECU/Palm (Datalogger) is pending - (Craig)||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000028||blacksheep||01-25-2004||01:44 PM||||Is ECU setup sold? - Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000029||Craig91||01-25-2004||03:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Is ECU setup sold? - Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm only taking the palm and all the cables for it.  Alex is keeping the ECU/logger wire combo that Jeff (keydiver) did for him.  I just have to get my hands on a logger cable from the palm to the diagnostic port.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000030||blacksheep||01-25-2004||08:48 PM||||Thanks, Craig!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000031||Clean92GVR4||01-25-2004||10:02 PM||||Alex, can you just sell me the pump assembly without the fuel tank? Please?||204.95.228.102||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000032||Craig91||01-25-2004||10:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Thanks, Craig! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No problem!||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000033||MidEngine210||01-26-2004||06:52 PM||||Does the HKS turbo timer harness work for gvr4 with factory alarm? Thanks.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000034||blacksheep||01-28-2004||11:12 AM||||Alex - did you get my email to your avon account? Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000035||anomalyva||01-28-2004||03:29 PM||||Are the strut tower bars gone?  Can you do a new list of everything still avaliable?||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000036||admsr||01-28-2004||03:37 PM||||Hey KC.....I replied to it. The bottom half of your rear seat went out today....Ill PM u the tracking info!<br /><br />Strut tower bars are gone....Jay took those!<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000037||blacksheep||01-28-2004||06:09 PM||||Alex....it dont work, dawg    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />*EDIT* I got it to work, 1 extra 9 up in thurrr  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000038||blacksheep||01-30-2004||11:39 AM||||Alex - you still got the 2G elbow?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000039||GVR4458||01-30-2004||11:47 PM||||Got my stuff Wednesday.  Now if I only had a car to put it in...<br /><br />Thanks,<br />EH||68.78.125.112||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000040||admsr||02-01-2004||12:18 PM||||Hey KC....I still have the 2G elbow. <br /><br /><br />I also have the waterpipe off of a 90 talon which eliminates the water pipes to the filter housing when using the 90 style. - $35.00 shipped<br /><br />Still have brand new 90amp GVR4 alternator. USA Technologies (aftermarket) and second 90amp off of a 90 talon. - $100 takes both shipped. (WILL NOT SEPERATE OR GIVE DISCOUNT)<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.178.80||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000041||turboflanagan||02-04-2004||08:16 AM||||Hey Alex, did you get my oil filter housing out yet?  Didn't know if you got snowed in or not.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000042||blacksheep||02-04-2004||01:04 PM||||Alex is da man. He shipped me the back seats in 2 big-ass(like HUGE) boxes. Well-packed, took me like 15 mins to open it. Thanks a lot, buddy! I appreciate you shipping dem seats out...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000043||bleck||02-04-2004||01:38 PM||||Hey Alex, you still got that Alternator?  LMK.  I want it.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000044||bleck||02-04-2004||01:39 PM||||Oh, nevermind.  I got no use for a spare alternator for a car I don't own.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000045||admsr||02-04-2004||01:50 PM||||no problem KC......<br /><br />Peter - ur housing is going out tomorrow....sorry for the delay dude....<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000046||turboflanagan||02-04-2004||07:28 PM||||That's it, back down to one star for you!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />No problem, I still have my hands full with intercooler stuff.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000047||jayru||02-04-2004||10:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Oh, nevermind.  I got no use for a spare alternator for a car I don't own.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   You buy somthin new without tellin me?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000048||bleck||02-05-2004||04:52 PM||||Nah, just didn't read the post too well.  It was a 2/fer alternator deal, and I don't need the Talon one.  No secrets   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000049||admsr||02-09-2004||10:11 AM||||Aiight guys.....I think this post is coming to its end of life but I still have a couple of things....<br /><br />Radiator (1 yr old OEM) with factory fan - $125.00<br />Alternators (Previously  mentioned) - $100.00<br />90' T/E/L Style Waterpipe - $25.00<br />Greddy Counterweight shift knob - $25.00<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000050||Clean92GVR4||02-09-2004||08:43 PM||||Just to let everyone know, Alex is the best person i've ever dealt with online. He was quick to respond to me whenever i had a question and he even sent out my fuel assembly NEXT DAY AIR when i thought he was just going to probably ground ship it. Big thumbs up to Alex, Thanks man...||204.95.228.80||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes



ubb/Forum1/003003.cgi
A||||8||PRE-EVO||Clearing out a few last items...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||01-20-2004||11:10 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I have some of this listed on other forums so it is a first come first served basis.<br /><br />I have the following in a group lot and I <b>WILL NOT SEPERATE</b>:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2545" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2545&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />2- EFX gold battery terminals with single 4 guage and dual 8 guage inputs on each, GM post adapters, and efx covers. (retail is @$12/ea)<br /><br />2- monster cable single 4 guage to (4) 8 guage outputs. (Retail is @$15/ea)<br /><br />2- Two pack of (4 total) 4 guage gold ring terminals  with heat shrink tubing. (Retail is @$4/ea pack)<br /><br />1- Two pack of 8 guage high quality reusable ring terminals. These use an allen key to crimp the cable and are very heavy duty and can be used over and over again. (retail is @$10/pack of two)<br /><br />$45/obo shipped anywhere in conus<br /><br /><br />R12-R134 conversion kit new in box. Got this for the galant but never got a chance to do it.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2546" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2546&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />$20/obo+shipping<br /><br /><br />1991 Mitsubishi owners manual. I got this from Mitsubishi a while ago and lost it before putting it in the car. <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2547" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2547&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />$5/obo+shipping<br /><br /><br />Set of universal fit OEM style mud guards. New never installed set of 2 for either front or rear wheels.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2548" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2548&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />$20/obo+shipping<br /><br /><br />I also still have a Galant AMG badge for $20/obo + shipping. <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2233" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2233&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />And I also have a 90-94 K&N in great condition other than it needs a cleaning that also comes with a brand new cleaning kit. $25+shipping<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2234" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2234&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||01-20-2004||11:12 PM||||did you sell your car Pre-Evo?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||01-20-2004||11:16 PM||||Car's been gone since december. Just too many hassles started to pop up for me to continue to use it as a daily and keep up the upkeep.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-20-2004||11:21 PM||||you missed the sale while you were MIA jon||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||01-21-2004||12:06 AM||||Manual is tentatively sold.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||1969MIB||01-21-2004||01:39 AM||||Cross post...I'll go for the AMG badge and the K&N.<br /><br />Dave||67.115.9.25||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||01-21-2004||12:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1969MIB:<br /><strong> Cross post...I'll go for the AMG badge and the K&N.<br /><br />Dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You know you want more than that Dave  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||01-22-2004||03:09 PM||||Only things left are the blinging stereo accesories, Mudflaps, and A/C recharge kit. <br />If anyone wants I'll take $60 for it all +shipping.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||01-26-2004||12:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Only things left are the blinging stereo accesories, Mudflaps, and A/C recharge kit. <br />If anyone wants I'll take $60 for it all +shipping. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll even throw in a new 4sq ft roll of dynamat extreme and two more used distribution blocks and some varied lengths of monster cable 8ga.<br />C'mon I need to clear this stuff out.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum1/003004.cgi
A||||6||REB||(WTB) VR4 Valve Cover ||||1||||REB||00002494
Z||000000||REB||01-20-2004||11:15 PM||rbertsch@cfl.rr.com||I am looking for a 91 VR4 valve cover for my 91 VR4, and hopefully can pay through Paypal<br /><br />Thanks<br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-20-2004||11:45 PM||||Search for 4G63... there are a BUNCH on ebay right now... should be able to find one that suits you.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||01-21-2004||12:35 PM||||I have one thats that powder coated red with the letters machined off and the casting marks around the bottom have been sand smooth. It is in great condition with nothing broken on it. Make me an offer if you want it.||162.83.111.39||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||REB||01-21-2004||09:17 PM||||Really hoping to find a valve cover, with Mitsubishi lettering on top and red<br /><br />Thanks<br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000004||omar14||01-22-2004||09:59 PM||||i have one for 40 shipped its the one u need no cracks||24.117.112.97||reg||1||mobb||00002196||yes
Z||000005||TURBOWILL||01-23-2004||05:34 PM||||I have one in my trunk right now that i changed because i put one that i polished with mothers wax make me an offer||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TURBOWILL181||00003289||yes
Z||000006||REB||01-23-2004||07:49 PM||||found one, should be gettig it next week <br /><br />thanks, for the help<br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes



ubb/Forum1/003005.cgi
A||||8||G-GSX Turbo||Ported 2G Manifold||||1||||G-GSX Turbo||00003111
Z||000000||G-GSX Turbo||01-21-2004||10:49 AM||turbostangman@msn.com||I decided to make my own T3 manifold so I am going to sell my ported 2G Manifold. Has a very small crack starting on the divider in the plenum collector area. Unit was purchased new from the guy I got it from and he used it for about 20K miles. I got it and ported it.<br /><br />I know there has to be a lot of cracking stock GVR4 manifolds out there so here's your chance to replace it.<br /><br />$75 Shipped.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-21-2004||11:03 AM||||I am interested, sir! will you do paypal or COD?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||G-GSX Turbo||01-21-2004||11:38 AM||||Either is fine with me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Shoot me a PM and we'll take care of the particulars.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-21-2004||11:44 AM||||PM sent!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||01-21-2004||11:56 AM||||That ain't gonna fit that Honduh  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||167.142.22.232||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||01-21-2004||12:00 PM||||I am building a custom turbo kit for it with an adapter flange and a t-28 from a 2nd gen....what do you think of that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||01-21-2004||12:05 PM||||SOLD TO ME !||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-23-2004||10:22 PM||||Man, lightning fast shipping! Looks good, Thanks a lot!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||G-GSX Turbo||01-23-2004||11:44 PM||||You're welcome Bud.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum1/003006.cgi
A||||2||pisces_0||FS: Fully ported 1G head||||1||||pisces_0||00000768
Z||000000||pisces_0||01-21-2004||03:06 PM||pisces_0@yahoo.com||As the title says, I've got a fully ported 1G head for sale.  Was recently rebuilt and ported by AccuFlow (Archer racing used these folks back in the SCCA days).  Specs on the head are as follows:<br />-1mm over intake & exhaust valves<br />-3 angle valve job<br />-HKS valve springs<br />-bronze valve guides<br />-<i>full</i> port job on intake and exhaust side (intake is gasket matched & divider is knife edged, exhaust is slightly opened up & divider is knife edged)<br />-polished combustion chambers<br />-standard rebuild on remaining parts (new retainers, valve seals, etc.).<br />The head has never been installed on an engine; needless to say, it's <i>fresh</i>.  The porting and polishing alone on this head is absolutely gorgeous.  You will not be disappointed.  It also comes with a flow chart showing before and after flow rates and a certificate of authenticity from AccuFlow.  I <i>really</i> don't want to get rid of this head, but I'm in a pinch and have to do it.  Paid $1720 for the head, I'll sacrifice it at $1400.||64.199.237.226||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||01-21-2004||06:06 PM||||you have any pics of the head? possibly interested<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||pisces_0||01-22-2004||12:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Colt4G63:<br /><strong> you have any pics of the head? possibly interested<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay, I officially suck a the Internet!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    I tried uploading pics to both Imagestation and Village Photo and neither would show up on the board here.  If you're interested in some pics just PM me or drop me an e-mail.  Dave, I e-mailed you some pics.||64.61.224.135||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum1/003007.cgi
A||||29||launch||#? I bought out of junkyard for parts||||1||||Lampe||00003310
Z||000000||launch||01-21-2004||04:00 PM||jlampe@cp.tamu-commerce.edu||I bought this car for the 6 bolt in it for dirt cheap.  A bunch of parts are already missing, badges, pass side doors, front bumper cover, hood, fenders, wheels, and the interior is missing the front seats and carpet.  If anyone wants anything off of it, I need to strip it and get it out of my backyard asap, b/c my landlord is bitching.  I have a certified paypal account, and can ship as soon as I get the part(s).  If someone can host pics I will post pics, otherwise you can email me for pics or parts that u need.||63.94.42.44||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-21-2004||04:53 PM||||Make sure to post the VIN number so Iceman can add it to the list of known cars even though you don't have the car number.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-21-2004||04:59 PM||||Yes, please post or pm me the  VIN.<br /><br />Thanks.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||launch||01-21-2004||05:02 PM||||Iceman, the vin on the car is:  JA3CX56U3MZ009159.  White, black leather 150k on the odometer; anyone need anything let me know.||63.94.42.44||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000004||marvinmadman123||01-21-2004||05:04 PM||||I need the plastic peice on the headliner that covers the bolts on the rear view mirror. Not the whole thing. The closest peice to the front windshield and it snaps off of the whole dome light assembly. Only on sunroof car.||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||01-21-2004||05:41 PM||||Does it still have the upper part of the back seat? If so what condition is it in and how much do you want?||167.142.21.166||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||bleck||01-21-2004||06:43 PM||||Driver side A-pillar trim.  How much?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000007||crucible||01-21-2004||07:00 PM||||Foglight switch<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000008||fast_gvr4||01-21-2004||07:52 PM||||in dash ash tray?||172.202.245.149||reg||5||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||01-21-2004||08:15 PM||||I need the first piece right off of the positive battery terminal, the one that houses the fuses for the ABS and a couple of other fuses. Also I would like all of the plugs that are on the door panels. They each have one right around the handle area. <br /><br />Give me a price and shipping to 48230.<br /><br />Thanx||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||REB||01-21-2004||09:30 PM||||Looking for the plastic triangle access covers inside at the rear view mirrors (both Pass & drivers) and also the foglight lens for driver side.  got a price ?<br /><br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000011||launch||01-21-2004||11:36 PM||||Upper part of the back seat, good condition, $30.  Foglight switch, $10 shipped, let me make sure its still there first.  All the other things I will have prices for early tomorrow afternoon after I get out of class.  As well as prices, approx. shipping charges, ect.  Everyone that has pm'ed me please send me ur email so I can send you pics of the stuff you want.||63.94.42.44||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000012||launch||01-22-2004||01:27 PM||||Ok, what color are the wires that go to the knock sensor plug, I still have it, I just have to determine which one it is.  I have 1 drivers side triangle thing that covers the side mirror screws excellent condition.  The drivers side a pillar is in great condition except the piece that connects it to the heatliner trim piece broke off.  The abs harness ect, it is still there but the car had sat without a hood b 4 I bought it so I'm not making any gurantees that it works, buy at your own risk.  The top part of the back seat is pending sale locally but the bottom is still for sale, the only imperfection there is a couple of little blue dots, looks like paint on the drivers side seat.  Hardly noticeable unless you look close.  I have pics of all this stuff, email me for those.  Prices:  for the knock sensor plug 15 shipped, triangle thing 10 shipped, drivers side a pillar 20 shipped, fog light switch 15 shipped.||63.94.42.44||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000013||geoff@machv||01-22-2004||03:42 PM||||I need the trunk||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||01-22-2004||03:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Lampe:<br /><strong> Upper part of the back seat, good condition, $30.  Foglight switch, $10 shipped, let me make sure its still there first.  All the other things I will have prices for early tomorrow afternoon after I get out of class.  As well as prices, approx. shipping charges, ect.  Everyone that has pm'ed me please send me ur email so I can send you pics of the stuff you want. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Back seat: If it's in good condition and you'll ship to Iowa then I'm very interested! Jeremy is looking for the bottom 1/2 of the seat as well. PM'd you as well. You an give me a call - number in PM.||167.142.22.102||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||Z-1 Jon||01-22-2004||09:48 PM||||I need a working ISC...||24.184.22.151||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000016||thon||01-22-2004||10:58 PM||||does it have the rear bumper cover?||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000017||launch||01-23-2004||01:29 AM||||What is the isc?  It still has the rear bumper cover, the paint is cracked, email me if you want pics.||63.94.42.44||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000018||megaice||01-23-2004||01:47 AM||||ISC is Idle speed Control and I need one of those also if anyone has a working one.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.219.209.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000019||launch||01-23-2004||11:47 AM||||Is it the same on a 1g as a 2g?  I cant guarantee that it would be working anyway, bc the car has sat since 1999 before i got it.||63.94.42.44||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000020||Clean92GVR4||01-25-2004||06:42 PM||||if you have the fuel pump assembly i NEED IT. thanks.||204.95.228.18||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000021||silly4turbo||01-26-2004||04:06 PM||||hey there, I need the front drivers side abs line<br />I'll send you a PM<br />Thanks<br />Jon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000022||4gasmGGSX||01-27-2004||06:35 PM||||Hey man i sent you a pm. Thanks B BLAKE||64.12.97.9||reg||1||4gasmGGSX||00003254||yes
Z||000023||Beemer||01-28-2004||11:52 PM||||I gotta ask if the ecu is still there, and if it is...price?  Just make sure it is the right ecu and an eeprom.||69.66.78.203||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000024||gtluke||01-29-2004||01:15 AM||||how much for the instrument cluster to 07052?||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000025||launch||01-29-2004||02:10 PM||||ECU is gone, already sold it.  Instrument cluster, dont know about that one, gotta see if I can get it out first.||63.94.43.161||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000026||mistaVR4||01-30-2004||11:04 AM||||Sent you a PM!||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000027||Shockvvave||01-30-2004||11:29 AM||||Can I get the fog lights with wiring and screws? If you haven't sold it yet.  thanks||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000028||launch||01-30-2004||04:19 PM||||No foglights were on the car when I got it, sorry.||63.94.43.161||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000029||gtluke||01-30-2004||11:52 PM||||its only a couple screws to get the instrument cluster out. just remove the few screws to remove the trim arround it, and then the 4 screws holding the cluster onto the dashboard. pops right out.||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum1/003008.cgi
A||||0||pisces_0||FS: MSD DIS-2||||1||||pisces_0||00000768
Z||000000||pisces_0||01-21-2004||04:08 PM||pisces_0@yahoo.com||MSD DIS-2 for sale. Comes with tach adapter for '90 models. $200 shipped.||64.61.224.14||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum1/003009.cgi
A||||1||chauffeur1st||2g throttle body elbow||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||01-21-2004||08:31 PM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||Hey I have a 2g throttle body elbow....make offer<br /><br /><br />Jason<br />aim slammedlikeamo||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-30-2004||11:38 AM||||you have PM!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/003010.cgi
A||||2||gvrfour173||seats ||||1||||gvrfour173||00000368
Z||000000||gvrfour173||01-21-2004||08:55 PM||||have all four seats in good condition. would perfer pick up. $125obo||65.78.96.150||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-22-2004||02:13 PM||||OK, <br />anyone near this sale can get FREE FRONT SEATS...here's how:<br />I only want the back seats! I will pay the $125 for all the seats. Then I will need the upper and lower parts of the back seats shipped to Iowa. Get a big box, I'll include another $75 +/- a few dollars for shipping and now you have front seats.  <br />UPS them, put them on Greyhound, whatever.  Hell I shipped a rebuilt driveshaft to Ken Inn in Texas via UPS, they haul some big crap.<br /><br />PM me if someone is interested in making this work||167.142.22.218||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||jcgalantvr4-244||01-22-2004||02:30 PM||||I got 5  on it =)<br /><br /><br />  NIce!!!!!!!!!!!    I will help with what ever money you need Kevin.||12.216.20.243||reg||10||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes



ubb/Forum1/003011.cgi
A||||1||Romanova||WTB: Knock sensor plug||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||01-21-2004||09:22 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I'm looking for the plug that the knock sensor... plugs into. Mitsubishi does not sell these unless you buy the $800 harness... so just looking to see if someone has one lying around. LMK!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||01-22-2004||03:37 AM||||Go to a junk yard with wirecutters  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . I think I am going to the junkyard tomarrow (well technically today thursday) so if you still want it pm me asap.||65.177.241.109||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum1/003013.cgi
A||||0||ayvr4||Brake Calipers||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||01-22-2004||12:33 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||looking for new rear brake calipers.<br />pm me with price & condidtion.<br />Thanks||68.74.197.25||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum1/003014.cgi
A||||0||driftntouge||WTB:  H&amp;Rs, JDM front bumper||||1||||driftntouge||00001884
Z||000000||driftntouge||01-22-2004||04:45 PM||||I know its a long shot, but Im really looking for a set of H&Rs...I would like to buy them asap, if anyone knows of any. <br /><br />Im also looking for a JDM RS front bumper, its the only JDM body piece I dont have yet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  .||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes



ubb/Forum1/003015.cgi
A||||12||autobahntom||four bolt rears||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||01-22-2004||05:07 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||I have some parts that got included in a car deal this past week (92 GSX, 5sp, six/four combination). All for sale.<br />four bolt LSD rear, with axles, NO CUPS,  one torn boot $300<br />four bolt LSD rear(second one), no axles, no cups, $150<br /><br />Two 23 spline transfer cases $150 each (one might be spoken for)<br />stock 1g BOV (uncrushed) $40<br />14b, minimal shaft play (I did not feel the play at first, but there is a little). $125<br />intake manifold-make offer<br />fuel rail with injectors and regulator $50<br /><br />Have an awd trans, (W5M332 NPXV), Going to install it this weekend and see how good it is. Will price accordingly.<br />ACT2600 will be removed and then sold also; have original receipt from RRE, but it will be priced according to wear.<br />Strut tower brace, no brand, has oval shaped holes (about 8) $50-will get a pic of this if anyone interested. <br /><br />All prices do not include shipping. I would prefer not to ship the rears or trans, but would is someone wanted/needed the stuff badly.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||01-22-2004||05:08 PM||||Im interested in the strut tower. Pics please.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||01-22-2004||05:14 PM||||Will get a pic posted of the strut tower brace tomorow (as car and parts are at the shop where I do my work).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||driftntouge||01-22-2004||05:31 PM||||How much would shipping be to NY on the 4 bolt?||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||01-22-2004||05:35 PM||||I would 'guess' the rear with the axles would be around $50/60 unless you were in upstate NY. Close to NYC, it 'could' be delivered. (I have friends that get up there often-but you would have to meet them somewhere).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||01-24-2004||02:52 AM||||Pics?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||dc_style||01-24-2004||03:22 AM||||is 4drwhore decides he doesn't want it or be nice...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   i'm next!||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||01-24-2004||03:42 AM||||LoL goodluck, why do you think Im only a two star member?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  J/K. You know you like my rabbit like reply, he posts for sale at 5:07 and I post I want it at 5:08. 0wn3d||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||dc_style||01-24-2004||04:03 AM||||haha. well then i get them after you buy them and decide you don't want them. how often do you check?||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000009||4drwhore||01-24-2004||04:05 AM||||When I'm at work i pretty much check the whole time. If its the weekend im ussually busy hustling someone or runnin game to check.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000010||autobahntom||01-24-2004||02:35 PM||||4drwhore, I sent you a pic of the strut tower brace. Forgot to change the sizing of the pic, so it is a large pic. (900k).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000011||4drwhore||01-24-2004||02:39 PM||||its cool, looks like a deal. This will fit on my gvr4 right?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000012||autobahntom||01-24-2004||02:55 PM||||I took one off a Talon and it is now on my GVR4, so I am sure it fits. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum1/003016.cgi
A||||0||driftntouge||FS:  Old School Volk Racing Formulas||||1||||driftntouge||00001884
Z||000000||driftntouge||01-22-2004||05:38 PM||driftntouge@aol.com||Ive got a set of long-discontinued Volk Racing Formulas for sale.  They are 16X7, 4 and 5X114.3 offset 43.  Comes with Bridgestone Grid II, 205-50-16.  Thinking of selling them or trading them for something interesting.  I also have them posted on Honda-Tech for $750.  Ill let them go here for $600.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2569&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes



ubb/Forum1/003019.cgi
A||||3||4g63t||Still have a gas tank for sale, $160 + shipping!!!||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||01-22-2004||09:58 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||As stated, great shape, all studs intact. LMK,  thanks||24.3.197.241||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||Clean92GVR4||01-25-2004||06:44 PM||||will you sell me the fuel pump assembly in it? pretty please??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.95.228.18||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||01-25-2004||08:32 PM||||Sorry bro, can't help you there. Can yours be fixed? If the line is busted, theres a fix that was posted up here not long ago. Good luck!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||Clean92GVR4||01-25-2004||10:00 PM||||well it could be fixed if the guy who was fixing my car didnt LOSE THE FUEL PUMP.||204.95.228.102||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes



ubb/Forum1/003018.cgi
A||||3||meshwork||JDM E39a headlights...$50||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||01-22-2004||07:49 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Came across this on Ebay. Hopefully I'm not stepping on anyones "Items I'm Watching" list. I'm not interested in these, but I see them going for well over $100, and this guy only wants $50 to get the pair. <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33710&item=2455193716" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33710&item=2455193716</a>||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||01-22-2004||08:12 PM||||thanks man  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||01-22-2004||08:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TheJackalGT:<br /><strong> thanks man   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Austin </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn you're quick!||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||TheJackalGT||01-22-2004||08:58 PM||||hahah i have been lookin but your right everything has been goin for more...||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes



ubb/Forum1/003020.cgi
A||||0||BlackHole||Aftermarket cams for sale||||1||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||01-22-2004||10:26 PM||blackhole23@wowway.com||Cleaning out the garage to finance the new motor...<br /><br />One set of Web 546/547 cams, excellent shape, low miles, no lobe problems, $375obo<br /><br />HK$ 264 exhaust cam only, very good condition, $250obo<br /><br />RTP for pics. Also will consider trades for HK$ 264/272 combo + my cash.<br /><br />Buyer pays actual shipping, PayPal verified, references available upon request. Thanks for the space!||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum1/003021.cgi
A||||12||jcgalantvr4-244|| WTB    JDM G VR-4 REAR BUMPER !||||1||||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796
Z||000000||jcgalantvr4-244||01-22-2004||10:50 PM||j_clark@mchsi.com||OK I KNOW THIS IS A LONG SHOT BUT I AM WILLING PAY A REASONABLE PRICE FOR A JDM REAR BUMPER ANY ONE HAVE ONE THEY ARE WANTING TO GET RID OF?<br /><br />    JEREMY||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-22-2004||10:52 PM||||There is this key...called caps lock...TURN IT OFF||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||jcgalantvr4-244||01-22-2004||11:08 PM||||WHAT KEY IS THAT?????<br /><br />Hey thanks for the update!!!  I used caps to give KC shit bro Im not some Dumb ass.<br /><br /><br /> Thanks,<br />     Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000003||jcgalantvr4-244||02-08-2004||04:02 PM||||anyone have one they want to get rid of?||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000004||jayru||02-08-2004||09:38 PM||||read the other for sale posts. DUH! There's been one for sale for at least 2 weeks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  . Real nice guy too, i just bought his vented RS hood today  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||jcgalantvr4-244||02-09-2004||08:29 PM||||No shit man I have been trying to buy that rear bumper for 2 weeks now ....DUH!!!! But seems like he does not really want to come off it.<br />  Thanks for the nice reply .<br /><br /> Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000006||Spott||02-11-2004||12:43 PM||||You are never going to get so just give up. Are you going to use that grill you have sitting in the garge or what. I need to get rid of that stupid looking chicken wire on mine.||12.216.81.243||reg||1||Spott||00003221||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-11-2004||01:55 PM||||Mike - yeah that does ricey. Replace it with some good quality stuff atleast.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||jcgalantvr4-244||02-11-2004||04:54 PM||||yes the grill is for hertz sorry man i told him he could have it if i decided to get rid of it im not sure yet though ...<br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000010||Spott||02-11-2004||05:20 PM||||Mr RallieArt that is funny.||12.216.81.243||reg||1||Spott||00003221||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||02-11-2004||11:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalantvr4-244:<br /><strong> yes the grill is for hertz sorry man i told him he could have it if i decided to get rid of it im not sure yet though ...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't bring me into this...  I only need this JDM front bumper.  It looked weird at first, but once I painted it to match my car it looks killer!||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||Spott||02-11-2004||11:47 PM||||I doubt Jeremy will ever actually go to Chicago to get his bumper. So its most likely yours, so I will just take to JDM grill he has.||12.216.81.243||reg||1||Spott||00003221||yes
Z||000013||jcgalantvr4-244||02-11-2004||11:56 PM||||FUCKERS    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes



ubb/Forum1/003022.cgi
A||||1||BlackHole||1G big rods modded for 95 pistons||||1||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||01-23-2004||05:13 AM||blackhole23@wowway.com||Selling one set of 1G big rods modified to fit 95+ pistons. Press on some new 2G 8.5:1 turbo pistons and drop in - all machining done. Why pay $250 just for the machining when you can have the rods too for only $200obo + shipping.  Comes with a free set of dinged 95 pistons!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||8g_galant||01-25-2004||11:52 AM||||i am interested...shoot me an email at liv2drift@hotmail.com with details for payment||68.10.134.95||reg||1||8g_galant||00003338||yes



ubb/Forum1/003023.cgi
A||||3||megaice||WTB: ISC (idle speed control)||||9||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||01-23-2004||11:48 AM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||Need ISC badly. Looking for working one anyone?||67.167.249.96||reg||9||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||01-23-2004||12:18 PM||||I saw them on this site for $80...<br />click on "Used Parts"...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ongreenperformance.com/FrameSets/1G%20Performance.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ongreenperformance.com/FrameSets/1G%20Performance.htm</a>||68.74.197.25||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||01-23-2004||12:19 PM||||I believe list member Gabor rebuilds them, but I am not sure. Might try contacting him?||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||megaice||01-23-2004||12:25 PM||||Thanks guys||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum1/003025.cgi
A||||1||Vr4in'||WTB: 4g63 turbo motor||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||01-24-2004||11:25 AM||nohad43@aol.com||I have a 1991 Eclipse GST that needs a motor in it.I was wondering if anybody has a motor that is in working order laying around.I am also looking to also find a GST tranny as a spare if anybody knows any good sources.Thanks<br /><br />Robby||24.129.160.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||01-24-2004||11:40 AM||||Im your man. I have a motor/tranny sitting in a 90 turbo FWD laser. You can have the motor with head, intake, cams, cam gears. Tranny is fucked but would be good for a core. Give me a PM or shoot an offer. Plus I'm not that far from you and will deliver it for you for a couple extra bucks if you wish.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum1/003026.cgi
A||N||1||4G63Mirage||Center console armrest hinge||||1||||4G63Mirage||00002406
Z||000000||4G63Mirage||01-24-2004||11:55 AM||4g63mirage@milwpc.com||I need the hingy part that is screwed into the center console front armrest thing.  It looks like the interior plastic part can actually unscrew, but it might be easier just to sell the entire armrest (black)   <a href="http://www.av-performance.com/lilevo/lilevo/armrest.jpg" target="_blank">Pic</a>||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000001||369of1000||01-24-2004||07:05 PM||||you have pm||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes



ubb/Forum1/003027.cgi
A||||4||cthoma2||'93 Headlights for Sale||||1||||chris1902||00001778
Z||000000||cthoma2||01-24-2004||01:35 PM||cthoma2@yahoo.com||Guys, I have a set of the '93 headlights I've decided not to use. I figured I'd offer them here first before just putting them on Ebay. $100 + shipping takes them. <br />The housings, brackets etc are all in great shape. The reflectors are peeling inside like they all seem to do, its mostly limited to the top and bottom horizontal surfaces, but there is a little bubbling near one of the bulb holes too.<br />I tried taking a picture, but there's just no way to get a good one, too much reflection. I'm near Baltimore, email me your zip if you want a shipping quote, should be around $15 most places.<br />Chris||68.85.214.131||reg||1||chris1902||00001778||yes
Z||000001||number3||01-24-2004||06:20 PM||||What condition are the lenses in?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||01-25-2004||11:41 AM||||I'm interested too, if number 3 decides not to grab them... as long as there in good condition...I'll pm you||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||01-25-2004||12:20 PM||||I'm in Laurel, MD.    I have cash, and if the other guys decide not take them, I WILL. <br /><br /><br />Geoff||68.101.43.95||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||cthoma2||01-25-2004||03:48 PM||||Guys,<br />Lights are sold, thanks!||68.85.214.131||reg||1||chris1902||00001778||yes



ubb/Forum1/003028.cgi
A||||7||coop||92 green vr4 rims||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-24-2004||05:48 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||They are in pretty good shape. the are a freinds and I do not have a pic of them. tires are not very good. 200 plus shipping. paint is good on them, the lips are a little rough.||216.210.204.106||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||coop||01-28-2004||11:49 AM||||all you guys back east breaking crap and no one needs these?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||Doc_Seuss||01-28-2004||01:56 PM||||not to ruin ya sale, just trying to let you know...<br /><br />2 months ago i picked up a set of re-painted black 91 rims for $60 not shipped.  i sent the guy 100 just to make sure he would get covered for shipping and maybe some more.<br /><br />so im just saying that you price might be alittle high to some people<br /><br />dave||128.153.217.200||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||01-28-2004||02:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by coop:<br /><strong> all you guys back east breaking crap and no one needs these? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I broke shit but not my wheel... and its a 91 anyways.  Don't happen to have a control arm for sale, eh?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||coop||01-28-2004||02:14 PM||||front or rear?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||01-28-2004||02:16 PM||||Coop, a buddy on here is hooking me up, thanks for the offer, though.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||coop||01-28-2004||03:36 PM||||make offer on the wheels and I will see what he wants to do with them.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000007||4gasmGGSX||01-29-2004||06:13 PM||||Hey man do you still have those wheels. And can you send me a pic of them. And tell me the condition of them and throw me an offer. Thanks B BLAKE||152.163.252.136||reg||1||4gasmGGSX||00003254||yes



ubb/Forum1/003029.cgi
A||||4||CCDSM69||RS Limited wheels FS||||1||||CCDSM69||00001573
Z||000000||CCDSM69||01-24-2004||10:47 PM||lisa@ccdsm.org||I'm selling a set of 18" 5X114.3 (5 lug) Anthracite RS Limited wheels. They are in brand new condition with less than 30 miles on them. I believe the tires are 225/35/18's, but I'll double check tomorrow when its light out.<br /><br />This is a generic pic of the wheels to show what they look like. The anthracite color is in the top right corner. I can take pics of the acutal wheels and tires if anyone is interested.<br /><br />Asking $800 plus shipping<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.norcal-performance.com/Wheels/VALKYRIE_big.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||02-12-2004||01:48 PM||||bump I really gotta get these sold. <br /><br />This is a pic of them on my RSX type S to show how they actually look. I will get better pics of the wheels and tires. They are 18x7.5 with a +40mm offset<br /> <br /><br /> <img src="http://publish.hometown.aol.com/pumagirl22/images/dsc05831.jpg" alt=" - " /> later on today.||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||coop||02-12-2004||02:31 PM||||what tires and how much do they weigh?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||02-12-2004||03:33 PM||||They are "visa" tires which are made by Falken. I sent you a PM with some more information.||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||02-18-2004||05:03 PM||||$700 plus shipping...I really need to sell the wheels<br /><br />  <img src="http://publish.hometown.aol.com/pumagirl22/images/dsc05799.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum1/003030.cgi
A||||3||mcastanares||wtb: trunk release cable||||1||||mcastanares||00002941
Z||000000||mcastanares||01-25-2004||12:51 AM||mcastanares@comcast.net||im looking for a trunk release cable...the cable on my car is broken...let me know if you have it<br /><br />Mark<br />mcastanares@comcast.net||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||01-25-2004||11:19 AM||||You can get that cable out of any galant in the junkyard.  Probably cost you 5-10 bux.  YOu have to take the drivers seat out, pull up the carpet and take the lower portion of the rear seat out.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||mcastanares||01-26-2004||02:26 AM||||thanks, i will go check the local yard...maybe the dealership as well..does anyone know how much they go for new?<br /><br />Mark||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||01-26-2004||04:00 AM||||___________________________list   mitsupart.cc<br />MB402133 Cable+trunk Lid L $29.27 $22.30||65.177.240.39||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum1/003031.cgi
A||||0||chauffeur1st||wanted 450 injectors... ||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||01-25-2004||06:31 PM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||Like it says I need some 450 stock blue top injectors, get me with what you got and miles on them and your price shipped... Let me know thanks in advance<br /><br />Jason<br />slammedlikamo on aim||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes



ubb/Forum1/003032.cgi
A||||0||Clean92GVR4||Need a fuel pump assembly/tank BAD||||1||||Clean92GVR4||00002409
Z||000000||Clean92GVR4||01-25-2004||06:39 PM||black_90tsi@dsmtalk.com||For god sakes i know theres someone out there that has access to a parted out gvr4 or gsx. I NEED THE FUEL PUMP ASSEMBLY. Someone please help me out here...i dont wanna have to buy factory. Ive called a ton of junkyards and nobody has these. Thanks.||204.95.228.18||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes



ubb/Forum1/003033.cgi
A||||30||chauffeur1st||H&amp;R possilbe group buy post here only if you want them||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||01-25-2004||06:15 PM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||Hey post on this thread if you are interested (for sure) wanting to get some H&R springs.. I heard they will be coming out again shortly and Im sure I could get a deal for you all.... Post away.. Thanks this will get me an idea of how many people want to buy..<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jason<br />aim slammedlikeamo||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-25-2004||07:47 PM||||Ok, I'll bite...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||01-25-2004||08:29 PM||||Everyone says that these are the best springs in the world for the galant. Count me in also, in a couple of months when I have some $$.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||gvr4-27||01-25-2004||08:35 PM||||im interested, let me know when you can get them||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000004||bleck||01-25-2004||08:38 PM||||Jason, so far I am with you on everything you got going on man.  You got it?  I want it.  Count me in on these.  Any specs?  All I care about is the drop.<br /><br />Thanks, <br /><br />Sean||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||01-25-2004||11:07 PM||||I'd take a set too.||65.227.217.44||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||jcgalantvr4-244||01-26-2004||12:17 AM||||i will need 2 sets how much are we talking here?? please pm me with the price.<br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000007||JAYGVR4||01-26-2004||12:25 AM||||Any chance of them getting the rear ride height right this time?  IF so, I maybe interested...||171.75.59.177||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000008||chauffeur1st||01-26-2004||01:18 AM||||Well this looks like something I could do, give me a little time..(my sister is leaving back for New Zealand tomorrow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> )  I should have an idea of a price by the end of the week.. I must be honest here, I wasnt even aware of them making them again til just the other day, so I figured that I could and would be able to get them since they are H&R springs... Keep postin if you are interested.... Thanks<br /><br />Jason||24.20.149.246||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000009||TheJackalGT||01-26-2004||01:39 AM||||i might be interested.. you should do a GB on AGX's also  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000010||chauffeur1st||01-26-2004||01:45 AM||||Well crap... I guess I could look into that too... I will start another post on that one too..<br />Jason||24.20.149.246||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000011||quick0ne||01-26-2004||07:54 AM||||Count me in<br /><br /><br />Ryan||66.213.222.37||reg||10||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000012||silly4turbo||01-26-2004||11:11 AM||||I'm in :-)||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000013||859gvr4||01-26-2004||11:59 AM||||Count me in too!<br /><br />Chung||171.66.68.25||reg||1||859gvr4||00000615||yes
Z||000014||jonvr4||01-26-2004||01:16 PM||||i am down.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000015||fast_gvr4||01-26-2004||01:37 PM||||I'll take a set also...||172.146.137.63||reg||14||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000016||MidEngine210||01-26-2004||01:41 PM||||I'm interested. Any ideas what the specs are (i.e., spring rates, f&r drops)?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000017||Tevenor||01-26-2004||01:56 PM||||Depending on the specs....||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000018||geoff@machv||01-26-2004||04:58 PM||||I'm in too.  I'm not too impressed with the Whitelines .. <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000019||KenGVR4||01-26-2004||08:22 PM||||I would be interested in a set as well.||24.18.118.197||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000020||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-26-2004||08:52 PM||||Me Fifteenth =). Im in, got money burning a hole in my paypal account =)||12.34.246.42||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000021||chauffeur1st||01-26-2004||10:44 PM||||Well crap... this thing looks like I would have alot of buyers.... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Keep posting if you are interested.. I will get the information on this in the next few days.  Sorry I dont have the information on this yet.. I may have jumped the gun without a price on it and all that but I wanted to get an idea... Now my sister is back on a plane back to New Zealand I have some time now.. Thanks again and keep posting if you are interested..<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000022||chauffeur1st||01-27-2004||03:46 PM||||If anyone has the part numbers on this, post it please, Im workig on getting a price figured out..<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000023||driftntouge||01-27-2004||04:37 PM||||Im in, if I keep the VR4...||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000024||hibrn8||01-27-2004||04:50 PM||||You might have to call H&R on this one, 888-827-8881 for a part number. Im having a hell of a time trying to find it.||64.107.11.112||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000025||joec||01-28-2004||04:19 PM||||It's 52974 according to this site: <br /><a href="http://www.importpartsusa.com/Suspension/springs/hr/hr-mitsubishi.html" target="_blank">http://www.importpartsusa.com/Suspension/springs/hr/hr-mitsubishi.html</a><br /><br />and <a href="http://howbarmotorsports.com/Store/p-1061.html" target="_blank">http://howbarmotorsports.com/Store/p-1061.html</a>||216.179.104.211||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000026||chauffeur1st||01-28-2004||05:21 PM||||Thanks... Just to let you all know. The spring is going to be made and out around April time... not a guarantee, but that is the ideal date that I got from my source... Also it may be hard to get a price set in stone since it may be more than the precious price of 300, but he told me it would be around that mark,  but now I can get some pricing together....Thanks guys<br /><br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000027||Bill||01-28-2004||09:16 PM||||Did you address front ride height being too low<br />campare to rear?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Bill||00000334||yes
Z||000028||chauffeur1st||01-28-2004||09:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bill:<br /><strong> Did you address front ride height being too low<br />campare to rear? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have them on my car now, and everything seems to be fine and looks real nice... excuss me if I may sound dumb here, but what are you talkin about?<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000029||mitsuvr4||01-29-2004||11:46 AM||||Depending on price and when they may be here...?<br /><br />I'm in for a set of springs.<br /><br />Thanks for doing the footwork.||134.29.247.50||reg||14||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000030||BossGVR4||02-03-2004||09:56 PM||||Tally Ho !<br /><br />I'm in depending on the price and if Project LAZARUS gets started this spring !<br /><br />DaveC||68.98.152.8||reg||1||BossGVR4||00000008||yes



ubb/Forum1/003034.cgi
A||||58||blacksheep||Anyone interested in JDM clear corners...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-22-2004||08:59 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, here's the deal. I am sourcing out a few sets of JDM clear corners (trying very hard) to make up for my failed attempt last time...<br /><br />I know there are 2 types: One with the single bulb and other with the dual bulb. I am not sure which one I can get at this point.<br /><br />The dual bulb is plug and play except the copper strip in the stock one needs peeled and placed on the JDM one for both bulbs to light up.<br /><br />With the single bulb style, my concern is that the bulb holder on it may be too small or big compared to the USDM ones. It may require a new bulb holder to be attached, then wires soldered on to the original wires on our cars. Fairly easy to do (compared to the other fabbing we need to do sometimes to get stuff to fit our cars), but I wanted to know if people would be comfortable doing that. The bulb holders may need to be sourced based on the size, if I remember right, the tailight sized ones will work. <br /><br />Also, shipping is the main expense which we will all need to bear. But the corners should be about $50 or so + a small amount of shipping added to it (when divided among a large group). <br /><br />Anyone else have a set of these single bulb clear corners?<br /><br />So, please let me know what y'all think...Thanks!<br /><br />(I will feature this so everyone interested can post here if they are willing to give it a swing )||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-22-2004||11:16 AM||||I have the single bulb clear corners. Just snip the plug off the old wires, and butt splice them to the new plug. Done. Although, if you use them for driving lights, they will get too hot and melt the amber insert and the bulb will explode. The solution is to use them as turn signals, or bust the amber insert out. I busted the amber insert out so now they are SUPER clear. <br />It's much easier than wiring JDM headlights. I'll be doing that as soon as the weather warms up and I will be doing a writeup...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||jcgalantvr4-244||01-22-2004||11:17 AM||||yes i think mine are single bulb corners.   but i would like 2 more sets as i will be picking up #2  this spring .<br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000003||Jose||01-22-2004||04:40 PM||||I had them hooked up as blinkers and parking lights and never had any problems with them poping or melting anything. I even had hyper whites in them and they get even hotter.<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-22-2004||04:42 PM||||Jose - did you have single or dual bulb?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||01-22-2004||05:42 PM||||Both sets I've owned are single bulbs (one euro one JDM both the same other than the orange reflector in the JDM).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||mistaVR4||01-22-2004||10:19 PM||||Hey there,<br /><br />  I bought a set or JDM VR4 corner lights w/dual bulbs and simply ran a jumper wire from the turn signal in the front bumper, to the copper adheshive sticky that runs to the second bulb in the corner light, now I have my marker lights in the corner that light up with headlights or as marker lights without the headlights on, and when I put my turn signal on the secondary light in the corner (the one with orange insert) blinks with my turn signal. <br />  Pretty cool!<br />No heating issues just a nice custom look!||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||01-23-2004||02:34 PM||||KC if you can find me a drivers side two bulb corner I would be intersted.  Mine has a nasty chip out of it from when whoever pulled it in Japan didn't know how to do it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||G-GSX Turbo||01-23-2004||02:38 PM||||Hey Blacksheep, I'm game!! I'll trade ya for the O2 housing.....Or what ever you think is fair.....||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000009||SearsPointVR4||01-23-2004||09:55 PM||||Blacksheep,<br />   I'm definitly in, just let me know.<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br />Ford.||198.81.16.186||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000010||drew||01-24-2004||11:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> I have the single bulb clear corners. Just snip the plug off the old wires, and butt splice them to the new plug. Done. Although, if you use them for driving lights, they will get too hot and melt the amber insert and the bulb will explode. The solution is to use them as turn signals, or bust the amber insert out. I busted the amber insert out so now they are SUPER clear. <br />It's much easier than wiring JDM headlights. I'll be doing that as soon as the weather warms up and I will be doing a writeup... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For a cleaner install, you don't need to snip. Pull at the bulb housing REAL hard. the wires will pull out with the spade tip. Then plug it into the housing plug for the single bulb.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||1101||01-25-2004||10:14 PM||||I did that too. All you have to do is run the + blinker wire to the third unused terminal on the corner harness. Connectors fit right in no cutting or spliceing. It is then plug and play with the action you describe <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mistaVR4:<br /><strong> Hey there,<br /><br />  I bought a set or JDM VR4 corner lights w/dual bulbs and simply ran a jumper wire from the turn signal in the front bumper, to the copper adheshive sticky that runs to the second bulb in the corner light, now I have my marker lights in the corner that light up with headlights or as marker lights without the headlights on, and when I put my turn signal on the secondary light in the corner (the one with orange insert) blinks with my turn signal. <br />  Pretty cool!<br />No heating issues just a nice custom look! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000012||chauffeur1st||01-26-2004||03:19 AM||||I want to get some amber corners......can that be done??? if not its cool I may have some i can get..<br /><br /><br />Jason||24.20.149.246||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000013||boostedvr4ced||01-26-2004||03:23 PM||||I have the single bulb ones in my car currently with hyper white bulbs all I did was some soddering and  they are fine direct drop in's I love em!<br /><br />thanks- nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000014||gtluke||01-28-2004||11:28 PM||||i'm in||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||01-29-2004||12:39 AM||||Forget corners -- get us JDM bumpers.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||coop||01-29-2004||04:12 PM||||I'm in||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||01-29-2004||04:15 PM||||I am hoping to have one small shipment of assorted goodies come in. Will keep everyone updated!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||gassa1963||01-31-2004||12:40 PM||||my car has amber indicators single 21w bulb and side repeaters 5w bulb do the clear lenses have single bulbs or twin or twin filament bulbs.  Car is silver so clwr indicators and repeates would look good.  Car is stock uk spec model cos that's where i am||62.252.0.6||reg||1||gassa1963||00003391||yes
Z||000019||Jose||02-01-2004||10:22 PM||||Blacksheep I had all three style JDM corners frosted white(one bulb), euro clear(two bulbs), and AMG amber(one bulb). If you have a hook up for JDM corners Im need some 97-99 Montero Sport(Mitsubishi Callenger) clear corners. Two sets to be extact.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||02-02-2004||11:53 PM||||Jose - just gvr4 parts at this time, bro! This itself is hard to get for me...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||02:48 AM||||I've got a set of the single bulb clear corners, but have been unable to install them as they came with no bulb socket.  Does anyone know where to get one of these?  I was told to try a taillight socket, and went and got some out of a junkyard, and they're completely different.  The closest I've come to a fit is the headlight socket from an early 80's Toyota mid engine van.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||02-06-2004||01:00 PM||||try an older galant, Jon! Late 80's, maybe?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||coop||02-06-2004||04:25 PM||||I want some||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000024||theymightbegalants||02-06-2004||04:53 PM||||Thanks KC!  I'll try that, but those cars are hard to find...||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000025||blacksheep||02-07-2004||05:38 PM||||Shipment should be here next week. I will post pics up after that and we'll go from there guyz!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000026||SearsPointVR4||02-08-2004||01:26 PM||||I'm still waiting to see a set of corners on my car blacksheep, don't let me down!!!||198.81.26.43||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000027||blacksheep||02-08-2004||08:23 PM||||I am-a tryin, buddy! I wanna help the board out as much as I can... KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000028||G-GSX Turbo||02-09-2004||04:30 PM||||I am trying to get a set of those projector looking ones from a guy in Germany. He said he could get me the amber sides or the smoked ones.<br /><br />I would really like the clear ones.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000029||blacksheep||02-09-2004||08:40 PM||||well boys and girls....guess what !?!<br /><br />I got the fist shipment in today. <br /><br />Pics and other details to follow. I am yet to go thru everything that came in. I just picked up the box....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Hang on kids!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000030||blacksheep||02-10-2004||12:21 AM||||A picture is worth a thousand words   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2784" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2784&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000031||jcgalantvr4-244||02-10-2004||01:10 AM||||u have pm!!||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000032||SearsPointVR4||02-10-2004||01:50 AM||||Damn,,, I can't get to my paypal page fast enough!!!  PM KC.<br /><br /><br />Ford.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000033||blacksheep||02-10-2004||08:35 AM||||Original Inventory:<br /><br />Dual bulb clear corners   - 4 sets<br />Single bulb clear corners - 2 sets<br />JDM gas tank door         - 1 <br />JDM headlights with citylights - 1 set<br />Fendertop lights - 3 sets<br />Turbo timer - 1 pc<br /><br />Current inventory:<br /><br />Dual bulb clear corners   - 2 sets<br />Single bulb clear corners - 1 set<br />JDM gas tank door         - sold<br />JDM headlights with citylights - 1 set (tentatively sold)<br />Fendertop lights - 2 sets<br />Turbo timer - 1 pc<br /><br />I will keep updating this post! Please who expressed interest up on top, PM me. Else, it'll go to ebay as always!<br /><br />NOTE: <br /><br />1 of single bulb JDM corners has one peg missing which goes into the fender. It should work just fine as it has the tabs for the headlights.<br /><br />1 of the dual bulb corners has both tabs missing and a small chip. But the lens is in perfect shape (no cracks etc etc) I cannot help the way they get here for the most part, so I will sell this one off for cheap - $45 shipped.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000034||coop||02-10-2004||10:48 AM||||I want the clear corners.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000035||blacksheep||02-10-2004||10:55 AM||||Coop - which style. Lemme know asap coz it is on a first come first serve basis with these limited quantities...<br /><br />Email or PM me asap!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000036||1520/2000||02-10-2004||12:22 PM||||maybe i'm retarded but i didn't see this anywhere- what does the dual bulb do differently than the single bulb? i want a pair, just not sure which....||216.37.250.10||reg||5||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000037||blacksheep||02-10-2004||12:26 PM||||Did you read my 1st post? 1 has a single bulb while the other has 2...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Some JDM gvr4s did not have bumper turb signals like ours, so it functioned as both.<br /><br />Other had bumper turn signals like ours, so it was just a parking light of sorts.<br /><br />You can wire the 2 bulb type to work like a JDM per above replies or use single bulb, modify it slightly per above replies and use it similar to USDM style..<br /><br />Also, the single bulb is not as clear as the dual bulb and doesnt have the rear part that protrudes on it.<br /><br />Hope this helps. Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000038||blacksheep||02-10-2004||03:39 PM||||OK latest update as of 02/10/04 5:10 PM<br /><br />These are all people who are supposed to paypal me. Others are waiting in line, so if any of the below mentioned wanna back out, please let me know asap or post here!<br /><br />dual bulb corners:<br />1) GTLuke and DSMotorsport - 2 sets - PAID, Thanks!<br /><br />2) The "injured set" is still available for $45 shipped<br /><br />Single bulb corners:<br />1) Searspointvr4 - (1 set)<br />2) Coop          - PAID, Thanks!<br /><br />Gas tank lid:   Sold!<br /><br />JDM headlights: Sold!<br /><br />Fender-top lights: 2 sets available, 1 set sold!<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000039||blacksheep||02-10-2004||06:26 PM||||Items still available:<br /><br />dual bulb corners:<br />- The "injured set" is still available for $45 shipped<br /><br />Single bulb corners:<br />- Searspointvr4 - 1 set<br /><br />Fender-top lights: 2 sets||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000040||theymightbegalants||02-10-2004||07:23 PM||||Hey KC, did any of those come with the bulb sockets?  I'd love some pics, or better yet some PNs.  I've had my clear corners for over a fucking year and can't put them in because I can't find the damn sockets for the life of me.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    If I get a PN, I'll just bite the bullet and pay Satan for new ones.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000041||blacksheep||02-10-2004||07:30 PM||||Sorry, Jon. They are all used parts...<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000042||theymightbegalants||02-11-2004||05:29 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    Does them being used preclude them from having a pic taken?  Or having a part number?  I'm going to pre-apologize for sounding like an ass here, but I'm genuinely confused as to how that pertains to my questions.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000043||blacksheep||02-11-2004||09:17 AM||||Jeez, man! Take a chill pill, will ya? I was busy answering a pile of PM's and emails and so my reply was quick. I was gonna post back this morning....OK, here is a big ass pic when clicked on! Circled in yellow is a no. on it (210-37586). hope that helps!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2802" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2802&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000044||blacksheep||02-11-2004||11:25 AM||||SHIPPING UPDATE: <br /><br />I will be shipping all JDM items on saturday via USPS.<br /><br />So far, I will be shipping to DSMotorsport/GTLuke, Coop,  Romanova, Searspoint and Ducktape.<br /><br />Jose - your stuff will go friday UPS, buddy!<br /><br />Paul Stanley - I will ship on monday or tuesday depending on when you paypal me.<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000045||blacksheep||02-11-2004||09:37 PM||||UPDATE:<br /><br />1 set of "injured" dual bulb clear corners- Sale pending to Paul Stanley<br /><br />If something changes, I will update the thread. I am also unlocking it since I am almost out of stuff. Depending on interest, I can try and order more....<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000046||Hertz||02-11-2004||11:13 PM||||IF you happen into any orphaned clear corners (single bulb) I happen to have one good passenger side and one broken (lens) driver side.<br /><br />If anything the broken one might be good for someone who doesn't have the plug...||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000047||blacksheep||02-12-2004||12:37 AM||||Hertz - send me pics will ya ? Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000048||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||02:37 AM||||Awesome KC!  Thankyouthankyouthankyou!!!<br /><br />I'll get on the horn with Josh @ Conicelli tomorrow and we'll see if we can scrounge up the right bulb sockets.||24.21.86.243||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000049||Hertz||02-12-2004||04:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Hertz - send me pics will ya ? Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What? Piss off.  They're single bulbs absent the amber lens inside the housing... one of them is broken.  I just host pics, I don't take 'em.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000050||blacksheep||02-12-2004||04:44 PM||||Hey lazy ass - Do you have the plugs as well or not? I am curious to see what they look like!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000051||jcgalantvr4-244||02-12-2004||04:49 PM||||Care full KC dont make lazy man mad, He has my bumper.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000052||blacksheep||02-14-2004||12:31 PM||||UPDATE: 5 packages went out today.<br /><br />Paul Stanley - yours is packaged and ready to go, just need to paypal me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks all!<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000053||blacksheep||02-16-2004||06:44 PM||||Paul - You still want that set I am holding for you?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000054||Hertz||02-16-2004||08:43 PM||||Oops, sorry -- I have the bulb housings -- the plugs made their way onto my car.  You could easily just wire them up with spade connectors.<br /><br />Anyhow, wasn't someone needing a bulb housing for JDM lights?  Or maybe just one Euro clear?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000055||blacksheep||02-16-2004||08:45 PM||||It was Jon Fitchet, I think!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000056||Romanova||02-16-2004||09:40 PM||||Got my fender top lights today from KC! Thanks man for the super fast shipping!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000057||theymightbegalants||02-17-2004||05:08 AM||||The part that I need has a socket inside it that the bulb screws into, and then the part itself screws into the corner housing.  The part should have a pigtail on it with a plug, but if it's not plug 'n' play I can make it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Someone recommended taillight thingamajigs to me, which I got from a junkyard and were completely different (held in with two phillips screws instead of screwing in, and were made of metal not plastic, not to mention much smaller).  I finally pulled my own taillight thingamajigs to see, and apparently VR-4's have different taillights than normal Galants, as it nearly fit.  I might be able to make it work with some modifications, but then I'm out taillights.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I've had these clear corners for over a year, but I think this might be the year I finally get to install them.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I've tried calling Josh @ Conicelli several times to run those numbers that KC gave me, as well as for other OEM parts, and he never returns my calls.  It's his voice mail though, so I know I have the right number, but does anyone know what's up?  Is he on vacation?  Does he have a new number?<br /><br />And KC, my last name has two Ts on the end of it, but DAYUM!!  You get extra credit points for remembering that much.  I'm impressed.||69.59.219.163||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000058||blacksheep||02-17-2004||10:48 AM||||I remember it from shipping to you a long time ago...I tend to remember most members names. Kinda like memorizing phone no's which I do as well..||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/003035.cgi
A||||19||4g63t||I got hungry||||9||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||01-25-2004||08:36 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2617&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />How much for a 92 rim? Green preferably.||24.3.197.241||reg||9||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||number3||01-25-2004||09:08 PM||||Dude! you need to start taking it a little easy on your cars.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||01-25-2004||09:38 PM||||Yeah, tell me about it. I'm starting to think that maybe I'm just a real shitty driver.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||absolootbs||01-26-2004||12:09 AM||||that happen on the way back from indy?||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||01-26-2004||02:22 AM||||Try this don't know if he wants to seperate but worth a shot.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003028" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003028</a>||65.177.241.166||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||01-26-2004||10:59 AM||||diet low on iron huh?||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||01-26-2004||01:56 PM||||Actually, it happened in Columbus on the way to Indy. I drove the remaining 200 miles doing 55 on the donut. To make a medium sized story real short, I was in the left lane doing 65 (the speed limit). There was some dry blowing snow, but NO accumulation on the road surface. There was maybe 1/2" of dry snow on the shoulder. I drfted slightly onto the shoulder and I tried to very gently ease it back towards the right. The car started to fishtail, slowly at first then getting worse. I was off the throttle and I didn't dare touch the brake, I was just trying to correct it very gently.  Then, without warning, the car did a beautiful 180 toward the right, spinning gracefully across the freeway, and I was staring directly at the other two lanes of traffic coming directly at me. I hit the curb sliding backwards and towards my left, and that pic is from the drivers front. I give myself an 8.5 for style, a 7.0 for avoiding death, and a 10 flat for scaring the ever-loving shit out of myself. And as a side note, I'm NOT one of those guys who drives like a dick and expects the awd to save me. I'm still at a loss as to what happened, but I know my rear tires aren't as fresh as they could be, so that was probably part of it. Anyway, Brad, how's the bumper look?||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||01-26-2004||05:02 PM||||Got one.... GREEN,  Rubber still on the rim! <br /><br /><br />Figure  50 bucks.  $20 or so to ship. <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000008||absolootbs||01-26-2004||07:37 PM||||unfortunately i haven't had a chance to see it yet, since it went straight back to my parents place and i won't be back there till this coming weekend.  i talked to my mom on the phone though, and she said that it all went really smoothly and that the bumper looks good (certainly better than mine, which was rear ended this past summer).  anyway, if your wheel deal doesn't work out with geoff, i'll give ya one of mine for the same price.  i typically keep all of my important stock stuff, but since you hooked me up with the bumper, i'd be happy to let one go for you.||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||01-27-2004||01:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> Actually, it happened in Columbus on the way to Indy. I drove the remaining 200 miles doing 55 on the donut. To make a medium sized story real short, I was in the left lane doing 65 (the speed limit). There was some dry blowing snow, but NO accumulation on the road surface. There was maybe 1/2" of dry snow on the shoulder. I drfted slightly onto the shoulder and I tried to very gently ease it back towards the right. The car started to fishtail, slowly at first then getting worse. I was off the throttle and I didn't dare touch the brake, I was just trying to correct it very gently.  Then, without warning, the car did a beautiful 180 toward the right, spinning gracefully across the freeway, and I was staring directly at the other two lanes of traffic coming directly at me. I hit the curb sliding backwards and towards my left, and that pic is from the drivers front. I give myself an 8.5 for style, a 7.0 for avoiding death, and a 10 flat for scaring the ever-loving shit out of myself. And as a side note, I'm NOT one of those guys who drives like a dick and expects the awd to save me. I'm still at a loss as to what happened, but I know my rear tires aren't as fresh as they could be, so that was probably part of it. Anyway, Brad, how's the bumper look? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like you still have the 4ws, am I right? Mine pulled the same shit on me before, I had 4ws at the time kick the back end out on snow/ice apexing the corner I had just put on the h&r's on her slid to the right, went back and forth sliding VERY minimally kind of like I was slow ice skating going from one foot to the other just sliding back and forth caught the car FIVE times had it going straight for long enough for me to think "If get myself out of this one I 'm not stoppping" then next thing I know I am over the curb sliding sideways pointing the opposite way I was before down a hill to the left side of the on ramp that I was on. No damage just got made fun of alot because this happened leaving from a store meeting so almost all of the people I work with watched me do it.||65.177.241.219||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||01-27-2004||11:20 PM||||Damn, scarier than what I just did today, but at least you were able to drive 55 on the spare... my wheel is so off center in the wheel well and kinda angled, I couldn't take it over 20mph without major vibration.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    Sucks man.||65.40.195.207||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||i hate fall||01-28-2004||10:57 AM||||eff that, i deal with snow at least 4 times a month in the winter,,,,, i'm getting the aws shit out of there||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000012||RayH||01-28-2004||12:30 PM||||My guess is that it's due more to the open diff in the rear than the 4WS.  I think what happens is when one of the rear tires loses grip and starts spinning, the overall effect is that for the same amount of throttle the car transfers less torque to the remaining wheels, the net effect of which is similar to light braking due to the tires having to overcome the snow.  This transfers more weight to the front of the car which makes the rear even looser.  Lifting off the throttle will make it even worse.  If you're lucky the rear gains grip, the weight transfers back and the rear can stabilize.  If not, either the the car has gained enough momentum in rotation for you to loose it entirely or will pendulum in weight transfer front to back or pendulum in rotation.<br /><br />I've found that using light handbraking along with throttle in the snow makes the rear much more stable when accelerating into a turn or places where the grip might be questionable.  The trick is to brake enough to prevent the loose wheel from spinning while giving enough gas to compensate for the braking.  It's essentially manual traction control.  If you find yourself starting to slide in the rear the correct response is to actually give the car more throttle and point the car where you want it go.  With some practice you can use the handbrake or left foot braking at the same time.<br /><br />Try driving a snow covered parking lot in a large circle and slowly accelerate to a speed where the car still feels stable then let off the throttle and I can almost guarantee you'll do a 180.  Try the same thing again letting up on the throttle just enough to slide a little and then give it gas while steering into the slide and you can probably recover.  The try the same thing and while giving gas use a little handbrake or left foot braking.<br /><br />When accelerating from a standstill in the snow, I can almost guarantee you'll be faster using left foot braking than without and if you're ever actually stuck in the snow left foot braking might be enough to avoid a tow.<br /><br />Another thing about 4WS I remember reading is that the rear steering is dependent on the amount of boost required to turn the front wheels.  This means that on low friction surfaces that have less resistance to turning of the front wheels, the rear wheels will turn less than on grippy surfaces.  Mitsubishi actually touted this as a safety feature. Also keep in mind that it also means that the faster you turn the the wheel the more the rear wheels will respond.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000013||4g63t||01-28-2004||02:14 PM||||Those are good points. Unfortunately I still feel like a dumbass because I removed the 4ws a while back and I have a 4 bolt lsd. Having said that, I don't think my lsd is working properly. The other day I was trying to get up my steep driveway in the snow, and 1 of my rear tires was spinning. I don't understand how that could happen with a 4 bolt lsd, unless the inner cartridge is shot, but I don't know how that could happen either. Anyway, when I get my galant back, I'm going to put some good rubber on it and take it out to an empty parking lot like you suggest. Maybe I can learn how to drive  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000014||RayH||01-28-2004||02:25 PM||||Don't feel so bad.  The first winter after I got the car I did an accidental 180 in the snow going at only 25mph.  Also 7 years ago took a chunk out of one of my rims when I got caught in an early snow with my summer tires still on.  Looked almost exactly like your rim except it still held air.  Had to change it though when I got on the highway and the missing section was large enough to cause the wheel balance to be way off.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000015||stevevr4||01-28-2004||03:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong>Maybe I can learn how to drive   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know exactly how you feel... I didn't make it 5 seconds out of the parking lot.  Dammit.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000016||Beemer||01-28-2004||11:50 PM||||Tell you what guys, have your rear alignment checked out.  My 90 eclipse gsx was driving perfectly straight..until it snowed.  I did 4, count 'em FOUR 360 spins at 100 mph right down the interstate.  Now I wasn't driving like a dick in traffic, just a nice open road.  I hit a slick bridge and the car literally whipped the back end around.  I was not on the gas, just at coast, not decellerating either.  After leaving my underwear in the ditch, I drove back home.  On the way, i did two more 360's at 40 mph.  Turned out that my rear toe was off by over an inch.  Know how you can feel the front toe is off in the rain, because the front end will hunt from side to side when you hit a puddle?  Well, the back side is pulled straight on dry pavement due to the awd.  However, when you hit something that will allow the tire to slide...it will..sideways.  The aws just aggrevates the problem due to the split second lag as you try to correct.  I'll bet if he takes a tape measure and marks the same spot 180 degrees apart on both rear tires, and then measures the front of the two tires, and then the rear, 180 degrees apart, that he finds over 1/2 inch of toe mismatch, probably toed in.  Problem is, sometimes it doesn't show up unless you apply power to take up bushing slack, as the rear tires will pull any slack forward and toe in towards the center of the car naturally anyway, whether there is aws or not.  Oh, and for some reason, the tires won't be saw toothed too bad when you pull your had across the tread either..because you are not aggrevating the wear like you do on the fronts with tight turns.<br />Dave||69.66.78.203||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000017||4g63t||01-28-2004||11:55 PM||||Thanks Dave, you're probably right. I haven't had the alignment checked since I got the car - it's probably way off. I'll have it checked after I get it back.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||01-29-2004||12:44 AM||||WTF?  It's <i>obvious</i> what happened -- you've got a <b>huge chunk of wheel missing</b> causing you to lose tire pressure and induce a skid!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||stevevr4||01-29-2004||08:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> WTF?  It's <i>obvious</i> what happened -- you've got a <b>huge chunk of wheel missing</b> causing you to lose tire pressure and induce a skid!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">bwahahaha   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum1/003036.cgi
A||||29||chauffeur1st||Possible group buy on AGX's post here if you want them||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||01-26-2004||02:05 AM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||Hey post on this thread if you are interested (for sure) wanting to get some AGX's struts.. This is another idea from another members post on my H&R thread.. Post away.. Thanks this will get me an idea of how many people want to buy..<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jason<br />aim slammedlikeamo||24.20.149.246||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||quick0ne||01-26-2004||07:56 AM||||Count me in on these too!!!<br /><br /><br />Ryan||66.213.222.37||reg||10||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-26-2004||09:03 AM||||Ok, I'll bite...again!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||01-26-2004||11:19 AM||||Front and back adjustables? How much? Do I have to get all 4 or can I just get the fronts?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||01-26-2004||11:41 AM||||$$$?||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||01-26-2004||01:14 PM||||Id be interested, but whats the price range ?||65.100.24.153||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||TheJackalGT||01-26-2004||02:06 PM||||well since im the reason this GB happened, of course im interested   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000007||moondog||01-26-2004||08:49 PM||||sounds good, how much? Tax returns are coming.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||gary moon||00003152||yes
Z||000008||chauffeur1st||01-26-2004||10:46 PM||||Well crap... this thing looks like I would have alot of buyers.... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Keep posting if you are interested.. I will get the information on this in the next few days.  Sorry I dont have the information on this yet.. I may have jumped the gun without a price on it and all that but I wanted to get an idea... Now my sister is back on a plane back to New Zealand I have some time now.. Thanks again and keep posting if you are interested..<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000009||Ferrari F50 GT||01-27-2004||12:22 AM||||I would be interested.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000010||TheJackalGT||01-27-2004||01:11 AM||||hey ferrari, lets stay in touch, or hell for that matter everybody on colorado, we could have everything shipped in 1 package so we could save on shipping..||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||01-27-2004||01:15 AM||||I'm in..||65.227.204.38||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||chauffeur1st||01-27-2004||03:45 PM||||if anyone has the part number on the fronts and rear post it here... thanks getting the pricing sorted out...<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||01-27-2004||04:25 PM||||734005 Front<br />741014 Rear||64.107.11.112||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||Ferrari F50 GT||01-27-2004||08:47 PM||||Good idea Jackal.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000015||Martin Tolentino||01-27-2004||09:23 PM||||I just need the front set.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000016||4drwhore||01-27-2004||09:44 PM||||maybe a ditto on just the front||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000017||4gasmGGSX||01-27-2004||09:46 PM||||count me in. if the price is right||152.163.252.136||reg||1||4gasmGGSX||00003254||yes
Z||000018||mitsuvr4||01-29-2004||11:48 AM||||me too please!<br /><br />Thanks.||134.29.247.50||reg||14||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000019||Akidosigh1||01-30-2004||12:34 AM||||what does group buy pricing look like?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000020||chauffeur1st||01-30-2004||01:28 AM||||Well the price is looking to be around $360 shipped.......Everyone let me know if you are still interested, and if so we can get this thing done asap... <br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000021||chauffeur1st||01-30-2004||01:33 AM||||Group buy list ready to pay....  add you name to this list:<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jason<br /><br />1)<br />2)<br />3)||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000022||marvinmadman123||01-30-2004||03:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TheJackalGT:<br /><strong> hey ferrari, lets stay in touch, or hell for that matter everybody on colorado, we could have everything shipped in 1 package so we could save on shipping.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's gonna be one hell of a box!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000023||Martin Tolentino||01-30-2004||04:38 AM||||Jason,<br /> How much for the front set?||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000024||blacksheep||01-30-2004||08:58 AM||||Hmm...Cox Imports used to sell them for $360 shipped when I bought them for my last gvr4. I need to check what their prices are now....||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000025||coop||01-30-2004||08:56 PM||||I need a front set as well.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000026||TheJackalGT||02-01-2004||05:30 PM||||update?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000027||chauffeur1st||02-02-2004||05:41 PM||||Yes the price is stated above, if you want it add your name to the list....<br /><br />1)<br />2)<br />3)<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000028||4drwhore||02-02-2004||05:46 PM||||What about price on just fronts?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000029||TheJackalGT||02-02-2004||06:54 PM||||if they are adjustable, and will hold up to lowering springs (im a noob)then im in.<br /><br />1. TheJackalGT||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes



ubb/Forum1/003037.cgi
A||||1||gvrfour173||2 sets of wagon wheels, center console||||1||||gvrfour173||00000368
Z||000000||gvrfour173||01-26-2004||02:27 PM||||one white set, with yoko avs 205*50* $100<br />one green set, with arctic alpine's 195*60* alright shape $100<br />would rather not ship, will do both sets for $175<br />center console, with one of the hinges broke off the arm rest, plus the little velvet piece is little beat up. $30<br />2 black side skirts, $10<br />b&m oil cooler, $50||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000001||jcgalantvr4-244||01-26-2004||07:40 PM||||can u send pics of side skirts?<br />i would take them||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes



ubb/Forum1/003038.cgi
A||||1||marvinmadman123||Ebay side skirts, etc..||||1||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||01-26-2004||02:54 PM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2456617653" target="_blank">Factory VR-4 side skirts, etc</a>||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||marvinmadman123||01-26-2004||07:47 PM||||I thought people needed these?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum1/003039.cgi
A||||10||4g63t||Stock parts for sale||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||01-26-2004||03:26 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Here is some stuff I need to get rid of. Buyer pays shipping. I can have this stuff out this week. Email, PM, or posst here. Thanks. <br /><br />2 Gloveboxes - 15 ea<br />2 o2 housings - 20 ea<br />3 bolt axles with cups - 35<br />intake manny - 20<br />2 fuel rails - 15<br />1g ex manny with cracks - ?<br />ABS pump - 40<br />plastic spark plug cover - 10<br />gray timing belt cover - 10<br />2 vr4 power steering reserviors - 10 ea<br />2 power steering pumps - 20 ea<br />AC compressor(works fine) - 45<br />brake master cyl - 30<br />clutch master cyl - 25<br />stock ic - 45<br />2 heater cores - 25 ea<br />2 fan motors - 20 ea<br />N/A head(bent valves, missing parts, good core) - 40<br />4ws diff - 50<br />stock speakers (all 6) - 40||24.3.197.241||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-26-2004||03:35 PM||||yo !<br /><br />What condition is glove box in ?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||01-26-2004||04:00 PM||||Its beautiful!!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||01-26-2004||04:46 PM||||Not to rob this topic or anything,but I had experience with dealing with him and do not do business with this guy.<br /><br />JK..This guy was awesome dealing with,I hope maybe we can do business again,very fast shipping,nice packaging,very nice guy.<br /><br />Thanks a lot!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-26-2004||04:55 PM||||Is it bootiful like J-Lo, If so, I'll take a glovebox, Chris!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||01-27-2004||06:54 PM||||Thanks Robby, my pleasure! Hey guys, buy this stuff!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||01-27-2004||08:07 PM||||Payment sent for both gloveboxes   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||01-27-2004||08:40 PM||||Thanks KC, you're the man!!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||01-28-2004||03:20 PM||||I can second that... great packaging on the radiator and great to deal with.<br /><br />Dude, you don't happen to have a lower control arm for the front pass side, eh?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||ayvr4||01-28-2004||03:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> JK..This guy was awesome dealing with,I hope maybe we can do business again,very fast shipping,nice packaging,very nice guy.<br /><br />Thanks a lot!!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Chris is good... I got my starion ic from him for a hundred bucks!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     <br />  <a href="http://aaron.fugeelama.com/Intercooler.jpg" target="_blank">http://aaron.fugeelama.com/Intercooler.jpg</a>  <br />Thanks again Chris!<br />~A||68.74.200.255||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000010||4g63t||01-28-2004||06:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> I can second that... great packaging on the radiator and great to deal with.<br /><br />Dude, you don't happen to have a lower control arm for the front pass side, eh? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the kudos, Steve.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  As a matter of fact I do have the part you're looking for.  Pm me with an offer, and we'll go from there. Later||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum1/003040.cgi
A||||0||geoff@machv||2G Ported Poilshed Manifold for sale ||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||01-26-2004||04:53 PM||geoff@machv.com||I have it for sale on ebay, but I'd rather sell it to someone HERE first.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />First 150.00 takes it.  Figure 10 bucks S&H. <br /><br /> <a href="http://briefcase.yahoo.com/gspin25" target="_blank">http://briefcase.yahoo.com/gspin25</a><br /><br /><br /><b>-SOLD-To Sam Seyes........ </b><br /><br /><br />I should have another one shortly, I'll post it with pics in the next couple of days.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum1/003041.cgi
A||||2||geoff@machv||2G ported  o2 sensor housing for sale ||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||01-26-2004||05:28 PM||geoff@machv.com||I port matched it on the turbo side to a 2G gasket, and the D/P side has a healthy dose of porting, while still leaving an ample amount of flange space for a good seal to your gasket/downpipe.  <br /><br />$80.00 bucks <br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://i5.ebayimg.com/02/i/01/3d/68/2c_3.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://i10.ebayimg.com/01/i/01/3d/1a/7d_3.JPG" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||01-26-2004||06:05 PM||||OOOOOHHH! I want it Geoff! I'd like to try going without my open dump tube!<br />Jeff||68.218.37.208||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||01-26-2004||06:22 PM||||Hey Jeff ! I recieved your items in the mail @ the shop.  I'm taking them over to the machinst tomorrow. <br /><br /><br />paypal is geoff@machv.com||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum1/003042.cgi
A||||1||kazerak2||WTB: cv joint||||14||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||01-26-2004||10:43 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||well the guy who said he can sell me one never wrote back or replied, so i need a drivers side cv joint....pronto!||12.218.138.125||reg||14||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||01-26-2004||11:28 PM||||Go to <a href="http://www.Raxles.com." target="_blank">www.Raxles.com.</a>  That's were most people go to get them.  They know what our car is and they are brand new axles, and new constant velocity joints.  Not regrinds.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum1/003043.cgi
A||||15||slow4dr||lots of motor parts||||1||||slow4dr||00002173
Z||000000||slow4dr||01-26-2004||11:20 PM||jwilcox@bankspower.com||1 short block 140K good useable $50<br />1 short block holes in pistons ?<br />1 short block valves contacted pistons?<br />3 bolt rear out of GVR4 missing d/s axle $50<br />3 bolt trailing arms axle cups and 5 lug hubs $50<br />2 cyclone intake manifolds $25 each<br />1 6 bolt flywheel $10<br />2G maf plug $10 (SOLD)<br />GVR4 rear steering rack $25<br />3 sets of 1G cams $20 each set<br />2 1G heads multiple bent valves $25 each<br />2 valve covers 1 red & 1 silver $20 each (RED SOLD)<br />1G intake manifold $25<br />3 1g throttle body elbows ?<br />1g fuel rail ? (SOLD)<br />2 t-stat housings GVR4 ?<br />2 JDM throttle bodies $10<br />cam cover ?<br />14B w/1g manifold and 02 gousing $100<br />14B w/02 housing needs rebuild $25<br />eclipse intake pipe (maf to turbo) ?<br />GVR4 intake pipe (maf to turbo) ?<br />plug wires ?<br />A/C bracket ?<br />autometer A/F gauge $20 (SOLD)<br />braided oil feed line $25 (SOLD)<br />stainless adapter for using a T3 on 1g man $25 (SOLD)<br />T3/T4 46 trim TO4B .63 A/R Stage 1 2000 miles $300 (SOLD)<br /><br />Anything with a ? I am REALLY open to. I am making room in the garage and I want this shit out of the way. I have paypal. All prices plus shipping.<br /><br /><br />   Jason<br /><br /><br />   Jason||4.11.110.51||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||01-26-2004||11:27 PM||||whats up with the a/f gauge? any pics? email me:<br />ayvr4@hotmail.com<br />Thanks||24.209.128.198||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||slow4dr||01-26-2004||11:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> whats up with the a/f gauge? any pics? email me:<br />ayvr4@hotmail.com<br />Thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">e-mail sent. Let me know if the pic was ok.||4.11.110.51||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||01-26-2004||11:47 PM||||send me a pic of the af guage, if he doesnt want it i prob. will and whats with the t3/t4 and adapter. Id like pics im interested in that also||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||slow4dr||01-27-2004||12:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> send me a pic of the af guage, if he doesnt want it i prob. will and whats with the t3/t4 and adapter. Id like pics im interested in that also </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">whats the address?||4.11.110.51||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||01-27-2004||12:07 AM||||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||slow4dr||01-27-2004||12:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">e-mail sent||4.11.110.51||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000007||14bCrazy||01-27-2004||10:18 AM||||How are the valve covers do they have any broken parts like the spark plug cover screw holes.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000008||slow4dr||01-27-2004||10:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> How are the valve covers do they have any broken parts like the spark plug cover screw holes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have resent all e-mails. Evidently my home computer denied me. I will double check the valve cover for what you asked tonight. <br /><br /><br />   Jason||63.105.169.11||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000009||slow4dr||01-27-2004||10:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> How are the valve covers do they have any broken parts like the spark plug cover screw holes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The silver one is still available. There is only one hole that is broke and it isn't in the valley. You can still get a bolt in it as well.||4.11.110.51||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||01-28-2004||09:39 AM||||Do the JDM throttle bodies bolt up to our manifold? Is there any performance gain to be had? And most important of all, do they come with the attached sensors, like ISC and such?||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||slow4dr||01-28-2004||12:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Do the JDM throttle bodies bolt up to our manifold? Is there any performance gain to be had? And most important of all, do they come with the attached sensors, like ISC and such? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I believe they are the equivalent of a 1990 T/B.||4.11.110.51||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000012||slow4dr||01-29-2004||02:43 PM||||update<br />If anyone wants the T3/T4 I will give you 2 02 housings, the turbo, and the oil feed line for $300 + shipping.||63.105.169.11||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000013||geoff@machv||01-29-2004||03:04 PM||||I'll take that T3/T4 turbo offer with 2 o2 sensors my man !!!!<br /><br /><br />How do you take payment?<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000014||slow4dr||01-29-2004||04:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong> I'll take that T3/T4 turbo offer with 2 o2 sensors my man !!!!<br />How do you take payment?<br />Geoff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">T3 is sold||63.105.169.11||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000015||slow4dr||01-30-2004||09:47 AM||||Lowered some prices on big items. I really need this shit to go AWAY!||63.105.169.11||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes



ubb/Forum1/003044.cgi
A||||2||gtluke||poorly labeled cyclone intake on ebay if anyone wants it||||1||||gtluke||00000281
Z||000000||gtluke||01-27-2004||03:08 PM||gtluke@hotmail.com||not mine but it would be hard to stumble accross if you want one<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2456892905" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2456892905</a>||65.41.244.73||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-27-2004||03:47 PM||||Ive actually got 2 of those Manifolds hangin out in my garage. Are they actually worth money =)||205.242.228.31||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||01-28-2004||12:52 AM||||Hey,<br /><br />If one of the manifolds you have is complete with the vacuum selinoid I would be willing to take it out of your hands for the cost of shipping? It is supposed to improve gas mileage and off boost performance. <br /><br />Let me know. <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing GVR4:<br /><strong> Ive actually got 2 of those Manifolds hangin out in my garage. Are they actually worth money =) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum1/003045.cgi
A||||3||jazzguy||WTB-someone to fabricate a 2.5 or 3 inch turbo back system.||||1||||jazzguy||00000786
Z||000000||jazzguy||01-27-2004||03:16 PM||ryanellis420@excite.com||Is there anybody in the galant community that would be willing to build an exhaust for less than one of those certified muffler sells.  Any replies would be helpfull.<br />Thanks, <br />ryan||130.111.160.74||reg||1||jazzguy||00000786||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||01-27-2004||03:23 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    certified is already giving a great deal....just get the alumunized set up||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||01-27-2004||03:49 PM||||I think if someone did that, then Certified would be out of business.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||01-27-2004||04:08 PM||||buy the mandrel bent piping from anywhere such as jcwhitney, will cost you around 100-200 depending on material. get yourself a muffler, some flanges and hangers. Then just cut the piping to fit with a hacksaw or reciprocating if you have one. Since it sounds like you don't know how to weld then go to a local welder or exhaust shop and have them weld it up for you. <br /><br />If you do most of the b.s. work yourself then it doesnt cost much to fab up your own. If you lived around me I would help you build one. <br /><br />I was actually debating the idea of making some turbo back systems for our cars but time is something I am lacking.||64.107.11.112||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum1/003046.cgi
A||||81||driftntouge||Parts for sale...JDM and otherwise||||1||||driftntouge||00001884
Z||000000||driftntouge||01-27-2004||04:49 PM||||<b>**UPDATE**  PICS ARE BELOW, PLEASE READ!!</b> <br /><br />Heres a list of parts that Im going to sell as Im not sure if Im keeping the VR4 or not, and if I am Im not going as far as I had originally planned.  I dont have pics of anything yet but Im working on it.<br /><br />JDM GVR4:<br />rear bumper....$300    PENDING<br />headlights and corner lights....$175 <br />JDM MMC and Star emblems....$40    PENDING<br />ARC front mount intercooler, direct repacement for JDM setup. For those that dont know, coolers dont get any better than ARC, its just a core (with tanks and brackets) that sells for $1500 new, great shape with minimal bent fins and a small bend at the top....$375     PENDING   <br /><br />The following are BRAND NEW...I never got the chance to install them as of yet.<br /><br />-Holley 255lph pump ....$100<br />-Fujitsubo cat back, designed for use w/JDM rear bumper....$750<br /><br /><br />I think I have more, I just cant think of it right now.  Prices are NOT firm, but I cant move very much on some of them.  Again, all are new expect the JDM body parts, and all prices are less than what I paid, Im not trying to make money, just re-coop some of it.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||01-27-2004||05:03 PM||||pic of hood, itll fit my galant? im interested.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||01-27-2004||05:25 PM||||yeah i was eyeing the hood too.<br />where in NY are you?||65.41.244.73||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||driftntouge||01-27-2004||06:47 PM||||Located on Long Island.  The hood is a direct replacement for our cars...I dont know about shipping, as Im not quite sure how I would ship this.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000004||crucible||01-27-2004||07:59 PM||||Yeah, I would be interested in that hood also.Im not too far way from you.<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||01-27-2004||08:09 PM||||i'd love to see a pic<br />i'm right accross the river from you||65.41.244.73||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||1969MIB||01-27-2004||10:00 PM||||I'd like to see a picture of the rear bumper. I'd be ready to make a cash offer, but I can't see it since I'm cross country from ya.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Dave||66.75.232.28||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000007||Doc_Seuss||01-27-2004||10:28 PM||||i would really like to see a pic of this hood, im from upstate in poughkeepsie.<br /><br />just looking for some pics, see what i can do<br /><br />dave||128.153.217.200||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000008||4drwhore||01-27-2004||10:40 PM||||i got first dips on the hood, and ill travel to get it||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000009||fastgvr4||01-27-2004||10:59 PM||||send me pics on the Fujitsubo exhaust||64.157.83.254||reg||1||fastgvr4||00001934||yes
Z||000010||driftntouge||01-28-2004||10:29 AM||||Heres some more stuff that I forgot about...<br /><br />JDM MMC and Star emblems....$40<br /><br />ARC front mount intercooler, direct repacement for JDM setup.  For those that dont know, coolers dont get any better than ARC, its just a core (with tanks and brackets) that sells for $1500 new, great shape with minimal bent fins and a small bend at the top....$375<br /><br /><br />Most of these parts are at my house and Ill take pics of them tonite.  The hood and bumper are here at my job, but with the snow and what not I forgot to bring in my digi.  I think I have a pic on my computer of the bumper, so Ill get pics of the hood tomorrow.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000011||driftntouge||01-28-2004||10:37 AM||||Hers some pics....<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.fujitsubo.co.jp/imglib/potr/00000035/LegalisR_smuffler1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />obviously, thats the exhaust...this is from fujitsubos' site, but thats what it looks like.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2643" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2643&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2642" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2642&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000012||driftntouge||01-28-2004||10:39 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2641" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2641&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2640" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2640&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2639" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2639&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000013||4drwhore||01-28-2004||10:45 AM||||Pics of the hood?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000014||fastgvr4||01-28-2004||11:54 AM||||Does anyone know how the fujitsubos will fit to a US rear bumper?||199.43.48.21||reg||1||fastgvr4||00001934||yes
Z||000015||hecdws||01-28-2004||12:02 PM||||from swapping out my rear bumper i would say about 4-6 inches to short. get his rear bumper like a package deal and youll be good to go.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000016||PRE-EVO||01-28-2004||12:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> from swapping out my rear bumper i would say about 4-6 inches to short. get his rear bumper like a package deal and youll be good to go.<br /><br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In otherwords a 1g AWD dsm exhaust would fit perfect with the JDM rear bumper.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||MidEngine210||01-28-2004||12:29 PM||||I'm interested in the ARC intercooler. I'll send you a PM.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000019||drew||01-28-2004||12:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fastgvr4:<br /><strong> Does anyone know how the fujitsubos will fit to a US rear bumper? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a fujitsubo exhaust on a US rear bumper. It fits okay. I like the way it looks HOWEVER you'll have to lower the exhaust using longer hangers or risk melting the bumper.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000020||anomalyva||01-28-2004||03:22 PM||||Can I get pics of the gauges sent to requiemofanomaly@speedpost.net<br /><br />*it is not ok to use that email for commerical purposes||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000021||fastgvr4||01-28-2004||07:25 PM||||How loud is the Fujitsubo exhaust?<br /><br />thanks.||199.43.48.22||reg||1||fastgvr4||00001934||yes
Z||000022||gtluke||01-28-2004||11:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> i got first dips on the hood, and ill travel to get it </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">dude would you seriously come up from fl for this thing?<br />damn||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000023||4drwhore||01-28-2004||11:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> i got first dips on the hood, and ill travel to get it </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">dude would you seriously come up from fl for this thing?<br />damn </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If i could get a pic of it so i can see wtf it looks like and i like it ya i would||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000024||Shockvvave||01-29-2004||10:49 AM||||If you have a front JDM bumper...I'll definitely buy it from you.||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000025||jcgalantvr4-244||01-29-2004||11:46 AM||||If  you can ship the rear bumper to iowa i will take it off your hands .<br /><br />Just let me know if you still have it.<br /><br />Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000026||silly4turbo||01-29-2004||12:12 PM||||I want the grill , I'll pm you <br />thanks||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000027||Hertz||01-29-2004||12:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalantvr4-244:<br /><strong> If  you can ship the rear bumper to illinois i will take it off your hands .<br /><br />Just let me know if you still have it.<br /><br />Jeremy </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you sure you want it shipped to Illinois?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000028||driftntouge||01-29-2004||05:46 PM||||Hey guys whats up.  Please bear with me on the pics as the snow has really done a number on me.  I keep forgeting to bring in my digi for pics of the hood.  Im going to go home and takes pics of the remaining stuff tonite.  Nothing has been sold as of yet, but I do have someone interested in my car W/ the jdm rear bumper and exhaust.  <br /><br />Again, please be patient as I try to get the pics up.  Thanks in advance!!||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000029||jcgalantvr4-244||01-29-2004||05:57 PM||||Please let me know as soon as you find out about the rear bumper.  <br />Thanks <br /> Jeremy <br /><br />  hmmm  where did that front bumper go ......Hertz maybe?????||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000030||driftntouge||01-30-2004||07:11 PM||||Here are the pics of the stuff I have for sale.  Sorry for the poor quality, my digi is about 5 years old  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ...its does the trick though.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2665&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2666&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2667&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2668&width=400" alt=" - " />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000031||driftntouge||01-30-2004||07:24 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2669&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2670&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2671&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2672&width=400" alt=" - " />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000032||blacksheep||01-30-2004||07:26 PM||||i want that grille....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000033||driftntouge||01-30-2004||07:33 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2673&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2674&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2675&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Thats all of them.  A BIG THANK YOU to Hertz for the image hosting!!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000034||blacksheep||01-30-2004||07:39 PM||||I still want that grille...check your PM !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000035||crucible||01-30-2004||10:16 PM||||I want the steering wheel if avail.<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000036||4drwhore||02-01-2004||07:56 PM||||Hood doesn't peak my interest. Sorry, sell to the next guy in line.||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000037||blacksheep||02-07-2004||10:25 AM||||I sent the MO yesterday for my grille and calendar, sir!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Any update on parts left ? JDM rear bumper, rewire kit etc etc...Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000038||hecdws||02-07-2004||10:42 AM||||sent you a pm on the hood.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000039||driftntouge||02-07-2004||11:52 PM||||Sorry for delays on PMs.  Ive been really busy as of late and havent had time to check the web.  Ive updated the 1st post as best I can right now.  <br /><br />I really need to sell it all, so dont be afraid to make an offer.  <br /><br />Also, I apologize in advance if I take a couple of days to answer.<br /><br />Thanks!!||68.194.48.77||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000040||jayru||02-08-2004||10:26 PM||||Free bump for mike  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Super nice guy, buy the rest of his stuff people! His GVR4 has broke his heart  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000041||blacksheep||02-08-2004||11:21 PM||||Well, I bought the grille, so I am doing my best. I would like that rear bumper too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000042||blacksheep||02-09-2004||04:25 PM||||Mike - I need to contact you , please PM me with a phone no. <br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000043||jcgalantvr4-244||02-09-2004||08:33 PM||||I was the first to ask him about that bumper.<br />  I have been trying to get that rear bumper off of him for almost 2 weeks now. <br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000044||blacksheep||02-09-2004||08:35 PM||||Dont worry Jeremy, I wont try to beat you to it     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000045||jcgalantvr4-244||02-10-2004||01:04 AM||||lol  KC that was intended for Jayru he was thinking i was a dumb-ass ....like i did not know there was a jdm bumper forsale .<br /><br />  Thanks man <br />     Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000046||blacksheep||02-10-2004||04:00 PM||||Anyone know hold to get a hold of Mike? Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000047||formerscoobyguy||02-10-2004||10:51 PM||||Picking up a Galant soon. Might be interested in the hood, the lights and the strut bars if this stuff is still available.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||formerscoobyguy||00002588||yes
Z||000048||Spott||02-11-2004||12:40 PM||||Is the hood still for sale or not. <br />Hey KC want to sell me the grille, it would look nice on my car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.81.243||reg||1||Spott||00003221||yes
Z||000049||blacksheep||02-11-2004||01:59 PM||||$150 and its yours, buddy - I can get u a diff style JDM grille if you want   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Actually, I cannot seem to contact the guy at all so I dunno if I will ever get it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Hood was sold to Jayru. He posted that, get some reading glasses, yo!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000050||Spott||02-11-2004||02:06 PM||||I dnt ned no reding gasses.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />What does this other grille look like anyway?||12.216.81.243||reg||1||Spott||00003221||yes
Z||000051||blacksheep||02-11-2004||03:26 PM||||like the one on Mr. Ralliart's car except its got this JDM badge where his ralliart badge is||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000052||jcgalantvr4-244||02-11-2004||04:57 PM||||these 2 are sure getting along good  i think i hear wedding bells.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> <br /><br />Changed my name jus 4 u KC   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000053||formerscoobyguy||02-11-2004||05:05 PM||||Sorry, due to confusing posts could not tell what jayru purchased.||205.188.208.172||reg||9||formerscoobyguy||00002588||yes
Z||000054||Spott||02-11-2004||05:24 PM||||Are you sure that your new name shouldn't be<br />Mr. RiceyArt.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.81.243||reg||1||Spott||00003221||yes
Z||000056||blacksheep||02-11-2004||05:31 PM||||Spott just hit the spot. RiceyArt sounds more fitting!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000057||driftntouge||02-14-2004||12:48 PM||||Ive been off the board and away from my computer for a little while so I couldnt respond to anyone.  I tried to return all PMs.  Im not trying to blow anyone off, Im just really busy with work and havent had any time for myself, let alone the computer.  Please check the 1st post for remaining items.  Thanks!!!<br /><br />PS...JCgalant, your mailbox is full so I cannot respond to your PMs!!!||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000058||jcgalantvr4-244||02-14-2004||01:08 PM||||Its got room now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000059||h45454||02-14-2004||09:31 PM||||ARC intercooler still available?||68.70.104.42||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000060||blacksheep||02-16-2004||04:13 PM||||Mike - sent you a second money order today. Check your PM for FedEX tracking no...<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000061||jayru||02-16-2004||04:23 PM||||Hmmm...New rear bumper KC?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000062||blacksheep||02-16-2004||06:41 PM||||No, i wish. I wouldnt try to beat Jeremy to it. <br /><br />My first money order for the grille seems to have disappeared.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I sent him another today fedex overnight. I wanted to let him know  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000063||blacksheep||02-18-2004||11:40 PM||||Mike - have you shipped my grill and the fuel pump rewire kit yet? Lemme know, please!<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000064||blacksheep||02-23-2004||08:21 PM||||Good guy vouch - Gots the JDM grille and fuel pump re-wire kit today. It all looks bling...<br /><br />Wish I had that rear bumper as well...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000065||jcgalantvr4-244||02-23-2004||08:31 PM||||hey there you go again trying to cut in line For the bumper  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I never heard anything back from him.  waiting <br /><br />Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000066||driftntouge||02-23-2004||10:51 PM||||Pm sent...thanks for the vouch blacksheep, glad they went to a good home.  Ive still got the ARC intercooler and Fujitsubo exhaust that i MUST SELL!!!||68.194.48.77||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000067||blacksheep||02-23-2004||11:25 PM||||No problem, your "stuff" should go out in the next day or 2 as well, sir  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Jeremy doesnt need that bumper, he bought a RHD car, sell it to me!<br /><br />KC<br /><br />PS - Jeremy, the above is cutting in   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000068||GVR4N||02-24-2004||03:42 AM||||I tried to tell everyone awhile back that you can order Japanese parts from your local Dealers. What you need is the part numbers for what you want and they need be correct because there is no return on such a special order. The next is to convince your parts guys to do it for you, they might not want to bother with it. The parts won't be cheap but if you want them bad enough you will pay through the nose like I did. <br /><br />Mitsubishi has an overseas order desk that will order anything that the Dealer asks for as long as the part number is legit.<br /><br />Puerto Rico is considered to be US so this the reason that some of these parts are in the system already. Another fact is a lot of Hi-Po outfits ordering manifolds and 02 housings and other things of that nature. How do you think these guys get all of that stuff to sell to the public?<br /><br />Lastly, don't be in a rush because it can take up to 7 or 8 weeks to get the stuff. Even though it will be more exspensive than used at least it won't be damaged and there is no shipping costs involved. Once the part arrives at Mitsu they will contact the Dealer to finish processing the order at that time it comes in with the regular stock order. You can't BS around with part numbers or payment and again no returns and no bitching out at the last minute!!!<br /><br />All you guys that want rear bumpers can buy them new but you will need all of the supports and hardware to go with it. I'm guessing it will be over $500.00 but oh well  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> . Also the bumpers come white so if your car is white there is no need for paint.||198.51.13.162||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000069||driftntouge||02-24-2004||04:49 PM||||Please see the first post...I MUST SELL the remaining parts, please help me out!||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000070||blacksheep||02-24-2004||06:15 PM||||I am tryin...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000071||blacksheep||02-25-2004||01:18 PM||||Mike - According to Fedex "the moose should be in the barn"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000072||driftntouge||02-25-2004||01:58 PM||||KC... the eagle has landed...||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000073||blacksheep||02-25-2004||02:16 PM||||LOL...Thanks, Mike!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000074||jcgalantvr4-244||02-25-2004||03:38 PM||||KC I am passing the torch on to you Run boy Run   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  I really had to think about that KC so You owe me one Man<br /><br />   Thanks,<br />     Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000075||blacksheep||02-25-2004||03:56 PM||||I am running like I just drank a gallon of x-lax and the closeset restroom is a mile away. <br /><br />Replied to Mike's PM already...Its mine!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000076||jayru||02-25-2004||06:32 PM||||You Whore!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Good to see i'm not the one buying all the parts anymore!||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000077||blacksheep||02-25-2004||06:33 PM||||Jason - you are all whored out. I am just begining a-thank-you-very-much   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000078||formerscoobyguy||02-26-2004||10:31 PM||||Nice guy, even nicer parts!||205.188.208.172||reg||7||formerscoobyguy||00002588||yes
Z||000079||blacksheep||02-27-2004||09:23 AM||||I am a-waitin for a fix!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000080||G-UNIT||02-27-2004||12:31 PM||||WHAT DIAMETER PIPING IS THE EXHAUST? 3" ?||66.166.34.28||reg||1||G-UNIT||00003634||yes
Z||000081||blacksheep||02-27-2004||12:54 PM||||Dude - Turn the caps lock off and type in proper case, please!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000082||driftntouge||02-27-2004||02:36 PM||||Yes, the piping is 3" on the exhaust.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000083||DsmSeifer||03-03-2004||09:08 AM||||I might be interested in the exhuast I just but my JDM bumpers on so I'm looking for exhuast. Could I get you to find out what shipping would be to 74022? Thanks abunch in advance.||63.156.64.23||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum1/003047.cgi
A||||4||Nate||VPC, ported head for sale||||1||||Nate||00000006
Z||000000||Nate||01-27-2004||06:17 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||It's time for me to liquidate some of my crap that I have laying around.  Two items at this time:<br /><br />HKS VPC setup, including 550 chip.  Includes brand new sensor harness, ECU harness for a 1G, ECU harness for a Stealth, ECU harnesses for two different Nissans, one 300ZX turbo, and one I believe is either a Silvia or another 300ZX, I can't remember I haven't looked at them for so long.  There are chips included for the Nissans.  Of course, there is a map sensor and temp probe.  $900 for this whole setup, and make some money back selling the other harnesses if you want.  This is a package deal.<br /><br />Extrude Honed cylinder head, with upgraded springs of unknown origin (Buschur Racing many years ago) and it's also O-ringed.  I'm not using it since the maroon car's block is o-ringed and I can't do both.  I'd like $900 for it, it's ready to bolt on after you clean the gasket surface.  <br /><br />Shipping not included, email me directly at nathan1047@aol.com if you're seriously interested in either item.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-27-2004||06:29 PM||||holy shit, where have you been?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Nate||01-29-2004||12:08 AM||||Lurking, buddy.  :-)  Just lurking.<br /><br />Prices are OBO, if someone wants to make a reasonable offer.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||01-29-2004||07:20 PM||||600 for the whole vpc setup .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||Nate||01-29-2004||07:44 PM||||No thanks. I appreciate the offer, but I still think that it's worth more than that.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum1/003048.cgi
A||||4||4g63t||Harness and block||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||01-27-2004||06:55 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||I have a complete vr4 engine wiring harness and a N/T 6 bolt block. Please buy them.  Thanks||24.3.197.241||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||01-27-2004||08:01 PM||||Hey,about this engine..Is it a 4g63t?Is the turbo included?What is the mileage?Im very interested.<br /><br />Thanks bro<br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-27-2004||08:02 PM||||he did say non-turbo block...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||01-27-2004||08:32 PM||||Yeah, its a non turbo, timing belt victim. I haven't really stripped it down yet, but I plan on ripping off the front cover and pulling the pistons and rods also. I can send along whatever parts with it. I'm looking for around $70 + shipping. This engine would make a great core. Let me know if you're interested.  Later||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||bowling_boys||02-22-2004||02:25 AM||||will the wiring harness suit a turbo 4g63,if you've still got it i'm interested||203.55.91.244||reg||1||AJ||00003410||no



ubb/Forum1/003049.cgi
A||||0||mromik||WTB 93 Headlights ...||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||01-27-2004||07:42 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||for 100$ - pair or little more<br />and gauges..||212.19.24.11||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum1/003050.cgi
A||||0||coop||rear end assembly||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-27-2004||11:56 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||it is complete hub to hub. make offer||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum1/003051.cgi
A||||2||Garfield Wright||OBX oil temp gauge NEW||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||01-28-2004||10:18 AM||garfieldgw@yahoo.com||Brand new ready to install $40 shipped.  My paypal address is garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2638" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2638&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||01-28-2004||08:53 PM||||I know someone needs this.  Man you guys are tough.  Damn it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  $35 shipped.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||01-30-2004||12:04 AM||||Bump!  Brand new, looks just like autometer gauge.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum1/003052.cgi
A||||9||Garfield Wright||MBC NEW ready to install||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||01-28-2004||10:56 AM||garfieldgw@yahoo.com||Bought & never installed.  Brand new.  Went with Greddy Profec B instead.  $25 shipped.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2644&width=400" alt=" - " />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||MidEngine210||01-28-2004||12:26 PM||||Who is the manufacturer?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||01-28-2004||12:40 PM||||Lower Shores Performance||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||01-28-2004||01:00 PM||||Here's a link to a current ebay auction for the same item w/bid starting @ $29.99 & buy it now for $34.99 + you have to pay for shipping separate.<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2456808431&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2456808431&category=33742</a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||01-28-2004||01:25 PM||||Garfield, does that thing have some sort of lock nut to keep it from "self-adjusting"? I couldn't tell from the auction page.<br />If so, I'll take it - I need a couple of MBC's right now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.197||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||MidEngine210||01-28-2004||02:23 PM||||Does it include the instructions and bracket as listed on the auction? Thanks.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000006||Garfield Wright||01-28-2004||03:48 PM||||No locking nut & no instructions but it does include the bracket.  The one in the auction is identical to the one I'm selling.  Everything you see in the aution is included.  I bought it from the same place.  My paypal address is garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||01-28-2004||03:52 PM||||ah hell, I'll take it anyway. I'll shoot you a paypal tonight or first thing in the morning. (having my Turbagon delivered here in a bit, so I'll be joyriding :-)<br />Thanks.<br />btw - I'll include shipping info in the paypal message for you.<br />Thanks||167.142.21.225||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||Garfield Wright||01-28-2004||08:51 PM||||Sounds good..||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000009||Garfield Wright||01-30-2004||12:03 AM||||SOLD!!||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum1/003053.cgi
A||||1||91 #680||FS: 90 oil cooler/housing||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||01-28-2004||12:06 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I have the stock lines.  Also comes with 4 eye bolts and has a new gasket for the housing....$100 shipped||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||91 #680||02-11-2004||11:54 AM||||$80 shipped||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum1/003054.cgi
A||||8||16gkid||parts for sale||||1||||16gkid||00002690
Z||000000||16gkid||01-28-2004||07:16 PM||Flipflop187@yahoo.com||i have a set of brand new volk racing ce28's still in the box 17 by 7 1/2<br />offset 42 they are silver. Comes with all valvestems and lugnuts. Lug pattern is 4/100 or 4/114. These rims are nice. They weight a little less than 14lbs. a peice. Check em out here.  <a href="http://www.mackinindustries.com/rays_ce28.html" target="_blank">http://www.mackinindustries.com/rays_ce28.html</a>  <br />make offer remember these are BRAND NEW These are 1800$ on groupbuycenter with a discount, im sellin em for 1200 pick up buyer pays extra for shipping<br /><br />tdo5 20g attached to a 2g dsm exhaust manifold with a hks external wastegate on the #1 cylinder. Direct bolt on and makes good power. It made mid 300 hp on my 1g eclipse with the right supporting mods 800 o.b.o<br /><br />1g awd tranny. Its gonna need new syncro's will let go for cheap make offer. 200$<br /><br />for you fwd dsm guys i have 2 centerline light weight rims. 5 spoke white 16's rims with nitto drag radials on them 16/50/205. These are a must if ur makin decent power to the front wheels.250$ obo<br /><br />oh and that 1g shell i have in my drive way. All it has is a 3 bolt rear end. needs motor and tranny. 200 bucks if u can get it out of here before sunday<br />I need these things gone quick so make a decent offer no low ballin please thanks a lot. Reply to this thread or call my cell 630-965-7617 -mark||64.53.253.111||reg||1||16gkid||00002690||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||01-28-2004||08:41 PM||||Those rims are HAWT!||67.124.229.236||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||chauffeur1st||01-28-2004||08:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Those rims are HAWT! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea that rim is definalty sick...Why dont you post a price?<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||01-28-2004||09:21 PM||||how much for the tranny shipped to Abq, NM ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||16gkid||02-09-2004||02:26 AM||||nobody wants these?||130.126.192.184||reg||1||16gkid||00002690||yes
Z||000005||jayru||02-09-2004||08:30 AM||||Dude are you serious? I called your phone, left 2 messages and emailed you several times. All with no reply  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||16gkid||02-09-2004||01:28 PM||||Sorry about that what were u interested in?<br />:edit: put up prices||130.126.192.184||reg||1||16gkid||00002690||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||02-09-2004||07:04 PM||||Can you post some pics of your wheels here please? <br />I'm interested. <br /><br />Thanks. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||bob in chicago||02-09-2004||07:15 PM||||I wish I had the $$  Picture is here<br />  <a href="http://www.mackinindustries.com/rays_ce28.html" target="_blank">http://www.mackinindustries.com/rays_ce28.html</a>||24.136.3.207||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum1/003055.cgi
A||||5||Colt4G63||Intrax Lowering springs for t/e/l||||1||||Colt4G63||00002127
Z||000000||Colt4G63||01-28-2004||08:05 PM||forum69boardr@aol.com||Intrax lowering springs(t/e/l awd)-$60 shipped<br /><br />these are brand new still in box.<br />no use for them right now and there taking up space.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||01-28-2004||10:27 PM||||Is this all 4?  Any idea on the spec'd drop?  I am looking to experiment with my fronts, as I have GSX springs in front now and need about 1- 1.25 more drop.||65.73.152.148||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||Colt4G63||01-28-2004||11:06 PM||||all 4, 1.75" drop. <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000003||4gasmGGSX||01-29-2004||06:03 PM||||Hey man will those springs fit on a galant gsx. And do you still have them thanks B Blake||152.163.252.136||reg||1||4gasmGGSX||00003254||yes
Z||000004||GForcedVR4||01-30-2004||10:42 AM||||im pretty sure they will.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||01-30-2004||11:28 AM||||Wow... wish I hadn't spent the $45 shipped for stock 1g springs.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum1/003056.cgi
A||||1||4g63t||Fender, cloth back seats and other stuff||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||01-28-2004||09:00 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Alright, here are some more goodies:<br />1 white pass fender<br />2 white rear doors - 1 ds, 1 ps<br />2 pieces gray cloth rear seats - make offer and get these out of here, or they're going to the junkyard<br />4 interior door panels with cloth inserts - same as above||24.3.197.241||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||01-29-2004||07:51 PM||||Bump, c'mon guys, make me an offer!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum1/003057.cgi
A||||2||4g63t||Driveshaft for sale||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||01-28-2004||09:55 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||1 vr4 driveshaft for sale. No wub-wubs when I pulled it off. $100 + shipping.  Lmk,  thanks||24.3.197.241||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||01-29-2004||07:57 PM||||Bump||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||01-29-2004||09:14 PM||||Sold!!  Thanks!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum1/003058.cgi
A||||0||dc_style||wtb: 20g||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||01-28-2004||11:41 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||just like the title. trying to find a reasonable deal. help me out. thanks alot guys.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes



ubb/Forum1/003059.cgi
A||||2||DuckButterRacing GVR4||Gauge's + AGX's||||1||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-29-2004||01:20 AM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||I have a a Set of Brand New AGX's for sale and some Isspro gauges<br /><br />The AGX's are for 1g AWD or GVR4. Brand New, Opened 1 box to look at it. Other than that, they have been sitting in my garage.<br /><br />The gauges are Isspro, I have a 1600 Pyrometer gauge w/ probe, Oil pressure (mechanical), and Water Temp (mechanical). All brand New.<br /><br />Also have a Digital Pyrometer. Reads temp in Digital Numbers up to 1900 degrees. <br /><br />Make offer on anything. Ive got pics upon request. Thanks||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||coop||01-29-2004||12:42 PM||||would you sell just the fronts? agx||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||mistaVR4||02-09-2004||01:36 AM||||Can you send pics of the guages?   I'd be interested in buying all of them possibly. After I see pics then we can discuss price.  <br /><br />Thanks||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes



ubb/Forum1/003060.cgi
A||||8||geoff@machv||Sheppard  Racing 5 spd tranny for sale ||||14||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||01-29-2004||02:23 PM||geoff@machv.com||Whats up guys, I have a <b>Shep Racing</b> AWD tranny for sale   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Specs:<br />Basic Shep rebuild<br />Torrington bearing upgrade<br />4 spider center diff<br /> <br />This tranny was JUST BUILT and has not been installed in ANY CAR since I got it!!!!!<br /><br />I'll let it go for the price of the rebuild. <br /><br /><br />I'm asking 1720.00 <b>shipped </b>  <br /><br />Or if you're local and want to pick it up,  I'll let it go for 1631.00.<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||14||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||coop||01-29-2004||07:40 PM||||I am about to send my tranny to them and do not understand the cost. \<br />build is 900<br />bearing 80<br />4 spider 400<br />?   what is the break down of the invoice?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||01-29-2004||07:51 PM||||Hey Coop....<br />I'll check the invoice on the pricing breakdown and post that info.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||01-30-2004||04:18 AM||||maybe his dif was shot||68.232.9.218||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||01-30-2004||02:40 PM||||The tranny needed a new third gear. <br />And other associated bits.  Hence 1631.||68.101.43.95||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000005||coop||01-30-2004||03:24 PM||||I am looking at spending 1500 with shipping. let me know. Thanks||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||01-30-2004||03:31 PM||||Geoff,<br /><br />Does this tranny have the GVR4 1st gear or the 1G first gear in it?  I'm assuming since it was for a 1G build up that it has a 1G first gear, but figured I would ask.  Thanks.||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||01-30-2004||04:21 PM||||yup.... 1G first.. According to John, the GVR 1st gear is supposed to be weaker, so the decision was made to stay with the 1G gear.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000008||megaice||01-31-2004||05:47 AM||||Does the trans have the 3 & 4 double sync, heavy duty 3 & 4 th shift rail & billet forks? What spline is it? Thanks in advance||192.128.166.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum1/003061.cgi
A||||17||geoff@machv||Buschur Racing  1G AWD FMIC complete kit F/S||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||01-29-2004||02:30 PM||geoff@machv.com||YUP!  <br /><br />I have a used 1G AWD FMIC setup for sale. <br />The kit will come with upper and lower polished stainless stell piping to mate to a 14B/16G.<br />There are NO bent/dinged/ruptured fins   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /> <br /><br />$600.00<br />Figure 20.00 S&H<br /><br />   <img src="http://store5.yimg.com/I/machv_1776_9939180" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||01-29-2004||03:34 PM||||I want it!||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||01-29-2004||03:42 PM||||great the one time the internet goes out something I have been looking for forever comes up.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-29-2004||03:54 PM||||Looks like a Prom photograph...  you pull that out of your wallet?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||RayH||01-29-2004||04:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Looks like a Prom photograph...  you pull that out of your wallet? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you mean prom or pr0n?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000005||jayru||01-29-2004||04:20 PM||||What are the dimensions? i will take it if kyle backs out.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||01-29-2004||04:24 PM||||its the 2-120 core, I think. The 2-216 is bigger dan dat!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||01-29-2004||04:28 PM||||Damn Geoff, have you been raiding the MachV storage room lately?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000008||geoff@machv||01-29-2004||04:36 PM||||hee hee.    <br /><br />Sounds like it huh?<br /><br /><br />Actually.   Neil [who used to work with Mach V] bought Dan's GSX and promptly twisted the chassis by running over a curb, I got all the parts  [I'm keeping the Baer brakes] So I'm selling the stuff I'm not gonna use  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||01-29-2004||04:42 PM||||<b>-Update-</b>  FMIC has been sold.  <br /><br /><br />Thanks to everyone for their response to this item!||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000010||number3||01-29-2004||05:46 PM||||Is the same kit you advertised on the DSMCA message board, Geoff?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000011||geoff@machv||01-29-2004||07:10 PM||||Same one #3.....   It's the kit that was on Dans car.....||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000012||Craig91||01-29-2004||11:28 PM||||I bought the same core off of a local here, and it's just sitting in my room waiting to get pipes made.  That's the only thing I'm not to excited about doing and paying for.  I wanna do it soooooooon.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000014||geoff@machv||01-30-2004||02:51 PM||||Ummmm. <br /><br />"Am I wrong? are there two 1g GSXs? The one that you said hit the curb and another one that he is selling? "<br /><br />You're got-damned right you're wrong<br /><br /><br /> <br />That because there are <b> TWO Dans </b> at Mach V and you are getting them mixed up.<br /><br /><br /><b>Danny </b> is selling a 91 GSX the rolling chassis. <br /><br />The car he is selling surely is <b> NOT </b> the white GSX that was wrecked. [Dan Hurwitz]<br /><br /><br />Jeez dude.||68.101.43.95||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000015||Akidosigh1||01-30-2004||05:00 PM||||Like I said, My bad for assuming. It just seemed like to much of a coincidence but I am glad to hear otherwise. Thanks.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000016||geoff@machv||01-30-2004||05:55 PM||||NP.||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000017||Forces30psi||02-06-2004||08:34 PM||||is this fmic kit still for sale?? does it include the the couplings, clamps?? and it wont work w/ a FP Green will it?? doesnt it have the jpipe for the 14b or 16g?  and what bov flange does it have?please email me at Forces30psi@aol.com..thanx||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Forces30psi||00003427||yes
Z||000018||04DrBlur||02-06-2004||11:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> is this fmic kit still for sale?? does it include the the couplings, clamps?? and it wont work w/ a FP Green will it?? doesnt it have the jpipe for the 14b or 16g? and what bov flange does it have?please email me at Forces30psi@aol.com..thanx  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you read a few posts up it says sold..<br /> Contact AWDnot2 on this board.  He does intercoolers however you want.  Just get him some dimensions.||68.76.189.48||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum1/003062.cgi
A||||0||geoff@machv||Cast Aluminum 1G intake pipe for sale!!!||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||01-29-2004||02:35 PM||geoff@machv.com||Cast Aluminum Intake pipe for any guys still running the stock MAF and want to relocate it <br />to the battery location....<br /><br /><br />$xx.xx <b> **SOLD** </b><br /><br /><br />     <img src="http://store5.yimg.com/I/machv_1777_202945" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum1/003063.cgi
A||||1||geoff@machv||Thaaat's right boys and girls, HK$ VPC for sale :)||||14||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||01-29-2004||02:40 PM||geoff@machv.com||Complete HKS VPC setup!!!!<br /><br />When Dan [MachV] Bought his EVO8 he sold the car to one of our former co-workers who <i>"wasn't quite ready"</i> for the car.  Soooooo     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    the parts are now mine.  I'm going with a Haltech E6K set-up on my 2.0 Mirage, and I'd like to see someone on THIS BOARD benefit from this HKS VPC !!!<br /><br /><br /><b>700.00 </b>||164.117.144.15||reg||14||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||Forces30psi||01-31-2004||09:37 PM||||still have the vpc??  i have a friend that JUST bought  # 264 of 2000 i think??  anyways we are looking to put a vpc on it .. what chip is w/ it and it has the complete harness etc right?? email me back at Forces30psi@aol.com and let me know please.. and is that $700 shipped?  Steven||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Forces30psi||00003427||yes



ubb/Forum1/003064.cgi
A||||0||Schooners||WTB VR4 TD5 TURBO UNIT||||1||||Schooners||00003375
Z||000000||Schooners||01-29-2004||02:43 PM||schooners@xtra.co.nz||Turboman tells me that my td5 Bearing Housing is beyone repair so I'm looking for a replacement (turbo or housing), either new (yeh right!) or good condtion possibly rebuilt. Live in New Zealand, but hey, they fly here these days and I have plastic so it shouldn't be a major. Help!||203.97.2.243||reg||1||Schooners||00003375||yes



ubb/Forum1/003065.cgi
A||N||1||jrsgvr4||tranny help||||1||||Jake||00001738
Z||000000||jrsgvr4||01-29-2004||04:27 PM||jrsgvr4@lycos.com||Im sure that I have asked this before but I dont think that I have asked it here.  Anyway, I have #757/2000 rusting at the shop, tranny is dead.  I have been trying to locate a good tranny at a desent price, I know that doesn't sound right.  I have also heard that there are two different spline counts on the GVR4s.  Is there a way to find out the spline count without dismantling the car, like stamped number?  If anyone knows of someone that is selling one or a web site that I can look for one on that would be appreciated.||63.230.69.250||reg||1||Jake||00001738||yes
Z||000001||coop||01-29-2004||07:33 PM||||I have a tranny and case I will sell you. email me at ccooper202@aol.com||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum1/003066.cgi
A||||85||sti_95imp||parting out #480/1000||||1||||John C.||00003267
Z||000000||sti_95imp||01-29-2004||07:39 PM||sti_95imp@yahoo.com||everything must go, prefer local sale for big and or heavy items. but i will ship. check news for pics. trunk carpet, dash, and trans are spoken for, the interior is perfect by the way, seats are still soft with no flaws, except for a very small mark on the driverside front seat from my cell phone antenna. ill post for pics of the mark, its smaller than a dime. im not gonna post prices unless i get too many low ball offers so send me an offer on what ever you want, ill check back quite often...... hopefully i can help you guys out.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||01-29-2004||07:54 PM||||what color?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||sti_95imp||01-29-2004||08:04 PM||||white, the pics in the news section show all the damage except a scuff on the rear bumper.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000003||jcgalantvr4-244||01-29-2004||09:27 PM||||I hate to do this to u but i need the rear doors. complete glass and all.  shipped to Iowa <br />Sorry let me know if yopu can do this and what you would want for them.  Hail got mine pretty bad. how is the carpet inside the car? <br />    Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000004||jcgalantvr4-244||01-29-2004||09:29 PM||||Back seats How much  shipped to Iowa?<br /> <br />  Top and bottom.||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000005||sti_95imp||01-29-2004||10:15 PM||||i need zip codes for everyone outside of so cal. ill be honest im not sure what to charge for most of the interior and body parts. if you guys throw some serious offers, everything will be considered. one more thing, i wont be able to ship anything for at least a week as i am trying to find a place to strip it at (my apartment complex has already taged it to be towed on the first) thanks guys....||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000006||sti_95imp||01-30-2004||12:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalantvr4-244:<br /><strong> I hate to do this to u but i need the rear doors. complete glass and all.  shipped to Iowa <br />Sorry let me know if yopu can do this and what you would want for them.  Hail got mine pretty bad. how is the carpet inside the car? <br />    Jeremy </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">with interior panels?||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000007||sti_95imp||01-30-2004||12:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalantvr4-244:<br /><strong> I hate to do this to u but i need the rear doors. complete glass and all.  shipped to Iowa <br />Sorry let me know if yopu can do this and what you would want for them.  Hail got mine pretty bad. how is the carpet inside the car? <br />    Jeremy </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">with interior panels? by the way, the glass is original with MMC printed in the corner, kinda cool. it even had the original windshield in really good shape until the big bang. the tint on the door windows is kinda messed up though||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000008||4drwhore||01-30-2004||12:41 AM||||how much for all the power stearing stuff. Ecu already called for?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000009||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-30-2004||01:09 AM||||how much for the driver seat?  and what condition is it in?||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000010||sti_95imp||01-30-2004||01:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing DSM:<br /><strong> how much for the driver seat?  and what condition is it in? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">its perfect, id rather sell them as a pair though. ill post a pic tomorrow||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000011||jcgalantvr4-244||01-30-2004||01:26 AM||||u have pm!!||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000012||kazerak2||01-30-2004||07:53 AM||||i need 4 lug nuts off your car||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000013||crucible||01-30-2004||09:03 AM||||Id be interested in the fog light switch and the complete rear lenses.And maybe the one foglite.Assuming no damage to these items  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />Ugly,ugly picture but good to hear you guys are okay.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000014||4drwhore||01-30-2004||09:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> how much for all the power stearing stuff. Ecu already called for? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">????||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000015||JO||01-30-2004||12:26 PM||||I'll take the driver side foglight||64.12.97.9||reg||1||JO||00002267||yes
Z||000016||getboosted||01-30-2004||02:48 PM||||I need the driver's side seat brackets including the height adjustment pieces. I need the passenger's side seat bracket also.  Thanks!<br /><br />-Tuan-<br />'89 Tubo Colt GT<br />'91 GVR-4 #1421||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000017||sti_95imp||01-30-2004||03:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> how much for all the power stearing stuff. Ecu already called for? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">$50 for all the power steering stuff including rear. plus shipping. nothing leaked before the accident but i guess it wouldnt matter since i have to take it all apart.  the ecu was rebuilt, with new caps and a repair to the board to if i remember right, about three months ago. $75 +shipping||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000018||sti_95imp||01-30-2004||03:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Id be interested in the fog light switch and the complete rear lenses.And maybe the one foglite.Assuming no damage to these items   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />Ugly,ugly picture but good to hear you guys are okay.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">foglight switch $3 make me an offer on the rear lights.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000019||iceman69510||01-30-2004||05:50 PM||||John, If you are truly going to ship door to Iowa, I might want to reach an agreement with Jeremy and get the front passenger door if it is rust free on the bottom edge. <br /><br />I'll watch this space.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000020||sti_95imp||01-30-2004||06:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> John, If you are truly going to ship door to Iowa, I might want to reach an agreement with Jeremy and get the front passenger door if it is rust free on the bottom edge. <br /><br />I'll watch this space. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">talk to jeremy and maybe you could work something out. no rust on the car anywhere, lots of little tiny chips in the side molding and a couple dings but there in really nice shape. ill try and post more pics.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000021||atsiauto||01-30-2004||06:39 PM||||ding free rear trunk lid shipped to 23832 w wing.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000022||sti_95imp||01-30-2004||07:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> ding free rear trunk lid shipped to 23832 w wing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">pm'd you||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000023||kazerak2||01-30-2004||11:29 PM||||drivers side lower control arm?||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000024||sti_95imp||01-31-2004||12:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by John C.:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> John, If you are truly going to ship door to Iowa, I might want to reach an agreement with Jeremy and get the front passenger door if it is rust free on the bottom edge. <br /><br />I'll watch this space. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">talk to jeremy and maybe you could work something out. no rust on the car anywhere, lots of little tiny chips in the side molding and a couple dings but there in really nice shape. ill try and post more pics. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sorry i forgot, the driverside door has damage. no rust, but i dont think it would be worth the cost of repair...||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000025||REDLINEGVR4||01-31-2004||01:04 AM||||stock radio and speakers are they any good and how much?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000026||turbogalant||01-31-2004||01:26 AM||||If jcgalantvr4-244 doesn't take the rear doors I want them and the sunroof. Let me know I'll drive down to grab them, and help you strip the car if it isn't already stripped. Hope your fiance is doing good also, how about an update on her condition.||65.177.240.174||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000027||sti_95imp||01-31-2004||01:41 AM||||as of right  now nothing is sold but im waitng on a response for the doors and the sunroof is on hold. ill be honest id rather sell them locally, but i would have to wait and see what happens. as for my fiance, she is doing much better, she started her physical therapy on wendsday. she went back to work for the first time tonight. on her break she called me and said she was hurting, but didnt wanna leave work yet. thank you very much for asking.   by the way turbogalant, if you wanna come down and help anyway your more than welcome.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />hey everyone. the big reason i dont wanna ship the big stuff is cause it always seems like im charging too much when i add shipping. i wanna give everyone a good deal but its hard when i have to ship it across the country. if you think any of my prices are too high let me know and ill see what i can do. thanks||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000028||sti_95imp||01-31-2004||01:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> stock radio and speakers are they any good and how much? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">did some one already pm on these items? i cant find it but i swear someone did. if not, the stereo would only run two speakers most of the time. i checked the stereo conectors but was never bothered by it enough to check the speaker connections. other than that it worked fine before the crash. i can see if it still works at all if it does ill sell it with all the speakers for $35 + shipping.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000029||turbogalant||01-31-2004||02:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by John C.:<br /><strong> as of right  now nothing is sold but im waitng on a response for the doors and the sunroof is on hold. ill be honest id rather sell them locally,<br /><br />on her break she called me and said she was hurting, but didnt wanna leave work yet. <br /><br />by the way turbogalant, if you wanna come down and help anyway your more than welcome.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd like you to sell it locally also  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  1219 needs a sunroof. You wouldn't want to ship glass anyway  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /> Glad to hear she is doing well enough to go to work. Sounds like a strong girl being in pain but still try to do her work, I see why you are getting married  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br />I go to school monday, friday, saturday. If you need me to help I will. I'll just bring along my "will work for goodies" sign  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  , A sunroof should do nicely  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />"seems like im charging too much when i add shipping." That's the spirit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.240.174||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000030||mcastanares||01-31-2004||03:22 AM||||i want the trunk release cable...and some little interior panels....im in socal and willing to meet up with you<br /><br />Mark||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000031||sti_95imp||01-31-2004||03:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mcastanares:<br /><strong>im in socal and willing to meet up with you<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">pm'd ya||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000032||sti_95imp||01-31-2004||04:25 PM||||all right, i have to reformat this... im sorry, so far i havent recieved money for anything... the big change is i wont be able to ship any big stuff, im working out of my apartment on this and i work six days a week so... what ill do is list some prices and wether or not i can ship it... i hope this doesnt make anyone angry, but its what i gotta do. <br /><br />trunklid with wing $150 no shipping<br /><br />sunroof $125 no shipping <br /><br />rear doors $ pending <br /><br />dash $sold<br /><br />trans $sold <br /><br />engine $pending<br /><br />fronts seats $ pending<br /><br />rear seats $ pending rather not ship but i will<br /><br />power steering $ pending<br /><br />ecu $ pending<br /><br />3 wheels with good tires $ 200 no shipping <br /><br />driverside headlight $ sold <br /><br />also make offers on misc. interior parts those i will ship<br /><br />carpet $ pending + shipping<br /><br />headliner perfect $50 no shipping<br /><br />front brakes $ pending<br /><br />if you want whats not listed just ask. sorry to change things like this.<br /><br />doorpanels with switches $30 a peice. $100 for the set. no shipping||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000033||DongeR615||01-31-2004||04:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by John C.:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> stock radio and speakers are they any good and how much? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">did some one already pm on these items? i cant find it but i swear someone did. if not, the stereo would only run two speakers most of the time. i checked the stereo conectors but was never bothered by it enough to check the speaker connections. other than that it worked fine before the crash. i can see if it still works at all if it does ill sell it with all the speakers for $35 + shipping. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i emailed you not pm'ed you..||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000034||sti_95imp||01-31-2004||04:55 PM||||oh... sorry. well, you have dibs then man. i check and it is working...||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000035||sti_95imp||02-01-2004||01:53 AM||||bump||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000036||BigTime||02-01-2004||10:18 AM||||I need the passenger side rear piece for the side skirts that curves up around the rear wheel kinda. Let me know how much shipped to zip 08332, thanks||64.12.97.9||reg||1||BigTime||00003143||yes
Z||000037||msaskin||02-02-2004||02:05 PM||||I know you sold the transmission but do you still have the transfer case?  If so, how much?<br /><br />~matt||24.194.45.233||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000038||getboosted||02-02-2004||02:45 PM||||John,<br /><br />How much for the passenger and driver's sun visors?  Are they still in good condition?  I'll take the car number plaque too if you still have it.  Thanks!<br /><br />-Tuan-<br />'89 Turbo Colt Gt<br />'91 GVR-4 #1421||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000039||jcgalantvr4-244||02-02-2004||04:14 PM||||Hey guys,<br /> you can have the rear doors ,  Sorry for the late reply my pc has been down.  and my cousin cant make the drive to get them as he left for school last week .  Sorry so let them go to the next guy in line.<br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000040||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-02-2004||04:25 PM||||Any news on the ECU?||12.34.246.38||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000041||sti_95imp||02-02-2004||06:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong> I know you sold the transmission but do you still have the transfer case?  If so, how much?<br /><br />~matt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">make me a reasonable offer man. it will be a little while before i can pull it, but if your serious i will leave it on hold for you... let me know.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000042||sti_95imp||02-02-2004||06:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing GVR4:<br /><strong> Any news on the ECU? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sell me number thirteen and you can have it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  i havent heard back from him. ill give him one more day.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000043||14bCrazy||02-02-2004||06:19 PM||||ARe the back seats taken?||162.83.108.45||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000044||4drwhore||02-02-2004||06:24 PM||||Wont be needing the ecu. Probably the power stearing stuff though. Waiting to hear back from keydiver.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000045||Pep||02-02-2004||08:13 PM||||Is the carpet in good shape? If so, I'll take it.||66.233.102.134||reg||1||Pep||00000675||yes
Z||000046||sti_95imp||02-02-2004||08:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> ARe the back seats taken? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">they might be. i ll let you know.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000047||Pep||02-03-2004||09:53 AM||||How about the HVAC controls?||66.233.102.134||reg||1||Pep||00000675||yes
Z||000048||slowpokin699||02-03-2004||09:19 PM||||you've got a PM||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000049||fastgvr4||02-04-2004||08:49 AM||||Do you still have the outside door handles?<br /><br />I need all 4 of them.<br /><br />thanks||199.43.32.21||reg||1||fastgvr4||00001934||yes
Z||000050||Shockvvave||02-04-2004||10:49 AM||||I'll take the ECU.||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000051||sti_95imp||02-04-2004||10:38 PM||||the door handles in the back will probably go with the doors, the front ones i can sell. make me an offer. the hvac controls are still available, and the ecu is probably sold.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000052||Telecaster||02-04-2004||11:20 PM||||Are the tail lights available?||216.175.110.41||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000053||sti_95imp||02-05-2004||02:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> Are the tail lights available? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">possibly,||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000054||jayru||02-05-2004||03:49 PM||||I need the driver's side A pillar trim.<br />PM me if it's available.<br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000055||kentheis||02-05-2004||07:46 PM||||John C.<br /><br />I need the dog leg ground effects part from the passenger side.  Thanks.<br /><br />KT||24.230.38.82||reg||1||KT||00002652||yes
Z||000056||sti_95imp||02-05-2004||10:45 PM||||dog leg trim is sold. i think someone wanted the a-pillar but again i cant find who... well, give a day or two and its up for grabs.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000057||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-06-2004||09:01 AM||||do you still have the front dif?||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000058||sti_95imp||02-06-2004||06:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tambleramble:<br /><strong> do you still have the front dif? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nope, sorry.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000059||Pep||02-07-2004||01:21 PM||||I would check with the dealer for an a-pillar trim piece. I got a new b-pillar trim piece from the dealer for right at 10 bucks.||208.180.194.2||reg||1||Pep||00000675||yes
Z||000060||sti_95imp||02-09-2004||09:12 PM||||i still have alot of stuff here guys. make me offers.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000061||josh long||02-09-2004||11:19 PM||||If it is an eprom Ecu I'll be putting my self in line.<br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000062||JoshWeaver||02-10-2004||01:18 AM||||E-brake cables in good shape? My right one is sticking when it's cold out.||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000063||simjet22||02-10-2004||02:20 AM||||is the ECU still available, if so let me know!!!||205.188.208.172||reg||6||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000064||sti_95imp||02-10-2004||11:21 AM||||sorry ecu is sold. e-brake cable is there, are you sure its the cable thats sticking ??||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000065||sti_95imp||02-12-2004||09:04 PM||||still have lots of stuff fellas....||66.42.54.26||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000066||GREENVR4||02-12-2004||09:27 PM||||I need the front steering rack, how much?||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000067||sti_95imp||02-12-2004||11:35 PM||||the engine is available again. it still ran after the accident. i even drove it on the trailer we used to move it....||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000068||simjet22||02-13-2004||12:02 AM||||do u still have the ECU?||24.186.60.239||reg||1||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000069||sti_95imp||02-13-2004||06:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by simjet22:<br /><strong> do u still have the ECU? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000070||JoshWeaver||02-15-2004||01:20 AM||||has to be cable, replaced the caliper already, but it has stopped sticking with the slightly warmer weather. wouldnt hurt to have the extra cable for when i get around to replacing it.<br /><br />-Josh||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000071||blacksheep||02-15-2004||11:39 PM||||John C - interested in the tailight set if possible! Lemme know!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000072||sti_95imp||02-16-2004||04:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> John C - interested in the tailight set if possible! Lemme know! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">pm'd you||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000073||sti_95imp||02-17-2004||02:41 PM||||hey everyone, im moving today and wont have computer access for a day or two... sorry guys. see ya.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000074||keydiver||02-17-2004||06:47 PM||||I need the cruise contol thingy under the hood. Maybe the one under the dash too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Jeff||68.209.74.15||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000075||marvinmadman123||02-19-2004||01:51 PM||||received my order, thanks.   <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon14.gif" alt=" - " />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000076||sti_95imp||02-21-2004||02:11 AM||||well im back on-line but i wont be shipping again till monday... sorry, still really busy with move in.     glad your happy with the parts marvinmadman||68.190.207.23||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000077||marvinmadman123||02-21-2004||02:25 AM||||If keydiver doesnt need the cruise vacuum canister behind the passenger shock tower ill take it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000078||369of1000||02-21-2004||11:50 AM||||Got my stuff well packed and in excellent condition. It was a pleasure.||68.114.21.70||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000079||maninblack||02-22-2004||11:51 AM||||I need to replace the power antenna on my car.  Is the antenna still available?  If it is let me know a price on the whole assembly (mast and motor etc.) including shipping to 87110.  Thanks||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000080||dkarpov||02-22-2004||12:59 PM||||Hey, can I get the center console door (over the cup holder) with the screws and hinges?<br /><br />I also need a gas cap.<br /><br />Thanks.||65.66.70.20||reg||1||dkarpov||00002926||yes
Z||000081||369of1000||02-29-2004||11:09 PM||||Hey John,<br />Thanks for the fuel pump assembly. It was freakin mint. I was hoping to get a few more parts from you. Are you still parting the car out or did you get it towed?||68.114.21.70||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000082||92GVR4#333||03-01-2004||05:41 PM||||do you have the front dogleg trim peice on the drivers side?  I seem to have lost mine between here and ATL just let me know a price..||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000083||bowerman1838||03-03-2004||02:27 PM||||Hello-<br /><br />I am New to the sight but not to the car. I have always been in love with it and now I have my own.  There are a few pieces I do need though, first the plastic piece that holds the hood prop into the car, and second the dimmer switch/fog light console piece.  Mine was shorting out and then popped inside the dash.  Please E-Mail me or post a reply with the availability and price of the items.<br /><br />Thank You||216.228.163.41||reg||1||bowerman1838||00003491||yes
Z||000084||jcgalantvr4-244||03-04-2004||11:22 PM||||Just wondering if you came up with a price for the carpet yet? And what you were going to do with the title and vin #'s?<br /><br />  Thanks,<br />     Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000085||ken inn||03-05-2004||09:46 AM||||front abs sensors?  i'll take em||64.240.175.111||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum1/003067.cgi
A||||0||4g63t||Wing for sale||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||01-29-2004||07:53 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Stock wing for sale - green, good shape. $60 + shipping||24.3.197.241||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum1/003068.cgi
A||||6||4g63t||Beautiful 17&quot; Rims for sale!!! Brand New!!!||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||01-29-2004||07:56 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Alright, here are some brand new in box ADR Sokudos. I bought them from KC a couple of months ago and never put them on. I'm real strapped for cash, so they have to go! I'm asking exactly what I paid for them, $460 shipped. Let me know, ASAP!! Thanks<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2661" alt=" - " />||24.3.197.241||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||02-02-2004||12:14 AM||||Nobody wants these? These are sweet, I know someone wants them!!!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||anomalyva||02-02-2004||09:30 AM||||What size, offset, bolt-pattern, etc?||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-02-2004||09:51 AM||||17x7, 35 offset||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||number3||02-02-2004||10:07 AM||||Are they heavy?||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-02-2004||11:54 AM||||About 18-19 pounds when I weighed them on my bathroom scale, Harry. Not the most scientific way,  I know!<br /><br />To double check,I weighed myself, then held it up and weighed myself again.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||02-02-2004||02:51 PM||||Thanks KC, you saved me some typing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I really need to sell these, but I don't want to take a really big hit. I could knock $10 off, but thats about the best I can do. Please buy these!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum1/003069.cgi
A||||0||dlpinckney||Ebay finds||||1||||Turbo4door1||00000938
Z||000000||dlpinckney||01-29-2004||08:29 PM||turbo4door@earthlink.net||Thought someone on here might be interested:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33646&item=2456361679" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33646&item=2456361679</a><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=50459&item=2448658338" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=50459&item=2448658338</a>||63.188.81.185||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum1/003070.cgi
A||||2||accident||Wtb: green passenger fender and corner light||||1||||accident||00002572
Z||000000||accident||01-29-2004||10:17 PM||edgross1@msn.com||I'm looking for a green passenger front fender and corner light. thanks, ed||69.81.3.136||reg||1||accident||00002572||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-29-2004||10:53 PM||||I think I still have my US corner lights from when I switched to JDMs. If not, I'm hitting the junk yard on Saturday. One way or another, I should be able to get you one. I'll let you know.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||accident||01-30-2004||08:51 AM||||that would be cool. can you check to see if they have any fenders in green. I can get one here but it is brown. it would be a lot easier to get one in green. thanks, ed||69.81.3.136||reg||1||accident||00002572||yes



ubb/Forum1/003071.cgi
A||||0||kazerak2||WTB: nile black wheels ||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||01-30-2004||07:56 AM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i need me some new wheels, i only need one but knowone sells just one, if possible i need 3 lugsnuts as well.<br />email me at kazerak2@yahoo.com||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes



ubb/Forum1/003072.cgi
A||||9||BlackHole||3-bolt rear LSD + axles for sale||||1||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||01-30-2004||09:09 AM||blackhole23@wowway.com||3-bolt rear LSD diff and axles / cups for sale from my DSM. Direct bolt-in to your GVR4, but you'll need to blockoff the 4WS. One torn CV boot, otherwise very good condition. $125obo<br /><br />Buyer pays actual shipping [heavy!]. Payment accepted via PayPal, money order or check, references available upon request.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||03-01-2004||08:00 PM||||one good LSD assembly $90, one pair of LSD axles w/ torn boot [no diff] $40. Make me an offer, otherwise this stuff goes to the junkyard in the next month.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||03-01-2004||08:11 PM||||hey if this is a direct bolt on to a vr4 do i need to buy the axles too?? will there be any problems with gear ratios matching?? i only want the lsd pumpkin. would you consider $75 for it? if you do how much will shipping it to 60160 zipcode be?||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000003||ercp98||03-01-2004||08:41 PM||||hey changed my mind. will you accept $100 for the lsd diff and axles??||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||03-01-2004||09:38 PM||||Kyle, let me know how much shipping would be to 30096 if you get a chance.  I may be able to scrape together some money for it.||64.63.212.172||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||ercp98||03-03-2004||12:31 PM||||any updates. are you still considering to sell?||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||03-03-2004||02:33 PM||||Sorry, been out a couple of days...<br /><br />ercp98 - $100 shipped? what's your zip since it makes a huge difference in rates...<br /><br />turboflanagan - shipping to you would be ~$25.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000007||ercp98||03-03-2004||03:24 PM||||my zipcode is 60160 ( illinois neighbor).||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000008||BlackHole||03-04-2004||08:51 AM||||ercp98 - shipping is about the same - &lt;$25 and I apologize for being a dope and missing the fact that you had already posted your zip. Duh!<br /><br />$100 shipped will work, sorry turboflanagan.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />RTP me offline [blackhole23@wowway.com] with your full shipping address and we can figure out payment.<br /><br />Thanks!||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||03-04-2004||06:13 PM||||No big deal, if I really wanted/needed it I would have offered asking price, wouldn't I?  And much quicker.<br /><br />Thanks though.||64.63.213.220||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum1/003073.cgi
A||||5||daviddilts||f/s shifter cables||||1||||DavidDilts||00000067
Z||000000||daviddilts||01-30-2004||01:09 PM||mmcgvr4@mycomcast.com||Well sold the galant afew months ago and i found a set of 1 month old galant vr4 shifter cables($125 new). i put them in and drove it for a month. the trans took a shit and took it to BM for a rebuild. then i found out i had a 1990 t/e/l trans. so out with the galant cables and in a new set of t/e/l cables. soooo......... <br /><br />1991 galant vr4 shifter cables $75 or B.o.<br /><br />dave||171.75.74.199||reg||1||DavidDilts||00000067||yes
Z||000001||daviddilts||02-02-2004||02:08 PM||||B.O. Anyone......||171.75.75.142||reg||1||DavidDilts||00000067||yes
Z||000002||coop||02-02-2004||03:09 PM||||they are the same cables, they use diffrent mounting brackets at the tranny||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000003||daviddilts||02-02-2004||06:44 PM||||the cable is a different lenght from other dsm's||171.75.75.142||reg||1||DavidDilts||00000067||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||02-03-2004||05:47 PM||||I got $60  for those cables !||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000005||daviddilts||02-05-2004||10:57 AM||||u have a PM||171.75.75.251||reg||1||DavidDilts||00000067||yes



ubb/Forum1/003074.cgi
A||||7||watchdoc||FLOORMATS  Get em here!!||||1||||watchdoc||00000804
Z||000000||watchdoc||01-30-2004||02:50 PM||watchdoctr@earthlink.net||For those of you that missed out the first time.  I'm posting the floormat thread again.  You can search for "floormats" and see how much everyone liked them the first time.  The prices have gone up some but so has my discount so I'm passing the savings onto you guys.<br /><br />The MSRP is $91.79 for the mats <br />heel pad is $10<br />Shipping is $10<br />TOTAL       $111.79<br /><br />Galant VR4/DSM discount price (20% OFF)<br />$79.95 WITHOUT heelpad<br />$89.95 WITH    heelpad<br /><br />This price includes UPS shipping from Alabama to anywhere in the 48 states.  If you live outside the 48 states, email for shipping quote. Paypal to watchdoctr@earthlink.net or mail your check to:<br /><br />David Edwards<br />214 East Arlington Blvd Ste D<br />Greenville, NC 27858<br /><br />All orders ship within 48 hours from Alabama.  Specify the color you would like with your order.  Most people order Dark Grey or Black.  Please include your UPS shipping address too.||65.41.190.193||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000001||watchdoc||02-04-2004||12:19 PM||||If you bought these floormats before, please leave some feedback about how you like them so everyone will know what they are like.||65.41.190.193||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-04-2004||12:25 PM||||It is for front and rear mats or just the fronts?<br />Thanks!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-04-2004||01:01 PM||||David - thanks for posting as I had requested. I will post pics tonite, hopefully   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-04-2004||09:31 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2734" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2734&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Mr. Brown brought mine today   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I havent tried them in the car yet. I think I have all laid out wrong in the pic coz they look oddly shaped esp the rear ones...<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||chauffeur1st||02-05-2004||12:53 AM||||I know its a strange question, but can I just get a drivers floor mate, and if so what is the price shipped?? Thanks<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000006||VR4ownzU||02-05-2004||11:50 AM||||oem cut?  Doesn't JC Whitney make floormats for most cars dating back till like 67 or something?  I knew I could have ordered some for my 85 corolla so I would think they'd have them for our car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||141.110.160.157||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000007||watchdoc||02-05-2004||12:21 PM||||This is OEM cut with carpet that I would say is much better than the OEM mats were.  They only sell them as a 4pc set.  Most people have order them with the sewn in vinyl heelpad to reduce wear.<br /><br />I haven't checked with JC Whitney but I do know that many of the mats that JC Whitney sells are ACCmats and their prices are usually higher. JC Whitney will often print "prices from $59.95" but when you call you find out the part for your exact car is much more.||65.41.190.193||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes



ubb/Forum1/003075.cgi
A||||5||DuckButterRacing GVR4||2.4l bottom end||||1||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-30-2004||03:18 PM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||i have a 2.4l bottom end. its got the crank pistons and rods. no oil pan. its all stock. its a 64 4g64 so it will fit a 1g bottom end if you were going to do a stroker. make me an offer, or if you have something i need im willing to trade. thanks........||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||coop||01-30-2004||03:21 PM||||is it in good shape to use as complete bottom end?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||highskyes||01-30-2004||04:43 PM||||6 bolt or 7?||24.1.56.163||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000003||91TSi_AWD||01-30-2004||11:50 PM||||im also interested. what did the motor come from.||172.161.75.162||reg||1||GVR4_431||00000687||yes
Z||000004||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-31-2004||05:22 AM||||its a 6 bolt. the crank and rods were takin out of it cause i was going to rebuild it but ran out of money. the the parts are in perfect shape and would just need new crank bearing.||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000005||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-31-2004||05:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by highskyes:<br /><strong> 6 bolt or 7? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">6bolt||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes



ubb/Forum1/003076.cgi
A||||4||JohnNK||FMIC||||1||||JohnNK||00000485
Z||000000||JohnNK||01-30-2004||07:27 PM||jnkilbourn@yahoo.com||Is this a JDM? It looks too big to be USDM<br /><br />  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2457425001#ebayphotohosting" target="_blank">e-bay</a>||69.2.251.2||reg||1||JohnNK||00000485||yes
Z||000001||marvinmadman123||01-30-2004||08:22 PM||||yes, jdm||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000002||Doc_Seuss||01-30-2004||10:40 PM||||holy shit and he wants 350 for the buy it now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||128.153.218.220||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||01-30-2004||11:23 PM||||I would like it but not for that much   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000004||sti_95imp||01-31-2004||04:05 AM||||too 'spensive||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes



ubb/Forum1/003077.cgi
A||||0||Akidosigh1||***ACT Clutches, Low Prices!***||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||01-30-2004||08:47 PM||||This is special pricing that I am offering for ACT parts. I will post a link to my website when I get it up and running. These parts are brand new. If anyone is interested, send me a PM or Email/IM me at <b><a href="mailto:Akidosigh1@aol.com">Akidosigh1@aol.com</a></b> <br /><br />If you plan on sending email, please make the subject read "GVR4 Question" or something like that so I do not accidentally delete it.<br /><br /><b>Disks:</b><br />Organic Disk: $115<br />4 Puck Disk:  $75<br />6 Puck Disk:  $109<br /><br /><b>Pressure Plates:</b><br />Heavy Duty:    $215<br />Xtreme:        $275<br />Maxx:          $300<br /><br /><b>Flywheels:</b><br />AWD 6 Bolt:    $265<br /><br /><b>Release Bearing:</b> $19<br /><br /><b>Alignment Tool:</b>  $5<br /><br /><b>If you are interested in kit pricing, contact me. Shipping is not included in the pricing. Thanks!</b>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum1/003078.cgi
A||||12||turboren||Black 92 GS in junk yard... anyone need anything?||||1||||turboren||00002199
Z||000000||turboren||01-30-2004||09:58 PM||turboren@yahoo.com||This car has the VR-4 style ribs and wing, and the door handles are black. It also has gray cloth interior, and the seats are in remarkably good shape.  All glass is in the doors, except the front passenger. No sunroof. The taillight assy has "GS" on it, of course, but I think I'm gonna use it on one of my cars anyway.  The fenders are pretty good shape, with some minor deformation (not quite a dent, just "pushed in" to the point it rubs on the door) on the driver's side.  I really don't need any of this stuff (went in looking for a power door lock actuator), but I seem to recall people needing the ribs and black door handles farily regularly.<br /><br />I won't have prices available until I know what I'm paying.  I would just leave the stuff on the car, but it will be going to the crusher within the next 30 days.<br /><br />I'm in Norfolk, VA (23513), by the way.  Shipping for a whole door with glass would probably kill, so it would probably be better if people could just come pick up what they need.   <br /><br /><br />Ren||68.96.0.230||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||01-30-2004||10:03 PM||||what cond. is the grill in if its good what style is it?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||turboren||01-30-2004||10:17 PM||||I was just checking out pics of 92 VR-4's to be sure.  The one on this car is of that type.  It's in good shape, no broken tabs, no cracks. Some paint chips, I'm sure.<br /><br />One thing I forgot to mention, which I'm not sure is standard for all Galants.  It has the dual tripmeter instrument cluster, with two-color switching.  No turbo indicator, of course.  Only bad part is, it's for an A/T car.<br /><br />This cars really is in amazingly good shape.    Makes me wonder what it's doing in the yard.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Ren||68.96.0.230||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||01-30-2004||11:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboren:<br /><strong> One thing I forgot to mention, which I'm not sure is standard for all Galants.  It has the dual tripmeter instrument cluster, with two-color switching<br /><br />Ren </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is standard in all vr-4's for sure.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000004||GVR4458||01-30-2004||11:44 PM||||Get rpcing on the ground effect/ribbing all around.  If noone else wants it, i guess I'll take it.<br /><br />EH||68.78.125.112||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||01-30-2004||11:51 PM||||does the grill look like this but black?  <img src="http://www.dsmparts.com/alex_M_vr4_frontcopy.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||turboren||01-31-2004||08:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> does the grill look like this but black?   <img src="http://www.dsmparts.com/alex_M_vr4_frontcopy.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes.<br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.99||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000007||Ryan Carey||01-31-2004||05:28 PM||||What about the center dash pod for ECS (if it had it)????  <br /><br />LMK||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||02-01-2004||03:11 PM||||i'll take the grille. let me know how much.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||silly4turbo||02-02-2004||09:22 AM||||hey, pm me if you can get me the antenna<br />Thanks<br />Jon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000010||Shockvvave||02-03-2004||09:51 AM||||Can you take a picture of this car?  thanks||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000011||turboren||02-03-2004||11:02 AM||||Going today to pull parts.  I'll try to take a pic before I remove stuff, but it will be from my phone camera... no way am I taking my $650 (used) 5.0Mp digicam into a junk yard.  Well, at least not when I intend to remove stuff.<br /><br />No ECCS, and the antenna is busted.  <br /><br />Ren||68.96.0.230||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000012||turboren||02-03-2004||09:37 PM||||Well, I have some pics of the car, but I don't have them hosted anywhere.  If I upload them to my Yahoo photo album, will they be viewable here?  They're not great, but they give you an idea.<br /><br />Things that I picked up: <br /><br />1) taillights<br />2) grille<br />3) cupholders for center console (x2)<br />4) dash speaker grilles<br />5) trunk/fuel door release<br />6) wiper/cruise and signal/light switch assy<br />7) gauge cluster (A/T, dual illumination)<br />8) interior fuse box cover<br />9) fuses from above, and misc other crap I wanted/needed<br /><br />Things that were gone:<br /><br />1) wing<br /><br /><br />Things that are still there that may be of interest (two Galants in this yard):<br />  <br />1) Sunroof switch surround. The black on grey Galant DOES have a sunroof, so I can get that plastic surround thing that someone needed.<br /><br />2) Seats/door panels. As I said before, the seats are in incredibly good shape, as are the interior door panels.  And I don't mean "good shape for a 171k mile car," I mean practically brand new.  No rips, tears, sags, etc, and the handles on the seats are all intact.  The door panels have grey tweed inserts, and the grey material on the seats matches the tweed pattern, but isn't actually tweed (more like polyester).  Now, the seats could use a little cleaning to remove some of the light dirt that has accumulated on them, and they need to be dried out to keep from getting musty, but otherwise they are in really good shape.  Anyone looking to put cloth seats in their car would be happy with these.  I considered it, and my go ahead and get them anyway, but I doubt I'd change from leather to cloth.  Suede, maybe...<br /><br />3) Doors/fenders. The RS-style door cladding isn't the same as the VR-4-style.  The doors and fenders are in good shape, though, and the shape of the indentation on the lower edges (for the cladding) seems to be identical to the VR-4.<br /><br />4) Trunklid.  Although devoid of lights and wing, it is still in good shape, and already has the holes for the wing mounts. <br /><br />5) Power mirrors.<br /><br />6) Power antenna. I found a blue-on-blue 89 Galant that had a power antenna. Don't know if it works or not, but I would bet it needs a new mast at least, because it's stuck partially up.<br /><br />7) interior fuse box cover<br /><br />8) trunk/fuel door release<br /><br />9) rear disc brakes for FWD Galant (useful for Colt/Mirage owners???)<br /><br />That's about all I can think of.||68.96.0.230||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes



ubb/Forum1/003079.cgi
A||||3||kazerak2||WTB: drivers side lower control arm||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||01-30-2004||11:37 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i need a drivers side lower control arm, very sooooon||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||coop||01-31-2004||08:22 PM||||front or rear. I have a rear||198.81.26.43||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||kazerak2||01-31-2004||10:00 PM||||i need the front one, can you by any chance fashion the rear one to make it identical to the front  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||02-02-2004||09:22 AM||||Hmm sounds familiar, 'cept I needed the pass side.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum1/003080.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||jdm fmic||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||01-31-2004||04:15 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||slightly larger than the starion, bigger tubes, internally finned.  55mm(2") inlet/outlet, this is off the 240hp car.  has 3 mounts, 2 of them are already in our core support.  some of the first layer of fins have been removed, kinda looks like a dog with mange.  but this is on the back side, so it cant be seen.  it has been cleaned and painted, and has been on the car for about a year.  works great.  200/shipped.  also coming up for sale, tre ported big 16g, new center cartridge installed about 10k ago, 34mm flapper, no cracks.  450/shipped.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||JUANPSI||01-31-2004||04:20 PM||||do you have the pipes too?||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||01-31-2004||04:28 PM||||From the pics I've seen  of Ken's car on this site, I believe he has RRE pipes on his car.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||RTS182G-VR4||01-31-2004||06:27 PM||||pics? im interested<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum1/003081.cgi
A||||13||czech09||wtb: carbon fiber hood and body kit for vr4 ||||1||||Lubomir Sokol||00003234
Z||000000||czech09||01-31-2004||07:41 PM||cdseller03@hotmail.com||Ya, I know ricey and very not vr4 like but the ricer in me has come out - anyone know where I can get a bodykit or carbon fiber hood for a vr4 ? also does anyone know if an evo 8 spoiler would fit fine ? let me know I doubt there are any people who own a ricey vr4 but let me know what you have thanks||68.200.126.31||reg||1||Lubomir Sokol||00003234||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||01-31-2004||08:11 PM||||Try the search function on the site. You will find alot of your questions are already answered.||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||coop||01-31-2004||08:24 PM||||a evo three is the only wing that will fit. Hoods are a myth. they do not exist||198.81.26.43||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000003||kazerak2||01-31-2004||08:47 PM||||<a href="http://www.autosportz.com/bodykits_1989-1993_Galant_VR-4.htm" target="_blank">http://www.autosportz.com/bodykits_1989-1993_Galant_VR-4.htm</a><br /><br />there is one more place that sells them i cant remeber what it is but theres one it looks alright||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||02-02-2004||12:27 PM||||<a href="http://www.visracing.com/catalog/product_info.php?products_id=1731&osCsid=9aca849e53aa5d9d7b7e92b3726cffb5" target="_blank">the other kit  on the market</a>||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-02-2004||12:33 PM||||I never want to see this topic or links on the board again. VR4 and Ricer do not go well together. If you want a body kit dood, get a Honda. I highly recomend not fucking up a perfectly good GVR4. Just my 2 cents||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||02-02-2004||12:41 PM||||an understatement if I ever heard one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||02-03-2004||01:38 PM||||so I guess my vented hood is rice?  and my blacked out FMIC would that be considered rice?  And who gave you the septer of supermacy?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000008||DuckButterRacing DSM||02-03-2004||01:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong> so I guess my vented hood is rice?  and my blacked out FMIC would that be considered rice?  And who gave you the septer of supermacy? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i gave him the septer of supermacy. you got a problem with that?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     Just kidding.  Body Kits NO!, CF Hoods YES!||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000009||TheJackalGT||02-03-2004||01:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong> so I guess my vented hood is rice?  and my blacked out FMIC would that be considered rice?  And who gave you the septer of supermacy? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">vented hood, eh to each their own, but blacked out fmic is not ricer, its stealth sleeper style, i havent decided if thats what im goin to do yet.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||02-03-2004||01:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong> so I guess my vented hood is rice?  and my blacked out FMIC would that be considered rice?  And who gave you the septer of supermacy? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Depends on how you blacked out your FMIC. LoL<br /><br />Vented hood serves a purpose for heat extraction out of the engine bay so ricey, no.<br /><br />Blacked out FMIC, if you did it with a spray bomb then yes that's rice. But if you did it by having it anodized it's for stealth and also another form of heat extraction. Anyone know where I can get my FMIC anodized?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-03-2004||02:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong> so I guess my vented hood is rice?  and my blacked out FMIC would that be considered rice?  And who gave you the septer of supermacy? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Blah Blah Blah......ricer   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.242.228.39||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000012||92GVR4#333||02-03-2004||03:24 PM||||going to the shoot-out this year?  And I am sorry but buying someone elses work does not give you their credibility.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000013||4drwhore||02-03-2004||03:25 PM||||Ouch. Low blow #1||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum1/003082.cgi
A||||6||MidEngine210||WTB: Valve Cover||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||01-31-2004||10:59 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I put a crack on mine during the VC gasket job. Let me know if you have a red one with no cracks at all. Thanks in advance.<br /><br />- Sunny||68.122.13.211||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||miturra||02-02-2004||10:20 AM||||I have a red one. You r welcome to check it out. I'm in Fremont.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000002||gixxer||02-02-2004||03:08 PM||||i have a polished one if you are intereted...||149.169.33.87||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000003||GForcedVR4||02-02-2004||04:05 PM||||i have about 10 in all different colors  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.9.144.238||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes
Z||000004||MidEngine210||02-03-2004||03:36 AM||||I have contacted Hondo about his valve cover. If the deal falls through, I'll contact you guys. Thanks for replying.||68.122.13.211||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||02-03-2004||10:32 AM||||Gforced. How much do you want for the covers.||162.84.82.82||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||GForcedVR4||02-03-2004||12:48 PM||||make offer, i need to get rid of them. <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.9.144.238||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes



ubb/Forum1/003083.cgi
A||||23||blacksheep||Some car audio equipment for cheap!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-01-2004||12:32 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi gang<br /><br />I have some stuff I wont be using the new gvr4, so I am posting itup here before it goes on ebay.<br /><br />1) Pioneer DEH-1000 CD Player - Works well - $55 shipped<br /><br />2) Coustic 6 channel amp - can be configured in several ways - $100 Shipped<br /><br />Lemme know if you need pics.<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||02-01-2004||03:06 PM||||KC what model # on that 6channel or specs?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-01-2004||06:22 PM||||Rich<br /><br />Its a coustic 625-XR. It was an awesome amp built by coustic...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.coustic.com/classic/PDFs/AMP-625XR.PDF" target="_blank">PDF with all the specs, check the last page.</a><br /><br />EDIT - Rich, thats odd. PDF says 20 pages, but is missing the last 5. <br /><br />So, here ya go:<br /><br />12V:<br /><br />@4 ohms - 30x4 + 65x2<br />@2 ohms - 45x4 + 70x2<br />@4 ohms - 90x2 + 140x1 (bridged)<br /><br />14.4V:<br /><br />@4 ohms - 45x4 + 80x2<br />@2 ohms - 60x4 + 90x2<br />@4 ohms - 120x2 + 180x1 (bridged)||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||02-01-2004||11:17 PM||||Got any pics of the acutal amp lhooser?<br />Not sure if I can swing picking this up right now as the wife wants a new 20" TV for the bedroom.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-02-2004||09:02 AM||||I can get it for ya if you gimme a day or so...Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-07-2004||04:25 PM||||No pics yet - price drop though !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-08-2004||04:44 PM||||CD player - tentatively sold to Abhay!<br />Amp - still available!<br />JL microsub box - still available!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-08-2004||08:38 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2772" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2772&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2773" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2773&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2774" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2774&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2775" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2775&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2776" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2776&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||02-08-2004||10:33 PM||||Damn KC you are one hell of a dude.  Can take a pic on April 6 2004 and and post it on feb. 8 2004.  WOW. I envy you .  Just givin you a hard time...||68.76.183.21||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||02-08-2004||10:39 PM||||I got the silver delorean in mah garage, foo!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||02-13-2004||12:22 AM||||Anybody?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||marvinmadman123||02-13-2004||01:06 AM||||trade ya a 2g mas w/pigtail   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||02-13-2004||09:52 AM||||Not yet, Marvin. I will keep the offer in mind   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||SLedge||02-13-2004||06:04 PM||||Any special pricing on the amp and sub as a pair?||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||02-13-2004||06:28 PM||||Sledge - sub sold on ebay! <br /><br />Amp can be yours for $90 shipped!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||i hate fall||02-14-2004||01:36 AM||||pre-evo check craigs list there was an almost new 20" in san deigo fairly cheap not long ago...then buy the amp!||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||02-15-2004||02:32 PM||||ummm...OK<br /><br />Any takers, yet?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||Minjin||02-15-2004||02:42 PM||||You're tempting me, KC.<br /><br />Do you need any parts for your galant?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||02-15-2004||02:49 PM||||need 91 Tailights that go on the trunk..What else you got, buddy?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||Minjin||02-16-2004||04:28 PM||||No tail lights. I'd have to think about what other miscellaneous parts I have. Anything else you're looking for?<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||02-16-2004||05:31 PM||||Lemme know what you have! Easier to choose then   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||SLedge||02-16-2004||06:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Sledge - sub sold on ebay! <br /><br />Amp can be yours for $90 shipped! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Blacksheep, I'll take it off your hands for $90.||64.169.4.33||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||02-16-2004||06:27 PM||||Sledge - lemme know how you wanna pay as I am flexible, bud!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||02-16-2004||11:44 PM||||sold to "Sledge" hammer! I love that song. As soon as I saw that name, it was stuck in my head!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/003084.cgi
A||||1||mrfats||Stuff for sale||||1||||mrfats||00003448
Z||000000||mrfats||02-01-2004||01:03 AM||themrfats@sbcglobal.net||stock DD Caset player with eq and the Ski rack for my GVR4 756 i live in Austin Texas make a offer and we can figure out shipping||66.141.48.117||reg||1||mrfats||00003448||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-01-2004||11:56 AM||||$60 for the rack and I pay shipping?||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum1/003085.cgi
A||||2||Yao||Misc.||||1||||Yao||00000044
Z||000000||Yao||02-01-2004||10:14 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Haltech E6X with wire loom, manual, and software complete. $1000.<br /><br />Frank 4 turbo with 5k miles on it. $700.<br /><br />The following parts are from me:<br />92 vr4 steering wheel, $75<br />92 vr4 power antana, $75<br />92 TSI ecu e-rom, 5sp, no abs, no air. $200<br />94 GSX fog lights, $100<br />3" exhaust cutout $20<br />95 eclipse wheels $150<br />rare 3 bolt lsd passenger rear axle $75<br />92 TSI drive shaft, $100 local pick up only.<br />92 TSI tail lights, $100<br />brand new race built cylinder head from taboo racing, $1000<br /><br /><br />Have photos for all, reply to yaomlin@yahoo.com||67.173.233.52||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000001||coop||02-01-2004||01:15 PM||||email me with the details of the haltec and we should be able to fiigure something out with it. ccooper202@aol.com||198.81.26.43||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||Yao||02-02-2004||10:11 AM||||sent you an e-mail.||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes



ubb/Forum1/003086.cgi
A||||0||jonvr4||Intercooler parts for sale||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||02-01-2004||02:39 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i have all of the stock i/c piping for sale. if you need parts make an offer. also i have a 1g bov that needs to go. i am asking $35 for the bov. i also have 2.25in mandrel bends for sale, each for $18.00. i also have 2.0 in piping for sale, $10. all which are perfect for making piping. here are pics of the piping. and ic.<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2692&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2693&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum1/003087.cgi
A||S||136||DsmSeifer||Legendary Key Fob||||1||||DsmSeifer||00002241
Z||000000||DsmSeifer||01-11-2004||12:42 PM||dsmseifer@hotmail.com||Alright can some one please provide me with pictures of the key chain that came with our cars? I now have 2 VR4's and need some way ot keep the keys straight. <br /><br />I have a friend who works in a machine shop that said he could probably duplicate them for me if I can come up with some pics/deminsions.||63.88.67.230||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-11-2004||01:14 PM||||I used the metal dye set of numbers/letters to mark my keys. A set at a farmers market is like $10 or so. Stamped VR4 into one of the keys, but could stamp car number or anything, just so they are different. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||HHIVR4||01-11-2004||02:40 PM||||i wish i could get mine..i tried tracking down the original owner but he has disapeared..can mitsu get them??||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000003||RayH||01-11-2004||03:04 PM||||Get a blank and have one side cut for one car and the other side cut for the other car.  Then you can use just one key except you'll need to keep track of which side is up for each car.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||01-11-2004||06:23 PM||||I emailed you a pic because Scott wont host my pics anymore||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||CCDSM69||01-11-2004||06:30 PM||||<img src="http://hometown.aol.com/pumagirl22/images/dsc05736.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000006||DsmSeifer||01-11-2004||09:00 PM||||Thanks man. If I get some made and they look good I can probably have him make more for people who don't have one.||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000007||CCDSM69||01-11-2004||09:02 PM||||I think at one point there was a guy who was making them....can't remember his name tho, maybe someone on the board knows?<br /><br />Lisa||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000008||DsmSeifer||01-11-2004||09:09 PM||||I would kill for one (let alone the real one's for my cars.) If some one does please let me know.||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000009||mcastanares||01-25-2004||03:35 AM||||any updates on making these? id be interested in buying one..let me know when you get a price<br /><br />Mark||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||01-25-2004||12:09 PM||||I think Gabor talked about making them but the price was gonna be kinda high for my taste.  Damn it would be sweet to have one though.||69.34.160.81||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||rrustedcage||01-25-2004||02:40 PM||||is there any chance i could get someone to throw some calipers on their key chain getting me some basic dimensions.  i'd like to take a whack at making them.  overall length width and the width of that center section would be nice.  anybody?  <br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.57||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||01-25-2004||03:09 PM||||I thought it was the same size as the badge.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||rrustedcage||01-25-2004||03:18 PM||||i'll go with that then.  thanks.<br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.57||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000014||number3||01-25-2004||03:45 PM||||It's smaller that the dash badge, or so I hear.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000015||rrustedcage||01-25-2004||04:25 PM||||i was going to cut the first one out of aluminum just for a test, what material or method should i use to get that bronze coloring?  any suggestions?  i'm a little skeptical on how anodizing or powder coating would work.  copper wouldn't be right either i don't think.  ideas?<br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.79||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000016||grimm||01-25-2004||05:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong> i was going to cut the first one out of aluminum just for a test, what material or method should i use to get that bronze coloring?  any suggestions?  i'm a little skeptical on how anodizing or powder coating would work.  copper wouldn't be right either i don't think.  ideas?<br /><br />ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000017||grimm||01-25-2004||05:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong> is there any chance i could get someone to throw some calipers on their key chain getting me some basic dimensions.  i'd like to take a whack at making them.  overall length width and the width of that center section would be nice.  anybody?  <br /><br />ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey new to board here,but the general dimension of the key fob are length: 2" width: 7/8" thickness: 2/16" and width of center section: 5/16"||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000018||rrustedcage||01-25-2004||05:47 PM||||thanks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.71||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||01-25-2004||10:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong> i was going to cut the first one out of aluminum just for a test, what material or method should i use to get that bronze coloring?  any suggestions?  i'm a little skeptical on how anodizing or powder coating would work.  copper wouldn't be right either i don't think.  ideas?<br /><br />ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They're not copper colored.  They look the same as the dash plaque, color wise.  There was just something goofy with the color in that pic, or maybe with the camera.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||stevevr4||01-26-2004||07:38 AM||||Kinda looks like pewter I guess.||69.34.160.81||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000021||rrustedcage||01-26-2004||11:50 AM||||well, here is a very rough picture of what i have so far.  i didn't know how to post a direct pic of my cad file (mastercam) so i had to print a hardcopy and scan it into a bitmap.  kinda ugly but you get the point.  i had to take some artistic liberties in order to make it more machinable.  instead of raised lettering, it will all be depressed lettering.  i'm not sure exactly how i am going to do that box around the vr-4.  notice the lack of dash in the vr-4 also, no room.  also please excuse some of the longer untrimed lines, they are for my toolpaths.  anyway.  what do ya think?  i'll probably get a chance to cut it tomarrow morning or so.  i'll post a finished pic when i'm done.<br /><br />ryan<br /><br />the tricky part will be getting the definition.  the smallest cutter i can use is .0312 <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2622" alt=" - " />||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000022||marvinmadman123||01-26-2004||12:24 PM||||I like   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Let me know how it comes out, seems like it will be tough to do, good luck   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||14||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000023||jonvr4||01-26-2004||12:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> It's smaller that the dash badge, or so I hear. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ya its a bit smaller then the dash plaque<br />i will take one for 464/2000||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000024||ShaggyTE||01-26-2004||01:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong> instead of raised lettering, it will all be depressed lettering.  i'm not sure exactly how i am going to do that box around the vr-4.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For the box cant you just make it depressed and leave the VR4 alone<br />Tanner||66.43.202.100||reg||1||ShaggyTE||00002769||yes
Z||000025||rrustedcage||01-26-2004||01:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For the box cant you just make it depressed and leave the VR4 alone<br />Tanner </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats what i was thinking too.  i'll definatly try a few renditions.  i'm actually a little pesimistic on how it will turn out for the smaller items.  for all the detail, the best way would be to EDM it, but building the electrode would be just as tricky.  of course i'm kinda new at this so maybe one of my coworkers might have some suggestions.<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000026||Garfield Wright||01-26-2004||04:28 PM||||That looks good.  I would recommend you try to use the same (or as close as you can get) font as the dash plaque.  Also, isn't there a "-" missing between the r & the 4 (VR-4)??||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000027||number3||01-26-2004||04:36 PM||||Don't they do foundry in middle/high school shop anymore? <br /><br />We used to make molds by using sand and poured just about any shape we thought was cool.<br /><br />Any of you youngin on here have a shop class at your disposal or maybe you were friends with the shop teacher before you graduated. I live too far away from were I graduated to have it done.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000028||turboflanagan||01-26-2004||08:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Don't they do foundry in middle/high school shop anymore? <br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You've got to be kidding.  I don't think they even offer home ec anymore.  We're lucky they still have P.E.<br /><br />I didn't have any "shop" type classes available.  No woodshop, no metalshop, autoshop... you get the picture.||64.63.226.202||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000029||theymightbegalants||01-27-2004||04:19 AM||||Same here as Turboflanagan.  All the goddamned conservative-driven tax cuts have gutted the schools.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    Seems people don't seem to understand that in the youth of today, they're investing in their own future.  Now how about a lil' more green.||69.59.219.194||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000030||chauffeur1st||01-27-2004||04:25 AM||||Like everyone else here I would like to have one too.. keep us posted<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000031||rrustedcage||01-27-2004||04:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't they do foundry in middle/high school shop anymore? <br /><br />We used to make molds by using sand and poured just about any shape we thought was cool.<br /><br />Any of you youngin on here have a shop class at your disposal or maybe you were friends with the shop teacher before you graduated. I live too far away from were I graduated to have it done.<br /><br />Harry<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i actually work as a tool and die machinist for a foundry here in ogden utah.  it would take quite a bit more time, but i could build a mold and have this thing cast in steel.  of course this would be an in my spare time sort of thing and the increase in business lately has limited my spare time considerably drawing out the lead time.  but yeah i could do that as well if you wanted.  if enough people wanted them it would be worth it to build a mold etc.  it would be much easier to do the raised lettering if it were cast also.  input?<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000032||fast_gvr4||01-27-2004||08:37 AM||||I want,need,desire 2 of them, ohh please!!!<br /><br />LOL||172.144.194.56||reg||4||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000033||keydiver||01-27-2004||11:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> You've got to be kidding.  I don't think they even offer home ec anymore.  We're lucky they still have P.E.<br />I didn't have any "shop" type classes available.  No woodshop, no metalshop, autoshop... you get the picture. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Boy, that sucks! They've been spending millions on computers and internet access for the kids, but now none of them know how to build or fix anything for themselves! Man, I'm glad I was born 45 years ago!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.223.228.183||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000034||Mitsuturbo||01-27-2004||03:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fast_gvr4:<br /><strong> I want,need,desire 2 of them, ohh please!!!<br /><br />LOL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000035||rrustedcage||01-27-2004||04:30 PM||||well, what do ya think?  definatly need to sqeeze that dash in the vr-4<br /><br />might not be dial up friendly<br /><br />i'm gonna try dipping it in some bronze metal stain at work tomarrow.  i think it would turn out really cool to cut the blank, stain it, then cut the lettering so the glossy aluminum comes through.  i'd have to fixture it, but it would be worth it. <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2634" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2635" alt=" - " /><br /><br />ryan<br /><br />sorry about the grubby finger||208.187.143.89||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000036||fast_gvr4||01-27-2004||04:35 PM||||Beautiful but how about inverting the VR4 so the letters stand out?<br /><br />if so give the price, and make my order 4. Two for each Galant  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||172.150.102.51||reg||14||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000037||a_santos||01-27-2004||04:57 PM||||Looks good. The center part looks to be too high, bring it down allitle. Besides that it is sweet. Let us know ASAP when you are ready to take orders. <br /><br />P||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000038||marvinmadman123||01-27-2004||05:27 PM||||Just knock down the center a little maybe add the - but I'm in for one.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000039||blacksheep||01-27-2004||05:34 PM||||good work, chap. Very nice!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000040||REDLINEGVR4||01-27-2004||05:36 PM||||i definitly want 2.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000041||autobahntom||01-27-2004||05:43 PM||||I would be in for two for 1172/2000. Looks nice. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000042||rrustedcage||01-27-2004||06:23 PM||||i really wanna fixture this thing up to see how the stain looks on them with the machined lettering.  so i'm gonna do that, lower the middle section .025 (right now its .0625 above) and add the dash in vr-4.  we'll see if we can find something to make everyone happy.  i'll even reverse the vr-4 for that one dude  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .  so after i make the changes and get something we can mostly agree on, pm me with specifics on how you want yours done (don't get too radical, i can't spend crazy time for one peice), your address, car number, etc.  i'm doing these in my spare time and they are at least an hour run time a peice so they may take some time if a lot of people want them.  i'll give ya a lead time when you pm me.  as far as money, i couldn't in my good conscience charge such a wonderfull group of people for a little keychain.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   your wealth of information is payment enough, but you bastards can pay shipping (they're light, no worries) and if you feel gratuitous with your green than a little more would be ok too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   give me a couple days for the stained and corrected version, i want to build a fixture for it.  i'll post pics when i'm done.  <br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.64||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000043||sk8bored||01-27-2004||06:36 PM||||Cool i'm down for one as well. I don't want to use my original||199.168.33.61||reg||7||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000044||Doc_Seuss||01-27-2004||08:07 PM||||im definitley down for two, just wondering if ya want payapl(probably the easiest) and what you think shipping is gonna be.<br /><br />dave||128.153.217.200||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000045||mcastanares||01-27-2004||09:56 PM||||im interested in getting 2 of them made...progress looks really good...i will pm you rite now<br /><br />Mark||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000046||GVR1643||01-27-2004||10:12 PM||||I agree with the middle being lowered a bit. Not exactly like the original I had, but very, very nice!<br />I'd take a couple for each car as well. You're going to end up with a big project I'm guessing.<br /><br />My unsolicited .02: take a few bucks for them, keep something for yourself (you'll be thankful) and kick something back to the board (aka Jon). He can keep these types of contributions in an account for various needs.<br /><br />BTW - How much of a PITA would it be to have a very light diamond star logo on the reverse side - just etched in there?||167.142.22.75||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000047||stevevr4||01-27-2004||11:12 PM||||Wow that is really awesome.  I never expected to see an actual product so fast!  I'm definitely down for 1.||65.40.195.207||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000048||maninblack||01-27-2004||11:41 PM||||I would like one please #631/2000.||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000049||SPEEDFIEND||01-28-2004||12:02 AM||||DAMN!!!!  Those are sweet!  Put me down for two.  Nice job bro, I too didn't expect something this fast.  I'd gladly give you something for your time.  Let me know were and when to send a box for shipping.||206.214.57.254||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000050||Garfield Wright||01-28-2004||12:35 AM||||That is really nice.  Just the thought of you wanting to donate your time & skills tells a lot about you.  seriously though, charge a small fixed fee, your time & material has to come at a cost.  Put me down for 2 (813/2000) 1991.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000051||psycopyro182||01-28-2004||12:53 AM||||Once you get an idea on how much you want to charge, i would gladly pay for shipping and even alittle more. They look great. <br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Just the thought of you wanting to donate your time & skills tells a lot about you.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is deffinitly true.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000052||MustGoFaster||01-28-2004||01:42 AM||||Mine would be easy! 710/1000.  Post a pic of the finalized one and I will be sending you a pm and some green.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000053||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-28-2004||02:17 AM||||I would take 2 also. 352/1000. That would be awesome. Ill definatly pay for shipping + a Donation =). Please keep me posted on how long it would take. Thanks||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000054||chauffeur1st||01-28-2004||02:21 AM||||damn I wold like to have 2 for my car.....687/2000.. Thanks a bunch this is so cool, I was just talkin to some members on how I wanted one of these things so bad...<br /><br /><br />Props to you for doig this<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000055||rrustedcage||01-28-2004||04:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My unsolicited .02: take a few bucks for them, keep something for yourself (you'll be thankful) and kick something back to the board (aka Jon). He can keep these types of contributions in an account for various needs.<br /><br />BTW - How much of a PITA would it be to have a very light diamond star logo on the reverse side - just etched in there?<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i agree and i was thinking about something like that too.  ok, heres what we'll do, tell me if you think this sounds fair.  we'll do ten bucks a peice shipped. after the shipping costs are covered the remainder will be split 50/50 between me and jon/the board.  i'll have to get a paypal address from you jon.  as i was playing around with the one i made for myself yesterday i started thinking about puting peoples names or other little things like that on the back.  nothing complicated.  i could do the diamond star too.  i would be sketching it free hand so i'll see how that turns out before i put it on a keychain.  people have started private messeging me which is cool, but you may want to wait to see if the finish product is to your liking and what details you may want to yours ie stain, no stain, inverted vr-4, the middle sections looks right for you, etc.  once i get the updated version produced (hopfully before this weekend) then private message me to "place an order" or get in line.  first come first serve.  i suppose pm-ing now is cool too, i'll just have to message you back to see how you like the newer version.  glad everyone likes it.  let me know of any improvemnets you think can be made.  <br /><br />ryan<br /><br />oh, i'll go paypal and i'll give you my paypal address when i private message you back after you have placed an order.  i just don't want people to send money if there keychain is like 2 or 3 weeks away from getting made, eh?||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000056||chauffeur1st||01-28-2004||05:03 AM||||sounds good to me.. thanks again<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000057||REDLINEGVR4||01-28-2004||09:29 AM||||2 for 100/2000 1991 thanks. oh pm me the pay pal address so i can send you some money when you get them done.||168.254.225.217||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000058||Ant||01-28-2004||04:45 PM||||10 bucks is more then worth it.<br /><br />I'd like 2 of them<br />1904/2000<br /><br />ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000059||GVR1643||01-28-2004||04:52 PM||||Well, glad to see my unsolicited input is sometimes useful  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />As I mentioned above I'll take a couple for each car when you're ready. I know your a bit backed up currently, so just say when to send money.||167.142.21.225||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000060||silly4turbo||01-28-2004||05:01 PM||||Sweet deal, man your doing every GVR4 owner a great deed !!! they look great, I want one pretty please ... I'll PM you with the info||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000061||Craig91||01-28-2004||07:58 PM||||I'd most likely be interested as well for a couple for #124/2000.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000062||Hertz||01-28-2004||09:40 PM||||Well that is the coolest thing I've seen in quite awhile.  What's next?  We all get carbon fiber hoods?  The whole key fob issue has been a cursed event as well...  plenty of interest and a few people "working on it."  Nothing ever materializes.<br /><br />But here is someone who actually knows what they're doing and posts photographers to prove it!<br /><br />I'm giving Ryan 5 stars for kicking ass and having a cool name.  Though as soon as I saw $10 each I almost reconsidered because I'm a cheap bastard.<br /><br />So, sign me up for a 858/2000 key fob.  Oh, and while you're at it, go ahead and make me a #1/2000 badge and key fob.  Since nobody knows where it is I figure I might as well "acquire" it.  <i>You can't prove it isn't!</i>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000063||mistervr4||01-28-2004||10:48 PM||||Please, Please let me buy one!  The pic looks great, good job.||67.164.206.223||reg||1||mistervr4||00002348||yes
Z||000064||jonvr4||01-28-2004||11:00 PM||||how much for one?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000065||4g63t||01-28-2004||11:42 PM||||Those look great! Sign me up for 2 of 297/2000!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000066||jonvr4||01-29-2004||12:01 AM||||heres a better pic of the real one<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2654" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2654&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000067||JoshWeaver||01-29-2004||02:57 AM||||I would like one as well. I have a '91 and I'm 1901/2000||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000068||rrustedcage||01-29-2004||08:02 AM||||just wanted to give everyone a heads up.  I am on track to have a corrected and stained version for people to take a peek at by this weekend, monday at the latest.  so far i have 6 people that private messaged me who are first in line, then i just went down the list from the beginning of the thread to the end and wrote down everyones name and what they requested.  i'll private message ya'll if you havn't pm'ed me first to confirm your order, but so far i count 51.  now, i have a goal of puting out about 1 a day since i have to be at work an additional hour to cut them and we are already working 12 hour days (blah) so that would put the people at the end of the line about 5 or 6 weeks away.  i hope thats alright.  let me know.  <br /><br />there was a question about price.  10 bucks a peice.  i'll give you my paypal when i make your keychain so we can transfer green then.  thanks<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000069||Hertz||01-29-2004||12:05 PM||||I know I'm a stickler for details, but I just realized you have the lettering inverted (the original fob/badge has raised lettering for Galant and 199x Limited Edition).<br /><br />Any interest in increasing the complexity of your CAD file?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000070||rrustedcage||01-29-2004||01:42 PM||||i depressed those initially for two reasons, cutter size (i didn't think we had one small enough) and machine time (i'm already pushing one hour).  now that i have located a smaller cutter to get in those hard to reach places.  the only problem would be machine time.  i'm thinking it would probably just about double machine time.  i'll try one out to see what i can come up with for those sticklers for detail.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   but i personally think the trade off is minimal.  definatly doable.  maybe i'll save your for last ryan.  but then again with a name like that how could i leave you high and dry eh?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000071||Hertz||01-29-2004||02:37 PM||||Ah, yes, you're machining the whole thing, whereas the factory fob is probably a cast piece that is then engraved.<br /><br />Perhaps you could make a mold set so we could do some casting?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000072||rrustedcage||01-29-2004||02:56 PM||||i certainly could (build a mold). again a bit more time consuming, but more of an investment.  it would be a two cavity mold (for 91 and 92) then have the number etched on after the fact.  i'm sure the real ones were/are steel.  this aluminum feels kinda light.  i'm looking forward to getting one in someone elses hands to get a second opinion.  pictures are a little hard to read sometimes.  hell if we made a mold we could pop 'em out like hot cakes.  i personally prefer my own design.  but maybe i'm a bit biased.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000073||Garfield Wright||01-29-2004||03:45 PM||||I think this should be a sticky.  Within a year we'll have one full page of stickies  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000074||turboflanagan||01-29-2004||05:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong>  i'm sure the real ones were/are steel.  this aluminum feels kinda light. <br />ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not that I know, but I would think that the originals were pewter.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000075||369of1000||01-29-2004||06:25 PM||||Put me on the list please (369/1000). Is it possible to PM me in 5-6 weeks or close to it when my turn comes up?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000076||Martin Chilcote||01-29-2004||07:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong> just wanted to give everyone a heads up.  I am on track to have a corrected and stained version for people to take a peek at by this weekend, monday at the latest.  so far i have 6 people that private messaged me who are first in line, then i just went down the list from the beginning of the thread to the end and wrote down everyones name and what they requested.  i'll private message ya'll if you havn't pm'ed me first to confirm your order, but so far i count 51.  now, i have a goal of puting out about 1 a day since i have to be at work an additional hour to cut them and we are already working 12 hour days (blah) so that would put the people at the end of the line about 5 or 6 weeks away.  i hope thats alright.  let me know.  <br /><br />there was a question about price.  10 bucks a peice.  i'll give you my paypal when i make your keychain so we can transfer green then.  thanks<br /><br />ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ryan....I'm in for 2 each...I'll PM Ya'.<br />Thanks||12.110.136.91||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000078||slvrblt||01-30-2004||01:24 AM||||I'd like 2 of these. 556/2000<br /><br />Thanks.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000079||Hertz||01-30-2004||04:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br />Not that I know, but I would think that the originals were <strong> pewter. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Eh, hehehe... he said pewter.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />What is pewter, nickled aluminum?||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000080||stevevr4||01-30-2004||12:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br />Not that I know, but I would think that the originals were <strong> pewter. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Eh, hehehe... he said pewter.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />What is pewter, nickled aluminum? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pewter is a hard, tough, but easily fusible, alloy, originally consisting of tin with a little lead, but afterwards modified by the addition of copper, antimony, or bismuth.<br /><br />Or something like that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000081||turboflanagan||01-30-2004||05:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br />Not that I know, but I would think that the originals were <strong> pewter. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Eh, hehehe... he said pewter.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />What is pewter, nickled aluminum? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pewter is a hard, tough, but easily fusible, alloy, originally consisting of tin with a little lead, but afterwards modified by the addition of copper, antimony, or bismuth.<br /><br />Or something like that.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah Ryan, what he said!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000082||229of1000||01-30-2004||06:58 PM||||I would like a pair for #1788/2000.  Thanks!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000083||bleck||01-30-2004||09:35 PM||||I'll take 3 for # 135/1000.  You are definitely the man, and you waste no time!  Good job, Ryan.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000084||16GVR4||01-31-2004||02:31 AM||||I want one too!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.124.254.220||reg||10||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000085||Lucky13||01-31-2004||04:30 AM||||I'll take 1 for #1758/2000. I don't mind the wait considering I'm probably like #200 in line.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.2.68.230||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000086||turboren||01-31-2004||09:34 AM||||Just a thought, but shouldn't this thread be moved to the "Parts For Sale" section?  I mean, now that there's kind of a group buy gonig on.<br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.99||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000087||rrustedcage||02-01-2004||01:11 PM||||well, here we are.  added the dash in vr(dash)4.  cut down the height of the center section by almost half.  i was gonna do the stain thing, but after some testing, i came to the conclusion that it will not be able to withstand the rigorous abuse that is the life of a keyfob.  in other words, its scratches of relatively easily.<br /><br />so if you have already placed an order/requested one and are content with the design then don't reply.  if you would like to see more changes either reply here, or to me in private message.  if i hear no complaints i'll just start down the list.  thanks<br /><br />ryan <br /><br />by the way, i havn't deburred these yet so they may not look as pretty but you get the point right?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2690" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2691" alt=" - " />||208.187.143.67||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000088||199of2k||02-01-2004||02:40 PM||||I want, nay, <b>NEED</b> 2 of those.  My number is my name||68.9.235.175||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000089||SPEEDFIEND||02-01-2004||04:08 PM||||Look's sweet Ryan!  Do you want us to Post or PM our #'s, address, and quantities?  Just trying to make things easier for you.||206.214.56.208||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000090||V8EATER||02-01-2004||06:26 PM||||I would like one for 545/1000.  thanks.||66.136.148.56||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000091||rrustedcage||02-01-2004||09:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look's sweet Ryan! Do you want us to Post or PM our #'s, address, and quantities? Just trying to make things easier for you.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">just pm me with the info.  i'll reply with what order you are in line.  since some of this will be around 2 months away, i'll get ahold of people before i cut to verify they still want one and give them my paypal account for the 10 bucks.  if my pm is full, (could happen i suppose) that means there are 60 people in front of you, and it'll be a while.  post on this thread to get in line and i'll clean out me pm box as i cut them.  so far i have counted over 80 keyfobs people have spoken up about, so i hope you guys at the back don't mind that it might be 4 months before i get to some of you.  i'm trying to streamline my process, but in the mean time, were looking at about 5 a week.  thanks for your patients.<br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.73||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000092||russya||02-01-2004||10:47 PM||||I deffinatly want 2 but both for the same car I don't have 2 vr4's....yet||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000093||curtis||02-01-2004||11:23 PM||||I mean damn they look good.  I was going to do up a mold at school if they ever offer the plastic mold design class.  Our lab is a nightmare and alot of the cnc machines are not even hooked up.  I know that I'm way down on the list but sign me up for 2 of them. (Its a 92.  0475/1000)  I'm not real picky on the finished look or how long it takes.  I have had a lot of classes at school and have cut alot of stuff with the cmc mills and lathes I understand how much time it takes to zero the tools and set up a machine just to run a simple program.  Thanks for doing this for us just send me your paypal account and I'll send you some dollars.  In the mean time I'll post some stars.||65.54.98.21||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000094||1969MIB||02-02-2004||12:03 AM||||I'll definitely go for two for 381/1000. Thanks for offering these, great idea. <br /><br />Dave||66.75.232.28||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000095||BlitzVR4||02-02-2004||12:45 AM||||Those look great put me down for two.  533/1000. Please.<br /><br /><br />Jonas||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000096||mcastanares||02-02-2004||12:46 AM||||looks real good man...can't wait to get them<br /><br />Mark||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000097||BlackHole||02-02-2004||08:37 AM||||Two for #1725, please.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  My profile won't let me PM right now.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000098||DsmSeifer||02-04-2004||09:30 AM||||I was gone for a few weeks and look what happens. I'm so happy. The onesI had made looked like crap and the guy want 25 apeice for them. Ryan is definatly the man. (I just ordered 4)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.156.64.2||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000099||Scott Y||02-05-2004||08:37 AM||||I'll take 2, 953/1K.||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000100||Ska-TAY||02-05-2004||12:20 PM||||2 fobs for 1963/2000  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Where are we sending the cash to?  Did I miss that part?||24.209.146.2||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000101||rrustedcage||02-05-2004||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where are we sending the cash to? Did I miss that part?<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    just as a recap, the line begins in my pm box, and ends at the back of this thread.  if you are the last guy in line, there will be approximatly a 5 month wait, and money (10 dollars per) will be exchanged when your key fobs are cut.  thanks<br /><br />ryan<br /><br />i don't think my sense of humor ever comes off right online.  i'm not trying to sound like a dick.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000102||turboflanagan||02-05-2004||07:05 PM||||Would it not be easier in the long run for you to make a die and bust them out, then just engrave the numbers on them?  <br /><br />I have no clue.  Never done machine work.  And I'm certainly not trying to talk you out of it, but 5 or 6 months is a long time.  (for you to work, not for me to wait   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> ).||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000103||rrustedcage||02-06-2004||04:14 AM||||yeah, i was trying to work that angle for a while, but convincing higher ups at the foundry i work at to look the other way was starting to get tricky.  my imidiate supervisor seemed to think it would have to be pretty far "under the table".  the other cool thing would be if they were cast, i could get them to more closely match the original color and texture.  your right though, for 100 peices casting it would be faster.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    but does it look as cool?  remains to be seen.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />if someone else has access to similar facilities, perhaps they could be of some assistance.  anybody?<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000104||1101||02-07-2004||12:19 PM||||Hi,<br /><br />I would like one, 467/1000.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ward||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000105||fast_gvr4||02-08-2004||07:14 PM||||Any updates?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||172.128.164.164||reg||5||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000106||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||02-09-2004||05:58 AM||||I'd like a pair of 1828/2000.<br /><br />Thanks||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000107||atsiauto||02-09-2004||07:12 AM||||id like 2 for # 441 (92)||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000108||rrustedcage||02-09-2004||08:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any updates? <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i just cut 6 of them this morning and they will be shipped out tomarrow.  i've already shipped out 2.  i'm doing yours in the next batch.  chuggin' along. <br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000109||Oztek||02-10-2004||08:01 AM||||Is it still possible to get a pair made?<br /><br />I'd like 1091.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000110||fast_gvr4||02-10-2004||06:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any updates? <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i just cut 6 of them this morning and they will be shipped out tomarrow.  i've already shipped out 2.  i'm doing yours in the next batch.  chuggin' along. <br /><br />ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Let me know ASAP. Thanks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||172.170.246.190||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000111||mistaVR4||02-11-2004||11:26 AM||||Hey man,<br /><br />I'll take 2 for 484/1000<br /><br />Thanks||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000112||mistervr4||02-15-2004||05:32 PM||||I just wanted to let everyone know that I picked my keychains up from Ryan today, and they look great.  The pics don't do these things justice...I just compared them to my dash, and they look better than the dash plaque.  Thanks again to Ryan for doing these, and just to let everyone know, they're the wait.  Thanks again to Ryan.||67.164.206.223||reg||1||mistervr4||00002348||yes
Z||000113||mistervr4||02-15-2004||05:33 PM||||WORTH the wait...sorry||67.164.206.223||reg||1||mistervr4||00002348||yes
Z||000114||meshwork||02-15-2004||06:44 PM||||2 for 381/2000, those look cool!||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000115||rrustedcage||02-16-2004||03:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WORTH the wait</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thanks dude.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   like i was telling fred here, for keeping your key fob shiny, use a nice 300 or greater grit of sand paper to take out little scratches that may be incurred from everyday use.  and if you're interested in a mirror finish, use a dremel with a felt tip and some mothers.  when we have a tool here we want pull nicely it works well for us.  thanks<br /><br />ryan<br /><br />did that just sound like an info-mercial to anyone else?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   bah||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000116||fast_gvr4||02-16-2004||08:15 AM||||When, please when   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />PM me when there done. Thanks||172.170.70.245||reg||12||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000117||stevevr4||02-17-2004||12:53 PM||||Got mine today!  Awesome.  But no hole pre-drilled means I can't put it on my keychain right now! lol||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000118||rrustedcage||02-17-2004||02:11 PM||||yeah, sorry about that.  things have been VERY hairy around work here lately and i completely spaced it.  sorry fellas.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000119||stevevr4||02-17-2004||03:53 PM||||lol no problem.  You did the hard work.  I can handle drilling a hole.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000120||simjet22||02-17-2004||09:43 PM||||very nice work,i deff. want one, when u are ready to take orders, but is it possible to have them match the color of your car?||24.186.60.239||reg||14||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000121||rrustedcage||02-18-2004||05:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">but is it possible to have them match the color of your car?</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you could probably get it anodized, and i'm not sure how close they could get the color to match the car.  for the price/time i'm not sure if it would be worth it.  if you'd like to try, i could send you a blank and have you take it out to get anodized.  let me know<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000122||getboosted||02-18-2004||10:10 AM||||Ryan,<br /><br />I'd like two for my '91 #1421. Wow, I am the last one in line.  I believe in good things come to those who wait, right?<br /><br />Thanks Ryan for all your hard work in making this thing a reality!<br /><br />-Tuan-<br />'91 GVR-4 #1421||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000123||Kibo||02-18-2004||03:27 PM||||If it's not too late, put me down for two (1992 #206/1000).  By the time you get to mine, maybe my car will be back up and running.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Should I PayPal now or then?||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000124||1520/2000||02-19-2004||01:28 AM||||i would like 3 for 1520/2000 whenever you get to me- thanks!!||216.37.250.10||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000125||rrustedcage||02-19-2004||03:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Should I PayPal now or then?</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">then.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000126||s_firestone||02-19-2004||03:17 PM||||PM'd you Ryan,<br /><br />Add me to the list for 2 keyfobs for 1992 #918/1000.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Stephen Firestone||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000127||Kibo||02-19-2004||08:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Should I PayPal now or then?</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">then.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Excellent.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000128||megaice||02-20-2004||12:48 AM||||PM's sent <br /><br />For two fobs for 630/2000<br /><br />Thanks Ryan||209.219.209.72||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000129||megaice||02-20-2004||12:49 AM||||PM sent <br /><br />For two fobs for 630/2000<br /><br />Thanks Ryan||209.219.209.72||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000130||fast_gvr4||03-01-2004||05:10 PM||||Any update on my Key Fobs?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||172.140.73.9||reg||7||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000131||rrustedcage||03-02-2004||03:57 AM||||i had a rough week last week. between the stiches in my hand, working 60 hours, and getting the galant to pass emissions, i didn't get them shipped out until just yesterday.  sorry about that.  they are in the mail and on the way though.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000132||sjg||03-02-2004||05:12 AM||||Can you tell me the dimensions of the piece, just height/width (excluding the tab w/ the hole in it)  ? ...  Thanks.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000133||rrustedcage||03-02-2004||07:03 AM||||some dude gave me these dimensions<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey new to board here,but the general dimension of the key fob are length: 2" width: 7/8" thickness: 2/16" and width of center section: 5/16"<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">but they could be cut any size you want.<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000134||sjg||03-02-2004||09:54 AM||||Well put me down for 5, if I can get one of those 2.5"x1.25", and w/o the tab for the keyring.  I'd like that one to read SJG, instead of #/#, 2 fobs the same, and 2 fobs #1185/2000.   Let me know when I make it somewhere near the top of the list.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    ---  They're both '91s...<br /><br />(I don't mind sending you extra for that wonky fifth one if you can crank it out for me, fyi it would be for the dash).<br /><br />Thanks,||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000135||GVR4458||03-02-2004||04:03 PM||||If you're still making these, I'll take 2 each for 458/1000 and 159/1000 for a total of 4 fobs.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000136||fast_gvr4||03-02-2004||07:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong> i had a rough week last week. between the stiches in my hand, working 60 hours, and getting the galant to pass emissions, i didn't get them shipped out until just yesterday.  sorry about that.  they are in the mail and on the way though.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry to hear about the stitches  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Thanks for everything  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Good Luck.||172.155.46.82||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000137||Street Surgeon||03-03-2004||01:37 AM||||Wow, that looks really nice man! I love little things like that, the details!!!<br /><br />Anyway just let me know how much, I'm sure I have a friend that would like one!||68.25.67.115||reg||1||Street Surgeon||00003699||yes



ubb/Forum1/003088.cgi
A||||3||Romanova||FS:Non-cruise throttle cable||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||02-01-2004||03:46 PM||avonamor16@yahoo.com||It's in good condition. Shipped to your door for $20. Post here or PM me. Thank you.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||02-01-2004||04:17 PM||||sorry for the noob question, but are the non-cruise control cables any bettr then<br />the cruise control cables, I've always wanted to know, thanks||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-01-2004||04:26 PM||||Gives you better throttle response in my opinion. Plus it cleans up the engine bay a little bit. <br /><br />This is sold by the way.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||1969MIB||02-05-2004||08:52 PM||||Just got the cable today. Came promptly and Tyler kept in contact regarding the status of the shipment of the cable.<br /><br />If you want to buy something from Tyler, do it. You have my blessing.<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />Dave||66.75.232.28||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes



ubb/Forum1/003089.cgi
A||||12||josh long||Intrest in custom competition coilovers?||||1||||josh long||00000943
Z||000000||josh long||02-01-2004||07:11 PM||jibber@icestorm.net||I am having a set of custom coilovers built for my car, they are based on a bilstein cartridge. I just thought you guys might be interested in what they look / work like. Mine will be gravel length as they are for my rally car I am building. Street / tarmac length is also available. Let me know. These are sealed so there is no valving adjustments but are built inverted. I will try to have pictures soon. <br /><br />Josh<br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000001||josh long||02-01-2004||10:23 PM||||<img src="http://www.fireantracing.com/content/images/gpa_assembled.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />This is what you should expect to be able to do with a well built rally strut without issues.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br />   <img src="http://jvab.ffwd.us/FlyingmkII.jpg" alt=" - " />||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000002||josh long||02-01-2004||11:15 PM||||This was a reply I just sent... I do not want to have to repost so here goes.<br /><br />As of right now I do not have a firm price. They will not be cheap as they are the real deal. But in comparrison to DMS, they will be dirt cheap. These units compare to the DMS on my buddies impreza rally car.These will be custom fit for our cars with your choice of spring rate. As far as what is included it should be everything you need to mount them on your car. Nothing else.<br /><br /><br />I am not selling these myself and stand to gain absolutely nothing from this. My friend is making these for myself and some others, so I thought you guys might like the oppertunity as well. <br /><br />He worked for a short time at Ohlins... he knows his stuff. <br /><br />What kind of warranty would you want on custom built suspension? think realistically. If it was a manufactureing error I'm sure he would try to right the wrong. I will have to ask him.||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000003||josh long||02-02-2004||12:04 PM||||It looks like the $ is going to be around $1350.00 + shipping from Seattle.<br /><br />This is for your choice of tarmac or gravel lengths, springs of your choice. It will give you a cartridge diameter of 41MM in the front and 51mm in the rear.<br /><br />Josh||67.5.175.133||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||02-02-2004||12:08 PM||||Seems like a good price Josh. Too bad I am already assembling my custom setup.||198.111.39.16||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||josh long||02-02-2004||05:50 PM||||I guess there is not much intrest.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000006||josh long||02-04-2004||02:03 AM||||I had a question about serviceing the cartridges when they blow.....  There is a service center in california that can rebuild the cartridges for $35- $55 each. For a little more they can be ravalved to your specs.||67.75.218.4||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||02-04-2004||08:01 AM||||Josh, <br /><br />Just out of curiosity, what kind of struts will they be using? Bilstein? Are the mounts going to be solid? If Bilstein, what model strut will it be? And what brand springs, Eibach or Hypercoil? <br /><br />I take it for that price that they are not adjustable, if not, can that feature be added in the future? And if it can, what kind of adjustability, 1, 2 or 3 way. <br /><br />Just some question I think people would like to know.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||91GVR4||02-04-2004||06:50 PM||||These look wicked, if the other coilover GB falls thru I'll be looking at these. They would be great for the few rallies I work at every year. Last year I pounded my car to death.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Catch ya later.||63.156.32.89||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000009||josh long||02-05-2004||01:57 AM||||"I am having a set of custom coilovers built for my car, they are based on a bilstein cartridge."<br /><br />This is from the first post, the spring perches are adjustable. There is no "clicker" adjustments, If you know what you want you can have them revalvaed. I will check the spring type.<br /><br />Josh||67.75.217.185||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000010||josh long||02-05-2004||01:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Josh, <br /><br />Just out of curiosity, what kind of struts will they be using? Bilstein? Are the mounts going to be solid? If Bilstein, what model strut will it be? And what brand springs, Eibach or Hypercoil? <br /><br />I take it for that price that they are not adjustable, if not, can that feature be added in the future? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Abhay, <br /><br />I will check on the strut tops, The adjustable cartridges are available but are much more expensive, I am checking on price.<br /><br />The bilstein models depend on the end user there are gravel length 190mm travel and tarmac length 160mm travel xve-05634ish family. These are motorsport units that are a little more difficult to come by. Rear are the b46 family.<br /><br />If there is a enough demand we will get custom progressive wound springs for the front. It looks like the springs are going to be "suspension spring specialty" and are linear. Front will be like 350inlb on the tarmac length and 200-225inlbs.<br /><br />This is the medium setting for a 4x4 rally car in gravel spec. I have driven enough rally cars set up like this to know It is great. I highly recommend not going to the REDICULOUSLY stiff tarmac springs, unless you are using these for a track car only, and I would still try to deter you.<br /><br />Josh<br /><br /><br />Josh||67.75.218.40||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000011||1420mark||02-07-2004||12:38 PM||||nice to see some details and diversity in units for  our car.  Apparently there are a variety of measuring scales used to define damper valve rates.  not always the esiest thing to have revealed to you as many are proprietary . It would be nice to see valve rate info along side spring rate allowing comparison among ALL offerings.  when a subjective review is reinforced with numbers , at some point a pattern would emerge .  We would see what is the range of firm to soft ride quality and the effectiveness of the associated spring. Everyone knows this  yet it is a long way from getting put into print and even further from our self education to deduce significant patterns<br />     Josh,  your designer  could certainly shed light on the  valve rates one might  see in stock GVR4  strut/shock and what one could anticipate in more aggressive set-ups  AND assign spring rates that would roughly correspond to each of these applications. If he is looking to make us tarmac units he could then say what he would build into that street version . We would then be one giant step on the way to understanding . Interest would be increased with this  knowledge||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000012||josh long||02-07-2004||02:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by FOGdarter:<br /><strong> nice to see some details and diversity in units for  our car.  Apparently there are a variety of measuring scales used to define damper valve rates.  not always the esiest thing to have revealed to you as many are proprietary . It would be nice to see valve rate info along side spring rate allowing comparison among ALL offerings.  when a subjective review is reinforced with numbers , at some point a pattern would emerge .  We would see what is the range of firm to soft ride quality and the effectiveness of the associated spring. Everyone knows this  yet it is a long way from getting put into print and even further from our self education to deduce significant patterns<br />     Josh,  your designer  could certainly shed light on the  valve rates one might  see in stock GVR4  strut/shock and what one could anticipate in more aggressive set-ups  AND assign spring rates that would roughly correspond to each of these applications. If he is looking to make us tarmac units he could then say what he would build into that street version . We would then be one giant step on the way to understanding . Interest would be increased with this  knowledge </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There seems to be a misconception about having cartridges rebuilt / revalved. Most are a very simple washer "piston" with holes and varying thickness of shims on either side to control compression or rebound. This is the same with nearly all oil dampened assemblys be it motocross / mountain fork or car strut cartridge. <br /><br />I will see If John want's to log onto the board, He can shed much more light on the tech specs. He is quite a charachter and would be a valuable asset to the board.<br /><br />Josh||67.75.218.45||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes



ubb/Forum1/003090.cgi
A||||0||Jose||US Rear White Bumper||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||02-01-2004||10:28 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I still have the stock rear white bumper from my former VR4. $50.00 takes it. I will not ship!!!<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/003091.cgi
A||||0||Jose||RC 550s||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||02-01-2004||10:29 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have 6 RC 550 injectors for sale. $250.00 plus shipping.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/003092.cgi
A||||2||mistaVR4||WTB: front bumper/side skirts||||1||||mistaVR4||00003068
Z||000000||mistaVR4||02-02-2004||01:12 AM||tassap1@aol.com||Hey,<br /><br />  I need a front bumper, preferebly off a grey VR4 but at this point I'd take any color. I also need the two small skirt pieces that fit on the front of the rear wheel wells.<br /><br />Let me know if you know where I can get'em.<br /><br />Thanks||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000001||grndsm||02-03-2004||02:11 PM||||Steve, I have a green DS "dog leg", that ground effect piece in the rear.<br /><br />$30 + shipping.<br /><br />Leon<br /><a href="http://www.reitmanracing.com" target="_blank">www.reitmanracing.com</a>||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000002||mistaVR4||02-03-2004||03:16 PM||||can you send me pics of them?<br />I'll buy'em for sure<br /><br />Thanks||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes



ubb/Forum1/003093.cgi
A||||0||mistaVR4||PARTS FOR SALE||||1||||mistaVR4||00003068
Z||000000||mistaVR4||02-02-2004||01:18 AM||tassap1@aol.com||Hey, <br /><br />I'm betting that most of you already have a plie of parts similar to mine?  But anyway I thought I'd throw them out here just in case: <br /><br />1G CAS <br />1G water pipe (runs along block) <br />Cyclone intake manifold <br />1G exhaust manifold(no cracks off automatic w/13g)  <b>SOLD</b> <br />1G fuel rail <br />1G head <br />stock cams & sprockets <br />13G turbine housing <br />Fried 13G turbo (compressor housing good for rebuild) <br />1G power steering pump <br />6 bolt fly wheel ( off JDM VR4 not sure if it will work?) <br />Blitz turbo timer (missing intermediate harness for 1G) <br />1G Greddy turbo timer harness (will work with any turbo timer) <br /><br />email with offers <br />Thanks,||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes



ubb/Forum1/003094.cgi
A||||0||BluFalcon||Parts..Parts..More Parts...||||1||||BluFalcon||00000366
Z||000000||BluFalcon||02-02-2004||06:34 AM||muttski@comcast.net||Got some stuff for sale from my DSM collection. Most of it came off my Talon when I upgraded some parts, the other stuff has been hanging around the house for a bit. if you're interested in any of this tuff feel free to PM or e-mail me. I'm in the D/FW (Plano) area and can meet local people. Buyer pays shipping if not local. Thanks. PayPal, money order or cash. No checks.<br /><br />1. Ported 14B Turbo- Ported 6cm housing, minor wastegate cracks, no shaft play at all and spins freely. I'll even throw in all the feed lines, oil drain line and compressor outlet neck, along with a 1G O2 housing (assuming it doesn't sell seperately). $150<br /><br />2. 90 Side Mount Intercooler and I/C Piping- Intercooler is from a 90 car (different routing than 91-94 cars) along with all the factory piping, minus the blow off valve. Just pulled these off the car for the FMIC setup. Someone with a Honduh or Mirage/Colt Turbo could probably use this stuff for a custom application. $50<br /><br />3. 1G MAS and Aircan- Unmolested 1G MAS and aircan assembly, K&N, and rubber Intake pipe. $50<br /><br />4. AWD Driveshaft Aassembly- Complete assy, with carrier bearings. From a 91 AWD. $20 Local Only<br /><br />5. 1990 AWD Transmission. First the Good. The tranny works fine, and seems to shift pretty decently. It was used as a loaner tranny for awhile between myself, and some other DSM'ers when I lived in Denton. Now the Bad. It's missing one of the lever arms on the tranny. Should be pretty easy to swap one from another tranny onto it. Finally, the Ugly. The reason this tranny isn't being used on a car right now is because it has a small hole in the case, that's been patched with JB Weld (Previous owner did it, not me.). The patch holds fine, but I wouldn't trust JB Weld as a permanent fix for a tranny. That's why it was used as a loaner. It would still serve in that capacity well, but I just don't have room for it anymore. Make me an offer. Local Only<br /><br />6. Stock 1st Gen O2 Housing- $20 (May sell with 14B Turbo)<br /><br />7. 2ea 91-94 Turbo Water neck/Thermostat Housing- No sensors, $15 for upper and lower pieces pieces<br /><br />8. 2 ea. 2G MAS 1 with Electrical Connector pigtail, the other without -both available. $80, $70 without connector.<br /><br />9. 1st Gen Leather Steering Wheel-7 out of 10 condition wise. $20<br /><br />10. 1G K&N with Dejon 2G MAS Adaptor Plate- Filter element is almost BRAND NEW $10 SOLD!<br /><br />11. "JDM" Mitsubishi Valve Cover- Sold! <br /><br />12. 2 JBL 8 inch Unpowered "Keg" Subwoofers, Amp, and Crossover- I don't think I'm ever going to install these in another car,so they're available. I'd like to sell it all as a set. The amp is an old Optimus (don't laugh, it served it's purpose just fine..under the seat where no one could see it ) 2 ch (Bridgeable) 170 Watt amp. The crossover is an electronic Optimus ( I used to work at Radio Shack what can I say?) crossover. Like I said, they all worked just fine together in my old Blue AWD. $100 for the amp, subs and crossover<br /><br />13. 90 DSM Turbo- Water Pipe. Came off my Talon. Put a NT water pipe on my car for the PTE Turbo. $10 <br /><br />14. 89 Mirage Turbo ECU- Off of my old Mirage Turbo $75||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum1/003095.cgi
A||||3||agrabau||WTB Stock fuel rail||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||02-02-2004||10:12 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||Nothing crazy expensive.. if anyone has one sitting around. Maybe someone needs a TB elbow, a 90 degree 2.5" mandrel bend, an under-headlight trim piece.. I'd trade for any of the above. <br /><br />Thanks- <br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||02-02-2004||01:19 PM||||bump for a fuel rail.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-02-2004||01:41 PM||||i got a couple you can have.  one is mt, one is at.  you want the fp regulators, too?  send me your address.||64.240.175.70||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||02-02-2004||02:52 PM||||If you need extras I have some lying around also...||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum1/003096.cgi
A||||1||Sam Sayes||Brand new Magnecore Wires 8.5mm||||1||||Sam Sayes||00000657
Z||000000||Sam Sayes||02-02-2004||11:48 AM||samgvr4@hotmail.com||Hello everyone,<br /><br />I have brand new Magnecore 8.5mm wires for sale for a 1G or Galant VR-4.<br />They are still in the box please make a decent offer plus shipping and they are yours.<br />PS. KC have you  changed your wires yet?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Cheers<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-02-2004||11:51 AM||||Check PM   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/003097.cgi
A||||6||Dsmman||1G DSM Parts For Sale!||||4||||Dsmman||00002350
Z||000000||Dsmman||02-02-2004||12:05 PM||||1G dash in great condition. One very small crack above the passenger side vent. Besides that, it's in perfect condition. $150 obo <br /><br />BOV with flange. <br /><br />Power steering pump. <br /><br />AWD Front and rear brakes 1 piston. (Pass. side front caliper possibly needs a rebuild) <br /><br />Brake rotors. <br /><br />Drive shaft with carrier bearings. <br /><br />3 bolt rear with axels and cups. <br /><br />91 tail light assembly. <br /><br />91 Talon rear bumper cover. <br /><br />Stock rear control arms. <br /><br />90 Talon side skirts. <br /><br />Passenger side door. <br /><br />Leather steering wheel (2). <br /><br />Door pannels (right and left). <br /><br />90 Hatch with wing. <br /><br />Rear 1/4 glass. <br /><br />Gas tank door. <br /><br />Turn signal/light and whiper assembly switches. <br /><br />Center console HVAC. <br /><br />Center console Shifter. <br /><br />Stock tape deck with EQ (dont' know who would want that). <br /><br />Automatic seat bets, complete assembly with motor. 2 sets. <br /><br />Heater Core. <br /><br />HVAC blower motor and contorls. <br /><br />90 Shifter base. <br /><br />90 Shifter cables. <br /><br />A pillar trim and rear plastic. <br /><br />Gas tank with fuel pump. <br /><br />I have a lot more parts but, can't think of them all now. If you have a request post it. I have tons of misc. switches and doo-dads. <br /><br />Email: redpowereddsm@hotmail.com||151.197.187.234||reg||4||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||02-02-2004||05:41 PM||||Got a hood ?||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||02-03-2004||12:05 AM||||Are the rear ends LSD? If so, how much?||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||Dsmman||02-04-2004||01:29 PM||||Yes, it's a 3 bolt LSD.<br /><br />slvrblt,<br /><br />No hood.||141.158.46.157||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||02-04-2004||04:37 PM||||How much for the 3-Bolt LSD? You forgot to answer that part.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||Dsmman||02-04-2004||08:53 PM||||$165 with Axels and cups.||141.150.235.38||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||02-05-2004||01:46 PM||||I'll pass. Many people have sold them on this forum for much cheaper. I will just wait untill one comes by with the right price.<br /><br />Thanx anyways.||198.111.39.16||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum1/003098.cgi
A||||2||compacttuners||NEW Apexi S-AFC II||||2||||compacttuners||00003449
Z||000000||compacttuners||02-02-2004||03:02 PM||kevin@compacttuners.com||Brand new in black or Blue/silver 360.00 each plus shipping Let me know if interested.||161.58.128.247||reg||2||compacttuners||00003449||yes
Z||000001||Ian M||02-04-2004||12:06 AM||||Not to be an ass, but after just a 20 second Google search:<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.edoperformance.com/product_details.php?pid=2" target="_blank">http://www.edoperformance.com/product_details.php?pid=2</a>   <br /><br />$293.00 SHIPPED<br /><br />Gonna have to do better...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.124||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||02-04-2004||12:17 AM||||Good find. Unfortunatly, our cost is not that low so we can not match that price. I don't think their cost is that low either so they might possibly be taking a loss to get some more business on their site.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum1/003099.cgi
A||||4||dc_style||parts. stuff.||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-02-2004||03:41 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||here's what i will have for you guys very soon. shoot me an offer on stuff with or without a price. i'm willing to negotiate.<br /><br />- 1g exhaust manifold<br />- 1g o2 housing<br />- stock galant vr4 fmic 70 shipped.<br />- stock galant vr4 exhaust 100+ shipping<br />- four stock galant vr4 wheels with brand new tires. 200 + shipping<br />- stock vr4 shifter. 35 shipped.<br />- 14b turbo. very little shaft play, about 40k on it. spools great. 150 shipped.<br />- lotek vr4 gauge dual gauge pod. 45 shipped.<br />- stock clutch and pressure plate, almost new. 70 shipped.<br />- 4g63 short block, was fine before i took it apart. 100 + shipping.<br />- dual blitz turbo timer with no harness. 60 shipped.<br />- 450cc injectors 90 shipped.<br />- stock fuel pump.. 25 shipped.<br />- 1st gen apex safc (knob style) 150 shipped.<br />- evo 6 intercooler. 250 shipped.<br />- galant vr4 shift boot. 25 shipped.<br />- 2.5" dual exhaust tip muffler, 2.5" inlet. brand new. 70 shipped.<br />- 3" cannon style muffler, 2.5" inlet. brand new. 50 shipped.<br />- hks mega flow with filter. 70 shipped.<br /><br />willing to trade for...<br />- 16g turbo<br />- fmic<br />- fmic piping<br />- safc ii<br /><br />mmm... these are just starting prices. pm and lemme know.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||MidEngine210||02-03-2004||02:55 PM||||Do you have pics of the evo 6 ic?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000002||Ska-TAY||02-04-2004||10:50 AM||||what color are the GVR4 rims?  I'm assuming 91's right?||24.209.146.2||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000003||dc_style||02-04-2004||02:29 PM||||yup. green 91 wheels. i have someone currently looking at them.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||02-04-2004||04:35 PM||||$15 for the 1g exhaust many if it's not cracked. <br /><br />Let me know.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
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A||||10||curtis||Moded Shifter assembly and welded tranny cable mount||||6||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||02-02-2004||04:22 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2706" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  Its a stock handle that has been moded in both directions,  The top has been shorted to about 4 inches to the centerline of the bolt hole and has steel plates welded all around for added strenght. I angled the handle toward the driver for a more ergonomic grip. The bottom has had 3/4 of an inch added along with the other piece that has had the same amount added above the bolt hole.  <br />The shift cable bracket has had the rubber bushings removed and is welded soild.  I have the same set up in my car and have no shifter vibration problems at all.  I also have soild shift bushings on the cables and on the shift plate assembly and love it.<br /><br />I'll take 80 dollars shipped to my paypal account of morepsi1@msn.com   <br /><br />Thanks Curtis||65.54.98.13||reg||6||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||02-02-2004||05:07 PM||||If you don't mind me getting a little off topic, I have a question about the extensions. I was thinking about doing something like this but I'm a little concerned that when the extra length is added then the rubber "stop" will no longer be effective (enough to keep from overextending the shifter cables). Any observations on this? BTW, very nice work!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-02-2004||05:15 PM||||Does it actually make it a short shifter?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||curtis||02-02-2004||05:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> If you don't mind me getting a little off topic, I have a question about the extensions. I was thinking about doing something like this but I'm a little concerned that when the extra length is added then the rubber "stop" will no longer be effective (enough to keep from overextending the shifter cables). Any observations on this? BTW, very nice work! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The extension will shorten the throw which will cause the shift handle not to hit the rubber piece.  The fit is after you install them you can bend the tabs in to hit the rubber for a postive stop or just drill a hole and tap the hole and put a bolt in with a nut on either side for adjustment,  or be lazy and weld on some washers on the insides.  Or do nothing at all my bump stop doesn't hit now but I don't power shift either.||65.54.97.149||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||curtis||02-02-2004||05:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Does it actually make it a short shifter? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes it makes the throw alot shorter for 1st to 2nd, 3rd to 4th, and 5th to Rev.  It doesn't change the distance between 2nd to 3rd and 4th and 5th.  The soild mount also helps for more positive shifts.||65.54.97.149||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||02-02-2004||05:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> If you don't mind me getting a little off topic, I have a question about the extensions. I was thinking about doing something like this but I'm a little concerned that when the extra length is added then the rubber "stop" will no longer be effective (enough to keep from overextending the shifter cables). Any observations on this? BTW, very nice work! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The extension will shorten the throw which will cause the shift handle not to hit the rubber piece.  The fit is after you install them you can bend the tabs in to hit the rubber for a postive stop or just drill a hole and tap the hole and put a bolt in with a nut on either side for adjustment,  or be lazy and weld on some washers on the insides. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Great, that's what I wanted to know, thanks!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||curtis||02-03-2004||08:14 PM||||Bump...  I maybe priced this a little out of the range I should have.  I'm starting to clean out my garage so this spring I can build some work benches and get the welder hooked up and don't have to step over stuff to work. I'll be posting more stuff later on. So make me an offer I can't resist.||65.54.98.16||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||curtis||02-04-2004||10:45 AM||||Well the curse of the black Galant has started Blacksheep bought it.(At this time I need a picture of a pirate)  I'm glad KC has started back on that endless path of moded Galants.  I'll probably build a few more when I get time to hit the junk yards.||65.54.97.140||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||02-04-2004||11:22 AM||||I have a stock shifter if you're looking for cores...  not sure if it is worth the price of shipping or not...||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||02-04-2004||01:03 PM||||Arrrrr, matey (trying to sound like a pirate)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Reminds me of tintin (another cartoon I watched growing up)||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||02-04-2004||09:12 PM||||Curtis - you've got cash  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
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$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0031"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!JL Audio Microsub for sale...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!05:37 PM!,
q!2453043.1737!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2453045.1512!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!Price for the AMG type grill!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2453043.1437!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!00001740!,
q!tplesko!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2453048.1133!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!wtb:act 2600!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2453048.1012!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!Clay!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2453048.2151!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!HD spring cleaning parts FS!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2453044.1731!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2453047.2259!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!safc and 14b!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2453048.1015!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!dc_style!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2453048.1627!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!looking for transmission!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!11:08 AM!,
q!2453048.1108!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!01:08 PM!,
q!2453048.1308!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!WTB: Stock GVR-4 Battery Tray!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!12:38 PM!,
q!2453048.1238!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2453048.1552!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Rob_M!,
q!1g Motor Parts 4 Sale!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!01:12 PM!,
q!2453048.1312!,
q!Rob_M!,
q!00003342!,
q!Rob_M!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2453053.1231!,
q!Rob_M!,
q!00003342!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!grndsm!,
q!Cleaning out the garage of GVR4 parts!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2453048.1659!,
q!grndsm!,
q!00000540!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2453048.1722!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!ECU!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2453048.1710!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!JoshWeaver!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!01:23 AM!,
q!2453051.0123!,
q!Josh Weaver!,
q!00003241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!ACT 2100 street disc!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2453048.1718!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!talontsi!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2453060.2230!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!need head .. (he he)!,
q!10!,
q!2!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!08:28 PM!,
q!2453048.2028!,
q!Greenvr4!,
q!00002742!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2453050.2155!,
q!Greenvr4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Moded Shifter assembly and welded tranny cable mount!,
q!6!,
q!10!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!04:22 PM!,
q!2453038.1622!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2453040.2112!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q~5 LUG  BAER  BRAKE KIT FOR SALE !!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2453038.1639!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!08:21 PM!,
q!2453041.2021!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!Housecleaning; Stock / Performance Parts!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2453038.2109!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2453040.1434!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Slammed90Galant!,
q!wtb front steering rack!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!01:32 AM!,
q!2453039.0132!,
q!Slammed90Galant!,
q!00003321!,
q!Slammed90Galant!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2453039.1734!,
q!Slammed90Galant!,
q!00003321!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sr71sss!,
q!WTB: 1992 Galant VR4 motor!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!06:58 AM!,
q!2453039.0658!,
q!sr71sss!,
q!00000133!,
q!sr71sss!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!05:59 AM!,
q!2453041.0559!,
q!sr71sss!,
q!00000133!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ron!,
q!FS: Big 16g, 510cc,450cc,  NEW Safc II!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2453039.1847!,
q!ron!,
q!00000491!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!11:59 AM!,
q!2453041.1159!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!00002446!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!***KYB AGX Sale***!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2453039.2141!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2453041.2017!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147/1000!,
q!engine and trans !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2453039.2155!,
q!147/1000!,
q!00002688!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!09:03 PM!,
q!2453044.2103!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!compacttuners!,
q!NEW PARTS FOR SALE!,
q!2!,
q!6!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2453039.2255!,
q!compacttuners!,
q!00003449!,
q!4g63t!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!08:38 AM!,
q!2453040.0838!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!RC 550 injectors for sale.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2453044.1742!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!Matt379!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2453044.1742!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!wtb: ski rack!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2453044.1916!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!dc_style!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2453044.1916!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!WTB:  91' or 92' wheels any color except green!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!09:49 PM!,
q!2453044.2149!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!ron!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!11:32 AM!,
q!2453047.1132!,
q!ron!,
q!00000491!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!3.5&quot; GM MAS Setup!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!04:36 AM!,
q!2453045.0436!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!08:54 AM!,
q!2453046.0854!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!Aluminum Radiator!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!04:40 AM!,
q!2453045.0440!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!05:01 PM!,
q!2453045.1701!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!WTB: Trunk panelling...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!02:39 PM!,
q!2453045.1439!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2453045.1605!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!another FMIC on eaby!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2453045.1513!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!00003340!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!04:01 PM!,
q!2453049.1601!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!Crank 4g64!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!03:51 PM!,
q!2453045.1551!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!gtluke!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!08:28 PM!,
q!2453045.2028!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Shockvvave!,
q~Manifold NEEDED!!!!!!! ~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2453048.2110!,
q!Terrence!,
q!00003374!,
q!Shockvvave!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2453049.1448!,
q!Terrence!,
q!00003374!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!Bridgestone Potenzas!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2453045.1928!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!coop!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2453046.2353!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!What misc parts do you want for your galant?!,
q!1!,
q!58!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2453049.1235!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!jayru!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2453063.2207!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000058!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!injectors and afpr for sale!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2453049.1713!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2453062.2230!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Battery Trays!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!08:13 AM!,
q!2453050.0813!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!Romanova!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2453050.1035!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!More SS manifold covers!,
q!1!,
q!45!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2453050.1100!,
q!Gabor!,
q!00000441!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2453070.1557!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000045!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!misc 1g/GVR4 parts for sale!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!11:14 AM!,
q!2453050.1114!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!11:14 AM!,
q!2453050.1114!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!FREE...Brand new Audio Panel surround...MB716802!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2453050.2024!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2453051.1318!,
q!jcgalntvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Selling:  Hallman Ceramic ball MBC!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2453050.2139!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!jayru!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2453053.1017!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!h45454!,
q!WTB - HKS exhaust new or used!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2453050.2153!,
q!h45454!,
q!00001840!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!02:14 AM!,
q!2453051.0214!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!WTB 90' ECU!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!02:10 AM!,
q!2453040.0210!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!02:14 AM!,
q!2453042.0214!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!1g motor part out ( out of 93 TSi AWD ) !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!01:27 PM!,
q!2453040.1327!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!00002446!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!01:27 PM!,
q!2453040.1327!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!00002446!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!for sale: green front bumper!,
q!2!,
q!5!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2453040.1528!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!dc_style!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2453041.1739!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Momo steering wheel and knob....!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!08:02 PM!,
q!2453040.2002!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2453041.1831!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slowpokin699!,
q!WTB: power antenna!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2453040.2033!,
q!slowpokin699!,
q!00002108!,
q!slowpokin699!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!09:16 PM!,
q!2453040.2116!,
q!slowpokin699!,
q!00002108!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jthiessen!,
q!WTB: Center Console!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2453040.2108!,
q!maximum!,
q!00002597!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!08:39 AM!,
q!2453041.0839!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!JDM bumper!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2453040.2340!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!henrok!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2453042.1803!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!RBDSM Rear Sway Bar!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!02:55 AM!,
q!2453041.0255!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!09:02 PM!,
q!2453041.2102!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!WTB 93 Headlights!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2453046.0237!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2453046.0237!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!Used APEX-i BOV!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!03:01 AM!,
q!2453041.0301!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!03:01 AM!,
q!2453041.0301!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!RACE ENGINE 500WHP++!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!03:09 AM!,
q!2453041.0309!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!07:55 PM!,
q!2453041.1955!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!Denso 660cc Injectors!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!03:53 AM!,
q!2453046.0353!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!03:53 AM!,
q!2453046.0353!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!4G63Mirage!,
q!91-94 EPROM Needed!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2453046.1059!,
q!4G63Mirage!,
q!00002406!,
q!4G63Mirage!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2453046.1059!,
q!4G63Mirage!,
q!00002406!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!JDM turbo timer...$45 shipped.!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!12:17 PM!,
q!2453046.1217!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!09:46 PM!,
q!2453047.2146!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!WTB: 3&quot; GM MAF!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!03:33 PM!,
q!2453046.1533!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!04:38 PM!,
q!2453046.1638!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!WTB: Lowering Springs!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2453046.1613!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!02:19 AM!,
q!2453048.0219!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!accident!,
q!WTB: Wiper relay!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2453046.1659!,
q!accident!,
q!00002572!,
q!accident!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2453046.1659!,
q!accident!,
q!00002572!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JDMracer!,
q!JDM Galant parts FS...!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2453046.1845!,
q!JDMracer!,
q!00003533!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2453054.1649!,
q!jcgalntvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REB!,
q!WTB a drivers side fog light!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!02:00 AM!,
q!2453051.0200!,
q!REB!,
q!00002494!,
q!REB!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!02:00 AM!,
q!2453051.0200!,
q!REB!,
q!00002494!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!Parts off my car!,
q!1!,
q!56!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2453046.1931!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2453067.1342!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000056!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!WANT TO BUY: 1991 GVR4 Tailights!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!02:25 PM!,
q!2453051.1425!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!crucible!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!01:32 AM!,
q!2453052.0132!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Minjin!,
q!Might sell my racing wheels...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2453046.2357!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!Minjin!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2453046.2357!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Forces30psi!,
q!1G TMO STAGE 3 EPROM CHIP AND BUSCHUR 660 VPC CHIP!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!11:08 PM!,
q!2453051.2308!,
q!Forces30psi!,
q!00003427!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2453052.1837!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Nile black passanger mirror!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2453052.0009!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2453052.0009!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Want to buy a seat warmer!,
q!2!,
q!14!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!08:21 AM!,
q!2453052.0821!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!09:00 AM!,
q!2453055.0900!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!$90 AlBlaha MAS with  K&amp;N filter!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!01:46 PM!,
q!2453052.1346!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!01:43 PM!,
q!2453055.1343!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Shifter For Sale!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!02:25 PM!,
q!2453052.1425!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!02:25 PM!,
q!2453052.1425!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!Few parts for sale!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2453052.1653!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2453054.1059!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostinvr4!,
q!stock seats f/s!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!09:43 PM!,
q!2453052.2143!,
q!boostinvr4!,
q!00003084!,
q!boostinvr4!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!09:43 PM!,
q!2453052.2143!,
q!boostinvr4!,
q!00003084!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!FS: AFC stand!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2453052.2155!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Romanova!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!01:27 AM!,
q!2453053.0127!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!Remaining extra JDM emblems available!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2453041.1051!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2453063.1941!,
q!jcgalntvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!front mount on ebay!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!11:18 AM!,
q!2453041.1118!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!00003340!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!02:00 AM!,
q!2453044.0200!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!00003340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!WTB: Passenger '93 headlight!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!01:50 PM!,
q!2453041.1350!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!01:50 PM!,
q!2453041.1350!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!4 bolt with cups!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2453041.1555!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2453044.2058!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!logick!,
q!WTB : FMIC , 550's and more ...!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!01:34 AM!,
q!2453042.0134!,
q!logick!,
q!00000897!,
q!darksideracing_org!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2453044.1246!,
q!darksideracing_org!,
q!00003290!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!JDM Bumpers!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!07:13 AM!,
q!2453042.0713!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2453042.2047!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!looking for manifold and turbo!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!08:27 AM!,
q!2453042.0827!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2453045.1504!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!steering wheel mirrors!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!08:54 AM!,
q!2453042.0854!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!08:54 AM!,
q!2453042.0854!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Stereo Remote Controls!,
q!2!,
q!1!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!08:00 AM!,
q!2453047.0800!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!04:24 PM!,
q!2453047.1624!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q~Lots of parts for sale!!!~,
q!2!,
q!13!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!08:04 AM!,
q!2453047.0804!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2453048.1717!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!2g ex manifold, and 14b turbo no ex housing!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!02:56 PM!,
q!2453042.1456!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!00003030!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!02:56 PM!,
q!2453042.1456!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!00003030!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!shift knob!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!09:22 AM!,
q!2453047.0922!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!01:44 AM!,
q!2453048.0144!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!00003340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!cruise cont parts!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!10:20 AM!,
q!2453047.1020!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2453047.2320!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!darksideracing_org!,
q!FS: Brand new Walbro 255lph HP Fuel Pumps Only $90 shipped w/ Installation kit!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2453047.1659!,
q!darksideracing_org!,
q!00003290!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!06:46 PM!,
q!2453070.1846!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!NEW GVR4 clutch pedal set for sale!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2453047.1726!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2453047.1726!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!turbo heat shield!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2453047.1812!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2453047.1812!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ShaggyTE!,
q!17&quot; Wheels!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!08:15 PM!,
q!2453047.2015!,
q!ShaggyTE!,
q!00002769!,
q!ShaggyTE!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!08:15 PM!,
q!2453047.2015!,
q!ShaggyTE!,
q!00002769!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!WTB: Recaro Brackets!,
q!1!,
q!31!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2453047.2250!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!00002798!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2453054.2049!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000031!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!darksideracing_org!,
q~FS: Precision Turbo Fuel Injectors All Sizes on SALE!~,
q!1!,
q!65!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2453042.1510!,
q!darksideracing_org!,
q!00003290!,
q!darksideracing_org!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!11:05 AM!,
q!2453067.1105!,
q!darksideracing_org!,
q!00003290!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000065!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q~RADIATOR NEEEDED!!!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2453042.1704!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!russya!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!09:10 AM!,
q!2453043.0910!,
q!Russya!,
q!00000991!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!2g maf!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2453042.2207!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!coop!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2453042.2207!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!really good deal!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!07:47 AM!,
q!2453043.0747!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!12:40 PM!,
q!2453043.1240!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!91 Grille for sale...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!10:23 AM!,
q!2453043.1023!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!07:39 PM!,
q!2453044.1939!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q~Valentine's Day!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2453043.1211!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!04:02 PM!,
q!2453045.1602!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!WTB RUNNING SIX BOLT MOTOR!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2453043.1410!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!00002296!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2453043.1410!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!00002296!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum1/003101.cgi
A||||6||geoff@machv||5 LUG  BAER  BRAKE KIT FOR SALE !!||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||02-02-2004||04:39 PM||geoff@machv.com||This complete front brake assembly came off of the old Mach V GSX.<br />I was going to do a five lug conversion, but decided against it!  So they are up for sale!!<br /><br />This is perfect for any of you guys that have already done the five lug conversion to your car. Keep in mind, you can only run 17in or larger wheels!!<br />The assemblies have been sitting for a couple of months.  There is minor surface rust, but NO PITTING !!!<br /><br />The rotors are 13 inch crossdrilled slotted and zinc plated <br /><br /> <img src="http://store5.yimg.com/I/machv_1776_15114344" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />$600.00||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||02-02-2004||05:25 PM||||Uh oh... looks like someone installed the rotors on the wrong side...<br /><a href="http://www.baer.com/support/TechTips.aspx?TechTipID=2" target="_blank">http://www.baer.com/support/TechTips.aspx?TechTipID=2</a>||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||02-02-2004||05:43 PM||||Thanks for the FYI Donge||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||sti_95imp||02-02-2004||09:27 PM||||are those the same calipers as Z06 corvettes???||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000004||boostx||02-03-2004||02:08 PM||||send u a pm<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong> This complete front brake assembly came off of the old Mach V GSX.<br />I was going to do a five lug conversion, but decided against it!  So they are up for sale!!<br /><br />This is perfect for any of you guys that have already done the five lug conversion to your car. Keep in mind, you can only run 17in or larger wheels!!<br />The assemblies have been sitting for a couple of months.  There is minor surface rust, but NO PITTING !!!<br /><br />The rotors are 13 inch crossdrilled slotted and zinc plated <br /><br />  <img src="http://store5.yimg.com/I/machv_1776_15114344" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />$600.00 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||207.127.241.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000005||Ska-TAY||02-05-2004||12:01 PM||||Geoff what's up with your email?  Post an alternative method of contacting you please.<br /><br />***************************************<br />This Message was undeliverable due to the following reason:<br /><br />The user(s) account is temporarily over quota.<br /><br />&lt;geoff@machv.com&gt;<br /><br />Please reply to Postmaster@machv.com<br />if you feel this message to be in error.<br />****************************************||24.209.146.2||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||08:21 PM||||Send him a PM if his email is full.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum1/003102.cgi
A||||8||pisces_0||Housecleaning; Stock / Performance Parts||||1||||pisces_0||00000768
Z||000000||pisces_0||02-02-2004||09:09 PM||pisces_0@yahoo.com||-Running 1990 6-Bolt Engine; 155K, 145+ compression on all four holes, less intake & exhaust manifolds $600<br />-1G cylinder head; bare $70<br />-1990 EPROM ECU; needs caps. $160 -SOLD-<br />-Walbro 255 lph fuel pump; 1G AWD $75<br />-GM 3 bar. MAP sensor $45<br />-RRE oil catch can $35<br />-Jaz coolant overflow can $35<br />-14b; spools nicely, broken stud in turbine housing $110<br />-14b; needs rebuilding $65<br />-2G exhaust manifold; tapped for EGT, crack around one runner, 2 of 'em $55<br />-1G exhaust manifold; 2 of 'em $30 each<br />-1G O2 housing; $30<br />-1G BOV; 3 of 'em $25 each -SOLD-<br />-22 spline transfer case $130<br />-23 spline transfer case $130<br />-6-Bolt AWD flywheel; needs resurfacing $80<br />-1G intake manifold; $35<br />-Cyclone intake manifold; comes with vacuum reservoir canister $90<br />-1G M/T cams $60 -SOLD-<br />-2G throttle body elbow; smoothed & enlarged for 1G TB $25 -SOLD-<br />-1G throttle body elbow; tapped for W/I or temp probe $15<br />-'92-'94 Laser tails w/center section; maroon $75||216.251.182.188||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||02-02-2004||09:17 PM||||Hey, I got dibs on the 90 eprom ecu.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-02-2004||09:18 PM||||I'll take the RRE catch can. You take PayPal?||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||pisces_0||02-02-2004||10:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Hey, I got dibs on the 90 eprom ecu. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, it's yours.  I'll look for the MO tomorrow.<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> I'll take the RRE catch can. You take PayPal? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The catch can is yours.  PayPal to pisces_0@yahoo.com.  Add $5 for shipping and PayPal fees.||64.61.224.174||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000004||Notorius||02-03-2004||01:05 AM||||interested in the 2G exhaust mani. can you PM me w/ details on the crack and where the EGT tap is located?||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||02-03-2004||06:46 AM||||Are any of your blow off valves uncrushed?  If you have one in factory form I want one. Thanks||68.76.187.86||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||02-03-2004||11:12 AM||||Sorry I'm going to have to pass on the RRE catch can. Thanks anyways though.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||pisces_0||02-03-2004||12:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Are any of your blow off valves uncrushed?  If you have one in factory form I want one. Thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All the BOVs are sold.  DAMN those things went fast!  Sorry...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||216.251.182.89||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000008||pisces_0||02-04-2004||02:34 PM||||Updated prices and quantities...||216.251.182.180||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum1/003103.cgi
A||||2||Slammed90Galant||wtb front steering rack||||1||||Slammed90Galant||00003321
Z||000000||Slammed90Galant||02-03-2004||01:32 AM||Cloud57569@yahoo.com||I need to get a front power steering rack for my 91. The lines on the rack all but rotted away and are riddled with holes. Thanks.||24.195.200.129||reg||1||Slammed90Galant||00003321||yes
Z||000001||grndsm||02-03-2004||02:08 PM||||Just use a DSM rack, much easier to find and that is the best way to get rid of that annoying AWS!  This is what I did when my lines rusted through.<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000002||Slammed90Galant||02-03-2004||05:34 PM||||I want to keep the AWS just because it's fun. I don't realy care too much whether it breaks or not, I just want to have power steering, period. I have absolutely nothing! Besides the rear steer was just fixed. Only the lines attached to the front rack are bad, not the ones from the pump or from the rear steer. I believe that they are called the equalizer lines and they come with and on the rack.||24.195.200.129||reg||1||Slammed90Galant||00003321||yes



ubb/Forum1/003104.cgi
A||||3||sr71sss||WTB: 1992 Galant VR4 motor||||1||||sr71sss||00000133
Z||000000||sr71sss||02-03-2004||06:58 AM||sr71sss@aol.com||Looking for a 1992 vr4 motor or from eclipse or talo as long as its a 1992 since I want to do a swap into my 1992 expo awd mini van to raise some hell, please donate your motor for my project<br /><br />conrad<br />650-302-5127||198.81.26.43||reg||1||sr71sss||00000133||yes
Z||000001||turboren||02-03-2004||11:06 AM||||You do realize that all 6-bolt turbo long-blocks are the same, right?  Meaning you don't NEED a 92 (which would be kinda hard to verify anyway), unless you just really want one .  That should greatly increase your odds of finding a donor motor.<br /><br />Ren||68.96.0.230||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000002||mistaVR4||02-03-2004||03:18 PM||||you can get them fairly cheap....just check out RRE's website for a listing of importers, most of them are right near you  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000003||sr71sss||02-05-2004||05:59 AM||||turboren,<br /><br />I need a 1992 motor since thats what BAR of Caifornia requires if you want to do a legal swap, my expo mini van is a 1992 model so they need it from the same year, even though they are exactly the same internally/externally I just want to cover all the bases, those guys at BAR suck since they really don't give you a lot of help, you need to know most of the answers yourself...||198.81.26.43||reg||1||sr71sss||00000133||yes



ubb/Forum1/003105.cgi
A||||3||ron||FS: Big 16g, 510cc,450cc,  NEW Safc II||||1||||ron||00000491
Z||000000||ron||02-03-2004||06:47 PM||adracing@aol.com||Big 16g off a JDM motor. No mods, no play, no cracks. $400 or best offer<br /><br />510cc Yellow injectors a set of 4.  $160<br />450cc stock injectors a set of 4. $80<br /><br />Brand new in the box Apexi SAFC II  silver or black $325.<br /><br />Buyer pays shipping.<br /><br />Thanks||66.125.229.171||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000001||AlwayzSpoolin||02-04-2004||12:46 AM||||hey man im interested in those 510's , would u take any trades ? I have a bunch of parts sittin here from a 1g motor that i need to unload . Let me know whats up||69.132.227.51||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes
Z||000002||ron||02-04-2004||02:48 PM||||Sorry, I am trying to get rid of all the extra stuff.  I don't really need anything right now.  I got some more stuff for sale coming soon.<br />thanks,<br />ron||66.125.229.171||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000003||AlwayzSpoolin||02-05-2004||11:59 AM||||Ok, well how do you take payment then ? I have moeny waiting, oh have these been cleaned at all or no ? Still want them regardless.  Let me know in a PM all payment info.  Thanks.<br /><br /><br />Greg||69.132.227.51||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes



ubb/Forum1/003106.cgi
A||||9||Akidosigh1||***KYB AGX Sale***||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||02-03-2004||09:41 PM||||This is the pricing I will offer for KYB AGX's:<br /><br />Front AGX(2): $200<br />Rear AGX(2): $140<br />KYB Strut Boot(1): $12.00<br />KYB Shock Mount(1): $14.00<br /><br />          <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2721" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Shipping is NOT included in the price.<br /><br />Send me a PM if interested or Email me directly at Akidosigh1@aol.com||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-03-2004||09:57 PM||||What are the shock mounts?  Is this some kind of bushing?  And I got some KYB boots for my shocks, and I highly recommend them.  Integral bumpstop and awesome protection.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-03-2004||10:12 PM||||You are fine..you are not slandering the other guy, but trying to help the board out. No complaints, here!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||02-03-2004||10:13 PM||||appreciate it.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||marvinmadman123||02-03-2004||10:15 PM||||Yep! Good Job  <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon14.gif" alt=" - " />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||02-03-2004||10:20 PM||||Is this deal going to be around for a little while? I can't do it know, but maybe in a month or so?||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000007||chauffeur1st||02-03-2004||11:19 PM||||How much for the fronts shipped?<br /><br /><br />How much for the rear shipped???||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000008||bleck||02-05-2004||05:02 PM||||Gimme a ballpark on shipping to 07410.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||formerscoobyguy||02-05-2004||06:02 PM||||Are these available for a 1g awd t/e/l?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||formerscoobyguy||00002588||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||08:17 PM||||They're the same.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum1/003107.cgi
A||||3||147/1000||engine and trans ||||1||||147/1000||00002688
Z||000000||147/1000||02-03-2004||09:55 PM||||i have the engine (complete) and trans (in pieces) out of my gvr4 that i need to get rid of. the engine still runs but has 171k and a stud broke off at the top right of the exaughst manifold,to my knowladge the turbo is still in good shape. $500 + shipping for the engine and $75 for the trans||68.18.112.254||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||02-04-2004||08:14 PM||||I will take the tranny seeing how I am in desperate of an awd tranny.  Is it complete and just in peices, or is it incomplete?  Why is it in peices?||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||147/1000||02-06-2004||09:54 AM||||i am pretty sure that it is all there. to make a long story short i had a trans. shop tear it down and look at it to see how much it would be to get it fixed (a shift fork broke and messed up 3rd and 4th gears) they said they couldnt get the parts and wanted more money to put it back together which i didnt have at the time so therefore it is still in pieces||68.18.102.220||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||02-08-2004||09:03 PM||||for 75 I will buy just PM me the payment info and I will get the money out to you.  I need asap||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum1/003108.cgi
A||||6||compacttuners||NEW PARTS FOR SALE||||2||||compacttuners||00003449
Z||000000||compacttuners||02-03-2004||10:55 PM||kevin@compacttuners.com||Akidosigh1 and I are trying to offer the best possible prices for Galant VR4 owners. Pricing on parts for non-GVR4 vehicles will be slightly higher but if you are a board member, we will try to do our best for any car or truck. We get Rims, tires, pretty much anything. Just tell us what you want and we will see what we can do.||68.84.138.13||reg||2||compacttuners||00003449||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||02-03-2004||11:40 PM||||springs...||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||02-03-2004||11:50 PM||||its already being checked into||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||coop||02-04-2004||12:43 AM||||who is posting and who is replying?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||02-04-2004||06:51 AM||||My brother posted and I replied because I saw it before he did.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||02-04-2004||08:05 AM||||What brand wheels do you guys carry. I am most interested in Rota as of right know. Anything 17x7.5 or 17x8 that is relatively light, under 17-18lbs. <br /><br />Thanx for offering us this opportunity.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||02-04-2004||08:38 AM||||Hey Abhay, I've got some really nice sokudos....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum1/003157.cgi
A||||12||JDMracer||JDM Galant parts FS...||||1||||JDMracer||00003533
Z||000000||JDMracer||02-10-2004||06:45 PM||jdmpartsplus@nc.rr.com||Have some JDM parts that I need to sell..<br />Have a bare front clip if any small parts are wanted, all 4 doors, rear truck lid with spoiler,complete rear-sub frame with diff, hub to hub..Hood (nonvented) AWD auto trans and case.. just drop me a line at jdmpartsplus@nc.rr.com with any ??  thanks...||64.136.26.235||reg||1||JDMracer||00003533||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||02-10-2004||07:47 PM||||do you have a grille?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-10-2004||07:49 PM||||What color was the car? Do you have both front fenders with the cutout for fender tops and sidemarkers?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||4gasmGGSX||02-10-2004||10:00 PM||||do you have the front bumper and how much do you want for it||64.12.97.9||reg||1||4gasmGGSX||00003254||yes
Z||000004||REB||02-10-2004||10:27 PM||||do you have a FMIC Intercooler ?<br /><br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000005||jcgalantvr4-244||02-17-2004||09:13 PM||||do you have the dash out of this car?||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||02-17-2004||10:22 PM||||Is the rear diff limited slip and 4-bolt, if so, how much do you want for it and the axles?||64.63.212.40||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||sjg||02-17-2004||10:46 PM||||doors, trunklid/spoiler.  pictures plz.  thanks.  :-)||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||02-18-2004||01:11 PM||||I may have a use for the auto AWD tranny. What are the numbers on it ? Spline count ? Gearing ?||65.100.24.153||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||02-18-2004||02:00 PM||||Guys - please email him directly, will ya?<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||jcgalantvr4-244||02-18-2004||02:45 PM||||i have been||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||02-18-2004||03:03 PM||||I meant everyone - not just you!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br />Did you buy the RHD yet?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||jcgalantvr4-244||02-18-2004||04:49 PM||||No not yet   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes



ubb/Forum1/003110.cgi
A||||4||Team Ducktape||WTB 90' ECU||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||02-04-2004||02:10 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I need a 1990 style TSI or whatever ECU preferably for a turbo. Email me details.<br />Thanks,<br />Rob||65.31.185.38||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||Forces30psi||02-04-2004||08:42 PM||||i have a 90 ecu non epropm from my 90 tsi awd.. had the caps relaced last year.. works fine dont need it anymore i put a 93 tmo stage 3 in now.. email me at Forces30psi@aol.com if your interested.. thanx  steven||198.81.26.43||reg||1||Forces30psi||00003427||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||02-05-2004||12:20 AM||||Email sent||65.31.185.38||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||Dsmman||02-05-2004||09:33 AM||||I have a 90 non Eprom ECU. Email: redpowereddsm@hotmail.com||151.197.20.240||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||02-06-2004||02:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dsmman:<br /><strong> I have a 90 non Eprom ECU. Email: redpowereddsm@hotmail.com </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks man. But I got the one from Steven. But I will email you just the same- could use a back-up....||65.31.185.38||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum1/003111.cgi
A||||0||AlwayzSpoolin||1g motor part out ( out of 93 TSi AWD ) ||||1||||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446
Z||000000||AlwayzSpoolin||02-04-2004||01:27 PM||Green93TalonTSi@Netscape.net||Aiight guys, I have a whole 1g 7bolt motor, timeing skipped/jumped teeth, all valves are bent, buyt the head is still in good condition and has new exhaust mani studs, all 4 pipstons are done, has some valve lash on them, the block is still in good condition so scoring/scrapping on the cylinder walls..  The motor has 96,000 miles on it.<br /><br /> I WILL Part everything out or sell it as a whole motor ! <br /><br />Things that I am keeping:<br />Intake mani<br />exhaust mani<br />turbo and lines<br />TB and all sensors<br />valve cover<br />Fuel rail<br /><br />Everything else is for sale, make a reasonable price  NO LOW BALLING, and remember some thigns are heavy so factor in shipping too. But make a reasonable price & add shipping, and its yours. Let me know what you guys need.||69.132.227.51||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes



ubb/Forum1/003112.cgi
A||||5||dc_style||for sale: green front bumper||||2||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-04-2004||03:28 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||yup. like the title. belize green front bumper. the grilles are cut for a fmic. i'm going jdm...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   asking 200 + shipped obo. lemme know.||204.169.115.103||reg||2||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||dc_style||02-04-2004||05:41 PM||||<img src="http://sea1fd.sea1.hotmail.msn.com/cgi-bin/getmsg?curmbox=F000000001&a=e4222dce50b3f9f2c0788fe2b890a27b" alt=" - " />||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000002||dc_style||02-04-2004||05:42 PM||||<img src="http://sea1fd.sea1.hotmail.msn.com/cgi-bin/getmsg?curmbox=F000000001&a=e4222dce50b3f9f2c0788fe2b890a27b" alt=" - " />||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||02-04-2004||05:56 PM||||just use Ryans free image hosting....||68.9.235.175||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000004||absolootbs||02-05-2004||05:17 PM||||i'm possibly interested, depending on how well the cutting is done.  would need to see the pictures for sure.  i mean hell, mines cut for fmic too... by way of 5 minute job via sawzall.  needless to say, it's functional but not pretty.||128.210.128.40||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000005||dc_style||02-05-2004||05:39 PM||||it was just cut. nothing done to it. might be simlar to yours. let me know if you want to see pictures.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes



ubb/Forum1/003113.cgi
A||||8||blacksheep||Momo steering wheel and knob....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-04-2004||08:02 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Brand new, never used Momo Steering wheel and Knob. I planned on using these with the gold wheels I sold so as to kinda tie in the gold color which I think looks awesome. Anyways, its anodized (not painted, wont chip off), 320mm, leather, brand new never used. Same for the air race leather shift knob. <br /><br />Its much darker than it looks in the pics. The flash makes it hard to see and brightens the wheel too much.<br /><br />Will sell as combo for $140 shipped. I paid a bit more for these. <br /><br />Jose, Hector and Jayru - This is for you boyz!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2735" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2735&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||02-04-2004||08:12 PM||||Shit shit shit.. Wish I had some extra $ right now..||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Clay||02-04-2004||09:24 PM||||do you have the hub adapter or whatever its called, to put it on the car?||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-04-2004||09:29 PM||||I am keeping it. You can get it for about $50 anywhere like options auto salon, nopi etc etc...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-04-2004||09:52 PM||||Sorry, I posted a smaller pic before. I biggy-sized it by popular demand!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-04-2004||10:34 PM||||Pending sale!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||hecdws||02-05-2004||11:27 AM||||whoa i just noticed my name in the original post. ill have to pass on the gold but maybe if you get platinum ill be interested(j/k). maybe jose or jayru with his gold wheels on the amg-wanna-be.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-05-2004||12:19 PM||||I was just saying you may like it....Talk to your cousin and see what he says   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||02-05-2004||06:31 PM||||SOLD !||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/003114.cgi
A||||2||slowpokin699||WTB: power antenna||||1||||slowpokin699||00002108
Z||000000||slowpokin699||02-04-2004||08:33 PM||yomainmane@hotmail.com||just as the title says... i need the antenna and motor attached.... pm me if you got one||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-04-2004||08:56 PM||||94-98 Galant power antennas are almost the same as ours (89-93). They mount the same, but the power connection plug is different. Just have to get both ends when you get one from a yard somewhere. These are much more plentiful than ours.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||slowpokin699||02-04-2004||09:16 PM||||very good to know... thanks a lot!||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes



ubb/Forum1/003115.cgi
A||||1||jthiessen||WTB: Center Console||||1||||maximum||00002597
Z||000000||jthiessen||02-04-2004||09:08 PM||jthiessen36@hotmail.com||WTB:<br /><br />Center console <br />Radio Bezel <br />And rear license plate mount for 91||24.45.174.62||reg||1||maximum||00002597||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||02-05-2004||08:39 AM||||Check Mail<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum1/003116.cgi
A||||4||dc_style||JDM bumper||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-04-2004||11:40 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||black one. 350 obo. includes fog lights.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||coop||02-04-2004||11:44 PM||||pm||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||Lucky13||02-05-2004||07:52 AM||||If Coop doesn't take it, I will.||68.156.235.109||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000003||MidEngine210||02-05-2004||01:02 PM||||Third in line. Got any pics?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000004||henrok||02-06-2004||06:03 PM||||has anyone tried modifying our own bumpers?  just cut away and put some brackets on .  oh measuring away, it seems the 1990 gsx or talon bumpers will fit on our cars.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum1/003117.cgi
A||||3||My_GVR_4||RBDSM Rear Sway Bar||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||02-05-2004||02:55 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||Hey Guys/Gals,<br /><br />Anyone interested in a BRAND NEW, NEVER BEEN USED RBDSM rear sway bar?<br /><br />24mm & 9/10" thick w/bushings, comes with everything.  <br /><br />I only have (1), so 1st come 1st served, ya heard may!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br />email me directly, I don't come on here much anymore.    roryjconway@hotmail.com||68.73.124.226||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-05-2004||09:15 AM||||How much, Rory?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-05-2004||08:48 PM||||I did that as well earlier and posted here...Called covering all the bases, ya hear ?!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||My_GVR_4||02-05-2004||09:02 PM||||$150 + shipping<br /><br />It is a brand new sway bar that you can buy for $175 + Shipping.  ($30.00 by Airborne Express with regular ground service in the continental United States) <a href="http://www.rernetworking.com" target="_blank">http://www.rernetworking.com</a><br /><br />So, you can either buy it from them for $205 or you can get it from me for $150 + shipping.  AND I ASSURE YOU... I will not charge you $30 for shipping.<br /><br />It is a BRAND NEW RBDSM rear sway bar!<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />R.Conway||67.163.12.33||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum1/003118.cgi
A||||0||My_GVR_4||Used APEX-i BOV||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||02-05-2004||03:01 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||·Slightly Used·<br /><br />A'PEX-i Twin Chambered BOV<br />I added a 61mm pipe and vacuum lines onto this baby.<br />·Vents to the atmosphere <br />OR <br />·Recirculates<br /><br />It is in great condition... email me for pics.  I am open to pricing, as long as it is a reasonable offer.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br />EMAIL ME DIRECTLY:   roryjconway@hotmail.com||68.73.124.226||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum1/003119.cgi
A||||18||My_GVR_4||RACE ENGINE 500WHP++||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||02-05-2004||03:09 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||Hey all,<br /><br />I will be selling my RACE ENGINE when it is all done being built.  Why?  Because, I will be selling my 158 of 1000 in June/July and I will no longer be installing this engine into my car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Here are the specs<br /><br />= 2.3 Stroker Kit =<br /><br />稥agle Rods<br />稢rower Pistons<br />�m oversized SS Crower Valves<br />� Lifters<br />稨KS Cams 262 intake/272 exhaust<br />稰orted Head<br />稵itanium Valve Springs & Retainers<br />�Angle Valve Job<br />稴troker Crank<br />稟PR Studs<br />稯EM Oil Pump<br />稯EM Head Gasket<br />稯EM Valve Cover Gasket<br />稯EM Camshaft Seals<br />稯EM Water Pump<br />稯EM Timing Belt<br />稯EM Timing Belt Tensioner<br />稧ood For 500+WHP<br /><br />few other/minor details<br /><br />6-Bolt<br /><br />IF ANYONE IS INTERESTED, PLEASE EMAIL ME DIRECTLY<br /><br />roryjconway@hotmail.com<br /><br />I WILL REQUIRE A DEPOSIT OF $3,000 AND THE REST SHORTLY AFTER.<br /><br />email me at my hotmail address if you require more information.<br /><br />-= 1ST COME 1ST SERVED =-<br /><br />Thank you,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.73.124.226||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||02-05-2004||08:27 AM||||like how much are you asking for it alltoghether?||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||02-05-2004||08:30 AM||||over 3k apparently||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||02-05-2004||09:07 AM||||I can see that, I'm just trying to see if it fits my budget.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||02-05-2004||09:14 AM||||Crower doesn't make pistons.||162.83.76.69||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||02-05-2004||09:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Crower doesn't make pistons. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...and HKS doesn't make 262 cams.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||02-05-2004||10:38 AM||||And I'm not a leprachaun either! DIDDDDLY DEEEE!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||My_GVR_4||02-05-2004||11:17 AM||||HKS 262/272 cams<br />sorry about that...  I wasn't wearing my contacts and it was late when I posted  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />WISECO PISTONS not crower like I originally posted<br /><br />For now, a ballpark # is $6,000 - $6,500.  Since I don't have the final bill from the shop.. I unfortunatly can't give an exact cost of the engine.  I would say this # is close to the exact/final price.<br /><br />I am adding on <br />稯EM Oil Pump<br />稯EM Head Gasket<br />稯EM Valve Cover Gasket<br />稯EM Camshaft Seals<br />稯EM Water Pump<br />稯EM Timing Belt<br />稯EM Timing Belt Tensioner<br /><br />So, all you have to do is take your old engine out and put this "bitch" in.  I want to make this as easy as possible for anyone who buys this.  I want "you" to be happy with the final purchase and outcome of this engine.<br /><br />Take care and thanks for showing interest<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.73.124.226||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000008||Tevenor||02-05-2004||11:20 AM||||$6500? Is it made of gold?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000009||number3||02-05-2004||11:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tevenor:<br /><strong> $6500? Is it made of gold?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is roughly what a "built" long block cost.<br /><br />+ or - $1500.00 depending on the exact parts used.<br /><br />That is one of the reasons my car is worth more in parts that as a whole. Shit, $3,000.00 to 5,000.00 in a trans is not unheard of either.<br /><br />This shit aint' cheap...||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||turboren||02-05-2004||12:33 PM||||Wow! FWIW, the previous owner of one of my GVR4's said he spent over $10k in mods, which included a T3/T4, Haltech, and TRE tranny, among other things.  <br /><br />As proof of Harry's statement, I paid less for that car than the cost of this engine. 'Course, it wasn't running, and still isn't...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.99||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000011||Tevenor||02-05-2004||01:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tevenor:<br /><strong> $6500? Is it made of gold?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is roughly what a "built" long block cost.<br /><br />+ or - $1500.00 depending on the exact parts used.<br /><br />That is one of the reasons my car is worth more in parts that as a whole. Shit, $3,000.00 to 5,000.00 in a trans is not unheard of either.<br /><br />This shit aint' cheap... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking more of just the short block, which is why I thought 6500 was high. But then again, I am damn sure I can build up a full 2.4l longblock for about the same.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Good luck on the sale.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000012||My_GVR_4||02-05-2004||01:25 PM||||As I said before..  this is NOT an exact price of the engine...  $6,000 - $6,500 is a ballpark, like my Frank : )<br /><br />If someone is interested in it, let me know.<br /><br />If all things go good..   I "MAY" let it go for $5,500 - $6,000, of course, this is all dependant of the final pricing I get from the shop.  <br /><br />500WHP++ toots<br /><br />Thanks again,<br /><br />R.Conway||68.73.124.226||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||02-05-2004||03:48 PM||||I'm building one but wayyyyy less than 6500.||64.107.9.53||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||jayru||02-05-2004||03:52 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Mine had similar mods at around $3700||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000015||My_GVR_4||02-05-2004||04:24 PM||||$5,500 out the door for the engine..   buyer pays shipping costs.<br /><br />If you are interested,speak up.<br /><br />roryjconway@hotmail.com<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br /><br />Rory Conway||67.163.12.33||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000016||bob in chicago||02-05-2004||06:46 PM||||Rory, who's building this engine?||24.136.3.207||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000017||number3||02-05-2004||07:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> Rory, who's building this engine? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is what is most important to the value, IMHO.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000018||My_GVR_4||02-05-2004||07:55 PM||||If you guys want to know about the engine, PLEASE email me directly..<br /><br />Also, if you are SERIOUSLY interested in buying the engine.. please let me know.<br /><br />Thank you very much...<br /><br />R.Conway<br /><br />I also will be selling my GVR-4 in June/July.  NO RUST with a good amount of suspension mods and nice "pricey" gauges and stereo headunit.||67.163.12.33||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum1/003120.cgi
A||S||24||iceman69510||Remaining extra JDM emblems available||||1||||iceman69510||00000038
Z||000000||iceman69510||02-05-2004||10:51 AM||david.bliese@mmma-bn.com||OK, after taking care of all the orders, for some reason I have a few left.  I believe I have 4 of the MMC, and 5 or 6 of the VR4 emblems available.<br /><br />Here is a list in chronological order of who has asked for extras:<br /><br />DirtyDave<br />justducttapeit69<br />Clean92GVR4 <br />i hate fall <br />travis<br />jcgalantvr4-244 <br />GVR4_431 <br />Sleeper Vr4 #1828 <br />chauffeur1st <br />DsmSeifer<br />sif1949 <br />terrence<br /><br />What I will do is take responses here or by PM for a week, and first come first served (by order of initial request)will get the emblems. So get in early!<br /><br />Price remains the same.  $11 each for MMC badge, $16 each for VR4 badge.  This is for payment by regular paypal (not credit card) or money order.  Credit card will require fees to be added.<br /><br />(Admins can you sticky?)||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||02-05-2004||11:29 AM||||sent u a pm. i might want a few more if still available.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||1969MIB||02-05-2004||11:34 AM||||I'll definitely take a set of the extras if you have any extras left after this.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Dave||208.57.81.236||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000003||MidEngine210||02-05-2004||01:04 PM||||I'm interested in a set also.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000004||BlitzVR4||02-05-2004||01:09 PM||||You've been PMed.<br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||216.9.78.74||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||02-05-2004||03:39 PM||||Do I need to do another order for these?  Looks like I may have more than ten people that want these again.<br /><br />Don't really want to, but...||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||Shockvvave||02-05-2004||03:52 PM||||count me in.....2 of mmc 2 of vr4. I'll pm you.||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000007||fast_gvr4||02-06-2004||06:28 AM||||I'd also take two of each.<br />My paypal account has you email written on it!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||172.144.238.24||reg||14||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000008||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||02-06-2004||09:16 AM||||I tried to send a pm but mailbox is full. Any enblems left?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||02-06-2004||08:14 PM||||I still owe you Dave for a set (via KC), but you still owe me some rear rotors.  Can I just bring you cash when I bring the car by?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||02-07-2004||09:26 AM||||if there are any more sets i'll take another. nate's birthday is coming up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||Troy||02-09-2004||11:45 AM||||I would like a set of the VR4 to aswell if there are any left?||24.70.95.203||reg||1||Troy||00003513||yes
Z||000012||Shockvvave||02-10-2004||11:36 AM||||I guess there's no more emblems left iceman? you haven't respondingto our call.||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000013||iceman69510||02-10-2004||04:45 PM||||Post says I will take responses for a week.  This is to allow opportunity for those who spoke up first to claim their spot.  Then I intend to go in order down the list and provide them to who has responded.  Then, new requesters will have a chance if there are still some available.<br />So, Terrence, you are on the list, albeit fairly far down.  I don't  know your chances yet at this point.  Some have pm'd instead of posting.  We will know in a few days.  <br /><br />I am just trying to be fair about this.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||02-10-2004||04:47 PM||||what about super vr4 emblems, huh huh? Are you gonna get those or not ? You better respond to my needs as well....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||iceman69510||02-10-2004||04:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> what about super vr4 emblems, huh huh? Are you gonna get those or not ? You better respond to my needs as well....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maaayyyybeeee, but from what I see on ebay, I'm selling too cheaply!!!  I thought I posted about that and received no responses of anyone looking for them.  I do have the part numbers now.  I have them for the front VR4 emblem and bracket too.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000016||chauffeur1st||02-10-2004||04:58 PM||||PM sent... I would like one of each, if I can..<br /><br />Lata<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000017||a_santos||02-10-2004||05:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> what about super vr4 emblems, huh huh? Are you gonna get those or not ? You better respond to my needs as well....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would pay for a super VR4 emblem, as well as the front one. The ones in the group buy have a more modern look, that I think does not go with our car's overall style.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||02-10-2004||05:22 PM||||I was giving you crap, David. But, if you wanna setup a buy, that would be awesome. I have a dash crack I go fixed that looks kinda odd, still. I would cover it with the supervr4 badge!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||Martin Chilcote||02-11-2004||09:01 PM||||Dave,<br /><br />I pm'd ya.....I got the wrong emblem !<br /><br />Martin||66.139.167.98||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000020||DsmSeifer||02-14-2004||02:46 AM||||Am I to late to step in and  get some I was on the list but have been out of  town  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   If you still have some badges available shoot me a pm I realy want a set.||63.156.64.44||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000021||blacksheep||02-23-2004||12:20 PM||||David - Can I"unsticky" this one as well?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000022||jcgalantvr4-244||02-23-2004||04:39 PM||||Hello i pmed you along tim ago on these when this topic was first brought up and i never heard anything back from you ? do you still have any forsale?<br /><br />Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000023||iceman69510||02-23-2004||04:41 PM||||KC,<br /><br />Give me a couple days.  <br /><br />Jeremy, I will be getting to everyone in the next couple days, as I just resolved to issues in the way.<br /><br />Thanks for the patience.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000024||jcgalantvr4-244||02-27-2004||07:41 PM||||Thanks  Ice .  Just want some new ones for the jdm thats coming down sat.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes



ubb/Forum1/003121.cgi
A||||4||gvr4-27||front mount on ebay||||1||||gvr4-27||00003340
Z||000000||gvr4-27||02-05-2004||11:18 AM||gvr427@yahoo.com||i was looking at this and i was wondering if it was worth bidding on. what do you guys think, and if it is what is it worth bidding up to?<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=38634&item=2458262336" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=38634&item=2458262336</a>||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-05-2004||11:44 AM||||I would not pay more than $100 for it. It is the smaller of the intercoolers. The inlet and outlet are smaller that is, not the IC. The pipes are also small, you might not want to use them. Shipping is $45, so that comes to $145.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-05-2004||05:04 PM||||I would not expect the entire system to be leak-free either.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||02-05-2004||06:07 PM||||he wants 200 buy now||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||gvr4-27||02-08-2004||02:00 AM||||so you think it isnt worth it, even as a base/starting point. just to have something better than stock for now, cuz im runnin a evo3 16g and a fare amount of supporing mods except the intercooler. and it being so cold in chicago i thouht i could get away with the stock intercooler. but summer is coming and i need something better than stock and im kinda short on cash. If anyone knows of a good shop where i could get a good sized intercooler at a good price it would be greatly appreciated||24.13.207.110||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes



ubb/Forum1/003122.cgi
A||N||0||MidEngine210||WTB: Passenger '93 headlight||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||02-05-2004||01:50 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I thought it would be worth another shot. I scored an excellent driver's side light for very cheap and now I need a passenger side one. If anyone can help, let me know. Thanks.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes



ubb/Forum1/003123.cgi
A||||4||gvrfour173||4 bolt with cups||||1||||gvrfour173||00000368
Z||000000||gvrfour173||02-05-2004||03:55 PM||||4 bolt rear with cups, has about 120k on it. $325 <br />would rather not ship||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000001||gvrfour173||02-06-2004||08:55 AM||||how bout $300   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||02-07-2004||09:28 AM||||are you in allentown? my friend utah is looking to pick one up but said he found someone in allentown. he said the guy was asking $325 but wat trying to get it for $300  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||gvrfour173||02-07-2004||10:38 AM||||yeap thats me. talk to him already. thanks||65.78.96.150||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||02-08-2004||08:58 PM||||chekc your pm's||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum1/003124.cgi
A||||7||logick||WTB : FMIC , 550's and more ...||||1||||logick||00000897
Z||000000||logick||02-06-2004||01:34 AM||||Uncle same has returned to me what he has so boldly taken before! so I better get rid of it soon  .... <br /><br />Im looking for new or used (in great shape ofcourse) :<br /><br />complete fmic setup <br />550's<br />big 16g or a 20g (preferably unused)<br />head (rebuilt or extremely low miles)<br />valve cover<br /><br />also need the swich for the fan/heat/ac since i cant seem to turn that beast off anymore ... <br /><br />lmk in a reply or pm, email doesnt work since my isp think all my inbound email is spam ...||208.38.84.89||reg||1||logick||00000897||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||02-06-2004||08:51 AM||||EVO III FMIC modded + 2.25/2.5 piping for GVR4, $450 + ship. It's used and a little ugly but works fine. One note - the piping does not follow the stock routing so I do not know if it will clear a stock intake / battery setup.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||logick||02-06-2004||09:54 AM||||can you post some pics & core size ? not worried about the routing, intake isnt stock and batt is in the trunk.<br /><br /><br />thanks, <br /><br />Mark||208.38.84.89||reg||1||logick||00000897||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-06-2004||09:59 AM||||evo 6 560's  $250<br />tre ported big 16g  450<br />fp sleeper 16g  650<br />jdm fmic(no piping) 200<br />big 16g no hot side, may need rebuild 150||64.240.175.81||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||AlwayzSpoolin||02-06-2004||11:38 AM||||Hey man, Im interested in taht FP Sleeper16g and the Big 16g with no hotside. Can ya give me some details , like, if the FP has any shaft play or anything like that ? Please send pics to Green93TalonTSi@Netscape.net   Thanks,<br /><br /><br />Greg||69.132.227.51||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes
Z||000005||Jose||02-06-2004||12:07 PM||||I still have 6 RC 550 injectors for sale. $240.00 plus shipping.<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000006||logick||02-06-2004||11:13 PM||||thanks for the reply guys.<br /><br />concider the fmic sold! send me some info (and pics if you have m, just for peace of mind on my part i guess.) and ill get out payment (zip is 55051) i found everything else locally (not used to living near a town w/ actual speedshops)<br /><br />anyway, has anyone evr done business with or hear of clearwater cylinder heads ? they sell rebuilt and polished/ported heads for 650 (after core is returned). ? any info or experiance with these guys ?<br />or <a href="http://www.onlyheads.com" target="_blank">www.onlyheads.com</a> ... 420 shipped for stock rebuilt.<br /><br /><br />thanks again, <br /><br />Mark||208.38.84.89||reg||1||logick||00000897||yes
Z||000007||darksideracing_org||02-08-2004||12:46 PM||||Brand new Precision Turbo 550cc Injectors $200 shipped<br /><br />Brand new Big 16G Turbo $500 shipped<br /><br />E-mail or call if interested. thanks!<br /><br />josh<br />401-726-6006<br />sales@darksideracing.org||64.222.48.161||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes



ubb/Forum1/003125.cgi
A||||14||Dreis11301||JDM Bumpers||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||02-06-2004||07:13 AM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||I have recently had quite a few PMs inquiring for a set of JDM bumpers.  I posted before that I am possibly looking into doing a group buy type of deal.  I haven't looked into crating companies yet but I will need someone on the west coast to step up to accept shipment and disperse the bumper sets from there.  There is a few feet of snow on the ground here so it will be about two months before I start junkyard shopping and pulling. I have one set in my shed right now but I want to have at least 15 sets to make it worthwhile to send a crate.  What is a reasonable price people are willing to pay for a set of JDM bumpers?  Keep in mind most will be in fair to good condition and they will be various colors.  Lots of maroons, blues, and silvers over here.  The VR4 style bumper is the same on all of the Galants over here so I shouldn�t have to hard of a time finding them.  Please let me know how many would be interested, what you would be willing to pay (I�m not out to get rich off of this deal but making a few extra bucks would be nice), and if anyone is on the west coast and willing to assist with shipping.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||02-06-2004||08:48 AM||||I'd be interested in a set of F&R JDM bumpers for ~$600US. Whether that is realistic or not I have no idea.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||Lucky13||02-06-2004||09:18 AM||||I'm interested in a set. I live in Florida, so I'm no help in the shipping department.||68.153.78.35||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-06-2004||09:30 AM||||Everyone wanting JDM bumpers - Please realize that you cannot find a huge FMIC under these bumpers - not the 2-216 atleast. Maybe under the AMG ones, but not under the regular JDM ones. <br /><br />Gabor, Katie and I have come to realize this the hard way. Just a FYI.... I would do JDM if I decide to go with a heat exchanger and PWR water to air like Mike Green has under his hood.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||benstock||02-06-2004||09:45 AM||||I would be interested.  I don't plan on going with a huge intercooler.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />   Ben||67.66.143.175||reg||1||benstock||00003327||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||02-06-2004||10:00 AM||||I would be willing to pay $500 for the set. If the front bumper was from the RS version, extra opening on the bottom, I would pay more. <br /><br />Also there are two different types of fog lights, the projector, and the normal. I think the projector is more desirable.<br /><br />Also shipping once it gets to the US would have to be by freight, so if this happens, people should most definetly group their shipping, even if it means driving allitle to ge the bumpers. <br /><br />Dreis thanx alot for doing this. We all apreciate it very much, even if it does not materialize. <br /><br />Another idea is possible sending some USDM bumpers over there. You never know, those japs have weird taste, and they might be really desirable.||198.111.39.16||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||02-06-2004||11:09 AM||||I'd be down for a set for around $500 or so. Would REALLY prefer an RS front bumper. Let us know what you find out.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||coop||02-06-2004||11:11 AM||||I can ahndle the shipping and recieving||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000008||MidEngine210||02-06-2004||12:32 PM||||I would defintely be interested in a set. I have a willingness to cough up $500-$600. There are quiete a few owners out in CA, me being one of them. If a couple of Bay Area owners want to work on this together, I would be glad to pitch in.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000009||kartorium31||02-06-2004||01:27 PM||||I would like a rear bumper, but I'm not sure what kind of price to say.  Maybe a couple hundred?||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000010||galantvr4us||02-06-2004||01:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Everyone wanting JDM bumpers - Please realize that you cannot find a huge FMIC under these bumpers - not the 2-216 atleast. Maybe under the AMG ones, but not under the regular JDM ones. <br /><br />Gabor, Katie and I have come to realize this the hard way. Just a FYI.... I would do JDM if I decide to go with a heat exchanger and PWR water to air like Mike Green has under his hood. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup it kinda sucked.  I was also sol as I traded a guy in the phillipines (sp) his for mine and the galant was my only driver at the time.  Really sucked driving around with no bumpers for about 2 months.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000011||marvinmadman123||02-06-2004||03:29 PM||||Count me in.  Would also prefer RS but would consider any one front and back. Think I would give up about $400 for the set being they are coming straight from DREAMLAND   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000012||henrok||02-06-2004||05:51 PM||||hey guys, i was doing some measuring and it seems that a 1990 gsx or talon bumpers could fit on our cars.  i think they would look sweet since theyre more rounded than ours yet squarish on the edges. from what is seems is that they would stick out less than the jdm ones. the only draw back would be the rear bumper with the extra license plate position. but i think that could be used for something else creative. lol .  someone with no bumpers try this and see if it works. by the way i would pay 2 bills for those bumpers and thats it.  no more.  if i cant get them i guess its time to get creative at cutting away my stock ones. lol.||64.12.97.9||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000013||Shockvvave||02-06-2004||06:37 PM||||you got a buyer here.....F&R bumpers $600 I need the projector lights not the normal once.||68.37.98.158||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000014||Martin Tolentino||02-06-2004||08:47 PM||||I'm in for a front/rear set.||68.6.244.123||reg||6||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum1/003126.cgi
A||||8||TAMBLERAMBLE||looking for manifold and turbo||||1||||Tambleramble||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-06-2004||08:27 AM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||I have a friend with a 90 gsx and his manifold is cracked and turbo is done (smokin joe style) He is looking for a used stock replacement for each. Any help would be greatly appriciated. The turbo and manifold are the same as on the gvr4's. I work in a mitsu parts dept so If anyone could help us out I would be glad to give them a nice discount on any parts they need. I can ship the parts for free also.Thanks, Brian||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-06-2004||09:45 AM||||I have a 14b, still attached to manifold (with 02 housing and sensor). Was removed to install a big16 on an AWD Eclipse I have. Minimal shaft play, no major cracks either. <br />$150 plus shipping UPS Ground. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-06-2004||10:12 AM||||Do you have any pics. How big are the cracks? That is why he needs a new one. His cracked and fell to pieces. Thanks, Brian price negot?||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000003||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-06-2004||01:18 PM||||Still looking||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-06-2004||01:23 PM||||I have a ported 2g manifold which is tentatively sold, else you can have it if you want. PM me!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||curtis||02-06-2004||02:12 PM||||You can usually use a brass punch and beat the shit out of the cracks to seal them up then go over them with a steel one its a temp fix but it works.  By using the brass first it fills the cracks up then the steel presses the cracks together.||65.54.98.17||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||02-06-2004||02:15 PM||||sorry I haven't said anything but my parts still haven't arrived, last time I checked they told me Monday, HOPEFULLY!||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||02-06-2004||02:55 PM||||Brian,<br /><br />I have two decent 14b turbos available.  Used but only hairline cracking in wastegate housing, minimal shaft play.<br /><br />Make offer.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-09-2004||03:04 PM||||you still have a turbo to get rid of?||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes



ubb/Forum1/003127.cgi
A||||0||gvrfour173||steering wheel mirrors||||1||||gvrfour173||00000368
Z||000000||gvrfour173||02-06-2004||08:54 AM||||selling the stocker steering wheel. its in alright shape no rips or tares. $30 shipped<br />have a set of the stock mirrors in black, good shape $30 shipped||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes



ubb/Forum1/003195.cgi
A||||2||bob in chicago||$90 AlBlaha MAS with  K&amp;N filter||||1||||bob in chicago||00000069
Z||000000||bob in chicago||02-16-2004||01:46 PM||bheitsch@rcn.com||Fits inside GVR4 stock aircan to fool emission inspections. 1G Al Blaha Mas flows as well as 2g mas. Filter is as new, just been washed and recharged with the official K&N juice.Comes on GVR4 filter plate for easy install. The "Blaha" MAS has a resistor in-line with the MAS temperature sensor to fool the ECU into thinking the air was colder than it really was. This helps offset the fact that there is more air going in to the engine than the ECU is actually measuring. It has a small flapper door on a light spring to help the hacked MAS measure air better at idle; flapper opens at WOT for maximum flow. Let's talk...<br /><br />As installed in my car in a cold air box:<br />[img]        <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2806&width=400" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2806&width=400</a>         [/img]<br />Looking into the Al Blaha, you see something like this, but with a flapper door in the big hole:  <br />        <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/1gmas/1gmas-fullopen.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/1gmas/1gmas-fullopen.jpg</a>||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||02-19-2004||09:12 AM||||Reduced price: now $80||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||02-19-2004||01:43 PM||||I wish I had known it was for sale a week ago. Sorry.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum1/003129.cgi
A||||0||DuckButterRacing DSM||2g ex manifold, and 14b turbo no ex housing||||1||||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing DSM||02-06-2004||02:56 PM||Kholland@gwcvalve.com||looking to get $250 for both, the turbo on the exhaust fins are chipped a tiny bit but it spooled great on my car no shaft play.  2g exhaust manifold is a standard everyday manifold.  Good condition.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes



ubb/Forum1/003130.cgi
A||||65||darksideracing_org||FS: Precision Turbo Fuel Injectors All Sizes on SALE!||||1||||darksideracing_org||00003290
Z||000000||darksideracing_org||02-06-2004||03:10 PM||ebay@darksideracing.org||Hey guys, this is Josh from Dark Side Racing.<br /><br />We have over 100+ sets of Precision Turbo Fuel Injectors in stock and are trying to get rid of the overstock. I am offering the prices below to GalantVR4.ORG members only. thanks!<br /><br />(4) PTE 550cc Injectors $200 shipped<br />(4) PTE 580cc Injectors $280 shipped<br />(4) PTE 680cc Injectors $280 shipped<br />(4) PTE 780cc Injectors $280 shipped<br />(4) PTE 880cc Injectors $280 shipped<br /><br />We are open from 10 am - 6 pm EST... <br /><br />Give us a call 401-726-6006<br /><br />thanks, <br />Josh||64.222.48.161||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000001||darksideracing_org||02-06-2004||04:20 PM||||also if anyone wants to add a Walbro 190, 255, or 255 high pressure fuel pump in we can do it for $85 more....<br /><br />$90 shipped if purchased alone.. thanks!||64.222.48.161||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000002||199of2k||02-06-2004||04:36 PM||||hmmmm<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=13;t=000146" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=13;t=000146</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002976" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002976</a><br /><br />/me walks away....||68.9.235.175||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||02-06-2004||04:45 PM||||yeah word. If I felt like handing out money for nothing in return, Id rather give it to the bums in the Chicago city streets.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||TheJackalGT||02-06-2004||06:01 PM||||damn i was getting all excited||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000005||jcgalantvr4-244||02-06-2004||07:10 PM||||????||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000006||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||02-06-2004||07:16 PM||||True that!!!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  Ive heard alot of bad things about darkside racing as well!!!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000007||Mitsuturbo||02-06-2004||08:35 PM||||Considering the record Darkside has, how about you guys send me some 780's and trust me to pay you after i get them?<br /><br />I think most of us on this forum are honest, and you'd be better off sending us injectors and then having us pay for them.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||02-06-2004||11:58 PM||||I considered them, but after they chnaged their eBay name and all the bad things I have heard and read about them, I decided not to buy from them. <br /><br />I bought my injectors from www_extremepsi_com on eBay. That guy/company has 1000+ ALL positive feedback ratings. I got my Delphi 680s for $294 shipped. Very quickly at that.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||Telecaster||02-07-2004||12:40 AM||||I have a used set of same 780's for $240 shipped if anyone is interested.  They have only about 500 miles on them.  Its just missing the lower o rings.||216.175.110.41||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||02-07-2004||08:50 PM||||known scammer, stay away. he promised me pictures of  inventory months ago, but instead showed me an empty garage.<br />the precision injectors are also not matched at all. you run the risk of leaning out a cyl running these. there can be varience between injectors because you just get a sack of 100 injectors, and you pull 4 out and mail them. most other injectors come in a box with 4 because they are matched with each other.||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||darksideracing_org||02-07-2004||11:57 PM||||what type of inventory do you want to see?<br /><br />I will ship COD to anyone for an additional $7<br /><br />We had startup problems.......  I can honestly admit to that but things have changed now.<br /><br />Give us a chance and order something COD. We will take care of you. thanks!||64.222.48.161||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000012||darksideracing_org||02-07-2004||11:59 PM||||also a note on precision injectors.. They are each flow tested individually and are matched to within 1% of each other...<br /><br />Each injector is scribed with  its flow. If you are going to make a statement at least be sure that you are correct. Call them and ask them or order a set and find out for yourself.. thanks||64.222.48.161||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000013||jayru||02-08-2004||12:10 AM||||Seems you have had a run of bad luck... It's hard to get a name back for yourself when it's been dragged through the mud, possibly by your own doing though. <br /><br />It will take time, but if you do offer product's as you say, and deliver, positive word will get around. I ordered 550's from you along time ago and wasen't dissapointed. Good Luck.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000014||jonvr4||02-08-2004||12:17 AM||||i got some 880cc injectors for you guys about the end of december and still have no injectors  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000015||jcgalantvr4-244||02-08-2004||12:59 AM||||So if you want to make a good name for you company I would send Jonvr4 his injectors and his money back.<br />  This is what you call good biss. relations.  I own a carpet cleaning biss. here is Des Moines Iowa called Perfection Carpet Cleaning.  I have been with the BBB for 2 years now and dont have a single bad comment listed on my section in the  BBB web site. <br />  What I am saying here is that I did not make my biss. last by coming in people's houses and half assing  the job and taking there money.  If I ever had redo or a complaint I personally took care of the problem, or would do the job for free. <br />  Here is my point.   If you leave one person  un-satisfied with the product you have given them you cant just blow them off. <br />  Here is why.   One satisfied person might tell 5 to 10 people about your company. But as you can see if you leave a customer un-happy the whole world finds out. <br />  So just some thing to think about.<br /><br />  Thanks,<br />   Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||7||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000016||hecdws||02-08-2004||01:09 AM||||i understand what darkside is saying about problems getting started. so why dont you ship the parts c.o.d. and waive the $7 charge. just my opinion on how to get your buisness a good name again. will that $7 charge hurt your company that bad or is it worth it to make a good name again. just my 2 cents.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000017||slvrblt||02-08-2004||02:48 AM||||I understand the $7 fee for COD, and with that I will be looking through your inventory to see what I need next.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000018||darksideracing_org||02-08-2004||11:04 AM||||Status:  Exception   <br />     <br /> Shipped to:   DENVER, CO, US   <br /> Shipped or Billed on:  Jan 12, 2004   <br /> <br /><br />    <br /> Tracking Number:  1Z 85E 0E1 03 4115 961 3   <br /> Service Type:  GROUND  <br /> Weight:  1.30 Lbs   <br /> <br /><br /> <br /><br /> <br />Package Progress:<br /> <br />       <br />Date  Time  Location  Activity <br />       <br />Jan 29, 2004    11:07 A.M.    TRI-CITY, IN, US    RECEIVER REFUSED DAMAGED PACKAGE <br />Jan 26, 2004    8:23 P.M.    COMMERCE CITY, CO, US    APARTMENT NUMBER NEEDED, NOT DELIVERED;PACKAGE RETURNED TO SENDER <br />Jan 16, 2004    8:21 P.M.    COMMERCE CITY, CO, US    APARTMENT NUMBER NEEDED, NOT DELIVERED;POSTCARD HAS BEEN SENT <br />     1:45 P.M.    COMMERCE CITY, CO, US    COMPANY OR PERSON UNKNOWN, NOT DELIVERED <br />     1:27 P.M.    COMMERCE CITY, CO, US    UPS INTERNAL ACTIVITY CODE <br />Jan 15, 2004    7:48 P.M.    COMMERCE CITY, CO, US    APARTMENT NUMBER NEEDED, NOT DELIVERED;ADDRESS CORRECTED, DELIVERY RESCHEDULED <br />     12:56 P.M.    COMMERCE CITY, CO, US    APARTMENT NUMBER NEEDED, NOT DELIVERED <br />Jan 13, 2004    3:42 A.M.    HODGKINS, IL, US    ARRIVAL SCAN <br />Jan 12, 2004    8:00 P.M.    TRI-CITY, IN, US    DEPARTURE SCAN <br />     7:35 P.M.    TRI-CITY, IN, US    ORIGIN SCAN <br />     6:10 P.M.    US    BILLING INFORMATION RECEIVED <br /><br />there is your tracking information for the 880cc Injectors which you ordered which were just returned to me from precision turbo... They were sent to you and unless I was told that you had not received them I consider them to have been received.<br /><br />I am posting a picture of the injectors with UPS label following this post..||64.222.48.161||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000019||gtluke||02-08-2004||11:05 AM||||LOL he's straight up lying.<br />startup? lmao<br />i want to see pictures of your shelves. this kid is not a real buisness.||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000020||darksideracing_org||02-08-2004||11:11 AM||||<img src="http://www.darksideracing.org/shop/product_image.php?imageid=48" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />All I need is the correct address and I can send them out....<br /><br />and for shipping COD. I can eat the $7 COD charge if anyone wants to order. thanks!||64.222.48.161||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000021||gtluke||02-08-2004||11:25 AM||||josh, please stop. dont spam us. its sunday, and the injectors were at your house? yeah||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||02-08-2004||11:45 AM||||Ok, time to regulate...again    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />To recap:<br /><br />- He admits there was a lot of wrongdoing in the past. Sounds sincere...<br />- For some reason, Jon's order got mixed up (as from the above pics and tracking info).<br />- He says he will eat the COD charge.<br /><br />Several good samaritans have posted the facts that there have been rip-offs and shady deals in the past to warn people. A person with an able mind can make a decision if he wants to purchase from them or not after reading the above facts. <br /><br />Running a performance shop is hard nowadays and if he is in retail sales and drop-ships everything without having overhead costs, so be it. I for one, personally dont care if he sells stuff out of his "shitter" as long as I get what I paid for in an orderly fashion.<br /><br />If someone thinks he deserves a second chance, they will give him one. Else, go your merry way.<br /><br />Don't make me lock this mutha   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||darksideracing_org||02-08-2004||12:38 PM||||Just so everyone does know. I am not someone selling parts from my home and coming off as having a shop. That is how we started... Everyone has to start somewhere..<br /><br />We have a 7,000 square foot facility that I am happy to open the doors to any GalantVR4.ORG Member anytime.<br /><br />Here are the pictures of the exterior of the building before it was painted recently and some of the inventory I have in the back. May not be a million dollar inventory but it is enough for us and will only continue to grow. thanks!<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.darksideracing.org/shop/product_image.php?imageid=49" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.darksideracing.org/shop/product_image.php?imageid=50" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.darksideracing.org/shop/product_image.php?imageid=51" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.darksideracing.org/shop/product_image.php?imageid=52" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.darksideracing.org/shop/product_image.php?imageid=53" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.darksideracing.org/shop/product_image.php?imageid=54" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.darksideracing.org/shop/product_image.php?imageid=55" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.darksideracing.org/shop/product_image.php?imageid=56" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Want me to post pics of the 5500 square foot garage...???||64.222.48.161||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000024||4drwhore||02-08-2004||01:57 PM||||what kind of deal can youg ive me on a turbo from pte?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000025||jonvr4||02-08-2004||02:06 PM||||thanks. my address is <br />221 e 108th ave <br />northglenn, co 80233<br /><br />also i might add that i think you guys should always send the tracking # if it is being shipped via usp or fedex. if you would have done that i would have been able to pick them up. anyway i would appreciate it if i got them asap, since this is almost all i need to get the car running. thanks, and i would probably consider ordering from these guys again. i think they just need to rebuild their public image.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000026||Jose||02-08-2004||02:24 PM||||How much would you sell me 6 PTE 780cc Injectors for a 3000GT VR4 for? <br />Jose.....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000027||josh long||02-08-2004||02:43 PM||||I ordered a fuel pump from these guys and it was slow to ship but I got it. I called the guy a couple times and he was quite helpful. I have managed a small business before, it is very difficult to compete with large corperations.<br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000028||darksideracing_org||02-08-2004||03:26 PM||||I have a PTE SCM34 in stock right now for $850 shipped. It comes with the internal wastegate. <br /><br />(6) PTE 780cc injectors are $385 shipped. thanks!||64.222.48.161||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000029||14bCrazy||02-08-2004||04:14 PM||||I bought my Big 16g from these guys and had no promblems at all.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000030||fast_gvr4||02-08-2004||06:55 PM||||Hey Darkside, have any injectors in 1000cc range, if so what price?||172.128.164.164||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000031||4drwhore||02-08-2004||08:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fast_gvr4:<br /><strong> Hey Darkside, have any injectors in 1000cc range, if so what price? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um one word. Why?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000032||keydiver||02-08-2004||11:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fast_gvr4:<br /><strong> Hey Darkside, have any injectors in 1000cc range, if so what price? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um one word. Why? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why?...He wants to change his name to fastest_gvr4!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.77.204.11||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000033||darksideracing_org||02-09-2004||11:27 AM||||$335 shipped for a set of PTE 1000cc Fuel Injectors.||64.222.36.122||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000034||darksideracing_org||02-11-2004||10:49 AM||||Jon I need you to resubmit payment to us again if you want us to send the 880cc injectors. The complanit you filed with Paypal refunded your money to you and I cant send the injectors until we have payment.<br /><br />Now you know that it was a mixup in the shipping and that it was not our fault UPS could not find you.<br /><br />We shipped to the address that was given to us with Paypal which was:<br /> <br /> tien nguyen <br />8778 oasage st<br />thornton, CO 80260<br />United States<br /><br /><br />So if you want us to resend them, give me a call with a credit card # and I will get them sent out today. thanks!<br /><br />Josh<br />401-726-6006||64.222.36.122||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000035||1fast4door||02-14-2004||01:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by darksideracing_org:<br /><strong> <br />Now you know that it was a mixup in the shipping and that it was not our fault UPS could not find you.<br /><br />We shipped to the address that was given to us with Paypal which was:<br /> <br /> tien nguyen <br />8778 oasage st<br />thornton, CO 80260<br />United States<br /><br /><br />So if you want us to resend them, give me a call with a credit card # and I will get them sent out today. thanks!<br /><br />Josh<br />401-726-6006 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just a thought, and for future reference, put the phone number of the customer under the name on the label.  I know it sounds silly but it helps big time.  I'm a UPS driver and i can't tell you how many times i've used that number (if the shipper provides it) to contact the customer in the event of a address discrepancy.  UPS has people who work full time and do nothing but address corrections. <br />I will say, however,that it seems like you have what we call a "bonus driver" in your area of CO though. That is a driver who gets his/her scheduled deliveries and pickups done before the "planned" time thus receiving a "bonus" from UPS.  These drivers don't have much patience for investigating an address (especially an apartment).  The protocol for apartment complex deliveries is after 1 attempt at apartment, locate office and inquire whether they accept tenants packages.  If yes, receive signature. If not, schedule 2nd attempt the next day (or later that day if next day air or early AM).  I always take the time to investigate the address if it appears incorrect, an example would be this:<br /><br />Recently i had an apartment delivery that was<br /><br />Rob Smith<br />115 saxony Ct.<br />Grand Rapids, mi 49508<br /><br />well saxony Ct. is in an apartment complex but has 4 number addresses and only one was similar 1115.  I rang the bell and a woman confirmed not only the address, but the name on the package.  Had I been a "bonus driver" i would have not seen a "115" and brought the package back as a "need apartment number".  <br /><br />I'm looking at the post that has all the UPS info on it.  It says something about "postcard sent" and then return to sender.  The date of the "postcard sent" was the 16th, the return to sender was the 26th.  i cant see them holding a package for 10 days to wait for a postcard reply.  and if they need an apartment number how are they going to send a postcard.  the UPS i work for doesn't screw around.  If there are 3 unsuccessful attempts made, it's return to sender.<br /><br />I guess all I'm trying to say is that make sure your labels are correct and secure on the package and make sure your address (or name on buzzer in apartment complex) is clearly marked outside the building/house. It makes everthing easier for us delivery persons.  i know people think, "well they should be able figure it out if a shipper puts the wrong number on a package".  Think of it this way, UPS services over 13 million packages a day.  UPS is the 4th largest employer in the US (behind Walmart, GM, McDonalds).  UPS doesn't have to "figure out the address" if they don't want to.  Make sure that your addresses are correct on packages and that they are posted clearly on your house or building.||67.73.163.95||reg||1||1fast4door||00001194||yes
Z||000036||WyldKardz Talon||02-19-2004||03:56 AM||||This still going on? Im interested in a set of 880s. COD most likely. What forms of payment do you accept? you ship UPS? <br /><br />Do you have anything in the 900cc range for the same price? I am going to be running pump gas, so I need all the protection I can get.<br /><br />Everyone deserves a second chance.<br /><br />Thanks in advance.<br /><br />Ted||172.197.96.224||reg||1||WyldKardz Talon||00002692||yes
Z||000037||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||11:30 AM||||after reading this thread, i believe i'll be talking with quite a few friends who are in the market for some new "toys" for their cars.. being a small time self employed mechanic/parts vendor/own horn blower.. i can understand how some bad publicity can really do a number on you.. i work VERY hard to make sure NOBODY can complain about my work, and so far i've been fortunate enough to not have any unhappy customers<br /><br />the people i'll be talking to are the very same people who also told me NEVER to buy from DSR.. hopefully you guys are doing right now, and will "redeem" yourselves soon!  best of luck on your business!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000038||silly4turbo||02-19-2004||11:40 AM||||if some people have already ordered things form these guys, post it and let us know how it turned out. if enough people order and get good business, then maybe there bad rep will disapear.<br /><br />I'm already thinking about ordring a set of injectors and a fuel reg since most recent orders people have had seem to be going well<br /><br />jon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000039||silly4turbo||02-19-2004||02:23 PM||||can we come by the warehouse to pick up parts, or is this a mail order only type deal ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000040||turbowop||02-19-2004||03:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> if some people have already ordered things form these guys, post it and let us know how it turned out. if enough people order and get good business, then maybe there bad rep will disapear.<br /><br />I'm already thinking about ordring a set of injectors and a fuel reg since most recent orders people have had seem to be going well<br /><br />jon </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got my 780's today by UPS. They look fine and brand new to me. I ordered them the day this ad was posted.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000041||4drwhore||02-19-2004||03:53 PM||||you do them cod?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000042||turbowop||02-19-2004||10:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> you do them cod? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, credit card.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000043||4drwhore||02-19-2004||10:30 PM||||smart idea, that way if they dont come through you can get your money back through the credit card company||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000044||Jose||02-19-2004||10:49 PM||||I ordered 780s last week, and still have not received them. I ordered them COD. He told me that they would go out Friday or Monday and would send me the tracking number. But still nothing.<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000045||silly4turbo||02-20-2004||11:07 AM||||that's lame... this company should take after you jose, I got the afc from you over night  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   after you waited a week for me to have money..thanks a ton<br />Jon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000046||darksideracing_org||02-20-2004||01:46 PM||||Jose- AMG No More<br /><br />I had only 4 left when you ordered so I had to wait a few days til I got some more in. They went out the other day.<br /><br />Heres the tracking number:<br /><br />1zy47f027242110732<br /><br /><br />Local pickup is available at our 7,000 square foot shop. We are located at:<br /><br />Dark Side Racing<br />73 Patterson Ave.<br />Pawtucket, RI 02860<br /><br />We have a small showroom which we are still building but anyone is welcome to come by. <br /><br />Our Shop is HUGE compared to the 1,000 square foot shop we moved from..<br /><br />We do custom exhausts also up to 3" if anyone is local needs an exhaust done. We have an in house bender. <br /><br />Also I do have injectors in the 900 cc Range.<br /><br />I have 880cc Injectors and 1,000cc Injectors<br /><br />The 880s are $280 shipped <br /><br />The 1000s are $335 shipped||64.223.17.56||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000047||jonvr4||02-20-2004||02:14 PM||||i still haven't got mine yet, do you have a tracking #?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000048||Jose||02-24-2004||09:35 AM||||Now I having a tracking number for injectors that has not been droped off to UPS (1zy47f027242110732). <br />Jose....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000049||VR4coop||02-24-2004||02:10 PM||||Bought 780cc injectors off these guys. Things went well. Give them a good name||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000050||darksideracing_org||02-24-2004||02:23 PM||||they are going out tomorrow. I only had 2 left so I had to wait for more to come in. They came today but I did not have the cashiers check ready for the UPS Driver. I printed up the UPS label so that is why you have a tracking number now and it will be a working one tomorrow. <br /><br />I am getting in many more injectors tomorrow so if anyone needs a set, give us a call... thanks!<br /><br />Joshua <br />Dark Side Racing<br />401-726-6006<br /><a href="http://www.darksideracing.org" target="_blank">www.darksideracing.org</a><br /><br />Also coming soon is the Big 16G Groupbuy $450 shipped!!!!!!!!!||64.222.48.37||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000051||4drwhore||02-24-2004||02:42 PM||||Now that's a group buy I'd definitally be interested in.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000052||VR4 Me||02-24-2004||05:14 PM||||intercoolers look good. and i see exhausts. but neither are on your site.||68.158.11.134||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000053||darksideracing_org||02-24-2004||07:48 PM||||We are in the process of uploading a new site which will have everything we carry. We decided not to add all the products to the site if a new one was going to be up in the next few weeks. <br /><br />Just wait and see!!!!||64.222.48.37||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000054||Jose||02-25-2004||11:44 PM||||Ok they are rescheduled for delivery tomorrow. You told me that the price was $390.00 with the cod charge. I hope thats what the UPS guy comes to collect tomorrow.<br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000055||WyldKardz Talon||02-26-2004||12:54 AM||||I ordered the 880s through a friend. He also Ordered a fuel pump along with the injectors. You promised a tracking number today, would like to know where its at? <br /><br />Credibility Isn't at its best darkside....dont make the reputation stick.<br /><br />Order was made Feb 24th, shipped to San Jose, CA. <br /><br />Please don't post it here, email or PM it please thanks.||172.196.247.229||reg||1||WyldKardz Talon||00002692||yes
Z||000056||My_GVR_4||02-26-2004||05:44 PM||||Just buy my TOP QUALITY Denso 660cc Injectors and quit wasting your time with crappy injectors!..  I will ship them out SAME DAY! (as long as I get the $$ before 5pm central time).<br /><br /><br />ONLY 1 set of (4) left.<br /><br />BRAND NEW with o-rings<br /><br />$375 shipped!<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />R.Con||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000057||darksideracing_org||02-26-2004||05:53 PM||||the injectors that were sent COD came to $390<br /><br />Dont make everyone think I am screwing you because I am not. I am selling these injectors at a very low price and giving everyone on here a great deal.<br /><br />Probably 8-10 people have ordered and you dont see any complaints about people not getting their injectors so please give me a few hours to get things in order and your tracking number will be sent to you.. UPS automatically sends it when the shipping label is purchased.<br /><br />I sent out two sets of 880cc Injectors today so yours were most likely in there... How did you pay for your item and what name was it purchased under?<br /><br />I have sold about 10 sets in the last three days so please give me a name...||64.222.48.37||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000058||Jose||02-26-2004||09:11 PM||||Ok I got the injectors today.<br />Jose.....||64.12.116.200||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000059||Shockvvave||02-27-2004||12:05 PM||||Josh, (darksideracing)<br /><br />How come on your website there's no Galantvr4 specified in the category list? just wouldn't be more faster for people to access it and not ask you everytime they call you? just wondering.<br /><br />Terrence||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000060||darksideracing_org||02-27-2004||01:51 PM||||our new website will have a Galant VR4 Category... We are in the process of completing it.||64.222.51.46||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000061||darksideracing_org||02-29-2004||12:45 PM||||I am getting more injectors in this week on Tuesday or Wednesday. Just letting everyone know!||64.222.32.109||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000062||fast_gvr4||03-01-2004||08:11 PM||||What are the specs on the 1000cc Injectors? coil resistance? spray pattern? are they in stock? are they flow matched?||172.140.73.9||reg||5||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000063||anomalyva||03-01-2004||10:27 PM||||Jose, a tip, send an email with tracking numbers to everyone THE DAY they are ordered.  It goes a LONG way to making you more reputable.  If there is a delay, TELL THE CUSTOMER!  If you want return business, or someone like me who spends a LOT of money on their car to order one thing from you, you need to do those things.  I am watching this thread closely.  I truly hope to see those changes made asap, as I have money I would like to give you.||68.100.239.168||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000064||Jose||03-01-2004||10:31 PM||||Anomalyva you must mean Josh.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000065||darksideracing_org||03-02-2004||11:05 AM||||dude, believe me I am trying my best. I am always here to answer the phone with questions or to get an update on your order. I am only one man though.. Please remember.<br /><br />The 1000cc Fuel Injectors are rated at 950-970cc depending on the set you get.. A set would be matched to within 1% of each other.||64.222.17.133||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes



ubb/Forum1/003131.cgi
A||||5||chauffeur1st||RADIATOR NEEEDED!!!||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||02-06-2004||05:04 PM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||Well my radiaitor is offically crap now..leaking from multiple locations. I need to get a new one, does anyone have an aftermarket one forsale on this board...? or anyone recommend any place to get one..?<br /><br />thanks<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||02-06-2004||05:08 PM||||rob amos at radiator barn I think its called was doing them for us for 116 shipped! this was like last july , we bought lik8 before the Group buy kinda fizzled , look em up on the web and ask for Rob see hwat he can do they were all metal csf brand I have had no issues w the 3 i have bought in this brand. S.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||chauffeur1st||02-06-2004||05:16 PM||||Thanks I will do that I looked at there site just yesterday, I saw their name on a older post... thanks alot.... I will try and get that one:) Anymore input would be nice...<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000003||russya||02-06-2004||08:31 PM||||I just ordered one from radiator barn just two days ago. It was delivered this morning and is in the car now. A lot nicer than most at that price range no crappy plastic end tanks.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000004||chauffeur1st||02-06-2004||09:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Russya:<br /><strong> I just ordered one from radiator barn just two days ago. It was delivered this morning and is in the car now. A lot nicer than most at that price range no crappy plastic end tanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What did u pay shipped?<br /><br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000005||russya||02-07-2004||09:10 AM||||130 something, but I didn't even try to ask if I could get the old group buy deal. I just ordered it online because I was in a hurry||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes



ubb/Forum1/003132.cgi
A||||0||coop||2g maf||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||02-06-2004||10:07 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I have a complete maf from a 2g with wiring and all the crap that I want 100 shipped for. It can be shipped now. has a k&n filter with it and will come with instructions.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum1/003133.cgi
A||||5||ken inn||really good deal||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||02-07-2004||07:47 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||good morning gentlemen.  and ladies.  check out:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33732&item=2458909668&sspagename=STRK%3AMEBWN%3AIT" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33732&item=2458909668&sspagename=STRK%3AMEBWN%3AIT</a><br /><br />great price!  or, it WAS.  naner, naner, naaaner.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||ercp98||02-07-2004||08:13 AM||||whats so good?? i am one of the unlucky that missed out. well... not really coz i don't want one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||02-07-2004||08:45 AM||||My buddy with the 400hp Eclipse (Intrusive97GSX, he has a VR4 too) had one of the dowl pins come out of his Fidanza flywheel, sandwich in between it and the clutch, and lock up the motor.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Coulda just been a freak occurance though.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||02-07-2004||10:56 AM||||Indeed somebody got a really good deal.<br />I just don't see how that engine lockup is possible. There is a hole on the pressure plate where the dowel pin lines up with the flywheel. If the pin falls out it will be outside of the pp and flywheel.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.241.176.94||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-07-2004||11:59 AM||||wanna know the best part?  I DIDNT HAVE TO GET IT FROM KEVIN TYPER.||64.240.175.68||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||02-07-2004||12:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gabor:<br /><strong> I just don't see how that engine lockup is possible. There is a hole on the pressure plate where the dowel pin lines up with the flywheel. If the pin falls out it will be outside of the pp and flywheel. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah I didn't really get that either, but I think he has some pics somewhere.  It definately locked up the motor though, he's a pretty big guy and he couldn't turn the motor over with a 22in breaker bar.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum1/003134.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||91 Grille for sale...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-07-2004||10:23 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||In good condition - The paint on the mesh has just started to come off. Can Be R&R'd easily. Me is getting JDM    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />$35 shipped !||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-08-2004||04:44 PM||||tentatively sold to AutobahnTom||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-08-2004||07:39 PM||||sold to AutobahnTom<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/003135.cgi
A||||3||number3||Valentine's Day!||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||02-07-2004||12:11 PM||||Guys and Gals,<br /><br />Looking for just the right gift for this special day?  Maybe a teddy Bear, a thong, or just a comfortable pair of boxers and T shirt for being lazy around the house.<br /><br />What could be better than this? New designs and SALE prices! For a limited time everything has been reduced to make this the best Galant VR4 lovers Valentine's Day ever!<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.cafeshops.com/threespeed" target="_blank">http://www.cafeshops.com/threespeed</a><br /><br />Spread the word... Tell a Friend... Friends don't let friends buy flowers...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000001||drew||02-07-2004||08:06 PM||||Harry, did you intend to use a mirror image of  the 4g63, so that when you're looking in the mirror the motor looks normal?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||02-07-2004||08:30 PM||||That's an Evo IV thru VIII motor.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||number3||02-09-2004||04:02 PM||||Kind of a new meets the old, "thing"...||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||no



ubb/Forum1/003136.cgi
A||||0||JUANPSI||WTB RUNNING SIX BOLT MOTOR||||9||||JUANPSI||00002296
Z||000000||JUANPSI||02-07-2004||02:10 PM||DJUAN4JOU@AOL.COM||Need a running six bolt in new york or jersey||67.100.180.2||reg||9||JUANPSI||00002296||yes



ubb/Forum1/003137.cgi
A||||6||blacksheep||JL Audio Microsub for sale...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-07-2004||05:37 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I posted this on the honda forums figuring those guys would want it. But what the hell, maybe someone here would like it as well...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.honda-tech.com/zerothread?id=759738" target="_blank">http://www.honda-tech.com/zerothread?id=759738</a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||02-07-2004||06:10 PM||||Bwahahaaha.....your avatar on that forum is fitting. I wish this board supported them. That would be funny.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||chauffeur1st||02-07-2004||06:14 PM||||That is real nice looking, I would have bought it a few months back but I just made a box custom with a 10 inch JL sub.. DAMN<br /><br /><br />Looks good <br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-07-2004||06:18 PM||||Supergvr4man - Glad you liked it, I picked that on purpose   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3076932757&category=32823&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT&rd=1" target="_blank">now on ebaaaaaay !</a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||02-07-2004||08:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I posted this on the honda forums figuring those guys would want it. But what the hell, maybe someone here would like it as well...<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I see how you are KC you leave the GVR-4 world for a few months and we become 2nd best.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.76.188.167||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-07-2004||09:35 PM||||LOL...didnt think anyone on here is interested in this stuff much...I havent had much luck selling audio stuff on here compared to h/t or ebay  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-09-2004||03:12 PM||||SOLD (Honda-tech never lets me down) !||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/003138.cgi
A||||14||fazzt73||Price for the AMG type grill||||1||||fazzt73||00001740
Z||000000||fazzt73||02-07-2004||02:37 PM||fazzt73@yahoo.com||Ok guys since i got a good response im going to do a mold for it.<br />price will be 85.00 fg 160.00 cf<br />no mesh or emblem fg will need prep and paint <br />its going to take me 2 weeks to start getting them out if somebody wants one pls post, PM or write to aerowrks@telnor.net first come first serve on the list to get the grilles.<br />Thanks,. <br />next project cf trunk lids  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  !!!<br />Paulo.||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||02-07-2004||04:10 PM||||ill take a trunk lid||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||02-07-2004||04:26 PM||||I want on the list for a carbon fiber grill.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||02-07-2004||04:56 PM||||fiber glass front grille pleayuz||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||SLedge||02-07-2004||05:42 PM||||Put me on the list for a fiberglass one!||63.201.24.89||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-07-2004||05:46 PM||||Once the mold has been made and you start cranking them out, lemme know, please and I will make this thread a sticky. I also am moving it to the Parts for sale section...<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||GalantVR-4||02-07-2004||09:52 PM||||I'll take a fiberglass one.||67.121.127.117||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000007||coop||02-07-2004||10:18 PM||||cf grill  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000008||VR4ownzU||02-07-2004||10:41 PM||||Are these gonna be limited?  I'd like to see the finished product on a car before I order FG or CF.....I'll def take a CF trunk though!!!||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||02-08-2004||11:08 AM||||i'll take a fiberglass front grill.<br />are the trunklids going to be able to mount on the hinges or just pin on?||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000010||mistaVR4||02-09-2004||01:40 AM||||I'd also be interested in a fiber glass front grill! can't wait to see pics  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000011||fazzt73||02-10-2004||01:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> i'll take a fiberglass front grill.<br />are the trunklids going to be able to mount on the hinges or just pin on? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">trunk lids will mount stock, i will have pics soon<br />molds are already done  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  .<br />Paulo.<br />925/2000||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000012||VR4ownzU||02-11-2004||01:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fazzt73:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> i'll take a fiberglass front grill.<br />are the trunklids going to be able to mount on the hinges or just pin on? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">trunk lids will mount stock, i will have pics soon<br />molds are already done   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   .<br />Paulo.<br />925/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hotness||141.110.161.143||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000013||GalantVR-4||02-12-2004||11:23 AM||||i'll also take a CF hood if the price is good.||65.164.228.187||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||02-12-2004||11:33 AM||||cf trunk lid here||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum1/003139.cgi
A||||13||howard_GVR4||HD spring cleaning parts FS||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||02-08-2004||05:31 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Doing a little spring cleaning before I go on tour for 3 months, need bill money.  Make my wife happy, buy something so I won't have to sleep in the GVR4!  EDIT - yahoogroups pic hosting sucks, so the links won't work until I find another image host.  (Ryan, can I use yours for stuff like this, or no?)<br /><br />Pics temporarily hosted  <a href="http://www.villagephotos.com/pubbrowse.asp?selected=772215" target="_blank">here.</a> <br /><br />Buyer pays shipping, paypal preferred, MO accepted also.  Prices negotiable.  <br /><br />This stuff will be on ebay ASAP if not purchased here this week.  <br /><br />2G intake pipe, stock rubber mouth and 2.25" hard pipe, from RRE - $30<br /> <br />2G MAS 90 degree rubber conenctor, right angle to 3" straight, includes BOV inlet. - $5<br /><br />Bell PlanetX MTB/DH helmet - $15<br /><br />Blaupunkt Pro Component 10" subwoofer - $20 <br /><br />Cyclone intake manifold, no canister, good shape - $80<br /><br />Dejon 3" 1G or MAFT intake, side BOV return for easy connection, black - $75<br /><br />GVR4 fog lights, one has cosmetically cracked lens, $35<br /><br />GVR4 hard IC inlet pipe, for stock IC, replaces short hard pipe next to radiator and long flex pipe, unpainted, see pic - FREE <br /><br />Test pipe muffler, came with HKS system, 2" in, 2.25" outlet, perfect for stock downpipe.  Somewhat rare. - $45<br /><br />Ipaq 2215, 3 months old, barely used, comes with cradle - $360<br /><br />Ipaq keyboard - $70, bodyglove soft case - $10, Ambicom 802.11b CF card - $55<br /><br />short 3" mandrel bend, 45 degree, has BOV return pipe, for custom intake setup - $10<br /><br />3" intake pipe, gradual 3 - 2.5" venturi reducer, works great with 2G MAS top piece of stock intake tube - $15<br /><br />Mitsu hat, says "Wake up and drive on the back" never worn - $10 <br /> <br />Rockford Fosgate Punch 45, old school goodness- $50<br /><br />new Supra stock tip, never used, slightly scuffed up, can be polished - $15<br /> <br />2.5" testpipe - $25||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-08-2004||05:34 PM||||Some of the links don't work...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||02-08-2004||05:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Some of the links don't work... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, I know, yahoogroup pic posting prevents being used for this type stuff now.  <br /><br />Pics now hosted   <a href="http://www.villagephotos.com/pubbrowse.asp?selected=772215" target="_blank">here</a>, so ignore the previous links.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||Telecaster||02-08-2004||08:09 PM||||I'll take the fog lights.||216.175.112.158||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-08-2004||08:21 PM||||Howard - Is the pipe flanged ? which one is it in the pics...Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||02-09-2004||09:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Howard - Is the pipe flanged ? which one is it in the pics...Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Which pipe are you referring to, sir?||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-09-2004||10:05 AM||||Howard - GVR4 hard IC inlet pipe, for stock IC, replaces short hard pipe next to radiator and long flex pipe, unpainted, see pic||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||02-09-2004||11:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Howard - GVR4 hard IC inlet pipe, for stock IC, replaces short hard pipe next to radiator and long flex pipe, unpainted, see pic </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ahh, gotcha, it's this one:<br /><a href="http://www.villagephotos.com/viewpubimage.asp?id_=7906659&selected=772215" target="_blank">http://www.villagephotos.com/viewpubimage.asp?id_=7906659&selected=772215</a><br /><br />No, it has no flanges on it, but the stock one doesn't either.  It's just the bends, I think from an RRE kit that ken had, someone must've needed this piece and had it made.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||02-09-2004||11:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> (Ryan, can I use yours for stuff like this, or no?)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If it is VR-4 related it is okay.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||02-09-2004||11:51 PM||||Dejon 3" 1G or MAFT intake, side BOV return for easy connection, black - $75<br /><br />That include shipping?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||02-10-2004||10:27 AM||||Howard your personal mailbox is full... let me know how you want to get paid.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||02-10-2004||03:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Howard your personal mailbox is full... let me know how you want to get paid. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Email sent, PM's cleared.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||02-11-2004||02:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Howard your personal mailbox is full... let me know how you want to get paid. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yo Hertz, you still want this thing?  I emailed you back and haven't heard anything or received payment.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||02-11-2004||10:59 PM||||Doh!  Yes, you sent it to the decoy e-mail address <i>and</i> my filters marked it as spam because Hotmail marked it up with HTML.<br /><br />Try rhertz at 3-points.com next time.<br /><br />You got yer money, now gimme the stuff.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum1/003140.cgi
A||||0||Matt379||RC 550 injectors for sale.||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||02-08-2004||05:42 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||4 RC 550 injectors for sale.<br /><br />$220 shipped.<br /><br />PM if interested.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes



ubb/Forum1/003189.cgi
A||||1||h45454||WTB - HKS exhaust new or used||||1||||h45454||00001840
Z||000000||h45454||02-14-2004||09:53 PM||||I'm looking for the HKS catback setup (discontinued).  I know it is prone to rust and not much better than stock, but I still want this piece, in keeping my car as close to factory-like as possible.  If anyone has one lying around, please let me know.  I do not want to get an oval muffler and have an exhaust shop weld it up...I want the HKS piece.  Thanks a lot.||68.70.104.42||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||02-15-2004||02:14 AM||||I would reccommend anything but that. Believe me you can have a much nicer and "closer to stock" dual tip system made for MUCH cheaper. If you look a Remus dual tip muffler (nice looking and great quality) goes for @$150 on ebay and for the associated piping and welding work maybe another $100. <br /><br />Please for the love of god save some money and headache and use something else. <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum1/003142.cgi
A||||0||dc_style||wtb: ski rack||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-08-2004||07:16 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||like the title. looking for one at a fairly reasonable price. pm me. thanks guys.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes



ubb/Forum1/003143.cgi
A||||2||kazerak2||WTB:  91' or 92' wheels any color except green||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||02-08-2004||09:49 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||ok im despret now please help i need what the topic says.||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||Martin Chilcote||02-10-2004||08:47 AM||||<a href="http://www.aaarims.com" target="_blank">http://www.aaarims.com</a>  .....search OEM style 1991 Mitsu Galant.... model #657021F...it says silver, white, black for $155 ea....Center caps are not included...  <a href="http://www.aaarims.com/wheels/65702.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.aaarims.com/wheels/65702.JPG</a>  ....what would you pay for 4 nice ones close by w/ center caps ? PM me if interested.||66.139.167.187||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000002||ron||02-11-2004||11:32 AM||||I got a set of white 91 wheels for $100 plus shipping.||68.126.196.253||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes



ubb/Forum1/003144.cgi
A||||4||My_GVR_4||3.5&quot; GM MAS Setup||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||02-09-2004||04:36 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||= Brand new 3.5" MAS Setup =<br /><br />-MAS PACKAGE-<br /><br />1G MAFT<br />3.5" GM MAS<br />3.5" K&N Air Filter<br /><br />All (3) items are brand new, still in the original box/packaging.<br /><br />ONLY SELLING AS A 3 PIECE PACKAGE<br /><br />$360 o.b.o. + shipping<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br />"1st Come 1st Served..."||68.73.124.226||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||02-09-2004||04:09 PM||||If you have them until friday I'll take it,(payday you know).||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||My_GVR_4||02-09-2004||04:55 PM||||Sounds good...<br /><br />Since you are the 1st person to reply.. I will hold onto them until Friday for you.<br /><br />thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br />roryjconway@hotmail.com||68.73.124.226||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||02-10-2004||08:15 AM||||what's your last word on the price?||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||My_GVR_4||02-10-2004||08:54 AM||||Well,<br /><br />If I wait until Friday.. I can have $360 + shipping for it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />You can have it now for $350 shipped<br /><br />PM me or whatever you like.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />R.Conway||68.73.124.226||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum1/003145.cgi
A||||5||My_GVR_4||Aluminum Radiator||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||02-09-2004||04:40 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||Brand New Griffin/Fluidyne Radiator<br />100% aluminum, no way this baby will crack, unless your punk a$$ gets into an accident.<br /><br />BRAND NEW STILL IN BOX<br /><br />=GVR-4 ONLY RADIATOR=<br /><br />$350 o.b.o. + shipping<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br />"1st Come 1st Served..."||68.73.124.226||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||02-09-2004||04:56 AM||||Frick....Where the hell were you when I tried to buy one from RRE a week ago and was told they were out for awhile? I spent the money on fuel injectors and other shit I need already. It never fails, I swear....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||My_GVR_4||02-09-2004||02:35 PM||||Sorry man.. I didn't know.  I have had the radiator for some time now.  If I knew..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Let me know if you still want it.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br /><br />Rory||68.73.124.226||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000003||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-09-2004||03:22 PM||||is that radiator a little slimmer than the stock one for t/e/l fmic kits?||12.34.246.4||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-09-2004||03:25 PM||||whats the radiator's overall lenght - 25 inches or so?<br /><br />Dave - it would be thicker than stock or same but maybe shorter on drivers side to let FMIC piping pass thru for the TEL FMIC kits.<br /><br />It needs to be 22 inches maximum, I would say with it being 2 iches shorter than stock on the driver side to allow the short routing...<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||My_GVR_4||02-09-2004||05:01 PM||||THE CORE IS<br />28" long<br />ALMOST 2" thick (WITHOUT THE CONNECTED PIPES)<br />17.5" Tall without the placement nubs on the bottom & top of the radiator.<br /><br /><br />This was meant for a Galant VR-4 only.  I don't know if you guys can fabricate something to make this fit in any other DSM, but...  if you want it.. I have this radiator for you !  : )<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br />roryjconway@hotmail.com for pics||68.73.124.226||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum1/003146.cgi
A||||1||blacksheep||WTB: Trunk panelling...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-09-2004||02:39 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Looking for the 2 side panels and the rear trunk carpet piece. No rips or tears, please.  Lemme know...<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||02-09-2004||04:05 PM||||I have these peices I can take out of the G-GSX same as GVR4 hell give me an offer...unless you wanna trade for tranny parts.  Junk for junk kinda deal not needing money but always need parts||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum1/003147.cgi
A||||7||gvr4-27||another FMIC on eaby||||1||||gvr4-27||00003340
Z||000000||gvr4-27||02-09-2004||03:13 PM||gvr427@yahoo.com||how about this intercooler, what do you think it is worth and will it work...and related questions? <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2459477052" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2459477052</a>||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000001||JohnNK||02-10-2004||02:14 AM||||This is a re-post from a couple of weeks ago. The reserve price seems high.||69.2.251.2||reg||1||JohnNK||00000485||yes
Z||000002||gvr4-27||02-10-2004||10:14 AM||||its not a repost i just found another different intercooler on ebay and was wondering about this one.||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||02-11-2004||05:09 PM||||It is a repost (On Ebay) <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   He must have not sold it the first time around.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000004||coop||02-11-2004||05:15 PM||||I think for a low budget start it is not bad. You can add the dave brode pipes to it when you have more cash and have an ideal set up. .02||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||02-11-2004||05:41 PM||||or you could wait two weeks and buy my starion with pipes for half that||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||JohnNK||02-12-2004||10:36 PM||||I'm interested. Can you post some pics?<br />Thanks!||69.2.251.2||reg||1||JohnNK||00000485||yes
Z||000007||Garfield Wright||02-13-2004||04:01 PM||||That's not a bad setup if upgrading from stock.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum1/003148.cgi
A||||2||TurboVR4dr||Crank 4g64||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||02-09-2004||03:51 PM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||Some of you might want this.  I'm not sure if it is the right one or not.  But check it out<br /><br /><br />Scott<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33616&item=2458484376&sspagename=ADME%3AB%3AEF%3AUS%3A1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33616&item=2458484376&sspagename=ADME%3AB%3AEF%3AUS%3A1</a>||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||02-09-2004||04:03 PM||||this is the stroker crank but it is re maned so....||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||02-09-2004||08:28 PM||||nitride coating is gone.<br />junk||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum1/003149.cgi
A||||3||admsr||Bridgestone Potenzas||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||02-09-2004||07:28 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||225 45 WR 17......1500 miles on them and removed cause of the sucky northeast weather!<br /><br />I went with a set of Wanli S1099 225 45 ZR 17 All seasons.....<br /><br />I'm asking for $350.00 for the set of four tires. I would prefer not to ship but will ship for extra $$$$$$.......<br /><br />Lemme know!<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.176.128||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||chauffeur1st||02-10-2004||02:22 AM||||You went to a Wanli? How do u like that tire? Anyways, what Potenza is it there is like 8 or so models of that tire?<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000002||admsr||02-10-2004||12:05 PM||||its the Potenza that comes stock on the STI. Ill have to check tonight and get back to you on that. <br /><br />I luv the Wanli tires man.....They handle so freakin good its scary. gave a better ride to the STI too.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||coop||02-10-2004||11:53 PM||||they are summer only tires, they are not rated for rain. I might have someone to but them though. I will let you know.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum1/003150.cgi
A||||0||mromik||WTB 93 Headlights||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||02-10-2004||02:37 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Still Want to buy!!!!||212.19.24.11||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum1/003151.cgi
A||||0||My_GVR_4||Denso 660cc Injectors||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||02-10-2004||03:53 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||= BRAND NEW =<br /><br />DENSO 660cc INJECTORS W/O-Rings<br /><br />This means...<br /><br />·0 miles<br />·NEVER been installed<br />·STILL in the original packaging<br /><br />RRE Sells the same injectors alone for $440 then $10 for the o-rings!  Total $450 + Shipping<br /><br />YOU CAN HAVE THEM FOR $425 shipped<br /><br />"1st Come 1st Served"<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.73.124.226||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum1/003152.cgi
A||N||0||4G63Mirage||91-94 EPROM Needed||||1||||4G63Mirage||00002406
Z||000000||4G63Mirage||02-10-2004||10:59 AM||4g63mirage@milwpc.com||Need a 91-94 Eprom ecu in good condition.||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes



ubb/Forum1/003153.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||JDM turbo timer...$45 shipped.||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-10-2004||12:17 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||FET timer - Basic, old skool, but works. No harness, will need to be wired in. Lemme know if you want pics...$45 shipped||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Spott||02-10-2004||11:13 PM||||How much if I come and pick up from you, and how much work is involved in hooking a TT up, I have never hooked one up before.||12.216.81.243||reg||1||Spott||00003221||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-10-2004||11:19 PM||||Well, well, welll, if it aint Mr. Mike Hale! Heard you had finally gotten smart and moved into the DSM world!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />$40 picked up. Costs me $4.60 to send priority ! I would have sent it thru Jeremy. There are 5 wires to tackle. Any competent electronics place can figure it out. <br /><br />I have a buddy who does stereos etc etc who can also hook it up, maybe for cheap.<br /><br />Lemme know!<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||02-11-2004||04:13 AM||||Still have? Pics please....||65.31.188.103||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-11-2004||09:17 AM||||Rob, I do. I will post a lil later on...Thanks!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2803" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2803&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||02-11-2004||09:46 PM||||Sold.....||65.31.188.103||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum1/003154.cgi
A||||4||mistaVR4||WTB: 3&quot; GM MAF||||1||||mistaVR4||00003068
Z||000000||mistaVR4||02-10-2004||03:33 PM||tassap1@aol.com||Hey,<br /><br />  I need a 3" GM maf, if anyone has a good functional one for a reasonable price, pleasae let me know!<br /><br />Thanks||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||02-10-2004||04:11 PM||||mista you can get them off ebay for 40-60 bucks, i got mine for 35 and my friends for 60 shipped cause he wanted it immediatly..<br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||02-10-2004||04:18 PM||||also can get them at the pick and pull for $13 I think. Jonvr4 what's the address there again?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||mistaVR4||02-10-2004||04:21 PM||||Ya Jon whats that address?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||02-10-2004||04:38 PM||||I saw a few on <a href="http://www.dsmtrader.com" target="_blank">www.dsmtrader.com</a> here is one, but i did see a few more one there....<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=156147&category_id=112&website=default&prev_action=search&keywords=gm%20maf&criteria=any&session=40294ebd6a9d0a66" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=156147&category_id=112&website=default&prev_action=search&keywords=gm%20maf&criteria=any&se ssion=40294ebd6a9d0a66</a>||68.74.205.246||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum1/003155.cgi
A||||3||TheJackalGT||WTB: Lowering Springs||||1||||TheJackalGT||00002398
Z||000000||TheJackalGT||02-10-2004||04:13 PM||||Im lookin for a full set of springs, I want over an inch drop, prefer closer to 2 inches..<br /><br />Let me know what you have and for how much, also the condition.<br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-10-2004||05:24 PM||||No one goes 1.8 inches for the gvr4, H&R is 1.2. Whiteline made a 1.8, I think. for 2" drop, you will need coilovers of some sort.<br /><br />You may have to muck with the TEL springs....<br /><br />good luck!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||02-10-2004||07:49 PM||||anywhere from 1-2 inches would work, but I need all 4, thanks.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000003||TheJackalGT||02-12-2004||02:19 AM||||bump||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes



ubb/Forum1/003156.cgi
A||||0||accident||WTB: Wiper relay||||1||||accident||00002572
Z||000000||accident||02-10-2004||04:59 PM||edgross1@msn.com||Anybody have a Wiper relay they want to sell? my wipers work now but the intermidiates are wacky and it is a pain to get my wipers in the resting spot.||69.81.3.136||reg||1||accident||00002572||yes



ubb/Forum1/003158.cgi
A||||56||kartorium31||Parts off my car||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||02-10-2004||07:31 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||UPDATED*****<br /><br />Maker offers<br />-mirrors (paint isn't perfect on the body stuff)<br />-Spoiler pending<br />-glass(for pickup only) no front windsheild<br />-back seats(prefer pickup, but might ship)<br />-speakers   pending<br />-door panels and other interior goodies<br /><br /><br />-bov flange make offer<br /><br />More to come, but this is the stuff i have off it right now(and can think of).  If you need something else, essentially i am parting the car, so let me know.  None of the prices include shipping.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||JohnNK||02-10-2004||07:55 PM||||Could you post pics of the Starion FMIC?<br />Thanks||69.2.251.2||reg||1||JohnNK||00000485||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||02-10-2004||08:11 PM||||I'll take the guage...<br />I'll pm you||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||02-10-2004||08:18 PM||||The boost gauge is already taken, but you can be next in line.  Unless you wanted a different gauge?||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||mistaVR4||02-10-2004||08:41 PM||||I'd be interested in the fan, what kind is it?<br />can you send me a pic?<br /><br />Thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000005||silly4turbo||02-10-2004||08:54 PM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> The boost gauge is already taken, but you can be next in line.  Unless you wanted a different gauge? </strong>[/QUOT<br /><br />what's the other guage||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||02-10-2004||09:37 PM||||Can I get the rear speaker covers from you? I'm in no hurry for them... you could bring them to our proposed spring meet and I'll pay you then for them. LMK!... mine are horribly painted white.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||02-10-2004||10:04 PM||||The other gauge is the water temp.<br /><br />I'll get pics asap<br /><br />The fan I think is a hayden, not positive.  I got it from schucks.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000008||BarnesMobile||02-10-2004||10:46 PM||||While I'm here, I'll call dibs on the Lotek pod if no one else has. I'll PM you with other stuff I want.||66.189.195.216||reg||1||BarnesMobile||00000827||yes
Z||000009||kartorium31||02-10-2004||11:30 PM||||list updated<br /><br />pillar pod taken already||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000010||91 #680||02-10-2004||11:52 PM||||pm'd you about the hp fuel pump||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000011||kartorium31||02-10-2004||11:59 PM||||Meh, shipping is to much of a pain to calculate, so just figure $5 tacked on to the small items for shipping.  Big items I will have to get quotes on.  Thanks guys.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000012||yardhippie||02-11-2004||06:54 AM||||clamin the MAFT. Pm'd||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000013||91 #680||02-13-2004||09:01 PM||||paypal'd for the fuel pump....||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000014||chucklesas||02-14-2004||04:32 PM||||PMed about fan if that is still available.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000015||Pep||02-15-2004||01:53 PM||||Is the carpet or dashboard available?||208.180.194.2||reg||1||Pep||00000675||yes
Z||000016||kartorium31||02-15-2004||07:27 PM||||the carpet and dash are available but I don't think i want to deal with shipping the dash.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000017||Pep||02-15-2004||07:52 PM||||Yeah, I figured as much for the dash.  What kind of condition is the carpet in and how much do you want for it?||66.233.102.134||reg||1||Pep||00000675||yes
Z||000018||chucklesas||02-15-2004||07:54 PM||||Fan is mine... Thank you.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000019||simjet22||02-16-2004||12:43 AM||||can i get the spoiler, pm me with info||205.188.208.172||reg||1||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000020||KenGVR4||02-16-2004||01:28 AM||||I'd like to get the windshield if it's possible.  I would come pick it up of course.||24.18.118.197||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000021||turbowop||02-16-2004||02:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong> I'd like to get the windshield if it's possible.  I would come pick it up of course. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You don't want it, Ken. It's cracked in a few places. It was actually cracked before the wreck.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000022||KenGVR4||02-16-2004||02:52 PM||||Damn.  I need a new windshield, stupid trucks...<br />How about the AC condenser?  Maybe I should just make a trip to E-town and scavenge whatever I can think of.||24.18.118.197||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000023||kartorium31||02-16-2004||04:56 PM||||Yeah, that's probably a good idea ken.  The ac condensor looks to be just dandy.  Better get over here quick if you want stuff though cause all the damn vultures from yakima are picking everything up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000024||BarnesMobile||02-17-2004||02:53 AM||||This vulture is getting ready for another swoop down from his circle.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.189.195.216||reg||1||BarnesMobile||00000827||yes
Z||000025||DsmSeifer||02-17-2004||06:56 PM||||If the drivers front door cap is still intact I want it. The stealer wants about 180 for it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   let me know||63.156.64.10||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000026||kartorium31||02-18-2004||02:01 AM||||yeah it is.  I don't know how to get it off safely though.  Seems like the clips and stuff on that kind of body work break real easy.  PM me and we'll figure it out||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000027||KenGVR4||02-19-2004||06:46 PM||||I just need a day off from work on the weekend!<br />Part time jobs suck.||24.18.118.197||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000028||dwatters@sisna.com||02-19-2004||09:19 PM||||How much for the Hood, Fenders, front bumper and Engine harness ??||147.178.2.110||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000029||MustGoFaster||02-19-2004||10:03 PM||||I need a clock.  $10 shipped? Let me know.||208.42.58.232||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000030||kartorium31||02-20-2004||01:01 AM||||I'm keeping the hood, the passenger fender is damaged and the driver fender is ok minus a few small dents on the top of the fender.  seems like a common spot but they aren't very noticable.  It also was repaired in a few places.  The front bumper cover is fiznucked, but the brace is ok.  As a rule of thumb for everyone, the body on this bad boy isn't really in good shape with the exception of the spoiler, roof and body cladding.  Let me know.<br /><br />Mustgofaster-sounds fair enough to me.  Send me a pm or just paypal me at kartersgvr4@hotmail.com||12.104.68.204||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000031||chucklesas||02-23-2004||09:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong> Fan is mine... Thank you. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Fan Recieved.  Thank you.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000032||ken inn||02-24-2004||09:59 AM||||i might need the front abs sensors.||64.240.175.25||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000033||jas3113||02-24-2004||10:23 AM||||Hi,<br /><br />I'll take the spoiler (let me know how much) and the 2.5" to 3" couplers.<br /><br />John||168.100.247.82||reg||1||jas3113||00003274||yes
Z||000034||kartorium31||02-24-2004||01:31 PM||||Ken, pm or email me.<br /><br />couplers are sold, and the spoiler is pending, but u can be next in line.||12.144.250.15||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000035||JoshWeaver||02-25-2004||02:34 AM||||still have a working sunroof?||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000036||kartorium31||02-25-2004||02:36 AM||||i do but its going in my new car.  That leaves me with two partially working sunroof assemblies if you want just parts of it.||12.144.250.15||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000037||KenGVR4||02-25-2004||08:40 PM||||What about a transmission?  My friend needs one pretty badly.||67.168.101.239||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000038||kartorium31||02-26-2004||12:24 PM||||I've got one that i could let go that crunches 2nd gear.||12.144.250.15||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000039||marvinmadman123||02-27-2004||06:37 AM||||I need a brake caliper bolt. Was wondering why my passenger brakes were "sticking" and overheating to the point where it warped the rotor. A$$hole before me bent the bottom bolt   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000040||KenGVR4||02-27-2004||05:17 PM||||How much for a crunchy 2nd gear tranny?||67.168.101.239||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000041||kartorium31||02-27-2004||05:44 PM||||ummm, about 250 if that sounds resonable.  <br /><br />marvinmadman,<br />pm or email me about what specific bolt you want and i can get it for ya.||12.144.250.15||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000042||ken inn||02-27-2004||06:43 PM||||how about abs sensors?||64.240.175.21||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000043||MustGoFaster||02-27-2004||11:08 PM||||Got the colck today.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.226.181.123||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000044||maninblack||02-28-2004||01:16 AM||||I need the power antenna mast.  Let me know what the price would be with shipping to 87110.||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000045||kartorium31||02-28-2004||04:56 AM||||abs sensors are no problem, let me know what you want to pay.<br /><br />I'll try to get back to you with a price quote about the antenna mast maninblack.||12.18.163.21||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000046||KenGVR4||02-28-2004||03:40 PM||||So how crunchy is it?  Is it the typical crunches when cold deal, or does it grind all the time?||67.168.101.239||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000047||kartorium31||02-28-2004||08:43 PM||||I took it out a long time ago but I remember it being more than just the regular crunchy dsm.  It was especially bad when cold and it seemed to want to grind a lot.  I'm not the best shifter in the world though, cause mark and my gf don't really have much trouble driving my new car and I had to get use to it to not grind.  Some of the grinds were probably due to my dumbass not being able to shift perfectly.||12.18.163.21||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000048||maninblack||02-29-2004||10:46 AM||||Does $20 sound reasonable for the antenna?||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000049||kartorium31||02-29-2004||01:57 PM||||sounds good, paypal me at kartersgvr4@hotmail.com and tack on another $5 for shipping.||12.18.163.21||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000050||maninblack||02-29-2004||08:11 PM||||Paypal sent!||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000051||MigTalon||02-29-2004||09:24 PM||||hello... <br /><br />I'm interested in some parts for my new green project:<br /><br />GVR4 Stock Rear Spoiler<br />GVR4 Stock Rims w/o tires<br />GVR4 Stock Side skirts (spoilers) left & right<br />GVR4 Stock front Grill<br />GVR4 Stock Fog Lamps<br /><br />Hope you still have some of this parts.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />mig<br /><br />-'91 Talon AWD (12.53@115.52)<br />-'91 GVR4 (New Project)||152.163.252.136||reg||1||MigTalon||00002576||yes
Z||000052||gvr4-27||02-29-2004||09:33 PM||||hey do you have all the pipes and that to go along with the FMIC? and how does that bolt up do you have to cut the bumper?||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000053||gvr4-27||02-29-2004||09:37 PM||||also what condition is it in and is $150 i think it was include the pipes, if its in good condition im very interested.||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000054||kartorium31||02-29-2004||10:58 PM||||migtalon,<br />spoiler is spoken for<br />I'm out of fog lights<br />I have the front grill but it was a stock 91 that was painted black and the paint is chipping.<br />side skirts are available<br />my wheels are black, not sure if you would want them for a green car.  I'd like to sell them with the tires too.<br /><br />gvr4-27<br />Sorry, the intercooler isn't for sale anymore, i need to update the list.  It doesn't have pipes and isn't just a bolt up affair.||12.18.163.21||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000055||KenGVR4||03-01-2004||10:16 PM||||Okay, my friend wants the tranny.<br /><br />I just need to find time to come and get it!  Probably weekend after next.  I'll grab the condenser and whatever else I may need while I'm there.||67.168.101.239||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000056||kartorium31||03-02-2004||01:42 PM||||sounds good, email me or pm me or call me at 509 899 1679||12.18.163.21||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum1/003159.cgi
A||||0||Minjin||Might sell my racing wheels...||||1||||Minjin||00001036
Z||000000||Minjin||02-10-2004||11:57 PM||minnsjr@eudoramail.com||I'm re-evaluating the plans for my Galant and it might be time to sell my racing wheels. I'm looking for interest here so I can make some decisions. <br /><br />What are they? Real Racing wheels from R&S Racing made to fit the Galant VR4.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rsracing.com/rscatalog/asppages/rrw-pro616.asp" target="_blank">http://www.rsracing.com/rscatalog/asppages/rrw-pro616.asp</a><br /><br />3 piece aluminum 16x9 with 6 inch backspace<br />4x114.3 lug pattern, acorn style lug<br /><br />These wheels are an honest 14lbs a piece. How light is that? With Hoosier 245/45/16s, you're looking at 32lbs for the complete wheel and tire. Thats very light. Right now there are 245/45/16 Kumho V700 Victoracers on there that are fairly worn but still have some life. <br /><br />Here are some pictures of them compared to my old racing wheels (Borbet Type T, 16x7.5). The tires are the same. You can see just how much of a difference that extra inch and a half makes.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/page_02.htm" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/page_02.htm</a><br /><br />To run these, you need to grind down the rear trailing arms. I wanted the absolute maximum backspace I could fit and these are it. In the front, I don't think they'll fit without coilovers. Also, I would suggest longer wheel studs, but its not required. The thick center piece makes for less thread engagement than most wheels, but there is still enough to be safe.<br /><br />Sorry I don't have any pictures of them installed on the car. They don't stick out far past the fenders at all and the car looks very mean with those business-like wheels and wide rubber. If there's serious interest, I'll put the wheels on the car temporarily and take some pictures. Its just a PITA with this weather.<br /><br />I'll probably ask for $950 and pickup only.<br /><br />Any questions or interest, let me know.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum1/003160.cgi
A||||1||4g63t||Stereo Remote Controls||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||02-11-2004||08:00 AM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Hey guys, 1 clarion, 1 alpine. $13 each shipped<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2797" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2797&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.3.197.241||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||02-11-2004||04:24 PM||||I will take the Clarion.  Will it work with Clarion model #ARX5470?  I lost mine a long time ago.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum1/003161.cgi
A||||13||4g63t||Lots of parts for sale!!!||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||02-11-2004||08:04 AM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Here's a pretty good sized list of the stuff I have for sale. Shipping not included! If there is no price listed, make me an offer. Email for pics. Post here or pm me. Thanks, Enjoy!<br /><br />Gas Tank � 150<br />3 bolt axles w/cups <br />Intake manny, good shape - 30<br />Vr4 rear diff - Make offer<br />Grey timing belt top covers - 10<br />Both radiator fans - 40<br />Brake master cylinder - 40<br />PS pump � 20<br />fuel door(white)<br />(2) O2 housings - 20 ea <br />Ignition coil things - 30<br />Brake fluid res. - 17<br />Turbo water pipe - 15<br />Asst plastic interior panels<br />Gauge surround<br />(2)Rearview mirrors - 15 ea<br />(2)Overhead light panel things - 20 ea<br />Glovebox - 15<br />Interior fuse panel - 25<br />HVAC controls - 20<br />TURBO 4g63 mass air sensor - 40<br />Stock stereo (tape & EQ) - 25<br />Drivers side "knee panel" - 23<br />Plug cover,plastic, black with red stripe<br />Stock 2nd gen turbo intake pipe<br />(2) wiper motors - 17 ea<br />Gauge cluster - from 2.0 SOHC Galant/redline 6k/<br />automatic/speedo 135 mph/odo 150k/<br />part# MB521535 -use for parts? - 25<br /><br />Gauge cluster - from 2.0 galant/redline7k/ <br />manual/speedo 145 mph/odo 98k/<br />part # MB652348 - 45<br /><br />Non 4ws power steering res. - 15<br />fuel rail - 10<br />(2) black leather stubby shifters<br />Stock FPR<br />All 4 interior door panels w/tweed inserts<br />(not suede)<br /><br />Brand new ADR Sokudos 17*7 $450 Shipped!!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2798" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2798&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2799" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2799&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2800&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2801" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2801&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.3.197.241||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-11-2004||09:19 AM||||damn those wheels look good!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-11-2004||09:20 AM||||i would like a stock shift knob, if in really nice condition.||64.240.175.102||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-11-2004||12:48 PM||||I know leather is nice, but FYI, if you peel off the leather wrap on the knob you'll find a leather patterned dark grey knob (ala standard Galant) with the shift pattern and everything.  The only hassle is removing the adhesive residue.<br /><br />Personally my shift knob's leather had become this gummy, nasty mess and eventually I HAD to do something.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||forgottenvr4||02-11-2004||02:25 PM||||Damn, and I just bought 4 new konigs for the summer and steelies for the winter........<br /><br />Aaron||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||02-11-2004||03:26 PM||||If you send me your worn shifter I'll releather it for you, I did my steering wheel, shift boot and knob with german walknappa leather, they feel gooooood  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  , just pay for shipping and I'll do it.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||02-11-2004||03:31 PM||||Oh man.  With those rims, I can do my paint scheme.  So tempting...||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||02-11-2004||03:41 PM||||Yeah, aren't those wheels sharp? Sorry Ken, I have a shifter, but it's not in good shape. C'mon guys, buy this stuff!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||thejeebus2002||02-11-2004||03:46 PM||||Pm'd ya about the gauges.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000009||Frogger||02-11-2004||05:51 PM||||Damn those rims look nice. If I had the money now Id be all over it.||4.4.103.243||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000010||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||02-11-2004||06:54 PM||||I have the same wheels for my galant except they are gunmetal.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Nice wheels.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000011||#1459 VR-4||02-11-2004||10:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sleeper Vr4 #1828:<br /><strong> I have the same wheels for my galant except they are gunmetal.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Nice wheels. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have a picture of your car with those rims mounted?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||02-12-2004||12:33 PM||||Meija - got a stock battery tray?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||02-12-2004||05:17 PM||||I am really digging those wheels as well. Ive really been debating bronze or gold wheels for my car, but I dont know how the polished lipped wheels would look on the Kensington Gray color. I think I may have to step to an all bronze since its a little darker finish.||64.107.10.153||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum1/003162.cgi
A||||13||ken inn||shift knob||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||02-11-2004||09:22 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||anyone got a nice stock shift knob?  i'ma looking.||64.240.175.102||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-11-2004||09:47 AM||||Alex has a greddy knob - are you looking for leather or metal, Sir? I can point you in the right direction  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||02-11-2004||10:04 AM||||I did not even think about how bad my shift knob looked until I saw Matticus'. Then I realized mine looked like doggie-dodo. I got one from MachV, leather, nice, weighted correctly, nice improvement to the interior. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-11-2004||12:40 PM||||i would like the stock one, and i may even just buy a new one.  no metal ones, i like the leather.  and no penis ones, either.  SHOW ME THE KNOB!!||64.240.175.102||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||number3||02-11-2004||12:43 PM||||<a href="http://www.machv.com/shiftknobs.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/shiftknobs.html</a>||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-11-2004||04:03 PM||||Balky shifter? Sticky synchros? Bash the gears with this heavyweight shift knob from Razo. We don't know if it's made of depleted uranium, or what, but this knob weighs more than any we've ever seen. It's a whopping 300 grams, which comes out to almost 3/4 of a pound!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||02-11-2004||04:11 PM||||Anyone know if those Razos are universal thread? I.E inserts? Or are they 10x1.25?<br /><br />I've thought about making and selling shift knobs that will be threaded with our thread, but if Razo already has done the same thing, it probably wouldn't be a good idea. <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-11-2004||04:12 PM||||Razo has inserts, I think. When I get mine - I can confirm!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||02-11-2004||09:58 PM||||I was looking in CAPS a few days ago for a shift knob.  I want a leather one.  There were two p/n for the knob for a 2g eclipse.  One was like $54, and the other was $12 or $14 something.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||02-11-2004||11:09 PM||||I thought the 3000GT knob was the same?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||02-11-2004||11:16 PM||||the 2G knob is supposed to be a good upgrade as well..||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||Minjin||02-12-2004||12:33 AM||||2g knob is a downgrade. Its longer. The 3k/S shift knob is about the same as the GVR4 except a different color (the one I have is) and some obviously have a 6th gear imprint.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000013||Romanova||02-12-2004||01:11 AM||||Razos do come with several different inserts. Just tighten them down SUPER tight, or they come loose after awhile.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000014||gvr4-27||02-12-2004||01:44 AM||||i think ams has stock knobs at their shop||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes



ubb/Forum1/003191.cgi
A||||9||blacksheep||WANT TO BUY: 1991 GVR4 Tailights||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-15-2004||02:25 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||More specifically, I would like the interior pieces on the drivers side and passengers side (The ones on the trunk) if possible.<br /><br />Are these the same on non VR-4's? I am not so sure. Also, its not 1 piece is it..ie a whole center panel ?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Yes, I am trying to make altezza's!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||crucible||02-15-2004||11:37 PM||||Blacksheep<br />Check with member John C.<br />His VR4 recently got totaled in the front and he's been parting it out.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-15-2004||11:38 PM||||His is a 92, right? I will check with him! Thanks, Cruce!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||crucible||02-16-2004||12:37 AM||||Yeah, its a 92.<br />Not sure what exactly you are looking for.The tail lenses should be the same on all Galants except the center tail piece is different on 91,92 VR4s.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-16-2004||12:42 AM||||looking for the tailight pieces that mount to the trunk lid||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||crucible||02-16-2004||12:53 AM||||Okay, you should be in.I wanted the center tail piece but he wouldnt sell that unless someone just bought the tail lenses.<br />Help me out!<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-16-2004||01:10 AM||||I have 91 taillights, if I bought the whole set, I would keep it.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||crucible||02-16-2004||01:20 AM||||Arrrghhh!||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||02-16-2004||01:24 AM||||Sorry - Check your PM, bud!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||crucible||02-16-2004||01:32 AM||||I did MR. Moderator.<br />Now hand over the tail piece or else  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum1/003164.cgi
A||||3||mr.mitsu||cruise cont parts||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||02-11-2004||10:20 AM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||*price to clear out*<br /><br /><br />removed system, just wondering if anyone needs 'em<br /><br />let me know, thanks||24.153.24.118||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||02-11-2004||11:41 AM||||I could use one, my cruise control no worky||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||marvinmadman123||02-11-2004||05:07 PM||||vaccuum canister? I need one.||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000003||mr.mitsu||02-11-2004||11:20 PM||||sorry guys<br /><br />no solenoids, just the throttle cables and pulleys<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.153.24.118||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes



ubb/Forum1/003165.cgi
A||||22||darksideracing_org||FS: Brand new Walbro 255lph HP Fuel Pumps Only $90 shipped w/ Installation kit||||1||||darksideracing_org||00003290
Z||000000||darksideracing_org||02-11-2004||04:59 PM||ebay@darksideracing.org||I have over 100+ Fuel pumps in stock.. They came in today.<br /><br />Price is $90 shipped UPS Ground or $100 shipped COD.<br /><br />Please call us if interested. thanks!<br /><br />Josh<br />Dark Side Racing<br />401-726-6006<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.darksideracing.org/shop/product_image.php?imageid=58" alt=" - " />||64.222.36.122||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000001||darksideracing_org||02-11-2004||05:01 PM||||We also have walbro 190's with install kits for $85 shipped UPS Ground or $90 shipped via UPS Ground COD. thanks!||64.222.36.122||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-11-2004||05:30 PM||||Is the install kit the same as the rewire kit?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||darksideracing_org||02-11-2004||06:39 PM||||no, the rewire kit rewires the fuel pump to run on its own rather than with the accessories in the rear.<br /><br />The installation kit includes all the necessary fittings, filters, and harnesses you need to complete the installation. thanks!||64.222.36.122||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000004||Forced Style||02-12-2004||03:13 AM||||please excuse me for questioning an awesome thing<br />but..<br />why do you guys sell precision turbo 680cc injectors for <b>$295</b>with free shipping!!!<br />but precision themselves sell the same ones for <b>$348</b>??<br />i mean thats a hell of a deal and im definitely going to jump on those and a pump for my galant, but i thought i would ask<br /><br />either way your guys prices are awesome.||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000005||DookGVR4||02-12-2004||11:38 AM||||he buys "x" amount in bulk at "x" amount to make "x" percentage profit<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.232.5.179||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000006||4drwhore||02-12-2004||11:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Forced Style:<br /><strong> please excuse me for questioning an awesome thing<br />but..<br />why do you guys sell precision turbo 680cc injectors for <b>$295</b>with free shipping!!!<br />but precision themselves sell the same ones for <b>$348</b>??<br />i mean thats a hell of a deal and im definitely going to jump on those and a pump for my galant, but i thought i would ask<br /><br />either way your guys prices are awesome. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When you buy direct from manufacturer in small amount price will always be more.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000007||darksideracing_org||02-12-2004||12:17 PM||||I buy in large quantities and always pay in full so I get special pricing from Precision and Walbro. We have really changed as a company.<br /><br />I can offer the Precision 580, 680, 780, 880cc Injectors w/ Walbro 255lph HP Fuel Pump for:<br /><br />$365 shipped....||64.223.42.28||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000008||Shockvvave||02-12-2004||12:54 PM||||that's a good deal guys..... <br /><br />would that price remains the same for another month?  it's only because I'm in the process of spending "X" amount of money to get my car back on the road again and got no funds right now.<br /><br />let me know||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000009||Forced Style||02-12-2004||02:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by darksideracing_org:<br /><strong> I buy in large quantities and always pay in full so I get special pricing from Precision and Walbro. We have really changed as a company.<br /><br />I can offer the Precision 580, 680, 780, 880cc Injectors w/ Walbro 255lph HP Fuel Pump for:<br /><br />$365 shipped.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow, thank's Josh<br />it's nice to see a company that will share a deal rather than getting things for cheaper and selling it for what everyone else is selling it for, i'll be ordering a set and a pump this week  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-Josh||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000010||slowpokin699||02-12-2004||02:30 PM||||thats a good deal.. i want in..  what psi are those 680's rated at?||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000011||darksideracing_org||02-12-2004||05:43 PM||||I will keep the pricing the same on injectors and pumps as long as my pricing stays the same. <br /><br />The fuel injectors are rated at 43 or 43.5 psi.<br /><br />Here is a picture of the 81 packages that we sent out today. Most of them were fuel pumps, injectors, and a few TiAL Blow Off Valves and Wastegates..<br /><br />I am also trying to get rid of a Precision Turbo SCM34 w/ Internal Wastegate. We are asking $850 shipped. Please call or e-mail if interested. thanks!<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.darksideracing.org/shop/product_image.php?imageid=59" alt=" - " />||64.223.42.28||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000012||slowpokin699||02-12-2004||08:00 PM||||how much for 780's and the 255lph hp pump with a COD?||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000013||darksideracing_org||02-13-2004||10:11 AM||||because I am getting so many orders via COD I am asking for half up front. I can only afford to have so much money out of pocket for the 2-3 weeks it takes to get a COD back...<br /><br />I wish I had more funds but I am limited.<br /><br />$372 shipped COD for a set of 780cc Injectors and a Walbro 255 Fuel Pump<br /><br />We would do $186 via credit card and then $186 via COD.... thats the best I can do... thanks!||64.223.42.28||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000014||369of1000||02-18-2004||10:13 PM||||I'm interested in a 255lph hp + 680cc inj package. But the pictures are all down and I'm "forbbiden" from your web site. Are you still selling?||68.114.21.70||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000015||DSSA||02-19-2004||10:12 AM||||I take it that "DSR" has cleaned up their act these days?<br /><br />I remember a lot of problems being posted in the past with customers not getting their products, etc. (A/T DSM group and CoDSM are two that I saw a lot of this on). <br /><br />I'm guessing (hoping) it was just problems due to someone being "new" in the industry, and not acts of character.||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||02-19-2004||10:49 AM||||Joshua(Mr. boobies aka DSSA) - check your PM!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||darksideracing_org||02-19-2004||12:09 PM||||SITE IS BACK UP AND I APOLOGIZE FOR THE DELAY IN MY RESPONSE. MY E-MAIL WAS ALSO DOWN.<br /><br />We have cleaned up things tremendously and just had a few problems during the startup!<br /><br />If you want to grab a package deal, please give me a call. thanks!<br /><br />Josh<br />401-726-6006||64.223.17.56||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000018||darksideracing_org||02-24-2004||07:49 PM||||Still got pumps left!||64.222.48.37||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000019||Forced Style||02-24-2004||11:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by darksideracing_org:<br /><strong> Still got pumps left! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">called to order 680s and a pump at 430pm my time (MI) but no one picked up the phone  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />-Josh||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000020||Forced Style||02-25-2004||03:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Forced Style:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by darksideracing_org:<br /><strong> Still got pumps left! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">called to order 680s and a pump at 430pm my time (MI) but no one picked up the phone   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />-Josh </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But i did get through today, ordered injectors and pump, Very friendly customer service  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />-josh||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000021||darksideracing_org||02-26-2004||05:59 PM||||thank you for your order. Your tracking number will be e-mailed to you upon shipment. thanks!||64.222.48.37||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000022||Forced Style||03-05-2004||06:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by darksideracing_org:<br /><strong> thank you for your order. Your tracking number will be e-mailed to you upon shipment. thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well i recieved a tracking number a week ago. doesnt say it's been picked up by UPS or anything though.... Whats goin on?<br /><br />-josh||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes



ubb/Forum1/003166.cgi
A||||0||geoff@machv||NEW GVR4 clutch pedal set for sale||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||02-11-2004||05:26 PM||geoff@machv.com||I though I was gonna need them, but I dont.  <br />So my BRAND NEW GVR4 clutch pedal assembly is up for sale.  <br /><br />Let me know if you're interested.||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum1/003167.cgi
A||||0||autobahntom||turbo heat shield||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||02-11-2004||06:12 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||A factory (still in sealed plastic bag) manifold heat shield for our cars. I wanted a new one, so ordered one; a black one came in. I really don't want a black one, but cannot return it as it was special order. $43 was cost. Will sell it for that or will keep it for future use (or a dust collector). This is the one that is on TOP of the manifold, not the one around the turbo.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum1/003168.cgi
A||||0||ShaggyTE||17&quot; Wheels||||2||||ShaggyTE||00002769
Z||000000||ShaggyTE||02-11-2004||08:15 PM||ShaggyTE1@aol.com||These are 5-LUG wheels so they won't fit the galant but hopefully somebody wants them for a different car. <br />I am selling a set of four used tires and wheels. They are in great shape, used only for about 5k miles. The wheels are RS Limited's and the style is Valkyrie and the color is Anthracite, gunmetal looking. The tires are Kumho Ecsta 225/45R17. The wheels have two bolt patterns, 5x100mm and 5x114.3mm with a 40mm offset. The wheels have never touched a curb and the tires are evenly worn, very little wear since they were only used for 5k and gently used. I took a close up on a chip, which was the only one that large, there are like 3-4 small chips, about the size of a metal pen tip, on 3 of the wheels and the 4th has no noticeable flaws. Also the chips are very hard to notice unless you are staring at the wheel, I didn't notice them until I took them off my car. Also the close up of the center cap I took is because that one looks like the thing under the plastic got wet or something, unsure, and there was a small scratch in the picture from a wrench probably. Also included is the center cap wrench, a set of gorilla tuner style lugs 12mmx 1.5 with the wrench socket and a set of gorilla locks with socket. I want $650 for all four with lugs. E-mail me at ShaggyTE1@yahoo.com with your zip code for a quote on shipping, it should be very reasonable since I will be shipping them through my dads work. <br />Thanks, Tanner<br />  <img src="http://img21.photobucket.com/albums/v62/ShaggyTE1/MVC-348S.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://img21.photobucket.com/albums/v62/ShaggyTE1/MVC-349S.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://img21.photobucket.com/albums/v62/ShaggyTE1/MVC-350S.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://img21.photobucket.com/albums/v62/ShaggyTE1/MVC-351S.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://img21.photobucket.com/albums/v62/ShaggyTE1/MVC-352S.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://img21.photobucket.com/albums/v62/ShaggyTE1/MVC-355S.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://img21.photobucket.com/albums/v62/ShaggyTE1/MVC-356S.jpg" alt=" - " />||207.177.3.50||reg||2||ShaggyTE||00002769||yes



ubb/Forum1/003169.cgi
A||||31||VR4ownzU||WTB: Recaro Brackets||||1||||VR4ownzU||00002798
Z||000000||VR4ownzU||02-11-2004||10:50 PM||Method7975@aol.com||If anyone can help me find some recaro brackets for a galant I'd really appreciate it.  I have no idea where to look.||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||02-11-2004||11:05 PM||||Did you ever end up buying one???||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-11-2004||11:08 PM||||Try Japan.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||VR4ownzU||02-11-2004||11:44 PM||||I need a USA location :confused:||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||02-11-2004||11:52 PM||||Doesn't exist. Japan only...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||VR4ownzU||02-11-2004||11:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Doesn't exist. Japan only... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">doh!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000006||VR4ownzU||02-12-2004||10:07 PM||||I just found a place that can get them in 6-10 days...that took one phone call....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||02-12-2004||11:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> I just found a place that can get them in 6-10 days...that took one phone call....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What place is this? Contact info?||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||jcgalantvr4-244||02-12-2004||11:35 PM||||umm.....EBAY   anyone anyone???    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||02-13-2004||12:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalntvr4-244:<br /><strong> umm.....EBAY   anyone anyone???     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Generic brackets... sure, Ebay would be great. But for vehicle specific brackets, especially for these cars... I doubt it. I barely ever see them on the Japanese Yahoo auction site.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||jcgalantvr4-244||02-13-2004||01:10 AM||||Hey just thought I'd try and help out .  I have found all my jdm stuff from emailing the guys selling the items on ebay.  They always seam to know where to find some thing or have something else I may want.    <br /><br />Just trying to help a brother out!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000011||TheJackalGT||02-13-2004||01:51 AM||||why not just fab your own?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000012||Martin Chilcote||02-13-2004||10:52 AM||||They're listed here: <a href="http://www.mmrusa.com/seatbrackets.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mmrusa.com/seatbrackets.htm</a>||66.139.167.221||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||02-13-2004||10:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> I just found a place that can get them in 6-10 days...that took one phone call....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i'm gonna raise the bullshit flag here.  your source may SAY they can get them.  there are 2 seat bracket supplers in the us.  recaro, and wedge.  wedge has one for 88 and before, dunno if it works.  recaro us dont list one, recaro europe shows one that looks like it will work, for a 92.5 and later in europe.  special order only.  a t/e/l will NOT work.  if you want to try, i got one here, 50 bucks.  take apart the stock seat?  i dont think so.  universal recaro/wedge bracket?  maybe, but after talking to the largest recaro dealer in dallas, he says the universal brackets are junk.  last, i tried several welding places locally, all declined because of liability.  the galant bracket is a toughie because there are 3 different heights.  so, good luck.  i would like to see pics of what you get.||64.240.175.136||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||02-13-2004||10:58 AM||||i made my own. I'd make them for others but there is never enough people to make it worth it. Topic comes up pretty often but it's not too many people who actually lay out the cash for seats.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||Romanova||02-13-2004||11:04 AM||||Bride also makes brackets for our cars...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||02-13-2004||11:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalntvr4-244:<br /><strong> Hey just thought I'd try and help out .  I have found all my jdm stuff from emailing the guys selling the items on ebay.  They always seam to know where to find some thing or have something else I may want.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Got a rear JDM bumper yet?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||02-13-2004||11:53 AM||||Jeremy doesnt even have a front bumper, why would he need a rear ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||iceman69510||02-13-2004||04:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> I just found a place that can get them in 6-10 days...that took one phone call....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i'm gonna raise the bullshit flag here.  your source may SAY they can get them.  there are 2 seat bracket supplers in the us.  recaro, and wedge.  wedge has one for 88 and before, dunno if it works.  recaro us dont list one, recaro europe shows one that looks like it will work, for a 92.5 and later in europe.  special order only.  a t/e/l will NOT work.  if you want to try, i got one here, 50 bucks.  take apart the stock seat?  i dont think so.  universal recaro/wedge bracket?  maybe, but after talking to the largest recaro dealer in dallas, he says the universal brackets are junk.  last, i tried several welding places locally, all declined because of liability.  the galant bracket is a toughie because there are 3 different heights.  so, good luck.  i would like to see pics of what you get. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was waiting for this.  Bet anyone that orders them gets the wrong ones like Ken says.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000019||Minjin||02-13-2004||06:14 PM||||Adjustable seat brackets are another Galant Holy Grail. If anyone comes up with a bolt in set, I would definitely buy a pair. However, I doubt that will ever happen.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000020||VR4ownzU||02-13-2004||11:10 PM||||I plan on calling the shop tomorrow to verify that they can get them...we'll see...if I'm wrong I'm wrong...I don't care...I just want some seats||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000021||ken inn||02-13-2004||11:42 PM||||the long journey is well worth it.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000022||tplesko||02-13-2004||11:46 PM||||Minjin,<br /><br />My set I made is pretty much bolt up.  I will post very detailed pictures before I make them so all can approve but we have 2 interested so far. I'd probably need 5 solid commitments to produce them for others but I have a set on my car right now. Been working great for almost a year of daily driving...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000023||jcgalantvr4-244||02-14-2004||02:43 AM||||Ok now i have another guy to murder(Blacksheep)    My bumper its just being held for ransom in hetrz basement.  <br /><br />FUCKERS    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />   Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000024||VR4ownzU||02-14-2004||04:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Minjin,<br /><br />My set I made is pretty much bolt up.  I will post very detailed pictures before I make them so all can approve but we have 2 interested so far. I'd probably need 5 solid commitments to produce them for others but I have a set on my car right now. Been working great for almost a year of daily driving... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Got pics of the seats in your car by chance?||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000025||tplesko||02-14-2004||06:58 PM||||yes on my website on the pictures page.  Take a look, make comments suggestions or requests for specific other angles and i'll do them.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000026||ron||02-16-2004||08:56 PM||||Chris,<br /><br />Will they fit Recaro sliders?  What do you do about the stock seat belts?<br />I am interested in a set.<br /><br />thanks||66.125.231.28||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000027||tplesko||02-16-2004||10:27 PM||||I don't have a set of sliders, either Recaro or Sparco. Unless they are very complicated they can likely be made to fit either Sparco or Recaro sliders but I'll have to get the bolt pattern measurements from someone.<br /><br />As far as stock seatbelts are conserned, the stock belts attach to the stock seat. Nothing in the aftermarket seats have a way to do this. I may be able to make them attach to the brackets i'm making but I didn't do that on mine since I use harnesses.  How many other people want to use stock belts?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000028||VR4ownzU||02-17-2004||11:43 PM||||Don't all you have to do is put a hole on the inside bracket for the seatbelt buckle to mount or am I wrong?||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000029||tplesko||02-17-2004||11:50 PM||||I believe you need a bit more than that but it might not be that complicated. I will checkout a stock seat soon. They are burried in my closet||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000030||theymightbegalants||02-18-2004||07:09 PM||||There's a little tab on the buckle bracket that fits into a little hole on the stock seat bracket.  This keeps the buckle from rotating down into the space between the seat and center console, but IMHO a properly torqued bolt won't allow it to rotate anyway.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000031||ken inn||02-18-2004||08:49 PM||||ok, you got:<br />1.  the seat itself<br />2.  the sliders-they bolt to the bottom of the seat<br />3.  the bracket, which bolts to the floor, and the sliders bold to the bracket.  <br /><br />on the jdm recaro BRACKETS, there is a small triangular piece of metal that the buckle(receptacle) bolts to.  it is almost identical to the buckle for the mouse belts, and when i first installed the brackets, i used the mouse belts.  i just unbolted the buckle from the stock seats, and bolted it to the brackets.  later on, i switched to manual seat belts.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum1/003182.cgi
A||||1||broke down||injectors and afpr for sale||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||02-13-2004||05:13 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||rc 550's-almost brand new-$225<br />aeromotive afpr-almost brand new-$225-includes all lines, fittings, and rail w/elbow welded onto end||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||02-26-2004||10:30 PM||||does this hay a gauge||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum1/003171.cgi
A||||1||dc_style||wtb:act 2600||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-12-2004||10:12 AM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||if any of you have one, preferably a new but slightly used will do. thanks.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||Clay||02-12-2004||09:51 PM||||pmed u||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes



ubb/Forum1/003172.cgi
A||||4||dc_style||safc and 14b||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-12-2004||10:15 AM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||old school 5 knob style safc. comes with the harness and install booklet. never used it, i want a newer one. 140 shipped. <br /><br />14b turbp with exhaust manifold and o2 housing. 200 shipped obo. very little if any shaft play. have pictures. <br /><br />i'm looking for: act 2600 or centerforce.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-12-2004||10:54 AM||||pics of turbo and housing please.||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000002||dc_style||02-12-2004||03:33 PM||||my turbo is currently in the car.. which is at the shop. it'll come out today or tmr. but here it is in the car. i'll get pictures of the housing soon. my bell housing blew up on me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmstyle.com/forum/index.php?showtopic=1161" target="_blank">http://www.dsmstyle.com/forum/index.php?showtopic=1161</a>||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||02-12-2004||03:52 PM||||How did you do that to the tranny?  Your flywheels and clutch pack looks to still be intact.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||dc_style||02-12-2004||04:27 PM||||well the flywheel was fine.. the pressure plate blew up. then the bell housing.. luckily it didn't do any damage. cut a couple of wires but that's it. i was only going from first to second.. no clue how it happened.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes



ubb/Forum1/003173.cgi
A||||2||TAMBLERAMBLE||looking for transmission||||1||||Tambleramble||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-12-2004||11:08 AM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||trans has a output shaft of 28 splines and the transfer case is a 21 spline. Please help me get this girl back on the road again. Thanks, Brian||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000001||16GVR4||02-12-2004||12:13 PM||||Strange.. I thought transfer cases are either 22 or 23-splines.||64.171.254.202||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000002||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-12-2004||01:08 PM||||I called mitsu and gave them the part # and they told me it was 21. Anyone have and extra trans for a vr4 they would like to part with for some cash?||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes



ubb/Forum1/003174.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||WTB: Stock GVR-4 Battery Tray||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-12-2004||12:38 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Looking for the tray the battery sits in. It is bolted to the car by 2 bolts, I think. Anyone re-locate the battery and have this thing laying around?<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||02-12-2004||12:42 PM||||i got one. make me an offer||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-12-2004||12:44 PM||||$10 shipped!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-12-2004||01:18 PM||||I like quick purchases like these. Thanks, Jon!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-12-2004||03:32 PM||||DAMN!  and i was going to ship it PLUS pay you 20 bucks.  oh well.||64.240.175.95||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-12-2004||03:52 PM||||SHOW ME THE BATTERY TRAY !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/003175.cgi
A||||6||Rob_M||1g Motor Parts 4 Sale||||1||||Rob_M||00003342
Z||000000||Rob_M||02-12-2004||01:12 PM||black95gsx@aol.com||Brand New 1g Pistons (4) .50 over from mitsu. With new rings and used 6 bolt big rods. -- Best Offer<br /><br />6 Bolt Crank -- Best Offer<br /><br /><br />6 bolt shortblock, would make a great boat anchor, balance shafts elimiated (of corse it goes to crap after everything is done).   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    -- Best Offer||63.229.177.42||reg||1||Rob_M||00003342||yes
Z||000001||PhilthMonger||02-12-2004||04:28 PM||||.50 over? you sure? I didn't think mitsu made anything larger than .40 over...||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000002||Rob_M||02-12-2004||04:56 PM||||Metric Listing from CAPs.<br /><br /><br />CAPS has a listing for .25 .50 .75 and 1 over<br /><br /><br />For the metricly challanged, that's .20 over   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.229.177.42||reg||1||Rob_M||00003342||yes
Z||000003||PhilthMonger||02-12-2004||06:02 PM||||well if you want to get technical, 1mm is actually .039"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  if they're .5 mm over, then I'm interested   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000004||Rob_M||02-12-2004||06:18 PM||||They are .5mm over<br /><br /><br />List is $400+ for all 4 pistons with rings (rings are already on the pistons) + $$ for the rods.  All work was done by a mitsu tech with 20 years of experience.<br /><br /><br />Make me a reasonable offer, time to pay off the CC that paid for all this crap.||63.229.177.42||reg||1||Rob_M||00003342||yes
Z||000005||Rob_M||02-16-2004||11:39 PM||||<a href="http://members.cox.net/gvr4/parts.htm" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/gvr4/parts.htm</a><br /><br />made a list of what I have for sale, and what I would like to get for said items.  All items are OBO.||68.228.45.25||reg||1||Rob_M||00003342||yes
Z||000006||Rob_M||02-17-2004||12:31 PM||||Stock radio out of 1991 Galant VR4.  Tape/EQ setup.<br /><br /><br />If anyone wants it let me know, otherwise it will be used for target practice.||63.229.177.42||reg||1||Rob_M||00003342||yes



ubb/Forum1/003176.cgi
A||||2||grndsm||Cleaning out the garage of GVR4 parts||||1||||grndsm||00000540
Z||000000||grndsm||02-12-2004||04:59 PM||grndsm@yahoo.com||All parts are in good conditions:<br /><br />� Headlights $20 each<br />PS corner light (stock) $5 <br />Radio/Cass/EQ (92 GVR4) $15<br />� Trunk lights $15<br />� PS parking light marker $5<br />Heater controls- $10<br />Heater control panel w/hazards/lighter etc. $10<br />Center console w/box cover $25<br />Glove box $15<br />Interior pillar covers (all 6 of them) $30.<br />Ground effects (all green) $100 for everything (PS rear 揹ogleg� is missing) or:<br />PS front (揹ogleg�) $30<br />DS front  (揹ogleg�) $30<br />DS rear (揹ogleg�) $30<br />Center piece $30<br /><br />The following items are not easily shippable, so I will prefer a local pick up:<br /><br />PS front and rear doors (green) - complete (minus the ground effects) $50 each<br />ALL 4 gray doors � complete (minus PS front ground effect) $80 each/$200 for all 4.<br />Dashboard (great shape, but no numbers!) $50<br />Rear leather seats (good stitching!!!) $100 for both top and bottom.<br />PS front seat (excellent shape!!!) $80<br />Carpet - OK shape (some wear in pass feet area) $50<br />Gray trunk lid, no rust but a few very small dings on the top $20.<br /><br />Shipping prices are not included.  If you want to estimate shipping cost, run my zip (01824) through <a href="http://www.ups.com" target="_blank">www.ups.com</a> cost estimator.<br /><br />I require $30 minimal on part (+shipping). I am sorry, but I just do not have the time to deal with $5-$15 items.<br /><br />Thanks!<br />Leon<br /><a href="http://www.reitmanracing.com" target="_blank">www.reitmanracing.com</a>||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000001||mistaVR4||02-12-2004||05:17 PM||||I'll take:<br /><br />� Trunk lights $15<br />Heater controls- $10<br />Heater control panel w/hazards/lighter etc. $10<br />Center console w/box cover $25<br />Glove box $15<br /><br />PM me payment info.<br /><br />Thanks||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||02-12-2004||05:22 PM||||pm sent ...||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum1/003177.cgi
A||||1||crucible||ECU||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||02-12-2004||05:10 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||My ECU blew up.<br />SO either a GVR4 ECU(fat chance) or 1g ecu eprom.<br />Help bring my daily driver back to life    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br />Cruce<br /><br />*EDIT*<br /><br />Dont need an ECU anymore.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||JoshWeaver||02-15-2004||01:23 AM||||i'm in the same situation. borrowing an ecu at the moment. Next in line for eeprom ecu||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes



ubb/Forum1/003178.cgi
A||||5||ken inn||ACT 2100 street disc||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||02-12-2004||05:18 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||anyone know where i can get just the disc from?  the clutch just has about 10k on it, but i want to put in a new disc on this fidanza i just got.  man, this thang shore is purdy.  it's so light the wind almost blew it away.||64.240.175.95||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||02-12-2004||07:04 PM||||Buschur lists the disc available separately for about $110 (last I looked).||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||02-12-2004||07:08 PM||||South Bend Clutch is selling a "feramic" disk that's supposedly better than the ACT street disk under heavy use. Ask for Eddie:  <a href="http://www.dxdracingclutches.com/home.html" target="_blank">http://www.dxdracingclutches.com/home.html</a>||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||02-12-2004||07:10 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003077" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003077</a> <br /><br />Not sure if those are the best prices he can do or not, I just remembered seeing the post.<br /><br />For the 2100, a stock Mitsu disk would probably work as well as anything aftermarket.||65.179.97.61||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||hand1222000||02-24-2004||06:57 PM||||How much do you want for it and can you COD it?<br /><br />Thanks <br />894/1000<br />VR4||172.143.203.247||reg||7||Armando Hernandez||00003621||yes
Z||000005||talontsi||02-24-2004||10:30 PM||||Some of the local guys have been using ACT PP with a disc made locally.<br /> <br />Call Bay City Clutch Rebuilders Inc <br />(813) 623-1416<br />Ask for Miguel and tell him Glen sent you.<br /><br />He can sell you anything from a stock type disc with stranded or kelar material or puck style (with or without springs).<br /><br />I have used thier discs with no problems.||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum1/003179.cgi
A||||2||GREENVR4||need head .. (he he)||||10||||Greenvr4||00002742
Z||000000||GREENVR4||02-12-2004||08:28 PM||TPMIPA@YAHOO.COM||I'm in need of head, not that kind of head you perverts!, a turbo head, preferably with good valves in it (cams are irrelevant), my co-woker got himself an eclipse gsx with turbo timer, fmic with 2.5" pipes, k&n with the 2g maf, 16g turbo and a lot more other stuff, but as it turns out the guy sold it to these asian guys who didn't know squat about dsm's, so they figure" let's change the timing belt", idiots don't synchronize it correctly, a couple of minutes cranking it later, you guessed it, BENT THE HELL OUT OF THE VALVES!, so now we need another head or a set of valves if anybody has them, let me know please, thank you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.58.10.187||reg||10||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000001||Nate||02-12-2004||08:44 PM||||I have two different heads your friend may be interested in.  <br /><br />1 stock cyl head, fresh from the machine shop with new valve seals and a valve job.  $400/obo.<br /><br />1 Extrude Honed cylinder head with upgraded springs and retainers, O-ringed deck surface.  $825/obo.||68.80.10.39||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||02-14-2004||09:55 PM||||just got one, thanks autobahntom, you're the man!||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum1/003180.cgi
A||||4||Shockvvave||Manifold NEEDED!!!!!!! ||||1||||Terrence||00003374
Z||000000||Shockvvave||02-12-2004||09:10 PM||||Anybody has a used Exhaust Manifold laying around somewhere in their garage?<br /><br />preferable a stock one.  <br /><br />pm or post it<br /><br />thanks||68.37.98.158||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000001||sti_95imp||02-12-2004||11:32 PM||||i have to check if it got damaged or not but i might have a 2nd gen exhaust manifold bought new like 3 months before the accident.... ill let you know||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000002||vrpower||02-13-2004||12:45 PM||||Ive got a 1g manifold laying around if you need it. PM me..||207.56.0.2||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000003||bleck||02-13-2004||12:56 PM||||Hey Terrence, where in NJ are you?  I've got my old 1g manifold sitting on my garage floor ever since I put the 16g in.  I'll give you the damn thing if we can figure out how to hook up.  I'll go out and try to remove my 14b from it.<br /><br />Oh, btw, I'm in Fair Lawn, Bergen County.  Could throw a rock at Paramus.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||Shockvvave||02-13-2004||02:48 PM||||Guys,<br /><br />I'd like to thank you for your response but Autobahntom was the first to respond to my post...I do appreciate it alot though<br /><br />sean....im like 30mins from paramus exit 135 parkway....where were you yesterday?I could have gotten your manifold  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes



ubb/Forum1/003181.cgi
A||||58||tplesko||What misc parts do you want for your galant?||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||02-13-2004||12:35 PM||||Hey everyone,<br /><br />So I get lots of people asking if I can make them stuff I have on Pivvay but I really dislike making one offs because my the time I set everything up, make it and ship it, it's not worth my time or I'd have to charge a fortune. So what stuff do you want for your car (metal, plastic etc). I'm not setup for composites as I don't have my own garage.  I can also paint, polish and powdercoat.  SO now's your chance to tell me what you want and rally another 5-10 people behind your idea.<br /><br />Ideas I hear and can do:<br />Nice, easy to use, everything needed intake leak testers for any size turbo<br />Center vent gauge/safc panel<br />Any type of relocated battery box/tray<br />Aftermarket seat brackets<br />Intake pipes<br />Intercooler piping/setup like mine<br />(What would you pay for a 2-216 core, polished piping etc etc? I have found a new aluminum piping supplier and can do these a bit cheaper now)<br />Throttle body/bov flanges (any metal)<br />Powdercoat valve covers<br />Porting anything (not heads)<br />Polishing anything<br /><br />I've got a couple very modifed galants (mine and kibo's) plus a pretty stock one (steveWs) to fit stuff on. So post now and take charge if you want something. Organizer of the "group buy" will get a discount. If no one posts I'll assume you guys will just harass me forever by PM and neither of us will ever get anywhere  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-13-2004||12:45 PM||||Plesko - you have PM!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||bleck||02-13-2004||01:05 PM||||Man, I seem to be finding all of the talented people here lately.  Chris, I need a tray/box to relocate my battery to the rear of the engine compartment.  Also, an intake pipe to work w/a 2g mas, and a 16g.  <br /><br />Anyone else wanna jump in on either one?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||mitsuvr4||02-13-2004||02:09 PM||||Chris,<br />I'd be interested in the leak tester and the center vent gauge holder.<br /><br />Thanks,||134.29.247.50||reg||7||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||02-13-2004||02:27 PM||||KC's interested in intercooler and piping as well as battery issues related to it (tray).<br /><br />jayru wants seat brackets and center vent gauge.<br /><br />I also forgot about water injection systems. I can do those as well if you want. If you want stuff keep posting. It's still mostly 1's and 2's of each item and it'd like to get 5 of one idea and then we can start a specific group buy thread on it.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||skivittlerjimb||02-13-2004||03:14 PM||||Ready to buy a center vent gauge holder when you're ready to make 'em.  Gotta measure my <br />gauges' diameter before I know how big I want to <br />holes to be though... <br /><br />Outstanding offer, BTW.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||02-13-2004||05:18 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004030" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004030</a><br /><br />Read this for the intercooler and piping information.  I can do a GM MAS setup if you like. All the piping setups don't have to be the same but I don't know if I'd do anything other than the 2-216 core.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||jcgalantvr4-244||02-13-2004||06:16 PM||||IC and piping.       and bat. tray<br /><br />Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000008||silly4turbo||02-13-2004||06:29 PM||||a battery tray that move it to somewhere else so that I can fit my intake/2gmas/k&n set up||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000009||Rob_M||02-13-2004||06:36 PM||||Depending on what the final FMIC cost is, I'd be interested in one.  Possibly just the core with the brackets to mount it, I may make my own pipes.||63.229.177.42||reg||1||Rob_M||00003342||yes
Z||000010||TheJackalGT||02-13-2004||08:33 PM||||chris i have a hook on powdercoating, let me know if you want the number...||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000011||Notorius||02-13-2004||08:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> a battery tray that move it to somewhere else so that I can fit my intake/2gmas/k&n set up </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">rotate the batter tray so it runs perpendicular to the engine. i have a K&N/2Gmas/3" pipe that works fine with the battery setup like that||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000012||crucible||02-13-2004||09:01 PM||||How about a hood ornament like the Jaguars have  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000013||VR4ownzU||02-13-2004||11:14 PM||||Seat Brackets for sure||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||02-13-2004||11:28 PM||||Guys please continue to post here with what you are interested in. PMs and private emails don't help me organize   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Prices are unknown. It totally depends on interest but the FMIC is a serious piece. It's not cheap and I highly doubt it will be under $1000. I'll try to get some more numbers soon.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||02-13-2004||11:43 PM||||Guys here's what i've got so far. Keep posting what you want. Some items are getting good interest. However we'll need quite a few people for everything still since some will drop out due to cost or other issues when it comes time to pay...<br /><br /><b>Battery box/tray</b> - bleck, blacksheep, jcgalntvr4-244, silly4turbo<br /><b>Intake pipe</b> - bleck, blacksheep<br /><b>leak tester</b> - mitsuvr4<br /><b>Center vent gauges</b> - mitsuvr4, jayru, skivittlerjimb<br /><b>intercooler and piping</b> - blacksheep, jcgalntvr4-244, Rob_M, accident, BigTime,dc_style<br /><b>seat brackets</b> - jayru, VR4ownzU<br /><br />Austin, Email me the powdercoating info. I've got access to 2 guns and lots of ovens already but I'll be willing to check it out.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||sjg||02-14-2004||01:20 AM||||Will the 2-181 spearco core fit?  I did some rough measurements (front end of my Galant is apart right now) and it looked like it would, a bit tight, but it looked like it would fit w/ something near stock piping locations.  I couldn't care less about a battery tray, mine's going in the trunk.  We need better gauge mounting solutions, but I'm going to see what I can come up with myself on that front. I would definitely be interested in a complete front mount setup, basically like yours (pivvay), only I'm planning on going MAP, and w/o even a slimline battery there to get in the way the filter could sit farther toward the fender and the upper charge pipe could be dropped a bit...  Anyway, yeah.  I'd definitely be interested but can't say with certainty "yeah i'd buy it" just this second.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000017||sjg||02-14-2004||02:07 AM||||Hrm, perhaps disregard that about the 181 core, I think I was misunderstanding the way the dimensions are represented. h0h0.  :-)||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000018||Matticus||02-14-2004||05:34 AM||||I would be interested in a new battery tray as well, and also a nice new intake pipe to fill the void of the battery.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000019||gtluke||02-14-2004||08:10 AM||||Center vent gauge/safc panel!<br />oh man i'd love that||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000020||199of2k||02-14-2004||11:12 AM||||IC pipes||68.226.90.116||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000021||tplesko||02-14-2004||11:31 AM||||Hehe guys, keep posting here. PMs don't help.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I don't have prices even rough ones because final design will affect that a lot as well as finish (polished, bare, painted etc).  I'm not holding anyone to this list that they HAVE to purchase anything but try not to post unless you are serious. I understand how stuff comes up.  Heres my update after last night/this morning.<br /><br />Also I don't know how I feel about making the pipes and cores separate or using another core other than 2-216.  This is a serious core for going fast and you'll never have to upgrade it.  The piping if available separate would be the same as with the kit and you may have to modify it yourself for different cores.  Using another core is problematic since I only have a 2-216 myself for test fitting. Plus I can explain why that core is a good fit for short routed piping.<br /><br /><b>Battery box/tray</b> - bleck, blacksheep, jcgalntvr4-244, silly4turbo,matticus<br /><b>Intake pipe</b> - bleck, blacksheep,matticus<br /><b>leak tester</b> - mitsuvr4<br /><b>Center vent gauges</b> - mitsuvr4, jayru, skivittlerjimb,gtluke<br /><b>intercooler and piping</b> - blacksheep, jcgalntvr4-244, Rob_M, accident, BigTime,dc_style,sjg,199of2k<br /><b>seat brackets</b> - jayru, VR4ownzU,i_hate_fall||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000022||Lucky13||02-14-2004||11:50 AM||||I'm still looking for a IC set up that will work with the MAFT.||68.218.117.50||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000023||tplesko||02-14-2004||02:54 PM||||Those who are looking at the intercooler piping take a good look at the posts I made above and make sure you know what's involved. Lucky13 i'll add you to the list...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000024||tplesko||02-15-2004||01:13 PM||||bump...have we reached the limit of people interested?<br /><br />Battery box/tray - bleck, blacksheep, jcgalntvr4-244, <br />silly4turbo,matticus<br />This looks to be a go if we can agree on a style. I'll keep monitering the thread KC.<br /><br />Intake pipe - bleck, blacksheep,matticus<br />Not really worth it for 3<br /><br />leak tester - mitsuvr4<br />Not much interest. I've actually got 1 made mitsuvr4. Email me privately and I'll sell it to you.<br /><br />Center vent gauges - mitsuvr4, jayru, skivittlerjimb,gtluke<br />Only 4 isn't really enough. Keep working guys and I'll make them.<br /><br />intercooler and piping - blacksheep, jcgalntvr4-244, Rob_M, accident, BigTime,dc_style,sjg,199of2k<br />This looks like it may be a go! I'll start going through the details and open another thread about it.<br /><br />seat brackets - jayru, VR4ownzU,i_hate_fall<br />If you 3 are serious and you like the design I made already I'll make them again. Look at the pictures page on my website and make sure you like them.  Or AIM me at TriTeen to talk.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000025||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||02-15-2004||08:45 PM||||Hey Chris,<br /><br /> I may be interested in IC piping depending on how long it would take to make the IC piping. Any suggestions on where to get the 2-216 core at the cheapest price? The core looks great on the vr4. Im just trying to get my FMIC setup asap. <br /><br />thanks,<br />Mike||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000026||jayru||02-15-2004||08:53 PM||||Piv,<br /><br />What's up with the washers under the bolts? Is that to ajust the seat angle? As long as they work with the sparco sliders i'm cool. I don't want my seat to be fixed position.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000027||Romanova||02-15-2004||09:48 PM||||Can someone post pics of the seat brackets? Pivvays website fucking kills both of my computers... takes forever to load all those damn pics...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000028||VR4ownzU||02-15-2004||10:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Can someone post pics of the seat brackets? Pivvays website fucking kills both of my computers... takes forever to load all those damn pics...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">same here....anyways....I was gonna say...Pivvay...you just started the thread two days ago maybe you should give it some more time unless these things need to be made now?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000029||Garfield Wright||02-15-2004||10:25 PM||||I'd be interested in a battery tray that sits where the stock air can is..||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000030||number3||02-15-2004||10:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Can someone post pics of the seat brackets? Pivvays website fucking kills both of my computers... takes forever to load all those damn pics...       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2822" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2822&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2823" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2823&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2824" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2824&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2825" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2825&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000031||Romanova||02-15-2004||10:36 PM||||Do the brackets fit with the stock carpet? Will they allow you to bolt up a set of sliders? Thanks!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000032||tplesko||02-16-2004||12:53 AM||||Hey all,<br /><br />Harry thanks for posting the pictures for me. I need to redo the pictures page to load faster, sorry. I've been gone all day since my mother is in town visiting.  I'll take more pictures tomorrow with the carpet in and yes they work with the stock carpet. Also the sliders shouldn't be an issue but I don't have a set myself. I'll just need someone to take measurements from their set.  The washers were to mount the whole seat assembly level. The 4 mounting points are at 3 different heights. I made those brackets by hand without a shop of tools. I have a lot more supplies and tools now at work so I can make changes people would feel appropriate. They are also aluminum. I can switch to steel and paint/powdercoat if people want but they are heavier.<br />Please discuss and make comments, i'm here to make what <b>you</b> want and use the design in my car as a starting point...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I also will try to supply all the cores for the IC so that the endtanks and core is positioned in the right place. It's pretty tight in there to keep the AC.  Time to produce them isn't terribly long but it depends how long everyone takes to send money/ go over details etc...<br /><br />Also more time is no problem at all. I will give everyone another week at least to post questions. Keep the questions coming and I'll answer them.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000033||mistaVR4||02-16-2004||12:59 AM||||Yo Chris you can count me in on the intake pipe, and a custom UICP that will be set up to run the blow-through MAFT if possible?  I figure I'll just go with that right off the bat even with he stock I/C. I'd also like the entire FMIC & pipes, but thats around summer time most likely   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />I put the ported 2G manifold, 16G, and 3" 02 dump on this weekend   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    I'm liking it! next will be the 3" turbo back soon.<br /><br />Later<br /><br />(not so stock anymore!!)||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000034||crucible||02-16-2004||01:06 AM||||<b>have we reached the limit of people interested?</b> <br />Of course, we're all interested.Just comes down to money  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />I would definitely be interested in a battery tray assuming its mounted where the air can used to be.And an intake pipe for a 2g mas with BOV return.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000035||tplesko||02-16-2004||01:48 AM||||Steve,<br /><br />Glad the modding is coming along. We'll be using your car to test fit things so i'm glad you're interested. Haha! You have a fuel pump in right? Call me tomorrow at home since I won't be in to work and we'll talk a bit.<br /><br />Cruce,<br />For sure  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I'm not looking to get rich on this stuff, it's not even possible. But I get a lot of requests to make it and building my galant is getting pricey to go where I want to go.  I thought this was a solution to help everyone  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I don't want to do what's already out there unless I'm a lot cheaper as it isn't worth it. But most of the things I mentioned aren't available for GVR4s so there is a niche there I can fill...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000036||crucible||02-16-2004||02:00 AM||||I hear ya.Just stating a general fact of life.<br />Many of us are into upgrading our car,house,LIFE, etc.<br />Nice to see some one else on this board offering to help us out!<br />And I still want a hood ornament  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000037||sjg||02-16-2004||02:07 AM||||Seat's aren't the first thing on my list, but if there is enough interest in the brackets and they will work with Sparco sliders and you end up doing a run of them I will pick up a set to hold onto for when I decide to pick up the seats...  If, if...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000038||VR4ownzU||02-16-2004||11:57 AM||||I wish you could just make a copy of the Recaro brackets that would fit the SRD seats.  I know one or two people have them but they won't hook anyone up!||141.110.160.151||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000039||a_santos||02-16-2004||12:12 PM||||I would be down for an intake pipe.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000040||tplesko||02-16-2004||12:23 PM||||If someone will post pictures of the recaro brackets I'll let you know if I can make them. I have *no* idea what they look like so I don't know how to begin.  I'm 100% open to new ideas but I need something to go off if you want a copy.  Also for the recaro brackets I need to make sure they work with Sparco seats since a lot of people seem to want Sparco seats or sliders at least...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000041||jayru||02-16-2004||03:19 PM||||Pivvay,<br /><br />I have Sparco Torino's with Sparco sliders. So i don't know if recaro brackets are what i need. My seats should be here any day now, so PM me with the info/measurements you need and i'll get them when i get the seats.<br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000042||Hertz||02-16-2004||08:48 PM||||Is it worth sending you my valve cover for blasting and powdercoating?  OR should I find someone locally?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000043||bob in chicago||02-16-2004||09:54 PM||||I'd like a pair of adjustable camber plates for the front struts that still use the stock rubber bushing to make it tolerable for a daily driver.||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000044||tplesko||02-17-2004||01:51 AM||||News and questions of the day for those who want FMIC kits. So far pricing is still very competitive with other kits out there that aren't even a "race" core and aren't galant specific. AC can be retained as well as foglights but some cutting is necessary. Bumper support will be cut pretty good but that's expected with the core this huge.  Piping is short routed and aluminum 2.5". Standard piping finish would be polished aluminum I think.  Also works with my stock replacement radiator without shortening. I'll try to verify as many other radiator setups as I can. I believe cruise control will have to go and battery has to be moved with several options available.<br />--------------<br />How many want powdercoated piping or anodized cores at (reasonable) extra cost?<br />How many need J-pipes at extra cost? Setup is for 20g style turbo pointing down with 90 elbow.<br />Do you want T-bolt clamps? I have *zero* issues with mine right now with non t-bolt but that's up to you. It does raise the price some. Mine have held 30psi...<br />Do you want any needed fans supplied?<br />Do you want a blow-through MAFT setup? Does cost more but not too bad.<br />Do you need WI, vacuum/boost or other bungs installed?<br />Do you have a non-stock intake manifold?<br />Do you want a BOV other than 1g? <br />Anyone interested in a "go from stock" kit? Would include FMIC and piping, any fan(s), battery, longer ground, intake pipe, air filter, small battery, battery tie downs etc. All inclusive from me.<br /><br />Are there other details you are worrying about?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000045||Lucky13||02-17-2004||08:12 AM||||Pivvay, my setup looks like this, EVO 16G with MAFT, stock intake, no AC. I'm looking for a complete setup ( pipes and core ) no powdercoating needed. If you are willing to work a deal for the battery setup ( tray, tiedown, and battery ) included also let me know. I'll send money TODAY. I'll be the first to let you know that people are serious.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.34.237.175||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000046||howard_GVR4||02-17-2004||10:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> I'd like a pair of adjustable camber plates for the front struts that still use the stock rubber bushing to make it tolerable for a daily driver. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Amen to that.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000047||tplesko||02-17-2004||01:54 PM||||Howard and Bob, I've never looked in to this. I will put it on the list of things to investigate.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000048||tplesko||02-18-2004||09:41 AM||||People interested in the FMIC kits are getting an email right now. Pricing is $1100 base kit. That is not final but a good estimate. If I get 10 buyers instead of 5 it may get even cheaper.<br /><br />People interested in seat brackets the price will be in the range of $150. I will collect the names and addresses and email those involved shortly.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000049||Martin Tolentino||02-18-2004||10:03 AM||||center vent gauge with s-afc||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000050||russya||02-18-2004||10:54 AM||||I'd like the camber plates like Bob if they become reality I also NEED an aluminum BOV flange. I found a place that sales them but I can't for the life of me find it again.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000051||agrabau||02-18-2004||11:00 AM||||Ryan, don't sand or beadblast your valve cover. It will never be the same. There are windage trays that cannot be removed from the underside. If media is stuck in there it will ruin your engine. Just use paint stripper. It's a pain but there's no risk.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000052||tplesko||02-18-2004||11:45 AM||||Good to know Bim. I need to do a test valve cover before I do other peoples but I haven't got around to it yet.<br /><br />Russya you have a reply to your PM.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000053||Romanova||02-18-2004||12:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Ryan, don't sand or beadblast your valve cover. It will never be the same. There are windage trays that cannot be removed from the underside. If media is stuck in there it will ruin your engine. Just use paint stripper. It's a pain but there's no risk. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've done quite a few VCs and I always sand blast them. After I'm done, I usually put them in a parts washer for an hour, then I used compressed air and blow 'em out until all the debris is clear. Then, I blow some more for good measure. Have not had any problems so far... fingers crossed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000054||Telecaster||02-19-2004||07:39 PM||||What about a 4WS blockoff kit?||216.175.102.184||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000055||jayru||02-19-2004||07:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> <br /><br />People interested in seat brackets the price will be in the range of $150. I will collect the names and addresses and email those involved shortly. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Still wating on that email. My girlfriend is wondering why i'm sitting on my Sparco's in the living room.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000056||megaice||02-21-2004||11:07 AM||||I'd be in for a gauge vent||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000057||Lucky13||02-24-2004||07:53 AM||||Saw this post slipping....just trying to keep what Pivvay is offering fresh in everone's mind.||68.223.161.82||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000058||jayru||02-27-2004||10:07 PM||||What's the deal pivv? Are you still willing to make the gauge vents and sparco brackets?<br /><br />Anxiously awaiting my ass firmly planted in a Sparco  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum1/003183.cgi
A||||3||number3||Battery Trays||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||02-14-2004||08:13 AM||||I am currently making the battery trays that fit a smaller battery in the engine compartment.<br /><br />I know it has taken a while but SSSS' have really kept us busy for the last 14 months or so and the actual demand on the GVR4 battery tray seemed shaky at best. I will have the trays done in roughly 3 weeks ready to ship.<br /><br />Price has not been set. Steel prices are all over the place but they should be too bad at all.<br /><br />I may not even paint them "in house" to make them even cheaper. The buyer can spray paint them or have them powdercoated to your own spec.<br /><br />I am starting with a small batch unless I hear the demand is otherwise.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||ercp98||02-14-2004||09:00 AM||||hi just wondering what's the actual size of the tray  and where it mounts in the engine compartment?||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000002||Martin Chilcote||02-14-2004||09:50 AM||||Is this a SE type or a new design of yours ?<br />I need RRE ic pipe clearance.<br />Thanks||66.139.166.199||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-14-2004||10:35 AM||||Finally!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  How long have I been hasseling you for one of these?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />If it holds an Odessey PC925, I'm down!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum1/003184.cgi
A||||45||sleeper||More SS manifold covers||||1||||Gabor||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||02-14-2004||11:00 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I have 5 more stainless manifold covers ready to go. First people email or pm me gets the chance to own one for $55.00 shipped via USPS priority mail.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.233.152.242||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||02-16-2004||12:27 AM||||Pm sent!||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||jayru||02-16-2004||12:35 AM||||will these work with an evo 3 manifold? If they do i'm in.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||02-16-2004||12:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> will these work with an evo 3 manifold? If they do i'm in. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, same here...I guess I should have asked that first...||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||02-16-2004||02:07 PM||||If your stock cover fits on it, yes.<br />I'm pretty sure the EVO manifold is the same/very similar to the 1g or 2g manifold on the outside.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000005||jayru||02-16-2004||03:10 PM||||4G63T,<br /><br />Please let me know if your stock cover fit's. I haven't purchaced my Evo 3 manny yet. <br /><br />Gabor hold my spot please until i here from 4G63T<br />Thanks<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||02-16-2004||06:59 PM||||Well, I don't have an evo 3 mani, but I plan on getting one real soon, thats why I asked...||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000007||autobahntom||02-16-2004||07:06 PM||||I just installed the EVO III manifold on my car, and the stock heat shielf fits just fine. Almost the same outside dimensions as the 2g (what I took off). <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||02-16-2004||11:37 PM||||I have another batch in the works, so if anybody is interested, speak up now.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.233.213.73||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000009||bleck||02-17-2004||11:49 AM||||Ummm, yeah.  Gimme one of those bad boys.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||02-17-2004||12:02 PM||||These are thicker too right?||65.165.18.233||reg||5||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000011||4drwhore||02-17-2004||12:24 PM||||yea i want one this time around.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||02-17-2004||12:36 PM||||mixx2001,<br /><br />What do you mean thicker?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000013||mixx2001||02-17-2004||12:59 PM||||The thickness of the meatal used in comparison to the stock heat sheild.  I'm looking for something to retain/sheild as much heat as possible from the lower IC pipe over the manifold.  I plan doing alot work in the way of heat reflective wraps and doing a better job of managing under hood temps.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000014||Rice Killer||02-17-2004||04:38 PM||||I hate to say it, but I dont like this heatshield I will sell it to anyone that wants it for $35 maybe even $30 Shipped I already tapped it for an EGT probe in the number one runner so you'll have to deal with that. But this shield just vibrates WAY to much under boost. I mean I can hear it everytime I step on the gas, maybe with some extremely High temp rubber washers it might not make so much noise, but I took it of after 2 days of driving, I just coulden't stand the noise anymore.||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000015||Minjin||02-17-2004||04:41 PM||||I'll take it. I doubt I'll be able to hear it over my change rattling in the ash tray...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />PM or email me with info on how to pay you.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000016||sleeper||02-17-2004||09:51 PM||||Mixx,<br /><br />The factory shield is totaly different. It's a double layer with somekind of material in between.<br />I don't think just by making the metal thicker would reduce underhood temperatures.<br /><br />Rice,<br />Why don't you thighten the bolts down a little?<br />I have mine on there for over a year now and it's as quiet as the stock one was.<br />If you still don't like it I'll be glad to refund your money minus the shipping charges.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.233.152.51||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000017||turboflanagan||02-17-2004||10:13 PM||||Mine fits fine on an evoIII mani.  I had to tweek the right side next to the p/s pump because of issues with an EGT probe, but the fit was great.  No rattle either.<br /><br />Gabor, I'm sending you a pm.||64.63.212.40||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000018||VR4 Me||02-18-2004||02:28 AM||||I'll take one.||68.215.178.34||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000019||sleeper||02-18-2004||10:36 AM||||Anybody interested just paypal $55.00 to gabor@dsmdecals.com<br />I'm shipping them out as fast as I can and I have more in the works.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000020||mikeyoung00||02-18-2004||03:04 PM||||You've got CA$H.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000021||4drwhore||02-18-2004||03:09 PM||||can someone post a pic again?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000022||sleeper||02-19-2004||12:11 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2252" alt=" - " />||65.234.44.52||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000023||jayru||02-19-2004||07:37 PM||||Just paypal'ed you. Send some stickers with it too. They were free right? <br /><br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000024||sleeper||02-20-2004||10:32 AM||||I have 20 more in stock.<br />Send $55.00 via Paypal today and you'll have it in your hand most likely by Tuesday.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000025||jayru||02-20-2004||10:33 AM||||Gabor, what about the spark plug cover? Are you making thoes?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000026||sleeper||02-20-2004||01:18 PM||||I will have a few of those you see on the picture.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000027||jayru||02-20-2004||01:35 PM||||sign me up for the first one then  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000028||bleck||02-21-2004||08:59 AM||||Dammit!  Gimme one of those too.  Coulda ordered it with my heatshield.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.60.136.192||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000029||KingGalantVr4||02-21-2004||11:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> The thickness of the meatal used in comparison to the stock heat sheild.  I'm looking for something to retain/sheild as much heat as possible from the lower IC pipe over the manifold.  I plan doing alot work in the way of heat reflective wraps and doing a better job of managing under hood temps. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go to your local hardware store and use kitchen cabinet hardware as a spacer to reduce heat.  I used a product VERY similar to the pic below to reduce heat on my MSD DIS and Zex Nitrous system that was mounted on a sheet of aluminum above my exhaust manifold.  The spacer sat inbetween the ZEX/MSD (8 spacers total, 1 at each corner) with hardware running through the spacer.  Temperature difference between the aluminum plate and MSD/ZEX was aprox 160* measured by infared heat gun.  The spacers are made of porcelain and do not transfer heat.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />It should help reduce any discoloration of the heat shield as well  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />$0.40 online  <a href="http://www.dlawlesshardware.com/k35-p258-22wht.html" target="_blank">HERE</a> <br /> <br />   <img src="http://store2.yimg.com/I/dlawlesshardware_1781_7752579" alt=" - " />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000030||VR4 Me||02-22-2004||04:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong>Go to your local hardware store and use kitchen cabinet hardware as a spacer to reduce heat.  I used a product VERY similar to the pic below to reduce heat on my MSD DIS and Zex Nitrous system that was mounted on a sheet of aluminum above my exhaust manifold.  The spacer sat inbetween the ZEX/MSD (8 spacers total, 1 at each corner) with hardware running through the spacer.  Temperature difference between the aluminum plate and MSD/ZEX was aprox 160* measured by infared heat gun.  The spacers are made of porcelain and do not transfer heat.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />It should help reduce any discoloration of the heat shield as well   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />$0.40 online  <a href="http://www.dlawlesshardware.com/k35-p258-22wht.html" target="_blank">HERE</a> <br /> <br />    <img src="http://store2.yimg.com/I/dlawlesshardware_1781_7752579" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't get it...you ran hardware through the porcelain? so did you drill the middle out? or am i just a dumbass? <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.215.178.34||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000031||bob in chicago||02-22-2004||08:31 AM||||The brass parts unscrew, leaving you with a porcelain doughnut.||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000032||KingGalantVr4||02-22-2004||08:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> The brass parts unscrew, leaving you with a porcelain doughnut. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly ... sorry I didn't explain a little further ... oh, and Vr4Me your a dumbass.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />HEHEHE, just kidding    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000033||VR4 Me||02-22-2004||11:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong>Exactly ... sorry I didn't explain a little further ... oh, and Vr4Me your a dumbass.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <br /><br /><br />HEHEHE, just kidding       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">*you're*     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.158.11.134||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000034||4drwhore||03-03-2004||10:41 AM||||Gabor, got anymore of these manifold shields? I need one.||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000035||sleeper||03-03-2004||10:52 AM||||I have plenty more available. Just send $55.00 via Paypal to gabor@dsmdecals.com<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000036||4drwhore||03-03-2004||11:25 AM||||When can you send it out/will I get it? I'll send the paypal today.||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000037||sleeper||03-03-2004||12:53 PM||||You send the money today, I'll mail it out tomorrow. You send the money tomorrow it be mailed out Saturday.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000038||VR4 Me||03-03-2004||07:17 PM||||money sent.||68.155.225.6||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000039||4drwhore||03-04-2004||01:24 AM||||ditto||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000040||7kraus7||03-04-2004||08:59 AM||||will you accept money order, i dont like pay pal.  gabor@dsmdecals.com is not working for some reason.  that looks like a nice piece i really want one||205.157.244.33||reg||1||7kraus7||00002578||yes
Z||000041||sleeper||03-04-2004||01:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> ditto </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didn't get money from you.<br />Please double check that you sent it to the right place. gabor@dsmdecals.com <br /><br /><br />Josh,<br />I got yours<br /><br />7kraus7<br />check your PM for my address.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000042||mikeyoung00||03-05-2004||12:27 AM||||Got mine.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Thanks!||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000043||4drwhore||03-05-2004||02:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gabor:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> ditto </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didn't get money from you.<br />Please double check that you sent it to the right place. gabor@dsmdecals.com <br /><br /><br />Josh,<br />I got yours<br /><br />7kraus7<br />check your PM for my address.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea I accidentally sent it to sam. I'll send it out in a little bit.||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000044||a_santos||03-05-2004||08:10 AM||||Has anyone tried coating this shield with high temp ceramic coating or anything along those lines? It seems to me that after the shield heated, it would radiate heat, and would not do as good of a job as even a stock heatshield, which actually has some insulation between two pieces of metal.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000045||VR4 Me||03-05-2004||03:57 PM||||you saw the post about the ceramic cabinet hardware right?||68.155.225.6||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes



ubb/Forum1/003185.cgi
A||||0||BlackHole||misc 1g/GVR4 parts for sale||||1||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||02-14-2004||11:14 AM||blackhole23@wowway.com||Spring cleaning time in the garage... All parts are for 1G DSM / GVR4s, used but worked when removed and prices are obo+shipping. RTP for pics.<br /><br />* 91-99 7-bolt stock oil/water sandwich cooler, gc $50<br />* machined 1g big rods w/ lightly dinged 95 pistons vgc $175<br />* starter gc $20<br />* 3-bolt LSD rear end assy, gc $100<br />* 3-bolt LSD rear end assy, one torn CV boot, fc $80<br />* intake manifold gc $50<br />* set of stock used injectors, mileage unknown fc $40<br />* RRE stainless steel braided clutch line fc $15<br />* RRE SS braided turbo oil feed line from filter hsg fc $30<br /><br />Buyer pays actual shipping. PayPal [verified member], money order or personal check ok. Sorry, no COD.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum1/003237.cgi
A||||0||RTS182G-VR4||vr4 guage pod||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||02-22-2004||06:59 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||guage pod for sale, has 136k, but this can be turned back by a shop.  works great.  all those who need one with the origonal boost guage i have one.  best offer. pm me.  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum1/003187.cgi
A||||14||blacksheep||FREE...Brand new Audio Panel surround...MB716802||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-14-2004||08:24 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Due to giving mitsubishiparts.net the wrong part#, I have 2 of these new in bag! I dont wanna see dem sittin here, pisses me off   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Yours free...all you pay is priority shipping.<br />Lemme know!<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||jcgalantvr4-244||02-14-2004||08:55 PM||||KC says "you buy me a BK value meal! Chicken sandwich with a strawberry shake and onion rings!"<br /><br />  No problem man and i will even through in a peice of cheese cake   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />    Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000002||jcgalantvr4-244||02-14-2004||08:56 PM||||And i will even pay the shipping !  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000003||jayru||02-14-2004||09:04 PM||||Damit! Now i want a strawberry shake. <br />Bastards!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||jcgalantvr4-244||02-14-2004||09:06 PM||||I would Fly all the way to Penn. To give you one!!! For that JDM hood you just got    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000005||jayru||02-14-2004||09:08 PM||||Hmmm, How fast could you get here.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||14bCrazy||02-14-2004||09:18 PM||||Are talking about the trim peice around the radio. If so I'll take one if you still have one.||68.232.64.191||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-14-2004||09:23 PM||||Well, I have 3 in total....<br /><br />1 for Mr. Ralliart<br />1 for VR6 Eater<br /><br />So, 14B crazy, lemme know if you want the last one!<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||14bCrazy||02-14-2004||09:41 PM||||Yes sir how much do you need to ship it? I just messed mine up alittle today putting in my AFC.||68.232.64.191||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000009||jcgalantvr4-244||02-14-2004||10:47 PM||||Hey I was told i could have all three for the meal I was buying you?  Well now you dont get the shake.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />    Just kidding<br />     <br /><br /> Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||02-14-2004||11:54 PM||||UPDATE:<br /><br />I only have one left as one is going to Jeremy and other to VR6 Eater...<br /><br />14B crazy - its your if you want it!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||JoshWeaver||02-15-2004||12:57 AM||||dibs if 14b doesn't want it<br /><br />-josh||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||02-15-2004||01:05 AM||||Okey dokey - We will wait to hear from him...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||02-15-2004||01:13 PM||||sorry, 14Bcrazy sent me shipping money. IF Jeremy backs out, then it can be yours, Josh  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||jcgalantvr4-244||02-15-2004||01:18 PM||||backing out?  Does that meen i cant have it or you just dont want your happy meal???<br /><br />  No im not backing out i will be over to pick it up this week.<br />    <br /><br />Thanks ,<br />   Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes



ubb/Forum1/003190.cgi
A||||0||REB||WTB a drivers side fog light||||1||||REB||00002494
Z||000000||REB||02-15-2004||02:00 AM||rbertsch@cfl.rr.com||Looking for drivers side fog light Lens for 91 VR4<br /><br />Thanks<br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes



ubb/Forum1/003192.cgi
A||||2||Forces30psi||1G TMO STAGE 3 EPROM CHIP AND BUSCHUR 660 VPC CHIP||||1||||Forces30psi||00003427
Z||000000||Forces30psi||02-15-2004||11:08 PM||Forces30psi@aol.com||I have a TMO stage 3 eprom chip w/ following mods:<br />9k rev limit<br />max "octane"<br />fuelcut and boostcut removed<br />shift light at 7700<br />clutch cut at 4500,5000,5500,6000<br />guage display :<br />O2 sensor<br />advance deg<br />octane guage<br />inj duty cycle<br />bat voltage<br /><br />buschur 660 vpc chip, brand new ..never used<br /><br />open to offers and trades, no lowballers, payment accepted via MO order or paypal thanx steven<br />email me at Forces30psi@aol.com||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Forces30psi||00003427||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-16-2004||06:34 PM||||Can I have your attention, please! This is your local moderator speaking.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Who produced this chip and is it an original TMO Chip or a reproduction? <br /><br />The galantvr4.org board has an esteemed member who goes by "Keydiver" and his site "dsmchips.com" is listed below. He provides us excellent service. Anyone of us can contact him directly for chips which perform better than the TMO chip IMHO. <br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||02-16-2004||06:37 PM||||AMEN to that! Esteemed indeed (or full of steam, not sure which). LOL.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
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ubb/Forum1/003193.cgi
A||||0||jonvr4||Nile black passanger mirror||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||02-16-2004||12:09 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||like the title says its got a yellow mark on it, i think the paint rubbed off on it. best offer.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum1/003194.cgi
A||||14||4g63t||Want to buy a seat warmer||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||02-16-2004||08:21 AM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Hi guys, I'm looking to buy one of the seat warmers that Gabor sold a while back. I have one, and I'm looking for a matching one for the passenger side. Any help is appreciated,  Thanks!||67.163.210.161||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-16-2004||08:49 PM||||Did you get a top and bottom?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||02-16-2004||09:12 PM||||Yeah, I have the top and bottom for one seat, I'm looking for both pieces for another seat.  Shoot me a price...||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-16-2004||10:39 PM||||I have two uppers.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||02-16-2004||10:40 PM||||Does anyone out there have a bottom???||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||02-16-2004||10:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <b>Does anyone out there have a bottom??? </b> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got one but it came with a big crack in it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||02-16-2004||10:50 PM||||Wow, I really left the door wide open on that one...||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||02-16-2004||11:11 PM||||bwahahahah should have known better||65.41.84.91||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||02-17-2004||04:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I have two uppers. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can't you just stick one of the uppers in the bottom?  Heats the same, just different size, right?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||02-17-2004||04:59 PM||||Eat two prunes B4 you leave the house.  That should make for a nice heat warmer.<br /><br /><br />[skid mark maker too!]   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||02-18-2004||02:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I have two uppers. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can't you just stick one of the uppers in the bottom?  Heats the same, just different size, right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I was thinking.  Installing them in the seat backs seemed like a lot of effort and would probably result in fucking up my seats.  It was hard enough to do the lowers.<br /><br />If nobody is interested in these I was even thinking about adapting the heating element to the side mirrors.  :shrug:||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||4g63t||02-19-2004||02:28 AM||||Hey, bro, I haven't had a lot of luck tracking any down, so I may take you up on both of the uppers. I'll let you know.   Thanks,  Chris||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000012||Gvr4-330||02-19-2004||03:54 AM||||Hey, I've got the lower and upper from Gabor.  Never ended up installing them into the car.  I'll let it go for how much I paid for it.  $25 I think?<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.144||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000013||4g63t||02-19-2004||06:50 AM||||Rob, you have PM!||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||02-19-2004||09:00 AM||||<a href="http://www.mjacksonseatwarmer.com" target="_blank">www.mjacksonseatwarmer.com</a>||64.240.175.53||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum1/003196.cgi
A||||0||ayvr4||Shifter For Sale||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||02-16-2004||02:25 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||I have my stock gvr-4 shifter arm & boot for sale.<br />best offer gets this fine peice  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />~Aaron||68.75.80.116||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum1/003197.cgi
A||||5||Sam Sayes||Few parts for sale||||1||||Sam Sayes||00000657
Z||000000||Sam Sayes||02-16-2004||04:53 PM||samgvr4@hotmail.com||Hello everyone,<br /><br />I have some parts for sale here if anyone is intersted.<br /><br />1G TEL turbo thermostate housing, perfect shape.<br />$25.00 <br /> <br />1G non turbo throttle body complete with TPS and ISC, make offer.<br /><br />1G turbo MT cams with the cam gears on them, make offer.<br /><br />1G TEL turbo stock intake snorkel, clean up that twisted GVR-4 stock intake tract, best offer.<br /><br />Galant VR-4 lower dash panel where the lower vent goes, its in excellent condition, best offer.<br /><br />Galant VR-4 front speaker covers, in excellent condition, best offer<br /><br />Galant VR-4 front dual piston calipers, excellent condition and painted high heat gloss black by me.<br />Those things are heavy so take shipping charges into consideration  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Thats all for now I think<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000001||crucible||02-17-2004||07:16 AM||||How much for the calipers?<br />You can PM<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||02-17-2004||08:39 AM||||Cruce,<br /><br />PM sent<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||russya||02-17-2004||08:56 AM||||Give you $25 for the throttle body||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000004||Sam Sayes||02-17-2004||09:28 AM||||Russ,<br /><br />How about $35.00 plus shipping sound to you?<br />Come on help a fellow GVR-4 owner out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000005||Sam Sayes||02-18-2004||10:59 AM||||Anyone??<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum1/003198.cgi
A||||0||boostinvr4||stock seats f/s||||1||||boostinvr4||00003084
Z||000000||boostinvr4||02-16-2004||09:43 PM||highboostgvr4@yahoo.com||im selling my stock vr4 seats for $300 its in mint condition my car got only 63000 miles the reason im selling it i put a evo 8 seats.you can call me at 1-847-553-1560||12.73.226.19||reg||1||boostinvr4||00003084||yes



ubb/Forum1/003199.cgi
A||||4||Romanova||FS: AFC stand||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||02-16-2004||09:55 PM||avonamor16@yahoo.com||Anyone need a used SAFC stand? You can have it for free. It's been gently used... I guess, I don't know... just came in from Japan. I used a razor to massage it off the SAFC, so it still has the double-sided tape on it. Good replacement if you lost yours or whatever. FREE!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||02-16-2004||10:26 PM||||I need one. how much to ship it to 23235 ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-16-2004||10:51 PM||||Free free free. Just PM me with your address. Call it VR-4 good will!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-16-2004||11:41 PM||||See, look what I bring out in people !  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />"Paying it foward"!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||02-17-2004||01:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> See, look what I bring out in people !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />"Paying it foward"!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Got Gabor's free stickers, KeyDiver's awesome chips and ECU service, and tons of other members who have stepped up to the plate to assist me and other VR-4 members... love you guys.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum1/003200.cgi
A||||5||4g63t||Lots of great parts for sale - ||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||02-17-2004||02:07 AM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Here's a pretty good sized list of the stuff I have for sale. Shipping not included! If there is no price listed, make me an offer. Email for pics. Thanks, Enjoy!<br /><br />Gas Tank � 150<br />3 bolt axles w/cups <br />Intake manny, good shape - 30<br />Vr4 rear diff - Make offer<br />Grey timing belt top covers - 10<br />Both radiator fans - 40<br />Brake master cylinder - 40<br />PS pump � 20<br />fuel door(white)<br />(2) O2 housings - 20 ea <br />Ignition coil  - 30<br />Brake fluid res. - 17<br />Turbo water pipe - 15<br />Asst plastic interior panels<br />Gauge surround<br />(2)Rearview mirrors - 15 ea<br />(2)Overhead light panel things - 15 ea<br />Glovebox - 15<br />Interior fuse panel - 25<br />HVAC controls - 20<br />TURBO 4g63 mass air sensor - 40<br />Stock stereo (tape & EQ) - 25<br />Drivers side "knee panel" - 23<br />Plug cover,plastic, black with red stripe<br />Stock 2nd gen turbo intake pipe<br />(2) Wiper motors<br />Gauge cluster - from 2.0 SOHC Galant/redline 6k/<br />automatic/speedo 135 mph/odo 150k/<br />part# MB521535 -use for parts? - 25<br /><br />Gauge cluster - from 2.0 galant/redline7k/ <br />manual/speedo 145 mph/odo 98k/<br />part # MB652348 - 45<br /><br />Non 4ws power steering res. - 15<br />fuel rail - 10<br />(2) black leather stubby shifters (kind of worn)<br />Stock FPR<br />All 4 interior door panels w/tweed inserts<br />(not suede)||67.163.210.161||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-17-2004||03:48 PM||||Meija - Is that a gvr4 specific gas tank? If so, Sorry to hijack, I need a favor. Can you post a pic of the gas tank that corresponds to the hump in the trunk floor? I wanna see if that hump is there for a specific reason and if it can be cut down or not in the trunk. Hope I am maing sense.<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||02-17-2004||04:52 PM||||Whats the deal with the radiator fans?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-18-2004||12:32 PM||||You there, buddy?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||02-18-2004||11:56 PM||||Yeah, sorry guys, I've had a super crazy 2 days and I haven't had a whole lot of time on the computer. 4DR, what do you want to know about the fans? Here are some pics of the tank "hump" It fits in the trunk hump, so you'll have a difficult time modding the trunk floor unless you mod the tank (not really worth it, imo). <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2898" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2898&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2899" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2899&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2900" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2900&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-18-2004||11:59 PM||||Thanks, Meija. I owe you. Damn it. I was hoping to chop, but guess not...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
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$forum_thread_data{"1"}->{"0032"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!vr4 guage pod!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2453058.1859!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2453058.1859!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!andkilde!,
q!WTB: Power Steering Pump!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2453058.2300!,
q!Ted Andkilde!,
q!00002209!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!07:54 PM!,
q!2453059.1954!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bowling_boys!,
q!WTB: jap spec wiring harness!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!02:25 AM!,
q!2453063.0225!,
q!AJ!,
q!00003410!,
q!bowling_boys!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!02:25 AM!,
q!2453063.0225!,
q!AJ!,
q!00003410!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!wtb p/s fog light,  will trade d/s for p/s.!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2453059.0103!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2453061.1336!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!4-bolt LSD w/ 4WS for 4-bolt trade!,
q!11!,
q!5!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2453063.1705!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!02-29-2004!,
q!10:02 PM!,
q!2453065.2202!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Anyone have the AC Tensioner for sale?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2453063.1842!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!curtis!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!01:38 AM!,
q!2453064.0138!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!FS: used 2 1/2&quot; turbo back exhaust!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!08:15 PM!,
q!2453063.2015!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!01:13 AM!,
q!2453066.0113!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!GVR4 doors white, EBAY!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2453063.2352!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!02:55 PM!,
q!2453064.1455!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!ntb cyclone cams!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2453064.1317!,
q!Greenvr4!,
q!00002742!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!04:11 PM!,
q!2453067.1611!,
q!Greenvr4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!1G AutoPower 6 pt Roll Cage!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!03:30 PM!,
q!2453064.1530!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!03:30 PM!,
q!2453064.1530!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Armitage!,
q!WTB, front bumper bracket.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2453064.1626!,
q!Armitage!,
q!00002625!,
q!hecdws!,
q!02-29-2004!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2453065.2200!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!WTB:  91 Green Rear bumper (plastic)!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2453064.1843!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!hecdws!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!08:27 PM!,
q!2453064.2027!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Lots of great parts for sale - !,
q!2!,
q!5!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!02:07 AM!,
q!2453053.0207!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2453054.2359!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q~White trunklid!!!~,
q!2!,
q!4!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!02:09 AM!,
q!2453053.0209!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2453054.2337!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!unccGST!,
q!PTE SCM50 trade/sell!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2453053.1738!,
q!unccGST!,
q!00002467!,
q!coop!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2453053.2043!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!unccGST!,
q!ATR 3&quot; O2 elim and 3&quot; O2-back!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2453053.1752!,
q!unccGST!,
q!00002467!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2453053.1758!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!Ported 2G o2 housing f/s!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2453053.1821!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2453053.1842!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!Sumitomo tires for sale!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2453053.1827!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2453053.1827!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!Go-Fast / Performance Parts 4 Sale!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!08:42 PM!,
q!2453053.2042!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!02:08 AM!,
q!2453056.0208!,
q!pisces!,
q!00000768!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Manifold parts On Ebay (flanges and pipe) !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2453053.2222!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!06:27 AM!,
q!2453054.0627!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atc250r!,
q!5 Lug 17&quot; Wheels for sale or trade.!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2453054.1612!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!atc250r!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2453057.2330!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Rice Killer!,
q!1G DSM Parts !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!11:24 AM!,
q!2453059.1124!,
q!Rice Killer!,
q!00003437!,
q!Rice Killer!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!11:45 AM!,
q!2453069.1145!,
q!Rice Killer!,
q!00003437!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!Stock 450cc injectors !,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2453054.1936!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2453060.1803!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!used ACT 2600!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!01:49 PM!,
q!2453059.1349!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2453059.1605!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Rebuilt heads....anyone interested?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2453059.1521!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2453060.1619!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!WTB: ECU (preferably modded, haha)!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2453059.2032!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2453063.2005!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!FS: HKS Test pipe muffler and 2G intake!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2453059.2113!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2453059.2113!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!F/S: Denso 660 Injectors !,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2453060.0130!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!02:42 PM!,
q!2453068.1442!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!FORSALE OLD school ROTA 15's with tires!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!02:27 AM!,
q!2453060.0227!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!dc_style!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2453061.1907!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!wtb: 7cm turbine housing!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2453060.0948!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!dc_style!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!09:22 AM!,
q!2453061.0922!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Lamar!,
q!WTB: Input Shaft + 1st Gear!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!02:36 PM!,
q!2453060.1436!,
q!Lamar!,
q!00003628!,
q!Lamar!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!08:15 PM!,
q!2453063.2015!,
q!Lamar!,
q!00003628!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!92 green wheels !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!09:05 PM!,
q!2453064.2105!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!boostedvr4ced!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2453067.1732!,
q!boostedvr4g63t!,
q!00002811!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!stock exhaust!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2453066.0030!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!10:38 AM!,
q!2453066.1038!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!grimm!,
q!F/S  RC Engineering 550cc !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!02:05 AM!,
q!2453066.0205!,
q!Grimm!,
q!00003384!,
q!grimm!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!12:03 PM!,
q!2453068.1203!,
q!Grimm!,
q!00003384!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!ported o2 housing on ebay...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!08:51 AM!,
q!2453066.0851!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!03:51 PM!,
q!2453066.1551!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jas3113!,
q!3bolt rear end from ggsx!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2453066.1033!,
q!jas3113!,
q!00003274!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2453067.1457!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!Lots of parts-cheap or free!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2453066.1332!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!atc250r!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2453067.2017!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!darksideracing_org!,
q!FS: All TiAL Products on Sale Wastegates 38mm, 40mm, 46mm Blow off Valves 50mm !,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!01:58 PM!,
q!2453066.1358!,
q!darksideracing_org!,
q!00003290!,
q!Hal!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!06:34 PM!,
q!2453066.1834!,
q!Hal!,
q!00003522!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!Parts for sale !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2453066.1642!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!00002446!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2453066.1642!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!00002446!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sdpnoi214!,
q!wtb: lowering springs!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!08:42 PM!,
q!2453054.2042!,
q!mak!,
q!00002628!,
q!sdpnoi214!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2453054.2132!,
q!mak!,
q!00002628!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!interested in trade maybe!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2453054.2057!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2453057.1920!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!JDM &quot;injured&quot; clear corners for sale...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2453054.2132!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!10:22 AM!,
q!2453057.1022!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!co172!,
q!ECU Caps - Super Long Life, All 3 $5 Post Paid!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2453054.2201!,
q!co172!,
q!00001380!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!11:31 PM!,
q!2453054.2331!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Need a 2.0 NON-TURBO AUTOMATIC ECU!,
q!2!,
q!2!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2453055.0009!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2453056.2325!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!Garage Sale Time !,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2453055.0036!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!00002446!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!07:21 PM!,
q!2453062.1921!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!00000134!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!WTB: Pocket Logger/TMO cable!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!02:04 PM!,
q!2453055.1404!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!02:31 AM!,
q!2453057.0231!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!2G Ported/Polished EXHAUST MANIFOLD for SALE!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!03:22 PM!,
q!2453055.1522!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2453059.1626!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Wanted Starion IC!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!05:09 PM!,
q!2453055.1709!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2453056.2301!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ray Davis!,
q!1991/92 vr-4 fog lights!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2453060.1543!,
q!Magarle!,
q!00003624!,
q!Ray Davis!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2453060.1543!,
q!Magarle!,
q!00003624!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!g8rvr4!,
q!F/S: Prothane Motor Mount, RR #13-506 EBAY!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!03:56 PM!,
q!2453060.1556!,
q!g8rvr4!,
q!00000402!,
q!g8rvr4!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!03:56 PM!,
q!2453060.1556!,
q!g8rvr4!,
q!00000402!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!misc parts. looky looky. !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!01:09 AM!,
q!2453056.0109!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!dc_style!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!06:29 PM!,
q!2453056.1829!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thon!,
q!Racing Hart's 17x7 +45!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2453060.2317!,
q!thon!,
q!00000613!,
q!robkris8079!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2453062.1012!,
q!robkris8079!,
q!00003647!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Darkside!,
q~tranny bolts wanted!!!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!11:38 PM!,
q!2453060.2338!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!Darkside!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!11:38 PM!,
q!2453060.2338!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!EBAY find!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2453061.0008!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!08:00 AM!,
q!2453061.0800!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!WTB: black trunk lid!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2453061.0021!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2453061.0021!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jeffSTAR!,
q!Profec B (spec I) for sale!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!09:15 AM!,
q!2453061.0915!,
q!Jeff C!,
q!00003601!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!07:04 PM!,
q!2453061.1904!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!4G64 (six bolt)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2453066.1742!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2453067.1009!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number527!,
q!NEED SEVERAL GV4 PARTS!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2453061.1959!,
q!chris durr!,
q!00003038!,
q!jayru!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2453063.2159!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!RH C2 Evo's With TIRES !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!06:00 PM!,
q!2453066.1800!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!07:50 PM!,
q!2453066.1950!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Need drivers side 93 headlight!,
q!2!,
q!8!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!09:15 PM!,
q!2453061.2115!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2453067.2344!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q~2TWO 2G MAF's for sale!!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2453066.1831!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2453068.1937!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!a/c compressor took a dump!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!07:10 PM!,
q!2453066.1910!,
q!Greenvr4!,
q!00002742!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!04:22 PM!,
q!2453067.1622!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!WTB: Alternator wires and Wheel!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2453067.0040!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2453067.1948!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!FS: Autometer gauges and Lo-Tek pod.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!12:46 AM!,
q!2453067.0046!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!08:35 AM!,
q!2453069.0835!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!FS: Complete 4G63T (non working) GVR4 Motor!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!09:41 AM!,
q!2453067.0941!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!jayru!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2453070.1625!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!ARP Head Studs 80.00 NDA!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!11:19 AM!,
q!2453067.1119!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!06:09 PM!,
q!2453067.1809!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!Ebay finds!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2453067.1303!,
q!199of2k!,
q!00000323!,
q!199of2k!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2453067.1303!,
q!199of2k!,
q!00000323!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GForcedVR4!,
q!cyclone intake manifold!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2453067.1731!,
q!GForcedVR4!,
q!00003434!,
q!GForcedVR4!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2453067.1731!,
q!GForcedVR4!,
q!00003434!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!wtb isc!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2453056.1641!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2453056.1753!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~UT OH.  THERE'S GONNA BE A FIGHT FOR THIS!!~,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2453056.1908!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Kibo!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2453069.1206!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!for all you looking for a body kit ...........!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!01:37 AM!,
q!2453057.0137!,
q!jcgalntvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!Clay!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!09:11 PM!,
q!2453059.2111!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!WTB: automatic turbo fuel pressure regulator!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!03:34 AM!,
q!2453057.0334!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!08:02 AM!,
q!2453057.0802!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!Need help with Whiteline!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!07:23 AM!,
q!2453057.0723!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!jayru!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2453059.2243!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GForcedVR4!,
q!93 headlights for sale!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2453057.1342!,
q!GForcedVR4!,
q!00003434!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!03:56 PM!,
q!2453057.1556!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!00000571!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!ECU!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!05:08 PM!,
q!2453057.1708!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2453058.1147!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!nitrous kit!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!06:46 PM!,
q!2453057.1846!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!06:46 PM!,
q!2453057.1846!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!brand new oem water pump &amp; 16 valve seals!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2453061.2240!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!10:29 AM!,
q!2453064.1029!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Nearly cmplete 6 bolt long block for sale. Colorado!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2453057.1851!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!07:17 PM!,
q!2453063.1917!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!G-UNIT!,
q!WTB VR-4 SUSPENSION PARTS!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2453062.1035!,
q!G-UNIT!,
q!00003634!,
q!G-UNIT!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2453062.1053!,
q!G-UNIT!,
q!00003634!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jas3113!,
q!WTB VR4 front bumper any color!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2453062.1422!,
q!jas3113!,
q!00003274!,
q!jas3113!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2453062.1422!,
q!jas3113!,
q!00003274!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!RC 550's for SALE!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2453062.1511!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2453062.1648!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!WTB o2 sensor housings!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!03:14 PM!,
q!2453062.1514!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!gtluke!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!08:13 AM!,
q!2453063.0813!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!F/S:   DEFI-LINK Gauges!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2453062.1711!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!01:52 AM!,
q!2453064.0152!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!Radiator!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!06:14 PM!,
q!2453062.1814!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!11:55 PM!,
q!2453062.2355!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4gasmGGSX!,
q!1g parts!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2453062.1856!,
q!4gasmGGSX!,
q!00003254!,
q!4gasmGGSX!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!07:14 PM!,
q!2453063.1914!,
q!4gasmGGSX!,
q!00003254!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!WTB A/C Compressor!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2453062.2358!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!00000065!,
q!Jason Reno!,
q!02-29-2004!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2453065.1715!,
q!GVR4 997/1000!,
q!00002636!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q~Couple things one EBAY!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2453057.2145!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2453057.2145!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!real nice bucket seats!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2453058.0050!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!boostx!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2453058.0050!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!greddy gauge to trade!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!02:29 AM!,
q!2453058.0229!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!02:29 AM!,
q!2453058.0229!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jeffSTAR!,
q!WTB: Steering Wheel/Shiftknob/TPS sensor!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2453058.1235!,
q!Jeff C!,
q!00003601!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2453060.2141!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!interior of a `92!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2453058.1447!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!JO!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2453070.0112!,
q!JO!,
q!00002267!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!maninblack!,
q!WTB: Power Antenna mast!,
q!9!,
q!2!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2453058.1548!,
q!maninblack!,
q!00003259!,
q!maninblack!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2453059.2242!,
q!maninblack!,
q!00003259!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q~FS:AC,ALT,&amp;PS belts!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2453058.1705!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Romanova!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2453058.1705!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum1/003201.cgi
A||||4||4g63t||White trunklid!!!||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||02-17-2004||02:09 AM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Somebody claim this!! I need to get it out of my parents garage, best offer takes it!! Pickup / meet around PA/NJ/NY/MD/DE/VA.||67.163.210.161||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||02-17-2004||06:00 AM||||im coming up near hagerstown this weekend||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||02-17-2004||06:47 AM||||I could meet up with you somewhere. Pm me some contact info...||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||02-17-2004||10:29 PM||||Does it still have the spoiler on it?  What kind of condition is the spoiler in?  Mine has 4 black marks on it from where a bike rack rubbed the paint off.||68.250.13.240||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||02-18-2004||11:37 PM||||Hey 4dr, whats up man? How's married life? Sorry, I don't have the spoiler, it was gone before I got the trunk.||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum1/003202.cgi
A||||5||unccGST||PTE SCM50 trade/sell||||1||||unccGST||00002467
Z||000000||unccGST||02-17-2004||05:38 PM||flybytsi@carolina.rr.com||I bought #1948 last year with a brand new PTE 50-trim, CNC ported 2G manifold, and TiAL 38mm gate mani-mounted already installed. All three components were new when they were installed and have around 10k on them with fully synthetic oil in the turbo. I like the SCM50, but I am tired of the x-gate noise. If anyone has an internally gated SCM50 or similarly-sized int-gate turbo (i.e. TD06H-20G, 25G, Green) I would like to discuss a swap plus a negotiable amount of bones. I would ideally like to 'step-down' just a bit to sacrifice overall power/hp potential to better spool-up.<br /><br />Anyone? Please send emails to flybytsi@carolina.rr.com. Locals favorable.||152.15.63.233||reg||1||unccGST||00002467||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||02-17-2004||05:44 PM||||if you want to sell the wastegate, let me know through PM.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||02-17-2004||06:12 PM||||Wastegate on the exhaust mani? I might be interested in working a trade or so forth.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-17-2004||07:02 PM||||i have a sleeper 16g, but i dont need another turbo||64.240.175.89||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||02-17-2004||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i have a sleeper 16g, but i dont need another turbo </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ken, just wondering how much you want for it.||68.75.80.116||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||coop||02-17-2004||08:43 PM||||I might trade for my 20g set up. send me some pics of what you have and lets deal||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum1/003203.cgi
A||||1||unccGST||ATR 3&quot; O2 elim and 3&quot; O2-back||||1||||unccGST||00002467
Z||000000||unccGST||02-17-2004||05:52 PM||flybytsi@carolina.rr.com||Again, I bought #1948 last year and it came with an ATR 3" O2 eliminator and a custom modified SS ATR 3" O2-back. It is all mandrel bent, and there are no flanges in the entire exhaust. It matches up with the factory hangers perfectly and weighs very little, I can pick up the whole thing quite easily.<br /><br />The system flows a great deal of air, but it is too noisy for my tastes. If ANYONE has a 2.5" system on their VR4 and would like to step up to a top-quality 3" system, please let me know. I will include the 3" O2 elim if you have a nice 2G or EVO O2 housing.<br /><br />Please email me and we will discuss the trade. I will consider selling the whole exhaust system if I can find a 2.5" system to replace it.||152.15.63.233||reg||1||unccGST||00002467||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||02-17-2004||05:58 PM||||check pm||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum1/003204.cgi
A||||2||V8EATER||Ported 2G o2 housing f/s||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||02-17-2004||06:21 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||Ported 2G o2  housing- used, of course.  No problems at all, I just went to an external w/g dump.  This came with the car, so I"m not sure what the price should be.  make me and offer.||68.86.41.11||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||02-17-2004||06:38 PM||||Trade you for my foglights  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.75.80.116||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||02-17-2004||06:42 PM||||sold!  we have a winner! <br /><br />you have pm, ayvr4.||68.86.41.11||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum1/003205.cgi
A||||0||V8EATER||Sumitomo tires for sale||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||02-17-2004||06:27 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||I have two (2) Sumitomo HTR+ all season performance tires, 215/45ZR17.  They have about 5k on them, but the tread measures at new levels.  These don't make a lot of noise at all.  check out <a href="http://www.tirerack.com" target="_blank">www.tirerack.com</a> for more info.  I'll sell them for $80/pair plus shipping.  Obviously, local persons are better off on this.  I'll even meet any of you guys up in des moines if you like.||68.86.41.11||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum1/003206.cgi
A||||16||pisces_0||Go-Fast / Performance Parts 4 Sale||||1||||pisces_0||00000768
Z||000000||pisces_0||02-17-2004||08:42 PM||pisces_0@yahoo.com||-FP Sleeper 16G.  Stock appearing TD05H compressor housing with a 20G compressor wheel. Used for less than 5000 miles this summer. Fully ported with enlarged wastegate flapper. Used only Mobil 1 synthetic. $875 shipped<br /><br />-EVO III O2 housing fully ported by Forced Performance. Used for one summer. $150<br /><br />-EVO III exhaust manifold ported to match a 7 cm gasket. Used for one summer. $200 <br /><br />-2G MAS along with plug. All honeycombs present and in good shape. $90 shipped<br /><br />-Turbo XS high performance manual boost controller. Used for one summer. $60 <br /><br />-ACT 2600 pressure plate and 6 puck unsprung disc. Literally, used to drive down the driveway & then back up. Practically brand new. $330<br /><br />-Walbro 255lph fuel pump.  4K on it; comes with screen and sound deadening insulator. $65<br /><br />-RRE oil catch can. $35<br /><br />-GM 3 bar MAP sensor. $40<br /><br />-Buschur alternator relocation kit.  Never used. $120<br /><br />-Jaz coolant overflow reservoir.  1 qt. capacity; black. $15<br /><br />Pictures available upon request.<br />All prices are without shipping unless otherwise stated.||65.183.138.162||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-18-2004||12:32 AM||||K&N filter with 2G MAS adapter. Filter is 10" long by 5" in diamter & still in great shape. $35<br /><br />Picture please!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||pisces_0||02-18-2004||12:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> K&N filter with 2G MAS adapter. Filter is 10" long by 5" in diamter & still in great shape. $35<br /><br />Picture please!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pic will be on its way tomorrow.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.183.136.226||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||02-18-2004||03:42 AM||||Crap. I knew I should have used H&R for my tax refund.....I'll take the cams from you if you still have them by the time I get my refund check.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Shockvvave||02-18-2004||10:25 AM||||I'll get that metal head gasket please.||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000005||pisces_0||02-18-2004||11:37 AM||||Ad updated.||65.183.139.207||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes
Z||000006||atc250r||02-18-2004||04:04 PM||||I want the Dejon.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000007||pisces_0||02-18-2004||04:54 PM||||Dejon intake just sold.  Ad updated.||65.183.139.175||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||02-18-2004||09:14 PM||||Got that picture yet??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||chhuong||02-19-2004||01:36 AM||||still got that manifold??  would you take 190 shipped??||24.16.230.236||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000010||pisces_0||02-19-2004||01:15 PM||||Found a few more stragglers in the shed and updated the ad along with some updated pricing.||65.183.136.108||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes
Z||000011||Tevenor||02-19-2004||01:17 PM||||If that Jaz Coolant thingy isn't sold, I will take it.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000012||Team Ducktape||02-19-2004||02:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chhuong:<br /><strong> still got that manifold??  would you take 190 shipped?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Burschur is selling them for $175. BTW they come with 7cm, not ported to one.....<br /><br />"-EVO III exhaust manifold ported to match a 7 cm gasket. Used for one summer. $200"||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000013||pisces_0||02-19-2004||07:13 PM||||Interesting, they're selling an EVO manifold for less than a 2G manifold.  Not a bad deal.  I know that the manifold comes stock with the 7cm gasket, but the step was ported out of it.  Que sera...||65.183.137.90||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||02-19-2004||08:14 PM||||Nathan - what does the bushcur alternator relocation kit do?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||gixxer||02-19-2004||08:58 PM||||besides add 100hp...nothing!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.219.245.171||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000016||pisces_0||02-20-2004||02:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> besides add 100hp...nothing!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh, SNAP!<br />It moves the alternator back where the A/C condenser sits.  It really frees up a lot of room in the front of the engine bay.  Just my $.02...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.183.137.148||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum1/003207.cgi
A||||3||agrabau||Manifold parts On Ebay (flanges and pipe) ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||02-17-2004||10:22 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Almost complete DYI manifold setup. Weldbends, flanges and pipe on ebay now... <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2461299434&category=33634&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT&rd=1" target="_blank">Flanges and pipe</a> <br /><br />$1 start guys.. $1. start. I'm going to club this kitten if you don't bid.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||coop||02-18-2004||12:04 AM||||no worky||64.12.116.200||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||02-18-2004||12:08 AM||||Remove the first http://  Somehow it's there twice.<br /><br />This one should work <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2461299434&category=33634&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT&rd=1" target="_blank">Ebay Link</a>||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||02-18-2004||06:27 AM||||Thanks guys. I fixed it.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum1/003208.cgi
A||||1||atc250r||5 Lug 17&quot; Wheels for sale or trade.||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||02-18-2004||04:12 PM||johngmr@yahoo.com||4 - 17" wheels from a '03 Eclipse GTS. They are in good shape with only a slight ding here or there. I can take pics if someone is really interested. I want $350 for the set of 4.<br /><br />4 - 17" 3000GT VR4 wheels (5 star style). I believe they are 17x8.5. They are all straight but the Chrome is peeling. Same deal on the pics. I want $250 for the set of 4.<br /><br />I would consider a trade for a big 16G, Evo III 16G, or maybe a set of 17" wheels that'll fit a GVR-4.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000001||atc250r||02-21-2004||11:30 PM||||If nobody here wants these I am going to ebay them Monday morning. Make an offer, I just want this stuf outta my basement.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes



ubb/Forum1/003209.cgi
A||||7||91GVR4||Stock 450cc injectors ||||1||||91GVR4||00000884
Z||000000||91GVR4||02-18-2004||07:36 PM||||Just got my RC550's in so the stockers are up for sale. They are in good shape, unknown mileage, will have pics up tomorrow. It is possable that these are about two years old, but I don't know. They worked good for me even with 2g MAS, large IC, ported exaust/turbo, 12psi. Just needed more range to adjust the SAFC. $50 shipped, or make me an offer. This is a set of four. They go on ebay Monday.||63.155.245.177||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000001||91GVR4||02-20-2004||02:53 PM||||Here is the pic of the injectors. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2908" alt=" - " />||63.156.32.66||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||02-20-2004||06:24 PM||||Post em for sale on EBAY.  They are an upgrade for turbo hondas...... you should see at least 100 bucks for em  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||91GVR4||02-21-2004||07:01 PM||||That is my next move. I see them on there all the time. I am sure some Honduh boy will use them. Just thought I would give the memebership a chance on them if, for some reason, someone wanted them.||63.156.32.105||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000004||91GVR4||02-23-2004||05:07 PM||||You can now bid on these injectors ala Ebay:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33554&item=2462567740&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33554&item=2462567740&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT</a>||63.156.32.147||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||02-23-2004||06:20 PM||||100 bucks huh? Hmm...I have three sets and was considering breaking them in half to sell to 3k/S guys, but I just might have to do the ebay option too. Good luck.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||02-23-2004||07:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91GVR4:<br /><strong> You can now bid on these injectors ala Ebay:<br />  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33554&item=2462567740&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33554&item=2462567740&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go back into ebay and update the title to also say <b>Turbo</b> 450 injectors||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000007||91GVR4||02-24-2004||06:03 PM||||These sold for the Buy it Now price in 8.5 hours!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  The fastest sale I have ever had on Ebay.||63.156.32.137||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes



ubb/Forum1/003210.cgi
A||||3||sdpnoi214||wtb: lowering springs||||1||||mak||00002628
Z||000000||sdpnoi214||02-18-2004||08:42 PM||sdpnoi214@yahoo.com||I know a lot of people here changes springs/coil overs a few times if they dont like the ride. If you have one that you dont want anymore, contact me.<br /><br />thanks<br />mak||138.163.0.41||reg||1||mak||00002628||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||02-18-2004||09:11 PM||||i had a thread last couple weeks.. i cant find any either.. I know some guy that can get eibach's pretty cheap but they are for a t/e/l and i dunno if they fit, anybody got any insight?<br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||02-18-2004||09:12 PM||||if you just want to slightly lower the car get some stock t/e/l springs and put them on. if you want to lower it some more get aftermarket springs for a t/e/l. if you want to set the perfect ride height for you then aftermarket coilovers are you choice.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||sdpnoi214||02-18-2004||09:32 PM||||Thanks fellas, I didnt know that the t/e/l springs would work on our cars.||138.163.0.41||reg||1||mak||00002628||yes



ubb/Forum1/003211.cgi
A||||3||4drwhore||interested in trade maybe||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||02-18-2004||08:57 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||Got a sard bov. I think I want a tial instead. Anyone got one new that they might want to trade or maybe used and well work out a deal? Sard is in perfect condition and comes with the flange still on the pipe from the car it came off of. Straight from japan.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||02-18-2004||08:59 PM||||send me a pic, i may be interested in buying it.||24.8.93.20||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||02-20-2004||01:24 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2907" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2907&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||02-21-2004||07:20 PM||||no trade needed its up for sale make me offer needs to go||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum1/003212.cgi
A||||6||blacksheep||JDM &quot;injured&quot; clear corners for sale...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-18-2004||09:32 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Here is the deal, they are "injured" and need to go to a good home. <br /><br />Drivers side is missing both the pegs legs (he he..funny I said peg legs) that slide into the fender. Passengers side lens has a small chip on the edge by the headlight. <br /><br />Lens is clear etc etc. They are the dual bulb <br />style. Someone with skillz can get them to work.<br /><br />Paul Stanley wanted them as replacements for his and was supposed to buy them monday, but I havet heard from him, so I am not sure whats up.<br /><br />$45 shipped.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||DSSA||02-19-2004||09:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Drivers side is missing both the pegs legs (he he..funny I said peg legs) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Zip it, ricer.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-19-2004||09:57 AM||||Good lord, he is alive! wow, its been a while, joshua. Welcome back! <br /><br />Can you get these JDM clear corners from MMC Japan via Parts or something? That would help all these people asking.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||boostedvr4ced||02-19-2004||11:51 AM||||Hey Bro,<br /><br />You have a PM!<br /><br />Thanks Again - <br /><br />Nick (# 767/2000)||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-19-2004||12:11 PM||||You have 2 PM's back  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-20-2004||02:48 PM||||OK, this is for sale again !||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-21-2004||10:22 AM||||Anybody?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/003213.cgi
A||N||7||co172||ECU Caps - Super Long Life, All 3 $5 Post Paid||||1||||co172||00001380
Z||000000||co172||02-18-2004||10:01 PM||||I've got 8 sets of some very special Panasonic caps for your ECU.  The normal caps you would buy for replacement in your ECU (described in the VFAQ here: <a href="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm)" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm)</a> are 2000 hour life at 85 deg C.  The Panasonic caps I have are from the EEU-EB series and are rated for a 7000 hour life at 105 deg C.  I have 8 sets of these caps (100uF, 25V; 22uF, 50V; and 47uF, 50V).  I am selling a set of 3 for $5, postage paid.  Avoid the minimum order problem from Digikey and get better quality caps!<br /><br />The datasheet for the caps I am selling is found here:  <a href="http://www.panasonic.com/industrial/components/pdf/ABA0000CE27.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.panasonic.com/industrial/components/pdf/ABA0000CE27.pdf</a><br /><br />The parts numbers are EEUEB1E101, EEUEB1H220, and EEUEB1H470.  Reply if you are interested and I will contact you.||66.235.18.147||reg||1||co172||00001380||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-18-2004||10:03 PM||||keydiver - please verify it this is true or not!<br />If not, I shall proceed with the usual LOCKDOWN!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||co172||02-18-2004||10:25 PM||||My profession is electrical engineering.  I DO know what I'm talking about.  I just had to order a big bunch of these when I did my ECU repair and I'm trying to recoup the cost.  In fact, keydiver helped me out when my ECU went bad.  He provided me with some inside knowledge about which specific traces to inspect on the board.  If I'm stepping on keydiver's feet by trying to sell these by all means I will be happy to cancel this post.||66.235.18.147||reg||1||co172||00001380||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-18-2004||10:31 PM||||I dont question your knowledge. Maybe, he will buy them. He does our caps and socketting for little to nothing. I am asking for a second opinion.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||02-18-2004||11:06 PM||||No, he's right, you should ONLY be using 105* rated caps, like I do. But, I think everyone on here already knows I mail them out for free.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Sorry.||209.247.222.49||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-18-2004||11:08 PM||||It aint 3.99, its free.99, homie!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||co172||02-18-2004||11:28 PM||||OK then... well, I wish I had known they were available for free.99 when I cut off my arm to pay for these that I have.  Anyway, keydiver is a good guy... guess I'll leave the cap business to him.  blacksheep, you can trash this thread.||66.235.18.147||reg||1||co172||00001380||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-18-2004||11:31 PM||||Col172 - I will actually leave it open if someone wants the CAPS. you never know. Thanks for being a sport!<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/003214.cgi
A||||2||4g63t||Need a 2.0 NON-TURBO AUTOMATIC ECU||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||02-19-2004||12:09 AM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||As the title states...anyone have one lying around that they could let go cheap?.  Lmk,  thanks||67.163.210.161||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||02-19-2004||07:23 PM||||i may have one at the end of the week. i'll let you know asap.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||02-20-2004||11:25 PM||||Cool, let me know, thanks!||24.229.132.56||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum1/003215.cgi
A||||14||AlwayzSpoolin||Garage Sale Time ||||1||||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446
Z||000000||AlwayzSpoolin||02-19-2004||12:36 AM||Green93TalonTSi@Netscape.net||aiight guys, I really need to get rid of this stuff, so here's what i got for sale.<br /><br />2g MAF adapter plate and custom fitted Greddy Airinx - $65 <br /><br />1g Freedom designs front strut bar, polished - $70<br /><br />Razo Solid Sport CF shift knob - $35 <br /><br />1g Turbo Throttle Body (JDM ) w/ Sensors - $60<br /><br />Cyclone Intake Mani - $50 <br /><br />GVR4 water neck - $40<br /><br />1g turbo cams and cam gears, they have 96,000 miles on them $75<br /><br />1g head, intake valves are bent, other than that it seems fine, has rockers , and lifters. - $100 <br /><br />Stock 450's - $65 <br /><br />1g Valve cover, no cracks - $50 <br /><br />Green top CAS - $50 <br /><br />1g MT Turbo mani - $30<br /><br />1g AT Turbo mani - $20 <br /><br />1g MAF - $15 <br /><br />AWD rear craddle ( 1g ) , pick up only - $80 <br /><br />1gb foglights w/brackets, bulbs, and harness - $40 <br /><br />1gb leather shift knob - $10 <br /><br /><br />All prices do NOT include shipping, unless other wise noted.||69.132.239.244||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-19-2004||12:40 AM||||pic of razo knob, please!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||1520/2000||02-19-2004||01:30 AM||||is the 1g knob in good condition? the leather on mine is shot and could use another one. if it's good i want it! thanks||216.37.250.10||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000003||simjet22||02-19-2004||01:35 AM||||i want the foglights! are they in working order, if so, please PM me, and well do business. send pic if possible, thanks||24.186.60.239||reg||1||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000004||mistaVR4||02-19-2004||01:01 PM||||Can you please send me a pic of the front strut bar??<br /><br />Thanks||162.18.75.92||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000005||AlwayzSpoolin||02-19-2004||11:19 PM||||Blacksheep - Give me your email addy, Thanks.<br /><br />1520/2000 - The 1g knob is in good shape, u cant see the numbers on it , but it is still in good shape, just has normal wearn tear on it.<br /><br />Simjet22 - Give me your email addy and I will send ya a pic. And yes the Foglights do work , i took them off do to not fitting with my FMIC piping.<br /><br />MistaVR4 -  the strut bar is for a 1g T/E/L , dont think it will fit the GVR4, but if u want a pic, send me your email addy.<br /><br />Thanks guys,<br /><br />Greg||69.132.239.244||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||02-20-2004||09:50 AM||||Does the 1g mani have cracks?||198.111.39.16||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||GVR4458||02-20-2004||01:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by simjet22:<br /><strong> i want the foglights! are they in working order, if so, please PM me, and well do business. send pic if possible, thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If this doesn;t happen, please pm me.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000008||Forced Style||02-20-2004||11:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AlwayzSpoolin:<br /><strong> MistaVR4 -  the strut bar is for a 1g T/E/L , dont think it will fit the GVR4<br /><br />Greg </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">actually they do, you just have to adjust them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000009||1520/2000||02-21-2004||12:40 AM||||pm'd you...||66.236.220.4||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000010||AlwayzSpoolin||02-21-2004||01:49 AM||||a_santos: Which mani are u asking about ? I have 1 from a MT car and 1 from a AT car. Im assuming u want the MT ( 14b ) mani, it does have 2 cracks, both of which are not bad at all, never leaked on me.  I also was starting to do some port work on it and just messing around , it just needs to be cleaned up some, other than that its fine.<br /><br />GVR4458: He hasnt replied , first 1 shows me the money gets it, so if u want them, send me the money.||69.132.239.244||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes
Z||000011||grimm||02-22-2004||02:46 AM||||That valve cover is it the gvr4 4G63 (Red Mitsu) or reg(DOHC 2000)||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000012||1520/2000||02-24-2004||10:42 AM||||i want the shift knob- please reply to pm- thanks||216.37.250.10||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000013||AlwayzSpoolin||02-26-2004||01:46 PM||||Sorry bout that guys, ive been really buisy, been workin on my swap and tryin to get my car back up and runing.<br /><br />Grimm: Yes its the regular DOHC 2000  cover, silver with the red lettering.<br /><br /><br />1520/2000 : sorry man for not returning your pm, u have a pm in return   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.132.239.244||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes
Z||000014||1520/2000||02-26-2004||07:21 PM||||it's cool just don't let it happen again....<br /><br /><br />j/k  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.236.220.4||reg||7||1520/2000||00000134||yes



ubb/Forum1/003216.cgi
A||||5||slvrblt||WTB: Pocket Logger/TMO cable||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||02-19-2004||02:04 PM||||I want to buy a genuine Pocket Logger or a TMO cable. I have had bad luck with the homemade cables in the past and they dont come with the ALDL connector that I want.<br /><br /><br />Anyone ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||02-20-2004||02:12 AM||||No one ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-20-2004||02:32 AM||||i baught the home made one on Ebay and it works GREAT! If all else fails, contact <a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com" target="_blank">www.pocketlogger.com</a> and get a cheap m100 on ebay for 50 bucks or so. Its a great deal. Couple of my buddies are using the pocket logger software, and im using the universal MMCd. All works awesome. Anyways, good luck bro. <br /><br />Nick||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||02-20-2004||03:42 AM||||Do you recal the seller you got yours from ? I bought mine from "shu14##" I forget the other numbers in his name.<br /><br />What colors go where. I have tried a bunch of combonations and none seem to do me any good. Yes, I do have the red for power. I have even tried the combonations like the directions stated.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||02-20-2004||02:40 PM||||How many connectors does it have?  Mine (official Pocketlogger cable) has 3 connections withing the plug itself, and then a 4th, the 12v source red wire.  I recently datalogged a friend's car, and he has one of the "other" cables with no plug and 3 connections total.  We couldn't get his to work, so just ended up using mine.  I think they're missing a "necessary" connection.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||02-21-2004||02:31 AM||||It has 3 plus the power. I have the instructions uploaded. <a href="http://home.comcast.net/~91gvr4/cabelinst.doc" target="_blank">http://home.comcast.net/~91gvr4/cabelinst.doc</a><br /><br /><br />I have followed the instructions and it doesnt work. I sent one cable back to the guy and recieved a new one. I could get neither to work correctly.<br /><br />Any ideas ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum1/003217.cgi
A||||16||geoff@machv||2G Ported/Polished EXHAUST MANIFOLD for SALE||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||02-19-2004||03:22 PM||geoff@machv.com||Newly ported and polished 2G exhaust manifold.<br />Sam Seyes was originally the buyer. For some reason we never met up to do the deal.<br />[No one's fault actually]S<br />Since he's selling his car, she's up for sale again!!!<br /><br />-Update 2/23-... manifold has been sold.    <br /><br /><br />Pics here:  <a href="http://briefcase.yahoo.com/gspin25" target="_blank">http://briefcase.yahoo.com/gspin25</a> <br /><br />Click on folder for "2G Manifold"||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||SLedge||02-19-2004||04:25 PM||||Geoff, I'll take it.<br /><br />Has it been notched to fit a 1G/GVR4?||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000002||jayru||02-19-2004||07:28 PM||||What ever happened to the brakes you were selling?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-20-2004||11:22 AM||||Grrr...||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||02-20-2004||04:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> What ever happened to the brakes you were selling? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Jayru.  <br />A co-worker of mine had promised them to someone else without checking with me first   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   That person [I just found out] backed out of the deal.  Pics have been taken of the rotors by my co-worker, and he states he'll email the pics to  me , and I'll forward them on to you.  I should have the pics in my mailbox hopefully this weekend.  I'll be away from the computer for the weekend so on monday I'll check my in box and forward you that info.  Thanks for your patience man||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||02-20-2004||04:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Grrr... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Grrr?||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||02-20-2004||04:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> Geoff, I'll take it.<br /><br />Has it been notched to fit a 1G/GVR4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sledge, <b>Rice Killer</b> PM'd me @ 4:00pm, <br />29 mins before you.  I'll give him a shot because he posted first, if not, you're second in line...<br />Yes, The #1 flange has been notched for a 1G/GVR4 install   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||02-20-2004||04:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> Geoff, I'll take it.<br /><br />Has it been notched to fit a 1G/GVR4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sledge, <b>Rice Killer</b> PM'd me @ 4:00pm, <br />29 mins before you.  I'll give him a shot because he posted first, if not, you're second in line...<br />Yes, The #1 flange has been notched for a 1G/GVR4 install    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />Geoff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">real sorry for the hijack - what notch are you guys referring to? I've installed a few 2g mannys and never notched anything, just had them ported to hell and bolted them on.||167.142.22.36||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||jayru||02-20-2004||04:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> What ever happened to the brakes you were selling? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Jayru.  <br />A co-worker of mine had promised them to someone else without checking with me first    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    That person [I just found out] backed out of the deal.  Pics have been taken of the rotors by my co-worker, and he states he'll email the pics to  me , and I'll forward them on to you.  I should have the pics in my mailbox hopefully this weekend.  I'll be away from the computer for the weekend so on monday I'll check my in box and forward you that info.  Thanks for your patience man </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No problem, i'll wait for the pic's.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000009||SLedge||02-20-2004||05:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> Geoff, I'll take it.<br /><br />Has it been notched to fit a 1G/GVR4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sledge, <b>Rice Killer</b> PM'd me @ 4:00pm, <br />29 mins before you.  I'll give him a shot because he posted first, if not, you're second in line...<br />Yes, The #1 flange has been notched for a 1G/GVR4 install    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />Geoff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Win some, lose some.  No big deal.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000010||geoff@machv||02-20-2004||06:18 PM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]Win some, lose some.  No big deal.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Now I DO HAVE a <b> BRAND NEW!!</b><br />1G turbo manifold that's ported and polished, and the collector is opened up to 7cm's if you ARE interested.   130.00 to the first big baller!!||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000011||geoff@machv||02-20-2004||06:20 PM||||GVR1643 wrote:<br /><br /><b>real sorry for the hijack - what notch are you guys referring to? I've installed a few 2g mannys and never notched anything, just had them ported to hell and bolted them on. </b><br /><br />Dont be  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   .  Yeah, I'm aware that you dont really have to do anything to the manny.  My 2G manifold hasn't been massaged either!!! but since the original vfaq calls for it, I do it just to be on the safe side  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />But that's good info you're putting out there, THANKS    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000012||Sam Sayes||02-23-2004||01:45 PM||||Hi Geoff,<br /><br />you never called me that Saturday sir,<br />i had the money ready for you.<br />I called Mach V and they said *you are not there*<br /><br />Sam<br />email me at sgsayes@progressievnursing.com||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000013||jonvr4||02-23-2004||04:14 PM||||hey geoff i'll trade you an unbuilt 2.4l stroker for your built one.......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000014||geoff@machv||02-23-2004||04:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> hey geoff i'll trade you an unbuilt 2.4l stroker for your built one.......   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In my best "Office Space voice". <br /><br />Ummm Yeaaaaah, I'm gonna need you to hold your breath on that one, yeaaaahhh...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000015||jonvr4||02-23-2004||04:24 PM||||where did you get the pistons from?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000016||geoff@machv||02-23-2004||04:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> where did you get the pistons from? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WISECO!!||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum1/003218.cgi
A||||5||REDLINEGVR4||Wanted Starion IC||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||02-19-2004||05:09 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Does anyone have a starion ic that they dont use nemore? If so i am looking for one. Let me know<br />Thanks||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||gixxer||02-19-2004||09:00 PM||||but they are soooo bad.||129.219.245.171||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||02-19-2004||10:27 PM||||i just need something that is bigger than the stock one cause mine gets heatsoak real bad.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||crucible||02-20-2004||07:50 AM||||<b>but they are soooo bad.</b> <br /><br />Huh?||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||02-20-2004||02:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> but they are soooo bad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    Snob.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||Forced Style||02-20-2004||11:01 PM||||ive got one, $150 + shipping<br />   <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/upload/dcp_fmic.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes



ubb/Forum1/003219.cgi
A||||3||dc_style||misc parts. looky looky. ||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-20-2004||01:09 AM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||trying to get rid of parts i don't need. no prices, just best offer on anything. lemme know.<br /><br />- 14b with around 40k, very little shaft play.<br />- 1g o2 housing<br />- 1g exhaust manifold<br />- lotec dual gauge pod (new)<br />- gvr4 shifter<br />- gvr4 shift boot<br />- gvr4 white gauge (white sticker over the gauges)<br />- stock clutch, almost new<br />- chrome dual tipped muffler (2.5" inlet and outlet)<br />- cannon style muffler (3" outlet, 2.5" inlet)<br />- stock intake piping, intercooler piping, etc.<br />- autometer boost gauge, starts at 1 instead of 0.<br />- jdm blitz dual turbo timer. didn't bother with it. didn't fit the harness.<br />- 1g/gvr4 hks/blitz/apexi turbo timer harness. <br />- stock gvr4 fmic<br /><br />pm me or mmgoi2u@hotmail.com. thanks alot.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||coop||02-20-2004||10:56 AM||||what do you want for the manny and turbo?||64.12.116.200||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||02-20-2004||03:26 PM||||I have a greddy turbo timer and want a blitz.. want a partial trade? what does the blitz look like?  how much do you want for it outright?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000003||dc_style||02-20-2004||06:29 PM||||the blitz is small gray turbo timer. standard turbo timer controls and boost gauge built in. i'd want 50 shipped for it.||66.41.62.1||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes



ubb/Forum1/003220.cgi
A||||2||4drwhore||wtb isc||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||02-20-2004||04:41 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||i need one, anyone got one, how much||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||02-20-2004||04:46 PM||||dont' have a spare, but check with Gabor. I believe he can rebuild them for about $50 - last I remember anyway.||167.142.22.36||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||02-20-2004||05:53 PM||||eh that plus shippin i can get a practically new tb down here for 75 just dont wanna have to||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum1/003221.cgi
A||||12||ken inn||UT OH.  THERE'S GONNA BE A FIGHT FOR THIS!!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||02-20-2004||07:08 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=158396&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&group=1&set=1&position=5&total_count=2652&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=4036a135261b624c" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=158396&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&group=1&set=1&positi on=5&total_count=2652&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=4036a135261b624c</a>||64.240.175.83||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||mcastanares||02-20-2004||07:17 PM||||thanks, i just emailed him bout some stuff..hopefully he responds||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000002||jcgalantvr4-244||02-20-2004||07:35 PM||||Damn i just called them and some one in colorado got a sweet deal!!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /> Cmon who got da shit?<br /><br />Good job||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000003||curtis||02-20-2004||10:15 PM||||You wants to bet that Pivvay will be sporting a vented RS hood.||65.54.98.24||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||02-20-2004||10:16 PM||||i dont know hes in the carbon hood gb.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||jcgalantvr4-244||02-20-2004||10:22 PM||||well i dont know but who ever got all da stuff paid 300.00 bucks from what the guy said then he was saying how all these guys were calling and saying that he could have gotten so much more for that stuff.  well good buy who ever it is and its nice to see some people are still giving this stuff away and not high ballin every one !!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||02-21-2004||12:05 PM||||I'll save you guys the suspense.<br /><br />It's not me.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||CO VR4||03-03-2004||07:05 PM||||It's not me, either....er, er, er, yes it is.  Sweet!<br /><br />Mike||67.31.189.60||reg||1||CO VR4||00000514||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||03-03-2004||08:59 PM||||so, do i get a finder's fee, or did you find it by yourself?||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||4gasmGGSX||03-03-2004||10:57 PM||||I called that guy and emailed him when that post first started.with only two people had viewed it. I had cash to give him i wanted the hood bumper and fog light. BUt he never called me or emailed me back. So i am still looking for a bumper etc. Later B BLAKE||205.188.208.172||reg||1||4gasmGGSX||00003254||yes
Z||000010||jonvr4||03-03-2004||11:04 PM||||yeah same here i was one of the first and he never responded to any emails.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000011||VR4 Me||03-04-2004||01:32 AM||||let's find em...let's find em and make him PAY.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.155.225.6||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000012||Kibo||03-04-2004||12:06 PM||||Mike, you weasel!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />You sure know how to get those deals!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum1/003222.cgi
A||||11||jcgalantvr4-244||for all you looking for a body kit ...........||||1||||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796
Z||000000||jcgalantvr4-244||02-21-2004||01:37 AM||j_clark@mchsi.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6755&item=2461541234" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6755&item=2461541234</a> <br /><br /> Check it out i think i like the rear bumper  .<br />   Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-21-2004||01:47 AM||||You gonna buy that rear bumper, Jeremy ?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||jcgalantvr4-244||02-21-2004||01:47 AM||||which one?||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-21-2004||01:48 AM||||the one above!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||jcgalantvr4-244||02-21-2004||01:50 AM||||no but i wish some one would so we could know how the are quality wise.  kinda looks like the amg bumpers.||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||02-21-2004||09:14 AM||||Man I wish the wing was for sale.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||02-21-2004||12:10 PM||||thats the kit I posted about 3 months ago||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||Martin Tolentino||02-21-2004||01:47 PM||||The kit was on sale for 400 last month at VIS. I was going to get it, but they didn't have a clue as to where the lower lights came from, year make and or model. Also didn't sell the lights new or used.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000008||Martin Chilcote||02-22-2004||11:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> Man I wish the wing was for sale. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Date: Sat, 21 Feb 2004 23:12:37 -0800 (PST) <br />From:  "nancy phang" &lt;areo_designs@yahoo.com&gt;  Add to Address Book <br />Subject: Re: Question for seller -- Item #2461541234 <br />To: chilcote@swbell.net <br /><br />we dont have that<br /><br />&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;<br /><br />chilcote@swbell.net wrote: If your willing to come up with a price on JUST THE WING, I know 10 or more people (91 & 92 Galant VR4 owners) willing to buy. Please reply. Thanks.<br />chilcote@swbell.net<br />--------------------<br /><br /><br />Question from: Martin Chilcote<br />Title of item: 88-93 GALANT CYBER FULL BODY KIT ! NEW! HOT!<br />Seller: areo_designs<br />Starts: Feb-18-04 18:56:05 PST<br />Ends: Feb-28-04 18:56:05 PST<br />Price: Starts at $368.00<br />To view the item, go to: <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2461541234" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2461541234</a>||66.139.166.45||reg||13||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000009||Clay||02-22-2004||02:54 PM||||call VIS Racing 626-573-8383 and ask for Tak, tell him Clay Marsh sent you from the Galant Board and that youd like a price on that wing<br /><br />im the one who got them to sell this kit, but it was an accident, because i asked him to find a different kit and he found this one, still locating the one i want<br /><br />we'll see, he came through with importing the kit i wanted for the 99, we'll see what else i can get over here||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000010||geoff@machv||02-23-2004||08:03 PM||||Ummmmmm.<br /><br />That wing looks alot like an STi wing.  <br />You might just want to get one of those, <br /><br />  <img src="http://images.andale.com/f2/117/123/13179707/click2enlarge/1074592040037_GALANT_88_93_CYBER_REAR_VIS.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://i20.ebayimg.com/02/i/01/5e/5c/96_1.JPG" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000011||Clay||02-23-2004||09:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong> Ummmmmm.<br /><br />That wing looks alot like an STi wing.  <br />You might just want to get one of those, <br /><br />   <img src="http://images.andale.com/f2/117/123/13179707/click2enlarge/1074592040037_GALANT_88_93_CYBER_REAR_VIS.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://i20.ebayimg.com/02/i/01/5e/5c/96_1.JPG" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the sti wing actually looks better, that wing on the galant is too rigid||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes



ubb/Forum1/003223.cgi
A||||1||turbogalant||WTB: automatic turbo fuel pressure regulator||||1||||turbogalant||00000287
Z||000000||turbogalant||02-21-2004||03:34 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Looking for a fuel pressure regulator from a automatic 4g63 turbo.||65.177.241.8||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-21-2004||08:02 AM||||ask alex.  i just sent him one on the end of a fuel rail.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum1/003224.cgi
A||||10||megaice||Need help with Whiteline||||1||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||02-21-2004||07:23 AM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||Could someone direct me where I can find Whiteline strut tower braces for our cars on-line.||209.219.209.72||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||02-21-2004||08:35 AM||||dsmparts.com||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||megaice||02-21-2004||10:40 AM||||Thanks. There are all sold out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000003||s_firestone||02-21-2004||12:51 PM||||Every part show on their website for whiteline shows not avalable and I know it's been that way for at least a year.||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||02-21-2004||05:06 PM||||I've gotten some Whiteline bushings from them back in the day. It was best when Mofugas went out of business... cleaned up on Whiteline parts then. <br />Overall, half of my bushings are Whiteline and the other half are Noltec. Sway&strut bars are Whiteline.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||SLedge||02-21-2004||07:52 PM||||Several of us are getting other Whiteline parts along w/ the custom 26mm rear swaybars.  You could contact Fogdarter and see if there's time to add stuff to the group-buy order.||64.169.6.52||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||02-21-2004||09:35 PM||||Why do you only want a whiteline one? I would never pay what they want for them. I got my front AND rear for about half of what they want for only one. Maybe they are a little better than what I have or maybe mine is better honestly I don't know or care, I could put that money to something else like a swaybar or bushings that for the same money my mods would be much better than what you are tring to get.<br />If you want a straight drop in you can go with this <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclsuspension.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclsuspension.htm</a><br />if you don't mind the front being put on like this<br /> _________<br />(         )<br />rather than this<br />(_________)<br />Than get one for a 1g dsm will fit fine and will fit the "normal" way if you get rid of the CC and make a small bracket to pivot the washer fluid bottle forward about an inch.<br />As for the rear I used both a 1g front and rear from a 2g (much easier to find than 1g rear which may work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  )just telling you what I used. If you look on ebay you should be able to get all that stuff for like $45-50.||65.177.241.24||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||skivittlerjimb||02-23-2004||01:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RockGVR4:<br /><strong> Could someone direct me where I can find Whiteline strut tower braces for our cars on-line. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Paul Clausen <br />(Dip. Mech. Eng.)<br />paul@whiteline.com.au<br /><br />Very nice chap to deal with over email.  Ended up going with the Fog Darter group buy instead of buying directly from WL.  Here's the quote he gave me on strut tower braces:<br /><br />KSB542 Strut tower brace   180.91<br />KSB543 Strut tower brace   180.91<br /><br />Not sure which is F and which is R... Prices are AU$. I'm sure Paul could work up a shipping quote, too.<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000008||thon||02-23-2004||04:25 PM||||just so you guys know.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pdm-racing.com" target="_blank">www.pdm-racing.com</a><br />The guys name is Don Nimi, he sells whiteline products and can get anything he doesn't list or stock on the site.  He's a great guy and a Pillar of the S13 and FD community.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000009||Notorius||02-23-2004||06:26 PM||||do strut tower bars make a noticeable difference? my car is used for daily city driving and during the summer months a significant amount of spirited driving on tracks and remote highway stretches w/ a decent amount of twistys||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000010||jayru||02-23-2004||10:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> do strut tower bars make a noticeable difference? my car is used for daily city driving and during the summer months a significant amount of spirited driving on tracks and remote highway stretches w/ a decent amount of twistys </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Read the post that Kenn Inn started, he talks about it.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum1/003225.cgi
A||||2||GForcedVR4||93 headlights for sale||||1||||GForcedVR4||00003434
Z||000000||GForcedVR4||02-21-2004||01:42 PM||roadrace44@yahoo.com||93 headlights in mint shape, no pitting. $110 shipped. also have a grill from the same year car in perfect shape as well. the grill is green<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.9.144.238||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-21-2004||01:55 PM||||PMed||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||brandongvr4||02-21-2004||03:56 PM||||Damm Drew, You beat me.||64.230.137.15||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes



ubb/Forum1/003226.cgi
A||||4||crucible||ECU||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||02-21-2004||05:08 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||I got 2 socketed GVR4 ECUs and 1 has to go.I obtained an extra one for troubleshooting reasons.Turned out it wasnt the ECU.You can check my recent thread under "CAS" in Tech.<br />This ECU is already socketed and comes with Keydiver chip.Dont know exactly whats on the chip but the PO said it has an 8K rev limit,fuel cut removed,knock gauge.Set up for stock injectors and stock mas.You can always get your own custom chip from you know who.New caps also<br /><br />Asking 190.00 shipped.Exactly what I paid for it<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||jayru||02-21-2004||07:30 PM||||Sold, i need it cruice. Where in NY are you mabye i could pick it up tomorow? Save shipping?<br /><br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||02-21-2004||08:17 PM||||i got dibs if u don't want it.||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||VR4 Me||02-21-2004||08:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Sold, i need it cruice. Where in NY are you mabye i could pick it up tomorow? Save shipping?<br /><br />Jay </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">damn...that was fast...i bet i need it more!||68.215.178.34||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000005||crucible||02-22-2004||11:47 AM||||SOLD!<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum1/003227.cgi
A||||0||4drwhore||nitrous kit||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||02-21-2004||06:46 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||zex nitrous kit with brand new purge kit. 300 plus shipping works great, set up for 75 shot but i have no need for it||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum1/003228.cgi
A||||7||chadhayashi||Nearly cmplete 6 bolt long block for sale. Colorado||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||02-21-2004||06:51 PM||||I have my old 6 bolt for sale. Ran when new engine was swapped in Apr '03. have block w/ pistons , rods, crank, oil pan and p/u. <br />Head, cams (2 sets), assorted misc rockers and other stuff. you get it all.<br />$450. Must sell.<br /><br />Chad 720-319-2004  before 10 pm MST||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||spatchana||02-21-2004||08:31 PM||||Hi, I'm interested in your 6-bolt. Could you tell me a little bit more about it, i.e. mileage, condition, etc. Would you happen to have any pics?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Supoj||66.57.210.80||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||02-22-2004||04:47 PM||||I'm in the process of acquiring a camera for photos. Engine has 153K on it. Cross hatch from original hone still visible. Hone it and rering and it's ready to rock. Head in great shape. <br /><br />Kept it to build w/ forged stuff but dire times force sale. <br /><br />I'm selling for the same price that I paid for a 7 bolt 4 yrs ago.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||maninblack||02-22-2004||09:34 PM||||I'm interested, do you have any idea what shipping to Albuquerque would be?  87110 zip||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||02-24-2004||11:17 PM||||i don't really know the weight. Anyone know what a long block weighs?||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||02-24-2004||11:28 PM||||I've shipped 2 complete engines in the past, each with differing amounts of parts still left on them. With the heads, the total weights were around 350 lbs, hope that helps.||24.3.246.148||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||JohnNK||02-27-2004||06:52 PM||||Any pics of the 6 bolt motor yet?<br />Thanks||69.2.251.2||reg||1||JohnNK||00000485||yes
Z||000007||My_GVR_4||02-27-2004||07:17 PM||||I don't mean to take over this post... but I have a BRAND NEW 2.3 Stroker 6-bolt engine (complete) for sale with 0 Miles.<br /><br />2.3 Stroker<br />Remanf. crank<br />Eagle H-Beam Rods<br />Wiseco Pistons<br />Wiseco Piston Rings<br />New Oil Pump<br />Mild porting<br />3 Angle Valve Job<br />264 Intake HKS Cam<br />272 Exhaust HKS Cam<br />NEW main and rod bearings <br />Titanium Retainers<br />Crower Valve Springs<br />3G Lifters<br />New Exhaust Guides<br />1mm Over-Sized SS Crower Valves W/Coating<br />ARP Studs<br />OEM Water Pump<br />OEM Timing Belt Kit<br />OEM Head Gasket<br />OEM Valve Cover Gasket<br />OEM Camshaft Seals<br />other misc. things<br /><br /><br />Engine is capable of 500WHP+.  With an experience driver and race fuel, you "should" be able to hit 10.7's-11.3's all damn day.<br /><br /><br />Engine built by Car Shop Inc.<br /><br />Thanks again & sorry if anyone thinks I am trying to take over the post.<br /><br /><br />R.Con<br /><br />email me directly for more info. and please, serious inquiries only!<br /><br />roryjconway@hotmail.com||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum1/003234.cgi
A||||12||jonvr4||interior of a `92||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||02-22-2004||02:47 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||all the interior is going except the door panels<br />best offer takes what ever they need.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2920" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2920&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2921" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2921&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />normal wear on the driver seat<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2922" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2922&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2923" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2923&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||chauffeur1st||02-23-2004||05:16 AM||||PM sent:)Let me know if I can that stuff..<br /><br />Jason||67.41.86.171||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||03-03-2004||09:40 PM||||bump....i need to get rid of this stuff asap or else it goes in the TRASH!||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||jcgalantvr4-244||03-03-2004||09:44 PM||||bullshit no it does not   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Back seat please   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||03-03-2004||09:45 PM||||Jeremy - how many backseats you need ? - you are getting one from Kevin (mine), arent you?  Or has that changed ? Let us know.... KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||03-03-2004||09:47 PM||||ok well jeremy what did you want to pay for them?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||jcgalantvr4-244||03-03-2004||10:15 PM||||well these are for the jdm i have i am thinking about putting leather in the car. He never shot me a price so i just thought i would see what he wants for them and yes KC i still need the bottom part from Kevin. And Mike has a big rip in the bottom seat in his car so i thought we could work this out together.<br /><br />I hate playing lets make a deal     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     You tell me what you want for them I would think 100.00 but i dont know i hate low balling you guys.<br /><br />O and if that stuff ends up in the trash you gonna see me dumpster divin   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br />  <br />Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000007||JO||03-04-2004||01:10 AM||||How much for the rear deck .were the rear speakers are .||152.163.252.136||reg||1||JO||00002267||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||03-04-2004||02:12 PM||||jo whats it worth to you? make an offer i have no idea what this stuff is worth.||24.8.93.20||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||SeanI||03-04-2004||05:05 PM||||still have the upper section of the rear seat?<br />My stitching has come apart a bit.<br /><br />Sean||68.36.6.237||reg||1||Sean IV||00001880||yes
Z||000010||Roger||03-04-2004||10:04 PM||||you have a PM.||24.13.14.17||reg||14||Roger||00002641||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||03-05-2004||12:47 AM||||Jon, I need one piece of the seat belt assembly. The part in the bottom picture that you posted that holds the unlatched lap belt to the seat so it doesnt hit the floor. It has 2 phillips screws in it. The lap belt goes through it. <br /><br />(Drivers side only needed)<br /><br /><br />How much ?<br /><br />Thanks.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||JO||03-05-2004||01:12 AM||||How about $15.00 and shipping||64.12.116.200||reg||1||JO||00002267||yes



ubb/Forum1/003230.cgi
A||||0||VR4coop||Couple things one EBAY!||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||02-21-2004||09:45 PM||coop529@aol.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2462220173&category=38634&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT&rd=1" target="_blank">Stock Galant VR4 Intake w/ maf and K&N</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2462220755&category=33742&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT&rd=1" target="_blank">Crushed BOV</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2462222282&category=46098&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT&rd=1" target="_blank">Polished exhaust manifold cover</a>||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum1/003231.cgi
A||||0||boostx||real nice bucket seats||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||02-22-2004||12:50 AM||boostx@hotmail.com||02 Acura RSX Type-S  mint Black Leather Front and rear seats with A Completed with all wiring harness/seats rails/tracks and air bag .<br />car was in a wreck<br />$450<br />must pick up in the bronx<br />much more nicer that that the galant seat||67.87.133.134||reg||1||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum1/003232.cgi
A||||0||4drwhore||greddy gauge to trade||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||02-22-2004||02:29 AM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||greddy 52mm egt gauge, works perfect, just the gauge itself for trade, its white and i would like a black one, its not the peak/warning. I'll pay for shipping both ways.||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum1/003233.cgi
A||||7||jeffSTAR||WTB: Steering Wheel/Shiftknob/TPS sensor||||1||||Jeff C||00003601
Z||000000||jeffSTAR||02-22-2004||12:35 PM||jcollop@swbell.net||Hi everyone, I just bought a Galant VR4 that needs some serious TLC but mechanicly isn't doing that bad. Here are the parts I need, if you happen to have one or some of them please e-mail me thanks! <br /><br />Steering Wheel (OEM)<br />Leather Shift Knob (OEM)<br />Grill<br />Hood<br />Fenders<br /><br />Would like to find some:<br />Aftermarket Wheels<br />Downpipe back exhaust<br /><br /><br />Thanks for reading this!<br /><br />jcollop@swbell.net||24.243.43.28||reg||1||Jeff C||00003601||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-22-2004||01:38 PM||||Steering Wheel (OEM)<br />Leather Shift Knob (OEM)<br />Grill (have a 92 maroon grille)<br /><br />I will have all of the mentioned for you, lemme know if you are interested!<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||jeffSTAR||02-22-2004||07:10 PM||||Check your mail man  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.243.43.28||reg||1||Jeff C||00003601||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||02-23-2004||01:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jeff C:<br /><strong> Here are the parts I need, if you happen to have one or some of them please e-mail me thanks! <br /><br />Steering Wheel (OEM)<br />Leather Shift Knob (OEM)<br />Grill<br /><br />Would like to find some:<br />Aftermarket Wheels<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have the above.  All from my '92 Belize Green.  The wheels are 15x7, American Racing, 9 spoke, 13.5# apiece.  The leather on the wheel and shift knob are in good shape, but are still from a 12 year old car.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||chauffeur1st||02-23-2004||05:11 AM||||I'll add my name to the list, I have some old school Rota wheels that are a split five spoke and are 15 inches with tires.. let me know if u are interested..<br /><br />Jason||67.41.86.171||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000005||jeffSTAR||02-24-2004||12:50 AM||||Thanks for the replys my friends, can you please e-mail me pictures of the parts???!<br /><br />Thanks so much! <br /><br />Jeff C.<br />1994 Supra Single Turbo<br />1991 Galant VR4 #957||24.243.43.28||reg||1||Jeff C||00003601||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-24-2004||08:47 PM||||Thanks for the purchase, Jeff. It will ship monday!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||chauffeur1st||02-24-2004||09:41 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003246" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003246</a><br /><br />Link to my post with the wheels for sale...<br /><br />Jason||67.41.86.171||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes



ubb/Forum1/003235.cgi
A||||2||maninblack||WTB: Power Antenna mast||||9||||maninblack||00003259
Z||000000||maninblack||02-22-2004||03:48 PM||maninblack@raidersfan.net||My antenna mast got taken out by an overhead door while my car was on a lift.  I'm sure one of you weight reduction gurus has one lying around.  Let me know a price w/ shipping to 87110.||68.35.166.17||reg||9||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||02-22-2004||09:42 PM||||they McSuck used , <br />suck it up and call the dealer . 34.99 new I think ? i only paid 28 for my stealth . go figure .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||maninblack||02-23-2004||10:42 PM||||Wow I assumed that they would be alot.  I'll call conicelli then thanks.||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes



ubb/Forum1/003236.cgi
A||||0||Romanova||FS:AC,ALT,&amp;PS belts!||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||02-22-2004||05:05 PM||avonamor16@yahoo.com||Look what I found in the garage. Not good for whipping your ho's, but good for your VR-4!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />I got these from Mofugas when he went out of business, then promptly forgot about them. Scored another set from Ken's TB groupbuy, so I don't need this forgotten set. All are brand new, never used. Should be an Alt belt, AC belt, and PS belt. Not sure which are which. <br />Not sure what they are worth...<br />$15 shipped USPS Priority to your door? Post or PM me! Thanks.  <img src="http://www.s16v.com/romanova/belts.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum1/003238.cgi
A||||3||andkilde||WTB: Power Steering Pump||||1||||Ted Andkilde||00002209
Z||000000||andkilde||02-22-2004||11:00 PM||ted@andkilde.com||She's squealing like a banshee, thought it was belts, its not.<br /><br />Anyone got a good spare?<br /><br />TIA, Ted||216.8.168.240||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000001||sleepyvr4||02-23-2004||10:35 AM||||I just replaced mine that was squealing, and now the new one sounds the same!  Let me know if this happens to you too.  Good luck.  Oh, i used a 1g awd TEL pump, and it's identical.  Same part number and all.||205.149.71.8||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000002||andkilde||02-23-2004||11:08 AM||||Hmmn, maybe we should move over to tech questions together &lt;g&gt;.<br /><br />How was yours acting? Mine is squealing like a bastard at startup, goes away after a few moments or revving it up. Occasionally comes back when you're at a stoplight (but not very often).<br /><br />I replaced both the PS and alt belt (left the AC belt off since it doesn't work any way) thinking it was belts, but...<br /><br />Cheers, Ted||24.57.104.174||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||02-23-2004||07:54 PM||||You might need to tighten it MORE.  <br /><br />If not, I have one 25.00.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum1/003239.cgi
A||||1||gvrfour173||wtb p/s fog light,  will trade d/s for p/s.||||1||||gvrfour173||00000368
Z||000000||gvrfour173||02-23-2004||01:03 AM||||looking to buy a passenger side fog light. or willing to trade the extra driver side one i have for a p/s one if anyone is able to do that.  thanks||65.78.96.150||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000001||gvrfour173||02-25-2004||01:36 PM||||anybody please,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  ..||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes



ubb/Forum1/003240.cgi
A||||1||Rice Killer||1G DSM Parts ||||1||||Rice Killer||00003437
Z||000000||Rice Killer||02-23-2004||11:24 AM||keith.garnett@sartorius.com||No parts include shipping, paypal verified: my address is intaginize@yahoo.com add 2.9% for paypal fees, also except money orders <br /><br />Factory Mitsubishi Alternator: $65 <br />91 MT Cams out of my 12sec 1G. $40<br />Red 1G Turbo intake manifold: $45<br />1G Turbo Throttle Body, Make offer(notcomplete)<br />New 1G fram Fuel Filter: $12<br />k&N Performance Fuel filter: $30<br />1G Air Box: $10<br />(2) Turbo AFPR: $15 Each<br />16) 1G Rockers: make offer <br />1G k&N Air filter decent shape: $20<br />Top Timing belt cover: $15 <br />Stock 1G turbo intercooler: $35 <br />1G 02 Housing no cracks: $20 <br />1G Exhaust Manifold one small hairline crack: $35<br />1G 6bolt Big rods w/1g pistons: $45 will not seperate. <br />2" 90 bend Silicone Hose about 14" long. $15 Blue(new)<br />10' Akimoto Red Silicone hose, 3MM I.D. $12(new)<br />Super Thick hose thicker then RRE hose.<br />1G Transistor Pack: $20 <br />PBR Ultimate Ceramic Brake pads for 2G brakes:<br />$50 firm(new)<br />Check this out: JDM 90 degree bend 2.5" Cast<br />intercooler pipe about 2' long total, from<br />SkylineR33with 1G BOV mount. $20 you figure out what to do with it.<br />Parts from 92 Teal AWD<br />Gry Cloth Interior good shape $80 for everything<br />Suspension Parts: ASK<br />Interior Parts: ASK Carpet is SOLD<br />Power steering Pump: $35<br />Complete Rear tail lights with center section: $70 (good Shape)<br />Rear bumper Cover, Best offer<br /><br />I think thats about it I also have doors and interior panels from a 92 Tsi Grey interior.||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000001||Rice Killer||03-04-2004||11:45 AM||||BUMP I also have some performance Parts<br />Unorthodox Racing Underdrive Pulley, RED Mint<br />$100 <br />HKS Super Sequential BOV w/1G bov Flange MINT: $170 super hard to find from Japan<br />PPR Ultima Ceramic Brake pads for 2piston calipers: $50 shipped Brand NEW||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes



ubb/Forum1/003241.cgi
A||||2||autobahntom||used ACT 2600||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||02-23-2004||01:49 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||have an ACT 2600 with street disc. Pressure plate was sent back to ACT to be looked at (not sure why), so it has new rivets. Bought it from a friend. Street disc is almost new, very little wear. $285 shipped UPS ground inside the USA.<br />Thanks,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||02-23-2004||02:04 PM||||pics?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||02-23-2004||04:05 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2934" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2934&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum1/003242.cgi
A||||11||jonvr4||Rebuilt heads....anyone interested?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||02-23-2004||03:21 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i am possibly going to start rebuilding heads, and was wondering if anyone is interested in purchasing one. now i could get crower head work and cams for really good prices so, i could offer package deals. the heads will be hot tanked, milled if necessary, get a 3 angle valve job and valve guides and seats will be inspected and repaired if necessary, and new seals will be installed. now bj's sells stock rebuild heads for $400 with out rockers, lifters, or cams. i'll sell stock rebuild heads for  $350 for complete head. that will be a stage one head. stage 1.5 heads are the same as stage 1 just with titanium retainers and stiffer springs from crower, those will be $650 fully assembled. if you are interested in one of these head packages let me know asap, so i could get started. any higher stage heads are still in the works. if you are interested and would like more info give me a call a 720 404 3427. also these heads carry a 12 month, 12,000 mile warrenty.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-23-2004||03:42 PM||||"warrenty"   does misspelling it mean that it does not apply?||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||02-23-2004||03:44 PM||||hehe nope, it still applies. *warranty, how is that?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-23-2004||03:48 PM||||You are giving us head for money - that would make you a whore...LOL<br /><br />Thanks for the battery tray - a good guy vouch from me!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||02-23-2004||03:51 PM||||sure, when did you get it? also, how about a good guy star?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-23-2004||06:08 PM||||I got it last week sometime, actually. I gave you a star, but it didnt go up for some reason...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Notorius||02-23-2004||06:09 PM||||how much for the stage 1.5 w/ 3G lifters?||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000007||miturra||02-24-2004||10:30 AM||||I could be interested in the stock head. Do you neeed the old head?||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000008||russya||02-24-2004||01:27 PM||||I was also wondering if there was a core charge or how does that work? I'd probably want one as long as it has the new lifters.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||02-24-2004||01:31 PM||||well for core charges i would say $110.  also 3g lifters are doable. i'll be getting prices on those and cams today.||24.8.93.20||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||jonvr4||02-24-2004||01:38 PM||||also the cams are 290 shipped a piece, and this includes 272 and 264 cams.||24.8.93.20||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||02-24-2004||04:19 PM||||the large lifters are 130 a set aslo.||24.8.93.20||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum1/003243.cgi
A||||4||VR4 Me||WTB: ECU (preferably modded, haha)||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||02-23-2004||08:32 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||need one. pretty soon. like now.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />josh||68.158.11.134||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||VR4 Me||02-27-2004||05:02 AM||||gahhhhh, does nobody have one? my car is dead in my driveway. jeff told me to send him my ecu, but i really don't wanna burden the guy.||68.158.11.134||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-27-2004||02:58 PM||||Sorry, I'm using mine at the moment.||24.14.17.16||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||02-27-2004||07:26 PM||||I'd send you one of my loaners, but they seemed to have all disappeared!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />(((UPDATE))): Hey! I just remembered a 1990 1G non-EPROM that came in the other day. I took it in trade for a 1990 EPROM one I had for sale. I just now threw some caps in it quick, and if you wanted to give me an address, I'd mail it out Priority Mail tomorrow if possible! You would just have to reverse pins 6 and 14, but it should run fine.<br />Let me know!<br />Jeff||68.218.11.88||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||VR4 Me||02-27-2004||08:05 PM||||Jeff, you've got PM. Thanks everyone for your (eventual) help.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I also sent you an e-mail, from jpoo7848@gc.peachnet.edu   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.158.11.134||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes



ubb/Forum1/003244.cgi
A||||0||howard_GVR4||FS: HKS Test pipe muffler and 2G intake||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||02-23-2004||09:13 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33629&item=2461597842&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33629&item=2461597842&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT</a><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2461599625" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2461599625</a><br /><br />Both auctions end tonight in a few hours, so I'm letting ya'll know if anyone still wanted a shot.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum1/003245.cgi
A||||16||My_GVR_4||F/S: Denso 660 Injectors ||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||02-24-2004||01:30 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||Brand New Set of (4) Denso 660cc Injectors W/O-rings<br /><br />$410 shipped  o.b.o.<br /><br />1st Come 1st Served<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />R.Con||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||02-24-2004||06:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong> "What The FCUK, How Did I Go From 5 Stars To 4.... NOW to 3?!!!!" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">See what happens when you threaten to sell your GVR4?||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||My_GVR_4||02-24-2004||08:20 PM||||BAH !!!<br /><br />I didn't threaten to sell it.  I HAVE to sell it and I am going to  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />School sucks..  and I have nothing else I can do.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />I have to pay $24,000 for tuition and $10g's in credit card debt <br /><br />It will be up for sale in May/June   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />R.Con||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000003||My_GVR_4||02-25-2004||03:12 AM||||$375 SHIPPED FOR MY BRAND NEW DENSO 660's with O-Rings!<br /><br />Any Takers?<br /><br />R.Con||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000004||Martin Chilcote||02-25-2004||10:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong> "What The FCUK, How Did I Go From 5 Stars To 4.... NOW to 3?!!!!" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">See what happens when you threaten to sell your GVR4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How the FCUK did you get 5 stars to begin with ????? <br />You only have 119 posts !!!<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.139.167.105||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000005||My_GVR_4||02-25-2004||10:55 AM||||Shiet... !!<br /><br />I Started off at 5 stars... after I posted my VFAQ-ish post on how to remove your GVR-4 center console and install your shifter bushings.  Step-by-step and picture-by-picture.  I guess no one appreciates a good post anymore : (<br /><br />R.Con||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-25-2004||12:38 PM||||I'll give you more stars as soon as your price comes down to my highway robbery range.  I pay in cash and I'll even pick them up.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||My_GVR_4||02-26-2004||12:26 PM||||Hertz...  Some guy up North offered me $400.  How is $375 shipped robbery?<br /><br />RRE sells the SAME injectors (denso 660's) for $440 without the o-rings.  I am tossing the rings in for free with the price of the injectors.<br /><br />You tell me where I can get NIPPON DENSO 660cc injectors for less than $375 shipped, and I will not only mtch it, but I will beat it by 1 cent : )<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />R.Con||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000008||4drwhore||02-26-2004||12:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong> You tell me where I can get NIPPON DENSO 660cc injectors for less than $375 shipped, and I will not only mtch it, but I will beat it by 1 cent : )</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">&lt;--------- J/K!<br /><br />Sell yours already so I can put mine up for sale.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000009||My_GVR_4||02-26-2004||12:49 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm" target="_blank">Denso 660cc injectors $440 +$10 o-rings</a>   <br /><br />Bah.. I guess some DSM owners are to cheap to pay $75 less for the same brand new injectors.<br /><br /><br />R.Con||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||02-26-2004||01:04 PM||||I think it's more of why get new ones for $375 when they can usually find used ones in good condition for 300.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> <br /><br />BTW I'm not trying to hijack your thread with my price. Mine aren't up for sale anymore.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||My_GVR_4||02-26-2004||01:38 PM||||Used are crap.  New is the way to go toot$  !<br /><br />Jack this   : )   j/k<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br /><br />R.Con  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000012||GVR4458||02-26-2004||02:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong> You tell me where I can get NIPPON DENSO 660cc injectors for less than $375 shipped...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If we had a "Way Back Machine" (I think that's what it was called) and went back to the Mofugas closeout sale, they were $300 without O rings.  $375 shipped with rings is a really nice price.  I may take them if noone else claims them by the end of next week.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000013||My_GVR_4||02-26-2004||04:14 PM||||Sounds good to me.  All these damn kids complaining about $375 shipped.  I tell ya, I didn't complain when I paid over $400 new shipped, did I?  NO!  So take a tip from your elders, be damn proud to pay $375 shipped, or more : )  if you want to be nice to me.<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />R.Con<br /><br />email directly if you want them     roryjconway@otmail.com||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000014||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||02-26-2004||05:57 PM||||Hey Rory I just won some Denso injectors for 310 shipped on ebay. I guess I highway robbed the guy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   j/k. Remember thats what ya said to me when i asked you for ur injectors 300 shipped. Everyone  375.00 shipped is a great deal. Someone should buy them. The 660s are hardly on ebay often so 375.00 is a great deal.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000015||bleck||02-28-2004||08:39 AM||||Hey Rory, I want em.  PM sent.... that is if they're still avail   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.11.26||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000016||My_GVR_4||03-03-2004||02:42 PM||||GONE !<br /><br /><br />Thanks guys!<br /><br />R.Con||68.73.113.236||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum1/003246.cgi
A||||14||chauffeur1st||FORSALE OLD school ROTA 15's with tires||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||02-24-2004||02:27 AM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||Just posting these 15 inch Rota's here on the board to see if anyone here is interested or knows someone who may be. Get at me with offers.. chauffeur1st@yahoo.com or aim me slammedlikeamo  All four wheels come with tires that have at least 70% + tread wear left.....(size 205/60/15)<br />Oh yea they are duel drilled 4 lug and fit the Galant<br /><br />Here a a few pics I have.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid104/p8db7cb0994848b1f9c2af75b38e54ca6/f988a1c0.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />     <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid104/p20bb01b7c49f04371d62fcc064093d80/f988a415.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Thanks for looking,<br />Jason||67.41.86.171||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||02-24-2004||02:35 AM||||What's ballpark of what your looking to get?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||chauffeur1st||02-24-2004||04:15 AM||||Honestly I was goin to list it on ebay, but rather sell wihtout having to do that,  I will consider all offers.. you can pm me or email me chauffeur1st@yahoo.com with offers, just remember that you have to pay actual shipping charges....<br /><br />So without answering your question make offers... I got them with a trade of a bunch of random things, so to asses a value on these is hard for me...<br /><br />Jason||67.41.86.171||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000003||chauffeur1st||02-24-2004||04:00 PM||||I will entertain offers, no offer is to low, I just need them out of my room and I need money so give me whatever offers...<br /><br />thanks<br />Jason||67.41.86.171||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||02-24-2004||11:05 PM||||I'd say @$150+shipping depending on the condition of the tire tread if I could see a good pic... The sad thing is if we didn't just put a deposit down on new furniture I'd be all over it for the daily driver.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||chauffeur1st||02-25-2004||12:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I'd say @$150+shipping depending on the condition of the tire tread if I could see a good pic... The sad thing is if we didn't just put a deposit down on new furniture I'd be all over it for the daily driver. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Send me a email chauffeur1st@yahoo.com.. As for the tread left, there is plently..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Jason||67.41.86.171||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||02-25-2004||01:11 PM||||sent||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||chauffeur1st||02-25-2004||04:59 PM||||Rims have been sold....<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jason||67.41.86.171||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000008||dc_style||02-25-2004||04:59 PM||||does anyone know the name of these rotas?||24.118.123.37||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||02-25-2004||05:16 PM||||Rota "Uglies"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||marvinmadman123||02-25-2004||05:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Rota "Uglies"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">We have a winner!||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000011||drew||02-25-2004||05:22 PM||||didn't these rotas come on Integras as dealer installed performance parts?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||02-25-2004||06:00 PM||||What years, Drew? Do you mean the 96 Special Edition ones?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||chauffeur1st||02-25-2004||06:26 PM||||Well how cool is this everyone is hatin on these rims... thanks guys   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Just playin, <br />Jason<br /><br />and I have no clue what they came off, I just know they are alot better than alot of crap out there. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.41.86.171||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000014||dc_style||02-25-2004||07:07 PM||||haha. well i bought these to beat on. rota uglies they are.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   oh well. haha.||24.118.123.37||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes



ubb/Forum1/003247.cgi
A||||6||dc_style||wtb: 7cm turbine housing||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-24-2004||09:48 AM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||anyone? mine cracked. lemme know what you want for it. thanks.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||02-24-2004||02:56 PM||||If you have a spare 6cm housing laying around, <br />Send it to me and I'll open it up to 7cm's and HOG it out, and then polish the fucker for you!!!!<br /><br /><br />Geoff <br /><br />I have porting skills   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .....  <br /><br /> <img src="http://us.f1f.yahoofs.com/bc/3f96c0d7_3755/bc/Ported+parts/1GManifoldfront.jpg?bfND7OABZIRig_pC" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-24-2004||03:22 PM||||That manifold looks suuueeeeet||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||02-24-2004||06:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong> If you have a spare 6cm housing laying around, <br />Send it to me and I'll open it up to 7cm's and HOG it out, and then polish the fucker for you!!!!<br /><br /><br />Geoff <br /><br />I have porting skills    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   .....  <br /><br />  <img src="http://us.f1f.yahoofs.com/bc/3f96c0d7_3755/bc/Ported+parts/1GManifoldfront.jpg?bfND7OABZIRig_pC" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't believe that it is possible to open a 6cm to the size of a 7cm since you would need to open more than the part that meets the manifold.||65.60.150.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||Forced Style||02-24-2004||11:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong> If you have a spare 6cm housing laying around, <br />Send it to me and I'll open it up to 7cm's and HOG it out, and then polish the fucker for you!!!!<br /><br /><br />Geoff <br /><br />I have porting skills    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   .....  <br /><br />  <img src="http://us.f1f.yahoofs.com/bc/3f96c0d7_3755/bc/Ported+parts/1GManifoldfront.jpg?bfND7OABZIRig_pC" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah it's actually the casting size, 6, 7, 8, CM<br />you can make the opening match the 7cm but it wont be the same in the rest of the housing.||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||02-25-2004||06:29 AM||||I have a brand new FP ported 7 cm turbine housing.  It was intended for my car, but I have yet to install it.  I'll let it go for what I paid for it, minus the shipping.  It truly is a work of art.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||dc_style||02-25-2004||09:22 AM||||how much are you looking to get? thanks.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes



ubb/Forum1/003248.cgi
A||||2||Lamar||WTB: Input Shaft + 1st Gear||||1||||Lamar||00003628
Z||000000||Lamar||02-24-2004||02:36 PM||lamartsi@hotmail.com||Hi guys!<br /><br />I'm just looking for an Input Shaft & 1st Gear that come from a VR4.<br /><br />Thanks<br />lamartsi@hotmail.com||24.200.126.53||reg||1||Lamar||00003628||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||02-24-2004||11:56 PM||||You want a used one?||68.115.168.208||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||Lamar||02-27-2004||08:15 PM||||In good condition, yes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.200.126.53||reg||1||Lamar||00003628||yes



ubb/Forum1/003261.cgi
A||N||2||G-UNIT||WTB VR-4 SUSPENSION PARTS||||1||||G-UNIT||00003634
Z||000000||G-UNIT||02-26-2004||10:35 AM||ACUNDA@EARTHLINK.NET||i'm looking for suspension parts for a 92 gvr4.<br />front drivers side strut & spring.<br />ALSO DRIVERS SIDE FRONT KNUCKLE <br />email me @ acunda@earthlink.net||66.166.34.28||reg||1||G-UNIT||00003634||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||02-26-2004||10:51 AM||||I'll have full suspension from my galant for sale up mid to late next week. Complete stock. Springs and struts.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||G-UNIT||02-26-2004||10:53 AM||||E-MAIL ME WHEN YOU GET THE PARTS OFF YOUR CAR.||66.166.34.28||reg||1||G-UNIT||00003634||yes



ubb/Forum1/003250.cgi
A||||0||Ray Davis||1991/92 vr-4 fog lights||||6||||Magarle||00003624
Z||000000||Ray Davis||02-24-2004||03:43 PM||rdavis@ball.com||Need 2 sets fog lights for 1991/92 galant vr-4!<br />any out there?||162.18.75.92||reg||6||Magarle||00003624||yes



ubb/Forum1/003251.cgi
A||||0||g8rvr4||F/S: Prothane Motor Mount, RR #13-506 EBAY||||1||||g8rvr4||00000402
Z||000000||g8rvr4||02-24-2004||03:56 PM||mgcopping@hotmail.com||Okay Guys, I have one Prothane Motor Mount (RR, #13-506) left from a project, I've listed it on EBAY if anyone is interested.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=50454&item=2462592684" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=50454&item=2462592684</a><br /><br />Thanks,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes



ubb/Forum1/003252.cgi
A||||9||thon||Racing Hart's 17x7 +45||||1||||thon||00000613
Z||000000||thon||02-24-2004||11:17 PM||thon@optonline.net||Posting these for a friend (local) Tried to get udriveu to get them, but no dice.<br /><br />He bought these a year ago<br />4 Racing Hart C5's one piece w/kuhmo ecsta 711 tires. 95% tread left. These were only used one season. NOT driven during the winter season!<br /><br />4x114.3 the offset looks like feces on a s13, but i imagine their the right offset for ya'll.<br /><br />    <img src="http://images.cardomain.com/member_images/3/web/483000-483999/483617_2_full.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />send any questions to robkris8079@adelphia.net<br />He's asking 800 OBO<br /><br />NOT ME!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />also, please no comments (atleast to me) about the wheel gap, it is NOT my sil80 lol<br /><br /><br />NOTE! i was super tired when i put these up, the ASKING PRICE WAS SUPPOSED TO BE 800, somehow i went retarded and put up 300.  Flame me to death if you wish, not the owners fault, my fault:)<br /><br />Thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000001||sdpnoi214||02-25-2004||02:50 AM||||how much shipped to zip code 92139?||138.163.0.41||reg||1||mak||00002628||yes
Z||000002||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||02-25-2004||04:50 AM||||Any curb marks or major scratches on the c5s? Those are two piece correct? I bought the same wheels from my friend for cheap but they were in pretty bad shape, and never got the center caps, but the wheels were cheaper then getting a new set of tires for the stocks and look a hell of alot better. Ended up giving them to my cousin for helping me do some work on my car. They look good on Vr4s w/ the nice blinging lip. They fit w/ stock calipers n stock rotors. If any bigger not sure if it will fit. The bad thing is that the wheels are alot more heavier then our stock wheels for you guys going for weight reduction. I bet shipping would be very $$$$$||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000003||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||02-25-2004||04:52 AM||||PS: Mak I bet you like your galant alot more then the 00 Si even with the supercharger........because I had one as well b4 it got stolen twice.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000004||thon||02-25-2004||12:51 PM||||As i said in the post, they're one piece, there is a tiny (almost invisible) scratch in one on the spoke.  No curbing or anything like that, they're mint<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000005||chauffeur1st||02-25-2004||03:16 PM||||I sent a message to robkris8079@adelphia.net<br />yesterday and I was just cehcking to see how often he checks his mail since  I have no received a reply..<br /><br />Jason||67.41.86.171||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000006||madgvr4||02-25-2004||04:18 PM||||Thon I just PM you I will take them. This is Corey from Greenville. If you are coming back down here that would be good if not I will pay the shipping.<br />Later||207.69.3.75||reg||1||madgvr4||00002369||yes
Z||000007||thon||02-25-2004||11:21 PM||||to the top just cuz i goofed it up||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000008||sdpnoi214||02-26-2004||04:05 AM||||Sleeper vr4<br />I loved my 00 Si specially after the supercharger install. I just hated launching the car on the drag strip. It will either break the tires loose from first to third and break cv shafts on slicks. But what I really hated about it is that there are idiots always trying to steal it. Sounds familiar huh? But you're right I like my GVR4 a lot more. What other 13 year old STOCK 4 door sedan can run mid to low 9's on the 1/8 mile?||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mak||00002628||yes
Z||000009||robkris8079||02-26-2004||10:12 AM||||This is the owner of the C5's. There is one little scrape on one wheel. Its not that bad. They are one piece C5's not the two piece. They come with all the lug nuts, tool, center caps, and locking valve stem caps with keys. I do not want to ship so pick up only. As far as the wheel well gap this pick is from before the car was lowered. The front still sat a little high because of the front end conversion. The asking price is $800 OBO. Please email me a reasonable offer if your interested. $300 with shipping is not reasonable. That would come out to be about $100-$150 in my pocket. Thanks and sorry for any inconvenience.||12.98.176.164||reg||1||robkris8079||00003647||yes



ubb/Forum1/003253.cgi
A||||0||Darkside||tranny bolts wanted!!!||||1||||Darkside||00002420
Z||000000||Darkside||02-24-2004||11:38 PM||Darkside_racing@msn.com||Does anyone have all the tranny bolts that you guy don't want PM me.||68.127.92.137||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes



ubb/Forum1/003254.cgi
A||||3||curtis||EBAY find||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||02-25-2004||12:08 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33617&item=2462129096" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33617&item=2462129096</a><br /><br />Thought this maybe of interest to some one also there is a set of HKS's for sale on there||65.54.98.23||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||BarnesMobile||02-25-2004||02:05 AM||||Did I miss something? Looks to me like it has web cams in the head. Like the guy said: <br />"The head also has Web Cams (like HKS) installed"||66.189.195.216||reg||1||BarnesMobile||00000827||yes
Z||000002||fast_gvr4||02-25-2004||06:41 AM||||Sure is dirty for only 5000 miles after rebuild<br />   <img src="http://i16.ebayimg.com/03/i/01/60/a1/c8_1_sb.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Oil stained color not typical of such low mileage, unless rebuilder didn't clean it thoroughly (not a good rebuild!)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||172.170.120.186||reg||8||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000003||s_firestone||02-25-2004||08:00 AM||||I bought a head that had been rebuilt and only on a car for 800 miles, then sold.  The aluminum under the valve cover was  brilliant as it had been hot tanked.  But the outside did have some oil/dirt on it.<br /><br />My old head with 100000 miles had that baked oil color to it.  <br /><br />I don't know, could be the lighting though.  Doesn't look like he used a flash to take the picture.<br /><br />See if he'll take some closer pictures.<br /><br />TIP:  If you get it.  As a precaution get the person remove the Cam Gears for shipping.  I had to replace a cam and gear because someone shipped the head with them on and at some point the package was dropped.<br /><br />You spend all that time putting on a new head, doing the timing, water pump, reconnecting, etc..  Start the car and then smack yourself in the forehead because the intake camgear is wobbling.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 $918 of $1000  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes



ubb/Forum1/003255.cgi
A||||0||kazerak2||WTB: black trunk lid||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||02-25-2004||12:21 AM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i need a black trunk lid if you have give me a holar.||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes



ubb/Forum1/003256.cgi
A||||2||jeffSTAR||Profec B (spec I) for sale||||1||||Jeff C||00003601
Z||000000||jeffSTAR||02-25-2004||09:15 AM||jcollop@swbell.net||Retail is about 350 or so, I'll take 250 shipped for this reliable boost controler I have just removed off of my Supra. If anyone is insterested please e-mail me! Thanks!||24.243.43.28||reg||1||Jeff C||00003601||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-25-2004||10:36 AM||||why u sellin it ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||02-25-2004||07:04 PM||||Do you have all the pieces ? Mind posting a picture or 3 ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum1/003270.cgi
A||||0||bowling_boys||WTB: jap spec wiring harness||||1||||AJ||00003410
Z||000000||bowling_boys||02-27-2004||02:25 AM||bowling_boys@hotmail.com||Jap spec wiring harness wanted to buy, the US and Aussie ones are different to the jap ones which run dual throttle control, which increases power. allegedly.<br />Engine is actually going into a 77 lancer.<br /><br />cheers<br /><br />Aj||203.55.91.96||reg||1||AJ||00003410||yes



ubb/Forum1/003258.cgi
A||||4||number527||NEED SEVERAL GV4 PARTS||||1||||chris durr||00003038
Z||000000||number527||02-25-2004||07:59 PM||crazyboosted@yahoo.com||Whats Up!<br /><br />Im am looking for several parts for my vr4<br /><br />Need a Full trunk lid with wing.<br /><br />Need Front hood<br /><br />Need Complete Dash<br /><br />Iahve no idea what and where do try to find these parts so maybe someone out there can help me.<br /><br /><br />Thank You,<br /><br />Christopher<br /><br />Please email me at crazyboosted@yahoo.com with any Info||206.66.221.144||reg||1||chris durr||00003038||yes
Z||000001||curtis||02-25-2004||09:12 PM||||The hood you can get for any Galant from the dealer or replacement parts house.  The dash you can also find locally from a junkyard.  The wing is the hard part there was one on ebay last week.  Best of luck.||65.54.98.20||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||02-25-2004||10:03 PM||||I have a wing I'd sell. No use for it anymore. Let me know.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||number527||02-27-2004||09:15 PM||||hey curtis <br /><br />thanks for that info about the wing on ebay. I saw that and i missed the bid by 2 mins i was so mad||205.188.208.172||reg||1||chris durr||00003038||yes
Z||000004||jayru||02-27-2004||09:59 PM||||Did you buy mister crispy from ebay?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum1/003259.cgi
A||||8||4g63t||Need drivers side 93 headlight||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||02-25-2004||09:15 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||As the title says. Anyone have one that they will part with?||24.3.246.148||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||MidEngine210||02-25-2004||09:33 PM||||I need a passenger's side to complete my set. Why don't you just sell me yours.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   BTW, does anybody know how much the dealer would want for one side? Sorry if I was no help.||69.110.161.40||reg||10||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||02-25-2004||09:40 PM||||I'll make you a deal, how about you sell me yours and then I'll send you some pics of how good they look on my car?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.246.148||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||02-25-2004||11:54 PM||||One headlight would cost you over $200.00 at the dealership.||64.12.113.6||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000004||MidEngine210||02-26-2004||12:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sleeper Vr4 #1828:<br /><strong> One headlight would cost you over $200.00 at the dealership. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">$200?? Good lord. <br /><br />BTW, where did you get your ps 93 headlight? I got the ds for $15 from ebay.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000005||ConquestCat||02-29-2004||10:10 PM||||I do believe I have the answer!  I believe the side I have is the driver's side.  I'll check tomoorrow.  But I paid a lot more than $15 for it.||68.19.34.203||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000006||92GVR4#333||03-01-2004||05:51 PM||||I have a single Drivers side for 80 plus shipping. it is a 93 crystal clear front lamp.||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000007||ConquestCat||03-02-2004||05:54 AM||||Sorry, I have the pass. side I beleive.||68.215.192.139||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000008||4g63t||03-02-2004||11:44 PM||||Pete, you have PM!||24.3.246.148||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum1/003260.cgi
A||||1||Garfield Wright||brand new oem water pump &amp; 16 valve seals||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||02-25-2004||10:40 PM||garfieldgw@yahoo.com||Brand new OEM water pump $90 + shipping.<br /><br />Brand new valve seals (16). Don't recall how much I paid, but I'll list a price as soon as I find the receipt.  Both items are about 2 weeks old & never installed.  After purchasing them I remembered they were replaced about 1.5yrs ago.<br /><br />I also have 1 stock gvr4 & 1 stock 2g fuel pump.  They were working when pulled.  $30 shipped for the gvr4 pump & $25 shipped for the 2g pump.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||02-28-2004||10:29 AM||||Anyone??||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum1/003262.cgi
A||||0||jas3113||WTB VR4 front bumper any color||||1||||jas3113||00003274
Z||000000||jas3113||02-26-2004||02:22 PM||jas3113@aol.com||As it states.  Please e-mail or PM me with the price and if you can ship or not.  Thanks.<br /><br />John||168.100.247.82||reg||1||jas3113||00003274||yes



ubb/Forum1/003269.cgi
A||||6||GVR4458||WTB A/C Compressor||||1||||GVR4458||00000065
Z||000000||GVR4458||02-26-2004||11:58 PM||gvr4458@yahoo.com||With all the recent part out's, is there anyone looking to sell an A/C compressor?<br /><br />Please pm with price shipped to 60102.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />EH||68.78.119.10||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||02-27-2004||08:12 AM||||just an FYI that you have to get a "made in japan" mitsu car compressor. a talon one will NOT work||68.162.56.90||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-27-2004||09:48 AM||||i got a reman one from hancock industries, here in dallas.  972 272 0200.  it has been working great.  pita to change, tho.||64.240.175.21||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||curtis||02-28-2004||01:48 AM||||Talon compressor will work but you need the tensioner and the lines coming out of the compressor so you can cut and have them cripped to the stock galant lines.  You also need the mounting bracket that bolts to the block.  If your running a cyclone intake be prepared for some grinding on the bracket and the compressor and intake.  This proves I'm a cheap bastard.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.54.98.29||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||02-29-2004||02:57 PM||||I believe I have one.  PM my if you are interested.<br /><br />Thanks||65.60.150.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||02-29-2004||03:01 PM||||i also got one||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||Jason Reno||02-29-2004||05:15 PM||||Yes, I also have one and its complete,its a jdm one with the bracket and all the ac lines and the radiator Lookin' cooler thingy that mounts in the front.||67.165.122.250||reg||1||GVR4 997/1000||00002636||yes



ubb/Forum1/003264.cgi
A||||2||geoff@machv||RC 550's for SALE||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||02-26-2004||03:11 PM||geoff@machv.com||<b>200 bucks</b> Who needs em!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||Armitage||02-26-2004||03:47 PM||||Me!||151.207.240.3||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||02-26-2004||04:48 PM||||cool.  <br />I have to run some errands in the NoVa area, so we can meet @ Mach V  [136 W Jefferson, Fls Chrch, VA 22046]  between 1:00 and 1:30pm<br /><br /><br />G-||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum1/003265.cgi
A||||3||geoff@machv||WTB o2 sensor housings||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||02-26-2004||03:14 PM||geoff@machv.com||Okay!!  I know someof you guys have em lying around, so come up off of them   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I'll pay 25.00 bucks for them!  <br /><br />I need three for them for now<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||02-26-2004||04:03 PM||||I'm pretty sure I have one sitting around. However, I think its missing a bottom stud. Is that ok (good question for other people to know too)?<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||02-26-2004||04:42 PM||||If the stud is MISSING and not broken, then I can work with it||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||02-27-2004||08:13 AM||||my god i probably have like 30 of them somewhere. i'll hunt arround for you. i usually throw them out||68.162.56.90||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum1/003266.cgi
A||||1||My_GVR_4||F/S:   DEFI-LINK Gauges||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||02-26-2004||05:11 PM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||Get this outta here... NOW!<br /><br /><br />NEAR MINT Defi-Link "tru balla" gauges and controller (version 2).<br /><br />· Vacuum/Boost Boost Gauge w/all needed hardware.<br />· EGT Gauge w/probe w/all needed hardware, measures 2,000 degrees! ! !<br />· Defi-Link Controller ver. 2<br /><br />With this system, you can hook up to 7 gauges.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.defi-shop.com/" target="_blank">http://www.defi-shop.com/</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.defi-shop.com/product/meter/meter_top.html" target="_blank">http://www.defi-shop.com/product/meter/meter_top.html</a><br /><br />BLACK FACED GAUGES.  Boost measures 30/0/28psi<br /><br />Defi-Link Controller 2:<br />· 1: Data Replay up to 3 minutes<br />· 2: Warning w/LED & Beep<br />· 3: Differential Pressure Available<br /><br />=================================================<br /><br />Defi-Link Meters are electronic gauges which are high response and refined design. <br />Defi-Link Meters need to be connected to Defi-Link Control Unit II. Up to 7 gauges can be connected and controlled by one Control Unit II. The name of the connection system is "Defi-Link System." <br />Defi-Link System allows gauges to be attached to Defi-Link Control Unit II with a single "DAISY CHAIN" wiring system. <br /><br />Each gauge has two LEDs. One LED illuminates when the gauge pointer exceeds a warning value which is discretionary with the Control Unit II. The other LED illuminates when the gauge pointer exceeds a past maximum value.<br /><br /><br />Anyone interested in this, PLEASE EMAIL ME DIRECTLY!<br />I still have the original manf. boxes for easy shipping.<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />R.Con<br /><br />please email me directly if seriously interested!  Thanks||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000001||My_GVR_4||02-28-2004||01:52 AM||||I have been asking $425 + shipping for these gauges and controller.<br /><br />For any member of Galantvr4.org...<br /><br /> <br />$400 + shipping !<br /><br />This offer can't be beat.<br /><br />Final offer.<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />R.Con||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum1/003267.cgi
A||||3||coop||Radiator||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||02-26-2004||06:14 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I have a radiator that is a year old that DOES NOT have plastic caps, it is a 100% copper radiator. I want 130 shipped. It does not leak at all.||64.12.116.200||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||My_GVR_4||02-26-2004||06:32 PM||||COOP!<br /><br />Get my Aluminum radiator?<br /><br />How do you like it?<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />R.Con||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000002||coop||02-26-2004||08:15 PM||||love it||64.12.116.200||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000003||My_GVR_4||02-26-2004||11:55 PM||||That is cool... !!<br /><br />I am glad you enjoy it.  Was it a piece of cake to install?<br /><br />It was supposed to drop right in.  Does it cool a lot better?<br /><br />Let me know or show me some pics.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />R.Con||68.78.112.208||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum1/003268.cgi
A||||3||4gasmGGSX||1g parts||||1||||4gasmGGSX||00003254
Z||000000||4gasmGGSX||02-26-2004||06:56 PM||eclipgsx22@aol.com||I have a 91 laser. everything is there except motor and turbo. Tranny, ecu, wiring harness, taillights, interior is kind of bad. Has a wing on it. i didnt but it there. has a high flow cat and full exhaust with a 3a racing muffler and aftermarket five spoke wheels not sure what kind back tires good front arent. Body is in good shape besides the pass door. It has a racing stripe down the middle. Anything can be paint for the right price. But everything is there beside the motor and turbo. Just let me know what you want and shot me a price. Or pm me THanks B BLAKE||64.12.113.8||reg||1||4gasmGGSX||00003254||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||02-27-2004||10:37 AM||||AWD? Pics? How about all the a/c stuff.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||02-27-2004||03:05 PM||||Not AWD if truly a '91 Laser.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||4gasmGGSX||02-27-2004||07:14 PM||||it is fwd. But throw me a price for all the ac stuff and we will discuss it more. Thanks B BLAKE||152.163.252.136||reg||1||4gasmGGSX||00003254||yes



ubb/Forum1/003271.cgi
A||||5||BlackHole||4-bolt LSD w/ 4WS for 4-bolt trade||||11||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||02-27-2004||05:05 PM||blackhole23@wowway.com||I have a 4-bolt LSD rear w/ the 4WS gear installed that I'd like to trade for a standard 4-bolt LSD rear. My diff is ready to install into your 4WS rear subframe, plug & play and I want your DSM 4-bolt LSD rear. So you can keep your 4WS, use the stronger diff & axles and not have to mess with blockoff lines and such. I don't need axles or cups, just the diff assembly.<br /><br />I know it's a longshot but I've got to try. I am not selling the 4-bolt LSD rear assembly, so don't ask.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />I was working on removing the rear subframe to rebuild it and all of the 4WS lines are toast. They're not worth replacing so I'm unfortunately going the non-4WS route.||69.47.42.76||reg||11||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||RayH||02-27-2004||05:25 PM||||I bought just a 4-bolt LSD rear w/o axles and cups but since I didn't need it right away it's still with the seller in Maryland.  I could check to see if he's willing to ship it out to you.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||02-28-2004||05:34 PM||||RayH,<br /><br />Your call... I'm looking to make an even swap or I'll just rebuild the one I have in a non-4WS diff case.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||RayH||02-28-2004||06:30 PM||||I guess it would depend on the cost of shipping.  I'd be willing to split the total cost of having mine shipped to you and yours shipped to me and since I don't need one right away you could check it  out before you ship yours to me.<br /><br />If you have questions about the diff you can contact autobahntom.<br /><br />Let me know how that sounds or if there's some other way you want to trade.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||02-29-2004||11:13 AM||||Kyle,<br /><br />I may want to do this and I'm local.<br />How many miles are on yours?||65.60.150.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||02-29-2004||10:02 PM||||Joe,<br /><br />The diff has ~90k miles on it, but I replaced all of the seals and bearings ~10k miles ago. The gears looked fine and the wear patterns were normal. I've got it off the car if you want to see it... RTP and we can set up a time to stop by and look.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum1/003272.cgi
A||||2||thejeebus2002||Anyone have the AC Tensioner for sale?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||02-27-2004||06:42 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Any one got one they want to come off cheap.  Has to still function.<br /><br />Scott||141.152.12.55||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-27-2004||08:35 PM||||if its the same as the T/E/L ive got several. Free + shipping. Let me know||12.34.246.38||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000002||curtis||02-28-2004||01:38 AM||||There not the same I know because I installed a Talon compressor and tensioner on mine.  I've got my old one give me a yell if you want it.||65.54.98.29||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum1/003323.cgi
A||||1||Sam Sayes||JDM side lights for sale||||1||||Sam Sayes||00000657
Z||000000||Sam Sayes||03-05-2004||04:48 PM||samgvr4@hotmail.com||Hello Everyone.<br /><br />I have in excellent condition JDM side lights 2 bulb design for sale.<br />It even has the bronze strip from the US version lights so just plug it in and go.<br />Lights are in excellent shape.<br />Make me a DECENT offer and they are yours.While I do have a certain price in mind.<br />I'm selling because I went to the AMG side lights.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000001||369of1000||03-05-2004||05:37 PM||||sent pm||68.114.21.70||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes



ubb/Forum1/003274.cgi
A||||4||jayru||FS: used 2 1/2&quot; turbo back exhaust||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||02-27-2004||08:15 PM||||On #1571 now. I am going 3" so i don't need it. It's set up for the shorter JDM bumper with dual tips. <br /><br />Search under AMG to find pics of the tips. Unsure of the type of muffler, but It has a nice deep sound, not too loud though. It was on the car when i bought it.<br /><br />Asking $450 obo + shipping for complete system. Will not seperate.<br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||jayru||02-28-2004||11:07 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003200#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003200#000000</a> <br /><br />Pic's twards the end of the thread.<br /><br />OBO guys, nobody wants a good  2 1/2" turbo back for a third of the price? I'll even include shipping if you take it for $450.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||giantrobot||02-28-2004||12:10 PM||||How will it fit for the regular bumpers?||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000003||jayru||02-28-2004||01:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by giantrobot:<br /><strong> How will it fit for the regular bumpers? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It'll be about 4 inches short, so it will be at the underside lip of the stock bumper. You could easily get new tips welded on to make it stock appearing again. Probally wouldn't cost more than $25-50 bucks.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||VR4 Me||03-01-2004||01:13 AM||||jason, you have pm||68.155.200.87||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes



ubb/Forum1/003275.cgi
A||||4||marvinmadman123||GVR4 doors white, EBAY||||1||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||02-27-2004||11:52 PM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi6.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewSellersOtherItems&userid=ls1610&include=0&since=-1&sort=3&rows=50" target="_blank">white galant doors</a>   <br />Remembered somone needed these a while back.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||02-27-2004||11:58 PM||||ya, i need them, but he doesnt have the passenger front door which is what i need the most (figures) and hes also not responding to emails||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||02-28-2004||12:41 AM||||im  going to get the driver and driver side passanger doors........i would apreciate if no one would bid on them||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||jayru||02-28-2004||02:22 PM||||Man off topic but look at this:<br /><br />from the ebay ad...<br />"THIS IS A DOOR THAT I'M TRYING TO SELL. I DO NOT HAVE THE PLASTIC PIECE THAT GOES BEHIND THE REAR PASSENGER DOORS SO DON'T BOTHER ASKING ABOUT IT"<br /><br />Are the dogleg's not fasened to our cars correctly? It seems like everyone is looking for them? Do they just fall off or something?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||giantrobot||02-28-2004||02:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> im  going to get the driver and driver side passanger doors........i would apreciate if no one would bid on them </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You wouldn't happen to NOT need the driver's door lower molding,would you? I don't need an entire door,just that...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes



ubb/Forum1/003276.cgi
A||||10||GREENVR4||ntb cyclone cams||||1||||Greenvr4||00002742
Z||000000||GREENVR4||02-28-2004||01:17 PM||TPMIPA@YAHOO.COM||I needs two cyclone cams (or intake cam at least) to get my buddy's car running, we kinda snaped it (don't ask, I'm still in denial about it) but the regular cams won't do, let me know.<br />Thanx guys.<br />ps asap please!||69.138.30.134||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||02-28-2004||01:34 PM||||What are "cyclone cams"?||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-28-2004||05:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  the only difference was the stronger internals, lower compression ratio, ect  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you're joking, right?||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||02-28-2004||05:52 PM||||let's put it this way, this eclipse has a cyclone engine in it, we put a standard (us version) head in it (bent valves), but the new head did't come with cam caps, so I told my friend  " let's swap the valves from the new head to the old one, lap them and change the seals", would have worked if it wasn't for the fact that he could'nt wait to get the damn car running so he put the cams AND caps from the cyclone head to the other one, no biggie I said, well... he called this morning saying " I snapped the cam", I went " how the hell could you break it?", but it turns out that the cams from the cyclone engine are just a cunt hair thicker than the ones we're used to have here, didn't make any sense to me but I measured it with a micrometer, yup, thicker, so he snapped that thing bolting it down to the head.<br />That's why I need jdm cams.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||GrocMax||02-28-2004||06:09 PM||||Dude, you really really really need to RTFM before picking up the wrenches next time.||209.151.116.203||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000006||curtis||02-28-2004||10:25 PM||||Check the caps I bet money all of them are fubar.  There are machined together and are matched together.  Start with a new head and cams.||65.54.98.24||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||fast_gvr4||02-28-2004||10:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Check the caps I bet money all of them are fubar.  There are machined together and are matched together.  Start with a new head and cams. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed 100%<br />Try mounting a 4x100mm wheel on a GVR4 it just won't fit even though at 30' they look the same  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||172.128.229.6||reg||14||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000008||GREENVR4||02-29-2004||11:37 AM||||I know the difference beetween heads, I know the caps are machined together at factory, I have not only read the manual but worked for mitsubishi as a tech a while ago, BUT HE DOESN'T, I already smacked him a number of times for fucking it up, you see, he was putting that thing together on his own before I went to his house (I was at the auction at that time), and that's when he called me, anyway, I'm trying to get him a regular ( us version) set of cams and see how that works.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000009||number3||03-01-2004||04:42 PM||||So a Cylcone head is different than a US spec head? Huh. I never really thought about it, actually.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000010||Minjin||03-01-2004||05:01 PM||||(Its not.)<br /><br />Greenvr4, if you need a set of cams or another head, let me know. You could even come get them if its that urgent of a situation.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||GREENVR4||03-02-2004||04:11 PM||||you know, I'm done trying to talk some sense into this guy's head, today he told me that while he was putting the head together while the cams arrive he stripped one of the fuel rail bolts, that's it, the hell with the fucking car and him  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum1/003277.cgi
A||||0||Akidosigh1||1G AutoPower 6 pt Roll Cage||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||02-28-2004||03:30 PM||||I bought a used autopower 6 point roll cage for my 91 GSX that I am building as a drag race only car. I just found out that it is not legal for drag racing but it is legal for SCCA and that kind of stuff. If anyone is interested, please let me know cause I need to buy a roll cage for drag racing. Thanks.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum1/003278.cgi
A||||3||Armitage||WTB, front bumper bracket.||||1||||Armitage||00002625
Z||000000||Armitage||02-28-2004||04:26 PM||armitage@crinkle.net||When I was removing my front bumper, you're supposed to remove the turn signals and remove the nut so the bumper comes off.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/gallantic/gal08.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />In removing that nut, I broke off the stud. The stud is welded into a metal bracket that can easily be removed from the car (6 or so large bolts) once the bumper is off. <br /><br />Does anyone have one of these brackets (stud intact) for the driver's side they want to get rid of? Thanks!||66.58.88.210||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||02-28-2004||08:31 PM||||damn i have these in my garage. can you send me a pic so i know what im looking for. its been a while since i swapped to the jdm bumper. if i have them ill sell you both $30 shipped.<br /><br />hector||64.12.116.200||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||Armitage||02-29-2004||08:59 PM||||Sounds good! Here's what they look like:<br /><br />  <img src="http://armitage.crinkle.net/misc/auctions/DSCN2515.JPG" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://armitage.crinkle.net/misc/auctions/DSCN2516.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Thanks!||66.58.88.210||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||02-29-2004||10:00 PM||||ok ill check tonight i think i know where they are. youll have an answer by tomorrow.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum1/003279.cgi
A||||1||sleepyvr4||WTB:  91 Green Rear bumper (plastic)||||1||||sleepyvr4||00003137
Z||000000||sleepyvr4||02-28-2004||06:43 PM||sleepyvr4@excite.com||Victim of a hit and run.  I live near pittsburgh.  Would like to pick up/meet near west pa.  If I'm not mistaken the 92's are a little different, I need 1991.  PM me please.||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||02-28-2004||08:27 PM||||i have a 91 green bumper. heres the deal i cant meet you and the bumper is in clifton,nj if you take the trip with out your rear bumper (bring your screws), ill give you my bumper for free. let me know what you want to do. or you could bring a truck if you have one.<br /><br />hector||64.12.116.200||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum1/003280.cgi
A||||3||hecdws||92 green wheels ||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||02-28-2004||09:05 PM||hecdws@aol.com||4 wheels all have tires. 3 tires are in very good shape one has a bubble. nitto 450's 205/50r15. these are the 5 star wheels just in case. $225 pick up only, sorry.<br /><br />hector||64.12.116.200||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||boostedvr4ced||03-01-2004||01:26 PM||||Hey Bro,<br /><br />             Sup would you want to trade a pair of 91 belize green wheels with michelin snow's on them with about 80 percent tread on them with no bubbles for your 92's I will go pick them up to do the trade if you want  pm me or email me at deadwrong55@aol.com or call me on my cellular till any time at 1-718-744-5435!<br /><br />thansk-nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||03-01-2004||11:17 PM||||sorry nick i need the $$$ for paint on the vr4. but ill trade for $200.<br /><br /><br />hector||64.12.116.200||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||boostedvr4ced||03-02-2004||05:32 PM||||Hey Hector,<br /><br />Aight its cool  I understand maybe I will get the cash lets see what happens. I will keep in touch with you, if I want them in the near future and you still have them!<br /><br />Thanks Again-nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes



ubb/Forum1/003283.cgi
A||||1||dc_style||stock exhaust||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||03-01-2004||12:30 AM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||anyone want my stock exhaust. looking for around 100+ shipping. for those who have to deal with emissions and everything and wanna just bolt it on to pass the test. lemme know.||24.118.123.37||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||giantrobot||03-01-2004||10:38 AM||||I'll take your downpipe if it is in good shape.Mine is rusted and won't take a sticker.||209.222.212.42||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes



ubb/Forum1/003287.cgi
A||||6||broke down||Lots of parts-cheap or free||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||03-01-2004||01:32 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||All parts listed here are for/from a 93 Talos TSi, (except for the mas).  Add shipping.  Reduced prices for multiple parts purchase.  I do not use paypal, for parts below that are not free, send a Money Order with a little extra to cover shipping.  I will delete parts as they are spoken for.<br /><br />intake manifold-$10<br />6 bolt awd flywheel-free<br />2 aluminum throttle body elbows-free<br />550 cc RC injectors-$225<br />Aeromotive afpr-$225-includes reg, lines, fuel rail,___everything___needed to install on car.<br />PM me for parts if interested, PLEASE inlcude a shipping address in the PM<br />My shipping address is<br />Ryan Hammer<br />913 W. Ashland Apt B<br />Muncie IN 47303||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||03-01-2004||01:38 PM||||pm sent.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||broke down||03-01-2004||01:45 PM||||||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000003||GForcedVR4||03-01-2004||03:33 PM||||what shape are the heads in?<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.9.144.238||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes
Z||000004||AlwayzSpoolin||03-01-2004||04:35 PM||||Hey man, I want that AFPR setup. U have a PM !||69.132.239.244||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes
Z||000005||broke down||03-01-2004||05:10 PM||||The heads are off of the original and replacement motors the were in the car.  Both were the victim of timing belt failures, but I think are in good shape, and are probably still fine for rebuilding.  I'm going to go back and look at them again tonight.  I'll let you know.<br /><br />For everyone else, I have now received 13 pm's, in about 3 hours, so I'm going to need a little time to sort all of this out, as to who was first in line.<br /><br /><br />ALSO!  I hope everyone saw the part about shipping.  I simply can't afford to send ten or fifteen people parts for free, with no help on shipping.  All I really want is like 5-10 bucks for the small stuff.  Bigger stuff like the heads, I'll have to look into how much it will cost to ship.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000006||atc250r||03-02-2004||08:17 PM||||No problem. I hope I was early enough to get one of those heads. I will pay shipping, no problem. Just give me a total and where to send it and we'll be good to go.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes



ubb/Forum1/003284.cgi
A||||1||grimm||F/S  RC Engineering 550cc ||||1||||Grimm||00003384
Z||000000||grimm||03-01-2004||02:05 AM||grimmdich@yahoo.com||uh like the topic says RCE 550's got to sell to go BIGGER (ugh) lookin fer $175 only used 500-600 mi.||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000001||grimm||03-03-2004||12:03 PM||||Sold  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes



ubb/Forum1/003285.cgi
A||||2||sleepyvr4||ported o2 housing on ebay...||||1||||sleepyvr4||00003137
Z||000000||sleepyvr4||03-01-2004||08:51 AM||sleepyvr4@excite.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33742&item=2463861337&sspagename=STRK%3AMESSE%3AIT" target="_blank">o2 housing</a>||205.149.71.236||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||03-01-2004||08:57 AM||||thanx!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||03-01-2004||03:51 PM||||dont wanna step on anyones toes.  hope that isn't anyones piece from the board.  <br />If it is, please accept my apology and I'll DELETE this post.....<br /><br />If not.....  I do port and polish work, and I have a 24 hours turnaround time.  <br /><br />Here's some of my work<br /><br />  <img src="http://us.f1f.yahoofs.com/bc/3f96c0d7_3755/bc/Ported+parts/PortedpolishedEVO3.jpg?bfwa6QABINVRhJFh" alt=" - " />http://us.f1f.yahoofs.com/bc/3f96c0d7_3755/bc/Ported+parts/PortedpolishedEVO3---1.jpg?bfwa6QABMMr2EFB6  <img src="http://us.f1f.yahoofs.com/bc/3f96c0d7_3755/bc/Ported+parts/1GManifoldfront.jpg?bfwa6QABwrywg_pC" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum1/003286.cgi
A||||3||jas3113||3bolt rear end from ggsx||||1||||jas3113||00003274
Z||000000||jas3113||03-01-2004||10:33 AM||jas3113@aol.com||I have a rear end with axles and cups from my 90 galant gsx for sale.  $100 + shipping.<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />John||168.100.247.82||reg||1||jas3113||00003274||yes
Z||000001||drew||03-01-2004||11:07 PM||||btw, it will not work without modification in a GVR4, b/c the ratios are off.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||jas3113||03-02-2004||09:26 AM||||Really?  I thought the VR4 and the GSX had the same trans gearing, just a differnt rear end ratio.<br /><br />John||168.100.247.82||reg||1||jas3113||00003274||yes
Z||000003||Forced Style||03-02-2004||02:57 PM||||they have a different final drive ratio, so the tranny and rear end are different.<br />i still have mine from when i put a 4bolt in my GGSX, good luck selling it<br />didnt see anyone intrested then, probably wont now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-Josh||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes



ubb/Forum1/003288.cgi
A||||12||darksideracing_org||FS: All TiAL Products on Sale Wastegates 38mm, 40mm, 46mm Blow off Valves 50mm ||||1||||darksideracing_org||00003290
Z||000000||darksideracing_org||03-01-2004||01:58 PM||ebay@darksideracing.org||We are going to run a special this month on TiAL wastegates and blow off valves.<br /><br />We were very successful last month with our sale on Precision Turbo Fuel Injectors and Walbro Fuel Pumps.<br /><br />Prices are as follows:<br /><br />Blow Off Valves:<br />TiAL 50mm Blow Off Valves (Blue, Red, Polished, Purple, Titanium Gray) $200 shipped<br /><br />Wastegates:<br />TiAL 38mm (Polished).3-.6bar $205 shipped<br />TiAL 38mm (Colored).3-.6bar $220 shipped<br />TiAL 38mm (Polished).7-1.0bar $210 shipped<br />TiAL 38mm (Colored).7-1.0bar $225 shipped<br />TiAL 38mm (Polished) 1.1-1.6bar $212 shipped<br />TiAL 38mm (Colored) 1.1-1.6bar $227 shipped<br /><br />TiAL 40mm (any color) .25-1.0bar $295 shipped<br />TiAL 40mm (any color) 1.1-1.6bar $307 shipped<br /><br />TiAL 46mm (any color) .2-.9bar $430 shipped<br />TiAL 46mm (any color) 1.0-1.4bar $442 shipped<br /><br />Flanges:<br />(only sold if purchased with wastegates)<br />38mm Thru Hole Flange (Mild Steel) $15<br />38mm Threaded Flange (Mild Steel)$15<br />38mm Thru Hole Flange (Stainless Steel) $22<br />38mm Threaded Flange (Stainless Steel) $22<br />40mm Inlet Flange (Stainless Steel) $22<br />40mm Outlet Flange (Stainless Steel) $22<br />46mm Weld Flange (Stainless Steel) $25<br /><br />Springs:<br />Springs (all sizes) $35 shipped<br /><br />We can take orders over the phone or take them directly on our website. We will make the price change if ordered on the site. Just make sure to put in the note that you are from the Galant VR4 Board....<br /><br />We order from TiAL once per week (every Monday) so if you place an order for something we don not have in stock it will be ordered on Monday. thanks!<br /><br />Dark Side Racing<br />73 Patterson Ave.<br />Pawtucket, RI 02860<br /><a href="http://www.darksideracing.org" target="_blank">www.darksideracing.org</a><br />(401) 726-6006<br />sales@darksideracing.org||64.222.17.133||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000001||jayru||03-01-2004||02:09 PM||||I'm a little confused... <br /><br />Normally when you buy a Tial doesn't it come with the flanges and spring already? <br /><br />You are offering them seperate so if you add the prices up it equals what you would pay from someone else?<br /><br />Please correct me if i'm wrong...<br /><br />Edit:<br />Taken from the SBR site:<br /><br />� All Stainless Steel Tial wastegate hardware<br />� Mating weld flanges are 304L<br /><br />Available spring pressure: .25Bar (3.63 psi) Small Yellow, .4Bar (5.80 psi) Small Red, .5Bar (7.25 psi) Small Green, .6Bar (8.70 psi) Small Blue, .7Bar (10.15 psi) Big Yellow, .8Bar (11.60psi) Big Red, .9Bar (13.05 psi) Big Green, 1.0Bar (14.50 psi) Big Blue<br /><br />Wastegates shipped with air fittings and stainless hardware.<br /><br />40mm- $350.00<br /><br />Yours would equal $374.00||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||VR4 Me||03-01-2004||02:38 PM||||i think tial is like every other manufacturer. you get one spring, depending on your intended pressure. if you want to change springs though, you gotta pay up.<br /><br />course, i had a deltagate for my Celica, and that's how it was for those, but then there's no comparison really.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.155.225.6||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000003||number3||03-01-2004||03:25 PM||||I am pretty sure my Tial gate did not come with flanges.<br /><br />Harry||64.139.80.227||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||darksideracing_org||03-01-2004||05:09 PM||||flanges are not included from TiAL when purchasing a wastegate.<br /><br />Each wastegate comes with one spring but additional ones can be purchased if desired.<br /><br />Some vendors sell them with flanges but that also explains the higher price.<br /><br />We dont sell them with the flanges included because most people who purchase this wastegate are already using a manifold with a TiAL/Deltagate flange on it and dont need it. We seldom sell flanges with a wastegate.<br /><br />thanks!||64.222.17.133||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||03-01-2004||05:23 PM||||My Tial 40 gate came with flanges. The foam insert had two holes for them. Are the new ones different?<br /><br />One question I have that is always very ambiguously answered...Is there anything different from the 1.0 bar 40 to the 1.1 bar 40? I've seen vendors charge an extra 50 bucks for what they call the HP or High Pressure model. Its just a different spring right?<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||03-01-2004||06:16 PM||||I may spring for a Tial BOV later this month.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||4G63Mirage||03-01-2004||06:18 PM||||When are those tial 44's coming around?||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000008||darksideracing_org||03-01-2004||06:23 PM||||the 1.0bar 40mm comes with one spring whereas the 1.1bar comes with 2 springs. that is why there is a difference in the price.<br /><br />There are slots for the flanges in the foam casing around the wastegate in case you do add the flanges on there is a place for them....||64.222.17.133||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000009||darksideracing_org||03-01-2004||06:27 PM||||blow off valve flanges are included at no charge..||64.222.17.133||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000010||Hal||03-01-2004||06:28 PM||||Virtually everyone who buys a 40mm (or larger) gate has to buy flanges since those bolt patterns are Tial specific (as far as I know).<br /><br />All of the Tials I have purchased (1 44mm and 3 40mm) came with flanges.<br /><br />Hal||206.124.12.142||reg||1||Hal||00003522||yes
Z||000011||darksideracing_org||03-01-2004||06:30 PM||||TiAL 44mms I will post when ready.. <br /><br />I am waiting for them too lol||64.222.17.133||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000012||Hal||03-01-2004||06:34 PM||||Also, the BOV flanges can be had in either steel or aluminum.<br /><br />Hal||206.124.12.142||reg||1||Hal||00003522||yes



ubb/Forum1/003289.cgi
A||||0||AlwayzSpoolin||Parts for sale ||||1||||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446
Z||000000||AlwayzSpoolin||03-01-2004||04:42 PM||Green93TalonTSi@Netscape.net||1g head , intake valves are bent , other than that its all good , came off my old motor that had 96,000 miles. comes with everything but cams and gears. - $125<br /><br />1g JDM Turbo TB, with all sensors - $75<br /><br />1g Turbo cams and gears - $75 <br /><br />1g Valve cover: Silver w/ red letters - $65<br /><br />Greddy Airinx kit for 2gMas - $65 <br /><br />Freedom Designs FSTB - $75 <br /><br />1g Upper Timing cover - silverm -  $25 <br /><br />1gb T/E/L Fog lights w/brakcets, bulbs and harness - $45 <br /><br />VR4 water neck w/ sensors - $35 <br /><br />I have more parts just gotta look threw my boxes and garage.  ALL PRICES <b>DO NOT </b> Include shipping.||69.132.239.244||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes



ubb/Forum1/003290.cgi
A||||2||autobahntom||4G64 (six bolt)||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||03-01-2004||05:42 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||80k miles, complete running motor out of a 91 Expo. It is a 6 bolt. Will NOT ship, but would meet someone part way (within reason) distance wise. <br />$450.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||03-01-2004||06:06 PM||||You have PM on this...||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||03-02-2004||10:09 AM||||Motor is spoken for.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum1/003291.cgi
A||||5||geoff@machv||RH C2 Evo's With TIRES ||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||03-01-2004||06:00 PM||geoff@machv.com||That right ladies and gents. I'm selling a set of 17X7.5 Racing Hart C2 EVO with 225-40/17 Yokohama Parada Tires!!!  The tires have 90% treadlife life left on them !! The wheels are 9 bolt.  <br />5x114.3 and 4x114.3 Center lug nut covers are included.  <i>[I just have to find them]</i>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />Upon closer inspection, one of the tires picked up a nail, so you'll have to spring for one tire.<br /><br />See the pics here :  <a href="http://briefcase.yahoo.com/gspin25" target="_blank">http://briefcase.yahoo.com/gspin25</a><br /><br />Under <b> RH C2 EVO's </b>||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||03-01-2004||06:13 PM||||I only count 8 bolt holes.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||03-01-2004||06:37 PM||||Okay, MY BAD ICEMAN   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   thanks for catching that!!<br /><br />These wheels mate up to a 5 bolt DSM or a 4 Bolt Galant VR4.....||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||ercp98||03-01-2004||07:02 PM||||what's your asking price?||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000004||Chris Sanders||03-01-2004||07:08 PM||||Yeah, whatcha asking for them.  I might be interested.||165.199.3.43||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||03-01-2004||07:50 PM||||900.00 that includes lug nuts  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Shipping is like 20.00 per rim.  that's not a markup either.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum1/003292.cgi
A||||6||geoff@machv||2TWO 2G MAF's for sale!!||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||03-01-2004||06:31 PM||geoff@machv.com||Yup!! <br />Got two of em for sale!!!<br /><br />Figure 50 bucks each.  These units come with their harnesses too!<br /><br /><br />Geoff <br /> <img src="http://us.f1f.yahoofs.com/bc/3f96c0d7_3755/bc/2G+Mass+Airlow/2G+Mass+air+Flow.jpg?bfGw8QABB6kNLf45" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||03-01-2004||11:20 PM||||You have a PM.<br /><br />Anyone know what type of adapter I need to run one of these on my GVR-4.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000002||DuckButterRacing GVR4||03-02-2004||12:07 AM||||no adapter, just tap the wires. It shows you on VFaq. Its rather easy and rich's the car up 20%||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000003||brandongvr4||03-02-2004||01:56 AM||||I have got dib's on the other one.<br /><br />I just emailed you geoff.<br /><br />Brandon||68.126.222.122||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||03-03-2004||06:51 PM||||What's up guys, sorry I was out sick yesterday     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <br />Anyhow, We're gonna go to the replay cause I got alot of responses!!<br /><br />I'm editing this post as it's inaccurate, sorry for the mis-info......<br /><br />Crucible <b>RESPONDED 1st </b> on 3/1 @7:04pm!!<br />NorthernGVR4 <b> responded 2nd </b> on  3/1 @11:18PM <br /><br /><br />Thanks for all the responses by everyone. <br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||03-03-2004||06:54 PM||||To: NorthernGVR4 <b>geoff@machv.com</b><br /><br />Add 7 bucks for shipping and handling!!<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000006||#1459 VR-4||03-03-2004||07:37 PM||||Payment sent, thanks.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes



ubb/Forum1/003293.cgi
A||||10||GREENVR4||a/c compressor took a dump||||1||||Greenvr4||00002742
Z||000000||GREENVR4||03-01-2004||07:10 PM||TPMIPA@YAHOO.COM||like the title says, I need one, if anybody has one laying around please let me know.<br />thanx.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000001||AlwayzSpoolin||03-01-2004||07:14 PM||||I have a full A/C system in my shop: Belt, compressor and all lines and condensor.||69.132.239.244||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||03-01-2004||09:11 PM||||how much$$?||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||spatchana||03-01-2004||09:15 PM||||I have an A/C compressor, fan, and condensor. $150 shipped OBO||66.57.210.80||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes
Z||000004||AlwayzSpoolin||03-01-2004||09:49 PM||||i was thinkin $125 + shipping. Let me know.<br /><br /><br />Greg||69.132.239.244||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes
Z||000005||MustGoFaster||03-02-2004||12:09 AM||||I got a compressor. $65 shipped.||63.226.181.123||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000006||unccGST||03-02-2004||12:38 PM||||I have one for $50 shipped. VERY clean, came off my old 1G AWD (92). Let me know if it will work for you.||152.15.70.118||reg||1||unccGST||00002467||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||03-02-2004||01:13 PM||||problem is it has to be out of a galant, the TEL compressors are different, I have one at home and it would take me a whole lotta changing shit to make it work, thanks anyway  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||Kibo||03-02-2004||01:59 PM||||If you're still looking for parts, I still have all of the A/C components I removed from my Galant (in working order when removed).  Just let me know.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000009||sleepyvr4||03-02-2004||04:20 PM||||I'll have all a/c components removed in a week.  anyone interested let me know.||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000010||DuckButterRacing GVR4||03-02-2004||04:22 PM||||i have 3 A/C compressors. Pay for shipping, and there yours. 1's off JDM Engine, 2 off of T/E/L's. Also have a parts car with all A/C Lines, but thats a Talon, so, i doubt somethings wont work.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes



ubb/Forum1/003294.cgi
A||||2||91GVR4||WTB: Alternator wires and Wheel||||1||||91GVR4||00000884
Z||000000||91GVR4||03-02-2004||12:40 AM||||I am looking for someone with a parts car to let me have the wires that run from the alternator to the fuse links. Should be three; sence,excite,power. Mine are melted from and exaust leak and I need new ones. I tried splicing, but my sence wire don't like that and now I get voltage fluctuations. <br /><br />I am also looking for one rim made by ALBA Wheels under the Quantum Tek lable. It is model S-10, 4 bolt, 15X7, +40mm. I have three and need one more for summer treads. You can see it <a href="http://www.qtalloys.com/html/S10.htm" target="_blank"> here </a>.||63.156.32.78||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000001||coop||03-02-2004||11:20 AM||||I have the harness. What do you want to pay for it?||198.81.26.43||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||91GVR4||03-02-2004||07:48 PM||||How does $20 shipped sound? These are the compleat wires right, with the plug for the alt?<br />Let me know.||63.155.245.188||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes



ubb/Forum1/003295.cgi
A||||6||Romanova||FS: Autometer gauges and Lo-Tek pod.||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||03-02-2004||12:46 AM||avonamor16@yahoo.com||Lo-tek 52mm black gauge pod, plus one Autometer CarbonFiber Ultralite 30-0-20 boost gauge, and one Autometer CarbonFiber Ultralite air/fuel gauge. <br />Gauges have wiring and comes with the hose for the boost gauge. Bulb condom is missing for the boost gauge so it illuminates clear instead of green. All of it new was about $150. Shipped USPS to your door, $100.<br />Oh, I'm selling because I stepped up to 60mm p/h Greddys.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /> <img src="http://s16v.com/romanova/gauges.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Pooh baby shoes NOT included...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||03-02-2004||11:22 AM||||Anyone? Or they're going on Ebay...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||03-02-2004||02:52 PM||||damn i have a set just like that, that im tryin to get rid of also, guess we just have bad luck..||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000003||Forced Style||03-02-2004||03:02 PM||||Would you do 80 shipped?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000004||zeroboost||03-04-2004||12:25 AM||||will buy for 100.00<br />e-mail ss94s10@aol.com||68.84.207.228||reg||1||zeroboost||00003165||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||03-04-2004||12:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by zeroboost:<br /><strong> will buy for 100.00<br />e-mail ss94s10@aol.com </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You've got mail!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||VR4 Me||03-04-2004||08:35 AM||||i got next.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.155.225.6||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes



ubb/Forum1/003296.cgi
A||||6||jayru||FS: Complete 4G63T (non working) GVR4 Motor||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||03-02-2004||09:41 AM||||Was the motor that blew in #120, Rings are shot and may have damage to #4 piston, But it's still complete so i don't know for shure. Started up and ran (although barely) before i took it out.<br /><br />As a core i can get $300 for the block, and $125 for the head alone. I would like $425 for the whole thing (you get all accesories, intake, ect.)<br /><br />WILL NOT SHIP!<br /><br />Located in the Pocono's<br /><br />PM if intrested.<br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||jayru||03-02-2004||11:23 PM||||Just so everyone knows, this is complete. That's including 14B, 1G manifold, intake, and all accesories (minus alt because it's bad)<br /><br />I'll go as low as $350. I just want it gone.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||03-02-2004||11:35 PM||||If you were closer I would buy it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||jayru||03-04-2004||02:21 PM||||Bump||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||GForcedVR4||03-04-2004||04:01 PM||||hey jay i just got alex's vr4, i might be interested in the motor, so i can finally get started on this thing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  let me know when i can pick it up<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T<br />92 GVR4 115/1000||68.9.144.238||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes
Z||000005||jayru||03-04-2004||05:33 PM||||PM Sent||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||jayru||03-05-2004||04:25 PM||||Still available.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum1/003297.cgi
A||||10||GalantVR-4||ARP Head Studs 80.00 NDA||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||03-02-2004||11:19 AM||||Hi there,  <br /><br />Does anyone here need ARP Head Studs for our cars? This set will fit all 1g dsms.  I can get anyone intrested a set for $80.00 shipped NEXT DAY AIR.  Depending on the time you place the order it will get to you no later than 48 hours.  <br /><br />If anyone is intrested please let me know by email at <br /><br />speedyls91@msn.com<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gary<br /><br />I can get other stud applications if you've been looking.  Please feel free to email for quotes.||65.164.228.187||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||03-02-2004||12:43 PM||||I'm interested, but why do you want to ship it next day air? Wouldn't it be a lot cheaper with UPS ground or USPS?<br /><br />I'm overnighting JDM stuff from Japan all the time but I need those in a hurry.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000002||sjg||03-02-2004||02:07 PM||||Oh, sure, don't tell the rest of us where you're overnightning JDM stuff from, that would be too easy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000003||TheJackalGT||03-02-2004||02:50 PM||||he needs it for race wars..||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000004||GalantVR-4||03-02-2004||03:56 PM||||Hi there,  there is no particular reason i am doing the overnight shipping(depending on time of order it may ship the next morning, so please allow roughly 24-48 hours).  However the size of the arp studs qualify for a cheaper overnight rate as compared to an AEM intake for example.  If you would rather have it shipped standard ups ground its 75.00 shipped but takes roughly 1 week give or take depending on where you live.  Just trying to bring good deals to the GVR4 Boards.<br /><br />I am not here to make a million bucks or cheat anyone. The dataloggers on the top of this page come from me so there is some references there.  I will probably have a "free datalogger promo with purchases above $XXX.XX" sooner or later. <br /><br />But, for now i can offer this:  If you buy a set of studs, i can discount the datalogger price to 25.00 shipped for a package price of 105.00 for Head Studs and a datalogger.<br /><br />Please feel free to pm or email with any questions.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gary||67.116.236.154||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||03-02-2004||04:30 PM||||Can you provide other ARP, such as the main and rod bolt sets?  Or other vehicle types?<br /><br />I am considering getting the full set for the 4g63 and may want a head bolt set for an L20B Nissan.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||number3||03-02-2004||04:44 PM||||Do you own a shop?||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000007||GalantVR-4||03-02-2004||04:48 PM||||Hi there,<br /><br />Iceman- Yeah i can please PM me with what you need.<br /><br />Nope i don't own a shop.||67.124.38.159||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||03-02-2004||04:53 PM||||Well, set me up brotha. Shit I bought so many cables from you I should qualify for a free set of studs.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />and guys please, what I said about the JDM stuff, it was a joke. I know you all want the hook up, but like I told KC (blacksheep) I can't get any used asian underwear or anything like that.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||03-02-2004||05:20 PM||||LOL...used underwear!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||03-02-2004||06:09 PM||||If you want Asian underwear, practice at paper-rock-scissors.  I saw a girl with 3 pieces of clothing on completely disrobe a guy in a 3-piece suit playing strip paper-rock -scissors once. She only lost 1 item.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum1/003298.cgi
A||||0||199of2k||Ebay finds||||1||||199of2k||00000323
Z||000000||199of2k||03-02-2004||01:03 PM||brandon@coreyware.com||Evo 1 front clip<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=46098&item=2464233619" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=46098&item=2464233619</a><br /><br />VR4 Front clip<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=46098&item=2463935869" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=46098&item=2463935869</a>||68.230.147.114||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes



ubb/Forum1/003299.cgi
A||||0||GForcedVR4||cyclone intake manifold||||1||||GForcedVR4||00003434
Z||000000||GForcedVR4||03-02-2004||05:31 PM||roadrace44@yahoo.com||cyclone intake manifold(cleaned it up a bit)-$45 shipped<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.9.144.238||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes



ubb/Forum1/003300.cgi
A||||4||atsiauto||running 4g63 for sale ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||03-02-2004||07:21 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||drove it home parted the car 500 Best offer not interested in shipping at all email: atsiauto@comcast.net Im in Richmond va .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Shockvvave||03-02-2004||08:23 PM||||any picture of this car?||68.37.98.158||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||03-02-2004||09:26 PM||||what car ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||03-04-2004||04:55 PM||||Is it a complete running motor? What does the motor come with? pics?||68.100.173.167||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||03-04-2004||07:51 PM||||I have a tentative deal setup . Thanks for the replys .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
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q!09:13 AM!,
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q!VR4 Me!,
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q!VR4 Me!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!09:13 AM!,
q!2453069.0913!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!22x9x3 FMIC F/S !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!02:06 AM!,
q!2453068.0206!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!00002446!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!02:06 AM!,
q!2453068.0206!,
q!AlwayzSpoolin!,
q!00002446!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
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q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!JDM side lights for sale!,
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q!03-05-2004!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2453070.1648!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!369of1000!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!05:37 PM!,
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q!Paul Mc369!,
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],
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q!04DrBlur!,
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q!1!,
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q!03-04-2004!,
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ubb/Forum1/003301.cgi
A||N||0||4G63Mirage||FS Gofastbits BOV ||||1||||4G63Mirage||00002406
Z||000000||4G63Mirage||03-02-2004||07:38 PM||4g63mirage@milwpc.com||$200 shipped BOV<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.gofastbits.com/hybrid.htm" target="_blank">gofastbits</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://lilevo.com/logs/gfb.jpg" target="_blank">Actual BOV</a>||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes



ubb/Forum1/003302.cgi
A||||12||jonvr4||SAFC II||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||03-02-2004||09:45 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||like the title says. 300 shipped. its the black one too.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2994" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2994&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||mistaVR4||03-03-2004||12:26 PM||||PM SENT!!||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||03-03-2004||08:21 PM||||sold sorry Steve||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||03-03-2004||08:34 PM||||man jon, steve is local. can't sell out the locals   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||03-03-2004||11:09 PM||||cousin bought it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||03-03-2004||11:11 PM||||for the STi?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||mistaVR4||03-03-2004||11:15 PM||||It's all good bro!<br /><br />  If you know of another II let me know!<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />p.s.  COmeet?????<br /><br /><br />When where?||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000007||mistaVR4||03-03-2004||11:25 PM||||Well Jon,<br /><br />  Unfortunately, I read your PM .....after my latest reply..........................That sucks man!  280 and it's yours huh&lt; I guess not!!  what happened man???????????   that WOULD have kicked ass!<br /><br />later  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||03-03-2004||11:25 PM||||Chris- yea for the STI<br />Steve- it doesnt matter as long as it dont turn in to another so-call meet, right Chris?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||03-03-2004||11:28 PM||||Gotta give me and Kibo some time to work on our cars. We're both trying our best to prep for race season. I just bought my crank and bearing for the motor today.<br /><br />I'll be there anytime in the Civic though, but it's more fun to bring the GVR4 in 30psi trim.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||mistaVR4||03-03-2004||11:35 PM||||I don't know what the hell that that means but giving me a private message that say's you'll sell it to me, then saying it's sold just seems a little wierd????||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||03-03-2004||11:37 PM||||ok sorry||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000012||mistaVR4||03-03-2004||11:49 PM||||ya man<br /><br /><br />  I hope it went to the family!||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes



ubb/Forum1/003303.cgi
A||N||1||VR4ownzU||FS:  EVO 8 FMIC||||1||||VR4ownzU||00002798
Z||000000||VR4ownzU||03-02-2004||10:46 PM||Method7975@aol.com||FOR SALE:  EVO 8 FMIC...2400 miles on it.<br />$280 plus shipping.<br /><br />Please contact hondadave69@aol.com for more info regarding the FMIC.<br /><br />thanks guys,<br />Nick||205.188.208.172||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000001||VR4ownzU||03-05-2004||10:30 AM||||bump||205.188.208.172||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes



ubb/Forum1/003304.cgi
A||||0||hecdws||jdm cluster 4 sale ||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||03-02-2004||11:20 PM||hecdws@aol.com||finally a jdm part i dont want.sorry for the bad pics but my phone is all i have. it reads in km/h and is reversed from our gauges. $100 shipped.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2995" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2996" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2997" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum1/003305.cgi
A||||0||Doc90tsi||doc90tsi||||1||||Docc||00002773
Z||000000||Doc90tsi||03-03-2004||01:42 AM||ih8v8s@turbologic.net||black 91 side view mirrors vr-4||216.193.160.150||reg||1||Docc||00002773||yes



ubb/Forum1/003306.cgi
A||||0||AlwayzSpoolin||22x9x3 FMIC F/S ||||1||||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446
Z||000000||AlwayzSpoolin||03-03-2004||02:06 AM||Green93TalonTSi@Netscape.net||Polished 22x9x3 Bar and Plate FMIC w/ 2.5" inlet/outlet, the core is from street imports, It was mounted on my talon, BUT NEVER HOOKED UP ! I bought it new for $350 , i only want $300 + shipping, shipping should only be like $20.||69.132.239.244||reg||1||AlwayzSpoolin||00002446||yes



ubb/Forum1/003307.cgi
A||||0||Doc90tsi||fs black 91 side view  mirrors ||||1||||Docc||00002773
Z||000000||Doc90tsi||03-03-2004||03:17 AM||ih8v8s@turbologic.net||Have a pair of mirrirs in black in fair condition let me know<br />                        thanks, mike||216.193.160.29||reg||1||Docc||00002773||yes



ubb/Forum1/003308.cgi
A||||0||PhilthMonger||Rebuilt trans for sale $1200||||1||||PhilthMonger||00000500
Z||000000||PhilthMonger||03-03-2004||04:31 AM||gtisrot@yahoo.com||have a couple extra so I'm selling one off. Lots of new parts, GVR4 1st and double 2nd synchro. pm me for details $1200 NJ area pickup prefered.||68.196.69.246||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes



ubb/Forum1/003309.cgi
A||||7||Ermer||WTB - Purge Control Valve||||1||||Ermer||00003493
Z||000000||Ermer||03-03-2004||11:08 AM||teamworkracing@hotmail.com||Does anyone know where I can get one?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a><br /><br />Thanks!!!||68.107.83.229||reg||1||Ermer||00003493||yes
Z||000001||1969MIB||03-03-2004||11:22 AM||||What happened to the one that came on the car? Did someone take all the emissions equipment off?||208.57.81.236||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000002||Ermer||03-03-2004||11:44 AM||||I broke one of the vac. connections, so I need another one, because I don't have any vac. readings. Plus I don't want to worry about emmissions later down the line too...<br /><br />We were able to salvage it, but it still doesn't have any vac readings.||68.107.83.229||reg||1||Ermer||00003493||yes
Z||000003||1969MIB||03-03-2004||11:54 AM||||You best luck would be to go hit up a junkyard or someone who has a parts car. I don't know anyone personally here in San Diego with a parts car, but there are a ton of junkyards in the Chula Vista area. What part of San Diego are you in BTW?||208.57.81.236||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000004||Ermer||03-04-2004||01:49 PM||||Yah, I've been calling around.  50 bucks new... I'll look around still....||67.121.222.162||reg||1||Ermer||00003493||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||03-04-2004||02:13 PM||||tell you what, I took all my shtuff out of the car, pay for shipping and it's yours.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||03-05-2004||12:25 AM||||I got one at the mitsu dealer about three months ago. Then I saw that diagram on the Taboo site. Now it sits on a shelf. Yours for shipping if you don't hook up with green.||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||jayru||03-05-2004||09:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> I got one at the mitsu dealer about three months ago. Then I saw that diagram on the Taboo site. Now it sits on a shelf. Yours for shipping if you don't hook up with green. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">do you have all your emissions stuff? I might need it as PA just changed their emissions laws. Now they require a visual inspection and everything must be there. Let me know.<br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum1/003310.cgi
A||||2||mistaVR4||wtb: egt gauge/3&quot;gm mas/AFC||||1||||mistaVR4||00003068
Z||000000||mistaVR4||03-03-2004||12:18 PM||tassap1@aol.com||Hey,<br /><br />  If any of you have any of these your looking to get rid let me know..<br /><br />Thanks,||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000001||Ant||03-04-2004||08:33 AM||||Autometer Pyrometer EGT Gauge. <br />$85 and it's yours.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.85||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000002||mistaVR4||03-04-2004||05:45 PM||||payment sent<br /><br />thanks bro!||166.93.98.42||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes



ubb/Forum1/003311.cgi
A||||6||Matt379||big 16G||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||03-03-2004||10:44 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I have a big 16G turbo for sale.<br /><br />This turbo was ported by TRE and clipped by TRE.  I'm not sure the exact clipping specs (Jon orginally ordered it) but lag was a non-issue.<br /><br />It is fairly low mileage, and it is in excellent condition.  I'm selling it because I decided to go bigger.  <br /><br />400 plus shipping.<br /><br />PM for pics, or details.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||mistaVR4||03-04-2004||01:39 AM||||how many miles?||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000002||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||03-04-2004||05:02 PM||||How much for shipping to Virginia, 20121?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000003||Matt379||03-04-2004||05:21 PM||||I'm asking Jon Roberts when he put the big16G on the car.  It was on the car when I bought it.  I know he put mostly highway miles on the car.<br /><br />Shipping will be under $20 to Virginia.  I'm not sure on the exact price, but I know it doesn't weigh anywhere close to 40lbs, and 40lbs is $18.<br /><br />I will have pictures of it tonight.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000004||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||03-04-2004||05:38 PM||||Thanks, sounds good, keep us updated.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000005||Matt379||03-04-2004||08:40 PM||||okay, you can see the pictures here for now.<br /><br /><a href="ftp://68.51.71.91" target="_blank">ftp://68.51.71.91</a>||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000006||Matt379||03-05-2004||07:37 PM||||Okay,<br /><br />I believe the turbo has aronud 20K miles on it.  Lots of highway miles when Jon had the car.<br /><br />Overall, in excellent condition, and pics available (see above post.)<br /><br />Great power since it was ported by TRE and is also clipped.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes



ubb/Forum1/003312.cgi
A||N||9||Pete9339||91 GALANT GSR ( ecs suspension )PART OUT!!! ENTIRE COMPLETE CAR||||1||||sickvr4||00001514
Z||000000||Pete9339||03-03-2004||11:35 PM||Pete9339@hotmail.com||Hey all, <br /><br />i have a really nice 91 gsr ( green/green ) to part out. it has everything right now it got hit in the back the only thing that's busted is the trunk it's self ( wing ok ) , and the drivers side light assembly, but everything else is tip top. i will ship any parts needed but local pickup is quicker and more direct. i can only get to it on the weekends so all shippings will go out on tuesdays. or you can come get it directly from me. the car is in nazareth PA , i also will accept performance parts for trade.( 18064 ) and you can reach me directly at 610-730-0216 wich i prefer. thank you for the space and let the dissasembly begin!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />i accept pay pal at pete9339@hotmail.com, thanks<br /><br />pete<br />92 gvr4 #11<br /><br /><br />p.s. mail me for pics ( pete9339@aol.com & pete9339 on AOL IM )||151.197.213.113||reg||1||sickvr4||00001514||yes
Z||000001||skivittlerjimb||03-04-2004||12:54 AM||||$50 for the suspension gauge pod?  Be happy to pick it up in the next three weeks or so when I drive down to DC, but I'm also happy to pay actual shipping as well...<br /><br />Just let me know,<br /><br />Thanks!  <br /><br />-Jim B.||192.107.146.2||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000002||Pete9339||03-04-2004||06:33 AM||||i was planning on keeping that part for myself but i can deal with 50 beans. i accept pay pal at pete9339@hotmail.com<br /><br />thanks <br />Pete.<br />p.s.shipments on tuesdays||151.197.213.113||reg||1||sickvr4||00001514||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||03-04-2004||06:48 AM||||Is it an automatic and a 2.0?  If so, I would be interested in the ecu. Let me know,  Thanks.||24.3.246.148||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||Pete9339||03-04-2004||07:06 AM||||i'ts a 5 speeed manual 2.0L 4g63non turbo <br />tranny and engine are completely stock and untouched as is the rest of the car. <br /><br />i actually have a lisence plate frame from a 91 jdm ( the part that holds the plate and has 2 rear lights attached to it also if anyone wants that<br /><br />Pete||151.197.213.113||reg||1||sickvr4||00001514||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||03-05-2004||08:04 AM||||Can you post a pic of the JDM license plate frame piece? Mine has two cracks and needs to be replaced. <br /><br />You can email me the pic if that is more convenient. abhaysantos@yahoo.com<br /><br />Give me a price as well.<br /><br />thanx||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||jayru||03-05-2004||09:12 AM||||If Jim B dosen't take the suspension pod i will take it.<br /><br />Please let me know.<br /><br />Edit: I would like the driver's side A pillar trim also.  <br /><br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||199of2k||03-05-2004||11:29 AM||||how much for that peice that goes around the radio?||68.230.147.114||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||03-05-2004||12:15 PM||||front abs sensors?||64.240.175.111||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||skivittlerjimb||03-05-2004||02:38 PM||||Price for the master window switch in the door?||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes



ubb/Forum1/003313.cgi
A||||11||zeroboost||need all innercooler piping||||1||||zeroboost||00003165
Z||000000||zeroboost||03-04-2004||12:28 AM||mxmug@yahoo.com||i need all the innercooler piping<br />for galant vr4<br />will for shipping<br />thanks <br />Dc||68.84.207.228||reg||1||zeroboost||00003165||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||03-04-2004||12:30 AM||||What is an "innercooler"? I have heard of an "Intercooler". Learn how to spell.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||03-04-2004||08:11 AM||||What are you complaining about Abhay, you get in his will if you ship to him.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||03-04-2004||08:53 AM||||I have a full set of stock IC piping, make me an offer I can't refuse.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||03-04-2004||08:56 AM||||Zeropunctuation, heres some pipes for $340 plus shipping =  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002935;p=4" target="_blank">LiNk</a>||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||forgottenvr4||03-04-2004||02:59 PM||||Hey Abhey,<br /><br />Go easy on the guy......Geeze, he probably just fat-fingerrrred the keys........<br /><br />Aaron||207.109.11.163||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||03-04-2004||03:03 PM||||This is great. First Abhey calls him dumb by not being able to spell and now Aaron calls him fat.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||03-04-2004||04:03 PM||||Spell my name correctly will you. Abhay. OK.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||03-04-2004||04:05 PM||||abe-hay!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||zeroboost||03-04-2004||08:27 PM||||what, theres no edit button<br />sorry||68.84.207.228||reg||1||zeroboost||00003165||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||03-04-2004||08:32 PM||||yeah there is...its the icon with the paper and pencil!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||zeroboost||03-05-2004||03:22 PM||||never mind i went to the junk yard found a vr4<br />that has almost every thing i swiped most every think of<br />no engine<br />no tranny||68.84.207.228||reg||1||zeroboost||00003165||yes



ubb/Forum1/003314.cgi
A||||0||VR4 Me||Polished T3 Turbo Never Used||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||03-04-2004||09:13 AM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||<img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/celica/cturbo.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/celica/cturbo2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />this thing is brand new with a polished compressor housing. It was part of my Celica turbo kit which I'm parting out. You guys get it or it's goin on Ebay.<br /><br />275 shipped obo||68.155.225.6||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes



ubb/Forum1/001448.cgi


ubb/Forum1/003315.cgi
A||||1||bob in chicago||Cheapo 16g||||1||||bob in chicago||00000069
Z||000000||bob in chicago||03-04-2004||04:22 PM||bheitsch@rcn.com||Asking $300 or Best Offer: New mitsu exhaust housing that's been lightly ported to gasket-match a ported O2 housing, very little shaft play, did not leak or blow oil when removed from my car, absolutely no nicks on the fins, no porting on exhaust inlet; light porting of cold-side inlet, includes uncracked O2 housing with stainless steel gasket, working wastegate actuator which was painted flat black with header paint.  Great replacement for a dying original 14g.||24.136.3.41||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||03-04-2004||04:44 PM||||i got first dibs, pending mileage.||24.8.93.20||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum1/003316.cgi
A||||2||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||F/S Silver S-AFC 2||||1||||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128
Z||000000||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||03-04-2004||06:00 PM||Dontsleeponthevr4@yahoo.com||I have a brand new silver S-AFC 2 that im selling for a friend. He has a sr20det and had his ecu tuned by Jim Wolf Tech. So he doesnt need the Safc. <br /><br />Asking $290.00 Shipped if anyone is intrested....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||03-04-2004||11:39 PM||||contact mistagvr4  he want one||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||03-05-2004||04:29 AM||||Thanks Jon I already did.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||172.142.139.13||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes



ubb/Forum1/003317.cgi
A||||3||agrabau||Ebay small 16g and Evo 3 manifold.. no O2 Housing tho||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||03-04-2004||07:03 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||16g... not perfect but probably good (since you guys are perfectionists) for a second car or if you want to upgrade a car you're selling.. even to use it works perfect. <br /><br />16g and Evo 3 manifold on ebay. <br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2464789669" target="_blank">Ebeh</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-05-2004||02:44 AM||||Guess you didn't like my offer?  Fine.  Maybe I'll win the auction at a price <i>lower</i> than what I offered you.  So there.||24.14.14.60||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||03-05-2004||12:02 PM||||OH NO!!! US $207.50 already and 6 more days to go. i guess i'm not the only one eyeing this turbo. the search continues...||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000003||giantrobot||03-05-2004||08:36 PM||||Aww man..hey,if I win can I come pick it up instead?||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes



ubb/Forum1/003318.cgi
A||||3||04DrBlur||  Looking for stock  fpr.||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||03-04-2004||09:18 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||Anyone got a stock fuel pressure regulator I can get cheap??||68.76.191.165||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||03-04-2004||09:37 PM||||Yup, he me up for shipping and an address and I'll have it out to you tomorrow.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||03-05-2004||06:09 PM||||Still need one.  Ryan is having trouble finding his.  Thanks again.||68.76.191.165||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||Kibo||03-05-2004||07:20 PM||||Same offer.  How many do you need?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum1/003319.cgi
A||||0||Fonzo||WTB: Front Bumper||||1||||Fonzo||00000681
Z||000000||Fonzo||03-05-2004||12:30 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||I just bought a 92' VR-4 , I need the front bumper.<br /><br />Thanks||64.165.210.36||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes



ubb/Forum1/003320.cgi
A||||0||hibrn8||Just checking......||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-05-2004||12:34 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||......to see if anyone has whiteline springs they want to part with before I start hunting another set down. PM me. Thanks.||67.248.115.27||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum1/003321.cgi
A||||2||MustGoFaster||HKS IC pipe and BOV||||1||||MustGoFaster||00000748
Z||000000||MustGoFaster||03-05-2004||01:49 AM||Ryan034316@yahoo.com||Up for sale is a HKS sequential (NOT a Super Sequential) BOV and matching pipe.  The pipe replaces the factory pipe the goes over the turbo and mounts the BOV on the drivers side by the radiator.  It has a nice gray finish with a hammered look to it.  BOV is silver.<br /><br />$100 + shipping.  KC has first dibs if he wants it back.<br /><br />Finish and BOV look like this but pipe is diffrent.<br /><br /> <img src="http://i13.ebayimg.com/01/i/01/6a/ca/34_1_b.JPG" alt=" - " />||63.226.181.123||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-05-2004||08:18 AM||||Ryan  - I regretfully pass. I am not doing anything under the hood this year and may go a different route when I decide to mod. Thanks for offering though, I really appreciate it. Thats worth every bit of the money being asked. <br /><br />Another vouch for Ryan - he has blacksheep v 1.0 and sold me back some parts from her I had to have and took the trouble of shipping them. So, buy from this guy without fear....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||madgvr4||03-05-2004||08:16 PM||||I just pm you about that peice. Thanks||68.110.137.20||reg||1||madgvr4||00002369||yes



ubb/Forum1/003322.cgi
A||||2||mr.mitsu||amg spark plug cover and maf||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||03-05-2004||10:12 AM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||i have both up for grabs<br /><br />maf is off a 1g tel turbo<br /><br />pics available <br /><br />thanks||24.153.24.118||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||03-05-2004||10:37 AM||||how much for the cover?||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||coop||03-05-2004||01:34 PM||||what does it look like?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum1/001482.cgi
A||||227||iceman69510||LOOK! JDM Emblem opportunity||||1||||iceman69510||00000038
Z||000000||iceman69510||06-05-2003||01:05 PM||||Hey all,<br /><br />Autobahn Tom and I have been working on a deal to get some of the JDM emblems, and I am ready to offer them to the list.  Two emblems are being offered, the "MMC" and the "VR-4" in red that some have seen previously.  I have pictures but do not know how to post them, so if anyone wants to offer assistance...<br /><br />Here's how it works:<br />$11 for the "MMC"<br />$16 for the "VR-4"<br />I will require a $5 deposit (non-refundable) for each emblem you want to order, as I have to front the money to buy them. (Still taking a chance, as they cost more than that anyway). The total will include shipping to you and any sales tax I have to pay.<br /><br /><br />The lead time is estimated at almost 90 days, so some patience will be necessary.  <br /><br />I need to order at least 20 of each to keep the pricing.  If there are a lot more, they may be cheaper, but I have no guarantee of that.<br /><br />Deposits can be made by Paypal (no credit cards) or cash if you trust USPS, or by money order if you don't.  <br /><br />You can let me know you want to indulge by PM or by my email at dbliese@juno.com, and I will provide transaction information.<br /><br />Couldn't let KC do all the entreprenurial business!||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-05-2003||01:12 PM||||Shizz, welcome to the party, pal. <br /><br />I dont have money to front for my JDM parts as the stuff I am trying to get is a bit more expensive.<br /><br />Put me down for 2 sets of red VR4 emblems.<br /><br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||06-05-2003||01:58 PM||||Down for 1 MMC...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||06-05-2003||02:38 PM||||I hate letting these sorts of things pass me by. Put me down for 1 MMC and 1 VR4.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||raceman77||06-05-2003||03:23 PM||||l`m in for the VR-4 emblem,l already have the mmc  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000005||turbophein||06-05-2003||03:35 PM||||i want the vr4 emblem and maybe the mmc, we'll see, but i really want to see some pics||24.91.240.164||reg||1||turbophein||00001655||yes
Z||000006||joec||06-05-2003||03:48 PM||||There's some pics in this topic, not sure if it's what's actually being sold by iceman:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001761#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001761#000000</a>||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||Rasko Da Gama||06-05-2003||04:09 PM||||Put me down for two (2) MMC's...<br />I don't have a VR4 G-ride so why would I need those?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br />I know the shipping to Europe is more expensive, I accept... So please let me know. I PM'd you   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||217.72.66.144||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||06-05-2003||04:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> There's some pics in this topic, not sure if it's what's actually being sold by iceman:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001761#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001761#000000</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks Joe.  Those are the same emblems I will be acquiring.  I thought they had been shown here before.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||number3||06-05-2003||05:12 PM||||I would like a VR-4 Badge.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||06-05-2003||08:55 PM||||i'll take both||138.89.76.27||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||06-05-2003||09:07 PM||||1 MMC please||12.203.230.54||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||Jose||06-05-2003||11:23 PM||||You can count me in for 3 MMC's and 3 VR-4's.<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000013||chhuong||06-06-2003||01:42 AM||||i'll take 2 vr4 emblems and 1 mmc.||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000014||199of2k||06-06-2003||02:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chhuong:<br /><strong> i'll take 2 vr4 emblems and 1 mmc. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">same here||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000015||Oztek||06-06-2003||07:46 AM||||I'll get the money to you this weekend.  I'll take two sets of each.||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000016||msaskin||06-06-2003||08:30 AM||||count me down for 1 MMC and 2 VR4 emblems.<br /><br />i'll email you.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000017||DeanCouchey||06-06-2003||09:01 AM||||Iceman count me in for a VR4 emblem when do you want the money by?||64.246.133.152||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000018||iceman69510||06-06-2003||09:31 AM||||Everyone check back here next week, and I will provide payment instructions.  Some have indicated they would send the total amount for their parts.  That or the deposit requested is OK.  <br /><br />We are well on the way to achieving the minimum of 20 of each type for the order.  I will keep this open for about 2 weeks total if that is OK with everyone, as I don't want to delay the order too long because of the lead time. Last date to order will be June 20.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000019||Numberless||06-06-2003||10:03 AM||||I'll take both...<br /><br />let us know your paypal address...is it the juno.com one?||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000020||markrieb||06-06-2003||03:35 PM||||I'll take a couple of the VR-4 emblems.<br /><br />I'll have to check, my paypal account is just about spent and I am not about to give them access to any kind of bank account.<br /><br />Let me know an address to send the money.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.228.42||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000021||GRV4726||06-06-2003||04:34 PM||||i'll take both.<br /><br />i'll be sending you a money order if thats ok. with your reputation i have trust in you my fellow gvr4 owner, haha. yeah so i'll send you the total amount<br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000022||s_firestone||06-06-2003||09:08 PM||||Count me in for 1 set.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1K||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000023||hecdws||06-06-2003||10:20 PM||||ill take 2 of each. me and jose should be sending money your way tomorrow(saturday).<br />hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000024||Romanova||06-07-2003||12:10 AM||||I'll take a VR-4 emblem. <br /><br />Thanks for the hook up!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000025||c2joe||06-07-2003||02:05 AM||||I'll take one of each also||205.145.186.201||reg||1||c2joe||00000951||yes
Z||000026||Martin Chilcote||06-07-2003||09:54 AM||||iceman69510,<br /><br />Count me in for one each !<br /><br />What about the red diamond star ?<br /><br />Thanks||66.139.166.19||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000027||GVRfore||06-07-2003||12:18 PM||||Please put count me in for 1 red vr-4 emblem.||68.100.34.122||reg||1||GVRfore||00000647||yes
Z||000028||iceman69510||06-07-2003||11:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Martin #1064/2000:<br /><strong> <br />What about the red diamond star ?<br /><br />Thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Martin,  do you mean a red 3 diamond, the regular Mitsu emblem?  Those can be had in various stules and sizes from almost any US model car before they went to the chrome ones in 2002 model year.  Or do you mean something else?||204.246.220.107||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000029||Martin Tolentino||06-08-2003||12:24 AM||||<a href="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/JDMbadges.jpg" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/JDMbadges.jpg</a><br />this link works<br /><br />I want the mmc and the red vr-4||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000030||howard_GVR4||06-08-2003||01:09 PM||||Put me down for one of each!||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000031||iceman69510||06-09-2003||10:45 AM||||Hello everyone,<br /><br />As we have quite quickly met the minimum, I would like to change the plan and close the request time for this this coming Sunday, June 15, 2003.<br /><br />Here's payment information for those already in.  Please include full name and address for shipping, as I would like to compile the database as I go.  This can also be done in Paypal.<br /><br />Paypal (no credit cards)to:<br /><br />dbliese@juno.com<br /><br />Mail to: (money orders preferably.  If you send a personal check, you pay any additional fees if it is bad.  Please verify that I will accept one from you before you send.)<br /><br />David Bliese<br />PO Box 20<br />Merna, Illinois  61758<br /><br />Not trying to pull anything with the PO box, as I live in the sticks and have to pick my mail up at the post office.  This is my regular post office box. <br /><br />List so far.  Let me know if I have any mistakes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />screen name	MMC	VR-4<br />Blacksheep	 	2<br />4orced4door	 1	<br />udriveu	         1	1<br />rick r		 1<br />Jan	         2	<br />number 3		1<br />turbophein		1<br />gt luke	         1	1<br />pivvay	         1	<br />1571/2000	 3	3<br />chhuong	         1	2<br />199of2k	         1	2<br />oztek	         2	2<br />msaksin	         1	2<br />Dean Couchey		1<br />Numberless	 1	1<br />markreib		2<br />467	         1	<br />hecdws	         2	2<br />Blackhole		<br />Martin Tolentino 2	2<br />Belize#1692	 1	<br />Howard	         1	1<br />c2joe	         1	1<br />GVRfore		 1<br />Romanova		1<br />GVR4726	         1	1<br />s_firestone	 1	1<br />Martin#1064/2000 1	1||4.17.245.130||reg||2||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000032||udriveu||06-09-2003||11:03 AM||||Is it still $11 for MMC and $16 for VR-4? Also, how much is shipping? Or is it included?||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000033||iceman69510||06-09-2003||11:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> Is it still $11 for MMC and $16 for VR-4? Also, how much is shipping? Or is it included? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Terms remain the same.  Shipping included (except overseas).||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000034||blacksheep||06-09-2003||12:06 PM||||I have featured this topic so people can sign up and look for updates. <br /><br />David - Please let me know when this buy is over.||207.108.41.190||reg||4||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000035||JAYGVR4||06-09-2003||03:44 PM||||I'm in for 1 VR4 Badge...  I'll send in the $5 to your PayPal right now.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000036||Numberless||06-09-2003||04:02 PM||||Paid in full as of just now...paypal<br /><br />MMC badge<br />vr-4 badge<br /><br />Thanks for doing this..<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000037||Gvr4-330||06-09-2003||06:13 PM||||Paid in full for 2 GVR4 emblems...<br /><br />paypal id is roby827@hotmail.com<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000038||GRV4726||06-09-2003||07:35 PM||||i'll try and mail the money order out tomorrow. thanks a LOT.||66.170.199.138||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000039||iceman69510||06-10-2003||04:20 PM||||Time to ante up!  I have over 30 requests for the MMC and over 40 for the VR4 emblem.  I have 5 payments on paypal so far.  Last time for orders is June 15, and you need to provide payment by June 20 (deposit or more, your choice).  I will order only those that are firm by that time.<br /><br />See my entry of June 9 for all the details!<br /><br />Thanks.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000040||911307||06-10-2003||08:08 PM||||I'll take one of each,I will paypal in full tthx||198.81.26.105||reg||1||911307||00000370||yes
Z||000041||Jose||06-11-2003||12:58 AM||||Hey ICEMAN69510 I will be making and sending a money order out tomorrow for 5 MMC badges and 5 VR4 badges (1571/2000 & HECDWS combined)<br />Jose.....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000042||c2joe||06-11-2003||02:08 AM||||Money order will go out to you on Wednesday 6/11||205.145.186.201||reg||1||c2joe||00000951||yes
Z||000043||tplesko||06-11-2003||08:45 AM||||just paid for both MMC and VR4 in full   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.203.230.54||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000044||Bobbo||06-11-2003||06:45 PM||||I would like one of each.( 1 MMC and 1 VR4)||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000045||gsxtasee||06-11-2003||06:58 PM||||I just paid in full for 1 MMC and 2 VR-4 badges.  Does the MMC come with the Diamond Star symbol?  If so, I'll pay for another MMC because I want two of those as well.  I already have 1 MMC badge but need the DSM symbol.<br /><br />Jason||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000046||GRV4726||06-11-2003||07:18 PM||||ok i sent you a money order for 27$ for the two. i sent it today and i hope it gets there soon.<br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000047||GVRfore||06-13-2003||01:08 AM||||just sent payment for one vr-4 emblem.  too bad my timing belt snapped on me yesterday.||68.100.33.220||reg||1||GVRfore||00000647||yes
Z||000048||Kibo||06-13-2003||05:10 AM||||I'd like one MMC and two VR-4 emblems.  PayPal is down for maintenance right now; I'll send you the money later today.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks!||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000049||iceman69510||06-13-2003||10:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> Hey ICEMAN69510 I will be making and sending a money order out tomorrow for 5 MMC badges and 5 VR4 badges (1571/2000 & HECDWS combined)<br />Jose..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Received this AM, Jose.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000050||14bCrazy||06-13-2003||10:12 AM||||I sent the deposit for two of each badge. Thanks Rick||63.159.4.145||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000051||Kevinj110||06-15-2003||04:00 AM||||I Just Paid mine in full for the 1 MMC logo thanks<br />Now I can stand out from the 6 vr4s in my town.||66.119.33.170||reg||14||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000052||Romanova||06-15-2003||12:51 PM||||Just paid for a VR-4 badge! Thanks!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000053||Martin Tolentino||06-15-2003||12:56 PM||||I sent the postal MO out last night, for 2 each.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000054||Minjin||06-15-2003||02:07 PM||||Deposit sent for one of each.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000055||DeanCouchey||06-17-2003||12:38 AM||||paid for mine earlier this day!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000056||chhuong||06-17-2003||02:51 AM||||payment sent via paypal!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000057||iceman69510||06-17-2003||12:38 PM||||OK everyone, we are getting down there.  No more orders coming in, but for some prospective buyers I still have no deposit or commitment for such.  I plan to close this and order by Friday.<br /><br />UPDATED LIST 6/20.<br />List of no deposit.  If you need the info, check the June 9 entry of mine in this thread.<br /><br /><br />turbophein<br />gt luke<br />msaksin<br />Howard<br />s_firestone<br />911307<br /><br /><br />And the list of those who have informed me a money order is coming (but I have not yet received as of this date):<br /><br />c2joe<br />bob dole<br />gsxtasee<br /><br />Please contact me if you believe me to be in error.  With home and work emails and PMs, I may have made a mistake.<br /><br />Thanks.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000058||GalantVR-4||06-18-2003||12:31 PM||||can i still get an mmc emblem?  11 bucks right?  if its still possible id like to paypal you for it.||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000059||iceman69510||06-18-2003||12:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR-4:<br /><strong> can i still get an mmc emblem?  11 bucks right?  if its still possible id like to paypal you for it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well...alright.<br />Yes, correct.<br />Paypal works.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000060||GRV4726||06-18-2003||11:17 PM||||AHH!!!! please tell me you got my money. damn it, i knew i should have shipped it a faster way. damn it.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000061||iceman69510||06-19-2003||09:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> AHH!!!! please tell me you got my money. damn it, i knew i should have shipped it a faster way. damn it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you tell me your name?  I did get a MO from a name I don't recognize, but I forget which state it was from.  It is from John Vetter(?) or something.  I don't have it here right now.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000062||DeanCouchey||06-19-2003||10:48 AM||||Iceman are you gonna post a list of everyone who you recived money from just so I know you got mine!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000063||iceman69510||06-19-2003||10:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> Iceman are you gonna post a list of everyone who you recived money from just so I know you got mine! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dean,<br /><br />I would rather keep updating the "not received" list shown a few entries above.  <br /><br />You are in the clear (sort of).  Paypal notification receivedon yours, but Paypal has not cleared it through yet.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000064||GVR4#1373||06-20-2003||11:35 AM||||am I too late to get in on this order?  Hope you havent placed the order yet, I'd like 1 MMC and 1 VR-4||171.161.96.10||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes
Z||000065||iceman69510||06-20-2003||03:20 PM||||1373, I sent you email.<br /><br />Everybody, see updated list above.  There are still a few of you I need to hear from, and time is running short...||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000066||GVR4#1373||06-20-2003||03:48 PM||||Thanks Iceman, money is sent   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||171.161.96.10||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes
Z||000067||GRV4726||06-20-2003||08:55 PM||||the name is Jenny Jolivette. my mom sent it (i hate dealing with that kind of shit) <br /><br />but her hand writting sucks really hard. the money order is for 27 dollars and it says chase on it.<br /><br />address is 2335 Gentryside... from houston tx<br /><br />sorry about the confusion i think i will be writting them from now on.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000068||GRV4726||06-22-2003||11:36 AM||||any updates? so whats going on with the gb now?||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000069||iceman69510||06-23-2003||10:23 AM||||Basically, the order will go in today.  I waited the weekend for some who had not paid, or for payments that I had to deny on Paypal because they were with a credit card.  At this point I still have some not paid, but it is a very small number and I will take the risk and order everybody's goods.<br /><br />It will be a while 'til we get them, so everyone will have to hold tight.  I will post more news as I get it.<br /><br />Thanks all.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000070||DeanCouchey||06-23-2003||11:02 AM||||YAY Maybe by the time I can get it my car will be running! Thanks ICEMAN!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000071||Kevinj110||06-25-2003||01:25 PM||||Let me know after they get here if you have any emblems leftover i might want to buy them off of you and get them out to a couple of my buddies that dont use the site.||170.224.224.134||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000072||iceman69510||06-25-2003||05:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Belize#1692:<br /><strong> Let me know after they get here if you have any emblems leftover i might want to buy them off of you and get them out to a couple of my buddies that dont use the site. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I actually did order some extras, and if some who have not paid me, but I generously ordered for anyway, turn out to be deadbeats, I will have their spares as well.<br /><br />I'll let you know.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000073||JAYGVR4||06-28-2003||11:45 PM||||Ice,<br /><br />FYI, I've been out of pocket for a couple days since I just moved into a new house.  I just PayPal'd you the balance for my VR4 emblem  Please send to my work address as per my note in the PayPal reciept.<br /><br />Thanks,||165.247.95.71||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000074||howard_GVR4||07-05-2003||09:36 AM||||Iceman, any news or ETA on when the emblems will ship to you?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000075||Jon-Lee||07-06-2003||10:48 AM||||I was on the general discussion board talking about a jdm emblem that goes on the front grille that says something to the fact of awd all the time and viscous something or other. Do you think you can get a line on thi semblem, even if it is just one, i will buy it.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Jon-Lee||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000076||iceman69510||07-08-2003||06:38 PM||||I have been out of touch for a week with the source, but I should have an update in a day or two.  I will have a better idea when they actually provide me a shipping date, which I don't have yet.||204.246.220.139||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000077||driftntouge||07-10-2003||12:49 PM||||I know its late, but can I still buy these emblems??  Id like a set if possible, let me know what you can do.  Thanks!||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000078||iceman69510||07-11-2003||10:08 AM||||There may be some extras available at the end of this.  I will let you know when I have determined that.   Order has already been placed and I am waiting on confirmation and shipping information.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000079||Hartwick||07-13-2003||04:22 PM||||How did I miss this?  I am with Driftntouge.  If there are any of these emblems left over, I'd like the two of them.  It is time to paint the car, and it is the perfect time to use these emblems!  Thanks.||170.215.87.225||reg||11||DirtyDave||00001757||yes
Z||000080||howard_GVR4||07-18-2003||02:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> There may be some extras available at the end of this.  I will let you know when I have determined that.   Order has already been placed and I am waiting on confirmation and shipping information. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any more updates?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000081||iceman69510||07-18-2003||05:03 PM||||I'm having some problems with the source, but I think I will have it worked out next week.  I am sorry this is dragging, but I'm working on it.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000082||udriveu||07-31-2003||12:46 PM||||any news?||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000083||dmeyers||08-04-2003||06:16 PM||||check out this jdm emblem on ebay!<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3621120959" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3621120959</a>||24.89.27.163||reg||1||Derek||00001997||yes
Z||000084||DeanCouchey||08-04-2003||07:59 PM||||would that happen to be your emblem?||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000085||dmeyers||08-04-2003||09:33 PM||||yes, it could be yours!!!!!!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.89.27.163||reg||1||Derek||00001997||yes
Z||000086||howard_GVR4||08-06-2003||09:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> I'm having some problems with the source, but I think I will have it worked out next week.  I am sorry this is dragging, but I'm working on it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Umm, it's been almost a month, should we be worried?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000087||number3||08-07-2003||02:43 PM||||WTF is going on!!!!!||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000088||Minjin||08-08-2003||03:06 AM||||Relax guys. He said in the very first email that it could take up to 3 months.<br /><br />&lt;= congratulating himself for only sending deposit and not full amount...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000089||number3||08-08-2003||07:01 AM||||I was having some fun with Howard...||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000090||howard_GVR4||08-08-2003||11:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I was having some fun with Howard... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL!||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000091||StealthRcR||08-09-2003||04:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> I'm having some problems with the source, but I think I will have it worked out next week.  I am sorry this is dragging, but I'm working on it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I checked the part # for MMC and Mitsu said it is not avail. Did anyone else come up with this problem also? BTW this was a JDM mitsu dealer I was talking to.||24.213.14.2||reg||1||StealthRcR||00001963||yes
Z||000092||iceman69510||08-11-2003||01:18 PM||||I'm still here and still working on it.  I have not touched anyone's money, in my paypal account or what was sent to me.<br /><br />My original source crapped out on me and I have a line on a second one-we are working on details now.  Payment to Japan became a bit more complicated with the second source as US$ payment may not be OK.  Also, I initially told them about 20 of each and ended up with about 50 requests for each part.  I did get the same info on the MMC label that it is no longer used there, so supply may be tight on that one.<br /><br />Anyone wanting to cancel I will supply a full refund to.  I will not rip anyone off even if it costs me money.<br /><br />Sorry, this turned out to be more complicated than I expected.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000093||Kibo||08-11-2003||11:25 PM||||I appreciate you going through the effort to procure these emblems for us.  That said, I would *never* sign myself up for such a task.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000094||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||03:24 PM||||No worrys man I will wait patiently. It is worth the wait.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000095||Rasko Da Gama||08-12-2003||06:01 PM||||I can wait too, no problem. JDM stuff is worth that...<br />Iceman, thanx for doing it for us   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||217.72.93.120||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000096||tplesko||08-12-2003||07:06 PM||||i'll wait on too. Good luck trying to track it down. I hope you get the MMC because that's what I want the most.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000097||blacksheep||08-12-2003||07:24 PM||||David - I totally understand, I have tried buying JDM parts for the group and its hard!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000098||V8EATER||08-28-2003||12:27 PM||||I FOUND A WEBSITE THAT SELLS THE MMC EMBLEM FOR $14 CHECK OUT THIS LINK:<br /><a href="http://www.abtivan.com/concepts/jdmconversion/mmc.htm" target="_blank">http://www.abtivan.com/concepts/jdmconversion/mmc.htm</a><br /><br />UNFORTUNATELY, THEY DON'T HAVE THE VR-4 EMBLEM, BUT THEY HAVE ASSURED ME THAT THEY WILL LOOK FOR IT.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8EATER||00002192||yes
Z||000099||Martin Tolentino||08-29-2003||07:26 PM||||what's the status, any updates??||68.6.244.123||reg||5||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000100||Rasko Da Gama||09-02-2003||06:11 PM||||So Iceman... any news?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||213.157.226.47||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000101||howard_GVR4||09-03-2003||11:27 AM||||Unless there is a promising new update, I would politely like to request a refund, please.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000102||iceman69510||09-03-2003||03:12 PM||||OK, just got word back yesterday, and it is not necessarily good or bad, depends how you want to take it.<br />We can get them, but probably not till next month.  Reason is, there are not enough in stock in Japan to fill the order. Get this, there are 4 (4!) of the MMC in stock, and 6  of the VR4 emblem in stock at the warehouse.  More will be made next month apparently if we get the order in. <br />So, essentially I need to know who is in and who is out.  If you can wait we will get them.  I guess I know now why they told me 60-90 days estimated lead time (though now it will result in being more).  If you do want a refund, no problem.  I will pare down the list and get the exact number needed ordered.<br /><br />Thanks everyone for your patience.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000103||tplesko||09-03-2003||05:28 PM||||i'm still in for both! Thanks for going through all the trouble to get them here. I knew it would take a long time so no worries!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000104||GVR$in||09-03-2003||05:33 PM||||Can I still get in on this? <br /><br />I want one(1) MMC and one(1)VR-4. <br /><br />Contact me on how much to paypal you, etc. <br /><br />Thanks!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000105||driftntouge||09-03-2003||08:39 PM||||EDIT:  Nevermind, I wound up buying them already.  Thanks!||68.161.151.194||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000106||229of1000||09-03-2003||10:43 PM||||I'm still in.  Not too worried about getting my $5 deposit back.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000107||Kevinj110||09-04-2003||12:20 AM||||I am still in. Not worried about the time at all.||216.148.246.70||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000108||Bobbo||09-04-2003||12:58 AM||||Still in. I've waited this long, might as well wait a little longer.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000109||Romanova||09-04-2003||01:08 AM||||Still in for the VR-4 badge.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000110||udriveu||09-04-2003||10:36 AM||||Seems like everyone is willing to wait. I know I am, that being said, mabye only post if you want to back out?||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000111||14bCrazy||09-05-2003||03:37 PM||||I'm still in!!||162.83.81.191||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000112||V8EATER||09-05-2003||04:25 PM||||I'M STILL IN THE MMC BADGE, BUT I'M OUT ON THE VR-R BADGE.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8EATER||00002192||yes
Z||000113||gvr4ever||09-06-2003||08:44 AM||||i'm still in, but more i'm just typing to counter balance the caps to keep balance in the universe.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000114||V8EATER||09-06-2003||04:29 PM||||hahahahahahahahaha||66.136.155.145||reg||12||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000115||GRV4726||09-06-2003||06:05 PM||||i'm still in. i don't mind waiting. i've been waiting to finish my galant for a LONG time. but problems just keep poping up, so i can obviously wait||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000116||Rasko Da Gama||09-06-2003||06:13 PM||||Yo Ice... I'm still in and I can wait - no problem amigo   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Thanx for doing it for us...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||213.157.226.47||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000117||Oztek||09-08-2003||07:40 AM||||Still in.||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000118||Numberless||09-08-2003||05:44 PM||||I hate to be the first one to opt out, but can you please paypal my money back.<br /><br />I don't even have the vr4 anymore.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Thank you!<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||11||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000119||iceman69510||09-10-2003||04:32 PM||||Well Jon, you're not first, so don't feel bad.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000120||911307||09-11-2003||07:45 PM||||I'm still in for both emblems||198.81.26.80||reg||1||911307||00000370||yes
Z||000121||chhuong||09-13-2003||02:09 AM||||I'm still in for both the vr-4 and 1 mmc!!||67.161.91.47||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000122||stevevr4||09-16-2003||09:15 AM||||opinions on this.... how would hte VR4 emblem look in the bottom right of this grill<br /><br />  <img src="http://ratpack.shacknet.nu/~stever32/vr4-1.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000123||stevevr4||09-16-2003||09:16 AM||||damn the server is down but its the standard galant grill with the horizontal bars...||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000124||V8EATER||09-17-2003||06:18 PM||||disclaimer:  I am not stepping on any toes.  I have found this on ebay, and although they are expensive, perhaps someone would like them.  I'm still waiting for my emblems, but here you go.....http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33643&item=2432290824||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000125||stevevr4||09-18-2003||08:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> disclaimer:  I am not stepping on any toes.  I have found this on ebay, and although they are expensive, perhaps someone would like them.  I'm still waiting for my emblems, but here you go.....http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33643&item=2432290824 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nice find ... but... like you said expensive... plus 12 bucks to ship?!  wtf.  I'd get in on this buy if there are any extras but I can't seem to get through to iceman.||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000126||V8EATER||09-18-2003||02:14 PM||||be patient, danyo-san.  iceman just sent me a pm this morning, and i signed up over 3 weeks ago.  he'll get to you.  maybe pm him?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000127||iceman69510||09-18-2003||04:45 PM||||Sent him one too.  Trying to wrap this up here shortly, so I will have some additional posts soon.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000128||Clean92GVR4||09-22-2003||05:06 PM||||Are the emblems still up for sale for the same prices? Please let me know.||136.165.42.162||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000129||Ryan Carey||09-23-2003||03:27 PM||||Got payment re-sent to you Iceman.  Thanks again.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000130||CO VR4||09-24-2003||11:20 PM||||I'm still in for the two sets I paid for.  No rush.  Send them out whenever they arrive.<br /><br />Mike||64.156.34.134||reg||1||CO VR4||00000514||yes
Z||000131||GVR4#1373||09-26-2003||04:24 PM||||I hate to say this but Im gonna need a refund also as I no longer have my GVR4 either, thanks||12.246.176.112||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes
Z||000132||i hate fall||09-27-2003||08:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4#1373:<br /><strong> I hate to say this but Im gonna need a refund also as I no longer have my GVR4 either, thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I might scope up on these what did you get? I'll just take over the payment if they are the ones i want.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000133||howard_GVR4||09-28-2003||12:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Sent him one too.  Trying to wrap this up here shortly, so I will have some additional posts soon. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any news?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000134||Kevinj110||09-28-2003||01:53 AM||||Twiddling thumbs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||170.224.224.134||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000135||DeanCouchey||09-28-2003||11:01 AM||||I am waiting but I dont care, I got all the time in the world, but hurry up!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000136||iceman69510||09-28-2003||10:24 PM||||The news is this as I posted about 3 weeks ago-there were not enough in Japan to fill the order, so they are scheduled to be made in October.  I talked with my source last week and he said he needed my final quantity of each, and I will give them to him Monday. Then it will be "wait a little more" for delivery.  I know I may sound to some like the master of excuses, but that is the true situation.  I have cheerfully and quickly refunded those that have asked if you need references.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks all for your patience.||65.73.152.241||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000137||4g63t||09-28-2003||10:49 PM||||Iceman, you have a PM!||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000138||number3||10-03-2003||07:29 AM||||Please send my money back. I will resend it to you when you get this all figured out. Please include paypal charges if you opt to send it that way.<br /><br />Better yet send it to Jon Roberts to help out with board costs.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000139||sto31920||10-03-2003||05:33 PM||||I'm still in.  No rush. Thanks for the hard work!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||147.182.5.50||reg||12||Turbolag||00000893||yes
Z||000140||number3||10-04-2003||10:13 AM||||He PM me and said they are now finally on order. That is good news.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000141||gvr4ever||10-07-2003||10:10 AM||||As long as they come in soon enough to give myself a Christmas present   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000142||Kevinj110||10-13-2003||03:37 PM||||Woo Hoo I can't wait||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000143||howard_GVR4||10-20-2003||11:57 AM||||Any new news?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000144||iceman69510||10-20-2003||03:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Any new news? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">AS it stands today, they are being made and should be available soon.  then I need to get them shipped here.  That is not nailed down yet.<br /><br />I will email my contact and get a finish date.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000145||raceman77||10-29-2003||12:39 PM||||l couldn`t wait any longer for the emblem and sold my car...so can l get a refund please? thanks amigo...rr paypal to raceman77@comcast.net||68.35.11.157||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000146||stevevr4||10-31-2003||08:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> l couldn`t wait any longer for the emblem and sold my car...so can l get a refund please? thanks amigo...rr paypal to raceman77@comcast.net </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn you didn't have to sell your car over it!||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000147||Martin Tolentino||11-04-2003||08:14 AM||||where's my stinkin badges....||68.6.244.123||reg||9||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000148||tplesko||11-04-2003||08:51 AM||||hang in there martin.  Getting this JayDUM stuff takes a while. If you think you can do it faster then i'm sure iceman will refund your money and you can try your luck elsewhere   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  It's not like he has any control of them making them||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000149||stevevr4||11-04-2003||08:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 496of2000:<br /><strong> where's my stinkin badges.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know, I'm thinkin the same thing... but of course there's nothing iceman can do to speed it up... just thank him for doing it in the first place.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000150||iceman69510||11-04-2003||09:33 AM||||Guys, I know you may not be believing me anymore...but here's the latest.  I apologize for not providing good timely updates.<br /><br />33 badges have been provided (in Japan), and my contact is waiting for delivery of the rest of the 100+ we ordered.  Unfortunately, they are not currently used in Japan for new car production, so there were not in current production at a supplier.  They were supposed to be made in October, but the dealer there has not been able to get delivery timing for them.  I have not asked to get the 33 shipped here, because it will of course be cheaper to get them in one shipment.  I will check with Japan again this week, as I keep bothering them every week for status.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000151||tplesko||11-04-2003||09:39 AM||||I believe you.  Keep up the good work and keep us posted once in a while is all I ask.  I know you are honest and I will get a badge or a refund if they never materialize for your source in Japan.  Buying LOTS of stuff from half a world away is hard.  Thanks for putting in the effort for all of us!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000152||jcgalantvr4-244||11-12-2003||08:03 PM||||Hey if you have anyone esle who doesnt want to wait I have no problem waiting I will take 2 of each if you get them.  <br /><br /><br />Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000153||Hertz||11-12-2003||08:09 PM||||I'll buy anyone out who can't hang.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000154||iceman69510||11-13-2003||10:17 AM||||I do apologize for the length of time this has taken.  I received what has turned out to be completely wrong information at the start of this process.  I was told 90 days to supply from time of order, then told later the parts did not exist at the time and had to be made.  We are still at the point of having about 35 of the 100+ available.  I will check with my contact again tonight.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000155||Kibo||11-13-2003||07:26 PM||||If I can have them before next season, I'm happy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Thanks for going through the trouble--I know how much of a PITA it can be to do a group buy; I can only imagine trying to do one internationally!||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000156||stevevr4||11-14-2003||08:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong> If I can have them before next season, I'm happy.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Thanks for going through the trouble--I know how much of a PITA it can be to do a group buy; I can only imagine trying to do one internationally! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah its gotta be a PIA.  Hell, whats the big deal about waiting?  Its not like we're all driving around with no hoods, waiting for a CF hood group buy!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000157||tplesko||11-14-2003||08:42 AM||||ya plus a larger percentage of these are already manufactured   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000158||iceman69510||11-24-2003||01:02 PM||||Well, I just received word this morning that the emblems should finally be available December 9th.  My Japanese counterpart will have to pick them up and get them over here.  Might make Christmas yet.<br /><br />Any one with experience with customs on imports with some sage advice?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000159||Hertz||11-24-2003||01:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Any one with experience with customs on imports with some sage advice? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Double-condom the heroin before you swallow it -- just in case it breaks||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000160||V8EATER||11-25-2003||05:09 PM||||I didn't realize we were getting heroin too??!!  I'm dreaming of a white christmas...||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000161||GRV4726||11-30-2003||07:49 PM||||can i substitute my heroin for cocaine. never really was much for heroin.  but cocaine. now there's a white christmas... knee deep in some snow.  mom i'm going skying. haha<br /><br />i'm patient so don't worry about time.  i can't wait though.  it will be nice to have a little something special on the galant.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000162||iceman69510||12-01-2003||04:55 PM||||Seven26,<br /><br />Not sure what you are believing you are waiting for, as I don't have an emblem order from you.  I may have some extras that are available at the end of this, as some others have not paid for what they ordered.  I'll keep you in mind but that's not a guarantee from me.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000163||91TSi_AWD||12-02-2003||12:31 AM||||does anyone have a picture of this red emblem? and if anyone that has cancel their order, I might be in to fill 2 of each the MMC and VR-4, but i would much like to see them before commiting.||172.209.17.82||reg||1||91TSi_AWD||00000687||yes
Z||000164||stevevr4||12-10-2003||02:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91TSi_AWD:<br /><strong> does anyone have a picture of this red emblem? and if anyone that has cancel their order, I might be in to fill 2 of each the MMC and VR-4, but i would much like to see them before commiting. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=201" alt=" - " />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000165||Rasko Da Gama||12-11-2003||03:54 AM||||Uh...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Nice pictures  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||212.30.71.133||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000166||iceman69510||12-11-2003||10:07 AM||||By the way everyone, the parts are finally going to be available in Japan just before Christmas.  I probably will not get delivery of them to the US until early January, so too late for presents.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Thankfully I am getting them delivered over here fairly cheap so cost will not be any different than initially stated.  The Yen has strengthened against the dollar since I started this venture, but I will be holding the price I said.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000167||GRV4726||12-11-2003||01:50 PM||||Yeah you do. i'm GVR4726 . i just change my name to seven26.  i sent you 30 bucks for the mmc and a vr4 badge.  name is Andre Jolivette. i remember sending the money order. i'm sure you'll remember me||207.193.182.6||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000168||iceman69510||12-11-2003||05:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong> Yeah you do. i'm GVR4726 . i just change my name to seven26.  i sent you 30 bucks for the mmc and a vr4 badge.  name is Andre Jolivette. i remember sending the money order. i'm sure you'll remember me </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Makes sense now.  Thanks.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000169||GRV4726||12-12-2003||06:13 PM||||no problem. as long as i know that i will get my emblems one day, i am happy<br /><br />thanks||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000170||sleeper||12-13-2003||12:14 AM||||Once you guys get your emblems, I'm going back to the stock ones, to be different.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2219" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.244.2||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000171||curtis||12-14-2003||11:39 PM||||I'm keeping mine <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2225" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2225&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2226&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2227&width=400" alt=" - " />||67.25.35.1||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000172||stevevr4||12-15-2003||09:34 AM||||Mine is going in the 89 grill and brand new stock badges are going on the back.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000173||Martin Tolentino||01-02-2004||10:08 AM||||Where are the MMC badges?? any status???||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000174||iceman69510||01-03-2004||10:19 AM||||They should be delivered to me Monday January 5.   There will be more information then for those that still owe money.||65.73.152.175||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000175||DeanCouchey||01-06-2004||10:35 AM||||today is the 6th.... any word?||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000176||iceman69510||01-06-2004||12:47 PM||||Word is...<br /><br />I HAVE THEM.  Now just finding time to work on shipping and payment details.  I will post additional instructions for those that still owe money on theirs.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000177||hecdws||01-06-2004||09:31 PM||||wwwwooooohhhhooooooo   now if i could only hear the same about my cf hood. .<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000178||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-07-2004||02:43 AM||||Anymore MMC badges or vr4? Let me know thanks<br /><br />Mike||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000179||tplesko||01-07-2004||10:35 AM||||sweeeeeeeeeeet! I can't wait to get them even though they probably won't go on the car for a while.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000180||Ryan Carey||01-08-2004||05:05 AM||||WooooooooooooooooooooooHOooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo!!!<br /><br />Patience IS a virtue!!<br /><br />Thanks Iceman||198.81.26.43||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000181||Martin Tolentino||01-11-2004||08:14 AM||||I paid. Where's my badges???||68.6.244.123||reg||9||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000182||chauffeur1st||01-12-2004||04:00 AM||||Anymore MMC badges or vr4? Let me know thanks.. and if anyone is not wanting to keep them or use them I want them.. Let me know.<br />Jason<br />email chauffeur1st@yahoo.com<br />and aim slammedlikeamo<br /><br />Thanks||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000183||DsmSeifer||01-12-2004||09:15 AM||||Yeah put me in line for any leftovers / don't want anymores.  I'll take up to 4 of the VR4 and 2 MMC||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000184||howard_GVR4||01-12-2004||10:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Word is...<br /><br />I HAVE THEM.  Now just finding time to work on shipping and payment details.  I will post additional instructions for those that still owe money on theirs. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yo icedude, any updates?||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000185||iceman69510||01-12-2004||04:30 PM||||Yes,  I am getting together supplies to mail out those already fully paid for.  Then I will move on to those still owing money.  Wife's birthday over the weekend so I did not get much done on the mailing portion.  I will get a list posted of who still owes what once I get that ironed out accurately.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000186||iceman69510||01-14-2004||10:19 AM||||Okay, for those in on the emblem deal-here are those that owe money yet for theirs.<br /><br />4orced4door	          $6.00 <br />Martin # 1064/2000	 $17.00 <br />minjin	                 $17.00 <br />Blacksheep	         $28.00 <br />14b crazy	         $27.00 <br />V8 eater	          $6.00 <br />4g63t	                 $34.00 <br />rick r	                 $11.00 <br /><br />All of you listed made payment initially by paypal, and that is ok to do again for the balance.  Please send to:  dbliese@juno.com  -but this is a  <b>basic account, cash only,</b> not for credit cards.  If you want to use credit card to pay, I have another account, but you will have to pay the fees.  If you need that one, please pm me for the information.<br /><br />Emblems are starting to ship this week to those fully paid.  Thanks for the business and most of all the <b>patience</b> .  I will post here next week regarding any leftovers available.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000187||stevevr4||01-14-2004||10:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong>Thanks for the business and most of all the <b>patience</b> .</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thank you for going out of your way for us bunch of fucktards.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000188||blacksheep||01-14-2004||09:32 PM||||David - Hertz is going to pay you the balance, please send him 1 set directly. I will PM you with my address for my stuff. Hope that works!<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000189||Hertz||01-15-2004||03:42 AM||||Daveo, maybe just hang onto it until figure out the brake situation?  I'll still pay ya though.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000190||14bCrazy||01-15-2004||10:29 AM||||I just send My payment. Thanks alot!!!||162.83.82.253||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000191||blacksheep||01-15-2004||11:01 PM||||David - I sent you for 1 set, so send mine out if you can and send Hertz's set when he pays....||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000192||229of1000||01-15-2004||11:08 PM||||I'm sending the $6.00 I owe right now.  I believe I only ordered one MMC badge.  If there are any extras somehow, could I order a VR-4 badge as well?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000193||sif1949||01-17-2004||03:47 PM||||Damn I wish I had found this board berfore this group buy went through anyway if anyone has a extra mmc and vr-4 emblem left over I want to buy one of each feel free to tack on a premium$$  I need these emblems thanks||64.12.97.9||reg||1||sif1949||00002648||yes
Z||000194||4g63t||01-17-2004||09:28 PM||||Dave, my $35.00 was just sent,  Thanks!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000195||Jose||01-18-2004||04:59 PM||||I ordered 3 of each, if anyone wants them  <b>all</b> PM me.<br />Jose....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000196||gtluke||01-19-2004||09:29 PM||||yeah man just saying thanks. this was probably a huge pain in the ass for you. thanks!||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000197||iceman69510||01-21-2004||03:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Updated:  Here are those remaining for emblems.<br /><br />Martin # 1064/2000	 $17.00 <br />V8 eater	          $6.00 <br /><br />All of you listed made payment initially by paypal, and that is ok to do again for the balance.  Please send to:  dbliese@juno.com  -but this is a  <b>basic account, cash only,</b> not for credit cards.  If you want to use credit card to pay, I have another account, but you will have to pay the fees.  If you need that one, please pm me for the information.<br /><br />Emblems are starting to ship this week to those fully paid.  Thanks for the business and most of all the <b>patience</b> .  I will post here next week regarding any leftovers available. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">See updated list in quotes above.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000198||Martin Tolentino||01-22-2004||09:13 PM||||David,<br />     When are you going to mail out the badges?<br />I paid in full on ~06-16-2003.<br />My order is for 2 MCC and 2 vr-4 badges.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000199||number3||01-22-2004||09:22 PM||||Ditto||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000200||iceman69510||01-23-2004||12:00 AM||||They are in the mail already.  Sorry didn't post when I mailed them, but hopefully some will see them by this weekend, or early next week.  Post office told me 3~4 days for most of them.||65.73.152.107||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000201||blacksheep||01-23-2004||09:57 PM||||I got my set today...Looks awesome. Thanks, David.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000202||s_firestone||01-23-2004||10:01 PM||||Thanks, my badges arrived today but mysteriously the heroin was missing   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />However the mailman seemed especially laid back today   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />The badges look real nice... I may not even take them out of the plastic.||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000203||Oztek||01-24-2004||12:19 PM||||Got mine!  Thanks!||67.38.19.95||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000204||Ryan Carey||01-25-2004||09:47 AM||||Got mine yesterday.  Thanks a bunch David, we all appreciate your patience in allowing us to fix our JDM obsession.||198.81.16.46||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000205||number3||01-25-2004||10:00 AM||||Got mine yesterday.  Thanks a bunch David, we all appreciate your patience in allowing us to fix our JDM obsession.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000206||911307||01-25-2004||09:32 PM||||Got mine yesterday,it was worth the wait Thanks!!||198.81.18.188||reg||1||911307||00000370||yes
Z||000207||chhuong||01-26-2004||01:08 AM||||Got mine thanx!||24.16.230.236||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000208||Martin Tolentino||01-26-2004||09:21 AM||||got mine too... Thanks Dave!!!||68.6.244.123||reg||14||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000209||Shockvvave||01-26-2004||11:20 AM||||Iceman,<br /><br />I'm new at this ORG. but would like to purchase those emblems. Can you provide me some info. and amount. Very interested in ordering a couple. Please respond.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Terrence||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000210||tplesko||01-26-2004||11:53 AM||||Terrence,<br /><br />This was a group buy so he may not have any additional emblems. Hopefully he will but I think he has to get all the ordered ones shipped as they were ordered many months ago. Good luck I hope he has extras!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000211||Shockvvave||01-26-2004||12:49 PM||||Chris,<br /><br />Thanks for the Info. yeah I just hope he has more of these emblems set a side. I need one badly for my car that I'm going to re-paint.<br /><br />Have a great day,<br /><br />Terrence||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000212||udriveu||01-26-2004||01:30 PM||||Thanks iceman!||64.252.101.241||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000213||Gvr4-330||01-26-2004||02:35 PM||||Thanks.  The emblems look great.  I can't wait to put it on.<br /><br />Rob||68.227.202.235||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000214||hecdws||01-26-2004||07:33 PM||||thanks man. got my emblems today there even nicer then i imagined. i guess i can add them to my list of jdm goodies. now all i need is my c/f hood and im straight.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000215||14bCrazy||01-26-2004||09:14 PM||||Got them today thanks man.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000216||gtluke||01-27-2004||03:11 PM||||got mine the other day. wasn't expecting it at all and it was quite a suprise. they look awesome. thanks a billion for doing this for us man.<br />-luke-||65.41.244.73||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000217||stevevr4||01-27-2004||03:13 PM||||Got mine!  Have to figure out how I'm gonna affix it to the grill.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000218||Bobbo||01-27-2004||10:51 PM||||Yo, I got mine this past weekend. Thanks!!||216.148.246.134||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000219||tplesko||01-27-2004||11:00 PM||||got mine and Kibo's Thanks!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000220||Martin Chilcote||01-29-2004||10:42 PM||||Iceman....I PM'd you.||66.139.167.195||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000221||Shockvvave||01-30-2004||11:48 AM||||yeah iceman  I pm'd you too.  Do you still have an emblem?  very interested.||12.18.25.60||reg||6||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000222||turboren||01-30-2004||09:33 PM||||Got mine in a couple days ago.  Funny, I have that same box of Life cereal in my cupboard...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Wish I had bought two sets now, to replace the ones that will not doubt eventually be stolen from my ride... kids...<br /><br />Ren||68.96.0.230||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000223||CO VR4||02-02-2004||06:15 PM||||Mine came.  Looks great.  Thanks, Iceman, for the hard work you put into this GB.  It's much appreciated!<br /><br />Mike||67.31.188.133||reg||1||CO VR4||00000514||yes
Z||000224||Shockvvave||02-03-2004||09:23 AM||||If anyone selling their emblems....I'll take it out of your hands. Vr-4 and MMC||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000225||howard_GVR4||02-03-2004||10:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Terrence:<br /><strong> If anyone selling their emblems....I'll take it out of your hands. Vr-4 and MMC </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Me too, USPS lost mine.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000226||229of1000||02-03-2004||12:41 PM||||Got mine, thanks!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000227||blacksheep||02-18-2004||12:23 PM||||This will not be a sticky anymore since its done and over with!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/001503.cgi
A||||509||PRE-EVO||CF hood GB $450 shipped...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||06-09-2003||09:29 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Okay guys here's the scoop:<br /><br />This is the details about the hoods themselves:<br /><br /></font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">*The hoods are made of Marine Grade CF and have a UV protectant in them so no yellowing. <br /><br />*He will do a regular CF hood which is CF top and Fiberglass frame which should weigh @20lbs (this is a guestimate as he hasn't done one) and he will do a <b>Race only which is just the CF top and will weigh @10lbs for no price difference</b>.<br /><br />*I will be doing these without the washer nozzles for the windshield washers. You can easily drill the holes or reroute them to your wipers which I will be doing here shortly.<br /><br />*For the Regular Hood he reccommends 2 hood pins and 4 hood pins for the Race Hood even though both hoods will have a stock hood latch.</font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />This is the details for the GB:<br /><br />*We need to decide on GVR4 RS vents (which will be molded into the hood) or the Evo 8 vent (which again will be molded into the hood) or another type entirely. He told me it's better not to do the vents seperate and then let people install them on their hood as cutting CF can cause it to crack if you aren't familiar working with it.<br /><br />*I need a minimum of 10 orders to get this rolling.<br /><br />*It will take ~2 months max to get the first group of hoods done (this guy does ALOT of hoods). Mold time will take @2 weeks from when I drop off my hood/a hood.<br /><br />*The price for the hood is $350 and shipping to just about anywhere in the CONUS is $100 (if you live in literally a small small small town it may be slightly more).  <br /><br />*There is a deposit required to get in on this GB which is 1/2 up front and 1/2 on delivery (when your hood is done and ready to be delivered). He had a problem with the 240 guys stiffing him with quite a few hoods.<br /><br />*For those in the So. Cal area they are local and you can pick the hood up if that interests you.</font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay that should sum this up. Here is the information I would need from those seriously interested:<br /><br />[list]*Name <b>(First and Last Name's first initial)</b><br />*Location <b>(city, state)</b><br />*What type of vent you want? <b>(GVR4 RS, Evo 8</b></font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br />I will figure out how to do the deposits once I have enough in this GB. Also I am working on a GB for Sparco Hood Pins as well to bundle them in.<br /><br />On a final note the hoods will be available afterwords as well at a slight price increase (Probably ~$500 shipped) for those who don't make it in on this GB.<br /><br />Rich||199.182.18.232||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||06-09-2003||09:50 PM||||Email or PM?||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||06-09-2003||09:55 PM||||Ummm hmmm lemme go register my 5th hotmail account LOL and I'll get back to you.<br />Rich||199.182.18.232||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||06-09-2003||10:12 PM||||I'm definately interested, I just need to know if you have any pictures as to what the two different styles of vents will look like?||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||06-09-2003||10:14 PM||||Okay you can e-mail me now at my new e-mail addy GVR4GB@hotmail.com <b>But post your vent choice here!</b>||199.182.18.232||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||06-09-2003||10:22 PM||||Chris Plesko<br />Boulder, Colorado <br />Evo 8 Vent Prefered (will buy ONLY IF vented somehow)<br /><br />Can you tell us more about the race only hood? Will it bolt up to the stock rear loctions? Why 4 hood pins?<br /><br />Can we save on shipping if Kibo ends up buying a hood as well?  We can have both shipped to the same place.<br /><br />Thanks! I can't wait for my vented CF hood!||12.203.227.31||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||06-09-2003||10:35 PM||||Abhay Santos<br />Grosse Pointe, MI<br />Evo 8 vent||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||06-09-2003||10:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Chris Plesko<br />Boulder, Colorado <br />Evo 8 Vent Prefered (will buy ONLY IF vented somehow)<br /><br />Can you tell us more about the race only hood? Will it bolt up to the stock rear loctions? Why 4 hood pins?<br /><br />Can we save on shipping if Kibo ends up buying a hood as well?  We can have both shipped to the same place.<br /><br />Thanks! I can't wait for my vented CF hood! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The race only hood is just the top CF hood skin with no fiberglass skeleton underneath. The regular has a fiberglass skeleton underneath like the stock hood has (it's steel or aluminum).<br /><br />He reccommends hood pins with all hoods as a precaution since CF hoods are so much lighter than stock that at speeds over 30-40mph there is a risk of the latch possibly breaking and the hood flying up. Remember our stock hoods are like 40lbs from what someone said. Since he estimates a Race hood at 10lbs and a street hood at 20 thats a massive reduction.<br />Rich||207.220.133.42||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||06-09-2003||11:10 PM||||Paul Stanley<br />Ocala, FL<br /><br />I am up for the RS Vents as I think having the EVO vents would look out of place with stock wheels/exterior.  Just too flashy.<br /><br />I do like the EVO vents okay though, so if it ends up going that way, I'll still be in.<br /><br />Questions:  Are the vents functional? Approximately when do we need to have the deposit?  Is it half of the total cost with shipping, or just the cost of the hood?  Also, will the evo vents have a lip in front like they do on this car, or just be flat vents molded into the hood ala RS vents.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00225.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Thanks!<br /> <br /> <small>[ 06-10-2003, 12:34 AM: Message edited by: PRE-EVO ]</small>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||06-09-2003||11:11 PM||||PREEVO,<br /><br />I understand about the hood latch not holding but if you had the front with hood pins, would you use the other 2 hood pins on the rear mount points? I probably will eliminate the front hood latch anyway<br /><br />BTW I am 90% sure I would want the race hood.||12.203.227.31||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||silly4turbo||06-09-2003||11:41 PM||||I'd like to be in for an rs vented hood... when raining, does the evo 8 hood drain straight onto the engine ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000011||Jose||06-10-2003||12:35 AM||||Dont forget me, mine has to have JDM vents. EVO vents are just to much for over cars.<br />Jose......||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||06-10-2003||12:43 AM||||The vents will be fully funtional.  The vents for the EVO 8 hoods will hopefully be placed somewhere over the manafold area which is the main center of heat under the hood.  Same will go for the RS vents if those are the ones chosen.  <br /><br />Another vent option is something like the Kamanari hoods like on the WRX's.  Those are like a stilt with a small grill that are better aimed to pull heat from under the hood as well as increase the air flowing through the intercooler and radiator.  It also keeps water and other debris kept to a minimum of getting in the engine bay.<br />I will find a piture of the Kamanari hood and post it here to show the vent I am talking about.<br />Rich||205.186.172.177||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||06-10-2003||01:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> PREEVO,<br /><br />I understand about the hood latch not holding but if you had the front with hood pins, would you use the other 2 hood pins on the rear mount points? I probably will eliminate the front hood latch anyway<br /><br />BTW I am 90% sure I would want the race hood. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup you would use them twords the rear of the hood as supplemental restraints.||198.211.96.173||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||PRE-EVO||06-10-2003||01:41 AM||||I know these aren't the best pics but this will give you an idea of what the Kamanari vent I'm talking about looks like. <br />Here's an underside:  <img src="http://www.nasioc.com/sti/ROTW2003/default.cfm?ImageName=DSC03332.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here's an okay top pic:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.nasioc.com/sti/ROTW2003/default.cfm?ImageName=DSC03323.JPG" alt=" - " />||198.211.96.173||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||06-10-2003||10:57 AM||||Well, you can defintely count me in for buying a hood, and I am fully willing to put my deposit down as soon as I pick the vent style that I want.  <br /><br />In the meantime, will these hoods have factory style hinge mounts, so that it opens like stock?  Even the race hood?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000016||silly4turbo||06-10-2003||11:17 AM||||the jdm vents are smaller then the rs vents ?<br />these are the jdm's I think ?<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=554" alt=" - " />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000017||hibrn8||06-10-2003||12:51 PM||||Ken DiMarco<br />Orland Park, Illinois<br /><br />Any style is fine (you can pick for me whatever you think will look better on my gray vr4)||65.227.217.198||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000018||PRE-EVO||06-10-2003||01:47 PM||||I just wanted to make sure that you all know to e-mail me to get on the list as once I have 10-12 definets (I'm already more than half way there) I will be putting the rest on hold. I am looking to drop my hood off for them to make a mold here Monday. Two weeks from then I will hopefully have the first hood to show you all what it will look like. <br /><br />As of right now the EVO 8 vent appears to be the one in the highest demand. The JDM Vents have a couple people interested. I mean if there is enough demand for both @10 for each I can see about having the two different ones made.<br /><br />Also it was brought to my attention by someone that the Race only CF hood could run the risk of "sink in" without having the skeleton on the back. Basically you would need to use some type of spacers or foam sealant to keep it level with the fenders. I will find out more info about this here soon.<br /><br /><br />Rich||199.182.25.142||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000019||SPEEDFIEND||06-10-2003||04:28 PM||||PreEvo, when you say EVO 8 style vent, which vent are you talking about.  I though that red VR4 had an EVO 5 hood vent.  Can you post a pic of the EVO vent your going with?  Thanks man, Kris||206.214.56.140||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000020||1quickvr4||06-10-2003||04:44 PM||||Im I the only one who wants a flat hood?||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000021||PRE-EVO||06-10-2003||05:41 PM||||Zach it sure looks that way. I'd figure you would jump all over the Race hood though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br />Rich||198.211.96.226||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000022||jayru||06-10-2003||05:54 PM||||I would rather have a flat one also without the vents. but if i had to pick i would go with the jdm galant vent. Please let me know as i am intrested but DO NOT want the evo 8 vent.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000023||PRE-EVO||06-10-2003||06:31 PM||||If there is 10 for each vent style then I can try and get both done.<br /><br /><br />Here's the Evo 8 vent:<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.vividracing.com/evo/images/stage1-1.gif" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Rich||198.211.96.226||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000024||Oztek||06-10-2003||07:08 PM||||Count me in also.<br /><br />Just make sure that the vent doesn't allow garbage to get into the engine bay.<br /><br />Some of us drive our cars 365 days a year.<br /><br />Either version is okay with me.  I just need a new hood.<br /><br />How about doing a trunk lid also?||68.21.36.105||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000025||Martin Chilcote||06-10-2003||07:34 PM||||I think the GVR4 RS type vents have the lead   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br /> <b>Martin Chilcote</b> <br /> <b>Little Rock, Ar</b> <br /><br /> <b>GVR4 RS</b><br /><br />or<br /><br /> <b>GVR4 JDM-type</b>||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000026||#1459 VR-4||06-10-2003||08:10 PM||||Ben B<br />Kittery, Me<br />Evo VIII||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000027||229of1000||06-10-2003||08:15 PM||||Found better pictures of EVO 8 vents.  I tried to photoshop them onto my car, but I'm not showing anyone the result of that.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=581" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=582" alt=" - " /><br /><br />If anyone could put these on a galant for us to see, that would rock.  I think that the RS vents would compliment the boxy nature of our cars much better than the rounded EVO vent.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000028||PRE-EVO||06-10-2003||08:34 PM||||Remember to e-mail me also at GVR4GB@hotmail.com as that will make it easier to do mass e-mail updates for those who don't check the board like some of us do.||64.159.127.199||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000029||Whistler||06-10-2003||09:00 PM||||Mike S Mirov<br />Birmingham, Al 35216<br />RS vents||138.26.81.31||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000030||VR6 Eater||06-10-2003||09:39 PM||||I will need to know if the half deposit includes shipping or not.  That is my deciding factor right now.<br /><br />I'd go with rs vents.||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000031||PRE-EVO||06-10-2003||09:53 PM||||Deposit will be $250 upfront and then either $100 if you're going to pick up or $200 if you are having it shipped. I won't take deposits till everything is ready and the first hood is "out" (that would be mine).<br />Rich||65.138.133.240||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000032||jayru||06-10-2003||10:15 PM||||I agree with 4ourced4door, "I think that the RS vents would compliment the boxy nature of our cars much better than the rounded EVO vent."<br /><br />Jason Schneider<br />Stroudsburg PA 18360<br />RS vents (or none at all)||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000033||PRE-EVO||06-11-2003||12:10 AM||||I may have enough to do both types of vented hoods depending on if everyone is serious.<br /><br /><br />On a side note I think we should all chip in to convince Jose to get us some molds of those AMG bumpers  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .||207.220.135.76||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000034||Martin Tolentino||06-11-2003||12:32 AM||||just get some factory JDM EVO 3 vents like these<br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent10.JPG" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent10.JPG</a> <br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent11.JPG" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent11.JPG</a> <br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent12.JPG" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent12.JPG</a> <br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent13.JPG" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent13.JPG</a> <br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent14.JPG" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent14.JPG</a> <br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent15.JPG" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent15.JPG</a> <br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent16.JPG" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent16.JPG</a> <br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent18.JPG" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent18.JPG</a> <br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent19.JPG" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent19.JPG</a> <br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent20.JPG" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent20.JPG</a> <br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent21.JPG" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent21.JPG</a> <br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent22.JPG" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/vent22.JPG</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000035||WhiteOut||06-11-2003||12:41 AM||||Im in!  Im in! Im in!!!!  <br /><br />I would like the race hood with evo vents, but i am still in if they end up being ANYTHING, I need this badly. Thanks, I will email you!||68.88.158.114||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000036||PRE-EVO||06-11-2003||12:52 AM||||Martin I may want to borrow your vents if you can loan them if not I have Jose's for sure (they are both the same) .<br />Rich||207.220.135.76||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000037||hibrn8||06-11-2003||01:01 AM||||the trunk lid idea sounds good too.||65.227.217.210||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000038||PRE-EVO||06-11-2003||01:13 AM||||Okay this is what I have tentatively (if you haven't e-mailed please do so!):<br /><br /></font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Evo 8 vented hood:<br />Chris P<br />Abhay S<br />*Martin AMS<br />Howard D<br />Ben B (I need an e-mail from you)<br />Rich P (I don't count)<br /><br />GVR4 RS JDM vented hood:<br />Jon S<br />Ward K<br />Martin C<br />Mike M<br />Sean S<br />Jason S<br />Jose C<br />Hector H<br />Rich P (I don't count)<br /><br />Either:<br />Ron L<br />Paul S<br />Ken D<br />*Matt W<br /><br />Those with * want Race hoods.</font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />I may have enough to do both if I get a couple other people on each one and those who could go either way decide.||207.220.135.76||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000039||PRE-EVO||06-11-2003||01:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> the trunk lid idea sounds good too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can ask but I can't garuntee.||207.220.135.76||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000040||chhuong||06-11-2003||04:36 AM||||Chhuong Tear<br />Seattle, Washington<br />regular cf hood with jdm rs vents||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000041||229of1000||06-11-2003||09:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> On a side note I think we should all chip in to convince Jose to get us some molds of those AMG bumpers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hell yes!  And AMG wings too!  I would SO be up for that.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000042||91E39A||06-11-2003||11:01 AM||||What is the Difference between the GVR RS vent hood and the JDM vent hood?  Do we have pictures of the RS vents?<br /><br />My vote is definately NOT for the EVO 8 hood, but for either the JDM GVR4 HOOD or RS VENT HOOD.<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000043||howard_GVR4||06-11-2003||11:06 AM||||Rich, I'd like to change my style vote to the JDM hood vents.  I agree with those that think the squarish ones look better on boxy galants.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000044||Martin Tolentino||06-11-2003||11:21 AM||||Dan,<br />   Here's a pix of a EVOIII hood vent white vs a JDM OE hood vent. They are bigger 12" x 6" EVO3.   <img src="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/vent8.JPG" alt=" - " /> 6" width<br />   <img src="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/vent7.JPG" alt=" - " /> length<br />  <img src="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/vent5.JPG" alt=" - " /> evo3 is the white vent||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000045||silly4turbo||06-11-2003||11:45 AM||||I think the smaller of the two vents is a better choice but I would take either one. Their's going to vent plenty of cool air to the engine bay.. the evo 8 hood takes away from the sleeper look which most people seem to be going after and which is what's so cool about the gvr4 in the first place ... I'd even take that evo hood from the red car, take away the evo vent and just leave that small single vent, just place on the correct side||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000046||gvr4ever||06-11-2003||12:21 PM||||I would want the smaller vents too.  It just looks better.  Like it belongs on the car.  The larger single clashes with the stock look.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000047||mcedar44||06-11-2003||12:38 PM||||Darren McElroy<br />Cogan Station, PA<br />jdm rs vents||64.9.53.98||reg||14||mcedar44||00001043||yes
Z||000048||a_santos||06-11-2003||04:04 PM||||Looks like the JDM style vent is winning, I like the EVOIII, looks like the JDM but can get more air out from under that hot ass engine bay, I'm sweating just thinking about it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000049||Martin Chilcote||06-11-2003||06:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Martin #1064/2000:<br /><strong> I think the GVR4 JDM type vents have the lead    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br /> <b>Martin Chilcote</b> <br /> <b>Little Rock, Ar</b> <br /><br /> <b>GVR4 JDM-type</b><br />or<br /> <b>GVR4 RS</b> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rich...I want the smaller, squarish vents...smaller openings should also help keep the hood more rigid/stronger  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000050||Bobbo||06-11-2003||06:34 PM||||I'm down for the RS Vent. Sent you my info.||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000051||Martin Chilcote||06-11-2003||09:01 PM||||Brain melt question::::::::&gt;<br /><br />I'm assuming that "vented" means the louvers/screen parts will be integral to the hood,<br />not just "openings" that the buyer has to deal with.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.139.167.196||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000052||PRE-EVO||06-11-2003||11:53 PM||||If we go with the JDM's they will have the louvres . The Evo will have the screen but not sure about the plate that the evo 8 comes with that is underneath it we will have to figure it out. The main point of doing the Evo 8 is for more cooling from under the engine bay which we all know is hotter than a MF. Either hood would work great and I'd love to see enough to do both hoods. Jose sent me his JDM vents to use for the hood and we have enough wanting that so that will probably be setup first. I will be talking with him about doing an EVO8 type vent. <br />Also for those who are worried about the structural integrity because of the larger vent keep in mind that this is CF we are dealing with which is quite strong.<br />Rich||65.138.139.213||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000053||ConquestCat||06-12-2003||08:53 AM||||I'm kind of new to the boards, but I've been into mitsu's/DSM's for over 7 years.  I am serious about buying a vented hood (the Evo looks overdone, but it has the best vents heat dissipation.  That's my first choice, but vented is a must and so is a lip- looks better & should provide strength to the hood).  How will it be shipped?  will it be insured for the full amount?  I'm in GA.||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000054||gsxtasee||06-12-2003||01:00 PM||||I'm in for Evo 3 vents!!  will the race weight hood withstand daily-driver typr use?  How about top-speed runs (against the unsuspecting supra/porsche/whadeva...)<br /><br />If it will, I am in for a vented race hood.  If not, I'm in for a vented regular hood.  These can be painted to match, right?<br /><br />Jason<br />SoCal||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000055||PRE-EVO||06-12-2003||02:15 PM||||The company doing the hoods uses a freight company due to hoods being generally to large for most of your normal carriers. I will find out about wether or not they will be insured but I believe they are.  <br /><br />As far as if the race hood can take daily abuse the only thing I've heard mentioned is that it will "sink in" which I believe is why you may need to use spacers or supports on teh edge of some sort.<br />Rich<br /><br /><br />Be sure you e-mail me at GVR4GB@hotmail.com <b>NOT MY REGULAR E-MAIL PLEASE</b>||65.138.130.97||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000056||henrok||06-12-2003||06:52 PM||||hey im interested in buying the hood also but would like to see what a galant hood would look like with an evo 8 vent.  also isnt the bumper itself and not the bumpercover that weighs alot on our cars?  if so then why not make a mold of our bumpers (a hollow one to accomodate a nice intercooler).   how would the payments be made for the hood and i also think that a trunk would be a good idea?  oh by the way , what color would the hood be? my car is white, so having a different color hood wouldnt look to nice( at least i think so).||152.163.252.33||reg||6||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000057||howard_GVR4||06-12-2003||07:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> hey im interested in buying the hood also but would like to see what a galant hood would look like with an evo 8 vent.  also isnt the bumper itself and not the bumpercover that weighs alot on our cars?  if so then why not make a mold of our bumpers (a hollow one to accomodate a nice intercooler).   how would the payments be made for the hood and i also think that a trunk would be a good idea?  oh by the way , what color would the hood be? my car is white, so having a different color hood wouldnt look to nice( at least i think so). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm pretty sure the color would be "none".  In other words, it will look like carbon fiber with clearcoat.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000058||hibrn8||06-12-2003||08:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /> "none"  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Dont know why but you got me laughing with that comment.||65.227.204.236||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000059||PRE-EVO||06-12-2003||08:54 PM||||At least he didn't say clear.||207.220.137.86||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000060||howard_GVR4||06-12-2003||10:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> At least he didn't say clear. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Amen, because it ain't a color.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />On that note, does your guy already have a hood to base the mold off of?  If so, any ETA on when he's going to start cranking out the first ones?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000061||miturra||06-12-2003||11:00 PM||||Hello,<br /><br />My son wants the Evo Hood. We're in Northern California.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Hondo||12.235.123.51||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000062||vr4door||06-12-2003||11:18 PM||||Ross<br />reular style with EVO Vlll vent<br />Holland, MI 49423||64.235.128.151||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000063||92GVR4#333||06-12-2003||11:54 PM||||i wanna evo race......||152.163.252.33||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000064||PRE-EVO||06-13-2003||12:30 AM||||Okay I am going to drop off my hood next week as I am hoping Jose sent his vents to me so I can drop those off along with it.<br /><br />Hondo, VR4door, 92gvr4#333 be sure to e-mail me at GVR4GB@hotmail.com . <br /><br />We may just have enough to do both types of hoods which is good. I believe my current count is ~14 RS vented, and 8 Evo VIII vented with 4 who will take either.<br /><br />I will inform him he may need to do two molds and I need to order an Evo 8 vent so he can use that for mock up. I also will talk to him about including hood pins (sparco's I believe) with the hoods for a decent price (if someone can get me a price range on these it would be much appreciated).<br /><br />Rich||65.151.223.28||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000065||Kibo||06-13-2003||05:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Chris Plesko<br />Boulder, Colorado <br />Evo 8 Vent Prefered (will buy ONLY IF vented somehow)<br /><br />Can you tell us more about the race only hood? Will it bolt up to the stock rear loctions? Why 4 hood pins?<br /><br />Can we save on shipping if Kibo ends up buying a hood as well?  We can have both shipped to the same place.<br /><br />Thanks! I can't wait for my vented CF hood! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">AAAAAAAAAAAHHHHH!  Geez, Chris--why didn't you tell me about this sooner?!<br /><br />Put me down for a vented hood.  I like the Kaminari style (am I the only one?), followed by the EVOIII and the EVO 8.  Whatever it is, I need/want vents.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Erik A.<br />Broomfield, CO<br />Vented...<br /><br />I'm so psyched that someone is finally making this happen!  I was sort of kicking myself after the last GB, but I *really* want something that's vented...<br /><br />I like the lip as well...can I assume that an EVO style vent will have this?<br /><br />Did you find anything else out about the 'race' hood and its special requirements?<br /><br />Just let me know when you want my money!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000066||howard_GVR4||06-13-2003||09:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Okay I am going to drop off my hood next week as I am hoping Jose sent his vents to me so I can drop those off along with it.<br /><br />Hondo, VR4door, 92gvr4#333 be sure to e-mail me at GVR4GB@hotmail.com . <br /><br />We may just have enough to do both types of hoods which is good. I believe my current count is ~14 RS vented, and 8 Evo VIII vented with 4 who will take either.<br /><br />I will inform him he may need to do two molds and I need to order an Evo 8 vent so he can use that for mock up. I also will talk to him about including hood pins (sparco's I believe) with the hoods for a decent price (if someone can get me a price range on these it would be much appreciated).<br /><br />Rich </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rich, I looked at many websites and they all have the Sparco hood pins for $21-25.  Momo's are about the same, and the other cheaper brands (like Generic Summit Racing pins) really aren't very nice.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000067||PRE-EVO||06-13-2003||01:15 PM||||Thanks Howard. <br /><br />I like the Kamanari also as it's literally very small (like 2-3" in height and about 20" across) and gives the hood a real purpose with out looking too extreme or noticable. If I have a couple more definet's for Evo 8 style vents then I should be able to get both hoods. Those who are on the fence or could go either way I may lump you in with the Evo 8 vent so please make up your mind soon.<br /><br />I will be talking to him later today about the hoods and setup a time to drop my hood off. Jose is sending off his GVR4 vents (the smaller ones) today which I will see if they can copy them but make them larger but not quite the size of the Evo 3 vents.<br /><br />AND MAKE SURE YOU E-MAIL GVR4GB@hotmail.com OR I WON'T ADD YOU TO THE LIST.||199.182.20.233||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000068||Dr. On Point GVR4||06-14-2003||01:45 PM||||What can I do about shipping if I get 3 sent to 1 place?<br /><br /><br />By any chance can u sell just a stock one with no vents?||68.70.174.77||reg||1||Dr. On Point GVR4||00001288||yes
Z||000069||Marcus||06-15-2003||11:11 AM||||Am I the only GVR4 owner that is going to have to pass on this GB.  I just hope that there are more like me, enough to do another GB down the road when finaces are better.<br />Marc||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000070||gvr4in||06-15-2003||11:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> Am I the only GVR4 owner that is going to have to pass on this GB.  I just hope that there are more like me, enough to do another GB down the road when finaces are better.<br />Marc </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly my situation, down to do another when finances are better. (INTERCOOLER)||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000071||PRE-EVO||06-16-2003||06:44 PM||||Okay I talked with them again today to ask some of the questions I had gotten here are some of the answers:<br /><br />Will the rear hinge use the stock bolt?<br />YES<br /><br />Will the 'glass frame be the same as the stock hood?<br />Yes but obviously modified for whatever vent is used.<br /><br />Will the hoods be shipped insured?<br />YES absolutely they never ship without insurance.<br /><br />Any discount for shipping more than one?<br />On averge typical shipping is @$100-$150 for one hood to one address. If you ship more than one hood they will be approxamately half the cost of shipping one for each additional (i.e. ~$50-75per).<br /><br /><br />The Race only hoods will "sink in". There isn't much you can do to keep it from sinking in without adding most the weight your trying not to have by getting that. If that's not an issue they will make them.<br /><br /><br /><b>Here's the bad news  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  :</b><br />I am also going to have to cut the GB at 10 people per type of hood. The hoods will be available afterwords for something in the neighborhood of @$500 shipped. Reason for this is barring any delays it will take them @2 months to do 10 hoods and they don't want to have people waiting 3+ months for a hood if a GB gets too big. <br /><br />I currently have 15 people for the JDM vents and 6 for the Evo 8 . I also still have 4 people who are on the fence who need to decide as if they all take the Evo 8 vented hood we can get those into production. <br /><br />I will be contacting all that are on the e-list and letting those who are in the first 10 and those who are alternates know.  <br />Rich||199.35.9.36||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000072||hibrn8||06-16-2003||09:26 PM||||give me the evo 8 vent then i can be one of the ten who get one.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000073||229of1000||06-16-2003||10:00 PM||||Yes I got to thinking about it and I am down for the EVO 8 vent after all.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000074||Kibo||06-16-2003||11:23 PM||||I hope I'm down as one that wants the EVO 8 hood, and not as "on the fence"...?  My private email was more specific than my board post.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000075||1101||06-16-2003||11:30 PM||||Can anyone post a good photoshop image of the EVO 8 hood on the GVR4? Maybe some of us down for the RS hood might change our minds.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000076||PRE-EVO||06-16-2003||11:39 PM||||I'll put a guy I know who can whip that up quick on it.<br />I will e-mail and post those who are on the list and those who are alternates.||199.182.59.8||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000077||Kibo||06-17-2003||06:56 AM||||Not quite right (and not exactly like the EVO8 vent), but you get the idea.  I started with the EVO8 vent, I swear!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Ignore the doofus in the photo...it's the only good photo I had of my car.<br /><br />  <img src="http://206.196.136.231/images/GVR4_206/Photoslop_hood.jpg" alt=" - " />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000078||sleeper||06-17-2003||02:15 PM||||I think a lot of people including myself will change their mind to the JDM vents. You either suck of photoshop  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  or that vent is just butt ugly on the Galant. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000079||PRE-EVO||06-17-2003||04:03 PM||||Here's my pittiful attempt using the Evo 3 hooded GVR4 as a base. I don't plan on having it "sunk in" that much like they have on theirs. Also I would move the vent alittle further forward 1-2 inches.<br />Here it is:<br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=648" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=648&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||207.220.135.82||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000080||PRE-EVO||06-17-2003||05:02 PM||||Here's some better chops:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dvimaging.com/Misc/Rich/Evo8Hoodbig.jpg" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.dvimaging.com/Misc/Rich/evo8vent2.jpg" alt=" - " /></a>||207.220.135.82||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000081||PRE-EVO||06-17-2003||07:47 PM||||The more I look at the evo 8 vent the more I'm really liking it (that red paint may have something to do with it also  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ).||207.220.133.36||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000082||PRE-EVO||06-17-2003||08:48 PM||||This is the e-mail I just sent out for those who e-mailed me (you know who you are). <br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay I have a list of those who are in for the GB. They first 10 who contacted me for each type of hood Evo 8 or JDM RS. Here are the people who are on the list and the alternates/undecided. The hoods will be available after this group buy if for some reason you drop out. The price will rise slightly to @$500 shipped (I believe but not definet). I am preparing to order an Evo 8 vent and I have Jose's vents so I can drop the items all off at the same time as the hood to have molds done. The molds will take 2-3 weeks and I should have a hood with each vent shortly afterwords.  Before I drop the hood off I will discuss when he will need deposits by as I would like not to have to take them till you all see the hoods (though since they are doing them for us and making the mold that may change). <br />Here's the list of those who are in and those who are alternates:<br /><br /></font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Evo 8 (* denotes race hood):<br />Chris P (Colorado)<br />Abhay S (Michigan)<br />*Martin @AMS (Illinois)<br />Ben B (Maine)<br />Ross O (Michigan)<br />*Erik A (Colorado)<br />Ken D (Illinois)<br />Sam S (???)<br />Michael I (x2?) (N. California)<br /><br />GVR4 RS (* denotes race hood):<br />Ward K (N. California)<br />Martin C (???)<br />Mike M (Alabama)<br />Sean S (Wisconsin?)<br />Jason S (Pennsylvania)<br />Jose (NJ)<br />Hector (NJ)<br />Dan S (Ohio)<br />Bobby K (Minnesota)<br />Lisa R (Conneticut)<br /><br />Alternates:<br />*Michael G (Massachusetts)<br />*Jason Peters (???)<br />Tony (???)<br />Darren M. (???)<br /><br />Undecided:<br />Ray L (N. California)<br />Paul S (Florida)<br />*Matt W (Texas)</font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Shipping on these are insured freight and there is a discount for shipping more than 1 hood to an address (second and subsequent hoods are @1/2 shipping cost).  Shipping is estimated at @$100-150 (thats if you live in a very small town out in the middle of nowhere). I suggest if there is a way to get together with other people near you it would save you some decent money . This is why I included the states you live in and I would like those who I don't have states at least to e-mail me with that info. Those who want to pick up will have that option also when their hood is done.  They estimate it taking 2-3 months to do 10 hoods (I'm hoping that's a worst case scenerio) which is why they cut it off at 10. <br />Also I have been answering most questions some of you have had in the thread on <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org." target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org.</a> <br />If you have any other questions you would like answered post them there or e-mail me here.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thank you all and I hope to see all of those owners with beautiful CF hoods here in the next few months.<br />Rich||65.148.166.45||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000083||Oztek||06-17-2003||09:56 PM||||Hey, you missed me!  I'm interested in the RS hood.||68.21.36.105||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000084||tplesko||06-17-2003||10:44 PM||||Oh man am I excited!  I can't wait for my hood.||12.203.230.54||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000085||PRE-EVO||06-18-2003||12:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Oztek:<br /><strong> Hey, you missed me!  I'm interested in the RS hood. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you e-mail me at GVR4GB@hotmail.com? I even included the few who e-mailed me at my regular personal account.<br />Rich||207.220.135.48||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000086||howard_GVR4||06-18-2003||09:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br />I will be contacting all that are on the e-list and letting those who are in the first 10 and those who are alternates know.  <br />Rich </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oops, I thought you were going to contact us.  Now I'm not on the list of the first 10 for the RS hood.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000087||PRE-EVO||06-18-2003||12:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br />I will be contacting all that are on the e-list and letting those who are in the first 10 and those who are alternates know.  <br />Rich </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oops, I thought you were going to contact us.  Now I'm not on the list of the first 10 for the RS hood.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's why I was pushing you all to e-mail me at GVR4GB@hotmail.com . I still got people using the little e-mail link for my personal e-mail and had them send another to the other e-mail.<br />Rich||65.148.174.44||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000088||gsxtasee||06-18-2003||01:49 PM||||I'm In SoCal near LAX.  I am in on a RS vented hood but will buy as long as it's vented.  You have me down as ???? under alternates...  I want a hood.<br /><br />Jason Peters||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000089||eric kestner||06-20-2003||02:20 AM||||I'm new, but I'm ready to do this hood thing.  Can I still get in? Any style is o.k. They're all really cool so I'm happy with whichever.<br />I do want one with a frame if this "sinkage" thing is for real.  Otherwise I'd go for race <br />hood.  Thanks. Eric in Seattle @ (206) 938-6805<br />E mail Kestnet@msn.com||67.40.10.84||reg||7||eric kestner||00001735||yes
Z||000090||PRE-EVO||06-20-2003||01:15 PM||||Eric be sure to e-mail GVR4GB@hotmail.com I have all the spots filled but you may be able to get in as an alternate. If not the hoods will be available after the GB also for a slightly higher price.<br />Rich||65.148.174.4||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000091||brandongvr4||06-22-2003||02:28 AM||||Hey ERIC i just e-mailed to see if i can get in too. Hopefully. Any style i dont care i just want a CF hood already.<br /><br />~B~||67.124.158.234||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000092||brandongvr4||06-22-2003||02:32 AM||||Hey PRE-EVO can you do a updated list. Did any one copout yet??<br /><br />~B~||67.124.158.234||reg||10||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000093||PRE-EVO||06-22-2003||03:40 AM||||I had one person drop before the last list I made but I will post another one here shortly I didn't get a chance to drop my hood off yet. I had my Timing belts done and discovered my transfer case was leaking like a seeve. Got that fixed hopefully as it looked like one of the bolts that holds the two halves together was alittle loose. <br />I'm calling them monday and hoping to drop off the hood by wednesday along with the vents on loan from Jose. I will also ask about doing AMG grills and possibly other AMG parts in CF or if they can point me in the right direction.<br />Rich||198.211.96.11||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000094||iceman69510||06-23-2003||03:09 PM||||OK, all you hood buyers- I need someone willing to sell their mint-condition black hood to me after you get your new one.  Someone in the Midwest, Illinois or nearby hopefully.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000095||SPAM||06-29-2003||07:35 PM||||I am definately in for RS vented hood if that is the route that is in the lead. I would actually prefer a stock looking hood but whatever can get this accomplished the quickest is the route I will go....if it isnt anything gaudy....the other types of vents just dont match the lines of the car. <br />I'll post pics of why I need a hood now later....||68.224.134.4||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000096||howard_GVR4||07-01-2003||04:56 PM||||Any news?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000097||PRE-EVO||07-01-2003||09:49 PM||||Myself and GVR4in will be heading up there Thursday to drop off a hood for molds. I will talk to him about hood pins and other minor questions.||65.148.169.209||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000098||PRE-EVO||07-02-2003||02:58 PM||||Okay I've got an update before I drop the hood off tomorrow.<br /><br /><br />I got a price on sparco hood pins per hood which will be an extra $22 per set (race hoods need 2 sets). <br /><br />I will have to take deposits before they make any hoods though I will be able to see the molds when they are done (it will take 2-5 weeks for both molds). I will be e-mailing those who are on my e-mail list ( <b><a href="http://GVR4GB@hotmail.com" target="_blank">GVR4GB@hotmail.com</a></b> ) . <br /><br />The deposits will be "non-refundable" in the sense that if you back out I will give you the list of those alternates who can take your place. <br />For those that are alternates on the list I will keep you informed as well.<br /><br /><br />Also some other news. They may do copies of the AMG grill for us as well. They want to see pictures of it first to get an idea if it's to complex or not. If anyone has a JDM bumper local they can spare I can see if they will do that also.<br /><br /><br />For those on the list I will be e-mailing shortly the information for sending your deposits.<br /><br />Rich||199.182.19.63||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000099||gvr4in||07-03-2003||10:48 PM||||Here's the dillyo, Rich (pre-evo) and I went to the shop today to drop off a hold for molds. Rich's unfortunate ass has to suffer no hood for 3-5 weeks for all your lucky asses so give your respect!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />We showed the guys at the shop the JDM vents that we wanted included in the hoods, they said it would be close to or just as much $ for them to make CF jdm vents as it would be to make our hoods because of the amount of work involved. Also consider the fact that It might not even work for them to lay out the carbon fiber in such tight spaces with so many angles because it would end up just cracking. I asked if he could mold the jdm vents in fiberglass and paint them black so they would go along with the CF, he replied with that would work better but its still a tight space to make molds with the center pieces. Then we thought, What if you cut out the 3 louvers on the inside of the vents to make it an 'open vent', and he said thats a great idea and he could make that work. So the actual jdm vents aren't going to happen, but the outer portion of it along with an aluminum grill will be the outcome. Rich is buying an evo 8 vent so he can bring it to the shop for them to mock up the evo 8 hoods, as they can't make vents by looking at pictures. <br /><br />We asked about CF rear bumpers and he said there is too much work involved for specific reasons. <br /><br />We asked about a CF front lip and he said it can be done. <br /><br />We asked about CF amg grills and I forgot about that one, Rich will fill you in later..<br /><br />Rich told me he is going to email each of you individually tonight.<br /><br />I went with Rich to make sure this deal was legit. These guys at the shop are really nice guys. They invited us into the actual shop area (which was very clean mind you), they had hundreds of carbon fiber hoods in boxes on racks and molds of bumpers stacked. From what I saw they do great work and also do lots of custom fabrication (They were working on a cage for an old datsun). They told us if we wanted to we can come into the shop whenever we want and check on their progress to make sure they aren't ripping us off in any way, also to make sure that they're the ones doing the actual work.<br /><br />Overall the GB is legit, and reply back about how you feel about the 'open jdm vents' which will be in the location on the hood where it was normally planned.<br /><br />-Terren||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000100||gvr4in||07-03-2003||11:50 PM||||Here is a very rough display of my 'photoshop skillz'.. Heres the 'jdm open vent'.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=783" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000101||howard_GVR4||07-04-2003||09:19 AM||||Hmmm, cool, I actually like the way those non-louvered JDM vents look!  In addition to the Al mesh, we may want to add some sort of louvered tray under it to direct rain water, like on the Evo 8 vents.  <br /><br />Speaking of Evo 8 vents, I can tell you those things vent a TON of heat.  Sitting in 100 degree Texas traffic, I can see waves of heat coming out of the vent.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000102||PRE-EVO||07-04-2003||01:45 PM||||Welp I've sacraficed my hood to help those GVR4 owners. I will tell you that without a hood my car runs instead of at center it's now left of center on the dummy guage and logs at about 180deg. Also like howard said you can visibly see the amount of heat coming out of the engine bay.<br /><br /><br />Like GVR4in said the JDM vents will have to be changed to work by removing the center slats for them to be able to make everything one piece. <br /><br /><b>This will be up to Jose to decide if he wants his personal JDM vents cut for use for the mold.</b> If Jose doesn't want them cut up then I can have them try and make "copies" of what it looks like shape wise.<br /><br />On the Evo 8 vents I would appreciate it if all of those who want Evo 8 vents could chip in a couple dollars to go twords getting this vent. It's gonna cost @$70 out of pocket since no Evo 8 owner will let us use thiers. I will give details on that in the e-mail I will send out today if you would like to donate to the cause. <br /><br />They also talked to me about doing one off IC pipes or exhausts and also wanted me to mention that they can get us Brake rotors (slotted or x drilled) for @$50 ea (or @$200 for all). <br /><br />I will keep you all posted on this.<br />Rich||199.182.13.200||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000103||hibrn8||07-04-2003||03:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Speaking of Evo 8 vents, I can tell you those things vent a TON of heat.  Sitting in 100 degree Texas traffic, I can see waves of heat coming out of the vent. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it is unbeleivable isnt it? here in chicago its like 90-95 degrees and the humidity is sick. that hood on the evo has been pouring the heat out of the bay like crazy. <br /><br />i can't wait too see my cf evo 8 hood on my gvr4.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000104||a_santos||07-04-2003||06:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> <br /><br />They also talked to me about doing one off IC pipes or exhausts and also wanted me to mention that they can get us Brake rotors (slotted or x drilled) for @$50 ea (or @$200 for all). <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />OK, I need rotors really bad and would like to get these ASAP, like yesterday. How do I go about it? <br /><br />And about the EVO 8 vent, at 10 people, that would be $7 each. Just let me know when to send the $$$. <br /><br />1 million thanx Rich,<br /><br />You da man <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000105||229of1000||07-04-2003||11:29 PM||||Why don't we just have the EVO 8 guys send you an extra ten bucks with our deposit?  $260 instead?  I think that would be easiest.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000106||Beemer||07-04-2003||11:38 PM||||Let me check with one of my friends.  We may be able to do an additional two hoods, but I can't say which ones, although I am leaning towards the RS myself.  Only thing I'm interested in is which flows more air out of the engine compartment.  Imagine a hood worth 15 hp guys.  Now that WOULD be something to brag about.  CF is a nice touch.  Getting free hp in the bargain is better..  Too bad mitsu never made a "ram air" system like the old 69 pontiac ram air IV.  Vacuum actuated scoop blockoff only moved at 3/4 throttle.  Otherwise it was just for looks.<br />Dave||12.83.159.209||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000108||henrok||07-07-2003||06:02 PM||||what is ram air? can it be done to our galants?||64.12.96.102||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000109||henrok||07-07-2003||06:04 PM||||what is ram air? can it be done to our galants?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000110||howard_GVR4||07-07-2003||07:50 PM||||Stay on topic or start a new thread!!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000111||tplesko||07-08-2003||03:25 PM||||My deposit and vent money is on the way...hope everyone else's is as well cause I want my hood  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000112||229of1000||07-08-2003||03:36 PM||||Mine's going in the mail Monday.  Gotta get paid first.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000113||a_santos||07-08-2003||10:26 PM||||Mine will be off Saturday morning, along with vent donation.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000114||1101||07-09-2003||01:38 PM||||What is the status of the RS vents? Is there going to be a prototype for them? If we can not use the actual JDM vents is there something that is close we can buy to use as a prototype? I don't feel comfortable committing to a hood with vents that I don't know what are going to look like.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000115||PRE-EVO||07-09-2003||02:05 PM||||I talked with Jose yesterday and he has no problems with them modifing the JDM vents to no longer have the cross slats. <br />Also I will be calling them shortly to inform them of this as well as someone asked if there will be some type of baffle to keep most of the water that could get in out of the engine bay.||207.220.145.81||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000116||1101||07-09-2003||02:27 PM||||Sounds good.<br /><br />Thanks for the update and also to Jose.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000117||hibrn8||07-09-2003||03:52 PM||||my money went out last monday night as well.....i cant wait.||65.227.204.118||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000118||brandongvr4||07-11-2003||04:17 PM||||Ward: are we still going to make a trip up there to get the hoods. I believe were picking up 3, 2 Evo and 1 RS. <br /><br />Can you guys give me the address of the place were the hoods are?<br /><br /><br />Thankx alot to the guys who put this together.<br /><br />~B~||68.120.200.92||reg||14||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000119||PRE-EVO||07-11-2003||08:14 PM||||It's in City of Industry (La Puente), CA. Also there's another person who has 2 hoods who's in northern CA you guys should hook up with.<br /><br /><br />On a side note I got Michael I's and Sean Skoropinski's deposits today and probably a few more in my mail since I haven't checked. I can't wait to get a hood back on my car.||199.182.20.31||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000120||1101||07-11-2003||10:06 PM||||Brandon, Michael x2 (N. California) call me and hopefully we can put a trip together and save the shipping.<br /><br />Ward<br /><br />Fremont 490 4170||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000121||PRE-EVO||07-12-2003||01:25 AM||||Also I just sent out an update and a possible issue with the Evo 8 style hoods. Please reply to that e-mail asap.<br />Rich||199.182.59.18||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000122||1420mark||07-12-2003||04:02 AM||||not directly related to hood purchase DEFINITELY ABOUT HOOD/VENT AND COOLING<br /><br />has anyone gapped the rear of the stock hood up above hinges to expose a reveal?  A small gap 1/4" or less along windshield line would be a  fair number of sq/inches. perhaps even more than a small vent. With some modified rubber hood support bumpers , you'd be ok. Minimal visual disturbance to car considering the return.  Who knows, it may even turn out to be an automatic windshield defogger!<br />  Are these vent styles available as vents alone to install in stock hood? Sources for vents?||24.175.0.198||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000123||PRE-EVO||07-12-2003||02:59 PM||||The vents won't be available seperately.||207.220.135.37||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000124||229of1000||07-14-2003||03:02 PM||||I just got an idea, any chance they could do us up some CF driveshafts as well?||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000125||PRE-EVO||07-14-2003||06:18 PM||||Ummm isn't there already ones for the DSM's we can use? <br /><br /><br />Also I think there are some other items that would be next on the list such as:<br /><br />CF AMG grill replicas<br />CF smooth door caps<br />CF front lips (for US bumper)<br />CF rear lips (maybe?)<br />CF trunks (this may be a tough one)<br /><br />I will worry about those once the hoods start rolling out to people.||67.243.218.13||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000126||229of1000||07-14-2003||06:24 PM||||I ran a search for DSM CF driveshafts but I couldn't find anything.  Hell I don't even know how much of a benefit it really is, it just popped into my head.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000127||jayru||07-14-2003||11:44 PM||||Im not shure but i think the dementions of are car is longer than the dsm's so their cf driveshaft wouldn't work.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000128||brandongvr4||07-15-2003||03:07 AM||||Any new info on the C/F Hoods? A couple of the local Vr4 guys are going to take a road trip up there. Do you know when thay will be done?<br /><br />Brandon<br />1874/2000||68.120.200.92||reg||7||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000129||markrieb||07-15-2003||10:28 AM||||Dennis Grant runs a CF driveshaft in his 2g autox car.  See  <a href="http://www.wincom.net/trog/driveshaft.html" target="_blank">http://www.wincom.net/trog/driveshaft.html</a><br /><br />Or go straight to the manufacturer at <a href="http://www.acpt.com/driveshaft/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.acpt.com/driveshaft/index.html</a><br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000130||229of1000||07-15-2003||10:50 AM||||Thanks Mark!<br /><br />So have we decided on going with EVO 5 vents or Kaminari?||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000131||PRE-EVO||07-15-2003||01:19 PM||||That's what I need to know from all 12 of you left for the Evo 8 style hood vents is which alternate vent or I'm just going to choose the Kamanari which is similar to the evo 8's shape but it's a reverse cowl design. It has an opening of about 2-3" in height and about 2ft across and is meant to be more aerodynamic. That and the Evo 5 vent keeps making me think it's going to look like the red one on the first page which looks like it doesn't belong on the car and that he slapped on a shit load of 'glass and then cut holes for the vents.||204.30.199.247||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000132||brandongvr4||07-15-2003||02:32 PM||||Michael(x2?)(N. California) would like the Kaminari vents, but if they some how dont work, will just go with the EVO 5 vents.||68.120.200.92||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000133||tplesko||07-15-2003||03:00 PM||||i guess i'd choose the kaminari style. can we get a picture of the evo 5 vent?||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000134||hibrn8||07-15-2003||03:02 PM||||well my email is fucked up so i dont know whats going on with the evo 8 vent. from the looks of things were probably not able to get them done? i guess for me just pick out what looks good and it must be vented! if you think it looks good then im sure id think the same.||65.227.204.231||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000135||PRE-EVO||07-15-2003||03:23 PM||||The Evo 5 would look like the red GVR4 on the first page but definelty not like a huge hump though. Here is another vent idea I actually like that I found browsing around:<br /><br /> <img src="http://ebay2.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_e1908f139e869bc128dd1bfa7b3fae15/i-1.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />keep in mind only the center vent and surround not the side vents.<br /><br />I am trying to find any other pics of the Kamanari vent and for them to get back to me on wether or not they can do something like the one above or the Kamanari (the Evo 5 style they have a mold for and can get to work). <br /><br />Ken I don't know what's up with the e-mail unless somehow i have it wrong but I save the address when I replied first to any e-mails I got. But I have your deposit.<br />Rich||204.30.199.247||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000136||229of1000||07-15-2003||06:29 PM||||I am cool with what you just posted, the Kaminari, or a better done EVO 5 vent.  I just want a damn hood.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000137||tplesko||07-15-2003||06:47 PM||||i like the new one that was posted...||128.138.45.33||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000138||1quickvr4||07-15-2003||06:53 PM||||I want a flat hood and a trunk.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000139||jayru||07-16-2003||12:43 AM||||Rich im on for the rs hood, but i really haven't seen what they look like on a galant. Any one have some rs or jdm pics of a galant?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000140||gvr4in||07-16-2003||01:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Rich im on for the rs hood, but i really haven't seen what they look like on a galant. Any one have some rs or jdm pics of a galant? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://nagamine-web.hp.infoseek.co.jp/00061501.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://nagamine-web.hp.infoseek.co.jp/00050302.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Yellow anyone?<br /> <img src="http://nagamine-web.hp.infoseek.co.jp/20000212.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://nagamine-web.hp.infoseek.co.jp/20000116.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Take off that wing!<br /> <img src="http://nagamine-web.hp.infoseek.co.jp/00010801.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Grills?<br /> <img src="http://nagamine-web.hp.infoseek.co.jp/19991109.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://nagamine-web.hp.infoseek.co.jp/19990918.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://nagamine-web.hp.infoseek.co.jp/newver.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000141||gvr4in||07-16-2003||01:24 AM||||I want that grill!<br /> <img src="http://nagamine-web.hp.infoseek.co.jp/shun02.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />And this blue galant..<br /> <img src="http://nagamine-web.hp.infoseek.co.jp/gali.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://nagamine-web.hp.infoseek.co.jp/99052203.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://nagamine-web.hp.infoseek.co.jp/seibishi.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000142||hibrn8||07-16-2003||02:14 AM||||im glad you got the deposit.<br /><br /><br />i also do like the new hood posted...||65.227.204.232||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000143||PRE-EVO||07-16-2003||12:20 PM||||Damn Terrin bored last night? <br /><br /><br />I am waiting to hear back from them on wether or not they can do the style above.||199.183.178.135||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000144||gvr4in||07-16-2003||03:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Damn TerrEn bored last night? <br /><br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Like you wouldn't believe!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000145||PRE-EVO||07-16-2003||03:45 PM||||No problem TeArIn .||199.183.178.135||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000146||gvr4in||07-16-2003||06:52 PM||||yea whatev rtich. I found more 'HELLA JDM TIGHT y0' pics, most of them have to do with hood scoops   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Look, a skyline, how 'uncommon'<br />  <img src="http://www.vr-4.net/g-forcekanto/img/m002.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity-Circuit/8779/PINK.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.vr-4.net/g-forcekanto/img/m026.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.vr-4.net/g-forcekanto/img/m022.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.vr-4.net/g-forcekanto/img/m032.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />In love...<br />  <img src="http://www.vr-4.net/g-forcekanto/img/m006.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.vr-4.net/g-forcekanto/img/m034.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000147||gvr4in||07-16-2003||06:57 PM||||I know you guys have all seen this piece of work:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.vr-4.net/g-forcekanto/img/m036.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Ive yet to see this one:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.vr-4.net/g-forcekanto/img/m042.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000148||229of1000||07-16-2003||07:24 PM||||I am digging the kaminari vent on this car, but much more so the foglights built into the grill!  That is awesome!<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.vr-4.net/g-forcekanto/img/m032.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000149||Kibo||07-16-2003||07:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /> <img src="http://ebay2.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_e1908f139e869bc128dd1bfa7b3fae15/i-1.JPG" alt=" - " /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, I like that!  What would the EVO 5 vent look like, exactly?<br /><br />Sorry I haven't sent my deposit yet; I've been procrastinating.  I'll put a reminder in my PDA to get away from the office tomorrow and send one out.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000150||229of1000||07-16-2003||07:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>Originally posted by Kibo:<br />What would the EVO 5 vent look like, exactly?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The red car on the first page of this thread has EVO 5 vents.  If we were to use those vents they wouldn't have the huge bulge though.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000151||PRE-EVO||07-16-2003||10:03 PM||||Just so you guys know that's Terren's pink block above  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .<br />I've got deposits for 6 hoods for each type (12 total) I am waiting for some good news for those who are alternates also.<br />Rich||199.182.12.101||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000152||Martin Tolentino||07-16-2003||10:15 PM||||3rd pix down with the black vents are EVOIII.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000153||gvr4in||07-16-2003||10:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Just so you guys know that's Terren's pink block above   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   .<br />Rich </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You got a problem with the color pink?<br /><br />-TerrEEEEEEEn||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000154||Kibo||07-17-2003||12:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>Originally posted by Kibo:<br />What would the EVO 5 vent look like, exactly?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The red car on the first page of this thread has EVO 5 vents.  If we were to use those vents they wouldn't have the huge bulge though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dang...just caught that.  I must have been reading without comprehending.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000155||jonvr4||07-17-2003||02:46 PM||||is there any openings for on this group buy? if so i am interested.||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000156||PRE-EVO||07-17-2003||04:01 PM||||E-mail me asap GVR4GB@hotmail.com as I have good news for those alternates also.||65.148.165.173||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000157||PRE-EVO||07-17-2003||05:00 PM||||Okay I just sent out an update and the following e-mail addy's came back undeliverable:<br /><br />aiturralde@juno.com<br />sirrealracer@attbi.com||199.182.59.238||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000158||hibrn8||07-18-2003||02:10 AM||||many of you wanted to get one of these carbon fiber hoods for your galant. but the funny thing is when i look at the list of names, over half of you havent even sent Rich the deposit yet. whats the deal?||65.227.204.231||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000159||howard_GVR4||07-18-2003||02:16 AM||||Mine went out today, and I feel terrible for taking so long!  Anyways, come on guys, these won't even get made unless you send in the deposits.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000160||jonvr4||07-18-2003||08:07 AM||||still waiting to see if anyone is interested in giving me their spot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000161||229of1000||07-18-2003||09:19 AM||||Come on guys, send in those deposits!  I need my hood!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000162||PRE-EVO||07-18-2003||12:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> still waiting to see if anyone is interested in giving me their spot   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jon I told you to e-mail me at GVR4GB@hotmail.com and get your own spot. There are no longer alternates unless the RS type hood goes over 20 people (it's at 19) or the Evo 8 (it's at 12).||199.35.29.120||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000163||PRE-EVO||07-18-2003||12:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Come on guys, send in those deposits!  I need my hood! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes before he thinks of getting an SRT-4... Again.<br /><br /><br />Also the hoods will be based on a first paid first served basis unless shipping to a similar location.||199.35.29.120||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000164||229of1000||07-18-2003||12:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Come on guys, send in those deposits!  I need my hood! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes before he thinks of getting an SRT-4... Again.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What?  This was the first time.  It won't happen again!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000165||PRE-EVO||07-18-2003||12:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Come on guys, send in those deposits!  I need my hood! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes before he thinks of getting an SRT-4... Again.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What?  This was the first time.  It won't happen again!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ummm what was that about a test drive......?||199.35.29.120||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000166||brandongvr4||07-18-2003||03:51 PM||||Pre-Evo: As for aiturralde@juno.com thats my brother. You can just send me any updated info on the hoods. I think my bro's com is down. I'll let him know what's going on with our hoods. Ward, Arron(my Bro) and I are going to have a road trip up there to pick up our hoods.||68.120.200.92||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000167||PRE-EVO||07-18-2003||04:51 PM||||Okay I had Mike contact me (your dad I take it) and tell me to e-mail him at that addy to keep him updated. Both the hoods are for you and him right since I got a deposit for two hoods from Mike?||207.220.136.178||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000168||brandongvr4||07-18-2003||05:42 PM||||Thats right.||68.120.200.92||reg||14||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000169||tplesko||07-18-2003||08:42 PM||||Any news on for the Evo vent owners?  I am really curious what my new hood is going to look like...<br /><br />Oh ya...to those that haven't paid yet. Send in your deposits   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I am impatient. lol||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000170||PRE-EVO||07-18-2003||08:53 PM||||Gotta give em a call Monday he should have heard back by then.||65.148.170.146||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000171||229of1000||07-19-2003||11:28 PM||||In case some of you haven't seen this thread from a while back, here's some Galant CF hood pics to hold you over.  Of course ours will be better, because they are vented.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001127" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001127</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000172||tplesko||07-19-2003||11:31 PM||||i must have looked at those pictures so many times when they came out.  If they were vented and my car ran i would have bought one then...kinda like what i'm waiting for now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000173||229of1000||07-19-2003||11:36 PM||||Not to mention, ours cost $125 LESS than his, even with the vents.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000174||PRE-EVO||07-20-2003||02:56 AM||||Guys I got one more deposit(Dan Sansuchat) today as well as info back from them about the vented hood I put up. Here's the skinny:<br /><br />They can do that type of vent but they would need a hood for the mold of those vents (@$425). They can do the V shaped bump without it so I am trying to have them do one similar to the kamanari WRX hood which if you go back a page you will see a GVR4 with a similar hood. If not they do have the Evo 5 style vents they apparently can use. Now I am just waiting to hear back from them again.<br /> Man I can't wait to get a hood as my wife and I worry when we go somewhere about leaving the car for too long. That and I've gotta keep it relatively stock because of that.<br />Rich||199.182.18.54||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000175||Kibo||07-20-2003||04:43 AM||||I put my MO in the mail Thursday night, so you should see it pretty soon.<br /><br />As for the vents, I really like the Kaminari style.  In real life it's hardly even visible to oncoming cars (like on the '03 Cobras).  A slight "bump" in front helps to create a low-pressure region behind it, thus drawing air through the radiator and out from under the hood.  It's more of a "heat extractor" than a vent.  Kind of like a race car, but on a much smaller scale.<br /><br />In fact, this is basically the same effect as shimming the hinges so the rear edge sticks up, but without the look of crummy body panel alignment.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   For those considering this, you may want to try just removing the rear weatherstripping--just remember to put it back in before winter rolls around...<br /><br />Evo 5 vents are fine as well, though--like everyone else here, I just want a vented CF hood.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000176||tplesko||07-20-2003||12:45 PM||||The Kaminari style like on the WRX on the first page is great with me. I also want a small "rise" prior to the vent but it has to be smooth.  The galant with the kaminari style vent on  one of the other pages doesn't look good to me.   But if we get evo5 vents or kaminari or another style i'll take them.  I just need a vented CF hood.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000177||dsmsleeper||07-20-2003||08:06 PM||||I'm interested in a vented hood if it isn't too late.  Can somone please post a picture of 'Option A' and 'Option B'?||65.60.143.46||reg||6||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000179||PRE-EVO||07-20-2003||11:32 PM||||The RS style hood is on the front page and is the small 2 vent hood (same as the JDM but it will not have the cross slats on the vents). The other will probably be like the one on the page 4 with the v shaped design on IIRC a green GVR4. Just browse through the entire thread and you'll get the info.<br />Also if you want in you better e-mail me ( GVR4GB@hotmail.com ) fast as once the RS hoods hit 20 deposits that will close and you will have to wait till after they all recieve one and pay a higher price. <br />The Evo/kamanari type one has @12 so far but that will probably cut off at 15. <br />Rich||65.148.168.174||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000180||PRE-EVO||07-20-2003||11:55 PM||||The Kamanari type hood look.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.vr-4.net/g-forcekanto/img/m032.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.148.168.174||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000181||hibrn8||07-21-2003||12:17 AM||||I would love to see this on my car before it goes back in the garage for the winter. Hurry up with those deposits guys. I think we need 3 more deposits for each hood. Almost there!||65.227.204.223||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000182||jonvr4||07-21-2003||12:53 AM||||if you don't have enough deposists email me, i am able to come up with a deposit ASAP!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000183||PRE-EVO||07-21-2003||12:58 AM||||Jon how about you e-mail me and I will give you the details to get your deposit in so you can get a hood  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . GVR4GB@hotmail.com <br />Trust me I don't bite  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .<br /><br /><br />I'm at 6 for the Evo/kamanari style and 7 for the RS style. Hurry up as once we hit 10 they will make hoods as soon as the molds are done for each hood.<br /><br /><br />Don't take too long as my wife is ready to smack me for not having a hood on our car. I'm already the joke of the town. Please help me out and send your deposit today  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||65.148.168.174||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000184||tplesko||07-21-2003||01:36 AM||||will our Kaminari hood be smoother than that? That one seems to stick up quite a ways and doesn't look like it was molded it, but rather stuck on the top.<br /><br />Oh ya and get your deposits in.  I want a hood   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000185||PRE-EVO||07-21-2003||03:03 AM||||It will be smoother and a one piece not an add on like that one looks like. Think similar to the hood on the previous page I put up as far as shape/look wise but without those vents on that hood but a long thin vent on the down side of the U.||65.148.168.174||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000186||GVR4||07-21-2003||03:34 PM||||--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />so is there room for 1 more for the evo vented hoods or is it just standy by positions open?<br /><br />TJ||137.144.97.45||reg||5||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000187||PRE-EVO||07-21-2003||05:17 PM||||Right now I have 6 deposits for Evo/kamanari hoods and 7 for JDM RS hoods (6 or so are on the way split up between them all). If you want in e-mail me at GVR4GB@hotmail.com . right now it's a first come first served basis since I need the deposits like yesterday. <br /><br />I will be sending out an update also.<br />Rich||65.148.174.149||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000188||teet||07-22-2003||09:01 PM||||Not the greatest photos.  Hood weighs under 10 lbs and trunk lid near 7ish.  <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/rre/raceteams/teeter/teeter-frontend.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/rre/raceteams/teeter/teeter-butt.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000189||229of1000||07-22-2003||09:08 PM||||Where did these come from?  I like the trunklid...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000190||gvr4in||07-22-2003||09:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I like the trunklid... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed! You should invest in jackstands.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000191||tplesko||07-22-2003||10:41 PM||||he made them   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000192||teet||07-23-2003||01:30 AM||||i made both of them.  I also made the jack stands...you can't really see them in either of those pics.  they are the pin style that slide into holes in the side of the car so the stand is out of the way when you are wrenching on the bottom of the car. <br /><br />I'm getting better but they are still garage made so the finish isn't the best.  but the carbon is real...uses epoxy resin...vaccum bagged...real closed cell foam.  The parts are light, tough and stiff  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000193||Hertz||07-23-2003||02:28 PM||||Are they tree-proof?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000194||howard_GVR4||07-23-2003||02:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Are they tree-proof? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The jackstands?  Oh yeah.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />[/smartass]||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000195||tplesko||07-24-2003||05:40 PM||||PREEVO,<br /><br />How are we coming on deposits and the molds? Any news for the EVO vent owners? Just curious. You are probably busy with the new REAL job   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000196||PRE-EVO||07-24-2003||06:23 PM||||We are almost at 10 for each type. Also I have some news for both types of hoods as well as it looks like we will have 3 different types of hoods available to us ( stock, RS, and Kamanari) . <br />I will be sending out an update here shortly as I am having internet service that was fast......... for 1993 (14.4kbps talk about blazing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  )||199.182.18.150||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000197||229of1000||07-24-2003||08:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> We are almost at 10 for each type. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Best news I've heard all day.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000198||neonturbo1995||07-25-2003||11:12 PM||||if I can find a damn GVR4....I will buy one.||65.239.133.142||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000199||gvr4in||07-26-2003||12:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> if I can find a damn GVR4....I will buy one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow, How relevant to this carbon fiber hood topic. You've been looking for what, A (1) day?<br />Go sell your 'turbo neon' and be patient.<br /><br />Anyways, Rich and I are heading to LA in the morning to drop off deposits and possibly sacrifice my hood for you hooligans. All while cruisin in 1823 .. his son will be going 'PSHHHHH' the whole way.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000200||jonvr4||07-26-2003||07:18 PM||||nice....a possible donor. that'll hopefully get us all the hoods quicker. if gvr4in decides not to, i am willing to donate a few extra bucks to get a good shape junkyard hood or an after market reproduction hood, each would be around $100. anything that will help me get a better looking hood quicker works for me!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000201||1101||07-26-2003||07:46 PM||||Make sure the doner hood is off a straight car. That is where the last CF hood project failed.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000202||04DrBlur||07-26-2003||10:15 PM||||I dont have the cash for a carbon fiber hood at the moment but if you guys have to get one from a boneyard somewhere and it is dent free I will cover the cost of the hood as I need one without dents.  Just give me a good deal on shipping it back to me when you are done with it.||68.76.178.155||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000203||tplesko||07-28-2003||01:25 PM||||Hey PREEVO,<br /><br />If i read the other post correctly, the deposits are in? That's great.  Any guestimate on the ETA from this point? It gets HOT under my HEAVY old hood.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks a million for doing this again!||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000204||PRE-EVO||07-28-2003||06:29 PM||||Okay since I've been plauged with bad ISP service for the past week plus and have been kicked off multiple times within seconds of signing on I'll do a quick update here (I'll send an e-mail later). <br /><br /><br />I have a full 10 deposits for the Evo/Kamanari style hood. <br /><br />They also have informed me that they have a kamanari style vent (they call it an invader style) that they will use for those hoods which is similar to the one posted and will have an aerodynamic vent on the back side that will also keep water off the engine and manifold. <br /><br />I have only 8 deposits for the JDM style hood so 2 more and we are set on that.<br />They are going to do this for the JDM style hood:<br />They are going to make a stock mold for a stock GVR4 hood. Then they will make the RS style vents with out the slats seperate in CF and cut and install them in the hood (they have the proper tools to do it there) if you want the RS vents. <br /><br />This means that we will have 3 hood options (Stock, RS, Kamanari) .  <br /><br />If anyone has any questions on it please post it here or e-mail it and hopefully my ISP stops crapping out long enough for me to reply or I'll have Terren reply if I lose access. <br /><br />Rich||67.25.92.88||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000205||geebee5||07-28-2003||06:46 PM||||Drew Roberts<br />Ada, Michigan<br />JDM Style||152.163.252.33||reg||14||geebee5||00001941||yes
Z||000206||number3||07-28-2003||06:58 PM||||Does that mean you have more openings?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000207||PRE-EVO||07-28-2003||07:03 PM||||E-mail me at GVR4GB@hotmail.com and I'll give you the details on the deposit. <br />Rich||63.184.64.59||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000208||PRE-EVO||07-28-2003||07:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Does that mean you have more openings?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes Harry and for you the deposit is your car....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />E-mail me there as I am getting ready to send out an update similar to what I posted above. <br /><br />I also decided that after August 15th your SOL till the GB people get their hoods since it's closing in on a month since I've started asking for deposits.||63.184.64.59||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000209||tplesko||07-28-2003||07:36 PM||||for those that are paid up on the evo/kaminari style, what is a rough ETA? A month? Two months?<br /><br />Just curious. Thanks!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000210||jayru||07-29-2003||12:44 AM||||Rich,  I think that it's crazy we are still wating for people to get in their deposits. Some of us took the time to get our deposits in ON TIME and really need these hoods. I think that you should drop thoes who havent given the deposits and pick up the alternates. Provided they overnight the deposit or something to that effect<br /><br />Also, i think i want to change my pick to a stock hood, i like the idea of a vent but have some real concerns about water entry and the fact the way you desc. the rs hood sounds like it may come out cheezy looking. But i won't if i have to wait for another 10 deposits. let me know||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000211||PRE-EVO||07-29-2003||04:46 PM||||Okay here's the deal. <br />I have got 11 deposits for the Evo/Kamanari style hood. <br />I've got 9 for the RS style hood. <br />As of right now it looks as though both are a go. I really can't start letting people swap back and forth at the moment as I have to have 10 of each hood presold (for those who want a stock style hood who are paid for an RS style that is easily mendable). I have to drop all these deposits off here asap (I tried to do it saturday but couldn't get a hold of anyone in the shop).  <br /><br />They last I talked to them have started the mold (that was about a week and a half ago). Trust me I'm without a hood at the moment and direly need one as if it rains I could be screwed since my car is a daily driver. <br /><br />Also there is no more alternate stuff it's a first paid first served basis. If they don't have a deposit in by the 15th of August then they don't get a hood till everyone in the GB has one. So don't worry we will get our hoods and those who sent their deposits in first will get first hoods (I'm not gonna screw you for being prompt).<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000212||jonvr4||07-29-2003||07:13 PM||||Hey Rich, have you received my deposite?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000213||PRE-EVO||07-29-2003||08:00 PM||||If your Jon Vigil then I got it yesterday.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000214||jonvr4||07-29-2003||08:28 PM||||Eeeexcellent...Eeeexcellent||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000215||Martin Chilcote||08-01-2003||01:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br />............<br />They are going to do this for the JDM style hood:<br />They are going to make a stock mold for a stock GVR4 hood. Then they will make the RS style vents with out the slats seperate in CF and cut and install them in the hood (they have the proper tools to do it there) if you want the RS vents. <br />Rich [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pre-Evo,<br />You haven't said how the mesh will be attached under the JDM vents. I was wondering if there could be 6 threaded ss studs maybe 1/2" long w/ nuts around the underside of each vent so if the screen got damaged, we could do a quick swap. If the screen is molded in and gets damaged, we'll be screwed. We could also add some sort of lipped pan to direct water.....just an idea. <br />Also, you should of gotten my deposit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.139.167.120||reg||3||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000216||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||01:14 AM||||Martin I got your deposit. We are up to 11 for each type with more on the way. I will let you know how they will be attached once I go back to the shop which will be in a few days (I haven't had time to go there since I dropped off the hood). Also they have the JDM vents so I don't see why if they are using them for molds they can't make it like how you mention.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000217||jonvr4||08-01-2003||01:23 AM||||what is the eta for the kaminari hoods anyway? i've been trying to read the past million posts but didn't see it anywhere.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000218||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||01:37 AM||||I hope to have a good estimate when I go there.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000219||jayru||08-01-2003||08:57 PM||||Rich <br /><br />Ive been thinkin about it alot and im gonna stay with the RS style vents that engine compartment is so damn hot! I just cant be without the benifit of the vents. definately need some sort of removeable screen/ water baffel though. Im shure you'll make shure our hoods don't look bogus.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000220||PRE-EVO||08-04-2003||02:03 PM||||Okay on a side note I will be going there tomorrow but I did find out that they can also do color Carbon Fiber I am waiting on what colors other than the one person who asked about white they do have silver (which they say looks like it's white) and possibly they may do some of the other colors I've seen like red weave and blue weave (I saw what possibly was yellow but it could have also been a Carbon/Kevlar weave). <br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000221||hibrn8||08-04-2003||02:40 PM||||i actually want just the normal balck cf look. tell these mutha's to hurry up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />also im too lazy to look back and read through 219 posts but these will be predrilled for the hood pins right?||65.227.204.156||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000222||PRE-EVO||08-04-2003||03:02 PM||||I don't believe they will but I will talk to them since I may have them do mine with hood pins and if so then use mine as a template to drill others.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000223||jayru||08-05-2003||12:20 PM||||that could be a dangerous thing. suttle diffrences between cars i.e. tweeking, slight accidents, missalignment, could cause alot of people greif when trying to line up hood pins on a pre-drilled hood. Just take the time and do it yourself. Just my 2 cents.||24.229.124.112||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000224||Kibo||08-05-2003||02:05 PM||||Agreed.  I'd prefer mine not to be pre-drilled for hood pins!  Too many variables...||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000225||tplesko||08-05-2003||02:50 PM||||No predrilled for me either. Get that ETA today yet PREEVO?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000226||gvr4in||08-05-2003||03:47 PM||||Rich is there as we speak dropping off deposits. He should have an ETA today most likely.<br /><br />I was supposed to drive but my alternator took a shit on me!||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000227||hibrn8||08-05-2003||06:05 PM||||well in that case dont pre drill mine. i was lookingo ut for myslef so i dont fuck up my new hood.||65.227.204.90||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000228||VR6 Eater||08-05-2003||07:51 PM||||No pre-drilling.  Just instructions on the best way to drill carbon fiber will be fine.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000229||229of1000||08-05-2003||07:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> No pre-drilling.  Just instructions on the best way to drill carbon fiber will be fine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000230||229of1000||08-06-2003||11:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> Rich is there as we speak dropping off deposits. He should have an ETA today most likely.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What did you find out, Rich?  Impatient people would like to know.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000231||PRE-EVO||08-06-2003||12:42 PM||||I apologize I never got a chance to get over there as today I went to Easystreet as I had to do some work there and get stuff ready for their new site we are going to get setup. I have to go back up there thursday and hopefully get a chance to drive the forester XT since yesterday myself and my friend took their 500hp baja, ESX 500 wagon  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> , an esx sedan and their modified STi (man I want one now talk about a fun car!). <br /><br />We got there at 10am and were there dynoing and taking pictures till past 8pm.<br /><br />I did talk with the guys on the phone and was informed that they can do the CF in the following colors if it interests people I will get pricing if it is different:<br /><br />silver (looks almost white), red, blue, yellow, green and brown <br /><br />I know one person wants silver as he was the one who asked about wether or not they do it.<br /> <br />I will get back in an e-mail update about this shortly.<br />Rich<br /><br /><br />FYI I got Tony and Harry's deposits we are sitting at @26 total deposits and more than enough for each hood. I also have some pics of the invader/kamanari hood style on an actual CF hood so you can see the vent how it will look.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000232||howard_GVR4||08-06-2003||12:48 PM||||Rich, did you get my deposit?  Just checking to make sure, since I sent it a couple weeks ago.  <br /><br />Also, do you have any pics of the colored CF hoods?  I'm sure I'm not the only one curious what the green version looks like.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000233||PRE-EVO||08-06-2003||01:11 PM||||I'm positive I got yours Howard.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000234||tplesko||08-06-2003||02:09 PM||||oh oh oh! Pictures of the kaminari vent! Those would kick ass as well as pictures of the green carbon fiber. I'll probably just get plain carbon though. Man i wish the hoods were already ready already  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000235||PRE-EVO||08-06-2003||02:28 PM||||Drew Roberts I need to know what type of hood you wanted.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000236||PRE-EVO||08-06-2003||02:37 PM||||Yellow:  <img src="http://www.shopmaninc.com/Images/cf/ck94990.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Blue:  <img src="http://www.shopmaninc.com/Images/cf/ck94991.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Red:   <img src="http://www.shopmaninc.com/Images/cf/ck94992.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Green:  <img src="http://www.shopmaninc.com/Images/cf/ck94993.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Those are all I could find so far. Silver would go well on a white car.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000237||PRE-EVO||08-06-2003||02:39 PM||||Keep in mind that those pics are unfinished CF.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000238||PRE-EVO||08-06-2003||02:45 PM||||Here's Silver:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=987" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=987&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000239||howard_GVR4||08-06-2003||03:09 PM||||Cool, thanks for the pics.  <br /><br />Are we going to have to specify color far in advance?  I'm really curious what the Green CF hood would look like installed on a green GVR4.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000240||PRE-EVO||08-06-2003||03:57 PM||||Yes you will have to let me know in advance. I have seen red in person and it looks like above but alittle muted due to the clear coat and resin (think a deeper red).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000241||jonvr4||08-06-2003||05:19 PM||||I just want a simple plain black carbon fiber, by the way any word on when the hoods will be done? (sorry had to ask, i am dying to get it!)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000242||hecdws||08-06-2003||10:20 PM||||im also interested in the green hood. will color add to the price? how much more? <br /><br />thanks hector||205.188.208.166||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000243||brandongvr4||08-07-2003||03:12 PM||||Well im in, I have a white vr-4 and i think i'll go with the silver. Yeah how much more? And will this take longer to get them.<br /><br />B||67.121.152.232||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000244||PRE-EVO||08-08-2003||02:37 AM||||Okay quick update (I will send an e-mail tomorrow). <br /><br />The deal on the colors is this. They are $125 extra for any of the colors available. I will also have pics up of the invader style hood shape (in CF) here soon.<br /><br /> They should have the stock/rs hoods being made (aka mold done first one is out) here in a couple weeks with the kamanari style shortly afterwords.<br /><br /> If you want to make a baffle for under the vents to keep water out you will have to make it yourself as of right now (they will see if they can do this cheaply so it will not add cost to the hood). Doing it yourself wouldn't be that hard.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000245||brandongvr4||08-08-2003||05:48 AM||||Damm, thats a lot of money. I'll have to think about it.<br /><br />B||67.121.152.232||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000246||tplesko||08-08-2003||09:54 AM||||Okay for $125 extra, I'll be just fine with a regular plain carbon hood. Can't wait to see those pictures of the kaminiari hood. First hood shipping out in a couple weeks?||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000247||PRE-EVO||08-08-2003||12:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Okay for $125 extra, I'll be just fine with a regular plain carbon hood. Can't wait to see those pictures of the kaminiari hood. First hood shipping out in a couple weeks? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">First hood will hopefully be on my hoodless wonder in a couple weeks. <br /><br />Also doing the custom color will not effect the make time of a hood. Honestly the custom colors would probably only float the White GVR4 owners since the green would keep the green owners stuck with green no matter what. Red would be the only other that would work for say the nile black.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000248||229of1000||08-08-2003||01:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Red would be the only other that would work for say the nile black.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where's the hurling Graemlin when you need it?||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000249||dsmjay||08-08-2003||04:36 PM||||PRE-EVO, I mailed you at the hotmail address about this. I was wondering if the stock hoods w/o vents were still available, or are they all spoken for? LMK  Thanks<br /><br />Jason||64.12.96.102||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000250||PRE-EVO||08-08-2003||07:00 PM||||They are available. I'm pretty sure I responded to you.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000251||dsmjay||08-09-2003||01:11 PM||||Thanks, I will mail the deposit out monday.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000252||geebee5||08-10-2003||10:02 AM||||Sorry about that Rich I want a stock hood.  Thanks.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||geebee5||00001941||yes
Z||000253||tplesko||08-13-2003||03:42 PM||||Rich,<br /><br />Got those pictures for the invader/kaminari/evo hood owners yet?||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000254||PRE-EVO||08-13-2003||03:59 PM||||I should have them tonight. I've been alittle busy along with the guy who took them who just started a new job.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000255||PRE-EVO||08-14-2003||04:45 PM||||Here's the pics of what the Kamanari/invader hood style will look like:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1027" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1027&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1028" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1028&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1029" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1029&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000256||gvr4in||08-14-2003||05:33 PM||||Turbo civic  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000257||tplesko||08-14-2003||05:35 PM||||Thanks for the pictures PREEVO. Now i really want my hood.  Any chance they'll be ready by imports in colorado (sept 7th)?||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000258||PRE-EVO||08-14-2003||06:02 PM||||Ehhh I don't wanna say yes as they I know will have the other ones started production wise by then and hopefully on their way out. <br />I hope everyone likes that style design as I think it will work/look great.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000259||PRE-EVO||08-14-2003||06:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> Turbo civic   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cry me a river LOL.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000260||229of1000||08-14-2003||07:26 PM||||I like the hood!  ETA???||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000261||PRE-EVO||08-14-2003||08:33 PM||||hopefully mid next month. End of this month for the first stock/JDM RS I hope.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000262||hibrn8||08-14-2003||10:19 PM||||That hood looks dope Rich. Yeah looks like I'm keeping the car after all so I'll still be getting mine   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.204.195||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000263||Kibo||08-17-2003||09:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Thanks for the pictures PREEVO. Now i really want my hood.  Any chance they'll be ready by imports in colorado (sept 7th)? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Both Pivvay and I would *love* to have the hoods in time for the IDRC race on the 7th (hint, hint; nudge, nudge).   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000264||PRE-EVO||08-17-2003||02:34 PM||||I wish it was possible but since the Stock/RS will be done first those will be the first ones out. I have been told ~2 weeks before I get the first hood for pics. From there another 2-3 weeks for the Kamanari/invader style hood. Remember these guys are busy with many other car's hoods and other stuff so they are working as fast as they can. I am hoping once both molds are done that they can do 2-3 hoods of each type per week barring them getting swamped again.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000265||Kibo||08-18-2003||09:16 AM||||No worries; I was just being impatient.  I am super-psyched about receiving mine, though!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />&lt;Sit...Stay!&gt;||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000266||jayru||08-22-2003||01:21 AM||||hea Pre-Evo any new word on the hood. I go to Nopi nationals every year with my Z but if the hood would be ready by the begining of september(recieved) then i'll register my vr4 instead.<br /><br />Ps- i have the rs hood.||24.229.156.71||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000267||PRE-EVO||08-22-2003||06:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> hea Pre-Evo any new word on the hood. I go to Nopi nationals every year with my Z but if the hood would be ready by the begining of september(recieved) then i'll register my vr4 instead.<br /><br />Ps- i have the rs hood. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will post up a list of the deposits as I recieved them. The hoods will go out in that order unless they are being shipped to one address for 2 people or people are local. Right now I think your #7 so you may be better off registering your Z if it's in september or early october.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000268||jay_vr4||08-24-2003||08:22 AM||||hey im from australia and i have a 1988 gvr4 and was wondering:-<br /><br />- will it fit my car??<br />- can u ship it to australia??<br />- how much extra will it be??<br /><br />Cheers jason!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||203.87.116.198||reg||1||jay_vr4||00001548||yes
Z||000269||PRE-EVO||08-24-2003||03:44 PM||||Jason. I can see what I can do about shipping to Austraillia. It may be good for you to gather up the other aussies and get them all in one group to save on shipping.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000270||mj_rosenfeld||08-25-2003||11:02 AM||||I hope I'm not too late to get in on this, I just found out about your group buy today (08/25/03). Count me in for a race hood, either vent style. If there is a problem at this late date, please let me know (740)398-9543 or mlr@cgate.net. I am hot to get one of these and can give a deposit by check or PayPal at any time. Thanks.<br />Mike Rosenfeld<br />#943/1000||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000271||tplesko||08-25-2003||09:28 PM||||PRE-<br /><br />You close to getting your hood yet? I'm curious to see real GVR4 pictures.  Kaminari hoods in 1-2 weeks?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000272||PRE-EVO||08-25-2003||11:07 PM||||Kamanari in 2-3 weeks or so after I get the first hood. I plan on calling tomorrow to get an update as they should hopefully be finishing up the mold and ready to start making the stock/RS style.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000273||hibrn8||08-26-2003||03:29 PM||||how long does it take to make a mold and make like 30 cf copies of it? im not being a smartass or anything, im just didnt realize how long this process took.||65.227.217.65||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000274||229of1000||08-26-2003||03:55 PM||||OMG WTF tell them to hurry it up!!!!11<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000275||WhiteOut||08-26-2003||10:18 PM||||hey guys, i was just just chekin in, i havent recvd any update on when payment  is due or any new changes in my email, my email is mack_daddy_ng99@yahoo.com.  Thanks!||67.67.190.33||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000276||PRE-EVO||08-27-2003||01:55 AM||||I called to get an update and should have a reply back tomorrow about how soon I can pick up my hood. Keep in mind guys that they do alot of other business other than just our hoods. <br /><br /><br />White_out I havent' sent out any recent updates in the past ~2 weeks. I plan on sending one out here soon once I find the time. <br /><br />Also for those Aussies interested in the hood they can ship but the big thing would be to try and organize a group of you to purchase at one time so that shipping costs will be reduced. I would need a central address though.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000277||jayru||08-31-2003||08:04 PM||||Any word on that update? Some of us are impatient mo-fos  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000278||PRE-EVO||08-31-2003||08:36 PM||||I plan on calling Tuesday since I haven't talked to them in about a week.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000279||tplesko||09-01-2003||03:22 PM||||&lt;waiting patiently for hood&gt;   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Man i'm gonna take some great drift pictures for you guys on the first snow here in Colorado!  CF hood, and giant FMIC coming right at you sideways! Driver and passenger safely grinning their asses off in the Sparcos  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />This is as bad as waiting for Christmas...<br /><br />(PREEVO: Reply to this post not necessary)||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000280||kartorium31||09-01-2003||07:23 PM||||Why wait till the snow comes?  You don't need no stinking snow!  throw the wheel and drop the hamma down!||12.18.160.218||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000281||tplesko||09-01-2003||08:11 PM||||Alas I can do that now but it's much more fun in the snow and much less abuse on the car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Plus it will look cooler with the cf hood   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000282||teet||09-02-2003||03:16 AM||||I already have a cf hood and trunk lid...spose I should go get some pics before they are all prettied up...nah  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   You'll just have to wait for real drifting pics once the car's done  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />if it ever gets done  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000283||howard_GVR4||09-03-2003||11:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I plan on calling Tuesday since I haven't talked to them in about a week. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any news?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000284||PRE-EVO||09-03-2003||12:29 PM||||I talked with Norm there at IPR and he informed me that it should be sometime mid next week. They are doing 1 fiberglass hood first so they can use it for the second mold and it woudl be easier to modify. I should hopefully have pics and a hood by the end of next week.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000285||syoung298||09-08-2003||12:17 AM||||I'm interested in the group buy and am purchasing jonvigil2@comcast.net spot.  I'm also interested in the CF trunk.  PM me so I can provide my info and send any additional funds via paypal.  Thanks||66.44.117.105||reg||14||syoung298||00002298||yes
Z||000286||GVR$in||09-08-2003||04:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by syoung298:<br /><strong> I'm interested in the group buy and am purchasing jonvigil2@comcast.net spot.  I'm also interested in the CF trunk.  PM me so I can provide my info and send any additional funds via paypal.  Thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The carbon fiber hood and trunk lid teet refers to was made by himself. <br /><br />This group buy is only for the carbon hood.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000287||229of1000||09-08-2003||02:34 PM||||So who else thinks that the CF hood is going to look bad with the '91 chrome grill?  I'm thinking it'll look pretty cheesy.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000288||brandongvr4||09-08-2003||03:57 PM||||Why do you think so? Whats wrong with the crome grill?<br /><br />~B~||67.124.158.65||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000289||dsmsleeper||09-08-2003||03:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> So who else thinks that the CF hood is going to look bad with the '91 chrome grill?  I'm thinking it'll look pretty cheesy. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Paint it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000290||PRE-EVO||09-08-2003||04:01 PM||||I think Paul's said that to get at Terren who wants to paint his 91 grill.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000291||tplesko||09-08-2003||07:00 PM||||Hey PREEVO,<br /><br />What day are you getting your mad fly hood this week yo!?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000292||PRE-EVO||09-08-2003||07:14 PM||||I'm going to call tomorrow or wednesday to find out. I can't pick it up thursday so it will probably be friday if I'm lucky or see if they can meet me saturday.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000293||229of1000||09-08-2003||09:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I think Paul's said that to get at Terren who wants to paint his 91 grill. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well that wasn't actually my goal, but now that you mention it...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm just thinking about swapping the grill off the '92 onto the '91 while I have the option.  Then whoever buys the '92 will have the wrong grill, but oh well.||12.92.28.111||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000294||GVR$in||09-09-2003||05:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> <br />I'm just thinking about swapping the grill off the '92 onto the '91 while I have the option.  Then whoever buys the '92 will have the wrong grill, but oh well. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or you just sell  me your god damn 92 grill already!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000295||229of1000||09-11-2003||12:44 PM||||So are you getting the first hood tomorrow Rich?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000296||GVR$in||09-11-2003||01:53 PM||||God damnit where's my HOOD?!?!?!?!?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000297||Hertz||09-11-2003||04:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> God damnit where's my HOOD?!?!?!?!?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">East LA?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000298||PRE-EVO||09-11-2003||04:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> God damnit where's my HOOD?!?!?!?!?      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">East LA? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would be correct if he had bought one.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000299||jayru||09-13-2003||06:59 PM||||What is going on with the hood? Did you get it yet? Pics? When are they going to be ready?||24.238.82.25||reg||5||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000300||PRE-EVO||09-13-2003||08:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> What is going on with the hood? Did you get it yet? Pics? When are they going to be ready? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Forgot to call on Friday as I was too busy with work and other stuff. Even my wife got mad at me so don't worry I plan on calling monday to setup a time to get the hood as it should be done.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000301||Minjin||09-13-2003||08:56 PM||||I'll take the fiberglass hood.<br /><br />As for the grille issue, bah. Who needs a grill? I don't have one on my car...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000302||PRE-EVO||09-15-2003||03:25 PM||||Just talked with Vince at IPR and he's just waiting on them to tell him that the first hood is done. He said that when he talked to them last week that things are going good though alittle slow because they are seriously busy. He plans on giving me another update, hopefully to pick up the hood thursday this week.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000303||92GVR4#333||09-16-2003||08:19 AM||||can I still send a deposit in on a kaminari style hood? I had to postpone previous supervious purchases but now but in the black---||205.188.208.166||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000304||PRE-EVO||09-16-2003||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong> can I still send a deposit in on a kaminari style hood? I had to postpone previous supervious purchases but now but in the black--- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The GB was over Aug 15th. Once they have hoods starting to ship they will give me the regular price of what they are.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000305||tplesko||09-19-2003||11:23 AM||||PRE-<br /><br />hood pictures this weekend maybe?<br /><br />Dying to see what it looks like! Any better estimate on the 1st kaminari hood?<br /><br />You are the man. Now show us theee hoods   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000306||PRE-EVO||09-19-2003||11:36 AM||||I'm calling the shop here in an hour or so to have him get me an update. <br />Luckily I found out my waterpump isn't bad and my rattle noise was a crossmember that was loose (doh) and I fixed my bad brake line so now I can actually drive my car again. So if one is ready today I will be driving up there to get it (gotta go to RRE anyways).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000307||hibrn8||09-19-2003||02:00 PM||||yay glad to hear the cars ok. yeah man i want to see this hood more than i want to see my girls triple D's   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.200.121.50||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000308||hecdws||09-20-2003||06:09 AM||||any pics of the hood yet. <br /><br /><br />later hector||205.188.208.166||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000309||howard_GVR4||09-20-2003||05:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I'm calling the shop here in an hour or so to have him get me an update. <br />Luckily I found out my waterpump isn't bad and my rattle noise was a crossmember that was loose (doh) and I fixed my bad brake line so now I can actually drive my car again. So if one is ready today I will be driving up there to get it (gotta go to RRE anyways). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's the deal, yo?  Got hood?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000310||PRE-EVO||09-20-2003||05:54 PM||||No hood had to run to RRE and return some stuff and forgot to call.<br />I am calling first thing monday morning to see when (hopefully) I can pick it up.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000311||GVR$in||09-20-2003||06:07 PM||||You guys want Rich's address so you can come personally kick his ass?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000312||PRE-EVO||09-21-2003||12:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> You guys want Rich's address so you can come personally kick his ass?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll lead them right over to your place.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000313||howard_GVR4||09-21-2003||05:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> You guys want Rich's address so you can come personally kick his ass?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, but I'll buy you drinks sometime if you'll heckle Rich on Monday to call about the hoods.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000314||PRE-EVO||09-21-2003||06:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> You guys want Rich's address so you can come personally kick his ass?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, but I'll buy you drinks sometime if you'll heckle Rich on Monday to call about the hoods.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Better make it soda pop and yoo hoo for the young whippersnapper.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000315||howard_GVR4||09-21-2003||07:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">]Better make it soda pop and yoo hoo for the young whippersnapper. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Alright, I'll buy you beer, and Terren some 2% choco milk if you remember to call about the hoods on Monday.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000316||tplesko||09-21-2003||07:52 PM||||Pre is just torturing us.  He couldn't have really forgot about the hoods.....His car DOESN"T EVEN HAVE ONE!  hehehe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />He just wants to makes us wait for our pretty CF hoods.  But i'll keep waiting just as long as I actually get  a vented CF hood in time to freeze my ass off putting it on in the snow.<br /><br />BTW...anyone worried about a foot of snow cracking their CF hood?  I don't have a garage  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000317||GVR$in||09-21-2003||08:19 PM||||What an inconsiderate ass.. forgetting to call PSSHHH!!!<br /><br />Get me liquored up and I'll kick rich's ass into shape!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000318||tplesko||09-21-2003||08:24 PM||||Haha thanks Terren, ya postwhore...Rich knows we don't all really really appreciate him stepping up and getting these made.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />It's only taken 13 years to get a CF hood produced that's vented and doesn't suck (hopefully).||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000319||PRE-EVO||09-22-2003||01:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Pre is just torturing us.  He couldn't have really forgot about the hoods.....His car DOESN"T EVEN HAVE ONE!  hehehe    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />He just wants to makes us wait for our pretty CF hoods.  But i'll keep waiting just as long as I actually get  a vented CF hood in time to freeze my ass off putting it on in the snow.<br /><br />BTW...anyone worried about a foot of snow cracking their CF hood?  I don't have a garage   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Trust me I get more shit about not having a hood from my wife and her co-workers than anyone on here has given me.<br />I swear I get questions everyother  hour about "why's your car got no hood". Then I have to decide wether or not to explain why I don't or just tell them it's a "race modification  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> ".<br /><br />Also if you want Pivvay I have a car cover I don't really use that's a waterproof high quality one that cost me $100 you can have for cheap. <br />I have a garage and Terren's as jealous of that as he is of my awesome rattle can paint job on my JDM bumper.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000320||Clean92GVR4||09-22-2003||12:04 PM||||Im new to this board and i was wondering<br />if the Group Buy for the CF hoods was still<br />going on. I'm very interested. Also, which<br />hood do you think is the "least" flashy?||136.165.42.167||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000321||PRE-EVO||09-22-2003||12:24 PM||||The GB is over but the hoods will still be available. Pricing hasn't been set yet but should be soon.<br /><br />Also there will be a stock style, a JDM vented style and then a Kamanari/invader style. If you look through the thread you will see pics of the styles.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000322||Clean92GVR4||09-22-2003||12:35 PM||||Cool, thanks alot. Are you or is someone else<br />going to post the prices of the hoods. I'm <br />wanting one of the jdm style hoods.||136.165.42.167||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000323||PRE-EVO||09-22-2003||12:46 PM||||I will.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000324||hecdws||09-22-2003||06:41 PM||||any news on the hood?<br /><br /><br />later hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000325||92GVR4#333||09-22-2003||07:06 PM||||is there a projected timeline as for those of us who missed the G.B.?  I really need to replace my hood(those who have seen my car can atteset to the fact) I am holding out as long as I can just curious.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000326||PRE-EVO||09-22-2003||08:15 PM||||Okay just got off the phone with IPR. The mold is almost done as well as the vents. I should be able to pick up my hood Monday or Tuesday of next week. I will have to give him a call on Thursday or Friday to make sure everything is set. <br /><br />Also as far as the regular pricing on the hoods I was informed it will be @$550 shipped but not to take any payment till the hoods have started shipping for that type. The Stock/JDM are almost done and the Kamanari/Invader type will be done in 3-4 weeks as they are making a fiberglass stock hood to use for that mold. <br /><br />Trust me I'm looking forward to finally having a hood on my bitch as well as a bumper skin that isn't cracked (though it may look alot better than the stock paint job due to my expert rattle can skills).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000327||Clean92GVR4||09-22-2003||09:12 PM||||Wow went from 450 to 550. Sure wish there<br />was still a group buy going on, although <br />i'm still interested. Let us know when your<br />ready to take more orders.||204.95.228.225||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000328||229of1000||09-22-2003||09:20 PM||||Another month?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000329||GVR$in||09-22-2003||09:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Another month?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea what a dick  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000330||VR6 Eater||09-22-2003||10:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clean92GVR4:<br /><strong> Wow went from 450 to 550.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">550 shipped is still a damn good price for a carbon fiber hood.  Especially considering that they will only make at the most maybe 1000 to 1500.  And that's not even all of the same kind.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000331||sleeper||09-22-2003||10:46 PM||||I still don't get the fact that this is a group buy and only for a limited amount of pieces.<br />I thought the more you sell at the same time the less it costs. Maybe I'm missing something here.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.56.168.53||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000332||PRE-EVO||09-23-2003||12:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I still don't get the fact that this is a group buy and only for a limited amount of pieces.<br />I thought the more you sell at the same time the less it costs. Maybe I'm missing something here.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The GB has been over since August 15th. I had to draw a line once I had enough to get the hoods made since I already had peoples deposits from the begining of July who've been patiently waiting like I have without a hood. <br /><br />Consider the other guy who had them made fronted the money for the first 10 hoods (or at least the mold). None of us were willing to do that but I found a company that we could get that done with by having a GB for them. Not only that but to offer 3 different types of hoods as well (Stock, JDM RS, Kamanari). The place charges $599 for hoods regularly (not sure if it's shipped or not) so $550 shipped is damn good. Even the others were $525 but that was only for the first 10. <br /><br />If there is enough interest again I can see about getting another GB going for them but I can't garuntee any pricing.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000333||sleeper||09-23-2003||11:03 AM||||I'm not complaining or nothing, but read this thead from the start and at a time I concidered buying one. You started off with "*I need a minimum of 10 orders to get this rolling." and a few posts later that minimum became the maximum.<br />I was just confused by it, why.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000334||PRE-EVO||09-23-2003||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I'm not complaining or nothing, but read this thead from the start and at a time I concidered buying one. You started off with "*I need a minimum of 10 orders to get this rolling." and a few posts later that minimum became the maximum.<br />I was just confused by it, why.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Considering there were 27-29 deposits I'm well over what was going to be enough to get the hoods done. This way there was no doubt that they would get made. The problem came down to people were slow in the begining to send deposits and I didn't wanna wait forever just to get the deposits to get the hoods started. Considering we only needed 10 to get hoods made that was the original goal. Anything more than that would be to the benifit of those who were able to get in before the set date for the GB price. The shop told me that the hoods will always be available but not at the initial price they offered me them. They quoted me the approximate price which was @$550 shipped. Wether or not I can possibly get it lower remains to be seen. They don't want to take anymore orders till hoods have started shipping to those in the GB. <br /><br />Trust me I am entirely looking forward to having a hood back on my car after 2.5 months without one. I still want a Kamanari one but with the weather starting to change I need a hood before the rain starts.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000335||Kibo||09-23-2003||01:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>Trust me I am entirely looking forward to having a hood back on my car after 2.5 months without one. I still want a Kamanari one but with the weather starting to change I need a hood before the rain starts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I still can't believe you're driving around without a hood on your car.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Man, this is like waiting for prom night...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000336||PRE-EVO||09-23-2003||02:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>Trust me I am entirely looking forward to having a hood back on my car after 2.5 months without one. I still want a Kamanari one but with the weather starting to change I need a hood before the rain starts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I still can't believe you're driving around without a hood on your car.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Man, this is like waiting for prom night...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Trust me I get reminded every time my wife gets in the car or anyone asks "I thought it was illegal to drive around without a hood?!?!". <br /><br />Funny thing is it's not, but if you drive around with out a bumper it is illegal.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000337||sleeper||09-23-2003||04:18 PM||||$550.00 shipped is still a good price. Looking at other CF hoods fail, I was hesitant to mail you any money. I want to see pictures and hear peoples opinions on them first.<br />Either way thanks for your effort and being hoodless for this long. My wife would of killed my by now.<br /><br />Just curious, would you sell me 10 for $450.00 each shipped?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000338||hibrn8||09-25-2003||11:02 AM||||Apparently Rich still hasnt received yet. Damn Im getting antsy for this thing.||131.193.6.200||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000339||howard_GVR4||09-25-2003||11:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> Apparently Rich still hasnt received yet. Damn Im getting antsy for this thing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, it's the last piece I need to put on my car to prove to the insurance company that I don't have hail damage.  They'll consider it untotaled one I have a new hood and roof paint, pending reinspection by an adjuster.  <br /><br />I'm not worried about Rich, more worried whether or not the shop will deliver as promised on time next week.  If I was worried about Rich, I'd have Terren paint Rich's exposed valve cover flourescent pink.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000340||PRE-EVO||09-25-2003||12:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> Apparently Rich still hasnt received yet. Damn Im getting antsy for this thing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, it's the last piece I need to put on my car to prove to the insurance company that I don't have hail damage.  They'll consider it untotaled one I have a new hood and roof paint, pending reinspection by an adjuster.  <br /><br />I'm not worried about Rich, more worried whether or not the shop will deliver as promised on time next week.  If I was worried about Rich, I'd have Terren paint Rich's exposed valve cover flourescent pink.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">TeArin wouldn't get a chance to. But hot pink would be pretty "snazzy" .<br /><br />I'm not worried about them delivering just more worried if we were to continue to put major pressure on them and somehow end up with a sub par part. I know they will be done soon and as long as it's before October 5th I won't raise major hell. As it closes in on that date the more I will put pressure on them since they've had my hood now for at least 2 weeks as it is and had to make the mold for the stock hood and the JDM vents firt, then pop out a fiberglass stock hood for use to modify for the second hood mold. I want to have hoods starting to ship but mid October and most everyone from the GB to have their hoods by end of November. This company does alot of business and alot of different cars so we have to bear with some delays. <br />We'll see I have faith in them.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000341||PRE-EVO||09-25-2003||12:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> $550.00 shipped is still a good price. Looking at other CF hoods fail, I was hesitant to mail you any money. I want to see pictures and hear peoples opinions on them first.<br />Either way thanks for your effort and being hoodless for this long. My wife would of killed my by now.<br /><br />Just curious, would you sell me 10 for $450.00 each shipped?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I could find out Gabor. Hence if there's enough interest maybe another GB might be in order.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000342||Clean92GVR4||09-25-2003||05:20 PM||||Well im more than ready for another group by on <br />these hoods. Just hope there are others, especially since christmas is kind of around<br />the corner.||204.95.228.146||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000343||4drwhore||09-28-2003||07:59 PM||||Anyone have a pic of the jdm evo3 vents look like. The links dont work anymore.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000344||PRE-EVO||09-28-2003||09:15 PM||||Check AMS's site they have an Evo 3. <br /><a href="http://www.automotorsports.com" target="_blank">www.automotorsports.com</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000345||tplesko||09-30-2003||01:06 PM||||So now that you got your ticket you picking up your hood this week?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000346||PRE-EVO||09-30-2003||01:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> So now that you got your ticket you picking up your hood this week?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I certainly hope they have it done.<br />And I gotta hope the ticket isn't big bucks either now as it looks like he marked it uncorrectable.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000347||tplesko||09-30-2003||01:15 PM||||Shit dude i'm sorry about the ticket. I wasn't trying to be an ass   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  I hope it's not too much.  I'd gladly send a few bucks since you don't have a hood because of us...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000348||PRE-EVO||09-30-2003||03:00 PM||||Okay I called and Vince@IPR told me that the shop is just telling him the same thing "It'll be finished sometime next week". So he and I gave them an ultimatum that if the hoods aren't finished next week or we don't see any serious signs of a finished product that we will be cancelling the order. <br /><br />I will keep you all posted on this.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000349||jayru||09-30-2003||03:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Okay I called and Vince@IPR told me that the shop is just telling him the same thing "It'll be finished sometime next week". So he and I gave them an ultimatum that if the hoods aren't finished next week or we don't see any serious signs of a finished product that we will be cancelling the order. <br /><br />I will keep you all posted on this. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would assume that we would recieve our money back?||204.186.55.117||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000350||PRE-EVO||09-30-2003||03:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Okay I called and Vince@IPR told me that the shop is just telling him the same thing "It'll be finished sometime next week". So he and I gave them an ultimatum that if the hoods aren't finished next week or we don't see any serious signs of a finished product that we will be cancelling the order. <br /><br />I will keep you all posted on this. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would assume that we would recieve our money back? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes. <br />I'm sure most all of us would prefer the hoods.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000351||jayru||09-30-2003||05:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Okay I called and Vince@IPR told me that the shop is just telling him the same thing "It'll be finished sometime next week". So he and I gave them an ultimatum that if the hoods aren't finished next week or we don't see any serious signs of a finished product that we will be cancelling the order. <br /><br />I will keep you all posted on this. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would assume that we would recieve our money back? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes. <br />I'm sure most all of us would prefer the hoods. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Absolutely, i was just making shure in case this goes bust.||204.186.55.117||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000352||PRE-EVO||09-30-2003||07:57 PM||||Trust me I hope they come in with good news soon since this ticket crap has me pissed.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000353||howard_GVR4||10-01-2003||12:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Trust me I hope they come in with good news soon since this ticket crap has me pissed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If they don't come through, I think you should post the shop number.  <br /><br />Oh, but make sure you get your hood back first, and any deposits.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000354||PRE-EVO||10-01-2003||12:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Trust me I hope they come in with good news soon since this ticket crap has me pissed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If they don't come through, I think you should post the shop number.  <br /><br />Oh, but make sure you get your hood back first, and any deposits.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If IPR can give me that info then I may just do that.<br />Otherwise I'm sure I can find out.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000355||ConquestCat||10-03-2003||10:36 AM||||I was one of the ones that was hesitant to get into the group buy because 1) I wanted to see what the quality and finished look was; 2)it usually takes a lot longer to finish the initial run than expected.  Look guys, I think Pre-Evo has done an outstanding job, but you guys have to realize that this always happens with custom and high performance components.  If the shop is fairly reputable, and they're not in finanical trouble, I say hang in there with them.  If anyone wants to drop out, let me know (Kamanari style).  I haven't had to wait, so I'd be willing to go ahead from this point; I'm sure it's going to be a couple more weeks||66.255.16.178||reg||6||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000356||tplesko||10-03-2003||11:00 AM||||i agree.  If the shop still intends to do my hood i'm willing to hang in there for it.  At this point i'm done racing for the year and as much as I want my hood, I can wait for it.  I really need the vent and weight savings for next summer and would rather wait than not get one at all.<br /><br />And PRE,  you are doing a great job.  Just keep on the shop about the hood and I hope you get yours soon.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000357||GVR4458||10-03-2003||01:30 PM||||Patience, patience, patience.  The sad part is, I thought about this group buy when my car went in for body work in March.  I figured I didn't want to wait until the GB delivered, so I passed.  Well, the car is still waiting to be painted.  I still have winter tires on, which won't even come off at this rate. <br /><br />It's all about patience...<br /><br />Anyone want to back out of the GB?  I'd prefer the RS/JDM hood, but I need a new hood (any style), and hell, I'm sure I can wait a few more weeks.  PM me if you're interested.||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000358||brandongvr4||10-03-2003||01:45 PM||||You guys are right, I can hang in there a little longer.<br /><br />Pre-Evo, Thankx alot man, we all really appreciate it.||67.123.9.159||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000359||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||01:52 PM||||As long as no one is in a major rush I will stick in there and continue to put pressure on them. Believe me as of right now I should be the only one in a major rush since I have a feeling I'll be eyed more often by local cops till I get a hood back on my car. I even get to go to the Ref on Tuesday to prove my car is smog legal (god I love JDM intercooler pipes that look stock but are 2.25") The only thing I'm semi-worried about is the modified starion being an issue but I figure it looks close enough to stock I should be good.<br /><br />Trust me my wife reminds me almost every day and sometimes more than twice about calling for the hood. Between that and TeArIn's jealous ass begging me for the hood once I get it I won't forget to call.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000360||bleck||10-04-2003||12:42 AM||||Well, unlucky me, I didn't find out about the GB til it was too late.  But if there are any weak hands that need to be given an exit, I'd be more than happy to take your place to save $100 on this piece.  So PRE-EVO jot my name down... just in case  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000361||tplesko||10-07-2003||02:30 PM||||Time for my weekly hassling of Rich.  It's that time again (Tuesday of "next week").  Any updates from them? When do you see the ref?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000362||PRE-EVO||10-07-2003||04:32 PM||||I was goign to see the ref this morning but I misplaced my stock o2 housing so I have to find one so I can swap my dp with the stock o2 and stock dp. I plan on calling them here soon as I need to go to rre and my work to get paid.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000363||Kibo||10-08-2003||04:47 PM||||&lt;in best Dr. Leonard "Bones" McCoy voice&gt; Damnit, Jim--answer the important question:  what about the hood?!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000364||PRE-EVO||10-08-2003||06:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong> &lt;in best Dr. Leonard "Bones" McCoy voice&gt; Damnit, Jim--answer the important question:  what about the hood?!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You'll get an answer when I get an answer how's that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000365||Kibo||10-09-2003||12:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>You'll get an answer when I get an answer how's that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Awww, MAN!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />I don't mind waiting; like everyone else, I'd much rather wait and see this go through than ditch the project.  Thanks again, and keep up the good work!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000366||tplesko||10-15-2003||02:46 PM||||Pre,<br /><br />Once again it's time for my weekly questioning ... where are our hoods?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000367||GVR$in||10-15-2003||04:51 PM||||Rich is currently not being able to access the internet and busting his ass moving into his new place.. I'll keep you posted.<br /><br />-Rich's bitch   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000368||tplesko||10-15-2003||05:59 PM||||Thanks Terren. You da man.  Tell that bastard that we know he's secretly got 26 GVR4 carbon fiber hoods stashed in his garage    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Now back to your regularly scheduled waiting...||128.138.186.213||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000369||GVR$in||10-16-2003||12:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>  26 GVR4 carbon fiber hoods stashed in his garage     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No he's just got alot of JayDuM air fresheners (he gave me the 'turbo' one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  ) and a bunch of other shit along with the oil leaking gaylant.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000370||howard_GVR4||10-16-2003||10:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I talked with Norm there at IPR and he informed me that it should be sometime mid next week.  (this was written 9/3/03) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it's time to heckle those IPR guys, this is starting to get a little too drawn out (without any guarantee of completion).  <br /><br />If it's not done by the end of the month, I'm not actually sure how I'll take delivery for the hood, since I'll be out of town for all of November.  <br /><br />Terren, can you ask Rich if he can go to IPR in person and find out what the deal is?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000372||hibrn8||10-16-2003||11:05 AM||||<i>Originally posted by GVR$in:</i><br /><br /><i>"and a bunch of other shit along with the oil leaking gaylant"</i> <br /><br />with no hood that is||131.193.154.178||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000373||jayru||10-16-2003||12:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I talked with Norm there at IPR and he informed me that it should be sometime mid next week.  (this was written 9/3/03) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it's time to heckle those IPR guys, this is starting to get a little too drawn out (without any guarantee of completion).  <br /><br />If it's not done by the end of the month, I'm not actually sure how I'll take delivery for the hood, since I'll be out of town for all of November.  <br /><br />Terren, can you ask Rich if he can go to IPR in person and find out what the deal is? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea, im with howard on this one. It's getting a bit rediculous. we should have had our hoods by now and we don't even have a definate date when they will be done.<br /><br />I know it's not PRE-EVO's fault and im shure he has better things to do but damn, we need some definate dates.||24.238.73.86||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000374||hibrn8||10-16-2003||03:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I talked with Norm there at IPR and he informed me that it should be sometime mid next week.  (this was written 9/3/03) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it's time to heckle those IPR guys, this is starting to get a little too drawn out (without any guarantee of completion).  <br /><br />If it's not done by the end of the month, I'm not actually sure how I'll take delivery for the hood, since I'll be out of town for all of November.  <br /><br />Terren, can you ask Rich if he can go to IPR in person and find out what the deal is? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea, im with howard on this one. It's getting a bit rediculous. we should have had our hoods by now and we don't even have a definate date when they will be done.<br /><br />I know it's not PRE-EVO's fault and im shure he has better things to do but damn, we need some definate dates. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I 3rd that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||131.193.15.113||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000375||GVR$in||10-16-2003||04:11 PM||||Ok guys I'll call Rich In a few and see if he can get a definitive answer on this one.<br /><br />Im not even getting a hood and I can tell how this has been dragging on and could be annoying..<br /><br />I'll get on his case.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000376||229of1000||10-16-2003||05:55 PM||||Yeah, I don't even have the same car (with the rusty hood) anymore.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000377||GVR$in||10-16-2003||10:58 PM||||First of all Rich would like to apologize for the delay.<br /><br />He said he talked to the shop yesterday and the owner said the ETA is sometime next week and he hopes to have them shipped out before the end of the month. <br /><br />Rich is going up there tomorrow to possibly pick up a stock hood and try to get a definitive date.<br /><br />I will keep you posted.<br /><br />-Rich's bitch   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000378||dsmsleeper||10-17-2003||02:32 PM||||Is one finished yet to where we can see how the finished product looks?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000379||hibrn8||10-17-2003||02:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> Is one finished yet to where we can see how the finished product looks? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">probably not||65.227.217.91||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000380||Jon||10-18-2003||09:02 AM||||If the product isn't shipped soon, will there be refunds???||12.220.168.103||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000381||WhiteOut||10-18-2003||03:04 PM||||Is there gonna be some kind of email sent out to remind us to pay the balance and tell us when ours are being shipped with tracking #s...<br /> and is the shipping  gonna be insured? my friend just got his CFhood in the mail for a talon and its damaged... this thing has been goin on for so long that i actually forgot about it, till today...  gimme some dates to work with<br /> THANKS!||67.67.190.77||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000382||howard_GVR4||10-20-2003||12:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> If the product isn't shipped soon, will there be refunds??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good question.  Is Rich online again so he can answer yet?  This whole deal needs closure.  <br /><br />Also, if/when they do come through, I hope their shipping/packing is badass, because so many CF hoods are ruined in shipping.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000383||PRE-EVO||10-20-2003||05:37 PM||||Okay guys I am finally back on. Major thanks to "COCKS" internet/cable for fucking me for 10 days. <br />Bear with me as I get caught up with somethings.<br />I finally have my stock hood back and they defiently have made molds with it as there mold release agent still on it after a quickie car wash. <br /><br />Norm and IPR are putting as much pressure as they can on the company doing the hoods as they can. Believe me he assured me that the moment they deliever the hood/s to him that he will be directly on the phone with me to come and get it. <br />Both myself and Norm are hoping that both hoods will be done here within the next week or two since they are supposedly making a fiberglass hood to use for the second mold (the Kamanari/invader style hood). <br /><br />I apologize for what seems like a long delay but I was originally under the impression I could get the molds done before giving deposits. I was informed it should take at a maximum 3 months.  They apparently were screwed by some 240sx guys on a GB and left holding onto 5-7hoods. This required me to have to take money for the deposits to get the molds started and hoods done. I gave them the deposits on the @20th of August (I have the records and stuff packed away still). At this rate we are at the 1.5 to 2 months of it and hopefully they have them finished here this week (trust me I would like a hood just like the rest of you).<br /><br />Also part of the delay I found out which pissed me and Norm off was that the shop closed down for a week and did no business/work. Which we didn't know about and they didn't inform anyone either. <br /><br />I will be sending e-mails out once the hoods are finally done and believe me I will have pictures as well posted on here. <br /><br />I still have faith in Norm@IPR and the shop doing the work. Trust me my wife reminds me every day about the hoods (she's happy we finally have one again). <br /><br />Also just to clear up for those who don't want to dig through the 10+ pages of threads.<br /><br />The hoods will be shipped insured freight (except for the guy in Norway who ordered one that we will work out). <br />I have seen other hoods packed there adn they are wrapped with the heavy duty bubble wrap along with the thin styrofoam sheet and looked to be well protected. Obviously with shipping stuff there's no garuntee that shit won't happen but with it being insured you should be able to make a claim and get a new hood or reimbursed. <br /><br />If you need to contact me e-mail or pm me but bear with me for a few days till I get situated and caught up with the backlog from being down for 10 days.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000384||PRE-EVO||10-20-2003||05:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> If the product isn't shipped soon, will there be refunds??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Also Jon I was informed the deposits were non-refundable when I started this and made this well known. I can however see what I can do if this "knocks on wood" does some how fall through.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000385||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||06:16 PM||||Hey, don't forget about me.........is this still going?||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000386||PRE-EVO||10-20-2003||06:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by forgottenvr4:<br /><strong> Hey, don't forget about me.........is this still going? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The GB is over but the hoods will be available afterwords for @$550 shipped.<br />We've gotta get the hoods finished first.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000387||jayru||10-20-2003||09:41 PM||||Mabye it's just me but i don't ever rember seeing "non-refundable" in the deposit info?||24.238.72.143||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000388||PRE-EVO||10-20-2003||10:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">PRE-EVO <br />Moderator <br />Member # 359 <br /><br />Member Rated:<br />   posted 07-02-2003 02:58 PM                        <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Okay I've got an update before I drop the hood off tomorrow.<br /><br /><br />I got a price on sparco hood pins per hood which will be an extra $22 per set (race hoods need 2 sets). <br /><br />I will have to take deposits before they make any hoods though I will be able to see the molds when they are done (it will take 2-5 weeks for both molds). I will be e-mailing those who are on my e-mail list ( GVR4GB@hotmail.com ) . <br /><br />The deposits will be "non-refundable" in the sense that if you back out I will give you the list of those alternates who can take your place. <br />For those that are alternates on the list I will keep you informed as well.<br /><br /><br />Also some other news. They may do copies of the AMG grill for us as well. They want to see pictures of it first to get an idea if it's to complex or not. If anyone has a JDM bumper local they can spare I can see if they will do that also.<br /><br /><br />For those on the list I will be e-mailing shortly the information for sending your deposits.<br /><br />Rich<br /><br />--------------------<br />91' 1530 "Straight JayDUM" Black <br /><br />Sponsored by:<br />Some Asian Dude who wrecked his sheot.<br /><br /><br />quote:<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />GVR4in: im gettin so paranoid about cops almost want to stop throwing $$ into my car<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br /><br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Posts: 1311 | From: O'side, Ca | Registered: Jan 2002  |  IP: Logged |   <br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's from page 3 of this thread from my view. <br />It's about the 5th post down.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000389||jayru||10-21-2003||02:08 PM||||I stand corrected  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.72.143||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000390||number3||10-23-2003||07:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> If the product isn't shipped soon, will there be refunds??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Also Jon I was informed the deposits were non-refundable when I started this and made this well known. I can however see what I can do if this "knocks on wood" does some how fall through.<br />Rich </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That maybe true if we back out BUT not if you don't deliver... <br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   <br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000391||howard_GVR4||10-24-2003||12:05 PM||||Any news dudes?<br /><br />Since they are working on the 2nd mold (for the kaminari hoods), will they at least show you the mold for the first one?<br /><br />Also, are the hoods being made overseas?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000392||PRE-EVO||10-24-2003||02:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Any news dudes?<br /><br />Since they are working on the 2nd mold (for the kaminari hoods), will they at least show you the mold for the first one?<br /><br />Also, are the hoods being made overseas? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No the hoods are being made locally (LA area from my conversations with Robert at RRE it seems like one of two shops). Considering I got my hood back and I could tell there was mold release agent on it as well as it looked like it was sitting for at least 2 weeks with the amount of fiberglass dust on it I would hope to be pleasantly suprised with both hoods being ready to go here soon. But I won't hold my breath for that.<br /><br /><br />I will be calling here shortly to put some pressure on again. <br /><br /><br />Harry that may be true but I don't think they won't deliver it's just a matter of when since they decide to take "breaks" without letting paid customers know.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000393||jayru||10-25-2003||12:08 AM||||I doubt the week break they took accounts for all the extra time we have been wating.||24.238.72.236||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000394||PRE-EVO||10-27-2003||06:18 PM||||I got off the phone with Peter (owner of IPR) earlier and he gave me some hopefully good news that he is waiting to get confirmed. If so this maybe alot better than expected after all these issues.<br />I hope to have confirmation in the next couple days.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000395||PRE-EVO||10-27-2003||06:39 PM||||I sent out an e-mail update with more details and I have already had some bounce back for exceding their e-mail storage. If you are in the GB and didn't get the e-mail update please e-mail me at GVR4GB@hotmail.com .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000396||tplesko||10-27-2003||08:04 PM||||&lt;fingers crossed for pictures and my hood&gt;||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000397||GVR$in||10-27-2003||09:01 PM||||I get to go pick a few up with my new truck..I better get one out of this   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000398||PRE-EVO||10-27-2003||11:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> I get to go pick a few up with my new truck..I better get one out of this    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't make me kick you in the nuts.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000399||Duc Hunter||10-29-2003||01:11 AM||||So I vannish off this site and miss something I really wanted, serve my sorry ass right. So from reading these 10 pages I see the hoods are not done, the GB is over, non-GB hoods will be $5550 if they get made and we can get stock, JDM or Kam? Does that about get me up to speed?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000400||Lucky13||10-29-2003||09:18 AM||||Pretty much except the $5550 part.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.158.182.8||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000401||PRE-EVO||10-29-2003||01:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> So I vannish off this site and miss something I really wanted, serve my sorry ass right. So from reading these 10 pages I see the hoods are not done, the GB is over, non-GB hoods will be $5550 if they get made and we can get stock, JDM or Kam? Does that about get me up to speed? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you wanna pay the $5500 they'll sell you enough hoods to give to those who missed out like you  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br /><br />Okay there will be 3 different hood types:<br />Stock<br />JDM (they are doing CF JDM mock vents and cuting them into the hoods) <br />and Kamanari/invader type.<br /><br />Tentatively the price will be @$550 shipped for the non-gb price. I will guage interest again and see if they will do another GB but I can't garuntee anything. <br />I am going to call them today to get hopefully more solid information on the hoods from Vince.<br />I will keep you all posted.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000402||DeanCouchey||11-02-2003||08:11 AM||||Hey Rich will another GB take 10 months like this one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   J/K, I might be in for one if it were to be 450 for another one, JDM style in case you are gauging intrest in another GB||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000403||229of1000||11-03-2003||06:27 PM||||Look on the bright side - if we already had the hoods, mine probably would've been stolen.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />400 posts and no hoods - yikes!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000404||Minjin||11-03-2003||11:35 PM||||And people still don't believe that the Galant carbon fiber hoods are cursed...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000405||PRE-EVO||11-04-2003||01:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> And people still don't believe that the Galant carbon fiber hoods are cursed...<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's far from being over and far from cursed.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000406||tplesko||11-04-2003||08:55 AM||||And on that note, it's time once again for my weekly post-whoring update: Pre where are the hoods?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000407||PRE-EVO||11-04-2003||11:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> And on that note, it's time once again for my weekly post-whoring update: Pre where are the hoods?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm on it as I type.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000408||curtis||11-04-2003||12:21 PM||||Im not involved in the group buy but just wanted to make sure I got a post on the longest thread in Galant VR4 history.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.33.16||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000409||369of1000||11-04-2003||01:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Im not involved in the group buy but just wanted to make sure I got a post on the longest thread in Galant VR4 history.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're not the only one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000410||Kibo||11-04-2003||04:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> And on that note, it's time once again for my weekly post-whoring update: Pre where are the hoods?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm on it as I type. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That can't be good for it...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000411||tplesko||11-06-2003||03:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I'm on it as I type.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What did you find out PRE?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000412||PRE-EVO||11-06-2003||05:44 PM||||Nothing as I think SEMA has most everyone gone. I just called again today and left a message I hope to get a call back soon.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000413||WhiteOut||11-07-2003||01:15 AM||||********readme**********<br /><br /><br /> a medical problem  has come up, and the money i'm spending on this hood, in my case, could be much more wisely spent(or saved) at this point.  So , I will be selling my deposit and spot on the original group buy for the evo style carbon fiber hood for exactlywhat I payed for it.  As soon as I recv. payment I will send all the buyers info to PRE-EVO and post it on the board as well, so you can  officially take my place and get the hood shopped directly to you.  I am paypal verified under mack_daddy_ng99@yahoo.com so whoever wants it first and sends payment first, gets my spot and doesnt have to worry about waiting for the next batch or paying a higher price!  Thank you guys so much for your help in this matter, please email me at the above listed email, it sucks that after all this waiting I dont get to take advantage of it, but at least someone else whos waiting can take my place.<br />PLEASE DONT IM OR PM ME, JUST EMAIL ME AT MACK_DADDY_NG99@YAHOO.COM  <br /><br /><br />Matt Walker<br />972-839-9876<br />Dallas Texas||67.67.169.129||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000414||PRE-EVO||11-07-2003||06:23 PM||||I have a feeling they are at SEMA as no one is answering the past 3 days I called I get their answering machine. <br />I will keep you all posted.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000415||howard_GVR4||11-09-2003||11:38 PM||||Hmmmmmmmmm, sure hope they answer the phone tommorow.  They don't seem to be very forthright about relaying news of the GB back to Rich and us.  That scares me.||68.227.212.208||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000416||229of1000||11-10-2003||01:17 PM||||Man my car will look really good all JDMed up and with that CF hood... oh wait, I don't have the CF hood.  Crap.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000417||PRE-EVO||11-10-2003||06:26 PM||||I got off the phone with them about an hour ago and got some hopefully good news but I don't want to get everyones hopes up and then we're all dissappointed again.<br /><br />I am waiting for arrival today or tomorrow.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000418||tplesko||11-10-2003||06:44 PM||||&lt;fingers crossed for good news&gt;||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000419||Kibo||11-10-2003||07:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>but I don't want to get everyones hopes up and then we're all dissappointed again.<br /><br />I am waiting for arrival today or tomorrow.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What was that part about not wanting to get our hopes up?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Let's keep our fingers crossed!||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000420||4g63t||11-10-2003||07:17 PM||||I just want to get in on the longest post also   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000421||REDLINEGVR4||11-10-2003||11:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> I just want to get in on the longest post also    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">same here||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000422||tplesko||11-10-2003||11:34 PM||||diznam allayall are post whores   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000423||drew||11-10-2003||11:34 PM||||I never considered buying a CF hood  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000424||Doc_Seuss||11-11-2003||01:02 PM||||i kinda wished i did get in the GB.. o well =]||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000425||tplesko||11-12-2003||10:53 AM||||Pre did you get arrival?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000426||PRE-EVO||11-12-2003||11:40 AM||||I'll be calling today to find out.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000427||PRE-EVO||11-12-2003||03:19 PM||||Okay the shop doing the CF work has one done and I am just waiting on them to drop it off at IPR. I will keep you all posted on how it goes.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000428||tplesko||11-12-2003||03:28 PM||||&lt;fingers REALLY crossed for pictures&gt;   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000429||229of1000||11-12-2003||05:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Okay the shop doing the CF work has one done and I am just waiting on them to drop it off at IPR. I will keep you all posted on how it goes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">About time!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000430||hibrn8||11-12-2003||06:20 PM||||One? What about the 20 or so others?||65.227.204.252||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000431||tplesko||11-12-2003||06:58 PM||||Come on Ken...we have to take what we can get.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'm hoping for mine as a Christmas present at this point||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000432||hibrn8||11-13-2003||01:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Come on Ken...we have to take what we can get.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     I'm hoping for mine as a Christmas present at this point </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah i know im just hoping to get it anytime. it doesnt matter when since the car is put away for the winter, so just as long as its here before spring time......||65.227.204.2||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000433||jayru||11-14-2003||03:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Okay the shop doing the CF work has one done and I am just waiting on them to drop it off at IPR. I will keep you all posted on how it goes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats a decent turnaround time 1 hood every 6 months. im looking forward to mine around Christmas 2006.||24.238.84.91||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000434||PRE-EVO||11-14-2003||06:23 PM||||I called today and the shop keep saying they will drop it off today or the next day so we will see.<br /><br />Also it's been @ 3 months (Mid August is when I dropped off the deposits) not 6 since the shop has started. Trust me they will happen and will be ready soon (my true hope is they will drop off more than 1 when they finally do).<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000435||brandongvr4||11-15-2003||05:40 PM||||Ahh man, I cant wait. So do i have to get hood pin's? I dont like the way they look. I think i saw some guy with hood pin that came with a key. Not sure were he got them but they looked good.||63.80.6.4||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000436||mj_rosenfeld||11-16-2003||05:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Ahh man, I cant wait. So do i have to get hood pin's? I dont like the way they look.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can paint or anodize them in a matching color so they aren't prominently noticeable.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.88||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000437||howard_GVR4||11-16-2003||08:47 PM||||Did they come through?||66.169.223.97||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000438||a_santos||11-16-2003||10:02 PM||||PRE,<br /><br />Maybe you can work out a deal where they throw in a free set of sparco hood pins for the extra delays. Just wishfull thinking, but you could give it a shot. <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000439||GVR4458||11-16-2003||11:48 PM||||Just do a google search for "locking hood pin" and some of the flush-mount , locking pins will come up.  Several companies make them, and they are quite nice.<br />Try:  <a href="http://www.prostreetonline.com/pso/pages/details.asp?productsku=MRG-1472" target="_blank">Hood pin</a> <br /><br />EH||68.73.121.150||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000440||VR4ownzU||11-17-2003||10:24 PM||||So are these hoods being produced and what style did they decide to go with?  I know I'll be purchasing one when I get a car.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000441||tplesko||11-17-2003||10:30 PM||||Good luck purchasing one of these  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   The first people in the GB don't have theirs yet so a second GB is LONG time away   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />On that note it's time for my weekly hassling of the man in charge.  Pre, got a hood yet?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000442||PRE-EVO||11-18-2003||12:19 AM||||I didn't get a chance to call today as I was busy with some stuff. I will call tomorrow though to have Vince put some more pressure on them.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000443||jayru||11-18-2003||11:20 AM||||No offense to you Pre (i know it's not your fault) but this is a joke! Im shure i speak for alot of people who are afraid to speak up. I don't know about everyone else but i didn't have $250. to just piss away for the last 3-4 months. Their should be one FINAL date we should have our hoods by if not then i would like the shops info so i can contact a lawyer in regards to geting my money back. <br /><br />Their not making 1 hood for someone as a favor in their spare time! They are a business! and last i checked $250. x 20 or so is not chump change. <br />No wonder the 240sx guys stiffed them.||24.238.84.91||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000444||howard_GVR4||11-18-2003||06:05 PM||||Any news today?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000445||PRE-EVO||11-18-2003||09:22 PM||||I was busy getting my GVR4 fixed as the water pump crapped out and one of the oil cooler coolant lines busted. <br /><br />Jason if your this concerned about time then you can always sell your spot. The hoods are definetly being made. Now that my car is up and running I hope to pay a visit up there before Thanksgiving.<br />I will be calling tomorrow and continuing to call to get this situated.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000446||tplesko||11-19-2003||08:46 AM||||Keep us posted PRE.  FWIW I'll stick this out to the very end. It's the winter right now here anyway and I don't even know if I'd put the hood on yet. I still feel like this is my best and fastest chance to get a vented CF hood for the galant. It's been tried over and over through the years, even a couple times since I've been on here and finally someone has collected money, agreed on styles and got a company involved.  Let's see where this takes us. It really only has been ~3 months so far, it just seems like a long time for those who sent money in May. And we're all anxious everytime PRE says that IPR says that the company whoever they are says "it'll be soon naw ya hur" but I also think it's right to expect a deadline.  However this is PRE's thing and until the company making them gives up we should trust him and let him deal with them. I'm sure he's pressuring them as much as he can. This isn't his full time job.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000447||VR4ownzU||11-20-2003||12:55 PM||||Well...I want to put money down on one.  Can I still do this?||141.110.164.6||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000448||PRE-EVO||11-20-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> Well...I want to put money down on one.  Can I still do this? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No but if someone is tired of waiting they can easily sell their spot.<br /><br /><br />I called yesterday and the CF shop had dropped off some hoods but not the mystical one they keep telling Peter the owner they have. Peter and Vince are on our sides and hope to get the hoods asap. I have been assured many times that I will be the first person they call when they get it. I also informed Vince that possibly next week before Thanksgiving we should pay a visit to the CF shop (I have a feeling they will again drop off work for a week and not tell anyone).<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000449||howard_GVR4||11-20-2003||06:45 PM||||Good call dude, pay that visit before those SOB's bail for the holiday.  <br /><br />Hell, I'll be in CA in a week and can provide (slight) intimidation if necessary.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000450||PRE-EVO||11-20-2003||09:52 PM||||Where you gonna be Howard?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000451||Hertz||11-21-2003||10:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Hell, I'll be in CA in a week and can provide (slight) intimidation if necessary.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Chimp rage?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000452||PRE-EVO||11-21-2003||11:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Hell, I'll be in CA in a week and can provide (slight) intimidation if necessary.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Chimp rage? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DOH!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000453||GVR-4||11-24-2003||12:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Hell, I'll be in CA in a week and can provide (slight) intimidation if necessary.        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Chimp rage? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think that was Ed, not Howard. But maybe Ed taught him a thing or two about it!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1111" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1111&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000454||tplesko||11-26-2003||01:12 PM||||Yo Pre,<br /><br />It's almost turkey day and no update?  It's time for my weekly harassment anyway.  Hoods for Xmas?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000455||PRE-EVO||11-26-2003||03:41 PM||||If I get the time to call today I will my son is very sick and I have to run him to the doctor soon. Sorry it's been a hectic week and its' just now wednesday.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000456||tplesko||11-26-2003||04:05 PM||||Pre,<br /><br />Not a problem at all. Take good care of your son  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  I just harass you every week at the same time.  I'm not the least bit worried, I just like updates whenever you have them.  I know how busy life be.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000457||brandongvr4||11-30-2003||06:31 AM||||Pre, how is Little Man? I hope he is feeling better. Dont worrie im sure he is just like his dad, so he can take on anything.<br /><br />~B~||67.124.42.96||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000458||PRE-EVO||11-30-2003||12:38 PM||||He's doing better other than a cough which now I'm showing signs of getting. I'll be calling them tomorrow to see if there are any updates.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000459||tplesko||12-03-2003||12:53 PM||||that time again. Any hoods yet?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />"All I want for Christmas is pictures of my hood..."||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000460||number3||12-03-2003||06:34 PM||||Honestly!! <br /><br />You really need to get some hard facts...  It has been since the 14th of Novemeber that a simple phone call has been made. You really need to make the time right now to get this done.<br /><br />Enough with the excuses already and get some answers... You have promised a lot of fellow GVR4 owners that you would head-up this GB and they are trusting and relying on you to do so.<br /><br />Thank you.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000461||PRE-EVO||12-03-2003||07:59 PM||||Harry,<br />I can call and go to IPR till I'm blue in the face. The CF shop is the ones that seem to be dragging foot on this. Believe me I want this to be in the process of filling orders ASAP as I don't want the countless people who's deposits I took to feel like I let them down.<br />I spoke to Vince on monday and the CF shop keeps saying that they "have some ready and will drop them off at IPR any day now". <br />Believe me I am as on top of them as I hope Vince and Peter are on the CF shop doing the hoods.<br />My one hope is that they will bring more than one hood to drop off.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000462||tplesko||12-03-2003||08:09 PM||||What is the reason that you can't know the carbon shop making them?  What does IPR care if you know what shop is making them?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000463||jayru||12-03-2003||08:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Harry,<br />I can call and go to IPR till I'm blue in the face. The CF shop is the ones that seem to be dragging foot on this. Believe me I want this to be in the process of filling orders ASAP as I don't want the countless people who's deposits I took to feel like I let them down.<br />I spoke to Vince on monday and the CF shop keeps saying that they "have some ready and will drop them off at IPR any day now". <br />Believe me I am as on top of them as I hope Vince and Peter are on the CF shop doing the hoods.<br />My one hope is that they will bring more than one hood to drop off. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well then i think IPR needs to be bypassed and a call or visit to the CF shop is in order, mabye even a hint of legal action? Believe me I want this hood more than anyone (my stock is all dented) and that is why i have not sold my spot; however, IPR could be screwing you over and it may not even be the shops fault. Let's get more Hard Facts here.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000464||jayru||12-03-2003||08:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> What is the reason that you can't know the carbon shop making them?  What does IPR care if you know what shop is making them? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly!||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000465||PRE-EVO||12-03-2003||09:10 PM||||I will try and pay a suprise visit next week and get the details on the CF shop if not physically speak to them.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000466||number3||12-03-2003||09:37 PM||||Why next week? Why not This week?<br /><br />It is more is about the apparent lack of interest than the actual timing of the hood at this point.<br /><br />Don't get mad at us for asking just get even and find out what is going on!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000467||hibrn8||12-03-2003||11:38 PM||||i would be glad to call these fools myslef and give them a word. they have had over $6000 in our deposits alone for months to be playing with our dicks saying "next week, the following week, they will be dropped off any day now." if this company was so reputable then they would have been loyal to their word and we'd all have this on our cars by now. rich by no means this is a rant at you, bc you are just the middleman doing all of the work for us which i truly appreciate. but so far this has been shady business on thier part, and damnit ive been more than ready for one of these    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.204.229||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000468||PRE-EVO||12-03-2003||11:38 PM||||Harry believe me I'm not mad at you guys as I am at the CF shop first and IPR second. <br /><br /><br />Trust me if they were closer than an hour and a half LA traffic drive then I would visit more often. I know Rob from RRE seems to have an idea of what shop is doing them from what I described about the hoods ( IIRC TC spoilers or something like that).<br /><br />I will try and go this week but I can't garuntee going tomorrow or friday. Next week will be easier for me since I need to drop by my estranged work which is only a half hour away from there.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000469||VR6 Eater||12-04-2003||10:05 PM||||Don't want to be a dick or anything, but an hour to an hour and a half traffic time, WTF.  What is that like five miles!!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Get walker and go for it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Like the old man in Office Space.<br /><br />I have to go to Chicago in rush hour all the time, any of us from Il. know how bad that sucks.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000470||4g63t||12-04-2003||10:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> I have to go to Chicago in rush hour all the time, any of us from Il. know how bad that sucks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, try Pittsburgh  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000471||hibrn8||12-04-2003||10:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> Don't want to be a dick or anything, but an hour to an hour and a half traffic time, WTF.  What is that like five miles!!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Get walker and go for it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     Like the old man in Office Space.<br /><br />I have to go to Chicago in rush hour all the time, any of us from Il. know how bad that sucks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yah the Dan Ryan 90/94 is horseshit, gotta leave 2 hours early if the place is 30 min away.||65.227.204.1||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000472||a_santos||12-04-2003||11:31 PM||||Pre,<br /><br />I know you have a family, and 1.5 hours is alot of time to be stuck in traffic. I understand that, and more people should as well. I know you are doing this because you are a cool guy and like to help people out. So to all of you, SHUT UP. He is doing the best he can. When the hoods are ready, he will let us know. <br /><br />It is not like we are waiting for an organ for an immediate trasnplant, so calm down.||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000473||229of1000||12-04-2003||11:46 PM||||This is like the Galant VR4 CF Hood Soap Opera.  So entertaining!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000474||Hertz||12-05-2003||02:08 AM||||I can no longer continue the group buy because <i>I have amnesia.</i><br /><br />AND I'm pregnant.<br /><br /><br />Seriously though, I'm sure once Terren comes back from Mexico with the heroin they're buying using the deposit money... it will all work out...||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000475||PRE-EVO||12-05-2003||02:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I can no longer continue the group buy because <i>I have amnesia.</i><br /><br />AND I'm pregnant.<br /><br /><br />Seriously though, I'm sure once Terren comes back from Mexico with the heroin they're buying using the deposit money... it will all work out... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL<br /><br /><br />The thing that makes that 1.5 hour drive worse is I have my son that I take care of as well. It's not like it's just me making the trek up there. Believe me I'm on it as much as I can and will definetly make a trip next week as like I said I am stopping by my estranged work.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000476||GVR-4||12-05-2003||09:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> This is like the Galant VR4 CF Hood Soap Opera.  So entertaining! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I check this thread everytime I'm on.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000477||jayru||12-05-2003||12:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Pre,<br /><br />I know you have a family, and 1.5 hours is alot of time to be stuck in traffic. I understand that, and more people should as well. I know you are doing this because you are a cool guy and like to help people out. So to all of you, SHUT UP. He is doing the best he can. When the hoods are ready, he will let us know. <br /><br />It is not like we are waiting for an organ for an immediate trasnplant, so calm down. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1'st-  You should read the threads before you open your mouth! no-one has ever blamed Pre for this fiasco, however many of us are concerned why he "cant know" the name of the CF shop? Just sounds like total BS to me. Mabye the guys at IPR arent as cool as Pre may think. <br /><br />2'nd-    Their should be NO reason he has to drive there at all, If he knew who the CF shop was he could simplly call, Hell ANY of us could call if we knew who the shop was, and finally get some info from the source. As i said before this is not Pre's fault but he has elected to head this group buy up, and im shure he is just as sick of answereng as we are of asking. It's just bad business.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000478||PRE-EVO||12-05-2003||12:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Pre,<br /><br />I know you have a family, and 1.5 hours is alot of time to be stuck in traffic. I understand that, and more people should as well. I know you are doing this because you are a cool guy and like to help people out. So to all of you, SHUT UP. He is doing the best he can. When the hoods are ready, he will let us know. <br /><br />It is not like we are waiting for an organ for an immediate trasnplant, so calm down. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1'st-  You should read the threads before you open your mouth! no-one has ever blamed Pre for this fiasco, however many of us are concerned why he "cant know" the name of the CF shop? Just sounds like total BS to me. Mabye the guys at IPR arent as cool as Pre may think. <br /><br />2'nd-    Their should be NO reason he has to drive there at all, If he knew who the CF shop was he could simplly call, Hell ANY of us could call if we knew who the shop was, and finally get some info from the source. As i said before this is not Pre's fault but he has elected to head this group buy up, and im shure he is just as sick of answereng as we are of asking. It's just bad business. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jason let me give you an example of something. I know of people who have had problems with JIC exhausts they purchased from a vendor. Instead of contacting the vendor they contacted JIC since JIC makes the product. JIC in turn was rude to them or wouldn't deal with them since they don't sell to the public directly. After badmouthing JIC for over a month about their problem JIC informed them that they have a policy of not dealing with the public and that those vendors/wholesalers/distributors are the ones who should contact JIC about returning/correcting the problem not the purchaser.  <br /><br />Another example is Tein. Tein openly deals with the public and is very helpful in their customer service where if you have a problem with a product you don't need to go through the vendor you purchased it to get the problem fixed. <br /><br /><br />From the past almost 6 months of working on this the impression I am getting is to treat this situation like #1. Though I will be pushing to get contact info for this CF shop it doesn't mean it's going to do alot of good considering we didn't purchase anything directly from them but from IPR who purchased the work through them.<br /><br />It's alot like calling sprint to complain about your minutes on your verizon account in hopes of getting more. <br /><br /><br />Believe me the people I know who have dealt with IPR before assured me that they are trustworthy to work with otherwise I wouldn't have even started this GB. Now IPR from my phone conversations is realizing that the CF shop they are using for the hoods may not be all it's cracked up to be with all their broken promises.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000479||Clay||12-05-2003||01:31 PM||||Longest group buy evArrrrr||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000480||jayru||12-05-2003||04:26 PM||||Pre, i see your point, and i understand that some companies are like that. All i am saying is without knowing who the shop is we have no idea what is really going on. <br /><br />Like in situation 1 you describe, at least they could contact the shop directly even if it was to only get a rude response. Also, it is not like calling sprint to complain about your verizon minutes, because sprint does not contract out minutes to verizon; However, IPR did contract out the service to the "unknown" CF shop. <br /><br />I feel mine and others points are valid, and at this point they are documented in this thread, So i will no-longer continue to make them over and over again. <br /><br />I will continue to hold on for this thing (For how long i do not know) But i still feel that an explanation and final delivery date is in order from IPR directly to us (SOON), and if none can be given, then a refund is in order (which should be supplied by IPR as they are the shop that chose to use this "unknown" CF shop). <br /><br />Once again Pre this is nothing aginst you, we have all been taken by someone in our lives at some point, I just think enough is enough already.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000481||number3||12-05-2003||05:13 PM||||I wasn't worried that the shop is trying to rip us off... but now that you bring it up... but how are we to know if no one calls and finds out AND lets us in on the conversations? I am not demanding a hood; just some reassurance that the deal is being taken car of.<br /><br />A wise person once said...<br /><br />"The squeaky wheel gets the grease..."||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186
Z||000482||PRE-EVO||12-05-2003||07:20 PM||||Harry when I go there next week I plan on getting the name and number of the CF shop doing the work as well as have him call them while I am personally there. I will keep you all posted on it and what day I will head up there.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000483||Martin Chilcote||12-06-2003||02:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> Longest group buy evArrrrr </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not so carbon breath. I was looking back in this post and it was about Aug 1st that PRE-EVO got at least 10 deposits (minimum required) for each hood. I'd say that even though the talk started back in June, the GP didn't officially start until Aug 1. Thats a few days over 4 months.<br /><br />The first RRE IC pipe group buy went over 5 months before deliveries started due to a shortage of silicon connectors. But we got them.<br /><br />The infamous H & R spring GP went for a long damn time (7 or 8 months), we were told due to shipping problems (over the ocean). Got them too.<br /><br />Mmmmmmmm, I wonder if Stranos is the hood shop?||66.139.166.57||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000484||howard_GVR4||12-08-2003||12:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Harry when I go there next week I plan on getting the name and number of the CF shop doing the work as well as have him call them while I am personally there. I will keep you all posted on it and what day I will head up there.<br />Rich </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yikes, I've been gone for a month and there's no news!  Rich, can you ask the CF shop if they have their own deadline, and if so, what it is?<br /><br />Unfortunately, my car is considered totalled by my insurance company (from hail damage) until I get a new hood, the last remaining repair item.  Anyone in Dallas wanna let me borrow a green hood for a day?||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000485||number3||12-10-2003||10:10 PM||||What is the good word?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000486||dsmsleeper||12-11-2003||09:00 AM||||Maybe you could post the number, and we could take turns calling every day.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Like Harry said...it's the "squeaky wheel that gets the grease".<br /><br />Maybe if we are a thorn is their side, they will get us out hoods so they no long have to hear from us.  <br /><br />-Just a thought||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000487||howard_GVR4||12-11-2003||05:35 PM||||Ummm, update?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000488||PRE-EVO||12-12-2003||12:57 AM||||They are trying to get a solid date from the CF shop who keeps telling them the same things. I informed them if I don't have a solid delivery date for the first hood that we may have to look into other routes of getting this resolved.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000489||GVR$in||12-12-2003||01:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>... look into other routes of getting this resolved. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bus' a cap in dat ass! Jigga wahht!!1||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000490||PRE-EVO||12-12-2003||12:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>... look into other routes of getting this resolved. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bus' a cap in dat ass! Jigga wahht!!1 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Git cho ass down herre fool I may need your car dork.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000491||number3||12-12-2003||05:16 PM||||Well it is Friday. When did they say they would be done.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000492||PRE-EVO||12-12-2003||08:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Well it is Friday. When did they say they would be done.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is what I spoke with Vince and Peter about as the CF shop just tells them "we have on ready and will drop it off tuesday (wednesday, thursday, etc)". I told them we need a solid delivery date before the end of the year or we will consider persuing other means of getting either the money or the hoods.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000493||number3||12-15-2003||09:11 AM||||It is now Monday of the following week... Squeak, squeak.<br /><br />The only reason I am doing this is that I personally have received 8+ privite messages about how they feel worried about this G.B. over the last 3 weeks. Just thought I would let you now||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186
Z||000494||PRE-EVO||12-15-2003||06:37 PM||||Believe me I will do anything I can and if anyone has any questions or concerns feel free to contact me I try to respond asap. I should be getting an actual delivery date here this week. A date I will hold them too. <br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000495||PRE-EVO||12-15-2003||07:08 PM||||See new topic for poll on what is going on.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000496||tplesko||12-15-2003||11:32 PM||||Man we can't let the longest thread ever die  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000497||number3||12-17-2003||08:16 PM||||It is now the middle of the following week... Squeak, squeak.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000498||blacksheep||12-17-2003||08:39 PM||||See, Pre-Evo ! I told ya Harry would take care of this.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000499||drew||12-17-2003||08:55 PM||||in befo' the lock!||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000500||tplesko||12-17-2003||09:02 PM||||Keep going longest thread!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000501||stevevr4||12-18-2003||08:48 AM||||The sqeaky wheel doesn't always get the grease... sometimes it gets replaced.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000502||PRE-EVO||12-18-2003||02:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> in befo' the lock! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wouldn't lock this but I would ban KC if I had a choice  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000503||number3||12-18-2003||03:00 PM||||LOL!~!~!||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000504||curtis||12-18-2003||05:14 PM||||Damn it Harry I wanted the 500th post. Shit I'm not even part of this GB.  What am I doing.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.38.156||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000505||number3||12-19-2003||03:54 PM||||Friday and still no answer???||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000506||howard_GVR4||12-19-2003||04:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Friday and still no answer??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, I'm wondering the same thing.  <br /><br />Rich, what's up?||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000507||PRE-EVO||12-19-2003||06:05 PM||||What kind of answer do you want   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   ???<br /><br />I created the other topic to get the info I needed to present to Vince and Peter about what we want to do. I will be out of town till the 30th but will have limited internet access and will call next week to see if Vince had any luck in getting a hold of the CF shop. Other than that I will keep you posted.<br /><br /><br />Oh and if anyone sees TeArIn tell his king slutness I need my pocket logger stuff.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000508||number3||12-19-2003||09:00 PM||||"What kind of answer do you want  ???"        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />      <br /><br /><br />We now might have to wait 11 days while you are out of town?  <br /><br />You seem to have the time to sell all the left over GVR4 parts you have after selling your Galant.<br /><br />I call Bullshit! and I know I speak for at least 9 others that have PMed me over the last few weeks. I am not afraid to speak on their behalf. <br /><br />It really was never about the length of time, until the apparent lack of interest since you sold your GVR4. You promise and have excuses of why you don't have answers. (I don't know you. I am going on what I have been told.)<br /><br />Call me a dick or whatever but you owe a lot of GVR4.org members your time and focus on this project. You took their money, remember that.<br /><br />Then we hear your "contact" doesn't do business with the fabrication shop and where does that leave everyone?<br /><br />I for one was under the impression the people who got the money were the ones who were making the hoods. Then later we find out they are not but just a middle man. <br /><br />Your busy, your kids sick, your too far away to visit, traffic sucks, your traveling, you don't own a GVR4, whatever... you should have thought of all of that when you made the decision to take thousands of dollars and tell people they would have quality hoods in a resonable amount of time. Now we are not sure of either. <br /><br />To answer your question the people in this group buy want to simply know IF and WHEN they are going to get what they were promised. A quality Carbon fiber hood in a reasonable amount of time. Not a poll and not another excuse of why you can't get an answer for them.<br /><br />By the way it's about respect more than it is about a hood.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000509||PRE-EVO||12-20-2003||01:30 AM||||Harry believe me I am on it more than you think. I'm not sitting around here twiddling my thumbs or am out to "take your money". <br /><br />So am I just to do nothing but become a permanent pimple on the ass of IPR (as if I haven't already). Believe me I am on them more than enough and they know that we are closing in on wits end since it was quoted at @3 months not 4+ months.<br /><br />I plan on taking a list of those who will want a refund and are not willing to wait it out to what looks. Harry you can ask around on nasioc.com about me and you will find no ill will and that I always come through. <br /><br />The hoods are not something on the back burner but when you have a kid Harry who comes down with the flu and is under two and running a temp of 102 and you're barely sleeping because you're worried about wether or not he's gonna make it through then night then I'm sorry my priorities are F'ed up in your eyes and the "9 others" who pm'd you. So I sold my GVR4 why should that matter. So I'm selling the last few parts I have from it why does that make a difference. <br /><br />Also just because I'm going out of town for the holidays doesn't mean I can't call Vince at IPR to get info. If I could get the CF shops info believe me I would be jumping their shit royally as I too have a hood still (which obviously I haven't "sold" and I may just donate twords the GB since I don't need it).<br /><br /><b>If anyone has any problems with this GB then why not ask me or confront me about it instead of "being afraid of doing it" and PM'ing you instead</b>. I've always been straight forward and answered every question with the info I know and it seems that the 10+ days I was without internet access was when people started getting worried like the sky was falling.<br /><br /><br />Harry you know I respect you and everyone here on the board and I would hope that everyone respects me in the same way. If I was here to take your money with this GB I wouldn't have gone 2.5 months without a hood on my daily driver GVR4 nor would I have made 6+ trips to IPR to get this stuff situated and the ball rolling and to check up on it and get a face to face. IPR realizes that the CF shop they have a contract to do the work with is failing them. They don't plan on dealing with them once they can find a suitable replacement. The CF shop lately has been making alot of empty promises.<br />Keep in mind that there are only 3-4 known shops in the LA area that would have the equipment to be able to do the hoods. My good friends who had WRX hoods made said that everything went smooth and there were no problems and to go with IPR. Now why our expierence is different I don't know. <br /><br /><br />Plain and simple if you have any questions about them post it, pm me or hell even call me (760)415-4964 and leave me a message I'll call you back once I know who it is just say your name and screen name on here. I am here till the bitter end of this. I haven't owned a subaru in over 8 months and yet I'm still over on <a href="http://www.nasioc.com" target="_blank">www.nasioc.com</a> (MPREZYA) it doesn't mean I'm going to abandon this site because I don't have a GVR4. Heck if I had the money and the time I would pick up another this time as a weekend racer/sunday driver since I couldn't bear dealing with the continual leaks that would sideline the car entirely till fixed.<br /><br /><br /><b>Please once again I ask that if you have any question about this contact me as I am the one putting my ass on the line here to get these hoods done for everyone.</b> Believe me if I knew I was going to run into these problems I wouldn't have done it or found a way to get around dealing with this shitty CF shop. But all the indicators were positive so I felt that this would go smoothly.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000510||number3||12-20-2003||05:49 AM||||Fine, that is the last you will hear from me for a while. <br /><br />All I want to know is that you are going to continue to make this a priority to the the people who joined the Group Buy. <br /><br />It really is just that simple.<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000511||howard_GVR4||12-20-2003||11:35 AM||||Rich, are you open to suggestions of other CF manufacturers to make the hoods if this one falls through?||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000512||PRE-EVO||12-20-2003||02:15 PM||||I am and I was going to try Carbon Trix (RRE's off shoot next since I know they will deliver).<br /><br />Harry I understand everyones concern and believe me I'm in this for the long haul.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
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A||||17||watchdoc||FloorMats again||||1||||watchdoc||00000804
Z||000000||watchdoc||09-11-2003||03:18 PM||watchdoctr@earthlink.net||I've been getting a few requests for floormats again so I thought I would repost the details for anyone still interested.  Most everyone has been pleased with the look and quality of the mats and there were pictures in the old thread if anyone wants to see them.<br /><br />4pc fr/rr without heelpad $55 retail $65<br />4pc fr/rr with heelpad $65 retail $75<br /><br /><br />They can't do any embroidery unless we get written permission from Mitsubishi. Check with your local upolstry shops to get this done.<br /><br />The heelpad will be sewn vinyl instead of the carpet. They claim this is<br />better an more expensive than the inset carpet.<br /><br />Most any color is available but black, medium grey, and dark grey seem to be the most popular for most cars.<br /><br />Please specify color with your order.<br /><br />Shipping is $10 for UPS ground. If you want special shipping, just let me<br />know ahead of time for a quote. All orders will be drop shipped directly<br />from ACC for faster delivery.<br /><br /><br />You can pay two ways.<br />1. Check made out to David Edwards. Personal checks will take a a few days<br />to clear.<br />2. Paypal to watchdoctr@earthlink.net. Add 3% to the total for paypal fees.<br />Be sure to include the address you'd like them shipped to by UPS.<br /><br />for example<br />$55 mats<br />+ $10 shipping<br />= $65 x .03 = $1.95<br />= $66.95 paypal total (if using paypal)||65.41.42.49||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000001||MidEngine210||09-11-2003||07:13 PM||||Are these new oem floormats? Do you have pics?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Sunny||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000002||jayru||09-11-2003||08:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong> Are these new oem floormats? Do you have pics?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Sunny </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or post the origional thread address?||24.238.82.25||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||KenGVR4||09-11-2003||08:39 PM||||They're not OEM mats.  <br /><br />I have a set, and they fit great and look good, and for a set of 4 mats, that's a killer deal.  No other company makes custom mats for the E39 Galant, so I suggest if you're looking for mats, to get in on this.<br /><br />&lt;--not paid for this endorsement||66.81.135.201||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000004||number3||09-11-2003||10:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong> Are these new oem floormats? Do you have pics?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Sunny </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or post the origional thread address? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001400#000014" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001400#000014</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||09-11-2003||10:44 PM||||I need a set of mats!  I will send paypal this weekend.  How long will it take to get them?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||watchdoc||09-12-2003||10:05 AM||||I place your order the same day I get the payment(except weekends).  ACCmats says they ship within 48 hours of the order.  Shipping is UPS ground from Alabama or Georgia I believe.  To answer your question, some people from the southeast got their mats in 3 days while others took a little over a week.  Either way, they are pretty fast.||65.179.73.195||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000007||watchdoc||09-15-2003||04:32 PM||||For those of you that ordered floormats last week, I placed them all today and I'm going out of town to secure my boat for the hurricane so I'll be gone for a few days.  Just email me your orders and I will reply as soon as I can get them placed.||65.41.42.49||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000008||Ryan Carey||09-23-2003||10:24 PM||||Hey everyone.  <br /><br />Just wanted to let everyone know that these floormats Witchdoctr can get are awesome.  Definitely worth the price, very high quality, very quick shipment (less than a week).<br /><br />I was surprised that an aftermarket company sould create a mat superior to the OEM mat.  The heelpad is very well anchored, and it unludes the hole for the floor hook if yours came with one (mine didn't, so I'm making one)||198.81.26.80||reg||6||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||12:25 AM||||I am interested.  Could someone post exacly how to make the post so the driver side floor mat doesn't slide forward?<br /><br />I would want to get my driver side floor mat with the eye for the post, but I don't have the post yet.<br /><br />My car didn't come with this.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||01-07-2004||12:48 PM||||Is it still possible to get these?  I missed out before and my car still has the original mats, which I just threw in the trash.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||199of2k||01-07-2004||01:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">my car still has the original mats, which I just threw in the trash.<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.109.117.66||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000012||Minjin||01-07-2004||02:12 PM||||I have a set of the mats and I like them alot. <br /><br />For embroidery, just tell them that your initials are V.R. and that you're the 4th.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000013||Romanova||01-07-2004||09:59 PM||||I'd be interested in a set too. Can this be set up?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000014||drifter148||01-08-2004||10:15 AM||||ditto||205.144.127.200||reg||1||drifter148||00000614||yes
Z||000015||thon||01-08-2004||04:27 PM||||Any chance you can get these made for another vehicle? My floor mats are toast, and these look great.<br /><br />feel free to email me<br />thon@optonline.net<br /><br />thanks||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||01-08-2004||10:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 199of2k:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">my car still has the original mats, which I just threw in the trash.<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you saw them you would understand.  Take a piece of carpet and crap and vomit it on them, then let your dog piss on and get hair all over them, and you'll start coming close to how these mats looked.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />(I only embellished a little, promise.  The lady that owned the car had one of those damnable dogs that she allowed to roam the interior and chew on the shift knob.)||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000017||TheJackalGT||01-09-2004||12:19 AM||||how thick are these bad boys? can somebody measure with a ruler? Or are they not like house-carpet||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes



ubb/Forum1/002172.cgi
A||||18||grndsm||Parted out 2 cars.  left over parts.||||1||||grndsm||00000540
Z||000000||grndsm||10-01-2003||05:31 PM||grndsm@yahoo.com||92 GVR4 gray doors all 4 in MINT shape (zero rust) PS rear does not have ground effect, other wise 100% compete, make an offer.<br /><br />91 GVR4 green PS doors, (no driver�s side doors). Make offers.<br /><br />Rear leather seats in excellent shape $100 (both pieces)<br /><br />Front leather passenger seat, nearly MINT $80<br /><br />�92 DS headlight $20<br /><br />23 spline transfer case, like new (under 10k) $125<br /><br />GVR4 center console $20<br /><br />DS rear ground effect, aka �dogleg� (green) $35<br /><br />Under the door ground effect piece (green) $35.<br /><br />GVR4 dark gray carpet OK shape with some wear on pass and driver feet area $80.<br /><br />DS rear 1/4 window $15<br /><br />PS cooler and a vertical brace that holds it (connects to the hood latch) both like new $15.<br /><br />Prices do not include shipping (I am in Mass). Door and seats are not easy to ship, so I prefer local pick-up.  I can take PayPal or personal checks (but checks must clear before I ship). If you have any questions, e-mail me at grndsm@yahoo.com<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000001||DynStatic||10-01-2003||06:12 PM||||I would like the 91 green back passenger door if you will sell only that door. I'm not sure on a decent price. email me at Justin@dynstatic.warpmail.net||208.22.79.113||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000002||bleck||10-01-2003||10:54 PM||||I want your grill.  And the green driver side rear door as well.  Lemme know.<br /><br />Sean||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||fastgvr4||10-02-2003||09:10 AM||||What is the condition of the transfer case?<br /><br />thanks,<br />Ed||199.43.48.22||reg||1||Not Fast Enough||00001934||yes
Z||000004||getboosted||10-03-2003||08:17 AM||||Do you still have the MAF plug? I just need the original 1g looking plug. Let me know how much including shipping to 28212. Thanks!<br /><br />-Tuan-<br />'89 Turbo Colt GT<br />'91 GVR-4 #1421||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000005||JUANPSI||10-03-2003||10:44 AM||||HOW MUCH FOR FRONT PASS SIDE DOOR?||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000006||JUANPSI||10-03-2003||10:46 AM||||GREY PLEASE||67.100.180.2||reg||6||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000007||grndsm||10-03-2003||01:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JUANPSI:<br /><strong> HOW MUCH FOR FRONT PASS SIDE DOOR? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would like $80 for it.  But you will have to pick it up (01824)<br /><br />I do not have a MAS plug.<br /><br />E-MAIL ME if you have any questions (grndsm@yahoo.com)<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||10-04-2003||12:41 AM||||You wouldn't have the right rear dogleg moulding would ya?  I need one super bad<br />email me if you have one or know anyone who does.<br />dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000009||grndsm||10-06-2003||03:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> You wouldn't have the right rear dogleg moulding would ya?  I need one super bad<br />email me if you have one or know anyone who does.<br />dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, I do not, but I do have a DS rear "dogleg" (in green, if it matters).<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||10-06-2003||08:52 PM||||The right one is the pass side, and I could care less what color it is..just need one.<br />thanks<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000011||grndsm||10-27-2003||02:14 PM||||I just edited out a few things that I sold and added a couple of extra items that I found.<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||10-27-2003||09:25 PM||||I don't know if you want do this, but I could really use the rear quarter window (behind the back door).  MIne was busted in the break in and it looks like it just pops out.  Let me know please!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||grndsm||12-17-2003||04:03 PM||||Guys, I sold a few things, so I updated the listing.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||12-17-2003||04:29 PM||||PM'd you on the back seat.||167.142.22.229||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||GVR1643||12-18-2003||09:20 AM||||Still interested in buying the back seat.  The whole set is fine, as Jeremy needs the bottom half, so it works out well.<br />PM me or give me an idea about shipping.<br />Thanks||167.142.21.178||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000016||grndsm||12-18-2003||10:10 AM||||Guys, <br /><br />The problem with rear seats (and doors) is that they are too big for UPS/FEDEX/USPS and must be shipped by truck.  <br /><br />If you want to arrange it, I can package them up and drop them off at a depot (assuming that it is reasonable distance to 01824).  Otherwise, I am looking for a local pick-up.<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000017||grndsm||01-09-2004||02:55 PM||||I sold a few more things and updated the ad.<br /><br />I had a lot of interest in the transfer cases (I have two, like new transfer cases) and turned away a couple of buyers, but the original buyer never came through...<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000018||jayru||01-09-2004||07:34 PM||||GVR4 center console $20<br />I would like this. What kind of shape is it in? Do you have the 2 peices that go under it (on the sides to cover up the brackets? PM me with details, thanks.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum1/002177.cgi
A||S||79||Jon||Dataloggers||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||10-02-2003||01:07 PM||jon@jgronline.com||This is being sold by a member, not me.  Here is the information.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1370" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Datalogger cable packages at 35.00 shipped.  This includes one datalogger cable, one cd with software/instruction, and free shipping.  It works on all serial pda's running palm OS 3.5 or higher.  The software is MMCD, works great, and is very easy to use.  Installation is very easy and requires no cutting.  The program allows you log/monitor over 20 differant items. you can also use a color PDA if you like but it is not required.  A regular palm M100 works well for logging.<br /><br />Questions: speedyls91@msn.com <br /><br />You may need to upgrade your Palm OS in order to use this software.  Here is the link to the <a href="http://www.palmone.com/us/support/downloads/downloads_prev.html" target="_blank">Palm OS upgrade page.<br /></a><br /><br />Click on the PayPal link below to purchase.<br /><br /><a href="https://www.paypal.com/xclick/business=speedyls91%40sbcglobal.net&item_name=Dsm+Datalogger&item_number=DSM/shipping&amount=35.00&no_note=1&currency_code=USD&lc=US" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.paypal.com/en_US/i/logo/paypal_logo.gif" alt=" - " /></a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000001||GalantVR-4||10-02-2003||04:28 PM||||Thanks for the sticky.  If anyone is intrested please email me or PM me, please do not PM Jon.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gary||67.121.127.118||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000002||NZ VR4 RS||10-09-2003||03:22 AM||||do you ship to new zealand, i have a paypal account.<br /><br />thanks nick||210.246.24.27||reg||1||NZ VR4 RS||00000115||yes
Z||000003||admsr||10-15-2003||09:37 AM||||The "Palm Upgrade link" on this page brings you to a site where you have to pay for the upgrade from 3.x to 4.1........<br /><br />I have the upgrade to 4.1 if anyone needs it. I can email it to you for free........  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Just email me at admsr@sbcglobal.net<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000004||GalantVR-4||10-24-2003||01:40 PM||||Hi there <br />Just updating the post, i still have the dataloggers available at 35.00 Shipped.<br /><br />Please email me for information at<br />Speedyls91@msn.com<br /><br />Thanks||67.124.38.78||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000005||bujang_hensem||10-26-2003||10:57 PM||||are this logger work with JDM vr4||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000006||GalantVR-4||10-27-2003||01:10 PM||||Hi there,<br /><br />About the JDM Vr-4.  I am not sure if they have the same diagnostic port pinout.  If it is then the cable will work.  Maybe someone on this boeard who reads this will shed some light on this.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gary||65.164.228.102||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000007||cevic||10-29-2003||11:59 AM||||Can I use it with my notebook with MS window XP os? Does the software show the knock count?||129.237.117.117||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000008||GalantVR-4||10-29-2003||12:18 PM||||Hi there,<br /><br />Sorry but these cables will not work with your notebook, the cables require a serial pda.  <br /><br />Thanks<br />Gary||65.164.228.102||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000009||MidEngine210||11-07-2003||04:42 PM||||I purchased one of these from Gary. He provided great support via email and phone. Best $35 I have spent so far.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000010||GalantVR-4||11-07-2003||09:18 PM||||Thanks Midengine<br /><br />I still have the datalogger cables for 35 dollars shipped.  <br /><br />Thanks<br />Gary||67.124.39.92||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||11-09-2003||08:32 PM||||I need one!  I will send you paypal for it soon.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||eyebrowski||11-11-2003||01:28 AM||||Do you still have the cables?<br /><br />Has anyone recieved theirs?  How do you like them?<br />-Greg||216.164.119.61||reg||1||Greg Dombrowski||00002591||yes
Z||000013||GalantVR-4||11-11-2003||11:10 AM||||Hi there,<br /><br />Yes i still have the Datalogger Cables priced at 35.00 shipped.  This includes one pda datalogger cable and software.<br /><br />If there are any questions please feel free to email me at speedyls91@msn.com<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gary||65.164.228.102||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000014||eyebrowski||11-11-2003||03:34 PM||||where can I send the paypal and do you ship USPS or UPS?  thanks.||216.164.119.61||reg||1||Greg Dombrowski||00002591||yes
Z||000015||GalantVR-4||11-11-2003||03:39 PM||||Hi there, <br /><br />Paypal payments can be sent to <br /><br />speedyls91@sbcglobal.net<br /><br />I will recieve all your address information from them, please tell me where you would like it sent if its a differant address.<br /><br />i ship with USPS, it takes 3-5 days after i send it.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gary||65.164.228.102||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000016||eyebrowski||11-17-2003||08:31 PM||||payment sent.  please let me know when it sent.<br />-Greg||216.164.119.61||reg||1||Greg Dombrowski||00002591||yes
Z||000017||GalantVR-4||11-19-2003||11:37 AM||||Greg your cable is on its way.  Thanks||65.164.228.102||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000018||GalantVR-4||11-21-2003||06:59 PM||||Hi there,<br /><br />For all of you that have been asking for Laptop cables, i can now get them for $70 shipped. These include an actual "plug" into the diagnostic port.  These will work with freeware logger software.<br /><br />Please feel free to email me at speedyls91@msn.com||67.124.38.213||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000019||slvrblt||11-27-2003||06:52 PM||||Wont the Palm cable work with a laptop is you use a null modem adapter with it ? <br /><br />I do like the idea with the plug.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000020||Minjin||11-27-2003||08:25 PM||||I recall trying that and it not working. But it was a half-assed attempt and I don't think I put any serious effort into it...<br /><br />I tried my pocketlogger cable with a 'demo' TMO copy.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000021||Darkside||12-01-2003||03:49 AM||||hey Galant VR-4, <br /><br /><br />Whats the total price on the cable?  <br />Is it $35 w/ship.||64.166.61.128||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000022||GalantVR-4||12-01-2003||11:19 AM||||Hi there,<br /><br />Yes the Dataloggers are still priced at 35.00 Shipped.  This price includes one cable and one cd with software/instructions.<br /><br />Thanks||65.164.228.102||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000023||Colt4G63||12-08-2003||04:00 PM||||interested in the $35 cables if you still have them. let me know<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000024||GalantVR-4||12-08-2003||07:33 PM||||Hi there,<br /><br />Yep the Dataloggers are still being offered for 35.00 Shipped.  This price includes one pda datalogger cable and one cd which contains software and install instructions.  If you have Paypal you can click the link in the first post. Please let me know if you need a mailing address.<br /><br />Thanks||67.116.237.216||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000025||91TSi_AWD||12-09-2003||07:26 AM||||I have a palm but it takes a USB cable... Would there be a problem putting an adaptor to serial inline?||172.167.49.111||reg||1||91TSi_AWD||00000687||yes
Z||000026||s_firestone||12-09-2003||09:14 AM||||I'm not sure that a null modem adapter works (as it is designed into PDA datalogger cables) because PDA serial ports are usually DCE(Data Communications Equipment) whereas Computers and Notebooks serial ports are DTE(Data Terminal Equipment.  In DTE ports the Send and Receive pins are reversed and the RTS(Recuest to Send) is tied to (Clear to Send), DSR(Data Set Ready and DTR(Data Terminal Ready) and CD(Carrier Detect)are tied together... <br /><br />In other words since all those RS-232 lines are tied together in the PDA cable they would have to be untied for it to work with a PC.  However a PC cable with the addition of a null modem cable would work likely on a PDA.  But not the other way around.<br /><br />Here is a link on how to make your own DSM logger cable that will work with a PC or notebook serial cable.  It will work with any dsm PC logger.  It was originally posted on Colorado DSM.<br /><br />  <a href="http://co.dsm.org/tech/1G_dl_sch.html" target="_blank">http://co.dsm.org/tech/1G_dl_sch.html</a>  <br /><br />Below is the cable I made from this circuit with the addition of a light so I could tell when I had power.  I used RJ45 network cable jacks so I could use any off the shelf network patch cable of any length and easy connectivity.  The dongle from the PC side is a serial &gt;RJ45 adapter commonly found on network router console connections.  <br /><br />The wires connecting to the ECU were scrapped from an old PC power supply and fit snugly over the ECU diag pins.  The 12V power connector also came from  a PC power supply and the end was simply crushed with pliers so it would slide nicely into an empty fuse connector.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2202" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2202&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />You van also look the little black schematic on the mMCD page, it shows what I'm talking about regarding the RS-232 null modem connections on the PDA side of the cable:<br /><br />  <a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/</a>  <br /><br /><br />As for me, I am waiting on someone to develop a Pocket PC/WinCE based logger, seems that all the dataloggers are PalmOS based. Imagine running your datalogger on a clarion AutoPC(hehe).  <br /><br />Actually my dream project is to put a small PC in the trunk and put a 7" in-dash touchscreen.  Then I can just run the logger(as well as all my MP3's) from one source when I want to.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 Galant VR-4 #918 of 1000||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000027||91TSi_AWD||12-09-2003||05:42 PM||||id want to get a cable, who do i contact or paypal my $35 to?||172.161.113.66||reg||1||91TSi_AWD||00000687||yes
Z||000028||Darkside||12-09-2003||11:12 PM||||hey Mark (galant VR-4),<br /><br />Hey Send it to Jerry Fang not Kong Yang,  Same Address tho.  Ok<br /><br />It did the Paypal thangy already<br /><br /><br />Jerry||129.8.118.217||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000029||GalantVR-4||12-10-2003||02:39 AM||||Hi there,<br /><br />No problem Jerry.<br /><br />Brandon from Milpitas:  You mail box is full i can't reply to you.  Please PM me.||64.175.33.16||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000030||brandongvr4||12-17-2003||04:26 AM||||Hey Gary, your private message mailbox is currently full. <br /><br />Hey bro sorry about my full e-mail. If the brooklyn07@hotmail will not work then use brooklyno7@yahoo. Hope to here from you soon bro. I need to get a cable from you bad. I live in Milpitas so i can pick it up.<br /><br />Brandon<br />1874/2000||67.124.42.13||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000031||yiutsang||12-17-2003||11:03 AM||||Hi,<br /><br />Do you ship it to Hong Kong?  If you do can you provide alternative shipping service as UPS/other courier service are way too expensive (~US$100).  Preferrably via normal mailing service like US air mail<br /><br />Please advise<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Yiuwa||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000032||Darkside||12-17-2003||05:05 PM||||hey gary,<br /><br /><br />I got the Datalogger but it don't seem to work on my palm handheld.  I have a Palm M505.<br />thank you||24.127.81.243||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000033||GalantVR-4||12-17-2003||07:17 PM||||Darkside- Please check your PM<br /><br />I can ship using regular postal service, it will be an additional 5 dollars to the international shipping.  <br /><br /><br />Thanks||67.116.237.28||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000034||yiutsang||12-18-2003||08:31 AM||||Hi GalantVR-4,<br /><br />Thanks for the info<br /><br />How can I, however, pay you that extra US$5?  It seems that your PayPal link is set to be US$35<br /><br />Regards,<br /><br />Yiuwa||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000035||GalantVR-4||12-18-2003||12:32 PM||||If you PM me your email addy i can send you a paypal invoice for 40.00 even.  If anyone else would like an invoice sent to them please PM me or email me at<br /><br />speedyls91@msn.com<br /><br />Thanks||65.164.228.254||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000036||yiutsang||12-18-2003||01:12 PM||||Hi,<br /><br />I tried but your PM box seems to be full.  Any other suggestion?<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Yiuwa||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000037||91TSi_AWD||12-19-2003||12:08 AM||||got my cable the other day, and tested it out, works awsome! thanks again!||172.169.55.252||reg||1||91TSi_AWD||00000687||yes
Z||000038||G-GSX Turbo||12-21-2003||04:59 PM||||What PDA do you recomend for use with this?<br /><br />Will this work with a 1G DSM ECU?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000039||G-GSX Turbo||12-23-2003||08:37 PM||||Hello...... Anyone?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000040||tplesko||12-23-2003||08:45 PM||||It will work with a 1g dsm turbo ecu.  As far as palm's get something cheap like an m100.  My old Palm IIIx was great too.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000041||GalantVR-4||12-24-2003||05:59 PM||||Hi there,<br /><br />The pda's that i would get are the older palms such as the palm m100, m105, palm 3's might need an os upgrade depending on the model, palm v, etc.  If you are looking for color i would get a palm 3c, its pretty nice and is under 100 bucks on ebay.||67.124.37.52||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000042||G-GSX Turbo||12-24-2003||06:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR-4:<br /><strong> Hi there,<br /><br />The pda's that i would get are the older palms such as the palm m100, m105, palm 3's might need an os upgrade depending on the model, palm v, etc.  If you are looking for color i would get a palm 3c, its pretty nice and is under 100 bucks on ebay. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I bought a Palm M125 PDA. Is that one OK?<br /><br />I saw the post earlier in this thread about the OS. here is what that guy said: <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> The "Palm Upgrade link" on this page brings you to a site where you have to pay for the upgrade from 3.x to 4.1........<br /><br />I have the upgrade to 4.1 if anyone needs it. I can email it to you for free........   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Just email me at admsr@sbcglobal.net<br /><br />Alex.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was just going to contact him when I get the PDA and the Logger.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000043||GalantVR-4||12-26-2003||04:53 AM||||Hi there,<br /><br />A Palm M125 will work fine.<br /><br />Thanks||64.175.35.62||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000044||G-GSX Turbo||12-28-2003||10:02 AM||||Sent you an email.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000045||spyderman||12-30-2003||12:42 AM||||Will it work with my Sony Clie SJ33? I have a serial cable for it & it runs in the palm OS.||65.204.247.94||reg||1||spyderman||00002346||yes
Z||000046||GalantVR-4||12-30-2003||02:06 AM||||Hi there,<br /><br />Spyderman -  Sorry, I am not sure if this cable will work with your PDA.    <br /><br />Thanks||64.175.34.197||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000047||snwbrd40oz||01-03-2004||12:20 AM||||I'm very ignorant of such things. How much memrory should I be looking for in a PDA? I have my eye on 2 right now, both M100's, one has 2MB and the other has 8MB. Obviously bigger is better, but do I need the 8MB?<br /><br />PS yes I am a cheap bastard||65.100.166.122||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000048||GalantVR-4||01-03-2004||04:10 AM||||Kevin:  The 2 MB one is fine, the more space you have the more recording you can do.<br /><br />Thanks||67.116.237.127||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000049||stevevr4||01-07-2004||03:07 PM||||Hey I'm up and logging now, finding out all whats wrong with my car.  Thanks, I think.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Really, thanks.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000050||G-GSX Turbo||01-09-2004||12:10 PM||||How long did it take for everyone to get their Logger? I haven't gotten mine yet so I'm just wondering.<br />I got my PDA on Tuesday so I am getting anxious!!||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000051||DsmSeifer||01-11-2004||09:06 AM||||Hey what are the system requirements for the laptop version?||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000052||Mitsuturbo||01-11-2004||02:42 PM||||Do these cables work with the pocketlogger software?  Anybody know?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000053||GalantVR-4||01-13-2004||02:18 AM||||Hi there,<br /><br />G-Gsx Turbo:  Your datalogger should arrive very soon if you havent already received it.  <br /><br />Mitsuturbo:  I have recived your PM and have resonded.<br /><br />Thanks||64.175.35.40||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000054||Vr4in'||01-13-2004||09:50 PM||||I just purchased a cable from you by pay pal.This here so far is all I have for data logging.What should I buy that will work perfect with this cable and software?Thanks<br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000055||GalantVR-4||01-14-2004||12:25 AM||||Hi there<br /><br />Vr4in:  Thanks for your order.  If you are looking for a cheap pda that will work i would go with a palm m100 from ebay, make sure it has the hotsync cable that SHOULD come with it.  If you want something a little fancier i would get a palm 3c for the color, or a palm v (non color but slim).||67.125.20.148||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000056||GalantVR-4||01-19-2004||08:33 PM||||Hey there,<br /><br />I am going to reduce the price of the dataloggers again until 2/15/04.  The price will be 30 shipped again, instead of the usual 35.  Please email me if you are intrested.<br /><br />Speedyls91@msn.com<br /><br />Thanks||67.121.125.179||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000057||Mitsuturbo||01-19-2004||09:48 PM||||Thanks for the hookup on the cable!  It works great with all 3 softwares i have!  Although.. palm n stein totally sucks as software.<br /><br />This cable is just as good as the Pocketlogger cable, since it does not have a plug, but also does not require you to plug it into the fuseblock.. the pros equal out the cons.  For the money, it simply cannot be beat!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000058||GalantVR-4||01-20-2004||02:36 PM||||Hi there,<br /><br />The link at the top of the page will still say 35.00.  Please contact me or you can order by just paypaling 30.00 directly.<br /><br />Paypal:   speedyls91@sbcglobal.net<br /><br />Thanks||64.175.33.31||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000059||skivittlerjimb||01-29-2004||02:28 AM||||Datalogger cable and software arrived very quickly and in great shape.  Thanks for the service and the deal!<br /><br />Now just need to find that old Palm I've got laying around somewhere and wake it up...<br /><br />-Jim B.||152.163.252.136||reg||14||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000060||geoff@machv||02-02-2004||05:51 PM||||It works on all serial pda's running palm OS 3.5 or higher.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000061||GalantVR-4||02-02-2004||08:40 PM||||Thanks MachVR-4,  Yup, most palm pda's with a serial port work fine.<br /><br /><br />***If anyone is intrested in multiple quantity please email me for a price quote.***<br /><br />Speedyls91@msn.com<br /><br />Thanks||64.175.33.69||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000062||Bumpy||02-13-2004||09:06 AM||||Has anyone tested this with a `88 JDM VR4 ?  I have one (im in Australia)  and would like one, but not sure if it will work with a JDM ECU   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks<br />Bumpy||203.220.232.214||reg||1||Bumpy||00003014||yes
Z||000063||yiutsang||02-13-2004||02:09 PM||||It doesn't seem to work with my JDM ECU (with 2 PCB boards).  May be you can have a look on your ECU, and if you are lucky enough to have a single PCB ECU you may give it a try<br /><br />Regards,<br /><br />Yiuwa||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000064||TinyVR4||02-13-2004||06:55 PM||||Hey,<br />Just sent you $30 via paypal.  Let me know when you ship.<br />Thanks!||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000065||GalantVR-4||02-15-2004||05:48 AM||||Hi there,<br /><br />Goran, i will have your package out to you by monday.<br /><br />About the JDM ecu, im sorry but i have not been able to test it to see if it works. Sorry about that.<br /><br />Thanks||67.116.236.78||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000066||Vr4in'||02-15-2004||09:07 AM||||GalantVr4-<br /><br />Hey,It has been almost a month and I still haven't recieved a cable from you.Im not worried about you cheating me out,but can you let me know when it was shipped,tracking number if there is one,and where it was shipped.The paypal sent you the money was Mohanna43@yahoo.com .Thanks a lot man.<br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.140||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000067||GalantVR-4||02-15-2004||01:59 PM||||Hi there,<br /><br />Vr4in,  Im very sorry, I made a terrible mixup.  Sorry for the wait, i will have your cable out to you by monday.<br /><br />The cables are usually shipped within 24-48 hours of payment, if you have not recived it after 1.5 weeks please let me know.  Thanks.||67.121.124.68||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000068||Vr4in'||02-15-2004||04:19 PM||||GalantVr4-<br /><br />Ok,that makes things better.I knew you didn't do it intentionally.I saw you were very busy with the rest of these guys.Take your time on shipping or w/e,I am in no hurry.Thanks again<br /><br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.140||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000069||GalantVR-4||02-16-2004||12:09 AM||||Hi there,<br /><br />Robby-  Don't worry, this morning when i found this out i went to the post office and dropped yours off.  Its already on its way.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gary||64.175.33.105||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000070||sdpnoi214||02-16-2004||02:40 AM||||Galant VR-4<br />I want to order one, What's the  paypal do I send the money to?||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mak||00002628||yes
Z||000071||GalantVR-4||02-16-2004||02:52 AM||||Hi there,<br /><br />Mak- Tonight(15th) is the when the price will return to the usual 35.00 Shipped.  However if you are intrested i will extend the sale price 24 hours.  It will be 30.00 shipped until midnight the 16th.  <br /><br />Paypal:  speedyls91@sbcglobal.net<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gary||64.175.34.111||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000072||sdpnoi214||02-16-2004||02:32 PM||||I just sent you the payment Gary, I dont know how long an echeck takes though. If you have any questions just email me at sdpnoi214@yahoo.com<br /><br />Thanks<br />Allan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mak||00002628||yes
Z||000073||GalantVR-4||02-16-2004||05:46 PM||||Hi,<br /><br />Allan-please check your pm's.<br /><br />Thanks||67.124.36.212||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000074||VR4 Me||02-17-2004||04:47 PM||||Aughhh, I can't believe I missed out on the 30 bucks. Oh well, such as life. I paypaled you 35.00 about 5 minutes ago.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.215.178.34||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000075||GalantVR-4||02-18-2004||04:27 PM||||Hi there,<br /><br />Josh-  your package is in the mail.<br /><br />Thanks||67.124.36.148||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000076||sdpnoi214||02-20-2004||11:13 PM||||I got my cable and cd today Gary. Thanks!! If this was ebay I'd leave you a positive feedback. Thanks again<br /><br />Allan||138.163.0.41||reg||1||mak||00002628||yes
Z||000077||VR4 Me||02-21-2004||02:49 PM||||man, that was fast...haha, thanks dude.||68.215.178.34||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000078||GREENVR4||02-26-2004||08:07 PM||||I need one too, do you still have them?||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000079||GalantVR-4||02-27-2004||03:23 AM||||hi there,<br /><br />yes, the dataloggers are still available for 35.00 Shipped.  The package includes one pda datalogger cable and a cd with software and cable install instructions.<br /><br />GreenVr4- please check your pm's.<br /><br />Thanks||67.116.236.180||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
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A||||53||1420mark||26mm rear swaybar REVISITED||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||10-09-2003||07:55 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||there is an effective group- buy forming now for a number of purchase options -involving some or all of the following  ( at least ) <br /><br />rear 26mm bar, incl new bracket and bush )<br /><br />front 22mm bar   incl new poly bushings )<br /><br />polybushings for all over the car ( more detail on this  soon ) submit package compositions you think the brethren would like &gt;<br /><br />shock tower braces front/rear <br /><br />camber and other alignment accessory parts<br /><br />automatic inclusion in a group of serious car handling improving fanatics , who despite popular beliefs about the nature of any 12 year old car, are making an impressive showing of enthusiasm.<br /><br />nothing tenative going on here  except what you want to include in your selection of upgrades<br /><br /><br />this is  text of first 12 posts - in general discussion thread :<br />1.<br />so how many people feel a large rear bar is what they want ? say hmmmmm 26mm ?<br /><br />2.<br />have you found one? I have a suspension techinques in the rear and I beleive that it is a 24mm and it feels great in turns. I love how I can rotate the rear upon high speed decel turn ins. I am sure the stiffer bar would need to be coupled with a matching front just to maintain a balence.<br /><br />3,<br />I love my rear 26mm whiteline bar. it's so fun on freeway cloverleafs <br /><br />4.<br />I want a 26mm just can't find one. Do you know something about where some are or where we can get some?<br /><br />5.<br />seeing as how I posted the initial question JUST 10 MINUTES ago. Do you feel it safe to assume there is definitely an interest in a 26 mm rear bar , maybe  even with  a companion heavier than stock , say 22mm , front bar - package deal type set ?<br />6.<br />HELL YEAH. i'm in. beaucoup understeer.<br /><br />7.<br />is anyone having a deja vu experience too ?<br /><br />8.<br />RM Racing makes a 24mm bar that fits our cars...<br /><br />--9.<br />this maybe should have been placed as a poll, thread. interest in a 26mm is the issue , I would be happy to work toward getting more of these if there is interest and all else pans out. <br /><br />say 10 guys who can wait  for 2 months <br />MAYBE MAYBE MAYBE !!<br />and for what it's worth you can increase the upgrade even more VERY easily by getting the next larger package deal which includes the poly bushing and MORE IMPORTANT , the camber bolt set. <br /><br /> I mean as long as you are gonna take the damn car apart to put the bar in anyway. <br /><br /><br />SO ? do give me a hint .  <br /><br />and I'll have a rough photo in acouple hours so you can get a rough idea . your welcome Mark<br /><br />10.<br />i'm in for both bars and the bushings.<br /><br />11.<br />I didnt see them offer a front bar.....?<br /><br />I'm down for both if we get a decent group buy discount!<br /><br />Alex.<br /><br />-12.<br />this is no longer a "general Discussion " It Is a full on sale------- see------"for sale" for more info on " 26mm swaybar REVISITED"||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||russya||10-10-2003||09:41 PM||||I'd be interested in the whole package (sway bars, bushings, and camber bolts) when you have some solid information let me know.||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||10-11-2003||12:13 PM||||Just so all of you know, this is what the new sway bar looks like.  It's a thick mutha too.  It is bigger than anything Honda makes for the FRONT of any vehicle they make...<br />dave  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1564" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I am also a point of contact for this, so If you cannot get ahold of Mark, you may contact me as well.  Mark is the point man on this...I'm just the guy with the sharp pointy stick at his back..<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||10-11-2003||12:26 PM||||Holy crap, that is a thick mutha.  I'm interested in the rear bar, and possibly some front camber plates if those will be made.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||Jon||10-11-2003||03:54 PM||||Does it clear the AWS crap?  DSM rear sway bars are different from GVR4 ones because of the AWS.||12.220.168.103||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||1420mark||10-11-2003||06:53 PM||||lets give 2 weeks to collect people, contact whoever you want.  ALL are welcome , everyone is welcome.  past is past.  with one extra week to collect deposits I will place order on Nov. 6 , or so.!!!!!!!  1.5 months for manufacture and delivery .  GO<br />Pick whatever parts you want . prices reflect Australian $ so  multiply by .65 for approx USA $ figure . these are retail ---Our cost will be / is less . I will post exact amounts later .  the links will help and you can search the old buy posts.<br />  so do make your list now and contact anone you want . this is at cost . . the bar fits !!  I mean it is a gvr4 dedicated rear 26mm bar with bracket and bushiongs incl <br /><br /><br />  <a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au/store/" target="_blank">http://www.whiteline.com.au/store/</a>  <br /><br /><br />###????    REAR BAR                 $200 shp incl.<br /> the rest of these items below would need to have transport cost added BUT if you are getting the rear bar anyway, the added  wieght of bushings  will be minimal , front bar more , strut braces some...  etc.<br /><br />REMEMBER THESE ARE au $ PRICES - MAKE THE .65 % CONVERSION <br />THAT IS  1   au $   =  .6 CENTS usa<br /><br />80442..                                    ...145               front springs<br /> <br /> 80443....                                  ...145               rear springs<br /> <br /> 1302602....                             ....271pr?           front koni insert ,ext adj<br /> <br />1101402.....                                .230pr.??       rear shock konicomplete non adj. sport<br /> <br /> bmf60.....                                 ....156               22mm front bar<br /> <br /> bmr60x......                               ...194              22mm rear bar<br /> <br /> kca321                                          47.64,         casto/antilift is   superior to spf1313k same application<br /> <br />kca412.....                                   ....71.8          camber bolt kit<br /> <br />ksb542......                               ......180.91        front upper <br />    <br />spf1437k......                                 ....51            control armfront bush<br /> <br />spf1313k........                                ....32            control ar rr bush../replaced by........   kca321 is superior<br /> <br /> spf1343k.......                                  ....9.91       21mm front chasis mount bush<br /> <br />bmr60...........                                   .156            20mm rear bar<br /> <br /> ksb543.....                                        180             rear upper strut brace<br /> <br /> w0007...                                          ...12.            sway link bush kit<br /> <br /> spf1344-19k....                               ....12.00         swaybar chasismount bush 19mm<br /> <br /> spf1439k...........                                 ..52             front of lower trailing arm<br /> <br />spf1438k............                                 ..44            lower inner control arm bush<br />&gt; __________________________________<br /> <br /><br /><br /> <br /><br />  <a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au/faqsprings.htm" target="_blank">http://www.whiteline.com.au/faqsprings.htm</a>  <br />--------------------------------------------------<br />Mitsubishi Galant HH-HG VR4, Whiteline Control springs;<br />80442 - front, linear rate 175lbs/in, average ride height 360mm<br />80443 - rear, progressive rate, 132&gt;152lbs/in, average ride height 345mm<br /> <br />Ride heights are average indications only, measured from centre of wheel to guard.<br />---------------------------------------------<br /> <br />For your interest, here is a link to the fact sheet for your car;<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au/docs/fact_sheets/CK_Galant_VR4.PDF" target="_blank">http://www.whiteline.com.au/docs/fact_sheets/CK_Galant_VR4.PDF</a>  <br /><br />very fun  informative article<br />  <a href="http://www.stealthtdi.com/SwayBars.html" target="_blank">http://www.stealthtdi.com/SwayBars.html</a>   <br />photo links<br />  <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/</a>  <br /><br />wheel offset info<br />  <a href="http://www.tirerack.com/wheels/tech/offset.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tirerack.com/wheels/tech/offset.htm</a>||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000006||russya||10-11-2003||08:42 PM||||Maybe I'm just a bit stupid today but I didn't see the price listed for the 26mm bar, just the 22mm.||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||10-12-2003||09:51 PM||||Last time around they averaged around 200 apiece for the rear sway.  We had these custom made by whitline for the GVR4's, and they WILL fit a t/e/l, but a t/e/l will not fit a gvr4.<br />img]http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1582&width=400[/img] <br />We've had several bar owners that have installed them and say it turned their car into something completely different and amazing...<br />Only reason mine isn't on yet is that the engine is getting put back together, and after it's running, then the whiteline springs go on at the same time as the swaybar does..<br /><br />This is a lot of work..I'm the guy trying to get a custom made fuel cell for our cars as well, running -10AN line from the tank to pump to filter, then -8AN to the rail with -6AN for a return line.<br />Mucho fun..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||10-12-2003||09:53 PM||||Last time around they averaged around 200 apiece for the rear sway. We had these custom made by whitline for the GVR4's, and they WILL fit a t/e/l, but a t/e/l will not fit a gvr4.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1582&width=400" alt=" - " /> We've had several bar owners that have installed them and say it turned their car into something completely different and amazing...<br />Only reason mine isn't on yet is that the engine is getting put back together, and after it's running, then the whiteline springs go on at the same time as the swaybar does..<br /><br />This is a lot of work..I'm the guy trying to get a custom made fuel cell for our cars as well, running -10AN line from the tank to pump to filter, then -8AN to the rail with -6AN for a return line.<br />Mucho fun..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000009||1420mark||10-18-2003||04:37 PM||||You All are welcome<br />but I want to make it easy - last call ( from Me ) if you guys want to post to drum up a bigger group bigger discount - it will benefit you<br /><br />  nothing tentative - it is a definite order<br />this my last - it is a go go go go <br /><br />Just send me your list by OCT 31. <br /><br /> thats final cut off . Your deposit is due in 7 days after that .NOVEMBER 7th<br /> if payments are late - I can only return it to you <br />  Mark<br /><br />all are welcome -  Mark||24.243.241.47||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000010||coop||10-19-2003||12:45 AM||||I would go for a rear bar.||198.81.26.80||reg||6||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000011||91E39A||10-31-2003||05:09 AM||||List sent.  Thanks<br /><br />-Daniel S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000012||DongeR615||10-31-2003||05:32 AM||||Im stupid..blah blah blah..someone tell me the prices in US dollars.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.122.126.186||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000013||SLedge||10-31-2003||01:45 PM||||If it's not too late, I'm in for a 26mm rear swaybar!||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000014||91E39A||11-02-2003||02:24 PM||||Can anybody get ahold of FogDarter???<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000015||91E39A||11-10-2003||11:03 PM||||UPDATE!!!  Whiteline GROUP BUY IS A GO!<br /><br />Talked to Mark(FOGDARTER) on the phone tonight.  Thanks to Beemer (Dave Beem) I found out that Mark has been having serious computer issues.  But this group buy is still going to happen.  He hopes to be online within the next few days.<br /><br />If anyone wants to send their lists to me, please do so.  I have been asked to assist in this GroupBuy.  Please just send me request lists and contact information, no payments.  I don't want it to seem fishy that I am somehow taking over this GroupBuy, I am just helping to get the ball rolling on this Group Buy again.<br /><br /><br />email and msn messenger: sansuchat@hotmail.com<br />aim: sansuchat<br /><br />Sincerely,<br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000016||91E39A||11-10-2003||11:11 PM||||Here's my list.<br /><br />-BMF60..... ....   AU$156.36 22mm front sway bar<br />-BMR60XXZ    AU$220.00   26mm Rear sway bar<br />-ksb542...... ......  AU$180.91 front upper  strut brace<br />-ksb543.....          AU$180.91 rear upper strut brace<br /><br />Total =                 AU$738.18  = $520.17 US dollars.<br /><br />1.00 AUD          =      0.704660 USD<br />Australia Dollars       United States Dollars <br /><br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000017||91E39A||11-11-2003||03:23 PM||||Go ahead and PM or email me your order lists.  I will relay them to FogDarter(Mark).  Thanks.<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000018||Beemer||11-12-2003||09:26 PM||||Mark (FOGDARTER) is back online!  Email away, starting tomorrow, as he has over 300 backed up emails to plow through.  Looks like the hard drive and desktop system I sent him is working well, so as of tomorrow, email the hell out of him to show your support!<br />Thanks for waiting guys, trust me it will be worth the wait.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000019||1420mark||11-13-2003||12:33 AM||||revisit<br /> <a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au/store/" target="_blank">http://www.whiteline.com.au/store/</a>  <br />_______________________________________<br />once I have your list - you agree to and send funds - order is placed - bars are made and shipped to me - I resend to you individually with the accesory parts you order . Order the bushing adjust bolts /extras guys it is so small an extra.<br /><br /><br />seriously compose a purchase list with names and numbers ( price is approx and I will post finals) thanks for the patience<br /><br />AU $ is .65 of 1 US $  ABOUT !!!<br />final pricing based on volume we buy + International exchange rate.<br /><br />so get people on board - it is at cost !<br /><br />I am shooting to send order in ten days.  so I will need money pretty quick, I will contact you ea. on your totals in 3 days!!!!!! so send final list now <br /><br /><br /> <br /><br />THESE are the item I suggest;<br /><br /> $200 shp incl.          26mm sway/REAR BAR <br />        <br />bmf60.....   156         21mm front bar<br />------------------------------------------------<br />spf1343k......9.91   21mm front chasis mount bush<br /><br />kca321       47.64,        casto/antilift     <br />           ( superior to spf1313k same applic)<br /><br />kca412...     71.8           camber bolt kit<br /><br />------------------------------------------------------<br />ksb542....    .180.91   front upper strut BRACE <br />ksb543.....     180      rear upper strut brace<br />-------------------------------------------------<br />spf1437k...        5.10      control arm front bush<br /><br /><br />w0007... ...      12.00    frnt,sway link bush kit<br /><br /> <br /><br />spf1439k...   52     front of lower trailing arm<br /><br />spf1438k     44    lower inner control arm bush||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000020||eyetrauma||11-13-2003||11:54 AM||||Hey guys,<br /><br />I'm not exactly clear on how this works. I see the 26mm sway bar listed on the whiteline webpage. If I want to buy it should I just buy it there?<br /><br />-James||168.159.190.36||reg||1||James DeRosia||00002414||yes
Z||000021||1420mark||11-13-2003||01:04 PM||||this is all news to me .  I am sure they do not stock it.  our last buy was a custom run of 11 units only.  They even indicated they thought it  a bit large a size - you will see their own set-up is with a 24mm matched to spring, shock and front bar comprehensive design.  Will know this eve what is what . But I am certain THEY DO NOT STOCK THIS 26mm rear custom one .<br />mark||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000022||Team Ducktape||11-13-2003||06:11 PM||||H/duty duty swaybar-rr oversize <br />R / 26 / D / GALANT VR4 26MM   <br />Code:  #BMR60XXZ <br />Price:  AU$220.00   (Australian Dollars)<br />NOTE: Australian deliveries must add 10% GST||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000023||Beemer||11-13-2003||06:41 PM||||Gee, seems we should have patented our design, eh Mark?  Now that is total bs that they are offering something we designed and not at least giving us credit.  Time to spank some ass, and get us our bolts they were supposed to send as well..turds anyways.<br />Oh well, the board leads the way, forces a mfr to make a custom run, then takes our ideas to make a profit with.  Still, at least guys with an eclipse can get one now.  I'm still tempted to put one on one of my two 1990 eclipse gsx's though, just to see how it works..and it will fit.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000024||1420mark||11-13-2003||07:31 PM||||FWIW<br />Universal Currency Converter ® Results  <br />Live mid-market rates as of 2003.11.14 00:20:30 <br />220.00 AUDAustralia Dollars    =   158.556 USD<br />United States Dollars  <br />1 AUD = 0.720710 USD   1 USD = 1.38752 AUD  <br /><br />1 AU dollar is .72 /cents US$   plus shipping . 10 days total to me - I think it is still in your hands at less than 220 US $.  more soon||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000025||1420mark||11-18-2003||02:26 PM||||I think the cost to us should be 210 or so for rear bar to your door .  I think if you order directly from them it goes way up mostly due to cost of shipping just one .  so savings in this buy is mostly "group shipping "  FWIW <br />12 positive initial responces  on swaybars<br />one serious follow thru , got me a list  ! <br /><br />when you read our posts you get  impression we all are seriously into doing our cars.<br />  ,  ?<br />I am offering this whole effort as a service , and glad to do it .  If you need to know anything <br />e-mail or phone 512 554 8666.<br /><br />I may be crazy BUT here goes ..<br /> NO intent to screw up any bodies plans  !!  On our site Lots of discussion and<br /> "APPARENTLY " some significant interest in dedicated coilovers for our cars ., right ?    SO,  I found out that <br />  <br /> 2 new options in dedicated GVR4 coilovers are now available BUT requires 100% pre-paid commitment <br />1 needs 10 guys <br />the other needs 20<br />pricing , specs and time frame will be posted as soon as I get the responce.<br />Whiteline has a new group 4 product and a non-inverted monotube they can make-up for our car ,there is domestic service for repairing these ! they only require our commitment to come thru for us = but we need pre - paid commitment. <br />I have time to chase down this  potential .  YOU ?||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000026||driftntouge||11-18-2003||02:57 PM||||Im interested in the 26mm rear bar.  Id also be interested in the coilovers, please post info on them as soon as you can.  Thanks!<br /><br />Mike||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000027||1420mark||12-13-2003||08:03 PM||||We are still looking for people to join .<br />.<br />.Whiteline rear bar  ( and any other Whiteline product you want )<br /><br />some people had to back out from the group buy of  . Want to buy yourself an X-mas present?||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000028||SLedge||12-13-2003||10:03 PM||||Mark, would these work on a T/E/L too?  I have a friend who autocrosses a first-get Eclipse, so I might be able to twist his arm...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.169.7.124||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000029||panzer25||12-14-2003||10:16 AM||||The bar will fit on a 1g DSM. I have the whole rear end/suspension out of a 1g on my GVR4.  A ST rear bar from a 1g fit on the GVR4, so the Whiteline bar should fit also.  I have a pic of a 1g ST bar next to the Whiteline bar if it would help.<br />Jim||68.81.66.152||reg||1||Jim||00000932||yes
Z||000030||number3||12-14-2003||11:24 AM||||How well does this bar and bushings fit on the GVR4?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000031||turboflanagan||12-14-2003||01:20 PM||||Harry, if you mean the 26mm sway bar, they fit perfect.  Some "persuasion" is needed to adjust the swaybar links once the bar is installed, but that is just the nature of an adjustable bar.||64.63.213.15||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000032||skivittlerjimb||12-15-2003||06:41 PM||||Just backchanneled Mark my WL group buy list.  Juat wanted to help keep the momentum going on this one.  I'm a little hesitant about the 26mm rear bar, but I'm going to take the opportunity to<br />get one now.<br /><br />Surely other folks out there need a new suspension? After much archive searching I'm hoping the WL 1" springs, AGXs, (already have<br />both of those waiting to install) WL bushings incl. castor and camber kits, 22mm front, and 26mm<br />rear will transform the car quite a bit. Looking<br />forward to Mark placing the order soon...<br /><br />Thanks, Fog Darter for taking this on.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000033||panzer25||12-16-2003||02:18 PM||||I'm not clear... are you still taking people for the group buy?  I have the 26mm bar, but regret not getting the WL rear bushings...<br />Jim||207.8.131.172||reg||1||Jim||00000932||yes
Z||000034||1420mark||12-17-2003||02:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Some "persuasion" is needed to adjust the swaybar links once the bar is installed, but that is just the nature of an adjustable bar. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">did you need to , or see a benefit in , extending , modifying the link rod to ease  bars use ?||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000035||1420mark||12-17-2003||02:21 PM||||The group buy ( as many do ) stalled when peoplke were asked to send the deposit. <br />there would be REL savings to us all if we got 25 people - shipping would become far less. <br /> OR we can wait 8 weeks and have a boat send the stuff. at very very reduced cost <br /> either/any way you cut it , I am ready to help anyone into  jumping on board , worst time of year perhaps)  but ...<br />We have  5 paid up Thanks - on hold for the rest of the crew , I will be re contacting them all or you could access their addresses from my group mailings and prompt /encourage them along , at risk of repeating contact but small  hassle to recipient , yes ?||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000036||1420mark||12-17-2003||02:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> Mark, would these work on a T/E/L too?  I have a friend who autocrosses a first-get Eclipse, so I might be able to twist his arm...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It has been said more than once that gvr4 fit TEL but not other way around .  that is the best I can do , right now.  DO consult  " who wants a 26mm rear swaybar ? "  original buy thread , a guy is very strong in his feeling on it being  a go . !||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000037||BlackHole||12-17-2003||03:02 PM||||If it will fit the GVR4 it WILL fit the TEL.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000038||kartorium31||12-17-2003||04:32 PM||||How much money is needed as a deposit on the 26mm rear swaybar setup?||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000039||Evilnissan||12-17-2003||07:23 PM||||How much and who does it need to go to.<br /><br />I seen in a previouse post people saying that a GVR4 rear bar will fit a TEl but a TEL bar will not fit a GVR4 because of the Rear stearing junk.<br /><br />My question is .. could a TEL bar fit my Galant GS-X sence my car did not come with the rear stearing???? just asking, but man the 26mm is a big ass bar.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000040||1420mark||12-22-2003||07:03 AM||||Christmas is probably the worst time to be trying to do this .  BUT we got started - we had 10 people commit - and some have vanished now .  Perhaps to reappear after they get some cash from Santa.<br /><br /> this is a brief update , pricing , and status of bar buy report.<br />we did not all pull together  ( sounds like a group buy)  so we have some folks paid and waiting and more than likely bent out over the delay.  It is why I went to so much trouble to get firm duplicate statements of committment , still didn't work .  I am pushing ahead with this - so if you can too- we should meet with success in time.  <br /><br />   some options on what to get -<br /><br />1. Rear bar  only    $205 , to your door <br />2. bar plus poly end link bushings  add $10 = $215<br />3. If you want to keep a balanced suspension - it is well recognized you should upgrade the front bar too. <br />  FRONT BAR + REAR( w/ bushing $10 )  =$381<br />4. add to that a strut top brace and it would cost  about a total of   $410 approx.<br /><br />Complete bushing sets for all around the suspension are an option as well.<br /><br />Final price is dependent on how many join the buy. as shipping would be less per person.  <br />   If we wait for " sea freight"  to get here 8 weeks - costs go way way down.<br /><br />ANY  and ALL new people interested are sure welcome.<br />     It is still a go .. but the nature of group buys cannot be changed - if you "signed on " pls come on and send your deposit, Thanks||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000041||kartorium31||12-22-2003||12:19 PM||||Are the prices you just stated in US dollars or AUS?||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000042||1420mark||12-22-2003||08:08 PM||||in this case US dollars||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000043||Beemer||01-03-2004||02:09 PM||||Yes, it will fit a galant gsx with zero problems.  I'm trying to buy a gsx right now and I checked the sway bar.  It is literally identical to the eclipse bar.  I couldn't get under it far enough to see if it has the hump though, but it won't matter, the 26 will fit.  I have mine installed and there is a HUGE ass difference in handling.  now I can POWERSLIDE on command!<br />Dave Beem<br />Beemer's Racing Engines<br />Co instigator of the first sway bar buy.||69.66.78.89||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000044||1420mark||01-04-2004||01:42 AM||||Group buy effort is still under way and all participants should be assured I am doing as much as I can to expedite it.  The fact is that we had ample committed  buyers and then very few sent in funds so the process was prolonged through the holidays - when it could have been completed weeks ago.<br />   If we could simple find a total 10 or 12 people we could go with it. HOWEVER IF WE HAD 30 GUYS AT ONCE we could realize a reduced cost so each bar would be well under $200 to your door.<br />  Considering the well established evidence these bars provide really great results for the cost  - HIGH BANG FOR THE BUCK RATIO  - the successful buy should have not run so poorly.<br /><br />Ultimate price is dependent on actual deposits, we could do a alot of people alot of good as ALL Whiteline parts are optioanal . I am doing this as a volunteer thing , AT ACTUAL COST. WE  ( GROUP ) just need to pull together at one point in time in good numbers and all should end up very well served. If you are one of the few who sent deposits &lt;  I am trying , <br />  I repeat in the following post the entire listing of parts to be had for our cars  .<br />mark kaufman 211 Barsana Ave   Austin TX 78737<br />512 554 - 8666.   $205 per bar  for group of ten buyers.  much less if we could just get a good group AT ONE POINT IN TIME . send MO or personal check and allow time for it to clear.||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000045||1420mark||01-07-2004||03:34 AM||||cost  with out shipping <br /><br />note in $AU .65c  usa  =  $1.00<br /><br />prices are pre-group buy discount <br /><br /><br />      80442...........145               front springs<br /><br />   80443.......145                   rear springs<br /><br /> 1302602....271pr?      front koni insert ,ext adj<br /><br />   1101402......230pr.??    rear shock konicomplete non adj. sport<br />...........................<br /><br /><br />..prices discounted  for group buy <br /><br />   bmf60......  ...137.oo            Hvy Dty  22mm front bar<br /><br />    bmr60x.........193.oo                 22mm rear bar<br /><br />   kca412.........63.20                camber bolt kit<br /><br />   ksb542............160.00           front upperstrut brace<br /><br />   spf1437k..........43.75                 control armfront bush<br /><br />   kca321......41.92,            casto/anti lift is superior to <br />.           spf1313k same application<br /><br />  spf1313k.........32             control arm bush....kca321 is superior<br /><br />  spf1343k.........7.5              21mm frontchasis mount bush<br /><br />  bmr60......... ...137.00         20mm rear bar<br /><br />  ksb543.........  .160               rear upper strut brace<br /><br />  w0007........    .11.20             sway link bushkit<br /><br />  spf1344-19k........8.00       swaybar chasismount bush 19mm<br /><br />  spf1439k.............45             front of lowertrailing arm<br /><br /> spf1438k..............22           lower inner control arm bush||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000046||1420mark||01-15-2004||08:48 PM||||aren't there just six or seven gvr4 owners who would like a good priced sway bar - to complete our group ?<br /><br />several guys have given deposits - twice as many dissapeared after committing to be part of the buy .  I would like to prevent further postponing the  the decent guys who have made deposits. <br />  everyone who has one has been very pleased.  If there are more than seven - of course you will cause the price to drop further - THAT's GOOD||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000047||anomalyva||01-16-2004||04:06 PM||||I am interested in a poly bushing set for the car, about how much does that run?||164.65.132.64||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000048||ConquestCat||01-23-2004||01:53 PM||||I definitely want in!  I'll email direct to get specifics, but I gotta have the front and rear sway bars; hopefully I'm not too late.||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000049||ConquestCat||01-26-2004||08:03 PM||||Do you guys ever get the feeling that you should put on all the stuff you already have before getting something else?  It's some kind of mental health issue I bet...||68.158.47.57||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000050||ConquestCat||01-30-2004||02:13 PM||||Okay, has anyone heard from FOG?  Just tryin' to find out a status.||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000051||skivittlerjimb||01-30-2004||03:09 PM||||I believe Fog got called out of town for a few days, but last info. was that the order was pretty much ready to be placed for the folks that had gotten him their list and deposit.  He may be incommunicado at the moment.  I also believe that <br />the lower cost boat shipping option was chosen.<br /><br />If you still want in, there may be a window of opportunity to contact him after he gets back in town.  This is all just based on the last few emails I and others in the WL GB list received from him early in the week.<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000052||ConquestCat||02-02-2004||10:48 AM||||I sent my deposit a week ago.||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000053||1420mark||02-04-2004||02:43 AM||||rear bar order is in . ABSOLUTE LAST call<br />late night led to mistyping/ miscalculation <br />EDITED    EDITED<br />under <br /><br />$182! to your door.<br />24 hours to join||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
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A||NS||80||g8rvr4||F/S: Certified Muffler Exhaust Systems **UPDATED**||||1||||g8rvr4||00000402
Z||000000||g8rvr4||10-18-2003||12:13 PM||mgcopping@hotmail.com||I am offering the Certified Muffler Exhaust Systems and Parts. All prices INCLUDE shipping. I am accepting PAYPAL (Fees Apply) & Money Orders. I will accept personal checks, but there will be a 5 day delay in shipment. For more info on the systems, please got to:       <a href="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com/" target="_blank">http://www.certifiedmuffler.com/</a>   <br /><br />Downpipes:<br /><br />Stainless Steel<br /><br />2.5" Mandrel w/ Flex - $245.00<br />3" Mandrel w/ Flex - $355.00<br /><br />Aluminized<br /><br />2.5" Mandrel w/ Flex - $195.00<br />3" Mandrel w/ Flex - $290.00<br /><br />Off-Road Pipes:<br /><br />Stainless Steel<br /><br />2.5" - $65.00<br />3" - $85.00<br /><br />Aluminized<br /><br />2.5" - $55.00<br />3" - $75.00<br /><br />High Flow Catalytic Converters:<br /><br />2.5" Non-Flanged - $85.00<br />2.5" Flanged for DIRECT fit - $155.00<br />3" Non-Flanged - $110.00<br />3" Flanged for DIRECT fit - $155.00<br /><br />Full Systems:<br /><br />STAINLESS:<br /><br />CAT BACK:<br /><br />2.5" W/MAGNAFLOW 4"TIP $395<br />2.5" W/THERMAL 4" TIP $425<br />3" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $485<br />3" W/THERMAL 4" TIP $525<br /> <br />TURBO BACK W/ HIGH FLOW CAT:<br /><br />2.5" W/MAGNAFLOW 4"TIP $725<br />2.5" W/THERMAL 4" TIP $775<br />3" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $925<br />3" W/THERMAL 4" TIP $945<br /> <br />TURBO BACK W/OFF ROAD PIPE:<br /><br />2.5" W/MAGNAFLOW 4"TIP $670<br />2.5" W/THERMAL 4" TIP $700<br />3" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $855<br />3" W/THERMAL 4" TIP $895<br /><br /> <br />ALUMINIZED:<br /><br />CAT BACK:<br /><br />2.5" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $295<br />2.5" W/THERMAL 4" TIP $320<br />3" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $380<br />3" W/THERMAL 4" TIP $420<br /> <br />TURBO BACK W/ HIGH FLOW CAT:<br /><br />2.5" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $615<br />2.5" W/THERMAL 4" TIP $655<br />3" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $755<br />3" W/THERMAL 4" TIP $795<br /><br />TURBO BACK W/OFF ROAD PIPE:<br /><br />2.5" W/MAGNAFLOW 4"TIP $570<br />2.5" W/THERMAL 4" TIP $605<br />3" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $675<br />3" W/THERMAL 4" TIP $725||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||10-18-2003||01:49 PM||||Sweet! Expect my order next thursday  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||g8rvr4||10-18-2003||02:10 PM||||I'll be able to offer these prices for quite some time. I can also get good prices on 1G & 2G Systems.||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000003||Jason411||10-18-2003||05:07 PM||||I got The 3" aluminized turbo back w/off road pipe and the Thermal muffler from Martin in the spring. The fit was perfect and the quality was also good. I had a Buschur 2.5" w/the dynomax muffler on my old Laser and the Thermal on the 3" is much quieter.<br /><br />Jason||24.247.143.76||reg||1||Jason411||00002590||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||10-18-2003||09:37 PM||||I just got my system from Martin with no problems, and he answered all my questions. Just in case anyone is apprehensive about ordering from him.||64.252.99.237||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||MidEngine210||10-19-2003||09:47 PM||||Do you have any pics of the 2.5" cat-back and turbo-back systems? Thanks in advance.||64.63.204.126||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000006||g8rvr4||10-20-2003||09:10 AM||||For more info on the systems, please got to: <a href="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com/" target="_blank">http://www.certifiedmuffler.com/</a>||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000007||g8rvr4||10-20-2003||01:54 PM||||I can also provide the Certified Muffler Exhaust Systems WITHOUT a Muffler for all those that prefer. The prices are $100 off all the above qouted prices. Please feel free to contact me with any further questions via e-mail, mgcopping@hotmail.com||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000008||Tevenor||10-20-2003||04:50 PM||||How do you address slightly different pitches on the O2 housings? (i.e. 2G O2 housing versus a EVO O2 housing)||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000009||g8rvr4||10-20-2003||04:56 PM||||As far as I know, the systems bolt up without any problems despite different O2 Housings (1G/2G/EVO). If anyone has come across any problems with this, please let me know.||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||10-20-2003||04:56 PM||||So $300 for a 3" Cat Back (aluminized) with no muffler, correct ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||g8rvr4||10-20-2003||04:59 PM||||You are correct sir!||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000012||g8rvr4||10-20-2003||05:01 PM||||Payment Info:<br /><br />You can send POSTAL Money Orders & Personal Checks to:<br /><br />Martin Copping<br />4666 Pine Grove Drive<br />Delray Beach, FL<br />33445<br /><br />Or you can send PAYPAL Payments to:<br /><br />mgcopping@hotmail.com||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000013||Tevenor||10-20-2003||05:03 PM||||Let me finish parting out this 92 TSi AWD and I will probably pick up a Turbo back system.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000014||josh91vr4||10-20-2003||07:09 PM||||The DP flange on the EVOIII is indeed different - Road Race is the only place that has a DP specifically for it, but they run stainless to flex, then Aluminized. Considering i live in BFE michigan, i've got to re-weld once i put the EVOIII on  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000015||josh91vr4||10-23-2003||11:20 AM||||Martin - Payment has been sent for a 3" SS Turbo-Back with Test Pipe & Magnaflow!||216.93.18.226||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000016||g8rvr4||10-23-2003||11:33 AM||||Okay, as soon as I receive the payment, I'll place the order and you'll have the system 2 weeks after that.||199.183.228.135||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000017||g8rvr4||11-05-2003||03:06 PM||||Just wanted to check and see if everyone that has received their systems is happy with the product? For those of you that payed via Money Order or ordered Thermal Mufflers, your systems will be ready to ship in 1-2 weeks.<br /><br />Thanks....||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000018||thon||11-05-2003||04:23 PM||||i helped to put a system (2.5" turbo back) on udriveu's car.  Fit great (fit as well as my apex'i n1 dual), hangs a little low but nothing a few hose clamps wont fix.  Welds are quality, very nice, beautiful system (and quiet)<br /><br />Also there are no 'nubs' on the end of the metal hangers so they don't slip off of the rubber.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000019||My_GVR_4||11-07-2003||11:04 PM||||Hello,<br /><br />I am interested in this Turbo back 3" SS with "road pipe" exhaust.  <br /><br />I just spent $4,000~ in mods for my car within 1 week, my budget is a little tight at the moment.  I would like to know how long this "sale" will be going on for?  What about installation of the exhaust, do I need to weld parts together? Or, does this thing come assembled with SS welds?<br />Also,...   what about the Muffler?  I would like a nice deep sounding muffler, not something tinny either.  A comparison would be nice between the 3.<br /><br />Thanks a ton,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.109.221||reg||1||R_Conway||00001325||yes
Z||000020||g8rvr4||11-08-2003||08:44 PM||||The sale will last for as long as there are Vr-4's and people wanting to by exhaust systems for them...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  The systems comes all welded together and is very easy to install. If you are looking for a good sound, I'd have to recommend the Thermal Muffler or you can purchase a system WITHOUT a muffler and supply your own. Let me know when you're ready..||199.183.219.210||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000021||Romanova||11-09-2003||12:01 AM||||Any good deals on JUST the 3" high flow cat?<br />LMK!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000022||369of1000||11-09-2003||12:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Any good deals on JUST the 3" high flow cat?<br />LMK! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If there are I'll shoot my self seeing as how I bought one about 2 weeks ago  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000023||g8rvr4||11-09-2003||12:42 PM||||Sorry guys, I don't get good deals on the individual parts, just the systems. I will however double check the price on Monday when I'm in office.||199.183.209.254||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000024||josh91vr4||11-09-2003||03:37 PM||||Okay, here's my update: Ordered system less than 2wks ago, quick response, shipping ETA was Tuesday, but it came in either last night or today. Installed it, the fit was incredible, and so easy to install a moron with an all-in-one pocket knife (read: me) can install it.<br />I got the 3" SS with Off-Road Pipe and Magnaflow.<br /><br />Has a nice mean growl to it (better than the stocker that had multiple cracks everywhere)<br /><br />To sum it up:<br />Recieved Fast, Fits Great, Sounds Great, Looks Great<br /><br />and I actually changed the whole thing with a crescent wrench, a socket wrench (with extension), needlenose pliers, and one non-functional jack that slowly goes down and needs to be jacked back up every 5 minutes or so.<br /><br />In short, Thanks!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000025||g8rvr4||11-19-2003||10:52 AM||||BUMP||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000026||a_santos||11-19-2003||06:50 PM||||Like someone else mentioned on this forum, for close to $1000 you could buy a welder, buy the piping and do it yourself.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000027||mj_rosenfeld||11-19-2003||10:57 PM||||Martin,<br />Which piping weighs less -- the stainless or the aluminized steel? Thanks.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.78||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000028||slvrblt||11-20-2003||03:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> The DP flange on the EVOIII is indeed different - Road Race is the only place that has a DP specifically for it, but they run stainless to flex, then Aluminized. Considering i live in BFE michigan, i've got to re-weld once i put the EVOIII on    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you saying that the Evo III turbo has a different DP flange ? Odd, I just installed mine a few weeks ago, and it fit great. Sorry, I could have mis read this as its late right now. If your talking about the O2 housing....I dont know and I retract my above statement.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000029||g8rvr4||11-20-2003||08:11 AM||||As far as weight of materials goes, I'm really not sure, I'll look into it and post the info here. I would assume that the SS would be lighter, but I could be wrong. <br /><br />As far as the systems bolting up to the EVO III O2 housing, let me know if you have one before ordering a system and Certified Muffler will make the needed adjustments. <br /><br />I'll be posting prices for DP's, Hi-Flow Cats & Off-Road Pipes later today.||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000030||g8rvr4||11-20-2003||08:36 AM||||Downpipes:<br /><br />Stainless Steel<br /><br />2.5" Mandrel w/ Flex - $245.00<br />3" Mandrel w/ Flex - $355.00<br /><br />Aluminized<br /><br />2.5" Mandrel w/ Flex - $195.00<br />3" Mandrel w/ Flex - $290.00<br /><br />Off-Road Pipes:<br /><br />Stainless Steel<br /><br />2.5" - $65.00<br />3" - $85.00<br /><br />Aluminized<br /><br />2.5" - $55.00<br />3" - $75.00<br /><br />High Flow Catalytic Converters:<br /><br />2.5" Non-Flanged - $85.00<br />2.5" Flanged for DIRECT fit - $155.00<br />3" Non-Flanged - $110.00<br />3" Flanged for DIRECT fit - $155.00<br /><br />All prices INCLUDE shipping and if paying by PAYPAL, are subject to PAYPAL Fees.||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000031||g8rvr4||11-20-2003||03:23 PM||||BUMP||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000032||g8rvr4||11-21-2003||12:00 AM||||Hey Guys,<br /><br />As promised, I've posted prices on the "small" pieces - Downpipes, Off-Road Pipes & High Flow Cats. I'm not sure that they are the cheapest prices out there, but I do know that they are TOP quality. When you're ready to order, just send me and e-mail, mgcopping@hotmail.com and we'll set things up.<br /><br />Thanks,||199.183.224.183||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000033||g8rvr4||11-21-2003||09:07 AM||||bump||64.31.145.18||reg||14||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000034||g8rvr4||11-25-2003||01:54 PM||||BUMP!||64.31.145.18||reg||14||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000035||spoulson||11-25-2003||03:06 PM||||How about you put up a web site with your prices?  I plan on buying a 3" turbo-back exhaust, but not until at least March when I get my tax refund and, hopefully, bonus.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000036||silly4turbo||11-25-2003||03:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> How about you put up a web site with your prices?  I plan on buying a 3" turbo-back exhaust, but not until at least March when I get my tax refund and, hopefully, bonus. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">my plan as well||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000037||g8rvr4||11-26-2003||12:52 PM||||These prices will be around for as long as there are VR-4's and VR-4 Lovers. This forum allows me to offer these systems at the prices I do. When you're ready to purchase, just drop me an e-mail, mgcopping@hotmail.com and I'd be more than happy to help you out.<br /><br />Regards,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000038||wtgvr4me03||12-01-2003||01:04 PM||||I ordered the 2 1/2" turbo back system from Martin. He always answered all my questions the same day I emailed him.  I was kept up to date with the progress of my order until I received it.  1st class  customer service.  The exhaust was packaged good and fit like a glove!  Thank you Martin.||68.98.246.116||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000039||Beemer||12-05-2003||09:11 AM||||Just go to certifiedmuffler.com.  They have all the stuff, same prices.  The stainless 3" dp seems a bit high, as victoryperformance.com also has one for around 300.  However, the certified turbo back systems are pretty decent, short of welding one up yourself to tuck it up under the car as close as you can.  Their support is pretty good as well.  Personally, I would weld or clamp a little skid plate around the bottom of the flex section though.  If you drag it, it will break fairly easy, as the 3" is pretty low to the ground if you've slammed your car.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000040||g8rvr4||12-05-2003||09:30 AM||||Not sure exactly who you are, and I don't want to offend anyone, but you CANNOT order these systems from Certified Muffler for the prices I offer INCLUDING shipping. However, the individual pieces like DP, High-Flow Cats, Off-Road Pipes are a little high, as I don't get a price break on these.||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000041||g8rvr4||12-10-2003||07:20 AM||||Okay Guys,<br />My goal is to offer the best for all GVR4 owners, so I have spoken with Certified Muffler and they are willing to sell the systems without High-Flow Cats & Off-Road Pipes. So if you have your own High-Flow Cat or Off-Road Pipe, you can just order a system minus those parts and save yourself some money.<br /><br />Thanks,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000042||Telecaster||12-10-2003||07:48 AM||||Will this deal still be good at the end of the month and which is the most quiet of the 3 mufflers?||216.175.112.201||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000043||g8rvr4||12-10-2003||08:19 AM||||This deal will ALWAYS be around! As far as quiet mufflers, I'd have to say it's a toss up between the Magnaflow & Thermal - What do you think guys?||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000044||getboosted||12-10-2003||09:09 AM||||My 2.5" turbo back, straight pipe and Magnaflow was LOUDER than the 3" turbo back, straight pipe and Thermal Research muffler that I just installed a couple of weeks ago.  It will be even quieter once I get the Brode's 3" resonator to replace the straight pipe.<br /><br />-Tuan-<br />'89 Turbo Colt GT<br />'91 GVR-4 #1421||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000045||g8rvr4||12-11-2003||10:34 AM||||BUMP||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000046||4g63t||12-11-2003||11:02 AM||||Hey Mods, can we sticky this thread? I think I speak for several guys in saying that I don't have the $$ now but I'll be getting one of these systems as soon as funds allow.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000047||g8rvr4||12-15-2003||08:06 AM||||Just to let you guys know that these systems and prices will be around for a long time! I'll be setting up my website soon, but in the meanwhile, you can continue to purchase them throught this forum. Feel free to e-mail me, mgcopping@hotmail.com or call me (954) 739-6400 Ext. 329 between 7am & 4pm EST.<br /><br />Thanks,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000048||g8rvr4||12-18-2003||06:43 PM||||Just bumping it to the top...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000049||g8rvr4||12-26-2003||10:05 AM||||Bumping it to the top....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||199.183.195.19||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000050||mitsuvr4||12-26-2003||10:37 AM||||Got my 3" alum turboback with Thermal muffler 12 days after I ordered it.  Which was exactly when Martin told me it would be there.<br /><br />It fit up perfect.  In fact, too perfect.  I took the time to paint it with high temp black paint in hopes of being more stealthy and preventing some rust.  The rear connection pipe between the test pipe and muffler is so well fit that the paint had to be buffed off before they'd slide together.  Now it all fits perfect.<br /><br />The hangers and placement on the underside of the car is PERFECT.<br /><br />Thanks for the great deal Martin!!||134.29.247.50||reg||14||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000051||g8rvr4||12-26-2003||12:38 PM||||Thanks Karl! Glad you like the product, Certified Muffler really does great work and I'll continue to offer these systems for as long as there are VR4 owners out there.||199.183.229.234||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000052||g8rvr4||12-30-2003||07:47 AM||||Bumping it to the top...||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000053||Telecaster||12-30-2003||08:11 AM||||This should be a sticky||64.166.158.142||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000054||blacksheep||12-30-2003||02:26 PM||||As you wish - It will be unless no replies are made to this for a while...||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000055||g8rvr4||12-31-2003||12:59 PM||||Hey Guys,<br /><br />When ordering a Cat-Back System, please be sure to let me know what you are bolting it up to:<br /><br />Stock Cat<br />2.5" Cat<br />3" Cat<br />Off-Road/Test Pipe (Size?)<br /><br />Thanks,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000056||jpgvr4||01-04-2004||05:39 PM||||When cetified muffler makes a 2.5" downpipe fitted for a EVO o2 housing is the angle of the downpipe adjusted as well as the flange?||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000057||g8rvr4||01-04-2004||09:29 PM||||Yes. For the EVO O2 Housings, they do make the needed adjustments to the Downpipe. However, it does not change the way it bolts up to the rest of the system.||199.183.214.108||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000058||jayru||01-06-2004||12:04 AM||||Martin, any luck finding out about my special order. I called you about needing the thermal muffler set back about 6" because of the "curve in" on the AMG bumper. Let me know. Thanks, Jay<br /><br />Anyone on the board running the 3" setup with a JDM rear bumper? does it stick out real far?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000059||g8rvr4||01-07-2004||09:48 AM||||Jason,<br /><br />I spoke with Dave @ Certified Muffler and he was not sure on how to approach this problem as he has never fitted a system to a VR4 w/ the JDM/AMG rear bumper. Are you sure about the system needing to be 6" shorter? Does the system you have on there now follow the stock route? If so, you could take some measurement and send them to me (Length of pipe from where it crosses the rear diff to where it bends to go into the muffler). Or, you could purchase a system w/o a tip and then have one welded on.<br /><br />LMK,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000060||g8rvr4||01-07-2004||09:52 AM||||Certified Muffler just informed me that they will no longer be carrying Dynomax Mufflers as the prices have increased drastically. They will continue to carry Magnaflow & Thermal Mufflers.<br /><br />Thanks,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000061||g8rvr4||01-07-2004||10:03 AM||||Jason,<br /><br />I just spoke with a friend local to me that has JDM bumpers on his VR4, we're heading over to Certified Muffler on Friday @ lunch time to test fit the system to see whether changes need to be made or not.<br /><br />Regards,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000062||jayru||01-07-2004||10:41 AM||||Thanks alot Martin! I really apreciate you going through the trouble. Let me know when you hear somthing and i'll order it up. <br /><br />I need the 3" SS turbo back with the DP provision for EVO III o2 housing, high flow cat (smog police are crackin down), and a Thermal muffler.<br /><br />Thanks again, Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000063||g8rvr4||01-07-2004||11:37 AM||||Jason,<br /><br />Spoke with Certified Muffler again... If you can measure the distance from the Rear Muffler Hanger to the Outer Edge of the Bumper, that would be all he needs. The Stock measurement is 9".<br /><br />Thanks,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000064||Akidosigh1||01-09-2004||11:43 PM||||check your PMs||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000065||g8rvr4||01-10-2004||01:38 PM||||YGPM...||199.183.205.134||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000066||g8rvr4||01-22-2004||02:57 PM||||Hope everyone is happy with thier systems? I'll continue to offer these prices & services for as long as you guys need Exhaust Systems & Components for your VR4's.<br /><br />Regards,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000067||rrustedcage||01-23-2004||01:58 PM||||wondering where mine is.  its been 3 weeks since you received my money and 1 week since i've talked to you last.  just looking for a heads up at least.<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000068||g8rvr4||01-23-2004||02:03 PM||||I spoke with Certified this morning and your order was shipping out this afternoon.<br /><br />Regards,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000069||Akidosigh1||01-23-2004||03:04 PM||||does mine ship today also?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000070||jayru||01-23-2004||03:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> does mine ship today also? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000071||g8rvr4||01-26-2004||02:14 PM||||Guys,<br /><br />I'm real sorry for the delay, I spoke with Certified Muffler today (01.26.04) and they are having some technical difficulties with training new staff. However, Dave (Owner) assured me that he'll have your systems out in the next coule of days and supply me with the tracking numbers which I'll forward to you. Once again, sorry for the delays.<br /><br />Regards,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000072||g8rvr4||01-28-2004||08:11 AM||||Here are the FEDEX Tracking Numbers as promised:<br /><br />Mark Morgan- 257740910002386<br />Jason Schnieder- 257740910002362<br /><br />Regards,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000073||tplesko||01-28-2004||08:45 AM||||Sweet now we can track their exhausts. Haha||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000074||g8rvr4||02-03-2004||03:09 PM||||Just checking in to see if everything is going well with all the systems? Always happy to take new orders or answer any questions you may have.<br /><br />Thanks,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000076||jayru||02-04-2004||03:48 PM||||I have some serious issues with mine martin. I just recieved it today and it's all wrong. I ordered SS and it's aluminum, the tip on the muffler is 7" long, and the DP next to the flange looks like someone took a hammer to it. <br /><br />Please contact me asap so we can get this straightend out.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000077||g8rvr4||02-04-2004||03:54 PM||||I am contacting Certified Muffler right now... I'll have everything taken care of today.<br /><br />Regards,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000078||g8rvr4||02-04-2004||04:29 PM||||I have contacted Certified Muffler and the problem is that they shipped you the exhaust intended for Mark Morgan and shipped yours to him. The dents in the Downpipe are put there using a press and are intended to make installation easier. If you have any more concerns or questions, please call me @ (561) 504-6111. I will have Fedex Call Tags issued to get you both the correct systems. I apologize for the delay and problems.<br /><br />Regards,||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000079||jayru||02-04-2004||06:24 PM||||Just spoke to Martin... All thoes who sell stuff on this board should follow his example. His response was fast and informative and fully stands behind his stuff, definatly goes the extra mile.<br /><br />Although i am a little disapointed to learn that Certified Muffler uses a lesser grade of SS so it looks aluminum. The main reason i went with SS was for a show quality look. Live and learn i Guess.<br /><br />Anyone looking for an exhaust shouldn't hesitate to deal with Martin. <br />Thanks||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000080||g8rvr4||02-04-2004||09:56 PM||||Thanks Jason. Just so you all know, the SS the Certified uses is a higher grade (316), but it is not polished. Once heat reaches the exhaust piping, it's going to turn a light shade of brown anyway. I will continue to offer the best service and products I can to this list and all it's members.<br /><br />Regards,||199.183.218.225||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000081||g8rvr4||02-09-2004||08:50 PM||||Jason/Mike,<br /><br />Just checking in to make sure everything went alright with the exhaust swap? Please PM or e-mail me if there are any questions or problems.<br /><br />Regards,||199.183.215.117||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
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A||||13||redheat86||FS: 17x7 nippon racing wheels ($375 shipped) ||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||11-03-2003||07:36 PM||||Um i have some wheels for sale. new offer now since i really need to get rid of these $375 shipped.<br /><br />i want to get rid of these take them off my hands.<br /><br /><br />nippon racing wheels. not sure of the model. There blemish free on the outside. onthing that has blemishes is where the lug nuts go.  17x7 with toyo proxes. color is gun metal. <br />   <img src="http://bling.imperial.org/ben/galant3.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000001||Jason411||11-03-2003||10:47 PM||||sent you a PM.||24.247.143.76||reg||1||Jason411||00002590||yes
Z||000002||redheat86||11-06-2003||12:51 PM||||ttt still for sale||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||11-06-2003||10:18 PM||||redheat86 - where did you buy that car from? What is the dash #? That looks a lot like greenbean I sold to someone in Michigan! It had those wheels on it as well...toyo proxes, the JDM clear corners, the wavy gills on the front bumper, the tint. Its greenbean or an identical twin !!!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||GVR4458||11-06-2003||11:00 PM||||It's a small world - this GVR4 thing.  I bought a set of wheels from Rob (Mofugs) tried to sell em to Kris (AMS) who didn't want them, so I sold them to someone in WV (I think) and about 6 months later, I see them on Kris's car (which I think he bought from KC).  The way I knew they were mine is the center caps didn't match the Kensington Grey wheels when I had them painted.<br /><br />OK, so it's not that interesting, but I'm a bit bored...<br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||11-06-2003||11:45 PM||||No, I sold my greenbean with those wheels I bought from smokindav off his gvr4 on this board. He bought his gvr4 from dallas, TX with the wheels on them.<br /><br />The guy who bought my gvr4 is in WV or Atlanta, cannot remember. <br /><br />When I was taking the car upto him, some fou's stole one of the red rings. So, I bought him spares and mailed it to him.<br /><br />Its like a soap opera!<br /><br />As GVR1643 says, I have owned a % of the gvr4s in the USA   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||admsr||11-07-2003||12:26 PM||||r these still for sale?<br /><br />might be interested. can you tell me how much shipping would be to 06705?<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000007||16GVR4||11-17-2003||11:01 PM||||Picture is not showing.<br />Maybe figure out the model number, so we can take a look at nippon racing website.||67.113.234.89||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000008||redheat86||12-15-2003||02:47 PM||||ttt||66.41.127.36||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000009||redheat86||12-15-2003||02:49 PM||||shipping will be a $100 fixed wheather its more..if its less then ill refund the amount thats it comes out to.||66.41.127.36||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||12-15-2003||02:53 PM||||How much tread is on the tires?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||Jason411||12-15-2003||06:54 PM||||PM Sent!<br /><br />Jason||24.247.143.76||reg||1||Jason411||00002590||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||12-16-2003||12:59 PM||||Since this is ONE of my old cars   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  , I can vouch for the wheels, they are not bent or curbed. I gave the previous owner all 4 red center caps...$350 is a good price. I would pay that for them.<br /><br />Ben, check your PM regarding the PM you sent me!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||redheat86||12-31-2003||04:00 PM||||ttt 375 shipped now.||66.41.127.36||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
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A||S||93||PRE-EVO||Coilover GB (limit 10)...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||11-07-2003||12:46 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I finally recieved some specs for the coilovers and they look to be approximately what I feel would be comfortable for a daily driver/weekend racer. Here's the spring specs for the two sets offered for our cars.<br /><br />*<b>Scroll down for the proper conversion</b><br /><br />Also keep in mind these are not progressive rate springs but are straight rate springs which means for ever inch or CM they compress the rate doubles. The helper springs on the Street race set are meant to make them more progressive and take ripples or freeway buckles easier meaning once the helpers compress at their rate the stronger main springs take over and stiffen things up more. <br /><br /><br />The shocks are appropriately damped for those spring rates they couldn't give me exact numbers but the rates should help you to choose as well as give you something to compare it with.<br /><br /><br />I will have updated pricing here shortly as I need to verify shipping won't kill this deal.<br /><br />I am still aiming for @$750+shipping for the street spec, @$850+shipping for the street race set and @$350 for the pillow mounts (all four corners). <br /><br />I am looking to limit this to 10 potential people but if there is enough interest I can try and add a few more.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-07-2003||06:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Also keep in mind these are not progressive rate springs but are straight rate springs which means for ever inch or CM they compress the rate doubles. The helper springs on the Street race set are meant to make them more progressive and take ripples or freeway buckles easier meaning once the helpers compress at their rate the stronger main springs take over and stiffen things up more. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Perhaps my head is currently dwelling where the sun don't shine, but I thought non-progressive (aka linear, right?) spring rates didn't change.  That is, if it's 100 lb/in (pulling numbers out of you guess where), it takes 100 lb to compress the spring 1 inch, and another 100 lb to compress it another inch, for a total of 200 lb for 2 inches.  If the rate changes, aka doubles, wouldn't that make it a progressive rate spring?<br /><br />Also, I'm not sure you understand how a helper spring works.  It's not that the weaker spring will compress all the way, and then the stiffer spring goes to work.  The weaker spring will compress a distance proportionate to the difference in resistance between it and the main spring, and the main spring will compress a proportionate distance to the difference.  In other words, if your helper spring is half as strong as the main spring, for a given force, it will compress twice as much as the main spring, but both will still be comressing under load.  There are huge amounts of info further explaining how this works, but I'm way too tired and drunk to go into that.  Plus I might be wrong.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Good luck with the GB; you've certainly put enough time and energy into it.||69.59.219.150||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||11-07-2003||10:13 AM||||Those spring rate seem too soft.  I've run 275 lb/in fronts and 180 lb/in rears on my daily driver for the past 5-6 years and they're not too stiff.  For a track setup, I'd suggest 300+ lb/in fronts and 250+ rears.||24.148.12.92||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||ercp98||11-07-2003||11:31 AM||||are you compairing these spring rates to aground control set up or a different coilovers??<br /><br />what about warranty??||64.215.227.119||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||11-07-2003||12:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ercp98:<br /><strong> are you compairing these spring rates to aground control set up or a different coilovers??<br /><br />what about warranty?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They do offer a warranty which I am trying to figure out how to handle that.<br /><br /><br />Also I apologise I made an error that was pointed out which is if they are rated at 100lb/in then for each inch it compresses it will raise the rate 100lbs till the coil binds. <br /><br /><br />Bob I'm not positive my rates are correct but with the ground controls you are working with a stock shock (or mild replacement shock) which is one reason why you will probably have to go with higher spring rates. I know when I had my GC/AGX combo on my Impreza I noticed that you became limited in what rates you could run due to the lack of appropriate damping.<br /><br /><br />I'm hoping that this won't jepordize anything but for those wanting to know what the company is and read some reviews of their products the company is Hotbits and their site is <a href="http://www.hotbits.org" target="_blank">www.hotbits.org</a> . <br /><br />I encourage you to read the reviews of various cars that have had their setups there are quite a few (the Lotus Elise and some others) that give great driving impressions of their setups and how they tune them.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||SLedge||11-07-2003||04:48 PM||||PRE-EVO, I think you did your concersions from kg/cm to lbs/in wrong.  It looks like the rates you have listed are lbs/cm, not lbs/in.  I think you need to multiply by ~2.54 to get the lbs/in reading.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||11-07-2003||05:48 PM||||That's what I was thinking as I was up late trying to figure out the proper conversions for everything:<br />Redone they are:<br /><br /><br />Street Race:<br />Front spring rates [Main= @422lb/in (80kg/cm) Helper= @110lb/in (20kg/cm)]<br /><br />Front spring overall lengths: 7.75" (200mm)<br /><br />Rear spring rates [ Main= @422lb/in (80kg/cm) Helper= @110lb/in (20kg/cm)]<br /><br />Rear spring overall lengths: 9" (230mm)<br /><br />(helper springs are @2" in length)<br /><br /><br />Street Sport:<br />Front spring rate and length: 330lb/in (60kg/cm), 9" (230mm)<br /><br />Rear spring rate and length: 165lb/in (30kg/cm), 9.75" (250mm)<br /><br /><br />That sounds alot better and explains why they used the helper springs on the Street Race sets.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||SLedge||11-07-2003||06:11 PM||||PRE-EVO, did you get any feedback from the guinea pigs you recruited earlier?  I'd be curious to know how these compare to Tien or JIC as those were the other options I've been considering.  <br /><br />Any word on streetability between the two flavors offered by these guys?  Obviously they're marketed at different groups, but can we run the "street race" ones w/o needing a kidney belt?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||11-07-2003||06:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> PRE-EVO, did you get any feedback from the guinea pigs you recruited earlier?  I'd be curious to know how these compare to Tien or JIC as those were the other options I've been considering.  <br /><br />Any word on streetability between the two flavors offered by these guys?  Obviously they're marketed at different groups, but can we run the "street race" ones w/o needing a kidney belt?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I never got a chance to order them due to moving and being way to busy with other things and trying to get this CF hood GB closer to completion. <br /><br />If you read some of the reviews on their site they look to be very favorable twords a weekend racer/daily driver compared to most.<br /><br />The street race set should be pretty easy going since it has helper springs to make the transition to the much stiffer spring more progressive. <br /><br />Basically this will be the testing GB. I'm just waiting to hear back on the shipping as from a weight estimate for 10 sets and four sets of pillow mounts its' around 270 kilos and can either come via air (more expensive but way faster) or sea (cheaper but takes even longer).  <br /><br />I may have to break it up into small groups to hopefully cut shipping cost for doing air since I'd like it to get here decently quick. Also I'm hoping it won't become a customs issue either.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||11-07-2003||06:42 PM||||Okay JIC's FLT-A2's specs for spring rates are as follows:<br />8kg (420lb/in) front<br />6kg (330/lbin) rear<br /><br />Tein's type HA are:<br />448lb/in front<br />336lb/in rear<br /><br /><br />From the looks of it hotbits used more spring rate on the Street Race to get the rear of the car stiffer to help it rotate better(oversteer) in corners probably with a stock rear sway bar. <br /><br />But they also used helper springs to make it much more comfortable on the road. <br /><br />This hopefully will show you where both their offerings stand in comparison.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||91GVR4||11-08-2003||12:06 AM||||You can count me in for the deal. You should have my info already. Let me know when and how you want the cash and lets hope that shipping don't kill the whole thing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||63.156.32.49||reg||10||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000011||ercp98||11-08-2003||09:15 AM||||don't forget about me!! i want in on the gb. i've been waiting for this to happen i hope no more glitches; i.e. shipping charges or tariffs.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000012||BlackHole||11-10-2003||09:08 AM||||Pre-Evo - you've done a hell of a lot of work putting this together. Nice job.<br /><br />I'm confused - are these are non-adjustable shocks or adjustable? I don't see any reference to adjustability in the HotBits general information but some of the reviews indicate adjustability.<br /><br />$750/850 for adjustable coilovers would be a good deal, especially if they are EDFC compatible  <a href="http://www.tein.com/edfcinstall.html" target="_blank">EDFC install notes</a>. But $850 non-adjustables + $350 for pillow ball mounts = $1200, that's practically the price of an adjustable Tein HA system.<br /><br />Just wondering which way to go here...||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||11-10-2003||01:00 PM||||Kyle keep in mind the Tein only have front pillow mounts. Hotbits offers an entire package for all four corners. I am working on trying to get a full street race package along with the pillow mounts for hopefully @$1100+shipping.<br /><br /><br />The shocks are NON-adjustable for damping/rebound . They are rebuildable and the company wants to sell me the equipment to rebuild/revalve them (@$8-10k) which would be nice but is something I wouldn't be able to afford without becoming a full fledged business with financial backers/etc. <br /><br />They are looking to offer adjustable race sets but there are none for our cars and no plans for them.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||BlackHole||11-10-2003||02:40 PM||||PRE-EVO,<br /><br />Thanks for the clarification and I apologize for being a dimwit. One look at your original thread and my questions were answered. I had brainlock all weekend, d'oh!. I'm going to hold out for adjustables + EDFC.||130.36.27.125||reg||3||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000015||PRE-EVO||11-10-2003||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> PRE-EVO,<br /><br />Thanks for the clarification and I apologize for being a dimwit. One look at your original thread and my questions were answered. I had brainlock all weekend, d'oh!. I'm going to hold out for adjustables + EDFC. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good luck the EDFC isn't compatable with the HA's. Also supposedly they will work on JIC products but then you have to worry about having the solenoid break off due to it being on the bottom of the strut (JIC's are inverted).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000016||BlackHole||11-10-2003||04:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Good luck the EDFC isn't compatable with the HA's. Also supposedly they will work on JIC products but then you have to worry about having the solenoid break off due to it being on the bottom of the strut (JIC's are inverted).</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know and I'm going to be waiting a while since Tein seems destined to not finished their DSM coilovers which are listed as EFDC compatible.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  I just wish I could physically see a set of HAs and do some measuring. I'm still holding onto hope that the HAs can be modified to work.<br /><br /><b>Back to the thread - everybody buy coilovers and make it worth Pre-Evo's time!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </b>||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000017||GVR4N||11-11-2003||03:23 AM||||I did a search and came up with,  Whiteline... They are hard to get because they are based in Australia and when you do the currency exchange they come out to $750.00 or so.<br /><br />This set is supposed to be a great handling and great riding set of Coilovers with 60mm of adjustment. The description says "gas charged adjustable". So I assume They have at least a dampening adjustment. I emailed dsmparts.com and he says parts are hard to get from Whiteline right now but will be better soon. That's why even the one inch drop springs are not in stock.<br /><br />Here is the link below...<br /> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au/" target="_blank">web page</a> <br /><br />Go to, "your car" and then scroll to Mitsu GVR4.||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000018||PRE-EVO||11-11-2003||10:41 AM||||The whitelines are koni shocks with a sleeve type coilover. Not exactly a true coilover. Myself and Fogdarter (the 26mm rear sway bar guy) discussed them and he even went to length to find out how much and if they would make some and they replied they need at least 20-25 people (same as most the companies I've contacted) prepaid deposits to do it. On top of that they also said that they woudln't be able to do them till maybe mid next year.<br /><br />Keep in mind you will still have to pay for shipping them which would be in the neighborhood of another $100~.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000019||ercp98||11-11-2003||10:47 AM||||hey pre evo so when will this gb  happen?? any more updates with the shipping problems your having?||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000020||PRE-EVO||11-11-2003||12:05 PM||||Just waiting to hear back the estimates. If anything I can always just order them in batches of 3-4 sets.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000021||a_santos||11-13-2003||01:01 AM||||PRE-EVO,<br /><br />Can parts like valves and such be ordered seperate?  <br /><br />I also find it hard to believe that you would need $8-10k of equipment to revalve these shocks. I just don't see how that is possible. <br /><br />If the parts to revalve these shocks can be ordered seperatly that would be a great plus as shocks could be adjusted to suit the driver and car setup.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000022||PRE-EVO||11-13-2003||01:29 PM||||I just got the pricing for shipping. <br /><br />For shipping via sea (2-3 months) would be right at the target pricing for the GB which is:<br /><br />Street sport: $750+shipping (from me to them in the US)<br /><br />Street Race: $850+shipping (from me to you in the US)<br /><br />Camber adjustable Pillow mounts: $350/set all 4 corners (they don't seperate them)+shipping <br /><br />If you order a coilover set and pillow mounts (reccommended for the street race setup) you will get a special deal and get them for $1100+shipping for the Street Race set and $1000+shipping for the Street Sport set. <br /><br />If everyone wants to get them sooner they can be sent via air for $85 more per set so instead of waiting a 2-3 months to get them by sea we can get them here in the US in about a 1-3 weeks. This will need to be something that is voted and agreed upon by those in the GB. <br /><br />Customs/Duty should be included in that as well. <br /><br />Also as far as ordering the needle valves/shims etc I can check into it but can't garuntee they will sell them.<br /><br />Also one of our Aussie members visited the Austraillian branch of Hotbits and here was his impression:<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I dropped by the factory on Monday and had an extended chat with the engineer who constructs the coilovers. He seemed very knowlegable. He was happy to show me all the parts stocks that they use to build each shock and the assembly machine they use to build the shocks. The fact that he was so open leads me to believe they are confident they are offering a good product. He mentioned that "club" level racers use their shocks because the are re-buildable and are competitively priced.<br />He said they are developing fully adjustable coilovers which should be ready in 12 to 18 months. They like to test the shocks and iron out any bugs before they offer them commercially. He said he could design and construct adjustable coilovers next week but the difficult part is being able to make them so that a +1 click adjustment on one shock will be identical to +1 click adjustment on another shock. He says that racers want that kind of predictable consistency between shocks.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The adjustables according to the hotbits rep I'm working with are in the works to replace their current "racing" line of coilovers. They haven't had plans yet to offer them for any other cars. Of course the pricing would be higher of course but maybe in time they will offer adjustables.<br /><br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000023||coop||11-13-2003||01:36 PM||||how does the rear pillow mount work. I get the front ok but the rear is a shock mount. it is mounted to a ruber bushing on the bottom. a pillow mount will not do a thing for the rear suspension, or are they giving us a new rear nuckle to mount a true strut to. Like to front. I beleive this is why tien does not offer a rear pillow mount since it does not do anything. please let me know what I am missing since I am building two cars for race set up. thank you||198.81.26.75||reg||8||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000024||ercp98||11-13-2003||01:51 PM||||does the shipping price mean that the item will be delivered to my  house or do i pay extra to ship from your house to mine once it gets here?||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000025||PRE-EVO||11-13-2003||03:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ercp98:<br /><strong> does the shipping price mean that the item will be delivered to my  house or do i pay extra to ship from your house to mine once it gets here? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It means the stated price + the cost of shipping from me to your doorstep.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000026||ercp98||11-13-2003||03:59 PM||||well, i vote for $85 and get them in 1-3 weeks.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000027||91GVR4||11-13-2003||04:56 PM||||I vote for air shipping also! If I am spending this much who cares about another $85. Put me down for a Street Race full set up $1185. Finaly  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  !||63.156.32.22||reg||10||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000028||1420mark||11-14-2003||02:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by coop:<br /><strong> how does the rear pillow mount work. I get the front ok but the rear is a shock mount. it is mounted to a ruber bushing on the bottom. a pillow mount will not do a thing for the rear suspension, or are they giving us a new rear nuckle to mount a true strut to. Like to front. I beleive this is why tien does not offer a rear pillow mount since it does not do anything. please let me know what I am missing since I am building two cars for race set up. thank you </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">-----------------------------------------<br />sorry if I missed the essence of your question . I am very glad you took the time to chase it down with me further as I now see !!!<br />   I am no expert , but do have some GC pillow plates to install yet for the front .  I just got intruiged  to learn and went out to the car to see what was what . The rear set-up w/ steering component is quite a challenge to grasp.  I have , from the start , been really curious on this point.  Your letter has forced me to study it at last. I have just looked a second time - now , concentrating  on the lower part of rear shock system  JUST AS YOU REFERED TO IN INITIAL letter.  Bravo.  Point taken.  the lower fitting is a typical SINGLE point flex rubber shock mount , NOT dual fixed like a strut.<br />   The answer to your hope for  adjustaility , ?  <br />   CAMBER     go toward the interior/ centerline of the car on the UPPER CONTROL ARM  (inner /center  bushing )- As you prob already know elliptical bush/bolt does CAMBER adjust ...   IIF,,,  IF  it is enough range of adjustment to accomodate lowering the car 1.5" and still have range ???  to set up camber I do not know.  the alternate adjust bolt /bush kit KCA412 Whitline may be a stock set up replacement , or may be extra range . I should be able to find out soon.<br />   TOE-IN,,,  (REAR STEERING IS TOE-IN / toe-out ))  the front of trailing arm is elliptical bolt/ bush stock adjustment.<br />  If the aftermarket poly bushes from anywhere are  with more adjustability ?  is a function of the degree of elliptical offset of any bolt that may be offered as the after market companion to the bushing .  Now if you nix the rear steering, put a rod in place of the steering rack , anchored in the center of car and with turnbuckle adjustment couplers,  you could aesy incorporate more toe-in control.<br />   CASTOR.. Now here is where you would get some benefit from a strut top plate adjustment.. .  I think ,  the whole nature of castor is the total rake / angle  described by the relative location of the wheel to the uppermost  suspension attachment point.  As in a chopper motorcycle with extended front forks vs. the road racing / cafe racer.  the flop of the wheel in its turning  from left to right is dramatically different- the chopper wheel would lay over toward its' side even when the bike is totally vertical.  To get the road bike to lay over front tire would require the whole bike be laying over in to a corner.  <br />    I ,  do not know the impact of caster adjustment in a non-steering wheel  ( like a typical static rear auto wheel ).  there must be some dynamic to the suspension/ stability of the car  etc.<br /><br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />now the benefit of a( pillow ball) , and the benefit of a (pillow ball/adjust plate) are different in that the pillow ball only set-up , may use a poly or metal sphere to allow natural motion of shock top , BUT far less dampening , cushioning - so the result is a stiffer ride and solid connection of shock to body , forcing the impact of road travel to be absorbed by the shock/spring  combo , NOT a fat rubber doughnut at top of shock.<br /><br />from Mr. Beem:<br />Colin is correct, for the reason you said.  There is no adjustability in the <br />rear shock system.  You either have to move the UPPER control arm or the <br />LOWER in or out.  The preferred area is to extend the UPPER control arm out <br />to adjust CAMBER, so you don't narrow the track of the car.  Caster, you move <br />one pivot point or the other of the UPPER control arm in or out.  (look under <br />the hood of an old GTO or a chevelle, they use shims behind the upper control <br />arm attaching point to vary the angle of the upper control arm..), which <br />moves the upper ball joint IN OR OUT, FORWARD OR BACK.  Toe is adjusted by <br />the tie rods in the rear steering rack.  The rear steer actually moves by <br />deflection of the rubber INSIDE the lower control arms.  Now the FRONT end, <br />pillow mounts don't do shit except transfer way more vibration and bumps to <br />the body of the car.  It might make the suspension moderately more consistent <br />by eliminating strut deflection, but for a street car the compromise in ride <br />quality equates to running 900 pound springs in the front, that won't move.<br /><br />Slotted camber/caster plates allow the suspension geometry to be adjusted.  I <br />would still prefer to move the lower control arm OUT to increase negative <br />camber in the front, versus using camber plates, if it is at all possible.  <br />And, your description of caster is spot on.  Did I give that one to you?  <br />Positive caster encourages the car to go in a straight line.  NEG caster <br />makes it twitchy at speed, like running in rain grooves, but allows some <br />better turn in at the track on a tight ROAD course.  You want lots of <br />positive caster in a drag racer..you want to STAY going straight...<br /><br />Most easy ways to adjust are using eccentric bushings.  Also very hard to do <br />correctly, since most alignment shops know nothing about aligning a race <br />car.  "within specs" had me taking the black eclipse back 15 TIMES to the <br />alignment shop, and each time I TOLD the xxxxhead what settings I wanted to <br />see off his computer when he was done.  I finally sued the manager.  He gave <br />up and let ME use his machine, and I taught his retarded techs how to use it <br />properly, and what having "within specs" did to a car's handling..with their <br />own cars!  When you have +/- 1 degree camber, caster, and toe, and you put <br />each wheel at opposite values, it is within specs, but you can't keep it on <br />the road.  Finding an alignment shop that is worth a shit is harder than <br />finding a good mechanic.  NEVER, EVER take a car to get it aligned without <br />getting the computer printout back, and going over it with the tech.  If it <br />isn't good enough, tell him and his manager so.  If the suspension won't pull <br />where you want it, find out why, and fix it.||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000029||PRE-EVO||11-14-2003||03:21 PM||||I some how missed Coops question entirely. I apologize. I will try and get to the bottom of wether or not the rear are "adjustable" in some way or if they are solid spherical bearing type or bushing type.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000030||turbowop||11-14-2003||09:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by coop:<br /><strong> how does the rear pillow mount work. I get the front ok but the rear is a shock mount. it is mounted to a ruber bushing on the bottom. a pillow mount will not do a thing for the rear suspension, or are they giving us a new rear nuckle to mount a true strut to. Like to front. I beleive this is why tien does not offer a rear pillow mount since it does not do anything. please let me know what I am missing since I am building two cars for race set up. thank you </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My Tein HA's have pilo mounts in the rear. It's a spherical bearing just like the front but without camber adjustment.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000031||PRE-EVO||11-15-2003||12:20 AM||||Mark every indication from Tein is there is only pillow mounts for the front none for the rear.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000032||ercp98||11-20-2003||02:50 PM||||is there any updates??||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000033||PRE-EVO||11-20-2003||09:56 PM||||If I can get a full 10 I may be able to lower the prices some more ($50-$100). Right now I only have 2 who I know are definetly in.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000034||ercp98||11-21-2003||08:57 AM||||did you count me in?? <br /><br />come on guys lets get this gb going.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000035||PRE-EVO||11-21-2003||11:59 AM||||Yeah I counted you in.<br />Heck if I can get 5-7 serious people I will place the order and get the readjustment for shipping for exact totals.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000036||megaice||11-21-2003||06:41 PM||||Do you need the full amount up front or a deposit and the rest once you recieve them? Thanks||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000037||PRE-EVO||11-21-2003||11:35 PM||||It would have to be the full amount up front since that's a serious amount of outlay for me to try and front.<br />Right now there's so many different people bringing so many different options that I may not do this.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000038||ercp98||11-22-2003||01:06 PM||||can you specify a deadline if and when you decide to do this or not. like you said there are a few more options coming out but not as good as this one. and the other options, i.e. whiteline coilover still require at least 10 for a gb to occur. i ask this just so people like me can finally decide if i should wait further or just find another option.<br />if you decide to go ahead will you consider 50% deposit??||12.206.219.136||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000039||PRE-EVO||11-22-2003||02:15 PM||||I would love to say I could take a deposit of 1/2 but I have to pay in full up front for everything except shipping I believe which is due when they get here. Pretty much I have all the info I need and everything ready to order at anytime. It's more a matter of interest and those who can pay.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000040||ercp98||11-24-2003||08:42 AM||||now this is really disappointing. reading from the threads it seemed that there was alot of interest generated to get this coilovers produced.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000041||PRE-EVO||11-24-2003||12:06 PM||||Well it's more they are already made so it's a matter of placing the order. No need to wait for them to prototype/test fit etc. They already make them for our cars in those two types of setups. When I guaged interest it looked as though I had at least 5 definets and about 2-3 maybes. Right now it's looking more the opposite (2-3 definets and 5 maybes). <br />I'll give this till Nov 30th for those interested to post if they are definetly in or not. Hopefully I can keep the prices where they are if I can get a definet 5 buyers in on this.<br />Also I wish I could take deposits or something similar but I would have to pay for everything up front with this company. At least if they are shipped via air you will get them in a short amount of time.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000042||ercp98||11-24-2003||12:36 PM||||i'm in! please post final price for the coilover including shipping for those of us interested.<br />lets get this gb going.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000043||91GVR4||11-25-2003||07:53 AM||||Well I realy hope some more guys get in on this now! I am ready to send in my cash and I think this is the best deal around for our cars. I for one am realy sick of smashing around town on my current springs. Come on guys get in on this!||63.156.32.25||reg||8||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000044||CKA||11-25-2003||02:42 PM||||Is there a payment plan being offered for the financially challenged?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.84.245.98||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000045||PRE-EVO||11-25-2003||05:45 PM||||Well how about we settle on a date that will allow those interested to get in on this deal. This way people can "raise fundage" by this date to order.<br /><br />I will order once I have 5 prepaid sets. Shipping will be by air. Does this sound reasonable?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000046||ercp98||11-25-2003||05:56 PM||||let me know when and i'll send my $835 for the street sport coilover. <br />do you have paypal??||12.206.219.136||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000047||91GVR4||11-25-2003||07:31 PM||||I say we give every one till Dec. 15 to raise fundage. I for one am ready to send you my $1185 for a street race pillow mount set up. Let me know when you want it.||63.156.32.25||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000048||PRE-EVO||11-25-2003||08:18 PM||||How about sometime after the first of the year since the holidays and all may mess with some peoples fundage. Keep in mind the price may change slightly due to the conversion rate.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000049||Kibo||11-26-2003||06:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Mark every indication from Tein is there is only pillow mounts for the front none for the rear. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They certainly do exist:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2051" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2051&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />One of these days I'll get around to installing them...(I opened the original bag just for the picture!)||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000050||galantvr4us||11-26-2003||03:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Mark every indication from Tein is there is only pillow mounts for the front none for the rear. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They certainly do exist:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2051" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2051&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />One of these days I'll get around to installing them...(I opened the original bag just for the picture!) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup I have them as well.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000051||91GVR4||11-26-2003||05:45 PM||||Okey I suppose the holidays are a mess for some people. How about Jan 15 then? The sooner the better for me but I guess I will have to wait to let all jump on board. Come on guys get with this deal, it can only lead to good things for our cars.||63.156.32.40||reg||7||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000052||PRE-EVO||11-26-2003||09:48 PM||||Jan 15th is fine with me I'll contact them about it and try and work on getting alittle more off.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000053||PRE-EVO||12-15-2003||07:22 PM||||Coilover info thread for reference:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002029" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002029</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000054||PRE-EVO||01-09-2004||05:35 PM||||Just wanted to remind those interested that time is coming of hand.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000055||SLedge||01-09-2004||06:16 PM||||PRE,<br /><br />Put me down for a set of the street/race ones w/ pillow-ball mounts.  I don't care about shipping method, $80 (or whatever) extra for air is fine by me.<br /><br />Let me know how and where you want the funds sent.<br /><br />Brian||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000056||ercp98||01-09-2004||11:37 PM||||hi! good this thread is going again. i am still interested on a set of street sport coilovers.<br />any changes on the price? please let me know when and where to send the money. paypal if possible.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000057||PRE-EVO||01-10-2004||12:09 AM||||I will need to contact them again to get an updated quote I just hope that the exchange rate has bettered for us. I don't want to place an order till I have at least 5 sets pre-ordered. I am hoping to have another 1-3 from other forums I am on.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000058||SLedge||01-11-2004||02:30 PM||||Pre, I just read the warranty info on their website and it's only valid if installed at one of their authorized facilities.  Can you ask them for a written exclusion to that clause?  If they're interested in opening up the North American market they can't expect us to mail our cars to Asia for installation.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.201.24.109||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000059||PRE-EVO||01-11-2004||09:57 PM||||I will be e-mailing them this week to find out about warranty work/etc.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000060||91GVR4||01-12-2004||06:45 PM||||I'm still in on this too. Hope we can get enough for this to work. Later.||63.156.32.24||reg||10||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000061||SLedge||01-19-2004||04:16 PM||||Any news, Rich?||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000062||PRE-EVO||01-19-2004||09:28 PM||||Waiting on a response. Also I need to know how many are seriously interested so I can get a hard total on costs.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000063||ercp98||01-19-2004||10:27 PM||||i'm still in.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000064||SLedge||01-21-2004||09:16 PM||||I'm still in for a street-race set w/ pillowball mounts.||63.201.27.251||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000065||PRE-EVO||01-22-2004||01:51 AM||||Okay I will get info for 5 sets shipped via air so it will only take a week or so instead of a month+ and get a full price. This way we only need two more people to jump in or at least two more sets no matter what car.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000066||91GVR4||01-26-2004||12:20 AM||||I'm still in for one set of street/race   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . soon I hope.||63.156.32.84||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000067||GVR$in||01-26-2004||08:30 PM||||Im in. Call me REech.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000068||PRE-EVO||01-27-2004||01:01 AM||||k That will make 4 folks. I am waiting on a reply from hotbits at the moment hopefully the dollar is alittle stronger.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000069||PRE-EVO||01-28-2004||05:38 PM||||Okay I got a reply back about the 2 year warranty on them. You would have to ship them back to the mylasian distributor/manufacturer to get them repaired/replaced at your expense for shipping. If that is the case I will see if I could possibly split the shipping incase anyone has any warranty issues with them or possibly even cover shipping and maybe have a set on stand by to offer as a temp replacement.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000070||ercp98||01-28-2004||10:22 PM||||your idea about temp replacement is a good idea. so there won't be that much of down time. can you also please find how much it would cost to ship it back to them and how long the turn around time will be. what about local companies here in US, can't they work on these coilovers?? just incase the 2 years expires.please keep us posted.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000071||PRE-EVO||01-29-2004||12:22 AM||||I'm sure that any place that can repair shocks can do them or that does re-valving/etc once the warranty expires. As for shipping to them it's @$80/set (@1 week) via air and like $30 via ship (takes 2-3 months max) . <br /><br />If you add in another week to diagnose the problem and possibly fix it then your looking at anywheres from I'll say a month to 4 months.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000072||ercp98||01-29-2004||01:44 AM||||i really hope you can get them to give you a loaner set for those who needs their coilovers repairedor give another alternative, like set you up with the equipment. i'm still in by the way.||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000073||PRE-EVO||01-29-2004||03:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ercp98:<br /><strong> i really hope you can get them to give you a loaner set for those who needs their coilovers repairedor give another alternative, like set you up with the equipment. i'm still in by the way. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are offering to train me and sell the equipment I would need but at $8k + expenses I'm not sure it would be the best thing as I don't even have a house yet.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000074||GVR4N||01-29-2004||03:45 AM||||Is it too late? Is the order already in?<br /><br />Ronnie||198.51.13.162||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000075||PRE-EVO||01-29-2004||12:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Raggedy GVR-4:<br /><strong> Is it too late? Is the order already in?<br /><br />Ronnie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's not too late.<br />I'm just trying to finalize some minor things and then open it up to orders. <br />Pricing at the moment looks to be the same as was stated earlier ($750 street sport, $850 street race, $350 Pillow mounts for all 4 corners, fronts are adjustable camber and they are reccommended for the street race sets).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000076||SLedge||02-05-2004||04:28 PM||||So...what's next, where are we on this?||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000077||PRE-EVO||02-05-2004||04:51 PM||||I will start taking names and info to go forth with placing an order as I am pretty sure I have 5 solid buyers.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000078||91GVR4||02-15-2004||01:19 PM||||How is this GB doing? Pre got the final prices and such yet? Just wondering.||63.156.32.124||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000079||PRE-EVO||02-16-2004||01:05 PM||||Okay this is what I need:<br /><br /><br />I need positive confirmation that you can pay for the suspension and shipping from Hotbits to the US (LA) upon which I will pick up. I will then send out shipping quotes from me to you directly via ups once the shipping is paid the suspension will be on it's way to you.<br /><br /><br />I hope to have at least 3-5 pre-paid orders to be able to get this rolling and the suspensions here within a month (everyone so far agreed air shipping is best correct).  The shipping charges and possible customs charges are the only things that I'm not entirely sure what the costs may be.  Once I am sure I have at least 3 buyers with money in hand for their sets I hope to be able to nail down the prices with hotbits. So if you are ready to get these and have the money "n hand" please post here as I'd like to get this going here by the end of the month.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000080||91GVR4||02-16-2004||05:12 PM||||Okey I am in. I have the money available. Will you take PayPal? If not I can get a cashiers check. Air shipping is the way to go to get them here. Keep in touch.||63.156.32.62||reg||10||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000081||PRE-EVO||02-16-2004||06:47 PM||||It would probably be best to do something other than paypal due to the fees (3% of $800+ is a big chunk). I will let you know as once I get a solid 3 I will contact my rep and get things on their way.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000082||SLedge||02-16-2004||09:35 PM||||Rich, I'm still in for one of the street/race sets w/ pillow mounts.||64.169.4.33||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000083||PRE-EVO||02-16-2004||11:26 PM||||That's 2.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000084||ercp98||02-17-2004||01:31 PM||||hey pre evo i am still interested.||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000085||PRE-EVO||02-17-2004||02:46 PM||||Okay there's 3 of you now. I need to know what sets you want, if you want pillow mounts, and if you have the money ready to go or a date you will have it by.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000086||SLedge||02-17-2004||04:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Okay there's 3 of you now. I need to know what sets you want, if you want pillow mounts, and if you have the money ready to go or a date you will have it by. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Street/race w/ pillow mounts.  I've got the money burning a hole in my pocket right now.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000087||91GVR4||02-17-2004||05:38 PM||||Street/Race with pillow mounts for me too. I have the cash and can get a cashiers check as soon as I know how much and who to make it out to. Thanks for the work.||63.156.32.37||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000088||ercp98||02-17-2004||06:04 PM||||my $835 for the street sport coilover is ready and waiting. let us know the details.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000089||PRE-EVO||02-23-2004||12:43 PM||||Okay so I have the following:<br /><br /></font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sledge : Street Race w/pillow mounts<br />91GVR4: Street Race w/pillow mounts<br />ecrp98: Street Sport</font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br />I had two other people contact me but I will get the ball rolling for you three so we can get this underway.<br /><br />I should have an answer here by Friday.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000090||jas3113||02-23-2004||02:26 PM||||Pre evo,<br />I'm interested in the GB.  I was interested in the Street race set up with pillowball mounts. <br /><br />Just let me know where to send the payment too.<br /><br />John||168.100.247.82||reg||1||jas3113||00003274||yes
Z||000091||PRE-EVO||02-23-2004||05:48 PM||||</font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sledge : Street Race w/pillow mounts<br />91GVR4: Street Race w/pillow mounts<br />ecrp98: Street Sport<br />jas3113: Street Race w/pillow mounts.</font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />K I'll keep you all posted.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000092||SLedge||03-03-2004||11:05 PM||||Rich, I'm sure you're trying to stay ahead of the angry torch-weilding CF-hood guys, but don't forget about us!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.78.19.16||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000093||PRE-EVO||03-04-2004||02:35 AM||||Don't worry I'm on it as well just waiting on a reply about the 4 sets.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
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A||||9||jonvr4||Strut tower bar||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||11-18-2003||03:52 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||looking for $100 shipped. it's a trust bar. <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1984" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1984&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />ss oil feed line from forced perfrormance. $35 shipped. used for like 1 week.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1985" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1985&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||mitsuvr4||11-18-2003||04:33 PM||||I want both please.  Just sent you an e-mail.<br /><br />Thanks!!||134.29.247.50||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000002||mitsuvr4||12-18-2003||11:46 AM||||Jon,<br />I've now sent you two e-mails at two different accounts and PM'd you regarding these parts which I payed for almost a month ago.<br /><br />What's the deal?<br /><br />I need a response or Paypal(my credit card) will be pulling the funds back.||134.29.244.198||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-18-2003||11:55 AM||||Jon seems to have fallen of the face of the earth.  I have a phone number for him somewhere and will try to get ahold of him.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||mitsuvr4||12-18-2003||12:12 PM||||Thanks Chris, I appreciate the help.<br /><br />I don't mean to be an ass and I hate airing crap on the board, but I don't have any other options at this point.<br /><br />Thanks again!!||134.29.244.198||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-18-2003||12:34 PM||||No problem. I wanted to let you know that he hasn't posted anything at all lately too, so it's not just you he's avoiding.  If I find out anything i'll let you know asap.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||1520/2000||12-19-2003||03:07 AM||||Hey Jon I'll take the the oil feed line. PM me with contact info.<br />Thanks<br />Luke D||209.158.39.20||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-19-2003||03:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1520/2000:<br /><strong> Hey Jon I'll take the the oil feed line. PM me with contact info.<br />Thanks<br />Luke D </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL...Not too observant, are you?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Read the thread again.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||12-19-2003||01:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1520/2000:<br /><strong> Hey Jon I'll take the the oil feed line. PM me with contact info.<br />Thanks<br />Luke D </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||1520/2000||12-19-2003||08:22 PM||||Doh- that's what i get for having a friend read me posts over the phone! lol- they didn't bother telling me that there were more posts after the first one.....yes i deserved that minjin...but seriously, i get second dibs!!||66.236.220.4||reg||10||1520/2000||00000134||yes



ubb/Forum1/002544.cgi
A||||27||mj_rosenfeld||Koni Sport GB||||1||||mj_rosenfeld||00001058
Z||000000||mj_rosenfeld||11-20-2003||10:37 PM||mlr@cgate.net||I'm posting this to gauge potential interest:<br />Jeremy Wheeler in Cincinnati has a lead on Koni Sports (cartridge front, full shock rear) for our cars (well his and mine at least). The cool thing is that the std Koni Sport rear is adjustable only by removing the shock, but these would be modified by Koni to be adjustable at the top of the shock (inside the trunk). The cartridge uses the original front strut, and is adjustable from the top. Cost is TBD but maybe in the $600-$700 range. These would be awesome for serious autocross work, and much superior to KYB AGX's if you have very stiff springs (I run 425/375 f/r and the AGX's are hemmorhaging oil trying to damp them). Konis are rebuildable, whereas AGX's are disposable. A group buy might be beneficial to unit costs. Time frame would be 1Q'04. Respond if interested.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.208||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||11-20-2003||11:29 PM||||Are you sure they have the right rear struts as tire rack already suffered a debacle thanks to Koni USA not pulling their head out of their ass. I do know the 2g rears are reccommended for lowered 1g's so who knows.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||1420mark||11-20-2003||11:46 PM||||koni has all sorts of options if you have $.  like rebound AND compression adjability BOTH built in to the shock, about $300 per corner if I recall correctly .  The springs to match any shock settings are probably available lots of places  , custom .<br /><br />re; the tire rack /koni mix up .  It was a case of erroneous catsalog listings on the part of tire rack . they had a European part number listed and not the actual European part . so , I don't think it was Koni's flaw.  it only affected one sale of shocks.||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||11-21-2003||02:27 AM||||If you want to do this once and the right way, do a group buy on koni's modified by Truechoice. Figure out the absolute cheapest way to get your set of stock koni's then send them out to Truechoice for conversion to double adjustable front. For the rears, a better option than modifying stock konis might be an off the shelf racing shock from Truechoice that is already double adjustable.<br /><br />After you have a modified koni setup, revalving is cake. If you do this, I'm in. Note that Truechoice is in Ohio. Preferably, a local gvr4 guy can donate his car temporarily, but if need be, I'll drive a state over and do it.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||mj_rosenfeld||11-21-2003||09:05 PM||||OK thanks for the ideas. These mods would be done by Koni and they have quoted a fair cost. I actually work in Columbus OH which is where Truechoice is located, and am not certain that they would do it cheaper. Right now we are looking at single adjustables (I think). I'm not convinced that double adjustability doesn't just make it twice as hard to find the right set up. Let me put it another way: I personally would not pay twice as much for the modifications to make them double adjustable. But everything is on the table right now. Just trying to find out if there would be any/many takers.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.136||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||11-22-2003||02:17 AM||||My personal opinion is that double adjustable (double independent) is the only way to go if you want real adjustability. Keep in mind that the standard koni cartridges aren't even adjustable in compression, just rebound.<br /><br />I've used modified Koni's from ProParts as well, but TrueChoice is closer and I think they have more experience overall.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||mj_rosenfeld||11-22-2003||07:27 AM||||Hmmm. I thought single adjustables made the same adjustment to jounce and rebound, as opposed to only the jounce being adjustable, whereas double adjustables adjusted them separately. You evidently have more knowledge of Koni's so I'll be checking into that. Thanks.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.216||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000007||Martin Chilcote||11-22-2003||12:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by FOGdarter:<br /><strong>.....re; the tire rack /koni mix up. It was a case of erroneous catalog listings on the part of tire rack . They had a European part number listed and not the actual European part. So,  I don't think it was Koni's flaw.  it only affected one sale of shocks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">mj_rosenfeld;<br />I was the one affected by the Tire Rack mix-up. I have kept the Koni front inserts and am interested in the Koni rear shocks you mentioned in the begining.<br />Martin Chilcote||66.139.167.27||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000008||1420mark||11-29-2003||01:57 AM||||I am discussing the suspension needs that seem to be so prevalent lately - with John at RRE. He is really responsive in terms of preparing a "GROUP" of dedicted suspension arraingements, be it coil or shock/spring is yet to be ...<br />  He is a well experience GVR4 enthusiast/owner and particularly suspension.<br /><br />Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> <br />After you have a modified koni setup, revalving is cake. I'll drive a state over and do it.<br /><br />Mark </strong>[/QUOTE]<br /><br />Mark,<br />What is cost of truechoice rear adjustables ?    do you know what the two companies charge  for double adjustable retro -fit?<br /> (Koni  & Truechoice)<br />Forgot what KONI told me , maybe $150?  .  <br />  Also pls. describe the revalving process /cost ?  Thanks,<br />They (Koni) also have a wet kit where whole F. strut is refilled and sealed -$300 each,<br />It seems  really clear there is no market offering for $900 - $1100 in a coil except Tein w/out  pillow tops  for front.  So I am back to square one in seriosly thinking Koni and then struggling with matching spring gauge and rate and brand ?  Only thing missing in this is  ride adjustability , but max drop is just 1.5" so ... Is that 1.5" a big change in performance?||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000009||1420mark||12-01-2003||01:26 AM||||--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />maybe a modified koni or similar casing  ( with dual -compression /rebound adjustability AND A SPRING SET MADE BY whitrline or others would   suffice and give excellent dampers if not all the other features. of a larger shaft/piston   coil over. ?<br /> <br /> <br />re examining Koni - thinking a double adjustable koni front and a truechioce offering  (double adjustable rear ( adjusts on top , in trunk )  plus correct springs would give most of what we seek with less cost .  no ride height adjusting possible , but max on GVR4 is 1.5 " so , unless that 1'5" is hugely influential , we would survive.<br />  lastly , the pillow mounts  or whiteline elliptical camber bolt would give us that feature of camber adjusting.  total cost ? less than TEin , be it HA or new SS offering (  actually $1400 or more ). so ...<br />comprable comparison  here says great double adjust shock<br /> set may actually exceed performance of the slightly larger shaft Tein , with single ( questionable ?) 16 way adjustment.<br /> much thanks .  Mark||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||12-02-2003||01:08 AM||||Yeah.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||mj_rosenfeld||12-02-2003||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> re examining Koni - thinking a double adjustable koni front and a truechioce offering (double adjustable rear ( adjusts on top , in trunk ) plus correct springs would give most of what we seek with less cost . no ride height adjusting possible , but max on GVR4 is 1.5 " so , unless that 1'5" is hugely influential , we would survive.<br />lastly , the pillow mounts or whiteline elliptical camber bolt would give us that feature of camber adjusting. total cost ? less than TEin , be it HA or new SS offering ( actually $1400 or more ). so ...<br />comprable comparison here says great double adjust shock<br />set may actually exceed performance of the slightly larger shaft Tein , with single ( questionable ?) 16 way adjustment.<br />much thanks . Mark<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well that was my thinking too. I already have springs I like, but they need a really good shock to tame them. AGX's are not up to the task, I have my doubts about Tein's, and JIC's are kind of spendy.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.184||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000012||vr4play||12-09-2003||09:50 PM||||Just thought I would chime in with my opinion. I am the one starting the GB. I work for a shop in Cincinnati, Ohio called Performance Alignment. We make cars handle. I think that the single adjustable Konis are the way to go. The double adjustables are way to hard to adjust. There is also something funky with either the rebound or bound. I can't recall which one it is, but you can see it on the shock dyno. We use 6 way adjustable shocks on our race car, but you can't use that kind of stuff on a street car. We have a very expensive data logger with shock potentiometers and engine sensors with a beacon and we can see what the car is doing on the track. You just don't want that on a street car. To start the most important part of handling is the alignment. You wouldn't believe how many shops do it wrong. I can take a stock car and change the alignment setting to make it handle better than a car with an expensive suspension setup. In my opinion Koni is by far the best shock for a street car. I do this for a living everyday and see a wide selection of options. I kick myself in the ass every time I drive a car with Koni's and then think of the AGX's I have on my car. But thats just my opinion. TC Kline uses them and he is a big BMW suspension tunner. If anyone is interested let me know. If not Mike an I will get them but the price goes down as the amount of people interested goes up. <br /><br />Thanks||24.33.68.201||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000013||16GVR4||12-10-2003||03:06 PM||||I have AGX shocks with Whiteline springs.<br />The AGX shocks is single adjustable. Do you know if this adjustment is for compression, rebound, or both ?||209.213.198.25||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000014||kartorium31||12-10-2003||05:56 PM||||I Have agx's and gc coilovers on my car now and I have gotten it to ride ok, but I would rather have a different shock cause the ride is a bit bouncy unless I have them set very stiff.  Would the koni setup work with Ground Controls?||12.18.162.78||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000015||vr4play||12-10-2003||10:51 PM||||The Koni's work awsome with ground controls. That is actually one of the best setups I have seen for a street car. Great because you can change the spring rates.||24.33.68.201||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000016||kartorium31||12-11-2003||06:46 PM||||Sick, I would be interested then.  Keep us posted on prices and availability.||12.18.162.78||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000017||16GVR4||12-15-2003||03:41 PM||||I wish I hadn't thrown out my stock front shocks, so I can use it for this koni insert.<br /><br />Do you know if I can use the front shock housing from a regular galant. Does it have to be the GSX ?<br /><br />I think the TEL shock housing is different from the galant. I believe the perch height is different.<br /><br />Thanks.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000018||mj_rosenfeld||12-15-2003||08:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I wish I hadn't thrown out my stock front shocks, so I can use it for this koni insert.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hear you. I did the same stupid thing.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.220||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000019||kartorium31||12-17-2003||04:34 PM||||According to the 26mm group buy thread whiteline already sells konis for what looks to be around 500-600 bucks.  Are these the same struts you can get?||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000020||1420mark||12-22-2003||08:28 PM||||Whiteline Koni is a unique set up with undisclosed proprietary valving. , based on matching to the whiteline spring offering . Personally I think the idea of getting quality koni n fronts  ( USA version) and True Choice dual adjusting shocks for the rear is the way to go - research springs to mate to the set up and really get a solid group together ,   say 30 people if possible to drive cost down in one lump buy EVEN IF it means a few extra months.  BEWARE people drop out after saying they are in . Group buy weakness  , very tough on the whole group as  paid people get put on hold until a full group can be RE- assembled.<br />  I sure wish we had auto e-mail notification when a post is made to threads we are into following .  Idea on what would be required ?<br />  back to shock situation -  price is important , but isnt it superior to have valving adjustability w/out height adjustment in a shock  VS.  ride height adjusting abilkity in a coil over with no valving  (Or minimal ie; one way  control) ?||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000021||1420mark||12-22-2003||08:31 PM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by FOGdarter:<br />[QB] Whiteline Koni is a unique set up with undisclosed proprietary valving. , based on matching to the whiteline spring offering . Personally I think the idea of getting quality koni n fronts  ( USA version) and True Choice dual adjusting shocks for the rear is the way to go - research springs to mate to the set up and really get a solid group together ,   say 30 people if possible to drive cost down in one lump buy EVEN IF it means a few extra months.  BEWARE people drop out after saying they are in . Group buy weakness  , very tough on the whole group as  paid people get put on hold until a full group can be RE- assembled.<br />  I sure wish we had auto e-mail notification when a post is made to threads we are into following .  Idea on what would be required ?<br />  back to shock situation -  price is important , but isnt it superior to have valving adjustability w/out height adjustment in a shock  VS.  ride height adjusting abilkity in a coil over with no valving  (Or minimal ie; one way  control) ? <br /><br />EXTRA EXTRA - anyone know the specs on Bilstein GVR4 coilovers ?  I hear they are pretty stiff ,  what number values ? thanks||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000022||vr4play||12-26-2003||09:56 PM||||If we had 30 people that would be awsome. If anyone plans to do any kind of autox-ing or track events then coilovers would be the way to go. I had Eibach springs on my car with the kyb's and I installed a set of ground controls and the car felt way more controlable. Ground controls make it easy to swap out springs to tune the spring rate. Front camber plates are a must if you plan on doing any kind of hard core racing. I run about -2.5 deg camber in the front. If you want to use camber plates then you have to use ground control. On my brothers VR-4 I used crash bolts as a simple temporary fix. If you just do a lot of spirited driving that would be the way to go. Depending on the height you can get about -0.8 to -1.3. I haven't got a price on the koni's yet because I need to give the guys a good guess on how many people are going to be in the GB. I can't do it because I blew up the engine in my car and the cost of fixing that is killing my pocket. If you where to go to koni and buy externally adjustable rear shocks the added price is about $320. If I can get at least 25 people they will custom make the original GVR-4 rear shocks for us. Most people don't know but the rear shocks from an eclipse are valved softer than the ones for the GVR-4. I wish I would have done this last year. Koni just threw away all of there GVR-4 rear shocks that they had in stock because no one was buying them. Could have got a killer deal on those.||24.33.68.201||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000023||1420mark||01-15-2004||02:39 AM||||" Front camber plates are a must if you plan on doing any kind of hard core racing. "<br /><br /><br />these the ones that require slotting the frame to allow for adjustment?<br /><br /> to use camber plates then you have to use ground control. <br />On my brothers VR-4 I used crash bolts as a simple temporary fix.<br /><br />What are crash bolts ?<br /> Koni just threw away all of there GVR-4 rear shocks that they had in stock because no one was buying them. Could have got a killer deal on those.<br />   That is insane as I just spent alot of time myself discussing the GVR4.org enthusiasm and how many were looking for  a dedicated set up.  what is the detail on the items they dumped and why did they not jusdt post a super sale on our forum???? <br /><br />found out DSS and MIke Croucher make  a GC like coilover but improved it and  they have a gvr4 coilover setup not yet on web.  I am still trying to get more info from  True choice on their rears shocks.  I also am shocked Koni pitched stuff and would like to know more on what happened and what we lost out on &gt;E]||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000024||Hertz||01-15-2004||03:40 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> <br /><br />Fuck.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000025||kartorium31||01-15-2004||05:43 PM||||My agx's suck big ol nuts.  Basically we just need to find an alternative to agx's.  Could the koni's made for the tel work on the galant with ground controls, since we are using struts made for the eclipse anyway?  Then just have someone revalve them or somthin to make a strut for the galant?  I don't know if that makes sense, but hey we need alternatives.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000026||BlackHole||01-15-2004||11:24 PM||||If you are willing to pay and wait, you can still buy GABs... but I can think of better ways to spend $800 on suspension.<br /><br />Instead of crash bolts in front I welded on two pieces of keystock to standard struts, slotted the upper hole and installed 3kGT factory camber bolts. [thanks GrocMax!] Not as good as camber plates, but better and cheaper than crash bolts.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000027||1420mark||01-16-2004||04:30 PM||||. send me an e-mail and I will send you the correspondence in total <br /><br />BIG BIG NEWS IN COLUMBUS OHIO <br /><br />Koni and True Choice are gouing to make us 3 stages #1   #2  #3  of coil overs DEDicated to the GVR4 and starting at around $1350.  though this may be possible to adjust . we could request a cheapy set up  <br />it will be a killer combo of KONI and Eibach and top price around 2200 which is  spot on consistent with the best in the market EXCEPT JIC which is far less  BUT I suspect  an EIBACH  KONI  True choice product  ( a FULL ON Race  set up ) would be  far more than JIC 's )<br /><br /><br />we need to gewt a GVR4 to True Choice outside of Columbus for measurement <br /><br /><br />they will MOVE on this after a time of 2 weeks -  after Daytona and Sebring races.<br />  YA THE HECK  WHHOOOO !!!!  YAHOOOO||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes



ubb/Forum1/002584.cgi
A||||20||Marty||Dave Brode IC pipe and Resonator test pipe||||1||||Marty||00000661
Z||000000||Marty||11-24-2003||09:47 PM||mgrand34@aol.com||Price for the 2.5 resonator/test pipe is 100.00 for the 2.5 version and 120.00 for the 3 inch. I highly recommend this as it really quiets your car up yet makes the same power as a test pipe. <br /><br />Dave has the piping for use with stock IC ready to go for 350.00 complete. He has to tweak it a bit to fit the aftermarket IC mentioned above. The enitre IC kit looks like it will be priced at 750.00. You can also just buy the uicp which includes the elbow and two piece section of piping that goes to the passenger side metal IC piping for 215.00. I have the piping in my wifes car and it made a huge difference as you can imagine it would after eliminating all the rubber hoses and bringin the inner diamter to 2.25-2 3/8ths, which is more than enough for anything close to a Big 16G. The 2.5 is just to hard to neck down to the stock IC and requires cutting. We will post in a couple weeks the availability of the enitre kit.<br />Marty<br />contact Dave Brode @<br />dbrode@hereintown.net||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||11-24-2003||10:00 PM||||The intercooler piping in person looks sweet.  I got a chance to see it mounted on the car and it looks wonderfull.  The welds and quality of the work say it all.||209.244.91.157||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||11-24-2003||11:48 PM||||Will there be a picture of the complete kit? Thanks!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||Marty||11-25-2003||04:23 PM||||Yes Ill take pics in the next couple days.<br />Marty||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000004||driftntouge||12-04-2003||11:47 AM||||When will the entire FMIC kit be available?||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000005||Marty||12-05-2003||07:30 PM||||When will the entire FMIC kit be available?<br /><br />all the piping is available now if you want to keep the stocker. Im trying to find a day that I can get my car back up there for him to complete the fmic for it. Looks about mid December at this point. Looking to sell the whole kit for 750 complete.<br /><br />Marty||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000006||sk8bored||12-06-2003||12:05 AM||||I hope this kit is going to be available for a while. I am not going to be able to purchase any more parts until tax time.||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000007||Marty||12-06-2003||02:45 AM||||I hope this kit is going to be available for a while. I am not going to be able to purchase any more parts until tax time.<br /><br />It will be, afterall Brode has been selling his other pipes for years and you can still get one today inside a week.<br />Marty||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000008||driftntouge||12-06-2003||12:00 PM||||Sounds great, keep us posted (im sure you will) so that I know when I can order!||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||12-08-2003||11:47 AM||||Lets see some pics of the IC pipe kit.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||Marty||12-08-2003||07:03 PM||||Lets see some pics of the IC pipe kit. <br /><br />I'll get the pics soon, there is snow on the ground and I have a buddys GVR stuck on my lift.<br />Marty||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000011||Matticus||12-10-2003||10:04 PM||||Marty, I sent you a PM about the pipes and a resonator.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000012||jayru||12-19-2003||03:41 AM||||What's the deal with the full kit. Are they ready to go? What's the CFM rating on the core? and it's dimensions? Thanks,  Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000013||jayru||12-19-2003||12:25 PM||||Marty, are u there?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000014||Marty||12-19-2003||04:02 PM||||The core is being produced by AWDnot2  hit him up for the specs...Marty||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000015||jayru||12-19-2003||04:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marty:<br /><strong> The core is being produced by AWDnot2  hit him up for the specs...Marty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is the full kit ready to go though?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||12-19-2003||04:48 PM||||You got my attention.  I can't wait to see the final full kit when it is ready.  <br /><br />I forget the specs of the IC pipes and I'm too lazy to look them up.  2.25" or 2.50"?    Flame away....||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||GVR1643||12-19-2003||05:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> You got my attention.  I can't wait to see the final full kit when it is ready.  <br /><br />I forget the specs of the IC pipes and I'm too lazy to look them up.  2.25" or 2.50"?    Flame away.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YOu don't have to look them up - it's at the top of this thread:  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />"I have the piping in my wifes car and it made a huge difference as you can imagine it would after eliminating all the rubber hoses and bringin the inner diamter to 2.25-2 3/8ths, which is more than enough for anything close to a Big 16G. The 2.5 is just to hard to neck down to the stock IC and requires cutting. "||167.142.21.192||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000018||jayru||12-19-2003||06:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marty:<br /><strong> The core is being produced by AWDnot2  hit him up for the specs...Marty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is the full kit ready to go though? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000019||jayru||12-22-2003||01:35 PM||||"uicp which includes the elbow and two piece section of piping that goes to the passenger side metal IC piping for 215.00."<br /><br />Does this include the BOV flange? And it goes to the factory intercooler correct?<br /><br />If i can get one with a provision for a GM MAFT i would like to order one. Please let me know.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000020||Marty||01-08-2004||04:37 PM||||Does this include the BOV flange? And it goes to the factory intercooler correct?<br /><br />Yes and Yes<br /><br />If i can get one with a provision for a GM MAFT i would like to order one. Please let me know.<br /><br />Dave doesnt have a GM maft laying around to do this measurement and neither do I.  I think it would be very easy for you to simply cut the pipe where you want to put you GM maft. I cut my piping pretty much the same place you would when I installed my Magnus sheet metal intake due to the fact that it was positioned so much lower. I used pliers and slowly crimped the pipe so it would hold my couplers/clamps in place, no leaking so far at 29 psi of boost. <br />Marty||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes



ubb/Forum1/002597.cgi
A||||8||Kibo||Momo/Sparco Steering Wheel Adapter||||1||||Kibo||00000303
Z||000000||Kibo||11-26-2003||07:15 AM||Erik.Arentzen@picolight.com||I have a Momo steering wheel adapter to fit TEL/GVR4 for sale.  This fits Momo and Sparco steering wheels.  Reason for sale is that I switched to a quick-release adapter.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2053" alt=" - " /><br /><br />$35 plus shipping||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||11-26-2003||09:59 AM||||I call dibs for now if it isnt sold yet gotta find the momo wheels I want for christmas.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||RayH||11-26-2003||12:31 PM||||Do you plan on welding your quick release base directly to the steering shaft?  I just bought a quick release recently and it still needs a hub adapter.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||11-26-2003||12:40 PM||||Nope.  We are running the Teqnik setup.  Pictures on my webpage and if you search here.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Kibo||12-01-2003||05:25 AM||||Dean, it's still available, and you have dibs.  Sorry for the delay; I've been away from my computer during the Turkey Day break.  Let me know what you'd like to do.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||12-15-2003||06:19 AM||||I've had several people contact me about this, but no buyer.  How about $35 shipped?  Anyone?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000006||redheat86||12-15-2003||02:12 PM||||whats your paypal ill send immediatly||66.41.127.36||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000007||thejeebus2002||12-15-2003||03:00 PM||||beat ya to it!  Sent him paypal this morning.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000008||Kibo||12-15-2003||08:25 PM||||Oops, sorry--as Scott said, it was sold to him this morning.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Just didn't have a chance until now to post the 'sold' notice (work getting in the way of fun...)||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum1/002599.cgi
A||||43||Marty||CarbonTrix Hoods if enough demand||||1||||Marty||00000661
Z||000000||Marty||11-26-2003||04:25 PM||mgrand34@aol.com||I would also like a CF hood so I emailed CarbonTrix to ask them if they would make them. Here is their response. I already let them know I was interested, if you are as well, You may want to shoot them a quick email too.<br />Marty<br />Below is my question and their response:<br /><br />Are you considering  Carbon Fiber hoods for the 91-92 Glant VR-4s? These people including myself are pretty fanatical about these cars and im sure you would sell several.<br />Thanks Marty<br /><br /><br />We will see. Hoods are a huge commitment. Need to gauge demand. CARBONTRIX  "rtallini@earthlink.net"||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-26-2003||04:44 PM||||We have 26(?) people who put down $250 deposits for the current CF hood buy.  THe majority of those are vented hoods.  I'm not about to bail on this group buy but that's our demand level.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||megaice||11-26-2003||04:45 PM||||I just shot an email off to them. I sent an email a while back about a pillar carbon pods and they never replied. Hopefully this works. Every one is talking about the hoods but no one has produced one.||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000003||VR4ownzU||11-26-2003||05:35 PM||||I want a CF hood like yesterday!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-26-2003||07:00 PM||||Do you even have a GVR4 yet Nick?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||Marty||11-26-2003||10:49 PM||||We have 26(?) people who put down $250 deposits for the current CF hood buy. THe majority of those are vented hoods. I'm not about to bail on this group buy but that's our demand level.<br /><br />Im not asking anyone to bail, However, I know there are many others out there that would like a CF hood but dont want to put down a  deposit and wait on one and/or did not make the list for the other hoods. This will only work if several people email carbon trix that they are interested. If the other hoods come in then you just don't get one of the carbon trix hoods  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Marty||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||11-26-2003||11:57 PM||||hey, I want one, you can put me down for it.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||11-27-2003||02:14 AM||||Just because they didn't make the original GB doesn't mean that there won't be any more hoods being made. Also if this is the same Robert Talinni that works at RRE (i'm guessing it is) then I have spoken with him about the CF hoods I am getting done since he was one of the first to get the mitsuman CF hoods which the molds were destroyed/damaged. I doubt Carbon Trix would be making the hoods since they would probably contract out something that big to one of the local area shops after making a mold (they specialize in smaller CF parts).  There's apparenty 3-4 shops in LA that do CF hoods that's it. Out of those there are 2 of those that do the hoods according to what was described to me when I initially looked in to doing these hoods (UV resistant Marine Grade resin, fiberglass skeletons, etc.).<br /><br />Your more then welcome to try as if this CF shop that keeps dragging it's feet turns out to be trying to fill the full order before even dropping off one hood then the hoods will be available soon. Also I'm not going to take any orders for more hoods till the people who put up the money to get these hoods made start recieving their hoods. <br />Trust me most places won't start a CF anything with out at least 10 deposited orders (usually @50% of the total).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||bleck||11-27-2003||09:55 AM||||Well, Marty, if this Carbon Trix guy can get the hoods made before 2010, then I'm in.  Sending him an email as we speak  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||VR4orce CJ||11-29-2003||10:19 AM||||I sent my request for a hood and any other panels they may want to make.  Gotta lose a little more weight from the racecar <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.48.117.69||reg||1||VR4orce CJ||00002726||yes
Z||000010||Marty||01-10-2004||07:54 PM||||I spoke with Rob at Carbon Trix again today regarding the hoods and he is looking into it. I need to lose 300 pounds this off season   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   For those of us NOT in the group buy of course.<br />Marty||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||01-10-2004||10:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marty:<br /><strong> I spoke with Rob at Carbon Trix again today regarding the hoods and he is looking into it. I need to lose 300 pounds this off season   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   For those of us NOT in the group buy of couse.<br />Marty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Marty if this current shop that IPR is dealing with falls through I am trying to line up Carbon Trix to do it. Also if the hoods will be completed then they will be offered to everyone but at a slightly higher price which I don't know now since they have changed shops but I'm figureing won't change from the $550 shipped I was quoted before.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||DsmSeifer||01-11-2004||12:19 AM||||Give me a few weeks and I'll take 2. <br /><br />(P.S. I am serious not just F@#*ing around)||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000013||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-11-2004||01:21 AM||||Just sent an email to carbontrix about the cf hood!  hope it works out.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000014||GREENVR4||01-11-2004||01:33 AM||||I'm in for it.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000015||Marty||01-11-2004||11:07 AM||||PRE-"Also if the hoods will be completed then they will be offered to everyone but at a slightly higher price which I don't know now since they have changed shops but I'm figureing won't change from the $550 shipped I was quoted before."<br /><br />PRE, what is 550.00? The group buy price or the price for those that did not make the groupbuy but still want a hood? I told Rob at Carbontrix  that we would pay between 450 and 500 per hood and he seemed pretty excited, of course that can change. I didnt get into vents/scoops etc...just too early for that at this stage. Im not into organizing group buys but I need a hood sooner than later  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  A trunk would be nice too. <br />Marty<br />3250 car weight on race day  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000016||DsmSeifer||01-11-2004||12:59 PM||||Hey marty if you can get carbonfiber trunks you need to hook me up. I love my cars they are just to heavy. I'll take some fenders to.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.88.67.230||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000017||tplesko||01-11-2004||01:23 PM||||i'm only interested in vented CF hoods so I'll stick it out there with PRE.  However i'm interested in a CF trunklid and fenders.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000018||DsmSeifer||01-11-2004||01:52 PM||||I'd really like vented hoods to but I might take a regular for that extra sleeper style||63.88.67.230||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000019||Minjin||01-11-2004||02:15 PM||||If the carbon fiber hood curse is ever broken, I'd be up for one too. I'd prefer stock shape and I'd probably want to add vents.<br /><br />Marty, I would be interested in splitting shipping with you too.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000020||Marty||01-11-2004||02:35 PM||||If the carbon fiber hood curse is ever broken, I'd be up for one too. I'd prefer stock shape and I'd probably want to add vents.<br /><br />Marty, I would be interested in splitting shipping with you too.<br /><br />Mark<br /><br />Sounds good on the shipping.. I just hope it happens. I would just really like to get my car around 2900 pounds (without me) So I can compete with the semi tricked out DSMs. More importantly I need my drivetrain to last. I really dont like pulling transmissions  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Marty||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000021||Clean92GVR4||01-11-2004||11:31 PM||||Im very interested in one of the stock c/f hoods. I've been waiting and watching the whole group buy thing go to hell and dont want to be a part of that. But if this other place will make them and come through i want one.||204.95.228.145||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000022||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-14-2004||01:22 AM||||I sent an email to carbontrix. Below is the question and response.<br /><br />I'm a member of galantvr4.org and im interested in helping marty with his demand for the 91 vr4 cf hoods and willing to spend the cash! thanks<br /><br />Mike Chiang<br />Sleeper Vr4 #1828/2000 <br /><br /><br />Having real trouble finding a VR4 hood. Right now it is nothing I would want to make myself. From a business standpoint it does not make sense. Thanks CARBONTRIX||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000023||coop||01-14-2004||03:49 PM||||if there is a shop that is outside of the gb that will make a hood I will buy one.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000024||quick0ne||01-14-2004||04:00 PM||||I emailed carbontrix as well. They said that they have had a demand for them, so they are looking into it. One can hope!!!!||66.213.222.37||reg||1||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000025||Marty||01-14-2004||10:00 PM||||Excellent, I really think the only way they will make them for a limited production, older car like ours is if we pester them enough.<br />Marty||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000026||jcgalantvr4-244||01-14-2004||10:27 PM||||WHEN AND WHERE  HOW MUCH AND HOW LONG??????  some one just let me know i would need 2 of these as im going to Mich.  to get my 2nd vr4 in the spring. some pone please let me know .<br /><br />   Jeremy<br /> 244/2000<br /><br />was looking for a second and i found her!!! <br />O and KC  the idle is fixed!!!!!!||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000027||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-15-2004||05:51 AM||||marvinmadman <br />Member <br />Member # 2804 <br />                        <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Anyone heard of this company? 1320 motorsport <br />On the site it says "Carbon Fiber Hoods: we carry a large selection of hoods, if we do not carry your hood, and it's not in production we can make them for you with a minimum order of 10 hoods. Carbon Fiber Panels: Any size or shape." <br /><br />What yall think? <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Posts: 78 | From: Lafayette, Louisiana | Registered: Nov 2003  |  IP: Logged |   <br /><br /><br />Found this under General discussion. If the marvinmadman is right. We should bug them as well!!!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000028||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-15-2004||08:12 PM||||sorry the 1320 motorsport in the post above was suppose to be a link....well here it is: <a href="http://www.1320motorsport.com/carbonshop.html" target="_blank">http://www.1320motorsport.com/carbonshop.html</a> <br /><br />They guy that orginially posted this message, said all we need is a demand of 10 cf hoods and the company said they would make them for us. I dunno if its true.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000029||marvinmadman123||01-15-2004||09:05 PM||||That is what it says on the site.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000030||Marty||01-15-2004||11:51 PM||||If the quality is good and the price is fair, I don't care who makes them.<br />Marty||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000031||bleck||01-16-2004||01:22 AM||||Ditto.  Maybe that's a workable option.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000032||crucible||01-16-2004||10:24 AM||||If I read the response from Carbontrix right, they said they would have a hard time finding a VR4 hood.Well, it can be from any Galant(89-93), Correct?||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000033||Minjin||01-16-2004||10:48 AM||||I find that hard to believe. CarbonTrix is an offshoot of RRE and I'm sure RRE services many GVR4s and those local guys would probably be interested in carbon fiber hoods as well...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000034||PRE-EVO||01-16-2004||12:07 PM||||I'm pretty sure they will probably wait for my hoods to be done and find out what manufacturer is making them since I still don't think they do hoods in house. All the other small stuff I'm sure they can do. Reason I believe that is you would have to have a large enough oven to be able to do hoods (especially more than one). <br /><br />RRE also has lots of GVR4 owners so finding a hood wouldn't be a problem. Heck I was offered a hood if I needed one when I was driving around without one while waiting for the first mold to be done.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000035||quick0ne||01-16-2004||01:06 PM||||I really don't care who makes it, as long as I can get one and that the damn thing fits on the car. I jsut cant believe NO ONE makes one. I've seen them on other Gvr4's.||66.213.222.37||reg||1||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000037||quick0ne||01-16-2004||01:19 PM||||Ok, I just emailed a company called <a href="http://www.cftype.com" target="_blank">www.cftype.com</a><br />Going to see what they can do for us. <br /><br /><br />Ryan <br />1653/2000||66.213.222.37||reg||7||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000039||PRE-EVO||01-17-2004||09:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thompstone:<br /><strong> I really don't care who makes it, as long as I can get one and that the damn thing fits on the car. I jsut cant believe NO ONE makes one. I've seen them on other Gvr4's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's because they were made (about 10 of them) but the mold was damaged or flawed after about 4 good copies.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000040||i hate fall||01-18-2004||12:48 AM||||aren't cf hood only 10 lbs lighter? whats' the bigger deal, get a rs hood as i understand it they are "lightweight alloy" and have vents (ugly but there)||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000041||bleck||01-18-2004||02:07 PM||||rs hood?  You mean the JDM rs hood like on the red car from the group buy?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000042||jcgalantvr4-244||01-18-2004||03:56 PM||||ugly  wtf are u saying man the rs hood is sweet way nicer than the crap dsm hood!!!<br /><br />  I have one on my car and the temp. under the hood is a big diff. with the vents.  <br /><br />    Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000043||Marty||01-18-2004||10:16 PM||||Do you have a few pics of this hood?<br />Marty||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000044||PRE-EVO||01-19-2004||02:42 AM||||If you look on the huge GB post there may still be some pics of the jdm vents. Also JDM vented CF hoods are being made through the GB as Jose donated his jdm vents for that to happen.<br /><br /><br />As far as the alloy RS hoods they are hard to find in any kind of decent shape and being aluminum (which is still under argument how many if any really had them) if they are damaged they are even harder to fix correctly without massive "bondo" work.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000045||chauffeur1st||01-20-2004||05:00 PM||||Not trying to start another carbon fiber hood group buy etc...... But I have delt with a company <a href="http://www.importfan.com" target="_blank">www.importfan.com</a> for awhile and have sold many hoods and kits... I talked with my guy Tommy in wholesale and he told me a hood can be made and he guaranteed that it would take no more than 90 days... They would buy a BRAND NEW hood to make the mold, he said it can be done oem or with vents... (ie RS hood).  The price would be around the $500-600 mark shipped..(not in stone yet) Let me know via email if anyone is interested.. chauffeur1st@yahoo.com  The cost that would be needed to make this hood i.e deposot per hood would be around $300.00-$350.00 depending on if you wanted vents or oem.. You can all look at there site...www.importfan.com and look at there c-wings carbon fiber products.. and you can call him but please dont all bombard him with calls.  1-888-399-2376 and ask for Tommy and tell him you are callin about the Hood Jason is working on for the Galant Vr4... Hope this helps all you guys who want a CF hood.. I know I do.. And this company is HUGE and able to get this thing done.. I need 10 buyers...<br /><br />Jason<br />aim slammedlikeamo||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes



ubb/Forum1/002600.cgi
A||||28||broke down||goodies for sale-wtb stock fuel pump||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||11-26-2003||05:23 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||All of these parts are nearly brand new. Feel free to contact me.<br /><br />-Pocketlogger with Palmm100 $75<br />-Fully ported big 16g $400<br />-S-afc blue face with harness $225<br />-RC 550 cc injectors $300<br />-Aeromotive adj. fpr with welded angle into stock fuel rail and lines.  Sold complete with everything needed to install on car. $250<br />-Homemade catch can with k&n,two inlets $25<br />-I also have many other parts, 2 7 bolt blocks and heads, intake manifold, valve covers, plated cam gears, stock cams, extra electronics/sensors, as well as a bunch of other stuff I can't think of.  Make me an offer on this stuff, I want it GONE.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||11-26-2003||05:25 PM||||how many miles on the big 16?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-26-2003||05:33 PM||||details on the fpr?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||11-26-2003||05:33 PM||||Pictures on some stuff?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||11-26-2003||06:18 PM||||I think I have a stock fuel pump somewhere.  $25 shipped?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||highskyes||11-26-2003||06:31 PM||||I'd like the pocketlogger setup, and I have a stock fuel pump I can use as trade towards... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> ..LMK||24.1.56.163||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||11-26-2003||10:21 PM||||How much for both 7 bolt heads? PM me/email me please with price. I would also like the valve covers.<br />Thanks,<br />Rob||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000007||highskyes||11-27-2003||02:33 AM||||allright, make that I definitely want the pocketlogger, since my laptop died a horrible death today.||24.1.56.163||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000008||broke down||12-01-2003||09:50 PM||||OK guys, I've been out of town for a while so I'm sorry about the delay.  I don't have any pics, but I could get some some time if you absolutely need them.  Like I said, all of this stuff is nearly new, esp. the afpr, afc, and injectors.  The afpr is an aeromotive, which is exactly the same as an "sx", just different stamped on it, the lines are , I believe, -8an.  I have a 90 deg. elbow welded into a stack fuel rail, braided line going back to the afpr, which is setting in the hole where the a/c relay box went, then has a braided line going into the fuel return line.  VERY SIMPLE.  The turbo, I estimate, has less than 15k miles on it, many of which were very easy, because I still had stock injectors, hence low boost.  NONE of this stuff has been abused, and has only been to the track twice. I'm doing this on first come basis, so assuming you still want this stuff...<br />4drwhore gets the turbo<br />drew gets the afpr<br />I got a pm from someone on the logger before you highskyes, but if he doesn't come through, you'll get it...<br />team ductape, I really haven't thought about how much I wanted for the other stuff, like the heads, but I'll get back with you soon.<br />As far as payment goes, I don't have a paypal account or anything similar, I really would rather prefer to just do it the old fashioned way.  I'll take checks or money orders.  You can contact me or Matt Wenger, the new owner of Jon Robert's whitey, or Jon himself, although he would only know me thru Matt, or Paul Stanley.<br />I'm honest, and I will NOT screw you.  Let me know if you still want this stuff, or require pics...||68.51.71.91||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||12-02-2003||12:33 AM||||Rob (Ductape) -- pay <b>me</b> before you buy anything.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||DsmSeifer||12-02-2003||10:26 AM||||If you can hold on to the AFC until payday I'll take that off your hands. Let me know. PM or email at dsmseifer@dsmtalk.com<br /><br />Ohh and if you still need a fuel pump I'll give you mine for holding the AFC.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000011||broke down||12-02-2003||12:43 PM||||And the winner is...The afc is yours, I'll hold it.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000012||DsmSeifer||12-03-2003||10:26 PM||||I PM'd You fuel pump will go out tomorrow||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000013||broke down||12-04-2003||01:09 PM||||I'm planning on getting all of this stuff out of the car this weekend, and I'll try to take pics of it as well.  Let me know if there is anything specific you want to see in the pics, and I'll try to get a good view of it.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000014||admsr||12-04-2003||02:24 PM||||catch can please!<br /><br />you take paypal?<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000015||broke down||12-04-2003||05:17 PM||||No, I don't have a paypal account, and honestly don't really want to mess with it now.  I would be willing to send you the can though.  give me an address, and send me a check or money order.  I'll send the can when you PM me your address.  As stated in earlier posts, I am going to try to take pics this weekend.  This catchcan is homemade, but I think it's worked very well.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000016||broke down||12-07-2003||07:56 PM||||here are the photos. first set<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2169&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2168&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2170&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2171&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2172&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2173&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2174&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2175&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.51.71.91||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000017||broke down||12-07-2003||07:57 PM||||2nd set of photos<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2176&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2177&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2178&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2179&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2180&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2181&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.51.71.91||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000018||broke down||12-10-2003||12:24 PM||||I have had other people looking to buy some of this stuff, so if I don't hear something soon, I going to let them have it.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000019||broke down||01-06-2004||01:27 PM||||I sill have the injectors $250<br />adj fpr- $200<br />ported big16g $350<br />anybody???Beuler.....Beuler.....Beuler||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000020||4drwhore||01-06-2004||01:58 PM||||Whats the deal with the 16g? Works fine, no more then 15k miles on a rebuild or something? No or little shaft play within specs?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000021||broke down||01-06-2004||05:29 PM||||Turbo was purchased new by a guy I know, but never installed, in fact, it was still in the bag/box when he sold it to my friend, who is Matt Wenger on this board.  He had it on his old galant for a little while, then sold that car, and the turbo to me.  I put it on in May 03, and decided to sell the car in November 03.  I'm guessing the highest mileage it could POSSIBLY have is 15k, and it's not rebuilt.  It is very clean, as I hae disassembled it and replated the steel parts (clamp,bolt,nut,snapring).  It's a bargain.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000022||sleepergvr4||01-06-2004||06:12 PM||||email me if you still have the 2g heads. please||68.212.66.195||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000023||slvrblt||01-06-2004||07:03 PM||||Are the injectors new ?||209.214.57.87||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000024||broke down||01-07-2004||01:53 PM||||I have 1 1st gen head, I decided to keep the other one for a top secret project.  As far as the injectors, they have been on the car but not for very long.  A couple of months at best.  Most of the time I have owned them, they have been in storage.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000025||DsmSeifer||01-07-2004||09:40 PM||||Not to whore your thread man but if some one needs a 2G head I have one. <br /><br />By the way have you got my check yet?||63.156.64.58||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000026||4drwhore||01-08-2004||09:03 AM||||I'll give you 350 shipped for the big 16g.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000027||broke down||03-03-2004||01:00 PM||||this post is for marvinmadman.  he knows what to do with it!||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000028||blacksheep||03-03-2004||01:02 PM||||you gots a PM for me!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/002667.cgi
A||||18||tplesko||WTB: GVR4 eeprom ecu||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||12-05-2003||01:55 PM||||Just like the title says.  I want an eeprom ecu to put in my gvr4 since someone along the lines of it's previous ownership decided to put a non-eeprom one in  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I'd prefer a GVR4 one but any eeprom one will work. Must be in perfect working order, caps changed, no damage, etc.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||12-05-2003||05:12 PM||||Good luck.  The last 3 eeproms that went on ebay went for close to or OVER $250.  I think keydiver's chips drove the market for them WAY up.  Last year they were at around $150 tops for a perfect one.  I'd be checking the u-pull-it style junkyards for a colt turbo 4g61.  I have heard that all their ecu's were eeproms.  Ask keydiver himself, as I emailed him the three ecu links.  He couldn't believe it either.  It's getting to the point where spending 450 from mitsu is looking more realistic since demand is exceeding supply now.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-05-2003||05:18 PM||||ya i know  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I can steel Kibo's but I don't want to if I don't have to.  His AEM isn't in yet anyway and I was interested in playing with a keydiver chip...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||12-05-2003||05:41 PM||||Go to DSMtrader and look for the ads that say "need to sell" I've bought 4 eproms this year from kids who need money and I think the most I've paid is $150||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-05-2003||06:27 PM||||thanks ccdsm69.  i'll check that out.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||NUMBER11||12-06-2003||11:19 AM||||i have one out of my 92 gvr4...do they all come e prom equiped in the stock gvr4's? if they do you can have mine i just got an AEM standalone do i don't need it...let me know..it's in perfect working condition...Pete 11/1000||151.201.147.215||reg||1||Peter Q||00002942||yes
Z||000006||drew||12-06-2003||11:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peter Q:<br /><strong> i have one out of my 92 gvr4...do they all come e prom equiped in the stock gvr4's? if they do you can have mine i just got an AEM standalone do i don't need it...let me know..it's in perfect working condition...Pete 11/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">they all do if it's the original ECU. open it up and you can tell.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-06-2003||04:49 PM||||Just go around test driving DSMs at car lots. Maybe the ecu will accidentally fall out and your non-eprom ecu will accidentally fall into its place...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||crucible||12-06-2003||04:52 PM||||Whats the reason for some having an eprom and others dont.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||12-06-2003||10:18 PM||||peter q,<br /><br />Let me know. I'm serious about buying one if you have one.  Just get ahold of me.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||12-06-2003||11:56 PM||||No rhyme or reason to it.  ALL GVR4's had them, and supposedly, all Dodge Colt Turbo 41G61's had them as well, and the prom is actually suited to perf mods, as it has a higher redline than the 2.0 motors.  Other than that, I have not seen any preference for a certain style or option that puts an eeprom ecu in an eclipse.  I've seen them in base ass no option plymouth laser fwd turbos (bottom of the line cars) to the top of the line gsx with leather and sunroof/cd player.  Trust me, I've been trying to find a common denominator and have not yet found one.  I don't think keydiver has either.  My guess is that mitsu had two different companies, or production lines for the ecu's, and they went about making them a different way.  What I don't understand, is the information has GOT to be stored somewhere on the non-eeprom ecu's, so where the hell is it stored, and why can't we mod it?  I mean the damned things are interchangeable, an eeprom car will run with a non-eeprom ecu, and the reverse is true, so where are they storing the info on the non eeprom ecu's?  If we could find THAT out, we'd all be rich.  Maybe we should issue a "keydiver challenge award" or something to the first person that finds out where, on what chip, the info is in a non-eeprom ecu and if it can be replaced.  Man, you know the money you could make?  Ebay Heaven!  I'm about ready to tear apart the three non eeprom ecu's I have to start looking.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000011||Kibo||12-07-2003||04:28 AM||||Chris, I actually have two GVR4 ECUs--but the spare has a damaged IC (one of the SIP drivers, I believe).  I've been meaning to contact Jeff (Keydiver) to see if he has a replacement part and can fix it for me, but I keep forgetting.  I'll hop right on it if you're willing to give me $250 for it...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />But seriously, hit me up--I'm sure we can figure out a way to get it fixed.||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000012||galantvr4us||12-07-2003||11:19 AM||||theres one on dsmtrader 125<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000013||sleepergvr4||12-07-2003||08:20 PM||||the ecu on dsmtrader is for a non-turbo. if you put the keydriver chip with that alter the program to run a turbo car?||68.212.71.176||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||01-09-2004||11:05 AM||||bump...still looking||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||01-09-2004||11:34 AM||||Chris,<br />I just got a MINT '93 AWD DSM ECU as part of a deal. It had NO leakage whatsoever, which is very rare. Contact me.||68.153.102.149||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||G-GSX Turbo||01-09-2004||11:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Just go around test driving DSMs at car lots. Maybe the ecu will accidentally fall out and your non-eprom ecu will accidentally fall into its place...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You laugh, I have considered that... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000017||tplesko||01-09-2004||12:17 PM||||Jeff, email sent.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000018||coop||01-09-2004||12:49 PM||||I think I have a spare pm me if you want me to check today.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum1/002673.cgi
A||||14||229of1000||122 Performance O2 Housing||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||12-06-2003||09:43 PM||||External dump 2.5" tubular O2 housing, for internal wastegate.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.usionline.net/122/Pictures/12225IDA/2.5extdmp2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Bought this about 2,000 miles ago.  I've decided it is too loud for my small town and am going with a ported stock housing for now.  It is in like new condition.<br /><br />$140 shipped.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-06-2003||11:23 PM||||Wasnt it also melting your radiator wire loom or something ????- you mentioned it in another thread.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />So, just warn Gvr4 owners buying this so they can take the right steps....Dont want it to come back and bite you in the ass....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||12-06-2003||11:24 PM||||Wouldn't take much to weld a bit more pipe on it I'd imagine...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-06-2003||11:40 PM||||Hey - I am just doing my job here as a mod and asking kindly that a mention be made so its all out in the open.... OK, champ ?||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||12-07-2003||04:25 PM||||I did have a problem with it melting the insulation and the wiring loom on the wiring harness under the radiator.  I really think this is only due to me driving the car on the interstate for 10 hours straight.  For a weekend car it probably isn't an issue.  It also wouldn't take much to modify the pipe to dump out farther down.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||12-07-2003||04:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I did have a problem with it melting the insulation and the wiring loom on the wiring harness under the radiator.  I really think this is only due to me driving the car on the interstate for 10 hours straight.  For a weekend car it probably isn't an issue.  It also wouldn't take much to modify the pipe to dump out farther down. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Were you WOT with the wastegate open that whole 10 hrs?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||12-07-2003||04:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I did have a problem with it melting the insulation and the wiring loom on the wiring harness under the radiator.  I really think this is only due to me driving the car on the interstate for 10 hours straight.  For a weekend car it probably isn't an issue.  It also wouldn't take much to modify the pipe to dump out farther down. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Were you WOT with the wastegate open that whole 10 hrs?!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was going 85 or so the whole time, I don't have cruise, and was passing cars, so I was in and out of boost the whole time.  Plus my turbine housing had a massive leak in the wastegate flapper and was a major problem even at idle.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||12-09-2003||05:07 PM||||$125||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||12-11-2003||06:55 PM||||TTT||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||12-15-2003||07:19 PM||||I know somebody wants this...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||redheat86||12-15-2003||08:35 PM||||I do. if you still have it after xmas ill take it..i just have to finish shopping befoer i buy anyhting else for my self.||66.41.127.36||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||12-15-2003||11:07 PM||||yeah, I want it too...In like 3 years    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||12-16-2003||12:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> yeah, I want it too...In like 3 years     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, when you buy #9?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||12-16-2003||12:43 PM||||yeah   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||12-18-2003||03:18 PM||||Sold.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum1/002929.cgi
A||||0||RTS182G-VR4||FS: full set of valve seals||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||01-12-2004||06:03 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i accidentally ordered an extra set of valve seals. if anyone wants em there still in the bags.  givem to ya for what i gotem for- 35 plus shipping,obo.  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum1/002690.cgi
A||||4||mromik||WTB 93 headlights||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||12-09-2003||07:20 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||STILL WANT 93'Headlights!!!!||212.16.203.134||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||jordanvr4||12-21-2003||10:44 PM||||I got a set in mint condition.<br />.......$150.00+shipping.......<br />nycgvr4@verizon.net||162.83.129.115||reg||1||jordanvr4||00002109||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||12-22-2003||11:12 AM||||if I had known before, I just went to the police auction saturday and turned down a 93 gsx for $30!!, bad me bad me!||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||12-22-2003||04:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GREENVR4:<br /><strong> if I had known before, I just went to the police auction saturday and turned down a 93 gsx for $30!!, bad me bad me! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you kidding me?  I just got back from Capitol Auto Auction...<br />They had TWO GSX's that went for $30 each....||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||16GVR4||12-22-2003||06:15 PM||||are you talking about TEL GSX or Galant GSX ?<br /><br />As far as I know the 93 headlights being discussed here is the one from 1993 Galant. Whether it is GS or GSX.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes



ubb/Forum1/002696.cgi
A||||9||thon||16x7, 16x8 wheels/tires ||||1||||thon||00000613
Z||000000||thon||12-10-2003||06:18 PM||thon@optonline.net||These will fit galant vr4, 240sx, others i'm sure<br /><br />Hi all, i'm selling my stern beast wheels.<br /><br />These are JDM, fairly rare 1 piece wheels.  I got them from Sam at JSPEC about a year ago, but I'm upsizing my wheels so these have got to go.<br /><br />The fronts are 16x7 +35 4x114.3 and come with 205/50/16 Dunlop FM901 tires (have about 65% wear left, bought them in April, taken off in October, less than 8k miles on them)<br /><br />The rears are 16x8 +37 4x114.3 and come with 225/50/16 Dunlop FM901 tires (have about 90% wear left, bought them in August b/c of tire vandalism to the previous tires:( ) these only have about 2k miles on them<br /><br />They are silver in color and come with 2 center caps (which are basically stickers on plastic holders and dont look very good) I dont run them but i'm including them b/c they were given to me with the wheels.<br /><br />They wheels are GREAT for track or street, but are NOT perfect.  They are USED, the clearcoat could use to be redone, but they have no major curbing or scratches (just little marks here and there)<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.jkmsports.com/Thon/thon240side.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/sterns2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />This pic is of the FRONT ONLY <br />  <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/sterns.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I'd prefer local pickup but will ship if necessary, and ill drive as far as South Jersey if i need to (150 miles or so)<br /><br />Asking 650 (THAT INCLUDES ALL 4 TIRES)<br /><br />Thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||12-10-2003||07:55 PM||||how light are these wheels? im from ct, i can come check them out sometime. let me know<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||thon||12-10-2003||08:06 PM||||i'd guess they're about 16, or 17 pounds a pop without the tire.  Anytime u want to stop by and check them out let me know.<br /><br />email me thon@optonline.net and i can give u my cell.||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||12-10-2003||08:09 PM||||Are those  <b>PINK</b> neons?!?! God damn, what is wrong with you? weirdo.||64.252.99.138||reg||10||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-10-2003||08:17 PM||||hehehhehehahaha. GO neon! ricer   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||128.138.195.108||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||TheJackalGT||12-10-2003||08:24 PM||||NOOOOOOOOOOOOO MONICA!!!||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000006||thon||12-10-2003||08:27 PM||||lol<br />yeah they are...part of our drift club.<br /><br />EDIT: udriveu you bish.  See if you ever get anything as pimp as a brand new factory painted VR4 bumper for xmas again!<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.geocities.com/pink_godzira/" target="_blank">Pink Godzira SPL</a> <br />(super performance league) more of a joke than anything else..and you obviously haven't seen my valvecover.<br />    <img src="http://www.jkmsports.com/Thon/thon240vc.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />    <img src="http://www.jkmsports.com/Thon/thon240heatshield.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000007||thon||12-19-2003||12:42 PM||||Still for sale, i'll take 650 obo although don't low ball me.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||12-22-2003||09:06 AM||||The Pink Godziras! Ahah That is awesome. I like the pink valve cover. Schwing!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||thon||01-06-2004||12:19 PM||||550 firm, need to get rid of them||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes



ubb/Forum1/002698.cgi
A||||5||Marty||50 trim for sale, needs rebuild||||1||||Marty||00000661
Z||000000||Marty||12-10-2003||08:24 PM||mgrand34@aol.com||Selling my old 50 trim, TO4E, and Mitsu 7cm exh. side thats very ported. The center cartridge needs to be replaced as it started  letting oil by. The wheel has play but did not come in contact with the housing. I made 417whp and 426 ft pounds of torque at 26 PSI with this turbo on a Mustang awd dyno.<br />Make offer. Marty||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000001||91TSi_AWD||12-10-2003||08:57 PM||||what are you looking to get for it? <br />and how is this setup? 7cm mitsu housing with 50 trim wheel? is this a PTE turbo? or when FP was making their adapted housings?<br /><br />Mustang AWD dyno???||172.172.170.249||reg||1||91TSi_AWD||00000687||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||12-10-2003||10:03 PM||||send me a ransom  for this item . atsiauto@comcast.net||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||Marty||12-11-2003||05:56 PM||||and how is this setup? 7cm mitsu housing with 50 trim wheel? is this a PTE turbo? or when FP was making their adapted housings?<br /><br />Mustang AWD dyno???<br /><br />It was from DSM Performance and is a hybrid. Mustang awd dyno's usually dyno lower than other dyno's (im told up to a 40whp difference at 400whp)and are supposed to be more accurate.<br />Marty||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000004||Marty||12-15-2003||03:12 PM||||Id be willing to take 200.00 for the turboe  it is internally gated and worked perfectly til the seals went.<br />Marty||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||12-15-2003||03:17 PM||||got any pics?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum1/002703.cgi
A||||2||coop||wtb; vpc||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||12-11-2003||02:29 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||Anyone got a vpc they want to sell?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||gixxer||12-11-2003||03:09 PM||||dsmtrader.com does||129.219.71.4||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000002||jordanvr4||12-19-2003||06:45 PM||||Got it!!!!!!!<br />w/all sensers&harnesses + 550 chip<br />$800.00 + shipping.||162.84.167.119||reg||14||jordanvr4||00002109||yes



ubb/Forum1/002707.cgi
A||||6||HeadHunter||89 JDM - Anything!!||||1||||HeadHunter||00003045
Z||000000||HeadHunter||12-11-2003||06:05 PM||paul_s_murphy@hotmail.com||Hi all,<br /><br />I come from Australia and am the proud owner of an 89 JDM VR4 and I have been desperately searching for basically anything pertaining to my car. I live in Brisbane and I can't find a damn thing. The most common response fom the majority of car importers here is ".....we don't know much about that vehicle....". <br /><br />Anyway, first and foremost I am looking for someone who has or knows how to get a workshop manual (I don't care what language it is I will have it translated if I have to) and secondly if anyone knows any shops in Brisbane that do actually know how to fix/get parts for my car I would greatly appreciate if u could reply because I am starting to get the shits with these other shops.<br /><br />I know I am a needy person but I was also wondering if someone could give me an idea as to the market value (in AU$) of my car.<br /><br />Thanks in advance,<br />Paul||203.51.229.150||reg||1||HeadHunter||00003045||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-11-2003||06:34 PM||||do a bunch of searches until your fingers bleed. you can get a manualcd off of ebay.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||HeadHunter||12-11-2003||07:06 PM||||I don't get any hits on ebay.com.au for VR4 manuals available to Australia. I can find one on ebay.com but i can't get an account (or can I??). If anyone already has one of these manual cd's PM me please.||203.51.229.150||reg||1||HeadHunter||00003045||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||12-12-2003||02:27 AM||||More exspensive than Ebay and not 100% Gvr4 specific but here you go:  <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/index2.htm" target="_blank">DSM CD web page</a> Also, check out the free samples.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.226.152.241||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||12-12-2003||02:38 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">this page might help</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||12-12-2003||07:35 PM||||You may want to post a message for the following board members also from Austrailia (AzA*, MiSTER2, Bumpy & Ash).||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000006||HeadHunter||12-14-2003||05:20 PM||||Thanks for everyones help........<br />BTW does anyone else have an 89 JDM||203.51.226.11||reg||1||HeadHunter||00003045||yes



ubb/Forum1/002709.cgi
A||||5||DeanCouchey||Gauging Intrest: Selling our 97 Eclipse Spyder||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||12-12-2003||12:03 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Hey guys! Me and my girl are thinking about selling our 97 eclipse. I t is a GS auto so 141 HP and 148 torque. Its slate grey with black top and interior. It will come with a warrenty up to 77,000 miles and it is at 51K now. I have pics and I can post them if some people respond or if you wanna email me for them. Were looking at a Scion xB so we prob wont be able to sell til the beginning of February. We are looking for $12,500 for it cause it was 11,500 and with taxes and the warrent it comes to 13,500! If your intrested please let me know so if you would like to get it we can arrange something! Thanks! Dean||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||12-12-2003||12:10 AM||||Found a pic of it when we first got it. We have the mitsu symbols in the wheels red now and we added a carbon center panel and carbon lights, looks realy good to me. We will post pics of it in the morning when we wake up....  <b>About 11 AM EST!</b>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2213" alt=" - " />||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||12-12-2003||12:53 AM||||A Scion xB huh?  Can I ask why?  I think I would rather buy a Ford Pinto for 15K than that thing.  Are you persuaded by the clever Toyota marketing scheme?  Not trying to be mean, when I saw those things in the magazimes, I wondered why anyone would buy one of those things.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||12-12-2003||10:00 AM||||I like the way it looks, has nothing to do with the fact that toyota is marketing them to young people. I have always been attracted to boxier cars, hence the galant and the way it is set up is fun. I dont like all the crap you can add, like a lighted cup holder for 300 bucks and so on but we are gonna spend about $16000. Plus it has alot of room in it compared to our spyder, I am 6'4" and 300 pounds so it is a tight squeeze for me in that damn car.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||12-12-2003||11:03 AM||||Thats cool.  I just didn't think anybody liked them.  To each his own I say.  Well, good luck with it.  I think they are going to be coming out with ALOT of aftermarket parts for it.  Everything from Turbo kits to, like you said, lighted cup holders.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||12-14-2003||01:10 AM||||anyone???||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum1/002710.cgi
A||||24||benwah||GVR4 on the trader, $800obo in VT||||1||||benwah||00000735
Z||000000||benwah||12-12-2003||11:22 AM||||Man I wish I lived closer to the northeast, there is some deals to be had over there. Check this one out on the trader,<br /><br />Posted by:  mnytlks  <br />Phone:  8028799462  <br />Location:  Colchester Vermont  <br />User Ads:  Show All Ads Posted by mnytlks  <br />Ad Information  <br />Price: $800 <br />Make & Model: Mitsubishi Galant VR-4 <br />Year: 91 1G <br />Induction: Turbo <br />Driveline: All Wheel Drive <br />Mileage: not sure <br />Exterior/Interior Color: charcoal with black leather <br />Ad Description  <br />Hello, this VR4 is in good shape. It had blown a timing belt and crashed the head. For the most part all of the head parts are in the trunk. The interior is good and so the outside with little to no rust. The brakes were brand new when the car was died. Everything else works great. The car has been sitting for over a year. IT will make a good parts/project/money making car if anyone wants it. I am selling for $800 or best offer. The car is in the Burlington area of Vermont and will need to be picked up. Thanks:)||68.61.168.255||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||12-12-2003||11:35 AM||||sounds like a deal/steal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Jeremy? Jeremy?||167.142.22.103||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||Colt4G63||12-12-2003||12:04 PM||||damn that is a steal<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-12-2003||12:09 PM||||is this on autotrader, DSM trader or partstrader?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||12-12-2003||01:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> is this on autotrader, DSM trader or partstrader? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like the DSM trader from the ad text.<br />Jeremy should be checking on it soon  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Cost me $600 when I shipped mine from Boston to here.  (it was drivable, but I didn't want to make that drive in January)||167.142.22.252||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||benwah||12-12-2003||02:03 PM||||It's on the dsmtrader, it posted today I believe. It sounds like the trunk may need some cleaning with parts of the head sitting back there. But anything for the right price and this one sounds like a winner for someone.||68.61.168.255||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||12-12-2003||02:10 PM||||jeremy needs to fix the idle on his first one....Have 2 gvr4s that dont run well are symptoms that can lead to suicide||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||skivittlerjimb||12-12-2003||02:29 PM||||Hey folks ,<br /><br />I left a message at the phone # listed today. I'm happy to take a look at it and take some pictures of it for the board.  If it looks like a great deal I might jump on it, but really my wife would have a hissy if I brought (towed) home a parts car, so that's pretty unlikely.  In any case, I live less than 15 minutes from where it is, so I'm happy to give an unbiased opinion on it...  <br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||12-12-2003||02:40 PM||||Interesting...he says charcoal exterior and a 91....hmmm...It must be black. Coz kensignton grey was a 92 color. The crack pipe is calling me....||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||12-12-2003||04:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Interesting...he says charcoal exterior and a 91....hmmm...It must be black. Coz kensignton grey was a 92 color. The crack pipe is calling me.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It may be that rare Obsidian.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||12-12-2003||04:04 PM||||Bwahahaha!||167.142.22.245||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||jcgalantvr4-244||12-12-2003||07:20 PM||||I cant seem to get these guys on the phone, But I am very interested in this car.||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||12-12-2003||11:15 PM||||Jeremy - read the thread again, bro. The answer to your question is a couple of posts up...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||jcgalantvr4-244||12-12-2003||11:38 PM||||blacksheep you are always so mean to me,   always making fun of me.  Im crying right now. snifle snifle .    lol just kidding.     Yes I saw it right after i posted and sent him a pm. O YEA I FOGOT TO TYPE IN CAPS LOL HA HA <br />       <br />              Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||12-13-2003||01:07 AM||||Its just the treatment noobs get....LOL.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I'll stop...eventuallY!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||G-Ell||12-13-2003||04:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by skivittlerjimb:<br /><strong>I left a message at the phone # listed today. I'm happy to take a look at it and take some pictures of it for the board.  In any case, I live less than 15 minutes from where it is, so I'm happy to give an unbiased opinion on it...  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please do!||24.196.95.197||reg||1||G-Ell||00002091||yes
Z||000016||skivittlerjimb||12-13-2003||01:10 PM||||Well, got the fella's mother on the phone, though she doesn't seem to even know where the car is sitting at the moment.  Will swing by where I think it is a take a few pics (if it's there) on the way home from work...<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||7||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000017||skivittlerjimb||12-13-2003||11:51 PM||||Well, the guy with the $800 "charcoal" '91 has not yet called back, so I headed to the spot I'd seen a black '91 sitting for a while.  Doesn't appear to be the same one as on the DSMTrader site,  but could be a great deal, nonetheless.<br /><br />1974/2000, looks like 148k miles, some semi-wrinkled body parts, normal 13 year old VT car rust, decent looking interior, possible collapsed rear shocks.  Hard to say, but looks stock.  Has a June, 2002 sticker on it, so it's been sitting there a little while...<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2222&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2223&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />As I was looking at it, the owner's buddy happened<br />to drive up and confirmed that this was not listed anywhere on the Internet for sale, but that the owner was indeed trying to sell it.  I mentioned that the other one in town was listed at $800, and he said off hand he was pretty sure the owner wasn't even expecting to get that much for this one.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyhoo, gave the owner's buddy my name and phone #... we'll see what happens...<br /><br />-Jim B.||192.107.146.2||reg||12||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000018||geoff@machv||12-14-2003||05:33 PM||||Maaaaaan.... I hate you  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Good luck!  If YOU end up not getting it....<br />I'll GLADLY take it!<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000019||skivittlerjimb||12-15-2003||10:58 AM||||Hey all,  <br /><br />If I had the driveway/garage space I might snatch this one up but with kid #3 on the way any day now the timing is not right at all.  <br /><br />I'd be happy to do the transaction for someone and make the arrangements, as there's basically <br />0% chance I'm going to buy this car.  To all three<br />folks who PM'd me about pics, I figured it was <br />just easier to post them here.  <br /><br />As for the other $800 parts car on the trader site, that guy has never called me back nor responded to my email, so I'm giving up on that<br />one.  Someone way want to keep calling the number,<br />but I hate to keep bugging the guy's mom!<br /><br />Just let me know if anyone is serious on the one pictured above and I'll make further inquiries.<br />It definitely doesn't deserve to just end up a parts car...||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000020||tcl02||12-25-2003||10:29 PM||||im interested in finding out more about this car, i emailed you, i was just wondering if you could find out some more details about the car.  thanks a lot||68.42.112.50||reg||1||tcl02||00003122||yes
Z||000021||i hate fall||12-28-2003||03:20 AM||||I'm sure interested... my winter car / down time car just died sooo this would be prefect plus i'd give it the love it needed and then sell it (cheap) to someone else on the board.  so let me know.... i need something till my jdm front clip comes in.<br />thanks <br />shawn||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000022||tcl02||12-28-2003||03:22 AM||||im still interested as well   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.42.112.50||reg||1||tcl02||00003122||yes
Z||000023||tcl02||12-28-2003||06:04 PM||||nevermind...got my gst fixed, and going back to school in a week or so.  timing is all wrong, hope someone else can get this.  ill be back in the market for my vr4 around the beginning of summer though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.42.112.50||reg||1||tcl02||00003122||yes
Z||000024||skivittlerjimb||12-29-2003||06:12 PM||||Well, the black '91 that had been sitting there for close to two years has been moved.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Sometime between the day I took the pics and today it got towed out of there, judging by the<br />truck tire tracks on the front lawn.  It may<br />have been the same $800 one as on the Trader site... hard to say.<br /><br />Anyway, knocked on the owner's door but no answer. Will try to find out the phone # to<br />that address and call to find out what happened<br />but it doesn't look good.... We can only hope<br />VT Sportscar nabbed it and is shelling it out<br />for another group A monster.   Unlikely, I know,<br />but we can always hope another VR-4 isn't <br />just being parted out and then heading to the<br />crusher.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||8||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes



ubb/Forum1/002725.cgi
A||||10||Craig91||FS: 1991 VR4 in CT||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||12-12-2003||06:21 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||I'm posting this for a friend of mine:<br /> <br />White 91 5spd VR-4<br />Stock white alloys<br />about 3K miles on built motor and 115K on body<br /> <br /><br />Fully Built motor:<br />-Arias pistons<br />-Eagle rods<br />-Balance shafts removed<br />-HKS 264 cams with titanium valve springs/retainers<br />-Ported polished head<br />-Extrude honed intake mani<br />-TiAL wastegate and BOV<br />-Large Pruven Performance Front Mount Intercooler<br /> <br />-Ported 95 mani and o2<br />-3" DP/Exhaust <br />-Frank 4 turbo <br />-650cc injectors<br />-Aeromotive 1000hp fuel pump<br />-Professionally sumpted tank with -8 fuel line<br />-Custom Pruven fuel rail<br />-Fuel pressure reg. w/gauge<br />-VPC/AFC<br /> <br />-MDS DIS6<br />-Moroso battery box w/stinger battery relocation kit to trunk<br /> <br />-Built T.R.E tranny with upgraded shift forks<br />-4 bolt rear end<br />-KYB AGX shocks/struts<br />-Strut Tower bars<br />-Rear wheel steering eliminated<br /> <br />-Boost & A/F gauges on pillar<br /> <br />-Powerstop rotors<br />-EBC green stuff pads<br />-SS brake lines, clutch line, turbo feed and return lines<br /> <br />-JUN flywheel<br />-ACT 2600 4puck<br /> <br />He's looking right around the $11K figure but is willing to negotiate a little to facilitate the sale.  All of the work was done at Pruven Performance in Milford, CT and receipts may be attainable if he can get copies from Pruven.<br /><br />I don't have a current dynoslip, but can ask him for some numbers if someone is interested.  It was taken to the track 1 or 2 times 2-3 years ago.  Last I remember it was in the mid to high 300's, but that was a while ago.<br /><br />As far as vehicle condition, the outside has some typical small scratches/paint chips of a 13 year old car.  The paint is good and the interior isn't in bad terribly bad shape.  The stitching is separating on the driver's seat underneath your butt and there is a slight bubble in the dash on the top.<br /><br />I went for a ride about a month ago, and the car hauls some serious balls.  I have pictures available upon request, just email me at CraigSternberg@comcast.net if you'd like to see them.  <br /><br />PLEASE...I ask that no one hijack the thread and comment about the pricing and/or anything else be kept to yourself.  If you are interested, email me or reply here and I'll get whatever info to you that I can.<br /><br />Thanks for reading<br /><br />-Craig||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||crucible||12-12-2003||08:29 PM||||There's a guy on here thats absolutely dying for a vr4||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||12-12-2003||08:37 PM||||Yeah I know.  I contacted him and we went back and forth, and then he just decided to never respond to any emails even if it was just to say he was no longer interested.<br /><br />I know there are some others out there looking, or have friends that are looking.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-12-2003||11:16 PM||||We must be talking about Mr 20K ????   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||12-12-2003||11:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> We must be talking about Mr 20K ????    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   I dunno    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||VR4ownzU||12-13-2003||10:42 PM||||I emailed you back saying I was looking for one cleaner than that...and you kept emailing me....i don't get it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.154.214.30||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||12-13-2003||11:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> I emailed you back saying I was looking for one cleaner than that...and you kept emailing me....i don't get it     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm gonna go waaaaay out on a limb here and say that all the "very clean" gvr4's out there are owned mostly by people on this board. It's gonna be a long time before you get a gvr4 if you're gonna be *that* picky. What are you waiting for? A fully modded one with 10,000 original miles?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   This isn't one of the 10,000,000 Honda Civics we're talking about here that have been modded and kept show quality by 5000 or more people in the U.S. It's a rare, limited car that only a handful of have been modded or kept nice, and most those that have an interest in them are right here, and not willing to part with them.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||Craig91||12-14-2003||12:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> I emailed you back saying I was looking for one cleaner than that...and you kept emailing me....i don't get it      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm gonna go waaaaay out on a limb here and say that all the "very clean" gvr4's out there are owned mostly by people on this board. It's gonna be a long time before you get a gvr4 if you're gonna be *that* picky. What are you waiting for? A fully modded one with 10,000 original miles?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    This isn't one of the 10,000,000 Honda Civics we're talking about here that have been modded and kept show quality by 5000 or more people in the U.S. It's a rare, limited car that only a handful of have been modded or kept nice, and most those that have an interest in them are right here, and not willing to part with them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">THANK YOU!<br /><br />I was just trying to help my friend out in aiding the sale of the car.  If you're looking for a beauty, they are hard to come by like he said.  The most expensive part, being the motor/driveline, of this car are fully built correctly. You can always get the car painted, slap on a set of wheels, and be done with it.  You've got MORE than enough to do that if you have the finances like you say you have to purchase the car AND clean it up.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000008||VR4ownzU||12-14-2003||04:58 AM||||It took me 3 years to find the right AE86...your friend has all the right mods....i admit it....and its white...I REALLy want a white one bad....but if other color comes around thats clean I'll take it.||24.154.214.30||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000009||Ian M||12-14-2003||12:33 PM||||Mark nails it on the head.<br /><br /> Id venture to say there are probably more AE86s to choose from than GVR4s,depending on what part of the country you're looking in. <br /> <br /> These arent many of these cars left,and they arent exactly collector cars,so you probably wont find too many of these being put in a barn new and saved for 15 years till someone comes along with a fist of cash.<br /><br /> Its not common to see cars with the combonation of detail and performance seen in cars on the board like Harrys,Nates,Marks,Katies,Sam Sayes,ect with the color YOU want,the mods YOU want,at the price YOU want,and for sale when YOU want to buy it...Thats what it sounds like you are looking for.  Since you have the cash it would be much easier to find a descent one and make it your own,then it can be EXACTLY what you want!   <br /><br /> As time goes on,the cars are just getting older and rougher. If you arent willing to do some work,you are in for a long search,dude.||129.71.114.13||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000010||crucible||12-14-2003||02:26 PM||||Moneybags, did you catch my drift in my post in another thread?<br />You can pick up a G for a small wad and put some more wad into it for modying,painting, or whatever and STILL have wads left in your pocket.<br />Hey, its your money and do whatever with it, but dont complain that there's no nice VR4s available.As rare as they may be, there readily for sale on this board by memebers who cherish them.<br />We are curious as to what EXACTLY you are looking for and then we can try to help ya out.<br />Damn, I wish I had 20K burning  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum1/002727.cgi
A||||19||Jose||For Sale: JDM Front Bumper In NJ Area||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||12-12-2003||09:29 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have a front JDM bumper that I ordered for a friend of mine which he then backed out of it at the last minute. I need to get $325.00 (cost of bumper plus shipping)for it. I do not want to ship, would rather someone come and pick it up. PM me if interested. It has the regular foglights,  <b>not projectors</b>. I also have a set of JDM headlights with city lights. $125.00.<br />Jose.....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||HobieKopek||12-13-2003||01:30 AM||||Is it painted?  If so what color?  I may be interested.||24.193.124.20||reg||1||HobieKopek||00002978||yes
Z||000002||Jose||12-13-2003||08:27 PM||||It is silver, and needs to be painted.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||Jose||12-14-2003||11:56 PM||||Noboby wants JDM bumpers anymore?<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||12-15-2003||12:04 AM||||It figures, when I wanted one they would get picked up like 10 seconds after being posted on the net so I would miss out, and now that I have one nobody buys them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||jcgalantvr4-244||12-15-2003||01:24 AM||||I would take it but somebody wont ship it !!!!||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000006||Jose||12-15-2003||02:01 AM||||I really dont want to ship it. If I would ship it to you it would cost you anywhere from $100-150 more for shipping. Thats way I am offering it to the guys in the NJ area.<br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||12-15-2003||02:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> I really dont want to ship it. If I would ship it to you it would cost you anywhere from $100-150 more for shipping. Thats way I am offering it to the guys in the NJ area.<br />Jose...... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jose, I shipped my USDM bumper to Rich for $30 UPS and he shipped his JDM to me for like $40 through UPS also. Just find a nice UPS person that will fudge the numbers a little. If you use a box that's just the right size it is only *barely* oversize according to UPS dimensions.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||12-15-2003||07:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> Noboby wants JDM bumpers anymore?<br />Jose..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bah... rice.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   j/k but gofast is more important at this point.||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||hecdws||12-15-2003||07:57 AM||||part of going fast is loosing the 150+/- lbs that the 2 us bumpers weigh. you can actually feel the difference when you swap to the jdm bumpers. if your putting a fmic on a vr4 i think the jdm bumper lets more air thru and you wont have to cut it to pieces like the us.<br /><br />later hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||12-15-2003||08:39 AM||||But you can lose the same amount of weight out of the US spec bumpers if you hack the supports.  Plus I didn't think a very large FMIC (2-216) would fit under the JDM bumper.  Feel free to correct me if i'm wrong as I've only seen JDM bumper pictures.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||driftntouge||12-15-2003||12:06 PM||||PM sent...||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||12-15-2003||03:46 PM||||Does anybody have a big intercooler under the JDM bumper? If the 2-216 don't fit I'm selling my bumper too.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||12-15-2003||03:49 PM||||Gabor - the shannon core will not fit. I have tried that, so has Katie. The JDM bumper cover doesnt have the width....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||jcgalantvr4-244||12-15-2003||05:35 PM||||Shipping must be a real big  rip off over there.????    I just purchased 2 front seats from a guy off ebay.  They were stock leather ones cuz some asshole broke into my car and cut mine with a razor knife.   He had them both shipped to me for 32.00 for both of them.  I cant belive that the bumper is as heavy as they were nor even the same size box..  must have bad shipping srevice there......<br /><br />    Jeremy<br />  #244/2000||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000015||turbowop||12-15-2003||05:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Gabor - the shannon core will not fit. I have tried that, so has Katie. The JDM bumper cover doesnt have the width....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You guys aren't cutting them enough.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Or do you mean the bumper doesn't stick out far enough? I got my core to fit with no cutting of the JDM bumper. The dimensions are 24x10x2.75 with endtanks being 2.5" wide. It's mounted the same as it was when the USDM bumper was on. I only had to move the bottom of the core back about three inches. After the bumper is painted I will post some pics of the fitment.||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000016||GVR4458||12-15-2003||06:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Does anybody have a big intercooler under the JDM bumper? If the 2-216 don't fit I'm selling my bumper too.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Drop me a line if you're gonna sell.  I just want a bumper to cut apart and I'd rather keep my stock one intact.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000017||Jose||12-15-2003||10:41 PM||||Thats why I dont want to ship it.  Just rather have someone come get it. I dont really have the time to be packing a bumper up. And I was getting some seats shipped to me and they were $85.00(for light weight racing seats).<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000018||tplesko||12-15-2003||11:26 PM||||Mark,<br /><br />The 2-216 core is huge.  It's bigger than yours by quite a bit.  I believe mine measured 28.5x10.5x 3.5 *without* endtanks.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000019||turbowop||12-16-2003||12:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Mark,<br /><br />The 2-216 core is huge.  It's bigger than yours by quite a bit.  I believe mine measured 28.5x10.5x 3.5 *without* endtanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">*edit* Haha....I almost felt some inferiority by that "bigger than yours" comment.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  I guess I'm just average.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I knew the size of that core. I'm pretty sure the core would fit. Height isn't much of an issue. The thickness; I would say it'd be close but it looks to me that a core .75" thicker than mine would fit as mine still has some room. For the width, as long as the outlets are facing straight back towards the engine bay, short route style, even with endtanks it should work. I'm guessing some custom bracket fabbing would definately be in order to make that core work for sure though. I think that Andre from NWDSM has the 2-216 behind his JDM bumper. I'll see if I can get him to send me some better pics of it and let me know if that is for sure the core he has. So far the pic below is the best one I have. Never give up hope!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />  <img src="http://www.pinamotorsports.com/albums/album14/DSC00267.sized.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum1/002728.cgi
A||||30||Minjin||Garage cleaning...miscellaneous parts||||1||||Minjin||00001036
Z||000000||Minjin||12-12-2003||10:33 PM||minnsjr@eudoramail.com||Hey guys, I'm doing some garage cleaning and its about time to clear some stuff out. This is mostly stuff that I already have two or three of and I really don't need more.<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_1.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_1.jpg</a>   <br /><br />Here, we have:<br /><br />-Upper timing belt covers, at least one is completely uncracked, the others aren't all that bad, $15 for all 4<br />-1g intake snorkel, $15<br />-3000gt brake booster (doubt anyone here wants it, but who knows, could be same as dsm), $15<br />-2.5in tubular o2 housing, needs another dump pipe welded on and d/p flange is a little bent, $sold<br />-1g throttle body elbows, everyone needs at least 5 for their dsm parts collection, $10 for all three<br />-1g turbo m/t cams, two intakes, one exhaust, $15 a piece<br />-cam gears, these are the black style, $10 for the pair<br />-fuel rail, $15<br />-7 bolt oil pickup, $10<br />-(2) 2g mas plugs, $15 a piece <br />-RF abs wheel sensor, $10<br />-ABS ecu, $25<br />-thing with green sticker, can't remember what it is, but I think its abs related, something like G-sensor or something, $10<br />-cup holders, I think one is 1g and other is gvr4, $10 a piece (identify by location in picture which one you want)<br />-miscellaneous intake pieces, I think two are from gvr4 and one is from a n/t dsm, $10 for all- one on far left is SOLD<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_2.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_2.jpg</a>   <br /><br />GVR4 condenser, good condition, no leaks, $20<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_3.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_3.jpg</a>   <br /><br />Goodridge braided kevlar line. I bought it because it was advertised with a part number that indicated it was -3 line. I was going to use it for clutch lines and maybe brakes lines. However, it turned out to be -2 and I don't have a use for it. This is supposedly a good size for nitrous lines. I think its 10ft; I completely forgot to measure length. $15<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_4.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_4.jpg</a>   <br /><br />1g AWD springs, nice shape, low mileage if I recall correctly, $40<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_5.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_5.jpg</a>   <br /><br />Stock diff and working 4ws pump, $40<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_6.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_6.jpg</a>   <br /><br />(2) A/C compressors. One is 1g and the other is GVR4. I don't recall which is which. GVR4 was good when I pulled it off, don't recall condition of 1g compressor. $20 for gvr4, $10 for 1g<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_7.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/4Sale/4sale_7.jpg</a>   <br /><br />Starters. They're not pretty and I haven't checked them recently to make sure they work. However, if anyone wants one, I will bench test it first and make certain its good. $15 a piece<br /><br />My minimum price is $10 simply because otherwise its not worth my time to box it up and ship it. If I'm being unreasonable (I don't think I am), make an offer. Keep in mind that shipping is very slow during holiday season. If you want cheap shipping, you need to have patience. Paypal is preferred (minnsjr@eudoramail.com). Local pickups are welcome. If I don't respond back to an inquiry, try again via a different method.<br /><br />Thats all for now. More will come after I sell some of this stuff.<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000001||marvinmadman123||12-12-2003||10:58 PM||||Count me in for the p/s reservoir. How much for shipping to 70510? (Louisiana)||66.79.1.102||reg||14||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-12-2003||11:05 PM||||An even $15 total should cover it. If Paypal is good for you, use the address I'm about to edit in above. Nothing ships before Monday, Tuesday at the latest.<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||12-12-2003||11:10 PM||||where?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-12-2003||11:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong>My minimum price is $10 simply because otherwise its not worth my time to box it up and ship it. If I'm being unreasonable (I don't think I am), make an offer. Keep in mind that shipping is very slow during holiday season. If you want cheap shipping, you need to have patience. Paypal is preferred (<i>minnsjr@eudoramail.com</i>). Local pickups are welcome. If I don't respond back to an inquiry, try again via a different method.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||marvinmadman123||12-12-2003||11:23 PM||||how much extra with the intake pipe that connects to the mas air can? i dont need any of the others.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-12-2003||11:34 PM||||I guess I can break up my nice set...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Tack on an extra 5 for $20 total. Let me know which one in the picture you want. I don't have them right in front of me to be able to figure out which one you're talking about.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||marvinmadman123||12-12-2003||11:45 PM||||I need the one on the far left with all the f'ed up bends in it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000008||marvinmadman123||12-12-2003||11:54 PM||||paypal sent for $20. let me know for sure that you will send the correct intake pipe, pic or someting? let me know.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||6||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000009||Minjin||12-13-2003||12:08 AM||||Received. I'll get the left most hose and the reservoir out to you soon.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000010||SLedge||12-13-2003||12:18 AM||||I'm interested in the diff and 4WS pump.||63.201.27.245||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000011||marvinmadman123||12-13-2003||12:23 AM||||thanks, this site is really helping me in my restoration/repair of #1263||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000012||V8EATER||12-13-2003||10:14 AM||||I'll take the 02 housing.  i'll send paypal today and pm you my address.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000013||ercp98||12-13-2003||11:22 AM||||2g mas plugs, $15 a piece, is this the same as the pigtail harness for the 2g mas??<br />if it is i'll take one. please send me shipping cost. paypal good for you??||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000014||GRV4726||12-13-2003||02:28 PM||||hey. as tempting as it is to buy 4 timing belt covers. could i only buy the black one. is that the one thats cracked??? <br /><br />thanks <br /><br />sorry to break up the set||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000015||4drwhore||12-13-2003||02:50 PM||||are those springs from a 1G t/e/l?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000016||geoff@machv||12-13-2003||06:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> are those springs from a 1G t/e/l? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">***1g AWD**** springs, nice shape, low mileage if I recall correctly, $40    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000017||Minjin||12-13-2003||07:46 PM||||PMs have been responded to.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong> hey. as tempting as it is to buy 4 timing belt covers. could i only buy the black one. is that the one thats cracked??? <br /><br />sorry to break up the set </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The reason I wanted to sell as a cheap set is so noone would complain when the one they picked wasn't in perfect showroom condition. Like I said, one is uncracked which is pretty rare, but on none of them is the paint perfect. I think the black one had a little bit of cracking around one of the bolt holes (like most do).<br /><br />Let me know what you want.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000018||4drwhore||12-13-2003||11:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> are those springs from a 1G t/e/l? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">***1g AWD**** springs, nice shape, low mileage if I recall correctly, $40     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any idea what the shipping on that will be?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000019||Jason411||12-14-2003||08:37 AM||||I'll take a 2G MAS plug if you still have one left. I sent you a PM<br /><br />Jason||24.247.143.76||reg||1||Jason411||00002590||yes
Z||000020||stevevr4||12-14-2003||03:23 PM||||If those springs are available let me know please!!||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000021||Minjin||12-14-2003||04:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> are those springs from a 1G t/e/l? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">***1g AWD**** springs, nice shape, low mileage if I recall correctly, $40      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any idea what the shipping on that will be? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When I get down to my garage again, I'll weigh them and we can make a guesstimate.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000022||Minjin||12-14-2003||04:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> If those springs are available let me know please!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're second in line.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000023||4drwhore||12-15-2003||10:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> If those springs are available let me know please!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're second in line.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im the first right?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000024||stevevr4||12-15-2003||10:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> If those springs are available let me know please!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're second in line.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im the first right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey get outta here you!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000025||4drwhore||12-15-2003||10:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> If those springs are available let me know please!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're second in line.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im the first right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey get outta here you!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why? I think I'm right, if you read up a few posts above yours you see me talking to him about the price on shipping... Wouldn't that mean I was interested and saying I will take them I just want to know shipping? No big deal if I'm wrong, I don't want to step on any toes and have my two star rating go down to one, I mean they are only $40 springs but I'm just wondering so if I'm not first and they aren't mine to start looking somewhere else.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000026||stevevr4||12-15-2003||10:48 AM||||I'm just playin man... cuz you beat me to this thread.  Yes you posted first, which is why I'm tell ya to get outta here so *I* can have them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   All yours man, I was just saying if it falls through, I want them.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000027||4drwhore||12-15-2003||10:58 AM||||LoL Isn't there another guy selling a set on here? or are those just stock gvr4 springs. Sorry maybe if I had a life youd have a better chance   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000028||stevevr4||12-15-2003||11:26 AM||||lol np, if this had been posted during the week you woulda been own3d.  Damn.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000029||Minjin||12-16-2003||03:17 PM||||Ok..<br /><br />ERCP98 - shipped<br />marvinmadman - shipped<br /><br />No other payments received.<br /><br />Weights for guys wanting shipping costs:<br /><br />Rear diff and 4ws pump - 50lbs (plus packaging)<br />1g AWD Springs - 25lbs (plus packagin)<br /><br />My zip is 17019.<br /><br />What I'd do for heavy items that may have a large shipping cost is ask for initial payment, then I'd ship, then I'd ask for shipping payment. That way I don't get screwed from estimating low on shipping (which I tend to do) and you don't have an overinflated shipping cost due to my overestimate. Keep in mind that I may add a couple bucks to make up for any PITA incurred while packaging said items.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks again.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000030||V8EATER||12-16-2003||06:44 PM||||payment sent||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum1/002733.cgi
A||||20||Jose||For Sale: AMG Want-a-be ||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||12-13-2003||08:31 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I am selling 1571(the car with the AMG bumpers). PM me for info.<br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||jayru||12-14-2003||01:26 PM||||Why? That is the sweetest VR4. Your crazy. LOL||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||Jose||12-14-2003||01:41 PM||||Its just time to move on.<br />Jose......||152.163.252.136||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||12-14-2003||03:02 PM||||Sweet, maybe now I can get Garfield's AMG wing?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||12-14-2003||03:11 PM||||Where's the guy with $20,000? Those bumpers alone must be worth that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Forget the rareness of the AMG stuff on that car though. It had better be clean or he won't even look at it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||12-14-2003||05:30 PM||||its clean||138.89.18.157||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||GVR4ZUM||12-14-2003||05:59 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  WHAT! Are you serious Jose?!<br />That car is must be seen, pictures don't do it justice. Hopefully the next owner will take good care of it like he did.<br /><br />Goodluck bud.||171.75.65.207||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000007||Garfield Wright||12-14-2003||07:05 PM||||So Jose, what's the plan for another ride?  We've all had this feeling of moving on @ some point in time.  I had my car on ebay once.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000008||Jose||12-14-2003||07:34 PM||||Im planning on getting the other VR4(3000GT). I really like my car just want to get a sports car now.<br />Jose....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000009||VR4ownzU||12-15-2003||10:33 PM||||I PMed ya||24.154.165.138||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000010||Jose||12-15-2003||10:37 PM||||Sold the Galant today. To another board member.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000011||jayru||12-15-2003||10:39 PM||||That would be me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000012||VR4ownzU||12-15-2003||10:55 PM||||bastard||24.154.165.138||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000013||jayru||12-15-2003||11:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> bastard </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think i saw a ketsup stain on the paint it wouldn't have been perfect enough for you   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000014||Akidosigh1||12-15-2003||11:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> That would be me    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">will you be considering getting copies of the AMG bumpers made?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000015||jayru||12-15-2003||11:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> That would be me     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">will you be considering getting copies of the AMG bumpers made? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man, i just got the thing let me injoy it before i start dismantlng it!<br /><br />But seriously, these bumpers are one of the main reasons i bought the car. It makes it special. If everyone else had them it wouldn't be...||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||12-15-2003||11:12 PM||||Damn, that shit sold quick like crack on the the  street corner where Whitney Houston lives....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||Garfield Wright||12-15-2003||11:24 PM||||One thing I can always count on is the humor this board provides in it's own special way.  It's full time some of you guys change profession.  At any rate, how much moola exchanged hands for Jose's ride.  I think we should keep tabs on these unique machines resale value  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000018||VR4ownzU||12-16-2003||12:46 AM||||Once again...i'm sure I would have payed more than anyone else for it....can't exactly get to NJ in less than 2 days!....did you even have anymore pictures?  the bumpers were important but so was the rest of the car....no one seemed to care....||24.154.165.138||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||12-16-2003||01:01 PM||||Ownzu- there is a silver one in the classifieds with your name all over it...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||thadirtybird||12-17-2003||09:57 PM||||hey ownzu aka moneybags aka 20g oh sorry aka 21g why don't you take a break and stop taking so much smack???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.185.140.116||reg||1||thadirtybird||00002147||yes



ubb/Forum1/002736.cgi
A||||0||atsiauto||2.5 SS exhaust for sale .||||10||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||12-14-2003||11:21 AM||atsiauto@comcast.net||It has a good sound , has a Genie turbo Muffler and resonator(Stainless as well) , I installed a 3 inch on my car and I know someboday can use this exhaust , Has cat But I was told by the previous owner it was for show and was gutted. asking 175 Prefer local pickup as any shipping will involve braking it down or cutting whichever is easier . Pics avialable, Thanky .||68.57.96.24||reg||10||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum1/002737.cgi
A||||0||gvr4x2||wtb 4 bolt lsd rear end||||1||||Mike Green||00002399
Z||000000||gvr4x2||12-14-2003||02:22 PM||mgreen@brownout.com||Well I am finnally getting around to getting my daily driver gvr4 back together and on the road, and it has a huge power steering fluid leak in the lines going to the rear end.  I want to ditch the 4ws and upgrade to the lsd rear end,  I think it is from a '93 right?  Anyone got one with the axles for sale?  Let me know - mike||24.218.147.224||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes



ubb/Forum1/002738.cgi
A||||3||229of1000||JDM Headlights $50||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||12-14-2003||03:03 PM||||$50 buy it now on ebay.  Good deal!<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2448210776&sspagename=ADME%3AB%3ASS%3AUS%3A1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2448210776&sspagename=ADME%3AB%3ASS%3AUS%3A1</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||12-14-2003||03:08 PM||||Tack on an extra $65 for shipping though.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||12-14-2003||03:40 PM||||I didn't bother looking at the shipping costs.  That is crazy!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />It cost me about $25 to ship a set of JDM headlights here in the US, so those costs might not be too far out of line actually.  I think it was $28 to have my VPC shipped over from Japan.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||crucible||12-14-2003||05:26 PM||||I get a kick out some people/vendors that have a fixed shipping rate.You buy spark plugs and the shippings is like 25$.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum1/002739.cgi
A||||0||geoff@machv||Stock GVR4 springs||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||12-14-2003||03:25 PM||geoff@machv.com||I've got a set of stock 92 GVR4 springs.<br /><br />25.00 for the complete set.<br />15.00 for shipping.<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum1/002740.cgi
A||||4||marvinmadman123||Anyone interested in a Honda||||1||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||12-14-2003||04:16 PM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||I have a 90 CRX Si with b16a1 swap that will be up for sale as soon as I get #1632 rolling right. pics at <a href="http://members.cardomain.com/marvinmadman" target="_blank">http://members.cardomain.com/marvinmadman</a>||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||12-14-2003||04:18 PM||||when you're ready to sell it post it on <a href="http://www.jdmuniverse.com" target="_blank">JDMUniverse</a> The guys on there are always looking for CRX's and Civics.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-14-2003||06:57 PM||||I had one identical to yours and I miss it - I would seriously be interested if we didnt have the gsr and the focus both up for sale...Place an ad on honda-tech as well - you should be able to sell it there.||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||12-14-2003||11:42 PM||||thanks<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||12-14-2003||11:49 PM||||What are you asking for it?<br />PM me before you put it up for sale somewhere else.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.195.153||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum1/002741.cgi
A||||0||atsiauto||wtb 92 rebuildable trans. ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||12-14-2003||06:55 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Id like a vr4 trans to ship to shep for a full Buildup 23 spline Xfer case too if you have one. PM me w info thanks.. Scotty||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum1/002742.cgi
A||||4||Garfield Wright||Stock corner lense||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||12-14-2003||07:25 PM||garfield@southfloridatuners.com||I have a pair of stock corner lense for sale $25 shipped.  I accept paypal. **** SOLD||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||12-17-2003||01:03 PM||||$20 shipped.  Anyone???||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000002||crucible||12-17-2003||07:58 PM||||Hows the condition?<br />If fine then Ill take||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||12-17-2003||09:53 PM||||I'll send pix tomorrow.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||12-17-2003||11:52 PM||||pix of corner usdm lense<br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2245" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2245&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2244" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2244&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum1/002743.cgi
A||||12||Jose||JDM Headlights||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||12-14-2003||11:58 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have a set of JDM headlights for sale. these are the ones that have city lights in them. $120.00 shipped to the lower 48 states.<br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||Jose||12-22-2003||09:35 PM||||New lower price, $100.00 shipped.<br />Jose......||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000002||Forced Style||12-23-2003||03:15 AM||||pictures? <br />im interested for sure.||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000003||Jose||12-23-2003||04:25 PM||||I will try to get some pics up tonight.<br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000004||Jose||12-24-2003||02:02 AM||||Here are some pics <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2270" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2270&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>, <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2271" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2271&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>, and <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2272" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2272&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Jose.......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000005||spyderman||12-30-2003||12:44 AM||||have you sold these yet?||65.204.247.94||reg||1||spyderman||00002346||yes
Z||000006||Peakboost||12-30-2003||12:46 AM||||jdm headlight uses H4 bulbs??? sweet!||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||12-30-2003||01:04 AM||||how about 90 shipped? if so i'll send the 90 plus what i owe you for the gauge pod.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||Jose||12-30-2003||01:43 AM||||Spyderman, yes I still have them. Jonvr4 I cant sell them for any less. I am losing already. I also still have the amber corner lights if anyone still wants them.<br />Jose.....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000009||DsmSeifer||12-30-2003||01:47 AM||||how much for the corners?||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000010||spyderman||12-30-2003||04:07 PM||||AMG No More -- you have email.||65.204.247.94||reg||1||spyderman||00002346||yes
Z||000011||Jose||12-30-2003||05:57 PM||||Spyderman if you emailed me I didnt get it. PM me instead.<br />Jose......||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000012||Jose||01-09-2004||10:15 AM||||Sold.<br />Jose......||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/002930.cgi
A||||3||GVR-4||FS: stock intercooler||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||01-12-2004||08:19 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Just what it says, my stock intercooler from my VR-4 is for sale. I don't know what to ask, so just make a REASONABLE offer. <br /><br />And E-MAIL me: danddpeter@hotmail.com||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-12-2004||09:32 PM||||Honestly, you'll have a hard time selling it to anyone here.  Try eBay and the Honda crowd.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||01-13-2004||08:10 AM||||I'm sure you're right. But I thought I saw somebody putting their VR-4 back to stock a while back. It's just gonna sit in my basement.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||01-13-2004||08:25 AM||||I second the e-bay suggestion  , you'll sell it faster that way.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum1/002745.cgi
A||||10||spatchana||VR4, possible sale?||||1||||spatchana||00002703
Z||000000||spatchana||12-15-2003||12:55 PM||supoj.patchana@us.army.mil||I'm considering selling my '91 white VR4 (# badge missing)The engine may/may not have totally seized.  --This happened after I had just spent $4,800 in parts/labor (have service records)to include the stock turbo (less than 1,000 miles)from the Mitsu dealer.<br /><br />If anyone would like to request additional information or make an offer I can be reached at <br /><br />supoj.patchana@us.army.mil||204.34.247.9||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes
Z||000001||Jon||12-15-2003||02:20 PM||||what state?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||12-15-2003||02:28 PM||||Fayetteville is in NC.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||Jon||12-15-2003||03:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Fayetteville is in NC. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There is one in AL, AR, GA, IL, IN, MO, NY, NC, OH, OR, PA, TN, TX, and WV.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||12-15-2003||03:37 PM||||I bet its NC..||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-15-2003||03:50 PM||||Jon - back to a white gvr4 ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||12-15-2003||04:17 PM||||Nah, Jon wants a modded WRX  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  AND he just wants people to have a location listed that tells people where there from as oposed to guessing the dozen states listed above.<br />otherwise I'd guess the coast as well with the military address.||167.142.21.152||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||12-15-2003||04:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Nah, Jon wants a modded WRX   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   AND he just wants people to have a location listed that tells people where there from as oposed to guessing the dozen states listed above.<br />otherwise I'd guess the coast as well with the military address. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like this guy! Very observent, now you see why I thought it also... Care to join the force? (mwahahahaha)||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||spatchana||12-16-2003||05:18 PM||||Is anyone interested in purchasing my '91 gvr4 (summit white) for $ 4200 w/ a seized motor?||66.57.217.158||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||12-16-2003||05:23 PM||||Might want to post a list of the hopefully extensive mods.  Otherwise $4200 with a bad motor is never gonna happen...||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||12-16-2003||11:00 PM||||It took me two months to sell my fairly nice Galant with a good motor for $3700.  Galants with a bad motor don't generally bring more than $1500-$2000.  You might want to come up with a more detailed description of the problem.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum1/002746.cgi
A||N||0||MidEngine210||WTB: Passenger '93 headlight||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||12-15-2003||05:51 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||Let me know if you got one. I'm trying to complete the set. TIA.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes



ubb/Forum1/002747.cgi
A||S||188||PRE-EVO||CF hoods update those in the GB please read...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359||tMCJLaWoujEI
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||12-15-2003||07:20 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Okay I just had a long conversation with Vince at IPR about what is going on with the hoods and the CF shop doing them.<br /><br />We came to the conclusion to set a solid deadline for them to be finished or start offering refunds. Please vote in the proper choice so I know what is wanted by the majority. <br />I have @28 people pre-paid in the GB so I don't want to see more than 28 votes. <br /><br />If you are stalwart about getting these hoods done and are willing to stick it out till the end, please let me know as well since as long as we have 10 people who are willing to wait this out we can still get them done.<br />If you have any questions or concerns please let me know.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||12-15-2003||07:21 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001503;p=13" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001503;p=13</a><br /><br /><br />The original GB thread for reference since I am unsticking it.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||12-15-2003||07:25 PM||||I think Jan 31 is plenty lenient.  I'm getting sick of waiting.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||12-15-2003||07:34 PM||||Believe me Vince told me that the guy won't even answer his phone and he even tries nextel direct connecting with him and he won't answer it. He hasn't been able to get a hold of him in a week.<br />He also told me that they are looking into using a different shop to get their hoods from because of this.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||Kibo||12-15-2003||08:20 PM||||The way the poll is set up is a bit confusing.  Could you perhaps set it up instead so that all of the dates are under a single question (ie. pick a deadline)?  Otherwise I think the poll results will be mostly useless.<br /><br />Although I still want a CF hood badly, this is getting ridiculous--IPR should have set a deadline for the shop a long time ago.  In the "real world" (ie. outside the automotive industry), crap like this would put them out of business quickly.  It doesn't matter that it's not their fault; they took the money, so its their responsibility to deliver the goods.  Just my opinion.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||12-15-2003||09:43 PM||||Vince and Peter understand that and they have been dealing with this CF shop for over a year when he now decides to pull this crap. <br /><br />Also I set the poll up this way so I know a range of what is reasonable to the group (IE I'll wait up till this date and no longer). This way I know what the consensus deadline is and I will begin to take names of those who want their deposit back and those who are willing to stick it out or wait till the last available date choice of February 28th.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-15-2003||11:12 PM||||i'm a bit worried about quality at this point although with no other viable options i'd probably keep sticking out the GB and try to end up with a vented CF hood.<br /><br />If we keep harassing them, which we shouldn't have to do, they better still  make us nice looking hoods!!!  Thanks for the update PRE.  I hope the hoods will materialize soon.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||12-16-2003||02:40 AM||||Well I can always get with Robert at RRE/CarbonTrix and try and go that route.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||Lucky13||12-16-2003||07:47 AM||||I'd prefer to get the hood then money back. Sadly, if they don't see them by this week we probably won't have a chance at them til after the new year. I know our shop isn't getting any real work done in the next 2 weeks. It's prime vacation time.<br /><br />You think if we press them (IPR) enough they'll cough up the name and # of the CF shop? At this point it can't hurt em. You'd think they be happy to have you off their back.<br /><br />I'll stick it out if we can come up with a solid answer on delivery....with this shop or another. Even if I have to wait another month or 2. I think it's just the " we don't know " part that has everyone edgy.||65.80.242.191||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||12-16-2003||10:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Lucky13:<br /><strong> I'd prefer to get the hood then money back. Sadly, if they don't see them by this week we probably won't have a chance at them til after the new year. I know our shop isn't getting any real work done in the next 2 weeks. It's prime vacation time.<br /><br />You think if we press them (IPR) enough they'll cough up the name and # of the CF shop? At this point it can't hurt em. You'd think they be happy to have you off their back.<br /><br />I'll stick it out if we can come up with a solid answer on delivery....with this shop or another. Even if I have to wait another month or 2. I think it's just the " we don't know " part that has everyone edgy. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I asked about the name and number but Vince said under contract with them they can't give that out.<br />I understand about the edginess I mean I know that they have at least a half a mold done since there was release agent on my hood when I got it back. That's the last solid evidence of where they are in the building of these things as not long after that the CF shop started to make promises it couldn't keep.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||gvr4x2||12-16-2003||11:24 AM||||I am a part of this group buy, but if things do not work out I can have the same guy doing my fenders and trunklid make one. - mike||24.218.147.224||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes
Z||000011||jayru||12-16-2003||11:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mike Green:<br /><strong> I am a part of this group buy, but if things do not work out I can have the same guy doing my fenders and trunklid make one. - mike </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not trying to jack the thread, but mike, what's the status with the trunk lid's for everyone else. Will they make them for all of us? How much? And when?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||12-16-2003||11:59 AM||||Thanks for the offer Mike.  I guess we need to see this until it dies via shop or vote. THen we'll look at other options as obviously a LOT of us want these hoods.  I really really want mine in time for the opening of race season which is 4 months away.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||gvr4x2||12-16-2003||01:56 PM||||I didn't mean to hijack the post in the slightest, and I have no intention of trying to sell hoods while this is active.  I have enough to do trying to finish my car.<br /><br />Pivvay I also would like all this stuff for the beginning of race season.  <br /><br />The trunklids/fenders are being worked on as I type.  As soon as I get mine we will have some idea of quality/pricing and then I will set a price and start a group buy.<br /> <br />-Mike||24.218.147.224||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||12-16-2003||02:00 PM||||Mike - just curious if the fenders are flared to fit wider tires, that would be waaaay cool...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||91E39A||12-16-2003||02:11 PM||||Rich,<br /><br />I know it is taking a long time, but please stress to them that we don't want to sacrifice QUALITY over speed.   Feb. 28 should be the deadline for them to complete the order in full and all hoods enroute to each hood buyer.<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000016||dsmsleeper||12-16-2003||02:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91E39A:<br /><strong> Rich,<br /><br />I know it is taking a long time, but please stress to them that we don't want to sacrifice QUALITY over speed.   Feb. 28 should be the deadline for them to complete the order in full and all hoods enroute to each hood buyer.<br /><br />-Dan S. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||12-16-2003||06:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91E39A:<br /><strong> Rich,<br /><br />I know it is taking a long time, but please stress to them that we don't want to sacrifice QUALITY over speed.   Feb. 28 should be the deadline for them to complete the order in full and all hoods enroute to each hood buyer.<br /><br />-Dan S. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree and would hope that at least half of the hood buyers would have theirs by then. My fingers are crossed that the CF shop is trying to fill the order before giving them to IPR.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||VR6 Eater||12-16-2003||07:46 PM||||Just get them to hook us up.  I was the first to get my deposit in and I am going to wait this out, but try and get $50 off or something.  If they won't give out the phone number and all together we have, $5000+ invested, they should agree that this is bullshit.  I did not include any extra for hood pins on deposits either, if my math is wrong tell me.  I have been having Windows problems lately.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000019||tplesko||12-18-2003||08:59 AM||||It seems most people are willing to wait this out for a while but not indefinitely.  Is the date you set for either hoods or refunds for completion of the whole order or the first hood?<br /><br />Is IPR prepared to refund our money or supply hoods through another shop?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000020||PRE-EVO||12-18-2003||02:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> It seems most people are willing to wait this out for a while but not indefinitely.  Is the date you set for either hoods or refunds for completion of the whole order or the first hood?<br /><br />Is IPR prepared to refund our money or supply hoods through another shop? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are preparing to give refunds due to this as they don't want this CF shop to ruin their name. Vince and Peter have always been straight forward with me (at least from all my dealings so far). Vince was the first one to mention to me about potentially doing refunds in say groups of 5. <br /><br />Another thing I will check into is the possibility of doing a refund on jan 31st for those who don't wish to wait it out any further (keep in mind all we need is 10 to hopefully complete these).<br /><br />That date (feb 28th) would be hoods have begun shipping and that all hoods will be shipped not long after if not by that date (so say if they don't have a minimum of 5-7 hoods on their way to buyers or 10 on their way or at buyers homes that the rest will be refunded or offered hoods at a discount). I hope it doesn't take that long. I also will inform IPR that if possible we would like to consider using a different shop if this falls through. The only potential problem with that is wether or not the new shop they deal with will do it for the same price/quality (the hoods I saw from this shop for other cars that were at IPR looked great). <br /><br />Also I may want to line up another GVR4 who can donate their hood incase something happened to the mold or they need it for some odd reason since I no longer have mine.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000021||jayru||12-19-2003||03:25 AM||||Wait, you don't even own a VR4 anymore? Wow, i can't believe the guy that started this group buy sold his car before he even got a hood.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000022||PRE-EVO||12-19-2003||11:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Wait, you don't even own a VR4 anymore? Wow, i can't believe the guy that started this group buy sold his car before he even got a hood.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not the only one ain't that right Jose   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000023||229of1000||12-19-2003||06:25 PM||||Yeah, I sold the Galant with the rusty hood that I was going to put this on.  I don't even need the thing now, except that it will look bad ass on my car.||12.78.53.58||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000024||PRE-EVO||12-20-2003||01:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Yeah, I sold the Galant with the rusty hood that I was going to put this on.  I don't even need the thing now, except that it will look bad ass on my car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah you'll paint it rattle can JDM silver.<br /><br />I think I have inspired a "R-Evolution".||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000025||Jose||12-22-2003||10:06 PM||||I was the first on the list to get a hood. And I sold my car.<br />Jose.....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000026||PRE-EVO||12-28-2003||07:44 PM||||I will be calling IPR tomorrow to see if there is any news and discuss what has been voted for.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000027||229of1000||12-28-2003||10:08 PM||||They probably took a couple weeks off for Christmas and New Years'.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000028||PRE-EVO||12-29-2003||11:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> They probably took a couple weeks off for Christmas and New Years'.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It wouldn't suprise me for the CF shop since they did that not too long ago and took a week or so off.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000029||jayru||12-29-2003||11:45 AM||||What's the word? Did you call yet?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000030||PRE-EVO||12-29-2003||11:51 AM||||Going to here shortly since its not quite 9am here and I figure to make sure they're there so I'll call early to mid afternoon.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000031||jayru||12-29-2003||12:15 PM||||Sorry, forgot about the time difrence.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000032||jayru||12-29-2003||08:04 PM||||Well?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000033||229of1000||12-29-2003||09:15 PM||||I don't think pestering Rich nightly is going to get our hoods here any faster, unfortunately.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000034||jayru||12-29-2003||09:52 PM||||nightly? I haven't responded to this thread in a week and a half? I am simply asking what he found out. Read the above posts he wrote himself. He was calling them today and was going to have info for us.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000035||VR4ownzU||12-29-2003||11:46 PM||||Why is it so hard to get one shop in the whole United States to make a hood for the Galant?  I saw atleast 3 at this years shootout with CF hoods...odviously they got them somewhere.  Anyone on this board have one????||24.154.214.153||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000036||Minjin||12-30-2003||12:20 AM||||Because Galant CF hoods are cursed of course...  <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />And not many shops are willing to make products for such a low production car. Its just not cost effective. I'd be willing to bet that Celica All-Trac owners have the same problems getting hoods made.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000037||PRE-EVO||12-30-2003||02:33 AM||||I talked with Vince for a few minutes and let him know that as of right now we are mostly willing to stick it out to some degree. I also brought up about possibly doing refunds a few at a time for those who don't feel like sticking it out till the Feb 28th cut off date. <br /><br />If that is something that some of you are interested in then I will approach him about doing refunds in 5 persons/2 weeks intervals up to the 28th with those getting refunds to have the option to get back in on the GB if the hoods somehow become available before the 28th of February. <br />I will discuss this more with him once I get some feed back from you guys as to wether or not this is a viable option.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000038||howard_GVR4||12-30-2003||02:38 AM||||Have you talked with any other mfg, like carbontrix?  If so, any time/price details?||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000039||PRE-EVO||12-30-2003||07:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Have you talked with any other mfg, like carbontrix?  If so, any time/price details? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I haven't started talking to them yet but I will once things are figured out as far as refunds.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000040||VR4ownzU||12-30-2003||09:48 PM||||i've only been here a sort while but it seems like this place isn't worth your buisness.  Maybe I'm stepping on toes but maybe looking elsewhere is in everyones best interest.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000041||229of1000||12-30-2003||10:56 PM||||Hey, I bet this thread gets as long as the other one.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000042||hibrn8||12-30-2003||11:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Hey, I bet this thread gets as long as the other one.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lets just pray that we get our hoods before it reaches 500 ok.||65.227.204.45||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000043||1101||12-31-2003||12:05 AM||||Put me down for getting a refund.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ward||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000044||PRE-EVO||12-31-2003||12:31 AM||||No problem Ward I'll keep you all posted on this. Trust me I don't understand why this CF shop is doing this as my friend who had WRX hoods made with IPR and the same shop had absolutely no problems and they even delivered quicker than what IPR quoted.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000045||jayru||12-31-2003||04:07 PM||||Put me down for a refund as well.<br /><br />If you find another shop to do these hoods will the people who got refunds still have prefrence if it goes through?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000046||1101||01-03-2004||01:41 PM||||I will stay in I you get a real commitment from them soon, or it would hurt the group buy for me to drop out.<br /><br />Otherwise... If this gets cancelled I would still be in for a CF hood group buy at a shop that is say, more customer oriented.||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000047||229of1000||01-03-2004||08:31 PM||||So what did they do with the mold of your hood you got back a couple months ago?  How hard it is to actually finish this?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000048||PRE-EVO||01-04-2004||02:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> So what did they do with the mold of your hood you got back a couple months ago?  How hard it is to actually finish this? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know the CF shop is being very vauge about things when they do talk about them and they also kept saying that they "have one that they will drop off by (enter various multiple days of the week here)". <br />They've been saying that for the past month-month and a half.<br />This week I will be calling IPR again to hopefully get some news and also inform him about the refund situation and firm cutoff date. I will also contact Robert at RRE about getting thier Carbon Trix shop to do them which I hope won't raise the price any.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000049||howard_GVR4||01-04-2004||02:59 AM||||Put me down for a refund.  At this point, I'm willing to pay more if Carbontrix will come through on an actual schedule.  I'm more interested in getting a quality product, completed in a timely manner, rather than the best deal on the planet.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000050||tplesko||01-04-2004||10:22 AM||||i want a vented carbon fiber hood. I don't care who makes it as long as it's vented/carbon/looks decent/won't fly off the car.<br /><br />I'll try to ride this out and will switch to carbon trix if that materializes.  Less than 4 months until race season &lt;tick tock&gt;||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000051||Lucky13||01-04-2004||10:08 PM||||I'm with Pivvay. I'm in til the bitter end. My stock hood is shot, and I don't feel like buying another.||68.219.108.252||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000052||tplesko||01-04-2004||10:24 PM||||oh ya ... i don't care about the price either.  If it's anywhere close to the quoted price that's fine. Shit I'd pay another $450 right now in addition to the deposit for a vented carbon fiber hood of good quality if it SHIPPED guarunteed before Bandimere opens here||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000053||jayru||01-06-2004||12:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Put me down for a refund.  At this point, I'm willing to pay more if Carbontrix will come through on an actual schedule.  I'm more interested in getting a quality product, completed in a timely manner, rather than the best deal on the planet. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am with howard. Let us know Pre.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000054||PRE-EVO||01-06-2004||12:31 PM||||All I got was the answering machine yesterday so I will be calling again today in the afternoon my time. I will post once I let you all know.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000055||tplesko||01-08-2004||05:30 PM||||What's the word, bird?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000056||PRE-EVO||01-08-2004||06:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> What's the word, bird? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay I had a good conversation with IPR and here's a quick rundown of what is going on.<br /><br />The CF shop they were dealing with for these hoods have finally answered to explain what is going on. They have or were in the process of "folding" and as it turns out only have 1/2 a mold done (the top half suprise suprise   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  ). <br /><br />IPR had contacted another CF shop to get the hoods done and will either order up a new stock hood or if the person I have lined up to donate theirs works we will have a mold done within 3 weeks and hoods going out shortly afterwords.<br />If like the poll results show most of you are willing to stick it out till February 28th we should have hoods already out or on their way. I have informed them that is the cutoff date for either hoods/refunds. Also if they aren't done with a mold and hopefully one hood by @January 31st we want to start doing refunds to those who are tired of waiting.<br /><br />The first hoods to be done will be stock of course and they will hopefully have the modified JDM vents done around the same time to have them installed in the hoods. The invader style will be shortly afterwords. If this sounds reasonable to those in the GB please post here so I know.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000057||tplesko||01-08-2004||06:22 PM||||That sounds good to me.  I'm willing to wait.  Any way to get a schedule for first invader style to be finished?  Will it look the same as originally discussed? <br /><br />I really want a (big) vented CF hood by April 1st so I can start the race season with it....||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000058||PRE-EVO||01-08-2004||06:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> That sounds good to me.  I'm willing to wait.  Any way to get a schedule for first invader style to be finished?  Will it look the same as originally discussed? <br /><br />I really want a (big) vented CF hood by April 1st so I can start the race season with it.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It should be as the invader style is the new "in" type.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000059||tplesko||01-08-2004||06:29 PM||||Also what about the timeline for the invaders? My GVR4 is going to be in my wedding pictures and I want it looking good  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I will get a vented CF hood from *somewhere* by summer...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000060||jayru||01-08-2004||10:13 PM||||Can we have details about the CF shop this time. No more secrets  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   Other than that it sounds good, i guess i'll wait it out. Same quality too, right? UV resistant, ect.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000061||VR6 Eater||01-08-2004||10:14 PM||||I am willing to stick it out also.  But, "this sucks balls compared to the Quik Stop."  I can't believe it took this long for them to say they were going out of business and were going to fuck us over.  I hate shit like this.<br /><br />If anyone wants a cf RS vented hood you can have mine for $1000 in 5 years when I get it!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000062||1101||01-08-2004||10:25 PM||||Rich,<br /><br />I want to thank you for your work on the group buy. As I recall, you don't even have your VR4 anymore. Lesser people would have said Fuck It by now.<br /><br />Ward||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000063||hecdws||01-08-2004||10:26 PM||||if i can get the hood before feb.28 ill stick it out. <br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000064||brandongvr4||01-08-2004||10:29 PM||||Sounds Good to me PRE-EVO. <br /><br />~B~||67.124.41.152||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000065||229of1000||01-08-2004||10:41 PM||||I'm glad to finally hear some real information from the shops.  I can wait a couple more months, I guess.  It will give me something to look forward to since I am sort of "finishing" up the car now.<br /><br />Thanks for sticking with this Rich, and please let us know once final dates are announced.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000066||PRE-EVO||01-09-2004||12:51 AM||||Believe me like I said before I am in this till the end and will still be around here helping to try and get more stuff for our cars like the coilovers for those interested.<br /><br /><br />As far as getting the exact info on the CF shop that is something that is up to IPR to give me since they had a contract with the last one to get the hoods from them. If I knew who they were then what would stop me from going directly to them to get the hoods. I chose to deal with IPR because of word of mouth from my friends who have had dealings with them involving getting hoods done. If the original CF shop had given the correct information instead of beating around the bush we could have had this solved months earlier.  I had even started talking to Carbon Trix (RRE's offshoot) to see if they may be interested in taking up this project. <br /><br /><br />In the mean time I will try and get them to include 1 set of hood pins free of charge for those in the GB due to this delay and hassle.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000067||jayru||01-09-2004||02:01 AM||||Just an idea, but at this point do you think it is safe to trust IPR? Mabye you should continue your talks with carbontrix, a reputable company. Just an idea.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000068||Lucky13||01-09-2004||08:06 AM||||I'm still in for the long haul. At least we're getting somewhere now that we know we need to move on from this original CF shop. Thx Pre... keep the hope alive!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.219.66.113||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000069||PRE-EVO||01-09-2004||11:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Just an idea, but at this point do you think it is safe to trust IPR? Mabye you should continue your talks with carbontrix, a reputable company. Just an idea. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Considering it wasn't IPR who was screwing us but the CF shop that went under. IPR has been more than cooperative with me and they know that if they can't come through it won't be good for them at all especially considering I'm a high profile member on quite a few other sites.<br />My friend who reccommended them to me had WRX hoods made and got them even earlier than expected. I see no serious reason yet to dump them since all signs point to the CF shop screwing us. Hopefully we will have the hoods rolling out here soon. I expect to see the first stock style hood by begining of february if they get the hood here in the next week (depending on wether they have to order it or if myself and 91#680 make it up there monday). <br /><br />BTW anyone have the part number for a hood so I can get pricing on it so they don't get screwed by local dealers.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000070||howard_GVR4||01-09-2004||06:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Just an idea, but at this point do you think it is safe to trust IPR? Mabye you should continue your talks with carbontrix, a reputable company. Just an idea. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Considering it wasn't IPR who was screwing us but the CF shop that went under. IPR has been more than cooperative with me and they know that if they can't come through it won't be good for them at all especially considering I'm a high profile member on quite a few other sites.<br />My friend who reccommended them to me had WRX hoods made and got them even earlier than expected. I see no serious reason yet to dump them since all signs point to the CF shop screwing us. Hopefully we will have the hoods rolling out here soon. I expect to see the first stock style hood by begining of february if they get the hood here in the next week (depending on wether they have to order it or if myself and 91#680 make it up there monday). <br /><br />BTW anyone have the part number for a hood so I can get pricing on it so they don't get screwed by local dealers. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What did Carbontrix say?  Like I said, I'm willing to pay more money to take out the middle-man (IPR) and let you deal directly with the source. <br /><br />I dunno, you may be friends with IPR, but they don't sound too cooperative to me.  If they were looking out for your best interest all along, they would've A) found out the carbon shop was folding by demanding an explanation and B) told you, as a friend or business associate.  There's no excuse for the breakdown of communication between the CF shop and IPR, and I don't even see why IPR is doing this anyways unless they're making a buck on it.  <br /><br />I really have no choice but to wait until the end of Feb, and I'm pretty damn skeptical of vaporware.  I hope I'm wrong, and I hope a beautiful CF hood shows up in the mail, but at this point, I believe my skepticism is founded.  <br /><br />My GVR4 will continue to have only liability insurance until I get a new hood, since it's the last hail damage repair I need to get full coverage again.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000071||PRE-EVO||01-10-2004||12:25 AM||||Howard the breakdown was due to the CF shop not IPR. IPR has been fully co-operative with me about this other than they couldn't give the CF shops name due to their mutual contract they had with them. Trust me I will be on their asses even more now to make sure this finishes. Sean (91#680) who will be donating his hood will also get a chance to meet Vince and Peter at IPR and he can also post his opinion of meeting them and their shop. We are going there Monday to drop off his hood. <br /><br />This is the order of what will be done first:<br />Stock (since this will be the easiest and quickest and since the JDM vents will be done seperately and added to the hood) This would mean @ end of January/begining of Feb. <br /><br />JDM Vents (hopefully done at the same time as the stock hood and can be installed after taking pics of stock style hood) ETA same as stock hopefully unless there are problems.<br /><br />kamanari/invader style (hopefully in 2-3 weeks after the stock mold is done) Before the end of February.<br /><br />If good progress is being made but they may not make the projected ETA then I will inform everyone to decide how the group wishes to handle this.<br /><br />I haven't gotten a full response from Carbon Trix (From my conversation with some of RRE's employees they don't make their own hoods but do smaller CF items in house but this I will verify) yet about the hoods. I plan on having full details from them if incase this fails a second time people will have the option of going with Carbon Trix or a refund. <br /><br />I already informed IPR that if there is no serious signs of hoods (finished mold/hood) that we want to start giving refunds to those who are tired of waiting. Also if there isn't at least 3-5 hoods done by the end of february with most of them on their way to buyers that refunds will be offered to those who don't wish to wait any longer.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000072||hibrn8||01-10-2004||08:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> if i can get the hood before feb.28 ill stick it out. <br /><br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im with Hector on this one.||65.227.204.29||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000073||PRE-EVO||01-10-2004||10:32 PM||||I believe you guys were some of the first so I don't see why this wouldn't be possible unless it's the invader which hopefully will be ready by that time to start shipping.<br /><br />Believe me I wish both IPR and I would have known that shop was folding since it could have saved probably 2 months of nothing since I picked up my hood in October.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000074||vr4door||01-11-2004||12:30 AM||||As long as the hoods are done before summer you can still count me in for one.<br />Thanks for all your hard work PRE-EVO!!!!!||64.235.128.18||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000075||quick0ne||01-11-2004||11:19 PM||||I hope its not to late to did on the GB, because my car really needs a new hood. <br /><br /><br />Ryan <br />1653/2000||66.41.199.83||reg||1||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000076||tplesko||01-11-2004||11:27 PM||||Ryan,<br />It's too late unless you buy someone's spot. That shouldn't be hard to do. Post a WTB in the for sale forum.  Don't expect to see a hood right away though.  Read the origional thread to find out the story.  Search for it or go back ~7 pages in the current for sale forum.<br /><br />Good luck||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000077||brandongvr4||01-12-2004||03:54 PM||||Well guys, we have come this far. Im not going to give up my spot. Were so close. I think i'll love it even more because it has took this long to get. And hey, the Galant C\F Hood curse will be Lifted. Thankx Pre-Evo, (U Da Man)<br /><br />~B~||63.80.6.4||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000078||PRE-EVO||01-12-2004||11:10 PM||||Unfortuneately myself and Sean (91#680) couldn't make it up there due to some difficulties with a ride Sean needed. We have rescheduled it for Friday to drop his hood off and get this ball rolling again.<br />I'll keep you all updated.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000079||coop||01-13-2004||02:40 PM||||since you are going to a new shop can I get added to the gp. since there will be a new contact written?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000080||PRE-EVO||01-13-2004||02:53 PM||||My deal with IPR is the same. IPR's deal with this new shop is their issue. I don't want to add anyone since this GB's been over for almost 4 months now as well as I'd rather concentrate on getting the hoods that already have deposits then to add even more to the mess.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000081||PRE-EVO||01-14-2004||04:45 PM||||Vince at IPR called me this morning and they are planning on buying a new hood from a dealer to hopefully get the hoods rolling faster.<br /><br />They are aiming to reach the deadlines I have informed them with stock and JDM style vented starting actual production (I.e. first few hoods pretty much done)within a month and the invader style 3-4 weeks after (possibly 1st week of March).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000082||tplesko||01-14-2004||06:08 PM||||sounds good to me. I hope to see a hood by Jan 31st and I hope to see my Kaminiari ASASP  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Itching for race season...cams are here.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000083||jayru||01-16-2004||07:46 PM||||Found this looking for somthing else. Figured i'd post it so we could all remember why we did this GB in the first place<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001127" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001127</a>||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000084||tplesko||01-16-2004||08:03 PM||||droooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooool||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000085||PRE-EVO||01-17-2004||09:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Found this looking for somthing else. Figured i'd post it so we could all remember why we did this GB in the first place<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001127" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001127</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Scary thing is if IPR was dealing with TC Spoilers like Mitsuman was and that TC spoilers went under.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000086||jayru||01-19-2004||05:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Vince at IPR called me this morning and they are planning on buying a new hood from a dealer to hopefully get the hoods rolling faster.<br /><br />They are aiming to reach the deadlines I have informed them with stock and JDM style vented starting actual production (I.e. first few hoods pretty much done)within a month and the invader style 3-4 weeks after (possibly 1st week of March). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any update Pre?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000087||PRE-EVO||01-19-2004||09:29 PM||||I will be calling probably Thursday to see if they got the hood and if it's at the new CF shop and any other update they can give me.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000088||91 #680||01-20-2004||05:27 PM||||I'm still down to donate if they lag on the hood.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000089||blacksheep||01-20-2004||05:51 PM||||Rich - Steve Burke has a CF hood on his gvr4. Some may have seen it at the SO. Any chance we could track the company that makes those? This may be old news, I didnt have the energy to read all those posts...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000090||PRE-EVO||01-20-2004||06:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Rich - Steve Burke has a CF hood on his gvr4. Some may have seen it at the SO. Any chance we could track the company that makes those? This may be old news, I didnt have the energy to read all those posts... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">RRE seemed to think that TC spoilers were the ones who IPR was dealing with and TC spoilers were the ones who did the last batch mitsuman022 had made.<br />Believe me IPR knows there is a serious fire under their asses to get these done asap.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000091||Kibo||01-23-2004||03:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I will be calling probably Thursday to see if they got the hood and if it's at the new CF shop and any other update they can give me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">(Since Pivvay hasn't asked yet...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )  Did you get in touch with them?  Find anything out?||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000092||PRE-EVO||01-23-2004||04:48 PM||||Okay IPR has already gotten a new stock hood and dropped it off at the shops. I say shops as they have two shops doing the CF/mold work. One is doing the stock style/JDM vented the other is doing the Invader/kamanari style. <br /><br />Vince said he should be going to look at the molds sometime next week. He also informed me that so far everything is going well with the new shops and that the end of February deadline should be reached.<br /><br />Also he informed me that the invader style hood will come out lighter than the stock/kamanari style. He also reccommended against doing a CF hood without the skeleton (especially the kamanari style) as the added weight savings look to be almost negligible. So for those who wanted a "race" hood without the skeleton you may want to consider going with the invader/kamanari style.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000093||tplesko||01-23-2004||08:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Also he informed me that the invader style hood will come out lighter than the stock/kamanari style. He also reccommended  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That all sounds good.  I can't wait for my vented hood.  BTW did you mean stock/JDM and invader?  If the end of Febuary deadline will be reached for all the hoods, when will those 1st on the list see theres?  Any chance of my hood for my birthday (Feb 19th)???||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000094||hibrn8||01-23-2004||09:24 PM||||Rich thanks so much for these continuous updates as I know there are many other things you can be doing with your time. <br /><br />Im liking these new CF companies already, since they plan to have these completed by our deadline. Also, I definately want the skeleton on my hood for the structural strength. I havent been waiting all this time for a hood to have it cave in on me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000095||PRE-EVO||01-23-2004||10:56 PM||||Trust me it suprised me when he said shops I almost did a verbal double take.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000096||hibrn8||01-29-2004||05:51 PM||||any shocking news for us?||64.107.9.170||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000097||PRE-EVO||01-29-2004||10:57 PM||||LOL<br />None yet though I'll call for my usual update from Vince tomorrow. I've been alittle busy organizing donations for two local subaru members who died last weekend and helping out with my work's grand opening.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000098||VR4ownzU||02-01-2004||02:37 PM||||How do I get get one of these hoods?||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000099||PRE-EVO||02-01-2004||03:08 PM||||I will start taking orders again once the GB hoods have started shipping out. <br /><br />Also I guess when the board hiccupped friday it ate my post. <br />The top half of the stock hood mold is done and they are working on the bottom half as we speak. The Invader style should have it's top half done here by this week and the bottom half should be done shortly after.<br />Vince told me to call back next week as he should have some good info for me then.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000100||tplesko||02-02-2004||08:22 AM||||Sounds good PRE. I'd like a little good news in the GVR4 area.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000101||Martin Chilcote||02-02-2004||06:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> How do I get get one of these hoods? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">$20K   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Sorry about that but I couldn't resist!||12.110.136.91||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000102||VR4ownzU||02-05-2004||11:51 AM||||$400-$600  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||141.110.160.157||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000103||PRE-EVO||02-05-2004||11:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> $400-$600   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">$550 shipped should be the price. Then another $20-22 for hood pins.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000104||jayru||02-05-2004||03:47 PM||||Are we getting free hoodpins because of all the time we have been wating?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000105||PRE-EVO||02-05-2004||04:53 PM||||That is something I am working on with Vince.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000106||VR4ownzU||02-07-2004||10:35 PM||||I'd like to order one.....tell me how and are there gonna be pics of the finished products?||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000107||a_santos||02-11-2004||08:59 AM||||Rich,<br /><br />Any word? Can we just a get a damn peak at these hoods, just a corner of a mold would be exciting. Just kidding. But seriously, do you think the first hood/s will go out before the Feb28 deadline. <br /><br />And please Rich, tell Vince we are some seriously pissed of Mo Fos, and he better throw in those sparco hood pins to help his cred. <br /><br />Thanx again Rich||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000109||hibrn8||02-11-2004||05:58 PM||||Yeah so I shall be expecting mine in 3 weeks right?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I agree 100%, if we dont get free hoodpins out of this then something is fucked up.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000110||229of1000||02-12-2004||06:52 PM||||And they better be locking pins.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000111||howard_GVR4||02-12-2004||10:57 PM||||Umm, news?  Updates for the hungry?  I'm VERY interested to know if they'll be done before the deadline, because I'm going on tour March 2 and won't be home until June.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000112||PRE-EVO||02-13-2004||03:23 AM||||I'm calling tomorrow. Sorry I've been alittle busy lately with the race season coming up and my work actually wanting me to attend some events with them to help out.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000113||229of1000||02-14-2004||03:55 PM||||Call yet?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.34.73.175||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000114||number3||02-14-2004||04:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I'm calling tomorrow. Sorry I've been alittle busy lately with the race season coming up and my work actually wanting me to attend some events with them to help out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do I have to start bugging you again?||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000115||PRE-EVO||02-15-2004||01:48 AM||||Okay I talked to Vince yesterday and he said we should have the first hood next week and to give him a call back monday to verify and make sure we're on track. I am also working with him on getting us at least a discount on hood pins if not a free set for this massive delay. I'll keep you all posted.<br /><br /><br />And KC get's no CF hood!!!!||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000116||tplesko||02-15-2004||01:55 AM||||free locking hood pins I say!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   But seriously we've been waiting a looooong time.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000117||PRE-EVO||02-15-2004||02:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> free locking hood pins I say!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    But seriously we've been waiting a looooong time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Believe me I'm working on it. They did spring for a new factory hood for the molds to be made so the molds should be perfect along with the hoods coming out of them. I know for some of us it's on month 9 and believe me I will be pressuring them to at least offer us the pins at either a deep discount or free. Of course I'll push for free first and foremost.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000118||tplesko||02-15-2004||01:06 PM||||Sound good PRE, just adding to the collective voice. I'm *really* excited to see a hood this week so I hope they come through.  I have no idea when I'll get this car *ready* for race season but I want that hood on it when I start.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000119||dsmsleeper||02-17-2004||11:12 AM||||So do we have a hood yet?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000120||PRE-EVO||02-17-2004||02:48 PM||||Waiting to talk to Vince when he gets back at 1pm.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000122||gvr4-27||02-17-2004||05:36 PM||||i also want to know when i can put in my order for a hood||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000123||PRE-EVO||02-17-2004||07:00 PM||||I'm still waiting on Vince to get back to me. He had to go pick up something and isn't back yet.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000124||Kibo||02-18-2004||03:17 PM||||Is he back yet?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000125||PRE-EVO||02-18-2004||05:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong> Is he back yet?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just left a message.... anticipation is a bitch...||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000126||PRE-EVO||02-18-2004||05:26 PM||||Just called me back.<br /><br />The molds for the stock hood are pretty much done and they should have one ready by the end of this week/begining of next week for me.<br /><br />The Invader hood will take about a week longer due to a minor problem with the vent mold having a crack in the center that needed to be repaired to work right. <br /><br />The JDM vents replicas should be ready the begining of March. They were delayed due to the previous CF shop fumbling around on returning them. Once they start rolling out they will be added to the stock hoods for those who wanted the JDM style hood.<br /><br />Also Vince has offered to sell those in the GB who have been patient enough replica Sparco hood pins for $6/set of 2 (basically cost). As peoples hoods are finished I will let them know how much is left on their balance (VR6eater is the only one I recall who prepaid for pins). <br /><br />As I said before those waiting to order a CF hood I will start taking orders as those styles of hoods start shipping. Price is looking to be @$550/shipped.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000127||PRE-EVO||02-18-2004||05:34 PM||||Almost forgot. If anyone wants a new stock hood let me know as Vince has no use for the one they bought to get the hoods done.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000128||blacksheep||02-18-2004||06:25 PM||||I want a NEW CF JDM style hood, where do I sign up?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000129||a_santos||02-18-2004||06:48 PM||||That is great news. I just checked the original thread, and I was the first to post. This means that I have been waiting the longest. Pre, make sure you get us some pics as soon as the first hood is ready. <br /><br />Are the hoods going to be pre cut for the pins?||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000130||PRE-EVO||02-18-2004||07:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I want a NEW CF JDM style hood, where do I sign up?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It'll be a cold day in hell before you get.....<br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000131||PRE-EVO||02-18-2004||07:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> That is great news. I just checked the original thread, and I was the first to post. This means that I have been waiting the longest. Pre, make sure you get us some pics as soon as the first hood is ready. <br /><br />Are the hoods going to be pre cut for the pins? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They won't be pre-cut for pins as some people may want their pins in different places (it's only drilling a hole).<br /><br />I will have my camera on my to take pics of it as well as a local will be donating his car for pictures of it on a car.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000132||VR4ownzU||02-19-2004||01:20 AM||||How long before the second batch is done?  I'd like a stock one myself.  Can you get a set price on them.||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000133||blacksheep||02-19-2004||01:34 AM||||VR4OWNZU <br /><br />Sorry to intrude your buying frenzy - Do you own a gvr4 yet? I see you asking about hoods, seat brackets, FMIC's - yet you dont have a gvr4? You seem to have found no car worthy of your 20K. Jayru's car is an excellent platform and for 5K, shit - well worth it.<br /><br />I dont think anyone will take you seriously when you ask about seat brackets, FMIC's and hoods when you havent bought a gvr4 even. Unless you have one and are being all coy. <br /><br />Either which way, this routine is getting a little old.  <br /><br />I sense a lot of resentment for you on the board and being a moderator, I need to take notice and address these facts. Every thread you post in seems to "stir the pot".<br /><br />I hate having to be this way, but it comes with the territory. I apologize if I have mispoken, but I am representing quite a few people with this post. I hope you understand!<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000134||PRE-EVO||02-19-2004||01:58 AM||||Post a pic of your VR4 with my SN  hand written on a piece of paper in the photo that is legible and I'll get you your solid price.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000135||hibrn8||02-19-2004||06:03 PM||||Hahahaha I love it, both you KC and Rich. <br /><br />Anyways, $6 for pins, Im down with that. I take it we will just send that with the other $200 as the hoods get completed.||64.107.10.16||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000136||PRE-EVO||02-19-2004||11:07 PM||||Yep. Keep in mind that those that are in "rural" area's may need to pay alittle more for shipping. <br /><br />I will keep you all posted as things develop. Hopefully I get to pick it up next week.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000137||VR4ownzU||02-19-2004||11:17 PM||||I got owned  :(||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000138||PRE-EVO||02-20-2004||10:26 PM||||Just got an interesting call from Vince a few mins ago. <br /><br /><br />We have our first hood done and ready to be checked out/picked up!!!<br /><br /><br />But here's the interesting part. The hood came from the new owners of the shop originally commissioned to do the hoods. The new owner contacted Vince and told him he had it sitting there for who knows how long and that all he knew was there was a small dent in it which would mean the mold would need to be fixed (not hard to do). <br /><br />I will try and head up there tomorrow or next week to test fitment as well as pictures of it. <br /><br />I will keep you all posted.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000139||Lucky13||02-21-2004||03:04 AM||||Is that light I see???||68.218.7.76||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000140||a_santos||02-21-2004||08:18 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   :   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   Hell yeah. Pics please, OK it's still like 5:00 am there. Damn||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000141||jcgalantvr4-244||02-21-2004||11:44 AM||||Yes its light  but its the same kind of light frogs see just before they are stabbed with a spear!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />  JK   good luck guys glad to see some thing finally came out of this group buy for all of you. <br />  Much respect to PRE EVO for putting up with everyones frustration .  You the man  PRE!<br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000142||brandongvr4||02-21-2004||03:52 PM||||Thank You PRE, Its going to be sweat having my Baby shipped to Hawaii with a C/F Hood & Grill on her.<br /> <br />I would like to thank everyone who hung in there, because without all of you guys this would not of happened. <br /><br /><br />Thank You<br /><br />!!The Curse Has Been Lifted!!<br /><br /><br />Brandon Reed<br />1873/2000||64.230.137.15||reg||7||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000143||PRE-EVO||02-23-2004||01:05 PM||||If the rain stops down here enough to allow for one of the local GVR4'ers to go with me (hoodless) to pick it up I will have pics on a car. If not I will be heading up to my work and swing by there and take some pics of it and then come back later with a car to test fit it.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000144||howard_GVR4||02-23-2004||01:13 PM||||Wait, I'm confused here.  Sooo, the old crappy shop has a CF hood that's been done for a while and just sitting there?  But the new shop is still producing the rest of them, right?<br /><br />Even though I'm very excited at the prospect of the first hood being done, what does that have to do with the production of the rest of the hoods by the new shop?<br /><br />I really really really hope they meet the Feb 28 deadline this Saturday, because I leave the week after that and don't return till June.||129.120.56.144||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000145||PRE-EVO||02-23-2004||01:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Wait, I'm confused here.  Sooo, the old crappy shop has a CF hood that's been done for a while and just sitting there?  But the new shop is still producing the rest of them, right?<br /><br />Even though I'm very excited at the prospect of the first hood being done, what does that have to do with the production of the rest of the hoods by the new shop?<br /><br />I really really really hope they meet the Feb 28 deadline this Saturday, because I leave the week after that and don't return till June. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay yes what you said is true the old shop was sitting on the hood because there was a small dent in the hood from a defect in the mold that can be repaired. If the mold is good it can be used for other things as well.<br /><br />The hoods being produced by the other shops are the hoods we are getting and are still on schedule from my last converstaion with Vince. <br />I mentioned earlier that the JDM vents will are running late as they just got the vents back the begining of last week so it would take an extra week for those and that the invader scoop used for the molds had been cracked and was being repaired. I will be stopping by tomorrow or wednesday if anything to get pics of the first hood and hopefully we should have word of the new shops one's showing up this week.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000146||Minjin||02-23-2004||06:23 PM||||So the first carbon fiber hood has cosmetic damage? If its not structurally weakened by the "dent", I might be interested in purchasing it at a discount. I can't have my hood be the only straight body panel on the car...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000147||PRE-EVO||02-23-2004||07:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> So the first carbon fiber hood has cosmetic damage? If its not structurally weakened by the "dent", I might be interested in purchasing it at a discount. I can't have my hood be the only straight body panel on the car...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If the local guy I have who is going to test fit it doesn't want it I will keep it in mind. <br /><br /><br />Also remember they will have a new stock Mitsu hood if anyone is interested.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000148||PRE-EVO||02-23-2004||07:59 PM||||OH and I'll be passing through there and take pictures tomorrow of it.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000149||GVR$in||02-23-2004||08:34 PM||||Is NewDave testing out the hood Reech?||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000150||PRE-EVO||02-24-2004||01:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Is NewDave testing out the hood Reech? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dunno beeeeeech... if you wanna drive all the way down here you can. I have 3-4 locals who are willing it's just a matter of them either getting the time or the problems with their car's going away LOL.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000151||hibrn8||02-24-2004||12:59 PM||||Where are my pictures at. I am RICK JAMES BEEIITCH!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.107.11.86||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000152||PRE-EVO||02-24-2004||11:03 PM||||Turns out the fucking dumbass original CF shop sent over a hood for a newer galant. Vince did tell me that we should have a hood from the others by the end of this week (begining of next due possibly to D1 and all the doriftodicks wanting to go). He will call me as well as call back the old CF shop to find out if they do really have anything from either the half mold or finished mold and maybe a hood just to see if there was any work done. I know they did at least the top half of the mold. <br /><br />Also I saw the difference between the old shop's and the new shops CF hoods and picked one up for an accord and boy is it light (2 finger lift). Vince showed me the differenced between the two shops which is basically the new shops make theirs lighter than the old shop does. They looked great and the top finish is great and the edges are rolled as well so it's not an unfinished edge you see on some CF hoods out there. I am looking forward to seeing the first hoods here shortly. If not then the "nutcracker" is coming out of retirement.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000153||GVR$in||02-24-2004||11:04 PM||||I'd be down in a second if I could.. just wait until April.. come on I know you guys can wait another two months!! hahaha..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000154||tplesko||02-27-2004||12:54 AM||||tick tock tick tock...it will be the 27th in a few hours and the deadline is the 28th.  We've been hearing the hoods will be ready this week for a few weeks but still nothing.  What's teh deal?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000155||PRE-EVO||02-27-2004||02:27 AM||||Believe me I will be in contact with Vince tomorrow and inform him that I will start taking peoples info in groups of 5 for refunds unless he can send me physical proof of either a finished mold or hood by Wednesday of next week. If not I will be stopping by Friday to get the first batch of refunds.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000156||Lucky13||02-27-2004||08:50 AM||||Grrr....want hood....not money....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||65.2.44.12||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000157||tplesko||02-27-2004||10:38 AM||||Ya push them for HOODS. I don't want the money back I just want a hood! I know others want refunds but for those left it seems like we are sooooo close.  Can't these shops close this deal?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000158||howard_GVR4||02-27-2004||12:16 PM||||I am so confused and disappointed why it seems so hard for a shop to get their shit together and produce a run of products as arranged.  Frankly, I don't know if I'd be more bitter to have to wait longer or that I waited this long only to get a refund.  <br /><br />If it turns out this second shop also doesn't come through, their name and this situation need to be discussed publicly, because someone should be held accountable for such shitty business practices.  <br /><br />Because of this, I will NEVER participate in a group buy from an unnamed, uncontactable, unreputable shop again.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000159||PRE-EVO||02-27-2004||03:31 PM||||I talked to Vince and he will get me pictures this weekend of the molds and progress so far on the hoods. He said the invader style hoods will be the first ones done due to the JDM style getting the vents for the molds late.<br /><br />Basically most all of the issues are due to the bag of ass original CF shop. They are the ones who have basically dicked us over multiple times. I also have made it clear to Vince that if we don't have proof here soon I will let everyone call/e-mail/etc. to complain and light an even bigger fire under their asses.<br /><br />The second I get the pictures I will post them.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000160||hibrn8||02-27-2004||07:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> the bag of ass original CF shop </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMFAO!!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Sorry, that was incredible.||216.159.231.110||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000161||a_santos||02-27-2004||10:26 PM||||Tell Vince that if their are no hoods by tomorrow as agreed, that at least he has to give us the hood pins for FREE, not at cost. I don't care what has happened with what carbon fiber shop. That is Vince's problem. All I know is their will probably be no hood done tomorrow, or the day after, and that is bullshit. We have given him enough time, since he got the deposits, to hand weave every single sheet of carbon fiber to be used and make the hoods. I want my hood and I want it like yesterday. And if he can't stick to his deadlines, than he should let us know not mislead us. <br /><br />And the worst part is he has not oferred anything to make up for this delay. The price should be reduced in my opinion. <br /><br />And PRE, I want to let you know that we are all greatfull for what you are doing, and I don't see any of this fiasco as being your fault. <br /><br />Please give us Vince's contact info so we can let him know how we feel.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||8||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000162||PRE-EVO||02-28-2004||12:55 AM||||I will talk to him on Monday as he told me he will have pictures at least to me by then to prove that we are almost at the end of this literal pain in my ass... <br /><br />I will also inform him that if we have no hood by Saturday of next week we all get free hood pins with the hoods.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000163||Whistler||02-28-2004||03:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong>Please give us Vince's contact info so we can let him know how we feel.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">IPR performance <br />15136 Valley Blvd Ste. E <br />La Puente, CA (City of Industry) 91746 <br />626-855-2128||12.74.162.75||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000164||PRE-EVO||02-28-2004||02:58 PM||||I ask that you don't call it till we find out if he can deliver on the photos and the hood by this week.<br />I already informed him that he needs to deliver or I will give everyone the shops info and let them continuosly light a fire under his ass to pass onto those CF shops.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000165||ConquestCat||02-28-2004||04:05 PM||||Since I just became a part of this buy, I guess I have to wait +6mos before I start buggin...||68.219.210.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000166||PRE-EVO||02-28-2004||07:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by liquidgvr4:<br /><strong> Since I just became a part of this buy, I guess I have to wait +6mos before I start buggin... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No but believe me I'm tired of the wait also along with wanting to strangle the CF shop before these ones and possibly these ones if they don't deliver here this week.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000167||229of1000||03-01-2004||12:58 AM||||I'll be doing good to still have my Galant when the hood gets here.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000168||howard_GVR4||03-01-2004||07:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I will talk to him on Monday as he told me he will have pictures at least to me by then to prove that we are almost at the end of this literal pain in my ass... <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So did he have the pictures?||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000169||PRE-EVO||03-02-2004||01:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I will talk to him on Monday as he told me he will have pictures at least to me by then to prove that we are almost at the end of this literal pain in my ass... <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So did he have the pictures? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are closed on monday so I don't know if he has access to a comp to send them to me. I did leave a message to let him know that you all have the shops info and that if we don't have any proof for the hoods that real progress is being done here soon that he can expect enough phone calls to make the phone lines go dead.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000170||hecdws||03-03-2004||07:18 AM||||whats up pre, any news? my vr4 is going to the body shop in about a week and i still dont have my hood. <br /><br />thanks hecor||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000171||PRE-EVO||03-03-2004||02:51 PM||||Okay hotmail sucks but I will have the pictures here soon. I talked with Vince he told me that the gel coat for the mold was still sticky when he was there taking pictures of the molds etc. Mostly due to the high humidity and rain causing it to take longer to cure. I should have the pictures by tonight if anything as he had to re-size them over and over again and seperate them to send them and if for some reason they don't show I will have him re-send them tonight. <br />He said by looking at what he saw with the molds that it will take a day or two after the molds dry to have a hood ready (vented Invader style). <br /><br />I will post the pics ASAP once I get them.<br />Hopefully this will all finally come to a close soon.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000172||PRE-EVO||03-04-2004||02:31 AM||||Here's the pics showing the invader vent being measured for test fitment as they had to use another hood to mock it up for our cars. The regular mold is done other than just curing.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=3011" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=3011&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=3012" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=3012&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=3013" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=3013&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=3014" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=3014&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />Hopefully here by next week we can see the first one done.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000173||GVR$in||03-04-2004||02:41 AM||||w00t!||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000174||a_santos||03-04-2004||08:04 AM||||I went from   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   to   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   after looking at you pics PRE. Keep them coming.<br /><br />How soon can we expect the invader style hood to start shipping? <br /><br />And can you give us a list of the shipping order? Who gets their hood first and last and so on.<br /><br />My stock hood is rusty and the hinges are rattling and the weather is getting good. Timing could not have been better. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000175||tplesko||03-04-2004||11:01 AM||||hot diggity...i might actually get a hood for this season!!!!!!!<br /><br />My car is going to be   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000176||dsmsleeper||03-04-2004||11:39 AM||||They're still making the RS vented hoods too right?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000177||Kibo||03-04-2004||12:00 PM||||Yee-haw!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   That looks good.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" /> <br /><br />Chris, your car will *never* be cool.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000178||PRE-EVO||03-04-2004||12:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> They're still making the RS vented hoods too right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes they are in the process of doing the JDM vents. Vince got those back from the other CF shop about 2 weeks ago so hopefully soon on that. <br /><br />I'll post up the order of hoods this weekend as I don't want to get everyones hopes flying since I swear this GB's been a veritable rollercoaster.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000179||gvr4-27||03-04-2004||12:58 PM||||so which will be done first cuz i want that RS hood||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000180||dsmsleeper||03-04-2004||02:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4-27:<br /><strong> so which will be done first cuz i want that RS hood </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Me too.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000181||PRE-EVO||03-04-2004||03:32 PM||||Invader will be done first.<br />Then the RS shortly after since the vent delay.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000182||ken inn||03-04-2004||03:55 PM||||so, lemme get this straight.  rich, you had a car with no hood.  now, you gonna get a hood with no car?||64.240.175.29||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000183||229of1000||03-04-2004||04:45 PM||||Looking good!  Can't wait to see the finish product, especially mounted on my car.  Let us know ETA and payment info.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />I think the Invader will look quite agressive with the prominent bulge in the middle.  Now I need fender flares and Volks!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000184||jonvr4||03-04-2004||04:47 PM||||well ken one thought is he could just sell me his hood.||24.8.93.20||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000185||hibrn8||03-04-2004||04:49 PM||||Wow those pictures are Tits. Good to know that the invader will be done first, meaning I'll be the first to have one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.248.54.138||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000186||PRE-EVO||03-04-2004||05:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> so, lemme get this straight.  rich, you had a car with no hood.  now, you gonna get a hood with no car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Funny enough yes though I actually got the stock hood back not long after my run in with the "law". Vince even thought I still had it when I went to check out the wrong hood the old shop dropped off. <br /><br /><br />So Ken does this mean I'm first in line for your car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  ?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000187||ConquestCat||03-04-2004||07:06 PM||||I think I may be sold on the invader.  Only question I have is the JDM vents, are they bigger (bigger i.e. more heat dissipation).  I think the invader is going to look better regardless (my opinion, not fact).||68.19.42.73||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000188||PRE-EVO||03-04-2004||07:33 PM||||I wanna say they are @6x8 in opening size (x 2) .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000189||jas3113||03-05-2004||04:25 PM||||Would it be too late to get in on the gb?  I'm interested in the rs hood.<br /><br />John||168.100.247.82||reg||1||jas3113||00003274||yes
Z||000190||PRE-EVO||03-05-2004||07:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jas3113:<br /><strong> Would it be too late to get in on the gb?  I'm interested in the rs hood.<br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Way too late. Once the hoods are done and on their way to people in the GB I will start taking orders for hoods at slightly higher prices.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum1/002748.cgi
A||||4||DeanCouchey||92 taillight set and used 14b||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||12-15-2003||09:44 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||hey all, since my car is not running to well i wanna get it going and I have these things here, got my 14b, came off my car has about 55,000 on it I only want 65 plus half shipping. The 92's for sale to, I bought the center garnish from Dale for 100 bucks and the tail lights from leon for 50 so I would like ot get $150 for the set plus shipping. Still have a 1G valve cover for sale. I can take pics of anything if some one wants them. Thanks!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||12-15-2003||11:07 PM||||Can you take pics of the 14b? <br />Any cracks on the exhuast side?||216.175.95.52||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||12-16-2003||10:59 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2184&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br />there is a small crack near the wastegate just like other 14b's||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||REB||12-21-2003||03:36 PM||||Still have the center garnish and tail lights?  The center garnish is that the black trim? do yo have pics? Is it the same as the 91?  <br /><br />Thanks<br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||12-21-2003||04:21 PM||||the tail garnish is the part that has VR4 on it and they dont look like the 91s at all. I dont have a pic of mine cause I still havent installed the 92 tails on the car and I have the center peice on there.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum1/002749.cgi
A||||5||Jose||Spot on CF group by for sale||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||12-15-2003||11:12 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Dont need a cf hood anymore, so my spot is for sale.<br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||jcgalantvr4-244||12-16-2003||01:34 AM||||how much i might want it please let me know.||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000002||Jose||12-16-2003||02:03 AM||||What I sent as a deposit $250.00.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||coop||12-16-2003||01:00 PM||||I would be interested in it:) let me know. Colin||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000004||jayru||12-16-2003||07:39 PM||||Since i bought your car, mabye i should buy your spot too. Then i'll have 2 spots and twice the chance of actually getting a CF hood  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||Jose||12-16-2003||11:35 PM||||Whoever is serious about the spot PM me.<br />Jose.....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/002750.cgi
A||||8||Jose||Spot on JDM emblems for sale||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||12-15-2003||11:17 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I paid for 3 MMC badges and 3 VR4 badges. Give me what I paid and take delivery from Iceman when they arrive in the US.<br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||jcgalantvr4-244||12-16-2003||01:30 AM||||how much i will take them!!!!!!!!||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000002||Jose||12-16-2003||02:08 AM||||Mine are paid for in full $81.00.<br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||12-16-2003||05:59 PM||||Jeremy, sell me one set?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||12-16-2003||06:00 PM||||Hertz - maybe you should ask me if I have any   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Jose||12-16-2003||11:37 PM||||Whoever is serious about the spot just PM me.<br />Jose.....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000006||Jose||12-18-2003||10:04 PM||||What happened to all the people that wanted to get in this groupbuy, but didnt make it?<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||12-19-2003||12:34 AM||||There are a few out there Jose, I'll see what I can work out to help you out.||65.73.152.177||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||Jose||12-19-2003||12:35 AM||||Thanks ICEMAN.<br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/002751.cgi
A||||1||Jose||AGP L2R &amp; Polished Turbo Header For Sale||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||12-15-2003||11:19 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Selling my new never installed turbo and manifold.<br />PM if interested.<br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||Jose||12-22-2003||09:34 PM||||Sold<br />Jose......||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/002752.cgi
A||N||37||shannonkeo||FOR SALE---Shannon's Silver VR4||||1||||shannon knoepflein||00003070
Z||000000||shannonkeo||12-16-2003||10:03 AM||kycshann@kyol.net||Hey everyone.  Hope all is well.  With my new faster hobby (<a href="http://www.lancaironline.net/pix/shannon/" target="_blank">lancair (not lancer)</a>) I'd like to sell my silver GVR4.  Its setup for street/race with a 2.3 stroker and everything you can think of including the HKS t4 manny.<br /><br />MOTOR<br />2.3L stroker, JE piston motor, pauter rods, all new parts<br />Polk Stage 69 head, everything<br />HKS 272/264 cams, gears<br />new tbelt kit<br /><br />INTAKE<br />FMIC, double thick griffin core, 10.2x28x5.5<br />IC Pipes, 2, 2.5 to 3" on lower, 3" on upper<br />4" K&N air filter<br />Dynateck DC9-2 Racing Coils / 2G Coils<br />Polk Performance Sheet Metal Intake manny<br />Accufab 75mm Throttle Body<br />Magnacore Plug Wires<br />Tial BOV<br />direct port NOS setup, 4 ports<br /><br />EXHAUST<br />HKS T4 manifold<br />T4 60-1 turbo<br />exhaust<br />Tial 40mm Wastegate<br /><br />FUEL SYSTEM / ELECTRONICS<br />Haltech<br />HKS EVC EZ electronic boost controller<br />Supra Fuel pump<br />96# injectors<br />upgraded fuel lines, both feed and return<br />modded fuel rail, dual feed, on both ends<br />Aeromotive fuel filter<br />Aeromotive fuel pressure regulator<br /><br />COOLING<br />Griffin double pass aluminum radiator<br />Dual Scirocco style radiator fans<br />Oil filter relocation kit (BIG filter in fenderwell)<br />Oil Cooler, B&M Supercooler, front mounted<br /><br />DRIVELINE<br />clutch ACT 2900<br />mueller 8# Aluminum flywheel<br />tranny/tcase, tranny rebuilt 500 miles ago<br />mofugus short shifter<br />Welded Center Diff<br />4 bolt, 4WS removed<br /><br />MISC<br />Battery Relocate, aluminum battery tray<br />Big Battery<br />3 gauges/pod, installed<br />paint<br /><br />SUSPENSION / WHEELS<br />Ingalls Engineering Smartarms, front/rear camber kits<br />Ground Control Coilovers<br />KYB AGX shocks<br />Custom Aluminum Rear Strut Tower Bar<br />Whiteline 24mm front and rear sway bars<br /><br />I'd like to sell it as a whole package, OR just the chassis without the motor.  $10k for all, $4k for rolling chassis with tranny, fmic, exh, haltech, etc (everything except motor).<br /><br />Email or call me, 270.699.1767, with questions.  I do not want to part it out at this time, so please don't ask.  Serious inquiries only.||216.229.95.162||reg||1||shannon knoepflein||00003070||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-16-2003||10:24 AM||||Cmon, Mr 20K, this could be yours!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||12-16-2003||10:28 AM||||Have any pics?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||12-16-2003||10:48 AM||||KC,<br />This is the car he blow off a little while ago.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||drew||12-16-2003||11:22 AM||||was this the car with that originally belonged to brendan?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||Lucky13||12-16-2003||12:36 PM||||What's with all the really nice VR4's changing hands all of a sudden?||68.158.232.100||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-16-2003||12:48 PM||||It's that time of year I guess. The new models are out, racing is done, and some people are ready for a change.  At least with these nice cars going to new owners from the list, hopefully they will stay nice and keep representing the GVR4 community well.<br /><br />Plus with the EVO, STI and turbo forrester out, the market that GVR4s speak to is being temped elsewhere.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||12-16-2003||12:56 PM||||Drew - Brendans car went to Lambert who is AWOL. Shannon's gvr4 was green and was re-painted to silver - copycat   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor - Oh, I see....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||V8EATER||12-16-2003||01:19 PM||||I've got shannon's black car- used to be owned by someone on the board here in texas.  <br /><br />fwiw, shannon is a great person to deal with.  I had a flawless experience with him.  He's very good people.  I was going to get the silver one as well, but with my new baby, I can't afford the money or the time.  <br />Someone will be getting a great car.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000009||shannonkeo||12-16-2003||01:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Have any pics? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/" target="_blank">pix--have to look around</a>||216.229.95.162||reg||1||shannon knoepflein||00003070||yes
Z||000010||VR4ownzU||12-16-2003||02:17 PM||||Sounds dope...i'm sure someone will pick it up like NOW....Not a goodtime with finals this week.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000011||dsmsleeper||12-16-2003||02:58 PM||||UdontwownzVR4w20k2spend-<br />Are you really looking for a GVR-4?  You seem to have passed up or just missed some good ones.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000012||4drwhore||12-16-2003||03:15 PM||||That bitch dont have $20k to spend on a galant. Otherwise he would have bought this one, or kates or even Keiths McDonals.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||12-16-2003||04:19 PM||||Whoa....easy there, turbo! Cant we all just get along...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||91E39A||12-16-2003||04:58 PM||||(Sorry to hijack.)<br /><br />Yeah that 'guy' made an appointment to see my car and stood me up.  Don't want to buy it, that's fine, just keep your word.<br /><br />I think it is fair to say that GalantVR4 guys take care of each other and treat each other with respect.  If you can't handle that, then stop wasting our time.<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000015||jcgalantvr4-244||12-16-2003||05:10 PM||||Shannon Lets talk...... how much ?||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000016||Tevenor||12-16-2003||05:12 PM||||Must....not...spend...more...must not....buy...must not.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000017||tplesko||12-16-2003||05:14 PM||||I know. I think the parts alone make it worth it...||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||12-16-2003||06:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shannon Lets talk...... how much ?   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you see he mentioned that 10K for all? Just checking...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||crucible||12-16-2003||07:48 PM||||Ah, I see MONEYBAGS turned down another crappy VR4.<br />Mine must be worth..umm like 4 cents give or take a few.Oh yeah, it runs too<br /><br />Dunno  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||12-16-2003||08:02 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||jcgalantvr4-244||12-17-2003||12:42 AM||||yes I saw that blacksheep i just wanted to know an exact price.||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000022||VR4ownzU||12-17-2003||01:35 AM||||I don't have time to travel with school and a part time job whenever I want.  Some of you may work mon-fri and can do whatever you want on the weekend....I can't do that...I sure as heck ain't gonna send somebody a hunk of cash for a car I haven't seen in person.  I didn't pass it up....hell....I'd love it...i wanted that AMG one...dude sold it in two days....Actually I have 21k if your counting    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   ....who cares....I just want a nice ride....you need to grow up and stop calling people with the same interest names...grow up...||24.154.165.138||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000024||howard_GVR4||12-17-2003||02:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalantvr4-244:<br /><strong> yes I saw that blacksheep i just wanted to know an exact price. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">um, he did list an exact price.  In fact, he listed two exact prices.||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000025||nrvous||12-17-2003||07:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by shannon knoepflein:<br /><strong> Hey everyone.  Hope all is well.  With my new faster hobby (<a href="http://www.lancaironline.net/pix/shannon/" target="_blank">lancair (not lancer)</a>) I'd like to sell my silver GVR4.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just when I thought it was safe to fly again. Hopefully the lancair is a bit more reliable.<br /><br />-steve||24.24.55.140||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000026||curtis||12-17-2003||09:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by nrvous:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by shannon knoepflein:<br /><strong> Hey everyone.  Hope all is well.  With my new faster hobby (<a href="http://www.lancaironline.net/pix/shannon/" target="_blank">lancair (not lancer)</a>) I'd like to sell my silver GVR4.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just when I thought it was safe to fly again. Hopefully the lancair is a bit more reliable.<br /><br />-steve </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Looks like shannon has graduated to the realm of flight.  Now is when the hobby gets expensive going 260+ knots and drinking 15 to 20 gallons an hours at $2.35 a gallon depending where you buy it.  Thats like runing with the nitrous on all the time.  Then theres spark plugs at 20 a piece 2 per cylinder times 6, annuals, insurance costs, giving rides to all your galant friends  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  , radio repairs, going to get your hearing checked from listen to that big ass IO 540 screaming all the time.  Damn it you lucky bastard. I want a plane any plane. But I would love to have an RV4, Mooney or a Commanche 260, hell even a 150 horse 150.  I did a buid up on a commanche a few years ago 3 blade prop, JE pistions ported jugs , exhaust, $10,000 front cowling all the speed parts/seals, new windscreen, air brakes, fliped the brakes and all that crazy shit but the bitch was that before it was done the owner sold it off because of a divorce.  We figured the plane was going to be around 320+ hp.  With the big comression and the cams it sounded like a big block chevy drag car.  You could lock the brakes and by 1800 its pushing the tires and sliding down the taxi way.  Best of luck with the Lancair and if your ever land in my area give me a yell.  I'll give you a ride in the Galant for a ride in the Lancair  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||67.25.35.159||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000027||shannonkeo||12-17-2003||10:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by nrvous:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by shannon knoepflein:<br /><strong> Hey everyone.  Hope all is well.  With my new faster hobby (<a href="http://www.lancaironline.net/pix/shannon/" target="_blank">lancair (not lancer)</a>) I'd like to sell my silver GVR4.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just when I thought it was safe to fly again. Hopefully the lancair is a bit more reliable.<br /><br />-steve </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Looks like shannon has graduated to the realm of flight.  Now is when the hobby gets expensive going 260+ knots and drinking 15 to 20 gallons an hours at $2.35 a gallon depending where you buy it.  Thats like runing with the nitrous on all the time.  Then theres spark plugs at 20 a piece 2 per cylinder times 6, annuals, insurance costs, giving rides to all your galant friends   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   , radio repairs, going to get your hearing checked from listen to that big ass IO 540 screaming all the time.  Damn it you lucky bastard. I want a plane any plane. But I would love to have an RV4, Mooney or a Commanche 260, hell even a 150 horse 150.  I did a buid up on a commanche a few years ago 3 blade prop, JE pistions ported jugs , exhaust, $10,000 front cowling all the speed parts/seals, new windscreen, air brakes, fliped the brakes and all that crazy shit but the bitch was that before it was done the owner sold it off because of a divorce.  We figured the plane was going to be around 320+ hp.  With the big comression and the cams it sounded like a big block chevy drag car.  You could lock the brakes and by 1800 its pushing the tires and sliding down the taxi way.  Best of luck with the Lancair and if your ever land in my area give me a yell.  I'll give you a ride in the Galant for a ride in the Lancair   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, for those that know me, you know I've been planning this plane for over 3 years, and started building about a year and a half ago.  I started flying it at the end of the summer, and have about 130 hours on it so far (thats about 40,000 miles).  Ever since I started flying, my interest in "comparitively slow" cars has all but died.<br /><br />Honestly, I love my galant and I thought I'd get the itch to finish it up and race it again some day, but it just hasn't happened.  Guess I'm getting old or something  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   With being married, having a big old house we are working on (circa 1850's for those that haven't been there), becoming a landlord (6 apartments) and with my new "faster" joy of flying the Lancair, I just haven't had the time or desire to tinker with the car.<br /><br />A similar thing happened to me as I transitioned 4 years ago from stereo competitions (world champion Screamin' EAGLE) to race cars.  Some of you probably remember me popping into the Galant scene....pretty much head first.  I quickly lost interest in the stereo car (after all, how could a stereo EVER compare to a GVR4), and built a few galants.  Unfortunately, I guess it was only a matter of time until I lost interest in that too.  <br /><br />I sold the Screamin' EAGLE earlier in the year, and then Andy bought my wife's black Galant (she got a "cute" TT, grrrrr.......Lancer next time).  The only thing left is my galant and the onelap colt.<br /><br />For those that know me, you know I usually dive in up to my ears.  I did this with the stereo, and was very succesful.  I also did it with the galant, and even though my numbers never showed its full potential, it was/is a beast.  At the time when I was actually racing it, 93mph in the 1/8 and 116mph in the 1/4 was damn good on a stock 100k motor.  Anyway, I say all that just so everyone relizes the Galant was built for me by me and was done right.  It has all the right parts, just needs someone with the time and desire to make it run 10's.<br /><br />If I don't sell it, one of these days I'll probably get the itch again and get back into it.  Time will tell.  Its paid for, so I don't have to sell it, but I do hate for it to sit when someone else could get the joy out of it I once did.<br /><br />Anyway, about the airplane.  It has a Cont IO-550 in it that is supercharged.  I have a Vortech belt driven supercharger hanging off the front of it (see pictures).  Its 310hp in its stock form, and with the supercharger, I'd say its well over 400.  I cruise at over 260 knots at 17k feet (300mph).  I can be from KY to Chicago or KY to Missouri in an hour  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Do that in your (or my) Galant, LOL  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Where are you at?  I'll give you a ride.  You like going upside down right?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||216.229.95.162||reg||1||shannon knoepflein||00003070||yes
Z||000028||Matt379||12-17-2003||10:37 AM||||Can we see some pics/specs for the Colt one-lap car?<br /><br />Is that going to be for sale in the future also?<br /><br /><br />Guys, this is a great deal for 10k.  Someone jump on it.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000029||TurboVR4dr||12-18-2003||06:35 AM||||I can deliver this car over x-mas brake it's in my garage.  I'll deliver it up to about 500 miles for just my costs.  I have 3 weeks off work (paid) so a little trip wouldn't be that bad.  Might even go further if I have never been to that state.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000030||VR4ownzU||12-20-2003||03:24 AM||||Can you get updated pics of the car?  Just curious...why do you have the car and not the owner?<br /><br />thanks,<br />Nick||24.154.214.87||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000031||Oztek||12-20-2003||06:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by shannon knoepflein:<br /><strong> Where are you at?  I'll give you a ride.  You like going upside down right?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay....I can't remember any good coming from Shannon after he says, "Hey, watch this!".<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.38.16.44||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000032||blacksheep||12-20-2003||09:17 AM||||Scoot Lowry is master tuner and mechanic. He also has a big garage and will store vehicles for a fee...I stored my 67 Chevelle SS (original, no's matched, restored from the ground up) there one winter, awesome guy, polished the cragars and even did a free tuneup on the double pumpers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000033||TurboVR4dr||12-20-2003||02:54 PM||||Shannon and I are friends.  I was going to fix the ignition miss on it and race it a bit.  But as soon as I got the car I got busy with work again and haven't been able to work on it.  He was going to get the car fixed(doesn't need much at all)   =And I was going to get a car capable of 10's to take to the track a couple times.  Not a bad trade.  But I ran out of time.  I just took 2 Talon engines to the machine shop for full rebuilds for people.  Big turbos rods, pistons cams ext.  I also have another JDM engine swap to do plus put a head on a colt and swap the engine in a dodge truck.  Then after all that I get to build an engine for my galant.  If anyone wants to help come on by.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000034||4drwhore||12-20-2003||03:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TurboVR4dr:<br /><strong> Shannon and I are friends.  I was going to fix the ignition miss on it and race it a bit.  But as soon as I got the car I got busy with work again and haven't been able to work on it.  He was going to get the car fixed(doesn't need much at all)   =And I was going to get a car capable of 10's to take to the track a couple times.  Not a bad trade.  But I ran out of time.  I just took 2 Talon engines to the machine shop for full rebuilds for people.  Big turbos rods, pistons cams ext.  I also have another JDM engine swap to do plus put a head on a colt and swap the engine in a dodge truck.  Then after all that I get to build an engine for my galant.  If anyone wants to help come on by.<br /><br />Scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hiring? I can drive, real good...||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000035||sleeper||12-20-2003||06:09 PM||||Scott you're lying. Your Galant will never run.<br />It's only been sitting there for 3 years.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.227.192||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000036||turboflanagan||12-20-2003||08:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt Wenger:<br /><strong> Guys, this is a great deal for 10k.  Someone jump on it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No Kidding!  I'm thinking that it should be about 50% more than that.||64.63.213.196||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000037||VR4ownzU||12-21-2003||12:08 AM||||So...basically the car isn't running right?||24.154.214.6||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000038||shannonkeo||12-21-2003||12:11 AM||||Several questions, so here is a few common answers:<br /><br />car is in STL at my buddies house (see scotts earlier post as to reason why), so I don't have direct access to it.  car is in great shape.  you can ask gabor and scott from STL, they see it about every day I assume.<br /> <br />latest pics I took:<br /><a href="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0639.jpg" target="_blank">http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0639.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0640.jpg" target="_blank">http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0640.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0641.jpg" target="_blank">http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0641.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0642.jpg" target="_blank">http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0642.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0643.jpg" target="_blank">http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0643.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0652.jpg" target="_blank">http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0652.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0653.jpg" target="_blank">http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/DCP_0653.jpg</a><br /> <br />stock wheels now.<br /> <br />tranny is fresh 93 style with all the good goodies and welded center diff<br /> <br />3" exhaust direct from turbo back, turbo has 3" vband clamp outlet<br /><br />any other questions, 270.699.1767 or email kycshann@kyol.net||68.78.42.10||reg||1||shannon knoepflein||00003070||yes



ubb/Forum1/002753.cgi
A||||0||coop||gauging interst||||6||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||12-16-2003||01:04 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I am wondering if anybody would be interested in fully ajustable upper control arms for the rear of our cars. I would not start to build them untill next year. You would be able to go from 0 to probably -4 degrees in the rear.I am guesing that they would be between 150 & 200 shipped. As I get my race car ready I will be able to make more parts.||64.12.97.9||reg||6||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum1/002754.cgi
A||||5||autobahntom||EVO tires (stock)||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||12-16-2003||04:04 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||These are take off tires. Customer wanted a different brand of tires; and to sell the car, the car got them. These tires are Yokohama, and have 9k miles on them and are in excellent condition (edges not worn and tread not spun off). $300 plus shipping inside the USA. Prefer pick up though. In Maryland.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||12-16-2003||06:29 PM||||if you could wait till after the x-mas holiday..I will buy..||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||12-16-2003||06:33 PM||||Am not planning to advertise them elsewhere right now, so most likely will have them. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||12-16-2003||07:23 PM||||For those of us not fortunate enough to own the EVO what size might these tires be?||68.76.182.53||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||drew||12-16-2003||09:25 PM||||235 45 17||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||chauffeur1st||12-17-2003||12:56 AM||||PM sent<br /><br /><br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes



ubb/Forum1/002755.cgi
A||||15||PRE-EVO||Clearing out the last few items...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||12-16-2003||04:09 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||*Galant AMG badge. $20<br /><br />*1G K&N (needs cleaning) and new cleaning kit $25 shipped.<br /><br />*Greddy Counterweight Shift knob with all 3 tops $20 (mazda, nissan, mitsu knob)<br /><br />*Top Fuel Lightweight Crank pulley (1lb) $30+shiping<br /><br />*90amp Alternator Core $20+shipping good for those who want to rebuild it and keep it for a spare since our alternators tend to fail when you least expect it. <br /><br /><br />If I can get it back soon I will also have a Palm M125 with pocketlogger software and cable/cradles/Road atlas chip.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-16-2003||04:21 PM||||Since your PM mailbox is full...<br /><br />For the alternator, make it $25 shipped and I'll take it.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||12-16-2003||05:57 PM||||I know that Sam Sayes was looking for a Pocketlogger setup.  I'll send him an e-mail and let him know you may be selling.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||12-16-2003||06:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I know that Sam Sayes was looking for a Pocketlogger setup.  I'll send him an e-mail and let him know you may be selling. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've just got to get it back from Terren since he still has the cable and probably cradle in his car and the Palm on him.<br /><br /><br />Also for the alternator PM me your zip code so I can get a shipping estimate to see if it's worth it (If shipping is no more than $10 then consider it yours).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||12-16-2003||10:08 PM||||Here's some pics of the items listed above as well as some other stuff I found:<br />AMG badge:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2233" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2233&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />K&N and new cleaning kit:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2234" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2234&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />91 Grill (JDM I got it with my front end conversion) I'll take $20+shipping/obo:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2234" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2235&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />2 Guage Phoenix Gold power and ground cable for battery relocation along with 100 amp circuit breaker (monster cable) for any stereo equip and a couple 4 guage lengths of power and ground. I'll take $30+shipping/obo: <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2236" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2236&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Greddy Counterweight Knob and other Greddy tops:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2237" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2237&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Top Fuel lightweight Crank pulley (1lb) add some bling to your ride perfect for those like Harry or Sam:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2238" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2238&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I'm digging to see if I have anything else to add.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||admsr||12-16-2003||10:15 PM||||dibbs on the shift knob!!!!<br /><br />Pre - can you send me your paypal info so I can send payment right away!<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.177.237||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||12-17-2003||09:16 AM||||Second dibs on the shift knob.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||12-17-2003||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> Second dibs on the shift knob. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Alex bought it last night.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||12-18-2003||11:17 PM||||Just a bump to let those know that the shift knob and alternator core are sold. Everything else is still up for grabs. I will be out of town till the 30th starting this weekend so if you are interested in anything and make payment before tomorrow evening I can ship it out tomorrow night otherwise you will be waiting till @ next year (after the 1st) to get it shipped to you.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||marvinmadman123||12-18-2003||11:20 PM||||how much for the pulley?||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||12-18-2003||11:25 PM||||Pulley is technically sold and if that falls through there are about 3 other people inline (including you).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||12-19-2003||02:20 PM||||Rich, how much for just the circuit breaker and that small length of lead attached?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||12-19-2003||05:59 PM||||I have one person interested in the whole thing if it falls through I still have another person who asked about the CB and wire.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||12-19-2003||06:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I have one person interested in the whole thing if it falls through I still have another person who asked about the CB and wire. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">NM it's technically sold Ryan just got a pm wanting it and my paypal info.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||cevic||12-20-2003||02:27 PM||||I just receive the shift boot. However, I thought it supposed come with the boot base, Doesn't it?||129.237.85.103||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000015||PRE-EVO||12-20-2003||03:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by cevic:<br /><strong> I just receive the shift boot. However, I thought it supposed come with the boot base, Doesn't it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No it uses your stock boot base you install it by pulling your stock boot and using the trim piece it mounts to. You put the boot over the trim ring and there are 4 pins that you will line up. If you look at the inside of the boot you will see where VR6eater's wife put the marks to poke holes in the boot for the pins and what side is what (it's in like a light grease pen marking).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum1/002756.cgi
A||X||15||jcgalantvr4-244||VR4 # BADGE ON EBAY ||||1||||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796
Z||000000||jcgalantvr4-244||12-17-2003||12:51 AM||j_clark@mchsi.com||Anyone who didnot have one on there car there is one on ebay.<br /><br />Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000001||jcgalantvr4-244||12-17-2003||12:53 AM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=42612&item=2449206341" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=42612&item=2449206341</a><br /><br /><br />Here is link||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||12-17-2003||09:04 AM||||Just sent the seller a message saying that I think they should send it to the person they sold the car too.<br /><br />I think we all should send like messages.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||curtis||12-17-2003||09:17 AM||||I agree the owner of the car should have the badge.  Why the hell did he pull it off the car.  If I pulled mine off the old girl probably wouldn't leave the driveway, she'd be pissed.<br /><br />My message to him<br /><br />If you can find the new owner try to get it to him.  It belongs with the car it came on and not some VR4 wantebe. Or sell it to someone that will get it to him.  I'd be ticked off if mine was missing and I didn't know her number.   Curtis 0475/1000||67.25.35.159||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||snwbrd40oz||12-17-2003||10:14 AM||||I just sent him a similar reply. As the owner of a unknown (missing badge) I would love to have someone send me mine....just have to figure out which one it is.......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.100.167.166||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||12-17-2003||10:55 AM||||my message to him:<br /><br />Hey, you should send that badge to the new owner of the car... couldn't you use some good karma?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Steve<br />'91 GVR4 #167/2000||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||SLedge||12-17-2003||01:31 PM||||Maybe we should take up a collection and make sure it finds a good home.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000007||i hate fall||12-17-2003||01:40 PM||||hahahahhahahahaah he changed the listing because of all the emails he got hahahah.||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||12-17-2003||02:22 PM||||Strange...I have 1530/2000 listed as belonging to the one and only Pre-Evo of this bulletin board.  Hmmm.  Anybody want to 'fess up?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||atsiauto||12-17-2003||03:17 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1886" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1886</a><br /><br />I saw this was one of the other auctions that just ended, using Hertz site as a upload .. Must be a board member  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||12-17-2003||03:58 PM||||Yes it's me selling it. I offered it to the new owner and they didn't care for it. I would keep it for if/when I pick up another just incase it was missing the badge but I'm not sure when that will be since I would need a real job and not the part time (if I can call it that) one I currently have. 1530 wasn't a bad daily driver but the minor nagging issues became a hassle when it was a daily driverand forced me to ante up for a more reliable car so my wife would stop complaining about me constantly working on it.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||12-17-2003||04:55 PM||||douchebag, what the hell - You took it off the car on purpose or did you have it missing already?  My god, maybe you should have taken the VR-4 badge, grille, AWD, etc off to and offered them as options to the guy buying it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||12-17-2003||05:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> douchebag, what the hell - You took it off the car on purpose or did you have it missing already?  My god, maybe you should have taken the VR-4 badge, grille, AWD, etc off to and offered them as options to the guy buying it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was already off dork. I was cleaning my car and was polishing it up and the badge came right off. I was considering at the time to get a suspension pod and put guages in it and put the badge elsewhere and so I forgot about putting it back on.<br />I understand why people feel this way about the badge but if the new owner doesn't care for it then what's the problem.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||12-17-2003||05:02 PM||||BTW KC shouldn't you be busy harassing me about calling on some hoods   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||PRE-EVO||12-17-2003||05:11 PM||||Auction is cancelled and I will contact the new owner again and see if they want it.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||12-17-2003||06:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> BTW KC shouldn't you be busy harassing me about calling on some hoods    </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will let Harry, Pivvay and Kibo take care of that....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/002757.cgi
A||||1||Jose||Amber corner lights||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||12-17-2003||01:47 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Well they are up for sale. Real AMG amber corner lights. Highest offer will take them. please PM me.<br />Jose.......||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000001||driftntouge||12-17-2003||10:12 AM||||PM sent...||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes



ubb/Forum1/002758.cgi
A||||2||Jose||Full Clear corner lights||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||12-17-2003||01:50 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||I also have an extra set of full clear corner lights for sale. $100.00 shipped.<br />Jose.......||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000001||1520/2000||12-19-2003||08:55 PM||||hey jose i'd like these as well-pm me....<br />Luke D||66.236.220.4||reg||3||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000002||Jose||12-19-2003||08:58 PM||||Sorry I forgot to post that they are sold.<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/002759.cgi
A||||3||GalantVR-4||1g Eibach Prokit||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||12-17-2003||07:29 PM||||Hey there would anyone be intrested in the eibach prokit for the 1st gen awd eclipse?  The part number is 6011.140.  They are Brand new<br /><br />I would like to get 165.00 for these shipped.  <br /><br /><br />Thanks||67.116.237.28||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||12-17-2003||09:02 PM||||how far does it drop? it will fit the galant correct?<br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||GalantVR-4||12-18-2003||01:05 PM||||Hi there,  The application guide says one inch but thats for the eclipse (89-94 AWD).  I have seen a galant with the prokit before and it looks good, you can tell its lowered and it didnt seem to have the look that the whitelines give where it looks higher in front.  If anyone is intrested please let me know.<br /><br />Thanks||65.164.228.254||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000003||coop||12-18-2003||06:54 PM||||you will end up with -.5 in the front and -1.7 in the rear. with that kit. they work well||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum1/002760.cgi
A||||0||91 #680||WTB: rear corner lense(driver side)||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||12-17-2003||09:06 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||Mine is busted.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum1/002761.cgi
A||||3||Garfield Wright||some stuff I found||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||12-17-2003||11:34 PM||garfieldgw@yahoo.com||I have a pair of red rear bumper lights, the little ones on the side of the bumper for sale $12 shipped.  Also 2 fuel pumps, 1 is a 1g $30 shipped & the other is a 2g $30 shipped.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||12-18-2003||12:09 AM||||Here are the pix<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2246" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2246&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2247" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2247&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000002||Ant||12-18-2003||10:24 AM||||Been looking for those lights forever, I'll take them.<br /><br />I will email you.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||12-18-2003||03:53 PM||||Bumper lenses SOLD.  Dropping the price on the fuel pumps from $30 to $25 shipped ea.  Someone needs this or knows some who does.  Just in time for Christmas.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum1/002762.cgi
A||||0||chauffeur1st||Forsale- Like new RC 550 injectors||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||12-18-2003||02:11 AM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||I am selling my RC 550 injectors that have less than 500 miles on them... My price is $230 shipped, let me know if you are interested..<br /><br />Thanks guys<br />Jason<br />aim slammedlikeamo<br />chauffeur1st@yahoo.com||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes



ubb/Forum1/002763.cgi
A||||3||eyetrauma||WTB: Radiator||||1||||James DeRosia||00002414
Z||000000||eyetrauma||12-18-2003||08:50 AM||eyetrauma@aol.com||My radiator started leaking last week, so if anyone has a stock radiator for sale let me know.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />   James||128.222.32.10||reg||1||James DeRosia||00002414||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||12-18-2003||10:55 AM||||if you're looking for a stock replacement I bought a brand new one for $115 plus shipping from  <a href="http://www.radiatorexpress.com" target="_blank">Radiator Express</a> They ship very fast and have great customer service.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||Scott Y||12-18-2003||02:23 PM||||Here's another recommendation for Radiator Barn. Mention a GVR4 group discount and you'll shave some pennies off the cost. Mine arrived quickly, and fit perfectly.<br /><br />-Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000003||eyetrauma||12-19-2003||09:31 AM||||Thanks guys, I just ordered one from radiator express, hopefully we'll get a warmish day next week in Boston when I install this in my back ally. <br /><br />Merry Christmas!||128.222.32.10||reg||1||James DeRosia||00002414||yes



ubb/Forum1/002764.cgi
A||||3||Overkill||Want to buy radio bezel &amp; arm rest console lid||||1||||Jared||00003005
Z||000000||Overkill||12-18-2003||01:29 PM||jdburke@ball.com||Hey Everyone,<br /><br />Just got my Galant VR-4 running and I need the above items. My interior is black if it matters and let me know if you have the above forsale.<br /><br />Thanks||162.18.75.91||reg||1||Jared||00003005||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-18-2003||02:09 PM||||all galant vr4s came with black interiors from the factory.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||12-18-2003||02:47 PM||||Hey Jared, hows that diet going?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Sorry couldn't resist. Nice collection of cars you have there. Are they stock? Mind sharing on the other tread what you do for a living?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-18-2003||05:05 PM||||Must be going good, Gabor. He fits in the gvr4 now...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Yeah, escalade..that must be kinda cool to have. Is it blinged out with dub deuces or Jordans !?!<br /><br />Sorry for "axing" all these questions!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum1/002765.cgi
A||||3||klo91vr4||WTB: Power steering pump||||1||||Kevino||00002134
Z||000000||klo91vr4||12-18-2003||02:37 PM||k.obee@sbcglobal.net||My PS pump is make some weird noises and occassionaly goes out for a second.<br />Anyone have one for sale?<br />Can you use one off a turbo or nonturbo T/E/L or Galant nonturbo?||67.39.244.65||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000001||marvinmadman123||12-18-2003||06:59 PM||||I have one from Ebay and they said it was off of a turbo but it does not have the cast iron rear housing that I think it is supposed to have instead of the aluminum. I never used, but they stated it was in good condition.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000002||klo91vr4||12-18-2003||10:53 PM||||Does the cast iron matter?  I assume it is cast iron to take hotter temps?  If it works for a GVR4, how much do you need for it?||66.72.171.57||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||12-18-2003||10:59 PM||||check your pm  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum1/002766.cgi
A||||7||DsmParts||WhiteLine Rear Camber Kits In The Building!||||1||||DSMparts||00000660
Z||000000||DsmParts||12-18-2003||02:49 PM||sales@dsmparts.com||Hey Guys,<br /><br /><br />We finally have a shipment of whiteline rear camber kits that arrived in the building, once we sell out these will be on backorder from another 3-5 months =[<br /><br /><b>-Whiteline Rear Camber Kit Galant Vr-4 -$59.00</b> <br /> <img src="http://www.dsmparts.com/camberwl.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <b><a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/whiteline_galant_vr4.htm" target="_blank">Click Me To Order</a> </b><br /><br />Order online securely 24/7 or call us toll free 1-800-488-9174 10am-8pm eastern. We accept visa, mastercard, American express, discover, paypal, and money orders. Please contact with any questions, take care<br /><br />We have a BUNCH of new Galant Vr-4 goodies that will be hitting the street in early 2004, stay tuned!<br /><br /><br />Thanks<br />Justin<br /><a href="http://www.DSMparts.com" target="_blank">www.DSMparts.com</a>||66.227.232.23||reg||1||DSMparts||00000660||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||12-18-2003||02:57 PM||||Just ordered a set. How long till they get here?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||12-18-2003||03:17 PM||||Sweet, I'll be getting a set.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||DsmParts||12-18-2003||03:37 PM||||<b>Just ordered a set. How long till they get here?</b><br /><br /><br />Thanks for your new order! Item is packed up and ready to leave today via UPS. You should see in 3-4 business days. Thanks for the orders, happy holidays!||66.227.232.23||reg||1||DSMparts||00000660||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||12-18-2003||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSMparts:<br /><strong> <b>Just ordered a set. How long till they get here?</b><br /><br /><br />Thanks for your new order! Item is packed up and ready to leave today via UPS. You should see in 3-4 business days. Thanks for the orders, happy holidays! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sweet, works for me. I am thinking about ordering a set of rear kyb's from you. How long to ship those, I don't see anything about aprox. shipping time on your site for shocks.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||91E39A||12-18-2003||06:56 PM||||KCA365 rear camber adj. were fun to install  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .  I finally found a easier way to remove the dead rubber bushings.  Instead of trying to force, drill or cut the old bushing out, get a propane torch.  Heat the outside, until the rubber starts to melt and then you will be able to push the whole busing out.  total PITA until i tried the torch method.  1 hr on one side, 5 mins on the other.  Just be careful and wear gloves.  Hot melting rubber doesnt feel all that great on bare skin.<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000006||DsmParts||12-18-2003||09:56 PM||||<b>I am thinking about ordering a set of rear kyb's from you. How long to ship those, I don't see anything about aprox. shipping time on your site for shocks.</b><br /><br />We have the shocks in-stock and ready for immediate shipment. Please let us know if you are interested.<br /><br /><br />Thanks<br />Justin||66.227.232.23||reg||1||DSMparts||00000660||yes
Z||000007||DsmParts||12-19-2003||03:43 PM||||Hey Guys,<br /><br />Thanks for the new orders! We still have a few sets left in-stock and ready to ship. Happy holidays<br /><br /><br />Thanks<br />Justin||66.227.232.23||reg||1||DSMparts||00000660||yes



ubb/Forum1/002767.cgi
A||N||8||Johnny Bravo||GVR-4 Goodies||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||12-18-2003||05:17 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Well boys & girls it's time for some holiday cleaning & time to get rid of some things that aren't doing me any good just sitting around collecting dust.  I bought these things to put on my GVR-4 eventually, but school costs are adding up super quick so the car (which I'll post a separate ad for soon...again) & all the goodies for it have got to go.  I'm sure someone out there could certainly put these items to good use on their GVR-4 or DSM.  For now here's a few things to whet your appetites:<br /><br /><b>Whiteline GVR-4 springs $220:</b>  (Whiteline part #90039) 1 set of 4 front/rear; these are the stiffer & shorter/lower set (Whiteline has 2 different sets, the other isn't as stiff & the ride height is higher); these are brand new, never used, still wrapped in factory plastic shrink wrap, and still in the original box which was only opened to inspect the merchandise. (these are pretty heavy so buyer pays for shipping...or at least half depending on where you're located & whatnot)<b>SOLD Tentatively</b><br /><br /><b>Whiteline rear camber bushing kit $40:</b>  (Whiteline part #KCA365) 1 set of the bushings unused & brand new; package only opened to inspect merchandise when I got them.<b>SOLD Tentatively</b><br /><br /><b>EZ Cam 12mm  front camber kit $30:</b> one 12mm front camber correction kit;  brand new still in box & unused; opened only to inspect merchandise; this isn't the Whiteline kit (part #KCA412), but does the same exact thing;<br /><br /><b>Symborski shift bushing kit $25:</b> <b>SOLD!</b>  <br /><br /><b>Autometer Phantom Series Boost Gauge $40:</b> (part #ATM-5703) one 2 1/16" boost gauge with white face; 30-0-30psi readout; brand new & never installed; only taken out of package to inspect merchandise; <br /><br /><b>Autometer chrome gauge pod/cup $10:</b> (part # ATM-2203) one chrome plated metal mounting cup for 2 1/16" gauges; can be pretty much mounted anywhere as it's posable and adjustable (I was going to mount it on my steering column); unused & only taken from package to inspect merchandise;<br /><br /><b>GVR-4 white gauge faces $15:</b> <b>SOLD!</b><br /><br />If anybody has any questions regarding these items and payment feel free to e-mail me anytime at: EunosFD@aol.com   I don't visit this forum nearly as much as I used to so e-mail is by far the best way to get ahold of me.  If you'd like pics of the items I can send them as well.  Oh, and if someone buys multiple items (preferred) I'll certainly cut ya a deal since shipping will ultimately be cheaper.  I may have a few other things around here too, but I'll post them if/when I come across them. Thanks folks!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||PhilthMonger||12-18-2003||05:24 PM||||nice never seen so many color options for the gauge faces....like to order a blue one to match my afc and my headunit....are there any other pictures of those so I can match the color?||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||12-18-2003||05:30 PM||||Is it just me or is there something not right about those gauges...||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||12-18-2003||05:32 PM||||I think the pic they have on the website might just be for a regular Galant, but I know the ones they sent me look right.  I got these about a year ago though. I can take a pic of them & post it if necessary.  Oh, and FWIW they're more like an overlay/decal type of thing rather than a piece of plastic or whatever.  I believe those in the pic are shown installed on the backing piece, but I'm not positive as I've never torn my dash apart to install them.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000004||drew||12-18-2003||05:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Is it just me or is there something not right about those gauges... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tach/Speedo is on the wrong side.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||12-18-2003||06:05 PM||||The tach & speedo are each separate pieces so I guess whoever took the pic on the website just mixed them up.  I tried to take a pic of them with my digital camera, but the battery is too low and it didn't come out good.  It's on the charger now so I can take a pic of them tomorrow if anybody cares.  If not then no biggie  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000006||driftntouge||12-18-2003||06:50 PM||||Whats the approx drop on the Whiteline springs?||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||12-18-2003||10:09 PM||||I'll try those gauges.  Look for a pm.||64.63.213.230||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||12-19-2003||02:14 PM||||driftntogue:  The description I have here from when I got them says: Front - 11" length, 210 lb/in, 0.90" drop;  Rear - 12" length, 155 lb/in, 1.32" drop;   I checked Whiteline's website just now (www.whiteline.com.au) and they only list one type for the GVR-4 now, the "Control" type, but I bought these about a year or more ago so they may have discontinued the "Flatout" versions which to my knowledge these are supposed to be.  I can check into it further if necessary.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||no



ubb/Forum1/002768.cgi
A||||1||snwbrd40oz||WTB: Damn near everything!!!!||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||12-18-2003||06:06 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Hey guys, was just in a serious front end crash. I need a new hood, PS headlight, PS and DS corner light, PS fender. I need more but figure this will set me back enough. If you have any of these please either PM or email me @ snwbrd40oz@yahoo.com<br />Thanks in advance||64.136.27.228||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||coop||12-18-2003||06:47 PM||||go to pick a part out by the airport, they have alot of the regular galants and you can probably get the same color parts. good luck||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum1/002769.cgi
A||||2||Jose||EVO III O2 Housing||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||12-18-2003||10:01 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||For sale a used ported EVO III o2 housing, purchased from Nate for $120.00. I will take $75.00 shipped.<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000001||1520/2000||12-19-2003||02:51 AM||||I'll take it.  Money order or check? PM me with contact info. Thanks.<br /><br />Luke D (use to be in Wane, NJ now in Pa)||209.158.39.20||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000002||Jose||12-19-2003||09:00 PM||||Sold yesterday.<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/002770.cgi
A||||3||Jose||Shaved &amp; Polished Valve Cover||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||12-18-2003||10:03 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have a shaved & polished valve cover for sale. $100.00 plus shipping.<br />Jose....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||12-18-2003||10:43 PM||||Pictures?  I know I shouldn't but it sounds nice...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Jose||12-18-2003||11:15 PM||||I will take pics tomorrow.<br />Jose......||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000003||Jose||12-19-2003||07:46 AM||||Pre-sold.<br />Jose......||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/002771.cgi
A||||1||redheat86||FS: hacked maf and RRE stainless oil line||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||12-18-2003||11:00 PM||||I have a brand new stainless oil feed line from RRE never used, looking to get 40 shipped or best offer and then what seems to be a hacked maf, <br /><br />It was on my car when i bought it, it runs and idles perfect with it, but it throws an IAT code, its missing the honeycomb. I wish i could get pics but no access to a camera.<br /><br />Thanks<br />ben||66.41.127.36||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000001||1520/2000||12-19-2003||08:28 PM||||I'll take the oil line if you still have it- I'm in area code 18419, PA. PM me with contact details...<br />Luke D||66.236.220.4||reg||3||1520/2000||00000134||yes



ubb/Forum1/002772.cgi
A||||0||hecdws||2 boost controllers &amp; afc||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||12-18-2003||11:03 PM||hecdws@aol.com||turbo xs single stage manual boost controller $50 shipped(used)<br /><br />greddy/trust manual boost controller, this is the nicest manual boost controller ever made.$100 shipped(used)<br /><br />5 knob afc with instructions manual $150 shipped(used)<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum1/002773.cgi
A||||2||ConquestCat||GS mirage turbo for sale (Atlanta)||||1||||liquidgvr4||00000268
Z||000000||ConquestCat||12-19-2003||08:28 AM||brooks_tim@yahoo.com||I know this isn't a GVR4, but it's interesting project.  Gotta get out of the daily and non-daily driven modded cars. Just bought a 2003 Galant (still have my GVR4), but I'm tired of wrenchin' on my daily and non-daily. GS mirages came with NA 1.6 dohc's. I put a turbo on this motor at 123K miles w/ new rod bearings for xtra insurance. This mirage has a straight body (normal door dings) and good paint (blue). I installed a mitsu TE04 (less than 10k from brand new) originally designed by Mitsu for the lebaron (had to get the TD04 exhaust housing machined out). It has an smic, 275cc injectors, bcfpr, open k&n, Intrax TEL/AWD lowerring springs. The motor died on me right after I installed a very nice, O2 housing-back custom 3" exhaust (easily $600 just weekend before last) w/ a 3" cat. Radio does not come w/ the veh. Interior is in fair shape, headliner has been removed (all the foam has been cleaned off the backing). The car will start only with a roll start (85 psi in 3 cylinders, 145 in cyl. 1), but it will start and runs well (smokes bad, blowby); needs rings I believe. Veh has gvr4 15" wheels. I'll sell everything for $1200 ($900 w/o exhaust. $500 w/o exhaust, turbo or intercooler, bcfpr). If I don't sell get an offer today; I'll be removing the above listed parts and donating to charity. Recently replaced is the following: <br /><br />Transmission 10/03 <br />CV axles (new/rebuilt) <br />radiator (new) <br />front tires <br /><br />email me at brooks_tim@yahoo.com||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000001||JIVKOTN||12-20-2003||03:52 PM||||Did you change the wireing harnes to a turbo one?<br />I am interested.||192.203.40.5||reg||1||JIVKOTN||00002876||yes
Z||000002||Clay||12-21-2003||03:02 PM||||what year is the car? pictures? i might be interested without turbo and exhaust and all that goodness<br /><br />is this the 2door hatch? and it has gvr4 wheels on it?||24.94.141.45||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes



ubb/Forum1/002774.cgi
A||||12||Sam Sayes||Few items for sale||||7||||Sam Sayes||00000657
Z||000000||Sam Sayes||12-19-2003||02:07 PM||samgvr4@hotmail.com||Hello everyone,<br /><br />I have a few items for sale, all in excellent condition, trying to get some cash for the holidays   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />1.Galant VR-4 wiper blade arms in excellent condtion, no rust, painted black by me. Make offer.<br />2.Stock intake from a 1G AWD Eclipse, straihten out your GVR-4 intake for improved airflow. Make offer.<br />3.Center dash bezel where the ac knobs go, in perfect condition.<br />4.GVR-4 leather sheath for the jack tools and misc.Make offer.<br />5.Misc Aluminium piping 2.25inch for intercooler pipes, make offer.<br />6.Two Galant VR-4 rear defrost switches, both are working.<br />7. Galant VR-4 "L" bracket engine mount in excellent shape, painted red, make offer.<br />8. Galant VR-4 fuel door in white, no lock on it, make offer<br />9.Two grey dsm valve covers, no cracks at all. Again make me an offer i can't refuse.<br /><br />Let me know if any of this stuff you guys might need.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Sam Sayes<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||7||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-19-2003||02:14 PM||||$5 for a defrost switch?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||12-19-2003||02:27 PM||||Ryan,<br /><br />add a little more for shiping,<br />come on where is the holdiay spirit   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||12-19-2003||02:40 PM||||how much for the non locking fuel door?<br />winter in WI sucks, my lock always freezes and the pull thing doesnt work anymore...||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||Sam Sayes||12-19-2003||02:43 PM||||Make me an offer Aaron<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000005||Tevenor||12-19-2003||04:28 PM||||$10 plus shipping for the wiper arms?||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000006||brandongvr4||12-20-2003||02:08 PM||||Misc Aluminium piping 2.25inch for intercooler pipes. What pip is it. Im interested, do u have any pic's<br /><br />~B~||63.80.6.4||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000007||chauffeur1st||12-20-2003||02:13 PM||||GVR-4 leather sheath for the jack tools and misc.Make offer.<br />PM sent with some questions.<br /><br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000008||Sam Sayes||12-22-2003||09:26 AM||||Brandon and Jason,<br />check your mail<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000009||jcgalantvr4-244||12-23-2003||01:01 PM||||Tried  to email you back on the fuel door and would not let me .  Anyway I wuold like it so please get back to me<br /><br />     Jeremy<br />    244/2000||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000010||Sam Sayes||12-23-2003||01:41 PM||||Jeremy,<br />I emailed you brother.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000<br />1990 Eclipse GSX||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000011||mistaVR4||12-24-2003||12:31 AM||||Hey Sam,<br />  I'll take the other defrost switch off your hands, Will $7 bucks work?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Steve<br />484/1000||198.81.26.75||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000012||Sam Sayes||12-24-2003||12:55 PM||||Steve,<br /><br />Sorry man, both of them were sold.<br /><br />Cheers and Merry Christmas<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum1/002775.cgi
A||||60||sleeper||SS Exhaust manifold covers group buy||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||12-19-2003||02:31 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I know you people waited long enough for this.<br />At the moment I have 30 available and to make it easy on me and affordable to you, I would like to take all of them to the post office at once.<br /><br />The price is $40.00 shipped via USPS priority mail.<br />Lets set the shipping date to be January the 7th<br />by that time you got your Christmas bonus or a little suprise change in your stockings.<br /><br />Some people already received their prototype so they can attest for it, that the quality is allright and it looks a little better than stock too.<br /><br />I can take payment via Paypal at gabor@dsmdecals.com or email me and I'll let you know my address.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing DSM||12-19-2003||02:33 PM||||do you have any pics?||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-19-2003||02:48 PM||||Making this a sticky - have to try and compete with Pre-Evo   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||12-19-2003||02:54 PM||||I'll try to post some tomorrow or some of the guys who have it might be able to upload one faster than that.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-19-2003||03:25 PM||||Money sent.  Can't wait for the bling  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||coop||12-19-2003||05:45 PM||||send me your adress and I will send you $||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000006||MidEngine210||12-19-2003||06:03 PM||||I'm interested pending pics. Thanks.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||12-19-2003||06:08 PM||||If I still had my car I would have gotten one of these. Gabor is a stand up guy and great to deal with. Oh but that KC sucks ass   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  and I have video to prove it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||12-19-2003||06:20 PM||||I remember seeing pictures nearly a year ago.  I would like one, and will send payment soon.  Is it going to be tough to a drill a hole for my EGT probe in this?||12.78.53.58||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||number3||12-19-2003||09:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> If I still had my car I would have gotten one of these. Gabor is a stand up guy and great to deal with. Oh but that KC sucks ass    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   and I have video to prove it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />   . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is how a proper G.B. is done.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000010||Romanova||12-19-2003||09:32 PM||||Fuck yeah!!!! Some of us have been waiting forever for these things... since you first teased us with the pictures months and months and MONTHS ago. I'll get you PayPaled after payday! <br />Sweet!!!!!!!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||12-19-2003||09:58 PM||||Proper Group Buys are when Harry's posts magically start to disappear from them... No more undie sales for you then, #3    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Also, Pre-Evo - Atleast, my featured sales atleast actually have something to sell, not "imaginary" items   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  ....Bring it on, biatch  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||12-20-2003||12:22 AM||||Here you go.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2252" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2252&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.227.33||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||12-20-2003||01:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Proper Group Buys are when Harry's posts magically start to disappear from them... No more undie sales for you then, #3      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />Also, Pre-Evo - Atleast, my featured sales atleast actually have something to sell, not "imaginary" items     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    ....Bring it on, biatch    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You don't have any featured sales other than that picture of you humping your focus.<br /><br /><br />And BTW Harry if your posts dissappear it's KC trying to sabotage you.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||Z1500||12-20-2003||02:02 AM||||How thick it it?<br />Does it use 3 mounting points?<br /><br />Kevin||208.201.202.59||reg||1||Z1500||00002791||yes
Z||000015||Jimmy||12-20-2003||02:03 AM||||Put me on the shipping list for jan 7th for (2) ss exhaust manifold covers. Adds a nice touch to the engine bay. Papal Payment of $80.00 has been sent from Dontsleeponthevr4@yahoo.com This is Jimmy's cuz Mike (91 vr4 #1828). Paypal name is under Mike.<br /><br />Thanks||68.100.173.167||reg||1||Jimmy||00000270||yes
Z||000016||sleeper||12-20-2003||08:34 AM||||How thick it it?<br /><br />18 gauge<br /><br />Does it use 3 mounting points?<br /><br />No. It uses the top two stock bolts.<br />Mine is on the car for over a year now and doing just fine. It doesn't rattle or come loose yet.<br />Having a slight angle by sitting on the bolt holes and on the front on the turbo bolts it acts as a lock washer. Just don't over tighten and bend the cover.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.223.2||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||12-20-2003||08:41 AM||||Thanks for posting a pic of the item, Gabor. Wish all sellers were like you when they organized these buys  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||PRE-EVO||12-20-2003||03:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Thanks for posting a pic of the item, Gabor. Wish all sellers were like you when they organized these buys   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">KC I'm sorry I didn't have $5k+ to pony up to get hoods made.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000019||MidEngine210||12-22-2003||03:29 AM||||Sorry if this has been addressed already, but what about the o2 sensor wire to the connector?||68.122.13.135||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000020||sleeper||12-22-2003||10:02 AM||||Mine's running in the front of the turbo, zip tied to the fan bracket. No problems for the last year or so.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000021||tplesko||12-22-2003||10:10 AM||||That's where my 02 sensor is as well. No problems here either as long as I zip tie it away from anything hot.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000022||4drwhore||12-22-2003||10:22 AM||||I have an egt probe running out of the #1 port, how will this interfear with that.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000023||tplesko||12-22-2003||10:24 AM||||You'll have to drill a small hole like a stock heat shield||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000024||sleeper||12-22-2003||10:41 AM||||I have a probe on the same location. Just drill a hole big enough to fit the probe thru it.<br />Hopefully you do that by prorerly aligning the manifold and the cover.<br />Run the probe thru the hole and after securing the probe in to the manifold you can bolt down the cover.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000025||getboosted||12-30-2003||09:12 AM||||Gabor,<br /><br />Just sent you payment (USPS) for one exh mani cover.  Thanks!<br /><br />-Tuan-<br />'89 Turbo Colt GT<br />'91 GVR-4 #1421||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000026||kartorium31||12-30-2003||01:13 PM||||I did too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000027||sleeper||12-30-2003||11:58 PM||||There are about 15 more left.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.226.35||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000028||Z1500||01-01-2004||02:12 AM||||Hurry up and just ship them now. It's not going to kill you to go to the post office twice. I need the bling  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Kevin||208.201.202.141||reg||1||Z1500||00002791||yes
Z||000029||crucible||01-02-2004||07:29 AM||||Ill take 1 if still avail<br /><br />Thanx<br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000030||sleeper||01-02-2004||10:25 AM||||Yes, still available.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000031||crucible||01-02-2004||11:04 AM||||Just sent payment<br /><br />Thanx||198.8.3.35||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000032||GVR4ZUM||01-02-2004||11:42 AM||||Gabor,<br /> I just sent payment. Pls. just PM me the tracking no.<br />Thanks.||204.33.51.134||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000033||theymightbegalants||01-02-2004||07:16 PM||||I've got one of these already, and you guys won't regret it.  It's fucking art.<br /><br />So Gabor, when're ya gonna offer those sweet, matching, laser engraved SS spark plug covers to these hungry boys??  Maybe that can be your next GB.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000034||sleeper||01-03-2004||01:21 AM||||Art is a little far fetched, but thanks for the compliments.<br />Not to many people were interested in the plug covers, so I don't think I'll mess with those for a while.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.227.23||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000035||Romanova||01-03-2004||12:30 PM||||Paid!<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000036||kartorium31||01-03-2004||09:10 PM||||How much do you need to get for a plug cover to be worth your while?  I would be interested in one that has an engraving if it was about the same price as these mani covers or a little less.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000037||sleeper||01-04-2004||12:11 AM||||I believe those were $35.00 plus shipping, but 1 I don't have any, 2 my air compressor is still not hooked up since the move. Unfortunately I have to run 220v from the other side of the house to the garage and I don't feel like messing with it at this time.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.227.65||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000038||859gvr4||01-04-2004||11:33 PM||||Sent money!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.172.58.56||reg||1||859gvr4||00000615||yes
Z||000039||sleeper||01-06-2004||12:32 AM||||Couple of more days left guys and the price goes to $200.00 plus shipping.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />I have 10 more available. Don't pass up this great deal.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.30.64.164||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000040||4drwhore||01-06-2004||12:43 PM||||I'll take one if you still have one available.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000041||sleeper||01-06-2004||01:14 PM||||Just send the money guys. First come first serve.<br />If I run out I'll refund your money or make damn sure you'll get one somehow ASAP.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000042||sleeper||01-07-2004||02:39 PM||||This group buy is officialy over.<br /><br />The covers were mailed today via USPS priority mail, so look for it by Friday.<br /><br />I know we're all adults and mechanicaly better than the rest, but please read the instructions taped to the bottem of the cover.<br /><br />Thank you for your business and spread the word, if you like the product. If you don't like it.<br />Shut the fuck up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />PS. How's the carbonfiber hood GB going?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />    Sorry, I had to do it.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000043||forgottenvr4||01-07-2004||05:45 PM||||Hey, I'll take one if you still have one left. I'll send the money to your paypal account and e-mail you the shipping info. Just email me back and verify you still have some left.<br /><br />thanks,<br /><br />Aaron||66.41.112.73||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000044||Martin Tolentino||01-10-2004||08:49 AM||||Gabor,<br />      Thank you for doing the group buy so quickly.||68.6.244.123||reg||14||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000045||Hertz||01-10-2004||01:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong>PS. How's the carbonfiber hood GB going?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />    Sorry, I had to do it.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So I hear you don't know the difference between Iowa and Illinois...||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000046||tplesko||01-10-2004||02:16 PM||||Got mine yesterday.  I'll post pictures of it installed this weekend.  Great piece Gabor!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000047||howard_GVR4||01-10-2004||03:01 PM||||You know, after using this thing for a few weeks, I swear it shields more heat than the stock heat shield.  <br /><br />Hell, it even fits better (easier).  Someone in St. Louis buy the man a beer for me.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000048||crucible||01-10-2004||03:14 PM||||Just got mine Fri.Looks real sweet.<br />Damn,He even wrapped the thing in some adhesive plastic.It will probably be the one thing under the hood that stands out other than my relocated battery  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Thanx Gabor||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000049||Romanova||01-10-2004||04:07 PM||||Just got mine today. Awesome!! Thanks for super fast shipping too. Can't wait to get it installed!<br />Thanks Gabor.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000050||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-11-2004||12:06 AM||||Just got mine out of the mail box. Looks great!<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Gabor||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000051||sleeper||01-11-2004||12:24 AM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]So I hear you don't know the difference between Iowa and Illinois... [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />Shut up.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Thanks for helping the guy out though.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.226.102||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000052||4g63t||01-12-2004||02:39 PM||||AAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!   I've been waiting for these forever!! I left for the holidays on Dec 12 and I just got back today, and wouldn't it figure that during that time the GB started AND ended. I'm going to jump off a bridge, I swear! Gabor, let me know if you have another lying around, I'll give my right arm for one at this point. Also, I need another seat warmer, got any of those around? Thanks,   Chris||209.114.138.252||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000053||Hertz||01-12-2004||09:41 PM||||Hey Chris, I might sell you the heater elements that I didn't use from Gabor if you send me the brackets used to mount the sunroof deflector you sold me.||67.167.201.26||reg||2||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000054||sleeper||01-13-2004||12:58 AM||||Keep looking for another buy soon.<br />Looks like a lot of people missed this one.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.75.179.242||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000055||4g63t||01-13-2004||06:42 PM||||Ryan, that sounds like a pretty good deal. Let me do some digging around this week and I'll try to come up with them. I don't think I would have thrown them away, so they've got to be around in a box somewhere. Gabor, I'll keep my eyes peeled,  thanks.||209.114.138.252||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000056||kartorium31||01-14-2004||08:44 PM||||Any of you guys with stock piping and turbo outlet pipe having problems with clearance?  I had to take the outlet pipe off to get the sheild on and have the pipe loose to get the over-the-mani ic hose to slip on.  I tried to set this twice and it seems like it's pushing on the outlet pipe/ic hose cause it keeps developing a boost leak.  Should I try putting a new gasket on the outlet pipe?  Just wondering what I should do, cause this thing looks sick in that engine bay.  I might just take it off for a while though cause I'm gonna be doing my ic setup probly next week.  thanks<br />Karter||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000057||hibrn8||01-16-2004||01:21 AM||||we definately need you to make more of these Gabor!||128.248.229.124||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000058||tplesko||01-20-2004||08:33 PM||||Here is a pictures. Took me a bit longer to get up than i thought but here it is  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   It looks sweeeeeeeeeet.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/gaborheatshield.jpg" alt=" - " />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000059||GVR$in||01-24-2004||09:24 PM||||I'm definitely interested in the next group buy for this!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000060||hibrn8||02-02-2004||11:58 PM||||So Gabor, any plans to make more of these in the near future? I think a bunch of us still want one.||67.248.115.28||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum1/002776.cgi
A||||0||Johnny Bravo||'92 GVR-4 FS||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||12-19-2003||04:12 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Hey folks,<br /><br />I had put it up for sale a little while back, but at the time I wasn't in a huge rush to sell. I still don't want to sell it, but I just can't justify keeping it any longer. I need something that'll last me through the rest of school and I just don't have the tools or place to work on it. Just hoping to find someone who will care for it like it deserves.<br /><br />Overall it's in pretty nice shape and was the lowest mileage one I could find when I bought it. It's a '92 in Belize Green with black interior and no sunroof. Here's the skinny:<br /><br />-74k miles<br />-KYB AGX's all around<br />-Pioneer double DIN head unit (CD & tape)<br />-polished & shaved valve cover<br />-freshly rebuilt tranny with roughly 20 miles on it before I stored it & essentially has all new parts inside and out<br />-new clutch & resurfaced flywheel done @ the same time as the tranny<br />-clean CarFax (VIN#: JA3CX56U4N2015053); title is also clear & in my posession<br />-all 4 tires have at the very least 80% tread on them...probably 90%+ though, but I haven't measured them<br /><br />What it needs: I had it looked over by a semi-local DSM shop a while back to determine what else it needs to get it running/driving just right and here's what they concluded it needs to be in tip-top shape:<br /><br />-new motor mounts (at least the rubber inserts...or polyurethane if you're a glutton for punishment      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     )<br />-driveshaft rebuilding (u-joints, lobro joint (a must), carrier bearing(s))<br />-input seals on the x-fer case (leaking) and rear end (also leaking), but probably just be a whole lot easier to swap in different units from a TEL or other GVR-4 which is what I planned on doing<br />-right front axel for sure, but wouldn't hurt putting in a new left front axel too while you're at it<br />-clutch fork (previous owner installed it incorrectly and apparently did a half-assed hack job at it...tranny shop just re-installed it as it was and I didn't know until after it was done, but it does work okay although I personally would put in a new one...ideally one of those nice billet ones (I forget who makes 'em though))<br />-upper & lower timing belt covers (missing when I bought it & can be found in a salvage yard real cheap I imagine; the timing belt itself is not the stock one so I imagine it was replaced by the previous owner although I don't have any records of it so I'm not 100% positive of this)<br />-flywheel cover (also missing when I bought it & also quite cheap & easy to find from a salvage TEL or GVR-4)<br /><br />Whelp, I think I've included everything, but as you can imagine I may have left some things out. If you have any interest in the car the best bet is to e-mail me directly at: EunosFD@aol.com since I rarely visit this forum anymore & I would be more than happy to answer any questions about it. Pics of the car can be seen at: <a href="http://www.geocities.com/eunosfd/MyVR4_1.html" target="_blank">www.geocities.com/eunosfd/MyVR4_1.html</a> I have a digital camera so if you want pics of anything else just let me know and I'd be happy to snap some & send 'em.  Looking for offers around $3500 or so, give or take, but I'm open to offers.  I'll be sad to see her go, but school is a bit more important now.  Thanks for looking!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum1/002777.cgi
A||||1||Telecaster||wtb: used oem flywheel||||1||||Telecaster||00000416
Z||000000||Telecaster||12-19-2003||07:46 PM||telecastr@email.com||Anyone have one they don't need?  Of course less miles would be better.||216.175.93.61||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||12-20-2003||12:36 PM||||pm'd ya!<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum1/002778.cgi
A||||4||Minjin||Corvette Calipers on Ebay||||1||||Minjin||00001036
Z||000000||Minjin||12-19-2003||07:48 PM||minnsjr@eudoramail.com||Just a heads up. Someone here might be interested in a brake upgrade based on these. And they are currently quite cheap.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33563&item=2449199617" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33563&item=2449199617</a><br /><br />Two notes. First, he says that he upgraded to Z06 calipers. Well, the upgrade is in name and color only. There is no physical difference between the two. Secondly, C5 calipers have 40mm pistons (for those who are curious).<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-19-2003||07:50 PM||||For those who want something slightly better:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=42605&item=2448136402" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=42605&item=2448136402</a><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||12-19-2003||11:34 PM||||I figure if I have to ask, there is probably no way I could possibly do it, but.  How much work would it be to retrofit the EVO brakes onto the Galant?||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||Sam Sayes||12-22-2003||11:23 AM||||Matticus posted<br /><br /><br />I figure if I have to ask, there is probably no way I could possibly do it, but. How much work would it be to retrofit the EVO brakes onto the Galant? <br /><br /><br />Well i heard that you would have to upgrade the master cylinder first of all on the Galant,<br />then proceed with the EVO hubs conversion or drill the hats of the Evo rotors and bolt it in and then lines and blah blah blah   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||12-22-2003||03:59 PM||||Matticus,<br /><br />[sorry for the O/T]<br />Retrofitting the EVO brakes to the GVR4 is a HUGE PITA. Email me for more details so we can stay on topic.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum1/002779.cgi
A||||0||boostx||stock VR4 exhaust system||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||12-20-2003||08:42 AM||boostx@hotmail.com||stock VR4 exhaust system with 90K miles for sale $40<br />pick up only in the BRONX NY<br />email boostx@hotmail.com||162.84.204.220||reg||1||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum1/002780.cgi
A||||17||marvinmadman123||BID NOW!!!!||||12||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||12-20-2003||11:41 PM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||check out this "RARE" bumper.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2449582991&category=33640" target="_blank">EVO BUMPER</a> <br /><br />I really need a front bumper bad but I dont think i have the balls to put this on the vr4.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||12||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-20-2003||11:48 PM||||i've only seen that bumper on 1  car.  I wouldn't run it but it could probably be made to look nice.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||12-20-2003||11:51 PM||||Somebody needs to buy that thing just to burn it so it doesn't end up on a galant.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||megaice||12-21-2003||12:26 AM||||I agree, burn it!||192.128.166.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000004||Pappy||12-21-2003||01:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Somebody needs to buy that thing just to burn it so it doesn't end up on a galant.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">She's a witch!  Burn her!<br />"She turned me into a newt.....well, I got betta."   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm completely with you though.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-21-2003||01:51 AM||||haha...i need to watch that movie again||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||curtis||12-21-2003||01:56 AM||||Hey don't dog out the bumper.  Wait to see who bids on it then dog them out.||64.159.108.75||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-21-2003||02:11 AM||||Haha. No one hear will want to buy it now curtis!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||marvinmadman123||12-21-2003||02:15 AM||||HEHE, I am the one who made the seller correct his "assumption" that they no longer make the bumper,(see where it says UPDATE in his listing)DAMN I hate it when somebody lies!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000009||DsmSeifer||12-21-2003||12:18 PM||||Damn you guys are harsh I have that bumper on my VR 4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br />LOL just kidding that thing is fugly I think I'll stick with my nice sleeper not a ricer.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Death to the Bumper.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000010||i hate fall||12-21-2003||12:40 PM||||although that bumper is all like "barf" <br />you all have to admit our cars are definitely not the best looking cars, in fact you have to grow into them. even the amg only looks better.... not really good though. then again this could just be my opinion.||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||12-22-2003||12:06 AM||||The Galant VR-4 is the best looking turbo-charged AWD 4-door from the early 90's I've ever seen.  In fact, I didn't think my Galant GS looked too bad, either.  I still get compliments...||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||12-22-2003||12:34 AM||||I really like the way our cars look. Maybe i'm just weird but I think they look mean and very sporty for early 90s.  They aren't a 2g but they are sexy sleepers in my opinion.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||Matticus||12-22-2003||01:18 AM||||I love the look of the Galant.  The DSM boys say the Galant is ugly, but their just jealous that our cars were actually built by Mitsubishi.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000014||Clay||12-22-2003||10:48 AM||||you guys are brutal lol||24.94.141.45||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000015||91TSi_AWD||12-22-2003||10:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> I love the look of the Galant.  The DSM boys say the Galant is ugly, but their just jealous that our cars were actually built by Mitsubishi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Right on the money!<br /><br />and yeah..... burn that bumper.||172.174.93.57||reg||1||GVR4_431||00000687||yes
Z||000016||GREENVR4||12-22-2003||11:09 AM||||come on kids, play nice||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000017||lourenco72||12-22-2003||05:11 PM||||dude's, that bumper is sweet!!!!||151.203.5.215||reg||1||rallynut||00002842||yes



ubb/Forum1/002781.cgi
A||||15||4drwhore||WTB: stock IC piping||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||12-21-2003||12:05 AM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||in need of some, with or with bov doesnt matter, let me know if anyone has some laying around or not||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||marvinmadman123||12-21-2003||12:34 AM||||Have one but it is a little bent. w/o bov||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||12-21-2003||12:44 AM||||how much?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||12-21-2003||01:01 AM||||I'll get pics up in about ten minutes.||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000004||marvinmadman123||12-21-2003||01:19 AM||||<img src="http://images.cardomain.com/member_images/6/web/306000-306999/306442_14.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://images.cardomain.com/member_images/6/web/306000-306999/306442_15.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://images.cardomain.com/member_images/6/web/306000-306999/306442_16.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Might be able to straighten it out, didnt really notice any flow issues. Let me know.||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||12-21-2003||01:21 AM||||How much? This is full piping too right? just no IC(i already ahve one)||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||marvinmadman123||12-21-2003||01:22 AM||||whatever shipping is  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   plus a donation  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000007||marvinmadman123||12-21-2003||01:24 AM||||no, just the one with the bov flange.||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000008||4drwhore||12-21-2003||01:29 AM||||Its better then nothing, how about 20shipped? i got paypal||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000009||marvinmadman123||12-21-2003||01:31 AM||||A little high, but it will do.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||14||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||12-21-2003||01:47 AM||||Eh, I dont know how much the stuff is worth, and Ill probably end up fabing alot of it. I just need something so i can get my car running since the set of IC piping i had planned on getting decided to fall through on me.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||marvinmadman123||12-21-2003||01:53 AM||||I paid $40, for a replacement w/o any dents, off ebay from a seller by the name of DENT-SPORT. shipping was $10||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||12-21-2003||01:59 AM||||Dentsport is Bimmubishi BTW||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||marvinmadman123||12-21-2003||02:00 AM||||I know, one of OUR very own.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000014||4drwhore||12-21-2003||02:04 AM||||Got paypal?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000015||marvinmadman123||12-21-2003||02:08 AM||||yeah, mmnw2000@yahoo.com||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum1/002782.cgi
A||||5||4drwhore||egt probe||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||12-21-2003||02:19 AM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||anybody got a connection on a working used or new egt greddy probe? is it the same as the one that comes with autometer guagues, could i use the same probe? any help would greatly be apreciated, thanks guys||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-21-2003||02:20 AM||||Try both RRE and TRE.  Both sell probes...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||12-21-2003||04:08 AM||||I have an EGT probe that came with my Autometer gauge, sell it cheap (won't fit into the tap that already exists in my mani)<br />Let me know if you're interested or need more info on it.||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||12-21-2003||10:05 AM||||Whats the tap that you alrady have that it wont fit for? My evo exhaust mani is already tapped so Im wondering if its the same and it wont work, let me know.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||12-21-2003||04:04 PM||||I believe it's 1/8" npt (really small) - it actually fits inside the tap that is already on my mani. The mani is tapped for an EGT probe from TRE - whatever size they use. (1/4" i think)<br /><br />Hope that helps.||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||12-21-2003||04:15 PM||||works for me, how much||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum1/002783.cgi
A||||3||thejeebus2002||For sale: tranny, 2G Maf , more!!||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||12-21-2003||09:24 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Hey there yall. I'm moving into the city and I don't want to move all this crap over there with me.  All prices do not include shipping.  <br /><br />Tranny 22 Spline-Recently rebuild....My flywheel wasn't machined properly so the sychros are toast.  I have 1-2 and 3-4 EVO shiftforks.  I have all receipts for the parts on the rebuild, my friend built it for me (Billy Boden-member on this board) and I just don't have time to rebuild it myself.  Only thing wrong with it is one of the holes for the mount on the bellhousing is stripped.....$135 -   <b>SOLD</b>  <br /><br />2nd Gen MAF w/harness.....$90 <br /><br />6 Bolt flywheel....$45 <br /><br />P.S. Pump (unsure of condition, looks to be in good shape).....$20<br /><br />Alternator (once again, unsure of condition)..$30<br /><br />1st gen Intake Manny...$20<br /><br />Cam Gears...$10<br /><br />Throttle Body...$35<br /><br />TPS Sensor....$10 each<br /><br />450cc (x4) injectors...$25<br /><br />Stock fuel pump...$20<br /><br />GVR4 Tape deck/radio...$25<br /><br />I'm setup for paypal.  Once again buyer pays shipping.  <br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||12-21-2003||09:42 AM||||I will take throttle body and trans. Can meet you part way if you want.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||12-21-2003||09:54 AM||||call me 804 790 1435 .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||12-21-2003||10:24 AM||||Sale pending on tranny-atsiauto has 1st dibs, Autobahntom has 2nd.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum1/002784.cgi
A||||0||liva||strutbrace||||1||||liva||00003112
Z||000000||liva||12-21-2003||01:22 PM||debbie2281@aol.com||has anyone got a strut brace for sale and is willing to ship to the uk?||195.93.33.8||reg||1||liva||00003112||yes



ubb/Forum1/002785.cgi
A||||59||driftntouge||2004 Lancer EVO promo calanders!!||||14||||driftntouge||00001884
Z||000000||driftntouge||12-21-2003||02:34 PM||||<b>UPDATE:  Please scroll down!! (1/2/04)</b> <br /><br />For those of you who dont know me (which is probably most of you, lol), Im a used car wholesaler/retailer on Long Island.  I deal with a lot of the new car dealers here on the Island, and I occasionally get some cool promo stuff from the dealers.  While picking up some cars out east yesterday, I stopped in Riverhead Mitsubishi to look for keys when I came across these posters/calanders.  Ive got roughly 50 of them, and Id like to offer them to you guys for free, provided you pay for shipping and handling.  Its pretty big, appox 39"high and 26" wide.  Its got a huge pic of the SCCA championship Lancer EVO rally car in action, along with a short paragraph and some other cool photos.  Im at work as I type this, and when I get home Ill post a pic.  Let me know if anyones interested, and sorry for the long post    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.186.95.171||reg||14||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||12-21-2003||02:39 PM||||Very nice gesture!<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||12-21-2003||02:39 PM||||I'll take one! Awesome!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||12-21-2003||02:42 PM||||I'll take one. Let us know the details.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||jcgalantvr4-244||12-21-2003||02:59 PM||||cool I wil take one thanks just pm with the shipping $   <br />  Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-21-2003||03:02 PM||||i'd like one.  Keep me posted on details and shippipng $$$||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||12-21-2003||03:59 PM||||Yeah, I want one for sure...the calendar, please please please. <br /><br />I'll let you type in CAPS even   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||VR4ownzU||12-21-2003||04:07 PM||||I want one for sure...let me know about the shipping...thanks buddy||24.154.214.5||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000008||Matticus||12-21-2003||04:16 PM||||I would like one too, let us know about shipping costs. <br /><br />Thanks!!<br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000009||number3||12-21-2003||05:04 PM||||I'm in...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||megaice||12-21-2003||05:26 PM||||I am in for one sent pm. Will take 2 if possible||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000011||369of1000||12-21-2003||05:33 PM||||I would definitely like one.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000012||autobahntom||12-21-2003||05:58 PM||||I am in also. Sounds nice.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000013||panzer25||12-21-2003||06:45 PM||||I'm in.<br />A very nice gesture!<br /><br />Jim||68.81.66.152||reg||1||Jim||00000932||yes
Z||000014||highskyes||12-21-2003||07:16 PM||||I want!||24.1.56.163||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000015||drew||12-21-2003||08:00 PM||||Would be gracious.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||driftntouge||12-21-2003||08:02 PM||||Wow...I knew you guys would be interested, but I didnt think demand would be this much.  Anyway, heres a pic of the calender/poster...<br />   <img src="http://gallery.s2ki.com/imagecatalog/imageview/100601/1" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Sorry for the shitty pic, my camera sucks.  Monday morning Im going to go to the post office and see how much a protective tube and shipping will be.  Ill let everyone know as soon as I know.  Ill work out the details after that, but Id like to just make a deadline and ship all of them out on the same day.  Ill keep you posted.||172.152.66.225||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000017||Minjin||12-21-2003||08:10 PM||||I'd love to have one too. Didn't think people would be interested? You must not have read this thread:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003989" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003989</a><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I think we'd line up for free anything. I'll toss a couple extra bucks your way for your effort. Thanks.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000018||madgvr4||12-21-2003||08:49 PM||||Just another person who would like a calander.||65.179.80.88||reg||10||madgvr4||00002369||yes
Z||000019||1101||12-21-2003||09:17 PM||||I would like one too.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ward||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000020||Notorius||12-21-2003||09:35 PM||||i want one.||68.69.141.192||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000021||sleeper||12-21-2003||11:46 PM||||You can go online and order free tubes from the post office.<br />These are Priority mail tubes and they are free of charge. Delivery would be $3.85 per package<br />no matter you put one or two calendars in it.<br /><br />You can't get these at the post office, you have to order them online from <a href="http://www.usps.com" target="_blank">www.usps.com</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.228.66||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000022||Garfield Wright||12-22-2003||12:18 AM||||Hey, I'm in.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000023||DookGVR4||12-22-2003||12:24 AM||||i would like one as well  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.50.41.71||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000024||Fonzo||12-22-2003||03:38 AM||||i want one too     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||63.207.15.52||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000025||miturra||12-22-2003||10:13 AM||||I want one.<br /><br />Thanks.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000026||driftntouge||12-22-2003||11:24 AM||||Thanks sleeper!  Ok, I ordered some tubes to ship them in, they should be here in 10-14 days.<br /><br />As far as payment goes, I do not have a paypal account.  The only way to do this is money order or hidden cash in an envelope.  I have dealt with a couple of people on here, and your welcome to check my eBay feedback  <a href="http://cgi2.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?MfcISAPICommand=ViewFeedback&userid=driftntouge&items=25" target="_blank">here</a> .  Id like to ship these out on Monday, January 12, so payment should be made by Saturday, January 10.  Shipping as sleeper stated will be $3.85, Id appreciate a payment of $5.00 in total to cover the shipping and handling (my time to box up, label, make it to the PO, etc).  I dont think thats an unreasonable request.  Please send the money orders to the following address...<br /><br />Mike Levick<br />1201 Montauk Highway<br />Copiague, NY  11726<br /><br />PLEASE NOTE: Im limiting this to ONE calander per person.  They are going fast, and Id like to give all of you a chance at having one.  Ive already given some away to friends and family, Im going to do a final count of them when I get home from work.  <br /><br />Any other questions please let me know!||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000027||VA VR-4||12-22-2003||01:15 PM||||I would like to have one also.<br /><br />Thank you,<br /><br />Harry||208.33.156.185||reg||7||VA VR-4||00000238||yes
Z||000028||Doc_Seuss||12-22-2003||05:16 PM||||i would love to have one, just tell me when to ship it and the final number(how many left) and im game<br /><br />thanks<br />dave||24.161.92.81||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000029||V8EATER||12-22-2003||05:28 PM||||i'll take one as well.  thanks for the effort.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000030||911307||12-23-2003||12:05 AM||||If any are left I'd like one||198.81.26.75||reg||1||911307||00000370||yes
Z||000031||CKA||12-23-2003||04:06 AM||||If there's any left please hook me up.<br /><br />Thank you||66.84.245.158||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000032||Kibo||12-23-2003||04:33 PM||||Me too, Mike!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'll send out the MO as soon as you let me know you still have some left.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000033||skivittlerjimb||12-23-2003||05:06 PM||||Would love to have one... I'll tuck an Abe Lincoln deep in an envelope and get it out asap.<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />-Jim B.||192.107.146.2||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000034||Gvr4-330||12-23-2003||11:07 PM||||I'd love to have one too.  Thanks!  I'll get an envelope out to you.<br /><br />Rob||68.227.203.245||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000035||stevevr4||12-23-2003||11:28 PM||||is this going first-come first-served as far as the $$$, or is it first-post first-served?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000036||driftntouge||12-24-2003||11:45 AM||||Hey everyone.  I havent checked how many I have left, as Ive been really busy trying to finish up for this damn holiday  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  .  Im deff going to have a final count by the end of the day, I apologize for the delay in answering.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000037||silly4turbo||12-24-2003||12:30 PM||||sounds sweet, add me to the list , thanks :-)||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000038||04DrBlur||12-24-2003||12:40 PM||||If you still have any count me in..please||68.76.182.128||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000039||driftntouge||12-24-2003||10:56 PM||||Ok, Ive got 42 left that I can offer you.  It will be first come first serve, but I think all of you will be able to jump in should you want to.  Please make sure to give me your address with payment so that I know where to send it, and also your username so I know who sent it.  Thanks and Merry Christmas to all!!<br /><br />Also, any other questions feel free to ask, but I would rather you post here instead of PM.  Thanks!||172.133.81.217||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000040||drew||12-25-2003||01:18 AM||||hidden cash sent via usps. =)||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000041||Proud Galant Driver||12-25-2003||10:40 PM||||cool, thanks alot! i'll send you the $5 tomorrow||207.190.66.201||reg||1||Proud Galant Driver||00000704||yes
Z||000042||blacksheep||12-25-2003||10:45 PM||||cash should go out tomorrow....Thanks!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000043||Proud Galant Driver||12-25-2003||10:46 PM||||what do you mean hidden cash?||207.190.66.201||reg||1||Proud Galant Driver||00000704||yes
Z||000044||drew||12-25-2003||10:50 PM||||PS doesn't like people sending cash through mail. People like to steal cash from mail. So you make it less obvious that there is cash in there by possibly putting it between some other paper, or by folding it into a ninja star or by writing "no cash in here, don't open me" on the envelope.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000045||91TSi_AWD||12-26-2003||01:45 AM||||mark me down for 1 as well, Ill be sending the $5 yer way this week.||172.166.18.114||reg||1||GVR4_431||00000687||yes
Z||000046||Eclipse182||12-26-2003||04:51 AM||||Put me down for one!||24.195.184.41||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000047||Matticus||12-26-2003||05:43 AM||||Mailing my money today, Thanks again.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000048||slugsgomoo||12-26-2003||04:38 PM||||[edit]<br /><br />Ah, i guess i didn't read well<br /><br />I'd like if possible to bend the rules on getting two. I have a friend who doesn't frequent these boards but is a big-time DSM'er and i'd like to grab him one if possible.<br /><br />I can send a $10 m/o after jan2, if that's early enough for you.<br /><br />slugsgomoo|at|hotmail.com if you would like to contact me, and send some additional details.<br /><br />thanks||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000049||GREENVR4||12-29-2003||08:08 AM||||I want one, let me know details and $hipping.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000050||1101||12-29-2003||02:17 PM||||Hi,<br /><br />Sent my payment but forgot to put in username.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />W Karns <br /><br />username 467<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by driftntouge:<br /><strong> Please make sure to give me your address with payment so that I know where to send it, and also your username so I know who sent it.  Thanks and Merry Christmas to all!!<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000051||panzer25||12-29-2003||06:38 PM||||Hidden cash sent today.  Should be easy to figure out my user name...<br />Jim||68.81.66.152||reg||1||Jim||00000932||yes
Z||000052||driftntouge||01-02-2004||06:21 PM||||Hey everyone, I hope that all of you had a great holiday and new year.  Heres a list of the money that I have from people so far...<br /><br />Drew Y.<br />sleeper<br />Ward K.<br />Jim B.<br />autobahntom<br />Darian O.<br />Jim S.<br />980/1000<br />mj_rosenfeld<br /><br />Those are all that Ive gotten so far.  I also recieved the tubes in the mail the other day, Im going to start boxing them up to get ready, even though theres still some time left. I will keep updating this post with those whose money I received.  Thanks!||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000053||skivittlerjimb||01-03-2004||02:55 AM||||Slighty OT, but I happened to be in a Mitsu dealer<br />a few days ago and picked up two SCCA Pro Rally Mitsu mini-posters and a Mitsu Parts Calendar. <br />The calendar has a few EVO VIII shots in it and a nice "Evo of the Evo" composite shot in January.  <br /><br />The calendar is nothing special but the two mini-posters are both of Higgins' car, one take in the dust, the other in snow.  To be hung up over my<br />ski tuning bench shortly...<br /><br />Best part... they're free!<br /><br />Thanks for shipping all those promo calendars, drift!<br /><br />-Jim B.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000054||driftntouge||01-12-2004||12:28 PM||||Ok.  All of the paid orders are going out first thing Tuesday morning.  I will post all the info when I get back from the PO.  Thanks!||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000055||driftntouge||01-12-2004||01:09 PM||||Just revceived payment from Robert Yu as well.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000056||driftntouge||01-14-2004||05:49 PM||||All posters that were paid for have been shipped.  There are still some available, if there is anymore interest Ill start another run.  Let me know when you guys get them.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000057||1101||01-16-2004||11:07 PM||||Got mine today, photo quality, very nice.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ward||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000058||vrpower||01-17-2004||07:00 PM||||Thanks again for the poster.||199.35.212.47||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000059||panzer25||01-18-2004||07:24 AM||||Received mine.  Very nice! To the laminator on Tuesday.<br />Thanks<br />Jim||68.81.66.152||reg||1||Jim||00000932||yes



ubb/Forum1/002786.cgi
A||||16||4drwhore||wtb: 1g tel shell||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||12-21-2003||03:03 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||i know this is a galant board, but if anyone knows of any, let me know its for a friend. 1g awd shell, fully stripped is fine.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||TinyVR4||12-21-2003||03:24 PM||||I have a 1990 GSX Shell.  I want to get rid of it.  It is fully stripped, and the drivetrain is out.  You can have it for $50, if you want to haul it from Ohio.||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||12-21-2003||04:03 PM||||haha same exact thing he's got<br />but in NJ<br />nate will probably give it to you if you come get it.||138.89.18.157||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||TinyVR4||12-21-2003||04:07 PM||||Ok...ok...you can come and get it for free.  I'll try to take some pictures if i get a chance.<br />I'll probably never do anything with it.  I just used it for spare parts.  <br />I had plans for it but, keeping the GVR4 running is taking up all my free time.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000004||DsmSeifer||12-21-2003||08:08 PM||||I live signifacntly closer I'm in north Oklahoma I have a 90 with no drive train but a good interior and a nice body with no rust. I want 300 for mine with the clear title and I'll meet you part way if you want it. If you want pics I can email you some.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000005||Tevenor||12-21-2003||08:24 PM||||I guess everyone has one. I am about to hall a rolling chassis 92 TSI AWD to the junk heap next week.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.67.49.108||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-21-2003||08:26 PM||||You guys are throwing away all these great 2004 Challenge cars...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||12-21-2003||08:38 PM||||Anyone who has pics of there stuff. Email me pics with discriptions and Ill give them to my boy and get back to you guys. thanks again.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||4drwhore||12-21-2003||10:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tevenor:<br /><strong> I guess everyone has one. I am about to hall a rolling chassis 92 TSI AWD to the junk heap next week.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey man, dont take it to the dump I might be interested.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000009||coop||12-22-2003||04:43 PM||||i got a coplete shell with the interior I need to get rid of.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||12-22-2003||04:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by coop:<br /><strong> i got a coplete shell with the interior I need to get rid of. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Details? Pics?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||jcgalantvr4-244||12-22-2003||08:02 PM||||shiot man i have -2 of these cars stripped  in my drive .<br />jeremy  lol||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000012||Franckypoo||12-22-2003||09:19 PM||||Aarggggggggg all you guys are almost begging for someone to get your 1G shell and I've been looking for a 92 one for like 2 years now!<br /><br />But I live way too far to make it worth  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Here some pple where asking more than 1000$ for a busted NT...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Oh well, I will find one some day... For now if I could only find a decent 92 hood that would be great!||24.201.230.160||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000013||meshwork||12-23-2003||06:11 PM||||Just a few weeks ago I had my 92 shell hauled away to the yard. <br /><br />Should have taken the harness out of it though, and it was all good and straight too. Damn.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000014||4drwhore||12-28-2003||12:19 PM||||Ok guys, sorry I slacked on this a little bit during the christmas week. I am looking for a silver/black 1g shell, clear title, good body and willing to travel within reason to come get it. Prices or free, whatever let me know if anyone that has something I can work with.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000015||Akidosigh1||01-09-2004||11:31 PM||||I want one! if I could get a 91-92 tsi awd, i wouldn't have to race my galant anymore.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000016||gtluke||01-10-2004||01:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> You guys are throwing away all these great 2004 Challenge cars...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">haha thats actaully funny<br />the reason we have this car is because it was the parts car for our shop's 2004 challange car. we had a body and suspension (nate's yellow car) but we needed a cheap drivetrain for it. so we ripped it out of this car, that we found for $100<br />now the car sits||141.153.225.214||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum1/002787.cgi
A||||14||GreenSpeed||1992 Galant VR-4 #139||||1||||GreenSpeed||00002524
Z||000000||GreenSpeed||12-21-2003||03:10 PM||||Green 92 Galant VR-4<br /><br />71k Many new parts. Interior is excellent, body is in great shape. Motor runs and has a lot of new parts but still isn't 100%<br /><br />-royal purple and Mobil one filter since ive had it.<br />-new timing belt.<br />-fuel filter, fuel pump, brakes recently done<br />-ACT clutch and light weight flywheel, brand new.<br />-New valve cover gasket.<br />-new stainless steel drain tube.<br />-caps in the ECU recently done.<br />-turbo checked and is working great. 11lbs<br />-NGK plugs, wires.<br />-k&N air filter<br />-new tires<br /><br />Besides clutch and flywheel only other performance mod is an under drive crank pulley.<br /><br />Motor has a vibration about 4000k and I don't know what it is. <br /><br />Car has potential but I don't have the time, money or patience anymore. PM me for a number if interested.<br /><br />Car is driveable, driving it everyday. I just never trust it for anywhere farther than 50 miles.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||GreenSpeed||00002524||yes
Z||000001||GreenSpeed||12-21-2003||05:13 PM||||Just want to clear something up. What I mean by the motor not running 100% is that it feels down on power a little along with the vibration at 4k and above.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||GreenSpeed||00002524||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||12-21-2003||06:00 PM||||the vibration at/above 4k is probably the balance shaft being out 360 degrees. Does the rear view mirror make it appear that there is at least two of everything in it? <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||GreenSpeed||12-21-2003||06:31 PM||||Yeah thats what some people are suggesting. Pretty much I have $0 to spend on it anymore.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||GreenSpeed||00002524||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-21-2003||08:24 PM||||How much are you looking to get for it?<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Ryan136||12-22-2003||02:12 PM||||Send pm's to Ryan136. I cant use GreenSpeed anymore. <br /><br />Anyone who has sent a pm to greenspeed i will get back to you.<br /><br />Im asking $2500 firm||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Ryan136||00000592||yes
Z||000006||gvrfour173||12-23-2003||09:46 AM||||called you last night, no answer. please get back to me. thanks gary||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||12-23-2003||08:42 PM||||Do you have any pictures you can load?DOes the car have any rust?Thanks<br /><br />Robby Cheaib||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||gvr422||12-24-2003||01:45 AM||||hey ryan i called you today but i got ur voicemail.  Im in Connecticut and i was just curious if i could come look at the car when ever you are available.  Im in the middletown area and am prolly around 20 minutes away. i also do have the money.  you should have my number on your voicemail if you did lose it you can email me at jeag222@hotmail.com  thanxs||68.54.121.68||reg||1||gvr422||00002380||yes
Z||000009||TomekP21||12-28-2003||06:15 PM||||The car is sold <br />I bought it today and now ive got twin vr4's<br />The #296 and the new 71k #139 <br />Tom||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Turbo Tommy||00001902||yes
Z||000010||gvrfour173||12-29-2003||08:42 AM||||awesome, all these people have two galant. and i've been trying my hardest to find a decent one since i totaled mine. and everyone wants an arm an a leg, or there sold to someone that doesn't even need it. damn!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000011||msaskin||12-29-2003||06:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvrfour173:<br /><strong> awesome, all these people have two galant. and i've been trying my hardest to find a decent one since i totaled mine. and everyone wants an arm an a leg, or there sold to someone that doesn't even need it. damn!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm looking to sell mine.  Look for a thread titled "possibly selling #812" in the for sale section and shoot me a PM.<br /><br />~matt||207.218.69.115||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000012||TomekP21||12-29-2003||07:35 PM||||Im going to sell my #296/1000 soon its got 155k only two dents on the body mint all stock PM me if ur interestd||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Turbo Tommy||00001902||yes
Z||000013||geoff@machv||12-29-2003||08:01 PM||||Hey Turbo Tommy..... <br />Go ahead and post your car under it's own topic so both posts gets the attention they both deserve.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000014||TomekP21||12-29-2003||10:57 PM||||Thanks for the advice but like i wrote in my previous post ill be selling it soon not now propably in 3 to 4 weeks when i finish fixing my #139/1000. Then most deffinetly ill post it.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Turbo Tommy||00001902||yes



ubb/Forum1/002788.cgi
A||||7||DsmSeifer||WTB Steering rack||||1||||DsmSeifer||00002241
Z||000000||DsmSeifer||12-21-2003||04:53 PM||dsmseifer@hotmail.com||I broke mine. SO I need another one becuase I don't want to loose my All wheel steering. If some one has one please let me know what you want for it. I don't really care what the shiping cost is I need one ASAP<br /><br />Brian||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000001||DsmSeifer||12-23-2003||11:30 AM||||Ohh yeah I need the front rack to clarify.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||12-23-2003||12:22 PM||||theres someone on here that just put up an ad for parting out a 92 in jersey, YO!  Hit em up.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||DsmSeifer||12-24-2003||11:41 PM||||Thanks I'll do that. But if anyone else just has one laying around I'll make it worth your while to send it to me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000004||DsmSeifer||12-30-2003||12:45 AM||||Someone? Anyone? help me I need my car back it is calling my name and taunting me from the front yard.||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||01-01-2004||12:58 PM||||if you can get me a talon rack you can have mine, but i also think i know where i can get your a gvr4 rack. there should be one at my work, but we just moved and i havn' been able to locate it yet.||68.162.38.206||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||DsmSeifer||01-02-2004||12:43 AM||||I may have found one. I have a AWD talon rack if you want it. I didn't want to loose my all wheel steering though.||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000007||coop||01-02-2004||01:40 PM||||i have a talon rack I will sell||198.81.26.75||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum1/002789.cgi
A||||0||autobahntom||Galant GSR||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||12-21-2003||07:00 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||I have a 91 Galant GSR that I bought to sell. Had to put a tranny in it; but it is fine now. Silver in color, working electronic suspension, 5sp car, 4G63 N/T motor, new tires. Car is stock with 91 unpainted GVR4 wheels (which came stock on this car). 152k miles. A/C works.<br />Car will need a timing belt job done on it. I can hear the timing adjuster is bad or out of adjustment when the car idles. <br />As the car sits, need $1200 for it. (without doing the timing belt job).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum1/002790.cgi
A||||0||DingoDaddy||89-91 Service Manuals||||14||||DingoDaddy||00001408
Z||000000||DingoDaddy||12-21-2003||11:13 PM||||I have a set of Galant service manuals for sale. All labeled "Galant Service Manual 1989, 1990, 1991"<br /><br />Volume 1 : Chassis & Body<br />Volume 2 : Electrical<br />Volume 3 : Engine & Transaxle<br /><br />I'll throw in an oil filter as well  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  (MD031805)<br /><br />Please PM me with offers.||68.49.229.10||reg||14||DingoDaddy||00001408||yes



ubb/Forum1/002791.cgi
A||||1||spatchana||stock: aircan, stereo for sale||||1||||spatchana||00002703
Z||000000||spatchana||12-22-2003||11:21 AM||supoj.patchana@us.army.mil||Is anyone interested in buying the gvr4 stock aircan and stereo?||204.34.247.9||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||12-22-2003||11:58 AM||||is the stereo the cd player and am/fm||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum1/002792.cgi
A||||6||starwrist||1992 #870/1000 $2300||||1||||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||12-22-2003||03:20 PM||starwrist@hotmail.com||I've got to get rid of this ASAP!<br /><br />1992 Black.<br /><br />121000 miles<br />Everything on the timing side of the engine was replaced with all new parts at 105000.<br />Clutch was replaced at 112000.<br /><br />The car is in pretty good condition. I just don't have the time/energy/money to put in to it. <br /><br />(931)216-8537. Call me, because I don't have internet at my home.<br /><br />I live in Clarksville, TN. Which is about 45 minutes northwest of Nashville.<br /><br />Merry Christmas||24.159.53.75||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||12-22-2003||03:29 PM||||Any modifications to this car?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||92GVR4#333||12-22-2003||03:31 PM||||hey do you know curtis?  Has he seen the car I may be interested in it as I am only about 2 hours away.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000003||jcgalantvr4-244||12-22-2003||07:53 PM||||HUMMM WONDER HOW MUCH???????  2300<br />caps lol||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000004||thadirtybird||12-22-2003||08:10 PM||||ohhh look at what the cat has drug in... i tried buying this chumps car about 4 months ago and then flakes out on me the day i get the check in to go pick it up and then made some lame azz excuse that he couldn't sell it but now he seems pretty desperate to me! last i heard this guy was delivering pizza's in it. i was going to pick it up from him for 3800 and i believe it is bone stock.||68.185.140.116||reg||8||thadirtybird||00002147||yes
Z||000005||Colt4G63||12-23-2003||01:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thadirtybird:<br /><strong> ohhh look at what the cat has drug in... i tried buying this chumps car about 4 months ago and then flakes out on me the day i get the check in to go pick it up and then made some lame azz excuse that he couldn't sell it but now he seems pretty desperate to me! last i heard this guy was delivering pizza's in it. i was going to pick it up from him for 3800 and i believe it is bone stock. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000006||littlemissmopar||12-28-2003||12:39 AM||||Damn, I wish I had $2300 sitting around to spend on a car like that...I'm very intrigued with the VR4's now that one of the installers at the car audio shop I work at has his back up and running.  <br /><br />got pics of it?||24.117.178.171||reg||1||Cynthia||00003145||yes



ubb/Forum1/002793.cgi
A||||1||coop||2g maf||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||12-22-2003||04:46 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I have a complete  set up with filter, harnees for sale. make offer. It will be ready to ship out the second week of january.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||AzA*||01-08-2004||07:34 AM||||i am in australia , not sure what shipping would be  i will pay shipping costs , will u take $300 au .||211.28.58.159||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes



ubb/Forum1/002794.cgi
A||||0||V8EATER||wtb: stock foglights||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||12-22-2003||06:42 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||anybody have a set laying around?  no cracks or chips, please.  pm me with prices.  thanks||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum1/002795.cgi
A||||1||josh long||vr4 rs tranny||||1||||josh long||00000943
Z||000000||josh long||12-22-2003||08:30 PM||jibber@icestorm.net||Ok witch one of you guys out bid me on this thing today?<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?MfcISAPICommand=ViewItem&item=2448964565" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?MfcISAPICommand=ViewItem&item=2448964565</a><br /><br />I hope someone on here got it.<br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-22-2003||09:28 PM||||If he wasn't a continent away, I would have bought all three of his drivetrain items...and two of his flashlight items.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Sounds like good stuff. However, I still question the availability of synchros and other rebuild parts when the time comes.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum1/002796.cgi
A||||8||hecdws||getting ready to part out a 92 vr4||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||12-22-2003||08:49 PM||hecdws@aol.com||belize green. drivetrain & ecu is staying with me, complete engine and # badge will go for the right price. everything else is for sale. prefer pick up but i can ship smaller parts. <br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||boostx||12-22-2003||09:39 PM||||sent u a pm||24.233.147.75||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000002||boostx||12-22-2003||09:40 PM||||sent u a pm||24.233.147.75||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000003||DsmSeifer||12-24-2003||08:54 PM||||I'll give you 100 bucks for the front steering rack. I broke mine but can't make myself loose my all wheel steering||63.156.64.55||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000004||spatchana||12-24-2003||09:35 PM||||How much for the engine?||66.57.217.158||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||12-24-2003||09:37 PM||||Is this car wrecked?  What's the reason for parting it out?  Seems like a lot of people lately are too willing to part out perfectly good cars.  Not bashing you, just curious.||63.188.80.200||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||jayru||12-25-2003||01:23 AM||||PM sent||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||12-25-2003||06:39 AM||||Dude,<br /><br />I <b>desperatley need </b> the fuel pump assembly.... <br /><br />Name your price..<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000008||hecdws||12-25-2003||08:29 AM||||to the guys who responded to this add i had told you i had someone local buying the entire car well its sold so i wont be parting it out since its no longer mines. sorry.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum1/002797.cgi
A||||5||1969MIB||Any GVR4's For Sale in California?||||1||||1969MIB||00000732
Z||000000||1969MIB||12-23-2003||02:27 AM||||I've been looking for a GVR4 for a while now. It seems as if whenever I find the "perfect" Galant for sale on this board, it's on the opposite of the continent from me. Not cool. I've been scouring DSMTrader, Autotrader, GVR4.org (here), and have even looked on DSMT00nerZ. I found one close by, but I'm looking for more options. I'm looking for a low(er) mileage GVR4 in good mechanical, internal, and external condition. Don't care what color it is. Definitely not looking for another project car. I've got one of those and it's already a gigantic money pit. <br /><br />I'm willing to drive around to get "this" car. Is it for sale in Nevada, Arizona, etc? Perfect! I can do that. <br /><br />Rich, I know you have "connections"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Thanks for the help!<br /><br />Dave||66.123.254.154||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||12-28-2003||07:46 PM||||Damnit dave!<br /><br /><br />I'll keep an eye out.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||modified toys||12-30-2003||04:35 PM||||i am looking for a gvr4 again..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.22.48.133||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||12-30-2003||07:03 PM||||Poor ass bish.. buy mine.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||12-30-2003||07:25 PM||||Terren you can donate yours to me since the only difference between yours and mine is you actually got to make a 12 sec time slip.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||1969MIB||12-30-2003||08:43 PM||||Terren, you need to keep yours. Oh yeah, and get a job so you CAN keep it. I'm still keeping a look out for some GVR-4's. <br /><br />Dave||67.115.10.216||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes



ubb/Forum1/002798.cgi
A||||1||James||EVO 3 Intercooler and piping f.s.||||1||||James||00000017
Z||000000||James||12-23-2003||05:09 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||I have a Lancer EVO 3 intercooler and piping for sale. It is in very good condition. These coolers are very effecient. If fact my new bigger custom setup doesn't really make much difference in performance. Expensive lesson. I am looking for $700 AUD for it. I am in Adelaide,Australia.  Ph 0403600301 or <br /> e-mail me at  kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||203.87.94.178||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000001||driftntouge||12-24-2003||11:13 PM||||Any pics?||172.133.81.217||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes



ubb/Forum1/002931.cgi
A||||6||dc_style||wtb: tranny||||4||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||01-13-2004||12:18 AM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||so i blew my tranny.. flywheel exploded. now i'm need of a tranny. if anyone has one relatively cheap, help a fellow gvr4er out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  .||24.118.172.38||reg||4||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||TurboVR4dr||01-13-2004||01:06 AM||||I have a 1990 that is in pretty good shape.  doesn't grind.  It's a 1990 so i will let it go for $325 plus shipping.  it has around 100k on it||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000002||dc_style||01-13-2004||01:09 AM||||how much is shipping to mn, 55117?||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||01-13-2004||01:17 AM||||I don't know I live in the 63123.  the tranny would weigh about 120 pounds.  Give or take a few.  I wouldn;t know where to look that up.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||dc_style||01-13-2004||01:41 AM||||any way to go cheaper? i've been offered cheaper.. plus i'm a broke ass.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000005||MustGoFaster||01-13-2004||01:48 AM||||Check DSMStyle, I got one for ya.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000006||TurboVR4dr||01-13-2004||02:14 AM||||Sorry I can't go any cheaper but it looks like you found one already.  <br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes



ubb/Forum1/002800.cgi
A||||0||Vr4in'||WTB: Black Gvr4 with no rust...||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||12-23-2003||08:01 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I am looking for a black Galant that has no rust what so ever.It has to have less that 150k.I just sold my car and I have some money waiting to be spent.Thanks<br /><br />Happy Holidays to all.<br /><br /><br />Robby Cheaib||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum1/002932.cgi
A||||5||jonvr4||possible group buys||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-13-2004||12:20 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i will possibly be offering group buys for intake manifolds, after the testing period is over, which is at the end of this month. in order for a group buy to take place i will need ten people to participate. the price will be 400+ shipping. after this group buy the price will go up to 475+ shipping. the manifolds are backed by a 3 year limited waranty. if you are interested in this group buy let me know asap, so i could have all of my ducks lined up. these manifolds will require the i/c piping to be moved 2.25in down. all the vaccum ports will be drilled and tapped and they will have throttle cable mounting tabs. they will most likely have a mounting bracket for the coil pack. these are aluminum and the flanges are all water jet cut to match the head and throttle bodies perfectly. also there will be a $125 non-refundable deposite for each one. when the testing period is over i will have those participating in the testing give full reviews of what they thought of the products performance, and drivability.<br /><br /><br />the next goup buy i am gauging interest for is a gauge group buy. this will include water, boost, oil, exhaust, and volts. these are manufactured by omori and will be in sizes 45, 52 , and 60mm. they will have a jons performance logo on the face rather than the omori logo. i'll let everyone know the rest of the details as they unfold, and should have a good idea of how many gauges will be available and at what cost.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||01-13-2004||12:33 AM||||since im local, can you waive the shipping charge if i pick it up?<br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||01-13-2004||12:34 AM||||definantly. i have no issues delivering locally free of cost.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||DsmSeifer||01-13-2004||12:35 AM||||I'm in for one I can get you the deposite in a week or so.  When you get some pics send them my way.||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000004||TheJackalGT||01-13-2004||12:36 AM||||that works too, i wont offically join yet but ill keep it in mind.. My car is still stock for the most part, but that should change soon.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000005||DsmSeifer||01-13-2004||12:39 AM||||Damn I'm sorry man I went sraight to the new posts and didn't read all the info  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />I feel dumb anyone want to comment.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum1/002802.cgi
A||||15||eyetrauma||'91 VR-4 $4500||||1||||James DeRosia||00002414
Z||000000||eyetrauma||12-24-2003||09:59 AM||eyetrauma@aol.com||1991 Galant VR-4<br /><br />140k miles, runs awesome, shifts great, interior is in great condition, with the exception of the back of the rear seat headrests. The paint has a few scratches, could use a new rear passenger door skirt.<br /><br />-New alternator 3000 miles<br />-New radiator going in this weekend<br />-New ACT 2100 3000 miles with RRE lightened flywheel<br />-AWS lines repaired<br /><br />Mods:<br />Small AMS Martin front mount intercooler<br />Ported 16G turbo<br />2G exhaust manifold<br />2G Mas<br />3" Turbo back exhaust w/ 3" cat<br />NGK plugs and iridium wires 300 miles<br /><br />Electronics:<br />Apexi S-AFC<br />Apexi EBC<br />Apexi turbo timer<br />Digital oil temp gauge with peak<br />Autometer Boost gauge and Air fuel gauge A pillar mounted<br />Kenwood CD player w/ removable face and remote, 12 Disc CD changer in trunk<br />6 Rockford Fosgate speakers, and a 10" pioneer sub facing through ski-passthrough<br />Astrostart remote car starter with alarm and remote locks<br /><br />It has Hakka 1's mounted on stock rims and Nitto Extreme summer tires on a set of 17" Konig Monsoons.<br /><br />I love the car, its easily my favorite out of the 4 cars I own. I live in Boston and after someone broke the windshield last night trying probably trying to harvest my stereo for their Quanza harvest celebrations I'm sick of waiting for someone to steal my goodies.<br /><br />Will try to have some pics up after christmas.||128.222.32.10||reg||1||James DeRosia||00002414||yes
Z||000001||vr4bats||12-24-2003||10:54 AM||||will windows and damage be repaired at time of sale?<br /><br />thanks<br />-aaron||204.141.104.202||reg||1||vr4bats||00002336||yes
Z||000002||eyetrauma||12-24-2003||11:23 AM||||Yes, I'll be puting a new windsheild in it, also the car is green.||128.222.32.10||reg||1||James DeRosia||00002414||yes
Z||000003||bleck||12-24-2003||12:42 PM||||Well, at least it's comforting to know that they were stealing it for Kwanzaa, and not Hannukah, or Christmas, or Ramadan.  I am honored at starting this day off by wanting to slap you.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||12-24-2003||01:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> I am honored at starting this day off by wanting to slap you. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's not very Christian behavior.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||eyetrauma||12-24-2003||01:39 PM||||We don't have Christmas in the part of town where I live . I also feel like a bigger douche for spelling Kwanzaa completely wrong. I was just kidding around, and I'm sorry if I offended anyone. I went to the official Kwanzaa website and its not actualy a harvest holiday as I thought, its based on 7 principals to reinforce family, culture and community, besides it doesn't start untill 2 days from now. <br /><br />Anyway, Happpy Holidays, and Merry Christmas to those of you who it applies.||128.222.32.10||reg||1||James DeRosia||00002414||yes
Z||000006||jayru||12-24-2003||11:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Well, at least it's comforting to know that they were stealing it for Kwanzaa, and not Hannukah, or Christmas, or Ramadan.  I am honored at starting this day off by wanting to slap you. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Priceless.......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||drew||12-25-2003||02:28 AM||||Ramadan ended around Thanksgiving.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||geoff@machv||12-25-2003||06:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Well, at least it's comforting to know that they were stealing it for Kwanzaa, and not Hannukah, or Christmas, or Ramadan.  I am honored at starting this day off by wanting to slap you. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My sentiments exactly Bleck.  That  was ugly DeRosia.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     <br />What, did you think that some of the members here wouldnt be offended. <br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||12-25-2003||07:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>          </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> I am honored at starting this day off by wanting to slap you. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's not very Christian behavior. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's not very Christian to relate the loss of his personal items to an African American celebration either [Especially when he doesn't really know WHO stole his stuff].  <br />I read his next post advising that he checked out what Kwnazaa is all about.<b> Glad to see you learned something.</b>  Listen man, there's ONE thing that has brought all of us to this board and that's the love of these FAST rust buckets we all love.  Whatever your personal opinion is of others, you just might want to leave that crap at the front door fella.  All of us in here are GVR4 members, regardless of where we come from.  I'm not saying you're a bigot, but you made a bigoted [sp?] comment based on anger. <br />I'm sorry that  this turned into some type of rant. I'm not the epitome of "Political Correctness", but we've all got to be a little better than that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     <br /><br /><br />Happy Holidays to you.  I'm sure your car will sell fast.. Good luck||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000010||slugsgomoo||12-26-2003||04:45 PM||||Let's not forget that while Kwaanza was developed as a holiday for african-americans, it was actually developed here in america, and only uses some themes from actual african culture, rather than having actually originated there. The man who developed the holiday wanted to have something to celebrate that wasn't a "white" holiday. Whatever.<br /><br />who gives a shit what kind of douchebag it was stealing? Whatever they are, they are slime bags.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000011||geoff@machv||12-26-2003||06:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slugsgomoo:<br /><strong> Who gives a shit what kind of douchebag it was stealing? Whatever they are, they are slime bags. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly the point pal.  I hope that fuktard slipped on some dogshit while running away from his car and hit his pointy ass head on the corner of a building.  There's nothing worse than coming back to your car after a good evening of  [enter your vice here] and seeing that someone TOOK your sh*t annnd broke your sh*t in the process of taking your sh*t    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000012||i hate fall||12-28-2003||02:54 AM||||SO aside from all this kwanza/christian bs.<br /><br /><br />I think I might have seen this car in early september near chinatown. I was walking and I turned and I was like HOLYSHIT A VR4!... what that you I think it was a saturday it was late like after 2 am. (do you remember that at all skinny indie rock kid walking with a girl) ANYWAY if this was in fact him the car looked great from what i could see.||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000013||eyetrauma||12-29-2003||09:39 AM||||I don't know if this was the car you saw. It�s debadged except for the AWS sticker and all the chrome accents have been replaced with black striping to make it a little more stealthy. So you'd have to identify it by the rims and 3" exhaust, and recently the front mount. <br /><br />I also forgot to mention that it has AGX's all around, trunk mounted optima yellow top, Cosmo fuel pump, the symborski shift kit, mofugas short throw shifter and leather shift boot. I think that�s everything.<br /><br />I also have 2 spare black passenger f/r door skins in good condition, with the black plastic door skirts, and two passenger side f/r smashed green doors with glass and all internals. That I could include with the car since I wouldn't need them any more.||128.222.32.10||reg||1||James DeRosia||00002414||yes
Z||000014||eyetrauma||12-29-2003||09:42 AM||||Oh yeah, I'll try to get pictures up tomorrow afternoon/evening, I've never posted pictures on this forum before, I may have to host them on the newsgroup, I don't know.<br /><br />-James||128.222.32.10||reg||1||James DeRosia||00002414||yes
Z||000015||i hate fall||12-29-2003||02:32 PM||||the rims, side skirts, spoiler, front grille any of those would have been enough for me to notice you.... if you had been selling it right then i would have bought it but i purchase mine 23days after i saw your car||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes



ubb/Forum1/002803.cgi
A||||9||Clay||16g Turbo||||1||||Clay||00001911
Z||000000||Clay||12-24-2003||04:56 PM||clay55555@tampabay.rr.com||used 6cm 16g <br /><br />unported, unclipped<br /><br />a virgin , works like a dream<br /><br /><br />$350.00||24.94.141.45||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000001||mistaVR4||12-28-2003||03:41 AM||||Whats up clay,<br /><br />How many miles?<br />any shaft play?<br />is this a 16g or a big 16g?<br /><br />Thanks, Steve<br />484/1000||198.81.26.43||reg||4||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||12-28-2003||07:34 PM||||Is this still available?||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000003||Clay||12-28-2003||08:12 PM||||yes sir<br /><br />im not 100% sure of the mileage on it, i put about 1000 miles on it, and the guy before me put about 2000 prolly, thats about all i know<br /><br />know for what i DO know<br /><br />its shown no signs of wear...no kidding, NO shaftplay, spools great, i dont see any cracks or anything, its a powerhouse<br /><br />its a small 16g, with a 6cm housing<br />no clipping, no porting, a virgin whore of sorts, take her home and give her some action||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000004||Clay||12-29-2003||08:20 PM||||anyone? lookin to get it outta here quickly||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000005||Clean92GVR4||01-01-2004||03:22 PM||||Would you take 250 for it?||204.95.228.73||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000006||Clay||01-01-2004||05:57 PM||||na im pretty firm at 350 , its actually pending sale right now, but im not sure if the guy sent the money in the mail yet, we'll see if it gets here||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000007||HHIVR4||01-19-2004||10:53 PM||||im interested if you still have it..let me know..thanks||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000008||Clay||01-20-2004||01:22 PM||||sold||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000009||HHIVR4||01-20-2004||03:46 PM||||thanks for the reply||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum1/002804.cgi
A||||0||Clay||starion FMIC||||1||||Clay||00001911
Z||000000||Clay||12-24-2003||05:01 PM||clay55555@tampabay.rr.com||i have a starion front mount with all stock gvr4 piping, including the turbo outlet elbow and a new stock bov<br /><br />asking 250<br /><br />sale pending||24.94.141.45||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes



ubb/Forum1/002805.cgi
A||||4||msaskin||Possibly selling #812||||1||||msaskin||00001429
Z||000000||msaskin||12-24-2003||09:48 PM||matt@saskin.net||Was planning on selling #812 in the spring, but I'm beginning to entertain offers now.<br /><br />Car is a '91, white, moon-roof.<br />~140K on the chassis, ~15K on the engine.  60K done when engine was put in.<br /><br />The bad:<br />-small rust spots (can take pictures) on the front of the hood (where it turns down), also on the drivers-side top corner of the windshield.<br />-small dent on rear drivers 1/4 panel, near gas filler door.<br />-could probably use a repaint eventually<br /><br />the good:<br />-perfect leather<br />-low mileage rebuilt motor    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />the mods:<br />-blitz turbo timer<br />-greddy boost/egt gauges (electronic)<br />-profec b spec ii ebc<br />-walbro 255hp pump<br />-SX AFPR and -6an lines (not installed)<br />-'90 oil filter bracket, external oil cooler, -6an lines<br />-3" turbo-back exhaust with high-flow cat in place<br />-south bend clutch DXD clutch<br /><br />I also have a set of 17" enkei rf-1 rims with mismatched tires (2 kumho 712's, 2 that i can't recall), that I'll add in if the price is right.<br /><br />edit: I also have the dejon tools blow-through UICP pipe, an LT1 MAF, and MAFT installed.<br /><br />edit yet again: The car also has a Thule roof rack installed; feet, cross (load) bars, as well as a 6-ski carrier rack.  One could also install bike/etc. racks by simply removing the ski racks and placing the new rack on top of the load bars.<br /><br />Asking $5500 obo.<br /><br />~matt||68.108.147.30||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000001||VR4ownzU||12-25-2003||11:31 AM||||rebuilt stock motor?||24.154.165.78||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||12-25-2003||12:56 PM||||Oh no cant sell the other capital area VR4. now I will be all alone again!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||msaskin||12-25-2003||10:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> rebuilt stock motor? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Indeed.  Rebuilt with the help of a friend of mine, all OEM parts.  I originally went with a JDM motor, had huge issues with it, got the money back from the company I got the motor from, and decided to just rebuild the dead motor I bought the car with.<br /><br />I also forgot to mention above that I also have the dejon tools blow-through UICP, an LT1 MAF and MAFT installed.<br /><br />~matt||68.108.147.30||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000004||msaskin||12-31-2003||05:13 PM||||bump.<br /><br />full details at <a href="http://www.saskin.net/~matt/galant" target="_blank">http://www.saskin.net/~matt/galant</a><br /><br />~matt||68.108.147.30||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes



ubb/Forum1/002806.cgi
A||||2||curtis||Ebay find  ( poor car needs a home)||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-26-2003||12:28 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2450248322&category=6783" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2450248322&category=6783</a>||67.25.32.27||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||thon||12-26-2003||01:46 AM||||damn tempting to bid on, heh if i only new a bit more about mitsu's i'd seriously consider it.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||12-26-2003||10:06 AM||||The rust in the engine bay plus the bend of the front bumper bar would lead me to stay away from this vehicle.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum1/002807.cgi
A||||17||megaice||Such a shame VR4 on ebay||||1||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||12-26-2003||05:05 AM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2450425223" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2450425223</a>||192.128.167.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||12-26-2003||08:29 AM||||what do you say, a little bondo here, a couple of stickers there, some spray paint, it'll be as good as new! (yeah right)||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||12-26-2003||10:53 AM||||That poor car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||12-26-2003||11:02 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||12-26-2003||02:58 PM||||Jesus... if he really wanted it to sell it, he could clean it up a bit!  Idiots.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||Evilnissan||12-26-2003||03:06 PM||||Im gonna try to go check it out and see WTF he did to it. I live 5 minuets from Charleston.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||12-26-2003||06:02 PM||||Salvage title... bummer.  Says he wrecked it and then freely admits to driving it 2.5 hours home.  That can't be good.||24.247.151.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||atc250r||12-26-2003||07:53 PM||||Rally car anyone?||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000008||TheJackalGT||12-26-2003||08:19 PM||||that thing looks f*cked||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000009||crucible||12-26-2003||08:23 PM||||Where's 20 thousand dollar man?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000010||jayru||12-26-2003||08:34 PM||||I don't understand why idiots bid on the thing in the first few days of auctions? All it does is drive up price. I loked at that thing an hour ago and it's up $175. already with 6 days left. Dumbasses.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000011||geoff@machv||12-26-2003||09:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>  Dumbasses. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah I know!!! He started it out at a grand...<br />Someone else [boardmember???] Mustve entered a proxy bid of 2k.   Cause <b>someone else</b> ran up the bid to 1,175.00    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000012||VR4ownzU||12-26-2003||10:16 PM||||I agree...i hate when people bid early just to jack up the price on themselves....course I've seen people I know have their friends bid on their car just to raise the price for other people to bid higher....||24.154.165.78||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000013||skivittlerjimb||12-27-2003||01:18 AM||||Well, at least I know there's one white '92 out there that looks worse than mine!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Got a Dremel for Christmas... we'll get at that <br />"surface rust" this spring.  Riiiiight. <br /><br />-Jim B.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000014||snwbrd40oz||12-27-2003||09:27 PM||||I can't imagine what he must have done to that poor thing...damn  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  Freaking people.<br />Not to hijack the post, but don't read tooo much into salvage titles. Mine is technically a salvage, but it was never wrecked. It was a theft recovery that the insurance just decided to buy out. other than KILLING any chance at getting a decent resale if I ever decided to sell it, that little S on the title doesnt mean anything to me. Sorry to jack the post, just thought I'd share.||64.136.27.228||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000015||GREENVR4||12-27-2003||09:40 PM||||I feel like getting a tetanus shot just from looking at it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000016||VR4ownzU||12-28-2003||02:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GREENVR4:<br /><strong> I feel like getting a tetanus shot just from looking at it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">bahahaha||24.154.165.78||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000017||i hate fall||12-28-2003||02:35 AM||||look at the roof! the HUGE OPENING near the sunroof.||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes



ubb/Forum1/002808.cgi
A||||12||91 #680||Birons F&amp;F car for sale||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||12-26-2003||04:17 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.gttx.org/~bpatel/" target="_blank">http://www.gttx.org/~bpatel/</a><br /><br />hellz yeah!!||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||12-26-2003||07:18 PM||||Oh come on!<br />"the 4 neon lights under the car, the cobra LEDs on the windshield wipers, double bladed silver windshield wipers. and LED flashing green tire valve caps.  These valve caps kept getting stolen though, since all a thief has to do is screw them off.  Meanwhile, the interior had a hidden black light under the passenger's feet, a green neon light on the ceiling"<br /><br />I'm getting nauseous!||68.155.173.141||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||admsr||12-26-2003||07:59 PM||||that car is not the "bomb". As of a matter of fact, someone should take a bomb and place it right under the center of the car. Then as they light up a cigar, blow that shizu up and take it out of its misery!<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.25.80||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||VR4ownzU||12-26-2003||10:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> that car is not the "bomb". As of a matter of fact, someone should take a bomb and place it right under the center of the car. Then as they light up a cigar, blow that shizu up and take it out of its misery!<br /><br />Alex. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I totally agree....nuke it||24.154.165.78||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||12-26-2003||10:58 PM||||Hey at least the guy is being somewhat honest about the accidents the car has been in. Not many people will tell ya oh yeah the hood smashed the windshield and part of the roof and the rear bumper keeps fallin off.||68.76.178.231||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||Colt4G63||12-26-2003||11:54 PM||||automatic + non turbo= ghey, this car is a joke. what a waste of time and money.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000006||91TSi_AWD||12-27-2003||12:36 AM||||I love the note left from the "ricecop"||172.143.104.14||reg||1||GVR4_431||00000687||yes
Z||000007||udriveu||12-27-2003||12:43 AM||||I really have to wonder how stupid this kid is. Why in the hell would you tell people about how your school newspaper makes fun of you:<br /> <a href="http://www.shaftnews.com/volI/042503/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.shaftnews.com/volI/042503/index.html</a> <br /><br />I guess he's just trying to show all those "haters" that they can't get to him!||64.252.101.198||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||12-27-2003||09:54 AM||||Why not just get a GSX. At least you could say that it is fast as well. Ans no rims or exhaust? What kind of ricer is that? Thank god no one has done such horrors to a Galant Vr4||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000009||bleck||12-29-2003||01:27 PM||||Dammit, you gotta give it to the guy.  He's really into his car.  And he's not afraid to say it.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000010||CCDSM69||12-29-2003||01:40 PM||||I still like the quote<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Trust me, if you own a sporty car, buy neon lights.  They will grab tons of attention and they only cost about $100. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||12-29-2003||01:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Dammit, you gotta give it to the guy.  He's really into his car.  And he's not afraid to say it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So why is his engine so dirty, yet he'll pay to get his rear bumper reattached, filled in, and repainted multiple times?<br /><br />What a dorky car.<br /><br />I'll tell you what he's obviously not into.  English grammar.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||thejeebus2002||12-29-2003||01:58 PM||||OMG!!!  That's some of the funniest stuff I've read in a while.  What's so funny is that this guy loves this car.  He carefully chose his paint, bodykit, "electronics," and has spent gobs of money on his ride.  Seeing how happy it makes him I'm sad that he's selling it.  GOD what a fugly car.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum1/002809.cgi
A||||3||Phatlee||Need a tranny||||1||||Phatlee||00003135
Z||000000||Phatlee||12-26-2003||04:06 PM||JChu@tcastudent.com||I was wondering if anyone knew where I could possibly find a tranny for my GVR4 as I am totally clueless as to even begin where to start looking.||24.1.61.65||reg||1||Phatlee||00003135||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-26-2003||05:25 PM||||you mean you need a complete trans, or the one in your car rebuilt?  if you need one rebuilt, one of the best rebuilders in the nation is right up the street.  forced performance, in mckinney.  972 984 1800, ask for the gross max.  i had mine done there earlier this year.  there is NO WAY you can get it done better for less.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||12-26-2003||08:05 PM||||noyan usa||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||12-26-2003||09:35 PM||||I had a turbo rebuilt by forced performance it took 87 days.............. Id really be concerned about any time-frame issues thay may still have with such an undertaking . What kind of deal did you get Ken ?I recall you said they did a flawless job for you !||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum1/002810.cgi
A||||1||Garfield Wright||Hey,||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||12-27-2003||02:07 AM||garfieldgw@yahoo.com||Who's bidding on this?http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2450010189||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||12-27-2003||09:37 PM||||I don't know who's bidding on it but I know the guy, his name is Gary, he runs a small performance shop in Allentown PA, he's parting out a vr4 that he busted and that's the engine out of it,I know because I went there to get the seats from it for mine, that's when I saw that engine and a crapload of other stuff he has for sale.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum1/002811.cgi
A||||8||Dreis11301||JDM Intercooler||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||12-27-2003||02:31 AM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||Selling a JDM Intercooler of my old girl.  It is the 215hp version with 45mm inlet/outlet.  All pipeing, clamps, and stock blow off valve included.  The core itself is in fair condition, some of the fins are bent as you can see in the pics.  Asking $300 including shipping.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2295" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2295&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2296" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2296&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2298" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2298&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||12-27-2003||04:29 AM||||im interested, is it in japan or in the states right now||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||Clean92GVR4||12-27-2003||04:48 AM||||if it doesnt leak ill take it. Email me at black_90tsi@dsmtalk.com    <br /><br />thanks||204.95.228.8||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000003||Dreis11301||12-27-2003||05:43 AM||||It is in Japan but the price includes shipping no leaks.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000004||Dreis11301||12-28-2003||04:20 AM||||SOLD, Keep your eyes open as I may find some more.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||12-28-2003||10:07 PM||||If you find a 55mm outlet core, be sure and let me know.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||12-29-2003||08:00 AM||||If you find another one I'll take it.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||Bobbo||12-30-2003||12:26 AM||||Hey, I'm down for one of the JDM intercoolers w/ piping. I would like the same setup as the one posted above. If you could find another, e-mail me at: BobboWonder@aol.com||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000008||Bobbo||12-30-2003||12:30 AM||||Hey, I'm down for one of the JDM intercoolers w/ piping. I would like the same setup as the one posted above. If you could find another, e-mail me at: BobboWonder@aol.com||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes



ubb/Forum1/002812.cgi
A||||8||galant191||Sorry to say.... 1992 VR4 4 sale||||1||||galant191||00002416
Z||000000||galant191||12-27-2003||11:31 AM||spoolnvr4@yahoo.com||my 1992 galant vr4 is now for sale... due to lack of time on my part im gonna let it go... what i have doen so far<br /><br />Motor-My old motor out of my talon-13k miles, 1G pistons, 90 big rods, Balanced and blueprinted, Reman head, revised lifters, HKS head gasket<br />Tranny-Complete rebuild-TransTech edison,NJ 3k miles<br />Intercooler-20x8x3.5 spearco core, aluminum IC piping, Greddy S BOV, <br />Turbo-14b 15k miles<br />exhaust-3" downpipe... 3" catrback not on car.. pressbent<br />Fuel-2g mas, AFC, 255 high pressure pump<br /><br />What it needs... i put the car together... i really didnt geta  chance to drive it around... it needs the front bumper put back on... the core support... has to be cut for it to clear the FMIC... <br /><br />$$$I DONT KNOW... you see howmuch i have into it... make me an offer... trades and cash... Cash...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||galant191||00002416||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||12-27-2003||01:02 PM||||Color,pictures,mileage?<br /><br />Thanks||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||galant191||12-27-2003||02:45 PM||||white, good shape, leather is mint body is very good.. hood had some dings... i have another one for it... i have 93 headlights for it... 104k miles||205.188.208.172||reg||1||galant191||00002416||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||12-27-2003||11:00 PM||||What do you have in mind for trades?Thanks<br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||i hate fall||12-28-2003||02:43 AM||||i would buy those 93 lights off of you ... how much you want for them?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000005||galant191||12-28-2003||12:42 PM||||i dunno something interesting that runs good... i dont have the time to tune this car and put any more time into it... <br /><br />lights make an offer...||69.136.153.73||reg||1||galant191||00002416||yes
Z||000006||sleepergvr4||12-28-2003||01:19 PM||||i have a 1994 4 wheel drive toyota 4 runner.automatic v6 leather. trade?||66.20.122.139||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000007||galant191||12-28-2003||10:31 PM||||interesting... waht can we do on a trade...?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||galant191||00002416||yes
Z||000008||galant191||12-31-2003||10:59 PM||||i think im gonna get the car tuned... and make it real nice any interested buyers||152.163.252.136||reg||1||galant191||00002416||yes



ubb/Forum1/002813.cgi
A||||2||howard_GVR4||WTB - PS pump and front ABS sensors||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||12-27-2003||12:28 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Hey guys, anyone have a spare working PS pump?  I also need the front ABS sensors, if anyone has a pair laying around.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||12-27-2003||12:42 PM||||i got a pair, let me know how much you are looking to spend, and they are yours.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||12-27-2003||02:30 PM||||I've got a PS pump.  How's $20 plus shipping?<br /><br />scott||67.20.184.30||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum1/002814.cgi
A||||2||Jose||dash pod 4 sale||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||12-27-2003||03:02 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||center dash pod from the electronic suspension 4 sale. black $30 shipped.<br /><br />jose||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||12-27-2003||03:37 PM||||i'll take it. tell me where to send payment to.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-27-2003||05:21 PM||||I'm second in line   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.33.10||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum1/002815.cgi
A||||0||panzer25||Starion FMIC||||1||||Jim||00000932
Z||000000||panzer25||12-27-2003||10:12 PM||panzer25@juno.com||Polished Starion FMIC $175||68.81.66.152||reg||1||Jim||00000932||yes



ubb/Forum1/002880.cgi
A||||50||megaice||WTB: Mofugus center console gauge pod||||1||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||01-06-2004||02:04 AM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||Looking to buy a Mofugus center console gauge pod.<br />If anyone has one pm me or email if you have pics and how much. Thanks||209.219.209.72||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||01-07-2004||12:38 PM||||Is there any demand for these? I'm assuming this is the DIN panel that fits in 1/2 the stock radio location and will hold 52mm [2 1/16"] gauges.<br /><br />I can whip these up in a heartbeat if there is more than one person interested. It's not worth the setup time for less than ~10 people. Cost should be &lt;$15/ea, but I'd have to check since I haven't made them in so long.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||01-07-2004||01:37 PM||||Doesn't a company called Omori make a din panel like that and it tilts the gauges a bit?  I'm not sure where to get it, but I thought i remember seeing it on here somewhere.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||01-07-2004||04:00 PM||||Maybe.  I've seen ebay stores selling angled panels like that, and they looked like complete ass.  I was making my own out of a gauge panel from a Daihatsu rocky, mostly because it was made out of the same textured vinyl as our dashes and looked stock.  But I got tired of trying to make it fit right, and so ended up buying a Mofugas panel.  They're extremely simple.  It'd be pretty easy to make on your own, but it'd be even easier for one person to just get the right tools/materials and then make a bunch for other people.<br /><br />Kyle, even if only 3 people speak up this week, there will always be a demand for things like this.  How often have you seen a GB for floormats, rear swaybars, IC pipes, etc?  I guarantee that if set it up and make 10-15, you will sell them all.  It might just take a year is all.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||01-07-2004||04:08 PM||||Jon,<br /><br />Good points, well taken. I did pretty much the same thing that Rob did and went the simple route - not beautiful or a perfect interior match, but very functional. They're easy enough to make and I have the materials and tools, but the variation comes in the # of holes and spacing. If anybody wants pics, RTP.<br /><br />If I have some time this weekend I'll figure out how much it'll cost and go from there. Thanks for the kick in the butt.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||130.36.27.120||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||sobes||01-07-2004||07:55 PM||||I'd be interested in some pics/measurements. Also ideas of getting material that looks close to stock. GB on these wouldn't be a bad idea!<br /><br />Blackhole- I'm in columbus as well, I drive a black 92. there are several of us vr-4 owners in the area...||24.210.51.134||reg||1||sobes||00001649||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||01-07-2004||09:43 PM||||Had a chance to look at this - this is not a problem to make. Figure on $12/ea shipped, your choice of 1, 2  or 3 holes. For the 1 & 2 variations, specify if you want the holes offset or centered. The material I have is gloss black HDPE so it's not an exact match to the interior but given the mount location it's not very noticeable, especially if you have all three gauges installed.<br /><br />My plate uses 1 hole offset for the boost gauge and the S-AFC velcros to the remaining space [ignore the cutout for the top of the gauge, it didn't need to be there I was just being dumb at the time]:<br />  <img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~ksmith3289/pics/gvr4dingauge.jpg" alt=" - " />||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||01-07-2004||09:54 PM||||Kyle,<br />I'll take one! I need one to hold three gauges. You take PayPal?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||DsmSeifer||01-07-2004||10:30 PM||||I also want a 3 let me know where to pay.||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||01-08-2004||04:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> Is there any demand for these? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I told you so.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||JUANPSI||01-08-2004||08:17 PM||||I'll take one for three gauges. Where do i pay?||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000011||henrok||01-08-2004||09:15 PM||||now that i see that turbo guage my question is where is the needle in that turbo guage supposed to be at all the time?   mine always stood by the 20 mark. is this normal? (-20)||64.12.97.9||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000012||Clay||01-08-2004||09:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> now that i see that turbo guage my question is where is the needle in that turbo guage supposed to be at all the time?   mine always stood by the 20 mark. is this normal? (-20) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yes, at idle it should pull around 20 inches of vacume<br /><br /><br />i will take a 3 guage plate, where do i send the money||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000013||DsmSeifer||01-08-2004||10:03 PM||||I think its kinda funny that every galant center guage panel I have seen has a VDO boost guage in it.<br /><br />Including mine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000014||Ferrari F50 GT||01-09-2004||01:20 AM||||I'll take one too that holds three gauges.  Just let me know how to pay.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000015||uno||01-09-2004||12:39 PM||||I'll also do the three gauge panel. Just let us know. Thanks, Micah.||172.195.4.104||reg||1||Micah||00000228||yes
Z||000016||BlackHole||01-09-2004||10:09 PM||||Jon is right again - there is demand for these. I stand corrected!<br /><br />Okay, here's the deal - I'm swamped this weekend and I won't get to the DIN panels until next week. I will post here as soon as I get them finalized and then we'll worry about orders / payment and #of holes. Sound ok?<br /><br />Henrok - I thought that 4g63 gauges were suppose to be pegged at +20 all the time.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />DsmSeifer - I know I chose VDO since it matched the interior, but I have a feeling I'm not the only one who thought of that idea.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.47.42.76||reg||7||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000017||marvinmadman123||01-09-2004||11:00 PM||||<img src="http://i17.ebayimg.com/02/i/01/21/3d/c0_1.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />Mine matches  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000018||DsmSeifer||01-09-2004||11:19 PM||||When you get things figured out let me know. I chose VDO because thats what was in it when I bought the car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000019||JUANPSI||01-14-2004||01:05 PM||||Any updates?????????||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000020||stevevr4||01-14-2004||01:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by marvinmadman:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://i17.ebayimg.com/02/i/01/21/3d/c0_1.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />Mine matches   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think the AutoMeter sportcomp's are pretty similar to our stock gauges.||208.215.178.150||reg||14||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||01-14-2004||08:18 PM||||<img src="http://www.extremefitness.com/images/graemlins/punkon.gif" alt=" - " />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||sti_95imp||01-14-2004||10:45 PM||||any chance you can make a three gauge with the gauges angled toward the driver?||68.190.198.81||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000023||Vr4in'||01-14-2004||11:14 PM||||What is your pay pal?I'll take one.PM me or just reply letting me know whats going on.thanks a lot<br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000024||BlackHole||01-15-2004||11:03 PM||||The first batch of DIN gauge panels will be ready to ship Sunday. There are 5 3-gauge panels and 1 1-gauge SAFC panel [see my pic above] left. Cost is $12 shipped, and I'll accept payment via PayPal [home email addy], check or money order. No COD.<br /><br /><b>First come, first serve to those who RTP my home email.</b><br /><br /><b>FAQ</b><br />1. More panels will be made.<br />2. The holes are for 2 1/16" [52mm] gauges. Due to production variations, if the fit is a little too tight, sand the panel hole a little. If it is too loose, use some electrical tape to take up the space. The wonders of garage engineering.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br />3. As in the pic, these panels are flat and will not angle towards the driver.<br />4. These panels are designed for the split-DIN stock front bezel. [see pic]<br />5. Install the gauges in the DIN panel BEFORE installing the panel to the back of the bezel since the edges of the gauge will be under the bezel.<br />6. Each one is hand made and test fitted for proper spacing but they are not perfect. I'm working on a permanent template, but it's not done yet.||69.47.42.76||reg||4||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000025||blacksheep||01-15-2004||11:12 PM||||Thanks a ton for helping the board out by making these !||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000026||BlackHole||01-15-2004||11:19 PM||||Glad I could help out and help fund my car part habit at the same time.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000027||rhtx4321||01-15-2004||11:55 PM||||I also want a three gauge. Let me know where to pay.||64.12.97.9||reg||12||rhtx4321||00002923||yes
Z||000028||megaice||01-16-2004||12:40 AM||||Let me know where to send the money   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.219.209.72||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000029||Romanova||01-16-2004||11:21 AM||||You guys need to read his directions a LITTLE more carefully.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Just paid you Kyle! Thanks for offering these!<br />Now to order up some Greddy gauges...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.242.163.83||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000030||JUANPSI||01-16-2004||12:44 PM||||Any one know where i can get a split-DIN stock front bezel?||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000031||Ska-TAY||01-16-2004||03:25 PM||||I made this out of Aluminum sheet.<br /> <img src="http://images.cardomain.com/member_images/6/web/474000-474999/474825_3_full.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />I used the Z-Series Auto Meter Gauges as well.||24.209.147.125||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000032||Ska-TAY||01-16-2004||03:27 PM||||Another pic<br /> <img src="http://images.cardomain.com/member_images/6/web/474000-474999/474825_2_full.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.209.147.125||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000033||Romanova||01-16-2004||09:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JUANPSI:<br /><strong> Any one know where i can get a split-DIN stock front bezel? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dealer... think they are like $10... I put a new one in my car when I got it.... also got a new DIN pocket...||12.242.163.83||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000034||JUANPSI||01-17-2004||10:15 AM||||Thanks romanova||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000035||kartorium31||01-17-2004||12:08 PM||||You can also get them from crutchfield.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000036||BlackHole||01-18-2004||06:04 PM||||As of this posting, I have 5 3-hole and 1 1-hole + SAFC DIN panels left. First come, first serve.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000037||bleck||01-18-2004||09:32 PM||||Hey kyle, gimme a 3-guage pod.  I'm sending paypal to the email on your account here.  Thanks man.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000038||BlackHole||01-22-2004||07:38 AM||||More interest than buyers I suppose... 4 3-hole DIN panels and 1 1-hole+SAFC panel are left, $12 shipped. Payment accept via PayPal, personal check or money order. Email me for address details if you don't want to PayPal.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000039||JUANPSI||01-22-2004||10:42 AM||||where do i send money order?||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000040||JUANPSI||01-22-2004||10:44 AM||||where do i send money order?||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000041||Romanova||01-22-2004||11:53 AM||||Read his post carefully... email him for instructions...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000042||Romanova||01-27-2004||12:44 AM||||Got mine today! Looks sweet! Can't wait to install it...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Thanks Kyle!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000043||BlackHole||01-27-2004||08:01 AM||||Thanks, it's very basic. Not pretty, but functional.<br /><br />For those of you willing to do a little DIY-ing, angle rings are available at places like  <a href="http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=1541&prmenbr=361" target="_blank">Jeg's</a> or anyplace that sells AutoMeter. A little glue and a little grinding and you've got angled gauges. More work than I want to do.<br /><br />BTW, I still have a couple left if anyone needs one.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000044||ConquestCat||01-27-2004||01:39 PM||||I've got some fiberglass dash mmounted ones that fit exactly over the rectangular indention that sits in the middle of the dash.  You can get an idea from first prototype <a href="http://www.liquidgvr4.com" target="_blank">www.liquidgvr4.com</a>||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000045||silly4turbo||01-27-2004||01:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by liquidgvr4:<br /><strong> I've got some fiberglass dash mmounted ones that fit exactly over the rectangular indention that sits in the middle of the dash.  You can get an idea from first prototype <a href="http://www.liquidgvr4.com" target="_blank">www.liquidgvr4.com</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">are you going to make these ? I'd like one, it look sweet||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000046||blacksheep||01-27-2004||02:31 PM||||Interesting setup...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000047||ConquestCat||01-27-2004||03:07 PM||||I've already got some made; I need to sand, finish and paint what I have.  These are a lot of work to do (if you're familiar with fiberglass).  I need to get $40, and I'll ship inside the continental U.S. @ no charge.||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000048||blacksheep||01-27-2004||05:15 PM||||how does it stay on, sir?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000049||bleck||01-27-2004||08:11 PM||||Hey Kyle, got my sheot on Sat.  Thanks a million man... nice piece.<br /> <br /> <small>[ 01-27-2004, 08:18 PM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000050||ConquestCat||01-28-2004||07:38 AM||||I use double sided tape.  I suppose if you wanted to use screws, that's your choice.  A hole would have to be drilled through the dash for wiring or hose for boost gauge.||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes



ubb/Forum1/002817.cgi
A||||0||panzer25||Tial and manifold||||1||||Jim||00000932
Z||000000||panzer25||12-28-2003||09:15 AM||panzer25@juno.com||40mm Tial mounted to ported 2g manifold. WG tapped at collector for better sound quality when vented. EGT probe tap on 1st runner. -$350 obo||68.81.66.152||reg||1||Jim||00000932||yes



ubb/Forum1/002818.cgi
A||||16||galantvr4us||Brand New Volk Racing TE-37s For Sale With Tire||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||12-28-2003||12:13 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Up for grabs still.  Brand new white 16 inch TE-37s wrapped in Nitto 555r drag radials.  1300 + shipping this is a good price considering the wheels cost more than 1400.  <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||galantvr4us||12-31-2003||02:32 PM||||Bump...<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000002||fast_gvr4||01-01-2004||01:40 PM||||Details? wheel size? bolt pattern?||172.152.2.184||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||01-01-2004||02:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fast_gvr4:<br /><strong> Details? wheel size? bolt pattern? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">16 x 7, 4 x 114, white.  I can take some pics and post them if you like.<br /><br />edit: wheels and tires are brand new....<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||fast_gvr4||01-02-2004||04:52 PM||||pics?||172.210.20.210||reg||5||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||01-02-2004||08:38 PM||||type in TE-37 white into google...they are brand new<br /><br />i'd buy them but they are white and my fiancee will make fun of me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.171.61.117||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||jayru||01-02-2004||08:49 PM||||I'd buy them if they were bigger than 16".||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||TheJackalGT||01-02-2004||09:32 PM||||how wide are the tires that are on them?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000008||VR4ownzU||01-02-2004||10:12 PM||||16s are probably better than 18s for drag racing...imo...hence drag radials||24.154.214.214||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000009||jayru||01-02-2004||10:34 PM||||Yes, but seventeens are best bcs they clear big brakes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||01-03-2004||01:02 AM||||16s clear big brakes if they are TE37s for your information  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||galantvr4us||01-03-2004||02:16 PM||||Tires are 225/50/16 I'll get pics up today...<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000012||galantvr4us||01-04-2004||03:22 PM||||Heres some quick pics.  Its raining and it doesn't look like its going to quit so this is the best I can do until it stops.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000283.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000284.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Tires are a little dirty from rolling them to different locations in the garage/they were located at a different house for a few years...<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000013||Romanova||01-04-2004||03:27 PM||||Let me see how big my tax return is going to be... I was going to get a new turbo, manifold, and 02 housing, but those rims are fucking sweet as all hell. <br />Now if my damn W2s would show up...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000014||VR4ownzU||01-04-2004||07:25 PM||||couple years?  Are they used or not?||24.154.102.228||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000015||GVR$in||01-04-2004||07:45 PM||||Sounds like they've been sitting for a few years, not being used for a few years. They look brand new to me.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000016||galantvr4us||01-04-2004||08:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> couple years?  Are they used or not? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No just like the title says Brand New-My galant barely ran in the 5 years I owned it so these rims were never used....<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes



ubb/Forum1/002819.cgi
A||||23||ken inn||parting out a 91||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||12-28-2003||12:17 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||zach(1quickvr4) is parting out a 91 green one local. no motor/trans, but everything else.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||chauffeur1st||12-28-2003||03:24 PM||||How do I get in touch with him, why don't you post his email or something..<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||12-28-2003||08:20 PM||||Ken, I'd like to know how much for the drive shaft shipped to 30096.<br /><br />Is Zach out of VR4's for now?||64.63.212.28||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||12-28-2003||08:26 PM||||nope, zach has got another vr4, and it is in better condition than the one he has, so he is switching the engine and trans, and parting out the rest of the car.  <br /><br />zach-972 948 3350<br /><br />he did say the driveshaft is available, but it is a muthah to ship.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||12-28-2003||08:35 PM||||You could break it down into 3 pieces for me and it would be sooo much easier.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.63.212.28||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||12-29-2003||01:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> You could break it down into 3 pieces for me and it would be sooo much easier.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">As long as the orientation of those 3 pieces is marked first.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||Telecaster||12-29-2003||02:11 AM||||Are the fenders available?||64.165.204.95||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||12-29-2003||08:59 AM||||quit bothering me about getting stuff off of this car.  i merely posted trying to help out people who are looking for stuff.  if any of you want stuff, get in touch with zach.  if you dont know his email, or phone, do a search.  if the search dont get any results, too bad.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||TAMBLERAMBLE||12-29-2003||09:09 AM||||KENN INN forgot to eat his happy pills. Better get a big tall glass of bit your tongue if you don't have anything nice to say because there is enough negative garbage allready.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.33.160.93||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||12-29-2003||03:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">posted 12-29-2003 08:59 AM        </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well look when he posted, even though he works at home I would be grumpy at that time too... lucky to wake up at 11 am nowadays!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||crucible||12-29-2003||06:50 PM||||Zach has left the building for quite some time.<br />Havent seen him on here but if he WANTS to part it out then where is he?<br />Hes also been on a "wanted" list a few times.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000011||stevevr4||12-30-2003||09:11 AM||||Damn Ken, wash the sand outta your puss, whats the matter?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000012||GREENVR4||12-30-2003||10:21 AM||||did someone piss on your cheerios this morning?||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000013||G-GSX Turbo||12-30-2003||11:57 AM||||I am interested in the ECU.<br /><br />What do you want for it?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||12-30-2003||12:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> I am interested in the ECU.<br /><br />What do you want for it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">800.00||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000015||GVR1643||12-30-2003||01:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> I am interested in the ECU.<br /><br />What do you want for it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">800.00 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL - that's funny Ken.||167.142.22.120||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||12-30-2003||05:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> I am interested in the ECU.<br /><br />What do you want for it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">800.00 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHAHAHAAAHA!<br /><br />Sorry Ken, I was just kidding about the driveshaft stuff. <br /><br />Thanks for posting Zach's number.  I just didn't know if he was out of touch except face to face like I guess you have the pleasure of.<br /><br />But thanks for letting us know.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||G-GSX Turbo||12-31-2003||08:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> I am interested in the ECU.<br /><br />What do you want for it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">800.00 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL - that's funny Ken. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes that is quite amusing.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000018||sprntrgz||01-02-2004||01:15 PM||||ken inn- I am in Dallas I wouldnt mind taking a look at the shell. How can I reach either of you? I will be in Denton possibly today or tommorrow. I assume you guys have the title for this? <br /><br />I will do a search for the other user and try to contact him but if you know him you may just ask him to email me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .<br /><br />I usually work on mr2s mostly. Have worked on a few alltracs so im sure the vr4 is similar.||64.217.224.32||reg||1||sprntrgz||00003189||yes
Z||000019||sprntrgz||01-02-2004||02:11 PM||||follow the yellow brick road..LOL <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003866" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003866</a>||64.217.224.32||reg||1||sprntrgz||00003189||yes
Z||000020||ken inn||01-02-2004||02:35 PM||||actually, i have never seen the car, and i have only met with zach once, and that was a looong time ago.  howard and i were supposed to go down there and get some stuff off of it.  he just called me today, 1/2/2004, and he can be reached on his cell.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000021||dlpinckney||01-02-2004||02:37 PM||||<a href="http://www.dfwdsm.org/forums/showthread.php?s=03eb5e1906d86d40865c98b58537803b&threadid=4074" target="_blank">http://www.dfwdsm.org/forums/showthread.php?s=03eb5e1906d86d40865c98b58537803b&threadid=4074</a> <br /><br />Just a guess on my part, but it almost seems as though he is trying to part it local to him - maybe to avoid shipping.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000022||Clean92GVR4||01-16-2004||07:36 PM||||i need the fuel pump assembly||204.95.228.6||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000023||gtluke||01-17-2004||12:15 AM||||its sad to see how many people tear these cars down for the almighty dollar. such a shame.<br /><br />i administrate a 79-86 mustang site, and if anyone posts an add about parting a car out, or a whole crapload of parts for sale, they have 48 hours to post pictures of the car in mention, and if its salvageable, their add is removed. and these are far from rare cars i'm talking about.<br />there are 3,000 gvr4's in the US, how many have hit the butchers block on this site alone?||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum1/002820.cgi
A||||18||GVR$in||WTB stock nile black rims..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||12-28-2003||07:36 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Looking for some stock nile black rims that you may have lying around.. in pretty good condition. I need em so I don't mess mine up in the harsh weather conditions up here in tahoe. Throw me a price. Thanks!||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||12-28-2003||07:45 PM||||Just find some OZ rally lancer wheels slut!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||12-28-2003||08:16 PM||||300 bucks (obo) and I promise to pack them 2 to a box and piss the UPS guy off so he treats them real nice.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Rich, any word from UPS?||64.63.212.28||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||12-29-2003||11:25 AM||||Still waiting. Hopefully something here soon.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||01-02-2004||08:34 PM||||Still looking for some rims!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||VR4coop||01-03-2004||12:39 AM||||$375 with brand new bridgestone potenza's<br />Email me Coop529@aol.com||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||01-03-2004||12:44 AM||||Pictures?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I was kind of thinking about getting just the rims and buying snow tires (whole purpose behind buying stock rims).. but I may still pick them up.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||VR4coop||01-03-2004||01:16 AM||||Here is one cleaned up, i will clean them all up if you decided you want them. Tires have no more than 500 miles on them.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2377&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||01-03-2004||01:37 AM||||What size are the tires?||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||01-03-2004||02:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> What size are the tires? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">15" noob  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||VR4coop||01-03-2004||11:01 AM||||they are 205/60/15||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000011||Matticus||01-03-2004||11:12 AM||||I got a set of sweet black steel wheels for 40 bucks a piece, with new lugs and locks for 205 shipped to my door from Discount Tire.  Or, if you are goin gto get snow tires, look at tire racks deals on wheels and snow tires.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000012||VR4coop||01-03-2004||06:19 PM||||Need to know if you want the wheels GVR$in or im goin to sell them on ebay||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000013||GVR$in||01-03-2004||07:51 PM||||No thankyou   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . Thanks though! I need to get some snow tires.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000014||chauffeur1st||01-03-2004||10:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> $375 with brand new bridgestone potenza's<br />Email me Coop529@aol.com </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey what would u sell to shipped to oregon zip 97330.. Hey Terren I may have something u may be interested in.. get me on aim or email me chauffeur1st@yahoo.com.. If i got his wheels I have some Green almost black rims;)  ALso I have some new studded tires on steelies... <br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000015||GVR$in||01-04-2004||01:57 AM||||...Someone has to have some stock rims layin around!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  JUST rims.. no tires, unless they are badass snow tires (studless).||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000016||VR4coop||01-04-2004||08:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chauffeur1st:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> $375 with brand new bridgestone potenza's<br />Email me Coop529@aol.com </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey what would u sell to shipped to oregon zip 97330.. Hey Terren I may have something u may be interested in.. get me on aim or email me chauffeur1st@yahoo.com.. If i got his wheels I have some Green almost black rims;)  ALso I have some new studded tires on steelies... <br />Jason </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes i would sell, You would still need to pay for shipping though.<br />Let me know at Coop529@aol.com<br />thanx||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000017||VR4orce CJ||01-04-2004||05:24 PM||||I've got a nice set... you can see pics fronm when I had them up on ebay.  Wheels with tires (worn, but some usable) are $135 and shipping is at cost via UPS Ground.  Payment accepted via Paypal to mosescj@aol.com, send ZIP code for shipping quote.  CJ<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=38662&item=2964883772" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=38662&item=2964883772</a>||68.48.117.69||reg||1||VR4orce CJ||00002726||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||01-04-2004||11:33 PM||||I have some Nile Black '92 rims (5 spoke) with nearly new (one season's use) Bridgestone Blizzaks on them.  I never intended to sell them, but as I probably won't be driving my car this season, I might be persuaded to let them go if the price is right.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum1/002821.cgi
A||||1||megaice||Nice 139/2000 on ebay||||1||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||12-29-2003||02:53 AM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2451242175" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2451242175</a>||192.128.166.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||12-29-2003||03:20 AM||||thats about 20 min away, damn||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes



ubb/Forum1/002822.cgi
A||||1||Prowler||WTB: MT/WY/CO/ID Area||||1||||Prowler||00003150
Z||000000||Prowler||12-29-2003||10:53 AM||fantomfire@hotmail.com||If anyone is selling now or this spring, let me know. I want the car fairly unmodified, under 125k miles, and running great.<br />I don't want to drive more than I day to get it though, so if you're within a days drive of MT, let me know.<br />Thanks||69.144.248.14||reg||1||Prowler||00003150||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||12-29-2003||12:23 PM||||here in co, theres one for sale on ebay with 80k miles.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes



ubb/Forum1/002823.cgi
A||||2||DeanCouchey||WTB stock wastegate||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||12-29-2003||10:53 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I am selling my old turbo and it didnt have the wastegate on it so the guy that I am selling it to needs one. So does anyone have one or know where to get one cheaply for stock setup? I need it asap!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-29-2003||11:58 AM||||do you mean the wastegate actuator?  is it going to someone in this group?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||12-29-2003||03:34 PM||||well let me illistate it for everyone. I am selling this stuff. Only the exhaust and compresser sides, and he wants everything else, so I am guessing the auctiator (sp). he is a DSM guy, not sure if he owns a vr4 or not. <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2184&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum1/002824.cgi
A||||0||1101||nice VR4 on the trader (not mine)||||1||||467||00000061
Z||000000||1101||12-29-2003||03:28 PM||karns10@comcast.net||<a href="http://tinyurl.com/3y8f5" target="_blank">http://tinyurl.com/3y8f5</a><br /><br />I saw this one while browseing, but know nothing about it.||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum1/002825.cgi
A||||9||admsr||looking to buy 2G/EVO manifold and 02 Housing!||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||12-29-2003||03:30 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||I think my 1G manifold is warped and leaking under boost.......<br /><br />getting ready to buy a evo 16G so trying to gather up the supporting mods....<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||12-29-2003||08:34 PM||||nice! ill keep an eye out for you  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||12-29-2003||09:25 PM||||I picked up a brand new EVO mani from slowboy for $200 unported.  Going to use a 7cm sealing ring to match it up to my unported EVO3 16G.  I think it will be a good setup.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com" target="_blank">www.slowboyracing.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net" target="_blank">www.forcedperformance.net</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||CO VR4||12-30-2003||03:33 PM||||Concelli has the EVO manifolds for about $175. Also the O2 housings.<br /><br />RRE is a little higher on the manifold, but a little lower on the O2 housing.<br /><br />If you want a 2g manifold, you can pick them up on E-bay for $75-100 almost anytime.||67.31.135.24||reg||1||CO VR4||00000514||yes
Z||000004||admsr||12-31-2003||01:35 PM||||not sure if this crosses the technical boundary but I have a 2.5" exhaust Turbo back exhaust and it doesnt have slotted holes for the o2 housing.<br /><br />am I not going to be able to use the downpipe if i upgrade to an evoIII o2 housing?<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000005||sk8bored||12-31-2003||01:53 PM||||If you buy the o2 housing from rre they include the flange for 2.5 downpipe you just need to have it welded on.||199.168.33.61||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000006||mark95||12-31-2003||10:16 PM||||2g manifold 90 shipped<br />2g o2 housing 40 shipped<br />or drop 10.00 off the price if purchased together.<br /><br />Mark||12.216.49.217||reg||1||mark95||00002057||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||01-01-2004||02:25 PM||||2G PORTED manifold and 7cm gasket.    150.00||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||01-02-2004||11:39 AM||||How are most people handling/correcting the output angle difference with the EVO III O2 housing, to the downpipe? I think I saw on RRE's site that they feel it will put stress on the flex section.||66.156.225.121||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||Sam Sayes||01-02-2004||11:49 AM||||Jeff,<br /><br />There are 2 ways to do it, either take a chance and put the stress on the flex section, in which you will have to replace it evrery year or so, or from RRE before you order your downpipe you should specify to them before ordering that it's going on an EVOIII O2 housing.<br />Hope this helps<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum1/002827.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||WTB: Black Gvr4||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||12-29-2003||04:41 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I am loking to buy a black Galant if anybody has one they are seling.Thanks<br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||i hate fall||12-29-2003||05:29 PM||||i know someone in mass that might be selling a '92 nile black one. it has a front mount and shit||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000002||i hate fall||12-29-2003||05:30 PM||||i can't believe i said "and shit"||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||12-29-2003||05:37 PM||||Let me know once you find out.Thanks<br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||smokindav||12-31-2003||03:59 PM||||My '91 Nile Black is for sale.<br /><br />It is in my garage right now, waiting for me to finish torquing the rebuilt head onto the block and installing a new timing belt.  I'll probably get to it New Years Day, hopefully.<br /><br />Just spent about $1,000 (it makes me sick to type that) on the head, water pump and timing belt parts - new valves, 2 new rockers and lifters, new valve seals, new cam seals, resurface and machine work, new water pump, new timing belt and balance belt with new pulleys and tensioners, also a new oil pump sprocket.  And that $1000 is just for parts and machine work, I'm doing the labor myself.<br /><br />Anyway, the car is originally from Dallas, Texas.  Spent last winter in Iowa, then back down south here to Fairhope, Alabama (near Mobile/Pensacola).  No rust, body is very straight ($250 just spent on paintless dent repair to get the dings out), two flawed areas in the sheet metal - one dinged/dented area about 2 inches square by the right front fender/door, and a slightly wavy area near the sunroof on the roof of the car.  <br /><br />Mechanically the car is perfect.  It has an ACT 2600 clutch, a rebuilt trans, all the electrical accessories work, the interior is nice, the carpet is a little faded, A/C blows cold.  Has a -30-0-30 boost gauge, bleeder valve, Keydiver modded ECU and a K&N, the rest is pretty stock.  Oh yeah, has KYB AGX shocks too.<br /><br />I'm asking $4800, call me for more info.  251-752-3390 cell.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty<br /><br /><br />edit:  That $1000 was spent on all factory MITSUBISHI parts purchased from Capital Mitsubishi (used to be Tallahassee Mitsu), no cheap shit from Pep Boys!  I have all the records and receipts for the car.||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum1/002828.cgi
A||||1||229of1000||WTB:  Stock FMIC Pipe - radiator support crossover||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||12-29-2003||07:03 PM||||I need the stock piece that goes through the radiator support to connect the over the manifold hose and the intercooler inlet hose. It's a metal piece about 6" long x 45mm diameter, with a metal bracket on it.<br /><br />If anyone has one, please let me know ASAP.  Nothing like piecing together an FMIC set out of a 3/4 set of 55mm JDM pipes, 45mm intercooler, and filling it the blanks with whatever works.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-29-2003||07:20 PM||||i have one, and you are welcome to it, but i dont know if i can get it out tomorrow.  send me your address unless someone else gets it to you faster||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum1/002829.cgi
A||||7||geoff@machv||WTB Rear Seats. ||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||12-29-2003||07:10 PM||geoff@machv.com||Yup!!<br /><br />I need the rear seat assembly.  Specifically the portion with the arm rest  [upper portion by the window is cracked.   <br /><br />Anyone? Anyone?<br /><br /><br />G-||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||Marty||01-03-2004||03:29 PM||||Hey Geoff, contact CJ at mosescj@aol.com. I think he may have the rears. GLad to see you are finally in a nice car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000002||rhtx4321||01-03-2004||08:24 PM||||try 1quickvr4 @ dfwdsm.com. He has a couple.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||rhtx4321||00002923||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||01-03-2004||09:33 PM||||1quickvr4 might have some?? Imagine that. He also has the money of some people on this forum also, without delivering the product. I have been trying for almost two months to get what I paid for from him. To no avail. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||grndsm||01-05-2004||11:20 AM||||I rear seats in excellent shape for $100.  The problem is that they are too big to ship by regular UPS and freight shipping is not very practical.<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||01-05-2004||11:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rhtx4321:<br /><strong> try 1quickvr4 @ dfwdsm.com. He has a couple. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now that would be interesting indeed.  I bought the upper portion from him and never received it. He told me it was "mangled" in shipping and HE DID refund my money to make things right.<br />BUT I still need that upper back portion and would rather have that than the money!<br /><br />Leon, if you found a way to get those to Des Moines, I think Jeremy and I would easily give you the $100 for the seat parts and probably another $100 for shipping.  ??||167.142.21.250||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||01-05-2004||04:00 PM||||Go Greyhound. Best deal for bulky items that are not too heavy.  Bubble wrap them and tape cardboard around the outside, and drop 'em off at the nearest depot.  $37 to ship a hood to California from Illinois.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||SLedge||01-05-2004||04:05 PM||||If the rear seat is in pristine condition I'd pony up $200 shipped to Nevada.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes



ubb/Forum1/002832.cgi
A||||2||Ryan Carey||Who's got the '91 VR4 with 81K up on ebay???||||1||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||12-30-2003||10:50 AM||Rcarey3853@aol.com||91 GVR4 in denver, CO on ebay. 1 owner.<br /><br />Damn, I always miss out on the good ones.  If I only waited like six months I could have gotten one locally.  Whatever.<br /><br />Who claims this GVR4??????????????????||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||12-30-2003||04:14 PM||||im going to look at it||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||GVR4458||12-31-2003||03:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> im going to look at it </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please post a full review after you decide not to buy it.  I'm seriously considering dumping my A6 in favor of a second VR4 since i haven't seen mine for almost 9 months.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes



ubb/Forum1/002831.cgi
A||||0||boostinvr4||3''cat back and apex intercooler f/s||||1||||boostinvr4||00003084
Z||000000||boostinvr4||12-29-2003||10:07 PM||highboostgvr4@yahoo.com||im selling my 3"cat back with 3"apex muffler for 400 and a whole intercooler kit apex skyline core 3"tig weld piping with tial bov hks elbow and FRH intake manifold for 1500 3000gtair flow with apex filter for 150 any question call ray 847-553-1560||24.12.210.146||reg||1||boostinvr4||00003084||yes



ubb/Forum1/002833.cgi
A||||7||PhilthMonger||GVR4 Trans $500||||1||||PhilthMonger||00000500
Z||000000||PhilthMonger||12-30-2003||05:43 PM||gtisrot@yahoo.com||previously rebuilt, good working order. just unloading to clear up some space, can ship at buyers expense. installation available if local. thanks||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000001||DsmSeifer||12-30-2003||10:58 PM||||how much?||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000002||DsmSeifer||12-30-2003||10:59 PM||||damn I'm dumb I should have read the subject first my bad||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000003||TinyVR4||12-31-2003||10:12 AM||||Previously Rebuilt???<br />How long ago was it rebuilt, and what was done?<br />Thanks.||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000004||PhilthMonger||12-31-2003||10:36 AM||||the car was driven about a year before being parted out. it has a gvr4 1st gear with double 2nd gear synchros, usual bearings and seals etc.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||01-09-2004||11:30 PM||||Who rebuilt it ? Stock shift forks ?||209.214.57.113||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||PhilthMonger||01-12-2004||03:35 PM||||sold. thankyou, drive thru||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||01-12-2004||08:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PhilthMonger:<br /><strong> sold. thankyou, drive thru </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Too funny!||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum1/002834.cgi
A||||0||PhilthMonger||GVR4 JDM Head $250||||1||||PhilthMonger||00000500
Z||000000||PhilthMonger||12-30-2003||05:45 PM||gtisrot@yahoo.com||said to have "50k" runs great, no manifolds but will include the red valve cover. shipping available at buyers' expense. thanks||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes



ubb/Forum1/002835.cgi
A||||1||megaice||WTB: Fuse box cover||||1||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||12-30-2003||06:03 PM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||Looking to buy a fuse box cover/indicator for under the dash||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-31-2003||02:08 AM||||Don't know what an indicator is... but you can get the fuse box cover from any 89-93 Galant (junkyard) for free, if that's your thing.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum1/002836.cgi
A||||1||autobahntom||2G MAS w/pigtail ||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||12-30-2003||06:30 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||Just the unmolested sensor, along with about 8 inches of pigtail. <br />$40 plus shipping inside the USA.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||12-30-2003||06:43 PM||||I should add this particular sensor is from a 97 Galant. Others have used them as they are the same as a 2g turbo, with minimal internal electronic differences. They measure air the same.<br />Also have a MAS  from a 3kGTVR4, no pigtail. Same price.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum1/002837.cgi
A||||6||dc_style||lo tek dual gauge pod||||2||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||12-30-2003||07:31 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||ordered two by accident..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  so.. i'm trying to get rid of the other one, still packaged and everything. i'm looking for 40 plus shipping, thanks.||24.118.170.17||reg||2||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-31-2003||01:13 AM||||52 or 60mm?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||dc_style||12-31-2003||02:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> 52 or 60mm? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it's 52mm.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000003||dc_style||01-03-2004||03:58 PM||||bump.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000004||markrieb||01-04-2004||12:04 AM||||60 mm gauges will fit in the lo-tek pods with a little sanding using a dremmel tool.<br /><br />I have 60mm Greedy gauges in mine.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.4.47.141||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000005||DsmSeifer||01-04-2004||08:41 PM||||where can I go to see a pic of this pod?||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000006||dc_style||01-04-2004||09:00 PM||||goto dsmparts.com||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes



ubb/Forum1/002839.cgi
A||||4||Jose||Headlight Eyebrows For Sale||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||12-30-2003||09:04 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have an extra set of eyebrows for sale, $75.00 shipped. They are made in fibreglass, and are designed to fit the JDM headlights (still have a set for sale).<br />Jose........||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000001||jayru||12-31-2003||12:53 AM||||I thought these were mine?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||Jose||12-31-2003||01:39 AM||||I ordered 2 sets, one goes with the car, and the other is for sale.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000003||jayru||12-31-2003||09:21 AM||||Cool, thanks.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||Jose||12-31-2003||01:07 PM||||Sold.<br />Jose.......||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/002840.cgi
A||||3||GalantVR-4||WTB:    14B Turbo  ||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||12-31-2003||04:31 AM||||Hey there<br /><br />does anyone have a 14b turbo in GREAT working order that they would like to get rid of?  I can paypal payment.  <br /><br />Thanks||64.175.34.255||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-31-2003||10:32 AM||||I talked to Rick at the parts counter at James Corlew Mitsubishi yesterday its here in Clarksville Tenn.  They have a used 14b that there wanting to sell.  They want $300 I told him not to hold his breath that they usually go from $75 to $200.  It's got the normal cracks around the wastegate hole but the shaft and thrust doesn't have noticeable play.  Probably would make a good replacement.  If you call they may make you a deal.||65.54.98.12||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||GalantVR-4||12-31-2003||10:24 PM||||Thanks for the info, thats kind of alot, i'll keep looking.<br /><br />Thanks||67.116.236.202||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000003||Clean92GVR4||01-01-2004||07:16 PM||||ive got one with about 35k miles on it. NO shaft play at all, no cracks, and no bent fins. Ill take 200 plus shipping if you want it.||204.95.228.152||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes



ubb/Forum1/002841.cgi
A||||0||4drwhore||walboro 255lph new||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||12-31-2003||05:26 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||brand new, still in packaging. 1g, $90 shipped to your door.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum1/002843.cgi
A||N||3||sfRstarion||any vr4's in the bay area??||||1||||sfRstarion||00003180
Z||000000||sfRstarion||01-01-2004||12:30 AM||sfr523@yahoo.com||looking to buy a 91-92 vr4 preferably black or white doesnt matter too much, but all the ones im seeing for sale are way too far, so if you got one for sale or know anybody that has one for sale around the bay area please contact me.<br />thx.<br /><br />sfR523@yahoo.com||64.175.146.233||reg||1||sfRstarion||00003180||yes
Z||000001||MidEngine210||01-01-2004||12:37 AM||||Is this Steve? This is Sunny. Check out craigslist.com. There's usually one every now and then.||69.104.245.197||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000002||sfRstarion||01-01-2004||12:41 AM||||yea its me, but who is sunny lol   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />ive been checking craigslist and havent seen any so far||64.175.146.233||reg||1||sfRstarion||00003180||yes
Z||000003||sfRstarion||01-01-2004||12:42 AM||||ooooO sunny...yo wats up man hahah....||64.175.146.233||reg||1||sfRstarion||00003180||yes



ubb/Forum1/002845.cgi
A||||13||dlpinckney||&quot;ThreeSpeed&quot; products||||14||||Turbo4door1||00000938
Z||000000||dlpinckney||01-01-2004||10:56 AM||turbo4door@earthlink.net||I haven't been to the site in awhile, and wanted to give Harry "props" on the new product and new designs.  Cool stuff..!!!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.cafeshops.com/threespeed" target="_blank">http://www.cafeshops.com/threespeed</a>||207.69.139.146||reg||14||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||01-01-2004||11:11 AM||||I love the new G (vr4) String! Quite classy!<br />  <img src="http://storetn.cafepress.com/4/4858364_F_store.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-01-2004||10:48 PM||||just ordered one for the fiancee...we'll see how she likes it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||number3||01-06-2004||04:44 PM||||Thank you very much.<br /><br />I try change the designs every few weeks. I make up different one to keep it fresh. I wear the stuff myself. <br /><br />There are clocks, calanders, hats, etc...<br /><br />I also take requests if you want one design on a different item or if you perfer it centered verses on the pocket. Shit like that.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||01-06-2004||04:54 PM||||Harry, we had that group buy a while back on t-shirts and I got one that had the dashplaque on the front and the cartoon WRC car on the back.  I would really like to get one of these for my kid.  <br />Anyway you might be able to hook that up? (we're talking for a 5 year old)||167.142.21.160||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||01-06-2004||07:48 PM||||I'm sorry to say Harry, but the last thong i got for my girlfriend didn't hold up very well.  It had the logo on the back and not the front, after one wash the logo was already faded.  Are these new ones a little nicer since the logo is larger?  It's not that big of a deal, but was wondering cause i might get her another.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||number3||01-06-2004||10:08 PM||||I have not run into that problem with any of the items I have bought.<br /><br />The thongs are not Victoria Secret quality but for $10.00 it still makes a great gift.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||01-07-2004||12:31 AM||||dangit, when I bought one it came to 17.00 with shipping, must have been 10$.  Well I'll have to buy another I guess.  I think all that stuff is pretty kick ass though Harry, don't get me wrong.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000008||number3||01-07-2004||08:34 AM||||You need to buy more stuff to offset the shipping...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||01-07-2004||01:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I wear the stuff myself. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||7||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||01-07-2004||02:29 PM||||<img src="http://www.stlsr.com/forums/images/smilies/lachen78.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||01-07-2004||02:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Harry, we had that group buy a while back on t-shirts and I got one that had the dashplaque on the front and the cartoon WRC car on the back.  I would really like to get one of these for my kid.  <br />Anyway you might be able to hook that up? (we're talking for a 5 year old) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok, <br />maybe I didn't ask that right or I'm just off base here:<br />The shirt I bought last year was from another member on the board - don't remember who did that or if they are even involved anymore.<br />So,<br />are you able to get t-shirts in small kids sizes from your vendor?||167.142.21.196||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000012||number3||01-07-2004||09:21 PM||||Sleeper aka Gabor made them...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||GVR1643||01-08-2004||09:52 AM||||Harry, <br />it was actually David Dilts:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000154;p=2" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000154;p=2</a><br /><br />BUT, you have one of the 3-speed shirts with the Cartoon rally car's if I remember correctly, on your cafe shop. <br />Can you get those in a boys size 6 or 7? <br />If so, I'll take one.||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum1/002846.cgi
A||||13||GVR4ZUM||Clear Corners &amp; JDM Headlights||||1||||GVR4ZUM||00000509
Z||000000||GVR4ZUM||01-01-2004||04:23 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I have a set of clear corners, $100 shipped.<br />Set of JDM headlight, best offer takes them.||171.75.75.244||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000001||sobes||01-01-2004||04:47 PM||||I am interested- any pics? Paypal ok?||172.211.254.135||reg||1||sobes||00001649||yes
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||01-01-2004||05:21 PM||||<a href="http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/jonjarash/album?.dir=/For+Sale" target="_blank">PIXS</a> <br /><br />Paypal is fine. Just add $3 or $4 to the cost.<br />Thanks.||171.75.95.192||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000003||GVR4ZUM||01-04-2004||05:46 PM||||bump||171.75.84.247||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||01-10-2004||03:44 PM||||el bumpo||12.64.146.113||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000005||GVR4ZUM||01-15-2004||01:11 PM||||clear corners sold.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000006||GVR4ZUM||01-24-2004||07:32 PM||||Bump.<br />JDM headlights still for sale.||171.75.84.60||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-24-2004||07:52 PM||||whats the deal with dat grille in the pics ?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||1969MIB||01-25-2004||02:08 PM||||Sent you a PM regarding the headlights.<br /><br />Dave||66.75.232.28||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000009||henrok||01-25-2004||02:15 PM||||hey are those headlights the plastic ones?  is there anything special we need to do to connect them or is it plug and play? if not then which are the ones that are supposed to be plastic and lighter than the U S ones||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000010||Romanova||01-25-2004||02:29 PM||||JDMs are NOT plug and play since they use H1 and H4 bulbs. JDMs are glass too.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000011||GVR4ZUM||01-25-2004||08:40 PM||||Dave,<br />They don't come with the plug, but you can find them on any autoparts store. I bought mine from Jose (AMG No More), I think they were like $5 a pair. I'll throw in super white bulb for the city lights.<br /><br />KC,<br />I'll PM you.<br /><br />Thanks Tyler.||171.75.84.225||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000012||spyderman||01-27-2004||10:55 PM||||Have you sold the headlights yet?||65.204.247.94||reg||1||spyderman||00002346||yes
Z||000013||GVR4ZUM||01-28-2004||01:54 PM||||No, still for sale.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes



ubb/Forum1/002847.cgi
A||||2||NUMBER11||TRADE MINT LEATHER SEATS FOR 1 RACING SEAT||||1||||Peter Q||00002942
Z||000000||NUMBER11||01-01-2004||11:26 PM||Pete@everydayband.com||hey all i'm stripping my vr4 out anyone want my interior items? like my seats? i'll trade you for a racing seat....let me know <br />Pete||141.151.19.110||reg||1||Peter Q||00002942||yes
Z||000001||chauffeur1st||01-02-2004||02:20 AM||||I would like to get a few tings from you.. are you on aim? I want your jack, e-break cover and some other stuff.. I will get u a pm too<br /><br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000002||sleepergvr4||01-02-2004||06:22 AM||||how much for all the seats deliver to 29414 zip code? email me. thanks||68.212.68.91||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes



ubb/Forum1/002850.cgi
A||||1||atsiauto||stock headlights 1g rack and pinion mk offer||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||01-02-2004||06:16 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I need to clear out some junk from my garage . anybody ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||DsmSeifer||01-03-2004||11:25 AM||||power or manual? I want a manual rack for my 1G||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum1/002851.cgi
A||||4||atsiauto||factory cup holder ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||01-02-2004||06:18 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I bougfht this jewel for my 91 , Patti never put it in the car and I sold it last month so its up for grabs. make me a quick offer to include shipping. Thanks.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||01-02-2004||06:42 PM||||Sent ya an email Scotty.||207.69.139.136||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||01-02-2004||07:11 PM||||SSSoLLLL Duh! (SOLD) To the "West by GOD Virginian" in the straw hat||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||01-02-2004||08:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> SSSoLLLL Duh! (SOLD) To the "West by GOD Virginian" in the straw hat </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You just HAD to go there, I see how it is...!!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.69.139.146||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||01-02-2004||09:45 PM||||I've got one for sale too if anyone is interested.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum1/002852.cgi
A||||0||Jose||Transfer Case For Sale||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||01-02-2004||08:31 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have a transfer case for sale. Will not ship!!! $150.00<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/002854.cgi
A||||4||VR4coop||Few things on ebay||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||01-03-2004||01:34 AM||coop529@aol.com||Just thought I'd let you guys know, incase you were intrested, its my stuff.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452204348&category=38641&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452204348&category=38641&rd=1</a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452204635&category=33710&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452204635&category=33710&rd=1</a>||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||VR4coop||01-03-2004||01:44 PM||||One more thing...<br /><br />Galant VR4 Clock<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452267920" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452267920</a>||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000002||crucible||01-03-2004||02:04 PM||||Are you absolutely sure that radio would work in a galant?<br />Cuz I need to replace my non-functioning stock cd player which swallowed a cd.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||01-03-2004||02:09 PM||||all of the radio tape cd etc are interchangable from 89-93. The only exception being the ones that had the amp. (then you have to have the amp). All of the mounting  brackets are a bit different, but the unit itself is the same. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||VR4coop||01-03-2004||06:18 PM||||Should fit your galant. Same setup and wiring is the same. <br />thanx<br />coop||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum1/002855.cgi
A||||4||skivittlerjimb||WTB white passenger side &quot;dog leg&quot; mldg.||||1||||skivittlerjimb||00001767
Z||000000||skivittlerjimb||01-03-2004||03:08 AM||skivittlerjimb@yahoo.com||Anyone out there have one?  My car has never had one since I've owned it.  Dealer wants $50+ for a black one only (painted black, I belive).<br /><br />I'll pay $25 shipped.  TIA.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />-Jim B.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||01-03-2004||01:52 PM||||Actually you're better off getting one from the dealer and painting it.  It has the correct clips and tape etc.  I know 50 is a lot, but I looked for mine for over two years and just gave up and bought mine.  Luckily, I have a nile black car.  Now it stands out like a sore thumb because my paint is faded down to a deep charcoal versus the nice nile black.  now I have to buff the stupid car out to match my little part.  Trust me, spend the extra dough and avoid the frustrating wait.<br />dave||69.66.78.89||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||01-04-2004||06:05 PM||||Look at junkyards.  Other models besides vr4 have those same moldings.  Not sure which ones though.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||01-04-2004||07:06 PM||||ONLY GVR4s have that 'dogleg' piece. The GSR, GS, GSX have moldings, but they are not the same. I would second the dealer visit on that piece (unless you have a parts car handy).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||jpgvr4||01-04-2004||09:01 PM||||got mine for $41 from <a href="http://www.partznet.com," target="_blank">www.partznet.com,</a> shipping is *cheap*.<br /><br />-Adam||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes



ubb/Forum1/002856.cgi
A||||17||a1091156||---------------  WANTED :  VR-4   INTAKE   MANIFOLD  ---------------||||1||||a1091156||00003184
Z||000000||a1091156||01-03-2004||05:07 AM||||Hi everyone,<br />            I'm after a GVR-4 intake manifold, preferably the 'Cyclone' model if possible. <br /><br />Or if you know of anyone else who can sell me it, please let me know.<br /><br />Thanks||202.6.138.41||reg||1||a1091156||00003184||yes
Z||000001||Dreis11301||01-03-2004||08:07 AM||||I will look around the Junkyards here.  I might be able to find something but it could take al ittle while for one to turn up.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||01-03-2004||09:21 AM||||i think jose (amg no more) has one of these for sale. try contacting him about it.<br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||curtis||01-03-2004||01:00 PM||||look on ebay there is one on there. Its under galant VR4 or Galant VR-4 or maybe 4g63.||65.54.98.17||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Tevenor||01-03-2004||02:32 PM||||I have one. er. 2 actually. PM me if you want it.||66.67.49.108||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000005||Marty||01-03-2004||03:27 PM||||i HAVE A CYCLONE IF YOU WANT IT.<br />MARTY||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000006||a1091156||01-03-2004||05:05 PM||||I've sent PM's to both above, just one more Q,  is there a part between this intake and the engine where the injectors are located or is this part molded onto the block ?<br /><br />Thanks everyone so far !||202.6.138.41||reg||1||a1091156||00003184||yes
Z||000007||CO VR4||01-03-2004||10:35 PM||||If you don't know what you're asking for, or how the part fits in relation to the injectors, I've got a whole truckload of "cyclone" manifolds I'll sell you at a very reasonable price. BTW, the part between the manifold and the injectors is the cylinder head.  How many manifolds would you like?<br /><br />Mike||65.59.20.193||reg||1||CO VR4||00000514||yes
Z||000008||a1091156||01-03-2004||11:21 PM||||I'm going to setup MPI on my little brother's ECI 4G63 which is why I asked if the part where the injectors go is molded onto the block or removable aswell ?<br /><br />Thanks||202.6.138.41||reg||1||a1091156||00003184||yes
Z||000009||a1091156||01-04-2004||10:51 PM||||Anyone ?||202.6.138.41||reg||1||a1091156||00003184||yes
Z||000010||BlackHole||01-05-2004||04:28 PM||||On the 4g63 motors the injectors mount into the head. Is that what you are asking?||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000011||a1091156||01-05-2004||05:12 PM||||Yes, so that mount where the injectors are is NOT removable, correct ?||202.6.138.41||reg||1||a1091156||00003184||yes
Z||000012||Tevenor||01-05-2004||05:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a1091156:<br /><strong> Yes, so that mount where the injectors are is NOT removable, correct ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wrong. You remove the fuel rail and pull the injectors out. The injectors seal to the head via o-rings and pressure from the fuel rail which is bolted to the head.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000013||a1091156||01-06-2004||04:32 AM||||Can you post a picture up ?<br /><br />OR<br /><br />So the injectors 'plug' into the head and NOT into any type of small intake channel between the head and the intake manifold, right ?||202.6.138.41||reg||1||a1091156||00003184||yes
Z||000014||aladdin11||01-06-2004||08:41 PM||||VR4 manifold wont fit on that motor. VR4's have evenly spaced runners and the 4g63 sohc has 2 sets of 2. Use a different manifold....4g63 nimbus bolts on to that head, just need bigger injectors.||202.6.138.41||reg||1||aladdin11||00001683||yes
Z||000015||a1091156||01-07-2004||01:41 AM||||I know but I'm planning to get the SOHC type and cut it just after the injectors & bolt it up or set-up the fuel & injectors of this onto the VR-4 manifold by having it cnc machined. <br /><br />Unless there is a bolt-on MPI set-up with 4 evenly spaced runners for the SOHC 4G63's ?<br /><br />Eitherway, do the injectors 'plug' into the head and NOT into any type of small intake channel between the head and the intake manifold ?||202.6.138.41||reg||1||a1091156||00003184||yes
Z||000016||aladdin11||01-07-2004||01:49 AM||||lots of engineering there...not worth the effort or cost. Injectors mount in the manifold.||202.6.138.41||reg||1||aladdin11||00001683||yes
Z||000017||a1091156||01-07-2004||05:37 AM||||of the VR-4 intake manifold ?||202.6.138.41||reg||1||a1091156||00003184||yes



ubb/Forum1/002857.cgi
A||||4||raceman77||WTD  T-25 turbo ,TD04 turbo,IHI turbos||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||01-03-2004||11:10 AM||raceman77@comcast.net||hey amigos,anyone know where l can get any of these,preferably  cheap? ..thanks for any help here.l have some 2.25 stainless t-bolt clamps for intercooler tubing(new) if anyone needs any,these things work soooo much better then worm gear hose clamps    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.2.165||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||tikibeast||01-06-2004||02:41 AM||||<a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net/" target="_blank">Forced Performance</a>||4.62.191.90||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||01-07-2004||04:57 PM||||thanks fo the link,great.l really need to buy used though,l know it`s better to get a NEW turbo but for the projects l`m working on l really can`t afford it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.2.165||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||01-07-2004||05:39 PM||||What IHI are you looking for and what size engine?<br />If your looking for used then <a href="http://www.nasioc.com" target="_blank">www.nasioc.com</a> in the classifieds is probably your best bet but IHI's will still run $400+ used in good condition (that aren't the stock turbo).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||raceman77||01-09-2004||11:18 PM||||IHI size? l need a VF-16 to bolt on...anything can be made to work (as you know)but that`s what`s easiest.l may just jump in and spend the hours to adapt a 14b since it`s such a great turbo.The engine size l`m working with is only 1.6 liters so with the 14b l won`t have to worry about upgrading later.The more l work on turbo engines the more l appreciate the 4g63.||68.35.2.165||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes



ubb/Forum1/002858.cgi
A||||2||sr71sss||1991 GVR4 transfer case,AWD trans FS||||1||||sr71sss||00000133
Z||000000||sr71sss||01-03-2004||07:18 PM||sr71sss@aol.com||Spares that needs to go and condition is in very good shape come pick them up no shipping, sorry guys I have two kids and a wife and have enough side projects to keep me busy<br /><br />T-case $150<br />trans. AWD $350<br /><br />conrad650-302-5127||198.81.26.75||reg||1||sr71sss||00000133||yes
Z||000001||bopropucope||01-09-2004||09:35 AM||||Transfer case still for sale?  I am interested but canyou give me more info on it.<br />Thanks<br />Bruce||65.56.223.119||reg||1||bopropucope||00000288||yes
Z||000002||PhilthMonger||01-09-2004||10:20 AM||||oops. here's a bump||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes



ubb/Forum1/002881.cgi
A||N||7||mark95||odds and ends||||1||||mark95||00002057
Z||000000||mark95||01-06-2004||04:18 PM||makoskey@mchsi.com||I have a few things I found collecting dust in my garage looking for a new home.<br /><br />1.2g throttle body- w/ all sensors- 50.00<br />2.2g exhaust manifold- 70.00<br />3.23 spline transfer case- 85.00<br />4 90 cam position sensor w/ pigtail- 25.00<br />5. 1g bigrods- 20.00/set of 4<br />6. 4- 1g o2 housings 15.00ea<br /><br /><br />Paypal preferred, have references. Prices do not include shipping. Can send pic if you want it.<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.49.217||reg||1||mark95||00002057||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-06-2004||04:57 PM||||does the valve cover have any cracks?  I want a Red Mitsu valve cover with *no* cracks. I don't care about the paint as I can powdercoat it here at work in about 30 minutes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||mark95||01-06-2004||08:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> does the valve cover have any cracks?  I want a Red Mitsu valve cover with *no* cracks. I don't care about the paint as I can powdercoat it here at work in about 30 minutes   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If it had cracks it would be in the garbage. I dont play that game.||12.216.49.217||reg||1||mark95||00002057||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||01-06-2004||11:13 PM||||me wants de exost manefol, I'm about to upgrade to b16g and I'm gonna need it, send me the info.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-07-2004||08:41 AM||||Yes, Mark dont play no games, gangstas    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />I am a reference for him. Worked on my gvr4s, accord, tahoe. He is a good guy - Also, Kevin's (GVR1643) 3 gvr4s wouldnt be running without master mechanic Mark....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||01-07-2004||10:50 AM||||did you put sold on the valve cover for me?  If so let me know where to paypal the money. If not, curses to whoever stole it from me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />And Mark I didn't mean to imply that you sold junk, it's just that it's happened to me before so I always ask to make sure.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||mark95||01-07-2004||10:27 PM||||Pivvay,<br />Sorry the valve cover has already been sold.<br /><br />I revised the list and dropped the prices on everything so if something interests anyone let me know and I will see what I can do!||12.216.49.217||reg||1||mark95||00002057||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||01-08-2004||05:28 AM||||Do the 02 housings have working sensors in em?||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum1/002861.cgi
A||||7||chadhayashi||16&quot; Mugen M7's that would fit a GVR4||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||01-03-2004||11:31 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43956&item=2451902202" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43956&item=2451902202</a>||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||megaice||01-04-2004||12:29 AM||||Lot of curb rash on those. The look to be heavly abused for that price.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||192.128.167.68||reg||11||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||01-04-2004||01:43 AM||||But but but.. they're 'hella jdm tite y0!'||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||01-04-2004||02:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> But but but.. they're 'hella jdm tite y0!' </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Terren those are the same ones I was joking about putting on the galant when you got pissed and started pouting mugen this and honda that and how it's sacraliege.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||Kikwear||01-04-2004||02:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RockGVR4:<br /><strong> Lot of curb rash on those. The look to be heavly abused for that price.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Parallel park specials...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.42.94.73||reg||1||Kikwear||00003109||yes
Z||000005||VR4ownzU||01-04-2004||07:16 PM||||they would look good but Mugens belong on a Honda yo!||24.154.102.228||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000006||TheJackalGT||01-04-2004||08:05 PM||||ouch shippin hurts from japan||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||01-04-2004||08:20 PM||||Too much offset.  They are listed as 50mm of offset.  I don't think they'd fit.<br /><br />Mark||4.4.47.141||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum1/002864.cgi
A||||7||galantvr4us||Welded Center Diff Cheap||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||01-04-2004||05:19 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Put it up on ebay with no reserve starting at 1.00.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452483818" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452483818</a><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||DsmSeifer||01-04-2004||06:31 PM||||There you go I bid 20 bucks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000002||jayru||01-06-2004||10:12 AM||||What is the benifit of this? I would understand if it was in the rear, but doesen't the stock center one already send power in a 50/50 manner?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||01-06-2004||10:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> What is the benifit of this? I would understand if it was in the rear, but doesen't the stock center one already send power in a 50/50 manner? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This way you can break that 3bolt rear easier.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   No stock doesn't send it 50/50.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||jayru||01-06-2004||11:20 AM||||Does the split vary, or is it a predetermined thing, like 70/30 or 60/40?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||MustGoFaster||01-06-2004||12:11 PM||||It uses a viscous coupler.  It is possible to get to 100/0 split if yours is worn/dieing and your launching (taking all weight and traction off front tires)  Viscous=better than open, but about the slowest reacting type there is.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4us||01-10-2004||07:03 PM||||Just a reminder the auction is soon to end and its at the very low price of 20.50 so far.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000007||DsmSeifer||01-10-2004||07:41 PM||||damn out bid  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum1/002868.cgi
A||||13||crucible||30K$ tranny for sale||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||01-05-2004||12:01 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Posted on the Trader<br /><br />Wow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||01-05-2004||12:33 PM||||link?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||crucible||01-05-2004||02:20 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsmtrader.com" target="_blank">Trader</a> <br /><br />There ya go||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||01-05-2004||02:25 PM||||didnt see any $30,000 trannies...?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||crucible||01-05-2004||04:45 PM||||Hmmm.<br />Type in "Galant" in the search box.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||01-05-2004||04:48 PM||||<a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=147645&category_id=112&website=default&prev_action=search&keywords=galant&criteria=any&session=3ff9db841851b748" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=147645&category_id=112&website=default&prev_action=search&keywords=galant&criteria=any&sess  ion=3ff9db841851b748</a><br /><br />Not that hard.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />And if you look at it at the end it says all of it for $9980.00. And it's not just a normal transmission, it's a dogbox.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||crucible||01-05-2004||06:09 PM||||I didnt think I had to give such detailed instructions.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />Yeah, I saw that it was offered for around 10K.I was shocked that a dog box would be that expensive unless its really hard core which it sounds like it is.<br />Oh well,just for amusement since I dont think too many of us have 10k to buy a tranny.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||josh long||01-05-2004||11:37 PM||||I do not know if this is the same one but Ramana Lagaman had one of these for sale a while back. He was asking alot as well. Here is a different ad with more info. This was at Vermont sports for quite some time I believe.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.rallyclassified.com/detail.php?cat=11&de=807" target="_blank">http://www.rallyclassified.com/detail.php?cat=11&de=807</a>  <br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000008||megaice||01-06-2004||12:38 AM||||Adam had one of those in his evo the ran 9.8 1/4 and he payed about that much if I remember correctly. Adam also has the fastest VR4 on the planet in the mid 10's. Reminds me I need to get a hold of him for a head rebuild.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.20.58.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||01-06-2004||01:01 AM||||adam no longer holds the fastest GVR4 title...and his was high tens.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||megaice||01-06-2004||02:39 AM||||Who has it now Piv?||209.219.209.72||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000011||VR4ownzU||01-06-2004||03:09 AM||||wasn't he trying to sell the Evo II for $25k?||24.154.165.189||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000012||turbowop||01-06-2004||03:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RockGVR4:<br /><strong> Who has it now Piv? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.dsmtimes.org" target="_blank">www.dsmtimes.org</a>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000013||megaice||01-06-2004||05:01 AM||||Yes he was it was on ebay a couple of times.||209.219.209.72||reg||9||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum1/002870.cgi
A||||4||GalantVR-4||WTB: Valve Cover||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||01-05-2004||12:06 PM||||Hi everyone.  Does anyone have a good non-cracked valve cover for sale.  Thanks<br /><br />paypal prefered.||65.164.228.187||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||G-GSX Turbo||01-05-2004||12:23 PM||||I have two, one that is off a JDM, the other an American 2.0L.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||01-05-2004||12:42 PM||||gsx how much for the jdm one? ill send you some money or maybe a little cash and a shaved non powedercoated one?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||G-GSX Turbo||01-05-2004||06:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> gsx how much for the jdm one? ill send you some money or maybe a little cash and a shaved non powedercoated one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">By shaved I take it you mean the letters are off?<br /><br />Do you have any pics?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||01-05-2004||07:50 PM||||Shaved as in no letters. There is still some black paint let of it that needs to come off but would be easy to take care of. I can take pictures if you wish.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum1/002871.cgi
A||||0||Sam Sayes||Some Items For Sale||||1||||Sam Sayes||00000657
Z||000000||Sam Sayes||01-05-2004||01:46 PM||samgvr4@hotmail.com||Hello every one.<br /><br />I have some stuff here that I'm tryin got get rid of, let me know if anything here interests you.<br /><br />A. Galant VR-4 knee protector, its the panel that goes underneath the steering wheel to cover up the lower part of the dash. It's in excellent shape. Make offer.<br />B.1G DSM stock intake snorkel, perfect to straighten out your GVR-4 intake.Make offer<br />C. Cam angle sensor of a 1994 AWD Eclipse, its the one with the black plastic cover, make offer.<br />D. Stock GVR-4 coolant bottle holder painted red.<br />Make offer.<br />E.Galant VR-4 center dash bezel in excellent shape, make offer.<br />D.Galant VR-4 leather sheath for the jack accessories.<br />E.Galant VR-4 front speaker covers in excellent shape.<br />F.Galant VR-4 tray/coin holder, the one that goes underneath the stereo, its in ok shape, make offer.<br />G. 2.25inch alum pipes, perfect for IC pipes, will throw in soem couplers, powderocated almost chrome, make offer.<br /><br />I'm sure i have more stuff I can't think off,<br />email me at sgsayes@progressivenursing.com for a quick response.<br />Thanks<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000<br />1990 Elipse GSX||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum1/002872.cgi
A||||3||91 #680||WTB: 90 oil housing and cooler||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||01-05-2004||04:08 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||anybody have one they need to get rid of...I dont want to have to go to the d(st)ealer....||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||91 #680||01-07-2004||10:47 PM||||I really need one ASAP...anyone...||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000002||Yao||01-08-2004||10:53 AM||||I've e-mailed you, but you didn't respond.  You can still get the oil filter housing from dealer, but the cooler and the lines have been discontinued at $400+ for the cooler from dealer.  I have a complete set include lines, cooler and housing for $100.||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000003||mark95||01-11-2004||03:57 PM||||Dont know if you are still looking but I have one for sale. 70 shipped . Have pics if you want them.||12.216.49.217||reg||1||mark95||00002057||yes



ubb/Forum1/002873.cgi
A||||2||BlackHole||2.5&quot; Mofugas mandrel AMS exhaust for sale / trade||||1||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||01-05-2004||04:43 PM||blackhole23@wowway.com||Mofugas GVR4 2.5" mandrel-bent AMS turbo-back exhaust w/ larger Edelbrock muffler for sale / trade. Very little surface rust, painted w/ engine paint. The 2.5" just isn't going to be enough for my new motor.<br /><br />I'd prefer to sell/trade the whole setup + $$$ towards a 3" GVR4 turbo-back exhaust but I will part it out. Make offers, local buyers preferred. PayPal verified, buyer pays actual shipping.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||Tevenor||01-05-2004||04:55 PM||||PM me how much you want for the whole thing.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||01-07-2004||09:33 AM||||Sean,<br /><br />Sorry, I don't use PM. I tried emailing you but your addy is blacklisted. $400 firm + shipping||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum1/002874.cgi
A||||1||92GVR4#333||NEED A CAS||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||01-05-2004||07:24 PM||hondanacura1369@aol.com||I need a CAM-cam angle sensor- if you have one I need it ASAP||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-05-2004||07:31 PM||||I have a few of these. Different years. pm me<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum1/002876.cgi
A||||5||REDLINEGVR4||Oil Cooler and seats||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||01-05-2004||09:33 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||I have an oil cooler and a pair of front seats my parents keep bitching to me about taking up space. <br /><br />Oil Cooler 50 plus shipping<br />Seats 100 plus shipping<br />ill post pics tomorrow.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||01-05-2004||10:04 PM||||Stock seats?  I'm assuming GVR4 leather seats?<br /><br />And what kind of oil cooler, a '90, or aftermarket?  Size?  Fittings?  A lil' more info, please.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||01-06-2004||12:24 AM||||I second the more info.  What kind of oil cooler are you talking about?  <br /><br />That would be opportunity knocking at your door.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||REDLINEGVR4||01-06-2004||07:06 AM||||THE SEATS ARE STOCK AND ILL MEASURE THE OIL COOLER, I AM SURE IT IS AFTERMARKET.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000004||grimm||02-02-2004||10:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> THE SEATS ARE STOCK AND ILL MEASURE THE OIL COOLER, I AM SURE IT IS AFTERMARKET. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what's up with those seats still up 4 sale?||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000005||REDLINEGVR4||02-03-2004||03:54 PM||||Yes they are and so is the oil cooler. when i find my digital camera i will post pics.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes



ubb/Forum1/002877.cgi
A||||2||marvinmadman123||WTB:  Cruise Control vacuum canister 1991||||1||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||01-05-2004||10:05 PM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||Need a vacuum canister that sits between p/s shock tower and firewall. I always wondered why it didnt work until I seen that it was cracked in two peices.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-05-2004||10:22 PM||||1991 or 1992?  I believe they are different.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||marvinmadman123||01-05-2004||10:23 PM||||1991  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum1/002882.cgi
A||||13||coop||griffin intercooler||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-06-2004||05:46 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I have a griffin intercooler that i want to sell. I want 400 shipped||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-06-2004||06:21 PM||||what is the end tank configuration, or do you have any pictures?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||coop||01-07-2004||12:22 PM||||right and left configuration.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||01-07-2004||12:37 PM||||So there's an endtank on the left and an endtank on the right?  Interesting...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||01-07-2004||12:37 PM||||If you really want to sell this I/C, you are being just a "tad" vague.  This might help:<br /><br />core size - including thickness?<br />inlet/outlet diameter?<br />overall dimesions?<br />used - new?<br />if used, car it was removed from?<br />where purchased?<br /><br />and last but not least, pictures are worth a thousand words...!!! (even if they are links to a vendors site that sells it)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||coop||01-07-2004||01:03 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/icpics/rre1gickit03.jpg" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/icpics/rre1gickit03.jpg</a>||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000006||coop||01-07-2004||01:06 PM||||it is a used intercooler and it is a year old. it is on my 92 vr4 right now and will come off next weekend||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||01-07-2004||04:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by coop:<br /><strong> right and left configuration. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wrong.  Wrong, wrong, wrong wrong!!!<br /><br />That is what's called a top to bottom configuration, or top to bottom flow, etc.  It's called that because, are you ready for this, there's an endtank on the top and another on the bottom!||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||BlackHole||01-07-2004||04:10 PM||||I think Jon needs a nap, he's cranky today.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||130.36.27.120||reg||10||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||01-07-2004||04:26 PM||||Ehh... yea maybe.  Went out to play in the snow at 1 am last night and was up til 4.  Stupid me.  Sorry coop.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||coop||01-07-2004||04:56 PM||||hey its cool, I took my daughter out on some back roads last in  the snow and she loved it.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||01-07-2004||09:06 PM||||Nice.  I got out my skis today and skied down to a record shop to get some good music to clean the house to.  I was passing most cars, spinning their tires, but the trucks were all passing me.<br /><br />And to try to make good on my bashing, I'd like to point out that this is a very efficient core.  The *ahem* top to bottom flow provides very little pressure drop for a comparably sized side to side IC.  Also, if yours has the endtanks pointed like the one in the pic, this can allow for some very short IC piping.  Good for 20G's and other's clocked "down."<br /><br />The core's frontal area is 50% larger than stock, but it has more than twice the volume.  According to some Aussie sites (or maybe Autospeed... I forget) this makes it more than twice as efficient as the stocker.  So, if people have gotten 300 hp with a stock fmic...<br /><br />For whoever buys it, PM me.  I've got some tips and tricks on how to mount it.  (I've got the same core, but with endtanks pointed opposite to each other)||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||coop||01-08-2004||12:09 PM||||these tanks are in the opposite direction. I might also be selling the piping with it.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000013||InStG8tR||01-11-2004||10:34 PM||||Do you have everything to pipe it from the turbo to the intake???  If so, I'm VERY interested.<br /><br />Let me know.<br /><br />Thanks||68.102.47.174||reg||5||InStG8tR||00001237||yes



ubb/Forum1/002883.cgi
A||||2||Jose||One Hell of A Deal||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||01-06-2004||07:08 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I need to get rid of these 2 items like now: JDM front bumper & JDM headlights. $350.00 come and get them. I WILL NOT SHIP!!! Pics of the bumper are posted under my previous JDM bumper sale. LIKE I SAID I WILL NOT SHIP COME AND GET THEM, AND I WILL NOT SELL APART EITHER!!!<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000001||boostx||01-06-2004||10:01 PM||||send u a pm<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AMG No More:<br /><strong> I need to get rid of these 2 items like now: JDM front bumper & JDM headlights. $350.00 come and get them. I WILL NOT SHIP!!! Pics of the bumper are posted under my previous JDM bumper sale. LIKE I SAID I WILL NOT SHIP COME AND GET THEM, AND I WILL NOT SELL APART EITHER!!!<br />Jose..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||162.84.180.15||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000002||Jose||01-08-2004||09:54 PM||||Sold.<br />Jose.......||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/002884.cgi
A||||5||Peakboost||WTB:  Snowboard Rack for my GVR4||||1||||Peakboost||00003013
Z||000000||Peakboost||01-06-2004||10:42 PM||integevo90@yahoo.com||please reply if you have some  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />thanks||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000001||miturra||01-07-2004||10:01 AM||||My son has a ski rack.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000002||Peakboost||01-07-2004||04:03 PM||||what car is it for?||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000003||DsmSeifer||01-08-2004||10:00 AM||||I have the factory roof rack for our cars if your interested in that.||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000004||miturra||01-08-2004||10:14 AM||||My sons ski rack are for his '92 VR4. They came with the car. The only problem is, the former owner lost the key.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000005||Peakboost||01-08-2004||10:40 AM||||hey guys, check your PM  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />thnx||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes



ubb/Forum1/002886.cgi
A||||0||redheat86||Drag turbos front mount intercooler for sale||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||01-06-2004||11:24 PM||||I have an intercooler from a drag turbo kit for honda accord for sale, it was used maybe 100 miles.. mint condiiton <br />this is the only picture i have of it other than whats shown on drags web site. <br /><br /> <img src="http://bling.imperial.org/images/mikey/Mikey6.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />and you can see it at <a href="http://www.dragturbokits.com" target="_blank">http://www.dragturbokits.com</a><br /><br />im not sure on core size but it fills up the accords front. <br /><br />asking $275 plus shipping.<br /><br />thanks||66.41.127.36||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes



ubb/Forum1/002887.cgi
A||||5||Clean92GVR4||two 14b's||||1||||Clean92GVR4||00002409
Z||000000||Clean92GVR4||01-07-2004||04:26 AM||black_90tsi@dsmtalk.com||both in great condition. give me an offer.||204.95.228.186||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||01-07-2004||04:49 AM||||go sell them on 3si.org, those guys will eat them up||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||Clean92GVR4||01-07-2004||01:50 PM||||alright thanks for the info.....im having a hard time selling them.||204.95.228.102||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||01-07-2004||04:53 PM||||l need one...$75.00?||68.35.2.165||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||01-07-2004||05:22 PM||||I'll take the other one for 35.00<br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000005||Clean92GVR4||01-08-2004||04:41 AM||||one has 35k miles on it and the other has around 70k miles....i'd have to get more than $35 and $75 out of them. Maybe $100 for the higher mileage one and $125 for the lower mileage one.||204.95.228.129||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes



ubb/Forum1/002888.cgi
A||||18||josh91vr4||Sleeper16G, lots of Stuff for Sale. **UPDATED**||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||01-07-2004||10:36 AM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Thanks guys, everything is gone or waiting for payment to arrive.<br />~Josh||216.93.18.226||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||megaice||01-07-2004||10:42 AM||||Sent pm call dibs on the Gauge DIN. Any pics.||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000002||jayru||01-07-2004||10:50 AM||||780cc injectors (new): $250<br />What kind are these? I call dibs!||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||SLedge||01-07-2004||11:31 AM||||I want the Walbro 190LPH pump.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||01-07-2004||11:41 AM||||Where was this two weeks ago when I bought an EVO 16G?  I'd have definitely bought that sleeper 16G.<br /><br />You know they go for like $1200 new right?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Clay||01-07-2004||12:03 PM||||pics of the din cluster?||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000006||silly4turbo||01-07-2004||12:07 PM||||I could be interested in the intake pipe and 2g mas ... is it custom made ? my battery will be moved to the trunk soon... will it interfear with the intercooler piping ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||01-07-2004||03:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Where was this two weeks ago when I bought an EVO 16G?  I'd have definitely bought that sleeper 16G.<br /><br />You know they go for like $1200 new right?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so, what will you sell me the evo 16 for?  then you can buy the sleeper.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||01-07-2004||03:50 PM||||Go Ken!!  Wheelin' and dealin'.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||josh91vr4||01-07-2004||06:42 PM||||Pics up.||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||01-07-2004||06:42 PM||||Nah, I'll keep my EVO 16G.  At this point I just want the car done, and I just got done taking a sweet ride in my brother's small 16G AWD Laser, which broke the tires loose in first and second on the road we were on (just a tad sandy).  The EVO won't be too bad.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||04DrBlur||01-07-2004||07:08 PM||||I want to be next in line for the 2g mas and intake pipe if silly4turbo doesnt want it.||68.76.176.219||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000012||DsmSeifer||01-07-2004||10:40 PM||||dibs on the dataloger. I get paid on friday tell me where to send money||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000013||switch||01-07-2004||10:56 PM||||Email sent to your hotmail account<br /><br />Mike||144.135.2.76||reg||1||switch||00000205||yes
Z||000014||silly4turbo||01-08-2004||12:58 PM||||I sent you a pm ..... let me know<br />and I'll send $ asap||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000015||josh91vr4||01-08-2004||07:05 PM||||Bump - BUY MY TT or GAUGES!!!||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000016||josh91vr4||01-13-2004||12:50 PM||||Timer and Gauges still up for grabs!||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||01-14-2004||12:51 PM||||Got my stuff Josh -- awesome shipping job -- best I've seen.  A++++++++ Great Galantvr4'er will do business with again, blah blah blah.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||i hate fall||01-15-2004||12:48 AM||||what timer and what gauges?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes



ubb/Forum1/002889.cgi
A||||23||gvrfour173||parting out 173!!!||||1||||gvrfour173||00000368
Z||000000||gvrfour173||01-07-2004||01:21 PM||||about to be parting out my very own galant. has front end damage, keeping the motor, the trannies, and a couple of other odds and ends. but everything else must go within like a week. black in color. thanks guy's  gary||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-07-2004||01:30 PM||||I need the driver side door rib if you have it||146.145.236.85||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||gvrfour173||01-07-2004||01:33 PM||||would like to sell the whole set of ribs and spoilers. let me know, shoot me a price..||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000003||crucible||01-07-2004||05:31 PM||||How about the gauge cluster and front steering rack?<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-07-2004||05:45 PM||||Im in need of the glove box. I tore mine up putting all my gauges, boost controller ect. Let me know. Thanks||12.34.246.36||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000005||jayru||01-07-2004||08:25 PM||||PM'ed you.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||01-07-2004||08:52 PM||||Perhaps the center armrest/console box?  The hinged lid to mine is broke, ie missing one of the hinges.  I don't even know if it's separatable from the console...||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||01-08-2004||09:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Perhaps the center armrest/console box?  The hinged lid to mine is broke, ie missing one of the hinges.  I don't even know if it's separatable from the console... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is.  I repaired mine.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||01-08-2004||10:16 AM||||Looking for the headrests. PM me the price please.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||01-08-2004||10:24 AM||||foglight switch if it works - $10 shipped?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||01-08-2004||10:31 AM||||Would like the upper portion of the back seat if you could ship it and it's in good condition.<br />Jeremy (here in the Des Moines area also) is also looking for the bottom portion of the seat.||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||G-GSX Turbo||01-09-2004||10:47 AM||||ECU?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000012||jcgalantvr4-244||01-09-2004||02:15 PM||||Hey thanks  for looking out for me Kevin.  yes the lower part of the back seat would be nice. <br /><br />  Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000013||DongeR615||01-09-2004||02:32 PM||||mailbox is full||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000014||jason L Curtis||01-09-2004||02:52 PM||||I need head rest if you have them<br />and i also need to have right side dog leg, i have been loooong time, if you have it just tell me what you want for it. <br /><br />Also the coin holders and mirror controller section, aswell as the arm rest, just the top.<br /><br />Thanks Jason||207.159.196.2||reg||1||CoolRunnins||00001719||yes
Z||000015||chauffeur1st||01-10-2004||02:28 AM||||PM SENT!!!<br /><br />Hey I would really like to get the GVR4 car jack and tools.. I would also like to get the little piece that covers the e-brake.. Mine is bare metal.. Let me know on this I would like to get it soon:)<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000016||Mitsuturbo||01-10-2004||01:29 PM||||i want the badge off the dash and the VR4 badge off the decklid if they're available||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000017||silly4turbo||01-10-2004||03:19 PM||||I'll take the antenna if it works ? <br />I'll pm you..thanks||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000018||kazerak2||01-21-2004||10:50 PM||||i pmd you||12.218.138.125||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000019||04DrBlur||01-21-2004||10:52 PM||||Pass. side wiper arm please.||68.75.203.173||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000020||jonvr4||01-21-2004||10:56 PM||||what condition is the bumper in?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000021||jayru||01-22-2004||12:38 AM||||The car's been gone for a week or more. I think he has some seats for sale, but i don't know of much else.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000022||chauffeur1st||01-22-2004||01:07 AM||||hey can you get me ur address, paypal or home so I can pay you for my goodies I wanted....<br /><br />thanks<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000023||gvrfour173||01-22-2004||02:01 PM||||thanks jason, yes the car has been gone for a while, but i still do have parts from it. jon no bumper, sorry. steveo i haven't got a pm from you. tring to get back to who i can, when i can. been busy.||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes



ubb/Forum1/002890.cgi
A||||2||boostx||vr4 blocks||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||01-07-2004||01:44 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||i have 2 92 vr4 i was running when pull from car $150 the other on has a spun main bearing $100<br /><br />its block ,rods ,piston oil pan and some other little stuff||207.127.241.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||Ant||01-07-2004||01:56 PM||||If you are talking about a shortblocks from your car then I am very interested.<br /><br />Are the cranks on both the blocks good ?<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000002||boostx||01-07-2004||04:16 PM||||one has a spun main bearing<br />the other one was running when pull from the car <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ant:<br /><strong> If you are talking about a shortblocks from your car then I am very interested.<br /><br />Are the cranks on both the blocks good ?<br /><br />Ant </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||207.127.241.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum1/002891.cgi
A||||0||Franckypoo||WTB 1G body parts (92)||||1||||Frankypoo||00000740
Z||000000||Franckypoo||01-07-2004||02:17 PM||||Since some of you have 1G shells maybe you have what I'm looking for.<br /><br />- driver and pass. side front fender<br />- pass. side front corner light <br />- hood<br /><br />All for a 92 Laser (but Eclipse or Talon should be the same), prefered in black   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  but any color would do as long as the price is correct and the parts are in good shape.<br /><br />Thanks!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes



ubb/Forum1/002894.cgi
A||||0||ayvr4||Stock Stuff FS||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||01-07-2004||03:55 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Stock vr4 MAS, hacked aircan, and intake tube...<br />make offer.<br />~Thanks||68.74.194.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum1/002895.cgi
A||||4||drifter148||wtb vr-4 tranny||||1||||drifter148||00000614
Z||000000||drifter148||01-07-2004||04:26 PM||||Need a vr-4 tranny that shifts smooth and has no issues at all.<br /><br />on the flip side I have a spare switchable tranny I need to get rid of... it had some grind into second when I had it in my car... all I want is 300 for it.||205.144.127.200||reg||1||drifter148||00000614||yes
Z||000001||drifter148||01-13-2004||12:20 PM||||bump||205.144.127.200||reg||1||drifter148||00000614||yes
Z||000002||DsmSeifer||01-13-2004||12:26 PM||||does the switchable tranny have transfer case to? If so I'm interested ( I found out awhile back you have to have the switchable transfer case to aswell to use the tranny switch.||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000003||drifter148||01-13-2004||05:00 PM||||no this one does not.||205.144.127.200||reg||1||drifter148||00000614||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||01-13-2004||05:30 PM||||I will have my original 1991 Galant VR4 trans available Jan. 29th in Chicago.  I was going to ship it to TRE for a $300 credit on the new one I bought from them.  It has been babied (no drag racing) since it was last rebuilt about 80,000 miles ago. It has no issues. If you want it to last over the long haul, time to get new synchos now it's out of the car. I'll take $300 and you pick-up.||24.148.23.215||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum1/002896.cgi
A||||2||forgottenvr4||Green '92 vr-4 wheel||||4||||forgottenvr4||00002619
Z||000000||forgottenvr4||01-07-2004||05:33 PM||aaronshort@comcast.net||So i'm cruzin' home yesterday from work and wouldn't ya know it, a piece of what I thought was foam insulation was blowing across the freeway. Turns out it wasn't blowing, it had been kicked over from another car.  Also turns out it wasn't foam, it was a solid piece of concrete block. Fortunately I was able to swerve a bit and it didn't go under the car. However, the front passenger side wheel is toast, like missing a good third of the inner lip, not repairable. Anyone have a 92 sitting around, maybe even a green one, or know a great place to buy one other than a dealer?.......let me know, thanks.<br /><br />Aaron<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.41.112.73||reg||4||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000001||coop||01-07-2004||05:38 PM||||a friend of mine bought the last green 92 wheel from mitsu in japan three months ago. I have a set with brand new tires I will sell. they have dunlop m3 snow tires on them with only 3000 miles. I want $400 for them.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||forgottenvr4||01-07-2004||05:52 PM||||Green? what kind of condition?<br /><br />thanks,<br /><br />Aaron||66.41.112.73||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes



ubb/Forum1/002897.cgi
A||||2||Jose||Dash Pod At M&amp;S||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||01-07-2004||11:04 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||<a href="http://www.msrecycling.com/cars/032797.htm" target="_blank">http://www.msrecycling.com/cars/032797.htm</a><br />Jose....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-08-2004||12:11 AM||||Off topic, but how about some pics of your new ride?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Jose||01-08-2004||09:44 AM||||After I put the 99 nose on and front mount I will post some pics. Should be in a couple of weeks.<br />Jose....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum1/002898.cgi
A||||4||marvinmadman123||radio brackets||||1||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||01-08-2004||01:14 AM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||I need a set of the brackets that bolt to the radio and to the dash.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||01-08-2004||04:31 AM||||Junkyard.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||marvinmadman123||01-08-2004||06:17 AM||||no luck there lately||68.226.196.45||reg||13||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||01-08-2004||06:19 AM||||dealer||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||01-08-2004||08:10 AM||||Check here:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002889" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002889</a>||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum1/002899.cgi
A||||1||AzA*||WTD : 91 vr4 ecu ||||1||||AzA*||00002136
Z||000000||AzA*||01-08-2004||05:42 AM||||after a 91 vr4 manual turbo ecu .||211.28.58.159||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||01-08-2004||02:02 PM||||i have a non eprom ecu from '91 dsm. $120.00 shipped.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum1/002900.cgi
A||||0||andy||Factory fog lights||||1||||andy||00000471
Z||000000||andy||01-08-2004||02:03 PM||andy@122performance.com||For anyone that is looking for some, I put some up for sale on Ebay: <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33709&item=2453193111" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33709&item=2453193111</a> They arent mint, but would make decent replacements for broken/cracked ones.||64.4.101.145||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes



ubb/Forum1/002901.cgi
A||N||0||RallyVR4||Extreme Motorsports DIS intake||||10||||Paul||00002810
Z||000000||RallyVR4||01-08-2004||03:10 PM||paulvr4@yahoo.com||Hey Everyone, <br /><br />Do any of you remember what this is?  I don't have a pic to share yet (currently at work) - but it's an intake that extreme motorsports came out with a few years ago.  It's basically a new aluminum can that replaces the stock can and has a large K&N filter on the end of it.  It retailed for around $300 (I think) at the time.  <br /><br />Is anyone interested?  I am no longer modding my galant and have some left over parts in the garage.  Let me know.  I was hoping to sell the can and filter for $100.  <br /><br />I will get pics up during the weekend.  Thanks for your time.||166.77.209.193||reg||10||Paul||00002810||yes



ubb/Forum1/002903.cgi
A||N||5||SOLNGV8||FS: GVR4 gage cluster||||1||||SOLNGV8||00003181
Z||000000||SOLNGV8||01-08-2004||06:47 PM||cschaffer@quillcorp.com||For sale:<br /><br />GVR4 gage cluster w/100K miles on it.  Slight crack in clear lense - have pictures available to show cluster and crack - please provide email address.<br /><br />Make me an offer - not sure what it is worth.<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />Chris||12.107.109.66||reg||1||SOLNGV8||00003181||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||01-09-2004||12:03 AM||||$30?||141.153.225.214||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||SOLNGV8||01-10-2004||09:19 AM||||I would like to get $50 shipped for it - anyone?<br /><br />Have pictures.<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />Chris||12.107.109.66||reg||1||SOLNGV8||00003181||yes
Z||000003||crucible||01-10-2004||10:27 AM||||Ill take it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||SOLNGV8||01-10-2004||11:40 AM||||crucible - sent you a PM regarding purchase||12.107.109.66||reg||1||SOLNGV8||00003181||yes
Z||000005||SOLNGV8||01-10-2004||11:05 PM||||SOLD<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />Chris||199.35.132.231||reg||1||SOLNGV8||00003181||yes



ubb/Forum1/002904.cgi
A||||2||highskyes||injectors and project turbo||||1||||highskyes||00000868
Z||000000||highskyes||01-09-2004||01:21 AM||highskyes@hotmail.com||denso 550 RX7 injectors, straight swap, need cleaning 100 <br />stock 450s 40<br />17c compressor side and cartridge, may or may not include ported 7cm exhaust housing..make offer||24.1.56.163||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000001||highskyes||01-16-2004||05:47 PM||||bump, turbo still for sale||24.1.56.163||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000002||skivittlerjimb||02-10-2004||02:10 PM||||Has anyone heard from HighSkyes in the last few weeks?  Sent him payment for these injectors 2+ weeks ago but haven't heard from him in a while... <br /><br />Thanks in advance,<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes



ubb/Forum1/002906.cgi
A||||12||boostedvr4ced||FOR SALE:1991  US Spec VR-4 Projector  Fog Lights||||1||||boostedvr4g63t||00002811
Z||000000||boostedvr4ced||01-09-2004||12:42 PM||deadwrong55@aol.com||Hey Guys,<br /><br />       I just bought a jdm front vr4 bumper with long foglights so I dont need these regular fog lights any more they are in excellent condition ones of them the right one is a little more fogged up than the left one but both are in good condition they will come included with hyper white bulbs and I have been using them for about 6-7 months now with no problems if anyone is interested in these pair of fog light I am asking $125.00 for the pair no low blows or exceptions give me a holla at my email if interested at deadwrong55@aol.com or my cellular number which is 1-718-744-5435 at any time I would really appreciate it thanks.<br /><br />thanks again-nick<br /><br />p.s.- I am located in nyc queens so local pick-up is fine but if shipping is necessary I will ship only to the lower 48 states and also buyer pays for shipping in full!||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000001||boostedvr4ced||01-12-2004||01:14 PM||||bump-------&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||01-12-2004||02:30 PM||||might be kinda high, I bought a pair for $40 shipped||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||boostedvr4ced||01-12-2004||04:48 PM||||not really in the dealer the list price is 175.00 each and i am selling both for 125 obo?||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||01-12-2004||05:56 PM||||$175 Each list....from where..???        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <br /><br />Conicelli Mitsubishi parts site:   <a href="http://www.trademotion.com/partlocator/index.cfm?siteid=840" target="_blank">http://www.trademotion.com/partlocator/index.cfm?siteid=840</a>  <br /><br />drivers: MB848675 - list $70.60 price $55.07.<br />passenger: MB848676 - list $68.57 price $53.48.<br /><br />Not trying to piss you off, just trying to help clear up the pricing a little.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.177.104.153||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||boostedvr4ced||01-13-2004||10:29 AM||||ok thanks for the help new price drop 100 bucks O.B.O  but buyer still pays for shipping thansk.<br /><br />thanks again-nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000006||rrustedcage||01-13-2004||11:58 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002933" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002933</a>||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000007||boostedvr4ced||01-13-2004||12:04 PM||||price is what it is will not be lowered any more so take it or leave it guys.||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||01-13-2004||01:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boostedvr4g63t:<br /><strong> price is what it is will not be lowered any more so take it or leave it guys. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Guess you'll be keeping them.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||boostedvr4ced||01-13-2004||02:43 PM||||thats what it looks like! nah i will sell them on the trader,thanks anyway!||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000010||crucible||01-13-2004||05:13 PM||||Does your price include the tax?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000011||boostedvr4ced||01-14-2004||03:54 PM||||Yah that price includes tax! I take COD's,cash,money order, and credit cards!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000012||crucible||01-15-2004||10:21 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum1/002907.cgi
A||||1||grndsm||SBR GT-13 full ball-bearing GT series turbo||||1||||grndsm||00000540
Z||000000||grndsm||01-09-2004||03:12 PM||grndsm@yahoo.com||"Fully loaded" SBR GT13 full ball bearing GT series turbo (this is the turbo that I used from June, until October).  It made 491whp and ran 10.71 on my Green Machine. <br /><br />Basic SBR GT13 turbo, no flapper valve or WG actuator (set up for WG in the O2 housing or in the manifold) $1350 <br />TS04 Cover $50 <br />Polished Compressor cover $75 <br />GT install kit w/filter $100 <br /><br />Total new cost $1575 <br /><br />This turbo has aprox. 300 miles, 50-60 ¼ mile passes and around 50 dyno pulls on it. <br /><br />It was using only synthetic oil through a �micro filter� (part of that install kit). It is pretty much perfect!<br /><br />Price: $1000 + shipping for everything!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />This will give a rough idea on what it looks like:  <a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/showphoto.php?photo=20455&password=&sort=7&thecat=500" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/showphoto.php?photo=20455&password=&sort=7&thecat=500</a> <br /><br />I can e-mail more photos if needed.<br /><br />Also, if someone wants to buy it with the appropriate Victory Performance O2 housing with Tial 40mm WG and an external dump, I can include it for $625 extra (it is $700+shipping new).  This housing is like new and I am NOT looking to sell it by itself!  I will only include as a package deal for the turbo! <br /><br />One more note, these SBR GT turbos are very well suited for GVR4�s, unlike PTE turbos, they are not set forward for better compressor cover clearance.  Which makes them more of a PITA to install on 4G63 motors, but you end-up with more clearance between the turbo and the radiator, which can be an issue on the GVR4.<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000001||grndsm||01-16-2004||11:33 AM||||Come on guys! $1000 is a killer deal on for this turbo!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes



ubb/Forum1/002908.cgi
A||||14||PacManVR4||Lots off bad ass parts, Wheels etc. I need this stuff gone.||||1||||PacManVR4||00003190
Z||000000||PacManVR4||01-09-2004||03:21 PM||pacmanvr4@juno.com||1g manual rack 100.00<br /><br />92 AWD tranny 325.00<br /><br />23 spline t-case, Recall replaced. I got it brand new, 20k on it 145.00<br /><br />GVR4 driveshaft, Make offer-Will not ship<br /><br />Street core size/style intercooler, Comes with semi complete piping, Silicone couples and 45 dollars worth of t bolt clamps, Setup to use a na throttlebody, Its included. Also comes with greddy or 1g flanges, and t body flange also. 550.00-Needs to bee finished, Made for GVR4-SOLD<br /><br />4 by 114 Rota slipstreams, 225 50 16 tires, steel gray 350.00 off GVR4 comes with lugnuts and center caps-SOLD<br /><br />Eibach Sportlines, GR2 struts. Big drop for 1g AWD 225.00<br /><br />90 oil cooler, no housing 20.00 -SOLD<br /><br />2 awd flywheels, 6 bolt 40.00 a pop.<br /><br />Stock 2g intake pipe 10.00<br /><br />1g to 2g maf intake, no BOV return 65.00 14/16g-SOLD<br /><br />Big brake calapers 75.00-PENDING<br /><br />VR4 Rotors have 2 sets front and rear, 15.00 a peice<br /><br />VR4 rear calipers 50.00<br /><br />1g BOV 20.00<br /><br /><br />I have alot more stuff, Please ask. I need to put down a deposit on my 240 motor.||64.63.217.174||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000001||Dsmman||01-09-2004||03:26 PM||||The price for the wheels, is that with or without tires? Also, what is the condition of the wheels?||141.158.29.155||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-09-2004||03:29 PM||||pics of the wheels? any rash?  What kind of tires?<br />Got a fog light switch?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||01-09-2004||03:34 PM||||got a pic of the 1g/2 intake||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||PacManVR4||01-09-2004||03:35 PM||||No pics, No curb rash. The wheels look best on dark colored cars. They came of a Green one and went on to my black one. The steel gray color is great. Tires are toyo proxes fz4, The have a tiny bit of tread left. They will get you by for a couple of k. Like I said, They come with open end lug nuts for the wheels, and center caps, But the front wont work.||64.63.217.174||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000005||PacManVR4||01-09-2004||03:37 PM||||Its a Dejon 2g maf,1g car intake. Black never been used. Has no BOV return. Comes with clamps and all. Same one as the webiste.||64.63.217.174||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000006||PacManVR4||01-09-2004||03:38 PM||||yep, Foglight switch.||64.63.217.174||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000007||Sam Sayes||01-09-2004||03:58 PM||||Pacman,<br /><br />check your mail<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||01-09-2004||04:45 PM||||i own the wheels and foglight switch now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.115.118||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||4drwhore||01-09-2004||04:50 PM||||intakes mine!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000010||PacManVR4||01-09-2004||05:07 PM||||Okay, Wheels, intake pipe, and IC setup are gone. The IC sold local before I put the ad up.<br /><br />I have 2 2g manifolds for sale. 1 for 130.00 shipped, its stock.<br /><br />The other is modded for a 35 tial on a VR4 only(Will hit the hood on a DSM) and is tapped for EGT and ported realnice. It comes with dump tube 205.00 shipped.||64.63.216.174||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000011||JO||01-10-2004||01:11 PM||||I like to know what shape  the front rotors are in.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||JO||00002267||yes
Z||000012||PacManVR4||01-10-2004||01:45 PM||||They are used...||64.63.217.36||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000013||geoff@machv||01-10-2004||02:45 PM||||PacMan....<br />I'm interested in the Tranny.  <br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000014||PacManVR4||01-10-2004||04:47 PM||||Tranny sold with the green car, Along with the sprtlines.||64.63.217.8||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes



ubb/Forum1/002909.cgi
A||||1||KenW||WTB: stock radio mounting bracket||||1||||KenW||00000403
Z||000000||KenW||01-09-2004||04:08 PM||kbwilliamson@earthlink.net||The past owner of 71/1000 butchered the radio harness and mounting spaces - among other things on this beautiful car. I need to replace the radio mount. a foot or so of the harness would be nice too. <br /><br />Ken||68.58.112.174||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes
Z||000001||grimm||01-26-2004||05:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenW:<br /><strong> The past owner of 71/1000 butchered the radio harness and mounting spaces - among other things on this beautiful car. I need to replace the radio mount. a foot or so of the harness would be nice too. <br /><br />Ken </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">have what you are looking for stock mount brackets you can have them but i live in denver email me we can work out something or you could go to the dealer they are about $20. an aftermarket harness can be had at most car audio shops for about the same model no mco1b my email is grimmdich@yahoo.com||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes



ubb/Forum1/002910.cgi
A||||3||Garfield Wright||KYB AGX||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||01-09-2004||05:26 PM||garfieldgw@yahoo.com||Anyone selling a complete set.  I'm in the market.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||marvinmadman123||01-09-2004||09:09 PM||||I bought a set recently from seller on ebay.  <b>sparkplugssource</b> He doesnt list them but e-mail him and ask like I did. I paid $350 shipped I think.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||01-09-2004||11:26 PM||||Only $350 for a set of 4 AGXs ? not bad.||209.214.57.113||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||01-09-2004||11:44 PM||||YEP  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||14||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum1/002911.cgi
A||||2||VR6 Eater||90 water pipe||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||01-09-2004||11:23 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Does anyone have 90 style water pipe they want to get rid of.  I see alot of cars being parted lately.  It's kinda cold for me to go to the junkyard as a first resort.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||01-10-2004||01:05 PM||||Email me offline and remind me to look. Last time I checked I had a couple hidden in the disaster area I call my garage.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||mistaVR4||01-17-2004||12:15 AM||||Sean,<br /><br />  did you ever get the water pipe, your looking for???||198.81.26.43||reg||5||mistaVR4||00003068||yes



ubb/Forum1/002912.cgi
A||||4||DsmSeifer||Vr4/1G to 2G MAS pipe and other intake mods||||1||||DsmSeifer||00002241
Z||000000||DsmSeifer||01-09-2004||11:31 PM||dsmseifer@hotmail.com||Its a dejon tool set up 3 inch on the turbo side. It was never installed I need to get rid of it so 70 + shiping can have it (its red and has BOV return) <br /><br />I also have a 2G MAS I will sell make offer (with plug)<br /><br />and another intake pipe for a 2G eclipse (it will work on a galant if you relocate the battery. It was silver powder coat but is kinda dirty I'll let it go for 50 Shiped (does not have BOV return)||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000001||DsmSeifer||01-10-2004||07:46 PM||||So no one here needs a 2G mas? ohh well I guess||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000002||sleepergvr4||01-10-2004||08:07 PM||||any pics? email me. thanks||68.212.66.157||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000003||DsmSeifer||01-11-2004||12:24 AM||||I don't have a pic of the MAS but the other 2 are on the dejon tool site. <br /><br />CIP-2/1gC (red one)<br />CIP-2/1gD (silver one no BOV return)<br /><br />To who ever buys the 2G MAS I'll give them a K&N that fits the MAS (has 2k miles on it) for an extra $40||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000004||DsmSeifer||01-11-2004||11:07 PM||||Red pipe is gone.<br /><br />I'll intertain any other offers for the other stuff. Including trades just let me know what you got.||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum1/002913.cgi
A||||20||admsr||'90 Talon stripping for parts...||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||01-10-2004||09:35 AM||alex.morales@avon.com||aiight guys...im going to be stripping a 90 talon tsi for my shootout motor....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ....<br /><br />lemme know today if anyone is interested in anything. I will take pics and post....<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.27.71||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||01-10-2004||10:24 AM||||Alex...yank off that 90 oil cooler and the housing and everything for yourself.  Won't have to worry about it going bad in the future.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-10-2004||11:05 AM||||Damn it, this was a letdown. Stripping for parts....That subject line was kinda raunchy....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||01-10-2004||11:51 AM||||alex how much for that unwanted 90 ecu. a friend needs it for his eclipse since the 90 styles are different.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||91TSi_AWD||01-10-2004||07:08 PM||||Im also interested in the ECU but I need an EPROM. I have a non eprom i can resell to someone else if they would give up the EPROM.<br /><br />but like ya said... 1990 only so..||172.169.54.62||reg||1||GVR4_431||00000687||yes
Z||000005||admsr||01-11-2004||12:56 AM||||'90 ecu is non-epromm type that Keydiver just fixed caps on and tested.....<br /><br />$50.00 bucks takes it. That price includes shipping to anywhere in the USofA!<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.27.71||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000006||admsr||01-11-2004||01:03 AM||||Thanks Craig....<br /><br />Engine and all bolted to it minus bullshit like A/C, Alt, P/S is mine....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Tranny is up for grabs!<br />Transfer case up for grabs!<br />Rear and axles up for grabs!<br />Driver Shaft " "<br />Interior parts " "<br />...makes for a decent 5 bolt conv. (not for me..I got better things to do than add an extra nut for me to have to take off when i have to change a flat!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  )<br /><br />Like I said.....If anyone is interested....just let me know. I'm looking to get rich off no fuckin talon so dont be shy!<br /><br />Im not going to be on any PC so if you need something send a text message to my pager at 8778534894@skytel.com<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.27.71||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000007||admsr||01-11-2004||01:07 AM||||edit.....<br /><br />not looking to get rich of no fuckin talon....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />(sorry its late and i just came from my oldest brothers house helping him solder some pipes cause everyones water pipes are busting in this cold ass weather! its 1 god forsaken degree up here!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />VR4 is running more like a Daewoo with a bad cough!<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.27.71||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000008||Colt4G63||01-11-2004||03:09 AM||||alex give me a call this week, i might be interested in some parts.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||14||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000009||henrok||01-12-2004||06:31 PM||||hey alex, what is wrong with the body of that talon and what color is it?||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000010||admsr||01-13-2004||03:20 PM||||it has no body parts.....The car has never been hit but it does not have papers....<br /><br />completely stripped.....<br /><br />rolling chassis left with rear, axles, transfer case (22 spline), trans, and bullshit stuff like brakes and regular crap!<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||01-13-2004||08:01 PM||||What are you looking to get for xthe tranny and t-case ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||stevevr4||01-14-2004||10:35 AM||||The 90 shifter is different and wont work in our cars right?  I want a stock TEL shifter.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000013||Sam Sayes||01-14-2004||11:53 AM||||Alex,<br /><br /><br />how about the power steering pump?<br />Is it leaking? and how much?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000014||a_santos||01-26-2004||07:03 PM||||Is the rear end a 3bolt LSD?, Is it is I would interested. How about $50? <br /><br />Let me know if the offer is too low.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000015||admsr||01-26-2004||07:57 PM||||Aiight guys...I'm not going to be rebuiding no 4G63 anytime so everything on this Talon is still up for grabs...<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.75.52||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000016||a_santos||01-27-2004||08:20 AM||||Yo,<br /><br />How about the rear end? Is it a LSD? I just posted, but have not heard from you. <br /><br />Thanx||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000017||admsr||01-27-2004||08:42 AM||||wassup abhay....i dont know if its LSD? I got the car with fire damage!<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000018||Vr4in'||01-27-2004||08:59 AM||||I have 94' Talon body parts,please dont reply on here as I dont want to rob this topic.Thanks<br /><br />Robby||168.213.1.134||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000019||henrok||01-28-2004||09:12 PM||||hey alex, what u got left on that talon? and what do u mean fire damage?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000020||slvrblt||01-28-2004||09:20 PM||||So how much for the tranny and transfer case shipped to Albuquerque, NM.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum1/002915.cgi
A||||2||PacManVR4||GRV4 Eprom ECU for sale||||1||||PacManVR4||00003190
Z||000000||PacManVR4||01-10-2004||12:31 PM||pacmanvr4@juno.com||150.00 shipped||64.63.217.36||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000001||Jason411||01-10-2004||12:59 PM||||I'll Take it. PM me w/ address to send payment<br /><br />Jason||24.247.143.76||reg||1||Jason411||00002590||yes
Z||000002||PacManVR4||01-10-2004||01:53 PM||||Jason was first, So it is sold to him||64.63.217.36||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes



ubb/Forum1/002916.cgi
A||||6||kartorium31||wtb: starquest ic||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||01-10-2004||02:09 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I need a good condition starquest.  If you have one let me know.  I'm looking to spend under 200$ I think.  The local yard some how lost theirs that I was gonna buy.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||jayru||01-10-2004||02:14 PM||||I have a JDM IC. Is that the same thing? It's the 14 row one with 1 3/4" inlet/outlets. I'll sell it for $200 + shipping. PM me if your intrested||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||01-10-2004||02:17 PM||||Nope, I need the starquest because of the endtank setup.  I basically need an intercooler that is about 8-10 inches tall and like 21-24 inches long(with endtanks) and the outlets pointing to the top(same side).||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||01-10-2004||05:34 PM||||Starion the same thing?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||Colt4G63||01-10-2004||06:50 PM||||Starion + Conquest= Starquest  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||01-10-2004||10:42 PM||||I have one with the piping complete, but it has a hole in the end tank due to a bracket ripping out.  I have the piece that goes in the hole...I think.  Bought it off ebay for an exorbiant sum only to find out it was damaged, and my wire welder won't do aluminum...  Other than that, it has the typical dent at the bottom, but the fins are in pretty good shape.  Let me know what you might offer.  I paid 150 back when I had no clue, about 3 years ago.  i thought it was a small hole, but it is actually about the size of an old eisenhower dollar coin.  Make an offer, I'll get rid of it cheap..just taking up space in the shop.<br />dave||69.66.78.122||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||01-11-2004||02:11 PM||||Dave, are the outlets in the same location as stock?  Are they stock diameter, or is it modified?  What about this dent at the bottom, can you explain more?<br />thanks||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum1/002918.cgi
A||||8||ken inn||560's for sale||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||01-10-2004||05:12 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||denso 560's from an evo 6.  less than a year on the cleaning and flowing.  dual diffuser, low impedance, plug and play.  i got these from jamian tasker in new zealand.  i have a set of 650's coming.  260/shipped.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||01-11-2004||01:22 AM||||So these are plug and play perfectly ? How many miles since the cleaning and where were they cleaned ? I am very interested in these. Thanks for your time.||209.214.56.215||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||01-11-2004||08:54 AM||||i got these out of new zealand.  they were cleaned and flowed at that time, less than a year ago.  i would guess about 3k on them. car is not driven daily.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||01-11-2004||04:34 PM||||Im sorry, I meant to ask if you had them cleaned or if it was done before you took ownership of them. Its not that I distrust you, but I dont know anyone in NZ.<br /><br /><br />Thanks<br />--Shay||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||01-11-2004||07:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Im sorry, I meant to ask if you had them cleaned or if it was done before you took ownership of them. Its not that I distrust you, but I dont know anyone in NZ.<br /><br /><br />Thanks<br />--Shay </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the guys name was jamian tasker, he is on the good guy list.  i also took a chance.  they came in looking in excellent conditon.  there was no fuel smell.  i had just installed a set of rx7 550's, that i had cleaned and flowed.  my afc settings ended up near identical, i leaned it out just a tad.  so, i know they flowed better than the 550's.  however, if you have an evo 3 turbo, i dont think these will be enough.  with my big 16g at 18 lbs boost, fuel 43 psi static, hi throttle is -3 to -4, but i have water injection.  duty cycle is running about 76% at 7100 rpm, 0 knock, and 28 timing.  i have a set of 650's on the way.||64.240.175.50||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||01-11-2004||07:49 PM||||I also have gotten a set of ND550's from Jamian and they worked perfectly. In fact, Romanova has them now, although I don't think he's installed them yet.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||01-11-2004||07:56 PM||||Romanova hasn't installed shit. Waiting on a fuel pump and an Odessey battery... then I gotta fab up a tray and I will be golden!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||01-22-2004||06:15 PM||||anybody want these?  i just took them out.  250/shipped||64.240.175.58||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||Martin Chilcote||01-23-2004||05:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> anybody want these?  i just took them out.  250/shipped </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I sent you a PM.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.139.167.149||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum1/002919.cgi
A||||3||a1091156||------ WTB ------ Evo III B16G Turbo ------||||1||||a1091156||00003184
Z||000000||a1091156||01-10-2004||07:20 PM||||Howdy,<br /><br />Anyone got one left over from an upgrade, or know where to get one ?<br /><br />ta||202.6.138.41||reg||1||a1091156||00003184||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||01-10-2004||08:58 PM||||<a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com" target="_blank">Slow Boy Racing</a> <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||a1091156||01-10-2004||11:34 PM||||Any used ones, anybody ?||202.6.138.41||reg||1||a1091156||00003184||yes
Z||000003||a1091156||01-11-2004||10:06 PM||||How about 18G's ?||202.6.138.41||reg||1||a1091156||00003184||yes



ubb/Forum1/002920.cgi
A||||27||PacManVR4||Lots of parts for sale.||||1||||PacManVR4||00003190
Z||000000||PacManVR4||01-11-2004||02:38 PM||pacmanvr4@juno.com||JDM folding Mirrors, with switch and instructions.<br />200.00 shiped-sold<br /><br />89 Galant under dash and glove box door, With all parts needed to install. 40.00 shipped, Saves alot of weight.-sold<br /><br />Galant Floor mats, In great shape. very clean and hard to find. 50.00 shipped, Yes these are the ones that say Galant on them<br /><br />1g DSM shifter, unripped boot, and Greddy Ultra light shift knob(White ball) with diffrent color patters. This is a complete short shifter setup for your galant, And the knob wont burn you hand in the summer like the metal one. The knob is new, Out of package but never used. 40.00 shipped<br />-sold<br /><br />Galant VR4 working alternater, Not a DSM one 60.00 shipped<br /><br />Starter, working 40.00 shipped<br /><br />Greddy EGT, 60 mm peak hold no probe. 95.00 shipped, black face, Cheap becouse the lens is kinda foggy.<br /><br />Autometer AF blinky light meter, Good to check if your O2s are moving. One led burned out, dented bezel, Silver face ultra light. 22.00 shipped<br /><br />HKS 60mm Boost guage, Brand new never used just mounted. mechanical, Blue backilight silver face. BRIGHT. 73.00 shipped<br /><br />HKS turbo timer harness for DSM/VR4 15.00 shipped<br /><br />Sparco steering wheel hub, Will work with MOMO too, with allen key. Fits DSM/VR4 35.00 shipped<br /><br />VR4 Rear badge set, All the emblems that go on the trunk. 17.00 shiped<br /><br />VR4 spoiler, Nile black has scratchs and and scuffs60.00 shipped.<br /><br />Lots more stuff, Im still digging through the boxes.-Found more, Still looking||64.63.216.120||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-11-2004||02:48 PM||||Is the 89 under dash glove box door the right color? If so, I'll take it! Paypal?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-11-2004||03:29 PM||||Do you have a pic of the floor mats. Because mine are hurt!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000003||jayru||01-11-2004||04:12 PM||||JDM folding Mirrors, with switch and instructions.<br />200.00 shiped<br /><br />89 Galant under dash and glove box door, With all parts needed to install. 40.00 shipped, Saves alot of weight.<br /><br />I will take both of these, regardless of color. Provided the mirrors work of course. Please let me know where to send payment. Paypal, money order, ect.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||chauffeur1st||01-11-2004||04:21 PM||||1g DSM shifter, unripped boot, and Greddy Ultra light shift knob(White ball) with diffrent color patters. This is a complete short shifter setup for your galant, And the knob wont burn you hand in the summer like the metal one. The knob is new, Out of package but never used. 40.00 shipped<br /><br /><br />I want this... Let me know..email me if you would.. chauffeur1st@yahoo.com  Im also on aim slammedlikeamo<br /><br />Galant Floor mats, In great shape. very clean and hard to find. 50.00 shipped, Yes these are the ones that say Galant on them... Also if no one come though on this above.. I want them too:)<br /><br /><br />Thanks alot<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000005||PacManVR4||01-11-2004||04:22 PM||||Mirrors/89 conversion are sold to Jayru.  <br /><br />I also have some fender top lights, They have been converted to LED but I have instuctions. 55.00 shipped.<br /><br />I also have some rear speaker grils and a set of VR4 suede door panels in great shape.||64.63.236.99||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000006||PacManVR4||01-11-2004||05:11 PM||||Shifter stuff is sold||64.63.236.99||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000007||ejectseat||01-11-2004||05:18 PM||||do you have a gvr4 power steering pump?||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000008||REB||01-12-2004||12:11 AM||||I have a white 91 VR4, will the floor mats match the grey carpet? if so I'll buy them.  The rear speaker grils are they grey? and how much? do you take paypal ?<br /><br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000009||PacManVR4||01-12-2004||11:53 AM||||I dont have a PS pump, I do havre speaker grills and the floor mats are stock vr4 so they are the right ones. Send me a PM.||64.63.217.101||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000010||driftntouge||01-12-2004||02:56 PM||||PM sent...||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000011||MidEngine210||01-12-2004||05:53 PM||||Do you have pics of the boost gauge and A/F gauge?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000012||jayru||01-21-2004||10:19 PM||||Has anyone who bought stuff from this guy recieved anything? It's been about 10 days and i haven't seen squat, and he's not answering my emails. <br /><br />Not slandering him or anything, just getting a little concerned.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||01-21-2004||10:27 PM||||This is 1quickvr4. I just talked to him right now and he's still alive.  Hopefully my things and everyone else's will be shipping soon.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||jayru||01-21-2004||10:38 PM||||What is PacManVR4 his alias or something?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||01-21-2004||10:40 PM||||i dunno.  I just talked to him again. Hopefully he will be responding here in a minute||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||chauffeur1st||01-21-2004||10:47 PM||||I paid for and got my shifter, boot and knob.. Thanks I appreciate it...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000017||PacManVR4||01-21-2004||10:48 PM||||Im here, I have been very busy. I havent shipped out the wheels, The mirrors, or Jons calipers. I have shipped out the shiter stuff and the intake. the rest will go out by friday. Like I said if you need anything call my cell at 972-948-3350. Sorry for the wait, been working doubles and the weater hasent been that great. Im here if you have any questions.||64.63.217.148||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000018||jayru||01-21-2004||10:52 PM||||No problem, i just wanted to make shure the lines of communication were still open. Don't forget i have the glove box too.<br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000019||PacManVR4||01-23-2004||01:58 PM||||For those who are intersted, My AMG grill and Rare ass Carbing rear strut bar will be going on ebay soon. Im building 240s no in case anyone wants to know.||67.166.223.157||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000020||anomalyva||01-23-2004||04:17 PM||||Do you still have the HKS, and pics of the rear strut bar?||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000021||silly4turbo||01-23-2004||04:47 PM||||pm'd you :-) I'll grab the amg grill<br /><br />Jon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000022||driftntouge||01-23-2004||06:02 PM||||Dude, I really really want the floor mats.  Please let me know.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000023||stevevr4||01-23-2004||11:12 PM||||Rear badges are all new mitsu pieces??||69.34.160.81||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000024||i hate fall||01-25-2004||12:55 AM||||i might want that strut bar and the gauge and the t-timer, buti need pictures thank you||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000025||mcastanares||01-25-2004||01:37 AM||||got pics of the spoiler?..please email me if you have them<br /><br />Mark<br />mcastanares@comcast.net||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000026||jayru||01-28-2004||09:22 PM||||It has now been another week and NOTHING! No contact or parts. Has my stuff been shipped???||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000027||DsmSeifer||01-30-2004||10:27 PM||||Has anyone heard from him? I bought a whole car from him he was suposed to get back with me about his address so I could finish out my bill of sale. With out the address I can't even put the car in my name. So if some one has actualy gotten parts from him and has his address please let me have it so I can start driveing the car.||63.156.64.38||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
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A||||0||Marty||TMO Stage 3 ECU for sale||||1||||Marty||00000661
Z||000000||Marty||01-11-2004||02:51 PM||mgrand34@aol.com||Original Galant VR-4 ECU with new caps and TMO stage 3 mods. Rev limiter is set to 8200 RPMs, no fuel cut, 2 step 4500-6500 RPMs, Set up for 720cc injectors (but works fine with others). Mint condition. etc..<br />400.00 obo<br />Marty<br />mgrand34@aol.com||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
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A||||1||mark95||stuff for sale.||||1||||mark95||00002057
Z||000000||mark95||01-11-2004||05:20 PM||makoskey@mchsi.com||I have lots more stuff for sale and made up a website with pics. Here is the link..<br />Please keep in mind the prices include shipping. If you need more detailed pics of a part let me know and I will see what I can do.<br /><br /><a href="http://home.mchsi.com/~makoskey/wsb/html/view.cgi-photos.html-.html" target="_blank">http://home.mchsi.com/~makoskey/wsb/html/view.cgi-photos.html-.html</a>||12.216.49.217||reg||1||mark95||00002057||yes
Z||000001||TurboVR4dr||01-11-2004||11:49 PM||||Did you know that the 1995 shift knob is only a litle over $11 new from the dealer.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
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A||||2||autobahntom||rs motor 'cyclone' intake manifold (not mine)||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||01-11-2004||07:41 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||this is on ebay now. Appears the seller does not know it is from the 240 hp rs motor.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=36474&item=2453018984" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=36474&item=2453018984</a><br /><br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||drew||01-11-2004||08:07 PM||||cyclones came on non-RSes as well.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||01-11-2004||08:24 PM||||Yeah, But this one is from the 240 HP motor<br /><br />A dead giveaway is because it says ECI Multi AND Turbo Intercooled on the plenum<br /><br />  <img src="http://i5.ebayimg.com/01/i/01/24/47/9e_1.JPG" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
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A||||4||coop||91 tsi ecu w/ eprom||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-12-2004||12:40 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I have a ecu in perfect shape w/ eprom that I want 150 shipped. no leak and is for a 5 speed||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||PhilthMonger||01-12-2004||01:15 PM||||what year did this come out of?||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||01-12-2004||01:21 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||coop||01-12-2004||05:02 PM||||uhhh 91||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||01-13-2004||12:40 PM||||I will take it if you still have it.... PM'd you....Please PM me back so we can make arrangements.<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
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A||||4||boostedvr4ced||FOR SALE: JDM Galant VR-4 Headlights||||1||||boostedvr4g63t||00002811
Z||000000||boostedvr4ced||01-12-2004||01:25 PM||deadwrong55@aol.com||Hey Guys,<br /><br />         I have a pair of mint JDM GVR4 Headlights come with lowbeam and citylight plugs and all bulbs in really mint condition clear and nice looking reason why I am selling it is because I bought a JDM Front Bumper and it came with the headlight and I already have the 1993 headlights for my car and I like them more than the JDM ones so thats the reason why they are getting sold so if anyone is interested in them I I will ship to lower 48 states only buyers pay for shipping I am asking $130.00 for the lights no low blows please only serious inquires I am located in NYC so local pick-up is cool you can contact me at deadwrong55@aol.com or give me a call on my cellular at 1-718-744-5435 thanks.<br /><br />Thanks A Million - Nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000001||boostedvr4ced||01-15-2004||11:27 AM||||Bump-----&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000002||sti_95imp||01-15-2004||09:44 PM||||how much to ship to so cal?||68.190.198.81||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000003||boostedvr4ced||01-16-2004||11:20 AM||||hey john you have a pm! <br /><br /><br />bump------&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000004||boostedvr4ced||01-22-2004||04:09 PM||||sold fellas thanks for the space!<br /><br />bump------&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
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A||||0||Clay||91 Tsi Ecu  -    Non-Eprom   - $125.00||||1||||Clay||00001911
Z||000000||Clay||01-12-2004||02:01 PM||clay55555@tampabay.rr.com||im selling a non eprom ecu out of a 91 turbo dsm<br /><br />when i bought my car, it had a non eprom ecu, inside of an eprom case, so although it looks like an eprom ecu, it is not :-(<br /><br />125.00<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.galantspeed.com/albumz/album07/Dcp_0033.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
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A||||0||TurboVR4dr||Gab Super strut||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||01-12-2004||03:41 PM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||I just put a new set of Struts on a 1g FWD.  the guy had one front Gab and one front AGX.  The AGX was blown but the gab is still good I think.  It is adjustable.  Does anyone want a spare one.  It would be $25 shipped.<br /><br />Thanks Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
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A||||1||boostedvr4ced||For Sale: Galant VR-4 Front Bumper||||1||||boostedvr4g63t||00002811
Z||000000||boostedvr4ced||01-12-2004||04:17 PM||deadwrong55@aol.com||Hey Guys,<br /><br />        I am selling my old Galant VR-4 front bumper the paint color is nile black and is still shining just has 2 minor chips in paint color the fins in the middle of the bumper were cut for a front mount intercooler and bumper  support is also cut for front mount intercooler the bumper is going to come with the clear turn signals but sorry guys no foglights I am selling those seperately so if anyone is interested I am located in nyc so local pick-up is cool I will not ship this bumper because of awkward size and shape plus it is very heavy I am asking 200 bucks for the bumper no low ballers and please only serious inquires if interested you can reach me at 1-718-774-5435 thats my cellular phone or my email at deadwrong55@aol.com thanks a million.<br /><br />thanks again-nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000001||boostedvr4ced||01-15-2004||11:26 AM||||Sorry guys sold to someone form the dsmtrader.com thanks for the space anyway!<br /><br />Nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
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    q!002511! => q!2452798.0215!,
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    q!002513! => q!2452800.1952!,
    q!002514! => q!2452798.1755!,
    q!003170! => q!2452885.1408!,
    q!002515! => q!2452830.1149!,
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    q!003174! => q!2452887.1123!,
    q!002519! => q!2452802.1648!,
    q!003175! => q!2452886.1459!,
    q!003176! => q!2452886.0057!,
    q!003177! => q!2452887.0116!,
    q!003178! => q!2452887.1208!,
    q!003179! => q!2452887.0341!,
    q!002520! => q!2452800.1116!,
    q!002521! => q!2452802.1032!,
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    q!001348! => q!2452664.1643!,
    q!001349! => q!2452675.1523!,
    q!004690! => q!2453049.1848!,
    q!004691! => q!2453048.1755!,
    q!004692! => q!2453049.0818!,
    q!004693! => q!2453049.0043!,
    q!001350! => q!2452891.0540!,
    q!004694! => q!2453049.1041!,
    q!001351! => q!2452664.1354!,
    q!004695! => q!2453049.1133!,
    q!001352! => q!2452669.1323!,
    q!004696! => q!2453049.0036!,
    q!001353! => q!2452664.1110!,
    q!004697! => q!2453053.2131!,
    q!001354! => q!2452669.0326!,
    q!004698! => q!2453062.0457!,
    q!001355! => q!2452666.1658!,
    q!004699! => q!2453053.0159!,
    q!001356! => q!2452685.1141!,
    q!001357! => q!2452667.1900!,
    q!001358! => q!2452677.2106!,
    q!001359! => q!2452671.1108!,
    q!000700! => q!2452444.1754!,
    q!000701! => q!2452447.1744!,
    q!000702! => q!2452446.2201!,
    q!000703! => q!2452450.1732!,
    q!001360! => q!2452671.1444!,
    q!000704! => q!2452447.1116!,
    q!001361! => q!2452672.2305!,
    q!000705! => q!2452450.2259!,
    q!001362! => q!2452672.2237!,
    q!000706! => q!2452465.2136!,
    q!001363! => q!2452673.1950!,
    q!000707! => q!2452453.2159!,
    q!001364! => q!2452674.0936!,
    q!000708! => q!2452459.0403!,
    q!001365! => q!2452673.1703!,
    q!000709! => q!2452452.1240!,
    q!001366! => q!2452675.1753!,
    q!001367! => q!2452674.0933!,
    q!001368! => q!2452674.1034!,
    q!001369! => q!2452676.1750!,
    q!000710! => q!2452685.2148!,
    q!000711! => q!2452452.0659!,
    q!000712! => q!2452466.0918!,
    q!000713! => q!2452454.2252!,
    q!001370! => q!2452675.1154!,
    q!000714! => q!2452454.0021!,
    q!001371! => q!2452710.0216!,
    q!000715! => q!2452454.0945!,
    q!001372! => q!2452677.1311!,
    q!000716! => q!2452454.1030!,
    q!001373! => q!2452643.1411!,
    q!000717! => q!2452454.1546!,
    q!001374! => q!2452655.1234!,
    q!000718! => q!2452461.1037!,
    q!001375! => q!2452830.1048!,
    q!000719! => q!2452456.2311!,
    q!001376! => q!2452677.2246!,
    q!001377! => q!2452668.1730!,
    q!001378! => q!2452653.1919!,
    q!001379! => q!2452660.1222!,
    q!000720! => q!2452455.1021!,
    q!000721! => q!2452455.0112!,
    q!000722! => q!2452455.2148!,
    q!000723! => q!2452456.2126!,
    q!000724! => q!2452469.0910!,
    q!001380! => q!2452673.2342!,
    q!001381! => q!2452667.2231!,
    q!000726! => q!2452866.1756!,
    q!001382! => q!2452674.1935!,
    q!000727! => q!2452458.2202!,
    q!001383! => q!2452677.2101!,
    q!000728! => q!2452458.0315!,
    q!001384! => q!2452675.2330!,
    q!000729! => q!2452458.2133!,
    q!001385! => q!2452703.2039!,
    q!001386! => q!2452682.2037!,
    q!001387! => q!2452679.1223!,
    q!000730! => q!2452461.1237!,
    q!000731! => q!2452459.1214!,
    q!000732! => q!2452462.0121!,
    q!000733! => q!2452462.1422!,
    q!000734! => q!2452464.1250!,
    q!000735! => q!2452463.1309!,
    q!000736! => q!2452464.0936!,
    q!000737! => q!2452471.1909!,
    q!000738! => q!2452471.0915!,
    q!001394! => q!2452362.1952!,
    q!000739! => q!2452469.1239!,
    q!001395! => q!2452362.1328!,
    q!001396! => q!2452635.2213!,
    q!001397! => q!2452367.0556!,
    q!001398! => q!2452376.0018!,
    q!001399! => q!2452381.1319!,
    q!000740! => q!2452471.0054!,
    q!000741! => q!2452464.1635!,
    q!000742! => q!2452465.2301!,
    q!000743! => q!2452465.2054!,
    q!000744! => q!2452466.0850!,
    q!000745! => q!2452895.1318!,
    q!000746! => q!2452466.2325!,
    q!000748! => q!2452467.1046!,
    q!000749! => q!2452467.0731!,
    q!000750! => q!2452472.0838!,
    q!000751! => q!2452467.0922!,
    q!000752! => q!2452471.1302!,
    q!000753! => q!2452468.1853!,
    q!000754! => q!2452470.2029!,
    q!000755! => q!2452472.2226!,
    q!000756! => q!2452471.0024!,
    q!000757! => q!2452472.1150!,
    q!000758! => q!2452475.0242!,
    q!000759! => q!2452479.0544!,
    q!003300! => q!2452898.0649!,
    q!003301! => q!2452898.1243!,
    q!003302! => q!2452898.1431!,
    q!003303! => q!2452898.1702!,
    q!003304! => q!2452898.1823!,
    q!003305! => q!2452898.2354!,
    q!003306! => q!2452898.1334!,
    q!003307! => q!2452898.2012!,
    q!003308! => q!2452898.1354!,
    q!003309! => q!2452899.1152!,
    q!000760! => q!2452474.0934!,
    q!000761! => q!2452478.2339!,
    q!000762! => q!2452473.0254!,
    q!000763! => q!2452476.0141!,
    q!000764! => q!2452479.1246!,
    q!000765! => q!2452473.2045!,
    q!000766! => q!2452476.1405!,
    q!000767! => q!2452482.0529!,
    q!000768! => q!2452475.1148!,
    q!000769! => q!2452487.0142!,
    q!003310! => q!2452902.1415!,
    q!003311! => q!2452902.1301!,
    q!003312! => q!2452901.0433!,
    q!003313! => q!2452900.0024!,
    q!003314! => q!2452899.2334!,
    q!003315! => q!2452899.1208!,
    q!003316! => q!2452901.2130!,
    q!003317! => q!2452901.0043!,
    q!003318! => q!2452901.1012!,
    q!003319! => q!2452899.2309!,
    q!000770! => q!2452478.1258!,
    q!000771! => q!2452479.1322!,
    q!000772! => q!2452480.0653!,
    q!000773! => q!2452484.0035!,
    q!000774! => q!2452482.2332!,
    q!000775! => q!2452484.2253!,
    q!000776! => q!2452484.0036!,
    q!000777! => q!2452483.1634!,
    q!000778! => q!2452544.1557!,
    q!000779! => q!2452485.1151!,
    q!003320! => q!2452901.0321!,
    q!003321! => q!2452899.2307!,
    q!003322! => q!2452900.1624!,
    q!003323! => q!2452901.1007!,
    q!003324! => q!2452900.1756!,
    q!003325! => q!2452900.2109!,
    q!003326! => q!2452901.0932!,
    q!003327! => q!2452918.2144!,
    q!003328! => q!2452901.1832!,
    q!003329! => q!2452902.0046!,
    q!000780! => q!2452494.1833!,
    q!000781! => q!2452484.0317!,
    q!000782! => q!2452487.0133!,
    q!000783! => q!2452484.2157!,
    q!000784! => q!2452484.2200!,
    q!000785! => q!2452486.0254!,
    q!000786! => q!2452485.2036!,
    q!000787! => q!2452489.1134!,
    q!000788! => q!2452487.0039!,
    q!000789! => q!2452485.2043!,
    q!003330! => q!2452901.1104!,
    q!003331! => q!2452902.1845!,
    q!003332! => q!2453062.1505!,
    q!003333! => q!2452906.1624!,
    q!003334! => q!2452902.1544!,
    q!003335! => q!2452904.1318!,
    q!003336! => q!2452902.0326!,
    q!003337! => q!2452902.2332!,
    q!003338! => q!2452905.1649!,
    q!003339! => q!2452902.1545!,
    q!000790! => q!2452757.2347!,
    q!000791! => q!2452496.0113!,
    q!000792! => q!2452487.0219!,
    q!000793! => q!2452487.1344!,
    q!000794! => q!2452487.1720!,
    q!000795! => q!2452488.0924!,
    q!000796! => q!2452488.2057!,
    q!000797! => q!2452489.1958!,
    q!000798! => q!2452499.1434!,
    q!000799! => q!2452490.1454!,
    q!003340! => q!2452902.2104!,
    q!003341! => q!2452905.1515!,
    q!003342! => q!2452907.1359!,
    q!003343! => q!2452903.1226!,
    q!003344! => q!2452904.1958!,
    q!003345! => q!2452902.2106!,
    q!003346! => q!2452905.0841!,
    q!003347! => q!2452905.1830!,
    q!003348! => q!2452905.1323!,
    q!003349! => q!2452903.1652!,
    q!003350! => q!2452906.1645!,
    q!003352! => q!2452905.0834!,
    q!003353! => q!2452905.1925!,
    q!003354! => q!2452906.2252!,
    q!003355! => q!2452905.1457!,
    q!003356! => q!2452905.1247!,
    q!003357! => q!2452903.1935!,
    q!003358! => q!2452907.1847!,
    q!003359! => q!2452903.2122!,
    q!002700! => q!2452828.0329!,
    q!002701! => q!2452828.1913!,
    q!002702! => q!2452827.2305!,
    q!002703! => q!2452830.0103!,
    q!003360! => q!2452905.1040!,
    q!002704! => q!2452829.0923!,
    q!003361! => q!2452921.1256!,
    q!002705! => q!2452911.2048!,
    q!003362! => q!2452905.0133!,
    q!002706! => q!2452828.1539!,
    q!003363! => q!2452905.1317!,
    q!002707! => q!2452829.1041!,
    q!003364! => q!2452907.1404!,
    q!002708! => q!2452829.2250!,
    q!003365! => q!2452905.1939!,
    q!002709! => q!2452828.2340!,
    q!003366! => q!2452905.2142!,
    q!003367! => q!2452906.1130!,
    q!003368! => q!2452906.1307!,
    q!003369! => q!2452906.0841!,
    q!002710! => q!2452828.2342!,
    q!002711! => q!2452835.1053!,
    q!002712! => q!2452830.1211!,
    q!002713! => q!2452830.1128!,
    q!003370! => q!2452906.0102!,
    q!002714! => q!2452829.1046!,
    q!003371! => q!2452906.0331!,
    q!002715! => q!2452829.2248!,
    q!003372! => q!2452907.1306!,
    q!002716! => q!2452829.2350!,
    q!003373! => q!2452909.1614!,
    q!002717! => q!2452831.2353!,
    q!003374! => q!2452906.2040!,
    q!002718! => q!2452856.1823!,
    q!002719! => q!2452830.0033!,
    q!003376! => q!2452906.0539!,
    q!003377! => q!2452907.1713!,
    q!003378! => q!2452909.0111!,
    q!003379! => q!2452906.1522!,
    q!002720! => q!2452830.1627!,
    q!002721! => q!2452830.0953!,
    q!002722! => q!2452830.0316!,
    q!002723! => q!2452830.1343!,
    q!003380! => q!2452906.1319!,
    q!002724! => q!2452830.1146!,
    q!003381! => q!2452913.1701!,
    q!002725! => q!2452834.2301!,
    q!003382! => q!2452906.1347!,
    q!002726! => q!2452831.1204!,
    q!003383! => q!2452906.1816!,
    q!002727! => q!2452831.1257!,
    q!003384! => q!2452907.1728!,
    q!002728! => q!2452832.1749!,
    q!003385! => q!2452908.2201!,
    q!002729! => q!2452831.1035!,
    q!003386! => q!2452907.1027!,
    q!003387! => q!2452909.1905!,
    q!003388! => q!2452907.1722!,
    q!003389! => q!2452907.1252!,
    q!002730! => q!2452832.1342!,
    q!002731! => q!2452831.1008!,
    q!002732! => q!2452831.1009!,
    q!002733! => q!2452831.0018!,
    q!003390! => q!2452907.2235!,
    q!002734! => q!2452837.0951!,
    q!003391! => q!2452908.0055!,
    q!002735! => q!2452831.1106!,
    q!003392! => q!2452909.1754!,
    q!002736! => q!2452832.0922!,
    q!003393! => q!2452909.0129!,
    q!002737! => q!2452833.0836!,
    q!003394! => q!2452907.2357!,
    q!002738! => q!2452831.1250!,
    q!002739! => q!2452831.2031!,
    q!003396! => q!2452907.2221!,
    q!003397! => q!2452910.1756!,
    q!003398! => q!2452908.1600!,
    q!003399! => q!2452908.1923!,
    q!002740! => q!2452832.1934!,
    q!002741! => q!2452835.1212!,
    q!002742! => q!2452832.0248!,
    q!002743! => q!2452832.0503!,
    q!002744! => q!2452836.1320!,
    q!002745! => q!2452833.0022!,
    q!002746! => q!2452832.1435!,
    q!002747! => q!2452832.1307!,
    q!002748! => q!2452832.1544!,
    q!002749! => q!2452833.2001!,
    q!002750! => q!2452832.2302!,
    q!002751! => q!2452833.1038!,
    q!002752! => q!2452833.0429!,
    q!002753! => q!2452833.2015!,
    q!002754! => q!2452833.1703!,
    q!002755! => q!2452833.1810!,
    q!002756! => q!2452837.1331!,
    q!002757! => q!2452835.1040!,
    q!002758! => q!2452835.1011!,
    q!002760! => q!2452833.2010!,
    q!002761! => q!2452836.0346!,
    q!002762! => q!2452883.0843!,
    q!002763! => q!2452836.0131!,
    q!002764! => q!2452834.2136!,
    q!002765! => q!2452835.2252!,
    q!002766! => q!2452837.2052!,
    q!002767! => q!2453031.2012!,
    q!002768! => q!2452836.1415!,
    q!002769! => q!2452836.2234!,
    q!002770! => q!2452839.2244!,
    q!002771! => q!2452835.2359!,
    q!002772! => q!2452838.2345!,
    q!002773! => q!2452839.1352!,
    q!002774! => q!2452836.1331!,
    q!002775! => q!2452838.0707!,
    q!002776! => q!2452836.0209!,
    q!002777! => q!2452836.0000!,
    q!002778! => q!2452836.2156!,
    q!002779! => q!2452836.1401!,
    q!002780! => q!2452851.1259!,
    q!002781! => q!2452837.1213!,
    q!002782! => q!2452837.1051!,
    q!002783! => q!2452839.0041!,
    q!002784! => q!2452839.0118!,
    q!002785! => q!2452838.0813!,
    q!002786! => q!2452838.1528!,
    q!002787! => q!2452837.1539!,
    q!002788! => q!2452840.1347!,
    q!002789! => q!2452840.2224!,
    q!002790! => q!2452838.1739!,
    q!002791! => q!2452849.1941!,
    q!002792! => q!2452842.1751!,
    q!002793! => q!2452842.0501!,
    q!002794! => q!2452839.0039!,
    q!002795! => q!2452838.1546!,
    q!002796! => q!2452838.1623!,
    q!002797! => q!2452927.1909!,
    q!002798! => q!2452839.0210!,
    q!002799! => q!2452838.2209!,
    q!002000! => q!2452739.1149!,
    q!002001! => q!2452737.2349!,
    q!002002! => q!2452859.1539!,
    q!002003! => q!2452737.1720!,
    q!002004! => q!2452738.2007!,
    q!002005! => q!2452739.0125!,
    q!002006! => q!2452737.1834!,
    q!002007! => q!2452738.0526!,
    q!002008! => q!2452738.0430!,
    q!002009! => q!2452737.2316!,
    q!002010! => q!2452744.0037!,
    q!002011! => q!2452807.1230!,
    q!002012! => q!2452742.2146!,
    q!002013! => q!2452738.0856!,
    q!002014! => q!2452738.0641!,
    q!002015! => q!2452738.0928!,
    q!002016! => q!2452739.1337!,
    q!002017! => q!2452741.1246!,
    q!002018! => q!2452744.0020!,
    q!002019! => q!2452738.1832!,
    q!004700! => q!2453052.1715!,
    q!004701! => q!2453052.1945!,
    q!004702! => q!2453049.1328!,
    q!004703! => q!2453049.2044!,
    q!004704! => q!2453054.0038!,
    q!004705! => q!2453053.0950!,
    q!004706! => q!2453054.0037!,
    q!002020! => q!2452738.1922!,
    q!004708! => q!2453054.1329!,
    q!002021! => q!2452739.2226!,
    q!002022! => q!2452740.1006!,
    q!002023! => q!2452739.1143!,
    q!002024! => q!2452742.2119!,
    q!002025! => q!2452739.1030!,
    q!002026! => q!2452762.0847!,
    q!002027! => q!2452739.0154!,
    q!002028! => q!2452741.1612!,
    q!002029! => q!2452739.2048!,
    q!004710! => q!2453052.1424!,
    q!004711! => q!2453051.0129!,
    q!004712! => q!2453053.1410!,
    q!004713! => q!2453050.2032!,
    q!004714! => q!2453050.1356!,
    q!004715! => q!2453051.1559!,
    q!004716! => q!2453051.0519!,
    q!004717! => q!2453055.1648!,
    q!002030! => q!2452739.1150!,
    q!004718! => q!2453053.1214!,
    q!002031! => q!2452744.0027!,
    q!002032! => q!2452740.1826!,
    q!002033! => q!2452741.1240!,
    q!002034! => q!2452740.1544!,
    q!002035! => q!2452740.0640!,
    q!002036! => q!2452740.2250!,
    q!002037! => q!2452743.2358!,
    q!002038! => q!2452792.2228!,
    q!002039! => q!2452741.1531!,
    q!004720! => q!2453051.0153!,
    q!004721! => q!2453053.2312!,
    q!004722! => q!2453051.1840!,
    q!004723! => q!2453051.2059!,
    q!004724! => q!2453052.0043!,
    q!004725! => q!2453052.0038!,
    q!004726! => q!2453052.2328!,
    q!004727! => q!2453052.1951!,
    q!002040! => q!2452740.1754!,
    q!004728! => q!2453057.0137!,
    q!002041! => q!2452743.2137!,
    q!004729! => q!2453053.1644!,
    q!002042! => q!2452872.1615!,
    q!002043! => q!2452740.2329!,
    q!002044! => q!2452741.1711!,
    q!002045! => q!2452741.0701!,
    q!002046! => q!2452741.0955!,
    q!002047! => q!2452778.0108!,
    q!002048! => q!2452746.0210!,
    q!002049! => q!2452744.1806!,
    q!004730! => q!2453053.0243!,
    q!004731! => q!2453053.2137!,
    q!004732! => q!2453054.0619!,
    q!004733! => q!2453054.0901!,
    q!004735! => q!2453060.1751!,
    q!004736! => q!2453054.1327!,
    q!004737! => q!2453053.1537!,
    q!002050! => q!2452742.0100!,
    q!004738! => q!2453053.1818!,
    q!002051! => q!2452742.0441!,
    q!004739! => q!2453053.1836!,
    q!002052! => q!2452744.0015!,
    q!002053! => q!2452744.1601!,
    q!002054! => q!2452742.1717!,
    q!002055! => q!2452744.0018!,
    q!002056! => q!2452746.1510!,
    q!002057! => q!2452743.0243!,
    q!002058! => q!2452743.1344!,
    q!002059! => q!2452745.0930!,
    q!004740! => q!2453056.0916!,
    q!004741! => q!2453054.1419!,
    q!004742! => q!2453059.1919!,
    q!004743! => q!2453053.2111!,
    q!001400! => q!2452380.1832!,
    q!004744! => q!2453057.2039!,
    q!001401! => q!2452494.0652!,
    q!004745! => q!2453053.2339!,
    q!001402! => q!2452493.0355!,
    q!004746! => q!2453057.2105!,
    q!001403! => q!2452497.0202!,
    q!004747! => q!2453054.1348!,
    q!002060! => q!2452745.1153!,
    q!001404! => q!2452493.1348!,
    q!004748! => q!2453054.1411!,
    q!002061! => q!2452745.1411!,
    q!001405! => q!2452494.1004!,
    q!004749! => q!2453054.0129!,
    q!002062! => q!2452744.0544!,
    q!001406! => q!2452497.2259!,
    q!002063! => q!2452753.1307!,
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    q!001597! => q!2452684.0237!,
    q!001598! => q!2452684.1143!,
    q!001599! => q!2452683.1829!,
    q!004140! => q!2452990.2144!,
    q!004141! => q!2452989.2024!,
    q!004142! => q!2452987.0900!,
    q!004143! => q!2452988.1529!,
    q!004144! => q!2452987.1354!,
    q!004145! => q!2452989.1043!,
    q!004146! => q!2452987.1635!,
    q!004147! => q!2452988.1549!,
    q!004148! => q!2452991.1723!,
    q!000940! => q!2452552.0847!,
    q!004149! => q!2452989.0154!,
    q!000941! => q!2452550.1732!,
    q!000942! => q!2452546.0134!,
    q!000943! => q!2452546.1815!,
    q!000944! => q!2452546.1944!,
    q!000945! => q!2452547.1231!,
    q!000946! => q!2452547.1918!,
    q!000947! => q!2452547.1125!,
    q!000948! => q!2452548.1038!,
    q!000949! => q!2452549.1448!,
    q!004150! => q!2452988.1946!,
    q!004151! => q!2452987.2119!,
    q!004152! => q!2452995.2311!,
    q!004153! => q!2452989.2301!,
    q!004154! => q!2452988.2020!,
    q!004155! => q!2452988.1105!,
    q!004156! => q!2452988.2307!,
    q!004157! => q!2452989.1049!,
    q!004158! => q!2452988.2041!,
    q!000950! => q!2452552.2353!,
    q!004159! => q!2452992.0136!,
    q!000951! => q!2452549.1600!,
    q!000952! => q!2452549.0205!,
    q!000953! => q!2452550.1234!,
    q!000954! => q!2452551.1356!,
    q!000955! => q!2452551.2307!,
    q!000956! => q!2452552.1319!,
    q!000957! => q!2452552.0115!,
    q!000958! => q!2452551.1653!,
    q!000959! => q!2452552.2150!,
    q!003500! => q!2452920.0038!,
    q!003501! => q!2452920.1708!,
    q!003502! => q!2452920.0012!,
    q!003503! => q!2452922.0221!,
    q!003504! => q!2452922.0355!,
    q!004160! => q!2452990.1314!,
    q!003505! => q!2452920.1538!,
    q!004161! => q!2452989.1748!,
    q!004162! => q!2452989.1027!,
    q!003507! => q!2452920.2242!,
    q!004163! => q!2452992.1522!,
    q!003508! => q!2452932.1707!,
    q!004164! => q!2452989.2213!,
    q!003509! => q!2452920.1616!,
    q!004165! => q!2452990.0958!,
    q!004166! => q!2452990.2245!,
    q!004167! => q!2453033.0258!,
    q!004168! => q!2452991.2331!,
    q!000960! => q!2452551.2131!,
    q!004169! => q!2453012.0057!,
    q!000961! => q!2452556.2140!,
    q!000962! => q!2452555.2325!,
    q!000963! => q!2452557.1054!,
    q!000964! => q!2452710.1217!,
    q!000965! => q!2452563.0555!,
    q!000966! => q!2452831.1100!,
    q!000967! => q!2452560.1956!,
    q!000968! => q!2452562.0727!,
    q!000969! => q!2452556.0755!,
    q!003510! => q!2452920.1940!,
    q!003511! => q!2452921.0514!,
    q!003512! => q!2452923.0316!,
    q!003513! => q!2452924.0218!,
    q!003514! => q!2452921.1331!,
    q!004170! => q!2452991.2020!,
    q!003515! => q!2452921.1636!,
    q!004171! => q!2452992.0014!,
    q!003516! => q!2452921.1356!,
    q!004172! => q!2452990.1133!,
    q!003517! => q!2452921.1133!,
    q!004173! => q!2452990.1423!,
    q!003518! => q!2452921.1224!,
    q!004174! => q!2452990.1435!,
    q!003519! => q!2452925.1432!,
    q!004175! => q!2452991.1629!,
    q!004176! => q!2452991.1548!,
    q!004177! => q!2452991.1507!,
    q!004178! => q!2452991.0903!,
    q!000970! => q!2452557.0636!,
    q!004179! => q!2452991.2343!,
    q!000971! => q!2452565.2057!,
    q!000972! => q!2452557.1339!,
    q!000973! => q!2452557.0919!,
    q!000974! => q!2452558.1007!,
    q!000975! => q!2452557.1939!,
    q!000976! => q!2452572.2152!,
    q!000977! => q!2452562.0059!,
    q!000978! => q!2452559.1447!,
    q!000979! => q!2452561.1929!,
    q!003520! => q!2452940.1606!,
    q!003521! => q!2452924.0108!,
    q!003522! => q!2452922.2057!,
    q!003523! => q!2452924.1323!,
    q!003524! => q!2452921.1918!,
    q!004180! => q!2452991.2222!,
    q!003525! => q!2452923.1220!,
    q!004181! => q!2452992.1131!,
    q!003526! => q!2452923.0312!,
    q!004182! => q!2452997.0125!,
    q!003527! => q!2452923.1237!,
    q!004183! => q!2452993.1341!,
    q!003528! => q!2452922.0441!,
    q!004184! => q!2452992.1555!,
    q!003529! => q!2452922.0245!,
    q!004185! => q!2452992.1654!,
    q!004186! => q!2452998.0807!,
    q!004187! => q!2452993.1445!,
    q!004188! => q!2453000.0942!,
    q!000980! => q!2452562.0056!,
    q!004189! => q!2452993.1147!,
    q!000981! => q!2452561.1816!,
    q!000982! => q!2452561.0220!,
    q!000983! => q!2452562.0932!,
    q!000984! => q!2452561.1925!,
    q!000985! => q!2452569.0247!,
    q!000986! => q!2452571.0510!,
    q!000987! => q!2452565.0020!,
    q!000988! => q!2452563.1216!,
    q!000989! => q!2452564.0047!,
    q!003530! => q!2452922.1130!,
    q!003531! => q!2452922.1446!,
    q!003532! => q!2452925.1843!,
    q!003533! => q!2452923.1126!,
    q!004190! => q!2453010.0843!,
    q!003534! => q!2452923.2013!,
    q!004191! => q!2452993.1055!,
    q!003535! => q!2452923.2048!,
    q!004192! => q!2452995.0132!,
    q!003536! => q!2452922.2341!,
    q!004193! => q!2452997.1006!,
    q!003537! => q!2452923.1240!,
    q!004194! => q!2453000.1612!,
    q!003538! => q!2453041.1809!,
    q!004195! => q!2452994.1914!,
    q!003539! => q!2452924.0739!,
    q!004196! => q!2452993.1532!,
    q!004197! => q!2452993.1526!,
    q!000990! => q!2452563.1900!,
    q!004198! => q!2453001.1749!,
    q!000991! => q!2452569.1652!,
    q!004199! => q!2452994.1757!,
    q!000992! => q!2452567.1539!,
    q!000993! => q!2452563.2307!,
    q!000994! => q!2452567.2016!,
    q!000995! => q!2452565.0019!,
    q!000996! => q!2452564.1551!,
    q!000997! => q!2452569.0227!,
    q!000998! => q!2452564.2238!,
    q!000999! => q!2452566.1058!,
    q!003540! => q!2452923.2100!,
    q!003541! => q!2452923.2056!,
    q!003542! => q!2452923.2339!,
    q!003543! => q!2452925.0643!,
    q!003544! => q!2452924.1422!,
    q!003545! => q!2452925.0707!,
    q!003546! => q!2452924.1300!,
    q!003547! => q!2452924.1448!,
    q!003548! => q!2452955.1745!,
    q!003549! => q!2452925.1336!,
    q!003550! => q!2452924.2133!,
    q!003551! => q!2452924.2200!,
    q!003552! => q!2452928.1444!,
    q!003553! => q!2452926.1848!,
    q!003554! => q!2452928.1646!,
    q!003555! => q!2452926.2240!,
    q!003556! => q!2452925.0547!,
    q!003557! => q!2452970.0244!,
    q!003558! => q!2452925.2300!,
    q!003559! => q!2452926.0904!,
    q!002900! => q!2452853.1656!,
    q!002901! => q!2452855.1553!,
    q!002902! => q!2452855.1208!,
    q!002903! => q!2452855.1653!,
    q!002904! => q!2452929.2236!,
    q!003560! => q!2452926.0912!,
    q!002905! => q!2452854.1442!,
    q!003561! => q!2452927.1459!,
    q!002906! => q!2452854.1916!,
    q!003562! => q!2452927.1630!,
    q!003563! => q!2452926.1142!,
    q!002907! => q!2452857.0230!,
    q!003564! => q!2452927.0051!,
    q!002908! => q!2452855.0233!,
    q!003565! => q!2452927.1209!,
    q!002909! => q!2452864.0852!,
    q!003566! => q!2452933.2152!,
    q!003568! => q!2452926.1352!,
    q!003569! => q!2452928.1756!,
    q!002910! => q!2452855.1612!,
    q!002911! => q!2452859.1915!,
    q!002912! => q!2452857.1254!,
    q!002913! => q!2452855.1602!,
    q!002914! => q!2452855.2045!,
    q!003570! => q!2452927.0911!,
    q!002915! => q!2452856.2053!,
    q!003571! => q!2452927.1730!,
    q!002916! => q!2452855.2109!,
    q!003572! => q!2452927.1624!,
    q!002917! => q!2452857.0434!,
    q!003573! => q!2452927.1057!,
    q!002918! => q!2452856.1751!,
    q!003574! => q!2452927.1427!,
    q!002919! => q!2452864.1127!,
    q!003575! => q!2452927.1324!,
    q!003576! => q!2452927.0020!,
    q!003577! => q!2452927.1924!,
    q!003578! => q!2452928.1309!,
    q!003579! => q!2452927.1924!,
    q!002920! => q!2452856.1806!,
    q!002921! => q!2452929.2012!,
    q!002922! => q!2452858.1046!,
    q!002923! => q!2452858.1937!,
    q!002924! => q!2452857.1358!,
    q!003580! => q!2452927.1126!,
    q!002925! => q!2452858.0947!,
    q!003581! => q!2452931.1405!,
    q!003582! => q!2452934.2359!,
    q!002926! => q!2452858.0637!,
    q!003583! => q!2452931.1513!,
    q!002927! => q!2452857.2311!,
    q!003584! => q!2452928.0111!,
    q!002928! => q!2452857.0434!,
    q!003585! => q!2452933.1839!,
    q!002929! => q!2452859.1718!,
    q!003586! => q!2452928.1512!,
    q!003587! => q!2452928.0123!,
    q!003588! => q!2452928.2235!,
    q!003589! => q!2452934.1552!,
    q!002930! => q!2452864.1209!,
    q!002931! => q!2452857.1801!,
    q!002932! => q!2452858.1107!,
    q!002933! => q!2452864.0218!,
    q!003590! => q!2452929.1646!,
    q!002934! => q!2452857.2214!,
    q!003591! => q!2452930.0337!,
    q!002935! => q!2452861.1928!,
    q!002936! => q!2452857.2312!,
    q!003592! => q!2452928.1857!,
    q!003593! => q!2452928.1742!,
    q!002937! => q!2452857.2325!,
    q!003594! => q!2452928.2342!,
    q!002938! => q!2452858.0943!,
    q!003595! => q!2452928.1625!,
    q!002939! => q!2452859.0117!,
    q!003596! => q!2452934.1740!,
    q!003597! => q!2452929.1725!,
    q!003598! => q!2452929.1622!,
    q!003599! => q!2452929.0534!,
    q!002940! => q!2452858.1414!,
    q!002941! => q!2452859.1710!,
    q!002942! => q!2452862.1506!,
    q!002943! => q!2452858.1745!,
    q!002944! => q!2452859.1750!,
    q!002945! => q!2452861.2117!,
    q!002946! => q!2452859.1905!,
    q!002947! => q!2452859.2328!,
    q!002948! => q!2452859.1018!,
    q!002949! => q!2452859.1715!,
    q!002950! => q!2452860.1252!,
    q!002951! => q!2452859.2250!,
    q!002952! => q!2452859.1445!,
    q!002953! => q!2452860.1528!,
    q!002954! => q!2452864.0020!,
    q!002955! => q!2452859.2247!,
    q!002956! => q!2452863.1135!,
    q!002957! => q!2452860.0145!,
    q!002958! => q!2452863.1535!,
    q!002959! => q!2452862.2106!,
    q!002960! => q!2452861.0048!,
    q!002961! => q!2452861.2315!,
    q!002962! => q!2452863.1158!,
    q!002963! => q!2452861.2019!,
    q!002964! => q!2452861.2136!,
    q!002965! => q!2452864.0406!,
    q!002966! => q!2452864.1735!,
    q!002967! => q!2452863.0117!,
    q!002968! => q!2452862.2248!,
    q!002969! => q!2452865.1718!,
    q!002970! => q!2452863.0102!,
    q!002971! => q!2452863.0605!,
    q!002972! => q!2452865.1826!,
    q!002973! => q!2452863.0636!,
    q!002974! => q!2452863.0800!,
    q!002975! => q!2452884.2315!,
    q!002976! => q!2452863.1024!,
    q!002977! => q!2452863.2354!,
    q!002978! => q!2452863.1311!,
    q!002979! => q!2452863.1354!,
  );
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ubb/Forum2/forum_thread_data_0005.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0005"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!Timing Skipped, Now what?!,
q!11!,
q!2!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2452352.1412!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!03:51 PM!,
q!2452352.1551!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!11!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!3 bolt lsd!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-07-2002!,
q!01:51 AM!,
q!2452372.0151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452383.2137!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dank!,
q!steering wheel questions?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452352.2201!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!03-20-2002!,
q!02:21 AM!,
q!2452354.0221!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Batt Ground and EGT tuning questions (quickie)!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-07-2002!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452372.2057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!04-10-2002!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452375.0107!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PHAT4!,
q!Gauges - Were to tap ?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!03-19-2002!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452353.1826!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-20-2002!,
q!10:22 AM!,
q!2452354.1022!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!HKS FCD!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-08-2002!,
q!02:25 PM!,
q!2452373.1425!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!04-09-2002!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2452374.1716!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!karl_kininmonth!,
q!Evo6 pistons in VR4 valve clearance?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-08-2002!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452373.2001!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!04-12-2002!,
q!01:55 AM!,
q!2452377.0155!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!Galant  5 lug swap!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-09-2002!,
q!04:21 PM!,
q!2452374.1621!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!04-09-2002!,
q!09:05 PM!,
q!2452374.2105!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Nate!,
q!Dyno day for anyone in the Philly area!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-10-2002!,
q!08:33 AM!,
q!2452375.0833!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!04-27-2002!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452392.1747!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!Fuel Pump!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!04-10-2002!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452375.2204!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!04-14-2002!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452379.2109!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4#169!,
q!wiring diagrams!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-12-2002!,
q!01:46 PM!,
q!2452377.1346!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4#169!,
q!04-12-2002!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452377.1730!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!midniterunner!,
q!mo problems!,
q!4!,
q!6!,
q!04-12-2002!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452377.1741!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!midniterunner!,
q!04-13-2002!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452378.2227!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Engine Removal W/Out Tranny.....!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!04-13-2002!,
q!12:22 AM!,
q!2452378.0022!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2452383.2245!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!i'm an idiot.!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-19-2002!,
q!08:26 PM!,
q!2452353.2026!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!03-20-2002!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452354.1634!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!i know this type of shit is annyoing, but please post setup and times...!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-20-2002!,
q!02:08 AM!,
q!2452354.0208!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!03-24-2002!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452358.1903!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!davesvr4!,
q!slight miss at idle!,
q!2!,
q!10!,
q!03-20-2002!,
q!03:00 AM!,
q!2452354.0300!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!03-25-2002!,
q!10:31 PM!,
q!2452359.2231!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4996!,
q!Hacked gvr4 maf!,
q!1!,
q!31!,
q!03-22-2002!,
q!01:24 AM!,
q!2452356.0124!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-08-2002!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452373.1453!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000031!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!design kid!,
q!magnaflow or dynomax?!,
q!5!,
q!17!,
q!03-22-2002!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2452356.1608!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!09:32 AM!,
q!2452361.0932!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!Before I dive into the motor...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-22-2002!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452356.1723!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!03-23-2002!,
q!04:38 PM!,
q!2452357.1638!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vilesgvr4!,
q!GVR4   vs.  Supra!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!03-22-2002!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2452356.2210!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!03-23-2002!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452357.2030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q~URGENTLY!!! Need 4 bolt rear axles for VR4~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-23-2002!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452357.2153!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!03-23-2002!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452357.2153!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!To balance shaft or not to balance shaft!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-13-2002!,
q!09:00 AM!,
q!2452378.0900!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!06:14 PM!,
q!2452383.1814!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Go Fast Bits Hybrid BOV!,
q!5!,
q!36!,
q!03-24-2002!,
q!04:35 AM!,
q!2452358.0435!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!04-23-2002!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452388.1700!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!switch!,
q!flywheel!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-14-2002!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452379.1915!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!switch!,
q!04-16-2002!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2452381.1948!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!typical transmission labor costs!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-24-2002!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452358.1639!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!03-25-2002!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452359.1322!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Griffin vs. Starion I/C!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!04-14-2002!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452379.1937!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!06-30-2002!,
q!11:10 AM!,
q!2452456.1110!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!hywell!,
q!Intake Manifold Gasket!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-15-2002!,
q!12:18 PM!,
q!2452380.1218!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hywell!,
q!04-20-2002!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2452385.1342!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!design kid!,
q!jumping tach needle!,
q!11!,
q!3!,
q!04-16-2002!,
q!03:36 PM!,
q!2452381.1536!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!02:24 AM!,
q!2452383.0224!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!One wheel burnouts?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-17-2002!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452382.2205!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!04-20-2002!,
q!10:47 AM!,
q!2452385.1047!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Window Tinting ??s!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!11:10 AM!,
q!2452383.1110!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!04-21-2002!,
q!11:39 AM!,
q!2452386.1139!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!Tranny removal w/o engine!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!01:00 PM!,
q!2452383.1300!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!04-22-2002!,
q!03:47 PM!,
q!2452387.1547!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Carl Morris!,
q!Clutch!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452383.1518!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452383.1935!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!design kid!,
q!compression all screwy!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-03-2002!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2452337.1900!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!drewgvr4!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!01:50 PM!,
q!2452664.1350!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!whiteline springs!,
q!5!,
q!19!,
q!03-05-2002!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2452339.2312!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!03-17-2002!,
q!10:29 PM!,
q!2452351.2229!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!Turbo mag's Galant VR4 Part 3 !,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-25-2002!,
q!08:18 AM!,
q!2452359.0818!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!davesvr4!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!03:08 AM!,
q!2452361.0308!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!passing on a deal on 555r!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-25-2002!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2452359.2055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!03-25-2002!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452359.2101!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!midniterunner!,
q~Need Help!~,
q!4!,
q!6!,
q!03-26-2002!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452360.2119!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!03-28-2002!,
q!09:39 AM!,
q!2452362.0939!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!revised lifters cheap!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-26-2002!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452360.2227!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!04-05-2002!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2452370.2038!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!why do we have 2 horns?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452361.0041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452361.1714!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!oil filter housing!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!12:42 AM!,
q!2452361.0042!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!07:36 AM!,
q!2452361.0736!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!My latest mods!,
q!10!,
q!7!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2452361.1005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!03-29-2002!,
q!05:47 AM!,
q!2452363.0547!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!1/4 times and mods!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2452361.1746!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452361.1753!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!Cyclone engine swap in a CA car have questions...!,
q!5!,
q!17!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2452361.2145!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!04-05-2002!,
q!11:18 AM!,
q!2452370.1118!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Car bucks on a light lift, help....!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2452383.1543!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!04-23-2002!,
q!01:41 PM!,
q!2452388.1341!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Part 3 of Turbo Magazine Article!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!03-28-2002!,
q!11:12 AM!,
q!2452362.1112!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!04-06-2002!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2452371.1742!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Driveline rumbles under Decell......!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2452383.2145!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!04-19-2002!,
q!10:37 AM!,
q!2452384.1037!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!newbievr4!,
q~Help!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!11:33 PM!,
q!2452383.2333!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!04-19-2002!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2452384.0112!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!midniterunner!,
q~Someone answer this quick!~,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!04-19-2002!,
q!06:59 AM!,
q!2452384.0659!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452389.2316!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!Tein HA adjustable coilovers!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-19-2002!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452384.1417!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Whistler!,
q!04-19-2002!,
q!08:14 PM!,
q!2452384.2014!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Exhaust and turbo mods!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!04-19-2002!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452384.2126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evo_zero_zr4!,
q!05-12-2002!,
q!09:50 PM!,
q!2452407.2150!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~FINALLY!  the ordeal is OVER!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-20-2002!,
q!03:16 PM!,
q!2452385.1516!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!04-22-2002!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2452387.2131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!gvr4#169!,
q!Radiator fan question!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!04-20-2002!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452385.1741!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-21-2002!,
q!08:27 AM!,
q!2452386.0827!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!daviddilts!,
q!AGX install!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-21-2002!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452386.0041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!daviddilts!,
q!04-22-2002!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452387.1616!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q~Low Boost?!?!?!~,
q!11!,
q!10!,
q!04-21-2002!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452386.1337!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!04-28-2002!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452393.0011!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!What tires too get?!,
q!9!,
q!6!,
q!03-12-2002!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452346.2243!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Nate!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452355.2205!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Fan mod....!,
q!5!,
q!15!,
q!03-29-2002!,
q!04:03 AM!,
q!2452363.0403!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!04-08-2002!,
q!04:13 AM!,
q!2452373.0413!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!design kid!,
q!16g on a stock system?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!03-30-2002!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2452364.2131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!04-04-2002!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452369.1620!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!5 bolt conversion!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-13-2002!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452347.2159!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Nate!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452355.2159!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!design kid!,
q!auto cams same as manual cams?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-30-2002!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452364.2138!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!04-09-2002!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2452374.1256!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!Gauge Light tap?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-30-2002!,
q!11:36 PM!,
q!2452364.2336!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!03-31-2002!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452365.1014!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!After IC install Q's - MAS screw!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-01-2002!,
q!02:50 AM!,
q!2452366.0250!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!04-07-2002!,
q!08:34 PM!,
q!2452372.2034!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q~carbon fiber hood group buy/pre-order FINALLY!~,
q!14!,
q!6!,
q!04-02-2002!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452367.0013!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!04-02-2002!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452367.2215!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q~FRONT ROTORS!!!~,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!04-04-2002!,
q!07:39 PM!,
q!2452369.1939!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!06-05-2002!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452431.0107!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q! Need W.I. Parts list!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-05-2002!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452370.2242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-06-2002!,
q!08:33 AM!,
q!2452371.0833!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4#169!,
q!part numbers!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-06-2002!,
q!11:19 AM!,
q!2452371.1119!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4#169!,
q!04-06-2002!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452371.1324!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!symborski shift kit!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-06-2002!,
q!01:21 PM!,
q!2452371.1321!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7541000!,
q!04-06-2002!,
q!11:36 PM!,
q!2452371.2336!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!EGT & A/C Fan Questions!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!03-14-2002!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452348.1811!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!03-19-2002!,
q!01:58 AM!,
q!2452353.0158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Post Motor Swap Idle/Electrical Issues!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-14-2002!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452348.2158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!vilesgvr4!,
q!03-19-2002!,
q!08:54 AM!,
q!2452353.0854!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!VR4 won't take high boost!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!08:46 AM!,
q!2452352.0846!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!04-05-2002!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2452370.1133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q~Troubleshoot: Oil Consumption ?!?!?!?!?~,
q!8!,
q!12!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!09:08 AM!,
q!2452352.0908!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Doug Thomas!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452355.2030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
};
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$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0006"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evo_zero_zr4!,
q~injectors not pusling!!!...help!!!~,
q!9!,
q!3!,
q!05-10-2002!,
q!01:23 AM!,
q!2452405.0123!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evo_zero_zr4!,
q!05-10-2002!,
q!06:28 PM!,
q!2452405.1828!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!stroker motors!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!05-10-2002!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452405.1839!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!05-15-2002!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452410.2005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Stock Evo Intercoolers!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-30-2002!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2452425.2241!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7541000!,
q!06-01-2002!,
q!03:37 PM!,
q!2452427.1537!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Throttle stop seting!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-10-2002!,
q!06:57 PM!,
q!2452405.1857!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-11-2002!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452406.2237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ant!,
q!Supra TT IC install !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-31-2002!,
q!03:47 PM!,
q!2452426.1547!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!01:15 PM!,
q!2452508.1315!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!20G Outlet!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-01-2002!,
q!01:25 AM!,
q!2452427.0125!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!06-01-2002!,
q!05:01 AM!,
q!2452427.0501!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tondar!,
q!Quaiffe's necessary??!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-04-2002!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452430.1751!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Tondar!,
q!06-04-2002!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452430.1751!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Slave Cylinder ?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-04-2002!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452430.2212!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!06-05-2002!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452431.1324!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!Looking for Rotors?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-05-2002!,
q!09:06 AM!,
q!2452431.0906!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!06-11-2002!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452437.1406!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!771of2k!,
q!free(4 me) shifter mod!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-05-2002!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452431.2256!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!06-06-2002!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452432.0116!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!What to do with my turbo? Need some advice!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-07-2002!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2452433.1257!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!06-10-2002!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452436.2200!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!91redjoker!,
q!jdm headlights or clear corners!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!06-08-2002!,
q!02:20 PM!,
q!2452434.1420!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91redjoker!,
q!06-12-2002!,
q!01:26 AM!,
q!2452438.0126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dank!,
q!when do i need to upgrade the ic/ic piping?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-09-2002!,
q!04:14 AM!,
q!2452435.0414!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!06-09-2002!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2452435.2207!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tondar!,
q!Quaife Center diff!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-21-2002!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452386.2152!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!04-22-2002!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452387.2135!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!EGT probe!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!04-22-2002!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452387.1437!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!04-22-2002!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452387.1437!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evo_zero_zr4!,
q~internal wastegate?!?!?~,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!04-23-2002!,
q!03:19 AM!,
q!2452388.0319!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evo_zero_zr4!,
q!04-27-2002!,
q!10:54 AM!,
q!2452392.1054!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!smokindav!,
q!Shock settings for autox - AGX with Whitelines (big drop)!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-23-2002!,
q!10:19 AM!,
q!2452388.1019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452389.0031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Extreme XBC !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-23-2002!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452388.2252!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!09:11 AM!,
q!2452389.0911!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Is it worth porting?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!04-23-2002!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452388.2325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2452390.1931!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!PCV reroute!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!09:06 AM!,
q!2452389.0906!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!02:35 PM!,
q!2452390.1435!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!midniterunner!,
q!Failed Smog, What to Do???!,
q!8!,
q!15!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!08:02 PM!,
q!2452389.2002!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!04-27-2002!,
q!01:32 AM!,
q!2452392.0132!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!design kid!,
q~bent shift fork? bring on the wine!~,
q!13!,
q!2!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2452390.0007!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!02:04 PM!,
q!2452390.1404!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evo_zero_zr4!,
q~Heaps of SMOKE!! HELP!!~,
q!9!,
q!5!,
q!05-12-2002!,
q!02:31 AM!,
q!2452407.0231!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!05-19-2002!,
q!03:28 AM!,
q!2452414.0328!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonathan gibson!,
q!Sydneysiders!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!02:55 AM!,
q!2452390.0255!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!jonathan gibson!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!02:55 AM!,
q!2452390.0255!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Dodgy tuning idea - Am I the only one?!,
q!12!,
q!3!,
q!05-12-2002!,
q!06:14 AM!,
q!2452407.0614!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!05-12-2002!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2452407.2004!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!Adjustible cam gear, exhaust only? !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-13-2002!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452408.0047!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!05-16-2002!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452411.1339!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Hunter!,
q!Alternate Went, will an Automatic Fit?!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!05-15-2002!,
q!12:12 PM!,
q!2452410.1212!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!05-15-2002!,
q!12:12 PM!,
q!2452410.1212!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Mutt Turbos or similiar!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!05-16-2002!,
q!04:37 AM!,
q!2452411.0437!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!05-17-2002!,
q!01:39 AM!,
q!2452412.0139!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!cutting bumper!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-16-2002!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2452411.1454!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!05-17-2002!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452412.2137!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Nocturnal Motorsports???????!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!05-16-2002!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452411.2056!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!05-23-2002!,
q!11:32 AM!,
q!2452418.1132!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!head bolts?????!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-17-2002!,
q!10:48 AM!,
q!2452412.1048!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!05-21-2002!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452416.2235!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!water injection, continued!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-09-2002!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452435.1336!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-10-2002!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452436.0936!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q~42 degrees of advance!! normal?~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-19-2002!,
q!03:07 AM!,
q!2452414.0307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!09:44 AM!,
q!2452419.0944!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!AMS Front Mount Review w/ Dyno Results!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!06-09-2002!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2452435.2206!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!06-15-2002!,
q!01:19 AM!,
q!2452441.0119!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!andy!,
q!Dyno and track results!,
q!1!,
q!33!,
q!05-20-2002!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452415.0019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!06-04-2002!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452430.1730!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000033!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!VR4 misfiring!,
q!14!,
q!2!,
q!06-10-2002!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2452436.1100!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!06-11-2002!,
q!03:12 AM!,
q!2452437.0312!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Heavy duty rear axles!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-10-2002!,
q!03:26 PM!,
q!2452436.1526!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!06-12-2002!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452438.1523!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!where to tap for 12v for electronic boost controller!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-11-2002!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452437.2351!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!06-13-2002!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2452439.1348!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4_1221!,
q!Transmission repair shops!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!06-12-2002!,
q!01:27 AM!,
q!2452438.0127!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!06-12-2002!,
q!07:27 PM!,
q!2452438.1927!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Ignition timing with hacked Mas?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!06-12-2002!,
q!03:24 AM!,
q!2452438.0324!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!06-13-2002!,
q!05:15 AM!,
q!2452439.0515!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q! 4ws,better with or without!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!06-12-2002!,
q!04:11 AM!,
q!2452438.0411!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GroceryGetter!,
q!06-12-2002!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452438.2253!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Cyclone intake-- Ken Inn!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!06-12-2002!,
q!03:50 PM!,
q!2452438.1550!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-17-2002!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2452443.0008!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dank!,
q!122 Performance Exhaust!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!06-13-2002!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2452439.1807!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!12-24-2002!,
q!05:12 PM!,
q!2452633.1712!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!smokindav!,
q!Radiator support-rubber bushings-possible FAILURE!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!08:55 AM!,
q!2452390.0855!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!08:55 AM!,
q!2452390.0855!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Ripping Car Apart!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452390.1247!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!design kid!,
q!04-26-2002!,
q!03:44 AM!,
q!2452391.0344!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!live in colorado, possibly moving to Sacramento, Ca!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452390.2237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!04-28-2002!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452393.1907!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dank!,
q!Exhaust, Magnaflow or Dynomax?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-26-2002!,
q!03:24 AM!,
q!2452391.0324!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!04-26-2002!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2452391.1531!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!Kens  water injection  system!,
q!12!,
q!1!,
q!04-29-2002!,
q!05:26 AM!,
q!2452394.0526!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-29-2002!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452394.1053!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!did a compression test on #953. Questions inside >>!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-29-2002!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2452394.1614!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!01:14 PM!,
q!2452397.1314!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Will this thing work for us????!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-30-2002!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452395.1437!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!04-30-2002!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452395.1905!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!Easy Question regarding BOV!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-30-2002!,
q!09:54 PM!,
q!2452395.2154!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452397.1812!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!BIG 16G!,
q!7!,
q!2!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!10:30 AM!,
q!2452396.1030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!04:11 PM!,
q!2452396.1611!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!timing belt question!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!05-20-2002!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452415.1002!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!06-05-2002!,
q!01:34 PM!,
q!2452431.1334!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hywell!,
q!Boost Controller Poll!,
q!5!,
q!25!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!11:18 AM!,
q!2452396.1118!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!05-05-2002!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452400.2128!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!HKS EVC EZ & More!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!05-20-2002!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452415.1413!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!05-20-2002!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452415.1413!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!fuel pump????!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-20-2002!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452415.2138!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!05-23-2002!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452418.2325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Dumbass Balance shaft question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-21-2002!,
q!07:42 AM!,
q!2452416.0742!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!05-21-2002!,
q!08:45 PM!,
q!2452416.2045!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!leaks around throttle body!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-21-2002!,
q!08:15 AM!,
q!2452416.0815!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!04:12 AM!,
q!2452563.0412!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!h&r springs!,
q!3!,
q!13!,
q!05-22-2002!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452417.1634!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!01:23 AM!,
q!2452625.0123!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!andy!,
q!I'm running nitrous???!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-22-2002!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2452417.1842!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!05-23-2002!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452418.1642!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsuman022!,
q!better than a stroker its a 2.4l and no one will know!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-23-2002!,
q!03:55 AM!,
q!2452418.0355!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsuman022!,
q!05-23-2002!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452418.1758!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!sorry,another MAS question!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-14-2002!,
q!12:58 AM!,
q!2452440.0058!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!06-17-2002!,
q!01:19 AM!,
q!2452443.0119!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bill!,
q!Bilstein monotube shock# for gvr4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-23-2002!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452418.1856!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Bill!,
q!05-23-2002!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452418.1856!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan!,
q~Running lean!!!~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-14-2002!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452440.2335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!06-17-2002!,
q!01:50 PM!,
q!2452443.1350!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q~AWS Good riddance!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-23-2002!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452418.2144!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2452419.1009!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!91redjoker!,
q!carbon fiber hood anybody !,
q!5!,
q!17!,
q!06-15-2002!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452441.1935!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!uno!,
q!06-27-2002!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452453.1250!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!intercooler info!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!06-16-2002!,
q!12:21 PM!,
q!2452442.1221!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!06-16-2002!,
q!12:21 PM!,
q!2452442.1221!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!making a uicp (ghetto)!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-16-2002!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452442.1253!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-16-2002!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452442.1258!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Alex!,
q!Custom 1991 Galant VR4 For Sale on Ebay!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!06-16-2002!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452442.1642!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!06-16-2002!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452442.1748!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!91redjoker!,
q!bodykits!,
q!1!,
q!79!,
q!06-17-2002!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452443.1920!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!12:02 PM!,
q!2452916.1202!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000080!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!running lean!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-17-2002!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2452443.2052!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!06-18-2002!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452444.1625!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Injector size!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-18-2002!,
q!01:57 AM!,
q!2452444.0157!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!06-20-2002!,
q!08:17 AM!,
q!2452446.0817!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dank!,
q!Buying a 16G, TRE or RRE???!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-18-2002!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2452444.1325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!06-19-2002!,
q!08:41 AM!,
q!2452445.0841!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!momo hub kit for gvr4?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452396.1141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452396.1141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GroceryGetter!,
q!ABS Removal!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452396.2247!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Minjin!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452802.2200!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Steering Leak and Boots!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452396.2329!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!01:28 AM!,
q!2452397.0128!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!shifter and boot!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2452396.2354!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!daviddilts!,
q!05-03-2002!,
q!12:32 PM!,
q!2452398.1232!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!JE pistons bore size?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452396.2359!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!05-06-2002!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452401.2301!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Compression, Leakdown, and Mileage!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!05:04 AM!,
q!2452397.0504!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!05-07-2002!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2452402.1457!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!How do you bleed the master/salve clutch cylinders???!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!05:29 AM!,
q!2452397.0529!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!05-08-2002!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452403.2216!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!Wierd findings!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!09:12 AM!,
q!2452397.0912!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!05-03-2002!,
q!04:43 PM!,
q!2452398.1643!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q~ISC?? We don't need no stinkin ISC!~,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452419.2135!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452898.2352!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!Turbo Mag's latest GVR4 mods!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!10:39 AM!,
q!2452397.1039!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!05-13-2002!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452408.2204!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!TC06-11a!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!05-25-2002!,
q!08:00 PM!,
q!2452420.2000!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!05-25-2002!,
q!08:00 PM!,
q!2452420.2000!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!fast_talon!,
q!GFB Hybrid BOV!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-04-2002!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452399.1957!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!daviddilts!,
q!05-11-2002!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452406.2330!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Thermostat Housing Questions!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!05-26-2002!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452421.0011!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-26-2002!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452421.1034!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Mystery Wire Connector?!,
q!4!,
q!3!,
q!05-26-2002!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452421.1754!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!05-28-2002!,
q!07:04 PM!,
q!2452423.1904!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!electronic boost controller pressure source - good or bad idea?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-26-2002!,
q!06:55 PM!,
q!2452421.1855!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4mike!,
q!06-03-2002!,
q!10:08 AM!,
q!2452429.1008!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Going to change final drive from 4.90 to 5.20, Is it going to be worth it?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!05-26-2002!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2452421.1952!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!02:56 AM!,
q!2453070.0256!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tondar!,
q!Summit's battery relocation kit!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-29-2002!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452424.1254!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!06-01-2002!,
q!12:24 AM!,
q!2452427.0024!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!CAPS question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-29-2002!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452424.2259!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!06-06-2002!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2452432.2110!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!HPCing !,
q!5!,
q!12!,
q!05-30-2002!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452425.1808!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!06-08-2002!,
q!06:14 AM!,
q!2452434.0614!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!Boost Spike ?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!05-30-2002!,
q!06:29 PM!,
q!2452425.1829!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!05-31-2002!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452426.1911!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Ready To Port!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!05-05-2002!,
q!01:26 AM!,
q!2452400.0126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!05-05-2002!,
q!01:26 AM!,
q!2452400.0126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dank!,
q~Advice on suspension setup needed!~,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!05-06-2002!,
q!12:57 AM!,
q!2452401.0057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!05-10-2002!,
q!09:19 AM!,
q!2452405.0919!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dave!,
q!Power Radio Antenna!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!05-06-2002!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2452401.1837!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-06-2002!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2452401.1852!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!andy!,
q!Running, but not totally finished!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-08-2002!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2452403.1116!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!05-09-2002!,
q!08:04 AM!,
q!2452404.0804!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!karl_kininmonth!,
q!450cc/stock pump 25g good idea?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-09-2002!,
q!05:47 AM!,
q!2452404.0547!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!karl_kininmonth!,
q!05-10-2002!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452405.1839!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!recent datalog!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!05-09-2002!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2452404.1133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!05-16-2002!,
q!09:12 AM!,
q!2452411.0912!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!fuel pressure!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-09-2002!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2452404.1742!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-10-2002!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2452405.1645!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
};
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q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!Garrett T4 / HKS manifold!,
q!5!,
q!18!,
q!07-07-2002!,
q!06:50 AM!,
q!2452463.0650!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!07:09 PM!,
q!2452471.1909!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Welding I/C cores together!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-20-2002!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452476.1811!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!07-22-2002!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452478.1258!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!91gvr4number13!,
q!act 2600 cltch upgrade!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!07-07-2002!,
q!10:50 AM!,
q!2452463.1050!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!09:15 AM!,
q!2452471.0915!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Mounting a 40mm WG!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-22-2002!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452478.2335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!07-23-2002!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452479.1322!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSPEC PERFORMANCE!,
q!NEWBE HERE SEEKING HELP!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!07-07-2002!,
q!05:12 PM!,
q!2452463.1712!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kage!,
q!07-13-2002!,
q!12:39 PM!,
q!2452469.1239!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Trimming fuel mixtures.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-23-2002!,
q!07:13 AM!,
q!2452479.0713!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!07-24-2002!,
q!06:53 AM!,
q!2452480.0653!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Based on your experience, which gauges do you prefer to put in a dual-pillar?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-24-2002!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2452480.1446!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!12:35 AM!,
q!2452484.0035!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Diff profile rubber to change Diff ratio!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!07-25-2002!,
q!01:24 AM!,
q!2452481.0124!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!07-26-2002!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2452482.2332!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!Turbo Whisle just got 4 times Louder..?????!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!07-25-2002!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452481.1252!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452484.2253!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!Suspension Question!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-25-2002!,
q!03:54 PM!,
q!2452481.1554!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452484.0036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!I hear a whistling noise!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-25-2002!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452481.1844!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!07-27-2002!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452483.1634!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q~Overheating Fixed, thanks everybody!~,
q!7!,
q!6!,
q!07-26-2002!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452482.2236!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Bill!,
q!09-26-2002!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2452544.1557!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Where the f***k to buy NGK plug wires???!,
q!5!,
q!14!,
q!07-27-2002!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2452483.1452!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-29-2002!,
q!11:51 AM!,
q!2452485.1151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!What Fuses are these?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-18-2002!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452444.1715!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-18-2002!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452444.1754!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dank!,
q!Squeaking noise from wheet ls?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-19-2002!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2452445.1830!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!dank!,
q!06-21-2002!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452447.1744!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Cheapest Way to Get 5 lug!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-19-2002!,
q!07:54 PM!,
q!2452445.1954!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!06-20-2002!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452446.2201!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Dejon Intake Question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-20-2002!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2452446.1803!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!06-24-2002!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452450.1732!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!AWD Trans Output Shaft Swap!,
q!6!,
q!1!,
q!06-21-2002!,
q!08:59 AM!,
q!2452447.0859!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!teet!,
q!06-21-2002!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2452447.1116!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Cheapest way to get a stutterbox?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-21-2002!,
q!09:50 PM!,
q!2452447.2150!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Derk!,
q!06-24-2002!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452450.2259!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Derk!,
q!No Power!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!06-24-2002!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452450.2252!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-09-2002!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2452465.2136!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!karl_kininmonth!,
q~Leads on sparking once! engine not starting~,
q!8!,
q!3!,
q!06-25-2002!,
q!05:46 AM!,
q!2452451.0546!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!karl_kininmonth!,
q!06-27-2002!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452453.2159!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Best oil weight for summer...!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!07-07-2002!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2452463.1845!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!12:54 AM!,
q!2452471.0054!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Blow Off Valve!,
q!5!,
q!16!,
q!06-25-2002!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2452451.1520!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!07-03-2002!,
q!04:03 AM!,
q!2452459.0403!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Driveshaft help!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!10:08 AM!,
q!2452464.1008!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452464.1635!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!deathsled!,
q!2nd gen ECUs!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-25-2002!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2452451.1822!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!deathsled!,
q!06-26-2002!,
q!12:40 PM!,
q!2452452.1240!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!Brake Pad Recommendations!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2452464.1440!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!07-09-2002!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452465.2301!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Mods since 13.6 = ???ET!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452464.2237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!07-09-2002!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2452465.2054!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!clicks under dash!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2452464.2337!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!07-10-2002!,
q!08:50 AM!,
q!2452466.0850!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q~HELP!!! No Power...Need Tune Up????~,
q!8!,
q!14!,
q!07-10-2002!,
q!05:08 AM!,
q!2452466.0508!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!miturra!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2452895.1318!,
q!hondo!,
q!00001080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4 562!,
q!New to board!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-10-2002!,
q!01:38 PM!,
q!2452466.1338!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!07-10-2002!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452466.2325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!11 Sec. Daily driver!,
q!1!,
q!43!,
q!07-27-2002!,
q!02:56 PM!,
q!2452483.1456!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452494.1833!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000044!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Used 2g exh mani ??price??!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-10-2002!,
q!04:40 PM!,
q!2452466.1640!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!pj!,
q!07-11-2002!,
q!10:46 AM!,
q!2452467.1046!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!What's going on?!,
q!8!,
q!5!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2452484.0110!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!03:17 AM!,
q!2452484.0317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!SPAM!,
q!SteveTek!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-10-2002!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2452466.1704!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!SnoBlind!,
q!07-11-2002!,
q!07:31 AM!,
q!2452467.0731!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!550cc Injectors and Boost!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!07:33 AM!,
q!2452484.0733!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!01:33 AM!,
q!2452487.0133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!GALANT AMG!,
q!14!,
q!2!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!07:14 PM!,
q!2452484.1914!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452484.2157!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AllWheelsDriven!,
q!Evo 4/5 parts for sale on bensrallypage!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452484.2200!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!AllWheelsDriven!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452484.2200!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AllWheelsDriven!,
q!Anyone seen 569/2000 in Seattle!,
q!2!,
q!1!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!10:14 PM!,
q!2452484.2214!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!07-30-2002!,
q!02:54 AM!,
q!2452486.0254!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Exhaust recommendations?!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452484.2317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!TheObiJuan!,
q!07-29-2002!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2452485.2036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!Removing front bumper!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452484.2353!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!08-02-2002!,
q!11:34 AM!,
q!2452489.1134!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SiDeShOw!,
q!Maine Rally!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-29-2002!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2452485.0009!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2452487.0039!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!91redjoker!,
q!which is better?!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!07-29-2002!,
q!01:48 AM!,
q!2452485.0148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!TheObiJuan!,
q!07-29-2002!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2452485.2043!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!Buschur FMIC?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-26-2002!,
q!01:23 AM!,
q!2452452.0123!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!09:48 PM!,
q!2452685.2148!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!hibern8!,
q~HELP! FUEL PUMP INSTALL QUESTION!~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-17-2002!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452443.1911!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!06-26-2002!,
q!06:59 AM!,
q!2452452.0659!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!russthelm!,
q!Water Injection Pictures!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-26-2002!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2452452.2041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!07-10-2002!,
q!09:18 AM!,
q!2452466.0918!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Speaking of new caps...!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!06-26-2002!,
q!09:05 PM!,
q!2452452.2105!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452454.2252!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Spark Plug Wires For Cyclone Intake !,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!06-27-2002!,
q!10:30 AM!,
q!2452453.1030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452454.0021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!Fuel Pump Question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!04:56 AM!,
q!2452454.0456!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452454.0945!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!boost level fluctuations!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!10:30 AM!,
q!2452454.1030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!10:30 AM!,
q!2452454.1030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!intake leak test!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2452454.1512!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2452454.1546!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!radiator leak!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-10-2002!,
q!11:06 PM!,
q!2452466.2306!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!08:38 AM!,
q!2452472.0838!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pj!,
q!spline count?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!04:01 PM!,
q!2452454.1601!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-05-2002!,
q!10:37 AM!,
q!2452461.1037!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!When to hack the MAS?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-11-2002!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2452467.0242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-11-2002!,
q!09:22 AM!,
q!2452467.0922!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Transmission Parts..!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452454.1718!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4_1221!,
q!06-30-2002!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452456.2311!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!OE versus Modine Radiator?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-11-2002!,
q!08:50 PM!,
q!2452467.2050!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2452471.1302!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!high boost!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-12-2002!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2452468.1229!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!07-12-2002!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2452468.1853!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kage!,
q!Which business is reliable?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-13-2002!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2452469.1231!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!07-14-2002!,
q!08:29 PM!,
q!2452470.2029!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob dole!,
q!fuel cut problems!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!07-13-2002!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452469.1840!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2452472.2226!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Best all around Palm Pilot to use for Pocketlogger?!,
q!10!,
q!5!,
q!07-14-2002!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452470.1639!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!12:24 AM!,
q!2452471.0024!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q~Boost Problem! Help!!~,
q!4!,
q!10!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452471.0924!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!11:50 AM!,
q!2452472.1150!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Ground Strap?!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!07-29-2002!,
q!06:53 AM!,
q!2452485.0653!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Beemer!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!11:47 PM!,
q!2452757.2347!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!JDM Tranny!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452472.0000!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!07-19-2002!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2452475.0242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Spring questions...!,
q!6!,
q!4!,
q!07-29-2002!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452485.1947!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4Greg!,
q!08-09-2002!,
q!01:13 AM!,
q!2452496.0113!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!3kGT VR-4 Brakes!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!12:44 AM!,
q!2452472.0044!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!07-23-2002!,
q!05:44 AM!,
q!2452479.0544!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!What RX-7 injectors?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-29-2002!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452485.2209!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!02:19 AM!,
q!2452487.0219!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tondar!,
q!Lightweight flywheels!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-30-2002!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452486.2151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!01:44 PM!,
q!2452487.1344!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Power Steering dead?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!02:19 PM!,
q!2452487.1419!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452487.1720!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!Anyone here with a 1st gen SAFC?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!06:58 PM!,
q!2452487.1858!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452488.0924!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Have to replace whole headlight???!,
q!4!,
q!6!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!07:32 PM!,
q!2452487.1932!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452488.2057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Cheapest place to buy rear brake calipers?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!07:34 PM!,
q!2452487.1934!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!08-02-2002!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2452489.1958!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Gauges and Pods!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2452487.2008!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-12-2002!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2452499.1434!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!poorboy!,
q!Built motor........!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452487.2353!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!08-03-2002!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2452490.1454!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!big 16g and stock injectors!,
q!3!,
q!1!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452454.2353!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-29-2002!,
q!10:21 AM!,
q!2452455.1021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q~Going Garett!?~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-29-2002!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2452455.0112!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!06-29-2002!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2452455.0112!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Mazda 12A turbo injectors.!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!06-29-2002!,
q!09:48 PM!,
q!2452455.2148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!06-29-2002!,
q!09:48 PM!,
q!2452455.2148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Desktop Dyno?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-30-2002!,
q!08:40 PM!,
q!2452456.2040!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!06-30-2002!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452456.2126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!suspension!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!07-01-2002!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452457.1148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-13-2002!,
q!09:10 AM!,
q!2452469.0910!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Bang for Buck Suspension!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!07-01-2002!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2452457.1651!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452866.1756!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!Clunking Noise on Hard turns!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-01-2002!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2452457.2222!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!07-02-2002!,
q!10:02 PM!,
q!2452458.2202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Exhaust manifold-to-head torque?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!07-02-2002!,
q!01:51 AM!,
q!2452458.0151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!07-02-2002!,
q!03:15 AM!,
q!2452458.0315!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!Clutch goes down .. and stays down !,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!08:12 AM!,
q!2452472.0812!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!07-18-2002!,
q!09:34 AM!,
q!2452474.0934!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Strange idle...!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!07-02-2002!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2452458.2133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!07-02-2002!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2452458.2133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dank!,
q!New suspension going on soon, any advice?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2452472.1651!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!07-22-2002!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452478.2339!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!factory short shift!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!02:40 AM!,
q!2452473.0240!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!02:54 AM!,
q!2452473.0254!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Battery disconnect switch!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452473.0950!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!07-20-2002!,
q!01:41 AM!,
q!2452476.0141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!Anyone know if 94 Galant 15" alloys will fit?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!02:25 PM!,
q!2452473.1425!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!07-23-2002!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2452479.1246!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!notagst!,
q!Swaping out 4 lugs to 5?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452473.1856!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!08:45 PM!,
q!2452473.2045!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!Galant on FiRE, need some opinions please...!,
q!9!,
q!9!,
q!07-19-2002!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2452475.0110!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!07-20-2002!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452476.1405!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Off to a bad start...!,
q!9!,
q!22!,
q!07-19-2002!,
q!02:32 AM!,
q!2452475.0232!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!07-26-2002!,
q!05:29 AM!,
q!2452482.0529!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Caps #'s!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!07-19-2002!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452475.1123!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!07-19-2002!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452475.1148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doug Thomas!,
q!Good intercooler article!,
q!10!,
q!18!,
q!07-20-2002!,
q!09:18 AM!,
q!2452476.0918!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!01:42 AM!,
q!2452487.0142!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q~TeamRIP (TRE) provides a very poor customer experience, Stay away!~,
q!4!,
q!12!,
q!07-03-2002!,
q!03:09 AM!,
q!2452459.0309!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-05-2002!,
q!12:37 PM!,
q!2452461.1237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!ABS Light Stays On!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!07-03-2002!,
q!11:27 AM!,
q!2452459.1127!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!07-03-2002!,
q!12:14 PM!,
q!2452459.1214!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Installed Dejon Intake!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!07-03-2002!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452459.1851!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!07-06-2002!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2452462.0121!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PenTaGon!,
q!96' Galant!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-04-2002!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452460.2203!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!dank!,
q!07-06-2002!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452462.1422!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Balance Shaft Bearing Failure?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-06-2002!,
q!04:16 AM!,
q!2452462.0416!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452464.1250!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!91redjoker!,
q!suspension!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-06-2002!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2452462.2127!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-07-2002!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2452463.1309!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Tranny release bearing HELLLPPPP!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-06-2002!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2452462.2239!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452464.0936!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
};
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$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0018"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q~Fitting for oil feed to turbo!~,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452712.1304!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!PJGross!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2452720.1528!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!2nd gen pistons in a 1gen!,
q!5!,
q!16!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2452716.2230!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!00000977!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452722.0027!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!00000977!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!oil + coolant = mud!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452712.1355!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!Romanova!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2452854.1752!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q~Help me quick please!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2452717.1441!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2452718.1655!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Fuel Pump!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!03:22 PM!,
q!2452717.1522!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2452717.1743!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Intercooler pipes!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!03:24 PM!,
q!2452717.1524!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!number3!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!08:47 AM!,
q!2452718.0847!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!03:25 PM!,
q!2452717.1525!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!09:16 AM!,
q!2452767.0916!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Blow off valve!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2452717.1528!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!04:22 PM!,
q!2452717.1622!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!blow off under vacuum?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452717.1700!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452717.1754!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Removing the Air Conditioning!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452717.1851!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452718.0045!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!4WD system!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452717.2101!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!a_santos!,
q!03-30-2003!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452729.2252!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!6 bolt and 7 bolt heads!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2452717.2238!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!4g63t!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452718.1253!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!ABS light blinking!,
q!9!,
q!1!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2452706.2356!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!00000977!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2452707.0023!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!homemade i/c piping!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452707.1639!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!03-09-2003!,
q!03:41 AM!,
q!2452708.0341!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!GVR4 eats trannies!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2452707.1959!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!talontsi!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!08:40 PM!,
q!2452710.2040!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!2g TB elbow is the typical upgrade, right?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452707.2128!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!meshwork!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2452707.2239!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pick!,
q!NO REVERSE????!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-09-2003!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2452708.1605!,
q!Pick!,
q!00000697!,
q!305VR4!,
q!03-09-2003!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2452708.2054!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!inner shaft from axle!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-09-2003!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2452708.1656!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-09-2003!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452708.1811!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Ok cracked valve cover fix'd found I have HKS 264 cams...!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!03-09-2003!,
q!07:18 PM!,
q!2452708.1918!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452718.1925!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Idle O2 log, what is good?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!03-09-2003!,
q!08:02 PM!,
q!2452708.2002!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!08:47 AM!,
q!2452716.0847!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!Pulsing noise on first and second gear!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-09-2003!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452708.2138!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!00000521!,
q!jayru!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2452842.1231!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Tein owners what sway's are you using?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452712.1400!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!udriveu!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452712.2216!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!Bad PCV valve = Boost Drop/leak!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-09-2003!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452708.2203!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!03-09-2003!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452708.2203!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!aWeX!,
q!Building new engine for VR4, what parts, what vendors!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2452712.1908!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452712.2128!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!00000437!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!exhaust!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452712.2151!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!a_santos!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2452713.1807!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!intercooler, which and how?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2452712.2341!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452714.1347!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!downpipes- 2.5 or 3 inch ?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!03:03 AM!,
q!2452713.0303!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!10:33 PM!,
q!2452714.2233!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Rear Steering Blockoff...Solution?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!04:01 AM!,
q!2452713.0401!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!05:38 AM!,
q!2452714.0538!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gboy412!,
q!power problems!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452713.1003!,
q!gboy412!,
q!00001114!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2452713.1512!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!CylinderHead Cam Caps!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2452713.1005!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!Yao!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2452714.1051!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!ECU issues!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452718.0041!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!00000687!,
q!keydiver!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2452718.0948!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!6AN lines question (for custom fuel system) ?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!01:49 PM!,
q!2452713.1349!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452713.1642!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Front strut mounts!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452718.1122!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!02:04 PM!,
q!2452719.1404!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsmjay!,
q!Clutch slipping!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!06:38 PM!,
q!2452713.1838!,
q!dsmjay!,
q!00000745!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2452713.2322!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!How do I know cams are not bad ?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!12:34 PM!,
q!2452718.1234!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!02:20 PM!,
q!2452718.1420!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q~Sparcos are in!!! (mostly)~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!02:35 PM!,
q!2452718.1435!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!05:12 PM!,
q!2452718.1712!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#258!,
q!O2 voltage problem!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452718.1911!,
q!#258!,
q!00000439!,
q!joec!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!10:21 AM!,
q!2452719.1021!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!What's needed for 9000 rpm?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452719.0021!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!andy!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452721.1924!,
q!andy!,
q!00000471!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Check your BOV's!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!04:21 PM!,
q!2452719.1621!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2452865.1228!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Which Turbo?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!07:45 PM!,
q!2452719.1945!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!Oztek!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!08:38 AM!,
q!2452723.0838!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!BOV!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2452719.2124!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2452719.2228!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Drove my car for the first time today.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452719.2317!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!spoulson!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2452720.0948!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Motor mount options?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452709.0004!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2452710.0943!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!JIC Exhast!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!12:45 PM!,
q!2452709.1245!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!raceman77!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2452713.1231!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!duel intercoolers in series?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!01:13 PM!,
q!2452709.1313!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!Numberless!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452709.1422!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!Bought head.  what should i do before install?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!01:23 PM!,
q!2452709.1323!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!08:51 PM!,
q!2452709.2051!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!If I install a new higher capacity fuel pump,  is a rewire still necessary?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!03:33 PM!,
q!2452709.1533!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!Numberless!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!04:43 PM!,
q!2452709.1643!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Centre Diff. pinion shaft wobbly.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2452709.1805!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452709.2328!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!13 sec 1/4 mile!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!09:02 PM!,
q!2452709.2102!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!08:44 AM!,
q!2452711.0844!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!GSX Suspension Conversion!,
q!3!,
q!1!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452709.2108!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!Jon!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!07:20 AM!,
q!2452710.0720!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Starion FMIC Issues!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452709.2357!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!01:41 AM!,
q!2452711.0141!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!87vr4!,
q!speed alert chimes!,
q!4!,
q!2!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452714.0111!,
q!87vr4!,
q!00001040!,
q!87vr4!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2452714.1944!,
q!87vr4!,
q!00001040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Quick Transfer Case Recall Question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2452710.1256!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!08:07 PM!,
q!2452712.2007!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Another dealer horror story!,
q!13!,
q!3!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452714.1620!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2452714.1659!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!87vr4!,
q!turbo timer !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!08:03 PM!,
q!2452714.2003!,
q!87vr4!,
q!00001040!,
q!87vr4!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!07:18 PM!,
q!2452715.1918!,
q!87vr4!,
q!00001040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Running wires for stereo install!,
q!1!,
q!47!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452714.2134!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2452963.0242!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000047!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Snow performance WI kit ?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!10:29 PM!,
q!2452714.2229!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!spoulson!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!11:47 PM!,
q!2452714.2347!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!Fuel pump install tip!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452714.2351!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!4g63t!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2452718.1251!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!SAAB intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2452715.0008!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!09:18 AM!,
q!2452717.0918!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!alex!,
q!Need Info!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!03:07 AM!,
q!2452715.0307!,
q!alex!,
q!00001140!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!10:22 AM!,
q!2452715.1022!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147of1000!,
q!recalls!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452715.1158!,
q!147of1000!,
q!00000861!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!06:47 AM!,
q!2452716.0647!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Todd TCE!,
q!TCE Brake options ??!,
q!1!,
q!30!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452719.2329!,
q!Todd TCE!,
q!00001174!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!01:04 AM!,
q!2452735.0104!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pick!,
q!ABS Light!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452715.1521!,
q!Pick!,
q!00000697!,
q!Pick!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!07:32 PM!,
q!2452716.1932!,
q!Pick!,
q!00000697!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pudhed!,
q!Water pump gasket!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!01:18 AM!,
q!2452720.0118!,
q!pudhed!,
q!00000339!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452720.0945!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Master And Slave!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2452720.1154!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!02:24 PM!,
q!2452720.1424!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!supasigma!,
q!intake manifold gasket for 4g63T eci multi!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452720.1208!,
q!supa^^!,
q!00001181!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!03:08 PM!,
q!2452721.1508!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!joec!,
q!brake differences in 91 vs 92 GVR4?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2452720.1623!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!DSSA!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!04:22 PM!,
q!2452721.1622!,
q!DSSA!,
q!00000454!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MattC!,
q!Fuel Pump Question:!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452720.1641!,
q!MattC!,
q!00000692!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452720.1833!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q~90 Oil cooler conversion NEED HELP Quick!!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2452721.1102!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2452721.1835!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Welded rear diff?!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2452721.1535!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!08:54 AM!,
q!2452725.0854!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Wheel stud and lug nut loose in hub... what to do...!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!07:34 PM!,
q!2452721.1934!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2452722.2312!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!JDM Cylcone intake, benefit or not?!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452722.0030!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!00000977!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!12:43 PM!,
q!2452722.1243!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q~HELP!!!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!03:26 PM!,
q!2452710.1526!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!01:43 AM!,
q!2452711.0143!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!EVO III engine specs.!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2452710.1726!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!08:27 PM!,
q!2452710.2027!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Cruise control unit under dash? !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452710.2126!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452711.1247!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Starion Install Pics!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!04:44 AM!,
q!2452711.0444!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!dsmjay!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!04:02 PM!,
q!2452711.1602!,
q!dsmjay!,
q!00000745!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Lifter Tap a bad thing???!,
q!8!,
q!13!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452711.1012!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!GVR4N!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!08:06 AM!,
q!2452725.0806!,
q!Raggedy GVR-4!,
q!00000726!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Can I run 660s on the stock turbo/piping w an S-AFC?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!10:08 AM!,
q!2452711.1008!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!Invader!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!12:49 AM!,
q!2452715.0049!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!2G aftermarket cams on a 1g/gvr4... ???!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!12:49 PM!,
q!2452711.1249!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2452713.0003!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsm127901!,
q!little help!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!04:46 PM!,
q!2452711.1646!,
q!dsm127901!,
q!00001109!,
q!dsm127901!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452711.1833!,
q!dsm127901!,
q!00001109!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Paint and body guys.!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452711.1748!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!08:26 PM!,
q!2452714.2026!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!afc tuning!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452715.1851!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452715.2126!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!New Apexi S-AFC 3 installation!,
q!8!,
q!13!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452711.1813!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!00000571!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452870.1907!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!Vent selector??!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452716.0000!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!chhuong!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452716.2253!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!New engine!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2452716.0052!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!00000633!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452717.2344!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!00000633!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Stock wheel weight!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!01:39 AM!,
q!2452716.0139!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452717.0041!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!OK, I'm an idiot but..!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!06:22 AM!,
q!2452716.0622!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452716.2300!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!tranny thump!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!10:54 AM!,
q!2452716.1054!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!08:39 PM!,
q!2452716.2039!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q~Fuel pump is dead!  I want a Denso pump, but can only find Walbro pumps online. ~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2452716.1130!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2452723.2354!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!U-Joint question.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!11:50 AM!,
q!2452716.1150!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2452716.2206!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Startup Stumble!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452716.1642!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!a_santos!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2452716.2232!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!vpc vs. safc!,
q!5!,
q!13!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452716.1700!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452720.0004!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsm127901!,
q!gear grind!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452711.1844!,
q!dsm127901!,
q!00001109!,
q!dsm127901!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452711.1844!,
q!dsm127901!,
q!00001109!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!data loggers!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452711.1907!,
q!chris mitchell!,
q!00001037!,
q!Invader!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!01:47 AM!,
q!2452713.0147!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!palm'n'stein!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2452711.2017!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2452712.2332!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!racerxxv!,
q!2G MAS install problems!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452711.2212!,
q!racerxxv!,
q!00000667!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!03:21 AM!,
q!2452760.0321!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!adding auxiliary injector(s)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!02:43 AM!,
q!2452712.0243!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!raceman77!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2452713.0242!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Brands and Weights of Motor Oil??? Discuss...!,
q!6!,
q!24!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!11:18 AM!,
q!2452712.1118!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!sjg!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2453067.0237!,
q!sjg!,
q!00003515!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!Oil cooler re-location kit for Galant VR4!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!12:12 PM!,
q!2452712.1212!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!11:21 PM!,
q!2452716.2321!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/forum_thread_data_0004.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0004"} = {
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!O2 Sensor dead, AFC tuning has been interesting, advise/comments wanted!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-29-2002!,
q!03:01 PM!,
q!2452304.1501!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!04-07-2002!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2452372.2058!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!Tempermental Wipers!,
q!8!,
q!25!,
q!02-13-2002!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2452319.1842!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!01-26-2003!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2452666.1116!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/forum_thread_data_0008.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0008"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Intermitent Idle surge!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!08:42 PM!,
q!2452504.2042!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!08:53 AM!,
q!2452509.0853!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~3rd and 4th gear on the way out?!  Help!~,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2452504.2124!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452508.1128!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q~Look My car can make Milshakes!(LONG)~,
q!4!,
q!6!,
q!09-01-2002!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452519.2250!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2452521.2140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!cyclone intake manifold!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!08-18-2002!,
q!03:26 AM!,
q!2452505.0326!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!TheObiJuan!,
q!08-18-2002!,
q!03:09 PM!,
q!2452505.1509!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!widest tire on stock wheels!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-02-2002!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2452520.1144!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!09:30 AM!,
q!2452521.0930!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Removing ABS on a 92 GVR4!,
q!10!,
q!5!,
q!09-02-2002!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2452520.1325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-04-2002!,
q!08:09 PM!,
q!2452522.2009!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!removing AC compressor....!,
q!4!,
q!7!,
q!09-02-2002!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452520.2335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!09-04-2002!,
q!11:21 PM!,
q!2452522.2321!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!510cc Injectors !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!07:51 AM!,
q!2452521.0751!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452521.1756!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!Doyou or someone you know own a 5 know SAFC!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!07:53 AM!,
q!2452521.0753!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452521.1758!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!Rad Fan wiring!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!08:29 AM!,
q!2452521.0829!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2452521.1845!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Good FMIC for daily GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452521.1639!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!09-05-2002!,
q!11:56 AM!,
q!2452523.1156!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EVOZERO!,
q!BOOST,  VACUM LINE?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!09-04-2002!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2452522.0103!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!09-04-2002!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452522.0111!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Extra Injector!,
q!3!,
q!8!,
q!09-04-2002!,
q!03:13 AM!,
q!2452522.0313!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!09-04-2002!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452522.1756!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!D-I-Y Braided Brakelines!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!09:57 AM!,
q!2452488.0957!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!09:57 AM!,
q!2452488.0957!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bill!,
q!stiffer steering!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!11:17 AM!,
q!2452488.1117!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!08-29-2002!,
q!09:12 AM!,
q!2452516.0912!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Geovannie!,
q!GVR4 Tranny!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452488.1123!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452488.2219!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!notagst!,
q!cracked exhaust manifold?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452488.1717!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-03-2002!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452490.1148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Air flow to intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-02-2002!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452489.0004!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!08-02-2002!,
q!07:55 AM!,
q!2452489.0755!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!midniterunner!,
q!Fuel Rail Question!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!08-02-2002!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452489.1826!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!pudhed!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2452492.2052!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!SAFC Question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!01:04 AM!,
q!2452492.0104!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!03:51 PM!,
q!2452492.1551!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!Rear Differential Problems?!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!02:04 AM!,
q!2452492.0204!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!teet!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!11:19 AM!,
q!2452494.1119!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!To hone or not to hone, that is the question...!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!03:40 AM!,
q!2452492.0340!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Doug Thomas!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452494.1505!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!hywell!,
q!Your Opinion Please: ACT2600 vs ACT 2100!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!10:31 AM!,
q!2452506.1031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hywell!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2452513.1541!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Al Blaha modded MAF!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!03:57 AM!,
q!2452492.0357!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!08-06-2002!,
q!03:07 AM!,
q!2452493.0307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!3" O2 elim turbo-back & boost creep...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!02:38 PM!,
q!2452506.1438!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2452506.2055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!Standalone or piggyback...!,
q!1!,
q!68!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2452506.1956!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!10:26 AM!,
q!2452509.1026!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000071!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!Car Stilloverheating, possible valve cover vent?!,
q!8!,
q!12!,
q!08-20-2002!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2452507.0103!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2452509.1206!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!power steering swap!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!08-20-2002!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452507.0130!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2452508.1738!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q~Stupid Questions here! Help!~,
q!5!,
q!15!,
q!08-20-2002!,
q!11:05 AM!,
q!2452507.1105!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452741.1330!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!BOOST LEAK FOUND!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-20-2002!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2452507.1559!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!02:39 AM!,
q!2452508.0239!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Upgraded SMIC's...worthwhile?!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!08-20-2002!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452507.2221!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!08-25-2002!,
q!02:54 AM!,
q!2452512.0254!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Injector cleaning - Ken?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!09-04-2002!,
q!10:26 AM!,
q!2452522.1026!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!09-05-2002!,
q!09:18 AM!,
q!2452523.0918!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vrpower!,
q!4 wheel steering problem!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-20-2002!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2452507.2244!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!09:54 PM!,
q!2452508.2154!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!3 inch to 2inch silicone reducers?!,
q!4!,
q!10!,
q!09-05-2002!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452523.1413!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Blackvr4!,
q!09-12-2002!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2452530.1653!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Nate!,
q!Recipe for 11-sec capable Galant!,
q!1!,
q!33!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!09:07 AM!,
q!2452509.0907!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2453069.1745!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000033!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Clutch Masters...!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!09-05-2002!,
q!03:56 PM!,
q!2452523.1556!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!09-05-2002!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452523.2213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!T/E/L schematics!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-05-2002!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452523.1915!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!09-05-2002!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452523.2307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Adam!,
q!au vr4!,
q!12!,
q!5!,
q!09-06-2002!,
q!05:40 AM!,
q!2452524.0540!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!04:01 AM!,
q!2452526.0401!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!HKS S-AFR!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!09-06-2002!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452524.1213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452526.2242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Dog Box!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-06-2002!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452524.2005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!09-09-2002!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2452527.2337!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!honsi1994!,
q!Anyone re-locate battery?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-07-2002!,
q!10:06 AM!,
q!2452525.1006!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!09-09-2002!,
q!06:10 PM!,
q!2452527.1810!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!For those you drive daily on forged pistons.!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-07-2002!,
q!11:17 AM!,
q!2452525.1117!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!09-11-2002!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2452529.1512!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!injector size for this turbo setup?????!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-07-2002!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452525.1649!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!09-13-2002!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2452531.1051!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!more gauge talk!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2452492.1555!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452492.1642!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JSPEC PERFORMANCE!,
q!amg body kits!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452492.1905!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Numberless!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452697.1619!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!What sound does a 4ws pump make when it decides to quit?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452492.2352!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452492.2352!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!where to by kyb agx!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!08-06-2002!,
q!12:06 AM!,
q!2452493.0006!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!08-08-2002!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2452495.1452!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!ARI for headwork...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-06-2002!,
q!05:27 AM!,
q!2452493.0527!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!08-08-2002!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2452495.0056!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Hooking up MBC & Ext. WG!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2452494.1651!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!08-08-2002!,
q!10:44 AM!,
q!2452495.1044!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Scott Evans I/C Piping!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!06:28 PM!,
q!2452494.1828!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!08-09-2002!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452496.2134!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!DynoMax Bullet Racing Muffler!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2452494.1847!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!KenW!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!06:54 AM!,
q!2452500.0654!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Rear Brake Shims!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-08-2002!,
q!11:45 AM!,
q!2452495.1145!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!08-08-2002!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2452495.1235!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!Turbo mag's Galant mods!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!12:10 PM!,
q!2452509.1210!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!08-23-2002!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2452510.1101!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Is my tranny ready to crap out on me???!,
q!11!,
q!6!,
q!08-08-2002!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452495.1211!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!08-08-2002!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2452495.1902!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!malcvr4!,
q!4WS removal!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!02:15 PM!,
q!2452509.1415!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!03:38 PM!,
q!2452509.1538!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!nocturnalracer!,
q!Rims !,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2452509.1752!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!08-23-2002!,
q!08:44 PM!,
q!2452510.2044!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!Montero MAS!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452509.2047!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!08-23-2002!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2452510.2041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Bill!,
q!How does 4ws work?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-23-2002!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452510.1252!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!03:00 AM!,
q!2452513.0300!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!How long is a piece of string?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!08-23-2002!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2452510.2140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!04:13 AM!,
q!2452513.0413!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!tein HA coilovers!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-24-2002!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2452511.1558!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!08-27-2002!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452514.1253!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!refinishing GVR4 rims.!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!08-24-2002!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2452511.2145!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2452513.1631!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonathan gibson!,
q!Exhaust manifold!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!09-07-2002!,
q!07:43 PM!,
q!2452525.1943!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!12:54 AM!,
q!2452526.0054!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Buying BG Engine Purge etc...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-25-2002!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2452512.1411!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!08-27-2002!,
q!09:38 AM!,
q!2452514.0938!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Best Mufflers??!,
q!6!,
q!21!,
q!09-07-2002!,
q!10:46 PM!,
q!2452525.2246!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!QShip!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!11:06 PM!,
q!2452528.2306!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q~My Whiteline springs are in!!!~,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452513.1644!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452513.1644!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!knock,knock,knock, who's there!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2452526.0848!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452526.2025!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q~bissssss, be quiet!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!09:02 AM!,
q!2452526.0902!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!08:27 PM!,
q!2452526.2027!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!time out,dam this light!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!09:08 AM!,
q!2452526.0908!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!09-09-2002!,
q!08:37 PM!,
q!2452527.2037!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Eliminating  Wheelhop?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2452526.1952!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!09-09-2002!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452527.0053!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!Which springs for daily driver!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452526.2212!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!QShip!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452528.2311!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Blue wire mod on AFC question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452526.2315!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!09-09-2002!,
q!11:24 AM!,
q!2452527.1124!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Got my JDM today..............!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-09-2002!,
q!06:29 PM!,
q!2452527.1829!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452528.2157!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!driveshaft help!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2452528.1015!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!06:28 PM!,
q!2452528.1828!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q~OK so who's got one of these already !?!?!?~,
q!6!,
q!1!,
q!08-08-2002!,
q!02:36 PM!,
q!2452495.1436!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!08-08-2002!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452495.1727!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!Unsprung Clutch Discs!,
q!8!,
q!3!,
q!08-08-2002!,
q!11:21 PM!,
q!2452495.2321!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!08-09-2002!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2452496.0032!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Injectors!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!08-10-2002!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452497.1125!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!08-15-2002!,
q!06:34 AM!,
q!2452502.0634!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!I/C Piping Identifacation!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-10-2002!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452497.1808!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!08-12-2002!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2452499.1627!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!Choosing a good Suspension for GVR4's... (Questions/Comments/Suggestions)!,
q!1!,
q!43!,
q!08-11-2002!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2452498.0238!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sjg!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!12:14 PM!,
q!2453070.1214!,
q!sjg!,
q!00003515!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000044!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!notagst!,
q!smooth shifting, is it possible in a gvr4?!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!08-11-2002!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452498.1915!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!01:53 PM!,
q!2452500.1353!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!Is a 3-bolt LSD a straight bolt-in?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-12-2002!,
q!08:28 AM!,
q!2452499.0828!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2452500.2245!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!BCS mod vs. MBC!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-27-2002!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2452514.1116!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!08-27-2002!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452514.1123!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!1G T/E/L shifters all the same?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!08-12-2002!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2452499.1223!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!dank!,
q!08-14-2002!,
q!02:51 AM!,
q!2452501.0251!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!cluster problem for the big dogs!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!08-28-2002!,
q!01:37 AM!,
q!2452515.0137!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-05-2002!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2452523.2133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Falling out of 3rd gear!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-12-2002!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452499.1409!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!08-15-2002!,
q!09:07 PM!,
q!2452502.2107!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!idle switch sensor!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!08-28-2002!,
q!01:53 AM!,
q!2452515.0153!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!09-01-2002!,
q!09:04 PM!,
q!2452519.2104!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!It runs!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!08-28-2002!,
q!08:03 AM!,
q!2452515.0803!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!09-11-2002!,
q!07:53 AM!,
q!2452529.0753!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!10k potientiometer!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-28-2002!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452515.1505!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!08-28-2002!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452515.2155!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Getting the car lighter..!,
q!4!,
q!38!,
q!08-28-2002!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452515.2200!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!11:03 PM!,
q!2452713.2303!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000038!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!14b to 16g conversion!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!08-29-2002!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2452516.1531!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!08-30-2002!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452517.1003!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!afc karman htz!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!08-31-2002!,
q!05:03 AM!,
q!2452518.0503!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!08-31-2002!,
q!05:03 AM!,
q!2452518.0503!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!newbie upgrade questions!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!09-01-2002!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2452519.1320!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452521.2301!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!Shifter Bushings?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-01-2002!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2452519.2036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!vrpower!,
q!09-02-2002!,
q!07:46 PM!,
q!2452520.1946!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Shift boot?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452500.2101!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!08-14-2002!,
q!10:21 AM!,
q!2452501.1021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!notagst!,
q~car refuses to idle!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-14-2002!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452501.1606!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!05:01 AM!,
q!2452504.0501!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!ATTENTION ALL YOU GALANT VR4 JUNKIE ANSWER ME THIS!,
q!3!,
q!8!,
q!08-16-2002!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2452503.2008!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2452508.1121!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Is this an ECU problem?!,
q!9!,
q!4!,
q!08-16-2002!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452503.2155!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452504.1449!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!jdm galant vr4 cyclone intake manifold wtf?!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2452504.0928!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!11:42 AM!,
q!2452506.1142!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Air Intakes for the Galant!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!04:36 PM!,
q!2452504.1636!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!08-18-2002!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2452505.2234!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!Stutterbox!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452504.1843!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!08:28 PM!,
q!2452506.2028!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/forum_thread_data_0019.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0019"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!4WS Line Block Off!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452726.0130!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!03-30-2003!,
q!07:41 AM!,
q!2452729.0741!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon-Lee!,
q~In need of assistance!~,
q!9!,
q!3!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2452726.0237!,
q!MaximusDestruction!,
q!00001112!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452726.1523!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Fuel pump assembly fixes and placement of fuel filter ?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!04:33 PM!,
q!2452730.1633!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!DSSA!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2452731.1541!,
q!DSSA!,
q!00000454!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!LINK PLUS  ECU!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!04:39 AM!,
q!2452726.0439!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!00001190!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!04:39 AM!,
q!2452726.0439!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!00001190!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Taking off door ribbing...!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452730.1813!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!12:01 AM!,
q!2452732.0001!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!ATT: Ken Inn or anyone els to help on Idle surge after cyclone installation!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!02:31 AM!,
q!2452731.0231!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!02:18 AM!,
q!2452732.0218!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!Flywheel for 1992 VR4..Which one 6 or 7 bolt!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!09:02 AM!,
q!2452731.0902!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2452731.1739!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!external vs internal wastegate!,
q!2!,
q!6!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2452731.1512!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!12:54 AM!,
q!2452732.0054!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Hyundai Cams!,
q!4!,
q!7!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!09:07 PM!,
q!2452731.2107!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!Beemer!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452744.0059!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q~I need help with my coilovers!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452731.2209!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!04:01 PM!,
q!2452732.1601!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!engine not working plz help me!,
q!9!,
q!5!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!03:25 AM!,
q!2452732.0325!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!00001190!,
q!sweetnikki!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2452737.2010!,
q!VR4Mikey!,
q!00000983!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bopropucope!,
q!Smoking after shifting- blue smoke !,
q!9!,
q!5!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2452732.0943!,
q!bopropucope!,
q!00000288!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!06:48 AM!,
q!2452738.0648!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Engine Restore oil additive!,
q!5!,
q!14!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452732.1400!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!Matticus!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452733.1529!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mr.Samples!,
q!exhaust question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!04:20 AM!,
q!2452722.0420!,
q!Mr.Samples!,
q!00001193!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!08:01 AM!,
q!2452722.0801!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Call idles low and stalls when cold!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2452722.1410!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!lance!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452723.2033!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Part #'s for carrier bearing(s), lobro joint, &amp; u-joint yokes...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!08:35 PM!,
q!2452722.2035!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!04:21 PM!,
q!2452723.1621!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Wierd results on the dyno MKII!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452723.0059!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!Ash!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!04:26 AM!,
q!2452726.0426!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Parts needed for driveshaft rebuild?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452723.0936!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2452723.1623!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!MBC trickery!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452723.1153!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452738.2128!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!Whiteline springs!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!12:14 PM!,
q!2452723.1214!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2452723.2244!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!00000427!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!whiteline castor bushings!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2452726.0959!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!03:24 PM!,
q!2452726.1524!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!3k Denso Fuel Pump ?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!01:34 PM!,
q!2452723.1334!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2452723.1705!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!Pocket Logger Problems!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!12:40 PM!,
q!2452726.1240!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2452726.2054!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!How to Remove Sunroof?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!01:46 PM!,
q!2452723.1346!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452724.2313!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!bov question!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!02:38 PM!,
q!2452726.1438!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!Ian M!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!07:34 PM!,
q!2452727.1934!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Big Brake install questions. !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!04:28 PM!,
q!2452726.1628!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452727.0000!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!EVO camshafts?!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2452726.1938!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!00000977!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!11:37 AM!,
q!2452728.1137!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!Brass shifter bushing inserts!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!09:07 PM!,
q!2452726.2107!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!number3!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2452732.1541!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!possible faulty wheel bearing!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452727.0045!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!01:27 PM!,
q!2452730.1327!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!FMIC advice!,
q!5!,
q!11!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!01:52 AM!,
q!2452727.0152!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!01:05 AM!,
q!2452731.0105!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Engine running terrible after sitting a month!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452732.1518!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!meshwork!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!09:56 PM!,
q!2452733.2156!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!Black light covers??!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!02:54 AM!,
q!2452727.0254!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!00000633!,
q!joec!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452727.1148!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!vpc vs. s-afc!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452732.1521!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2452740.2341!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!Intercoolers!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!08:33 AM!,
q!2452727.0833!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!Matt379!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!09:10 AM!,
q!2452727.0910!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Cusco Roll Bar!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452732.1734!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!07:39 AM!,
q!2452742.0739!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!long fuel pump!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!06:09 PM!,
q!2452732.1809!,
q!mikey!,
q!00000063!,
q!mikey!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!06:24 PM!,
q!2452732.1824!,
q!mikey!,
q!00000063!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!bov question!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!05:01 AM!,
q!2452733.0501!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!08:58 AM!,
q!2452734.0858!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!spearco!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452733.1213!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!08:40 AM!,
q!2452734.0840!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ovrboostedvr4!,
q!1G eclipse fluidyne radiator ???!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!04:04 PM!,
q!2452733.1604!,
q!BONK!,
q!00000741!,
q!joec!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2452734.1656!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbofreek!,
q!Whiteline Products for GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2452733.1835!,
q!turbofreek!,
q!00000683!,
q!turbofreek!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452734.1600!,
q!turbofreek!,
q!00000683!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!5th &amp; Rev synchro diameter!,
q!8!,
q!6!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!01:34 AM!,
q!2452734.0134!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!07:48 AM!,
q!2452749.0748!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!I NEED A 4 BOLT REAR END.!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!08:58 AM!,
q!2452734.0858!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!keydiver!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2452739.1411!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!I'm pretty sure this is a stupid question but .....!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!03:51 PM!,
q!2452723.1551!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!00000890!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!02:07 AM!,
q!2452724.0207!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q~dUmmy ME ! I pulled an exh. stud out today  .. ~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2452723.1902!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!4g63t!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2452723.1949!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!black91!,
q!Time to play!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452723.1905!,
q!black91!,
q!00001187!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452724.1339!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Motor mounts part #'s?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!08:44 PM!,
q!2452723.2044!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!12:09 PM!,
q!2452725.1209!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Does anyone have red motor and tranny mounts?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2452723.2239!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452725.1002!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Latest CAPS lookup!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2452723.2309!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452725.0021!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4N!,
q!Front Mount Install ?!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452723.2340!,
q!Raggedy GVR-4!,
q!00000726!,
q!boiwunder!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452730.2216!,
q!boiwunder!,
q!00000659!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!will these parts fit?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!01:45 AM!,
q!2452724.0145!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!01:55 AM!,
q!2452724.0155!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doctor!,
q!Apexi S-AFC install for GVR4s and 1Gs!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452727.0924!,
q!Doctor!,
q!00001226!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2452728.1144!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dplayha!,
q!vr4 automatic??!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!01:47 AM!,
q!2452724.0147!,
q!dplayha!,
q!00001210!,
q!dplayha!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452724.1406!,
q!dplayha!,
q!00001210!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rb123!,
q!Needed : Auto Gearbox ECU !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!12:27 PM!,
q!2452727.1227!,
q!Richard_Batty!,
q!00000905!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!12:45 PM!,
q!2452727.1245!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!00000804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!smoke form engine then stuttering!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452724.1158!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452724.1220!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Can't go past 10lbs now!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452727.1355!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!Ian M!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!09:23 PM!,
q!2452730.2123!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Any reason to go w/2.5&quot; i/c piping over 2.25&quot; ? More details inside>>!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2452727.1543!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!03:51 PM!,
q!2452727.1551!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!balance shaft removal!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452727.1749!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!06:38 PM!,
q!2452727.1838!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!i need 4ws help!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452727.2128!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!09:37 AM!,
q!2452728.0937!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!BS question.!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!02:23 AM!,
q!2452728.0223!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!andy!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!07:40 AM!,
q!2452728.0740!,
q!andy!,
q!00000471!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q~Help! Car won't start!!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452728.1053!,
q!998!,
q!00000480!,
q!998!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!08:27 AM!,
q!2452732.0827!,
q!998!,
q!00000480!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!DSMparts.com!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452734.1035!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452734.1200!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4wsRyan!,
q!Where do I tap in for a fuel pressure check?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452728.1222!,
q!4wsRyan!,
q!00000908!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452730.1432!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!00000977!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!DSMparts.com!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!10:42 AM!,
q!2452734.1042!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!07:23 PM!,
q!2452734.1923!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!i/c  pipe question!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!03:53 PM!,
q!2452728.1553!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!02:08 PM!,
q!2452734.1408!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!data logger.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2452734.1739!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!12:38 PM!,
q!2452735.1238!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Tein owners...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452734.1757!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!03:39 PM!,
q!2452735.1539!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Couple simple questions on maint.!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!10:54 PM!,
q!2452734.2254!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2452737.1719!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4door!,
q!Switchable transfercase?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2452735.1959!,
q!vr4door!,
q!00000880!,
q!black4g63!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!01:31 AM!,
q!2452736.0131!,
q!black4g63!,
q!00001274!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!What's the problem!,
q!8!,
q!14!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452735.2302!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452739.1347!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!Fuel pump RELAY!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452735.2310!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!keydiver!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2452741.2018!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!front steering rack removal!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452736.1506!,
q!1101!,
q!00000061!,
q!1101!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!08:29 AM!,
q!2452739.0829!,
q!1101!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!20 psi on stock turbo?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2452736.1510!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2452737.1830!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MattC!,
q~Speedometer Broke!~,
q!9!,
q!4!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452724.1447!,
q!MattC!,
q!00000692!,
q!gtluke!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!03:33 PM!,
q!2452726.1533!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!IDLE PROBLEM...Please Help!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2452724.1531!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452724.2314!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!shifter and transmission problem!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!04:10 PM!,
q!2452724.1610!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!Compressed!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452724.1641!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!Anyone using the RM rear swaybar!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2452724.1847!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452725.0030!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!Boost controller BEFORE or AFTER BCS?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!06:58 PM!,
q!2452724.1858!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!08:53 PM!,
q!2452724.2053!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Are TEL brake pads useable?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2452724.2341!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!meshwork!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!06:34 AM!,
q!2452725.0634!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!2G steering wheel in a GVR-4?!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!12:46 AM!,
q!2452725.0046!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452726.1405!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!Wiring diagragm!,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!01:28 AM!,
q!2452725.0128!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!00000679!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!01:28 AM!,
q!2452725.0128!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!00000679!,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!aWeX!,
q!REbuild, what stock parts to replace?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!09:33 AM!,
q!2452725.0933!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!aWeX!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!09:33 AM!,
q!2452725.0933!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!Where can I find a pre-fab roll cage?!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452728.1616!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!00000530!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-30-2003!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2452729.1335!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!manual belt conversion (wash &amp; paint)!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!01:58 PM!,
q!2452725.1358!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2452725.2038!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!car runs like dick . !,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!04:37 PM!,
q!2452728.1637!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452734.1625!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!tdo6 install question!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452728.1639!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!Ash!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452731.2157!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!Injector sizing!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2452728.1656!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!03-30-2003!,
q!09:21 AM!,
q!2452729.0921!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bopropucope!,
q!smoke after 2 and 3rd gear when accel hard!,
q!9!,
q!5!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!09:54 PM!,
q!2452728.2154!,
q!bopropucope!,
q!00000288!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!01:09 AM!,
q!2452730.0109!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!aWeX!,
q!Are these the same brakes as yours? VR4 EVO q!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-30-2003!,
q!08:32 AM!,
q!2452729.0832!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2452732.1342!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!Would these fit my Galant?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!03-30-2003!,
q!10:46 PM!,
q!2452729.2246!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!00000530!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2452733.0925!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Lancer Cams ??!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!01:42 AM!,
q!2452730.0142!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2452733.0040!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Aftermarket shift knobs!,
q!1!,
q!36!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2452730.1229!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2452741.0946!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!engine conversion!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452730.1445!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!00000890!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2452731.1257!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!NO BRAKE WHEN AC IS ON!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452725.1406!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!#258!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2452726.1645!,
q!#258!,
q!00000439!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dplayha!,
q!Where can i find one!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2452725.1520!,
q!dplayha!,
q!00001210!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452725.1940!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q~Need clutch Help bigtime!!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!03:38 PM!,
q!2452725.1538!,
q!998!,
q!00000480!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!09:20 AM!,
q!2452726.0920!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Will this FMIC fit?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2452725.1726!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!02:29 AM!,
q!2452726.0229!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!car &quot;stutters on light accel &quot;!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2452725.1739!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2452725.2312!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Seized calipers?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!09:25 PM!,
q!2452725.2125!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!spoulson!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2452731.1303!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pick!,
q!Has Anyone Installed A Vicous Coupling Eliminator!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452725.2201!,
q!Pick!,
q!00000697!,
q!Pick!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452725.2201!,
q!Pick!,
q!00000697!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/forum_thread_data_0009.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0009"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Battery:  Lowest CCA's!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-25-2002!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452543.1848!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!09-29-2002!,
q!05:56 AM!,
q!2452547.0556!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!Launch control!,
q!14!,
q!4!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!08:10 AM!,
q!2452556.0810!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!06:36 AM!,
q!2452557.0636!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!Electric H20 Pump?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-26-2002!,
q!09:32 AM!,
q!2452544.0932!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452545.1242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!1G AWD front stock springs and rear GVR4 stock springs w/ AGXs!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!08:37 AM!,
q!2452556.0837!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!10-17-2002!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452565.2057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Slugshot!,
q!conpression!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-26-2002!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2452544.2207!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Slugshot!,
q!09-26-2002!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2452544.2207!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dank!,
q!strange clutch problems!,
q!8!,
q!4!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!08:23 PM!,
q!2452556.2023!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!QShip!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452557.1339!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Perfect Power!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!09:19 AM!,
q!2452557.0919!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!09:19 AM!,
q!2452557.0919!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Fuel Pressure!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452557.1606!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-10-2002!,
q!10:07 AM!,
q!2452558.1007!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!2G MAF!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!07:18 PM!,
q!2452557.1918!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!07:39 PM!,
q!2452557.1939!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!What do you guys like for plugs and wires?!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!08:20 PM!,
q!2452557.2020!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452572.2152!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slackr!,
q!emissions!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!10-10-2002!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452558.2300!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!10-14-2002!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452562.0059!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!ChiaPuke!,
q!Need help getting general settings on the AFC!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-11-2002!,
q!10:19 AM!,
q!2452559.1019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ChiaPuke!,
q!10-11-2002!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452559.1447!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!Car "ticks" when its idling..!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-12-2002!,
q!01:49 AM!,
q!2452560.0149!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-13-2002!,
q!07:29 PM!,
q!2452561.1929!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Pressure Plate noise???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2452528.2129!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!11:23 PM!,
q!2452528.2323!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Smoking gvr4 is a mystery...!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2452528.2141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!09-11-2002!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452529.1258!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!Head Surgery!,
q!14!,
q!32!,
q!09-12-2002!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452530.1518!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!11-08-2002!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2452587.1557!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000032!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Anybody have a Quaife center diff?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-12-2002!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452530.1523!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452532.1445!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!sam!,
q!drivetrain question!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-12-2002!,
q!08:00 PM!,
q!2452530.2000!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JakeL!,
q!09-13-2002!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452531.1322!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!New brakes, possibly dragging?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!09-12-2002!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2452530.2218!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!09-15-2002!,
q!08:06 PM!,
q!2452533.2006!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q~Must read!~,
q!6!,
q!9!,
q!09-12-2002!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452530.2335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!09-13-2002!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452531.2255!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!xfer case fluid!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-12-2002!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452530.2346!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSSA!,
q!09-19-2002!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2452537.0948!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!time to get a new suspension!,
q!7!,
q!3!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452545.0020!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!10-04-2002!,
q!08:47 AM!,
q!2452552.0847!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JerryRedGSX!,
q!Hey all....new to this forum!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-13-2002!,
q!03:24 PM!,
q!2452531.1524!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JerryRedGSX!,
q!09-17-2002!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2452535.0121!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Clutch woes... part 2!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!10:21 AM!,
q!2452545.1021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452550.1732!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!11!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Thanks.!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-13-2002!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2452531.1711!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!11-02-2002!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2452581.1309!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonathan gibson!,
q!Cracked manifold!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452545.1833!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!01:34 AM!,
q!2452546.0134!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!my planned upgrades!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2452545.2223!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!06:15 PM!,
q!2452546.1815!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!FMIC Spearco!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!02:08 PM!,
q!2452546.1408!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2452546.1944!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Problems with Galant Electrical/Timing?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!09:04 PM!,
q!2452546.2104!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!09-29-2002!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2452547.1231!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Picture posting!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452546.2159!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!09-29-2002!,
q!07:18 PM!,
q!2452547.1918!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Anyone else (Stock Boost Gauge?)!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!09-29-2002!,
q!02:50 AM!,
q!2452547.0250!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-29-2002!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452547.1125!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!custom cat back!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-12-2002!,
q!05:22 AM!,
q!2452560.0522!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!10-14-2002!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2452562.0056!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Bubbling in oil pan during intake pressure test. Does this mean the turbo is pooched?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-30-2002!,
q!10:38 AM!,
q!2452548.1038!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!09-30-2002!,
q!10:38 AM!,
q!2452548.1038!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JerryRedGSX!,
q!Car smoking....I'm thinking valve seals?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-12-2002!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452560.1919!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JerryRedGSX!,
q!10-13-2002!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452561.1816!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!Name the parts!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-30-2002!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2452548.1403!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!10-01-2002!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452549.1448!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!valve cover breather!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!10-12-2002!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452560.2352!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!10-13-2002!,
q!02:20 AM!,
q!2452561.0220!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Non Starting problem(Complex)!,
q!9!,
q!4!,
q!10-13-2002!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2452561.1651!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-14-2002!,
q!09:32 AM!,
q!2452562.0932!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!class!,
q!Datalogger!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-13-2002!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452561.1749!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-13-2002!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452561.1925!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EVOZERO!,
q!VR4 rally photos!,
q!10!,
q!3!,
q!10-14-2002!,
q!02:11 AM!,
q!2452562.0211!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smarcoVR4!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!02:47 AM!,
q!2452569.0247!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!Vibration in VR4!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-14-2002!,
q!12:38 PM!,
q!2452562.1238!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-23-2002!,
q!05:10 AM!,
q!2452571.0510!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!Valve cover smokes after giving it gass..!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2452563.0052!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-17-2002!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452565.0020!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!Power to gauges!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!07:58 AM!,
q!2452563.0758!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!12:16 PM!,
q!2452563.1216!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!ChiaPuke!,
q!Intake plumbing for 2G MAS on GVR4 help needed!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2452563.1317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452564.0047!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Oil feed and return lines for t3/t4 turbos...!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452532.0045!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ben K!,
q!09-16-2002!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2452534.1528!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~dipstick dilemma when bolting on t3/t4 manifold !~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!01:13 AM!,
q!2452532.0113!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!03:26 PM!,
q!2452532.1526!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSSA!,
q!Pics of new motor!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!08:40 AM!,
q!2452532.0840!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!09-19-2002!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452537.1754!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Carbon Fibre hoods....!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2452532.1627!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-17-2002!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2452565.0032!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!My new intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-16-2002!,
q!10:00 AM!,
q!2452534.1000!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!09-16-2002!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452534.1619!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!Stalling & Brakes!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-17-2002!,
q!08:19 AM!,
q!2452535.0819!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-18-2002!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452536.1642!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!meshwork!,
q!My rear makes a strange noise when not on the gas...!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!09-17-2002!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2452535.0848!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452888.1920!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!GVR4 fmic pipe routing!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!09-17-2002!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2452535.2354!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Whistler!,
q!09-18-2002!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452536.1616!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!boost control solenoid?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-30-2002!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452548.1542!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!10-04-2002!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452552.2353!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!driveshaft/u-joints!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!09-18-2002!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452536.1120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452550.1147!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Brake parts!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-30-2002!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452548.1744!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!10-01-2002!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452549.1600!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vrpower!,
q!HKS inlet elbow!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-18-2002!,
q!08:53 PM!,
q!2452536.2053!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!09-22-2002!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2452540.1452!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!If your looking to go with a  t3/t4,check this out...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-30-2002!,
q!10:02 PM!,
q!2452548.2202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!10-01-2002!,
q!02:05 AM!,
q!2452549.0205!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q~Help with Boost Gauge install!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-01-2002!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2452549.0946!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!12:34 PM!,
q!2452550.1234!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!660cc Blitz injectors!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-01-2002!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452549.2313!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!01:56 PM!,
q!2452551.1356!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!KYB AGX + whiteline springs!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452550.0031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452551.2307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bill!,
q!replacement battery!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2452550.1101!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-04-2002!,
q!01:19 PM!,
q!2452552.1319!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob dole!,
q!crazy knock!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2452550.1938!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob dole!,
q!10-04-2002!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452552.0115!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!Whining in 1st gear.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2452563.1900!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2452563.1900!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!engine differences!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2452550.2043!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2452551.1653!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!xxxTurboDudexxx!,
q!Batt or Alt or ?!,
q!10!,
q!17!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!07:01 PM!,
q!2452563.1901!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!04:52 PM!,
q!2452569.1652!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Quick question re: A-pillar gauge pods!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2452551.1540!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!10-04-2002!,
q!09:50 PM!,
q!2452552.2150!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!5 lug hubs!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2452563.2113!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!03:39 PM!,
q!2452567.1539!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!injector O-rings replacments!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452563.2307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452563.2307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!to instal the K&N.....!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!12:24 AM!,
q!2452564.0024!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2452567.2016!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!clgnmygvr4!,
q!idle speed!,
q!4!,
q!4!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!10:48 AM!,
q!2452564.1048!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-17-2002!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452565.0019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!cant get above stock pressure?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2452564.1543!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!03:51 PM!,
q!2452564.1551!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!Clicking noise during full/sharp turns???!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452564.2109!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smarcoVR4!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!02:27 AM!,
q!2452569.0227!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!hks safc vs. apexi safc!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2452564.2238!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2452564.2238!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!clgnmygvr4!,
q!differential??!,
q!4!,
q!4!,
q!10-17-2002!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2452565.1451!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-18-2002!,
q!10:58 AM!,
q!2452566.1058!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!Cyclone Intake!,
q!6!,
q!3!,
q!09-19-2002!,
q!02:14 AM!,
q!2452537.0214!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-20-2002!,
q!10:21 AM!,
q!2452538.1021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Sequential turbos.!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!09-19-2002!,
q!05:26 AM!,
q!2452537.0526!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!09-19-2002!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2452537.1527!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Strng1dah!,
q!Mods needed for 12s!,
q!5!,
q!22!,
q!09-19-2002!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452537.2328!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!08:51 PM!,
q!2452550.2051!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!RX7 Injectors!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-21-2002!,
q!03:02 AM!,
q!2452539.0302!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!09-23-2002!,
q!05:59 PM!,
q!2452541.1759!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!Oil burning problem!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!09-21-2002!,
q!06:49 PM!,
q!2452539.1849!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!09-22-2002!,
q!06:09 PM!,
q!2452540.1809!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JerryRedGSX!,
q!ECU fried?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-21-2002!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452539.2346!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JerryRedGSX!,
q!09-23-2002!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2452541.2245!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!CAS!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!09-23-2002!,
q!09:34 AM!,
q!2452541.0934!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!09:33 AM!,
q!2452545.0933!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!electrical gremlins.!,
q!5!,
q!11!,
q!09-23-2002!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2452541.2222!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-24-2002!,
q!08:20 PM!,
q!2452542.2020!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Ready to cut my air can?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-24-2002!,
q!02:08 PM!,
q!2452542.1408!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!09-25-2002!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452543.2108!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tondar!,
q!crank pulley replacement...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2452551.2131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Tondar!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2452551.2131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Does it fit?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-24-2002!,
q!04:38 PM!,
q!2452542.1638!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!09-24-2002!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2452542.1739!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!your opinions on cams!,
q!5!,
q!15!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452551.2316!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2452556.2140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!entities!,
q!motor and tranny swap!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-05-2002!,
q!12:02 AM!,
q!2452553.0002!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!10-07-2002!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452555.2325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mofugas!,
q!HKS VPC Problem!,
q!8!,
q!14!,
q!10-05-2002!,
q!12:34 AM!,
q!2452553.0034!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!10:54 AM!,
q!2452557.1054!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Is crushing the BOV the only option?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-05-2002!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2452553.1837!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!dsm127901!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!12:17 PM!,
q!2452710.1217!,
q!dsm127901!,
q!00001109!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!boost pod!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!10-06-2002!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452554.1753!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!05:55 AM!,
q!2452563.0555!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!2600 install!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-07-2002!,
q!01:44 PM!,
q!2452555.1344!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2452831.1100!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!turbo!,
q!testing my car!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!10-07-2002!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452555.1417!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-12-2002!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2452560.1956!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!electircal gremlins update!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-07-2002!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2452555.2129!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-14-2002!,
q!07:27 AM!,
q!2452562.0727!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!HKS FCON questions...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!03:25 AM!,
q!2452556.0325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!07:55 AM!,
q!2452556.0755!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bill!,
q!overheating!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-24-2002!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452542.1840!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Bill!,
q!09-25-2002!,
q!10:57 AM!,
q!2452543.1057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!sluggish performance!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-24-2002!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452542.1919!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!09-24-2002!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452542.1919!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!New FPR by aeromotive fpr and stevetek fuel system mod....!,
q!5!,
q!17!,
q!09-24-2002!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452542.2237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-17-2002!,
q!11:36 PM!,
q!2452565.2336!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JerryRedGSX!,
q!GVR4 springs vs. 1g DSM springs!,
q!1!,
q!45!,
q!09-25-2002!,
q!02:02 AM!,
q!2452543.0202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!09:23 PM!,
q!2452586.2123!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000045!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!My car chokes on the corners =-o!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-25-2002!,
q!12:05 PM!,
q!2452543.1205!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!08:54 AM!,
q!2452545.0854!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!boost on 14b?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-25-2002!,
q!03:17 PM!,
q!2452543.1517!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452546.2301!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4_1221!,
q!Billet 7000 Aluminum or EVO III  TRE shift forks!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!09-25-2002!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452543.1649!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2452545.1713!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
};
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q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon22B!,
q!Which ECU?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!07:48 AM!,
q!2452579.0748!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jon22B!,
q!11-06-2002!,
q!10:56 AM!,
q!2452585.1056!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q~Rear Diff. Leaking, Help!!!~,
q!9!,
q!8!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!01:14 PM!,
q!2452592.1314!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!11-17-2002!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2452596.2038!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!power?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!08:27 PM!,
q!2452579.2027!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!11-03-2002!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2452582.2207!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!Where to find Whiteline products?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!02:26 PM!,
q!2452592.1426!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!thon!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!03:36 PM!,
q!2452592.1536!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Spearco 2-221 FMIC!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-01-2002!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452580.1756!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!11-03-2002!,
q!08:29 AM!,
q!2452582.0829!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!please dont flame me!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2452592.1519!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452592.1812!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!Annoying part # question.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!10:21 AM!,
q!2452593.1021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2452593.1454!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q! Thickest IC!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2452593.1348!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452593.2224!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!quik0ne!,
q!Best IC to get????!,
q!5!,
q!14!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2452593.1859!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!11-16-2002!,
q!10:29 AM!,
q!2452595.1029!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!O2 sensor gone bad!,
q!9!,
q!16!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2452593.2049!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2452598.2244!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Injector Staging!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!01:47 AM!,
q!2452594.0147!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Blurple!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452597.1523!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!balance shaft kit!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!12:34 PM!,
q!2452594.1234!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452601.1012!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!split second maf kit!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!01:00 PM!,
q!2452594.1300!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2452601.1412!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!cruise control removal!,
q!3!,
q!18!,
q!10-17-2002!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452565.2253!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452569.2307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!Any quiet but still performance cat backs?!,
q!1!,
q!33!,
q!10-18-2002!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2452566.0018!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452583.1307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000033!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!How accurate is the stock boost gauge?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-18-2002!,
q!12:34 AM!,
q!2452566.0034!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2452567.1510!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!dripping with oil!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!10-18-2002!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452566.0059!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!11:47 PM!,
q!2452567.2347!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!poorboy!,
q!In need of front calipers!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452567.1503!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!10-22-2002!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452570.1413!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Mounting batter in trunk!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2452569.1309!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452569.1355!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!all hell broke loose!,
q!8!,
q!14!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!02:59 PM!,
q!2452569.1459!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!10-23-2002!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452571.1635!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Fuel pumps?!,
q!3!,
q!18!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!05:37 PM!,
q!2452569.1737!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!01:26 AM!,
q!2452572.0126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Radiator Hoses!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-01-2002!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452580.1757!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!11-02-2002!,
q!12:07 PM!,
q!2452581.1207!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!astondg!,
q!Stock boost for Australian VR4?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!08:51 PM!,
q!2452569.2051!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!11-09-2002!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452588.2252!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!AWD Dyno!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-01-2002!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452580.2101!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!11-02-2002!,
q!08:52 AM!,
q!2452581.0852!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan136!,
q~You guys were right about spark plug wires!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-22-2002!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2452570.0009!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!10-25-2002!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2452573.0237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!One more battery question...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-01-2002!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452580.2317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!11-03-2002!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452582.2209!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Aussie Clutch options!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-03-2002!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452582.2215!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!02:14 AM!,
q!2452586.0214!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!What brake fluid?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!11:15 AM!,
q!2452583.1115!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!11:07 AM!,
q!2452584.1107!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!Clutch Pedal sticks to floor means  ..... ?!,
q!6!,
q!13!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452583.1654!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hywell!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2452584.1822!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!smarcoVR4!,
q!what do you buy regularly?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2452583.2127!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smarcoVR4!,
q!11-06-2002!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2452585.2018!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!One last time.....PLEASE READ need answers quick!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452584.2236!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!11-06-2002!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2452585.1531!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!buschur shortblock!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452594.2353!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-16-2002!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452595.1307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Fuel tank replacement with fuel cell...!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-16-2002!,
q!12:35 AM!,
q!2452595.0035!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!11-17-2002!,
q!12:07 PM!,
q!2452596.1207!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!Bumper kit?!,
q!1!,
q!33!,
q!11-06-2002!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452585.0005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Blurple!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452592.2106!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000033!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!pocketlogger!,
q!10!,
q!2!,
q!11-16-2002!,
q!04:40 PM!,
q!2452595.1640!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!02:15 PM!,
q!2452597.1415!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!Woo Woo Wooo Woo...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-16-2002!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452595.2242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!11-16-2002!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452595.2242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!meshwork!,
q~Tried to fix it, but its broken more...help!~,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!11-17-2002!,
q!01:31 AM!,
q!2452596.0131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452597.2200!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Heater issues after rebuild - where to start?!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!11-17-2002!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2452596.2337!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2452597.1113!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!What's this Redline Shockproof all about?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2452597.0015!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2452597.1837!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Cheap Intercoolers!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!06:19 PM!,
q!2452597.1819!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!05:24 PM!,
q!2452598.1724!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!installing oil cooler!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452597.2339!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452598.2320!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!getting low boost reading!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!01:17 AM!,
q!2452598.0117!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2452599.1713!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!turbo!,
q!Please read and reply/This is very important to me!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!10-22-2002!,
q!10:22 AM!,
q!2452570.1022!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smarcoVR4!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2452583.2113!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!859gvr4!,
q!Metal or plastic sleeved release bearing!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-22-2002!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452570.1641!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!10-25-2002!,
q!09:41 AM!,
q!2452573.0941!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!a_santos!,
q!In need of a VR4!,
q!9!,
q!9!,
q!10-22-2002!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2452570.2133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!10-27-2002!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452575.1618!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!turbo!,
q~higher turbo comperssion? Please read!~,
q!1!,
q!39!,
q!10-23-2002!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452571.1158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!10-25-2002!,
q!09:42 PM!,
q!2452573.2142!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000039!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Air to Water intercooler!,
q!5!,
q!11!,
q!10-23-2002!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2452571.1656!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!10-26-2002!,
q!12:26 PM!,
q!2452574.1226!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!New Here!,
q!7!,
q!11!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!03:44 AM!,
q!2452572.0344!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smarcoVR4!,
q!10-25-2002!,
q!05:42 AM!,
q!2452573.0542!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!MSD 6AL ignition box!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!10:08 AM!,
q!2452572.1008!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!10-27-2002!,
q!11:23 PM!,
q!2452575.2323!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!TMO ECU!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2452572.1726!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452572.2213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Looking for validation regarding the following specific intake/exhaust upgrades:!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-06-2002!,
q!04:04 PM!,
q!2452585.1604!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452586.1756!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Suspension Setup/Springs!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!08:51 PM!,
q!2452572.2051!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!10-26-2002!,
q!08:39 PM!,
q!2452574.2039!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Does anyone on this board have t3/t4 setup installed?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-06-2002!,
q!11:04 PM!,
q!2452585.2304!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!06:49 PM!,
q!2452586.1849!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!2003G!,
q!Turbo a N/T Galant!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-25-2002!,
q!01:39 AM!,
q!2452573.0139!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!10-27-2002!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2452575.1546!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonathan gibson!,
q!exhaust manifold!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!06:36 AM!,
q!2452586.0636!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!08:22 AM!,
q!2452592.0822!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!upgraded suspension!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452586.2047!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!09:15 PM!,
q!2452586.2115!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!Tires???!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452586.2204!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!11-10-2002!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452589.1833!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Hotwire alternate to VPC???!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-08-2002!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452587.2106!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!11-10-2002!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2452589.2018!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Harness for pocketlogger!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-09-2002!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452588.1141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!11-09-2002!,
q!01:58 PM!,
q!2452588.1358!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!VR-4 vs. VR-X!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-10-2002!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2452589.0102!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!11-10-2002!,
q!06:50 AM!,
q!2452589.0650!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!agpturbo question!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!09:05 AM!,
q!2452598.0905!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Nate!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452603.1545!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbobrian!,
q!new member!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!12:06 AM!,
q!2452590.0006!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2452590.0016!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Is GVR4 ECU the same as 92 DSM EPROM ECU?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!10:36 AM!,
q!2452598.1036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2452598.1511!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Head Gaskets?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!01:31 AM!,
q!2452590.0131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!05:13 AM!,
q!2452593.0513!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!C&R radiator for gvr4...!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452598.1720!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!11:06 AM!,
q!2452613.1106!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!astondg!,
q!Boost falling off!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!02:30 AM!,
q!2452599.0230!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452599.1812!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!No boost?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!03:00 AM!,
q!2452599.0300!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!04:36 AM!,
q!2452599.0436!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Thought on the Forced Performance RED Turbo???!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!02:23 PM!,
q!2452599.1423!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2452600.2141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SnoBlind!,
q!4Bolt from a '96?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!03:39 PM!,
q!2452599.1539!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452599.1744!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!For those familiar with Profec B!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452599.1715!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452599.2247!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!Idle Stuff!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!09:48 PM!,
q!2452599.2148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-25-2002!,
q!01:11 PM!,
q!2452604.1311!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbobrian!,
q!oil filter housing!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!09:48 PM!,
q!2452599.2148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2452600.1743!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!smarcoVR4!,
q!Lady owners of VR-4!,
q!10!,
q!15!,
q!10-25-2002!,
q!06:06 AM!,
q!2452573.0606!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2452577.2223!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!JDM Clear Corners?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!10-26-2002!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452574.0047!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452579.0031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!Can't figure out what FP i have!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-26-2002!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2452574.1755!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!andy!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!11:35 AM!,
q!2452577.1135!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!GVR4 a good handling car?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!10-27-2002!,
q!04:37 PM!,
q!2452575.1637!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!thon!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2452592.1246!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!turbo!,
q!cyclone manifold,lets put this finally to rest!,
q!1!,
q!64!,
q!10-27-2002!,
q!09:30 PM!,
q!2452575.2130!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2452594.1859!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000065!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!2g mas!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-27-2002!,
q!10:11 PM!,
q!2452575.2211!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!09:42 AM!,
q!2452576.0942!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Short Shifter!,
q!5!,
q!25!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!02:13 AM!,
q!2452576.0213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2452584.1711!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!XN!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Is this a joke? or for real?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!10:57 AM!,
q!2452576.1057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!11:27 AM!,
q!2452576.1127!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!need help for a fellow GVR4er!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!01:57 PM!,
q!2452576.1357!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!11-02-2002!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452581.2201!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Whys my car feel so slow?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!06:02 AM!,
q!2452590.0602!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!05:12 PM!,
q!2452590.1712!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!jon, jon, jon....!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!04:29 PM!,
q!2452576.1629!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSSA!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!10:25 PM!,
q!2452576.2225!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!Whiteline castor bushings installation!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452590.1304!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!11-29-2002!,
q!02:35 PM!,
q!2452608.1435!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!H&R Springs?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452590.1409!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!11:51 AM!,
q!2452598.1151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!K&N INTAKE!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452590.1707!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2452591.1335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuman022!,
q!JIC Exhaust...... Pictures!,
q!6!,
q!50!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2452590.1827!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!04-18-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452748.1322!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000050!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!Raising car!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452591.0019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!08:34 AM!,
q!2452591.0834!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!What can a stock VR-4 do??!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452591.0021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2452591.2240!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!EGT readings!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!06:53 AM!,
q!2452591.0653!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSSA!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!07:45 AM!,
q!2452591.0745!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Not enough clutch play!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2452591.1059!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452593.1700!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!Anyone ever done a homemade 3"?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!01:52 PM!,
q!2452591.1352!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!10:29 PM!,
q!2452592.2229!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!Gains from FMIC and pipes!,
q!5!,
q!50!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452576.2200!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!11-23-2002!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2452602.0009!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000051!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!Heater Switch!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!06:14 PM!,
q!2452577.1814!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2452579.2036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!Good buy??!,
q!7!,
q!5!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452577.2200!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!10-30-2002!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2452578.0015!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!turbo!,
q!bad rings or not? please reply !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-30-2002!,
q!03:07 AM!,
q!2452578.0307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbo!,
q!10-30-2002!,
q!03:07 AM!,
q!2452578.0307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!turbo!,
q!cylinder head ? please reply !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-30-2002!,
q!03:10 AM!,
q!2452578.0310!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!09:51 AM!,
q!2452579.0951!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!Car skips, missfires after 20 min of driving..!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-30-2002!,
q!08:03 AM!,
q!2452578.0803!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2452579.2241!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!White Face Gauges!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!10-30-2002!,
q!10:31 PM!,
q!2452578.2231!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!11-01-2002!,
q!12:18 PM!,
q!2452580.1218!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
};
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q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!LSD chat!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!08:28 PM!,
q!2452613.2028!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!08:28 PM!,
q!2452613.2028!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!idle surging when engine is cold!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2452614.1454!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!EZ!,
q!12-06-2002!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452615.2101!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!$175 for present. What to get?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!02:18 PM!,
q!2452622.1418!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2452624.1627!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Anyone have custom fabricated intake?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!10:02 PM!,
q!2452614.2202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!12-08-2002!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2452617.2017!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Fuel Filter re-location question...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452622.2134!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452622.2325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!i made an untake, hehe!,
q!12!,
q!15!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!04:20 AM!,
q!2452623.0420!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452626.1430!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!Help Please!,
q!11!,
q!8!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!04:38 PM!,
q!2452623.1638!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!03:33 PM!,
q!2452624.1533!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Turborich!,
q!1990 Tsi ECU in GVR4- Will it work?!,
q!4!,
q!9!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452623.1641!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!11:56 AM!,
q!2452627.1156!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!ABS is finally off, but ...?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2452623.1719!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2452623.1719!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!90 DSM Air Oil cooler Install!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452623.2108!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452624.2212!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Dyna-batt baterry!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452623.2256!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2452626.1502!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!another exhaust ?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!01:09 AM!,
q!2452624.0109!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2452624.1557!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!Intro!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!03:40 AM!,
q!2452624.0340!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!07:13 PM!,
q!2452625.1913!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!Good repair manual!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2452599.2206!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2452600.2049!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!STARTER???? OR NOT????.....!,
q!8!,
q!18!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!02:07 AM!,
q!2452600.0207!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452736.1213!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Anyone run IC pipes TEL style for FMIC...!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!06:55 PM!,
q!2452600.1855!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!03:54 PM!,
q!2452603.1554!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!RRE I/C Piping!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452600.1935!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!11-23-2002!,
q!04:37 AM!,
q!2452602.0437!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Whiteline strut bars!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452600.2030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!11-23-2002!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452602.1733!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!abs problem!,
q!13!,
q!10!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2452600.2120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!03:14 PM!,
q!2452603.1514!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jpgvr4!,
q!At how many Ft-Ibs torque does a stock clutch slip?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2452600.2349!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!06:38 PM!,
q!2452601.1838!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Autocross/Rally racers, do you need a swirl pot?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!07:13 AM!,
q!2452601.0713!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2452601.1928!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!flex section for DP really needed...?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452601.0936!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452677.1736!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Plans on Turbo-back exhaust..help? !,
q!10!,
q!8!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452614.2204!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!12:40 PM!,
q!2452618.1240!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Clutch woes...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452601.2159!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!01:19 AM!,
q!2452605.0119!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Steps to making a custom plenum?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-07-2002!,
q!03:17 AM!,
q!2452616.0317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!CKA!,
q!12-07-2002!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452616.2212!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!astondg!,
q!Boost leak test!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-07-2002!,
q!07:55 AM!,
q!2452616.0755!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!12-08-2002!,
q!02:02 AM!,
q!2452617.0202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Strange ideal!,
q!3!,
q!1!,
q!12-07-2002!,
q!10:01 AM!,
q!2452616.1001!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!12-07-2002!,
q!10:45 AM!,
q!2452616.1045!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!very funky, bad smell!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!12-08-2002!,
q!04:01 PM!,
q!2452617.1601!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!galant266!,
q!12-24-2002!,
q!09:22 PM!,
q!2452633.2122!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!OZ_87_japspec!,
q!car dies occasionally!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-08-2002!,
q!06:38 PM!,
q!2452617.1838!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!OZ_87_japspec!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452619.1848!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!Are there Handling benefits to adding a rear lsd?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-08-2002!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452617.2005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452619.1147!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!Vibrations!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-08-2002!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452617.2144!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452618.1523!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Will I need a FPR?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452624.1141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!11:50 AM!,
q!2452627.1150!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!Balance shaft Eliminator kit? worth it?!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!02:34 AM!,
q!2452619.0234!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!06:00 PM!,
q!2452619.1800!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!power ?...just curious!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452624.1609!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!02:24 PM!,
q!2452625.1424!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!Master Cylinder and Slave Cylinder!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452619.1123!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!07:43 AM!,
q!2452621.0743!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!No money more problems.....!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!08:21 PM!,
q!2452624.2021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!12-26-2002!,
q!12:39 PM!,
q!2452635.1239!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Brake line part no.  - CAPS help, please !~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!01:57 PM!,
q!2452625.1357!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452626.1529!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!have any of you guys used this?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2452625.1502!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!03:16 PM!,
q!2452632.1516!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!OZ_87_japspec!,
q!explain this...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2452625.1832!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!OZ_87_japspec!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452625.2237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVRfore!,
q!boost leak?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452625.1843!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!11:19 AM!,
q!2452626.1119!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!skunk 2 coilovers, python maf, etc on nopi!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452625.2221!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!09:18 AM!,
q!2452626.0918!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!turbo fluid lines!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!07:23 AM!,
q!2452626.0723!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!06:48 AM!,
q!2452627.0648!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!Big Intercooler on a 14B!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452601.2316!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Nate!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!12:55 AM!,
q!2452603.0055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!odd compression check results!,
q!13!,
q!3!,
q!11-23-2002!,
q!02:59 PM!,
q!2452602.1459!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!05:44 AM!,
q!2452603.0544!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Trans Problem!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-23-2002!,
q!11:08 PM!,
q!2452602.2308!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JerryRedGSX!,
q!11-25-2002!,
q!09:04 AM!,
q!2452604.0904!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!khadiyev!,
q~Up to 720s now!~,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!09:58 AM!,
q!2452603.0958!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!11-29-2002!,
q!01:58 AM!,
q!2452608.0158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!markrieb!,
q!TMO ECU Installation!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452603.1718!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452725.1748!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!old style AFC!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2452603.1755!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!11-25-2002!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452604.1413!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!How good is a stock VR4 box?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452603.2057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Blurple!,
q!11-28-2002!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2452607.1941!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!RPM's on the highway?!,
q!3!,
q!2!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!10:25 PM!,
q!2452603.2225!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!11-25-2002!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452604.2216!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Any one use ground control coil-overs?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452603.2227!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DsmParts!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452614.1304!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!atten: Mike W. and Martin M.   (AEM)!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2452619.1354!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Vivid!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!06:02 PM!,
q!2452667.1802!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Electrics shutting the car off!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2452603.2228!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!03:01 PM!,
q!2452618.1501!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!Whiteline Caster kit #KCA321? know where i can get it State side?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!03:51 PM!,
q!2452619.1551!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452621.1307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!xxxTurboDudexxx!,
q!Where is the Oil Going?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!06:14 PM!,
q!2452619.1814!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2452621.1540!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!Joining the ORGY..!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!01:46 AM!,
q!2452620.0146!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!01:46 AM!,
q!2452620.0146!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!TB shaft seal replacement!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!02:26 PM!,
q!2452620.1426!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452621.1754!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!White Smoke From What?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2452620.1434!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!02:17 AM!,
q!2452622.0217!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!My new clutch!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452620.1723!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452621.1903!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!rough idle!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452620.2157!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452621.1040!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Bad Ass BOV!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452626.0924!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452627.0037!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Clicking?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452620.2250!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!09:56 PM!,
q!2452621.2156!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!How to confirm the rear-end is a 4 bolt LSD ?!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2452626.1559!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2452632.1041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!turbofreek!,
q!Suspension!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!04:01 PM!,
q!2452626.1601!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!02:29 AM!,
q!2452629.0229!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!couple o' ?s!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452626.1613!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452628.1843!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!It is essential to have aftermarket cam gears when.......!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2452626.2038!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!12:37 PM!,
q!2452627.1237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!white smoke when engine is cold !,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!02:15 PM!,
q!2452627.1415!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!12-24-2002!,
q!12:44 PM!,
q!2452633.1244!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Tunning plans!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2452627.1608!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452627.1851!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!more idle questions!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2452627.2239!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!09:23 AM!,
q!2452632.0923!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!more idle questions!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452628.0012!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452628.0013!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!OZ_87_japspec!,
q!Problem solved!,
q!10!,
q!2!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452628.0012!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!OZ_87_japspec!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!07:32 PM!,
q!2452628.1932!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!wheres the Hose Heater Bypass? MD163197!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!10:31 PM!,
q!2452603.2231!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!10:31 PM!,
q!2452603.2231!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!astondg!,
q~Dyno Results, Finally!~,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!11-25-2002!,
q!06:44 AM!,
q!2452604.0644!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!astondg!,
q!12-01-2002!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452610.0037!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!The Rigth 2g maf apps.!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-25-2002!,
q!10:36 AM!,
q!2452604.1036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2452605.1259!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!crankshaft pulley!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!04:53 AM!,
q!2452605.0453!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2453021.1713!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Turbo timer harness question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452606.1422!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!11-28-2002!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2452607.1228!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan136!,
q~Need Help, Dealer cant fix my car!!~,
q!8!,
q!47!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452606.1940!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!09:56 PM!,
q!2452620.2156!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000047!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!OZ_87_japspec!,
q!jap spec kw!,
q!3!,
q!3!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452606.2317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!11-28-2002!,
q!05:58 AM!,
q!2452607.0558!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuman022!,
q~CARBON FIBER HOOD!!!!!!!!!! ..... Finally...~,
q!6!,
q!80!,
q!11-28-2002!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452607.1723!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!09:42 PM!,
q!2452855.2142!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000080!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stupidweirdo!,
q!super idle surge.....!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452621.0107!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ProudDSM!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!11:50 PM!,
q!2452622.2350!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!OZ_87_japspec!,
q!DAMN SPEED CHIMES!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-28-2002!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452607.2325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!12-01-2002!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452610.2327!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Water Pump leaking???!,
q!9!,
q!5!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!02:21 AM!,
q!2452621.0221!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!01:43 PM!,
q!2452621.1343!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Turborich!,
q!Need Help, Blowing ECUs, Idle Probs!,
q!13!,
q!9!,
q!11-29-2002!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2452608.0129!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2452618.1504!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!littlefella!,
q!Gallant VR4 Conrod and piston upgrade!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!06:50 AM!,
q!2452621.0650!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!littlefella!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452622.1445!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rigd!,
q!Fitting intercooler.!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452621.1222!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!rigd!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452622.1757!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!Willbad caps cause the car to skip, lack of power,engine light after driving?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!01:51 PM!,
q!2452621.1351!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!04:33 PM!,
q!2452621.1633!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!2g MAF horsepower?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452621.1801!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!01:56 AM!,
q!2452622.0156!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Are 16x7 inch wheels good enough ?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452621.1839!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!12:03 PM!,
q!2452627.1203!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!VR4 Rice?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!07:08 AM!,
q!2452622.0708!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452623.1821!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!VR4 Mechanic's!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!09:14 AM!,
q!2452622.0914!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2452623.2140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!BeauDiddley!,
q!ECU Caps!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!11:36 AM!,
q!2452622.1136!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!11:08 AM!,
q!2452627.1108!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Hooking up Autometer Air Fuel meter....!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!11-29-2002!,
q!05:23 AM!,
q!2452608.0523!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!11-29-2002!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2452608.2241!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!CHECK ENGINE LIGHT STAYS ON, WHY?!,
q!8!,
q!2!,
q!11-29-2002!,
q!07:53 AM!,
q!2452608.0753!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!11-29-2002!,
q!12:33 PM!,
q!2452608.1233!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!Differences in the DSM!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!11-29-2002!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452608.1505!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!11-30-2002!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2452609.1257!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!1g stock IC on a gvr4?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-30-2002!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452609.1247!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-30-2002!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2452609.1603!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!water injection wiring question!,
q!1!,
q!29!,
q!12-01-2002!,
q!03:09 PM!,
q!2452610.1509!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!12:41 PM!,
q!2452934.1241!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Where to send intercooler for repairs?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!01:00 AM!,
q!2452611.0100!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!daviddilts!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!03:08 PM!,
q!2452611.1508!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!More power cheap with a Big16G!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-03-2002!,
q!06:05 AM!,
q!2452612.0605!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!01:50 AM!,
q!2452613.0150!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/forum_thread_data_0012.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0012"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!JDM parts?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452642.2318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!09:21 AM!,
q!2452643.0921!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!GVR-4 1st gear vs. TEL 1st gear?!,
q!4!,
q!16!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452653.1447!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2452658.1051!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~ecu caps-AGAIN!!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!09:52 AM!,
q!2452643.0952!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ProudDSM!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!10:29 PM!,
q!2452643.2229!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!idle!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452653.2334!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452654.1140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MattC!,
q!Thule/Mitsu Roof Racks:!,
q!5!,
q!12!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!04:04 PM!,
q!2452643.1604!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2452647.1403!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Giving up on the Talon project, so I have a new engine sitting around....!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2452654.0017!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JohnNK!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2452667.1655!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!External Wastegate/turbo selection!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!02:28 AM!,
q!2452654.0228!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452893.1641!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Friend's ECU going out?????........!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!03:59 AM!,
q!2452655.0359!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!11:46 AM!,
q!2452656.1146!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!How fast to change 3 bolt rear to 4 bolt?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2452655.1407!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!09:42 PM!,
q!2452662.2142!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!astondg!,
q!One last try...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!01:57 AM!,
q!2452656.0157!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2452661.0848!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!speed sensor ? !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!09:37 AM!,
q!2452656.0937!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2452656.1441!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!DSM Link Data Logger and Tunning Tool!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2452656.1317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!joec!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!04:07 PM!,
q!2452657.1607!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!ISC part number?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2452656.1335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2452656.1335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!HKS Blow-off valve mounting flanges?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2452628.1101!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!12:14 PM!,
q!2452630.1214!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q~RRE's coming out with a sequential setup for our cars!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!08:29 PM!,
q!2452628.2029!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452629.2224!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Relocating Battery to trunk and redo intake???...is it worth the trouble....!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!05:04 AM!,
q!2452629.0504!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!03:25 AM!,
q!2452630.0325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Gearboxes?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!06:20 AM!,
q!2452629.0620!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452629.2208!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!2.5/3"!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2452630.1446!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452636.2215!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmParts!,
q!Vr4 Intake Pipe!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-22-2002!,
q!01:51 AM!,
q!2452631.0151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!05:09 PM!,
q!2452636.1709!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!1530 is having some problems (ECU/Injector/??? related)!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-22-2002!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2452631.2024!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!04:58 PM!,
q!2452636.1658!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Installed stereo, now dash lights won't dim!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452632.0945!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!12-24-2002!,
q!01:56 AM!,
q!2452633.0156!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MattC!,
q!Track Day acceptable brake upgrades?!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452643.1625!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452645.1330!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Spoke to Shannon RE: GVR4 FMIC Kits!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2452632.1440!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2452632.1859!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!Automatic seat belts!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452643.1826!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2452646.1005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!steering ?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-24-2002!,
q!12:02 AM!,
q!2452633.0002!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!stupidweirdo!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!07:22 AM!,
q!2452636.0722!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!ac fan!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-04-2003!,
q!01:06 AM!,
q!2452644.0106!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!10:08 AM!,
q!2452650.1008!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!cordiavr4!,
q!Wiring Diagram For VR4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!03:31 AM!,
q!2452645.0331!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!cordiavr4!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!03:31 AM!,
q!2452645.0331!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!TEL shift boot?!,
q!5!,
q!28!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452645.2128!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452653.1843!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!TEL shifter?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2452645.2129!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2452652.1335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Act 2600!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452645.2224!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!11:59 AM!,
q!2452653.1159!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Exhaust mani and turbine housing removal ?!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2452646.2232!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pep!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2452647.2058!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Stock fog lights, do they suck.........!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452657.1447!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452658.0000!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Differences between 8cm and 7cm turbine housing?!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2452647.1316!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2452647.1316!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Why not find Euro headlights?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2452657.1452!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2452658.0948!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q~A/C not working...HELP!!! Please Read....~,
q!5!,
q!15!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2452647.2054!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452649.1714!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q~Water Pump Crapped Out!!!.....~,
q!8!,
q!8!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!01:54 AM!,
q!2452659.0154!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-20-2003!,
q!12:40 PM!,
q!2452660.1240!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!caps install question ?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2452659.1224!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!01:45 AM!,
q!2452665.0145!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Coil On Plug-REALLY long!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452659.1634!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!01:01 PM!,
q!2452661.1301!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Fuel Injector recommendations, please !!!~,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-20-2003!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2452660.1144!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Beemer!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!02:58 PM!,
q!2452665.1458!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!Dash removal!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!01-20-2003!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452660.1937!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452661.1947!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!fog light bulb!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!03:16 PM!,
q!2452661.1516!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452664.2300!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UncleDonut!,
q!16g turbo specs!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2452661.1922!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!UncleDonut!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452662.2344!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Estimate on how many amps our starter draws?!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452662.1122!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452663.1017!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!3000GT VR-4 Brake Conversion!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-25-2002!,
q!03:32 PM!,
q!2452634.1532!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!10:06 AM!,
q!2452928.1006!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!boost question...!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-25-2002!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452634.1808!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!12-26-2002!,
q!06:03 AM!,
q!2452635.0603!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!battery relocation!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-25-2002!,
q!06:36 PM!,
q!2452634.1836!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!12-25-2002!,
q!07:01 PM!,
q!2452634.1901!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!thermostat valve!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-26-2002!,
q!02:21 AM!,
q!2452635.0221!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-26-2002!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452635.1053!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!pocket data logger ?'s!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!12-26-2002!,
q!01:53 PM!,
q!2452635.1353!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452636.2213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!HERE are the big brakes...!,
q!12!,
q!1!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!11:57 AM!,
q!2452636.1157!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452636.1213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!speed limit?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452647.2320!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452650.1915!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rallyracer!,
q!wheelbase!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!03:53 PM!,
q!2452636.1553!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2452636.1705!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Front driveaxles...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452648.0924!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Invader!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!07:39 PM!,
q!2452648.1939!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!zac83!,
q!gvr4 harness questions!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!09:41 AM!,
q!2452638.0941!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!zac83!,
q!12-30-2002!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452639.1609!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Piston rings?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!02:04 PM!,
q!2452648.1404!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!02:09 AM!,
q!2452653.0209!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!Anyone with this T3/T4!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!12:33 AM!,
q!2452649.0033!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!01:27 PM!,
q!2452650.1327!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MattC!,
q!Brake Rotors:!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2452649.1746!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452650.1247!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Drivers auto up!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!02:35 AM!,
q!2452650.0235!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!01:12 PM!,
q!2452650.1312!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Which clutch to choose....!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!11:17 AM!,
q!2452650.1117!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!08:35 PM!,
q!2452653.2035!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Fuel gauge reads different level with different gas brands?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452650.1122!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!06:59 AM!,
q!2452654.0659!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Decalcifier for heater core?!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452662.1915!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!10:16 AM!,
q!2452664.1016!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Jap. ECU diffrances?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!02:04 PM!,
q!2452650.1404!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!07:14 PM!,
q!2452650.1914!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!4ws block off...I did a search!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452662.2151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452662.2256!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Palm Pilots...!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452650.1756!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2452653.1900!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!4 Bolt swap done with 4WS!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!10:31 PM!,
q!2452662.2231!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!vrpower!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!10:11 PM!,
q!2452663.2211!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!guage help!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!05:12 PM!,
q!2452664.1712!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!SPAM!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!02:09 AM!,
q!2452667.0209!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!seat!,
q!5!,
q!12!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!05:32 AM!,
q!2452665.0532!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!10:23 AM!,
q!2452667.1023!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Mine's short shifter...!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452665.1131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!04:22 PM!,
q!2452668.1622!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!00000530!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q~Cigarette Lighter Help!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2452665.1318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452667.2236!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!AFC base map for 660's?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452665.2343!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2452667.1411!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!MSD PROBLEM!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-26-2003!,
q!02:31 PM!,
q!2452666.1431!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!01-26-2003!,
q!02:31 PM!,
q!2452666.1431!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!What Now?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2452638.2118!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452638.2243!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!HELP with SMOG !,
q!4!,
q!22!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2452621.0018!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!12:55 AM!,
q!2452640.0055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Brake ?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!12-26-2002!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452635.0945!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!11:03 PM!,
q!2452638.2303!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Walboro 255 Vs. Supra TT!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!07:01 PM!,
q!2452638.1901!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2452638.2133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Car not getting hot enough!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452624.1734!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!01:40 PM!,
q!2452638.1340!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Ball Bearing Testimonials!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!01:41 AM!,
q!2452640.0141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452640.1012!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q~Tranny is TOAST!  Questions...~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2452650.1938!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!01-11-2003!,
q!01:52 AM!,
q!2452651.0152!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Butterdogg!,
q~E-prom ECU?! ~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-28-2002!,
q!01:23 PM!,
q!2452637.1323!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Butterdogg!,
q!12-30-2002!,
q!07:27 PM!,
q!2452639.1927!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Build date from clutch housing number!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-11-2003!,
q!03:32 AM!,
q!2452651.0332!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-11-2003!,
q!10:24 AM!,
q!2452651.1024!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!Synthetic engine oil?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-11-2003!,
q!05:54 AM!,
q!2452651.0554!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!01:41 AM!,
q!2452652.0141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!foglight assembly!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-11-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452651.1140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!10:14 PM!,
q!2452656.2214!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!RRE I/C Piping Owners!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452652.1620!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2452655.1256!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!evo injectors!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452652.1634!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452654.1035!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!Rebuild or new??!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!07:29 PM!,
q!2452652.1929!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452652.2212!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!pintle vs disc injectors!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2452652.1944!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!03:32 PM!,
q!2452654.1532!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!ronnie416!,
q!Hi all, newbie here, quick question on bolt pattern and other misc.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!08:54 AM!,
q!2452653.0854!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ronnie416!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!06:55 PM!,
q!2452653.1855!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!NO COMPRESSION IN CYLINDER 2 AND 3!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!09:18 AM!,
q!2452653.0918!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2452654.1317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!MBC tap!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452640.1720!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!01-01-2003!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452641.0036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Play Mits!,
q!VR4 Cams!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452640.2108!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Play Mits!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452640.2108!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Air/Fuel gauge no longer working!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2452640.2257!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452642.2313!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!FOUR BOLT REAR END CONVERSION!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452642.1126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2452648.1659!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Removing rear wing.!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2452642.1956!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452643.1505!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jose!,
q!Two problems with the car.!,
q!9!,
q!1!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452642.2215!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!09:22 AM!,
q!2452643.0922!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!MX4!,
q!Signs of Water Pump Going!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!10:20 PM!,
q!2452642.2220!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!09:20 AM!,
q!2452643.0920!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
};

1;
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$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0013"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!Running well with a 16G?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2452655.1952!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2452657.1627!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!Fuel setup ?  !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!06:23 PM!,
q!2452674.1823!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!Compressed!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2452675.1154!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!B&M adjustable FPR!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452656.1131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452678.1833!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!My I/C and Pipes Install Thread!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452674.1839!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!02:16 AM!,
q!2452710.0216!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!daviddilts!,
q!Wiseco pistons !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2452656.2055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!12:15 PM!,
q!2452658.1215!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!What to DO?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!02:39 PM!,
q!2452676.1439!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!Marcus!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!01:11 PM!,
q!2452677.1311!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Bushings?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!12:05 PM!,
q!2452640.1205!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2452643.1411!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Invader!,
q!Rear swaybar upgrade question!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452646.1903!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!12:34 PM!,
q!2452655.1234!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!Coilover development poll - long but please reply!,
q!4!,
q!32!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452646.2152!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!10:48 AM!,
q!2452830.1048!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000032!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Ground Control Coilovers...universal?!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452648.1715!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!10:46 PM!,
q!2452677.2246!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!00000804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!Whiteline bushing part # WL016!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452652.1919!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452668.1730!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!Upper spring perch/mount, other questions!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452652.1957!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452653.1919!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!Suspension change-up...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2452658.0040!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-20-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452660.1222!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q~WEAK HEATER FIX that works without heater core replacment!!!!!!~,
q!10!,
q!3!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!02:02 AM!,
q!2452667.0202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!01:45 PM!,
q!2452668.1345!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!MAF Overrun?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!03:05 AM!,
q!2452667.0305!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2452667.1543!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!leaning out the engine ? !,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2452667.1100!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!01-30-2003!,
q!05:40 PM!,
q!2452670.1740!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!AE EMS going in!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452667.1844!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!07:51 AM!,
q!2453058.0751!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!00001484!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Has anybody removed the whole front subfame?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452668.1406!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452668.1406!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!Running rich after a walbro install?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!09:56 PM!,
q!2452668.2156!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!00000427!,
q!Romanova!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!03:09 AM!,
q!2452669.0309!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!what model eprom is used in our ECU!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452668.2249!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452668.2249!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Getting This Battery:!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452668.2252!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452669.2158!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!jap!,
q!which is better? Lower or higher forged compression pistons!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2452657.0032!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!12:30 PM!,
q!2453068.1230!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!battery relocation!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452668.2340!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!08:01 AM!,
q!2452669.0801!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!How much boost at what RPM with what mods.!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2452657.1807!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2452657.1900!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Tire presure for 17's?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!04:29 AM!,
q!2452669.0429!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452669.2153!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!How much boost on pump gas.!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!06:09 PM!,
q!2452657.1809!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Nate!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452662.2330!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!2g dejon intake!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452657.2128!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2452658.1902!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!Pistons the easy way...!,
q!3!,
q!11!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452658.0036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452663.1147!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!jap!,
q!Upgrading the fuel system!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!12:35 AM!,
q!2452659.0035!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!01-20-2003!,
q!12:36 PM!,
q!2452660.1236!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q~Test chips are ready!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!01:50 PM!,
q!2452659.1350!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!10:33 PM!,
q!2452661.2233!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!free mods page!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-20-2003!,
q!03:01 AM!,
q!2452660.0301!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!SPAM!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452665.1940!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Tein HA Coilovers???!,
q!14!,
q!16!,
q!01-26-2003!,
q!02:28 PM!,
q!2452666.1428!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!02-02-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452673.2342!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!turbo question!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!02:05 AM!,
q!2452661.0205!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!04:43 PM!,
q!2452664.1643!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!urethane bushings do they squeak ?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452667.2216!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!10:31 PM!,
q!2452667.2231!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!Who Makes FMI/C's for our cars and which is best?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2452662.0110!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452675.1523!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Whiteline Springs!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-02-2003!,
q!02:35 PM!,
q!2452673.1435!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452674.1935!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!Best springs for Galants?!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!01:55 AM!,
q!2452674.0155!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!00000649!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452677.2101!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!00000649!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Best 195/60/R15 tire?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!02:28 PM!,
q!2452674.1428!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!smokindav!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452675.2330!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!Whiteline stuff!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2452675.1504!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!Jose!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!08:39 PM!,
q!2452703.2039!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!Noltec Bushings!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!08:39 AM!,
q!2452676.0839!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!Oztek!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!08:37 PM!,
q!2452682.2037!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Mark Rieb's wheel fitment guide!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2452676.1552!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2452679.1223!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!datalogger!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!10:25 AM!,
q!2452669.1025!,
q!evol!,
q!00000360!,
q!broke down!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452675.2340!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4#1862!,
q!Wiring harness GSX to GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452669.1758!,
q!GVR4#1362!,
q!00000733!,
q!talontsi!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452669.2119!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Stick to Auto Swap In A VR4!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452669.2249!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!lance!,
q!01-30-2003!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2452670.1011!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Sputter in power under boost???!,
q!9!,
q!18!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!10:54 PM!,
q!2452669.2254!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!05-30-2003!,
q!08:07 AM!,
q!2452790.0807!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Manual Rack!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!11:47 PM!,
q!2452669.2347!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!markrieb!,
q!02-02-2003!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2452673.1716!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!EVO VII WRC uses a stock BOV???!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-30-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452670.1222!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!meshwork!,
q!01-30-2003!,
q!01:11 PM!,
q!2452670.1311!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JohnNK!,
q!Engine Swap!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-30-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452670.1654!,
q!JohnNK!,
q!00000485!,
q!JohnNK!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452671.1915!,
q!JohnNK!,
q!00000485!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!4ws light came on today !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-30-2003!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2452670.1805!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!06:28 AM!,
q!2452672.0628!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!QShip!,
q!SMT6 Piggyback Fuel/Ign. Computer!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!04:28 PM!,
q!2452662.1628!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!jaakkima!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!05:40 AM!,
q!2452891.0540!,
q!dynamic four!,
q!00002246!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q~complicated problem...hah!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452671.2155!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452672.2353!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!who knows the owner???!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!06:06 PM!,
q!2452662.1806!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2452664.1354!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!logs, etc!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!01:49 AM!,
q!2452672.0149!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!02:22 AM!,
q!2452672.0222!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!("Homemade IC and pipes") !,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452662.2326!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Numberless!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!01:23 PM!,
q!2452669.1323!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!Motor swaps!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452662.2343!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!11:10 AM!,
q!2452664.1110!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!What are the specs on the colt/Mirage turbo head?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2452664.0023!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!CKA!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!03:26 AM!,
q!2452669.0326!,
q!CKA!,
q!00000435!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!K&N Filter Part #!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!01:34 PM!,
q!2452665.1334!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!01-26-2003!,
q!04:58 PM!,
q!2452666.1658!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!FP 30 55!,
q!12!,
q!18!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!03:07 AM!,
q!2452667.0307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452685.1141!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Anyone here ever used an IC by ADFX Racing?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2452667.1434!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2452667.1900!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Endless!,
q!Galant GSX motorswap - 4G63nt to 4G63t !,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2452669.0018!,
q!Endless!,
q!00000714!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452677.2106!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!00000804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!20g wheel wanted!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!03:57 AM!,
q!2452671.0357!,
q!James!,
q!00000017!,
q!Yao!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!11:08 AM!,
q!2452671.1108!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!roth4fun!,
q!Short Shifter + Leather Boot = Bad Combo!,
q!9!,
q!8!,
q!03-19-2002!,
q!12:58 AM!,
q!2452353.0058!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!03-28-2002!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2452362.1952!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!mofugas 3 gauge din panel???!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452361.1725!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!03-28-2002!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2452362.1328!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!Instruction for the short shifter...!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!03-30-2002!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2452364.0039!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!12-26-2002!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452635.2213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!davesvr4!,
q!laether boot &GVR4 cd-rom!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-02-2002!,
q!05:56 AM!,
q!2452367.0556!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!davesvr4!,
q!04-02-2002!,
q!05:56 AM!,
q!2452367.0556!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!Exhaust pics?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-11-2002!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2452376.0018!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!04-11-2002!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2452376.0018!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mofugas!,
q!Sorry for the no posts....been pretty busy!,
q!12!,
q!6!,
q!04-12-2002!,
q!07:25 AM!,
q!2452377.0725!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7541000!,
q!04-16-2002!,
q!01:19 PM!,
q!2452381.1319!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!additive for trans?>!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-02-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452673.1714!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!02:58 AM!,
q!2452675.0258!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rmflyfish!,
q!How to find data based on car number?!,
q!10!,
q!6!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2452674.1320!,
q!rmflyfish!,
q!00000766!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2452674.1735!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!part numbers for injectors!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!01:43 PM!,
q!2452674.1343!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!10:20 PM!,
q!2452674.2220!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Is this a decent afc?!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2452675.1527!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!06:25 PM!,
q!2452676.1825!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!jic-magic exhaust!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452675.1618!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!02:38 PM!,
q!2452676.1438!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!Guage location!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452675.2137!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!number3!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!11:56 AM!,
q!2452677.1156!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!JDM IC PNs!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2452675.2312!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!DSSA!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!06:34 AM!,
q!2452677.0634!,
q!DSSA!,
q!00000454!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!pocketlogger data questions!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452675.2320!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!joec!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!11:48 PM!,
q!2452675.2348!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Numberless!,
q!Stock WRX fuel pump = GVR4 upgrade?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!11:14 AM!,
q!2452671.1114!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!Numberless!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!02:44 PM!,
q!2452671.1444!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!jdm trans!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!03:38 PM!,
q!2452676.1538!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!ctm!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2452676.2234!,
q!ctm!,
q!00000315!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tondar!,
q!Tondar's 4G63 short block rebuild diary!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2452640.1306!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!01-01-2003!,
q!04:36 AM!,
q!2452641.0436!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!3.5 inch MAF!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452671.1905!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!a_santos!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2452672.2305!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!I have no power!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2452672.2024!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452672.2237!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!I have no muffler!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!08:27 PM!,
q!2452672.2027!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!a_santos!,
q!02-02-2003!,
q!07:50 PM!,
q!2452673.1950!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!AMS intercooler setup!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-02-2003!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2452673.1348!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452674.0936!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!intercooler education!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-02-2003!,
q!02:42 PM!,
q!2452673.1442!,
q!Matt379!,
q!00000245!,
q!Arty!,
q!02-02-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452673.1703!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!Great weekend deal!,
q!10!,
q!4!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2452674.0051!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452675.1753!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!NZ VR4 RS!,
q!Help with C16!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!04:27 AM!,
q!2452674.0427!,
q!NZ VR4 RS!,
q!00000115!,
q!keydiver!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!09:33 AM!,
q!2452674.0933!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!how much boost?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!10:08 AM!,
q!2452674.1008!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452674.1034!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!imracing!,
q!Exhaust Pipe size!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!01:50 PM!,
q!2452674.1350!,
q!Chris G!,
q!00000759!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452676.1750!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!exhaust ?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!03:36 PM!,
q!2452645.1536!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2452646.2018!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Intake Question!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2452645.1659!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!09:32 AM!,
q!2452648.0932!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MattC!,
q!New Random Technology 3" Galant Spec Cat:!,
q!4!,
q!2!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2452647.1739!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!09:33 AM!,
q!2452648.0933!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!lauching with stage 2 clutch!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!02:12 AM!,
q!2452648.0212!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452656.1609!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!TD06 20g!,
q!1!,
q!38!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!07:24 AM!,
q!2452649.0724!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452921.1903!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000038!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thon!,
q!FP: bigT28 turbo upgrade!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452652.1304!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2452654.1528!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Guinea pigs wanted!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452654.2201!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!01:22 AM!,
q!2452659.0122!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
};
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$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0014"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!oil pressure 100+psi?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452564.1702!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2452564.2041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!brake line nut size!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2452640.0943!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!11:43 AM!,
q!2452640.1143!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Tuning!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!07:51 AM!,
q!2452567.0751!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-25-2002!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2452573.1446!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tondar!,
q!The end all discussion for the air/oil cooler conversion!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452640.1211!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!01-11-2003!,
q!04:37 PM!,
q!2452651.1637!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Disappearing Water!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!02:06 AM!,
q!2452572.0206!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!10-27-2002!,
q!01:14 AM!,
q!2452575.0114!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MattC!,
q!Stock weight of  MY91 GVR4?!,
q!3!,
q!11!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!07:06 PM!,
q!2452642.1906!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452647.1733!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!oil capacity?!,
q!3!,
q!2!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!12:33 PM!,
q!2452643.1233!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2452643.2017!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MattC!,
q!6-bolt or 7!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!02:44 PM!,
q!2452646.1444!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2452646.1519!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Newbie question!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!07:06 PM!,
q!2452647.1906!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!02:01 AM!,
q!2452648.0201!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!4WS removal?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!04:51 AM!,
q!2452648.0451!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452649.1618!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!MightyMouse-GVR4!,
q!Will 15" wheels from newest civic or integra work on GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!08:46 PM!,
q!2452652.2046!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452652.2334!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Boost/EGT Guage wiring!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!02:24 AM!,
q!2452654.0224!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!12:01 PM!,
q!2452658.1201!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JohnNK!,
q!JDM/ECU!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!11:50 PM!,
q!2452654.2350!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452655.0027!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!Brake line kit!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-15-2002!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2452380.1832!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!04-15-2002!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2452380.1832!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!New forum!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!08:21 AM!,
q!2452492.0821!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!06:52 AM!,
q!2452494.0652!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!5 Lug Conversion!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2452492.1133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!08-06-2002!,
q!03:55 AM!,
q!2452493.0355!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!There is NO WAY to figure out what number a Galant with a missing badge is!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!11:34 AM!,
q!2452492.1134!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!08-10-2002!,
q!02:02 AM!,
q!2452497.0202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!tranny swap!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452492.2302!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!08-06-2002!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2452493.1348!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!boost cut?,  buzzing from belt area are bothering me!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452492.2311!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!10:04 AM!,
q!2452494.1004!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!A Pillar Pod!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2452494.0032!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!08-10-2002!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452497.2259!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Two Tone Galant VR-4s?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-10-2002!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452497.2119!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!03:15 AM!,
q!2452556.0315!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Trip Computer?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!02:09 AM!,
q!2452572.0209!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!03:49 AM!,
q!2452572.0349!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Radiator FAQ!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-11-2002!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452498.1644!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!08-12-2002!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452499.0115!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!Suspension!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-27-2002!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452575.1337!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2452576.0023!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!afc!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2452500.1133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452500.2151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4_1221!,
q!JDM transmission ID!,
q!5!,
q!11!,
q!10-30-2002!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2452578.0028!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2452886.2232!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Battery ground cable length?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!03:49 PM!,
q!2452583.1549!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452584.1012!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!4ws block off!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-06-2002!,
q!09:04 AM!,
q!2452585.0904!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!11-10-2002!,
q!12:44 AM!,
q!2452589.0044!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Injectors!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-09-2002!,
q!04:15 AM!,
q!2452588.0415!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-10-2002!,
q!08:36 AM!,
q!2452589.0836!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Reverse Light?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-10-2002!,
q!06:54 AM!,
q!2452589.0654!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-10-2002!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2452589.1603!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Gearbox Synchro's!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!04:17 PM!,
q!2452594.1617!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!04:17 PM!,
q!2452594.1617!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!your best mod, and in what order?!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2452656.0017!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!10:57 AM!,
q!2452667.1057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!4 ws block off!,
q!3!,
q!9!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!09:12 AM!,
q!2452597.0912!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452606.2352!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!jap!,
q!super afc?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!04:17 AM!,
q!2452657.0417!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!joec!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!02:43 PM!,
q!2452657.1443!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!Fluid for trany, Xcase and rear diff!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452597.1417!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!01:53 AM!,
q!2452598.0153!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!which FPR?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!04:21 AM!,
q!2452659.0421!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452675.1747!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!knock counts!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!01-20-2003!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452660.1123!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!11:36 PM!,
q!2452669.2336!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TOMMY B!,
q!Will 205/50/15 Tires Work ?????!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!09:08 AM!,
q!2452664.0908!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!TOMMY B!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!09:55 AM!,
q!2452667.0955!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Which ACT clutch?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2452664.1835!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!01-26-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452666.1813!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Exedy Clutch & Flywheel!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!01:13 AM!,
q!2452667.0113!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!12:12 PM!,
q!2452668.1212!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!jdm intercooler?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!08:20 AM!,
q!2452672.0820!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!09:03 AM!,
q!2452672.0903!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!plastic tee ? !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-02-2003!,
q!03:37 PM!,
q!2452673.1537!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2452674.2018!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!Spark Plug Wires!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452674.1012!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!Romanova!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2452674.1303!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Clutches!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452500.2153!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!08-16-2002!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452503.2144!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!?'s about clutch and H&R springs!,
q!12!,
q!2!,
q!08-15-2002!,
q!08:00 PM!,
q!2452502.2000!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!08-15-2002!,
q!09:03 PM!,
q!2452502.2103!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!QUESTION FOR THOSE WHO REALLY KNOW !,
q!14!,
q!3!,
q!08-16-2002!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2452503.1958!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!04:42 AM!,
q!2452504.0442!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!GVR4 factory ECU?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-18-2002!,
q!01:52 AM!,
q!2452505.0152!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!08-18-2002!,
q!08:34 PM!,
q!2452505.2034!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!What size speakers?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!09:05 PM!,
q!2452500.2105!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!08-23-2002!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2452510.2133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!4 Bolt dif?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!08-23-2002!,
q!10:32 AM!,
q!2452510.1032!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-27-2002!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2452514.1041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Power Steering Coolant Lines!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-29-2002!,
q!01:36 AM!,
q!2452516.0136!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!09-04-2002!,
q!05:42 AM!,
q!2452522.0542!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Torque Settings for head gasket!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-30-2002!,
q!03:25 AM!,
q!2452517.0325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!08-30-2002!,
q!02:21 PM!,
q!2452517.1421!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!John Horak!,
q!New GVR4 owner!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452598.1053!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2452600.1728!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!4WS removal!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-02-2002!,
q!11:39 AM!,
q!2452520.1139!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452556.2243!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!wheel info!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!06:14 PM!,
q!2452598.1814!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!06:14 PM!,
q!2452598.1814!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Tranny Oil!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-02-2002!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2452520.1830!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!09-06-2002!,
q!03:17 AM!,
q!2452524.0317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Porting exhaust parts- how much difference!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452598.1915!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452599.1801!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!TWEAKD4!,
q!Odyssey Batteries!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!11-29-2002!,
q!11:05 AM!,
q!2452608.1105!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!02-02-2003!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2452673.1113!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!00000427!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!EGT probe install!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!11-29-2002!,
q!01:26 PM!,
q!2452608.1326!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!12-03-2002!,
q!09:56 AM!,
q!2452612.0956!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!SAFC settings!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2452613.1412!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452696.1521!,
q!evol!,
q!00000360!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Upgrading Fuel pump questions!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!02:25 PM!,
q!2452613.1425!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!02:31 AM!,
q!2452614.0231!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Offset?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!02:31 AM!,
q!2452614.0231!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!12:21 PM!,
q!2452622.1221!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!I know it's been asked a million times....!,
q!11!,
q!1!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452675.2307!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!02-09-2003!,
q!04:24 PM!,
q!2452680.1624!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!friction modifier!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!08:00 PM!,
q!2452614.2000!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!12-07-2002!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452616.2033!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!Differential Problem!,
q!8!,
q!9!,
q!01-01-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452641.1703!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!02:13 AM!,
q!2452645.0213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!4WS question again.!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452620.2025!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!02-09-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452680.1518!,
q!CamZR4!,
q!00000312!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!Only 60% throttle at WOT!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!05:14 AM!,
q!2452643.0514!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452647.1935!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!Signs of Water Pump Going!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!10:20 PM!,
q!2452642.2220!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!09:20 AM!,
q!2452643.0920!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Two problems with the car.!,
q!9!,
q!13!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452642.2215!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!10:17 PM!,
q!2452663.2217!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!Pads !,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2452643.1511!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2452658.1651!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!Tired of all the oil!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-04-2003!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452644.1744!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2452645.1645!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Throttle Body nuts!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!06:23 PM!,
q!2452645.1823!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!09:30 PM!,
q!2452645.2130!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!slack in front end!,
q!5!,
q!11!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!09:39 AM!,
q!2452646.0939!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452648.1247!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!ABS Question ?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!04:37 PM!,
q!2452646.1637!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!10:29 PM!,
q!2452649.2229!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Tuning Factory Ecu!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-04-2002!,
q!09:12 AM!,
q!2452522.0912!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!09-12-2002!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452530.1400!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Factory Boost Controller?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-06-2002!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452524.2320!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-07-2002!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2452525.0925!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!r134a conversion!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-07-2002!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452525.1731!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-09-2002!,
q!09:15 PM!,
q!2452527.2115!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!AWD Launching!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!04:46 AM!,
q!2452526.0446!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452528.2139!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Are all strut tower braces created equal?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452528.2335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2452699.1704!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Best place to get a 4G63T!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-16-2002!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452534.1503!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4_1221!,
q!09-21-2002!,
q!01:34 PM!,
q!2452539.1334!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Do i need a 4 bolt?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-17-2002!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452535.0030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!09-21-2002!,
q!05:04 AM!,
q!2452539.0504!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vrpower!,
q!Combining 4WS with a 4 Bolt!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-18-2002!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452536.1148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!08:15 AM!,
q!2452567.0815!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!what does FMIC stand for!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-19-2002!,
q!07:32 PM!,
q!2452537.1932!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!09-19-2002!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452537.1937!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Eclipse exhaust difference?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2452621.1328!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!02:59 PM!,
q!2452621.1459!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Stock Injectors!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-30-2002!,
q!05:36 AM!,
q!2452548.0536!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-30-2002!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452548.1449!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Injector duty cycles!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452622.1448!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452623.1903!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Posting Pics on Forum!,
q!4!,
q!3!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2452623.1726!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2452624.1711!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!no spark!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452623.2212!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!12-25-2002!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452634.0019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!BeauDiddley!,
q!Temp gauge help please.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2452632.2032!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BeauDiddley!,
q!12-26-2002!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2452635.1928!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vrpower!,
q!Where else is the Lim. #?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-28-2002!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452637.0115!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Beemer!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2452640.2230!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!transaxle lube!,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!12-28-2002!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452637.1753!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2452654.1051!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!Need Radiator!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452638.1515!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!02:12 AM!,
q!2452726.0212!,
q!Benny!,
q!00000618!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thon!,
q!bumper install!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-25-2002!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2452634.1335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!12-30-2002!,
q!01:06 AM!,
q!2452639.0106!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!question about cyclone intake!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!01:52 AM!,
q!2452640.0152!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!01:51 PM!,
q!2452640.1351!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Alternator install/radiator coolant volume?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2452550.1041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!09:01 AM!,
q!2452551.0901!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Greddy electronic boost gauge install!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!10:46 AM!,
q!2452550.1046!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2452550.1738!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!how to disable the car alarm!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!10-04-2002!,
q!08:22 AM!,
q!2452552.0822!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!10-18-2002!,
q!05:01 PM!,
q!2452566.1701!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!good grounds for audio?!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452557.1935!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!10-13-2002!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452561.2005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!ACT2600 vs. Clutchmasters new 2500!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!10-10-2002!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2452558.2207!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbobrian!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!04:11 PM!,
q!2452590.1611!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!CAPS Crack!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-11-2002!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2452559.2127!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!10-14-2002!,
q!06:17 PM!,
q!2452562.1817!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!pocketlogger and s-afc!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-13-2002!,
q!08:44 PM!,
q!2452561.2044!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-14-2002!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452562.2209!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
};
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ubb/Forum2/forum_thread_data_0015.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0015"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Possible Fuel Cut?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-30-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452670.2343!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2452671.1558!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ovrboostedvr4!,
q!Compression numbers!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!06:04 PM!,
q!2452671.1804!,
q!BONK!,
q!00000741!,
q!joec!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!09:41 AM!,
q!2452672.0941!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Spearco 2-221 Install on gvr4 - Jon Roberts, anybody ?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!03:14 PM!,
q!2452679.1514!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452681.1417!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q~4ws lines the long metal ones that are under the car HELP!!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2452672.1746!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!12:43 PM!,
q!2452675.1243!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!max boost?!,
q!7!,
q!4!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452679.1612!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!number3!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452679.1642!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Door vibration and wind noise solution!,
q!3!,
q!1!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452679.1620!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!sleeper!,
q!02-09-2003!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452680.2327!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Coil overs or Springs?????!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452679.1635!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2452679.1852!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MrEd!,
q!steering ??!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!07:23 PM!,
q!2452679.1923!,
q!MrEd!,
q!00000068!,
q!MrEd!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!07:23 PM!,
q!2452679.1923!,
q!MrEd!,
q!00000068!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!2G mas question....... !,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2452679.2133!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!02:25 PM!,
q!2452681.1425!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!le car problems!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452679.2212!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!number3!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452682.2213!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!95-99 shifters??!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-09-2003!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2452680.0238!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!chhuong!,
q!02-09-2003!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2452680.0238!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!stock boost!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-09-2003!,
q!08:05 AM!,
q!2452680.0805!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!00000644!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452685.2315!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!00000644!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~ I need advice on good head !!!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-09-2003!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2452680.1246!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Yao!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2452681.1206!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!What shifter cables interchange?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2452646.2132!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2452648.0928!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!Kingsbourne Vs. Accel!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!12:02 AM!,
q!2452647.0002!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!03:35 AM!,
q!2452647.0335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!idle again!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!11:08 AM!,
q!2452647.1108!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452647.1147!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!What relay/module is under passenger dash near ECU?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452648.1242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452648.2203!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!camber problem?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452648.1749!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-26-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452666.1053!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Center shaft / Transfer shaft spline wear!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!10:33 PM!,
q!2452649.2233!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!01:33 PM!,
q!2452653.1333!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4_1221!,
q!Break in oil!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452649.2359!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2452650.1041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!joec!,
q!Parking brake adjustment?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!01-11-2003!,
q!09:29 AM!,
q!2452651.0929!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!01-11-2003!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2452651.1009!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!Just changed accessory belt!,
q!10!,
q!8!,
q!01-11-2003!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452651.2316!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!04:22 PM!,
q!2452655.1622!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Fuel pump upgrade!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!10:10 AM!,
q!2452674.1010!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!10:10 AM!,
q!2452674.1010!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!fargin broken dowel pin on camshaft!,
q!13!,
q!5!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452653.0019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!12:10 AM!,
q!2452654.0010!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!check engine light on!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!02:58 PM!,
q!2452674.1458!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!sleeper!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2452674.2245!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Electrical Power Problem!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452674.1744!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2452674.2008!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!Turbo shot?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452674.1821!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!Compressed!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452674.1821!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!battery relocation!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452674.2209!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!04:52 PM!,
q!2452681.1652!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!Top end engine cleaner!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452675.2343!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2452676.1822!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!lost a belt.!,
q!9!,
q!6!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:28 AM!,
q!2452676.1028!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!comfy!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!04:40 PM!,
q!2452676.1640!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4#1862!,
q!Installing a Conquest FMIC !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452676.1843!,
q!GVR4#1362!,
q!00000733!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!07:40 AM!,
q!2452677.0740!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Crazy ass vibration in rear....!,
q!4!,
q!9!,
q!02-09-2003!,
q!07:23 PM!,
q!2452680.1923!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!lance!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!09:26 AM!,
q!2452683.0926!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!A/C controller behind glove box....!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452676.1907!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452678.1648!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Randy 141/1000!,
q!Sunroof Leak??!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-09-2003!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2452680.2244!,
q!Randy 141/1000!,
q!00000743!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452967.1600!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!VR4 top speed?!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452677.0005!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!curtis!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452829.2256!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Clocking a mitsu turbo (16G, big 16G etc)?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-09-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452680.2344!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!TWEAKD4!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452682.1905!,
q!TWEAKD4!,
q!00000436!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!getting a turbo to match my mods!,
q!3!,
q!7!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!01:08 AM!,
q!2452681.0108!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!Invader!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452684.2205!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!feedback on FMIC!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!07:27 AM!,
q!2452681.0727!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452681.1339!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!battery relocated and now a question!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2452681.1440!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2452681.1440!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AllBeItMine!,
q!Turn off AYC!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452681.2200!,
q!AllBeItMine!,
q!00000849!,
q!AllBeItMine!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2452683.1543!,
q!AllBeItMine!,
q!00000849!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!2ng gen mas!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452681.2302!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452682.2325!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Cutting the bumper!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!12:33 AM!,
q!2452682.0033!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452682.1744!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!ACT 2600 Pressure Plate Part #!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2452682.0237!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!11:55 PM!,
q!2452682.2355!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!What's broken this time ?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452654.2134!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!01-30-2003!,
q!11:42 AM!,
q!2452670.1142!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!spark and fuel, but no run!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!11:07 AM!,
q!2452655.1107!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!10:43 AM!,
q!2452685.1043!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!rear door questions. !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!07:17 PM!,
q!2452655.1917!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2452655.2319!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!LOUD SQUEEKING windows!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!07:32 PM!,
q!2452655.1932!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2452656.1948!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!Boost Problems!,
q!8!,
q!13!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!01:57 AM!,
q!2452656.0157!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452674.2320!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!00000065!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Another lovely/strange sound!,
q!5!,
q!12!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!10:56 AM!,
q!2452656.1056!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452659.1618!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vivid!,
q!WubWubs!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2452656.1224!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452661.2033!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Cruise Control Module needed!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452656.1620!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!02:58 PM!,
q!2452657.1458!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!23 spline Center Diff. Shaft part number!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452656.1812!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452656.1812!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!Extreme FMIC!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452677.1120!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!02:59 PM!,
q!2452677.1459!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!How long to instal la new clutch?!,
q!1!,
q!35!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452657.0116!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!05:21 PM!,
q!2452901.1721!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!what about this?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!04:38 PM!,
q!2452677.1638!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!Marcus!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452677.1839!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!11!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!Window Sticker !,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2452677.1716!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!00000804!,
q!PJGross!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!01:41 PM!,
q!2452681.1341!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!Turbo Magazine Article!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452677.1720!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!00000804!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2452677.1952!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!00000804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!anyone know who makes a turbo manifold for my galant vr-4 that has a t25 flange???!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!09:11 PM!,
q!2452677.2111!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!drew!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452677.2212!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!whats the biggest intercooler being made now that will fit my vr-4?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452677.2139!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452682.2252!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!who makes good oversized valves for my galant?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2452677.2141!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!number3!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452677.2334!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!does anyone know any company that makes short shifters for my galant?!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!09:46 PM!,
q!2452677.2146!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Invader!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452685.1523!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!wiring Apexi AVC-D!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!03:13 AM!,
q!2452682.0313!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!01:25 AM!,
q!2452687.0125!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Turbo oil feed line washers!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452677.2301!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452678.0031!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!IC pipe flanges!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2452682.1434!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!06:36 PM!,
q!2452683.1836!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!evolution tranny.....!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452678.0116!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!00000159!,
q!Nate!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2452682.1329!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!wishman!,
q!lost 2nd and 4th and R  gear on shift.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452682.1544!,
q!wishman!,
q!00000432!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2452684.1645!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!cam gears!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2452682.1922!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2452682.1922!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!non turbo head fit turbo engine?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2452682.2244!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!sleeper!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452682.2334!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!vacuum lines....i'm lost!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452682.2255!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2452684.2127!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AllBeItMine!,
q!A few questions about my 1997 VR4 Sedan!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!12:48 AM!,
q!2452683.0048!,
q!AllBeItMine!,
q!00000849!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2452692.0007!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!O2 Sensor Wire Colors!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!10:10 AM!,
q!2452683.1010!,
q!evol!,
q!00000360!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2452684.0237!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Is it necessary to remove mid console?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!03:09 PM!,
q!2452683.1509!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!11:43 AM!,
q!2452684.1143!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147of1000!,
q!turn off ABS??!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!03:51 PM!,
q!2452683.1551!,
q!147of1000!,
q!00000861!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!06:29 PM!,
q!2452683.1829!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!What coolant?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452657.1529!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2452657.1928!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!2.5K IDLE??!,
q!13!,
q!7!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452658.0045!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!joec!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452658.1907!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Bosch water pump?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2452659.0009!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!12:55 PM!,
q!2452659.1255!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MattC!,
q~No Fuel Pressure Help needed ASAP!~,
q!9!,
q!10!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452659.2126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MattC!,
q!01-20-2003!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452660.2213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!My idle is all over the place!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2452661.1651!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2452662.2052!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!valve guides, seals or both!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452661.2112!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452664.1432!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!Fuses fuses fuses!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2452662.1342!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!05:05 AM!,
q!2452664.0505!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!Tranny ?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452662.2325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!06:24 PM!,
q!2452664.1824!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Compressed!,
q~1st, 3rd, 5th gear gone!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2452663.0102!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!08:39 AM!,
q!2452664.0839!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!wire color!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!03:31 AM!,
q!2452678.0331!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452678.1253!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!ECU and MFI relay troubleshooting - help!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!12:27 PM!,
q!2452663.1227!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452667.1432!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Certified Muffler Systems???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!03:38 AM!,
q!2452678.0338!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!10:56 AM!,
q!2452678.1056!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Wideband O2 Sensor!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452678.1153!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Marcus!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2452678.2011!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Evo 5 injectors?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2452678.1615!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2452679.1059!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!cyclone gaskets?!,
q!12!,
q!2!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!04:57 PM!,
q!2452678.1657!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452678.1730!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!to clip or not!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2452678.2016!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!12:55 PM!,
q!2452681.1255!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!Removing Door Panels!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!09:17 PM!,
q!2452678.2117!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!05:07 AM!,
q!2452679.0507!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Fifth Gear?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!05:19 AM!,
q!2452679.0519!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!00000457!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452679.1449!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!00000457!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!number3 cage shots!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2452679.0848!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452955.1449!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!weird exhaust ?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!02:42 PM!,
q!2452679.1442!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!roth4fun!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2452679.1626!,
q!roth4fun!,
q!00000408!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!Oil inside the intake!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452663.1749!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!09:38 AM!,
q!2452664.0938!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Need To Find Out!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452664.1153!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452664.1727!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!Coolant in upper intake shorts ISC motor -wtf?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!10:38 AM!,
q!2452667.1038!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2452676.1941!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!EGR blockoff!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452668.1427!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!Invader!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!05:37 PM!,
q!2452668.1737!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!I hate my GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452668.1430!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452668.1812!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Bleeding the brakes!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!03:17 AM!,
q!2452669.0317!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452669.1654!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!Possible Feul Problem?!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!07:46 PM!,
q!2452669.1946!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!Ian M!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2452672.1454!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/forum_thread_data_0016.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0016"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q~Help!!!! I Installed an RRE MBC, and I can't raise boost higher than 9 lbs. >>~,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452687.2200!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2452688.1738!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!y0vnny01!,
q!Does a 2.0 non turbo works well in a turbo engine???!,
q!11!,
q!10!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2452690.1557!,
q!MitVr4!,
q!00000899!,
q!DSSA!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452690.2047!,
q!DSSA!,
q!00000454!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!LOST ENGINE OIL WHILE DRIVING!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!10:37 AM!,
q!2452688.1037!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!GVRfore!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!06:00 PM!,
q!2452688.1800!,
q!GVRfore!,
q!00000647!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!stock rotors, !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!07:04 PM!,
q!2452690.1904!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!Invader!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!07:54 PM!,
q!2452690.1954!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!ic bracket material?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452688.1400!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2452688.1540!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!I don't like my AGX's!,
q!1!,
q!45!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452690.1924!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!markrieb!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452696.1120!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000045!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147of1000!,
q!gsx springs on a gvr4?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452690.2221!,
q!147of1000!,
q!00000861!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452695.2106!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!00000427!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!Whiteline Suspension!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2452690.2309!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!markrieb!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!12:21 PM!,
q!2452692.1221!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!Removing Corner Lamps??!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!02:28 AM!,
q!2452691.0228!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!03:24 PM!,
q!2452691.1524!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Stalling on Deceleration &amp; Cruise control not working!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!07:30 AM!,
q!2452691.0730!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2452695.0039!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!y0vnny01!,
q!where can i find IC PIPE for my gvr4??!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452691.1250!,
q!MitVr4!,
q!00000899!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!05:48 AM!,
q!2452692.0548!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~wheel options for drag racing !?!~,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452691.1322!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452693.1731!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!E-Brake turn!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452691.1714!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452694.2243!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!need information on JDM fog light switch!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2452683.1555!,
q!1101!,
q!00000061!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2452683.1722!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bill!,
q!FCON!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2452683.1615!,
q!Bill!,
q!00000334!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!08:35 PM!,
q!2452683.2035!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Who sells TEIN coilovers?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452683.1758!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!turbowop!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!10:58 PM!,
q!2452684.2258!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Suspension question, related to the Talon parts car!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!06:23 PM!,
q!2452683.1823!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452683.2316!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Apexi S-AFC II Limited Edition !~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!06:24 PM!,
q!2452683.1824!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!msaskin!,
q!06-06-2003!,
q!03:08 PM!,
q!2452797.1508!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!'90 TEL 3-bolt axels &amp; CB work?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!06:25 PM!,
q!2452683.1825!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452683.2219!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!Cyclone Manifold Gaskets?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2452683.1832!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2452684.1316!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!balance shaft flange!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452688.1430!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2452697.2136!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!How much to port!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!10:55 AM!,
q!2452684.1055!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452684.1437!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Wheel Offset!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!02:38 PM!,
q!2452688.1438!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2452692.1631!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!E55 AMG!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!10:56 AM!,
q!2452684.1056!,
q!Matt379!,
q!00000245!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452686.2106!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!head bolts!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2452688.1742!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!number3!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452690.1813!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!SOS-or SME (save my engine)!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452688.1812!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!broke down!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452695.2025!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!clutch noise!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452688.2310!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!05-17-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452777.1741!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!00000138!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!I've got a bare 2G MAS on the way...what do i need?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!02:53 AM!,
q!2452689.0253!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!Ian M!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452689.1003!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Murph!,
q!Starting out!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!04:26 AM!,
q!2452689.0426!,
q!Murph!,
q!00000919!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!03:03 AM!,
q!2452691.0303!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!00000644!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!Anti Lock Light  Stays On!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!09:58 AM!,
q!2452689.0958!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2452689.0959!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!SS exhaust mani studs/Jason King Good  Guy report!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452691.1730!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!10:45 AM!,
q!2452694.1045!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q~Mystery Oil Leak, O2 Sesnor wire colors, Stupid clutch--Help!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!10:29 AM!,
q!2452689.1029!,
q!evol!,
q!00000360!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!03:32 PM!,
q!2452689.1532!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!Oil holes on oil ring land!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452691.2005!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!00000031!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452701.2147!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!00000031!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!Fuel pump question!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!11:45 AM!,
q!2452689.1145!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!09:49 AM!,
q!2452691.0949!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!clear corners!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2452692.1225!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!chhuong!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452692.1634!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Numberless!,
q!Question about VT-rally gvr4 TB elbow removal..!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!03:32 PM!,
q!2452692.1532!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2452693.2223!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!quick ?!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452692.1935!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!00000708!,
q!Arty!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!03:34 AM!,
q!2452694.0334!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!O2 Readings and possible others!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2452692.2008!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!keydiver!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2452695.1041!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fstgvr4!,
q!fuel pressure gauge!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2452692.2218!,
q!fstgvr4!,
q!00000896!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452694.1406!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!shifting problems!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452693.0053!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!Matt Freeman!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!05:35 AM!,
q!2452693.0535!,
q!Matt Freeman!,
q!00000101!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!welding ic pipes?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!08:31 AM!,
q!2452693.0831!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!number3!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2452694.1259!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!4WS removal, rear LSD install, rear sway install!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2452693.1328!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!00000521!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452713.1813!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!afc tuning!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2452684.1510!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452687.1120!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Sticky throttle?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!04:22 PM!,
q!2452684.1622!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!broke down!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2452687.1009!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!power steering!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452684.1957!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!smokindav!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2452684.2223!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Increased clutch clamp load - how do they do it ?!,
q!5!,
q!11!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2452684.2241!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!sleeper!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!07:43 PM!,
q!2452702.1943!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!IC question!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452684.2326!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!10:38 AM!,
q!2452685.1038!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Under valve cover....!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452684.2359!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!02:43 AM!,
q!2452685.0243!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Smog question!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2452685.0103!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452686.2153!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!High flow cat.!,
q!5!,
q!12!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!07:33 AM!,
q!2452685.0733!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!Ian M!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!10:16 AM!,
q!2452689.1016!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fstgvr4!,
q!dataloggers!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!11:46 AM!,
q!2452689.1146!,
q!fstgvr4!,
q!00000896!,
q!Dan D!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452689.1634!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Its official: Mitsubishi ECU's are junk!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452685.1012!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!ron!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2452685.1519!,
q!ron!,
q!00000491!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!valve guides &amp; seals!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2452689.1623!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!chhuong!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2452689.1623!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Camber correction...Whiteline parts?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452685.1417!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!05:06 PM!,
q!2452685.1706!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!aWeX!,
q!Engine\gearbox from Lancer EVO into a VR4!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452689.1848!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!aWeX!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!03:49 PM!,
q!2452691.1549!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!fuel injector help!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!07:34 PM!,
q!2452689.1934!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!04:42 AM!,
q!2452690.0442!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jon!,
q!Remove front bumper!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!11:11 AM!,
q!2452676.1111!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!11:11 AM!,
q!2452676.1111!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jon!,
q!Free mods!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452676.1035!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452676.1035!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jon!,
q!Stage 1 mods!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:37 AM!,
q!2452676.1037!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:37 AM!,
q!2452676.1037!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jon!,
q!Stage 2 mods!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452676.1040!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452676.1040!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!JDM question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452693.1449!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!00000708!,
q!keydiver!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!11:38 AM!,
q!2452695.1138!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jon!,
q!4 bolt information!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2452676.1041!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2452676.1041!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!best pressure source for wastegate!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2452693.1615!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!turbowop!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!05:21 AM!,
q!2452694.0521!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jon!,
q!Manual Seat Belt Install!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:48 AM!,
q!2452676.1048!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:48 AM!,
q!2452676.1048!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Car not cranking over!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452693.1754!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452694.1448!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!2g mas!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452693.2256!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!09:21 AM!,
q!2452697.0921!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!CHUGING!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2452694.0129!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!a_santos!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!07:21 PM!,
q!2452694.1921!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!I have been challenged by an oil leak!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!01:13 PM!,
q!2452694.1313!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2452695.1225!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!fuel pressure, evo 6!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452694.1324!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452694.1324!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!materal for ic piping!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452694.1336!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452694.2335!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!isc values on logger!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2452694.2226!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!03:16 PM!,
q!2452695.1516!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fstgvr4!,
q!Fuel pressure gauge install!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452692.1723!,
q!fstgvr4!,
q!00000896!,
q!number3!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2452692.1742!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Where to buy cheap 16 X 8 steel wheels?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!03:53 PM!,
q!2452685.1553!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!markrieb!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!10:29 AM!,
q!2452689.1029!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!02 eliminator!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452685.1648!,
q!Matt379!,
q!00000245!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452685.2151!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!alternator!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2452685.1705!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!12:57 AM!,
q!2452686.0057!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!timing  belt... tensioner ... balanceshaft belt ???!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2452685.1830!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!06:55 PM!,
q!2452685.1855!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!Pulling Engine!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2452685.2118!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!00000708!,
q!Pappy!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2452686.1956!,
q!Pappy!,
q!00000327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!JDM guage cluster!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452686.0059!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!Nate!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2452686.1548!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Removing cruise control?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!01:00 AM!,
q!2452686.0100!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!09:30 AM!,
q!2452686.0930!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147of1000!,
q!cut stock springs?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!03:34 AM!,
q!2452686.0334!,
q!147of1000!,
q!00000861!,
q!Nate!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2452686.1546!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!geary rauh rauh raugh sound on decel only ....... !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!07:51 AM!,
q!2452686.0751!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!01:08 AM!,
q!2452687.0108!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jon!,
q!Super AFC install!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:52 AM!,
q!2452676.1052!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:52 AM!,
q!2452676.1052!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!crushed bov!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!08:34 PM!,
q!2452686.2034!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452697.2134!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jon!,
q~CAPS CrAcK!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:57 AM!,
q!2452676.1057!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!10:57 AM!,
q!2452676.1057!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jon!,
q!Put a different make's wheels on your car!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2452676.1100!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2452676.1100!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jon!,
q~Find a good vendor!!~,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!11:04 AM!,
q!2452676.1104!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!11:04 AM!,
q!2452676.1104!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jon!,
q!install Apexi Super AFC with a VPC!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!11:15 AM!,
q!2452676.1115!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!11:15 AM!,
q!2452676.1115!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Free Image Hosting for GalantVR4.org members!,
q!4!,
q!11!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2452678.1608!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452681.2320!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!vac. line elimination!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!10:31 PM!,
q!2452689.2231!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452786.0950!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!aWeX!,
q!Manifold\turbo from EVO 4 onwards!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!07:38 AM!,
q!2452690.0738!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!Marcus!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452690.1717!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!CEL intermittent!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!08:07 AM!,
q!2452690.0807!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!Ian M!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452690.1903!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!Well, I HAD it running...!,
q!11!,
q!6!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!08:38 AM!,
q!2452690.0838!,
q!evol!,
q!00000360!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-01-2003!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2452700.1235!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fstgvr4!,
q!SAFC install!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452686.2342!,
q!fstgvr4!,
q!00000896!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!12:48 AM!,
q!2452687.0048!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4door!,
q!rear ends!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!12:42 AM!,
q!2452687.0042!,
q!vr4door!,
q!00000880!,
q!vr4door!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2452687.0051!,
q!vr4door!,
q!00000880!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPAM!,
q!Do We NEED the Condensor Fan??!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!01:04 AM!,
q!2452687.0104!,
q!SPAM!,
q!00000272!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2452688.1005!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!switch!,
q!CAPS program!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!05:54 AM!,
q!2452687.0554!,
q!switch!,
q!00000205!,
q!spoulson!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2452703.1102!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q~bosch o2 sensors $!@#$%~,
q!8!,
q!11!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452687.1337!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!DSSA!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!04:07 PM!,
q!2452690.1607!,
q!DSSA!,
q!00000454!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!AFC wont effect idle fuel trim!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452687.1630!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!05:06 PM!,
q!2452688.1706!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147of1000!,
q!what kind of transmission fluid?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2452687.1742!,
q!147of1000!,
q!00000861!,
q!sleeper!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!02:44 PM!,
q!2452698.1444!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
};
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ubb/Forum2/001834.cgi
A||||2||raceman77||adding auxiliary injector(s)||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||03-13-2003||02:43 AM||raceman77@comcast.net||l`m thinking (uh oh)about the old school method of adding extra injector(s)controlled by a pressure switch to prevent lean out under boost.My 83 Calloway GTi had such a system and it worked great.Well...it worked anyways.Now l know this system has it`s faults(challenged fuel distribution)and it`s kind of low tech but it has been shown to work.A couple of well placed cold start injectors sparked by an adjustable pressure switch set to,what,15-20lbs boost?With the fuel cut defencer dissabled the system would stave off the death rattle of lean out....has anyone done this old school butcher job yet or does eveyone go digital?||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-13-2003||11:24 PM||||Is that even necessary?  I know almost nothing about fuel, but I would think that a good pump, pressure regulator and injectors would take care of everything.||67.37.178.91||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||03-14-2003||02:42 AM||||Hertz you`re right,that`s one way to take care of it.Actually it`s probably the most sensible way.The secondary injector route is/was usually used when adding turbo to n/a engines.lt`s an old tech solution but it works.l`ll post pics if l decide to do it to my car.||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes



ubb/Forum2/001835.cgi
A||||24||Louters91GVR4||Brands and Weights of Motor Oil??? Discuss...||||6||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||03-13-2003||11:18 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Vavoline 10w40 <br />Amsoil 10w40 with my new motor/turbo<br /><br />Tom<br /><br /><br />Amsoil seems to work and protect well in my friends 500hp GSX Eclipse, so I went with that.||216.153.165.31||reg||6||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||03-13-2003||11:49 AM||||oil from amway? l`ve heard that`s good stuff but l go Mobil One 15-50 synthetic in my 911,10-40 in everything else...||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||03-13-2003||12:47 PM||||So should I not be using 5W-30 synth in my car?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />     I'm sure someone is going to yell at me about that.<br />Edit: It really helps to quiet my tick though.||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-13-2003||01:32 PM||||i use 5-30 in my car.  mitsu recommends 10-30.  and what the heck, when the oil heats up, it is 30 wt, so the only difference is the cold pour/flow.  in an older car, the thicker stuff is probably better.  the thicker stuff is better for the porch, too, because of air cooled jugs.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||modified toys||04-19-2003||05:02 PM||||hi about for a 172k vr4?<br />10-50 or 20-50?||67.116.242.73||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000005||DarkDevilMMM||04-19-2003||06:38 PM||||185k vr4, mobile one fully syth 10W30||63.205.8.65||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||04-19-2003||06:55 PM||||What about for my COMPLETELY REBUILT head I just got yesterday? I used to run 20-50..||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||04-19-2003||07:33 PM||||I use 10W 30 cold temps, 15W 50 warm temps.  Mobil 1||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||dlpinckney||04-19-2003||10:48 PM||||5w30 Mobile 1 - year round||65.179.104.107||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000009||KingGalantVr4||02-29-2004||09:29 PM||||Does anyone run Mobile 1 0w40?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000010||ercp98||02-29-2004||09:33 PM||||i use penzoil 20w50 all year round and for the tick i add lucas||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000011||hecdws||02-29-2004||09:50 PM||||i use mobil 1 15w50 synthetic. speaking of oil both my cars need an oil change.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000012||turboren||02-29-2004||10:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> Does anyone run Mobile 1 0w40? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am now, and I did not the last oil change but the one before that, in an effort to quiet the lifters.  Marginally better, if at all.  The main reason I ran it this last time is I wanted to run a longer interval, since I have been putting a LOT of miles on my white car lately (12k in about 7 months, ran 3200 miles between Jan 1 and 30 of this year  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  ).  I am fast approaching the 150k mark (~1200 miles to go).<br /><br />Other than that I have been running Pennzoil 10w-40.  I have a friend who works on rotaries a lot and swears by this stuff.  I have read that it uses the same base stock as Castrol Syntec.  <br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.99||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000013||04DrBlur||02-29-2004||11:32 PM||||Mitsu filter and Shell Rotella T.||68.75.202.99||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000014||turbogalant||03-01-2004||12:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Mitsu filter and Shell Rotella T. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Diesel oil  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  WHY?||65.177.241.7||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000015||91GVR4||03-01-2004||03:32 AM||||Amsoil 10-30 all the way. With a high capisity filter it is "warentied" for 6months/12K miles in a turbo engine. Even longer in a N/T. Two oil changes a year baby  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . You also have to change the filter at 3months/6K miles. This is the only oil that makes these claims and has the tests to prove it. It is great stuff. Even pours at -20F, and yes I have tried it. <br />If I remember correctly diesel oil is the same as others, it just has more detergents. Correct? Hence a cleaner engine, but no deposts to seal up our leaky engines  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||63.156.32.5||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000016||sjg||03-01-2004||03:48 AM||||If none have you guys have tried it, and your oil comes out looking fairly clean after 2500-3000 mi., try running Rotella once, it'll be so sooty dirty nasty you'll think the oil really must suck!  But no, that's all crap that was built up in, or would have been built up in your engine.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    10k mi. at 1k change intervals will clean a motor up pretty well, for a quicker fix, try some Rislone.<br /><br />I run Mobil-1 5W30 full synthetic in both Galants, various weights of Castrol GTX in the other cars.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000017||KingGalantVr4||03-01-2004||05:27 AM||||I see some of you are running a 50w oil, is that really warrented? and is it ok for the turbo to go that thick?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||03-01-2004||06:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> I see some of you are running a 50w oil, is that really warrented? and is it ok for the turbo to go that thick? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The owners manual shows that a 20w can be used above 32 degrees f.  15w 50 will protect better agaist high temp abuse.  Our cars run hot and we push them.    I've found that my car feels smoother running the 15w 50 when reved out.  I tried it once and I've been using it since.  <br /><br />Mobil 1 claims that 15w 50 is good for performance aplications including turbo's and SCs.  I've only been using it for a year, and my turbo still works, so I don't think you have to worry about it being too thick.  Also, if you check the oil when it is warm, it isn't that thick.  You shouldn't try and run boost untill the car is warmed up anyway, so it shouldn't be a problem.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||s_firestone||03-01-2004||07:33 AM||||Has anyone noticed the trend of chain parts stores carrying really low weight oils like OW15, 5W15, 10W20.  Someone even mentioned manufacturers are actually recommending these low weights on the new cars.<br /><br />I live in the South. We get below 30 degrees fahrenheit maybe 10 days out of a year.  What benefit would there be from runing such a low weights?  In the summer our temps stay in the 90s (heat soak down here is defined as the condition your clothes are in after a long summer day).<br /><br />Canada I could understand those low weights, but everywhere in the country?<br /><br />I have always picked by the SAE chart(although arbitrary given that it's based upon regional temps not engine operating swings).  <br /><br />30W is the standard base oil for internal combustion engines.  Which is why it's used in lawn mower engines(which have no temperature regulation as they are air cooled).<br /><br />I have also read that your are supposed to keep the two numbers on the viscosity rating as close together as possible.  <br /><br />The farther apart the two viscosities, the more trade-offs oil companies have to perform to get it to operate at the wider range and hence it's performance at a given weight is lower.  In other words 10W40 or 20W50 would be better than 5W50 or 15W50.  <br /><br />Actually according to the SAE chart 20W30, 20W40, 30W50 would be the ideal weights for most of the country.  Notice they don't sell those weights.<br /><br />Notice that products like Valvoline "Racing" oil comes in 50W only.  I think that is mostly for american high compression engines such as 10:1.<br /><br />I think most of the oils out there are total hype.  Does the SAE rating even apply to synthetics?<br /><br />I'm using Mobil1 15w50 only because I cannot find any full synthetic 20W50 or 10W40 and I am leary about using anything too low for our subtropical climate.<br /><br />I'm also leary of products such as Amsoil because you will find no independent studies(just billions of web pages with identical marketing text labeled as scientific data from 1 study).  I don't dispute their claims, I'm just leary of the way they market.  I remember products in the past like Prolong and Slick50 that were marketed in the same fashion.  They were all eventually found to be doing nothing more than adding soft metals like zinc or graphite which ended up clogging up your engine's oiling system.  Short term gains, long term damage.<br /><br />I am also leary of any product touted as being used by ANY racing team in any motorsport.  If it  says "NASCAR" I definitely won't buy it.  The reason being is while the product may hold up for even a 500 mile race, they completely tear down and rebuild that engine between every race and that includes replacing the oil.  <br /><br />That does not equate to a warranty of extended cyclying and runtimes that normal vehicles use.  Do you think racing teams reuse that oil??? I don't think they reuse spark plugs.<br /><br />No but for a cool million they will be happy to endorse it as being what they use in their own cars.  Of course, if the manufacturer you just endorsed gives you cases upon cases of it for free you would use it.  If your a NASCAR driver do you really think you do your own car maintenance much less drive anything less than a brand spanking new car from the car company whose product you endorsed?  Hmmmmm.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000020||iceman69510||03-01-2004||09:51 AM||||New Mitsus are all going to 5 w 20 recommended oil.  Most of this is driven by two things, improved oils and desire for greater fuel economy rating as power output increases.<br /><br />I run Mostly Valvoline products, especially in my race car, and have used Durablend in my VR4.  Right now I don't care so much what I use, as the turbo is shot and the engine uses so much oil.  Time for a rebuild.  I will probably use Mobil 1 in the new motor.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000021||QShip||03-01-2004||10:52 AM||||Mobil 1. Pick your flavor.||12.147.96.10||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000022||simjet22||03-01-2004||02:14 PM||||I JUST BOUGHT A NEW CASE OF MOBIL 1 15W50, AND PUT IT IN, AND SEEMS NICE, WILL TELL MORE WHEN I DRIVE IT DAILY||24.184.100.158||reg||6||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000023||chopped 39||03-01-2004||10:19 PM||||I HAVE RUN ROYAL PURPLE 20W50 SINCE 1990 IN MY BUICK . MY BUDDY BUILDS TURBO BUICKS AND IS THE ONE THAT TURNED ME ON TO IT. NEVER HAD ANY PROBLEMS WITH IT . EXCEPT FOR OIL LEAKS. BUT WHAT DO YOU EXPECT FROM DOMESTIC CARS.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.109.233.86||reg||14||steve||00003394||yes
Z||000024||sjg||03-02-2004||02:37 AM||||firestone, that 'keep the two numbers as close together as possible' deal does in no way apply to synthetic oils.  Basically tricks are used in multi-weight conventional oil, so the farther apart the numbers are the faster the oil will break down, I have seen this to be true having run straight 30 weight among other oils in my old LeMans.  That car let me know when it wanted to have its oil changed, in a bad way.<br /><br />I can't seem to bring the technical explanation to mind right now, but basically with synthetics you don't have to make all of the tradeoff's, so you can make an oil that's like 10W50 and have it last a long time.<br /><br />In the V8's I generally run 10W30 if it will be really cold, 15W40 otherwise during the colder parts of spring/winter/fall, and 20W50 during the heat of the summer.  My moody cars don't much like 10W40 after about 1500 mi., I switched to 15W40 recently (it can be tough to find) but seems better.<br /><br />I can't say I have a lot of experience with synthetics, but I will be trying a few more out this summer.  I have only run 5W30 Mobil-1 and Valvoline SynPower, both of the cars I have run them in have seemed to favor the Mobil-1. My roommate with a 3000GT VR4 has had the same experience in his car (170k on the original '93 6g72 and no lifter tick with Mobil-1).<br /><br />Anyway, for as much as people think that motor oil makes such a huge difference, unless you're really pushing your car hard just run whatever's cheap in the recommended weight (not pennzoil), and change it regularly, regular changes are many times more important than oil selection anyway.<br /><br />That, and install a bigger oil cooler.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes



ubb/Forum2/001836.cgi
A||||9||lance||Oil cooler re-location kit for Galant VR4||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||03-13-2003||12:12 PM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||Is there an oil cooler re-location kit for the Gallant VR4? If ther is, where can I purchase one?||208.157.147.129||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-13-2003||12:30 PM||||Lance<br /><br />Make your own, its easier. You can use B&M oil cooler, setrab etc etc. I am building one right now with a fluidyne oil cooler. You will need to replace your oil filter housing unless you have a JDM gvr4...<br /><br />Actually, Dale (superflewus) on our board is selling one. He is very trustworthy, thats probably your best bet. Lets hope he still has it <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||03-13-2003||02:33 PM||||Lance, I just posted some instructions on relocation in  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001839;p=1#000002" target="_blank">another thread</a> . <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||lance||03-14-2003||02:08 PM||||The reason why I posted this topic is:  I had the exact same problem last week.  There was oil in my coolant, at first I thought it was the head gastet but I found out later that it was the oil/cooler.  I do have a JDM Gallant which does not have a front mount oil cooler so I think it will be a little harder for me to replace my existing one.<br /><br />When I checked the oil cooler itself, it was almost loose so I took it off completely, gave it a good clean, apply a good seal to the main bolt and I have not had any problem since.||63.136.118.105||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||03-14-2003||05:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by lance:<br /><strong> I do have a JDM Gallant  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...but no spell checker.  Please, you've done this in other posts as well; Galant only has one "L."  You may be gallant; your car is not.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||lance||03-17-2003||08:38 AM||||We are all humans, we make mistakes sometimes.  Remember we are not perfect.||63.136.118.105||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||03-17-2003||09:44 AM||||fyi, some of the jdm galants had oil coolers.  if you can get a complete system from a 90 t/e/l, it is very close to a direct plug 'n' play.  i had one on my car for a long time, even the plastic lower cover is cut out so the lines will clear.  i only had to move the p/s cooler a tad, and make 2 brackets.  i have since upgraded to aeroquip lines and a larger cooler, but i am still using the factory oil filter head with thermostat.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Jose||03-17-2003||04:06 PM||||Billy at Eigenengineering@yahoo.com sells the JDM oil cooler setups (used). I am waiting for mine to come in. I also picked up JDM hood vents from him. He sometimes breaks up front clips and sells the parts from them. I have never had any problems with him.<br />Jose.....||205.188.209.7||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000008||nvr2fst||03-17-2003||10:27 PM||||What if i don't havbe a JDM vr4, how can i go about installing an aftermarket oil cooler?||205.188.209.7||reg||1||nvr2fst||00000977||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||03-17-2003||11:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by nvr2fst:<br /><strong> What if i don't havbe a JDM vr4, how can i go about installing an aftermarket oil cooler? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For the love of god, use the search tool, please!!!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001839;p=1#000002" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001839;p=1#000002</a>||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
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A||||28||hibrn8||Fitting for oil feed to turbo!||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-13-2003||01:04 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Hey guys i am using all stainless steel lines for my turbo oil inlet and also for the oil return to the oil pan. So you all know where the stock location for the oil into the turbo is right, its on the left side of the head when you directly look at it. Well this is what i need. I need to get a fitting, either an elbow or whatever else will work, that is threaded on both sides. Obviously the one side will screw into the stock location in the head of the motor, and the other side of this fitting then also has to be threaded to allow me to screw in my stainless steel oil line. My problem is that i dont know the sizes to get the right fitting and i also dont know where to go to even get the fitting! i was thinking a hardware store possibly however my guess is that these sizes are metric. Any suggestions and help would be great! Thanks guys.||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||ron||03-13-2003||05:24 PM||||That hole in the head is just a metric thread 10x1.25.  I don't know if you can find one of those fitting that you want.  But RRE site suggests, you you should tap for turbo oil feed near the oil filter..<br />Ron||64.12.96.102||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000002||suprflewus||03-15-2003||10:27 AM||||you are going to be getting very dirty oil and lower pressure oil than if you used a line from the oil filter housing to the turbo.<br /><br />i would upgrade to a stainless line off of the filter housing if you ar egoing through all of the trouble.  Cleans up the engine bay a bit too.<br /><br />later<br />dale||64.12.96.102||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000003||number3||03-15-2003||01:25 PM||||Ben,<br /><br />I would like to hear your thoughts on the RRE oil feed way vs. the AGP (OEM) way to feed a turbo, please.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||03-15-2003||08:53 PM||||i checked vfaq.com for this and didnt find anyhting. Does anyone have a link explaining this more with pictures so i cna get a better idea how i should do this? thanks||65.227.217.5||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||03-15-2003||10:11 PM||||A SS feed line is more convenient IMO, My oem banjo always leaked, until I helicoiled the threads in my head (very careful). Today when I put a new turbo in screwing the banjo bolt back into the head was such a pain, i had to bend the oil line more than a few times to get the correct position. I have alot of dsm friends that run the SS line and have capped off the oem location with a 10x1.25 bolt, then ran it to the oil filter area (check vfaq for exact location) and everyone's heard it 'flows better', makes sense to me , even if it flowed the same, I would still do the Stainless Steel line and relocate it to the oil filter area. I see no point in running a SS line back to the oem location. .02||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||03-15-2003||10:21 PM||||Ben<br /><br />Yes, I second Harry. I know buschur and some others also tap off the head. I dont wanna damage my new AGP turbo in any way, form or manner. <br /><br />So, some advice on this subject would be helpful...||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||03-16-2003||06:38 PM||||Use the head location, the oil filter housing can and did cause my turbo to have blow by, granted I had 6-an line but still at startup it's over 100psi coming from the oil filter housing. 6-an from the head is more than enough.||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||03-17-2003||01:06 AM||||thanks guys.||65.227.204.151||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||suprflewus||03-17-2003||01:52 AM||||alot of turbo builders will not let their sponsored cars run an oil feed of off the head.  This is pretty much the furthest point from the filter.  The oil pressure is probably less of an issue, especially with removed balance shafts.<br /><br />i would personally run a feed line smaller than a -6 off of the filter hosing unless this isnt an option.<br /><br />lates<br />dale||205.188.209.7||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000010||Team Ducktape||03-17-2003||07:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by suprflewus:<br /><strong> alot of turbo builders will not let their sponsored cars run an oil feed of off the head.  This is pretty much the furthest point from the filter.  The oil pressure is probably less of an issue, especially with removed balance shafts.<br /><br />i would personally run a feed line smaller than a -6 off of the filter hosing unless this isnt an option.<br /><br />lates<br />dale </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What about Buschur? Both their "race" cars have it coming from the head, as do many other "race" teams. Not sure what you mean by "especially with removed balance shafts." As you know when you get rid of the shafts the oil pressure increases.  Just leave it on the head. Please list the turbo builders that won't let the sponsered cars run the oil feed from the head...||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000011||galantvr4||03-17-2003||08:43 PM||||I baught the RRE stainless line Because the head is the last/furthest from the oil pump to get oil. I also was concerned w/ Heat soak on the line comming from the head because it is so close to the head and the manifold. I Ran the RRE line up around between the radiator and the manifold, the line just rests against the radiator, but "now this I have yet to see els where" I put some Earls Silicone heat sheilding over the entire line, to keep the manifold heat from cokeing in the line and just to stabilize the temperature in the line overall.this is an old photo  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=167&width=400" alt=" - " />||198.81.26.171||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||03-17-2003||08:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br />What about Buschur? Both their "race" cars have it coming from the head, as do many other "race" teams. Not sure what you mean by "especially with removed balance shafts." As you know when you get rid of the shafts the oil pressure increases.  Just leave it on the head. Please list the turbo builders that won't let the sponsered cars run the oil feed from the head...</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree, I really don't think it's that big of a deal where the oil comes from.  I have yet to see an oil starvation related turbo failure on a DSM that fed from the head (excluding a clogged feed line, of course).  AFAIK, FP doesn't really care.  Dale, have they told Curt to run from the filter housing?||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||MustGoFaster||03-17-2003||11:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4:<br /><strong> I baught the RRE stainless line Because the head is the last/furthest from the oil pump to get oil. I also was concerned w/ Heat soak on the line comming from the head because it is so close to the head and the manifold. I Ran the RRE line up around between the radiator and the manifold, the line just rests against the radiator, but "now this I have yet to see els where" I put some Earls Silicone heat sheilding over the entire line, to keep the manifold heat from cokeing in the line and just to stabilize the temperature in the line overall. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Umm, the turbo gets oil right after the mains.  The oil path is like a sideways U.  Goes from the oil pump down the main galley up the passage through the HG into the head from there it goes into a bunch of passages leading to: the turbo, the intake cam "bearings", the exhaust cam "bearings", both banks of HLA's and at the T-belt side of the head dead ends.  Unless two friends and I looked at the head wrong, that�s how it goes.  If you look at the T-belt side all you will see for oil passages are 4 Allen plugs, well on the CAS side you will see a bunch of round bulges running from the middle to each galley.||63.228.4.238||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000014||hibrn8||03-18-2003||12:31 AM||||thanks again guys i was just curious on what was the most effective way to do this. i was planning to use the head location and staying along this plan. Rob you know your stuff. Now can you tell me where to find the fitting?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.227.204.92||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000015||Team Ducktape||03-18-2003||12:41 AM||||I taped mine for 1/2pipe. Then used a 6-an on the otherside. But you may not need to go so big, I have a "dry" compressor housing that's why I need the extra oil, but from the oil-filter housing it's just under to much pressure, and i got serious blow-by. But tap it when the head is off- if you can. And pull the alen "plug" from the other side of the head and blow it out with compressed air to get all the shavings out. Or do it just before you send it in to get rebuilt    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Also we need to talk this summer about some of my stereo needs, I here your the man to talk to when it comes to these things.......||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000016||suprflewus||03-18-2003||12:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What about Buschur? Both their "race" cars have it coming from the head, as do many other "race" teams.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Buschur can also put a new turbo on every run if he wanted to - he owns a premier DSM tuning shop.  I was more refering to shops which give turbos to people who are fast.<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not sure what you mean by "especially with removed balance shafts."[/qhote]<br />all that i was getting at is that oil pressure isnt an issue with these cars and really shouldnt affect the location at which the turbo receives its oil. (no hard evidence on this)<br />[quote]Please list the turbo builders that won't let the sponsered cars run the oil feed from the head...</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i don't really want to get specific here, you'll just have to trust me here;)<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just leave it on the head.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't have any true evidence that one way is better than the other - i have never run any kind of tests entitled "Turbo bearing failure - the oil feed source quandry" where i examined failed turbos with different feed sources, or anything like that.  That's why i said "personally" i would run off of the filter housing based on the information i have gathered which is by no means hard evidence from personal testing.  Mike at RRE seems to think its a good idea, and i don't take him as a guy trying to sell a feed line just to make $40.  Another reputable shop that i deal with thinks its a good idea too.  I could be wrong but i think when AGP runs off of the head they recommend an inline filter. (maybe someone can confirm this..)<br />It seems to make sense to try and get the cleanest oil as possible to the turbo.  I always put fresh oil in my crankcase  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />lates<br />dale||152.163.188.33||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000017||Team Ducktape||03-18-2003||12:44 AM||||So won't be seeing the list??? <br /><br /><br />Yea that's what I thought.....||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000018||Team Ducktape||03-18-2003||12:45 AM||||If your oil is getting that dirty, the oil feed is the least of your problems.||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||03-18-2003||02:13 PM||||Dale<br /><br />AGP recommends the inline filter for their BB turbos...(L1R, L2r, L3R). I got mine with the feed line to tap off the head. I also have the RRE line, so I am stuck now as to which to use...<br /><br />PS - You didnt reply to my mail I sent ya, lemme know, please!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||GVR-4||03-19-2003||10:18 AM||||I think AGP says their BB turbos can't have the oil pressure exceed 60 psi. That's a good reason to use the stock location in my book.<br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000021||Ben K||03-19-2003||11:25 PM||||This topic can go back and forth, as it obviously has here.  We (AGP) recommend taking your oil supply from the side of the head (factory 1G location) because it is a regulated supply source.  <br /><br />Using the oil feed from the oil filter housing can allow too much oil pressure to reach the bearing housing and not allow enough oil to drain back to the pan in time.  Commonly oil will then leak past the oil ring on the end of the turbine shaft, and produce the lovely blue smoke.  This seems to be more common on vehicles with built motors and no balance shafts.<br /><br />As mentioned previously, if you are worried about "dirty" oil going through the turbo, you have other problems to deal with.<br /><br />And with regards to the Garrett GT Ball Bearing turbos, Garrett suggests no more than 60psi of oil pressure.  You would be surprized how many oil restrictors we sell to customers running GT CHRAs.<br /><br />KC, it's completely up to you with what you want to do.  We have a lot of customers that tap their feed from the oil filter housing, and have no oil problems.  Zach Jones, Sean Ivey, just to name a few.  I am not saying it doesn't matter, just saying it can be personal preference and peace of mind.||68.99.224.200||reg||1||Ben K||00000453||yes
Z||000022||suprflewus||03-20-2003||12:34 AM||||my recommendation for a street car: (ie-slightly higher than stock rpm's, balance shafts w/ built motor, or non-balance shafts w/ stock motor)<br /><br />feed from the oil filter housing (unless you are running a b.b. c.h.r.a.)  thrust bearings seem to like higher oil pressures.  As duck and ben mentioned, if you are revving the crap out of the car w/ no balance shafts and a built motor, you will more than likely blow oil through the turbo into the exhaust if you go off of the filter housing. In this case i would run off of the head, but would use an inline filter. Its case by case and i didnt mention that in my other posts.  Street cars and race cars are pretty different.  Alot of shops run off of the head because they have funky filter housings (to alllow for a more shallow DP angle) which have no provisions for a feed line.<br />later<br />dale||64.12.96.102||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000023||akgvr4||03-20-2003||07:37 AM||||whats up. i just have to give my 2 cents. well about tapping into the oil filter housing. not a good idea. i would recomend just going out to a place that sales a bolt thats about 4" long with the thread pattern 10x 1.25 and drilling it out. cut or grind the bolt untill you get your dezired length, and then attach it to the origional hole in the top of the block. i had this done and it costed about 32 dollars. the reason i had to do this is because when i was attaching the oil feed line from the turbo to the block, i stripped the first few threads on the inside of the block. i got a bolt that was a 1/4 inch longer than the origional bolt, drilled it out, with the cross drill inorder to feed the line and i just went right back on the block with a little help with some teflon tape. no leeks. but thats what i recomend. just get a long bolt, drill it out, and slice the size that you need off.||24.237.119.216||reg||3||akgvr4||00000963||yes
Z||000024||number3||03-20-2003||11:11 AM||||I ran my oil feed off the filter housing with my BB turbo and the turbo lasted 400 miles (mostly full throttle racing miles). I am not saying the location of oil feed was the reason or not. That is why I asked Ben K. to jump in with his expert opinion.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000025||1312VR4||03-20-2003||12:10 PM||||Just my .02 I HAD the filter feed line & it screwed up my turbo. IF you use the line from the filter housing make damn sure it has a restrictor in it. Never once did I have trouble with the head feed. NOTHING but trouble with the filter feed. especially with a hp & hf oil pump. Now I need a new turbo.<br /> Many people will say "aww, you get cleaner oil from the filter to the turbo". But if you change your oil when you should, you will not have any trouble, just look at some of these 14b turbo's with 170k + miles on them. Look at the sucess the 4g63 was having BEFORE that damn filter feed line came out. I'm sticking with head feed for now on.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000026||GRV4726||03-20-2003||03:32 PM||||i got to say that this is sort of shocking, because for the longest i thought that the line front the filter is the only way to go, but now that you guys are talking about pressure well, i'm going to avoid running it after the filter.  i'm rather happy that i have read this post.  all of it very interresting, some scary. number3's story is a sad one.  my verdict, from the head with an inline filter, just for extra goodness   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000027||bob in chicago||03-21-2003||01:52 PM||||Look at RRE's diagram for 1G oil path: <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/turbooilsupplysource.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/turbooilsupplysource.jpg</a><br /><br />Isn't RRE's recommended turbo oil tap going to receive freshly filtered oil and be protected from high pressure by the pressure relief valve shown just downstream?||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000028||PJGross||03-21-2003||03:28 PM||||I would like to know the specs, but I think that the oil pressure relief valve in question is much higher than 60psi or whatever the max the T3/T4 center section can handle.  Just a point that under load the presssure sensor (down stream from the relief valve) can see well over 100psi.<br /><br />I have an oil line for my new T3/T4 setup that is for the oil filter housing.  After emailing several people, I decided I would need some sort of restrictor or regulator or not use the line.  After talking with AMS, I decided on just going with a pre-made line feeding from the head.  Since I will change my oil often, and my center is not BB, I will not run an inline filter on my feed line.  I guess I'll keep the old line if I can find an inexpensive way to regulate the pressure from the filter housing but for now it is a nice -6AN line with fancy aeroquip swivel fitting $50 paperweight.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes



ubb/Forum2/001858.cgi
A||||3||147of1000||recalls||||1||||147of1000||00000861
Z||000000||147of1000||03-16-2003||11:58 AM||||can anyone provide me with a list of all the recalls that have been made regarding the 92 gvr4?||68.18.112.164||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-16-2003||12:12 PM||||if you take your vin to a dealer, they can give you a history on the car, stuff like where it was first sold, options, recalls, and any dealer work that was done to it.  very interesting.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||03-16-2003||04:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> if you take your vin to a dealer, they can give you a history on the car, stuff like where it was first sold, options, recalls, and any dealer work that was done to it.  very interesting. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can, but some dealers are assholes.  When I first got my car back in 98 and I had it up doing my first oil change, I noiticed that the t-case and the spray around the yoke.  Mmmm, time to call the dealer.  The first dealer I called, said that the recall was already done that that they only had to fix it once.  They offered to set up an opointment and charge me for the work.  I hung up the phone and called a 2nd dealer.  They told that well, it was fixed within a year so it is still under waranty.  Bring it in and we will look at it.  One trip to the dealer and I had my car back in no time.  <br /><br />Point being some dealers are pretty decent and will help you out while others will not talk to you or help you unless they can make money off of you. You might have to weed through some crap to get what you need.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||03-17-2003||06:47 AM||||When I took my car in for the transfer case recall, I drove 1.5 hours only for them to lift it up in the air and drop it back down and they said ok your done????  They didnt do shit.  Now my case is leaking. is there something I can still do or will it come out of my own pocket?||67.39.146.201||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/001839.cgi
A||||12||howard_GVR4||oil + coolant = mud||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||03-13-2003||01:55 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Last week, I checked my coolant, and it looked like this:<br />  <img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/nasty/IM003150.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/nasty/IM003154.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/nasty/fix/nasty_coolant.JPG" alt=" - " />||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||03-13-2003||02:09 PM||||ewww....<br />be happy it isn't oil + coolant...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />coolant flush would help..||63.201.88.120||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||03-13-2003||02:20 PM||||I figured it was either the headgasket or the stock oil/water cooler.  Sooo, I took the stock oil cooler off and put a 90 style housing on with -8 AN lines and fittings, and a Setrab cooler.  <br /><br />There's the 90 style housing, with my VDO 150psi dual pole sender installed, which sends to the gauge and to the (overly sensitive) idiot light.  <br /><br />  <img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/nasty/fix/90_housing.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Setrab oil cooler and -8 lines and fittings )<br /><br />  <img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/nasty/fix/cooler_and_lines.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />This is where you make the hole to get the hidden oil housing bolt out without removing the lower T-belt cover.  My hole sucks.  You can see where I initially drilled in the wrong place, making my hole a crappy oval. <br /><br />  <img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/nasty/fix/lowercoverhole.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />And the new gasket, with a thin layer of RTV just to get it to stick, NOT to seal.  FYI, this gasket was identical to my stock one on the water cooled housing.<br /><br />  <img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/nasty/fix/new_gasket.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />New Setrab cooler.  <br /><br />  <img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/nasty/fix/setrab_cooler.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />The housing is installed, bolts torqued to spec at 14-15 ft/lbs.  No leaks!<br /><br />  <img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/nasty/fix/90_housing_installed.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Cooling hose blockoff.  Yes, this part is temporary.  There are 2 hoses to block off like this.<br /><br /> <img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/nasty/fix/hose_blockoff.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />What the coolant looked like after the fix.  <br /> <img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/nasty/fix/clean_coolant.JPG" alt=" - " />||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||03-13-2003||03:27 PM||||Howard<br /><br />I have the same VDO sender, but I have a question about your gauge...Does it go to 120 psi, then all of a sudden to 150...No even steps upto 150 is what I mean. That kinda pissed me off. <br />Its white faced, says oil...Maybe you have a different gauge?? Lemme know...<br /><br />Nice Setrab. I went with a fluidyne unit instead. Hopefully, it turns out looking just as nice as yours...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||03-13-2003||09:12 PM||||KC, no, my VDO oil press gauge never really goes above 90.  If I switch the wires on the sender so that they're wrong, then the pressure gauge pegs beyond the 150.  <br /><br />KC - is your sender's warning level too sensitive?  Mine is, it comes on under 11 psi or so, which is very annoying at idle.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||03-13-2003||10:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> I figured it was either the headgasket or the stock oil/water cooler.  Sooo, I took the stock oil cooler off and put a 90 style housing on with -8 AN lines and fittings, and a Setrab cooler.  </strong><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you find out what specifically failed in the oil cooler?||67.37.178.91||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||lance||03-14-2003||02:05 PM||||The reason why I posted this topic is:  I had the exact same problem last week.  There was oil in my coolant, at first I thought it was the head gastet but I found out later that it was the oil/cooler.  I do have a JDM Gallant which does not have a front mount oil cooler so I think it will be a little harder for me to replace my existing one.<br /><br />When I checked the oil cooler itself, it was almost loose so I took it off completely, gave it a good clean, apply a good seal to the main bolt and I have not had any problem since.||63.136.118.105||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||03-14-2003||03:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br />Did you find out what specifically failed in the oil cooler? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, I'm going to pressure test it in a bucket pretty soon.  I have a feeling that maybe an internal solder weld failed, or part of the separation between oil and coolant may have a pinhole, since those fins are paper thin.  <br /><br />Here's a cutaway view of the inside, you can see how any disturbance of the structure could easily lead to leaks from oil to coolant (since oil pressure is usually higher).  <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/OilCooler/cool3big.jpg" alt=" - " />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||03-14-2003||03:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by lance:<br /><strong> The reason why I posted this topic is:  I had the exact same problem last week.  There was oil in my coolant, at first I thought it was the head gastet but I found out later that it was the oil/cooler.  I do have a JDM Gallant which does not have a front mount oil cooler so I think it will be a little harder for me to replace my existing one.<br /><br />When I checked the oil cooler itself, it was almost loose so I took it off completely, gave it a good clean, apply a good seal to the main bolt and I have not had any problem since. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't see how cleaning it and reassembling could stop an oil leak into the coolant, unless tightening the main bolt down happened to crush a small leak closed.  The water/oil cooler itself is a sealed unit, 2 closed circuits, one for oil, one for coolant.  <br /><br />The only good solution is to ditch the water/oil cooler.  It's a huge risk to keep running them, and I know too many people that have blown off oil filters with the 91 style.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||03-14-2003||04:39 PM||||Howard<br /><br />Mike Miller had disconnected the idiot light and used a 100 psi sending unit and gauge.<br /><br />I sold these and bought the dual sender and 150 psi gauge. Mine must be hooked up wrong or something coz it does move over 120psi at WOT.<br /><br />Yes, I thought my factory idiot light sender was going bad or I really had low low oil pressure coz at every stoplight, it would come on. I will rev to 1000 rpms at it will go away..It pissed me off as well, piece of junk.<br /><br />Then I ripped everything out the car and it has been on jackstands for about 10 months now..LOL<br /><br />I showed that idiot light whos the boss   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||03-14-2003||05:51 PM||||Haha, sounds all too familiar KC!  But now, it's spring break, and instead of partying I'm hoping a solid week of wrenching will see the old girl on the road again!<br /><br />And for the thread topic related content of this post, where can one dispose of a coolant/oil mix?  Will any place that recycles oil handle this, or do I have to take it someplace special?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||BILLYHONCHO||08-02-2003||05:45 PM||||I just bought a low mileage JDM engine, and it's oil pump housing has lines to go to an oil cooler. My car is set up with the factory oil/water cooler, and I need to know what I need to put a new external oil cooler on the car. Which brand is the best? How much will it cost me?||205.188.208.166||reg||2||580/2000||00000778||yes
Z||000012||Romanova||08-02-2003||05:52 PM||||Earls makes coolers, don't they?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
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A||||4||PRE-EVO||Tein owners what sway's are you using?||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||03-13-2003||02:00 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I'm thinking of getting the 24mm RMR rear sway to install at the same time as my Teins. I'd prefer a 22mm-24mm adjustable or but I would probably have to wait a while for dsmparts to get it in stock.<br />Also anyone recall what the spring rates are?||207.220.137.44||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||03-13-2003||07:17 PM||||The spring rates on the Teins are 450F/330R. I don´t have an aftermarket sway yet because I spent all my money on the Teins. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||198.81.26.171||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||03-13-2003||08:54 PM||||Kind of unrelated, but do the HA's come with the pillow ball upper mounts all ready with them? I kind of got that from their application chart.<br /><a href="http://www.tein.com/hadamp.html" target="_blank">http://www.tein.com/hadamp.html</a><br />In the "Upper Mount" column, it says "P/U" for the E39A GVR4. I can only assume that means it does come with them.... or that we smell.||69.0.81.74||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||03-13-2003||09:51 PM||||I think p/u stands for pilo upper in that chart. Mine came with them. It gives directions for installing the stock upper mounts on their website and I could swear I read somewhere that it was and option so when I ordered them I didn't expect the pilo mounts, but when the suspension came they were in the box. I guess they do come with them and are not an option which is a good thing because that would be an extra $300.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||03-13-2003||10:16 PM||||Yeah, on the website all the ones with "P/U"  checked off are $250-$300 more then the ones that don't, so I guess its not really that much of a deal.||69.0.81.74||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
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A||||1||aWeX||Building new engine for VR4, what parts, what vendors||||1||||aWeX||00000924
Z||000000||aWeX||03-13-2003||07:08 PM||||Hello!<br /><br />I`m rebuilding the engine in my Galant VR4 EVO (GR.N Rallycar, road legal)<br /><br />Exhaust, intercooler, turbo and all that stuff is allready sorted, so now I`m about to move on to the engine. I`ve figured out that i need the following:<br />JE pistons, 9.1:1 compression<br />Crower Rods<br />Cam gear, preferably HKS<br />Cams (272\272 or 264\272)<br />Valve springs, preferably HKS<br />ARP Bolts<br /><br /><br />What else do i need? Since many of you guys have built your own engines, i guess you have a lot of knowledge to share. (the dsm-cars are very rare her in norway,so nobody knows anything about them)<br />The car is to be eagerly used at the road, and at the occasional track-days\dragraces. I`m aiming for around 400hp, and the rest of the car will be dimensioned for a lot more than that (turbo, intercooler and so on)<br /><br />And what shops do i turn to to get these parts as cheap as possible? I`m thinking about using RoadRaceEngineering or DSMParts.com. Buying all the parts at one place makes it cheaper, but it seems that RRE has parts that DSMParts doesn`t sell, and vice verca. <br /><br />Any tips on the matter? Any help would be great   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||217.70.229.196||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000001||SPEEDFIEND||03-13-2003||09:28 PM||||Mitsu METAL Headgasket, Titanium Double Valve Springs, Stainless Steel Valves, You know Eagle makes Rods that are good for 650 plus HP for $350.  Check <a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com," target="_blank">www.slowboyracing.com,</a> only problem might be shipping.  You could port your head and back cut your valves (3 or 5 angle) too.  Good luck with the build up.  Kris||206.214.57.4||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
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A||||9||Vr4in'||exhaust||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||03-13-2003||09:51 PM||nohad43@aol.com||i am planning on getting an exhaust muffler.i wanted to get your guys opinion.i want a muffler that doesnt sound ricey,i want something that sounds mean and strong.the mufflers here are what i know so far that a couple of people say are what i want.Tanabe racing medallion,apexi n1,blitz nur spec,and hks titanium exhaust.<br /><br />i also want to know what you guys reccomend for a bov,i have my stock turbo and i am going to be running 10-15 lbs. besides my stock bov.<br /> <br />   thanks for your help.<br /><br />                         Robby||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||03-13-2003||10:01 PM||||IMO a bigger exhaust isn't nearly as ricy sounding on a turbo car then it is on a NA 4cyl.  I think it has a lower sound.  However it can still be loud. Unlike a slow Honda you won't be laughed at when you tear down the road.<br /><br />Let her scream.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||number3||03-13-2003||10:02 PM||||Get a Dynomax oval straight through. It is what you are looking for based on your discription.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||03-13-2003||11:26 PM||||I am looking for something that kind of sound similar to a supra ,like not ricey but just a nice strong sound that doesnt sound like a bee buzzing down the street.So you are saying with a bigger exhaust it will sound stronger,and when you say bigger do you mean as in piping ?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||03-13-2003||11:38 PM||||you can go 3" on a turbo car.... but if your just gonna get the muffler then doesnt really matter how big it is in just the muffler for performance.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||joec||03-14-2003||10:31 AM||||I have a Dynomax Ultraflow (round) 2.5 in on my 1G Eclipse.  It has a nice low bass tone to it.  Not that tinny/buzzy Honda sound.  However, it does drone on the highway at about 65mph.||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||03-14-2003||10:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> I am looking for something that kind of sound similar to a supra ,like not ricey but just a nice strong sound that doesnt sound like a bee buzzing down the street.So you are saying with a bigger exhaust it will sound stronger,and when you say bigger do you mean as in piping ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got a 2.5" turbo back from Mofugas with the Magnaflow muffler.  I don't have a cat and it is a little loud, but I don't think it is too bad.  When I see cops, I stay off the boost.  I've never been pulled over for being too loud.<br /><br />I think I've seen a few people shake thair heads at me, but then they ask themselves, where did he go?  JK||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||03-14-2003||11:25 AM||||i think i am going to run 3" all the way with a test pipe straight to a muffler.||168.213.1.133||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||raceman77||03-14-2003||12:29 PM||||l`ve had good luck with Flowmaster.||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||03-14-2003||06:07 PM||||The Flowmasters really don't flow well. You really should get something straight thru. Check out this website for muffler comparisons.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gusmahon.org/html/mufflers.htm" target="_blank">http://www.gusmahon.org/html/mufflers.htm</a><br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> l`ve had good luck with Flowmaster. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
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A||||7||Doc_Seuss||intercooler, which and how?||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||03-13-2003||11:41 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||alright i sold another paintball gun(800$) and im looking at a FMIC(before turbo).  I have seen this guy selling alot of cores w/tanks on ebay. <a href="http://cgi6.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewSellersOtherItems&userid=boostcoolers" target="_blank">http://cgi6.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewSellersOtherItems&userid=boostcoolers</a><br /><br />here is a list of what he is selling. i am looking for(when finished) to have about 300-350hp. i just wanna hit 12s, most likely i will go with a big 16g, nothing bigger.  which fmic would be the best? which would fit with the least amount of modding and piping?<br /><br />does anyone that has bought of this guy, or has used one of these style cores that has links or pics of the install?<br /><br />any help would be great, sorry i tried searching im just looking for something alittle more specific.<br /><br />thanks alot<br />dave||128.153.154.232||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||03-14-2003||12:16 AM||||another paintball gun, what did you sell, angle, autococker ?<br />do you still play ? I've been playing for a bit, great game ! but so is driving a sweet sleeper <br />good luck||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||gboy412||03-14-2003||09:54 AM||||I found this page a little while back and they sell fmic for the VR4<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.automotosports.com/" target="_blank">automotosports</a>||64.12.96.102||reg||1||gboy412||00001114||yes
Z||000003||Doc_Seuss||03-14-2003||11:39 AM||||i used the play amatue B 5 and 10 man on NPPL and WPF tour. i sold an adrenalin angel lcd, and im trying to sell an eclipse angel led. i still have some cockers and what not left that i should get rid of.  ever since going to college i dont have, plus my team is about 6 hours awaya nd i cant drive that on weekends to practice. o well it sucks.<br /><br />yeah that site looks good but the guy in ebay seems a bit cheaper(i think). any info on him or which core i should look at<br /><br />thanks alot<br />dave||128.153.154.232||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000004||Matt379||03-14-2003||12:31 PM||||I've talked with the guy several times, and he has always responded promptly, and his feedback is great.  I think another member or the board has bought from him before, but I plan on using him for my core.  Email him and ask him what you need, he usually responds fairly quickly.<br /><br />He will also customize endtanks, for a little bit more.||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||03-14-2003||06:07 PM||||I think a Starion IC would be your best bet for least piping and modding.  You can use your stock piping, but large gains can be made from upgrading the piping alone.  Keep this in mind.  Starion cores are cheap and not too thick, and I'm not positive, but you might be able to mount one w/out hacking up the bumper.<br /><br />Hmm, an Angel, huh?  I used to be into paintball, and still do it occasionally.  The sport went incredibly downhill with advent of the computer powered guns.  Don't get me wrong, they're incredibly advanced pieces of technology, but they transformed the game into one of who has a bigger checkbook and can afford to continually hose down the field with paint.  Any monkey can hold down a trigger for 20 min. and have 10lb. of paint strapped to his ass.  I've got a custom stock class Phantom running a brass lined 11" barrel, Tech 38 scope, 12 gram vertical feed, 12 round quick-fill "powertube," and 14" L-stock for a sniper setup.  I have an accuracy range of at least 30% over any semiauto I've played thus far.  They're always amazed that despite the fact that they shot 30x more paint at me, I shot them first.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   It's just like beating a Rustang or 'vette in a 4 door.  One shot, one kill I say.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||silly4turbo||03-15-2003||11:17 AM||||yea, everyone has their oppinion. I have a angel LCD with a freak barrel kit, and the things shoots pretty dam accurate, if your hanging out of your bunker the least bit, I'll get ya, even from a good distance with out shooting everyball I have. maybe when your playing in the woods and not on a speed ball field, you may have an advantage, but on a speed ball course, we're all even... I can play back, and still tear up dudes on the opposte far end, without laying down a case of paint. but when it does come in handy is when your the last one on your team defending more then a few people on the other team.. then I'd lay down paint if I'm starting to get rushed...anyway, it's not the gun, it's the player, if your a good shot, all you need is one... my 2 cents.||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||03-15-2003||01:47 PM||||Hey doc that might have been me who bought your paintball gun off ebay if it was yours.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
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A||N||5||design kid||compression all screwy||||1||
Z||000000||design kid||03-03-2002||07:00 PM||ihw@jps.net||ok so about three weeks ago my car decided not to start. i have checked the crank/cam position sensor and ecu.  i'm getting fuel and spark.  today i did a compression test and got some crazy results.  the compression on one cylinder was 60 psi and the remaining three registered 0 psi.  my timing marks line up just fine on the cam gears.  the timing belt looks good. anybody have any ideas what would cause this?<P>thanks - ian||209.162.57.14||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||03-03-2002||10:07 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||first off, are you doing the check correctly?  you must block open the throttle body, the motor is basically an air pump, if no air can get in, you will get strange readings.  it also helps to remove all the spark plugs.  remove fuse to fuel pump, and ground out your coil.  now, if you have done it correctly, you have problems.  the worst case is the motor jumped timing, and bent valves.  could be a blown head gasket, but this is unlikely, because if the car was running ok, gaskets dont blow on startup, but they do jump timing on startup.  you need to check cam timing, by lining up the two marks on the cam, and the mark on the harmonic balancer and the tdc mark on the lower cover.  you can do this by removing the upper timing belt cover, and then lining up the cam sprocket marks, and then look down at the timing mark on the front harmonic balancer, and see if it corresponds with the tdc mark on the lower cover.  at worst, you will be 180 deg out, in which case, you will have to rotate the motor until the lower timing marks line up.  if the marks dont line up, you have jumped timing, and bent valves.  if you have done the compression check correctly, this is probably what has happened.  also, the motor will SOUND a lot different when the starter has engaged.  if the compression is good, it will kinda chug-chug-chug, if the valves are bent, it will kinda whirrr.  dont ask me how i know.||4.35.73.86||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||03-03-2002||10:29 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| You could also be getting low readings from the rings being fuel washed from cranking it trying to start it. A freind of mine had his galant die on the freeway due to an electrical problem,after he cranked on it to no avail,he checked the compression and the readings were 0 on at least a couple cylinders. The car sat a month or so as he prepared to do major engine work. When the time came to pull the car in,he was by himself and had no one to help push it in,so he tryed the the put it in first and let the starter move the car trick. The car started,and he has been driving it since-and the compression readings are back to normal. Ive talked to others who have had the same thing happen. Maybe pull the plugs out,blow the chambers out,and put a little oil in the cylinders and see what happens with the compression-its worth a try.||129.71.115.163||reg||1
Z||000003||design kid||03-04-2002||12:14 AM||ihw@jps.net||thanks to the both of you.<P>after that first post i went back to the car to check the timing marks on both the harmonic and the cams.  the cams were in good shape but the alignment down on the harmonic was way out.  so basically i'm SOL.  the car does make a bit of a wirring sound and i suspect the valves are bent.  this is a bummer but it does allow me to put that big 16 / yellow 510 injector engine in.  i'll let you know how it goes.<P>thanks again - ian||216.224.151.135||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||03-04-2002||11:47 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||you should investigate all possibilities, dont just assume the valves are bent.  the absolute best way is a leakdown, if you have the equipment.  check out the condition of the timing belt, rotate it by hand, and check out all of the teeth, if any are missing, then for sure the valves are toast.  is the belt wet with coolant, or oil?  how long since it has been changed?  on another note, since i have put in the jdm motor, the car is running better than it ever was.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000005||drewgvr4||01-24-2003||01:50 PM||asfoste@ilstu.edu||my car i just bought sat for like a couple monthes.i bought it and did a compression test and the thing had nearly nothing. i placed oil in and all the cylinders went up to 150ish but #3 it was at 40 pounds. i didnt this wiht a blown ecu so i didnt expect it to start. now i got a new ecm in it and al lit does is crank. any suggestions and also what do u guys think the low compression. i read that sombody put wd40 in the bore.  it is a nice example of a gvr4 i want to keep around. i bought it unmolested and it had the same owner for 11 years. i bought it off the second who had it for 10 monthes!  any feed back would be awesome thanks  Drew<P>------------------<BR>||138.87.209.228||reg||1
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A||||9||raceman77||downpipes- 2.5 or 3 inch ?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||03-14-2003||03:03 AM||raceman77@comcast.net||l change eveything on my cars,l can`t help myself.The intake and exhaust are usually first after the complete basic tune/fluids/belts/safety issues are done.So l`m thinking 2.5 on the down pipe and beyond.l live in New Mexico,land of no vehicle inspections so no cat needed.l see three inch available...l don`t plan to upgrade the turbo.Any thoughts?What`s the best way to go,trick or ported o2 housing and down pipe OR combo o2 housing/downpipe? There are A LOT of options on exhaust...any feedback appreciated,l`m on the fence here...l just went full stainless on my other car $1800.00+ and l want to do this one on the cheap.Done right but with,uh,restraint.So stainless is not a consideration...||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||03-14-2003||09:49 AM||||I'd say the best bang for the buck option is the RNR Racing O2 eliminator turbo back.  It replaces the O2 housing with a mandrel bent pipe unit that flows immensely better.  They don't have a GVR-4 system listed on their site, but I've e-mailed Ryan numerous times about it & they do make one.  Check out their website at:  <a href="http://www.rnrracing.com" target="_blank">www.rnrracing.com</a>   The full 3" aluminized steel system is $635 or you can upgrade the muffler for an extra $90 I think.  This is what I'm gonna be getting once I get the rest of the crap on my car fixed   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||128.8.218.137||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||03-14-2003||10:58 AM||||I am looking at the JIC exhast, I will find the link or pic of it later to show you. but it is about $550.00 full 3" and it looks really nice! I hope you dont have a Hun-Duh and spend 1800 on a stainless exhast for that!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||03-14-2003||11:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> I'd say the best bang for the buck option is the RNR Racing O2 eliminator turbo back.  It replaces the O2 housing with a mandrel bent pipe unit that flows immensely better.  They don't have a GVR-4 system listed on their site, but I've e-mailed Ryan numerous times about it & they do make one.  Check out their website at:  <a href="http://www.rnrracing.com" target="_blank">www.rnrracing.com</a>   The full 3" aluminized steel system is $635 or you can upgrade the muffler for an extra $90 I think.  This is what I'm gonna be getting once I get the rest of the crap on my car fixed    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, those look real nice, but I HATE working on cars with 1 piece O2 housing/downpipes.  If you buy one of those, I would cut it just after the oil filter and put a band clamp on it or 3 bolt flanges.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||raceman77||03-14-2003||12:25 PM||||thanks guys,yeah l was thinking of the RNR but that`s a good point about being a pain to work on the car with the one piece.So is 3inch the way to go? $1800.00 for a Hun-duh exhaust?l wouldn`t spend that for a whole car.My other car is a 911,that`s my experience with stainless prices.l do buy Hondas to fix and sell though,l`ve got to pay for the hobby some how ya know?||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000005||drew||03-14-2003||04:44 PM||||get a lancer evolution o2 housing, port it out, get a RRE downpipe going to a nice 3" cat.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||03-14-2003||08:26 PM||||Actually they can make it 2 pieces just for that exact reason.  So it's more or less a tubular O2 housing & dp.  If I'm not mistaken they may even have some pics of it like that on the site too.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||03-15-2003||10:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br />Yeah, those look real nice, but I HATE working on cars with 1 piece O2 housing/downpipes.  If you buy one of those, I would cut it just after the oil filter and put a band clamp on it or 3 bolt flanges. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes its a pain, but def. worth the power gain. If you dont want to go through the trouble, I second getting a 3" tubular o2 housing, to a 3" dp. I also second buying from RnR, Ryan is a great business man. Also has great deals. You should go 3" turboback (with a 3" o2 housing)(whether it be o2 elim. or not), straight pipe and non-chambered muffler. I just installed that setup and Wow it sounds great and the power gains are incredible.||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||03-15-2003||10:30 PM||||gvr4in<br /><br />Finally what muffler did you use for this setup?||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||03-15-2003||10:33 PM||||Its an initia. Never heard of it before, Looks great though, and its not chambered whatsoever. I'll try to get a pic up of the whole exhaust soon.||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/001845.cgi
A||||9||BluFalcon||Rear Steering Blockoff...Solution?||||1||||BluFalcon||00000366
Z||000000||BluFalcon||03-14-2003||04:01 AM||muttski@comcast.net||Hey,<br />  I've got a LSD 4 bolt that I've been meaning to install for awhile now.  I just never got around to it because no one seemed to have a clear cut solution as to how to block off the rear wheel steering.  The search feature on the board led me to a lot of posts where people were asking the same thing as I was, or some responses that said: "use the search feature".  Anyway, my car is down since I'm having the ECU socketed and caps replaced.  I got underneath the car tonight, and started poking around.  I noticed the feed lines going into the rear steering rack, and how they were plumbed.  Take a look at this picture:   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=163" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />It can't be as simple as looping one of the flex lines back to the hard line coming from the front of the car, can it?  In the picture, I have the female threaded end on the flex line circled in green.  The male threaded fitting from the hard line is circled in blue.  I should be able to hook the female end to the male end, looping the power steering fluid back to the front of the car.  Has anyone tried this before, and I was wondering if there would be any reason why this wouldn't work?  I'm eventually going to replace the power steering rack with one from a DSM and remove all traces of the rear wheel steering system, but I figure this'll do for the time being.  If it works, that is.  I could have my 4 bolt in tommorow night.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||03-14-2003||09:15 AM||||I'll take some pix of it tonite.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||03-14-2003||09:37 AM||||Ed, you cannot loop those lines to block off the rear steering, it won't work.  <br /><br />IMHO, the easiest thing to do is pull that pictured section off.  Then cut the metal lines just to the right of the green circle.  Then weld the lines closed, which literally takes about 30 seconds.  I offer this welding service for free (or beer/dinner) to anybody that will bring me their stubby lines.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||03-14-2003||09:48 AM||||I'll try; caution, but it's wordy.   GVR4 owners who live in the rustbelt will face leaking rear wheel steer line/hose leaks sooner or later. <br /><br />There are four lines going to the rear. Two run from the power steering reservoir and are not under pressure. These circulate fluid to the rear pump on top of the rear diff.; they should be looped/plugged in two places-- at reservoir and at rear rack. I looped them, so whatever fluid that's left in the rear pump can re-circulate to keep the pump from running totally dry.  I was afraid of it burning out and perhaps seizing up.<br /><br />The other two lines are under high pressure and send pressure from the right and left sides of the front steering rack to the rear control valve unit which directs the rear pump's pressure to move the rear rack either left or right. These must be carefully plugged because you'll lose power steering from the front rack, if they leak. There are different options, but a simple one is to use 4 oilpan drain plugs (with a copper crush washer, I think). The front pair seals up the lines from front rack; the back two will lock the rear hydraulics in the centered position, allowing your car to track straight.<br /><br />There's another school of thought, but I have not tested this out-- If you don't have any leaks in the high-pressure lines, then maybe you can just seal off the low pressure pair from the reservoir, leaving the lines going to the rear pump open. This will allow the rear pump to pump itself dry (drive around the block a few times; makes a mess.) After the pump is dry, it then cannot generate any hydraulic force to move the rear rack, even though the rear control valve unit is still getting the high pressure signal from the front rack.  Again, I don't know what's the long-term effect of running the rear pump dry.<br /><br />Hope this has been helpful. Other more experienced experts, please jump in.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||16GVR4||03-14-2003||10:47 AM||||I just added a post on my previous thread on 4ws removal. <br /><br />It is titled : 4WS removal, LSD 3-bolt install and sway bar install. Or something like that.<br /><br />I hope that will answer your question.||64.168.24.99||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||03-14-2003||04:04 PM||||<a href="http://www.katoso.com/VR4/4ws%20removal.htm" target="_blank">How about this method</a>?  Cut the gear from the servo motor.  You're still circulating fluid, it just never turns the rear wheels.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Martin Tolentino||03-14-2003||09:23 PM||||You can't loop it, I've tried. Here are some pix<br />of the drivers side and passanger side block off. Note the passanger side oil pan bolt needs to be ground off alot. I ended up grinding it off and also the use of teflon tape and copper washers to keep it from leaking.   <img src="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/driver.JPG" alt=" - " /> drivers side block off<br /><br />   <img src="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/pass.JPG" alt=" - " /> passanger side block off||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000007||BluFalcon||03-14-2003||11:10 PM||||Thanks Martin.  I'll go ahead and get back under the car tonight after work and see what kind of damage I can do.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||03-15-2003||03:48 AM||||What's the possibility of keeping 4ws and installing a 4-bolt rear?||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||Martin Tolentino||03-15-2003||05:38 AM||||You can have the open diff gears swapped with the LSD ones. I'd pay a shop to do it correctly and shim it correctly to adjust the backlash.<br /><br /> BTW, you can thank Nate Pharr for the block off info.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/001846.cgi
A||||2||gboy412||power problems||||1||||gboy412||00001114
Z||000000||gboy412||03-14-2003||10:03 AM||blower442@aol.com||I just had the head replaced on my car.  Since i got it back It will not keep charged.  the only thing i can think of is mt alternator.  which was replaced in Nov.  It rean fine after it was replaced.  Now that it has been in the shop it won't work right||64.12.96.102||reg||1||gboy412||00001114||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||03-14-2003||02:43 PM||||??? fdhsaghdjfhasdo;fkls;ghl;fhsdao;fsjajlf;dghn;vo[isfhself;jsofadnhfhsdl;hsdjsdfkl;afhdogjl;  <---your post...||63.201.88.120||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||03-14-2003||03:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gboy412:<br /><strong> I just had the head replaced on my car.  Since i got it back It will not keep charged.  the only thing i can think of is mt alternator.  which was replaced in Nov.  It rean fine after it was replaced.  Now that it has been in the shop it won't work right </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So take it back to the shop and tell them.  I can think of no reason why a head swap would affect the alternator at all.  What brand alternator is that?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/001847.cgi
A||||4||Yao||CylinderHead Cam Caps||||1||||Yao||00000044
Z||000000||Yao||03-14-2003||10:05 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Hello everyone,<br /><br />Quick question: Is it possible to use a different set of cam caps from a different cylinder head other then the one that came with the original head?  (I was told by a shope no)  <br /><br />Yao||208.253.246.92||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||03-14-2003||09:07 PM||||It is sometimes possible, but most likely the caps must come from that same head. The clearances between cams and the head/caps will vary and might not be correct causing excess wear to the cams and head.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||03-14-2003||09:11 PM||||Ive always been told they need to be "line-honed" to get the proper spec. sometimes they actually shave the cap a bit, then hone a new "circle" of the proper spec/clearance. Similar to reconditioning rods.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||03-15-2003||12:07 AM||||If you need some cam caps,i have some for free.All you have to do is pay for shipping.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||Yao||03-15-2003||10:51 AM||||Well, I've brought this cylinder head from a reputable shop and it didn't come with the caps, I've got other caps from different cylinder head that I can use, but I want to make sure if it is alright before putting it on the car.  Everything looks awsome and I've got a great price and all, but he stoped the reply when I asked about the caps, I have no idea what to do at this point...||12.211.212.94||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes



ubb/Forum2/000516.cgi
A||||19||beavis||whiteline springs||||5||
Z||000000||beavis||03-05-2002||11:12 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||does anybody else have whitline springs on their car?  i got a set in january from mofugas and the front is about a 1/2in higher then the back.  i like the way the springs feel and the car handles nicely.  i just hate the way it looks.  the fender well arches are different so it really exagerates the 1/2in difference.  i am debating cutting a half coil off the front springs.  any info or suggestions would be helpfull||207.94.117.147||reg||5
Z||000001||mdpvr4||03-05-2002||11:34 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||just jump in the back seat with you significant other and that will bring it down, or knock them out and throw them in the trunk if they piss you off. problem solved  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  i cut some off of mine though, just a little.||198.81.17.169||reg||1
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||03-06-2002||02:20 PM||||My friend in a 92 GVR4 also has the same problem with the whiteline springs. The gap in the front would be about a finger or two while the back was only like 1. Not sure why. Is the spring sitting correctly in the front??? Probably just hack it off, given that the ride might be a little stiffer in the front afterwards. <P>Who else makes springs for our cars???? I haven't really had any luck finding any besides whiteline. Are there any side effects of lowering the VR4??? One of my friends think I should leave it as is stock, not only did he think it's fine the way it is, but he was more concerned with the 4WS and the 4WD??? Will lowering affect the two systems or anything else???||12.81.99.41||reg||1
Z||000003||Bill||03-06-2002||06:16 PM||||You can custom make your own springs from<BR>Coil Spring Specialties in KS(785-437-2025).<BR>It is not an good idea to cut springs in general!  KYB strut with stock springs will lower your front end by app. 1/4-1/2 inch. WL 1 inch. lowering springs will lower your car just right but it will ride little bit of on stiff side.  ||152.163.195.193||reg||1
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||03-08-2002||01:23 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have the "new" Whiteline spring. The fr still looks a tad taller. If I measure it is not, the rear fender lip is clsoer to the ground. Whiteline build their stuff for handling though, not looks. I heard the older ones were taller in front. Email me and I can send you a pic of my car. chrisb@lilien.com<p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 03-08-2002).]||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||03-10-2002||02:43 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||thanks for the help.  i'm was going to take the springs out out make sure everything was installed correctly, but my car took a big fat sh*t at the track this weekend. yep there's nothing like 0psi on all four cylinders <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>||205.187.61.254||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||03-10-2002||09:34 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I paid 20 bucks for my springs, Just got some TEL springs and dropped them in. Alot of drop and stiffer.<BR>Zach||216.51.102.79||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||03-10-2002||11:41 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yo, beavis, i just went thru that.  car ate a valve. beat up the spark plug so bad, it stripped out all the threads getting it off, big  hole in #3, about ten teeth sheared off, and a piece of the valve stem lodged in the turbine wheel.  i ended up with a jdm motor, and a new center cartridge for my 16g.  motor cost 980, shipping was 206 from califrisco to texas, extra 60 bucks for lift gate truck.  i think this is the best way to go.||4.35.73.86||reg||1
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||03-12-2002||11:16 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<BR><B>I paid 20 bucks for my springs, Just got some TEL springs and dropped them in. Alot of drop and stiffer.<BR>Zach</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>How could they be stiffer?  The TEL's weigh less, and I thought they didn't quite have the spring rates that the GVR4 stock springs do.  <P>I have H&R's, and I love them.  I like them way better than another 2 local GVR4's with Whitelines.  I may soon sell the H&R's to go with some coilovers, I need more height for rallycrossing.  ||4.35.129.3||reg||1
Z||000009||BossGVR4||03-12-2002||12:21 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Bill:<BR><B>You can custom make your own springs from<BR>Coil Spring Specialties in KS(785-437-2025).<BR>It is not an good idea to cut springs in general!  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Bill,<P>How much will they charge to make a set of custom springs ? Can you specify any rate you want ? Progressive rate windings ?<P>Just wondering what I should expect to pay for a "custom" job.<P><BR>||63.49.132.27||reg||5
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||03-12-2002||02:02 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B> How could they be stiffer?  The TEL's weigh less, and I thought they didn't quite have the spring rates that the GVR4 stock springs do.  <BR>  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Doh, I stand corrected, Dave sent me that spreadsheet with the spring rates and if it's right, the TEL AWD springs definitely are better!<BR>||4.35.129.3||reg||1
Z||000011||Bill||03-12-2002||05:11 PM||||Custom springs are $240 and it will take about 3 weeks.  Stay away from progressive springs due to bouncy in ride(subjective!).  You need 1/2-1 inch strut insert to work with rear TEL springs.  Front TEL springs will lower gvr4 by 1/2 inch(exact!) but aftermarket strut will lower 1/2 inch more(gr2&AGX) due to lower spring perch.  ||205.188.195.59||reg||1
Z||000012||Bill||03-12-2002||05:31 PM||||I was checking my old notes and measurement I got was with Whiteline springs(165lb&132lb)<BR>are 7 1/2-7 3/4 inch for front and 6 3/4-7 inch for rear. from top of the fender to top of the rim.  ||205.188.195.59||reg||1
Z||000013||DSMGVR4||03-12-2002||05:53 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||So is it safe to just drop in AGXs into STOCK GVR4 springs? I also have TEL springs sitting in the closet but don't want the car to sit real low in the back. Poimt is....which way should I go for cheapest and least abusive way ie) will rear TEL springs require some alignment kit?<BR>Thanks! John||64.12.105.171||reg||1
Z||000014||1quickvr4||03-12-2002||10:35 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||The car is drop evenly, Well the front is a little lower than the back and I run stock struts in it too. Hopefully, It wont be that way for long becouse after I get it repainted Im gonna save up for the Zeil/JIC coilovers. It dosent bother me that it dosent handle becouse Im a straight line guy any way, but it can be scary at times with 195/60/15s and stock suspension. Im gonna pickup some new tires in the 205/55/15s soon.||216.51.101.21||reg||1
Z||000015||Bill||03-12-2002||11:36 PM||||That is strange because I even purchased new<BR>set of springs from Mit. dealer and installed<BR>them along AGX which has 1/2 nch lower spring<BR>perch than original stock strut.  Check to see your springs are original TEL springs.  Can you tell me the measurements for front and rear from fender to top of the rims?||205.188.195.41||reg||1
Z||000016||1quickvr4||03-13-2002||09:23 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||5 and 3/4 from the bottom of the front fender lip to the top of the wheel in front, 6 in back. Sits good.<BR>Zach<P><p>[This message has been edited by 1quickvr4 (edited 03-13-2002).]||216.51.101.64||reg||1
Z||000017||lance||03-13-2002||10:43 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||I bought some of the same springs from mofugas about a  year ago and I had the same problem.  I did not like the look so I took a little piece of the front.  The car feels great but just a little stiff.||63.136.117.109||reg||1
Z||000018||Kibo||03-15-2002||08:10 PM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSMGVR4:<BR><B>So is it safe to just drop in AGXs into STOCK GVR4 springs?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes--that's what I have currently.  I didn't have the car for very long before I swapped the shocks, so I can't give you a before-and-after comparison--but when my friend borrowed my GVR4 for a few days while his 2G was apart, he said he was quite impressed with the way it handles.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||209.254.34.12||reg||1
Z||000019||BluFalcon||03-17-2002||10:29 PM||muttski@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B> <BR>Doh, I stand corrected, Dave sent me that spreadsheet with the spring rates and if it's right, the TEL AWD springs definitely are better!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>  Aww, you mean I could have kept the Eibach Pro Kit springs that were on my Talon when i sold it for my Galant? I really don't like the Whiteline springs that are on my car right now, the car sits way too low for my tastes.  I bought the car with those springs, so I really don't know how it looked/felt with stock suspension.  The guy I got the car from is off in Hawaii somewhere..so I don't even know which set of springs he bought for the car.  <P>||4.40.163.242||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001848.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||6AN lines question (for custom fuel system) ?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-14-2003||01:49 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone know how many feet of -6AN line I would need to go from the fuel tank to the rail and back? <br /><br />I am guessing 13 ft for each ???<br /><br />I am more concerned about the return line and making sure its one piece to make life easier on me... <br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||number3||03-14-2003||04:17 PM||||I bought 20 feet lenghts.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-14-2003||04:42 PM||||Thanks, Harry. I found 14 feet for a decent price ($30) but I wanna avoid it from being too short.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001849.cgi
A||||1||dsmjay||Clutch slipping||||1||||dsmjay||00000745
Z||000000||dsmjay||03-14-2003||06:38 PM||||I was driving my wife's galant last night and noticed under hard acceleration that the clutch would slip. It has a CFDF clutch in it and my  experience with this clutch is that over time this happens ( it has had a few trips to the track.) I was going to just replace the disk with an ACT street disk ( my friend did this with good results.) Or my other option was to go with the ACT 2100 set up. What do you guys think? Thanks for the advice!<br /><br /><br />      Jason||64.12.96.102||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-14-2003||11:22 PM||||I know that it is a bad idea to run anything other than a ACT disc with an ACT pressure plate -- of course what you're suggesting is the other way 'round.  However, it isn't necessarily exclusive to ACT.  Your mileage may vary.  Be careful.||64.108.201.168||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001850.cgi
A||||2||87vr4||speed alert chimes||||4||||87vr4||00001040
Z||000000||87vr4||03-15-2003||01:11 AM||janthony@bigpond.net.au||I have a 1987 model vr4 receintly imported to australia from japan.  It came into the country fitted with speed alert chimes which are automaticly set off whenever the car exceeds 102 km/h <br /><br />it wouldnt be such an issue if the speed limit was 100 but we have motorways with a 110km h/r limits so i cant even travel at the speed limit without being pissed the fu*k off by repeditive chimes in emmiting from the car<br /><br />i really want to get rid of these evil chimes if anyone knows how to disable them please post and let me know how!! even if they have had experiance with other makes of car in removing them<br /><br />NO there isnt a switch to turn them off!<br /><br />cheers||203.45.147.153||reg||4||87vr4||00001040||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||03-15-2003||02:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 87vr4:<br /><strong>  NO there isnt a switch to turn them off!<br />cheers </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Define switch  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   They should make chimes that say slow the FU*K down. Wow that must suck that's like 63 MPH those would be going off on every road I drive on. Anyway I don't know how to shut them up but it's been asked before so do a search.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||87vr4||03-15-2003||07:44 PM||||yeah by me! <br /><br />i accually went back and checked that old post and it was answered for me !!  <br /><br />thanks anyway guys now i can finally travel at 100+ without my subs threatening to shatter my rear window   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />now all i need is my licence back   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||203.51.197.116||reg||1||87vr4||00001040||yes



ubb/Forum2/001851.cgi
A||||3||DookGVR4||Another dealer horror story||||13||||DookGVR4||00000632
Z||000000||DookGVR4||03-15-2003||04:20 PM||dook@adelphia.net||SO the dealer finally installed my fidanza/act2600 combo in the gvr-4....Everything is working properly and i got about 200 miles or so on it..but i got a ticking noise or sloppy noise coming from the tranny when sitting in neutral,reving the engine...but as soon as i push in the clutch pedal the noise goes away.<br /><br /> I have already searched this and came up with throwout bearing every time. I brought back to the dealer and asked the tech if he lubed it and declined saying that they are graphite(oem tob) and dont require it. So i brought my haynes manual there and told them that it indeed needs it.<br /><br /> So i make a appointment and they try to put some grease on the input shaft via the clutch fork "service" window...needless to say it hasnt worked its way into the tob and the noise is still there....when i went to go get my keys they tried to charge me for lubing the input shaft stating that it didnt help it so they have to charge me...and the noise is in my tranny...<br /><br />I bitched and complained and got a no charge out of the deal...So now what do i do?...The noise wasnt there prior to install and i know if i go there again they are not going to drop the tranny for me and put the tob on correctly!~<br /><br />  Wo do i call?...(besides ghostbusters?..lol)<br /><br />Point of the matter is that i paid in excess of 400 dollars to have this done...and it isnt even done right...and they stripped out a flywhell trying to put it in and luckily for me fidanza sent them a new one! and the shit still isnt right?..<br /><br />Also is it ok to drive in its current state untill i get things resolved?..<br /><br />TIA...Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||13||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||03-15-2003||04:33 PM||||l`m sorry to hear about your clutch fiasco amigo.l`ve worked in the business on that end before going indy and my advice is to call Mitsu customer service and freak out.Seriously.Don`t be rude but make sure they know how you feel and be sure to mention that that kind of service is making you think twice about buying the new EVO.blah,blah,blah..you get the picture?l can think of many occasions when customer calls to a manufacturer had good results,even if the repairs wern`t under warranty.lt really helps if the car has a dealership service history though.Good luck with it..||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||03-15-2003||04:35 PM||||bmw has gone to graphite release bearings, and you DO NOT lube them.  if you do, it will cause it to deteriorate early.  however, when the new style bearings came out on the M3's, under hard track use, the bearings would melt and fail.  where i used to work, we had bought all of the last of the all metal bearings, and one shop called and bought 25 of them in 1 day.  then, the oem manufacturer came out with a "motorsport" all metal bearing, i used to get 125.00 WHOLESALE for these.  then, they went away, too.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||03-15-2003||04:59 PM||||but it isnt graphite to my knowledge....It is a regular mitsu TOB?>!?||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes



ubb/Forum2/001852.cgi
A||||2||87vr4||turbo timer ||||1||||87vr4||00001040
Z||000000||87vr4||03-15-2003||08:03 PM||janthony@bigpond.net.au||i know allot of you guys have turbo timers in your cars ,  and i want to know if there is an easy way to attach the generic timer i have aquired for my car <br /><br />it is a no brand timer and has three wires coming from it <br /><br />yellow <br />red and black<br /><br />i know that some cars come with a provision for a tt to plug straight into them without butchering the harness ?<br /><br />is this true for our cars as well?? <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.51.197.116||reg||1||87vr4||00001040||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-15-2003||10:14 PM||||hmm..not too sure on the color matching of the wires for you, sorry. I have a greddy timer that I find very reliable and was very easy to install with the wiring harness that was $20 extra. Just unplug your ignition harness, clip harness in middle, ground your timer and you're done.||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||87vr4||03-16-2003||07:18 PM||||well i know that black is for earth<br /><br />red will probibly be for accessories and yellow will go into the ignition ... problem is that i dont know which wire the ignition wire is ..?||203.51.197.116||reg||1||87vr4||00001040||yes



ubb/Forum2/001853.cgi
A||||47||spoulson||Running wires for stereo install||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||03-15-2003||09:34 PM||public@networkapp.com||I'm getting ready to do a stereo install on my GVR4 and I'm running some of the wiring before the equipment comes in.  I want to see what you all had to say about my situation.  I tried searching but nothing came up.<br /><br />First, I am running a single 8ga power wire from the battery to the trunk.  I located the grommet for the wiring harness on the firewall but it's too tight to slip the wire through.  I even tried some silicone lubricant.  I cannot see the grommet from the inside because of the AC/vent parts are in the way, so I couldn't poke it through from there.  So what's a decent way to get this wire through?<br /><br />Second, I want to run 10ga speaker wire into the doors so I can run decent power without risking loss of SQ or, worse, overheated wires.  I would rather not drill anything.  So, what's a good way to run these wires in there?||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||03-15-2003||09:41 PM||||Pull off the passenger front tire and the plastic inner fender lining that goes up over the tire. Behind it on the firewall is a huge plug that you can poke a crapload of wires through. It comes out right behind the glovebox on the inside of the car. In the fenderwell you can ty-wrap the power wire right to the abs sensor wire that goes through there and into the engine bay. It comes out right behind the battery. When its all done this way it looks very clean.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||03-15-2003||10:04 PM||||I did the same thing turbowop described for my battery relocation, PITA in my situation, If you have the time, It looks very clean, You may find a way to do it quicker than I, I think It had something to do with 2 gauge wire going back through the grommet near the ecu, haha||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||03-15-2003||10:13 PM||||well first off you are gonna lose sound quality by using 8 gauge power wire. Go at least 4 gauge to eliminate clipping and any overheating of the amp due to lack of current. <br /><br />i had it easy for my amp install bc my battery is relocated to the trunk. but running my 0 gauge through the car was interesting.||66.19.49.121||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||03-15-2003||10:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> well first off you are gonna lose sound quality by using 8 gauge power wire. Go at least 4 gauge to eliminate clipping and any overheating of the amp due to lack of current. <br /><br />i had it easy for my amp install bc my battery is relocated to the trunk. but running my 0 gauge through the car was interesting. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wow bet it was very interesting. My fuel pump rewire was very easy due to the battery in the trunk.||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||03-15-2003||10:48 PM||||Excellent.  I'll give the power wire trick a try Sunday.<br /><br />So does anyone have ideas on the speaker wires to the doors?<br /><br />Hibrn8:<br />How can you say 8ga isn't good enough when you don't know what amp I'm running?  It's a PPI PC450, a good 5+ years old model, 50Wx4 RMS.  I don't recall the numbers but I did the math according to the manual and 8ga is perfect for the amp.  It'll be running front/rear speakers only.  I do have a second amp that I will be installing at a later date to run a 10" sub, but obviously I'll need 2x 8ga or 4ga to do that.||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||03-15-2003||10:55 PM||||bigger wire = more voltage = more power = better sound . Bigger is always better. From my experience I realized that statement to be true. I used 8g wire for the longest time, then upgraded to 2g and noticed a world of difference, If you're going to do it, do it right or dont do it at all. <br /><br />The doors, hm, follow your oem wires and see where they go, try and do the same. 10g would be perfect for door speakers, good size for good volts.||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||03-15-2003||11:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> bigger wire = more voltage = more power = better sound . Bigger is always better. From my experience I realized that statement to be true. I used 8g wire for the longest time, then upgraded to 2g and noticed a world of difference, If you're going to do it, do it right or dont do it at all.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok, now that you got me thinking...  I pulled out the PPI manual.  Here's the formulas they use:<br /><br />Total RMS x 2 = Total input wattage  (assumes 50% amp efficiency)<br /><br />Total Input Wattage / Supply Wattage = Current Draw (in Amps)<br /><br />Since the amp in question is a Powerclass 450, its wattage RMS is 200W.<br /><br />200W x 2 = 400W total input<br /><br />400W / 12V = 33.3Amp current draw<br /><br />Then they list a chart of power wire in gauge versus run length versus current draw.<br /><br />According to their chart 13-16ft with current draw of 20-35Amp reccommends 6ga.  Hmm.  Touche.||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||03-15-2003||11:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> I did the same thing turbowop described for my battery relocation, PITA in my situation, If you have the time, It looks very clean, You may find a way to do it quicker than I, I think It had something to do with 2 gauge wire going back through the grommet near the ecu, haha </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I also ran 2awg wire for my battery relocation. Behind the glove box was a *little* difficult to get at the wire but not too bad. I used a 100amp circuit breaker as a fuse. <br /><br />BTW, like previously mentioned....with the battery in the trunk wiring the amp and fuel pump is hella easy. And FWIW, I use 4awg for my amp.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||03-16-2003||02:08 AM||||ok since you are runnign th power wire all the way from teh front of the car you have about a 12-15 ft span of wire running through the car. you are only talking about 12-14 volts of generated power bring run through that long wire.<br /><br />as a matter of fact i run all my amps from Directed Electronics makers of Precision Power(PPI). I know right off the bat you will need 4 ga. to get the true quality out of the amp. Its just how it is, you can have the best equipment but it will not perform the best without the right cable and wiring. Im just trying to help you out so it doesnt end up lower than your expectations. Obviously since you are putting a 4 channel amp in your car it sounds to mean that you want cleaner sq and more volume, so i would jsut do it right the first time and deal with less stress later. from what i know, 4 ga wire is only an extra 1-1.50 a foot over 8 ga. As a matter of fact when i was studying the monster cable product, 4ga. wire actually had 5 times more strands of copper wire than the 8ga = more current flow due to more surface area of wire.<br /><br />sorry for the long post but it may help you.||65.227.204.150||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||number3||03-16-2003||02:07 PM||||You should be fine with 8 gauge if you stick to just that amplifier. What is the fuse size ofd the amp and I can let you know for sure.<br /><br />10 gauge is very heavy speaker wire for a car. 16-14 gauge is plenty.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||gvr4in||03-16-2003||03:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> bigger wire = more voltage = more power = better sound . Bigger is always better. From my experience I realized that statement to be true. I used 8g wire for the longest time, then upgraded to 2g and noticed a world of difference, If you're going to do it, do it right or dont do it at all.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok, now that you got me thinking...  I pulled out the PPI manual.  Here's the formulas they use:<br /><br />Total RMS x 2 = Total input wattage  (assumes 50% amp efficiency)<br /><br />Total Input Wattage / Supply Wattage = Current Draw (in Amps)<br /><br />Since the amp in question is a Powerclass 450, its wattage RMS is 200W.<br /><br />200W x 2 = 400W total input<br /><br />400W / 12V = 33.3Amp current draw<br /><br />Then they list a chart of power wire in gauge versus run length versus current draw.<br /><br />According to their chart 13-16ft with current draw of 20-35Amp reccommends 6ga.  Hmm.  Touche. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lol. I wasn't tryin to start a war or anything but ok. This is what you first said: <br /><br />Hibrn8:<br />How can you say 8ga isn't good enough when you don't know what amp I'm running? It's a PPI PC450, a good 5+ years old model, 50Wx4 RMS. I don't recall the numbers but I did the math according to the manual and 8ga is perfect for the amp. It'll be running front/rear speakers only. I do have a second amp that I will be installing at a later date to run a 10" sub, but obviously I'll need 2x 8ga or 4ga to do that.<br /><br />Now you say they recommend 6ga. wire, Like hibrn8 and I have been saying, just do it right, go 4ga. and you'll be loving the benefits later. Even if 6ga. is 'recommended', going a bigger wire( 4,2 ga. ) Can't hurt anything, It'll just give you a better voltage flow rate because of the SA of the wire. The more current the flow of your battery voltage, the more constant power your amp is getting. If you're going to be running a single or dual subs later down the line, you'll def. want bigger than 6ga. wire, so why not do it now for an extra say $10? Im not tryin to bash or anything, We're all just tryin to help, and most everyone who is posting in this thread has experience with running bigger ga. wire through their cars and has loved the benefits.||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||03-16-2003||06:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>Now you say they recommend 6ga. wire, Like hibrn8 and I have been saying, just do it right, go 4ga. and you'll be loving the benefits later. Even if 6ga. is 'recommended', going a bigger wire( 4,2 ga. ) Can't hurt anything, It'll just give you a better voltage flow rate because of the SA of the wire. The more current the flow of your battery voltage, the more constant power your amp is getting. If you're going to be running a single or dual subs later down the line, you'll def. want bigger than 6ga. wire, so why not do it now for an extra say $10? Im not tryin to bash or anything, We're all just tryin to help, and most everyone who is posting in this thread has experience with running bigger ga. wire through their cars and has loved the benefits. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry if I wasn't clear, but I discovered my mistake in the calculations as I typed them.  But um, I guess touche was the wrong word to use, as I was being sarcastic.<br /><br />I stopped at Tweeter today for a 4ga wiring kit.||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||Scott Y||03-16-2003||09:19 PM||||For the door wires, I used a coat hanger and ran the wires through the stock rubber conduit between the frame and the door.  It took me a long time, but I was patient and I was able to get the wires through. I guided the wire from the door into the car, as there was more room to wiggle the wire around to make it bend through the rubber.  There's probably something better to use than a wire coat hanger, something a little more flexible.  I had to be very careful not to poke a hole in the rubber. Patience is the key.<br />I kept all of the stock wiring in place, so I just ziptied the new wire to the original wire, so I can go back to stock if need be.||64.233.218.162||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000014||gvr4in||03-16-2003||09:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry if I wasn't clear, but I discovered my mistake in the calculations as I typed them.  But um, I guess touche was the wrong word to use, as I was being sarcastic.<br /><br />I stopped at Tweeter today for a 4ga wiring kit. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hehe touche. Tweeter's a good store, good choice on the kit||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000015||number3||03-16-2003||10:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />I stopped at Tweeter today for a 4ga wiring kit. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tweeter's a good store, good choice on the kit </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wouldn't go that far...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||number3||03-16-2003||11:05 PM||||Jsut to drive the point home bigger doesn't always mean better. Most car amplifiers have regulated power supplies. Some do not. <br /><br />BTW I sell boatloads (pun intended) of upgrade wire.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||spoulson||03-16-2003||11:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Jsut to drive the point home bigger doesn't always mean better. Most car amplifiers have regulated power supplies. Some do not.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's the difference?<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>BTW I sell boatloads (pun intended) of upgrade wire.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">By all means, plug your service!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   What exactly are you in the business of?||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000018||hibrn8||03-17-2003||12:57 AM||||yeah i have spools of this shit just chillin will be avail. soon to anyone via the website in my signature below. <br /><br />good move spoulson! <br /><br />as far as getting a coat hanger through the ruber grommets for the speaker wire, all i can say is DAMN! I commend you on your patience for that. i probably would have kicked the door off the car in frustration.||65.227.204.151||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000019||sleeper||03-17-2003||11:17 AM||||I use DIY cat5 in my home setup. I just wish there was enough room to run that to my door speakers in the car.<br />No flames please but yes, good wires make a  huge different in sound quality. Even in the car.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000020||Jon||03-17-2003||01:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Jsut to drive the point home bigger doesn't always mean better. Most car amplifiers have regulated power supplies. Some do not.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's the difference?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">An unregulated power supply will fluctuate power (wattage) with the voltage input.  Typically, these are in your higher end amplifiers.  For instance, an amp will be rated at 50 watts a channel at 12 volts.  At 14 volts, it could be more like 60 watts.<br /><br />With a regulated power supply, the power is regulated to be 50 watts regardless of the voltage input.  These are in your cheaper amps or even in the the cheaper line of amps.  Kenwood and Sony both use regulated power supplies.  God I'm rusty but I think I remember that if the voltage drops (like 11 volts instead of 14), then the amperage the amplifier draws increases thus increasing the work the amplier does and the increase likelyhood that you'll blow a fuse.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000021||number3||03-17-2003||01:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>BTW I sell boatloads (pun intended) of upgrade wire.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I work for Hifi House in Broomall, PA. Tweeter would like to think we are a competitor. I was hinting on their silly ad compaign "Boatload of know how".||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||spoulson||03-17-2003||01:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>I work for Hifi House in Broomall, PA. Tweeter would like to think we are a competitor. I was hinting on their silly ad compaign "Boatload of know how". </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So that's where you work.  My gf works across the street at Brother's Electric.  I'll have to stop in one day to say hi.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000023||hibrn8||03-18-2003||12:39 AM||||Tweeters company doesnt even phase the one im at, their prices get stomped on.||65.227.204.92||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000024||spoulson||03-18-2003||01:35 AM||||Ok, I got all the necessary pre-outs, 4ga power, and ground connections all ready in the trunk.<br /><br />I was test fitting my two amps and they seem to be able to fit on the back of the rear seat.  But that panel seems pretty flimsy as it is just some kind of cardboard and behind it is padding from the rear seat.<br /><br />How has anyone else mounted the amps?  I have a sheet of 1/2" MDF here but I don't really want to use it unless I have to because it's damn heavy.  I'd prefer not to mount it on the trunk floor because I'd still like to have storage.  I also hate drilling so I'd like to use factory holes if possible.  Any ideas?||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000025||number3||03-18-2003||09:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>I work for Hifi House in Broomall, PA. Tweeter would like to think we are a competitor. I was hinting on their silly ad compaign "Boatload of know how". </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So that's where you work.  My gf works across the street at Brother's Electric.  I'll have to stop in one day to say hi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you still want me to ship the SSSS to you then?  You could always pick it up...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000026||number3||03-18-2003||09:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Ok, I got all the necessary pre-outs, 4ga power, and ground connections all ready in the trunk.<br /><br />I was test fitting my two amps and they seem to be able to fit on the back of the rear seat.  But that panel seems pretty flimsy as it is just some kind of cardboard and behind it is padding from the rear seat.<br /><br />How has anyone else mounted the amps?  I have a sheet of 1/2" MDF here but I don't really want to use it unless I have to because it's damn heavy.  I'd prefer not to mount it on the trunk floor because I'd still like to have storage.  I also hate drilling so I'd like to use factory holes if possible.  Any ideas? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mount them to the board. It does two things. The first and most important is that it help isolate them from the chassis ground (screws through the amplifiers metal mounting points to the metal body of the car can cause ground loops) second it is much neater and more secure.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000027||spoulson||03-26-2003||09:23 PM||||Ok, so I've made some progress since the last post of this thread, but I'm not done yet.<br /><br />I ended up buying a 4x2 of 1/4" hardboard, cutting it to size of the back-of-rear-seat cardboard, then securing it with 1/4" bolts through the snap holes.  Voila, secure fit for both amps, no drilling.  I'm happy.<br /><br />So now onto the front stuff.  I have two main questions:<br /><br />1) How the hell can anyone fish a wire thru the door boot?  I can't get at it on either end.  I can't even see the wires coming through on the inboard end.<br /><br />2) My front speakers are components.  I decided to mount the woofer in the door and the tweeter in the dash speaker location.  I cut hardboard adapter plates for both and they fit.  So now I need to find a place for the passive crossover.  It's not too big, maybe 4"x2"x1" at most.  There doesn't seem to be a plainly obvious place to put it so I'd like to know where others have put theirs.  Again, no drilling is a plus.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000028||Scott Y||03-26-2003||10:05 PM||||I mounted my tweeters in the dash using plexiglass, and I cut the door mounts to fit 6.5" drivers.  I ran the wires through the door harness, and it was no fun at all.  I used a wire coat hanger, and I poked through from the door into the car. It took a loooooooong time and I had to have some beers and a ton of patience, but I was able to run the wires through.  On the drivers' side I mounted the crossover on the bottom of the plastic vent tube (you'll know which one I'm talking about), and on the passenger side I used velcro with super-sticky tape and stuck it on the inside of the dash, beside the glovebox.  <br />It took a long time to install the speakers, but I wanted it to look completely stock, and I'm pleased with the results.||64.233.218.162||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000029||Scott Y||03-27-2003||08:57 AM||||Sorrry, I didn't mean to double-post in this thread - suffering work induced brain fade.||64.233.218.162||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000030||spoulson||04-01-2003||10:05 AM||||Well it looks like I'm about done with the install.  The system is running and sounds great.  I will just have to tweak the gain/crossover settings over time, but it's pretty good now.<br /><br />Incase you haven't seen, I have a picture of the amp rack <a href="http://users.rcn.com/spoulson/pictures/DSCF0581.JPG" target="_blank">here</a>.  I probably should've taken pictures of the adapter plates I fabricated for _every_ speaker.  They're not beautiful, but they all fit well.<br /><br />I did not run speaker wire into the door.  I felt that was too much work and I'm anxious to get the car back on the road.  Instead, I used the factory speaker wire starting at the stereo harness.  It was a compomise.  The factory wire looks about 18ga, but it looks like each speaker only gets about 4' of this, and the rest is 16ga wire that I ran.  This also gave me some room to put the crossovers.  I zip-tied all the wires into groups and then put the crossover boxes in the very front of the console, just right of the accelerator pedal.<br /><br />For a day I thought I somehow toasted the head unit, but it was really a dead battery.  For some reason Alpine CDA-7995 head units emit lots of interference to the subwoofer when it's running at a low voltage (9V), perhaps too low for the processor to fully process the audio.  Then it promptly turns off.  A new battery put it back in action.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000031||Hertz||04-01-2003||03:24 PM||||You blocked your rear seat pass through -- where are you going to put your skis?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000032||spoulson||04-01-2003||03:57 PM||||Sorry, I left out a small detail.  I have a condition of patella subluxation in my left knee.  I couldn't ski even if I wanted to for fear of tearing more tissue in my joint.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    A sled will fit just fine in the trunk.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000033||theymightbegalants||08-07-2003||06:28 PM||||Sorry to resurrect this post; I found it while searching for details on running battery cables to the trunk.  I'm running 0 gauge, and a few posters on this thread are as well, but didn't really say how you got this huge mofo through the firewall.  I had a 10 gauge wire for the fuel pump going through the ECU's wiring harness grommeted hole, but that is WAY too tight for 0 gauge.  I found a plug down by where the charcoal canister is, and tried shoving it through, but it stopped and I couldn't find the end of it, plus I didn't see any other holes up under the glovebox.<br /><br />I'm sure the solution is there, but after a few days in the garage on only a few hours sleep it all starts to look the same.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||69.59.219.172||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000034||number3||08-07-2003||07:04 PM||||Mine runs under the car but mine is not a daily driver anymore.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000035||Hertz||08-07-2003||08:48 PM||||Hmm..  trying to remember... YMMV<br /><br />Dig around on the passenger side foot well, right at the door frame, under carpet area... there's a covered hole (fairly decent size) that passes through the frame, momentarily in the spot where all the tree debris gathers -- from there you can pass through to underneath the wheelwell (remove the plastic lining to see) and then there is another access panel that takes you to approximately the stock fuse box (under).||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000036||turbowop||08-08-2003||01:13 AM||||Take off the inner fender lining on the front passenger wheelwell and you will find a rather large plug in the firewall. Go thru there. You will come out right behind the glovebox. There is a more detailed explanation somewhere in the mess of threads on this site.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000037||theymightbegalants||08-08-2003||10:05 PM||||Cool.  Yea, I'd seen that thread about the fenderwell, but didn't like the idea of the wire going "outside" the car.  I did end up using that hole in the fenderwell; just drilled a hole in the middle of the plug to pass the wire through.  I didn't want it go all the way across the fenderwell though, so I had it come up & out the unused 4th hole in the strut tower.  Much easier and simpler IMHO.  Thanks for all your help guys!||66.248.121.62||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000038||Hertz||08-09-2003||01:47 AM||||Jon, that almost sounds worse -- think it would be prone to a lot of vibration there, good chance of grounding out!<br /><br />Be very careful passing wire through anything metal -- got to have grommets or some type of protection there.  I'm sure we can dig up some Galant-on-fire photos from the archives if you're interested...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000039||theymightbegalants||08-09-2003||03:09 AM||||I know, don't think that hasn't occurred to me.  I did enlarge the hole with the dremel, and used that foam rubber stuff that covers the stock vacuum lines for insulation.  I may go back in there and do something else, I dunno, enlarge the hole some more to put a real grommet in there.<br /><br />Why would the vibration be worse there?  It's only like 14 inches from the other hole where other people routed theirs, and it's the same piece of metal.||69.59.219.137||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000040||number3||08-09-2003||07:00 AM||||Use a rubber/plastic grommet that fits in the hole your cut to protect the wire. A fuse no farther than 18" from the battery is a MUST!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000041||theymightbegalants||08-10-2003||07:50 AM||||Thanks Harry.  Yes, I need a fuse ASAP... when fumbling w/the ground wire, I accidently brushed the hot wire... holy crap.  Sooo, what strength fuse would you recommmend?  What about a circuit breaker instead?  And why the 18" from the battery?||69.59.219.207||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000042||number3||08-10-2003||08:27 AM||||The current draw of your system will determine the fuse size. If you are powering a single amplifier a 30 amp fuse or break should be plenty. Look at the fuse on the power supply (of the amp) and just make sure is is at least that big.<br /><br />18" or closer to the battery is a car audio standard. The closer the better.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000043||theymightbegalants||08-10-2003||08:59 PM||||Thanks, but I'm not running an amp.  Not really into car audio.  I thought you were referring to a fuse somewhere between the battery (trunk) and the positive connections in the engine bay.  What sort of fuse would one use in that scenario?  Maybe 95-100 amp, that area, as our cars have 90 amp alternators?||69.59.219.151||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000044||Hertz||08-11-2003||09:28 AM||||For the battery relocation, you really should find a circuit breaker, mount it less than 18" from the battery.  You really don't want a short/fire anywhere outside of your engine bay.||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000045||stevevr4||11-18-2003||01:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Pull off the passenger front tire and the plastic inner fender lining that goes up over the tire. Behind it on the firewall is a huge plug that you can poke a crapload of wires through. It comes out right behind the glovebox on the inside of the car. In the fenderwell you can ty-wrap the power wire right to the abs sensor wire that goes through there and into the engine bay. It comes out right behind the battery. When its all done this way it looks very clean. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">THANK YOU search feature, and turbowop... I'm reviving this thread to say I can also vouch for this method, I just spent my lunch hour pulling the wheel off and splashguard off, and running my 4gauge from the battery to the trunk.    <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon14.gif" alt=" - " />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000046||iceman69510||11-18-2003||04:42 PM||||Followed that exact same advice when I did my cable and it worked excellent.  That was the easiest part of running the cable.  The seat mount bracket was much harder to negotiate around.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000047||Beemer||11-19-2003||02:42 AM||||I just mounted an electronic boost gauge, and went thru the DRIVERS fenderwell with the grommet for the hood latch cable.  I just drilled a hole right next to it with the old dewalt, snapped a grommet in, and viola, right next to the fuse box.  I was fishing around on the passenger side, and was trying to get a fish tape thru the plugged hole in the frame rail that's right under the CAS (but on the body, you guys know where I am talking about)  I'm trying to run 2/0 welders cable back to the trunk.  Saw the grommet with all the engine wires, but honestly that's a pretty damned big wire bundle.  I was trying to find a way to run from the inner frame rail thru the body to the rocker panel, then fishing the wire down the rocker panel on the pass side, coming back up into the interior right were the pass rear dogleg molding is, and from there into the trunk.  However, I can't get the fishtape thru from the engine compartment all the way under the frame rail to hop across to the rocker panel.  Any ideas?||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/001854.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||Snow performance WI kit ?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-15-2003||10:29 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<a href="http://www.snowperformance.net" target="_blank">http://www.snowperformance.net</a><br /><br />Theirs seems to be a complete kit. Since I dunno much about this, I am hoping Ken Inn and others may be able to shed light on whats good about this kit and whats not...||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-15-2003||11:42 PM||||i cant quite see all of it, but the pump is a shur flo, cost is about 65 bucks.  looks like a buttco resevoir, you can duplicate that kit for about 120-150.  the big chunks are the pump and the pressure switch(napa-27 bucks), and a relay, 5-9 bucks.  aquamist nozzles are about 16 bucks, and nylon line is about a buck a foot, then there are some nice snap fittings, and stuff that will bring up the cost, but make the install a lot cleaner.  100 hp gain is a bit ambitious.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||03-15-2003||11:47 PM||||There is a very informative thread on the public NABR board that you might want to check out.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000015" target="_blank">Thread 1</a> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000030" target="_blank">More on thread 2</a>||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum2/001855.cgi
A||||7||AWDpower||Fuel pump install tip||||1||||AWDpower||00000680
Z||000000||AWDpower||03-15-2003||11:51 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||I just put a DSM 190 Walbro pump in my GVR4, and stumbled across a way to make the install much easier. The DSM pump is longer then a GVR4 pump, and you have to make modifications to get it to fit. I didn't want to hack up my stock fuel pump bracket, so I picked up one from a Galant GSX at a local junk yard. The it turns out GSX assembly is identical, except for the way the pump attaches to the fuel line. On a GVR4 or DSM, the pump is sealed to the fuel line hood with an o-ring. On the GSX, the pump is simply clamped to the line with a short section of rubber fuel line, there is no hood. This makes installing the larger pump simple, and it's a perfect fit, no cutting.||63.29.240.198||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||03-17-2003||08:43 PM||||Thanx for the tips. I have a walbro 255 on the way right now and I think that will help me.||198.133.180.2||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||UncleGGSX||03-18-2003||02:20 AM||||What year was the GSX? Mine does have the o-ring compression fitting thingie. It's a 92.||204.19.188.23||reg||1||UncleGGSX||00000331||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||03-18-2003||06:45 AM||||I think he meant a Eclipse GSX, not a GGSX.||68.162.68.171||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||03-18-2003||09:14 AM||||"so I picked up one from a Galant GSX" <br /><br />nope he meant a G GSX. i kind of think i understand what you are talking about but i haven't seen one in my hands yet, a fuel pump.  thanks for the tip though, its good here these posted and added to the galantvr4.org valt of info.||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||03-18-2003||02:28 PM||||It's possible that the pump was replaced at one point and the short piece of fuel line was used at that time instead of the o-ring.  Some do it this way to eliminate the possibility of a bad seal which would cause you to have to crank the car for a little while longer to get it started.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||03-19-2003||02:54 AM||||The pump was out of a '90 Galant GSX. I thought that it was aftermarket at first, but it looks factory. The pipe under the rubber hose didn't appear to have been cut. It was chamfered on the end and coated the same gold color. The hose didn't looked cut to length either. It was reinforced hose that was molded to size. Rubber covered the ends too, unlike cut hose where you can see the threads. The hose was held in place by factory looking spring clamps that looked specific to the pump, they were the kind that are doubled up. They have another '90 GGSX there, I'll check the pump on that one and see if it is the same.||63.29.240.47||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||03-19-2003||12:51 PM||||I just pulled the pump out of the junker ggsx and it has the same piece of tubing, very clean...||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum2/001856.cgi
A||||2||AWDpower||SAAB intercooler||||1||||AWDpower||00000680
Z||000000||AWDpower||03-16-2003||12:08 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||I picked up the intercooler from an '86 SAAB 9000<br />at the local junkyard yesterday. I got it for $13, I figure it's worth a shot. The I/C is pretty big, the core is 22"x14", and 1 1/8" thick. The inlet and outlet are both 2 1/4" in diameter. It looks like it will be a perfect fit. The core is about the same size as the radiator, and the inlet/outlet stick out enough to wrap around the sides. It should be an easy install. It looks like all I'll have to do is remove the a/c fan and put a thinner one on the other side. Then The i/c should sit flush against the a/c condenser. Does anyone know anything about these? Are they any good? I was going to install a Starion i/c I have, but this one looks better and easier to install.||63.29.240.198||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000001||James||03-18-2003||02:39 AM||||I was going to do a similar thing, only it was from a Volvo turbo, which was actually slightly bigger than the Saab one. Not sure how well they flow, or wot boost they will take. I ended up selling it for twice what I paid for it and bought a Evo 3 one. I also sold that and bought a complete immaculate Lancer EVO 3. So I sold the VR4 as well. I'm happy now.||210.48.134.78||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||03-18-2003||09:18 AM||||james, its nice that you're back.  i have always liked your evo a lot... i wish we had the old ones over here.  i've always loved the evo II and III.||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/000527.cgi
A||||6||1quickvr4||What tires too get?||||9||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||03-12-2002||10:43 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Im a complete moron when it comes to tires so could some one help me out. Right now I run 195/60/15s michelen all seasons (mxv somthing) and there about dead. I run alot a pressure in the tires too spin them a little when I luanch. So heres my needs 205/55/15s, under 100 bucks a peice and are z rated. Please help, Oh yeah I need to be able to get them at NTB or discount so I can pay cash.<BR>Thanx<BR>Zach||216.51.101.27||reg||9
Z||000001||beavis||03-13-2002||07:14 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i just got a set of 225/50/16 kuhmo ecsta zrated tires at america's tire co. for $383 out the door.  if i were you i would search online at either discount tire or america's tire company for the tire you want.||138.23.114.172||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||03-13-2002||07:25 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||For my stock wheels, I have 205/55/15 BF Goodrich Z-rated all seasons (I know, sounds weird, but I swear they're real).  I think I paid $64 a piece, shipped from discount tire or tire rack.  I'd like to try them out for rallycrossing when I switch to ground controls to gain some ride height.  ||4.35.129.3||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||03-13-2002||09:48 PM||lear133@hotmail.com||I have dunlop sp5000's in that size on the wagon wheels.  They've got 30k miles and still a decent amount of tread.  Z rated (W), all season, execlent in rain, decent in snow.  Some other may not like dunlop, but these tires have been very good to me.  An excelent compromise between performance and all weather use-ability.  I think they were $80 a piece.||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000004||merikgvr4||03-14-2002||02:17 AM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||You are in luck my friend.  <A HREF="http://www.tires.com" TARGET=_blank>www.tires.com</A>  is giving free shipping to all orders.  check their site out.  Kinda hard to find the size you want so it might be a bit expensive.||64.175.243.179||reg||14
Z||000005||evol||03-20-2002||02:03 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||dont get bfg tires. they are responsible for about 5 cars... 1 of mine and 4 of my freinds. the things are garbage... completely.||172.133.176.148||reg||1
Z||000006||Nate||03-21-2002||10:05 PM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||I've had the Comp T/A ZRs in 205/55/15, and they gripped great in a straight line, and even worked well in rain and snow.  However, they seemed too wide for the stock wheels, so it didn't handle that well.  I loved them, though.||208.59.97.199||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001857.cgi
A||||1||alex||Need Info||||1||||alex||00001140
Z||000000||alex||03-16-2003||03:07 AM||flapshanify@hotmail.com||hi I own a 1991 SUPER VR4. Id never seen anything like it until I bought it. What are the differences with this from other vr4's?? And as far as I know it has the evolution zero motor in it.Correct??? Please tell me all you know!  Cheers||64.208.86.56||reg||1||alex||00001140||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||03-16-2003||10:22 AM||||got pic's ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum2/000529.cgi
A||||8||1312VR4||5 bolt conversion||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||03-13-2002||09:59 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Has anyone else done this? I'm sure someone has. If so am I on the right track. I have all the spindle's off of a '90 TSi AWD. I'm getting rid of the ABS so I have the non-ABS spindles for the front. I want to use my existing front brakes but I found that the brakes on the T/E/L's are smaller 1pot calipers. Can I just swap the hubs out into the VR4 spindles. The caliper holder holes from the VR4 do match up but they are not snug in the spindle. If I do it this way do I get the rotors for a TSi & the pads for a VR4? It looks like the same situation for the rear. Thanks for any replys.  ||209.253.62.26||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||03-13-2002||10:38 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Has anyone else done this? <P>I have.<P>I'm sure someone has. If so am I on the right track. I have all the spindle's off of a '90 TSi AWD. I'm getting rid of the ABS so I have the non-ABS spindles for the front. <P>shouldn't be a problem. You'll get an ABS light though.<P>I want to use my existing front brakes but I found that the brakes on the T/E/L's are smaller 1pot calipers. <P>yes they are.<P>Can I just swap the hubs out into the VR4 spindles. The caliper holder holes from the VR4 do match up but they are not snug in the spindle. <P>i don't know what you're exactly trying to do.<P>If I do it this way do I get the rotors for a TSi & the pads for a VR4?<P>You'll want to get the larger brake rotors from a 92+ TEL and use the stock Galant Caliper. That would be your best bet.<P>It looks like the same situation for the rear. Thanks for any replys. <P>Rear brakes should be identical. ||64.194.28.233||reg||1
Z||000002||4g63t||03-14-2002||09:47 AM||||I just did this the other day. You want to know how to swap the hubs and steering knuckles, right? I didn't switch to 5-bolt hubs, I just swapped steering knuckles cuz I bent mine all up. First grab a punch and pound out the hub from the inside (It's gonna take A LOT of pounding). Then flip it over and remove the large snap-ring that holds the bearing races in(have fun, the snap-ring has no holes, just real pain-in-the-ass notches). After you remove the ring, knock out the races with a BRASS punch. Installation is the reverse of the removal. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||199.254.212.48||reg||12
Z||000003||threestardiamond||03-16-2002||01:26 AM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com||Drew,<P>Do you need to use the T/E/L's axles as well? or can i reuse the stock one?||66.185.84.196||reg||5
Z||000004||ken inn||03-16-2002||10:11 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||for youse guys doin this conversion, i have a set of brand new front rotors, stock, 75/pr+shipping.  these suckers are HEAVY.  i bought them for my 93 gsx, but sold it before i could or wanted to put them on.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000005||1312VR4||03-16-2002||11:51 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||OK here is the deal to do the 5 bolt conversion. Parts you will need. I finished it today.<BR>1. ALL 4 5 bolt hubs from a 1g t/e/l AWD<BR>2. brake pad for the VR4 front & rear<BR>3. 91-92 Diamante or 3000gt-SL(NOT THE VR4) front rotors & rear rotors for the t/e/l. If you keep the ABS you will need the rotors for the ABS. You will need to get the ABS spindles also. I did away with my ABS<BR> You can keep the VR4 calipers if you do it this way. All you have to do is swap out the Hubs( NOT THE SPINDLES)keep the spindles from the VR4. Power Slot makes the rotors for these they will say not for the diamante but the 3kgt-SL are the same(they are the same diameter as the VR4 thats why you can use them.)http://ww.nopionline.com has them for a total of $298 for the rotors.<BR> Rear brake's are identical the only difference is they are now 5bolt.<BR> IT cost me a total of $500 to do the swap. You will also keep AWS.||209.253.62.60||reg||1
Z||000006||iceman69510||03-18-2002||12:59 PM||||I am preparing to do this conversion too (drew you might remember we talked about this months ago, and I still can't believe you made a 4-bolt TEL!).  I searched for a long time to find the used parts to make this a bolt on. <BR>I plan to use the Eclipse (91-94 w/ABS) front knuckle and hub, Eclipse brake rotors, and the rest VR4 parts for the front.  Should bolt on directly.<BR>Rears I acquired the trailing arms with hubs in them, but have to decide yet if I will eliminate the rear steer.  I'll let you know how it turns out.<P>By the way, I have some used Eclipse wheels in both 16" and 17' if any of you 5-bolt convertors are interested.  I plan to use the 17 GSX wheels on my car.  They should look awesome. ||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000007||teet||03-18-2002||01:25 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||does anyone want to sell me their 4-lug rear stub axles that they don't need anymore??<BR>Cheap for a struggling rally racer  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>john<P>||134.134.248.29||reg||1
Z||000008||Nate||03-21-2002||09:59 PM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||Stub axles?  You mean the rear 4-lug spindles?  I know we have at least one laying around, if you want it, Teet.  Email me at nathan1047@aol.com||208.59.97.199||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001859.cgi
A||||2||Pick||ABS Light||||1||||Pick||00000697
Z||000000||Pick||03-16-2003||03:21 PM||jpick@pmt.org||I had to replace a stuck brake rotor on the rear of the car now the Anti Lock light stays on. Is their a way to reset it or do I have to take it to the dealer.||216.83.65.60||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000001||Jon||03-17-2003||08:35 AM||||The speed sensor on the back side of the rotor is not adjusted correctly.  You should be able to adjust it yourself.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||Pick||03-17-2003||07:32 PM||||How exactly do you adjust it I have never played with the anti lock before.||216.83.66.121||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes



ubb/Forum2/001860.cgi
A||||3||VR6 Eater||afc tuning||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||03-16-2003||06:51 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Awhile ago I came across a very detailed step by step tuning process for the s-afc. I thought I saved it but I guess not.  I tried searching for it but I couldn't find it that way either.  I was hoping someone could post a link or point me in the right direction back to that post.||24.167.211.186||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||03-16-2003||07:15 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafc.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafc.htm</a>||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||03-16-2003||07:25 PM||||you should do a search.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001610#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001610#000000</a>||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||03-16-2003||09:26 PM||||Yeah that's the one I was searching for.  Thanks Ken.  I did try searching for it.  I came up with 20 some matches and it wasn't in there.  Maybe I didn't let search far enough back.||24.167.211.186||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum2/000532.cgi
A||||6||Ash||EGT & A/C Fan Questions||||5||
Z||000000||Ash||03-14-2002||06:11 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hi All,<BR>I have my car in bits at the moment to fit my EGT probe and hefty chunk of truck core.  <P>Due to having a stock VR4 manifold I am a bit hesitant to tap the manifold and hence give it a reason to crack.  I am making an O2 eliminator out of stainless anyway so I was thinking of putting the EGT probe there next to the O2 sensor.  Any ideas what temps I would see there rather than in the manifold? <P>Also, I am toying with the idea of fitting the cooler right in front of the A/C condenser rather than further forward like most people do, this leads me to ask about the A/C fan.  Do I need another fan at all?  How big does the fan have to be?  Will pushing through the cooler or pulling through the radiator be a problem?  <P>Please bear in mind that I'm in Australia so any vendor info for the states won't really help me.<P>Thanks in advance.<BR>Ash||165.228.131.12||reg||5
Z||000001||Ash||03-14-2002||09:18 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||BTW - Thanks to Jon & Ken for the advice for getting the bumper off, it was SO easy with that diagram.||165.228.131.12||reg||14
Z||000002||Ian M||03-14-2002||11:05 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| On my '95 manifold I drilled and tapped into the large square boss where the heat sheild bolts to. Plenty of material,I cant see it cracking there. I dont think the stock 1st gen manifold has the same boss though. Somewhere Ive seen someone post the difference in temps between in the manifold and in the o2 housing in a egt install vfaq somewhere;if I recall it was like a 200 degree or so difference or so...||129.71.114.97||reg||1
Z||000003||Peter#1||03-16-2002||05:18 PM||greddy917@hotmail.com||It depends on what you want...if you want to run the most accurate reading...then you should tap into the manifold...If you like playing "guess the correct EGT reading" then the O2 housing will suffice...but why not go pick up a new ported manifold and drill/tap that one...since you have the stocker on the car still. ||146.18.173.73||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||03-16-2002||08:26 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Peter - Read my location!  I've tried to source EVO III manifolds from within Australia but nobody wants to take them off their engine.||203.21.226.34||reg||1
Z||000005||Peter#1||03-18-2002||10:33 PM||greddy917@hotmail.com||You dont have to use a EVOIII manny...a well ported 2nd gen will flow just as well...or do you guys not have those down there either?||146.18.173.76||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||03-19-2002||01:58 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||EVO III's are rare and we don't have Eclipse's at all, let alone 2g ones!  We only got VR4's and EVO6.5's new from dealers. Evo's 1-6 are brought in 2nd hand from Japan and complied.  With the exchange rate the way it is (AU$=50c US) I'm not going to import myself a 2g manifold either, it would be cheaper to make a custom tubular jobbie.  ||165.228.131.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000533.cgi
A||N||4||BluFalcon||Post Motor Swap Idle/Electrical Issues||||1||
Z||000000||BluFalcon||03-14-2002||09:58 PM||muttski@gte.net||I recently installed a diffrent shortblock into my Galant because of low compression, lack of power, lousy gas mileage and to remove those damned ProThane motor mounts.,   Swap went smoothly, and the motor is in the car.  Fired up on the first try but I've been having some issues with the idle.  Car starts, and immediately goes up to about 2K or so and slowly drops down as the car warms up.  Once the motor starts to idle under 1K, I can hear some arcing, or popping noises coming from around the spark plug wire/ijector area.  Also the car idles like it's missing a cylinder or something.  The needle fluctuates rapidly around 10 inches of vacumn at idle, which is weird because on the old motor with the same head..it held 18 inches..perfectly.  The timing belt was installed with all the marks lining up as they should, and nothing was disturbed on the head when it was swapped onto the new block.<BR> <BR>    I shut off the lights, sprayed the area around the noise with water from a spray bottle and didn't see any major arcing.  I went ahead and tried my roomates Magnecores in place of my Accel Thundersport wires and it just made it worse.  Now I could see the arcing..as a matter of fact it made the fuel pressure regulator look like it was about to be beamed out or something..the entire regulator was covered with a blue electrical aura..not cool.  I took the MagneCores off, and swapped on some stock wires I had lying around...the noise wasn't as pronounced but it was still there, and it's still idling like crap.  The noise isn't injector noise, I know what the injectors sound like.  I found a few ground leads that weren't attatched and reattached them..still arcing and popping and idling like garbage.  Anyone got any suggestions?  The car isn't missing at power..just idle.  I have a spare coil pack and ignition power transistor..should I try swapping those out?  I'm kinda stumped...and a little pissed off (what else is new?). Any info, or suggestions would be appreciated.  Thanks.<BR>||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000001||robc||03-18-2002||06:08 PM||rjchaney@yahoo.com||Did you check the obvious as per 1000q.dsm.org? This sounds like something else though.<P>Check your ground? &lt;shrugs&gt; <P>Why did you take the prothanes out? Are they really that bad?||66.67.56.84||reg||1
Z||000002||BluFalcon||03-19-2002||03:50 AM||muttski@gte.net||All the grounds are attatched, but it seems like the arcing/popping noise might be one of my injectors after all.  I'm going to swap in a diffrent set of 450's and see if that helps or not with the noise.  As for the idle issues, well I guess it's time to pull the timing cover off and have another look in there.  I was rather rushed when i did the timing belt during the swap.  Perhaps it's off a tooth or something.  Oh yeah, removing the ProThanes was a big improvement.  I wanted to keep the car as "civilized" as possible..and the Prothanes were just a little much for a lightly modified daily driver.  The Prothanes will be put to better use on my Mirage 4G63 project..which is going to be as obnoxious as possible in every respect.   Thanks for the reply.<p>[This message has been edited by BluFalcon (edited 03-19-2002).]||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||03-19-2002||08:35 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Just a guess, but did you check to see if the coil is cracked?But 1 of the injectors might be grounding out, like you said. If it was the timing if would miss constantly. If you think it might be timing, try adjusting the C.A.S.My VR4 was off a tooth & ran like s**t at any r.p.m . Just my$.02||63.52.150.254||reg||1
Z||000004||vilesgvr4||03-19-2002||08:54 AM||vile@corporatedirtbag.com||You say you hear arching or popping noises coming from the area around the spark plug wires and injector area which is also where your coil is located.<BR>and you say it seems as if a cylinder is missing. <BR>Id recommend doing a continuity test to make sure all your wires are in good shape. and if they are, then check your coil.<BR>most likely your problem is either your coil or your spark plug wires. for the fact that if you hear arching or popping you might have cut a spark plug wire and it is tapping to maybe the engine and causing a arch or anything. but check your spark plug wires and coil because if there is no power being sent to a cylinder it will miss because it cant fire.||158.252.84.107||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001861.cgi
A||||5||chhuong||Vent selector??||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||03-17-2003||12:00 AM||sirrealracer@attbi.com||Okay I went to my friends gvr4 and his clicks for every vent selection, but mine it doesnt click it works but you have to actually turn it past the actual vent, so does anyone know what's wrong and what the fix is??<br /><br />Also what is the easiest way to remove the knobs to turn the vents/heater??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-17-2003||12:30 AM||||My VR-4 clicked too -- then I got new lifters.||67.37.189.45||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||03-17-2003||12:32 AM||||You can remove the knobs by just pulling them out. I think I know what you're saying, my dial (foot vent, face/foot, defroster, etc.) doesn't click either, it just runs smooth and turns past the picture, then it works.||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||03-17-2003||01:01 AM||||yeah mine doesnt go right on the icon either piece of crap. but i dotn care bc the hvac controls are all going to be replaced my more gauges. pull the knobs really hard and they should slide off. kinda the same way as tehy are on your oven in the house, they slide on a shaft but they are must more fragile. good luck.||65.227.204.151||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||driftin galant||03-17-2003||01:01 AM||||you need better freinds.  j/k<br />see you in class tommorrow. get a new switch||12.228.209.142||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000005||chhuong||03-17-2003||10:53 PM||||Just figured it out, a ball bearing goes in there somewhere and has a spring pushing it to give it the clicking sound.  But it's a pain to get to. The bearing must have fallen out that when I installed new bulbs.||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
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A||||15||lance||VR4 won't take high boost||||1||
Z||000000||lance||03-18-2002||08:46 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||Since I upgraded to a bigger turbo (T3/T4) with and external wastegate my car will not pass 15 psi of boost, it just breaks up.  Seeing that I did not know what the problem was, I decided to leave it for a while until I have the time to sort it out, but the funniest thing happen yesterday.  I am using an Apex N1 muffler, so yesterday I decided to insert the silencer in the muffler to reduce the noise...and guess what?  The car ran brillianty with 18 psi of boost without any break up whatsoever.  Guys, what is happening to my car?  Because of the silencer having a smaller exhaust hole I could actually feel the ristriction but the car ran clear.  Please help me.||63.136.117.132||reg||1
Z||000001||vilesgvr4||03-19-2002||09:15 AM||vile@corporatedirtbag.com||Whenever you upgrade your turbo to anything larger than a 16g you NEED to,<P>Upgrade your intercooler and<BR>Upgrade your GVR4 MAS to a 2g<BR>and a 35mm or 40mm external wastegate<BR>you can skip the upgrading of the GVR4 MAS by eliminating it and using a HKS VPC ||158.252.84.107||reg||1
Z||000002||vilesgvr4||03-19-2002||09:17 AM||vile@corporatedirtbag.com||For more info on upgrading your GVR4 <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm</A> ||158.252.84.107||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||03-19-2002||03:56 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Fuel pump, injectors will be needed in the first steps. But what are you useing to control fuel? The t3/t4 will only hit fuel cut or stutter if you don't have enough fuel or all the "supporting" mods. What are you getting for knock counts? What is your setup???? Can't even start unless we know more about the car..... ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||lance||03-21-2002||12:26 PM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||I am using a SAFC,Evolll, 510 injectors, twin turbo supra fuel pump.  I am not getting fuel cut as yet, I think my MAS is messing up.  How do I upgrade to a 2g MAS?<P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>Fuel pump, injectors will be needed in the first steps. But what are you useing to control fuel? The t3/t4 will only hit fuel cut or stutter if you don't have enough fuel or all the "supporting" mods. What are you getting for knock counts? What is your setup???? Can't even start unless we know more about the car..... </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||63.136.117.186||reg||1
Z||000005||Whistler||03-21-2002||01:57 PM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||Have you hacked the MAS?  If the MAS is stock, you are certainly getting missed air counts.  This happens when too much air passes through the metered part of the MAS.  To confirm this, look at the Hz reading on the SAFC at wot at the top of 3rd gear, or whenever your porblem occurs.  I believe the limit for the 1G MAS is around 2000Hz.  If you are hitting that, any additional air will not be counted, will cause a lean condition and most likely give you the full 43 knock count.  Use your data logger to check.  <BR>To remedy the problem, you do not need a 2G MAS.  By carefully enlarging the unmetered lower portion of the MAS you can bypass enough air to bring the metered portion back within its limits.  Do not cut too much off because if you do, the car will not idle.  After tampering with the MAS, adjust the SAFC accordingly.<BR>Let this be a guide: <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/1gmashacking.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/1gmashacking.htm</A> <P>||138.26.8.163||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||03-21-2002||02:22 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||what about fuel?  seems to me the supra pump is way too much fuel, like an enema with a fire hose.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||03-21-2002||07:40 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Sorry to hijack sombody elses question but now I have a question.  If I get a 20g instead of the Big 16g I was planning, can I run low boost like 8psi until I fit the S-afc, Injectors & hack the Mas.  I will already have an upgraded fuel pump, big front mount & full 3" exhaust including an O2 eliminator.  Is this totally out of the question?<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 03-21-2002).]||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000008||VR4evo||03-21-2002||08:24 PM||gunningg@xtra.co.nz||I just red the upgrade path with regards to the 2G MAS..How do you hook it up?? Where are the instructions for this change?? Help please... ||203.96.111.200||reg||5
Z||000009||lance||03-22-2002||02:07 PM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com|| Check this site and then click on intake.  <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</A> <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR4evo:<BR><B>I just red the upgrade path with regards to the 2G MAS..How do you hook it up?? Where are the instructions for this change?? Help please... </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||63.136.117.186||reg||1
Z||000010||mtdsm||03-28-2002||01:57 AM||ryan@streetracer.org||You will need an adjustable FPR to use the supra fuel pump. ||216.187.134.5||reg||1
Z||000011||Nate||03-28-2002||05:33 PM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||You do *not* need a regulator to run the Supra pump.  I drove around with a Supra pump in the Can for 30K miles and beat on it every day and never had problems, short of it running rich at idle.  This guy's problem lies elsewhere.||68.80.70.75||reg||1
Z||000012||mtdsm||03-28-2002||07:11 PM||ryan@streetracer.org||Your post contradicted itself. Runing rich is why you need a regulator. ||161.223.78.111||reg||1
Z||000013||Nate||03-28-2002||09:04 PM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||Maybe you didn't read what I posted.  The car RAN fine, but it IDLED richly, which won't affect how it runs at wide open throttle.  The problem this guy is having, the car breaking up at wide open throttle, isn't the pump's fault.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000014||mtdsm||03-29-2002||04:12 AM||ryan@streetracer.org||Nate, yes I read it and you are correct about WOT. 1:1 psi/fp is all good. But the cause if WOT problems *could* be caused by knock. This knock could be caused by rich low end. <P>However my post addressed yours, not the original. Where you state, no problems except rich idle, which is a problem  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||216.187.134.5||reg||1
Z||000015||Duc Hunter||04-05-2002||11:33 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Ok folks, behave......    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I have noticed my car, after a turbo upgrade, seems to have knock at random times. I can make a run and be fine, make another and get bad knock from 2000 rpm......it seems strange to me. I "throw out" those passes when I am tuning. I am not sure what is causing it. Have you checked your knock??  In my case, when this happend I have 8-10 deg of timing and the car is dead slow and wont build boost.  It seems to be when I stomp on it from low rpm rather than rolling into it.....but again it is not consistant. Any thoughts?  <p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 04-05-2002).]||205.166.229.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000536.cgi
A||||12||BossGVR4||Troubleshoot: Oil Consumption ?!?!?!?!?||||8||
Z||000000||BossGVR4||03-18-2002||09:08 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Here goes,<P>I just put a fresh head on the car 2 weeks ago. New seals, guides and 5 way valve job. The car has 8,000 miles on a bottom end re-build (2G pistons/Total Seal rings)<P>I retrofitted a 90 style air/oil cooler. Solved my coolant-oil mixing problem.<P>I am now using up oil at the rate of 1 qt per 250-300 miles. It is NOT leaking out as I used Brakleen on the the pan, oil feed and returns to the turbo, oil filter bracket to front cover, filter, feed/return to the oil cooler. There is no oil or moisture on any of these places. SO I figure the engine is burning it somehow, I even cleaned the inside of my tailpipe and within 5 inutes of drving it was that carbon/soot black again !<P>The car is smoking on boost 10+ psi. So right now I am thinking it is the turbo oil seals. I checked for shaft wobble and there is absolutely NONE and it spins freely.<P>Should I replace the whole cartridge or can just do the oil seals in the turbo ?<P>I need to figure this out fast I only have 2 weeks to get this car past emissions.<P>Any ideas ?<P>DaveC||63.49.152.40||reg||8
Z||000001||ken inn||03-18-2002||09:36 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i just did a center cartridge on my 16g.  the turbine wheel ate part of a valve, and got jammed up inside.  i didnt want to chance it, and take off the turbo, and find the wheel damaged beyond repair, so i bought the whole center cartridge.  they are not cheap.  cost was like 450+shipping, however, this is an unusual size.  if you need it, i can send it to you, you will have to change out the compressor wheel, which is only a nut, and that is partially off anyway.  it is about a year old, and i only use synthetics.  however, i will either have to get it back, or we will have to make some sort of arrangement to pay something on it.  also, it is a bit heavy.  and they are a bit of a bear to change, because you have to remove so much stuff.  i tried it on the car, and it would not budge.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||03-18-2002||09:50 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Pull the BOV hose (the large one) and see if there is any oil sitting there.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||BossGVR4||03-18-2002||10:52 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Mine is vented and there is no oil/residue anywhere near where the SSQV vents ......||63.49.152.231||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||03-18-2002||10:55 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I kind of doubt the turbo is at fault if you don't have any oil coming out of the BOV.  <P>Also put a new PCV in.  Get a Mitsubishi one too as the aftermarket ones always leak.<P>Make sure the breather hose on the valve cover is not clogged.<P>If the above two are fine, then I would be looking at that head.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||03-18-2002||03:54 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||check the outlet on your turbo.  if there is any oil there, your turbo could be to blame.  if not the problem is probably in the headwork you had done.||205.187.61.127||reg||1
Z||000006||BossGVR4||03-18-2002||04:18 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Well,<P>I can't tell if the burning problem began with the headwork. As I said in the original post I was losing oil to the cooling system via the pancake cooler.<P>The head wa pressure tested and the machine shop said there were no leaks.<P>I'm 80% sure that it is these questionable Total Seal rings ...... Hopefully this will squeak by emissions tomorrow if it does I will build my spare shortblock. I'll have it sleeved and find some 9.0:1 forged pistons.<P>Any other ideas as to why an engine would burn oil.||63.49.152.165||reg||5
Z||000007||ken inn||03-18-2002||05:43 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||archer brothers do NOT recommend total seal||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000008||blytz||03-18-2002||06:31 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||RPW (Mitsu specialist in OZ) also recommend AGAINST total seal rings... They ordered 5 seats (for 2-3 types of engines) and used them in race engines... ALL of them lasted VERY short periods of time before the rings rotated around and lined the notches up... Total Seal would only replace them, so now RPW has 5 sets of new rings, basically $2000 sitting on a shelf wasting away...||24.159.61.65||reg||1
Z||000009||roth4fun||03-19-2002||08:59 AM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||I had a friend that installed Total Seal rings and loved the performance difference.  However, they create so much vacuum that it draws the oil in through the PVC -- even if it is brand new one.<P>I am not sure where he bought his, it was about 2 years ago, but they gave him additional recommendations.  He was instructed to put a restrictor inside the hose between the PCV and intake manifold.  This restrictor was a plastic plug with a small hole drilled through it to decrease the amount of flow.  The hole was very small, about 1/16 of an inch.<P>I would bet if you could see into your intake manifold, it would be pretty well coated with oil.||209.144.56.250||reg||1
Z||000010||beavis||03-21-2002||04:42 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||only honda motors need sleeving. your money would be best spent on a nice set of rods and pistons if your desire is extreme power.||138.23.82.41||reg||1
Z||000011||BossGVR4||03-21-2002||06:20 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Ummm and who told you THAT Beavis ... try running Nitrous REPEATEDLY on an unsleeved 4G63 and tell me what happens.<P>The reason behind sleeving is:<P>- to match up an overbored block with standard 2G pistons (which I already have)<P>- to have nice stainless steel cyl. walls to make nice with Total Seal rings.<P>- to know the combustion chamber is bulletproof.<P>And IF I go aftermarket rods and pistons later then the bottom end is already done and ready for Nitrous should I decide to go that way.<P>And how many motors have you hand-built ?!?!?||63.49.131.69||reg||6
Z||000012||Doug Thomas||03-21-2002||08:30 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||I�ve never heard of a 4G63T block needing to be sleeved. John Shepherd ran 9.8@148 with standard block. Jeff Hill ran 10.1@143 with standard block. Both of them are running nitrous.<P>Matter of fact David Buschur's RWD DSM runs low 8s with a standard block and nitrous.<P>I have to agree with Beavis. Spend the extra money on a set of good rods and pistons.<BR>||205.138.230.84||reg||1
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A||||2||Hunter||Timing Skipped, Now what?||||11||
Z||000000||Hunter||03-18-2002||02:12 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||Hey everybody,  i was driving around the block, getting the car warmed up.  Because i had this oil burning on the exhaust manifold area the day before, so went driving it... on the way back about 10 minutes later.. from a stop, i give it about 3/4 throttle, soons boost almost starts to come on full "around 4k"  toootally hear "pretty sure it sounded like the timing" belts just skipped.  I quickly put it in neutral n coasted...  and the car died.  After i checked under the hood to see if there was anything 'visually noticable'  I started it back up. wouldn't idle worth a damn,  i don't have a timing light.. so can't check to see where i'm at on the timing.. aside from the obvious.  car will rev higher then 3k but sounds like it's not on all 4. "or i'm assuming it could be just 1 misfiring?/Hopefully"   I'd like to know where you all went on this?   i'm tempted to get a new/used engine from japan.. since my head is kinda jacked up already.  but if i can prolong the engine for another year, and this sounds feasible?  i'd like to know yer opinions.  thanks for reading this blurb.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||4.62.225.45||reg||11
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-18-2002||03:05 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Check you IC piping, it will do the same thing you are describing if a hose slipped off or is loose. Is it tapping at all? One way to check is to manually turn the engine over by hand. Take off the timing case upper & lower & check your timing marks. You will definity know then if it's out of time. <BR>  ||209.253.62.100||reg||1
Z||000002||Hunter||03-18-2002||03:51 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||doh!  when i looked at the intercooler hosing, it looked fine.  but soons i shook it to see if it was lost.. came right off  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> thanks 1312vr4!||4.62.225.45||reg||11
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A||||7||dank||steering wheel questions?||||1||
Z||000000||dank||03-18-2002||10:01 PM||accordpage@email.com||what sort of aftermarket steering wheels are compatible with the gvr4.  im sick of the factory one that is just too skinny.||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000001||Peter#1||03-18-2002||10:24 PM||greddy917@hotmail.com||I had a GT Grant one on mine...it was killer...the hub kit and wheel all together costed less than a $100. Yes...the horn button worked too.||146.18.173.76||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||03-19-2002||12:04 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I think most people are using Momo steering wheels. Mine is the Champion version. It has three spokes in dark silver and is leather wrapped. The top section of the wheel is wrapped in suede. Very nice. With the adapter hub it was like $275. And the horn works perfectly. I had problems with the horn working on my Grant wheel in my Jeep.||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000003||1101||03-19-2002||02:02 AM||karns10@home.com||I really like the feel of the factory leather wheel on my 89 GGS. I don't know what they cost from MIT or a junk yard. The downside is they don't have a lot of looks appeal and the leather is badly worn after all these years. I doubt a junk yard wheel would be good.<P>The new momo wheel on the evo 7 looks wicked. I wonder if we could find a source for that?<P>Ward<P>1101 of 2k<BR>467 of 1k   ||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000004||BluFalcon||03-19-2002||04:35 AM||muttski@gte.net||I have a MOMO Monte Carlo wheel on my Galant right now, and I love it.  It feels so much nicer than the factory GVR4 wheel.  I picked up mine used on E-Bay with adaptor for $100.  Sold the adaptor for $30 to a Honduh guy..so actually only $70. I already had an adaptor for my old Sparco wheel, but the adaptor is available from NOPI, or other online dealers for like $50 or so.  Also the 1st gen DSM leather wheel will fit in the GVR4, but it looks kind of "unusual".  Howard D. was using the one out of my old Talon for awhile, and I gave him so much crap about it.  I mean it felt nicer, and was in better condition than his stock wheel, but it was so damned ugly.  Grant is actually making some nice looking wheels nowadays, and it's a cheaper alternative to Momo and Sparco, plus they're availble everywhere.||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000005||smokindav||03-19-2002||09:43 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||My plan is to use a wheel from an Eclipse and put a custom <A HREF="http://www.wheelskins.com" TARGET=_blank>www.wheelskins.com</A>  cover on it in suede similar to the door inserts material.<P>Dave<BR>||12.87.87.213||reg||1
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||03-19-2002||11:05 AM||||I just bought a MOMO hub off ebay that was for a 1st gen eclipse. I was told that this would work with our GVR4. Can anyone confirm the model number with me, MOMO #12112116101.<BR>THANKS||12.81.69.245||reg||1
Z||000007||BluFalcon||03-20-2002||02:21 AM||muttski@gte.net||It'll work.  My original Sparco wheel in my old 92 Talon used a MOMO hub, and I got the wheel and hub from a wrecked GVR4.  Now that same hub and a diffrent wheel ended up  back in another GVR4..funny how things come around.||4.40.163.242||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000539.cgi
A||||2||PHAT4||Gauges - Were to tap ?||||5||
Z||000000||PHAT4||03-19-2002||06:26 PM||dynamiclogistics@xtra.co.nz||I have purchased an oil temp gauge ,oil pressure and trans temp gauge.<P>The are all mechanical gauges with a 1/2 NPT fitting .<P>Were do you all think the best place to tap these into are and also what are the thread pitches on the VR4's ?<P>Thanks<P>Byron||203.96.111.200||reg||5
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||03-20-2002||01:22 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||well, I don't like mechnical guages, they are leaky and messy, I like the electrical more, it's more easier and simpler, well basically, the spaces in the VR4 is kind of tight, u have to actually get a hose tap it to the place next to the oil filter, there is a screw over there, unscrew it and tap the hose there and bring the hose up to some secure place, get a T-shaped thing, hook up the hose, the oil pressure sender, and the oil temp sender to it, and done, if u really want to stick with your mechnical ones, then get that hose tap into the same hole I was talking about earlier and get a T-shaped thing and hook up another 2 hose to run to the 2 guages... never did a trans temp, so don't know where to tap, probably u need to drill a hole... good luck||63.204.73.187||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||03-20-2002||10:22 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i also dont like mechanical guages.  they are a tad more accurate, but if you kink or break the line, you could do damage to the motor.  also, you end up with a maze of "tee" and "l" fittings, and reducers, and it is just more places where it can and WILL leak.  and a trans temp guage?  maybe if i were racing a lot.  it is also important as to WHERE you get your info from.  i have the 90 air to air oil cooler, and i am able to tap into and see oil temps right before the oil goes to the cooler, where it will be the hottest.  oil pressure is, to me, kinda useless, because by the time you see the oil pressure drop, your motor is already wasted.  i do look at it occasionally, always on startup, and i glance at it when on the freeway, but at almost any high rpm it is already pegged and has opened the relief valve, so i know i am getting max oil pressure.  i would lose the trans temp, and get a voltmeter.  also, your oil temp guage is going to scare the shit out of you, when you see how high it gets.  it will make a very good case for an oil cooler.  you should try to return the mechanical guages, and get electrical.  cost is more, and you will need senders, but a lot easier to install, and just as good.||63.146.72.143||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000540.cgi
A||||5||evol||i'm an idiot.||||1||
Z||000000||evol||03-19-2002||08:26 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||well i keep making bad decisions with internet transactions. before my car broke, it hit fuel cut bad at 15 psi. now that i'm fixing it, i figure that i should take care of it. i was going to send my ecu to tmo, but i really dont feel like doing that. i found a used fcd for 50 bucks shipped so i jumped on it, but it turns out it was off an f-con so theres absolutely no way to hook it up. im such a fucking retard i could just shoot myself.||172.135.72.201||reg||1
Z||000001||BossGVR4||03-19-2002||11:02 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Just sell it on eBay .. some riceboy or honDUH fool will buy it up. Probably for MORE than you paid for it.||63.49.152.1||reg||6
Z||000002||evol||03-20-2002||01:49 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||well i just emailed the dude and he labeled a few of the wires' colors. although i dont remember seeing thses color wires in the ecu, hey i hope hes right: how this sound<P>one goes to a grey wire w/ maroon stripes<BR>another to a white wire w/ maroon stripes<BR>another to a yellow and black wire with maroon stripes. how does that sound? plausible?<P>i can figure out what the last two are just by taking a few minutes to look at aires and pins. i'm  sure if this dude isnt full of bs i can eventually get it. however, it'd be really cool if i knew it was working and i have no way of knowing without running the risk of fucking my car up. all the sudden tmo sounds like a good deal.||172.133.176.148||reg||1
Z||000003||BossGVR4||03-20-2002||08:15 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||evol,<P>What is your goal with this FCD to get rid of fuel cut ?<P>The FCD will work but what else are you planning on doing to your car ? If you are getting a Super AFC then don't bother with the FCD AT ALL. If you are going to do TMO mods to your ECU then don't bother with the FCD AT ALL.<P>A better ways to circumvent fuel cut are:<P>1) GOOD: hack the MAS and get a S-AFC. the hacked MAS gets more air to the engine. The S-AFC keeps you from blowing it up and fools the engine into "seeing" the right fuel = no fuel cut. Drawbacks might be a "less than smooth" idle.<P>2) BETTER: get a 2G MAS (approx 20% more air), 550 injectors and S-AFC. THis is in my car .... perfectly smooth idle. NOTE: some have done a 2G MAS + 550 injector without S-AFC and have had no problems.<P>3) BEST: TMO ECU Mods or DSM Link (coming out soon for 1G Mitsu Turbos on the Palm platform)<P>do you really wanna hacl your wiring harnessf or something that you will replace with something better later ?<p>[This message has been edited by BossGVR4 (edited 03-20-2002).]||63.49.135.176||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||03-20-2002||10:35 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by BossGVR4:<BR><B>evol,<BR>3) BEST: TMO ECU Mods or DSM Link (coming out soon for 1G Mitsu Turbos on the Palm platform)<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The best solution is now way in the world to get TMO mods.  It hides the true reason why you are hitting fuel cut.  You can be running out of fuel and when using a TMO ECU, you won't hit fuel cut and you will damage the engine.<P>Best solution is to buy a PocketLogger ($155) and a Palm ($100).  Do some datalogging to see if you are reaching 90% injector duty cycle.  If you aren't, then start doing some tuning.  You can modify the MAS by removing the bypass screw.  <P>If that isn't enough, try the next trick.  Put a resistor on the tempature sensor in the MAS.  This will make the ECU think it is colder so the air will be more dense.  The ECU will then allow more air to be counted before it hits fuel cut.  Again, datalog to make sure you aren't running out of fuel.<P>If you are running out of fuel, you'll need 550s and some sort of fuel computer to manage this (VPC or Super AFC).  <P>If you aren't running out of fuel, then you can get a Super AFC and then you can gut the MAS.  Again, monitor knock and injector duty cycle.  <P>Eventually, you might end up with 550s, a hacked MAS, and a Super AFC.  It might be a 2G MAS, Super AFC, and 550s.  It might also be a VPC and 550s.  Then again, you could always go with a stand alone computer and you won't hit fuel cut then.  But you still have to watch injector duty cycle and knock to make sure you are supplying enough fuel.<P>The solution is tuning, not TMO mods.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||evol||03-20-2002||04:34 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||ok well all im going to have when my car is driving again is basically every exhaust part you can put on the car (evo manifold, dumptubed o2, 3" turboback, test pipe) a boost controller, 3000gtvr4 fuel pump, and a k&n. i wasnt aware that an s-afc will eliminate fuel cut like that. i guess the fcd goes on ebay and i get an s-afc. i want the old school s-afc, but i cant seem to find one... after the car is finished i was going to use my next 300 dollars to get a datalogger. i've already got the laptop, so i might as well... besides, running high boost with an mbc is basically an anyoe's guess game, esp if you are a stupid ass like me and tune with a boost and a/f gauge. <P><BR>oh yeah the vpc--out of the question. i will never have the money sitting around to get one of those bad boys.<P>so itll probably be a 2g mas (how much?) 550's (at least) and an s-afc. ||24.207.240.194||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000541.cgi
A||||8||evol||i know this type of shit is annyoing, but please post setup and times...||||1||
Z||000000||evol||03-20-2002||02:08 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||you see the title...<P>oh eyah and post your goal too <P><BR>i'll start off...<P>stock: 15.25@86mph. 2.050 60" shitty launch<P>after mbc and 3kgt fuel pump:<P>14.8????<BR>i dont know for real... <P>my goal is a consistant 12.75 without breaking anything. i have to drive it every day.||172.133.176.148||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||03-20-2002||04:09 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Stock: 14.8@150km/h  on a Gtech<P>14.3@94mph with 3" cat back, K&N, MBC@15psi and Re-wired stock Fuel Pump<P>Eventual Target 12's (I wish)<P>Now have front pipe and High flow cat in 3"<BR>Making 2.5" IC pipes, front mount and 3" O2 eliminator right now.  Getting big fuel pump, S-afc, 660cc inject, 20g, cams, etc. when the wife lets me  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||Nate||03-21-2002||10:03 PM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||11.9 @ 119<P>hks cams<BR>lightly ported head with oversized valves<BR>Evo 4 pistons<BR>3" exhaust<BR>2.5" Ic pipes<BR>Spearco 2-178 IC<BR>VPC/AFC/EVC @ 21psi<BR>660s<BR>Supra pump/stock lines<BR>4 bolt rear<BR>TDO6 turbo with internal gate and 8cm housing<BR>Evo manifold and O2 housing<P>Or I could suggest the old setup, which went 11.81:<P>95 pistons<BR>stock head/cams/valves<BR>20G turbo<BR>2.25" Ic pipes<BR>Spearco 221 IC<BR>VPC<BR>550s<BR>Cosmo pump<BR>everything else is the same<P>Hopes this helps<BR>||208.59.97.199||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||03-22-2002||01:45 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||9.1 in the 1/8 3 sec 60 foot boost spiking to 12 then droping to 8 with  no timing at all. That run sucked, But I should have evreything figurd out by next week and at least 8.3s to 8.5s.<P>Zach <BR>||216.51.102.202||reg||9
Z||000004||JonGVR4||03-22-2002||02:03 PM||jon@jgronline.com||An old setup of mine was the following:<BR>stock engine, cams, with balance shafts<BR>HKS VPC<BR>550s from an RX7<BR>stock intercooler<BR>stock intercooler pipes<BR>stock BOV crushed<BR>K&N<BR>battery in the trunk<BR>no weight savings (still had AC and bumpers)<BR>2.5" down pipe<BR>2.5" test pipe<BR>2.5" crappy cat back that was press bent with an ultraflow muffler<BR>H&R springs <BR>front and rear strut tower bars (stops wheel hop)<BR>small 16G turbo that was mildly ported and no clip<BR>stock O2 housing<BR>95 exhaust manifold ported to 7cm<P>12.955 at 102.55<BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||Ian M||03-22-2002||09:32 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Specs on my slow ride :-)<BR> *Rebuilt bottom end,balance shaft <BR>   elimination<BR> *Bowl blended and cleaned up ports in the <BR>   head,SI stainless valves,5 angle valve job<BR> *ported 95 manifold<BR> *ported 14b,2.5 external dump 02 eliminator<BR> *3" downpipe and exhaust welded Ultraflo <BR>  muffler<BR> *Everything else is stock (for now!)<BR>I was at the track just to spectate,and i didnt plan to run the car yet because I had few things to do to the car,but some freinds of mine talked me into making some passes (peer pressure is a bitch :-)) A made a pass before it rained,with a bogging ass 2.22 60 ft, I ran a 14.32@97 on 13 psi. I cant wait to get a pump so I can run some boost and a stage 3 TMO to launch.  A freind of mine went 13.40s with a untouched 14b and stock motor on his Galant,so im hoping for low 13s with more mods before I upgrade the turbo.||129.71.115.17||reg||1
Z||000006||adamvr4||03-23-2002||09:46 AM||zxt@webtv.net||Last tiem out this past fall, car went 12.8 @ 108 with the folowing:<P>all stock motor (balance shafts still)<BR>stock MAS<BR>550's (Denso/Blitz)<BR>VR4 Evo RS front mount, stock IC piping<BR>EVC IV (20 psi), SAFC<BR>Supra ump rewired<BR>ported 95 mani, Evo 02 housing,<BR>ported big 16G (heavily ported)<BR>2.5 inch downpipe back exhaust, press bent <BR>17 inch rims on Potenza RE040 tires (22/45/17)<BR>5 gallons of Sunoco purple mixed with 5 gallons Sunoco 94 <BR>ACT 2600, JUN flywheel, JDM tranny (not sure if its different inside or not from a US one),and of course, the ultimate go-fast mod...HID's!<P>new setup:<BR>FP Green turbo, HKS external wastegate, Denso/GReddy 660's, -8 feed and return lines, Aeromotive fpr and filter, BIG FMIC with 2.5 piping, VPC, 4 bolt with LSD, oil cooler<P>not sure what the newsetup will run...all above fuel mods are in the car, turbo and new IC are ready to go in, VPC is in the car now for sometime, LSD is sittng on the shop floor as I clean and prep it....car should go low 12's at  mid 100 teens and I'll be one smiling dude!||209.240.222.132||reg||1
Z||000007||sean||03-23-2002||08:54 PM||bigsexy@sympatico.ca||92 VR4<P>T3/T4<BR>FMIC (core 30x12x2.5")<BR>95 ported manifold<BR>HKS wastegate<BR>3" turbo back exhaust<BR>VPC<BR>GCC<BR>550's<BR>MSD DIS2<P>Last time at the track it ran like shit, 14.1 on 14psi because of a HUGE exhaust leak between the manifold and turbo and running pig rich due to some bad VPC tuning.  The last owner went low 13's at 15psi.  It runs 19psi on the street and should be good for mid 12's this year.||64.230.194.217||reg||1
Z||000008||mdpvr4||03-24-2002||07:03 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||14.9 @ 93mph with no 2nd or 3rd gear<BR>3inch exhaust supra fuel pump disconected wastegate running 23psi of boost(stupid i know, but oh well!)||198.81.17.31||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000542.cgi
A||||10||davesvr4||slight miss at idle||||2||
Z||000000||davesvr4||03-20-2002||03:00 AM||||Hi guys how are you?<BR> I had a message up about a bad idle and a check engine light.<BR> Well I think Ive sorted those problems out, the bad idle was the ISC idle speed control which was causing the engine to oscillate,<BR> the check engine light came up as a TPS throttle position sensor code<BR> Both parts I got from a Jap spares<BR> But Ive still got a little miss at idle that makes a slight pop in the exhaust, Ive just replaced to spark plugs with NGK Irridium plugs and I`ve also cleaned and flow checked my injectors,<BR>  Its a livable problem but I want to get rid off it. is there any ideas on what to check next or maybe some advise.<BR> I was going to check leads next but don`t have any info on what they should be!<BR> besides that Ive had My GVR4 Aus spec for a month now and love it. Ive put a boost gauge and a boost controller on and running at 11 psi, soon to put an exhaust on to||210.50.73.109||reg||2
Z||000001||Ash||03-20-2002||04:12 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Dude, are the plugs gapped right?  Should be 0.7-0.8mm in metric.  I have found leads tend to cause probs under load moreso than idle but when I first changed plugs and gapped them to 1.1mm, it missed a bit at idle.  See how ya go.  Also, where in Australia are you?<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 03-20-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||BossGVR4||03-20-2002||08:00 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||I agree with Ash (kinda),<P>1) I would get a set of regular copper NGK BPR6ES or BPR7ES plugs gapped correctly. Those high-dollar Iriduims are just a way to get you to spend more money.<P>2) check your plug wires, if you have a buddy with a GVR4 just swap with him for a test to see if makes your miss go away.||63.49.135.176||reg||6
Z||000003||davesvr4||03-21-2002||03:33 AM||||Ash?Boss<BR> how are you guys?<BR> I was told that the iridium plugs don`t need to be gapped and not to, I was going to buy the bosch 4s but got talked out of it. Do you think you can gap them?<BR> Boss there a guy with a GVR4 around the corner of me so I might go and ask him if i can try that?<BR> By the way I`m from Sydney!<BR> <BR> I didn`t mention before but the car has a slight hesetation when you accelerate a little bit but when you give it a bit its fine. I think its to do with the idle.<BR>  thanks guys<BR>   DAVE<BR> ||210.50.53.202||reg||1
Z||000004||BossGVR4||03-21-2002||08:00 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Dave,<P>I would go get a set of cheapo NGK's, gap them and slap them in, if the prob is still there then you elimnate the possibility of it being the plugs.<P>Since the hesitation is during acceleration, I think the TPS might be out of adjustment.<P>BossGVR4||63.49.152.26||reg||6
Z||000005||Ash||03-21-2002||07:06 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I dont believe in buying flash spark plugs/airfilters etc.(except for K&N's cause they last forever)  They are all a bit gimicky if you ask me, like Boss said, use the cheap NGK's - $12AU a set usually for BPR6ES/BP6ES.  The only Bosch 4's I found were gapped to 1.1mm, they didn't have any listing gapped to the 0.7-0.8 that we need.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||03-21-2002||09:39 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i've been using the bosch +4's in my car for about 2 years now.  the reason the gap is the way it is, is because it is a surface gap plug.  and i have noticed a difference using the +4.  all bmws now come with a similar 4 electrode platinum center plug||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||03-21-2002||09:54 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Ken, So their listing of 1.1mm (in metric, remember I'm an Aussie) is OK for out cars then?  I'm confused. ||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000008||davesvr4||03-24-2002||02:05 AM||||Boss<BR> I`m going to do that during the week!<BR> <BR> by the way any advise on how to adjust the TPS as it has just been put on?<BR>   Dave||210.50.133.108||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||03-24-2002||10:09 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the smaller gap is because under boost, the extra pressure, and the increase in flow can blow out the spark, or make it very tiny.  also, boost puts a much bigger stress on parts, and can affect longevity.  i think because bosch guarantees 100k from these plugs, they avoided the dsm crowd, because of the boost.  i used the plug that was rated for the normal aspirated, just like the W8DTC, which is stock on the audi turbos(ngk BP6ET).  you have to try it, and see.  it is hard to put out money to install something you are not sure is going to work, when you KNOW something is less, and WILL work.  i am the type that, although i like to work on my car, when i install something, i would like it to last a very long time.  that's why i go for new, rather than used, and i am willing to spend a bit extra for factory stuff, unless i am sure aftermarket will work.  case in point, the continental belts, and gmb water pumps.  since i get a lot of stuff and an employee price, i can try it out, and not lose a lot.  the bosch +4's had a very good write up in sport compact car about 4 years ago, when they first came out.  also, the bosch rep GAVE all the salespeople a free set, to try out.  unfortunatly, at that time, i wasnt in sales, so i had to buy mine.  but the sales guys who were car nuts all said they could feel the difference, so i went ahead and got a set.  i also got a couple of sets of bosch spark plug wires, and they came in red, which looked factory, and they worked fine.  the bosch fuel filter was not as good as factory, but i did get a bosch 3kgt fuel pump, which was a reboxed denso, and again, i got it for a very good price(112.00).  so, the opportunity to try out stuff and not lose an arm and a leg and natural curiosity is why i try out a lot of stuff.  also, i see stuff working very well on bmw, mercedes, porsche, audi, volvo, and vw, and think it may also work well on my car.  and ALL the manufacturers are going to the multiple electrode plug, and cars nowadays are tuned to the optimum from the factory.  so they must work.<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 03-24-2002).]||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000010||Ferrari F50 GT||03-25-2002||10:31 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||What you could check to is the ICS(could be ISC).  A bad ISC can actually make it seem like you have a miss at idle.  Just put it on a datalogger and see what it says.||63.231.78.193||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000543.cgi
A||||31||gvr4996||Hacked gvr4 maf||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4996||03-22-2002||01:24 AM||gvr4996@turbonium.org||Does anyone have experience tuning with a hacked gvr4 maf? ||209.181.11.68||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||03-22-2002||09:13 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yep.  i installed it, started car, and drove away.  of course, i got a blaha mas with the flapper door.  car is still running good.  you're gonna save, what, 80 bucks? 70? but you will pay in time spent.  just pay the 125 and get it right the first time.||63.146.72.146||reg||1
Z||000002||Whistler||03-22-2002||11:23 AM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||If done correctly, it works great.  No problems with idle at all.  You must have a SAFC or equivalent to compensate for the unmetered air.  If you are unsure of what you are doing, just get the Blaha MAS.||165.121.234.28||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||03-22-2002||01:36 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||because of the flapper door, no afc is needed with the blaha mas.  my equipment is:<BR>tre ported big 16g-15 lbs boost<BR>stock injectors<BR>3kgt fuel pump<BR>raptor intake<BR>archer 2.5 downpipe<BR>mougas 2.5 cat<BR>HKS POS catback<BR>ultraflo 2.5 muffler<BR>water injection<P>at wot, i have seen voltages as high as 1.01 on the jumptronix.  because of the WI, i never see egt's over 1600, usually about 1450-1500 after the WI starts to spray||63.146.72.146||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4996||03-23-2002||04:35 AM||gvr4996@turbonium.org||I hacked my stock maf and I can't seem to tune 3000-5000rpm.  One run it is too lean and the next it is too rich.  15 psi was not too bad, but much above that and no luck.  I did notice a nice difference from 5000-7500rpm.<P>dataloger<BR>S-AFC<BR>Holly 650's<BR>FMIC<BR>etc......<P>I once heard that the gvr4's don't like the hacked maf, like other dsm's.  Anyone have any ideas?||209.181.11.215||reg||1
Z||000005||turboflanagan||03-24-2002||11:19 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Can one of you guys post Al Blaha's E-mail address for me.  I haven't found any links in the archives.||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||03-24-2002||12:20 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||t4rocket@msn.com||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000007||mtdsm||03-25-2002||10:14 PM||ryan@streetracer.org|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>yep.  i installed it, started car, and drove away.  of course, i got a blaha mas with the flapper door.  car is still running good.  you're gonna save, what, 80 bucks? 70? but you will pay in time spent.  just pay the 125 and get it right the first time.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>HI, why would you reply to this post if you do not answer the question? The blaha mas is not a hacked gvr4 mas. <BR>||216.187.134.5||reg||1
Z||000008||Ash||03-25-2002||10:19 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mtdsm:<BR><B> <BR>HI, why would you reply to this post if you do not answer the question? The blaha mas is not a hacked gvr4 mas. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>It basically IS a GVR4 MAS.  Its a 1G DSM MAS (same as VR4 when you remove the lower mesh) hacked by Blaha with some electronic changes and a flapper door for light throttle work.<BR>||203.21.225.49||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||03-26-2002||09:39 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mtdsm:<BR><B> <BR>HI, why would you reply to this post if you do not answer the question? The blaha mas is not a hacked gvr4 mas. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>old chinese proverb: put mind in gear before mouth in motion.  or, in this case, before keyboard in motion.  you'd better review your basic mas applications.  maybe you shoud put off modding your car until you understand more about it ||63.146.72.142||reg||1
Z||000010||iceman69510||03-26-2002||12:34 PM||||Speaking of the comparison between GVR4 and DSM 1g mas units, does anyone KNOW why the VR4 did not have the lower honeycomb?||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000011||Team Ducktape||03-26-2002||05:00 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||To save weight...hehehe||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000012||mtdsm||03-26-2002||06:03 PM||ryan@streetracer.org||Gee ken, you are quite the smartass. Should follow the proverb you just quoted yourself. The GVR4 MAS and the 1G MAS units have a different compensation curve from the ECU. Therefore they ARE NOT THE SAME. The initial question posted by my friend here was asking if anyone has done any tuning with a hacked <B>GVR4</B> MAS. Not a blaha mas or a 1g or 2g mas. Please don't post information that you feel to be correct when it is not. Terrible things happen when people believe what they read here are facts.<P>Good day.<p>[This message has been edited by mtdsm (edited 03-26-2002).]||161.223.80.235||reg||1
Z||000013||ken inn||03-26-2002||06:41 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||HOLY COW!!  now it makes sense!  the hacked mas i got from al blaha is a T/E/L mas, NOT a galant vr4.  it's because the "compensation curve" is different.  btw, what's a "compensation curve"?  is this another one of those 4g61t deals?||63.146.72.142||reg||1
Z||000014||gvr4996||03-26-2002||06:51 PM||gvr4996@turbonium.org||Such a simple question......I guess we will never know.  Maybe we should all have a VPC.||209.181.2.219||reg||14
Z||000015||Team Ducktape||03-26-2002||08:28 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||SDS!!!||216.183.225.195||reg||14
Z||000016||Ash||03-27-2002||08:49 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Autronic?  Motec anyone? ||203.21.226.84||reg||12
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||03-27-2002||12:33 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I've used both a hacked GVR4 MAS and a Blaha on my car.  The GVR4 MAS has the lower partition removed and smoothed out, and the Blaha has a flapper.  With the GVR4 MAS, part throttle at low boost feels slightly better, but the Blaha feels much better at WOT and full boost.  <P>The compensation curve is ECU based, not MAF based!  So it doesn't friggin' matter whether you use a hacked GVR4 MAF or TEL MAF.  Right?<P>I've used a stock GVR4 MAF, hacked GVR4 MAF, stock Talon MAF, hacked Talon MAF, Blaha with flapper, Blaha with no flapper, and I have a 2G MAF to try out.  <P>So to answer your question, GVR4996, yes, I have experience tuning with a hacked GVR4 MAF.  I used to have an old AFC to richen low end with prodigious hacking done, but now I have no AFC and the slightly hacked GVR4 maf and Blaha work great.  Soon, I will try out some ND 550's and eliminate the flapper, and use a new AFC to compensate.  <P>      -howard||4.35.129.219||reg||1
Z||000018||markrieb||03-27-2002||03:31 PM||markrieb@3-cities.com||I hate to get involved with what looks like could shape up into another flame fest, but...<P>Ken is right, if you don't know the differences, you probably are not ready to start hacking away at the MAS.  Hang out here a bit and on the GVR-4 mailing lists.  Read all of the Talon digest archives, read all of vfaq.com and then come back and ask intelligent questions.  Don't expect anybody here to spoon feed you the info and hold your hand so you don't cry.  This stuff is not rocket science, but it is not really simple either.  A small mistake can cost you the entire engine in just a few seconds.<P>Howard is also right, the MAS's are the same, the compensation is in the ECU.  If you look through the talon digest archives, this was extensively discussed.  At that time the best guess was that it compensated for the more convoluted routing of the MAS to turbo hose.  If you cruise the junkyards and look the MAS used after '95 is pretty much the same on *all* Mitsubishis whether it is a V6 Montero or a 4 cylinder Galant.  The compensation is in the ECU.<P>Mark Rieb||208.8.197.2||reg||1
Z||000019||mtdsm||03-27-2002||06:36 PM||ryan@streetracer.org||I realize the compensation curve is in the ecu, that is what I posted. I got off on a tangent on the MAS because the question was about a stock mas that has been opened up more, not about using a blaha mas. Since I went off about it, it seemed as if I didn't realize what Im doing. Now the question had been answered by howard. To where we reply... <P>OK, what is happening is with an AFC, 650's, stock turbo, stock ecu. A matter of 1-3% on high settings will cause the difference between an extreme rich or extremem lean condition to where knock counts jump from 0 to the teens. Now, where the compensation comes in. Is the gutted mas mated with the vr4 ecu not allowing for the range of tuning we would desire to run at the wanted a/f ratio? Would swapping to a 1g ecu allow us to fall into a nicer curve? I have experience with the 1g's but the vr4 is not playing well. <P>Yes, the initial question by 996 was a bit vague, intentions where meant to be more detailed.<P>-mtdsm||161.223.80.235||reg||1
Z||000020||howard_GVR4||03-28-2002||01:25 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I doubt using a TEL ECU is going to make *that* much of a difference in tuning.  I've been swapping back and forth between a TEL and GVR4 ECU, and I don't really notice a difference.  Swapping to a 1G ECU will probably not fix it. <P>How gutted is your MAS?  What fuel pump and regulator are you using, and what is your base fuel pressure?  Those 3 things have much more to do with ease of fuel tuning than what ECU you're running.  ||4.35.129.219||reg||1
Z||000021||ken inn||03-28-2002||01:41 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i KNOW i'm risking it, but i gotta know, why would ANYONE put such huge injectors on a stock system?  the stock injectors are good for almost 400hp, and you AINT gonna get even CLOSE to that with a stock turbo.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000022||1quickvr4||03-28-2002||02:24 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Im gonna go ahead and ask, IF you were to put larger injectors on a smaller turbo car i.e. 650s on a 16g car instead of 550s would the lower cycle that the injectors are working at let the motor see more timing or am I completly off my rocker here. This is just a guess, and would the same thing apply to lower hz counts? This isnt realy a reply just a qeustion that has to do with the subject.<P>Zach||216.51.107.7||reg||1
Z||000023||mtdsm||03-28-2002||03:15 PM||ryan@streetracer.org||I will check the pressure out and see if it is overflowing the regulator, quite possible. Lower section of the mas has been taken out quite a bit. And it is still reading 1600+ hz. <P>ken, i am not willing to accept much from someone who claims 19psi,big 16G, 1.0x a/f on the stock injectors. <BR>The fuel injectors are in place and being compensated via afc you can claim horsepower numbers all you want. A large FP turbo will be put on the vehicle shortly. <P>Thanks for suggestions howard, the ecu differences above 30% airflow are pretty close to that of the 90 and 91-94 ecu's but a decent sized hop in the 95% area. The major difference is under that. Your right it wont fix the problem but I was curious if it would help us out with more room to work.<BR>We will check out the fuel situation and go from there.||161.223.80.235||reg||1
Z||000024||howard_GVR4||03-28-2002||03:34 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||MTDSM, Ken's claim is accurate, I've driven/ridden in/worked on his car quite a bit, and it runs very well on the big 16G and stock injecotrs.  The 1V O2 reading is impressive, but he's also using water injection and cleaned/balanced injectors.  <P>Well, that and I don't really trust OEM Mitsu O2 sensors enough for the voltage to mean squat to me.  I get .78 at WOT, but my EGT's are only around 1550F (top of 4th gear).  The only O2 values I'd trust would be from a proven wideband setup.  <P>Zach, you're absolutely right.  Running even bigger injectors lowers the pulsewidth at any given Hz (after dialing back fuel), thus allowing the ECU to advance the timing even farther.  660's get more advance than 550's, and they are easy to tune and get to idle, and 720's are harder to get a good idle out of.  Since 660's and 720's are the same price, that's why many people get the 720's when they don't really need them.  I plan on running these ND 550's with an FP Green or sleeper 16G.  If they ain't enough, hello 660's!<P>MTDSM - what turbo do you plan on using?||4.35.129.219||reg||1
Z||000025||switch||03-28-2002||09:29 PM||onnzo@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>HOLY COW!!  now it makes sense!  the hacked mas i got from al blaha is a T/E/L mas, NOT a galant vr4.  it's because the "compensation curve" is different.  btw, what's a "compensation curve"?  is this another one of those 4g61t deals?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>get over it....||202.129.95.21||reg||1
Z||000026||keydiver||03-29-2002||10:20 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Zach,<BR>Just to expand further on Howard's answer to your question, the lowered Hz count has to come first, or go along with the larger injectors. Since the ECU bases the injector pulse width primarily on how much air is coming in, you have to lower the Hz by hacking the MAS, going to a 2g MAS, and/or adding an AFC. THEN, the ECU will see the lower Hz count, use lower pulse widths from its fuel maps, and also use more aggressive timing advance.  ||66.156.211.10||reg||1
Z||000027||Duc Hunter||04-05-2002||08:15 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Key, just to think out loud....you mean hack MAF, which means more unmetered/less metered air, which means lower Hz from the MAF to the ECU........add larger injectors/fuel pump/fuel pressure to add fuel to compensate for the added unmetereed air and the added air from mods...........finally use and afc to dial back the Hz the ECU sees to compensate for the larger injectors/fuel pump/fuel pressure/hacking and to fine tune everything....resulting in the ecu seeing less Hz (air), there for running a lower duty cycle, there for feeling the engine is not working as hard and adding more timing.....giving us more power! Right?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  <P>Also, adding fuel has the same effect, in the end, as adding more unmetered air. The more fuel you can add the more you can use the AFC to dial back the air Hz the ECU see's and thus get more timing. It is all about air/fuel ratio. To me the idea is hack/bigger turbo's/FMIC/3 inch exhausts to get more air in and out of the engine. Then add fuel to compensate for that air. If done right we should be able to have the same timing curves as we did when we were in stock condition but have far more air flowing through the engine, which means more power!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Do I pass the class guys  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR> ||205.166.229.92||reg||1
Z||000028||keydiver||04-06-2002||07:03 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||   I don't think it would be possible to get the same timing curve, because that curve is based on 450 injectors. As soon as you change how much fuel is being injected for a given pulse width, you've messed up the computer's calculations. I think the only way to have the same timing curve would be if we could change the fuel maps to match 550's, but I don't know of anyone doing that yet. That's one reason I was trying to get one of those JDM Ralliart chips, to see what the fuel maps look like for 510cc injectors.<BR>   Also, the biggest problem with just adding more fuel without hacking the MAS is MAS overrun. Even if you would install 550's or up the fuel pressure like you have, and then use an AFC to dial in a lower Hz count so the ECU adds less fuel, you'll probably soon end up with dropped counts in the higher airflow range, because the MAS is actually putting out a higher Karman count than what the ECU is seeing. This is another value to hacking the MAS, lower counts, thereby avoiding overrun. Which is why I just went with a 2Gen MAS instead.<BR>Just one more thing to think about;-)<BR><p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 04-06-2002).]||66.156.208.88||reg||1
Z||000029||ken inn||04-06-2002||10:49 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||another consideration, which is why i did it, is the blaha mas with the flapper door allows me to go to more boost and still keep my factory ecu.  i was considering the 2g mas, i actually bought one, and had the afc, and 550's, but i decided to keep my boost at or below 19-20(i have actually cut it back to 15-16), as this is all i want out of the car.  i am satisfied with what it is doing now, and dont want to mess with further tuning.  if i went to the 2g mas, i would be in for a long bout with the afc.  so, to those of you who are just looking for another 50-75 hp, the blaha mas allows you to do it safely.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000030||keydiver||04-08-2002||01:29 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||"ken, i am not willing to accept much from someone who claims 19psi,big 16G, 1.0x a/f on the stock injectors."<P>Just to confirm something Ken mentioned above, when I installed my water injection this weekend, I noticed a .04 to .05 increase in my O2's. Normally I tune for .91 to .92, but after WI, I was getting .96's pretty consistently. I was able to back my AFC down at least 5% across most of the upper RPM's. I think some of this also has to do with the fact that O2 sensor output at the rich side of it's range drops dramatically with temperature, so the cooler EGT's give you a more accurate reading too. There's little doubt so far in my mind that the WI has increased the power output, because at 17 psi I have NO knock, therefore the ECU isn't pulling any timing. It definitely feels better, pulling quickly past 7000 RPM, where before it always ran out of steam around 6750. Now I'm anxious to get to the track!||66.156.208.88||reg||1
Z||000031||ken inn||04-08-2002||02:53 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||isn't it amazing?  remember, a lot of the fuel used up top is for cooling.  car manufacturers like to build in a "fudge factor", not tuning to the optimum, rather, keeping it down for the dummies who run bad gas, do poor maintenance, etc.  so even more rich fuel up top, to lessen the chance of breaking.  my high readings were right after i changed out my fuel pump, i had not reset the ecu, so it was still thinking it had the old, stock, tired one in there.  i noticed the other day, it was back down to .89-.91.  if you make ANY change, and dont reset the ecu, at the very beginning you can sometimes see what the effect has been.  i hope more skeptics are convinced on the benefits of water injection.  i wish i could have also gotten readings right after i installed the cleaned and flowed injectors.  the fuel pump alone seemed to make about a 10% difference, and based on the flow charts on the injectors, the flow increased about 20% after.  now, i am sure some of this overrides, but i think lots of people out there are tuning on marginal fuel systems.<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 04-08-2002).]||63.146.72.141||reg||1
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A||N||17||design kid||magnaflow or dynomax?||||5||
Z||000000||design kid||03-22-2002||04:08 PM||ihw@jps.net||ok so it's time for a turbo back.  i plan on getting a 2.5 ss from mofugas but the question is which muffler to get?  is one louder than the other?  is the tone better on one of em?  i don't want a rice boy hear you commin a mile away sound, just a good tone that won't piss the neighborhood off too much.  <P>thanks for the help guys - ian||216.224.149.206||reg||5
Z||000001||Ian M||03-22-2002||09:07 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Im running a 3" welded Ultraflo,and a freind of mine runs the SS Ultraflo on his daily driver Galant, both of our cars are fairly loud. He's going to run a Magnaflow on his "not so daily driver" Galant,looking at it,it looks the same inside as the Ultraflo-it probably going to sound the same too. Neither of us are running cats though,a cat seems cut the noise in half-another freind of mine has a 3-chamber "3 Flowmaster on his low 12 Galant,and the thing makes hardly noise at all since he has installed a cat.||129.71.115.17||reg||1
Z||000002||Russ Keenan||03-23-2002||12:24 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||3" ultraflow here. Pretty loud but nothing like if it was on a honda or anything. Turbo kills alot of the noise. Still might add a cat later to try and quiet it somemore. IT is SUPPOSED to be a sleeper.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> ||24.164.41.58||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||03-23-2002||04:14 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I have a 2.5" ss turbo back exhaust with magnaflow on it in my garage that I might put in tomorrow.  I'll let you know how it sounds if I do.  I emailed mofugas what the differences where.  And the reply I got basically said the dynomax was a little louder, and the magnaflow had a little deeper, more mellow tone.  That's why I went with the magnaflow, but I don't have any experience with the two yet.||12.91.36.58||reg||1
Z||000004||HKS VR-4||03-23-2002||10:52 PM||||I have an Apex-i Dunk if anyone is interested.  It has a 2.5" inlet and 5" tip. Throw me an offer if interested.  It'll definately improve your mid range to high end. <BR> <A HREF="http://www.apexi.com" TARGET=_blank>www.apexi.com</A> ||63.193.115.70||reg||1
Z||000005||turbowop||03-23-2002||11:46 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I don't want your Apexi dunk, but I would like to see pics of it on the car. Please? I want a new exhaust setup and just want to see some other setups with different types of mufflers.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000006||199of2k||03-24-2002||01:05 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||I have the 2.5 w/ magnaflow, it sounds good, nice and deep, not to buzzy, but can be very loud at times(wot) ||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000007||DSMGVR4||03-24-2002||10:04 AM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Is that a Aluminum Magnaflo Muffler or a stainless steel one? ||205.188.195.146||reg||1
Z||000008||design kid||03-24-2002||02:00 PM||ihw@jps.net||sweet<P>it sounds like the magnaflow is the way to go for me, however. . . HKS VR4 what is your e-mail?  you don't have one listed.  i may be interested in your big ol dunk if the price is right.<BR>new JDM with a 16g is commin on tuesday and i gotta make sure the turbo can breathe. . . hehehe<P>thanks for all the help guys.||216.224.145.129||reg||10
Z||000009||199of2k||03-24-2002||04:22 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSMGVR4:<BR><B>Is that a Aluminum Magnaflo Muffler or a stainless steel one? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Stainless<P>||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000010||mdpvr4||03-24-2002||06:59 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i had a 2.5 off the turbo then went to 3inch the rest of the way and had a magnaflow, it sounds good. it was ss. i liked it! ||198.81.17.31||reg||1
Z||000011||HKS VR-4||03-25-2002||11:45 AM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by design kid:<BR><B>sweet<P>it sounds like the magnaflow is the way to go for me, however. . . HKS VR4 what is your e-mail?  you don't have one listed.  i may be interested in your big ol dunk if the price is right.<BR>new JDM with a 16g is commin on tuesday and i gotta make sure the turbo can breathe. . . hehehe<P>thanks for all the help guys.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>My email is uraznboy@hotmail.com  <BR>I thought I posted it, let me check my profile again.<BR>THANKS<P>||12.81.67.70||reg||1
Z||000012||HKS VR-4||03-25-2002||11:54 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I forgot to mention, I'm trying to get pics so I can show how it looks installed of the Apexi Dunk.<BR>I think it looks sweet since it's tucked underneath the bumper and you can't really see it, only this big tip.<BR>Reason for selling: I'm going with a HKS Hiper...so I need to get rid of the Apexi||12.81.67.70||reg||1
Z||000013||Dan D||03-25-2002||01:15 PM||lear133@hotmail.com||"I'm going with a HKS Hiper...so I need to get rid of the Apexi"<P>Certainly Ken Inn has a comment or two about HKS exhuast he could share.||128.210.104.33||reg||1
Z||000014||ken inn||03-25-2002||02:19 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||my first experience with hks was an exhaust i bought for my mazda 323gtx.  i specifically asked how loud it would be, and i specifically told them i did not want a loud exhaust.  the reply was, just a tad louder than stock, and a lower tone.  ok, so i get it, and it was so loud, you could not hear anything.  i even tried ear plugs.  when i called back and complained, their EXACT words were, "well, for the amount of power it produces, it's not loud".  they would not take it back, so i backcharged my credit card, and in order to do that, i had to show that i returned it, so i did, paid the freight, it got refused, i got it back, had to pay another charge, but i got my money back.  now, it fit excellent, and it made lots of power, but, later, talking to rod millen, he also said it was really loud.  they had done some testing, and he said it was just as loud with the muffler as it was without.  so, round 2, the galant exhaust, which cost me 520 bucks, looked good, fit excellent, very quiet, but no appreciable power gain.  also, it necks down to smaller than stock right where it bolts up to the cat.  and the worst is that the muffler rotted out in less than 2 years.  scott evans sent me his old hks exhaust, and it, too, was rotted out, in exactly the same spot.  i replaced it with an ultra flo.  and i am never buying hks again.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000015||JonGVR4||03-25-2002||10:00 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>and i am never buying hks again.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Change that to "never buying hks EXHAUST parts again."  <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||64.129.136.41||reg||1
Z||000016||HKS VR-4||03-27-2002||03:20 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||WoW, interesting info. I know of people that have the universal HKS Hiper and people that have the Hiper TI on their WRX and other cars...it sounded pretty good in my opinion, wasn't too loud as I have heard really really loud mufflers. As far as the durability, I have no idea. I haven't heard of any complaints until now. <BR>What kind of HKS muffler was it??? Was it the "Sport Exhaust"??? because the Hiper is a different design. <P>In any case, I would just be buying a universal muffler anyways since I already have 3 inch cat back piping. =)||12.81.87.85||reg||1
Z||000017||ken inn||03-27-2002||09:32 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the gtx exhaust was full turbo back, it felt like a 50 hp increase, i would hit fuel cut at only 5k rpm on a cold day, never with the factory exhaust.  but the noise and vibrations was unacceptable.  also, i think hks was dishonest up front, just so they could make the sale.  <BR>     the galant exhaust was the catback system, and only the muffler rotted out.  i had the necked down part enlarged, and an ultra flo installed, rest of the system is still on the car.  ||63.146.72.146||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000545.cgi
A||||4||evol||Before I dive into the motor...||||1||
Z||000000||evol||03-22-2002||05:23 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||ok i just started getting parts in for the filzner. hopefully ill have "stage 1" (the head and everything on the motor itself)complete by (god damn it) april 15, as summit racing decided not to have their 4g63 gasket set in stock when i ordered it... i'm thinking about cancelling my order and going ahead and trying to piece together all the gaskets on carparts.com or something. i guess all i need are just intake and exhaust mani gaskets, vale cover and oil pan gaskets, water pump gasket. lets see here... i dont even know if that's it. if it is, i am a pretty big retard for buying from summit.<P>anyway, i was just wondering if the car HAS to be at top dead center when you take the head off? i mean, it's just a matter of timing right?  <P>any other advice and what not is appreciated.||172.136.82.137||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||03-22-2002||06:13 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||on the gasket set i got, the intake and exhaust were not the newer all metal style.  lots of the other gaskets in the kit do not look as good as genuine.  now think, what would happen if you put on a cheap gasket and it failed?||63.146.72.146||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||03-22-2002||06:41 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Id just call Connicelli and get the factory stuff. As for the exhaust gasket,Summit does carry a Mr.Gasket copper exhaust gasket,its pretty nice,and they have pretty good prices on ARP head studs. The oil pan uses sealer and no gasket,and if I remember,the (factory) water pump came with the gasket and o-ring. I would replace the harmonic balancer on the crank,everybody I know a few people have the seperate and wipe out the timing belt. If you havent done it yet,you might consider doing the balance shaft elimination too. The motor doesmt have to be at TDC when you take it apart,but it will have to be to align the marks when you put it back together.||129.71.115.159||reg||1
Z||000003||BossGVR4||03-22-2002||09:00 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||I have to agree with ken and Ian. The Mr. Gasket set that Summit sells is cheap and you get what you pay for the material is not much better than 24 lb. paper. The Mitsu gaskets are that nice thick, pliable green stuff.<P>FelPro makes the following gaskets:<BR>- intake manifold<BR>- exhaust manifold<BR>- OIL PAN<P>There are gaskets for the following that weren't mentioned:<P>- the "u" shaped thing that holds the front crank seal<BR>- oil filter brack to front cover<BR>- front cover to block<BR>- thermostat housing to head<BR>- ALL THE COPPER CRUSH RINGS (2 each of 2 different sizes) to/from the turbo<BR>- O2 housing to downpipe<BR>- exh. manifold to turbine housing<BR>||63.49.130.147||reg||6
Z||000004||evol||03-23-2002||04:38 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by BossGVR4:<BR><B>I have to agree with ken and Ian. The Mr. Gasket set that Summit sells is cheap and you get what you pay for the material is not much better than 24 lb. paper. The Mitsu gaskets are that nice thick, pliable green stuff.<P>FelPro makes the following gaskets:<BR>- intake manifold<BR>- exhaust manifold<BR>- OIL PAN<P>There are gaskets for the following that weren't mentioned:<P>- the "u" shaped thing that holds the front crank seal<BR>- oil filter brack to front cover<BR>- front cover to block<BR>- thermostat housing to head<BR>- ALL THE COPPER CRUSH RINGS (2 each of 2 different sizes) to/from the turbo<BR>- O2 housing to downpipe<BR>- exh. manifold to turbine housing</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>i went ahead and cancelled the summitracing order and shot connicelli an email about gaskets. thanks for the good advice guys. it's much appreciated.<BR>||172.136.161.53||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000546.cgi
A||||6||vilesgvr4||GVR4   vs.  Supra||||5||
Z||000000||vilesgvr4||03-22-2002||10:10 PM||vile@corporatedirtbag.com||I have a friend who owns a <BR>'95 Toyota Supra TT. and he says his supra stock will out run my GVR4 stock what are the specs of a supra as compared to the GVR4 and what are the chances of a close race?||206.133.82.145||reg||5
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||03-22-2002||11:24 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Here ya go, and I wouldn't put any money on the Galant winning, sorry... I belive the Galant will be like a full second slower, stocker to stocker that is. But not bad compared to price and hp.<BR>Price: $38,000<P>EPA City/Highway 18/23 MPG<P>Performance<P>0-30 2.2 seconds<P>0-60 4.6 seconds<P>0-100 11.8 seconds<P>0-1/4 mile: 13.8 seconds<P>Top Speed: 155 MPH(limited) 172 MPH(not limited)<P>Engine<P>Twin-turbo Inline 6<P>Horsepower: 320<P>Torque: 427.1 nm / 315.0 ft lbs @ 4000 rpm<P>Max RPM: 6800<P>Dimensions<P>Length: 177.7 in.<P>Width: 71.3 in.<P>Height: 50,2 in.<P>||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||03-22-2002||11:42 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||your only chance is to tell him your car contains original mitsubishi parts.  then go rebuild your motor with 95 pistons, add a big 16g and any other part with the mitsubishi name on it.  then you can really suprise him <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||64.12.103.31||reg||1
Z||000003||Russ Keenan||03-23-2002||12:20 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Shoot it wouldnt take a new turbo at all just MBC and exhaust (descreet) and some other light mods. The best my friend got of his 97 was 13.8. should'nt be that hard course it supposed to be stock. 38,000 not in my lifetime. Sorry i believe in going cheap fast ..... I have to I'm to poor  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||24.164.41.58||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||03-23-2002||02:39 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea Imagine how fast a Galant would be with $38000 in to it..... Oh well we have great cars, that's all that matters.||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000005||vilesgvr4||03-23-2002||09:21 AM||vile@corporatedirtbag.com||we do have great cars, no doubt about it,<BR>and our cars will compete. no doubt about that either. i believe if i get the right start and his clutch slips ill win  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>but thats stock with what i plan to order it wont be a good idea for him to run with a Mitsubishi Galant VR4!||63.178.243.101||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||03-23-2002||08:30 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Tell them the same thing I tell cocky supra guys "Ill race you to 25", See how they like that.:)<P>Zach<BR>1slowvr4||216.51.102.151||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000547.cgi
A||||0||lance||URGENTLY!!! Need 4 bolt rear axles for VR4||||1||
Z||000000||lance||03-23-2002||09:53 PM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||I broke my stock rear axles. I now need to upgrade to 4 bolt.  I need the axles and the hub very urgently. It does not make sence for me to put back the 3 bolt because it won't handle the power I have.  I need to know where I can purchase them or if anyone of you guys have them please let me know the price.  You can email me at originalbarnes@hotmail.com  <P>This is a car I drive to work everyday so I need them like yesterday.  Just let me know if you have them, I will send you the money so you can ship them to me.||63.136.117.97||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000548.cgi
A||||36||HKS VR-4||Go Fast Bits Hybrid BOV||||5||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||03-24-2002||04:35 AM||||Has anyone heard of the Go Fast Bits Hyrbrid BOV???...it's dumps most of the air back into the intake on one side, while on the otherside, it has a smaller opening with an air horn for the sound. They claim that it would cure the idle and the running rich problems.<BR>Just wanted to see have anyone heard of it, used it, know of it, and what they think of it.<BR>||12.81.88.35||reg||5
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||03-24-2002||03:24 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||You might get some different opinions from this board, but I say...don't get it!  I had one and it acts like a 100% atmospheric BOV.  That is just my expirience with one.  I have a Dejon Tool BOV.  It makes a loud *chirp!* about 10psi and up.  It will hold boost beyond the GFB. ||63.231.78.193||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||03-24-2002||04:28 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||If you like loud whooshing noises, get the TurboXS RFL. A friend of mine has it on his GSX and god damn it's loud. Vents to atmosphere with no problems at all. Idles fine. Uses washers internally to adjust how well the car idles.||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||03-24-2002||04:42 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I had a TurboXS too, it didn't hold boost though, it was actually quite weak.  Even though it may seem that your would handle venting to the atmosphere, it's still not good for it.  You are still getting those rich readings.  I bet if your friend started to vent to the intake again, he would see that the car would do better. ||63.231.78.193||reg||1
Z||000004||turbowop||03-24-2002||10:52 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||We switched back and forth a couple of times and noticed no difference by the seat of the pants. Jumptronix showed barely higher voltage at WOT right after shifting.<P>Mark <BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000005||Peter#1||03-25-2002||10:31 PM||greddy917@hotmail.com||A couple of the Galants over here are running that BOV after I recommended it and so far everyone is extremely happy with it...the unit is very well constructed...well worth it for us in the States.||146.18.173.72||reg||1
Z||000006||davesvr4||03-27-2002||03:17 AM||||HKSVR4<BR> how are you?<BR> I  live in Sydney AUS. and  I too have  been thinking about GFB hybrid BOV for the same reasons as you. I have been  recomened it to me and it is  made in AUS.<BR> I think Im  going to go with is as I don`t want it to be loud, but I want to hear it  with ease(I hope that dos`nt  sound silly)while still venting back into the system.<BR> If anyone  has any other ideas for me please advise  me.<BR>  Dave||210.50.69.153||reg||1
Z||000007||HKS VR-4||03-27-2002||03:25 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||It's interesting as I have heard a lot of pro's and con's reguarding this BOV. Some people says it doesn't do anything, other people say that it works really well and keeps car running smooth. Personally, I'm not sure what to think. If I can see one, that would great.<BR>||12.81.87.85||reg||1
Z||000008||Peter#1||03-29-2002||10:55 PM||greddy917@hotmail.com||Just come to the next meet we have... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||146.18.173.76||reg||1
Z||000009||Ash||03-29-2002||11:30 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Dave - A guy I know has a GFB Mach 1 on his VR4, he screwed it down tight and has no idle probs but its loud as shit.  If you are planning a bigger front mount and piping, metal piping makes the stock BOV noise pretty loud an you stay legal that way.  Atmo venting BOV's are against ADR's.||203.21.226.136||reg||1
Z||000010||davesvr4||03-30-2002||10:07 PM||||HKS VR4<BR> Go to there website and look at the product cat. , and look for Hybrid<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gfb.com.au" TARGET=_blank>www.gfb.com.au</A> <BR> I beleive you can get an adapter for it to. I think its the same as a R32 adapter<BR>  Dave||203.134.35.101||reg||1
Z||000011||Peter#1||04-03-2002||10:38 PM||greddy917@hotmail.com||It is the same as the R32...GVR4's can use the same adaptor...I had one from TurboSmart on my GVR4...it fit perfect...actually, I still have it in my garage!!...if you want it let me know!||146.18.173.75||reg||1
Z||000012||Ferrari F50 GT||04-04-2002||01:05 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||The Turbosmart adaptor isn't the same as the GFB adaptor.  The Turbosmart wont fit into the GFB BOV. ||63.231.77.198||reg||1
Z||000013||davesvr4||04-04-2002||05:39 AM||||Peter<BR> I would like the turbosmart adapter but I`m in AUS.<BR> thanks Dave||210.50.67.248||reg||1
Z||000014||Team Ducktape||04-04-2002||07:23 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.turbosmart.com.au/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbosmart.com.au/</A>  They are based out of AUS....||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000015||Duc Hunter||04-05-2002||10:56 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have the GFB. I have compared it back to back while at the strip and on the street with my Greddy Type-S and a new/stock/crushed unit. I can tell you it does not act like a full atmosphere valve. I set it up as one just for shits-n-grins and there was a noticeable difference. I have also not found it to be "too weak" when compared to a crush/new valve or the greddy type-s. I also found it easy to use.....The greddys sound changed when it was too tight but I have had trouble getting it to be "just right". Every time I think I have it I drive the car for a few days and it seems to be a tad too tight on some shifts and a just right on others. The GFB has been great. I set it pretty firm, the sound is nice but not ricy.....I would say get it if you want a loud valve. If you want quiet get the greddy. <P>FYI, I tried a block off plate (i.e. no valve at all) This is BAD! Do not do this, the car is not happy.<BR>||205.166.229.121||reg||1
Z||000016||Peter#1||04-10-2002||10:51 PM||greddy917@hotmail.com||True it wont fit the GFB...but thats nothing a little "custom" welding wont cure...hehe<P>DavesVR4 if you want it Ill give it to you for $35 US dollars SHIPPED via FedEx...<P>PayPal would be great.<P>Let me know<P>GReddy917@hotmail.com<P>Thanks||146.18.173.73||reg||1
Z||000017||HKS VR-4||04-12-2002||01:21 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Peter#1:<BR><B>True it wont fit the GFB...but thats nothing a little "custom" welding wont cure...hehe<P>DavesVR4 if you want it Ill give it to you for $35 US dollars SHIPPED via FedEx...<P>PayPal would be great.<P>Let me know<P>GReddy917@hotmail.com<P>Thanks</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>This is the TurboSmart BOV???<P>||12.81.87.122||reg||1
Z||000018||Peter#1||04-13-2002||06:31 PM||greddy917@hotmail.com||It is the bolt on adaptor for the Turbosmart BOV's....not the actual BOV...I sold that already.||146.18.173.74||reg||1
Z||000019||Ferrari F50 GT||04-14-2002||02:11 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||I don't think that "a little custom welding" will allow the GFB to fit on the Turbosmart flange.  The opening on the GFB is much too small for the Turbosmart flange.  I guess you could make it fit with "very" precise welding, but I would rather buy the GFB flange. ||63.231.77.28||reg||1
Z||000020||HKS VR-4||04-15-2002||12:28 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Where can I find the Hybrid BOV in the states??? <P>Peter: When are you guys having a get together in the bay area???, then I can come check it out. ||12.81.73.80||reg||5
Z||000021||1312VR4||04-15-2002||02:42 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I was on this site::http://svc002.bne009i.server-web.com/catalogue/auto21/cache/header-1000485__0-0.html?cache=no & it says that it was tested up to 110psi Good lord. Is that a good price for these. I'm interested now. Sounds interesting & if it sucks just sell it on ebay. I'm sure some one will pick it up||206.252.171.246||reg||1
Z||000022||HKS VR-4||04-16-2002||04:44 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||How about getting them in the states instead of AU??||12.81.77.142||reg||1
Z||000023||1312VR4||04-16-2002||11:26 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net|| <A HREF="http://www.gofastbits.com.au/main.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gofastbits.com.au/main.htm</A>  Go down to USA for the vendor locator. There are qutie a few vendors in the states. I havent called any of them yet. I will today to get prices.||206.252.171.240||reg||1
Z||000024||HKS VR-4||04-16-2002||12:09 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1312VR4:<BR><B> <A HREF="http://www.gofastbits.com.au/main.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gofastbits.com.au/main.htm</A>  Go down to USA for the vendor locator. There are qutie a few vendors in the states. I havent called any of them yet. I will today to get prices.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Since you are going to call, if you don't mind posting the prices up afterwards. THANKS<P>||12.81.80.252||reg||1
Z||000025||1312VR4||04-16-2002||12:29 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||SO far the cheapest I found is $180. I'm wondering if it would be possible to do a group purchase. But from what I gather alot of you already have an aftermarket BOV. I'm trying to get a G.P. on another board. ||206.252.171.240||reg||1
Z||000026||Duc Hunter||04-16-2002||01:59 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I ordered mine from <A HREF="http://www.mrtrally.com.au/." TARGET=_blank>http://www.mrtrally.com.au/.</A>  They shipped it here to the USA, sent me the correct adaptor etc . The guys at the GFB website can confirm the correct adaptor to order. FYI, the valve is VERY close to the Cam Angle sensor.......It does fit though. I had to mount it onto the adaptor and then mount the adaptor on the pipe. I do have the RRE pipes though. Anyone in the bay area can see mine next time we get together. I love it!<P>As far as loud...it is loud but not that loud.  The other day a guy in a 2g TEL came up next to me on the freeway, stepped on it and lifted and his valve was LOUD! Heard it clear as day on the freeway though my windows. Mine is not that loud in the car, but you can hear it. In comparison my Greddy with RRE pipes and a Raptor intake is not very loud......even with the K&N. Within a week of having it I forgot about the noise, when I switched to the Greddy I missed. Now that it is back in I am very happy!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 04-16-2002).]||205.166.229.123||reg||1
Z||000027||1312VR4||04-16-2002||02:50 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Duc Hunter, So you saying you had the GFB & didnt like it & put the GReddy back on? Or you had the GReddy & then swapped to the GFB.<BR>  On the Buy for the group its a minium of 10 people & at most its $170 shipped w/o the adapter. I think its a good deal considering the price of all the other BOV's.||206.252.171.226||reg||1
Z||000028||Duc Hunter||04-18-2002||03:44 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I am saying I had a stock, hated it; crushed it and still hated it;added the GFB and loved it.....had some funny isues and F50 suggested it may be the BOV being too weak so I changed to the Greddy type-S, no difference........just put the GFB back on yesterday.......am in heaven. Lound but not ricy, great spool up, no leaks.........  <P>As for the funny problem see   <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000590.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000590.html</A> <BR>||205.166.229.133||reg||1
Z||000029||1312VR4||04-18-2002||03:47 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Cool thanks alot for the info. I'm getting 1 on the 1st.$165 shipped. I posted a possibe solution to the problem||206.252.171.247||reg||1
Z||000030||HKS VR-4||04-22-2002||02:27 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1312VR4:<BR><B>Cool thanks alot for the info. I'm getting 1 on the 1st.$165 shipped. I posted a possibe solution to the problem</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Where is this at that you're getting one for 165 shipped???||207.62.218.251||reg||1
Z||000031||1312VR4||04-22-2002||03:45 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net|| <A HREF="http://www.altasports.net/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.altasports.net/</A>  I'm getting a club discount from club DSM.. A group discount would be cheaper, but we need 10 people. I know of 3 people that actually would buy 1. I'm ordering it when I get back from Denver on the 3rd. The BOV doesnt come with an adapter.||206.252.171.227||reg||1
Z||000032||Duc Hunter||04-22-2002||05:07 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||FYI the one in their pic is NOT the one I have. Mine is adjustable. The Scooby one is not because they have figured out the right spring rate. I emailed the GFB guys through their web site and they were very nice and prompt. they told me which adaptor I needed from MRT, and which valve. Just a thought. ||205.166.229.94||reg||1
Z||000033||Duc Hunter||04-22-2002||05:08 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||FYI the one in their pic is NOT the one I have. Mine is adjustable. The Scooby one is not because they have figured out the right spring rate. I emailed the GFB guys through their web site and they were very nice and prompt. they told me which adaptor I needed from MRT, and which valve. Just a thought. ||205.166.229.94||reg||1
Z||000034||Ferrari F50 GT||04-22-2002||05:10 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||HKS, I have a GFB BOV adaptor already drilled to fit the flange.  E-mail if you are interested. ||63.231.76.147||reg||1
Z||000035||HKS VR-4||04-23-2002||03:20 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1312VR4:<BR><B> <A HREF="http://www.altasports.net/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.altasports.net/</A>  I'm getting a club discount from club DSM.. A group discount would be cheaper, but we need 10 people. I know of 3 people that actually would buy 1. I'm ordering it when I get back from Denver on the 3rd. The BOV doesnt come with an adapter.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>When is the deadline for this???...I want in on this deal.<P>||12.81.88.27||reg||1
Z||000036||1312VR4||04-23-2002||05:00 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I talked to him again. He said that they are adj. in the way that it vents(more to the amto. or more to recirc.) BUT its not adj. in tightness. If you are a club DSM member you can get the discount anytime. But if we do the group buy, we obviously get the discount at time of purchase.||206.252.171.225||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000549.cgi
A||||2||evol||typical transmission labor costs||||1||
Z||000000||evol||03-24-2002||04:39 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||i have a broken shift fork and was just wondering if anyone has ever gotten something like this done at a shop. (not exactly excited to break a transmission open in my garage.) i just need the shift forks installed and nothing else. ||172.143.120.91||reg||1
Z||000001||galantvr4us||03-25-2002||10:23 AM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Hey Ben Speed Design will help you out with that.  Just give me or them an email.  jslang2@charter.net or itllfly@charter.net <P>Katie||65.65.199.113||reg||1
Z||000002||evol||03-25-2002||01:22 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||thanks katie. ||205.188.200.29||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000550.cgi
A||||10||bob in chicago||Turbo mag's Galant VR4 Part 3 ||||1||
Z||000000||bob in chicago||03-25-2002||08:18 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I missed Turbo magazine's March issue with the last episode of the Galant VR-4 mods. What happened? Did they realize the potential of the TRE masc?  thanx! ||24.148.61.222||reg||1
Z||000001||HKS VR-4||03-25-2002||11:41 AM||||Part 3 is not out yet. I have part 1 and 2. I'm also waiting for part 3. ||12.81.67.70||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||03-25-2002||05:38 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Part 3 has too been out and they bolted on a 16g (Gained @30hp at the same 16psi), TurboXS MBC (went from 16psi to 19) and a fuel pump and SAFC.<BR>Total power now is 319.8 hp and 348 lbft at the front wheels It's Last months issue (March) with the DSM's on the front.<BR>Rich<P>||216.126.148.194||reg||1
Z||000003||kartorium31||03-25-2002||06:22 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I have may and they don't have anything on the galant in it so it isn't in the latest turbo.  ||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000004||turbowop||03-25-2002||10:18 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||They haven't put any new gvr4 info out for the last two issues. In the last installment, part three, they said that in part four they should be over 400 hp to the front wheels. I think they're going to an even bigger turbo.<P>Mark<BR>1051||64.12.106.38||reg||1
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||03-25-2002||10:27 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Should they really be running 19psi on stock injectors!?||63.231.78.193||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||03-26-2002||12:43 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Yeah, 19psi on a 16g with stock injetors seems pretty risky to me.  Oh well, not my car.||155.33.74.135||reg||1
Z||000007||mdpvr4||03-26-2002||12:50 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i have heard of 400hp tel and vr4's on the stock 450's. i have also heard that the stock injectors were good for up to 450hp???? its just what i heard though!||198.81.16.158||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||03-26-2002||09:26 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i had 19 lbs boost on my stock injectors.  blaha mas, tre ported big 16g, archer/mofugas/hks pos 2.5 turbo back, raptor intake.  egt's well below 1600(1450 after wi sprays) and a/f sometimes as high as 1.02.  i think the injectors can handle it, but remember, i only hit wot for a few seconds.  i have never done sustained runs at wot for long periods of time.  i would think that a rising rate fuel pressure regulator would do the same as bigger injectors, but you have a lot less control over the flow.||63.146.72.142||reg||1
Z||000009||mtdsm||03-26-2002||06:07 PM||ryan@streetracer.org||19 psi on a big 16g with 450's?<P>Don't suppose you logged the duty cycle on those? ||161.223.80.235||reg||1
Z||000010||davesvr4||03-27-2002||03:08 AM||||Hey  I  live in Australia and was wondering if there is any way i could see these articles on the GVR4, or get my hands on them.<BR>  thanks Dave||210.50.69.153||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000551.cgi
A||||1||Russ Keenan||passing on a deal on 555r||||1||
Z||000000||Russ Keenan||03-25-2002||08:55 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||These guys <A HREF="http://www.discounttiredirect.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.discounttiredirect.com/</A>  have a awsome deal going on 555r drag radials if any one is interested. Thinking of getting a set myself.<P>Russ<BR>Broke down rebuilding time balance belt victim  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||24.164.41.58||reg||1
Z||000001||Russ Keenan||03-25-2002||09:01 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Sorry, didn't give the details 225/50/16 65.00 free shipping. not bad huh  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>431/1000 <BR>currently down timing belt victim||24.164.41.58||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000552.cgi
A||||6||midniterunner||Need Help!||||4||
Z||000000||midniterunner||03-26-2002||09:19 PM||||Hey everyone, need some advice here...<BR>Since I've gotten my CFDF put in, first gear is a pain to get into.  I've had a reputable DSM shop do the work too.  All the other gears are fine, only 1st is real stubborn.  So far I've tried the symborski kit and today I adjusted the rod coming out of the master cylinder (had blood rushing to my ears and still no fix!) The fluids were bled, but I am not running a stainless steel line.  Could this be the cause?  Any suggestions, please.  Thank you||12.235.40.128||reg||4
Z||000001||mdpvr4||03-26-2002||09:47 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||you might have to adjust the linkage fron the shifter. i dont know though! sorry||198.81.17.174||reg||1
Z||000002||BossGVR4||03-27-2002||07:45 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Things you MUST check:<P>- shifter linkage adjustment<BR>- clutch PEDAL adjustment<BR>- make sure the shifter cable bracket is tight (attaches to the top of the transmission)<BR>- the ends of the shifter cable (aka grommets) to see that there is not too much play. This is where it links to the actual shift levers on the trans. Make sure they are lubed since binding there will also cause mis-shifts.<BR>- clutch arm and/or pivot could be out of spec as well||63.208.164.153||reg||6
Z||000003||ken inn||03-27-2002||09:27 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if it is grinding, or feeling like the clutch is not fully disengaging, you may have to pull the trans and shim the pivot pin.  if you want to take the chance, get a new clutch slave, not rebuilt, and remove the restrictor, that might help.  the stainless line should also help||63.146.72.146||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||03-27-2002||10:02 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Does it also crunch or go into reverse hard? If its only those 2 gears, that usually indicates that the clutch is not fully disengaging. I had that problem once on my Trans Am when the pilot bushing was a little too tight on the input shaft of the transmission and wanted to keep it spinning. Does it go in easy with the engine turned off? How much freeplay do you have at the top of the clutch pedal?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR> ||66.156.210.183||reg||1
Z||000005||midniterunner||03-28-2002||06:19 AM||||Shifter linkage & Bracket are tight, grommets are gone per the symborski kit requirements. <P>Clutch arm/pivot being out of alignment? How do I check for this??<P>PEDAL adjustment.. Can someone gimme the specs for this?  <BR>I'm gettin my stainless line and fluids bled again tomorrow.  Once again thanks for all the help, I'll let you know how it turns out!  ||12.235.40.128||reg||5
Z||000006||keydiver||03-28-2002||09:39 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Pedal adjustment: the factory specs are .24 to .51 inches of freeplay at the top of the pedal, and a minimum of 2.2 inches between the face of the pedal and the firewall when the clutch disengages.||66.156.212.142||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000553.cgi
A||||1||Russ Keenan||revised lifters cheap||||1||
Z||000000||Russ Keenan||03-26-2002||10:27 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Just passing this on. Ran across this thread on DSM talk. Read the whole thing. Sounds like a hell of deal. <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=d1822d29e356ca6c60efcdb0cfb1b2f5&threadid=42413" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=d1822d29e356ca6c60efcdb0cfb1b2f5&threadid=42413</A>  check it out. Going to order a set myself  <P><BR>_________________<BR>Russ <P>431/1000 <BR>Well at least I have another car just now it has 4drs. We can build it faster  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> We can build it stronger....well ok not stronger  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><BR>||24.164.41.58||reg||1
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||04-05-2002||08:38 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Order placed||205.166.229.92||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000554.cgi
A||||6||suprflewus||why do we have 2 horns?||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||03-27-2002||12:41 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||why do our cars have 2 horns??<BR>my manual says one is 'high tone' and one is 'low tone'<BR>do we have to run 2 horns??<P>thanks<BR>dale||64.12.101.151||reg||1
Z||000001||BossGVR4||03-27-2002||07:38 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||so that is sounds "fuller" when you hit it. You don't HAVE to have both.<P>I just replaced mine with two FIAMMs out of an Audi I found in the boneyard cost $4. Sound .... people look around for a big a$$ car when I lean on it now. ||63.208.164.153||reg||6
Z||000002||Ash||03-27-2002||08:51 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Maybe our cars are a bit horny?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif">  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||203.21.226.84||reg||1
Z||000003||blytz||03-27-2002||01:45 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||My Mirage also has 2 horns... Sounds EXACTLY the same, wimpy horns for the Galant!<P><BR>Boss, Do the audi ones fit the plugs? Or did you cut the ausi pigtails off also? The local junkyard has several larger audis and volvos that probably would sound nice.||66.168.100.68||reg||1
Z||000004||4g63t||03-27-2002||03:07 PM||||I pulled the horns off an '85 olds delta 88. They sounded like the freakin rapture when they were on the olds, but for some reason they aren't working w/ my stock wiring. Maybe an issue of amps?(I don't want to rewire the horn cuz I want it to still work w/the factory alarm) Also, the body of the horn is the ground, so I'll have to do some creative mounting. Anyway, I can't wait to get them on so I can scare the hell out of everyone!!! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||199.254.212.48||reg||10
Z||000005||MrEd||03-27-2002||03:39 PM||res122@psu.edu||Actually, our cars are extra horny!  There are 3  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>The factory alarm has its own horn, kinda on the driver's side firewall near the top if memory serves.<P>Shortly after buying the car I managed to set off the alarm (lower window, lock door, close door, reach in open window & unlock door, open door).  Feeling very embarassed, I started the engine- hoping that having the key would convince the alarm that its OK to shut up.  It started, but the alarm kept going.  So I popped the hood, located the blaring, & pulled a wire.  Of course, I have since learned to turn the key in the door...<P>It always bothered me that I could start the engine *while* the alarm was going off- you would think Mitsu could have easily interfaced the alarm to the ECU to prevent engine operation.  Maybe, maybe not.<P>cheers, -Ed<BR>GVR4 #963/2000||128.118.220.55||reg||1
Z||000006||BossGVR4||03-27-2002||05:14 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||The audi/FIAMM horns I got have male spade connectors. I cut the pigtail when I got them just in case. The factory horn harnes is female bullet receptacles. SO I crimped male bullet connectors to my audi pigtails and lugged that into the GVR4 harness !||63.215.154.189||reg||6




ubb/Forum2/000555.cgi
A||||2||suprflewus||oil filter housing||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||03-27-2002||12:42 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||what holds the oil filter housing on besides 3 long bolts and one small bolt to the front plastic cover??<BR>i can't seem to get mine off.....<BR>thanks <BR>dale||64.12.101.151||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||03-27-2002||02:40 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||two bolts under the black timing cover||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||BossGVR4||03-27-2002||07:36 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Ummm that's ONE bolt under the lower timing belt cover. It's also behind the crank pulley.<P>What I did was remove the crank pulley and Dremeled enough of a hole in the lower timing cover to allow me to get to the 12mm bolt. when I was done I just used ductape to cover the hole.<P>||63.208.164.153||reg||6




ubb/Forum2/000556.cgi
A||||7||Ash||My latest mods||||10||
Z||000000||Ash||03-27-2002||10:05 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hi all,<BR>I finally got my front mount in.  For pics go to:<P>   <A HREF="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/" TARGET=_blank>http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/</A> <P>Please bear in mind that this is all bodgy-home-made-on-the-cheap work, so dont bag me out too much for the quality.  Let me know what ya's think.||203.21.226.174||reg||10
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-27-2002||11:25 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Looks good. That does look pretty stealth in the engine bay.<BR> ||63.52.132.78||reg||14
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||03-27-2002||07:59 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Good job Ash!||216.183.225.195||reg||14
Z||000003||Ash||03-27-2002||08:26 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||We actually fitted the stock bumper (as seen in my members ride pics) over the cooler with only a little massaging.  The result is no-one can see that I have the thing there unless they look really carefully.  Ill have to see if it gets enough air through the bar, if not, I may need to cut a gaping hole.  Thanks guys!||203.21.225.218||reg||1
Z||000004||James||03-28-2002||09:35 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||That came up pretty good Ash. I will be interested to hear the performance improvements. The cooler intake temps should help a bit. ||210.48.128.214||reg||14
Z||000005||number3||03-28-2002||03:48 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Nice page...||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||Russ Keenan||03-28-2002||11:38 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Looks great. Shoot if those temp differances hold true you should see a big improvement.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.164.41.58||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||03-29-2002||05:47 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||What I've found with more driving is that temps keep to within 10-15degC above ambient, getting up it doesn't raise temps above this point at all, and above 80kmh the temp drops!  Seems I don't need to cut the bumper up after all.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/cool.gif">  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  Holy cow, the induction note is loud as now with the stainless piping, I thought I had a big intake leak or something but when I mis-adjusted my bleeder, the 14B went off the 20PSI gauge in 3rd and got me my 2nd ever fuel cut! I'll pressure test it to be sure but if my measly turbo can blow that much, there cant be too big of a leak. Back to about 15psi now until I get a turbo+injectors+safc etc. ||203.21.225.192||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000557.cgi
A||||1||AWD4DR||1/4 times and mods||||1||
Z||000000||AWD4DR||03-27-2002||05:46 PM||awd4dr@turbologic.net||Mods are as follows..<BR> small 20g(TD05 wheel)<BR> Spearco 2-178<BR> 2.5 pipes<BR> Tial BOV<BR> RC550's<BR> HKS VPC<BR> Cold air intake<BR> EVO3 ex. manny (ported)<BR> HKS 40mm WG (ported)<BR> 3 inch exhaust<BR> ACT2600 that barely holds<BR> Full boost at 3500 RPM's<P> Best time Race gas was 12.3@114.8 25psi<BR> Best time Pump Gas was 12.3@112.2 20psi<BR> This was with 18 inch wheels and terrible tuning, because MY car was a Ca.model and it had the FEd chip.Then I got the right chip,then the VPC got stolen,bought another,and another chip,then my car got totaled buy a hit and run in a parking lot while I was not there <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> Now I plan on buying another GVR4 this saturday (white 92) and swapping everything over so I can run some 11's for god's sake..And I thank god its not a Ca. model!!!!||208.59.249.9||reg||1
Z||000001||AWD4DR||03-27-2002||05:53 PM||awd4dr@turbologic.net||Sorry,I meant to reply this to topic<BR>||208.59.249.9||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000558.cgi
A||||17||MPREZYAVR4||Cyclone engine swap in a CA car have questions...||||5||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||03-27-2002||09:45 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.ardperformance.com/store/shop.cgi/page=engines.html/SID=1017273467.21446" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ardperformance.com/store/shop.cgi/page=engines.html/SID=1017273467.21446</A> <P>First off anyone happen to order from this place before. I used to be local to them and they seemed all right.<P>Secondly anyone in CA with a cyclone engine swap have problems with emissions?<P>Hopefully lastly I know Ken Inn had a recent topic about the swap but is there any other info that may be helpful.<BR>Rich<BR>||63.232.192.179||reg||5
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||03-27-2002||11:57 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||err, that is a fairly high price to me, which part of CA are u in, I am sure there are couple person around SF area have done the job of swapping the engine, maybe u can get into the SF GVR-4 newsgroup and ppl there will answer your question.||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||03-28-2002||12:08 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||that's really high... I've seen just engines for $1199 and complete engines with trannies for $1400||66.168.100.68||reg||1
Z||000003||1101||03-28-2002||12:33 AM||karns10@attbi.com||I got a 240hp RS engine from Attarco at 707 Jones St, Berkeley, CA 510-525-3333 for $900.00 plus tax. I picked it out myself and took it home for no delivery charge. The JDM cyclone engines have no egr valves so the visual inspection sfould in theory flunk. You can put a USA spec intake on to get around this.<P>Ward ||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000004||design kid||03-28-2002||12:58 AM||ihw@jps.net||i just got a jdm with a cyclone from MAC, a  high quality (says road race) place from southern cal.  i paid 1399 for my engine, shipping included. it's super clean and looks great. i ended up with a 14g turbo (the guys said it had a 16g) but decided that it's for the best as the engine will likley have had a better less abusive life.  <BR>as for the cyclone i plan on swapping it out for my old mani.  this way there are no worries about smog.  plus the word is that the cyclone does not make all that much more power.<P>good luck - ian ||216.224.149.75||reg||14
Z||000005||mtdsm||03-28-2002||01:11 AM||ryan@streetracer.org|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B> <A HREF="http://www.ardperformance.com/store/shop.cgi/page=engines.html/SID=1017273467.21446" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ardperformance.com/store/shop.cgi/page=engines.html/SID=1017273467.21446</A> <P>Secondly anyone in CA with a cyclone engine swap have problems with emissions?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>You will need to make accomodations to the cyclone intake for the EGR. Not sure if the 1g TB will fit or not. Something to keep in mind to pass Kalifornia emmisions.<BR>||216.187.134.5||reg||1
Z||000006||DarkDevilMMM||03-28-2002||05:09 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||I think for the EGR part is fairly simple, as just swapping out the intake manifold is just a one day job, if u like to work on your car a lot, it's a no problem at all, and I don't see a much difference between the cyclone and the US spec one, so just put the US spec w/EGR on the car, if u really want good performance, go buy a sheet metal intake manifold from burschur, or similar things like those, otherwise they are pretty much the same.||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000007||mtdsm||03-28-2002||05:34 PM||ryan@streetracer.org||There is enough of a difference in the two intakes to justify one or the other. And offering someone buys a sheetmetal intake, thats adding fuel to the fire of tuning troubles. I find this really annoying.||161.223.80.235||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||03-28-2002||05:43 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if you are going to swap out the intake, DO IT BEFORE YOU INSTALL IT IN THE CAR.  the bottom nuts are a bitch to get at, even worse on the cyclone.  i'm not sure it can be done unless you disassemble the manifold.  <BR>     the biggest difference in the manifolds is driveability.  i am quite pleased with the cyclone, after living with it for the last few months, the biggest difference is low rpm power.  especially in stop and go traffic, where you are either wound out in first, or bogging it in second, now, i can just start out in second, and the power is very smooth.  all in all, it is a big difference below 3500 rpm.  if you are the type who just mashes the throttle, then winds it out, this is not for you.  i can really feel the difference when the car is cold, it seems to run at part throttle a whole lot better.<BR>     there are 3 bosses for the coil pack.  i ground away one, to clear the a/c compressor, and i should have gotten more of it, because it partially obstructs the charge port on the compressor.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000009||DarkDevilMMM||03-28-2002||09:17 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||sorry if my post is misunderstood, probably I can't get myself clear, I didn't recommand anyone to get a sheet metal manifold, all I am saying is, due to the stupid emission control of CA, forget all the trouble u will get, just put in a US spec manifold, if u are looking for a daily driving fast family car, forget about the cyclone thing, just put in the EGR, BUT just in case u are going to race your ass off, u better off get the best one out there, of course u are going to tune the car a lot, but that's race only, not a daily driver, AND I know a lot of ppl have "race only" cars on the streets, but they are not for ametures, right? for sure there are differences between different things, but is it worth the time or the trouble, that's for u to decide, that's why I said I don't see much a difference of the two, coz the cyclone thing u have to spend time to take it off, easy or not, that's another question, but is it better, maybe; on the other hand, the US spec one, is it slower, maybe, but is it less hazzle due to emission, definitely, which is better then that's for u decide...||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||03-29-2002||10:21 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i mostly did this out of curiosity.  bmw now has a "triple" runner intake on the new E46 cars, with great success.  several other car manufaturers have gone to the dual runner system, and coupled with the varible valve timing, have increased low end torque.  since it has no egr, in california, it is a moot point, you cant have it.  bottom line, if you dont like to work on your car, it aint worth it, because it is a pain to install.  but if it is already on the motor, it is nice to have, and improves the "driveability" of the car.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000011||roth4fun||04-01-2002||01:25 AM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||I plan on keeping the Cyclone intake manifold on my rebuilt effort.  Since it is helpful at low-end response and I have heard it may be lacking at the high end, I plan on doing a little work on it.  I will do some heavy port work on the second set of runners, the ones that open up under high manifold pressure.  That way, when I am in low pressure mode it will not be any different, but when I mash the pedal down there will be plenty of room for increased flow.  Anybody else tried this yet?||24.207.191.71||reg||1
Z||000012||ken inn||04-01-2002||09:27 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yah, scott evans had his SEVERELY ported.  i think he even had it extrude honed.  last time i talked to him about it, he had it off of the car, but was going to reinstall it, because of the help on the low end.  someone has posted flow rates of the stock intake, extrude honed, and the cyclone, and the difference between the stock and the cyclone is like 1 cfm, about the same as a healthy fart.  also, the extrude hone only increased it by about 4-5 cfm, about the size..well, you know.  the hardest thing about the cyclone is controlling the secondary butterflys, if you mash the throttle at low rpm, they open, and you have the same effect as the stocker.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000013||keydiver||04-01-2002||04:27 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Ken,<BR>Didn't the stock Cyclone setup have a vacuum canister and a solenoid so that it could store the vacuum, delaying the secondaries, until a preset RPM controlled by the ECU where the solenoid would open/close, thereby opening the secondaries? Maybe you could integrate that in with your water injection pressure switch so that the secondaries would only open once you started making boost.||66.156.211.10||reg||1
Z||000014||ken inn||04-01-2002||06:34 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||mine only had a one way cannister.  i am told that the buterflys are controlled by the ecu, and they are held closed until after 3000 rpm.  also, the single vacuum port on the t/bdy does not do anything until about 3k rpm.  ||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000015||roth4fun||04-01-2002||08:50 PM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||The butterflies in my Cyclone intake are  vacuum actuated.  Very simple, if it sees a good amount positive pressure in the intake manifold, they open up.  When there is vacuum, they close.<P>I will be getting a pressure/vacuum pump to measure out how and when it operates.  It is a very simple setup, quite similar to an internal wastegate or a BOV.  Once I know where I want it to open, I can adjust it with a bleeder valve or put a solenoid in there to assist.||24.207.191.71||reg||1
Z||000016||ken inn||04-02-2002||11:05 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the butterflys are vacuum operated,but the ecu controls a solenoid that keeps them closed until above 3000 rpm, at least that is what i am told.    so if you are just starting out, and you floor it, they wont open until it gets going.  the cannister is a one way valve, that just allows vacuum.  it doesnt take much to open them, because i can close them just sucking on the line.  about this time, rob would jump in with a really snide remark.  i never paid attention to the rats nest of vacuum lines on the motor, to see how they were attached to the intake.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000017||Duc Hunter||04-05-2002||11:18 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have been wanting a Cyclone for a long time for all the reasons Kenn highlites. I had one being shipped from NZ but the guy took my $$ and vanished! Anyway I was going to tap it for an EGR valve. How hard can it be with a grinder and a set of taps is it to make a hole and tap the screws to mount an EGR in and Cyclone?? If the engine is out I would think that is a 1/2 day job, max and if you are talented enough to do a swap you can do this?? <P>FYI, in CA my car passes smog with a Frank Jr, RRE pipes and FMIC, AFC and AVCR.......the pipes are even red. All I do is change the fuel rail (one has a B&M FPR the other stock), change the BOV to a stock one and install a fully enclosed air cleaner can.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  <BR>||205.166.229.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000559.cgi
A||||12||keydiver||Part 3 of Turbo Magazine Article||||1||
Z||000000||keydiver||03-28-2002||11:12 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||For those of you who can't get Turbo Magazine, here is the latest part of the GVR-4 buildup: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/Turbo_3_1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/Turbo_3_1.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/Turbo_3_2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/Turbo_3_2.jpg</A> <BR>I apologize, but scanning is not one of my skills. The pictures are a little large and fuzzy. If there's a better place to host these, feel free!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.142||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||03-28-2002||01:29 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||HAH! check it out.  319hp AT THE WHEELS, AND ON STOCK INJECTORS. also, 19 psi ON STOCK INJECTORS they must be getting almost 400hp at the crank.  ON STOCK INJECTORS.  and, notice, they even mention that the injectors may need to be cleaned.  so, anyone out there want to know his injector duty cycle?||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||03-28-2002||03:54 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||550s will get you 400hp to the wheels easily. Personal experience. <P>Injectors are the most abused for of upgrade. IMHO. ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||03-28-2002||04:15 PM||jon@jgronline.com||If you read the article, it states they got a base line of 190hp.  That means they are using calculated HP numbers.  The dyno was at the wheels but the numbers they give must be estimated based on wheel HP.  <P>Also, upgrading injectors early on will give you a lower injector duty cycle.  The lower duty cycle will ultimately give you more timing advance with the stock ECU.  More timing equals more power.  <P>Running 660s or 720s isn't a bad idea at all even with a moderatly small turbo.  Driveability may suck but on the track, the car should be quicker.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||Russ Keenan||03-28-2002||11:31 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||I agree with Number3. Same results here with 550's & 20G easy. 720's were tried briefly but nothing gained after tuning and had big driveability issues. Returned to the 550's. Just my .01. yours results may vary  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.164.41.58||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||03-29-2002||10:05 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I've never gotten the impression when reading those articles that they were estimating the crank HP. I agree that there are many things about their test results that bother me, though. Even with a welded center diff and transfer case removed, 190 front wheel stock HP is one of them. There have been so many inconsistancies in this series of articles that I wish someone could get the straight scoop from Doug personally.||66.156.211.10||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||03-29-2002||05:22 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B>If you read the article, it states they got a base line of 190hp.  That means they are using calculated HP numbers.  The dyno was at the wheels but the numbers they give must be estimated based on wheel HP.  <P>Also, upgrading injectors early on will give you a lower injector duty cycle.  The lower duty cycle will ultimately give you more timing advance with the stock ECU.  More timing equals more power.  <P>Running 660s or 720s isn't a bad idea at all even with a moderatly small turbo.  Driveability may suck but on the track, the car should be quicker.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>More timing is good but if you can't lean out to a powermaking A/F ratio all the timing in the world can't help.  <P>How will the car know you are running 720s and then compensate for them? <P>My point is and was injector size is one of the most abused forms of upgrades, because it is easy to do and that is the only reason.  Just like subwoofers... bigger injectors are not better until you have a way to control them and the air to use them.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||03-29-2002||05:58 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i would also like to point out that, EVERY set of fuel injectors i have had cleaned had to have at LEAST 2 backflushings to get all the trash out of them.  before and after flows, showed at LEAST a 10 percent increase, some as much as 25.  one set of rc's shot fuel like a fire hose, another set, 2 out of the 4 did not work at all.  NONE ever had the same output, some varied as much as 6 percent.  i am a firm believer and a religious user of fuel cleaners, and i change my filter regularly.  the person who does these for me says dirty injectors are very common.  he is a good friend, and i am not charged for this, so he is not in it for the money.  SO, even if your logger is showing lower duty cycles, they may not be spraying properly, and they certainly arent all balanced.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||04-05-2002||11:28 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Kenn, this has seemed strange to me too. If we go to <A HREF="http://www.rceng.com" TARGET=_blank>www.rceng.com</A>  and run the mbers there is NO WAY they can be getting the power they say? At 100% duty/450cc/36psi htey can only make 260hp???  The article has never mentioned a rise in FP, have they? At the same 100% duty/450cc they would need 80 psi base fp to make 388hp. There is not a fuel pump for these cars that will flow 80psi base...which is 99psi at their 19psi of boost. This is in a perfect world too. Kenn, am I missing something here? ||205.166.229.121||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||04-05-2002||04:43 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>Kenn, this has seemed strange to me too. If we go to <A HREF="http://www.rceng.com" TARGET=_blank>www.rceng.com</A>  and run the mbers there is NO WAY they can be getting the power they say? At 100% duty/450cc/36psi htey can only make 260hp???  The article has never mentioned a rise in FP, have they? At the same 100% duty/450cc they would need 80 psi base fp to make 388hp. There is not a fuel pump for these cars that will flow 80psi base...which is 99psi at their 19psi of boost. This is in a perfect world too. Kenn, am I missing something here? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I know what they says... but If you plug the #s (facts) for my car during its dyno run they say it can not be possible. And I made 380 to the wheels on RC 550s with fuel to spare (junk fuel I might add).  I have a hughe external pump though.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||04-05-2002||05:26 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||harry's car, like mine, cant add, and it thinks a duty cycle is something you do in the military.  but then, bumblebees dont know they cant fly, either.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000011||Duc Hunter||04-05-2002||07:35 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||3<P>Well with a "huge" fuel pump...do you know what your fuel pressure is? ||205.166.229.92||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||04-06-2002||05:42 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>3<P>Well with a "huge" fuel pump...do you know what your fuel pressure is? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I do now, thanks to dual FPG one under the hood and one under the radio. But at the time of my dyno run a few years back...no. At the time I only had the one under the hood.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001862.cgi
A||||9||Kamekaze||New engine||||1||||Kamekaze||00000633
Z||000000||Kamekaze||03-17-2003||12:52 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Howdy guys, I havn't posted here in a while.....<br />Well, since the last ime I posted I have been throught 2 clutches and one tranny.  My car has been acting like crap for quite some time now (the engine "stutters"(feels like fuel cut) most of the time right after 3000 rpm, bad gas mileage)so to ebay I went and picked up a cyclone engine and tranny.  To the point of this post, I does anybody know of any instructions anywhere about a swap from a normal 4g63t to the cyclone one??  any help appreciated guys.||66.69.201.172||reg||1||Kamekaze||00000633||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||03-17-2003||06:42 AM||||Kyle Zingg did the swap, here's his web page<br /><br /><a href="http://home.pipeline.com/~blackhole/dsm/dsmframe.html" target="_blank">http://home.pipeline.com/~blackhole/dsm/dsmframe.html</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||03-17-2003||09:59 AM||||here we go again.  you'd better CHECK YOUR TRANSMISSION.  on the top of the bell housing, right where it bolts to the block, under the cylinder head, there is a raised boss, with a letter/number code STAMPED in it.  W5M332----.  the next letter is VERY IMPORTANT. vr4 trans is NQBK or NQBM.  if it starts with WQ, it will NOT work.  the final drive ratio is different, and will cause the trans to lock up at speed, you will quickly learn how to manuever with all 4 wheels locked up.  very enlightening.  if you are going to use the cyclone intake, and are using a/c, the cyclone coil will not clear the a/c hi side line.  also, the surge tank bracket will not clear the back of the compressor, you have to grind off a lot of it.  and be careful, if you dont give enough clearance, you can jam the a/c clutch power line and cut it.  if you dont have the little blue/white plastic vacuum resevoir(underneath the intake, clamped on to the surge tank bracket) you CANNOT make the cyclone work properly.  it is also nice to have the coil and output transistor, complete with ign wires and brackets.  the jdm throttle body only has 1 vacuum port, and it is inactive until about 3k rpm.  do a search for cyclone intake.  have fun||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Kamekaze||03-17-2003||07:14 PM||||Even if the tranny wont work, I have one that was rebuilt a few hundred miles ago in the car right now, this looks like a little more work then I orriginally thought.  <br />Ken:  do you know anybody in the austin area that might be able to help with something like this for an extremely small amount of money and maybe a six pack or something   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.69.201.172||reg||1||Kamekaze||00000633||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||03-18-2003||12:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> here we go again.  you'd better CHECK YOUR TRANSMISSION.  on the top of the bell housing, right where it bolts to the block, under the cylinder head, there is a raised boss, with a letter/number code STAMPED in it.  W5M332----.  the next letter is VERY IMPORTANT. vr4 trans is NQBK or NQBM.  if it starts with WQ, it will NOT work.  the final drive ratio is different, and will cause the trans to lock up at speed, you will quickly learn how to manuever with all 4 wheels locked up.  very enlightening.  if you are going to use the cyclone intake, and are using a/c, the cyclone coil will not clear the a/c hi side line.  also, the surge tank bracket will not clear the back of the compressor, you have to grind off a lot of it.  and be careful, if you dont give enough clearance, you can jam the a/c clutch power line and cut it.  if you dont have the little blue/white plastic vacuum resevoir(underneath the intake, clamped on to the surge tank bracket) you CANNOT make the cyclone work properly.  it is also nice to have the coil and output transistor, complete with ign wires and brackets.  the jdm throttle body only has 1 vacuum port, and it is inactive until about 3k rpm.  do a search for cyclone intake.  have fun </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bla bla bla blab Ken, remember me?<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=180" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=180&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>URL]||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||03-18-2003||09:44 AM||||haha.  i STILL send that picture to people who i deal with, and tell them it's me. then, i call them and ask what they think, i get the strangest answers.   btw, i stopped sending you stuff cause your email started bouncing.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||03-18-2003||02:04 PM||||I almost fell off my chair when I got it!!!! Here is new email <br />rneubauer1@wi.rr.com||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||03-18-2003||03:06 PM||||Santa? Its really you!||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||03-18-2003||08:23 PM||||You guys have too much time on your hands.  You need to get out and play with the Galant more often.||65.42.51.115||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||Kamekaze||03-18-2003||11:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kamekaze:<br /><strong> Even if the tranny wont work, I have one that was rebuilt a few hundred miles ago in the car right now, this looks like a little more work then I orriginally thought.  <br />Ken:  do you know anybody in the austin area that might be able to help with something like this for an extremely small amount of money and maybe a six pack or something    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||66.69.201.172||reg||1||Kamekaze||00000633||yes



ubb/Forum2/000560.cgi
A||||15||HKS VR-4||Fan mod....||||5||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||03-29-2002||04:03 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I was wondering how to do the fan mod to keep both fans running via a switch. I know you're suppose to tap into the relay that says A/C COND. FAN, but there is two...so which one do I tap into???<BR>||12.81.87.30||reg||5
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||03-29-2002||04:43 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://dansgeckos.com/dsm/1gcoolingfan.html" TARGET=_blank>http://dansgeckos.com/dsm/1gcoolingfan.html</A>  <A HREF="http://hawaii.dsm.org/howto/2gcoolingfan.html" TARGET=_blank>http://hawaii.dsm.org/howto/2gcoolingfan.html</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||03-29-2002||03:15 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||There's two on the GVR4...and the fuse box is on the passenger side near the battery not like the eclipse. One relay is facing the back of the car, the other is facing the front of the car. <P>Back&lt;--- O O ---&gt;Front<BR>       O=Relay<BR>So which one am I suppose to tap into???? or it doesn't matter????||12.81.86.156||reg||5
Z||000003||HKS VR-4||03-31-2002||04:05 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B> <A HREF="http://dansgeckos.com/dsm/1gcoolingfan.html" TARGET=_blank>http://dansgeckos.com/dsm/1gcoolingfan.html</A>  <A HREF="http://hawaii.dsm.org/howto/2gcoolingfan.html" TARGET=_blank>http://hawaii.dsm.org/howto/2gcoolingfan.html</A> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Team Ducktape - Do you know which relay that I tap into for the GVR4 since there is two different relays that says, A/C COND. FAN???||12.81.73.162||reg||5
Z||000004||DarkDevilMMM||03-31-2002||02:42 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||hehehe, Davis is getting hot these days, DO IT FAST!!!! hehe good luck!||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||03-31-2002||03:55 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||You can use either relays. The ones by the "fuse" box or the relays by the driverside front near the power steering and abs stuff. Relay 521A079A. I personally would run a hard wire 12v switched(ignition)to the fan you want to run. Then it will come on all the time when the car is running. But you can use either of the relays, if I remember the two by the abs stuff are the same relay, just make sure you trace the fan that you want to use to the right relay. So you can use either one but you will need to use a volt meter to find the power you will need. Another possibliity is to splice the a/c fan wires into the radiator fan, then they will both come on by temp sensing. Hope it helps,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||04-02-2002||02:18 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||OK, I'll try that...THANKS!!!||12.81.73.251||reg||1
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||04-02-2002||02:54 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Give er hell!||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000008||HKS VR-4||04-02-2002||01:26 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I guess I'm just stupid or something because it didn't work. I'm sure I have the right relay, connected the wire on the the relay's 1 and 3 terminal and nothing happened.||12.81.68.30||reg||9
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||04-02-2002||04:00 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Bad relay? Ah just hard wire it...||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||04-05-2002||11:10 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Are people having cooling problems????  My car seems to run great, even in the hhot CA summer? ||205.166.229.121||reg||1
Z||000011||DarkDevilMMM||04-06-2002||01:41 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||hehe, Duc, I remember u are in san jose area... I don't know, I feel like davis/sacramento area is a little hotter then san jose, maybe just me... I don't know why HKS VR-4 is doing the mod, but both of us is at Davis right now, so...||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000012||drew||04-06-2002||03:09 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||GO AGS!||64.194.28.233||reg||1
Z||000013||Duc Hunter||04-07-2002||08:42 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Devil, I am in WC, and rive to Bullards (past Marysville) every other weekend all summer to go water sking. Even out there my car is fine.....I mean more cooling is always better. When my Rad dies I will replce it with a bigger one but I would not spend the money before then. Just curious why he was. ||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000014||HKS VR-4||04-08-2002||04:05 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DarkDevilMMM:<BR><B>hehe, Duc, I remember u are in san jose area... I don't know, I feel like davis/sacramento area is a little hotter then san jose, maybe just me... I don't know why HKS VR-4 is doing the mod, but both of us is at Davis right now, so...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The cooler the better right!!??!! I haven't actually done it yet...too lazy right now...<P>||12.81.73.239||reg||14
Z||000015||HKS VR-4||04-08-2002||04:13 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Devil - we should hook up sometime, I still want to check out your car...in fact, I think we should have a GVR4 get together or something in the Bay Area...I interested to see what has been done to some of these cars up close. I think it would nice since we all share the same passion for our cars. If anyone want to take this up and plan this???||12.81.73.239||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000561.cgi
A||N||12||design kid||16g on a stock system?||||1||
Z||000000||design kid||03-30-2002||09:31 PM||ihw@jps.net||hello all<P>ok the story so far.  i got a JDM engine from MAC (recomended by RRE).  turns out it was from an auto so it has a td04 turbo on it.  i was gonna swap my  td 05 but after pulling the engine today it looks like the turbo has seen better days.  so now i'm looking at putting a new 16g on.  i don't have the cash for a new pump,  injectors or a safc. the whole engine build is sucking me dry as is.  should i just get a new td05 or go for the 16g?<P>thanks in advance - ian||216.224.166.197||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||03-30-2002||09:39 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||A new 14G will cost you alot more than a small 16G, so don't even bother, just go right to the 16G. Of course, alot of us have good used 14G's laying around that we've removed that you could buy alot cheaper <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>Whats wrong with your TD05-14G? Some cracks in the turbine are normal wear.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.211.10||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||03-30-2002||09:58 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||A 16g will do fine on your stock system. Just don't start upping boost until you get the right supporting mods.<P>Mark<BR>1051||205.188.196.31||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||03-31-2002||12:15 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Correct me if I'm wrong, but the 14b & 16g are both tdo5h & some of the engines come stock with them. So it would be no trouble at all. It is a common "upgrade" from the 14b.(which is capible of 12sec 1/4's)<BR> Also the injectors are only 390cc(auto equipped cars) not the 450's. That might be your only problem.I have never had the 390cc injectors so I dont know what they can flow. ||63.52.132.41||reg||1
Z||000004||MX4||03-31-2002||12:34 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Yeah but the engines running the 16G Turbo as standard has a bigger fuel pump and injectors (510s from memory)<P>Raz||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||03-31-2002||12:39 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||The auto turbo is a td04 or 13b, along with the injectors being smaller (which was stated) the cams are also smaller in autos so don't forget to put your maunel cams in also, well atleast they are smaller cams in the auto T/E/L's... How did that engine look? Clean? What was the mileage? Would you buy another one from them? Why or why not?<BR>Thanks<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||beavis||03-31-2002||01:43 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i was running a big 16g at 17psi on the stock fuel system and never had any problems.  the only mod i did was the fuel pump rewire.||64.12.103.44||reg||1
Z||000007||design kid||03-31-2002||05:58 AM||ihw@jps.net||wow looks like i asked a hot question<P>ok so the 16g will run fine on the stock 450 injectors and the stock pump.  i was planing on re wiring the fuel pump to get the max amount of power out of it. i'll also switch those cams over. sweet 16g here i come.<P>as for the engine it looks really good.  they (MAC) said it had about 80k kilometers on it, so about 35k miles &lt;-not bad.  it was very clean but i also paid top dollar for it.  1400 including a 100 dollar core but shipping was included.  i'm in northern california so they gave me the calli hook up.  i think they will even pay for the core to be shipped back down to southern california, but not totally sure about that.  <P>the turbo says td04 on it.  i'm not sure if it is a 13b.  if somebody wants to tell me what to look for i'll let you know what it is. i asked them to check the turbo to see if was alternating big small big small.  it is but they neglected to tell me that it was a td04.  i would buy from MAC again but i would be more specific to ask if the engine was from an auto or manual and also ask more details on the turbo.  i just assumed that they knew all about the different turbos.  the guy i dealt with was john. a good guy just make sure to ask all those specific questions.<P>like ken inn posted in his info on the auto JDM engine i had to remove the plug in the end of the crank which can be a real PITA.  i good trick for doing this, if you have a cutting torch, is to heat one spot on the plug with the torch and then let it cool.  the hot spot on the plug will shrink allowing for easy removal, a trick my uncle showed me.  it sure is nice to have an uncle who works on semis and cats.  we pulled my old engine today using his five ton boom on his work truck.  also nice to have  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>if anybody has more questions feel free to ask away.<BR>sorry this is such a long post, just wanted to include all the detail.<P>thanks for all the help - ian ||216.224.146.10||reg||6
Z||000008||Ash||03-31-2002||06:35 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||80k kilometres = 50k miles, just so ya know.||203.21.226.160||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||03-31-2002||11:38 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if you will look on the side of the injectors, you will sometimes see the cc.  on my jdm auto motor, it came with the smaller turbo, but with 450cc injectors.  i did not change out the cams, but i am not racing, and they seem fine to me.  it could be that with the 450's the cams could be the same.  anyway, the automatic cams are supposed to be better for low end, which i want.  the price for the motor i think is way too high, and i certainly wouldnt send back a core, too much hassle.  there was no core on my motor.  the difference in cost for the motor would have gone a long way towards a new turbo.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000010||beavis||04-01-2002||12:22 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i may be wrong, but the turbo that came with your motor might be the same as the smaller turbo the american automatics came with. i heard that these turbo's are the ones also used as a pair on the 3000gt and stealth.||152.163.194.191||reg||1
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||04-01-2002||12:33 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I thought that Starions and 3KGTs came with like 9b turbos.||205.232.152.2||reg||1
Z||000012||Team Ducktape||04-04-2002||04:20 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||<BR>APPLICATION: 2.0L STOCK (AUTO)<BR> <BR>Turbo Model OEM Number Turbo Number <BR>TD04-13G-5CM2 MD157738 ||24.196.87.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000562.cgi
A||N||5||design kid||auto cams same as manual cams?||||1||
Z||000000||design kid||03-30-2002||09:38 PM||ihw@jps.net||ok the deal so far<P>i got a used JDM engine from an automatic car.  i'm in the process of swapping parts from my old manual engine to the new auto one and i'm wondering if anybody know if the cams are the same and if so should i run the auto cams or my old manual ones?  if anybody has any info on this please let me know.<P>thanks - ian||216.224.166.197||reg||1
Z||000001||1101||03-30-2002||10:49 PM||karns10@attbi.com||MAnual cams are more aggressive profile than Auto cams:<P>Here is some info I copied from various messages:<P>2.0 DOHC non turbo cam specs all years:<P>Intake valve          opens 26 deg BTDC and closes 46 deg ABDC for a duration<BR>of  252 deg   Cam ID mark "A"  1.4   inch cam height<BR>Exhaust valve       opens 55 deg BBDC and closes  9 deg ATDC for a duration of<BR> 244 deg    Cam ID mark "A"  1.39 inch cam height<P>2.0 DOHC turbo 5 speed up to 1994:<P>Intake valve          opens 21 deg BTDC and closes 51 deg ABDC for a duration<BR>of  252 deg   Cam ID mark "D"  1.4  inch cam height<BR>Exhaust valve       opens 57 deg BBDC and closes 15 deg ATDC for a duration of<BR> 252 deg   Cam ID mark "C"  1.39  inch cam height<P>2.0 DOHC turbo automatic up to 1994:<P>Intake valve          opens 16 deg BTDC and closes 48 deg ABDC for a duration<BR>of  244 deg   Cam ID mark "A"  1.4 inch cam height<BR>Exhaust valve       opens 55 deg BBDC and closes  9 deg ATDC for a duration of<BR> 244 deg   Cam ID mark "E"  1.37 inch cam height<P>2.0 DOHC turbo 5 speed AND automatic 1995 and after:<P>Intake valve          opens 21 deg BTDC and closes 51 deg ABDC for a duration<BR>of  252 deg   Cam ID mark "J"  1.37 inch cam height<BR>Exhaust valve       opens 57 deg BBDC and closes 15 deg ATDC for a duration of<BR> 252 deg   Cam ID mark "J"  1.37 inch cam height<P>My service manual doesn't go beyond 1996, so if they changed anything after<BR>that you are on your own, and also they don't specify peak valve lift, and I<BR>sent another e-mail to the digest asking if anyone know what it is.  Looking<BR>at the cam height measurements themselves it looks like the 2G cars don't have<BR>as much total lift as the 1G cars.<P>Later,<BR>Keith McDonnell<P><BR>I found this in the BACKUP, Service Manual, ENGINE<BR>GROUP INDEX<BR>1992<P>Pg 11C-9<BR>valve timing<BR>( ): camshaft identification mark	(A)	(B,C)	(D,C)	(E,A)<BR>Intake valve<BR>	Open 	BTDC			26	21	21 	16<BR>	Close 	ABDC			46 	43	51	48<P>Exhaust valve<BR>	Open 	BBDC			55	57	57	55<BR>	Close 	ATDC			3	15	15 	9<P><BR>Pg 11C-11<BR>Camshaft 	DOHC		Standard		Limit<BR>Intake<BR>Identification mark: A,D<BR>Cam height			35.49 (1.3972)		34.99 (1.3776)<P>Identification mark: B,C,E,F<BR>Cam height			35.20 (1.3858)		34.70 (1.3661)<P><BR>Exhaust<BR>Identification mark: A	<BR>Cam height			35.20 (1.3858)		34.70 (1.3661)<BR>Identification mark: C<BR>Cam height			35.49 (1.3972)		34.99 (1.3776)<BR>Identification mark E,F<BR>Cam height			35.91 (1.3744)		34.41 (1.3547)<P><BR>Some interesting info to pass along from the NW-DSM group.<P>Mark Rieb<BR>||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||03-31-2002||01:15 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||where are the cams marked, and how?(cast or punched?)  ||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000003||1101||03-31-2002||01:38 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Punched really really small right on the end rim away from the sproket side.||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||04-09-2002||10:46 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||can you see the letter with the sprocket still on?  i looked and looked, but i dont see it.  us orientals, or asians, or whatever i am, got real weak eyes.  and i quit eating carrots cause of all the dead rabbits i see on the road.  fi carrots dont help them, they aint gonna help me.  go ahead rob, jump in.||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000005||1101||04-09-2002||12:56 PM||karns10@attbi.com||It is not on the sprocket side. You may be able to see it if you take the cam sensor off. Not sure about that however.||12.235.102.34||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000563.cgi
A||||2||blytz||Gauge Light tap?||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||03-30-2002||11:36 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I got my Boost guage today, and after attempting to tap into several spots, and searching the archives, I'm about to give up on the light, and just hook it to a 12v source.<P>Where the heck can you hook it up? I tried the radio connectors, the Dimmer switch, and a bulb pigtail in the heating controls. The all only seem to cause the light to come on, but not dim it.<P>Thanks in advance!||66.168.100.68||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||03-31-2002||02:17 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Connect it to the dimmer switch. I spliced a length of wire to all three wires connected to the dimmer switch and then touched the wires to the gauge wires in different ways to figure out the right combo. At one point when I dimmed my dash lights the gauge light would get brighter. It was a learning experience but I figured it out. After the right combination I disconnected the third splice that isn't used. If you have a testlight it will be much easier. I didn't have one and it was too late to buy one. Good luck.<P>Mark<BR>1051||64.12.103.39||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||03-31-2002||10:14 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Thanks Mark,<P>I realized last light that the light setup actually dims the ground not the positive, so I'm gonne try to simply tap in the ground and use the existing Positive I've run for my O2 sensor!<P>Thanks!||66.168.100.68||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000564.cgi
A||||10||Ash||After IC install Q's - MAS screw||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||04-01-2002||02:50 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hi all,  <BR>After flogging the bejesus out of my car for the last few days (otherwise known as driving how I always do   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> ) I have noticed a few things.   Whislt I had the car in bits, I had screwed the MAS screw almost all the way out.  The car ran fine but I got some weird O2 readings, .85@wot when prior I had always got .92@wot (both @ ~15psi).  This worried me (lean and go boom) so I screwed it back in and now I nasty fuel cut all the time at as low as 4500rpm.  I am thinking that the positioning of the O2 sensor on my home made O2 eliminator may be causing the readings to be low. (You can see the positioning here - <A HREF="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/" TARGET=_blank>http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/</A>  on the 10th pic down - the larger nut, smaller nut is for egt probe)  Basically I would like to know if screwing the MAS screw back flush will make the car run too lean.  The car has a full 3" exhaust, 2.5" cooler piping, rewired stock pump and stock sad ass turbo.  any Ideas or extra Q's.<BR>This following recons fuel cut is due to too rich of a mixture <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/JFM/MAF_Mod.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/JFM/MAF_Mod.html</A> <p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 04-01-2002).]||203.21.225.218||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||04-01-2002||03:32 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Just to add...    I'm too bloody impatient and have already backed it out.  Ill post how it goes and check for your ideas later.  Pls dont hesitate to post your thoughts.||203.21.225.218||reg||1
Z||000002||LunarShadow||04-01-2002||11:35 PM||ahagopia@bellsouth.net||Yes, backing the screw out will cause the car to run more lean.  If that is all you did, and you are not running more than 15psi or so on the 14b, I wouldn't worry too much.  An AFC or some other form of fuel control might be needed though.  O2 voltages alone will only give part of the picture.  An EGT gauge would be a good addition. <P>It does not suprise me at all that you get fuel cut with those mods.  The lower half of my MASS is hollowed out completely.  Idle is not the best, but I don't get fuel cut anymore ( I do have an AFC,  660's, an EGT gauge, an O2 gauge, walbro 255, and an adjustable fuel pressure regulator).||172.162.79.71||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||04-02-2002||05:36 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I have an EGT but as 2g manifolds don't exist here, I wasn't game to tap in runner #1 and crack the stocker so I put it down next to the O2 sensor in the new dump pipe I made.  Hence I dont really trust EGT's either.||203.21.225.45||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||04-04-2002||07:39 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Well, after a bit of testing with the screw all the way out, I think the car is stable now.  I'm getting EGT's of 750DegC at the end of a 0-170km/h run (0-106mph~ish) and O2's of 0.88v.  I read a few FAQ's that stated downpipe/O2 housing EGT's should be about 750DegC MAX so all seems well.  The car used to be flat above 150km/h but now it pulls happily to 170km/r.  Hopefully I can take it to the strip on the weekend and find out what difference it really makes.<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 04-04-2002).]||203.21.226.132||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||04-05-2002||11:07 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have had similar wows (see my tuning an AFC thread, which needs updating now I know). I have seen EGTS of 900C and still have back smoke (rich) belching out my tail pipe. At that boost level the cars knock is high though. I have the car set at 14psi for now and still it belches black smoke but the knock is under control. My O2 has never been above .82v though, even at 8psi. I am replacing the O2 this weekend (Finally!). I moved my batt to the trunk and think I may be getting a bad ground on the engine that is contributing to my low O2 V. <P>FYI, RoadRace Engineering says 900C is the limit, not 750c???  <P>I was also playing with the FP. I have concluded that my fuel pump (Extreme's high end pump from a year ago) does not flow enough. Fuel pressure is set to 57psi base. As I do a run I notice my fp does not rise 1psi per psi of boost all the way to redline. It starts to taper off after 65psi. In looking at pumps the one from DDP should allow me to run 60psi base and 17 psi as it will flow enough for my stock injectors at that boost level. Check you pump, that will REALLY help and not all pumps are created equally.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I will stop rambling now....  <BR>||205.166.229.121||reg||1
Z||000006||JonGVR4||04-05-2002||12:07 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B><BR>I was also playing with the FP. I have concluded that my fuel pump (Extreme's high end pump from a year ago) does not flow enough. Fuel pressure is set to 57psi base. As I do a run I notice my fp does not rise 1psi per psi of boost all the way to redline. It starts to taper off after 65psi. In looking at pumps the one from DDP should allow me to run 60psi base and 17 psi as it will flow enough for my stock injectors at that boost level.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Two questions for you:  <BR>1.  What fuel pressure gauge are you using?<BR>2.  Why do you want to run such high fuel pressure?  Stock is 37 psi.  60 psi base fuel pressure is a lot of fuel.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||turbowop||04-05-2002||07:17 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I think the egt limit of 900 degrees C is for when the probe is mounted in the manifold. Ash's is mounted in the o2 housing, so 750 sounds more reasonable. Now, if he were getting 900 degrees in the o2 housing I think he would have something to worry about.<P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 04-05-2002).]||205.188.201.213||reg||1
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||04-05-2002||07:32 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Jon, <BR>1) I use <A HREF="http://www.spatechnique.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.spatechnique.com/</A>  gauges, for FP I use the FP/Volt Gauge. Great stuff! <BR>2)I am running stock injectors for now and wanted to get as much from them as possible. I have about the same setup as Turbo Mag does not (I have a Frank Jr, extreme pump and the stock MAS though). I can not go over 14psi without knock numbers over 25 so I am having a ahrd time believing the mag since they seem to not have increased the FP much. ||205.166.229.92||reg||1
Z||000009||Ash||04-06-2002||11:51 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I went to the strip last night and got a best time of 14.01@98mph.  Anyway, a guy there had a Datsun 1600 with a Z18et in it with an oversize turbo, fromt mount etc.  What he was using for injectors were STOCK BLUE VR4 450cc injectors set to 60psi base pressure!  It worked well for him, but I thought that the 60psi + 25psi boost would have screwed him?  A total of 85psi?  The car ran way rich and bloody hammered.||203.21.226.172||reg||1
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||04-07-2002||08:34 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Congrats Ash! <P><BR>Mark, mine is in the manifold, runner #1 right where everyone (including rRE) says to put it. I just changed my O2 and was returning my AFC....my EGTS never got above 800C. Seems if I let it go over 800 I can feel the timing being pulled out. <BR>||64.81.58.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000565.cgi
A||||6||suprflewus||carbon fiber hood group buy/pre-order FINALLY!||||14||
Z||000000||suprflewus||04-02-2002||12:13 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||well...after years of hearing about a carbon fiber hood group buy, and still having no hood, i decided to do something about it....<BR>I am now taking pre-orders for carbon fiber hoods!<P>What i learned about most carbon fiber hoods out there on the market is that they are as heavy as similar fiberglass hoods due to the amount of gel coat that mass production shops use, or, the hoods use more fiberglass than carbon and still call them carbon fiber hoods! this is also why you see very low prices on some of these hoods......my friends carbon fiber talon hood weighs 18 lbs which doesnt make it worth it in my mind.<P>my reason for a carbon fiber hood is to reduce weight, and this is what i will be selling - a true carbon fiber hood, using race car technology, built by a shop which <BR>makes carbon parts for race cars.<P>This hood will weigh ~7 lbs but will be rigid as all hell since it will be a honeycomb sandwich style.<BR>the hoods will not have to be painted (unless you choose to) and will have an ultra shiny finish (you will basically be able to see your reflection in these things) The hoods will have a sprayed on clearcoat to protect from resin fade/uv rays/elements etc.<P>currently the plan is for one set of locking hoods pins and one set of standard hood pins to keep the hood down, and to keep costs down....but there still is talk of using factory mount points in the rear.  One problem with a hood this light is that when it is up, it acts like a sail....so there is alot of stress on it when it is up using the factory rear mount points...plus...carbon is not steel, and no matter how it is mounted, it will wear after awhile...only one style will be made though, so this is one issue that still needs to be resolved - some feedback for or against factory rear <BR>mounting points is appreciated....<P>there is also talk of carbon fiber evo style vents, but again, only one style will be made, and cost will go up if this is done....i feel that if someone wants evo vents that they should add them later on their own....since not everyone wants vents which allow water into the engine bay (factory evo vents may have a system to vent water away from critical engione parts, but i only have fiberglass evo copy vents, and if molded into the hood, would allow water to run onto the valve cover)<P>if this group buy falls through then i will look into having some fiberglass hoods made with special features (my #1 goal is weight savings, but if i cant get great weight savings, then i am going to look into fiberglass w/ some nice features like reinforced rear mounting points, a center cowl and provisions for evo vents,and an air induction cowl a la lancer evo hood)<P>basically to do this project, i need 10 people that want a hood of this nature.  this would put the hoods at $700 which i think is an awesome price for this technology. The mold for this hood will be done on a CNC machine!! I seriously doubt that there would be any street cars in the country with a hood as strong, light, or as good looking as this hood will be.<BR>  <BR>i hope there are 9 other people as excited about this opportunity as i am......if there are more people the price will continue to go down......<BR>email me if you would like to pre-order one, or reply on the list...<BR>thanks<BR>dale<BR>suprflewus@aol.com<BR>||152.163.207.196||reg||14
Z||000001||Pappy||04-02-2002||12:28 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'd love to get in on that, but it's too pricey for me, sorry.||155.33.74.135||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||04-02-2002||12:57 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Interested but what is the time frame from pre-order&gt;order&gt;purchase&gt;ship?<BR>Also why not vents like the Galant rally car since those may be smaller but are better suited to the cars FMIC.<P>||63.232.192.39||reg||1
Z||000003||7541000||04-02-2002||01:33 PM||||"""then i am going to look into fiberglass w/ some nice features like reinforced rear mounting points, a center cowl and provisions for evo vents,and an air induction cowl a la lancer evo hood)"""<P>not to take away from your intentions but a hood like this gets me excited and the price should be half as much - if its somewhat rienforced in critical spots then the thinner the better but thats left to argue.||12.78.144.105||reg||1
Z||000004||suprflewus||04-02-2002||07:02 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||im not to sure on the current time frame from pre-orders to ship date, but i can check with the shop and get back to you with an estimate.<P>a fiberglass hood with a cowl type setup and hood vents is still an interesting concept, but i dont think it will be overly light if its rigid.....<P>dale||64.12.101.172||reg||1
Z||000005||DarkDevilMMM||04-02-2002||09:08 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||hmm... I have been looking for carbon fiber hood for a long time already, but just as someone said up there, $700 is kind of steep, half of that would be perfect, although half isn't "cheap" already, having vents or not doesn't appeal me, have it I would like to pay more, but if u don't, I wouldn't attack u for that, this is a good idea, but hope u can think of a way to take the cost down, it's a 11+ year car already, I don't think a lot of ppl would spend quite a lot of money on the outside, most ppl would like to spend on performance more, just my thought...||63.204.75.87||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||04-02-2002||10:15 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||You might want to talk to Importfan.com<BR>There are some other people wanting them to do it. I MIGHT be in if the price was lower<BR>Zach||216.51.106.193||reg||1
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A||||26||HKS VR-4||FRONT ROTORS!!!||||1||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||04-04-2002||07:39 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I need some front rotors bad!!! I was wondering if you guys can direct me to to sites, model #'s of where I can order a pair. I checked the local shops and they wanted around $80 just for OEM replacements. I figure there has to be some better deals with performance rotors right??? I mean, if OEM blanks are going to cost that much...I can look into slotted or x-drilled. ||64.168.13.123||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||04-04-2002||07:43 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Why do you want xdrilled or slotted? Look around, and almost everywhere you find will show that the decrease the effectiveness of braking, do to less mass and area to absorb heat. Slotted are good to prevent pad glazing, but just get good pads. Drilling significantly increases the chance of cracking a rotor....||24.159.62.33||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||04-04-2002||07:46 PM||lear133@hotmail.com||Mofugas now sells KVR blanks for the same price as slotted.  Rob told me that KVR hiked their prices up on the blanks (used to be $60 last fall).  The fronts are now $100 a piece.  $80 is not too bad of a price, but there's a local place here in indy that had some OEM for $68 I think.  <A HREF="http://www.intlpartsstore.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.intlpartsstore.com</A>   Give them a call and see if they still sell them for cheap.  If KVR hiked their prices, other compainies may have too??<p>[This message has been edited by Dan D (edited 04-04-2002).]||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000003||blytz||04-04-2002||07:56 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Dan, sorry to break off subject, but how long have you had your VR-4 in Indy? I lived up there for 2-3 years and never saw one....<P>My parents still live up there. You ever go to the Truck/Import show? I might be going this year again...||24.159.62.33||reg||1
Z||000004||HKS VR-4||04-04-2002||08:00 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blytz:<BR><B>Why do you want xdrilled or slotted? Look around, and almost everywhere you find will show that the decrease the effectiveness of braking, do to less mass and area to absorb heat. Slotted are good to prevent pad glazing, but just get good pads. Drilling significantly increases the chance of cracking a rotor....</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yea, you're right....just thought it nice to have since OEM blanks are the same price.<BR>||64.165.69.178||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||04-04-2002||08:07 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||call star auto parts in san bernardino california.  if you need the number let me know.  i buy a lot of parts from them and they are all of good quality. their prices are the lowest. $18 each for the oem front rotors.||138.23.82.219||reg||1
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||04-04-2002||08:09 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by beavis:<BR><B>call star auto parts in san bernardino california.  if you need the number let me know.  i buy a lot of parts from them and they are all of good quality. their prices are the lowest. $18 each for the oem front rotors.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Can you give me the number?!?....$18 each for front rotors, I'm on it!!!<BR>Just to double check, they are for the 91 GVR4???...not the regular galant.<P><BR>||64.165.69.178||reg||1
Z||000007||beavis||04-04-2002||08:36 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i'll post the number when i get home from school tonight.  they are the correct rotors.  i know their rotors are of good quality because i replaced all four on my wifes gsx.  i will be picking up a set from them for my galant soon.  i'll try to call them tomorow to make sure nobody has any problems with getting the wrong parts.||138.23.82.219||reg||1
Z||000008||Dan D||04-04-2002||08:40 PM||lear133@hotmail.com||I've been in indy off and on since '99.  Got the car in '98 in evansville.  There's 5 or 6 of us around the area here that I know with GVR4s, but I rarely run into any of them by chance.  I think I've seen two others on the road who's driver's I didn't know.  One 60ish year old woman and one 30-40ish woman.||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000009||Dan D||04-04-2002||08:42 PM||lear133@hotmail.com||Holy Crap! $18!!!  I need some new rear ones soon, so i'll be waiting for that phn # as well.||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000010||7541000||04-04-2002||09:44 PM||||would you mine if i used the # as well, ive noticed such a large diff. in pricing and im trying to stay away from slotted or drilled, are OEM not raybestos? j/w i got a price on them for 68$ for the rear and 120 from satan??? what gives? could use the money considering im looking at a rear caliper failure <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> anyone had experience with this?||12.78.143.180||reg||1
Z||000011||HKS VR-4||04-04-2002||09:44 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Hell, I might as well just change all four instead of just the fronts while I'm at it!!!||63.205.11.135||reg||14
Z||000012||suprflewus||04-05-2002||12:09 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||dan,<BR>email me offlist  -  suprflewus@aol.com<P>i need to ask if you can help me out with something.....i tried your leer email address but it denied it....<P>thanks<BR>dale||152.163.206.187||reg||1
Z||000013||1101||04-05-2002||07:49 PM||karns10@attbi.com||I looked them up.<P>Here is the link for star auto parts in san bernardino california:<BR> <A HREF="http://alliance.know-where.com/allianceparts/cgi/site?site=20023&address=" TARGET=_blank>http://alliance.know-where.com/allianceparts/cgi/site?site=20023&address=</A> <P>The $18.84 price is for the NT Galant. VR4s run $22.28@ with $14.00 S and H to N. Calif.<BR>They call their rotors OER I aked what that stood for and they said original equipment rotors.<P>If someone gets them, please report on the quality, seems almost too good to be true and you know what the saying is.<P>Ward    ||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000014||DeanCouchey||04-06-2002||10:29 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I got Knoor rotors for the fornt for 50 bucks each shipped over night. And they seem fine so I dont see why those other ones would be bad.||64.246.132.98||reg||1
Z||000015||7541000||04-06-2002||03:50 PM||||so Beavis ehehe eheh...you recomend these guys? smells kind of fishy on the phone but they confirmed a 90 day warrenty and that is the brand name OE Replacement rotors.||12.78.144.92||reg||1
Z||000016||beavis||04-07-2002||01:38 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i wouldn't recommend them if i didn't use them.  like i said, their brakes are on all four corners of my wife's gsx.  i drove that car so hard the pads caught on fire and the rotors didn't warp or crack.  does that smell fishy?  i don't think so.  if you doubt my credentials check out the talon i built for widget.  <A HREF="http://www.widgetracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.widgetracing.com</A>  that car also runs star rotors.  they are inexpensive, but they are not cheap in my opinion.  star is the same company that supplies kragen, autozone, and other stores.  if anybody's still interested the number is 909-885-2886.  when you call, tell them somewhere else has the rotors for the same price <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  this way you can get a lifetime warranty.||205.188.200.190||reg||1
Z||000017||7541000||04-07-2002||04:23 PM||||now there telling me they only got the fronts and they dont ship...thanks anyhow beavis.||12.78.142.46||reg||1
Z||000018||HKS VR-4||04-08-2002||05:59 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||They don't ship????!!!!??? WTF????....Are you sure???...<BR>...beavis: any insight???||12.81.87.98||reg||1
Z||000019||beavis||04-08-2002||07:26 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||if somebody needs them, but star won't ship maybe i can pick them up and ship them through ups.  i only ship through ups(i work there)  email me and give me your phone number so i can discuss it with anybody who is interested.  i'm pretty sure i know where the back rotors can be found for cheap also.||64.12.105.166||reg||1
Z||000020||HKS VR-4||04-09-2002||03:34 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by beavis:<BR><B>if somebody needs them, but star won't ship maybe i can pick them up and ship them through ups.  i only ship through ups(i work there)  email me and give me your phone number so i can discuss it with anybody who is interested.  i'm pretty sure i know where the back rotors can be found for cheap also.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hey, that sounds good!!! Call me up at (925) 286 2446. I need those front rotors ASAP!!!<BR>THANKS<P>||12.81.77.209||reg||14
Z||000021||beavis||04-16-2002||07:54 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i went to star and verified they do have the correct rotors in stock (26 sets)  the problem is they won't ship.  i would be happy to ship some out to people that are in need.  the rotors are 23.00 a piece plus shipping and handling. call me after monday the 22? to set something up. shipping wiil depend on your zip code, handling will be whatever it costs me to package the rotors into a single box.  Probably 5 bucks. 909-824-2869<p>[This message has been edited by beavis (edited 04-16-2002).]||138.23.82.41||reg||1
Z||000022||HKS VR-4||04-16-2002||10:16 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by beavis:<BR><B>i went to star and verified they do have the correct rotors in stock (26 sets)  the problem is they won't ship.  i would be happy to ship some out to people that are in need.  the rotors are 23.00 a piece plus shipping and handling. call me after monday the 22? to set something up. shipping wiil depend on your zip code, handling will be whatever it costs me to package the rotors into a single box.  Probably 5 bucks. 909-824-2869<P>[This message has been edited by beavis (edited 04-16-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Count me in!!!<P>||12.232.226.225||reg||1
Z||000023||Kibo||06-02-2002||04:40 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Darnit--I just bought front rotors!  I guess I never saw this thread...&lt;sigh&gt;<P>I could still use some new rear rotors, though.  Beavis, could you check into whether rear rotors are available, as well as price?  It would be much appreciated...<P>Thanks,<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||209.254.34.12||reg||5
Z||000024||DarkDevilMMM||06-02-2002||02:16 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||they don't have the rear ones? my rear ones is totaly scratched by me by my laziness, i need them too, but my front ones are still in good shape... I was thinking to get slotted/x-drilled too, is them really not good? <P>hey HKS-vr4 good luck on finals, I am busy as hell these days, good that my finals are on 8, 10 and 11, then I can be chilling, finally have time to work on my car, anyways, good luck!||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000025||Ant||06-02-2002||10:28 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Beavis, <BR>Would you still be willing to pick up rotors and ship them out to New Jersey? <P>email: akhiami@stevens-tech.edu<P>Ant||67.82.201.102||reg||1
Z||000026||DSMGVR4||06-05-2002||01:07 AM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Hi Ant, I'm also from NJ..central NJ. I'm in need of some front rotors myself. If you find a place local in NJ for a decent price, please let me know.. My e-mail is DSMGVR4@aol.com thanks! John||205.188.200.192||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000567.cgi
A||||4||1quickvr4|| Need W.I. Parts list||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||04-05-2002||10:42 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Im sure I need water injection on my car, Does any body have a complete parts list? Kenn please help, I searched and could not find what I was looking for........Thanx<BR>Zach||216.51.107.229||reg||1
Z||000001||BluFalcon||04-06-2002||02:30 AM||muttski@gte.net||I thought you were selling your car?  Or is this for whatever you end up with next?  Just curious...||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||04-06-2002||07:53 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I still might be, Were still deciding on price and if he gets the 550s or not. I already found another running one anyway, The reason I want to do another one is becouse I want to go balls out with it. But Im gonna need water Injection either way. Ed, I will try and get you a price soon on a JDM if you want it.<BR>Zach||216.51.106.17||reg||1
Z||000003||bob in chicago||04-06-2002||07:53 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Check out: <A HREF="http://members.aol.com/raydorman/" TARGET=_blank>http://members.aol.com/raydorman/</A> ||216.65.170.156||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||04-06-2002||08:33 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||go to the vfaq's on the club dsm site.  there are 2 excellent articles, with complete listing of parts.  i mean REALLY complete||4.35.74.104||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000568.cgi
A||||2||gvr4#169||part numbers||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4#169||04-06-2002||11:19 AM||boostedgalant@aol.com||Does anyone know if the part numbers are the same for shifter cables for the regular galant and the vr4?  I can get the regular cables at a local junk yard, but the vr4 ones I can only find from mitsu for $180 each.<P>Thanks in advance,<BR>Shane||152.163.197.183||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||04-06-2002||01:10 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||MB659306 is the part number for the cable set, it is the same on all galants, as long as it is the same year.  watch out for early cars, they have a different one.  or, if you can find a galant gsx, it is same on all years.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4#169||04-06-2002||01:24 PM||boostedgalant@aol.com||Thanks alot Ken.  ||205.188.195.58||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000569.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||symborski shift kit||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||04-06-2002||01:21 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i just installed this today, it makes the shifting like my old bmw.  i recommend it highly.  only cost 42 bucks delivered(slightly higher to hawaii and alaska) and takes about an hour to install.  if you do get this kit, i recommend you also change out all of the bushing in the shift lever itself.  you will have to pull the console, which really aint that bad.<BR>additional bushings you will need:<BR>MB580253(4) 5.32ea<BR>MB367320(2)  .72 ea<BR>MB307949(1)  .47 ea<P>if you have the mofugas short shifter, now would be the time to insall it, and it has different bushings in the kit, so you dont need the extra new mitsu bushings.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000001||bomberbboy||04-06-2002||09:35 PM||bomberbboy28@yahoo.com||and where can we order this kit from?||64.167.150.222||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||04-06-2002||10:15 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com|| <A HREF="http://www.machv.com" TARGET=_blank>www.machv.com</A> ||24.159.62.33||reg||1
Z||000003||7541000||04-06-2002||11:36 PM||||any galants in hawaii or alaska? <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.78.145.197||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000570.cgi
A||||5||beavis||3 bolt lsd||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||04-07-2002||01:51 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i might install a 3 bolt lsd out of a 1990 gsx in my car.  anybody swapped the rear before?  any suggestions?  i know the 4 bolt is the preferred swap, but this 3 bolt is free.  ||205.188.200.190||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||04-07-2002||05:27 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||it'll be practically the same as the vfaq for a 4bolt, but you'll also have to lose the 4WS, plug the lines as well.||64.194.28.233||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||04-08-2002||09:08 AM||jon@jgronline.com||You don't have to change the axle cups.<P>You will have to use two new axles with the LSD 3 bolt rear end.  The two axles you have now are the wrong length for the LSD rear diff.  <P>Plus, you'll have to plug the lines for the AWS or have someone like Scott Evans put the gear in the 3 bolt rear end for the AWS.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||04-18-2002||06:11 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Is the gear ratio the same? I was wanting to do this as my rear end makes funny noises (rumbles on decel only, and clunks as I roll backwards sometimes). I figure the cost side of the gears is shot, maybe some bearing too. Under accel all is fine though. Anyway, I was thinking of doing this but I seem to remeber needing to convert to the 4 bolt because of the gear ratios being different? ||205.166.229.91||reg||1
Z||000004||beavis||04-18-2002||07:30 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i'll be using the trans, transfer case, and 3bolt lsd out of the same car, so if the ratio's are different betwwen the gsx and galant i shouldn't have any problems.||138.23.82.219||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||04-18-2002||09:37 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Then you are cool. Except you will be getting the shorter gears of the TEL. May guys, as they add power in TEL's move to Galant gear as they are taller. Once you turn the wick up on these cars a little the TEL gears are way too short, esp first gear. Check out <A HREF="http://www.teamrip.com" TARGET=_blank>www.teamrip.com</A>  for their gear sets, they give th different ratio's there. Good luck, sounds like fun! Oh, if you want to keep the 4WS you should be able to have the ring/pinion swapped into your galant diff from the TEL diff. Just a thought.||205.166.229.91||reg||1
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A||||12||Duc Hunter||Batt Ground and EGT tuning questions (quickie)||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||04-07-2002||08:57 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I just replaced my O2 because I was getting low readings (.82v at WOT). Well the new one is reading the same which leads me to believe my ground in my trunk (trunk mt batt) is not a good one. Currently I am grounded to the right rear trunk lid bolt.....any other suggestions folks? May be that gold bolt on the trunk floor, right side, right in front of the tail lights?<P>Since my O2 reads low I am having trouble tuning with my EGT alone. My sensor is mounted in the manifold. RRE says 900C is where knock starts but I seem to see it lower. Can anyone with a good O2 (that reads the .92-.96v) tell me what their EGT is at the setting? I whack my car and watch the gauge as I accelerate. There are not dips and it climb slowly from around 670c cruising to about 780C at redline. <P>Thanks folks!<BR>||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||04-07-2002||09:38 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I've grounded mine to the bumper bracket hole. Its the one you are talking about. where the black bracket is.<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 04-07-2002).]||206.252.171.239||reg||1
Z||000002||suprflewus||04-07-2002||11:54 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i think your battery is grounded to one of the bumper brackets as well..<BR>i am pretty sure that is not a good ground point.  I would re-ground it to one of the shock tower bolts and see how things change...<P>dale||205.188.197.37||reg||1
Z||000003||turbowop||04-08-2002||12:54 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||On RRE's site it says that you want o2 voltage to be at .88 on 1g cars. That is where mine is at on my newly installed jumptronix. Should it be higher? I have a TRE 16g running 11psi(stock) of boost. I am rewiring the fuel pump next weekend. <P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||04-08-2002||01:29 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||suprflewus, just curious as to why that isnt a good grounding point. It is after all the frame. I've had good luck with it in the past on my 88 but havent got my 91 on the road yet. But I've had everything hooked up & havent had a ground problem yet.<BR>||206.252.171.230||reg||1
Z||000005||bob in chicago||04-08-2002||08:48 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I get 1540 degrees farenheit peaks at 20psi. boost from my EGT mounted in #1 exhaust manifold runner. The O2 volts range .90 to.96 on my Jumptronix meter.  My O2 sensor is original (156K miles.) I'm running a Blaha MAS, 16G with 3" turbo back exhaust system, larger fuel pump, 450cc injestors and HKS F-con fuel computer.  I stopped looking at the O2 voltage once I installed the EGT meter. ||216.65.161.25||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||04-08-2002||02:16 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Should I just go by the egt readings and not worry so much about somewhat lower o2 readings. My o2 sensor is only about 5000 miles old. I just installed an autometer egt gauge with a westach probe over the weekend.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||04-08-2002||03:57 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Mark, I was having the same questions. I would say tune to EGT and knock. The idea is as lean as you can go with no knock. The reality is taht if you ahve enough fuel for the level of boost youy are running you will not ahve knock, to little fuel will give you knock. Where does it say .88v is good on RRE's site???? <P>1540F = 838C.......sounds about right to me. My sensor is in about the same spot. What happens when you wack it from mid range...like say thrid gear/3000 rpm and stand on it.....what does the EGT do? Does it jump to about 1500 or does it rise slowly? Last thing, what is your EGT at cruise (5th gear/65mph)?  <P> <p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 04-08-2002).]||205.166.229.133||reg||1
Z||000008||turbowop||04-08-2002||04:08 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Duc,<P>Under RRE's instructions for installing the Jumptronix gauge it says what voltage you should read. The directions that came with the gauge also said this.<P>I can't tune for knock as I don't have a datalogger. (yet) <P>When I go for a good long pull at 13 psi egt's slowly climb to about 1500 at almost redline. I can't believe the difference between 11(stock) and 13 psi. I'll keep it there until I get a better pump in a couple of weeks. When cruising egt temps show about 1300 to 1350. The gauge/probe combo is very responsive.||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000009||suprflewus||04-08-2002||05:37 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i wouldnt recommend the bumper bolt grounding point from personal experience and from the advice of some other 'battery in the back' guys.  I was getting some weird electrical problems w/ my car until i moved the grounding location.  I think nate pharr had the same thing happen....<P>dale||64.12.101.176||reg||1
Z||000010||bob in chicago||04-08-2002||06:30 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||My O2 sensor readings are probably off from RRE/Jumptronix specs, since it's mounted about 6" lower than stock in my 3" Hahn "Eliminator" downpipe (named so because it eliminates the O2 housing.) <BR>I see 1450-1475deg. F on EGT when cruising at 70-75mph. I've run about 40K trouble-free miles with Blaha MAS, HKS F-Con, doing 18-20psi boost peaks and seeing these numbers.  I'll be at Gingerman road course for another track day, April 20th. Next, waiting until I can get TRE's Masc and install my 550cc injectors...<BR>||24.148.46.156||reg||1
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||04-10-2002||12:23 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I have the battery in the trunk, ground attached to one of the shock tower studs.  My O2 voltage is exactly the same (.78) at WOT as it was when I had the battery up front.  FWIW, I have a huge ground strap on the downpipe, and two extra engine grounds.  <P>EGT's are fine, never higher than 1550 at WOT, and I get 0 knock.  My O2 values are useless...||4.35.131.5||reg||1
Z||000012||Duc Hunter||04-10-2002||01:07 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Made some runs tonight..........700C EGT at 70mph/5th gear ...... 800-820C at Redline/WOT .......@14psi...... 13 knock was the highest.....timing 18-22 degrees through-out run.......O2 .82v ....same ground! So I am going to say screw the O2! <P>Took me long enough, huh guys?    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Now I want a bigger fuel pump to replace my walbro crap unit so I can run MORE BOOST! <p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 04-10-2002).]||64.81.58.95||reg||1
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A||N||4||Ferrari F50 GT||HKS FCD||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||04-08-2002||02:25 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Does anybody on the board have one of these?  I was thinking about getting one, but I just need some input or advice on the FCD.||63.227.46.230||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||04-08-2002||02:26 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Don't get it.  HKS designed that to be used with the FCON.  Without the FCON, you will be running too lean on top.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||04-08-2002||02:32 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Thanks Jon!||63.227.46.230||reg||1
Z||000003||mdpvr4||04-09-2002||01:45 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||the hks fcd sucks ass!   hows the car running ian. let me know if you need any parts before they take her away||152.163.194.208||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||04-09-2002||05:16 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||It is actually running better than it was before.  I still have the torque loss at lower RPM's, and the occasional deal where you accelarte, but the car doesn't.  My timing is till a little off.  So I am going to time it this weekend.  I hope that nothing is wrong with my fuel delivery.  I'll give you a call and keep you posted.||63.227.46.230||reg||1
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A||||10||karl_kininmonth||Evo6 pistons in VR4 valve clearance?||||1||
Z||000000||karl_kininmonth||04-08-2002||08:01 PM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||Gidday,<P>I've just purchased evo6 pistons which i'm having put into my vr4 engine (JDM) as we speak however i'm told that there is insufficient valve clearance (exh side i think).<P>i've had two options put to me<P>1. spin them 180' so that the deeper grooves are below the exh valves as the intake valves need less clearance (or that could be vise versa) the pistons have deeper grooves on one side than the other.<P>2. machine out the grooves more.<P><BR>bah!!!! any ideas guys! the engine place want start building my engine till i give them a decision! cheers<BR>karl<P>thanks<BR>||130.217.76.32||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||04-08-2002||09:19 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Why evo6 pistons?  Just wondering becouse they might be completly diffrent becouse after the EVO3s the flopped the motor the other way and that might be very diffrent. IF you want to you can check out the evo3 pistons at turbotrix.com. Also you might have to machine your rods.........<BR>Zach||216.50.152.209||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||04-09-2002||12:31 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I wouldn't think the Evo 6 pistons would work, even if you did spin them around.  Ever look closely at a stock piston?  Notice how the pin holes aren't dead center?  If you rotate them 180 deg, you reverse the rod/piston angle and change piston accel/decel points.  <P>If you spin them, I don't even want to guess what might happen.  If you machine them, you machine away the factory heat reflective coating.  I'd go with choice number 3, use earlier Evo pistons that were meant to be used in this engine configuration.  ||4.35.131.5||reg||1
Z||000003||karl_kininmonth||04-09-2002||02:24 AM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||Cheers for the replies guys. Well ralliart got back to me and they recommend machine-in out the exhaust side indents. Yep rotating would make a mess of em all. <P>over here in NZ we get the pistons for $120 per piston (about $55 us dollers) and since they are squeeze casted are an excellent low budget piston which is still alot stronger than the factory ones. They do work, ralliart sell more e6 pistons to vr4 owners then they do to evo owners.<P>regards<BR>karl||130.217.76.32||reg||1
Z||000004||1101||04-10-2002||01:49 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Karl,<P>That is interesting info that the pistons are squeeze cast. Would you mind sharing some other info on the install?<P>Are the piston to cylinder clearances the same as the original cast pistons?<P>What is the CR you are going to end up with on these pistons?<P>What machineing did you do to get them to fit. Machine the rod ends I suppose, how much was taken off the exhaust indents?<P>Can you hook us up in the states with a source for these pistons? <P>Thanks,<BR>Ward  ||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000005||Nate||04-10-2002||11:41 PM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||I have a set of Evo IV pistons in my White Car.  I did notice about the pin being offset, but I haven't had any problems with them yet, and there are about 16K miles on the motor so far.  It survived the dyno this past weekend with a fair amount of detonation during the pulls and almost cracked the 400 mark, so they can't be doing too badly.<BR>     As for whether I'd do them again, probably not.  The 3 tenths you gain in compression in comparison with regular old 95 pistons probably isn't worth finding the Evo-specific pistons.  I just used them since a friend had them sitting there when I rebuilt the White Car's engine last fall, and wanted to see if they'd work or not.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||1101||04-11-2002||01:08 AM||karns10@attbi.com||I am confused. Are evo IV and evo VI pistons the same, is it a typo, or are you using different pistons?<P>Ward ||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||04-11-2002||07:26 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||They are both from the new type of 4G63 that spins the other way.||203.21.226.57||reg||1
Z||000008||Nate||04-11-2002||07:42 AM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||I'm using pistons from an Evo 4.  They're talking about Evo 6 pistons, but they sit in the blocks the same way.||208.247.212.125||reg||1
Z||000009||karl_kininmonth||04-11-2002||10:34 PM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||Hi 1101 (ward)<P>Evo 4 pistons ARE NOT as strong as EVo6 pistons and as far as I know arnt squeeze  casted. However yes they do sit the same.<P>VR4 pistons cost MORE than evo6 pistons here in NZ ! and are a fair bit weaker - hence I purchased these pistons, I would have gone full forged like je's ect but i didnt think i would need to go to that extreme just yet (too bad today i just bought a brand new 25g/TD06  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">)))))))))))))). <P>I'll get back to you about all the technical details once the shop has machined ema nd put them in.  <P>I'd be more than happy to source evo6 pistons for you if you ever want them. Are they much more expensive in the US?<P>I needed to rebuild my engine cos i blew the rings and piston was awefully worn/crkd....evo6 pistons were cheaper and stronger than vr4 items off the shelf.<P>karl<P>ps...how much do 650 cc 750cc injectors go for in the states?||130.217.76.32||reg||1
Z||000010||1101||04-12-2002||01:55 AM||karns10@attbi.com||NDs about $450 USD and lucas about $350 USD.||12.235.102.34||reg||1
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A||||2||SPEEDFIEND||Galant  5 lug swap||||1||
Z||000000||SPEEDFIEND||04-09-2002||04:21 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I was wondering what the real advantage was for this mod?  I have the chance to get a 91' Talon TSI/AWD for parts.  Thanks, Kris  ||67.208.122.212||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||04-09-2002||04:49 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||for most people the reason is that there is a wider variety of rims available for the 5 lug pattern||138.23.114.162||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||04-09-2002||09:05 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I did it for the rim selection plus the better brakes. E-mail me & i'll give you the GOOD parts list. You do not need the front brakes off of the t/e/l's||63.52.151.31||reg||1
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A||||7||Nate||Dyno day for anyone in the Philly area||||1||
Z||000000||Nate||04-10-2002||08:33 AM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||Hi guys.  Josh and I are thinking of doing a dyno day at a friend's DynoJet.  Let me know either on this board or directly if there is any interest.  The guys who run the dyno are really cool, and have the hardware there to convert your Galants from AWD to FWD for the dyno pulls.  Let me know what you think.||208.247.212.121||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||04-10-2002||04:22 PM||||Count me in! I'm in Lancaster. Keep me posted on date/time.||199.254.212.48||reg||10
Z||000002||daviddilts||04-19-2002||02:00 AM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||BM Tranny will have a AWD Dyno in 2 or 3 weeks. about 1hr from pa.||209.244.236.157||reg||6
Z||000003||DSSA||04-25-2002||08:43 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||So does this mean that you're in or out?||205.188.193.167||reg||1
Z||000004||daviddilts||04-26-2002||08:10 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||Who me ? my car is not worth the time!||64.157.69.95||reg||1
Z||000005||suprflewus||04-27-2002||12:20 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||whats up fellers,<P>would this be more of a "see what my car can do" dyno day or more of  a tuning kind of dyno day?<P>i would be interested in coming if a wide band o2 (and a way to hook it up to my car) would be available....<P>later<BR>dale||64.12.101.151||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||04-27-2002||05:46 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||There is a Wide band and the means to install a welded diff.  I think the wide band use is $20 more and the diff swap is $40-50.00||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||04-27-2002||05:47 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Sorry...<P><BR>the wide band get stuffed up your tail pipe.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000576.cgi
A||||17||MX4||Fuel Pump||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||04-10-2002||10:04 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Hey guys,<BR>Just wondering instead of spending my hard earned student money on a brand new fuel pump is there anything cheaper out of a big car that will fit. I know ppl talk about the supra pump but then ya need the regualator to go with it (I think)<P>Any advice appreciated<P>Thanks  Ryan||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||04-11-2002||12:35 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||  Im using a pump from a '93 TT RX-7 (I got it from a freind who upgraded the stock pump on his rx),its working great. On Roadrace Engineerings site they are also said to be a good pump,210 lph@43psi,but were too expensive new to be cost effective.However Ive browsed some of the RX-7 trader boards,they seem to range from 50-70 bucks used. A lot of people also run the 3000GT TT pumps with great success also,you might check some 3000/Stealth boards to see if anyones selling,those guys upgrade their stock pumps in the couse of modding too.||129.71.114.62||reg||1
Z||000002||MX4||04-11-2002||02:56 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Thanks for your reply Ian<BR>do you know if you need to use regulators on either of these pumps?||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||04-11-2002||10:22 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i replaced my stocker with a 3kgt pump, it was the ONLY change i did at the time, and my a/f went from .88-.89 all the way to 1.0, and sometimes higher.  my stocker had 140k on it.  the point here is that the stock pump was tired, and the injectors had tried to compensate.  so, if you get a used pump, you may also get a tired one.  just bite the bullet, get a new one, then you have a good baseline start.||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||04-11-2002||10:24 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||With the 3000GT pump, you will probably be OK. But anything larger than 180 to 190 lph, or if you also do the rewire, and you will overflow the regulator. It also depends whether or not you have an AFC to help tune around the non-linear fuel curve. Of course, I highly recommend the Boostinup regulator, as it has solved all my overrun problems. It has a large enough orifice to handle even the largest pumps, Supra or Walbro. I think its a fantastic deal at $130! Mine has been holding up real well, and the pressure is always within 1 to 2 psi of where I feel it should be.||66.156.208.88||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||04-11-2002||11:48 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yo, jeff, where did you get it?<P>what i was trying to point out is that fuel pumps dont just all of a sudden crap out, they wear down over time.  i sell the heck out of bmw fuel pumps and pressure regulators, and most of the time, they are still working, just not up to snuff.||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000006||roth4fun||04-11-2002||02:04 PM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||On a related note, is our stock fuel pump a direct upgrade for any other vehicles?  Once I replace mine I wouldn't mind making some money back by selling off my stock one.  The only car that comes to mind right away would be a turbo Colt.||209.144.56.250||reg||1
Z||000007||1quickvr4||04-11-2002||02:37 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Miata, Ask around on pumps I got got mine for a good price from some weirdo on this board <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>Zach||216.51.101.224||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||04-11-2002||04:34 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Rather than selling it why not use the old fuel pump for a water injection system? I would imagine that would have enough power/flow to work.. I have been starting the project, using my old pump, all I have to get is some more piping and a friend of mine is going to make a board that will sence boost so it "should" work..But I think I may have to "spray" it manuel till I find out how much water is too much. Oh and Zach remember I have your address, therfore I know where you live so becareful what you call people hehehehe.  Also Zach I cut the wires on that Boost controller, it works I have it setup to go on a Galant, it's on my friends now. So let me know if you might want it. You still have first dibs. <BR>Later peoples,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||6
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||04-11-2002||04:49 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||As for getting a new pump: <A HREF="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/</A> <BR>Yea I know we have vr-4's but the Talon AWD pump will work also. They also have vr-4 pumps but they require minor fitting. Plus they help you find the pump that's right for you, they seem to be a good place I will be buying a IC pump from them this week. Also here is more info on pumps in general: <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/pump-Walbros.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/pump-Walbros.html</A> <BR>I know $ can be tight sometimes but I would save up! For around $100-140 (US dollars)you can get a new one,  get it and be done with it, that's my $.02<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000010||keydiver||04-11-2002||06:46 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||This is the fuel pressure regulator I bought: <A HREF="http://www.spoolinup.com/html/DSM1G/fuel.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.spoolinup.com/html/DSM1G/fuel.html</A> <BR>I believe you would have to try REAL hard to overrun it. They claim it will take a Walbro 255 down as low as 12 psi. This is the one Duc should have, because they give you an extra heavy spring if you want a base pressure of 60 psi or more! I had the heavy spring at 48-51 psi for awhile, until I decided to try lowering the pressure and raising the AFC compensation instead to get a little less aggressive timing. I still haven't switched back to the heavy spring, but it still works OK at 43 psi base.||66.156.212.120||reg||1
Z||000011||MX4||04-11-2002||07:00 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Thanks for your advise guys. You guys are like gods to me. US$100 might not be alot to you guys  but for me in NZ thats about NZ$220 + shipping. Given the fact that I'm a 19 year old student and that 4 days ago my dear VR was broken into I dont have much cash, thats why I wanted to do it cheap as poss.<BR>How does this sound? I put my car in for a new clutch. Workshop broken into. Lost stereo,amp,2 subwoofers,40 cds,turbo timer and my AFC. Worst bit is my insurance wont help me and neither will the workshops. Ive lost NZ$2500 worth of my stuff . I work hard for what I own. I hope these scum rot in hell. And to make things worse 9 days it took to get the car back!!!<P>life sucks<P>Ryan  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000012||Ash||04-11-2002||08:05 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Geez Ryan, get some legal advice there!  They should have insurance for that sort of thing and if not, then sue the pricks for it.  Surely there is somebody you can complain to about it?  No community legal service?||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000013||karl_kininmonth||04-11-2002||10:37 PM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||OMG MX4! i'm in newzealand dudE! surely someone must be accountable for that shit man. check all the workshops policies and stuff man there is no way in hell that the insurance company of that shop can get away with not coverin your stolen gears..and if the fuckin shop doesnt sort out its shit then go and do $2500 worth of damage to it......sounds bad but your fully getting jipped and i'd be fuming fuming beyond belief.||130.217.76.32||reg||1
Z||000014||MX4||04-12-2002||08:49 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Tbanks for your msgs guys,<BR>Yeah Im onto it, seen dads lawyer today. depends on what the police report says before we can decide what to do. ill keep everyone posted if ya want<P>Ryan||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000015||Duc Hunter||04-12-2002||02:39 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Key,<P>Where was this when I was buying my Crappy B&M?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Great advise, you know where my next check is going! ||205.166.229.133||reg||1
Z||000016||Ash||04-13-2002||01:05 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Let us know Ryan, maybe start a thread about it it ya want.||203.21.226.242||reg||1
Z||000017||MX4||04-14-2002||09:09 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Im still working on it guys<BR>will post back when i have news||165.84.1.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000577.cgi
A||||2||gvr4#169||wiring diagrams||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4#169||04-12-2002||01:46 PM||boostedgalant@aol.com||Could someons with the caps cd send me the wiring diagrams for the power windows and sunroof?  My email is boostedgalant@aol.com.<P>Thanks in advance,<BR>Shane||152.163.204.68||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||04-12-2002||04:31 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||A message has landed...||24.196.87.195||reg||2
Z||000002||gvr4#169||04-12-2002||05:30 PM||boostedgalant@aol.com||Landing succesful.  Thanks Rob.  By the way, you have mail.||152.163.194.202||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000578.cgi
A||||6||midniterunner||mo problems||||4||
Z||000000||midniterunner||04-12-2002||05:41 PM||||<BR>  Alright, someone tell me if this has happened to you..<P>Pulled my afc to sell the other day, started car today and I'm greeted with a CEL.  Problem is, I need to get a smog check!  The idle seems to fluctuate a little bit as well (850-900 rpm)  Tried resetting the ecu, but the lite remains.<P> Do I need my afc back? What else should I do?  Any help appreciated, thanks.||12.235.40.128||reg||4
Z||000001||beavis||04-12-2002||05:44 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||have you tried pulling the check engine codes?  there is a good discription of how to do it on dsm.org||138.23.82.49||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||04-12-2002||07:11 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Hey James if you need I have a pocket logger to check and clear the code if you want.<BR>Also did you check to make sure you didn't have any loose wiring or bad connections?<BR>||65.200.93.16||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||04-12-2002||08:00 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||You did tie the green wire that was cut back together, didn't you? The pink and orange wires of the AFC intercept the MAS signal, but if you're going back to stock you need to connect it back together again.||66.156.212.120||reg||1
Z||000004||midniterunner||04-13-2002||08:29 AM||||keydiver, no I didnt do that,  so connect the pink and orange wires, huh? I'll try it tomorrow.  Imprezya, I'll let you if I need your help, thanks everyone!||12.235.40.128||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||04-13-2002||01:53 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||You need to undo these steps:<BR>"3)    Air Flow Signal: Cut the Green wire with a blue stripe and Orange bands, corresponding to the connector hole as shown above (top row 3rd from left). This is the Air Flow signal wire. The AFC will intercept this wire and allow you to adjust the MAS signal to the ECU so leave enough wire from the connector so you can splice in. <BR>4)    AFC Connections: Connect the Orange wire (input to the AFC) of the AFC harness to the wire you cut from the 24 Pin connector. Connect the Pink wire (output from the AFC) of the AFC harness to the part of the wire still on the connector. "<BR>That is found on the VAQ: <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_afc_instructions.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_afc_instructions.html</A> <BR>The AFC wires were pink and orange. The wire to the ECU is green with a blue stripe and orange bands. You MUST splice it back together, otherwise the ECU isn't getting any MAS signal and will default to a "limp" mode.<BR>||66.156.212.120||reg||1
Z||000006||midniterunner||04-13-2002||10:27 PM||||Connected the green wire, problem is no mo! Big ups to keydiver and mprezya, we should get together and tune our rides one of these days.  Now if I can just get my tranny rebuilt...||12.235.40.128||reg||10




ubb/Forum2/000579.cgi
A||||10||VR4GAZM||Engine Removal W/Out Tranny.....||||5||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||04-13-2002||12:22 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Ive posted on numerous boards and have gotten only a few replies.  But I am in the process of removing my bottom end out of the car.  Everything imagineable is already off xcept the tranny and bottom end.  Before I rent an engine hoist, I wanted to see if this was possible first.  I have removed all (I beleive all, 4 14mm bolts, and 1 12mm bolt) bellhousing to motor bolts and have all the motor mounts unbolted as well.  What I am wondering is, can the engine be lifted out without having to drop the tranny still?  I am able to jack up the motor fairly high, and it looks like it is possible to just chain up the engine and lift it off the bellhousing. But, it also looks like I will have to shimmy it out as well.  Has anyone done this at all in their engine removal process?<P>Also, if anyone in the DC/NoVa wants to lend a hand, id be more than greatful...!<P>Mike||209.156.76.19||reg||5
Z||000001||beavis||04-13-2002||02:42 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i'm not sure if i understand what you are asking.  here is what i know, the engine and tranny can be pulled togethet but i don't think you can pull the block by itself.  i believe the input shaft would make it hard to do.||64.12.105.182||reg||1
Z||000002||VR4GAZM||04-13-2002||02:45 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Well this is the way I see it, when u drop the tranny, why wont the input shaft get in the way then, but it will if the motor is pulled upwards from the tranny.  <P>Some guy on dsmtalk said he did it, so I was just trying to press my luck with my not so lucky galant.<P>Mike<P>||209.156.76.13||reg||1
Z||000003||Russ Keenan||04-13-2002||09:08 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Wellll since I did just pull the motor out 2 days ago without the tranny and without an engin hoist. But I do agree I think you would have to remove the tranny  because there is not enuff room to slide the motor (sounds funny saying like this) off the input shaft. Actually it was a lot easier than I thought the head and tranny were out and 3 of us reached in and pulled it out. Turned out to be cake. Still had the flywheel on but that was about it. Actually removing the tranny is cake (getting it back in is sometimes pita.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> good luck  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.164.43.202||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||04-13-2002||10:49 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I pulled the motor (in shortblock form) out of my car without the trans,it was a complete PITA. I didnt feel like pulling the trans that particular night,so I figured id give it a try. I dont see the engine coming out whole-I had to remove the waterpump and tensioner brackets from the belt side,and the pressure plate from the flywheel (cocking the engine sideways and rotating the engine to get to the bolts,leaving the PP in the bellhousing)and at that it barley came out,and youll scratch the hell out of the paint on the frame rail. Id definatly say pulling the engine and trans together would be easier,youll have to pull the trans anyway,I think putting the engine back in whith the trans in will be impossible.||129.71.114.228||reg||1
Z||000005||mdpvr4||04-15-2002||08:30 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||id reccomend pulling the tranny. it really doesnt take that long and you have already done all the hard stuff. all you have left is the axles and those are a piece of cake.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||195.93.65.163||reg||1
Z||000006||VR4GAZM||04-16-2002||12:12 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Actually, me and my brother pulled the engine out sunday night, took about 2 hours.  The engine has to almost be taken out in a 90 degree angle    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Once it was off the half shaft, we just leveled it and hoisted it out of there.  <P>It WAS A VERY VERY TIGHT fit getting it out, I even think I damaged some stuff, I hope not, havent really been worried about that part yet. I do know I bent the tube that sticks out of the steering pump. Other than that, nothing else major, well actually Ill be needing a new water pipe. I bent the hell out of it and in doing so gouge a nice hole where it kinda t's off on the left side of the engine.<P>[This message has been edited by VR4GAZM (edited 04-16-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by VR4GAZM (edited 04-16-2002).]||209.156.76.47||reg||1
Z||000007||mdpvr4||04-17-2002||01:54 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i have a water pipe if you need one. its the fat one that runs infront of the block right????? if so make me an offer and you can take it ||198.81.17.58||reg||1
Z||000008||Russ Keenan||04-18-2002||02:20 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Cool, Its probably going to be a bear to get back in though. Good luck ||67.234.10.227||reg||14
Z||000009||Ian M||04-18-2002||06:24 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yeah,have fun... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||129.71.115.195||reg||1
Z||000010||VR4GAZM||04-18-2002||10:45 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Well I have a couple weeks to drop the tranny to get the engine back, so no rush in that.  <P>Ill keep everyone posted.<BR>Mike<P>||209.156.76.5||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000580.cgi
A||||12||Russ Keenan||To balance shaft or not to balance shaft||||1||
Z||000000||Russ Keenan||04-13-2002||09:00 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Okkkkk folks not to bring up a dead horse. But I am having a hard time decideing to keep the BS's or not. Here's what I got so far. <BR>JE pistons <BR>ARP studs mains and rod and head<BR>heavily worked head <BR>web cams<BR>3" tb exhaust ect... ect....<BR>I wanna at least get into the 11's with the mostly full weight car (cruise delete and a few other odds and ends) I haven't got the turbo yet (probably a green) But I am wondering if I should keep the balance shafts or not. I kept them in the talon but never had the complete motor out of that one either. And since I have never been in a car without them was wondering how bad the vibration is. The motor is at the machine shop now so definately the right time to do it if I am. Thoughts?||24.164.43.202||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||04-13-2002||11:12 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I eliminated mine,as well as several freinds of mine have too.Id reccommend it,you cant tell hardly any differnce at all in vibration,especially if you,re running,say,a "3in exhaust. Actually,listening to the motor itself from under hood,its quieter,and the motor makes more oil pressure. Cool part too,is TB changes are cake,because theres theres only one belt,and the only marks you have to align are the crank and cams. Besides having the BS belt breaking and getting caught in the main belt,Ive heard of the shafts seizing on high reving motors,destroying the engine.One less thing to fail  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||129.71.114.228||reg||1
Z||000002||Russ Keenan||04-13-2002||01:23 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Ohhhhhhh I know all about the balance belt breaking and taking the Timing belt with it. That's why the motor is out now in the first place. Except mine just jumped a hell of alot of teeth and ran for a sec longer busting up all the valves  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> Now that you remind me think I'm going to kill them. I think the +'s out weigh the -'s big time  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.164.43.202||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||04-13-2002||01:47 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I just removed mine recently while I was doing the timing belt and rod bearings, and was a little surprised by the increased vibration. It was a little more than I was prepared for. I think it varies from engine to engine somewhat, but in my case I'm having second thoughts. Its really of no concern to me if its just more external vibration, that I feel, as long as the crank is happy. Thats probably why some shops advocate having the motor rebalanced when removing them, just to minimize what we feel.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>(But the increased oil pressure is nice)||66.156.212.120||reg||1
Z||000004||Martin Tolentino||04-13-2002||02:07 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||FYI<BR>I did the balance shaft removal. My motor has a noticable vibration from 2100 to 2500 rpms. The prothane motor mounts transmit any ans all vibrations. Yes, it was balanced on a Hines microcomputer balancer.<P>Martin Tolentino<BR>90 Laser RS-T<BR>91 Galant VR-4 <BR>496/2000||68.8.84.182||reg||1
Z||000005||Russ Keenan||04-13-2002||02:40 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Hmmmmmmm||24.164.43.202||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||04-13-2002||02:54 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Hey Russ, planning any trips to the east coast any time soon? A ride in my GVR-4 might help you answer your question. I'm coming to the Tampa area in a month or so.||66.156.212.120||reg||1
Z||000007||Russ Keenan||04-13-2002||03:43 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Cool, I live just south of Tampa. Thing is I will be out of town ALOT over the next couple of months getting ready to roll out Sirius Sat radio. Leaving for Dallas tommorow be there a week come home for 2 days then of to St Louis until the 1st then next month Orlando, Miami. Then the next month Charleston SC, then last but not least Boston. Whew, now I need a map. But absolutely let me know when you find out when your coming down. Would love to hook up with you and check it out.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||24.164.43.202||reg||1
Z||000008||mdpvr4||04-15-2002||08:24 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i removed mine and i didnt notice hardly anymore vibration. it was worth it!.||195.93.65.163||reg||1
Z||000009||JonGVR4||04-16-2002||07:48 AM||jon@jgronline.com||With the stock motor mounts, you probably won't feel the lack of balance shafts.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000010||evol||04-17-2002||11:42 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||You think it's possible to remove the bs without pulling the whole motor? Now that everyone's talking so highly of it, I might just go ahead and do it... I was going to pay someone to do the tbelt for me, as it looks like it's probably a really shitty job to have to do motor in. Wanna help me yank my motor? (ST. Louis)||134.124.18.17||reg||1
Z||000011||Ian M||04-17-2002||06:41 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||  My motor was out when I did mine,but my freinds did theirs while in the car.You can remove the BS with out pulling the motor.You have to undo the mounts and lower it a little,and they will come out.||129.71.115.101||reg||1
Z||000012||keydiver||04-18-2002||06:14 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I did mine in the car. Just follow the VAQ: <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/balance-shafts.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/balance-shafts.html</A> <BR>All the pictures are with the engine out of the car, but the description is with the motor still in the car during a timing belt change.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.214.135||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000581.cgi
A||||9||switch||flywheel||||1||
Z||000000||switch||04-14-2002||07:15 PM||onnzo@hotmail.com||okay guys, ive got a 4g61t in my car and the clutch is really slipping (newly installed only 3 months, h/d daiken brass button unit, but its designed for a non turbo). im looking for a 4g63 flywheel so that i can buy a h/d clutch kit, probably daiken.<P>i know theyre both 8" and ive been told the pressure plate bolt patterns are different on mine and the 4g63's.<P>i know mine is a 6 bolt pattern (from last time i removed it) <P>my question is what year vr4's had the 6 bolt 8" flywheel? also do the non turbo galants with the 4g63 have the same flywheel?<P>ohh and just to make sure the clutch plate will fit, do you know how many splines are on your input shaft? mine has 20 splines.<P>any info is appreciated.<P>thanks,<BR>michael<BR><p>[This message has been edited by switch (edited 04-15-2002).]||202.129.95.21||reg||1
Z||000001||1101||04-15-2002||12:42 AM||karns10@attbi.com||No, the flywheels are not the same,the non turbos have no step, but I believe they do bolt up to the same 6 bolt crank. I don't know if non turbo clutch and pressure plate is an upgrade to or will fit your system.<P>Ward <P>&gt;&gt;my question is what year vr4's had the 6 bolt 8" flywheel? also do the non turbo galants with the 4g63 have the same flywheel?<P>||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000002||BluFalcon||04-15-2002||12:55 AM||muttski@gte.net||Switch,<BR>What kind of car is the 4G61T in..a Galant  VR-4 or a Cyborg/Mirage Turbo?  I have a Mirage Turbo with an ACT 2100 upgrade clutch.  I had to get a flywheel from a FWD Turbo DSM in order to use the clutch.  The FWD and AWD flywheels are basically the same, but the ring gear is different between the two flywheels.  If your car is a AWD, use any 6 bolt flywheel from any Galant VR4 or AWD DSM.  If it's a FWD car..you need to find a FWD Turbo DSM flywheel.  I believe all the Non Turbo DSM flywheels are the same style as the factory 4G61T flywheel.  The flywheel from the FWD DSM Turbo, bolted right up into place of the origibnal flywheel and I installed the new pressure plate and clutch disk..No problems whatsoever..and the clutch is holding up fine.||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000003||switch||04-15-2002||02:55 AM||onnzo@hotmail.com||what is the "step"?<P>i dont think the non turbo clutch will be much of an upgrade.<P><BR>blufalcon, my 4g61t is in a 1991 mirage/cyborg 5dr hatch shape. the problem is im using the stock tranny from my 4g61 engine, and the flywheel from the stock 4g61 1.6 non turbo... apparently the one that come with the 4g61t wouldnt fit in the bellhousing.<P>what cars are fwd with a 4g63 flywheel? and how much are the flywheels worth?<P>michael||202.129.95.21||reg||1
Z||000004||1101||04-15-2002||04:55 AM||karns10@attbi.com||&gt;&gt;what is the "step"?<P>On the USA 91 and 92 Galant turbo engines the pressure plate is mounted above the flywheel clutch engagement surface on bosses that are machined 0.609" above the clutch engagement surface (step height).<P>My NT 89 galant flywheel is flat across. The pressure plate mounts on the same plain as the clutch disk engages the flywheel surface.  <P>Here are the clutch sizes for the 89 to 93 galants in the USA.<P>Clutch disc<BR>Non-asbestos discs on vehicles with DOHC engine and SOHC engine<BR>(From 1992 models<P>Type Single dry disc<P>Facing diameter<BR>O.D. x I.D. mm (In.)<P>Non-Turbo<BR>215 x 140 (8.5 x 5.5)<BR>225 x 150 (8.9 x 5.9)1992 models DOHC engine<P>Turbo (91 and 92)<BR>225 x 150 (8.9 x 5.9)  <p>[This message has been edited by 1101 (edited 04-15-2002).]||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000005||switch||04-15-2002||08:44 AM||onnzo@hotmail.com||okay... i get it. <P>it has been brought to my attention that the 4g63t flywheel is the same size as the original flywheel that came with the 4g61t(but would not fit in the bellhousing of my staock transmission) so i guess ill have to get a custom cover plate made up...<P>thanks for all the assistance though.<P>michael||202.129.95.21||reg||1
Z||000006||BluFalcon||04-15-2002||01:43 PM||muttski@gte.net||That's what I'm saying...I have a 4G61T engine in my Mirage along with the original 4G61T transmission.  I used the flywheel from a 1990 Plymouth Laser RS Turbo (although any flywheel from a Mitsubishi Eclipse GS Turbo or Eagle Talon TSi FWD would work as well).  I've seen these flywheels going for anywhere from free to $80 here in the US.  If you're overseas..I don't know what equivelant model would work.<P>Go here: <A HREF="http://www.4g61t.com/forum/viewtopic.php?topic=13&forum=2&0" TARGET=_blank>http://www.4g61t.com/forum/viewtopic.php?topic=13&forum=2&0</A> <P>for more info on what to use upgrade your Mirage clutch.  I'm using an ACT2100 with a street disc.  Holds up fine..i even get a 2nd gear scratch if I shift it hard enough.  Bolted in with no mods.  I didn't have any issues with the flywheel clearing the bellhousing..fit perfectly.  I would check the some of the trader lists online and see if anyone has one they're willing to sell.<P>91 Galant VR-4<BR>89 Mirage Turbo<p>[This message has been edited by BluFalcon (edited 04-15-2002).]||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000007||switch||04-15-2002||11:26 PM||onnzo@hotmail.com||i think ill go for a custom coverplate instead. in regarsds to your setup... i suppose the 2100 is the clamping force of the pressure plate? and what type of clutch disc are u using?<P>im using a 4 puck sprung centre brass clutch. i am aiming for 160kw at the flywheel so do you think 2100 lb will be sufficient?||202.129.95.21||reg||1
Z||000008||BluFalcon||04-16-2002||05:21 AM||muttski@gte.net||I have a ACT 2600 in my Galant, and the 2100 in my Mirage.  Both have "street discs" which is very similar to the factory clutch disc.  I'm planning on keeping the 2100 in my Mirage when I swap in a 4g63 motor sometime in the future, so yeah I think it'll hold up, unless your planning on going above 160kw.  The 2600 is a perfectly streetable clutch with the street disc, will hold up to pretty much anything you want to dish out at it.  I'm not sure what it would cost to get one overseas though.  I believe the website is <A HREF="http://www.advancedclutch.com/." TARGET=_blank>http://www.advancedclutch.com/.</A> ||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000009||switch||04-16-2002||07:48 PM||onnzo@hotmail.com||yeah itll probably be expensive over here. im just thinking fo getting my pressure plate modified ($100AUD) which isnt to bad if i do all the labour myself.<P>thanks for the help.||202.129.95.21||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000582.cgi
A||N||18||Ferrari F50 GT||Griffin vs. Starion I/C||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||04-14-2002||07:37 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Which I/C is more efficient at cooling?  I am assuming the Griffin would be.  Am I right?||63.231.77.28||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||04-14-2002||09:28 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Griffin by a long shot.  The starion is 12-13 year Stock design.  It doesn't compare to todays aftermarked cores (spearco, griffin).||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||04-14-2002||09:32 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||That is what I thought.  Does anybody have pics of a Spearco mounted on a GVR-4 by chance?  Thanks.||63.231.77.28||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||04-14-2002||09:36 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Try <A HREF="http://www.nocturnalmotorsports.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.nocturnalmotorsports.com</A>  automotorsports.com<BR>and some of the pics on jgronline.com||128.211.171.138||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||04-15-2002||12:07 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Nocturnal Motorsports doesn't have any pics on their page at all.  Speaking of I/C's, who makes the GVR-4 piping that goes over the top to the throttle body, rather than coming up from the bottom of the engine bay?||63.231.77.28||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||04-15-2002||08:18 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Yes they do, go to the intercooler page and scroll down.  However, automotorsports doesn't seem to have the picture of the car with their kit mounted up on the site anymore.||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000006||evol||04-15-2002||09:34 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||wow. i went to the intercooler page. that galant w/the spearco core is pimp. I know which I/C I'm getting when I have some dollaz sitting around.||134.124.18.35||reg||1
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||04-16-2002||02:29 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||RRE made my pipes and Griffen/Spearco. Talk about nice! They had picks on their site. <BR>RRE pipes like I have <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/engine.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/engine.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4icpipes.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4icpipes.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/rregvr4-fullicandpipekit.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/rregvr4-fullicandpipekit.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/rregvr4ickit-bumpercovernotcut.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/rregvr4ickit-bumpercovernotcut.jpg</A> <BR>||205.166.229.123||reg||1
Z||000008||beavis||04-16-2002||08:49 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||supposedly the car on rre's website is mine.  the former owner had rre replace the stock manifold with a 2g.  he told me rre kept the car for a week to make and test6 fit the kit.  unfortunately the car had the stock ic setup on it when i bought it.  i don't know if its true, but i thought it was cool to know the history of my car.  the original owner was the dad from beetlejuice, jeffery jones.||138.23.82.41||reg||1
Z||000009||evol||04-17-2002||11:38 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||hahaha that movie RULES. Jeffrey Jones? You're talking about the guy who also played Ferris' dad? Hmmmm.<P>From the looks of it, I'd go with (and will be going wit in may  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">) the Nocturnal Motorsports Griffin Kit for $850 If I do that, though, the car will have to have some Bronze 17's and coilovers and a big, ricey evo spoiler (no joke). Oh yeah, and the piping looks better too, IMO.<P>UNLESS...<P>one wants to go sleeper, in which case, go with the griffin top/bottom. I saw a pic of that griffin i/c painted balck on a black talon and you couldnt even tell it was there. Talk about sweet. You'd be looking to take people's green left and right.<P>Maybe I'll get the urge to go sleeper.<P><BR>||134.124.18.17||reg||1
Z||000010||1312VR4||04-17-2002||02:20 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Not that its ant consulation. I got a Starion for $20 & had custom tanks put on for $40. $60compared to $800-up. I like my starion for a while(until we get settled in Fl). Then its SPEARCO. I know someone told me that some Mag. just did a build up of a VR4 & it had a SPEARCO on it. I have 18"rims & the IC is black also. NOBODY here knows what a VR4 is<P>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 04-17-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 04-17-2002).]||206.252.171.228||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||04-17-2002||06:50 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i am right now in the process of installing the nate pharr signature edition starion intercooler and piping kit. the starion intercooler is really hokey, just really a radiator core.  but, it is a lot bigger than the stocker, and everything seems to fit very nicely.  also, the bigger pipes should really improve the gitup n go.  since cost was low, this is ok, but if i were spending a lot, i would go for the better intercooler.  what can i say, i'm cheap, but i'm not easy.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000012||blytz||04-17-2002||07:25 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||ahhh.. not ferris's dad, his principal! hehe||24.159.62.33||reg||1
Z||000013||VR6 Eater||04-17-2002||10:57 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Where can I get a Signature Edition piping kit so I can use the starion core that's been sitting in my closet?||65.227.191.78||reg||1
Z||000014||evol||04-18-2002||08:23 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||oh yeah.... thats right. the principal.||24.207.240.194||reg||1
Z||000015||Duc Hunter||04-18-2002||03:31 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I wonder what pipes taht Speaco FMIC Nocturnal has requires. Could my RRE pipes work? Hmmmm.......||205.166.229.133||reg||1
Z||000016||1312VR4||04-18-2002||03:56 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||V6 Eater, I just go to the John Deere Tractor store. They have mandrel bent piping there. I have built complete piping set ups for under $40. Use the radiator hose as couplings & you can dye them any color you want.||206.252.171.247||reg||1
Z||000017||91gvr4number13||06-29-2002||02:37 PM||bonecrushing4cash@yahoo.com||Hello all!  I've been trying to contact nocturnal motorsports to buy an i/c kit and i have not been able to get an answer or a return phone call!!!  Does anyone know what the deal is?  Are they out of business or what?  Please help me I'm trying to get my VR4 project off the ground but the i/c is one of the key mods!!!  Thanks everyone! Scott     ||205.188.193.151||reg||5
Z||000018||JonGVR4||06-30-2002||11:10 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Try Andy at <A HREF="http://www.122performance.com" TARGET=_blank>www.122performance.com</A>  to make your intercooler pipes.  ||12.220.164.222||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000583.cgi
A||N||12||hywell||Intake Manifold Gasket||||1||
Z||000000||hywell||04-15-2002||12:18 PM||hywell@yahoo.com||Has anyone here replaced their intake manifold gasket?  Does anyone know how long it takes to do the work?  And how difficult it is to do.  Looking at the manual, it doesn't seem to difficult of a job.  But I was wondering if anyone has done it themselves before and have any warnings/to dos/not to dos.||216.120.157.166||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||04-15-2002||01:51 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||ohhh, son.  are you in for a TREAT!  first off, let me tell you, cussing and swearing does not help, and you will use every word and expletive known to mankind.  there is no easy way.  the 2 end nuts i think are 14mm, and they are cake.  the others are 12mm wrench size bolts, and the ones on the bottom will test your mettle.  by far, the most difficult is the front lower one.  i found that a flex socket and extension worked to just loosen it, but you CANNOT remove it until you lift off the manifold.  remove all the upper bolts/nuts except for 2, loosen them far out, you will need to support the manifold and pull it upward in order to get the lower bolts to come all the way out.  you can get to all but the front one from the rear of the motor.  make sure you disconnect the battery, or you will be sorry.  also, the surge tank bracket gets in the way, but, if you remove it, which makes it a LOT easier, you will have to mark the vacuum lines, AND unclip the knock sensor, and the knock sensor wire is on the bracket really wierd.  after loosening all of the lower bolts, remove whatever ones you can, then, tilt the manifold upward, and you will be able to remove the rest of them.  if you dont leave a couple of the bolts up top, it is very difficult to support the manifold when you tilt it up. again, that lower front bolt is the most difficult to get at.  make sure you get the newer metal intake gasket.||63.146.72.143||reg||1
Z||000002||MrEd||04-15-2002||03:06 PM||res122@psu.edu||If you've followed a recent quasi-related thread, UNPLUG the neg. battery cable before sticking your hands down in there- the starter motor terminals are down there, and wrenches/watches get painfully hot when hundreds of amps suddenly flow through them  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>A flashlight and a "mirror-on-a-stick" come in handy.<P>Its a good time to check/replace the knock sensor, tho...<P>Yeah, what Ken said about the vacuum lines- there are 4 little metal pipes used for crossing over vac. hoses, but only 2 pipes are used.  When you go to reassemble, you'll be happy you tagged those guys.||128.118.220.55||reg||1
Z||000003||BossGVR4||04-15-2002||06:39 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Ken is 100% right with his tips/tricks except for one thing<P>&gt;i found that a flex socket and extension worked to just loosen it, but you CANNOT remove it until you lift off the manifold.&lt;<P>Find an ACE hardware and buy a 12mm Gearwrench (YOU CAN BUY JUST ONE @ ACE Hardware) for $10-15. You could get the whole set from Sears for $70. You can snake your arm under the manifold from behind but it will take a while and you will be accessing all of the bolts BLIND. I can take my Cyclone off (and it is a BIYAAATCH becuase of how far down the runners dip) in about 30-45 minutes.||165.247.86.45||reg||6
Z||000004||ken inn||04-16-2002||11:18 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i also tried the gearwrench, and the sears ones i had were too big to get around the bolt head.  i had that sucker very loose, but the bottom of the manifold interfered with taking it all the way out.  i applaud ANYONE that can remove the cyclone without taking it apart.  you are a better man than i, gunga din.  but, i also have a prothesis for a rotator cuff in my right shoulder, so i am a bit handicapped.  but that one bolt is a real sumbitch.||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||04-16-2002||08:52 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||this is way off topic, but i'll ask it anyway. ken what happened to your shoulder?  i dislocated mine three times so they finally had to do an open reduction surgery.  i lost some range of motion so working in tight spaces can be a real pain in the butt.||138.23.82.41||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||04-16-2002||11:02 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I blew out my left shoulder over ten times and finally got surgery on it two years ago. No problems since, but it definately feels weaker. Balls out skiing can have some pretty bad reprocussions.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000007||kartorium31||04-16-2002||11:36 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||dude how do u blow out your shoulder skiing, we should go up sometime if your as h-core as you say. my bro dislocated his skiing this year.||12.18.158.25||reg||10
Z||000008||turbowop||04-16-2002||11:49 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Landing on it from 20 feet up. It was ugly. Do you ski at white pass ever. If you do, at the bottom of Hourglass you can shoot across the cattrack and fly off the knoll on the other side. On big powder days you can land damn near at the bottom. It's a long way down. First try I stuck it. Second try, I rode down in the patrol taboggan. <BR>This weekend is the last one of the season. If you want I could probably talk my girlfriend into letting me go. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/redface.gif"><P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000009||evol||04-17-2002||11:32 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I was lucky. I took my head and intake manifold off  at the same time, so I really didn't have much of a problem EXCEPT for the bolts everyone is talking about. (The bracket that holds the Iman to the head. What a pita. I took off the throttle body and tbody elbow and stuck my arm and unbolted the 2 bolts that actually go into the intake mani itself. If you don't mind doing it the roundabout way, I think It might be possible to get a ratchet up there and get the bolt on the block to make things a bit easier. hehe I dont think I'm going to put those bolts back on!! LOL J/K. Sersiously, though it is cake after it's off the car. Oh yeah make sure you have a rag around so gas doesnt go everywhere when you disconnect your fuel rail, etc. <P>Everyone says it won't do anything, but since I personally believe in doing everything possible in the name of HP, youmight as well clean the shit out of the intake Manny and port-match the runners to the gasket. If you have air on hand, that's what I'd do (sand the runners down with low and high grit paper, too (300's good for rough and 600-800 is great to smooth it out.) Probably a waste of time, but the cleaner and smoother it is, the better.||134.124.18.17||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||04-17-2002||06:44 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i tore up my shoulder doing an endo on a yamaha rz 350.  i was exiting the feeway, and i hit some liquid, and lost it.  i hit my head, and the full coverage helmet turned so i could not see.  if i didnt have the helmet, i would be dead.  i also hit my right shoulder, and they had to remove it, and put in a titanium and teflon prothesis, and sew the muscles back on.  i dont have full use, only about 60 percent.  i can only raise my right arm about 6 inches higher than my shoulder, and if i stretch it too far, there is intense pain.  it was a humbling expeience.  18 months in vietnam, 12 in combat, and not a scratch.  well, i DID get something from a young lady, but i got cured.  oh, yeah, i also can forecast the weather now.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000011||beavis||04-18-2002||09:02 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||thats crazy. mine dilsocated during a fight. the second time was basketball, and the third was at taekwondo. the second time was so bad it took 4 people and some demarol(sp?) to relocate it. i have the x-ray i'll try to figure out how to post it.  that experience taught me that some medicine hasn't changed in a thousand years.||138.23.82.57||reg||1
Z||000012||hywell||04-20-2002||01:42 PM||hywell@yahoo.com||<B>Thanks very much to everyone who replied!</B>  A friend and I replaced my intake manifold gasket/ignition coil/plug wires which turned out to be a 6 hour job.  Everything leading up to the 2 bolts went like a breeze.  About two hours were devoted to the two bolts and everything went back easily.<P>The fuel trims on my PocketLogger no longer reads 139% for lo/mid/hi.  The idle surge is gone and the skipping a cylinder feeling is also gone.||24.247.116.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000586.cgi
A||||8||1quickvr4||One wheel burnouts?||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||04-17-2002||10:05 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||My car is a freak, When it shoud hook and go it spins the front passenger tire. Any Ideas? Such as Would a welded viscous fix this, Yes I know it would be harsh and hard on the drivtrain. Maybe I just shouldent dump it at 6k with the 6 puck but anything else it just bogs <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>Zach||216.51.104.57||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||04-18-2002||10:58 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Are you sure you never snapped the out put shaft of the Xfer case or busted up the center diff, etc etc.  You should not be able to do what you are discribing unless something is broken.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||04-18-2002||11:21 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||The tranny is a eclipse 22 spline unit with a all alloy T-Case. It was odd becouse most AWDs spin both front tires not just one. I dont know anything about the tranny becouse it was sitting in a pickup bed in a junkyard when I got it. Any Ideas would help. Thanx<BR>Zach||216.51.102.239||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||04-19-2002||01:30 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||yeah I believe its broken ( at 6gand you will be snapping your rear axles). My car locked up(timing tensioner went south on me) at 6800rpm & I twisted the output shaft, broke the transfrecase & blew out the rear diff. There is a reason it was in the Junkyard(in the back of a truck)someone saw that it was broke & left it there||206.252.171.244||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||04-19-2002||02:58 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Maybe I've broke something, I've got a lot more wheelspin lately but I put it down to having more power.  How can you check for broken stuff that isn't visable, eg centre diff, rear diff?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||04-19-2002||10:59 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I dont think you understand, The car luanches right and damn hard at that but one wheel spins instead of both. The tranny its self is in good shape and was said to be a fine shifting DSM tranny by alot of people. I thought it could be a loose viscous coupling or somthing like that. For comparison the car looks about like the white car pic posted on this site when I luanch it but the passenger side tire spins.<P>Zach||216.51.102.83||reg||1
Z||000006||MPREZYAVR4||04-19-2002||07:27 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Actually I don't see a problem here considering that unless you have a LSD for the front you should spin one tire in the front to some degree before the viscous center LSD does it's job and locks the rear output and then the rear LSD does it's job.<BR> (man what a run-on sentence). On my turbo Impreza at the autoX I could spin one side on exit of turns if I hit it right (eek) because I only had a viscous center LSD and open front and rear.<BR>Rich<BR>||65.139.50.206||reg||1
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||04-19-2002||07:33 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||MP, You are a scobby owner too, TRAITOR!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  ||205.166.229.96||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||04-20-2002||10:47 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||From personal experience...<P>If you break a rear axle your car feels like the clutch is slipping badly. <P>If you break the center diff you can easily spin the front wheel(s) and your car will "hop" if you drive is a figure eight (8)<BR>(My center locked up due to broken gear parts)<P>If you twist/break a output shaft on the xfer case with a welded diff the fronts wheels again spin easily and you spray oil all over on the way home from the track.<P><BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
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A||N||3||design kid||jumping tach needle||||11||
Z||000000||design kid||04-16-2002||03:36 PM||ihw@jps.net||hello crew<P>so i just got my new engine in 972/1000.  the new JDM runs like a champ and the 16g is kinda nice too.  one funny thing is that my tachometer jumps around between 3.5 to 5k rpm's. it did this before but not so bad.  it will stick and then jump up and then stick again.  it seems that it is ok when i do a gradual pull up to speed but if i get on it it starts jumping.  anybody have this happen too, know of any fixes?  ok i'm off to vfaq it.<P>thanks - ian||216.224.155.65||reg||11
Z||000001||Ian M||04-16-2002||06:18 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Mine does it too,so does one of my friends galants. I think my previous galant did too. All of them seem to be jumpy during gradual acceleration and work fine otherwise. I remember someone somewhere a couple of years ago  talking about theirs doing it and what caused it;but i dont remember what it was. Must be fairly common.<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 04-16-2002).]||129.71.115.20||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||04-16-2002||08:44 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i have a similiar problem with mine.  i was thinking the colder plugs might have something to do with it?||138.23.82.41||reg||1
Z||000003||Russ Keenan||04-18-2002||02:24 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||I could be wrong but I thought a jumping tach needle was caused by ignition intereference. Alot of folks have that problem when they install aftermarket ignition systems. Mmmmmm maybe the plug wires?||67.234.10.227||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000587.cgi
A||||4||Dan D||Window Tinting ??s||||1||
Z||000000||Dan D||04-18-2002||11:10 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I can't go through another Black-Leather ass burning summer. I'm <BR>going to get some tint on the windows. Has anyone <BR>ever "successfully" done their own tinting? How much does it <BR>typically cost to have a shop do? Are there certain brands,types,ect <BR>I should look for.<BR>||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000001||evol||04-18-2002||01:02 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Never try and tint your own windows unless you are an absolute perfectionist and will make sure you take your time hard core. The autozone shit works, But make sure you aren't a cheap ass and get the spray bottle and everything if you MUST do it yourself.<P>I'm going to take mine to get 5% all around as soon as I have an extra 300 sitting around.||134.124.150.76||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||04-18-2002||04:07 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I've done it for a little over 8 years. A local shop should charge between 160-200 for all 5 + the windshield. Remember its the prep of the window that matters most. Dont skimp on the water & soap(thats what I use to put it on) both the window side & tint side. Make sure you do it in a cool area as the lube will dry very guickly if it is too hot. I have used auto zone stuff & had good results on a 99 cougar but over time(3-4 years) it will discolor. But I get most of my stuff shipped here from my friend in Japan. I'm currently putting a wire mesh type tint on mine||206.252.171.247||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||04-18-2002||07:02 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i got this stuff called solargenic.  it cost me 219 installed, and it supposedly has a high metal content, but it is by far the absolute best i have ever had.  here in texas, tint is a must.  i also had the mazda done with the same stuff, and it really reflects the sunlite.  just about every car i have ever owned has been tinted, and this stuff is the best.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||04-21-2002||11:39 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Just had my wife's Dodge Intrepid tinted with SolarGuard.  Seems to be a pretty good product, also with a high metal content.  Cost was $147 with tax and no windshield because it is cracked and I havn't had it replaced yet.<P>Peter||66.114.238.18||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000588.cgi
A||||6||evol||Tranny removal w/o engine||||1||
Z||000000||evol||04-18-2002||01:00 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||How high up would I have to jack my car in order to drop the tranny out the bottom of the car? How long does that type of thing usually take?<P>Thanks<BR>Ben||134.124.150.76||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||04-18-2002||02:11 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I use a big floor jack and a block of wood on that. Just remember to pull out the small bracket on the undercarrage by the back of the tranny it is triangle shaped, It will make it easey. As far as how long, Good day with changing the clutch, A little over 2 hours, Bad day 6 hours <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Have fun.<BR>Zach||216.51.101.98||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||04-18-2002||03:59 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Or if you have a broken foot. 4days & counting||206.252.171.247||reg||8
Z||000003||evol||04-19-2002||12:43 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||thanks guys.<P>my pops says theres no f-in way hes gonna let me drop the trans. He wants me to burn some money and tow it to a tranny shop. I was planning on mailing it to tre. I keep telling him its no big deal. I'm changing the clutch anyway... act2600 here we come (burn don't sidestep, right?) hopefully the 3 bolt holds up for at least a few years.||134.124.18.48||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||04-19-2002||05:55 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Just because your dad's afraid to work on cars doesn't mean you have to be. I've seen alot of my friends who had never turned a wrench before turn into rather proficient shadetree mechanics. Every job seems over your head, until after you've done it.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.214.135||reg||1
Z||000005||evol||04-22-2002||11:48 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||keydiver- yeah I totally agree w/you about that. I would never hesitiate to tackle a head swap again. Besides the timing belt, which someone else is going to do anyway. (most likely)<P>||134.124.18.19||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||04-22-2002||03:47 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I just did my timing belt for the first time, but, like I said above, once you do something once it takes all the terror out of it. I now feel pretty comfortable if I ever have to rip into it again. I have yet to do my wife's 3000GT timing belt. I paid someone else to do my Stealth Twin Turbo and her 3000GT. Maybe next time.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.214.135||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000589.cgi
A||||1||Carl Morris||Clutch||||5||
Z||000000||Carl Morris||04-18-2002||03:18 PM||cd2@cdmorris.com||I'm currently running an ACT 2600 with the street disk that's worked well, but starting to slip on launches.  It's about two years old, and I'm trying to figure out what I want to try next.  Whatever happened with the copper or brass or whatever it was that someone was having their stock disks relined with?  Has that ended up working out OK over the long term?  I can't remember who it was that was doing it...||129.33.49.210||reg||5
Z||000001||beavis||04-18-2002||07:35 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||im going with a clutch masters stage 4 in my galant.(they sponsor the rally car) we have had good results with their products in both our rally cars.  the rally car currently has 7 races under its belt and the clutch feels as good as when we installed it.  i like clutch masters because you don't have to run such an aggressive pressure plate.  the stage 4 is rated at 2000lb.  whatever you do remember that properly breaking in the clutch will ensure it lasts a long time.  good luck.||138.23.82.219||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000590.cgi
A||N||9||Duc Hunter||Car bucks on a light lift, help....||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||04-18-2002||03:43 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have a problem I cannot track down. When I roll on a little, like to pass, and build boost all is well. Then I lift the car bucks once. This is not a lift "all the way to shift" but a "lift to maintain my speed". I cannot figure out why the car bucks when I lift. <P>By the way it has done this with my crushed stock BOV, the Greddy plumb back and my GFB. I know it is not the BOV. I wonder if the throttle body is set wrong somewhere (TPS etc). Or could it be drivline, like extra slop int he rear end, but that does not seem to make sense to me. It is like the car keeps puling for a second, it is weird but VERY annyoning! It has beeen going on for sometime but I have just gotten to my wits end. Checked for; boost leaks in pipes and FMIC, sloppy BOV, bad timing.......  anyonen have any thoughts? <P>||205.166.229.133||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||04-18-2002||03:52 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||When was the last time the PCV was changed? Or what if you lift all the way does it still do it? or just light lift? It could be a bad engine mount. Highly dout its the drivetrain itself as it would do it on accel to. Is the canister stil hooked up? Sounds like its engine related(to much pressure, somewhere) like bad egr, ect.. Just my .02||206.252.171.247||reg||1
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||04-18-2002||06:04 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have have no idea is the PCV of EGR have ever been changed. How would I test either? I know the car is running right but smokes at WOT......that may be EGR. PCV......Not sure how extra crank case pressure would cause this.....although my valve cover hose is route to the open air, not the turbo snorkle....hmmm......I will check onto that one.||205.166.229.91||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||04-22-2002||02:49 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Mine started that a little while back too, Duc Hunter.  Let me know if you track this down... I was guessing it might be my carrier bearing (although this seemed to be a stretch) since I have that damn hideous thump under WOT in 1st and 2nd.  Haven't changed my pvc since owning the car for a year now :-o<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.146||reg||1
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||04-22-2002||04:59 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||GVR, mine has not been changed in 4 years, 60k mniles.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> the car has 158k on it and I bet it is the origonal. Time permitting I will clean the throttle body, check the EGR and PCV valves this weekend. ||205.166.229.94||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR-4||04-22-2002||10:31 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I'm not sure from your post, but do you have your BOV vented back into the intake or to the atmosphere?||65.83.168.249||reg||1
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||04-22-2002||10:39 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Both, it is a GFB hybrid. It did not change when I had a stock crushed unit on, or a greddy type s..........so I bet it is not the BOV!||205.166.229.121||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR-4||04-23-2002||12:57 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||From what I know, the problem you're having is the result of not venting back into the intake. Can you vent 100% back into the intake? If so, give that a try.<P>dp||65.83.168.226||reg||1
Z||000008||gvr4#169||04-23-2002||01:39 PM||boostedgalant@aol.com||He already said that he put the stok blowoff back on and it still did it.  Try checking your tps.  Mine did similar things when my tps went bad.  Hope this helps.<P>Shane||152.163.204.181||reg||1
Z||000009||Duc Hunter||04-23-2002||01:41 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||GVR.....as I said even when I install a stock, crushed BOV or a Greddy type S, both which vent 100% back into the intake pie a-la stock, the car acts the same. In fact, I ahve noticed that with both the GFB and teh greddy if I set it harder I get a whoosh, whoosh, whoosh on a light lift and it bucks worse. When I set them softer I get a singles whoosh and the car bucks less. <P>A long time ago I took the car in to the dealer because it was jsut not running right. They played with something to make it better, which worked at the time. About a week later I discovered I have a leak where the intercooler pipe bolts to the turbo. I bet this is related, in part, to what they did. I am sure the throttle body need to be adjusted (throttle stop switch, BISS screw, TPS, ISC etc). Those are what I am sure the dealer played with to "help. <p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 04-23-2002).]||205.166.229.133||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000591.cgi
A||N||6||Duc Hunter||Driveline rumbles under Decell......||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||04-18-2002||09:45 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||My rear end/driveline/tranny makes funny noises and I cannot locate them. It rumbles on decell only, and clunks as I roll backwards sometimes. The clunking sounds like it is from the rear wheels, left specifically. I suspect this is a dying CV. <P>The rumble though has me baffled, seems to be from the rear but has a some what hollow sound like it is the drive shaft. I thought it was the drive shaft bushings that hold the shaft to the car, replaced those and rebuilt the drive shaft with new universals, no change. Then I had to put in a new t-case (fill bolt fell out on the freeway and cooked the old one), no change. I think it may be in the diff....maybe the coast side of the gears are shot, maybe some bearings too. The oil does not have a lot of metal in it though and there does not seem to be excessive play in the pinion (up/down or rotationally). I have not pulled the cover though, this is just from playing with the wheels and drive shaft. Under accel all is fine though. Any thoughts oh wise ones?||205.166.229.91||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||04-18-2002||10:00 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||An easy way to check is to jack up the rear of the car & put on the ebrake so the tires dont move & rotate the driveshaft & check the play( there should be none if the diff is ok). An easy way(the easiest way I know of) to check the transcase is to disconnect the shaft from the diff & check the play of the case. Niether should be more than 1/4". These are in general direction to check 4x4's. Its very possible that the rear CV joints are going but I have never seen 1 just start making noise(most of the time they just bust from launching)but it is a possibility. Also is there any shimmy in the wheel? I dout it. On decell is that at highway speeds without changing gears our like around town downshifting? Sorry for all the questions||206.252.171.227||reg||1
Z||000002||1101||04-19-2002||12:10 AM||karns10@attbi.com||1312VR4<P>Thank You Thank You. I hae been posting all over trying to figure out how to check the transfer case. The recall was done last Aug before I bought the car and it still leaks, they want to do seals and yoke again, they don't even mention RTV on the yoke.<P>I want to make sure the TC internals are not worn from low fluid. If they are, I am going to try to force them to replace the transfer case. Is there any documentation on your 1/4inch figure?<P>Ward ||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||04-19-2002||01:11 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||131, no worries on the questions. It is under decell from any speed. Really low speed does not have much effect, it is in any gear although lower gears do it more. This, to me, is because the lower the gear the more leverage, if you will, the wheels have over the engine under decell and there for the more load is placed on everything. As I said above I know it is not the tcase, it sounds like it is in the rear. So you think it could be CV's do you. Well the clicking I know is a bad one.....<p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 04-19-2002).]||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||04-19-2002||01:12 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||That is a "in general" rule amost all company's go off of someting similar some might say 1/8" But I have NEVER seen any tech. manual go over 1/4"(even on our big trucks). I havent worked in a shop in over a year(disabled military, so I cant work, but I still build & fix cars) + I was in the Air Force for a while, so it might have changed since then but I highly dout it. You figure, all the small clearances in the tranny/case/diff. there should be SLIGHT back & forth/side-side movement(less than an 1/8) anything other means trouble is coming. I'm not sure on the exact tolerances for the T-case & diff but I can find out tomorrow. Think of it this way grab the driveshaft & twist it as hard as you can,SNAP IT if you will. If you hear a clang Good Bye, imagine what that does when you dump it at 4grand or even babying it, there is still torque there. Just some food for thought & I have a whole cubbard full of food.<BR>  This, to me, is because the lower the gear the more leverage, if you will, the wheels have over the engine under decell and there for the more load is placed on everything. There you go you got your awnser. I just saw this after I posted & I'm glad you mentioned it. <BR> The CV's will do it under acelleration. It will sould like a rapid LOW souning pop pop pop. I have never heard them do it under decell cause there is still touque pushing on them. BUT hey I have done to many VR4 rear diffs.(only 9 to be exact), anything could happen I just havent run into that prob<P>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 04-19-2002).]<P>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 04-19-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 04-19-2002).]||206.252.171.244||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||04-19-2002||10:25 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Mine has done that since I bought it 3 years ago. Redline Shockproof Heavy helped a little, but I'm pretty sure its caused by excessive gear lash in the rear diff. I can turn the driveshaft back and forth alot more than I should be able to. You should be able to fix it by reshimming the differential, which I'm going to attempt shortly. Its never gotten any worse, if thats any consolation:-)<BR>||66.156.214.135||reg||1
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||04-19-2002||10:37 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Thanks guys. <P>Key, mine has gotten worse. It is m ore annoying that anything else. I will take it to a driveline shop I know around here and see what they say.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||205.166.229.94||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000592.cgi
A||||1||newbievr4||Help!||||1||
Z||000000||newbievr4||04-18-2002||11:33 PM||nitrohzwhoa@yahoo.com||Hey i'm in the San Jose California Area. The mechanic that usually helps me w/ mai car is out of the area and will be gone for awhile. I'm in need of help. Something is wrong w/ the clutch and he said I need to replace the stock oem one. So I'm guessing it's a simple job. I have a act2600lb clutch right now and I just need some mechanical help w/ my Galant vr-4. Help would be very appreciated..<BR>Anyone? anyone? ||207.220.248.59||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||04-19-2002||01:12 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||This should be a big help <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <A HREF="http://www.freewebz.com/van91dsm/clutchinstall.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.freewebz.com/van91dsm/clutchinstall.htm</A> ||63.231.76.147||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000593.cgi
A||||9||midniterunner||Someone answer this quick!||||5||
Z||000000||midniterunner||04-19-2002||06:59 AM||||Hey guys, my tranny still grinds in 1st, and now in 2nd.  I'm starting to suspect the master/slave cylinder.  How do I check if theyre going bad?  THanks in advance.||12.235.40.128||reg||5
Z||000001||1312VR4||04-19-2002||08:59 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||What fluid are you using?(GM Syncroshift?)Master cylinder(it would be hard to get in all gears) Slave(it would pop out of gear). You my have bent shift forks, but dout it. Have you checked that there isnt any trash around your shifter(lift up the boot & check). I had a guy with a TSi say he just lost 5th, & he had a quarter stopping it from going into gear(coud be something similar in your case).||206.252.171.226||reg||1
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||04-19-2002||02:23 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Air in the system perhaps???....Bleed the clutch lately???...Does it still grind if you double clutch???...hope it's not your syncros. Good Luck!!!||12.81.86.161||reg||1
Z||000003||midniterunner||04-19-2002||06:00 PM||||I have BG Syncroshift.  When shifting into 2nd, I will sometimes think that I'm in gear, but when releasing the clutch, the sucker pops out.  No trash around the shifter since I just put in the symborski kit.  Bled the clutch and installed metal line.  <BR>However it does not grind if I double clutch it.  Any ideas?  Thanks again.||12.235.40.128||reg||1
Z||000004||HKS VR-4||04-20-2002||03:26 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I'm not too experienced in this, but if you need to double clutch, I think it's the syncros. My friend Dan has similar problems with his GVR4, grinds shifting in 1st and 2nd and he claims it's his syncros. I dunno...probably have someone check it out.  ||12.81.67.246||reg||9
Z||000005||DarkDevilMMM||04-23-2002||05:23 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||u know why, it must be the weather these days in the Bay area! j/k but I am having the same problem for a long time already, sometimes when I shift into 2nd gear from 1st at a fairly high RPM(5000), it grinds, or sometimes when I downshift to second from anything higher at a higher speed, i.e. would be around 4500+ rpm into 2nd gear, that it would grind too, but I just force it into gear, and it will run fine, or if I just let it go, it will pop back out, same as reverse, I thought it's my syncros, had someone checked it, they said it's fine, oh well, old + mitsubishi tranny = a lot of problems, good luck||63.204.75.157||reg||1
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||04-23-2002||01:13 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||My car shifts really smooth, no grind at all. Previous owner had this car as a daily commuter, always pampered. I should really continue to take care of it just as he did...especially since my car just hit 190k yesterday and it's still going strong. <P>Devil: I still haven't seen you around Davis. Where you at???||12.81.67.95||reg||14
Z||000007||beavis||04-23-2002||09:02 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||there is an adjustment for the clutch peddle and also the shift linkage itself.  i doubt this is the problem, but you might want to make sure the tolerances are within the factory specs.||138.23.82.233||reg||1
Z||000008||91GVR4#626||04-24-2002||02:26 PM||syreal@syreal.com||Syncros could be going bad. I had this problem had the tranny rebuilt crunch is now gone.<P>||66.218.238.77||reg||1
Z||000009||DarkDevilMMM||04-24-2002||11:16 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||HKS-VR4:<P>I am here sitting in front of the stupid computer coz I have a midterm tomorrow, sup? where u at?||63.204.75.157||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000594.cgi
A||||2||1101||Tein HA adjustable coilovers||||1||
Z||000000||1101||04-19-2002||02:17 PM||karns10@attbi.com||does anyone have any experience with these good or bad?<P>Thanks,<P>Ward||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000001||HKS VR-4||04-19-2002||02:20 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Teins are suppose to be one of the best and probably the cheapest too compared to Tanabe, HKS, Biltstein, H&R, and etc. My friend had them on his new Celica GTS and he really liked it. ||12.81.86.161||reg||1
Z||000002||Whistler||04-19-2002||08:14 PM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||I have these along with the adjustable camber plates.  The ride is pretty stiff even on the softest setting but very controlled, not bouncy.  I am very satisfied.  Email me if you have specific questions. ||12.86.89.250||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000595.cgi
A||||10||91vr4evolution||Exhaust and turbo mods||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||04-19-2002||09:26 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hi, I've recently caught the drag racing bug and I'm looking to improve the top end of my car.<BR>Best time to date: 13.58@101<BR>Mods: 3" from the flex back, no cat, 3" resonator and straight thru muffler<BR>Cold air box behind right-hand headlamp,<BR>semi-gutted MAS, Mines chipped computer,<BR>full interior ,1/2 tank ,50/50 race gas,98 octane....shortshifting at 6000rpm...how do i get back the last 1000rpm(boost tapering off fast,revving to 7000rpm cost over 1/2 sec)<BR>Questions: 1, is it worth replacing the O2 sensor with a separate wastegate and turbine pipe setup, <BR>2. should I port the wastegate(looking to change the compressor at some stage)<BR>3. do I need to rewire the fuel pump(hard to read a voltmeter when you are on full boost!) <BR>Phew..a lot of questions first up, but your help would back appreciated..<BR>p.s. I have had a look at the faq first..||203.96.111.200||reg||5
Z||000001||Ash||04-19-2002||11:55 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I'd finish the exhaust first, when I got rid of the o2 housing it made a big diff on my car, but as I have a 14b still it isn't too flash.  <P>Have a look at this for a home made O2 housing:<BR> <A HREF="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/Ashvr410.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/Ashvr410.JPG</A> <BR>||203.21.226.51||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||04-20-2002||01:37 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea I agree the exhaust would be the first step. Now from there on:<BR>yea do the rewire, get a fuel pump if you don't have one already. The wastegate you have now will be fine untill you goto a bigger turbo or wheel, but yea porting the "flapper" hole will help, not only to keep boost creep away but also to help keep a steady boost. Also maybe think of doing these: Turn up the boost, but first what are you running now? stay under 15psi or so till you get some type of fuel control and foresure a fuel pump! Port the turbo. BTW you don't really need to goto 7000 if your using the stock turbo it poops out way before then, plus your engine wouldn't make power then anyways, maybe 5500 to 6000 will be your "sweat" spot. Hope this helps a little..<BR>Rob||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000003||91vr4evolution||04-20-2002||01:50 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks guys...I'm running about 17psi at the moment...don't panic it has run at this boost for over 30000km and still doesn't use any oil...my car gets serviced at ralliart in NZ and before I hacked the MAS they reckoned it was running hell rich...by the way does anyone have detailed specs on the VR4 Evo models...I know that its a 180kw model, 4bolt rearend etc...but what else...ralliart reckon that the MAS,computer, injectors,pump are all different to the previous models...any clues?||203.96.111.200||reg||14
Z||000004||Ash||04-20-2002||04:25 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||They come with 510cc injectors, a small 16g, the front mount... I thought the ECU and MAS were the same but the mapping was different.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/confused.gif">||203.21.226.217||reg||1
Z||000005||91vr4evolution||04-20-2002||08:00 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Well, ralliart said to me that a 'normal' vr4 computer couldn't be used 'cause it wouldn't even plug in...<BR>If my turbo is the small 16g is the evo3 the big 16g?...are the compressor housing different...are the turbines different?<BR>I had an idea the other day...would it be possible to use the 'extractor' type exhaust manifold off a N/A galant 2.0l and craft a cheap 'tuned' length manifold like the WRC cars...would the casting stand up to the heat?||203.96.111.200||reg||5
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||04-21-2002||01:07 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yep the 16 and big 16 are different, the compressor housing and the wheels are different. Here are the numbers and the differences, sorry use the numbers like a list.<BR>Turbo   Compressor<BR>wheel Inducer<BR>diam. (in) Exducer<BR>diam. (in) Compr<BR>housing   Turbine<BR>wheel Inducer<BR>diam. (in) Exducer<BR>diam. (in) Turbine<BR>housing <P>Small" 16G 16G  1.830 2.365 16G TD05H  1.930 2.200 070 - 7cm <BR>"Large" 16G 16G  1.892 2.680 16G TD05H  1.930 2.200 070 - 7cm <BR> Get more info on turbos on clubdsm.com and go to the vfaq files then to the turbo section. Oh and the cast might hold up depending on the thickness and % of metals in the cast, but a normal N/A manifold will not work for a turbo header because of the simple heat factor and high egt temps.||137.28.246.126||reg||1
Z||000007||DEFECTED||04-29-2002||01:45 AM||dfected@hotmail.com||hey, if you want ay info at all on any mitsi car post on the nzmmc.co.nz forum, nz based club with some nice cars, good bunch of guys to<P>cheers||203.79.70.63||reg||1
Z||000008||MX4||05-02-2002||08:16 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Hey dude,<BR>where did you get your computer from?<BR>and how much it cost??<P>Raz||165.84.1.12||reg||1
Z||000009||91vr4evolution||05-02-2002||02:23 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||MX4 it was already in the car when I bought it...I was pretty lucky I'm the first NZ owner and it came with front and rear strut braces full 2.5" exhaust, no cat, stiff as KYB shocks(one step up from the factory ones), HKS superflow airfilter and can and fairly nice 16" mags.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000010||evo_zero_zr4||05-12-2002||09:50 PM||zr4kid@hotmail.com||hey vr4evo!<P>sounds like your car was a racer in japan aye? yeah thats funny cause ive heard that the standard zr-4's are the same power as a evo vr-4 to make up for weight? and the evo zr-4 is the same power as an evo1? not too sure on specs and all that, maybe im wrong but im not too sure myself! im the first owner of my ride in nz and i got it late lastyear! came with these pretty blue springs on stock shocks that i stupidly hacked, and all this other different stock stuff compared to my old vr-4. i think all of us mitsi owners in NZ that come on this site should have a meet, and talk our differences.<P>Richie.||203.96.111.200||reg||14




ubb/Forum2/000596.cgi
A||||7||ken inn||FINALLY!  the ordeal is OVER!||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||04-20-2002||03:16 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||man, what an exerience.  the starquest fmic and pipes(nate pharr signature edition) is finally installed.  but, in order to get the pipes to clear, i had to remote the battery to the trunk.  what a job.  i never want to do THAT again.  then, in order to mount the intercooler, i had to move the oil cooler.  what a job.  i never want to do THAT again.  and getting the ends on the braided steel lines, my hands are STILL sore.  then, getting the pipes to fit, the key is to just remove that small steel section on the left side of the radiator that the stock pipe bolts to.  take it away, completely.  then, i had to cut up the bumper.  i mean, i had to CUT UP the bumper.  then, i had to make a couple of brackets so the intercooler would mount forward, it just clears the front inside of the bumper cover.  i first tried to put the partially cut up bumper on, then i could see it would not clear, so i separated the bar from the cover, and then i could see and mark where to cut.  what a racket.  the neighbors hate me.  cant sleep in on the weekends when you live next door to the inn's.  then, even after i reassembled the cover, i had to take it off AGAIN and remove some of the inside part.  i never want to do THAT again.  now, all i got to do is to reinstall the dejon bov, and my water injection.  ||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||04-20-2002||04:25 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Good job Ken!  Let us know how it runs now that your troubles are finished.  Have any pics of the final setup?||63.231.76.147||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||04-22-2002||09:27 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Ken, the trick to installing that kit is to cut the front bumper into two seperate chunks, leaving the middle out completly.  After that, it goes in pretty easily.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||04-22-2002||11:03 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yah, and i think i gotta take it off one more time.  i want to remove some of the plastic between the louvers so the intercooler gets more air.  i think my egt guage went nutso, now, on the freeway at decel, it almost goes back to zero.  after driving on the freeway, i can feel the intake side is warm to hot, and the outlet side is cool.  amazing.  i would never have thought this intercooler was very efficient.  also, i notice now that i got boost at a lot lower rpm.  even in first, i got like 10+ lbs at 3500 rpm.  all in all, i am happy with the result.  sore, but happy.||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000004||HKS VR-4||04-22-2002||02:24 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||There's an oil cooler in our cars??? (GVR4)||207.62.218.251||reg||5
Z||000005||GVR1643||04-22-2002||02:40 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||yes, oil cooler is basically what your screwing your filter to.  I believe we have water lines running to ours and some change them over to the air to air coolers.  <BR>Kevin||167.142.21.146||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||04-22-2002||03:01 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yes, i had installed the air to air oil cooler from a 90 t/e/l.  i knew i had to move it, so i had assembled braided steel lines, and an aftermarket oil cooler, and all the fittings.  but i kept the stock oil filter head, because it has the thermostat in it.  i had forgotten what a bitch it is to put the ends on the aeroquip lines.||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||04-22-2002||09:31 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Buy a set of the -An fitting Vice Jaws. Best $20.00 I spent.  make make line a snap.<P>BTW I move the AC fan to the other side so the Air to Air cooler fit nicely with the stock lines.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000597.cgi
A||N||2||gvr4#169||Radiator fan question||||5||
Z||000000||gvr4#169||04-20-2002||05:41 PM||boostedgalant@aol.com||Those of you who have wired your fan to run all the time while the car is on, where did you wire it too?  I want to do this, but was wondering what the preferred place to wire was.<P>Thanks,<BR>Shane||64.12.102.177||reg||5
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||04-21-2002||01:10 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I don't have a/c anymore so I ran a wire to the old a/c fuse in the fuse-box on the passenger side of the engine compartment. ||137.28.246.126||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||04-21-2002||08:27 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||why are you wanting to run your fan all of the time?  if you are having a cooling problem, fix the problem, dont mask it. ||4.35.74.104||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000598.cgi
A||N||7||daviddilts||AGX install||||1||
Z||000000||daviddilts||04-21-2002||12:41 AM||dsmdave@prodigy.net|| hay whats up guys   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> . I'm kinda new here to the board. I only posted a few times very long ago, but I hope to be around the board more often.<P>So just got KYB AGX adjustable struts/shocks for the front and rear of the galant.I all ready have H&R spings on the car now. <P>The question is, do I need a spring compressor to take the H&R's off the old struts and shocks? <BR>Who better to ask then the most knowledgable galant people on the web.<P>oh ya and F--- JCWhitney for changing with the prices after My ordered and charge $40 more. And I don't find out till I call back!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif"> <p>[This message has been edited by daviddilts (edited 04-21-2002).]||64.157.65.220||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||04-21-2002||02:25 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Yes, you should use spring compressors for both removing and re-installing the springs.  Flying shock/strut projectiles are no fun!!!||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000002||1101||04-21-2002||01:22 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Here is how I got around the spring compressor issue on my 89 GGS. I have never seen anything written about it, but it worked for me.<P>Before you jack up a wheel take off the top nut from the strut. Leave the top strut mount in place. Now when you jack the car up the weight of the car will be relieved from the spring and the suspension will droop enought to uncompress the spring. When you take the lower strut bolts off only the spring and strut will come off the car.<P>Reverse steps to install, being very careful to guide the strut shaft up through the top strut mount bushing properly so it does not hang up on the lips and shoulders of the bushing or strut shaft. Don't forget to replace the top nut. <P>As always, what worked for me may not for you so do what you feel comfortable with.<P>Ward    ||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000003||daviddilts||04-22-2002||12:07 AM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||Thanks Ward & Dan D for the info. the reason i asked is that i hear that with the lowered spring you didn't need a compressor because of the length the smaller spring. thanks guys||209.245.112.152||reg||1
Z||000004||Dan D||04-22-2002||08:58 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I don't know your springs, so that may be the case??  However, since autozone and other similar stores let you borrow spring compressors for free, I'd go ahead and have them handy just for saftey.||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||04-22-2002||11:06 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if your springs are so short that you dont have to compress them to put them back on, you'd better wire them on to the perch.  otherwise, if by chance the car goes over a bump, and goes almost airborne, so that the strut fully extends, the spring can fall out of the perch, then it's real interesting.||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||04-22-2002||11:21 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I needed the spring compressor for my H&R's. Not by much, though. Only needed to compress about 1-1 1/2 inches.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.214.135||reg||1
Z||000007||daviddilts||04-22-2002||04:16 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||Thanks Guys I'll put one up.||65.59.107.142||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000599.cgi
A||||10||blytz||Low Boost?!?!?!||||11||
Z||000000||blytz||04-21-2002||01:37 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||My Mods:<BR>2.5" Mandrel Custom (no cat) exhaust, DP back<BR>the free mods<BR>K&N, Hacked air box<P>The Problem:<BR>About 2 days ago car performance was noticable slower. I checked boost, and at WOT at 7000 in 2nd gear, I'm getting between 8-10 PSI, whereas I had been getting 12-14psi. Also, when the BOV opens now, it almost sounds like it's "sticking" open for a few more seconds than before... maybe not, but it definetly sounds "longer" than before.<P>I've checked all of the vacuum hoses under the hood and all of the seem perfectly fine. Also checked the I/C hoses and they too checked out.<P>Is it safe to pull the line to the Wastegate to see if that's the problem? Anyway to test the BOV on the car?<P>Any other ideas?<P>Thanks!||24.159.62.33||reg||11
Z||000001||ken inn||04-21-2002||02:57 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||you should first reset your ecu.  on the fusebox inside the car, the lower right fuse controls stuff like the clock, interior lites, it also gives the ecu constant voltage.  pull this fuse, leave out for at least 30 seconds, then reinstall.  you should first warm up the car, then pull the fuse, then do some runs.  if your boost is good, then it is pulled, your ecu is hearing knock.  it is pulling boost, and timing.  if you have bypassed the boost solenoid, then it is pulling timing.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||04-21-2002||10:33 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||well, reset the ECU with no luck... I'm thinking maybe I'm just missing a leak somewhere, so I'm gonna build one of those cheap PVC testers and give it a whirl...||24.159.62.33||reg||1
Z||000003||blytz||04-22-2002||09:03 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Okay, crushed the BOV and disconnected the Wastegate, I get about 8 PSI in 1st, and a SOLID 10 in 2nd (RIGHT before hitting the rev limiter). I reconnected the wastegate, and had the SAME results...<P>I'm gonna build an intake leak tester this week...||24.159.62.33||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||04-22-2002||09:05 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||On the way to lunch today i was just telling my friends about how i got like a pound or two more boost from taking out the wastegate solenoid restrictor deal, well when i said "look at my guage" and gave it some gas it only went to like 8psi and i was thinking that i had a boost leak.  At Mcee dees i pulled in and looked under the hood to find the electrical connector unclipped from the solenoid. clipped it back in and went up to 13psi.  i doubt you are having this problem, but thought i would share||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000005||turbowop||04-22-2002||09:18 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Thanks for sharing Karter.J/K<P>I thought if the electrical connector was disconnected it would flag a cel. <P>Hey Karter, IM me at turbowop5 if you want to BS about happenings with our cars.<P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 04-22-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000006||blytz||04-22-2002||09:31 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Thanks kartorium... I thought about this also, and will I was under the hood double checked EVERYTHING that had a vacuum line on it.... the BSC is plugged in fine...||24.159.62.33||reg||1
Z||000007||kartorium31||04-22-2002||10:49 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||well i dont have a clue about faging cels but i know i didn't have jack for boost and that sucks. my sn is kartman4g63 fyi||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000008||Ash||04-22-2002||11:49 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||You should see something like 18-20psi with the wastgate unhooked.  You must have a big leak somewhere, maybe cracked exhaust housing/manifold, wastgate stuck half open or intake leak.  Does it pull hard?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000009||blytz||04-23-2002||12:09 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||it pulls decent, but not as hard as it used to.... I don't think it's the wastegate, unless it's like half burned off or something, cuz the arm is solid, no play, and is still attached.<P>I think it's gotta be a leak somewhere on the intake side of things. Gonna hook up a tester soon, I'll let you all know what I find.<P>Thanks for the help!||24.159.62.33||reg||1
Z||000010||blytz||04-28-2002||12:11 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||WOOHOO!!!!!!!!!!!! Found the problem, the I/C Inlet is FLATTENED out... It was a clean bend on it, but does anybody have any suggestions to straighten it out?<P>||24.159.62.33||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000600.cgi
A||||5||Tondar||Quaife Center diff||||1||
Z||000000||Tondar||04-21-2002||09:52 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||I was looking at RRE's website and the Quaife site and it seems that the center diff is for sometime in '92 and later.  So does that mean that me and my '91 Galant are SOL?  <P>Thanks||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||04-22-2002||01:36 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||check the build date. The Quaifes fit only the later transmissions. An alternative is the 4 spider center diff mod.||64.194.28.233||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||04-22-2002||01:53 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Or a CIG locker (Welded) or a real locker from TRE||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||Tondar||04-22-2002||06:45 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||OK, how do I check the build date of the transmission?  is there a label/sticker on it? if so where?<P>Thanks for the help<BR>||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||04-22-2002||09:30 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||What does the 4 spider get you in terms of LSD function? I would think all it would get is more strength......but no better lsd action. The quaiffe is a better LSD, faster acting and more torques transfer right? I want a Quaiffe center and rear with an open ft...or maybe all the way around!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||205.166.229.121||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||04-22-2002||09:35 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I have a quaife center and front. Call RRE and ask them they will help you out. They are cool.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000601.cgi
A||||0||GVR1643||EGT probe||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||04-22-2002||02:37 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||After finally installing my TeamRip probe, I was wondering...doesn't the thread portion of the probe impede the exhaust flow?  Does anyone use spacer(s)/lock washers to keep the probe from having the same depth?  I using 2g ported manni from Buschar <P>Kevin||167.142.21.146||reg||5




ubb/Forum2/000602.cgi
A||||10||evo_zero_zr4||internal wastegate?!?!?||||5||
Z||000000||evo_zero_zr4||04-23-2002||03:19 AM||zr4kid@hotmail.com||hey dudes!<P>just lately ive been workin on my car cause i got the engine out (due to a long story)<BR>and i thought id have a look around at things. its the first time ive seen the engine out of the engne bay and its quite a big. anyway back to the point i serviced it(head gasket, cambelt, tensioner, etc.) then started to look at the turbo........heres where you guys have to help me!!! the manifold has cracks  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> can these be brazed???<BR>also the internal wastegate....its like the valve isnt fully covering the outlet. is this normal?? my car did lag quite a bit and now i think this might be the problem. <P>anyway here are my mods....<BR>stock exaust with no cat or muffler.<BR>K&N filter<BR>Free mods<BR>and clipped the wastegate line to run 14psi.<BR>GIZZMO chip<P>Yes it is very stock! <P>but yeah any help will do guys!<P>Cheers RICH.<p>[This message has been edited by evo_zero_zr4 (edited 04-23-2002).]||203.96.111.200||reg||5
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||04-23-2002||03:41 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Ok first, as a note is your manifold leaking? There maybe cracks but they won't leak, just surface cracks, but if you are going to fix it you will need you will need to preheat the metal and then use the hardest rod you can find for torch, make sure you start the "welds" from the cast side rather than the middle plus the weld will look better. Another option would be to silver solder it. But make sure you really clean the surface by using acid or liquid flux. Also make sure you get a flapper, or atleast get it fixed, you will not build boost if this doesn't seal properly. While your at it you may as well port the turbo.||66.84.245.100||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||04-23-2002||06:03 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>While your at it you may as well port the turbo.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Don't forget the O2 housing and remember, Die-grinder=Fun!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||203.21.226.207||reg||1
Z||000003||evo_zero_zr4||04-23-2002||08:26 AM||zr4kid@hotmail.com||thx guys for the help!<P>i think ill do as you all say! also could anyone give me a site with info on compressor wheels and turbo's (14g, 16g, etc.) also on o2 housings! im still quite a noob on the turbo side of things.<BR>also is there a limit on when porting the turbo or just go as big as possible?<BR>any help would be appreciated.<P>RICHY.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000004||MX4||04-23-2002||04:02 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Hey Richie,<BR>What ya reckon about the  Gizmo chip?<BR>Make much of a difference?? and worth tha money??  <P>Ryan||165.84.1.12||reg||1
Z||000005||Ian M||04-23-2002||06:38 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| The flapper in my 14b didnt cover the wastegate hole either when I took it off my motor to port. What happened was that the flapper lever had worked its way outward in the bushing it rides in in the exhaust housing. I tapped (actually closer to beat) the lever back into the bushing,and the flapper attached to it moved back into place,covering the hole.||129.71.114.55||reg||1
Z||000006||beavis||04-23-2002||09:00 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||road race has all the info on the different turbos you need.  they also have some very good pictures.||138.23.82.233||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||04-23-2002||10:06 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||You can look on <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com</A>  for info on porting.||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000008||evol||04-24-2002||12:09 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||porting is pretty fun I must admit. as soon as I can get my ass to suto zone to get a 21-222mm socket, i'm going to look over the 14b and the port the living fuck out of it. i saw a fat crack in my exhaust housing though!! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif"> hopefully that isnt going to be another couple hundred god damn it.<BR>||134.124.18.51||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||04-25-2002||02:07 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Fun? I don't know about that. Prting heat cycled cast iron is a real bitch here in PA.<P>The housing is less the a couple hundred dollars... you should be happy to hear.||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000010||evo_zero_zr4||04-27-2002||10:54 AM||zr4kid@hotmail.com||[QUOTE]Originally posted by MX4:<BR>[B]<BR>Hey Richie,<BR>What ya reckon about the  Gizmo chip?<BR>Make much of a difference?? and worth tha money??  <BR>Hey Ryan,<P>Yeah i think the chip is really good aye! i felt a big difference in tourque! goes much harder now!<P>||203.109.192.163||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000603.cgi
A||N||3||smokindav||Shock settings for autox - AGX with Whitelines (big drop)||||1||
Z||000000||smokindav||04-23-2002||10:19 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I'm gonna go autoxing next Saturday.  Normally I would just run the Miata but I think I might try it with the GVR4 just for fun.  <P>What are you guys that autox running for shock settings in the front and rear with AGXs and Whiteline big drop springs?  Everything else suspension wise is stock, 17" Toyo Proxes FZ4, 215.45.17.<P>Thanks,<BR>Dave Flaherty||128.255.247.163||reg||1
Z||000001||markrieb||04-23-2002||08:18 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||You will probably need to pump up the front tires to around 45 psi/max allowed by the tire to keep from rolling it over onto the shoulder.  Use some chalk or shoe polish on the sidewall to see how far over you are rolling the tire.<P>Adjust the rear tire pressure until you get the the amount of oversteer you want.<P>On my car, I run the rear's at full stiff (7 or 8) and the fronts on 2.  But... I also have the whiteline 22mm sway bars front and rear, the full Whiteline urethane bushing kit, Tein camber plates and 245/45/16 V700's.<P>Expect the car to push<P>Mark Rieb||208.8.135.6||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||04-23-2002||08:58 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i have my fronts set at 4 and the rear at 8.  i also have a poly bush kit, but i have the factory sway bars.  a lot of the setting depends on your driving style.  the shoe polish on the sidewall is an excellent idea which i had not heard before.  every tire handles differently and every driver has a certain style, so i suggest experimenting in a open parking lot until you get the desired feel.  good luck.||138.23.82.233||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||04-24-2002||12:31 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have the same set up as you...for the street I run my ft on 2 and rear on three......1/2 is also good on long trip. This gives a nice ride and good handling for the road. At the track, ft 3, rear 8......but I have a whiteline 22mm ft bar and a 24mm rear so I do not need to set rear so stiff relative to the front to get neutral handling. I also have they camber and castor kits. GREAT STUFF! ||64.81.58.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000604.cgi
A||N||2||Ferrari F50 GT||Extreme XBC ||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||04-23-2002||10:52 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||For those of you that have one or know about it enough: On the line coming from the wastegate actuator to the controller, is there suposed to be a little hole in the nut that connects the hose to the controller?  I just noticed that hole while pressure testing my intake.||63.231.76.147||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||04-23-2002||11:21 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I havent seen an XBC upclose,but I would assume its there for when you lift (or when the boost drops below what holds the ball open),and the ball closes in the controller,it will release the pressure that would be trapped between the controller and the wastgate. Similar to when making a MBC out of a Grainger valve,you put a about a .020 hole in the wastegate end of the controller for that reason.||129.71.115.237||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||04-24-2002||09:11 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Sounds normal to me. My Hallman manual boost controller also has a bleeder hole, as Ian said, to let the actuator bleed back down.||66.156.213.23||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000605.cgi
A||||7||91vr4evolution||Is it worth porting?||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||04-23-2002||11:25 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I've just been reading the faq about porting and was wondering if it's worthwhile porting and port-matching my 2g exhaust manifold, or is it not really worth the effort on the 2g?<BR>||210.54.204.40||reg||5
Z||000001||JonGVR4||04-24-2002||08:42 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Yes, very much worth it.  2G exhaust manifold opening is the same size as the stock 1G or GVR4 exhaust housing.  Only the Lancer Evolution III exhaust manifold has a larger opening because it was designed to work with a 7cm exhaust housing.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||04-24-2002||04:24 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks, ah.. this this 1G, 2G stuff is a bit confusing for me down here in New Zealand, cause I actually have an Evo III manifold...ah...ralliart replaced the original which of course cracked...so I guess I should rephrase the question...is it worthwhile porting my Evo III exhaust manifold?...Thanks<P>Mike||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||04-24-2002||08:12 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Even witht the EVO mani you should take the step out of the collector.||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||04-24-2002||10:43 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks, so I grind out the step where the ring gasket thing goes, right? ||210.54.204.140||reg||1
Z||000005||turbowop||04-24-2002||11:52 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||YUP, and leave the runners alone. Maybe just smooth them out.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000006||91vr4evolution||04-25-2002||02:57 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks<P>Mike||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000007||beavis||04-25-2002||07:31 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||don't take the web out, just grind away the step.  if you remove the web you will increase the likelyhood of your manifold cracking.  also the web ensures the exhaust gases go to the turbo and not into the other runners.||138.23.82.233||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000606.cgi
A||||10||1312VR4||PCV reroute||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||04-24-2002||09:06 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I have a thought(uh oh). HAs anyone tried rerouting the PCV into the exhaust? (All the V8 guys know what I'm talking about.) I dont think i've seen it done on these engines(but that doesnt mean it hasnt). I'm getting a sheet metal intake & just wondering where to route the PCV valve. I was thinking of runing a braided stainless line from there(taking out the valve completely) to down near the flex section. Cause for those that dont know the exhaust will pull out the vapors from the engine. Any thoughts. Thanks in advance. ||206.252.171.243||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||04-24-2002||01:34 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||My friend's brother who has an 11sec Nova suggested that to me too.  If you remove the whole PCV valve, what would you have to have to stick in it's place that would stay there?||63.231.76.147||reg||1
Z||000002||markrieb||04-24-2002||03:46 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Shawn Jewett tried that on his Talon out here in Washington.  He never could get it to work at normal street speeds.<P>Mark Rieb<BR>||208.8.135.6||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||04-24-2002||05:09 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I'm not planing on normal street speeds. It will see very limited street use.(only for car cruise's & such). <BR>  I have braided stainless tubing just laying around & I have all the tools to make it. Not to mention PLENTY of time & money. So I figured why the H**l not. Plus i'm putting on a sheetmetal intake so I have to route is somewhere anyway. We used to do it all the time on our chevy's w/ great results. Thanks for the replys||63.52.202.3||reg||1
Z||000004||#258||04-24-2002||06:37 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||Used exhaust mounted pcv system on my semi-street driven S/G capri for years. The key is to angle the inlet to the exhaust at about 25 to 40 degrees. Also helps to angle cut the inserted end to match. A cheap blow off valve in line in the rare case of backfire through the exhaust never hurts.||67.83.145.170||reg||1
Z||000005||1312VR4||04-24-2002||10:16 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||#258where ya from? If ya dont mind. I grew up in Cumberland Co(in south Jersey). Yeah thats what we did with the Nova's & Camaro's we never put the 1way valve though. Never thought of that thanks(sometimes I miss the old V8 beast's)||63.52.202.201||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4#169||04-24-2002||11:16 PM||boostedgalant@aol.com||Geez 1312, why don't you post this on a few more boards?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> J/K.  I saw it over on the SEDSM board.  <P><BR>Shane||152.163.195.184||reg||1
Z||000007||1312VR4||04-25-2002||09:12 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Just trying to get as many pros & cons as possible, like always. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||206.252.171.234||reg||1
Z||000008||JonGVR4||04-25-2002||09:44 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/catchcaninstructions.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/catchcaninstructions.htm</A> ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000009||DarkDevilMMM||04-25-2002||12:31 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||thx jon, that's what I was going to say, why not just route it to a catch can? that way is more simpler then routing it all the way to the exahust, althought I don't know what difference or pro/cons between to catchcan or to exhaust, I just know catchcan is a simple clean job...||169.237.135.217||reg||1
Z||000010||1312VR4||04-25-2002||02:35 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Thanks, I was wondering about that. Looks much simpler & just as effective. Thanks again.||206.252.171.227||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000607.cgi
A||||15||midniterunner||Failed Smog, What to Do???||||8||
Z||000000||midniterunner||04-24-2002||08:02 PM||||Hey everyone, just went to the smog ref here in Cali, turns out I'm still a gross polluter.  The results?  Max CO is 1% at idle and at 2500rpm, I registered a 1.23% and 3.23% respectively.   Max HC is 120 at idle and 140 at 2500rpm, I registered 138 and 70 (passed @ 2500)  <P>Everything else (visual inspect, functional check) I passed with no problem.  I basically just 'barely' failed emissions.  <P>Afterward the ref suggested that my injectors could be suspect.  Right now I'm running the 510 yellow tops.  Do I need to switch over to the stock 450's??  Also, the report states that idle rpm is 755, I always thought that our car's stock idle should be 850, which is where my car idles at.  Could this be the problem?  <P>Any of you California guys that had to deal with the ref, or anyone with experience in this matter, I need input, please.  Thanks as always..||12.235.40.128||reg||8
Z||000001||1312VR4||04-24-2002||10:21 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Damn that sucks. I've heard that if you run the car hard for about a minute or before the test it burns the carbon out of the cylinders. I've never had a car go through the test..umm..cough... so I couldnt tell ya. I remember my father in the chevelle doing something like that but it was like 17-18 years ago & in NJ||63.52.202.201||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||04-24-2002||10:43 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Was your car still warm? Also it definetly could be from the 510's as you could have dialed it down with the afc hidden somewhere if you didn't sell it to me  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> .<BR>||65.141.32.36||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||04-24-2002||11:08 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I am a DEQ emissions inspector for VA. HC is unburned fuel,and CO is partially burned fuel. A rich condition will cause this,or a misfire causing incomplete combustion. If your running the 510s without fuel control,that sounds like your problem. Definatly drop the 450s back in. Also,like others here mentioned, it may also help to flog the car a bit on the way there to get the cat to operating temperature before you present it to the ref.||129.71.114.8||reg||1
Z||000004||DarkDevilMMM||04-24-2002||11:12 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||my car passed with no problem at all coz of the big ass hole in my muffler, seems like that guy didn't notice the big hole and most of the exhaust got out from that hole... anyways, it's either you changed out the 510 or get the AFC to tuned it down down down, or go to kragen to buy a thing called smog passer something like that, I saw it once that it stated it will let u pass smog with it, worth a try... good luck||63.204.75.157||reg||1
Z||000005||midniterunner||04-25-2002||02:49 AM||||thanks for all the advice guys.  dang i keep selling parts that i end up needing soon after (afc and the 450's i sold on saturday!)  i still have one unanswered question though: what is the stock idle rpm? if i lower mine from 850 to 755 (which was written as idle on my report) could this help any?  <BR>rich, hows the afc/mas workin for ya?<BR>i'm still gonna hunt down some 450s and drop em back in.  oh yeah, anybody got a set they'd like to sell??||12.235.40.128||reg||3
Z||000006||4g63t||04-25-2002||12:14 PM||||I've got a set. Make me an offer. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||199.254.212.48||reg||7
Z||000007||MPREZYAVR4||04-25-2002||02:56 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||It's on the LONG list of parts yet to be installed:<BR>FMIC and RRE pipes<BR>Hallman MBC<BR>AFC <BR>Blaha MAS<BR>Apex'i Exhaust<P>And I still have a few maintenance issues to take care of along with one more engine flush. <BR>BTW when is the SFGVR4 BBQ as I may be going to ROTW Rally to meet up with my Club (So. Cal Impreza Club).<BR>Rich<BR>||65.200.93.16||reg||1
Z||000008||midniterunner||04-25-2002||04:18 PM||||If I remember correctly, the BBQ is this Sunday @ Cuesta Park in Mtn. View.  From noon til they kick us out!  Oh yea, its BYOM(Bring Yo Own Meat).<P>||12.235.40.128||reg||1
Z||000009||beavis||04-25-2002||07:29 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||it might be an old wives tale, but some race gas like VP 103 or the sunoco 104 might help you to pass. just make sure its unleaded!||138.23.82.233||reg||1
Z||000010||mitsuman022||04-26-2002||01:36 AM||riceboi022@aol.com||i have a stupid question but have you changed your cat?? because that is the #1 problem with passing smog the beads in the cat. go out and is effectiveness decresses <P>another question is do you have an egr block off this will cause the it not to pass too replace the plate with you egr valve <P>when was the last time you cleaned out your TB?? clean as much of the TB and the inside intake manifold as you can also clean your egr passanges in your intake manifold and the egr valve if you have been running rich your egr valve will be cloged like mine was and the unburnt gasses will not recirculate in to the motor all of these have definate impacts on your passing smog (all of this can be done without removing the intake manifold) <P>last check your spark plugs and clean those too <P>those are my two bits they have helped me pass many times good luck||4.43.252.213||reg||5
Z||000011||midniterunner||04-26-2002||06:29 AM||||The cat passed visual inspection, don't know its condition inside, thought... its been on the car since I bought it 3 years ago.  My egr is not blocked off, but I will clean out my t-body again, and clean the egr valve/plugs.  I hope resetting my idle to 750 will help as well.  <P>Thanks for all the help guys, any more info not mentioned yet?||12.235.40.128||reg||1
Z||000012||BossGVR4||04-26-2002||07:36 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Failed in VA too !<P>Mine failed here in VA as well all 3 times at the 2500 for 90 sec test. Double the amount of HC.<P>Changed:<BR>-Plug Wires (blue NGKs)<BR>-Plugs BPR6ES<BR>-Injectors BACK to 450 (from 660)<P>Going to change:<BR>-Hi Flow 2.5' Cat from Summit<BR>-02 Sensor<P>Of course this is after I get into the clutch/tranny and figure out why the bIAAAATCH won't shift<P>If it STILL doesn't pass then I am going to sell it to a SCCA'er as a weekend only Rallycross car.<P>||165.247.90.195||reg||8
Z||000013||HKS VR-4||04-26-2002||11:17 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by midniterunner:<BR><B>If I remember correctly, the BBQ is this Sunday @ Cuesta Park in Mtn. View.  From noon til they kick us out!  Oh yea, its BYOM(Bring Yo Own Meat).<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hey, is there a get together this Sunday?????<BR>What's the info????<P>||12.81.89.83||reg||5
Z||000014||midniterunner||04-26-2002||08:04 PM||||that sucks boss.  my tranny wont get in gear right now either.  <P>are there any visible signs of my cat being bad without taking it off and looking inside?<P>hks-- cuesta park is at the end of 237, look on yahooomaps, i dont have the directions offhand||12.235.40.128||reg||1
Z||000015||Ian M||04-27-2002||01:32 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| The EGR is to control NOX,which is caused by high combustion chamber temps.The EGR introduces exhust gas to the intake to cool the combustion. If it is blocked off,it wont cause elevated CO and HC. The internal combustion engine creates NOx under load only,so if your test facility has only a 2-wheel dyno,a 2-speed idle test (as in this case) is done,and NOx is not tested for (therefore,you could technically run a blockoff on an AWD car,and pass the sniffer-but I didnt tell you that). I would say 90% of the failures for HC and CO I have had have been caused by a dead o2 sensor,not the cat, unless its a high mileage vehicle.  In this case though, my bets on the injectors..||129.71.115.185||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000608.cgi
A||N||2||design kid||bent shift fork? bring on the wine!||||13||
Z||000000||design kid||04-25-2002||12:07 AM||ihw@jps.net||ok the deal<P>i have a new engine with a new act 2600.  i was driving in san fran, hit traffic and the clutch/tranny decides that it's time for first and second to be a pain in the ass. so i get the car in gear the logical way (push hard) and make it home to northern cal. <P>i figure that the pedal throw needs to be adjusted (right?) so i mess with it but no luck.  re build the slave and check the master, no luck. when i push the clutch in and put it in gear then start her over i just lurch forward and kill it. so i'm thinking i bent the shift fork.  anybody want to back me up or have advice for me? the thought of pulling the tranny again hurts so bad.<P>half drunk on crappy wine - ian||216.224.154.153||reg||13
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||04-25-2002||02:29 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Try to bleed the line again. Yea you probally did that but one more won't hurt. It just sounds like air is still in the line. Did you check the adjustment under the dash? Have fun...||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||04-25-2002||02:04 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Or your clutch pedal pivot point is stripped.||66.47.20.105||reg||1
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A||||0||jonathan gibson||Sydneysiders||||1||
Z||000000||jonathan gibson||04-25-2002||02:55 AM||jpgibson@value.com.au||Just wondering how many vr4 owners there were in Sydney (aus) ?<BR>Any interest in getting together ?<BR>jpgibson@value.com.au||203.32.142.5||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000610.cgi
A||N||0||smokindav||Radiator support-rubber bushings-possible FAILURE||||1||
Z||000000||smokindav||04-25-2002||08:55 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I had a 90 GSX that I went autocrossing with once.  The parking lot was rather bumping and had some big dips (where the faster cars were actually getting airborn on).  The radiator cracked at this event due to crusty old radiator support rubber bushings.  The extra bumping and slamming that resulted caused the resulting leak.<P>Anyway, has anyone else notice that their GVR4 radiator is just loosely sitting in the radiator supports and not actually suspended by the rubber bushings anymore?  What did you do to fix it?  <P>I'm going to try some rubber washers and see if I can't get the radiator a little more stable and secured.  A floppy radiator is bound to fail as there's nothing protecting it from the jarring, bouncing ride, or at least, less protection than if the rubber bushings were fresh.  <P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty||128.255.247.172||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000611.cgi
A||||4||Dan D||Ripping Car Apart||||1||
Z||000000||Dan D||04-25-2002||12:47 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Early in the summer months #410 will be getting  ripped apart.  Some drivtrain and suspension stuff will be re-freshed, but the big cost will be the engine.  <P>I'd like input on engine options.  There's 155k miles on almost everything on the car.  It's leaking oil again, #1 and #2 are a little low on compression, oil psi is lower that it should be.  I see two options for me.  Swap a JDM like many others have succesfully done, or get a basic head job and stock rebuild on the block.  <P>I want to go the cheapest, but best route.  Here's the +/-  I see so far:<BR>JDM:  Probably good engine w/low miles, new alternator,ac comp comes with.  I'd go for the auto since it has probably had less abuse so that would mean new turbo and mani and swaping cams, yanking BS, flywheel ect.  Would need new clutch.  Price, seems to vary a lot.  If anyone wants to quote what they paid, please do.<P>Stock rebuild:  Would need turbo, mani, alternator, clutch, ac(if I want, it doesn't work now, but I wouldn't mind having it back).  I have no idea how much this would run and cost.  I suppose it would depend on who does it, whether the stock pistons and rods are in good shape and reusable.  Install I'll do, but would probably have someone else assemble the shortblock sans BS.<P>I'll probably be ripping into the tranny as well with the help of a local guy who's good with them.<P>Anyone have any "What I'd do if it were mine" sorta input?<P>Thanks<BR>||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||04-25-2002||07:28 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i went a different route.  i looked at jdm motors and rebuilding mine but ultimately i purchased a wrecked gsx for $300 dollars.  the car ran, so basically i got a good motor, trans, transfer case, and lsd rearend for $300.  i have sold most of the other stuff on the car so i made my money back and then some.  this allowed me to put a new timing belt, water pump, head gasket, and balance shaft elimanator kit on the gsx motor.  just make sure that the wrecked car has the correct compression on all four cylinders.||138.23.82.233||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||04-25-2002||09:53 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i paid 980 for my motor in december.  206 for delivery.  6 mo warranty.  you cant include the cost of stuff like the clutch or a/c compressor, because you are going to change them out anyway.  but fyi, my motor did not come with alternator, p/s pump, or a/c compressor.  and the auto turbo is real small.  for pricing, i found cost to be from a low of 980, all the way up to 2700 for an atk rebuild.  a couple of places had both motor and awd trans for 1400-1800.  perhaps this is the way you should go.  usually, the motors that come with the trans also have stuff like the alternator, p/s pump, and ac compressor.  i am very pleased with my motor, and i would do it again, instead of going with a rebuild.  ||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||04-25-2002||10:23 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have not gone through a full engine rebuild/swap with my car but have with someone else�s. On mine I have replaced most of the external stuff though with the engine in the car. I agree with Kenn. I found that if you are doing this you should upgrade anything that you need to replace (i.e. clutch, turbo, intake manifold (cyclone swap now if you want one at all), exhaust manifold. Having the motor out makes swapping these part SO much easier. <P>Regardless of which route you go I would replace certain items while the engine is out. Those would be the timing belt, oil pump, water pump, all the belts, lifters (with the new style), oil return line from turbo to oil pan, oil pan gasket, all exhaust gaskets, radiator cleaned and rodded-out at a minimum (I would have a new core put in) (when you drain the water out to do the rebuild any holes that have �self sealed� will magically unseal and leak once you are finished). The most important thing it to TAKE YOUR TIME! <P>I am going to have to do the same soon (car has 158k on it and runs perfect but I know the time is coming). My plan is buy an engine, JDM or TEL. Then, while driving my car, build the motor RIGHT! When it is done, ready to go in I will pull mine, swap the parts I want to keep over, install the new one. This will minimize the time I am without a car. It will also allow me to save money and buy the parts to do it right the first time. I have never been able to accurately assess what a motor will need in terms of parts until it is pulled, dismantled, hot tanked and magnafluxed. Every time I have found I needed more than I thought I would at the start. This has been especially true when I was tight on time and or funds (have to love Murphy�s Law!). Having a second motor will also allow me to take my time and build the engine in a clean environment and take my time (notice a mantra here?).  In the end I can sell my old engine for a fair price, often recovering all of what I paid for my second engine. The only down side to a second engine is that it ruins the value of a car because the �number do not match�. That may not be an issue with these but we can hope. <P>I have personally swapped engines in 5 cars and have tried to go the cheap route more than once. When I have tried to do it with one engine the work space is always dirty, I am always under pressure to get it done because I do not have a car and corners are cut. I learned doing it right may cost a little more in the beginning but the goal is to swap it once and get another 150k out of it. Every time I tried to go cheap and do it all at once I failed and had to pull the motors again and fix things. Every time I bought a second motor, built it taking my time, waiting to get the right parts because I could afford to wait as the car was drivable, not in pieces in my garage........ it turned out perfect! If you want to go the one motor route you can with the same success. Just have a second car to drive while the Galant is apart. As long as you are not �under the gun� to get the Galant running you can take your time, save money and do it right. <P>Just my 2 cents���ok maybe 5 cents. Good luck!!! It can be a very rewarding task if done right. If done wrong it can get VERY frustrating. <BR><p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 04-25-2002).]||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000004||design kid||04-26-2002||03:44 AM||ihw@jps.net||i just did the jdm swap a few weeks ago.<P>let me tell you it did cost a lot more than i expected it to.  i got an auto trans engine from MAC.  it was 1400 with shipping.  i was expecting to get a 16g with the engine but no luck there.  the guys at MAC didn't know how to read a turbo so i lost on that one and because of it got a new 16g and 2g manny. i removed the B shafts and did all the belts. i also put on an unothodox pully. i swapped the intake and cams from my old engine. also did a RRE lightened fly and ACT 2600 clutch because it was easy and made sense at that point. after all was said and done with shipping and all the small stuff (plugs, fluids, radiator rod, new silicon hose etc.) i ended up spending about 3500 bucks on the whole project.  could have done it for a bit less if i had had more time but you know that time = money thing can and will hit you hard : ).<P>now the car is asking for more parts like a 2.5 or 3 inch turbo back, a bigger fuel pump, 550's, boost and a SAFC to be real happy and quick. not that you need to do this but the car sure wants it.<P>i'm happy with the end results. the power is sweet and the engine purrs but i sure threw a bunch of money at it. <P>also the upgrades will test the rest of the car. for me a blown clutch slave and perhaps lines and as a result of this perhaps a bent shift fork.  not that this will happen to you but it happend to me.<P>again i'm happy with the results but it did make me think of a re-build from FFWD with 95 pistons and a new top end. you gotta weigh out what you need and what you will get with the jdm 'vs' a re-build. my turbo and manny were both toast and the car had been running hot before it threw timing and bent valves. i suspect there were other things that were wrong as well so for me the JDM was the best way to go. i think over all i got more for the money that if i had re-build my engine and put new parts on.<P>so thats my two pennies on my experience. i'm with duc on the take your time advice. i had my kick ass uncle help me do the work.  he works on semis and big ass cats for a living.  we had his fully decked out work truck with every tool you can dream up, air wrenches, cutting torch, and a ten ton boom on the back. even with all that it was still a big process.<P>ok sorry for the long post. good luck with your project and take your time if you got it.<P>- ian||216.224.155.74||reg||10




ubb/Forum2/000612.cgi
A||||3||Scott Y||live in colorado, possibly moving to Sacramento, Ca||||1||
Z||000000||Scott Y||04-25-2002||10:37 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Hi.<BR>Our GVR4 is 100% stock with 120K on it, and we are thinking of starting to modify it. It's developed an appetite for mobil1, and we don't know yet if it's burning it or leaking it out somewhere (no drops on garage floor).  We need to fix it, and when we do we'll want to upgrade what's broken.  We may be moving to california this year: can we change anything legally, or are we better just not touching anything?<P>thanks for any advice,<BR>Scott Y #953||64.233.218.162||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||04-26-2002||12:37 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://WWW.DMV.CA.GOV" TARGET=_blank>WWW.DMV.CA.GOV</A>    I believe that will help as well as since your car was not a CA car you do have to pass smog. ||65.139.50.127||reg||1
Z||000002||drew||04-27-2002||02:17 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Sacramento smog is stricter than other parts of the state. What sort of mods were you thinking of doing?||64.194.28.233||reg||1
Z||000003||Scott Y||04-28-2002||07:07 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I was thinking big 16G w/the accompanying mods of 2.5" exhaust from turbo back, high flow cat, fuel pump,boost controller, etc.<P>I was looking to make the car run low 13's. That's as fast as I need to go. <P>Scott Y||64.233.218.162||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000613.cgi
A||||4||dank||Exhaust, Magnaflow or Dynomax?||||1||
Z||000000||dank||04-26-2002||03:24 AM||accordpage@email.com||I'm going to be purchasing a full turboback, aluminized, with a test pipe next month.  I emailed Mofugas but apparently they don't carry the exhaust anymore.  They get it from Certified Muffler, so I'll probably get it directly from them.  Does anyone else build a good turbo-back for the GVR4?  Anyway, my question is about the muffler options for the Certified unit.  They have Magnaflow or Dynomax.  It's only a $20 difference, but I'm curious as to which one has better flow and or sound.  Any imput is appreciated.||63.227.67.30||reg||1
Z||000001||bob in chicago||04-26-2002||09:36 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I'm very happy with my 3" stainless Magnaflow<BR>at the end of a full 3" turboback system. I put in a resonator to bring noise down to a tolerable burble to please the wife. ||24.148.46.28||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||04-26-2002||09:43 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i have a walker ultra flo, stainless.  2.5", only 14" long, and it is very quiet.  howard has  a straight pipe back from the cat, and the larger 25" ultra flo, it is also very quiet.  these are straight thru mufflers, and flow like gangbusters, but are very quiet.  i will not tolerate a loud car.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||04-26-2002||12:09 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Actually, I have switched from the 24" long 2.5" ultraflow to the short 14" version with a 3" tip, and it's STILL really really quiet.  ||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||04-26-2002||03:31 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I've been to Certified Muffler's shop & seen their equipment.  They make exhaust for quite a few people here in Florida including many hot rod guys.  They now have a contract with Subaru to do the exhaust for the WRX & are moving to a bigger facility.  I will be paying them a visit soon to get a complete system for my car.  I didn't meet the owners (dave & ?????), but will make it a point of duty to do so the next time I'm there.  There shipped price is extremely competitive when compared to other vendors.  I would recommend them as they've been building exhaust for our cars & many dsm's for quite some time now. ||207.239.80.34||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000614.cgi
A||||1||James||Kens  water injection  system||||12||
Z||000000||James||04-29-2002||05:26 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Hey Ken, how  your W.I. system going?  Are you still happy  with  the  results  now    that you've had  it  for a while? Any  chance  of e-mailing me with details and  maybe  some diagrams of your setup ? I'm really keen to put W.I. on my Evo. <BR> (sorry  about all the questions.No I'm not a cop)      ||210.48.128.214||reg||12
Z||000001||ken inn||04-29-2002||10:53 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||go to <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/faqlocator-index.html," TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com/faqlocator-index.html,</A>  and check out the last 2 articles in the intake section.  both are water injection, and where and how much the parts are.  i used the shurflo pump, and aquamist nozzles, solenoid, nylon line, snap fittings, and tap, napa pressure switch, and i tapped into the stock windshield washer resevoir.  i am amazed at the results, you will be, too.  a/f goes up 4-6 points, egt's drop 100 deg.  depending on where you put your nozzle(s), and what you spray, your entire intake tract gets squeaky clean, your valves and combustion chamber will be spotless.  spark plugs will not have to be cleaned.  i think the ole ford sierra cosworths came with it as standard equipment.  i have just added a front mount starion intercooler, and rre pipes, so i had to disconnect the water injection.  what i now see, is that for normal everyday driving, this  setup is more than adequate.  but, when doing a lot of stop and go, the inlet does get heat soak.  so, in cases where you are not able to have a constant source of moving air, like at the street drags, you will get heat soak, no matter what intercooler you have.  the water injection will neutralize heat soak immediatly.  i had it spraying just after the turbo, and the turbo outlet pipe would be hot up to the nozzle, then, from there on, it would be cool.  i think it's great stuff.||63.146.72.147||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000615.cgi
A||||11||Scott Y||did a compression test on #953. Questions inside >>||||1||
Z||000000||Scott Y||04-29-2002||04:14 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Our GVR4 with 120,000 miles is using oil (between 2 and 3 quarts every 3K). Some oil is leaking from the valve cover gasket, and the rest is going into nevernever land via some secret passageway.  The car hardly smokes (I do see a puff now and again), and I never see a drop on the ground. <BR>I did a compression test to see if the rings are worn, and here's how it looked:<BR> - plugs were fine, totally dry and slighty white<BR> - Compression was 120, 120, 125, 128 on cylinders 1 thru 4 respectively<BR> - wet compression (same test with a capfull of oil in the cylinder) was 128 and 125 in cylnders 1 and 2.  I didn't do the test for 3 and 4.<P>My understanding is that the service limit for these engines is 114? Is this true?<P>To me, the rings seem fine, so I was going to have the head rebuilt (or perhaps buy one that's already been done) to ease the oil consumption.  I would use this opportunity to squash the lifter tick that's driving me crazy as well.<P>Can I use the head off any 1G 2L turbo? I was thinking of having the existing head rebuilt - unless you guys can tell me that sourcing a rebuilt head from somewhere else is a better proposition.<P>thanks,<BR>Scott Y # 953/1000||63.117.253.195||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||04-29-2002||05:00 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i thought the limit was 130psi with 150psi being perfect. most machine shops will overhaul the head for around $200 depending on what needs to be done.  ||138.23.89.47||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||04-29-2002||05:44 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The DSM CD manual says 114 service limit, with no more than 14 psi difference between cylinders. I just did mine yesterday too. My cylinders varied between 140 to 155 psi, better than I expected considering it does use some oil.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.164||reg||1
Z||000003||BluFalcon||04-30-2002||12:20 PM||muttski@gte.net||That's weird.  My car has pretty much the same numbers as far as compression goes (120-125 range in all 4) but when we did a leakdown test..every cylinder showed about 2.5% leakdown.  I thought the lower you compresion the more leakage the leakdown test would indicate.  Hmmm||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||04-30-2002||12:52 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Just turn the boost up some more and have fun.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||bob in chicago||04-30-2002||06:49 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||It might be the seals on your valve stems. They harden/wear and will let oil thru. Anyway, I think you've gotten to the "head job" mileage point.  <P>P.S. While it's off, get a HK$ steel or equivalent head gasket good for higher boost, upgrade your exh. manifold studs, block off the EGR, clean your throttle body, and upgrade to the new style lifters. Just my 2 cents...||24.148.61.38||reg||1
Z||000006||VR6 Eater||04-30-2002||06:52 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I just did the same thing last week.  120-125-120-125.  It smokes after sitting at idle so I figured the valve guides weren't done right when the head was rebuilt last year, until I did the compression test.  Just replace the head or long block, rebuild, or crate motor?  ||63.155.248.49||reg||1
Z||000007||daviddilts||04-30-2002||09:53 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||Wow you guy make me feel better.I thought mine was bad for 147,000 miles tested 3 times and they all had between 134 and 137. I guess I must face the facts.I just can't drive!||209.244.234.146||reg||1
Z||000008||Ash||05-01-2002||02:48 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by daviddilts:<BR><B>I guess I must face the facts.I just can't drive!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Why do you say that?||203.21.226.116||reg||1
Z||000009||daviddilts||05-01-2002||01:13 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net|| <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.homestead.com" TARGET=_blank>www.gvr4.homestead.com</A>  <BR>read my mods and compare them to yours.I think you (Ash) had a mid 13sec pass as well, with half the mods I do.||209.245.118.209||reg||1
Z||000010||BluFalcon||05-02-2002||04:33 AM||muttski@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B>Just turn the boost up some more and have fun.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Funny, that's what Howard said to do too.<P>||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||05-02-2002||01:14 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by BluFalcon:<BR><B> Funny, that's what Howard said to do too.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Exactly, you're supposed to tell people you built the motor "to run higher boost." :-)<P>You should have a higher knock threshold, and maybe with a big IC and nice turbo you can run 20-22psi on the street.  ||129.120.56.208||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000616.cgi
A||||5||DeanCouchey||Will this thing work for us????||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||04-30-2002||02:37 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1825149126" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1825149126</A> <P>I dont know if it will work because of the MAS or not.... maybe I didnt read it good enough but I am on my way to class!||205.232.152.2||reg||1
Z||000001||HKS VR-4||04-30-2002||02:47 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||No, it's not going to work...especially not for 180!!!...Pay me 180 and I'll make one for you out of a soda can...hehehe =)||12.81.67.254||reg||12
Z||000002||Ian M||04-30-2002||06:34 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Hmmm,up to 50hp using one of these "superchargers"-and it says you can use to to "double the boost"....dude,Im gonna forget getting a bigger turbo...I already placed my order- better get a cage in soon!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||129.71.114.212||reg||10
Z||000003||Ash||04-30-2002||06:52 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||*cough*bullshit!*cough<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||203.21.225.142||reg||1
Z||000004||DarkDevilMMM||04-30-2002||07:05 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||that thing don't cost $180 man, it's totally f'n ripping off, I saw it for like $70 or less somewhere else, it's been out for at least 2 years now, pros and cons from different ppl and different cars, go check out, <A HREF="http://www.spiralmax.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.spiralmax.com/</A>  ||169.237.155.127||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||04-30-2002||07:05 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||unfortunately this item is a piece of crap.  it would be nice if it did work but all i've read about them is they give a small increase in gas milage (1%).  these things were a hot commodity in the 70's during the gas crunch.  if they worked, don't you think the government would require automakers to fit them from the factory?  you know the old saying, "if it sounds to good to be true, it probably is."||138.23.114.168||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000617.cgi
A||||11||MX4||Easy Question regarding BOV||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||04-30-2002||09:54 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<P>Hey hey,<BR>Another simple  question for you Gods. I have just found that my factory BOV is leaking. I will eventually upgrade but does this have any negatice effect on the car in the mean time?? I mean effects on the performance when it leaks<P>Thanks for answering my stupid question<P>Ryan||165.84.1.12||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||04-30-2002||10:39 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||This is not the word of the lord but: Yes it will loose boost, and may give a richer fuel curve. So it will effect it, maybe not to any great extent but it will effect it. To stop it leaking just crush it. Hope it helps||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||MX4||05-01-2002||12:50 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>So if I crush it does it still function as a BOV or does it not work at all? To me this seems like a cheapo way of doing the job.... or is it accepted??<P>Thanks for your reply dude<P>Ryan||210.55.82.99||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||05-01-2002||01:55 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Well look here, go to the bottom of the page.  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_free.html" TARGET=_blank>www.jgronline.com/gvr4_free.html</A>  <BR> <BR>There is also another way to mod the BOV here is the link: <A HREF="http://www.thedodgegarage.com/turbo_bov_mod.html" TARGET=_blank>www.thedodgegarage.com/turbo_bov_mod.html</A>  <P>Yes it will still function, better infact.<BR>Have fun..<P><p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 05-01-2002).]||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||05-01-2002||02:50 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Crushing has the same effect as tightening up an adjustable BOV, no problems here.||203.21.226.116||reg||1
Z||000005||MX4||05-01-2002||07:42 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>thanks guys<P>thats awesome....might get the mechanic to do it for me!!<P>cheers!!||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000006||bob in chicago||05-01-2002||07:43 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Here's another solution:  <A HREF="http://users.erinet.com/40666/DSM-Misc.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://users.erinet.com/40666/DSM-Misc.htm</A> ||24.148.61.38||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||05-01-2002||08:09 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MX4:<BR><B><BR>thanks guys<P>thats awesome....might get the mechanic to do it for me!!<P>cheers!!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>All you need is to undo 2x12mm bolts & stick the thing in a vice and crush it a bit.   It is easy as, you shouldn't need to pay anyone.||203.21.225.152||reg||1
Z||000008||daviddilts||05-01-2002||02:08 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||don't crush it to much or you'll Ruoooon it completly.||209.245.118.209||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||05-01-2002||10:47 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||To be specific...<P>When you crush it only crush it to the point that the "nipple" just touches the body of the valve.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||Ash||05-01-2002||11:08 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||You will see what number3 is talking about when you stick it in a vice.  easy as, just do it slowly.||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000011||Duc Hunter||05-02-2002||06:12 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||If your valve is leaking you will cook your turbo faster. The bigger the leak the sooner it is toatst. See, to make a given PSI it has to spin much harder! Take it from someone who knows, seal ALL your boost leaks ASAP.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||205.166.229.133||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000618.cgi
A||||2||Matt379||BIG 16G||||7||
Z||000000||Matt379||05-01-2002||10:30 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Just installed a big 16G.  Now I have a ported big 16G, manifold, 02 housing, and a 2.5" downpipe, test-pipe and cat-back.  Let me say the car absolutely flies.  It is amazing what it will do at 16psi.  The difference in the 14B and 16G was amazing.  I guess the question I have for you us how much of a difference will intercooler pipes and my starion intercooler make?  They are going on fairly soon!||68.51.85.114||reg||7
Z||000001||daviddilts||05-01-2002||01:32 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||A nice difference from the stock things. I made all my piping for under $80 from JC whitney. the star/quest IC was $80 from a junk yard and the aluminum pipe (2 1/4 U bend ) $50 and to get it welded was $50.<BR> $260 for the whole thing. I just wish i went with a different turbo besides a common run of the mill Big 16G P/C.||209.245.118.209||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||05-01-2002||04:11 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||mine made a huge difference.  the guy who made my setup had 2.5in openings welded on to the starion core at 90 degree angles.  also he welded a 2.5in opening for the intake manifold.  i was really pleased.  my car will run 18psi no problem.||138.23.89.47||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000619.cgi
A||||25||hywell||Boost Controller Poll||||5||
Z||000000||hywell||05-01-2002||11:18 AM||hywell@yahoo.com||I just wanted to get a poll of the type of boost controllers you guys have on your cars.<P>||216.120.157.166||reg||5
Z||000001||evol||05-01-2002||11:21 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I have a homemade mbc. <P>Getting a Profec B, though.||134.124.150.76||reg||1
Z||000002||daviddilts||05-01-2002||01:15 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||A very old Joe P. MBC||209.245.118.209||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||05-01-2002||01:29 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Homemade dual ball-spring.||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000004||beavis||05-01-2002||04:13 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||profec b.  i didn't like the mbc i got from rre because it spiked too much.  if you are going to go with a mbc i recommend a hallmen.  we had one on the rally car and it funtioned flawlessy.  the main advantage to the profec(besides looking cool) is that you can adjust it from inside the car and have two preset boost settings.||138.23.89.47||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||05-01-2002||05:37 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I use a Profec A, and it works quite well.  I've used a ball/spring bleeder and turboXS with good results before too.  ||4.35.131.5||reg||1
Z||000006||lazer4ever||05-01-2002||06:08 PM||lazer4ever@aol.com||I use an Extreme XBC, bleeder type, works well.||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||05-01-2002||08:22 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I also use an Extreme XBC (manual boost controller).||164.47.63.166||reg||1
Z||000008||JonGVR4||05-01-2002||09:32 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Old hallman valve.||64.129.136.41||reg||1
Z||000009||Martin Tolentino||05-01-2002||09:46 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Extreme XBC||68.8.84.182||reg||1
Z||000010||Garfield Wright||05-01-2002||10:04 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Tee'd off wastegate, never had boost spike & always getting 16lbs maybe 17 on a really cool morning here in sunny Fort Lauderdale.||66.176.235.123||reg||10
Z||000011||Ian M||05-01-2002||10:42 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Im using a Grainger (ball/spring) valve. It works pretty good for the under $10 it costs to make one. Just about every one of my freinds use them,and like them too.||129.71.115.231||reg||10
Z||000012||Ash||05-01-2002||10:51 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Old style Turbosmart Type 1 - Like a single stage TurboXS one<P>Works flawlessly||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000013||BossGVR4||05-02-2002||12:04 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||HKS EVC 3 that I bought of eBay for $210||165.247.85.158||reg||6
Z||000014||MX4||05-02-2002||12:05 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<P>Turbosmart Dual Stage with rocket switch (read: RICE!!!)<P>||165.84.1.12||reg||1
Z||000015||Russ Keenan||05-02-2002||12:18 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||I have used an Extreme on my last car worked nice. Currently have a hallman works great 50.00 shipped from machV ca'nt beat it.||24.164.40.118||reg||1
Z||000016||turbowop||05-02-2002||02:31 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||TurboXS high performance mbc.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000017||James||05-02-2002||06:39 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||I have a Blitz SSBC on my Evo which is completely adjustable in cabin. No spike, and holds 17 psi  to redline. My Vr4 on the other hand  has a MBC which is only adjustable under the hood with spanners and a screw driver and loses 2or 3 psi to redline. I know which one I prefer. I only paid  $400 Aust. ($200 US )for the Blitz .||210.48.128.214||reg||1
Z||000018||bob in chicago||05-02-2002||08:22 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||HKS EVC3 It has given me 100,000 miles of trouble-free (15-20lbs) boost. Very easy to adjust; mounted in hole under foglight switch||24.148.61.38||reg||1
Z||000019||keydiver||05-02-2002||11:46 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Hallman manual boost controller. Works great!||66.156.210.164||reg||1
Z||000020||Team Ducktape||05-02-2002||04:22 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Old style EVC.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000021||Duc Hunter||05-02-2002||06:02 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Had the Extreme XBC, was fine for a mechanical bost controller. I did not like that boost level changed depending on temp, altitude, weather etc. This was not a problem with the XBC specifically,but rather mechanical controllers in general. <P>Now I have an APEXi Super-AFC and I love it! ||205.166.229.133||reg||1
Z||000022||DarkDevilMMM||05-02-2002||07:18 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||had HKS EVC2 then switch to Apexi AVC-R(blue screen), love both, EVC is easy to use and tune, AVC-R is more of some fancy stuff, more functions but hard to tune, so do I used all the functions? don't care, it just look nice||169.237.155.127||reg||1
Z||000023||1quickvr4||05-02-2002||10:31 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Hallman, Works fine and like the fact that I dont have to use tools to adjust it. Holds 18-19 pounds fine.<P>Zach||216.51.103.36||reg||1
Z||000024||hywell||05-03-2002||05:26 PM||hywell@yahoo.com||I installed a Lo-Hi Manual Boost Controller from <A HREF="http://users.erinet.com/40666/DSM-MBC.htm" TARGET=_blank>Dejon Tool</A>.  Probably something similar to MX4's dual stage boost controller.  It has a low setting (0.78bar) and a high setting (set via a ball-spring manual boost controller).<P>Thanks for the answers!!!||216.120.157.166||reg||1
Z||000025||number3||05-05-2002||09:28 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||EVC EZ but hav also used the hallman with excellent results.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000620.cgi
A||||0||blacksheep||momo hub kit for gvr4?||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-01-2002||11:41 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi<P>Momo has two diff. part nos for the hub:<P>Mistubishi Galant  88-92  -  6104 <BR>Mistubishi Eclipse 90-99  -  6101<P>Will any of the above work ??? <P>Thanx<P>PS - Sorry, if this post if not true "performance related"||207.108.41.190||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000621.cgi
A||||25||GroceryGetter||ABS Removal||||1
Z||000000||GroceryGetter||05-01-2002||10:47 PM||fevangelista@cfl.rr.com||I am planning on removing the abs from my Galant and before I dive in I would like to know what I will be getting my self into and the parts that I will need.  So I was wondering if anyone on this board could give me some insight on this.<P>Thanks||65.33.201.200||reg||1
Z||000001||bob in chicago||05-02-2002||08:33 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Sorry! Thought it was AWS.  <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com" TARGET=_blank>www.mofugas.com</A>  makes a kit to block off the hydrolic pipes to the rear steering rack. I'd also use a kit to block off the left & right pressure pipes up at the front steering rack that feed back to the rear. This will prevent any future leaking aft of the front rack.<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 05-02-2002).]||24.148.61.38||reg||1
Z||000002||Nate||05-02-2002||08:45 AM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||If you really want to remove the ABS, not the 4WS, then you will need new front brake lines and a non-ABS distribution block for the firewall.  Now would be a good time to install stainless braided lines if you want to upgrade them.||208.247.212.121||reg||1
Z||000003||Yao||05-02-2002||10:35 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||I've done the complete swap from ABS to NONE ABS.  You need to go down to your local junk yard and find the front brak lines from a NONE ABS Galant.  You also need the Pressure valve from a NONE ABS Galant, because turbo models open at different pressure and will cause one end of the car to lock up early.  You will also need NONE ABS master brake cylinder.  Sorry, can't remember the part numbers and specs, but it is not that hard.  Oh, don't forget to remove the ABS main unit and the ABS computer in the trunk(weight/space saving) and pull the ABS light-bulb in the dash or else the ABS light will annoy the shit out of you.  As for the 4WS, find a none powered power steering rack from a 1.8L eclipse and a 4 bolt rear end.  Drop the down pipe, drop the transfer case, remove the sway-bar, power steering pump, belt, brackets, lines, rear steering pump and lines, and use a new tie-rod when installing the steering rack, don't forget to get an alignment afterwards.  Drop the rear sub-fram and replace the rear subfram from an attached 4-bolt, not only would you have a 4-bolt rear, now would be a good time to upgrade to a 5 lug-nut conversion.  This is where I am now, everything is done and on the jack, just don't have the money for a good 5-lug nut wheels. (YET)||207.13.174.102||reg||1
Z||000004||Yao||05-02-2002||10:46 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Oops, the NONE ABS was done on my GSX not Galant.  Yes the NONE ABS works very well!!, very sharp and I can acutally lockup all four wheels easily (FUN in snow). Not to mention the ABS unit on the GSX gets in the way of EVERYTHING, unlike the galant that is tug in the left front wheel fender.||207.13.174.102||reg||1
Z||000005||JonGVR4||05-02-2002||11:34 AM||jon@jgronline.com||You want the valve from a 92-94 non-ABS AWD DSM not one from a Galant.  92-94 non-ABS AWD DSM comes with dual piston front brakes.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000006||suprflewus||05-02-2002||06:10 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||so a galant proportioning valve from a non-abs car won't work??  is the split point wrong??<P>do i have to use a master cylinder from a non-abs car?  why?  what model car is the best master cylinder to use?<P>thanks for the help<BR>dale||64.12.103.163||reg||1
Z||000007||Nate||05-03-2002||12:20 AM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||Just for the record, I kept the same master cylinder that I was using for ABS, and it seems to work fine.  I don't do anything except drag race and street drive that car, though, so it may make a difference if you autocross or road race it.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||JonGVR4||05-03-2002||08:17 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BigBrakesInfo.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BigBrakesInfo.html</A> <P>Read the part about the proportioning valve.  With the AWD 93 DSM valve I have in the car now, the fronts don't lock up when you slam on the brakes.  I can definately tell that the front doesn't have such a strong bias.  The rear brakes are finally doing more work.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000009||GroceryGetter||05-05-2002||11:37 AM||fevangelista@cfl.rr.com||Thanks for the info guys.  It is a little more involved than what I thought.  It's good that I asked so now I know what to expect. ||65.33.201.200||reg||1
Z||000010||1101||05-05-2002||02:15 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Jon,<P>Have you tested to see if front to back locks up evenly with that valve?<P>Curious as why it went from 5200 split point down to to 3500 rather than 3700 or 4200 split points. I can get the 3700 and 4200 proportioning valves from the junk yards around here but the AWD parts I would have to get new.<P>Thanks,<P>Ward ||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000011||Marcus||03-10-2003||08:05 PM||||So the rear lines work okay?  I'm guessing the portioning valve is the one to the left of the master cyclinder that looks like a hot dog, and I don't want to use the one from the doner galant?So do I or do I not have to replace the master cyclinder?  Some say yes, some say no!  Thanks for the help.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000012||galantvr4||03-10-2003||08:37 PM||||Just make a switch to shut the abs off unless your going for weight savings?||198.81.26.171||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000013||UndergroundVR-4||03-10-2003||10:38 PM||||What is the advantage for our cars in removing the ABS?  Does it make the tranny much more accesible?  Does it make breaking quickly easier by allowing you to lock them up?||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000014||Numberless||03-11-2003||09:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by UndergroundVR-4:<br /><strong> What is the advantage for our cars in removing the ABS?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just my 2 cents, but I personally think the abs in our cars is just terrible.  Maybe it's because i'm used to newer cars or something, but it just seems really choppy and seems to lengthen stopping distances for me, especially in the snow.<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000015||ken inn||03-11-2003||09:49 AM||||our abs is only 2 channel, which is crude.  and, abs dont work good in the snow, if all 4 wheels are skidding, the abs doesnt know what to do.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000016||UndergroundVR-4||03-11-2003||02:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> our abs is only 2 channel, which is crude.  and, abs dont work good in the snow, if all 4 wheels are skidding, the abs doesnt know what to do. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks.  I haven't gotten to drive my car yet because it's still being built.  I didn't know this.||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000017||turbophein||06-09-2003||08:43 PM||||what would you do to make a cut out switch for the abs removal?||24.91.240.164||reg||1||turbophein||00001655||yes
Z||000018||keydiver||06-09-2003||10:49 PM||||For a '92, all you have to do is ground pin 2 of the ECU, which puts both ECU's in diagnostic mode, and disables the ABS. You could put a diode in the line, and only disable the ABS if you wanted to. '91's are a little tougher, but you could just pull the fuse, thats easy, but not cockpit accessable   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.77.204.23||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000019||229of1000||06-09-2003||11:14 PM||||Also, to turn it back on when your datalogger causes it to shut off:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.hywell.org/absmod.html" target="_blank">http://www.hywell.org/absmod.html</a><br /><br />I still haven't gotten around to doing this.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000020||Minjin||06-09-2003||11:47 PM||||FYI, I just weighed my ABS unit today. 18lbs.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000021||GalantVR41062||06-10-2003||03:25 AM||||So I just need the front break lines from a Non-turbo Galant and a Non-ABS distributation unit from a AWD DSM(92.5 and up with big breaks preferd) Then remove the computer and related wirering and sensors for the ABS.  Thank you.<br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000022||CKA||06-10-2003||06:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> So I just need the front break lines from a Non-turbo Galant and a Non-ABS distributation unit from a AWD DSM(92.5 and up with big breaks preferd) Then remove the computer and related wirering and sensors for the ABS.  Thank you.<br /><br />~John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You got it right, you also can go down to your local auto parts store and buy some pre fabbed brake lines (with the fittings and flared ends) and bend them to where you need them to go.  You can take out extra length with a "S" or similar bend.  I bent mine by hand and it worked fine.||66.84.245.122||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000023||GalantVR41062||06-10-2003||11:32 AM||||There is a yard by my house that has a few galants I will see if they are non abs ones and I know they have non abs dsm units.<br /><br />~John<br />thanks again||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000024||Marcus||06-11-2003||12:11 AM||||I've heard that you can use the stock front lines if you can get a flare tool in close enough to re-flare the lines.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000025||Minjin||06-11-2003||10:00 PM||||I'd recommend that when you go to the junkyard, get the prop valve and the two brake lines that go from that to the MC (galant or TEL, doesn't matter). Those are easy to remove and not too large and bulky to transport. Then when you go to install in your car, the left front brake line can be left attatched in the wheel well and bent from the ABS area to the prop valve. On the passenger size, take the brake line that goes from the wheel well and cut it near where it passes the prop valve on its way to the ABS unit. This is the only flare needed.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
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A||||3||VR4GAZM||Steering Leak and Boots||||5||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||05-01-2002||11:29 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Well when I firts bought my car I knew it was leaking steering fluid.  And everytime the 4WS light came on I just added more fluid and the light went off.  Now since I had all this down time with my car, I finally pinpointed where the leak was coming from.  It was on the driver side wheel, and there was a crack boot, and I know I need to replace it, however, I looked at the passenger side and the boot was damaged the same way. However, when I put my finger inside the crack, I didnt feel any fluid at all.  But when I did this to the driver side I could feel fluid in there, and there was no leaking that I noticed coming from the passenger side. So does that mean, since nothing was leaking out of the crack that there was no fluid going over to the passenger side wheel?  My car steered fine and I didnt notice any kind of problems with it. it just leaked on the driver side and none from the passenger side and it kinda surprised me that there was even a crack there.  Its not evene a crack, its more like the end of the boot is seperated from the rest of the boot, like it just ripped apart.<P>Mike||209.156.76.54||reg||5
Z||000001||91vr4evolution||05-02-2002||01:03 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I just had a similiar situation with my rack, it would leak for a while then stop conmpletely, had ralliart look at it and turns out it was leaking for the seal at the end of the shaft into the boot, and when the boot got full it would disgorge the contents on the driveway...so make sure you the check the seal too ||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000002||VR4GAZM||05-02-2002||01:09 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Okay, now dont laugh, but I swore that the fluid was actually supposed to be in the boot?  That was the whole reason for the boot to keep whatever joints are in there lubicrated enough.<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.54||reg||1
Z||000003||91vr4evolution||05-02-2002||01:28 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Okay I didn't laugh! As I understand it the boot stops grime and crap from getting onto the shaft and then scoring the seal if you see my meaning (My car had 128000km on it so ralliart thought the wear on the seal was about right)BTW the boot on the side leaking wasn't even cracked! ||203.96.111.200||reg||1
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A||||3||Russ Keenan||shifter and boot||||1||
Z||000000||Russ Keenan||05-01-2002||11:54 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Ok folks just wanna makesure I got this right The 91-94T/E/L shifter is considered to be a better shifter than the stock galant one right? Also what about the boot since I cannot get one from Mofugas any ideas? Will the shifter boot from the 1g work? Thanx for the input.<P>Russ||24.164.40.118||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||05-02-2002||07:13 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Russ,<P>It took me a few days to get used to my 1G shifter, but I LOVE it now.... I'm not running any boot right now, but the 1G leather boot is a GREAT fit and looks good too...||24.159.62.33||reg||1
Z||000002||SPEEDFIEND||05-02-2002||08:54 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||If you take the console out, there's a black plastic rectangle with four screws holding it on.  Remove that and slip the leather boot on.  I had to poke to holes in my boot so that it would go over the two tabs that stick out.  You can't even see the holes once the piece in put back on the console itself.  You'll love how it looks and feels.  Good luck man, Kris||67.208.122.2||reg||1
Z||000003||daviddilts||05-03-2002||12:32 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||Is the Mofugas Short shifter a  stock Hyndai shiter? ||64.157.66.85||reg||1
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A||||5||Russ Keenan||JE pistons bore size?||||1||
Z||000000||Russ Keenan||05-01-2002||11:59 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||I have bought a short block that is almost brand new with JE pistons. I have a friend that is well known down here in the dsm circle and knows what he is talking about said that when using JE's that you should have the cylinders bored over as much as .3-.5 so like if it was standard it would be .3 or if it was .20 it should be .23. He said the pistons need the extra clearence. I have never heard of that going to call JE when I get the chance. Just thought I would ask you guys and see what your thoughts were.<P>Thanx in advance<BR>Russ||24.164.40.118||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-02-2002||10:47 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||this is old school.  the reason you increased clearance in the old days, is because the expansion rate of forged pistons is much greater than cast.  so, when the motor first started up, the pistons would expand, and if the clearance was not there, they would sieze in the block.  you might want to verify that these pistons have a high silicon content, which makes the expansion rate very close to that of the cast.  usually, a good maching shop would know this, if the block was assembled by the machine shop, ask them.  if the block has been run, you would easily be able to tell, because the pistons would all be severly scuffed.  btw, the phrase, "almost brand new" is scary to me.  my vr4 is "almost brand new", too.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||Russ Keenan||05-05-2002||09:43 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Hmmm well the machine I'm taking it to will know I'm sure. The almost brand new I was referring to was that the motor only has 1200 miles on it no carbon on the pistons and everything looks new. The previous owner dropped a valve and it whacked a hole in one of pistons so I have to replace one but it is still a great deal for it.||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||05-05-2002||11:47 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||you are going to put together a block that has a whacked piston?  are you going to remove the other 3 and balance them?  if i were going to invest in forged pistons, i would first have the pistons all sized and balanced, including the rods and pins, then have the block bored to the pistons.  you are taking a big chance on this motor.  i hope you are not planning to race this thing.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000004||Russ Keenan||05-06-2002||12:46 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Yes I am going to have the entire rotating assembly balanced. The guy didnt just slap a set of pistons in it the rods were shotpeened and checked it was already fully balanced with arp rod bolts and main studs no balance shafts and arp head studs the one piston is damaged yes but the bore is still .20 over but of course it will be checked out. JE is very good about the correct size of there pistons never a problem with the other three motors I have built with them. The motor needs work and a few things checked out. But for 550.00 think it is well worth it. And yes I will be racing it like I always have.||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||05-06-2002||11:01 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I am currently running an engine with 2 new pistons and 2 old ones with old rings  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>What the hell...||68.80.14.121||reg||1
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A||N||5||BluFalcon||Compression, Leakdown, and Mileage||||5||
Z||000000||BluFalcon||05-02-2002||05:04 AM||muttski@gte.net||Hey All,<P>I've got a problem with my GVR4 (#1954) that's got me stumped, and i was wondering what you all think about it.  Warning..it's kinda long.  here goes....<P>My GVR4 came to me with a cracked block and a bunch of mods in a box. I pulled the motor and found a 6 bolt from a 90 Laser RS-T in a junkyard and did a quick and nasty re-ring job (new rod bearings, rings, honed cylinders).  Ken Inn let me use one of his spare heads (thanks again Ken, and I still have that spare head for you) which I sent out to a machine shop for a valve job and resurfacing with new valve stem seals.  Put it all together and dropped the motor in the car, and drove it pretty easily for the break in, about 1000 miles with oil changes at 100, 500, and 1000 miles.  At this point the car was getting pretty bad gas mileage and still seemed low on power.  I did a compression check and got 130-135 psi in all 4 cylinders   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">.  <BR>  I had another motor I pulled from my old Talon before I sold it, sitting on a stand in the garage. This motor was supposed to go into my 89 Mirage Turbo.  Before I pulled that motor I did a compression check on it (150-155 in all 4).  I decided to use this bottom end with the head that was currently in the car, since i figured the bottom end was good and the head was back from the machine shop with less than 1500 miles on it so it must be good as well, right?  <BR>  Pulled the motor from the Galant, yanked the head, and installed it on the old Talon bottom end.  Got it back in the car (maybe I need Velcro engine mounts for this car) and hooked it all back up.  Drove it around for about 500 miles or so..same thing.  Crappy gas mileage (highway-220 miles per tank), and it felt underpowered under boost.  Did another compression check: 120-125 in all 4 Major Bummer   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> .  <BR>  Now here's where it gets weird.  I had a friend bring over his leakdown tester and all 4 cylinders show less than 2% leakdown.  The car runs fine, and has a perfect steady 18 inches of vacumn at idle...which by all indications indicate a nice healthy engine.  So why are my compression readings so low and why is my gas mileage so bad?  At the time I had 450's in the car and couldn't get more than 220 miles per tank of highway driving.  There's no leaks anywhere in the fuel system that I can find.  I'm stumped.  I would be happy to just "turn up the boost a bit more" and "just drive it"..but I use the car to commute to work..so gas mileage is important to me.    While installing my 3 in exhaust system (one of those mods in the box I got with the car) I noticed that the car doesn't have the grounding strap on the exhaust like my old Talon did.  I read somewhere that grounding issues could affect mileage (don't remember where I read it), but I really don't see how that could be the case. The engine is timed correctly, both mechanically and ignition wise. The 02 sensor is good, and the ECU isn't throwing any faults or codes. <P>  <P> I bought a new compression gauge, which I'm going to try out when I get some time, and I'm gonna stick a grounding wire on the exhaust to the car body just for the hell of it. Like I said I could use some advice, hints or even some snide remarks because this really has me stumped. I love the car, but it's really starting to frustrate me quite a bit.  Thanks for any help.<P><p>[This message has been edited by BluFalcon (edited 05-02-2002).]||4.40.163.242||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||05-02-2002||12:18 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yo, ed, your problem could be fuel delivery.  too much fuel pressure will do what you describe.  i am coincidentally about to recieve an adjustable fuel pressure regualtor, and fuel pressure guage, so i can see what my fuel pressure is.  i suspect the pump is overpowering the injectors.  also, your injectors could need cleaning.  WHERE ARE MY TOOLS?||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||BluFalcon||05-02-2002||02:14 PM||muttski@gte.net||Jeremy still has them, and yes he still knows where they are  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> .  He'll be bringing them back to you soon, along with that spare head I owe you.  Fuel pressure eh?  I thought that using the HP pump would only make the fuel curve harder to tune..and wouldn't affect gas mileage that much. I've used this pump before on my other car without an adjustable FPR, and my gas mileage was always acceptable (for me at least).  Any ideas on my compression/leakdown numbers?||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||05-02-2002||02:55 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i always like the leakdown.  it is far superior to the ole compression test.  if my fuel pressure is way off, like i suspect, then you should look at yours, too.  i sell an awful lot of fuel pressure regulators for bmw.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||lazer4ever||05-02-2002||04:41 PM||lazer4ever@aol.com||Reconnecting the ground strap to the exaust on my Laser increased 2-3 mpg.  I agree with everyone on the fuel pressure also.  Have the injectors cleaned/balanced; if the pintle or seat are dirty/worn, the injector could be dripping fuel all the time & have a really crappy spray pattern. <P>Josh<BR>||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000005||BluFalcon||05-07-2002||02:57 PM||muttski@gte.net||I just checked the compression with my new compression gauge, 145 psi in all 4.  Not perfect, but much better than 125 psi.  I also coneccted a ground to the exhaust and body of the car.  I'm still getting lousy mileage, 220 miles with this tank all mostly highway driving.  I'm going to change out the fuel filter next and install a fuel pressure gauge so i can see what my fuel pressure is.  If it's too high..I suppose a adjustable FPR is in store for the Galant.  After that..I don't know what else to check.  I hate buying more parts for the car..this is supposed to be my daily driver after all.||4.40.163.242||reg||1
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A||||3||MX4||How do you bleed the master/salve clutch cylinders???||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||05-02-2002||05:29 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||Hey people,<BR>Another easy one for you guys. I need to bleed my clutch cylinders as we have just rebuilt them with new seals. I know there is a special bleeder thing you can buy but I dont have the cash right now. I also know there is a way two people can bleed the system without it. My question is how do you do it and what nipple do you use to do the bleeding. Also where are these located?   Please please help me....im desperate....<P>Thanks guys<P>Ryan<p>[This message has been edited by MX4 (edited 05-02-2002).]||165.84.1.12||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-02-2002||10:26 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the clutch slave has the bleed screw on it.  it usually has a little rubber dust cap, but yours may be long gone.  you crack it open only about a half turn, then depress the clutch pedal, and then pull it back up.  the trick is to make the bleed line coming off of the bleed screw go up, then down into your receptacle.  i take an old empty can of brake fluid, make a hole in the cap, and run my line(a clear line is best, so you can see the fluid coming out) into the cap.   once you crack the bleed screw, you can loosen it with your fingers.  it is an easy one person job, just make sure your resevoir doesnt empty.  if you have difficulty, then you need another person to help.  what you do, is tell them to step on the pedal, and hold it when it goes down, dont release it until you say.  then, you loosen the bleed screw, when the pedal is all the way down, tighten up the bleed screw, and pull the pedal back up top.  repeat a couple of times, and the system should be bled.  i bleed my brakes and clutch all the time, and i never use the speed bleeders, just the line, and make sure it goes up, so when you release the pedal, no air goes backwards, only fluid.  ||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||05-08-2002||04:35 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||if you don't have a friend to help you, it is possible and easy to gravity bleed the clutch line.  simply open up the bleeder screw and keep the resevoir full untill only fluid comes out.  this is how i do mine and it works fine.||138.23.89.47||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||05-08-2002||10:16 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I installed a speed bleeder in mine and it makes it a snap with one person or two.  A  clear hose lets you see the air bubbles or lack of.  <P>Removing the slave from the tranny (but keeping it hookup to the line of course) to allow for the drain to be the highest point helps removing trapped air. For some reason the factory put the drain on the bottom making it possible for air to get trapped.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
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A||||7||Ant||Wierd findings||||1||
Z||000000||Ant||05-02-2002||09:12 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Finally #1904 is on the road, i drove it around yesterday for the first time after buying it two months ago.  <BR>When I bought it I changed all fluids, as well as Timing belt, water pump, tensionsers, pulley's accessory belts...<P>Car was hesistating too much on takeoff, so I adjust the TPS to .518 volts and car feels good.<P>However the car is running super rich, I bought it with an upgraded fuel pump.  All I know is that it's a Walbro so I am guessing 255.  Screw on the Maf is backed out all the way, MAF is hacked, only honeycomb left is teh large one in the front.  That is the first problem.<P>Next is my EGT's are wayyy to high for a car that is running so rich, my pyrometer is pinning 1600 at 5k in third gear ?? <P>Also I was driving on the highway for about 15 mins yesterday and I hear a pop.  Car won't boost but it didn't feel like popped IC pipe.  pull over in the dark on rt.80 (10pm) and pop the hood, exhaust manifold and turbo are GLOWING red. Dam.  all IC pipes are on so I start feeling around.  IC pipe that runs over the exhaust manifold is torn on the underside ? So I baby it home without boosting and fix it.<P>Last thing<BR>I pull the ECM yesterday to check the caps.  I find a bunch of wires tapped into the ECM. Also a "rebuilt" sticker on the outside casing.  There are two stickers on the side sealing it that say "Master Tech Electronics"  I open the ECM to find that caps were changed and silcone was placed around them so that they wouldn't leak again ? <BR>Upon Closer inspections I realize the ECM doesn't look right.  I bring up the TMO page and sure enough they aren't the same.  The ECM is an EEPROM but a number of components are placed differently and there are extra ones.  Also in the upper left corner there is  an off the board addition and there is another one of them on the other side of the capacitors.  <BR>Should my ECM be identical to the one on the TMO page?<P>Sorry for so many questions guys, i'd appreciate any help you can give me.  The galant is going to become my daily driver in 2 weeks and I need it to be running near 100%.<P>Ant<BR>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||05-02-2002||11:44 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Are you talking about the pictures at: <A HREF="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm?" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm?</A> <BR>Your ECU should look almost identical to that one, except the EPROM should say "E943" on it if its a GVR-4, and also the number on the white plastic connector guide should be "7378E" for a Federal GVR-4. Also, the board shown in that picture has an extra vertical board on it, down below the capacitors, the board below the writing that says "E33IA934D". Those are the only major differences I can see.<BR>It sounds like you need to get that MAF fixed, and get a good fuel pressure regulator to control that big pump. Good luck.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.164||reg||1
Z||000002||Ant||05-02-2002||12:05 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||ok my ECM looks like that, I was looking at the wrong one i guess.<BR>My EEPROM says E931 on it.<BR>Connector guide says 6578E.<BR>I think it's a 1st gen Eclipse GSX ECU ?<P>Will check the MAF tonight.<P>Thanks<P>Ant<P>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000003||Ant||05-03-2002||10:42 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I took a look at the ECU wiring yesterday while hooking up the ECU.  It turns out the prior owner had an S-AFC on the car and for some reason left the connector wired into the ECU harness and just shoved it up behind the dash.  <BR>I reconnected the Air Signal wire that is cut during the AFC install and the car is running ALOT better.  <P><BR>People with KYB AGX, what do you have them set at for comfortable daily driving? <BR>i've got 2 upfront, 4 in the back.<P>Thanks<BR>Anthony<P>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000004||daviddilts||05-03-2002||12:28 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||Ant,I just got a set  and i'm going to put them on next week. BUT, someone told me that after a bit the rear start to sag.  <P>anyone have this happend to them?||64.157.66.85||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||05-03-2002||12:43 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||What kind of moron would remove the AFC and not reconnect the airflow wire??? The car has been running in "Limp" mode ever since, so it would have been VERY rich! And yes, you do have a 1g GSX ECU, MD166262, which is the next best thing to having an original GVR-4 one, so there shouldn't be any issues using it.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR><p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 05-03-2002).]||66.156.210.164||reg||1
Z||000006||Ant||05-03-2002||01:18 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||dave, i've only been driving the car for a few days but it does seem like the rear of my car is sagging a bit, the GC's are almost at their higheast setting and it still seems to sag a bit.<P>jeff, yeah i'm tring to figure out the same thing.. what a moron that guy was.  Only issue with the 91GSX ECU is that the mounting brackets are differnt and I can't find a good place to put it, I'm going to try and Zip tie it tonight somehow, before it had just been hanging by it wires....<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000007||galantvr4us||05-03-2002||04:43 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||If you are looking for a Fuel Pressure Regulator look at my website at <A HREF="http://www.fluidcontrol.net." TARGET=_blank>www.fluidcontrol.net.</A>   We now offer regulators in all black, blue, red, and purple.  Buschur, Turbotrix, and Extreme Motorsports all carry them.<P>Katie||65.65.199.113||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000628.cgi
A||||2||bob in chicago||Turbo Mag's latest GVR4 mods||||1||
Z||000000||bob in chicago||05-02-2002||10:39 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||See Turbo magazine's latest round of mods for our car: <A HREF="http://www.turbomagazine.com/archives/tech/0602_tech03.shtml" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbomagazine.com/archives/tech/0602_tech03.shtml</A> <P>Awesome streetable power from 16G turbo at only 18psi. NOTE: typo in Round 4 mod chart for torque-- 71.5 should be 371.5 ft lb<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 05-02-2002).]||24.148.61.38||reg||1
Z||000001||Tondar||05-13-2002||09:45 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||Having not followed this from the beginning I don't know some of the details.<P>Are the dyno numbers they are providing at the wheels or crank?  I doubt they would pull the engine and put it on the dyno, but then again ~350whp from a small 16g!!<P>someone shed some light on this for me<BR>Thanks<BR>||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||05-13-2002||10:04 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||welded center diff....removed transfer case....front wheels on dyno<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000629.cgi
A||N||4||fast_talon||GFB Hybrid BOV||||1||
Z||000000||fast_talon||05-04-2002||07:57 PM||dsmer@jiggaspeed.com||I have a 1G Talon.. but I heard some of you guys use this BOV. How has this BOV performed?<P>Also.. how did you guys fit this BOV to your IC piping?<P>Since you can vent to the atmosphere and also still vent back to the system, it would have both benefits. I just dont want to spend the cash on something that doesnt work with this application. <P>Thanks in Advance..<P>Will..<BR>'90 Talon TSi AWD<BR>FMIC in your face    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P><p>[This message has been edited by fast_talon (edited 05-04-2002).]||24.191.177.218||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||05-04-2002||08:19 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||You will get mixed opinions for this BOV.  You can adjust the ratio that vents to the atmoshpere, and what vents to the intake.  So you can't adjust the spring tension.  If you are going to get one, I have the adaptor you need for your Talon.  Just let me know.||63.231.79.202||reg||1
Z||000002||fast_talon||05-05-2002||04:13 PM||dsmer@jiggaspeed.com||I sent you an email.. It would be great to get the flange/adaptor for my 1G Talon..||24.191.177.218||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||05-10-2002||06:56 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have one, love it. You can adjust the pring tention on mine and it never leaks, regardless of setting. ||205.166.229.95||reg||1
Z||000004||daviddilts||05-11-2002||11:30 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||Doc do you have the mount or is their a way to just use a hose and some clamps? just to get a round the mount.||209.244.239.247||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000630.cgi
A||||0||91vr4evolution||Ready To Port||||8||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||05-05-2002||01:26 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Okay so today I decide to take the exhaust manifold amd turbine off after getting the good oil from you guys on porting...I find that the turbine is a 6cm housing (14b, right?) but the compressor is a small 16B (2 levels on the blades, right?) I'm wondering is it worthwhile porting the 6cm or should I splash out and get a 7cm housing. If I get a 7cm will I have to get a new turbine blade also? will the exhaust manifold (which is suppose to be an Evo 3)be able to be ported to 7cm ,'cause the outlet on it is 6cm as well, Or should I just stick with and port the 6cm? Thanks in advance, Mike||210.54.204.176||reg||8




ubb/Forum2/000631.cgi
A||||6||dank||Advice on suspension setup needed!||||5||
Z||000000||dank||05-06-2002||12:57 AM||accordpage@email.com||Ok, my car is currently riding on stock suspension.  I like it for the most part, it feels nice and tight.  The problems I have are a bit too much roll for my taste, and it takes a lot of convincing to get the rear to come around.  I've decided to get a 24mm swaybar to help the rotation, but I dont quite know what else I want to do.  I don't have a ton of money and I don't want to pour cash into an 11 year old car, so that throws the "full" setups out the window.  I dont want to lower it too much, the winters in Nebraska can be harsh on occasion, so I was looking into getting just a shock replacement with the stock springs.  My question is, what sort of ride height difference am I looking at (probably going with the AGX), and what will the difference in ride be?<P>Also, where should I go for the best prices?<BR>Please reply if you have a better idea!||63.227.64.25||reg||5
Z||000001||bob in chicago||05-06-2002||07:12 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I also live in the show belt, but have a coil-over spring set up which makes it very easy to drop the car 1.75 to 2" in summer and back up to stock in winter when I put on the four Blizzaks.  Coilovers did not seem too expensive, given how much that improve looks and handling(esp. if done when new shocks are installed) <P>I run 8-way AGX with 24mm swaybar on rear and 4-way GAB's with 22mm swaybar in front with strut bars at both ends and many poly bushings. All from Rob at Mofugas. Cheapest mod is his front caster kit; makes front handle crisper. ||216.65.173.42||reg||1
Z||000002||iceman69510||05-06-2002||12:57 PM||||Bob,<BR>I didn't understand the AGX to be usable as coilovers.  Did you have to modify them?  What springs are you using?<P>Will you be bringing your car to Road America or Blackhawk for any VSCDA events this year?  I'd love to see it.<P>Dave||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000003||bob in chicago||05-06-2002||02:36 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||The ones I have were black aluminum threaded barrels 2.5" OD about 7" long with a threaded collar for lower spring perch and a cup for the top. The original lower spring perch is cut down to the welded ring around the strut. The barrels sit on this ring and are silcon caulked at ends to keep in place. The springs are Eibach's 1000.250.0275 front which means 10" free length; 2.5" ID and 275 lbs/inch stiffness. Rears are 1200.250.0175.<BR>Springs were only $60each. I have an used pair for the front that were too long for the major drop that I like for track events; they are 1200.250.0250 and would work nicely for a sensiblle, streetable drop of 1.75" or 1.5". I suppose I could sell for $75.<P>Finally, yes, I plan to thrash #1072 at the Vintage event this summer at Road America. Might also go to Blackhawk for some Midwest Council autocross, now that I'm moving battery to trunk and installing 5-point competition belts and FMIC.<BR>||216.65.170.119||reg||1
Z||000004||iceman69510||05-08-2002||12:56 PM||||Bob,<P>Hope to see you at the BRIC.  Where do you stay, hang out etc.?  I will hopefully paddock near the Pegasus trailer at the top of the hill.  <P>I will think about the springs, after I finish the coilovers for the race car.  Where did you get the threaded barrels that fit the struts?<P>Thanks.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000005||smokindav||05-09-2002||09:01 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I'll see you guys at Road America for the Brian Redman Int'l Challenge.  #657/2000!  We are still deciding on whether to run the lunch hour touring or not.<P>Later,<BR>Dave<BR>||128.255.247.172||reg||1
Z||000006||bob in chicago||05-10-2002||09:19 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Email me later about getting together at Road America,  bheitsch@21stcentury.net<P>Got the threaded barrels & collars from TAD, but Rob at Mofugas can find them, too.||24.148.61.16||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000632.cgi
A||||1||dave||Power Radio Antenna||||5||
Z||000000||dave||05-06-2002||06:37 PM||||Hi Guys!<P>Hey, my antenna went down part way and stopped.  Now, when I turn on the radio, the antenna makes a "clicking" sound for a while then stops.  Is it practical to repair these, or possible?  Anyone have a good antenna assembly lying around?  All help is appreciated.  I realize I can go to a car stereo store and have a new aftermarket one installed, but thought it would be nice to keep the original thang.<P>DAVE||63.207.239.67||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||05-06-2002||06:52 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||your antenna mast is broke.  a new one costs about 40 bucks, and they are easy to change.  you need to take apart the motor, tho.  kinda messy, and the mast is kinda high.<BR>     oh, i forgot.  you take the motor apart to get out the old piece(s) of the mast, then you reassemble it, and stick the end of the new mast(dont forget to put on all of the other parts on the mast, or you will have to take it apart again) and turn the radio on and off, and it will grab the new mast, and pull it in.<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 05-06-2002).]||63.146.72.140||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000633.cgi
A||||5||andy||Running, but not totally finished||||1||
Z||000000||andy||05-08-2002||11:16 AM||andybeachly@aol.com||I finally got my car going, I just put a 14B and some 450s on it for now until I finish up the 3" housing. Cant wait to run it! Here are some pictures: <A HREF="http://www.usionline.net/122/Cars/ShopGalant/index.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.usionline.net/122/Cars/ShopGalant/index.htm</A> ||172.131.178.25||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||05-08-2002||01:27 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Looks good Andy.  Welcome to the board.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>You can plug the parts you sell for Galants if you want.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||Tondar||05-08-2002||11:24 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||DAM!!! that looks killer!<P>Mind posting all of your mods?||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||05-09-2002||01:20 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yep I see a front mount....What else ya got? BTW car looks great, under hood especially!-No rust where power steering was or anything, nice job!||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000004||Ash||05-09-2002||07:09 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Sheesh, do all you guys have to make my car look so dodgy? It looks really nice Andy!||203.21.226.205||reg||14
Z||000005||number3||05-09-2002||08:04 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Why not make it the next ride of the month. It seems as though Jon could use one and you cold answers the guys questions at the sametime.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000634.cgi
A||||6||karl_kininmonth||450cc/stock pump 25g good idea?||||1||
Z||000000||karl_kininmonth||05-09-2002||05:47 AM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||Hi guys,<P>My engine is complete at last!, as is my TD06 25g. I've got to break my engine in at which i'm recommended by everyone to do at as low boost as possible which will be 4psi (pressure of the external wastegate spring).<P>Anyhow <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I have to break the engine in for 1000kms..will this be safe on my turbo setup takin into consideration i'll be runnning 4psi boost top. Thats with the factory 450cc injectors and pump. <P>I will be purchasing larger injects once they become avaialble and my supra TT pump is due in about 3 weeks. <P><BR>What do you think guys? should sweet huh <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">?<BR>thanks<BR>karl||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||05-09-2002||07:06 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||If you don't mind me asking, how much did the 25g set you back?  Are you using the stock ECU & FPR with that running in setup?  I would guess just don't let it boost at all until the injectors/pump arrive.||203.21.226.205||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||05-09-2002||08:02 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Yes, you should be fine at that boost level during your break in.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||karl_kininmonth||05-09-2002||05:31 PM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||Cheers for the reply's guys,<P>ASH-----------<BR>The 25g/Td06 set me back $300 US doller or NZ $750. Now I know that sounds REALLLLY cheap but the guy who builds them here in auckland (nz's biggest city) is good friends with alot of my friends so he builds them very cheap for us (since we're also students he likes helpin us out) Thats a full 25g td06 no short cuts. Very very nice turbo.<P>I'm using a full aftermarket replacement ECU (name is LINK). Yes factory fuel pressure regulator.<P>YEa i was thinking about running it no boost (ie removing the valve from the external wastegate) but alas my external wastegate vents straight to atmosphere so it would be one HELL of a noise constantly...but if it has to be done it has to be done.<P>I would just leave the car till i got the injectors and stuff but I dont think the workshop would appreciate that and I dont really want to tow it home AGAIN as its been on the tow truck 3 times now and it gets a little damaged everytime plus i really want to make sure the engine is workin fine etc etc - not to mention some easy girls i'll pick up with my gay purple/blue custom pearl paintjob...errr. where were we??<P>Cheers for the help ash anymore advice would be most appreciated.<P>NUMBER3---------<BR>Ok thanks harry<P><BR>Thanks again guys<BR>karl <BR>'your newzealand partner in crime <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">'||203.96.111.200||reg||14
Z||000004||beavis||05-09-2002||10:28 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i wouldn't worry about the 4psi, i think the motor will break in fine. i would just make sure you don't over-rev the motor untill it is broken in.  some people recommend to keep the rpm's under 5k.  i would talk to the person who built the motor, that way if you do something wrong you can point the finger at them.  good luck, the setup sounds sweet.  could you give me some information on the link system?  we are thinking about running it on our rally car. ||205.188.200.42||reg||1
Z||000005||evo_zero_zr4||05-10-2002||01:32 AM||zr4kid@hotmail.com||hey karl!<P>that sounds really cheap for your turbo dude!<BR>whered you score that? dont tell me it was the "murchsta" that did your turbo? <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> and how do you find that LINK running in your car? anygood? i just went for a gizzmo chip and that runs quite well! any way dude probly seee you on the track in next seasons night drags! haha! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Rich.||210.55.161.230||reg||1
Z||000006||karl_kininmonth||05-10-2002||06:39 PM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||Beavis,<P>Hey dude, well to be honest with you its been a rough ride with the links. On mitsubishi's especially vr4's its one heck of a mission to get them tuned right. For the money you pay for them theyr great (I mean second hand ones go for a mere NZ$800 some times). As of now i'm going to sell mine very soon and hopefully get a haltec.<P>would have liked to provided you with more technical info but thats about all i can muster.<P>Hope that helps a little, i'd go for a haltec if I were you, theyr not really that much more expensive brand new. Once i got the link going all sweet in my old vr4 it did produce alot more torque and added 3mph to my 1/4 time (13.7)-with 2.5 exhaust 15psi and k&n.<P>later dude||203.96.111.200||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000635.cgi
A||||15||JonGVR4||recent datalog||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||05-09-2002||11:33 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I noticed recently my car acting a little funny.  I pulled the Palm out to do some logging but the batteries were dead.  So after I finally got the batteries for it, I did some testing.  Knock shot through the roof.  WTF!?!<P>I ended up turning the gain up on the VPC a bunch to stop knocking.  It was at 9:00 and now it is at 3:00.  The response is turned up to about 5:00.  Now, my injector duty cycle is maxing out at this setting.  I guess I need to up the base fuel pressure.<P>Here is what I've got:<BR>VPC, 550 chip<BR>550s<BR>stock 93 non EPROM DSM ECU in my GVR4.<BR>big 16G with 34mm internal wastegate valve<BR>Supra fuel pump rewired<BR>2.25" ic pipes<BR>Spearco 2-221<BR>3" turbo back BR exhaust<BR>17 lbs of boost, pump gas<BR>SX regulator with base fuel pressure of 40.<BR>new fuel filter about 20K miles ago.<BR>O2 sensor was replaced about 8K miles ago and it has never seen race gas.<BR>Plus, the O2 values are as always, very low.  But knock went away after I started putting this much fuel in.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/run.csv" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/new/run.csv</A> <P>Any suggestions?  Run base fuel pressure of 44 or something and turn the VPC gain down?  Doesn't that seem kind of high for the mods I have?  <P>Oh the run was with some sloppy slow shifting but from what I can tell, it took about 8.6 seconds to reach the top of 3rd gear which I guess isn't terrible for the street.<BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||05-09-2002||10:32 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i'm not sure if this is mch help, but i would recommend that you check for an ignition problem.  it sounds like your fuel setup is good, so maybe your not getting correct spark. were can i get info on the datalogger setup you have?||205.188.200.42||reg||1
Z||000002||SnoBlind||05-10-2002||09:12 AM||modularv8@hotmail.com||Could you post the pdm file of your run?  I can't open that csv file in the plviewer utility.<P>I'd check the fuel filter.<P>I'm having similar issues with my setup.  It's almost like yours except that I've got a sleeper 16g turbo (a bit bigger).  I also have a GCC to help tune.  I'd suggest getting one.<P>Please post that file and I'll take a look at it.  You're probably running lean.  Does the knock count go up when you press the throttle?||63.68.228.197||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||05-10-2002||09:52 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||This is probably obvious whitey but did you check the knock sensor itself? <P>Mine did the same thing 4-5 years back and I found it to be the sensor. ||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||05-10-2002||11:13 AM||jon@jgronline.com||CSV file is just a text file.  Notepad will open it just fine.  Better to use Excel so it looks prettier but notepad will work.<P>I have a new knock sensor.  <P>It is strange that it takes this much fuel to stop knock.  I changed my base fuel pressure to 42 yesterday and it allowed me to lower the VPC to about 12:00 to prevent knock.  <P>I doubt it is ignition.  I have new spark plug wires, BPR6ES spark plugs, pretty new power transistor, and a good coil pack.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||SnoBlind||05-10-2002||12:41 PM||modularv8@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B>CSV file is just a text file.  Notepad will open it just fine.  Better to use Excel so it looks prettier but notepad will work.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I know, but plviewer gives me all the pretty lines and stuff.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||63.68.228.197||reg||1
Z||000006||SnoBlind||05-10-2002||12:51 PM||modularv8@hotmail.com||Okay, I just added a line to the csv and got plviewer to work.<P>The only thing I see wrong is the injector duty cycle.  Your knock only goes up to 5 which is nothing.  You should see my logs.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I'd be worried about the duty cycle though. You shouldn't be maxing them out with that setup.<P>A five knock count really isn't something to get that upset about.<P>How do your logs look when you just drive around town?  That's how I've been doing most of my logging.  It takes me about 30 minutes to get to work, so I start the log when I leave the out and record the whole trip.  Doing a long run like that may help you.||63.68.228.197||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||05-10-2002||03:19 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Maybe you just got some bad gas.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||05-10-2002||06:55 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||This may sound silly but........top off your oil and or change it. I had funny knock reading, was loosing a bit of timing etc and could tno figure out why. I needed an oil change.....so I did the oil change and looked around for the cause. I did not adjust anything and, even though I put the same oil in that came oil (same stuff but new) the knock was gone. A few months later same thing happened and I was 1/2 qt low. Topped up and all was well. My lifters are shot and as they get old they seem to get more and moer sensitive to oil level. Just a thought. ||205.166.229.95||reg||1
Z||000009||JonGVR4||05-13-2002||10:25 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I changed the oil yesterday and I was almost a quart low.  Knock was much better today.  Probably just the lifters then?  Or maybe it was real knock?  Who knows.  I've got to pull this turbo off and send it to FP to have it rebuilt.  Ever since that one day I had my car looking like spy hunter when my breather line clogged, the turbo likes to seap oil.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000010||HKS VR-4||05-13-2002||02:53 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>This may sound silly but........top off your oil and or change it. I had funny knock reading, was loosing a bit of timing etc and could tno figure out why. I needed an oil change.....so I did the oil change and looked around for the cause. I did not adjust anything and, even though I put the same oil in that came oil (same stuff but new) the knock was gone. A few months later same thing happened and I was 1/2 qt low. Topped up and all was well. My lifters are shot and as they get old they seem to get more and moer sensitive to oil level. Just a thought. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I noticed that also, the car is very very sensitive to oil level. Always have to be near full. I just recently changed oil, used basic Castrol 20w-50 and decided to try a can of "Restore" engine additive. Not bad, car feels good even with super super super high milege. Still very competitive on the street. =)<BR>||207.62.218.251||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||05-13-2002||09:32 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Sweet! I am glad you got it figured out...||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000012||HKS VR-4||05-14-2002||12:38 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||California SUCKS!!!!!! The highest octane available is ONLY 91!!!! WTF???!!!??? and you know it's NOT even 91, probably like 90.5 octane and they round it up to 91. Then they have to put that stupid MTBE b.s. in there. Hurting our cars in CA. =(||12.81.73.158||reg||13
Z||000013||ken inn||05-14-2002||01:12 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||it's a trade off.  here in texas, 93 octane is only 1.55/gal, but the roads here are so bad, you cant go fast.  however, you got us beat on traffic.  AND, you got portuguese sausage!  i sure do miss the portuguese sausage(linguica).  in hawaii, at mcdonalds, you can get portuguese sausage and eggs for breakfast.<BR>     water injection will raise your octane number at least 4 points.  distilled water here is like 50 cents a gallon, ww fluid is 99 cents(50/50 water/alcohol) and is probably worth another point or 2.  why dont you make it your next project?||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000014||HKS VR-4||05-15-2002||04:01 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>it's a trade off.  here in texas, 93 octane is only 1.55/gal, but the roads here are so bad, you cant go fast.  however, you got us beat on traffic.  AND, you got portuguese sausage!  i sure do miss the portuguese sausage(linguica).  in hawaii, at mcdonalds, you can get portuguese sausage and eggs for breakfast.<BR>     water injection will raise your octane number at least 4 points.  distilled water here is like 50 cents a gallon, ww fluid is 99 cents(50/50 water/alcohol) and is probably worth another point or 2.  why dont you make it your next project?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I wouldn't mind having water injection but I have no idea how to even tackle a project like that...i'm not experienced. =( HELP???<BR>||12.81.67.100||reg||9
Z||000015||JonGVR4||05-16-2002||09:12 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I found the problem.  I had a bad tank of gas.  I put a tank of "Turbo Blue" in the car and knock went away.  I also dropped the fuel pressure back down to normal levels (38) and I am running the VPC at 9:00 again.<P>No knock is a good thing.  RFG is a bad thing.||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000636.cgi
A||||5||ken inn||fuel pressure||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||05-09-2002||05:42 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||now that i got my new adjustable fuel pressure regulator, i'd like some feedback on what fuel pressures others in the group are running.  i have it set to stock(37-38), and i have reset the ecu.  car definetly is running better.  i still have the stock fuel control, and stock injectors.  ||63.146.72.142||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||05-09-2002||09:22 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Hey Ken, what FPR do you have?  The one I am going to get is from <A HREF="http://www.spoolingup.com" TARGET=_blank>www.spoolingup.com</A>  when they release the model that can have a gauge tapped in it.<P> ||63.231.79.202||reg||1
Z||000002||SnoBlind||05-10-2002||09:13 AM||modularv8@hotmail.com||I've got mine set to 2.75 bar with the vacume hoses off.||63.68.228.197||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||05-10-2002||09:40 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i got the same one, but without the tap for the gauge.  jeff(keydiver) gave me a b&m gauge, it goes right on top of the fuel filter.  i had to move the resistor pack, which was easy, if you have removed the cruise control.  once you have your pressure set, you can probably remove the gauge.  i havent taken the car out for a long drive yet, but it seems to run a lot better.  ||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||markrieb||05-10-2002||03:40 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I set mine to the high end of the stock band,around 40 psi. <P>I set it to the high end to try and get a slightly better spray pattern with the 550 injectors at low injector pulse width and to try and stave off fuel cut a bit longer.<P>The adjustable FPR made a huge difference in trying to tune the car as my Walbro 255 lph pump was severely over running the stock FPR.<P>Mark||208.8.135.6||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||05-10-2002||04:45 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yup, i just came back from a run into the city.    the car REALLY runs better.  looks like the fuel economy is up, too.  pity it takes me a month to run thru a tank of gas.||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000637.cgi
A||||3||evo_zero_zr4||injectors not pusling!!!...help!!!||||9||
Z||000000||evo_zero_zr4||05-10-2002||01:23 AM||zr4kid@hotmail.com||hey guys,<P>ive just done an engine swap on my eterna zr-4 same as a vr-4 but a hatch. the thing is the body i put my engine in is an 88 and my engine was out of a 1990 so the loom was kinda different. anyway back to the point i was connectin all the plugs everything ready to fire it up and it wont kick over? so i testied everything down to fuel pump spark and its gettin fuel and spark but injectors aint pulsin (functioning) properly.....when i use the test light to see whats up with the injectors it will turn over for a while then cut out! any suggestions what this could be? is it a really seriouis problem or have i just done something wrong? any hjelp would do, thanks.<P>Richy.||203.96.111.200||reg||9
Z||000001||beavis||05-10-2002||06:00 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||make sure the injectors are the right type for the ecu.  some injectors are peak and hold and others are a different type that i can't think of. a friend of mine had a similiar problem when he swapped a jdm b16 motor into an american honda.  he kept burning up the ecu and it turned out the injectors were the wrong type so the resistance was way off.||138.23.82.27||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||05-10-2002||06:03 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||THe other injector type is saturated... This SHOULDN'T be a problem (but might be), becuase as far as I've seen, Mitsu uses Peak and Hold ONLY on turbo cars, and saturated on N/A cars..||24.159.54.84||reg||1
Z||000003||evo_zero_zr4||05-10-2002||06:28 PM||zr4kid@hotmail.com||Cheers guys for the help!<P>but they should be the right injectors cause i changed the ECU and the loom to that of the injectors. anyone know of anything else that could be causing the problem? ive change the ECU over to another stock one of the same kind and still get the problem. i have no idea what it could be but i really need my car runnin soon! HELP!!!||203.96.111.200||reg||14




ubb/Forum2/000638.cgi
A||||12||beavis||stroker motors||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||05-10-2002||06:39 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i'm beginning to see more and more interest in sroking our motors to a 2.2l  has anybody dealt with or seen motors from the company in the stats that does this?  i know Jun makes a stroker kit for the evo motors and it is popular in new zealand and australia.||138.23.82.27||reg||1
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||05-10-2002||07:38 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I have a friend that just completed building a 2.4l motor with a 25g set up.  Should be pulling @ least 500hp once it goes on the dyno.  I think stroking the 2.0l would definately have an aboundance of benefits.  Sounds like a good idea.||66.176.235.123||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||05-11-2002||09:28 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||There has been lots of talk about stroking the 4g63 on DSMTalk.com.  Many of the guys there think that it is one of the dumbest ideas they have ever heard.  I on the other hand plan to never rev the engine beyond about 6800rpm if that and would LOVE some torque out of my engine.  As for me, if I had to replace or rebuild my engine for some reason, it would definately get a stroker to replace the 2.0!  That way you get the torque down low and the added boost up high, stroking should cut down on boost lag too.<P>Anyhow, there was a Long thread (like 6 pages) in the advanced topic section on DSMTalk.com||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4#169||05-11-2002||02:37 PM||boostedgalant@aol.com||ffwdconnection.com makes a really nice stroker for the 4g63.  I think it is a 2.3.  Check out the site, they have all kinds of other great stuff too.<P>Shane||152.163.195.191||reg||1
Z||000004||evo_zero_zr4||05-12-2002||02:14 AM||zr4kid@hotmail.com||i think its a great idea to stroke the 4g63. but only to about 2.2 i reckon 2.3 is way too long and you wouldnt be able to get off the line!!! haha! but yeah tony rigoli from australia got it right on the subaru's stroking them to 2.2 or probly just used a forester block? but yeah check that out! <A HREF="http://www.rigoliracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.rigoliracing.com</A>  ........he's got a 10's subaru WRX.<P>so i think strokins gotta do something at least for the 4g63!<P>Richie.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000005||evo_zero_zr4||05-12-2002||02:18 AM||zr4kid@hotmail.com||i think its a great idea to stroke the 4g63. but only to about 2.2 i reckon 2.3 is way too long and you wouldnt be able to get off the line!!! haha! but yeah tony rigoli from australia got it right on the subaru's stroking them to 2.2 or probly just used a forester block? but yeah check that out! <A HREF="http://www.rigoliracing.com.au" TARGET=_blank>www.rigoliracing.com.au</A>  ........he's got a 10's subaru WRX.<P>so i think strokins gotta do something at least for the 4g63!<P>Richie.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000006||GroceryGetter||05-12-2002||08:41 AM||fevangelista@cfl.rr.com||I have a friend who put Buscher's stroker motor in his 90 FWD Eclipse.  The car is wicked but I would never try to put that motor in a Galant.  We already have weight issues from the get go and with the extra torque that motor will produce you would  not have a fun time trying to keep the drivetrain together.  Unless you did all your racing from a 3rd gear roll.||65.33.201.200||reg||1
Z||000007||turboflanagan||05-12-2002||09:44 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Nah, just get some really crappy tires!  Then all that torque will just go up in smoke :0 and the tires can offer a reasonable sacrifice for your trannie and driveline, how noble.||66.114.238.18||reg||12
Z||000008||Jose||05-13-2002||01:56 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Mitsubishi makes a 4g64 which is a 2.4 DOHC (comes in the 94 up Galant), it looks extactly like our 4g63. So you pick up one of those motors and build it up (rods & pistons) and you have a stroker for less.||205.188.197.44||reg||6
Z||000009||Ash||05-13-2002||02:24 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Jose:<BR><B>Mitsubishi makes a 4g64 which is a 2.4 DOHC (comes in the 94 up Galant), it looks extactly like our 4g63. So you pick up one of those motors and build it up (rods & pistons) and you have a stroker for less.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>What about oil squirters, can they be retrofitted?  Isn't the block higher or is it only a poofteenth?<P>||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000010||blytz||05-13-2002||06:36 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com|| <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64.html</A> <P>Bill is one of THE authorities on this subject... great guy too!<p>[This message has been edited by blytz (edited 05-13-2002).]||24.159.62.20||reg||1
Z||000011||Russ Keenan||05-15-2002||01:53 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Friend of mine down here in Tampa did just that (2.4 galant crank aftermarker pistons and rods)in his crazy mirage. It is unreal. It ran an easy 11.4 on under 20lbs of boost on pump gas its first time out. Car has AC full interior all steel It is one of the most well thought out very very nicely done imports I have ever seen. Ohhhhhh by the way its also AWD.||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000012||blytz||05-15-2002||08:05 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||That mirage is CRAZY!!!!!! I'm gonna build a 2.4 stroker to put in my 93 Mirage Sedan!||24.159.62.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000639.cgi
A||||4||Duc Hunter||Throttle stop seting||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||05-10-2002||06:57 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I think my throttle stop switch is set wrong. The car runs ok but the idle, esp with A/C is not right. I backed off the switch (idles came up), adjusted the BISS accoringly (idle came back downt o normal) and it is better. My question, how do I set it right? <P>About how many turns out should the BISS be? ||205.166.229.95||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-10-2002||07:04 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||idle is controlled by the ecu.  you need to set the base idle, warm up car, turn off all accessories, and make sure steering wheel is straight ahead.  then, you ground 2 terminals, one inside the car, on the diagnostic connector, and one right on the firewall, covered by a connector.  you need to go to the vfaq or the manual to see exactly where they is.  then, you start the car, and adjust biss to 850.  you should also set your ign timing at the same time.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||MrEd||05-11-2002||11:44 AM||res122@psu.edu||yeah, everything Ken said  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Make sure the closed throttle position switch (CTP) is even working- I had one go bad.  With the plunger depressed, the switch is closed & the terminal should have continuity with ground (under 100 ohms).<P>Loosen the locknut & unscrew the CTP, then turn it in just until the switch has continuity then turn it precisely 15/16 of a turn further.  Tighten the locknut & watch it turn some more  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif">  So, fiddle around until you achieve 15/16 of a turn after tightening the locknut.<P>You've altered the closed resting point of the throttle plate, so you should really adjust the TPS & then the BISS with the special terminal grounded.  Your BISS o-ring may be dry & cracked if its old.  You may want to adjust your throttle cable tension too.  <P>If you'd like the PDF manual pages detailing these procedures, lemme know.<P>Ed<BR>GVR4 #963/2000||68.68.64.233||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||05-11-2002||07:12 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Ed, I would love them. Chrisb@lilien.com<P>15/16th huh, not 14/16, not 16/16 but 15. I wonder what genius at Mitsi figured that out?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> So at 15/16 what is the TPS???  I have a pocket logger and wish it made setting the TSP easier. The toughest part, for me, is getting to that dam lower screw! Guess that is why I have never toughed it. <P>Thanks for the advise guys! ||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||05-11-2002||10:37 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yah, when i did mine, i had to move the fuel rail to get to that lower bolt.  i think if you have an 8mm flex head wrench, it can be done.  however, afaik, only snap on makes such a wrench.  ||4.35.74.104||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000640.cgi
A||||5||evo_zero_zr4||Heaps of SMOKE!! HELP!!||||9||
Z||000000||evo_zero_zr4||05-12-2002||02:31 AM||zr4kid@hotmail.com||hey dudes!<P>well yeah some of you guys probly would have noticed that ive been jumpin from one problem to another during my engine swap! but yeah just as i thought it was finished i went to take it for a test drive and damn it was quick!!! ok heres what i did and what happened, i was driving the thing for about 15mins then the intercooler pipe came off, i thought was boost cut but then i realised when it wouldnt idle! also i was running it straight off the turbo back. i got out put the IC hose back on and went back home! as i went for a next run there was heaps of smoke....at idle!!! i went for a slow ride down the street and the IC pipe came off again! i went home to try and fix it and heaps of oil was dripping out from it! PLEASE dont tell me this is my seals! its is burning oil somewhere though cause it is thick, oil burning smoke! the oil is coming out after the turbo but the throttle body is clean! seals? ant help will do but i plan to take the turbo off tomoro anyway and have it looked at by someone. but yeah guys hope you can help!<P>Richie.<P>Mitsi Eterna ZR-4 ||203.96.111.200||reg||9
Z||000001||MX4||05-12-2002||07:21 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Excuse me if I am (And I prob am) but isnt this the reason you get a catch can??<P>Ryan||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000002||evo_zero_zr4||05-12-2002||09:36 PM||zr4kid@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MX4:<BR><B><BR>Excuse me if I am (And I prob am) but isnt this the reason you get a catch can??<P>Ryan</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>i do have a catch can. the inlet b4 the turbo is clean and only after the turbo is dirty, but not at the throttle body, maybe just the vapour getting into the system?maybe compression rings? or could it be turbo seals and the oil is burning on the mani, turbo back? anyway, turbo is off now and getting checked and if its not that ill get someone come have a look it. cheers anyway ryan!<P>Rich.<P>||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||05-12-2002||10:10 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I'd be guessing turbo oil seals due to the oil being only aroung the turbo itself.  It may have really overspun when the hose blew off & pushed the seals over the edge.  Good luck with it.||165.228.131.12||reg||9
Z||000004||evo_zero_zr4||05-17-2002||05:32 AM||zr4kid@hotmail.com||cheers ASH!<P>You got it right! i had bad feeling that, that was the problem, and it figured out it was! so yeah im gonna get it resealed for $350 or look for a second hand one. ant suggestions on what i should look for? im not too clued up bout turbo's. any help would do!<P>cheers.<P>Richie.||210.55.161.156||reg||14
Z||000005||khadiyev||05-19-2002||03:28 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||just go with a 18G or a 20G, you'll be set!||152.163.205.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000641.cgi
A||||3||Ash||Dodgy tuning idea - Am I the only one?||||12||
Z||000000||Ash||05-12-2002||06:14 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I'm getting fuel cut on cold nights, I know that I really should get bigger injectors & fuel control but here is my plan for the time being.  I am planning on getting a big16g as soon as I can.<P>Clean/balance 450's (just cause I can  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> )<BR>Adjustable FPR<BR>Hack MAS (to eliminate fuel cut)<P>The plan is to increase base pressure to add fuel to compensate for the extra airflow of hacking the MAS. <P>Any thoughts?  Who already does this & how well does it work?<P>My car's specs are as follows:  Stock 14b (15psi), fmic, 2.5" IC pipes, stage 1 uprated pump with rewire, full 3" exhaust with O2 eliminator.<BR>  ||203.21.226.249||reg||12
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||05-12-2002||01:53 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||hmm..... are u sure it's fuel cut? how do u know? u have some datalog or u just simply "feel" like u are having fuel cut? coz I don't know, seems like the components that u have is good enough, hmm.... maybe get the HKS FCD is the easiest way to hack the ECU for fuel cut, or get AFC of some sort, good luck||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000002||Martin Chilcote||05-12-2002||04:44 PM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ash:<BR><B>I'm getting fuel cut on cold nights...<P>Clean/balance 450's (just cause I can)<BR>Adjustable FPR<BR>Hack MAS (to eliminate fuel cut)<BR>Any thoughts?  Who already does this & how well does it work?<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Ash,<BR>My car's specs are as follows:  Stock 14b (17psi), stock IC & IC pipes, walmart 255lph HP pump, 2 1/2" exhaust, stock O2 housing. I<BR>installed a "real" AlBlaha MAS in Nov '01. The AB mas took care of the fuel cut & the big pump supplies plenty of fuel...no fuel cut this past winter !! <BR>In the next several weeks I'm installing a very ported/clipped 16g, ported evo o2, ported 2g exh mani, fpr, 3" intake, RRE ic pipes & starquest fmic. Will turn down the boost until i get a fuel control (HKS I think)   <P><BR>||65.64.2.170||reg||14
Z||000003||Ash||05-12-2002||08:04 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DarkDevilMMM:<BR><B>hmm..... are u sure it's fuel cut? how do u know? u have some datalog or u just simply "feel" like u are having fuel cut? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Well, I get hard on it & above 5kRPM it suddenly goes "bang! pop!" & then back to normal so I guess it feels like it, what else could it be?  Backing out the MAS screw helped a lot but it still happens occasionally hence I want to hack the MAS.  I have only got this problem after installing the 3" O2 & the front mount.  My FPR just came in so hopefully I can sort it too.  This is just a stop gap measure, I still want a S-afc & datalogger. ||165.228.131.11||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000642.cgi
A||N||4||khadiyev||Adjustible cam gear, exhaust only? ||||1||
Z||000000||khadiyev||05-13-2002||12:47 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I wanted to get some adj cam gears, then i saw a pic of GVR4 (on this site) that only has ex  adj cam gear! i know that u only "usually" advance the intake 1 degree and retard ex 3 degrees, or is intake not that important? <BR>just trying to save some money.<BR>thanks||198.26.130.37||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||05-13-2002||07:44 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Most people don't find much gains in adjusting the intake side. also, adjustable cam gears mean that there is a possibility for them to slip and to bend valves. 2 adj. cam gears make for 2x the chance of bent valves.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||05-14-2002||04:43 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||As an alternative to adjustable camgears I can't remember what type of engine I saw it on but it had extra keyways cut into the gear at various degrees (i.e 0 degrees at 0 degrees, +/-2 at 90 degrees, +/4 at 180 degrees) no chance of slippage but obviously limited in the range of adjustment. However if you knew what advancement/retard worked on 4g63 can could get that offset cut in...could work out cheaper that adjustable gears  ||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000003||khadiyev||05-15-2002||01:25 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||ook, thanks a lot for the info, im just gonna go with exhaust gear,  any recomendations on how much to adjust it? <BR>thanks.||165.121.120.82||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||05-16-2002||01:39 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Unless you plan on tuning your car with the adjustable cam gear(s) on the dyno, I wouldn't even bother to buy it or put it on.  <P>I don't want any till I have a pair of HKS 272's, and even then I just want to degree the cams and correct any tolerance errors.  You'd be amazed what degreeing a motor can reveal about timing intolerances.  ||129.120.56.208||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000643.cgi
A||N||0||Hunter||Alternate Went, will an Automatic Fit?||||5||
Z||000000||Hunter||05-15-2002||12:12 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||was checking the service manual, and the Automatic model is a 90amp alternater... will these fit?  or gettin the ones from a 95up model eclipse with the 90amp rating bolt on without modification?  .... (UPDATE) man that thing is a bastard to get out....<p>[This message has been edited by Hunter (edited 05-15-2002).]||4.62.227.110||reg||5




ubb/Forum2/000644.cgi
A||||3||91vr4evolution||Mutt Turbos or similiar||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||05-16-2002||04:37 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Has anyone had any experiences with these turbos (garrett t4/t3 with DSM 7cm turbine housing which should bolt straight on) Due to cost its not likely i could buy one from the US but wondering if i could get a local turbo shop to build me something similiar...I noticed they bore the wastegate outlet to take a 39mm flapper valve...does anyone know how the housing reacts, given its tendency to crack the valve seat? Any help much appreciated...<P>Mike||210.86.42.215||reg||5
Z||000001||JonGVR4||05-16-2002||09:15 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I have a 34mm wastegate valve.  The 7cm exhaust housing is made from a different material and doesn't crack as easily as the stock 6cm housing.<P>Victor Brant, Scott Evans and Nate Pharr ran 11's with internally gated hybrid turbos in their Galants.  <P>Just stay away from the Mutts though.  POS company and POS product.  Get your turbo from Forced Performance.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||05-16-2002||09:27 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||at about 125k, i changed out my 14b turbo to a small 16g, ported.  the 14b was severly cracked in many places, and if you held the turbine housing up to the light, you could see daylight all around the wastegate.  lots of metal was eroded away.  i had the small 16g(w/7cm housing) on for about 1 1/2 years, and changed it for a ported big 16g.  the small 16g had maybe 15k on it, but there were no cracks or wear at all, and the housing was clean.  at 160k, the motor grenaded, and i got a jdm motor, and the big 16g housing at that time, was also crack free, and very clean.  even with the higher boost levels, both housings remained crack free.  perhaps the porting and the larger housing resist cracking a lot better than the 14b||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000003||91vr4evolution||05-17-2002||01:39 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks guys...I talked to the guys at Ralliart today and they reckoned don't piss about get a Garrett/kkk/ihi roller bearing and adapter plate and be done with it...interesting that given the option even Ralliart would drop the td05....||210.54.103.148||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000645.cgi
A||||5||boostboy51||cutting bumper||||1||
Z||000000||boostboy51||05-16-2002||02:54 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||alright, now i got this badass FMIC right. well, i wanna open up the hole for better flow and a pimp ass look right. i now it has been done before, and requires alot of cutting. it wont leave much strenth in the bumper, but it will stay together right? it isnt gonna fold on me right? thinking about welding an additional brace below hole in case of impact. been done before??<P>#327/2000||66.137.180.92||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-16-2002||03:38 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||oh, man, i hurt just thinking about it.  i just did this, i have the starion fmic, and i had the bumper and cover on and off about a dozen times.  you should first remove the bumper, then separate the cover from the metal part, then you will be able to fit them on separately.  on the frame, where you see the 2 rectangular holes, i cut it all out, just left the top part.  the piece i cut out looks like a short fat "T", with the top real long.  then, with the frame on the car, and looking down on it, i cut all the way up to the little lip that has about 900 6mm washer-nuts on it, and holds the cover to the frame.   BUT WAIT!  you are not done yet.  the grille part is also a pain.  you can cut it all out, or cut in between the grille slats, which is what i did.    if you do this, you also may have to remove some of the inside of the horizontal slats, i did.  my fmic almost touches the inside of the cover, it is mounted about 3-4 inches in front of the core support.  i also tapered it, so the lower part of the fmic is closer to the core, and follows the inward curve of the cover.  i used a reciprocating saw, and a little makita cutter/grinder.  make a racket, and really pissed off the neighbor.  even my wife left-went shopping, so it cost me more.  even with just a little bit of metal across the top, the thing is still very strong.  of course, if you tap someone in the front, everything is history.  i have the rre pipes, and i fought like hell to get the pipes coming thru the core support, on the left side of the radiator, to mate up.  finally, i just removed the sheet metal piece that is there, and it was easy.||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||05-17-2002||12:52 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Install the intercooler & put the bumper brace aside.  Then take it to the track & see your time lowered.  Then go back home & decide if u really want that probably 90+ pounds back on the car!||66.176.235.123||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||05-17-2002||10:10 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||one of the many times i had the bumper off the car, i thought about cutting more off of the frame.  if you lose the fog lites, you can cut off everything a couple of inches below the top lip, that has the 900 little 6 mm washer-nuts.  i could tell the difference in weight with just the amount i removed.  the ends of the frame are really heavy.  if you keep all the connection points of the cover, it should still be strong enough.  i think driving around without a bumper cover on would be a cop magnet.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||05-17-2002||09:34 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I cut my bumper 5 years ago and all I have left is about 8" total of the original bumper. Just enough to bolt to the cover and bolt to the car.  The draw back is the center of the cover will sag. See the pictures in the images section.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||05-17-2002||09:37 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/cutting_bumper.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/cutting_bumper.jpg</A> <P>this is a picture of my actual bumper (sorry digital cameras 5 years ago are not what they are today) being cut. See in the lower left corner that is what is on my car.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000646.cgi
A||||17||Jose||Nocturnal Motorsports???????||||1||
Z||000000||Jose||05-16-2002||08:56 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Does anyone know whats up with Nocturnal Motorsports? I tried calling and emailing them to order an intercooler, but their email does not work, and I tried calling but it went to Eric Jones voice mail. I left many messages but no reply. Anyone know??????<BR>I need a front mount.......||205.188.193.56||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||05-16-2002||10:30 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Oh man, that's not good.  I like their front mount setup, I was hoping to order from them at some point.||155.33.74.156||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||05-16-2002||10:37 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Hmmm,Maybe you should try calling them at night?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 05-16-2002).]||129.71.114.81||reg||7
Z||000003||turbowop||05-17-2002||12:17 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I emailed them about the setup one night last week and had a response the next morning. Maybe they're busy or something came up.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||05-17-2002||12:43 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||"Maybe u should try calling them @ night".  Ian, that was really good  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">.  I can't get over that one.  ||66.176.235.123||reg||1
Z||000005||JonGVR4||05-17-2002||08:48 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Some background information.<P>Shannon lives in Lebanon, KY which is about an hour from Louisville (where I live).  Shannon has decided to build up a Galant VR4 and he frequents the yahoo email list for GVR4s.  I personally got sick of yahoo and unsubscribed.  He has told me he doesn't like using web pages and prefers to just get the emails so that is why he isn't on here.<P>Eric is a guy from Louisville.  I've known Eric for a while.  Eric hasn't had the best luck in the world.  He got arrested for having the wrong tag on his old 89 Mirage turbo because he didn't have time to get it registered and he wanted to go street racing that night.  He went, he got caught with his Ford Ranger's tag on the Mirage, he went to jail.  Eric even got fired from McDonald's not long ago.<P>Seeing how Eric had a hard time keeping a job that pays the bills, he had a hard time finding a place to live.  He lived with Rob (another local guy) for a while until Rob kicked him out for not paying rent.  Rob told me that, not Eric.<P>Now to Nocturnal Motorsports.  Eric moved in with Shannon I think.  Shannon makes pretty good money and does a lot of the work on cars himself.  Shannon has lots of tools and a pretty new tig welder.  <P>Here is Shannon installing a front mount on Dallace's Talon.  Dallace drove down from Cincy to have the front mount installed.  Dallace was very happy with the intercooler and pipes when I talked to him.<BR> <A HREF="http://dmtalon.v8eaters.com/Pictures/griffin/DSCF0024.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://dmtalon.v8eaters.com/Pictures/griffin/DSCF0024.JPG</A> <P>I have no idea what all Eric is doing.  I know Shannon is a pretty good guy and reliable.  I know Eric has had problems in the past making the best decisions and doing well.  From reading <A HREF="http://www.louisvillestreets.com," TARGET=_blank>www.louisvillestreets.com,</A>  I've seen where people have had a hard time finding him also.  He did a 6 bolt install in a 2G not long ago.  I am guessing that went ok.  <P>Just be aware that this business is a start up.  You will most likely get what is promised.  Just be aware that things won't got as smoothly as a well oiled machine that Buschur is.  Not long ago, Jon Ripple at TRE was just like this.  He has done very well and now gets things done very quickly and very well.<P>BTW, this is not bashing Eric or Shannon.  I wish them both well.  I hope they get this business going and it all works out.  I just felt it was important to you guys on this board to know what you are getting into when you buy from them.<P>Oh yeah, RRE has more intercooler pipe kits in stock right now.  They can also use a different intercooler with the kit if you don't want to use the 2-221 end tanks.  I'm pretty sure Mike can put a side to side intercooler in there instead.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000006||mikey||05-17-2002||09:10 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Hi,<BR>I emailed Shannon about 8 times and have gotten 8 responses.  I think he responds to emails pretty good.  Maybe it's just your luck.  And no, it wasn't at night.<P>BTW, he said there is a 6 weeks wait (to order the core and make the pipes).  At least that's what he told me about a month ago.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by mikey (edited 05-17-2002).]||141.233.158.65||reg||1
Z||000007||Dan D||05-17-2002||09:17 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Shannon posted this a couple weeks ago:<P>I haven�t been very active lately due to numerous things going on in my life.  First, Nancy and I are buying a house and it is requiring some stuff to be fixed, which is requiring a lot of my time.  Second, I am trying to wrap up my pilots license�.I am almost done, I have my check ride scheduled for Wednesday.  Third, I am building an airplane.  The last one is eating up most of my time.  It is an incredible experience so far.  Its my little Lancer�errr Lancair J  (www.lancair.com  Legacy 2000).  Lambert is out here in KY working on it with me.  Pictures are up at <A HREF="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/misc" TARGET=_blank>http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/misc</A>   Lancair stuff.  Also, Nocturnal Motorsports has me pretty busy with any free time welding cores and cutting out pipes.<P> <P>Anyway, I�m writing this as I�m going to be signing off for a while until things calm down in my life.  I find myself skimming through countless messages, and getting or adding little from it.  If anyone needs to talk to me, or sees a question that they think I could help with, please email me personally, or forward the question to me.  My email is below.  Also, if anyone just wants to drop me a line feel free.  Nocturnal is still doing the GVR4 FMIC�s, so feel free to contact me about that.<P>||157.254.98.203||reg||1
Z||000008||Russ Keenan||05-17-2002||12:08 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Damn I liked that big front mount as well. Would like to see a kit a little better to see where the pipes are routed. Think I am going to get a buschur and make it fit..... ok maybe not. Can anyone tell me how difficult it is to route the pipe coming off the turbo down low instead of over the top like most of the kits are. Would like to keep all the hot air coming from the ex manny and turbo away from the pipes as much as possible. Nocturnal... should call them at night...lol thats good  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000009||mands||05-17-2002||12:15 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||check out Extreme Motorsports,they are making a limited run of FMIC kits with IC piping for GVR4's and they say "bolt on, no cutting". they even supply a low pro pusher fan. I think they said they were only making 5 kits right now and they might all be accounted for but check with them to be sure.<BR>I ordered a couple of the kit for our cars here. supposed to be made and shipped out at the end of this month. I will post a few pis from Jack @ Extreme shortly.these will be the prototype pics so a little rough but<BR>Jack said the kits will have mandrel bent <BR>piping and powdercoated silver.<BR>Robert<BR>M&S||67.104.24.100||reg||1
Z||000010||mands||05-17-2002||05:04 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||here are the pics from Jack@ Extreme<BR>  <IMG SRC="http://www.msrecycling.com/GVR4/gvr4_01.jpg">  <BR>  <IMG SRC="http://www.msrecycling.com/GVR4/gvr4_02.jpg">  <BR>  <IMG SRC="http://www.msrecycling.com/GVR4/gvr4_05.jpg">  <BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.msrecycling.com/GVR4/gvr4_04.jpg"> <BR>  <IMG SRC="http://www.msrecycling.com/GVR4/gvr4_03.jpg">  <BR>Robert<BR>M&S<p>[This message has been edited by mands (edited 05-17-2002).]||67.104.24.100||reg||1
Z||000011||mands||05-17-2002||05:09 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||like i said , this is a prototype so piping is a little rough but the prodution kit should be nice. and they say it fits behind the factory front bumper metal!<BR>kinda funny to see a 9/16 wrench on the rad support on the 4th pic down<BR>Robert<BR>M&S||67.104.24.100||reg||10
Z||000012||Jose||05-17-2002||11:30 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I like the Extreme setup, if I cant get in contact with Nocturnal next week then thats the one I am going for.||64.12.104.44||reg||1
Z||000013||Butterdogg||05-18-2002||10:03 AM||||I have shannon's Griffin intercooler setup. I like it very much. but you have to wait because shannon has to do it one by one. I went to his place before so I know where he lives and what kind of person he is. Trust me guys, he will not ripped anyone off, he will try to help everyone as soon as possible. He has a 8-5 job, so it might be hard for him to reply you as soon as possible. if you really are into an intercooler and need to contact him asap, I might be able to get him.. <P>Eddie||4.65.40.168||reg||1
Z||000014||Jose||05-20-2002||12:17 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Eddie does he have a different email from the one on the Nocturnal website?||152.163.204.73||reg||1
Z||000015||ken inn||05-20-2002||09:35 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||on pic #2, this is a 180 deg pipe, after it exits the intercooler, it bends 90 deg back, and then it is very slightly bowed, which the rre pipe is not.  this is good, and helps tuck the pipe up further.  but the real kicker is after it bends back another 90 deg, it also goes up, which the rre pipe does not, and if it did, like the extreme pipe, it would fit a WHOLE lot better.  with the extreme setup, it looks like you cannot use the raptor intake.  what mas, if any, are they using?||63.146.72.141||reg||1
Z||000016||GVR4458||05-20-2002||02:28 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||If anyone is interested (and assuming that the dyno is all ok again), I plan to go to AMS this Friday for a FMIC install.  Martin plans to do before and after dyno runs for the intercooler.  Once we're done, I'll post numbers and details.  For the DIY, this is the ideal kit (literally no cutting) and the kit keeps the car as is (no bumper removal).  If we get pictures, I'll post them as well.<P>EH<BR>||57.68.12.102||reg||1
Z||000017||blacksheep||05-23-2002||11:32 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||It looks pretty good, but id I read right about how extreme says it is the only FMIC kit of the gvr4 on their site. They must mean the only one they make, huh ? Kinda sad if they meant anywhere..coz tey must not have heard of RRE, AMS, nocturnal etc....<BR>Plus, the price is eyouch, hot! Just my 0.02!||207.108.41.190||reg||10




ubb/Forum2/000647.cgi
A||||9||boostboy51||head bolts?????||||1||
Z||000000||boostboy51||05-17-2002||10:48 AM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||I am doing my head gasket. Are the head bolts the stretch type? Do i need to replace them? Please direct me to some torque specs and pattern. Thank you.<P>#327/2000||66.137.180.6||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||05-17-2002||05:05 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||you must replace the head bolts.  they do stretch.  the head bolt torque and tightnening sequence can be found in the haynes eclipse manual.  i bet you could find it on dsm.org also.  good luck.||138.23.82.58||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||05-17-2002||09:31 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Is that true? I thought the head bolts on a 6 bolt were reusable? But not on a 7 bolt...||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||05-18-2002||08:20 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i was told the bolts are reusable.  i think the headbolts on the later cars are torx head, ours are allen head.  i was told the allen heads are reusable, and i reused mine.  but then, i dont race, and i only had 19-20 lbs boost for a very sort time, and never held it there for more than a couple seconds.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||VR4GAZM||05-19-2002||12:32 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Oh man, I think I got the wrong ARP Head bolts then.  I got the ones where it comes in a set of three things: The Bolt itself, then the nut which looks like a torx head, and then the washer.  I still gotta research how those go in there, I mean u just screw them hand tight (just the allen head ones) into the head, then put the washer on and the torx bolt and then you torque down correct?<P>Mike||209.156.76.10||reg||1
Z||000005||khadiyev||05-19-2002||02:55 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||There's directions with them, titem them by hand, or put the allen wrench on there, turn till it stops with no extra force!, then just put the head on, make sure you lube the washer and the threads with ARP lube included with the box,then torque from center out, i got the same ones(with allen head), already put them on today! <BR>late,<BR>795/1000||152.163.205.74||reg||1
Z||000006||khadiyev||05-19-2002||03:24 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||and the nut is a 12point 14mm||152.163.205.74||reg||1
Z||000007||VR4GAZM||05-19-2002||11:17 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Do you torque it down with the allen head or the 12pt nut?<P>I understand u put the bolts in the block first, then u put the head on over the bolts, then do u hand tighten the nut so it goes all the way to where there is no threads on that side and then torque it to specs with the allen key?<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.45||reg||1
Z||000008||khadiyev||05-21-2002||12:29 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||1st. you put the studs in the block the allen hole on top is to help you screw them in to "hand tight" i say hand tight with allen wrench on it so about 2-3 lbs, then put the head on, then put the washers on lubricate the threads and the washers "on both sides" put the 12 point nuts on, at this puting dont' even worry about the allen hole just leave it, an torque the nuts' to specs, in order.<BR>k?<BR>let me know if you need more help!<P>795/1000||205.188.201.198||reg||1
Z||000009||VR4GAZM||05-21-2002||10:35 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Ahhh, gothca! thanks bud<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.11||reg||1
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A||||4||khadiyev||42 degrees of advance!! normal?||||1||
Z||000000||khadiyev||05-19-2002||03:07 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I made couple pulls with my new pockelogger today and got about 42 degrees of advance, then got about 6 counts of knock and dropped the timing to 35 and stayed there, rest of the time, at about .76 on my O2 (SAFC), looks like a lot of advance! the lowest advance i get is about 18degrees and that's only when i get like 30 count's on knock. let me know if you think if that's normal!<BR>thanks!||152.163.205.74||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||05-23-2002||08:07 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i thought the advance was only suposed to be 28 degrees.  i would check to make sure your base timing is correct.||138.23.82.35||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||05-24-2002||12:35 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Coincidence...just got my logger today and did the same thing with advance up to 38-42 and also lows similar to yours.  Knock counts from 0-6 (up to about 5500rpms)and knock dissapeared at higher rpm's, and did see up to knock up to 10 a couple of times.  One strange run show knock counts in the 30's but none of the other 1/2 dozen pulls went over 10 - most at 4-6.  Noisey lifters could be a culprit for strange knock as well. Now I have to find a translation for the inj. pulse widths (as related to duty cycle).<BR>Kevin<BR>91 GVR4 x 2<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 05-24-2002).]||167.142.21.237||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||05-24-2002||09:18 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Injector vs Dty:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/dutycyclechart.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/dutycyclechart.html</A> <P>Or if you use the java  viewer on your pc, it does the calculation for you when you view the log.<P>fyi..I get 23 degrees with no knock, drops to 19-20 if I get a few counts.||157.254.98.202||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||05-24-2002||09:44 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks Dan...very helpful chart.<BR>Seems as though my peak is usually at 85% and hit close to 90% a couple of times.  If I remember Ken's descriptions from other post, once at 85% you automatically go to full duty  (I might be remembering incorrectly though).<BR>Anyway, Thanks for the good info.<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.184||reg||1
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A||||33||andy||Dyno and track results||||1||
Z||000000||andy||05-20-2002||12:19 AM||andybeachly@aol.com||Dynoed the car Saturday, 482hp/423 ft/lbs with next best of 478hp/429 ft lbs. Had some issues with it losing counts, the timing logs and a/f are real screwy. Oh well.<P>Ran it today, didnt get to do any time runs, so heres how it went from qualifying(2 qualifying passes) to finish:<P>60ft 330 1/8th 1/4<BR>2.00 5.44 8.16@93.6 12.29@119 (bogged)<BR>1.81 5.15 8.47@69.7 14.15@72.8 (missed 2-3)<BR>1.89 5.29 7.88@96.7 11.93@121.4<BR>1.77 5.23 7.85@96.0 11.91@121.1<BR>1.86 5.15 7.68@97.6 11.68@122.9 (won "adder" class, $300)<P>My driving could use some practice. Not only that, but the car is way different than my Talon ever was. The Talon was "easy". I had same ETs in the Talon with 7 less mph and about 120 less HP. Need to get the 60fts and 330s down, I think I used to run like 4.7-4.8 330s in the Talon.<P>I am whooped, been up for almost 2 days.<BR>||172.166.47.155||reg||1
Z||000001||James||05-20-2002||08:50 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Those are some excellent times. Well done||210.48.128.214||reg||14
Z||000002||JonGVR4||05-20-2002||08:59 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Congrats!  You know have the 2nd quickest and the fastest GVR4!  <P>I bet you have the original tranny in that car with the taller 1st gear?  See how much it helps your 60ft and 330?  <BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||andy||05-20-2002||10:04 AM||andybeachly@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B>Congrats!  You know have the 2nd quickest and the fastest GVR4!  <P>I bet you have the original tranny in that car with the taller 1st gear?  See how much it helps your 60ft and 330?  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, its still the original tranny, it shifted so good I figured I would just use it and save the "race" trans. As far as 60fts and so go, my Talon would run circles around it. I just really need to work on getting it out of the hole (better tires) and my 1-2 shift (slow).||172.154.171.232||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||05-20-2002||11:47 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Kick Ass!!! Victor went a 11.47 @I think 119, your mph is higher... Whats your combo?||129.71.114.86||reg||1
Z||000005||Russ Keenan||05-21-2002||08:43 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Yeah, what he said.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> great #'s Buuuutt ummm whats your combo?<P>Thanx<BR>Russ<P>431/1000<BR>91 eagle talon sold RIP<BR>From the frying pan into the fire  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR1643||05-21-2002||01:38 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Nice runs...obviously nice setup; whatever it is :-)<BR>Didn't Martin at AMS get close to that ET?  I don't think he was in the 11.6's, but wasn't it very close? <BR>BTW - what's you're set up? :-o (couldn't resist)  Now your going to need plates that read "watugot" - lame I know<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.107||reg||1
Z||000007||andy||05-21-2002||07:41 PM||andybeachly@aol.com||Does it really matter what I have? After all its not the standard Galant wacky-doo setup.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> Its just a bunch of tried and true boring mods. No Garrets, water-air ICs, standalones, alchohol, dog boxes or the like. No propane, methane, hydrogen, oxygen or nitrous, the only thing I am injecting is C-16. Besides, when you tell people what your setup is they veer right off course anyway and wonder why their car doesnt perform the same. Im not being an ass, its just the truth.<P>95 pistons<BR>stock rods<BR>BS removed<BR>ARP rod bolts and head studs<BR>mitsu 4 layer gasket<BR>hand ported head<BR>stock size SS valves<BR>stock springs shimmed .060<BR>crower retainers (must have had a brainfart on this one)<BR>HKS 272s (straight up for now)<BR>Hacked stock MAS and AFC<BR>720s<BR>TT supra pump<BR>stock regulator<BR>FP Red<BR>Tial 46mm tied back in on a 3" 02 housing<BR>Apex Skyline core<BR>Stock intake (no extrude hone or the like)<BR>all running at 28-29psi<P>Im guessing that is everything that really matters. It has all the other givens, 95 mani, EGR block, 8k limiter, etc.<P>As far as weight removal, there really isnt much, PS is out(15lbs), AWS is out(40lbs), no Cruise(5lbs), middle section of front bumper(15 lbs).<P>Car still has A/C, rear bumper, full interior, stock rims, full exhaust(probably heavier it being 3" alminized) and I even left the jack and spare in(didnt mean to, just forgot).<P><BR>||172.174.29.29||reg||1
Z||000008||Tondar||05-21-2002||09:17 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||Can you post the torque curve? I would greatly appreciate it!!!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>by the way::<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>crower retainers (must have had a brainfart on this one)<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>What's wrong with crower retainers? I just bought their 15% stiffer springs/Titanium retainers...  Something I should know?<BR>Thanks<BR>||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000009||andy||05-21-2002||10:20 PM||andybeachly@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Tondar:<BR><B>Can you post the torque curve? I would greatly appreciate it!!!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>by the way::<P> What's wrong with crower retainers? I just bought their 15% stiffer springs/Titanium retainers...  Something I should know?<BR>Thanks</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I will have scans of the dyno sheets and new pics up on the site soon.<P>As far as the retainers go, the 272s/Red/stock intake combination peaks at 6700-6900, and you need to shift 8k to keep it spooled. We revved Ryans car(similar setup/power) to 8500, and had no problem with stock springs and retainers. So with that combo being the biggest stuff you can reasonaby run on the street, you never need over 8000-8500, which means the stock stuff is more than adequate. Race cars might be a bit different with bigger turbos and sheetmetal intakes.<P>I guess what I am saying is if you dont have the money, dont sweat it, if you do, it wont hurt.<P>||172.159.145.141||reg||1
Z||000010||andy||05-21-2002||10:26 PM||andybeachly@aol.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ian M:<BR><B>Kick Ass!!! Victor went a 11.47 @I think 119, your mph is higher... Whats your combo?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I thought Victor ran like a 12.2 at 122 a few weeks before the SO last year. Hasnt Josh and Shannon run 120mph+ also?<P>Just out of curiosity, I know all the fast WRXs are overseas. How about the GVR4s? Are there any 600hp monsters in Australia/New Zealand?<BR><p>[This message has been edited by andy (edited 05-21-2002).]||172.159.145.141||reg||1
Z||000011||91vr4evolution||05-22-2002||01:44 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||The fastest VR4 I've seen did a 11.9@? but the quickest(and fastest, I think) 4g63 is an Evo 1 which did a 10.6@approx 125 on Saturday. But apparently there are now 3 Lancers in the 10s...Apart from an Autronic computer the 10.6 Evo uses the same sort of things as you Andy..no flashy Harry tricks just good tuning<P>Mike ||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000012||Ash||05-22-2002||03:20 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||The quickest VR4 in Aust is 12.06@112, it has also ran a 119mph pass, but screwed the launch.  It runs totally stock motor (fresh rebuild, all balanced & stuff) with, get this, stock cams dialed in with vernier gears!??, a Turbonetics T04 Roller, Turbonetics wastegate/BOV, Autronic management, big injectors, yadda yadda.  I have heard of an EVO3 over here getting something like 10.3? but I have no idea of terminal speed or its specs.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000013||JonGVR4||05-22-2002||09:08 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by andy:<BR><B>  I thought Victor ran like a 12.2 at 122 a few weeks before the SO last year. Hasnt Josh and Shannon run 120mph+ also?<P>[This message has been edited by andy (edited 05-21-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Maybe Victor did run that before the shootout, I don't know.  Josh hasn't run that fast and I know Shannon hasn't either.  <BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000014||James||05-22-2002||10:03 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Last I heard, the Evo 3 down under was  running 140mph, but I reckon that was a couple of months  back. I read  that  he is close  to a 9 sec setup on  the  car. The  guys' name  is  Rob,  and I think he lives somewhere in Queensland.||210.48.128.214||reg||1
Z||000015||number3||05-22-2002||06:56 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||"no flashy Harry tricks"<P><BR>IS this a New Zealand saying? I would love to hear the origns and the meaning.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000016||Ian M||05-22-2002||10:15 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I never heard of Victor going 122,but I could be wrong... I do remember,a year or so ago, looking on the site for one of the chapters of Club DSM (maybe NYC),and it I remember it mentioned a member with a VR-4 that went a 11.50 something at 126-the name was like Miguel Nunes (sp?) or something. Thats the only place I have ever seen it mentioned,so maybe it was a typo. Does anyone know for sure?||129.71.115.247||reg||1
Z||000017||number3||05-22-2002||10:55 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||May I ask what exhaust housing you are running? A 7 or 8 ?<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000018||91vr4evolution||05-23-2002||01:30 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Number 3, not sure of the origin of the saying, but basically being a 'Flash Harry' means you've got all the latest gear, latest thing ,being a slave to the latest fashion etc so a car not using 'flash harry' parts  means the guy has tuned it without resorting to all the lastest fads in tuning...Hope I haven't confused the issue too much...Perhaps the Aussies have a better explanation... ||210.54.103.149||reg||6
Z||000019||andy||05-23-2002||08:48 AM||andybeachly@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>May I ask what exhaust housing you are running? A 7 or 8 ?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE>Its a 8.<P>||172.133.171.147||reg||1
Z||000020||DSSA||05-29-2002||08:23 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B> Maybe Victor did run that before the shootout, I don't know.  Josh hasn't run that fast and I know Shannon hasn't either.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Actually, I have.  Shitty tuning passes for a car that never got finished.  Was something like a 12.0@121.-something.  20 psi on that pass.  The next pass, 22 psi and 121 mph again.  Oh, did I mention that second pass also made a nice hole in the ported head?  <P>Words of advice:  If Sean Glazar gives you a program for the Haltech to start tuning with, toss it in the trash.  40 degrees of timing does nasty things, even on C16.||205.188.201.199||reg||1
Z||000021||Ash||05-29-2002||07:59 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by James:<BR><B>Last I heard, the Evo 3 down under was  running 140mph, but I reckon that was a couple of months  back. I read  that  he is close  to a 9 sec setup on  the  car. The  guys' name  is  Rob,  and I think he lives somewhere in Queensland.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Rob's best is 10.27@142mph (taken from his post on performance forums where Wes got 11.6@116mph)<BR>||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000022||91vr4evolution||05-29-2002||08:45 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hey Ash, is that the yellow Evo3 featured in ZOOM a few months ago? If it is it was dynoed with 320kw@ the wheels...I noticed from the photos that he's using nitrous<P>Mike||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000023||number3||05-29-2002||10:33 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Do you have the dyno sheets posted anywhere yet? I would like to see them.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000024||Ash||05-29-2002||11:42 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Yep, that's the one.||165.228.131.11||reg||7
Z||000025||James||05-30-2002||12:02 PM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||That yellow Evo now has 440kw atw.There is an article about in the latest FastFours mag.||210.48.128.214||reg||1
Z||000026||vr4king||06-02-2002||01:23 AM||vr4king@hotmail.com||The 11.9 vr4 in New Zealand is a very good friend off mine and hes all hush hush with the mods but there is a few shots on the web at <A HREF="http://www.thegarage.co.nz/clientscars/noelvr4.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.thegarage.co.nz/clientscars/noelvr4.html</A>  ||203.109.133.2||reg||1
Z||000027||andy||06-02-2002||08:17 PM||andybeachly@aol.com||Harry, <BR>I dont have the dyno sheets posted yet, but when I get them on my site I will let you know. It wont be for a week at least, I am on vacation right now. They arent very clean past 7k, like I mentioned earlier the MAS was dropping counts, but its all fixed now. The plots are just about identical to a GSX we put together at this time last year, pretty much the same setup except ICs. I did add pics of the turbo/gate setup before I left, if that interests you.||64.196.153.38||reg||1
Z||000028||James||06-03-2002||06:19 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||A guy in Adelaide ran 10.5 in his Vr4 powered Lancer gsr on the weekend. He  was running  only avgas apparently. No Nos or C16.I  read the other day about a Lancer Evo2 in Japan running a 9.9||210.48.128.214||reg||14
Z||000029||evol||06-04-2002||03:57 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||pardon my ignorance, but what is c-16?||172.132.36.120||reg||1
Z||000030||James||06-04-2002||08:03 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||As far as I know , C16 is a type of racing fuel.||210.48.128.214||reg||1
Z||000031||JonGVR4||06-04-2002||08:22 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <A HREF="http://www.vpracingfuels.com/fuels.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vpracingfuels.com/fuels.html</A> <P>"C16®:<BR>Used in: Turbocharged engines, blown engines, nitrous oxide and airplane racing/pylon aircraft racers. NHRA Legal for Comp Eliminator; National & FMDRS Events.<BR>Color: Blue / Lead: 6 Grams per gallon / Specific gravity: .730 at 60°F / Motor octane: 117 / Aromatic hydrocarbon content: 10%. / Recommended for blown or turbocharged applications. See C23."||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000032||GVR1643||06-04-2002||10:15 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Does running a race fuel with any lead in it screw up our O2 sensors?  I had heard it might...or does it take a certain level to be a problem.<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.230||reg||5
Z||000033||number3||06-04-2002||05:30 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR1643:<BR><B>Does running a race fuel with any lead in it screw up our O2 sensors?  I had heard it might...or does it take a certain level to be a problem.<BR>Kevin</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Sure does. <P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000650.cgi
A||||18||boostboy51||timing belt question||||1||
Z||000000||boostboy51||05-20-2002||10:02 AM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||Bolting on a resurfaced head. 1st time doing timing, all marks line up, balance shaft is not 180 degrees. But it sounds like shit. Heavy ticking. It started right up. Is it possible to mess up on the timing and have it still start???????<P>#327/2000||208.191.142.161||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-20-2002||10:21 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yup.  first off, do you have good vacuum at idle?  should be 17+ psi, and smooth.  second, take off the top belt cover, and check your marks.  when you have the two inner marks lined up, the marks should be just a tad above the top surface of the head, about 2mm.  the outer marks will be about 1/2 tooth higher than the inner marks.  the harmonic balancer mark should be on tdc.  when lining up the belt, the exh cam likes to try to rotate clockwise, the car will start and run, it will have a very lopy idle, and will be very smooth and strong above 3k rpm.  if you had the head shaved a lot, i dont know if it will hit the valves.  stock height it should not.  if your intake cam is off one tooth, it should run and idle very smooth, but you will have no power.  <P>     lastly, the racket could be the hydraulic lash adjusters, they need some time to fill with oil and pump up.  if you are sure all the timing marks are in the correct place, then you need to rev the motor a couple of times, to pump up the adjusters.  the last head job i did, it idled like crap, but everything was lined up, so i took the car out and ran it to redline a couple of times, and it must have pumped up the last couple of adjusters, cause it ran smooth after that.||63.146.72.141||reg||1
Z||000002||boostboy51||05-20-2002||01:41 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||Thank you Ken. Where would i be without you.<P>#327/2000||65.65.225.141||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||05-21-2002||06:24 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Sorry for the hijack - how many degrees off does one tooth equal? I have heard of people with adjustable cam gears advancing the intake by maybe 2 deg & retarding the exhaust by as much as 6 deg.  Now, maybe I read this wrong, but 6 degrees seems like a shitload, maybe even the equilivant of one tooth.  Just curious.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||203.21.225.24||reg||5
Z||000004||boostboy51||05-21-2002||11:13 AM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||Master Ken, The car is rather lopey. The marks all seem to be right on other than the Harm balancer which is +5deg. I'm tearing it down and trying again tonight. As it is now all lopey the car has no low end power and does smooth out around 3500rpm. The racket has calmed down. I called the machine shop to see how much the took off cause it was warped pretty good, and to my dismay he told me .009. I know .008 is max, but i had no choice. Will this be trouble? .001 too much? How do i get this f-ing timing right.<P>#327/2000<P>Oh yeah, bumper is cut out and looks tigghht.||208.191.142.74||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||05-21-2002||01:34 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||sounds to me like the exh cam is one tooth off.  that happened to me on my first attempt.  when you have everything lined up, the exh cam wants to turn clockwise, if you are not careful, it will.  after you have everything lined up and torqued down, turn the motor by hand several times, i think the book says 6.  line your marks up again, and i mean both top and bottom, then go relax for at least 10 minutes, come back, and spin it several times again, to see if the marks move.  if you do the screwdriver in the hole trick, then, you can apply some tension to the belt without it moving, and it makes it a lot easier to line up everything.<BR>     dunno what the limit is on shaving, the problem is that if the head was warped, when you torque down the cams, they will bind and not want to turn, which can break the belt.  also, lots of times, the head not only bends, but it twists, too.  so, when you shave it, you change the size of some of the combustion chambers, and those cylinders may have too high compression.  the QE2 moves only 6 inches for every gallon of diesel it burns.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||05-21-2002||11:04 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||"The marks all seem to be right on other than the Harm balancer which is +5deg."<BR>You do realize that this is wrong, don't you? Just checking to see if we're on the same wavelength.......<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>Back in the saddle again!||66.156.212.194||reg||1
Z||000007||boostboy51||05-22-2002||11:51 AM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||jeff o, what is it that i am doing wrong? I need help, i am a novice, and this is my 1st time doing timing. Whaqt needs to be different??????? Help!!!!!! Ive been working on it for 4 nights, and it is getting old.||208.191.143.178||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||05-22-2002||01:07 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||What I questioned was your statement about the harmonic balancer being a +5 degrees. Your timing should be +5 BTDC, but that has nothing to do with the static alignment of the belts. You want the crank pulley mark to be at 0 degrees, top dead center, when the cam sprockets are aligned. Of course, this is with the engine all reassembled, you should actually have aligned it using the notch on the crank sprocket, as per the FAQ. How are your cams aligned when the crank is at top dead center, 0 degrees?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.194||reg||1
Z||000009||boostboy51||05-22-2002||04:09 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||I was thinking it was at +5Deg, but after talking to my friend who has been helping me, he said we are at 0deg.||208.191.143.178||reg||1
Z||000010||Russ Keenan||05-22-2002||11:38 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||I have had the same problem the first time I did a timing belt. Hold on to the car a few years and you will be a pro at this. Like Ken says some times the exhaust pulley wants to rotate after you tighten up the tensioner and release the belt. It definately sounds like it is off one tooth. I always clean the notches off and use white out on them. Just make sure that the marks on the cam pulleys are lined up and even parallel to the top of the block. You'll get it. ||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000011||Russ Keenan||05-22-2002||11:41 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||If you are really worried about the valve clearence being ok just do a compression check If it was to close (which I doubt)and the valves smacked the pistons it should show up there. Good luck||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000012||boostboy51||05-28-2002||02:25 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||i had the timing right the first time, as well as the 6th time. problem turned out to be that i was running a 3cyl the whole time. I have either a burnt, broken, or bent exhaust valve. will find out tonight when i pull the head again. what a bummer! went to STL this weekend and saw alot of turbos and made me jones bad for mine.<P>located the prob w/ a comp check.<BR>#327/2000||65.65.227.15||reg||1
Z||000013||evol||06-04-2002||04:05 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||this is the reason why im going to bitch out and have someone (like a shop) do it for me so i know it's done right. I just know I'll mess SOMETHING up. haha||172.132.36.120||reg||1
Z||000014||ken inn||06-04-2002||09:31 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the problem with shops is that they are trying to do the job fast.  i want it done RIGHT.  it will take me a LOT longer to do a job on my car, but it will be RIGHT.  i always find things that have been left out, or jury rigged.  like a long time ago, i had a severly cracked exh manifold changed, because i did not have the time.  first, they said there was no manifold in town, and so it was going to cost me 350 including shipping.  i went to a local dealer and got one for 150, but i didnt know about the 2g exh manifold at the time.  then, they must have broke 2 studs, because they replaced them with bolts.  also, the engine hoist bracket was missing.<P>btw, if #3 cyl is showing little or no compression, it could be that the valve(s) are stuck slightly open, because the lifters have stuck partially pumped up.  if you are sure timing is on, i still say take it out and redline it a couple of times and see if it settles down.||63.146.72.141||reg||1
Z||000015||Russ Keenan||06-04-2002||11:43 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||I totaly agree with Ken. A few years ago took my ride to a national chain to get a timing belt replaced on the R/T (broke but there non interference motors) and 3 days later they call me said they had it running but it was missing bad. I knew what they was wrong and I asked if they had made sure the teeth were all lined up correctly. They said yes, And they thought a valve was bent. Sooo I go down there line the sprockets up and sure enough it's off a tooth. Redo it and it ran great. Since then I try and do everything myself. Just follow the manuaul and the FAQ's and you ca'nt go wrong. Get stuck, ASK. Just my .01  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000016||evol||06-04-2002||06:45 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||you guys dont understand my complete retardation, though  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">. i can't even get the lower timing belt cover off. nobody around here wants to give a brotha a hand, either  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">. haha oh well. the only things that a shop is doing are the timing belt, clutch (maybe) and shift forks (definitely).<P>I was thinking about having speed design to my tb, becuase they specialize in dsms...||172.159.27.178||reg||1
Z||000017||smokindav||06-05-2002||08:36 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>the problem with shops is that they are trying to do the job fast.  i want it done RIGHT.  it will take me a LOT longer to do a job on my car, but it will be RIGHT.  i always find things that have been left out, or jury rigged. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Ken, you have hit the nail on the head!  I REFUSE to have anyone do any work on my car that I cannot do myself.  This would be basic exhaust repair (I've got no welder), A/C work if it requires putting a vacuum on the system, machine work, and mounting tires on wheels.  EVERYTHING else I do myself.  I don't want to pay some jerk to screw up my car and then I have to re-fix it again myself.  Sooooo damn frustrating.  <P>Money is the root of all evil.<P>Dave Flaherty<BR>||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000018||iceman69510||06-05-2002||01:34 PM||||No, the root of all evil is the LOVE of money-thus the seeking of it at all costs.  It's what it can do or make people do, not what it is.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000651.cgi
A||||0||Martin Chilcote||HKS EVC EZ & More||||5||
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||05-20-2002||02:13 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||Hey All,<P>1) Anybody who's had a manual (Halman or Joe-P type) boost controller and now has a HKS EVC EZ,<BR>except for the adjust on the fly from in the car of the EZ, how does the EZ compare? Where'd you mount the <BR>stepper motor? Is there really a GVR4 specific unit or is there just different vac line fitting to make it easier to <BR>hook-up? Does $275 @ 3 months used sound fair?<P>2) Anybody have any experience w/ the VDO EGT guage & sensor / kit such as Extreme sells? Does $85 @ 3 <BR>months used sound fair?<P>3) When should the o2 sensor be replaced ? My GVR4 has 79000 mi & I'm putting on a 2g mani, 16g p&c, evo <BR>o2 housing in the next day or 2: should I replace the o2 sensor since I've got everything in that area taken apart ?<P>Quick answers will be much appreciated. You can even reply to:  chilcote@swbell.net & mchilcote@tycoint.com<P>Thanks,<BR>Martin (original stranos spring deal member) Chilcote||208.15.98.17||reg||5




ubb/Forum2/000652.cgi
A||||7||hibern8||fuel pump????||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||05-20-2002||09:38 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||im planning on getting a new walbro 255 fuel  pump along with my new injectors and afc. which pump is better to get and what is the main difference between the walbro 255 lph and the walbro 255 hph.||63.62.132.178||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||05-20-2002||11:05 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Here is a good link and he sells them cheap. The difference is the pressure/flow rates. Hope it helps <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumpflowrates.htm" TARGET=_blank>www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumpflowrates.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/pump-Walbros.html" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com/pump-Walbros.html</A> ||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||05-20-2002||11:08 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Heck I think "TAS racing" sells the high pressure and just the 255 for the same price, just get the high presure and forget about it....||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||05-21-2002||08:05 AM||jon@jgronline.com||ND is quieter and is "more reliable" than the Walbro pump.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||05-21-2002||03:46 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea and more expensive heheheh||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000005||GVR4458||05-22-2002||11:00 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I hate to start this crap again, but...<P>I would gladly have paid an extra $130 for the quieter ND pump.  My pump whines so loud, I can hear it over the radio (especially with the headlights on).  I could stab a screwdriver into my head at this point.  I'm going to try a rewire and see if this quiets things down at all (different grounding, better/cleaner power).  I'm not sure, but I'm gonna try it anyways (the battery should be back there anyways, right?).<P>EH||57.68.12.102||reg||1
Z||000006||markrieb||05-23-2002||03:40 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||If you really want to quiet down the Walbro fuel pump, follow the "Mustang Walbro fuel pump in a 1g" VFAQ.<P>Cut off the fuel line bell and use fuel line and a couple of hose clamps to connect the pump.  Find and use one of the foam wraps around the pump.<P>Mine is done this way and is just barely louder than the stock pump<P>Mark Rieb<BR>||208.8.135.6||reg||1
Z||000007||turbowop||05-23-2002||11:25 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||As is mine.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000653.cgi
A||||2||Ash||Dumbass Balance shaft question||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||05-21-2002||07:42 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I've read the FAQ's about doing it in the car & leaving one shaft in, why can't you leave both & just pull the belt?  There obviously is a reason, what is it?||203.21.225.24||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||05-21-2002||08:04 AM||jon@jgronline.com||One balance shaft is spun by the oil pump.  If you leave that in there, it will continue to spin.  The other shaft will remain still if you take the balance shaft belt off but the other one will be spinning like crazy.  <P>The vibration that would cause would be very noticable and bad.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||05-21-2002||08:45 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I though about it more after I went to bed & came to that conclusion, geez I'm a bit slow.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/redface.gif">  ||165.228.131.11||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000654.cgi
A||||2||JonGVR4||leaks around throttle body||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||05-21-2002||08:15 AM||jon@jgronline.com||A long time ago, I did a pressure test and found that the throttle body shaft was leaking.  It would bleed down from 5 psi in the intercooler pipes in about 15 seconds.  It sounded like it was mainly the seal on the back side of the throttle body by the springs.<P>So Friday night and Sunday night, I hunted down the parts and "fixed" it.  What I found was a bitch to install.  Plus, I found more new leaks than I thought I had.  I had a leak on my block off plate for the ISC.  I had a leak on the upper intercooler pipe for the VPC temp sensor.  My car looks more and more like Crum's car with more RTV holding shit together than bolts. <P>The car now pulls like crazy and holds boost in 1st and 2nd like it supposed to.  <P>Links to fixing the throttle body shaft: <A HREF="http://www.ca.dsm.org/faq/tb-shaftseals.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ca.dsm.org/faq/tb-shaftseals.html</A>  <A HREF="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tbor.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tbor.htm</A> <P><BR>The little metal clip that holds the gasket in place is a bitch to get out.  It is obvious that it wasn't designed to be taken out and then re-inserted.  That is the biggest pain.  Plus those o-rings aren't easy to find in stock.  Lowe's and Home Depot sell them but they were out.  I used the o-rings from two packages of Autozone o-rings to get two that fit correctly.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||91vr4evolution||10-15-2002||01:52 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hope Jon doesn't mind me resurrecting an ancient(!) post, but I did the seals in my throttle body on Sunday. The one on the spring side was "ripped", and I had to drill out one of the screws (grrr!). <P>Anywho, I finally got to give it some gas today and the boost has jumped to 18 odd psi from 16 psi. Has this happened to anyone else who has replaced the seals? I have a spring controlled WG, no bleed. <P>My main concern is I recently had the mixtures checked on the dyno, and they were fine (not rich at all). But, now I would imagine that they are a bit leaner, cause all the air is going into the motor, really than out the seals. Does this sound right to you? I have no O2 sensor, so the car is running on the maps, solely.<P>Thanks, Mike.||210.86.42.226||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||10-15-2002||04:12 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Further to the last post, this afternoon, I replaced the gasket on the turbo comp. outlet. When I went for a drive, the difference in power is unbelievable. It feels like driving it when I first bought it.<P>Also further in regards to the fuel ratio question, I've noticed that the original boost gauge is not completely illuminated anymore. <P>As I understand it, the boost displayed is based on the airflow reading that the ECU gets from the MAS. Is this right? So while it's not that great as a boost gauge, is it a very good indicator of how much air is being sucked in, right?  <P>That would mean that the turbo is sucking less air to make the same amount of boost pressure, right? <P>Which would mean the ECU is injecting less fuel for the same amount of boost pressure, right? <P>Which means I should get the mixtures checked as soon as possible, right?<P>Thanks, Mike.||210.54.121.127||reg||10




ubb/Forum2/000655.cgi
A||||13||beavis||h&r springs||||3||
Z||000000||beavis||05-22-2002||04:34 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||let me know if anybody would like a set.  i talked to the main guy for H&r usa at the porshe race this weekend and he said if he has enough interest he could get h&r to make some more springs for our cars.  i will email him and ask him if its o.k. to post his email adress so he can be contacted directly. ||138.23.89.47||reg||3
Z||000001||iceman69510||05-22-2002||06:25 PM||||I'm definitely interested.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000002||DarkDevilMMM||05-22-2002||07:14 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||how much? if priced right, yes||63.205.196.116||reg||1
Z||000003||HKS VR-4||05-22-2002||10:51 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Yes, how much would it be???<BR>Priced right, I would want a set.<BR>Please keep us informed. =)||12.81.98.202||reg||7
Z||000004||VR4#623||05-23-2002||09:17 AM||anthony_gould@ams.com||I'm also very interested in a set. Would they be the same as they used to sell or custom?||162.70.103.160||reg||14
Z||000005||Bill||05-23-2002||11:49 AM||||Front will be too low and it will bottom out.<BR>It will give sloped look.  ||64.12.102.27||reg||1
Z||000006||markrieb||05-23-2002||03:55 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||H&R makes great springs, but I'm not sure they are an improvement over the Whiteline springs that Mofugas has.<P>Last time we tried to special order H&R springs, it took over 6 months to get them delivered.  I don't know if that was H&R's fault or the fault of the vendor (Strano's).<P>My car sits level with the H&R's, but I run the front Tein camber plates.  I have not had any problem bottoming out the car, but my car is only lowered about 3/4".<P>It is my opinion, that for combined street/autox use, the H&R's are still a bit too soft.  Given the chance to do it again, I'd go with a coilover setup.<P>Mark Rieb<BR>||208.8.135.6||reg||1
Z||000007||Bill||05-23-2002||06:20 PM||||Tein camber plate actually raises the front by 1/2 inch. or more.||205.188.200.138||reg||1
Z||000008||Bill||05-23-2002||06:34 PM||||When I installed H&R springs last time-front<BR>bump stoppers were touching the top part of the gr-2 and agx shocks.  ||205.188.200.138||reg||1
Z||000009||beavis||05-23-2002||06:35 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||the springs would be ordered form h&r directly not a distributor.  my whitline springs were very disappointing.  the quality is substandard.  any suggestions for changes could be made once h&r makes a decision whether or not they will do another production run.  i will keep you all posted.||138.23.114.169||reg||1
Z||000010||Bill||05-23-2002||06:43 PM||||What kind of shocks were you using?  Good set of shocks will mask lots of suspension illness||205.188.200.138||reg||1
Z||000011||beavis||05-23-2002||08:02 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||bill i'm not sure if you are asking me, but i'm running the agx's.  i think alot of my issue with the whitelines is not with the performance, but with the fit and quality.||138.23.82.35||reg||1
Z||000012||Bill||05-23-2002||09:44 PM||||Which WL springs do you have?  I have first set of batch of springs which was ordered from Whiteline(205lb/in.(F)& 175lb./in.(r)) from Rob.  This particular set of springs fits very fine & poor finish but I cannot see myself buying springs for looks.  I heard<BR>many people complaining about recent batchs with lowered spring rate than before.  It takes time for H&R springs to epoxy coat their springs after powder painting them.  What I cannot believe is that how can you have totally different design of springs for same car?  ||152.163.204.48||reg||1
Z||000013||DookGVR4||12-16-2002||01:23 AM||dook@adelphia.net||is this stil a thought?..<BR>||24.49.195.188||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000656.cgi
A||||6||andy||I'm running nitrous???||||1||
Z||000000||andy||05-22-2002||06:42 PM||andybeachly@aol.com||So who's the brilliant engineer that put the equation together of thinking that my car is on the bottle? Did you happen to read post #6 in "Dyno and Track results"??? So step forth, oh King Someshit, and let yourself be known. If you got a question, ask it already, dont mumble to yourself and your buddies and start rumors. <P>Its great when someone tries to undermine someone elses accomplishments.||172.168.5.141||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||05-22-2002||07:07 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||So do you have a bottle? hehehehe Does it really matter if you have NO2 or not? If your engine is able to take it why not run it? You should be happy people think you have a bottle, it keeps away the people who have a KN and a boost controller from trying to race you... You have some damn respectable numbers and a great car, so tell the rest of the non-believers, naggers and "kids" on dsmtalk to suck your balls!!!!!!<BR>Just my .02 cents,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||5
Z||000002||Russ Keenan||05-22-2002||10:12 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Hell, I thought the #'s from the track might have been cause uuummm maybe that big bad ass red. To clarify the only reason I wanted to know what you had was I am in the process of building mine up now still have'nt decided on the turbo was thinking about a green but wanna make sure it runs mid to high 11's. Awesome setup you got there and thanx for the info. Now go get that bottle filled and kick some ass. JK  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000003||andy||05-23-2002||08:44 AM||andybeachly@aol.com||Only bottles I have are in the liquor cabinet.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I think a Green can go mid 11s with similar mph, you have to remember that this was just a first outing, and things *usually* get better as time goes on. After all, when it comes to a good ET, it just comes down to hook and book.<p>[This message has been edited by andy (edited 05-23-2002).]||172.133.171.147||reg||1
Z||000004||Russ Keenan||05-23-2002||04:14 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||LOL "hook and book" good one.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000005||Russ Keenan||05-23-2002||04:33 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||here's the plan. What do you guys think?11.6? with some decent driving<P>rebuilt short block<BR>no BS<BR>JE pistons (ARP throughout)<BR>heavily ported head with standard ss valves<BR>crower springs and retainers (yeah I know)<BR>street 64113 cams<BR>extrude honed intake<BR>internally gated green<BR>evo mainifold and o2<BR>3" tb<BR>rre lightened flywheel<BR>unorthadox pulleys<BR>cfdf clutch<BR>rebuilt tranny welded cen diff<BR>custom 3" intake pipe and cold air kit<BR>VPC/afc<BR>660 injecters<BR>probably nocturnal or a custom fmic (not sure on this one yet)<P>Car lightened a little<BR>no cruise <BR>no Rear wheel steer<BR>sparco front seats with manual belts<BR>lighter rims and alot of little things<P>Motor is being done now hopefully will be running by end of august, all about the funds. Like to go to the big NOPI race in september here in town. Well see  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> WML<BR> ||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||05-23-2002||04:42 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Sorry maybe 11.5 but not 11.6, and great driving...||24.196.87.195||reg||12




ubb/Forum2/000657.cgi
A||N||2||mitsuman022||better than a stroker its a 2.4l and no one will know||||1||
Z||000000||mitsuman022||05-23-2002||03:55 AM||riceboi022@aol.com||THIS IS A LONG POST TAKE THE TIME AND READ CAREFULLY!!!<P>I have a motor which i have no money to finish but want to give you a chance to make your own.<P>this motor will be a beast it has a bore of 86.5mm (factory bore 2.0l 85mm) and a stroke of 100mm (factory stroke 88mm) if you do the math it will come out to 2350cc or 2.4l.<BR>i did some number calculations. <BR>here they are:<P>1g non turbo (2.0L)<BR>135hp (67.5 hp per liter)<BR>125lb/ft (62.5 lb/ft per liter)<P>2g turbo (2.0L) (i went with this for the compression ratio and because it will give you a slight idea on the 2.4l potental) <BR>210 hp (105 hp per liter)<BR>214 lb/ft (107 lb/ft per liter)<P>1995 Galant non turbo (DOHC 2.4L) <BR>160 hp (66.67 hp per liter)<BR>162 lb/ft (67.5 lb/ft per liter)<P>now here is where math comes to play <BR>you take the turbo eclipse (2.0L) hp per liter and minus it from the non turbo eclipse (2.4L) hp per liter (you end up with 37.5; if it is a negitive 37.5 make it a positive)<BR>do the same for the lb/ft (torque) (you should end up with 44.5; again if its a negitive make it a positive)<BR>now this numbers are the difference between a turbo non turbo 2.0L DOHC. <BR>Take the 37.5 and add it to the 66.67 (which is the hp per liter from the 2.4L Non turbo)<BR>and you should get 104.17hp per liter. Now take this and multiply it by 2.4 since you have a 2.4L block. The numbers are amazing it comes out to 250 hp that is a jump up from our original 195 hp at a 55hp gain.<BR>now here is the cool part the torque. Take the 44.5 and add it to the 67.5 (which is the lb/ft per liter from the 2.4L Non turbo)<BR>you should get 112lb/ft now take that and times it by 2.4. <BR>And the conclusion is(not real numbers its just for reference and idea):<BR>250.01 hp<BR>268.8 lb/ft<P>With that all said and done here is the break down:<BR>-The block is a stripped (except for the rods and the crank G64B this motor can only be found at wrecking yards the other block is the 4g64 but i don't know much about this motor the dsm talk has people that do(it comes from the 85-87 mitsubishi galant and it is SOHC; the reason for the year and the car is that the car is FWD and the block has the 6 bolt crank, the "big" rods and little/no crankwalk)<BR>-the head is the 4g63 dohc turbo head <BR>-the oil pump cover and parts (ie. oil pump, oil filter housing, etc.) is the 4g63 turbo (it has higher pressure also the oil cover from the G64B can not be used) <BR>-4g63 water pump <BR>-4g63 block mounts can be converted over<BR>-the oil pan from the 4g63 turbo (for the return line and downpipe G64B is DIFFERENT!!!)<BR>-ELHS can be retained there are spots for this too <BR>-because the botom ends are almost alike the bearings for the rods and crankshaft are the same part numbers (6 bolt engine) other parts like seals and gaskets are too (but do your research)<BR>-either a custom headgasket or a 4g64 dohc headgasket is to be used (the 4g63 headgasket is too small other wise you can try to order one for a 4g63 with 60 thousands over bore about 1.5 inches) <BR>-the timing belt is from a 4G64 DOHC Galant 2.4l 1994 ONLY!!! (the 4g63 is TOO short)<BR>-the cam gears are from the 1994 DOHC Galant 2.4l (4g63 adjustable cam gears will work but the timing marks are different)<BR>-the BS will work from your 4g63 and the BS eliminator kit will work too<P>Things you will need:<BR>-custom pistons for the motor (i have the 9:1 comp. ross racing pistons, rings, and pins for this set up for $600; the factory 2.4l dohc or sohc won't work or hold the boost also the 4g63 pistons won't work at all!!! i have ordered both the G64b and the 4G64 pistons from Ross) <BR>-The block needs 2 small holes to be drilled out for water passages to the head that are the 2 holes right above the water pump on  the top of the block (pictures coming soon)<BR>-The 2.4L does not have oil squerters they can be tapped by a well known machinest (use the squerters from the turbo block on to the 2.4L for engine longjevity) <BR>-The last problem is that the turbo return line is possibly short so will the downpipe and other unknown obsitcals (this is because of the extra 6mm about  in deck height you didn't think that the extra .4L were going to come from heave did you?? but with this you should have little problems its just a warning and yes you hood will close!!!)<BR>-a valve cover that doesn't say 2000 on it!!!<P>Things that will be amiss:<BR>-since the block is 6mm taller the plastic cover (top to bottom) won't reach the 6mm space <BR>-don't over bore unless you think it's necessary because you will have no space in between the cyliders<P>If i have missed anything i will put it up as soon as i remember. <BR>I will also answer as many Questions as i can.<BR>Last i will have the pistons ready in 2 weeks so if you are interested i will sell them to you just let me know i might put up a group buy if i get enough responses.||4.43.252.213||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||05-23-2002||05:35 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64swap.html" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64swap.html</A> <BR> Keep the info coming!!!!||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000002||mitsuman022||05-23-2002||05:58 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||the block for the G64B does not need to cover extra holes like the picture shows it just need two small holes drilled on the top of the block drilling is easier than filling in my mind  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> well i'll have the pictures up by tonight hopefully ||4.65.71.59||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000658.cgi
A||||0||Bill||Bilstein monotube shock# for gvr4||||1||
Z||000000||Bill||05-23-2002||06:56 PM||||R30-5016HD(front insert)<BR>B46-1261HD(rear strut)-height adjustable||205.188.200.138||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000659.cgi
A||||2||bob in chicago||AWS Good riddance!||||1||
Z||000000||bob in chicago||05-23-2002||09:44 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Thanks to Mofugus, I've kissed the slush-tail handling AWS good-bye.  Rob welded up the rear rack and installed a total set of poly bushings in the rear subframe and suspension. Now #1072 hunkers down on the expressway ramps and stays stable like never before. I strongly recommend the poly bushings, especially in old, hi mileage cars like mine (158,000 miles); all the suspension rubber is fairly shot from age.||24.148.23.127||reg||1
Z||000001||SnoBlind||05-24-2002||07:10 AM||modularv8@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by bob in chicago:<BR><B>Thanks to Mofugus, I've kissed the slush-tail handling AWS good-bye.  Rob welded up the rear rack and installed a total set of poly bushings in the rear subframe and suspension. Now #1072 hunkers down on the expressway ramps and stays stable like never before. I strongly recommend the poly bushings, especially in old, hi mileage cars like mine (158,000 miles); all the suspension rubber is fairly shot from age.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Yeah.  You should have seen some of the bushings that were in your car.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>How's the ride?  We're going to be doing the same thing to my car when I finally get my 4-bolt.<BR>||63.68.228.197||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||05-24-2002||10:09 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I'll tell you, if I was planning on keeping this car (657/2000) and putting some money into it other than normal maintenance, ditching the shitty all wheel steering would be the first to go.<P>As you mentioned, it can be downright scary on high speed sweepers.  I mean SCARY!  What was Mistu thinking?<P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000660.cgi
A||||22||JonGVR4||ISC?? We don't need no stinkin ISC!||||1
Z||000000||JonGVR4||05-24-2002||09:35 PM||jon@jgronline.com||<img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/t-body1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />    <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/t-body2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <br /> <small>[ 03-06-2003, 07:52 AM: Message edited by: Jon ]</small>||64.129.136.41||reg||1||||||
Z||000001||1312VR4||05-25-2002||11:53 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I was thinking of that. Does it actually work? Also I was about to post about the Vacuum hoses on the TB that goes to thermostat housing we dont need those either right. I took out my heater & A/C & no longer have the core or nothing So i'm going to block off all of the coolant lines & bypass the TB see any problems. I dont think there are.<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 05-25-2002).]||63.52.132.43||reg||1
Z||000002||DarkDevilMMM||05-25-2002||01:38 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||no CE light on? or the car idles? hmm.... nice...||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||05-28-2002||08:32 AM||jon@jgronline.com||no check engine light and the car idles pretty well.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||05-28-2002||08:53 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||When are the "plates" coming to market and how much for them? ||216.183.225.195||reg||12
Z||000005||1312VR4||05-28-2002||10:39 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I just made mine for $2.15||63.52.202.247||reg||1
Z||000006||JonGVR4||05-29-2002||08:53 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>When are the "plates" coming to market and how much for them? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Funny.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I bought the piece of aluminum from Home Depot and cut it to fit.  The hardest part was getting the old bolts out.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||1312VR4||05-29-2002||11:20 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Yeah. I had some aluminum laying around. <BR>Tools needed for removal: Phillips screwdriver, hammer, vice grips,WD-40,<BR>12 pack , band -aids, & patience. Them things are a b**ch.<BR> If all else fails break out with the Air Compressor( I almost had to)||63.52.151.81||reg||1
Z||000008||teet||05-29-2002||03:12 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||impact screwdriver.  they come right out with the correct tools  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>john||134.134.248.27||reg||1
Z||000009||1312VR4||05-29-2002||03:32 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Tried that & it stripped the slots. Vice grips worked good though. I do have all the right tools...lol||63.52.132.33||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||05-29-2002||04:11 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||what about idle bump up, like when the a/c is on?||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000011||199of2k||05-29-2002||09:30 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Im very interested in this mod, what are the pros/cons and is there a vfaq?<P>thanks<BR>B||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000012||JonGVR4||05-29-2002||09:44 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I don't have AC so that isn't a problem.  You really need the ISC if you have AC.  It idles too rich when the car is cold so you have to keep your foot on the gas a tad bit to let more air in.  Not a big deal.  Within 1 minute, it idles perfectly.  <P>With a VPC, it actually idles better like this.  Another pro is I don't have those coolant hoses running to the throttle body heating things up.||64.129.136.41||reg||1
Z||000013||gvr4mike||06-03-2002||09:59 AM||mjones@tensquare.com||Does this eliminate the FIAV aswell?<P>Or has anyone just filled the passages for the FIAV with high-temp epoxy? If so, will the car maintain an idle without the FIAV?<P>trying to avoid replacing the TB due to a bad FIAV...<P>Mike Jones<BR>615/2000||158.140.2.102||reg||1
Z||000014||JonGVR4||06-03-2002||10:41 AM||jon@jgronline.com||That entire section where that valve was is gone on my t-body.  Idle is fine.  You can always block off the FIAV and still use the ISC.  Just remove that piece like I did and you'll see what I mean.<BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000015||Tondar||06-04-2002||10:37 AM||mkii91@yahoo.com||How do you check for a bad FIAV??||136.2.1.101||reg||1
Z||000016||1312VR4||06-12-2002||04:50 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Just a little update. I did this mod & it works fine.||63.52.132.17||reg||1
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||04-21-2003||02:03 AM||||Just wanted to ask if you were able to reuse the bolts/screws you took out or if you got some to replace them? If so what kind?<br />Rich||199.182.25.228||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||4g63t||04-21-2003||04:09 AM||||When I did this I cut the stock screws shorter with a dremel, worked fine.||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000019||Akidosigh1||09-15-2003||06:58 PM||||Has anyone else done this since april????? any change of opinions?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000020||Minjin||09-15-2003||07:15 PM||||I never saw this thread but I did it to my throttle body as well. Works fine. Not for pansies who can't handle a changing idle depending on engine conditions...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.109||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000021||Notorius||09-15-2003||09:28 PM||||i bought my car w/ the ISC disconnected. now that the weather is getting colder here in colorado its becoming more annoying to have done but its still not a problem if i let the car sit for a few minutes.<br /><br />does anyone w/ their ISC disconnected experience a loss in RPMs if they rev the car up a tad, like say to 2000rpms, and keep the pedal still? when i do that, and the car is still cold, it will drop from 2000 to like 600 and feel like its about to stall, then pick back up and be fine after that. just wonderin if anyone else noticed it.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000022||gvr4tunr||09-15-2003||11:52 PM||||when my isc blew and ruined my ecu, i made a block off plate. i have recently seen problems with my coolent temp raising and bumping down timing. i don't think it was caused by removal of the fiav and bypassing the lines, but you never know. also, i'm worried that i might have a leak coming from the plate, but thats my error, and won't happen if done correctly. my car stalls sometimes when dropping from higher rpms and when i'm turning [power steering], but i don't know if the stalling problem is from the isc or a bad mas. anyways, its another great way to eliminate wires and shit from under the hood...||12.107.200.124||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes



ubb/Forum2/000661.cgi
A||||0||91vr4evolution||TC06-11a||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||05-25-2002||08:00 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hi, had a quick look around but didn't find any facts...anyone know much about this turbo...flow rates..potential compared to TD06...any information, thanks<P>Mike||210.86.42.155||reg||5




ubb/Forum2/000662.cgi
A||||1||VR4GAZM||Thermostat Housing Questions||||5||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||05-26-2002||12:11 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Today while putting on my thermostat housing two electrical connectors broke off.  One was the second temp sensor which is on the rear side of the thermostat and the other one is the connector on top of the upper thermo housing that goes over top of the thermostat itself.  Will I have any problems (short term until i fix it) that I should worry about....Will I get a CEL?  Will the thermostat stay closed or open...and because the connector on the top is broken off, what will the cooling system not operate correctly?<P>Thanks<P>Also, anyone happen to have a lower thermostat housing for sale?? I really really need one and everyone around here only has them for the eclipse which is different because ours has 2 temp sensors and the it also has the connections for the sandwhich oil cooler.<P>||209.156.76.41||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||05-26-2002||10:34 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the sensor on top is for a/c compressor clutch, what it does is shut off the a/c if the temp reaches 239 deg(yowza!), if it aint there, your a/c clutch wont work. how do i know?  i fried that wire, and the a/c would not come on, i had to hotwire the a/c clutch.  the one wire sensor on the back of the housing is the temp sensor for the a/c condensor fan motor.  it comes on at 212-219 deg, and i would guess that it would do that if the a/c was off, and coolant temps reached 212, to aid in cooling.  if it shut off the fan at that temp, and you get no cooling of the condensor, in a matter of seconds, temps and pressure would probably grenade the compressor.<P>     now, i have one, i will be glad to send you, and all i ask is to be repaid for shipping.  and, if you do repay me for shipping, YOU WILL BE THE FIRST!  c'mon guys, who have gotten stuff from me for free, NO ONE has paid me back for shipping.  and i KNOW it's not my personal hygiene.||4.47.36.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000663.cgi
A||||3||VR4GAZM||Mystery Wire Connector?||||4||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||05-26-2002||05:54 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||I have everything hooked up on my engine except one little wire type connector.  Its located near the alternator and is actually loomed into the same wires and harness as the alternator.  Its one yellow wire thats in the shape of a cylinder.  Anyone have a clue? I swore it went into the alternator somewhere but I cant find anyplace for it to hookup into.<P>MIke<BR>||209.156.76.3||reg||4
Z||000001||ken inn||05-26-2002||06:06 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||it may be to the pressure switch on the pump.  look on the front side of the pump, there is a round post that a round connector goes on.  it is supported by the little bendable brackets on the aluminum part of the bracket that holds the pump.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||05-28-2002||03:57 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i aggree with ken,  the wire goes to the pressure switch on the front of the power steering pump.||138.23.114.163||reg||1
Z||000003||VR4GAZM||05-28-2002||07:04 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||No wonder I couldnt find where it hooked up to, the nipple thing broke off  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.69||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000664.cgi
A||||3||suprflewus||electronic boost controller pressure source - good or bad idea?||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||05-26-2002||06:55 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i am getting ready to install my electronic boost controller.  I have home made intercooler pipes, so i don't currently have a provision for a boost outlet source.<P>ion my 16g there is a threaded hole right near the turbo outlet bolts (at a 90 degree angle to the uppermost bolt).  what do y'all think if i drilled this hole all the way through and tapped it for a hose barb and use that as my boost source??  good or bad idea??<P>i am guessing that i can tap in for this boost source anywhere from the turbo outlet up to the intercooler inlet.....is this true??  i guess i could weld a block to one of my lower ic pipes and tap it or weld a bung or something.....<P>what do y'all think??<P>thanks<BR>dale||64.12.103.169||reg||1
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||05-26-2002||08:45 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||well I know I am not professionals like most of the other ppl here, but I read couple of the manual of the boost controller, I thought they all ask u to tap the intake manifold for the boost monitoring, isn't it? I don't know, at least that's what I did, I tap to the hose coming out of the back of the intake manifold, at least it's working pretty fine with me so far, good luck||64.121.50.74||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||05-28-2002||03:56 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||mine's tapped into the outlet elbow right after the turbo.  i have the road race elbow which is already tapped and has the vaccuum(sp?) tee on it.||138.23.114.163||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4mike||06-03-2002||10:08 AM||mjones@tensquare.com||Dale,<P>I run my Blitz DSBC with the boost source coming off a nipple on the turbo outlet of my 20g. Works fine. The only catch is that the pressure the boost controller sees is not the same as the pressure at the intake(i.e turbo outlet higher then intake mani.). This is due to intercooler pressure drop. Not really a problem unless you approach max range on your controller and still can't hit the boost you want. In which case you could gain acouple PSI by changing to an intake pressure source.<P>Mike Jones<BR>615/2000||158.140.2.102||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000665.cgi
A||N||18||1quickvr4||Going to change final drive from 4.90 to 5.20, Is it going to be worth it?||||1
Z||000000||1quickvr4||05-26-2002||07:52 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Ok heres the deal, Im going to buy a Galant GSX tranny t-case and rear end. The first gear is the good VR-4 style and the 5th is a .690 instead of .666 of the dsm/vr4. But heres where it gets interesting, The final drive is 5.208 opposed to 4.929 of the DSM/VR4. So Im curios to see how the car would act with those gears and while Im doing the swap I could put on a manual rack. Any Ideas? ||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000001||Tondar||05-26-2002||10:01 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||I personally wouldn't do this.  I didn't get to drive my car that much before it broke but I remember that at 80mph the tach was like 3500-4000 rpm!!<P>with this mod you'ld be even higher.  Kiss your highway economy good-bye.||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||05-26-2002||11:17 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||With a 255 pump and soon to be 720s (550s now) thats the last thing on my mind. All I care about is being fast, people have gone 165+ plus with stock gearing so hitting only 155 is ok with me. <P>Zach ||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||05-27-2002||10:14 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||If it's gearing you want, why not just change the tires?  <P>My stock '92 wheels have 205/55-15's on them, and the RPM's are several hundred higher at the same cruising speed compared to my 17's with 225/45/17's.  <P>If you're seriously going to change the gears to aid drag racing, why not get a baseline at the track first?  <P>Also, who knows if the GGSX tranny is as strong as the GVR4 W5M33?||129.120.56.208||reg||1
Z||000004||Nate||05-27-2002||10:40 PM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||It *isn't* stronger.  Smaller, weaker gears in it.  ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||DSSA||05-28-2002||03:38 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Final drive on the *car* not primary in the transmission is 3.545 on our VR4s.||152.163.207.47||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||05-28-2002||05:48 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||165 mph is 5th gear on the limiter?||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||1quickvr4||05-28-2002||06:58 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||number 3-No clue, just a for instance becouse<BR>Iv had mine to 145 at 6k and still pulling, and with more power I think it can be done( Without a revstop.<P>Nate- When you say smaller weaker gears, I assume that its as weak as a 90 style tranny since these cars were late 80s?<P>The reason I was thinking of doing this is becouse Im picking the stuff up(Tranny, t-case, and rearend) up for less than the price of a t-case. Original thinking was that this would be like going from 3.73s to 4.11s in a typical v8 car and would make acceration stronger. Who knows, Im still gonna buy the stuff. Good conversation peice. Im just trying to think outside of the DSM box, But most of the time that dosent work.......<BR>Zach||65.56.122.251||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR4_1221||11-07-2002||06:18 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||Did you ever finish this? And how did it turn out. I had a GSX non turbo put in my car by accident. Almost changed the rear end but the only one I found was at MS in Rancho Cordova and he wanted 1k ouch. No thanks.||199.190.134.154||reg||1
Z||000009||mysteryman||03-02-2004||10:13 AM||||I have to ask about the Galant GSX drive train. Did anyone finish this setup in a VR4 or turbocharge a Galant GSX??? Would love to know the end results because I have the complete Galant GSX drivetrain I just pulled and is now sitting in my garage. Thanks in adavnce.||198.143.204.109||reg||12||mysteryman||00003691||yes
Z||000010||Yao||03-02-2004||10:34 AM||||Isn't that a 3 bolt?  boy, with that gear.  You are going to break axles like there is no tomorrow with 5500rpm launch!||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000011||Mitsuturbo||03-02-2004||03:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /><strong> Final drive on the *car* not primary in the transmission is 3.545 on our VR4s. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">3.545?  or 3.545 x 1.090?  <br />the ring and pinion in the front diff comes to 3.866, but the rear diff (3.545) X tcase (1.090) comes to 3.864<br /><br />so wouldn't our actual final drive.. to the wheels, through the transmission.. be 3.86 ?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000012||Mitsuturbo||03-02-2004||03:54 PM||||wait.. no<br />center diff X front diff = final<br />center diff x tcase x rear diff = final<br /><br />center of 1.275<br />front of 3.866        <br />this equals 4.929 final<br /><br />center of 1.275<br />tcase of 1.090<br />rear of 3.545<br />this equals 4.927 final<br /><br />how is the final drive of the car 3.545?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000013||GrocMax||03-02-2004||04:47 PM||||O Round and Ample One, you forgot the t-case.||209.151.117.45||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000014||curtis||03-02-2004||11:28 PM||||The car will leave faster but that little of a change in the fifth it will RPM higher at speed If you'll pick up the TRE fifth to drop the tach down you'll get the best of both worlds.  The tires on mine right now are 205 40 17's and no I didn't pick the size they were on the wheels when I got them.  The car leaves alot harder but rides like ass.  I'll be damn glad when there wore out.||65.54.98.30||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||mysteryman||03-03-2004||03:24 PM||||Ok well I guess I should state why I am asking the question. I asked about the GSX drive train because I am installing it in my 2450lbs Mirage Turbo Hatchback with a 4G63T swap already installed. the 3 bolt rear end will work since the Mirage Turbos come in Japan AWD using the Galant VR4 3 bolt rear end setup. <br /><br />The reason I have chosen the GSX is due to the fact I got the parts dirt cheap, like $190.00 complete from tranny to rear end including rear subframe and front brakes and hubs.<br /><br />I am glad the greaing is high, I am use to it since my mirage is already running a final drive of 4.35 and fifth gear is .73 I have cruised around at 80 MPH at 4000rpms with positve boost on a 20G!<br /><br />I did not build the car to drive daily I built it to stomp all over Vettes, Vipers, and Mustang Cobras. So I love the gear info so far.<br /><br />As for the 4 bolt scenario I will keep it in mind, just that the gear would have to be swapped to use the 4 bolt housing since the rear end gears are different. <br /><br />From what the Austrailians have told me the AWD mirages with the 4G63T swaps in them have not broken the 3 bolt rear ends. Most likely this is due to the weight of the car.<br /><br />Keep it coming, I would love to know more. As for the gear swap in fifth what would happen if I stuck the Mirage fifth gear into the AWD tranny???<br /><br />Thanks in advance  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.143.204.109||reg||6||mysteryman||00003691||yes
Z||000016||mysteryman||03-04-2004||10:10 AM||||OK well I did my home work last night no way do I want that .730 5th gear in my AWD that will really limit my top end. It would be great for a Rally car, just not a street car. So I will go with the .666 5th gear. Would love to find the EVO-GVR4 5th gear .617 for top end.<br /><br />Well so far I must say thank you for all of your input.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.143.204.109||reg||1||mysteryman||00003691||yes
Z||000017||GrocMax||03-04-2004||07:39 PM||||GGSX has a different primary reduction ratio.<br /><br />GVR4/TEL = primary 1.275, final (front diff OR tcase X rear diff) = 3.866<br />GGSX = primary 1.680, final= 3.1 (rear diff is 2.84)<br />Total gear reduction factor-<br />GGSX = 5.208<br />GVR4 = 4.929<br /><br /><br />all gear ratios are the same before primary reduction is applied except 5th, GGSX 5th is .690 instead of .666<br /><br /><br />         GGSX      GVR4    <br />1st     14.82     14.02<br />2nd      8.77      8.30<br />3rd      5.99      5.49<br />4th      4.34      4.10<br />5th      3.59      3.28<br /><br />Putting the tall 5th in the GGSX only gets you to slightly taller than GVR4. <br /><br />Ask me the lower gears are too low, better bet would be to find  an EVOI/JDM GVR4 trans with the 2.57 1st gear (and real tall 5th), and swap the US TEL front diff into it. Launch isn't bad on a small turbo car, and it NEVER gets below boost threshold. Would kick ass in a light car.||209.151.113.255||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||03-05-2004||02:56 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/maxspeed.xls" target="_blank">Speed vs. Gearing Spreadsheet</a>||24.14.14.60||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/000666.cgi
A||||6||Tondar||Summit's battery relocation kit||||1||
Z||000000||Tondar||05-29-2002||12:54 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||SUM-G1200A<P>What do you guys think of this kit?<BR>Is it a good deal for the GVR4?<P>Thanx for the input||136.1.1.62||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-29-2002||01:14 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the hardest part is the location of the battery.  most people put it near the taillites, which i think is useless.  i like to put it as close to the center of the car as possible, and there just aint no room.  removing the spare tire is a option, tho.  other than that, you can probably buy the needed parts yourself and end up with a much better kit.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||199of2k||05-29-2002||09:33 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Just moved my batt to the trunk yesterday, The hardest part (imo) is finding a ground(the big nut that looks sooo good for a ground just dosent work).  Grand total it cost about $100 to move/secure/wire everything.||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||05-29-2002||09:45 PM||jon@jgronline.com||That big nut that looks so good holds the bumper to the car.  And the black metal piece under the bolt is just sitting there, not part of the car at all.||64.129.136.41||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||05-30-2002||05:21 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||What about the shock tower nuts, they work fine for my stereo.  I just sanded around them a bit first to get rid of a bit of paint.||203.21.225.85||reg||1
Z||000005||SnoBlind||05-30-2002||09:25 AM||modularv8@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B>That big nut that looks so good holds the bumper to the car.  And the black metal piece under the bolt is just sitting there, not part of the car at all.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I wouldn't suggest that one.  I had mine attached there for a while and then it just stopped grounding.||63.68.228.197||reg||1
Z||000006||beavis||06-01-2002||12:24 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i bought the relocate kit from summit.  everything was worth the price, the only problem is the battery box itself was too big.  you might want to call them to see if they have one that will give a better fit.  there is a good description of the install at <A HREF="http://www.teamhightower.com" TARGET=_blank>www.teamhightower.com</A>   i followed them and mine turned out sweet.  you want to put the battery were they did because that helps give you a better weight distribution.||205.188.200.34||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000667.cgi
A||||3||turboflanagan||CAPS question||||1||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||05-29-2002||10:59 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I'm trying to find part numbers for diffs on different trannies and there are no diffs that I can find on the CAP cd under manual trans.  When I look for the diff for the GVR4, there is nothing.  Some cars have them listed in with the auto trans, but I just get an error message when I try to select auto trans for the GVR4.  I'm guessing because the program knows that an auto was not available.  Any advise finding these parts for manual cars?  Will the diffs be the same for the same car with either an auto or manual trans?||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||06-04-2002||12:48 PM||||Which diff information are you looking for?  Front?  Center?  Rear?  <BR>If you give me some more specifics to work with I will try and help you.<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000002||DSSA||06-06-2002||10:46 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||You need to start using the &gt; and &lt; arrows at the top of the CAPS screen...this allows you to access the additional pages that are under each area.  The diffs are located on the 3rd and 4th pages under the same category as the gear sets.||64.12.103.178||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||06-06-2002||09:10 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Ah-hah!  Thanks for the &lt;,&gt; tip.  That makes things much betta!  I am looking for the trans diff to compare the diffs out of an older Colt to one out of an even Older Colt to see if a LSD might be able to fit in my '84 Colt turbo.  That is my purpose and thank you very much for the help.||66.114.238.18||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000668.cgi
A||||12||91vr4evolution||HPCing ||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||05-30-2002||06:08 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||While I've got the turbo off the car, I was looking at HPCing the exhaust manifold(EVO3), the turbine housing, the downpipeand exhaust past the alternator and oil filter. The idea is to keep the heat energy in the system to faster spool the turbo and secondly, to keep the heat down past the alternator and oil filter...so my questions are: Will coating the manifold increase its tendency to crack, and how will the turbine housing hold up to the extra heat? Anyone have experience with this? Thanks...<P>Mike  ||203.96.111.200||reg||5
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||05-31-2002||02:05 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have it on one of my motorcycles and have had it on hedders and manifold before. I looks great, stays looking nice for a long time, prevents cracking (having it done inside and out), reduces heat in the engine bay, increases efficiency of engine..........great stuff! When my turbo, Manifold, O2 and downpipe can afford to be off they are all getting done inside and out. I will even have the heat shield done. ||205.166.229.92||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||05-31-2002||05:41 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks...Mike||203.96.111.200||reg||14
Z||000003||number3||06-01-2002||01:00 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||make sure you get the high temp stuff. 1600F+<P>You will burn the silver stuff right off.<P>I had mine manifold, 3" O2 elim and downpipe, jet-hot 2000 coated. <P>The intake pipe is also coated but with the lower temp silver coating.<P>They used to be 2 mins from my house until the fire. (Bridgeport PA)<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jet-hot.com/about.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jet-hot.com/about.html</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_turbo.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_turbo.jpg</A> <BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||NZGZR4||06-02-2002||08:28 PM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz||When I got my manifold HPC'ed (in New Zealand),  they would not do the inside, they said that there was to much risk of the coating flaking off and damaging the turbo exhaust wheel on it's way through.<BR>Anyone else heard of this?<BR>The way my manifold coating can be damaged, and how the rust is forming under the coating on my intercooler pipes I don't think their preperation was as good as it should have been.  even with this,  I still think it was worth the money I spent on it.<P>Cam||210.54.12.38||reg||1
Z||000005||91vr4evolution||06-02-2002||11:43 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks Cam. They said the same to me that they won't do inside the manifold either..to me it kinda defeats the purpose..cause really you want to keep the heat inside the manifold runners instead of in the manifold itself?<P>Mike||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||06-04-2002||05:32 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||They don't coat the inside because HPC coating WILL burn off. The silver in not good for our manifolds.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||NZGZR4||06-05-2002||06:25 PM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz||They wouldn't put any coating on the inside, I was getting the High Temp  Black coating on the manifold at the time.<P>Cam<BR>||210.54.12.87||reg||1
Z||000008||91vr4evolution||06-06-2002||03:23 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Same.<P>Mike||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000009||NZGZR4||06-06-2002||06:09 PM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz||Mike,<BR>Have you tried Pro Coat?<BR>I'll be putting in a call to them when I next get some coating done,  see how they compare.<P>Cam<BR>||210.54.12.198||reg||1
Z||000010||91vr4evolution||06-07-2002||12:51 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||No but I might give them a try...the guy rebuilding and installing a T4 comp. wheel recommended I DON'T HPC til I get an external WG else it will overboost! I'm presently in the process of porting the turbine and hopefully the WG port as well...anyone know whether an larger exhaust valve from a Ford or Chevy can be installed (or if they will be up to the task of a WG flapper valve)? ||210.54.121.180||reg||1
Z||000011||NZGZR4||06-08-2002||12:23 AM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz||I had mine made out of a bit of 38mm (1.5") S/S bar,  It's still working (6? months later) and I often get close to 900*C exhaust temps.<BR>I'd think a valve would be OK,  but might be harder to machine.<P>Cam<BR>||210.54.12.81||reg||1
Z||000012||91vr4evolution||06-08-2002||06:14 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Cheers Cam, I had a quick look at Repco today, can pick up an exhaust valve from a Ford for about $30 and the site I'm working on has engineers working with stainless piping so I might give it a go.<P>Mike||203.96.111.200||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000669.cgi
A||||3||blytz||Boost Spike ?||||5||
Z||000000||blytz||05-30-2002||06:29 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Okay, I search ed the archives, and couldn't find any answer, only questions.<P>Last night, I played with all of my air hoses, boost gauge fitting, etc, and got everything cleaned up.<P>Today, in 1st gear, I get a ROCK solid 12 PSI of boost.<P>2ND gear, spike to 14PSI then back to 12psi.<P>3rd, same as second.<P>I get the spike at about 5300 rpm or so, and only happens in 2nd and 3rd (haven't tried 4th or 5th, but not in 1st).<P>MY Questions:<P>1. Is this normal<BR>2. Is this safe<BR>3. Can I stop it? How?<BR>4. should I be getting more than 12PSI with my mods (2.5" mandrel catback, no cat, hacked can, BSC removal, other free mods)<BR>5. Will a MBC help at all?<P>Thanks,<BR>blytz||24.159.62.12||reg||5
Z||000001||smokindav||05-31-2002||08:57 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blytz:<BR><B><BR>1. Is this normal<BR>2. Is this safe<BR>3. Can I stop it? How?<BR>4. should I be getting more than 12PSI with my mods (2.5" mandrel catback, no cat, hacked can, BSC removal, other free mods)<BR>5. Will a MBC help at all?<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>1. yes<BR>2. yes<BR>3. it's pretty hard to stop a boost spike as it's spiking because the wastegate cannot open instantaneously, so you are seeing the spike while the boost is up but the wastegate is not fully open<BR>4. hard to say what boost you should be getting<BR>5. MBC won't really help boost spikes, but it will help HP   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Sorry for the quick answers.  If you have more specific questions fire away.<P>Dave Flaherty<BR><p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 05-31-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||05-31-2002||05:37 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||when you cleaned up the vaccum lines make sure you kept the bleeder orifice.  it is a tiny brass fitting with a hole in it.  the whole purpose of this piece is to fight boost spikes.  if you buy a hallmen mbc it comes with a new orifice in the lines.  my profec b has no spike or creep.||138.23.82.213||reg||1
Z||000003||blytz||05-31-2002||07:11 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Thanks for the responses guys.<P>The only thing I did with the vacuum lines was at the TB, cut the cracked ends off of them and reattached them. Also tigthen up my boost gauge tap.||24.159.62.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000670.cgi
A||N||4||Ferrari F50 GT||Stock Evo Intercoolers||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||05-30-2002||10:41 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||How efficiant are stock Evo intercoolers compared to aftermarket?  Just always wanted to know.  Thanks!||63.227.45.237||reg||1
Z||000001||lazer4ever||05-31-2002||08:55 AM||lazer4ever@aol.com||I've often wondered the same thing, anyone, anyone????||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000002||James||06-01-2002||04:22 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||I've always held the belief that  they are  very efficient, but as far as compared to aftermarket ones, I don't know.They all vary don't they.All Evo I/Cs are pretty big and  have watersprays standard.||210.48.128.214||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||06-01-2002||04:57 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i don't know how efficient they are, but i got to see one up close.  it is larger than a starion by maybe 25%  the design was similiar from the outside.  i can imagine that after 10 years of r&d mitsubishi prabably made it much more efficient then the starion.  if you could get one for the right price i would bet you would be happy with the upgrade.||64.12.102.32||reg||1
Z||000004||7541000||06-01-2002||03:37 PM||||anyone know if the Evo7 will have a front mount with W/I, $$$?||12.78.142.199||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000671.cgi
A||N||9||Ant||Supra TT IC install ||||1||
Z||000000||Ant||05-31-2002||03:47 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I am going to install a MKIV Supra TT intercooler on my car this weekend.  Has anyone done this before, if so pictures or any help would be appreciated.  <P>Also does anyone see any bad points to installing this IC.  I did a search and found that no one actually did it but a few people talked about it.  <BR>I'm going to make custom piping for the whole thing, in other words, home depot, duct tape, and 193 Clamps will be assisting me.<P>Thanks<BR>||67.82.201.102||reg||1
Z||000001||Tondar||06-01-2002||02:32 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||Let me know how it goes, I have one of these intercoolers that I hoped to jam into my MR2 but that didn't work.  If it isn't cost efficeint to stuff in the GVR4 then I'm selling it...<P>thanx||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000002||Tondar||06-10-2002||03:11 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||So did you try it and what happenned?||136.1.1.62||reg||1
Z||000003||Ant||06-11-2002||02:08 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||A few things came up and i've decided to let it go for another month.  At that time the Galant is going to be down for a couple weeks while I "freshen up" the motor.  I figured i'd do it during that time. <P>Ant||67.82.201.102||reg||1
Z||000004||Ant||08-05-2002||01:51 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I finally got around to doing this install.<P>My initial idea was to make it a front mount and put it in the place of the stock IC.  After a LOT of hacking I found out it won't work.  The only way to fit it in there is to remove the AC Condensor and I debated it for a while and decided not to.  So I made it a sidemount and put it in front of the passenger wheel well.  This involved a bit of hacking and cutting but was MUCH easier and the fit was nice.  This requires relocating the battery.  There's even places to mount the brackets on the body so it made it easier.  I removed both foglights and all their brackets, they didn't work anyway, so there should be sufficient airflow.  The routing of the piping is going to be similiar to stock routing for 1st and 2nd gens in that a version of a Jpipe can be used and the upper pipe would come out where the battery was and route to the TB elbow, I like it because its a lot shorter.  <BR>I haven't tried yet but I don't think you can use a regular Jpipe as it might hit the crossmember.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||14
Z||000005||Tondar||08-06-2002||09:58 AM||mkii91@yahoo.com||post some pics please!!||136.2.1.153||reg||1
Z||000006||SPEEDFIEND||08-06-2002||10:47 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Would you like to sell the fog lights?  Let me know.  Thanks man, Kris||67.201.148.84||reg||1
Z||000007||Ant||08-07-2002||08:35 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I will try to take pics this weekend.<P>My driver foglight is broken, my passenger foglight is still in one piece.  I'll look for it, I may have thrown it away with all the crap that came off my car.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000008||Tondar||08-21-2002||12:46 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||where are the pics?!?!?!?      punk!<P>ha ha j/k ||136.2.1.101||reg||1
Z||000009||Ant||08-21-2002||01:15 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Sorry<BR>The car has been at the shop on a lift for the past 5 weeks.  Everytime I go I start working on it and after that I'm all dirty and I don't want to touch the camera.<P>Besides I hacked away so much metal you wouldn't recognize what you are looking at.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000672.cgi
A||N||1||khadiyev||20G Outlet||||1||
Z||000000||khadiyev||06-01-2002||01:25 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I'm switching from my 18G to a 20G in couple weeks, an i know that the outlet is diffirent on a 20G and points ether stright forward or barly up, so i can't use my RRE IC piping the one with two bolts that bolt streight into the turbo outlet, I could probaly cut up my stock piping! but not sure, if anybody knows what i can do, let me know, i got that RRE Spearco IC kit. <BR>thanks<BR>John<BR>795/1000||64.12.106.22||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||06-01-2002||05:01 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||this isn't on the topic, but i was wondering if you knew the other kid in 29 palms with the white vr4.  his name is josh.  i have a couple of frinds that live out there and i had no idea there was another vr4 in 29 palms.  if you want to meet up some time let me know.  i would like to see your setup.  ||64.12.102.32||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000673.cgi
A||||0||Tondar||Quaiffe's necessary??||||1||
Z||000000||Tondar||06-04-2002||05:51 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||I am getting ready to rebuild my transmission and would like some opinions on LSD's and such.  My car was built in Aug. of 1990 so I can't use the Quaife center diff (going to use 4-spider instead)<P>Should I bother with an upgraded front diff?  Quaife or other?? <BR>Thanks for the input<BR>||68.41.156.82||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000674.cgi
A||||2||VR4GAZM||Slave Cylinder ?||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||06-04-2002||10:12 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Could someone tell me where there hole/connection is to connect the hard line to the slave cylinder?  Mine is directly below the bleeder nipple and is on the front of the slave cylinder.  i have seen other pics where ppl have the hard line connected to the side of cylinder.  Im trying to determine if the cylinder i have is even the stock one or not.<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.41||reg||1
Z||000001||VR4GAZM||06-04-2002||10:45 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Also. for those with the CAPS, could you look up the part number for the lower clutch line. this is the line that goes from the slave up to the rubber line.<P>Thanks!<BR>MIke<BR>||209.156.76.68||reg||1
Z||000002||iceman69510||06-05-2002||01:24 PM||||Tube, clutch release,  MD724458.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
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A||||7||mikey||Looking for Rotors?||||1||
Z||000000||mikey||06-05-2002||09:06 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Hi, I was looking for rotors too and I heard about this place on the gvr4 list.<P>Thought I share this, this site sells blank front rotors for $43 and rear $30.  Plus free shipping if you buy $50 or over.  I bought two front rotors yesterday.<BR> <A HREF="http://catalog.thepartsbin.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://catalog.thepartsbin.com/</A> <P>||141.233.158.65||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||06-05-2002||09:59 AM||jon@jgronline.com||$43 each or a pair?  <P>Mofugas has slotted, plain, or drilled front rotorts for $100.  Looks to be for two rotors too.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||mikey||06-05-2002||12:54 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Jon,<BR>It is $43 each and Mofugas has rotors for $100 each not two (i believe) since it does not say pairs and asks for quantity.<P>Mine were $87.52 total with free shipping.<BR>I believe these are Brembo blanks too (don't quote me).<p>[This message has been edited by mikey (edited 06-05-2002).]||141.233.158.65||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||06-05-2002||02:09 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I came across that site and posted it on the gvrlist.  The rears state that they are brembo made blanks, but the fronts don't specify.  The rotors on mofugas are a piece.  Rob's KVR blanks used to be $60 ea front, and $50 ea rear, then KVR jacked their prices, so Rob had to follow.  <P>I haven't found better prices on rotors anywhere that will ship than this place.||157.254.98.203||reg||1
Z||000004||mikey||06-05-2002||02:22 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Yup I guess he's my source.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Dan D:<BR><B>I came across that site and posted it on the gvrlist.  The rears state that they are brembo made blanks, but the fronts don't specify.  The rotors on mofugas are a piece.  Rob's KVR blanks used to be $60 ea front, and $50 ea rear, then KVR jacked their prices, so Rob had to follow.  <P>I haven't found better prices on rotors anywhere that will ship than this place.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||141.233.158.65||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||06-05-2002||02:33 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||school ends next week for me so i will be happy to ship out rotors from star for anybody who wants them.  they are $23 a piece plus shipping.  i don't know who makes them, but we used them on our rally car without any problems and my wife has a set on her eclipse that we have put 23,000 miles on.  call me at 909- 824-2869 or email me.||138.23.204.181||reg||1
Z||000006||teet||06-05-2002||07:48 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||I would be gentle on the "brembo" rotors...says the man who has melted a few and chewed through entire sets of pads in &gt;30 miles of racing...and had metal flaking off the rotors...<P>these rotors are major POS in my opinon and should not be used in any kind of performance situation.  Driving to the grocery store they are probably fine.<P>not all rotors are created equal<P>john<P>||134.134.248.26||reg||1
Z||000007||Ant||06-11-2002||02:06 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Beavis - <BR>I sent you an email to the address you have listed under your profile.<P>Ant||67.82.201.102||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000676.cgi
A||||1||771of2k||free(4 me) shifter mod||||1||
Z||000000||771of2k||06-05-2002||10:56 PM||snakedojo@hotmail.com||I just put a 2g dsm shifter in my gvr4. its much shorter than the stock one & its a little longer from the pivot to the cable, & best of all, its was free cause I just put a b&m shifer in my 2g talon. All I needed to do was to bend the part from the pivot to cable in my vice until, if held up against the stock shifter, they lined up. took me five minutes to do(took me 20 minutes to realize thats what I needed to do) At first I couldnt get the shifter cable on, but after I bent it, it slid right on. I also needed to use the plastic bushings from the talon as the ones from the vr4 were a little too thick. there was also a little metal tab that was scrapeing when I put it in 1st, but a tap with the hammer & it was fine. <BR>shifting feels much better now  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||68.1.190.117||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-06-2002||01:16 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||One more thing to add, Pull out the rubber bushings that hold the shifter to the floor pan of the car.<BR>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000677.cgi
A||||5||1quickvr4||What to do with my turbo? Need some advice||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||06-07-2002||12:57 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I have a Frank 1 turbo on my car now. Im gonna need to get it rebuilt soon and I have come to the concluison that the turbo just dosent "Feel" right to me becouse of the large garret comp wheel and the small tdo5h ex. whee. So that has left me with 2 options.<BR>1. Put a TD06 or TD06H ex. wheel in it.<BR>OR<BR>2. Put a 20g comp side on it<BR>or <BR>Step up and put the 60 trim and tdo6h ex. wheel. (MAYBE) Opinions?<P>This turbo now has a 7cm ex. housing on it with a 15 deg. clip on the ex. wheel. And has an internal gate.<P>Any advice would be help full.<BR>Thanx<BR>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||06-07-2002||03:27 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Add some NO2 ehehe. But really you could just get the turbo either bigger or smaller like you said. Or sell it and find one you really like. But I would figure out what the car is going to be used for and decide. Me personally I would get rid of the internal gate and go with the tdo6 housing. Please don't flame me about the damn internal gate, me, Rob doesn't think they should be used so ppl's don't need to respond on how they work just fine, And you don't need a external bla, bla. Some of the not feeling right may be because of the big clip? Yes it will spin better at higher rpm's but it takes longer to spool, once again I would dump the clipping. Like I said this is my opinion. I was also told these turbos are "picky" as in they like a certian rpm range, not like some turbos that feel good all the way through the powerband. Long story short-go bigger baby!!!!||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||06-07-2002||05:49 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i agree with dumping the clip.  who needs power primarily at wot?  my friend dumped the clip on his 16g and was much happier with it.  try and find a turbo shop that will take some time to discuus options with you.  also there are tons of books at the library that go into detailed theory about turbos.  this will help you separate the facts from the fiction.||138.23.82.235||reg||1
Z||000003||LunarShadow||06-08-2002||02:10 PM||ahagopia@bellsouth.net||There is a good chance that your Frank will never "feel" right.  They were the only real option a few years back, but there are much better options these days.  All the Frank 2 guys I know have had various issues with spool and surge.  <P>You can't simply swap parts around on a turbo and get the results you want.  It's not that simple.  There is a science and an art to building turbos.  There are many hybrid turbo builders who still can't get the combos right.  You may end up spending a heap with out much in return.  <P>I would call FP and tell them what you have, what you want to do with it, and ask what options are available.  Robert worked on the original Franks before starting FP, so he should be able to give you good options.  They are know to produce excellent hybrid turbo's, and they back up their work.||172.170.186.7||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||06-08-2002||04:06 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I did that about a month ago, He said that (Frank 1)Was one of the one he didnt really like and he gave me 2 options, 20g cold side or tdo6 ex. wheel. I just wanted personal opions on it. It might be cheaper to juice the motor or sell the turbo.<P>Zach<BR>||209.246.132.37||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4458||06-10-2002||10:00 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I second the recommendation to have a nice long conversation about turbos with someone.  I know Automotosports has a T3/T4 setup that makes big power without much lag.  Give tehm a call and talk to Martin.  He's knowledeable about turbos and will spend time discussing options with you (you just gotta get him on the phone first).  Like any project, make sure that you clearly define your goals (big poer, fast spool, etc) and then get some solid knowledge (not just advice).  <BR>Good luck,<BR>EH||64.81.229.179||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000678.cgi
A||N||19||91redjoker||jdm headlights or clear corners||||1||
Z||000000||91redjoker||06-08-2002||02:20 PM||turk5834@msn.com||does anybody know where i can get them????||67.200.202.152||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-08-2002||04:07 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com|| <A HREF="http://www.wholehyper.com" TARGET=_blank>www.wholehyper.com</A> <BR>||209.246.132.37||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||06-08-2002||05:16 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||remember that jdm lights are designed for right hand drive.  on a left hand drive car, the lights will appear to oncoming traffic like you have your highs on.  here in texas, high beams have been known to draw gunfire.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||06-08-2002||10:21 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Damn rednecks. I can get 93 headlights for 215.00 shipped.<P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000004||91redjoker||06-09-2002||02:22 AM||turk5834@msn.com||those damn people can get sunglasses so if anybody can get me some let me know.||67.200.202.216||reg||1
Z||000005||turbowop||06-09-2002||02:35 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Why the JDM headlights anyway? They don't look any better. The 93 style looks much better IMHO.<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.17.151||reg||1
Z||000006||91redjoker||06-09-2002||02:42 AM||turk5834@msn.com||does anybody have a pic of these 93 headlights that everybody is saying that look so good and how much can somebody get them for me?||67.200.202.216||reg||1
Z||000007||turbowop||06-09-2002||03:33 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/93_galant_headlights.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/93_galant_headlights.jpg</A> <P>You can order them from your local dealer, or get them from Conicelli.<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.17.151||reg||1
Z||000008||91redjoker||06-09-2002||11:16 AM||turk5834@msn.com||i love those, now i really want them but the dealer would be way to exspensive so where can i get them and for how much??? ||67.200.202.129||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||06-09-2002||12:04 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||do a search on boneyards, like carparts.com, i have seen them for as low as 50/side.  lots here in texas.  beware of the dummies who think they are the same as the 92 and before.||63.146.72.144||reg||1
Z||000010||91redjoker||06-09-2002||01:09 PM||turk5834@msn.com||well since im here in tx too do you think you could do some lookin for me and i will too or if anybody else can.||67.203.195.66||reg||7
Z||000011||7541000||06-09-2002||01:21 PM||||i figure those diamante lights wont fit but theyd look sweet.||12.78.183.141||reg||1
Z||000012||1quickvr4||06-09-2002||08:08 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I can get them, (93s)<P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000013||91redjoker||06-09-2002||09:20 PM||turk5834@msn.com||let me know because i really want them, just give me a price and some info.||67.200.202.13||reg||1
Z||000014||Joe Leung2||06-10-2002||09:09 PM||joeleung1@shaw.ca||same here... I want some 93's.||66.222.235.102||reg||1
Z||000015||Team Ducktape||06-11-2002||01:04 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I got a set of JDM corners form Garfield Wright. I think he can get just about any JDM part, headlights, hoods,corners,  ect? Anyway give him a try... <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/parts.htm" TARGET=_blank>www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/parts.htm</A> ||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000016||91redjoker||06-11-2002||02:02 AM||turk5834@msn.com||thanks for the link and the info.||67.200.202.171||reg||1
Z||000017||DeanCouchey||06-11-2002||02:12 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Zach or Ken I am wanting a set of the 93's also so tell me where ya gonna be getting them, kne I know form junk yards but Zach... fomr a junk yard or dealer?||205.232.152.2||reg||1
Z||000018||JonGVR4||06-11-2002||02:23 PM||jon@jgronline.com||93 headlights with JDM corner lights: <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/jgr_front.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/jgr_front.jpg</A> <BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000019||91redjoker||06-12-2002||01:26 AM||turk5834@msn.com||that looks so sick thats what i want my headlight setup to look like.||67.200.202.167||reg||1
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A||||3||dank||when do i need to upgrade the ic/ic piping?||||1||
Z||000000||dank||06-09-2002||04:14 AM||accordpage@email.com||as far as mods go right now i have a 3inch catback (planning to go 3 inch turboback/test pipe very soon), act 2600,  k&n filter, 95 manifold, holley 190lph pump, joe p mbc @ 14 lbs, gauges.  my 14b is currently boosting slow as all hell, leaking oil, and (i hope) leaving little bits of metal in the oil pan.  i want to upgrade to a big 16g, but i am wondering at what point will the stock intercooler and piping will hurt my performance, and force me to go with an upgraded ic and piping.  Im working on a very strict budget, so i need to do all this in the right order.  thanks in advance for your response.||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||06-09-2002||05:11 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I got the piping & larger front mount before my big 16g.<P>The piping itself didn't seem to help much with the 14b, the front mount helped heaps & the B16g I still haven't tuned for yet but hell, it feels strong & smooth.  I would say get the turbo first, then FMIC & piping.||203.21.225.37||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||06-09-2002||12:09 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i currently have the rre pipes and starion intercooler, and a tre ported big 16g.  of all the mods i have done, i think the pipes and intercooler have made the most difference.  i think that once you up the boost, the tiny pipes and intercooler cannot handle it.  boost comes on so soon now, it is like having a supercharger, but with top end.  i dont think the pipes and intercooler make more power, it just makes the power you have come on way sooner.  but it sounds like you need a turbo now, and maybe engine work.  the problem with pipes and intercooler is the price.  but, what a difference!  even my water injection did not make such a big improvement overall.||63.146.72.144||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4458||06-09-2002||10:07 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I'm most certainly with Ken on this one.  If your turbo isn't broke, go with a big FMIC first.  In fact, other than broekn stuff, it should be the next upgrade.  HUGE difference. HUGE!!<P>(see review)||64.81.229.179||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000680.cgi
A||||6||ken inn||water injection, continued||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||06-09-2002||01:36 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i just installed another nozzle, this one right before the throttle body.  so i now have two, the other is right after the turbo.  i am trying to get rid of heat soak, which seems to be a problem.  i dont think there is an air to air intercooler in the world that can eliminate heat soak in ordinary traffic.  even without the extra nozzle, i can tell when i get heat soak.  it takes at least a couple of minutes at speed to cool off the intercooler, i would think that one with a better design would be quicker, however, the better ones are also thicker, which would retain heat longer.  if i come to a stop after being on the freeway for a length of time, and then go again without a long delay, there is no heat soak problem.  but, if i like stop, go into a store  and come out quickly and go, there is a good amount of heat soak, and the car has to be at a pretty good speed to cool off the intercooler.  so far, what i have noticed is again the a/f has gone up, i was getting about .92-.94, now i am getting .98.  the car feels a bit crisper when it starts to spray.  the nozzle after the turbo is a .7, the one before the t/body is a .4.  the tee fittings brad at georges imports sells is really trick, 3 snap fittings, and you are done.  8 bucks.  he also has Y fittings.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||06-09-2002||04:56 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Hey Ken, have you thought about an intercooler spray system?  I bet that along with your WI would work great.||63.231.77.19||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||06-09-2002||05:50 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||"Flame suit on"<P>The general consensus in the WI community is that intercooler sprayers are for the most part pointless and somewhat useless.  Also, not that this applies to Ken, but most tracks won't let you run with one.  <P>||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||06-09-2002||06:21 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i agree.  an intercooler sprayer still needs to have a LOT of air moving past the intercooler to make it work.  water injection uses much less water, and since it is internal, it aint dripping on the ground, so no mess at a track.  also, the benefit of water injection is so much greater, internally, than the sprayer could ever be.  remember, a LOT of the extra fuel needed at or near wot is for cooling, so the water injection immediatly has the effect of raising the octane levels, at least 4 points, so my 93 octane pump gas becomes 97, and added insurance against low grade pump gas.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||06-10-2002||02:09 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||I know that I/C sprays are basically useless and may make a mess on the track, but you are complaining about stop and go driving in town.  I am sure that I/C spray would cool the metal of the I/C somewhat.  And if you wanted to go race, turn the spray off.||63.231.77.19||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||06-10-2002||07:44 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I think the point is you need virtually the same gear to inject it rather than spray it, so why not use it where it is more useful?||203.21.225.13||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||06-10-2002||09:36 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||lots of air has to pass thru the intercooler in order for the sprayer to work.  even if the water is very fine, it will have to be evenly distributed over the entire core to do any good, and the water will be at ambient, which now is like 95 deg, once lots of air passes, and it evaportates, then the cooling happens, but by then several minutes have passed.  the water injection takes only seconds, and after about 10 seconds, the intake is very cool from the nozzle right after the turbo.  one other option i have, is to install a switch inside the car, and while i am sitting, rev the engine and turn on the water injection.  this would cool the intake very quickly.  of course, then the person next to me would think i was revving him, and the race would be on.||63.146.72.148||reg||1
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A||||17||GVR4458||AMS Front Mount Review w/ Dyno Results||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4458||06-09-2002||10:06 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Since Dank asked:<P>Well, I finally broke down and bought a new intercooler.  I purchased the Automotosport (847 709 0530) Front Mount for # 458/2k.  First, I need to point out that service there is great.  The staff is really easy to get along with, and the technical knowledge is very complete.  I highly recommend using these guys for any work DSM related.  With just a few specialty shops around, I feel really fortunate to have one 30 minutes from home.  These guys definitely go on the "Good Guys List".<P>As for the FMIC, the kit comes complete with all the necessary piping, clamps, hoses, gaskets,  and of course, the intercooler.  Below are the other mods for reference.<BR>The car was converted to FWD, strapped down, and given a quick tune (I've been running the same way since last Sep. or so) yielding 234 hp and 265 ftlbs of torque on about 19 psi of boost on pump gas.<P>The car was pulled into the bay for the install.  The kit is designed to need no serious modifications to the car (bumper is intact) using the factory pipe routing.  Installation was complete in about 3 hours by a real mechanic (so I'm thinking this may be a<BR>weekend project for someone).  Once in, it looked like this is how it should've come from the factory.  Subtle, but noticeable (kudos to Martin on the design and fabrication).<P>Once the kit was in, it went back to the dyno.  After dropping the boost and working back up, we ended up with 274 hp and 295 ftlb or torque at 19 psi (still on pump gas).  Power<BR>comes on much earlier (boost really starts hitting hard at around 2800 rpm) and keeps going. I've noticed that I can plant the gas while idling along, and the throttle repsonse is way better than that crappy stock setup.  Both torque and hp are pretty flat after 3800 rpm, which means driving no longer requires such high revving to get things moving, whcih makes the car fel like its got a much bigger engine.<P>After the base tuning, I put in a blaha MAS and we re-tuned the AFC.  This got me a whole 5hp and a smidge of torque.   Apparently, the gains are probably only noticeable with a bigger turbo, or the effects were minized by more efficient air flow crated by the<BR>Intercooler.  Throttle response may be better, but the change from the IC was so drastic compared to the MAF, it wasn't noticeable.<P>Finally, the air can came off.  Keep in mind, that this is an open hood application on the dyno.  Net power gains:  None.  There were a couple of spots where the power was up a few hp, but I'm sure once that hood is closed, all benefits go away.  Again, maybe with this<BR>setup, the gains aren't noticeable (maybe better throttle feel), but I won't put the can back in until I can fabricate some sort of partition to keep that nasty hot air out.  I will note that without the can, the BOV sounds quite cool, venting audibly (people were looking at the car) even between 4k rpm shifts, which is sorta neat.<P>In summary, this is the best money I've spent on the car.  I can't think of many mods that yield this much improvement and this also increases reliability/longevity.  This should have been one of the first mods to the car (before the turbo, injectors, afc, etc.).  I think that this is an overlooked mod for power and overall "feel" to the car.  I did the exhaust and bigger turbo before even maxing out my 14b.  For those without one, I'd recommend putting in a FMIC with the exhaust and enjoy that improvement before putting in more fuel and cramming in more air with a huge turbo.<P>Mods before the IC:<BR>K&N air filter (with stock air box)<BR>ND 660 cc injectors<BR>Apexi S-AFC<BR>95+ ported exhaust manifold<BR>ported 16G turbo (small)<BR>ported EVO III O2 housing<BR>3" turbo-back exhaust (with high flow cat)<BR>JUN chromoly flywheel<BR>Unorthodox Racing underdrive pulley<P>Unrelated Mods (I'm not listing everything):<BR>Rebuilt JDM spec tranny<BR>New lifters<BR>Whiteline lowering springs (20% stiffer)<BR>KYB GR2 struts<BR>Whiteline Strut Tower Bars<BR>Whiteline swaybars 22mm<BR>New ICM||64.81.229.179||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||06-10-2002||01:28 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||40 hp and 30 ft/lbs. The decision for my next purchase has just been made!<P>Could you post some pics. I've seen the ones on their site but would like to see pics of the chiller on the car.<P>Thanks,<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||14
Z||000002||russthelm||06-11-2002||08:21 PM||rrwarren@earthlink.net||Be careful what you are looking at.  In my opinion, the before IC hp number was rather low considering his mods.  He only got that huge HP gain because he was eliminating his biggest restriction which then allowed the rest of the system to work much better.<P>Don't think that you will gain 40 hp on an otherwise stock car just by replacing the intercooler.||67.210.16.248||reg||1
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||06-11-2002||08:24 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||How mush was the IC Kit by itself.  You know minus labor.  Thanks man, Kris<p>[This message has been edited by SPEEDFIEND (edited 06-11-2002).]||67.201.148.59||reg||1
Z||000004||Dan D||06-11-2002||11:30 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||automotosports.com<P>$995 for intercooler and pipes||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||06-12-2002||12:11 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hey I like the shop and the service, infact I got my IC there. But is $9XX.XX worth it? Goto turbochargers.com or RRE and get a core for $5XX.XX. Then get some flexable heater hose or ducting and find out what the bends you will need are. Then buy some 90,45 and (or) 180 degree stainless bends from JC Whitney or where ever and some radiator hose and there you made your own pipes. There you have like $600 into it and you built a "custom" front mount. Or go here and cage two stockers. hehehe <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum3/HTML/000725.html" TARGET=_blank>www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum3/HTML/000725.html</A> ||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||06-12-2002||04:05 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by russthelm:<BR><B>Be careful what you are looking at.  In my opinion, the before IC hp number was rather low considering his mods.  He only got that huge HP gain because he was eliminating his biggest restriction which then allowed the rest of the system to work much better.<P>Don't think that you will gain 40 hp on an otherwise stock car just by replacing the intercooler.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I realize that results differ with every car. Those hp numbers also sounded low to me. An upgraded intercooler and piping should be the next thing, imho, for me in the buildup of my car. I just like that the core and piping look so nice and are made to fit the gvr4 with no moving of other components. I value good fit and finish just as much as performance.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||06-12-2002||10:42 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i dont think the intercooler is near as important as the piping.  the rre setup i have made a huge difference in response, and it has in effect, made the power come on at MUCH lower rpms.  i dont think it makes a lot more power, but it allows the "power mods" to work better.  i think the tiny stock ic piping is so restritive, most of the mods end up not doing much.  there is just not enough flow.  even if this rre setup were put on a stock car, it would feel like another 50 hp was added, but really, all it would be doing is making the power come on at a much lower rpm.  look at the effect a good exhaust does to a stock car.  now, what if you put bigger turbo, bigger injectors, etc?  the end result would be not much, because of the restrictive exhaust.  BUT, what if, after all of the mods, then you install a 3" exh, there would be so much power, you would be running around saying you got 100hp with just the exh.  but, really, you were just allowing the ENTIRE system to work/flow better.  that's why dyno tuning is the ultimate way to go.  and look at the examples, of removing the air can, no increase, but on a stock system, there would be.  i think our cars just BEG for bigger piping, AND, i think that the rre piping also is only good for moderate power gains, which, in my case, is perfect.  ||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000008||SPEEDFIEND||06-12-2002||05:08 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Does the IC from RRE or turbochargers.com fit with no modifications?  There is a EVO IC on Ebay.  Working under a budget SUCKS.  Thanks for the info everyone.  Kris||67.201.148.156||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||06-12-2002||05:23 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i think the rre pipes are marginal, at best.  also, you will need to fabricate a pipe coming thru the core, and to the inlet of an intercooler.  not an easy job.  the "C" pipe that goes from the outside to the inside of the engine bay needs to be bent a LOT better, and the pipe that connects to that one can also be bent better.  the placement of the bov flange makes you be creative in getting the hose back to the intake.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR4458||06-12-2002||09:21 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Yes, power gains vary by car.  Most important point made:  get rid of the damn restrictions in the car.  I think the intake and exhaust restrictions are the most limiting factors on the car (more so than the turbo or injectors).  Again, my opinion is that to get the most out of what youhave, get new piping and a bigger IC.<P>I sent Jon some pics of the kit.  For those of us who don't ant to do major modifications and want that "factory" look, this is the way to go.  No cutting, moving, etc.  Sure, it can be done cheaper, but I don't want my car to look like a hack had his way with it.  C'mon, there are only a handful of these tings left, try to keep em looking good.<P>EH||64.81.229.179||reg||1
Z||000011||Team Ducktape||06-13-2002||12:22 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||"C'mon, there are only a handful of these tings left, try to keep em looking good" <P>Have you seen Jason's car? He has one of the best (aside from number3's, he's kindof in a league of his own) that I have ever seen. Also he is one of the most anal and nit-picky person I know. Now he is doing this for $ reasons and it looks good, why do you think he used stainlees steel for the box? Because he wasnted to add some more weight??? I do all the work myself as do many on this board, no offence but you can take that store bought crap and put it in a warm dark place....... Anytime some of you people hear of someone not buying a certian part from Extreme, Buschur or one of the other quote-unquote DSM venders you trash it?? Why?? The time alone that I have seen Jason (at my house and his) work on this project is more than most of your venders have into all their products combined (building wise). BTW how many of these products do these people make that they sell?? If you say all your wrong!!!! Most of the turbo-back exhausts they sell as their's, usually is made or atleast bent by someone else. Sorry dude I'm just tired of hearing of how great these kits are when any half assed bender can do it for lees that half of waht they charge. Insted of buying that $900 Intercooler kit, buy a welder trust me it will serve you better. And use the other $500 that you would have spent on the piping for the classes at your local Tec college to get to really know how to weld.||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000012||Team Ducktape||06-13-2002||12:25 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||After you learn how to weld, goto you local muffler shop tell them what you need for bends and start making parts for the rest of us for cheaper and let the mighty prymid come down....||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000013||turbowop||06-13-2002||01:31 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>After you learn how to weld, goto you local muffler shop tell them what you need for bends and start making parts for the rest of us for cheaper and let the mighty prymid come down....</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I don't have the time. I'll gladly pay a little extra for a nice product that I can install without having to reconfigure other items under the hood. Besides, Spearco cores go for like $500 all by themselves anyway and in my small town it's hard to find people to do work (like welding) that I approve of as I myself am nitpicky as hell. Since I'm the one that would have to figure out what bends I will need, like I said at first in this post, I don't have the time.<P>Mark<BR>1051  <P>||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000014||CKA||06-13-2002||02:00 AM||cka@globaldialog.com||I agree with what Rob said.  There are quite a few parts, odds and end in these cars that can be fabbed up with a little planning and effort.  This can save you a lot of money when compared to the equivalent that is being sold by others for a substantial mark up in price.  Sure most people don�t have access to fab equipment, or might not want to even mess with the time and effort, which is fine.  But your dollars saved can be shot into parts that can�t be easily made by the do it yourselfer, like the turbos, trannies, pistons and so on (if HP is what you desire).  Looks are all in the eye of the beholder, to me, seeing a obviously moddified engine bay (the look of HP) looks sweeter than trying the match the look of what came from the factor, it sparks more interest in the car.<P>Jason<BR> <BR>||66.84.245.110||reg||1
Z||000015||JonGVR4||06-14-2002||08:57 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Here are the pictures of the kit installed.  <BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/eh/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/new/eh/</A> <P>This one kind of says it all: <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/eh/underbumper.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/new/eh/underbumper.jpg</A> <P>You know, a sawzall can do wonders on the bumper in these cars.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000016||turbowop||06-14-2002||11:45 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Hmmmm, I can't say that I like the way that core mounts. I thought it was a normal behind the bumper install. Is it possible to mount it behind the bumper and still use the piping?<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000017||number3||06-15-2002||01:19 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||"He has one of the best (aside from number3's, he's kindof in a league of his own) that I have ever seen."<P>Thanks... I think.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I think that well made prefab kit are the only way to go for some people and a custom one off locally made system is the only way to go for others. <BR> <BR>Remember some people can make more money per hour doing what they are personally good at then custom making an IC system. <P>When this is the case it is easier and cheaper for them to buy a quality kit. <P>Some just want it their way (me for example) and others have to make it themself the cheapest they can for no other reason than they can not afford it otherwise. <P>Neither way is right or wrong.<P>Look thru the older pictures Jon has on this site. I had ugly mig welded painted mild steel but very effective IC pipes at one time. There wasn't any choice then. No one made a kit or a core for the GVR4 then. We HAD to make our own.<P>FWIW<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
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A||||2||James||VR4 misfiring||||14||
Z||000000||James||06-10-2002||11:00 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||The other day my wife came home with the Vr4 misfiring. I had a similar problem about 9 months ago and after mucking around with plugs, coils ,fuel filter etc, the problem kinda went away. This time, new plugs didn't fix it, neither did  changing coils. So I  took one of the plug leads  off  my Evo 3, and swapped it one at a time and tested it. It turns out #2 plug lead is faulty.The  leads on it are 8.8mm topguns which are  now  about  2 years old. I  hope this helps anyone with a similar problem, as it can be a prick to  find the cause. It can also be an expensive  excercise buying  new parts trying to track the problem down.||210.48.128.214||reg||14
Z||000001||Ash||06-10-2002||09:23 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||James, do EVO's have the same plug leads & coil packs or are they slightly different?  Just curious.  ||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000002||James||06-11-2002||03:12 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Ash, they are slightly different. The  plug leads have the same ends ,but the coils are slightly different and are positioned on top instead of underneath.||210.48.128.214||reg||1
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A||||6||keydiver||Heavy duty rear axles||||1||
Z||000000||keydiver||06-10-2002||03:26 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I don't know if anyone else has posted this, but here's a rather expensive fix for those broken rear axles: <A HREF="http://www.driveshaftshop.com/MITSU.ivnu" TARGET=_blank>http://www.driveshaftshop.com/MITSU.ivnu</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.165||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||06-10-2002||04:30 PM||jon@jgronline.com||How many people do you know that have broken a 4 bolt axle?  I know of one.  David Buschur when he was running low 11's.  Now that same car with a 4 bolt rear end runs high 9's and doesn't break but with a different driver.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||06-10-2002||08:13 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I think Shepard took out a front and rear axle at the sametime... But your point is dead on. It is very rare that the OEM mitsu 4 bolt axles give up. <P>Curious if John, Sean and Brent all run stock axles. Probably.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||06-11-2002||10:48 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||But what about those of us still running a 3-bolt and 4-wheel steering? ;-)||66.156.209.50||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||06-11-2002||10:55 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Upgrade to a 4 bolt rear end.  If you want to keep the AWS, then do what Scott Evans did and swap the AWS gear from the 3 bolt diff to the 4 bolt diff.  Plus, you'll need a hole on top of the 4 bolt diff for the AWS pump.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||Jose||06-11-2002||12:39 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Is that hard to do (4 bolt with 4WS)? If so does anyone know someone on the East Coast that can do it?<BR>Jose.......||64.12.106.21||reg||1
Z||000006||turboflanagan||06-12-2002||03:23 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I just don't hear much at all about front axles breaking.  Is it mostly the rear that give up or do the fronts go too and I have just heard of the 4-bolt upgrade?  Does Raxles have upgrade axles or just good replacements?||66.114.238.18||reg||1
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A||||1||suprflewus||where to tap for 12v for electronic boost controller||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||06-11-2002||11:51 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||hello.<BR>any recommendations on where to tap in for 12v for an electronic boost controller??<P>i am mounting it in the upper din slot.....<P>specific wiring locations and wire colors will help out alot <P>thanks guys and girls<BR>dale||152.163.207.203||reg||1
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||06-13-2002||01:48 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||u can use the +12V and ground from the stereo, wire coloring can be found from vfaq I think, or if u have other wires to tap to the ECU, mind as well tap the 12V and ground from the ECU also, wiring guide can be found at <A HREF="http://www.apexi-usa.com" TARGET=_blank>www.apexi-usa.com</A>  go under AFC/AVR wiring guide, u can find it there, or vfaq as well||63.204.74.30||reg||1
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A||||2||GVR4_1221||Transmission repair shops||||5||
Z||000000||GVR4_1221||06-12-2002||01:27 AM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||I am in need of finding a good transmission repair shop. I am looking at <A HREF="http://www.teamrip.com" TARGET=_blank>www.teamrip.com</A>  to do the work. I was interested in finding someone who has work done by them and how well the transmission is holding up now. Or another shop that they would recommend. Thanks Matt||64.66.204.211||reg||5
Z||000001||smokindav||06-12-2002||08:52 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Jon at TRE (www.teamrip.com) rebuilt my tranny while I watched.  He does an excellent job and it shifts so sweet when he finishes!<P>But, I see that you are from Cali so maybe Road Race Engineering would be a better shop for you to contact since they are in the L.A. area.<P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||06-12-2002||07:27 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Not smashing any of the shops out there, as I know TRE and several other DSM tranny specialists do great jobs, but keep this in mind when speaking to someone who may or may not be a good tranny builder. ALL of the hi-po DSM trannies use STOCK internals (sometimes cyroed or what not), it's simply that they match evenly tuned parts together, and assemble them correctly.||66.168.102.163||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000686.cgi
A||||2||91vr4evolution||Ignition timing with hacked Mas?||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||06-12-2002||03:24 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Since the Ecu decides the timing from the airflow, rpm. etc what affect does hacking the Mas have on this?  Is the factory timing on the conservative side of advanced? When I get my modded turbo back I'm obviously concerned about the mixtures but timing is also a concern..any of you guys with afc's or vpc's have any hints? ||203.96.111.200||reg||5
Z||000001||JonGVR4||06-12-2002||09:14 AM||jon@jgronline.com||With a lower MAS signal, you'll get more timing advance.  That is the old trick.  Run big injectors and high fuel pressure with a hacked MAS.  Then run an AFC to tune it.  The end result is a very low MAS signal and lots of timing advance.<BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||06-13-2002||05:15 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||So that means that the timing maps are on the conservative side? Should I rely (trust) the knock sensor? That I don't have to  worry about being in a different flow/ignition map than where I actually am? To trim/increase the fuel I'm going to use the pump rewire, possibly with an adjustable FPR if needed, I'm lucky that it comes with 510cc injectors standard...anyhow I'm getting the A/F checked by Ralliart with a wide band sensor once I get it all back together...<P>Mike <p>[This message has been edited by 91vr4evolution (edited 06-13-2002).]||203.96.111.200||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000687.cgi
A||||6||James|| 4ws,better with or without||||5||
Z||000000||James||06-12-2002||04:11 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||After driving my Evo3, I can really feel the 4ws in my VR4. In fact it makes the car feel very clumsy. Mind you  the  shockers are not in great condition., but it  almost   feels like the steering is connected  with a large rubberband. I  never really noticed so much until I got the EVO.(spoilt, I know!) I'm just curious, but those  of you  that have  dumped  the 4ws, did  it improve the way the  thing feels in the handling department. Maybe everyone  should dump it. ||210.48.128.214||reg||5
Z||000001||91vr4evolution||06-12-2002||05:43 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Absolutely it made a huge difference...stopped the 'arrgh!! the rear-end's sliding out' feeling...much more confidence through fast speeders<P>Mike||203.96.111.200||reg||10
Z||000002||smokindav||06-12-2002||08:54 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Have to agree.  The 4ws in my GVR4 is down right scary when the speeds go up on those fast sweepers.  I hate it!  Plus it feels like everytime the boost comes on or the car accelerates (you can really feel it if the cruise control is on) the rear starts to steer, then the boost falls, and then it stops steering (this is on a straight road, not turning).  Don't know how to describe it but it's annoying as hell.||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000003||Tondar||06-12-2002||09:53 AM||mkii91@yahoo.com||are there any detailed write-ups on how to ditch it?  I would prefer to remove all associated parts as well.<P>Thanks||136.1.1.154||reg||1
Z||000004||bob in chicago||06-12-2002||10:38 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net|| <A HREF="http://www.Mofugas.com" TARGET=_blank>www.Mofugas.com</A>  has a neat AWS blockoff kit which locks it hydraulically. But, I had Mofugas's Rob weld up my rear steering rack to absolutely fix the geometry of the rear mechanically when he installed rear suspension bushings.  By the way, you are not far from Mofugas; he's in Fowlerville just off of I-96 about halfway to Lansing. ||24.148.46.233||reg||1
Z||000005||7541000||06-12-2002||07:45 PM||||specially in the wet, it transfers weight like one of those bobble heads, still trying to get the hang of it, its a little like surfing or snowboarding- got to constantly drive in arcs. ||12.78.183.242||reg||13
Z||000006||GroceryGetter||06-12-2002||10:53 PM||fevangelista@cfl.rr.com||Mofugas no longer sells the block off kit.||65.33.201.200||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000688.cgi
A||||12||turboflanagan||Cyclone intake-- Ken Inn||||1||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||06-12-2002||03:50 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Ken, didn't you have and ditch a cyclone intake on your car.  Did your jdm engine have one and you switched to the domestic intake?  If so, please tell why.  Did it have to do with the h2o injection you're running?<P>Peter||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||06-12-2002||05:30 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||no, i kept the cyclone intake on, and also the jdm throttle body.  i notice a lot better low end, for instance, a lot of the stop and go traffic i USED to be in, i had to either be wound out in first, or just slightly bogging in second, wind first, shift, bog, brake, back to first, wind first, shift, bog, brake, yada, yada.  the cyclone enabled me to actually start out in second, and stay in second all the time.  for that type of driving, it was a good change.  i drive the car like an old man, (mainly because i AM an old man), mostly i shift at about 5k rpm, and i am in 5th by about 45mph.  so i like the lower rpms to have power.  the cyclone helps out for this type of driving.  you younger guys probably wont notice any improvement at all||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||06-12-2002||09:27 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||You talking bad about me Kenn?||4.47.41.67||reg||12
Z||000003||Jose||06-13-2002||09:00 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||ken inn, <BR>how did you hook up the cyclone intake to work?||205.188.197.36||reg||5
Z||000004||ken inn||06-13-2002||11:12 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||straight to the intake itself.  it only needs very little vacuum to close, you can suck it close easily.  it's not the best way, but it works good enough.  the jdm ecu controls a solenoid that keeps them closed until above 3k rpm.  someone said if you use the egr system, it wont open until above 3k rpm, but my egr aint there, and it works for me as it is.  if you are thinking about installing it on the car, i dont think it is really worth the effort.  if it is already on a motor that you are installing, there are still issues.  for example, you absolutely must have the coil bracket, or the coil assembly, and the ign wires.  having the output transistor bracket helps, but the stocker can be modified.  then, by far the biggest problem is clearing the a/c lines, if you are keeping the a/c.  you have to grind the hell out of the surge tank bracket, or remove it completely.  i kept it, and ground the hell out of it.  then, some say to bend the a/c line, as it is coming out of the compressor.  i started to, and i could hear gas escaping, so i stopped.  someone said to heat it with a torch.  not me.  so, i ground off one of the raised bosses on the manifold that support the coil, and moved the coil slightly, and it cleared nicely.  having installed it once with the motor in the car, and once with it on the jdm motor, if i EVER have to take it off, it aint going back on.  ||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000005||Jose||06-13-2002||11:16 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have had a JDM motor in my car over a year with the manifold. I hook mine up with a MSD rpm switch, and a little vacuum motor. I have mine set to open at 3500 rpm. I thought there was a different way to hook it up.<BR>Jose.....||205.188.193.31||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||06-14-2002||03:12 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Someone mentioned that the purge solenoid gets activated above 3000 RPM. Has anyone ever thought about hijacking that output to control the Cyclone? Has anyone ever monitored the purge solenoid to see if it always opens above 3000 RPM, even at WOT?<BR>Does anyone know where I could get a wiring diagram for a JDM GVR-4, because I can see from reverse-engineering the JDM ECU that they've used the ABS and EGR temperature connections for other things, like the Cyclone control I believe. They actually have an extra little interface board, IC102, to drive the Cyclone. Our ECU's have the place for the IC, but of course lack the programming to use it even if you installed it.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.209.50||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||06-14-2002||04:09 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yo, jeff, i think that all the discussions about the cyclone are going to become moot, because of emissions.  there is no provision for egr, and if your state goes to a revised stricter emissions testing, like here in texas, all dyno testing, the car will fail the visual.  i am looking at possibly having to put all the stuff back, and make it look like it is all there.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000008||turboflanagan||06-16-2002||11:32 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I live in Atlanta, GA and I think that we just changed our emissions testing again(stricter of course).  I'm not sure what it is exactly.  I don't know how the testers would know if a particular car is supposed to have an egr or not.  Some engines just didn't have them installed at all.  Even now some of the new Caravans have them and some don't.  I think that the 3.0 have, the 3.3&3.8 had them and now they come with block off plates instead.  So how is a tester to fail someone on a visual when the intake that you have has no port for it and it looks properly blocked off of the exhaust?  <P>Just sniff the my rear end and leave me alone!  My car runs better and cleaner than most any 10+year old car because I modify it to!  Go clean up a deisel or something useful.||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||06-16-2002||01:11 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if your test is done on a dyno, they will detect nox immediatly.  the egr is mainly for reduction of nox.  here in my area, the new testing is all on a dyno.  expect it to soon be required in all states.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000010||turboflanagan||06-16-2002||10:11 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||We do have dyno testing here, but nobody has a all wheel drive dyno, so, no dyno for the GVR4.  Just stick it up the tailpipe and *cough*.  <BR>Especially for you Ken, and others running water injection, the EGR shouldn't matter too much at all.  I would really love to see nox numbers for egr vs. no egr w/water injection.  The water should do a beter job of cooling the combustion chamber and thus have no nox at all even without the EGR valve.<P>A properly tuned car, even an 11 sec. GVR4 should be a very clean running car.  If not then you are just wasting power.||66.114.238.18||reg||12
Z||000011||Ian M||06-16-2002||11:04 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I do emissons testing in VA. There's a MOTOR guide we use that lists emissions equipment that is used on any particular car,if the sticker under the hood (it lists what is on the car) is missing. Here,at least,theres no AWD dynos so all vehicles with non disengageable AWD or traction control are run through a 2-speed idle test. I have seen some of the damndest stuff pass the sniffer even on the dyno. I have been told that MD has gotten some AWD dynos-I think MD emissions is done by state run facilities,where as in VA they are done at private shops. AWD dynos would be cost prohibitive for a  private shop to purchase,so I imagine for a while at least,that if the testing is done at private shops in your area it will be a while before  you see AWD dynos... Maybe VA residents are lucky...||129.71.114.21||reg||1
Z||000012||ken inn||06-17-2002||12:08 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i am not afraid of the sniffer, and i know that it will only be done at idle.  what i am worried about, is some smart ass tester looking for the egr valve.  that's why i have all the hoses and connections looking like they are going somewhere.  i also have found that if the car is really clean, the testers will not be as curious.  the car passed before, after i had removed all of the egr stuff, but this year may the new laws went into effect.  the visual is what may stop the car from passing.||4.47.36.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000689.cgi
A||||12||dank||122 Performance Exhaust||||1||
Z||000000||dank||06-13-2002||06:07 PM||accordpage@email.com||Do any of you have experience with these exhausts?  They are only $545 I think, and are the same component wise as a Certified setup.  I talked to someone there today, and he said it would be a few weeks until he could build one, and that he usually builds like 5 or so at a time.  Maybe we could set up some sort of mini groupbuy.  Just a thought.  Anyway, post anything you have heard about the exhaust or 122 performace in general.  Thanks||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000001||dank||06-13-2002||08:07 PM||accordpage@email.com||Oh, and by the way, its an 3" aluminized turbo back with satainless flex section and magnaflow muffler, no cat.  ||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||06-14-2002||12:10 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||They are good people with a nice product and I have never heard anything bad about them, and that is very rare in my book. If you wondering if his stuff works check out  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000649.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000649.html</A>   That says enough.<P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR-4||06-24-2002||09:23 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||It just so happens I met the guy yesteday. His name is Andy and he lives in Forest City, North Carolina. I got a chance to check out his VR-4 which just ran an 11.96 @ 123. It dynoed at over 480 to the front wheels. He has a lot of experience tuning the 4g63 and is very knowledgable. He definitely knows how to make these cars go fast. Another strength he has is knowing where to put the money: he can make you fast cheaply. I found it surprising that his car still has a "restrictive" 1g MAS on it.<P>Just thought I'd share my $ .02...<P>dp  ||65.83.170.182||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR-4||06-24-2002||09:28 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I guess I should've looked at the link above my post BEFORE I posted: I haven't told you guys anything!<P>dp<p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 06-24-2002).]||65.83.170.182||reg||12
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||07-02-2002||02:40 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Dank, I could be in for one. $545 sure beats other prices, all over $700 last time I looked. ||205.166.229.133||reg||1
Z||000006||Russ Keenan||07-02-2002||09:58 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Hmmmm I know he only has complete systems on the site. I was just wondering if I already had a 3" Dp if he could still hook me up with one from the dp back or close then I could get it finished localy. Hate to sell DP it it's brand new. But he seems like a good guy and he's a VR4'r and I almost forgot He's got good prices.<P>91 Talon 12.6@116 sold<BR>431/1000 Rebuild in progress. We can build it faster, We can make it stronger ummmmm Ok not stronger  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||63.184.232.240||reg||1
Z||000007||dank||07-06-2002||02:20 PM||accordpage@email.com||I emailed Andy again, he said that he is putting all work off until after the shootout, so we'll have to wait until after that.<P>No groupbuys, but $545 is still a damn good price.  I'll be sure to post pics and my thoughts on the exhaust when I get it.||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR4ZUM||12-24-2002||12:56 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Does anybody have a pics of this exhaust system? <P>Dank <BR>Did you ever get it?  How do you like it?<P><P>------------------<BR>||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000009||mitsuvr4||12-24-2002||03:31 PM||||Talked to them about a month ago.  They (122 Performance) don't make or offer the full exhaust any longer.  Their website does still display the O2 housings though.<P>Karl<BR>860/2000<P>------------------<BR>||156.99.90.179||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR4ZUM||12-24-2002||03:59 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Oh ok,<BR>How about from RNRRacing?  Seems that they have good prices. Does anybody know what type of muffler they use?  I tried contacting them, but no luck.  Does anybody have their exhaust system on the car.<P>I've contacted Dave from Certified Muffler and he's giving me 5% off if I get it before the 31st.<BR>I'm just looking if somebody else have a better deal.<P>thanks Karl<BR>Happy Holidays!<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by GVR4ZUM (edited 12-24-2002).]||64.157.76.213||reg||9
Z||000011||91 #680||12-24-2002||05:10 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||after the holidays I'll probably get a 3" turbo-back from RNR.  He wants 500 for the turbo back and 200 for a ss bullet muffler.  I'm just going to use a generic straight through muffler with a 3" tip; there's no need for that bling $200 muffler.  The guy at RNR works out of his garage in San Diego. He apparently  TIG welds the bends and does nice work.  I'll let you guy's know about the quality and performance of this muffler soon. <A HREF="http://www.rnrracing.com/tbe.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rnrracing.com/tbe.html</A> <P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000012||91 #680||12-24-2002||05:12 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||oops looks like his ss muffler is just $50 dollars extra SS piping is an extra $200...<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000690.cgi
A||||4||91vr4evolution||sorry,another MAS question||||1||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||06-14-2002||12:58 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I just tried looking up the FAQ on the ECU, fuelcut theory and the page came up as not existing anymore....so...is it the MAS maxing out physically or electrically...if electrically then would adding a bigger(2G) Mas help the situation or would the ECU still freak out with a fuel cut...do I need to do a hell of a lot of overtime and buy a new computer...4 grand for an autronic...ouch!||210.54.121.236||reg||1
Z||000001||1101||06-14-2002||01:32 AM||karns10@attbi.com||check out thread:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000446.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000446.html</A> ||12.235.100.219||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||06-14-2002||10:23 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Fuel cut is caused by the ECU seeing too much air coming through the MAS. The ECU knows how much fuel the stock fuel pump can pump, and once it reachs that limit, even if you have replaced the fuel pump, it shuts the fun down. There are several ways to extend or eliminate fuel cut:<BR>1) change to a 2g MAS, which sends a signal around 21% lower to the ECU for the same amount of airflow. This must be accompanied by an increase in fuel flow, such as 550cc injectors to maintain the correct A/F ratio. I have never hit fuel cut with this combination.<BR>2) Hacking the stock MAS. This accomplishes the same as #1, it allows more air to bypass the metered section of the MAS. Too much hacking can ruin the idle and lean the A/F out too much, so many people try the Blaha modified MAS which has a little door on it that closes at low airflow to preserve idle, but opens at higher airflow. You could probably extend the fuel cut significantly by doing a little hacking and raising the base fuel pressure with a good fuel pressure regulator (Spoolinup, Paxton, Aeromotive, etc). Just getting up to the 2g base pressure of 43psi would give you 8% more fuel off the stock injectors.<BR>3) the fuel cut defenser, as we talked about on that link above. Potentially dangerous, as it fools the ECU into thinking the air is less dense, so the ECU runs a leaner A/F ratio. I ran it for awhile with no problems with just a 4.7K resistor.<BR>4) Dejon makes some air intakes that bypass the air without hacking your MAS. They also explain some of the theory of fuel cut and also MAS overrun: <A HREF="http://users.erinet.com/40666/dsm-cip-faq.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://users.erinet.com/40666/dsm-cip-faq.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://users.erinet.com/40666/DSM-1g-CIP.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://users.erinet.com/40666/DSM-1g-CIP.htm</A> <BR>5) TMO chip, totally eliminates fuel cut. Potentially dangerous, especially if you haven't upgraded the fuel pump.<BR>Good Luck!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.209.50||reg||1
Z||000003||91vr4evolution||06-14-2002||02:19 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks very much guys, thats the answer I'm after...there's a guy in NZ who does a chip that also removes the fuelcut, so I going to talk to him to find out if it continues the mapping or just turns it off(if you get my meaning!)If it continues the fuel mapping then hopefully the timimg maps are also continued. I understand that a guy using one of these chips was able to run an 11.2 in a Evo 1. I'm also looking at getting a Bosch motorsport pump that fits onto the standard mounting. <P>Cheers, Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||10
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||06-17-2002||01:19 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Well I talked to the chip guy today and asked him about the tuning on his chips. He has generic chips OR he will custom tune a chip for your car on the dyno. The price for the generic chip is $400 and for the dyno-tuned chip is $700, so my tuning concerns are resolved(for this tuneup,ha ha). Thanks to everyone for their help.<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||10




ubb/Forum2/000691.cgi
A||||9||Dan||Running lean!!!||||1||
Z||000000||Dan||06-14-2002||11:35 PM||subs810@aol.com||I am trying to figure out what is going on. My O2 values will not go over .84v. I have rewired the pump, have a new Walbro 190, and the "screw" on the MAS all the way in. The O2 is only 8months old. The car only has 100kmiles on it. I am running stock boost levels. I have a 2 1/2" cat back, and open air filter. These are the only mods. I hope that all of this info helps. Thanks<BR>Dan <BR>280/1000<p>[This message has been edited by Dan (edited 06-14-2002).]||206.148.56.66||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||06-14-2002||11:40 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Do you think it could be something wrong with your gauge?||63.227.47.63||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan||06-15-2002||12:03 AM||subs810@aol.com||That is what the datalogger read.||206.148.56.66||reg||1
Z||000003||turbowop||06-15-2002||04:19 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||What are your knock counts and how's the timing? My jumptronix will show around .89-.90 but whenever I do a datalog the datalogger always shows a consistant .92 at WOT. I think I'm going to sell the Jumptronix now that I have a datalogger since I trust the logger more and don't really need two o2 meters.<P>Mark<BR>1051||152.163.213.76||reg||1
Z||000004||markrieb||06-15-2002||01:31 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Do you have an S-AFC?<P>I had nearly this same problem when I ran the "Blue Wire Mod" on my S-AFC.  Removed the mod, and the O2 voltages came back to normal.<P>Mark Rieb||208.8.135.6||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||06-15-2002||06:52 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||My O2's are never over .84 either, but the fuel trims and knock sum/timing look good, so I say F'it.  If you can see that you get no knock and your egts aren't skyhigh, then don't worry about the O2, they are dreadfully inaccurate devices.<p>[This message has been edited by Dan D (edited 06-15-2002).]||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000006||BluFalcon||06-17-2002||04:26 AM||muttski@gte.net||<BR>So how do you tune by fuel trims?  My O2 voltage rarely goes above .86 no matter what I do with the car.  Walbro 255 lp HP Pump, EVO 510 CC injectors, S-AFC and stock FPR.  When datalogging,  I occasionally see some small amounts of knock (no more than 3 or so) at WOT, but timing never gets pulled back past 16 degrees.  EGT's just start hitting 800 C, at about 6.5K RPM.  Installed a new 02 sensor...still the same story.  I'm kind of in the same boat as the original poster.  On my old Talon with the same  fuel setup...I used to see .90-.93 at WOT on a regular basis.  Just wondering, since I seem to be better at putting the stuff together, rather than tuning it.||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||06-17-2002||07:25 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I also have this problem, a guy called Matt Wenger emailed me this.  I assume he is on this board but I don't know his username & his email bounced for some reason.  I haven't put it into practice yet but it makes sense.  Thanks Matt. (Whereever you are)<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><BR>one suggestions on your low voltage readings...<P>try adding a ground-strap to your downpipe on your car, and make sure your <BR>ecu is properly grounded very well, and your 02 gauge is grounded where the <BR>ecu is grounded.<P>also, clean and re-soldier the 2 engine block grounds<P>I did this and my 02 voltages are now normal<P>I used to get .84v at 7psi of boost on a 14B and I had a big walbro 255lph <BR>high-pressure fuel pump<P>now I get what I should<P>hoope this helps<P>-Matt<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>||203.21.226.26||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||06-17-2002||09:52 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I remember Nate telling me that one time he and Harry had to completely replace the O2 wire on one car to get the O2's up. The underhood temperatures and time had evidently increased the resistance of the wiring. You could try just running 2 new wires right from the O2 sensor to the ECU.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.209.50||reg||1
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||06-17-2002||01:50 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I just ignore my O2 voltages and tune by knock, EGT's, and timing.  My O2 voltages are .78-.80 at WOT, despite EGT's being low and 0 knock, so the O2 numbers are worthless to me.  :-) <P>I have added several ground straps, replaced the O2 sensor twice, and I just don't care about the voltages anymore.  ||129.120.56.207||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000692.cgi
A||N||17||91redjoker||carbon fiber hood anybody ||||5||
Z||000000||91redjoker||06-15-2002||07:35 PM||turk5834@msn.com||does anybody know where we can get one or if they even make them?????||67.200.202.236||reg||5
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-15-2002||10:30 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||This has beem talked about before. Wholehyper was going to do them but the demand would be to low. A couple of people were talking about doing it on the this board<BR>but they would need about 6 or 7 people to get in on it. Oh yeah the price would be 600+ for them. PS I still have the VR-4 for sale if you want it, Maybe a partial trade for yours if its a GS, GSR, Or GSX<P>Zach<P>||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||06-16-2002||12:52 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||The only place that sells a fiberglass one is <A HREF="http://www.bodykit.co.nz/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.bodykit.co.nz/</A> <BR>Alot of talk about the carbonfiber hoods trying to be made/manufacture some, but no ever makes them.<BR>FYI, I have the one from Bodykit. It uses the factory hood latch and mounts. Finish is execllent.<P>Martin Tolentino<BR>90 Laser RS-T<BR>91 Galant VR-4 <BR>496/2000<BR>||68.8.84.182||reg||1
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||06-16-2002||01:30 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||How much wieght do you think you shaved with the fiberglass hood?  Kris||67.201.148.194||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||06-16-2002||03:07 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I wouldn't go with fiberglass.  Fiberglass actually insulates heat, when metal absorbs some of it.  Go with carbon fiber.||63.231.76.23||reg||1
Z||000005||91redjoker||06-16-2002||03:21 PM||turk5834@msn.com||i couldnt find any hoods on that website...||67.200.202.111||reg||1
Z||000006||Garfield Wright||06-16-2002||10:44 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Check this out. <A HREF="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=32852&category_id=&sub_id=&variable_file=&page=99&set=6&position=116&total_count=124&web" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=32852&category_id=&sub_id=&variable_file=&page=99&set=6&position=116&total_count=124&web</A>  site=default&prev_action=search&session=3d0d4bc42ed0d313||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000007||Pappy||06-17-2002||02:16 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Hmm... I don't exactly trust a businessman who doesn't speak proper english.  Saying "yo" and not using sentences makes me cautious.||140.247.202.24||reg||1
Z||000008||SPEEDFIEND||06-17-2002||05:23 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Has anyone on the site been able to get a hold of this guy?  Kris||67.201.148.38||reg||1
Z||000009||teet||06-17-2002||06:34 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||I can make them.<P>they will look exactly like  <A HREF="http://www.oregontrailrally.com/gallery/2002/parc_expose/DCP01354.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://www.oregontrailrally.com/gallery/2002/parc_expose/DCP01354.JPG</A> <P>there were some pics on the mofugas page that were better...i'll see what's up with those.<P>450 for fiberglass copies ready to paint...plus shipping.<P>they require hood pins.<BR>they aren't "perfect" show quality.  They are made in my garage.<P>the vents you see are the vents you get.  You could theoretically cut those out and put a patch in...but I am not going to do it for you.<P>approx. 14 lbs vs 47 for stock.  <P>They are strong.  When I smashed into the tree...it "broke" the one corner and then snapped/bent the 4 hood pins I was holding the hood on with...and the hood just about left the car.  <P>800 for carbon/foam core.  8 lbs.  Not a perfectly clear finish and you will be able to see cuts in the carbon.<P>I had zero heat shielding on the hood for 6 weekends of rallying.  If I were going to run it for a street car, I would probably put some insulation/heat reflectivity stuff on there.<P>fiberglass doesn't insulate more than carbon...that is incorrect.  <P>cash up front.<P>John||134.134.248.28||reg||1
Z||000010||Martin Tolentino||06-19-2002||08:54 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||FYI, mine weighs 20 lbs and uses the factory hood latch and mounts. I want the real EVO3<BR>hood vents, but their $350.00 plus and are hard to find.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000011||Garfield Wright||06-19-2002||11:34 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I can get the gvr4 jdm hood vents brand new from the dealer.  They're $200+s&h.  Once I place the order it takes @ least 30 days to get them.  I've been trying to get them used for approx 8mths now without any luck.  They only came on the ZR4 model from what I understand & cannot be found in any junk yards anywhere in Japan.  If anyone is interested in getting these, drop me a line @ garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com.  Serious inquiries only & I would need the money up front because they're special order & cannot be returned.  I'm pretty sure I can get the evo style ones as well but not sure how much they're going to sell them to me for.  Martin mentioned $350.  I can find out.||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000012||BossGVR4||06-19-2002||12:18 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Garfield, don't take this the wrong way but ....<P>My friend got the JDM Vents (the pair) for $90, these were new from teh dealer in OEM white gelcoat w/ the mesh inserts. His cousin in Australia got them for him. I don't know how much it cost to ship them to VA.||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000013||Garfield Wright||06-19-2002||01:40 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I'm glad I posted that message.  At that price I shoud be getting mine through u or your cousin.  Can you cousin still get them?  Please let me know as I was planning on ordering them for my car from the dealer month end. My email address is garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com.  ||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000014||SPEEDFIEND||06-20-2002||10:00 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I Emailed that guy on the DSM Trader about the Carbon fiber hoods.  He said that we have to call <A HREF="http://www.importfan.com" TARGET=_blank>www.importfan.com</A>  and tell them to start on the hoods.  How many people are actually interested in the hoods?  Maybe we can get a group buy going.  Kris||67.208.122.63||reg||1
Z||000015||Pappy||06-24-2002||07:17 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||It depends on the price.  The previous group buys that have been attempted have all been too expensive for me.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000016||uno||06-24-2002||07:26 PM||corona1977@juno.com||spoke to "tommy" there and he said probably 700.00 at least with at least 10-12 initial hoods required. Seems a bit steep.||216.187.162.8||reg||1
Z||000017||uno||06-27-2002||12:50 PM||corona1977@juno.com||also called street weapon composites <A HREF="http://www.streetweaponkits.com" TARGET=_blank>www.streetweaponkits.com</A>  in S.D. and they said 600.00 with groupbuys being less for 10 or more. But 600.00 for a single one is getting better...||216.187.162.254||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000693.cgi
A||||0||Martin Chilcote||intercooler info||||3||
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||06-16-2002||12:21 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||Here's some interesting reading for anybody deciding about intercoolers, piping, etc.<BR>It's in 4 parts. <A HREF="http://www.autospeed.com/A_0084/P_1/article.html" TARGET=_blank>www.autospeed.com/A_0084/P_1/article.html</A> ||65.64.2.155||reg||3




ubb/Forum2/000694.cgi
A||||1||evol||making a uicp (ghetto)||||1||
Z||000000||evol||06-16-2002||12:53 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||hey all--<P>I have to connect my stock intercooler pipe to the throttle body elbow. the stock 1g pipe wont fit (obviously)on the fat ass 2g tbe. ideas?  i have to figure out how to make some kind of intake for my 2g mas, as well. <P>I was thinking about just buying apiece of pvc piping and a few hose clamps from rre and just being ghetto like that. a far as the 2g mas goes, i'm pretty much clueless as to where I'm going to put it. one thing's foir sure though. the stock parts arent going back on.||172.151.231.95||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||06-16-2002||12:58 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||try pep boys, the muffler section, get some short lengths of reducer pipe.||4.47.36.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000695.cgi
A||||1||Alex||Custom 1991 Galant VR4 For Sale on Ebay||||5||
Z||000000||Alex||06-16-2002||04:42 PM||||<BR>I am in search of a Vr4 that has both performance upgrades and whose body is in exellent condition... I have been searching for some time now. I finally found a car worth looking at it is currently on Ebay auction.. The guy whose selling it has sent me numerous pictures and the car looks exellent. My question is how much should I expect to pay for this Beauty??? (the car also passed through car facts.com with flyn colors). Please ad your thoughts and input<P>Thanks<BR>Alex ||68.38.22.163||reg||5
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||06-16-2002||05:48 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||This is how I determine how much to pay for mine when I was buying.  If it was my car how much would I sell it for?  The car had ecerything I was looking for & everything worked except the TPS was bad.  With that in mind, I offered the seller $200 less than He was asking because I believe the car was worth it.  Everyone wants a good deal some will always want stuff for almost free but that's not how things worth.  The seller determines how much his car is worth & the buyer decides if the price is fair & is it what he's looking for.  With that in mind I left a deposit with the guy & threatened him if he sold it to someone else I'll come back & kill him (not kidding).  The guy saw the car after I got it painted & almost burst into tears & tried to convince me to sell it back to him.  Neverless, I laughed & said u won't want to pay the price I'll be asking which was 1.5 times what he sold it to me for.  I can't believe these cars are selling for under $7k.  By the time I'm done with mine, if & I mean IF I decide to sell, it's not going cheap.||66.176.234.150||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000696.cgi
A||N||79||91redjoker||bodykits||||1
Z||000000||91redjoker||06-17-2002||07:20 PM||turk5834@msn.com||does anybody know where we can get bodykits for our cars. wholesalehyperformance.com quit selling theirs.||67.203.195.42||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-17-2002||07:39 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Have you called? wholehyper and importfan.com are together somehow and they both sell the smae kits. Importfan still sells the wide out super vr-4 kit and the evo kit. For the most part they are special order only. Also bodykit.co.nz sells a bumper for an look and spoilers inc sell a very nasty looking bodykit too. If iwas going to do a crazy kit I would do the evo kits with custom fender flares.<P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000002||MX4||06-17-2002||08:25 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>I had an Evo 5 kit on my olf Galant. from <A HREF="http://www.aerotech.co.nz" TARGET=_blank>www.aerotech.co.nz</A> ||165.84.1.12||reg||1
Z||000003||91redjoker||06-17-2002||08:50 PM||turk5834@msn.com||that kit on aerotech is way too exspensive for me, we are trying to ask this new company we found <A HREF="http://www.a-toybodykits.com" TARGET=_blank>www.a-toybodykits.com</A>  to see how much their kits are. Let me know if anybody else knows anything.||67.202.200.33||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||06-17-2002||09:13 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Thank you that is the kit have been looking for. I wish I knew more about those kits. As soon as you get info let me know becouse Im about to paint my car and that kit is perfect for it.<P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000005||91redjoker||06-18-2002||01:03 AM||turk5834@msn.com||i will, i have sent them two emails and no response but some other people on thegalantcenter have talked to them and said they have really good prices.....and they come painted to match too, so ill do all i can to get us the kits. You need to email them too, the more the better.||67.200.202.196||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||06-18-2002||03:57 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I think I have had second thoughts on the EVO5 kit after seeing these pics. <A HREF="http://www.angrygook.com/brent" TARGET=_blank>www.angrygook.com/brent</A> <BR>Thanks Turk, I had just about given up on TGC<P>Zach||209.245.231.16||reg||1
Z||000007||Garfield Wright||06-18-2002||07:34 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I stumbled across these pix about a year ago & that's when I decided I want the evo5 f/bumper.  I kinda like the stock side moldings & don't think they need to improved upon.  I already have the jdm rear bumper installed & the front bumper will be the final piece of the puzzle.  I can't really see myself going back to the stock f/bumper.  It's like the time before u modified your car, it was ok.  Once the modifications starts, u get addicted & stock just won't cut it anymore.  I should purchase mine by month end.  It is not top quality & needs some finishing work.  I am getting that f/bumper||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000008||91redjoker||06-18-2002||08:59 PM||turk5834@msn.com||the price is going to be about 1150 which isnt that bad but you gotta remember that they come painted so ill try to keep you guys informed on everything, so just let me know.||67.203.195.195||reg||1
Z||000009||1quickvr4||06-19-2002||02:22 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Well I just got of the phone with Brent of wholsale and he said that he has 2 of the EVO5 bumpers in stock. The price is a little higher becouse he sends them to body shop to be prepped before he sends the out. Also Importfan CAN NOT get the super VR-4 or the sides for the Super or E5 kits becouse the kits come from wholesale and they dont produce the kits anymore other than the E5 front bumper. He said that he is going to remold the E5 bumper sometime after summer with a better glass. Also there probly wont be anymore kits after this becouse of the marketabillty of them and that a lot of people talk about getting them and dont.<P>Zach||64.156.79.166||reg||1
Z||000010||DarkDevilMMM||06-19-2002||04:30 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||I saw the pics of <A HREF="http://www.angrygook.com/brent" TARGET=_blank>www.angrygook.com/brent</A>  and the galant is a california car?? whose is it? where is it located, I want to see the car in person, the kit looks ok to me, but I still think it's a little too much on the car, I wish there are some front lower lip or rear lip for our car made in carbon fiber, then that's the best...<BR>||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000011||mikey||06-19-2002||04:39 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Yup, I'd just want a front and rear lip.  Don't really care for a whole bumpers and our sides are pretty good already.||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000012||1quickvr4||06-19-2002||05:08 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I pretty sure that the car belongs to Brent of Wholehyper.com or at least is a companey car. Its not just a show car it also has a Frank 2 on it with some other stuff. He said that the Wings west lip for the 94 to 9? Acords would fit with very little modifaction.<BR>The car is a Cali car and stays at or around wholsale and they are in LA area.<P>Zach||65.56.121.49||reg||1
Z||000013||199of2k||06-19-2002||11:56 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||personally, I dont like the body kits for the GVR4.  All of the available ones (except for the jdm) just dont follow the flow of the car to me.  They look too rounded for a boxy car such as ours.  Dont get me wrong, a nicely done car (eg Brent's) will always get my attention, but to me the kit just dosent look right.<P>my .02||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000014||91redjoker||06-20-2002||12:35 AM||turk5834@msn.com||i dont have a gvr4 but does anybody know where i can get the bumber and frontend and sides that you guys have stock||67.200.202.237||reg||1
Z||000015||1quickvr4||06-20-2002||01:02 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Ill think about it if you get some diffrent rims. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000016||199of2k||06-20-2002||09:33 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91redjoker:<BR><B>i dont have a gvr4 but does anybody know where i can get the bumber and frontend and sides that you guys have stock</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR> <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.trademotion.com/partlocator/index.cfm?action=selectTree&CatalogID=2&siteid=840" TARGET=_blank>http://www.trademotion.com/partlocator/index.cfm?action=selectTree&CatalogID=2&siteid=840</A> ||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000017||mitsu13ishi||06-20-2002||05:53 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||WHERE DO YOU GET THE JDM FRONT AND REAR BUMPERS!?<P>||64.12.106.46||reg||1
Z||000018||SPEEDFIEND||06-20-2002||09:49 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Email Garfield Wright, he should be able to get the JDM Bumpers.  Kris||67.208.122.63||reg||1
Z||000019||91gvr4number13||07-16-2002||10:56 PM||bonecrushing4cash@yahoo.com||hello all! hey does anyone know what company makes the front cover on the gvr4 in the angrygook/brent pictures?  is the cover for sale?  if so, how much? and from whom? ||152.163.213.54||reg||1
Z||000020||JSTYLE||07-17-2002||08:10 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||some of those kits are HORN!!!!||210.49.200.216||reg||1
Z||000021||kartorium31||07-17-2002||08:52 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||hahaha, what the hell does horn mean?||12.144.250.217||reg||1
Z||000022||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||07-17-2002||09:27 PM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||i prefer the amg kit <A HREF="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index2.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index2.html</A>  im sourcing where to get them or even if they are still available .....i got strong ties in japan since i sell alot of jdm parts so ill kepp u guys informed ||152.163.207.191||reg||1
Z||000023||mitsuman022||07-17-2002||09:36 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||I have made a front bumper and will have prototype pics avalible soon. <BR>this front bumper will be made of 4 layers of hand lad fibreglass.<BR>the style is the r34 impul(octane style) <BR>here is what it looks like...<BR> <A HREF="http://www.asylumms.com/image/honda/accord/90/r34-90acc-f-w1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.asylumms.com/image/honda/accord/90/r34-90acc-f-w1.jpg</A> ||4.65.76.80||reg||6
Z||000024||Jose||07-18-2002||12:24 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Im waiting for my AMG bumpers & AMG headlights ( inside is darker ) to come in, but right now I have the AMG grille, AMG one bulb amber corner lights & AMG valve cover insert. Thanks to my buddy down south, Garfield Wright.<BR>Jose........||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000025||91redjoker||07-18-2002||12:46 AM||turk5834@msn.com||where can i get that wing that jspec put that link to???||67.200.202.120||reg||1
Z||000026||91redjoker||07-18-2002||12:49 AM||turk5834@msn.com||we all need to see what we can do to get some badass bodykits for our cars because they are sooo hard to find and even harder to get.||67.200.202.120||reg||1
Z||000027||Jose||07-18-2002||01:40 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||If you are talking about the AMG rear wing I think Garfield has one.<BR>Jose.......||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000028||91redjoker||07-18-2002||01:45 AM||turk5834@msn.com||hey garfield, do you have that amg wing or know where i can get one???||67.200.202.120||reg||1
Z||000029||JSTYLE||07-18-2002||04:55 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||mitsuman022 : im interested in purchasing a bar like that if it looks really nice!! Can you email me some pics when its done please? jstyle9@hotmail.com<P>BTW: HORN is probably the equivalent to SWEET!!!!<P>FUKN HORN BABY!! lol.. @ aussie slang  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> ||203.173.168.197||reg||1
Z||000030||Hunter||07-18-2002||05:33 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||hey mitsuman022, are you just making the front end? know anybody on how to get that in polyurathane?||4.61.253.2||reg||5
Z||000031||notagst||07-19-2002||12:11 AM||tenriyu00@aol.com||wow, ive never heard of an amg vr4?  I thought that was like a mercedes thing.  Those kits are sweet, I want one of everything.  The amber corners, projecter headlights, front air dam, side and rear valances, and even that spark plug cover with the AMG logo on it.  Does anybody have a link to info about these thats in english?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000032||mitsuman022||07-19-2002||12:39 AM||riceboi022@aol.com||The kit is only consistan of the front end at the current moment. <BR>but i will finish the kit with modified[ black widow side skirts and a modifies buddy club rear <BR>This is a basic picture of the rear  <A HREF="http://communities.ninemsn.com.au/_Secure/0OAAAAGwS*ukI*dJl!6gnBLi9wVgLAU!ISUiypcqsbgrIeTdui4uxnyIvN9YP3NrZ4uH2gHrPkP595d0vBNgAhAAAAAAAAAAA/R34-Wing.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://communities.ninemsn.com.au/_Secure/0OAAAAGwS*ukI*dJl!6gnBLi9wVgLAU!ISUiypcqsbgrIeTdui4uxnyIvN9YP3NrZ4uH2gHrPkP595d0vBNgAhAAAAAAAAAAA/R34-Wing.jpg</A> <P>these are black widow side skirts if you dont know <BR> <A HREF="http://imoto.com/shopsite_sc/store/html/media/bw9093acc.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://imoto.com/shopsite_sc/store/html/media/bw9093acc.jpg</A> ||4.65.76.80||reg||6
Z||000033||drew||07-19-2002||01:33 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||What Q's do you have about Galant AMGs? Jon, would you be willing to host a FAQ if I write one up?<P>On that note what other FAQs would be helpful?<P>5 lug conversion<P>what else?||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000034||notagst||07-19-2002||01:15 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||well, some good question would be.. how are they different from us-spec, and whats the deal with AMG?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000035||drew||07-19-2002||02:20 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Ok. This is probably the last time I'm gonna answer this question. That's why I want to make a faq. Geez, I think i will in a bit <P>Quick overview:<P>Galant AMG was modded by AMG (yes THAT AMG, they also did a Debonair AMG) anyways, the car comes with a 4g63 N/A motor beefed up to put out 160hp. The car was also FWD not AWD. The other major differences were the rims, body cladding and interior trim, which was woodgrain with 2 tone leather seats.<P>I'm write a more specific VFAQ some other time. JON- is it possible to make a sticky FAQ thread much like on dsmtalk.com?<P>Drew||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000036||1quickvr4||07-19-2002||08:10 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I thought that they were AWD like the GGSX?<P>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000037||drew||07-19-2002||08:13 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||NOPE. FF, and N/A||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000038||notagst||07-19-2002||08:58 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||wow, i guess they really blow as fas as performance is concerned, still have an awesome aero and interior package though.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000039||Garfield Wright||07-20-2002||01:02 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I recently aquired the amg front & rear bumper, amber lense & rear wing.  They are all sold.  The front bumper bracket is the same as the jdm front bumper ones.  The rear bracket however is totally different & you would have to get it made.  The rear bumper is also taller (height top to bottom) than the jdm stock one.  The amber light is sweet.  The rear wing is a three piece set.  My amg engine was turbocharged & this is debateable whether or not amg did tune vr4 galants.  With all the hard evidence I've gotten from my friend that travels to Japan, I'd say they did tune the vr4 galants in automatic trim not standsrd.  I'm currently running 16psi boost & the shit runs much harder than the original engine.  Ofcourse u have to consider this engine only had 45k miles while my original one had over 150k miles.  Performance mods include, K&N filter, act 2600 clutch with 6 puck disc, 3kgt vr4 fuel pump, 16psi boost.  The internals seems to be the same as the non amg engines.  People say the amg is high compression which I would agree on the non-turbo amg engines.  The turbo amg engines (based on how mine is holding up) is lower compression.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000040||91redjoker||07-20-2002||02:09 AM||turk5834@msn.com||i think we really need to try to get these kits for our cars, does anybody have anybody that could hook us up?? I really want that amg wing for my car.||67.200.202.119||reg||1
Z||000041||notagst||07-20-2002||08:44 AM||tenriyu00@aol.com||im much more interested in the front airdam with the amg logo on it, sweet!||152.163.207.187||reg||1
Z||000042||91redjoker||07-20-2002||12:30 PM||turk5834@msn.com||i really really want that amg kit and was that projector headlights that i saw on that silver one, those are badass.||67.203.195.26||reg||1
Z||000043||notagst||07-20-2002||08:38 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||well dont hold out on us Garfield, we need phone numbers and addresses, in the words of our aussie friends, those cars are fukn horn!||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000044||JSTYLE||07-21-2002||02:31 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by notagst:<BR><B>well dont hold out on us Garfield, we need phone numbers and addresses, in the words of our aussie friends, those cars are fukn horn!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>LOL, thanks mate<P>Im trying to source some kits now||203.173.161.22||reg||1
Z||000045||deathsled||07-21-2002||06:29 PM||magnetbox@boone.net||it might just be me, but the 1st body kit they show for the galant on the a-toybodykits.com webpage is identical to the AMG kit, so it looks like it would be pretty easy to get ahold of?||65.81.200.115||reg||1
Z||000046||91redjoker||07-21-2002||07:21 PM||turk5834@msn.com||yeah thats the same kit but the problem is is that the shipping would be a pain in the ass and the kit price is alost 1200 including the wing.||67.200.202.7||reg||1
Z||000047||Kage||07-23-2002||07:59 PM||predaking@specialoperations.com||The AMG Galant car has some identical interior trim to the Mercedes 190E 2.3-16.  The steering wheel is from the '87-'89 190E.||207.172.11.147||reg||1
Z||000048||91redjoker||07-23-2002||09:57 PM||turk5834@msn.com||does anybody have any suggestions on how we could get these kits????||67.202.200.188||reg||5
Z||000049||Duc Hunter||07-28-2002||12:57 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||91redjoker<P><BR>I am in for a rear wing from Toyboys. Let me know what you found out. <P>chrisb@lilien.com||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000050||91redjoker||07-28-2002||01:34 AM||turk5834@msn.com||they told me that that amg wing is 230 and that comes painted to the color of your car, but the thing is that they didnt tell me how much shipping would be to the states. I dont think it would be cheap.||67.200.202.2||reg||1
Z||000051||mitsuman022||09-23-2002||12:36 AM||riceboi022@aol.com||I said i would make it and i did. Now i will have to check fitment and take pictures of the front bumper. I have made the R34 Octane bumper for our galants.||4.65.79.137||reg||6
Z||000052||DeanCouchey||09-23-2002||09:22 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||cool mitsuman! We want pics ASAP.... Do you have some one that can make them for you? cause I like that especially with a big old Spearco behind it! :-)||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000053||DeanCouchey||09-23-2002||09:24 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||What do you guys thgink oif this lil big of body cladding???? I think it looks sweet as hell!  <IMG SRC="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/my_galant/myamg/mafular.jpg"> ||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000054||blacksheep||09-23-2002||11:27 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Drew and others<P>I only have one ? :<P>Does the AMG have smooth door moldings or are they just not there? I cannot seem to tell from the picture...Thanx<BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000055||drew||09-24-2002||12:39 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||they are "filled" i.e. there is cladding but no ribs.<P>Also, only the earlier AMGs had filled ribs. Later AMGs look like our cars<p>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 09-24-2002).]||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000056||GRV4726||09-24-2002||12:59 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i want that rear bumper from that toyboys place... looks nice. i hope its not fiberglass.  i kow its like the jdm one, but i can't get a hold of one. so if anyone can. help me out.<BR>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000057||Garfield Wright||09-24-2002||09:25 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Guys, I've been away from the board for a while.  These items are extremely hard to get.  You have to be lucky to come across them & when u do, don't second guess the price or u may never come across them for years to come.  <BR>I haven't gotten any parts in almost 6mths now.  I can get the bumpers new but they cost an arm & a 2 legs.  The guy I can get them new from wants full payment up front & takes 30-45 days for him to get them.  ||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000059||mitsuman022||09-25-2002||11:36 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||i got the prototype back <BR>but have some fitment issues to tend with though<BR>i'm going to make the center opening bigger<BR>so i want to make it perfect<BR>i was able to install the metal bumper reinforcement with minor cutting because i brought the bumper closer<BR>here are the pics <BR>let me know what you think<BR>i'll get better pics in a couple of days<BR> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/dcp_0106.jpg"> <BR> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/dcp_0107.jpg"> ||4.65.79.137||reg||6
Z||000060||mitsu13ishi||09-26-2002||05:52 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||lo siento, no te gusta.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000061||mitsuman022||09-26-2002||07:09 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||Why don't you like it??||4.65.79.137||reg||9
Z||000062||kartorium31||09-26-2002||08:42 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Wouldn't no te gusta mean you no like?<BR>I like the bumper except the center hole is to small, needs to be taller.  Do you have the rear bumper done too?  If you can, take the car off blocks and take a pic, its hard to tell what it is gonna be like with it that high off the ground.  You have the right idea though, simple yet effective.||12.18.161.132||reg||1
Z||000063||drew||09-26-2002||10:41 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||Looks like the bumper isn't going to use stock turn signals. What turn signals will it use?||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000064||mitsuman022||09-26-2002||11:57 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||Yup the center hole needs to be bigger.<BR>It will be almost twice as big.<BR>this is only a prototype.<BR>my big positive is that it has the factory reinfocement bolted on to it with minor cutting.<BR>i like the bodylines it works with the car.<BR>i will take it off blocks tomarrow. <BR>also take pictures in the day time.<BR>don't for get this is only a prototype.<BR>the rear bumper will be started soon.<BR>any more feed back it would really help.<BR>also provisons for the turn signals will be thought of too.||4.65.79.137||reg||14
Z||000065||mitsu13ishi||09-28-2002||01:51 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||i love the side shot of it. looks good and looks nice, but yes the whole in the front needs a lil' sprucing up.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000066||mitsu13ishi||09-28-2002||01:54 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||i can't believe you know how to do that! awesome!||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000067||mitsuman022||09-28-2002||02:49 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||Here are the on the ground day time pictures.<BR>The reason i can't move the car is i am puting in a motor this weekend and my carbon fiber hood is being made as we speak (hence the blue tarp hood). Give me feed back. With the reinfocement installed it it make the bumper stronger. The final product should be ready b4 christmas. It will have a bigger center hole with will be alittle over 8 inches. Now its at 4 inches. <BR>    <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0113.JPG">    <BR>    <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0112.JPG">    <BR>    <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0110.JPG">    <P>here is a crop picture of what it will look like in the front view<BR>   <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/dcp_0113a.jpg">    <P><BR><p>[This message has been edited by mitsuman022 (edited 09-28-2002).]||4.65.79.137||reg||6
Z||000068||kartorium31||09-28-2002||04:23 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I like that a lot, but just a few comments.<BR>I think that the part of the cover that is in front of the wheel needs to follow the lines of the wheel more, come closer to the wheel.  not sure if i explained that well enough but i hope you understand.<BR>I also like the jdm bumpers because they don't stick out as far from the grill and headlights as ours do(probably cause of the reinforcement bar).  it would look better if the bumper didn't stick out as far, more low pro.  I think that it is a very nice looking product though and hope to see it produced as i would probably buy one.||12.18.161.202||reg||1
Z||000069||1101||09-28-2002||05:20 PM||karns10@attbi.com||If it were me these would be the proportions I would be going with:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.norjac.co.uk/images/galantvr4new.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.norjac.co.uk/images/galantvr4new.jpg</A> <P>Ward||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000070||mitsuman022||09-28-2002||05:49 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||The wheel well is one of the problems i'm going to fix, also there is the reinforcement bolts i can get them all in except for 4, two on each end. If you look at your factory bumper you have a step on the top. I made it from the first step. It makes the bumper about 2 to 3 inches from the grill. and the reinforcement bar in the jdm cars are smaller than the usdm. And i did have to trim the bar to fit the bumper on it and so it could bolt to the car. i have read up on all the complants about kits and about what you guys are all looking for and hopefully i have gotten close. Thanks for the help now its time to fix all the problems and get ready for a great xmas production.||4.65.79.137||reg||3
Z||000071||mitsu13ishi||09-28-2002||09:58 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||it does look like the best i seen so far. my only prob was the center whole needs to be bigger.<BR>and yes from the side shot, u need to taper the bumper closer to the wheel well<P>nice looking car.  but where did the mudflaps go?<P><BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000072||SPAM||09-28-2002||10:13 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||I'm not a big fan of the little side vents and you already know the deal on the front opening. I would definately be interested in a nice clean lip spoiler if you get a chance to make one.||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000073||kartorium31||09-29-2002||11:43 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I forgot to ask, about how much is this bumper going to set a guy back?<BR>thanks||12.18.161.202||reg||5
Z||000074||Pappy||09-30-2002||12:17 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I like it alot from the front view.  However, I'm not a fan of how it looks from the side.  As has been mentioned the wheel well isn't right, but you said you were working on that.  Also, just the way that it angles out and extends the bumper even further as it goes down.  I think it might look a little better if it angled inward slightly.  I understand you need the room for the bumper support, but I think angling it in slightly would look real sharp.  Then again, I probably won't purchase it, so these are most likely moot suggestions.  If you could fabricate a lip for the stock bumper, that'd be so nice.  The reason I wouldn't want the full bumper is because I'm rallycrossing my car next year and wouldn't want to damage an expensive bumper all the time.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000075||1quickvr4||09-30-2002||12:21 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Brent @Wholehyper said that the lips for the 93-97(?) accord from Wings West would fit well with Minalmal amounts of work.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000076||dsmsleeper||10-02-2002||11:41 AM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||I think that the front bumper on the previous 2.5RS would look good on our cars.  It looks like they would almost fit, too.  <p>[This message has been edited by dsmsleeper (edited 10-02-2002).]||63.146.62.141||reg||3
Z||000077||mikey||10-02-2002||04:21 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Very nice job.  I like it.  Depending on price and my situation (and of course how the final product turns out), I'd seriously consider purchasing one.||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000078||Garfield Wright||10-03-2002||12:16 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I like it.  Hope to see the finished product.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000079||nerd913||10-02-2003||04:52 PM||||i hate to bring this back from the dead, but im about to buy a gvr4 and am looking to make the car a little more visually appealing.  i have read about the amg stuff etc.  but  i have no idea where to find any.  i want my car to look like the one in the link below.     what all do i need to get?  ive got friends in japan that might be able to help me out if i could ever get in touch with them.  but what all will i need to look like that(other than ugly paint!)<br /><br /><a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/dogleg/dogleg.html" target="_blank">http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/dogleg/dogleg.html</a>||67.161.132.193||reg||1||nerd913||00002351||yes
Z||000080||dsmsleeper||10-03-2003||12:02 PM||||M3 side skirts, JDM bumper, AMG grille, ...||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum2/000697.cgi
A||||3||Matt379||running lean||||1||
Z||000000||Matt379||06-17-2002||08:52 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||as per the advice of adding the grounstrap etc.<P>That info was from Scott Evans a few years back.  He has a 11 second galant and is Mitsubishi technician....so he knows his stuff...<P>it completey cleared up the issues with my car.  before I would only hit .82v with an upgraded fuel pump on a 14B with 7 psi..afterwards, I was normal..and my EGT's were equal also...still better to tune according to a datalogger||68.51.85.114||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan||06-17-2002||10:16 PM||subs810@aol.com||Where id the best place to put the strap? Is it better to put it on one of the bolts at the cat, aor closer to the O2 sensor?<BR>Dan<BR>280/1000||206.148.56.133||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||06-17-2002||11:15 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Thanks for the info Matt.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>Like I said in the other thread, your hotmail account bounced on me so I couldn't thank you by email.<P>The thing that pisses me off it that its intermittant - last night I got .85, this morning .98 with the AFC set to 0% for the whole high map in both situations.  I'm pretty sure the earth point at the gearbox is the culprit for me, its filthy from a coolant leak I had a while back.  I'll let ya's know when I fix it. <P>Thanks again.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||06-18-2002||04:25 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Ground the down pipe like the DSM are and you should be fine.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000698.cgi
A||||8||91vr4evolution||Injector size||||1||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||06-18-2002||01:57 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Okay I just looked at RRE site about injector size and just would like your opinions...I have 510cc injectors, I'm upgrading to either an RX7 batmobile pump or a Bosch Motorsport pump(depending on price and availablity)and doing the rewire. Here in NZ we can get 98 octane at the pump and also the station down the road sells 110 leaded race gas (into a tin of course)...I've just got my turbo back and its now equal to a ported big 16G. I'm getting a dyno-tuned chip(ignition and fuel) and I'll more than likely get a Evo Lancer MAS...so, with this combo do you guys reckon that 510cc will be big enough or should I go bigger (remembering that Evo3's use 510's and a big 16G from the factory)If bigger, how big?...550s?,650s?<P>Mike   ||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000001||khadiyev||06-18-2002||04:22 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I think that 510s are pretty good for 16G should have no problems, there is people running 11s on 450s, or Dave with his RWD talon running  only 660s, but if you plan for further upgrade go with 550s and you should be set for a while, unless you dip into mid to low 11s 550 should be good. <BR>That's just my opinion.<P>John ||198.26.130.37||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||06-18-2002||04:22 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I ran 550s with a 16G and a VPC and never ran into problems. At that time I used a ND pump (smaller then the RX-7 or the Supra)<P>550s should be good to close to 350-380 hp. They were for me. But running a MAS change all that. I don't know for sure. Remember I converted to a MAP system. ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||91vr4evolution||06-19-2002||01:39 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks guys, today I rang around about pumps, and one place has a 250lph@4 bar pump (in tank) for $420+GST which is quite a bit more flow than a Mitsi!! Injectors appear to be quite a different story, tried two different EFI specialists, neither had Mitsi (or equivalent) but one had some 1500cc Bosch ones!! I will have to try the aftermarket guys and I'm dreading to think how much they will want.<P>Mike.||210.54.84.20||reg||10
Z||000004||Martin Tolentino||06-19-2002||09:02 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||FYI, I'm using 550s, supra pump, aero regulator and at 25 psi I'm over 100% duty cycle. ||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000005||NZGZR4||06-20-2002||02:36 AM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz||I got 300 Hp at the wheels in my Lancer (4G63), similiar size turbo, 550's and Supra pump, std fuel pressure, 20psi and I was at 95%+ duty cycle at 7000rpm on RaceGas.<BR>our 98 octane is 98 RON so only equivatent to about 94 in the US, where they use (RON+MON)/2.<P>Cam<BR>||210.54.12.10||reg||1
Z||000006||91vr4evolution||06-20-2002||03:30 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Cheers, Cam...I bought the pump,filter and adjustable FPR today, the pump is standard fit on a Audi Quattro Turbo and is rated 235lph@5bar!! The filter is a big porsche turbo unit and the reg is a Malpassi. I also priced some bigger injectors from the local speed shops...around $300+gst ea for 720cc. Ouch! But on the way home I called into a rotary workshop  and asked about 550cc(RX7 S4, right?) injectors. 75$ ea. However, he said he had some 720's outta the 12a turbo and he would sell me a cleaned set for $500!!<BR>I said I would have to check the impedance and fit, he said thats cool, there here if you want them.<P>Mike||203.96.111.200||reg||10
Z||000007||Ash||06-20-2002||07:00 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Kinda related Q, sorry to thread jack...<P>How do you convert cc/min to max potential power?  The reason I ask is I could get brand new Bosch 96hp each injectors for $500AU for a set or a 2nd hand set of RX7 injectors for $330 uncleaned.  If the new ones are about the same capacity then the piece of mind of having something brand new with warranty would outweigh the saving (I've been quoted $60 to clean them)  <P>Mike, can you let me know if 12AT injectors are direct fit please?  I may even be able to get a set of them cheap too.||203.221.153.167||reg||1
Z||000008||Martin Tolentino||06-20-2002||08:17 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||This what you looking for? <A HREF="http://www.rceng.com/technical.htm#WORKSHEET" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rceng.com/technical.htm#WORKSHEET</A> ||68.6.244.123||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000699.cgi
A||||5||dank||Buying a 16G, TRE or RRE???||||1||
Z||000000||dank||06-18-2002||01:25 PM||accordpage@email.com||I'm in the market for a 16g, and im gonna buy new.  I would buy the ported 16g, im just wondering if the porting services done by RRE come close to TRE.  On TRE's web site, it seems that they do a lot more work on the turbos, including a bigger wg valve.  Im wondering if all of this work is worth the extra $105.  Thanks||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||06-18-2002||01:48 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I know someone that had a TRE 16G on a talon, and just bought an RRE ported 16G for his Galant. He said the TRE was a MUCH nicer unit.||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||06-18-2002||04:38 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i had a small 16g ported, by carpenter.  i installed a tre ported big 16g, and the difference was astounding.  bigger difference than the small 16 over the 14b.  tre porting is a work of art.  inlet was ported, and the turbine porting is huge, and looks gorgeous.  i have never seen the rre porting, but i dont think anyone can improve on the tre porting.  i also got a 2g o2 housing from tre, and the porting was also really impressive.  i vote you get the tre||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||06-18-2002||10:16 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||What is TRE's website?||63.227.45.116||reg||1
Z||000004||dank||06-18-2002||11:11 PM||accordpage@email.com|| <A HREF="http://www.teamrip.com" TARGET=_blank>www.teamrip.com</A> ||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000005||smokindav||06-19-2002||08:41 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I had a 16g that I purchased new from Texas Turbo.  It was the stock mitsu unit with no porting or anything.  With a 2.5" downpipe to 3" cat-back I had boost creep.  I sent the turbo to Jon at TRE and he did his nice port work and put a bigger wastegate flapper valve on it.  The difference was noticeable.  No more boost creep and the top end pull of that turbo was sooo much fun.  I should have saved myself the trouble and just bought the turbo from TRE in the first place.<P>If the stock turbo in my 91 GVR4 ever dies (and I hope it does so I can go 16g) I'm going straight to Jon.  He also does a nice job of rebuilding transmissions.<P><BR>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000700.cgi
A||||1||VR4GAZM||What Fuses are these?||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||06-18-2002||05:15 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Looking at the battery today, theres that fuse box that is attached to the battery itself.  It has four fuses. (yellow, light blue, dark blue, and pink)  Now looking at the eclipse they have the same fuses except for the dark blue one, theres is a pink fuse.  Now upon trying to remove the dark blue fuse, it pretty much tore it pieces, and now all i have left is two metal pieces sitting there tore up.  Question is, was it even a fuse? It looks nothing like the other 3 and it doesnt have the same type of prongs sticking out of it to put a fuse into?  Also, can u get the other fuses at pep boys or trak?  Thanks for the info!<P>MIke<P>||209.156.76.22||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||06-18-2002||05:54 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the dark blue is the alternator fuse, and it is bolted down, like the yellow abs fuse.  you can pop open the side of the fuse box and get at the bolts that hold it in.  it is 100 amp, and very important||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000701.cgi
A||||9||dank||Squeaking noise from wheet ls?||||1||
Z||000000||dank||06-19-2002||06:30 PM||accordpage@email.com||Just recently, I hear a squeaking noise from the front wheels, the frequency of the squeak increases and decreases with the speed of the car.  Is this a bad wheel bearing?  If so, what does it take to fix it?  If not, what else can it be?||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||06-19-2002||09:58 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||My brakes do that, tap the break when the sound is there & see if it stops.  I think there are meant to be shims on the break pads but they were missing when I bought the car so its always done it.||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000002||199of2k||06-19-2002||11:52 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||mine did it for a while, replaced the rotors and pads, no more squeek||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000003||dank||06-20-2002||01:56 AM||accordpage@email.com||i just had all the pads and rotors replaced.  it only does it when the brake isnt depressed.  it also seems to favor turning one way rather than the other.||68.13.173.59||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||06-20-2002||10:31 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||did the noise start after the brake job?  just because you had them replaced, does NOT exclude them, and if it started right after the job, it actually point TO them.  lots of brake places just do a likem and stickem job, and lots of car owners go only for cheap.  most reputable shops inspect and test a lot more on a brake job than the likem and stickem ones.  for instance, when replacing the rotors, it is important to clean the hub, i wire brush the hell out of the hub. if not, the rotor, when bolted down, can be canted just a hair, and that will cause uneven wear on the pads, and you get-SQUEAKING.  then, the guide pins on the calipers have to be lubed, as does the back of the pads.  what brand of pads did you get?  i have sold thousands of pads for bmw, and some brands squeak like crazy.  what brand of rotors did you get?  some cheap ass rotors will warp from day one, and you get shimmy and squeal, and all kinds of problems.  just because it is new, dont mean it is perfect.  lastly, your brake hoses  could be deteriorating on the inside, preventine the pad from withdrawing, and it is riding on the rotor.  also, the basic design on our cars, the floating caliper, is a pos.  it is widely used because it is cheap.  fixed piston calipers are way better, and that is the caliper of choice on race cars, where performance is more important than cost.||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||06-20-2002||01:36 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I've had squeakies from the wheels a few of times.  Twice it was rotors, once was pads, once was a bad bearing.  The bearing will turn into a groan or better yet a cha-chunk sound quickly after the squeak.||157.254.98.201||reg||1
Z||000006||dank||06-20-2002||02:04 PM||accordpage@email.com||its probably been 4000 miles since the brake job, im gonna take it back there on friday, and see whats up.||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000007||mitsu13ishi||06-20-2002||05:47 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||it sounds like your rotors are warped. but seriously if they say.. "we need to put a boot on your car" PUNCH THE MECHANIC IN THE MOUTH AND PISS ON HIM.<P>i had so much trouble with a boot that this mechanic wanted to put on my car, prolly had it in the shop 3 or 4 times, for a total of like 2 weeks. because he wouldn't fix my car the right way.||64.12.106.46||reg||1
Z||000008||dank||06-20-2002||09:38 PM||accordpage@email.com||well, i dont know about pissing on him, but i will definately punch him in the face.||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000009||dank||06-21-2002||05:44 PM||accordpage@email.com||well, it was a rear pad that had an imperfection in its surface.  They changed out the pads for free, and no more squeaking.  brake masters made it right even though it wasnt their fault.||204.26.91.182||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000702.cgi
A||||8||1quickvr4||Cheapest Way to Get 5 lug||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||06-19-2002||07:54 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Just wanting to know the least expensive way of doing it.<P>Zach||209.245.230.75||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||06-19-2002||09:52 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||cheapest way: spacers<BR>best way: buy the 5 lug spindles all around from an ABS (if you want to retain ABS) 1G AWD TEL. You will also need the 5 lug rotors and 5 lug rims (of course) I have pics of all the necessary parts if someone is willing to host them online.<p>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 06-19-2002).]||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||06-19-2002||10:01 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||The problem with that is finding a big brake AWD there are plenty of 90-91s but not the ones with the right brakes.<P>Zach ||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||06-20-2002||02:11 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Drew, send me the pix @ garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com & I'll put them up on my 'upgrade' page.  ||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000004||smokindav||06-20-2002||08:50 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<BR><B>The problem with that is finding a big brake AWD there are plenty of 90-91s but not the ones with the right brakes.<P>Zach </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Now why would you need a car with the big brakes to use as a donor for a 5-lug conversion?  YOU DON'T!  You can use the spindles from any 1g awd.  You already have the big brake calipers, you would just need to get the big 5-lug brake rotors.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Dave Flaherty<P>edit: spelling<BR><p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 06-20-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||06-20-2002||10:33 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Good point, I didnt think about that.<P>Zach||209.245.228.117||reg||1
Z||000006||iceman69510||06-20-2002||12:53 PM||||You can't use 90 parts if you want to keep ABS, as they didn't have it.  The parts I am using were not from a car with the big brakes, but as stated above-you already have them.  Original VR4 calipers were just re-used. Everthing changes over.  It is just a bitch getting out the ABS sensors, as they are all rusted in in my case.  ||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000007||SPEEDFIEND||06-20-2002||09:48 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||What is the actual benefit to doing this?  I have been wondering?  Kris||67.208.122.63||reg||1
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||06-20-2002||10:01 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Better wheel selection mostly||205.232.152.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000703.cgi
A||N||2||Ferrari F50 GT||Dejon Intake Question||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||06-20-2002||06:03 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Will the 1g Dejon intake clear the radiator in a GVR-4?  If not, what is the best intake pipe for the GVR-4?  To be specific, the pipe is the CIP-1gF F2.  It is about half way down on Dejon's intake pipe page.  Thanks.<p>[This message has been edited by Ferrari F50 GT (edited 06-20-2002).]||63.231.76.39||reg||1
Z||000001||markrieb||06-24-2002||03:39 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||If you have moved the battery, it should work.  Look hard at your IC piping and see if the BOV line on the intake is pointed in the direction you need.<P>I use a 2g pipe in my car for the 2g MAS conversion.  It fits, but rubs a tiny bit on the fan frame.  The CIP-2/1gA would probably fit perfectly as it rotates the the oval shaped 2g MAS 90 degrees.<P>Mark||208.8.135.6||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||06-24-2002||05:32 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||It's pointed in the gneral direction of my BOV, so I will be able to figure something out.  This one I am getting is longer than any of the regular 1g/2g pipes.  So it will end up almost touching the fender.||63.227.45.167||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000704.cgi
A||||1||BossGVR4||AWD Trans Output Shaft Swap||||6||
Z||000000||BossGVR4||06-21-2002||08:59 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||OK here goes,<P>I have a messed up '94 trans and a good '90 trans. Problem is my XFer case won't go onto the '90 trans due to the different splines.<P>So, can I swap the output shafts on the two transmissions:<P>1) is it doable ?<BR>2) how much of a pint in the ass is it ?<BR>3) can anyone tell me how to do it ?<P>Thanks,<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000001||teet||06-21-2002||11:16 AM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||quite easy.<P>drop the transfer case.<BR>pull the end cover off the transmission.<BR>take the c-clip off the VC unit and pull off the VC unit.<BR>pull the shaft out of the tranny from the drivers side.<BR>reverse to install new shaft.<P>Notes:<BR>don't loose the little ball bearing that will fall out when you pull the shaft out.<P>don't pull so hard on the end cover to break the seal on the "2nd piece" of the tranny.<P>there should be a spec'ed gap between the c-clip and the VC.  It shouldn't be super loose...and it shouldn't be super tight.  You may have to get a different c-clip if the shafts are machined extremely differently.<P>john ||134.134.248.28||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000705.cgi
A||||8||1quickvr4||Cheapest way to get a stutterbox?||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||06-21-2002||09:50 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Short of TMO mods what is the least expensive way to get a stutterbox. <P><BR>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||06-21-2002||10:53 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Put something under the gas pedal ||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000002||blytz||06-22-2002||10:08 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||disconnect two spark plug wires?||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000003||BossGVR4||06-22-2002||10:43 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||I thought that some of the MSD ignitions had a stutterbox feature ?<P>DSM-Link this bad boy will control just baout everything BUT it is not available for 1G's yet.<P>With a 166mhz or faster laptop can control the following:<P>1. DTC - engine check lights<P>2. Fuel Cut - removed<P>3. Speed Limiter - removed<P>4. Knock Monitor - flashes CEL if timing is pulled back by more than 5 degrees<P>5. Fan Control - for unruly admirers<P>6. Fuel Pump On/Off - for draining your $4 race gas out of the tank<P>7. Injector Sizing - fuel maps for up to 720cc injectors<P>8. Fuel Timing - RPM based fuel and timing adjustment NOTE this is NOT something that "fools" the ECU (ie. Super AFC). You are actually modifying the ECU programming.<P>9. Datalogging - 300 bytes/sec (20 frames of 11 values per sec)<P>Now if you think about it it eliminates the following:<P>Datalogger Cable and Software $150<BR>Palm for Datalogger $100<BR>Super AFC $350<BR>TMO (non-adjustable) $300<BR>MSD $150<BR>APexi ITC $300<P>That toals out to something like $1350so you COULD buy a VPC (and still need a Super AFC) or buy the DSMLink $695 and a cheapo laptop 233MHz for $200 and you are still saving over $400. I am crossing my fingers that a0 a 1G DSMlink will come out SOON b) the 2G DSMlink can be used with the new EVO<P>||165.247.91.102||reg||6
Z||000004||1quickvr4||06-22-2002||01:56 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I just wanted to know what ignition boxes would work for that MSD or Crane.<P><BR>Zach||209.244.95.167||reg||1
Z||000005||91vr4evolution||06-22-2002||04:45 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hey BossGVR4, are you talking about a Link computer...the one made by a New Zealand company, Link Electronics? If you are, did you know that it has no compensation for barometric pressure, altitude, air temperature, coolant temperature? I don't really like to bag an NZ product, but a lot of tuners over here wouldn't touch them with a ten foot pole...not all, but a lot.<P>Mike||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||06-22-2002||05:08 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||No the one hes talking about is a US product that is bas ass from what I hear but is only for 95 to 99 DSMs. Would the MSD dis2 be the one I would need?<P>Zach||64.157.126.138||reg||1
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||06-23-2002||08:31 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I had a MSD dis-2. Yes it was good for the stutterbox, and rev limiter, well, kindof. But I think it cost me like $275 or something like that. Group buys check them first.....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000008||Derk||06-24-2002||10:59 PM||capthowdy2@hotmail.com||Have you tried working with one from a bike? A guy I know that builds drag and turbo drag bikes has laid down the concept with me before when were just shooting the shit. <P>||12.226.72.25||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000706.cgi
A||N||13||Derk||No Power||||1||
Z||000000||Derk||06-24-2002||10:52 PM||capthowdy2@hotmail.com||I have a 91 VR4, and it has been running like shit for the past month or so. I have no idea what the hell is wrong with it. Here is what the car does. I will be driving along and then out of no were there is an extreme lose of power. This lose of power has taken me from 45mph to about 20mph in about 2min or less. The boost indicator will be the entire way up and the turbo is screaming, but the car wants to go nowhere. I have not had a check engine light up until last Thursday. but I was so lucky to have the battery die cause I left my interior lights on. Now, I am hoping that in the time frame that it took me to change batteries that the ECU did not clear itself. I have not had one since. I have changed the fuel filter, had the injectors checked, changed the plugs & wires, changed the oil pressure sending unit, changed the O2 sensor, checked the IC piping and the fuel pump; both of which checked out. I have tow ideas as to the check engine light. Either that is the problem, or the problem broke what threw the light. The car also bucks when this is happen slightly. It does run rich. It has the stock exhaust on, but I have run just the down pipe thinking the cat was clogged. Is there any one who has had this problem, or any ideas would be greatly appreciated.<P>Thanks <BR>Derk<BR>||12.226.72.25||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||06-24-2002||11:12 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||massive boost leak<P>turbo on last leg due to massive boost leak||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||mdpvr4||06-25-2002||01:08 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||we had the same problem with one of our galants. sometimes it would boost hard as hell and sometimes it was like a piece of shit stuck in the water. i doubt its a boost leak.. is it a jdm motor? i think its more something along the lines with your computer.||12.65.114.84||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||06-25-2002||09:53 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Have you replaced the caps?||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000004||Derk||06-25-2002||10:55 PM||capthowdy2@hotmail.com||Thank you for the responses. I too would have to dismiss the boost leak because it doesn't happen all the time. I did even think about the caps, and I should have known too. I have a Talon as well, which I have already replaced the caps. Any other suggestions?<P>Thanks again.||12.226.72.25||reg||1
Z||000005||JonGVR4||06-26-2002||08:28 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Does it feel like it is running on 2 cylinders when it loses power?  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||06-26-2002||05:24 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Derk:<BR><B>Thank you for the responses. I too would have to dismiss the boost leak because it doesn't happen all the time. I did even think about the caps, and I should have known too. I have a Talon as well, which I have already replaced the caps. Any other suggestions? <P>Thanks again.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Instead of blindly guessing that it couldn't be a boost leak (if I had a dollar everytime I heard that) why not and pressure check it just to be sure. Humor us, please.<P>The plugs and wire (ignition) would have been my first choice but you mentioned you already replaced them.<P>Caps go with out saying anymore but shoudl be done no matter what an usally they will kill the car all together.<P><BR>Good luck.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||Derk||06-27-2002||09:50 PM||capthowdy2@hotmail.com||Well the caps on the computer were in good shape with no signs of leakage. Yesterday to and from work it ran horribly. The motor would not even rev over 3500 rpms, and the car did not pass 25 mph. It would also buck a bit. The same happened to and from work today and to my night class, but acted the same for about 1/3 of the ride home from my class, and then ran rather well. With the way it acted yesterday and this morning to work and this afternoon from work I would have to agree that it is a boost leak. Now, I would like to do a leak down test, but I have never preformed one. So, if you would please give me a list of the equipment needed and procedure that would be greatly appreciate. Now, I ask you why did it not do this on the way back from class? This is what is really throwing me off because it will run like shit and then it will run rather well. If it is a boost leak wouldn't it leak all the time? I ate up $5 dollars of gas driving maybe 20 miles at the most with black smoke billowing out of my tailpipe because of how rich it was running. It doesn't feel as though it is running on 2 cylinders.  ||12.226.72.25||reg||1
Z||000008||s_firestone||06-27-2002||10:26 PM||s_firestone@yahoo.com||Are there any ECU codes?<P>Makes me think intermittant electrical problem.<P>Doesn't a failing battery cause general havoc in all DSM's due to poor injector wiring???  Are your battery terminals clean?<P>Fuel pump failing or bad connection in wiring?<P>Water in the gas or fuel line or clogged fuel filter.<P>Bad ground connection?<P>O2 sensor wiring?<P>Could something be restricting your intake? Evil squirrels...<P>Could your air conditioning compressor be going out and drawing down the motor?<P>Hope any of these help,<BR>Stephen Firestone<BR>1992 GVR4 #918 of 1000||208.148.210.103||reg||1
Z||000009||MrEd||06-27-2002||11:19 PM||res122@psu.edu||If you've had a CE light, check the codes per the VFAQ; it may get you started.  If your battery went dead, stored codes are gone.  Remember, the ECU must re-learn for up to 100 miles after a reset.<P>I leak test my stock car with "crap I have on hand"<P>Where the snorkel connects to the air cleaner housing, remove the housing & clamp in place anything sturdy with a similar diameter- in my case a stout rocks glass.  Since this should be the *only* place where air enters the circuit, you block it, then pressurize the circuit at some other point.  I pull the breather hose where it connects to the valve cover & insert an old tire valve.  Attach the black & decker tire inflator, charge it up while watching the guage to keep it under, say, 25 psi, then listen for leaks.  If something is loose, it WILL blow or go flying under these pressures, so be careful.<P>If you can't even begin to hold pressure, you have a massive leak.  Expect minor hissing around the throttle body if you haven't serviced the shaft seals.<P>I get reduced mileage & occasional dogging due to persistently noisy lifters, but nothing like 10 MPG & black smoke out the tailpipe.<P>You can confirm that the O2 is reporting by observing an analog voltmeter, attached to that terminal in the outer passenger footwell, while driving.  Cruising should oscillate between about 0 & 1 volts, WOT should peg around 1 volt.<P>I would confirm TPS operation.  Near death, it could alternately work then fail.  A bad TPS causes bucking & low MPG, & should register a CE.<P>-Ed<BR>GVR4 #963/2000||68.68.64.233||reg||1
Z||000010||mdpvr4||06-28-2002||12:56 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||maybe you should test your fuel pump or something along those lines||12.65.139.211||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||06-28-2002||03:56 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I had acouple of ND pumps act like that too after the over heated. You may also have a collapsed fuel filter sock in the tank cause the pump to work 5X harder and overheating causing it to run bad.  <P>Again if your replaced the O2 and the Knock sensor that was a great start.<P>The reason I mentioned the bosst leak is heat can do funny things. Leaks can appear and reappear at different boost levels and temps. I would start to lean to some thing else (like the pump) but do theboost leak check first it practicaly free and very easy to perform. <BR> <A HREF="http://john.lambert.tripod.com/Pictures/psitester/psitester.html" TARGET=_blank>http://john.lambert.tripod.com/Pictures/psitester/psitester.html</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ICtester.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ICtester.html</A> <P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000012||Derk||07-09-2002||08:07 PM||capthowdy2@hotmail.com||Well I have been working a lot of over time and I have had no time to get to my car. I did however get the chance this weekend. I did the pressure test and it held mild pressure. The ic pipe over the manifold was extremely brittle. I still get that noise that sounds like a leak in the ic pipes though. The car does run somewhat better, but still throws it spells. I did see some carbon on the o2 housing but I believe that is from an old manifold leak. I do have a leak in the flex section of the down pipe, so do you think that could be it? I also failed to mention when I bought the car I had to put a motor in it and the one I did put in was a 90, but my ecu is a 91. I am going to try putting the correct year and go from there. I would like to thank all of you who posted replies and tried to help me out. I shall keep you posted work permitting.||12.226.72.25||reg||1
Z||000013||keydiver||07-09-2002||09:36 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||You should only use '91-'94 ECUs in your GVR-4. Two of the pins are reversed in the wiring harness to the ECU between '90 and '91. Did you use the sensors off of your original engine (I'm especially thinking that the CAS and coil packs might be different).<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000707.cgi
A||||3||karl_kininmonth||Leads on sparking once! engine not starting||||8||
Z||000000||karl_kininmonth||06-25-2002||05:46 AM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||Gidday people,<P>My engine wont start, I pulled out one of the spark plugs attached to the lead and turned it over and what i get is it sparks once and thats it.<P>i've tried a different coil pack (off a working vr4) that made no difference. its a very strong spark...but only one..then i have to turn it off then back on again to get it to spark again.<P>any ideas people.<P>cheers guys, my cars stuck in the garage till sorted  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>Tomorow i'll try a different ignitor...i've been suggested it could be the crank angle sensor and that i should pull all for plugs up and check if they all spark only once..<P>oooo any help would be more than appreciated.||203.96.111.200||reg||8
Z||000001||JonGVR4||06-25-2002||08:47 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Change the crank angle sensor.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||karl_kininmonth||06-27-2002||08:43 PM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||Gidday guys, engine still not going  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">! <P>TRIED THE FOLLOWING<P>1. Different coil pack<BR>2. Different crank angle sensor<P>Still only sparking once oh damn what could it be. I'm going to go and try pulling all four spark plugs with leads connected and see what the sparking patterns like.<P>any sugggestions guys ?<P>cheers<BR>karl||203.96.111.200||reg||8
Z||000003||karl_kininmonth||06-27-2002||09:59 PM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||Hey guys, i pulled all 4 plugs out with leads attached.....when turning over the car it seems that all 4 spark in proper sequence  but only once.....thats it???<P>any ideas guys????<BR>karl||203.96.111.200||reg||13




ubb/Forum2/000708.cgi
A||||16||HKS VR-4||Blow Off Valve||||5||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||06-25-2002||03:20 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I'm running the HKS Super Sequential BOV. Car is running pretty nice considering that the idle is stable, just a bit on the rich side obviously from venting to atmosphere. <BR>My question is, do I loose power venting my BOV to the atmosphere? I did notice that there is more turbo lag. <P>Currently, car has intake, 3" exhaust, wires. Just very basic. Suggestions???||207.62.218.251||reg||5
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||06-25-2002||07:30 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I think that making the car stumble a bit after shifting with the atmos. BOV on may slow it down, I might be wrong.  That is what I have noticed when I had my old BOV off my Z31 Turbo on the GVR-4.<p>[This message has been edited by Ferrari F50 GT (edited 06-25-2002).]||63.227.45.31||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||06-25-2002||07:52 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||No you shouldn't lose power venting it. Also the BOV really shouldn't make the turbo more laggy, unless it isn't working properly or leaking.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||06-25-2002||11:32 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Those BOV's are meant to be used on motors running over 20psi, they are too tight for below that level.  This tightness is why your idle is OK but the lag occurs.  Have you noticed it stutters rather than just venting? ||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||HKS VR-4||06-26-2002||04:11 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ash:<BR><B>Those BOV's are meant to be used on motors running over 20psi, they are too tight for below that level.  This tightness is why your idle is OK but the lag occurs.  Have you noticed it stutters rather than just venting? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Well, it does vent....makes a really loud whoosh sound (kinda like on GT3). What do you mean by stutter??? If you're saying that it's too tight...is this going to be a future problem??? I know, it's probably causing my turbo to all of sudden slow down in between shifts and etc. I also ordered the recirculating nozzle, so I can dump it back to the intake. Would that help?<BR>||12.81.97.140||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||06-26-2002||04:54 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Have you heard a non BOV equiped car between shifts?  If yours is making that noise now then the BOV is too tight & not bypassing as much air as it should.  If this is the case then recirculating wont help you one bit unless you can loosen off the BOV tension.  <P>Hell it may be working fine and I'm totally wrong, It would explain extra lag between shifts though.||203.220.203.116||reg||1
Z||000006||Dan D||06-26-2002||09:52 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||It's possible for it to hurt performance, but sometimes it does and sometimes it doesn't.  The car will run rich between shifts, how rich depends on the bov, boost levels, how fast you shift ect.  If it runs rich enough, there can be rich knock when you get back into the throttle which will yank timing way down and kill your power.  <P>I noticed a little bit of this sometimes when I vented mine for fun one time.  I would get knock spikes if I granny shifted.  If you do a lot of highway/freeway driving, the stumbling at part throttle may get really old.  Full throttle, full boost, get up to speed and then let half off the throttle to merge into traffic smoothly....stumble stumble. <P>If you hear pigeons under your hood,  that's compressor surge.  You don't want that at all.  If you don't hear that, then the bov is probably not too tight.||157.254.234.50||reg||1
Z||000007||HKS VR-4||06-26-2002||02:49 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Dan D:<BR><B>It's possible for it to hurt performance, but sometimes it does and sometimes it doesn't.  The car will run rich between shifts, how rich depends on the bov, boost levels, how fast you shift ect.  If it runs rich enough, there can be rich knock when you get back into the throttle which will yank timing way down and kill your power.  <P>I noticed a little bit of this sometimes when I vented mine for fun one time.  I would get knock spikes if I granny shifted.  If you do a lot of highway/freeway driving, the stumbling at part throttle may get really old.  Full throttle, full boost, get up to speed and then let half off the throttle to merge into traffic smoothly....stumble stumble. <P>If you hear pigeons under your hood,  that's compressor surge.  You don't want that at all.  If you don't hear that, then the bov is probably not too tight.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yea, I do feel a bit of stumble with I'm under full throttle, full boost, get up to speed and let off a bit......as far as running rich, I'm not too sure.....not enough to cause any loud back fire. If I vent my BOV back to the intake, that should solve the problem with running rich right?<P>As far as what I'm hearing....I have no idea...you said that it sounds like "pigeons"???? I don't think it  sounds like that....it sounds exactly like the game GT3.  Just a PPPPsssshhhhh.....ppsshh....ppsshh.....it's the HKS SSQV, so that's how it sounds like right??? b/c my friend also has the HKS SSQV and it sounds the same. Another friend of mine has the Greddy Type S on his GVR4...and it's just one long PPPssshhh....????....So I dunno....<BR>||207.62.218.251||reg||1
Z||000008||Dan D||06-26-2002||05:12 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Pigeons...exacly like the noise a pigeon makes when you scare the shit out it.  Venting back in solves any rich problems.  Never heard a HKS SS so I don't know what it is supposed to sound like, but usually surge is noticable in the sound if it occurs (pigeons)||157.254.98.201||reg||1
Z||000009||Ash||06-26-2002||06:45 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||The "Pssssh pssh pssh" on a single shift is what I was talking about.  Its like a mix of normal BOV noise single "Pssssh" noise but it repeats, it sounds like not having a BOV to me, like Dan's pigeons.   ||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000010||Ferrari F50 GT||06-26-2002||09:17 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Here is a simple problem solver for venting to the atmosphere...don't do it.  Your car is just better off venting to the intake, unless you are running a VPC.||63.227.45.31||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||06-26-2002||09:28 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||maybe that "pppssshhh, pppssshhh, pppssshhh"  is those pigeons taking a dump.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000012||Dan D||06-26-2002||10:03 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||LOL  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.222.102.136||reg||10
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||06-27-2002||12:14 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<BR><B>Here is a simple problem solver for venting to the atmosphere...don't do it.  Your car is just better off venting to the intake, unless you are running a VPC.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>agreed.  If you don't have a VPC or standalone, venting to the atmosphere is just stupid, in my opinion.  <BR>||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000014||HKS VR-4||06-27-2002||12:42 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Yea, that's why I ordered the recirculating nozzle for the BOV so I can dump it back to the intake. I think the car feels better too with it dumped back to the intake anyways. I do like the response of the aftermarket BOV compared to the stock crushed BOV.||207.62.218.251||reg||1
Z||000015||Duc Hunter||07-02-2002||02:36 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Just to add my 2 cents in, I have a GFB Hybrid (part return, part atmosphere). I have those "half lift stumbles" regardless of boost levels (8spi to 22psi). I thought it was the BOV as people have noted above. Even with the BOV backed all the way out I have them. So I switched to a Greddy Type S (100% return).......still could not get rid of the stumbles regardless of how light/stiff I adjusted it. I even tried the extra hose in the bottom that is suppose to help issues like this and still no change. There was no change relative to the GFB. Then I tried my original, crushed, stock valve. Same light lift stumbles. I decided it was not the BOV. Where did I go wrong? Any other thoughts on what it could be?||205.166.229.133||reg||1
Z||000016||Telecaster||07-03-2002||04:03 AM||telecastr@email.com||My Greddy Type S does the same. The valve screw is almost falling off.  It's been happening ever since i switched to 2.25 IC piping.  Is it this normal, going to a bigger diameter pipe from stock pipes, for the bov to strengthen itself?  I never had the problems before and i've taken the bov apart and no tear in the diaphram or leaks.||66.32.30.251||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000709.cgi
A||||5||deathsled||2nd gen ECUs||||1||
Z||000000||deathsled||06-25-2002||06:22 PM||magnetbox@boone.net||how difficult would it be to run a 1st gen with a 2nd gen ecu?||65.81.200.135||reg||1
Z||000001||199of2k||06-25-2002||10:27 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||I dont think its possible.  Can someone elaborate?||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||06-25-2002||11:39 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||OBD2????<P>Zach||64.157.114.229||reg||1
Z||000003||771of2k||06-26-2002||04:25 AM||snakedojo@hotmail.com||I havent heard of it being done before, but it shouldn't be too hard, it wont be easy or anything, but it should be do-able. <BR>you would need the complete wiring harness for the ecu from a 2g, & the ecu. you would need to modify the cam angle sensor as per the 1g in a 2g instructions. might have to extend a few connectors as the routing would be different. & I think we only have one o2 sensor(not sure) so you might need to add another or add one of those little relays that trick the ecu. you would also probably need to splice together the check engine light to the correct line. & remeber to get the obd2 diagnostic port. <BR>I've seen 4g63's swapped into a few cars, so people have done something like that before, but they probably used a 1g setup, but now that dsmlink is here, the 2g ecu will be the way to go.||68.1.190.117||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||06-26-2002||08:31 AM||jon@jgronline.com||1G ECU or a GVR4 is "better" than any ODBII computer. ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||deathsled||06-26-2002||12:40 PM||magnetbox@boone.net||exactly, i want the dsmlink, lol<P>they need to hurry up with a 1st gen version||65.81.203.54||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000710.cgi
A||||3||Russ Keenan||Buschur FMIC?||||1
Z||000000||Russ Keenan||06-26-2002||01:23 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||I was wondering if anyone had ever tried to install a Buschur Front mount (street core) on a VR4? I had one on the Talon and loved it looks and the route the pipes take. <P>Russ<BR>91 Talon 12.6@116<BR>431/1000 VR4 in progress<BR>We can build it faster, We can build it stronger..... well ok maybe not stronger  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>From the frying pan into the fire  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||207.225.88.226||reg||1
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||06-26-2002||01:23 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||It can be done, I'll post more details on this in the next few weeks.||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000002||JUNIORAWD||02-14-2003||07:39 PM||||wasnt there a site that showed how to do it?||68.36.127.193||reg||1||JUNIORAWD||00000278||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-14-2003||09:48 PM||||Russ<br /><br />Does it resemble the IRC street core ? Look below:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.indyracecores.com" target="_blank">http://www.indyracecores.com</a><br /><br />If so, yes, it can be made to fit. Howard on our list here has done that to his car. <br /><br />Also, a buschur race core or indy race IC should also fit on our cars. Some major hacking and some raditaor work may need done, but its possible.<br /><br />Hope this helps!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/000711.cgi
A||N||9||hibern8||HELP! FUEL PUMP INSTALL QUESTION!||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||06-17-2002||07:11 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Hey guys this is a question for all you people who have upgraded the fuel pump. Im having the biggest pain getting the fuel line connection. Ive tried the one that is accessable through the trunk and the one under the car. The one under the car is much easier to get the wrenches on but no matter how hard i try, it seems to want to strip the bolts more than anything. Does anyone have any tips to get this stubborn thing to break loose? Any pointers, any special tools used or anything. Your help is appreciated! Thanks. ||152.163.201.177||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-17-2002||09:18 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Vice grips. Wrong forum too. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||06-17-2002||10:57 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I used a 12" shifting spanner on one side of the fitting and the correct size open ender on the other, can't remember sizes.  Used a lot of WD40, brute force & ignorance. (I undid the one in the trunk)  The surprising thing for me was the screw that holds the bottom of the pump to the bracket, I had to break it first with some large fencing pliers.  Hope this helps.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||06-17-2002||11:00 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Line wrenches-they look like a box end,but with six points and a slot cut to slide over the tubing. Sears has them,I cant remember the sizes though. Soak the fittings for a few days (I sprayed mine once a day or so while i was builing the motor,so for me it was weeks..)with wd-40,Kroil or whatever you have. I got lucky,mine (the one in the trunk) looked like it had been submerged under the sea for 10 years,but I squeezed the wrenches together,and it came loose instantly-nobody else I know has been so lucky.  If they have already been stripped,then you may have to resort to vice grips..<BR> Good luck!<P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 06-17-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 06-18-2002).]||129.71.114.2||reg||1
Z||000004||SnoBlind||06-18-2002||07:28 AM||modularv8@hotmail.com||We used and impact wrench....Use your imagination on how we got the impact wrench on the bolt.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/redface.gif"><P>That is probably one of the most infuriating connections on our cars.  It will take a while and you most likely will strip those fittings.||63.68.228.197||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||06-18-2002||08:45 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the line wrench is also called a flare end wrench.  you should have a set of these in your toolbox, and use them on anything that is hollow tubing, because it spreads out the torque a lot better.  these wrenches are also very good for brake lines, and i use one all the time for the coolant return metal line on the turbo, going to the bypass pipe coming off of the back of the water pump.  they are also very good for anything that is really on there, and you cannot get a 6 point socket on it.||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000006||smokindav||06-18-2002||02:45 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||another vote for line wrenches.  use the right tool for the job.<P>i always like doing new projects as it's a great excuse to buy more tools.<P>||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||06-18-2002||04:28 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||"i always like doing new projects as it's a great excuse to buy more tools."<P><BR>Here! here!<P>I have two set just in case you need to wrenches the same size to get the job done. Line wrenches are key to doing the job right.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||hibern8||06-21-2002||10:49 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well i have had the biggest pain in the ass tie with those bolts....so instead of completely stripping my fittings and breaking my arms, i just drained the tank and unbolted the tank off the car. it wasnt too tough at all but it is off and i got to the fuel pump without any problems... ithank you guys for all your suggestions..... now if anyone has an fmic for sale, email me or post here. ||205.188.201.144||reg||1
Z||000009||91vr4evolution||06-26-2002||06:59 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I must have lucked out 'cause I used two open enders(having already read about possibly having to have flare wrenches,(love that stubborn Scottish blood)), gave it a good heave and what do you know, it undid just like that!!<P>Mike||203.96.111.200||reg||10




ubb/Forum2/000712.cgi
A||||4||russthelm||Water Injection Pictures||||1||
Z||000000||russthelm||06-26-2002||08:41 PM||rrwarren@earthlink.net||Here are some pictures of my Water Injection setup.<BR> <A HREF="http://home.earthlink.net/~rrwarren/Galant/wi1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://home.earthlink.net/~rrwarren/Galant/wi1.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://home.earthlink.net/~rrwarren/Galant/wi2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://home.earthlink.net/~rrwarren/Galant/wi2.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://home.earthlink.net/~rrwarren/Galant/wi3.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://home.earthlink.net/~rrwarren/Galant/wi3.jpg</A> <BR>||67.210.16.49||reg||1
Z||000001||mattp||07-08-2002||06:50 PM||mbp@triad.rr.com||Is that DIY?<P>I've got an SMC on my Buick.||66.26.130.13||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||07-09-2002||02:38 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I saw that SMC set up as well.  What do you think of it?  What type of pump do they supply.  I like the idea of the controller inside the car (although it's not to pretty ;-).<BR>TIA <BR>Kevin||167.142.21.177||reg||5
Z||000003||mattp||07-09-2002||05:55 PM||mbp@triad.rr.com||It's a plug and play deal.  I don't know what kind of pump.  It won't hold up to long term methanol use though.  The control box is kind of an eye sore for me as well so I moved mine to the ash tray and hooked up the low alcohol light and spray on light to the low fuel and power injection light in the dash.<P>But if anyone wants to read up on w/a injection you should go to the alky and nitrous tech section at Tb.com.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.turbobuick.com/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=&forumid=14" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbobuick.com/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=&forumid=14</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.smcenterprises.com" TARGET=_blank>www.smcenterprises.com</A> <P>I went from about 16 psi on stock GN turbo to well over the efficiency range of it.||66.26.130.13||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||07-10-2002||09:18 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||The GN boards offer a lot information on WI (as does Ken Inn :-), and there is also the DSMwaterinjection board on yahoo groups.  They are mostly using the Shurflo pumps due to the price and durability.  I just haven't gotten around to piecing my setup together yet.||167.142.21.157||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000713.cgi
A||||5||turboflanagan||Speaking of new caps...||||5||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||06-26-2002||09:05 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||The computer in my car was replaced by the dealer shortly before I got it about 1.5 years ago.  Would the caps in the new computer be the same crappy ones as the old computers?  Would ya'll suggest replacing them just 'cuz?||66.114.238.18||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||06-26-2002||09:25 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||oh yeah.  do it now, or regret it later.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||06-27-2002||10:25 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The problem is you don't know where the dealer got it from. The chances are REAL slim it is a new Mitsubishi ECU, more likely a rebuilt one from one of many ECU rebuilders. The quality of some of those rebuilt ECU's I've seen is terrible, wrong parts, no caps replaced, lousy soldering like a first grader would do, etc. They would normally not replace the caps unless they were causing a problem in my opinion. Don't take the chance.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||63.208.31.235||reg||1
Z||000003||iceman69510||06-28-2002||06:43 PM||||There is a 4 digit code (I think ) on the controller that tells you when it was made.  If it was new recently in the car, it may still be 7-8 years old. IIRC (and I don't know for sure without seeing my controller), the first digit is the year made, like 1Y23 would be 1991, November (1-9 same, 10=x, 11=y, 12=z), 23rd day.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||06-28-2002||08:39 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I've got a project to do now.  But, if there was an intermittant problem with someone's car that was caused by bad caps, how would it show up on a pocketlogger or would it?  Are you just going to see funky readings from whatever sensor or switch the computer is screwing up?  My PocketLogger is supposed to be delivered next Tuesday.  The Galant knows it's coming too.  It has been running Great since I ordered the pocketlogger.  Now I need to order some caps and lifters.||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||06-28-2002||10:52 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||even if the ecu was new, chances are it was on the shelf for years.  most manufacturers will have a finite amount of parts made, then the tooling is changed out, and when those parts are sold, that's it.  since the car is low production, they arent going to keep making lots of the parts.  and the caps that are used are probably really old, too.||4.47.36.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000714.cgi
A||||4||Jose||Spark Plug Wires For Cyclone Intake ||||5||
Z||000000||Jose||06-27-2002||10:30 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Does anyone know where I can get upgraded spark plug wires for the cyclone intake manifold. I have ngk wires that came on the JDM motor, and it is time to replace them.<BR>Jose...........||152.163.201.58||reg||5
Z||000001||91vr4evolution||06-27-2002||12:06 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Jose, you can use a standard set, they just reach, but you have to route them quite tightly.<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||06-27-2002||12:59 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||kingsborne wires, califrisco.  cost is 25 bucks, i forget the part number, but i gave them the specs about 3 months ago, and it is the same part number as the eclipse, but with cyclone added on.  they sent me a sample set, fits perfect, except #3 wire could be about an inch longer.  also, i turned my coil about 20 deg and ground off one boss so it would clear the a/c line.  these wires are the best i have ever used.  the ends fit perfectly, and especially the spark plug ends, give a positive, waterproof seal.  the coil ends are perfectly aligned with the boot, and seal on excellently.<P>kingsborne is 800 643 0375, wire set number is 11-571-cyclone<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 06-27-2002).]||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000003||russthelm||06-27-2002||09:49 PM||rrwarren@earthlink.net||Magnacore makes a set specifically for the cyclone.  They fit great and have more than enough slack.  They will cost you some bucks.  If you are interested I will search for the box to get the part #.<P>||67.210.16.30||reg||1
Z||000004||Jose||06-28-2002||12:21 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Russthelm, can you please find that box with Magnacore part # on.<BR>Jose....<BR>||205.188.200.56||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000715.cgi
A||||3||MX4||Fuel Pump Question||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||06-28-2002||04:56 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Does the fuel pump have to work at any specific psi? I have seen one for sale running at 6-8 psi but have a gut feeling this isnt right?<P>Cheers guys<P>Ryan||210.86.38.34||reg||1
Z||000001||91vr4evolution||06-28-2002||05:31 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||It depends on the application, eg, a four cylinder with the standard carb needs a low volume@low pressure pump, a V8 dinosaur with, say, a big double pumper Holley carb needs a high volume@low pressure pump, a n/a EFI needs a low-medium volume@high pressure pump, and a high power turbo/supercharger EFI needs a high volume@high pressure pump.<BR>However, you can use a high volume/low pressure pump to feed a surge tank, then use a high volume/high pressure pump to feed the fuel rail from the surge tank.<P>Mike||210.54.204.142||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||06-28-2002||08:17 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MX4:<BR><B><BR>Does the fuel pump have to work at any specific psi? I have seen one for sale running at 6-8 psi but have a gut feeling this isnt right?<P>Cheers guys<P>Ryan</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Considering your base fuel pressure in the car is around 37 psi, that "little" pump you have won't work for your car.  20 lbs of boost and you need 57 psi of fuel pressure.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||MX4||06-28-2002||09:45 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Point taken, Thanks Guys<P>Ryan||203.96.111.200||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000716.cgi
A||||0||GVR1643||boost level fluctuations||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||06-28-2002||10:30 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I'm running basic 14b with all porting done and an MBC.  A while back I set my boost at 15 and it would spike there and settle in at about 13.5.  This morning I turned it up to see if I could get it to settle in at 15 and it spiked to 16.5 and dropped to 13.5 and then fluctuates between 13.5 and 14.5.  So, would this be the BOV, or could it be a leak in the flapper/WG (of course it has one crack).  Wouldn't the turbo still spin up enough to hold 15psi since that's controlled by the mbc and the BOV? Or could it just be a plain old boost leak I need to track down (last check showed no leaks, but that was a while ago) Do I have any of this right. TIA<BR>Kevin<BR>GVR4 x2||167.142.22.199||reg||5




ubb/Forum2/000717.cgi
A||||1||mikey||intake leak test||||1||
Z||000000||mikey||06-28-2002||03:12 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||okay i made one of those cheap leak test thingy with the air valve and parts from the hardware store.<P>now do you take off the intake tube going to the turbo and stick this thing in it's place and put air (i have the walmart 7 gallon air tank) in there?  i tried that but it will not hold any air pressure.<P>there's two parts to the intake piping...one off the turbo, which has another route to the bov...then the air filter part.  i took both those off. <P>help am i doing it wrong?||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||06-28-2002||03:46 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||nothing you have a leak. Could be in the valve you installed in the tester or it could be in the IC system itself.<P>Dog will hunt...||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000718.cgi
A||||10||pj||spline count?||||1||
Z||000000||pj||06-28-2002||04:01 PM||jang_paul@hotmail.com||does anyone know the spline count for a 91-92GVR4?<P>also, what year tel's have the same spline count that will directly bolt on.<P>thanks||206.137.73.104||reg||1
Z||000001||lazer4ever||06-28-2002||04:53 PM||lazer4ever@aol.com||Spline count on what shaft?<P>Josh<BR>||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||06-29-2002||12:09 PM||jon@jgronline.com||For transfer cases, early 91 models have 22 spline transfer cases.  Later 91 and all 92 models have 23 spline transfer cases.||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000003||VR4GAZM||07-02-2002||11:46 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Hey Jon, are u referring to early 91 gvr4's? or TEL's?<P>The output shafts for the tranny itself are the same for TEL's?<P>Also, looking at my tranny apart, I noticed this flywheel looking thing that with the same type of bolts that hold the engine flywheel to the crank.  There are 7 of those. Does that have anything to do with a 7 bolt 2g engine?<P>MIke<BR>||209.156.76.57||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||07-03-2002||08:37 AM||jon@jgronline.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR4GAZM:<BR><B>Hey Jon, are u referring to early 91 gvr4's? or TEL's?<P>The output shafts for the tranny itself are the same for TEL's?<P>Also, looking at my tranny apart, I noticed this flywheel looking thing that with the same type of bolts that hold the engine flywheel to the crank.  There are 7 of those. Does that have anything to do with a 7 bolt 2g engine?<P>MIke</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>91 DSMs and 91 GVR4s come with both 22 and 23 spline transfer cases.  Not sure on the date it cut over.<P>The DSM tranny and the GVR4 tranny are virtually the same.  1st gear and the speed-o gear ratio is the only differences I know of.  The output shaft in the tranny is the same between the two trannys.  <P>Not sure what part you are talking about.  4G63 engines came with 6 bolt flywheels.  Here is a picture of a Fidanza 6 bolt flywheel.  <P><A HREF="http://www.turbotrix.com/images/fidanza2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>click here</A><P>93 and 94 model years DSMs come with 7 bolt engines.  Smaller rods, different crank, etc.  2Gs come also with 7 bolt engines but are yet again different.  (crankwalk)<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||pj||07-03-2002||10:58 AM||jang_paul@hotmail.com||thanks for the information.<P>i have an opportunity to pick up a cheap 91 galant that needs a tranny but having a difficult time with the spline count.<P>is it as easy as looking at the transfer case and counting the splines to see if it's 22 or 23?<P>the price is ridiculously cheap though it needs a little work.<P>i'm missing my 92 gvr4 big time.  685/1000||206.137.73.104||reg||1
Z||000006||JonGVR4||07-03-2002||02:47 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Easy to count the splines but easier to put the vin number into CAPS to see which transfer case you have.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||pj||07-03-2002||02:51 PM||jang_paul@hotmail.com||how do i go about doing that.  vin number in caps????||206.137.75.111||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||07-03-2002||02:55 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if i catch a fish, and give it to you,.......||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000009||JonGVR4||07-05-2002||09:20 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by pj:<BR><B>how do i go about doing that.  vin number in caps????</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_caps.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_caps.html</A> <P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000010||keydiver||07-05-2002||10:37 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||PJ,<BR>If you get the DSM CD Manual, there is already a cracked version of the CAPS program on there. It is invaluable!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000719.cgi
A||||8||VR4GAZM||Transmission Parts..||||5||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||06-28-2002||05:18 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Does anyone know of places where I could direct my transmission shop to get the parts for our trannys, ie, bearings, forks...?<P>I gave my tranny to a local tranny place and theyve had it for the past 5 days, everytime i call they are like, we are still taking it apart, it takes time, yadda yadda. Once we get it apart and determine what it needs, since its such an odd transmission itll take time to get the parts. Yeah thanks a lot, it takes time that i dont have. I shouldve sent my tranny to bm for one thing  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>Mike||209.156.76.36||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||06-28-2002||05:27 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||go and get it back.  they are jacking with you.  there is nothing unusual about that trans.  i would be afraid of whatever they gave me back, with those types of answers.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||06-28-2002||06:19 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I agree w/Ken.  Except for 1st gear, there really isn't anything special about our trannies.||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000003||iceman69510||06-28-2002||06:37 PM||||Use TRE if he is available.  Yeah, you have to send it to him, but he carries all the parts in stock because these cars are basically ALL he does.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||06-28-2002||08:43 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Ditto Ken's comment.  If they are a trannie shop and they can't get a trannie apart in 5 days, they got problems that your dollars don't need to support.  If they can't give you a straight answer like we have had too much work to get to yours yet, but we will on _____day, then they don't deserve your business.  Get it back.||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||06-28-2002||10:47 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i GOTTA tell you this story.  i used to work at a bmw shop in houston.  the owner is one of the absolute best i have ever seen.  anyway, one day, this guy brings in a 4 spd trans for a bmw 2002, wants mike to rebuild it. when can it be ready?  i ask mike, and he says come and get it saturday, this is monday.  so, i tell him to come back saturday, but we close at 1.  so, saturday comes around, and i remind mike that the trans will be picked up today, and he has not even touched it.  he just says, piece of cake.  so, about noon, i yell back, "hey, mike, you got the trans done yet?"  i hear, "oh, shit!" and a bunch of clanging and i hear him running.  so, about 12:30, the guy comes in, looking for his trans, and i go back and mike is just finishing it up.  so, i write up the bill, and mike brings out the trans, and gives it to the guy.  he looks at it, and says, "wow!  this thing looks brand new!"  a couple days later, he calls back, and says the trans shifts better than he can ever remember.  mike did the whole trans in about 30 minutes, i think bench time is like 5 hours.  that includes disassemble/reassemble, change out 4 synchros, bearings, seals, at the very least.  then, dipping the case, and beadblasting it.  guy is still doing it, too.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000006||VR4GAZM||06-28-2002||11:12 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Well the only reason i gave it to this guy is because he was recommended by another reputable vr4 owner.  I didnt think it should have taken so long to take it all apart, he kept saying they want to take their time and all and he was saying he is kind of backed up.  But wtf, I called him before i dropped the tranny off and he was like yeah we can get it all taken care of for you in no time...and well, this was tuesday morning.  I really hate shops that dont know how to run a good business, I mean if you dont have the time to get something done, dont promise somebody youll do it. I mean im sure u need the business and all, but nobody likes a cheat.  <P>Im gonna try and stop by there on Monday, which is the day he said he would have an estimate for me.  Im gonna do a surprise visit just to be sure its actually all taken apart.  Ive been screwed over in the past by private shops, actually all of the private ones except one.  The only time I have ever gotten timely service is when I take my mitsu's to the dealership...weird huh?||209.156.76.1||reg||1
Z||000007||turboflanagan||06-29-2002||05:08 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||It all depends on people.  Some good ones work at dealers and some at independents.  Good luck finding the right combo.||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR4_1221||06-30-2002||11:11 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||Just before I bought my VR4 the clutch was changed at a Mitsubishi dealer. The shop in Lancaster California. Some how they did not torque the bolts that hold the transmission on to the engine down right. They fell out one by one until the transmission tilted enough to snap the throw out shaft which is one piece including the bell housing. Thank you very much Mitsubishi shop.||64.66.204.112||reg||8




ubb/Forum2/000720.cgi
A||||1||beavis||big 16g and stock injectors||||3||
Z||000000||beavis||06-28-2002||11:53 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||there have been seveal people have have posted questions concerning the combo of a 16g and stock fuel injectors. my car recently got going again so i decided to check on how my car is running.  i decided to make several runs on pump gas so i could see how the combo works.  the data was gathered using my buddies pocket logger.  the most complete run we were able to record was on 15psi and 91 octane gas.  knock count was 0 and timing was advanced to 19 degrees.  intake air temp was 103 with ambient being 92.  i don't have the injector duty cycle readings.  water temp stayed close to 200.  i'll be making some more complete runs and i'll post the results.  so far she seems to be running pretty safe. ||64.12.103.24||reg||3
Z||000001||ken inn||06-29-2002||10:21 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||with the blaha mas, and water injection, stock intercooler and piping, i was running 19 lbs on 93 pump gas.  i dont have a datalogger, and my a/f was always high(.92-.99), and egt's were low(1550 max).  after installing the rre pipes and starion intercooler, i switched back to a stock mas, and now my knock led will lite up in first at about 6500.  sometimes, even in second.  i KNOW i am getting serious heat soak, because if i am in traffic, or after a restart, like i go into a store and come back out, i can lite up the led every time.  but, if i just come off the freeway, stop at a lite, then mash it, i get no led.  changing to the new adjustable fpr helped out a bit.||4.47.36.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000721.cgi
A||||0||1quickvr4||Going Garett!?||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||06-29-2002||01:12 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Ok I have decided that since I have sold my Frank and looking at the high price of hybrids that Im gonna go full Garett. I alredey have the manifold, Its the turbonectics one but it has been modified by having a straight T4 flange welded on it instead of the T3. I can fab a lot of stuff but who would have the lines required to make this work? Any other comments on this would be helpfull as well as info from people that run straight T4s.<P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000722.cgi
A||||0||91vr4evolution||Mazda 12A turbo injectors.||||4||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||06-29-2002||09:48 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I didn't know if you guys saw the post in the racing section, but I have been exploring the possablity of fitting 12A turbo injectors to my car. Well, I fitted them so I guess they do!! They have the same impedance, are the same distance between the rail and the head, and the plug goes straight on. The only difference between them and the standard ones is the bit that goes in the o-ring in the head. Its sightly longer, which is okay, and sightly fatter, which is a pain in the rump.I got around this by (overt your eyes, all you mechanics), reaming the oring with a 10.5mm drill bit. To fit the injectors, put the oring in the head first, then push the injector thru the oring(takes some shoving), then fit the rail onto the injectors. The best thing is that the injectors are rated at 720cc@35psi@100%duty, and they were 1/3 the price of aftermarket injectors of the same size.<P>Mike||203.96.111.200||reg||4




ubb/Forum2/000723.cgi
A||||1||turboflanagan||Desktop Dyno?||||1||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||06-30-2002||08:40 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Have any of you used Desktop Dyno or Dyno2000 from MotionSoftware?  I'm wondering how accurate and useful these products are at finding the right combo for a given goal.  I am going to download the demo tonight, but on dial-up it will take hours.  I HATE dial-up, but am too cheap to get cable, DSL, or satalite.||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000001||kartorium31||06-30-2002||09:26 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I dl the full version a few days ago and it is really cool but very difficult to setup your engine unless you have a lot of specific knoweledge about the engine and components.  I dont know enough at this point to use it accuratly but i am studying.<BR>I am not sure about how well it could be used to determine a good setup, but that is because i don't know what all the stuff is in the program.  In short i am sure if you knew what you were doing it could be very useful.  ||12.18.158.25||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000724.cgi
A||||23||ken inn||suspension||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||07-01-2002||11:48 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||who has info on expansion/compression of koni shocks?  or, kyb?  i have been digging for info, and so far, it is pretty interesting.  according to the specs, <BR>vr4 front springs are 14.2 in, 134 lbs<BR>t/e/l                 12.9     146<BR>vr4 front shocks are 19.72 in, 309/99<BR>tel                  19.02     220/66<P>since the gr-2's and the konis' are made for the t/e/l's, how can they possibly be correct for our cars?  clearly our springs/shocks are longer, and shock ratings are 30% higher.  i think mark reib is the ONLY person i know of who has owned his car since new.  so, only a few people know how the car rode and handled new.  since ride and handling are very personal, i would like some input as to what others are using.  i recently got an old set of fronts from ian, i think, and one was original, the other was a kyb gr-2.  based on what i see, they CANNOT be compatible.  what other data have others got?<BR>||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4458||07-01-2002||12:22 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||My brother owned 458/1000 before me and he said that my new suspension was better than it had ever been sotck.  Of course, I have more than replacement struts.<P>I am running Whitline springs (20% stiffer) with KYB GR-2 (I'm pretty sure that these are specifically for the VR4).  Also, I've replaced the sway bars and endlinks and a pant load of bushings.<P>This setup gives a ride thats a good combination of handling and ride (my wife has never complained about it).<P>since ride and handling are very personal, i would like some input as to what others are using.  i recently got an old set of fronts from ian, i think, and one was original, the other was a kyb gr-2.  based on what i see, they CANNOT be compatible.  what other data have others got?[/B][/QUOTE]<P>||57.68.12.102||reg||1
Z||000002||RayH||07-01-2002||01:15 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||I bought my car new also and switched from stock to adjustable GAB's on stock springs and ARC hollow sway bars.  The ride is definitely on the firm side even on the softest settings.  I keep the settings one up higher than the softest since the rear is a little twitchy on transitions on the softest setting.  I still commute daily in the car and run the tire pressures about 6 pounds over stock.<P>The only time I've ever had the shocks on the stiffest settings was at Watkins Glen and you could literally feel it if you ran over a dime.<P>Still have H&R springs which I haven't put on yet.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by RayH (edited 07-01-2002).]||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-01-2002||01:39 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||well, fyi, the gr2 is the same part number for tel or galant.  and, according to specs, stock galant fronts are at least 30% stiffer than tel.  look at the rears,  tel-198/66, vr4 265/99, again, at least 30% greater.  and spring rates, tel awd-140, 13.1 in, vr4 15.3, 112.0.  and overall shock lengths, tel-22.4, vr4-23.0.  looks to me like the galant spring has to compress 1/2" more, to fit the shock, thus making the preload greater.  i would think that if the tel shocks and struts would have worked on the vr4, they would have come that way||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||07-01-2002||02:01 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I run TEL AGX's all around, with H&R springs, and they fit perfect, nothing weird about them.  ||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000005||Bill||07-01-2002||02:52 PM||||There are 3-4 different kind of shocks and springs for T/E/L according to dealer.  Ken, all of your answers can be found in old forum search.  Front Koni for T/E/L is little bit of stiffer side with stock springs.||205.188.195.38||reg||6
Z||000006||markrieb||07-01-2002||03:49 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Stock the car was way soft for my tastes with too much body lean for my comfort.<P>The stock front shock bodies are a bit longer than the T/E/L units to make up for the additional spring length.<P>A lot of people have problems with the H&R springs making the car sit raked, but my car sits level.  This is probably due to the front Tein camber plates.<P>I have H&R springs (special order for GVR-4 thru Nate Pharr/Strano's), KYB-AGX shocks, full Whiteline urethane bushing kit, front and rear strut tower bars, front and rear Whiteline 22mm swaybars.<P>The car handles much better now, but I still think it needs a bit more spring rate and a bit more rear swaybar.  The car is firm on the street and comfortable on all but the most potholed streets and roughest railroad crossings.<P>Mark||208.8.135.6||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||07-01-2002||04:34 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Bill:<BR><B>There are 3-4 different kind of shocks and springs for T/E/L according to dealer.  Ken, all of your answers can be found in old forum search.  Front Koni for T/E/L is little bit of stiffer side with stock springs.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>this is what i mean.  for example, the fwd has a 12.4in spring, 134 lbs, vs the vr4 14.2/134.  yet the gr2 is the same shock for all of the 1g cars, fwd rear is different.  the awd spring is 146, equal to about 1.10% of the vr4.  however, the comp/rebound of the 2 are way different, the vr4 being about 30% stouter.  since there are no really galant vr4 specific shocks, we have to use mostly tel stuff, or, if it IS vr4 specific, like the bilsteins i had, they are way too harsh of a ride.  also, suspension is not one of those things i like to over and over again.  like i said, it's personal.  for example, when howard bought my bilsteins, he thought they were great.  AND, he had h&r springs, too.  i thought they were WAY too harsh, and i had stock springs.<P>||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000008||Bill||07-01-2002||05:18 PM||||Here are some datas for various shock damping rate:  <BR>Factory shock:  F 450n/1400n(comp/reb.)<BR>                R 450n/1200n<BR>T/E/L Koni:     F 900n/1050n<BR>                R 300n/1300n<BR>Koni for E39A:  F 500n/950n(86-2418)<BR>                R 300n/800n(80-2613)<BR>All of the above figures are tested at .3m/sec. or .983ft./sec. but it does not tell you what type of pistons they are using<BR>(linear or digressive pistons).  I bet you Bilstein monotube shocks ride way smoother and perform better than twin tube Konis if you revalve them more softly!||205.188.200.139||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||07-01-2002||06:19 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||today i got an email from koni, saying they did not have the comp/exp rates, and that it would vary based on a whole bunch of things.  they say they do revalve, but when i asked how, if they cannot supply comp/exp rates, would one know what they wanted?  their response was that i send them the spring rates, and what type of car, and what type of driving, and they would revalve them.  yipee.  so, where did you get these stats, and how do you convert newtons to lbs?<P>your factory numbers jive with what i got, 450/1400 div 4.55 = 99/309.  however, i dont think you can compare the older hydraulic(red) with the newer gas(yellow), and even koni says the yellow body is sports, which have more aggressive dampening.  and, where the fronts of the factory tel are 66/230, the koni would be 196/230, a remarkable increase, the rears would be close to stock, 66/198, k=66/285.  but this is my point, the confusion surrounding the use of aftermarket shocks and springs.<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 07-01-2002).]||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000010||uno||07-01-2002||07:47 PM||corona1977@juno.com||anyone have any experience with Noltec's now offered by Rob (mofugas) or the diamonstarspecialties.com coilover kit?||216.187.161.220||reg||1
Z||000011||Bill||07-01-2002||07:58 PM||||These datas were given to me by MR. Gordon at<BR>Koni-NA( division of street shock development).  ||205.188.196.27||reg||1
Z||000012||Bill||07-01-2002||10:15 PM||||What do you think about front Konis Ken in terms of ride quality?||152.163.195.206||reg||1
Z||000013||JonGVR4||07-02-2002||08:25 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I know what Kenn is talking about.  The spring perch is different on the Galant strut.<P>My little story.<P>I bought my car in 95.  One of my upgrades was H&R springs.  I was too cheap to change the struts so on they went.<P>After about a year, the front struts were about to die.  They couldn't handle it and started leaking.  I then ordered the only struts I could find for the Galant VR4.  It was a set of fronts only, Koni struts.  These are ORANGE, not yellow.  They are not as stiff as the yellow ones but were made for the Galant.  This is no longer available from Koni as far as I know. <P>I got these in with part of the bump stop cut as suggested by Koni.  The ride was better but still not stiff enough for me.<P>So I drove a while and finally bought a set of 4 KYB GR-2 struts from Stranos.  They said they would fit fine.  I got them and after a while, I noticed the front would bottom out and the front springs would completely collapse.  Not a great sound when a spring hits itself.  <P>I sent the front struts back, not knowing they were designed for DSMs and not for Galants.  Stranos sent the struts to KYB and they said the struts were fine, no problems.  Stranos, the ass holes they are, wouldn't send me my struts back and they wouldn't give me a credit.  Oh yeah, I couldn't go without my car for months so I ordered a set of KYB AGX front struts to replace the "broken" GR-2 struts.<P>After a while with this, I would still get the fronts to bottom out every now and then.  I called up H&R and ask them what is going on.  They tell me to be sure to put a full bump stop in there.  So I ordered new bump stops and put that in.  That has helped a bunch.  The front feels pretty good now.<P>I then decide to replace the rear struts with AGX as well.  Well, I didn't put any anti-seize on the struts when they went on.  I had to destroy the bottom of the rear struts to get them off.  Oh well.<P>I drove probably a year like this.  The car handled fairly well with H&R, full bump stops, and AGX struts.  The back end looked too high though.  So I removed the back once again and cut one coil off of the rear springs to make the car more even.  This is because the front sits lower than it should because the AGX struts aren't for GVR4s but are for DSMs.  This helped with body roll a bunch.  I didn't think that would happen.  <P>Somewhere in there, I removed AWS and put in a 4 bolt.<P>Oh yeah, I drove about 5 different Galants new in 91 and 92.  I had a 90 Eclipse GS Turbo then and I was wanting to sell it and buy a GVR4.  The Eclipse cost around $14,500 new in 1990 and was probably worth about $10,000 in 91 or 92.  The sticker for the GVR4 was twenty something so trading in was not a possibility then.  The GVR4 new pushed like a bitch in turns.  It felt a lot like my GS turbo except heavier.  It also felt slower.  The sudden pull of torque steer sure makes a car "feel" fast.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000014||smokindav||07-02-2002||08:52 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||ken, I think you should try out some double adjustable shocks and let us know how they work.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I've got the whiteline springs with the shorter of the two spring choices.  I wish I had more compression damping.  With the AGX shocks on the car, I can obviously dial in the rebound however I want it but still need more compression damping.<P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000015||ken inn||07-02-2002||01:20 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i dont have the koni's in yet, i just finished installing them in the strut tubes.  then, i started checking out the lengths, and i sent some pics of the galant and tel struts, and you can see the difference in heights.  also, i checked out the specs on the different struts, and it gets more confusing.  after the bout with the bilsteins, i am still not sure what to do.  because of all the labor involved, i dont look forward to taking the struts/shocks on an off, like the front bumper.  i may just go with the tel spring(146 vs 134, and about 1/2" shorter) on the fronts, and keep the stocker on the rear.  i didnt like the bilsteins, but i was too lazy to change them out.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000016||keydiver||07-02-2002||02:00 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I take it you received that strut I shipped you, and it IS a GVR-4 strut, right?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000017||ken inn||07-02-2002||02:37 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yep, thanks.  i have it all ready, now all i gotta do is figger out which spring i want to use, and as soon as it stops raining, i can install them.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000018||Bill||07-02-2002||02:53 PM||||Ken, I can fax you actual dynograph for T/E/L<BR>konis and original shocks if you like.  Koni will not fit into gvr4 strut after following<BR>koni instructions due to gvr4 strut length being longer than T/E/L strut.  T/E/L front<BR>springs with any of T/E/L struts on gvr4 will give negative camber also.||64.12.107.42||reg||1
Z||000019||ken inn||07-02-2002||04:12 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||my fax is 940 320 8550.  i have the struts in the housings, and they fit.  however, the assembly is a bit shorter, and i am concerned.  but, i have the kyb gr2's on the car now, and they are the same as the ones on the tel's. i am also using my stock springs on the kyb's.  but this is what i mean, there is so little info on what will work, and what wont, AND, it is a personal preference type of thing.  what i like and what you like are different.  and both koni and kyb wont give me any specs.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000020||mitzy||07-12-2002||10:52 PM||nymig@hotmail.com||Ken, where did you buy the Bilsteins from?<BR>Do you have the part numbers?||24.46.92.104||reg||5
Z||000021||ken inn||07-12-2002||11:02 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the company i work for is a huge bilstein distributor.  one of the reps used to have a galant vr4, and he found the part numbers out of europe.  i basically pulled some strings, and got them special ordered, BUT, i had to wait almost a year.  they were a good price, i think under 400 bucks for the set, but this is equal to an employee price.  AND, they were rally shocks.  i had called john buffum, and asked him about the bilsteins, and he said they were too stiff, and recommended the gab's.  buffum is one of the smoothest rally drivers there ever was.  he said that the bilsteins were ok for most of the time, but if you were to eat a sandwich while driving, it would be hard to keep it from bouncing around.  what a laugh.  when i watch wrc, i dont see how they can take their hands off the steering wheel to shift, let alone eat a sandwich.  a friend of mine had worked on a rally team a long time ago, when buffum was active, and he says when buffum came in from a run, the driver's door pocket would be full of empty coke cans.  i guess things have changed since then.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000022||mitzy||07-12-2002||11:59 PM||nymig@hotmail.com||Ken, I guess I will have to source it out across the pond.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">   <P>I've had great satisfaction from Bilsteins 15~20 years back (Ford Escorts)<P>I've had my VR4 for about three years and have kept the car stock/near stock but finding it increasingly hard to resist keeping it that way.  <P>No, I'm not going rally this one...  it will be a keeper.||24.46.92.104||reg||1
Z||000023||ken inn||07-13-2002||09:10 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||so far, i am happy with the koni yellows.  i put them in the galant front struts, and it seems like the ride height is the same as stock.  the overall length of the shock assembly is about an inch shorter than stock, but since the gas charge makes the shock want to extend, it is probably about the same as the stocker.  i used the front springs from the eclipse awd, which is about 1/2" shorter than the galant spring, and about 10% stiffer.  on the rear, i used the galant springs, that is all i had.  the galant rear spring is 2" longer.  also, the awd spring is about 30% stiffer.  <BR>     all in all, the ride is a bit stiffer than before, but not near as harsh.  the rebound on the rear is much less with the koni than with the kyb, but the effect is a lot better.  the car seems to track better, and seems to respond quicker to steering inputs.  it kinda feels more like my old bmw did.  <BR>     i think the bilsteins are much stiffer than the "sports".  i had sports on one of my bmw's, then went to heavy duty, which was bouncier in the rear.  i then got a used set of alpina bilsteins, and they were marvelous.  i sent them in to bilstein to be rebuilt and tested, and the jounce and rebound was almost right in between heavy duty and sports.  others who drove the car also were impressed with the ride and handling of the alpina's.<BR>     when koni came out with their low pressure gas, we felt that these were much better for the lighter cars than the bilsteins.  2002,320, 325 all seemed to do better with koni that the bilstein heavy duty.  however, of these cars that were tracked, the sport bilstein was better, mainly because you could adjust rebound with the koni, but not compression, and the rears had to be off the car to adjust.  <BR>     someone on this list has had konis revalved, and this would be another option, but it also means either the car is down, or you have to have a separate shock/spring set, and a lot of taking off/putting on, and i am not that motivated.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
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A||||0||Johnny Bravo||Strange idle...||||4||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||07-02-2002||09:33 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Whelp I got my new (to me) '92 VR-4 today & overall I'm quite happy with it, but as the prev owner told me it idles a bit funny.  Once under way it drives fine, but just at idle it's just not "right".  It sorta sputters & isn't consistent & won't always do it, but it's kinda hard to describe.  It almost feels like it could cut out sometimes, but never does.  The idle sometimes seems to fluctuate up & down, but I haven't been able to observe it much since I've only been home 2 hrs & haven't had much time to mess with it.  Anybody have any ideas what I could look for?  Sorry if I'm a bit vague....  TIA!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||152.163.213.74||reg||4
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A||||21||Dan D||Bang for Buck Suspension||||1
Z||000000||Dan D||07-01-2002||04:51 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||After driving a friends galant with poly bushings, bigger rear sway, ST braces, AGX, and stock springs, I am wanting suspension upgrades.  Currently I am on AGX w/ stock springs.  His car has a much more crisp response and no noticable body roll.  <P>So, What's the best bang for buck to achieve similar performance?  I don't have much car money in the buget, so I can only really do perhaps one thing.  Which is the best investment?  bushings, sways (both or just rear), springs..<P>Any opinions welcome.||157.254.234.50||reg||1
Z||000001||uno||07-01-2002||07:49 PM||corona1977@juno.com||swaybars, and only both=22 front adj. rear WL..but just my opinion.||216.187.161.220||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||07-02-2002||02:28 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I'd have to say, bang for the buck I would do the AGX's and a fat rear bar to begin with, and if that's not enough, add in H&R's or Ground Control coilovers (depending on the car's purpose).  <P>I have a Suspension Techniques rear bar, stock front bar, AGX's, H&R's, 4 bolt LSD, no 4WS, and I refuse to put on a bigger front bar.  If anything, I'd like even bigger in the rear.  ||4.47.89.181||reg||1
Z||000003||bob in chicago||07-02-2002||08:59 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I'm very happy with coil-overs because they permit raising the height for winter and lower even more for track events or autocross. If you plan to buy new, lower springs, why not spend a bit more for a set of coilover mounts and 2.5inch ID springs? Used ones are often listed on <A HREF="http://www.dsmtrader.com" TARGET=_blank>www.dsmtrader.com</A>    My 2 cents||216.65.167.199||reg||1
Z||000004||uno||07-02-2002||11:48 AM||corona1977@juno.com||Bob, do you have a hard time adjusting the corners evenly? and if someone had to purchase the coil-overs new which route would you go...||216.187.161.220||reg||1
Z||000005||markrieb||07-02-2002||03:38 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||One of the bigest handling changes you can make is installing the Whiteline offset caster bushings.  They are pretty cheap at Mofugas, around $35.  Installation can be a bit of a PITA depending on how much salt your car has seen<P>The caster bushings will improve turn in and help hold the corner.  After you install the bushings, get everything realigned, run about -1 to -1.5 degrees camber front and rear and zero toe front and rear.<P>If you get too much front tire wear take a little camber out and toe things in slightly.<P>Mark Rieb<BR>||208.8.135.6||reg||1
Z||000006||Dan D||07-02-2002||04:38 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Mark, Will the offset castor bushings do anything to reduce body-roll?  One of the biggest complaints I have and one of the nicest things about Ken W (friend's) galant was that it didn't roll.  I find myself backing off well before my tires even tell me to becuase I become uncomfortable with the roll the car exhibits.  The extra responsivness is certainly wanted, but it does me no good if I'm too chicken to use it.<P>I emailed rob and he suggested that the sways would be a good idea.  A local autox'er here in indy also said they were his favorite susp. mod to date.  I think I may start with the adj. rear bar, and then get the front and rest of the susp. bushings as I dedicate some money towards them.<P>Anyone here have strong disagreements with that plan for whatever reason?<P>Thanks for all the help and sugestions so far...||157.254.234.50||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||07-02-2002||06:11 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if you get bars, you should get both front and rear at the same time.  the change is remarkable.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000008||beavis||07-02-2002||07:12 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||the bushing kit offered a lot of bang for the buck.  no matter what type of springs or bars you put on the car, your steering geometry will still change under load because of the worn factory rubber.  i noticed a considerable difference in my car and the stock rubber only had 100k on it.  if you have more, or live in demanding conditions, the change will be more significant.||198.81.17.53||reg||1
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||07-02-2002||09:52 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Oh yeah, I forgot the one other mod I did to GREATLY increase handling.  Get some better wheels and tires.  I swap between my 17" Villains with 225/45/17 Kumhos and my stock '92 rims with 205/55/15, depending on whether I'm drag racing or autocrossing. <P>The difference is huge.  Both sets of tires are Z-rated, but the car handles WAY better on the 17's, like night and day.  Even with my suspension upgrades, the stock wheels/tires make it handle so much worse it's not even funny.  I'd like to go to a stickier tire for the 17's than the Kumho Ecsta's, and improve my grip at the auto-x.    ||4.47.89.181||reg||1
Z||000010||Dan D||07-02-2002||11:21 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Well, Rob is out of the adjustable bars, so I will be taking some time to think things over.  Eventually all of it will get done, nows just not a good time to be blowing money on the car.  <P>I would like to do front and rear at the same time, perhaps once they are back in stock I'll go ahead and blow the money on both.  <P>I agree howard, the biggest change I've ever made in the way the car handles so far was buying some good tires.  I'll never go back to non-z rated rubber again.  However, I really am not going to blow money on rims right now.  Mostly, my tastes are too expensive in that area<p>[This message has been edited by Dan D (edited 07-02-2002).]||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000011||uno||07-03-2002||04:30 PM||corona1977@juno.com||Rota Slipstreams come in a hole pattern for our car now, and @ a reasonable cost. I am sure it probably souldn't happen, but I called cosmic marketing and the gentleman in charge of the rota wheels qouted me 118.00 each and free shipping (16"). A little tough to understand the accent but real nice. Under 14 pounds.||216.187.162.5||reg||1
Z||000012||91gvr4number13||07-03-2002||07:05 PM||bonecrushing4cash@yahoo.com||hey howard!  did you have any trouble with clearance with the 225/45/17 on your car?  also how about gearing?  what is your rpm at 80mph in 5th?  thanks, scott  QUICK NOTE:  does anyone know the "trick" in getting in touch with nocturnal motorsports? ||152.163.213.82||reg||1
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||07-04-2002||12:55 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91gvr4number13:<BR><B>hey howard!  did you have any trouble with clearance with the 225/45/17 on your car?  also how about gearing?  what is your rpm at 80mph in 5th?  thanks, scott  QUICK NOTE:  does anyone know the "trick" in getting in touch with nocturnal motorsports? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>No, I have no trouble with clearance on my car.  *Occasionally* if my shocks are set on full soft, on big bumps the tire will graze the wheelwell, but that is extremely rare.  <P>Gearing is better for cruising and top end, not sure what 80mph in 5th is, I have the 15" wheels on right now.  I'll post the answer in a week.<P>Nocturnal Motorsports and Shannon K have parted ways, if you want a FMIC, you have to contact Shannon directly.  ||4.47.89.181||reg||1
Z||000014||1420mark||08-14-2003||12:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> if you get bars, you should get both front and rear at the same time.  the change is remarkable. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">here one to think on.<br /> if you increase rear bar to reduce understeer-  and leave front alone - is the car imbalanced so ,a bigger front bar is required- which in turn would compromise some of the gains obtained in installing the rear .||24.175.9.8||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000015||mixx2001||08-14-2003||01:34 PM||||I have AGX's, WL springs, WL rear bar, and Poly mounts.  Coupled with a VCE I notice a magical amount of oversteer.  But it does tend to become unstable on high speed sweeps.  I'm thinking about removing the 4WS.  I just can't bring myself to remove the one thing that sets my car apart from a 4 door Talon.||65.165.18.232||reg||9||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000016||1420mark||08-14-2003||02:32 PM||||I'm still learning , what is a VCE ?  the gains in stability seem to outweigh the losses in cars identity. u can reverse, I had reluctance to strip it out too , but it will improve it. It has been shown to improve it - and I hear there is a vfaq  or atleast a faq on how to proceed.||24.175.9.8||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000017||1420mark||08-14-2003||02:33 PM||||--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />do we know for sure?<br /><br />Originally posted by ken inn:<br />if you get bars, you should get both front and rear at the same time. the change is remarkable. [/QUOTE]<br /><br />and while You are thinking, does a total redo with treaditional hard poly bushing turn the car into a hard bicycle ride? Is the new Noltec soft/mutiviscous poly a valid solution for road application as opposed to real hard desired track set ups? or if there is a blend of bushings in certain location to optimize ? for example hard hard subframe bushings and softer bushings in the sway end link and chasis mounts-- or control and trailing arms split 50/50 as the half way point between the tire on the road and the body metal of the floor? alot of trial and error , I suspect is the only way to know?||24.175.9.8||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||08-14-2003||02:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> I have AGX's, WL springs, WL rear bar, and Poly mounts.  Coupled with a VCE I notice a magical amount of oversteer.  But it does tend to become unstable on high speed sweeps.  I'm thinking about removing the 4WS.  I just can't bring myself to remove the one thing that sets my car apart from a 4 door Talon. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Got caster?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||Dan D||08-14-2003||03:55 PM||||Well since I started this thread, a year ago, I'll respond to the balance question.  I put only the rear bar on.  The car is not unbalanced.  Even if I did do a bigger front bar, which would probably be a good idea, I would keep the rear bigger than the front.  I like the slight oversteer tendancy and I notice no hazardous instability.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000020||mixx2001||08-14-2003||05:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <strong> Got caster? </strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope.  I will now be looking into it though.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <strong> I'm still learning, what is a VCE? </strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Viscous Coupling Eliminator.  People use VCE's mostly to remove the T case and the driveshaft for Dyno purposes (instant FWD).  But if you leave it in, and put everything back on, it works like a welded VC (50/50 front/rear power dist).||65.165.18.232||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000021||slvrblt||08-14-2003||05:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong>  I just can't bring myself to remove the one thing that sets my car apart from a 4 door Talon. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">4 Door Talon ? I know its a joke, but what'd you mean or am I just lost ?<br /><br />EDIT: I get it now. "from BEING a 4 door talon"<br /><br /><br />lol||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
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A||||5||GVR4458||Clunking Noise on Hard turns||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4458||07-01-2002||10:22 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||During hard cornering, I get a loud clunking noise.  If I turn right, the clunk will happen once, and not again until I turn hard left (or turning while going over bumps into parking lots/driveways).<P>Replaced about 1 year ago: sway bars, end links, control arms (with ball joints), tie rod ends, struts, springs, strut bushings/mounts, and control arm bushings (pretty much all of them).<P>I've had 4 different shops look at it and none can find anything loose or worn-out.<P>Any thoughts? I'm getting prett desperate here and am now thinking about buying a new car.<BR>Thanks,<BR>EH||64.81.229.179||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||07-02-2002||01:39 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||This is worth a try as I know alot of Impreza owners tend to forget about these and post about having clunking issues.<BR>Have you checked your jack in the back of the car to make sure it's tighened as well as the spare tire. I'd check those. Also where are you hearing the noise from? From the front, center or back?||207.95.15.194||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||07-02-2002||08:27 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Sounds like the driver's side CV joint is going bad.  Very common.<P>Get a new cv joint, not a rebuilt cv joint from Pep Boys.  The best place to get this is <A HREF="http://www.raxles.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.raxles.com</A> ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||smokindav||07-02-2002||08:55 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||My quick thoughts are:<P>Engine and/or transmission mounts worn out?<P>Exhaust pipe hitting something?<P>Brake pads rattling or clunking?  My Miata does this during autox sometimes.  Sometimes they will rattle and sometimes they will make a clunk or more of a clank.<P>A bad CV joint will click-click-click, not clunk so I don't think that is it.<P>Dave Flaherty<P>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 07-02-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 07-02-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||07-02-2002||08:52 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||A Chassis Ear is much cheaper than a new car and the GVR4 is much more fun than most <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <BR>You can pick up a Chassis Ear electronic "hearing" device from several sources, I got mine off of a Matco tool truck.  I think they are about $120.  Great tool!  Hook up aligator clips to different spots on the chassis and suspension and the headphones and you have a dial to switch from one lead to another (total of 6 different ones at one time) and narrow down where the noise is coming from.  Better that paying a shop about $70 diag fee to guess that it may be _____ (fill in the blank).<BR>||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4458||07-02-2002||10:02 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||The noise is definitely not something flopping around ( I checked everything).  The noise (according to the 3 mechanics who can't figure this out) is definitely coming from the drivers front "wheel area" although it may be both sides and just more easily heard from drivers seat (I haven't had someone else drive it yet with me as a pass.).<P>The clunking is really loud and can be felt through the floor and a bit in the steering wheel (not likely a brake pad).  Everyone seems to think CV joints (which are less than 1 year old) would click rather than clunk (it's loud).<P>I think it's steering assembly or maybe a motor mount since the exhaust is tight.  If it comes to replaceing parts, I'm gonna do the axles and ball joints again.<P>I'll try another shop on Friday.||64.81.229.179||reg||1
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A||||2||91vr4evolution||Exhaust manifold-to-head torque?||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||07-02-2002||01:51 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hey, what's the torque setting for the exhaust manifold to head nuts, looked in the Haynes manual, it says 'torque to spec at front of chapter', but doesn't give the setting!! Thanks.<P>Mike||210.54.204.22||reg||5
Z||000001||1101||07-02-2002||02:14 AM||karns10@attbi.com|| <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/turbo-swap.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/turbo-swap.html</A> ||12.235.100.219||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||07-02-2002||03:15 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Cheers,<BR>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||10
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A||||12||Duc Hunter||TeamRIP (TRE) provides a very poor customer experience, Stay away!||||4||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||07-03-2002||03:09 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Well after waiting for 7 months it is finally over( <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000400.html)" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000400.html)</A>  I checked in with Jon at TeamRIP to see how his next batch of MASC's were coming. Jon emailed me back today to say he decided "the profit margin was too low." This is after telling me I had to get a group buy together to get them back into production, then telling me one was not needed as they had decided to restart production (January) (presumably they got a bump in orders inquiries thanks to Turbo Mag�s Galant using one). Since then I have had a very poor email response time with Jon and Ming. Today I checked in and was told sorry. After this experience I would be VERY leery of dealing with TeamRIP. This is a real shame as their tranny�s etc all seem to be great products. I would simply be too afraid that I would send them a tranny and they would, after dragging their feet for months and making many different delivery date promises, send it back to me untouched and say �sorry, we decided not to do tranny�s anymore.� That is essentially what happened to me this time. Here is the email I sent Jon today. <P>�Subject: RE: Update requested for January 17th MASC order for my Galant?????�<BR>That is a shame. After this time, the �I'll be sending the new PCB layout to the circuit house next week.  It'll take 4 weeks to get them back.  In the meantime I'll be making harnesses.� in February, the �We did not forget about you.  The AFC MASC were supposed to be ready but the manufacturer who does the circuit boards for us is taking his time� in April now you say you decided against it? I must say your customer service is less than exemplary.  I will take you at your word though you should understand that, from your lack of follow up, I could be left thinking you actually made a run, my order got lost in the mix and now you are out again. I have been waiting patiently since December so the least you could have done was not drag me along for 7 months. You should also know that I will be posting this email on the Galant Board. We have a good and honest group there who recommend people they have good dealings with and let�s everyone know if they have issues. Needles to say I have had issues with this experience. I will post any reply you wish, without edits, if you wish. Thank you for your service. <BR>CB <P>In the interest of fairness if Jon emails me back something to post here I will post it unedited. I have also sent him the link to this dialog. <P>I have had nothing but wonderful experiences with Rob at Mofugas, Bob at Whiteline Suspensions in AU, everyone at ExtremeMotorsports and everyone at RRE. I am very sorry to report that this experience pails in comparison. ||205.166.229.99||reg||4
Z||000001||JonGVR4||07-03-2002||08:41 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>I have had nothing but wonderful experiences with Rob at Mofugas, Bob at Whiteline Suspensions in AU, everyone at ExtremeMotorsports and everyone at RRE. I am very sorry to report that this experience pails in comparison. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Everyone I know, including myself, have had bad experiences with Extreme.  <P>I had Jon at TRE put a 34mm wastegate valve in my 7cm housing a long time ago.  It took longer than I liked but he did a great job and a very low price.  Sorry to hear things didn't work out between you and Jon.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||07-03-2002||10:01 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i have had basically the same experiences with tre, but i think now i know what to do.  first and foremost, i think he is the best in business, but the service kinda sucks.  if i ever need a trans built, or another turbo, or porting, and things like that, it's DEFINETLY going to tre.  BUT, i wont disable the car to do it.  i will send a core, and then wait for it to come back.  in some ways, this keeps the exclusivity of our car intact.  if tre was banging them out, everyone would have it.  you cannot take the part out of the car and expect to have it back in a timely manner.  but the work done is excellent.||63.146.72.144||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||07-03-2002||03:38 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Duc, I think it sucks that he strung you along for a while, but honestly I wouldn't say you got screwed that bad.  <P>By that, I mean you didn't pay for anything you didn't get.  I've been servicing a ProRally open class eclipse with TRE parts, and Jon has been great to work with.  We ordered a tranny on Friday, had it on Mon or Tuesday.  When contact was necessary, we called Jon.  No problems.  <P>I portmatched Ken Inn's O2 housing with a TRE ported exhaust housing, and I gotta say, their port work is badass.  I had to remove a ton of material to match the nicely done TRE piece.  ||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||07-03-2002||05:23 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Yeah, I wouldn't stray away from TRE if you ever want anything ported.  Just remember, Extreme Motorsports is the Devil.||63.231.76.107||reg||1
Z||000005||VR4GAZM||07-03-2002||11:36 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Makes you wonder how many of these performance shops went to school to get some kind of management degree to run a business.<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.29||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||07-04-2002||01:08 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I had used his service before also. I sent him a 20g that I wanted to have a internal gate mounted along with the compressor housing rotated and finally it was to be ported. Now when I called he said he could have it done that week. Well after weeks I hasseled him and it finally got done. But to his credit: he did give me a awesome deal on the whole thing and he tossed in shipping. And yes he did have some outside work things go wrong, so a few days I let go for that. I have only good things to say of his work and pricing, and when I talked with him on the phone his people skills are there too. Well you just have to wait for the good things in life I guess..... ||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000007||Nate||07-05-2002||12:44 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Sean from Extreme *does* have a business degree.  Evidently he skipped the classes on customer relations, though.  Steer clear of Extreme if you like your money and your rear not feeling violated.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||07-05-2002||12:48 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have seen his tranny and engine work first hand and it is very nice. I cannot feel confident sending him the tranny out of my car though, as I may get it back in a week on in 6 months. What ever timeline he gives me would get thrown right out the window. Basically I will get it back when ever he feels like getting it to me. <P>I have another car, a very rare and old Porsche. The guy who works on it is VERY exclusive. He has a waiting list for slots to get him to work on your car. When he says a week he means it though. If something happens he calls you immediately and explains what is going on. You never need to ping him for an update if you are waiting on something, he calls you. Even Rob has done this for me on orders I was waiting for. It is not hard. Jon may be a great guy and do great work (the work I have seen is pretty amazing). He is not very good at follow-up though. I also think a big contributor to this is that these MASC's are not his core business. HE does tranny's, turbo's, porting etc. Basically he is a very specialized machine/tranny shop. Electronics are not in the same ball park. As a result he probably has to rely on many other "subcontractors". That adds cost, eating into his profits. IT also adds a layer of management that he must do and it leaves him at their mercy. If they screw up he is stuck in the middle. In the end that is a very tough spot to be in. <P>None-the-less he said he would build me one, he gave me multiple due dates, he said they were in various stages of construction..........every time I had to ask him, he was never proactive at all. Then he just says sorry, I am not building them. There was not a very sorry, a "if I can make it up to you let me know", a "I hope this wont dissuade you from doing business with me in the future."........<P>Nuf said, I do not want to beat a dead horse. I see the position he is in and can sympathize. I just wanted to let others know what I ran into. If/when my tranny goes I will still give him a call. As Kenn said, I just will get another one to send him, that way the time it takes wont matter to me.<BR>||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000009||Tondar||07-05-2002||08:31 AM||mkii91@yahoo.com||not happy with them either...<P>I've been trying for a month now to get them to give me a price quote for a bunch of stuff I need to rebuild my tranny.... still nothing.  Jon has never once returned an email and lately Ming won't either.<P>I'm calling BM tranny next.<P>||136.1.1.62||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||07-05-2002||09:04 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||you probably wont hear from him, because if he sends you some of his stuff, he may be compromising some of his secrets.  for example, there is a shop called the metic mechanic, does bmw motors.  he found a formula using parts of other cars to build really nice bmw motors.  i had calls from places trying to sell parts to people who wanted to build the same motor, but did not want metric mechanic to do it, they were trying to cheap out.  so they would buy the special gaskets, the special pistons, rods, etc., spend a lot of time finding out what was done, and in the end, could not do it.  the owner would not sell any of the parts, they had to search out and find them.  and, he would say that even if they did find all of the parts, there was some special machining to make them work.  this is called R&D, and is where a lot of profit comes from.  sometimes, it is merely luck, finding a factory part that will greatly improve the piece.  another place, speaking of porsche, does this kit with different fuel lines, and some other parts, to get more fuel to the motor.  they use factory parts, and take off the labels, so no one knows what parts they are using, and charge a hefty price.  people  pay for this, when all they have done is find the actual factory part that fits, and does the job.  even if you get the parts, you probably wont end up with the same result, because of the extra work done to make it all right.||63.146.72.144||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||07-05-2002||10:46 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Metric Mechanic rules, Ken! I talked to that guy a couple of times trying to get him to do a modded 3000GT VR-4 transmission, like he does for the Beemers. Those Getrags that they make for Mitsu have horribly thin synchros, and I'm sure he could have helped, but he honestly admitted that he would never have the time to see the project through. He already gets more BMW work than he can handle. He takes stock parts, but machines them to new angles to accomodate better synchos, and makes them shift like butter. That kind of R&D is priceless.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000012||ken inn||07-05-2002||12:37 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||actually, the tranny guy, jim blanton, is off on his own now.  you can call him at 816 221 8584.  mention my name, you'll get a good seat||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000731.cgi
A||||1||lance||ABS Light Stays On||||5||
Z||000000||lance||07-03-2002||11:27 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||At about 103mhp yesterday my ABS kicked right in.  It was the strangest thing..here I was going really fast and all of a sudden the ABS kicked in.  After I realize what was happening I tried to press the brake but it was all the way to the floor with a very hard vibration.  <P>I eventually got the car to stop safely but it would not move when I was ready to go again.  It seem as if the right rear tire was locked up.  Eventually after about 5 minutes the car was driving normal again.  I have since noticed that every time I swith the car off with the turbo timer running the ABS light stays on.  What could be the problem?||63.136.114.202||reg||5
Z||000001||BossGVR4||07-03-2002||12:14 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Sounds like one of your rear calipers is seizing ..... not uncommon.<P>||12.44.13.2||reg||6




ubb/Forum2/000732.cgi
A||N||11||Ferrari F50 GT||Installed Dejon Intake||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||07-03-2002||06:51 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I just installed the Dejon CIP-1gF Model F2 intake pipe.  This fits the GVR-4 very well.  It almost goes all the way to the fender.  For those of you who still have the stock rubber intake tube, I cannot stress enough on how restictive it is.  By putting just the intake pipe on, the difference is night and day.  You can also hear the turbo much louder too : )<BR>||63.231.76.107||reg||1
Z||000001||Telecaster||07-03-2002||11:28 PM||telecastr@email.com||Nice. Do you have any pics?||66.32.61.254||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||07-04-2002||12:51 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||will these do?  :-)<BR> <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/~had0006/dejon1.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/~had0006/dejon1.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/~had0006/dejon2.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/~had0006/dejon2.JPG</A> ||4.47.89.181||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||07-04-2002||03:23 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Aside from being red, that's it!||63.231.76.107||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||07-04-2002||02:18 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||wow who ever owns that car needs to clean their filter.  i cleaned mine the other day and it made a huge difference in the looks department.||12.18.161.236||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||07-04-2002||03:47 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by kartorium31:<BR><B>wow who ever owns that car needs to clean their filter.  i cleaned mine the other day and it made a huge difference in the looks department.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Bah, I don't really care about cleaning that filter, I'm ordering a new one to replace it.  That one is 5 years old, and I have been cleaning it twice a year. Some of the fins have been dented from the hundred times it's been uinstalled/reinstalled, and it doesn't have the stiff plastic base like the new style.  ||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000006||kartorium31||07-04-2002||04:51 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||yeah i don't like taking mine in and out all the time cause it is so easy to bend the fins.  I tried getting a dejon a while back when they didn't have the one the CIP-1gF Model F2, the one i got didn't end up fitting  but that one looks like it fits real nice.||12.18.161.160||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||07-04-2002||10:13 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Just curious, why doesn't anyone seem to make their own stuff like that?  I made virtually an identical piece for like $60AU or $30US from stainless. ||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000008||kartorium31||07-05-2002||12:54 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I tried to once out of pvc, the shop irrigation place didn't have the right materials.  later i am gonna do it with ss.||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||07-05-2002||04:10 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by kartorium31:<BR><B>yeah i don't like taking mine in and out all the time cause it is so easy to bend the fins.  I tried getting a dejon a while back when they didn't have the one the CIP-1gF Model F2, the one i got didn't end up fitting  but that one looks like it fits real nice.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I was using an old Dejon short intake pipe until this one, you can make it fit.  Just run about 7-8" of silicone or nitrile 3" diameter coupler to extend the MAS over to the fender.  ||129.120.56.208||reg||1
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||07-05-2002||04:13 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ash:<BR><B>Just curious, why doesn't anyone seem to make their own stuff like that?  I made virtually an identical piece for like $60AU or $30US from stainless. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Actually I have made one, using a tapered 3" to 2.5" venturi reducer, but Dejon's fit and finish is nicer, so I bought it instead.  <P>And <P>A) fabrication takes time<BR>B) I don't have a powdercoating setup<BR>C) $100 is pretty damn cheap for the quality of Dejon's work||129.120.56.208||reg||1
Z||000011||Russ Keenan||07-06-2002||01:21 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Heck I just bought 2 3" 90 degree mandral bends. A silicon reducer and a 4" straight 3 " piece of hose. Cut welded sanded and painted looks great and its 3". Later can change the reducer for a different one for different turbo's. Puts the air filter in the corner where the Battery was. I also cut out the area where the battery was nice big area to draw air from. ||24.164.41.119||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000733.cgi
A||||2||PenTaGon||96' Galant||||1||
Z||000000||PenTaGon||07-04-2002||10:03 PM||pentagonx5@hotmail.com||I dont know shit about Galants, I found one for a little over 5grand.  Has tinted windows, cd player, auto trans., nothing special but its in good condition.  I really want to know if this is a good buy.  Are 96 galants any good?  Any help would be great.||12.218.66.3||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||07-04-2002||11:35 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||check out <A HREF="http://www.thegalantcenter.com" TARGET=_blank>www.thegalantcenter.com</A>  ... most of us only drive 91-92 VR-4s||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000002||dank||07-06-2002||02:22 PM||accordpage@email.com||dont do it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||204.26.91.182||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000734.cgi
A||N||8||BluFalcon||Balance Shaft Bearing Failure?||||1||
Z||000000||BluFalcon||07-06-2002||04:16 AM||muttski@gte.net||Well, my Galant has decided to once again test my sanity and general well being.  I'm hearing a LOUD ticking noise coming from the engine.  The noise is very hard to isolate..I can't really tell if it's coming from the head, the bottom end or one of the accessories attatched to the engine.  This isn't lifter tick, the noise is very loud and pronounced.  As I let the engine run to try and isolate the noise...it started to become louder.  It sounds like something wants to come apart in there.  I pulled the valvecover to take a look at the valvetrain, and everything seems to be in order:  rocker arms still in place, bearing caps tight, and cams look good with no scoring or scratches.  So for the time being, this eliminates the head and valvetrain as culprits for the noise.  My oil level is right on the mark, and has about 1500 miles on it.  My roomate seems to think it sounds like a possible spun rod bearing, or something else amiss internally.  Not good, I could deal with it if it was something wrong with the head.  I'm wondering if it could possibly be a balance shaft bearing going out.  I have experienced a slight drop in my oil pressure at cruise and idle.  I attributed this to the crappy Pep Boys Oil filter I had put on for this oil change, about 1500 miles ago.  I usually use a factory Mitsu filter, but got a little lazy this time.  I usually see about 70-72 psi Oil Pressure at 75 mph cruise in 5th Gear, now I'm getting about 62.5 on my Autometer Oil Pressure gauge.  Has anyone on the list had a balance shaft bearing go out on their car?  If so, what did it sound like?   I really don't want to have to drop the pan again, and start digging around in the engine again, but it looks like I'm going to have to.  <BR>  Tommorow, I'm going to start trying to isolate the noise a bit better.  First I'll remove the accessory belts to try and eliminate the accessories as the troublemakers.  Then if that doesn't fix the problem, I'll go ahead and drain the oil out and start checking for shiny stuff in the filter and oil.  <BR>  I had the oilpan off a few weeks ago to replace it because it was dented pretty bad, from hitting something on the street.  There wasn't any sign of metal debris or particles in the old oil pan, and the pickup screen was clean as well.  As far as I could tell, the bottom end of the engine looked to be in fairly good shape, based upon my visual inspection.  Well, thats my problem.  I hope someone might be able to offer me some advice or insight into what might be going on, it'd be appreciated.  Thanks.<BR>Ed||4.64.87.14||reg||1
Z||000001||turboflanagan||07-06-2002||11:31 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||If it was balance shaft related wouldn't it be at a frequency twice as fast as the crank?  Basicly cam speed?  I have not heard any kind of knocking noise from these cars except the lifters so I can't offer too much help.||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||07-06-2002||08:27 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||If a BS bearing goes. Say good bye to you block. It could be a rod knocking( streched rod bolts)A spun bearing sounds like a squeal if you can hear it at all. I have spun them(main bearings) & didnt know until I ripped it apart.When you rip into it. Check the bearings if they are scorched or black they are spun(lots of machine work needed). I can go on for forever about symptoms. But if it is knocking that bad. You will need to rip into it anyway . ||63.52.132.70||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||07-08-2002||08:40 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1312VR4:<BR><B>If a BS bearing goes. Say good bye to you block. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Not  true.  A friend of mine had a balance shaft bearing fail and it seized the shaft.  The balance belt broke and got into the timing belt.  Timing belt then decided to jump and it bent all 8 intake valves.  After fixing the head and removing the balance shafts, his engine was fine. <P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||roth4fun||07-08-2002||09:56 AM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||I spun the bearing on the balance shaft closest to the rear of the car.  The belt was fine, just the bearing was spinning around in there.  The engine did feel extremely rough and you could hear the clanking sound as it was bouncing around on the balance shaft.  It strangely stretched it and pulled it off the block but it kept its integrity in being a ring so that it would not drop loose.  When I dropped the oil pan, you could see the problem as the block was discolored where the bearing spun, the balance shaft was rainbow colored, and the bearing was just hanging there.<P>I rebuilt the motor because I was already in that deep and it had a good amount of mileage on it.  But simply replacing the bearing and shaft would have fixed it up and had it road worthy.||209.144.56.250||reg||1
Z||000005||1312VR4||07-08-2002||10:10 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I was just speaking from my own experience. I had one that put a hole in the block. I'm sure not all of them will. But it could happen. I should have worded it differently sorry about that.||63.52.132.34||reg||1
Z||000006||BluFalcon||07-08-2002||12:10 PM||muttski@gte.net||I found out what was causing the noise yesterday.  I went out and removed the crank pulley and started the car up.  Hmm, no noise (YES!!).  Put another crank pulley on the car, hooked up all the belts and started the car up.  Rats, the noise is back.  Started listening to the noise and where it was coming from.  It was real hard to isolate where the noise was coming from, but It definitley wasn't coming from the front of the engine, so I removed the A/C drive belt.  Started the car again, and whaddya know.  No noise.  So it's either something up in the A/C clutch or the bearing on the tensioner bracket.  The noise was present, whether the A/C was engaged or not, and the rotation of the clutch was pretty smooth with no binding or rough spots, so I'm inclined to think that it's the pulley that was causinbg the noise.  I'm going to the dealer today to find out howm much it's going to cost for the bearing.  I feel really dumb about this, because it turned out to be something so simple.  Everyone who heard the noise said that it definitley didn't sound like "a good thing".  Most of the people I talked to were saying, spun bearings or balance shaft bearings going out.  I took a look at the procedures for yanking the balance shafts out while it was in the car..Not fun at all.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  Thanks for all the replies and help, it was appreciated.||4.64.87.14||reg||1
Z||000007||7541000||07-08-2002||12:36 PM||||hey thanks for posting on this so i didnt have to,i just found this thread and i just recently got the same problem, sounded scary, not too loud but a clicking that went with the revs-i was thinking the worst but listened for it today and kept looking back at the ac pulley, thanks and keep us updated.<P>could that pulley seize and break the belt? the engine does feel rougher to.||12.94.163.192||reg||1
Z||000008||BluFalcon||07-08-2002||12:50 PM||muttski@gte.net||Thats what was so weird about it.  the engine didn't feel rough or any different at all.  Pull the A/C belt and see if the noise goes away.  Takes a few minutes, and then you'll know for sure whats going on.||4.64.87.14||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000735.cgi
A||N||8||91redjoker||suspension||||1||
Z||000000||91redjoker||07-06-2002||09:27 PM||turk5834@msn.com||i just wanted to know where i could get some good suspension like some struts and stuff like that because every since i lowered my car it has been pretty rough.||67.200.202.33||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||07-06-2002||10:43 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||funny you should ask.  i just now got thru installing koni yellows on my car.  i used the stock front eclipse awd spring, which is about 10% stiffer, but about 1/2" shorter, and i installed the koni in the galant strut, which has the spring perch about 1/2" higher than the eclipse.  i had kyb gr2's in there.  on the rear, i used the galant spring, which is 2" longer than the eclipse, but 112/lbs vs 140 for the eclipse.  the konis are set on full soft, and are designed for the eclipse.  the total length of the front shock assembly is approx 1/2" shorter than the eclipse.  just from feel, the koni is slightly easier to compress than the kyb, and rebound seems about the same.  on the rear, both koni and kyb seem to have the same compression, but the kyb is way stiffer on rebound.  the final ground clearance seems to be about the same, but the ride of the konis is way better than the kyb.  i have never sold kyb shocks for bmw, and i have always heard that they are harsh, and that is how i would describe them, harsh, as compared to the konis.  <BR>     although kyb lists galant vr4 in the application guide, the shocks are the same as the t/e/l awd.  checking the stock specs, the two cars have vastly different stock shocks and springs.  front springs on the tel are 10% stiffer, and 1/2" shorter.  rear springs are 30% stiffer, and 2" shorter.  however, the galant shocks are about 30% stiffer than the tel, both front and rear, and are longer.  <BR>     you cannot find shocks that are galant vr4 specific, except bilstein, and they are REALLY stiff.  fichtel sachs also has some that are galant vr4 specific, and they even have different ones rated for tarmac and rocky roads, but they are euro only, and would only be available by special order.  even if you have the konis revalved, you are still using a shock that is more than 1" shorter in the front, and at least 1/2" shorter in the rear.  the kyb and the koni are the same overall lengths.  i like the konis a whole lot better than the kybs, but they will cost like 3 times as much.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||07-06-2002||10:50 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Steve @ Wrightouch Automotive & Supertuning here in Fort Lauderdale Florida can custom make them to whatever specs you want.  He specializes in this area & is really good.  He's in the process of making a set for a friend's galant right now.  I'm pretty sure if he gets some more orders he might be able to do a big run.  Follow this link to his site & email him   <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Wrightouch/wrightouchcars.htm." TARGET=_blank>http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Wrightouch/wrightouchcars.htm.</A>   The green galant on this page now has a built 2.4l engine.....  That info is not disclosed on the site, but believe me when I say this car runs.  Hardly any stock parts was left untouched.  This machine is fully built.  It hasn't run the 1/4 mile yet. ||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-06-2002||11:37 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||suspension is VERY personal.  i remember at the shop, guys would come in and ask for sport bilsteins, and a couple days later, half of them would be back, and sheepishly say they are too stiff.  some would also come back and ask for lower and stiffer springs, and bars, too.  when howard drove my car to see if he wanted the bilsteins, he thought they were really nice.  then, he put them on with H&R springs, too.  to me, the bilsteins with stock springs were too stiff.  some like good ride, and lite handling, and some like all out handling and the expense of ride, and lots more in between.  my best advice is to drive someone's car with the suspension setup you are thinking about.  it may change your mind.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||91redjoker||07-07-2002||01:34 AM||turk5834@msn.com||my car doesnt handle bumps and stuff like that, I just want something that gives me alot more support for the bumps and crappy roads. Where could i find some struts or something like that that could help me with this situation.||67.200.202.254||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||07-07-2002||09:03 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||unless you got big bucks, all you will be able to find is suspension for the t/e/l cars, and make them work.  there is not much choice out there, and it is not fun to keep pulling struts off and on.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000006||91gvr4number13||07-07-2002||10:39 AM||bonecrushing4cash@yahoo.com||hey ken! quick question! i am running 17x7 konigs w/ yok520's 215/40.  the rolling diameter of this setup is shorter than stock so there is an increase in tire to fender clearance.  i have a brand new set of hks springs for the 1st gen awd eclipse/talon.  would they work?  i know they would probably work but how are they compared to our stock springs stiffness and height?  also i have a brand new set of suspension technique swaybars for the 1st gen awd talon/eclipse.  would they work?  should i use them both? or maybe just the rear bar to help increase oversteer? thanks, scott ||205.188.193.164||reg||5
Z||000007||91redjoker||07-07-2002||01:05 PM||turk5834@msn.com||what struts would be good for the front and how much would they cost???||67.200.202.113||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||07-07-2002||01:09 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91gvr4number13:<BR><B>hey ken! quick question! i am running 17x7 konigs w/ yok520's 215/40.  the rolling diameter of this setup is shorter than stock so there is an increase in tire to fender clearance.  i have a brand new set of hks springs for the 1st gen awd eclipse/talon.  would they work?  i know they would probably work but how are they compared to our stock springs stiffness and height?  also i have a brand new set of suspension technique swaybars for the 1st gen awd talon/eclipse.  would they work?  should i use them both? or maybe just the rear bar to help increase oversteer? thanks, scott </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> i have no idea||4.47.36.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000736.cgi
A||||3||Garfield Wright||Tranny release bearing HELLLPPPP||||1||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||07-06-2002||10:39 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Is there an easy way to replace the tranny release bearing if the "candle stick" is worn?  <BR>Thanks||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||07-07-2002||09:04 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Take the bearing to a place that has lots of bearings, Farm and Fleet perhaps, they should beable to find a bearing with a narrower hole that the candle stick "input shaft" will go into. Is the candle stick really worn? Also is it the bearing that is on the clutch fork that engauges the clutch? Or am I thinking wrong?||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||07-07-2002||09:47 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if it is worn perfectly even, that might work.  but, if it is worn, i guarantee it aint even, and a smaller bearing will not ride evenly.  you need a new one.  strange that it would wear, usually the t/o goes.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000003||Russ Keenan||07-08-2002||09:36 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Never heard of the "candle stick" wearing like that. That is reallly wierd, I do'nt even see how it could.<P>Russ<P>91 Eagle Talon 12.6@116 SOLD<BR>92 431/1000 major performance rebuild <BR>We can make it faster  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>We can build it stronger....ummmm ok well maybe not stronger ;(||24.164.41.119||reg||1
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A||||18||Kibo||Garrett T4 / HKS manifold||||5||
Z||000000||Kibo||07-07-2002||06:50 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Does anybody on the list run this combo or know someone first-hand that does?  From looking at the compressor maps, it seems like this setup would be too big for a 4G63--but then again, both Buschur and Shepherd run this setup.  Drag-only, maybe?<P>Just curious...every time I try to do a web search for 'T4', 'T61', or the like, I end up on a page meant for Supra's and RX-7's.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||5
Z||000001||number3||07-07-2002||10:43 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||IMO the T4 is drag only. Not streetable.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||07-07-2002||05:35 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Erik!  Don't tell me you are going to put a T4 in that thing!  Holy crap, you better give me a ride in it if you do.  BTW have you heard from Spoolinup yet?<P>Ian||63.227.47.40||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||07-07-2002||08:57 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yes it is a little big for the street but not totaly unstreetable. But the big question is what is the car going to be doing? If it's just the street or a little street and a little drag then go with something that spools quicker than the big turbos. A good big16 or a 20g will make you smile either way, and the big16 has seen 11's if your talking the drag stuff. Also remember Buschur's car doesn't see the street  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">. I was running a t3/t4 before I went to my new setup and it was fine on the street granted it's not the straight-up t4 but similer. Also if you have intrest in the "street racing" scene quicker spooling turbos help out when the pussy hondas want to go from a roll  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||Kibo||07-08-2002||02:25 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Hehe...thanks for not flaming me, guys.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I think that if I had my pick right now, I'd go with a T3/T4 setup.  I really like the myriad of options available in the Garrett line--kind of a 'buffet style' turbo instead of ordering off a menu, if you know what I mean.<P>On the other hand, the HK$ manifold/WG setup sure is beautiful...  I wasn't even into DSM's back when they were still available, so I was wondering whether they were always meant for drag-only setups.  I noticed that the T4's are available with a .58 A/R twin-scroll turbine housing, which would seem to help with the spool...<P>Anyhow, it's all conjecture, I suppose.  I have yet to ever meet/talk to someone who has run a full T4 on a DSM; I was just hoping that someone would come out of the weeds and throw in his $.02 on this one from firsthand experience.<P>So sorry, Ian--I guess you're going to have to wait for a ride in a T4-powered Galant.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif"><P>No, I haven't heard anything from Mike @ Spoolinup about the redesigned 1G FPR.  In fact, he didn't even reply to my last email (and he's normally really good about that).  I've been searching the forums (DSMtalk mainly), etc., for details, but to no avail.  Nada.  I'm really getting bummed waiting...<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR>(The car is slow...but my garage is faster.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  )<p>[This message has been edited by Kibo (edited 07-08-2002).]||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000005||DSSA||07-08-2002||08:39 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||The HK$ manifold is for a straight T4 turbo setup, not the t3/t4.  I do have an adapter plate that can be welded on for use with a t3/t4, however, I would reccomend going with the straight T4 with the tangential (divided) housing (.58 *does* work nicely...even on the street) as this is what the manifold is designed to utilize.  I had no streetability problems with this setup.  In fact, it pulled harder and spooled quicker than my undivided T3/T4 with the .63.  Pain in the ass to work with though.  Don't plan on changing turbos at the track...or with the radiator in the car. We'll see how the new turbo (makes my T4 look small) works on the street. ;-)  If it doesn't spool quickly enough, there's always that switch to turn on for a little help. =D||205.188.197.29||reg||1
Z||000006||DSSA||07-08-2002||08:41 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||BTW, there's a HKS manifold setup for sale somewhere on the trader at the moment.  I can *guarantee* you it won't go cheaply, but if your serious about squeezing some serious power out of the car and keeping spooling time to its lowest, this is the way to go.  Much better unit than the Turbonetics t3/t4 paperweights.||205.188.197.29||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||07-08-2002||10:12 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||I guess the term "streetable" should be defined...<P>||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000008||DSSA||07-08-2002||11:05 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Streetable, as in spools by or around 4K.  <P>According to the person who has driven both of our cars, my T4 actually spooled quicker than your T3/T4, and certainly faster than my old t3/t4 which was using smaller housings and a smaller compressor wheel than your's.<p>[This message has been edited by DSSA (edited 07-08-2002).]||152.163.207.211||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||07-08-2002||02:51 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||As you should know I agree with the spool aspect. <P>I know what your definition of "streetable" is. It is probably identical to mine, however a lot of people would not agree with both of us on this subject. <P>The large amount of work to make a T4 or a Large T3/t4 to work on a car could pull it out of the typical "car guys" idea of a streetable car. <P>Can you drive it on the street? sure. <P>Would you or I or a dozen of other car nuts we know? yes, we do don't we?<P>Would most people be happy with it on the street? doubt it.<P>Is a T4 a drag only turbo? I know I wouldn't want to Auto X with one  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000010||DSSA||07-08-2002||03:37 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Alright, damnit!  You know I can't turn down a good debate.  Once the (ugh!) Talon is done, we're taking it to an auto-x.  God help my center diff. ;-)||152.163.206.211||reg||1
Z||000011||Nate||07-09-2002||08:09 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Stick that welded VC in there.  She should drift NICELY around (and over) any cones. :-)||208.247.212.121||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||07-09-2002||10:25 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||All talk... We know you will never finish it (like I have room to talk)||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000013||DSSA||07-09-2002||11:02 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||I'm talking about the Talon which should be finished in the next couple of weeks (basically everything is there with exception of the bottom end which is at the machine shop).  I'm not claiming anything on the Galant. ;-)||152.163.206.207||reg||1
Z||000014||Kibo||07-14-2002||04:05 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||DSSA, do you have a website I can check out?  I've seen pics here and there on T4 setups, but mostly they're "Oooh, ahhh...!" types with no content (ie. turbo specs).  Or maybe you can tell me the specs on your turbo so I have an idea of what maps to check out?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  Looks like the T-61 w/ a .58 A/R would be the way to go...?<P>What, in your opinion, are the bare minimum mods necessary to support a T4 turbo (beyond the obvious basics of fuel supply, FMIC, etc.)?  Specifically, it seems to me that some bottom-end and head work are pretty much prerequisites for the flow and boost pressures one of these beasts would need.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR>Hypothetically speaking...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||206.196.136.231||reg||5
Z||000015||Kibo||07-14-2002||04:13 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Ah, Ian--I forgot to mention that I went ahead and ordered one of the current Charged Air AFPR's, since there's no telling when the new design will be available.  Even my order for the current design is on back-order!  I'm just fed up with dealing with my irregular fuel pressure and the resulting tuning issues.<P>I've got just about every possible culprit covered, I think.  I've replaced the FPR twice (both with used stock FPR's, though), the pump (with a 2G unit, just for diagnostic purposes), re-wired the fuel pump, upgraded the fuel line from the hard line to the inlet...  I hope the FPR fixes it; my next best guess is injectors, which are waiting in the wings for my 2G MAS (also on its way--got tired of waiting for Bert to give mine back).  I plan to order a Supra pump as soon as I get news that the FPR is on the way...<P>In the meantime, I've just been screwing around with the audio system--just speakers.  It sounds a heckuva lot better than the stock setup!  I had to make custom enclosures for the component woofers in the door (they still fit behind the stock grille, though)--all I have left is to make some little FG tweeter pods and install the passenger side door stuff.<P>Alright, I digressed...big time.  Sorry, it's late.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000016||Ferrari F50 GT||07-14-2002||05:52 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Oh well, I guess I am going to order the older model too.  I think that Ken has a Spoolinup FPR also.  We'll have to get together again some time soon.  The car is running great besides it running very rich.  I am going to be at the Club Clash at Bandimere on the 26th of this month to toast an IROC-Z that wants to race me.||63.227.46.88||reg||1
Z||000017||Kibo||07-15-2002||12:49 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Cool, hopefully I'll be there as well.  I have a bazillion things to do to the car, so it will probably be a while before I run the car again.  At the very least I need to get the wheels finished and the drivetrain stuff done (clutch, FW, 4-bolt, etc.)  I hope that FPR shows up this week...I just ordered a Supra TT pump as well.  Can you say over-kill?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000018||Ferrari F50 GT||07-15-2002||07:09 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Well, it doesn't really seem like overkill if you are serious about a T4 <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  BTW, I just got my I/C not too long ago.  Now I just have to find the right piping and cut the bumper.||63.231.77.71||reg||1
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A||N||4||91gvr4number13||act 2600 cltch upgrade||||5||
Z||000000||91gvr4number13||07-07-2002||10:50 AM||bonecrushing4cash@yahoo.com||hello all! i need to upgrade my clutch and i'm probably going with an act2600 and a lightened flywheel.  my problem is the break in period! 750 "off-boost" miles that sucks!  i do not drive enough and when i do i usually like to play "on-boost"!!!  again i have no problem with buying a brand new clutch but it would take me forever to rack up 750 in town, off boost miles!! i am considering buying an act2600 setup from a guy on the DSMtrader for $255.00 w/70% of fiber left on the disc.  does anyone have any suggestions or thoughts?  thanks, scott||205.188.193.164||reg||5
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||07-07-2002||11:11 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||If your going for a quicker time in the 1/4 go with the ACT 2600. I just got a CFDF and now it's starting to slip, I got about 10 luanchs at the track. Time for a 2600.<BR>FYI <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/ecldrivetrain.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/ecldrivetrain.htm</A> <BR>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000002||91gvr4number13||07-07-2002||11:42 AM||bonecrushing4cash@yahoo.com||hey martin!  thanks for the reply.  i had a 91 talon with a centerforce on it and it didn't last long either!!  i am definitely going for the fastest 1/4 mile times possible!  what is your opinion on a "30%used" act2600 cltch,pp and t/o bearing.  again my problem is not with affording a new one but the 750 off boost break in miles!!!  my practice is in the 1st floor of my building so i walk downstairs to work!!  it would take me forever to get the mileage in!!  thanks again for your reply!!  scott||205.188.193.164||reg||1
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||07-07-2002||12:49 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||30% used is not much, but it depends on how abused the pressure plate is/was. You can send all it back to ACT and have it tested.<BR>I broke the p/p, part of a bad 1st batch<BR>sent it all back to ACT for testing and they replaced the disk for free. I reused the p/p<BR>and it's still running great in my Laser.<BR>If the p/p is good just get a new disk for about 120, RRE sells them.<BR>I was told ACTs don't need a break in.<BR>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000004||smokindav||07-15-2002||09:15 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Make sure you replace the throw out bearing and most importantly, make sure you replace the ACTUATOR FORK or you will shortly be R&Ring the m-fer again.  The old style actuator forks tend to break with a heavier pressure plate to push against.  <P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
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A||||19||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||NEWBE HERE SEEKING HELP||||1||
Z||000000||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||07-07-2002||05:12 PM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||HEY EVERYONE YES YES IM A NEWBE HAHA MY FIRST MITSUBISHI EVER WELL I HAD A STARION ABOUT 2 YEARS AGO BUT A WEEK LATER IT WAS GONE DUE TO HAD THE SAME PROBLEM THIS VR4 IS HAVING BUT I DIDNT HAVE ANY PATIENCE ANYWAYS THE POINT OF THIS POST I JUST GOT A VR4 YEAAAAHHHHH 1991 #766  GREAT CARS IVE ALWAYS LOVED THEM BUT HAS ENGINE PROBLEMS...#1 CYLINDER ISNT FIRING SO I FIGURES SPARK PLUGS AND WIRES OK EASY FIX ...NOPE STILL WAS THERE OK COIL PACK CHANGED IT STILL THERE ...OK NOW IM WORRIED COMPRESSION CHECK #1 CYLINDER NADA #2 124PSI #3 125PSI #4 130 PSI....OK NOW HERES WHERE I NEED YOUR GUYS ADVICE....BAD BLOCK? BAD HEAD AND VALVES? THE CAR IS ALL STOCK NOT EVEN A AIR FILTE MOD BOUGHT IT FROM AN OLD GUY BUT SINCE IVE MESSED WITH TOYOTAS ALL MY LIFE I CANT FIGURE OUT WHAT TO DO NEXT OR WHERE TO LOOK A CUSTOMER OF MINES ( I ALSO SELL TOYOTA AE86 PART) HAS A VR4 TOLD ME TO COME HERE SEEKING HELP SO IM HERE CAN ANYONE HELP A NEWBE OUT PLEASE.....IM READING ALL YOUR POSTS AND SEEING HOW MUCH FUN U ARE ALL HAVING THEN I LOOK OUT MY WINDOW AND SEE OLD BETSY #766 BROKE DOWN HAHA ...SHE RUNS BUT ON 3 CYLINDERS AND SHE ALSO SMOKES LIKE A CHO CHO BLUEISH WHITE SMOKE....ANYHELP WOULD BE APPRECIATED....OH AND SINCE I DO HAVE STRONG TIES IN JAPAN FOR PARTS IM WORKING ON FINDING SOME GOOD STUFF FOR THESE CARS....I CAN GET ALOT OF EVO STUFF NOW BUT ILL KEEP U ALL POSTED REGARDS SORRY FOR THE LONG POST TONY||152.163.207.214||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||07-07-2002||07:35 PM||||I'm having the same problem - 0 compression in #1, - 2, 3 and 4 are @ 180lbs. Signs are pointing to shot valves/seats. My buddy and I are going to tear into it this week. I'll let you know what I find. P.S. No need to yell. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||65.129.89.87||reg||1
Z||000002||Russ Keenan||07-07-2002||08:03 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Sounds like it broke a timing belt and bent the valves or something simular. Definately <BR>major.<P>Russ<BR>91 Talon 12.6@116mph sold<BR>92 431/1000 major performance overhaul<BR>We can make it faster  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>We can build it stronger ummmmmm ok not stronger  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||24.164.41.119||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||07-07-2002||08:04 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Put about a teaspoon of oil in the low cylinder,if the compression comes up,its rings-unless there is massive piston/ring (as in missing a chunk) damage,if not-its the valves. Or find someone with a leakdown tester,or buy one from Summit,they're like $70 and its more conclusive than a compession test. You will be able to tell where the compresion is going. If the air hisses out of the exhaust or the intake its valves,if you hear it in the crankcase,its the rings. ||129.71.114.146||reg||1
Z||000004||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||07-07-2002||08:15 PM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||opps sorry about the caps guys i was at work when i wrote that and i type in caps so i dont realize it haha ok ill try the oil thing tomorrow.....if its the valves head rebuild? or just find a used one? i dont think it broke the timing belt the car still runs just on 3 cylinders||152.163.206.211||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||07-07-2002||08:48 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Put some air down number 1 cylinder at top dead center, 80psi or so, if air comes out any of the other cylinder holes you may just have a bad head gasket. Good luck||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||07-07-2002||09:26 PM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||thanks ill check that to...i hope its that ||152.163.206.179||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||07-07-2002||09:45 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||even if it has bad rings, there would be some compression.  and, if the head gasket is blown btwn 2 cylinders, both would show low compression.  #1 has more than bad rings, or blown gasket.  my money is on bent valve(s), or one could be stuck.  first question, why did the guy sell it, he must have known it wasnt running.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000008||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||07-07-2002||10:39 PM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||i bought it from some african guy in rhode island college guy just using it as a daily driver and needed some money to pay college expenses wasnt the racing type of guy so i dont think he knew what he had.....anyways while driving it down it was running fine then started acting up like it was running on 3 cyclinders then a brake line went haha tranny leaks hasnt had its mitsubishi check up on the transfercase either i checked. i had the a/c running and it started running hot thats when it started to act up after i turned the a/c off...i asked him if he had any problems he said no its been running fine so i dont know ...im stumped ....either way im going to go do a leak down test tomorrow and see whats the problem if its the head ill get it rebuilt...if its the block i gues i have to find a new engine ..i hope its a headgasket haha pleaseeeee i dont wanta spend anymore money it was all for mods haha anyone got a fresh head for sale?  ||152.163.206.193||reg||1
Z||000009||199of2k||07-08-2002||03:24 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||it wouldnt happen to be grey would it?||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000010||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||07-08-2002||08:56 AM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||WHITE||152.163.206.214||reg||1
Z||000011||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||07-08-2002||06:40 PM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||ok guys need some feedback on this one....evo 3 engine? good buy or dont waste my money i got axcess to one for about 1500 bucks complete as a favor ...good buy or just stick to finding a vr4 engine any pros and cons on this sort of swap?||152.163.206.186||reg||1
Z||000012||Pappy||07-08-2002||07:22 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Well, the evo3 engine has 510cc injectors, a 16g(I think big), and I believe 8.7 to 1 compression pistons.  I'm not sure what else is different.  1500 is definately a good price for an evo3 engine.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000013||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||07-08-2002||08:33 PM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||so its the best bang for the buck?||152.163.206.213||reg||1
Z||000014||turboflanagan||07-08-2002||11:01 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Before I could spend $1500 on an engine (even though an evo one would be nice) I would have to KNOW that I had a bad engine!  You said that the car started to overheat?  I wonder if you have a blown head gasket that leaks into a coolant passage causing the coolant to go away and overheat the engine and no compression on #1 only.  That would be a LOT cheaper than $1500 and leave room for some mods.<BR>Do like Ducktape said: put some air down #1, not even 80psi, just 50-60 would tell you where your compression is going.  Take the cap off the radiator(that's my bet), cap off the oil fill hole and intake tube off the throttle body.  Listen for leaks at these locations and the exhaust pipe.  Where you hear air rushing out (or gurgling) is where your leak is.  Again, my bet is the headgasket or like Ken said, a stuck or burned valve.||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000015||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||07-09-2002||12:05 AM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||will do as u guys advise but man evo 3 engine sounds so nice shoot 300hp i wont need no mods im happy there haha ||152.163.206.207||reg||1
Z||000016||91vr4evolution||07-09-2002||12:51 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||The Evo 3 engine have a higher static compression ratio, around 9.0to1( have heard various figures, but is according to Ralliart), so you can't screw the boost up too high, or they break pistons. The rods in the VR4 are stronger than the EVO 1&2, but I'm not sure about the 3.<BR>Mike.||210.55.32.113||reg||1
Z||000017||VR4GAZM||07-09-2002||01:08 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Before doing all of that. Do a simple oil change.  If u have a blown HG, 9 times out of 10 your going to have coolant in ur oil.  When you take the oil plug out you will see coolant, then the oil will come out.<P>MIke<BR>||209.156.76.37||reg||1
Z||000018||khadiyev||07-09-2002||02:23 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||The Evo3  is got 9:1, and it's basicly a 2G the big diffirence is that there is no front motor mount you don't really need it that bad, the 1G tranny will bolt up but you might have to do some drilling, also the AC bracket wont work. I think that's pretty much it. can't think of anything elso. My friend just put one in his 92Laser.<P>John<P>692/1000||66.81.64.223||reg||1
Z||000019||Kage||07-13-2002||12:39 PM||predaking@specialoperations.com||I had your same problem and did every test under the sun.  I was shocked to see that when I pulled the head off I had a cracked exhaust valve, actually a wedge had been chipped off of the top.  I can only attribute this to detonation although my VR4 was completely stock.  However my VR4 runs fairly hot.  If you have the same temp problem as I did make sure the water jackets on your head and block are not clogged if your head is removed.||207.172.11.147||reg||1
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A||||13||Johnny Bravo||Best oil weight for summer...||||1||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||07-07-2002||06:45 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Hey folks, I'm gonna change the oil in VR4 this week & just wondered if anyone had opinions on what oil weight seems to be the best for summer.  Any opinions on oil filter brand?  I did a search on this site, but didn't find much & didn't wanna check over on DSM Talk since not toooo many VR4 guys are over there compared to here ya know.  Any info would be greatly appreciated.  TIA!  :-)||205.188.193.183||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||07-07-2002||07:56 PM||||Some guy did a huge oil filter comparison but I forget where its at. Check around dsm.org and the vfaq site, I'm sure you'll find it. I use purolator pureone filters (PL10193) and mobilone full synthetic since my rebuild, just my .02  ||65.129.89.87||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||07-07-2002||08:21 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| It seems universally accepted that Fram filters suck. I use Wix and Puralator pure one filters,and Penzoil 10-30 synthetic. I used Mobil one my first two oil changes (fresh engine),then i switched to the Penzoil and my oil consuption is now nil,maybe the rings finally seated-Im not sure. I freind of mine swears by Amsoil in his Galant. He bought the car with 170,000 miles (for $200..) and it smoked like a freight train at idle,when he did the oil change to Amsoil it hardly smoked at all,maybe that was coincidence too,who knows.<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 07-07-2002).]||129.71.114.146||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-07-2002||09:50 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i ONLY use factory oil filters.  they have an extra "lip" or "ridge" in the o ring, and it is a very positive seal.  i am using mobil 1 5w-30.  i also like the earlier style big oil filters over the newer small ones.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||DarkDevilMMM||07-08-2002||03:10 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||I use factory oil filter ONLY also, but I use mobil 1 synthetic 10W-30, a little more protection then 5W-30, but a little harder to turn on the car in cold weather, I live in CA, who cares?!?||63.204.74.156||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||07-08-2002||11:01 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||ummm.  5w-30 and 10w-30 give the same amount of protection as 0w-30.  the lower number is the pour rate, and the higher number is the viscosity index.  so, once the oil heats up, it is equal to a 30 weight.  and, that doesnt mean all of the oil has to be at operating temp, for example, the oil in the bearings will reach operating temps and much higher very quickly, while the rest may take longer.  oil on the rings probably reaches hi temps in seconds, even split seconds.  so, the cooler oil will flow a bit faster with the lower number, but will all be the same characteristics when hot.||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000006||DarkDevilMMM||07-08-2002||12:58 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||hmm.... I still think mine is better :P j/k... anyways, maybe I was wrong, I always think 10W-30 have a higher in protection, coz it run a little thicker then the 5W-30, I thought 10W-30 suppose to have a higher temp range then the 5W-30, and 5W-30 is used when in colder places or in cold weather for u to heat up the oil faster, and 10W-30 is used for hotter area and where u don't really need to care about heating the oil up, isn't it? of course when u run the car after a while it don't care any more as it will heat up to boil the egg anyways...I don't know... but then why sometimes ppl don't recommand we use 0W-30?||63.204.74.156||reg||1
Z||000007||bob dole||07-08-2002||03:29 PM||mdexclusive@aol.com||i use factory oil filter. And i use Castrol GTX 20/50.  Everyone uses Castrol GTX down here.  Plus the factory use that 20/50 down here.||152.163.201.83||reg||1
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||07-08-2002||08:42 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Thanks guys...I'm gonna have to change the oil this week & hopefully it'll help the idle some.  Turns out it's down about 2qts so I'm not quite sure what the deal is.  We shall see.....||152.163.213.54||reg||1
Z||000009||HKS VR-4||07-10-2002||04:55 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by bob dole:<BR><B>i use factory oil filter. And i use Castrol GTX 20/50.  Everyone uses Castrol GTX down here.  Plus the factory use that 20/50 down here.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I use Castrol 20/50....HOT summer days in the Bay Area, reaching over 100F. Got to have the extra protection, besides, my engine is getting tired, I think it needs the extra protection. =)<P>||12.81.99.40||reg||1
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||07-10-2002||08:31 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Whelp I got around to changing the oil tonight.  The concensus seemed to be 10w30 so I went with that.  I still have leftover 20w50 from my RX7, but figured it might be a bit heavy.  I also used a Mitsu filter as well.  Went on perfect so I'll probably just stick with them.   <P>Anyway, the idle is still pretty shitty so I'm not quite sure where to go from here now.  I'm thinking either bad O2, clogged cat, or maybe bad plugs which I'll change this weekend.  Anybody have any suggestions on what else to check for?||205.188.193.173||reg||1
Z||000011||bob in chicago||07-10-2002||11:16 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Could be BISS (base idle set screw) needs adjusting or has a leaking, tired out o-ring.<BR>Could be tired out sparkplug wires or vacuum leaks or faulty EGR valve.<BR>There's a good VFAQ on <A HREF="http://www.clubdsm.com" TARGET=_blank>www.clubdsm.com</A>  on idle problems.||24.148.12.200||reg||1
Z||000012||Johnny Bravo||07-11-2002||07:15 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Thanks Bob, I did find the idle speed sensor disconnected though.  I re-connected it & it definately did help, but didn't correct the problem entirely.  I'll keep snooping around & hopefully something will help.  Thanks!!!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000013||Garfield Wright||07-15-2002||12:54 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I will not use any other oil filter than factory & only 20/50 oil.  My car's temp never goes past the 1/2 mark.||66.176.234.150||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000741.cgi
A||||10||GVR1643||Driveshaft help||||1||
Z||000000||GVR1643||07-08-2002||10:08 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||After a frustrating weekend of pulling the driveshaft and taking it to machine shop to have new carrier bearing installed and then finding out they can't/don't want to do it because of Lobro joint still in it.  They also said it might be a few hundred dollars to rebuild and suggested a new one....<P>So, does anyone have a donor car willing to sell a driveshaft?<BR>OR...<BR>Does anyone know if the Galant GSX has the same driveshaft or if a TEL might have 2 of the three (back two) sections the same?<BR>Kinda grasping for answers here, I know...<BR>I also haven't found anywhere online that sells rebuilt driveshafts so if you have suggestions I listening...<BR>thanks, Kevin||167.142.22.249||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||07-08-2002||10:14 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||There is a fix for the driveshaft where you fill it with silicone. I dont have the link to post, but i'm sure someone on here knows it. It costs about $3.00 to do it.<BR> <BR>||63.52.132.34||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||07-08-2002||10:37 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I'm aware of that fix, but it has not also netted very good results. Often it makes the driveshaft out of balance.  The rubber on my CB is so bad that it probably wouldn't hold the silicone anyway.  <BR>Has anyone every pulled apart the Lobro joint?  If so, can you then pull that whole section off to get the CB on/off? Otherwise both ends of the rear driveshaft section are flanged and unable to replace the CB.  Arrgh.<P>Actually my whole driveshaft needs to be rebuilt (u-joints), since that is often what destoys the CB's due to a lack of flexibility in the joints.  Best bet is to find a rebuilt one (and possibly exchange mine).<BR><p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 07-08-2002).]||167.142.22.249||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-08-2002||10:43 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i was about to buy a used driveshaft to rebuild, just like you, but i dont like to take something like that off, and then, like you, find out no one can do it.  so, my contact is a guy named lance keely, 262 703 0885, and i am to call him today, cost is 50 bucks, plus shipping, about 30 bucks.  it seems you need it a lot more than me.  so, go ahead and get it from him.  i have searched all over, and had several people say they can get me a rebuildable one.  how about you ship me your old one, and i can see if someone here can do it?||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||07-08-2002||10:59 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I don't want to take it from someone else who needs it :-), unless this guys has more than one...check you mail Ken (sent you a message)<BR>||167.142.22.249||reg||1
Z||000005||roth4fun||07-08-2002||01:21 PM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||I tried the silicone fix with my worn out carrier bearing in my AWD Laser.  It seems to work OK for the front one (nearest the Xfer case).  But when I did the rear one it through the whole thing out of whack.<P>When I got to speeds over 20mph it would vibrate the car horribly.  Near 35mph it was near impossible to maintain control of the vehicle or to maintain focus with my eyes due to the serious vibrations.<P>When I did mine, I did it with the balance shaft out of the car.  Some have told me that I should have done the fix while it was still in the car.  But that would lead me to believe that the same issue would occur if I had something heavy in the rear of the car, if I was launching really hard, or any situation where the normal flex from the carrier bearing would be expected.<P>Bottom line, I got a used driveshaft that had a decent carrier bearing in the back and just replaced the one in the front.||209.144.56.250||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR1643||07-08-2002||01:41 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Yeah, I had heard these stories and decided not to go that route.  But once again Ken Inn comes through!!!! He hooked me up with a used one (that he was going to buy - damn he's considerate).  That's what makes these list invaluable - the knowledge and willingness to help one another.<BR>Kevin<P>BTW -  I have been told you want to keep those u joints in top shape.  That is what wears out the carrier bearings (and just age and miles I'm sure)<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 07-08-2002).]||167.142.22.249||reg||1
Z||000007||JonGVR4||07-08-2002||02:20 PM||jon@jgronline.com||The bearings typically don't go bad.  It is the rubber boot that goes bad.  Unfortunately, Mitsu doesn't sell just the boot.  You have to buy the carrier bearing which includes the boot.  <P>The good and cheap way to fix the problem is:<P>1.  order the new bearing and pull the boot off of it.<BR>2.  pull the driveshaft<BR>3.  pull the old boot off of the bearing on the driveshaft.<BR>4.  put the new boot on the old bearing on the driveshaft.<BR>5.  put the driveshaft back on.<P>The movement of the driveshaft has nothing to do with the bearing.  It has everything to do with the old worn out boot that supports the driveshaft at the bearing.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR1643||07-08-2002||02:41 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Jon, I get what you're saying and makes sense, the bearing is still good and obviously the boot on mine is horrible. BUT, you have to get this boot over large obsticles to get it on.  The front section of the shaft would be easy, the back doesn't appear to be.  The rear of the back section is flanged so that's out.  The front of the back section has the Lobro joint, which at this point no one has mentioned anything about taking one of these off.  I've got a new CB sitting here for a month now waiting to go on.||167.142.22.249||reg||1
Z||000009||bob in chicago||07-08-2002||03:45 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||We did that caulk "fix" on #1072 with the same horrible results. Had to buy a new carrier bearing.<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 07-08-2002).]||24.148.46.17||reg||13
Z||000010||GVR1643||07-08-2002||04:35 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Ok, you guys obviously are getting the new carrier bearings on somehow - are you replacing the rear one.  John mentioned his fix, but as I mentioned, how do you get it over the flanged end or over the Lobro joint?  You're all making me feel like even worse of a mechanic than I am! :-o<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.249||reg||1
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A||||7||Gvr4-330||Brake Pad Recommendations||||1||
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||07-08-2002||02:40 PM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||Well, the time has come for new front brake pads.  I decided I'd get something other than the generic parts store brand, so does anyone have any recommendations?<P>I do mostly street driving, though I have auto-xed before (not that great at it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Thanks,<BR>Rob||24.44.200.0||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||07-08-2002||02:54 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I run EBC reds and they work great for spirited street driving and Auto X. Roadracing is too hard on them.||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsuvr4||07-09-2002||09:56 AM||||Good ol Metal Masters all around.  RRE or Mofugus carry them.  Quicker bite then OEM pads.  I just use them for street, no racing or anything.<P>Good luck,<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.244.141||reg||1
Z||000003||lazer4ever||07-09-2002||11:48 AM||lazer4ever@aol.com||I've had great luck with the Axis Metal Master's also.  Great for spirited street driving & autocrossing.  They will go away too quickly for a road course though.  They are also very low on dust<P>Josh||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000004||Dan D||07-09-2002||11:53 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Metal Masters Low on Dust...HA!  I've never had my front wheels so dirty as they've been since installing metal masters.  They do a decent job stopping the car on the street.  I've only managed to fade them a couple of times on some backroads.  The Raybesto PRO pads are not too bad either if you don't need/want tremendous stopping power.||157.254.98.202||reg||1
Z||000005||RayH||07-09-2002||02:24 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||I've been pretty happy with the Porterfield R4S pads.  Just don't get the R4 version unless you want to change both pads and rotors within 4 months.||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||07-09-2002||02:38 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||So far I like my new combination: EBC Greens on the front, Axxis Metal Masters on the rear. Very good everyday street performance, low dust.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||07-09-2002||11:01 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I failed to mention that I run metal masters on the rear with the EBC up front.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000743.cgi
A||||4||Ash||Mods since 13.6 = ???ET||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||07-08-2002||10:37 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I know its hard to guess, but what times would you expect a VR4 with these mods to run at sea level on pump gas (96RON or about 91 Octane).  I get it off the line pretty well with 60' times of 1.6-1.8 too.<P>I got 13.6@98 with this...<P>Stock 14B cracked to shit @ 15psi<BR>Stock Ex manifold<BR>400HP in tank pump<BR>2.5" IC piping<BR>220x600x65mm truck core FMIC<BR>Full 3" exhaust Inc 3" O2 eliminator & high flow cat.<BR>Good clutch.<P>Then add....<P>Big 16g ported Wastegate, no clip @ 18psi-ish<BR>550cc RX7 injectors, cleaned & balanced.<BR>S-AFC<BR>Adjustable FPR @ 40PSI<P>I'm hoping for a 12.9 or better, am I dreaming?<BR>||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||07-09-2002||08:36 AM||jon@jgronline.com||12.9 doesn't sound crazy.  Should be pretty close.  <P>Put some race gas in and turn the boost up.  You'll run 12's all day long.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||lazer4ever||07-09-2002||12:59 PM||lazer4ever@aol.com||Race gas & boost are your friends!!! :-)<BR>Run about 22-23psi, should be good for 12.60-12.80's with a good driver.  My bud has run a best of 12.44 @ 109.63 with the same set-up in his GVR4.  The only diff was he runs a VPC instead of a S-AFC & a small 16g instead of big 16g.<BR>BTW, my Laser awd ran 12.18 @ 112.45 with the same set up minus the IC (stock smic) with clutch slipping all the way through 4th gear!<P>Josh<P>[This message has been edited by lazer4ever (edited 07-09-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by lazer4ever (edited 07-09-2002).]||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||07-09-2002||07:01 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Twelves wont be a problem! A freind of mine has about the same setup in his Galant(except a 2gmas/550s,external w/g,and the "shannon" core IC). I think he was running 24psi with C-16.He went 12.39@110 (He ran 12.80@109 with 1.25 pipes and a Starquest IC) You shouldnt have to thrash it too hard to get 12's..||129.71.114.9||reg||7
Z||000004||Ash||07-09-2002||08:54 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ian M:You shouldnt have to thrash it too hard to get 12's..[/B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>But I don't know any other way!  I'll find out on either this or next Saturday night I guess.<BR>||165.228.131.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000744.cgi
A||||7||turboflanagan||clicks under dash||||5||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||07-08-2002||11:37 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I know that I've read someone saying that the caps gone bad will cause clicking under the dash, right?  Is that a rythmic click every 1-2 seconds or more a rapid "I don't know what's going on so I'm going to energize all my relays" clicking?  Maybe my caps haven't gotten here soon enough.||66.114.238.18||reg||5
Z||000001||VR4GAZM||07-08-2002||11:45 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||The clicking you hear is the fuel pump relay going on and off. Usually a sign of bad caps or bad ecu will entail rapid clicking of the fuel pump relay.  If u look under the glove compartment, right near the hinges, you will see a gold box, thats the fuel pump relay. Then behind the kick panel is the ecu.<P>Pop your ecu out and open the case too see if there is any acid leaking from the caps.  Its pretty noticeable, there are 3 caps btw. 2 large and 1 small.<P>MIke<P>||209.156.76.37||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||07-09-2002||10:10 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||dont even bother.  just pull the ecu, and change the caps.  dont check them, dont smell them, dont taste them, just change them.  they are bad, alright?  others can brag all they want about how their car is still running and they have never changed the caps, but i guarantee you it will fail. certain things about this car are unavoidable.  cracked exh manifolds, cracked turbing housings, burned ign wires, xfer case yoke, and ecu caps.  at this point, you may be lucky.  my original one is sitting on the shelf, with new caps.  my spare is in the car, with new caps.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||07-09-2002||07:51 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||But for the record, they do taste like chicken, right?  <BR>||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||07-09-2002||08:18 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||One of the Caps from Digi-key isn't available until the end of Sept.  Do any of you guys know where I can get the right caps to replace mine?||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000005||LunarShadow||07-09-2002||08:58 PM||ahagopia@bellsouth.net||Do you still live in Duluth? Damn that's so close to me.  I actually bought my caps from two different electronics shops somewhere off of Jimmy Carter BLVD.  I drove my car there on a Non- Turbo ECU.  Ran like ass, but it got my there (that is a long story).  They also had silver epoxy pens which I used to re-draw they destroyed copper traces.  I can't remember the name right now, but I will look in the phone book and see if anything rings a bell.<P>Ya, ditto what Ken the Wise said.<p>[This message has been edited by LunarShadow (edited 07-09-2002).]||209.214.71.227||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||07-09-2002||09:33 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I supply FREE caps, all I need is an address. I will also install them for free if you send me your ECU.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000007||turboflanagan||07-10-2002||08:50 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Well guys, it sounds like Ken has some competition in the free-stuff market!  Thanks Jeff for the offer!  I'll send you an email for details.<BR>Now do I hear a free WI system...Ken?<P>Oh yeah, Lunarshadow, I do still live in Duluth.  Just off of Buford Hwy.  I know, you guys are probably thinking "you might be a redneck if you live off of BUFORD HWY" but I promise I'm not.<p>[This message has been edited by turboflanagan (edited 07-10-2002).]||66.114.238.18||reg||10
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A||||14||HKS VR-4||HELP!!! No Power...Need Tune Up????||||8
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||07-10-2002||05:08 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Ok, I'm totally confused or maybe it's all in my head. My car feels like crap!!! Just a back ground info, my car has intake and 3" cat-back exhaust, Magnacore wires, and NGK plugs. About a year ago or so, the heads have been replaces b/c of a burnt exhaust valve on #3 cylinder, turbo has been replaced, intake & exhaust manifold replaced, basically only the bottom end is original. For about 2 months or so, I've been running on a HKS SSQV vented to the atmosphere. Everything is ok, until now. My gas mileage is very poor. Before even with vented BOV, I was able to get 300-330 miles per tank, now I'm only getting about 250 tops! I don't know why. <P>I've put the original BOV back on and vented the air back to the intake, changed plugs, cleaned the filter, checked timing, and it still feels crappy. It's like everything before the turbo kicks in, there's no power as if there is extreme turbo lag (turbo starts to kick in at about 3 grand). My friend in a 95 Integra GSR with intake, full exhaust can pull away from my GVR4. I don't get it. Can it be my cat. convert.??? Any suggestions or things I should be looking for??? THANKS!!!||12.81.99.40||reg||8
Z||000001||Dan D||07-10-2002||09:33 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Do you have a logger/acces to one, or an safc?  Guess #one is you have a boost leak, possibly didn't get the bov back on tight??  Pressurise the intake tract and check for that first.  Do you see any black smoke out the tail when you get on it?  Guess #2 is that lifters/bad knock sensor or something else are causing the knock sensor to go ape and pull timing down into the dungeon.  Need a logger to see if this is happening though.||157.254.234.50||reg||1
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||07-10-2002||11:43 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Dan D:<BR><B>Do you have a logger/acces to one, or an safc?  Guess #one is you have a boost leak, possibly didn't get the bov back on tight??  Pressurise the intake tract and check for that first.  Do you see any black smoke out the tail when you get on it?  Guess #2 is that lifters/bad knock sensor or something else are causing the knock sensor to go ape and pull timing down into the dungeon.  Need a logger to see if this is happening though.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Unfortunately, I don't have access to a data logger. I'm currently venting the bov back to the intake, reset the ECU afterwards. BOV is tightly in place. Boosts up to .8 bars...that's like around 12psi. As far as lifters/knock sensor, I have no idea. I think they're OK....a little puff of grayish/black smoke comes out when I get on it, but normal driving, don't see any. <BR>||12.81.97.32||reg||5
Z||000003||Dan D||07-10-2002||11:58 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||you can still build 12 psi of boost with a bad intake leak.  A puff of black smoke is an indication that it's really rich, also a side effect of an intake leak.  Tons of air coming in, but not much of it gets to the engine.  The ecu still adds fuel for all the air it counted whether it ever makes it to the intake ports or not.  Plus the turbo will be working way too hard to push air and will become really inefficient.  High heat = knock, knock = pulled timing = slow car.  <P>You need to start with the little pvc intake leak tester on the vfaq site.  Cheap and easy to make.  Check everywhere along the intake tract for leaks and then go from there.||157.254.234.50||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||07-10-2002||03:14 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||i can't offer any help but i am only getting like 200 miles to a tank this is like half freeway half in city.  Is this bad, if it is what besides the intake leak might cause it.  When i start my car liquid (maybe gas) comes out the tailpipe and when i get on it in second i can see a bit of smoke, not much though.  maybe i have a similar problem as HKS but my power seems ok.||63.69.118.145||reg||5
Z||000005||number3||07-10-2002||03:58 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||1)O2 sensor.<BR>2)Boost leak.<BR>3)MAS and Knock senor.<BR>4)Stuck injector.<P>Just a start.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||JonGVR4||07-10-2002||04:12 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>1)O2 sensor.<BR>2)Boost leak.<BR>3)MAS and Knock senor.<BR>4)Stuck injector.<P>Just a start.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>What does the O2 sensor have to do with making power?  It is only there for gas mileage.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||Dan D||07-10-2002||04:42 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||For Kartorium, the O2 would be a good place to start.||157.254.98.202||reg||1
Z||000008||HKS VR-4||07-10-2002||05:11 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I noticed some oil in the intake tract after the turbo. Can this be the problem???? Is my turbo is going out???? I checked the turbine and there is little to no shaft play and it spins freely. <P>My boost guage is connected to the intake manifold so I mean, the engine has to see 12psi of boost right?<P>Should I change out all the hosings then if there is an unseen leak somewhere?<P>Could it be my catylatic converter??? It is an OEM one and I was running rich with my vented BOV for almost 2 months. Think I messed it up??? I noticed the exhaust does sound a bit different.<p>[This message has been edited by HKS VR-4 (edited 07-10-2002).]||12.81.103.246||reg||9
Z||000009||Dan D||07-10-2002||05:37 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Yes, your engine is seeing 12psi.  The first thing air does when it enters the intake tract is get counted by the mas.  Fuel is added from that calculation.  If the air that is counted gets out before it gets to the engine, the fuel added for that air still goes in regardless.<P>Take for example a hypothetical bad intake leak.  The wastegate opening pressure is set for 12psi.  There is a bad intake leak though so in order for the turbo to achieve 12 psi in the intake mani, it spins harder and harder trying to overcome the lost pressure from the leak.  Eventually it builds 12 psi and the wastegate flapper opens and shuts to hold it there.  At this point however, the turbo is spining fast enough and pulling in so much air that if there were NO leak, it would be making more like 20+psi.  <P>The first thing all that air does is get counted by the MAS.  Fuel is added for all the air that the MAS counts.  However, becuase of the leak lots of that air never makes it to your engine.  The fuel the ecu gave for that air still goes in.<P>So, now you have the turbo fighting well past it's efficency to build it's twelve psi, plus, it's sucking in gobs of air to do so, much of which never makes it to the engine intake ports where it's fuel is waiting for it.  Rich and Hot = slow.<P>If the stock bov is back on, then don't worry about the bov.  Just pressurize the intake tract and find your leak.  <P>||157.254.98.202||reg||1
Z||000010||HKS VR-4||07-10-2002||06:19 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Makes sense. The turbo does feel hotter than normal under the hood after driving when I open the hood. I'll get that checked out then. Boost does seem to come on slow and the exhaust does "pop"/back fire a bit. <P>But, does this have anything to do with some oil inside the intake tract????||12.81.99.77||reg||1
Z||000011||Ian M||07-11-2002||06:50 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||  This is less likely,but you might also check the pipe between the Mas and the turbo for connection,holes,ect. It could also leak and cause unmetered air. My car ran like you described when I had a blowoff return hose come off and it was drawing in air after the Mas.<BR>Its normal to see some oil residue in the intake tract (especially higher mileage cars),the crankcase is vented into the pipe before the turbo. Thats why most eliminate that and run catchcans.<P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 07-11-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 07-11-2002).]||129.71.115.101||reg||1
Z||000012||HKS VR-4||07-11-2002||10:33 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I checked for air leaks and haven't found any. All hoses are connected tightly with no cracks or damage. I noticed the turbo spools up slower than normal and exhaust got a bit quieter under normal driving. Mileage is down to about 250 compared to a week ago which was 300+. <P>Catylitic coverter going out??? (it is an OEM one)||12.81.96.197||reg||5
Z||000013||HKS VR-4||07-12-2002||06:04 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||OK, got the cat. converter checked and it's fine!!! Maybe I messed up checking for boost leak, but I don't think I found any leaks. So now it's going to get a diagnostic. This sucks. =(<P>I'm starting to think of a JDM engine swap. Does anyone know a shop that would perform the swap in the Bay Area?????||12.81.96.57||reg||9
Z||000014||miturra||09-12-2003||01:18 PM||||D & L is a mechanic in San Jose. He likes to do side jobs. We can ask him. He's doing mine as soon as I get all the parts I need.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes



ubb/Forum2/000746.cgi
A||||3||GVR4 562||New to board||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4 562||07-10-2002||01:38 PM||mejia26@attbi.com||Just wanted to say hello. Im new to the board and just wanted to introduce myself.<BR>My name is Ray, I live in Joliet IL. I am the proud owner of a 1992 Galant VR-4 #562/1000. Mods so far are 2.5" turbo back,(looking to uprade to 3" stainless soon) ported big 16g with 34mm wastegate flapper, 92 exhaust mani and o2 housing both ported,walbro 255lph HP fuel pump, Joe P boost controller,stainless clutch and oil feed line, KYB AGX struts and H&R springs, powerslot rotors front and back with stainless lines and metal master pads. TRE tranny rebuild. I have autometer boost,air fuel, and egt gauges, and am building a custom panel to house the gauges and my radio in the stock radio location. I have a SAFC, and 2g MAS ready to be installed just as soon as I get some injectors. I am also looking to get an EVO intercooler from TAD motorsports, and will be making some custom IC piping for that as well.  <BR>      Well, I look forward to sharing tips and ideas with everyone. If anyone happens to know where I can get a 3" stainless steel turbo back exhaust for a good price, please let me know. I dont need a muffler, I am getting an Apexi N1 muffler. Thanks,<BR>                                      Ray<BR>||12.251.253.226||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||07-10-2002||01:50 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||There's a post somewhere on here (recently) about the SS exhaust.  Try the search. Welcome to the GVR4 world.  <BR>Kevin||167.142.21.157||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||07-10-2002||02:21 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||michael trevor, carman493@aol.com is selling a 3" stainless catback, on the parts trader.  also has a huge fmic, and some other gvr4 stuff, inclu a full rolling chassis.  if you get the 3", i may buy your 2.5"||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000003||bob in chicago||07-10-2002||11:25 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Welcome!! It's great to see another nicely modded GVR-4 in the Chicago area.  Are you interested in joining me at an autocross at a road racing course?  There's one on Labor day at Gingerman (South Haven, MI) and one Aug. 3&4 at Blackhawk (south of Beloit.)||24.148.12.200||reg||14




ubb/Forum2/000778.cgi
A||||6||Hunter||Overheating Fixed, thanks everybody!||||7||
Z||000000||Hunter||07-26-2002||10:36 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||Replacing the Relays for the fans in the fuse box fixed the prob. took it up to 130mph, with everything off, and switched to cool Air temp. held center solid. while before it would get reallly hot, and go 3/4+ unless i had the heater on with the fan on 3rd setting, then it would creep up slowly.  Thanks Kenn for the Part#. dealer charged $19.00 each, not bad. so switched both of them  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||167.88.200.30||reg||7
Z||000001||Hunter||07-26-2002||11:14 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||just to finish my rambling, i'm surprised how much a diffirance that 1 non-working fan made it overheat. it's unreal....||167.88.200.30||reg||3
Z||000002||Bill||09-25-2002||11:26 AM||||Do you have the part# for those 2 fan relays?<BR>Thanks!||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||09-25-2002||12:12 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hunter:<BR><B>just to finish my rambling, i'm surprised how much a diffirance that 1 non-working fan made it overheat. it's unreal....</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The fan on the front of the car only comes on for the AC.  The other one next to the turbo, comes on to cool the radiator.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||Hunter||09-26-2002||02:10 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||funky, because mine comes on when the temp guage kicks up to 3/4 up.. "still does it".  bill i'll have those relay #'s before noon tamorrow, i'm at work right now  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">    i've ruled either bad radiator....  or headgasket going.. 'iknowiknow'  i've been spanking the car daily.. still hasn't blownup one me yet.. so i'm really thinking it's the radiator not cooling well enuf when on WOT from 80-140.... then it starts to rise on 100+mph.. more prominant on inclines...||167.88.200.30||reg||1
Z||000005||Hunter||09-26-2002||02:47 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||hey bill. #'s i got on the Caps are<P>MB183865 = CAPS pulled up as 20a/12v,G8MS-1a24T-R...  and this lower one was blank.... there $20.00 at the Dealer, less they'll give you the DSM club discount. or u can also go to <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc" TARGET=_blank>www.mitsubishiparts.cc</A>  and get them cheaper...<P>MB084670 ||4.40.153.13||reg||5
Z||000006||Bill||09-26-2002||03:57 PM||||Thanks Hunter!  The first part# is for rad. fan and second one is for AC fan.  Thanks again!||205.188.209.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000748.cgi
A||||5||Dan D||Used 2g exh mani ??price??||||1||
Z||000000||Dan D||07-10-2002||04:40 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Anyone have some insight into a fair price to pay for a used non-ported 2g exh manifold in good condition?  <P>thanks||157.254.98.202||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||07-10-2002||04:44 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I've seen them in the $100-$150 range. I think M&S recycling always has them. Arkansas all mitsubishi sometimes has them.||63.52.202.63||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||07-10-2002||05:09 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Well, they're $155 new from a friendly dealer here in indy.  I was going to offer someone $90+ship for his.  Sound fair?||157.254.98.202||reg||1
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||07-10-2002||05:56 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Call Conicelli, I bought mine for $150.  Kris||67.201.148.254||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||07-10-2002||06:26 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Damn..not bad. I havent done much research on them. I gt mine for free. I just put a request into URG & a few recyclers came back with that price that I said. The local chrysler dealer here quoted me $250 for a new one. But it one of the few places that I can get good prices on tools(head on V.S. compressor for $90) not to bad, mind you i'm in nowhere land. ||206.252.171.235||reg||1
Z||000005||pj||07-11-2002||10:46 AM||jang_paul@hotmail.com||check out car-part.com<P>they can sometimes be had for about $50, used of course.||206.137.75.111||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000749.cgi
A||N||3||SPAM||SteveTek||||1||
Z||000000||SPAM||07-10-2002||05:04 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||Since i busted off the rusted feed line coming off of the fuel pump assembly i am going to do my own version of the Stevetek mod. <BR>reading the directions i saw that some cutting of the throttle body bracket was required, no big deal but.......does the bracket really brace anything besides the the CPS? if it doesnt "really" brace anything there isnt a reason to keep it in, at all. if there isnt a reason keep it in there isnt a reason to cut.<BR>are there any objections to this theory?||24.234.190.134||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||07-10-2002||05:10 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Toss it.... All of my cars have had it gone no proiblems yet.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||SPAM||07-10-2002||05:12 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||it's gone then.....<P>thanks||24.234.190.134||reg||1
Z||000003||SnoBlind||07-11-2002||07:31 AM||modularv8@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by SPAM:<BR><B>Since i busted off the rusted feed line coming off of the fuel pump assembly i am going to do my own version of the Stevetek mod. <BR>reading the directions i saw that some cutting of the throttle body bracket was required, no big deal but.......does the bracket really brace anything besides the the CPS? if it doesnt "really" brace anything there isnt a reason to keep it in, at all. if there isnt a reason keep it in there isnt a reason to cut.<BR>are there any objections to this theory?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>If you use a 1G fuel rail, then you don't have to worry about cutting the support bracket. <P>Look at Mofugas.com under the galant information for the writeup on the fuel system we put in my Galant.||63.68.228.197||reg||1
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A||||10||JonGVR4||radiator leak||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||07-10-2002||11:06 PM||jon@jgronline.com||After work today, I saw a small puddle under my car.  Right under the radiator drain hole, I saw fluid.  It wasn't very much but it was still there.<P>After I got home, I didn't see any fluid on the ground.  Just a little bit on the plastic under the car.  After a few hours, I checked again and there is definately a leak.  <P>No visible amount of fluid gone from radiator.<P>No defects on the radiator.  (1 or 2 year old Modine).<P>My guesses.  <BR>1.  Radiator cap is bad and not opening so it forces coolant out the drain plug.  <BR>2.  Drain plug gasket (is there one?) is bad.<BR>3.  Drain plug is plastic and it is damaged.<P>Has anyone experienced anything like this before?||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000001||VR4GAZM||07-11-2002||12:01 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||This would make u think....how did your drain cock break in the first place?<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.35||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||07-11-2002||12:31 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Jon, I have the same radiator and its been great. I had a leak like that also that took me forever to figure out. It always looked like it was coming from where the lower hose connects to the radiator. I went and bought ALL the coolant hoses under the hood to replace the old ones. Turned out to be the small straight hose coming off the thermostat housing going towards the front of the car. I think it goes to the oil cooler. It had a pinhole leak on the underside of it and would leak coolant onto  the lower hose where it would run down to the bottom of the car. Everytime I looked there was no coolant in that area. Anyway, after replacing all the hoses my problem went away.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||07-11-2002||07:44 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I don't have the sandwich oil cooler anymore.  I have a 90 style with a real external oil cooler.  <P>All of my hoses are fine.  No leaks on those at all.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||07-11-2002||09:28 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Jon, I had a similar problem.  My "new" modine was only a couple months old when it started leaking fluid out of the seam between the endtanks and core.<P>I had to purchase a new one through carparts.com (where I bought the original) at full retail price, and Modine refunded the money when they received mine.  <P>IMHO, Modine has some quality assurance issues, and if I need another radiator, I'm going Fluidyne or C&R.  ||4.47.83.248||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||07-11-2002||09:46 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||there is a drain plug gasket, and whenever i drain the radiator, you have to be careful, because sometimes it will fall off, and when you replace the plug, it will seal, but not quite good enough.  over time, the plastic will harden and shrink.  when the motor is shut down after being at operating temps for a bit, after a few minutes, the coolant will get hotter than when it is driving, and you get the most expansion in the cooling system.  also, the bung that the plug is in is soldered to the radiator, and it may have a small crack it it.  the modine in my car has lasted 5+ years, and 90k.  course, the prior owner paid like 600 bucks for it, so itmust be REAL special.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000006||JonGVR4||07-12-2002||09:09 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I found my original receipt and the replacement recipt.<P>I bought the radiator for $200 in 98.  Got it from Radiators Direct on the net.  1 year later, it leaked on me and I had it replaced locally.  I am now in the process of getting another replacement radiator.  Not sure where it is leaking but I don't care.  It isn't leaking that badly either.  Just enought to make you worry that it will suddenly fail completely.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||Chris Sanders||07-12-2002||12:04 PM||cas0016@unt.edu||When I first bought my Modine it had a small leak on the upper end tank.  I called CarParts.com and they sent me another.  The weird thing is it stopped leaking before the replacement got here and it hasn't ever done it again.  If anyone needs a new Modine lemme know since Howard has my spare and I could use a few bucks.||208.188.16.65||reg||1
Z||000008||Ian M||07-12-2002||06:52 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I noticed some seepage between the upper tank and the core on my 5-month old Modine the other day....I guess mines not a fluke  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||129.71.115.222||reg||1
Z||000009||smokindav||07-15-2002||09:22 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Jon, were you able to verify where it was leaking from?<P>As our cars get older the rubber bushings that the radiator rides in shrink.  When this happens the radiator is free to flop around and vibrate.  The extra movement can cause the radiator to fail at a number of places.  <P>I had one fail on my old '90 GSX during an autox due to excessive floppage.  <P>What I've done on my GVR4 to prevent excessive radiator movement is to buy some rubber washers to act as spacers between the radiator and the hold down brackets on top and bottom.  Use enough rubber washers so that the radiator is held securely but still able to move somewhat.  <P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000010||JonGVR4||07-16-2002||08:38 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smokindav:<BR><B>Jon, were you able to verify where it was leaking from?<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I replaced the radiator yesterday.  There was a small leak around a seam just above the drain.  The rubber pieces at the bottom of the radiator are pretty soft still.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000751.cgi
A||||3||Ash||When to hack the MAS?||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||07-11-2002||02:42 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||How many HZ does the stock MAS get to before loosing counts?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||07-11-2002||07:46 AM||jon@jgronline.com||When the car starts to stumble some at high rpms and you get "mini fuel cuts", it means the MAS is losing counts.  It is different from the stumble caused by poor spark.  <P>I think I've read you can see it when you look at the MAS signal on a Super AFC.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||07-11-2002||08:18 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Doesn't it start to lose it around the 2000hz region?<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||07-11-2002||09:22 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The Dejon website has a graph: <A HREF="http://users.erinet.com/40666/dsm-cip-faq.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://users.erinet.com/40666/dsm-cip-faq.htm</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000752.cgi
A||||6||blytz||OE versus Modine Radiator?||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||07-11-2002||08:50 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I can get a Modine all aluminum radiator shipped to my door for $183 in 3-4 days, or a TRUE OE radiator for $132 in 1 day. I'm leaning toward the OE radiator.<P>Are the Modines DIRECT bolt in, or do they require mods? Is the $50 price difference worth the metal endtanks opposed to the plastic on the OE?||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||07-11-2002||09:11 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||YES.<P><BR>Zach<BR>||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||07-11-2002||10:57 PM||jon@jgronline.com||What dealership sells the stock radiator for under $500?||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-11-2002||11:03 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||an oe radiator for 132?  sounds suspicious.  AND, a modine all aluminum?  never heard of that one, either.  never heard of aluminum tanks either, unless they are custom made, like a fluidyne.  is the oe a koyo?||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||07-12-2002||10:41 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||If you buy the Modine, try carparts.com.  <P>I got mine for around $96, with some discount applied.  ||4.47.83.248||reg||1
Z||000005||blytz||07-12-2002||09:37 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||My Bad guys! The Modine is NOT all aluminum, I meant to put all metal, must<BR>have been dreaming all aluminum.<P>The OE radiator is from Radiators.com, they claim that they bypass the<BR>dealers and get them straight from the OE manufacturer. I'm guessing that if<BR>the OE is Koyo, it's probably Koyo. I know Koyo makes Honda and Toyota<BR>radiators.<P>Thanks for the input, I'm gonna get the Modine.<P><BR>Howard, when did you get yours, cuz carparts.com is where I'm looking it's $167.08, something like $188 after shipping and discount. I TRIED to use a $50 off coupon, but apparently the ONLY coupons that are good still are 10% of.||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000006||iceman69510||07-15-2002||01:02 PM||||Denso (formerly Nippondenso) made the VR4 and TEL radiators.||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000753.cgi
A||||5||mikey||high boost||||1||
Z||000000||mikey||07-12-2002||12:29 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||I have the MBC on the car and I'm trying to get the car to run 10 psi but I keep getting 15+ psi!  I try to screw it out all the way and also screw it in all the way but no matter which way I screw it in it will keep boosting past 15+ and my car feels slow too  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||07-12-2002||01:42 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||try putting a vaccum hose directly from the turbo outlet nipple to the wastegate.  See what happens and report back.  You should see 7-9psi if the wastegate is working properly||157.254.98.202||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||07-12-2002||04:54 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hey Mike if you can bring her down this weekend.....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000003||mikey||07-12-2002||06:02 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||took the mbc off and got 7psi.<P>rob, sorry i keep missing you and things keep coming up on the weekends!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>one of these days, i will come down for you to look at the car.  i'm afraid i'm busy again this weekend, if i have time away, i'll call you first before i make any plans to come down there.<P>thanks.||65.31.240.76||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||07-12-2002||06:15 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hey no prob. Just be easier to see it first hand, plus look at the other stuff you wanted done. Try to reverse the way it's hooked up. Switch the hoese on the boost controller itself. But do this only if foresure the boost gauge is working  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||07-12-2002||06:53 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Ok, wastegate works fine, so it's something in either the plumbing of the mbc of the mbc itself.  What kind is it and has it ever worked?<P>Try this, take the mbc off and blow into the side the boost source connects to.  If you can just blow through it, barely get the ball to push the spring enought to flow, then it should be set up nearly 12psi (unless you have super lungs) <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">.  Can you blow through it?<p>[This message has been edited by Dan D (edited 07-12-2002).]||12.222.102.136||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000754.cgi
A||||10||Kage||Which business is reliable?||||1||
Z||000000||Kage||07-13-2002||12:31 PM||predaking@specialoperations.com||I am new to this forum and was wondering which businesses are dependable and which ones aren't and why.  I am familiar with most GVR4 specialists (Mofugas, RRE, ExtremeMotorsports, TeamRip, etc.) and am trying to steer clear of being ripped off or even worse, crappy work.  Thanks.||207.172.11.147||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||07-13-2002||02:00 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||mofugas is parts, no work.  excellent<BR>team rip is mostly work, some parts, excellent, but very slow.  the best way to get work done at team rip is to send a spare, and have it worked on, then, when it comes back, install it.  otherwise, your car can be down for a looong time.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||Doug Thomas||07-13-2002||07:10 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Why would anybody send stuff to TRE and wait months to be it back is beyond me. They�re a lot of very good DSM vendors that can do port work, transmission work and you don�t have to wait months to get it back or buy spare parts to send to them. <P>All the below vendors are reliable and trustworthy.<P>Transmission Work:  <A HREF="http://bmtranny.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://bmtranny.com/</A>  <A HREF="http://shepracing.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://shepracing.com/</A> <P>Sales, service and every thing DSM: <A HREF="http://www.turbotrix.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbotrix.com/</A>  <A HREF="http://buschurracing.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://buschurracing.com/</A>  <A HREF="http://forcedperformance.net/dsm_turbo.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://forcedperformance.net/dsm_turbo.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/SiteMap.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/SiteMap.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.agpturbo.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.agpturbo.com/</A>  <A HREF="http://www.pruvenperformance.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pruvenperformance.com/</A>  <A HREF="http://www.ddynopower.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ddynopower.com/</A> <P><BR>Intercoolers and aluminum radiators: <A HREF="http://www.indyracecores.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.indyracecores.com/</A> <P><BR><p>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 07-13-2002).]||24.191.96.19||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-13-2002||07:43 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the absolute best way to get some of this stuff is to pay for it, and a core charge, then send your old one back, and collect your core.  i dont mind waiting for stuff, because i am not racing, and am not in a hurry to put something on the car, unless it is a part the has broken, and i need it to get the car going.  besides, i only have experience with purchases from mofugas and tre, and as far as quality, both are excellent, and i would use them again.  tre does the best port work i and several others have ever seen, but i have not seen them all.  my answers are based on my own experience, which is limited.  busher may do good work, but my experience with him is he is rude.  archer bros, however, were excellent.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||Doug Thomas||07-13-2002||08:09 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Sorry, but TRE is not the only vendor how can do good port work all the vendors I recommenend can do the same thing with quicker turnaround time.<P>Not ported by TRE<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.dsm-performance.com/catalog/images/turbport2.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.dsm-performance.com/catalog/images/turbport3.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.dsm-performance.com/catalog/images/wgport.jpg"> <BR>||24.191.96.19||reg||1
Z||000005||HKS VR-4||07-13-2002||08:40 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I was wondering where I can get a JDM spec engine and a shop that do the install it worries free in the Bay Area or around????||12.81.97.11||reg||5
Z||000006||1312VR4||07-13-2002||10:05 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net|| <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org/vendors.epl" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsm.org/vendors.epl</A> ||206.252.171.240||reg||1
Z||000007||Doug Thomas||07-13-2002||10:11 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<BR><B>I was wondering where I can get a JDM spec engine and a shop that do the install it worries free in the Bay Area or around????</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I don't know the CA area, but I would highly recommend <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/SiteMap.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/SiteMap.htm</A>  They can get you the engine and do the install. Ask for Mike Welch.<P>||24.191.96.19||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||07-14-2002||08:16 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Granted I haven't seen anything lately but in the past if you wanted port work buschur was NOT the place to go. Most places however do great work.<P>My TRE tranny was done in 20 days. This was years ago and before BM and Shepard when public. However I have been buying my OEM trannies from John Shepard for ever. Highly recommended. <P>I now just let Nate and Josh do any tranny adjustment I need.<P>Dyno time in SE PA <A HREF="http://www.sosnin.com" TARGET=_blank>www.sosnin.com</A> <P>For Misc stuff I use <A HREF="http://www.automosports.com" TARGET=_blank>www.automosports.com</A>  <A HREF="http://www.turbotrix.com" TARGET=_blank>www.turbotrix.com</A>  <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" TARGET=_blank>www.roadraceengineering.com</A> <BR>and Mofugas.com<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||Doug Thomas||07-14-2002||04:40 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||BM Tranny and Pruven both have AWD dynos. No need to pull your tranny apart to get your car dyno any more.<BR>||24.191.96.19||reg||1
Z||000010||number3||07-14-2002||08:29 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Cool.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000755.cgi
A||||13||bob dole||fuel cut problems||||1||
Z||000000||bob dole||07-13-2002||06:40 PM||mdexclusive@aol.com||car just started hiting fuel cut for some reason. can't figure it out.  Car has vpc, 550 injectors, 3gtvr4 fuel pump. I have been runing 20psi for the longest time and all of a sudden the car starts hit fuel cut. So i turned down the boost to see if hit would hit fuel cut a lower boost level.  It still hit at 15 psi. but a stock boost no fuel cut. It just started happening after i replaced my knock sensor. I also blocked of the egr to.  My datalogger says zero knock under full boost.<P>Thanks||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||bob dole||07-13-2002||06:53 PM||mdexclusive@aol.com||one more thing i just noticed my fuel pressure gauge says 30 psi which vac hose on. I thought it was surpose to be 36 psi and idle. ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||07-14-2002||02:26 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Do you have an electronic boost contoller?||63.227.46.88||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||07-15-2002||11:05 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The fuel pressure should be 36-37 WITHOUT the vacuum line connected (base pressure). With vacuum, at idle, it should be around 30 psi.<BR>I take it that your VPC has the 550 chip, not 450? Are you sure its fuel cut, not the ignition breaking down under boost, like bad plugs or wires? What does the datalogger show is happening to the injector pulse width when you feel this cut? I would think that the ECU would be cutting off the injectors to initiate fuel cut, but does anyone know this???<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||07-15-2002||05:52 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||One of my friends had a faulty electronic boost controller that was failing and made the car feel like it was hitting fuel cut.  Just something you could consider as well.||63.231.77.71||reg||1
Z||000005||bob dole||07-15-2002||08:24 PM||mdexclusive@aol.com||well i have tried everythink i can think of that might be making the car hit fuel cut. I talked to a lot of people today and they said it could be the vpc pressure sensor or boost leak.  I put a pressure sensor from my brother supra didn't fix it and checked for boost leak, nothing. I also went out and did some driving. I turned the fuel up about 10 % on the gain and the car would even boost up. It has blenty of fuel but still hit boost cut. I also talked to Ryan at HKS and he said but a FCD. I think that is what i am going to do. Anyway thanks for the help.<P>charles||205.188.200.39||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||07-15-2002||10:12 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Could aways do a TMO ( <A HREF="http://www.tmo.com" TARGET=_blank>www.tmo.com</A>  ) to remove fuel cut. It did it for me.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||07-16-2002||01:01 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||I heard HKS FCD's really suck.  I heard this from quite a few people.  Go with the TMO.||63.231.77.71||reg||1
Z||000008||JonGVR4||07-16-2002||08:43 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I've NEVER hit fuel cut with a VPC 550 chip.  Try another VPC chip or something.  I wouldn't get TMO mods just to stop fuel cut.  <P>Are you sure it is fuel cut.  Very sudden and hard?  Feels like you are hitting a brick wall.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000009||roth4fun||07-16-2002||09:27 AM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||I had the HKS FCD K2 on my Laser AWD for a while.  It really didn't help much.  When I was fuel cutting at 17psi, it let me go to 20psi.  It only delayed the fuel cut.  Instead I just went with a PMS where I can swing on up to 25psi without issue.<P>If you are interested in buying a used unit, I will let it go for $25.||209.144.56.250||reg||1
Z||000010||keydiver||07-16-2002||11:57 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Bob,<BR>My email to you was rejected. Contact me at:<BR>keydiver@yahoo.com<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||07-16-2002||01:26 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I won't buy the TMO just to remove fuel cut either. <P>But if you are going to spend $ I figure you could get some other benefits as well. Like octane rest and AC cutout, etc.<P>Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000012||bob dole||07-16-2002||07:47 PM||mdexclusive@aol.com||100% it is fuel cut. I am not going to buy the TMO computer just to stop fuel cut. The reason i am going with HkS fuel cut is because i know Ryan at HKS for a long time.  He has always pointed me in the right direction before, and i am a HKS autherized dealer.  It just seems the only think that can fix it.  I really don't think it is anythink to do with the vpc.  Some poeple say it could be the knock sensor, but it dosen't hit knock under boost before the fuel cut hits. I should have the FCD this week. So i will try that. Thanks for the help again.||152.163.201.177||reg||1
Z||000013||Ferrari F50 GT||07-16-2002||10:26 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I would still switch out that VPC chip before you order a FCD.  Might as well <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||63.227.47.54||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000756.cgi
A||||5||Johnny Bravo||Best all around Palm Pilot to use for Pocketlogger?||||10||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||07-14-2002||04:39 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I'm gonna go ahead & get the Pocketlogger this week & just wondered which Palm model might be the best overall to get.  I found some good prices online for the M100 which is what the Pocketlogger folks sell, but just wondered if there are better models out there.  Any suggestions would be great.  TIA!!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||10
Z||000001||blytz||07-14-2002||05:03 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||The M100 will do all you need, are you going to be using the Palm for anything else?<P>If you are interested, I believe Jason at <A HREF="http://www.mirageturbo.org" TARGET=_blank>www.mirageturbo.org</A>  said he can get them for $65 SHIPPED.||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||07-14-2002||05:20 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||If you're using it for nothing else, just get and old palm III.  It's screen is somewhat bigger than the m100 and for logging purposes only, I've got no complaints.  I got mine for $42 off ebay and it even had the serial "cable" for in car use.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000003||blytz||07-14-2002||07:38 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||plus the Palm III has a glass screen, the M100 has a plastic one, so the III is better in that aspect.||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000004||VR4GAZM||07-14-2002||11:26 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Do the palm's have a backlit screen? Also, has anyone hard wired them to use power from the car instead of running a cig power adapter?<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.23||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||07-15-2002||12:24 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.fastlight.demon.co.uk/jg/palm.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.fastlight.demon.co.uk/jg/palm.html</A> <P>I haven't done this yet, but I plan on it as I don't use the palm for anything else.  I was just going to run a 12V power line from the same place I power my gauges.  It eats batteries to log especially at night with the backlight <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I think all palms have a backlight.  You hold the power button for a couple seconds and it should light up.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
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A||||10||998||Boost Problem! Help!!||||4||
Z||000000||998||07-15-2002||09:24 AM||||Over the weekend I installed a used Fuel pump assembly to replace the old one wich leaked like crazy. The car ran great until it got hot and then it started sputtering/jerking when the turbo spooled up. I replaced the fuel filter but the problem is still there. I noticed a vaccum hose coming off of the box just above and to the right of the wiper motor, but it's not connected to anything. Does anyone know what this is? Any suggestions on the sputtering?||198.185.18.207||reg||4
Z||000001||JonGVR4||07-15-2002||10:45 AM||jon@jgronline.com||That hose you are talking about is for cruise control.  It won't make the car sputter.<P>How old are you spark plugs and spark plug wires?<BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||07-15-2002||11:30 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||another thing you might check is the fuel itself.  disconnect your return line, and power up the fuel pump, collect about a half pint in a clear jar.  let it sit a couple of minutes, and see if there is water in the fuel.  the water will collect on the bottom, the fuel will float on top.  also, your fuel filter may be clogged with debris, and you need to make sure the air supply to the tank is unmolested.  as fuel leaves the tank, something has to replace it.  if you see debris in the jar, your whole fuel system will need to be cleaned.||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000003||998||07-15-2002||12:55 PM||||Jon,<P>The plugs are new but the wires are anybody's guess. I have a voltmeter, what should they carry?<P>Ken,<P>I replaced the fuel filter after the problem started, but it didn't seem to help. I'll check the fuel tonight for water and debris.<P>The odd thing is that it only does this after the car has been driven for a while. I thought the intercooler return pipe was getting too hot because I had my heatshield off. I put the shield back on to no avail. <P>The one thing I did differently was that I used the fuel pump that came with the used replacement assembly. Is there anyway that the pump could be the culprit????<P><p>[This message has been edited by 998 (edited 07-15-2002).]||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||07-15-2002||01:13 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||then, like jon says, try changing the wires.  measuring resistance will do no good, when they get hot and under load, they may be breaking up, very common on our cars.||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000005||998||07-15-2002||01:59 PM||||Thanks for the feedback! I'll change them tonight.||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||07-15-2002||02:11 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I have heard of fuel pumps going bad once they heat up. If you've still got your old one, it would be easy to eliminate one suspect. But, your symptoms do sound alot like plugs or plug wires.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000007||998||07-15-2002||02:33 PM||||yeah, I am thinking that I might put the old pump back in as well. I'm eventually going to upgrade but my old pump worked fine.||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||07-15-2002||03:41 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||when i changed out my pump, to the 3kgtvr4, my a/c went from .89 way up, sometimes over 1 volt.  at that time, i think the car had like 160k on it.  the pump was the ONLY mod i did at that time.  i think that although the fuel pump still worked, it was tired.  i have since installed an adjustable fpr||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000009||998||07-16-2002||10:07 AM||||That's good info thanks. I installed the new plug wires and the car seems to be fixed so thanks again. It also started much easier this morning. ||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||07-16-2002||11:50 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||btw, mike's wife, ellen, played a joke on me about 4 years ago that i still havent recovered from.  now, whenever she sees me, she laughs herself hysterical.||63.146.72.148||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000758.cgi
A||||4||VR4GAZM||JDM Tranny||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||07-16-2002||12:00 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Does anyone here have a jdm tranny in their vr4? The reason I ask is this weekend i plopped a rebuilt jdm into my car and it didnt come with the L shaped pivot select arm (the one that moves the select cable up and down). So I put the one from my gvr4 in it, and now all the gears seem really really short. Like it almost feels as if I have a short shifter in my car.  Now to some that may be good, and at first it was really fun cuz the throw distance was almost half as my old tranny.  But now, its starting to get weird.  When I go into 2nd, 4th and reverse, it almost seems as if when I shift down, it doesnt catch all the way (but it really does, it just doesnt feel like it is).  Has anyone had a problem with the jdm's? BTW, this is not a AWD/FWD selectable one.<P>MIke<BR>||209.156.76.43||reg||1
Z||000001||VR4GAZM||07-16-2002||11:07 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Also, another thing I noticed today was that when the car is in a gear, I can move the shifter back and forth about an inch.  I think I need to check the cables and make sure they are on properly. Also, Im going to replace the rubber washers on the cable bracket with metal washers (I think I overtightened those and its messing with the cable movement).  <P>MIke||209.156.76.46||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||07-17-2002||01:11 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||may i ask where you got your tranny from?  I am still thinking about getting a jdm.  there is one on ebay but it is the rs model so i would need a rear diff, probably other stuff too.||63.69.118.133||reg||1
Z||000003||VR4GAZM||07-17-2002||10:43 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||I got if off the dsmtrader for a little more than 350. I kinda got a good deal, but it was rebuilt so its all good.  I have to seal up a leak and still havent had time to figure out the shifting problem yet.<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.33||reg||1
Z||000004||VR4GAZM||07-19-2002||02:42 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Well today I took a look at my tranny. First was to fix a pretty bad leak I had.  Found out it was coming from a very tiny crack on the differential side of the tranny. I got some water weld and patched it up and stopped the leak.  Then I had to figure out why the shifting was so bad going into the 2,4,and reverse gears.  I looked at the shifter cable, holy mutha!? The eyehole on the cable controlling the up/down motion had completely backed out of the rubber washer that was in the middle of the eyehole and it moved its way down to the middle of the arm...lol. Well, theres the problem :P Then I noticed that the cable where it attaches to the bracket further up was loose at the end of the accordian hose. It looked as if the arm was at too much of an angle and forced the shifter cable to move out of it position and almost bend the cable bracket.  So I put the cable back onto the arm and the car shift fine now, but now I need to figure out what made cable move out of place to begin with. BTW, the tranny shifts great, very surprising considering im using 2.25 a quart trak auto gear oil.<P>MIke||209.156.76.26||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000759.cgi
A||||4||1quickvr4||3kGT VR-4 Brakes||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||07-16-2002||12:44 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I know these are overkill, But can they work on a GVR-4?<P><BR>Zach||4.47.33.247||reg||1
Z||000001||91vr4evolution||07-16-2002||01:08 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I've just been looking into the very same thing,and:<BR>The calipers won't bolt straight on, and neither will the hub/carrier because they use a larger CV, but, the consensus among people I've talked to about it, is that, if you used the VR4 inner CV race(?), with a 3000GT outer CV, you could bolt the whole hub/carrier/disc/caliper straight on. The advantage of this would be only one custom parts per side, which is actually made from factory parts.<BR>But given all of this, I still started to wonder if the steering arm angles on the 3000GT would be the same as the VR4? Probably not, unless the track and wheelbase are the same...Needs more investigation, me thinks...<P>Mike.<P>P.S. no doubt someone will post about one minute after me, and will know for sure, one way or the other.||210.86.42.38||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||07-16-2002||10:50 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Rob at Mofugas was working on an upgrade kit to do this I believe. He posted some BEAUTIFUL pictures of an installation of 3000GT VR-4 brakes on a GVR-4. Try emailing him directly to check the status of the project.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000003||91vr4evolution||07-16-2002||06:26 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Okay, did a bit more research, and...if the info posted on a 3KGT site is right the fr track is 61.4"(1559.56mm) and the wb is 97.2"(2468.88mm). Just went out and measured my VR4 and got: fr track 58.3"(1480mm) and wb 102.8"(2610mm). After doing a bit of algebra, the steering angles are (according to my calcs) VR4:74.17deg, 3KGT: 72.47deg. How this would affect the steering/handling if you bolted on the narrower (wider?) angle 3K arms, I don't know. Perhaps, if anyone reading this is a suspension expert, or knows one, they could post?<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000004||NZGZR4||07-23-2002||05:44 AM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz||it's not the wheelbase/track that matters.<BR>You need to look at the relative locations of the mounting points,  ie lower ball joint, strut bolts,  and steering rack end link.<BR>If these are close then it should work.<P>Cam<BR>||210.54.12.120||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000760.cgi
A||||7||Ant||Clutch goes down .. and stays down ||||1||
Z||000000||Ant||07-16-2002||08:12 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||It happened this weekend, my GVR4 broke down for the first time in the 2.5 months i've had it... <P>I depress the clutch pedal to shift out of first and I feel it barely coming up, meanwhile I'm trying to shift into second and it won't go, third, fourth, fifth, nothing will go, all I get is a grind.  I pull over and try to pump the clutch pedal a few times in hopes of regaining some pressure in the lines with no luck.  Clutch pedal is only giving me half the normal resistance, and tranny will not go into any gear.  <BR>I shut it down and check for leaks, none.  I check the clutch line from the master cylinder to the slave cylinder, no leaks.  I reach over to the slave cylinder and I notice I can push it in with my hand, dammit.<P>Towed to my cousins shop, I change the slave cylinder in hopes of a simple solution, rebleed the system, but nothing.<P>My cousins shop is saying it is the Pressure plate.  They said they check the shift fork and it is not bent or broken.<BR>Would this be everyone's guess?  That the pressure plate gave way?<P>Also, there is a freshly rebuilt tranny off of a 90 AWD talon at the shop that I am hoping I can use in my GVR4 to avoid downtime, otherwise I will have to send my tranny to get freshened up since it's been giving me problems in 1st and 2nd. <BR>I think the spline count on the Talon trans was 22.  My GVR4 is a 91.<P>Ant<P>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||07-16-2002||08:40 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Are you sure the master cylinder is working correctly?  Pull the slave cylinder off of the tranny and then have someone push the clutch in.  The slave cylinder should move.  If it moves correctly, then it has to be inside the tranny, the clutch, or the clutch fork.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||07-16-2002||08:52 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I think it's probably the clutch actuator fork.  I've had a couple of them break after installing ACT2600# clutches.  The replacement part is an updated design that is stronger.  <P>Look under the car and see if you can grab the part of the clutch fork that contacts the slave cylinder.  If you can pull out the broken piece through that hole in the trans then it's broken.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000003||roth4fun||07-16-2002||09:16 AM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||It could also be the lever for the clutch pedal.  There is a lever inside the car that interfaces with the master cylinder when the clutch pedal is used.  Over time, and especially with heavy pressure plates, the square hole in it can round out.  So that when you push in the pedal, it slips around inside this instead of turning it.  <P>This one was a pain to change on my car.  It is a lot of work laying on your back under the steering column.  ||209.144.56.250||reg||3
Z||000004||keydiver||07-16-2002||10:44 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I had the same problem a year ago when my slave cylinder went out. Then, a few weeks ago, it happened again, pedal to the floor. I got out of the car, added some fluid I stole out of the brake reservoir, had my wife pump the clutch pedal up and down, but saw no fluid leakin anywhere!?? Then my wife noticed it was dripping INSIDE the car. The *!#% master cylinder had squirted brake fluid all over my best pair of leather shoes and my pant's cuff too! I ended up driving it home about 20 miles without the clutch, just synchronizing my engine speed with the shifts. Now I have one light brown leather shoe, and one dark brown! What next????<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000005||Ant||07-16-2002||12:52 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Thanks for the replys guys.<BR>I am leaving work early today to check the car out further myself.<P>First off does anyone know if that 90 AWD Talon trans can be swapped in?  I believe it's a 22 spline.<P>Jon I did not check the master cylinder myself. My cousin said he took a peek at the clutch and saw that the pressure plate was mangled.  I am still going to check the master cylinder before I pull the trans off.<BR>He said the clutch fork seems to be fine.<P>I already got the ACT2600 and throwout bearing ready just in case.  The clutch was on it's way out, I was planning on changing it soon.<P>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000006||Ant||07-17-2002||01:19 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I dropped the trans yesterday.<BR>The Pressure plate and clutch disk are both dead.  <BR>Half of the metal strips on the pressure plate were a half inch lower then then rest.  As I am pulling it off the flywheel the clutch starts falling out.. IN PIECES.<BR>I have no idea how it lasted so long in the condition it was.  A huge chunk of the "grabbing" part of the disc fell to the floor.  <BR>Also both my front axles are shot.  The inside boots of both axles were completely torn and I have about 2 pounds of grease distributed over the undercarriage of my car.<P>I already have the ACT2600, but, I am going to get my trans fixed since it was grinding 1st and 2nd.  <P>I did a leakdown test and thankfully the problem was in the head so the bottom end will not come apart. <P>While the car is down I've decided to take the head off since it needs valve stem seals really bad.  At the same time i'm going to get a 5-angle valve job and 1mm over size valves.  I have a lot of little mods that will go on during this time also (2g TB elbow, cleaned 450 injectors, HKS SSBOV, S-AFC...).  Finally I am going to install MKIV Supra TT IC as a front mount on my car with custom piping.  Hopefully it will come out nice as this could be a VERY cheap alternative to a FMIC.<P><BR>What do you guys think?  The only "big" thing is the head work I am doing.  Does anyone else have oversize valves and did you think it was worth the money?<BR>The rest of the work I have to do.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000007||smokindav||07-18-2002||09:34 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Do the cv joints in the front axles click when you turn?  If not you can probably repack them and put new boots on.<P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000761.cgi
A||||10||dank||New suspension going on soon, any advice?||||1||
Z||000000||dank||07-16-2002||04:51 PM||accordpage@email.com||I scored some used TEIN HA coilovers on eBay a while back, and just finally got them, and I just got my 22mm Whiteline rear swaybar in the mail today.  Is there anything else that would drasticly help my handling situation over what i'm putting on now?  My goal is a smooth riding lowered stance, and a distinct tendency for oversteer.<P>Thanks||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000001||dank||07-16-2002||04:53 PM||accordpage@email.com||Oh yeah, are their any tips/tricks to doing the suspension work quickly?  I'm shooting for less than a day of downtime.||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||07-16-2002||05:16 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||did you check out <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com" TARGET=_blank>www.mofugas.com</A> ||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000003||dank||07-16-2002||05:19 PM||accordpage@email.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>did you check out <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com" TARGET=_blank>www.mofugas.com</A> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>thats where i bought the sway bar from.  and yes, ive been checking that site for a few years now, im just looking for some personal experience.||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||07-16-2002||06:06 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I remember seeing those tein coil overs on ebay.  How much did u get them for.  I contacted the guy to see if he had anymore but didn't hear from him.||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||07-16-2002||10:53 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Ok fair enough...<P>My car handles very well for a heavy 4 door.  Balanced. Got rave reviews from the driving instructors after they took it for a few laps.<P>See it here for the specs.  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_ride_4.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_ride_4.html</A> <P>The only thing I would change would be a smaller front sway bar.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||dank||07-18-2002||12:13 PM||accordpage@email.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<BR><B>I remember seeing those tein coil overs on ebay.  How much did u get them for.  I contacted the guy to see if he had anymore but didn't hear from him.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I got em for around $500 shipped.  I wouldnt recommend doing business with that guy though, it took him over 2 months to ship it out.<BR>||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000007||turboflanagan||07-18-2002||09:25 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||For $500 shipped!!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif"> I think I could be patient!  Tell you what, I'll buy them from you for $500 in two months, ok?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/cool.gif"> ||64.63.209.91||reg||1
Z||000008||dank||07-22-2002||09:24 PM||accordpage@email.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turboflanagan:<BR><B>For $500 shipped!!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif"> I think I could be patient!  Tell you what, I'll buy them from you for $500 in two months, ok?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/cool.gif"> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>i would sell them, for the right price <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  (hint: $500 isnt the right price)||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000009||turboflanagan||07-22-2002||09:53 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Got change fo a hundred?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>Just found this auction on ebay for Tein HA's.  Maybe others can get a great deal!<BR> <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1845856782" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1845856782</A> <P>Let me poll you guys.  What are the chances of my sweet, loving, understanding, and self-sacrificing wife giving up a vacation this year for me to got a new suspension for the GVR4?<p>[This message has been edited by turboflanagan (edited 07-22-2002).]||64.63.209.36||reg||10
Z||000010||turbogalant||07-22-2002||11:39 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Hey turboflanagan let us know how your vacation goes. LOL||12.232.37.0||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000762.cgi
A||||1||beavis||factory short shift||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||07-17-2002||02:40 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i heard that a first gen shifter is a short shift upgrade for our cars.  i have a wrecked 90 awd so i was going to swap the parts over if it good.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||07-17-2002||02:54 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||91-94 shifter will work. 90 is different.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000763.cgi
A||||8||1312VR4||Battery disconnect switch||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||07-17-2002||09:50 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Does anyone here have one on their car? I dont know where to put it. I know I cant put it on the side of the car(would fail tech inspection at the track). But that was yars ago. I was thinking of drilling a hole on the top of the rear fender & mounting it there. Any suggestions. Thanks||63.52.127.239||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||07-17-2002||04:02 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Just drill a small hole in the passengers side reverse backup light. Then mount the disconect "Switch" so that you can run a small rod with a handle on it through the hole you made. Then drill a hole on the rod and a bigger hole on the switch (so the rod will fit through it), a cotter key or pin works well to attach the rod to the switch. Then make a "electric" sign that says something like push for "off" (or on) Or use stickers, just above the light. Also make sure you use a grommet (sp?) in the light around the rod so no water gets in. Sorry hard to expalin, but I hope you get the picture, probably left out some details....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||07-17-2002||04:04 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||BTW I don't know if it can go on the fender, I think it needs to be on the rear of the car, well some tracks anyway.....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||07-17-2002||04:06 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Also a gun cleaning kit a has a great rod with a handle, and the rod is nice and narrow. ahhaha can't believe I just said that....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||07-17-2002||08:44 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Thanks. I was looking at doing the rod deal. I just didnt know where to put it. I know most track wont let you put it on the side of the fender. But I have seen some on the top towards the deck lid. They taillight sounds MUCH better though. Thanks <BR> Also I cant remember, they require it on the Pos. cable right. Yeah I know its a dumb question I just cant remember cause its been to lond||63.52.151.5||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||07-17-2002||10:13 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Im gonna try and put mine in the center of my liscence plate.<P>Zach||4.47.33.247||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||07-18-2002||01:18 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea soo....   hehehe||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||07-18-2002||01:19 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||oh and yes it's the positive if I remember...||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000008||Kibo||07-20-2002||01:41 AM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<BR><B>Im gonna try and put mine in the center of my liscence plate.<P>Zach</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>And how do you plan to do that?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I would like to do the same, but I don't think mounting the switch to the trunk lid is a very workable idea (considering the amount of extra cable it would take...)  So, I've been considering some cable-actuated setups, but I can't find anything pre-made.  My current thought is to use a choke cable to remotely activate the switch, which I would mount on the side of the trunk wall.<P>BTW, NHRA rules state that any cable or rod used to activate the switch must be at least 1/8" in diameter, be connected to the (+) side, kill the car when activated, and (if a push/pull style) shut the car off when pushed (on when pulled).<P>||206.196.136.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000764.cgi
A||||6||MPREZYAVR4||Anyone know if 94 Galant 15" alloys will fit?||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||07-17-2002||02:25 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I just want to check and make sure there is no clearance issues with the brake caliper or anything of that sort. Also has anyone tried them?<BR>Rich<BR>||65.200.93.16||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||07-17-2002||02:27 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||The ones I am looking for/at are these:<BR> <IMG SRC="http://ebay0.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_7c9b7d9ab62e8b2ff794213b752268d2/i-1.JPG"> ||65.200.93.16||reg||1
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||07-17-2002||04:38 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Not sure if they will fit the vr4 but have a friend with a galant gsx with wheels mounted.  He's had them on the car now for about 3 years.||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||07-17-2002||06:09 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| They'll fit-someone posted a picture of their VR-4 a while back,and it was lowered and had those wheels on it.||129.71.115.89||reg||1
Z||000004||iceman69510||07-22-2002||12:53 PM||||They will fit fine as stated above.  I can get my hands on a set of take-offs of these (barely used) if you are interested.  <P>Reply back here if interested.<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000005||MPREZYAVR4||07-22-2002||02:39 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||How much?<BR>||65.200.93.16||reg||1
Z||000006||iceman69510||07-23-2002||12:46 PM||||I'll check later today if the full set of 4 is still available and verify the condition, then shoot you a price.<P>Edit:<P>There are only three available.  They are in good condition, just some scratches on the back lip of the wheel that was on the bottom of the stack.  Rest just dirty, no center caps.<P>Still interested?  Make offer or $50 a piece?<p>[This message has been edited by iceman69510 (edited 07-24-2002).]||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000765.cgi
A||||3||notagst||Swaping out 4 lugs to 5?||||1||
Z||000000||notagst||07-17-2002||06:56 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||Hi guys, im still new but I already have a question.  I have a 2g (eclipse) and I already have two sets of rims for this car, including a really sweet set of 3rd gen RX7 rims (12lbs a piece).  My question is, can I pull the hub off of a 1g or 2g eclipse so I can have their 5 lug pattern on a vr4?  Let me know guys, I would hate to part with these rims.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||Whistler||07-17-2002||07:57 PM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||Yes you can.  Try the search function.  This issue has been discussed more then once.||208.61.184.156||reg||1
Z||000002||notagst||07-17-2002||08:20 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||thanks for the tip||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||07-17-2002||08:45 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Hey man why dont you email me. vttruett@earthlink.net . I'm glad to see you are on the board.||63.52.151.5||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000766.cgi
A||||9||Hunter||Galant on FiRE, need some opinions please...||||9||
Z||000000||Hunter||07-19-2002||01:10 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||ok, just had a full brake job at Les schwab tires. oem rotors they had to order from the dealer because they couldn't find any anywhere. and all calipers replaced preloaded with pads. only thing that i don't think was done was the lines.  They also replaced the wheelbearings? driving the car for about 15min to work. i shift to 4th to get onto a turn, and the idle suddenly kicks waaay up and stays steady between 4-5k in one spot.  so i get it back in gear,  completely off the throttle, it pulls slightly like the gas pedal is slightly pressed, but it's not.  I hope i can make it to an exit so i can get it checked out, but seconds later, i notice a burning smell... so i pull over, shutoff the car cuz it will idle at 5k-ish. smoke bellows what it looks from the hood, i look at my front left wheel, FREAKIN HUGE FLAME, the whoole caliper was on fire.  it finally dies down, the rotor looks reallly scuffed black from the pad i think melting on it?  <BR>and also my coolant temp was about a quarter passed the center, almost outside of the 2 lines. it used to be in the center, could the sudden increase in temp be the cause?  the reservior overflowed.. so?  I checked the BiSS, it's fine, and still there.   Anybody heard of this? i have a feeling i'm about to get shafted by the shop, saying it's not there fault and that is happened because of the idle.....  I'm thinking it's something to do with the ABS speed sensor...  i'll hear from them tomorrow.  But i would like some feedback from everybody on there opinions, or thoughts.  i'm gunna dig into the Service manual now to make sure i don't get B.S'd.<P>I call back the shop, totally freaked. so it's towed back to there.<P>Mods:  <P>HKS intake <BR>HBC boost controller set at 15psi.<BR>Ricy Airfreshener...     &lt;---kidding bout it being a mod :P<P>Thanks for reading this!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||4.61.253.196||reg||9
Z||000001||VR4GAZM||07-19-2002||02:33 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||If you have flames coming from your caliper, there is no doubt something was done wrong on their part, one thing about dealing with mechanics and shops, dont let them intimidate you.  Your story is exactly why I "like" to work on my car, because I know if something is done right (or if done wrong I can only blame myself).  Now, I really cant tell you why your coolant overflowed or why the RPM's went up suddenly (your throttle cable could have been stuck, causing the plate to be open even when the gas pedal is not pushed in).  But no worries, these other vr4 guys will help you out.<P>Mike||209.156.76.26||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||07-19-2002||10:49 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||first thing i'd do is look in the yellow pages for an attorney referral service.  call them, and ask for an attorney.  usually, it will cost like 20 bucks for a 30 minute consultation, sometimes, when you contact the attorney, they will answer your questions over the phone, and not charge you at all.  the fire was from the friction of the brakes.  period.  it is DEFINETLY  the shops fault, and there is a heck of a lot of possible damage.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||07-19-2002||11:14 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Definitely a frozen caliper. Don't let them tell you anything else. It doesn't matter if it was "new". It was defective!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.211.7||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||07-19-2002||02:18 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||it also could have been the brake lines, if they are bad inside, they do not let the pad retract, and will get hot real fast.  but, no matter what, it is the shop at fault, especially since they just did the work on that part of the car.  talk to the attorney, it's only 20 bucks||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000005||Hunter||07-19-2002||03:11 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||thanks for the feedback!  I'll check the butterfly on the throttle body when i get it back to see if thats the idle problem.  the gas peddle comes all the way up. I replaced the ISC with another used one, not new.  And was running the A/C before it happened.  oh! anybody know where in the manual to find troubleshooting for idle problems? did the adobe search, and nothing came up under "high idle".  thanks again!||4.61.253.240||reg||5
Z||000006||keydiver||07-19-2002||07:26 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Are you sure the throttle cable is completely slack at idle? Many GVR-4's (mine included) have a problem with a piece of the plastic guide on the throttle cable breaking loose and sliding around. It can get jammed in the pulley and hold the throttle open. Its exciting!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.211.7||reg||1
Z||000007||Hunter||07-20-2002||02:18 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||keydiver... u have a morbid sense of humor..  and to add to it.. i was reading this at work, and typing this at work as we speak. almost started cracking up when my phone rang with a customer on the phone inq about 'work related stuff'... thanks for the induced loss of composure  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">   ok anyhoo  i'll check that out when i pickit up hehe.."picturing my Fiancee driving it with a stuck RPM"  it's funky that it's steady at 4-5k-ish.  <P>Les Schwab Followup:<P>They found the prob; front left caliper had a leaking piston seal.  they also checked the rest and found... either the back right or back left also had a leak. not sure if was the brakeline where they hooked it up. but there being really cool about it.<P>[This message has been edited by Hunter (edited 07-20-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Hunter (edited 07-20-2002).]||167.88.200.30||reg||11
Z||000008||ken inn||07-20-2002||12:06 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||ummm.  if the caliper was on fire, i GUARANTEE the piston seal is leaking.  if the seal was originally leaking, i doubt it.  you would have lost your brakes very quickly, AND, when the fluid leaked out on to the rotor, the car would have pulled to the right like a mutha on braking.  eventually, your brakes would have gone out completely, because all of the fluid would be gone.  spray some wd40 on one rotor, then go out and stomp on the brakes.  the car will jump in the other lane, or in the ditch.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000009||Hunter||07-20-2002||02:05 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||fess up ken inn, your trying to collect on my life insurance ain't ya?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  the rpm problem was the accelorator cable, the plastic sleave was in 3 pieces, i broke off the one that wrapped around the pulley. and everything is baack to normal. Thanks for all the feedback!   i've filled out one of Les Schwabs insurance forms for missing work, so they said they'd run that back. aside from that, #1448 is back on the road.  Now i just gotta keep it in one piece till January  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||4.61.253.196||reg||12




ubb/Forum2/000767.cgi
A||||22||229of1000||Off to a bad start...||||9||
Z||000000||229of1000||07-19-2002||02:32 AM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Well I guess this is really my fault.<P>First I would like to say hi to everyone on the board, I just bought my '92 GVR4 (229/1000) and I love it.<P>Okay, I drove from florida up to wisconsin with my cousin (who lives up here) to buy the car.  Drove a couple hours from his house monday to pick up the car.  On the way back, I was driving the car pretty hard, getting a feel for it.  Anyway, the stock clutch (the car is totally OE) evidently didn't have much life left, and I ended up smoking it about halfway back.  I had to limp back at 55 mph on the interstate for two hours. <P>Ordered an ACT 2600 overnight, it got here today.  I'll have my car back tomorrow.  So my upgrades are already out of order, I have a totally stock car (did the K&N at least while it was broken down in the driveway) with a super strong clutch.  Grreaat.  <P>Anyway, I really like my new car and can't believe I finally have one!||12.84.199.49||reg||9
Z||000001||Ash||07-19-2002||07:02 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Oh well look on the bright side, at least you won't have to upgrade any time soon!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Oh yeah, welcome!||203.221.153.179||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||07-19-2002||08:33 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Replace the throw out bearing and the clutch actuator fork or you will end up dropping the trans again if you don't do it the first time as these parts may/will fail.  Especially the clutch fork with the heavier pressure plate.<P>Ask me how I know.  Twice.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-19-2002||10:20 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||PIVOT PIN!  DONT FORGET THE PIVOT PIN!  if that sucker is just the least bit worn, you wont have any clutch.  and have to drop it again.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||229of1000||07-20-2002||12:53 AM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||I got my car back today.  The pedal is tough but feels a lot better than my brother's 92 Laser AWD with the same clutch.  I used the plastic throwout bearing rather than the metal one, and had the stainless steel hydraulic line done.  Now about the actuator fork and the pivot pin, I didn't know about those at the time.  Is that something that the place would have changed automatically?  If not, how big of a deal is it to have done now that everything is back together?  ||12.76.87.15||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||07-20-2002||12:08 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||go ahead dave, the floor is yours.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000006||229of1000||07-22-2002||12:00 AM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Well I started driving back home today from buying the galant, drove 875 miles or so with only breaks for gas, breakfast, and lunch.  Started from Milwaukee at 4am and got in Atlanta at 6pm.  Hell of a drive by yourself.  <P>Anyway the reason I'm saying this is to bring up a couple things about my car since I just got it.  Everything seemed to be working fine, but how hot should my car be running?  My stock temperature gauge was towards 3/4 the whole time.  The previous owner had a radiator installed on the car just before I bought it.  I don't know how good it is or anything, there's also only one fan on it.  Should I change anything?  Lastly, the oil light tries to flicker on occasionally while parked, but when I check the oil it is fine.  <P>The car did fine today with the new clutch, it was nice to get my 500 mile break in done in one morning =).  What about that pivot pin and actuator fork?  I will be shifting lightly until I hear back.||12.92.216.80||reg||1
Z||000007||Hunter||07-22-2002||05:17 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||to add to the radiator query, i've recently had the same issue, had the stock radiator replaced when it went bad under my extended warrenty. now it has a 'performance radiator' name brand, that the warrenty company was willing to pay, it came to $140.00 i'm thinking it's junk. .i've never had an issue with my temp gauge going past the 1/2 mark till this, even replaced the thermostat. still does it. u know what brand yours is?  mine now will go to the '3/4 mark under heavy load...  long uphill, or even inclines on hot days 85' 90' degree weather.  or when it's on WOT going to 130mph.  if i switch the vents to heat, it will stay down...<p>[This message has been edited by Hunter (edited 07-22-2002).]||4.61.253.196||reg||5
Z||000008||smokindav||07-22-2002||09:33 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 229of1000:<BR><B>Anyway the reason I'm saying this is to bring up a couple things about my car since I just got it.  Everything seemed to be working fine, but how hot should my car be running?  My stock temperature gauge was towards 3/4 the whole time.  The previous owner had a radiator installed on the car just before I bought it.  I don't know how good it is or anything, there's also only one fan on it.  Should I change anything?  Lastly, the oil light tries to flicker on occasionally while parked, but when I check the oil it is fine.  <P>What about that pivot pin and actuator fork?  I will be shifting lightly until I hear back.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Where do I start?  I guess what I should really do is open up my own shop.  Ken, let's go into business for ourselves.  There's obviously money to be made.     <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>I really have to tell you, d00d, that maybe you should be buying a Honda or something that is a little easier to maintain and not such a complex vehicle.  DSMs can be real tricky if you don't have any experience working on them or if you don't seek out advice and heed it.<P>But I do think you are at least smart enough to ask about things here.<P>The temperature gauge should be in the middle or slightly below.  Are you sure there's not one fan mounted on the engine side of the radiator and one fan on the OTHER SIDE?<P>Hard to diagnose why your oil light is coming on.  How many miles are on the engine?  What's it idle at?<P>As for the pivot pin and clutch fork, it sounds like you won't be doing this work yourself.  So all you have to do is get the AAA towing package and have enough money in your checking account to pay some mechanic to drop the trans WHEN the clutch fork breaks.  And while he's in there have him replace the pivot pin.  I don't know what a plastic throwout bearing is.  I think you may be confused?  As far as I know, throw out bearings are all metal.  I don't know what to say here.<P>If I am wrong about you and you turn out to be a good addition to our GVR4 world then I apologize.  I guess I don't have much respect for people that just write a check everytime something on their car breaks.  It shows that you (the collective you) are lazy, and don't really care about this hobby.  You just want to walk the walk but not talk the talk.<P>I hate working on my car.  I'd much rather be out driving it, but I do all my own work and I know that it's done right.  And you know what?  My car runs great.<P>Keep those questions coming and we'll be glad to help.<P>Sorry, got off on a mini-rant there.<P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 07-22-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 07-22-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||12
Z||000009||keydiver||07-22-2002||10:16 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||About the oil light problem:<BR>1) Try replacing the oil pressure sender first. Its a relatively inexpensive part that is a common problem. The diaphragm inside will leak, causing it to come on at a higher pressure than it should, which is like 6psi.<BR>2) What was your idle speed doing at the time the light came on. As oil pressure decreases with RPM's, it can drop below 6psi if the idle drops too low, like 500 RPM, especially on a high mileage engine. If your idle is dropping too low, follow the instructions in the VFAQ to reset the BISS. If it still drops below 800 RPM, you may have an ISC issue or other problems.<BR>3) Try a slightly higher weight oil, like 10W-40. I actually ran 15W-50 Mobil One straight for a year or 2, but some on this board say that is too heavy of an oil to get through some of the clearances in our engines.<BR>4) The only thing that finally fixed it on my GVR-4 was dropping the oil pan, eliminating the balance shafts (including blocking off the oil passages to the balance shaft bearings), and installing a new set of rod bearings. I never see the light blink, even with 10W-30 oil.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000 <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html</A> <BR>||66.156.211.7||reg||1
Z||000010||1312VR4||07-22-2002||11:10 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Dave, I think what he meant was that the sleve(I cant remember the name I just woke up). where it slides into the fork is plasctic. That is what most clutch sets come with. Unlike the stock Mitsu. one which has  metal on the outside. The plastic ones suck a**.||63.52.202.15||reg||1
Z||000011||evol||07-22-2002||03:38 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Hey Dave (and Ken, too)--<P>Replace the pivot pin? Where can I get one and How much does that and a clutch actuator fork cost? I think I remember seeing a billet actuator fork somewhere, but I can't remember where. Anyone?||24.207.250.27||reg||1
Z||000012||ken inn||07-22-2002||05:43 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||this is dealer stuff.  the later clutch fork is the stronger one.  there are 2 ways to look at your situation.  you may be lucky, and the fork and pivot may never wear or break, so just leave it go.  or, some night, when it is snowing, and you are late, and your wife/girlfriend is in the car, and she is pissed, and you are all dressed up for a formal dinner, and you are out in the car, and you are lost, and the road is deserted, no lights, record low temps, low on gas, in a huge hurry, and the fork goes.  then and only then, you will think back to that kodak moment, when you actually considered dropping the trans and changing out just the shift fork and the pivot pin.  or, you are out on a date, and your date is HOT, and she wants to go back to your place NOW, and you are driving like a stolen rental, cause she wants it NOW, and, well, you know the rest.  i dont want to scare you, but the 2600 is a stout clutch.  i dont have one, i got a 2100, and i did reuse the fork and pivot pin, but they had been renewed recently, so i already got the later stuff in there.  besides, i been married 28 years, and if she gets hot i just throw water on her.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000013||evol||07-22-2002||07:29 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Haha. Thanks for a quick reply Ken. How do you like your 2100? I was going to get a 2600, but I dont know if I want to risk breaking my car again. <P>This is probably a stupid question, but I was under the impression that the actuator fork and the actual "gear-shifting" (read: 1-2 and 3-4 forks) are different things, right? <P>I broke my 3-4 while "keeping the engine lubed"-just cruising for a min or 2 with low low compression- after the whole head warping ordeal I went through. I was going to replace the forks with some JDM forks. If those are going to break too, I might as well get the billet ones. Any opinions?<BR>||24.207.250.27||reg||1
Z||000014||ken inn||07-22-2002||09:21 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the fork we are talking about is what pushes the release(throwout)bearing against the clutch pressure plate.  part of it sticks out of the trans, and it is actuated by the clutch slave cylinder.  if you look down at it, and have someone step on the clutch and release it, you can see it moving back and forth.  the pivot pin is on the other end of this arm/fork.  MD770506=shift fork, list price 60.13/45.82<BR>MD719602=fulcrum(pivot pin) 7.02/5.35.  parts like these only break at the most inopportune time.  usually, if a shop does the work, they will change it out, cause of the labor involved, if they do the job, and the fork breaks, or the pin is worn, and after they assemble it, you got no or very little clutch, they gotta take it all apart and fix it for free.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000015||229of1000||07-23-2002||12:38 AM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Sorry if I sound a little angry in this post  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif"> <P>Smokindav:  Please do not act like I am an idiot about cars in general or DSMs.  My brother has a '92 Laser AWD that he bought brand new, and we have worked on and loved that car since I was a little kid.  I asked my questions on here rather than to him because you guys evidently already know about the problem and were on the subject, so I figured I could get a decent answer.  Not to mention I am still not home from my trip and therefore have not had a chance to talk to him about it.<P>If you think I should buy a sucky Honda, "dOOd", then maybe you should realize that just because someone has a a couple questions doesn't mean they are a moron.  That's what the forum is for, isn't it?  If I am just going to get flamed on here, then maybe I should stick to the talon digest or another dsm site.<P>Now..<P>In regards to the oil light, my engine has 103,000 miles on it.  Everything is completely stock.  The light just sort of flickered a bit like it was trying to come on, but went off once I started driving.  Now this was after about 600 miles of 85 mph interstate driving in hot weather with the air on.  That is also when my temp gauge got that high.  During my previous couple of days with the car, the gauge never seemed to go over the 1/2 mark.  The engine idles very smoothly a hair below 1k rpms.  <P>And no, I have eyes, there is only *one* fan on the left engine side of the radiator, that does exactly half of it.  I will check on the brand tomorrow, it's like 1AM right now. <P>Yes I meant plastic sleeved t/o bearing, the whole thing is certainly not going to be plastic.  My brother said that people have complained about the metal one scoring the shaft that the sleeve is on and causing more problems, and to go with the plastic.  ||12.92.215.167||reg||7
Z||000016||smokindav||07-23-2002||09:02 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 229of1000:<BR><B>Sorry if I sound a little angry in this post   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif"> <P>Smokindav:  Please do not act like I am an idiot about cars in general or DSMs.  My brother has a '92 Laser AWD that he bought brand new, and we have worked on and loved that car since I was a little kid.  I asked my questions on here rather than to him because you guys evidently already know about the problem and were on the subject, so I figured I could get a decent answer.  Not to mention I am still not home from my trip and therefore have not had a chance to talk to him about it.<P>If you think I should buy a sucky Honda, "dOOd", then maybe you should realize that just because someone has a a couple questions doesn't mean they are a moron.  That's what the forum is for, isn't it?  If I am just going to get flamed on here, then maybe I should stick to the talon digest or another dsm site.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Heh heh.  Sounds like you'll get along fine here.  Just stay the hell away from <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com" TARGET=_blank>www.dsmtalk.com</A>  and those other crappy forums.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>The radiator has two fans.  The one on the passenger side, engine side runs strictly off the coolant temp sensor.  The other fan is on the driver's side, bumper side and it runs when the a/c is on.  <P>I'll give you a few things to try regarding the high temps you've been seeing.  I guess the first thing you should do is make sure that you have both fans on the radiator and they are functioning correctly.  Next thing I would try is to drain the coolant out and replace with 100% distilled water or 50/50 mix of distilled water/anti-freeze.  I say this in case the previous owner was a dumb ass and put 100% anti-freeze in the car or something.<P>Next I would check to see if your water pump is leaking or if there are any coolant leaks from any of the hoses.  There are hoses that run all over the freaking place.  Oil cooler, heater core, throttle body, etc.  Just trace them out.  The best way is to wait until dark and then go over the lines with some clean paper towels and a flashlight.  The steam from a leak is easier to see in these conditions.<P>Also, you should look for signs that the head gasket is on the way out.  A compression check and a leak down check might reveal this.  Also look for signs of oil in the water (not so bad, just head gasket) or water in the oil (bad, as your bearings could be on the way out as well).<P>Someone already mentioned checking the oil pressure sending unit.  I suppose you could hook a mechanical oil pressure gauge up at the plug on the head right above the thermostat housing to verify your oil pressure.<P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>P.S.  Welcome to the club!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000017||bob in chicago||07-23-2002||06:42 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||You might also mix in a bottle of RedLine waterwetter. It's good for another 10-20 degrees of coolant efficiency. -my 2cents||24.148.23.142||reg||1
Z||000018||ken inn||07-24-2002||09:50 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||you should also check your timing, if it is off, it can cause the car to run hot.  your radiator may also be partially clogged, age, additives, a lot can affect it.  look at the general condition of it, if the fins are flaking off, or all bent up, it's time for a new one.  it should not run hot like that.||63.146.72.142||reg||1
Z||000019||turboflanagan||07-24-2002||09:03 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||If you only have one fan, then you would start getting hot at idle with the a/c on due to the lack of air across that half of the radiator and condensor.  Get that fan replaced and you should be fine.||64.63.209.101||reg||1
Z||000020||Hunter||07-25-2002||01:04 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||anybody know the MSRP for the fuses/switch that goes in the black fuse box that sits behind air filter? those big round silver looking ones, 2 of them control the fan switch. i switched them.. and now the fan switches on when it's suppose to... heh  last time i went to the dealer for the a thermostat i paid $36.00  yea yea... i was thinking O.E.M. worth the $.. so a MSRP on those round silver switches would be great since u all are on the topic,  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> thanks!||167.88.200.30||reg||12
Z||000021||ken inn||07-25-2002||10:31 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||there are 5 of those round relays, they are all the same.  MB084670, list price is 19.55/ea.  you should go to and bookmark <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc," TARGET=_blank>www.mitsubishiparts.cc,</A>  they have the ENTIRE mitsubishi parts database, and will give you SUGGESTED list price, and a cost price, based on 25% off.  remember, most dealers DO NOT follow mitsu suggested list, they greatly inflate it,  probably just double their cost.  so, with this you can see if your dealer is porkin' you.  places like conicelli and tallahassee will not show a list or cost price if they dont stock it.  this place does, and you will know immediatly about how much it is going to be.  ||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000022||Hunter||07-26-2002||05:29 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||thanks Ken, $19.00 each huh? hehe this'll be interesting. never new of that site. been busy, gunna call the dealer tomorrow.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||4.61.244.118||reg||14




ubb/Forum2/000768.cgi
A||||1||GVR1643||Caps #'s||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||07-19-2002||11:23 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Hey does anyone remember the #s for the caps:  Need to go pick some up in an hour and I can get the TMO page open.  I think they are:<BR>47@50V<BR>22@50V<BR>100@16V<BR>Sound right/wrong? TIA Kevin||167.142.22.208||reg||5
Z||000001||GVR1643||07-19-2002||11:48 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||got them already...thanks ||167.142.22.208||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000769.cgi
A||||18||Doug Thomas||Good intercooler article||||10||
Z||000000||Doug Thomas||07-20-2002||09:18 AM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||With all the talk about used JDM intercoolers and those pos Starion intercoolers. Some of you guys might find this artice about intercoolers interesting and my think twice before you purchase one.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.are.com.au/techtalk/intecoolersMR.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.are.com.au/techtalk/intecoolersMR.htm</A> <BR><p>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 07-20-2002).]||24.191.96.19||reg||10
Z||000001||ken inn||07-20-2002||11:59 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yah, the starion intercooler aint that great, but, the starion/rre setup i have is the single most improvement in the car that i have done.  and, i think it has more to do with the pipes than the intercooler.  the stock intercooler and piping just doesnt cut it, especially when you up the boost.  the stock system is probably maxxed out at stock boost.  by far, the biggest factor in my choice was price.  i am not about to spend 900+ bucks for an intercooler/pipe system, it just aint worth it to me.  i am not going racing.  i dont want a 20g turbo, a 16g is fine for my needs.  i dont have a built motor, i have a jdm motor, it is just fine.  heck, the starion intercooler is late 80's, and 100-150 bucks, for the money, it is a LOT better than the stock one.  a very good point in that article is, on a street driven car, how often is the intercooler actually used?  the argument can be carried on to stuff like fuel injectors, cams, forged or cast pistons, cranks, fuel control, turbos, all kinds of mods.  you can have the best intercooler in the world, but if the supporting cast is not there, you will NEVER get the performance.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||Doug Thomas||07-20-2002||02:00 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Ken,<P>I know you don't want spend the money on a good intercooler and you don't race, so you can ignore the article because your happy with your Starion intercooler. I just though it was a good article for a GVR4 or DSM owner looking to get a intercooler and what to look out for when buying one. Some people don't mind spending the money for something better than a Starion intercooler.<P>You keep saying that the stock GVR4 intercooler and pipes don't cut it, but Josh Jones ran 13.0 and Pete S. ran 12.9 with the stock I/C, stock pipes, KN air filter, upgrade exhaust and MBC. Since you don't race that won't matter to you much anyway.<P>I think when people are upgrading their intercooler they have more than just a boost gauge. The majority of the people I know with upgrade intercoolers usally race every now and again. I not talking about drag racing either.<p>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 07-20-2002).]||24.191.96.19||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||07-20-2002||03:24 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Very good article. <P>Thanks.<P>Disclamer: I did not read every word so if there is an error I may not have read it.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||07-21-2002||01:25 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yes,very good article. I wouldnt quite call the the Starquest setup a POS though,I agree with Ken,it is much better than stock. In my experince,its good for a budget mid 12 sec 16g car. Its no secret that a Spearco,Griffen,ect would be much better- anyone who could afford a better IC probably would probably not opt for a starquest anyhow. For those with the tools/fabrication skills/time/inclination,Its a descent bang for the buck setup.In my case (yes,occaisionally I race my car),I got my Starquest for free,and Im modifing endtanks and fabbing pipes myself.Ill have maybe $50 tops in the whole setup-you cant get much more bang for the buck than that,and eventually when $$$ permits,I will get a "real" IC. <P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 07-21-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 07-21-2002).]||129.71.115.241||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||07-21-2002||09:29 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||The articals point and the original posters point was that USED ICs can and usally are very dirty and coroded inside and that either makes them less effective and/or dangerous to a $2K engine. So be very careful if you chose to take that risk.<P>I also especialy like the pars on squared off tanks. I went to alot of trouble to have better flowing tanks. ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||Doug Thomas||07-21-2002||10:53 AM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Personally I don�t care how cheap in price the Station/JDM intercoolers are. I would never put one on my car or recommend one to anyone I know. Why would some want to put a 16 year old used pos intercooler like that on their car is beyond me.<P>How has run mid 12s with a Starion pos intercooler and a 16G?<BR>||24.191.96.19||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||07-21-2002||11:32 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||according to nate pharr, josh ran 12.2 with the setup i have on my car.  dunno what else he had, and i dont know him.  i just figgered that 450 was a good price for stuff ready to install, and a lot of the starion intercoolers go for 100+ on the trader.  those who did not get the griffin intercooler with the rre pipes will have a difficult time installing a different intercooler, there is a pipe missing, and will have to be fabricated.  running water/alcohol injection has cleaned the heck out of the intake, including the inside of the intercooler.  as far as comparison, coming in off the freeway, the exact same route/times to and from work, i could feel the stock intercooler, the whole thing would be warm to hot.  the starion is inlet-warm, outlet-cool.  it works for me.  a couple of years ago, i got 3 intercoolers from an account that does supercharging on bmw's.  they owed me some favors, so they gave them to me.  2 were spearcos, 1 was german, all were bar and plate, way superior to the starion.  but i didnt want to go thru the hassle of getting custom pipes made, i could not have the car down that long, and no one local would agree to try to make pipes.  i gave one to howard, and i think he even gave up and sold it, and paid for an indy cores setup.  the performance gains from the spearco is more than my system would ever be able to use.<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 07-21-2002).]||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000008||Doug Thomas||07-21-2002||01:19 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Joshua did run 12.2 with a Starion intercooler with 20G turbo though. I had HKS intercooler (similar size to the pos Starion I/C) small clipped 16G and was stuck at 12.5 all day long. Jeff Hill made me intercooler system with Spearco 2-178 core, 2.5 pipes and BR cold air intake in two days. First time at track the car ran 12.3, 12.2 and then 12.1. That�s way I wouldn't waste my time or money on a pos Starion intercooler and not mention that everyone I�ve seen just looks like crap.<P>They're a lot of vendors selling I/C systems for the Galant now RRE, AMS and 122 performance, so there is no need to fabricate stuff yourself unless you really want to and don't want to spend the money for a good intercooler kit. If I remember right AMS makes a kit that doesn't require you to even cut the front bumper that much. You get what you pay for.<P>Your comparing the stock intercooler to the Starion pos of course is going to feel better when you running 15-16lbs of boost.  <BR>||24.191.96.19||reg||1
Z||000009||Ian M||07-21-2002||02:46 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| A good friend of mine with a 16g ran 12.80@109 with a crummy 1.9 60ft,and it rained before getting a second pass. 109 mph would indicate mid 12's with a good launch..He changed the combo after that. He did a similar setup on another friends car (The exact same IC setup actually) and it ran just as hard. My point is that it isnt about being "willing" to spend the bucks,its about being "able" to. If I wanted/could afford too, I could take my car and my credit card to Turbo Trix,AMS or whoever- and I could have my mother drive it down the track and go 11's...big deal.||129.71.115.253||reg||1
Z||000010||number3||07-21-2002||02:53 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Maybe I should let my Mom drive... I never thought of that  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000011||Doug Thomas||07-21-2002||03:00 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ian M:<BR><B> A good friend of mine with a 16g ran 12.80@109 with a crummy 1.9 60ft,and it rained before getting a second pass. 109 mph would indicate mid 12's with a good launch..He changed the combo after that. He did a similar setup on another friends car (The exact same IC setup actually) and it ran just as hard. My point is that it isnt about being "willing" to spend the bucks,its about being "able" to. If I wanted/could afford too, I could take my car and my credit card to Turbo Trix,AMS or whoever- and I could have my mother drive it down the track and go 11's...big deal.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Well if someone can't afford a good I/C set-up then the Starion pos is good deal then. <P>The purpose of the article was educate and answer question about intercoolers. I've never seen article that discussed used and truck intercooler before, just though I'd pass it along. No reason to get all upset about it.<P>Later<BR>Doug||24.191.96.19||reg||1
Z||000012||Ferrari F50 GT||07-21-2002||07:23 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||How much difference in flow are square tanks compared to angled or rounded ones?  Any CFM comparisons?||63.227.46.208||reg||1
Z||000013||Ian M||07-21-2002||09:25 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Maybe I should let my Mom drive... I never thought of that   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> My mom can beat your mom! *tounge out*:0<P>||129.71.115.205||reg||10
Z||000014||Ian M||07-21-2002||09:33 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR><B> Well if someone can't afford a good I/C set-up then the Starion pos is good deal then. <P>The purpose of the article was educate and answer question about intercoolers. I've never seen article that discussed used and truck intercooler before, just though I'd pass it along. No reason to get all upset about it.<P>Later<BR>Doug</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> No sweat,dude. Im not upset,just making a point. Thanks for passing it along,theres some very good info.<BR>Ian <BR>||129.71.115.205||reg||1
Z||000015||GVR4 562||07-23-2002||03:43 AM||mejia26@attbi.com||The EVO intercooler looks to be a pretty nice upgrade for the GVR4's. TAD Motorsports has them new for $625. I will be looking to do this really soon, and will be making my own custom IC piping. Just another option to think about.||12.251.253.226||reg||1
Z||000016||Ash||07-23-2002||09:24 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Before I got my front mount and was actually planning to buy one of ARE's "hot chilli" coolers.  I then found a truck core for $50AU and threw it in, I figured if it sucked then at least I had the piping ready for the new cooler.  I cleaned the core out carefully with degreaser, modified the stock end tanks & did a lot of die grinding where the pipes joined the tanks to make sure the flow would be smooth.<P>I know a proper new cooler will out perform what I have, but compare $50 with 10 degrees above ambient to $700 with maybe 5 degrees above ambient, that $650 difference paid for my S-AFC.<P><BR>EDIT: remember the prices I refer to are in Aussie $<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 07-23-2002).]||203.221.152.65||reg||1
Z||000017||91gvr4number13||07-28-2002||09:08 AM||bonecrushing4cash@yahoo.com||Hey Doug!  The article was very informative!  I'm trying to figure out what size intercooler and which kit to put on my car.  What size is your intercooler?  I know your piping is 2.5 s/s and your other basic setup.  I'm shooting for mid to high elevens in a fully loadad car.  Also, I'm only running a tre ported small 16g, a tre 75mm mafs, a tre 95 ported manifold, a turbotrix s/s 2.5" o2 housing, a buschur 3" s/s downpipe and exhaust sys w/no cat, rc 550 injectors, a hks evc II, a walbro 255lph fuel pump and a b&m adj fpr.  I only run 17 psi right now.  I plan to upgrading to the largest streetable turbo possible but I won't until I upgrade the intercooler and piping.  By the way, I've seen the pic's of your car on the turbotrix site it looks great.  Love your engine compartment!!  I really appreciate your help!  Thanks, Scott||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000018||Duc Hunter||07-31-2002||01:42 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Very good article. It makes me want to ditch my RRE Speaco/Griffin and get something that is cross flow.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> ||64.81.58.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000770.cgi
A||||3||1quickvr4||Welding I/C cores together||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||07-20-2002||06:11 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I was wonder how it would affect pressure drop to have 2 MK4 supra I/Cs together side by side. Also does anybody know what the diminsions are on these?<P><BR>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||07-20-2002||10:38 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I know nothing about the Supra I/Cs but I buddy of mine put a larger Volvo (t3/t4?!?!?!) turbo on his VR-4 this month, and while he was at it, had three Turbo Coupe (mustang/thunderbird turbo) I/Cs welded together, and it's a VERY decent setup, especially considering the cost of it all...||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||07-20-2002||10:52 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Well the supras come stock with a 6cyl twin turbo and 320 hp so 2 of there ICs should be ok for my 14b GVR4<P><BR>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000003||Ant||07-22-2002||12:58 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||My cousin did this on this 95 GSX.<BR>Welding two together will give you a Massive front mount. The internal size of the two welded together is a little more then an IRC race core.  <P>I'm working on getting one MK4 supra IC on my car now.  <P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000771.cgi
A||||4||1312VR4||Mounting a 40mm WG||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||07-22-2002||11:35 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||OK, I have another problem. I have a TiAL 40mm WG I need to install. I already had the manifold flanged for it. The only problem is IT WONT FIT. It hits the radiator(actually it wont fit between the radiator & manifold. Does anyone have pics or know of websites that show different mountings of it on a VR4? It exits on the drivers side of the manifold. I was thinking of making a tube that curves to the right & place it in front of the mannifold. I already need new radiator fans( compressor housing is large also),so i'm getting the aluminum slim lines. Any input is greatly appriciated. Thanks||63.52.151.34||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||07-23-2002||08:22 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Sounds like you bought a manifold modified for a TEL. We ran into that about 5 years ago. GVR4s need to have the gate sit on the top of the mani as opposed to the end.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/two.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/two.jpg</A> <P>Here is a picture of my mani and where the flange was. Damn that is an old picture...||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||07-23-2002||09:13 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Jeff at Turbotrix sells one made for the vr-4 <A HREF="http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/exhaust.shtml" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/exhaust.shtml</A>  <A HREF="http://www.turbotrix.com/images/galantmani.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbotrix.com/images/galantmani.jpg</A> <P>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||07-23-2002||09:59 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||It came off of a VR4, though. I found it wrecked in Ft. worth. Had the WG, radiator & everything removed. The PS pump was gone too. I was thinking of removing it & putting in a manual rack anyway. I cant spend the $$ on a new manifold right now.(this one is practically brand new). Thanks for the links. ||63.52.151.2||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||07-23-2002||01:22 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Do you think if I mount a tube where the old flange is that will work. What i will do it run it from the old flange & make a short 90 deg & mount a flange onto that to mount the WG. I have seen a couple of pics where the manifold had a 90 deg tube going from the right side of the manifold around to the drivers side & had the dump tube routed back into the exhaust. ||63.52.132.41||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000772.cgi
A||||3||91vr4evolution||Trimming fuel mixtures.||||1||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||07-23-2002||07:13 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hi, what's the lowest base fuel pressure would you guys recommend going to, cause I reckon if I set the base down to 30psi(vacuum hose disconnected) I can trim the 720cc injectors down to about 650cc which should still be above the calculated 612cc(510cc(VR4 Evo) x 1.2 = 612 (the 20% is from using the EVO Lancer MAS)). I know this is a bit half-assed, but it's so rich at the mo' it's bogging on boost. I know you guys like to trim with an AFC, but I'm really concerned about ignition timing, and if I try to trim 720cc's down, I'll over advance the timing. The thing I'm worried about with the low fuel pressure is that it would be down to about 12psi at idle, and I don't know if the injectors would squirt properly at that low a pressure. Oh crap, hurry up tax rebate, so I can trim it with the chipped ECU!!<P>Mike.<P>||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||07-23-2002||09:44 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I just read somewhere that most injectors won't give a decent spray pattern with less than 20 psi, if I remember correctly. But, you should be alright, because at 18 in of vacuum you should see around 21 psi of fuel pressure with the 30 psi base setting. Its roughly 2:1 in/Hg to psi. I'd give it a try. The hard part might be finding a regulator that will go that low (very weak spring).<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.211.7||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||07-23-2002||02:33 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Cheers Jeff, I've an Malpassi adjustable regulator, so I'll give it a go on the weekend.<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||07-24-2002||06:53 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I thought 2.5 bar was as low as malpassi's go? ||203.220.203.100||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000773.cgi
A||||10||Scott Y||Based on your experience, which gauges do you prefer to put in a dual-pillar?||||1||
Z||000000||Scott Y||07-24-2002||02:46 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I'm looking to finally start modding #953, and I want to stick a boost/vacuum gauge and either an EGT or an air-fuel gauge in the dual-pod pillar.  That is, unless someone has a better idea for gauge placement. <P>Lots of people here have experiences regarding gauge placement, and I hope that you can share your experience.  What I'm looking for is: I put X gauge here in the pod, and I wish I would have put it down on the dash because I look at gauge Y a ton more than gauge X, etc). <P>I'm not sure which pillar mount to get, but I'm sure they're all pretty much the same.  I'm putting in autometer Z-Series gauges.  <P>||63.117.253.195||reg||1
Z||000001||Ant||07-24-2002||03:23 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I have a dual guage pad.<BR>Autometer pyrometer in the lower opening.<BR>Autometer phantom 20-0-30 boost in top.<P>Jumptronix A/F on center dash right behing steering column.  <P>I wish they made a gauge pod for the dash so as to have a gauge on the lower left and right of the dash.  They make if for 2g's, turbotrix sells them.<P>Other option is if I had an S-AFC i might put the EGT gauge on the center right behind the steering wheel and possibly an oil pressure guage in the lower pillar.<P>Ant<BR>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||07-24-2002||05:37 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||egt and vacuum/boost on the pod.  jumptronix on the column.  oil press, oil temp, volts in a panel below the radio.  fuel pressure on top the fuel filter.  you will look at the boost gauge a lot.||63.146.72.142||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||07-24-2002||06:40 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Autometer Phantom vac/boost guage in the bottom hole,and Autometer Phantom EGT in the top. When I get an AFC,Ill just use a multimeter when I want to monitor o2 voltage.||129.71.115.163||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||07-24-2002||10:00 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Ken, what FP gauge do you recomend?  I am going to be getting the same FP regulator as you.||63.231.77.206||reg||1
Z||000005||bob in chicago||07-25-2002||08:38 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||SPA Design's 2-1/16" digital Boost/EGT combo gauge in a single pod that hangs from center of "hood" over the main instrument panel. Jumptronix behind steering wheel. Water temp & volts & oil press. in panel below radio. No pillar mounts.||24.148.61.116||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||07-25-2002||10:21 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||jeff o gave me a b & m, goes into a threaded banjo bolt on top of the fuel filter, i had to move the resistor pack, and i dont have the cruise control stuff anymore.  it seems to work fine, kinda small, but once you adjust the regulator, you just check it once in a while.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||07-25-2002||11:26 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Where can you get a B&M FP gauge?  Web site?||63.231.78.198||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||07-26-2002||10:04 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i think rre sells them.  dont get the fpr, tho.  the gauge is a screw in, so it may end up in a position that is hard to read.  but, once you have the pressure set, you really dont have to look at it a lot.  like i said, you may have to move some stuff to be able to see it good, and tighten that sucker down, when i first installed it, it pee'd all over the place.||63.146.72.146||reg||1
Z||000009||daviddilts||07-27-2002||12:09 AM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||I have the boost and oil press in the the piller pod. My Safc in a GS dash hood (fit in great). Between the dash and the afc is the greddy EGT and the jumptronix is on top of the radio.<BR>hope it helps||209.244.234.99||reg||1
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||07-28-2002||12:35 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||In my pillar; Greddy boots with warning light/memory and Greddy EGT with warning light/memory.<P>In my center con (all digital SPA duals) Oil Temp/H2O temp, Fuel pressure/Volt, outside air temp[/intake charge temp.||64.81.58.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000774.cgi
A||||4||Ash||Diff profile rubber to change Diff ratio||||5||
Z||000000||Ash||07-25-2002||01:24 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hey all,<BR>I'ts an old trich for the V8 boys, to lower their diff ratio to get further up through the gears & hence accelerate faster.<P>I'm thinking of using some lower profile tyres to efficitvely lower the final drive ratio so I get almost all the way through 4th at the strip, maybe even into 5th.  Has anyone tried this or am I just nuts?  I can get a hold of a set of early Magna (Diamante) 14" steelies for next to nothing, but I doubt they will fit. What cheap steel rims <I>will</I> fit over the front calipers?||165.228.131.12||reg||5
Z||000001||1312VR4||07-25-2002||01:32 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||You need atleast 15"rims to clear the brakes. It is good to do that but you have to remember, traction might be a problem. I'd say somthing like 225/50r 16's. I ran 215/50r 15's on the 88VR4 & couldnt break them loose for nothing. <BR>I have 215/35 r 18 Yokohama Parada SpecII's on the 91VR4 now & curious how they will do at the track( They are only .2" smaller in diameter than stock)NO side wall at all.||63.52.128.9||reg||1
Z||000002||SPEEDFIEND||07-25-2002||09:31 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||What ever you do don't get nissan 240 rims.  The bolt pattern is the same but the hole in the center of the rim won't fit over the the hub.  Kris||67.201.148.52||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-26-2002||10:34 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||when you get tires with no sidewall, you lose a lot of the ablility of the tire to flex when hitting potholes, and you will bend the rims.  steering response will be awesome, but here in dallas, you will probably end up with square rims.  and, most of the time, the rim will bend on the INSIDE, where you cant see it.||63.146.72.146||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||07-26-2002||11:32 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||It would only be for the strip, the roads here are absoulte shite||203.221.153.192||reg||1
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A||||16||boostboy51||Turbo Whisle just got 4 times Louder..?????||||1||
Z||000000||boostboy51||07-25-2002||12:52 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||Car has been cutting out or missing around 3 k the past few day, and has started happening more frequently as time has gone on. Then yesterday i hop in it and 5 min. down the road the turbo changes it soung. It is now like 5 times louder then normal. Whisles like a Frieghtliner pulling a huge load. Got me a little worried. Boost builds very easy and fast, but i don't really feel the benifits. I'll hit 10psi and it feels like 2psi, not only that but it just screams. Like it is working real hard and not doing anything. The boost is building, just not feeling it. Anyones turbo ever change its pitch and start whisling louder then normal? Check all my piping and stuff, no visible leaks. if there was wouldnt the car have trouble running and die? It idles and runs just fine, but the boost has no kick! The turbo is a HRC super16G with only 12k on it! Surly it isnt ggoing bad already? Any help is appriciated. Zach<P><BR>#327/2000||12.218.129.222||reg||1
Z||000001||998||07-25-2002||02:37 PM||||Did you replace the exhaust manifold when you did the turbo?||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000002||boostboy51||07-25-2002||02:45 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||no. tell me more. check for shaft play. very minimal.||12.218.129.222||reg||1
Z||000003||smokindav||07-25-2002||04:02 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I would pressure test the intake plumbing and double check all your hoses, clamps, etc.<P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||07-25-2002||07:45 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I had something like this after I first got my Big 16G, a silicon hose burst, go the pressure test for sure.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||boostboy51||07-26-2002||12:26 AM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||ash, didnt the car run like crap and die? I've blown a couple ic pipes off before, then again one time right before i blew one off the turbo was whisling like mad with loss of power, then boom, it blew off. the car runs fine at idle and criusing speeds, but boost builds easy and has no punch.help me!||12.218.129.222||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||07-26-2002||12:59 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Not for a pinhole leak, it whisles like all buggery & looses power.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000007||boostboy51||07-26-2002||02:07 AM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||In a topic written by Derk titled "No Power" number 3 replied with something like "Massive Boost Leak resulting in a failed turbo." Can a boost leak f#@* up a turbo?||12.218.129.222||reg||1
Z||000008||boostboy51||07-26-2002||02:16 AM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||Talking with HRC Techs today(place of purchase of my super16g) They gave me a number of things to check. One being Exhaust. Wouldnt i hear that? Exhaust sounds normal. BOV? Wouldnt it sound like it is Blowing off(BLITZ) not like a turbo whisle? And we also talked of my turbo bearings going bad. Whice he said would be unlikly since it only has 12k on it. Fact of the matter is if it was going bad and made alot of noise and whisled, wouldnt i feel the boost it is building in its final days? I mean, 15psi and it feels like 5psi. The turbo is talking loud and saying nothing.<p>[This message has been edited by boostboy51 (edited 07-26-2002).]||12.218.129.222||reg||1
Z||000009||998||07-26-2002||08:30 AM||||I have what I believe is a small leak from the exhaust manifold. The engine makes a whistling noise and I've been told this also is preventing the car from boosting properly. This could be a possibility.||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000010||smokindav||07-26-2002||08:37 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by boostboy51:<BR><B>In a topic written by Derk titled "No Power" number 3 replied with something like "Massive Boost Leak resulting in a failed turbo." Can a boost leak f#@* up a turbo?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>A boost leak causes the turbo to have to spin faster to achieve boost pressure.  If the leak is bad enough the turbo can overspeed and fail.<P>Dave Flaherty<BR><p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 07-26-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000011||Dan D||07-26-2002||09:50 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Do a pressure check!  Why is it that people seem to be so stubborn about doing this.  It takes all of 5 minutes to do if you've ever had the hood of your car open before.  If you don't have a compressor, run over to a friends with one when they have a spare 5 minutes.  If you don't have a friend with a compressor, you need to make some new friends or owning the car may become a pain in the ass (as if it isn't already  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">)  Visual checks mean nothing at all.  A month ago, my visual check was a-ok perfect.  I had a blown out tb shaft seal and it was leaking boost like a seive (you know, one of those special boost seives <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> ).||157.254.234.50||reg||1
Z||000012||Duc Hunter||07-28-2002||12:39 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I am with Dan, do the darn pressure check! <P>I cooked my stock turbo thanks to a hole in my intake track. then you have boost leakage the turbo willsimply spool more to make up for the leak, as the car thinks it is under more load. that means the turbo works allot harder, and dies quicker!||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000013||TheObiJuan||07-28-2002||12:09 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||if you need instruction on how to create your own leak tester ask.<P><BR>the best method i found was to take a pvc end piece and cap off the lower intercooler piping. right before the intercooler. then tighten that bitch down. then drill and tap a threaded barb on there. ntp 1/4x1/4 would be best. and take a bike pump, or hand pump. cut the end off where you put on a valve stem. then shove it onto the barbed end. start pumping till you get about 20 psi. if you dont ever get any positive boost and can hear a whistle or flutter, you have a leak.||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000014||boostboy51||07-28-2002||02:01 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||that soungs great Obi Juan. i just know it is a leak somewhere. gonna work on it tommorow morn. Curious though..... doing research on this topic i stumbled across a post (now hang with me this is a little far out there) that talked of an A/C compresser going bad and causing a drag on the engine and bearings making all kinds of noise. Well what a coinkydink. My A/C quit earlier that day about 75mile prior. Just brain storming for if there is no leak. must fix, need boost!!!!!!||12.218.129.222||reg||1
Z||000015||TheObiJuan||07-28-2002||03:27 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by boostboy51:<BR><B>that soungs great Obi Juan. i just know it is a leak somewhere. gonna work on it tommorow morn. Curious though..... doing research on this topic i stumbled across a post (now hang with me this is a little far out there) that talked of an A/C compresser going bad and causing a drag on the engine and bearings making all kinds of noise. Well what a coinkydink. My A/C quit earlier that day about 75mile prior. Just brain storming for if there is no leak. must fix, need boost!!!!!!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>i feel your pain. my gsx has been sitting for a month and a half because of no turbo. still looking for a temp replacement until i get the lr2.||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000016||bob in chicago||07-28-2002||10:53 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||There's also the chance that your harmonic balancer/crank pulley has started to separate. It can cause weird stuff with the belts. It's typical for our high mileage cars; suggest the Underdrive pulleys.||216.65.167.237||reg||1
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A||||5||Pappy||Suspension Question||||1||
Z||000000||Pappy||07-25-2002||03:54 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'm looking to, in the near future, get new shocks/struts and springs.  At mofugas, with both sets of whitelines, the rear is lowered more than the front.  I was curious why this is.  Is it just the way the galant is and the stock rear springs are shorter too, or if there's some performance aspect to it that I've never heard of.  Sorry if this is a noob question, I only have a limited suspension knowledge.  I don't see what possible advantage having the front be higher would give, but I figured I'd ask.||140.247.202.24||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||07-25-2002||08:01 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||imho, i dont like the bilsteins, too stiff.  the kyb gr2 also too harsh,  i now have konis, with eclipse awd spring on the front, and stock gr4 springs on the back, and the ride is firm, but not harsh.  a LOT better than the kyb.  but, this is the most personal part of a car, the suspension.  to some, my car may not be stiff enough.  and the difference between the koni and the kyb, is like hitting the car with a rubber mallet, or a steel one.  the koni gives a much smoother ride.  the problem is you cant find shocks made for the galant, only for t/e/l.  the galant front strut is taller, and the spring perch is higher.  the springs are longer, and have less load.  the gvr4 shock has much higher damping/rebound than the t/e/l.  probably the only way you are going to get stock height is adjustable coil overs, but then you wont get the springs, you will have to settle for tel springs.  so, there you have it.  if you get the whiteline springs, then they are probably the correct height, but there aint no shock out there that is, unless you got big bucks.  and last, but not least, if you get adjustables, you may have to take the shock/strut OFF of the car to adjust it, not a fun job.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||07-26-2002||08:22 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Sounds like Rob sent you the wrong springs.  Give him a call and figure out what you need.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||mofugas||07-26-2002||08:47 AM||rob@mofugas.com||Okay, what you need to do is actually measure the distance between the ground and the seam on the lower sill (under the car).  You will see that the car is more than likely level.  <P>What most people dont understand is that the rear wheel opening (i.e. the fender) does not go up as high into the body work as the front...so the rear gap between tire and fender lip will be smaller in the rear with the car sitting level.<P>||64.208.47.65||reg||8
Z||000004||GVR4458||07-26-2002||10:45 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I have whitelines on my car and they LEVEL the car, and as Rob said, the gap in front is bigger.  The performance enhancement of a level car should be noticeable compared to the raked stance, but it's hard to tell since I redid just about everything.  I hardly notice the gap difference on my car at all, just that it looks damn cool sitting squat and level.<P>Ken is right, suspension is way too personal a thing to guess at.  I have the whitelines with GR2's.  Ken thinks it's too harsh, but I think it is just fine.  This just goes to show that unless you drive the setup, you have no idea if you'll like it.  My recommendation as always has been to find someone with the setup your interested in and go for a ride (incidentally, I'm in the Chicagoland area if you're interested).  I had to rely on rob's recommendation and he was correct with his proposed setup.  I called and told him what I was looking to do and he helped me out.<P>If you're interested in buying my struts/springs (20k miles), Rob will be able to sell his uber-struts to me (but those have gotta be kidney killers...)<P>EH<BR>||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||07-28-2002||12:36 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I am with Mofugas. The chrome stripe will be level when the car is on level ground,. the wheel wells are lower in the rear.<P>I light my whiteline springs/KYB AGX shocks, they run smooth when on 1 and can be cranked for the track! ||64.81.58.95||reg||1
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A||||2||Garfield Wright||I hear a whistling noise||||1||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||07-25-2002||06:44 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||when the clutch engages.  This happens only when the clutch engage & goes away immediately.  I have the ACT 2600 6puck.  Is it time for a new disk?  Is it slipping?  I don't smell anything burning.  It sounds similar to the bov but can diffrentiate form  the bov noise.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||07-26-2002||01:52 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||The problem with the 6-puck is that it will start to strip out the splins on the disk and that might make that noise. Its happend to me and a freind of mine that had them. I pulled mine before it blew up like his.<P>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||07-27-2002||04:34 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Thanks quick.  I'll get the tranny pulled asap.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
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A||||14||Johnny Bravo||Where the f***k to buy NGK plug wires???||||5||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||07-27-2002||02:52 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Man, I dunno if I'm just a moron or what, but I swear no matter where I look I cannot find them anywhere other than online @ places like Mach V & so forth.  Anyway, for those of you that use them where do you normally buy them????  I've checked every single auto parts store around as well as some of the local "performance shops" & found nothing.  Any clues would be really appreciated.  TIA!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||5
Z||000001||UndergroundVR-4||07-27-2002||02:58 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I find that hard to believe that no auto parts store will order them for you.  I used to work for a parts place and we stocked them for just about anything.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||07-27-2002||04:23 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i have kingsborne wires on my car.  25 bucks, and they are nicer than the ngk's, imho.  also, the kingsborne wires are red, the ngk's were blue, and for some reason, the ngk's had this wierd smell to them.  when i was in the army in vietnam, one of our base camps was in an old vietnamese graveyard, and the bunker right outside of our hooch was a dug out grave, and it smelled exactly like those wires.  every time i opened the hood, i could smell them, and i didnt keep them for very long.  wierd how some stuff affects you.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000003||DSMGVR4||07-27-2002||10:30 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||I liked my NGK wires. I paid ~$45 from NOPI like 3 years ago. I also have a new set of Crane Cams Fireball wires 8.5mm for the GVR4/1G DSMs. They were like $30 when Crane had a blow-out sale maybe 1.5 years ago. I have so much stuff new and just sitting in boxes, it aint funny. With new son's in my life...I can NEVER get time aside to put anything on. ARRGGGHH!!! John||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||BluFalcon||07-28-2002||12:19 AM||muttski@gte.net||Pep Boys should be able to get them for you.  They're probably not in stock, but they should be able to order them for you.  BTW, Pep Boys stocks the Accel wires in yellow for our cars. ||4.64.81.140||reg||1
Z||000005||khadiyev||07-28-2002||12:23 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com|| <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com" TARGET=_blank>www.mofugas.com</A> ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||07-28-2002||12:57 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||No where around here has them exept for Alamo Autosports in Arlington. I tried evrey parts store and couldent find them and I just walked in there and and said "I need some NGK wires for a 1g" and they walked to the back and got them.<P><BR>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000007||TheObiJuan||07-28-2002||12:03 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||try summit||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||07-28-2002||01:19 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Thanks a mil for the tips guys!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Ideally I wanted to find some place local to avoid the wait time & shipping costs if possible, but looks like I'm gonna have to order them after all.  Oh well, I guess shipping won't cost that much. The reason I was looking for NGK's is that they're what come stock on DSM's & seem to be what most DSM'ers over on the big board seem to recommend.  I'm definately open to suggestions so if anybody has had great experiences with other brands I'd appreciate some feedback.  I'm just trying to iron out this crappy idle issue so my next step is ignition components.  ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||07-28-2002||01:49 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||besides the ngk's, i also had a couple sets of bosch, and they have one that is red.  i had those for a couple of years, and had no problems, but the spark plug connectors were a bitch to get over the plugs.  and, the coil end boots just slide up and down, not a good seal.  the kingsborne wires are perfect, they slip over the plugs, and fit very snug, they even give you  some silicon grease for this, and when you push down on the connector, you can hear and feel a "click" as it goes in place.  same on the coil side, the best seal on either end i have seen.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||07-28-2002||06:23 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Ken, where'd you get the Kingsborne wires at?  If I can't find those I may just get whatever I can find.  I just finished installing new plugs & it didn't help the idle at all...although the prev owner barely even hand tightened the plugs so I basically could've unscrewed them with my fingers very easy if i could reach them.  Man, it amazes me how some people just can't do simple things like tighten spark plugs or change oil.  Makes me wanna fly out to where he lives & smack the taste buds right out of his mouth.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif">   Oh, and don't let me even get started on the tranny  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif">  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif">||134.133.110.102||reg||1
Z||000011||drew||07-28-2002||06:52 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Can I just say that Bosch plug wires suck big time? They have a secondary boot that goes over the bottom part of the spark plug wire. I installed the wires with these boots on them, and proceeded to snap 2 wires when trying to get the wires off of the plugs. It was mega tight on the plug.<p>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 07-28-2002).]||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000012||ken inn||07-28-2002||10:43 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||kingsborne sells wires for a lot of cars, but a lot of the time, they put the company that is buying and reselling them's logo on the wrapper.    they also have a website, and they are VERY customer oriented.  very pleasing to talk to, and very willing to help out.<BR>     i agree about the bosch spark plug ends.  i always try to fit them over the plug before i install the wires, and i discovered that.  so, i removed the boots from the old set, and silicon greased the heck out of them.  my biggest complaint about the bosch wires is the coil ends, i dont like the boot sliding up and down the wires.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000013||4g63t||07-29-2002||02:02 AM||||Just my .02 - Magnacors suck! I didn't have any problems with my stockers but I ordered up a set cuz everyone says they're so great. I read all the paperwork, and then cleaned out the wells REAL good. Put them in, misfiring all over the place. Put the old ones back on, fine. Magnacores back in, misfire. Put in brand new plugs, properly gapped, still misfiring. Just to check I put the old ones in and they worked fine. I called magnacore and they said to send the wires back. I sent the wires with a note explaining my problem and after 2 MONTHS of not hearing anything I called up and they said that they forgot all about them and didn't even know where they had put them! I had to call EVERY DAY for a week and a half until they looked at them and told me they must have grounded out due to moisture in the plug well. Whatever. Anyway, they said they would fix them and send them back. They should be here this week. I paid $75, anybody interested? Email me b/c I don't even want these wires after this lousy experience.  ||65.129.88.139||reg||8
Z||000014||keydiver||07-29-2002||11:51 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I think my Magnecors were the source of a bad misfire I had for awhile. The Kingsbourne wires that Ken recommended are REALLY nice. I would highly recommend them to anyone now that I have them. The boots seal much better than my Magnecors too, keeping oil and water out of the holes. I'm going to order another set for my wife's 3000GT. The part number for the GVR-4's is 11-571. Kingsborne ignition wires are available in three sizes [7mm, 8mm, 9mm]. Five colors [Black, Blue, Red, Royal Purple and Yellow]. When ordering just state part number, size and color. 1-800-643-0375. <A HREF="http://www.kingsborne.com/800.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.kingsborne.com/800.htm</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR><p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 07-29-2002).]||66.156.211.7||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000780.cgi
A||N||43||UndergroundVR-4||11 Sec. Daily driver||||1||
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||07-27-2002||02:56 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I've heard so many opinions on this. Everything ranging from "Sure I know people who have them" to "You're dreaming".  I am building what I hope to be in the high 11 second range without nitrous.  I'm also planning on using this car as my to work and back car for the summer. My question to you guys is if I set up my wastegate to run me at 12-14 pounds of boost and stay light on the pedal (I stress light) aside from damage I will have from weekend races can I depend on this as a daily driver?  I don't see what damage I can expect aside from that which I recieve from weekend races.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||TheObiJuan||07-27-2002||03:13 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||imho you can have a 11sec daily driver. you said 11sec so 11.8 and 11.9 count. at 11.1 or 11.2 you are cutting it close. realy close to the point of spennding a lot of money on not getting faster, but taking the beating.<P>with a dsm, high ll's is easy. its all in the turbo choice. get your car running damn good, replace old parts with new ones and watch your gauges closely. (egt, af, knock)<P>also, since you wont be driving like a typical maniac (ie flooring it all the time) expect your car to last a lot longer. ||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||07-27-2002||03:17 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I'm actually in the process of building the car.  My rolling chassis is all finished.  KYG AGX all the way around. H&R springs.  5 wheel hubs.  Front and rear strut bars.  Front and rear sways.  1.8 manual rack.  I think I remembered everything.. I'm just making sure before hand that I don't have to worry about replacing or fixing parts every two weeks.  And I'm looking for mid to high 11's||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-27-2002||04:17 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i just read a review on the new evo 7, in it, 0-60 times was reported at under 5 seconds, which would make it exactly what you want.  and, reportedly, msrp is 29900.  all you gotta do is wait til january.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||UndergroundVR-4||07-27-2002||04:19 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||How is it exactly what I want?  ||152.163.206.182||reg||1
Z||000005||TheObiJuan||07-27-2002||04:47 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||that is pretty sweet that you are doing suspension first. even though you wont have a problem with traction.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>how hard was it add the 5 lug hubs? <P>||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000006||UndergroundVR-4||07-27-2002||04:50 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by TheObiJuan:<BR><B>that is pretty sweet that you are doing suspension first. even though you wont have a problem with traction.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>how hard was it add the 5 lug hubs? <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>With an 11 second car you will have trouble in 1st gear whether it's AWD or not.  Don't know about 2nd and 3rd.  I think you can go sideways a little with 2nd.. not sure.  I bought the rolling chassis with the hubs.  I'll find out and reply tonight.<BR>||152.163.206.182||reg||1
Z||000008||UndergroundVR-4||07-27-2002||05:52 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Ok if I didn't know any better, just stated that these two cars can possibly run 11 second quarter miles with their factory components.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000009||JSTYLE||07-27-2002||07:30 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Its possible to build a 11 sec car w/o nos and use it as a daily driver. Im in the process now, my car should be ready for run at the track very soon, like you im looking at mid 11s...<BR> <A HREF="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle" TARGET=_blank>http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle</A> ||203.173.160.118||reg||1
Z||000010||UndergroundVR-4||07-27-2002||07:35 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||In the opinion of all of you do you think that FP red is overkill for 11's or would Green do just fine?||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000011||KarT||07-27-2002||08:04 PM||weslariv@cox.net||ETE 42 my friend......www.dsm-performance.com ||68.9.68.130||reg||14
Z||000012||UndergroundVR-4||07-27-2002||08:16 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I want FP||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000013||number3||07-27-2002||09:43 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <A HREF="http://www.agpturbo.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.agpturbo.com</A> <P><BR>BTW mid 11s are harder than they look...||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000014||UndergroundVR-4||07-27-2002||09:46 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Don't make it sound so difficult.. All it takes is good tuning and A LOT of money. ||152.163.206.186||reg||1
Z||000015||DeanCouchey||07-27-2002||10:42 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Hey underground where are you at in NY??? I am in Albany if your close I would wanna stop bvy and check ya out!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000016||UndergroundVR-4||07-27-2002||10:43 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Hey man I'd love ta see your car and vise versa but I'm a bit far from Albany. I live in Orange County.  Wish I could tell you an average distance but hehe I cant.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000017||UndergroundVR-4||07-27-2002||10:47 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||If you're in dutchess you're about an hour and a half.. If you're in ostego (might be wrong spelling) its about 3 and a half hours.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000018||Ian M||07-28-2002||12:01 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| High 11's arent TOO terribly hard.Mid 11s w/o spray wont come without some work. A freind of mine has a Galant thats driven to work regularly,and ran a 12.05 @115 on 22psi. He weighs 365lbs (the car was 3690 with him in it),and it was 95 degrees when he made that pass,so cooler air and an average size driver would put it in the 11s easy. On a 50 shot,it made a sideways 11.67@120. Pretty much a basic setup anymore-95 pistons,web cams,20g,FMIC,2nd gen mass,ect. He did all the work and fabbing himself,so the cost to build it wasnt too terrible.Making the power can be fairly easy-its the drivetrain thats take the beating $$. Id keep a backup mode of transportaton...<P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 07-28-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 07-28-2002).]||129.71.114.42||reg||1
Z||000019||Nate||07-28-2002||12:38 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||I have an 11 second daily driven Galant.  It works like a champ, the only thing that isn't still in there is 4WS, everything else is intact as far as amenities go.  It went 11.99 @ 119 back in March, and I just put a new turbo on it that spools quicker than a 14B but outflows a Green.  Hopefully it'll get to the track within another week or so, so I can get it deeper into the 11s.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000020||1quickvr4||07-28-2002||12:51 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Nate and that would be.....<BR>Any updates on the maroon car?<P><BR>Zach<BR>||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000021||UndergroundVR-4||07-28-2002||06:06 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Yes you are going to leave us in suspense about your turbo?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000022||TheObiJuan||07-28-2002||11:56 AM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||enough...what turbo?? is it a gt30?? a ball bearing mitsu?||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000023||UndergroundVR-4||07-28-2002||01:58 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Ohhhhhh the suspense.||64.12.96.74||reg||4
Z||000024||Nate||07-28-2002||02:37 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Sorry, I posted that late night last night when I was one blink away from sleeping and drooling into the keyboard.  White Car has an L2R turbo on it from AGP Turbo in Phoenix, AZ.  <A HREF="http://www.agpturbo.com." TARGET=_blank>http://www.agpturbo.com.</A>   Spools like CRAZY.  <P>Maroon Car update: It runs.  It has an L3R turbo on it that doesn't spool quite as quick as the L2R, but still like a well-setup 20G turbo.  Clutch slips once boost passes 17psi in any gear.  Evidently the clutch manufacturer didn't think DSMs made over 420ft-lbs of torque, since three of these clutches (in different cars) have all started slipping at this torque level.  If it spins the clutch at 17psi and is making near that torque level, it should be interesting at 28psi with an ACT in it. :-)  Hopefully it'll be ready for the dyno again by the end of this coming week.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000025||UndergroundVR-4||07-28-2002||02:53 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||My buddy's putin a l2r on his 98 GSX, it'll be ready by friday according to him.  I'm waiting to see how it is before I consider that turbo out of any others.  I'm thinking Green,  would love an FP3055 from what I hear about it but I don't want to spend that on a turbo.  Expensive.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000026||TheObiJuan||07-28-2002||03:13 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Nate:<BR><B>Sorry, I posted that late night last night when I was one blink away from sleeping and drooling into the keyboard.  White Car has an L2R turbo on it from AGP Turbo in Phoenix, AZ.  <A HREF="http://www.agpturbo.com." TARGET=_blank>http://www.agpturbo.com.</A>   Spools like CRAZY.  <P>Maroon Car update: It runs.  It has an L3R turbo on it that doesn't spool quite as quick as the L2R, but still like a well-setup 20G turbo.  Clutch slips once boost passes 17psi in any gear.  Evidently the clutch manufacturer didn't think DSMs made over 420ft-lbs of torque, since three of these clutches (in different cars) have all started slipping at this torque level.  If it spins the clutch at 17psi and is making near that torque level, it should be interesting at 28psi with an ACT in it. :-)  Hopefully it'll be ready for the dyno again by the end of this coming week.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>i knew that you would be running some crazy shit in there.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>what mods do you have? what fuel control. <BR>i will be getting an l2r pretty soon. cant wait  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000027||UndergroundVR-4||07-28-2002||03:15 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||L2R crazy?  How bout L3R or L4R  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000028||TheObiJuan||07-28-2002||03:25 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||good point. i had been eyeballing the gt30 for the past few months when it was not even know about by most people. shit, even now most people dont know about it. anyways, i have decided that the l2r is perfect for me. it being a direct bolt on and all. plus, i really like mitsu turbine housings, easier to make downpipes for and o2 elim's.<BR>||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000029||UndergroundVR-4||07-28-2002||04:17 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Here's a questions.. Is there such thing as a FMIC that is too large for the application?  The only thing I can figure that you could expect negative is either worse lag or longer lasting lag.||64.12.96.74||reg||5
Z||000030||TheObiJuan||07-28-2002||04:19 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||yes, with fmic bigger is not always better. having a 27X10.5X4 fmic with a 14b will suck. however, putting a turbo with some cfm behind it and it will soar.||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000031||UndergroundVR-4||07-28-2002||04:20 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||It will have the effect on lag only right?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000032||TheObiJuan||07-28-2002||04:34 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||well, lag, pressure drop, money, as bigger ones cost more. my guess, gut a nice one from spoolinup. like the cooler. it is damn efficient and not that expensive. talk to mike, he should give you more details.||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000033||UndergroundVR-4||07-28-2002||04:52 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by TheObiJuan:<BR><B>well, lag, pressure drop, money, as bigger ones cost more. my guess, gut a nice one from spoolinup. like the cooler. it is damn efficient and not that expensive. talk to mike, he should give you more details.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Money is not an issue.. I'm asking if a 24x14x3.5 is going to have a terribly large negative effect on a turbo running 14 PSI such size as a Green or L2R<BR>||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000034||1quickvr4||07-28-2002||09:04 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Im think that a APEXi Skyline core or a big spearco would do just the trick. They are about 24by10 or 12. The main thing is the presure drop. RRE has a good chart on it. <A HREF="http://www.wholehyper.com" TARGET=_blank>www.wholehyper.com</A>  has the Skyline cores on there. BTW Im in the same boat as you, Im trying to build a mid to high 12 second pump gas car.<P>Zach||209.245.236.29||reg||1
Z||000035||UndergroundVR-4||07-28-2002||09:05 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Thanks, I'm looking at the 205 or 216||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000036||Nate||08-01-2002||11:23 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Sorry for the lag in my response times.  Maroon Car is running a VPC/GCC currently, but will probably be dyno'd with a VPC/AFC combo in it, since there is more adjustability.  I installed the ACT the other night, but I haven't gotten around to re-bleeding the clutch, so I haven't driven it more than around the block to test drive it.  ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000037||1quickvr4||08-02-2002||12:36 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I thought you had a haltech, I guess you changed. Do you have a website......That would be nice.<P>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000038||JonGVR4||08-02-2002||08:03 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<BR><B>I thought you had a haltech, I guess you changed. Do you have a website......That would be nice.<P>Zach</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>We need to give thanks to Josh Jones for getting Nate off of his ass and getting the Everlasting Gobstopper on the road again.  <P>As soon as Nate has it running well, I'm sure his car will be featured on the site.<BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000039||GVR4458||08-02-2002||12:17 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||As a note, Adam (AMS) drives his car everywhere and it runs 11.19.  This is probably on race fuel, but I'm sure it'd stay in the 11's on 93 octane.  He has a t3/t4, cams, no back seat, AMS IC pipe kit and a big intercooler.  If you're building a car, I can't imagine that the $2000 for cams, IC pipes and big IC is a big deal.  The t3/t4 is a bit pricey at $2000 for the setup.<P>He was NOT spraying on his 11 sec passes but he will add it.<P>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000040||Dan D||08-02-2002||02:16 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Yes he was spraying.  It's a mistake on dsmtimes.  I think I heard a 50 shot.||157.254.234.50||reg||1
Z||000041||UndergroundVR-4||08-02-2002||02:45 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||11.19 is still quite impressive whether or not that time was with a 50 HP nitrous shot.||152.163.207.194||reg||1
Z||000042||Dan D||08-02-2002||03:35 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Yes it is.  I think some of his earlier 11.4x and maybe the 11.2x were off the bottle, but I can't find the posts right now.||157.254.98.202||reg||1
Z||000043||Ben K||08-07-2002||05:16 PM||ben@agpturbo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B> We need to give thanks to Josh Jones for getting Nate off of his ass and getting the Everlasting Gobstopper on the road again.  <P>As soon as Nate has it running well, I'm sure his car will be featured on the site.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Something about monkeys and footballs, and Pennsyltucky comes to mind.<P>||38.221.252.153||reg||1
Z||000044||GVR4458||08-07-2002||06:33 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Actually, although he runs nitrous now, he was running 11's without it (Nitrous was added roughly a month ago, and he was doing 11's before that (look at Martin's posts about adams car on the GVR4list).  I just called to confirm this.  Apparently his times haven't changed much (go figure).<P>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
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A||||5||91vr4evolution||What's going on?||||8||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||07-28-2002||01:10 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I don't have much experience dragging, so... I went to street meet today and the temps. were in the low teens (Celsius). My 60' times were crap, only 1x1.9 and 4x2.0's, the rest from 2.1 to 2.7! The pad was slicker than a politician, but the weird thing was it didn't matter what my 60' or even what my ET was, all my trap speeds were between 99.33 and 100.59(8 runs). The top speed today was only .24 slower than my best ever and that was at 13.58. What does this mean? Is my car making more power, but can't get it down with the cooler track temps? I'm running 215/40/17s, but my best time was done on these. <P>Thanks,<BR>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||8
Z||000001||1quickvr4||07-28-2002||01:14 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Your Et is how good you can bang gears and get off the line and you MPH is how much horspower you making. Ever hear of the 13 second 135mph Supra?<P><BR>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||07-28-2002||01:28 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Yea, there were some 400+hp 16 sec V8's down there too!!<BR>It didn't matter if I slipped the clutch or not, it always lit them up in first(and a couple of times into second). One run, it hit the rev limiter before I was even moving! It was like a dog on an ice rink!!<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||12
Z||000003||Ash||07-28-2002||01:45 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||And I bitch about my local dustbowl track, that's crazy stuff!||203.220.203.108||reg||1
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||07-28-2002||01:51 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I wondered when you'd show up!! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||12
Z||000005||1quickvr4||07-28-2002||03:17 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Keep in mind its about 2:30am in the US<P>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000782.cgi
A||||9||MX4||550cc Injectors and Boost||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||07-28-2002||07:33 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Hey guys,<BR>I have just bought myself a set of 550cc Injectors. My question is can these be run without a SAFC in the mean time? Also what is the max boost I could run on Avgas with these mods:<BR>SAFC (When I get it)<BR>550cc Injectors<BR>3" Exhaust and Air Filer etc<BR>14G Turbo<P>Thanks <P>Ryan<BR>||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000001||TheObiJuan||07-28-2002||11:48 AM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||get ready to blow smoke out the rear. you are gonna run ritch. you computer is set to run injectors 20% smaller and is pulsing them for them. thus more fuel. just dont get on it that much and get one asap. i would also recommend a afpr and fuel pump. and if you are going really fast then i also recommend a fuel line upgrade (-6an). it will give you a dramatic imporvement on your egt's.<BR>||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000002||4g63t||07-29-2002||01:37 AM||||I used to work at an airport and at nite I would fill my car w/ 100LL. I only noticed a little power gain (it might have been my imagination) and it ate my O2 sensor pretty quick. Try to get a hold of unleaded avgas unless you have spare O2 sensors laying around. Just my .02 <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||65.129.88.139||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||07-29-2002||01:49 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I put 550s in my car without the afc for about five minutes and my AF went full green. IT ran all the way to autozonr and back to get tape. Not a good thing to do.<P>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000004||turbowop||07-29-2002||02:20 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 4g63t:<BR><B>I used to work at an airport and at nite I would fill my car w/ 100LL. I only noticed a little power gain (it might have been my imagination) and it ate my O2 sensor pretty quick. Try to get a hold of unleaded avgas unless you have spare O2 sensors laying around. Just my .02   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That's cause you didn't turn up the boost to take advantage of the higher octane.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>About the power gain that is, not the o2 sensor failure.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P><p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 07-29-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000005||MX4||07-29-2002||07:51 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Ok...Just got a SAFC...so whats the max boost I can run now? And also Im on standard fuel pump!!<P>Ryan||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||07-29-2002||11:34 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If you do the fuel pump rewire, you should be able to safely run 15-16 psi: <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/pump-relay.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/pump-relay.html</A>  <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.211.7||reg||1
Z||000007||bob in chicago||07-29-2002||12:45 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||You should also reset the ECU by pulling its fuse or disconnecting the battery for 5-10seconds. That way the ECU will relearn what the car has- octane; boost, knock, etc. and you'll maximize the effect from your mods.||216.65.161.183||reg||1
Z||000008||blytz||07-29-2002||09:15 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Bob, I have to disagree with that. When you pull the fuse, the ECU has to "relearn" EVERYTHING on the car, however if you change an item or two, it only has to relearn the new items, thus relearning them much quicker. Its gonna notice a difference anyway, let it does its own thing.||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000009||Duc Hunter||07-31-2002||01:33 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I just ran across this page on RRE's website. Should answer all your questions. Those guys are great! <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm</A> <BR>||64.81.58.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000783.cgi
A||||2||mitsu13ishi||GALANT AMG||||14||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||07-28-2002||07:14 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||okay guys, we need to get this AMG stuff all straight and together.<P>incase you never heard of an AMG Galant, visit here... <A HREF="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index2.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index2.html</A>  its a FWD n/t Galant tuned by AMG, when it wasn't owned by mercedes in the early 90's.<P>anywho, the question is where to get these parts?????<P>if you guys notice, some of those cars have different specs on them, exterior wise. <P>headlights - it looks like some are US spec, yet with a "eyebrow".  the others are kinda, in dark housing. and that bluish/gold car? WHOA!<P>tail lights - some are the 91-92 tails with the silver in them. and others are all red, and white. <P>bumpers - some of the bumpers are standard with the silver trim, yet a couple of those cars have AMG written on them<P>yea yea, i should stop stating the obvious, you guys can look at the pictures yourselves, i wish i knew how to tell what "ヘッド面研ハイコンプ" means in english. lol.  but anyways, facts, prices, and most important who to buy this AMG kit from is greatly appericated. email addresses, company names, and peoples names are best! <P>by the way, i shoulda asked this first, does anybody have a GALANT AMG, or the kit on their car?<P>Derek<P>||64.12.96.74||reg||14
Z||000001||1quickvr4||07-28-2002||08:57 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Jose in NJ (I think) is going to have the AMG kit. Contact Garfeild he can get the JDm stuff, and read the WHOLE 2 page thread on body kits.<P><BR>Zach||209.245.236.29||reg||1
Z||000002||drew||07-28-2002||09:57 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||okay guys, we need to get this AMG stuff all straight and together.<P>incase you never heard of an AMG Galant, visit here... <A HREF="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index2.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index2.html</A>  its a FWD n/t Galant tuned by AMG, when it wasn't owned by mercedes in the early 90's.<P>&lt;b&gt;This has been stated numerous times in previous posts&lt;/b&gt;<P>anywho, the question is where to get these parts?????<P>&lt;b&gt;garfield wright. They only made about 1400 GAMGs so you better cross your fingers&lt;/b&gt;<P>if you guys notice, some of those cars have different specs on them, exterior wise. <P>&lt;b&gt;there were 3 models of the GAMG (early, minor change middle, and late model Type II)<P>headlights - it looks like some are US spec, yet with a "eyebrow".<P>&lt;b&gt;aftermarket. they don't fit on US Spec due to the bump DOT made companies put on US Spec headlights&lt;/b&gt;<P> the others are kinda, in dark housing. <P>&lt;b&gt;modified stock housings&lt;/b&gt;<P>and that bluish/gold car? WHOA!<P>tail lights - some are the 91-92 tails with the silver in them. and others are all red, and white. <P>&lt;b&gt;92 tail lights were never sold JDM. They were reverse imported.&lt;/B&gt;<P>bumpers - some of the bumpers are standard with the silver trim, yet a couple of those cars have AMG written on them<P>&lt;b&gt;GAMG type IIs come with "standard" bumpers. early GAMGs had AMG written on them&lt;/b&gt;<P>yea yea, i should stop stating the obvious, <P>&lt;b&gt;yes&lt;/b&gt;<P>you guys can look at the pictures yourselves, <P>&lt;b&gt;yes&lt;/b&gt;<P>i wish i knew how to tell what "ヘッド面研ハイコンプ" means in english. <P>&lt;b&gt;It means "head milled for high compression"&lt;/b&gt;<P>lol. <P>&lt;b&gt;?&lt;/b&gt;<P>but anyways, facts, prices, and most important who to buy this AMG kit from is greatly appericated. email addresses, company names, and peoples names are best! <P>&lt;b&gt;Garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com&lt;/b&gt;<P>by the way, i shoulda asked this first, does anybody have a GALANT AMG, or the kit on their car?<P>Derek<P>||65.184.77.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000784.cgi
A||||0||AllWheelsDriven||Evo 4/5 parts for sale on bensrallypage||||2||
Z||000000||AllWheelsDriven||07-28-2002||10:00 PM||allwheelsdriven@aol.com||this might be old news..<P>Lancer Evolution Parts<BR>Evolution Lancer parts: Offers considered on items listed. Call for what you need if it's not on the list. Cars always coming in. 4 more due in over the next 2-3 months. <BR>Evos 4 parts:<BR>Evo 4 recaro seats, F& R.......$900<BR>Evo 4 brakes F&R...............$650<BR>Evo 4 steer rack RHD...........$650<BR>Evo 4 Trunk with wing........$1,250<BR>Evo 4 wheels..................$800 w/tires<BR>Evo 4 engine.................$3,950<BR>Evo 4 Gearbox (4.5) GSR......$1,350<BR>Evo 4 sports exhaust...........$350<BR>Evo 4 water bottle.............$150<BR>Evo 4 suspension F & rear......$350<BR>Evo 4 Shell, stripped and ready...$3,900 (unrepaired) $4,700 repaired. $7,500 caged <P>Evo 5 Parts:<BR>Bare Shell...$6,500 ($5,000 unrepaired)<BR>(can be caged for additonal $3,000) Evo 5 Rear wing (missing center).....$850<BR>Evo 5 Sports exhaust.................$450<BR>Evo 5 Doors..Front.........$450/$350 slight dent on one<BR>Evo 5 Doors..Rear...................$450 each<BR>Evo 5 side kirts.....................$75 each<BR>Evo 5 Rear wing Complete..........$1,600<BR>Evo 5 Rear suspension & cradle....$2,400 GSR<BR>Evo 5drive shafts (complete)......$1,200<BR>Evo 4/5/6 Stru tower brace..........$100<BR>Evo 5 Rear flares...................$120 per side<BR>Evo 5 alloy lower control arms......$150 each<BR>Evo 5 center hood vents.............$150<BR>Evo 5 side hood duct.................$70<BR>Evo 5 Brembos Complete F & R......$1,800 (with used disc)<BR>Evo 5 OZ wheels- scuffs, but good.$2,000 (with tires)<BR>Evo 5 fuel tank.....................$450<BR>Evo 5 water bottle..................$150<BR>Evo 5 oil cooler ....(with lines)...$300<BR>Evo 5 Front cross member............$250<BR>Evo 5 Suspension F & rear...........$350<BR>Evo 5 Drive shafts...................$75 each <P>Located in Connecticut <P>Jeff Denmeade<BR>(203) 879-7333<BR>jeffdmeade@aol.com <BR>||12.230.237.66||reg||2




ubb/Forum2/000785.cgi
A||||1||AllWheelsDriven||Anyone seen 569/2000 in Seattle||||2||
Z||000000||AllWheelsDriven||07-28-2002||10:14 PM||allwheelsdriven@aol.com||Let me know if you have....<P>mike||12.230.237.66||reg||2
Z||000001||Hunter||07-30-2002||02:54 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||1448 here.. i live in the Marysville area.  i've seen some black ones.. one a a gnarly ding on the passenger trunk side. and the owner sold it,haven't seen it since.||167.88.200.30||reg||12




ubb/Forum2/000786.cgi
A||||4||229of1000||Exhaust recommendations?||||5||
Z||000000||229of1000||07-28-2002||11:17 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Okay, I need exhaust.  I'm going with 3" stainless turboback and a dynomax muffler.  I just wanted opinions on where I should buy it from?  I have been looking at either certified muffler or mofugas.  Certified is in my state though so I would have to pay tax.  I also need a ported 2g exhaust mani.<P>By the way, hooked up the pocket logger a couple nights ago, made some runs, everything seems great except my coolant temperature is still around 210 after a couple 1st-3rd runs.  Hot.  Today in stop and go St. Pete traffic I was nearing the red and had to crank up the heat.  No good!  I've gotta get this dealt with.||12.92.28.14||reg||5
Z||000001||turbowop||07-28-2002||11:42 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I think that Certified makes Mofugas' exhaust, although I'm not completely sure. I have the same setup you described from Certified and it is very nice.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||07-29-2002||09:35 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Buschur's exhaust is 3", turbo back, stainless, and comes with a Dynomax Ultraflow muffler.  Fits well.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4458||07-29-2002||11:41 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||If you are not aware, Certified is in Florida, so shipping should be cheap if you can't drive there.||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000004||TheObiJuan||07-29-2002||08:36 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||my opinion. go with rnrracing's turbo back. 600 dollars for a 02 eliminator 3" turbo back exhaust. awesome system. ||204.170.37.1||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000787.cgi
A||||5||Ant||Removing front bumper||||1||
Z||000000||Ant||07-28-2002||11:53 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I did a quick search and didn't get anything.<P>Is there any kind of Vfaq for removing the front bumper.  I'm trying to see if I can squeeze the supra smic in there.  <P>Thanks <P>||67.82.201.102||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||07-28-2002||11:54 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/bumpers.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/bumpers.htm</A> <P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||07-29-2002||09:34 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ant:<BR><B>I did a quick search and didn't get anything.<P>Is there any kind of Vfaq for removing the front bumper.  I'm trying to see if I can squeeze the supra smic in there.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000488.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000488.html</A> <P><BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||Ant||07-29-2002||01:22 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Great<BR>thanks guys, I'll take pics of how it works out.<P>Ant<P>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000004||Ant||08-02-2002||10:16 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Are the 91 and 92 front bumpers interchangeable ?<P>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000005||drew||08-02-2002||11:34 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||They're the same bumper here in the USA||65.184.77.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000788.cgi
A||||5||SiDeShOw||Maine Rally||||1||
Z||000000||SiDeShOw||07-29-2002||12:09 AM||veryssexy@hotmail.com||Hi,<BR>I own a 90 Eagle Talon TSI AWD but am looking to get a Galant VR4. I really just noticed them recently although I knew they existed before. I saw 3 spectator cars that where Galant VR4's and fell in love. They have everything I'm looking for in a car. Turbo, AWD and room. So I will be selling my Talon soon while I look for one to buy. I'm pretty familiar with the engine since I have prety much the same one so thats a plus. So was anyone from here at the Maine rally?<BR>BTW. how much heavier is the VR4 over my Talon.<BR>Thanks||64.230.17.21||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||07-29-2002||03:11 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I was up in Maine.  I have a Belize Green VR4.  I painted my wheels a dark silver with red diamonds in the middle.  You probably didn't see me because most of the time my car was parked at a campsite.  I rode with my brother in his WRX to most of the stages.  I saw one other spectator VR4.  It was a black one with a black FMIC.  Oh yeah, and I think GVR4s are about 200lbs heavier if I recall.  Someone correct me if I'm wrong.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000002||SiDeShOw||07-29-2002||02:04 PM||veryssexy@hotmail.com||No I didnt see yours, all the ones I saw where black or dark grey. 2 of them had front mounts for sure. One with a front mount had 2 child seats in the back. There should be pictures of the rally up within a few weeks at <A HREF="http://www.arek.net" TARGET=_blank>www.arek.net</A>  My dad is a photographer and I go to most of the rallys with him. <BR>Too bad Rhys Millen got a flat, he told me if he hadnt got that flat he would of came in 2nd  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> He had to change it on the course because he's the only Mitsu sponsored Open class car. So if he screws up Mitsu gets no manufacture points in that class.<P>BTW. Sorry for posting this in the performance forum, did it on accident.||64.230.22.109||reg||1
Z||000003||UncleDonut||07-29-2002||06:52 PM||uncledonut@attbi.com||Hey,  <BR>  I was there on Saturday.  Had a blast!  I left the VR4 at home though. (Don't quite trust it yet)  It still astounds me how the cars can stay on the roads at those speeds!  I think I'm going to have to try it someday.  ||24.128.102.224||reg||14
Z||000004||SiDeShOw||07-30-2002||12:51 AM||veryssexy@hotmail.com||Yeah I left on thrusday and got back sat night. I love rallys, I wish I can have the money to race sometime. It's a really expensive sport and it doesnt pay off. But it looks like a lot of fun.||64.230.22.109||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||07-31-2002||12:39 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||the galant with a 200lb driver is 500lbs heavier then the talon. with a 160lb driver.  i know because we took are cars to a truck scale.||205.188.209.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000789.cgi
A||N||4||91redjoker||which is better?||||5||
Z||000000||91redjoker||07-29-2002||01:48 AM||turk5834@msn.com||which would be better on my exuast, right now i have my stock cat that is gutted and it doesnt sound that bad,or should i get a performance cat. Would it make it sound better????||67.200.202.137||reg||5
Z||000001||1quickvr4||07-29-2002||01:51 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||What type of muffler do you have? I know you have an NA so a cat cant hurt that mutch. I would just leave it empty and do a 2 1/4 cat back with a non rice, small, non DTM muffler.<BR>With a hollow cat it will cuase the car to pop more.<P>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000002||91redjoker||07-29-2002||02:00 AM||turk5834@msn.com||it does pop alittle at like 4grand, would a good cat stop that?? I have a medium size kinda ricey twin tip on it right now, i was going to have 2.5 pipe all the way through. Does that sound like a good plan??||67.200.202.137||reg||1
Z||000003||91redjoker||07-29-2002||12:38 PM||turk5834@msn.com||where can i get a performance cat for my car???||67.200.203.28||reg||1
Z||000004||TheObiJuan||07-29-2002||08:43 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||summitracing.com<BR>hi flow cat<BR><p>[This message has been edited by TheObiJuan (edited 07-29-2002).]||204.170.37.1||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000790.cgi
A||||10||VR4GAZM||Ground Strap?||||5
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||07-29-2002||06:53 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||I couldnt rembmer this or not, but just a quick question. Do our cars have a ground strap going onto the downpipe? Ive never seen one on mine, and I remember the vfaq thing said that the eclipses had one on the dp.<P>MIke<BR>||209.156.76.10||reg||5
Z||000001||JonGVR4||07-29-2002||09:33 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Galants don't have that ground strap.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||07-29-2002||03:40 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||On the TEL's they are supposed to affect/aide gas mileage.  Would it not have any effect on ours - how is this different.  <BR>thanks,<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.129||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-29-2002||04:42 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i spoke to scott evans about this, he said that on some cars it made a big difference.  what the heck, it cant take very long, and it dont cost much.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||VR4GAZM||07-29-2002||10:13 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Thats what I heard as well that it aides in grounding the o2 sensor, but is the ground strap only on the 2g tel's because they have 2 o2 sensors?<P>Has anyone on this board actually added a gs to their car?<P>Mike||209.156.76.68||reg||1
Z||000005||TheObiJuan||07-30-2002||11:21 AM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||my 91 eclipse gsx does not have a ground strap. just took the dp off yesterday... oh well.||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||07-31-2002||01:31 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Where are they attached on the TEL's? Be specific, I have a spare strap and will test it this weekend. I will check the O2 voltage (new sensor) before and after, and let everyone know. Just give me a good idea where to attach it. I do have a 3" DP. <p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 07-31-2002).]||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000007||Kibo||07-31-2002||03:13 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||The stock 1G ground strap connects to the downpipe near the brace (to one of the bolts that holds on the heat shield, I believe) and to the engine block, I think.<P>Please post your results--I've been meaning to try this myself, but haven't had the chance.  The O2 values I hear quoted for GVR-4's have always seemed on the low side in comparison to TEL's...<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||07-31-2002||06:15 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||WEll my O2's wont get over .72-.75. I have done everything too (changed teh sensor twice, put heat shield around the O2 wire etc). Since I have a 3" DP do you think attaching the grounding strap to one of the bolts that holds the DP to the O2 houring would work? Or I was thinking of using one og the bolts that hold the heat sheild to the Exh manifold. My grounding strap is a piece of fine strand 00 welding cable (as are my batterie cables that run to the trunk).||205.166.229.92||reg||1
Z||000009||Pappy||04-24-2003||09:05 PM||||I know this is old, but I'm thinking about adding a ground to my downpipe.  Anybody that has done this, where did you attach both ends of the strap to?  Thanks||24.218.198.28||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||04-27-2003||11:47 PM||||I have ground straps at 5 locations.  Off the engine to the body from the alternator itself, from the battery to the body, from the engine to the body at one of the turbo bolts going thru the exhaust manny, and on the end of the last exhaust hangar to the body, Plus I have 4 zincs on the car.  (ask a boat dealer what they do, my fingers are tired)  Call the zincs a sacrificial anode that helps prevent body rust.  Boat mechanics swear by them.  The less noble metal corrodes.  Ever wonder why your intake manny looks like crap?  Oxidized?  Use a zinc when the car is new and that will never happen.  Unfortunately, you have to use one on almost every part you don't want corroding...which gets expensive.  Ask your local boat dealer.  Remember that oxidation is an electro chemical reaction.  Break one step in the chain and it stops..for the most part anyways.<br />dave||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/000791.cgi
A||||4||Johnny Bravo||Spring questions...||||6||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||07-29-2002||07:47 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Alrigty folks, my 4 currently has a set of KYB AGX's on it with the stock springs.  I'm looking to get a set of springs to compliment the AGX's (most likely the 50% stiffer Whiteline's from Mofugas), but I'm just wondering if I would need to get anything else for the car to align right.  Meaning would I need adj caster/camber plates & so forth? ||152.163.213.64||reg||6
Z||000001||GVR4458||07-30-2002||02:34 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Since my car hasn't seen a good alignment in about 2 years, I'm gonna recommend getting camber plates and whatever Rob offers for camber changes on the rear control arms.  Call Rob and ask him what you should get.  I didn't want to spend money at the time and now I regret it (the labor charge alone to get them put in now would have covered the cost when it was all apart).<P>Also buy new boots and strut mounts (if you are not getting camber paltes).<P>EH<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<BR><B>Alrigty folks, my 4 currently has a set of KYB AGX's on it with the stock springs.  I'm looking to get a set of springs to compliment the AGX's (most likely the 50% stiffer Whiteline's from Mofugas), but I'm just wondering if I would need to get anything else for the car to align right.  Meaning would I need adj caster/camber plates & so forth? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||07-31-2002||01:26 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Rob can get you Whiteline springs. I LOVE mine, they lower the car nicely but not too much, the handle GREAT and are smooth, not harsh! Find old posts about my suspension wow's,. I have done it all. I have Ground Controls and tried all different spring rates. Whiteline is the way to go. I use their alignment settings as well (posted on Rob's site, <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com)." TARGET=_blank>www.mofugas.com).</A>  They really woke the car up. IT handles VERY neutral now, esp for an AWD car. I have gone to 100% Whiteline (spring, sway bars, castor bushings, camber kit) with KYB AGX shock. <P>As GVR44 says, call Rob. He is a great guy and wont steer you wrong!<BR>||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||07-31-2002||07:10 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Thanks guys, I e-mailed Rob last night & he got right back to me today.  He was very straight up & didn't even try to sell more than what I might need (although I'm a performance junky so I may "need" to buy something else too  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> ).  I'm not too concerned about how stiff it'll be...I'm sure it can't be nearly as bad as my RX-7 TT was...which I found perfectly fine for my tastes.  Looks like I might have to put off any goodies for now though cuz I took my 4 to get inspected today & the garage says it "needs new rear calipers & the e-brake is bad" or some b.s. like that.  Luckily my best friend's family has a brake & alignment shop locally so I'll take it to them for a real evaluation.  We shall see....   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||152.163.213.54||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR4Greg||08-09-2002||01:13 AM||imports4me121@yahoo.com||Hey guys i am looking to lower my car more than it is already. i would like some very good quality springs with , of course, a very nice lowering job. Are the White Lines the best ones or are should i go for a different brand? Thanks!<P>greg||172.191.197.107||reg||12




ubb/Forum2/000792.cgi
A||||10||1quickvr4||What RX-7 injectors?||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||07-29-2002||10:09 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||What model would have ones in the 600+ cc range?<P><BR>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||07-29-2002||10:10 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||12AT injectors are 720cc or something like that.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||07-29-2002||10:53 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Is that the early 80s RX7s? What were the colors of them are part numbers.<P>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000003||91vr4evolution||07-30-2002||12:48 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||The guy I bought mine off said that there are two types of 12AT injectors, one is 720cc and the other 800cc. The 720's that I've got are blue, and the 800cc are a seagray kind of colour.<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000004||JSTYLE||07-30-2002||03:33 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||i was told.. the 12AT where 880cc...||203.173.168.55||reg||1
Z||000005||91vr4evolution||07-30-2002||04:30 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Maybe it depends on the pressure/duty cycle that they are quoted at. I looked up some info on 12AT injectors (I think it was an Aussie site?), and he reckoned that when Mazda rate their injectors, it is at 36psi and 100% duty cycle, so I guess if somebody was to run the big suckers at 50+psi, the flow rate would be up around the 900cc mark.<BR>Just out of interest, does anybody know how Mitsubishi rate their injectors?<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||5
Z||000006||keydiver||07-30-2002||10:07 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Most injector's flow rates are quoted at 3 Bar (43.5psi), and that is how Mitsubishi rates theirs. Our 450's flow 450cc/min at 43.5 psi differential pressure.<BR>If you go to: <A HREF="http://www.rx7.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rx7.com/</A> <BR>they have information under fuel system upgrades for each generation of RX-7 that tell you the original injector sizes. The '86-'91 Turbo II's had 2 primary 550's and 2 secondary 550's.<BR>The '93 to '95 3rd generation Turbo's had 2 550cc primaries, and 2 850cc secondaries!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.211.7||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||07-30-2002||10:27 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||watch out for the colors, they dont mean a lot.  i have 4 rx7 550's, 2 are brown tops, and 2 are purple tops.  all of them have the same part number, 195500-1370, which translates to 550cc low impedance.  if the notch for the connector is in the middle, it is a low impedance injector, if it is off to the right, it is high impedance.||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000008||771of2k||07-30-2002||12:50 PM||snakedojo@hotmail.com||yea, the colors dont mean much. I got black body/purple tops, & they are low impedence 680cc@3 bar. & the guy I got them from thought they were 800's.(actually better for me that they arent). <BR>I dont think the 93& up ones fit in our cars. ||68.9.134.13||reg||1
Z||000009||Duc Hunter||07-31-2002||01:29 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Are the used RX7 injectors really cheap? Is that why everyone is going to them instead of new ones from RC Engineering etc?<p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 07-31-2002).]||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000010||Ash||07-31-2002||02:19 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||They are cheap as for Aussies & Kiwis, dunno about in the US of A.||165.228.131.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000793.cgi
A||||10||Tondar||Lightweight flywheels||||1||
Z||000000||Tondar||07-30-2002||09:51 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||I've never driven a car with a lightweight flywheel.  I understand their benefits but I would like to hear from people who have these on their cars.<P>My fear is that everyday driving will be more cumbersome.<P>Thanks for the help||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000001||Tondar||07-30-2002||09:52 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||Forgot to add:<P>I will be using an ACT 2600 if that matters.  I know that ACT recommends a ?.61? step??? Would I need to do this to my new lightweight flywheel?<P>Thanks||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000002||khadiyev||07-30-2002||11:30 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Lightened flywheels help your car rev up better, we all know that! But most people don't think about the quick rev DOWNS between shifts. Just a stock lightened one wont do much damage, but I would not by a $400 fidanza 7 pound flywheel. As for the machining the step to .61 I'm not sure, I think that's the stock spec from the factory. Any body else can help me out here? <P>John <BR>795/1000||152.163.207.53||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||07-31-2002||12:36 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i'm running the fidanza and i love it.  it does have some benefits the stock one does not.  the friction surface is replaceable.  instead of wearing out the stock flywheel and having to buy a new one, you can replace the friction serface for seventy bucks.  also the ring gear is replaceable.  as far as drivability i also like it.  i drive 80 miles a day back and forth to work in traffic that would make most people cry.  i have no problems.  i think the correct step is .710 but i could be mistaken.  the guys at clutchmasters took good care of me,i highly reccomend them.  <A HREF="http://www.clutchmasters.com" TARGET=_blank>www.clutchmasters.com</A> ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||Whistler||07-31-2002||01:17 AM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||The correct step is .610||12.86.96.49||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||07-31-2002||01:22 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have been toying with the light flywheel idea when I do my clutch swap soon. Replaceable friction surface? Mine has 161,000 miles on it and it is fine. I am sure when it comes off it wont be in tolerance anymore and will need to be replaced. I do not see the replaceable surface as a benefit unless the stock ones are not lasting more than 60k. <P>Quick rev downs?? I think you mean that the RPM drops quickly between shifts? Is it bad enough to cause an issue? I assume that issue would be poor turbo spool since the engine drops too low in the revs?<BR>||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||07-31-2002||09:59 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i have an rre lightened stock flywheel, i think it is 5 lbs lighter.  i would have liked to get the jun one, it is chromemoly, and really nice, but i just couldnt justify spending the money, and i have an act 2100.  i believe there were some issues with the act 2600 and the fidanza on the talon digest quite a while ago.  if i remember correctly, some said that the added stress would "pull" the outer edge of the flywheel during clutch actuation, and it would wear uneven.  i really cant tell any difference over the stock one, but then, i did a whole bunch of stuff at the same time.  i do get a lot of chatter at very low speeds, just as it is starting to grab, and especially in reverse.  ||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000007||JonGVR4||07-31-2002||10:12 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I just bought a Fidanza flywheel and it looks to be very nice.  I bought it because I don't want my flywheel to blow up on me and destroy my car.  Too many people have lost their engines from a lightened flywheel.  <P>I'll let you guys know how it is after I install it.  Still waiting on the ACT 2600.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||07-31-2002||10:38 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Jon,<BR>Has anyone had an RRE lightened one grenade on them?? I was considering this option too, but not if it could cost me an engine. I don't race (much). What kind of use/abuse were these bad flywheels exposed to?<BR>Inquiring minds need to know....<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.211.7||reg||1
Z||000009||Hertz||07-31-2002||01:32 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||In regards to the quick downrevs -- my personal opinion is that it wouldn't ever be a real "problem" if the driver can heal-toe while decelerating so the revs don't drop.||67.37.235.64||reg||1
Z||000010||sleeper||07-31-2002||01:44 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||You can go to any reputable machine shop and have them take 5lbs off your stock flywheel.<BR>Honestly? I didn't notice much of a different afterwards, but knowing that it's lighter, might make you feel better.<BR>Total cost $40.00||64.123.248.10||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000794.cgi
A||||5||Hertz||Power Steering dead?||||1||
Z||000000||Hertz||07-31-2002||02:19 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Hello everyone, I'm the proud(?) new owner of #858/2000 bone stock.<P>I've driven this car 200 miles and then she started to make some belt noise.  A little belt dressing made it less obnoxious, but today when I turn the steering wheel the car's electrical bogs down (Alt light and ABS flickers on).  No input to the wheel and she idles fine, any attempt to steer results in loss of engine/electrical power and no steering (power assist).<P>I just checked the steering fluid and although it is very low (bottom of spec) I'm not sure if this is the "real" problem or if I'm facing the end of the pump's lifetime.  OR I could be off base altogether.<P>Anyone have any ideas?<P>I was really hoping to drive the car to a shop for some work, rather than have it towed.  :-)||67.37.235.64||reg||1
Z||000001||smokindav||07-31-2002||02:56 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Based on what you said about the electrical system I would first suspect the alternator.  Put a volt meter on the battery terminals and see what it reads with the car running.  Should be about 13+ volts.<P>Also, fill up the power steering reservoir and check to make sure your accessory belts are tight.<P>Let us know what you find out so we can continue to help you diagnose.  And welcome the world of the GVR4.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||07-31-2002||04:17 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Okay, added steering fluid -- a suprisingly small amount brought it back up to 99% full spec.  Checked voltage across battery +12.4v.  The belt still squeaks a bit, but it seems that the squeak is from the axle of the power steering pump.  <P>When turning the wheel... you guessed it: still won't turn easily and affects all other belted accesories.<P>I haven't tried tightening the belt after not being able to easily find any tensioning adjustment.  (Sorry, don't have my book yet.)  But it is taut and isn't obviously slipping.<P>I'm thinking that perhaps the pump has failed and when under pressure to move the fluid it is resisting the belt and slowing down the alternator, causing the Alt and ABS lights to come on.<P>Since I was going to have the tires rotated, balanced and wheels aligned anyway, would the community look down upon me if I had a *gasp* garage replace the pump?  ;-)||67.37.235.64||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-31-2002||04:23 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||check the harmonic balancer for separation.  the outer part will separate, and squeal like a belt.  i thought it was alternator bearings, and i removed the alternator(what a bitch, too) and had it rebuilt.  it was not until i was reinstalling it, when i saw the separation.  very common for our cars.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||07-31-2002||04:35 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Ken's probably right about the squeal, but also check to make sure there is still a wire plugged on to the front of the power steering pump. It tells the ECU when you are steering so it picks up the engine RPM's to compensate. If the RPM's drop too low, the alternator voltage will drop and cause the ABS light to turn on. But, like Ken says, check that balancer pulley. Mine went bad at 90,000 miles and squealed like a stuck pig!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.211.7||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||07-31-2002||05:20 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||hate to point out the obvious, but if you have it "towed", make sure it's on a flatbed so you don't create more problems for yourself...didn't want to assume you already knew this.  Good luck.<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.170||reg||1
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A||||4||MX4||Anyone here with a 1st gen SAFC?||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||07-31-2002||06:58 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Hey guys,<BR>I just bought my first gen SAFC but it has arrived minus the wiring harness at the back. Would it be possible for someone to take a photo or describe what wire is what. Im going to have some wires permantly soldered onto there.<P>Thanks Alot<P>Ryan||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||07-31-2002||09:31 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I don't fully understand your question but this might be a start to the answer.<P> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_afc_instructions.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_afc_instructions.html</A> ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||07-31-2002||09:59 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||How do you hook up and old style AFC with out a harness. Pictures and a wire diagram.<P>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000003||MX4||08-01-2002||08:25 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||Yeah thats right Zach,<BR>My SAFC is older than that flash one. It has five dials on the front of it.<P>Anyone??  Help!!<P>Ryan||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000004||BossGVR4||08-01-2002||09:24 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Go to <A HREF="http://www.Apexi-USA.com" TARGET=_blank>www.Apexi-USA.com</A> <P>Super AFC Gen1 Manual is here: <A HREF="http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_afc_gen1.pdf" TARGET=_blank>www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_afc_gen1.pdf</A> <P>!!!!PAY ATTENTION TO PAGE 6 - The description of how to READ the dip switch settings. !!!!<P>Take your time !<P>DaveC<P>||12.44.13.2||reg||6




ubb/Forum2/000796.cgi
A||||6||Johnny Bravo||Have to replace whole headlight???||||4||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||07-31-2002||07:32 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Hey folks, I just took my 4 to get inspected today & the garage says the headlight adjuster on one of the lights is bad, broken, or something.  Anyway, apparently they say the whole headlight assembly needs to be replaced.  Also got info from 2 dealerships saying the same thing.  Just wondering if anyone else had this problem & what they did to correct it if at all.  TIA!||205.188.209.75||reg||4
Z||000001||Hertz||07-31-2002||08:37 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Hi, don't have an answer -- rather another question.  What is the adjuster? ||64.109.167.123||reg||7
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||07-31-2002||10:00 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||It changes the angle of the light itself.  It aims the light so you can have it shine on the correct part of the road.  In Maryland where I live it has to be aligned in a certain way & apparently mine is either broken or fused to the point where it can't be adjusted.  It was too dark outside by the time I got my car back to even look at it so I dunno if this garage is right or not.||152.163.213.57||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||07-31-2002||10:33 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I haven't gone out and looked at the Galant's headlight assembly in a while, I am imagining that it adjusts simply by turning some screws.  Knowing that anything a garage says you need is going to be expensive, I'd look into perhaps repairing it.  Got JB Weld?||64.109.167.123||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||08-01-2002||06:30 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I had a headlight with broken adjusters when I bought my car. The lense had a crack-so i replaced the whole thing,I didnt check to see if the adjusters could be gotten seperately. Pop out the grill and the sidemarker,and it will expose the screws. I got a headlight from a junkyard,wasnt hard to replace.||129.71.114.144||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||08-01-2002||06:55 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||My pops went & bought a pair from a junkyard today for $75 each (including corner's too).  I haven't checked them out yet since I don't get home from work until late, but hopefully they'll be ok.  If not then I'll just get some J-spec ones if possible.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||08-01-2002||08:57 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have done this. You can get a light from a junk yard, take the metal clips off the lights that hold the glass onto the reflector, then undo the glue, and uninstall/reinstall the adjuster. By the time you are done, if you are lucky, you have bought a light from a junk yard and spent hours on it. In most cases you wont get the glass off cleanly, which sucks. <P>Buy a new assebly from a junk yard. Should be AT LEAST 50% of new. M&S Recyclers in Rancho Cordova, CA has great service. If they do not have one they can search their database for the part and find a junk yard in the country that does. Most junk yards have similar systems.||205.166.229.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000797.cgi
A||||4||Johnny Bravo||Cheapest place to buy rear brake calipers?||||1||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||07-31-2002||07:34 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Oops, forgot to also add in my last post...the same damn garage says my rear brake calipers are "bad" & need to be replaced as well @ a cost of $500 or so.  Luckily I have a friend who's family owns a specialty brake & alignment shop so I'm gonna get them to check it out tomorrow, but if I do need new calipers where is the cheapest & quickest place to buy them from?  Any clues would be much appreciated.  TIA...again...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||07-31-2002||09:29 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <A HREF="http://www.archerracing.com/home.cfm?pc=dsm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.archerracing.com/home.cfm?pc=dsm</A> <P>I think they have rebuilds for sale too at a great price.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||07-31-2002||09:59 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Also Wilwood. Summit I believe sells them and they can get ones that will work. I don't know the part numbers, but i have seen it done. Someone one on here maybe? I know Talons have done that for a while so I would dare to bet ours would work fine. Not sure what if any fitting is required to bolt on Wilwood calipers to our cars. But it's worth a try I want to do it later possibly next month? They are pretty cheap and can get up to 6 piston calipers (not sure for ours but they do sell them). If I do it (Sorry won't help if you need them now  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">) I will try to get the info out. I have one of their clutch master cylinders. It's bigger 1" apposed to 3/8 or 5/8? But they make all types of different sizes. A bigger clutch master will reduce the pressure plate "feel" and travel. But fitting is required for that.... ^%%$^%$& to make it work the way I first wanted it to, useing their clutch pedal. ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000003||bob in chicago||08-01-2002||10:33 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I've been happy with the remanu. front and rear calipers that I've ordered from Mike at Brake Parts Warehouse, <A HREF="http://www.brakeco.com" TARGET=_blank>www.brakeco.com</A>  The fronts were $140 plus shipping & core charge.<BR>||24.148.12.157||reg||1
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||08-02-2002||07:58 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Sweeeet!  Just talked to my buddy who owns the brake shop I took my 4 to & it just turned out to be a stuck e-brake cable...which I have 2 brand new spares laying around here anyway.  Looks like I'll be able to get my exhaust & suspension after all.  Thanks again for the tips guys!!!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||152.163.205.63||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000798.cgi
A||||14||Hertz||Gauges and Pods||||1||
Z||000000||Hertz||07-31-2002||08:08 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Yes, so some of you have seen my other topic about my newly purchased non-steering #858/2000...  well despite that fact I'm still doing some research on boost guages, pods and controlers.<P>I've already placed my order for a Joe P. manual boost controller from <A HREF="http://www.boostcontroller.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.boostcontroller.com</A>  and a dual A-pillar pod from (Lo-Tek) <A HREF="http://www.gaugepods.com/vr4.HTM" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gaugepods.com/vr4.HTM</A>  in 2 1/16".  After reading the honestly worthless dsmreviews.com entries on gauges I'm still left wondering about which brand to buy.  I hope I did well with the 2 1/16" pod, it's smaller than 60cm, unless my math fails me.<P>Does anyone out there have a boost gauge (or other) mounted in their A-pillar or could make a general recommendation as to a gauge?  Nothing glowing or fancy, illumination or not, hopefully looking as much like the rest of the dash as possible.<P>Thanks in advance.||64.109.167.123||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||07-31-2002||08:57 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i got vdo, but it mainly was price.  i actually got a couple for nothing, since our company sells the heck out of vdo stuff.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||07-31-2002||09:25 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I like the following. I have been running one for the last 6 years.<P> <A HREF="http://www.turbotrix.com/images/spi030.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbotrix.com/images/spi030.jpg</A> <p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 07-31-2002).]||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||07-31-2002||10:38 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||This is the only pic of my gauge.  It works great and goes good with the interior.  <A HREF="http://www.autometer.com/hp/2002_catalog/105/105_art/3377_3374.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.autometer.com/hp/2002_catalog/105/105_art/3377_3374.jpg</A>   It's the one on the left of course.||63.227.44.26||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||08-01-2002||12:43 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||I'm leaning towards this VDO 30-0-30 based purely on size (will fit my pod) and looks.  The dial most closely resembles the dash gauges. <A HREF="http://www.racesearch.com/ART/EC/10823/10823-1525-GEN150607.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.racesearch.com/ART/EC/10823/10823-1525-GEN150607.jpg</A>   (note that the image is a 30-0-25)...  I would assume that the 30-0-25 would be more accurate for a car that will probably never see more than 15psi.  However, I can't find a 2 1/16" VDO 30-0-25.<P>So then I have to ask, are VDO gauges any good?<P>3of1000:  I can find plenty of mentions of SPI (Swiss Precision Instruments?) but I can't find any retailers.<P>Of course the downside is that I'm having trouble with the word "TURBO" emblazened on a gauge.  I don't know how to measure TURBO.  BOOST makes a little more sense.  I suppose if my water temp gauge said "Radiator" and fuel said "Gas Tank" it would fit in.<P>And then the million dollar question.  This is probably in a VFAQ or something, but I wasn't aware of any extra parts required for a gauge install -- until I found a website selling a brass fitting for DSMs with VDO/Autometer gauges: <A HREF="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g1cat/bstgauge.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g1cat/bstgauge.htm</A> <P>Do I need it?  Do I need it from them?  Do I need an "install kit" to save me the trouble of visiting "an auto parts store, an electrical store, and a home project store to get all of the little bits and pieces required" ?<P>TIA<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 08-01-2002).]||64.109.167.123||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||08-01-2002||07:26 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||That SPi link is off the turbotrix web site.<P>AKA a retailer.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||Ant||08-01-2002||08:26 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Autometer Phantom Boost gauge.<BR>If you are going to get gauges i'd decide on a good brand now and get all the gauges from the same manufacturer so it looks uniform.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000007||hywell||08-01-2002||09:47 AM||hywell@yahoo.com||Sorry about going off topic first but have you considered getting a <A HREF="http://users.erinet.com/40666/DSM-MBC.htm" TARGET=_blank>dual stage boost controller</A>?<P>Back to your original question, I have a <A HREF="http://www.alamomotorsports.com/blitz/dualtimer.html" TARGET=_blank>Blitz Dual Timer DC</A> turbo timer.  It has a built in digital boost gauge (in bars), peak warning, peak hold.  It is far more accurate than you can ever get off of an analog boost gauge.  Plus you get the bonus of having a turbo timer to save your turbo.<BR> ||216.120.157.166||reg||1
Z||000008||bob in chicago||08-01-2002||10:07 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I really like the SPA Design series of dual digital guages. I have the Boost/EGT combo. Turbotrix is a retailer as is <A HREF="http://www.Pegasusautoracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.Pegasusautoracing.com</A>  near us in Wisconsin.  Check out <A HREF="http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/spagauge.shtml" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/spagauge.shtml</A> ||24.148.12.157||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||08-01-2002||04:11 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Some gauges need to be analog to read easier to to predict the reading better.<P>Boost, current, EGT being a few. Just my opinion.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||08-01-2002||08:26 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I agree, some gauges need to be analog. I have Greddy boost and EGT with peak hold in my A-Pillar. Both at anolog with red warning lights, very nice. At night they are agreat match for the stock gauges too. In the center console I have SPA Technique dual digital gauges. They are 2 gaiges/digital in each 2.25" hole. I run a charge temp/outside air temp, then a Fuel pressure/Volt and a water temp/oil temp. These also have warning lights. The Greddy's and SPA's are not cheap. <P>I ran al VDO Vision series gauges before. Again a great match for the stock gauges, they are inexpensive, VERY durable and high quality. You cannot go wrong with VDO. <BR> <A HREF="http://www.spatechnique.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.spatechnique.com/</A> <P>||205.166.229.95||reg||1
Z||000011||TheObiJuan||08-03-2002||02:34 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||i found a source for the boost/egt for 210.00. they are located in the uk though. that is damn cheap.||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000012||hibern8||08-05-2002||12:38 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||so from what i was told, dsms egt range is between 1300-1700 degreesF. The VDO and autometer only goes up to 1600 so they would be buried the entire time. now my main reason to getting egt and af gauges are to tune my afc properly. i was told to just get a datalogger and i can do all of the tuning using that. so what do you all think. its hard to tune the afc without some type of measurement and i dont know what to do but i need to do it soon!!!||66.2.46.63||reg||1
Z||000013||Johnny Bravo||08-11-2002||09:23 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Which color of the Lo-Tek guage pods matches the interior correctly?  I remember reading that the "medium gray" is right, but not sure.  ||205.188.200.41||reg||1
Z||000014||Hertz||08-12-2002||02:34 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I just installed my first gauge.<P>I went with a VDO 30-0-30 (black) in the Lo-Tek pillar.<P>Pillar:  I should have gone with the painted version. Black looks okay, but the stock a-pillar trim in my black VR4 is definitely more medium-grey.  I made the mistake of assuming that my black Galant GS had the same interior color -- it seems to be closer to black than the VR4's.  This could be a sun-fading issue, however.<P>The good news is that is still looks perfectly acceptable to me -- there are plenty of black trim parts in the VR4 so it doesn't look totally out of place.<P>Brainstorm #1: I Dremel-cut the top of the Lo-Tek pillar OFF... that is, I removed the area in front (top) of the cup and beveled the edge.  The front edge is now flush with the angle of the cup.  This also removed the top screw hole, which is fine, because my observation was that if you were to use that screw it would hit part of the seatbelt track anyhow!  One screw holds it plenty tight with the 2" (52mm) gauges.  Larger/heavier gauges may require tape or other mounting assitance.<P>Brainstorm #2:  I removed the A-pillar trim and did all of my test-fitting outside of the car.  I found that the Lo-Tek didn't fit the trim exactly as I had hoped (especially at the top of the pod).  My father (thanks Dad!) had the bright idea to use a heat gun (paint stripper) to soften the Lo-Tek and we used heavy gloves and the shaft of a long screwdriver to shape the pillar to fit the trim, and actually gave the Lo-Tek a little extra "bite" after forming to increase the pressure-fit.<P>Some instruction for installing a gauge I found somewhere on the 'net described connecting the 12V for the gauge light somewhere near the center console (probably T/E/L specific)... after some sweaty minutes of removing trim and searching around with a flashlight I realized the stupidity of such.   No more than 1.5" feet from the gauge is a 12v lead going to the dash dimmer switch (green, white stripe -- NOT the black or black/yellow).  Splicing onto that wire was a snap (just pop the switch plate out).  I've heard that using the dimmed-out wire results in a barely visible gauge.  I also grounded to the screw that holds the belt rail in place, rather than, again, searching for a suitable ground under the dash.<P>One thing that I will probably change is the "light condom" on the VDO.  I read somewhere that using the red and green results in a very close match to the dash's amber (my preference) -- but just getting 1 condom on was difficult enough.<P>Hope this helps||67.37.190.126||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000799.cgi
A||||9||poorboy||Built motor........||||1||
Z||000000||poorboy||07-31-2002||11:53 PM||peterandsaul@aol.com||Going to be building my motor whats your thoughts on pistons and rod combos, Je, Ross, Wiesco?  Eagle, Crower, or Pauter Rods.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||08-01-2002||01:40 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I've been happy with my J@E's. As for rods, I would go with any of them including just using the "big" rods in our cars, all good. But IMO Pauter is the best.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||DSSA||08-01-2002||08:30 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||I'm currently having a Ross/Crower block built.  When the GVR4 gets a motor in the next couple of months, I'll be trying the JE/Eagle setup just for cost-effectiveness.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||08-02-2002||12:34 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I'll try to entice any of you guys that are building an engine to do the 2.4L build-up.  I really would love to hear how one does in one of our VR4's.  They sure could use the extra torque!<P>Peter||64.63.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||08-02-2002||03:14 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||980 and my self have been looking into this for some info/engine blocks for this. I don't know a whole lot about it but this thing can't be rocket science either. But yes I would love to have one!!! Here is some info I have: <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64swap.html" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64swap.html</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64.html" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64.html</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||UndergroundVR-4||08-02-2002||06:59 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I am getting my Ross 8.5:1 pistons and crowers rods this coming week.  I have heard negative things about the J.E's with DSM's and have heard only good about Ross brand pistons.  Crower rods I have never heard anything bad about.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000006||poorboy||08-02-2002||10:47 PM||peterandsaul@aol.com||How much work would be involved adapting the 2.4 block.  I would think it might be too much work and money for the end result.....What do you guys think.<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||08-02-2002||11:55 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i think stroking the motor is not the way to go.  you dont want more torque, you want more horsepower.  more torque, and everything starts to break.  if you can get the motor to make more horsepower, more top end, you are better off.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000008||TheObiJuan||08-03-2002||02:43 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||what is the point of street/drag racing then without torque. high horespower wthout torque is only good for fast highway runs....and we are not in stockholm.<BR>torque wins races, horsepower sells cars.<P>60' time is all torque....||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000009||LunarShadow||08-03-2002||02:54 PM||ahagopia@bellsouth.net||Poorboy, what are your plans for the car?  That information is the most important when asking for opinions on a build up.<P>Unless you plan on very low 11's or nitrous, I wouldn't worry too much about the rods.  The big rods can handle about 500 wheel hp, provided you don't have any tuning issues.  Pistons are another deal.  In the past many have gone for the 95+ pistons, and these have worked well.  If you look at cost of machining for the 95+, you dont save much over forged pistons.  If I had a choice, I would go after the Ross pistons.  I have heard a few bad things about JE along the lines of clearance and slapping,  but that may be the result of user error.  In any case, a jump in compression will help spool and low end torque.<P>Strokers, they sound wonderfull and tastey.  I have considered it many times as an answer to the low end blues.  A clear head has led me to believe they are not such a good idea.  If you have a race only car, fine whatever.  If it is daily transportation, or it is needed to be reliable, then forget the stroker.   One thing that moved me away from strokers, is the gearing of our trannies.  My car is at about 4000 rpm when cruising at 80mph.  The thought of a stroker banging away at high rpm for a long time gives me an ill feeling.  I can't stop thinking about peak piston speeds.  The 100mm of stroke in the 4g64 is huge! Check how many production engines have that much stroke.There are very, very few.  There is a reason for that.<P>On another note, I ran across a transcript of a conversation with a Evo tuner.  They were discusing the use of the 4g63 (2.0l, 88mm stroke) vs. the 4g93(2.0l with 95mm of stroke).  The tuner basically stated that the 4g93 with it's longer stroke may be great for the average street car, but it would never hold up to hard use.  Alot of tuners will actually destroke a prduction engine when using them for race applications.<P>Notice,I didn't even mention driveline breakage.<P>My suggestion; Ross 8.5-8.8, stock rods, and maybe a little over bore.<p>[This message has been edited by LunarShadow (edited 08-05-2002).]||172.148.98.128||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000800.cgi
A||||0||BossGVR4||D-I-Y Braided Brakelines||||6||
Z||000000||BossGVR4||08-01-2002||09:57 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||I remember reading a while back that someone did their own braided brakelines. I don't remember if I read that on here or on groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list I still have the link to the supply place they used.<P>What size/thread fittings do our brake systems use ?<P>Thanks,<BR>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6




ubb/Forum2/000801.cgi
A||||14||Bill||stiffer steering||||1||
Z||000000||Bill||08-01-2002||11:17 AM||||Can you install some type of bypass valve or soleonid valve to bypass some of the steering liquid to make the steering stiffer?<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||BossGVR4||08-01-2002||11:28 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||You could put a manual steering rack in there ... that'll make it REAL stiff !<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||08-01-2002||11:40 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||My '91 Galant GS has just such a his/hers switch, as part of the ECS (Elect. controlled suspension) extra gimmic.  I'm not familiar with it's method of operation, but you might be able to learn a few things by researching that.<P>However, I personally leave the switch on "Sport" all the time.  It is fairly stiff, responsive as opposed to the "Normal" setting which feels like driving Grandpa's Lincoln.<P>There are some threads on DSMtuners.com that I read yesterday regarding stiffening of the steering.  One rather spirited discussion involved bypassing the pump and creating a looped system as opposed to buying a manual rack.  Basically a neutered power rack.  Or, another suggestion was to change the size of the pulley on the pump (larger) so that it made less revolutions.<P>...now if I could only get my car to steer at all...  ;-)||67.37.227.135||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||08-01-2002||03:39 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||A smaller diameter steering wheel would help slightly.  I bought JonGVR4s used Momo Race wheel off of him, and I love the difference from the stock wheel.  Thicker wheel, and smaller diameter makes it feel more smooth and solid.  Could be all in my head, but there is science behind it.||140.247.227.165||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||08-02-2002||12:51 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||What is the difference in a manual rack and power rack without the p/s belt running the pump?  My belt was lost a few days ago on the highway (that will be a separate post) and the steering was Very stiff on the highway and dangerously stiff around town.  Emergency avoidance manuvars would be impossible to perform quickly.  Do the manual racks have different ratios?<P>Peter||64.63.209.75||reg||1
Z||000005||Pappy||08-02-2002||03:40 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Power steering without the power is WAY stiffer than manual steering.  Power steering isn't designed to not have power.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000006||Bill||08-27-2002||11:51 AM||||How much stiffer compare to gvr4 vs Galant GS<BR>with sport mode setting?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000007||Bill||08-27-2002||12:13 PM||||Did anybody installed speed sensitive steering from Galant GS?  It is the same fitting but GS has soleniod valve and has shorter tie rods.  I am trying to install GS<BR>power steering rack with manual setting switch and trash 4ws.  Any comments are helpful!||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000008||4g63t||08-27-2002||03:26 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Does anyone have the details on this? I drove a gs w/ the speed sensitive steering and it was great, I'd love to put it on my vr4.||66.109.230.87||reg||4
Z||000009||LunarShadow||08-27-2002||07:34 PM||ahagopia@bellsouth.net||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turboflanagan:<BR><B>What is the difference in a manual rack and power rack without the p/s belt running the pump?  My belt was lost a few days ago on the highway (that will be a separate post) and the steering was Very stiff on the highway and dangerously stiff around town.  Emergency avoidance manuvars would be impossible to perform quickly.  Do the manual racks have different ratios?<P>Peter</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The manual racks do have a different ratio.  I have a power rack w/o the pump.  The key to this arrangement is to make sure you pump all the fluid out of the rack. You can't just cap the lines either, or pressure will be created when the turn the wheel. I took one of the rubber lines of the rack and looped it around to the other line to bypass the pump.  This prevents stuff from getting in the rack and allows the air to move from one side of the rack to the other.<P>The car is fine once your moving.  Parallel parking and parkinglot manuvers can make you sweat though.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by LunarShadow (edited 08-27-2002).]||172.131.211.143||reg||1
Z||000010||1101||08-27-2002||10:36 PM||karns10@attbi.com||The steering in the GS has a control module in the console besides the switch. The hydraulic fittings appear to be pointing in a different direction also. I have a GS and  2 GVR4s and the steering has more feel to the road on the GS. It may just be the 4wd/4ws on the GVR4. I think the swap can be done but it is the electrical that will be the most work.   ||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000011||talontsi||08-27-2002||10:39 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I had switched to a manuel rack on my 1991 TSI AWD. It was fine to drive everyday. It took a little getting use to, plus I also had a welded center diff and that did not make corners any easier.<P>I am keeping the PS in the VR4. ||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000012||Bill||08-28-2002||10:38 AM||||Is Galant GS steering at sport setting stiffer than gvr4?  I am trying to connect power source directly to the soleniod valve<BR>so that I can operate manually.  I also think that GS steering will reduce some of bump steer as well.  Any comments are helpful!||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000013||number3||08-28-2002||07:53 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I have a MOMO wheel and I run the power steering fluid on the low side. Seems to do the trick for me. I still have powered steering but it is not too light feeling.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000014||JonGVR4||08-29-2002||09:12 AM||jon@jgronline.com||A smaller steering wheel helps make the steering heavier.  Wider wheels with a larger contact patch also helps.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000802.cgi
A||N||7||Geovannie||GVR4 Tranny||||1||
Z||000000||Geovannie||08-01-2002||11:23 AM||geovannie@boostaholic.net||Hey guys,<P>My GVR4 is dead right now. I am yanking the motor in the next few days and pulling the tranny at the same time. Now I don't know how the stock tranny was cause the couple days the car was running it had some issues so I never really shifted fast enough to know if it was bad but driving around it was smooth as butter.<P>I have a tranny here that was just rebuilt. It was for my 1g however I sold that car. The tranny has all new parts including double clone second gear setup. However it does not have the GVR4 first gear. <P>My question is how much of a difference do you think there will be in first gear if I put the that tranny on my car.<P>Reason I'm even considering this is because I have been selling that tranny for a while and nobody has bought it. They all give low ball offers or just don't have the money right now. Plus I'm thinking of keeping the car so this tranny would be nice.<P>Sorry for writing a book.||209.26.212.2||reg||1
Z||000001||BossGVR4||08-01-2002||11:27 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||I had a T/E/L first geared tranny for a while what I noticed was that i had to go to second A LOT QUICKER than when I had the GVR4 1st gear in there.<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000002||RayH||08-01-2002||12:40 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||In slow stop and go traffic you might end up shifting more between first and second whereas before you might be able to just keep it in first (without sounding like you're racing).||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||08-01-2002||01:06 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i think it depends on how you drive the car.  personally, i think the shorter first gear is fine.  when i used to drive in stop and go, it seems i was always winding first, or lugging second, didnt matter if it was the galant, or the gsx.  i find it easier to use first to just get rolling, then stay in second.  the cyclone intake really helped here.  i'd definetly throw it in and use it.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000004||Geovannie||08-01-2002||01:11 PM||geovannie@boostaholic.net||Thanks for the responses guys, if it does not sell by the time I go to put it in I'm keeping it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||209.26.212.2||reg||1
Z||000005||blytz||08-01-2002||06:09 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||GEO!!!! You're keeping it!?!?!?! SWEET! I didn't know you sold the GSX!||66.168.100.54||reg||1
Z||000006||Geovannie||08-01-2002||09:14 PM||geovannie@boostaholic.net||Yeah blue car is gone. <P>I'm keeping the galant for the time being. Still have not made up my mind if I want to sell it yet. ||24.73.100.24||reg||1
Z||000007||khadiyev||08-01-2002||10:19 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||the T/E/L 1st gear about 6 miles shorter then GVR4s||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000803.cgi
A||||9||notagst||cracked exhaust manifold?||||1||
Z||000000||notagst||08-01-2002||05:17 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||I just pulled the heat sheild and as I expected the manifold has about 2 or 3 cracks in it.  What exactly does this do to the performance of the car?  Ive only had my gvr4 for a week and the performance is well, dissapointing.  Its bone stock and needs to be tuned.  Anybody have any 2g manifolds they want to get rid of cheap?<BR>1758/2000, Adam.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||08-01-2002||06:29 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if you think the exh manifold is cracked all to hell, wait till you see your turbine housing.  also, get the stainless studs for the exh manifold to head, and do it now.  ||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||notagst||08-01-2002||07:14 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||are you saying that the turbo housing is probably cracked too?  ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||08-01-2002||07:26 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||not probably.  guaranteed.  you shoulda seen mine.  with the wastegate closed, you could see daylight all around, and i mean DAYLIGHT.  probably read a newspaper thru the crack.  i would have saved it, except howard kept laughing  so much it was distracting.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||notagst||08-01-2002||08:52 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||ah crap, so now I need a manifold and a turbo?  The motor has a 129k on it, and the turbo still spolls and I feel it develope boost (no gauge, but I get all but one of the LED things on the tach ;P)  Looks like its time to start taking it apart and diagnosing the problems... any thing else thats probably shot?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||08-01-2002||08:55 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||The part of the turbine housing between the wasegate & turbine outlet nearly fell out of my 14b!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif">||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000006||Ian M||08-01-2002||09:33 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Ive seen some nasty ones too,but you may luck out,and have a useable housing. Mine wasnt too terrible,and Ive seen some pretty high mileage ones in about tha same shape (they'll ALL be cracked to some extent). On mine,the wastegate lever had worked its way outward in the bushing,causing the wastegate flapper to partially uncover the hole. I beat it back in,and its worked fine since.<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-01-2002).]||129.71.114.39||reg||1
Z||000007||Dan D||08-02-2002||08:03 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||My manifold is all cracked to hell, but my turbine housing is not so bad.  I saw one hairline stress fracture last time I looked.  162k on the ticker with oe parts.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000008||4g63t||08-03-2002||03:21 AM||||Hey Ken, do I have to go to satan for those studs?  ||63.188.129.234||reg||5
Z||000009||ken inn||08-03-2002||11:48 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||no, they wont have them.  a coupla guys on the dsm trader, i think, were selling them.  cost about 20 bux for a dozen.  great stuff.||63.146.72.147||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000804.cgi
A||||7||Ash||Air flow to intercooler||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||08-02-2002||12:04 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hey all,<BR>I know this sounds like a stupid question, but does having the gaping hole in your front bar actually make a difference to how efficient the front mount is?  Mine managed to fit behind without cutting the bumper much, it still appears stock from the outside(sleeperness).  It does cool WAY better than the stocker, but at the end of the strip it starts to heat soak a little more than I had realised.  <P>Basically I dont want to cut up the bumper if it isn't going to help any cause I dont want to be hassled by the constabulary, I'd like to hear if anyone has done any before & after testing.<BR>Thanks<BR>Ash||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-02-2002||12:37 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||No testing, But mine is cut all the way out(Ask Ken) The way I think of it the more air the better.<P><BR>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||08-02-2002||02:36 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Ash, are you guys allow to fit JDM bumpers? Cause you could use a VR4 or VR4 Evo one and it has all the space you'd need, plus it would still look stock-ish.<P>Mike. <P>||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||08-02-2002||03:10 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Dunno if they are legal here, who cares! The polici wouldn't know the difference (just a rice car  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> ), but an obviously cut one may be a problem.  I may have to ring a few importers, they do bolt straight on dont they?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||08-02-2002||03:38 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||If you have no joy, there's a specialist Mitsubishi wreaker over here, and with the exhange rate, a few NZ peso's shouldn't hurt too much. Ask Garfield, didn't he just put a JDM front bumper on his? Aus spec is the same as US isn't it?<BR>Can't the Plod defect you for having wheel 2 sizes larger(15" changed to 17"). I heard (thru magazines etc) they are really tough on modded cars (or is that just on riceboys).<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||10
Z||000005||Ash||08-02-2002||04:09 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||We dont really get too many shady defects up here in the sticks, only rustbuckets that deserve it get done.  Though we are the home of the atmo BOV defect blitz!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  ||203.221.152.87||reg||1
Z||000006||JSTYLE||08-02-2002||07:53 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Ive been told it makes a sh!tload of a difference.. i have 2 bars.. ive cut one.. pic is below..the other one im deciding whether to use or not..<P>  <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/front_bar.jpg">    <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/mock_cooler.JPG">  <P>    <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/pics/jstyle/cut_out.jpg">    <BR><B>Bar with Cut out.. to see what i/c would look like</B><P> <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/pics/jstyle/cooler.jpg">    <P><B>Friends cooler to see what itll look like..</B><BR>||203.173.160.46||reg||1
Z||000007||JSTYLE||08-02-2002||07:55 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||My enforcer bar has been "cut" to fit my cooler. The cooler i have is an air/air <BR>700x270x75mm cooler (core). This is the biggest cooler i could fit using the standard car!! Tho i could of gone 140 in width, which wasnt too bad!!||203.173.160.46||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000805.cgi
A||||6||midniterunner||Fuel Rail Question||||5||
Z||000000||midniterunner||08-02-2002||06:26 PM||||I'm about to swap out my injectors and was wondering what setting to torque the 12mm bolts on the fuel rail?  Any other tips so as to not start a fire in my bay?  Thanks for any help.||12.235.40.128||reg||5
Z||000001||pudhed||08-02-2002||07:12 PM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||7-9 ft.lb.for the ones that hold the fuel rail down. <BR>I just did this last week, I unplugged the fuel pump and cranked the car, but it still leaked a lot of gas when I pulled out the first injector.. I guess you should just stuff a lot of paper towels under there, and let it air out pretty good before starting the car. ||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||08-02-2002||07:31 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||there are 3 black plastic spacers that go between the rail and the head, and the 3 long 8mm bolts go thru them.  be careful, when you remove the rail, these spacers may fall off, and go deep into the recesses of the motor.  also, you should get a spare o ring for the fuel feed line, if you are not careful, you will bugger it up when you install it, and it will piss fuel all over.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||08-02-2002||08:36 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||A quick tip on keep track of the black fuel rail spacers. Add a dab on RTV to them and stick to the head. They will stay put after that.<P>If you don't have them placed just right and tighten down the 3 - 12mm fuel rail bolts you can easily snap the rail in half.<P>You should also buy new o-rings for the fuel rail end of the injectors to stop fuel leaks. <P>Now the most over looked area of boost leaks can be fixed in this next step.<P>The spray end of the injector fits into a rubber donut that seals it to the head. These dry up and allow precious power making boost to escape from the intake tract.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||midniterunner||08-03-2002||12:46 AM||||If this 'rubber donut' is dried out, will it appear discolored or different in any way?  I had a buyer test drive my car yesterday, he pointed out a nasty leak coming out of injectors #3 AND 4 (thought my car smelled rich) and he also noted that <P>I may have a small boost leak somewhere.  At any rate, I'll have a go at this tomorrow; once again thanks for the info everybody!||12.235.40.128||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||08-03-2002||11:54 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||any good shop will never reuse injector seals, unless they are only a couple of months old.  i always change out the top(dark orange?) seal, and the lower seal, and the feed tube to rail o ring.  a good rule of thumb is if you cant remember the last time it was changed, change it.||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000006||pudhed||08-05-2002||08:52 PM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||my old orings were like rocks, it's hard to believe they used to be rubber. They were still black though.||209.213.198.25||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001863.cgi
A||||3||hibrn8||Stock wheel weight||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-17-2003||01:39 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey guys did a search nothing came up. <br /><br />does anyone know the weight of the stock 92' wheels without tires? Thanks||65.227.204.151||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||Jon||03-17-2003||08:34 AM||||15 lbs.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||talontsi||03-17-2003||08:34 AM||||Well I know my 91 wheels weighed 14 lbs.<br />That was after bead blasting and new PC.||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||03-18-2003||12:41 AM||||wicked...thanks||65.227.204.92||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/001864.cgi
A||||4||Ash||OK, I'm an idiot but..||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||03-17-2003||06:22 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||...does a 4 bolt LSD make a difference on the dragstrip in the top end too or just off the line?  If I average high 1.7 60' times, what difference will it really make?||203.221.18.125||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||beavis||03-17-2003||11:09 AM||||its a strength issue.  many people think the 3 bolt is inferior once you reach a certain power rating.||138.23.82.51||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4||03-17-2003||04:34 PM||||I would also think you would want it for playing in the dirt or snow. Thats what im getting one for.||65.204.89.16||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000003||Ash||03-17-2003||09:37 PM||||Well being in Australia in a fairly remote location, it isn't exactly cheap or easy for me to get a hold of one.  It will never snow here, unless hell does freeze over, so drag racing is my main thing.  I've been running 35psi in my tyres to hopefully let them spin rather than break stuff.  Its just with my plans possible leading to a 20g or maybe a GT30 Garrett, the possibility of the stocker breaking is a tad higher so I wanted to know whether I should hunt one down or get custom shafts for the stocker (the shafts are what usually break aren't they?)||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||03-17-2003||11:00 PM||||No, it's not the shaft that normaly breaks, it's the splines that go into the diff.||63.228.4.238||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum2/001865.cgi
A||||4||91 #680||tranny thump||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||03-17-2003||10:54 AM||detsss@hotmail.com||Got a question.  Everytime I row thru the gears I get a light thump after each shift,  I have a brand new tranny, so what could it be?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-17-2003||12:29 PM||||driveshaft.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||03-17-2003||01:05 PM||||could it be the carrier bearing?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||03-17-2003||02:59 PM||||It could probably be you transmission mounts,check those out.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||03-17-2003||08:39 PM||||Check the tranny mount and maybe the carrier bearing.||198.133.180.2||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/001866.cgi
A||||10||Scott Y||Fuel pump is dead!  I want a Denso pump, but can only find Walbro pumps online. ||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||03-17-2003||11:30 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Does anyone konw where I can get a Denso pump?  I've scoured the web for days, but can only find Walbros. I don't want any extra noise in the car so I was looking for Denso (providing that the Denso is an essentially plug-in affair) with no luck. <br />It looks like Extrememotorsports has a Walbro kit, but they have a sleeve that wraps around the pump - maybe with the sleeve it's quieter?<br />autoperformanceengineering.com has the best walbro pricing, so maybe I could find a similar sleeve and make my own 'quiet kit.'<br /><br />I did a search in the archives for vendors of Denso pumps, but came up empty.<br /><br />My fuel pump is dead, so I need one badly.<br /><br />-Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||talontsi||03-17-2003||11:57 AM||||Don't know how hard you searched since this deal has been around for a while.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html" target="_blank">http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html</a>||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000002||Scott Y||03-17-2003||12:45 PM||||I spent hours searching.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br />This site never came up for me, and I was Googling all over the place. I'll check it out, thanks!<br /><br />Scott Y||63.117.253.195||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000003||Compressed||03-17-2003||01:37 PM||||I got my walbro from autoperformanceengineering.com it came with the sleeve and all needed install bits.  Delivery was very prompt.  I can barely hear the pump when stopped and never hear it when moving or with any bit of volume on my stereo.  I'm satisfied.  I think the whining complaning may be valid but comes from dsm owners who have hatches and therefore not much seperation between themselves and the pump.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000004||joec||03-17-2003||01:59 PM||||Which Denso pump are you looking for?  The Supra one on the Conicelli site would probably require you to use an upgraded fuel pressure regulator.  There's another Denso upgrade (from a Mitsu 3000GT?) which flows more than the stock GVR4.  Road Race Engineering used to carry it, but I don't see it on their site anymore.||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||03-17-2003||02:32 PM||||haha.  Thae whine is the sound of power!!!!||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000006||SleepinGVR4||03-23-2003||06:43 AM||||Try a Supra TT pump.   <br />You can find them on dsmtrader all the time.||152.163.188.200||reg||1||SleepinGVR4||00000860||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||03-23-2003||03:41 PM||||A good stock replacement pump that won't overflow your FPR is the Denso 0990 pump.  It flows 150lph compared to stock ~100lph.  The Supra pump is 260lph and has been known to flow too much for the stock FPR.<br /><br />I bought one of these for my previous 2G from <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">Road Race Engineering</a> for ~$150 I think.  Call them up and see if they still sell them.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||Scott Y||03-23-2003||05:58 PM||||I bought a supra pump from conicelli. My plan is to purchase a spoolinup afpr to go with it. With the exception of injectors, I should never have to upgrade my fuel system again.<br /><br />Scott Y||64.233.218.162||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000009||Nate||03-23-2003||10:33 PM||||Just put the pump in the tank and don't rewire it.  You'll be fine without an upgraded FPR.  Yes, it'll run a little rich at idle, but nothing that'll foul plugs or anything.  The car will love it, but emissions won't love it at idle.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||03-24-2003||11:54 PM||||Beware of ordering from Spoolin' up/Charged Air -- there are some people who are still waiting for even a RESPONSE from the company after many weeks.<br /><br />You may want to consider Aeromotive, SX, Buschur, etc.||64.109.166.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001867.cgi
A||||3||mixx2001||U-Joint question.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||03-17-2003||11:50 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||I was reading this  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000918#000000" target="_blank">post</a> and wanted to know if I had this right.  I need 3 U-Joints for my VR4, does this mean I can buy 3 Yokes, use one yoke and just take the U-Joints out of the other two yokes?  Is the Yoke the same between a T/E/L and a VR4?  I have a JDM motor, a NPXV (1G) Tranny, and a T-case out of ???, but the splines matchup.  If any of this does not sound right to you guys, please let me know as the car will be ready to drive in a couple of days.||65.165.18.197||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||03-17-2003||02:16 PM||||According to the guys at DSMTalk and the Dealer the part number should be MR111611.  But I still don't know if it comes with the U-Joint!?!?!?||65.165.18.108||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||DSSA||03-17-2003||04:51 PM||||yes, yes, and no...<br /><br />Yes, they'll fit.  Yes, they're the same as the Eclipse units.  Yes, you can use the u-joint out of the recall kit.<br /><br />No, that's not the correct part #.  The correct # is MR470072.  Pricing is $28.61 ($38.14 list).<br /><br />Iceman summed up the part about the costs in the thread mentioned above.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||03-17-2003||10:06 PM||||Yes I understood the concept of recall parts being lower (I'm a parts manager at an Audi dealership) so I was expecting that.  I was just unclear on weither or not the yoke part number listed above was the one that came with the Joint.  Thank you very much for that information.  Looks like I will be ordering three yokes in the moring.  That's not a joke.||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/001868.cgi
A||||2||a_santos||Startup Stumble||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||03-17-2003||04:42 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Ok, it has just gotten warn here in Michigan, and now my car does not like to start when it is already warm. It will start fine when it has been sitting for a while, but if I shut it off when it is already warm, and try to restart it 5-15 minutes later, it will stumble and die at idle if I don't give it gas. After some gas, it will smarten up again and act normal. <br /><br />Does anyone know what could be causing this problem?<br /><br />There are no other iddling problems except for this, it idles fine while driving and while coasting when not in gear, and when stopped.||198.111.38.131||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-17-2003||09:47 PM||||do you still have the fuel pressure solenoid in?||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||03-17-2003||10:32 PM||||I have not modified the car at all. Everything in the engine bay is stock, except for a K&N filter.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/001869.cgi
A||||13||driftin galant||vpc vs. safc||||5||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||03-17-2003||05:00 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||are they the same thing just made by different companies?  If there is a diffence, if any, what is it.||134.39.27.14||reg||5||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||number3||03-17-2003||05:23 PM||||No they are different.  <br /><br />The biggest difference is the S AFC, made by Apexi, still retains the MAS air flow sensor on our car to adjust fuel the VPC doesn't. IMO that is bad because of the MAS is a major restriction in the intake path. The S AFC is cheaper.<br /><br />The VPC made by HKS converts the MAS to a MAP and what this does is remove the MAS or again the restriction for the intake track. Read more power.<br /><br />Depending on the level of mods you have the VPC is usally a lot easier to tune. HKS has done all the work for you. However If you have a highly moded car (like mine) it isn't so plug and play but neither is the AFC.<br /><br />The VPC is a lot more $$$ vs. the AFC. The VPC is no longer made.<br /><br />I personally run the VPC (and have for 7 years now) and I will continue to unless this AEM work like they say it will and only then will I remove the VPC. <br /><br />I hope this helps.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Louters91GVR4||03-17-2003||06:07 PM||||Harry is completely correct. The VPC is the better piece of equipment. The SAFC is also good, but, like Harry said, if you are looking to make more power, you are going to want to get rid of the MAS, and that means your SAFC is no good. It all depends on where you want to go with the car and how much power you want it to make. My friends Eclipse GSX put down 383hp/380tq. on the SAFC tuning device. We could have gotten more if the SAFC would have allowed us to run more fuel up top. That was a 20G, now we have T3/T4B 60 Trim Ball-Bearing and a AEM EMS on there and we are messing with it. Enough with the run on. If you are looking for big power down the line. purchase a used VPC or an AEM, you will be glad you did.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||03-17-2003||08:48 PM||||Let's not forget the new MAF translator by Ramchargers.  So far, it's looking very promising, and a cheaper and better alternative to the AFC or VPC.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||03-18-2003||03:11 PM||||if it allows venting of atmosphere, do slightly what the s-afc can do and be just as reliable as the two then maf translator all the way!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /> <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=81175&perpage=25&highlight=MAF%20Translator&pagenumber=12" target="_blank">dsmtalk pictures</a> <br /><br />  <img src="http://students.db.erau.edu/~szabafab/talon/Picture001.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://students.db.erau.edu/~szabafab/talon/Picture002.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://students.db.erau.edu/~szabafab/talon/Picture004.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.201.91.242||reg||14||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||03-18-2003||03:24 PM||||I don't think the MAFT is an alternative to the AFC.  AFC and VPC are really two different types of devices.<br /><br />AFC alters the airflow signal before the ECU sees it.<br /><br />VPC converts Karman to Speed Density, but the ECU still gets compatible airflow readings.<br /><br />MAFT changes from Karman to Hotwire, ditto.<br /><br />You can have an AFC on top of either VPC or MAFT to tune A/F ratio based on rpm.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||03-18-2003||03:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I don't think the MAFT is an alternative to the AFC.  AFC and VPC are really two different types of devices.<br /><br />AFC alters the airflow signal before the ECU sees it.<br /><br />VPC converts Karman to Speed Density, but the ECU still gets compatible airflow readings.<br /><br />MAFT changes from Karman to Hotwire, ditto.<br /><br />You can have an AFC on top of either VPC or MAFT to tune A/F ratio based on rpm. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, in that case, an AFC plus a MAFT will still be a nice cheap option.  I know Hal recently said on IRC that his MAFT gets his fuel trims dead on without any additional adjustment by his DSMlink.  Remember, the MAFT has internal adjustments to compensate for injector size and fueling needs.  It does more than just allow use of a GM sensor. <br /><br />According to the vendor, it can act as the fuel adjustment device.  Whether or not it will work that comprehensively is still to be seen.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||driftin galant||03-18-2003||04:17 PM||||so would it be ok to vent the bov to the atmosphere insead to the intake, with the s-afc?||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||03-18-2003||05:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Erik:<br /><strong> so would it be ok to vent the bov to the atmosphere insead to the intake, with the s-afc? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||03-19-2003||12:18 AM||||I like the battery location in those pics.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Think we could do that?||67.36.190.133||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||03-19-2003||10:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Erik:<br /><strong> so would it be ok to vent the bov to the atmosphere insead to the intake, with the s-afc? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think some guys are planning on putting the translator AFTER the BOV, right before the throttle body. In that configuration the GM sensor wouldn't count the air that is lost out the BOV. Of course, that does all kinds of things to the air count, because you're now working with hotter air. To me, I would think the tuning would be alot more difficult. Not worth it just to get more Psssshhh.<br />Jeff O.||67.34.240.138||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||chucklesas||03-19-2003||10:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> I think some guys are planning on putting the translator AFTER the BOV, right before the throttle body. In that configuration the GM sensor wouldn't count the air that is lost out the BOV. Of course, that does all kinds of things to the air count, because you're now working with hotter air. To me, I would think the tuning would be alot more difficult. Not worth it just to get more Psssshhh.<br />Jeff O. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, wouldn't it be better for tuning since the ECU would see the actual properties of the air that the engine actually sees?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000012||Garfield Wright||03-20-2003||11:26 PM||||Greddy now has an alternative for those that want to be able to do more.  It's called the E-manage.  A lot of local guys are converting to these.  It's a tad bigger that the factory ecu, but does all that the vpc & sfac does plus more including tinming among others.  Not sure of all the functions.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000013||Gvr4-330||03-21-2003||12:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I like the battery location in those pics.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Think we could do that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mitsubishi stuck our cruise control systems and washer bottles where that battery is.  The DSMs have the cruise control where our air can is.<br /><br />I have seen it done like that on one VR-4.  Washer bottle was relocated and I think cruise was removed.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum2/001870.cgi
A||||16||nvr2fst||2nd gen pistons in a 1gen||||5||||nvr2fst||00000977
Z||000000||nvr2fst||03-17-2003||10:30 PM||fstgvr4@aol.com||i have heard that the 2nd gen 4g63 pistons are stronger and have a lower compression ratio? is this true, if so what would need to be done in order to install them on a 1gn. i am assuming they are the same size.<br />thanks <br />adam<br /><br />92 gvr4 120/1000||205.188.209.7||reg||5||nvr2fst||00000977||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||03-17-2003||10:31 PM||||2nd gen is higher compression....and it takes some fabricating of the rods for the pistons to fit||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||03-18-2003||02:17 AM||||theres a thread at dsmtalk or dsmtuners with a picture of what exactly you need to fab for the rods to fit. i believe its called 2g pistons into 1g<br /><br />DongeR||63.201.91.242||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||03-18-2003||08:00 AM||||If you need them, I have 1g rods for sale. They are from a bone stock 97K motor.||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||Invader||03-18-2003||03:22 PM||||The joy of reading the VFAQ...<br /><br /> <img src="http://members.aol.com/rcm1061/myhomepage/rodspecs2.jpg?mtbrand=AOL_US" alt=" - " />||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000005||nvr2fst||03-20-2003||03:35 PM||||Is there any real benefit from switching to the 2gen pistons?||205.188.209.7||reg||1||nvr2fst||00000977||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||03-20-2003||03:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by nvr2fst:<br /><strong> Is there any real benefit from switching to the 2gen pistons? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They're higher compression.  8.5:1 instead of 7.8:1||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000007||joec||03-21-2003||12:25 PM||||I've "heard" that the 2G ring land design is more resistant to detonation.<br /><br />For what it's worth, Wiseco has 8.5:1 pistons now that work with the 1G big rods without machining.  Supposedly the cost for them (with rings) is pretty close to the cost of 2G pistons + rings + rod machining.  And you get the benefits of forged pistons.||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||03-21-2003||05:51 PM||||I've heard forged pistons tend to rattle around in the bore 'til the engine reaches operating temperature. <br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||Nate||03-21-2003||06:41 PM||||It depends on the tolerances the engine is set up for.  The engine in the Maroon Car was evidently set up "loose" in order for the engine's previous owner to use a healthy shot of juice on it.  It has the diesel sound when it starts up.  I've heard other motors which weren't set up as loose that don't make any more noise than stock engines.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||03-21-2003||07:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I've heard forged pistons tend to rattle around in the bore 'til the engine reaches operating temperature. <br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">there is a couple of schools of thought on this one.  the early forged pistons had to be set up with a lot of clearance, because the rate of expansion was so much greater than cast, so when cold, they would rattle a lot.  now, if you forge them with high silicon content, the rate of expansion is nearly the same as cast, so the clearances can be the same as cast.  i have a couple of bmw engine builders as customers, and they do a lot with the silicon pistons.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||03-21-2003||11:39 PM||||So are the Wisecos forged with the high silicon content?<br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||03-22-2003||01:14 AM||||they can be.  one of the reasons people get forged pistons is to make a design change.  shorter skirts, different "dome", flycut for valve clearance, repositioning of the rings, stuff like that.  if you just tell them you want a piston for a certain car, they can make it for you easy. but, you can also tell them to forge with silicon, or maybe a floating wrist pin, or shorter skirts, even stuff like taper it, or make it square, or whatever.  i just dont see the use of getting a forged piston that is identical to a stock one.  i would at least get it made shorter, and move the first ring a lot closer to the top.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||turbogalant||03-22-2003||03:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> I've "heard" that the 2G ring land design is more resistant to detonation.<br /><br />For what it's worth, Wiseco has 8.5:1 pistons now that work with the 1G big rods without machining.  Supposedly the cost for them (with rings) is pretty close to the cost of 2G pistons + rings + rod machining.  And you get the benefits of forged pistons. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">THANKS I am about to put big pistons in my car and was going to go the 2g route but if 95 pistons are $160 and rings are $110 and maching is $100 them for $370 I get cast pistons with a weaker rod (every little bit helps) and for $400 I forged 9 to 1 pistons SWEET DEAL  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  . Sorry if I am so excited but I always am the one to find this stuff out the day after I start building the engine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000014||Tondar||03-22-2003||12:35 PM||||I'm running Wiseco's in my buildup, minimum recommended piston to wall is 0.003" which shouldn't give piston slap.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i would at least get it made shorter, and move the first ring a lot closer to the top. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">moving the top ring closer to the top weakens the ringland.||68.41.154.25||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000015||ken inn||03-22-2003||03:12 PM||||well, if you check out the nascar pistons, and the latest bmw M car pistons, they have moved the top ring a LOT closer.  the nascar guys say you get a more complete combustion, and slightly better fuel economy.  i have one account who builds a lot of supercharged motors for bmw's, and is a metallurgist.  he also does this.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000016||nvr2fst||03-23-2003||12:27 AM||||than for example, i am building my motor to run a big 16g with around 20 pounds. what is the best piston combo; forged pistons or the 2 gen pistons, or even the OEM 1 gen pistons (brand new)? Also, what would be the best rings for the combo. I have heard alot of bad things about the gapless rings as they tend to have much more leakage than the typical performance ring.<br /><br />adam<br />120/1000||205.188.209.7||reg||1||nvr2fst||00000977||yes



ubb/Forum2/001871.cgi
A||||8||hibrn8||Help me quick please!||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-18-2003||02:41 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||im doing this damn oil cooler install. for you that have done this the top bolts just rests behind the lower timing cover. so i had gotten the tip to cut a hole in the cover instead of removing it. so i did this and i cant fit a wrench in there bc the crank pulley is in the way. so i tried an open end wrench and the shit keeps slipping off. so what should i do b4 i round off this f%#$King bolt?||65.227.204.132||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-18-2003||02:57 PM||||ummm, You need to take off the crank pulley.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-18-2003||05:53 PM||||thanks thats wha ti ultimately ended up doing....then i called myself an idiot||65.227.204.159||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Nate||03-19-2003||12:52 AM||||If you cut a hole in the timing cover to access the last bolt for the oil cooler housing, why not just use a socket?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||03-19-2003||01:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> thanks thats wha ti ultimately ended up doing....then i called myself an idiot </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Chicago "a suburb of Poland"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||03-19-2003||01:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> If you cut a hole in the timing cover to access the last bolt for the oil cooler housing, why not just use a socket? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I was thinking, I just did that last week and made a hole big enough for a 3/8 drive 12mm socket to get through.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||03-19-2003||11:22 AM||||first off: Rob   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />didnt know the crank pulley had to come off until i looked at howards post. i think i had advice from someone to cut a hole and jsut stick a wrench up there. didnt work. but i got it all done now.||67.200.121.201||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||03-19-2003||12:26 PM||||Funny, you mention Chicago, being Polish.<br /><br />Half of the AMS crew is Polish including Martin and Adam. Martin can speak fluent polish, first time I heard him, I was surprised<br /><br />Only polish I know... "banya utze gana, banya utze gana barana". Heard that at AMS as well...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||03-19-2003||04:55 PM||||The transaltion to that song...'dancing with the gypsies until the morning.' The group who made that song i think is Zero...old school...<br /><br />Actually yeah this is how i know adam and martin. before i even knew they had affiliation to the 4g63. Polish connections im telling you. Adam came from Poland a while ago with the brains of the 4g63 under his belt. Started working for TAD in Lake Zurich, IL now Martin picked him up. Actually i remember meeting Adam and Vernon(AMS shop car owner) quite a few years back when me and my buddy were whooping their asses in my buddies 20g powered conquest!<br /><br />Heres your Polish lesson for the day. next time you stop into AMS just say Jak sie masz (yak sh mash). Means  'how are you doing.'<br /><br />Speaking of Polish........Darian..Darian.... Gdzie ty jestesz??||65.227.217.225||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/001872.cgi
A||||2||Vr4in'||Fuel Pump||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||03-18-2003||03:22 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I have stock turbo and everything thing else is stock.I was wondering what kind of fuel pump you guys reccomend me getting because i am turning up boost a couple lbs. that will be safe without fuel cut.And where can i get i from?Thanks.<br />        Robby Cheaib||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||03-18-2003||03:54 PM||||Some uses Warlboro, supra pump or from a 3000 GT.<br />Let me just suggest that you might want to let the car breath (filter/exhaust)first before raising the boost.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||03-18-2003||05:43 PM||||oh i have all of that stuff just nothing major.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/001873.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||Intercooler pipes||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||03-18-2003||03:24 PM||nohad43@aol.com||Can steel pipes be used for homemade intercooler piping,or does it have to be aluminum?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||03-18-2003||03:36 PM||||You could use anything, steel will eventually rust, aluminum will eventually fall apart too.  Stainless should last for as long as you need it.||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-19-2003||12:21 AM||||If ounces are important, you should consider the weight issue, as well.||67.36.190.133||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||DSSA||03-19-2003||08:12 AM||||And heat transference issues....||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000004||number3||03-19-2003||08:47 AM||||Use steel is is strong and cheap. Coat it or paint if rust is an issue.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/001874.cgi
A||||18||Vr4in'||Intercooler||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||03-18-2003||03:25 PM||nohad43@aol.com||Does anyone know the dimensions for an i/c for not cutting off too much bumper?thanks||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-18-2003||03:48 PM||||what is not too much bumper? I cut off most of mine & I consider it not to much.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||04-27-2003||05:15 PM||||Well, what size will fit w/o cutting anything ?<br />Does anyone know of the top of their head ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||crucible||04-27-2003||06:19 PM||||I second that question.Like me, I dont have the means of taking my car apart for long periods of time.I live in a complex that strictly prohibits car repairs.One time I had the hood open to check something and I got a warning.These people need enemas, I think.<br />Anyway, would like to hear some positive answers to this Q.<br /><br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||absolootbs||04-27-2003||10:17 PM||||here's what i've read elsewhere...<br /><br />2.75" thick: fits<br />3.0" thick: have to cut<br /><br />that would mean the window is somewhere within that quarter of an inch.  (pretty small window).  can't base the validity of this on any tried experience (unfortunately), but i've heard it on several different instances.  if anyone else knows for sure, it would be better, but this is at least a starting point.||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000005||joec||04-27-2003||10:57 PM||||According to Extreme Motorsports their GVR4 I/C kit ( <a href="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ic.htm" target="_blank">http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ic.htm</a> ) fits behind the metal bumper without any cutting.  They say they use a 22x11.75x2.75 inch core.  Since it's 11.75 inches tall I'd expect it fits behind the metal bumper as opposed to a skinny one that might hang underneath (is the AMS one like that?).<br /><br />Anyone seen one of these up close?  How are the pipes routed?<br /><br />The other problem is that if the bumper is that close to the core, a small bump (like someone backing into your car while parking) might damage the intercooler...||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000006||crucible||04-28-2003||12:46 PM||||Yeah, Extreme motors has a FMIC kit that'll cost you 1400 greenbaks.For that I can buy a whole car||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||gvr4tunr||04-28-2003||01:47 PM||||does anyone know what core and radiator mofugas uses on their road racer?  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.mofugas.com/images/rr07a.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.mofugas.com/images/rr07a.jpg</a>||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000008||gvr4tunr||05-04-2003||11:40 AM||||anyone? ^^||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000009||Scott Y||05-04-2003||02:43 PM||||I have the Extreme kit mounted on my car. I took a bunch of digital pics, so if anyone wants to see them, I'll post them.<br /><br />Say what you will about co$t, for someone with limited (but growing!) mechanical skill, no machine shop tools and limited time/space, the kit works well. I didn't have to cut the car (although I had to 'persuade' 2 spots on the bumper with a hammer), I didn't have to relocate the battery, the i/c uses existing mounting holes and comes with brackets.<br /><br />The car is a daily driver, and I didn't want excessive downtime. All of this pointed me to a bolt-up kit.<br /><br />I considered the AMS kit and the Extreme kit. One reason I went with the Extreme kit was the fact that the guys at Extreme were able to send me a pic of the kit. The AMS guys weren't able to get me a pic in time, and I didn't want to spend any money without actually seeing the product.<br /><br /><br />Scott Y #953/1K||64.233.218.162||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000010||1fast4door||05-04-2003||03:11 PM||||A local guy here in Gr,mi has the AMS kit.  It hangs below and slightly behind the bumper.  The IC is only like 4 or 5 in. tall. Doesn't seem like the best option for the $$$. just my $.02||205.188.208.166||reg||1||1fast4door||00001194||yes
Z||000011||number3||05-04-2003||03:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1fast4door:<br /><strong> A local guy here in Gr,mi has the AMS kit.  It hangs below and slightly behind the bumper.  The IC is only like 4 or 5 in. tall. Doesn't seem like the best option for the $$$. just my $.02 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">AND...||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||05-04-2003||06:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Scott Y:<br /><strong> I have the Extreme kit mounted on my car. I took a bunch of digital pics, so if anyone wants to see them, I'll post them.<br /><br />Say what you will about co$t, for someone with limited (but growing!) mechanical skill, no machine shop tools and limited time/space, the kit works well. I didn't have to cut the car (although I had to 'persuade' 2 spots on the bumper with a hammer), I didn't have to relocate the battery, the i/c uses existing mounting holes and comes with brackets.<br /><br />The car is a daily driver, and I didn't want excessive downtime. All of this pointed me to a bolt-up kit.<br /><br />I considered the AMS kit and the Extreme kit. One reason I went with the Extreme kit was the fact that the guys at Extreme were able to send me a pic of the kit. The AMS guys weren't able to get me a pic in time, and I didn't want to spend any money without actually seeing the product.<br /><br /><br />Scott Y #953/1K </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd like to see pics....||64.24.83.150||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000013||turbowop||05-04-2003||07:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Scott Y:<br /><strong> I have the Extreme kit mounted on my car. I took a bunch of digital pics, so if anyone wants to see them, I'll post them.<br /><br />Say what you will about co$t, for someone with limited (but growing!) mechanical skill, no machine shop tools and limited time/space, the kit works well. I didn't have to cut the car (although I had to 'persuade' 2 spots on the bumper with a hammer), I didn't have to relocate the battery, the i/c uses existing mounting holes and comes with brackets.<br /><br />The car is a daily driver, and I didn't want excessive downtime. All of this pointed me to a bolt-up kit.<br /><br />I considered the AMS kit and the Extreme kit. One reason I went with the Extreme kit was the fact that the guys at Extreme were able to send me a pic of the kit. The AMS guys weren't able to get me a pic in time, and I didn't want to spend any money without actually seeing the product.<br /><br /><br />Scott Y #953/1K </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You should post pics anyway for the archives. I figure the more pics of stuff on this site the better. Pictures always help out when you're trying to figure stuff out.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000014||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||05:32 AM||||can you supply us with some pics?thanks<br /><br />          Robby||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000015||Scott Y||05-05-2003||12:49 PM||||I'll get home late from work tonight, but I'll do my best to get some pics up.||63.117.253.195||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000016||keydiver||05-05-2003||12:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> I live in a complex that strictly prohibits car repairs.One time I had the hood open to check something and I got a warning.These people need enemas, I think.<br />Crucible </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stinkin' Condo Commandos! Thats why my wife and I made sure we bought property in a development without a Homeowners Association. I don't see how any association can keep you from doing routine things, like checking the oil level, coolant, or windshield washer fluid level. <br />I have the RRE kit, and it does, of course, require some cutting. But, it was a lot quicker and easier than I expected. I used an electric hand grinder (like $20 from Harbor Freight) with some $2 Home Depot cutoff wheels. I just did it in the parking lot at work, so as to avoid problems in the apartment complex we lived at the time. Just make sure you have another person there to help you lift the bumper on and off to test fit it as you cut. I don't feel that the amount of material I removed seriously effected the structural integrity of the bumper too much.||68.155.187.38||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000017||Akidosigh1||05-06-2003||05:58 PM||||i'm planning on getting the extreme motorsports intercooler kit... i would like to see some pictures.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000018||Scott Y||05-07-2003||09:16 AM||||work has been mental, I apologize for not  posting pics yet.<br /><br />By Friday, I'll have my pics up. I was going to post them one at a time in a new thread, so it should be easy to find.<br /><br />scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes



ubb/Forum2/001875.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||Blow off valve||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||03-18-2003||03:28 PM||nohad43@aol.com||What kind of bov do you guys reccomend for having stock turbo?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||03-18-2003||03:40 PM||||Stock BOV.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||03-18-2003||03:46 PM||||2nd that.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||03-18-2003||04:02 PM||||i'v got a Turbo XS type H bov on mine...<br />I like it alot and i have not had any problems<br />with it. it's the deeper sounding psheeee kind<br />of noise instead of the higher pitch hks bovs, but still cool.<br />~Aaron<br />#573/2000||68.74.195.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||03-18-2003||04:22 PM||||I have the HKS SSqv( But I dont have a 14b either). But if you are running a stock turbo, the 1g valve is more than adequate. Upgrade the piping before buying anything else.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/001876.cgi
A||||3||1667 VR4||blow off under vacuum?||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||03-18-2003||05:00 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||for some reason i can hear the blow off valve opening even under vacuum conditions. what could this be caused by? worn out spring? <br /><br />i have a 16g at 14lbs if it helps any...car has 90xxx miles||24.73.5.30||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-18-2003||05:19 PM||||What do you mean? Like as in, you are driving down the street @10lbs vac & let off the throttle & you hear it open?||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||1667 VR4||03-18-2003||05:47 PM||||exactly||24.73.5.30||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||03-18-2003||05:54 PM||||That is normal. You dont need to be in the   boost building range in order for the BOV to open. It opens whenever the throttle plate is closed. Its just louder at higher RPM's because of the amount of air excaping. Nw if it was to stay open while driving, that is a whole different story.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/001877.cgi
A||||7||hibrn8||Removing the Air Conditioning||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-18-2003||06:51 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||The haynes manual doesnt get to in depth with this. Anyone have any links to performing this removal?||65.227.204.241||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-18-2003||07:12 PM||||The lines are easy...Just follow the lines and take them out. Dont disconnect them off the little tank, it'll come out with the lines...<br /><br />AC condensor will need removed (duh). My radiator was out, so it was easy for me. I had no turbo, FMIC etc etc, so it was a lot easier.<br /><br />Getting the compressor out the top is a bit of work. You will have to take the plug wires off, move the coil pack around a little and pull the sucka out!<br /><br />Good luck!||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-18-2003||08:07 PM||||the compressor is what im worried about i just got hte rest of it out within the last hour. my car still isnt finished so it was easy for the condenser and lines to come out too.<br /><br />great this compressor looks like a bitch!<br /><br />did you just end up buying a new smaller belt too?||65.227.204.207||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||sk8bored||03-18-2003||09:38 PM||||The ac has it's own belt.||209.181.55.114||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||03-18-2003||09:44 PM||||yepper skipper, I just cut da belt   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.63||reg||12||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||03-18-2003||09:56 PM||||Gvr4s should only have one belt, None of that PS or AC stuff.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||03-18-2003||10:11 PM||||I need PS,I aint got no popeye arms   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||03-19-2003||12:45 AM||||yeah got it off, i had to move all the crap o the right side of the intake manifold in order to free enough space. then i was finally able to get the compressor out. <br /><br />job done!<br /><br />and i got the new oil cooler on today too.||65.227.204.173||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/001878.cgi
A||||1||Cybernerd2||4WD system||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||03-18-2003||09:01 PM||||Just wondering what is the effect if I locked the 4WD gearbox, will it drink more fuel?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||03-30-2003||10:52 PM||||I wish we knew. On our cars, one cannot select, it is always 4WD. Probably would not make much of a diference, but again petrol is very expensive in the UK and every little bit counts.<br />Some people here have gotten the selectable tranny.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/001879.cgi
A||||5||broke down||6 bolt and 7 bolt heads||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||03-18-2003||10:38 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I just killed my engine and am haveing it rebuilt.  T-belt jumped and bent the valves and hit pistons, blah blah  blah.  I have a seven bolt head that is in great shape, and a six bolt motor being rebuilt.  What I wanted to do was put the good seven bolt head on the six bolt block.  However, I noticed that the head studs on the 7 are 12 point spline drive, where the 6 bolt is a 10 mm hex drive.  Which head bolts should I use, or will it make a difference?  Also what do you guys recommend for a head gasket?  I assume the head will fit that block since I have never seen a distinction between a 6 and 7 bolt head?  Suggestions?  Thanks for any help!!!||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||03-18-2003||11:13 PM||||Having never R&R'd a head, I can't answer your question about the bolts.  But from what I can tell, if it threads in and it's meant for a 4g63, then it works.<br /><br />AFAIK, there is no '6 bolt' or '7 bolt' head.  There is a 1g or 2g head which will have different size intake ports.  Either way, it will fit a 6 or 7 bolt block.  I should know because there is a ported 2g head on my GVR4, as odd as it may sound.||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||broke down||03-19-2003||12:08 AM||||I didn't think there were any differences for the heads.  I was mainly just wondering if someone can tell me which type of head stud to use, or which one is best.  My preference lies in the hex drive, mainly because they seem less likely to strip.  I need to buy a socket to remove the one head, does anybody know what size the spline drive socket needs to be?  Thanks again||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000003||Nate||03-19-2003||12:51 AM||||The castings of the head are slightly different, but the only "performance" advantage of using a later head are redesigned coolant passages (not saying they're better, just different) and the advantage of larger 10mm exhaust manifold studs on the outer ends of the exhaust manifold.  The holes in the head for the head bolts appears to be just slightly smaller, so the stock head bolts fit a little bit tighter when threading them in, but they work fine.  <br /><br />So the short answer to your question is that you will need to still use head studs or bolts meant for a 6 bolt engine.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000004||broke down||03-19-2003||07:34 AM||||Thanks nate, you rock.  Anybody sure of what size spline drive socket it takes?||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||03-19-2003||12:53 PM||||Pretty sure a 12 point 12mm will work, thats what I used.||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum2/001880.cgi
A||||2||91TSi_AWD||ECU issues||||1||||91TSi_AWD||00000687
Z||000000||91TSi_AWD||03-19-2003||12:41 AM||dyrain3@aol.com||I was doing a little research on a problem ive been having with my galant. Im running my galant on a talon ECU. I have a battery drain on my interior light, radio, MPI, etc etc, fuse. Well it also has the ETACS on it... so i wondered what the hell this was... well I came across that it was part of the ECU and wondered if this thing became Galant ECU only... or if running a Talon ECU in this car will make this option screw up. The ETACS in my research is when after you turn the car off, for 30 seconds your power windows and sunroof will have power so you can close them, till 30 seconds is up or you open a door. any info appreciated.||172.137.143.114||reg||1||91TSi_AWD||00000687||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-19-2003||09:39 AM||||i ran a talon ecu on my car for several months.  i got it for a spare, and wanted to be sure it worked.  afaik, slightly lower idle, and a bit more timing up top, no noticeable difference.  howard has one in his car right now that he thinks is a galant one.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||03-19-2003||09:48 AM||||The Talon and GVR-4 ECU's are identical, except for the EPROM. Does your ECU shut the power off to the fuel pump after 7-8 seconds? Do you hear that audible "click"? The fuse that keeps power to the ECU whenever you turn the car off supplies VERY little current, microamps actually. Just enough to keep the memory alive in the ECU. However, I have seen some with caps damage that will cause the ECU to not turn off the MPI relay. So, everything that runs off the relay will draw power all the time, even with the key out of the ignition. Do you notice anything in the car NOT powering off after a short time?<br />Jeff O.||67.34.240.138||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/001881.cgi
A||||14||GVR-4||Front strut mounts||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||03-19-2003||11:22 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||What exactly are strut mounts? Anybody got a photo? I have a good idea, but I'm not sure. Conicelli says they have them for $38.55 each. Advanced says they have them for $13.00 each. I think mine are 'clunkin,' but I want to be sure of what I'm replacing.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001737#000002" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001737#000002</a><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||03-19-2003||03:42 PM||||That actually just sounds like your shocks/struts are shot.  Does it clunk when you go over bumps?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||03-19-2003||03:57 PM||||the strut mount goes right on top of each strut.  and yes, they do go bad and clunk.  BUT, to change them requires taking the strut assemble apart, you will need spring compressors.  the labor is going to be about the same as installing new struts.  and i wouldnt trust a 13 dollar one from advance, that sounds like used buttco brand with no bearing inside.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||03-19-2003||04:43 PM||||Thanks, Ken. I figured you would be the guy with the answere to my question.<br /><br />The shocks are fine. They're AGX's and they're not old. I've got stock springs for now.<br /><br />Would I be better off just getting the adjustable camber/caster plates from Noltek? Do I really need them to align the car if I only lower it an inch? Will they last longer than OEM strut mounts?<br /><br />Please, give me your input.<br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||03-19-2003||05:08 PM||||the stockers are going to be quieter, and less harsh.  the noltecs allow camber AND castor adjustment, but they are pricey.  probably cost you about 450/set.  here's what i would do.  find out if your frame is good, if so, just go with the stockers.  even if you go with the adjustable ones, you still need to get alignment whenever you change camber or castor.  i got these because my car is slightly tweaked, and right now i have the ingalls adjusters, but i dont care for them, but they are working now.  so, after the transmission, and the transfer case, and the driveshaft, and the diff, and the steering knuckles, and the radiator, and the tie rod ends, on go the noltecs.  then, the manual seatbelts, the other recaro, fix the swaybar, celebrate 2006, whew!||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||03-19-2003||05:09 PM||||The Noltec are $275, a very good price. <br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> the stockers are going to be quieter, and less harsh.  the noltecs allow camber AND castor adjustment, but they are pricey.  probably cost you about 450/set.  here's what i would do.  find out if your frame is good, if so, just go with the stockers.  even if you go with the adjustable ones, you still need to get alignment whenever you change camber or castor.  i got these because my car is slightly tweaked, and right now i have the ingalls adjusters, but i dont care for them, but they are working now.  so, after the transmission, and the transfer case, and the driveshaft, and the diff, and the steering knuckles, and the radiator, and the tie rod ends, on go the noltecs.  then, the manual seatbelts, the other recaro, fix the swaybar, celebrate 2006, whew! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||198.111.38.156||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||03-19-2003||05:14 PM||||Chances are the aftermarket ones will only be the rubber portions.  I would be surprised if they truly offered them for the front.<br /><br />I am replacing both my front upper mounts right now as I am putting in my AGX.  I am using the Eclipse GSX equivalent and putting in the GSX springs at the same time.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||03-19-2003||05:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> so, after the transmission, and the transfer case, and the driveshaft, and the diff, and the steering knuckles, and the radiator, and the tie rod ends, on go the noltecs.  then, the manual seatbelts, the other recaro, fix the swaybar, celebrate 2006, whew! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DUDE! Don't you mean 2010?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||03-19-2003||05:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> The Noltec are $275, a very good price</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where?||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||03-19-2003||06:26 PM||||275 for a PAIR of noltecs would be a VERY good price.  but, i bet it is 275 APIECE.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||03-19-2003||09:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> 275 for a PAIR of noltecs would be a VERY good price.  but, i bet it is 275 APIECE. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can't buy them one at a time, they come packaged as a set. <br /><br />Check out this site. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.oztek.us/noltec.php?mid=25" target="_blank">http://www.oztek.us/noltec.php?mid=25</a> <br /><br />You also notice that is says 1 needed, this means it is a set, and I have talked to the owner of the site and seen the piece myself.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||03-19-2003||11:36 PM||||like i said, 275 a set is a VERY good price.  i got mine from rob at mofugas at his closeout sale for 285/pr.  i think the regular price was 450 or 550, i cant remember.  and they do come in this wierd packing, blister pack, 2 of them together.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||RayH||03-20-2003||12:44 PM||||I picked up the other set of Noltecs that Rob had so now I have a set of brand new stock strut top mounts which I bought last year that I won't need.<br /><br />Let me know if you're interested.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000013||Nate||03-20-2003||01:16 PM||||New strut tops do help decrease noise, but you may also want to change the endlinks for the swaybars, which really clunk when they go bad.  Something like $15 per side for the fronts, and well worth it for the way they make the car feel tighter.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||03-20-2003||02:04 PM||||RayH-<br /><br />Yeah, I'm totally interested! Please e-mail me with a price and we can discuss further.<br /><br />danddpeter@hotmail.com<br /><br />Nate-<br /><br />I'm gonna let the swaybar end links ride for now. Someday I'll get a new bigger swaybar. But thanks for the input.<br /><br />Dave Peter||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/001882.cgi
A||||1||blacksheep||How do I know cams are not bad ?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-19-2003||12:34 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, I bought some web cams off ebay. 546/547. No flames, please. HKS may be better, but I am on a budget of sorts.<br /><br />I know web had some problem with a batch of cams being too soft. Could someone explain this better? <br /><br />These are not re-grinds. The guy said that these were the newer ones that he bought from RRE last year or so.<br /><br />How can I tell if the cams I have are bad or not? Web said they had a problem 3 years ago, but it has been resolved.<br /><br />The shiny lobes dont seem to be knicked or scratched but seem like thy have a dull spot on them. Could this be from normal wear and tear or do I need to worry? <br /><br />Any other tell tale signs of cam damage? Thanks a lot.<br /><br />PS - I can post some hi-res pics in a week or so coz I am headed on a trip later today.||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||03-19-2003||02:20 PM||||the problem with the soft lobes is that they would prematurely wear down. this is potential for major head damage. however, from what i have read is that the problem has been resolved. and as far as i know, if you have any problems with them, Web will take care of it for you because of the past problems. Honestly tho, the Webs are not bad cams at all. Good performance for the money. <br /><br />As far as recognizing if they are good or not you can measure the lobe heights. I used a micrometer for this against the specs from Web. <br />Good luck.||65.227.204.4||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/001883.cgi
A||||5||tplesko||Sparcos are in!!! (mostly)||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||03-19-2003||02:35 PM||||For KC and everyone else interested,<br /><br />Here are a couple of pictures of the sparcos in the car.  Install wasn't all that hard but I have spent quite a bit of time on it.  They aren't yet in the final positions and I don't have harnesses in yet.  But you can sit in them and boy to they feel nice (and light!)<br /><br />Like ken said,  the mounting points are no where NEAR level.  Additionally the studs in the front, especially the outside ones, are too short to even things up with, so they had to come out.  That was a nightmare and I ended up just drilling them out.  I will take some more pictures of the mounts and brackets I made once the 18 inches of snow here goes away and they are in there final positions.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/sparcodriver.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/sparcopassenger.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.253.94.177||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-19-2003||03:09 PM||||Pivvay<br /><br />looks sweet, bro! <br /><br />Why didnt you retain the gvr4 seat bracket and build an adaptor bracket to bolt to the seats to it? I have some corbeau forzas and plan on doing this (I know them aint no sparcos but thats all I could afford)...will it not work?<br /><br />What are you doing with the rear seats? Re-covering them to match the front I suppose. Thats what I will be doing as well...<br /><br />Harnesses - What do you pan on doing? I want to just get a belt bar/main hoop built so I can mount the belts. <br /><br />I wonder if Harry can assist in this matter by getting a main loop made or even a press-bent template of how it would need bent and where the weld points would need to be ?||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||03-19-2003||04:07 PM||||KC,<br /><br />I didn't retain the stock brackets for a few reasons.  One is that my car was in an accident and the drivers side bracket was pretty mangled (as was the stock driver's seat).  At least I assume it was from the accident.   Also the stock brackets are pretty heavy.  My homemade brackets are pretty adjustable (by moving bolts) and much lighter.  They also get the seat pretty low.  I could get it even lower if I wanted to make another set of brackets.  But for easy of install stock brackets are the way to go.  <br /><br />The rear seat is out as of now because I'm taking out all the tar from the interior.  I am also trying to make all new carpet.  We'll see how that goes.  My carpet is nasty.<br /><br />As far as harnesses, I "think" i'm putting in full 5points with a cage.  The cage is no where needed yet but hopefully someday and it will make the car safer and stiffer. Prior to cage install i'm just not going to attach the 5th point or fabricate a harness bar.  I have a design for a harness bar but i'm not sure how to go about getting it made.  There is a guy in my local club who might be able to make the prototype.<br /><br />I will post more pictures of the brackets here once they are totally finished.  Oh ya they are aluminum BTW.<br /><br />For anyone that wants a killer deal on the Sparco seats contact Dante at Primm motorsports.  They were a birthday and aniversery present for me from my girlfriend but they hooked her up for only $850/pair with side mount brackets for the Evo's.  Evo 2's and others are slightly more (and would be a tighter fit in the GVR4.||12.253.94.177||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||03-19-2003||04:11 PM||||What are you using to remove the Tar, Im doing that at this time and would like to know....||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||03-19-2003||04:14 PM||||Zach,<br /><br />For the trunk i just used my hands/screwdriver.  It was pretty cracked already.  For the interior I'm trying a hair dryer/heat gun first to see if that makes it easier.  But my car is buried under like 2 feet of snow so it will be a few days before I'm working again.||12.253.94.177||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||03-19-2003||05:12 PM||||i just bought a set of evo 2 recaros off of ebay.  250/set, they are really nice.  one is already in the car.  these are not designed for harnesses, and they are very light.  probably about 5 lbs each without brackets.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001884.cgi
A||||4||#258||O2 voltage problem||||1||||#258||00000439
Z||000000||#258||03-19-2003||07:11 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||Trying to get my pig through inspection and she keeps failing for CO. State allows .50 and im constantly at .55, close but no pass. O2 voltage varies from .85 to a low of .22 at idle. value changes so quick the only way i could get a good reading is to set my meter to record at 20 samples/sec. new Bosch O2 installed already and also tried my old one thinking i may have a defective one.I dont. Thoughts anyone?||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-19-2003||08:49 PM||||i sell a TON of bosch parts for german cars, but i will NOT use a bosch o2 sensor on my car.  i use factory mitsu sensors.  several shops who work on a lot of japanese cars say the bosch sensor is too slow.  besides, they cost about the same.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||#258||03-19-2003||09:08 PM||||old one was mitsubishi oem. only changed it because of o2 volt readings. same problem with both so it has to be some other problem. The tough question is what though.||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-19-2003||09:10 PM||||The voltages are supposed to change quickly.  How are your spark plugs?  What are your idle rpms?||64.108.203.158||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||joec||03-20-2003||10:21 AM||||Is the car fully warmed up?  What values are you getting for the HC's?  What mods do you have on the car? CAMS? 2G MAF or VPC?  SAFC?  What size CAT?||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/001885.cgi
A||||15||Gvr4-330||What's needed for 9000 rpm?||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||03-20-2003||12:21 AM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||Hey,<br /><br />I've heard about our engines being able to deal with a 9000 rpm redline (hit 9000 once on a misshift... ouch).<br /><br />What modifications are needed?  I'd assume stiffer valve springs, and titanium retainers, but anything else?  Anything needed on the bottom end?<br /><br />What do you guys think is the safe limit on stock components?<br /><br />1 more question... I have an NT head.  Now, I've heard everything but the cams are the same.  I just want to make certain that the valves are?<br /><br />Thanks for answering my many questions,<br />Rob||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||03-20-2003||01:09 AM||||If you want to hit 9000 rpm's you are pretty much gonna have to change everything in the engine,because stock parts aren't able to hold that amount of rpm's without fu**ing something up.||68.41.94.92||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||03-20-2003||02:07 AM||||Don't forget about the tranny.  Don't even think you would be able to shift at 9,000rpm w/out double syncros on every gear.  You can get the right tranny from TRE.<br /><br />You will also need a monster turbo since most won't make power that high.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||03-20-2003||03:15 PM||||How about a motorcycle?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||03-20-2003||03:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> How about a motorcycle?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yhea, you can hit 9k in a motorcycle.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.165.18.50||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||03-20-2003||04:06 PM||||Stock crank should be good to 8500-9000. 9k is pushing it though. The biggest problem will be the valve train. You will need stiffer valve springs to fight valve float. That will be your worst enemy. <br /><br />Remember the is not normally aspirated motor. Also remember that an engine is an air pump, the more air you pump through it the more power you get. NA engines have to get HP by RPM because that is the only way they can increase flow through the engine over a give period of time. This is why the raise compression ratio�s and turn RPM. The turbo's boost essentially gives us variable airflow/compression ratio. Turbo's do not run high RPM because as RPM increase so does flow, but boost also increases it. You get to a point where there is so much flow and cylinder pressure that the engine cannot park properly (the turbo can blow the spark out, there is not enough time to get a strong enough coil charge to spark through the massive cylinder pressure, cylinder pressure causes detonation etc). This effect grows exponentially as RPM increase. Modern F1 cars run 17000 RPM but modern Rallye car motors turn 8500-9000 and the most powerful F1 motor ever (turbo BMW 1.5l making 1500 HP) ran about 10000. Turbo's build power with boost. If you want more power, make more boost (bigger turbo, cooler air charge, better spark).||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||Gvr4-330||03-20-2003||05:14 PM||||Thanks for the replies.  What's the max usable rpm for our engines then?  I know most people with TMO's will set the rev limiter at more than 7500.<br /><br />I guess I'm just jealous of the S2000's engine note at 9000rpm  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||03-20-2003||05:25 PM||||Notice taht S2000 turbo kits and blower kits run very low PSI?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />On stock cams your power falls off hard after 6000 RPM. With a big turbo you can push that to 65oo but, if you watched the Turbo Mag article you can see on the dyno charts taht the cams are killing it. When they swapped in bigger cams the top end was great. I would says 264's should be good to about 7500-8000 with great bottom end still. 272's would go past 9000 if you really wanted but the low end suffers.||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000008||Ash||03-20-2003||06:50 PM||||So the biggest combo for a stock bottom end in good condition would be 264's & a 20g keeping revs to maybe 7500 max?  How much boost can a 20g push given this setup & race gas?||203.220.88.50||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||andy||03-21-2003||08:13 PM||||Revving to 9000rpm is useless for about 99.9% of you guys out there, including myself. It is so far beyond the peak power for most peoples setups it would just be a waste. We do take cars to 8000 rpm on totally stock valvetrains, with proper cams/turbo/intake setups, with no bad results. Your mileage may vary!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />With stock cams/turbo the car peaks around 5800 rpm or so. My car with a FP Red turbo and HKS 272s still only peaked at 6800rpm. I have to shift the car at 8k rpm to get the turbo to come up instantly in the next gear. The only problem is by the time you get to 8k, I was losing 60hp revving it there. It just nosedives. Its still better to lose the power and have instant respool than it is to shift early and have it lag. I made a short runner intake(6" runners vs factory 12"runners) and now the car still peaks at 6800 or so, but it still holds that same power to 8k rpm, which is where I shift at. So basically I now have 60 more horsepower on tap at 8k than I used to. Even then, I dont rev beyond on that for the reasons already mentioned, the trans isnt happy shifting that high.<br /><br />So the question shouldnt be whats needed to rev to 9000 rpm, but why exactly do you want to? Comparing rev limits is like comparing boost pressure. In the end its how fast you get thru the 1/4 mile(for me that is).||64.4.101.205||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||03-21-2003||11:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by andy:<br /><strong>  In the end its how fast you get thru the 1/4 mile(for me that is). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Speaking of....I'm curious about your trap speed for that E.T. in your sig. Did you have to slam the brakes or something? No offense or anything...it just seems low for a low 11 sec time.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||03-21-2003||11:48 PM||||I think in one of his earlier posts Andy said he blew an intercooler hose. I don't know if it was this run or not.<br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||kartorium31||03-22-2003||01:10 PM||||There is a white vr-4 on ebay that says it ran 11.33 and blew an intercooler hose, is it yours?  It looks nice.||12.144.137.14||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000013||andy||03-22-2003||07:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by andy:<br /><strong>  In the end its how fast you get thru the 1/4 mile(for me that is). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Speaking of....I'm curious about your trap speed for that E.T. in your sig. Did you have to slam the brakes or something? No offense or anything...it just seems low for a low 11 sec time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you look here <a href="http://www.dsmtimes.org/galant/index.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtimes.org/galant/index.htm</a> you will see that the car went 100.5mph thru the 1/8th, but only 105mph thru the 1/4, so yes, I guess you could say it looks funny. It only picked up 4mph thru the 1/4!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />If you want to see some videos of it, look no further than here: <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001673#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001673#000000</a>||64.4.101.211||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000014||andy||03-22-2003||07:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> There is a white vr-4 on ebay that says it ran 11.33 and blew an intercooler hose, is it yours?  It looks nice. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, that looks like a nice car, someone needs to buy it!!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.4.101.211||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000015||andy||03-22-2003||07:24 PM||||Back on topic, I will give another example of how revving to high will hurt you. We had a 98 GSX at the track with a small 16G, FMIC, stock cams, intake, etc, all the other supporting mods. Shifting the car at 7200 it would consistenly trap at 110mph, shifting at 6700 it would trap at 113mph, and went as much as 113.5mph. It picked up 3 mph by LOWERING the shift point 500rpm. That goes to show you how bad the power was nosediving after 6k rpm. That and a 16G will peter out up top when trying to run 22-23psi.||64.4.101.211||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes



ubb/Forum2/001886.cgi
A||||7||Duc Hunter||Check your BOV's||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||03-20-2003||04:21 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I was checking my BOV's for vacuum to see how much it took to open them up. I have a stock crushed, GFB Hybrid and a Greddy Type-S. The stock crushed opened at about 9spi (factory should be 7psi) and it holds. When you suck with the vacuum pump the gauge goes up and does not move, no leaks. Then I tested the Greddy that was not on my car. It is a year old and has VERY few miles on it. To my surprise I could not pump the vacuum pump hard enough to get the valve to open. As soon as I stopped the needle dropped right away. Now I could not hear anything hissing but that is a leak big time. Same thing happened on the GFB that is on my car. <br /><br />Since the Greddy was off the car I played with it. I took Teflon thread tape and wrapped the threads for the nipples and adjuster screws. Guess what, hold vacuum like a champ now. Also noticed that with both springs in it the valve opens at about 11psi of vacuum, with the stiff one in it opens at about 8psi and the light spring alone give an opening at 5psi. <br /><br />This leak will be a boost leak too so turbo spool up will be slow, compressor surge will happen. Also, since the leaking comes from the top of the valve boost pressure can open it so I bet it leaks allot. Just thought everyone should know. I think it is a good idea to go check your valves with a vacuum pump. I will be putting the seal Greddy on this evening.||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||03-21-2003||02:23 AM||||Well I took the Greddy all sealed up and set to the factory 7psi vacuum open setting. This required only the stiff spring, not both like I have before. At idle it is OPEN! This seems bad but ok, I will try it. Well the turbo spools noticeably better and it holds well. The catch, car stalls often when I let if fall back to idle this even with the valve vented back through the intake track a-la stock. Tomorrow I will play with tightening it. Seems to me it should be set to just stay closed at the idles vacuum pressure. Anyone else have any thoughts on that?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||03-21-2003||03:26 AM||||I had a compressor surge problem with my Type S.  I did the same and took out the inner spring.  It's better now but every now and then i still get small amount of surge with low boost.  The only problem with mine is that it takes a long time for the valve to close again right after it releases.  When i was venting atmosphere, i had to keep giving a little rev to keep it from stalling.  I thought it had something to do with the vac lines because i tee'd the vacuum line to my MBC.||66.32.30.162||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||Numberless||03-21-2003||10:11 AM||||The greddy is really leaky IMO.  I had it on my GSX and I would never buy one again and wouldn't recommend it to anybody.<br /><br />Here is a bunch of info I put together about it when i disassembled it....it has a bunch of cross sections, cad drawings of the internals, and general info.  Worth a read if you have the type S.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=d525dd9b70384431b682a9996f6acd81&threadid=51052" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=d525dd9b70384431b682a9996f6acd81&threadid=51052</a><br /><br />Here's a sample of one of the photos from that thread...its a rough cad drawing I did at work about the type S when I was having issues with it:<br /> <img src="http://www.turbologic.com/images/dsmtalk/articles/greddysclosedsm.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Anyway, check it out.<br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||03-21-2003||07:27 PM||||So which valve would you run? I have heard the HKS SSQV is good but noisy. I have heard great things about TAIL and BLITZ too??||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||Numberless||03-21-2003||07:42 PM||||I really don't know...I heard the tial one's were good, I heard mixed reviews on the turboxs valves.<br /><br />I'm definately not a bov expert by any means... I just had a leaky greddy s and ended up dissecting it and trying to figure out how it works and why it leaks...in my opinion the greddy has a few extra features, such as the lower nipple and its associated 'second' air chamber that is not needed, not used, and ends up being a problem area.  It's just a bit more complicated than it needs to be IMO, which makes some of the simpler (looking, anyway) tial valves look nice. <br />But like I said, I'm no expert...<br />So your guess will be as good as mine.<br /><br />Jon||24.209.130.130||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000006||merikgvr4||08-13-2003||11:40 AM||||Wassup duc.  Quick question, took out my GFB bov and the bottom vent is partially open.  Is this normal?  Can you please check yours?  Been trying to get rid of boost leak at around 1 bar.  Hope this is it.  TIA for any help.<br /><br />E 1351/2k||156.39.169.104||reg||5||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||08-13-2003||12:28 PM||||Ok this is almost on the same subject...<br /><br />i posted this the other day:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002756" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002756</a><br /><br />could this noise i am hearing be compressor surge?<br /><br />Thanks, and sorry if it is a bit off subject, but i do have a TURBOXS Type H BOV that is only about a year or so old...<br /><br />Thanks again.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum2/001887.cgi
A||||11||Jose||Which Turbo?||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||03-20-2003||07:45 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Im planning to buy new turbo, just not sure what turbo I should get. I want something that spools pretty quick, and with very good top end. Im also planning to go with DSMPARTS DSM Racing manifold. <img src="http://www.dsmparts.com/mmi-16-mouthcopy.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />What would be my best choice?<br />Jose...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||03-20-2003||08:12 PM||||This might be what your looking for:<br /><br />AGP L2R.  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.agpturbo.com/rseries.htm" target="_blank">http://www.agpturbo.com/rseries.htm</a> <br /><br />"It spools faster than any turbo of it's size, test cases have<br />shown full boost as low as 3600RPM on real world stock motor cars. "<br /><br />Twin ball bearing and supports 550 hp, can't beat that.<br />Hopefully i'll replace my big 16G with this bad boy soon.||66.32.30.162||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||Nate||03-21-2003||01:07 AM||||I will most likely have an L3R available for sale shortly, if anyone is interested...||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||03-21-2003||11:55 AM||||That is the manifold I want to get as well. I would go with the "killer 16g". It ia a IHI ballbearing turbo about the size of a 16g. The spoolup would be very wuick and it is capable of alot of power. For around $1200, I think it's a pretty good deal. You can get them from xs engineering.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||Nate||03-21-2003||06:43 PM||||I think you'd get more bang for the buck by just buying a normal 16G and putting the extra $600 towards something that will help make power, rather than paying for a BB 16G.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||03-21-2003||09:57 PM||||Jose, I think you might want to check out AGPs full t3/t4 turbo kit. It uses a SFP tube manifold that never cracks and you can get any flavor of Garret that you want. Maybe a 50trm/stg/.63ar or even a .48 AR might be what your looking for. Also, Try and stay away from those 16g Killers, The CHRA tends to go out in them and the chra is just as mutch as a new big 16g.There a ALOT of better options out now, For that price you could pic up a green, Sleeper 16 or somthing to fit your tastes better.||65.56.123.185||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||Jose||03-21-2003||11:11 PM||||I am leaning towards AGP L2R. I had emailed Forced Performance about the 16G Sleeper but they never got back to me. I really dont know what the 16G Sleeper is, besides that it starts out as a 16G. I thought about a 19C also. Justin (DSMPARTS) and his boss have given me a great price on the MMI manifold & AGP L2R. Plus the oil lines, gasket, polished housing, and shipping.<br />Jose.....||205.188.209.7||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000007||Oztek||03-23-2003||09:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong>I really dont know what the 16G Sleeper is, besides that it starts out as a 16G.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The sleeper 16G has a 20g compressor wheel and a big 16g exhaust wheel in a td05 housing.  It produces a ton of power and looks absolutely stock.<br /><br />I think the most important thing you can ask is "How much power do you want?"<br /><br />Everyone seems to want to slap the biggest turbo that they can on they're car.  Unless you want to spend the money on supporting mods, this is useless.  There is no use putting a AGP L3R on your car if you can only support 300 hp with your mods.<br /><br />So...how much power do you want and how much power can you afford?  Answer those questions and we can really give you an opinion on which turbo would be good for you.||67.38.3.3||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||03-23-2003||10:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Oztek:<br /><strong>The sleeper 16G has a 20g compressor wheel and a big 16g exhaust wheel in a td05 housing.  It produces a ton of power and looks absolutely stock.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The sleeper 16G does not have a TDO5H exhaust wheel, it's bigger than that.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||Jose||03-23-2003||11:24 AM||||Does anyone know the the price on the sleeper 16g? As for power I want to make as much as possibly without opening up the motor (besides cams and maybe some porting). I only want to buy a turbo once and not have upgrade at a later time.<br />Jose....||205.188.209.7||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000010||1quickvr4||03-23-2003||12:13 PM||||If I remember correctly its more than a little bit more expensive than a normal 16. I think Dale superflwus had one for sale. I would just try calling FP and asking them a price or just tell them what hp your looking for then have them stear you in the right direction.||67.29.255.15||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000011||Oztek||03-24-2003||08:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong><br />The sleeper 16G does not have a TDO5H exhaust wheel, it's much bigger than that.  More like 6 or 6h, depending on how you order it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmmm... My bad.  I didn't think that they did anything with the exhaust wheel.||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum2/001888.cgi
A||||1||driftin galant||BOV||||5||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||03-20-2003||09:24 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||How do i check bov vacum?||12.229.88.99||reg||5||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-20-2003||10:28 PM||||Refer to this thread: <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001886" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001886</a><br /><br />Ask duc cuz he knows what he's talkin bout!||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/001889.cgi
A||||6||mixx2001||Drove my car for the first time today.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||03-20-2003||11:17 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||Sounds weird does'nt it?  I've owned my car for aproximatly one month now and after replacing the clutch, transmission, driveshaft, T-case, timing & balance shaft belt, resurfacing the flywheel, and changing all fluids, I figured the maiden voyage would be breathtaking.  Well it was more like teeth-chattering, due to the ureathane or neaprene engine and transmission mounts (not sure which, but there red).  This however is an acceptable flaw, as the car handles like a wet dream, coupled the Whiteline springs, sway bar, and AGX's.  <br /><br />There is a problem with the clutch engaging right off the floor.  Sound like a Master cylinder to you guys? (the Slave is brand new)  And I think the Magnecore wires are bad because after running it for about and hour, it loss two cylinders, and began popping (arching) under the spark plug wire cover.  I'll check that out in the morning.<br /><br /><br />There was one thing I wanted to ask everyone.  Heres what my drivetrain consists of:<br /><br />Motor:      JDM Cyclone   <br /><br />Tranny:     1G coded NPXV<br /><br />T-case:     ???? Slpine matched tranny, looks like it came from a yard.<br /><br />Driveshaft: Stock from car.  I'm guessing because it was beat to shit just like the under carraige of the car.  I had to get it balanced with all new U-joints, a fresh yoke, and the center piece was replaced.<br /><br />Rear end:   Stock.<br /><br /><br />Whats happening is when the wheel is turned and your backing up (like coming out of a parking space) it acts like a LSD/Posi unit, or somthing not wanting to let one wheel turn more than the other.  And if your sitting at a slight incline, where you would normally roll back very slowly, the car wont move.  Kind of like the E-brake is on a little.  Any ideas?  Could the peices in my Drivetrain mixup be conflicting with each other?  Any ideas would be helpful.||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||03-21-2003||12:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Kind of like the E-brake is on a little.  Any ideas?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe the e-brake is not releasing fully you may have anwser your own question  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . Kind of interesting thought you drive you car for the first time in a month and I just drove my car for the last time for about a month.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||Nate||03-21-2003||01:03 AM||||I'm guessing that the final drive ratio in the trans/transfer case wasn't meant to work with the stock 3.545 rear diff drive ratio.  That or a broken center diff in the trans.  Jack it up on all four corners and let the clutch out in first slowly to see if all four wheels turn at the same speed.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||03-21-2003||07:52 AM||||E-brake's not the problem I made sure of that when I bled the brakes.  Nate this is what I was afraid of, what other ways are there to test if the final ratio in the T-case is conflicting with the ratio out back?  I'm pretty sure it's not the center diff.  I've had a couple buddies blow out theirs and it resulted in RWD.  When I was adjusting the slave cylinder I had my friend let the clutch out in first and remember the front wheels spinning, but in my haste to finish do not remember exactly how fast the rears were turning in relation.  So it could be a T-case/Rear Diff conflict.||65.165.18.120||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||03-21-2003||07:55 AM||||It's common to have a rear brake caliper lock up. Might be that...||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||03-21-2003||07:57 AM||||Just one of the rear calipers?  What causes that?||65.165.18.120||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||03-21-2003||09:48 AM||||I did the brakes on my GVR4 just recently and found the lock pin in one front was seized in place by rust.  I guess that explains why it didn't stop all that great.  It can happen in the rear as well, and you probably wouldn't notice it.  That or the piston gets seized.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum2/001890.cgi
A||||30||Todd TCE||TCE Brake options ??||||1||||Todd TCE||00001174
Z||000000||Todd TCE||03-20-2003||11:29 PM||toddandchris1@cox.net||After further discussion with folks (again) I'm looking into the VR4 and what I can do for you guys. The plan is of course to cross over what we can from the Eclipse kits and fit them to the Galant. <br /><br />I have no idea yet the final offerings, prices, caliper options, wheel fitments etc. but please stay tuned. There has been talk of a 'group buy' of sorts but that's the cart before the horse. Let me see what's needed first before I commit and take your money! <br /><br />I'll check back here in a couple of days. Anyone who wishes to speak privately please email me. NO PMs!||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||03-21-2003||01:31 AM||||I know I would be interested and was the one talking about doing up another kit (rotora) but due to most people not having large enough wheels for it (17's). <br /><br />I would think something that would fit under the average 16" wheel would work as most have some aftermarket wheel on them.<br /><br /><br />Also I would figure the brake setup's are the same between the DSM's and VR4's other than we have the bigger breaks compared to most 1g models.  Also the rear brake lines and possibly the front are slightly different/longer.<br /><br />Right now the only option is doing a custom kit (costly), getting lucky and finding a Baer kit Mofugas used to sell (RARE) or swapping to 5 lug hubs and wheels and getting a DSM kit (too costly).<br /><br />Definetly let me know as I am interested.||65.138.130.206||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||03-21-2003||07:38 AM||||1.  I contacted Todd at TCE about what we should send him from a GVR4 parts car to determine what fits. Here's his reply from yesterday:<br /><br />"Now we're talking! No need for the caliper, or stock rotor. Parts I need for such mock-ups are: knuckles with bearings, lower control arm or <br />link, and a factory brake line/lines. -Todd" <a href="http://www.tceperformanceproducts.com" target="_blank">www.tceperformanceproducts.com</a><br /><br />2.  I also contacted Baer for cost for 4-pot Alcon custom-made kit. Here's Ben's email from Wednesday:<br /><br />"We could make it, but you would be looking at about $2,300.00 for a four piston Alcon on a 13" one piece rotor, and about $2,800.00 for the 2 pc. 13.5" rotor system. You can order the Sport or Track systems direct from us if you like. The Sport system (16" wheels) is $675.00 and the Track system (17" wheels) is $685.00, both are standard with plain rotors. Add, $100.00 a pair for slotted and zinc rotors and $120.00 for slotted, drilled and zinc washed rotors. Thank you, Ben O'Connor" brakes@baer.com<br /><br />3. RRE can special order Stop Tech's system (17" wheeels) in our bolt pattern. Mike at RRE says that would cost around $1,700 for the front set. He says Stop Tech's system is the best for under $2500.  <br /><br />4. For TCE group buy, we need someone in the Phoenix area with a GVR4 or the parts (knuckles with bearings, lower control arm or link, and a factory brake line/lines) to go over to TCE for a test fitting.<br /><br />Can anyone help us out in AZ?||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||Todd TCE||03-21-2003||08:33 AM||||Thanks for the info. And please understand this doen't have to be a 'group buy' deal. It can be a one off, but if you want to get the cost down some then qty helps.<br /><br />As for the others, the Baer/PBR kits are fine if you want floating calipers and need the spoke clearance. Any of the others will have the same problems I do: getting the calipers to clear the back side of the wheel. <br /><br />As for size, if I do it, I'll expect it to be in both 12.2 and 13" size. This is my common choice. The 12.2 will fit many aftermarket 16s and the larger for bigger wheels. <br /><br />As for the "best for under $2500" that's a pretty bold statement. Granted they offer nice product, but what one considers 'best' relative to another is questionable. Consider; larger, wider, more pistons, pads, color, number of holes, type of plating, mounts, options, and don't forget cost. What part of this is 'best'?? This is a purely subjective question.<br /><br />My current line of thought it the target cost of about $1200 or so. Base cost may be less, decked out cost a bit more. <br /><br />Agreed, anyone in the Phoenix area with a car should call me. I have no clue where to find these parts locally as the car is a bit rare. Anyone wishing to send me samples to work with can get a hansome discount in it of course.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000004||Numberless||03-21-2003||10:01 AM||||Todd, thanks for posting here.<br /><br />We have a '91 wreck that we could probably part out if no one local could help out.<br /><br />Here's a photo, we only have the drivers side front suspension/brakes..<br /><br /><a href="http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/wrecked/DSC00010.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/wrecked/DSC00010.JPG</a><br /><br />If you don't have any luck with anyone local, let me know.<br /><br />For the others on here, the 12.2 kit fit with plent of clearance with 16" rotas on my gsx....and as I've said before, i would recommend these brakes to anybody.  amazing.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/wilwoodsright.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/wilwoodsright.jpg</a><br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||03-21-2003||12:17 PM||||I'm alittle ways away otherwise if I can pull it off I may do it though I would need a place to stay.||65.148.94.67||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||03-21-2003||02:14 PM||||I really don't see the need for bigger brakes. We already have large brakes. The only thing needed to improve performance is better disks, slotted or drilled or both, and a good set of pads. All of these parts are available. <br /><br />It seems that most people only want bigger brakes for looks.<br /><br />Keep the RICE out of this forum. <br /><br />I have a Sport Compact Car mag where they installed huge Stoptech brakes on a WRX and it actually worsened braking. <br /><br />Again guys, good fresh rotors with sticky pads. As long as you are not racing on a course, brake fade will not be an issue.||198.111.38.136||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||Numberless||03-21-2003||03:31 PM||||I respecfully disagree.  I consider myself pretty far from somebody who is into "rice", which is why when I bought the wilwoods I chose to get the most basic kit possible.  I didnt get drilled or slotted since I know I wouldnt need it 99% of the time, and I didn't get anodized or chromed or some other bs since I don't care about winning car shows.  Drilled rotors I have had have cracked when used year round, and slotted have eaten through pads like crazy, and help you out 5% of the time in terms of actual braking on the street.  Just my opinion though....I respect everybody's opinion on this and I promise I'm not trying to argue, just giving a different viewpoint.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I can say that I went from new power slot stock-sized rotors on my 99gsx to the wilwoods/hawk pads and it is a huge improvement, both in stopping power and overall brake feel and responsiveness.<br /><br />To each his own though.  I still say it was the best mod I ever did to my dsm, and one I shouldve done two years before I did. But like I said, it's just my opinion.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000008||Numberless||03-21-2003||03:37 PM||||By the way, I agree that MOST people do in fact get them for looks, and I also agree that we need to keep the rice out of these forums.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />PS: TCE 12.2 kit in action (quicktime required):<br /><a href="http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/onelap.mov" target="_blank">www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/onelap.mov</a>||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000009||PJGross||03-21-2003||04:12 PM||||I wanted to post and say that Todd and TCE are awesome to work with.  He has a legendary status with the Impala SS clubs for providing top notch performance at reasonable costs.  No emphasis on bling factor or rice, pure performance.<br /><br />I would need to check into our GVR4 specs deeper, but the main benefit of larger rotors for another heavy car, the Impala, is not only rotor diameter, but width: that gives the brakes much more headroom for dealing with heat.  I love the GVR4 b/c it is sort of similar to the Impala in that they're both 4-doors but they both tend to carry a little too much "junk in the trunk".  Unfortunately, heavy cars deal with a lot more energy to convert and that means a lot more heat. <br /><br />If you occasionally auto-x you may not benefit from larger brakes.  They would definitely come into play on a roadcourse where brake fade is not only common, but a safety issue.  Brake upgrades (for the impala at least) show that one time stopping distances aren't improved much with larger rotors, it is all about doing it over and over in rapid succession without fade or warping the rotors.  Generally autocrossing sessions are not long enough in duration or high enough in speed to build up as much fade as one would see in a higher speed and generally longer duration road course situation, but I know some of the national events have bigger, longer courses so I won't say never.<br /><br />I'm definitely not an expert and some of you guys might know this stuff better, but I wouldn't dis-regard bigger brakes as rice, some of us actually use them!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Incidentally, my experience autocrossing the galant was that the ABS and small stock tires were the limiting factor when autocrossing, not the actual brakes.  Never got a chance to roadcourse it before tearing it down but I'm anxious to see how my 245 hoosiers will effect the brake limiting factors when I get the car on the road again!<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000010||Todd TCE||03-22-2003||08:44 AM||||LOL!<br /><br />I don't know about 'legendary'... but my main product line has been and will continue to be based on a fair product at a fair price. When put up against the high dollar parts some of the base parts I use my not offer the most high tech or all out race bred performance but due to their design it's quite easy to change things around a bit to reach the level that YOU want your kit to be. It is however very difficult to compare $1000 kits directly to $2500 offerings. I have no doubt I can compete with the 'big boys' with alternate options such as the BSL6 and such but the cost goes up too. And given that folks look for affordable alternatives from me that's what I aim to offer. <br /> <br />I've always felt that the base kits are much better than stock and offer a variety of alternatives such as pads, rotors, finishes to play with. Now if your budget allows more money we can do calipers and larger rotors also. There is no 'one size fits all' formula here.<br /><br />Regarding size, I see this package being based mainly on the .810 rotor rather than the wider 1.25 from the Impala or Lightning. This is simply due to the wheel spacing issues. I'm sure we CAN fit wider rotors in there but it will come at the expense of spoke clearance and perhaps custm hats. That's not what you want I suspect or you'd have already bought one of the other kits out there. Compromises have to be considered. Again I'll reserve judgement until I see some parts first hand. <br /><br />As for 'needing bigger brakes', well the car has plenty of HP too. It gets you from A to B so we can assume you don't 'need' more power either.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Jon: getting hold of that spindle and lower control arm would be a real help. Maybe the factory brake line too? I'll pick up the UPS charges if you want to pull them off. Offer up some credit for the work on it.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||03-22-2003||11:25 AM||||There was a full set of hubs and control arms on ebay for like $60 from dent-sport. <br />Looks like the auction just ended though because I can't find it now.||65.153.140.76||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||Todd TCE||03-24-2003||09:10 AM||||Jon,<br /><br />Were you intending to pull that spindle, or did you over the weekend? <br /><br />Please get hold of my via email.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000013||drew||03-25-2003||01:24 AM||||"Now we're talking! No need for the caliper, or stock rotor. Parts I need for such mock-ups are: knuckles with bearings, lower control arm or <br />link, and a factory brake line/lines. -Todd" <a href="http://www.tceperformanceproducts.com" target="_blank">www.tceperformanceproducts.com</a><br /><br />Todd,<br /><br />You have a kit for the 1G AWD Eclipses correct? EVERYTHING is the same, except for the fact that it is 4X114.4 instead of 5X114.4, and the brake lines are different.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000014||joec||03-25-2003||10:00 AM||||Are you sure they're the same?  I looked at the CAPS last night and came up with different part numbers for the lower control arm and knuckles.  I'm sure people have interchanged the parts, just wonder if there's any real difference...||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000015||Todd TCE||03-26-2003||09:15 AM||||Hmm. Seems we have some debate among the rank and file!<br /><br />I'll tell you what; given that they are "the same" but for the bolt pattern and hoses, I'll offer anyone who wants to find out a $200 discount on the first kit to try it. That includes the redrilling of the hats to 114.4 (what's that, 4 on 4 1/2?) AND hoses based on what I can find from a local source and convert to my needs. <br /><br />Simply shop the Eclipse pages and let me know what it is that you want to do. <br /><br />BUT, here's the catch: Whatever does not fit properly and needs modification, you pay for and there is no return on it. I'll work with you on making it fit but you pay the shipping etc if required. No I won't burn you on some simple mod to make it work. <br /><br />It's gut check time. Either you guys are 'IN' or you're not. I can't find the spindles here in town so if you are so sure of the fit then let's get on with it. And save some coin to boot.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000016||ron||03-26-2003||09:26 AM||||I will do it.. <br />I'll give you a call today..<br />Ron||64.12.96.102||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000017||Numberless||03-26-2003||02:37 PM||||Great Ron if you're going to do this that would be great....I didn't get a chance to pull the parts because I've been home sick.  (figures I get sick right when the weather gets nice)<br /><br />If you still need the stuff, let me know, but for now it looks like you guys are on the right track.<br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000018||Todd TCE||03-26-2003||10:52 PM||||Ron and I spoke. Sounds promising. His wheels are the first drawback however. These are not very brake friendly. The best are wheels which have spokes that curve out and back in. ANY bolted wheel, real or fake, will have problems with aftermarket brakes.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000019||Todd TCE||04-01-2003||08:07 AM||||I now have a set of modified hats for this project. It appears to be simpler to do than I had suspected.<br />Now I need a test subject.<br /><br />Ron had volunteered but I'm concerned that his choice of wheels is really going to be a problem. They are not big brake friendly. We need a car with some nice open spoke wheels and ample clearance. And someone who is willing to spend a modest amount of money and in return receive a discount.<br /><br />Call or email me.||68.2.64.250||reg||2||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000020||teet||04-02-2003||12:41 PM||||the difference in the caps is due to the rear big bushing that comes with the lower control arm.  nothing to do with the dimensions.<br /><br />the engine mounts have similar "different" part numbers...but it is just due to the amount of air in the rubber part of the bushings between a "luxury" car vs a sports car.<br /><br />put it this way...I took a TEL front lower control arm and spindle...pressed out the 5 lug hub/bearing...and put in a 4 lug and have been using in on the rally car...till I hit the tree...@#$@#<br /><br />Todd:  Can you get 11.75 by 1.25 inch rotors on your hats?   how much would you have to space out the wheels to use 1.25 inch rotors...nevermind...that is a stupid question unless you know what wheel/caliper I was using.  <br /><br />did you ever get the rear brake upgrades done?  I grafted the dual piston big brakes on the rear of my galant...with slightly modified rotors...and lots of mods on the spindle obviously  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />thanks<br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000021||PRE-EVO||04-02-2003||02:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Todd TCE:<br /><strong> Ron and I spoke. Sounds promising. His wheels are the first drawback however. These are not very brake friendly. The best are wheels which have spokes that curve out and back in. ANY bolted wheel, real or fake, will have problems with aftermarket brakes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Todd if you have some measurements I can see if my wheels may be a problem. They are 16x7.5 40mm offset. I will be doing a suspension this weekend and can take some measurements if you would like. <br />Rich||207.220.137.82||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000022||Todd TCE||04-02-2003||11:21 PM||||Jon,<br />I'm a little lost, yes you can bolt up wider rotors on any of the kits. It's fitting it between the ball joint and thus the caliper behind the wheel that is the problem. Think of it as attempting to fit 5" worth of pars on 4" of space....<br /><br />Rear kits for which car? Eclipse 1 or 2G? Yes I've got both of them somewhat wrapped up. The 1G is available for the 2WD with a modest rotor size upgrade and the 2G is available in a twin piston caliper set up. I've got pics of both if you wish. <br /><br />Todd||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000023||teet||04-03-2003||10:33 AM||||Todd<br /><br />so your hats don't actually go over the ball joint?  You squeeze the hat and rotor(or 1/2 or whatever) in before the ball joint?<br /><br />wow...no wonder it is difficult to fit the thicker rotors.<br /><br />My friend did a custom setup using off the shelf wilwood hats...but he had to modify the front lower control arms by cutting off the stock ball joint and replacing it with a heim joint so the hat would actually go OVER the lower control arm attachment point.  <br /><br />I'd do that in the rally car, but I am concerned with the strength lost...although that's how they do it in WRC with tubular control arms...humm...<br /><br />Oh, and I was speaking of AWD 1g rear.  I would be interested in seeing a 2(or 4) piston non sliding caliper upgrade with 2 piece rotors.  They'd have to squeeze under 15 inch wheels...thus the 11.75 inch rotors.  I have a hydraulic handbrake already.  <br /><br />I have a set of alcon b-type calipers sitting on the shelf for the front waiting for me to find "matching" rotors and then I just find the time to measure up some bracketry.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000024||howard_GVR4||04-03-2003||10:45 AM||||Teet, didn't you come up with a cool rear setup using the OEM front 2 piston calipers but on the rear?  <br /><br />How well does that work?||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000025||Todd TCE||04-03-2003||09:53 PM||||John,<br /><br />Take a minute and read all of this from the top. The kit being asked for and reported to 'fit' is the Eclipse package for the 1G. "All you need to do is redrill them for the four bolt pattern" is what I've heard from day one. <br /><br />First, the hat for the 1G doesn't and can't really fit over the ball joint on that car. Now if it can on this car then that means the front suspension on this car is not anywhere near the same dimensions as what was being hoped or planned on. Or we can do custom hat and different parts to make it work etc. But in any case like this if what you say is correct then we're right back where we started.<br /><br />I had one interested party drop out today when he failed to realize that this project is exactly that: a project. And for the right person who is willing to do some leg work in it I believe we may still be able to pull it together. I can nearly promise you it's not a PLUG AND PLAY option here people. If it was then it'd have been done already. So far the only real things I know for sure are the redrilled hats will fit the stud package, and I'm fairly confident the caliper brackets fit the BOLT PATTERN of the spindle.<br /><br />I'd really like to see some pics of this car from the inside out. And I may still want to get my hands on that parts car above. <br /><br />I see it as two ways to go ahead with this; we work our way through it and see where it takes us or I sell you an Eclipse kit and you figure it out. After all they are the same! <br /><br />Anyone want to shoot over some clear pics or direct me to them much appreciated. I'll look them over and speak with the other interested party but if it continues to be to problematic for all of us the time will come when I pass on it.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000026||PRE-EVO||04-03-2003||11:14 PM||||Give me the main list of what you want pictures of and I will take them this weekend (saturday) when I do my suspension. I can upload them and send them to you so you have them by monday.<br />Rich||199.183.179.166||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000027||Todd TCE||04-04-2003||07:55 AM||||Face shot of hub. Rear shot of spindle. Side shot of mounting ears. Side shot of spindle showing ball joint to rotor. <br /><br />Thought on this some more, no way I can see this wa put over the ball joint. The hat ID would be very large and the rotor very small.<br /><br />Please take some pics and shoot them to me, I'll retrun some of the eclipse ones back to you for comprrrison.<br /><br />Thanks.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000028||teet||04-04-2003||09:56 AM||||Todd<br /><br />The hat that fit over the ball joint...would NOT have fit over a stock ball joint.  The ball joint was NOT stock.  My friend cut off the stock ball joint/end of the arm...welded in a female threaded piece...and screwed in a heim joint that he then pressed a cut up ball joint shaft into.  I 100% realize this is NOT what you are trying to sell.  these were 13+ inch rotors with GN III 6 piston calipers.  <br /> <br />When you said you had custom hats made up for 1gs, I had assumed that you have enlarged the inner diameter of the hat so that it could fit over the stock 1g ball joint.  My mistake for assuming.  So what is custom about the hats you have had made?  Just the bolt pattern and the center bore?  <br /><br />So how does alcon fit 12.1 inch rotors and B-type calipers under 15 inch wheels on rally 1gs?  The rally wheels they use have a 13.5 inch inside radius that goes beyond the face where the wheel bolts to the spindle...they are very special wheels.  <br /><br />nothing is impossible.  <br /><br />Yes, I put 1g 2pot sliding calipers on the rear of the car.  by using 5/8 master for the front system and 3/4 for the rear...it works ok.  But I have very limited driving on the system cause i hit the tree.  I was amazed at how much spongyness was taken out of the system by ditching the stock 1g rear calipers...those things suck.<br /><br />I have spindles/control arms sitting around in the garage...but I am pretty bad at shipping things on time...just ask harry...so probably shouldn't count on anything from me.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000029||Todd TCE||04-04-2003||09:38 PM||||I'm starting over of sorts on this and you all should give Bob In Chicago a HUGE thank you for his imformative help on the phone and the planned parts exhange this coming week. So far he's the first I've spoken to who 'gets it' when it comes to fitting all of this and how it stacks up, clears, changes etc. He does not rely on the 'it fits the Eclipse so it  fits our car' blanket statement. I think he's too smart or experienced for that. lol<br /><br />We'll be doing some exchange of pics as well as hard parts to try to pull it together.<br /><br />As for huge rotors and calipers under 15" wheels, yup I'm sure it's possible. Just not what I'm working on. If that's what someone wants that's fine, find a builder and get after it.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000030||Hertz||04-05-2003||01:04 AM||||Bob, you rock.<br /><br />How's that brake ducting idea coming along?||67.36.177.252||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001891.cgi
A||||3||pudhed||Water pump gasket||||1||||pudhed||00000339
Z||000000||pudhed||03-21-2003||01:18 AM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||I'm replacing my water pump.. <br /><br />Does the gasket need sealant goop on it? <br />I thought water pumps generally need it, but there <br />didn't seem to be any on there before.<br /><br />Thanks, <br />    Nick||209.213.198.25||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||03-21-2003||02:20 AM||||Hey yo,<br />if you don't have a gasket use rtv grey silicon. My honda friend swears by it. I just learnt to use the stuff myself over the summer on a waterpump. im getting away from rtv blue silicon. a small bead, torque it down to spec and let dry for atleast a few hours before adding radiator fluid and make sure you sand down the block side and waterpump side if you got any gasket material left over.<br /><br />DongeR||63.201.91.17||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||03-21-2003||09:28 AM||||I did what the VFAQ states.  Just put a small amount of sealent on the pump and then put the gasket on the pump.  Let it sit for about 24 hours and bolt it on. And make sure the old gasket is completely removed from the block. Razor blade worked good for me.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-21-2003||09:45 AM||||i also put sealant on the pump ONLY then put the gasket on the pump.  this way, when you change out the pump again, the freaking gasket dont stick to the block, and you still get a good seal.  the piece that ALWAYS sticks is the upper part, right below the head.  when you remove the old gasket, save the pieces, to make sure you got it all. it is very depressing to start up the car after it is all done and see a leak.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001892.cgi
A||||6||ayvr4||Master And Slave||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||03-21-2003||11:54 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Anyone know where I can get a new master and slave cylinder online?<br />Nopi has them but never has anything in stock...<br />is the dealership my last option?<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.195.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||03-21-2003||11:58 AM||||<a href="http://www.gapa.com" target="_blank">www.gapa.com</a> has the clutch master for $67.  Not sure what the dealer wants.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||03-21-2003||12:14 PM||||You could get a new master and slave from <a href="http://www.ctcmotorsports.com" target="_blank">http://www.ctcmotorsports.com</a>  It's about $100 plus shipping for both.  They get them straight from the same company as Mitsu.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||03-21-2003||12:31 PM||||Thanks!<br />~Aaron||68.74.195.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||03-21-2003||12:54 PM||||This is the master & slave package. it just says AWD 1G, This will work correct?<br /><br /><a href="http://store.yahoo.com/shopctc/clmaslcypa.html" target="_blank">http://store.yahoo.com/shopctc/clmaslcypa.html</a><br /><br />(Just want to be sure)<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.195.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||03-21-2003||01:57 PM||||try mike at fcp, 937 233 4080.  i bet he has the best prices.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||03-21-2003||02:24 PM||||The clutch master and slave from here are about $84 and you get free shipping with orders over $50!<br /><a href="http://www.performancemotorcars.com/" target="_blank">http://www.performancemotorcars.com/</a><br /><br />I don't think that are from the same manufacture as OEM though.||63.146.62.141||reg||3||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum2/001893.cgi
A||||3||supasigma||intake manifold gasket for 4g63T eci multi||||1||||supa^^||00001181
Z||000000||supasigma||03-21-2003||12:08 PM||teostephen@hotmail.com||does anyone know the bolt pattern for the intake manifold?i took mine apart and found out that i have one extra bolt...after i locked everything down.||61.6.154.24||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-21-2003||02:00 PM||||1.  are you talking intake manifold to cyl head?<br />2.  do you have a cyclone intake?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||supasigma||03-22-2003||11:45 AM||||erm....i have a three piece intake.it has the word eci multi on it.i think it is the jdm type.||61.6.154.194||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-22-2003||03:08 PM||||i dunno about the difference between the 3 piece multi, and the 3 piece cyclone, but on the cyclone, BOTH gaskets(i have them right in front of me)have 7 bolt/stud holes(8mm) in them.  and since i cant draw a picture here, that is all i can help you.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001894.cgi
A||||2||joec||brake differences in 91 vs 92 GVR4?||||5||||joec||00000698
Z||000000||joec||03-21-2003||04:23 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||Is there a difference in the 91 and 92 GVR4 front brakes?  I was looking at the online parts search at Conicelli and they showed different listings for front brake rotors depending on if the car was built before or after 3/91.<br /><br />The front brake pads also had a break -- between 2/91.<br /><br />Calipers seem to be the same though.||192.250.112.194||reg||5||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||03-21-2003||05:56 PM||||Rotors have been superseded in CAPS by a common part number for all.<br /><br />Pads also show common number fits all now.  Some may have had shims originally, some not.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||DSSA||03-22-2003||04:22 PM||||They're all the same. Throughout.<br /><br />The catalog has some stupidity coded into it.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes



ubb/Forum2/001895.cgi
A||||3||MattC||Fuel Pump Question:||||1||||MattC||00000692
Z||000000||MattC||03-21-2003||04:41 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||My fuel pump just let go.  I need a replacement asap.  Can someone kindly tell me where to purchase one, and exactly which one will work.  Any help is greatly appreciated.<br /><br />Cheers,<br /><br />MattC<br />247/2000||68.14.146.253||reg||1||MattC||00000692||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||03-21-2003||04:47 PM||||dsmparts has a good price on a walbro 255.  Thats what I am running.  No FPR or fuel management (yet).  The tip is extra black, but my gas milage doesn't suck or anything.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||03-21-2003||05:47 PM||||<a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/" target="_blank">http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/</a><br />  I had the pump in 2 days with everything needed to install.  He even included a piece of fuel line so you can eliminate that pesky hood with O-ring that some have problems with leaking.||64.109.1.212||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||03-21-2003||06:33 PM||||I have a stock pump if you want it, give me an offer! email me||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/001896.cgi
A||||3||atsiauto||90 Oil cooler conversion NEED HELP Quick!!!||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||03-22-2003||11:02 AM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I have the 90 housing all bolted up etc I need to know where to mount the cooler and where I am running the lines to ,, Do I have to take off the bumper or what any help pics etc .. I am going out for a few hours and hope somebody can ans these questions, Thanks!!!||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-22-2003||11:08 AM||||yep.  you have to remove the bumper.  if you notice, the plastic cover on the left side has cutout for the lines.  i had to move the p/s line just a tad, and make 2 brackets to support the cooler, it will sit right in front the p/s cooler, and just clear the bumper.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||03-22-2003||12:47 PM||||I used plastic thru-the-radiator mounts (under $18) which run thru both a/c rad & regular radiator. Available at most autoparts stores.<br /><br />Also used high pressure push-on rubber hose/fittings to permit  more location choices.<br /><br />I think you could mount the '90 oil cooler without removing front bumper, if you have skinny hands. Worth a try before doing all the bumper work.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||03-22-2003||06:35 PM||||man that thing was a dog took me all day lond ripped trhe wires clean off one of the fog lights when I tugged. No more leaking , Id swear there was not a thing wrong with the one I took of though on closer inspection . What a job||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum2/001897.cgi
A||||24||mixx2001||Welded rear diff?||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||03-22-2003||03:35 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||Ok this is it, there's definately something wrong with the rear end in my car.  Me and all the techs at my work (Audi dealership) all saw the inside rear wheel, when full turn, "hop" as if it had welded sipers or somthing.  Is this a modification thats ever done to AWD DSM's?   I've heard of welding the sipers but I always thought you would just weld the ones in the center diff.  Any info will help.  Thanks.||65.165.18.44||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-22-2003||05:33 PM||||It is very common in a domestic car to weld the rear diff. <br /> Never heard on anyone having to do it to a Mitsu. The 4 bolt can handle quite a bit of power for these cars.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Nate||03-23-2003||12:13 AM||||That is what happens when you break the center diff.  The rear acts as a locked diff for some reason, but I can't explain exactly why.  Your CD is blown.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||03-23-2003||09:15 AM||||It shouldn't be.  We just went through the whole tranny.  With the car in the air: If you grab the driveshaft and turn it all the wheels move, if you grab one of the rear wheels and turn the other rear wheel both front wheels move and vice versa if you grab one front wheel and turn it.  Doesn't this mean all the diffs are working properly?<br /><br />                                  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||03-23-2003||09:18 AM||||Also my buddy broke his center diff and the car went RWD.  That doesn't seem to be happening here.  Could there possibly be a conflict between the final drive ratios in the T-case with the rear end?||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||andy||03-23-2003||02:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Also my buddy broke his center diff and the car went RWD.  That doesn't seem to be happening here.  Could there possibly be a conflict between the final drive ratios in the T-case with the rear end? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sometimes when they break they go RWD, sometimes it locks it into AWD9like a welded center diff). Sometimes it will flip flop back and forth, it just all depends on how it breaks. Sounds like a broken center diff.||64.4.101.201||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||03-23-2003||03:02 PM||||it's worth taking the 5 minutes or so, and check if some dufus installed an RS trans.  check the bell housing, right where it bolts to the block, below the cyl head, there will be a raised boss, and stamped into this flat part is W5M332 then 4 letters.  the first letter should be an N, like NQBK or NQBM.  if it starts with a W, you're fuct.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||number3||03-23-2003||05:29 PM||||Mixx,<br /><br />Have you performed a hard launch (Burn out) lately?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||03-23-2003||10:33 PM||||The tranny is a NPXV, and me and my stepdad installed it.  Harry, I haven't driven the car hard, in fact I've only driven it for three days (140 miles so far) I'm still breaking in the clutch.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   I'm going to try to take a look at the rear diff tomorrow (internally).||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||03-24-2003||08:36 AM||||Today on the way to work I noticed something that before I thought may have just been the old gas in the car (the car still had over half a tank from where it sat for almost a year when I bought it).  The car kind of jerks every so lightly.  On of the more "Southern" techs here described it as a "fish bite".  I'm going to pull the cover on the rear diff tonight, and if I don't see broken or welded spider gears I'm just going to assume it's something with the center differential.||65.165.18.188||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||Team Ducktape||03-24-2003||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Ok this is it, there's definately something wrong with the rear end in my car.  Me and all the techs at my work (Audi dealership) all saw the inside rear wheel, when full turn, "hop" as if it had welded sipers or somthing.  Is this a modification thats ever done to AWD DSM's?   I've heard of welding the sipers but I always thought you would just weld the ones in the center diff.  Any info will help.  Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My Talon had a welded rear, it really cuts down on the turning radius of the car. Lots of people have done this.||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000011||mixx2001||03-24-2003||01:17 PM||||God I hope so.  I'll find out tonight if I do too.||65.165.18.110||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000012||number3||03-24-2003||03:25 PM||||Welded rear or welded center diff? <br /><br />When I had a welded center diff it hopped and cut down the turning radius. I never heard anyone welding the rear diff in a GVR4 or DSM. But then again...||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||03-24-2003||04:03 PM||||Why would someone weld a rear diff?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||mixx2001||03-24-2003||04:12 PM||||Yhea I don't know.  All I know is when I turn with the wheel all the way until it stops, the inside rear wheel hops like a my mustang use to.  And it had a welded rear diff.  It's cheap positraction.  But I too have never heard of anyone doing this on a rear diff in a DSM.  So I'll look tomorrow night and see.||65.165.18.149||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000015||Team Ducktape||03-25-2003||01:59 AM||||It was welded by Mike Tate from St. Louis, welding it makes it similer to the rest of the people who weld their rears, can't believe this would be the first time anyone has heard of it on a DSM. I was going to weld my three bolt the same(without the rear steering), sence Mike said it really wasn't that hard- I would like to just see if the three-bolt would last longer. Or less?||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000016||mixx2001||03-25-2003||01:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> I would like to just see if the three-bolt would last longer. Or less? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, I guess that's whatt I'm about to find out.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.165.18.214||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||03-25-2003||03:38 PM||||It's going to be hard to judge the results.  Some people have gone 11's on the 3-bolt without breaking axles, and others have broken axles running 13's.  <br /><br />I would think welding a rear diff won't have much affect on axle breakage, since it's the axles that break at the splines, not the diff internals.  Hell, the only 3 bolt diff I've ever seen break internally was caused by other issues.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000018||mixx2001||03-25-2003||04:54 PM||||What other options are there for the GVR4?  Can you just buy beefier axles from like Raxles or something?  I don't really want to swap to the 4-bolt 5-lug, I like my wheels too much.||65.165.18.85||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000019||andy||03-25-2003||05:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> What other options are there for the GVR4?  Can you just buy beefier axles from like Raxles or something?  I don't really want to swap to the 4-bolt 5-lug, I like my wheels too much. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You dont have to go 5 lug when you put a 4 bolt rear in. You do have to remove the AWS unless you want to do some major parts swapping. I hated the AWS anyway.||64.4.102.114||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000020||iceman69510||03-25-2003||05:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Why would someone weld a rear diff?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Many of the straight-liners might not have experience with it, but for road racing, if you do not have an lsd or locker, you can weld the diff to eliminate wheelspin coming out of corners as the weight transfers.  My race car has a welded rear diff (not a Mitsu).||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000021||howard_GVR4||03-25-2003||05:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br />Many of the straight-liners might not have experience with it, but for road racing, if you do not have an lsd or locker, you can weld the diff to eliminate wheelspin coming out of corners as the weight transfers.  My race car has a welded rear diff (not a Mitsu).</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I'm familiar with welded rear diffs on RWD and 4WD cars, I just have never heard of anyone doing this to a DSM 3-bolt rear end.  <br /><br />Would the standard center diff hate having a welded rear diff but loose front?<br /><br />Mixx, if you jack up the rear, and spin one wheel, does the other rear wheel spin in the same direction, or opposite direction?||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000022||Team Ducktape||03-26-2003||03:16 AM||||Sorry if I didn't mention it; the Talon rear end was a 4-bolt. I want to try the 3 bolt becasue I have a spare. As mentioned I realize the axles are the problem, but welding the rear will "spread" the power over both axles. And yes one axle is going to have more stress, on a three bolt, due to length and thickness of the axles. But I have it so might as well try it....||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000023||mixx2001||03-26-2003||08:53 AM||||When I had it on the lift, I swear the opposing wheel turned in the opposite direction.  But now I'm doubting myself, so I'll probably check this evening.  If the wheel turned in the opposite direction wouldn't that mean it was'nt welded?  <br /><br />Also last night as I was pulling into a parking spot, one of the front wheels jumped too, just like the rear WTF?  Does anyone have a aftermarket LSD center diff?  Does it make any of the wheels jump during tight turns, front or rear?||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000024||mixx2001||03-26-2003||08:54 AM||||Oh yhea.   I think I've got cams too.  Don't know when I'll pop the VC on that one one though.||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/001898.cgi
A||||7||PRE-EVO||Wheel stud and lug nut loose in hub... what to do...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||03-22-2003||07:34 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I was going to do my brakes today when I was losening the lug nuts and noticed one tight on the driver rear that wouldn't come off but would spin freely. Any ideas how to solve this problem or should I let some "tire jockey" take care of it? <br /><br />I swear I find the most annoyingly stupid shit wrong with the GVR4 when I go to do any type of maintenance ugghhhh.....||199.183.180.200||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-22-2003||11:08 PM||||Use a air hammer & just break it. A stud is .50 cent & a nut is .25 cent.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||03-23-2003||02:14 AM||||I wish I had an air hammer to do that. Looks like I'll have that taken care of tomorrow.||207.220.137.26||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||03-23-2003||08:51 AM||||ive seen them take a pipe to use as a mandrel to avoid serious wheel damage when the air hammer misses , using a small chisel on the air hammer .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||03-23-2003||03:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> Use a air hammer & just break it. A stud is .50 cent & a nut is .25 cent. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not at Mitsubishi.  I got a quote for ~$60 for a new set of lug nuts for my GVR4 at Metro Mitsu in Philadelphia.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||03-23-2003||06:09 PM||||Have a tire shop break it. Drive it home & replace the stud in your driveway or parking space( if you have an appt.) Dont take it to the dealer for something like that.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||03-23-2003||11:09 PM||||Welp coudln't get it done today but turns out that the entire hub is stripped for that stud so it spins freely. Problem is that they may have to damage one of my wheels to break the stud since the wheels I have give very little room around the lug nut (I've gotten the socket stuck a few times and had to work it out). <br /><br />Not only that but I have another lug nut stuck on the other side which could cause similar problems. Since I have to do 1 I am going to do all 4 on both sides since they are going to be doing them. <br /><br />Welp after this gets done all the studs on the car will be brand new (the one that is stripped will be an over sized base stud). <br /><br />I'm more glad it's small stuff every 5-6 months than major crap all the time. Considering I've put over 18kmi on the car over the past 14months of ownership. <br /><br />Rich||204.30.199.133||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||03-23-2003||11:12 PM||||On a side note does anyone know of any smaller diameter lug nuts that use a smaller socket than 13/16.||204.30.199.133||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
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A||||6||nvr2fst||JDM Cylcone intake, benefit or not?||||5||||nvr2fst||00000977
Z||000000||nvr2fst||03-23-2003||12:30 AM||fstgvr4@aol.com||I am was considering buying a cyclone intake, but was curious to see if anyone else bought one and if there is any real performance gain. I know about the butterflies and how it increases teh velocity of the air for low end torque, but i have never driven in a gvr4 with one installed.||205.188.209.7||reg||5||nvr2fst||00000977||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||03-23-2003||12:54 AM||||Do a search.||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-23-2003||02:02 AM||||no||65.227.217.89||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||03-23-2003||02:04 AM||||no||65.227.217.89||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||Gvr4-330||03-23-2003||03:59 AM||||yes.<br /><br />or so i hear.  do a search.  i bought one.  will hopefully install it sometime soon and be able to give my impression of it.  I'm looking for better low-end torque and better fuel economy.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||03-23-2003||10:19 AM||||Here we go again with the Cyclone..........................||64.109.1.212||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||03-23-2003||12:43 PM||||you should be more specific on your question.  you should ask to those of us who have installed the cyclone CORRECTLY and ran it, is there any real performance gain.  and, if you do a search, you will see it does NOT outflow the stock manifold, and it is NOT designed to improve WOT performance.  what it DOES do is greatly improve overall driveability, especially low end and mid range, plus a big improvement in fuel economy at cruise.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
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A||||1||Mr.Samples||exhaust question||||1||||Mr.Samples||00001193
Z||000000||Mr.Samples||03-23-2003||04:20 AM||mr.samples@bobtheserver.com||Ok, does the vr4 share the same exhaust path as a 1g DSM.<br /><br />Like if compan X makes an downpipe & catback for a 1gen GSX will it fit on a vr4||65.26.23.230||reg||1||Mr.Samples||00001193||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||03-23-2003||08:01 AM||||GalantVR4 need a longer exhaust. Most folks have added a section to an exhaust for 1G AWD TEL (Talon,Eclipse, Laser) exh. systems to make them work. This is best done on a lift and custom fit.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
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q!11:03 PM!,
q!2452703.2303!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!Nate!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!01:17 AM!,
q!2452706.0117!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Seatbelt Not Working!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!11:48 PM!,
q!2452703.2348!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!Numberless!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!09:42 AM!,
q!2452705.0942!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!1st/2nd Hub/Sleeve cond Inter ?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!12:24 AM!,
q!2452704.0024!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!12:24 AM!,
q!2452704.0024!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!Question:  Replacing front axles!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!08:56 AM!,
q!2452704.0856!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2452704.1101!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Transmission code.!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!09:37 AM!,
q!2452704.0937!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!01:11 PM!,
q!2452705.1311!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!High RPM WOT Stumble!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452704.1147!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2452705.1259!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!I need help with what parts to replace!,
q!4!,
q!4!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452704.1748!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!joec!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2452705.1149!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Idle Problem/FIAV!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452695.1125!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!Dan D!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2452759.1511!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Are turbo timers really needed!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2452695.1320!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452695.2307!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!Boost Drop!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2452695.1711!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!01:44 PM!,
q!2452696.1344!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Looking for FAQ!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2452695.1719!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!01:52 PM!,
q!2452697.1352!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!clutch!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2452695.1951!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452697.1753!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!woody!,
q!Newbie Questions!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!08:46 PM!,
q!2452695.2046!,
q!woody!,
q!00000972!,
q!sleeper!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2452697.0112!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!injectors!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452696.0000!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2452696.1938!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dave Reynolds!,
q!Cams, Nos!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!08:01 AM!,
q!2452696.0801!,
q!AVR48U!,
q!00000921!,
q!Dave Reynolds!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!08:01 AM!,
q!2452696.0801!,
q!AVR48U!,
q!00000921!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Exhaust Manifold spacer for bigger turbos...!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!09:39 AM!,
q!2452696.0939!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452697.2033!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!00000649!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Logged Idle issue....Need help!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!03-01-2003!,
q!09:04 PM!,
q!2452700.2104!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!Jon!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2452706.0848!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q~e-brake stuck on!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452696.1405!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!00000274!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452696.1515!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!trunk lever??!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!02:12 AM!,
q!2452701.0212!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!gtluke!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2452703.0028!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Transmission oil guide removal!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2452701.0238!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2452701.1559!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Got a few questions and a couple part numbers I need....!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!03:41 AM!,
q!2452701.0341!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!#258!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!10:04 AM!,
q!2452701.1004!,
q!#258!,
q!00000439!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!turbo timer + immobiliser!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!07:40 AM!,
q!2452701.0740!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!00000644!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!07:40 AM!,
q!2452701.0740!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!00000644!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Release bearing question.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2452701.1223!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452701.1252!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Shifter cables broken!,
q!9!,
q!7!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2452701.1716!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!07:26 PM!,
q!2452704.1926!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!00000031!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Fuel pump install!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452701.1720!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!Arty!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2452701.2234!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pick!,
q!Sunroof Problem??!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452704.2200!,
q!Pick!,
q!00000697!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2452707.0032!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Trans still grinding ,. !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452701.1750!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452701.1750!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!starting problems!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2452704.2232!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!keydiver!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2452705.1626!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!1G and 2G ECU diagram !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452701.2247!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2452702.1231!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!ISC removal (for good)!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452704.2307!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!04:36 PM!,
q!2452705.1636!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!Need only parts of a bumper,  what car other than VR4?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452704.2315!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!00000530!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2452705.1835!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!00000530!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Stainless O2 Housing!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452704.2358!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2452705.0008!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!AMG titanium valve springs!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!12:02 AM!,
q!2452705.0002!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!08:34 PM!,
q!2452717.2034!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!my FMIC install pics!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!01:11 PM!,
q!2452705.1311!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452712.2327!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Great BOV info!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452705.1322!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!12:12 PM!,
q!2452706.1212!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Rear ABS!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2452705.2017!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2452705.2017!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Will this make the abs act up?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!08:34 PM!,
q!2452705.2034!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2452706.1317!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!temp coatings?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2452696.1451!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!number3!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!09:04 PM!,
q!2452697.2104!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Lightened and Knife-edged crank !?!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2452696.1452!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452699.2212!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!00000530!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!SX!,
q!Jon!,
q!READ ME FIRST!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452696.2227!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452696.2227!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BookTalon!,
q!questions about gvr4!,
q!1!,
q!35!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2452697.0003!,
q!BookTalon!,
q!00000967!,
q!markrieb!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452775.1040!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Throttle position question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452697.1432!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Romanova!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2452697.1546!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Knock Sensor!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!02:39 PM!,
q!2452697.1439!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452697.1710!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Compressor map wanted, am I running too much boost!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452697.1515!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!sleeper!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452697.1618!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!transfer case leak!,
q!4!,
q!3!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!09:15 AM!,
q!2452697.0915!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!00000977!,
q!drew!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2452697.1557!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sweetnikki!,
q!AMG BODY KITS!,
q!5!,
q!15!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452697.1644!,
q!VR4Mikey!,
q!00000983!,
q!229of1000!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2452709.0017!,
q!229of1000!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!Does anyone know about Formula C-type wheels?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!12:29 AM!,
q!2452702.0029!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!12:02 AM!,
q!2452703.0002!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!O2 housing and exhaust manifold porting...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452697.1813!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!06:34 PM!,
q!2452697.1834!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!Pedal assembly probs....!,
q!13!,
q!6!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!01:50 AM!,
q!2452702.0150!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!00000649!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!12:38 PM!,
q!2452703.1238!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Touch up paint techniques?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!08:04 AM!,
q!2452702.0804!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2452702.0848!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Tough cold starting!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!11:51 AM!,
q!2452702.1151!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!01:57 PM!,
q!2452706.1357!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!BOV Adjustment!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452702.1409!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2452702.1645!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Front Brake Rotors....!,
q!11!,
q!24!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!02:14 PM!,
q!2452702.1414!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2452711.1102!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q!Stock Boost Detonation?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452702.1529!,
q!998!,
q!00000480!,
q!joec!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452703.1014!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!oil cooler housing /filter housing leaking anybody !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452702.1749!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!08:40 PM!,
q!2452703.2040!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!11!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Problemwith clutch/flywheel install @ dealer!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2452705.2305!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452710.1644!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sweetnikki!,
q!Cryogenics...!,
q!3!,
q!14!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!06:10 PM!,
q!2452702.1810!,
q!VR4Mikey!,
q!00000983!,
q!markrieb!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!04:46 PM!,
q!2452704.1646!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Short Shifter!,
q!5!,
q!19!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2452702.1931!,
q!Ross Crimaldi!,
q!00000971!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!04:14 AM!,
q!2452724.0414!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!bazeng!,
q!vr4 from oz, got a question!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!06:32 AM!,
q!2452706.0632!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!Ash!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452707.0130!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!aWeX!,
q!E39a used on all Gvr4, or just US-spec ones?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!07:55 AM!,
q!2452706.0755!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!DSSA!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2452709.1519!,
q!DSSA!,
q!00000454!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!valve cover crackola'd!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2452706.1102!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452706.2351!,
q!nvr2fst!,
q!00000977!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!cleaning the head?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!01:26 PM!,
q!2452706.1326!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!04:01 PM!,
q!2452706.1601!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!safe max boost using 550's? 16G !,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452706.1422!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2452707.1948!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Vacumm lines on the throttle body!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!02:39 PM!,
q!2452706.1439!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!03-09-2003!,
q!03:28 AM!,
q!2452708.0328!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!overheating at idle!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2452706.1831!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452707.1405!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!nagging problems!,
q!13!,
q!3!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452706.2247!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!12:02 AM!,
q!2452707.0002!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!need pic quickly!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2452706.2305!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!01:35 AM!,
q!2452707.0135!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Oil Debate Whitepaper!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2452697.1827!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2452697.1827!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Injector Size!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2452697.1936!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2452697.2010!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!driveshaft ? help !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452698.0013!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!12:57 AM!,
q!2452698.0057!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!Phantomgrip LSD Front Diff Converter!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!12:44 AM!,
q!2452698.0044!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!00000437!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452699.1405!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!safc question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!02:43 AM!,
q!2452698.0243!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2452698.1102!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!squeeky clutch pedel!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!08:08 AM!,
q!2452698.0808!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2452702.1303!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!Split Second MAF!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452698.1258!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!01:11 PM!,
q!2452698.1311!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!ABS problem!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452698.1606!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!00000274!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452773.1730!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!max weight on Thule Racks???!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452698.1731!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!00000274!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!03-01-2003!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452700.1613!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!00000274!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Adding a turbo to a non turbo!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!08:13 PM!,
q!2452702.2013!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!01:39 AM!,
q!2452704.0139!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Whats a good place to buy from ?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2452698.1807!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!01:44 AM!,
q!2452699.0144!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Electrical Problems!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!08:21 PM!,
q!2452702.2021!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2452703.1403!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!00000532!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!Gas left in the tank!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2452702.2113!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!00000521!,
q!markrieb!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452703.1014!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!Attention Ash!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!12:34 AM!,
q!2452703.0034!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!00000437!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452703.1856!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!00000437!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Rotary!,
q!Help... headlights and engine problems...!,
q!4!,
q!16!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!01:01 AM!,
q!2452703.0101!,
q!Rotary!,
q!00001033!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!04:02 PM!,
q!2452706.1602!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!DP length ?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!01:25 AM!,
q!2452703.0125!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!Invader!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!01:27 AM!,
q!2452703.0127!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!Fuel Door!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!02:07 AM!,
q!2452703.0207!,
q!Benny!,
q!00000618!,
q!Beemer!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452759.2344!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!valve cover gasket set?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!07:12 AM!,
q!2452703.0712!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452705.0950!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!aWeX!,
q!Differences between the various GVR4-editions?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!09:52 AM!,
q!2452703.0952!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!10:29 AM!,
q!2452704.1029!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!My EGT probe requires a 1/2&quot; hole, is this normal size?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!09:55 AM!,
q!2452703.0955!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!02:20 PM!,
q!2452703.1420!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!data logger!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452698.1840!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!keydiver!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!11:45 AM!,
q!2452703.1145!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!5 Lug Swap!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452699.0027!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!markrieb!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452699.1120!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!HOW to fix 41 error!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!07:03 AM!,
q!2452699.0703!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!08:38 AM!,
q!2452699.0838!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Galant vr4 RS 240bhp Service Manual!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!08:08 AM!,
q!2452699.0808!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Romanova!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!09:15 PM!,
q!2452701.2115!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!shifter cables!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2452699.1722!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!4g63t!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452910.1247!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!For anyone with the TEIN coilovers.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2452699.1956!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2452699.1956!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!again about datalogger!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-01-2003!,
q!07:18 AM!,
q!2452700.0718!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!galant266!,
q!03-01-2003!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452700.2138!,
q!galant266!,
q!00000684!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
};

1;
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A||||12||Duc Hunter||Call idles low and stalls when cold||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||03-23-2003||02:10 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||My car when started needs gas for 15 seconds or so to run. If I just start it is fires and stalls. When it is cold it will idle low. Once warm the stalling is much less often and the starting is marginally better. When I come to a stop it can stall as it wont catch the idle speed. I have been play with my BOV but do not think that is it. The car pulls lots of vacuum at idle, has just had the throttle shaft seals replaced and the throttel body cleaned (a month ago or so). Any thoughts? Oh the speed sensor is dead I know. This should not effect the cold start. I am thinking FAIV or ISC?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||03-23-2003||06:05 PM||||I'll take a stab at it. I'd say you are running to rich. If I remember correct you have the AEM EMS in your car and last time I read one of your posts you did not have the wideband 02 to tune the car with.||63.184.64.6||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||Nate||03-23-2003||07:15 PM||||If the AEM is in the car, your cold start settings need to be richened up.  If you have the AFC in the car, richen the low rpm 1000 settings up.  Other than that, I don't know what to tell you. ;-)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||03-23-2003||10:53 PM||||AEM is not in the car. I am still on my AFC/AVCR/Stock ECU with new CAPS combo. THe low fuel trim is showing a little lean (80-85%). So I guess no one has any ideas?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I was wondering if this is a sign of a vacuum leak (seems unlikely to me) or FAIV/ISC issue?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||watchdoc||03-23-2003||11:40 PM||||sounds like FIAV or ISC to me.  You might try rebuilding your lower TB or blocking it off totally. It's pretty simple to do and you can eliminate another troubleprone area.||63.188.104.172||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||03-24-2003||10:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> THe low fuel trim is showing a little lean (80-85%). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">80-85% is a little rich, not lean.<br />Have you tried logging what the ISC is doing? Is it attempting to pick up the idle? Also, I would check the idle switch function.||67.34.57.24||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||joec||03-24-2003||01:54 PM||||I think the stalling when coming to a stop is due to the bad speed sensor.<br /><br />Did you reset the BISS after changing the throttle shaft seals?  Might need to recenter the ISC since airflow through the throttle body might be changed?<br /><br />When you turn on the A/C or activate the ABS does the idle go up?  This would let you know if the ECU is able to control the idle using the ISC (actually, I think with the A/C the idle should stay constant instead of dropping).  Of course your probably going to say you removed the A/C and ABS  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Can you datalog?  What reading do you get for the coolant temperature when you first start the car (or before starting)?  Maybe the reading is off and you're not getting the right A/F mixture until the O2 sensor heats up and the ECU goes into closed loop?||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||03-24-2003||02:34 PM||||Did you reset the BISS after changing the throttle shaft seals? <br />Reset, not exactly. I set the idle correctly but did not set the BISS to a certain number of turns out (i.e. recentereed?). When warm idle is right at 750-800. <br /><br />Can you datalog? <br />Yes I can, have a pocketlogger. ISC shows steps but there is no change in the idle. I swapped my ISC for one out of a buddies Talon that is not working right now. Mine was metal his was plastic and mine was stuck out while his was retracted but it made no change. Did not think about the water temp sensor. Good idea. <br /><br />When you turn on the A/C or activate the ABS does the idle go up? <br />Idle drops when A/C comes on.||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000008||joec||03-24-2003||03:16 PM||||The reason I ask about resetting the BISS is that the ISC might be "centered" at one of its ends.  Even though the ECU sends signals to the ISC, the ISC can't adjust because it's already reached the end of range since it didn't start at the "real" center.<br /><br />p.s. by resetting the BISS I mean did you ground the ignition connector and put the ECU in diagnostic mode BEFORE starting the engine and then turning the BISS screw?||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000009||lance||03-24-2003||04:26 PM||||I am having similar problems with my car but the olny difference is....When I turn on my AC, the RPM drops below 1000.  I have recently change cams to HKS 272's so I was wondering if that might have been what's causing this problem.  Before the installation of the cams, everything was woring ok.  Could this have been the peoblem.||63.136.119.202||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||03-24-2003||04:59 PM||||Lance, mine goes to 600 so we are on the same page. Haw are thos 272's nice? I am trying to decide 272, 264's or a combo. <br /><br />joec. Ok centering the BISS. Is the connector youa re reffrering to the one under the hood for timing, the one that gets grounded when you plug in the pocket logger or do you mean both? Do you really ahve to do taht before starting the car? Never knew that. I ahve always been curious about where the BISS shoudl be. Everyone should be close, like "start at 4 turns out".||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000011||joec||03-24-2003||05:29 PM||||For resetting the BISS, it's both connectors (the ignition timing one under the hood and the interior connector that the datalogger grounds out).<br /><br />I'm not 100% sure about the car needing to be turned off.  However, I was setting the timing on my GVR4 this weekend and the shop manual (1G DSM) said to turn the car off afterwards, disconnect the grounded connector, then restart the car and check the value.  It appears that the connectors should be grounded with the car off (at least the ignition one).  <br /><br />I just looked at the VFAQ for setting the BISS screw and they "seem" to imply grounding connectors before starting the engine.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html</a><br /><br />Note that the above is for a 1G DSM which idles at 750rpm, our GVR4's should be at 800 rpms.<br /><br />Hmmm, if you're idle drops when the A/C goes on it does seem like the ISC is not responding properly.  Do you see the ISC steps change when the A/C goes on?||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000012||lance||03-24-2003||08:33 PM||||The 272's are great...If you are planning to drive your car everyday and you still want to have that nice comfort ride probably you should stick to something smaller.  I wanted a mean ride so I choose the 272's.  I drive the car everyday but I had to adjust to the different feeling.   <br /><br />My mods are:<br /><br />Garrett T3/T4 stage 3<br />Headers Made by South Florida Performance<br />3" downpipe and exhaust system<br />second jen Air Flow Meter.<br />Super AFC <br />MSD DIS 2<br />Front Mount Intercooler<br />Complete Head Job (Ported and Polish)<br />Blitz Electronic boost controoler.<br /><br /><br />These are just a few of the stuff I now have on the car.  Last week I ran 12.9 on a very bad clutch.  First and second gear were ok but as soon as I hit third, the car sounded as if it was an automatic.  12.9 was done on 15 PSI of boost (ON A VERY BAD CLUTCH) After the run I had V8 guys asking me if I had a V8 engine in it.   I will keep you inform.  I can send you a copy of my time slip if you want.<br /><br />However, if you do get any info on this idle problem, please let me know. My email is originalbarnes@hotmail.com||63.136.119.202||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes



ubb/Forum2/001904.cgi
A||||12||Ash||Wierd results on the dyno MKII||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||03-24-2003||12:59 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hi all,<br />I went in for a dyno tune today & discovered something quite bizare - no matter what I did to the S-AFC the fuel mixtures under full load stayed at approx 10:1 until about 6-7k when it came back down to about 11.5:1<br /><br />My O2 sensor is rooted and was actually out of the car at the time, does the ECU run a "limp home" mode when the O2 sensor is AWOL?  I was under the impression it wouldn't make a difference at all.  I have an adjustable regulator, RX7 550's and a larger rewired in tank pump and obviously with those readings I have enough fuel so if it isn't somehow the sensor what the hell can it be??  Surely a S-AFC at -40% with that fuel system on a hacked MAS isn't right, please help!||203.221.153.202||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||Jon||03-24-2003||07:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong>My O2 sensor is rooted and was actually out of the car at the time, does the ECU run a "limp home" mode when the O2 sensor is AWOL?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope.  You can run without the O2 sensor and the ECU won't do anything to the car other than turn on the check engine light.<br /><br />Are you using a wideband for your tuning or are you trying to use the stock O2 sensor?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||Ash||03-24-2003||06:49 PM||||Sorry, the fuel mixtures were obtained from a wideband & a new stock sensor for the car didn't help at all (though at least the bloody thing cycles whilst crusing now)<br /><br />Its pretty much acting like the S-AFC isn't there & the 550's are just pissing in fuel, but its only under load.  I'm going to reinitilize the safc & re-input everything and check the wiring just incase something screwy is going on.  It <i>was</i> wired in correctly because I could make changes & see the results on my home made jumptronix thingy.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||Ash||03-25-2003||06:35 AM||||Anyone have any idea's about the overfueling??||203.221.18.78||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||06:48 PM||||Have you checked for intake leaks?  That would make sense why it only runs rich under high load (ie boost).  Pull off your intake pipe and put on a piece of PVC pipe end cap w/a rubber hose to attach it to your turbo inlet.  Put an air fitting in the end cap, hook it up to an air compressor and pressurieze your system to whatever your boost is set at.  Turn the air compressor off, and listen for leaks.  This explanation is kinda bad, so check the better writeup in the VFAQ.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||06:52 PM||||Ah.  Another thought.  The way the SAFC is wired into our cars, it uses throttle position as "load" on the engine.  This means that if your diddling around town at 2k and punch it, you've got no boost yet but the SAFC sees full load and so starts dumping the fuel.  (this is overly simplified; there's more to it than that)  To overcome this problem some people tap the intake mani and put in a GM 3bar MAP sensor and use it's output voltage as the load input on the SAFC.  This way the SAFC actually sees the load that the engine sees, ie as boost goes up so does fuel.  I'm not sure, but there's probably a VFAQ on this too.  If not, I've seen a few independent writeups so Google it.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||Ash||03-25-2003||09:55 PM||||Hi Jon F, <br /><br />I check for intake leaks quite regularly & I know it isn't leaks in this case.<br /><br />As far as you 2nd point goes, the problem isn't the transition onto boost its while the motor has 20psi up it at 3-4-5kRPM held on a dyno so the TPS load reading isn't really applicable either. (The MAP mod is something I'd like to try though)  <br />Thanks for the reply's anyway.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm going to turn down the base fuel pressure (back to stock 37psi from 45psi)& try less boost & see what happens, they dyno operator thinks it may be the spark being "blown out" but we tried plugs & it doesn't hesitate or stutter like leads/coils would.  Also there is no ECU codes either (except for the O2 which I have now replaced anyway)<br /><br />Anyone else have any idea's, the car does feel tough as hell, just the wideband reports 10:1||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||12:35 AM||||Our cars do run rich from the factory.  You mention the car feels and runs fine, so what's the big deal?  I don't think I'd care what the dyno 02 said as long as my car ran fine...<br /><br />A lot of fuel that a car injects is never burned nor is it intended to be, but rather is used for cooling.  Even factory NA cars sometimes dump the fuel in for cooling.  Sounds like now may be the perfect time to try water injection, or do some more mods to take advantage of all this extra fuel.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||Ash||03-26-2003||05:41 AM||||But 10:1 is way too much, 12.5 would be nice, even 11.0 but not 10:1   Its loosing me power dammit!||203.221.18.49||reg||9||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||markrieb||03-26-2003||10:24 AM||||With your high pressure/volume fuel pump and the rewire, do you have an adjustable fuel pressure regulator?<br /><br />If not you need one as I'll guarantee that you are outrunning the stock FPR.  You'll have non linear response of the FPR under vacuum and low boost.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||03-26-2003||12:57 PM||||With that much fuel pressure and 550's, you're flowing about 35% more fuel, which should be well within the range of an AFC with a hacked MAS. And, at higher rpm's (3,000+) I don't think overrunning the FPR would be a factor. So, I would suspect something is not right with the AFC/wiring. If you play with the "LOW" settings at idle, can you take it in and out of closed-loop? Does the AFC properly register the rpm? Try adjusting the closed-loop at all rpm's up to 4000 or so, with the car just sitting still, and see if it is operating correctly. Where do you have the threshhold set? Does the AFC properly register your throttle position?<br />If all else fails, I could write you a chip to subtract some fuel. Going from 10:1 to 12.5:1 is a change of -20%.||67.34.221.222||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||Ash||03-26-2003||10:07 PM||||Mark - I do have an adjustable FPR & have it set at 45psi base pressure at the moment, which I figure should be getting the full 550cc/min performance instead of about 500cc/min with stock pressure (37psi) so as Jeff said should be within range of the AFC, I was going to try it on 37psi but haven't got around to it yet.<br /><br />Jeff - That's what I was thinking (wiring probs) but all the signals seem right. I'm getting a Hz reading for the MAS, TPS seems fine (0% at idle & 100% WOT with a gradual rise in between) RPM matches my tacho, the load points are set to 30% and 80% like RRE recommend.  I'm sure the low settings were working which is what spins me out, maybe the S-AFC is rooted   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    I'll recheck the low settings tonight.<br /><br />Thanks guys||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000012||Ash||03-27-2003||04:26 AM||||Just tried changing the low settings from 1-4k, it does work, about -25% stops the O2 from cycling.  I put the FPR back to 37psi too, just need another hit on the dyno now.  I may have fixed it from wiping the S-AFC & re-inputting everything anyway.||203.220.89.153||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/001903.cgi
A||||4||Johnny Bravo||Part #'s for carrier bearing(s), lobro joint, &amp; u-joint yokes...||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||03-23-2003||08:35 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||i got my car back from the shop today & i've decided to go ahead & do the work myself (well, whatever i can with my limited tools & space).  I've searched this site several times & can't find the info I need.  I need the part #'s for the carrier bearings, lobro joint, & u-joint yokes.  <br /><br />Also if someone has the part #'s for motor mounts that would rock too.  Thanks in advance...||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||#258||03-24-2003||08:45 AM||||Front yoke MB000408, u joint MB154554, lobro MB505101, Center bearing(both) MB505495, Bearing insulators 4@MB505283/4@MB505284||151.198.226.2||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||03-24-2003||09:31 AM||||Sweet!   Thanks a million!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.188.200||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||03-24-2003||03:13 PM||||Don't waste your money.  Just get three of a MR470072.  That's the campaign yoke, it includes the yoke and the u-joint, for 35 dollars!  So all you have to do is remove the U-joint from 2 of the yokes and you will have two extra yokes.  I did this last week.||65.165.18.149||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||03-24-2003||04:21 PM||||That's what I planned on doing anyway.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Already sent a few parts quote requests to Concelli so I'm gonna hopefully order 'em soon.||152.163.188.200||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum2/001905.cgi
A||||3||Johnny Bravo||Parts needed for driveshaft rebuild?||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||03-24-2003||09:36 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||In my last post I was looking for part #'s for my driveshaft which needs rebuilt bad.  I should've really asked what parts would I need to rebuild the whole driveshaft?  I got the part#'s for the front yoke, u-joint(s), lobro joint, center carrier bearing, and bearing insulators, but are there other parts that I'll need?||152.163.188.200||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||03-24-2003||01:23 PM||||Which yoke part number and U-joint part numbers do you have?  I know a trick.||65.165.18.110||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||DSSA||03-24-2003||01:42 PM||||If you order MR470072 (yoke recall part #), it's only like $28.61 and comes with a u-joint.  This is cheaper than buying the u-joints as well. <br /><br />I just posted this information on a board, I thought it was here, but I'm not sure.||152.163.188.200||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||03-24-2003||04:23 PM||||Yeah, actually I did find that post of yours & got that part #.  Now I just have to figure out how to rebuild it (already found a link on vfaq).||152.163.188.200||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum2/001906.cgi
A||||20||theymightbegalants||MBC trickery||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||03-24-2003||11:53 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Most MBC's are of the bleeder type, are they not?  Meaning that as boost is building, the wastegate is slightly cracked until it fully opens?  It seems to me that this hurts spoolup as not all exhaust gases are routed through the turbine.  Would it be possible to "absorb" some of the boost before it reaches the MBC to keep the WG closed longer?  I'm thinking of putting a large reservoir of some type (think metal canister) inline to the MBC so that the air inside can be pressurized some before there's enough pressure to open the MBC.<br /><br />Does all this make sense?  Am I crazy?  Any and all info/opinions are appreciated.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||joec||03-24-2003||01:49 PM||||Many of them are of the "ball and spring" type.  They don't send any pressure to the wastegate actuator until they reach the setpoint and then they "pop" open.  The "Joe P." and Hallman are like this.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||AWDpower||03-24-2003||08:04 PM||||The ball and spring type are much better then bleeder valves. Even at the stock boost level, you will notice that the turbo spools much quicker. They are easy to make too, I made one for my GVR4 from parts bought at the hardware store. The hardest part is finding the right spring.||63.29.240.239||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||02:03 AM||||I already have a Home Depot special that works great, I just thought that this type still bled a little when the desired boost was approached.  Thanks for clearing it up!||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||03-25-2003||10:28 AM||||I use to have problems with my MBC that wa a Ball/spring. I got different boost levels depending on temperature mostly I believe. It seemed random though. Everything else was good. It frustrated me so much I just went electronic.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||03-25-2003||02:33 PM||||I have my MBC mounted off the radiator and I believe that this helps regulate the temperature.  I've heard many people say that you have to constantly adjust them -- I've only done it once.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||lonelygvr4||03-29-2003||02:27 PM||||Hi everybody i'm a new member of this and must say that i am loving it.<br />i've been wanting to make a mbc for my vr4 but can't seem to figure out what parts to use for a ball and spring type, would anybody be willing to help a fellow vr4in' out and post the parts that i require. thank you very much||64.229.196.183||reg||6||lonelygvr4||00001111||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||03-31-2003||01:23 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">Read these -- VFAQ.com</a> there's an entry that will tell you what you want to know.||67.36.191.136||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||lonelygvr4||03-31-2003||04:28 PM||||thanks for the help hertz but i've tried that link before and tried it agian but it does not work i think its either a broken link or the wrond address.||65.92.120.6||reg||1||lonelygvr4||00001111||yes
Z||000009||lonelygvr4||03-31-2003||04:29 PM||||sorry let me correct myself i meant the "custom mbc" link under "turbo" it doesnt work.||65.92.120.6||reg||1||lonelygvr4||00001111||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||03-31-2003||05:30 PM||||WTF?  That shiznit is broke, foo!  Good thing I'm a super Internet hacker dude.<br /><br />Okay, clicking on the author's name yields a certain URL (<a href="http://www.darklightning.com" target="_blank">http://www.darklightning.com</a>) and one will then find another copy of the VFAQ!<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.darklightning.com/gi/mbc.htm" target="_blank">http://www.darklightning.com/gi/mbc.htm</a>  <br /><br />For the board, the jist of it is here:<br />   <img src="http://www.darklightning.com/gi/mbc.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.36.191.136||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||Duc Hunter||03-31-2003||06:47 PM||||Anyone else see variable bood from their MBC'sd depending on temp etc???||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000012||04DrBlur||03-31-2003||07:02 PM||||I have an XBC and have never had to get out and change setting unless I wanted more or less boost.  It has always held right were it is set.  I have lived in southern Fla. and up here Ohio which in the past 2 years have ranged from -15 to 115 and have not had a problem with the boost setting.||65.42.48.202||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000013||Ian M||03-31-2003||09:17 PM||||Im running a grainger valve. Regardless of temperature,Ive never had to adjust mine.||129.71.114.36||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||04-01-2003||12:58 AM||||What's a grainger valve?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||DSSA||04-01-2003||06:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> What's a grainger valve? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hehehe...noobs.  McKenna would be up in arms.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.grainger.com" target="_blank">www.grainger.com</a>||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000016||MustGoFaster||04-02-2003||01:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> Im running a grainger valve. Regardless of temperature,Ive never had to adjust mine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Which one? (part #)||67.40.165.34||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000017||Ian M||04-02-2003||11:37 PM||||I actually got the valve from McMaster-Carr,its the same valve as grainger sells. <a href="http://mcmaster-carr.com" target="_blank">http://mcmaster-carr.com</a><br /><br /> Its part #48935k25 "Brass vacuum/pressure relief valve,1/4 NPT" $7.33<br /><br /> You'll also need nipples for the hose (It was originally designed to just thread into a air tank,ect). You can also get 1/4 NPT hose nipples too,from McMaster you have to buy a bag of ten. the part # is: 5346k51. They are $10 for a bag of ten.. One side threads on,the other side you will have to cut the nipple off,drill the end of the valve,and press in the nipple.<br /><br /> I just robbed some nylon vacuum hose tees from the Wurth box at work. I pressed and JB welded them in both ends. Lowes has some brass nipples,you could make those work too,just depends on how cheap you are.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.212||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000018||MustGoFaster||04-02-2003||11:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> I actually got the valve from McMaster-Carr,its the same valve as grainger sells.   <a href="http://mcmaster-carr.com" target="_blank">http://mcmaster-carr.com</a>  <br /><br /> Its part #48935k25 "Brass vacuum/pressure relief valve,1/4 NPT" $7.33<br /><br /> You'll also need nipples for the hose (It was originally designed to just thread into a air tank,ect). You can also get 1/4 NPT hose nipples too,from McMaster you have to buy a bag of ten. the part # is: 5346k51. They are $10 for a bag of ten.. One side threads on,the other side you will have to cut the nipple off,drill the end of the valve,and press in the nipple.<br /><br /> I just robbed some nylon vacuum hose tees from the Wurth box at work. I pressed and JB welded them in both ends. Lowes has some brass nipples,you could make those work too,just depends on how cheap you are.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sweet that's what I found at Grainger.  Was 90% sure it would work but it's always good to check.  It's $8.47 and I will go with Grainger cause I can get there in like 5 minutes.  Hope they have it in stock.  Grainger P/N 5Z763 for those of you interested.||67.40.165.34||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000019||lonelygvr4||04-08-2003||09:00 PM||||wowwee thanks alot Ryan that diagram and the link really helped out alot, now i can make my very own mbc and boost away. ( to 14 psi that is )||65.95.115.165||reg||1||lonelygvr4||00001111||yes
Z||000020||dlpinckney||04-08-2003||09:28 PM||||For those that use the Grainger valve, don't forget to drill a very small hole on the  spring/wastegate side as a pressure relief hole.  I drilled the hole on mine right at the very base of the nipple on that side, and just made sure I didn't push the hose up far enought to cover it.  I have been using a Grainger valve in this configuration for years now, with no problems at all.  Between the valve and the brass nipples, I think I have about $10.00 total in it.||63.188.136.53||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/001907.cgi
A||||3||theymightbegalants||Whiteline springs||||5||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||03-24-2003||12:14 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Has anyone here put on the more mild set that Mofugas used to sell?  I'm talking about the 0.5" drop front and 0.7" drop rear.  I put the front ones on, but didn't get around to the rears yet.  I'm a little concerned because the car sits about an inch higher than it did on stock springs.  I knew they were sagging a bit, but this seems ridiculous.  A honduh friend says that springs need about 50 miles to "settle."  Does this jive to any of you?  Seems to me they're about as settled as they're going to get...<br /><br />Also, the driver's side is at least an inch lower than the passenger.  When on stock springs, I attributed this to most of the miles put on the car being with only the driver in it, so that side would have more load and thus sag more.  But now that I put identical new springs on the front, that side is still lower.  Is my chassis f***ed?  Is there a driver's side and passenger side for springs?  I'd never heard of such a thing so assumed they were the same...||134.10.23.206||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||AWDpower||03-24-2003||08:11 PM||||Many cars lean to one side a little, but 1" seems like an aweful lot. Did you seat the springs the same on both sides? What kind of shocks are on the car? If there is a variation in the shocks (like one is blown) then that could contribute to uneven ride height. You say the car was like that before. Was the car ever in an accident? Maybe someone replaced one of the shocks with a TEL shock. It looks the same and fits, but is a lttle shorter.||63.29.240.239||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||03-24-2003||09:43 PM||||It has KYB AGX's that came on the car.  The springs were seated evenly (or rather, the same) in the perches on each side.  I don't think either shock is blown... there is no ride difference side to side, and the adjustments still work the same.  It was in a fender bender before I got it, but no damage that I can discern.  The paint on the bumper just cracked is all.  The car was listed as totalled, but just because it had a blown engine.  A lower mileage US spec GVR4 motor was put in it.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||DSMGVR4||03-24-2003||10:44 PM||||I have stock 1G AWD DSM springs front and rear with AGXs. The drop is perfect IMHO, but i do notice the same problem you have. My front driver side sits a little lower. A co-worker of mine (who is female and knows nothing about cars) pointed it out to me.....I was like WTF?! I have no clue what the problem can be either. Car rides fine, no accidents, etc etc....anyone? anyone?<br />John 120/1000||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes



ubb/Forum2/001908.cgi
A||||7||silly4turbo||3k Denso Fuel Pump ?||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||03-24-2003||01:34 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||I have found one for $60 shipped ...<br />is there anything I should look out for before buying the pump ? <br /><br />any tips greatly appreciated ...<br /><br />I have just basic mods ... 2.5" exhaust + 95' mani, Joe P, Hk$ mega flow<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-24-2003||02:00 PM||||Maybe how many miles... *shrug*  Did you see any pics?  A pic of the pump showing the fuel filter sock thingy could be a good indicator, ie clean sock = probably good pump and dirty/clogged sock = maybe not so good pump.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||03-24-2003||02:08 PM||||Good idea, thanks ...and I haven't seen a pic, but he said it was around 40K on it ...<br />thanks jon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-24-2003||02:35 PM||||you should still get an adjustable fpr.  when i installed the pump(3kgt vr4), with NO OTHER changes, my jumptronix went from .89-.9 all the way to .99+. after a bit, i came down, but it was still .95+ on wot runs.  the afpr brought it down considerable.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||joec||03-24-2003||03:09 PM||||Personally I'd be wary of buying a used fuel pump.  They tend to wear out gradually and without actually testing it for specified flow at a certain pressure you don't really know what condition it's in.  The fuel system is a dangerous place to scrimp on costs.  Even if you're buying used injectors people recommend having them cleaned and flow-tested.  No different for a fuel pump.  Mechanical devices wear out.<br /><br />Ken, interesting observation about the ND fuel pump.  Does the 3kgt vr4 pump flow much more than the regular 3kgt (non vr4) pump?  Is your pump hardwired?||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||03-24-2003||03:26 PM||||I have a ND 3kGT VR4 fuel pump in my car right now.  It ran pretty rich at idle with stock inj, fpr, ic, K&N, 2.5 catback, 16G @ 16 psi, but would start to lean out up top.  Hopefully the next round of mods (incl. SAFC) will clear this up.<br /><br />I tried to rewire it w/10 gauge off the battery, but the shitty Bosch 30 amp relay burnt out on me the first time I plugged it in.  Went to Napa to replace it, and the parts guy had a TT 911 with a similar setup (rewired pump using stock power wire as signal) except after going through several relays ended up using the starter solenoid off of a Ford 6 cyl. pickup.  It's pretty small, very beefy, and can take more power than I can throw at it, and at $6 had me thinking it was worth a try.  I'll be putting it in this wknd; I'll let ya know how it goes.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||03-24-2003||04:50 PM||||the 3kgt vr4 pump flows more than the non turbo.  at first, i did not have it rewired.  i just did this, and pressure went up about 2 psi at idle, hose connected.  i was impressed.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||03-24-2003||05:05 PM||||My 3kgt VR4 pump was a used on with supposedly 3K miles on it.  It looked brand new when I received it, BUT just a word of caution...my 180k mile stock pump looked new too when it came out.  It added plenty of fuel to my set up and I have no AFPR, but do have the old AFC to help some.  Still running rich - when I lean it out, I get knock, so kinda at a confused state and just trying to balance it out for best performance: a little knock (10-15 counts) and leaner, but still too rich IMO (.92 and .90).  It seemed to work better with the 450's being able to run lean w/o a lot of knock, but couldn't turn the boost past 14/15 psi.  <br />Just my .03 worth||167.142.22.18||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/001909.cgi
A||||4||a_santos||How to Remove Sunroof?||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||03-24-2003||01:46 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys, <br />I have found a VR4 at a junkyard, and am parting it. It has a perfect sunroof with no rust. The problem is there is no ecu in the car and obviously no battery. The sunroof is in the closed position. How do I remove the sunroof? <br /><br />Thanx||198.111.38.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||03-24-2003||01:54 PM||||SAWZALL!!!!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-24-2003||03:51 PM||||You need the "tool" from the jack kit... you remove the dome light cover and pop out a little plastic bit -- stick the tool in there and crank it back.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||HKS VR-4||03-25-2003||09:05 PM||||How do you remove the whole unit out of the car??? I need to swap mine out...what's involved?||12.81.80.54||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000004||04DrBlur||03-25-2003||11:13 PM||||Hammer works well..||64.108.84.49||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/001910.cgi
A||||5||Sabwafare||I'm pretty sure this is a stupid question but .....||||1||||Sabwafare||00000890
Z||000000||Sabwafare||03-24-2003||03:51 PM||||In every picture I see of the GVR4 motor, it has a red valve cover. Why is mine silver? I am pretty sure it is stock but I could be wrong.||65.58.132.182||reg||1||Sabwafare||00000890||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-24-2003||04:07 PM||||Every vr-4 (that im aware of), came with a red valve cover. The grey ones are off of 1g TEL's. Galant gsx's also have red VC's. So probably have a TEL one.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Sabwafare||03-24-2003||04:11 PM||||thx for the reply, but what is a TEL? Also my galant seems to have a stock (digital) boost gague near the speedometer. What is going on here?||65.58.132.182||reg||1||Sabwafare||00000890||yes
Z||000003||147of1000||03-24-2003||04:15 PM||||t/e/l = talon eclipse laser||68.18.97.223||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||03-24-2003||05:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sabwafare:<br /><strong> thx for the reply, but what is a TEL? Also my galant seems to have a stock (digital) boost gague near the speedometer. What is going on here? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They all came with the crappy LED gauge - don't trust it.  Get a real one that actually tells the boost and vacuum  ie: 30-0-30<br /><br />ON the VC - you've either got a replaced valve cover, head or motor...  Even the ones (motors) ordered from Japan have the red ones||167.142.22.18||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||02:07 AM||||The LED gauge isn't completely worthless, though.  It "predicts" boost based upon several things including airflow from the MAS.  If you're getting low boost on you're real gauge, but the stocker shows full, that's a sure sign of a boost leak.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/001911.cgi
A||||6||atsiauto||dUmmy ME ! I pulled an exh. stud out today  .. ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||03-24-2003||07:02 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Well you heard it here first .Its the top one on #4 I dont want to start rigging anything I need some good fixes . I had a friend of mine say that I may be able to just tap it to the size of a helicoil withought removing the manifold or redrilling ? what would you do ? and keep in mind Im a lazy white boy.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||03-24-2003||07:07 PM||||When you say "pulled out," do you mean "broke off?"<br /><br />I don't see how you could drill and tap for a helicoil without hawgin' out the manifold hole.<br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||03-24-2003||07:12 PM||||I say screw it! Im missing 3 bolts. haha. Get a drill and a bunch of bits, start small and drill in the center of the stud, then get bigger and bigger, but don't hit the threads, it should eventually crack (the old stud) and just blow out the excess. cake from there||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||03-24-2003||07:15 PM||||no I pulled it suh-lam out the head ... with aluminum all stuck to it and chit' This sort of thing eats me up . I will spend too much time buggin about it till I fix it .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||03-24-2003||07:38 PM||||When I changed my manifold, four bolts were already broken off in the head.  All three around runner #1 and the bottom right one by the PS pump.  I used a small bit to make an idention in the center of the stud, then used a left handed drill bit to get farther into the stud.  Next I stuck an ez-out into the new hole.  Got them all out nice and easy.  Torching helps too.<br /><br />But if the hole area came out, I would say you've gotta use a helicoil.  That's pretty much much your only option.  It isn't too hard to work on those studs.  Just pull the radiator and you will have plenty of room to get a drill in there.  Most importantly, make sure you drill dead straight.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||03-24-2003||07:41 PM||||Thought of some more   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />My old manifold was cracked and leaking pretty bad, and it still held 13-14 psi fine.  If that's all you're running I'd say don't even worry about it.<br /><br />If you have some cash, I'd say use this an excuse to ditch the old mani and throw on a ported 2g manifold and port the turbo.  Not too hard of a job provided the studs are nice to you and come out.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||03-24-2003||07:49 PM||||I have a head core available if you want it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.82.236.19||reg||12||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum2/001912.cgi
A||||7||black91||Time to play||||1||||black91||00001187
Z||000000||black91||03-24-2003||07:05 PM||i@is-otaku.com||Hey, <br /><br />New to the vr4, or dsm in general for that matter, so correct me if im wrong. But from what i'm reading here <br /><br /><a href="http://www.machv.com/blitsbcidboo.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/blitsbcidboo.html</a><br /><br />Besides boost controll, this thing will tell me as much as a datalogger would ? Or is data/pocket logger's info more in depth ?||24.169.246.199||reg||1||black91||00001187||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||03-24-2003||07:48 PM||||I don't have any experience with this product, but it doesn't look too appealing to me.  <br /><br />Unless you are in a pinch for space or something, I wouldn't get it.  The pocketlogger is super easy to put in, plus you can take it out of the car and transfer your logs onto your PC.  It's much easier and productive to view logs on PC.  There's also no telling how much logging this can store, how many sensors it can record, etc. <br /><br />As far as boost control goes, an MBC will do you fine, and you don't even need to get out of the car to adjust it on some of the fancier ones.<br /><br />So, $650<br /><br />-or-<br /><br />Palm m100 - $30 or less<br />Pocketlogger software and cable - $160<br />MBC - $50<br /><br />For $240 you could have better logging abilities, solid boost control (albeit not electronic) and $400 to spend somewhere else.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-24-2003||11:46 PM||||In fact, if you're on a budget and want to be crafty you can make your own MBC, your own Palm data cable and download software for free.  Prolly less than $100.||64.109.166.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||03-25-2003||11:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Prolly less than $100.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Glad to see I am not the only one that says prolly.. Where do you get a M100 for 30 bucks? eBay??? all I could find for that was busted ones.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||03-25-2003||11:32 AM||||uhh, try  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3014372482&category=15025" target="_blank">this.</a> <br /><br />$24.99, ends in 11 minutes, check out the rest of his M100's and Palm III's  <a href="http://cgi6.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewListedItems&rows=0&userid=conexim@yahoo.com&since=-1&sort=2" target="_blank">here.</a> <br /><br />IMHO, the M100 is a waste of money.  For less than $100, you can get a Palm Vx, which is slimmer, faster processor, 8mb memory.  I found a couple,  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3014021708&category=15023" target="_blank">here</a> and  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3014731479&category=15023" target="_blank">here.</a>||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||03-25-2003||12:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> you can make your own Palm data cable and download software for free.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hertz, please enlighten me.  I have a Sony Clie' and was thinking I could just make a data cable, as long as I could find a connector for the OBDI port, by taking a DB9 cable and matching wires.  I had a Pocketlogger with a M100 in the Talon that I sold, so I should be able to get the software again from Digital Tunning right?  This would save me $155 and allow me to start logging much sooner.||65.165.18.138||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||03-25-2003||01:33 PM||||There are 2 problems with that:<br />1) you also need some electronic circuitry in there to convert the ADLD signals to RS-232, and<br />2) I know some guys have had problem with the Sony Clie because it can't supply enough voltage out it's RS-232 port. I think it actually needs to GET power from whatever it interfaces with to power its own port! Check out compatability issues on Pocketloggers site.<br />There are several workable schematics out on the web to build an interface. I know someone on this board recently offered cables, and I have an interface that goes INSIDE the ECU that works with TMO, Pocketlogger, or Tunerstein.<br />Which reminds me, I need to try out that FREE Tunerstein software.||68.158.237.76||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||03-25-2003||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> you also need some electronic circuitry in there to convert the ADLD signals to RS-232 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is this in the cable that connects to the Palm device or the cable that connects to the OBDI port?  I don't need the Hot sync cable, just the one that plugs into the OBDI port.||65.165.18.214||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/001913.cgi
A||||5||Johnny Bravo||Motor mounts part #'s?||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||03-24-2003||08:44 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I know this is like the 100th post I've put up in the last day or so looking for part numbers, but I'm having a hard time finding the right info.  I just need the part #'s for the GVR-4 motor mounts.  I'm debating wether or not to get poly mounts or stock units.  I'm not totally concerned about vibration, but if the poly mounts are just way too rediculous then I'd rather go with the stock units (if the prices aren't stupid high).  <br /><br />Is there any easy way to find part #'s???  I'm sure this is getting a bit irritating for you guys    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||03-24-2003||09:14 PM||||CAPS.||64.108.84.49||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||03-25-2003||12:04 AM||||Unfortunately I don't have a CAPS disc handy as I'm away at school.  Hopefully I'll get time this weekend after my bud's wedding to stop by the dealership & pick one up.  In the meantime does anybody have the part# handy?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||152.163.188.200||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-25-2003||01:19 AM||||Are you asking for the part numbers for the motor mounts or the motor mount bushings?||64.109.166.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||03-25-2003||11:14 PM||||Ummm...I guess just the bushings since they're what usually goes bad.  AFAIK the mounts themselves (the metal part) are okay.  Are there separate #'s for the bushings?||152.163.188.200||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||03-26-2003||12:09 PM||||ok, here you go<br />MB436541-right side mount, attaches to transmission.  sugg list=55.08<br />MB436490-frt roll stopper 35.27<br />MB436495-rear roll stopper 47.58<br />MB436505 left side mount, right by the cams 107.67<br />when i changed out both motor mounts, the motor came up about 2 inches.  i have pics of the big one on the left side, you can really tell the difference||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001914.cgi
A||||5||mixx2001||Does anyone have red motor and tranny mounts?||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||03-24-2003||10:39 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||I assume their poly, but when I was pulling the tranny, I removed the tranny from it's mount and dropped the jack..........the motor did'nt budge, these are just like soild mounts.  And I think the car has cams, I'll find out for sure when I pull the VC, but it will rattle your teeth out at idle.  Anyone else have these mounts?||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||BlitzVR4||03-24-2003||11:41 PM||||I have the red motor mounts in my 1G turbo and they used to vibrate like hell.  Now they aren't tto bad.  You get used to them.  I have cams in my 1G too.  Some people use two of the motor mounts and use two stock ones.  Well your girlfriend should like your car with the mounts on.  <br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||03-25-2003||01:52 PM||||Yhea, whenever I go anywhere, she's gotta "come".    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.165.18.214||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||BluFalcon||03-25-2003||02:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Yhea, whenever I go anywhere, she's gotta "come".     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">*GROAN*    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||06:40 PM||||Yea, been thinking about harnesses for my car.  4 point for the driver and 5 point for the passenger.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||03-26-2003||10:02 AM||||Just make sure she "restrains" from using the "strap on" stlye.  <br /><br />Ok that's it.  No more I promise.||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/001915.cgi
A||||5||Arty||Latest CAPS lookup||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||03-24-2003||11:09 PM||||Any one with a recent version of CAPS tell me if these are valid part numbers, if so what is their description.<br />MD740749<br />MD743189<br /><br />iceman ??<br /><br />TIA<br /><br />Art.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||03-25-2003||01:05 AM||||Seems like those numbers are unvalid.<br />You can check part numbers here yourself.<br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc/cart/?pn=search" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc/cart/?pn=search</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.209||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||Arty||03-25-2003||04:21 PM||||Thanks for that.<br />Yes I did check that web site and the Conicelli one as well. I don't know how up to date their CAPS are. I wonder if they both use the same centralised database, or do they use their own CAPS cdroms.<br /><br />Art.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-25-2003||04:32 PM||||are those the evo cams?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||03-25-2003||05:35 PM||||They don't show up in the US caps.  What is the source of those numbers?  That might help me find them.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||Arty||03-26-2003||12:21 AM||||Iceman,<br />They're Aussie numbers.<br />MD740749 is the Intermediate shaft 5th gear.<br />MD743189 is the Intermediate shaft 2nd gear.<br /><br />I'm thinking Mitsu may have recently revised these part numbers, because in the past most of the part numbers I enquired about, matched the USA part numbers I look up on my USA CAPS or those web sites.<br /><br />It will make odering parts from the US that much more uncertain, if they have started varying the numbers from market to market.<br /><br />Art.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/001916.cgi
A||||16||GVR4N||Front Mount Install ?||||1||||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726
Z||000000||GVR4N||03-24-2003||11:40 PM||ronnie@arctic.net||Can anyone send me some real good pictures of how much material needs to be cut from the bumper cover. I don't have my front mount yet but my car is getting painted and I want to cut my bumper now. I have the bars cut but do I need to take any material out for the depth? I want it to be as prepped as possible before it's painted.||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||02:01 AM||||Do you mean the bumper cover?  For fitment, nothing has to be removed from the cover, only for flow/looks reasons.  On the actual bumper, I cut from behind up to the seam weld that runs down the length of the bumper.  Using the RRE Griffen/Spearco FMIC setup, it's a little tight on the passenger side but did barely fit.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||GVR4N||03-25-2003||02:44 AM||||Can you send some good close pics of your car so I can see the finished product? There are no GVR-4s in Anchorage with a front mount so I have never seen the install in person. I am a little freaky about fit and finish I won't settle for less.||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||03-25-2003||03:54 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001139" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001139</a>||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||03-25-2003||04:07 AM||||Go to <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">this page</a> and look under "Research" for FMIC install examples.||64.109.166.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||BluFalcon||03-25-2003||06:04 AM||||Check here as well:   <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001704" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001704</a>   Like Numberless (jon) said, this post ought to be a sticky or preserved for archival purposes. <br /><br />Links to many install pics and information.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000006||GVR4N||03-26-2003||07:38 AM||||Darn it! I wouldn't have cut my bumper if I had known... I should of posted my question before I cut. How does that old saying go? Ask twice cut once or measure twice cut once? Oops... <br /><br />I think it Looks cool with the large front mount exposed though, so it is ok accept for the tickets for no front plate. Maybe I will drill a bunch of holes in my plate for the full flow setup. Wonder how the cops would react to that, Hmmm.<br /><br /> Thanks Guys||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||08:39 AM||||In Oregon the front plate just has to be visible.  Check your local laws.  I had it just sitting on the dash for a while, then I got a license plate frame and 4 hobby suction cups w/screw backs.  Put the screws through the frame holes and stuck the plate to the windshield immediately in front of the rear view mirror.  It blocks barely any of the windshield that wasn't blocked by the mirror anyway, and gets the flat metal target that cops love for radar and laser out of the way.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||GVR4N||03-27-2003||03:33 AM||||Great Idea, with the suction cups.||209.124.134.50||reg||14||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000009||boiwunder||03-30-2003||08:16 PM||||Here are some links to my recent front mount install.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_01.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_01.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_02.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_02.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_03.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_03.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_04.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_04.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_05.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_05.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_06.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_06.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_07.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_07.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_08.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_08.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_09.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_09.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_10.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_10.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_11.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_11.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_12.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_12.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_13.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_13.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_14.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_14.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/g_15.jpg" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com/g_15.jpg</a><br /><br />-kris||64.108.200.159||reg||1||boiwunder||00000659||yes
Z||000010||number3||03-30-2003||08:52 PM||||<a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/cutting_bumper.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/cutting_bumper.jpg</a><br /><br />This is my bumper ages ago...<br /><br />The part in the lower left hand corner (and a another piece justlike it fro the other side) is all I have left.  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||Ferrari F50 GT||03-30-2003||09:32 PM||||boiwunder, is than an Evo I/C?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000012||bob in chicago||03-31-2003||08:46 AM||||Kris, Nice work!!  You and AMS sure do it right.<br /><br />Was there a particular reason why you put battery in the left side of trunk?||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||03-31-2003||09:05 AM||||Kris<br /><br />That is my old gvr4, aint it ??? I see the JDM bumpers are on, so is the DIN mount, shift boot.<br />You need to get them whiteline springs on as well.<br /><br />Post a pic of the column mounted boost gauge, will ya if its still on there? That was pretty cool, if I may say so myself.<br /><br />Bob in Chicago - I installed the battery in the trunk, I just picked a side   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||03-31-2003||12:58 PM||||Why didn't you go with the AMS kit?  Ha ha.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.36.191.136||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||03-31-2003||01:49 PM||||probably outta stock coz they sell like hotcakes, huh ?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||boiwunder||03-31-2003||10:16 PM||||KC, they are still one of our best selling kits.  I chose the EVO FMIC cause its just what I had lying around, ya know; spare parts  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .  And the whitelines go on to it tomorrow when it sees the streets for the first time in a couple of years.  I just finished the initial setup of my Link Plus ECU, and must say this is the first trully plug and play system that I have ever played with.  I literally plugged it in to the harness, hooked up a MAP source and drove it.  There were a few minor hiccups that the guys at link just can't plan for such as TPS setup and idle stepper setup (both of which were almost too easy to setup  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ).  I am updating my pictures tonite so I'll post the latest and greatest changes once they're up.<br /><br />-kris||64.108.200.159||reg||1||boiwunder||00000659||yes



ubb/Forum2/001917.cgi
A||||1||driftin galant||will these parts fit?||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||03-25-2003||01:45 AM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||Just wondering if a 1G alternator will fit.||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||01:55 AM||||Yes, but from a US spec one it will be 75 amps versus the GVR4's 90.  I think the Canadian TEL's got the 90 amp alternators as well, but don't know for sure...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/001918.cgi
A||||8||dplayha||vr4 automatic??||||1||||dplayha||00001210
Z||000000||dplayha||03-25-2003||01:47 AM||||is there a way to keep the vr4 automatic||66.81.117.135||reg||1||dplayha||00001210||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||01:53 AM||||Could be wrong, but I was under the impression that all US spec GVR4's were manual.  I suppose you could swap out the tranny and rear diff from a 1G auto, and the center console from an auto Galant... but why???||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||03-25-2003||02:14 AM||||Use a Galant GSX tranny. They are automatic. But yes as someone mentioned the US vr-4 only came in manuel. I don't think without building the tranny it would hold much power though, being a N/A and all  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||UncleGGSX||03-25-2003||02:47 AM||||My AT has been doing fine for the last 5000 miles or so I had the turbo. OK, I had to chage O/D clutches, but they were going anyway.<br /><br />For the record, the GGSX AWD AT tranny is almost identical to a Talon Tsi AT tranny.||199.84.45.254||reg||1||UncleGGSX||00000331||yes
Z||000004||dplayha||03-25-2003||11:44 AM||||thanks for the reply if i were to keep it manual would i have to but in the rear gear diff cause its only front wheel right now||209.179.217.222||reg||1||dplayha||00001210||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||03-25-2003||11:48 AM||||Do you have a VR4 now with something in the trans broken, making it only FWD, or do you have a regular Galant that you want to convert? <br /><br />You can't change over a fwd to an awd, unless you got really deep pockets. <br /><br />If you already have a VR4 and want to make it automatic, you'll have to swap out the trans, transfer case, and rear so it all is the same gear ratio.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||03-25-2003||11:51 AM||||I am sure you can get the auto set up from japan. alot of the engines they sell are from auto cars. I think Ken got an auto when he did his swap to a new JDM engine and had to transfer a few things to to 5sp||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||RichB||03-25-2003||12:34 PM||||Japanese VR4`s did come as Automatics (Ive got one), so you should be able to get all the parts and a box that will take the power if you want to do the conversion.||212.104.153.120||reg||1||Richard||00000864||yes
Z||000008||dplayha||03-25-2003||02:06 PM||||do you kno of any sites or shops that i can look..i already went to flashoptions and the got a front slip for $1380 anybody kno of any others||209.179.217.222||reg||1||dplayha||00001210||yes



ubb/Forum2/001919.cgi
A||||1||DeanCouchey||smoke form engine then stuttering||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||03-25-2003||11:58 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||This happend a lil while ago. I was in the parking lot jumping my van and I saw some white smoke coming from by the right side of the exhast manny. I didnt think much of it. I was driving and the car would stutter... kinda like a fast stutter. not fuel cut or anything and it would skip when it was idling to. so I drove it to my GF's house and it was stuttering bad and had no power. so we got home and I opened the hood and the whole exhast manny was red hot glowing. I didnt see any IC pipes lose or off. I am guessing that I have a crack in the manny and the turbo isnt getting enough flow. It is the stock with 157K on it. Am I right?||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||03-25-2003||12:20 PM||||No power, smoke, sounds like a blown turbo.  I'm not sure about the shutter though.  Your t-belt didn't slip did it?  Check the timming marks on the cams.  Just take the upper t-belt cover off, take a spark plug out and crank it over with a wrench.<br /><br />When a turbo goes, you can get tons of smoke and a huge power loss.  The only way I can see you getting a shutter from the bad turbo is if it can still spin and then stop, spin and then stop.  Maybe building boost and then loosing it another words.  That might make a car jerk around.<br /><br />As far as the manny, I had a ton of cracks in mine when I upgraded and I didn't have any problems running with my old one.  Cracked to hell or not, it should be able to spin a turbo.  Heat spins it more then exhaust pressure anyway.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/001920.cgi
A||||4||MattC||Speedometer Broke!||||9||||MattC||00000692
Z||000000||MattC||03-25-2003||02:47 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||Hi all,<br /><br />My speedometer took a crap on me.  Has anyone else had this problem?  I really don't know anything about the speedo, so any help is greatly appreciated.<br /><br />Cheers,<br /><br />MattC||68.14.146.253||reg||9||MattC||00000692||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||03-25-2003||03:41 PM||||Did it just stop working?  If so, the speedometer cable may be stripped out.  It's not hard to replace, and it should be fairly affordable from the dealer.  <br /><br />Remove the gauge cluster to check, which is very easy.  4 phillips screws to remove, and you can unscrew the tripmeter reset knob sticking through the clear plastic.  Lower the steering wheel all the way, flip the wiper switch down, and the gauge cluster pops right out.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||03-25-2003||03:42 PM||||Unscrew it from the tranny & secure the cable end( the section that goes into the tranny) in a drill. Have someone look at the speedo & see if it works, while you spin the cable with the drill. If it does you prolly broke the gear inside the tranny. If not the cable may have snaped. The way to check that is to take out the cluster & spin the drill once again have someone check & see if the cable spins. If it doesnt, its the cable if it does its either the cluster or the gear.<br /> Hope this helps.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||GVR4458||03-26-2003||12:38 PM||||If it is the guage cluster, I have an extra one that I no longer need that is taking up bench space.<br /><br />EH<br />gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||03-27-2003||03:33 PM||||i'm interested in a spare gauge cluster for my vr4<br />how much?||138.89.43.233||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum2/001921.cgi
A||||2||lance||IDLE PROBLEM...Please Help||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||03-25-2003||03:31 PM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||Normally when I turn my steering wheel from one side to the other, the RPM would increase but now when I do the same thing, the RPM does nothing.<br /><br />Also, when I turn on my AC the RPM drops.  It has also stalled the car a few times now.  What could be the problem?||63.136.118.56||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-25-2003||03:36 PM||||ISC(attached to the underside of the throttle body) <a href="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Downs/7678/dsmtests.html" target="_blank">test page</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-25-2003||11:14 PM||||Are you sure that's it?<br /><br />I'd bet that the wire to the power steering pump has come off.  It's got a bullet connector and is likely hanging near your alternator.<br /><br />Oops, didn't see the part about the A/C.<br /><br />Good luck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.36.177.160||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001922.cgi
A||||2||Compressed||shifter and transmission problem||||1||||Compressed||00000566
Z||000000||Compressed||03-25-2003||04:10 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I just installed new shifter cables after one broke.  Needed to be done since the bushings on the transmission side were shot anyhow.  I got the cables in without any drama, but now I cannot adjust the shifter cables to ever reliably get all my gears.  Right now I always have a very difficult time getting 1st and 2nd gear.  I can always get 3rd and 4th.  I have not been able to ever get 5th and reverse with the new cables.  To sum it up it seems that side-to-side adjustment is way off.  I have adjusted the cable from full �short� to full �length� and everywhere in between and still cannot get all my gears.<br /><br />One thing I am wondering about is this, the arm the side-to-side cable attaches to on the transmission side.  This arm is bolted to the transmission in with only one bolt.  There are two bolt holes in it though.  I have looked in my manual and only see one bolt attaching this arm, so I think I�m correct but I�m wondering if this arm actually needs two bolts.  Maybe this bolt is needed and would correct my gear selection issues.<br /><br />Other than that I�m lost and don�t know what would cause this.  Bad shift forks?  Any help much appreciated, as I am quite frustrated right now.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||03-25-2003||04:21 PM||||Are you adjusting them at the tranny or the shifter?  At any rate, it can take some time to get it right.  Also, make sure it is tight by the fire wall.  I ran my hard wire for the fuel pump through the boot for the shifter cables.  I'm pretty sure that the boot bolts down to the fire wall.  I might be wrong on that though.  I'm going by memory and it's been years, but you might want to take a second look at that.<br /><br />As far as the missing bolt.  If you are talking about the bracket I think you are, then yes, it takes two bolts.  I had to lock tight mine down.  They kept getting loose on me.  I have no ideal why.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Compressed||03-25-2003||04:41 PM||||The cables do bolt down by the firewall, did that.  They are in there solid.  About the missing bolt, it makes sense that there needs to be one in there. I wasn't sure because I dont right now, and when moving the shifter the arm moves with it, a linkage kind of movement.  I will work on getting the right bolt for that today.  Hopefully it will solve my problem.  Thanks||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes



ubb/Forum2/001923.cgi
A||||3||1667 VR4||Anyone using the RM rear swaybar||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||03-25-2003||06:47 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||I was looking on SBR's website at the RM rear sway kit for 1st gens (supposedly fits the GVR4)...comes in at about 24mm for $170. Sounds good to me. Anyone using one?||24.73.5.30||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-25-2003||10:59 PM||||<a href="http://www.rernetworking.com/rmdsm/1G_bars.htm" target="_blank">RMDSM Rear Swaybars</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://home.insight.rr.com/t75kaz1/faq/gvr4rearswaybar/gvr4rearswaybar.html" target="_blank">Mitsubishi Galant VR-4 Rear Sway Bar Install FAQ</a>||67.36.177.160||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||03-25-2003||11:01 PM||||I just got mine last week. The quality looks top notch, excellent customer service. It will go on this week and I'll be driving the car in about 3 weeks (hopefully). I'll let you know||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||12:30 AM||||Thanks for the link Ryan!  Looks helpful...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/001924.cgi
A||||3||pisces_0||Boost controller BEFORE or AFTER BCS?||||5||||pisces_0||00000768
Z||000000||pisces_0||03-25-2003||06:58 PM||pisces_0@yahoo.com||I know, I know I'll probably get a few "Why the HECK..." and "Just eliminate the BCS..." comments, but PLEASE humor me on this one.  I'm getting a Galant in ~1 month and am looking to keep it as stock appearing as possible.  This includes keeping the stock airbox, BCS, vacuum lines, etc.  So, when I put on the Hallman sitting on my desk should I hook it up BEFORE or AFTER the hose going to the BCS.<br />(Snagged this image off of Taboo's site; if that was a no-no just delete the link)<br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a><br />On the top (Before) image, I'm wondering whether to put the boost controller in the "B" line or in the "W" line.<br />Currently I'm thinking the "W" line after the BCS, but my thoughts have been known to change on a whim;)  Again, if you're just going to tell me to eliminate the BCS or tap off of the BOV line don't bother posting.  I found that tapping off of the BOV line for the boost controller resulted in varying boost levels and inaccurate BOV operation due to the two items "fighting" for boost/vacuum (although, this was with an electronic unit).  The BCS stays for both stock appearance and semi-safety.  Any help would be great y'all...||131.212.34.105||reg||5||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-25-2003||07:22 PM||||Sorry to burst your bubble, but I think its a must that you remove the boost control solenoid in order for the boost controller to properly work.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||03-25-2003||08:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> Sorry to burst your bubble, but I think its a must that you remove the boost control solenoid in order for the boost controller to properly work. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup. Thats right. With the BCS hooked up it will limit the boost regurdless if you put the MBC before or after it.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||pisces_0||03-25-2003||08:53 PM||||Ah, the goodness that is a TMO Stage III ECU. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Unless I was lied to, the BCS will now only dial back boost when there's knock and not limit it to a preset amount as per the ECU.  Am I right here?<br /><a href="http://www.tmo.com/prod/eprom/nolimits.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/prod/eprom/nolimits.shtml</a>||131.212.34.71||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum2/001925.cgi
A||||3||meshwork||Are TEL brake pads useable?||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||03-25-2003||11:41 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I began stripping out the abandoned Talon project today and found brand new Axxis Metalmasters for the front. Will these work in the Galant? <br /><br />The Galant is still 4-lug, if that means anything. <br /><br />Thanks!||68.162.64.242||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||SD90GalantGSX||03-25-2003||11:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> I began stripping out the abandoned Talon project today and found brand new Axxis Metalmasters for the front. Will these work in the Galant? <br /><br />The Galant is still 4-lug, if that means anything. <br /><br />Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you have a dual piston caliper, the pads should work...||198.81.26.177||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000002||joec||03-26-2003||12:03 AM||||The 1G AWD DSM's from 1993-94 had the "big" brakes like the GVR4 so those should fit.  If it's a two piston caliper front brake then it's probably the right pad for a GVR4.  It's a popular DSM upgrades so some of the earlier cars will also be running those calipers.<br /><br />Not sure about the 2G DSM's (1995-99), they might also use the same calipers on the AWD models.||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||03-26-2003||06:34 AM||||Crap, mine was from a 92 and was a single-piston. Oh well, off to ebay it goes.||68.162.64.184||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum2/001926.cgi
A||||16||Johnny Bravo||2G steering wheel in a GVR-4?||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||03-26-2003||12:46 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Just wondering if anybody has tried fitting one of these in their GVR-4.  The stock wheel is WAY WAY WAY too wimpy for my big hands.  Even my '89 Honda Prelude S has a much beefier wheel on it. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   I know I could go with an aftermarket wheel like a Sparco or Momo, but I'd like to retain the airbag if at all possible.||152.163.188.200||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||GVRfore||03-26-2003||01:10 AM||||Our cars have airbags?  I replaced mine with a Sparco, and as I recall, no airbag.||68.100.28.253||reg||5||GVRfore||00000647||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||02:15 AM||||Umm, there is no airbag on a GVR4... what kind of car are you driving?  If you're thinking of putting the 2G airbag in a GVR4, that's not so hot of an idea.  The GVR4 has no impact sensors for an airbag and no safety controls in the ECU.<br /><br />On another note, does anyone know what other manufacturers' steering wheels will fit our cars?  I found a sweet '91 Integra wheel that I'm hoping will fit... 5 buttons on the wheel stock.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||03-26-2003||06:37 AM||||Air bags weren't required by law until 1994-95. So you'll see very few cars made before then that had them.||68.162.64.184||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||03-26-2003||09:19 AM||||LoL!   Shows you how much I've been in my GVR-4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    It's been sitting since the beginning of summer...just after I bought it.  Well in that case Momo here I come....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||03-26-2003||12:55 PM||||I have an airbag in my car, but an inert one.  I installed a steering wheel and airbag from a 3g Eclipse which fits well except I have not figured out how to make the horn work yet.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||03-26-2003||01:55 PM||||i just ended up putting a momo wheel on cause for some reason the stock leather wrapped is junk that came on our cars.<br /><br />Hey i have a 3rd gen prelude too!!!||131.193.10.205||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||03-26-2003||02:59 PM||||I think I'm gonna end up getting a Momo Millennium or Millennium Evo...they look the best IMO.  <br /><br />I love/hate my Prelude.  It has almost 200k on it right now, but still runs...barely.  It's an automatic S model which is a carburated 2 litre model.  It has been running like garbage lately...for some reason it's running soooooper rich at times & almost chokes itself out.  At least it has a power moonroof   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||03-26-2003||03:06 PM||||If you get lucky -- look for a Galant GS with ECS/sport package.  It has a direct-fit steering leather wheel, super thick, 2 spokes (at ~ 4 and 8 o'clock)<br /><br />I swapped my VR-4 steering wheel with my old GS.  Wish I had a picture...  it's the only impressive mod on my car yet.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||03-26-2003||10:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> I think I'm gonna end up getting a Momo Millennium or Millennium Evo...they look the best IMO.  <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Like this one?<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/momowheel.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.136.186.229||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||number3||03-26-2003||10:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Air bags weren't required by law until 1994-95. So you'll see very few cars made before then that had them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was either mouse belts or air bags (forced protection). Mouse belts were stopped because they suck and air bag won the war.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||Pappy||03-27-2003||12:26 AM||||I bought Jon's Momo Race wheel and I love it.  The diameter of the wheel makes the steering feel a tad smoother, and the thickness of it is much nicer.  Plus my old steering wheel had leather that was all worn away and would wear off on your hands.  No good.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||03-27-2003||06:14 AM||||Wow Gabor, that is one hot wheel!  Nice.||134.10.23.206||reg||7||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||Johnny Bravo||03-27-2003||11:02 AM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by sleeper:<br />Like this one? QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />YES!  That's the one!  It'll go great with the other shiny things I have in there like the big, fat polished Momo shift knob, chrome Autometer gague pod on the steering column, and S2000 starter button (yeah, might be a bit ricy, but I already had it from my RX7 so I might as well use it).  Momo makes a new "Evo" version of it too, but it's a bit too ummm... "techno" looking to look right in the GVR-4's interior.  Does the horn still work with that wheel?  The more I look at it though the more I want it...until I see the pricetag.  $300 for a steering wheel is a bit much regardless of quality.  I could use that toward getting my car drivable     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     lol||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||03-27-2003||12:50 PM||||Look on Ebay, thats where I got mine. A lot less than $300<br />Yes the horn works and the feel of this compared to the stock wheel is great. It feels so much tighter now. The leather needs to be broken in because it feels kind of powdery and it slips around if you don't grab it real good.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000015||hibrn8||03-27-2003||01:07 PM||||holy crap i have that same wheel too..<br /><br />yeah my 88 lude si ws has 59,000 miles on it now. has all your typical honda bolts ons. its ok. i agree, i love/hate it too. i want to get something different.||131.193.154.238||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000016||Johnny Bravo||03-27-2003||02:05 PM||||I walked out to my 'lude today to head back home to go to my buddy's wedding & as soon as I sat down in the car i noticed soemthing funny....the odometer was at exactly 199,000.00 miles on the DOT!  I took some pics & will post one cuz I think it's pretty funny looking  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum2/001927.cgi
A||N||0||92GVR4519||Wiring diagragm||||13||||92GVR4519||00000679
Z||000000||92GVR4519||03-26-2003||01:28 AM||davidnreba@juno.com||Having spent the winter poring over the factory manual wiring diagragms and taking resistance and voltage measurements, I was about to jumper a connection when I noticed the connector pin-out drawing does not match my hardware.  It is a drawing of the component (ECU) and not the connectors!  I had been testing the wrong pins, coming up with inexplicable readings, and driving the rest of my tech co-workers nuts.  They should have printed a mirror image of what is printed. I suggest that anyone using the pin-outs in the manual double check against the wire colors on your hardware to see if the picture is correct.  In my case, my need for glasses up close, lack of light, and mistaking black wire for black/white wire led me down the yellow brick road to nowhere. Now it is back to Kansas and start all over again.  The worst of this is that now I have a gut feeling that it may have been a simple fuel pump and/or circuit fix. <br /><br />David||67.28.40.57||reg||13||92GVR4519||00000679||yes



ubb/Forum2/001928.cgi
A||||0||aWeX||REbuild, what stock parts to replace?||||1||||aWeX||00000924
Z||000000||aWeX||03-26-2003||09:33 AM||||I`M going to rebuild my engine with new rods/pistons, cams, valve springs and so on.<br /><br />What stock parts do i have to change to get the engine more reliable. Bearings, gaskets and such? And how about the oil pump? Any experiences on this?||195.159.180.15||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes



ubb/Forum2/001929.cgi
A||||4||theymightbegalants||manual belt conversion (wash &amp; paint)||||5||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||01:58 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Picked up a set of manual belts from a blue '89 Galant in the junkyard a few days ago.  They seem to be in good condition, except for the fact that the car was in Oregon w/it's doors open for who knows how long and the fabric of the belts has developed a bit of mold.  I hung them up to dry, but now what do I do to completely clean them?  Will any detergent work?  Is it safe to wash the entire unit, or do I have to unwind/remove the actual belt to clean it?<br /><br />I also didn't read the manual belt page until after I got them (they were an unexpected find) and so the only other parts I got were the two b-pillar trim pieces.  Are the buckles really that different?  Are all the parts listed in the manual belts page truly necessary, or just recommended for a stock look?<br /><br />And speaking of the stock look, does anyone have any interior paints they'd recommend?  The blue pillar panels would look a bit out of place, although I can live with blue belts (which nearly look black anyway).<br /><br />Sorry for the long post; any info or opinions helps!||134.10.23.206||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||1101||03-26-2003||02:54 PM||||I assume the mold was in the reeled up portion of the retractor. I would not trust it. Mold means the belt material has degraded. This is your safety belt after all. A new belt, retractor mechanism and buckle was about $120.00 from a discount Mit dealer. They may not be still available.<br /><br />There were two versions of the original manual belts. The later version has a tear loop built into the lower portion of the belt which will absorb some energy in a crash.<br /><br />If you want to go another way you can take the fabric part of the belt from some newer galants (I used a 96 or 98 I believe), and put them in the older  retractor with a lot of work. You will lose some adjustment if you are a large person because the retractor in those models are located higher up the pillar and are shorter.<br /><br />There is a lot of trim (specified in the FAQ in believe) that needs to be replaced if you want the conversion to look good. Mounting the trim is difficult because the clip placement holes are different from the manual to auto belt models. It requires a lot of alterations of the pillar and trim.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-26-2003||03:08 PM||||Be safe, but I would disagree...  I don't personally think that mold means the belt material has degraded.  It's nylon.  I would be more worried about sunlight/UV damage.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||03:50 PM||||The belts were reeled up, so there was little to no sunlight or UV damage that I could discern.  The belts are by far the least faded part of that car's interior (why they looked nearly black, like new).  The mold is really just superficial, I just don't want a stain or scent to remain.  The belts are strong enough for me to hang from my garage rafters on them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Besides, the belts are only replacing the autos so I can put harnesses in.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||08:38 PM||||So any ideas on what soap or paint to use?  Nobody's done this swap before, or at least w/out stock colored trim??||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/001930.cgi
A||||7||lance||NO BRAKE WHEN AC IS ON||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||03-26-2003||02:06 PM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||Since recently I have noticed that, when I turn on my AC, the brake pedal suddenly becomes hard.<br /><br />I have installed 272 cams about three weeks ago and this has been happening ever since.  What could be causing this problem?  Is this a normal thing after you have installed 272 cams?<br /><br />Also when this happens the RPM drops to about 500 RPM.  Help.||63.136.119.120||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||02:10 PM||||I think it's normal for the rpm's to drop a bit when the AC is on.  The brake issue could be because our cars (like most) have brake boosters which use engine vacuum to assist in deploying the brake pedal.  The 272 cams don't allow your car to generate as much vacuum as it used to, so the brake booster effect will also be diminished.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||03-26-2003||02:41 PM||||I don't have any experience personally with this problem, as I don't have 272's, but maybe adding a vacuum reservoir to hold some extra vacuum might help. I know some cars have this. What is your vacuum at idle? Do you have a VPC? What is your idle when not hitting the brakes?||68.158.114.3||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||joec||03-26-2003||02:42 PM||||Your idle shouldn't go down when the A/C comes on.  Well, actually it does, but the ECU compensates for it.  It has a switched input so when the ECU detects the A/C is on then it uses the ISC to up the idle.<br /><br />Do you have a datalogger?  If so, check the A/C switch signal and see if the ecu sees the A/C being turned on and off.<br /><br />Does your car idle smoothly otherwise?  When you first start it does the idle start up high and gradually come down to 800rpm as the car warms up?  Do you see the rpms go up if the ABS is activated?||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||HKS VR-4||03-27-2003||03:00 AM||||If your AC goes out...the controller box keeps frying behind the glove box, can it be the ECU because it's tied in there???? I've changed just about everything in my AC, the switch, sensors, relays...anything else I should change? I only have one controller box left off a junker thats good and I don't want to fry this one. Ideas?||12.81.69.126||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000005||lance||03-27-2003||11:36 AM||||How do I create a vacuum reservoir?  Has this been done before?||208.157.147.207||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||03-27-2003||03:46 PM||||try increasing your idle.  about 1k rpm, if that dont do it, go a little higher.  i wouldnt go above 1200, tho.  probably because there is so much overlap, you dont get much vacuum||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||#258||03-27-2003||04:45 PM||||A Few things you can try. If the cam came with lobe info, try to degree the cam to match the info. Most vendors wont sell a street cam that doesnt have enough vac. to run the car. Unless its some monster bracket cam that your trying to run an the street. In that case your f-ed. Vac accumulators can be had at Summit Racing and suck. Worse case a venturi can be welded directly behind the throttle body and use that as partial vac for the brakes. 1 last thing. Run a vac test on the booster, you never know, it may be leaking||151.198.226.11||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes



ubb/Forum2/001931.cgi
A||||6||dplayha||Where can i find one||||1||||dplayha||00001210
Z||000000||dplayha||03-26-2003||03:20 PM||||Anyone kno of any good sites i can find vr4 and tranny||209.179.250.150||reg||1||dplayha||00001210||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-26-2003||03:29 PM||||<a href="http://www.teamrip.com" target="_blank">TRE mitsubishi transmissions</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dsmtrader.com" target="_blank">DSM trader</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.autotrader.com/" target="_blank">Auto Trader</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||03-26-2003||03:34 PM||||<a href="http://www.bmtranny.com" target="_blank">www.bmtranny.com</a>||198.111.38.164||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||03:55 PM||||Are you looking for the whole car?  Check the for sale section of this site, go to the yahoogroups for GVR4's (there's two) and search the archives, check the partstrader, check ebay, read your local classifieds, check autotrader.com, and browse the cars for sale at bensrallypage.com.  There's several street GVR4's posted there, plus a few more rally GVR4's.  These cars may be rare, but in this economy it's a buyer's market and they're not hard to find.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||dplayha||03-26-2003||05:28 PM||||thanks for the leads oh i mean the engine cause im going to drop one in||209.179.250.150||reg||1||dplayha||00001210||yes
Z||000005||number3||03-26-2003||05:40 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/SiteMap.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/SiteMap.htm</a><br /><br />For engine and tranny suppilers on the West coast.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||07:40 PM||||You could also try <a href="http://www.flashoptions.com" target="_blank">www.flashoptions.com</a> as they seem to have reasonable prices.  I've never dealt with them and don't know anything about them, but they have front clips for pretty cheap... I think.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/001932.cgi
A||||14||998||Need clutch Help bigtime!!!!!!||||1||||998||00000480
Z||000000||998||03-26-2003||03:38 PM||||My car is in the shop (local performance shop) and they are having trouble dropping the tranny. They are under the impression that you have to drop the engine to get the tranny out. Can you give me any advice to pass along to them? I have already faxed them the instructions from VFAQ. I would have done the install myself but I just don't have time now.||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||03:52 PM||||Unbolt the passenger side knuckle hub dealy bob (the thing the axle goes through) from the strut and let it droop.  Unbolt the strut from the top and lower it out.  This gives you more room to maneuver.  You kinda have to "twist" the tranny as you lower it out, and this gives you the space to rotate.  Hope this helps; good luck.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||998||03-26-2003||03:55 PM||||Thanks a ton!! Is there anything else that could be causing their problem?||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||04:04 PM||||Hmm... perhaps because to remove the tranny you have to remove the tranny mount, they think the engine won't stay up on the remaining mounts??  That's patently wrong; my engine sat on just those mounts for 9 months.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Perhaps you could tell us exactly what they say is wrong/in the way/can't be undone?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||03-26-2003||04:08 PM||||Might not help immediately and not to be a smart-ass at all, BUT I wouldn't trust or leave my car in the hands of a shop that didn't know how to get the tranny out and had to rely on an online BB to do it.  I don't know if you have other options still at this point, but might want to ponder that for a moment.  <br /><br />Hopefully they've already dropped the crossmember, transfer case, driver side axle has been popped out, passenger side axle removed and the "twist" Jon mentioned...<br />Good luck||167.142.22.195||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||998||03-26-2003||04:16 PM||||Thanks for all of the feedback. I know what you guys are saying, but this shop works on a lot of high performance cars, the thing is, I have the only GVR4 in Dayton Ohio so they have never seen one before. I am going to walk them through it and demand a discount in return. I'll double check the work to make sure it's done right. Again thanks for your help, I wouldn't have come to you guys if I didn't respect your knowledge for these cars.||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||03-26-2003||04:27 PM||||There's others here with MUCH more tranny experience than me - I've only done it once. Maybe they can pitch in if you can let us know where they are stuck - as Jon asked previously.<br /><br />Also, if you are going with a heavier clutch, change the shift fork...I didn't have a new one when I did mine and am dreading the day my old one snaps!||167.142.22.195||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||03-26-2003||04:30 PM||||Im going to have to drop mine to do a clutch fulcrum pin and release fork about how long does this job take  I did one in a stealth rt TT last may . Is the galant as tedios ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||joec||03-26-2003||04:33 PM||||Print this out for them:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/clutch-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/clutch-1G.html</a><br /><br />It's for a 1G DSM, but shouldn't be too different from a GVR4.  I'ts got pictures and step-by-step instructions.<br /><br />The other thing to be aware of is the flywheel must be resurfaced to a specific step height (the height depends on which clutch you're using).  Make *SURE* they understand this part...<br /><br />Oops, I see you already gave them the VFAQ?  And they still couldn't do it?  Have they ever done an AWD DSM clutch/tranny?<br /><br />Ok, here's something from the yahoogroups vr4list:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />><br /><br />Mike,<br /><br />Here you go - worked like a charm when used along with the CD Manual<br />(http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/index2.htm)and Eclipse VFAQ<br />(http://www.vfaq.com/mods/clutch-1G.html).<br />Simon,<br /><br /><br />I usually start at the top, I take everything off the top side (engine bay)<br />first, while the trans is draining.  This would include the bell housing<br />bolts, starter bolts(all are 14mm, 4 total), shift cables & brackets (just<br />remove the 2 lower bolts[12mm] on the base of the bracket at the trans  &<br />cotter pins in the cable ends), unplug & remove the reverse light switch, &<br />remove the trans mount bracket bolts(17mm) at the trans. <br />Then the downpipe, t-case([5] 17mm), rt. side crossbrace([3] 17mm at the<br />front, & [2] 14mm at the rear), & the plate that connects the "K" frame to<br />the control arm mount on the pass. side, (5) 14mm bolts.  This will give you<br />better access to the rt. side axle inner joint, & make it's removal much<br />easier.  A big prybar [Read: Oklahoma toothpick : )] works best here, just<br />put the tool between the backside of the inner joint & trans while applying<br />pressure outward give it a good wallop, & it should come right out. <br />Then remove the axle nuts (32mm), & remove the 2 (14mm) bolts that retain the<br />carrier shaft on the left side, & remove the left axle & carrier as one<br />piece.  Remove the clutch slave cylinder([2] 12mm) & the clip that retains<br />the line/hose & tuck it up out of the way above the lower radiator hose. <br />Support the trans, & remove the remaining two bell housing bolts, 14mm at the<br />front, & 12mm on the rear comes in from the engine side above the t-case. <br />Carefully pry the trans off it's aligning pins (dowels), gradually letting<br />the pass. side end of the trans drop while slightly rotating the trans<br />clockwise to allow the transaxle (front diff case) to clear the "k" frame at<br />the rear.<br />Pressure plate bolts are 12mm, 6 of those I think.  Flywheel bolts are 17mm,<br />6 or 7 depending on the build date of your car.<br /><br />When reinstalling the clutch & pp, be sure to gradually torque the PP down in<br />a star pattern to avoid over stressing & warping it.  As for the t/o bearing<br />make sure it's an o.e. style with a plastic inner sleeve, I believe the<br />specified lubricant is light lithium based grease, use it very sparingly.<br /><br />From there install is the reverse of removal, for the most part.  I usually<br />install the two lower bell housing bolts first, & at least one of the upper<br />bolts for added security.<br />Once all of the driveline is in, & the trans & transfer are full, make sure<br />you have all forward & reverse gears.  Clutch push rod adjustment may be<br />necessary, depending on the flywheel step.  Also, if the car has high miles<br />you might want to take this opportunity to replace the clutch fork & pivot as<br />well as the master & slave to avoid problems & complications in the near<br />future.  For a better feeling clutch pedal remove the slave fluid inlet<br />restrictor, see the link below for the exact procedure.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/garage/8384/clutchrestrictor.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/garage/8384/clutchrestrictor.html</a><br /><br />If this is a "dual friction" clutch you're installing, during break in, DO<br />NOT apply full power until you have driven at least 500-1000 miles of stop &<br />go city driving.  Highway driving won't cut it.  Go get stuck in some traffic<br />jams intentionally.  : )<br /><br />Whew, that was a long one, sorry.  : )    <br /> <br /><br />-Mike A.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||03-26-2003||04:34 PM||||a shop that works on high performance cars, and cant figger out how to drop the trans?  this is near identical to pulling ANY fwd transaxle.  they either dont want to work on your car, or they want to charge you more.  mike's shop(foreign car parts and service) is in huber heights, i bet they can do it.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||03-26-2003||04:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> a shop that works on high performance cars, and cant figger out how to drop the trans?  this is near identical to pulling ANY fwd transaxle.  they either dont want to work on your car, or they want to charge you more.  mike's shop(foreign car parts and service) is in huber heights, i bet they can do it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If it were me, I'd take it to another shop.  I've dropped my tranny outside in the snow before with cold frozen fingers.  Any shop should be able to follow the vfaq and drop it.  It's not that hard, it just takes time.  I would be leary of any shop that can't figure it out.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||03-26-2003||04:54 PM||||Man, this shop deserves a big "DUH".   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||07:49 PM||||Scotty, I've never worked on a 3kGT or Stealth, but have read up on them and would venture to guess that the GVR4 is easier to do a tranny drop on.  Keep in mind it's no picnic.  I've only done it once, very slowly following the VFAQ, but now feel much more confident to do it again.  To make reinstallation easier, everytime I remove something I label the part on the VFAQ or instructions or factory manual or whatever is guiding me and put it in a plastic baggy with the corresponding label or step # on it.  Just toss 'em in a bucket, and the install is a breeze.  "Hand me baggy step # 11, bolt A."  In time I may memorize all the bolts and their locations, but this is my baby steps.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||998||03-27-2003||08:22 AM||||Thanks for the feedback. I had faxed them the info from Vfaq and that helped them out. By the time I got there with the rest of the info they already had the tranny pulled and had replaced the rear main seal. It was hard for me to describe what needed to be done over the phone, but if I was there when they had the problem I would have been able to point out what they were doing wrong. All in all though, I'm pretty confident that they know their stuff. <br /><br />Unrelated note: There was and indy car sitting in the bay just a few rows down from mine. I talked to the owner and it's his. It was one of Bobby Rahal's old cars and ran at indy in 92. If you've never seen one up close it is definitely something to see.||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||03-27-2003||09:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> Im going to have to drop mine to do a clutch fulcrum pin and release fork about how long does this job take  I did one in a stealth rt TT last may . Is the galant as tedios ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've done tranny swaps on 3/S and GVR4's, and the GVR4's are WAY easier.  I've never liked restabbing the tranny on a 3/S, not to mention it's much heavier.  <br /><br />For anyone squeezed for time, you can leave the passenger side axle hanging out of the tranny while you drop it.  It'll clear everything, just make sure the boots don't catch on anything sharp.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/001933.cgi
A||||5||Johnny Bravo||Will this FMIC fit?||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||03-26-2003||05:26 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I found a FMIC on the trader for a good price & I'm just wondering if anybody knows if it'll fit without having to chop up the bumper, bumper cover, or bumper support.  I searched the forum, but didn't find any info that would help me    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   The dimesions are:  20" x 8.5" x 2"  More pics at: <a href="http://www.rit.edu/~rwr2545/ic/" target="_blank">http://www.rit.edu/~rwr2545/ic/</a><br /><br />    <img src="http://www.rit.edu/~rwr2545/ic/DSCF0088.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />    <img src="http://www.rit.edu/~rwr2545/ic/DSCF0089.JPG" alt=" - " />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||03-26-2003||06:43 PM||||That nice NPR intercooler will fit in my VR-4 if it won't fit in yours.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Yes it will fit, but you will have to cut the bumper, the metal part, not the bumper cover.||198.111.38.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||03-26-2003||07:14 PM||||With any upgraded front mount intercooler you will most likely have to chop up the bumper support in some way. Nice find.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||03-26-2003||07:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> That nice NPR intercooler will fit in my VR-4 if it won't fit in yours.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br />Yes it will fit, but you will have to cut the bumper, the metal part, not the bumper cover. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">According to the seller it's an HKS core with custom endtanks.  I agree that it sorta looks like the NPR i/c though...I just e-mailed him to get a pic of the HKS badge  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||03-26-2003||10:23 PM||||Well turns out it isn't actually an HKS core...just what he was told it was.  I think that it probably is an NPR.  The $300 price tag just isn't worth it I guess...oh well the search goes on...<br /><br /><br />If anybody cares to check it out here's the ad:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=89300&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=79&set=5&position=89&total_count=2486&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3e821e8a35bf5283" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=89300&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=79&set=5&posi tion=89&total_count=2486&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3e821e8a35bf5283</a>||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||03-27-2003||02:29 AM||||yep its the npr, i've seen so many,  you can get them from junk yards for about 100 bucks or less... its supposed to be a decent intercooler too, well at least better than a starion, but thats what i have heard||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/001934.cgi
A||||3||atsiauto||car &quot;stutters on light accel &quot;||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||03-26-2003||05:39 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||its like it wont take the boost unless you go WOT<br />It feels to me like a boost leak or an air problem . almost like a dead plug suddenly coming to life or a dead spark plug wire. Its fine to drive but when you go for it in first gear its like theres nothing there,just no power stutters then clears up on WOT in like second or third. Its driving me nuts , I wish somebody could just drive it and go yeah it this or that but im scrwed... Help if you can, Thanks. Scotty||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||07:42 PM||||Can you datalog it?  I'm sure someone on the local DSM list has a pocketlogger or datalogger and would be glad to help you diagnose this.  Plug it in, go for a few runs, let us know what's up.  A few things to log:  O2, airflow, injector pw (if running pocketlogger v.10x, rpm is also needed), timing, and knock.  Perhaps other wiser tuners can chime in on this.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||03-26-2003||08:02 PM||||evidently the previous owner had the ECU socketed for some kind of logging etc . Im still real green to this car my 91 runs its ass off , but w the list of mods this one has its a little more off the wall reminds me of when an injector locks up like to much or not enough fuel pressure. but Im speculating . anybody within 100 miles has any equipment to diagnose this Ill try to get to you . Thanks.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-26-2003||11:12 PM||||Dirty/sticking throttle body?||64.108.206.181||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001935.cgi
A||||8||spoulson||Seized calipers?||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||03-26-2003||09:25 PM||spoulson@rcn.com||How can I be sure a caliper is seized?  Both my rear calipers won't retract all the way with a C-clamp.  One didn't seem to budge at all.  They both look fully extended when I pulled apart the brakes, so I suppose it's likely?<br /><br />So I'm probably going to need new ones.  Where have people gotten replacements?  Is Mitsu my only choice?||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||03-26-2003||09:51 PM||||I dunno if this helps, but when I did my brakes, I though the caliper was siezed..till I realized that you twist the caliper to get it to retract ...||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||1101||03-26-2003||09:52 PM||||You use a tool with lugs that fit in the slots to rotate the pistons to retract the pistons in the rear. Tool is available at most auto supply. Can use a big needle nose pliers but if you slip you can damage seals.  Some people have damaged the rear pistons with enough force from a c clamp.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||03-26-2003||10:25 PM||||Great, I hope I didn't bust the one side that seemed to have retracted.  So I don't get it, the piston is on a spiral groove?  Why?||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||03-26-2003||10:33 PM||||Shawn, don't really know why they did the back different from the front, but you can get the tool from most hardware places to turn them. I bought a "cube" (fits ratchet like any socket does) that does a variety of rear calipers from NAPA for a few bucks and it works great. I'm now pretty sure mine are seized and will soon be getting rebuilt calipers from Advance Auto.  Their rebuilt ones worked great on the wifes GVR4 and were only about $50 after core exchange.||167.142.21.166||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||03-27-2003||10:31 AM||||The rear calipers are different because they incorporate the parking brake.  As you use the parking brake (as the pads are used up), the piston moves out to keep the pad to rotor clearance small for proper pedal travel.  That is why you have to rotate it back in to put in new pads.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||04-01-2003||10:14 AM||||I got the NAPA brake tool for the rear calipers.  It looks like a puzzle.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Anyway, it worked.  I have the rear brakes all put back together with new pads.<br /><br />However, I'm curious as to why the pads I got (Porterfield R4-S) have this tab-like piece on the back of the pad.  Oh, I don't know what you call it.  But it looks like as the piston rotates, this tab-thing will get caught in the groove of the piston and probably prevent it from turning.  Does anyone know what I'm talking about?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||04-01-2003||12:38 PM||||The rotational parts are behind the piston face.  That tab needs to engage in one of the slots in the piston, set at the correct position.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||04-01-2003||01:03 PM||||Yes, I did place the tab in the slot of the piston face, because the pad didn't lay flat otherwise.<br /><br />What I don't get is, if the face doesn't rotate, then why is it I used that special tool to rotate the face to retract the piston?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum2/001936.cgi
A||||0||Pick||Has Anyone Installed A Vicous Coupling Eliminator||||1||||Pick||00000697
Z||000000||Pick||03-26-2003||10:01 PM||jpick@pmt.org||Just wondering if anyone on the board has installed an eliminator and what impression they had of it.||216.83.64.61||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes



ubb/Forum2/001937.cgi
A||N||6||Ferrari F50 GT||4WS Line Block Off||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||03-27-2003||01:30 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||I am going to be putting in my manual rack and have a question about the rear rack.  When I put in the manual rack and block off the lines to the rear, will the rear rack be stable enough to drive around?  I will end up welding the rear rack, but for now I would just like to get the swap done.  Thanks!||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-27-2003||06:12 AM||||Yes.  Driving around w/no rear power steering is the same as an Eclipse ("passive" rear wheel steering) just with a bit more weight in the rear.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||998||03-27-2003||09:19 AM||||I agree, I blocked mine off about a month ago due to a bad PS fluid leak. I haven't really noticed any problems at all.||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4||03-28-2003||01:17 AM||||Ian It should be fine because the rear rack won't see any input from the front rack there by not allowing any movement. Your pump in the rear will and i repeat will mostlikly be smoked after you do the conversion because theres no fluid-flow to cool it down & keep it lubed. Ask around to see what everyone did with theirs.||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000004||REDLINEGVR4||03-28-2003||09:39 PM||||how did you block it off?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||03-29-2003||01:49 PM||||So when I do the swap, should I just drain the fluid from the rear rack and not worry about blocking off the lines?  I don't have any plans to put the power steering back on.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||03-30-2003||07:41 AM||||If you install a manual front rack, you can run the rear rack "dry."  As a (half-assed) safety measure to prevent the rack's pump from seizing, I'd suggest connecting the rear rack's low pressure lines together in back. These are the 2 lines that went up front to the power steering reservoir. The theory here is to keep some fluid circulating in the rear pump to prevent seizure.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/001938.cgi
A||||3||Jon-Lee||In need of assistance!||||9||||MaximusDestruction||00001112
Z||000000||Jon-Lee||03-27-2003||02:37 AM||totalracer1@aol.com||Hello,<br /><br />I am the proud new father of 352/1000, i had 854/2000 but couldnt get her running so i gave up. <br /><br />I have a few tech questions that i didnt see listed.<br /><br />First, i beleive my transfer case is bad, it is making a grinding noise but seems to not effect the operation of the vehicle(yet). Is this the problem you think??<br /><br />Second, my car likes to spew water out of the radiator catch can sometimes after a long run. The water temp gauge never goes past the mark towards hot. I just replaced the thermostat but wasnt sure if there was a correct positon to set it in with that littlr pin in it and all.<br /><br />Thanks guys and i am proud of being part of the few.||152.163.188.33||reg||9||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-27-2003||10:26 AM||||the "jiggle" pin is to get rid of air.  position it so it sits highest.  more than likely, your radiator cap is bad,not sealing.  when the car is warmed up, squeeze the upper radiator hose, it should be really firm.  radiator caps dont last too long.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Jon-Lee||03-27-2003||02:53 PM||||Thank you, that new cap seemed to work. Thanks again. <br /><br />Now a new problem. Last night after about a 20 minute ride i checked under my hood and my exhaust manifold was glowing. This didnt seem normal, and my check engine light is on. I was thinking i might be running lean. Any body have a thought??||68.69.27.183||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-27-2003||03:23 PM||||you should reset your base timing and base idle.   check out the vfaq's on how to do this.  you should make sure your fuel filter has been changed recently, and the o2 sensor is good.  also in the vfaq's is how to pull the codes, you need to find out why it threw a code, or codes.  if you have been out boosting a lot, the manifold will be glowing.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001939.cgi
A||||0||Sleepin Giant||LINK PLUS  ECU||||1||||Sleepin Giant||00001190
Z||000000||Sleepin Giant||03-27-2003||04:39 AM||||has/is any one useing a link plus computer in there VR4. I am about to put one in and i am havein a little problems.<br /> like the order for the leads from the coil to the spark plugs.<br /><br /><br />if any one can help me pls reply or pm me||202.27.176.157||reg||1||Sleepin Giant||00001190||yes



ubb/Forum2/001940.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||whiteline castor bushings||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||03-27-2003||09:59 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||Hi Ken,<br /><br />Thanks for your e-mail.<br />The offset is to relocate the rear of the front control to the outside of the car (towards the wheels). This will move the wheel forward and therefore increase Caster. By doing so, it will also change your toe setting. We recommend that you get a wheel-alignment done after fitting this kit.<br /><br />Regards<br /><br />Bob<br /><a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au" target="_blank">www.whiteline.com.au</a><br /><br />from the mouth of the horse.  now we all know.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||03-27-2003||12:10 PM||||So in other words the hole needs to be twords the wheels not away from them. They also didn't give any specifics on the amount of difference I take it.||207.220.133.245||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||03-27-2003||03:24 PM||||it's like 1 degree.  the whiteline site has some very good articles on suspension.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/000450.cgi
A||N||10||Duc Hunter||O2 Sensor dead, AFC tuning has been interesting, advise/comments wanted||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-29-2002||03:01 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||<BR>I have read as many of the post about O2 sensors, tuning, stumbles etc I could before beginning this little project. <P>I have been using my pocket logger and tuning with my AFC. Since the O2 sensor is never accurate I have been ignoring it. I decided to tune based on knock and timing. My car does not seem to take timing out until it gets knock sums of 25. My timing can sit at 15 degrees from 0 knock right through 25, then it starts to get pulled out. That seems weird to me as everyone says 7 is when the ECU starts pulling the timing out. I cranked my fuel pressure to 60psi just to see what effect it would have. Well the car like is allot on the top end. It allowed me to go from 15 psi to almost 18psi without fuel cut. My knock sums (noisy lifters and all) are just hitting 25 at 6000RPM and the timing is just beginning to get pulled out. It holds that level to redline though.<P> I still have 450cc injectors, a Frank Jr 19c, RRE FMIC and pipes, ported O2 and Exh Manifold, 255lph pump, stock MAS etc. Interesting huh? I guess I cannot expect more without a better MAF (TRE is coming soon) and bigger injectors. <P>The catch with this setup is that gas mileage (even before the O2 sensor took the gas pipe totally) was not good. The O2 sensor was never reading over .82 at WOT, then is was not reading over .70v and now is dead ). Without an O2 sensor it is not possible for me to lean out the low end to compensate for the higher fuel pressure. I have a new sensor and will try to change it today. <BR>||205.166.229.133||reg||1
Z||000001||merikgvr4||01-29-2002||07:18 PM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||Wassup Duc, I think those readings are low.  Timing should be going all the way to 40(not sure what full timing is) with no knock.<BR>Good luck with the new sensor.  I think someone posted about soaking it with penetrant for a few days first.  Get a propane torch, or some sort of Map gas.<BR>Take your time and I hope everything goes smoothly.  Oh yeah, I hope you have that 02 sensor tool.<P>------------------<BR>91 GVR4<BR>1351/2k||156.39.169.104||reg||1
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||01-30-2002||12:47 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have the O2 tool. So you see 40 degree when you are WOT making say 17psi? I see over 40 at constant speed, cruising. Under WOT though it drops to 15-20 and, as I said above, when the knock reaches about 25 you can see the ECU pull more timing out. <P>Am I missing something? Should I see more timing under WOT?||205.166.229.96||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||01-30-2002||07:44 AM||lear133@hotmail.com||No, you're timing is ok.  23-24 degrees at the top of a gear with no knock is pretty normal.  25 knock counts is pretty high.  Does your knock count decrease when you run less boost or richen things up.  If that's real knock, just because your timing doesn't pull, doesn't mean it's good.  I'm personally chasing down some problems which give me 10-14 knock counts at anything over stock boost.  10-14 is high.  detonation puts a lot of pressure on your engine internals and in my opinion should be avoided for daily driving.  On the track, people have good luck tuning for 3-4 knock sums it seems.  Timing advance is a very good thing.  Much better than timing holding still.  Sometimes my car will not pull timing  much when it knocks, your higher base pressure should lower you injector pw hence causing the ecu to use a more aggresive timing table.  Of course, if the knock isn't real (lifters, bad knock sensor..) then different story.  Anyway, I think the car will pull better with less knock and more timing.  Try to get the knock sum down to see at least 20degrees at the top of the gear.  <P>For the o2..Soak it in PB for a while.  Use a long extensiona and a breaker bar.  Push down with all your weight(unless you happen to be heavy..I'm a lightweight) and turn.  You'll strip it if you don't push down hard, at least I almost did.<P>You can expect lots more without a better MAS.  Many many people run a 1g mas, hacked and unhacked with great success.  I wouldn't expect things to suddenly get better with the TRE, injectors might help a lot if yours are dirty or old.  I believe that may be one of my problems||128.211.171.138||reg||1
Z||000004||merikgvr4||01-30-2002||12:20 PM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||Ok, I thought you said your timing was set at 15 degrees all the time.  Sorry bout that.<P>------------------<BR>91 GVR4<BR>1351/2k||156.39.169.104||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||01-30-2002||01:45 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Ok here is the deal. With the AFC flat, 60PSI base FP and 11psi I have 0 knock/21-24 degrees timing WOT. With 15psi I have 0 knock/18-22 degrees timing WOT. With 17psi I have 0 knock till 4800, 5 knocvk from 4800-5500. From there it spikes to 33 knock at 6500. The catch is as I richen up the aFC at 5500-6500 the knock does not come down very much, even if I go to +15 on the AFC. This I find intersting. I will try more runs at lunch time. <P>By the way I am posting all this in part for help but more so someone later can search this out and see the process I went through. Thanks for all the help guys. ||205.166.229.133||reg||1
Z||000006||Dan D||01-30-2002||04:53 PM||lear133@hotmail.com||60 psi base pressure +17psi of boost means 77psi fuel pressure at fuel boost.  Right about where the walbro takes a crap and says no more.  If you look at the flow charts for the pump, it drops off it's flow rate significantly at 65 psi and then really drops out fast at 75psi.  That might acount for the high rev knock.  By the time you get up there pushing 90-100% dty cycle, you may be asking for more fuel than the pump wants to let you have at 75psi fuel pressure.  Just a thought.||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||01-30-2002||05:00 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I do not think I have the Walbro pump. I believe I have the ND pump. I bought it from Extrememotorsports about a year ago, may be more. I am getting an FP gauge to mount inside my car son. Then I will know for sure. ||205.166.229.133||reg||1
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||02-14-2002||07:29 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Well it looks like I have a Walbro. My FP gauge seems to think so at least. I have the base fuel pressure (BFP) set to 60psi @ idle with the vacuum hose off the fuel pressure regulator (FPR) and plugged. With the hose hooked up it idles at 54-55psi. <P>With the boost set at 17psi I only get to 68psi FP at redline in third gear. This is 8psi over the BFP without the vacuum hose hooked up and 13psi over the idle BFP with the hose hooked up. I believe that I should get 1psi of fp increase for every psi of boost which should mean I would see fp of 77psi at redline.<P>Anyone know if I an right that I should see 1psi of FPR increase for every psi of boost? Am I also correct that this should based on the FP wiht the vacuum hose off the regulator and plugged up (to prevent a vacuum leak)? Lastly, the stock FP is 36 psi with the vacuum hose off the......... right?||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000009||keydiver||02-15-2002||12:04 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||You are correct Duc, but....<BR>in my playing around with different FPR's for the past year, I've gotten the feeling that it is possible to push the FPR into a non-linear region where you will no longer get 1:1 pressure increase. I think in many cases it is due to the fact that the stock spring inside the FPR is compressed to a size where its pressure isn't linear, or something like that. I think a heavier spring should be used where you want such a high base setting, so the spring still has room to compress and expand. <BR>Just my gut feeling......<BR><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.213.162||reg||1
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||04-07-2002||08:58 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Well I just changed my O2 sensor and am mad!!! It was never reading over .82v....so I thought it was bad. I just installed the new Mitsi one and guess what guys....same .82v max! I bet my ground in the trunk is not good, giving the artificially low O2 reading (See other thread). <P>Dan is right, per above. My FP is weak accounting for my low PSI at high revs. I have backed the car down to 15psi/50 lbs base FP and retuned the AFC. NI am set so taht I never see over 800C on my EGT, maybe rich but without the O2 it is hard to tell. <P>ext up is to find a better ground to see if I can get better O2 readings and get a bigger fuel pump. I will probably try the DDP unit that Turbo Mag is running, unless people have other suggestions. I would like an intake unit. TRE should be almost done with my MASC which will be nice.<BR>||64.81.58.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001941.cgi
A||||8||Matt379||Pocket Logger Problems||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||03-27-2003||12:40 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Here's the deal.<br /><br />Logger has worked just fine until today.<br />Software is installed correctly (that's easy)<br />Wiring harness is plugged in. (that's easy too)<br />Unit is plugged in for power. (also easy...)<br /><br />I get no display on my units.<br />I tried disabling a fuel injector, and it says check the connection, but everything "seems" fine.<br /><br />Suggestions.  Just here at work, and can't tear into it right now, but thought i might be overlooking something.<br /><br />Matt||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||joec||03-27-2003||01:30 PM||||Maybe the batteries in the Palm Pilot are weak?  Aren't they used to power the RS232 interface?||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||03-27-2003||01:59 PM||||brand new batteries .....thanks tho||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-27-2003||02:19 PM||||Well, if it says check connection -- it isn't getting signal from the car.   Check all the pins (car, car cable, hotsync cable) for damage.  Maybe you have a pin bent over.  OR, duh, a loose connection somewhere.||64.108.204.241||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||03-27-2003||02:38 PM||||Check and make sure that it doesn't say unregistered when you start up the software.  I had a weird occurance where my palm froze and when it came back after a reset, all the software was onboard, but the reg was gone.  It won't connect to the car without the registration.  Just a thought.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||Matt379||03-27-2003||02:50 PM||||I think I know what the problem is.<br /><br />This Palm went dead (batteries) and lost everything and everything was backed up on another Palm, so I just beamed the software back...  It may not work now because of this.<br /><br />Funny though...it worked last night  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Will that cause the problems?||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000006||Matt379||03-27-2003||03:05 PM||||Figured it out.  Has to do with registration stuff, yada yada yada.  Thanks for all the help.||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000007||Jon||03-27-2003||03:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt Wenger:<br /><strong> Figured it out.  Has to do with registration stuff, yada yada yada.  Thanks for all the help. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have the code for it?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||03-27-2003||08:54 PM||||After doing that a couple times I made a memo entry with the registration info.  You'd figure that when you re-sync you'd get everything back.  Oh well.||64.108.204.241||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001942.cgi
A||||13||driftin galant||bov question||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||03-27-2003||02:38 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||i know this is a dumb question but what will happen if you just vent the bov to the atmoshere if you don't have the vpc?||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||03-27-2003||02:48 PM||||You will get a reputation on here as a dweeb.||68.158.168.19||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||driftin galant||03-27-2003||03:39 PM||||dweeb no one has used that word in like 10 years.  Get with the times man.||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000003||Matt379||03-27-2003||03:42 PM||||If you don't have a VPC and use a MAS it will cause the car to run really rich when you shift...possibly causing stumbling, stuff like that.  The MAS has already calculated how much air needs to go into the engine, so it will throw everything off.  Supposedly with a Super-AFC you can compensate and run without plumbing the BOV back into the intake, however there are mixed results on how well this should work.  I have never tried because I use a VPC.||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||03-27-2003||04:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Erik:<br /><strong> dweeb no one has used that word in like 10 years.  Get with the times man. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK, you will get a reputation as a KC  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.158.168.19||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||03-27-2003||04:47 PM||||Keydiver<br /><br />not you too...What have I done to deserve this   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Cybernerd2||03-27-2003||07:41 PM||||Can someone tell me what is VPC?<br />What does it stand for?<br /><br />Cheers.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||03-27-2003||08:50 PM||||The VPC (Vein Pressure Converter) is a device formerly made by HKS.  It is no longer in production, yet still retains a very hefty price tag.  I'm of the opinion that the <a href="http://www.ramchargers.com" target="_blank">MAF Translator</a> will replace it, at least in the U.S.<br /><br />To vent the BOV with the MAF translator you will, of course, have to place it AFTER the BOV so the vented air is not counted.<br /><br />In all, I think that venting the BOV to the atmosphere is rather silly.  Quite a waste of perfectly good filtered air all for the sake of going 'Pschfft!'||64.108.204.241||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||03-27-2003||09:54 PM||||I have heard it can be placed in the upper IC pipe before the TB  (this is after the BOV as well). <br /><br />Does it work well with pressurised air ? Anyone else have any feedback on this setup...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||03-27-2003||10:49 PM||||KC, there is a huge thread on dsmtalk.com, like 15 pages, and on it guys have reported great succes using it both before and after the turbo. If you put it after the turbo, you can vent the BOV to atmosphere.  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I have heard it can be placed in the upper IC pipe before the TB  (this is after the BOV as well). <br /><br />Does it work well with pressurised air ? Anyone else have any feedback on this setup... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||03-27-2003||11:24 PM||||Im venting to the atmosphere with my stock bov. I had no choice but to vent, my intake pipe wouldn't fit otherwise. I have no problems with venting, Its died once but i was idling low at the time anyway.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||galantvr4||03-28-2003||01:40 AM||||I Had to vent mine also because I got the dejon intake but still had my stock piping @ the time. My car for some reason or another would only allow 10psi with this setup, when ever I tried to push my normal 18psi it would detonate between shifts and start chattering real bad. when I would attempt 18psi pulls My o2 sensor went to full lean just before each shift so I stopped right away and just ran 10pounds untill i got my full setup on there now. With my setup its routed back into the intake and theres no problems running 18psi or 25 for that matter(dont ask it was a bad, bad,but powerful spike). Be cool route it back into the intake.||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000012||Ian M||03-28-2003||07:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I have heard it can be placed in the upper IC pipe before the TB  (this is after the BOV as well). <br /><br />Does it work well with pressurised air ? Anyone else have any feedback on this setup... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Running it blowthrough is pretty routine with the Buick GN guys. Apparently it works rather well.<br /><br /> As far as DSMs,Hal on team NABR's site is running one in blowthrough configuration. Its working great for him.His review is in their public forums: <a href="http://notabusinessracing.org" target="_blank">http://notabusinessracing.org</a>||129.71.114.162||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000013||Ian M||03-28-2003||07:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Erik:<br /><strong> dweeb no one has used that word in like 10 years.  Get with the times man. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm,ten years ago was probably the first time someone asked about venting the BOV,and its been asked and answered a MILLION times on every DSM related board since..||129.71.114.162||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/001943.cgi
A||||3||atsiauto||Big Brake install questions. ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||03-27-2003||04:28 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I have the rotor's and calipers and adaptor brackets which apparently are drilled to a different width than the calipers . How does this go together? is there some part of the stock brakes that I am to use? I am sort of confused .. Theyr Baer brakes<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=211" alt=" - " />||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||03-27-2003||05:35 PM||||You could always go to a machine shop and have new brackets made. Or try contacting Baer and tell them you got one of the last sets offered by Mofugas and the bracket looks to be wrong.<br /><br />You probably got the wrong brackets and the person who sold them to you didn't know either since those look untouched.||207.220.135.194||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||03-27-2003||06:52 PM||||well apparently the "anchor" is the wrong one... <br />I have to take mine apart and see for sure but something's not right either the bracket or the anchor . Baer has told me to ship the anchors back they would swap em if  I pay shipping , sounds okay to me I will def. take off a front caliper and do the math first , .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||03-28-2003||12:00 AM||||I have the Baers as well and mine fit like a glove.<br />I ordered them thru Rob at Mofugas.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/001944.cgi
A||||6||nvr2fst||EVO camshafts?||||5||||nvr2fst||00000977
Z||000000||nvr2fst||03-27-2003||07:38 PM||fstgvr4@aol.com||I was thinking about the evo (who isn't) and was curious to see if the EVO camshafts would be a benefit to install on my 92 GVR4? I know they are (not sure if all years) are hollow cams, but I am not sure of the profile of the cams.<br />adam<br />92 GVR4 120/1000||152.163.188.33||reg||5||nvr2fst||00000977||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||03-27-2003||08:04 PM||||every pic i have seen of the evo engine made it look like it was built backwards .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||03-27-2003||11:58 PM||||EVO IV and later...All the heads were reconfigured, so they are essentially backward from before. EVO III engines that come w/ the Cyclone int manifold I think has the same cams as ours.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||Nate||03-28-2003||12:43 AM||||<sigh>.....<br /><br />Evo motors didn't have Cyclone intake manifolds on them.  None of them.  Engines that had Cyclone intake manifolds on them were out of Galant VR4s, or AMG Galants.  Evo motors were all 2G style engines.  Think smaller plenum intake manifolds, smaller head ports, 2G style thermostat housings, camshaft position sensors, etc.<br /><br />To answer your question, I'd bet that those cams won't work, since the camshaft that would be on the intake side of the Evo head would be on the exhaust side of our engines.  I'd be that the profiles wouldn't work.  Stick with something like HKS cams, although I can appreciate the idea of hollow cams for rotating weight. :-)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000004||number3||03-29-2003||06:35 AM||||I sure hope the new EVO engine don't crankwalk. Bad enough to have it happen to a $20K eclipse but then to have it happen on a $30K+ EVO. And correct if I am wrong...they really don't seem to want to warranty much on the new EVO... saying it is a streetable race car and you are on your own and if you do bring it in for repair... hold onto your ass!<br /><br />Harry||208.32.94.8||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||nvr2fst||03-29-2003||10:25 AM||||Speaking of ass ripping, what the f is up with the $5k make up on the new Evo. I emailed Mitsu direct and they told me that they specifically instructed the dealers that were getting the Evo to keep the price just under $30k at all costs. the guy that emailed me had em email the dealers that were selling the Evo for over $30k. he said he would contact them directly to inquire about the mark up and tell them to drop there price to just under $30k. Mitsu said that the whole marketing campaign for the new car was to keep the price under $30k to compete with WRKX and soon to be release STi, which will be at least $35k.<br />adam<br />92 120/1000||152.163.188.33||reg||1||nvr2fst||00000977||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||03-29-2003||11:37 AM||||a dealer is not totally tied to mma like you think.  for example, why are parts prices all over the place?  it's because the list prices are SUGGESTED list prices, like sticker price is SUGGESTED.  the dealers are not bound by them.  how many cars do you know of that go for sticker?  most are heavily discounted.  when the miata first came out, it was over sticker, i think the nsx and viper was, too.  supply and demand, no one complains they are selling it too far under list.  <br />     when the bmw M3 csl(liteweight) came out, in the trunk was a special wing, oil pump, and oil pan w/windage tray, and a special notice that if these parts were installed on the car, the warranty was voided.  after reading all the do's and don'ts on the evo, it is plain to see there is not a lot you can do to it, or the warranty will be voided.  and, like bmw, i bet the ecu is going to record specs, so they will KNOW a change has been made.  like overrevs, overboost, maybe long periods of time under boost, stuff like that.  then, plug in the mitsu analyzer, and bingo, out pops all the parameters that have been exceeded.  once mitsu na knows, bye bye warranty.  i bet you put on a k&n and they will know.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001945.cgi
A||||10||howard_GVR4||Brass shifter bushing inserts||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||03-27-2003||09:07 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I just posted a review of these, but it's in the "For Sale" forum at the end of a thread, so I figured it should really go here.  <br /><br />I bought these from  <a href="http://www.speed-source.net/shifterbuymitsu.htm" target="_blank">speed-source</a>, and they were $26 shipped.  <br /><br />I installed the brass bushings on my shifter cables tonight. It was pretty easy, and took less than 30 minutes. If you have rusty crud on your car and cable ends, you might need to sand them a little. <br /><br />I think the instructions that accompany the bushings are pretty weak. Here's my quick method for removing those damn rubber OEM bushings:<br /><br />First, I remove the two 12mm bolts and washers that attach the shifter cables to the tranny. Then I lift the cables up past the intake and IC piping so I can get at them. Then take a knife or razor blade, and cut off the edge of one side of the rubber bushings where they extend over the cable end. Think of it like cutting off the brim of a hat. You only need to do this on one side of each bushing. Then take a small flathead screwdriver, and start pushing from the other side while twisting the screwdriver in a drilling motion. Obviously, don't push the screwdriver towards your face or hands, because you're going to be pushing hard. <br /><br />Using that method, it takes about one minute per bushing. Whoohoo!<br /><br />I didn't even need the sandpaper, the bushings fit inside my cable ends perfectly and fit just as well on the shifter pegs. <br /><br />Result: more direct shifter feel, not huge, but every little bit helps. Now I just need to buy a short shifter from DSSA.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||03-28-2003||09:41 AM||||Do you have the stock shifter bushings too?  I have the Symborski bushing kit which I haven't installed yet & would be curious to see how they feel when used in combination with this kit you have.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-28-2003||09:57 AM||||I think besides the tranny-side bushings the next biggest culprit is just the slop in the shifter pivots.  (at least on my car)  The Symborski kit is cool, but I don't feel like it did a whole lot for me -- probably because everything else is so worn.||67.37.176.121||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Compressed||03-28-2003||11:49 AM||||I just replaced my shifter cables with new cables and noticed smoother, tighter shifts.  One thing I did that made a difference was on the shifter end.  On my shifter the springs to keep the shifter centered were not touching the shifter shaft, resulting in side to side looseness.  I bent the springs over to touch, resulting in immediate resistance and hence a much crisper shift feel.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||03-28-2003||12:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> Do you have the stock shifter bushings too?  I have the Symborski bushing kit which I haven't installed yet & would be curious to see how they feel when used in combination with this kit you have. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have the Symborski kit and all new bushings on the shifter end, in addition to the new brass inserts.  It's still not firm enough for me to be happy, but could also be the 200k mile cables and my crappy tranny.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||RayH||03-28-2003||01:10 PM||||Has anyone tried the Energy shifter bushings?||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||03-28-2003||01:16 PM||||Yes but they're junk. The Simborsky is a 100 times better.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||RayH||03-28-2003||01:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Yes but they're junk. The Simborsky is a 100 times better.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's all I need to know, thanks.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000008||number3||03-31-2003||01:25 PM||||<a href="http://www.machv.com/drivetrain.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/drivetrain.html</a><br /><br />Symborski Shifter kit<br /><br />Just for the archive search purposes||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||dsm_rally||04-02-2003||01:45 PM||||Since the Symborski kit is really made for Talons, Eclipses & Lasers, is the 91-94 kit the one you need for the Galant?||63.174.7.252||reg||1||dsm_rally||00001254||yes
Z||000010||number3||04-02-2003||03:41 PM||||Yes.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
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A||||5||91 #680||possible faulty wheel bearing||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||03-28-2003||12:45 AM||detsss@hotmail.com||I have this annoying, constant squeal coming from one of the front wheels and dont know what it is.  It's definately not a "brake" sound...any help would be appreciated because it's driving me nuts.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-28-2003||02:37 AM||||Not a brake sound, eh?<br /><br />Typically a bad wheel bearing gives you some slop when you grab the wheel and wiggle it.  Jack it up and check it out.  I've had a wheel bearing sieze for 1/2s before.  Quite the bowel mover.  I don't know if wheel bearings are prone to squeaking.  I would have guessed frozen caliper.||64.108.204.241||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||DynStatic||03-28-2003||11:36 AM||||I'm getting both of my wheel bearings replaced in the back. They are making noise. The front passenger bearing was replaced last week. I'm also getting the rotors turned. I can feel the bad bearings in the break pedal...<br /><br />I think it is your bearings.||216.174.25.29||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||03-28-2003||07:13 PM||||Doesnt sound like wheel bearing to me. A wheel bearing will rumble or growl when it is bad,and will get louder when you swerve and transfer the weight onto it. A bad wheel bearing wont nessasarily be loose,it can be bad and still feel tight. You cant feel bad bearing in the pedal either,that would be the warped rotors.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.162||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||03-28-2003||09:00 PM||||Would a wheel bearing noise be a constant thing or intermittent>.  My 91 GS-T makes noise from the front, a rubbing, dragging noise occasionally when it's cold.  Also at times it feels like it's binding a bit.  I thought it was something to do with the brakes so I relubed the slide pins and installed new pads all around.  Still does it occcasionally in cold weather.  Does this sound like a wheel bearing problem to you guys?||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||03-31-2003||01:27 PM||||Yes.||67.36.191.136||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001947.cgi
A||||11||TinyVR4||FMIC advice||||5||||TinyVR4||00000831
Z||000000||TinyVR4||03-28-2003||01:52 AM||Tiny44094@yahoo.com||I am thinking about getting a FMIC, but am not sure which route to take.  There are three major ideas.  Either, Starion, One of the Ebay 300-500 IC's, or go with the Spearco(or some other major brand).  Also, what would be the best end tank setup, and the largest size i should consider.  Any comments are always appreciated.  Also and money saving tips are welcome.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.72.201.94||reg||5||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||04:32 AM||||Too vague of a request, and this has been covered so many times... that poor horse must be nothin' but bones now.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     Do a search.<br /><br />Also, Corky Bell has a book on turbocharging which has tons of theory in it.  Very reputable source, but a few grains of salt wouldn't hurt:  he completely discounts water injection.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||03-28-2003||10:33 AM||||That book is pretty good, but I recently got A. Graham Bell's book Forced Induction something something.  Really good book.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1859606911/qid=1048865471/sr=8-1/ref=sr_8_1/002-8113745-5836011?v=glance&s=books&n=507846" target="_blank">http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1859606911/qid=1048865471/sr=8-1/ref=sr_8_1/002-8113745-5836011?v=glance&s=books&n=507846</a>||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||12:37 PM||||What's his first name?  Amazon gave me no info... must be a pen name.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||03-28-2003||11:41 PM||||One of my coworkers recently Whipple charged his '91 benz 300E coupe and did a custom Spearco air to water setup. The i/c is about 6x8x8 w/ 3" I/O. He used a heater core from a '98 E Class for the heat exchanger. And newer MB's have an elec aux water pump for the climate control, he used that for the pump. His i/c is rated for 430hp (per Spearco) and total cost including piping he fabbed was approx $850. Icey cool intake temps. He has yet to dyno it but he gets a clean 8psi of boost on a 10:1 3.0L I-6 w/ Zero knock on 91 Octane. Pulls nice. I would assume low 14's here in Denver which is quicker than the avg Z28. Not bad for a car that weighs approx 3700 lbs.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||number3||03-29-2003||06:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TinyVR4:<br /><strong> I am thinking about getting a FMIC, but am not sure which route to take.  There are three major ideas.  Either, Starion, One of the Ebay 300-500 IC's, or go with the Spearco(or some other major brand).  Also, what would be the best end tank setup, and the largest size i should consider.  Any comments are always appreciated.  Also and money saving tips are welcome.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am one of the first guys to install an FMIC on a GVR4 in the US. Back in those days we had to make and figure out everything ourselves. Test dummies if you will   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Anyway...<br /><br />I recommend you go with a spearco IC. They are very good, very durable, and the price is right. Model 2-178 is perfect for our cars. 20 wide X 7.8 tall X 3 deep  It will support at 400hp+ (I and others have proven it) Spearco will even make the tank in a custom config. for you. Call a dealer however and not Spearco directly for the best price. <a href="http://www.automotosports.com" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com</a> (talk to Martin or Kris) or <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com</a> (talk to Mike or Ty).  <br /><br />I bought at least 2 IC from Spearco direct and had great service but paid atleast $150.00 more than I should have, each. Not anymore, I have connection at Turbonetics/spearco but I doubt I will need another IC anytime soon<br /><br />The problem was no one carred them that wanted to deal with import guys and or didn't all ready have their own agenda.  My point of this rambling is the Ebay guy and the two shop mentioned will be able to help you money wise.<br /><br /><br />Here is an old shot (5-6 years ago) of my car and IC 2-178.   <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ic_and_pipes_2.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ic_and_pipes_2.jpg</a>   <br /> <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ic_close_up_on_car.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ic_close_up_on_car.jpg</a> <br /><br />This is the current setup. Still a Spearco. This is a 197 core. Just for the hell of it.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/number3_front.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/number3_front.jpg</a> <br /><br />Harry||208.32.94.8||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||TinyVR4||03-29-2003||11:32 AM||||Thanks Harry...that's the kind of info i was looking for.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.72.202.221||reg||14||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000007||DSSA||03-29-2003||10:22 PM||||Yes, the 2-178 core that Doug came up with (the one that Harry speaks of) works well on the car, with the exception of some people having overheating problems with this core (it blocks a lot of air from the radiator).  The core is actually an API unit (Spearco does not make their own cores...only endtanks).<br /><br />Back in the day when Nate and Harry put the same core on Harry's car (there were a few other people using this as well, but not a whole lot) it definitely seemed the way to go.  However, there are a lot of other cores out there to look at as well.  I had this same core, but opted not to use it (my younger brother bought it and had good success on with it to an 11.5 pass in his car) and instead went with the APEXi Skyline II core from RRE.  Good price for what it is, has a flow-through design, and fills the front like a mutha (if "bling" is your thing).  When using it with the Haltech on my GVR4 several years ago, on 27psi on a T04E, the intake temps with *VERY* close to ambient).  I'm currently using this on my Talon project and the GVR4 that I'll eventually get back to reconstructing once the LONG process of building the race car is done.<br /><br />The only drawback of this core is that you have to have custom endtanks made for it to fit, and do slightly more cutting than with the 2-178 core through Spearco. <br /><br />Harry's right though with not contacting Spearco directly.  You used to be able to set up a dealer account a few years ago if you were a business and get them cheaper, but recently Turbonetics bought them out, and this is no longer the case.<br /><br />Harry, rest well tonight, you didn't overpay back then, this is a recent (within the last year or two) change.  Back when you ordered one like Doug's it was still cheaper to go direct.<br /><br />The end question is turned back around on you.  <br />What amount of work are you willing to put into making it fit?<br />What climate do you live in?<br />What are your goals with your car?<br /><br />As Harry said, the 2-178 will flow enough for 400 whp or a little more.<br /><br />So far, the people I've seen dyno with this core: <br /><br />My younger brother: 403 to the wheels (put down more later with the Skyline core)<br />Nate's Mirage: 390<br />Harry's Galant: 383 (Should  put down more now with new setup next trip to the dyno, but as all project cars of this type has some bugs to be worked out of it)<br />Nate's white GVR4 (daily-driver): 430 ish <br /><br />Hope this helps.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000008||TinyVR4||03-30-2003||12:27 AM||||Thanks DSSA,<br />The info you provided is great.<br />I live in Ohio...and am going to tune the car for 70-80 degree weather.<br />My goals are 300 at the wheels, maybe a bit more.<br />not 400 probably.<br />The amount of work that it takes does not really concern me, i just want to make the most effective purchase.  One that would give me the best value and performance.<br />Thanks again.||66.72.196.122||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000009||joec||03-30-2003||10:34 PM||||I notice that Spearco lists the 2-178 core as 3.5 inches thick.  Looks like it requires cutting the bumper.<br /><br />Extreme Motorsports says that their GVR4 front-mount ic doesn't require cutting the bumper and is a 22x11.75x2.75 inch core.<br /><br />Anyone know how thick a core will fit without cutting the metal bumper?  Sounds like 2.75 in. will fit, anyone managed to fit a 3 in. thick core (or even a 2.75in.) without cutting?||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000010||chucklesas||03-31-2003||02:37 PM||||I just got a 28"x7"x3" core off of EBay, I put it up to the bumper and I think it's too big.  That's the size without endtanks, I have to figure out how to make those up.  It was cut down from a Ford diesel or something like that.  I only paid $90 for it shipped, but I don't think I'll be able to get it to fit, does anyone else have one near that size in their car?||129.137.151.66||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||04-01-2003||01:05 AM||||If you think it's too big, just trim it down to size.  Find some endtanks you want and have it cut to fit those.  Maybe 20" wide would be good.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/001948.cgi
A||||7||Kamekaze||Black light covers??||||1||||Kamekaze||00000633
Z||000000||Kamekaze||03-28-2003||02:54 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||I remember seeing this back when the page was jgronline, but I was wondering if this was a custum thing or if I can purchase those covers somewhere.  And if its a custom job, what I would need to do it.<br /> <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/galant_1.gif" alt=" - " />||66.69.201.172||reg||1||Kamekaze||00000633||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||03-28-2003||02:58 AM||||Those are GTS blackout headlight covers. I got a set on ebay for like $30 and they look great on a black car but I cracked one. Now just use them during the day to protect the 93 headlights.||207.220.136.9||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-28-2003||03:02 AM||||GT Styling part no GT0801S (smoke) $37.95 with my first random <a href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&ie=ISO-8859-1&q=GTS+headlight+cover" target="_blank">google search.</a><br /><br />My headlights are bad enough, no need to cover them...  but it does look pretty mean.||64.108.204.241||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Kamekaze||03-28-2003||03:27 AM||||sweet, thanks alot guys.||66.69.201.172||reg||1||Kamekaze||00000633||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||04:29 AM||||Anybody know what the legality of these covers is?  I'm not sure, but I think they're illegal in Oregon...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||03-28-2003||10:06 AM||||It would be a state/local issue.  I think for the most part they are not legal for street use, or at least not legal for nighttime street use.<br /><br />I seem to recall someone blacking the inside of their headlights.  It was an interesting effect.  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001012" target="_blank">Here's the post</a> but it seems the images are dead and the link is pretty dead too.  Oh well.<br /><br />I also seem to remember that I could buy special blacked-out lights for my old Ram 50 (Mighty Max) -- but that was in the days of one-piece headlamps.  They were polarized or something.. appeared black when off.  You know, that was kinda nice back then, in a way, throwing out those chipped, sand-blasted and discolored lights.  It's like having an endless supply of '93 headlights, but slightly cheaper.||67.37.176.121||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||03-28-2003||11:07 AM||||One can cut out holes in these GTS covers and have the dual headlight everyone has been asking about   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||joec||03-28-2003||11:48 AM||||Order clear ones and paint the inside surface of them  to match your car color.  Or paint most of it and leave round "holes" unpainted to get that projector look   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/001949.cgi
A||||1||Oztek||Intercoolers||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||03-28-2003||08:33 AM||aehlert@oztek.us||I'm looking at cores for when I install my new engine setup.<br /><br />I came across this intercooler on ebay:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2408891821&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2408891821&category=33742</a><br /><br />Any thoughts on it?  I was looking for a good sized intercooler for the beast.||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||03-28-2003||09:10 AM||||I've been planning on buying an intercooler from him.  John is his name.  He always responds promptly and can even do some custom end-tanks if you tell him specifically what you need.  His feedback is wonderful, too.||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes



ubb/Forum2/001950.cgi
A||||9||Doctor||Apexi S-AFC install for GVR4s and 1Gs||||5||||Doctor||00001226
Z||000000||Doctor||03-28-2003||09:24 AM||modenaf1@mail.ru||Hi!<br /><br />There was a reference to the instruction on installation for Apexi S-AFC install for GVR4s and 1Gs earlier: <br />http: // <a href="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4" target="_blank">www.jgronline.com/gvr4</a> _ afc _ instructions.html<br /><br />Where now it is possible to find this document?<br /><br />Thank you in advance:)<br /><br />Alex<br /><br />Eclipse 1G GS 4G63 DOHC NT FWD MT||194.186.102.141||reg||5||Doctor||00001226||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||09:29 AM||||*smacks forehead*<br /><br />Check one topic above this one... the one that says "Read Me First"... the one that you DIDN'T read first...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-28-2003||09:37 AM||||This might help. <br /><br /><a href="http://home.pipeline.com/~blackhole/faq/1gafcwiring/dsmnewafcwiring.html" target="_blank">"new" wiring diagram for S-AFC</a><br /><br />Jon, you should contact VFAQ.com with the new URL.<br /><br />Oh, BTW, don't do the blue wire mod.  Reports are that it munges the O2 voltage reading.  <a href="http://www.2gnt.com/www/corbin/foolafc.html" target="_blank">MAP sensor hack is good</a>, though.||67.37.176.121||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||12:42 PM||||I meant the sticky thread at the top of the page.  When I checked this board earlier, this was the top thread, hence the one above it...<br /><br />Anyway, you're right about the blue wire mod screwing with the 02 sensor voltage so the ecu doesn't get an accurate reading.  However, there is a fix.  You just need an op amp chip (LM741) from Radio Shack or an electronics parts store.  I lost the link, but there's a page somewhere that has the pinouts.  If you need an explanation, I can try to conjure one up from my hardcopy.  If you can't find the chip, I ordered a set of 5 and can send you one.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||03-28-2003||04:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> You just need an op amp chip (LM741) from Radio Shack or an electronics parts store. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hooked the blue wire up to the O2 sensor.  Is this all I need to change what I have hooked up?  Should I disconnect the blue wire until I get this from Radio Shack?||65.42.48.202||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||06:22 PM||||Yes!!  Disconnect it.  The ecu gets incorrect 02 voltage when the SAFC is "looking on."  Think quantum mechanics.  The Heidenberg (sp?) uncertainty principle.  Schroedinger's (sp?) cat.  I'm not a physics major; correct me if I goofed!||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||03-28-2003||06:36 PM||||Ok disconnected.  But can you please fill me in on that whatever it is from Radio Shack..||65.42.48.202||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||07:09 PM||||Ok... here we go:<br /><br />The chip is rectangular, 4 pins along each long side.  If you're looking at it from the top, orient it so that the end w/the round divot is facing "up" or "north" or "top" or whatever floats your boat.  The upper left pin is 1, descending down to the lower left pin which is 4.  It crosses over so the lower right pin is 5, and ascending up to the upper right pin which is 8.  These are the pin labels.<br /><br />These are the pinouts:<br /><br />1 - Offset N1<br />2 - In -<br />3 - In +<br />4 - Vcc -<br />5 - Offset N2<br />6 - Out<br />7 - Vcc +<br />8 - NC<br /><br />These are what you do with them:<br /><br />1 - no connection<br />2 - connect to pin 6 w/a jumper wire<br />3 - input from 02 sensor<br />4 - ground<br />5 - no connection<br />6 - output to AFC blue wire and pin 2<br />7 - +12V power<br />8 - no connection<br /><br />Hope this helps!||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||VR6 Eater||03-28-2003||08:54 PM||||I also have the blue wire mod done.  After reading this I will probably disconnect it.  But I don't have it hooked up to the white wire from the ecu.  I have it hooked to the green wire that, if I remember correctly is seperate from the white wire, has the spade terminal on the end of it.  It is not connected to anything under the dash originally.  I don't remember how how heard of doing this, who told me, or the advice as to why to do this instead of tapping into the white wire.<br /><br />Basically I just want to know if it makes a difference which one you hook it to..||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||03-29-2003||11:44 AM||||the problem is the ecu now sees a different voltage because of the added impedance.  so, your fuel trims are going to be different.  as soon as i disconnected the blue wire mod, i had to retune, not a whole lot of difference, but it was there.  if you are using a logger, and you should be, the blue wire mod is useless.  if you are tuning without a device that can give you as much information as the logger, it probably wont matter, because your fuel trims will be so far off anyway.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001951.cgi
A||||1||rb123||Needed : Auto Gearbox ECU ||||1||||Richard_Batty||00000905
Z||000000||rb123||03-28-2003||12:27 PM||richard.batty@cgey.com||Guys, Ive got a 1990 VR4 with an Auto Gearbox unfortunatly the gearbox ECU ahs packed up I need to find one ASAP, Anyone know where I can get one?||217.33.199.34||reg||1||Richard_Batty||00000905||yes
Z||000001||watchdoc||03-28-2003||12:45 PM||||I have no idea where you could find one in the UK but I have used autoecu.com several times with excellent results.  They charge $150 plus shipping to repair your unit.  They are out of Florida, USA and are on the net.||65.41.174.43||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes



ubb/Forum2/001952.cgi
A||||10||gvr4in||Can't go past 10lbs now||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||03-28-2003||01:55 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ive been running 15-16 psi these last few weeks, I had a friend crush my bov yesterday (yes he did it properly). I put the bov back in, and I can now only run 10lbs no matter what I do with my boost controller, I have no vac leaks, and i've checked everything.  so i dono what the hell's goin on. Im venting because my intake pipe won't allow anything else. Its a stock bov too.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||03-28-2003||02:43 PM||||If it is leaking it would effect boost. It would be bleeding off pressure. I would check to see if it is leaking around the flange.||205.186.130.226||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||03-28-2003||03:06 PM||||Its all tight around the flange||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||03-28-2003||03:40 PM||||Do you have the boost control solenoid still hooked up?||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||03-28-2003||04:07 PM||||LOL, nope. haha thats funny shit. I went 15-16psi before, dont think thats possible with a bcs hooked up. <br /><br />Ive done all the obvious||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||03-28-2003||04:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> LOL, nope. haha thats funny shit. I went 15-16psi before, dont think thats possible with a bcs hooked up. <br /><br />Ive done all the obvious </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Umm, yah it is possible, I ran 15-16 years ago with the BCS.  It just drops it down if you get knock, etc.  <br /><br />Ok, how bout this.  Put a stock uncrushed BOV back on and see if the problem goes away.  Or, use a pressure/vacuum tester and see if the crushed BOV is leaking.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||03-28-2003||08:58 PM||||It just stopped...odd. Anyways I ported the lower part of my maf today and got a noticable difference in power  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> . Idle surges from 1250-1500 now but whateva||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||03-31-2003||01:28 PM||||What fuel pump are you using?||67.36.191.136||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||bazeng||03-31-2003||04:27 PM||||its happened to my friend<br /><br />problem was that the hose goin to the bov was loose.. it wouldnt go over 10 psi..<br /><br />give that a shot..check the hose<br /><br />anyways..good luck||203.166.63.241||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||03-31-2003||07:41 PM||||3000 vr-4 fuel pump. As I said above, it no longer holds at 10psi, it stopped all of a sudden.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||Ian M||03-31-2003||09:23 PM||||If its a ball/spring type controller,probably what happened was a piece of derbis or something got under the ball,causing it not to seal.||129.71.114.36||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/001953.cgi
A||||1||Scott Y||Any reason to go w/2.5&quot; i/c piping over 2.25&quot; ? More details inside>>||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||03-28-2003||03:43 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I have to decide between 2.5 and 2.25 inch intercooler piping. Circumstances dictate that I get a bolt-up & not relocate-anything kit, which leaves me with 2 options: extreme motorsports or AMS. I know that they are both expensive and I can custom-make one for cheaper, but that is not an option for me - it's either a bolt-on kit or nothing, so I choose bolt-on.<br /><br />I'm looking for technical guidance as to which one may be better suited to my application. <br /><br />Here is my assumption: At sane horsepower levels there's probably no difference between the two. Here's the layout: big16G at less than 20lbs, 660s, 2.5" turbo-back, maf translator, and fmic with whatever size piping. The fmic will be one of the above GVR4 kits. The 2.5" kit is from Extreme, and is $500 more with a larger griffon core. It partially blocks the radiator.  The AMS kit is 2.25" with a smaller spearco core, and doesn't block the radiator at all.<br /><br />-goals for the car: 13s at denver altitude, with daily reliability. <br /><br />Any thoughts?<br />Scott Y - ignore my profile, we're not stock anymore...||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||03:51 PM||||What kind of front mount doesn't partially block the radiator??   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />If you're going to be running a big 16G, 660's, and a FMIC, why not go over 20psi?  That should put you in 13's pretty easy, and the MAFT wouldn't hurt.<br /><br />I don't know if they do this because of fitment or other issues, but several of the kits are 0.25" larger post cooler than pre cooler.  For example, I think the RRE kit goes from 2" (turbo to IC) to 2.25" (IC to TB).  Bigger pipes may have trouble fitting in a crowded engine bay... my RRE pipes post IC were a real bear.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/001954.cgi
A||||1||broke down||balance shaft removal||||5||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||03-28-2003||05:49 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Okay, I've gone over the vfaq extensively, but can't seem to figure out why some of those parts are needed.  I found my own plug for the front shaft, and understand the front shaft bearing is needed to block the oiling hole.  I also understand the stub shaft, but don't understand why you wouldn't just cut the rear balance shaft off short.  I also don't understand the rear shaft bearing.  Why would you need that if the rear shaft is gone?  The vfaq says that it isn't necessary to remove or replace, and I don't see where it is even used in the article.  What is up with this?  Can someone please shed some light?  <br /><br />p.s.  I need to know something before I have my bottom end done.  Thanks a lot for any help.||68.51.68.201||reg||5||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||suprflewus||03-28-2003||06:38 PM||||You are right. Your eally dont need any of the parts.<br />-If you already have the plug then you are set there.<br />-you can cut off the rear shaft, but keep in mind that you will have to weld the hole in the middle of it shut since it is hollow.<br />-the rear shaft bearing can stay put, it has no oiling function.<br />-if you remove the font shaft you can reuse the old bearings - just rotate them so that  the oiling holes do not line up with the oiling holes in the block.  you can just leave the front shaft in there if you want.<br /><br />lates<br />dale||205.188.209.7||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes



ubb/Forum2/001955.cgi
A||||4||REDLINEGVR4||i need 4ws help||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||03-28-2003||09:28 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||ok my 4ws steering lines are shot i need to know how to cap off the lines so i can still have the power steering for my front wheels untik my new 4ws lines get to me||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||03-29-2003||12:29 AM||||I went to the local power steering hose fabricator and had him make up 2 14x1.5 o-ring seat block off's. He made a short line ~1 inch and crushed it and filled with silver but the metric fittings are expensive like $4 a piece cost me $10 in all. He said that's what he uses to pressure test the lines to either 2 or 3 thousand psi.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||vrpower||03-29-2003||04:39 AM||||Where did the lines break if i may ask?||67.248.131.89||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000003||REDLINEGVR4||03-29-2003||09:34 AM||||the car had been sitting a wile and when we put ps fluid in it the lines pressurised and they crackrd in many places||152.163.188.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000004||REDLINEGVR4||03-29-2003||09:37 AM||||cracked*||152.163.188.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
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A||||3||turbogalant||BS question.||||5||||turbogalant||00000287
Z||000000||turbogalant||03-29-2003||02:23 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||I was wondering if the 1.6 turbo mirage has the stuff we need to eliminate the front BS why can't we use the mirage's way of bolting down the oil pump gear for the rear balance shaft? Seems stupid to have dead weight in the engine bay. Also for anyone who has a balance non BS motor let me know of the vibration differences I am looking at.||64.70.24.54||reg||5||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||03-29-2003||03:05 AM||||You can use the Mirage Turbo stuff for the BS elimination kit.  If I get the time, I'll post the part #'s you need.  That's what I'm using for the new motor I'm building up right now.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||03-29-2003||07:26 AM||||I imagine it varies by car/engine, but I noticed virtually no increase in vibration after removing the B-shafts.  Possibly a slight increase in the 2.5-3K range, but with 3" exhaust "drone" and the stiff spring/struts, there is really no noticeable difference when driving.||65.179.80.75||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||andy||03-29-2003||07:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> I was wondering if the 1.6 turbo mirage has the stuff we need to eliminate the front BS why can't we use the mirage's way of bolting down the oil pump gear for the rear balance shaft? Seems stupid to have dead weight in the engine bay. Also for anyone who has a balance non BS motor let me know of the vibration differences I am looking at. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You use the 1.6 mirage turbo parts to eliminate both the front and rear shafts. Just call Conicelli and tell them what you want. i think its ~$20 for the front plug and rear stub.||64.4.103.109||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
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A||||25||BossGVR4||Tempermental Wipers||||8||
Z||000000||BossGVR4||02-13-2002||06:42 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||When I am using the delay on my wipers from time to time the wil go up, then stall, then finally return.<P>On the low and high settings they work fine.<P>Any ideas on why my wipers are possesed like this ?<P>Thanks ......||63.49.152.141||reg||8
Z||000001||Ash||02-13-2002||06:55 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||My wipers and Cruise control are intermittant full stop!  Has anyone fixed these problems, either by a new stalk or other?  Someone else had cruise problems recently too, it just works 9 times out of 10 for me so I haven't really worried yet as I have bigger fish to fry, such as Aircon, bloody hot here!||203.46.117.4||reg||9
Z||000002||bob dole||02-13-2002||11:12 PM||mdexclusive@aol.com||mine has the same problems. I cleaned out the wire conector that goes to the wiper moter, it fixed it for about a month and then back to square one. My cruise control works when it wants. Wish i knew how to fix.||64.12.107.48||reg||1
Z||000003||BluFalcon||02-14-2002||03:45 AM||muttski@gte.net||Mine do the exact same thing.  Are you saying that this is a problem in the wiper control stalk?  I was figuring that it was more than likely a relay..or soemthing that was shorted out.  If anyone can shed some light on this problem..it would really be appreciated.<P>------------------<BR>91 Galant VR4 1954/2K<BR>89 Mirage Turbo||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||02-14-2002||09:05 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||The cruise control has a vac line that feeds it a signal. That vac line usally dries up and developes a slow leak. This causes the cruise control to wrok hit or miss. Replace the vac line with a fresh line and you should be fine. The other thing you want to check is make sure the extra slack is adjusted out of the throttle cable at the throttle body.<P>As for the wipers... I don't know. I removed mine in working condition years ago.||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000005||teet||02-14-2002||11:50 AM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||the intermittent wipers on these cars are speed sensitive...they know how fast you are going and speed up as you speed up.<P>the cruise control also keeps track of your speed.<P>if you are having difficulties with both your intermittent wipers and your cruise control...I would guess that the reed switch in the speedometer that tells the computer how fast you are going(or whether you are moving or not) is either flakey or bad.<P>do you also have the same idle speed if you are rolling or not?  if the sensor if working correctly, your idle speed rolling should be about 300 rpm higher than if you are siting still.<P>john||134.134.248.28||reg||1
Z||000006||bob dole||02-14-2002||11:40 PM||mdexclusive@aol.com||well if that was true and they were speed sentive. It would get the signal from you speed sensor. Your speed sensor tell the car how fast you are going, but the speed sensor is built into your ABS. If your speed sensor was failty or not reading right it would affect you ABS. I my ABS works fine. I think it is somethink to do with the ETAC system which controls about everythink in the car.||64.12.106.53||reg||1
Z||000007||teet||02-15-2002||11:34 AM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||don't feel much like being PC today.<P>no, you are wrong.  The speed sensor that affects the wipers is not in your abs...it is a reed sensor in your speedometer.<P>page 232 of the electrical manual for the car.  pin 9 on the c-50 connector and pin 16 on the c-52 connector.<P>Same reed sensor in your speedometer the cruise unit uses.  page 297<P>john<P>||134.134.248.28||reg||1
Z||000008||ERIC||02-17-2002||10:32 PM||soeric@attglobal.net||Hi Guys,<P>I have also the same problem but only happened from time to time, not all the time. Can anyone suggest a solution or something to try with here? I have replaced the motor unit as well as the control until, still not right.....||210.3.56.168||reg||5
Z||000009||EricR||02-25-2002||07:42 PM||e_renshaw@yahoo.com||Huh.. I have the same problem with the wipers on #1298. Is the fix easy? Who has done it?||12.98.92.189||reg||1
Z||000010||BossGVR4||03-12-2002||06:31 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||So umm no one had a sure fix for the wiper issue ?<P>My wipers do not return to the "start" position now (from any of the speed settings int/low/high).<P>Bueller anyone, anyone ?<BR>||63.49.132.121||reg||5
Z||000011||LunarShadow||03-12-2002||07:24 PM||ahagopia@bellsouth.net||Bob and Teet,<P>Yes, the speed sensor is is a reed switch inside the speedo.  It is not in the ABS.  However, the ABS uses the speed sensor for proper ABS function.  <P>If the speed sensor is at fault, other problems will manifest because the speed sensor signal is used for a bunch of functions: like idle and (I think) ISC function.<P>Maybe it's something in the stalk itself or the contacts on the column, as both cruise and wiper are on the same stalk.  ||172.138.60.214||reg||1
Z||000012||mands||03-13-2002||12:13 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||I had the same exact problem with the wipers on a car I just sold. since I have the parts here to swap and started with the stalk, then the wiper motor,no fix-man I sure am glad I have the parts in stock to swap! finally figured it out! it was the relay to the wiper motor! it is<BR>the square gold relay just to the right of the motor.If you guys need one drop me a line<BR>$10 plus shipping?<BR>on the cruise I'm not sure but any of you guys near Sacramento can stop buy and I will<BR>scan your car on the Mitsu scan tool<BR>Robert<BR>M&S <BR>800-695-4700 x11||67.104.24.99||reg||10
Z||000013||keydiver||03-13-2002||04:10 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||There are switch contacts inside the wiper motor that are closed <BR>whenever the wipers are not in the parked position. This allows the <BR>+12 volts to power the motor until it has come back to its parked <BR>position. Print out this pdf: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/wipers.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/wipers.pdf</A> <BR>(be aware of the fact that this scanned image was evidently edited by <BR>Vineet incorrectly on the CD, the wire leaving pin 6 of the wiper <BR>relay should be tied to the +12 volt line coming down from the 15 AMP <BR>fuse above it, AND pin 5 AND the line going to the right to "E". <BR>There is NO connection between pin 1 of the relay and that same trace <BR>as shown on the CD. Pin 1 only connects to "D")<BR>Get your voltmeter, turn the wipers on low, and then turn them off <BR>mid-cycle. Verify that:<BR>a) you still have +12 volts on pin 3 of A-52 (the 4-pin connector to <BR>the wiper motor)<BR>b) if the switch contacts are good, you will also see +12 volts on <BR>pin 4 of A-52.<BR>c) the +12 volts from pin 4 goes back to the wiper relay's normally <BR>closed contacts (the ones that are connected when you turn the wipers <BR>off). If the relay's NC contacts are good, the voltage continues <BR>through the wiper switch's "OFF" and "AUTO" contacts back to the <BR>wiper motor's low-speed winding, pin 1 of A-52.<BR>My guess is the internal wiper motor switch, but as you can see, a <BR>dirty contact in either the wiper relay or the wiper switch will <BR>interupt the +12 volts getting back to the motor so it can finish its <BR>cycle. If it ONLY does it when on "Intermittent", then it has to be the stalk mounted wiper switch.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.183||reg||1
Z||000014||mands||03-13-2002||04:46 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||keydiver wrote;<BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>My guess is the internal wiper motor switch, but as you can see, a<BR>dirty contact in either the wiper relay or the wiper switch will<BR>interupt the +12 volts getting back to the motor so it can finish its<BR>cycle. If it ONLY does it when on "Intermittent", then it has to be the stalk mounted wiper switch.<BR>Jeff O.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>the car I just fixed did as you decribed, ONLY on intermittent. My thoughts were the same-stalk mounted wiper switch but changed it and no fix- what fixed mine was the relay next to the motor.<BR>Robert<BR>M&S||67.104.24.100||reg||1
Z||000015||keydiver||03-14-2002||12:47 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||It must have been just a coincidence then Robert if your's only did it on intermittent, because the relay's Normally Closed contact is necessary in order for all speeds, slow, fast, and intermittent to finish their cycle when you turn them off. ||66.156.210.183||reg||1
Z||000016||bob dole||03-26-2002||10:37 PM||mdexclusive@aol.com||just wanted to let everyone know that i replaced the relay and it fixed the wiper problem. works like a champ.||64.12.101.151||reg||1
Z||000017||BossGVR4||03-26-2002||11:15 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||I just cleaned the relay and the started working again. I used that CRC Elctrical Parts Cleaner and a brss brush on my Dremel.||64.157.53.199||reg||1
Z||000018||HKS VR-4||03-27-2002||02:26 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||So what's up with the cruise control??? Mine is acting up also. It would drop 5mph before it would settle and if I would try to speed up using the controls, it would just slow down (releasing the throttle). However, like I said, it holds speed and when it drops because I'm going up a hill or whatever, it would give the car more gas to maintain the set speed. Any ideas???||12.81.87.85||reg||5
Z||000019||markrieb||03-27-2002||03:21 PM||markrieb@3-cities.com||Try replacing all of the vacuum hoses on the cruise control box.  They usually crack/split right near the nipple on the cruise box.<P>Mark Rieb<BR>||208.8.197.2||reg||1
Z||000020||smokindav||04-01-2002||08:42 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I replaced the relay mounted on the firewall just inboard of the wiper motor.  Intermittent wipers now work!<P>The relay is $40 list!<P>Dave||128.255.247.204||reg||1
Z||000021||Duc Hunter||01-22-2003||07:53 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Cruise issue!<P>Just got back from my Stealer. I believe my speed sensor is dead as my cruise can be turned on (light on stalk turn orange) but when you push the button the light goes out and there is a click some where, sounds like it is down by my feet. My idle never changes regardless of speed (it use too though). Also my speedo does not start to read until the car hits 25, then it jumps to 25 and reads fine. On the way down though it reads all the way down just fine. All this point to a dead sensor (shame the Pocketlogger wont tell you if it is dead!)but......Funny thing is my speed sensitive setting on my wipers works fine (only one setting is speed sensitive, the rest are not).<P>Stealer says the only way to get the speed sensor is buy a new speedo at something like $300. YUCK! Based on my CAPS printout of the speedo and cruise (thanks Stealer) the speedo number appears to be 81391 but the speed sensor may be 91301 or part of 81316.  Any other thoughts on getting a new speed sensor?<P><BR>------------------<BR>465/1000<p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 01-22-2003).]||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000022||Duc Hunter||01-22-2003||10:28 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Number3, were you qouting that as my solution?? The line seems fine and fresh. I will check it tomorrow though. My wipers are fine but my cruiser NEVER works, it was tempermental for a week, if that, then died.<P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000023||Duc Hunter||01-23-2003||11:52 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Just did a test. My AVC-R see's the vehicle speed. I believe it reads from the speed sensor so now I am really at a loss as to what is wrong. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000024||number3||01-23-2003||04:28 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>Number3, were you qouting that as my solution?? The line seems fine and fresh. I will check it tomorrow though. My wipers are fine but my cruiser NEVER works, it was tempermental for a week, if that, then died.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>No I was just trying to fix the fact I mistyped the word "work".<P>Harry<BR><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000025||James||01-26-2003||11:16 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||My ex VR4 intermittent wiper wouldn't work, and it would not return when u turned them off on normal speed, so I went to a wrecker and bought another stalk and that fixed the problem. I think it was out of a Galant hatchback.<P>------------------<BR>||203.87.125.89||reg||1
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A||||6||998||Help! Car won't start!!||||1||||998||00000480
Z||000000||998||03-29-2003||10:53 AM||||I was driving home from work yesterday and the car died and would not start up again. My check engine line came on for a second when I first started the car but then went away after a few seconds. I pulled a plug wire off of the plug and had my wife crank the car while I held the wire close to a ground, no spark. I went to an auto parts store thinking it was the coil and found that there are two coils each running two cylinders. The guy told me that it is unlikely that they would both go out at the same time in which case at least two cylinders would try to fire. He recommended I replace the ignition module. when I got home with the new module I looked at the old one which looked like the bottom prong had carbon buildup (like it had been fried) so I plugged in the new one thinking that might be the problem. Nope, car still won't start. Any suggestions? I need to get some help on this one soon! I pulled the ecu earlier this week and there was no noticeable caps leakage.||63.190.200.176||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-29-2003||11:26 AM||||no noticeable caps leakage dont mean squat.  the stock caps are like right ON the circuit board, and there are 2 boards.  if the caps leak out, one of the first things to go is the fuel pump.  if the fuel pump no pump, the ecu will shut down ignition, and vice versa.  like in a crash, if the motor stops, you dont want the fuel pump running, shooting gas all over the place.  anyone that delays changing out the caps in the ecu is only putting off the invevitable.  the problem may not be the ecu caps, but eventually it will be.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||03-30-2003||10:00 AM||||I agree, get the ECU repaired as soon as you can. If there is no spark, the ECU or fuel pump relay is likely the culprit. (and since the ECU's are problematic, that would be my guess).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||998||03-30-2003||04:14 PM||||Thanks for the feedback. I found a few ecu's through salvage yards. I am ordering them tomorrow and I'll have mine rebuilt so I have a spare. Thanks again, I'll let you know if that does the job.<br /><br />Mike||63.190.201.118||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000004||998||04-01-2003||05:57 PM||||Well, I replaced the ECU and no luck. I am half tempted to push this thing out in the driveway and set it on fire. Wheeew! Anyway, what else could it be? Where is the fuel pump relay located?||63.190.200.48||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000005||galantvr4||04-01-2003||06:11 PM||||The fuel pump relay is located by the ecu Im pretty sure. Thats where I tapped a fuel cut off switch.||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000006||998||04-02-2003||08:27 AM||||Yeah, I think I found it. That is definitely the problem. I ordered one today. I read a previous post where they hotwired the CAS to the battery because it's the CAS that was preventing the car from starting. It gets it's power from the Fuel Pump Relay and since that is shot, no ignition, no fuel. The power must run from the relay to the CAS to the Fuel Pump. By hardwiring the CAS the fuel pump also works.||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
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A||||2||4wsRyan||Where do I tap in for a fuel pressure check?||||1||||4wsRyan||00000908
Z||000000||4wsRyan||03-29-2003||12:22 PM||Ryanryanboy19@aol.com||My galant wont start and I suspect the fuel pump so I wanna check the pressure. Where do I tap in and what do I use to attatch the fuel pressure gauge to? In the manual it gives a part number for a fitting that will work but I dont know where to find the part. Ive been to the auto stores and they dont sell a kit for mitsu's. So basicaly I need to check my fuel pressure but not sure exactly how. Thanks for any info.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||4wsRyan||00000908||yes
Z||000001||4wsRyan||03-31-2003||01:36 AM||||bump||205.188.209.7||reg||1||4wsRyan||00000908||yes
Z||000002||nvr2fst||03-31-2003||02:32 PM||||the easiest thing to do is buy teh B&M fuel pressure gauge ($35). It installs on top of the fuel filter. In the kit you get a new banjo bolt that will allow you to install gauge on top of the fuel line.<br />adam <br />92 120/1000||152.163.188.33||reg||1||nvr2fst||00000977||yes
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A||||6||Vr4in'||i/c  pipe question||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||03-29-2003||03:53 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I have the stock turbo and im running 14-16 lbs. and i wanted everyones opinion on what size i/c pipes i should run.||67.25.127.230||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||galantvr4||04-01-2003||01:43 AM||||im running 2" from the turbo to the ic and 2.5 from the ic to the t body||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||04-01-2003||08:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4:<br /><strong> im running 2" from the turbo to the ic and 2.5 from the ic to the t body </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's my plan, too. When I get around to installing my front mount.<br /><br />dp||68.115.162.62||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||04-01-2003||01:00 PM||||I'm gonna run 3" probly from the ic to tb because the GM maf i wanna use is 3".||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||VR-4play||04-04-2003||08:55 AM||||i am running 2" turbo-to-ic, 2.5" ic-to-tb.  i don't see what the 3" maf has to do with ic pipes, because i will be running a 3" maf too.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||04-04-2003||09:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR-4play:<br /><strong> i am running 2" turbo-to-ic, 2.5" ic-to-tb.  i don't see what the 3" maf has to do with ic pipes, because i will be running a 3" maf too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://206.124.12.138/ic4.jpg" target="_blank">Blow through</a>  MAF config.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||04-04-2003||02:08 PM||||with the hks i/c pipe kit is that 2.0 from turbo to i/c and 2.5 from i/c to t.b.?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
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A||||3||hibern8||SAFC Question||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||08-05-2002||01:04 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||ok i just installed the safc with the walbro 255 and rc 550s. now i am going to be running the car at stock boost until i finish it next week. now what should i set the afc to so it will not fool the ecu for the time being???? i dont think its all zeros. ||66.2.46.63||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||08-05-2002||06:52 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Is your MAS hacked?  Do you have a o2 voltage meter (like a jumptronix) and an EGT guage?||203.220.202.37||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||08-05-2002||09:55 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Best way is to watch the fuel trims with a logger if you have or can get your hands on one.  If your MAS is untouched, -20% is a good place to start since that's how much bigger the 550's are.  That is by no means an endpoint though.||157.254.98.203||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||08-05-2002||03:51 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||stock mas.... no egt gauge, its on the way. completely stock, just the fuel mods.... pump, injectors and afc and want it flowing stock for the time being||63.62.130.168||reg||1
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A||||9||92vr4#971||Rear Differential Problems?||||5||
Z||000000||92vr4#971||08-05-2002||02:04 AM||george@ou.edu||hi,<BR>I just bought a galant vr4 about two weeks ago..<BR>I love it so far, but I think the rear differental has seen better days. <P>It whines when i am driving. At first i thought it was my fuel pump..cause those make a whinning noise..but i was driving down the old highway on saturday..and well my car started blowing tons of smoke from what looked like the back of the car.<BR>So immeadiatly i pulled over to see what it was. Smoke was coming from the front of the car and it looked like i had lost a ton of fluid from somewhere..<BR>After further inspection i realized it was fluid from the rear diff and from the front diff and transfer case. Needless to say i was very, very worried. But, I took the car to a Wal-Mart... I know, they are the best mechanics(sarcasm), And i made them check the fluids in the transfer case and front diff. ...they were way to full...which would explain why they shot fluid out of them like a fire hose...anywho...we then took out the fill bolt for the rear diff...nothing came out...so i made them remove all of the fluid from the rear diff...and fill it up again.<BR>if you think gear oil smells bad...you realy need to smell burnt gear oil.. i seriously almost threw up.  Anyways that stuff was black..<BR>and today i changed the diff fluid again...and it was still black as it could be...and the car still makes the whinning noise<BR>but only when i am not accelerating.<BR>if i am giving the car some serious gas in first to third..the car only whines when my foot is on the clutch..but as soon as i shift the sound goes away until i reach about 40 mph...<BR>so i was wondering if you guys had any idea what could be wrong...<BR>is it time for a new rear end...or should i wait it out and see what is going on.<BR>also should the drain screw on the diff come all the way out or should it be stuck to the diff...because we could not get the screw all teh way out..i mean it was completely loose it just wouldn't separate from the diff.<BR>any answers would be great help thanks<BR>george||129.15.167.172||reg||5
Z||000001||Yao||08-05-2002||01:56 PM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||STOP DRIVING THE CAR!!  looks like you would need a rear end...possibly more.  I always over fill my tranny fluid and transfercase, but never once because of it that gear oil would come out and spill all over??!!  have you check the transfer case YORK?(common leak)||207.13.174.102||reg||1
Z||000002||92vr4#971||08-06-2002||09:49 AM||george@ou.edu||I totally stopped dirving the car.<BR>I have now determined it is not the rear diff going out. it looks clean and there was no visible damage to the gears. I think it may be the 4ws pump that caused part of the problem or maybe the driveshaft. not sure tho...<BR>of course this is about as an exact science as horseshoes...so any ideas would help thanks.<BR>Oh and i am going to check the yoke and transfercase today...so hopefully that is not the problem<p>[This message has been edited by 92vr4#971 (edited 08-06-2002).]||204.87.86.22||reg||1
Z||000003||Yao||08-06-2002||12:44 PM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Drive shaft?  did you mean half shaft?  They do have seals on the side of Rear end and Tranny.  If you need a rear power steering pump, let me know, I have one that I took off my 92 Gvr4.<BR>||207.13.174.102||reg||1
Z||000004||92vr4#971||08-06-2002||01:47 PM||george@ou.edu||Yao,<BR>thank you for all your help. <BR>I was seriously looking at removing the 4ws stuff off of my car... If there is a way of doing that... i would totally love to hear about it..<BR>Also, the whinning sound from the car occurs when the car is not moving, i am not sure if the drive shaft from the transmission is moving at that time.. so it really narrows the problem to something in the back of the car. but it really makes me think that the 4ws pump is not working or has no fluid in it or something like that...<BR>especially becaues the gears are looking fine in the rear diff..<BR>what do you think. <BR>i will have pictures of the rear diff to post later today. <P>||204.87.86.22||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||08-06-2002||02:07 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Here is some info about the 4WS stuff <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_4bolt.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_4bolt.html</A> <P>How do the carrier bearing look? The big black things around the drive shaft.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||08-06-2002||02:26 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||If it is the rear carrier bearing (like mine) then check out this link: <BR> <A HREF="http://home.earthlink.net/~qwik93awd/Vfaq/rearendthumpfix.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://home.earthlink.net/~qwik93awd/Vfaq/rearendthumpfix.htm</A> <P>It doesn't sound like the same problem as with the rear carrier bearing though. You'll get a noticible *thump-thump-thump-et cetera...* under hard acceleration. It usually happens (to me at least) in 1st, 2nd, & 3rd gears. Occasionally at highway speeds if I floor it in 4th & 5th, but not very often at all.     ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000007||teet||08-06-2002||05:48 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||the only thing back there that is running that could be whineing when the car is stationary...is the fuel pump.<P>Maybe a fuel pump going out?<BR>Maybe the fuel sock is plugged and making the fuel pump suck hard?<P>the 4ws pump runs off the rear diff...so if the car isn't moving...the rear diff isn't turning...and the 4ws pump isn't running.<P>john||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000008||92vr4#971||08-06-2002||10:44 PM||george@ou.edu||John,<BR>you are right about the fuel pump being the only thing back there that could be running when the car is stationary.. Does the driveshaft move when the car is not in gear... could it be the carrier bolts for the driveshaft...<BR>or maybe when the car is moving the sound i am hearing is the wheel bearings going out..<BR>Do they make a whinning sound when they decide to take a vacation..<BR>Sorry, I know its obvious i know little about cars..<BR>But I really do thank all of you for your input and help.<BR>George||129.15.167.59||reg||1
Z||000009||teet||08-07-2002||11:19 AM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||no the drive shaft doesn't move when the car is stationary.<P>the rear wheel bearings can make all kinds of noise when they are going out, but usually it is more of a grumbling/rumbling.<P>if you have run the rear diff with low fluid as you describe, the noise you are hearing when the car is moving is probably that...there are 3 bearings in the rear diff...and they are loaded up at different times when you are on or off the gas...thus if one is bad, you may be only getting noises in certain load conditions.<P>it doesn't really matter which one is bad...cause once you are in there replacing one...you should replace them all.<P>john||134.134.136.2||reg||1
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A||||8||4g63t||To hone or not to hone, that is the question...||||5||
Z||000000||4g63t||08-05-2002||03:40 AM||||A while back I read a big argument on some dsm board about extrude honing the intake manifold. I guess 2 guys did it and they said it hurt the low end. That never made sense to me and I toss and turn at night trying to figure out why that would be. Can anyone shed a little light on this? - true or false, personal experience, etc...  Along the same lines, what is the general consensus on aftermarket intake mannies? Are the gains (if any) worth the $$?   ||65.179.80.126||reg||5
Z||000001||turboflanagan||08-05-2002||09:34 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||If the intake was ported too or if a bit too much material was taken off in the wrong area, then the airflow velocity could be hampered.  Therefore giving reduced low flow, low rpm torque.  Our intakes are "tuned" a bit by Mitsu to deliver acceptable torque and hp at whatever rpm they were tuning to.  Many, or most, people state that the Cyclone intake adds to their low end torque.  It uses the smaller, longer runners at low rpm to build the velocity of the air to try to cram it in the combustion chamber.  <BR>Now I haven't studied thermal or fluid dynamics so take this with a salt shaker because I'm regurgitating what I've learned from others.  I believe it to be correct, but I make this disclamer because I could be wrong and I don't want to get flamed.<P><BR>Hey Jon, can we get a flame breathing smilie?||64.63.209.173||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||08-05-2002||09:51 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I have never heard that. Extrude honing basically cleans up the reough casting. I have had one for so long I couldn't tell you if it hurt the low end for sure, but I can tell you I would do it again.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||08-06-2002||09:58 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||a while ago, shannon knopflein(spelling?) or scott evans posted a flow chart, a stock intake, a cyclone, and an extrude honed.  the stock outflowed the cyclone by 2 cfm, and the extrude outflowed the stock by either 2 or 4 cfm, i dont remember.  if the archive search on the dsm site was working, you could still pull it up.  when researching the cyclone, i ran into this chart several times.||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||08-06-2002||12:45 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I did mine long before the "hard data" but here is one shops views on the subject.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.ffwdconnection.com/intake_flowchart_data.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ffwdconnection.com/intake_flowchart_data.htm</A> ||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||08-06-2002||02:04 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||but what is the cost?  isnt this process big bucks?||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000006||Doug Thomas||08-06-2002||09:46 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>but what is the cost?  isnt this process big bucks?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Extrude hone usally runs $385. People how have their manifolds extrude hone usally have a lot of other mods, so the price is no big deal to them. Those people are not running those pos Starion intercooler as well.<P>||24.191.96.19||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||08-07-2002||10:45 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR><B> Extrude hone usally runs $385. People how have their manifolds extrude hone usally have a lot of other mods, so the price is no big deal to them. Those people are not running those pos Starion intercooler as well.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>those people running those pos starion intercoolers probably also know how to install them, and remove them, and do other work on their cars.  those people paying 385 for extrude honing and have a lot of other mods probably have never lifted a wrench in their life.<P>||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000008||Doug Thomas||08-07-2002||03:05 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B> [QUOTE]Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR>[b] Extrude hone usally runs $385. People how have their manifolds extrude hone usally have a lot of other mods, so the price is no big deal to them. Those people are not running those pos Starion intercooler as well.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>those people running those pos starion intercoolers probably also know how to install them, and remove them, and do other work on their cars.  those people paying 385 for extrude honing and have a lot of other mods probably have never lifted a wrench in their life.<P>[/B][/QUOTE]<P>This is probably true, but you'll never hear them complaining about it either. They're a lot people who would rather leave it to the experts and save them selves some headache. <P>That�s good that do you own work that why you can remove the pos starion intercooler and thru right in the garbage.<P>Anyway if I had the choice to do it over I would leave the stock manifold alone. The stock manifold seems work just fine.<P><BR>Doug<BR>No pos Starion intercooler here<BR>||12.10.219.30||reg||1
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A||||2||HKS VR-4||Al Blaha modded MAF||||5||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||08-05-2002||03:57 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I was wondering what is the benefit of having this modded MAF sensor??..I hear a lot of things left and right. Just looking for some clarity.<BR>THANKS. =)||12.81.68.96||reg||5
Z||000001||Dan D||08-05-2002||09:51 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Some benifits of hacked/blaha MAFs:<BR>1.  More overall airflow area = lower restriction, allows higher cfm.<P>2.  More un-metered air getting through intake tract = delays fuel cut and helps battle MAS overrun.<P>3.  Blaha-Specific - flapper door allows proper idle when not using an afc by impeding the unmetered sections airflow and forcing the metered section to count most of the air entering the engine.<P>4.  Blaha-Specific - Resistor on (baro or temp?  Don't remember which)  fools the ecu into richening things back up a bit to compensate for the increase in un-metered air.<P>Blaha-modded MAS can be used with 450's and 550's without  fuel controll and decent drivability is still maintainable.  With a hacked (non-blaha modded), some type of fuel control is needed to maintain drivability.<P>||157.254.234.50||reg||1
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||08-06-2002||03:07 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Should I get one??? I have intake, exhaust, and a vented BOV. Getting this mod would improve in over all performance and still maintain a good drivablity correct??? Currently, my car is running good...no rough idling or anything like that...but I do think that it's sucking up a little too much gas and performance feels a little on the downside. What do you guys think???||12.81.88.85||reg||1
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A||||1||hibern8||more gauge talk||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||08-05-2002||03:55 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||so from what i was told, dsms egt range is between 1300-1700 degreesF. The VDO and autometer only goes up to 1600 so they would be buried the entire time. now my main reason to getting egt and af gauges are to tune my afc properly. i was told to just get a datalogger and i can do all of the tuning using that. so what do you all think. its hard to tune the afc without some type of measurement and i dont know what to do but i need to do it soon!!! ||63.62.130.168||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||08-05-2002||04:42 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I spent $200 total on pocketlogger software, cable, and a used palm III.  I use it all the time to monitor, diagnose, and tune.  I used my egt(now broken and yet to be replaced) only as a quick check for piece of mind.  When you can watch knock, timing, trims, vs. tps, rpm, and airflow,  There stops being a point to using the gauges.  They're good to have in the car for times that the logger's not running, or to quickly glance make sure everythings ok, but I don't see how anyone manages to really tune a car with only gauges.  The logger's worth it in my mind.||157.254.234.50||reg||1
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A||N||25||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||amg body kits||||1
Z||000000||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||08-05-2002||07:05 PM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||i contacted a place that sells the amg kits fellas....they are copies but my buddy went there and said they are a+ quality.......im waiting for him to get me prices and shipping prices from the phillipines and whoevers interested we can split the shipping..............they have a few other kits to go to <A HREF="http://a-toybodykits.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://a-toybodykits.com/</A>  dont email them they will give u outrageous prices my friend owns a shop out there so i can get them at a cheaper price hopefully<p>[This message has been edited by JSPEC PERFORMANCE (edited 08-05-2002).]||152.163.207.193||reg||1
Z||000001||turboflanagan||08-05-2002||09:15 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I've been coveting that rear spoiler with the sides that run along the rear quarter panel and those nice smooth door panels ever since that d@#n AMG site was posted!!  OH, and those SWEET white-face gauges!  What torment!||64.63.209.173||reg||1
Z||000002||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||08-05-2002||09:25 PM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||well today my phillipino buddys going to the shop since its down the street from his he will ge me prices on the rear and front bumpers, side skirts wing and lip spoiler...the hoods with the vents im not sure oabout bet he said he can order them from the factory new...the headlights all i can get is the jdm style and clear corners.....but ill post prices tomorrow ok ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||Jose||08-06-2002||12:14 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||I just recevied my REAL AMG front and rear bumpers. They are the bumpers to go with. I already have the grille and corner lights from the same AMG. When I get them painted I will post a pic.<BR>Jose.........||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000004||91redjoker||08-06-2002||02:04 AM||turk5834@msn.com||thats awesome im down for that, let me know what you find out when you find out. Thats just what we need......||67.200.202.103||reg||1
Z||000005||Hunter||08-06-2002||03:19 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||CHiN SPIOLEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEER!  didn't know anybody made it for our cars (Front lower AiRDAM SPioler..". that'd make the car tootally different.. somewhat...  hey is it just the US that got the 'ribbed for her pleasure' sidepaneling or what?  or is the smooth sidepaneling on that above link  a mod?<p>[This message has been edited by Hunter (edited 08-06-2002).]||167.88.200.30||reg||4
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||08-06-2002||03:21 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Can you find out how much that Evolution spoiler is??? Also the price for the front lip that goes to our bumpers. =)||12.81.88.85||reg||1
Z||000007||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||08-06-2002||07:03 AM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||new price list below<p>[This message has been edited by JSPEC PERFORMANCE (edited 08-12-2002).]||152.163.207.192||reg||1
Z||000008||drew||08-06-2002||11:24 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||The JDM spec chin spoilers will not fit our cars. On that note, JSPEC, can you get the JDM GVR4 bumpers? Finally, the lower ribbed side paneling was standard on ALL GVR4s WORLDWIDE. even the later GAMGs had them.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000009||Martin Tolentino||08-06-2002||12:13 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||I'm in for the AMG kit.||68.6.244.123||reg||10
Z||000010||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||08-06-2002||12:33 PM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||ok guys my buddies going to talk to the guy to see how much a discount he can give us if we do a group buy but he said hes going to get a rate on a group buy consisting of 5 kits or more im sure we can scramble up at least 5 buyers theres 3000 vr4s running around haha ....the kits are made of frp which is fiberglass reenfored plastic basiclly its flexible fiberglass to an extent shipping cost ok i got a hook up with shipping its 400 individually for a full kit takes about 2 weeks delivery time but i can get for 700 3-4 kits shipped at once...considering its international shipping thats great cause i paid 520 for a corolla bumper i ordered from japan and that was just the shipping cost for one bumper this is everything listed above...as far as the oem jdm bumper my buddy is looking for them out there as well but he said alot got nicks and bruises so hang in there im trying fellas i also can get evo engines and stuff from this same guy. also if theres a few guys on the west and a few on the east who want to order we can save if we pick on destination to have all shipped at once and the person can distribute it from there<p>[This message has been edited by JSPEC PERFORMANCE (edited 08-06-2002).]||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000011||SPEEDFIEND||08-06-2002||10:38 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I'd like to get the Smooth door panels and smooth fender panels.  Is it a possibility to order those seperate?  Please let me know.  Thanks, Kris<p>[This message has been edited by SPEEDFIEND (edited 08-06-2002).]||67.201.148.84||reg||1
Z||000012||Garfield Wright||08-08-2002||12:51 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Jose, I'll post the pix for u when u are ready.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000013||GVR4||08-08-2002||04:00 PM||spyder_gsr@hotmail.com||so whats the deal with the evolution spoiler? That's the one I want...it's that or a touring wing...let me know<P>Tim Jones<BR>'92 Galant VR4 #226||163.188.152.252||reg||14
Z||000014||DSMGVR4||08-08-2002||08:09 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||I plan on going to the Philippines this fall...maybe October. I was told to go to Banawae St. Its a street with TONS of shops with JDM stuff. What should I look for besides clear corners, headlights, front grille, and side moldings and what will fit in my suitcase/box? John||152.163.201.79||reg||10
Z||000015||Garfield Wright||08-08-2002||09:24 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Bring a big suitcase, look for the power folding mirrors, intercooler & all the mmc & full time 4wd emblems u can get.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000016||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||08-08-2002||09:36 PM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||IM STILL WAITING FOR MY BUDDY TO GET THE INFO ON THE EVO SPOILER AND A CHEAPER PRICING ON THE AMG KITS......ILL KEEP U POSTED I ALSO CAN GET THE FOLDING MIRRORS AND JDM BUMPERS AND STUFF THRU THE SAME GUY HE SAID ALOT OF WHAT HE FINDS IS CHEWED UP ILL KEEP U POSTED ON THAT PLEASE BARE WITH ME ||152.163.206.212||reg||1
Z||000017||SPEEDFIEND||08-08-2002||09:43 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||You better bring a suit case the size of a SHIPPING CONTAINER.  Diffinitely look for those Full time 4WD emblems.  I need two of those things, BAD.  Thats is if you don't mind.  Those mirrors are sweet too.  I bought a set off Ebay.  Paid a pretty penny though.  Like $237 shipped to my house. OUCH!  Well I won't be greedy, I'll just ask for those.  Later, Kris||67.201.148.178||reg||1
Z||000018||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||08-12-2002||09:58 AM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||ok fellas sorry for the delay<BR>new price list for individual buyers<BR>Galant AMG<BR>front bumper-$450<BR>Rear bumper- $450<BR>*The brackets will be included in the prices.<BR>* The front projector lights for the AMG bumper is still not included with<BR>the price.<BR>hood vent- 150<BR>grille- $240<BR>3 pc. rear wing spoiler-$290<BR>Wiring cover-$220<BR>Side skirt with side door molding- $580<BR>not sold seperatly <P>additional accessories for the galant:<BR>eyelid-$150<P>i dont know what happend the prices went up a little he said the owner of the shop has been recieving alot of email for bits and pieces so he bumped the price...... shipping is kinda weird...for the guys on the east coast i can ship up to 4 kits for 700 dollars to me in maryland or its 400 for one kit if you want it to go straight to u...i think shipping together would save a bundle 4 people splitting 700 is alot better then one paying  400 also theres a 250 minimum so if u just want a bumper shipped buy itself its 250 if u want side skirts its 250 those items are long so there a size rating....spoilers and grills are shipped in a different class....if anyone is interested in anything please email me nuffsaid1135@cs.com          <P>oh for the guys who like the evo style spoilers they are actually evo spoilers they modify them per order to fit the vr4 cost 380 each plus shipping...<P> <P><p>[This message has been edited by JSPEC PERFORMANCE (edited 08-12-2002).]||64.12.103.168||reg||1
Z||000019||91redjoker||08-12-2002||01:01 PM||turk5834@msn.com||thats a good chunk of money for everything, i dont know why we cant find a kit that has a good price to it....maybe we be able to find one later on down the road. I know that the kit looks good and everything but i dont have that kind of money laying around.||67.200.202.18||reg||1
Z||000020||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||08-12-2002||01:05 PM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||yeah i know but we all know stuff that wasnt available in the states is a arm and a leg to get if we want it...as far as kits those prices are individually priced parts if u buy the whole kit u save a couple hundred||205.188.193.43||reg||1
Z||000021||Romanova||08-13-2002||09:00 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||How about the AMG spark plug cover, or the leather shift boot? Would be interested in those if available...||12.230.33.71||reg||1
Z||000022||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||08-13-2002||09:03 PM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||i actually got the part numbers for a bunch of original amg stuff like the stickers and grill no shift boot but i do have the tuned by amg spark wire cover im check my sources in other countries that sold the amgs to see if they are still available||152.163.206.184||reg||1
Z||000023||JSPEC PERFORMANCE||08-18-2002||09:40 AM||nuffsaid1135@cs.com||ANYONE? IM ORDERING MINES SOON..AFTER THAT I CANT HELP ANYONE GET ANY OF THIS STUFF........THIS IS A ONE TIME SHOT....TO MUCH OF A HEADACHE TO MAKE CONTACTS AND MAKE SURE SHIPPING IS SCREWED UP||205.188.197.47||reg||1
Z||000024||number3||08-18-2002||10:08 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Anyone have a picture of a gvr4 eyelid?<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000025||Numberless||02-26-2003||04:19 PM||||Did anybody end up ordering through this guy?  <br />Just curious.<br /><br />J||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
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A||N||0||92vr4#971||What sound does a 4ws pump make when it decides to quit?||||1||
Z||000000||92vr4#971||08-05-2002||11:52 PM||george@ou.edu||Hi, <BR>I posted a couple days ago about a rear diff problem... we took it apart and the rear diff is fine. However, my car still whines like crazy.. so i think it is possibly two things.. the 4ws pump or maybe something on the driveshaft..U-joints or something of that nature..<BR>If anyone has and idea what could be causing this crazy whine please please tell me. <BR>thanks<BR>george||129.15.167.231||reg||1
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A||N||3||kartorium31||where to by kyb agx||||5||
Z||000000||kartorium31||08-06-2002||12:06 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I need to get some agx's, I know mofugas is the best place to buy but i am on a budget and wondering if it is the cheapest.<BR>thanks||12.18.158.25||reg||5
Z||000001||drew||08-06-2002||12:10 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com|| <A HREF="http://www.shox.com" TARGET=_blank>www.shox.com</A>  is very cheap, good service||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||08-08-2002||01:34 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I bought my GR-2's from Tirerack: <A HREF="http://www.tirerack.com/suspension/index.jsp" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tirerack.com/suspension/index.jsp</A>  <A HREF="http://www.tirerack.com/suspension/Susptabl.jsp?category=Shocks&autoMake=Mitsubishi&autoModel=Galant+VR4&autoYear=1991&brand=all&x=148&y=7" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tirerack.com/suspension/Susptabl.jsp?category=Shocks&autoMake=Mitsubishi&autoModel=Galant+VR4&autoYear=1991&brand=all&x=148&y=7</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||08-08-2002||02:52 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Got a full set from Jegs last year for $269 shipped.  Whoohoo!||129.120.56.205||reg||1
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A||||1||UndergroundVR-4||ARI for headwork...||||1||
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||08-06-2002||05:27 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Just curious if anyone has used them before for porting work, or even heard of them for that matter. They are located in Florida and their website is <A HREF="http://www.autoraceparts.com" TARGET=_blank>www.autoraceparts.com</A>   but is down for construction at the moment.  Otherwise please tell me your shop recommendations for high quality headwork.||152.163.206.187||reg||1
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||08-08-2002||12:56 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I don't know about their quality of work, but they do have a 9sec integra that is consistent @ the events.  ||66.176.234.150||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000815.cgi
A||||3||1312VR4||Hooking up MBC & Ext. WG||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||08-07-2002||04:51 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Ok, This is it before its finally finished. BUT I have a problem. How do I hook up the MBC to the WG. . This is what I have right now.::::::::<BR>The OUTLET of the MBC is going to the TOP of the WG. Here is what I cant figure out. The compressor housing(Frank 2 BTW) has a nipple on it. Do I run the line from the Comp. Housing nipple to the inlet of the MBC? Also does the side outlet fitting on the WG tap into this line? I'm also what I cant figure out is how do I get it to a intake vacuum source? Doesnt it plumb into the bov line somewhere(I have the HKS SSQ bov) I need help, thanks guys.||63.52.127.235||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-07-2002||10:06 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Well I figured out why I cant hook it up right. The MBC I have is for a Internal gate not external. I never knew there was a difference. But my friend at HKS says that there is a BIG difference. Damn down for another week. That makes 1year & 2months to the day that the car has been down  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||63.52.202.57||reg||1
Z||000002||Nate||08-07-2002||11:47 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Ummm, it shouldn't matter what kind of gate you have.  Hook the outlet of the MBC to the side port of the external gate and try it.  Should work like a champ.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||08-08-2002||10:44 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I thought that to. But the outlet for the MBC says not to exceed .7 bar, which I find kinda funny. That is what like like 8-9 psi? He said that the external gate type MBC is "made specifically" for that type of setup. Here is the link that has both of them so there is a difference. What it is I have NO idea. I just talked to the dealer who sold it to me. All I have to do is pay $20 to get the righ one. Not bad considering I opened it & had it halfway installed.||63.52.150.227||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000816.cgi
A||N||2||Ferrari F50 GT||Scott Evans I/C Piping||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||08-07-2002||06:28 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Does anybody on this board have Scott Evans I/C piping, or any other custom made piping?  Thanks.||63.227.47.110||reg||1
Z||000001||16GVR4||08-09-2002||08:30 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I have Scott Evans I/C piping on my car.<BR>Feel free to ask questions..||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||08-09-2002||09:34 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Do you have any pics on the setup?<P>Is the kit well made?<P>How can I contact Scott to make some pipes for me?<P>Thanks in advance!||63.227.46.16||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000817.cgi
A||N||8||Ferrari F50 GT||DynoMax Bullet Racing Muffler||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||08-07-2002||06:47 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I have heard from a few people that these are the least restrictive mufflers out there.  Does any body have one on their GVR-4?||63.227.47.110||reg||1
Z||000001||boostboy51||08-07-2002||07:50 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||yup. that exact one. using it on a 3" custom system with no cat. That thing is barly a muffler at all. straight through. All that i can say is that it is deep and loud. Sets off car alarms at idle, no shit.||12.218.109.205||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||08-08-2002||12:41 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yeah,like boostboy said,its hardly a muffler. I added a Bullet in conjuction with my welded Ultraflo as a resinator,it didnt quiet the car down much at all,just took a little rasp out. A freind of mine has one ("3)on his low 12 sec turbo Dodge Daytona,that thing is obnoxiously loud,you can hardly tell it has a muffler.||129.71.114.186||reg||1
Z||000003||KenW||08-08-2002||11:21 AM||kbwilliamson@earthlink.net||Just installed one here along with a Borla XR-1 muffler. The resonator (12") sits in place of the cat. <P>With both there is a very low tone, but its still fairly loud. No raspiness. I'm considering adding another one (the 16") in the straight line to reduce it another 3db.<P>The combination is quite effective according to the butt-o-meter.<P>kw<P>||68.58.113.2||reg||1
Z||000004||turbogalant||08-10-2002||04:15 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Hey Ian M in all honesty the Daytona motors are very loud I have an '88 Daytona Shelby Z in addition to my gvr4 and EVERYONE I have ever met have thought it was a worked V6 not bad for a 4 with a large turbo in the way. Oh and my exhaust is a 3" applied reseach and technology with 3" catco cat 2.5" swing valve (02 housing) ported exhaust manifold and head and Enforcer 1 turbo a big ? for spec. but it is damn loud!||12.232.112.164||reg||14
Z||000005||16GVR4||08-10-2002||11:19 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Hi KenW:<P>Where did you get the 12" resonator to place where the cat was. I looked at magnaflow site, and the shortest resonator they have is 14"/20"<P>Thanks.||64.160.45.104||reg||1
Z||000006||KarT||08-11-2002||03:55 PM||weslariv@cox.net||Hey Guy's did you know that the 1g TSI ATR exhaust fit's the GVR4's?<BR>If you wanted to all's you need to do is add a 3in extention to the tip ! And that's not even manditory... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||68.9.68.130||reg||1
Z||000007||Ian M||08-11-2002||10:09 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B>Hey Ian M in all honesty the Daytona motors are very loud I have an '88 Daytona Shelby Z in addition to my gvr4 and EVERYONE I have ever met have thought it was a worked V6 not bad for a 4 with a large turbo in the way. Oh and my exhaust is a 3" applied reseach and technology with 3" catco cat 2.5" swing valve (02 housing) ported exhaust manifold and head and Enforcer 1 turbo a big ? for spec. but it is damn loud!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> Those turbo Mopars are some cool cars,big time bang for the buck sleepers just like the galants. His Daytona is about one of the most tire-burninist' cars ive been in too... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||129.71.114.115||reg||1
Z||000008||KenW||08-13-2002||06:54 AM||kbwilliamson@earthlink.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 16GVR4:<BR><B>Hi KenW:<P>Where did you get the 12" resonator to place where the cat was. I looked at magnaflow site, and the shortest resonator they have is 14"/20"<P>Thanks.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I bought mine used off another board... but you can get them from Summit Racing for about $35.<BR> <A HREF="http://store.summitracing.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://store.summitracing.com/</A> <P>Kenw<BR>||68.58.113.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000818.cgi
A||||2||Dan D||Rear Brake Shims||||1||
Z||000000||Dan D||08-08-2002||11:45 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Can anyone find these?  No auto parts stores seems to carry them here.  I don't want to order new mitsu pads just to get shims!||157.254.98.203||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||08-08-2002||12:26 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||part number is MR389689, and you will only be able to find these at a dealer.  most aftermarket pads dont come with shims, and they are really just for anti squeal.  now, the clips are necessary, because they hold the pads in position.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||08-08-2002||12:35 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||What bothers me about not using the shims is the little circular bump ment for holding the shims onto the pad.  It doesn't seem like a good idea for the piston to press against a non-flat surface.<P>Thanks for the part# Ken.||157.254.98.203||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000819.cgi
A||||6||Johnny Bravo||Is my tranny ready to crap out on me???||||11||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||08-08-2002||12:11 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Whelp I finally got my car inspected (Yay!), but I've been having this problem with the tranny since I got it.  Of course I have the usual (but minor) 3rd gear grind occasionally, but it's sometimes almost impossible to get it into 1st gear.  It usually just grinds or crunches like a mutha when I try to engage 1st. Initially the shift linkage was way out of adjustment, but that has since been taken care of.  I have a Symborski shift bushing kit here ready to install in the next day or so, but I don't know if that'll help or not.  Any info would be greatly appreciated.  TIA!<P>Ben <BR>#580/1000||205.188.193.151||reg||11
Z||000001||Ant||08-08-2002||01:01 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I bought my car like that.<BR>To avoid the grind when going into first you can tap second gear and then go into first, 99.99% of the time this will work and first will not grind.  It sucks but it did the trick.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000002||BossGVR4||08-08-2002||01:39 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||1) Check your CLUTCH PEDAL adjustment. This is usually the culprit !<P>2) Check the ENDS of your SHIFTER CABLES if the sleeve in the center of the rubber grommets is worn you can "sleeve" them to reduce excessive play. I did this by using sections of 1/4" brakeline cut to the height of the original sleeve then slotted lengthwise to create an expandable tube.(NOTE do not sleeve them so much that you cause binding !)<P>3) If either or both of the previous things don;t fix your problem then you have a worn shifter fork or worn shifter pivot. Getting to these parts requires dropping the trans.<P>The Symborski Kit takes the "mushyness" out of the feel of your shifts it DOES NOT change your adjustments in anyway. IMHO the poly bushings from RRE ($12) are a happy medium between full mush (stock) and full vibration (Symborski). You can further reduce the mushy feel by taking out the rubber washers that are in between the shifter cable bracket and the transmission with metal washers.<P>||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||08-08-2002||01:40 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Actually I've been trying that & it does work sometimes, but not most of the time.  It does get better when the tranny warms up a bit though.  I'm gonna change the fluid out sometime very soon as I think the previous owner was a total f'ing moron & probably didn't change it at all or didn't fill it all the way.  Just gotta get me some BGSSII or Redline & see if that helps any.||205.188.193.151||reg||1
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||08-08-2002||06:24 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Does anybody know if the shift forks in the GVR-4 trannies are the p.o.s. aluminum ones like the US-made DSM's?  ||64.12.103.44||reg||1
Z||000005||Ian M||08-08-2002||06:48 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<BR><B>Does anybody know if the shift forks in the GVR-4 trannies are the p.o.s. aluminum ones like the US-made DSM's?  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Yep.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>||129.71.115.20||reg||1
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||08-08-2002||07:02 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Ugh! Figures!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif">||64.12.103.44||reg||1
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A||||1||BossGVR4||OK so who's got one of these already !?!?!?||||6||
Z||000000||BossGVR4||08-08-2002||02:36 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||LINK ECU <A HREF="http://www.carmodifications.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.carmodifications.com/</A> <BR>scroll halfway down ...<BR>GVR4 Version $1645 <BR>SerialLINK $70<BR>Total BEFORE laptop price $1715<P>Kina makes you go hmmmmmmmmmmmm<P>DaveC<P>||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000001||MX4||08-08-2002||05:27 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Hi Boss,<BR>Theyre made in my home town in NZ. They have a webpage at <A HREF="http://www.link-electro.co.nz/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.link-electro.co.nz/</A> <P>heaps of people use them, and I have heard varied comments on them.<P>Ryan||165.84.1.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000821.cgi
A||||3||BossGVR4||Unsprung Clutch Discs||||8||
Z||000000||BossGVR4||08-08-2002||11:21 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||AAAIIIGGGHTT,<P>I got my trans and everything back together on the Galant I got to put the slave on and notice the clutch fork doesn't move at all. I chalk it up to being a "first-timer" at putting a trnas back on. No dice ! I take the boot of from around the fork and shine a flashlight up in there ... all lined up (otherwise the trans shaft wouldn't have slid through the pressure plate, right ?!?!?)<P>My theory is that I threw a clutch disc spring AGAIN (3rd time in 18 months) and said spring is keeping me from pushing the Press Plate fingers in.<P>Since this car has NO A/C, NO BALANCE SHAFTS, VIBRATION AMPLIFYING PROTHANES I figure I might as well put in an unsprung clutch disc. The 2 front runners are (keep in mind I have an ACT 2600)<P>1) ACT 6 puck - $105 I hear its more like an on-off switch than a clutch<P>2) ClutchNet.com - KushLok - according to them it is unsprung but can still slip. I don't like the fact that the friction faces are organic (no sintered bronze or ceramic pucks)<P>3) Unorthodox Racing Ultra G Clutch - good theory, although I have never heard of one being used in a DSM AWD. Oh and you HAVE to buy the whole clutch you can't just get the disc.<P>I am ABSOLUTELY, POSITIVELY NOT going to put another sprung clutch disc in the car again.<P>Anyone know where to get these ?<P>Later,<P>DaveC<BR>||165.247.86.187||reg||8
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||08-08-2002||11:58 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I have the clutchnet 6 puck but it's sprung. I have had it for two years now. I haven't had any problems with it yet. Holds good and they can custom make you anything if you need any heavy pressure plate or something. Only real drawback is the on-off engaugement (if it still goes on the street like mine) oh and the price. I got it from <A HREF="http://www.clutchnet.com" TARGET=_blank>www.clutchnet.com</A>  ordered via telephone. Hope it helps.<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||08-09-2002||12:13 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||If your going unsprung why not go with a 6 Button "Kwik Lok" Racing Clutch Disc? It will hold great and then you are comparing puck clutches to puck clutches; not comparing the street design of clutchnet (with the organic plate) to the ACT 6 puck, the clutchnet has the (6) sintered copper pucks bonded and riveted to a heat treated high carbon steel plate. heheh Just like the add says. But I'm not a sales-person for them I just have been really happy with them and their products... <BR>||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000003||1quickvr4||08-09-2002||12:32 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I used a ACT unspung in my car with the stock PP. IF your going unsprung try a 2100 pp or stock to start out with. I had big PROBLEMS with my ACT 6 puck. The splines on these will start to strip out after a while and then it just wont feel right. As far as driving an unsprung clutch its not a big deal.<P>Zach||4.47.47.10||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000822.cgi
A||||13||JSTYLE||Injectors||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||08-10-2002||11:25 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Hey, <P>Just wondering if anyone has had first hand experience with injectors. Im looking at buying some injectors that would use my factory fuel rail. Anyone know which injectors out of which cars would work?<P>Im in aus, and ive been told 13bt, 12at etc.. would fit in nicely. Anyone care to add anything? All help would b appreicated!!<P>Jon||203.173.164.17||reg||1
Z||000001||TheObiJuan||08-10-2002||03:14 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||depending on your goals you can go with a set of 550cc injectors from nippon denso, or if you are wanting to go fast, then get some 660cc injectors. but a lot of supporting mods are required before puting these on. what are you going to use for fuel control.<BR>what are your mods and what are you goals?||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||08-10-2002||08:24 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||There has been a bit of talk lately about using RX-7 injectors as drop in's.  I don't know which ones will work though, maybe someone can give the rundown for us.<P>Peter||64.63.209.235||reg||1
Z||000003||JSTYLE||08-11-2002||05:34 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||My mods:<P>Mitsubishi Galant VR4 -  4G63 2.0L <BR>The Specs are below:<BR> <BR>Power Output: n/a<BR>Best ET: n/a<BR> <BR>Head :<BR> <BR>1.6mm Custom Aluminium Head Gasket<BR>Ported and polished intake and exhaust ports<BR>Other modifications are unknown at the moment<BR> <BR>Bottom End:<BR> <BR>Low compression pistons (unknown)<BR>Other modifications are unknown at the moment<BR> <BR>Bolt Ons:<BR> <BR>4" dump pipe<BR>3" stainless steel exhaust system <BR>Stage 2 Ball Bearing T04 turbo (AVO modified turbo)<BR>BOV<BR>700x270x75mm FMIC<BR>Oil Cooler<BR>High pressure fuel pump can support 500hp<BR>Custom exhaust manifold<P>Interior:<P>Sparco seats, steering wheel and pedal<BR> <BR>Electronics:<BR> <BR>VDO gauges<BR>Relocated battery in the boot<BR>All electrics have been mounted in the boot<BR>After market computer<BR>After market fuel control<BR>Adjustable boost<BR>Turbo timer<BR> <BR>Handling:<BR> <BR>Bilstein suspension<BR> <BR>Others:<P>Fuel cell in the boot (surge tank)<BR>Water spray for the intercooler<BR>Aluminium air box <BR>Custom cold air induction<BR>Engine was reconditioned 150ks ago (needs some working in before I can go faster )<BR> <BR>Stereo:<BR> <BR>Pioneer 12 stacker<BR>4" Boss splits<BR>6" Pioneer components<BR>10" MTX 200WRMs sub<BR>5 channel Amp (4x60wrms and 1x150wrms) <BR> <BR>Goal: mid 11s or low 11s! depending on how much cash left and what mods im yet to do maybe think about 10s!<P>Im looking at something above 600cc using stock fuel rail. Anyone know which RX7 injectors would work best?||203.173.165.112||reg||1
Z||000004||drew||08-11-2002||05:44 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||If I remember correctly, GVR4s run low impedence injectors, and RX7s use high impedence injectors. If you just drop them in, they will fry your ECU. You need to add resistance or something.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||08-11-2002||05:51 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||our gvr4's do use low impedance.  rx7 in the usa has both low(earlier cars) and high impedance.  an easy way to tell is to look at the plug.  where the two spade leads are, there is a centering notch, if this notch is in the center of the plug, it is low impedance.  if it is off to the right, it is high.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||08-11-2002||06:38 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Do you know what the aftermarket management in the car has yet?  The impedance will have to suit it.<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 08-11-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000007||TheObiJuan||08-11-2002||06:42 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||i think 660's would do best for you.||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000008||TheObiJuan||08-11-2002||07:09 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||also, you might want to machine your fuel rail for -8an<P>and run -8AN Braided SS/Teflon fuel lines all around ||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000009||JSTYLE||08-12-2002||02:49 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Ive got a hold of some RB series injectors ie.. RB25DET, RB26DETT, RB30ET etc..<P>Would these suite my car? They are low impendiance 3.2 ohm's.. 900cc||203.173.162.86||reg||1
Z||000010||91vr4evolution||08-12-2002||10:51 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Are these after market RB injectors? If not, double check the size, cause the Skyline guys over here normally upgrade with VR4 450's.<BR>12at injectors go straight in with one difference, the pintle is slighter longer and thicker. Same impedance, same plug, just get a bottom o-ring with a larger hole(about 1-2mm from memory). 2 sizes: 720cc,800cc.<BR>I think Ash just fitted 550's(?) from a later series RX7.<BR>If you use a high impedance injector, you need to bypass (short out) of the ballast pack on the firewall above the fuel filter, (I think this was discussed in an earlier thread somewhere).<BR>Hope this helps,<BR>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000011||JSTYLE||08-13-2002||01:39 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Yerp, ash used 550cc (13bt) injectors!<P>Im after more power.. ie.. 880ccs either i would use 2 on a extra fuel rail or use 4 880cc's on my standard rail if i can find them!<P>the Rb ones are 900cc's!||203.173.160.32||reg||1
Z||000012||91vr4evolution||08-14-2002||05:11 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||How fast are planning to go!!?? One point that I forgot to put in the other post was that Mazda ND's are rated at 36psi, DSM/Mitsi ND's are rated at 43.5psi(thanks to the board for that info), so if you were to run a 800cc 12AT at 43.5psi, I would think that it would come pretty close to 900cc. You could probably get them a bit cheaper than aftermarket ones, too, ("they're just old mazda injectors, mate"). Nudge-nudge,wink-wink.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Mike.||210.54.84.45||reg||1
Z||000013||JSTYLE||08-15-2002||06:34 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||lol as fast as i possibly have to, to break the aus record!<P>i think ive decided upon... 4 x 550cc and 2 x 880cc  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||203.173.160.80||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000823.cgi
A||N||1||Ferrari F50 GT||I/C Piping Identifacation||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||08-10-2002||06:08 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Recenlty I have been looking around for some I/C piping kits for my car.  I am sure some of you may already know that because of my recent posted topics.  Anyway, I went through the jgronline picture database and pulled some pics on I/C piping kits.  It would be a great help if any of you could hlp me out identifying any of these kits.  Thanks in advance! <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/chris_nusbaum_1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/chris_nusbaum_1.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/2001_so_not_sure_engine.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/2001_so_not_sure_engine.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/dthomas_engine1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/dthomas_engine1.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/engine_closeup.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/engine_closeup.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/ntpso1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/ntpso1.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_1.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_4.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_4.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine2.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/upper_ic_unpainted.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/upper_ic_unpainted.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/vb_engine2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/vb_engine2.jpg</A> <P> ||63.227.46.16||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||08-12-2002||04:27 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<BR><B>Recenlty I have been looking around for some I/C piping kits for my car.  I am sure some of you may already know that because of my recent posted topics.  Anyway, I went through the jgronline picture database and pulled some pics on I/C piping kits.  It would be a great help if any of you could hlp me out identifying any of these kits.  Thanks in advance! <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/chris_nusbaum_1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/chris_nusbaum_1.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/2001_so_not_sure_engine.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/2001_so_not_sure_engine.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/dthomas_engine1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/dthomas_engine1.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/engine_closeup.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/engine_closeup.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/ntpso1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/ntpso1.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_1.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_4.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_4.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine2.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/upper_ic_unpainted.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/upper_ic_unpainted.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/vb_engine2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/vb_engine2.jpg</A> <P> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>1.  Scott  Evans piping.<BR>2.  Might be Buschur's IC pipes made to fit.  <BR>3.  Doug Thomas's engine bay.  Pipes by TurboTrix.<BR>4.  Harry Blanchard's old upper intercooler pipe.<BR>5.  Nate Pharr's old upper intercooler pipe.  Featured in Turbo Magazine. <BR>6-8 Harry's car again with number 8 being the most recent.  3" aluminum pipes.<BR>9.  Harry's old upper pipe.<BR>10.  Victor Brant's pipes.  He ran mid 11's with this setup.<BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
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A||S||43||MPREZYAVR4||Choosing a good Suspension for GVR4's... (Questions/Comments/Suggestions)||||1
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||08-11-2002||02:38 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Okay I'm currently tired of my bumpstop bashing monster (in the loosest terms) and have begun searching for the suspension set up for me.  After doing some research and some of Ken's numbers for the Galant VR4 suspension  and the Eclipse GSX suspension. I've gathered some information as far as what is out there (other than the Noltec's that Rob @ Mofugas has). I'll start with what companies offer springs and struts for our cars then Coilovers to hopefully figure out what's out there and get a general concensus of what may work, what does work, and what doesn't.<P>To start off this is what I gathered from Ken Inn's post about the T/E/L springs and the GVR4's and thier differences (I don't have all the info for the struts so if you have it please add to this):<P>GVR4: Length | Rate<BR>Front 14.2"  | 134 lb <BR>Rear  15.3"  | 112 lb<P>T/E/L: Length | Rate<BR>Front  13.7"  | 146 lb (10% stiffer, -1.6")<BR>Rear   13.1"  | 140 lb (20% stiffer, -1.3")<P>Struts (replacements and inserts):<BR><UL TYPE=SQUARE>*Blistein_ U.K. Imports reported to be on the stiff side but actually designed for the GVR4. These may be found via UK tuning shops (expect long delays and possibly not finding them).<P>*Koni- There apparently are the old hydraulic red/orange inserts which are no longer made but were specific for the GVR4. Also the newer yellow gas inserts that are basically made for the T/E/L that will work in a way and seem to be pretty decent but you must remove the rear to adjust. These can be found at most suspension places.<P>*GAB/KYB AGX- These basically are the same strut though I don't know if the GAB are made specific for the galant.  They are 4 way front and 8 way rear adjustable. The AGX are made again mainly as a replacement for the T/E/L but will work on the GVR4. These tend to adjust from stock to @50% stronger than stock.<P>*KYB GR2- These are an upgraded replacement again for the T/E/L that can be used on the galants. They are rumored to be @20% stronger than stock and are not adjustable.<P>*Monroe- I haven't found much info on these as to wether they are stock replacements (galant specific length) or another T/E/L replacement that works on our cars.</UL><P>Springs (I will give @ rates and how much they will lower as these are not completely accurate):<BR><UL TYPE=SQUARE>*Eibach: There are 2 sets of eibach springs both T/E/L replacements the Sportline and the pro. The sportline will lower your galant @-3.1" F and @4" R (I don't have the spring rates on these). The Pro eibachs will lower a galant @2.3" F and 3.2" R . <BR>*H&R: There was GVR4 specific sets out there but I believe they are no longer available. The current ones offered are T/E/L replacements. H&R lowers a GVR4 @2.5" F and @3.2" R .<BR>*Intrax: Intrax appears to make Galant specific springs though their seems to be confusion about if they are for AWD ones or not. They are reported to lower the car 1.5" all the way around compared to stock.<BR>*Whiteline: They offer 2 GVR4 specific sets. The first set will lower a GVR4 .5" F and .8" R and have spring rates of 160.8 lb F and 134.4 lb R. The second stiffer set will lower a GVR4 1" F and 1.25" R with rates of 201 lb F and 168 lb R.<BR>*Lastly there are coil over sleeves offered by Skunkworks, Ground Control and many others which would take too long to get into.</UL><P><BR>Coilovers are the "ultimate" suspension offering pretty much full adjustability (I am just going to list the manufacturers who make them as they have many variables to them):<BR><UL TYPE=SQUARE>*TEIN HA- 16 way adjustable come with Pillow mounts as well as compatable with their in car EDFC adjustment controller.<BR>*DMS 40mm Golds<BR>*DMS 50mm<BR>*Noltec<BR>*Cusco <BR>*JIC FLT-2 , FLT-A2, SF-1</UL><P>I will add my own thoughts on what I am looking at doing to mine in a later post as well as update this list as people add to it.<P><BR><p>[This message has been edited by MPREZYAVR4 (edited 08-11-2002).]||206.217.195.185||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||08-11-2002||11:26 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||you are off by 1" on the fronts.  they are just about 1/2" longer on the galant.  you should also notice the tremendous difference in the shock rates.  i believe the galant was much stiffer on compression.  now, if you get a chance, you should go drive a stock gsx and see how much better it rides and handles than the galant.<BR>     i had the bilsteins for about 2 years on stock springs.  they are very stiff, but not harsh like the gr-2.  i got them special ordered from bilstein, took about a year, and my cost was less than 400 bucks, all 4.  bear in mind, this was about 5 years ago, and the exchange rate is now the euro, which is not near as good as the dollar/mark.  also, this was an employee price.  <BR>     the kyb gr2 was a softer than the bilstein, but harsher.  the best way i can describe it, is when you hit a pothole, or a bad road, the kyb was like a hammer banging on the car, the bilstein was like a rubber mallet banging on the car.  i also used the stock springs.<BR>     i now have the koni's, using the gsx front springs, and the galant rears, and i am very pleased with this setup.  today, as i was going over those speed bumps in the parking lot, i could tell that the rebound was a whole lot better than the gr2.  when comparing by feel, the compression and rebound of the koni vs the gr2, the compression was about the same, but the rebound on the gr2 was way stiffer. i would have had to adjust the koni way harder to equal the gr2.<BR>     lastly, suspension is so very personal, you need to take the time and try to find other vr4's with different setups, and ride in them, ideally on the same routes you take, so you can go thru the same bumps and corners.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||91redjoker||08-11-2002||12:12 PM||turk5834@msn.com||where can we get those sportline springs????||67.203.195.128||reg||1
Z||000004||MPREZYAVR4||08-11-2002||05:13 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Ken in your other post those were the lengths you mentioned. <BR>I am currently considering either going all out with Tein HA (you get pillow mounts with them for camber adjustment) considering I have found a great deal on them if I can afford them. The other option is trying the whiteline springs and GR2's but using the 20% stiffer up front and the 50% stiffer in the rear to get alittle more oversteer/rotation from the car (still stock rear sway bar).<P>My car from what I can gather has the Eibach sportlines on it (decent but way to low on apparently stock shocks) . Personally I liked the KYB/AGX with Ground control Coilover sleeves and my choice of spring rates on my Impreza. <P>As far as where you can get most of the choices above you can find them at Mofugas, Tirerack and Nopi among others. Remember that T/E/L suspension bits are normally sold for these cars and not Galant specific ones.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by MPREZYAVR4 (edited 08-11-2002).]||206.217.206.207||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||08-11-2002||05:55 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||from a ride standpoint, i didnt like the gr2, i think that because rebound is so stiff.  koni is only adjustable on rebound, and if i adjust rebound stiffer, the car begins to ride like the gr2.  be careful comparing the suspension of the subaru to the galant.  another consideration is the spring perch, which is slightly higher on the galant.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000006||MPREZYAVR4||08-12-2002||01:26 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I know they basic designs are different by far between the two but with the crappy stock strut and what appears to be Eibach sportline springs the galant handles probably worse than if it were stock.<P>I know most the japanese suspensions seem to be overtly stiff for better track and tight quarters use and the euro suspensions more twords high speed handling in terms of setup and feel. I'm trying to find what will be a decent compromise between daily driver/weekend warrior with out putting a major dent in the wallet. <BR>I've had expierence with most of the same manufacturers who make suspensions for the galant coilover wise and I most of them have the same general feel between the cars depending on the manufacturer. All my expierence below is from subaru's but IMHO are semi-subjective to overall feel of those suspensions.<P>Tein's tend to have spring rates that are stiffer than most would desire for a daily driver but are a good all around suspension and for the galant I would figure so for the money. <P>DMS is a good rally shock for the budget rally person (this is in a subaru but I am positive that it would be similar in a Galant) but after riding in them on the street and on track compared to my KYB/AGX Ground Control they were'nt that impresive considering the cost difference ($700&lt;$2200 for Golds $2700 for 50mm). Also with all the problems I have heard about with them after some use I would also tend to be cautious.<P>JIC- is relatively new but of the few who have them most have been pleased it may take more time to see what people liked and didn't like.<P>Cusco- is good overall but is very pricey and may not be the best bang for the buck.<P><BR>||207.221.255.28||reg||1
Z||000007||pudhed||08-13-2002||01:42 AM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||The DMS 40mm Golds are actually designed for street rather than rally. They're pretty comfortable on the road since they have progressive springs and the shocks can be adjusted pretty soft. <P>Also, they're "only" $1600, not $2200 =) So a similar price range as the Tein HA. I've had them for about 6mo/5k mi and had no problems.. <P><BR>||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000008||1quickvr4||08-13-2002||09:26 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||From what I hear the JIC/Zeal setup id very nice. I did ride in a couple of SR20det powered 240s and it was very rough but I dont mind too much. I have stock struts and AWD TEL springs right now. I also have GR2s on in my garage and Im getting some Eibachs<BR>for it becouse Im a dumbass and like my car to be fairley low.<P>Zach||209.246.133.61||reg||1
Z||000009||Bill||08-13-2002||10:03 AM||||I have front Koni w stock springs and rear Koni w H&R rear springs.  It really rides smooth and comfortable on fairly smooth roads<BR>but it can be little bit of bouncy on rough roads due to lack of rear Koni shock compression damping rate & progressive raer H&R springs.  I have Koni setting at 1/8 turn<BR>for front and 1/4 turn for rear with 30 psi and 28 psi tire pressure.  It corners very well but little bit of more body lean compare to 22 mm Wl sway bars but much more<BR>comfortable ride.  Thicker sway bars will make the ride stiffer& choppier but it can be worst nightmare on rough roads.  Above setup will lower the car 3/4 in.  I think that front suspension is perfect but rear setup is less desirable due to bouncy ride.<BR>I used gr2 front strut with Koni shocks and it lowered front end by 3/4 in. due to lower spring perch and shorter piston shaft of Koni.  Galant and TEL have different corner<BR>weights so I think springs cannot be interchangeable and it is totally different design.  ||205.188.195.46||reg||1
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||08-13-2002||12:25 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have the Whiteline low setup with AGX shocks. Very nice. Smooth ride, not ahrsh at all. I had Ground Controls, and even played with the srping rates. That was always ahrsh. Go Whiteline, IMHO. ||205.166.229.95||reg||1
Z||000011||Bill||08-13-2002||12:53 PM||||I had same setup with 22 mm WL sway bars with<BR>AGX 1&2 and I thought it was stiff with minimal body roll.  ||152.163.205.66||reg||1
Z||000012||MPREZYAVR4||08-14-2002||03:39 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Pudhead I've ridden in both DMS setups (in impreza) and the 40mm aren't as superb track performers as some. Also Tein's are cheaper than the DMS @ @$1400 MSRP and the JIC @$1400-1600 msrp.  Also I have seen shock dynos comparing the DMS struts to the AGX and minus the finer adjustability of the AGX it performed the same if not better. <BR>DMS makes decent stuff don't get me wrong but I have heard to many horror stories from a few friends of mine with problems from pillow mounts and shocks. I probably should have gone for a ride in your car to get an idea of how DMS are in a GVR4.<P><BR>Duc do you recall what the rates were on teh springs? When I had the GC on my Impreza I was one of the first ones and we argued with them about spring rates as they were saying "the honda guys normally run 400+lb spring rates you guys should run that". I was the only person of the 7 who went with a spring rate that was similar to a coil over (leda) with 275F and 225R with AGX shocks. Everyone else went with 325F and 275R and paid with losing almost all the adjustabilty of the AGX. <P>With the current state of Eibach Sportline slammedness my GVR4 is in I can truly attest I hate progressive springs (or at least this set). I am searching for other suspensions and components to add to this list.<P>Also just out of curiosity does anyone have any specific information on the Whiteline springs as far as rate and length.||207.95.15.193||reg||1
Z||000013||Bill||08-14-2002||10:12 AM||||205/lb. for front& 175lb. for rear and it will lower 25mm.  I do not have specs. for <BR>free length but I know it is pretty heavy<BR>compare to other aftermarket springs so it will def. raise unsprung weight of each corners and it will give more unsettling and abrupt ride whenever going over rough pavements.  Other WL rate springs are 165lb./132lb. and it will lower .5 in. for front and .9 in. for rear. according to WL but I do not agree with amount of lowering.<BR>It actually raises front end by 15mm. and lowers rear by 1 in. and your car will look crooked.  Original height was 7 1/4 in. for front& rear from tip of fender to top tip of <BR>original rims.  ||152.163.204.192||reg||1
Z||000014||RayH||08-14-2002||11:28 AM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||You can add Proflex suspensions to the megabuck category.  Not sure if they have one specific to the Galant but they seem to be popular on rally Lancers and DSMs.||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000015||ken inn||08-14-2002||12:58 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||you GOTTA pay attention to the shocks.  unless you have a set of the old red koni's, whatever you get will be for a t/e/l.  therefore, the shock will be shorter, and rebound will be different.  galant has a longer, softer spring, an overall longer length, and a higher rate rebound.  compression is near identical.  i flunked physics, and heck, it was like 40 years ago, but the two gotta work together.  maybe the t/e/l springs will work better, i dont know.  but, since the shocks are made for them, it might be one to consider.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000016||mitsu13ishi||08-15-2002||11:27 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||WHAT ABOUT SWAY BARS?<P>are the rear sway bars that are on Mofugas the ones that mount underneath the car, and you can see them from behind??<P>and a 4" drop from eibach is way 2 low!||152.163.201.183||reg||1
Z||000017||pudhed||08-15-2002||08:52 PM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||Progressive springs have a spring rate that is softer when they are extended, and harder as they get compressed. Good for a street car because the springs will be softer and more comfortable on small bumps, but still be stiff when turning hard. It's kind of a compromise between ride quality and performance.<P>The rear whiteline swaybar mounts under the car, but you can't really see it from behind.. ||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000018||turboflanagan||08-16-2002||09:36 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Are all their (whiteline) bars still that powder puff blue?||64.63.209.121||reg||1
Z||000019||pudhed||08-17-2002||05:10 AM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||Yeah, but it's not powder puff blue it's "fast" blue!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.213.178.93||reg||1
Z||000020||turboflanagan||08-17-2002||05:52 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||"fast" blue.  LOL  Thanks for the clarification  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||64.63.209.98||reg||1
Z||000021||PRE-EVO||02-12-2003||11:14 PM||||Bump for those wondering about using DSM suspension bits.||207.220.129.48||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000022||ron||02-13-2003||12:15 AM||||pudhead<br />I would like to maybe get a ride in your car sometime...I have JIC/SF1 in my car and I think they are a little too stiff for a street car. I am in Hayward so we are pretty close..<br /><br />Ron||64.12.107.157||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000023||aWeX||02-21-2003||05:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> You can add Proflex suspensions to the megabuck category.  Not sure if they have one specific to the Galant but they seem to be popular on rally Lancers and DSMs. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The Galant VR4 I just bought, came fitted with a complete Proflex-suspension. These are as far as i know made specific to the VR4.||80.202.34.156||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000024||Marcus||02-21-2003||10:38 PM||||I can't believe you people spend or would consider spending over 1k for suspension for our cars.  I think this is crazy, for what it's worth, my car has AGX/H&R springs and I hate it.  I would rather drive my 1980 Scout that is missing shocks than my GVR4.  Although it won't handle better, it does ride ten times better.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000025||DookGVR4||02-21-2003||11:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> I can't believe you people spend or would consider spending over 1k for suspension for our cars.  I think this is crazy, for what it's worth, my car has AGX/H&R springs and I hate it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anything has to be better than driving around in a sponge..err i mean a stock set up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000026||mark k||06-01-2003||08:54 PM||||let's look at what we are really doing as we try to improve rolly stock situation<br /><a href="http://e30m3performance.com/myths/Weight_Transfer/weight_transfer.htm" target="_blank">http://e30m3performance.com/myths/Weight_Transfer/weight_transfer.htm</a><br /><br />I for one don't know at what point the roll increase  ( or degree of lowering) begins to really work against us.  Most say about an inch to 1.5".  Is there any good tech info regarding the issue of sprung and unsprung weight  and how we can improve ride changing that? is it even significant modifier? from reading all this info in multi forums it is clear people consistently remark  that Koni's are far more  moderate in rebound jolt than KYBs. that Tein and  perhaps  JIC  really are a remarkable  upgrade.<br />  I am interested to know if spring compression (preloading) only shortens travel , in other words a preloaded spring offers no more resistance ( up to a point) . so JIC lowering  without changing amount of suspension travel -is it all that significant compared to a slighty preloaded spring in some of the other set ups ?  as preload does not change spring rate.?  this one thread has more overview of choices than any other i have seen. let's fleshh this out  with direct  A/B comparison info...koni/KYB    JIC/TEIN   AGX/KONI /gr2.   Without this , people will not be able to truly  grasp what is out there.  Or ,they call up shops to get the skinny.||24.175.8.194||reg||1||mark k||00001338||yes
Z||000027||Hertz||06-02-2003||01:32 AM||||-bump-<br /><br />Where's Mark Rieb when you need him?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000028||markrieb||06-03-2003||03:35 PM||||In !#@$%#^!! Utah...  775 miles and 12 hours in a 3/4 ton Dodge Diesel truck yesterday.<br /><br />It would take quite a bit to cover all of this here.  My best recommendation is to buy a book called "How to Make Your Car Handle" by Fred Puhn.  All of your questions should be answered there, or at least you will be able to narrow them down a bit.  My local Barnes and Noble usually keeps a copy on hand.<br /><br />Unsprung weight is one thing is is usually overlooked, but can have big improvements.  Unfortunately most weight reduction, unsprung or otherwise, is *expensive*.  Unsprung weight can be reduced by using lighter brakes, lighter wheels and tires and going to tubular suspension pieces.  All of which are expensive....  Figure on spending around $500 *each* for good, strong, light wheels.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.221||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000029||brandongvr4||06-04-2003||01:22 AM||||Go with the FLT-A2 JIC's. Check it out.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.jic-magic.com/" target="_blank">http://www.jic-magic.com/</a>||67.124.158.234||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000030||BlackHole||06-04-2003||08:46 AM||||Current setup: old skool GAB shocks / DSM AWD springs. Very, very good for street use but not cost effective to replicate [~$1000]. Going to Teins + EDFC. JIC is overkill for what I need.<br /><br />previous unsatisfactory setups:<br />* DSM Eibach + AGX<br />* Whiteline -0.8 + AGX<br />* Koni + Eibach<br /><br />just my $.02||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000031||thon||06-04-2003||12:40 PM||||i use to have prokits and agx's on my s13.  like ken said, i found the kyb's to be harsh, even on their relatively soft spring rate.  I now have cusco zero 2r coilovers, and although they're much stiffer, the ride is much less harsh..<br /><br />just my 2¢||198.22.121.120||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000032||PRE-EVO||06-04-2003||04:40 PM||||Just an FYI the word on the street is the Tein EDFC won't work on our tein's due to not enough clearance under the hood for the solenoids to adjust them. Also another interesting tidbit which I haven't seen proven but it did come from a good friend of mine at JIC was the Tein EDFC would fit and work on their coilovers. What ones I'm unsure of but that is an interesting item. <br /><br /><br />On a side note has anyone tried the red koni's that tirerack is showing for our cars that are 8-10 week special orders?||67.25.81.143||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000033||VR4coop||06-05-2003||12:25 AM||||I am currently running agx's in the front set at 2nd setting and gr2's in the rear with ground controls all around. I also have 18's rims with 225/40/18. The ride is do-able. I live in a decent size down with surrounding cities and the roads for the most part suck, but the vr4 does ok with the bumps and doesnt throw me around to much, As long as u dont mind a lil stiff ride i would recomend this setup||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000034||ctm||06-05-2003||12:46 AM||||Anyone running the full Bilstein/Shocktek or a Morriss set-up (both are coilovers with camber plates up front and pillow ball upper mount at the rear)?  <br /><br />If so, please comment on how they compare to previous set-ups (please be detailed).  <br /><br />Morriss units are more for competition and the Bilstein/Shockteks are serious street applications for people who occasionally autocross and do time trials.  <br /><br />TIA||66.27.124.64||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes
Z||000035||PRE-EVO||06-05-2003||12:38 PM||||Norm I noticed someone was running those in his 94 AWD Talon. I wanted to get more info  since we are so close to Bilstein's HQ on the west coast. <br />I know there's plenty of DSM 91-94 AWD coilover options like:<br /><br />Intrax ARS<br />B+G<br />Apex'i WS<br /> <br />(off the top of my head).<br /> <br />Norm do you know where to source those Blistein/shocktek?<br /><br />Also I found out today from Tein that the Coilovers I have currently on my car are the Type H model (non-ha). They were a Japan only model and I am waiting for more info. I will probably be selling them here soon as I try to get some DSM coilovers re-valved and re-sprung for our cars specifically.<br />Rich||65.138.132.185||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000036||BlackHole||06-07-2003||06:54 PM||||Rich,<br /><br />I'm real interested to hear how your revalving of DSM coil-overs go, especially since the Tein system for the 1G AWD is listed as EDFC compatible.<br /><br />As for the EDFC incompatibility, it is not due to lack of space. There is plenty of clearance according to Teins published specs for the EDFC motors. I asked Tein this exact question and the reply was that the strut shaft wasn't long enough. This makes more sense to me since the GVR4 application existed before development of the EDFC.||65.60.150.236||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000037||PRE-EVO||06-07-2003||08:32 PM||||That would make more sense as I had heard it was a space issue which I guess would be because of the longer adjusters on the struts.<br /><br />I'm hoping to get lucky with revalving/re-springing or I may get lucky with what they run stock for DSM's as far as their range of adjustment (damping).||67.243.216.182||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000038||ken inn||06-07-2003||10:09 PM||||<b>Norm I noticed someone was running those in his 94 AWD Talon. I wanted to get more info since we are so close to Bilstein's HQ on the west coast</b> <br /><br />yo, rich, if you want some info from bilstein, let me know.  i can hook you up with one of the reps who is a good friend of mine, and works out of the sandy eggo location.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000039||PRE-EVO||06-07-2003||11:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> <b>Norm I noticed someone was running those in his 94 AWD Talon. I wanted to get more info since we are so close to Bilstein's HQ on the west coast</b> <br /><br />yo, rich, if you want some info from bilstein, let me know.  i can hook you up with one of the reps who is a good friend of mine, and works out of the sandy eggo location. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cool deal Ken if anything I could use that info. I do have a good friend who is doing testing on their PSS 9 setup for the impreza's and loves it.<br />Rich<br /><br />(Ken also that package with the injectors and check will be going out here soon I've had some issues come up lately.)||199.35.9.168||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000040||PRE-EVO||08-13-2003||04:35 PM||||Nudge as a refresher for some out there looking for suspensions.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000041||talontd||08-13-2003||10:15 PM||||Have you considered the DSS coilover sleeves???  <br />I heard that they are as good as full coilovers and they were specifically built for DSM's.....<br /><br />Anyone had any experiences w/ them????||204.209.209.129||reg||1||talontd||00002090||yes
Z||000042||MiSTER2||08-13-2003||11:25 PM||||Is it true when whiteline galant springs are used the back of the car sits lower than the front?<br /><br />Also whiteline stuff is not blue anymore, they use silver as their new color.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000043||PRE-EVO||08-13-2003||11:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by talontd:<br /><strong> Have you considered the DSS coilover sleeves???  <br />I heard that they are as good as full coilovers and they were specifically built for DSM's.....<br /><br />Anyone had any experiences w/ them???? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Reason why is because coilover sleeves like that which are made for the DSM's won't work well as the spring lengths are off. Ground control offers one for us. Also you really have to ask yourself what you want out of the car. I myself prefer a good quailty COILOVER (not sleeve though I have used GC's on my old car). Also most of those sleeves out there come with enormously high spring rates because most people want them to just slam their car for the looks not the handling benefit and use stock shocks to boot. This makes them use spring rates as high at 600lb/in which is rediculous on a street car and not something you would use on a track car.<br /><br /><br />On whiteline supposedly their set that lowers slightly was the one that sat of kilt some and the lower/stiffer set was more level.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000044||sjg||03-05-2004||12:14 PM||||For the record...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.tein.com/edfc-fit.html" target="_blank">http://www.tein.com/edfc-fit.html</a> <br /><br />Here is the Tein EDFC fitment table, which states that there is not enough room for the controllers up front.  Nothing about the piston rod length being too short, but it does say that about some other vehicles...||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes



ubb/Forum2/000830.cgi
A||X||6||Romanova||Shift boot?||||1||This topic has been transferred to this forum: General Discussions.
Z||000000||Romanova||08-13-2002||09:01 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Anyone know of a shift boot that will work well with our cars? Considering a Momo universal one... just want to know if anyone has any experience with it...<BR>Thanks||12.230.33.71||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||08-13-2002||09:12 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Supposedly several people have used 1G T/E/L leather (leatherette?) shift boots with very good results.  I'm gonna go scour some local junk yards tomorrow for a shifter & boot myself.  ||152.163.207.68||reg||1
Z||000002||pudhed||08-13-2002||10:11 PM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||$5 worth of vinyl and a bunch of needle holes in my finger got me one that fit perfectly  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||209.213.198.25||reg||10
Z||000003||Ian M||08-13-2002||10:27 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I use a stock TEL boot. You have to remove the square plate on the bottom of the console (the stock rubber boot locks onto it),wrap the TEL boot around it,poke some holes for the screws,and reinstall. Its too short too use with the stock lever,youll have to use the TEL unit. Looks pretty nice.||129.71.114.6||reg||1
Z||000004||Hunter||08-14-2002||12:01 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||so it turns to be a shorter throw?  any incompatibility problems during install to be aware of aside from leather boot fitting from the 1g tel?||167.88.200.30||reg||5
Z||000005||JonGVR4||08-14-2002||09:02 AM||jon@jgronline.com||how is a shift boot a "performance part"?||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||08-14-2002||10:21 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||It's a "performance part" because now when you look down at it you don't think you're in some old grocery getter & makes you wanna drive it better.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">     Ummm...okay maybe not...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">||205.188.196.39||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000826.cgi
A||||16||notagst||smooth shifting, is it possible in a gvr4?||||1||
Z||000000||notagst||08-11-2002||07:15 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||Ive tried all I know how to do, Ive tried shifting slowly, and Ive shifting quickly.  Ive bleed the clutch lines and still no satisfaction.  It loves to grind 1,2, and 3 gear.  Im pretty sure at this point im going to have to get under the gear shifter and adjust some cables.  Does any one have any ideas, the vfaq is kinda vague on the gvr4 shifters.||64.12.101.151||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||08-11-2002||10:46 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||This problem actually haunts DSM's as much as GVR-4's.  Drain the tranny and fill it up with BG Syncroshift.  If that doesn't help at all.  You may have to have your syncros replaced.||63.231.78.194||reg||1
Z||000002||turbogalant||08-12-2002||04:08 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Yea my gvr4 shifter was always funny seemed to center it's self a little to the right so one day got bored/angry at it and put in a 93 eclipse shifter much shorter throw and centers correct but now I kind of want a longer shift knob. The 90 TEL shifter is taller. If I remember correct it cut off over 2" and was a direct bolt up.||12.232.112.164||reg||4
Z||000003||BossGVR4||08-12-2002||09:02 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Not that I am a transmission "guru" or anything. But there are a couple if things to check before you start throwing parts at the problem.<P>Shifter Inkage Adjustment - the VFAQ directions apply to the GVR4 as well. I find it easier to do with a pair of stubby 10mm open end wrenches. You can do it WITHOUT pulling the whole center console out. Just lift the shifter boot out an flip it up over the shift knob and you should have enough space.<P>Clutch Pedal Adjustment - If you pedal is not pushing the master cyl. piston/rod far enough you are not "FULLY" disengaging the clutch when you shift, the result is a GRINDAGE (in my best Pauly Shore voice). If the adjustment is all the way out then you have some other places to look.<P>Shift Cable Ends - Take a good look at the shifter cable ends. if either of them has too much play again you may not be moving the levers far enough to acheive a clean shift. I found one of mine to have worn out so much that therea was about 1/8" of play. I sleeved it with a section if 1/4" brakline and a few minutes with my dremel tool. the other option is to get new shifter cables.<P>Transmission Fluid- I have used Redline, BG, Mobil 1 and GM Synchromesh and found GM Synchromesh to be the best (and most expensive @ $12/qt.)<P>NOT FOR THE FAINT OF HEART !<P>Other things you can check are the Shifter Fork, Pivot or flywheel all of which are only accesible by removing the transmission.<P>Shifter Fork - can bend/fatigue over the course of 11 years. The part was superceded by an "improved" version.<P>Pivot/Flucrum - again can be worn down over time. You can "shim" it by putting a washer between it and the trans body, but a new on cists less than $2.<P>Flywheel - if you got an aftermarket clutch sometimes you "should" have gotten your flywheel machined to the correct step for the specific clutch you bought. I think ACT2600 need a .610 step cut.<P>Hope this helps,<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000004||notagst||08-12-2002||10:49 AM||tenriyu00@aol.com||thanks for the help guys, looks like I have a pretty good check list now.||64.12.101.184||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||08-12-2002||12:17 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I dunno if I'm just dreaming this or not, but I noticed a vast improvement in shifting when I drove around last night with that awful rubber shift boot off.  I was "attempting" to install my Symborski bushing kit on my shifter yesterday, but never got it finished so I had the boot still off.  I think I may have only ground 3rd once all night with the boot off.  Anybody else notice an improvement?  I'm going to put a 1G T/E/L shifter & leather-ette boot in very soon & wonder if the shift boot alone could cause some problems.||152.163.213.67||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR1643||08-12-2002||02:35 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||To answer the original question: both of my GVR4's shift like butter - smooth.  I have had them 2 years and never had them serviced. Need to change the fluids, but almost scared to since they shift so nice;-)<BR>My newly aquired Talon might need some adjustments on the linkage as it is much harder to get into all gears.  I'll check through the stuff BossGVR4/Pauly Shore :-P mentioned and see if that helps - grindage LOL||167.142.21.170||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||08-12-2002||02:40 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||On a slightly related note -- my '91 Galant GS shifts wonderfully and seems to get better every 10k miles.  :-)  At 158k it is better than it ever was.  (Original tranny)<P>My newly acquired '91 VR4 with a rebuilt tranny of unknown origin/quality has some problems.<P>If I had the confidnce, time and facilities, I'd love to swap them...  if they're compatible?||67.37.190.126||reg||1
Z||000008||AllWheelsDriven||08-12-2002||07:18 PM||allwheelsdriven@aol.com||i had the notchiest shifting short of a tractor until the guy putting in my new engine changed my trans oil out to something called Royal Purple.  I had never heard of it but he said it was better by far than BG, Redline, etc.  All i can say is that it shifted like butter after that hot or cold....<P>and two years later the new owner of my old GVR4...569/2000....reported back to me that it still shifts good<P>Mike||12.230.237.66||reg||2
Z||000009||Hertz||08-12-2002||08:24 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <A HREF="http://www.royalpurple.com/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.royalpurple.com/index.html</A> ||67.37.190.126||reg||1
Z||000010||notagst||08-12-2002||09:55 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||how hard is it to change the fluid?  I tweeked the clutch pedal and the shifter cables and it still grinds 3rd.  Sometimes it grinds 1st if the car is rolling, and it grinds all gears a little bit if you shift into them quickly.  Ive heard go syncromesh, and now royal purple, what do you guys think?||64.12.103.172||reg||1
Z||000011||1101||08-13-2002||12:07 AM||karns10@attbi.com||Hertz,<P>My 89 GS is the same way, and shifts better with age since I put Redline MTL in it.<P>But to ans your question your GS is 2wd trans, different gear ratios, and not the same length halfshafts. ||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000012||BossGVR4||08-13-2002||09:08 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||notagst,<P>It is really a crapshoot as to which Trans fluid will work best for you. Basically it boils down to time and money. Start searching around for what you can get in your area. Here in Northern VA there is a place that sells Redline off the shelf. You can order Royal Purple from the JEGS catalog. And GM Synchromesh is available at any GM Dealer (but costs $12/qt).<P>I just got off the phone with Redline and they recommend that we use 75w90ns (GL5) in the trans and rear diff and MT90 (GL4) in the Xfer case.<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000013||keydiver||08-13-2002||09:53 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||It was my understanding that GL-5 oils were much too corrosive to our bronze synchros, so GL-4 lubes were better? I always used a mix of MTL and MT-90. So far I really like the BG Syncro Shift II, but a trans rebuild will be my real fix.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000014||Johnny Bravo||08-13-2002||10:59 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Man, I'm really getting sick of my tranny now.  It's to the point where I really don't even want to drive the car anymore.  It was a helluva lot worse when I got the car & the shifter was adjusted so it's significantly better, but not nearly good enough.  My shifter moves back & forward when applying throttle in 2nd, 4th, & reverse.  I found a page a while back that explained how to fix it by taking off the trans cover & tightening a bolt, but I lost the link (Goddamn AOL  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif"> )  Anybody happen to have the link???||205.188.199.176||reg||8
Z||000015||Hertz||08-13-2002||11:02 AM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-shifter.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-shifter.html</A> ||67.37.233.41||reg||1
Z||000016||Johnny Bravo||08-13-2002||01:53 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Thats the one!  Thanks!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||152.163.205.73||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000827.cgi
A||||5||bob in chicago||Is a 3-bolt LSD a straight bolt-in?||||1||
Z||000000||bob in chicago||08-12-2002||08:28 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I'm thinking of getting a TEL 3-bolt LSD rear end for better traction in the snow. Since I'm not a drag racer, I don't think I need a 4-bolt. Is the 3-bolt LSD a straight bolt-in? Can I use my rear half shafts w/o mods? Thanks in advance for the info.||216.65.164.115||reg||1
Z||000001||Yao||08-12-2002||10:31 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Yes it is.||207.13.174.102||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||08-12-2002||12:06 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I have a related question:<BR>I bought a 3-bolt LSD rear from Katie, and planned on installing the diff into my housing ala Kyle "Blackhole". But, when I just looked at the 3-bolt LSD this weekend, I don't see a hole for the spring pin. The end of the LSD diff is stepped down, and looks like you can just slide the 4WS gear right on, but I can't locate any hole for one of those spring steel drive pins to be hammered into to hold the gear on. Does anyone know if that hole is standard on 4-bolt LSD's, but not 3-bolts? I guess I could drill the hole, but that has got to be some pretty hard steel! Or, am I missing something?<BR>By the way Bob, the passenger-side rear axle has a longer splined shaft on it than the non-LSD. I got one from Jon for when I do this conversion. Were you planning on keeping the 4WS, or did you dump it already?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000003||bob in chicago||08-13-2002||08:58 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I'm getting the diff and the half-shafts with 3-bolt cup. I've already removed the 4WS. thanks! -Bob||216.65.161.28||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||08-13-2002||11:06 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||I have a question about 4WS -- How do you know if it works?  I can't really tell anything is back there especially because I don't know when it does it's thing.  I understand same-phase and above 30mph, but what type of steering input actuates the rear wheels?<P>...and since many people remove the 4WS because of the weight, my other question is: does it really have any benefit?||67.37.233.41||reg||1
Z||000005||bob in chicago||08-13-2002||10:45 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||As a road racer-type, I don't like the 4WS because there's a vagueness and understeer in corners that slows you down. Also, after 11 years, the hoses, pipes, pumps, etc. start to leak and mess up your undercarriage with fluid; worse you lose front power steering. It was "the Rage" back in 1991, but never proved it's worth. It wasn't used in the Mitsu factory rally GVR-4s.  That's my 2 cents.<P>I really noticed when it was gone... the rear end just takes a "set" in the corner and sticks to it under power.||24.148.46.241||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000828.cgi
A||||3||Johnny Bravo||1G T/E/L shifters all the same?||||5||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||08-12-2002||12:23 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Just wondering if the shifters in the 1G T/E/L's are all the same or are the AWD units different?  The reason I ask is that I want to swap my shifter out, but want to know what to look for first.  Thanks!||152.163.213.67||reg||5
Z||000001||khadiyev||08-12-2002||01:48 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I think the only difirence is the 90 from 91-94.<P>John||66.81.66.99||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||08-12-2002||07:06 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| The 90 unit is different (when you see one,you'll know-it doesnt look the same where it pivots at all),but 91-94 is the same,regardless of the drivetrain. Mine came out of a 1.8 laser. Ernies salvage in Falling waters has a few,but they've been crushing this week...||129.71.114.119||reg||1
Z||000003||dank||08-14-2002||02:51 AM||accordpage@email.com||I found a 92' tel shifter on parts trader for like $20, put it in, and i love it.  its sooo much shorter the throw is about 1/4 what it used to be.  most people say you have to get rid of the accordian boot, cause it will restrict your shifts, but i just kinda folded mine down in itself, it works fine, looks alright, and was free  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||68.13.67.249||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000829.cgi
A||||5||Hertz||Falling out of 3rd gear||||1||
Z||000000||Hertz||08-12-2002||02:09 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||After a great weekend of cleaning, tweaking and modding my new VR4 I was stung this morning on the way to work.  I thought I had missed third gear, but it became apparent that the stick would not stay in third.  The usual "engagement" feeling wasn't there anymore, just out of the blue...  I can put her into 3rd but any moderate amount of acceleration results in the stick quietly returning to neutral and the engine revving.<P>Is this something that could be fixed DIY?  Is okay to hold the stick into 3rd when required?  Or should I just drive fast and jump from second to fourth from now on?  ;-)<P>First feels fairly solid, fifth holds tight but in general it seems that 1,3,5 isn't as solid as 2,4,R.  Does that sound like a shifter cable issue?<P>TIA||67.37.190.126||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||08-12-2002||11:16 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||After some research I'm wondering if my problem is more related to the clutch not engaging completely, and/or slack in the shifter cables.   Am I heading in the right direction?  Since grinding is caused more by the synchros not being "up to speed" and I seem to have the opposite problem, I don't get ANY positive feel in third.  Unless, of course, the synchro is completely stripped?||67.37.190.126||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||08-13-2002||09:51 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Sounds like 3rd gear is going out.  My tranny is in the same boat.  <P> <A HREF="http://www.teamrip.com" TARGET=_blank>www.teamrip.com</A>  <A HREF="http://www.bmtranny.com" TARGET=_blank>www.bmtranny.com</A> <BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||08-13-2002||05:59 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Thanks for the quality links.  TRE looks good, they're in my old hometown.<BR>I'm not convinced just yet that the transmission needs work.  Here's why:<P>After pulling up the shifter boot and looking at the works/linkage it appears when in 2,4,R the shifter's rubber stop (below the fulcrum) is .5" from the metal plate stopping it's motion.  On the other side, 1,3,5 presses the rubber stop hard into the plate and may not be fully into gear.<P>I'm going to follow some of the various shifter VFAQs (adjust linkages, replace some plastic washers) and hopefully get the shifter to equally engage all gears and maybe take a look at any play in the clutch and/or shifter fork... if it stops raining.<P>Any comments?||67.37.233.41||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||08-15-2002||05:16 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||FIXED IT!<P>UPDATE:  After removing my center console (and drilling out a screw, damnit) I took a good couple of play minutes on the shifter.  Regardless of the condition of my tranny, oil choice, etc. it was rather obvious that improvements were needed.<P>After a couple of keys-in-the-pocket tests in the driveway I found an adjustment that places the stick equidistant from the bumper in all gears.  (Previously, 1,3,5 pressed hard on the bumper.)<P>Basically, I adjusted the [edit: forward/back] cable so now 1,3,5 "push" into the gearbox about 3/8" further than they previously did -- 2,4,R now bring the bumper into contact (slightly depressed).<P>I just went for a test drive (and despite my loping low idle) all gears shifted smoothly and most importantly 3rd gear stayed in place!<P>I also had tightened slightly the base of the shifter (through the rubber gromets)...  it would have been also a good time to replace a few of the plastic washers, but I'm not dissatisfied with the small amount of play in the stick, yet.<P>Thanks all.<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 08-15-2002).]||65.43.112.103||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||08-15-2002||09:07 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||New cables from the dealer <A HREF="http://www.partznet.com" TARGET=_blank>www.partznet.com</A>  and a solid bushings for the shifter (www.machv.com) couldn't hurt.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000831.cgi
A||||10||notagst||car refuses to idle!||||1||
Z||000000||notagst||08-14-2002||04:06 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||Ive been working with the car for a couple of weeks now and it still doesnt run right. Ive been trying to replace everything and the car just doesnt want to idle. Ive replaced the plugs and wires.  Ive examined for broken vacuum lines and cant find any.   It will die between shifts and at stop lights, some times i can get it to run in my drive way just fine, but as soon as you get it on the road it craps out.  The car wont start unless you keep your foot on the gas, and just recently the AC doesnt work now.  Will I have to replace every vacuum line just to fix this idle, or is it something stupid that Im overlooking.  This car is turning into a giant money pit and its really starting to piss me off.||205.188.197.58||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||08-14-2002||04:59 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Intake/IC pressure test for leaks.<P>Fix the leaks. You have some, trust me.<P>ECU or wiring to ECU.<P>Have caps replaced. Pull plugs on ECU and pluf them in and out a few times.<P><BR>If you still can't get it to idle let us know.<P>Harry<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||notagst||08-14-2002||08:29 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||Im assuming the ecu is behind the stereo like the t/e/l's.  Anything else you can think of, the more I think about it, it sounds like an alternator problem.  This car has sooo many problems.  I wish I could just send it to someone to fix it, because its driving me nucking futs.  Please tell me this will get better, even when the car runs well, it runs poorly.  I pulled the wastegate vacume line to see if it would go any faster, it only made 15psi and it was the weakest 15 lbs Ive ever felt.  I took all the car could muster to beat a v6 malibu.  Its not supposed to run this poorly, is it?||64.12.103.181||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||08-14-2002||08:32 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||ECU is under the passenger-side kick panel, behind glove box. And it doesn't get any better. Cherish the time that it is running at all......<p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 08-14-2002).]||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||08-14-2002||10:34 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Have you cheked the BISS o-ring? How about the BOV? it might be leaking. Also the ISC controls the idle with the A/C on that might be bad also. here is a link to check stuff like the TPS & ISC <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Downs/7678/dsmtests.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Downs/7678/dsmtests.html</A> ||63.52.203.47||reg||1
Z||000005||SPAM||08-15-2002||03:29 AM||hswilson@lvcm.com||That is awesome. I have only had the car for a few weeks (car running less than that) now and I just bought a pocket logger that shows almost everyone of those error codes on that page. thanks for posting that, just what i was looking for. ||24.234.190.215||reg||1
Z||000006||bob in chicago||08-15-2002||08:11 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||FYI: I had an irregular idle and traced it down to a dead EGR valve. I blocked it off with a homemade thin steel plate which I matched to the gasket. When I bolted it & EGR back on, the idle stabilized. Blocking off the EGR is a standard lost cost mod as well, since that helps to keep intake cool.<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 08-15-2002).]||24.148.23.63||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||08-15-2002||08:38 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Sorry for the hijack...<P>Since installing my 550's I have had some intermittant idle problems too.  Only when hot, it will try to stall the same as if I was venting the BOV to the atmosphere, but only about every second time I drive the car.  The injectors were cleaned & balanced & have all new o-rings and such, my vacuum reading at idle is steady at 18inhg like normal.  The only odd thing is under deceleration sometimes the vac goes down to 24 where it used to only get to 22.  Would this change be because of the new o-rings getting a better seal or is it the thing making the car stall?  Also sometimes the car takes longer to crank over in the morning, like there is either no fuel or too much, when it does start it runs lumpy for about 20sec then its fine.  Have I simply got it too lean/rich down low on the S-AFC or is it a leak?<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 08-15-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000008||91vr4evolution||08-17-2002||12:21 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Ash, did you put a bigger pump in? If so, check the pump fuel line connection, cause I had a leak there (inside the tank), which bled the pressure out of the rail when the engine stopped, making for hard starting. If not, check the regulator it could also be bleeding off the pressure when stopped.<P>Notagst, do you have an exposed air filter? If so build a cold air box around it, for me it's the difference between idlesurge, stalling, hard starting and easy starting, smooth idle, lower intake tempertures. Also cause the air density is higher(w airbox) the turbo doesn't have to work as hard to make your required boost level. <P>Hope this helps,<BR>Mike. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000009||Ash||08-17-2002||03:24 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91vr4evolution:<BR><B>Ash, did you put a bigger pump in? If so, check the pump fuel line connection, cause I had a leak there (inside the tank), which bled the pressure out of the rail when the engine stopped, making for hard starting. If not, check the regulator it could also be bleeding off the pressure when stopped.<BR>Hope this helps,<BR>Mike.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Can injectors do this?  I had both the aftermarket fuel pump & adjustable regulator in the car for about 2 months prior & it has only happened since fitting the injectors.  Maybe the suckers are stuck slightly open or something?||203.221.152.137||reg||1
Z||000010||91vr4evolution||08-17-2002||05:01 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Well, if they're sticking, you know what to do, give them a tap!! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Mike.||210.54.104.12||reg||12




ubb/Forum2/000832.cgi
A||||8||JAP-SPEC||ATTENTION ALL YOU GALANT VR4 JUNKIE ANSWER ME THIS||||3||
Z||000000||JAP-SPEC||08-16-2002||08:08 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||DOES ANYONE IN THE WORLD HAVE THE ECU PIN-OUT WIRING DIAGRAM OR SCHEMATIC OF THE TURBO GALANT VR4 ENGIEN AND THE VACUMM DIAGRAM?||205.188.192.188||reg||3
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||08-16-2002||08:59 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||ECU pin-out can be found here: <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ecu-harness-1G.html" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com/mods/ecu-harness-1G.html</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||08-16-2002||10:28 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I don't run the board nor am I a moderator... But you need to stop using all CAPS! It means you are yelling and makes it harder to read.<BR>Thank you.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||199of2k||08-17-2002||01:17 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www3.sympatico.ca/vr6jim/capslock.gif"> ||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||08-17-2002||04:39 AM||gvr-4@msn.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> LOL!||63.227.47.167||reg||1
Z||000005||JAP-SPEC||08-17-2002||09:02 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||sorry about yelling lol||152.163.197.48||reg||12
Z||000006||7541000||08-17-2002||11:04 AM||||it also makes it look like your question is an emergency and more important than others - you got my ATTENTION LOL||12.94.165.180||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||08-21-2002||01:30 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||I'm going to jump on the smart-ass bandwagon today and say:<P>Yes, someone in the world probably has those diagrams. Perhaps you should invest in a service manual.<P>By the way, the word is spelled "vacuum".||67.37.176.244||reg||7
Z||000008||keydiver||08-21-2002||11:21 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I had already cut all those sections out of the CD manual and emailed the pdf's to him.<BR>Oh well....What he really needs is a JDM schematic. Does anyone know where I could find one?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.152||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000833.cgi
A||||4||Jose||Is this an ECU problem?||||9||
Z||000000||Jose||08-16-2002||09:55 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||My car was driving fine, I parked it and when I went back and started it up it idled fine. But when I went to drive away drive away the car would not rev. I had to floor it to get it to move without stalling out. It will not even rev past 5500rpm's. Could this be an ECU problem?||205.188.197.42||reg||9
Z||000001||JAP-SPEC||08-17-2002||09:31 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||i have have this problem to.when was the last time you change your belt.||152.163.197.48||reg||1
Z||000002||Jose||08-17-2002||10:13 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||I changrd my belt about 10,000 miles ago. With a factory Mitsubishi belt.<BR>Jose....||64.12.103.158||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||08-17-2002||10:39 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||sounds like you blew off an intercooler hose.  if that happens, the ecu cant get a signal from the mas, and it goes into limp home mode, runs really rich, and wont rev.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||Jose||08-17-2002||02:49 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I was thinking that it was an intercooler hose but I could not find one that was off. If the blow valve goes bad would it do the same? I have a greedy blow valve. I found some metal shavings under the blow off valve.<BR>Jose......||205.188.195.29||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000834.cgi
A||N||22||JAP-SPEC||jdm galant vr4 cyclone intake manifold wtf?||||1||
Z||000000||JAP-SPEC||08-17-2002||09:28 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||Alright i just put in a jdm turbogalant vr4 engine in my 1990 talon.I firgure now i can start connect ever thing back the way it was but no, not so simple to do my manifold was different from american manifold.the manifold i have connect different,first my whole engine only as five vacumm connection.1.The throttle body only as one nipple for the vacumm hose and the american have four.wtf where does the end of that vacumm goes?2.The manifold has three nipple for the vacumm hose one that i know goes to the blow off valve,one that i know goes two the fuel pressure solenoid, and one that goes to a white canister under the manifold.wtf,Now that white canister has a vacumm line that goes from the manifold to it but then it has as a hose that come out of it too,so their a vacumm that lets air go in and a vacumm that lets air go out.Where does that the vacumm that lets air out plug too?Now we have these gold butterfly actuator that i thought was the egr valve but i know for sure now that my engine didn't have one cause its a japan engine. it.This gold butterfly actuator has one vacumm hose coming out of it.wtf Where does that connect too?these are question i need answer to so if you have that engine and can help me please do.||152.163.197.48||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||08-17-2002||11:03 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||first off, you are, as we say here in texas,  a couple bricks short of a full load.  no matter how many times you post this, you will only get one answer, because there is ONLY ONE ANSWER.  and i have already sent you all of this information several times via your email.  so, to save the other members of this board the trouble, here it is again.  <BR>1.  the cyclone has no provision for egr.  you cannot use the cyclone and run egr, unless you modify the cyclone inlet.<BR>2.  the jdm thottle body has no egr.  the single port on the t/body does not see ANYTHING until about 3k rpm.  you can blow thru it, suck thru it, pee thru it, whatever.  nothing, until about 3k rpm.  at most, you can get about 10 inches of vacuum when it does activate.<BR>3.  the white cannister is a one way valve and a vacuum resevoir.  ONE WAY, get it?  this is used to close the butterflies, it is connected to that gold butterfly actuator.  if you just use the cannister, your butterflies will NEVER open.  vacuum hose goes from the gold butterfly actuator to the white cannister, then another line goes to vacuum.  an ecu controlled solenoid line also connects to the line from the gold butterfly actuator, and reroutes boost to the actuator, so the butterflies open above a certain rpm(3k, i think) and boost(someone said 8 lbs, dont know if this is correct).  <BR>     i know you have the ecu and the wiring harness, but you are missing several key items, one of them being the actual routing of the vacuum lines, which no one has, and at least one solenoid.  <BR>     here are 3 options:<BR>1.  hook a vacuum line from the gold actuator direct to intake vacuum/boost.<BR>2.  use the egr control to control the actuator.<BR>3.  take the damn thing off, put your old intake on, and quit posting the same questions.  and if you do this, dont sell the damn thing, because some other yahoo will start posting this crap all over again.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||JAP-SPEC||08-17-2002||11:43 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||ok i keep asking the same question cause i like to be 100% sure that what you say is correct, i want to atleast get a couple of the same responds from more than just you before i agree and do what you are saying.No need to insult me by calling me dum unless you want to be a man and explain what you think i am in person.Don't respond to my question if you don't like what i ask.No one will every learn if they dont ask question.||152.163.206.191||reg||8
Z||000003||ken inn||08-17-2002||12:02 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||well, if you had looked, you could plainly see there is no egr valve on the intake.  if you had run the car, and hooked up a vacuum gauge, you would have known what i said about the port is true.  if you had hooked up a vacuum line to the actuator, and applied vacuum, you would see also what i had said is true, AND, if you had hooked up vacuum to the white cannister, you also would have seen what i said was true.  i think you are just looking for someone to give you the answer that you want to hear, whatever that is.  you cant spell, you either cant read, or dont comprehend what is printed, you drive a talon, not a galant(this IS a galant vr4 list, not a talon list), and obviously dont have a clue on what you are doing.  you post the same question 3 times, in CAPS, besides sending me and who knows who else the same question, probably got back the same answers.  and,  i didnt call you "dum".  you are in over your head on this.  i have given you back what it has taken me a lot of time to learn, and you dont want to believe it.  why is it i have such a hard time with people from florida?  JUST KIDDING JEFF.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||DarkDevilMMM||08-17-2002||01:00 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||ken is the best, no doubt about him.... I really would like him to fly here to CA to fix my car..... :P<P>||63.204.72.172||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||08-17-2002||01:22 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Dumb||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||JAP-SPEC||08-17-2002||04:09 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||Ok why do you keep talking about the egr valve i never said my engine has one i was trying to make a piont so no one replied that the gold butterfly actuator was my egr valve.Second if my engine is a galant vr4 engine shouldn't i go to a vr4 site to find out about my engine duhhhhhhh.I'm not trying to argue  cause you mightt know alot but  you dont have all the answer and  have you ever stoped to think their could be some one out there with the answer i want to hear.||152.163.206.186||reg||1
Z||000007||Pappy||08-17-2002||08:56 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Ken knows what he's talking about.  He's done the swap himself.  You also would have your answer by doing a simple search on this forum.  Heck, there have been topics about it that are fairly recent and you would have seen had you simply looked down the list of threads.  Please do that.  In one of them I posted a link to a thread on dsmtalk where someone provided a solution on how to hook up the butterfly actuator with a vacuum switch and the standard boost solenoid to make it act similarly to the way it's supposed to.  Okay, since you seem to not want to do any actual searching yourself, here you go.  These will help you.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=cb9616cfb56b43b6290a9d034c9e7f6c&threadid=12065&highlight=cyclone+vacuum" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=cb9616cf b56b43b6290a9d034c9e7f6c&threadid=12065&highlight=cyclone+vacuum</A> <P>And this picture that someone put on dsmtalk should help of how it's supposed to be hooked up in Japan.<P>  <IMG SRC="http://members.aol.com/crazy29187/canister1.jpg">  <P>the gold thing is the fuel pressure regulator.  Where it says butterfly controll solenoid, you can replace that with the setup that turbomitsu described in the first link I gave.  The way that works is the "butterfly control solenoid in" would be hooked up to a boost solenoid from your engine(I assume you have a boost controller and thus have this item free).  The "butterfly control solenoid out" would be hooked up to the other connection on the solenoid.  The power to the solenoid would be hooked up to the relay and capacitor as turbomitsu described and then to the pressure switch.  You simply hook up a vacuum source, much like you would to a boost gauge, up to the pressure switch.  If you get an adjustable switch you can set it to 8psi or whatever you want.  If you have anymore questions try and search for the answers yourself.  More than likely, they've already been answered.<p>[This message has been edited by Pappy (edited 08-18-2002).]||24.218.154.199||reg||1
Z||000008||BossGVR4||08-17-2002||10:47 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||JAP-SPEC,<P>I would not mess with established members of this board lest the other people that know stuff start treating you like the boy who cried wolf, and stop reading your posts.<P>If you stop and think about it in a given year there are 10-15 new guys/gals on the board (and that is great) but if the people who are "residents" have to repeat themselves 5 times a year on highly technical stuff, well, it gets old.<P>DaveC||165.247.93.246||reg||6
Z||000009||turbowop||08-17-2002||10:58 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by BossGVR4:<BR><B>JAP-SPEC,<P>I would not mess with established members of this board lest the other people that know stuff start treating you like the boy who cried wolf, and stop reading your posts.<P>If you stop and think about it in a given year there are 10-15 new guys/gals on the board (and that is great) but if the people who are "residents" have to repeat themselves 5 times a year on highly technical stuff, well, it gets old.<P>DaveC</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Haha, instead of the label "member" under our screen names it should say "resident". This is my home.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||198.81.17.34||reg||1
Z||000010||JAP-SPEC||08-17-2002||11:30 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||Damn i didnt' know that ken inn had a bunch of cheerleader cheering on his side.I didn't ask my question to get smartass replies just smart response.Sorry i thought after sept,11 that people would be more friendly.||205.188.199.151||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||08-18-2002||12:29 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||here's why you got a smartass reply from me.  i already replied to your emails a couple of times before you posted on this list, at length, in detail.  then, i gave you jeff oberholtzer's email, and you contacted him, and HE replied to you.  then, you post the same questions on this list that we answered.  there are dozens of post about this on the net, and if you did a search, you would have found a bunch of them, like i did when i was researching this intake.  i like to help out when i can, but saying the same thing over and over again to the same person is ludicrous.  also, not a lot of people are using this intake, and for good reason.  IT AINT ALL THAT GREAT.  and, i told you that, too.  no one in california can use it, it dont have no egr. then, you post in caps, like you are yelling at us because no one answered.  the reason you didnt get a lot of answers is because there simply aint a lot of people out there using this intake.  you got answers, and very good ones, but you keep asking the same questions.  <BR>     you think because this motor came from a  galant vr4 that everyone would know.  the usa vr4 DID NOT come with this intake, and there are a LOT more t/e/l's out there with this intake on than galants, i guarantee.  the few people here who have the intake have all answered the same answer, the ones who have the intake and have not answered are probably looking at the answers, and saying that is what they also would say, so why repeat it.  here's a thought.  you got a talon, right?  why not go post this on the talon digest?||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000012||Pappy||08-18-2002||12:33 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Well Mr. Jap-Spec, we are nice guys here.  It's the fact that you come on, obviously did no searching on the topic, emailed Ken several times, and then posted about the same thing you emailed him about.  You didn't mention that you just wanted a second opinion.  Why email him in the first place if you weren't going to listen to him?  I don't get that.  Also, we were defending him because he has been nice, generous, and has contributed greatly to this forum.  Lastly, you speak of people being nice, but you didn't thank me for giving you the exact information that you wanted to know.  Yeah, you're real polite.||24.218.154.199||reg||1
Z||000013||JAP-SPEC||08-18-2002||09:17 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||i'm sorry if i didnt thank you, that very wierd cause i alway  polite and say thanks more than twice.I do agree that ken inn know alot about the 4g63 engine but i just wanting to be safe and get more opinion cause he did tell me himself that his only seen the cyclone manifold once off a car.Don't take me wrong and think i'm saying he doesn't know what his talk about cause i would love to ask him more question in the future but every one has there weak spot and where he may some one may have a different or same answer and i would be more confident about doing what they said.I'm just trying to be safe is that wrong?"O" The time that i post i didn't even notice that the cap was on so sorry and stop telling about what i did i think i learn my lesson can't you tell i don't do it no more.lol"please stop telling me to do some searching cause god know i did my long no sleep til the sun come up search,the thing is i learn alot about my car and the american 4g63 engine but i wanting to compare it to the jdm engine in my car now.i do know some stuff i did put an  turbo engine in my non-turbo talon and rewire the car with the non-turbo harness, and the cut harness of the galant engine to build my car a whole new harness,I'm good with wiring and crave man  machine work like timming or changing tranmission, and whatever.NOw can we stop the beckering and act polite like  grown ups.||64.12.102.171||reg||1
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||08-18-2002||12:49 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||For the love of God, please use more punctuation to mark sentences.  I'm not trying to be a dick, but it's VERY hard to read your posts and understand concisely what you are saying.  ||4.47.81.96||reg||1
Z||000015||Dan D||08-18-2002||12:59 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||This isn't an attack at you so don't take it that way.  Dsmbalk.com, this board, dsm.org archives, and others all have search functions.  It's amazing the things you can learn by reading and researching.  Doing some of both those things may help keep people from treating you like this and keep threads like this from spawning.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000016||ken inn||08-18-2002||01:00 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||sounds good to me.  here are some other variables that i am presently trying to figger out.  i have HEARD, but dont have proof, that the ecu holds the butterflies closed until above 3k rpm.  but, i dont think it is dependent on rpm only, it must also factor in boost and load, somehow.  i think it would need a map sensor to do that, tho.  what i have done temporarily, is to use the purge control circuit, on the firewall.  using the purge control solenoid, normally open, and the boost control solenoid, normally closed, both powered by the purge circuit.  this circuit is controlled by the ecu, and applies power at about 3k rpm.  i ran a line from the intake vacuum port, and teed it, for the feed line for BOTH solenoids.  then, the purge solenoid vacuum line goes to the straight out port on the white cannister.  the boost solenoid out line i teed into the line that comes off of the cannister that goes 90 deg from the other.  the other end of the tee goes to the butterfly actuator.  first off, when you start the car, the ecu holds off power for about 3 minutes, or until the cold start temp switch  tells the ecu when.  the purge solenoid is open, the boost solenoid is closed.  vacuum is routed to the actuator, and the butterflies are closed.  when the system is warmed up, and above 3k rpm, the power is on, the purge solenoid closes, boost solenoid opens, and as vacuum changes over to boost, the actuator opens the butterflies.  it works a lot better than just a line to the intake.  i will soon install a boost pressure switch inline, so instead of the power coming on at 3k rpm, i can make it come on at a selected boost pressure, and then the butterflies will stay closed longer.  keeping the butterflies closed for the first few minutes makes the car more driveable when warming up.  since so few people have the cyclone, this is probably not of further interest to the group, and perhaps you should contact me or the few others who have the system by email.  or, you can call me on my work line, 800 400 4773 mon-fri||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000017||Pappy||08-18-2002||01:39 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I can't be positive, but I read on dsmtalk that a guy managed to aquire the JDM ecu, wiring harness, and butterfly control solenoid.  He said he tested it and the butterflies opened up at about 8psi and wide open throttle.  He also said that the Celica GT4 has a similar butterfly setup, but the celica functions on RPM instead of pressure.||24.218.154.199||reg||1
Z||000019||199of2k||08-18-2002||02:36 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>i'm sorry if i didnt thank you, that very wierd cause i alway polite and say thanks more than twice.I do agree that ken inn know alot about the 4g63 engine but i just wanting to be safe and get more opinion cause he did tell me himself that his only seen the cyclone manifold once off a car.Don't take me wrong and think i'm saying he doesn't know what his talk about cause i would love to ask him more question in the future but every one has there weak spot and where he may some one may have a different or same answer and i would be more confident about doing what they said.I'm just trying to be safe is that wrong?"O" The time that i post i didn't even notice that the cap was on so sorry and stop telling about what i did i think i learn my lesson can't you tell i don't do it no more.lol"please stop telling me to do some searching cause god know i did my long no sleep til the sun come up search,the thing is i learn alot about my car and the american 4g63 engine but i wanting to compare it to the jdm engine in my car now.i do know some stuff i did put an turbo engine in my non-turbo talon and rewire the car with the non-turbo harness, and the cut harness of the galant engine to build my car a whole new harness,I'm good with wiring and crave man machine work like timming or changing tranmission, and whatever.NOw can we stop the beckering and act polite like grown ups.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Sorry I just have to...........<P><BR>  <IMG SRC="http://members.rogers.com/shabster2/english.gif">  [/B][/QUOTE]<P>||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000020||kartorium31||08-18-2002||02:45 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||nice, lol||12.18.161.153||reg||10
Z||000021||Ferrari F50 GT||08-18-2002||05:10 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Jap-Spec, why the hell should our responses be any different to you after Sept. 11th?<P>"Oh it's okay Jap-Spec, even though you verbaly attack board members, we will put up with your sensless comments and help you out with your problems because it is related to terroist attacks."  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif"> <p>[This message has been edited by Ferrari F50 GT (edited 08-18-2002).]||63.231.78.78||reg||1
Z||000022||Garfield Wright||08-18-2002||05:39 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Can't we all just get along!!  I've found out that when people ask the same questions more than once, it's because they're attempting to do something they've never done before & if It's not clear has to how to proceed, they'll ask the same questions again until it is clear.  ||66.176.234.150||reg||10
Z||000023||keydiver||08-19-2002||11:42 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Ken,<BR>I sort of like the way you have it hooked up now, its even better than the way you previously indicated. But, 2 things:<BR>1) I think you have your solenoid labels backwards. The EVAP purge is normally closed, I think, whereas the BCS solenoid is normally open. I'm sure you, like me, had long since ripped these solenoids off your car and tossed them into a dark corner of the garage, so its understandable that you would get them confused.<BR>2) I'm not sure what the purpose is of that first solenoid. Could you explain it further. It was my understanding from talking to you that the canister already has a 1-way valve built into it to prevent boost from entering the canister, or vacuum escaping it. <BR>I do like the idea though that you have routed the other end of the second solenoid from the actuator back to the intake. The boost pressure in the intake may make the actuator open faster than it would have by just bleeding the vacuum off to atmosphere. I just wonder if the actuator is OK with 19 psi of boost pushing on it???<BR>I think you're on the right trail, though. Just adding a normally open Hobbs boost switch to the Yellow/Red solenoid wire would allow you to set the minimum boost level at which you want it to activate. <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000835.cgi
A||N||10||mitsu13ishi||Air Intakes for the Galant||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||08-17-2002||04:36 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||Hey guys, what are the best air intakes for the galant?<P>K&N, HKS, Injen, or....?<BR>Do the Eclipse intakes fit the same on a Galant?<BR>Is a air intake for a Galant VR4, the same fit for a N/Turbo Galant? or likewise for a Eclipse?<P>Thanks<P>Derek<BR>||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||08-17-2002||06:13 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i like the k&n better than the hks.  dunno about the others.  if you want to try the hks, 60 bucks shipped, and it's yours.  i have the eclipse style raptor intake tube, which goes from the mas to the turbo intake.  it really improves the spoolup, and you can hear the bov scream.  the only problem is the bov hose gets in the way of the intake tube.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||08-17-2002||08:23 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Hey Ken. How different is the Raptor intake from the stock(size & demention wize)? I tried to put a stock tube from a TSi onto the VR4 & it didnt even come close to fitting. I have different turbo than stock but its inlet can accept the stock tube(without the inner rubber ring & if I strech it good). I didnt think that would matter that much. But between the turbo, radiator hose & fan. It just doesnt fit. I'm using the stock one right now,cause I dont have a choice. I'm still in the process of working out the bugs, & today the RF caliper froze in the applied position(I was only going 10mph thank god). So I now to look for 1 if it will fit. Thanks, Tom||63.52.202.64||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||08-17-2002||10:02 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I think that the best intake for a GVR-4 is the Dejon CIP-1gF 3" to 2 1/2"  Full Compressor Inlet Pipe Model F2.  It reaches almost all the way to the fender.  It made such a difference on my car.  If you order one, make sure to specify Model F2.||63.231.78.78||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||08-17-2002||11:38 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the raptor is much shorter than the dejon, i think.  i removed the fan, and replaced it with 2 hayden pullers.  a 14" and a 10" will fit, the 10" on the turbo side.  they pull good enough to keep the car cool in the texas summer.<BR>     ian, does the bov hose clear with the dejon pipe?||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000005||Ian M||08-18-2002||01:41 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Mitsu13ishi: The NA galants and TELs use a TOTALLY different intake pipe setup then the turbo TELs and VR-4s. The pipe on a NA car goes directly from the MAS sensor to the throttlebody,where on a turbo car,it goes from the MAS to the turbo. If your car is NA (I recall that your car is a GSX),you may have to fab something. I dont know if the NA TEL pipe would be the same as a NA Galant or not.||129.71.114.36||reg||7
Z||000006||mitsu13ishi||08-18-2002||11:40 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||okay thanks ian, i saw on injen.com, that they had pictures for the 89-93 eclipse, to see if it was setup the same, but they weren't loading.  but... would a TEL turbo intake fit onto a VR4?  if it does, i would assume a TEL nonturbo would fit onto a GGSX.<P>Thanks, remember i'm 20 miles away ian, you should let me check out your car.||205.188.200.48||reg||1
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||08-18-2002||12:44 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||The Injen is a rip, costs too much.  I use the Dejon full 3" intake pipe with my 14b and it fits with the stock fan and everything.  Works *awesome*.  The wastegate nipple has to be slightly bent out of the way to clear the 3" pipe and coupler.  <P>I got the intake with the bov return that dumps in at an angle, as seen on the dejontool site.  Best $95 I ever spent on this car.  ||4.47.81.96||reg||1
Z||000008||kartorium31||08-18-2002||02:36 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I used to own a ggsx and i was looking into getting the nt t/e/l injen pipe, it looked to me like it would fit.||12.18.161.153||reg||1
Z||000009||Ferrari F50 GT||08-18-2002||05:16 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Ken, on my car I had to buy another shaped hose to join with the existing BOV dump hose because of my BOV flange location on my upper I/C pipe.  After looking at the pic of your engine bay, the setup you have will work with the Dejon pipe.  The BOV return coming off the intake is a little closer to the turbo than the Raptor, but it should work. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Ian||63.231.78.78||reg||1
Z||000010||Ian M||08-18-2002||10:34 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mitsu13ishi:<BR><B>okay thanks ian, i saw on injen.com, that they had pictures for the 89-93 eclipse, to see if it was setup the same, but they weren't loading.  but... would a TEL turbo intake fit onto a VR4?  if it does, i would assume a TEL nonturbo would fit onto a GGSX.<P>Thanks, remember i'm 20 miles away ian, you should let me check out your car.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Yeah,a TEL turbo intake fits a VR-4 once you move the battery.I dont remember for sure,but I think the NA intakes look pretty close,Im sure theres room to make it work.<BR>Let me know when you want to come down,maybe we can meet at my friends house on King street near the Mall,then you can see three at the same time,and his black one is just a LITTLE more modded than mine.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||129.71.114.97||reg||1
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A||||3||UndergroundVR-4||Stutterbox||||1||
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||08-17-2002||06:43 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Was wondering whom of all of you use a stutterbox, what RPM it's set at and what HP you were puting to the wheels (Estimate if you've never dyno'd). If you don't use a stutterbox then just tell how you launch and shift.||205.188.197.21||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||08-18-2002||01:55 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I dont use a stutterbox,I hold the RPMs about 5500 or so,and slip the clutch out while rolling into the throttle. Let the clutch out too fast,it bogs-too slow and you'll smell the clutch. Another freind of mine has a Talon that runs consistant 11.60s @122-123,and his technique is pretty much the same. Somehow he's made something like 300 passes at the track,and tons of similar abuse on the street,and he somehow hasent broken ANY driveline parts yet... A couple of freinds of mine have the TMOs and leave usually 5500-6000,but they've broken their share of parts. I just shift when the car stops pulling  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||129.71.114.36||reg||1
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||08-19-2002||07:51 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Ian what of your drivetrain is upgraded?  ||64.12.101.178||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||08-19-2002||08:28 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| So far,just a 2600 act. Im just waiting for my 3-bolt to bust an axle,so far so good..A four-bolt is definatly in my agenda... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||129.71.115.110||reg||1
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A||||13||1312VR4||Intermitent Idle surge||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||08-17-2002||08:42 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||OK, I've tried to figure this out & cant. The car is running great. I'm stil in the process of adj. the S-AFC & hooking up some gauges. But that isnt where my problem lies. I have had the harness out of the car for a while. I put it back in & didnt hook up whatI didnt need(mainly the A/C crap & some solenoids that I got rid of). Ok on to the problem. I have the coolant temp wire(its the single wire at the bottom of the housing right?). Well when I start up the car. It first up instantly. Runs great, no problems. Pulling 19vacuum @ idle. Coolant temp gauge needle is going up slowly as it warms up. After about 5 minutes(if not sooner). The coolant temp gauge starts going nuts. From side to side, pegging each side as its doing this. At the same time the vacuum goes from 19 down to around 10 & the idle wavers from 1000 to 1600. BUT it does it very rappidly. Like if you are revving the engine. It will do it until I put it in gear & drive it, or it has done it & for a few minutes & stopped doing it. Then its fine. & it might do it again in 10 mins or so. I put it in neutral & coast & its fine. I park it & let it run & BAM it comes right back. Everything goes nuts. This is what I have bypassed::;: The vacuum connecton on the thermostat housing & the sensor on the top of the housing( I was told that it was for the A/C). The TB ports are all bolcked off. No EGR & TB bypass. No FPR solenoid. No PCV(catch can installed). I'm running B32 fuel(not that it matters). I think I ahve the wires on the Thermo. housing mixed up(when I got the car, they were all messed up). ALSO I have 1 wire that was broken & it ran toward the housing. Its yellow with a green strip. Can anyone help me, this is driving me nuts. I need this fixed soon, as we are expecting our child within a week & I need this car running justincaseshit happens.(Not to mention I will not have any time). Thanks guys||63.52.202.64||reg||1
Z||000001||JAP-SPEC||08-18-2002||10:16 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||i'll try to help you the best i can.The thermal housing has three sensor,one is  coolant temperature sending unit and the wire that  should be plug to that is yel-with green strip.Then you have your coolant temperature switch(A/C) and the wire that should be plug to that are grn-with yel strip,it your biggest sensor on your thermal housing.the last one is the cloolant temperature sensor(ECM) its the one that plug in like a upside down T,sorry i forgot the colors of wire that plug in there and i dont have my car to go and look with me cause its getting a print job.||64.12.102.171||reg||1
Z||000002||JAP-SPEC||08-18-2002||10:38 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||wait sorry about that the coolant temperature senor (ECM) is the one that look like a upside T and the wirers that plug in to that are yel-with grn strip and grn- with blk strip and this wire also goes to your throttle sensor look for yourself if your gauge is going crazy it could be the coolant temperutre sensor,its a thermistor(a resistor which varies the value of its resistance in accordance with temperature changes.)the change in the resistance values will directly affect the voltage signal from the coolant temperature sensor.As the sensor temperature decreases,the resistance value will increase.As the sensor temperature increases,the resistance values will decrease.A failure in this sensor circuit should set a code 21.This code indicates a failure in the coolant temperature sensor circuit,so in most cases the appropriate solution to the problem will be either repair of a wire or replacement of the sensor||64.12.102.171||reg||1
Z||000003||JAP-SPEC||08-18-2002||10:52 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||sorry about  the first replied i should have said the coolant temperature sensor(ECM) is the one that you plug the yel-with grn strip wirer too.Also the coolant temperature switch(A/C)is the biggest sensor on the thermal housing and the wirer that plug to that is grn-with yel strip and blk -with grn strip.The coolant temperature sending unit is what i'm confuss with i think its what send your cluster guage how hot your car is||64.12.102.171||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||08-18-2002||11:09 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Thanks. The one thing I forgot to mention, is that I dont get a CEL.||63.52.202.68||reg||1
Z||000005||1312VR4||08-20-2002||12:35 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||OK well now the temp gauge doesnt work at all. The idle surge will not hapen UNTIL I push in the clutch. SOOOOO.. does anyone have ideas? I have a while to fix it as I destroyed the center diff & need to replace it. ||63.52.202.42||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||08-20-2002||12:48 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the wacky temp guage has GOT to be something with either your main ground, or perhaps a hairline crack/bad connection in one of the main fuses.  btw, have you done the caps in the ecu?||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000007||1312VR4||08-20-2002||02:29 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||ECU is brand new. All new fuses & relays(checked by hand before I put them in). I still dont know if the wiring is right. This is how the wiring is done right now:::On the back of the thermostat housing I have a green w/red stripe wire & green w/ black dtrip wire going to the sensor. On the front the one connection with the yellow w/ green stripe & green w/ black strip wasnt broken so I know that is correct BUT there was another yellow w/ green strip wire in that loom, but it was cut. I have a blue wire going to the sensor next to that...DAMN&gt;&gt;&gt; this just hit me. I have the sensor with the vac lines(on top of the housing) disconnected & no caps over the vac lines. Would that cause like a vacuum leak type of deal.<BR>  If someone can look at their cars housing & tell me the color of the wires it will be greatly appreciated. Also Like J-spec said, the temp sensor is supposed to have a yellow w/ green strip wire going to it. That is where it might be a suspect. But then where does the BLUE wire go??????  Thanks for the help. If someone has AIM you can talk with me, my name is mitsudrifter. It might be easier.||63.52.151.10||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||08-20-2002||06:00 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I just looked at mine:<BR>The Green/Red striped wire and the Green/Black striped wire come out the sensor on top of the thermostat housing. You're right, this is the A/C Coolant switch.<BR>Coming out the front of the housing, there are 2 sensors:<BR>The Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor that the ECU looks at. It has a Green/Black striped wire and a Yellow/Green striped wire plugged into it.<BR>Right next to that is a single terminal sensor with a Yellow/Green striped wire to it. This is the one that connects to the gauge on the dash.<BR>On the back of the housing, pointing toward the firewall, is another single terminal sensor with a blue wire connected to it. I don't know where this goes, in fact I didn't even know it was there until now!<BR>It doesn't matter if you have the ports of the thermosensor open, as long as you have removed the vacuum lines that connected to them and plugged them at the throttle body. It is just a vacuum switch, not a source of vacuum.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000009||1312VR4||08-20-2002||06:24 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||YEAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHH....I knew it. Thanks. The housing I have on there now DOESNT have the sensor in the back. That is where the blue wire goes. The one wire that i have laying bare goes to the front.. sweet. Thanks guys. I'll let ya know how it goes in a few hours. I almost have the car ready AGAIN(after ripping it back apart for head gasket, clutch, pass. axle, trans case leak & some other stuff). Once again THANK YOU!!!!!!!!||63.52.132.148||reg||1
Z||000010||keydiver||08-21-2002||12:06 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Hey, I think I finally found that blue wire sensor! There is an on-off type sensor for the "HIGH" speed radiator fan that is labeled "LB", which means the wire is Blue with a Black stripe. Without that sensor your radiator fan will probably only work on the low speed setting.<BR>Good luck,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000011||1312VR4||08-21-2002||04:51 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Cool. thanks. Everything works now(well did). The first time I take it off base...man...this sucks. I was on a long country road. tokk off around a curve. I slowed down to 1st, went around the curve & proceeded to get on it a little. Shifted to 2nd no problem. Went to 3rd & POP!!!! the f**kin oil line blew off.AAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH...I f**kin hate this car. I just hit 80mph & accelerating pretty good, when this happened. So I shut it down FAST!! Lost 3 quarts of oil All over the engine I just finished polishing & painting. Not to mention the LF tire.Tried stopping..yeah..good luck. Especially with a tire & brake rotor covered in Mobil 1. Now I have to replace the tire(which only has 5 Fu**in miles on it) & all the belts(including the TB). This car doesnt have bugs it has deamons. AAAAAHHHHHHHHHH DDDDDDDDAAAAAAMNNNN ITTTTTTTT. sorry for venting. ||63.52.202.70||reg||1
Z||000012||4g63t||08-22-2002||01:48 AM||||Man, that really sucks. What oil line blew? The one to the turbo?  Try to keep your head up....||63.188.1.23||reg||9
Z||000013||1312VR4||08-22-2002||08:53 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||It was the turbo to filter housing line. I'm trying to keep it up. Its really hard right now. But, with the house, baby & buying a new conversion van. It was the last thing I needed. I have a company sending me one for free, along with some other parts though. So I might have it back up in a few days(as long as Virginia doesnt go into labor). ||63.52.132.20||reg||1
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A||||2||229of1000||3rd and 4th gear on the way out?!  Help!||||5||
Z||000000||229of1000||08-17-2002||09:24 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Okay, when I bought my car 3,000 miles ago (now at 105,000) the transmission was as close to perfect as a stock DSM could get.  Snicked right into every gear, never grinds from gear to gear, none of that high rpm crunch.  <P>A problem has developed, though.  3rd and 4th gear have lost that defined "snick" feeling when you put them into gear.   All the other gears are fine.  They still never grind, and at WOT in 3rd and 4th, they hold all the way through.  They just feel like there isn't a gear there, and the slightest push with a finger pops them out.  <P>Any ideas?  I would like to deal with this before it becomes more of a problem.  Thank you!||65.33.136.147||reg||5
Z||000001||Hertz||08-21-2002||01:24 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||I have some suggestions -- look for my post about "popping out of 3rd gear".  My problem was similar: 3rd gear was so weakly gated that any moderate amount of load would cause it to flop into neutral.  My current solution (about 200 miles) was to adjust the shifter cables back to spec.<P>Look for that post and the VFAQ on shifter adjustment.  Check both your front/back cable and the side/side cable.<P>Have fun removing the center console -- keep a drill handy in case you strip one of those "gold" screws.||67.37.176.244||reg||12
Z||000002||keydiver||08-21-2002||11:28 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Also, have you checked the fluid level? The gear oil makes up part of the clearances in the bearings and sleeves, and if your level is low the first thing you might notice may be a tendancy to pop out of gear. At least this was the case on my friends Mazda 626GT Turbo.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
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A||||3||psycopyro182||cyclone intake manifold||||5||
Z||000000||psycopyro182||08-18-2002||03:26 AM||psycopyro182@hotmail.com||there is a cyclone intake manifold for sale at a local import shop in my town. the price is about 90$. i was wondering if that is a good price for one.<P>also i was wondering if it is really worth it to get it for my car? i dont really know much about the manifold so if anyone with some experince running this could tell me that would be great. thanks<BR>||4.47.32.95||reg||5
Z||000001||TheObiJuan||08-18-2002||02:59 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||it is not worth it to use it unless your vehicle is already equiped with one.<BR>it will cost a lot more than 90 dollars when you have to unbolt your intake manifold and new gaskets, then you need another spark plug wire because the shortest one would not fit. also, total install will take about 6 hours...in other words, a pain in the ass.<P>if you have more questions ask on the big board. or a do a search there.<BR>there is virtually no performance increase and the use of the extra 4 flappers is not controlled by the ecu, since there is not provisisons for it in it programming.<P>it looks cool, if 90 dollars is worth looking cool when you can get your tranny working then do so....<P>here is the link:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=50194&highlight=cyclone" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=50194&highlight=cyclone</A> ||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000002||TheObiJuan||08-18-2002||03:07 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||also, quoting an established member in another recent post about this intake manifold.....<P>"also, not a lot of people are using this intake, and for good reason. IT AINT ALL THAT GREAT"<BR>||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000003||TheObiJuan||08-18-2002||03:09 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||oops, double post<BR><p>[This message has been edited by TheObiJuan (edited 08-18-2002).]||204.170.37.1||reg||1
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A||N||16||hywell||Your Opinion Please: ACT2600 vs ACT 2100||||1||
Z||000000||hywell||08-19-2002||10:31 AM||hywell@yahoo.com||I am ready for a new clutch on my GVR4 (146 of 2000) and would like to hear your feedback on the ACT2600 vs ACT2100.  I am leaning towards the 2600 but all I see about the 2600 is that it is heavy, chatters, and breaks transmissions.  Has anyone here installed one on their VR4?  How heavy does it feel?  Have you had a 2100 prior and how much heavier does the pedal feel versus the 2600?  Your feedback is much appreciated! ||216.120.157.166||reg||1
Z||000001||229of1000||08-19-2002||10:43 AM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||I am running a 2600 on a car that is basically otherwise stock (for the time being).  My stock clutch toasted on my way home from buying it 1500 miles from home and I had no choice but to buy one and have it installed somewhere.  I really like the clutch, actually.  It has great pedal feel I'd say about 5x stiffer than stock, and there is no play in it.  There is no chatter and it hasn't broken anything (yet).  My only experience with the 2100 is that my brother smoked one in a very short amount of time with a 16g setup in his AWD Laser so I would recommend against it.  He now is running a 2600 and has had no problems.||209.208.44.233||reg||1
Z||000002||BossGVR4||08-19-2002||11:32 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||I have had a 2600 in the car for 2 years. it is not THAT heavy, it is very similar in feel to a Mustang GT's pedal. No chatter no broken driveline parts w/ the street disc. The 6 puck is the "harsh" setup from what I ahve been told.<P>BE SURE to have your flywheel step cut to .610 by a machine shop. I think mine was done incorrectly or poorly and has caused me to pop clutch disk springs 3 times.<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000003||JonGVR4||08-19-2002||01:45 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I've had 4 different clutches in my car since 95 when I bought it.  It had an OEM in there at first and it was replaced by a CFDF.  After 30K miles, it was replaced with an ACT 2100 (street disk).  That clutch lasted about 3 months before I pulled it out and put in another CFDF.  That clutch is in my car right now.  It will be replaced within a month with an ACT 2600. <P>I hated the 2100.  Slipped like a bitch.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||08-19-2002||04:25 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Jon, <BR>I was getting ready to buy the CFDF and everyone locally says DONT.  Says the 2600 is the one to get.  I assume you weren't thrilled enough to do the CFDF for a 3rd time :-P  I've heard good and bad for all three of them...probably will succomb to peer pressure and do the 2600 and watch my left leg get bigger.  I've actually felt a few of the 2600's and they don't feel to bad, no worse than my old V8 car of years ago.||167.142.21.220||reg||1
Z||000005||hywell||08-19-2002||04:33 PM||hywell@yahoo.com||I ordered the ACT Xtreme 2600 clutch from Extreme Motorsports!  It's been decided... I think the comment "I hated the 2100. Slipped like a bitch" sealed the deal for me.  I'll post my thoughts on the 2600 when it gets installed this weekend.  Thanks everyone!||216.120.157.166||reg||1
Z||000006||BossGVR4||08-19-2002||04:58 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||You can save money and get them for less from <BR> <A HREF="http://www.nipponpower.com" TARGET=_blank>www.nipponpower.com</A> ||12.44.13.2||reg||1
Z||000007||Ian M||08-19-2002||08:39 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I have a freind who put 80,000 HARD miles on his 2100 in a low 13sec Galant,and it never once slipped,sometimes you get lucky. If you plan to make any power and/or race the car,the 2600 IMO is the the only way to go.I have a 2600 in my car,I love it. The pedal feel isnt bad at all,I dont see what people complain about. The SS clutch line (Buscher-20 bucks) made a HUGE difference in pedal feel,Id highly reccomend it.||129.71.115.110||reg||1
Z||000008||sleeper||08-19-2002||10:50 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||The ACT 2100 is nothing more than a stock pressure plate painted yellow.<P>I did a scientific test and here are my results. (a long rod being pushed with a bathroom scale against the clutch pedal till it reaches the floor.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Stock clutch in a Talon 30 lbs<BR>ACT 2600 in the Galant 55 lbs<BR>Stock Mustang Cobra 50 lbs<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<BR>BTW sell DSM clutches  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||65.65.203.232||reg||1
Z||000009||smokindav||08-20-2002||08:36 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||hywell,<P>Good choice on the ACT2600.  I've run them in 3 different DSMs.  The GVR4 being the 3rd.  I really like this clutch and my wife doesn't seem to have any problem operating it either, even with the heavier pedal feel.<P>A couple of must do's when you replace it:<P>1.  Machine the flywheel step to .610" (tell the machine shop that this is how high you want the step)<P>2.  Get a new throw out bearing<P>3.  Get a new clutch actuator fork, the heavier pressure plate may cause the original one to break.  The new part from Mitsubishi has been redesigned to be stronger.  It's a real PITA to pull the transmission AGAIN to replace this part.<P>4.  Don't ever DROP the clutch.  The best way to launch the car is by slipping the clutch as you leave the line.<P>The heavier pressure plate will reveal any weakness in the clutch system.  You may have to replace the slave cylinder or the master cylinder, or put a new hose on.  No big deal.<P>Good luck,<P>Dave Flaherty<p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 08-20-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000010||turboflanagan||08-20-2002||12:54 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I think that I screwed up.  My slave cyl. went out a few months ago and when I put the new one in I took out the restrictor... with a stock clutch.  Now the clutch has slipped on me a couple of times at higher rpm and I just thought any decent one that I get now will be torture on my atrophied leg!||64.63.209.121||reg||1
Z||000011||JonGVR4||08-20-2002||02:23 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR1643:<BR><B>Jon, <BR>I was getting ready to buy the CFDF and everyone locally says DONT.  Says the 2600 is the one to get.  I assume you weren't thrilled enough to do the CFDF for a 3rd time :-P  I've heard good and bad for all three of them...probably will succomb to peer pressure and do the 2600 and watch my left leg get bigger.  I've actually felt a few of the 2600's and they don't feel to bad, no worse than my old V8 car of years ago.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>CFDF is a very good clutch.  Mark Hessler just ran low 11's the other day with a CFDF.  Al Blaha ran high 10's with a CFDF.  They don't last long at that power level though.<P>I went ahead and got the 2600 so it would last longer.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000012||gvr4ever||08-25-2002||01:54 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Mmm, I do have a slight chatter when I downshift at low RPMs.  Once the pedel is up, it goes away.  I don't have this problem while driving hard or at high RPMs.<P>Maybe I'm the only one on the list who has had the RPMs low enough to have this problem  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>William||12.221.228.11||reg||1
Z||000013||Garfield Wright||08-25-2002||02:06 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I had the act 2600 w/6puck disk.  It was extremely harsh on the car harsh on the car & got the same vibrations when I down shift.  I now have the street disk w/2600 p/plate.  This is much more driveline & leg friendly while maintaining clamping force.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000014||gvr4ever||08-25-2002||02:44 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I have a street disk as well.  My problem is far from harsh, but still anoying.  I wish it was smooth.  <P>William||12.221.228.11||reg||1
Z||000015||kartorium31||08-25-2002||05:00 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I have the low rpm chatter when down shifting also.  no problems other than that.||12.18.161.153||reg||1
Z||000016||hywell||08-26-2002||03:41 PM||hywell@yahoo.com||It's installed!  It isn't as heavy as I thought it would be.  I replaced the hose with a steel braided line but I think I should have the master and slave cylinders replaced as per smokindav's comment.  I can hear a squeak sound from underneath the car when I step on the clutch, is that normal or will the master & slave cylinder replacement get rid of it?<P>Along with the clutch, I also had a 2.5" turbo-back exhaust installed.  Damn the wretched break in period... 200-300 more agonizing miles until I can pounce on the car.  I can't wait until I get my next fix of booOOOST {insert BOV sound here}!<p>[This message has been edited by hywell (edited 08-26-2002).]||216.120.157.166||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000841.cgi
A||||2||Johnny Bravo||3" O2 elim turbo-back & boost creep...||||1||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||08-19-2002||02:38 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I'm seriously considering buying an RNR Racing 3" O2 elim turbo-back, but just wondering if I'd have any issues with boost creep.  My car is essentially bone stock (free mods) so I'm not sure if this would cause any boost creep or not.   ||64.12.103.31||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||08-19-2002||08:48 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| With a ported 14b (pay special attention to the wastgate hole) you probably wont. I have a 2.5 external dump (2" dump tube) o2,3" DP,3" from the DP back (no cat-shhhh!! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">)and mine doesnt creep a bit.<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-19-2002).]||129.71.115.110||reg||7
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||08-19-2002||08:55 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Ah you're in WV so you don't need a cat  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  Chris ran a "high-flow cat" <I>*ahem*</I> on his FD for quite a while.  I'll prolly go ahead & order the exhaust this week sometime...depending on my living situation @ school.  I already have the Whiteline springs & caster/camber thingies on the way from Mofugas so hopefully it'll all be ready to go before I head off to school....||152.163.188.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000842.cgi
A||||68||UndergroundVR-4||Standalone or piggyback...||||1||
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||08-19-2002||07:56 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I'm going to run a T3/T4 60-1 most likely, full performance valve train (oversized 1mm ferrea valves, titanium retainers,double springs...ect.)  8.5:1 pistons....ect..  I am told that a standalone will be much easier and I'll have less of a chance or breaking things?  I'm somewhat confused as to what my advantage will be with running an e6k as apposed to piggybacking my stock ECU and why.  Also, why would it be necessary to use such large injectors with a standalone?||64.12.101.178||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||08-19-2002||10:18 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hahaha who said it would be easier? If your not going to the races everyday don't bother with a standalone (haltech,sds) or a "true" piggy back (pms). The TMO, afc, vpc and other options are just fine and will suport many ponies  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">. And the injector question is irrelevent, I.E. it really doesn't matter what controls the fuel, that won't determine the size of the injectors you will need- the rest of your setup will. <BR>You may want to max out the stock ECU first, trust me a pure standalone makes more room for error and if you don't know what your doing I will bet my friend's dog you will toss the engine.....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||08-19-2002||11:02 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>Hahaha who said it would be easier? If your not going to the races everyday don't bother with a standalone (haltech,sds) or a "true" piggy back (pms). The TMO, afc, vpc and other options are just fine and will suport many ponies    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">. And the injector question is irrelevent, I.E. it really doesn't matter what controls the fuel, that won't determine the size of the injectors you will need- the rest of your setup will. <BR>You may want to max out the stock ECU first, trust me a pure standalone makes more room for error and if you don't know what your doing I will bet my friend's dog you will toss the engine.....</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>What do you mean if I don't know what I'm doing? You say it as if I would tune it.<BR>And why do you think it's not worth it for a street car?<P><p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-19-2002).]||152.163.207.183||reg||1
Z||000003||Doug Thomas||08-19-2002||11:34 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Do you have a spare car?||24.191.96.19||reg||1
Z||000004||Dan D||08-19-2002||11:48 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||It really boils down to three things:  Your goals for the car, the purpose of the car, and your own personal prefrence.<P>People make gobs of power on both street and race cars with vpc, s-afc, ect.<P>People make gobs of power with standalones.<P>If you know the right people or are a tuning buff yourself, then a standalone may be the most satisfiying way to go.  You'll get control of everything.  But, like ducktape said, it's easier to screw something up in a big way.  <P>As far as injectors, people typically run bigger injectors with standalones becuase they can.  No really, thats why.  Headroom is a wonderful thing.  With the standalone you control all aspects of how the fuel is delivered.  You're not tied to the ecu fuel maps. <P>I agree with Ducktape, if it's not a dedicated racer, it's probably not worth it.  Standalones don't have all the nice saftey/idiot features that the stock ecu has.  You really can do some dumb stuff before you get the stock ecu to let you blow the car up.  Too easy to make a mess of your car without safegaurds.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000005||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||12:15 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR><B>Do you have a spare car?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes.<P>||205.188.197.56||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||08-20-2002||12:59 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by UndergroundVR-4:<BR><B>  What do you mean if I don't know what I'm doing? You say it as if I would tune it.<BR>And why do you think it's not worth it for a street car?<P>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-19-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I would hope YOU ARE tuning it!!!! If not how the hell are you going to use it effectly? How are you going to troubleshoot when problems come up? How would you change different fuel maps/ignition maps,ect if they are needed because the weather has changed or something else in the real world comes up??? You can't make all the arrangements/tuning on a dyno if it's going to be a street car. Performance AND fuel economy are both needed. The reason I would say it isn't NEEDED for a street car is because it is not as user friendly as people say and unlike the stock ECU you have to enter ALL the parimeters to make it work yourself. A lot more invloved then just tunning your AFC or something like that. Not trying to keep you from getting one but I think you have been mislead into believing: number one- that you need a standalone and number two- that they are a piece of cake to use. I really am trying to help man, please don't take it as I'm saying anything bad, just giving you some help before you jump. As of now the fastest Galant in the world doen't even have a standalone  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">. But then again he's only running like high 10's.......<P>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000007||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||01:49 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||You say only high 10's as if that weren't impressive with our car.  And I don't follow, I can't make all the tuning for a street car on a dyno?  Why else would I pay Turbo Trix $500 to tune it for different conditions, I.E high temp high humidity, low temp high humidity, low temp low humidity.ect...?  Basically you are saying unless you know how to tune a Haltech it wouldn't work for street driving.   <p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-20-2002).]||152.163.206.214||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||08-20-2002||02:06 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||No no no that is not what I'm saying. Here: go a head and waste your money haveing someone else tune/build your car. I'm just saying for a street car you wouldn't "need" a standalone, that's it. Other things are easier to use and can make almost if not as much hp as a standalone. BTW if you use a haltech, after they tune it you will still have to figure out how to switch between saved maps for your differnet weather conditions, also the talon I had and the one I'm picking up both had/have haltechs and BTW you don't have enough money/time nor disk space to use/store all the mapos for all the diffrent "track" conditons, YOU WILL have to know how to use it-otherwise don't get it..... So if your are actually going to have turbo trix make and tune your car, who will drive it?? heheheh And notice the smily face after high tens commment....so umm yea that would mean that I'm being funny, not seroius.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 08-20-2002).]||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||08-20-2002||07:58 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Buy a VPC, S afc, 660s, and a fuel system and you will be just fine.<P>countless hours and $$ was spent to design the ecu in your car. Use it and just bend the rules.<P>Bottom line. If you are a tuning nut standalone are great. If you are just a guy that love to drive fast cars pass on the standalone.<P>I have seen many wish they did.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||09:29 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>No no no that is not what I'm saying. Here: go a head and waste your money haveing someone else tune/build your car. I'm just saying for a street car you wouldn't "need" a standalone, that's it. Other things are easier to use and can make almost if not as much hp as a standalone. BTW if you use a haltech, after they tune it you will still have to figure out how to switch between saved maps for your differnet weather conditions, also the talon I had and the one I'm picking up both had/have haltechs and BTW you don't have enough money/time nor disk space to use/store all the mapos for all the diffrent "track" conditons, YOU WILL have to know how to use it-otherwise don't get it..... So if your are actually going to have turbo trix make and tune your car, who will drive it?? heheheh And notice the smily face after high tens commment....so umm yea that would mean that I'm being funny, not seroius.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 08-20-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>No one said you NEED it for high HP? I don't know where you got that idea from. Obviously you don't NEED it that wasn't my question. "BTW you don't have enough money/time nor disk space to use/store all the mapos for all the diffrent "track"" conditons.  First of all how do you know I don't have the money and time considering I wouldn't be tuning it for every condition.  And I don't have enough disk space? Haha,  I think you need to rethink that satement.  You make it sound like changing different MAPS is like writing a program.  Have you ever had a Haltech?<BR>||64.12.101.171||reg||1
Z||000011||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||09:32 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||"So if your are actually going to have turbo trix make and tune your car, who will drive it??" <P>You want to be a wise ass, please take it somewhere else.  I asked a simple question.  I do not know about turbocharging OR AWD therefore I am not going to go and screw things up.||64.12.101.171||reg||1
Z||000012||1quickvr4||08-20-2002||09:40 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I would go the piggyback route.  All you need is complete contol over your fuel and let the ECU do the rest with timing. Standalones are cool but with a thing like the Haltech it dosent have a knock sensor. After you plop down the money for the system you would need to go get a J+S safe guard if you drive it on the street, with the luck some of us have with our cars it could knock and have no way to retard the timing. Just keep it simple, Its worked time and time again.<P>Zach||209.244.94.19||reg||1
Z||000013||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||09:50 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Yeah that's one problem I have with it,  being that it's less a knock sensor is a big deterent.  If I wanted to go the easiest route then sure I would go piggyback, I'm asking for tuning purposes.  From what I have read you can get specific about VE with a standalone.  When having that much done to a car, tuning has a huge effect on your quarter mile times.||64.12.101.171||reg||1
Z||000014||keydiver||08-20-2002||09:56 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Another reason you need larger injectors with many standalones is that they limit the injector duty cycle to 80%, whereas the factory ECU will let you go 100% if you dare.<BR>Do like Harry says, I wish I would have. <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000015||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||10:05 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Thank you, and who is Harry?||152.163.206.189||reg||1
Z||000016||Dan D||08-20-2002||10:26 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||number3 is Harry's car, hence the username.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000017||Team Ducktape||08-20-2002||03:47 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Ok here is the deal: I at present have two standalones. One being the SDS (galant)and one being the Haltech (talon). And about the disk space - well if you had a haltech you would know you can't store that many maps, the program won't support it. And no it's not rocket science to change maps but with your questions in your posts you stated you wouldn't be tuning it, well you can't use the maps for every condition so you would have to change them.....And just to let everyone know BOTH the SDS and Haltech can have knock sensors, I personally donot use them on either, I may on the Galant if it stays on the street  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">.... The simple thing is you said you don't know much about these things, I was just trying to help, sorry you didn't get the awnser you wanted. And BTW sence you don't have a lot of experiece you may want to max out a big 16g first.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000018||Team Ducktape||08-20-2002||03:50 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by UndergroundVR-4:<BR><B>"So if your are actually going to have turbo trix make and tune your car, who will drive it??" <P>You want to be a wise ass,.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I prefer Assmonkey BTW. I just really like the sound of it.<P>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000019||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||05:32 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||If you are suggesting a 16G to begin with for experience purposes, I wouldn't spend the money to do that just for experience and switch a few months later.  Well I wouldn't be tuning it to begin with no, I would have them MAP it out for a few conditions and show me how I can go from there when getting specific with daily driving atmospheric conditions. First, why couldn't you store seperate maps in a different location and import them when needed?  Also how many different maps do you have to choose from for whatever condition a certain day is?||205.188.193.23||reg||1
Z||000020||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||05:44 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||When I said I wouldn't be tuning it I meant that I wouldn't be creating certain maps for my application and conditions.  That doesn't mean I couldn't choose what maps to use for the day and condition.||205.188.193.23||reg||1
Z||000021||number3||08-20-2002||05:47 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Just for the record the 16G is a great turbo.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000022||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||05:47 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Never said it wasn't.||205.188.193.23||reg||1
Z||000023||Team Ducktape||08-20-2002||05:53 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Well yes I suppose you could store all those diffrent maps on a diffrent computer or have a really large harddrive on a laptop, but it would be really hard to store that many and beable to find them easily, because remember each day has diffrent temps.,barometer pressure, humidity, ect. You can have one single map to go from but you will need some time to get used to the setup becasue you will only change one parimeter at a time, wheter it be adding fuel becasue it's cold at the track, or when you leave your house for that matter, or anyother condition. So you will have to know it in and out. I'm not saying it won't run if it's not tuned for the most power taht engine can make, but then again if you don't need the max power of the engine all the time you don't need the "fun" of having a standalone. But to make the most power off a system like the haltech you will need to beable to tune any of the parimeters at any moment, like how much it should retart the ignition if it sences knock if you get some 87octane gas, but before you drive it to get the gas; you need to set the senstivity of the knock sensor, but before that you need to setup the car running no boost at all the rpm's just to get the rpm to fuel right, after that you will need to set the manifold pressure/fuel at WOT/rpm/ignition, ect,ect.  Like I said it's a pain if you aren't used to it. But some places will set them up to work, and they give you "free" starter maps. But still I asure you a big 16 maxed out will give you more than a few months of fun  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> What are you running now for a setup?||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000024||Carl Morris||08-20-2002||06:01 PM||cd2@cdmorris.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by UndergroundVR-4:<BR><B>I do not know about turbocharging OR AWD therefore I am not going to go and screw things up.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Nothing personal...but I think you're in over your head on this one.  No matter how well someone else tunes your car, DSMs need an experienced person watching the gauges at all times when making big power or things will most likely go boom sooner rather than later.  My suggestion is that you need to accept that you'll have to learn all this stuff yourself, or else get a different kind of car if you want to go seriously fast.  Otherwise you're going to spend a lot of money without ever getting the speed and/or reliability you're looking for, no matter who tunes it and which computer you use.<P>||129.42.208.141||reg||1
Z||000026||Doug Thomas||08-20-2002||06:08 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||He wants to go standalone and big Garret turbo for his first modification.  He�s asked the same question on two other DSM forums and was told the same thing everyone here is telling him. The only reason I asked if he had a spare car was because on another forum he did not have one. I guess he took their advise and got himself a spare car. I think he wants and daily drive 11-second streetcar, but he's never been to track at all or knows how to tune a car.<P><p>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 08-21-2002).]||12.10.219.27||reg||1
Z||000027||Team Ducktape||08-20-2002||06:14 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea but I still like to be called Assmonkey  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000029||Doug Thomas||08-20-2002||06:16 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Do you prefer Sir Assmonkey or plain old Assmonkey.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.10.219.27||reg||1
Z||000030||Team Ducktape||08-20-2002||06:37 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||If you can Kinght me let er have it!!! Yea , yea Sir Asssmonkey, wowow I really like that!!! HEhehe Yea Umm Doug have you seen this before?<BR>"I am going to build an 11 sec. DSM I am looking for a Galant VR4 at the moment but may have to settle for a 1G eclipse or talon. Either way I am wondering how much trouble I am going to have with daily driveability (one word or two?hehe). Am I going to be working on or tuning the car every week or two? Also am I going to be replacing parts left and right? Thanks whoever puts their info in."<P>-umm yea ok..Anyone want to go fishing?<BR>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000032||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||09:34 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Ducktape what board was that from?  That was quite a while ago that I posted that.  And as for both of you I said 11 sec car to give an idea of the power I was looking for.  My mistake since I should have given a ballpark HP rather than a 1/4 mile time.  As I can easily tell you are going to give no more worth while input (not that you have given any to this point) and mostly take shots at me so I'll end this here.  I should have known better than to post in a forum asking for advice.   My appologies.||205.188.197.54||reg||1
Z||000033||Team Ducktape||08-20-2002||09:37 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||So um what kind of car are you going to build? Galant/GSX/Talon?? What car do you have??: <A HREF="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=058f44670ad37b2941184fb9dc334ab6&threadid=2726" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=058f44670ad37b2941184fb9dc334ab6&threadid=2726</A> <P>And all this knowlege you have on NOS? why would you ask a silly question about a standalone if know so much about NOS? <A HREF="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=058f44670ad37b2941184fb9dc334ab6&threadid=3118&perpage=25&pagenumber=2" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=058f44670ad37b2941184fb9dc334ab6&threadid=3118&perpage=25&pagenumber=2</A> <P>Ok this is my theroy, your trolling, take all the rest of the kids you play with and stop asking questions you don't really want the awnser for... you know what I really have no idea why you people do this? All this theory and untested info has to stop. My advice is stay on DSMtalk and DSMtuners, they really seem to know alot <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> and with your vast knowlege you could really help solve those great problems of the dsm world. I must say I was a part of the "talkers" world, can't stand the BS that people will believe about these cars???<BR>Over and out...||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000034||Ian M||08-20-2002||09:59 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Not busting your balls underground,most of the time the most enjoyment is going to come from a basic "tried and true" setup. I seen TONS of DSMs with huge ass turbos and every kind of electronic gizmo you can get struggle with 12's. I saw a galant at a local track recently with a full standalone setup,sheetmetal intake,cams,Mike Hanson tubular header,T-66 etc,etc,etc..He said the fastest its gone is 13.00. Hell,a good running 14b car would do that. He even admitted he should have left the 16g setup that was previously on it-he had the most fun with it in that trim. Maybe he'll eventually get it to run what it should run,if he doesnt get burnt out with it first.  Even a "basic" 20g,AFC,550s etc is good for high 11's,and a lot less trouble(Not no trouble).I guess what it really comes down to is if you want to spend all your time tuning/troubleshooting,or do you want to get in it,turn the key,and have it haul ass?||129.71.115.73||reg||1
Z||000035||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||10:01 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I was planning on buying a friends GSX until I came across the Galant that I have now.  Who said I was so intelligent when it comes to Nitrous,  the kid had made a statement which was basically self explanatory about the chemical.  I think it's funny how people such as yourself see yourselves so high and mighty and intelligent about something you honestly don't know as much as make yourself come acrossed as knowing.  Of course you are going to come back at me and say well I know more than you blah blah blah.  Show me a high horsepower car you own with haltech and show me a timeslip and then I'll step back and say hey you have plenty of experience with this and I'm going to take your advice into consideration.  The fact is you listed your car as a galant with SDS fuel management and whether or not you know about Haltech or not does not show unless you have a car with it that runs.  Talk all the trash you want.<p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-20-2002).]||64.12.103.182||reg||1
Z||000036||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||10:07 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ian M:<BR><B> Not busting your balls underground,most of the time the most enjoyment is going to come from a basic "tried and true" setup. I seen TONS of DSMs with huge ass turbos and every kind of electronic gizmo you can get struggle with 12's. I saw a galant at a local track recently with a full standalone setup,sheetmetal intake,cams,Mike Hanson tubular header,T-66 etc,etc,etc..He said the fastest its gone is 13.00. Hell,a good running 14b car would do that. He even admitted he should have left the 16g setup that was previously on it-he had the most fun with it in that trim. Maybe he'll eventually get it to run what it should run,if he doesnt get burnt out with it first.  Even a "basic" 20g,AFC,550s etc is good for high 11's,and a lot less trouble(Not no trouble).I guess what it really comes down to is if you want to spend all your time tuning/troubleshooting,or do you want to get in it,turn the key,and have it haul ass?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Thanks for the info.  I'm glad someone can be grown up about my question.  I have had so many opinions on the subject that it's difficult for me to decide.  Like you say if I want to get the most out of the Haltech ECU if I went that way, I would be spending an extremely large amount of time tuning it attempting to get it perfect.  For a street car I don't think it's worth the trouble.<P>||64.12.103.182||reg||1
Z||000037||Ian M||08-20-2002||10:37 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| You will have the "most fun" with a tried and true setup. A freind of mine recently got his galant back together and and on the second trip to the track busted of a 12.05@115 in 95 degree heat with seat of the pants tuning (He didnt have anything to datalog it with at that point),with a 20g,2nd gen mass,AFC,550s,Web cams,etc-pretty basic stuff by todays standards. He weighs 365lbs (His car weighed in a 3690),a normal weight driver,good air,and a little tuning,that car will go 11's easy (It went 11.67@120 with a 50 shot of nitrous). That car is a blast to drive,he pretty much gets in it and goes. When its time to go to the track,dump the c-16 in,turn up the boost ($7 Grainger valve) and get ready to whupp ass. Another freind has the same basic setup (except a Big 16g and no cams) and its gone 12.30s,its fun ass hell too. Ive seen lots of real high $$$ DSMs not run much better (a lot worse). Keep it simple,and your "smile per dollar"  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> will be high.||129.71.115.73||reg||1
Z||000038||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||10:43 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Hehe wow that's impressive in a Galant.  What pressure was the big guy boosting at with the 12.05 run?  And what do you think of Web cams as apposed to HKS?<p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-20-2002).]||64.12.103.182||reg||1
Z||000039||Ian M||08-20-2002||10:50 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| He was running 22 psi,we decided not to turn it up because the first pass he went 11.93@120 spraying only in third and fourth,and he didnt have a roll bar (he wanted get get one more pass in before he made a full nitrous pass,and get kicked out).  <BR> A lot of people seem not to like the Web cams because of wear problems (supposedly thats been fixed) and how they idle. They seem to be working well in his car,but then again,its a totally new combo and theres nothing to compare it to. So far,I think ill go with them in my car. I think the idle sounds baddass,so that thats not an issue with me. As far as the HKS cams,another freind just put them in his Talon,Im curious see how it goes,whether it worth the extra $$$ over the webs. <p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-20-2002).]||129.71.115.73||reg||1
Z||000040||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||11:09 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||What do you have in your car?||152.163.206.142||reg||1
Z||000041||Ian M||08-20-2002||11:30 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Not too much so far,Ive got another project going too (thats where the $$ going for now,plus Im looking for a house)and Im using my Galant as my primary driver. I built a stock bottom end with balance shaft elimination. The head I did a bit of valve pocket porting,and had a  machinist freind do a 5-angle valve job. A well ported 14b.2.5in external dump o2 eliminator,3in all the way back,and a grainger valve. I went 13.56@100 on 16psi on pump gas.I still have the stock IC,Im working on a FMIC setup and pipes at the moment. Im going to try some other things too,Id like to see 12's with a 14b before I upgrade. <P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-20-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-20-2002).]||129.71.115.73||reg||1
Z||000042||Team Ducktape||08-21-2002||12:35 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by UndergroundVR-4:<BR><B>I was planning on buying a friends GSX until I came across the Galant that I have now.  Who said I was so intelligent when it comes to Nitrous,  the kid had made a statement which was basically self explanatory about the chemical.  I think it's funny how people such as yourself see yourselves so high and mighty and intelligent about something you honestly don't know as much as make yourself come acrossed as knowing.  Of course you are going to come back at me and say well I know more than you blah blah blah.  Show me a high horsepower car you own with haltech and show me a timeslip and then I'll step back and say hey you have plenty of experience with this and I'm going to take your advice into consideration.  The fact is you listed your car as a galant with SDS fuel management and whether or not you know about Haltech or not does not show unless you have a car with it that runs.  Talk all the trash you want.<P>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-20-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Dude eat shit I was tring to help you in the first place, and I never said I know more than anyone nor do I...., just giving you some advice as many have before on the same damn subject and don't bother emailing me saying how sad I am when I show people you are trolling the other DSM boards, BTW everyone look at the links to see what I mean. And YOU my friend don't have a F$##$%ing clue about what you are even getting into when you ask questions like you have. And BTW do you know what my cars even look like, or my setups? Oh and BTW and there are people from this board that have seen my cars, turbo oh and yes the managment systems. The haltech (ek6)came used in the talon shell I bought, before that I had a used  one I pickedup, and I sold (e6-s) it to a guy in Green Bay if you would like to email him, I can get his phone or email, Luke was his first name. BTW here are some pics of my car just for you.. As you can see after making the manifold and tuning/fabing and the x numbrer of years I have fixing these cars- Your right I don't know shit what I'm talking about so don't listen to me... <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000043||UndergroundVR-4||08-21-2002||12:47 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I ask a legitamate question and you end up flaming me for asking questions in other forums and threads relating to this and to another car which I WAS going to get.  I don't look for arguments on this board and that's WHY I post here.  I do look for serious advice from people with experience with whatever I'm asking.  I have been givin opinions of what I would like to do that are contarary to yours.  You need to learn how to keep a mature converstation.  And about "crying" to you in an e-mail, I just said how I thought it was interesting how important it was to you tospend the time looking for all the other threads I made relating to this.  It was just amusing seeing you put them up being how long ago I posted them.  Thanks for your help but if I decide I want to use this I'll go with a professional opinion  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">.  Sorry for wasting your time.||152.163.207.202||reg||1
Z||000044||UndergroundVR-4||08-21-2002||12:48 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Cool Ian  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||152.163.207.202||reg||1
Z||000045||Team Ducktape||08-21-2002||12:56 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Haha really here is your email, what where you tring to say?<BR>"You have nothing better to do than look for my old posts on all the DSM web boards? Not that it says anything untruthful,  I just find it interesting that it's that important to you."<P> No I don't find it important just intresting, oh and I didn't bring it up, I just posted it.., and what are the other opnions that are diffrent than mine? I told you from the start you don't need to goto a standalone, and even in your eamils you said it now may not be the right choice?? Remember this? <BR>  "I have had so many opinions on the subject that it's difficult for me to decide. Like you say if I want to get the most out of the Haltech ECU if I went that way, I would be spending an extremely large amount of time tuning it attempting to get it perfect. For a street car I don't think it's worth the trouble." <P><BR>And I  thought turbo trix was going to tune it??? Like i said trolling!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! <P><BR>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000046||UndergroundVR-4||08-21-2002||01:02 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Haha you sound like my little brother the way this argument has developed.  Hehe what'd you just have those 3! quotes on hand of my threads?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif">  Grow up.  And when I said I was going to have them tune it I didn't mean come to my house and specifically tune it when it needed adjusting I meant basic fuel and ignition maps for my setup and a few weather conditions.  Drop this please,  I don't feel like discussing it with you any longer.  ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000047||Doug Thomas||08-21-2002||08:49 AM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Seems Underdog wasn't to happy with my post and decide to email telling me to mine my own business and wanted to know where I seen his post asking the same questions over and over. So here you go benchracer.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=22288456530aa2b87e1f6a350f8653e4&threadid=61210" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=22288456530aa2b87e1f6a350f8653e4& threadid=61210</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=22288456530aa2b87e1f6a350f8653e4&threadid=58292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=22288456530aa2b87e1f6a350f8653e4& threadid=58292</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=8569" TARGET=_blank>http://dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=8569</A> <BR> <p>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 08-21-2002).]||12.10.219.26||reg||1
Z||000048||keydiver||08-21-2002||10:51 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||"Hey Underground, if you want more specific info on GVR-4's you might wanna check out (if you haven't already): <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com" TARGET=_blank>www.jgronline.com</A>  It's the Galant VR-4 forum & there are currently almost 500 members there...a couple of which are in the 11's. "<BR>And that was when all the trouble began......<P>Honestly Underground, its gonna be tough to keep an 11 second VR-4 as a reliable daily-driver. Nate's the only one I know of who does this, but he has tons of spare parts, a roommate (Harry) that helps twist the wrenches, connections, and backup transportation (if the maroon car is registered?). The fact that he's single probably helps too! ;-)<BR>You need to spend less money on a standalone, and more on the things that break, like rear ends and transmissions. HKS has already done alot of the tweaking for you in the VPC fuel and timing maps, so you can spend your time and money on other things to make the car dependable. Just my $.02.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000049||UndergroundVR-4||08-21-2002||04:05 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||    <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR><B>Seems Underdog wasn't to happy with my post and decide to email telling me to mine my own business and wanted to know where I seen his post asking the same questions over and over. So here you go benchracer.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=22288456530aa2b87e1f6a350f8653e4&threadid=61210" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=22288456530aa2b87e1f6a350f8653e4&     threadid=61210</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=22288456530aa2b87e1f6a350f8653e4&threadid=58292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=22288456530aa2b87e1f6a350f8653e4&     threadid=58292</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=8569" TARGET=_blank>http://dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=8569</A> <BR> <P>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 08-21-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>That's funny considering only one of those was this same question.  I mean I must be quite stupid to ask the same question in two different places. You have no input here so stop looking for excuses to flame me. Go to one of those Honda web boards where they like to flame each other.     <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif"><P><p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-21-2002).]||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000050||Doug Thomas||08-21-2002||05:04 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Everyone is telling you the same thing that you don�t need a standalone and big Garret turbo, but you doesn�t seem to get. A lot of the fastest Galants and DSMs are running piggyback computers. There is one Galant owner running a Haltech, but he is very knowledge and knows what he's doing. I know of two Galant owners how tried Haltechs on their cars and didn't like them and they both went back to piggyback computers. If you really want to run a standalone by all means do so, but I think you'll be better off with a piggyback computer and a smaller turbo first. <P>Doug<BR>||12.10.219.28||reg||1
Z||000051||1312VR4||08-21-2002||05:19 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Just get the standalone & garret. When you cant tune it, or drive it, you will get tired of it ( or blow it up) & sell it. I'm sure we all can use spare parts. I know I can. ||63.52.202.70||reg||1
Z||000052||Doug Thomas||08-21-2002||05:36 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1312VR4:<BR><B>Just get the standalone & garret. When you cant tune it, or drive it, you will get tired of it ( or blow it up) & sell it. I'm sure we all can use spare parts. I know I can. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You should be receiving a email from him soon calling you a idiot.<P>||12.10.219.28||reg||1
Z||000053||UndergroundVR-4||08-21-2002||05:38 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR><B>Everyone is telling you the same thing that you don�t need a standalone and big Garret turbo, but you doesn�t seem to get. A lot of the fastest Galants and DSMs are running piggyback computers. There is one Galant owner running a Haltech, but he is very knowledge and knows what he's doing. I know of two Galant owners how tried Haltechs on their cars and didn't like them and they both went back to piggyback computers. If you really want to run a standalone by all means do so, but I think you'll be better off with a piggyback computer and a smaller turbo first. <P>Doug</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Thank god, now if you had said that in the first place I would have said thanks for the info and we would have been done with it.  Not saying that I will definately do so now, but I'm without a doubt leaning completely towards standalone at the moment.  Like you both I KNOW agree, I don't have enough experience to go standalone with a big turbo,  I'm more likely to break things and even if I do not then I doubt I'll be able to get the most out of the Haltech anyway.  Thanks for your input "in your last post   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">"<BR><p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-21-2002).]||152.163.206.202||reg||1
Z||000054||UndergroundVR-4||08-21-2002||05:45 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR><B> You should be receiving a email from him soon calling you a idiot.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Not really.  He made a wise ass remark yeah but he didn't go looking for old threads I started and lie about them being the same as this thread.<P>||205.188.193.28||reg||1
Z||000055||Team Ducktape||08-21-2002||07:49 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||So um why did you email me then? I didn't lie about you? Why won't you talk with me anymore? Does this mean we're not friends?<BR>I will await your responce,<BR>Rob "Sir Assmonkey"||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000056||UndergroundVR-4||08-21-2002||08:37 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>So um why did you email me then? I didn't lie about you? Why won't you talk with me anymore? Does this mean we're not friends?<BR>I will await your responce,<BR>Rob "Sir Assmonkey"</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You made a comment that I "troll" the boards, I don't know what you mean by that but you posted links to questions I had asked in different forums, why I have no idea.  What the hell problem do you have with me asking questions (whether or not they be the same ones) in different places? You act like one web board should be enough.  I wanted opinions from more people than just those who write on a particular web board.  Who cares if I was going to buy a different car? You are looking for excuses to flame me by the looks of it.  I just wanted info.  The reason I got in an argument with you was because you started bringing up different posts and making accusations toward me.  And not saying that you are lying but do you have any time slips of your talon? Or dyno charts?  You started to act like you knew a good amount about the Haltech ECU and I just want to know what kind of power you are puting out with the car using it.<P><p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-21-2002).]||205.188.193.33||reg||1
Z||000057||UndergroundVR-4||08-21-2002||08:41 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR>[B]  I didn't lie about you?  B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I was referring to you saying I posted this same question in a number of other web boards when It was only this one and quite recently DSMtuners (i think).  Either way whether it was one or 10 what does it matter?<P>||205.188.193.33||reg||1
Z||000058||Team Ducktape||08-21-2002||10:35 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||You have mail. Lets see there are some pics of all of what I had said. you will have to look close for the Haltech but oh it's there. Added some other projects also. If you would like some more pics for prof I should be able to get some. Side note  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> If you do ever decide to get a Haltech buy it from someone/place like Extreme or something (not for the price, do it for the tuning and help  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">)becasue they give you startup maps and directions. Like I said mine where used, the first one didn't come with anything but the ECU and the harness and a few sensors. I understand learing is a big part of the the Game trust me!!!! I bought a "HKS" manifold from Buschur Racing, well not really. I was told not only by the sales-person it was HKS but in their add it says made by HKS, not HKS stlye, Just made by HKS. Needless to say when soneone asked what kindof manifold I had, I told them, "well HKS". Big mistake, to me I thought WTF it says it right on the add???? But the "real" HKS manifolds are hard to come buy and very prized, and NOW  I I know. But remember it took a good flaming before I really looked at it. And wow was I wrong. But hey if it doesn't kill you it will only make you stronger!<BR>Sir Assmonkey||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000059||UndergroundVR-4||08-21-2002||10:41 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Ok nevermind my E-Mail, I read it before seeing this post.  If you had the haltech on that then it would probably be easier being that it has no stock wiring, yes?  For installing anyway.  IF I decided to go with it I could look around for someone who has close to the same setup that I'll have and use there maps to base my tuning from.  Or would that be a bad idea?<p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-21-2002).]||205.188.193.34||reg||1
Z||000060||Team Ducktape||08-21-2002||11:14 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||If you get one, get a hold of me or someone who is running one, not "I have a friend with one"(new or used BTW). I can hook you up with maps/tuning issues or what ever. But no you will have to use the maps I would give you or someone else as "starter" maps you will have to tune it yet yourself. Not all the time but to get the most power, just like the stock ECU makes up for the "outside" (temp,weather,ect) you just have to do it manuelly. The pic I sent was just using the stock wireing. Just tap into where the old ECU was then you can leave the stock harness. The Haltech's sensors can go in the old one's spot. well most of them. It can be "leached" so you don't wreck the stock ECU harness also.<BR>Hope it helps,<BR>Sir Assmonkey<P><BR>heheh sorry damn I like that name, makes me feel important!!!!||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000061||UndergroundVR-4||08-21-2002||11:23 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||But how often do you have to adjust your maps? Can you not have a map for high temp high humidity/low temp high humidity/low temp low humidity/...ect.?  How specific do you need to get with the temperature and humidity and atmospheric pressure and such when running on the street at low boost? I would THINK that it would only be necessary to get specific when running C16 and high boost.  As for low boost and pump gas, if you are running say 12-14 pounds of pressure then how specific do you need to get? Can you not have maps like the high temp, high humidity...ect.. to use for that?||205.188.197.23||reg||1
Z||000062||Team Ducktape||08-22-2002||12:23 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Adjusting the maps "can" be daily. It all depends on what you want from the car. One map can be fine just need to be tweeked, just like a AFC, especially up north  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> the nights have more air going to your engine than the day (colder  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">), so you need to add a little more fuel, but there again that's only if your out beating on the car. You could setup a fuel map, one for aggressive drivng- has higher boost,timing,rpm, or one that is there just to pass emmisions,what ever you want. But to tell you the truth, help me out here people who run the stuff all the time, but race gas is easier to tune with. With pump gas you will see preignition/knock and other goodies before you will see it using c-16, aviation fuel/race gas. You will also are able to run more ignition timing AND BOOST? But more people on this board know more about race gas than I do by far. I downloaded the haltech software and used it on my home computer. They have "online" tuning also, kindof neat for just trying the system. Oh and it's the best price around "Free" I will look for the links when I get home. The hitman comes to mind, do a search using "haltech and Hitman". It should have a big wrightup about the haltech/tuning/ect. BTW if you have more specific questions, use the AU people, not the USA distribiters!! When  I got the first haltech I emailed both for some "starter" maps and some tuning advice. The AU said "No problem" they sent me some maps and some tuning ideas. The USA guys said "get some haltech experiece". And that was it, so that's why I have the SDS also  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">. Now one nice thing about the sds compared to the haltech is there is no laptop, Cam position sensor and they have a neat hand held display. <A HREF="http://www.sdsefi.com" TARGET=_blank>www.sdsefi.com</A>  Give them a look. They compare a few different standalones and have info on others also. More tuning, but no maps with it though  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000063||91vr4evolution||08-22-2002||12:44 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||This is probably stirring the pot, but I understand that Autronics and Motecs have barometric compension tables, so you don't have to adjust maps.<P>Mike.||210.54.204.171||reg||7
Z||000064||UndergroundVR-4||08-22-2002||02:32 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||In that case if I had someone with experience (I.E turbotrix) set up a few maps for me for daily driving according to a few conditions, not a large number of maps but enough to keep me safe on low boost and pump gas driving to work/school and back and for hard driving under 17- (roughly) boost,  and had the guys at turbo trix show me a bit about tuning with the haltech windows interface so I could drive "harder" on the car when I wanted to race with lower boost and pump gas.  How difficult would it be to learn to tune the e6k for "serious"  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> races (22+ psi and C16) hehe.  I understand I would need to go slow with tuning being that I will be learning from scratch about it but I'm asking how difficult it is to learn the programming of the ECU.  Keep in mind I have a performance guy who deals mainly with DSM's in a town over from me who could help teach me some about tuning it.  He has intalled an e6k in a gutted stricly drag car so he has some experience with it and has tuned numerous piggyback ECU cars.  I'm sure you have heard of him from his MBC, he is Joe P. <BR> Now I realize that I'll be able to monitor what's going on via some gauges to see if I make a wrong adjustment, but that wont work for when I'm at WOT too well, because if something goes wrong suddenly it's easy to break things when you're at WOT rather than if you were on a dyno, or even off of one, climbing RPM at a slower pace while monitoring your A/f ratio and knock counts...ect..  <BR>I don't know if I explained some of my questions well enough or not, let me know if you don't understand anything I'm trying to say.<P>||152.163.206.189||reg||1
Z||000065||UndergroundVR-4||08-22-2002||02:35 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91vr4evolution:<BR><B>This is probably stirring the pot, but I understand that Autronics and Motecs have barometric compension tables, so you don't have to adjust maps.<P>Mike.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>What do I look like, Mr. Moneybags!?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>||152.163.207.202||reg||1
Z||000066||91vr4evolution||08-22-2002||04:34 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I don't know if your Mr Moneybags, I know I'm not! But if I could afford it I could get an Autronic SM2 fitted and dynotuned for about $4000 New Zealand Pesos! With the exchange rate it must surely be a look? No?<P>Just my 2 cents worth (cause that's about what I've got in the bank!)<P>Mike.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||210.54.204.135||reg||12
Z||000067||UndergroundVR-4||08-22-2002||06:00 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Come on I'm sure you can convert that to US $ for us!?<P>BTW what's league  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/confused.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-22-2002).]||152.163.206.208||reg||1
Z||000068||91vr4evolution||08-22-2002||07:02 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||NZ$4000, um, at US$.048 to a NZ$, that what about US$1800-1900?<P>What about the AEM EMS(?) I've seen, is there one for 1G's yet?<P>Rugby league is an offshoot of Rugby, which is also the forefather of Gridiron. Except in League (and also Rugby), you don't wear helmets or the massive pads, or even the long pants. Just shorts, a jersey and boots. You don't have timeouts, you use the same team for offence and defense. The only time the clock stops is when if they need to carry someone off! A game is played for 2x40 minutes halves and amazingly, thats about how long it takes. Also you can't pass forward,only backwards. You have to run the ball forward but you can kick in general play. Each team gets 6 tackles (downs) to advance up the field and score. Do a search for RUBGY LEAGUE. Anyway thats enough of that in a ECU thread. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000069||Ash||08-22-2002||07:32 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Yeah, the footy players in NZ & Aust are REAL MEN!  None of this pansy padding stuff & stopping for a break every 5 minutes.<P>/flame suit on  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Go to <A HREF="http://www.turbofast.com.au/autronic/autronic.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbofast.com.au/autronic/autronic.html</A>   <BR>for info on Autronics, I know a guy with one in his VL, (a commodore with a turbocharged nissan RB30) that kicks arse. ||203.221.153.200||reg||1
Z||000070||bob in chicago||08-22-2002||10:09 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Check out AEM's new computer; see RRE's website section on new products <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newproducts.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newproducts.htm</A> <P>With a stand alone, I'd wonder how I'd ever keep my car tuned during the winter with the daily swings in temp.||24.148.12.69||reg||1
Z||000071||number3||08-22-2002||10:26 AM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ash:<BR><B>Yeah, the footy players in NZ & Aust are REAL MEN!  None of this pansy padding stuff & stopping for a break every 5 minutes.<P>/flame suit on   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Go to <A HREF="http://www.turbofast.com.au/autronic/autronic.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbofast.com.au/autronic/autronic.html</A>   <BR>for info on Autronics, I know a guy with one in his VL, (a commodore with a turbocharged nissan RB30) that kicks arse. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Its true. We (US of A) take every sport and water it down. <P>||66.47.20.105||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000843.cgi
A||||12||Hunter||Car Stilloverheating, possible valve cover vent?||||8||
Z||000000||Hunter||08-20-2002||01:03 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||ok... this is bizzaaar.  radiator is about 2 years old. replaced the thermostat with an oem one, and replaced the Relays "both of them" for the fan. thought i snubbed this with the relay replacement, which it does help alittle, but it still ovearheats!.  It happens when the car is at an incline. or 90+ degree weather the water temp gauge will go 3/4 up. and without question when i drive 130mph.... which is daily to and from work.  i'm able to stave it off by turning on my heater, and it will be fine.  <P>Mods:<BR>Joe-p MBC at 1bar<BR>HKS intake = regretting it everyday....<BR>HKS type 1 timer = u'd think it'd come stock huh?<P>I've had the radiator replaced through my extended warrenty, namebrad = Peformance Radiator.  I'm now thinking this is the culprit...  then there's the possibility of the lower radiator hose piece thats like.. 3" long? next to the oil filter... i replaced that cuz it had a leak at one time, just went down to schucks. but when i put it on it has a slight kink.... flow problem?  or could it be the 130$ radiator....    my last thought is the valvecover vent that routs around into the intake. if theres a trap of oil clogging it. or even blocking it, i've read somewhere it would cause the car to overheat.  and i notice the temp gauge kick up when i'm on a a slight uphill.. even while cruising at 70mph...  none of this happened prior to the radiator replacement...  any thoughts would be moooost appreciated, and thanks for bearing with my ranting, disorganized thoughts...||167.88.200.30||reg||8
Z||000001||smokindav||08-20-2002||08:41 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Random thoughts:<P>Are the radiator and overflow tank full?<P>Are you using at least 50/50 mix of coolant and distilled water?<P>Is the water pump leaking at the weep hole?<P>Is the head gasket blown?<P>Are the fans working?<P>Are the fins on the radiator in good shape or are they bent and distorted?<P>Try a new radiator cap.<P>Good luck,<P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||08-20-2002||12:32 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||If you have heat, there is not blockage. It has to be flowing. Have you done a pressure check? this is the first thing that needs to be done. You can do it at auto zone(let he car cool down)<BR> To make sure the coolant is flowing. When the car is cold take off the cap & start it upafter a while it should start flowing(when the thermostat opens. I dont dout your mechanical ability but are you sure that the thermostat was put in right & not upside down. I have done it before,, thats why I ask. <BR> Also while its idling, AFTER you check it for flow. Out the cap back on it & wait a few minutes for it to build pressure & check the overflow tank & see if the coolant is "boiling". Its not actually boiling the coolant system is blowing bubbles.||63.52.202.42||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||08-20-2002||12:43 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Do you happen to have a pocketlogger?  Reason I ask is that my temp gauge is always at least warm, even on a 30 degreeF winter morning.  In GA that is pretty cold!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">  The needle never drops below "warm" even if I ground the wire to the sensor.  And sometimes it reads funny temps while driving, but the pocketlogger always says 199-202F.  Your gauge could be wacked.<P>Why did you replace the radiator?  I have seen some cheepo replacement radiators behave in similar fashion.  Never cut them open to see why, maybe not enough runners, or too large to have efficient heat transfer, who knows.<P>Dave's list is good.  Definitly check the cap.  If the pressure in the system isn't high enough the boiling point lowers and you could be getting air pockets in the system.<P>Also, my waterpump was just replaced but not because it leaked.  It first let me know something was wrong by throwing my power steering belt going down the highway.  Boy this car is hard to steer without power assist!!  Anyway, the waterpump had walked out and been chewing up the housing with the impeller!  Check that your pullies are all lined up.<P>Peter||64.63.209.121||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||08-20-2002||01:04 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i bet it's the radiator.  if you know of a real good shop around there, see if they have an infa red heat gun.  you just point it at the radiator, and it will tell you heat.  the upper part should be a lot hotter than the lower part.  the lower hose should be cool to the touch.  some of the radiators out there are real pos.  we had one brand from south africa, when you shook it, it would rattle, and huge pieces of solder would fall out of the tanks.  ||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000005||Hunter||08-21-2002||01:29 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||Thanks for the list, yea the overflow does get filled when excessively hot...  I'll try with the low $ stuff, cap replacement see if that's it. fans are working. And i did install the Thermostat on correctly   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">  ... i think ehhe j/k.  <P>turboflanagan, i had to replace it cuz. when i got the car, it needed aloooot of work. it was close to 120k, and needed the tunup. untill now i never workd on my own car. so i took it to the dealer to be on the safe side. and payed them 2k... yes $2000.00 to do the tuneup. the day i got it back, after i signed the paperwork. i noticed steam coming from the hood. pop it up, and see a crack next to the radiator cap that wasn't there before i took it in. it looked like a tool dropped on it.  To venture on one of my tangents, when i got the car, i bought the 'extended warrenty' knowing the turbo was coked, and manifold was cracked. and who knows what other problems, i ran the vin. and it was originally bought in New Jersey somewhere....  but back to the hotel...er story, the extended warrenty i had was with PRCo, hehe, there coverage was to replace the part with a used part at there own discretion... so this radietor, when i decided to use the warrenty coverage. the mechanic was able to get 'new' for $120-130.00 was the cost of it, turbo new, and a used 1g manifold with no cracks. biggest kicker is the dude/mechanic that was certified by the warrenty company busted some studs getting them off.. and had to retap the 1st whole...  month after i get it back from all this work.. its starts smokin! the foo tapped allll the way into the oil passage at the #1 bolt... top left if lookin at it from the front, so my buddy had all these tools.. and finally got fed up of getting shafted on bogus work.. so i now do all the work myself.. we J/B'd a new stud onto it.. its been holding for bout 1.8 years... so a new engine is on the list.  gettin wedded here in the next month.. so fun-ding is on hold till i come back from disneyworld...  no dorks i'm not marrying the car   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif"><P>thanks again for the list, hehe and most of all the antics that goes on...  yea kennin, i'm talkin bout u   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  i'll checka checkit out this week... till then...  i'll literally ahve to drive 120 on heat.. heh   oh no the headgasket it not going.. i thought is was for a while.. i'm kinda paranoid of signs.... so my last post along time ago was a .. misjudgement   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Hunter (edited 08-21-2002).]||167.88.200.30||reg||11
Z||000006||1312VR4||08-21-2002||01:43 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||... no dorks i'm not marrying the car  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <BR>Hell you did that a LOONGGGGGGGGG time ago. You signed your soul to the devil. you will never excape it.<BR> Anyway congradulations on the death sentence..oh I mean marriage. Damn then the babys start & then... oh nevermind. Cash for the car. Oh no we need to buy diapers..lol. Sorry, about that. Our baby is due this Monday, so I need to get used to hearing that..damn <BR>||63.52.151.60||reg||1
Z||000007||Hunter||08-21-2002||03:59 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||congratz on the andrettie jr! .. rrrrr Juniorette?  ehh.. i did the pendulum weighing.. figured.. = pay $25k for a WRX.. and 300 a month in insurance.. or.. find a vr4, pay 60 in insurance.. and take 10-15k to make it into 12sec JDM ness...  hehe yea we're planning for a kid soon after... (SHADUP YA'll i know what your thinking)   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">  #1448 is definitly a keeper... i like to think of it as my Gundam  aka.. Wing Zero..   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  &lt;-- ANiME ..   now.. to keep my GuNDAM running cool...*SiGH*<p>[This message has been edited by Hunter (edited 08-21-2002).]||167.88.200.30||reg||12
Z||000008||keydiver||08-21-2002||11:18 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Sounds familiar Hunter. The ONE time I left someone else fix my car (alternator) I got the car back with a crack next to the cap on the radiator. I think the mechanics must think that the hose inlet right there is a handle to lift the radiator with. Either that or they just dropped it onto the floor. Ticks me off!<BR>I'll be at Disney world 9/14-21 too. Not that you'll ever leaving the hotel room, but if you want to see my GVR-4 let me know.<BR>Have you tried Water Wetter? Might be just enough to help get past the overheating.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000009||Hunter||08-22-2002||01:23 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||i think it's down to the now ruled POS Radiator, it was pretty cool today, changed the cap.  it was about 70ish degrees up here in Seattle. and the temp didn't budge, till i took it up to 110+ .. then it creeped to 2/3 up. and left off at 130... and it came back down... *SiGH* soooOooOoo.. anybody know where to get a decent price for a fluidyne radiator?||167.88.200.30||reg||8
Z||000010||ken inn||08-22-2002||10:46 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||you dont need a fluidyne.  i have had a modine in my car forever, and it is fine.  texas has 100+deg summers, and it does the job.  you can get them for less than 150||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000011||1312VR4||08-22-2002||11:09 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Ken, can you tell me where to get one. Need one bad. I just thought they were expensive.||63.52.151.77||reg||1
Z||000012||ken inn||08-22-2002||12:06 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||most places like pep boys, autozone, etc. should be able to get them, radiators.com.  try them.  if you are REALLY stuck, i have a brand new one here i bought off of ebay, for a song.  i live in denton, right off of I-35.  where the heck is altus?  i could meet you part way.  but, i would like to keep this as a spare.  i have found out that if you have a spare, then the part never breaks.  so, if you cant find one, let me know.  my work nr is 800 400 4773, home is 940 891 2576||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000844.cgi
A||||4||92vr4#971||power steering swap||||5||
Z||000000||92vr4#971||08-20-2002||01:30 AM||george@ou.edu||after i remove the 4 wheel steering in my car. can i use the resevoir from a TEL, since i do not need all of the lines going to the back of the car now?<BR>has anyone tried using the resevoir from a TEL...<BR>amy help would be great,||129.15.167.238||reg||5
Z||000001||number3||08-20-2002||07:59 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Yes, and yes.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||92vr4#971||08-20-2002||01:04 PM||george@ou.edu||Okay thank you very, very much..<BR>time for me to get a TEL resevior. muhahahahaha||204.87.86.22||reg||1
Z||000003||bob in chicago||08-21-2002||08:26 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||You can just plug the two outlets on the power steering reservoir that go to the rear steering rack. Also plug the AWS hoses that went there. That's Free.||24.148.46.74||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||08-21-2002||05:38 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Its free but messy.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000845.cgi
A||||15||998||Stupid Questions here! Help!||||5
Z||000000||998||08-20-2002||11:05 AM||||I have been working on my car all weekend. It started as a simple re-sealing the oil pan project to stop a small leak. I can't believe how much stuff I had to take off just to get the oil pan off. Anyway, I had to remove the left drive shaft and need to rebuild/replace the boot on the cv joint anyway, but the differential fluid obviously drained out during this process. <P>My stupid questions; What fluid do you recommend to replace the lost fluid? Where in the hell do I put it? and is there a gauge/dipstick that I can read so that I don't overfill? Your help would be greatly appreciated.<P>Thanks,<BR>Mike||198.185.18.207||reg||5
Z||000001||Yao||08-20-2002||11:42 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||You can just use any 75w90 gear oil.  There is a bolt 14mm(I think) that face towards the oil pan=fill plug.  There is a FLAT bolt at the bottom of the transfer case that is probably 17-22mm not sure=DRAIN plug.  There is no dip stick, just make sure the car is level when you fill it up and when the fluids starting to leak out of the fill plug then you are good to tight the fill plug.  Should take like .5 qt to .75 qt.<BR>||207.13.174.102||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||08-20-2002||11:49 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Additional FYI:  When refilling, it seemed much easier to have someone there to help by using a funnel and long tube from above (aka beer bong <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  I thought it was hard to get the gear oil bottle in the right angle to fill it otherwise.||167.142.21.143||reg||1
Z||000003||998||08-20-2002||11:55 AM||||Cool thanks guys!||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000004||smokindav||08-20-2002||12:28 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I think the transmission takes more than 1/2-3/4 of a quart.  If memory serves it's more than 1 quart but less than 2.  It could be more than two though, but I don't think so.<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000005||Ant||08-20-2002||01:08 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||It should take around 1.75 quarts.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||08-20-2002||01:10 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||998, I think you're referring to the transmission, aren't you? When you pull the complete driver's side axle out of the transmission, you will lose some fluid from the transmission. Most people are using GM Syncro-???, BG Syncro Shift, or Redline MT-90. You'll generally find that these make for slightly better shifting quality than just using standard dino gear oil.<BR>Just trying to clarify, seemed like some people were confused......<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000007||998||08-20-2002||02:35 PM||||Yes, it is in fact the tranny. The transfer case had already been dropped before I removed the driveshaft. Where can I get the BG synchro? Pepboys? My options are limited.<p>[This message has been edited by 998 (edited 08-20-2002).]||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||08-20-2002||05:03 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I got the BG at my local Dodge dealership. I would *think* that you should be able to get the GM Synchromesh at a GM dealer, but...... <A HREF="http://www.brothersperformance.com/shop/mustang/gm12345399.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.brothersperformance.com/shop/mustang/gm12345399.html</A> <BR>I got the Redline stuff from Summit Racing: <A HREF="http://store.summitracing.com/default.asp?target=search.asp%3FType%3Dbykeyword%26Part%3Dtransmission%20fluid%26Search.x%3D1%26SearchType%3DBoth" TARGET=_blank>http://store.summitracing.com/default.asp?target=search.asp%3FType%3Dbykeyword%26Part%3Dtransmission%20fluid%26Search.x%3D1%26SearchType%3DBoth</A> <BR>Quakerstate makes a version of Synchromesh: <A HREF="http://www.pennzoil-quakerstate.com/Tech/Pdsheet/QuakerState/Gear&Transmission/pdf/SynchromeshFluid.PDF" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pennzoil-quakerstate.com/Tech/Pdsheet/QuakerState/Gear&Transmission/pdf/SynchromeshFluid.PDF</A> <BR>Your best bet locally might be a speed shop if none of the dealerships stock it.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000009||Ian M||08-20-2002||06:34 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| A freind of mine turned me on to something that makes filling gear oil a cinch. A "Jays EZ funnel". Its nothing more than a cap with a metal tube that extends to the bottom of the bottle,its like 10 bucks. Stick the end in the fill hole,squeeze the bottle two or three times and its empty. This things simple as hell but it kicks ass. I takes more time to open the new bottle and screw it on than to fill the trans. I got mine off the Snap On truck,he had to order it but it was money well spent.||129.71.115.52||reg||1
Z||000010||91GVR4||08-20-2002||10:13 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I couldn't find BG Syncroshift II at any local store so  ordered mine from MACHV.COM. Its $36.00 for 3 plus $7.00 shipping.<p>[This message has been edited by 91GVR4 (edited 08-20-2002).]||65.59.109.9||reg||1
Z||000011||998||08-21-2002||08:24 AM||||Well, I got everything back together and ended up getting some Mobil 1 synthetic gear oil(as a last resort). I had done everything else and the next step was to remove the filler bolt, the only problem was that the thing was so corroded I couldn't get it off. So I took the car for a test drive to see if the lost tranny fluid would affect the shifting, not only did the gears not grind but it actually shifts better now than before.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/confused.gif">  Maybe they had too much fluid in it? Who knows, either way the car runs better now that ever before. Thanks for all your help!<P>Mike<p>[This message has been edited by 998 (edited 08-21-2002).]||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000012||smokindav||08-21-2002||10:13 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 998:<BR><B>Well, I got everything back together and ended up getting some Mobil 1 synthetic gear oil(as a last resort). I had done everything else and the next step was to remove the filler bolt, the only problem was that the thing was so corroded I couldn't get it off. So I took the car for a test drive to see if the lost tranny fluid would affect the shifting, not only did the gears not grind but it actually shifts better now than before.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/confused.gif">  Maybe they had too much fluid in it? Who knows, either way the car runs better now that ever before. Thanks for all your help!<P>Mike<P>[This message has been edited by 998 (edited 08-21-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I nominate you idiot of the day!<P>WTF, are you crazy?  Don't drive the car without knowing that the transmission is full of oil!<P>Dave Flaherty - Moron Controller<P>||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000013||998||08-21-2002||03:30 PM||||First of all Dickweed, only a moderate amount of fluid was lost when I removed the driveshaft due the fact that the car was at an angle when the driveshaft was removed. I wanted to make sure that I had replacement fluid to top it off if/when needed.<P>Second, Who appointed you the Pope of JGRonline? And where do you get off calling me an idiot when you're the dumbass that assumed I was driving the car with zero tranny fluid?  <P>I nominate you Dickhead of the day.<P>Mike Petty - Troll Smasher||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000014||DongeR615||04-11-2003||01:24 PM||||you guys remind me of a big ol dysfunctional family...im glad to be a part of  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.201.90.34||reg||14||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||04-11-2003||01:30 PM||||Just for the record, my spare tranny was driven (not be me) without ANY fluid for 60-100 miles, and it shifts pretty smoothly.  But it will not shift fast under ANY circumstances.  <br /><br />I'm not saying I would ever drive my car with less trans fluid than normal.  <br /><br />What I am saying is: Driving the car around with less fluid than normal to see if it shifts okay doesn't indicate anything, and it definitely doesn't mean you're not damaging the tranny.  <br /><br />I would find a way to get that filler plug off and *really* check the level this time.  You might never realize the current potential for damage until way later.  Trust me on that one. These trannies "feel" fine without fluid, but it doesn't mean they "are" fine.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/000846.cgi
A||||1||boostboy51||BOOST LEAK FOUND||||1||
Z||000000||boostboy51||08-20-2002||03:59 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||found the pesky boost leak today, and i am so happy. Between the PCV and intake the vacuum line was spit about 1" long on the inner side. hard to see, but my buddy grabbed that hose and the car almost died. rolled it back, and there it was. good ridance. back to boostn. love it!!!!<P><BR>#327/2000||12.218.109.205||reg||1
Z||000001||Hunter||08-21-2002||02:39 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||sweet! ... now about that flux capacitor...||167.88.200.30||reg||14




ubb/Forum2/000847.cgi
A||||4||Johnny Bravo||Upgraded SMIC's...worthwhile?||||5||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||08-20-2002||10:21 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Anybody out there using an upgraded/bigger smic such as those made by HRC & Alamo?  Do the 1G T/E/L units even work in a GVR-4?  The reason I ask is there are a few for sale on the parts trader recently & seem like it might be an inexpensive upgrade from the mini stock one rather than dishing out nearly a grand for a nice fmic.  Any opinions would be greatly appreciated.  TIA! ||152.163.213.73||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||08-21-2002||09:44 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||if i had to do it all over again, the very first mod would be the front mount and the bigger pipes.  dont do one or the other, do both, and you will be amazed at the results.  dunno if the side mount will work, i have often wondered if the piping from the t/e/l would work on our cars, if so, lots more setups out there.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000002||Ant||08-21-2002||10:36 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||You can fit a T/E/L SMIC on our cars, it does however require cutting.  <BR>Ken is right, the first "real" mod should be a front mount, the stock one is horrible, however kit's are somewhat expensive and so I chose to go the custom cheap way route.<P>A friend of mine fitted a T/E/L SMIC on his galant, he relocated the battery and put the SMIC in the area underneath and had the upper end tank poke out through a hole he cut under where the batter would be.  You will have to remove the foglight and cut a good amount of metal out of the way to get an effective amount of air to the SMIC.<P>I used the same idea but fitted a Supra TT SMIC in the same area.  Both my foglights were cracked so I removed them anyway.  I cut away the metal panel that would block air going to the SMIC.  It really isn't that bad of an install at all.  Maybe an hour of cutting, fitting, and making brackets for it.  The advantage to this is MUCH shorter piping and the UIC comes out looking really nice and is very easy to fabricate.  Another good thing is that it is cheap and no one will know you have a bigger IC.<P>I still haven't gotten around to taking pictures of it.<P>Ant<BR>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||08-21-2002||12:29 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I'm not too keen on hacking up my car so I may just end up going with a FMIC after all.  After looking over the design of the car some it appears a well designed FMIC won't block the radiator much at all so heat soak won't be nearly as bad as I had initially thought.<P>Has anyone here had experience with the Automotosport GVR-4 FMIC?  It looks like a very well designed kit, but I haven't really heard much about it.  The $995 price isn't tooooo bad I guess if it's a really good unit.  ||205.188.196.58||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||08-25-2002||02:54 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I used a audi IC on my Talon and side mounted it.  I works great.  However, like you I don't want to hack up my Galant.<P>I'm going to order a custom FMIC.  I'd have to agree with everyone else.  IC upgrade and pipe size is a great upgrade.  It improves spoolup and over all power greatly.  My Talon feels like it has a ton more low end torque.<P>To compare:<P>My friend had a 93TSi AWD with a full 2.5" exhaust, 16G, supporting mods.<P>I ran my Talon FWD with a stock turbo, stock exhaust with test pipe and magnaflow muffler, and the IC and pipping upgrades,2g intake elbow.  All custom made with rubber pipping too.  Cheap upgrade stuff.  Total cost was about $200.  Anyway, at 15psi, I pulled hard on the AWD with much more mods.  I couldn't belive how much power I got from the IC upgrade.  I'd say it was faster at 11psi (with the upgrade) then it was at 15psi with the stock setup.   <P>I am looking forward to a IC upgrad on the Galant.  I'm sure it will really pull then.<P>William ||12.221.228.11||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000848.cgi
A||||5||vrpower||4 wheel steering problem||||1||
Z||000000||vrpower||08-20-2002||10:44 PM||darian85@msn.com||hi<BR>i have a virgin galant which im fixing at the moment due to a 4WS leak in fornt of the rear axle. Id just like to collect any help and opinions on this. should i slash the entire 4WS or repair it, the parts are hard to find and expensive. i would appriciate any thoughts<BR>thanks||67.195.65.225||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||08-21-2002||01:02 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||There are certainly a growing group of people who have removed the 4WS, I would imagine that such people would have saved the parts.<P>There's one recent post of someone who has removed theirs.  You may want to ask them for any parts.<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 08-21-2002).]||67.37.176.244||reg||1
Z||000002||bob in chicago||08-21-2002||08:02 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Based on my experience, I recommend that you eliminate the RWS, especially if you want to avoid future cracks and leaks in the numerous hoses, pipes and fittings that run between the rear & front racks, power steering pump and front reservoir. My high mileage car was driven in the "road salt" belt, so your experience may be different.<P>If you do the usual improvements in the rear (better shocks & bushings, lowering springs, bigger swaybar) you won't get the optimal handling those mods can provide if you still keep the RWS. I feel it makes the rear end handling excessively vague in fast curves. My two cents...||24.148.46.74||reg||1
Z||000003||smokindav||08-21-2002||10:09 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by bob in chicago:<BR>[B] I feel it makes the rear end handling excessively vague in fast curves.[B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You, Sir, are master of the understatement!  I'd say it can be downright frightening!<P>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 08-21-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 08-22-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000004||vrpower||08-21-2002||06:03 PM||darian85@msn.com||thanks for all your help, i will be taking out the rear wheel steering.||67.195.57.112||reg||1
Z||000005||91vr4evolution||08-21-2002||09:54 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Maybe, cause it was based on a rally car, Mitsubishi wanted everybody to feel like they were Scandnavian(?) flicking their cars thru corners! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||12




ubb/Forum2/000849.cgi
A||||33||Nate||Recipe for 11-sec capable Galant||||1
Z||000000||Nate||08-22-2002||09:07 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Due to the rash of recent arguments, here is what I've used with success to get a Galant to run 11s, along with some comments:<P>Healthy motor<BR>3" exhaust<BR>Ported exhaust manifold, turbine housing, and O2 housing<BR>20G turbo w/7cm housing<BR>Supra pump<BR>550cc injectors<BR>HKS VPC<BR>4 bolt rear end<BR>good clutch, either ACT or Centerforce<BR>good intercooler and piping<BR>Hallman boost controller<BR>Some sort of straighter air intake plumbing to the turbo<BR>Tranny that shifts well<BR>Money to spend on entrance fees to test the above mods.<P>You could also get an external gate, but I don't think it's absolutely necessary.  This recipe is roughly what was on my car when it first ran 11s, along with minor suspension stuff to make it not transfer weight quite as drastically as they do stock.  What some people don't realize is that you need to spend time making sure that the IC system holds pressure, that the fuel delivery system is up to spec (clean fuel filters), and just make sure that each of the car's subsystems works as well as it can.  Spending money on entrance fees and just driving the car helps the most, though.  I honestly didn't make a single change in my car's hardware from when it ran 13.5 to when it ran 12.4.  Just installing a fresh clutch and the LSD rear dropped it into the 11s.<P>There are obviously more ways than one to get a Galant to be a reliable daily car that runs well at the track.  A lot of people run without a VPC, and run very well, but up to this point it's what I've had the most success with.  I've been tempted to try a 2G mas, but then I'd have to re-do my intake plumbing both to allow for the airflow sensor and have a bung for the BOV to vent back in, which I really don't feel like doing, so it gets put on the back burner.  The white car is very reliable, everything works in it, the only thing it ever really breaks are transmission parts, and I'm very hard on transmissions at the track.  <P>Anyway, your mileage may vary, this recipe works for me.  If the Maroon Car ever runs the way I'd like it to, I'll post one of these for a 10 second Galant, but who knows if that'll ever happen.  You guys will have to talk to Adam about that. ;-)<BR>||208.247.212.121||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||08-22-2002||09:34 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||That's cool Nate. Thanks for the recipe above.  Almost funny that 550's will work well into the 11's and there's a lot of 660's and 720's being installed.  I'm far from a tuning expert, but seems like too much fuel being thrown in often.  No cams in your 11-second recipe, eh?  <BR>Kevin||167.142.22.26||reg||1
Z||000002||bob in chicago||08-22-2002||09:52 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||This shows the K.I.S.S. principle works and should be added to the Freq. Asked section.  Thanks for sharing your considerable experience!||24.148.12.69||reg||1
Z||000003||Nate||08-22-2002||10:26 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||When my first Galant ran 11s, it had a bone stock shortblock in it, no cams, no porting, nothing.  Come to think of it, the intake manifold was extrude honed, but I don't think that is required, and the money is better spend elsewhere.||208.247.212.121||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||08-22-2002||10:39 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||waitaminutetherereverend.  you forgot THE most important ingredient. the DRIVER.  a loooong time ago, i was campaigning a bmw 2002 in solo 2, and was only mildly successful.  then, i let this kid i knew drive it, and he got first place.  then, i let another kid drive it, and he was even better.  after that, it was only for the fun, because i knew i would never win.  unless all the other cars dnf'd||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000005||Nate||08-22-2002||10:57 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||I didn't forget about the driver - see the the mention of spending money on entrance fees? :-)||208.247.212.121||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||08-22-2002||12:19 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yeah, but all the practice in the world aint gonna make up for natural ability.  some have it, and i know i dont.  i'm sure lots of others have more/higher mods on their cars, but dont go as fast.  you could beat me in my own car.  and probably lots of others, too||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||08-22-2002||12:46 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Nate, just out of curiosity, did you guys dyno that set up that ran the 11.7?  Just wondering what kind of HP you were putting to the wheels...<BR>Also, you're reference to the 2G MAS - were you implying that that could be an alternative to running a VPC?  I'm not shooting for 11's, but I know I don't want to run VPC's, etc. when shooting for high 12's :-P||167.142.22.26||reg||1
Z||000008||Nate||08-22-2002||02:08 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||That setup dyno'd at 430 to the wheels, the surging problem I mentioned in another post was causing me to not get steady boost until 6000rpms or so.  Getting steady boost should bring the numbers up 50hp or so at the same boost.<BR>     A 2G MAS is definitely an alternative, I just haven't tried it.  You should be able to get the car to run high 12s on the stock MAS and injectors, though.  You shouldn't even need a 2G mas.<BR>     I do think driving ability can be learned.  Josh and Ben used to make fun of me constantly about my slow shifting, specifically my 1-2 shift.  I started going to Atco every chance I got, and noticed how shifting quicker (and using different techniques, experimenting) affected the ETs, and also the mph I would get at the traps.  It took me a few months to get to be a better driver, whereas Josh could shift quickly from the day he got into a Galant.  I had to learn it.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||Ian M||08-22-2002||07:43 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yeah, a 2g MAS will go 11's pretty easy. A freind of mines 3690 Lb Galant (he's 6'8 and 365) went 12.05 @115 with seat of the pants tuning in 95 degree heat (spining,and he shifts it slow too.. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">)on 22psi on a 20g. Cool air,and some tuning and it will no 11's no problem,and it was his only second trip to the track with it,the the only change from the first time was a 4-bolt(the 3-bolt lasted about 4 runs before it broke,the best it went then was a 12.36)<BR> Funny,all the other cars ive had Ive powershifted the hell out of,it actually took me a while to get out of the habit of it when I got my  Galant. My trans shifts like butter,and im gonna keep it that way as long as i can.. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||129.71.114.76||reg||1
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||08-22-2002||07:52 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||6'8"??  Woah!  Man, I thought I had headroom trouble being 6'5"   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">    ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000011||Ian M||08-22-2002||08:02 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| He's just plain BIG. To give you an idea,his pinky is big as my thumb! He also has a full drag Rabbit GTi,you should see him in that,funny as hell-he looks out the rear quarter glass! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-22-2002).]||129.71.114.76||reg||1
Z||000012||JSTYLE||08-23-2002||10:35 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Thanks for the info Nate!<P>Cheers<P>Jon||203.173.168.87||reg||1
Z||000013||Ben K||08-29-2002||01:20 AM||ben@agpturbo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Nate:<BR><B>     I do think driving ability can be learned.  Josh and Ben used to make fun of me constantly about my slow shifting, specifically my 1-2 shift.  I started going to Atco every chance I got, and noticed how shifting quicker (and using different techniques, experimenting) affected the ETs, and also the mph I would get at the traps.  It took me a few months to get to be a better driver, whereas Josh could shift quickly from the day he got into a Galant.  I had to learn it.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Definitely.  Josh and I used to bag Nate pretty hard back in, um 1996, for his shifting abilities.  Oh yah, he has come a long way.  Way to break parts like the best of them now.  Every friday at BSD, and every Tuesday (?) at ATCO gave Nate a pretty buff right arm.  Contrary to popular belief, it is from the shifting experience - nothing else.<P>||68.99.224.200||reg||1
Z||000014||DSSA||08-29-2002||10:28 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Blah, blah, blah....<P>You *KNOW* as well as I do that there's another reason his right arm is bigger than his left...and that you and I both develop cases of tennis elbow even though we don't actually play the sport.<P>After two years of not racing, it'll be interesting to see if I can still shift at all.  This may be Nate's chance for revenge on me. =[||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000015||Ben K||08-31-2002||08:07 PM||ben@agpturbo.com||Since I no longer use my arm to shift, it's getting king of weak.  However I am giving it a workout now and again.  My left leg however is getting very large.||68.99.224.200||reg||1
Z||000016||number3||09-01-2002||01:12 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Of the four of us Nate is the only NOT married so we excuses for having big right arms  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000017||drew||09-01-2002||01:51 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Umm.. Harry, can you edit your post using standard English? It makes no sense. :-D||65.184.77.145||reg||10
Z||000018||Ash||09-01-2002||02:03 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||He missed "one" and "have"<P><I>Of the four of us Nate is the only <B>one</B> NOT married so we <B>have</B> excuses for having big right arms</I> ||203.220.202.111||reg||10
Z||000019||91vr4evolution||09-01-2002||02:07 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Sorry to butt in guys, but Nate, are you saying that a standard, healthy motor is strong enough to handle the kind of boost and airflow necessary to go into the 11's?<P>11's in a VR4 is what, about approx. 450hp? Are they really that strong? Not doubting you, but I just got an estimate of NZ$5000 for a rebuilt forged engine. But if it's strong enough to run 11's stock, then I might as well save that cash for something else. (I'd be happy with mid-low 12's). <P>My engine is only 84k miles. It has 24" vacuum on deler. and doesn't appear to blowing any smoke at 17psi. No oil in the water, no water in the oil. It had a leakdown test about 12k miles ago (approx. I think) and it was all okay. I had a pressure test done on it and it has a leak around the throttle shaft, so I need to get that fixed.<P>I already have:  <BR>big Bosch fuel pump, <BR>big Bosch fuel filter, <BR>720's (Mazda 12a Turbo, I got them cheap), <BR>Malpassi AFR, <BR>2G Mas (Lancer Evo 1-3), <BR>straighter intake to turbo, <BR>factory FMIC,<BR>port matched Evo 3 exhaust manifold, <BR>ported turbine housing with 28mm WG port,  O2 eliminator, <BR>3" exhaust (no cat), <BR>4bolt rear (JDM car), <BR>I'm getting the ECU retuned with a custom chip. <P>I have been holding off getting a TD06-20g (or similar) cause I understand that they run best with higher boost (over 20psi?), and wasn't sure if the engine could handle it. I realize that 17psi from a 20g is a hell of a lot more air than a 16g. I know there's a lot in the tuning of it, but I still had concerns.<P>Sorry for the length.<BR>Thanks, Mike.  ||203.96.111.200||reg||5
Z||000020||drew||09-01-2002||02:33 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Ash, that still makes no sense, shouldn't nate be the one who has an excuse for having a big right arm, if he's the only one not married? ||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000021||Ash||09-01-2002||08:44 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Drew, I think it was a crack at wives drying up the sex supply once the ring is on their finger.||203.221.152.107||reg||12
Z||000022||Nate||09-01-2002||10:11 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Yes, a bone stock 1G 6 bolt engine can fairly easily get you into the 11s, no need for crazy motor work.  It'll do it with the stock cams in it too, as long as they're 5-spd cams.  If you want to upgrade the cams, that'll definitely help the midrange and top end, but it'll hurt your idling characteristics.  When I first ran 11s, the engine that was in my car probably had about 90K miles on it.  I would say my car was making at most around 400hp when I first ran 11s, though I never dyno'd it to find out.  The first car that I had that I dyno'd was the Colt, which had a setup very similar to the Galant's setup when it ran 11s, but it had a Frank 3 turbo on it versus the 20G that was on the Galant, and the Colt was using a side to side Spearco IC like the Buschur core instead of the top to bottom Spearco that I had been using on the Galant.  I actually think that the 2-221 Spearco (top to bottom) flows more air than the 2-178 (side to side) Spearco, but it just looked like crap in the front of a Galant, so I switched.  Having a 20G turbo will definitely help run 11s, although Doug Thomas was able to go 12.1 on a 16G in his Galant.  The stock engine will hold a lot more boost than you think.  That Colt Turbo that I had was using a 70K mile JDM engine in it when I dyno'd it, and it held 27psi of boost on the dyno to put out 383hp at the wheels.  True, the 20G will help more if you're flowing more than 20psi, but it can be set up to be a GREAT street turbo with the right combination of mods; those mods being a nice intercooler, good piping, a nice big exhaust, bigger injectors, and a fuel computer to control those bigger injectors.  The single biggest help to getting any turbo car to run fast is to spend time pressure checking the intercooler piping system to find and fix leaks.  I do it like this: block off the inlet of the turbo, and then find a vacuum line that comes out of the intercooler system somewhere and I run compressed air through it to pressurize it.  Just listen for the familiar "pssssss" and follow it to wherever is leaking.  It works, trust me.  I just realized that this is getting really long, so yes, I do think a stock GVR4 motor is strong enough to run 11s without being built.  Many people have proved that other than me, so I'm definitely not a fluke. :-)||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000023||number3||09-01-2002||12:03 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Thanks Ash. <P><BR>Back when Nate ran his high 11 on a 20G and I ran my 12.5 on a high mileage unmodified 16G we didn't know about the pressure testing thing. I sometimes wish we or alteast me) could go back to those days with the setups we had and the knowledge we have today. I am sure deep 11s could have been had by Nate and high 11s for me.<P>That is what is so frustrating to me. When we suggest things that we only wish we would have known then and people blow the suggestions off. <P>They see a big turbo or whatever and they want that. If they would just fix the boost leaks or upgrade the Fuel Pump or whatever... they would be 100 times happier.<P>Oh well. I guess I am just getting old. I just turn 30 on the 30th. So I guess I am.<P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000024||Ian M||09-01-2002||07:01 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| The stock bottom end is very strong. As an example (from personal experience),a freind of mine has a talon with over 140,000 miles bottom end that has run 11.60@123,and has been in that form (until this weekend..)for the past 3 years or so,he's got over 300 passes and lots of street abuse. Its never even had the valvecover off,its got (had) the balance shafts in it still. He recently decided he wanted to go faster (and kinda see how much abuse it will take),so he installed a a NOS fogger setup,jetted to a 75 shot. On 27psi with the t3/t4 and with nitrous,it withstood a bunch more abuse (including spanking another freinds  sportbike on the freeway...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">). This weekend he decided to run it at the track. He left on the bottle,spun all the way thru second hitting the rev limiter (BIG TIME NO NO on nitrous!!!!)went to third and hit the rev limiter again...and BOOM...It blew the entire back of the block out,dumping oil and coolant out,and the track guys litterally had to sweep up the internals of the motor.It even tore the starter off,part of the stuff the track guys brought back to him was the starter armature. It sucks it couldnt have held together for at least one pass,he was running down the tubbed Camaro he was racing that ran 11.0. The motor probably would still be running now had he not have made the mistake of spraying while on the revlimiter.It amazes me how long it lasted still...<P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-01-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-01-2002).]||129.71.114.182||reg||7
Z||000025||91vr4evolution||09-02-2002||01:06 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks guys, ever since I started to even THINK about modding, trying to wad thru the bullshit has just about become a full time job!! <P>Now I just have find some one who has a compressor I can borrow for an afternoon.<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||10
Z||000026||Ash||09-02-2002||02:09 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I think I'll get off my ass & try a pressure test too.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000027||bazeng||03-01-2004||06:09 PM||||i have almost all these and can only manage a 13.4@103mph with a 1.8 60ft<br /><br />the only thing i dont have is -------<br />Healthy motor (mine has done 250,000 kms.. still running though!!.. lots of blow by)<br /><br />but have------------<br />3" exhaust<br />Ported exhaust manifold, turbine housing, and O2 housing<br />23G turbo w/7cm housing<br />walbro 255 pump<br />780cc injectors<br />wolf electronic boost control<br />wolf 3d engine management<br />3 bolt rear end<br />good clutch, either ACT or Centerforce<br />good intercooler and piping<br />Some sort of straighter air intake plumbing to the turbo<br />Tranny that shifts well (crunchy)<br /><br />Money to spend on entrance fees to test the above mods.<br /><br />anyways.. im amazed how some people have all the luck with the vr4's.. 12's on a measly 14b or 16g.<br />im hoping with my next rebuild i will dip into 12's.. <br /><br />any idea if the stock vr4 rods (shot peened) will handle 25psi on the 23g????...<br /><br />as for the intercooler pressure test.. i've put it off for so long.. i know for a fact that there is a leak somewhere!!!||144.132.127.212||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000028||4drwhore||03-01-2004||06:34 PM||||Mine held 30lbs on a 20g.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000029||tplesko||03-01-2004||08:24 PM||||same here... 1g rods are beeeeeeefy. Only reason i'm replacing them in the stroker is because i'm spraying big and eagles are cheap||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000030||mikeyoung00||03-03-2004||04:43 PM||||VERY interesting thread you started, Nate. I know I feel a lot better about 'settling' for 550s now. If I can get deep into the 12s with a b16G I'll be happy (for now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> )<br /><br />Have you considered a GM MAF and MAFT? It would allow you to convert back to maf but give you lots of flexability in locating the MAF including, of course, keeping your external BOV.<br /><br />About driver skill...Ken is certainly right about autocrossers. You reach a point where you just aren't going to improve at a very satisfying rate. Drag is a little different. Practice DOES make a big difference for all but the truly uncoordinated. You can get to a point where you can nail lights on a sportsman tree to in under six tenths every time and get your et down to within a couple tenths of the car's limits. Some folks get there a lot quicker than others and some reach closer to perfection but the differences aren't nearly as big between the best and the average practiced drivers in drag as they are in autocross, road racing, etc.||139.177.224.71||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000031||bazeng||03-03-2004||07:58 PM||||eagles are very cheap!!!<br />$720.00AU over here in oz.. with ARP2000 bolts<br /><br />but for only $100.00AU i can get my vr4 rods shot peened!!!.. and i already have ARP ROD BOLTS..<br /><br />what should i do?? 600 bux more and get a lil more insurance.. or save that 600 and get something else with that money??<br /><br />how did 30psi on the 20g go??.. what fuel? is that out of its efficiency range??..<br />thanks||144.132.127.212||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000032||tplesko||03-03-2004||08:27 PM||||30 psi on 20g was good. Definitely getting out of it's efficency range. Fuel was 110 Leaded.<br /><br />If you need eagle rods they are $360 US. I'll ship them to you for whatever it costs, just send me the money and i'll buy and ship for you.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000033||bazeng||03-04-2004||05:45 PM||||i think it would probably work out the same after shipping (mayeb a tiny bit cheaper)<br /><br />thanks for the offer anyway..<br />but it would be more trouble than its worth (time/cheque clearing times etc etc)<br /><br />what would be the best cam to suite the 23g tdo5/6??? <br /><br />im looking at 272 specs.. but was told that 260 specs would be best..||144.132.127.212||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/000850.cgi
A||||9||bob in chicago||Turbo mag's Galant mods||||1||
Z||000000||bob in chicago||08-22-2002||12:10 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Recipe for big power gains: <A HREF="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/</A> ||24.148.12.69||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||08-22-2002||05:22 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||anyone else notice that the dyno charts they show do not cross at 5.2k?<P>fishy.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||08-22-2002||06:13 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||That's because all the dyno charts were comparing "premod HP to postmod HP" and "premod lb/ft to postmod lb/ft".  I don't think any of the graphs had both types of power on them.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||08-22-2002||08:29 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Im checking out both part 4 and 5 right now. The charts on the part 5 article arent real clear,its pre/post mod. The graph at the bottom is all the round 5 pulls superimposed. Looking at part 4,it appears to have Hp/Torque plotted graphs,they cross at 5250.<BR> Does anyone know if that car has made it to the track,and if so,what it ran?||129.71.114.76||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||08-22-2002||09:14 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I heard somewhere around 11.8s, But dont take that for gospel.<P>Zach||64.157.126.192||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||08-22-2002||09:26 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Pappy:<BR><B>That's because all the dyno charts were comparing "premod HP to postmod HP" and "premod lb/ft to postmod lb/ft".  I don't think any of the graphs had both types of power on them.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Not in the first three graphs (part 5) their not. Look closer. Not that I really care. Magazine always seem to stretch the truth. I just thought I would point it out.<P>And if they are (comparing hp tp hp) they did an extremely bad job expressing it.<P><p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 08-22-2002).]||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||08-23-2002||01:26 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Yes, they did a horrible job expressing those graphs whatever they are.  I didn't look all that much at them, so you're probably correct.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000007||JonGVR4||08-23-2002||10:16 AM||jon@jgronline.com||The baseline dyno was 190 hp.  No stock GVR4 makes 190 hp at the wheels.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||Ian M||08-23-2002||10:41 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Some 1/4 mile times also,at least after each round of mods would have made the results more realistic to me. You cant drive a dyno. Of course,weather,altitude and track conditions have a big effect on the results,but there would be at least some real world results to go by. For example,if that stock 190hp at the wheels car went only 15.80s-we'd know their dyno was a little optimisic  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||129.71.115.70||reg||1
Z||000009||1quickvr4||08-23-2002||11:01 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Not all stock, Gutted cat, battery in trunk, stock TEL intake, and the ex. cut of behind the resonater got 198 at the wheels.<P>Zach||209.245.228.103||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000851.cgi
A||||2||malcvr4||4WS removal||||1||
Z||000000||malcvr4||08-22-2002||02:15 PM||malcvr4@aol.com||Has anyone removed their 4WS ?  If anyone  had time to explain how to do it, please do.  malc||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||08-22-2002||03:20 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_4bolt.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_4bolt.html</A> <BR>I would help,but mine is still hanging in there  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||bob in chicago||08-22-2002||03:38 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Thanks to Mofugus, I've kissed the slush-tail handling AWS good-bye. Rob welded up the rear rack and installed a total set of poly bushings in the rear subframe and suspension. Now #1072 hunkers down on the expressway ramps and stays stable like never before. I strongly recommend the poly bushings, especially in old, hi mileage cars like mine (161,000 miles); all the suspension rubber is fairly shot from age.<P>A rough summary of "how to"--- <BR>Put car on a lift.  You need to plug off the two hydraulic feeds from your front steering rack that go backwards. We cannibalized the old steel lines/fittings: cut them and welded them up, then screwed fittings back into the rack. Drop your rear subframe. Block off all lines at the rear rack. Remove the rear pump; cut off its driveshaft where it goes into the rear diff; remount pump on diff. Option: fabricate a metal cover to replace pump on the diff and toss pump away. Weld up rear rack (inside rubber boots) or fabricate two spacers to mechanically prevent rack from moving. (I don't trust just hydraulically locking the rack.) Install poly bushings at all possible places in rear suspension that you can afford while it's apart, including Mofugas new camber bushings. Remount diff. and subframe.<P>Leave or remove the AWS lines that run under car to front and also thru engine compartment to the power steering reservoir up front. Plug the two outlets on the power steering reservoir that go to rear. Wash clothes and garage floor several times to remove fluid. Get a 4-wheel alignment.<BR> <BR>Go hunting for BMWs and Audi S4s on expressway ramps....||24.148.12.69||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000852.cgi
A||||8||nocturnalracer||Rims ||||1||
Z||000000||nocturnalracer||08-22-2002||05:52 PM||nocturnalracer@juno.com||I finally going to get rims. I'm getting 17inch and I want to fit 225s on it. What offset do I need to get without the tire scraping the fender? ||68.7.88.102||reg||1
Z||000001||bob in chicago||08-22-2002||06:37 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net|| <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com/mofugas.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mofugas.com/mofugas.htm</A> <P>Just click the "Galant VR4 Information" on the left side of page.||24.148.12.69||reg||1
Z||000002||nocturnalracer||08-22-2002||07:36 PM||nocturnalracer@juno.com||Thanks a lot!||68.7.88.102||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||08-23-2002||03:55 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||What would the board recommend for wheel/tire size?   Honestly, the wonderful chart on mofugas.com is a bit confusing.  I'm asking as driving my VR-4 daily.  I'm thinking that 16" might be enough for me without sacrificing ride quality with low sidewall tires.  Not to mention pot holes, construction, parking against the curb, etc.||65.43.119.109||reg||1
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||08-23-2002||03:58 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Dubs!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||08-23-2002||04:12 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I have P205 50 zr16's.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||markrieb||08-23-2002||04:17 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||What is confusing about the chart...<P>Your best bang for the buck would be some 16x8 wheels with 245/45/16 tires.  The biggest problem is finding reasonably priced 16x8 wheels in the 35mm offset you need.<P>16x7.5's can be found, on them mount up a set of 225/45/16 or 225/50/16's<P>When I did the chart, I took the most common tire sizes available and then compared them to the stock tire dimensions.  You want to keep the overall diamter/rolling radius as close to the stock tire and wheel combination as possible.  Look for the tire sizes with the *'s in the last column.  These are the sizes you want to concentrate on.<P>Next, look at the rim width recommendations for those tire sizes.  For the best handling you want to keep to the upper/wider end of the range.<P>Then go to the wheel chart and look at the offset.  Stock 6" wide wheel has 46mm of offset, 7" rims should have 40mm +/- about 5mm, 8" rims should have around 35mm of offset +/- 2 or 3 mm. The place where clearance becomes an issue is the lower rear trailing arm.  If you have to you can grind off the raised seam and weld/box the arm back up and gain about 1/4" of clearance.  Most of the wider tires (&gt;225) will also rub a tiny bit on the front inner plastic fenderwell at full steering lock.<P>I have run Kumho Victor Racer V700's (DOT legal autocrossing tire, not recommended for the street) 245/45/16's on some 16x7's without any problems when I autox.  That rim is a bit too narrow but works OK (not ideal but OK) with the very, very stiff sidewalls of the V700's.  On the street I have run both a 205/55/16 and a 225/45/16 on a 16x7.5" rim.  In another week or two I'll go pick up another set of rims, some 17x7's with 235/40/17 A0032's for another set of race tires.  I need more parts storage...;-)<P>I would really like to see somebody try and run a 255/30/18 on a 18x8 or 18x9 rim.  Those tires *should* fit.  You'd have to have a big brake kit behind them to make it look right tho and would maybe need some pretty custom wheels (Kinesis for me please...).<P>Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000007||Doug Thomas||08-23-2002||07:20 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Mark,<P>Is there a site that shows you the plus1,2 wheel conversion for any wheel size?<P>Thanks<BR>Doug||24.191.96.19||reg||1
Z||000008||1312VR4||08-23-2002||08:44 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I have the 5 bolt conversion. I'm running 215/35r18 Parada Spec II's w/ 18x7.5" Katana K-6's they are .4" diameter SMALLER than stock||63.52.132.31||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000853.cgi
A||||1||Ian M||Montero MAS||||1||
Z||000000||Ian M||08-22-2002||08:47 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I was inspecting a '96-97 or so Montero at work today,I noticed it has a MAS that looks exactly like a 2g/3kgt unit. Has anyone ever used one of these? It probably would be harder to find one them in a junkyard,but if it works (?... I dont see why a slight calibration differnce would matter if your using an AFC anyway)perhaps it would be another source if you found one.<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-22-2002).]||129.71.114.76||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-23-2002||08:41 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I've known of a couple of people to use them on T/E/L's. But thats about it||63.52.132.31||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000854.cgi
A||N||8||Bill||How does 4ws work?||||1||
Z||000000||Bill||08-23-2002||12:52 PM||||I know that it is speed sens. but can you have manual type of 4ws?||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||08-23-2002||01:41 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I'm not quite sure what you mean by "manual", but monster trucks have a literal manual aws system.  The front wheels are turned by the usual steering wheel method & most guys have a switch somewhere that allows them to independently turn the rear wheels to their liking.  Granted it's about as far away from a daily usable feature, but would be kinda kewl to use  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-23-2002||02:16 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||It dosent, Mitsu put it there thinking that people wernt going to take it of and were gonna wrap all of the cars around poles. Then in 2005 they were gonna sell the last 5 they have had in storage for 25,000 a peice making the the other 5 still owned by privite employes of mitsu worth more too. That is intil we started pulling it off. Make sense?<P>Zach ||64.157.127.239||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||08-23-2002||03:49 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I think that it would be possible to "override" the 4WS by hijacking the speed and steering inputs into the ECU.  I believe that careful study of the service manual would illustrate the possibility.<P>I personally would like to have out-of-phase steering below 30mph so I could have a 20-foot steering radius.  Maybe then I could parallel park like a champ.||65.43.119.109||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||08-23-2002||04:00 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Sorry , What goes to the ECU? All I can find is the speed sensor. What trips it to work? Does it "follow" the front or just turn a certian number of degrees when it turns? So what will happen to my car with no factory ECU? Never come on or all the time? Yea anyone please help out with this, I never really thought about it and if it's not working anymore, might-as-well take it out then   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 08-23-2002).]||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||08-23-2002||04:07 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I know it's speed sensitive just don't really grasp how the car would know if it's 30mph or not if you don't have the "thingy" in the speedo nor the stock ecu to trip it. I don't have the factory dash either, yea I gave that away  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> So any help would be nice, maybe now I can turn it on below 30mph? Then I would keep it foresure, just swap the 4bolt "guts" in. <BR> Thanks,||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||08-23-2002||06:47 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Oops, actually now that I'm looking at things a little more closely I'm guessing that it is completely hydraulic?<P>Looks to me like the front rack or pump has oil lines sent to the back (right and left) which are attached to a control valve and another pump which operates the rear wheels.  I can't however, find any indication how the rear pump operates (no power?).<P>I guess that you could install a pump to operate the rear wheels "manually".  I wonder, however, if the pump is strong enough to actually turn the wheels when the car is not in motion (or slower than 30mph).  I think the rear steering pushes 4lbs.<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 08-23-2002).]||65.43.119.109||reg||1
Z||000007||4g63t||08-26-2002||12:41 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||I've wondered about this for a while. Does anybody know all the tiny details about this system? My friend has an 89' honda prelude w/ 4ws steering and it is INCREDIBLE! He can literally do a u-turn in a standard size lane and only go over the line about a foot! Honda's system for that year is all mechanical - theres a tiny shaft (like a driveshaft) that comes off his steering rack and goes back to another rack at the rear. He can sit and turn the wheel and you can watch the back wheels turn. Unlike mitsu's system, turning a paltry 1.5 degrees, honda's turns a full 15 degrees, opposite the fronts, for incredible turning radius. It would be really cool if we could somehow figure out how to control our system to do that. If you think it wouldn't be worth the trouble, go drive an 89' prelude w/ 4ws, you'll be amazed at how it turns. I'd be interested in tinkering w/ this, does anyone have any specifics( computer specs, schematics, etc...) on our system?||63.191.168.70||reg||5
Z||000008||Kibo||08-26-2002||03:00 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||The rear steering pump is attached to the top of the pumpkin.  It has a small pinion gear that fits down inside the pumpkin and meshes with a drive gear that is pressed on to the passenger side of the differential housing (which houses the stock open differential) and is held on with a single spring pin.<P>To swap this over to the 4-bolt innards, you need to pull the inner bearing race to get to this gear, then press it onto the 4-bolt LSD's differential housing (assuming you're putting in an LSD...) with a new spring pin and press a new bearing on.  While you're at it, press a new bearing on to the other side...<P>I'm currently having this done at the dealer for the bargain price of $20 cash, under the table.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  They didn't have the special tool required to remove the bearing without destroying it, so I had to buy new bearings (might as well replace the pair) for $20/ea.  You could do it yourself with a gear puller and press--but since I don't have either of those (nor the patience or experience), I figured $20 is not a bad deal, really.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Hope that helps,<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000855.cgi
A||||3||91vr4evolution||How long is a piece of string?||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||08-23-2002||09:40 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I know this a how long is a piece of string question, but I'm looking for recommendation on:<BR>How much boost to run at the drags tomorrow.<BR>I know, I know, please try to keep flaming to a minimum please.<BR>I have 720cc injectors set at 30psi(vacuum disconnected). I have a Lancer Evo (2G) Air flow sensor, I have a large Bosch pump and Bosch hi-flow filter. The head gasket is stock, the pistons are PROBABLY stock, it has a Mines chipped ECU. Now the main reason I asked is this, it's a small 16G, but it has had a Garrett comp. wheel put in it to replace the eroded Mitsi wheel. I believe that it's about the size of a large 16G wheel. Okay, so the standard wheel efficiency range is what, between 13-16psi, so would the Garrett wheel range be higher? The comp housing inlet throat and internals were machined to suit, but the outlet is stock. I'm going to run a 50:50 94/110 mix tomorrow. So what do you reckon...<P>Mike.<P>ps do I need to reset the ECU to take advantage of the higher octane that I will be using?<BR>pps as it's a JDM car it has a FMIC as standard.||203.96.111.200||reg||5
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||08-24-2002||01:11 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||17 to 18psi IMO||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||08-24-2002||09:42 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91vr4evolution:<BR><B>I know this a how long is a piece of string question, but I'm looking for recommendation on:<BR>How much boost to run at the drags tomorrow.<BR>I know, I know, please try to keep flaming to a minimum please.<BR>I have 720cc injectors set at 30psi(vacuum disconnected). I have a Lancer Evo (2G) Air flow sensor, I have a large Bosch pump and Bosch hi-flow filter. The head gasket is stock, the pistons are PROBABLY stock, it has a Mines chipped ECU. Now the main reason I asked is this, it's a small 16G, but it has had a Garrett comp. wheel put in it to replace the eroded Mitsi wheel. I believe that it's about the size of a large 16G wheel. Okay, so the standard wheel efficiency range is what, between 13-16psi, so would the Garrett wheel range be higher? The comp housing inlet throat and internals were machined to suit, but the outlet is stock. I'm going to run a 50:50 94/110 mix tomorrow. So what do you reckon...<P>Mike.<P>ps do I need to reset the ECU to take advantage of the higher octane that I will be using?<BR>pps as it's a JDM car it has a FMIC as standard.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Base fuel pressure should be higher than 30.  Try around 38.  <P>Reseting the ECU won't hurt but a few minutes of driving, the ECU will learn and advance timing.||207.162.163.19||reg||1
Z||000003||91vr4evolution||08-26-2002||04:13 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Re: fuel pressure, I know its low but I'm controlling the fueling with it.(720's). Budget, I know, but the wife still wants to feed the cats, go figure?<P>It turned out to be academic anyway, cause I lined up on the pad for my first run, and when it boosted up, it snapped the pin that locates the actutor rod out of the WG pivot arm. No boost!! ARGGH!! Well it did a 19.5 at about 55 mph!<P>Mike. <BR> ||203.96.111.200||reg||1
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A||||11||ken inn||tein HA coilovers||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||08-24-2002||03:58 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||these thinks look awesome.  they are supposed to have 16 different compression/rebound adjustments, but the set i got has 24.  tein usa says that the extra "clicks" are there so the adjustment needles dont lose calibration.  i am not sure they know.  all you do is just turn these leeetle knobbys on the tops, and they click to a different setting.  when set at the factory recommended(to meet japanese standards) for ride height, it dropped the car about an inch.  this was compared to the car with koni's.  each spring has an additional "helper" spring on the bottom, probably to soften the initial bump.  they are stiff, but the ride is suprisingly good.  i havent experimented with the different compression/rebound settings, but the recommended ones are about in the middle, and seem to control rebound pretty good.  <BR>     on the road, the car is a different animal.  way more control, slight increase in oversteer, which i like, and on a flat, smooth road, the car overran the tires, it's never done that before.  i could actually feel them starting to break away, there was almost no lean.  of course, the rear wheel steering didnt help.  there is a nice stretch of road about 2 miles from my house, with about a mile of just switchbacks, several of them at least 90 degrees, and i could take them at least 10, maybe 15 mph faster, no problem.  the car felt like a go kart, very flat cornering, and if you hit a small bump, you really feel it.  <BR>     i think the koni's were a huge improvement over the gr-2's, but the tien's are way better than the koni's.  of course, the springs are tuned to the shocks, whereas i use the eclipse front springs and galant rears.  <BR>     from a pure performance standpoint, these are the best ever.  bilstein, kyb gr2, koni, none of them can compare, but again, this is a coil over setup, and very adjustable.  i dont like the choppy ride over stuff like when the railroad tracks go across the road, and they dip slightly, the car really bounces.  it is ok over lightly pothole roads, about what the koni's were, but if there are dips, then the car is way too bouncy, even to the point of feeling like i was losing traction on one or more wheels.  and, when in turns at speed, it really bump steers, especially when you hit a dip, and the car bounces, i can feel it sliding sideways.  a lot of that is because i can now go into and stay at a higher speed than before, and, like i said, i can tell the car needs better tires, these just arent sticky enough.  i am going to put the koni's back on, and get a better ride, and a lot less handling.  anyone road racing this car, this setup is way better than any other i have had.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||08-24-2002||04:46 PM||eunosfd@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>i am going to put the koni's back on, and get a better ride, and a lot less handling.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>They sound killer.  I wish I had the money for them myself  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">   Why would you be putting the Koni's back on?  ..or am I misinterpreting what you typed?  Are these GVR-4 specific?  I've heard nothing but good things about Tein products & I'm really interested in the new electronically controlable unit they have out.  If only I wasn't a po' college student   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">   ...well my Whiteline springs & caster/camber thingies will be here on Monday from Mofugas so maybe I shouldn't complain tooooo much yet....  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||08-24-2002||05:22 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||these ARE galant VR-4 E39A specific.  this suspension CLEARLY needs better tires, and a younger person.  on a flat road, the car is like a go kart, and overpowers the tires, and because of the increased performance potential, i feel like i have to really be fully concentrating on what the car is doing, because the response is so quick.  i am more interested in a touring type ride than a race type.  with this suspension, and better tires, i feel like i would pass bmw's, and be up with the porsches.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.tein.com/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tein.com/index.html</A> ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||08-25-2002||12:45 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Ken this is pretty much the same feeling from the Impreza guys on Tein's coilovers (HA's). Also you can use thier new in car adjuster the HDFC so you can set the shocks from inside the car. <BR>Now I just need to get the money for them since I have a good hook up on them.<BR>Rich<P><BR>PS: I would still like to see what people think of the JIC's if those weren't $300 more.<P>||67.25.82.53||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||08-25-2002||01:13 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i just backed off the adjustment -16(this SHOULD be the softest setting) on the front, and -18 on the rear.  the instructions say 16 adjustments, but actually there are 24.  when i spoke to tein usa, they said the other 8 are for calibration, or some nonsense answer, i really dont think they knew.  so, i have emailed the main company in japan, and am asking them.  at this softer setting, the suspension is ok, even better over little bumps than the koni's ever were, but the dips are still a problem.  still great control, and now the ride is a LOT more pleasant.  according to the fact sheet, you cannot use the electric control on this set, but perhaps this is a later set, and is adaptable for use with the electric adjusters.  i'm still not conviced these are worth 2 grand, tho.  for a serious racer, maybe, cause then you can drive to the track, stiffen it up, and race, and then go home, probably with all of the trophies.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000005||turboflanagan||08-25-2002||03:24 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Do you adjust the Tein's on the car?  <P>Were you taking the train tracks at full speed?  I saw a couple of Honduh guys with SlammeD cars the other day trying to zig-zag across some tracks to keep from getting stuck.  It was quite funny.  And they looked totally stock otherwise with some hugely cool negative camber!  You know, for extra help in cornering or something.<P>If you do decide to get rid of the Teins, send me an email.  I don't live in Florida  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||64.63.209.192||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||08-25-2002||03:41 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||on the top of each of the shocks, there is a little knob, you either turn it with your fingers, or a little tool that they give you.  it's very easy, little click stops, very easy to turn.  all of the materials and workmanship on this setup is top notch, and they look gorgeous.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000007||MPREZYAVR4||08-26-2002||12:01 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Ken $2k is alittle (sarcasm) high since MSRP is @$1460 and I have found them through usual channels for @$1330 (I wish I could get a group buy going for the price I was quoted from a good friend cause you all would be happy).<BR>Also you did get camber/caster(?) adjustable pillow mounts with them right? That is on the what is included list. They also informed me that they can be used with the EDFC (all it is is little solenoids boxes that mount on top of the adjusters). Maybe Tein have sent you a different set (non-HA) since those are supposed to be 16way only.<BR>||206.217.206.33||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||08-26-2002||10:26 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||see, that's what i mean about i am not confident that tien usa, or at least the person i talked to, is, as we say here, not playing with a full deck.  first, i was told the edfc would not work with the HA(and i DO have the HA), and that the pillow ball mounts are extra.  that was BEFORE i went further into the site.  then, the explanation about the other 8 settings(these have 24, not 16) having to do with calibration, did not sound right to me.  i have since emailed the main company in japan, and i hope they dont just forward the email on to tein usa. also, i want specs on the settings, so i KNOW when i dial them in, what the difference is, and i can keep a log on them.  but above all, this is a VERY high quality set, looks very precision made, and the parts are all of the best metals.  however, the abs sensors and the brake lines did not quite bolt into the proper places, and i had to use tie wraps, or i would have had to stretch the hell out of the lines.<BR>    i have a very close relationship with bilstein, thru personal friends, and company reps, and the information is easily and readily availble.  if any of you get the teins, a pool of information is sorely needed.  parts like these need good support, especially if the price is so much higher than other suspensions out there.  also, it seems to me that the possibilities of the suspension is far and away better than any other out there, but the tuning information is just not there.  i eventually waded thru koni and found a person who was very helpful, and could send me a lot of the info i wanted, but the tein people i spoke to did not seem like they knew, or did not want to give out the info. ||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000009||MPREZYAVR4||08-26-2002||01:40 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I have a friend who was sponsored by Tein and I am having him contact his friends inside to see what info they can dig up. <P>||192.187.234.127||reg||1
Z||000010||Bill||08-27-2002||12:50 PM||||We should of had group purchase of eith Koni or Bilstein shocks for given spring rates and have the ride and handling tested.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||08-27-2002||12:53 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Hey Ken wanna give me the other Konis you got ;-)||24.58.146.89||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000857.cgi
A||||15||gvr4ever||refinishing GVR4 rims.||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4ever||08-24-2002||09:45 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Has anyone repainting rims before?  I'm getting ready to get an extra set, but they are grey and I have a black car.  I wanted to paint them black.  <P>The link on vfaq.com is down.  If someone has done this, please post detailed instructions or a link that works.<P>Thanks<P>William||12.221.228.11||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||08-24-2002||10:04 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://155.33.100.186:15/carpics.html" TARGET=_blank>http://155.33.100.186:15/carpics.html</A> <P>I won't have this site up past the 29th because I'm moving.  Just a warning.<P>This thread might help<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=b4e444168bacd9de91bbf5900f9414fa&threadid=40507" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=b4e444168bacd9de91bbf5900f9414fa&threadid=40507</A> <P>I didn't put a whole lot of effort into painting mine.  I didn't do any clear coats like I say on my page.  I would have liked to, but didn't get to.  I would recommend maybe 4 coats of color and 2 coats of clear coat.  I used special "wheel paint" that is supposedly more resistant to chipping.  I think that if you used a regular paint for the black, and then used the wheel paint clear coat you'd probably be fine.  Just make sure you read the directions on the can of paint.  I fully removed the paint and brake dust that was on the wheels.  You should be able to just sand it down and clean real good.  It's essential that you clean them thoroughly and make sure there is no brake dust around.  Also, if you use paint remover, be carefull not to get it on the center caps.  The paint remover will eat right through the plastic.  Oh yeah, I'm not exactly sure how well sanding as opposed to paint remover will work since we have that texture to our wheels.  Okay, and lastly, try and make sure you have a clean painting area.  I got little tiny bits of fiber from fabric on the wheels.  It's not really noticeable, but it's annoying.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||08-24-2002||10:17 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Thats pretty much how I was planning on doing it, only I didn't know if I should sand or what.<P>Did you use some sort of auto paint remover, or just plain old paint remover?<P>Also, I was thinking about just polishing them up too.  Anyone try this? <P>William||12.221.228.11||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||08-24-2002||10:34 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Umm.. I think I just used regular paint remover.  Whatever my dad had in the garage.  I feel kinda bad, I go home just to work on the car and get some good food  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Anywho, try to avoid skin contact with the paint remover.  Regular stuff just usually starts to burn a little, but if you use aeronautical grade paint remover.. well, just try not to get that on your skin.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||08-24-2002||11:15 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I used the same wheel paint as pappy, But I used the clear coat. The clear coat on it makes some of the metalic go away. As far as prep I used carb cleaner and sand paper. I have a black VR-4 and I painted my wheels silver, Go figure..........<P>Zach||209.244.93.1||reg||1
Z||000005||199of2k||08-24-2002||11:22 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||DONT SAND THE RIMS!  I cannot stress that enough, it takes FOREVER!  It took me a whole weekend just to get the Drivers side done.  Dont sand, use paint thinner.<P>On the plus side sanding did alow me to have nice polished aluminum rims, it just took me 2 weeks (and many painful finger blisters).<p>[This message has been edited by 199of2k (edited 08-24-2002).]||68.14.75.95||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||08-25-2002||12:04 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Yeah, the paint remover worked miracles.  Just slap it on the wheel, and come back like a half an hour later and scrub it off with a wire brush.  You might need to do that a couple times, but it's very little work.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||08-25-2002||12:35 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Can't the rims be powder coated?||63.227.44.51||reg||1
Z||000008||Pappy||08-25-2002||01:04 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Yeah they can be.  But you have to remove the tires and then remount and balance them.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000009||gvr4ever||08-25-2002||01:27 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Thanks for all the post.  Looks like it will be a easy job.<P>William||12.221.228.11||reg||1
Z||000010||SPEEDFIEND||08-25-2002||01:13 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I'm not sure were your located but, there's a guy here in town that will powder coat for $50 a rim.   Kris||206.214.57.39||reg||1
Z||000011||GVR1643||08-26-2002||12:31 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I saw somebody's VR4 with the wheels down to the alloy and black ceter caps with the diamond star in them painted red.  Looked great and have been wanting to do this to mine...just afraid of all the time it would take to do this.  Anyone know who's wheels they were? ( I think it's posted in the pics section of the Yahoo groups list).  I was thinking they might have to be bead blasted to remove everything - guess not.  Any info on getting a nice alloy finish would be appreciated. Then I can do a few clear coats on them to finish.<BR>TIA <BR>Kevin||167.142.21.161||reg||1
Z||000012||199of2k||08-26-2002||12:58 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||like these?<BR> <A HREF="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NewEngDSM/files/Brandon%27s%20Galant%20VR4/DSC00003.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NewEngDSM/files/Brandon%27s%20Galant%20VR4/DSC00003.jpg</A> <p>[This message has been edited by 199of2k (edited 08-26-2002).]||68.14.75.95||reg||1
Z||000013||Hertz||08-26-2002||02:02 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Wow, that looks pretty good.<P>Is it me or is the rear wheel turned out?||67.36.182.210||reg||1
Z||000014||GVR1643||08-26-2002||02:27 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||That's the ones...are those yours?  I didn't want to do that much hand sanding ;-)  I like that look with the stock wheels.<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.246||reg||1
Z||000015||199of2k||08-26-2002||04:31 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Yep, those are mine.  If I had to do it again, I would have just stripped them and then sanded (as they still arent completly done.)  All I can say if your gonna sand them start at a really course grit then slowly work your way down to a really fine grit then polish.  Get all the scratches out before you clearcoat and you should be done in a couple of weeks.<P>You should probably use a dremmel to get the paint out of those hard to reach places.<P>At Hertz: No the rears arent turned, maybe just the lighting.<p>[This message has been edited by 199of2k (edited 08-26-2002).]||68.14.75.95||reg||1
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A||||4||blacksheep||Buying BG Engine Purge etc...||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||08-25-2002||02:11 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi all<P>Where can I find this BG Engine Purge?<P>Ken Inn - Do you have a source you bought this from?  <P>Does RRE, Buschur etc etc carry this stuff as well?<P>Also, is there some way of doing a "tranny flush" before dumping in BG Syncroshift? Just curious...<P>Thanks!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||turboflanagan||08-25-2002||03:00 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Where can I find this BG Engine Purge?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.bgprod.com/locator.html#anchor253414" TARGET=_blank>http://www.bgprod.com/locator.html#anchor253414</A> <P>I got mine from the rep that comes to our dealer so I don't know how much they may charge.  <P>Does RRE, Buschur etc etc carry this stuff as well?<P>Don't know.<P>Also, is there some way of doing a "tranny flush" before dumping in BG Syncroshift? Just curious...<P>Nope, not on a manual.  You could just add new dino oil, run the car a couple of miles and switch to BG.  I think that most people just drain and fill with new fluid.<P>Peter<BR>||64.63.209.192||reg||1
Z||000002||pudhed||08-26-2002||06:35 PM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||Yeah what's up with that stuff? I called the number listed for CA, and they said I gotta wait for the bay area rep to call me, and tell me a place and time to meet for the "exchange". Very James Bond... <P>Is there an easier way to buy it? ||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||08-26-2002||07:18 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||easiest way is to find a shop that uses a lot of the bg products.  a lot of the bmw mercedes porsche places use it.  then, just ask them to order you one.  ||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||Martin Chilcote||08-27-2002||09:38 AM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by pudhed:<BR><B>Yeah what's up with that stuff? I called the number listed for CA, and they said I gotta wait for the bay area rep to call me, and tell me a place and time to meet for the "exchange". Very James Bond... <P>Is there an easier way to buy it? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I've bought it from the my areas local rep, met in a parking lot of the hotel he was staying in, sold me several product from the back of a large trailer at the "right price".<BR>If you buy from a shop (local or on-line" you'll pay 20%-40% more. <BR>||66.136.230.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000859.cgi
A||||0||Johnny Bravo||My Whiteline springs are in!!!||||7||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||08-26-2002||04:44 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Not that anyone would really care, but I got my shipment from Mofugas today:  Whiteline 50% springs, SPC 12mm front camber bolt, & Whiteline rear bushing thingies.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">   Anyway, I can't wait to get them installed once I get my damn driveshaft issue fixed.  ||64.12.96.74||reg||7
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A||||1||Hertz||BCS mod vs. MBC||||1||
Z||000000||Hertz||08-27-2002||11:16 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Am I correct in assuming that doing the boost control solenoid mod (removing restrictor) is a waste of time if I were to install a manual boost controller?||67.37.179.90||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||08-27-2002||11:23 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||yes, you wont use the BCS anymore.||167.142.21.148||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000861.cgi
A||||26||JAP-SPEC||cluster problem for the big dogs||||1||
Z||000000||JAP-SPEC||08-28-2002||01:37 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||Like some of you know i recently put in a jdm galant engine in my car.when i  install my engine i had never connected the cluster the right way so it didn't work.I have a 1990 engine with a 92 engine harness.Now i have both wiring diagram and am having a bit of a problem.The 90 coil connection as four wirer on the plug,blk-wht,yel-blk,yel-grn,and white.The power transistor has five wirer connection on the plug that are yel-grn,yel-blk,blk,yel-red,and yel. The 92  coil connection as three wirer on the plug blk-wht,yel-blk,blk,and yel-grn.The power transistor as seven connection on the plug yel-blk,yel-red,blk,wht,blk-wht,yel,and yel-grn.How do i connect the 1992 harness to my 1990 engine to make my cluster work?what i think i should is cut the 1990 plug and use it to connect it to my engne coil pack because the 1992 coil plug is missing the fourth wirer thats white.i'll cut the white wirer from the wirer that goes to the  1992 power transistor and solder it to the 1990 coil pack plug.If you look at the 1990 diagram and the 1992 diagram you can see they go to the same place.Next i'll cut the blk-wht wirer from the 1992 power transistor plug and solder it to the blk-wht wirer of the 1990 coil pack plug.The yel-grn and yel-blk wire jump from the coil pack plug to the power transistor on both the 1990 and 1992 plugs.Now i cut off the 1992 power transistor plug and use the 1990 power transistor and solder the yel-red,yel,and black wirers to the 1990power transistor.The last two wirers where the yel-blk,and yel-grn but remember that they just jump from the coil pack plug to the power tansistor on both 1990 and 1992 harness.Does that same to be right?||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||Nate||08-28-2002||07:35 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Why not just swap the coil pack, power transistor, camshaft position sensor, and throttle body from your US-spec Galant motor onto this 1990 motor to allow it to directly plug in?||208.247.212.126||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||08-28-2002||09:15 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Jap-spec, if you don't learn how to post better pretty soon, you are getting booted.  First it was all caps and now it is one long paragraph. <P>Use some common sense man.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||08-28-2002||10:14 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Nate:<BR><B>Why not just swap the coil pack, power transistor, camshaft position sensor, and throttle body from your US-spec Galant motor onto this 1990 motor to allow it to directly plug in?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Exactly.  <P>Also, that was one really straining post to read.  A new sentence is supposed to have double spaces after the previous period.  That's not completely necessary, but at least one space after a sentence would be appreciated.  Also, umm... just typing english that makes sense would help.  I mean, I can read that and understand it, but it's difficult and annoying.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||08-28-2002||12:32 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||[offtopic]<P>I agree -- however as a web designer I would like to point out that in HTML multiple ("soft") spaces are always reduced to 1.  (Pappy, you only have 1 space between your sentences.)    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>[/offtopic]<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 08-28-2002).]||67.37.231.22||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||08-28-2002||02:07 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Oh John, Don't give the boot.  I always count on being able to come to one of these post and being able to LMAO in the middle of a crappy work day.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>(sorry couldn't resist)<BR>||167.142.21.173||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||08-28-2002||02:47 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Well, please pardon minor grammatical errors such as single spaces, for I've been up all night studying for a final and my head only knows one thing right now... paleontology.  I could have sworn that I did two spaces though.<P>::edit:: a ha! The forum software removes one of the spaces.  oh well<p>[This message has been edited by Pappy (edited 08-28-2002).]||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000007||JAP-SPEC||08-28-2002||04:31 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||lol I want to hear answer on my question.Nothing else||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||blytz||08-28-2002||08:46 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Pappy, it's actually not the board that removes it, it's the Web Browser!||172.149.34.99||reg||1
Z||000009||turboflanagan||08-29-2002||06:58 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Then where do all those spaces go?  Is it like Richard Pryer trying to collect all the fractions of a cent from electronic money transactions in Superman?  My connection must be slowed down by all these spaces!  They should be shot!||64.63.209.163||reg||5
Z||000010||Hertz||08-29-2002||10:32 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Right click on this page, choose View Source... and scroll down to Pappy's messages (or most anyone else's) you'll see the spaces are still there.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>-Ryan||67.37.190.59||reg||1
Z||000011||turboflanagan||08-30-2002||12:14 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Sorry, I'm just a grease monkey.  I still don't see the spaces.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  but I'll take your word for it.||64.63.209.204||reg||7
Z||000012||JAP-SPEC||08-30-2002||02:44 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||Like some of you know i recently put in a jdm galant engine in my car. When i install my engine i had never connected the cluster the right way so it didn't work. I have a 1990 engine with a 92 engine harness. Now i have both wiring diagram and am having a bit of a problem. The 90 coil connection as four wirer on the plug,blk-wht,yel-blk,yel-grn,and white. The power transistor has five wirer connection on the plug that are yel-grn,yel-blk,blk,yel-red,and yel. The 92 coil connection as three wirer on the plug blk-wht,yel-blk,blk,and yel-grn. The power transistor as seven connection on the plug yel-blk,yel-red,blk,wht,blk-wht,yel,and yel-grn. How do i connect the 1992 harness to my 1990 engine to make my cluster work? What i think i should is cut the 1990 plug and use it to connect it to my engne coil pack because the 1992 coil plug is missing the fourth wirer thats white. I'll cut the white wirer from the wirer that goes to the 1992 power transistor and solder it to the 1990 coil pack plug. If you look at the 1990 diagram and the 1992 diagram you can see they go to the same place. Next i'll cut the blk-wht wirer from the 1992 power transistor plug and solder it to the blk-wht wirer of the 1990 coil pack plug. The yel-grn and yel-blk wire jump from the coil pack plug to the power transistor on both the 1990 and 1992 plugs. Now i cut off the 1992 power transistor plug and use the 1990 power transistor and solder the yel-red,yel,and black wirers to the 1990power transistor. The last two wirers where the yel-blk,and yel-grn but remember that they just jump from the coil pack plug to the power tansistor on both 1990 and 1992 harness. Does that same to be right?<P>happy now!<BR>||152.163.188.38||reg||10
Z||000013||Dan D||08-30-2002||03:58 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Almost.  Now someone who knows please help him <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>  Like some of you know, I recently put in a jdm galant engine in my car. When I installed my engine I  never connected the cluster the correct way.  It didn't work. <P>  I have a 1990 engine with a 92 engine harness. Now i have both wiring diagram and am having a bit of a problem. The 90 coil connection has four wires on the plug: 1 .blk-wht, <BR>2. yel-blk, <BR>3. yel-grn, <BR>4. white. <P>The power transistor has five wire connections on the plug: yel-grn,yel-blk,blk,yel-red,and yel. The 92 coil connection as three wirer on the plug <BR>1. blk-wht<BR>2. yel-blk<BR>3. blk<BR>4. yel-grn. <P>The power transistor has seven connections on the plug:<BR>1. yel-blk<BR>2. yel-red <BR>3. blk<BR>4. wht<BR>5. blk-wht<BR>6. yel<BR>7. yel-grn. <P>How do I connect the 1992 harness to my 1990 engine to make my cluster work? <P>  What I think I should do is cut the 1990 plug and use it to connect it my engine coil pack.  The 1992 coil plug is missing the fourth wire (white). I'll cut the white wire from the harness that goes to the 1992 power transistor and solder it to the 1990 coil pack plug. <P>  If you look at the 1990 diagram and the 1992 diagram you can see they go to the same place. <P>Next, I'll cut the blk-wht wire from the 1992 power transistor plug and solder it to the blk-wht wire of the 1990 coil pack plug. <P>The yel-grn and yel-blk wire jump from the coil pack plug to the power transistor on both the 1990 and 1992 plugs. <P>Now I cut off the 1992 power transistor plug and use the 1990 power transistor and solder the yel-red, yel, and black wires to the 1990 power transistor. The last two wires where the yel-blk and yel-grn but they just jump from the coil pack plug to the power tansistor on both 1990 and 1992 harness. Does that seem to be right?||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000014||JAP-SPEC||08-31-2002||12:27 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||lol! thanx dan, maybe now i'll get a answer.<BR>||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000015||Dan D||08-31-2002||03:10 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||You're welcome.  I hope you do.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000016||JAP-SPEC||09-01-2002||06:11 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||helloooooooo ?------^^^||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000017||keydiver||09-04-2002||11:24 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||OK Mr. JAP-SPEC (Luis), here is the information I think you need: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/89_ign.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/89_ign.pdf</A> <BR>This is the ignition circuit from an '89 Galant, and I think the wire colors match your '90. If you compare this schematic to the '91-'92 GVR-4 one I emailed you (twice), you can see that the main difference is that Mitsubishi moved the "OR" circuit from the ignition coil to the transistor pack, so the white wire that used to go to pin 1 of the transistor pack will now need to go to pin 3 (white wire) of the coil. I can't gaurantee that this will provide the correct tach signal for your gauge, because the gate looks different in the '91-'92 (a "NAND" gate, maybe?), but if the JDM ECU and the ignition coil match each other (from the same car), at least the ECU will be happy with the pulses coming from the coil.<BR>Here is a summary of the other wires:<BR>'89 Coil Pin    Wire Color      '91 Coil Pin<BR>4                Black/White         3<BR>2                Yellow/Green        2<BR>1                Yellow/Black        1 <BR>3                White      see transistor<P>'89 transistor    Wire Color     '91 trans<BR>1               Yellow/Green          8<BR>2               Yellow                7<BR>3               Black                 3<BR>5               Yellow/Red            2<BR>6               Yellow/Black          4<BR>none             White                1<BR>see coil        Black/White           6<BR>Amazingly, all the wire colors are the same, at least according to these Galant schematics! Your instructions as above seem right, but I would double check the pinouts to be sure the wires actually go to the connector pins the schematic shows.<BR>It would still be ALOT easier if you would just use the newer coil and transistor pack, but if you insist, here is everything you should need.   <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.208.84||reg||1
Z||000018||JAP-SPEC||09-04-2002||08:40 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||ummmmmm So your saying it may not be the wireing but the way it pin-in to the transistor?If so what give the the signal to the the cluster to make the rpm guage move? I don't mean to be a pain but i'm just one man and this is all new to me. I'm just a brave soldier that one day decided to put in engine in his car and made it work. ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000019||Nate||09-04-2002||10:22 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Why not just use the original coil pack, power transistor, camshaft position sensor, and throttle body that came with your car, since the sensors will just plug in exactly as they're supposed to?  I did mention this in my first post, the second one in this thread.  No need to reinvent the wheel.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000020||JAP-SPEC||09-05-2002||05:34 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||cause i got rid of my old engine. Big mistake that i learned the hard way||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000021||JAP-SPEC||09-05-2002||05:40 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||Another thing can't i just take tap into another wire to make the rpm work? I'm asking this becuase i'm just going to have to buy an after market rpm guage.How would i hook it up?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000022||bob in chicago||09-05-2002||08:01 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||You should be able to get a used American coil pack, power transistor, camshaft position sensor, and throttle body from <A HREF="http://www.dsmtrader.com" TARGET=_blank>www.dsmtrader.com</A>  Just keep searching older for sale postings there.||24.148.12.171||reg||1
Z||000023||JAP-SPEC||09-05-2002||02:39 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||Noooooo, I have spent 3,000 on my dam engine. I don't want to spend no more money. Where there a will there a way. I know i can make it work. iIjust need to get a hold of the harness cause when i was cutting my galant harness for part the white coil wire was going the direction of the injecter.  If i find out what wire it plug in to i car probably make it work.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000024||keydiver||09-05-2002||02:56 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Luis,<BR>Question #1: Do you have the engine up and running? Are the ECU, the coils, and the transistor pack all playing together now?<BR>Question #2: Is the only problem you're having is getting the tach to work? If so, as shown in those schematics, try tapping the white wire from the tach into that white wire going from pin 3 of the coil pack to pin 109 of the ECU. Have you tried that? If it doesn't work, you may need an inverter circuit, which would take the pulses and flip their polarity. You could try connecting the tach wire to pin 21 of the ECU, which is the RPM signal from the CAS, but I doubt if that will work.<BR>Next time, save your coil and transistor before you get rid of the old engine. IT would be Soooooooo much easier.<p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 09-05-2002).]||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000025||JAP-SPEC||09-05-2002||06:51 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||My answer to the your first question  is yes. 2. yes,i have the white wire from the coil pack running to the ecu pin 109. Still not working. I'm just going to get a aftermarket tach. Should i tap into pin 21 of the ecu to make the rpm guage work? ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000026||keydiver||09-05-2002||09:33 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I would try an aftermarket tach on the original white wire first.<BR>I guess this website would have helped you, if I had found it sooner: <A HREF="http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/ecuconversion.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/ecuconversion.html</A> <BR>It does bring up an interesting solution for your tach problem - get a tach from a '90 T/E/L.||66.156.212.8||reg||1
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A||||14||JAP-SPEC||idle switch sensor||||1||
Z||000000||JAP-SPEC||08-28-2002||01:53 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||1.Where is the idle switch sensor on the throttle body?2.Is that the sensor that at the top of the throttle body?3.What color is the wire on the idle switch sensor?4.Will the car still turn on?5.what will happen if it is not connected?<P>these i need all answer too.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||08-28-2002||04:20 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Looking at the throttle from the front of the car the sensor is on the backside/top of the throttle body. The wire coming out is green. The should start/run without it plugged in but it wont idle right. ||65.179.80.213||reg||1
Z||000002||Hunter||08-28-2002||09:05 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||to make sure.. this the ISC? idle speed sensor?  or is the switch something els all together, just curious for future reference.||167.88.200.30||reg||5
Z||000003||JonGVR4||08-29-2002||09:11 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Closed idle switch is not the same as the idle stepper controler.  The closed idle switch lets the ECU know when you have your foot off of the gas.  It basically grounds the wire when the throttle plate is closed.  This sensor never goes bad.<P>The ECU will run a tad leaner when the closed idle switch is grounded.  <P>The ISC regulates how much extra air is let into the intake manifold by bypasssing the throttle plate, in order to keep a steady idle.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||JAP-SPEC||08-29-2002||11:39 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||How would i test the idle switch sensor to see if its getting voltage?If the idle switch is not plug in would the car just rev funny?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000005||JonGVR4||08-29-2002||11:50 AM||jon@jgronline.com||It is a negative trigger.  You check it by seeing if the sensor grounds when the throttle plate is closed.  Then you pull the throttle cable and the sensor should no longer be grounded.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||08-29-2002||03:15 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The wire is green the whole way to the ECU pin 14. Anywhere along the line, you can check for proper operation with a voltmeter. With the ignition turned on, you should measure &lt;.5 volts without pressing on the pedal. With the accelerator pressed at all, it should go up to about 12 volts.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.185||reg||1
Z||000007||JAP-SPEC||08-30-2002||02:51 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||I know the green wrie is pin 14 on the side of the wire that connects to the ecu. Where does the end of that wire connects to on the engine side?||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||08-30-2002||05:01 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||See 4G63T's answer above. Its the only sensor with only one wire coming out of it on the throttle body.||66.156.210.185||reg||1
Z||000009||JAP-SPEC||08-31-2002||01:00 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||yes i see that, but i dont understand. My top throttle sensor as four wire. Which wire is the ground? ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000010||JAP-SPEC||08-31-2002||08:00 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||i take that back, not which wire is the ground. I'm happy and sad at the same time.Just got the car running good enough to drive it and put on my apexi n1 exhuast. Dam my car is pretty fast.I still got some bug to fix on my car.The car keeps turning off when i start it.the only way to keep it running is to press the gas as i turn it on.what i'm doing to keep it on is that i went and tigthen the pedal wire so it would be open at all time . That way the car doesn't turn off.I have no idea about what to do. help!||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000011||Hunter||09-01-2002||04:19 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||i had that problem when my Idle step controller went bad.. wouldn't idle whatsoever...  and when my BISS fell out...||4.61.251.50||reg||5
Z||000012||JonGVR4||09-01-2002||12:20 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JAP-SPEC:<BR><B>yes i see that, but i dont understand. My top throttle sensor as four wire. Which wire is the ground? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That is the throttle position sensor not the closed idle switch.  The closed idle switch is on the back side of the throttle body and has one wire running to it.||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000013||JAP-SPEC||09-01-2002||06:07 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||i'm getting a check engine light for the knock sensor not the throttle sensor. Does this mean its not the throttle sensor but something else?||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000014||JonGVR4||09-01-2002||09:04 PM||jon@jgronline.com||check engine light for the knock sensor means the knock sensor is bad.||12.220.164.222||reg||1
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A||||12||Ant||It runs||||1||
Z||000000||Ant||08-28-2002||08:03 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||After 2 months of downtime, which I know isn't much for some of you guys, my car started up again yesterday.<P>Work worth mentioning<BR>Machine shop sandblasted and heat treated stock pistons, they said they were fine.  They also did a 3 angle valve job and 1mm oversize valve job on my head.  <BR>1mm oversize Nitrite coated valves, new vavle stem seals.<BR>Re-ring pistons, honed block. Mitsu 4 piece HG, ARP studs.<BR>Tranny refreshed, All synchros changed, rebuilt center diff, new reverse gear.<BR>ACT 2600 <BR>Supra TT SMIC with custom piping<BR>HKS SSBOV<P>It started right up yesterday at the shop, have a few things to finish up, top off some of the fluids and I should be good to go by tonight.<P>One problem, I noticed the Knock sensor wiring hanging.  Can anyone point me to a wiring diagram or does anyone know which harness it goes into?<P>Thanks<BR>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-28-2002||09:51 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Good to hear.<P>Zach||64.157.119.14||reg||1
Z||000002||Ant||08-29-2002||11:09 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Guys I have two questions<P>First off is the Knock sensor wire, it is a red wire that must have gotten ripped off the harness without my noticing.  Can anyone point me to a diagram or what harness I should be looking to connect it to?<P>Also during the SMIC install I needed to remove the front two 4WS lines that run across the front of the car. After these lines then there is a rubber section then metal lines that run to the back of the car.  All I did was remove the front lines and cap the PS fluid resevior and cap the lines that run to the rear of the car.  <BR>Is the car driveable like this or will I cause damage to the entire power steering assembly with what I have done?<P>I plan on removing it all soon enough and getting a non-4WS resevior but I'd like to drive the car for a little while if I can.<P>Thanks<BR>Ant<p>[This message has been edited by Ant (edited 08-29-2002).]||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||08-29-2002||03:20 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The manual shows it as a shielded white wire, so I'm not sure what you're seeing. The knock sensor has 2 wires coming out of it, going to a 2-pin connector. Are you saying that nothing is plugged into the connector, or what?||66.156.210.185||reg||1
Z||000004||Ant||08-29-2002||03:51 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||My knock sensor def only has one wire coming out of it.  We took the head off a 90GSX at the shop the other day and it also only had one wire coming out of the knock sensor.  There is one red wire that is connected to the knock sensor that is just hanging there.  I will take a closer look at it tonight.<P>If anyone can help me out with the 4WS question i'd appreciate it.  <BR>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000005||bob in chicago||08-29-2002||06:03 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Those 2 AWS lines circulate power steering fluid to/from the rear AWS system. Not good for rear pump if you just cap them. Slightly better to connect the two to each other.<P>Best to run longer rubber hoses back up to the power steering fluid reservoir. They are low pressure, so 3/8" or 1/2" heater (or vacuum) hose should work. Hope you remember which went where on the reservoir.  ||24.148.23.192||reg||1
Z||000006||Ant||08-30-2002||07:50 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Thanks bob<P>Guess i'll run rubber hose back to the resevoir until I take the entire assembly out.  I did forget where each line goes on the resevoir, I'm guessing by how you said it that it makes a big difference if I mix the two up?  <P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000007||bob in chicago||08-30-2002||08:24 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Probably no difference-- I guess the fluid mixes either way in the reservior.||24.148.61.126||reg||1
Z||000008||Ant||09-10-2002||07:46 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>The manual shows it as a shielded white wire, so I'm not sure what you're seeing. The knock sensor has 2 wires coming out of it, going to a 2-pin connector. Are you saying that nothing is plugged into the connector, or what?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You are right the Knock Sensor plugs into a two wire connector.  Problem is all I have is a red wire hanging from my knock sensor.  I bought a new Knock Sensor wire and saw that it is a red wire with an unshielded wire running around it.  My question is does the black wire from the connector have to go to the knock sensor or can I just ground it somewhere?  It doesn't seem like that black wire actually makes contact with the Knock sensor but I'd like to be sure.<P>Ant<P>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000009||keydiver||09-10-2002||09:35 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I *THOUGHT* it went to the outside metal can part of the knock sensor, but that was too long ago to remember now. It is supposed to go to ground though, so the next best choice would be any engine ground nearby.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||09-10-2002||01:09 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||well, i have an old sensor here, complete.  i tried to look, but it is really gooey, and nothing seems to cut thru the goo.  if you want it, i will send it to you, then you can mess with it, and let us all know.  but it DEFNITELY has one red, one black, and is SHEATHED in a black protective cover, same like the oxygen sensor, probably partly silicon.  it is too gooey to tell if the black wire is attached to the outer shell of the sensor.  attached to the outer shell is a bracket that holds/guides the two wires, cant tell if the black wire goes to this bracket, tho.||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000011||Ant||09-10-2002||03:35 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I have that same piece of wire ken except it was torn off the knock sensor.  I cleaned the black gooey stuff off of it and all i saw was the red wire.  I guess the only way to tell for sure would be to do a continuity test between the connector end of the black wire and the metal housing of the Knock Sensor.<P>If you want to send it to me I'd be glad to test it and let everyone know the shop address is <P>Broadway Performance<BR>292 Broadway<BR>Passaic, NJ 07055<P>In the meantime I am going to connect the red wire from the connector I bought to the red wire hanging from my knock sensor, and connect the black wire coming from the connector to a local ground.<P>Another thing I'll have to check out, I'm guessing it was from the knock sensor not being present.  I was in 3rd at around 3k rpm, I punch it and around 5k the car pops and loses power for a second.  It feels as though it was fuel cut.  I can floor it through first and second but 3rd and 4th give me that same problem.  My O2's on the jumptronix didn't show I was lean, I think it was around .85V <P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000012||Ant||09-11-2002||07:53 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I connected the knock sensor wiring last night.  I spliced red wire from the Knock sensor to the red wire from my connector and I grounded the black wire from the connector to a local ground.  I'm almost sure it worked, my CE is gone and the car feels very strong at only 9psi.<P>Still I was driving yesterday night after doing this in 4th, I step on it at 3k rpm with the boost at 9psi and O2's at .81V by 5k rpm the O2's sank to .78V and I felt that jolt again, the car cutout for a second.  Any ideas what that is?<P>I'm going to change my fuel filter today and see if that helps, after that I'll get an Fuel Pressure gauge.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
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A||||3||boostboy51||10k potientiometer||||1||
Z||000000||boostboy51||08-28-2002||03:05 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||can someone please link me to 10k potientiometer install instuctions. Have seen it before, but cannot locate it again. thanks.<P><BR>#327/2000 ||12.218.109.205||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||08-28-2002||04:30 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If you're referring to the dime-store fuelcut defencer, I think they removed it for liability reasons. Too many people leaning their engines out too far, I guess. When I did it, I just soldered a 10K pot in series with the barometric pressure sensor, pin 16 on the ECU. Check the voltage on pin 16 before you start. I think its around 4 volts, depending on where you live. After you install the pot, adjust it all the way to one end, and the voltage should be the same as before you started. Then, as you turn it back the other direction, I think the voltage gets lower, like around 3.5 volts is good if I remember. Are you having problems with fuel cut? Email me offline for more detailed instructions.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.185||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||08-28-2002||06:05 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||not only does it lean it out, it also advances timing.  i think it puts your car into a whole new set of timing maps.  ||63.146.72.146||reg||1
Z||000003||Kibo||08-28-2002||09:55 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||Ken's right--the higher in altitude (lower barometric pressure) the ECU sees, the more advanced the timing maps.  Figures--we get advanced timing and 91-octane piss for being a mile high here in CO...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<P>(Weather affects the baro sensor as well, obviously.)||206.196.136.231||reg||1
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A||||38||1quickvr4||Getting the car lighter..||||4
Z||000000||1quickvr4||08-28-2002||10:00 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Im tired of hearing how lite some DSMers cars are,(Mainley the Colt/Mirage) and would like to shed some weight of mine when I get a second car or buy a shell to build. Here what I have come up with, Any more ideas?The Car has to have a heater and no glass or carbon body parts, And stock brakes.Also no fuell cell.<P>Front and Rear bumpers suports<BR>AC<BR>4ws<BR>Underpadding from carpet<BR>Gut trunk<BR>winsheild washer<BR>Sound deadning tar from trunk<BR>Light wight wheels(ie Rota Slipsteams)<BR>Racing seats<BR>Change out glove box and under dash for 88 model<BR>cruise control<BR>steering wheel(Lighter model)<BR>Remove back seat belts,<BR>Put Racing  harnesses in front to remove the auto belts<BR>Bracket that conects the Intake manifold to the block<BR>bracket that goes ftom the T-body to the head<BR>Make some Aluminum brackets for stuff<BR>Light weight battey<P>||64.157.119.14||reg||4
Z||000001||Hertz||08-28-2002||10:12 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||You mention the back seat belts -- but why not remove the whole back seat?  Oh, and of course remove the radio and center console.  Along with gutting the trunk, the spare should probably go, too.  Probably the power antenna, as well.||67.37.231.22||reg||1
Z||000002||drew||08-28-2002||10:31 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||remove the inside door skin (under the interior panel) and the side impact beams. Also, along with the radio, lose the speakers, <P>lose power steering for manual steering, <P>fiberglass hood, or remove the under hood "skeleton" on the stock hood, <P>lose the rear spoiler, <P>remove all the emblems, <P>remove the emergency brake (yeah, i know, but he's saying EVERYTHING)<P>windshield wiper nozzles<P>windshield wipers (rain-x)<P>underhood heat shields (turbo, manifold, hood)<P>Lose the ABS<BR>Lose the ABS ECU<P>JDM Bumpers<P>that's all i can think of, without making the car look honduh'd||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||08-28-2002||10:35 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Remove PS for a rack setup.<BR>Run open Downpipe to save weight on a full catback.<BR>Remove EGR equipment<BR>Switch to Manuel windows<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||08-28-2002||11:33 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||The key is the car has to look just about stock. Some things are a "Given" Like the charcoal canister and all that other stuff. The spoiler is of the car now and dosent seem to weigh a whole lot. The center console will stay but with nothing in it and the radio is one of the "given" things to. Im gurious to see how mutch the bumper cover weigh without the supports in them. My freind Justins car that he sold to Shannon(I think, its been a day or two) didnt have any saftey supports and seemend alot lighter. The key is that this car will still be driven on the street and to and from the track. I cant belive I didnt think about the ABS right of the bat though. As for the Non power windows, Im curious if what they weigh compared to power windows. Vipers have power becouse it lighter.....Thanx again, Keep the Ideas coming.<P>Zach ||209.245.230.71||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4ever||08-29-2002||12:18 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I have taken out the rear seat to clean the leather.  It is really light.  To look stock, I don't think you need to remove it.  The seatbelts however do weight enough to remove.<P>William||12.221.228.11||reg||1
Z||000006||91vr4evolution||08-29-2002||01:25 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I've also heard that power windows are lighter than manual. Why don't you lose the whole mechanism out of the rear doors and have fixed glass? One piece driveshaft with no centre support? Rear wiper and motor, change to a non-wiper rear screen? Titanium exhaust!! (have seen one on an Evo 2, from turbo to tip it weighed approx 4kg). Umm, that's all I can think of.<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000007||drew||08-29-2002||01:33 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||US GVR4s didn't have rear wipers :-\||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000008||91vr4evolution||08-29-2002||04:09 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Ah, he probably doesn't need to remove it then! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000009||Hunter||08-29-2002||07:33 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||if anybody gets rid of there rear window that has a wiper.. i'll take it off your hands for ya.. wish the US models got em..<BR>||4.61.251.50||reg||5
Z||000010||JonGVR4||08-29-2002||09:03 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91vr4evolution:<BR><B>I've also heard that power windows are lighter than manual. Why don't you lose the whole mechanism out of the rear doors and have fixed glass? One piece driveshaft with no centre support? Rear wiper and motor, change to a non-wiper rear screen? Titanium exhaust!! (have seen one on an Evo 2, from turbo to tip it weighed approx 4kg). Umm, that's all I can think of.<P>Mike.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The motor for the rear windows weigh almost nothing.  Taking those out and having fixed glass won't save you much at all.  Maybe 1lb.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000011||Garfield Wright||08-29-2002||10:12 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Replace the windows with Lexan.  Still look stock but much, much lighter.||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000012||DSSA||08-29-2002||10:21 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||My advice...buy a DSM, and keep the GVR4 nicey-nice.  Even gutted, these things still weigh a shitload.<P>Anyone remember Jason Crum's atrocity?  I bought that car, and with everything gutted (fuel cell, no cage, no a/c, no power steering, the front rad support hacked to shit) the car weighed in at 2800lbs.  I didn't have a back seat or seatbelts in either.<P>Ask Nate what his "stripped-down" GVR4 weighed.  It was definitely disappointing.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000013||JonGVR4||08-29-2002||10:31 AM||jon@jgronline.com||RRE's GVR4 they built for Tony Chavez weighed around 2800lbs and that included the full size spare tire.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/teamcondor.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/teamcondor.htm</A> <P>It still has glass windows though.<P>A really gutted GVR4 as in fiberglass doors, hood and trunk with lexan windows should weigh less than a DSM.  The doors take up a lot of space and can weigh almost nothing when using fiberglass.<P>My car weighed 3100 on the scales.<BR>front bumper partially cut<BR>rear bumper removed<BR>ABS still in car<BR>still had power steering<BR>mouse belts removed<BR>all extra crap under the hood removed<BR>AC removed<P>updated but not weighed:<BR>No ABS<BR>No P/S<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||08-29-2002||11:07 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I agree here, besides the usual 4WS removal and hacked bumper for IC, there's only so much weight you can pull out of a street GVR4.  <P>Zach, why not get the car to be fairly fast first, then start worrying about reducing weight?  You should be able to run deep into the 11's without worrying about hardcore weight reduction.  ||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000015||1quickvr4||08-29-2002||11:21 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Well the plan is to buy a shell for cheap thats already in bad shape and go from there. I have one scoped out with a torn up dash, no seats, and no drivetrain. I want build that and keep my other VR-4 nice. I have heard "Just get a DSM" before, but the main thing is I dont like them at all, There just not good cars from my standpoint and there just another early 90s dodge. Im just trying to get the car lighter about 3000 with driver or lighter (I weigh in at 155) so it will be easeir on the car.<P>Zach||64.157.119.141||reg||1
Z||000016||1quickvr4||08-29-2002||11:30 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||What do they weigh stock? Some more info on my daily driver is that its already been lightend up a bit, No PS, winsheild waser,emisssions, and cut front and rear bumpers. Just Chunks, Ask Bluefalcon about that..........<P>Zach||64.157.119.141||reg||1
Z||000017||uno||08-29-2002||12:12 PM||corona1977@juno.com||I haven't heard of the 88' glove compartment or under dash conv. Whats that all about. I know the stock glove compartment is rediculous.||216.187.162.3||reg||1
Z||000018||drew||08-29-2002||12:20 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Earlier Galants had less padding on the underside of the dash, and actually had a nice small pocket for the driver. I was trying to get it to fit, but the metal brackets that held the stock ones there were in the way, and I wasn't interesting in trying to figure out how to get it to fit, so I never bothered with it.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000019||1101||08-29-2002||02:06 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Take the metal brakets out and it will fit right up. The 89 kick panel and glove box conversion is worth 10 lbs. The 89 console and manual belts probably another 10-15 lbs.  <P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by drew:<BR><B> I was trying to get it to fit, but the metal brackets that held the stock ones there were in the way, and I wasn't interesting in trying to figure out how to get it to fit, so I never bothered with it.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000020||teet||08-30-2002||03:34 AM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||tar/sound deadening.  interior...wheel wells...underbody.  Good for about 80 lbs from entire car.  it is a hard 80 lbs...<P>light weight side view mirrors.  good for about 15 lbs.<P>custom solid engine mounts.  good for about 25 lbs.<P>tubular suspension control arms.<P>fiberglass/carbon trunk lid.  I have a mold for this and they come out at 7 lbs vs stock 37.  Probably won't put it on my daily driver, but it looks stock.<P>smaller aluminum radiator<P>aluminum underdrive pulley<P>Tilton clutch/flywheel<P>aluminum IC pipes<P>fiberglass/carbon hood with 4 hood pins holding it on.  looses about 50 lbs.<P>remove/gut rear doors.  door beams and all.  If you aren't going to have anyone back there...<P>start with a non-sun roof shell<P>pull the ac condensor from under the dash and make sure you pull the element in there<P>lexan windows don't look even nearly stock after about 2 days...<P>there's plenty more ways to take out weight, but they get trickier from this point forward...and if you don't want to even get rid of the fuel tank...then you don't need to worry about them.<P>john ||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000021||number3||08-30-2002||07:42 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Thinner gauge or alloy exhaust and muffler.<P>Ever weigh a stock muffler! Damn!||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000022||DSSA||08-30-2002||08:34 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by teet:<BR><B><BR>light weight side view mirrors.  good for about 15 lbs.<P>custom solid engine mounts.  good for about 25 lbs.</B><P>The Mirrors and mounts alone don't even weigh that much....<P><B>tubular suspension control arms.</B><P>Yummy!<P><B>fiberglass/carbon hood with 4 hood pins holding it on.  looses about 50 lbs.</B><P>Once again, a stock hood doesn't even weigh 50lbs....<P><B>remove/gut rear doors.  door beams and all.  If you aren't going to have anyone back there...</B><P>Or after installing a cage, gut the fronts.<P><B>start with a non-sun roof shell</B><P>That's a good amount of weight right there..good advice.<P>[/B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000023||number3||08-30-2002||09:59 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||I weighed number3's hood and it was about 60-65lbs.<P>When I took number3 all apart. I mean all apart. We pushed the shell onto the trailor.<P>If we could only race the car w/o the doors, trunk, hood, engine, trans, xfer case, the car would really fly!!!    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>BTW I just bought a 2200lb car with V8 in it.  It should be loads of fun.<P>||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000024||markrieb||08-30-2002||12:51 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Harry,<P>Don't keep us in suspense, what new car did you get????<P>Hmmm, v-8 Miata, Cobra kit car, .....<P>Inquiring minds want to know.<P>Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000025||Garfield Wright||08-30-2002||08:09 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Sounds like a civic with 2 4g63 in it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> lol||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000026||number3||08-31-2002||08:26 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||I bought a V8 miata convertion. It has 3,000 miles on the 1992 limited production sunburst yellow body. The appears to be 100%. The only problem with it is I didn't get to build it. <P>My 1990 (a long time friend) that I was going to do the conversion on was rearened by a DUI driver on June 29. I have all the parts to do it. In fact I have a mustang for sale with all the goodies if anyone know anybody that needs one.<P>Back to the purchase. It is a magazine car. It has a 1991 5.0 and a corvette rear. One of the reason of going this route instead of the <A HREF="http://www.superformance.com" TARGET=_blank>www.superformance.com</A>  S1 roadster is that I have all the detail parts for a miata. And I really do love the feel of the car. It should run high 12s on street tires as it sits. I think I need to give it some "harry" touches but we shall see.<P>I am flying into GA next weekend to pick it up and driving home Saturday and Sunday.  Wish me luck. I have pictures if you would like to see it.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000027||number3||08-31-2002||08:28 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Oh and what do you think of "mini 3" for a vanity plate?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000028||1quickvr4||03-12-2003||12:21 AM||||Just bring this back up for new ideas, Im aiming for 2900 pounds now:)||209.245.226.103||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000029||Hertz||03-12-2003||01:53 AM||||Fill your tires with helium.||64.108.207.176||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000030||Vr4in'||03-12-2003||01:49 PM||||My opinion is to keep the car looking nice.Your only going to take off a couple hundred lbs.And plus you are killing the value of the car,my opinion is,it's not worth it.But it is up to you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000031||1quickvr4||03-12-2003||02:52 PM||||Its a old Mitsu, nothing more nothing less. But lord knows these cars arent as bad as DSMs. Im not talikng about altering the integretie of the car. It will still have a dash and carpet in it, And its what I want to do with it now. If Im worried about luxary, I will drive my Xterra. I bought my Vr4 to go fast plain and simple. The car alreadey has no ac,ps, cruise, winsheild waser, emissions, and so on Im just trying to get rid of the hidden wheight in the car, Trust me it wont be a tin can like a Honda.||65.56.121.3||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000032||teet||03-12-2003||03:00 PM||||there are only so many parts on the car.<br /><br />if you did everything already listed you would be well into 2900.<br /><br />not listed yet.<br /><br />custom wiring harness<br />custom dash reinforcements with carbon mock up of stock dash<br />hollow cam shafts<br />tubular exahust manifold<br />acid dip car<br />aluminum rear cross brace for rear diff.<br /><br />what HAVE you done.  <br /><br />john||134.134.136.4||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000033||joec||03-12-2003||03:16 PM||||Put in smaller front brakes -- either early 1G DSM (w/ the 5 lug hubs) or maybe from a non VR4 Galant?  This would be reducing rotating weight...||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000034||1quickvr4||03-12-2003||03:42 PM||||Tube turbo header<br />removeing tar from interior and trunk<br />manual rack<br />bumper supports are just chunks now, The back will have custom brackets<br />no spoiler<br />no cruise<br />no ac<br />no emisions<br />no winsheild washer<br />sparco steering wheel<br />radio and speakers soon to be removed<br />carbon hood soon<br />trunk will have center x suport removed<br />no carpet in trunk<br />lightweight battery coming soon(mounted back upfront)<br />Racing buckets in fronts<br />stock backseats(They dont weigh that mutch0<br />Maybe convert my 92 tranny to 22 spline to use the alloy t case<br />replace the gold brackets under the dash with alloy<br />removing rear crash door supports<br />removing rear seat belts completly and replacing the fronts with harnes<br />underdrive pullies<br /><br />Thats about it for now, the car will still have carpet,heat,doorpannels and a full dash.No tin can here.||64.157.118.147||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000035||1quickvr4||03-12-2003||03:49 PM||||Oh yeah, Jdm headlights are lighter than the US becouse they are all plastic. Good thing I have a set.||64.157.118.147||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000036||teet||03-12-2003||07:44 PM||||remove the muffler.  A straight pipe out the back is a lot quieter than you would initially think.  The turbo muffles the car a LOT.  My street car with the magnaflow and my race car with straight pipe are about the same from total volume.  The tone is definitely different...straight is harsher but not terrible.<br /><br />take one of the power mirrors off...if you never have.  It only takes like 4 screws.  You decide if it weighs too much....or a 3 oz plastic 20 dollar mirror from pegasus will do just as good.  manual galant mirrors aren't much lighter...I checked.<br /><br />remove the sunroof if you have one.  Duh.<br /><br />cut the trunk hinges off and weld on a tubular steel bent piece...scrounge the wrecking yard for this...neons looked about right...I think.  the 3/16 pressed steel things are honkin big.<br /><br />2 piece front rotors from AEM(good)...or stoptech kit(better).<br /><br />aluminum radiator...smaller with ducting would be better.<br /><br />cut out the reinforcemnt in the trunk lid.<br /><br />weld rear trailing arms solid and remove rear sway bar.  car will handle similar too how it does now with regards to tail happpiness.  May roll a bit more...but just crank up the dampening in your struts to compensate.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.4||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000037||Rotary||03-14-2003||06:28 PM||||i got an idea! how bout work out a little and lose a few pounds?||67.123.172.44||reg||1||Rotary||00001033||yes
Z||000038||1quickvr4||03-14-2003||11:03 PM||||Im 62 and weigh 160. No can do.||209.246.129.206||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/000866.cgi
A||||10||GVR1643||14b to 16g conversion||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||08-29-2002||03:31 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Posting for a friend:<BR>Looking for information regarding someone/company that is doing 14b to small 16g conversions.  <BR>Anyone have or remember any information pertaining to this?<BR>Wanting to find out whether it is cost effective to go this route.<BR>TIA <BR>Kevin||167.142.21.175||reg||5
Z||000001||Ant||08-29-2002||03:52 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu|| <A HREF="http://www.forcedperformance.com" TARGET=_blank>www.forcedperformance.com</A> <P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||08-29-2002||05:26 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Not seeing it on there site...must be loosing my eyesite along with my hearing :-)<BR>||167.142.22.56||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||08-29-2002||05:29 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Well if the hearing and fingers still work, pick up the phone and call FP.  :-)  <P>They're good to talk to on the phone.  ||129.120.56.208||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||08-29-2002||05:56 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||LOL...hell it's not even for me ;-)  I'll pass the word.  <BR>Thanks||167.142.22.56||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||08-29-2002||06:22 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.mjmturbos.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mjmturbos.com/</A>  <A HREF="http://www.softcom.net/users/hlturbo/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.softcom.net/users/hlturbo/</A>  <A HREF="http://www.dallasturbo.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dallasturbo.com/</A>  <A HREF="http://www.michiganturbo.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.michiganturbo.com/</A>  <A HREF="http://www.micturbo.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.micturbo.com/</A>  <A HREF="http://www.driverfx.com/affiliate/dfx/home.jsp?affID=39976&bmUID=1030659863593" TARGET=_blank>http://www.driverfx.com/affiliate/dfx/home.jsp?affID=39976&bmUID=1030659863593</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||08-29-2002||10:24 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||APG turbo ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||08-29-2002||10:52 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Ummm....dontcha mean AGP Turbo (www.agpturbo.com)?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">    Sorry, I guess somebody had to point it out eventually.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||1quickvr4||08-29-2002||11:30 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||You have to remember that the price can go up about 200 bucks if your freind wants a 7cm ex. housing.<P>Zach||209.246.132.142||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR1643||08-30-2002||09:08 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks everyone.  ||167.142.22.100||reg||1
Z||000010||number3||08-30-2002||10:03 AM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<BR><B>Ummm....dontcha mean AGP Turbo (www.agpturbo.com)?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">    Sorry, I guess somebody had to point it out eventually.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Yeah. Damnit! there I go with the half truth again, right Ben. It's the thought that counts. (actually it was dyslexia)<BR>||66.47.20.105||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000867.cgi
A||||0||turbowop||afc karman htz||||5||
Z||000000||turbowop||08-31-2002||05:03 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I bought and hooked up an s-afc last weekend and finally got to play with it tonight with the stock injectors. I did a WOT third gear run with it at 16psi and it showed 2133hz as max value during that run, which I only went up to 6100rpm in. This seems a little high to me for a small ported 16g. Could this indicate a boost leak or am I really flowing this much air thru the mas. Boost is steady at 16 psi, no knock and timing is good thru the rpm range according to the pocketlogger. Car seems to be pulling hard as ever. I didn't expect this much flow. I figured it would take a bigger turbo to flow those numbers.<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.26.145||reg||5




ubb/Forum2/000868.cgi
A||||21||LAGVR4||newbie upgrade questions||||1||
Z||000000||LAGVR4||09-01-2002||01:20 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||what all do i need to run a big 16g? is this the most cost effective turbo upgrade for a gvr4? is there a garrett that is equal or better for the price? i plan on doing a full 3" custom turbo back exhaust at the same time but would like to avoid having to do an intercooler upgrade and any type of vpc unit. the car is bone stock. TIA||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||09-01-2002||01:43 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Here's newbie reading for you:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_stage1.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_stage1.html</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_stage2.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_stage2.html</A>  <A HREF="http://buschurracing.com/upgrade.html" TARGET=_blank>http://buschurracing.com/upgrade.html</A>  <A HREF="http://dsm.org" TARGET=_blank>http://dsm.org</A>  <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html</A> <BR>search button||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||09-01-2002||02:24 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||of ALL the mods i have done, by far, the biggest improvement was the intercooler and piping.  while it will cost more than a big 16g, the results are way more.  plus, if you are doing the exhaust at the same time, your car will be faster, and pull harder than the turbo upgrade.  most people save the intercooler/piping for last, like i did, but i bet they all will say they should have done it first.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000003||drew||09-01-2002||03:52 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||you can theoretically run a big 16G with the stock setup, as long as you keep boost down. <P>The niceties of the 16G is that it is a direct bolt-on, and (externally) looks stock. Very good street turbo. You would probably want to upgrade and port your exhaust manifold (2G Eclipse or Lancer Evo), turbo housing and o2 housing (2G Eclipse of Lancer Evo) at the same time.<P>You also would probably want to upgrade your fuel pump at the same time, and add a boost controller and boost/EGT gauge.<P>People have run 11s with this turbo. <P>Read up on Nate's 11 Sec upgrade path, for a good idea on things.<p>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 09-01-2002).]||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||09-01-2002||06:11 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| The 14b will go easy mid to low 13's in a Galant with minimal mods,and one person on this list at least has gone 13.0- stock IC and all. Guys have gone mid 12's in TELs with FMICs and other hardware. The 14b is a good turbo. Unless your turbo is shot,Id wait to upgrade until you've maxed it out.||129.71.114.182||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||09-03-2002||10:59 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Why are you so opposed to the IC upgrade? Like Ken says, most of us wish we would have done a good FMIC first, before the bigger turbo. It enhances the performance of the car at ALL RPM levels. The stock pipes are SO restrictive.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.185||reg||1
Z||000006||LAGVR4||09-03-2002||11:44 AM||jporczak@attbi.com||thanks for all your input. this is my first dsm. i am not at all opposed to doing a FMIC. i just can't afford to do everything at once. it seems like the FMIC is a costly upgrade. i didn't think it was that much of a restriction. so if i do a FMIC and all the intercooler piping along with a boost controller and turbo back 3" what kind of power will it be putting down roughly? i'm in socal and is RRE the best place to have the FMIC done? thanks again.||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000007||JonGVR4||09-03-2002||12:53 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by LAGVR4:<BR><B>thanks for all your input. this is my first dsm. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You have a GVR4, not a DSM.  <P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||LAGVR4||09-03-2002||01:18 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||i thought dsm was just diamond star motors. dsm's are only eclipses then? ||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000009||1quickvr4||09-03-2002||02:04 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Dsms are Talons, Lasers, And Eclipse. I hate DSMs/ I like MMCs like GVR4s And Turbo mirages.<P>Zach||209.246.135.76||reg||1
Z||000010||Team Ducktape||09-03-2002||02:24 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||The 4-door sedan member of the DSM line.  The VR-4 model shares the same unusual AWD drivetrain as the other DSMs, as well as the turbocharged 4-cylinder Mitsubishi engine.  There was also an unusual GSX model, which had the AWD drivetrain driven by a non-turbocharged engine; something you could not get in Eclipse, Talon or Laser cars. The VR-4 also came standard with an all-wheel steering that is unique among the DSM family. <A HREF="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/" TARGET=_blank>http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000011||GVR4458||09-03-2002||03:16 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||First, Spend money on the IC kit.  Like Ken said, shoulda done it first.  I'm nor sure how things will go with a 3" exhasut, IC and stock turbo, but ry it and see what happens.  The 14b is good for 300 HP I think.  Even with a 16G, I'm not much past that.<P>Again, I may be wrong, but I think the DSM's are specifically manufactured in the US.  Teh GVR4's were produced in Japan (and the quality shows).<P>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000012||JonGVR4||09-03-2002||04:19 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>The 4-door sedan member of the DSM line.  The VR-4 model shares the same unusual AWD drivetrain as the other DSMs, as well as the turbocharged 4-cylinder Mitsubishi engine.  There was also an unusual GSX model, which had the AWD drivetrain driven by a non-turbocharged engine; something you could not get in Eclipse, Talon or Laser cars. The VR-4 also came standard with an all-wheel steering that is unique among the DSM family. <A HREF="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/" TARGET=_blank>http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/</A> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>DSM stands for Diamond Star Motors.  The plant was located in Normal, IL.  Talons, Eclipses, and Lasers built in this plant from 1989 to 1998 have "DSM" on the VIN plate.  DSM is joint venture between Chrysler and Mitsubishi.  Over time, Chrysler backed out and the plant is now owned by Mitsubishi.<P>The Galant VR4 was built in Japan by Mitsubishi.  It is the basis for the design of DSMs.  It is not a DSM.  Nor is a 3000GT.  Both of these cars are 100% Mitsubishi and 0% Chrysler.<P>Do you call a Hyundai with a 4G63 a DSM?  Or what about the old Sonata V6?  It has the same V6 found in a 3000GT except it is SOHC.  Do you call the 2nd generation Galant VR4 with a destroked 3000GT VR4 engine a DSM?  What about the 4G61 engine?  Just like a 4G63 except a different crank and no balance shafts.  DSM?  <P>My VIN badge has Mitsubishi on it.  Not DSM.  I own a Mitsubishi.<BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000013||Ian M||09-03-2002||06:19 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by LAGVR4:<BR><B>thanks for all your input. this is my first dsm. i am not at all opposed to doing a FMIC. i just can't afford to do everything at once. it seems like the FMIC is a costly upgrade. i didn't think it was that much of a restriction. so if i do a FMIC and all the intercooler piping along with a boost controller and turbo back 3" what kind of power will it be putting down roughly? i'm in socal and is RRE the best place to have the FMIC done? thanks again.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> The stock IC piping is restrictive as hell. The car is even more responsive and nicer to drive off boost with nicer pipes,and spoolup is alot quicker. Ive seen even a low $$ starquest w/modified end tanks and 2.25 pipes pick up 4 tenths/3-4 mph on a freinds 14b galant.I dont know about what kind of horsepower,but low 13's @100-103 or so should come pretty easy,especially on race gas and more boost.<P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-03-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-03-2002).]||129.71.115.78||reg||1
Z||000014||keydiver||09-03-2002||06:35 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||LAGVR4,<BR>Turbo magazine did a Dyno Cell article earlier this year. With K&N, Downpipe, and exhaust they added 30 HP and 56 lb/ft of torque. Then, with just the addition of an FMIC they gained another 30 HP and 32 lb/ft.<BR>With a highflow cat, they added another 8 and 17, so they totalled about 260 HP and 304 lb/ft of torque at the wheels, front wheel drive only. Their biggest enemy at that point in the article was fuel cut.<BR>In part 3 they stepped up to the 16g turbo, which only added 27.6 HP and 19.7 lb/ft, so you see it agrees with what we're telling you to spend the money on the FMIC first. <BR>Take all these figures with a grain of salt though, because the dyno results they got seemed a little suspicious at times. Let me know if you want me to email you parts of the articles.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.208.84||reg||1
Z||000015||Ash||09-03-2002||06:38 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I went exhaust -&gt; IC -&gt; Turbo.  With a severly cracked 14b, full 3" exhaust, 2.5" IC pipes & IC, I went 13.6 with no fuel mods other than an uprated intank pump, nary a S-AFC in sight.  Let it breathe in & out easily first, then cram more air in.<P>Edit:  I did have to adjust the MAS screw to delay fuel cut after the IC.  Prior the IC fuel cut would happen at 22psi (my mbc line fell off), after IC is happened as about 14psi.<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 09-03-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000016||Team Ducktape||09-03-2002||07:56 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B> DSM stands for Diamond Star Motors.  The plant was located in Normal, IL.  Talons, Eclipses, and Lasers built in this plant from 1989 to 1998 have "DSM" on the VIN plate.  DSM is joint venture between Chrysler and Mitsubishi.  Over time, Chrysler backed out and the plant is now owned by Mitsubishi.<P>The Galant VR4 was built in Japan by Mitsubishi.  It is the basis for the design of DSMs.  It is not a DSM.  Nor is a 3000GT.  Both of these cars are 100% Mitsubishi and 0% Chrysler.<P>Do you call a Hyundai with a 4G63 a DSM?  Or what about the old Sonata V6?  It has the same V6 found in a 3000GT except it is SOHC.  Do you call the 2nd generation Galant VR4 with a destroked 3000GT VR4 engine a DSM?  What about the 4G61 engine?  Just like a 4G63 except a different crank and no balance shafts.  DSM?  <P>My VIN badge has Mitsubishi on it.  Not DSM.  I own a Mitsubishi.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Just found it intresting that a page such as this would say it was a DSM, I just cut and pasted it. Yes I know all the arguments about what is and isn't a DSM. Me personally I could give a rip, just neat to see people get all huffy puffy about the whole issue   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> <BR><p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 09-03-2002).]||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000017||drew||09-03-2002||08:11 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Nor is a 3000GT. Both of these cars are 100% Mitsubishi and 0% Chrysler.<P>the 3000GT was a joint project (not as involved as the DSMs) w/Chrysler. Chrysler helped design it. so it's more like 90% mitsu 10% chrysler||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000018||Team Ducktape||09-03-2002||08:24 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Now here is where it's confusing  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> And yep cut from same page as above. I argued for three hours once that they're not DSM's and that was the page i got, and look here this was on the same page just diffrent header??:<BR>"A joint effort by Mitsubishi (three diamonds) and the Chrysler Corporation (penta-star) to build some of the most incredible automobiles in the world. The vehicles were produced with the names Eagle Talon, Mitsubishi Eclipse, and Plymouth Laser. DSM cars are assembled in Normal, Illinois. The '94-and-up Mitsubishi Galant is also assembled at the DSM plant in IL; previous Galant's were assembled in Japan. The Eclipse and Galant (since '89) share the same platform"<P>Maybe someone should have fixed that error by now? Being it's one of the fisrt pages peole goto for DSM infomarion....HAhaha sorry I'm a monkey  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000019||number3||09-03-2002||08:45 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I think the confusion comes in part that the GVR4 here in the states are 1991 and 1992 models and DSM started in 1990. Now, we know the GVR4 was around first and the DSM stole the GVR4 drivetrain but not most DSM drivers.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000020||LAGVR4||09-03-2002||09:21 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||thanks for clearing up everything. i had no idea it was even an issue. i will refer to my gvr4 as my first mitsubishi from now on.  thanks jeff o with the turbo mag article figures. i couldn't find anything about the earlier stages just the fifth one.  ||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000021||Hertz||09-03-2002||11:01 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||"My first AWD, AWS, intercooled and turbocharged car... with four doors."<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||65.43.122.229||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000869.cgi
A||||6||blytz||Shifter Bushings?||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||09-01-2002||08:36 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Someone gave me a set of shifter bushings from RRE that are supposedly for a 1990 T/E/L (but didn't fit the car at all). I put them in and they are too small to fit snugly.<P>Does RRE or MachV sell bushing that fit VR-4s? if so are they 1990 or Later model 1G bushings?||172.141.235.181||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||09-01-2002||10:29 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||RRE have a listing for '90, 1G and 2G, the kits look totally different.  I believe it said VR4's use the 1G kit.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||09-01-2002||10:53 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||90s are diffrent, 91 to 94s will work. My advice is to go to the junkyard and pull the shifter lever out of a 91-94 TEL and put that in and while your there remove all the rubber bushings that bolt the ass. to the body. <P>Zach<P>PS Blytz, Im having troule getting on the Mirage board could you shout me an e-mail.<p>[This message has been edited by 1quickvr4 (edited 09-01-2002).]||209.245.228.47||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||09-01-2002||11:05 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <A HREF="http://www.MachV.com" TARGET=_blank>www.MachV.com</A>   Sells a kit of machined bushings that fit a GVR4.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||blytz||09-02-2002||03:27 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||cool, thanks for the input!||172.135.145.172||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||09-02-2002||12:43 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||The ones Mach V sells are the "Symborski" bushings.  I have a set of them, but haven't had the chance to install them yet.  They look very well made & the price isn't bad at all.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000006||vrpower||09-02-2002||07:46 PM||darian85@msn.com||The symborski shifter kit is pretty nice, my friend just installed it last week on his talon. I'm sure it would work on the vr4.||67.195.182.150||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000870.cgi
A||||6||1quickvr4||Look My car can make Milshakes!(LONG)||||4||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||09-01-2002||10:50 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Just wanted to ask all my board buddies if you think I blew my headgasket. Here are the symptoms:<BR>White smoke at idle<BR>overheating<BR>hard starting<BR>Here are my mods<BR>Stock longblock<BR>14b<BR>550s<BR>RRe Ic kit and other mods.(Too mutch to list)<BR>Heres what happend, I was racing a LS1 Z28 from a low roll (2nd) and it was boosting 18 and I took it to third not looking at my boost gage to see how far back the ls1 was(2 and a half cars) and as I look back it had a steady spike to 25 pounds. Fuck, pull over cars overheating , put some water in it and go home. At first I thought my fan had died since it woudent come on. It runs fine if I dont boost, But if I do it looses water. In my thinking the motor should be fine but since I bought the motor out of a GS-t that had the head redone before I think they might have put a POS felpro HG on it. To top it all off Im having to use this thing to deliver pizzas in right now till I get the cash to buy another car and Im probley gonna have to drive it a little more. Any Ideas?<P>Zach<BR>91 VR-4 "Milkshake" 8.6 1/8 Stock clutch and IC||209.245.228.47||reg||4
Z||000001||Nate||09-02-2002||11:21 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||If you have milky oil and brown coolant, you blew the headgasket alright.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||09-02-2002||11:30 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yep...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  They usually go between cyl 2&3 (the middle two).<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-02-2002).]||129.71.115.133||reg||1
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||09-02-2002||05:34 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Sounds like head gasket.  Have it looked at soon before it gets to the point of no return.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||09-03-2002||01:01 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||if you keep running it, you will eventually ruin ALL of the bearing surfaces.  crank, rod, turbo shaft, wrist pin, cams, etc.  fathers are here for loaning cars to sons.  also for getting son out of jams, but thats another story or two.  besides, if you dont put your father thru some pain and difficulties once in a while, we dont feel needed.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000005||turboflanagan||09-03-2002||09:27 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Ken, are you adopting right now?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Please||64.63.209.51||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||09-03-2002||09:40 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||The water and oil are not mixing, Thank god. It just looses water after about 2 hours of driving. I had to have it towed home monday becouse it had a pinhole in a hose that I should have changed and coused the CAS to not function. After the 50 bucks to get it towed home it started. Im Gonna build a new motor or get a JDM soon. But its running good enough to get its first modded SS on sunday.<P>Zach||209.246.133.133||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000871.cgi
A||||8||16GVR4||widest tire on stock wheels||||1||
Z||000000||16GVR4||09-02-2002||11:44 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Will 215/55/15 fits OK on stock wheel ? Will this size be to wide for the stock size wheel.<P>I checked mofugas and I did not mention this size.<P>TIA<BR>-Luke||64.166.23.120||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||09-02-2002||02:01 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||I believe Jon has 225s on his stock rims and loves them.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||16GVR4||09-02-2002||04:53 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I sent email to John, when I found out this information while searching the forum.<BR>He replied to me that the stock wheel is too narrow for 225/50 and even 205/55. He prefer 195/60 on stock wheels.<P>Does anyone else run 205/55 on stock wheels, and what do you guys think ? ( I gave up on 215/55 already, since I can't seem to find anyone who carry that size )<P>Thanks||64.168.26.148||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||09-02-2002||05:28 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I run 225 50s on mine and they fit fine with no problems.<P>Zach||209.245.226.233||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-02-2002||05:31 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||205/55 fits fine and works well.<P>William||12.221.228.11||reg||1
Z||000005||MrEd||09-02-2002||05:50 PM||res122@psu.edu||I've had 205/55 Dunlop SP Sport 5000's on stock wheels for like 20k.  They fit & perform just fine inflated to (I think) 32 front, 29 back.<P>My speedometer is off 2-3% with this setup, which is consistent with those comparison tables you can find on the web.||68.68.64.233||reg||1
Z||000006||16GVR4||09-02-2002||06:07 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Which tires have strong/stiff sidewall that you would recommend for 205/55 ( or even 225/50 ) setup ( on stock wheels ) ?<P>I'm worried about the side wall deflecting during cornering.||64.168.26.148||reg||1
Z||000007||1quickvr4||09-02-2002||09:38 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I run Falken Ziex 512s I got from discount tire in 225/50/15 and they work very good, But Im not a havdling person. They dont seem to deflect very mutch, I would think that the stock size would more becouse of the taller sidewall.<P>Zach||65.56.120.48||reg||1
Z||000008||JonGVR4||09-03-2002||09:30 AM||jon@jgronline.com||225/50 are nice.  I liked this a lot at first.  I got a manual rack and hated these tires.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I then got the same tire but in 195/60.  Much much better.  I found that I actually could corner better than with the 225/50 tires.  I was a little shocked.<P>A long time ago, I had 205/55 tires on the car.  They were all season tires.  I didn't like the sidewall flex at all.<P>So, I think Yokohoma AVS Intermidiates in 195/60 are the best for stock wheels.  On sale now at TireRack for $55 per tire.  Can't beat that.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000872.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||Removing ABS on a 92 GVR4||||10||
Z||000000||blacksheep||09-02-2002||01:25 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I am considering doing this but was wondering if any experienced members on the list had already done this and have any tips and tricks they would like to share. <P>Off the top of the head, anyone know where the G-sensor and the ABS computer is located in the 92 gvr4's?<P>Thanks in advance||12.216.36.127||reg||10
Z||000001||number3||09-02-2002||05:22 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Under center console and in the trunk near the ariel||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||09-02-2002||11:19 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Thanks, Harry. ||12.216.36.127||reg||10
Z||000003||Kibo||09-04-2002||05:30 AM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Under center console and in the trunk near the ariel</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Dumb (unrelated) question...what's an ariel?<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000004||DSSA||09-04-2002||08:49 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Kibo:<BR><B> Dumb (unrelated) question...what's an ariel?<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>antenna||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||09-04-2002||08:09 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Aerial -- as in "in the air".<P>Ariel is a mermaid.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||67.36.190.172||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000873.cgi
A||||7||blacksheep||removing AC compressor....||||4||
Z||000000||blacksheep||09-02-2002||11:35 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Oh boy, this looks like a PITA to do. From what I can see, removing the two lines should be quite easy, but removing the compressor - errrr...ummm....  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I am assuming I could just cut the belt and then loosen the bolts that hold the compressor on, but I am not quite sure which way it will come out of the car !?! <P>Also, anyone take out the heater core from under the dash, I am curious how much work thats gonna be ???<P>Any advice, people? Thanks!!!||12.216.36.127||reg||4
Z||000001||ken inn||09-03-2002||12:55 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||a loooong time ago, scott evans said he removes the a/c compressor from the bottom of the car.  i have heard it can come out from up top, but i dont see how.  <P>     i have done the heater core twice.  you have to remove the dash.  and the console.  and the steering wheel.  i also took out the seats, for additional clearance, but you dont have to.  there are several screws you will need a hand impact to remove, or drill them out.  someone on this list says they can do it in 45 minutes.  it would take me at LEAST and hour just to pull the console.  there is a BUNCH of stuff you have to remove.  i recommend you save a weekend to do it.  and, i repeat, if you dont have a hand impact, make sure you have a drill handy.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||norm||09-03-2002||05:48 AM||||Two bolts for the high pressure AC hoses.  Three bolts for the compressor, which can be removed from upper, driver side section of the engine bay.  Removing the two bottom bolts require that you drop the down pipe for access.  It will be a tight fit but it will come out with a little rocking and some persuation.<P>It is best if you disconnect the plug wires from the coil pack, vac lines for the fuel pressure regulator and boost gauge if you teed off from this line, two sets of wires from the main engine harness that connect to the cylinder head behind the timing belt, your EGT wire and upper strut tower bar, if you have them.<P>If you are eliminating the AC system, then you may want to remove the AC bracket, which is held onto block by 4 bolts (one of which also holds the driver side axle support bracket to the block).<P>You may be able to get the compressor out from below the car if the downpipe, transfer case and drive side axle are first removed (not sure though).<P>Note:  The JDM compressor is different from the US version and so is the bracket.  The compressor for the 1G TEL differs from the JDM and the US GVR4 units.  Let's hear it for the Mitsu engineers ;-)<P>Good luck!||66.75.149.229||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||09-03-2002||09:26 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||KC, <BR>you can borrow the compressor, however, it may or may not come with the owner :-P.  Give me a shout.<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.92||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||09-03-2002||11:06 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Norm - Thanks a lot. Yes, cruise has been eliminated, AC is half-way done and ABS is shaking in its boots, as it knows, its the next to go  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Finally, to finish up, the 3 bolt, the gastly lines etc etc will be removed. Ths should clean up the gvr4 well. I will have to attempt that sometime soon in the near future!<P>Ken - Thank you for the heater core info. Holy cow! I am not sure if this is going to be a fun uninstall. I was thnking more along the lines of take glove box out and pull out heater core...LOL! I may leave it in for now and concentrate on ABS and 4ws removal...<P>Kevin - I think owner help is requested. You are good at ripping things out and my gvr4 can be the guinea pig for you - like those cadavres in medical school  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Thanks again to everyone who responded! I will keep giving updates when possible...||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||09-04-2002||10:58 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Why are gutting the car, Things thing? Last time I talked to you you said you wanted to look JDM and go 12s.........<P>Zach||64.156.78.111||reg||1
Z||000006||iceman69510||09-04-2002||05:02 PM||||One of the sad things is the car he is gutting is really nice.  Oh well, at least I have the FMIC setup from it.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> ||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000007||blacksheep||09-04-2002||11:21 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||1quickvr4 - I am trying to build more of a drag car with the black gvr4. I have the white daily driver gvr4 which is/will be the JDM whore  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I am just waiting on the rear bumper now...<P>Iceman - Glad you like the FMIC  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Cmon...AC, ABS and cruise, thats not too bad  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000874.cgi
A||||2||MX4||510cc Injectors ||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||09-03-2002||07:51 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||Hey Guys,<BR>Can I run 510cc Injectors without an SAFC in the mean time? I have just found someone keen on my 450s<P>Thanks<P>Ryan||203.98.49.151||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-03-2002||01:20 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yes. You "may" see some black smoke once in a while, but just runnning a little rich with the extra fuel. But yes won't hurt the car.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||MX4||09-03-2002||05:56 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Thanks dude, much appreciated!!<P>Ryan||165.84.100.16||reg||12




ubb/Forum2/000875.cgi
A||||2||MX4||Doyou or someone you know own a 5 know SAFC||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||09-03-2002||07:53 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Hey Guys,<BR>I bought my SAFC without the loom to the back. Ive had it hardwired now but dont know which wire is for what. If someone could have a look for me and take a photo or just read the colours out from one side to the other I will love you forever (honest)<P>Ryan||203.98.50.151||reg||1
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||09-03-2002||08:14 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||This should help.<BR> <A HREF="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Super-AFC-DSM/files/afc2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Super-AFC-DSM/files/afc2.jpg</A> ||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000002||MX4||09-03-2002||05:58 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||Thanks for that Martin. I have to wait to be accepted by the moderator. If anyone is already a member could they be able to email that picture to me at vr4_evo@hotmail.com<P>Thanks you very very much!!<P>Ryan||165.84.100.16||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000876.cgi
A||||3||Ant||Rad Fan wiring||||1||
Z||000000||Ant||09-03-2002||08:29 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||After making the IC piping for my sidemount I realized my stock fan would no longer fit, so I used the stock fan off of a 95 GSX being that it is much thinner.<P>Problem is stock fan had a blue and a black wire going to it and a blue and a black wire going to the resistor that is mounted to the fan.  The 2g fan has to sets of blue and black wires going to it with no resistor.  One of the sets of blue and black wires also has a white stripe on it.  Problem is the wires that went to the resistor have a steady 12V on them whether the car is on or off.  The other set of wires do not give anything out.  If I hook up the 12V to either set of wires coming out of the fan it works fine, however having to plug and unplug the connector everytime is pain.<BR>I tried hooking up the other pair of wires coming from the cars harness to the fan and letting the car run, the fan did not turn on and the temp gauge went past halfway?<BR>Does anyone have a wiring diagram for this, I realize I can hook it up to run all the time with the cars ignition, would that be the best way to do it?<P>Thanks<BR>Ant ||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||09-03-2002||10:44 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Looking at the wiring diagram: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fans.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fans.pdf</A> <BR>you will see that the fans switch slow/fast/off by switching the ground side of the fan motor. <BR>The Black wire that went to the resistor should NOT have 12 volts on it, as the schematic shows it connected to ground. It sounds like you've disconnected a ground somewhere.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.185||reg||1
Z||000002||Ant||09-03-2002||12:20 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||It appears as though I measured it at the wrong pins.<BR>I will recheck the measurement when I get home from work today against the schematic.<BR>So it appears I should pins 3 and 4 of the connector wired to the fan.<P>thanks jeff<BR>Ant<BR>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||09-03-2002||06:45 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Well no, you may have measured 12 volts on it. What I was alerting you to was the fact that if you remove the ground from the resistor, it will in fact read 12 volts on both ends with a voltmeter, because the current flows through the fan motor and resistor, which will fool you. Good luck.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.208.84||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000877.cgi
A||N||7||meshwork||Good FMIC for daily GVR4?||||1||
Z||000000||meshwork||09-03-2002||04:39 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Hi all, I am looking to add a FMIC to my GVR4, and being new to the GVR4 world I need to be pointed in the right direction. My AWD Talon has the Indy Race Core setup, and thats a little major for a daily car, so I'm looking for something that'll make me happy but won't make me lose my AC condenser. <P>I thought about the Starion/Conquest intercooler, but I'd rather have a whole kit. I'm looking to spend in the area of $800. Does anyone have any preferences in companies?<P>Thanks,<BR>Ryan||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||09-03-2002||04:57 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.automotosports.com" TARGET=_blank>www.automotosports.com</A> <P>Their FMIC kit is designed for the gvr4 and it bolts right in.  You don't need to chop anything up, or lose your AC.  It should be good for mild to medium performance upgrades.  Actually, with a different core it can work with fairly major upgrades.  I don't have first hand experience with this though, so if anybody else has input, please input.  Oh yeah, it's about 200 more than you wanted to spend, but it's the cheapest, gvr4 specific kit.<p>[This message has been edited by Pappy (edited 09-03-2002).]||140.247.202.155||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4458||09-04-2002||11:53 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Here's the link to the review and subsequent discussion.  Somone in there is another link to the pictures of the installed unit.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000681.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000681.html</A> <P>EH<BR>||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000003||evol||09-05-2002||09:37 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I think there are a few other kits out there but I can't remember the websites. What about RRE's or Nocturnal Motorsports' kits? The NMS kit looks rather pimpin', but I can't seem to pull their website up anymore.||134.124.18.50||reg||1
Z||000004||meshwork||09-05-2002||10:20 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I looked around, and Extreme has one for $1500, which is way too much. So far the Automotosports one is looking like the best choice. ||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||09-05-2002||10:43 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Yup, seems to be a good move, and probably the easiest to install -- judging by other's reviews , knowing that it is GVR4-specific and is designed around the stock engine layout...  no battery relocation, etc.||64.109.167.232||reg||1
Z||000006||Martin Tolentino||09-05-2002||11:00 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Go with the AMS IC setup. Excellent fit and finish.||68.6.244.123||reg||14
Z||000007||JonGVR4||09-05-2002||11:56 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <A HREF="http://www.122performance.com" TARGET=_blank>www.122performance.com</A>  can make one for you.<P><BR>Shannon still makes them.   <A HREF="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://shannon.v8eaters.com/</A> <P>RRE still makes them<BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com</A> <P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000878.cgi
A||||1||EVOZERO||BOOST,  VACUM LINE?||||5||
Z||000000||EVOZERO||09-04-2002||01:03 AM||lickstarr@hotmail.com||Hey im puttn in a boost gauge and just wandering which hose do i tee off from for my boost and vacuum?<BR>cheers G||202.180.83.6||reg||5
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-04-2002||01:11 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.myzero.com/gauges/boost.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.myzero.com/gauges/boost.html</A>  <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsm.org/</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000879.cgi
A||||8||JSTYLE||Extra Injector||||3||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||09-04-2002||03:13 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Heys,<P>Im thinking about getting extra injectors on my car. The extra <BR>injectors will go in the piping from the cooler to the plenum. Anyways Im deciding <BR>whether to get 2 extra injectors + micro computer or get bigger <BR>injectors and get a SAFC. What does everyone think? Im running a <BR>Chipped ecu with factory injectors at the moment. The extra injectors <BR>are 2 x 370cc's and they come with a computer to control them.<P>Thanks in advance<P>Jon<BR><p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 09-04-2002).]||203.173.161.246||reg||3
Z||000001||Ash||09-04-2002||07:21 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Its a real crap way of doing it but it may work well.  I think S-AFC + larger injectors is a way better way to go.||203.220.202.208||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||09-04-2002||08:46 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Im thinking that too Ash. Just thought i might ask what people think. Ive got my hands onto some 550cc's and i should be ordering my SAFC soons. Gonna cost me $470Aus for the SAFC new. Not too bad.<P>Jon||203.173.164.144||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||09-04-2002||08:54 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Dammit, everyone gets em cheap after I pay full price.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  Oh well, what can ya do.<P>You can sell the extra injector setup to some wanker with an S13 easy enough anyway  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 09-04-2002).]||203.220.202.208||reg||1
Z||000004||JSTYLE||09-04-2002||09:10 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||I was only asking about the injector package cos i can get it for like $600 with the computers.<P>Jon||203.173.164.144||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||09-04-2002||01:49 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||If you need more than like 900cc injectors then you need an additional injector, or go with staged injection. 750's seem to be the biggest that you can run that will idle decient. If you need bigger than that staged is the best way to go. One set will function duing normal driving the other set will come on as boost/rpm/TP increases. But anyway here is a added injector setup if you still are thinking of going that route. <A HREF="http://www.sdsefi.com/eic.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.sdsefi.com/eic.html</A>  <A HREF="http://www.sdsefi.com/eic1.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.sdsefi.com/eic1.htm</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||09-04-2002||04:55 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I would just get 4 injectors and the AFC.<BR>Much easier to tune with.<P>RX7's have the 550's you need if you need to get them cheap.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||09-04-2002||05:05 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JSTYLE:<BR><B>I was only asking about the injector package cos i can get it for like $600 with the computers.<P>Jon</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That's more expensive than buying 550's and an AFC.  I just spent $100 on 550's, and $250 for the AFC, and it will be easier to tune than an extra injector.  ||4.47.85.160||reg||1
Z||000008||JSTYLE||09-04-2002||05:56 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||$600 in Aus dollars would be lik $300 in U.S dollars.<P>Yerp i think i might get a SAFC and RX7 S4 550cc injectors.<P>Thanks for your help guys!<P>Jon||203.173.164.144||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000880.cgi
A||||7||GVR1643||Injector cleaning - Ken?||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||09-04-2002||10:26 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Anyone used a DIY injector cleaning setup? Here's a link from the GN board I was reading... <A HREF="http://www.gnttype.org/techarea/fuelsystem/injcleaning.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gnttype.org/techarea/fuelsystem/injcleaning.html</A> <BR>Other effective suggestions (other than the obvious) of taking/sending them in?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>TIA <BR>Kevin||167.142.22.201||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||09-04-2002||11:40 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||this method is only partially correct.  you need to clean the injectors ultrasonically.  case in point, i just took 4 550's to my friend's shop, he said they were all stopped up.  so he put them in the ultrasonic cleaner, and left them for a while, and now they are flowing, and can be properly backflushed and flowed.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||09-04-2002||02:55 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||That's what I'm worried about.  Those 550's I should be getting today might be clogged as well?  Anyway to know before (or even after) installing them?  ||167.142.21.207||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||09-04-2002||03:32 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i would not even bother putting them in before getting them cleaned.  virtually every set i have ever had, and howard's, too, had to be backflushed and least twice.  a couple of them also did not fog, but sprayed out solid streams of fuel.  you want to know this before putting them in to the motor.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||09-04-2002||05:02 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Damn it!  I knew that was going to be the answer, but had to ask  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  <BR>What's that place you were telling me about that you send them in and they match them (if they have others available)?<BR>Thanks again.||167.142.21.207||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||09-04-2002||06:09 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i lost the link.  it was up north, like ohio, or someplace northern midwest.  howard knows.  do a search, injector cleaning, it should come up.  wise money spent.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||09-04-2002||06:39 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.cruzinperformance.com/fuelinj.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.cruzinperformance.com/fuelinj.html</A> ||4.47.85.160||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||09-05-2002||09:18 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||thanks, Ken, Howard.||167.142.22.193||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000881.cgi
A||||10||blacksheep||3 inch to 2inch silicone reducers?||||4||
Z||000000||blacksheep||09-05-2002||02:13 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||These seem to be impossible to find..I am trying to get a 3" intake pipe to work on the gvr4 and I need this reducer for the 14B side...Anyone know of a source or a better reducer to use?<P>Thanks!||12.216.36.127||reg||4
Z||000001||GVR1643||09-05-2002||02:20 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||To add to this:<BR>Since this is the cold side, rubber could be used as well, correct?<BR>ie rubber reducer or rubber sleeve with 3-2.5 over the sleeve?  <BR>Kevin||167.142.21.197||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||09-05-2002||03:14 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.bakerprecision.com/purosil5.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.bakerprecision.com/purosil5.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.ggh54.dial.pipex.com/conv_data.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ggh54.dial.pipex.com/conv_data.htm</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||09-05-2002||03:37 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks TD, I see they have a nice variety but I'm not seeing 3"-2" on either site.  That seems to be the snag everywhere KC and I have checked. Can call them as well and see if they have custom sizing....<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.186||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||09-05-2002||04:16 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Home Depot plumbing section has them.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||09-05-2002||05:22 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Oops sorry. You can call both places and they can make the 2" to 3" for you. Paragon is pretty good about the stuff; myself and another person (980) has gotton stuff from them. I have some 2.5" to 3.25" on my car. They cost a little more when they custom make them. I got mine right away I think Jason had to wait a little while or would for a certian color??? I will try to find out from him. The color also may take longer if you have to have a certian color. My red stuff was in stock. So me happy....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||09-05-2002||05:25 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||you can also go to pep boys, and in the muffler section, get a reducer, like 2.25 to 2.5, or something like that.  then, get a 2" to 2.25, on one side, the other a 2.5 to 3.  but watch out, they size them strange, like the sizes they will have will be one side measured i.d, the other side measured o.d.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||09-05-2002||05:27 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Sorry again by "in stock" is they use large wraps for the actual make, so if they have the large wraps in your color they can make the custom stuff the same or next day, so I was told  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">. I think Jason wanted yellow or something and he would have to wait to get the wrap/material in. Anywho nice stuff, but price like $4X.00 each if I remember. hope it helps,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000008||Ian M||09-05-2002||06:33 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Road Race has the 2"-3" reducers,I think they are like $22 if I remember correctly...||129.71.114.24||reg||1
Z||000009||blacksheep||09-05-2002||07:02 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Yeah, road race engineering has them for $22/piece. Thanks all for the suggestions||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000010||Blackvr4||09-12-2002||04:53 PM||blackvr4@yahoo.com||KC, the red one on my old car came from RRE.  Before that I used one from Home Depot that worked just fine but I wanted one that looked nicer so I bought the one from RRE.<P>Home Depot plumbing section is great  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||216.160.27.98||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000882.cgi
A||||6||Jose||Clutch Masters...||||5||
Z||000000||Jose||09-05-2002||03:56 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I had a Clutch Masters stage 4 clutch on my car, with a Clutch Masters flywheel. I am planning on putting the 2500 series with the organic disk from Clutch Masters now (reason for down grading is I am breaking my rear axels to easy, just ask Nate I brought 2 from him). Has any body from the board used this clutch? Or should should I go ACT? And would the ACT clutch work right with the Clutch Masters flywheel?<BR>Jose..........||152.163.188.38||reg||5
Z||000001||talontsi||09-05-2002||04:14 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I take it the stage4 is unsprung?<BR>Locally we have been having great luck with the 2600 ACT PP and a steel back organic disc and that is sprung.<P>The new clutchmasters 2500 should be close to a 2600. As for the disc most organics are the smae, just make sure it is steel backed so the lining does not rip off. We have a local place that we get our discs from since they are cheaper than the ACTs and hold up well.<BR>They can also build it with bronze/copper or kevlar material.<P>The ACT clutch & disc works fine on a CM flywheel.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||09-05-2002||04:16 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||The puck type disk is a lot harsher than a organice disk. It should be alot easier on the drive line, Driving style has alot to do with it. When do we get pics of your car?<P>Zach ||209.245.232.206||reg||1
Z||000003||Jose||09-05-2002||04:44 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||The stage four was a sprung hub, four puck. As for the pics I only have pics of the outside with the JDM bumper, and corners, and the interior (tv's) of my car, no motor pics.<BR>Jose....||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000004||Jose||09-05-2002||04:57 PM||jacjdws@aol.com|| <IMG SRC="file:///C:/My%20Documents/My%20Pictures/My%20Galant/IM000167.JPG"> ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||09-05-2002||05:30 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| Sorry couldn't pass up the free advertisement.<P> <A HREF="http://www.clutchnet.com" TARGET=_blank>www.clutchnet.com</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||09-05-2002||10:13 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I dont care about the motor, I see mine enough as it is, I want to see the Screens and the outside with the bumpers,Jdm or AMG.<BR>If you can email them to me caspa69@juno.com<P>Zach||64.157.117.251||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000883.cgi
A||||5||UndergroundVR-4||T/E/L schematics||||1||
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||09-05-2002||07:15 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I'm looking for the electronic schematics which would most closely match our cars?  What would this be?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||09-05-2002||09:09 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||That would probably be an Eclipse GSX, but the wire colors are sometimes different. Why not just use the GVR-4 schematics (as found on the CD manual)? Which schematic in particular do you need?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||09-05-2002||09:58 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Prefferably all of them but to get a close relation to that I would need to get a galant manual as well as an eclipse GSX manual.  Or no?||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||09-05-2002||10:59 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| .......www.clubdsm.com.............<BR>The cd manuel will have the stuff you want BTW. ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||09-05-2002||11:02 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If you need GVR-4 schematics, the Mitsubishi Galant shop manuals have the '91 and '92 Turbo schematics in them. This is also in the DSM CD-ROM Manual. I must have misread your original post, because I thought you wanted T/E/L schematics that closely matched ours. Duhhh! <A HREF="http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/index2.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/index2.htm</A> <BR>There's even some free stuff there, including the Galant schematics! All you've got to do is print out all 269 pages (or go through and just select the Turbo ones;-) ).<BR>I don't know how good the Haines or Chilton repair manuals are.Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000005||UndergroundVR-4||09-05-2002||11:07 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Hehe thanks that's a big help  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000884.cgi
A||N||5||Adam||au vr4||||12||
Z||000000||Adam||09-06-2002||05:40 AM||low30l@yahoo.com.au||Hows it goin, Live in australia have a vr4 been trying to contact you guys for ages but every time i try comp disconects. Just snapped rear axle and cv on launch and its going to cost $2000 au to fix, no one knows anything about galants in au cept one company that have one running 12.1s with standard engine internals.<BR>anyway someone email me so i can find out more info and get some clear indicator lenses||63.34.233.214||reg||12
Z||000001||JSTYLE||09-06-2002||07:00 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Firstly welcome  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Im a Australian VR4 owner and i have formed a VR4 club in australia if your interested in joining. The club is called 'Club VR4'. Site is <A HREF="http://www.clubvr4.tk." TARGET=_blank>http://www.clubvr4.tk.</A> <P>Jon<P>Club VR4 Founder||203.173.166.196||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||09-07-2002||06:08 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hello & welcome from another Aussie||203.221.153.21||reg||1
Z||000003||jonathan gibson||09-07-2002||07:05 PM||jpgibson@value.com.au||and another||202.163.129.181||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||09-07-2002||10:38 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||And on behalf of the VR4 bretheren of the USA, welcome and congratulations.  <P>Just remember:  When it breaks...modify!<P>Peter||64.63.209.150||reg||1
Z||000005||Kibo||09-08-2002||04:01 AM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><BR>Just remember:  When it breaks...modify![/B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Is that how it's supposed to work?  I've been trying to become a pre-emptive modifier!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Welcome to the group!<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR>||206.196.136.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000885.cgi
A||||4||JSTYLE||HKS S-AFR||||5||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||09-06-2002||12:13 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Anyone use one of these? Anyone had any experience with them? Im tossing up between this and a SAFC. What shoud i get?<P>Jon||203.173.166.196||reg||5
Z||000001||talontsi||09-06-2002||05:26 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Most people are having better luck with the AFC.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||09-06-2002||07:03 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Yerps, im just trying to find out if anyone has used a SAFR before and how good are they etc.. I can get onto one for pretty reasonable price ($200 cheaper then SAFC). What im reading, ive read that it is much more superior then a SAFC, i just wanted some feed back!<P>Jon||203.173.166.196||reg||1
Z||000003||bob dole||09-07-2002||12:36 AM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||The only thing that makes the HKS AFR better is you can ajust your idle.  I have had some exp with it. I put one on a 3000gt and played with it for about 2 hours. It is a good pcs. It is not as ajustable as the s-afc. I would recomend it.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||sleeper||09-08-2002||10:42 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I sold my SAFC because it was too big and no place to put it. Got the HK$ super AFR but it's a PITA to adjust. If I wanted to take out like 2-3% across the board on the AFC it took me 10 seconds. With the AFR it takes me 2-3 minutes.<BR>I like the auto idle feature. I put my 600cc injectors in and the car adlied just like it did with the stockers.<BR>It doesn't have low and high trottle settings, just high. <P>It does have a response setting though from idle to 5000rpm, but I don't feel any effect at all between 0 or 100ms. I don't even know what it's supposed to do. If somebody does I would like to find out about it.<P>Personaly, I wouldn't reccomend it.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000 <P>||65.66.62.27||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000886.cgi
A||||11||JSTYLE||Dog Box||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||09-06-2002||08:05 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Im just curious on how to fabricate a dog box. I will be buying another gear box for my car and wanting to change my existing one to a dog box. Anyone know any good sites that take you thru the steps and stuff?<BR>All help appreciated!<P>Jon||203.173.165.200||reg||1
Z||000001||kartorium31||09-06-2002||09:38 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Sorry, tell me if i am out of line, but what exactly is a dog box?  I have heard it many times but don't actually know what it is.  Does it have to do with not using syncros?<BR>thanks.||12.18.161.17||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||09-06-2002||11:13 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||AFAIK dog boxes are used in rallying. You can change gears w/o using the clutch, abit like a sequential box but still using the original gears. <P>Synchro's in a dog box are cut straight instead of the factory setting, thus making it easier to shift or something.<P>I would like some info on these  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Anyone know anything bout these?<P>Jon||203.173.161.172||reg||1
Z||000003||91vr4evolution||09-06-2002||11:50 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I read about this in a magazine recently, but I can't find the bloody thing.<P>From memory, there are two types of dog box, a hexically(?) cut and a straight cut. This refers to the gears.<P>Most cars have h.cut with sychros from the factory, they're quieter and engage nicely enough for normal street cars and normal street use.<BR> <BR>Most motorbikes use s.cut dog boxes and that's why they snick thru the gears really quick.<P>Okay, because the h.cut gears are h.cut, when they mesh together it generates side loading on the gear which pushes against the sychros (which are trying keep the gear engaged). If you increase the torque thru the box (or snap-shift a lot) the sychros have an even harder time holding the gears (and shifting cogs smoothly).<P>Dog gears (s.cut or h.cut) basically have no sychro cones. What they do have is (normally) 3 large raised sections around the circumference of each gear. This 'dog' as it is called is what engages the gear. The engagement is very positive. If you look at motorbikes, when they accelerate quickly, most the time they don't even use the clutch. However dogboxes can be very harsh. Also if you have s.cut gears they will be noisier. One more point that I can remember is that s.cut dogbox absorb less hp.<P>If you're a gearbox specialist, and I've got it completely wrong, please don't flame me.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> If I could find the damn article it would be much better.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif"><P>Mike. <p>[This message has been edited by 91vr4evolution (edited 09-06-2002).]||210.54.84.111||reg||1
Z||000004||NZGZR4||09-09-2002||02:29 AM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz||That explaination sound pretty good to me.<BR>gear are either straight cut or helically cut (teeth are in a helix, rather than straight across the gear).<BR>It's not the syncros that take the side loading but the bearings.<P>There is a place in Perth Aus. that make/made dog gear sets to go in a std VR4/E1-3 gearbox,  I anyone has the URL to their site I too would like to find it again.<P>Cam<BR>||219.88.249.8||reg||1
Z||000005||Arty||09-09-2002||02:41 AM||||You can find out more about dog boxs on these links <A HREF="http://www.dansmc.com/gearbox.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dansmc.com/gearbox.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.edmunds.com/ownership/techcenter/articles/46029/article.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.edmunds.com/ownership/techcenter/articles/46029/article.html</A>  <A HREF="http://www.mrtrally.com.au/performance/gearsets.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mrtrally.com.au/performance/gearsets.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.howstuffworks.com/transmission4.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.howstuffworks.com/transmission4.htm</A> <P>From the looks of it, unless you are a skilled machinist you probably won�t be able to actually make<BR>your own dog box. I�m not even sure if it is possible to reconfigure an existing gearbox which uses synchro <BR>engagement type gears, with a dog engagement type gearset ?<P>As far as dog boxs using straight cut gears, and synchro boxs using helically cut gears, I can�t see why it would be necessary.  My guess at the reason why most, if not all, dog boxs are made with straight cut gears is because the<BR>gears are stronger than helically cut gears. Dogs are used in racing gearboxs, racing gearboxs need to be strong so<BR>they also use the stronger straight cut gears. Helical gears are quieter than straigh cut gears, but in a race car you don�t care about noise you care about strenght.<P>John.<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000006||JSTYLE||09-09-2002||02:48 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Cant find the site either, tried search engines came to no luck. If you do happen to find the site. Please post it here!<P>Jon||203.173.160.102||reg||1
Z||000007||91vr4evolution||09-09-2002||03:29 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Arty, trying to recall my days of hotting up Minis (I'll just fetch my walking stick!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ), the strongest box was the straight-cut one. It wasn't a dog box, but because the gears were straight the loading was even across the teeth (third gear burnouts still broke diffs, though!)<P>Cam, re: bearings, not synchros; are broken synchro from crappy shifting? If so, could you fit a s.cut gearset, and still have the benefits of synchros with reduced side-loading?<P>Ash, if you read this, wasn't the atricle in ZOOM?<P>Mike.  ||210.54.104.180||reg||1
Z||000008||Ash||09-09-2002||07:10 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Not that I saw, how long ago?||203.221.152.195||reg||1
Z||000009||Arty||09-09-2002||09:29 PM||||Used Webwombat, found this URL for a dogbox for an evo1  <A HREF="http://www.albinsgear.com.au/mitsubishi.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.albinsgear.com.au/mitsubishi.html</A> ||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000010||suprflewus||09-09-2002||11:27 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||you may or may not know this but if you build or purchase a dog box, you will have to match revs between gears on every shift.<P>dale||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000011||Arty||09-09-2002||11:37 PM||||From motorcycle experience, I don't know why but you only had to "blip" the throttle, to match the revs, when down shifting. When upshifting you could just shift normally. Even if on the odd occasion you omitted the throttle blip on the downshift, there never seemed to be a problem, all that happened was, you heard a loud clack as the dogs banged into each other.<BR>In a car gearbox it may be more important to match the revs because the car gears will be a lot larger and heavier than the motorcycles.||202.12.144.21||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000887.cgi
A||N||12||honsi1994||Anyone re-locate battery?||||1||
Z||000000||honsi1994||09-07-2002||10:06 AM||honsi1994@aol.com||I'm going to have to re-locate my battery to install my RRE ic pipes. I'd like to find out where you routed the power wire. I'm just looking to find out whats worked for other people. Anyother tips would be appreciated. Thanks. ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||UndergroundVR-4||09-07-2002||11:13 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Mine is mounted in the trunk.  Ground connection to the negative cable and route the power wire through the car. You attach the positive cable to the fusible link.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||09-07-2002||11:21 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| A freind of mine has the RRE pipes on his car,he didnt have to move his battery to the trunk. He got a group 52 (The reverse terminal version of our 51,a Honda Civic battery),removed the factory tray,and turned the battery parrallel to the fender. You have to get a longer NEG cable,and enlongate one of the holes for the hold down J-bolts,but thats it. The 3" intake and MAS tucks in nicely too. You might not have to move your battery into the the trunk either,unless you really want to.||129.71.114.61||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||09-07-2002||12:41 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i had the scott evans battery tray and the black panther battery, and the rre pipes would not clear the battery.  <P>remove the right side inner fender panel, the thin plastic cover, and you will see a huge grommet, remove that, and there is a hole about 2" x 3", it comes out right above the ecu.  i ran a #2 cable thru there, and there is another grommet/hole right by where it needs to go thru to the positive cable.  you can remove the back seat, and there is a good size opening right against the inner fender to pass the cable thru.  if you remove the plastic panels on the lower door sill, and pull back the carpet, there is plenty of room to route the cable.  the hardest part is mounting the battery in the trunk itself.  i put mine as close to the rear seat as possible, to keep the weight inside the wheels, nearer the center of gravity.  lots of people put it out near the taillite, but this is just moving a lot of weight outside the wheels, where it will effect handling.  also, the rre pipes do not fit that great, especially the "C" pipe(180 deg bend) that comes back into the engine compartment, and the pipe that connects to that one, and curves up towards the throttle body kinda sucks, too.  if you dont get it just right, it will hit the shifter mechanism, make sure you try to put it in 5th gear and, especially reverse, before you tighten it all down.  you may have to brace that pipe, and pull it towards the right inner fender to get it to clear.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||evol||09-07-2002||04:08 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Wneh I bought my Galant from the guy in South Carolins, it had a battery about 1/2 the size of the stock one and it fit parallel to the fender without clearance problems and still works to this day in my 84 prelude. I'm not sure exactly the piping configuration of the rre pipes, bit assuming that they are close to stock, just buying a smaller battery could be the way to go. ||172.149.107.92||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||09-07-2002||05:23 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the panther battery is 6" x 7" x 6".  and can be mounted in any position.  while it is entirely possible to reposition it, moving the battery to the trunk will free up an amazing amount of room.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000006||Dan D||09-07-2002||05:25 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Evol,<BR>What type of battery is it?  I'm looking for a smaller battery to do a scott evans'ish type of thing.  My current battery fits where I want it on the tray, but is too tall such that the hood won't close.  I don't really want or need and expensive "racing" battery.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000007||Kibo||09-08-2002||04:14 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Wow, I wish I had read Ken's post a week earlier...    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I just relocated my battery to the trunk, and one of the sticking points was figuring out how to route the power cable cleanly through the firewall.  &lt;sigh&gt;<P>My battery is a sealed gel-cell battery (like the Odyssey batteries) from batteryweb.com.  If you haven't been to their site, check it out--their prices are by far the best I've seen on Odyssey batteries.  I went even cheaper and bought their no-name battery (which, by the way, doesn't share dimensions and Ah capacity despite what their web page shows).<P>I had a difficult time figuring out how I was going to mount the battery securely and still have it out of the way.  I finally fabricated a custom bracket and mounted it in the cubby hole behind the passenger's side trunk trim--basically, behind the rear wheel.  I was a little concerned about the possibility of the battery being damaged in an accident, but it was the cleanest install location I could find.  No pics yet, but I can get some if you'd like.<P>Don't forget to fuse your power cable, too.  I used a 200A circuit breaker intended for audio installations and it works fine.  I used 1/0 gauge cable FWIW.<P>By the way, has anyone here mounted a battery cutoff switch on the back of the car?  How did you do it?  I'd really like to keep the car looking as stealthy as possible, so I'm thinking of mounting the switch behind the license plate as some T/E/L owners do.  Problem is, that part moves with the trunk, and I don't want to run all the extra cable to the switch...  So I was thinking of fabricating a cable-actuated switch (using a choke cable or the like) that could be installed/removed easily at the track.  Thoughts?<P>Also, doesn't the switch need to be tied into the alternator power cable to be NHRA-legal?  From what I understand, the car needs to stop running when the switch is flipped, and it has to be connected to the positive terminal.  I'd hate not to be allowed to run at the track simply because of my battery relocation!  For now, I think I'll be OK if I just re-install the trim panels and tell them the battery was in the rear stock...(limited edition and all).    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Sorry for the long post!<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<P>(edited to turn a sentence into English...man, I need some sleep!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">)<p>[This message has been edited by Kibo (edited 09-08-2002).]||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000008||evol||09-09-2002||09:08 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Dan D:<BR><B>Evol,<BR>What type of battery is it?  I'm looking for a smaller battery to do a scott evans'ish type of thing.  My current battery fits where I want it on the tray, but is too tall such that the hood won't close.  I don't really want or need and expensive "racing" battery.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>It's just an interstate. Pretty standard issue. My car is being worked on right now so I don't have the part number, but there are some pretty small car batteries from the usual suspects-INterstate, Die Hard, Etc.  ||134.124.18.7||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR4458||09-09-2002||02:20 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Ken,<P>Could you post a pic of your trunk mounted battery?  I never moved mine (too much pita for n real benefit), but if is centered behind the seat, then it may really be worth it.<P>Thanks,<BR>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||09-09-2002||02:41 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||actually, i'm kinda embarrassed, it is so hokey.  all i did was take the scott evans battery tray, and bolt it to the trunk, and then put the batter back in it.  but, even with the small size(6"X7"X6"), i still had to cut away a small part of the cardboard spare tire cover.  there is just no room back there.  i can see why people put it back by the taillite, but i think putting it there defeats the purpose.  i almost put it on it's side, but i just was too lazy to make any more brackets for this thing||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000011||JonGVR4||09-09-2002||03:16 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Scott Evans battery tray with RRE intercooler pipes. <BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/engine.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/engine.jpg</A> <P>(tray is turned sideways so it would clear)<P>RRE pipes with battery in stock location:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/jgr_engine1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/jgr_engine1.jpg</A> <P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000012||blacksheep||09-09-2002||06:10 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Wow, that first pic of the black gvr4 with RRE pipes and the SE tray looks very very familiar  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000888.cgi
A||||12||UndergroundVR-4||For those you drive daily on forged pistons.||||1||
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||09-07-2002||11:17 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||How long have you been using the forged pistons, who makes them, and what kind of mileage do you put on them?  Also, have you cracked open the block since they were put in?  If so, after how many miles and how did the pistons/cylinders look?  PLEASE if you don't drive on forged pistons do not post.  ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||09-07-2002||12:59 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i dont have any now, but i did have them in several bmw motors i ran in the past.  venolia, i think, and there was another.  nowadays, j&e, and wiseco come to mind.  i have several accounts who build bmw motors, and they use both j&e and wiseco.  the problem with forged, a long time ago, was that the rate and amount of expansion differ greatly from cast pistons.  but, lately, if you use forged with high silicon content, the rate of expansion is very close to that of a cast one, so you dont have to run the massive extra clearance.  the old motors used to slap like crazy on startup, sounded like diesels.  also, there has been some different technology, mostly from nascar, about skirt design, and ring placement.  if the top ring is closer to the combustion chamber, you get a lot better combustion, and less unburned fuel.  shorter skirts are also common.  you can also get the tops fly cut, so if the timing belt breaks, it will spin free.  most of the bmw motors are now coming with forged pistons, because they have gone to aluminum blocks, so the rates of expansion are now similar.  one of the earliest bmw's with forged pistons, the E32 750i(1988) and aluminum block, have easily gone 250k and more.  the later v8 had block problems(nikasil, no longer used by bmw), and they were replaced by alusil blocks, and lots of them are well over 100k, some approaching 200k, on the original motors.  there has to be a lot more thought than just send them a stock piston, and say, make me a forged set just like these.  if you are going to take advantage of the forging process, you can make changes to improve the piston over the stock design.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||09-07-2002||01:31 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I have .020 clearance ross pistons and I'm trying to get some feedback on how they react to daily driving and their effect on the cylinders over a good amount of time (30,000+ miles).  <p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 09-07-2002).]||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||09-08-2002||11:43 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I have some .20 over J@E's. Had them for a while, but they only have about 1500 miles on them. They were gotton froma guy at AMS for a traded ss header. I had them in during the winter and never noticed the famous "slapping". I've been happy with them thus far. I have not takein the head off but I did check them out with a flashlight the last time I torqued my head bolts and when I put the "oil tube" in my valve cover. I would try them a gin but I have plans for those n/t pistons I got from Extreme, yay yaya I know but they were on clearence. High compresion but I think a thick copper gasket and some NO2 will solve that  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> If not I've wasted more than $200 before....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||09-09-2002||12:29 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||I have the same as Team Ducktape.  No problems at all.||63.231.76.107||reg||1
Z||000005||UndergroundVR-4||09-10-2002||11:56 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||The only thing I worry about is who I use to machine the block.  I am told that it's very important that you use someone who bores with a torque plate.  Can anyone explain that to me? ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000006||#258||09-10-2002||01:24 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||I have been running Arias forged for about 8 months/16,000 miles with absolutely no problems. Low expansion alloy that has about the same clearance requirements as cast pistons. deck plate and line honing are not absolutely required, but if your going through the trouble of a total rebuild, its nice to start with a block thats square and whose bores wont distort when the head is torqued down.||151.198.226.2||reg||1
Z||000007||Nate||09-10-2002||02:21 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||I'm of the opinion that the torque plate is absolutely necessary when overboring a motor.  I've noticed that when the machine shop didn't use a torque plate, after a few thousang miles, if you removed the cylinder head, you'd see a lot of wear on the front and back of the cylinder walls, and these were just using stock Mitsu pistons.<BR>     To post relevant material to the thread, I have Ross pistons in the Maroon Car, they seem to have the "forged piston purr" when cold, but don't make any noise once the engine is warm.  I haven't had to remove the head from the Maroon Car yet, so I can't tell you what the cylinder walls look like.  I can tell you that this particular motor was built to withstand juice, so I think it's been built a tad on the loose side, hence the "purr" at cold startup.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||UndergroundVR-4||09-10-2002||10:45 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Well my main concern right now is who to use to do the machineing on the block, the boring in particular.  At the moment I do not plan on spraying, but if I decide to in the future I always have the pistons and rods to withstand it. Now I have a supposedly reputable machine shop near me called Olsen Engines and I was planning on having them do the block work since Jeff Hill cannot do any machine work(not sure why).  My question is how difficult/easy is it to mess this up even when using a torque plate?  I want to set the clearance as tight as possible considering the car will be driven daily when it is on the road.  Being that I want to do that,  how is that going to affect how much boost I can handle "safely" (I understand that I will always run a risk).  The same question for N02.  Can someone explain seizing, and what causes it?<BR>   Now I didn't get to speak with Jeff for long and he said that as long as it is machined right then I wont have piston slap at all.  That is why I am so anxious about who does this and what size/clearance.  I will ask Jeff about this also but how do I determine the optimum clearance to go with for my application?  Are their a wide range of clearances?  I am fairly new to this engine work as I'm sure you can tell  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> .  All the input of people experienced with this is MUCH appreciated.<BR> ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000009||Nate||09-11-2002||12:40 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Call BM Tranny, and ask them if they'll give you the name of the shop that does their machine work.  That shop uses a torque plate, and knows how to use it correctly.  ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||UndergroundVR-4||09-11-2002||02:35 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||The problem isn't necessarily finding a shop I can trust, rather a shop that's not a great distance from me.  I do not have my liscence at the moment.  Not until the end of October.  Therefor I'm going to have to get a friend to drive me there and to drive an hour and a half each way is just too far.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000011||Ant||09-11-2002||02:44 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Nate:<BR><B>Call BM Tranny, and ask them if they'll give you the name of the shop that does their machine work.  That shop uses a torque plate, and knows how to use it correctly.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Jack Merkel Performance Engine <BR>Kenilworth <BR>732-388-7088 <P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000012||UndergroundVR-4||09-11-2002||03:12 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Yeah I know about Merkel.  Too far.||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000889.cgi
A||||8||hibern8||injector size for this turbo setup?????||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||09-07-2002||04:49 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey guys, i currently have rc 550's on the car and im looking to put on a t3/t4 setup. do you think the injector size needs to be upgraded or will the 550's suffice?||12.26.69.43||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||09-07-2002||05:22 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||What t3/t4?||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||09-07-2002||08:04 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Forced Performance TO4E 60-1 3" inlet compressor side/ .82 T3 exhaust side<P>||12.26.69.43||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||09-07-2002||08:16 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Don't know about the injector size, but ditch the RC's.  Ken can tell you plenty horror stories about those.||63.231.76.107||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||09-07-2002||11:17 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||660s will work, I would go with 720s myself becouse I like to get more timing becouse of the lower I.P.C.<P>Zach||64.157.112.11||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||09-09-2002||11:29 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The first question you need to ask yourself is "How much HP do I realisticly plan to make with this engine?". The turbo manufacturer/tuner should be able to give you a guestimate of their turbo's capabilities, but you also need to weigh that with what kind of fuel you'll be running, the age of your engine, what you've done to the bottom end of the engine and how long you expect it to survive. Then, you can go to RC Engineering's site and use their calculator to figure out which injectors are best for your application. Be forewarned though, their charts are VERY conservative. They only recommend 80% duty cycle, where I use 90%, and many people on this list run their injectors maxxed out at 100%. They say &gt;.60 BSFC, but .55 to .57 is probably closer. Some guys, using race gas, run around .50! You can also play around a little with the fuel pressure in the calculations. <A HREF="http://www.rceng.com/technical.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rceng.com/technical.htm</A> <BR>Good luck,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 09-09-2002).]||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||09-09-2002||09:16 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||660's should be enough for you. if you want to keep the MAS you may want to go bigger to be able to adjust the AFR properly.<P>Also .83 exhaust side is fairly big for a street car but will definlty flow. ||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000007||hibern8||09-13-2002||10:00 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||it was actually machined to .82 from the original .63 exhaust side by forced perf.... it will aid in quicker spool up which is what you need with these t3/t4's....||131.193.8.100||reg||1
Z||000008||sleeper||09-13-2002||10:51 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I think you where missinformed that the .82 will spool quicker than the .63<BR>You might want to look in to that.<BR>What size wheel you have in there and also what is the compressor side numbers? (ar and wheel size)<BR>How much did you pay for that turbo?<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000890.cgi
A||||2||jonathan gibson||Exhaust manifold||||5||
Z||000000||jonathan gibson||09-07-2002||07:43 PM||jpgibson@value.com.au||What are the symptoms of a cracked exhaust manifold?<BR>At what mileage should I get the turbo overhauled (160k Km on my car)?Or do I need to if no dramas ?<BR>Thanks in advance<BR>jonathan<BR>||202.163.129.181||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||09-07-2002||07:58 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||in early stages, you can only look.  remove the heat shield, and look.  in advanced stages, you can hear it.  but, with 160km on the car, i guarantee your manifold AND your turbine housing is cracked, now the question is how badly?  if it is eaten away around the wastegate, then it will take longer to spool up.  i would not even bother looking, just replace it with the 2g manifold, dunno what it came on down there, but it is a much better manifold.  ||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||09-08-2002||12:54 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Soot on the head/valve cover right above manifold.  Exhaust smell from front of car.  phht phht phht sound from mani area(especially when it's cold).  Visible cracks.  I'll agree with Ken, if it's original, your manifold is cracked.  The turbo?  If it doesn't smoke, isn't cracked badly, and you aren't itching to go about the upgrade path, then let her ride.  My stock 14b is at 165k mi.  No smoke yet, no bad cracks, just a little mis-fittment around the wastgate(doesn't hit 14psi till about ~4k rpm.  I'm going to keep it till it quits just so I can say "my turbo lasted 1xxk miles <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  FYI, at 160k miles, my manifold looked like it should fall into two pieces it was cracked so bad.||12.222.102.136||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000891.cgi
A||N||21||mitsu13ishi||Best Mufflers??||||6||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||09-07-2002||10:46 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||whats the best out there, or even complete exhaust systems while we're at it.<P>i've heard alot of the Magnaflow mufflers, and such.. but anything else?<P>thanks guys||205.188.209.75||reg||6
Z||000001||1quickvr4||09-07-2002||11:19 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||If you want a cat back get a Mofugus, I heard it on bluefalcons car and it sounds nice, If you have the cash go for the JIC setup.<P><BR>Zach||64.157.112.11||reg||1
Z||000002||KarT||09-08-2002||12:17 AM||weslariv@cox.net||A 91 TEL, ATR exhaust fit's ! If you wanted to, all's you need to do is extend the tip out 2 inches. I didn't think it was necessary though.||68.9.68.130||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||09-08-2002||04:08 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I have a Dynomax Ultraflo 2.5" on my turbo Colt and a 3" waiting to go on the VR4.  I love the Dynomax sound.  Nice deep tone, no mad bumble bee here!  And they tout it as flowing very, very well.  Never hit fuel cut on the colt until I put it on.||64.63.209.13||reg||1
Z||000004||mitsu13ishi||09-08-2002||06:13 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||how much $$$ does the dynomax run?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000005||turboflanagan||09-09-2002||09:57 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I think that I paid $50 for each up front and Dynomax had a deal that I have seen sence for $25 rebate on their website <A HREF="http://www.dynomax.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dynomax.com/</A>  <P>I see that they now have a $20 rebate.  I got mine from JCWhitney(they sent me a really cool JCWhitney PT Crusier Hot Wheels car with the order!)  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||64.63.209.227||reg||1
Z||000006||RayH||09-09-2002||11:51 AM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Note that there are at least 2 2.5" Dynomax Ultraflows that will fit.  The one with the cylindrical cross section fits without problems.  The one with the oval cross section is much quieter but requires cutting the tow hook ring.  I had the cylindrical one for a long time but the noise was just a bit much for a daily driver so I switched to the oval one.||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000007||BluFalcon||09-09-2002||01:50 PM||muttski@gte.net||I've got the Mofugas 3 in piping and a Dynomax 3 in Oval SS Ultra Flo muffler I picked up used from HoawrdGVR4.  Sounds pretty good, but the exhaust tip that came on the muffler is a little too big. I like DynoMax mufflers, they seem to do alright by me.||4.64.86.120||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||09-09-2002||03:43 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I have a Borla 3", not the expensive one I paid like $130 I think from Summit. Yes even the 14b can be heard from those type of flow through mufflers hehe. It is all stainless even the inner shields (The things that hold the fiberglass inplace) It sounds similer to a Dynomax Ultra flow. 980 from here has the Dynomax 3" back (Team Ducktape Racing Exhaust  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">)and it sounds pretty good also. He "raced" the 2000 Explorer I was driving once, hahah sounded pretty sweet when he passed the v-8  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000009||mitsu13ishi||09-09-2002||05:09 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||anybody heard of magnaflow, is it any better?<P>have any pics guys?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000010||Hertz||09-09-2002||08:52 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <A HREF="http://www.magnaflow.com" TARGET=_blank>www.magnaflow.com</A> ||67.37.189.67||reg||1
Z||000011||mitsu13ishi||09-09-2002||09:13 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||yes i know what the website is, thanks, ass.<P>hey ray, are there any dynomax's that would fix which would have dual tips, instead of one big thing, i dont want it too look like some honda fag, and not too noticable...||64.12.96.74||reg||8
Z||000012||QShip||09-09-2002||09:18 PM||kanihitit@yahoo.com||I have a Certified Muffler (BentPipes) 3" Mandrel TurboBack with a Thermal muffler.  My car sounds absolutely beautiful. It does not drone and is relatively quite as long as Im not wringing it out past 5K.  Try it, you will like it...<P>PS. I have used 3" pressbent (Not Certified) with a Dynomax for sale.. ||65.80.246.252||reg||1
Z||000013||mitsu13ishi||09-09-2002||10:24 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||why did u change ur mind about the dynomax? and buy another?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000014||turbowop||09-09-2002||11:14 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I've heard lots of 4g63 exhausts and once you get to the three inch size I think muffler choice plays less of a part in the sound of the exhaust. It's gonna be throaty no matter what. I also have a Certified three inch turboback with a dynomax cylindrical muffler. It sounds awesome. I get compliments on the sound (and the look) all the time. And about the comment about looking like a honda fag, don't worry, even with the four inch tip it still looks clean. I have an ATR tip which imho looks better. I've had anti-rice guys try to give me shit about the tip, but all I have to say is "look under the car, it's only one inch bigger than the rest of the piping." Much different than your average honda ricer with stock piping all the way to the chrome muffler with a five inch tip.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid20/p7d64725ac3dc0cb8d4d74dcba0869cc0/fdbe031e.jpg"> <P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 09-09-2002).]||198.81.18.173||reg||1
Z||000015||vrpower||09-10-2002||08:28 AM||darian85@msn.com||the ATR muffler is the one which i will be going with. my question is if it will fit the Mofugas 3" midpipe i have?||207.56.0.2||reg||1
Z||000016||RayH||09-10-2002||01:54 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mitsu13ishi:<BR><B>hey ray, are there any dynomax's that would fix which would have dual tips, instead of one big thing, i dont want it too look like some honda fag, and not too noticable...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The Ultraflows that I've seen are single in and out.  I guess you could always weld up a splitter on the end if you want dual tips but there's not a whole lot of room to work with.<P>||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000017||Nate||09-10-2002||02:15 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||I have a 3" pressbent exhaust on the white car that has a Magnaflow muffler on it.  It sounds decent, sounds better driving than when idling, but then again, it should.  When the car hunts at idle once in a while (with the 272 cams) when the rpms are dropping I can hear the turbo spooling down, which sounds sweet.  <BR>     On the Maroon Car, there is a mandrel bent 3" exhaust which had an Ultraflow (Dynomax) muffler on it for about 5 years.  I then hacked the muffler off of it to put it on the Can.  Then when I sold the Can's exhaust, I bought a new Borla muffler for the Maroon Car.  Once it was welded on and the car ran, I drove it around like that for a while, and discovered that I hated the sound of Borla mufflers.  It just didn't sound right.  So I went back to what sounded good, a round 3" Ultraflow.  It sounds decent now, but sounds even better after a year or so of driving, once a lot of the packing burns out of it. :-)||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000018||mitsu13ishi||09-10-2002||03:09 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||very nice pic mark. it looks sweet. where do you buy ATR tips at?  <P>i know theres one guy here intown, who sells/installs dynomaxs, but he has a BIG mullet, so i'm gonna drive down to frederick (20 miles) if i want a dynomax, lol.  i like your wheels too, very sweet. ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000019||1quickvr4||09-10-2002||05:03 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I have heard the question"Why is the stock exust so loud before" Becouse of the RRE tip.  I have a 3inch turbo back with a 3 inch glass pack(Dont Ask) and I like it, And it sounds good. Im gonna try and get the HKS carbon/Ti muffler sometime in the next 3 to 4 months, Or order the JIC-Magic setup.<P>Zach||64.157.113.17||reg||1
Z||000020||Hertz||09-10-2002||08:14 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I've got 3" cat back to the aforementioned eliptical Magnaflow.  It is certainly not abnoxious -- it sounds great, but can be a little droning at highway speeds in my opinion.<P>As opposed to adding another resonator (did that), varying the tips (don't know anything about that), etc... has anyone found the need/want to install some DynaMat (or other sound deadening) in various parts of their car?  Perhaps deadening the trunk would help?<P>I personally get noise from everywhere... wind, tires, exhaust and wouldn't mind if it were a bit quieter inside.<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 09-10-2002).]||67.37.233.99||reg||1
Z||000021||QShip||09-10-2002||11:06 PM||kanihitit@yahoo.com||mitsu13ishi<P>I had a friend with an Eclipse and the Thermal which is why I changed..It sounded better (to me)and didnt drone like my DMax did.  All 3" systems are not created equal. Like anything else, some are better than others...||192.132.51.10||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000892.cgi
A||N||8||JAP-SPEC||knock,knock,knock, who's there||||1||
Z||000000||JAP-SPEC||09-08-2002||08:48 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||I recently had a valve job done to my head. I put the head back on and did the timing. When i try to turn the car on it wouldn't start unless i step on the gas peadal. I drove it for a while and the check engine light came on. I check for the code and it was the knock sensor. I think the timing is off and that why the car turns off when i start it up. In my manual its say's how reset the knock sensor to make it back to normal. I don't fully understand what the knock sensor does. Will the knock sensor check engine light go away when i do the timing right right? Do i have to reset it back to normal myself?<P>i go less than 24 hour. Need  to get good answer. countdown!  ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||09-08-2002||08:54 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Well you will need to check the timing if you have not done, if it is off you may be getting to much timing advance and then knock.<BR>A bad knock sensor will also cause this problem. Usually if the black silicone it ozzing out then you will need to change it.<BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000002||JAP-SPEC||09-08-2002||09:09 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||thanks for the info but question still not answered.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||1101||09-08-2002||12:51 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Question:<BR>Do i have to reset it back to normal myself?<P>Yes, by disconnecting the battery for about 30 seconds. It clears the codes stored in the ECU. ||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000004||JAP-SPEC||09-08-2002||04:45 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||yes i know that but that wasn't what i'm asking. when your engine is having truoble it set a knock sensor engine light on and the timing of the car get retared until the knock is eliminated. <P>1.Does this mean when i fix the problem would the sensor would the knock code still show up after i reset the ecu?<P>2.What symptons would make the knock sensor check light come on?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000005||1312VR4||09-08-2002||06:47 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||DAMN dude read a book. Follow what they said. Check & adjust your timing==== RTFM. Replace the damn knock sensor. Keep the battery disconnected while you do it. When you are finished, put the cable back on & the code will be gone. Problem solved. If its not I say take to to the dealer. If you dont have the knoweldge to fix your own problems(which IMO are all common sense things) you shouldnt be working on that car. <BR> Sorry about ranting but DAMN man. Even my wife is getting tired of reading all your damn posts. Do you even have time to work on the car, cause you are always posting problems. Spend more time working & trying to figure out whats wrong with it. That is the only way to get smarter. ||63.52.150.251||reg||1
Z||000006||JAP-SPEC||09-08-2002||06:55 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||dude go to hell i'm just double checking with people that have done these job on there car.  Isn't this a post website. so don't replied to my threads.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000007||1312VR4||09-08-2002||07:57 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||double checking. What are you double checking? People awnser your question & you say s**t like "thats not what I'm looking" for or "it still hasn't been awnsered". You actually have to accept an awnser before you can double check. <BR> Whats with a countdown? will the car self destruct? I'm not trying to be a smart a**, jI'm trying to help out too, but its just getting rediculous. Its just damn near EVERY post you start, when people try to help you you keep asking the same thing over & over again or you just say "NOPE wrong awnser" (but it sounds more polite when you say it)<BR> Have you checked your your knock sensor yet, like it has been stated that it is bad in previous posts.||206.252.171.227||reg||1
Z||000008||JAP-SPEC||09-08-2002||08:25 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||i'm not trying to be rude and i'm greatful with the respond i get. I'm new to all this and in the trems that i have not done everything to my engine yet. I have spent the last five month online and reading my manual and have process alot of information im my brain but lack in actaul work. This don't mean that i have not work on my car and don't know anything because i'm kinda a smartass who like to have every answer to every question. I've done and learn everything beside dognastic test and leakdown test on my car. I do have the answer to my question but i'm looking for someone whos done it to shine the light and make more sense of it. Trail and error is the best teacher and i'm looking for that person to tell his story. <P>Answer to your question=  No i have not check the knock sensor yet. Doing everything tomorrow and i want to take a break from my car after tomorrow. That what the countdown is. <P>1.What symptons would make the knock sensor check light come on?<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000893.cgi
A||N||1||JAP-SPEC||bissssss, be quiet!||||1||
Z||000000||JAP-SPEC||09-08-2002||09:02 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||Another one off my problem that i'm going to work on tomorrow. When get the  timing right i know i will have to mess with the thorttle body becuase its is reving to high. First i'm going to check the signal to each sensor on the throttle body to see if they are getting signal. Is that a waste of time cause i'm not getting a check engine light for the throttle body? Should i do it anyways? Then i will do ever thing you can do to make the throttle body a new man. I will take it off and clean it. Do the biss adjusment, the isc adjusment,and the tps adjusment.  Which should i start with first? Is their anything i'm leaving out?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||JAP-SPEC||09-08-2002||08:27 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||question &gt;?||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000894.cgi
A||N||5||JAP-SPEC||time out,dam this light||||1||
Z||000000||JAP-SPEC||09-08-2002||09:08 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||Step by Step, How do you use a timing light to see if your timing is right. I need good step by step instruction.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||09-08-2002||10:20 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</A> <P>Sheesh, Do people not know this site exists?  Look under the miscellanous heading and there is a how to use a timing light vfaq.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||JAP-SPEC||09-08-2002||10:46 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||It doesn't give good instruction. I want advice from someone who's done this.<P>once again,didn't answer my question||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||09-08-2002||11:50 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/timin.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.plymouthlaser.com/timin.htm</A> <P>Is this better?  Give that a look, then ask any specific questions that it doesn't fill in the blank for.  Good luck.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||09-09-2002||10:28 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I got all these results from a simple Yahoo search: <A HREF="http://www.overboost.com/story.asp?id=490" TARGET=_blank>http://www.overboost.com/story.asp?id=490</A>  <A HREF="http://www.type2.com/bartnik/timing.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.type2.com/bartnik/timing.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.timinglight.com/resource/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.timinglight.com/resource/</A> <BR>But, the best instructions are the ones that came with your timing light, along with the VFAQ.||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000005||JAP-SPEC||09-09-2002||08:37 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||thank you||152.163.188.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000895.cgi
A||||2||1quickvr4||Eliminating  Wheelhop?||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||09-08-2002||07:52 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Any Ideas on this, I drive my car hard and have a solid front motor mount and it still dosent help that mutch. Also Is there any way to not make my wipers come on as easy when I hit second?<P><BR>Zach||64.157.112.241||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||09-08-2002||09:05 PM||jon@jgronline.com||KYB AGX struts.  Make the rear as stiff as possible (8) and the fronts at about 2.<P>Front strut tower bar helps a bunch.<P>less tire pressure in the front helps.<P><BR>||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||09-09-2002||12:53 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Yeah I remember you saying somthing, I just couldent remember it.<P>Zach||209.244.94.147||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000896.cgi
A||||5||16GVR4||Which springs for daily driver||||1||
Z||000000||16GVR4||09-08-2002||10:12 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Which springs should I get for my Galant VR-4? It will be mated to the KYB AGX shocks.<P>Currently my first choice is the Whiteline springs. Would you guys recommend the .5" drop one or the 1" drop one for a daily driven galant ?<P>Thanks in advance.<BR>-Luke #201/2000||64.168.25.139||reg||1
Z||000001||QShip||09-09-2002||10:37 PM||kanihitit@yahoo.com||Depends..If roads are good in your area, go with the 1" and they are 50% stiffer. If roads are terrible. go with .5 which r 20% stiffer than stock.  I have the .5's and think they are great (Florida roads).  I ordered coilovers last week because the Whitelines dont drop my car enough. You could always cut a coil (Not a recommendation) but cutting coils affect the spring rate. My .02 which is worth a Canadian penny.||65.80.246.252||reg||1
Z||000002||vrpower||09-10-2002||08:20 AM||darian85@msn.com||dont cut your springs! but i would go for the one inch drop since they are stiffer, of course all depending on your driving conditions.||207.56.0.2||reg||1
Z||000003||iceman69510||09-10-2002||10:02 AM||||Q-ship,<P>Which Whitelines do you have, the 0.5 or 1 inch?  Interested in selling them if you will not be using them (only interested if they are the 1")?<P>Dave||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000004||16GVR4||09-10-2002||12:16 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I'm in CA.. the roads are relatively smooth here, but I'd like to occasionally go to ski trip with the car..<P>Do you think 1-inch drop will cause problem for snow driving ? I guess I should just go out and measure the ground clearance ( which I will ), but I wonder if anyone has tried it.<P>Thanks for all the response..<BR>-Luke||64.168.25.5||reg||1
Z||000005||QShip||09-10-2002||11:11 PM||kanihitit@yahoo.com||Springs are sold already sorry. 16, I doubt the 1" drop springs will cause any problem in the snow. Yeah I live in Florida but the drop is so small that I doubt it will make a difference. In fact someone on this board stated that the drops arent exactly .5 or 1" but actually a lil less. ||192.132.51.10||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000897.cgi
A||||3||hibern8||Blue wire mod on AFC question||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||09-08-2002||11:15 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||so i obviously hooked up the blue wire when i installed the afc. what voltages should the afc be oscillating through for the o2 sensor. (isnt it from 0.1 to 0.9 or something?????). mine sits at 0.01 at idle and goes to 0.05 max at full boost. the reason i ask this is because im trying to see if my o2 sensor needs to be replaced. thanks for the feedback!!||63.62.130.70||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||09-09-2002||07:16 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Has your ECU thrown a code?  If the sensor is really putting out that it should have thrown a code.||203.221.152.195||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||09-09-2002||09:39 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||What Ash said. Recheck your connection to pin 4 of the ECU. It should cycle up to .6 or .7 when cruising, around .9 when at WOT.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||09-09-2002||11:24 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||honestly i think it might have put out a code b/c my CE light likes to come on whenever it damn pleases!!! so i need to look into that. so whats better to use to check the diagnostic box, an analog or digital multimeter? ||131.193.8.215||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000898.cgi
A||||6||1quickvr4||Got my JDM today..............||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||09-09-2002||06:29 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I went and got my JDM today and I am kinda regretting it. The motor is kinda dirty, But not filthy, The inside of the motor looks fairly clean and it dosent look like it leaked oil. Things I noticed are: Plugs are black and filthy, They look like they have never been changed, But I suspect that its from being tossed around on the boat on the way over. Its also a early model from an auto car, It has the water oil cooler 89-90 cas, and is missing a injector(?). All the plastic timing covers are unbroken and it has a Mitsubishi Timing belt on it becouse it has never been changed. One more thing It came with all the cyclone stuff that I may or may not use. The oil filter is smaller than my 1g that I have so I need to find out if a 2g filter will fit it. Any thing else I should check, And Ken Dont worry I wil be calling you. Oh yeah I paid 1350 for it..........<P>Zach||209.245.232.175||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||09-10-2002||09:38 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Just curious Zach, where did you get your's from?  ||167.142.22.238||reg||1
Z||000002||Nate||09-10-2002||02:23 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||The fact that it has a small filter on it doesn't matter, any of the big normal style 1G filters will work on it.  That's odd that an injector was missing, though.  As long as the engine looks clean under the valve cover, the oil that comes out of the pan isn't milky, and the timing marks line up when you remove the timing cover, you should be set. :-)||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||09-10-2002||05:06 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I got it from Best Japan Engines,INC. They only had one in stock, And thats the one I got. Heres the number 214-630-8466<P>Zach||64.157.113.17||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||09-10-2002||05:50 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Don't worry about it. None of the JDM engine had maintenance done. They knew they were tossing the engine at 30k anyway.<P>Most are good for many more miles.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||09-10-2002||08:10 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Does anyone have the story on JDM engines?  I've read that they are removed at approx 30k miles -- question is, from all cars?  and why on Earth are they doing this?||67.37.233.99||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||09-10-2002||09:57 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||It has to do with the laws and taxes in Japan.<P>It is just a smarter move for them to either buy a new engine or a new car all together.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000899.cgi
A||||1||GVR1643||driveshaft help||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||09-10-2002||10:15 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||was going to put in another DS last night and found the one that I was going to put in had this:  the input shaft to the xfer case had/has surface rust that pitted the outer machined portion.  I cleaned it off with steel wool and you can still see and feel where the corosion was. <P>? Will the shaft now cause a seal problem or should it be o.k.?<BR>OR am I now going to need a new yoke.  The inside of the yoke seems ok.<BR>TIA<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.238||reg||5
Z||000001||talontsi||09-10-2002||06:28 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I had the same problem on my talon. The seal did leak a little even after a lot of cleaning.<BR>I would just get a new yoke.<BR>I think they are $40.00 from the dealer.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000900.cgi
A||||2||1312VR4||Pressure Plate noise???||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||09-10-2002||09:29 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||OK here is the deal. The car is running great. BUT every time I push in the clutch w/ the engine running it makes kind of a low growling noise that doesnt change with RPM. It doesnt matter if its in gear or not, parked or moving. DOESNT MATTER.. <BR>Just clairifying..it does it when the engine is running ANY time I push in the clutch & doesnt change with engine RPM. <BR>  I reused my stock pressure plate that was on the car before I blew the crap out of everything. But I do have a ACT clutch disc in it( the stock one was f**ked).<BR> So I'm driving home(but still on base so i'm not going above 25mph) & the pedal pressure goes to s**t & its REALLY hard to get into gear. So I have it parked again. What do ya'll think Pressure plate? I have 3 of them laying around & cant afford a whole new setup yet. Lemme know something. Thanks, Tom||63.52.203.17||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||09-10-2002||09:55 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||More detail?<P>Did you rebuild a engine and install it?<BR>Or did you just do a clutch job?<BR>Replace the throw out bearing?<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||09-10-2002||11:23 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||i've rebuilt the car bumper to bumper. Rebuilt engine/tranny. New Clutch & slave cyl. The clutch plate,TB & all was just about new when I blew it up. But the disc was shot.But now it was sitting for about a year while the car was down. it looked fine when I installed it. We already rulled out the tranny & TB( not the symptoms)I had a excellent tranny guy look at it today but he cant get to it for a while so I have to try & farm it out.<P> It was driving fine for a little bit( about 10 miles) but today I lost just about all pedal pressure. I'm going to check for a defective MS or SC. ||63.52.128.7||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000901.cgi
A||||7||blacksheep||Smoking gvr4 is a mystery...||||5||
Z||000000||blacksheep||09-10-2002||09:41 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, my gvr4 smokes bluish white smoke every now and then. It has a JDM motor, compression is 160 across all 4 cylinders. It seems like when I start it up in the morning, it does it but only occasionally - not everytime. <P>I just drove it and let it sit and idle for about 10 mins, they I revved it up over and over - no smoke whatsoever. So, I am not sure if it is the valve seals.<P>When I romp on it and come to a stop at the lights, it will blow blue smoke for a bit. This made me think it was the 14b, but I have no shaft play whatsoever on the turbo.<P>So, whats going on? anyone have this issue at all? <P>I wish the valve seals could be replaced with the head on the car..make life a lot easier  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Thanks, all!<BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||5
Z||000001||1quickvr4||09-10-2002||11:28 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||It seems popular now so I will say head gasket. But thats not what it is, so I have no clue. On another note you car change them with the head on the car, you just need a special tool from Miller corp. <P>Zach<P>DSMbalk.com<BR>"Home of the Blind Leading the Blind"||64.152.234.165||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||09-10-2002||11:38 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Look at your plugs.||67.37.233.99||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||09-11-2002||02:41 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||just because the compression is good doesnt mean the rings are not bad.<BR> Also the seals can be done with the head on the car. If you need the part # for the tool. I can give it to you. Its $120 from the dealer||63.52.151.64||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||09-11-2002||09:20 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Pull the larger hose off of the BOV.  If there is a bunch of oil sitting there, then there is a good chance that the turbo is blowing the oil.  If you have the breather hose hooked up still to the intake hose, then the oil could be coming from there.<P>Replace the PCV.  If it is leaking, boost pressure could be pushing air into the valve cover causing problems.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||09-11-2002||09:37 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Jon, he doesn't have the pcv in there any more and nothing is plumbed back into the intake.<P>1312: are you saying the compression rings can be good yet the oil ring bad??  If so wouldn't it blow smoke under WOT - like mine does ;-P<P>Hertz:  I'm guessing you're looking for black oily plugs - you didn't elaborate...<P>This has me baffled as well...<BR>Kevin<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 09-11-2002).]||167.142.21.177||reg||1
Z||000006||sleeper||09-11-2002||11:22 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||What is the part number of that tool?<P>Thanks<BR>Gabor<BR>692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1
Z||000007||blacksheep||09-11-2002||12:58 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||OK, thanks all for the advice. To clarify..<P>-PCV has been removed RRE style and has a silicon hose that drains it below passenegers side axle at the tranny<P>-Same for the breather on valve cover<P>-All emissions crap and EGR has been removed. <P>I am waiting to remove the stock MAF and replace with a 3" intake pipe. This could solve the oil being blown in.<P>So, as someone said, the dealer uses this tool to replace the valve springs ??? So, they dont take the head off. Maybe it doesnt cost as much. I would be nervous having those fous taking the timing belt and head off the car etc etc...Why ???  Last time, they did a transfer case recall for a local gvr4, the transfer case or driveshaft fell off when the guy was driving it back home!<P>Thanks a lot! ||12.216.36.127||reg||10




ubb/Forum2/000902.cgi
A||||32||91GVR4||Head Surgery||||14||
Z||000000||91GVR4||09-12-2002||03:18 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Let me start off by saying thank you to the following people: Jose, Ant, John from Broadway Performance and Ken Inn for their tips and pointers.  Right now the car is in the shop getting the following done: Head is being deck, complete valve job, valve cover getting painted, AC compressor and dryer filter change, new spark plugs, wires, fuel filter, sandblast, 2nd gen ported exhaust manifold , front driver side axle changed, pulleys, tensioner, maybe waterpump, port turbo and O2 housing. I think that's everything, and all of this is because of leaky valve stem seals (puffing smoke).  I found out about this site through Jose and ever since then I have been hooked. By just reading some of the posts, I managed to get  alot useful information.  At a time where the Internet is key for looking up and deciding what to do to my car, I have found this site to be the best.<BR>Thanks for all the help and patience. ||24.56.134.194||reg||14
Z||000001||Ant||09-12-2002||03:21 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Good luck with it.<BR>I'm sure you'll be very happy with it once you get it back.  <P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000002||91GVR4||09-12-2002||03:35 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Thanks Ant. <BR>I think I made the right decision.  I just hope your cousin doesn't charge me too much. lol<BR>||24.56.134.194||reg||6
Z||000003||turboflanagan||09-12-2002||09:24 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||MAYBE waterpump?!  Doing all that and MAYBE waterpump?  Take another suggestion and do the waterpump.  Only what $80-100 more and don't have to worry about it.  Very good investment.<P>Peter <P>By the way, the rest of the work sounds great too.  Funny how one little thing turns into soo much, isn't it?||64.63.209.40||reg||11
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||09-12-2002||10:34 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I thought it was changed on year 2000.  Checking back all the service records.  It was changed back in 1997 and 41,000 miles.  The car has 71,000 miles now.  I was told they are good for 70 or 80,000 miles.  Although it just make sense to changed it now while its apart and not worry about it.<BR>I'll probably end up changing it.<P>thanks turboflanagan and to you too JonGVR4.<p>[This message has been edited by GVR4ZUM (edited 09-12-2002).]||209.245.118.181||reg||14
Z||000005||Kibo||09-13-2002||05:35 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Don't even consider not changing the water pump--you'll regret it if you don't!  The previous owner of my car had the head redone, but didn't have them replace the water pump...it went 8 months later.  I've known too many DSM'ers that have had the same thing happen to them.  Bite the bullet and drop the few extra bucks to have it done!<P>My $.02,<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR4ZUM||09-13-2002||09:55 AM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I called  autoparts and its only $50 8-)<BR>Done!<BR>It makes sense to me now, I'm changing pretty much everything around it and if I don't do it, it might go because its the weakest link.<P>thanks.||24.56.134.194||reg||7
Z||000007||hibern8||09-13-2002||10:01 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah its always best to get things done right the first time and will save you more headaches later on..||131.193.8.100||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR4458||09-13-2002||10:36 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||$50?  Please don't use an aftermarket pump (unless it some really special high performance model).  Stick with Mitsu OEM.  You do not want to pay an additional $150 in labor for a $100 part just to save $50.<P>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000009||turboflanagan||09-13-2002||09:38 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Yes, yes, yes.  Go OEM.  Don't know what type was on mine when I got it, but after about 41000 miles it threw my p/s belt (that was fun!)  The impeller had "walked" out from the pump and was not aligned with the crank or p/s pump.  It wasn't leaking but it was chewing up aluminum as it ran and spitting it in my cooling system!  #478 now has an OEM water pump.||64.63.209.28||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||09-14-2002||12:24 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have a gmb($35) on my car.  i have used them for years.  when i removed the original water pump, the markings were identical to the gmb.  i also have continental belts($6 and $5), timing and balance, and all conti accessory belts.  the problem with aftermarket is knowing what to get.  a while ago, i got howard a brake master(tokico), and it was OE.  cost like 100 bucks, i think a mitsu one was 225.  a while ago, i bought a head gasket set, stone brand($71), but i thought the head gasket looked a bit cheesy, so it went to mitsu and got a genuine one($45), and it was identical.  aftermarket parts is my livelyhood, i have been selling parts for 20 years, and the most surprising thing i see is that everyone thinks quality is the same, therefore, just go for price.  places like autozone, pep boys, carquest, etc.  all have one national warehouse, and they buy all kinds of brands.  in the old days, when the dollar was 300+ yen, and 4+ marks, we could buy original equipment parts.  now, the dollar is like 100 yen, and the mark has become the euro, and the dollar is now 1 euro.  so, these companies are scratching for every cent of profit they can get, and let me tell you, there is a LOT of garbage out there.  for instance, countries like taiwan and india, where there are NO copyright laws, reproduce bmw and mercedes parts, and have the logo's stamped on them.  the parts are nowhere near the quality of the orginal ones, and great effort is made to make them LOOK like the 70 cent spread, but they are far from it in performance.  the last sema show i attended in vegas had dozens of companies from taiwan displaying parts for bmw and mercedes, they all looked good, but did not last.  taiwan metal just plain sucks.  india rubber products also suck.  japan and germany have tight laws on cars and parts, and they must pass stringent tests.  ever see a taiwan ball joint?  compare it to a usa one, or a german or a japanese one, and you can tell the difference.  and remember this, mitsubishi DOES NOT make all of the parts that go on their cars.  LOTS of them are made by independent companies, who sell the same identical part in a different wrapper.  and that, gentlemen, is why different stores have different prices for the same part.  quality.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000011||GVR4ZUM||10-11-2002||05:59 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I'm desperate, somebody fix my car.  I know that was a little harsh but that is where I am at right now.  As most of you here know i have had my head redone and a few other things to ensure i will be trouble free for the future(hypothetically speaking). My car unfortunately is not running correctly and I am looking to you guys out there for some help. I am located in North NJ and I am looking for a "friend" in the area to help me fix my car.  For some reason the car vibrates between 3000-5500 and no power is being produced.  I have been told before that it was the balance shafts (bearing) or possibly an oil passage that is clogged. Either way I am really looking for an end to my problems.  This all started a few days after i got the car back from the shop.  I was told to "not" drive the car above 3000 rpm's until i reached 50 miles.  When I took it above 3000 rpm's the first time I felt as if the car was being bogged down for some reason....A few days later i started the car and out of no where it had a rough idle and shut off. After this i took it to the shop and i was told the balance shaft belt has a few teeth missing and it need to be replaced.  After getting the car back, from this point on is when i have noticed the vibration AND lack of power.  It was been determined from the "shop" that the balance shaft bearing needs to be replaced or have the balance shaft eliminator kit put in.  Honestly I really dont know what to do right now since money is tight.  I have spent alot of money by my standards to get the head done and i still have a non-drivable car sitting in my driveway.  ANY help at this point in assisting me in fixing my car would be greatly appreciated. If there is anyone in the North NJ area that likes to get his hands dirty on a weekend please let me know.  Has anyone else experienced this same problem and if so how did you deal with it??  In case you have been wondering why i have not posted this earlier is this......i have really been trying to solve this myself and life has been crazy these last few weeks....i have found it better to seek some advice from you guys.  I have always seeked good advise from here and once again i am looked for some.  To not let this get TOO long i do have additional information for anyone who responds to this post reguarding the situation i am in.  <P>thank you!||24.56.134.194||reg||9
Z||000012||turboflanagan||10-11-2002||09:18 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I don't understand the chronlogical order of all this.  Did they not put a timing belt and balance shaft belt on when you did the head?  <P>Does it drive normal below 3k?||64.63.209.121||reg||1
Z||000013||JerryRedGSX||10-11-2002||10:04 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||From what you're describing, it sounds like the rear balance shaft is out of phase.  When doing the timing belt, the oil pump sprocket that drives the balance shaft does line up with the timing marks, but the balance shaft could be 180deg out.  Only way to be sure is to stick a screw driver in the hole in the back of the block and make sure it goes all the way in.  Alot of shops don't know this trick and end up having that rear balance shaft out of phase....it happened to me.||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000014||sk8bored||10-11-2002||10:48 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||Hey ken, How about a monthly special on gnb water pumps??<BR>Ducking<BR>kris myers<BR>#1316||209.180.232.162||reg||7
Z||000015||GVR4ZUM||10-12-2002||11:23 AM||jeremy@bigminc.com||If I remember correctly, yes the car did drive like normal below 3000 rpm. I have not driven the car since I picked it up from the shop.  I didn't want to make anything worst and I couldn't stand the horrible vibration.<P>Yes they put a new timing and bs belt.<P>I had mentioned that to the shop that it could be out of phase.  So I'm assuming that it is. When I stopped by one afternoon though.  I found out that the balance shaft is off 1 or 2 teeth on the mark and I saw him turn the crank and saw the cam gears are dead on.  When I left the shop I really thought that was it.||64.157.68.9||reg||9
Z||000016||keydiver||10-12-2002||08:09 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Could the shop explain to you why it the balance shaft belt is missing some teeth? Don't they stand behind their work? What kind of warranty did they give you? Did they show you the old belt they removed? Sorry, but it sounds like they either didn't replace the belt like they said, or they installed it incorrectly. Tell them you're going to take it to another shop, and send them the bill if the balance shafts aren't aligned properly.<BR>Sorry dude, but I'm in Florida, so this is all the help I can give you.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000017||GVR4ZUM||10-12-2002||10:15 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||lol, those are all good questions Jeff.<BR>I was told that maybe the balance shaft bearing seized up somehow and cause the belt to break a couple of teeth.  Supposedly the belt is new from conicelli.  No, I never saw the belt.  Somebody told me that bs belt only goes one way, is that what you meant by installed incorrectly?<P>||64.157.70.164||reg||1
Z||000018||GVR4ZUM||10-15-2002||10:03 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Anybody? <BR>||65.59.107.155||reg||9
Z||000019||GVR1643||10-16-2002||09:47 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Hey, one of you nice NE guys give Jeremy a hand PLEASE.  He has gone through hell and back with this car and hasn't been able to enjoy it at all :-(<BR>I know what it's like to be in a jam and not be familiar enough with this stuff to look at the components and know whether the shop did it right or not...<P>What's the odds of the BS bearing going out immediately after the Tb and new BS belt, H20 pump, etc.  I suppose it could happen, but could that also cause the shaft to chew off two teeth of the BS belt?||167.142.22.233||reg||1
Z||000020||GVR4ZUM||10-16-2002||05:18 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||You know selling the car had crossed my mind but when I think back on how I got the car and enjoyed driving it for 3 weeks. I came to my senses, that I'm not going to give her up just yet, not unless somebody offers me a good price  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">.  <P>I'm still hoping for help.<BR>I'll break out some milk and cookies  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> and even some money.<P>BTW thanks Kevin.||24.56.134.194||reg||7
Z||000021||Doug Thomas||10-16-2002||06:21 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Maybe someone from the NJ DSM club can help you out.<BR> <A HREF="http://njdsm.asocialdisease.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://njdsm.asocialdisease.com/</A> ||12.10.219.26||reg||1
Z||000022||GVR4ZUM||11-06-2002||02:59 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Hey Guys, my car is running right again.  It turned out that the rear bs was out phase, as some of you suggested.  I just want to say thanks especially to Phil for helping me fix the car.  Now if only I know how to post the pix.  I'll be posting on nj.dsm.org as well since that is local for me here in jersey.  ||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000023||ken inn||11-06-2002||04:19 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||so, who did the fix?  was it the know it all shop who originally messed it up?  who paid for it?||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000024||GVR1643||11-06-2002||04:42 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Man, am I damn glad you finally got this thing together.  I'm assuming there was another DSM'er that helped get you back on the road (aside from the great information on the board here).  I hope you can finally enjoy it now!!  Obviously the shop WAS wrong and didn't want to address that...<BR>Congrats man.<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.199||reg||1
Z||000025||7541000||11-06-2002||05:00 PM||||care to share total cost?<P>||12.94.164.62||reg||1
Z||000026||ken inn||11-06-2002||06:29 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i would still like to know what the shop did or did not do, as far as owning up to the error.  this is a very good example of a shop, selling way more than what was needed, and not standing behind it's work.  AND, trying to switch the blame to something else.  i work with dozens of shops every day, and i know every one will stand behind their work, and redo it no charge, no questions asked.  i GOTTA question the metal head gasket, arp studs, and the other "extra" high profit parts that were sold as part of this job, then they turn their backs and say it is something else.  it is a hair shy of them purposely trying to get more work.  and, now that you have proof, i would at least file in small claims court.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000027||Ant||11-07-2002||07:34 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Can I suggest to everyone that you hear other sides of the story before convincing yourselves that the shop screwed up his car?   The person that repaired his car posts on this BBS.  Let him post and he'll say whether the shop was right or wrong.  This is the same shop that did ALL of my work.  The same shop that has been doing DSM work and has worked on countless DSM's with no problems.  I'm not going to bring up any names but I can say I am very happy and I can get fifty more people to post here and say they are very happy with the work that this shop did.  <P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000028||ken inn||11-07-2002||09:50 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||yeah, i'd like to hear the other side.  the balance shaft was clearly out of phase.  there is NO WAY the owner could have done that, or the car doing it.  a mistake was made, there is no question.  the REAL question here is, what is the shop going to do about it?  no one is perfect, mistakes WILL be made.  i know all of MY shops would stand behind the work, and make it right.  they also guarantee their work.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000029||Ant||11-07-2002||12:19 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>yeah, i'd like to hear the other side.  the balance shaft was clearly out of phase.  there is NO WAY the owner could have done that, or the car doing it.  a mistake was made, there is no question.  the REAL question here is, what is the shop going to do about it?  no one is perfect, mistakes WILL be made.  i know all of MY shops would stand behind the work, and make it right.  they also guarantee their work.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Ken did YOU see the balance shaft belt in person and see it out of phase? <BR>Unless you made a trip to NJ i'm going to say no.  Therefore you have no right to question the shop or it's actions in this matter.  From what I understand one of the balance shafts spun a bearing after the work was done.  <P>The car runs good now and all is well.  <P>Ant<BR> <P>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000030||PhilthMonger||11-07-2002||01:13 PM||gtisrot@yahoo.com||rear b-shaft was out of phase, the bearings were in good shape. ripped them out, because no 4g63 should have them in there to begin with. ||170.146.91.6||reg||1
Z||000031||GVR4ZUM||11-07-2002||02:44 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||When we were working on the car, I tried to contact the shop so they could see it for themselves.  I couldn't get anybody so I decided to take pictures and even video tape it. The next day I came over and told them what was up.  I was told that it couldn't be and that I'm not getting even a penny.  This is even when I said that I have pix and video of it.  I was even accused of trying to pull one over on them.  I never drove the car ever since I picked it up and nor taken it to another shop. How the hell can you explain that.  All I wanted from the shop was to at least give me some money back.  Not to mention the aggravation, hassle and those weeks I was unable to drive the car.  Granted that the shop has done a lot of these type of engine, SO WHAT, that doesn't mean you can't make a mistake.   Its one thing to admit you made a mistake and make good on it, and its another thing to  not do anything about it at all.<P>I'm sorry Ken, but the metal gasket and the Arp studs were my doing.  At that time I was unsure of what I want with the car, the metal gasket only cost a few more so I decided to get it.<P>Pls. check out the pix: <A HREF="http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/jonjarash/lst?.dir=/Yahoo!+Photo+Album&.src=ph&.order=&.view=t&.done=http%3a//photos.yahoo.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/jonjarash/lst?.dir=/Yahoo!+Photo+Album&.src=ph&.order=&.view=t&.done=http%3a//photos.yahoo.com/</A> <P>||24.56.134.194||reg||8
Z||000032||GVR1643||11-08-2002||03:57 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||OK Ken, now there are pics up, and Phil posted his findings, so you don't have to go to NJ :-) <BR>So another DSM'er helped out and did the corrective work and found the BS out of phase as was suggested...doesn't this now point to the shop?  It may be an awesome shop, but if they installed out of phase wouldn't any reputable shop take care of the situation? I would think so.  Is there something I'm missing in the story line?  <BR>||167.142.22.235||reg||5




ubb/Forum2/000903.cgi
A||||9||Johnny Bravo||Anybody have a Quaife center diff?||||1||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||09-12-2002||03:23 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I haven't confirmed it yet, but I believe the center diff in #580/1k is toast.  So, I've been reading up on the Quaife unit & I'm quite impressed with it, but not sure if I want to dump $1400 into a 12yr old car.  So, just wondering if anybody has any experience with them & if they are worth the money.  Any opinions or experiences would be greatly appreciated.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||1101||09-12-2002||03:28 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Group buy info on these at: <A HREF="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/dsm-autox/message/8434" TARGET=_blank>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/dsm-autox/message/8434</A><P>Oops: they canceled it already  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>Also near the same thread is a lot of discussion about it.<P>Ward<p>[This message has been edited by 1101 (edited 09-12-2002).]||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||09-12-2002||05:43 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I have a front and center quaife. I love them. Number3 pulls hard in the direction you point it.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||09-12-2002||07:45 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Quife is good but just be aware that the said lifetime warrenty does not apply to the mitsu center diff.<P>Get a 4 spyder or just weld it like mine!<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||09-12-2002||07:59 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||What effect does a welded centre diff have in everyday driving/parking?  Its what I had planned to do when mine finally lets go.<P>(Sorry for the hijack)<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 09-12-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||talontsi||09-12-2002||09:00 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Ash the welded center diff feels the same except during extreme cornering ie u-turns.<P>If you autox this is not a good option but since I am mostly into drag it is the cheapest solution that just plain works.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||09-12-2002||10:22 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||How about for hill climbs? (on a road, not dirt)  I'm mostly into drag right now because of how rooted my suspension is, but once I run a 12.9 or better I'm gonna fix it & run in the local hillclimb series.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||09-12-2002||10:34 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I hate drag racing, but I'm a full time student so I don't get to the track much anyway.  I'm really having a hard time justifying even fixing the damn thing.  I've only had the car about 2 mos. & am already contemplating selling it.  If I do fix it I'll probably just get it welded or something since I can't see shelling out $1500 for a Quaife on a car that probably isn't worth much more than that anyway.  Thanks a mil for the input guys!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||09-14-2002||11:21 AM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by talontsi:<BR>[B]Quife is good but just be aware that the said lifetime warrenty does not apply to the mitsu center diff.<P>B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Sure it does. <P>They just don't cover it if it is damaged by other broken parts floating in the trans.<P><BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||talontsi||09-14-2002||02:45 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B> <BR>Sure it does. <P>They just don't cover it if it is damaged by other broken parts floating in the trans.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>And how often does that not happen! <BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> <BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000904.cgi
A||N||6||sam||drivetrain question||||1||
Z||000000||sam||09-12-2002||08:00 PM||too_skinnee@hotmail.com||will a drivetrain from an automatic car work with my 5-speed? If not what parts are different and can they be swapped to work?||209.255.128.95||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||09-12-2002||09:25 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Transfer case is the same as an auto 1G DSM.<P>rear diff has a different ratio from an auto 1G DSM.<P>axles are the same as an auto 90-91 1G auto.  Rear axles will be different if the 1G has an LSD rear end but if it is an open diff, it will be the same.||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000002||1101||09-13-2002||12:10 AM||karns10@attbi.com||Jon,<P>Can you elaborate what is different between the LSD and open diff rear axles?<P>Thanks,<P>Ward ||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000003||Kibo||09-13-2002||05:21 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||I know you were asking Jon, but...  The LSD axles will have an extra set of splines on the passenger's side axle (in other words, the axle is longer).  That's the easiest way to identify them.<P>Hope that helps,<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||09-13-2002||08:16 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Kibo:<BR><B>I know you were asking Jon, but...  The LSD axles will have an extra set of splines on the passenger's side axle (in other words, the axle is longer).  That's the easiest way to identify them.<P>Hope that helps,<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Passenger side is the longer one?  It has been a while but I was thinking that the driver's side was longer.  <P>Regardless, the open diff axles are equal length while the lsd axles are different lengths (one side longer while the other side is shorter than an open diff axle).||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||1101||09-13-2002||09:19 AM||karns10@attbi.com||Thanks,<P>Well, I guess I go get rear axles for the 3-bolt LSD I just got.<P>My garage is getting too full.  ||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000006||JakeL||09-13-2002||01:22 PM||mrjones@holly.colostate.edu||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B>Transfer case is the same as an auto 1G DSM.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I believe this is incorrect.<P>While the gear ratios may be the same (I have not checked), the physical shape of the M/T and A/T transfer case is quite different, and they will not interchange.<P>I have an A/T case from a 92 talon, along with an M/T case from my 90 GSX, and they are quite different.  I have a Galant t-case in my GSX right now, so I know that the M/T ones interchange.  The transfer case thread locations on the A/T (also, on the floor), are in different spots.<P>Just my $0.02.<P>hi all, BTW ;-)<P>-J<BR>looking for a Galant in or near Colorado<BR><p>[This message has been edited by JakeL (edited 09-13-2002).]||216.150.213.129||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000905.cgi
A||||13||229of1000||New brakes, possibly dragging?||||1||
Z||000000||229of1000||09-12-2002||10:18 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Finished up the new brakes tonight.  I got two new OEM rotors for up front, and metal masters pads for front and rear.  <P>On the way back to the house after testing it, we stopped at Wendy's for dinner.  I thought I smelled a slight brake smell, but nothing major.  Almost back to the house, my brother passes me in his Laser. We get back, really bad brake smell from the car.  He said he could smell it when he passed me.  <P>The front wheels are fairly cool, but both backs are very hot.  My car is fairly rusty (Minnesota car for the last ten years), and the e-brake cables on both sides are broken (rusted, then snapped when I tightened them) and the assembly is kind of rusted together.  Could this (or anything else) be causing the brakes to drag now?  It was never a problem with the old brakes, but there was only about 1/16" of pad left.  ||65.33.240.133||reg||1
Z||000001||1101||09-13-2002||12:12 AM||karns10@attbi.com||Did you screw the pistons back in on the rears when you installed new pads?<P>Ward||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000002||Kibo||09-13-2002||05:19 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Also, did you remove and regrease the slide pins?<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000003||229of1000||09-13-2002||11:01 AM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Yes, I pushed the pistons all the way back into the caliper with a big c-clamp.  <P>Excuse my ignorance, but what specifically are the slide pins?  I regreased all the bolts that we took out to do the job, but I'm not sure what the slide pins are.  This was my first brake job.||65.33.240.133||reg||1
Z||000004||16GVR4||09-13-2002||11:05 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||The slide pins are the bottom bolts ( one for each caliper assembly ) that hold the caliper closed.<P>It is the bolt that you undo to make the caliper swing-up so you can change the pads.||64.168.24.160||reg||1
Z||000005||UncleDonut||09-13-2002||12:26 PM||uncledonut@attbi.com||Don't the pistons have to be screwed back into the caliper due to the emergency brake mechanism?<BR>  When I did my rear brakes last week, I noticed that the e-brake setup looked similar to the one on my old Subaru.  Those had to be screwed in because there is a threaded post inside the caliper which attaches the e-brake to the piston.  I screwed the ones on my GVR4  back in to be safe.  They went right in. ||209.48.172.23||reg||1
Z||000006||smokindav||09-13-2002||01:08 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||The rear brake piston does have to be screwed in.  It does not push in like the front pistons.  You might have screwed something up with that "big C-clamp."   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||09-13-2002||01:16 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smokindav:<BR><B>The rear brake piston does have to be screwed in.  It does not push in like the front pistons.  You might have screwed something up with that "big C-clamp."    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>Dave Flaherty</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>YUP.  big time.  you may be able to get them to work again, by taking them back apart, and get a needle nose plier, and turn them as you push them in.  you may have to reassemble them, then take them apart a couple of times, if that dont work, you need new calipers.  they are toast.  the c clamp probably broke them inside.<P>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000008||229of1000||09-13-2002||04:52 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||This morning right after my last post, we realized that we should have screwed in the piston on the back, that it wasn't like the ones in the front.  I want it out, got some needle nose pliers, and screwed it in, and they are working fine now.  Luckily nothing got messed up.  <P>Still one more question.<P>The left side rear caliper swings up and down easily, and also horizontally.  The right rear swings up and down okay, but to move it horizontally you have to use a hammer.  How could this be loosened up some?  Does it even matter?  They are working fine now.||65.33.240.133||reg||1
Z||000009||turboflanagan||09-13-2002||09:27 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Yes it matters, even more than swinging up and down.  The caliper needs to slide on that pin as the brakes are applied and released.  Also as the pad wears the caliper will slide closer to the rotor.  If those pins are sticking then that side will not work much and the other side will do more work, wear quicker and possibly warp or overheat your rotor.<P>I just got done doing fronts on a friend's car for this very reason.  By-by rotors!<P>I have not done rears on Galants.  Guys do you just remove the bottom bolt and swing the caliper up and then slide the pivot pin out?||64.63.209.28||reg||1
Z||000010||229of1000||09-14-2002||12:12 AM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||How do you get the pivot pin out on the rear caliper?  There doesn't appear to be a head on the bolt, and there is no other apparent way to get it out.||65.33.240.133||reg||1
Z||000011||turboflanagan||09-14-2002||05:55 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||For just changing pads, you don't take the pivot pin off the caliper.  Remove lower bolt, and I had to remove e-brake cable.  Then pivot the caliper up.  When it clears the pads, just slide it with the pivot pin out of the caliper mounting bracket.||64.63.209.134||reg||1
Z||000012||229of1000||09-15-2002||02:52 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||But how would you remove the pivot pin to regrease it if it is seized up in sideways motion?||65.33.240.133||reg||1
Z||000013||turboflanagan||09-15-2002||08:06 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Oh yes, sorry about that.  With it moving up and down it should slide out with those "taps" from your hammer.  Just tap it till it slides all the way out.  You will want to take that bracket off and clean in there best you can with small brush.||64.63.209.217||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000906.cgi
A||N||9||JAP-SPEC||Must read!||||6||
Z||000000||JAP-SPEC||09-12-2002||11:35 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||Ok now wtf. I was trying to fix the idle problem with my car. I read up on it and i was going to do all the adjustment on isc switch,tps, and the biss. I wanted to start with the isc switch and one of my friends that works on honda's said that he didn't have this so why don't i just unplug it. i tried it and to my surpise the engine stop reving up and down. I drove my car and it didn't even hurt the car. What the hell is it the need for it to be there anyway? I have seen so many post about this problem and i can finally can say i will never have this problem again. I still felt like i should plug it back in so i did. The isc sensor as a pin on the bottom of it that move in and out and i believe this is the reason why the car rev up and down. The sensor as a lock nut that you have to loosen first to be able to adjust the isc switch. I did that and adjust it to where it bearly touches the throttle. You know,where the gas pedal cable attaches to the throttle body. Next i plug it back in and no more idle problem.||205.188.209.75||reg||6
Z||000001||16GVR4||09-12-2002||11:57 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Can you elaborate where the ISC switch is ? I just went and looked at my car, but can't find it.. Is it near the throttle spring ?<P>My car has idle problem as well, but only in the morning when the engine is cold.||64.168.24.160||reg||1
Z||000002||JAP-SPEC||09-13-2002||12:06 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||Its the plug with the single green wire on it.Its sometime green or black dependy on your car year. It on the top of the throttle body. ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||turbowop||09-13-2002||12:18 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||The ISC is needed so that the engine will idle up when accessories like the a/c is turned on and a load is placed on the engine.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000004||JAP-SPEC||09-13-2002||12:22 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||So it really isn't that important then? ||205.188.209.75||reg||14
Z||000005||Dan D||09-13-2002||12:31 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||If you have no accessories to run than no it's not. <BR>See this post for runing with no isc:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000660.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000660.html</A> ||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000006||Kibo||09-13-2002||05:18 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Just to clarify:  the ISC is not the same as the switch that Jap-Spec is describing.  The switch he is describing is called the "CTP switch" in the manual, or "Closed Throttle Position switch".  The ISC or "Idle Stepper Controller" is a stepper motor that controls the amount of air allowed to bypass the throttle plate in order to maintain a constant idle.  Both are important, but completely different...<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000007||16GVR4||09-13-2002||11:44 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||How do you adjust the ISC ? I looked at the manual, and it looks like you can only adjust ISC on Non-Turbo-MT cars..<P>I guess JAP-SPEC was talking about the idle switch..<BR>||64.168.24.160||reg||1
Z||000008||Hunter||09-13-2002||03:56 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||It's not adjustable.  Mine went bad a couple months after i got my vr4, and found a used one, dropped it in and that fixed it.  fixing the CTP? dunno haven't had that problem yet  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> , The iSC is bellow the the intake section on the manifold, left side of the car if your facing it.  there's 3 bolts holding it in, one is on the bottom that you'll have to guide blind to get to it... or where they screws? "sorry can't remember"||4.61.251.171||reg||12
Z||000009||JAP-SPEC||09-13-2002||10:55 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||yes i was talking about the throttle switch sensor. On 1989 4g63 engine and some 1990 i think. The isc sensor and idle switch are wired together in the same plug.||205.188.209.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000907.cgi
A||||3||hibern8||xfer case fluid||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||09-12-2002||11:46 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||ay suggestions on what type of xfer cse flid i should put in that i may be able to gat at a local pep boys or autozone?||63.62.124.206||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-13-2002||12:09 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I belive I used Mobil 1 gear oil 85W 90<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||09-19-2002||01:50 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Redline 75-90 in mine. Talked to them for a long time. Run that in my diff too and they recomended 1/2 MTL and 1/2 75-90 in my tanny. That thing shifts like butter now! ||205.166.229.96||reg||1
Z||000003||DSSA||09-19-2002||09:48 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||The cheapest 80W-90W you can find. <P>You're not sliding syncros here...just lubing bearings.  No need for anything but the basic, cheap-ass dino oil.||152.163.188.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000908.cgi
A||||7||JerryRedGSX||Hey all....new to this forum||||1||
Z||000000||JerryRedGSX||09-13-2002||03:24 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||What's up all.  I have #1094 of 2000 and I just got it running last week.  Bought it with a blown motor.  When I took it apart, the #1 rod bearing was all over the crankcase!  Well, the motor in there now came from none other than our very own Jon Roberts (hi Jon  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">).  It now has 95 pistons (.5mm over), balanced rotating assembly and a mild port job on the head.  I'm still breaking it in and hope to put an exhaust on it in the near future (damn it's quiet).  <P>Anyways, I thought I would introduce myself.  ||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||09-13-2002||03:31 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Welcome aboard. I am pretty new here too. I own 100/2000. Still in buildup process as I got it with a blown motor.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-15-2002||12:52 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Hey Jerry where you at?? I know forest hilsl but where is that?||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||09-15-2002||09:25 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Glad to hear my old motor is still running in a GVR4! ||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||09-15-2002||10:23 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Mine is in a 2G  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||JerryRedGSX||09-15-2002||07:02 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||Here is a pic if anyone is interested:<BR> <A HREF="http://thehalfasian.com/dsm/picnic9-14/originalimages/P1010015.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://thehalfasian.com/dsm/picnic9-14/originalimages/P1010015.JPG</A> ||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000006||mitzy||09-15-2002||09:59 PM||nymigny@yahoo.com||Know any more GVR4 owners in the area?||24.46.81.242||reg||7
Z||000007||JerryRedGSX||09-17-2002||01:21 AM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||Only a couple.  One is another green 91 like mine, another is up in Westchester...a black 92.  There is another 91 up there but it hasn't run in a couple years.....||24.90.213.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000909.cgi
A||||11||91vr4evolution||Thanks.||||1||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||09-13-2002||05:11 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I had my car on the dyno last Saturday. Although it hasn't been tuned yet, it made 177kw at all 4 wheels. I was very happy with this, and the dyno guy was impressed and commented on the very nice torque curve. He also felt that there were probably a few more kw's hiding in the fuel and ignition maps. <P>There were two Evo 2s and an Evo 3 and they made 153kw, 164kw, and 150kw, respectively. They were pretty surprised at the old VR4 making more power than them! <P>I'd just like to thank all the people who have answered and given their opinions to my recent questions on performance, even though they probably heard then a thousand times before.<P>Thanks again,<BR>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000001||LunarShadow||09-13-2002||09:29 PM||ahagopia@bellsouth.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91vr4evolution:<BR><B>I had my car on the dyno last Saturday. Although it hasn't been tuned yet, it made 177kw at all 4 wheels. <P><BR>made 153kw, 164kw, and 150kw, respectively. <BR>Thanks again,<BR>Mike.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Damn it man!  We're in America.  We don't understand k-dubyas.  <P>238hp to wheels is not bad at all.  Can you provide a graph? What was the curve like?  What mods do you have?||172.134.188.98||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||09-13-2002||10:09 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||The tractive effort was in Newton/metres!, so I guess you want me to convert that!? I think it was a 3rd gear run (I don't know why he didn't do a 4th gear run), and the graph was in km/hr, not rpm (there's that bloody metric system again, eh Lunar!!). I don't have a scanner, so I can't post it, sorry. But having said that, it had 900Nm (664ft/lb) from 60km/hr (37mph) to 95 km/hr (59mph), then slowly tapered from there to 700Nm (516ft/lb) at 115km/hr (71mph). I know that gearing affects the torque reading but I don't THINK it affects the horsepower (hope not!). <P>I was talking to someone in the automotive industry yesterday, and he said that the factory figure for hp is rated without alternators/ac compressors/steering pumps etc and that a factory quoted figure of 180kw(240hp) was probably closer to a true figure of 160kw(210hp). This is turn would give an at the wheels figure of approx 120kw(160hp). Has anyone heard this before? If it's true, then I'm much happier about my dyno run.<P>I going back to the dyno place next week sometime, so I see if I can get a printout emailed to me and I'll post it if I can.<P>Mike. <p>[This message has been edited by 91vr4evolution (edited 09-13-2002).]||210.54.204.30||reg||12
Z||000003||JerryRedGSX||09-14-2002||06:09 AM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||Very cool dude!  I would have liked to see the expression on the EVO owners' faces when your car made more power than theirs!||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||09-20-2002||12:54 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hey, Jon has the dyno run hosted on <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/dyno1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/new/dyno1.jpg</A> <P>Thanks to Jon,<P>Mike.||210.54.121.165||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||09-20-2002||02:06 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||ARRRH!!!  I want a spool for my centre diff now.<P>I missed out on a dyno shootout that I probably would have won the 4cyl turbo catergory for, bloody 2wd dynos!  The winner was an MR2 turbo with 160kw & my mate with a 180sx came 2nd with 135kw.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000006||91vr4evolution||09-28-2002||01:48 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Well, I went back to the dyno place last night. I mainly went to check the mixtures, but since last time, I fitted a new smoooooth intake. It made a difference smoothing out the bumps and lumps from the last run, and I gained a little more torque and about 3.5 hp. Well, the mixtures were pretty well right ... 11.5 to 1. Not perfect for power, but as the dyno guy (Robin) said, perfect for driving round on pump gas. He also felt the top end COULD be improved with a bit more timing, but for the gain/money, it would be better to leave it alone until I got a bigger turbo, and it definitely needed remapping. The best thing about it was, he only charged me a dozen beers! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>240hp at 4 wheels is about 310hp at the crank, right? Which at 16psi would pretty much be the limit of a small 16G, right?<P>Anyway, I'm going to the track tomorrow, so I guess the proof will be in the pudding.<P>Mike. ||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000007||mitsu13ishi||09-29-2002||01:19 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||the US should switch to the metric system, its much easier!!!||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||Hertz||09-29-2002||05:29 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Our official unit of measure is metric.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><BR>Americans probably use a greater variety of units of measurement than anyone else in the world. Caught in a slow-moving transition from customary to metric units, we employ a fascinating and sometimes frustrating mixture of units in talking about the same things. We measure the length of a race in meters, but the length of the long jump event in feet and inches. We speak of an engine's power in horsepower and its displacement in liters. In the same dispatch, we describe a hurricane's wind speed in knots and its central pressure in millibars.<P>Furthermore, our English customary units do not form a consistent system. Reflecting their diverse roots in Celtic, Roman, Saxon, and Norse cultures, they are often confusing and contradictory. There are two systems for land measurement (one based on the yard and the other on the rod) and a third system for distances at sea. There are two systems (avoirdupois and troy) for small weights and two more (based on the long and short tons) for large weights. Americans use two systems for volumes (one for dry commodities and one for liquids) and the British use a third (British Imperial Measure).<P>Meanwhile, only a few Americans know that the legal definitions of the English customary units are actually based on metric units. The U. S. and British governments have agreed that a yard equals exactly 0.9144 meter and an avoirdupois pound equals exactly 0.453 592 37 kilograms. In this way, all the units of measurement Americans use every day are based on the standards of the metric system. Since 1875, in fact, the United States has subscribed to the International System of Weights and Measures, the official version of the metric system.<BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE>||67.37.229.206||reg||1
Z||000009||91vr4evolution||11-01-2002||07:49 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hey all, well, I went to the dyno place again, cause I wanted to check the mixtures after I had fixed the boost leaks (and also advanced the timing from 3 degrees to about 6-7). Well, even with the fuel pressure turned up about 2psi, it was mainly leaner on boost, except for the last 1000rpm(where it started to richen up quite a lot), not dangerously lean, just leaner. The great thing is that I'm now up to 190kw at all four wheels, which is about 255hp! At 16 psi. <P>Hopefully this should mean that with racegas, 10 degrees timing and another 2-3psi boost, it should be close to (or even over) 200kw(270hp) at the wheels, AND, should go deep into the 12's.<P>The last thing for me to do with the current setup, is to change the elbow into the throttle body to something with a smoother curve, and the turbo comp. outlet to a steel pipe. The fuel/ignition maps could also do with tweaking, but at $6-700, I will probably wait until I get a bigger turbo.<P>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000010||Ash||11-02-2002||07:33 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Holy shit! 190kw @ the wheels!  There is a mob in town getting an AWD dyno shortly, I can't wait.<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 11-02-2002).]||203.221.19.228||reg||1
Z||000011||91vr4evolution||11-02-2002||01:09 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Yeah, it's not too bad!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> If those guys were right about your time (bloody vandals!), then you should be well over the 200kw mark.<P>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000910.cgi
A||||7||blacksheep||Oil feed and return lines for t3/t4 turbos...||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||09-14-2002||12:45 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone make these for 1G/GVR4's ? I am trying to figure it out. I might as well buy some if someone makes them instead of making one myself...<P>Can anyone recommend sizes of these lines (6 AN, 8 AN etc) and how I could adapt to the stock oil pan ??? I am switching to the 90 style oil filter housing as well so I can run a fluidyne oil cooler as well. I planned on using 6 AN lines on these - will that do ??<P>Thanks!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||JerryRedGSX||09-14-2002||06:06 AM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||I think the oil feed line can be pretty small (-6AN) but the lines to the cooler should be a little bigger.  Everyone I know that has done an external cooler has used -8AN lines.  Hope this helps.||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||09-14-2002||11:38 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have -6 on my oil cooler.  they are about the same id as the factory lines.  the problem is the largest fittings you can get for the factory oil filter head is -8.  after a long drive, touching the inlet line is very hot, outlet is cool.  the actual cooler is quite small, just a tad larger than the t/e/l one.  i couldnt get the larger one i had to fit.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||09-14-2002||12:54 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I see, isnt the BR57 turbo a t3/t4 or something like that? I wonder what lines he sells with it. I will try to get a hold of Martin at AMS as well - he is a hard man to get a hold of nowadays!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||09-14-2002||02:43 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||BR sells a t3/t4 turbo oil line kit. I got mine made at a local hydralic supply shop that carries ss line.<P>For the return I just  cut the turbo side off of the stocker and used ruber hose to the t3/t4 barb fittng. Works great and no leaks.||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000005||blacksheep||09-14-2002||06:01 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||talontsi - can you post a pic or gimme dimesions of lenght etc..Are you tapping off the stock location or the RRE method( oil filter)<P>Thanks<P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||09-15-2002||01:02 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Tapping off the head ala BR and extreme style.<BR>Using a brake banjo fitting with the stock bolt at the head and a -4 line to the turbo. 18" is all you need. Not sure on the exact size for turbo oil feed as I just took the turbo to the place and they gave me what I needed to make it work.<P>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000007||Ben K||09-16-2002||03:28 PM||ben@agpturbo.com||Use the stock banjo bolt and crush washers off the side of the head.  Use a 10mm banjo fitting with a -4 male fitting and 12" long braided stainless hose.  Depending on your bearing housing, a T3 bearing housing uses an 1/8" NPT and the T4 uses 1/4" NPT, use a -4 to NPT 90 degree fitting that threads into the bearing housing.<P>For the drain, we cut off the stock drain line just under the flex section and make a 5/8" tube welded to the flange pattern of a T3 or T4 and connect it with -12 braided hose and a couple of hose clamps.  It works very well.  RRE also sells the t3/t4 oil drain flange and pipe fitting for $13 or so.  I hope this helps.<P>Ben||38.221.252.140||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000911.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||dipstick dilemma when bolting on t3/t4 manifold !||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||09-14-2002||01:13 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||OK, I went to test-fit my t3/t4 manifold (custom stainless steel manifold manufactured by a shop in arizona) and ran into a major problem - The dipstick sits rubbing up against the middle of the external wastegate flange and I cannot bolt on the tial 35mm(obviously). <P>There is not enough room to weld a flanged 90 degree pipe and just bolt the wastgate outta the way as well, else I would. <P>So, I need to get the dipstick outta the way somehow. My options are:<P>- bend it out of the way - is this even possible?<P>- try to cut and weld it so that its angle is changed and outta the way -  is this possible?<P>- hope a 2G or some other compatible assembly exists out there - Any ideas ?<P>- return the manifold and get a turbonetics cast iron manifold.<P>Somebody run into this problem before and have any solutions...Please help!<P>Thanks a lot!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||JerryRedGSX||09-14-2002||06:04 AM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||You can bend it out of the way, but the dipstick is bolted to the block by one of the motor mount bolts.  In your situation, you may want to unbolt it from there and then bend it so it bends from a lower spot (otherwise it will just bend from where it bolts to the block).  ||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||09-14-2002||11:18 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Bend the dip stick out of the way.<P>If you have a stock radiator the gate is going to hit that.<P>The manifold was designed for a TEL. <P>This is how I made it fit my car. I was the first GVR4 to try the manifold, lucky me.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine2.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_turbo.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_turbo.jpg</A> <BR>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||09-14-2002||12:50 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Harry, thanks a lot! I will take the dipstick outta the car and try bending it. <P>Actually, I am running a stainless steel manifold that is a prototype made for me by a small shop in Arizona called MaxRev. They primarily work with ferrari, porsche and supras. They are credited for building the infamous turbo setup for saad saad (thats a persons name) supra which laid down 903 rwhp.<P>I think they may have used a 2G to design this manifold. I will try posting pics soon.<P>I hope to switch the radiator to an Indy Race core radiator or C&R. My little project is gonna be like your #3 project - except, it will just be the motor and turbo setup - unfortunately  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>PS - Where did you get your IC pipes HPC coated or jet-coated? lemme know, please!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||09-14-2002||01:08 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||The lower (IC to TB) is aluminium so it is polished.<P>The upper (turbo to IC) is stainless and was coated byt Jet Hot in the 1200 degree silver.<P>The manifold etc was coated by Jet hot in the 2000 degree black.<P>Jet Hot's main office is a stones throw from my house. The plant burnt down so they coat the stuff in the mid of the country.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||09-14-2002||03:26 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the dipstick is not bolted to a motor mount, it has it's own separate bracket, direct to the block.  if you unbolt it and bend it, there is no way it will be held to the block, except by the o ring at the end that goes into the block.  you will have your dipstick coming out of the block, and oil leaking out.  you can still bend it quite a bit, but leave it bolted up, so at least after you bend it, the mounting bracket will stil line up.||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000912.cgi
A||||16||DSSA||Pics of new motor||||1||
Z||000000||DSSA||09-14-2002||08:40 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||*ATTENTION!*<P>I'm thanking Jon in advance this time for hosting these pics!  ;-)<P>Here are pics of the motor I'm building for the '92 AWD.  Looking forward to getting this car finished so that I can get back to working on the GVR4 (and getting Nate off of my back =P )<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/josh_engine1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/new/josh_engine1.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/josh_engine2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/new/josh_engine2.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/josh_engine3.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/new/josh_engine3.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/josh_turbo.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/new/josh_turbo.jpg</A> <P>The turbo is from AGP (Lvl. 4) which is a T-61 variant.  <P>The rest of the bits came from RRE, Turbotrix, and Buschur Racing.  Thanks to all of above mentioned for their support...now I just need to get it finished and post some times with it. =\||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||JSTYLE||09-14-2002||08:57 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Nice engine! That is one hell of a turbo!! Do you think you really need that big? Sounds like its gonna go as! Cant wait!<P>Congrats..<P>Jon||203.173.164.59||reg||1
Z||000002||suprflewus||09-14-2002||10:45 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||what manifold is that???<P>thanks<BR>dale||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||09-14-2002||12:39 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Looks like a jet hot coated HKS||209.245.227.203||reg||1
Z||000004||DSSA||09-15-2002||02:29 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Hahaha...yeah, that's a "coated manifold" alright--coated with high-temp silver paint.  The Jet hot coatings that Nate has don in the past have all rusted.  This one was just bead blasted, heated, then sprayed. Easier to touch up when done that way, and seems to last well.<P>Yes, it's an HKS manifold.<P>No, the turbo shouldn't be too big.  I wanted something that would spool on *AND* off of the bottle.  I'll let you know how it works out once it's actually running.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||09-15-2002||08:23 AM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSSA:<BR><B>Hahaha...yeah, that's a "coated manifold" alright--coated with high-temp silver paint.  The Jet hot coatings that Nate has don in the past have all rusted.  This one was just bead blasted, heated, then sprayed. Easier to touch up when done that way, and seems to last well.<P>Yes, it's an HKS manifold.<P>No, the turbo shouldn't be too big.  I wanted something that would spool on *AND* off of the bottle.  I'll let you know how it works out once it's actually running.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>As far as I know the silver coatings on Nates cae are HPC coating.<P>I have yet to find any silver that can withstand the 1600 + degree temps the 4G63 produces. The Jet Hot black (and gray but it is ugly) is rated to 2000 and should hold up.<P>The only reason I mention this is there has been a lot of discussion on coating lately.<P>It does look good though Josh. Now just get the Damn thing in the car, already!!||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||DSSA||09-15-2002||03:11 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR>[B] As far as I know the silver coatings on Nates cae are HPC coating.<BR>[B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yessir, you are correct on them being HPC (check the time I posted...guess where I was just getting home from. ;-) )<P>As far as getting it in the car--I hope it's soon, but I really have too much money invested into the engine alone to rush anything.<P>||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||09-15-2002||05:01 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSSA:<BR><B> <BR>As far as getting it in the car--I hope it's soon, but I really have too much money invested into the engine alone to rush anything.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The phrase "In the same boat" come to mind.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||09-15-2002||07:58 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Could this motor lead to the fastest GVR-4 in the world? <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||63.231.78.32||reg||1
Z||000009||Nate||09-16-2002||12:15 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Nope, mainly since he's putting it into a Talon.  A better plan, most likely, since I'm betting that Josh's Talon is going to weigh in *considerably* lighter than my caged Galant.  Lighter weight = faster times = less broken parts.  Now if the motor was just *installed*.....||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||DSSA||09-16-2002||06:54 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Blah, blah, blah, blah.  <P>You know *egzachary* why the motor isn't in there yet.<P>It's not a matter of just bolting it in.  I'm being held up by several people that I need to get parts from yet. ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000011||Ben K||09-16-2002||03:18 PM||ben@agpturbo.com||Just put the damn motor in the car, wuss.||38.221.252.188||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||09-16-2002||05:17 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Fact.<P>If you never drive or race your car you will never get in an accident or break parts.<P>Works for me  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> Literally.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000013||Ben K||09-17-2002||12:40 AM||ben@agpturbo.com||Yes Harry,<P>When I was up at your place about a year ago, your car looked pretty good.  It didn't run, but it was very pretty.<P>Now I was at your house two weeks ago and yet again your car wasn't running and it still looked very pretty.  I am hopeful that next year when I come over it will be running.||68.102.158.109||reg||12
Z||000014||DSSA||09-17-2002||08:26 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ben K:<BR><B>Just put the damn motor in the car, wuss.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Damnit!  I'm going to plant an orange tree grove in your back yard so you don't have any free time to harass me. ;-)<P>Five things....<BR>1) Nitrous bungs which no one has in the size I need.  I guess I'll find out what I can do on a lathe this weekend while I'm "up Nawth".<P>2) Cam gears...see also "Fidanza are slackers"<P>3) Cam degreeing kit. (see above)<P>4) An open garage.  (Nate, you *KNOW* that I was anxious to get that POS 2G in there to use as another excuse)<P>5) Bracket to mount the alternator on the back of the block.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000015||Ben K||09-19-2002||05:05 PM||ben@agpturbo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSSA:<BR><B> Damnit!  I'm going to plant an orange tree grove in your back yard so you don't have any free time to harass me. ;-)<P>Five things....<BR>1) Nitrous bungs which no one has in the size I need.  I guess I'll find out what I can do on a lathe this weekend while I'm "up Nawth".<P>2) Cam gears...see also "Fidanza are slackers"<P>3) Cam degreeing kit. (see above)<P>4) An open garage.  (Nate, you *KNOW* that I was anxious to get that POS 2G in there to use as another excuse)<P>5) Bracket to mount the alternator on the back of the block.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>So what you are saying that it will be running by Sunday?||38.221.252.197||reg||1
Z||000016||NZGZR4||09-19-2002||05:54 PM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSSA:<BR>5) Bracket to mount the alternator on the back of the block.[/B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Would you please take some pictures/measurements of this before it is installed.<P>Thanks<P>Cam<P>||219.88.249.167||reg||1
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A||||21||Johnny Bravo||Carbon Fibre hoods....||||1||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||09-14-2002||04:27 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Hey folks,  I just came across this ad on the DSM Trader...<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=55695&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=79&set=5&posi" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=55695&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=79&set=5&posi</A>  tion=89&total_count=1866&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3d839ac3088ec695||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||SPAM||09-14-2002||06:24 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||Here is a copy and paste of some email traffic between myself and a fellow Supra owner. Real nice guy a very respectable prices. I was thinking of starting up a group buy after I paid for the mold and quality checked the product but I am for sure it will be excellant. Duane is coming to Vegas to the Supra meet here in Vegas with all of his new stuff so I can let you guys know then. This is getting long so here is the last email:<P>Helo Henry.<P>The price is for the hood and mold. The hood will run approximate $799 CDN<BR>for the Carbonfibre and $599. for the Fibreglass. Give or take a lil<BR>depending the size of the hood as well. but that is the ball park and IF we<BR>had the mold. If their would be a group buy we would drop the cost of the<BR>mold and charge for the hood a cheaper price.<P>let us know<P>Thanks again<P>Duane<BR>||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||09-15-2002||12:57 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Keep us up to date. I knwo I would no mind a CF hood. I think it would look great ont he nile black. Plus my hood is rusted pretty bad.<BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000003||blytz||09-15-2002||10:22 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||You now what REALLY sucks about this? Sure our hood is slightly larger, and the car is much more limited, but a buddy of mine JUST bought a VIS CF hood for his 97 Mirage. It cost him $300 bucks directly from VIS and they even installed it for him.||172.147.201.181||reg||1
Z||000004||drew||09-15-2002||08:12 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Actually, you know what REALLY sucks about this? CF hood for GVR4s never get made because people can never agree to a CF hood because:<P>1) people wind up complaining about the cost<BR>2) some people want stock looking, others want vents molded in<BR>3) different people want different vents<BR>4) some people want hood latches, others want hood pins<P>That being said, if you can get a good quality CF hood which uses stock mounting points with no vents (or with Galant Vents -I can provide the mold on the vents) @799 CDN (500 USD) then count me in.<P>drew<p>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 09-15-2002).]||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000005||Butterdogg||09-15-2002||10:04 PM||||I am interested too. my hood is about to fall apart!! =)<P>Eddie||139.55.16.113||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||09-15-2002||10:17 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Drew so your so right on the fucking money its unbelivable. I talked to Brent at whole hyper about this for about 30 minutes. Do it and im in. I say stock hood, latch or no latch. Just do it.<P>Zach<BR>" As my freind would say, You have fuckall amounts of money in that 4 door"<P>||209.245.232.63||reg||1
Z||000007||mitsuman022||09-15-2002||11:00 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||I have already had the hoods started. <BR>They are being made in carbon fiber.<BR>They are stock looking(ie no vents).<BR>I will have pictures in a week.<BR>I have paid for 10 hoods already.<BR>I will let you know the price when I show you the pictures. <BR>Hope there are people interested.<BR>They are being made in California.||4.65.78.177||reg||6
Z||000008||1quickvr4||09-15-2002||11:16 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Price,<BR>Shipping insurance<BR>what shop and method?<BR>and again price.<BR>Also who do you work for or are you independent?<BR> <BR>Sorry for the questions, But we are talking about a little bit of cash.........<P>Zach||209.245.231.53||reg||1
Z||000009||blacksheep||09-15-2002||11:17 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||mitsuman22 - count me in! Although, I would like some more info:<P>1) Does it have an inner skeleton made of fiberglass or carbon fiber?<P>2) Will it use latches or need hood pins ( I dont care either way)<P>3) Does it allow windshield squirters? I have to get those cool LED ones on  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">, just kidding. (Again, I dont care either way)<P>Thanks a lot!<BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000010||talontsi||09-15-2002||11:24 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Yeah I am interested int he same items as blacksheep, except for the washer leds.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Looks like this may happen!||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000011||SPAM||09-16-2002||12:00 AM||hswilson@lvcm.com||Drew is on the money. I'm sure the same scenario happens on every non-Honda message board where parts arent infinate. Nobody can agree on a style, price, or whatever. <BR>I am interested in what Mitsuman has to offer but I won't be a gineau pig for a non-reputable source. I have seen crappy CF work and have seen what they go for $$$$$. I will continue to pursue my route until there is proof of a good, inexpensive, quality product.||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000012||GVR4458||09-16-2002||12:02 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I believe it when I see a picture of one on someone's car.  When that happens, I'll truly believe...and then I'll ask for one with hood vents and a stock latch.<P>EH<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by talontsi:<BR><B>Yeah I am interested int he same items as blacksheep, except for the washer leds.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Looks like this may happen!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||67.36.177.168||reg||1
Z||000013||VR6 Eater||09-16-2002||12:54 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||You've got my attention.  Latch, no latch, vents, or no vents, I don't care.  Anything will look better than what I have now.  For 500 or 600 bucks, there should be no bitching.  For a good quality hood it costs almost 400 after you get it repainted anyway.  For a couple hundred more, I'll take carbon fiber, as long as it looks good, no matter what.||24.167.208.19||reg||1
Z||000014||SPAM||09-16-2002||04:14 AM||hswilson@lvcm.com||The only thing we need is a donated hood to <BR>Surrey, British Columbia  <BR>Canada V3T 2K3  <BR>any volunteers? If someone can source me one cheap close to there I will buy it and get it sent. I'm guessing the normal Galant hoods are the same correct?<BR>By the way, the website to the shop is: <A HREF="http://www.carbonfibrefx.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.carbonfibrefx.com/</A> <BR>||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000015||talontsi||09-16-2002||10:34 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Yes N/A galant hoods are the same.<BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000016||mitsuman022||09-17-2002||04:23 AM||riceboi022@aol.com||I got you all covered.<BR>The shop is TC spoilers <A HREF="http://www.tcspoiler.com" TARGET=_blank>www.tcspoiler.com</A>  but if you ask them directly they can not sell you the hood because I have bought the mold itself.<BR>I do have my own shop.<BR>They do other bodykits and hoods for other cars.<BR>They will come with a underhood skeleton in fiberglass. <BR>They will have factory latches.<BR>But as in all lightweight hoods hood pins are recommended.<BR>They will not have window washer holes.. Those are up to you.<BR>I WILL take pictures of the hood for you.<BR>I WILL BE THE GINEAU PIG!!!!<BR>Because I originaly wanted it for my car.<BR>When the pictures come then I will price it.<BR>And will give you shipping costs.<BR>Just to let you know my car has had no accidents and the hood is a perfect factory one ... aftermarket hoods seem to have flaws in them some companys take the molds from the aftermarket ones as getting them is really cheep then the hoods come out with bad fitment.<p>[This message has been edited by mitsuman022 (edited 09-17-2002).]||4.65.78.177||reg||6
Z||000017||1quickvr4||09-17-2002||08:22 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||From what I have heard they do decent work, So after I see it I have a spot of cash for it. These are either gonna sell like hotcakes or you might be left with a few. Put me on the waiting list.<P>Zach||209.246.129.48||reg||1
Z||000018||SPAM||10-07-2002||11:13 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||I saw the hood that i spoke of earlier in this thread. Hands down the best quality i have seen. Everything about this car had extreme attention to detail paid in full.  <A HREF="http://www.pacificnet.net/~isamu/camera/Vegas/DSC00795small.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pacificnet.net/~isamu/camera/Vegas/DSC00795small.jpg</A> <BR>Definately worth the price of $799 Canadian.||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000019||91gvr4mainer||10-12-2002||01:48 AM||riggieri@pcmech.com||How is this going.  I need to replace my hood soon because it flew up on me and now has a huge crease in it, but want to wait for this.  Any more info?||24.53.78.75||reg||1
Z||000020||mitsuman022||10-14-2002||12:13 AM||riceboi022@aol.com||The prototype is ready i'm getting pics soon.<BR>I'm very excited. I just have to have it test fitted. The latch is what took the longest. ||4.65.79.137||reg||1
Z||000021||Beemer||10-17-2002||12:32 AM||beemer1@att.net||I am trying to do a group deal with 90-91 T/E/L hoods on DSMTrader, and run into the same crap with vents, scoops...etc, and the bitching about cost.  Personally, I just bought a 91 GVR4 for a grand and found the original window sticker mint under the back seat, but it has been beat fairly hard and needs a hood.  If I remember it is #1221.  Intact, but front ended and repaired poorly.  Nile Black.  CF would be nice.  Pics at your convenience sir.||12.75.114.26||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000914.cgi
A||||2||JSTYLE||My new intercooler||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||09-16-2002||10:00 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||i dont care what you think! I got my new cooler, thanks for justin for delivering it! its horn! Garrett core   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> All i need now is a truck horn! Just an indication, where the oil cooler is where the bumper normally goes on, so this hangs like 10cm off the bumper.. Im thinking of cutting it down cos its 345, all i need is 270.<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/clubvr4/cooler/dcp_0023.jpg"> <BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/clubvr4/cooler/dcp_0024.jpg"> <BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/clubvr4/cooler/dcp_0025.jpg"> <P>Jon<BR><p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 09-16-2002).]||203.173.165.130||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||09-16-2002||02:33 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||DAMN!!!!!!!!||63.52.151.58||reg||1
Z||000002||Compressed||09-16-2002||04:19 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||OMG <BR>I'm scared to see the turbo youre going to use with that.  Must be a giant, you'll need something enormous just to pressurize that core.<BR>||216.126.176.207||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000915.cgi
A||||3||MX4||Stalling & Brakes||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||09-17-2002||08:19 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||Hi, <BR>Of late I have had probs with the car stalling out.it only does it occasionally and then will start back up again fine like nothing has happened. It doesnt just die either, the revs start jumping around all over the show, and the car trys to compensate and revs increase but soon dies out again. Also about the same time since these probs started appearing brakes have started playing up. At about 20ish km/h the brake pedal goes fully hard and shuddery, this also only happens occasionally. Im 99% sure its ABS prob as the brakes are fine at any other time. Could these probs be related? Car is Galant VR4 <P>Any help much appreciated, <P>ryan<BR>||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||09-17-2002||09:51 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||caps.  nuff said.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000002||MX4||09-18-2002||04:16 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Thanks Ken,<BR>I took the ECU out and took the top off. From what I could see and smell everything looked to be OK. Are there any other telltale signs?<BR>Could there still be another prob? Its only started happening since putting thebattery in the boot if that makes any difference<P>Ryan||165.84.100.16||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||09-18-2002||04:42 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i would then suspect your ground.  you MUST ground the chassis to the motor with cable at LEAST the same size as your positive.  the ground from the battery to the chassis must also be very good.||209.220.6.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000916.cgi
A||N||25||meshwork||My rear makes a strange noise when not on the gas...||||1
Z||000000||meshwork||09-17-2002||08:48 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||The best way to describe it is how my girlfriend puts it. The rear has the "wubwub"s. If I am not on the gas, but still in gear, it is a very audible sound from the rear of the car. Wubwubwubwub. It does not do it if I am in neutral and rolling, and it does not do it when I am on the gas and in gear. It only does it when I am not on the gas and in gear, and when I am downshifting and not on the gas. It does it in every gear, hot and cold weather. <P>Anyone have any ideas what it could be? ||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000001||229of1000||09-17-2002||03:03 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||My galant does the same thing, and I was told by an AWD Laser driver that it's an inherent noise in our drivetrains.  So I guess we have to deal with it.  wubwubwubwubwub.....<P>||12.92.28.68||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||09-17-2002||03:05 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I don't seem to have this problem at all.  It doesn't sound normal to me.<P>Are you fluids due or past due?<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||meshwork||09-17-2002||03:10 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I'll give that a try...I've been meaning to change the differential fluid anyway. <P>Thanks for the tip!<P>Its not an AWD thing, I have two AWD Talons and they don't do it at all. I thought that the 3 bolt rear and the AWS might have done tricky things that gave me the wubwubs. ||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000004||229of1000||09-17-2002||04:05 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Looks like I need to check out my fluid then too.  It's nice to know that I was misinformed, because that noise is annoying as hell.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif"> ||209.208.44.231||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||09-17-2002||04:09 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||That noise can sometimes be from the diff carier bearings.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR1643||09-17-2002||04:34 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Mine do this as well - both could use the fluid change, but my wife's is really prominant.  You hear it very easily.  I did a search on this a while back because it was rather concerning and I think it could be related to lash in the rear diff.  I read that there were shims made to put in there and help alleviate this...I don't know any of this first hand though, so let the experts step up and correct me ;-)<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.82||reg||1
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||09-19-2002||01:41 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have had the same noise since 92k miles (currently have 162k). It has gotten worse. I have speculated that it is either the coast side of the Ring/Pinion in the diff or the coast side of the rear CV's. I changed out all the driveshaft bushings and rebuilt the drive shaft which changed nothing. We need to get them fixed though. That noise also makes a vibration which will tear up other stuff. <P>I would say drain the diff oil and change it. If the oil taht comes out has metal it is in the diff. If not get the CV's done. I will be having a guy go through mine here in a few weeks. IF I figure anything I will post back here. ||205.166.229.96||reg||1
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||09-19-2002||02:43 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||[q]My rear makes a strange noise when not on the gas...[\q] Am I the only one that thinks this sounds a lil bit funny???? Like it should be the other way around?||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000009||GRV4726||09-24-2002||01:13 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||same happens to me but its when i'm over 45 and not on the gas. really anoying but i figure that it should be ok. have 89k on my car. its got the wubwubs too. so bothersome. not only that but gas milage is horrible...spark plugs were drenched in black oil when i replaced them. dripping lots of it. help? gasket troubles or something? this is strange to me and explains the horrible gas milage. <BR>thanks<p>[This message has been edited by GRV4726 (edited 09-24-2002).]||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000010||bob in chicago||09-24-2002||07:27 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I had the wubwubs real bad (car has 163K miles). Replacing the rear carrier bearing on the drive shaft did not make it go away. Since I plan to drive #1072 forever, I popped for a complete rebuild and rebalance of driveshaft (including new front carrier bearing) and had a used LSD diff completely rebuilt and installed by AMS. <P>Result: no wubwub, not even a wittle wubbie!   ||216.65.167.94||reg||1
Z||000011||meshwork||09-24-2002||07:59 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Thats what I figured. If the fluid change doesn't get rid of it, then I'll just put in one of the 4-bolt rears at my garage. Thanks for the help!||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000012||evol||09-24-2002||11:50 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I kind of remember my car doing the same sort of thing, but it was after an ultra hard launch and equally hard shift into second...||134.124.129.42||reg||1
Z||000013||ken inn||09-24-2002||02:26 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||my rear makes a LOT of strange noises, and it is ALWAYS gas||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000014||GVR4458||09-24-2002||09:29 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I'm pretty sure that this thread has jinxed my "wub" noise to get louder.  After picking the car up from AMS (ACT 2600 install and a few new shift forks-evo forks don't wear my ASS!) my car is really loud.  I've got to bring it in tomorrow to get it checked.  Hopefully I don't need to go the route Bob did (no money left for that).<P>Eric||67.36.181.138||reg||1
Z||000015||keydiver||09-25-2002||10:18 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I think, as Bob's case points out, that the rumbling sound I hear upon decelleration, which I think is the same as your "wubwubs", is caused by excessive lash in the differential. A spacer kit (MB241903) is only $6.47. When I turn the driveshaft yoke at the differential, it rotates WAY more than the 3/8" the manual quotes for max spec, so I'm fairly sure that selecting a different pair of lash spacers to take some of the play out of it will fix the problem. I remember seeing a guy on the Trader selling his original diff after he bought another one and it had the same "wubwubs". He bought the spacer kit and fixed both of them. I'll let you know in a week or 2 when I get time to do the work.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000016||meshwork||09-25-2002||11:22 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Whoa...I'll call up Conicelli Mitsu today and see if I can order that. About how hard is it to install?||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000017||Kibo||09-25-2002||10:03 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||Hmmm...I just rebuilt my 3-bolt rear with the LSD from a 4-bolt to retain my AWS.  I had the wubwubs before, and I still have them.  The old diff's backlash was well within spec, and I shimmed the new one per the manual's instructions.  Fluid was fresh when I drained it (no filings) and is obviously brand new now.  So, I'm really hoping it's not my diff, since I've spent a good amount of time and money on it.<P>However, I did notice that some of my U-joints weren't in very good shape (stiff, rough).  The carrier bearings seem OK, as does the LoBro.  I haven't had time to drop the driveshaft to replace the U-joints yet, but I doubt it will fix the problem.  I suspect my transfer case...  &lt;sigh&gt;  In the meantime, I just live with the sound and hope it isn't something *really* bad...<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000018||dsmsleeper||09-04-2003||03:13 PM||||Did anybody resolve the noise/vibration issue?  If so, what fixed it?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000019||ken inn||09-04-2003||03:40 PM||||well, just recently, i had a reman driveshaft installed, along with a reman transmission, and a newer xfer case.  SOME of the wubwubs went away.  just last week, i installed a used lsd, and the rest of the wubwubs went away.  conclusion: driveshaft carrier bearings AND rear diff.  grasshoppers.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000020||meshwork||09-04-2003||04:27 PM||||Driveshaft carrier bearings are the main culprit. Two of them at $52 each.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000021||GVR1643||09-04-2003||05:13 PM||||I still vote rear diff.  I had mine (and Ken's) driveshaft rebuilt and didn't have the wubwub's too bad at all until I did the ACT 2600.  I had the thump thumps (totally different from a wubwub - say it outloud if you don't believe me ;-).  Thumps were the carrier bearing under load and worn u-joint(s).  My rear diff hasn't been touched.  I think I might have "created" a bit of lash in it learning to launch with the 2600.  It has gotten very anoyingly loud.  I need to replace the fluid in it and try the spacers. <br /><br />Jeff/Keydiver did you redo yours? (from post above)||167.142.21.163||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000022||bazeng||09-04-2003||09:34 PM||||hmm..<br />i got the thumps once in a while...<br />changed the centre carrier bearings (2 of em.. centre and rear i believe..<br />didnt go away... found out it was fuel cut..<br />hahaha<br /><br />anyways.. that wub wub noise..<br />i got that too.. find out what is and i can fix it =)<br /><br />does anybody get a clank when letting foot off the gass?!?!?... like somethings jumping into place in the rear?!?!??!||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000023||henrok||09-05-2003||05:55 PM||||hey guys, the other day i was changing my rear brakes and noticed the rear brake dust shield very close to my discs (theyre really rusted). my car made the same sound really loud.  i bent it out and guess what, the sound was gone for a while until i checked again and there it was bent again rubbing on the discs..  so.. this sorta solved my who who whoo problem.  do u guys think its safe to remove those damned rusted dust shields in the back?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||6||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000024||henrok||09-05-2003||06:01 PM||||PERHAPs, somehow, when u let off the gas, the dust shields come into contact with the discs and when u press the gas they let off it. i dont know just my theory, but i stoped hearing it .  Maybe sometimes we need to look for basic, simple answers first before going to more difficult ones.||205.188.208.166||reg||4||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000025||bazeng||09-05-2003||07:20 PM||||hmm... that happened to my mates GSR..<br />his front shields were touching the rotor.. and basically when he had a full lock on the wheel it would scrape.. i just bent it back out and it went away..<br /><br />it could be the solution..||203.166.63.139||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/000917.cgi
A||||3||DSMotorsport||GVR4 fmic pipe routing||||5||
Z||000000||DSMotorsport||09-17-2002||11:54 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||Hey guys..new to the board...<BR>Im going to be putting a 16g on my 92 gvr4 this week, and am probobly going to be making a fmic kit for it.  Im wondering if anyone here knows how much space is on a gvr4 to route the piping under the turbo like a normal dsm fmic, vs on top of the manifold.<P>any advise here would be good.||65.173.80.18||reg||5
Z||000001||drew||09-18-2002||12:43 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||a lot of people do wind up routing it that way.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||09-18-2002||10:51 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I think I would just go over the manifold and try and follow the stock route, That way you dont have to cut anything. Their will be a removable metal braket in between the core supprt and the radiater. Once you remove that it will be alot eiaser. Or you could just transfer all the parts from the yellow car over........<P><BR>Zach||209.245.236.4||reg||1
Z||000003||Whistler||09-18-2002||04:16 PM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||Look at the pictures of Andy's Galant.  <A HREF="http://www.usionline.net/122.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.usionline.net/122.htm</A> <BR>With the external he has, it is a tight fit.  I think this is the more efficient way of routing as apposed to going over the manifold.||12.86.96.144||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000918.cgi
A||||5||GVR1643||driveshaft/u-joints||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||09-18-2002||11:20 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I'm replacing the Yoke on my driveshaft and have ordered a new Yoke.  I assume it comes with just the two bearing caps necessary to replace the yoke and not the other two necessary to do the whole joint.  After beating the caps out - I went ahead and pulled the whole joint to inspect.  Looks like it suffered no ill effects and was fine before removal.  Can this just be reinstalled using the same bearing caps? (2 of them anyway since new yoke will have 2 new)?<BR>Thanks for any advice as local Mitsu wan'ts $75 for the joint and never stocks crap!<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.19||reg||5
Z||000001||teet||09-18-2002||03:03 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||my experience has been that it comes with a completely new joint...<P>yoke + joint...35 bucks<P>joint...75 bucks<P>WTF?<P>john||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||09-18-2002||04:28 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||No $hit.  I was blown away by the cost of the new joint vs a yoke.  I didn't here back from Josh, so wasn't sure if it was the whole package.<BR>Thanks John.<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.230||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||09-20-2002||02:14 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Follow up for future reference (and searches:-)<BR>Yoke does/did come with new u-joint and new caps - looks like easy fix now.  I guess if you want to replace u-joints, just buy yokes for $30 and use the joint only...could end up with a lot of extra yokes lying around. haha.<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.173||reg||1
Z||000004||iceman69510||09-23-2002||11:20 AM||||Mitsu does that when they have a recall.  That is so they have to pay less to the dealer for the repair, and the dealer makes less money.<P>Post recall customers benefit.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||10-02-2002||11:47 AM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by teet:<BR><B>my experience has been that it comes with a completely new joint...<P>yoke + joint...35 bucks<P>joint...75 bucks<P>WTF?<P>john</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Are you serious?  ||63.146.62.141||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000919.cgi
A||||3||vrpower||HKS inlet elbow||||1||
Z||000000||vrpower||09-18-2002||08:53 PM||darian85@msn.com||I just wanted to know how much the elbow actually helps out in the inlet air charge flow? is it really necesary if wanting to go over 15psi with the stock intercooler piping and would $55 be a good price for it? <BR>thanks for the help<p>[This message has been edited by vrpower (edited 09-18-2002).]||67.195.57.28||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||09-18-2002||09:33 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Get a 2g elbow. It is pretty close to being the same. <P>You could also use a NA TB and use a hose to connect the upper IC pipe to it.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||09-22-2002||01:23 PM||undergroundr32@hotmail.com||The only thing about a second gen elbow is that the rear is 55mm as apposed to the throttle body which is 60mm so you would want to bore that out a bit.  No big deal really.||24.189.242.58||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||09-22-2002||02:52 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I think its cheaper at <A HREF="http://www.wholhyper.com" TARGET=_blank>www.wholhyper.com</A> ||209.245.231.252||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000920.cgi
A||||3||galantvr4||Cyclone Intake||||6||
Z||000000||galantvr4||09-19-2002||02:14 AM||galantvr4@aol.com||Whats up everyone Ive got a 1992 GVR4 w/a JDM engine With oh yes rare but true Yellow injectors and a big 16g W/cyclone intake and the engine is in prestine shape i paid 1600.00 for the engine. Any way i installed the 1992 intake on the engine but now i want to put the cyclone intake on im not sure how to actuate the butterfly valves or where to or what vaccume line to tape into. I know you needto relocate the coil packs. but do any of you know how to do this? A couple of more questions is there anyone that knows where to get the cyclone intake gasket? Also the throttle body doesn't have as many vaccume lines coming out of it will this pose a problem when switching over to the jdm intake? and last how much mor power can i expect to get from this swap. if any one wants to know what ive got on my ride here it is....ceterforce dual friction clutch fudenza aluminum flywheel turbosmart single stage electronic boost controller i mounted a switch to actvate the controller in my shift knob it was hardbut it paid off, all guages k&N full turbo back mofugas 2.5" exhaust "magnaflow" and cat. mofugas short shifter all shift bushings replaced W/aluminum. Blinking boost warning lights lights in center of gauge cluster (my own idea reall cool email me if you want the scoop)new TEC 16g RRE braided tubo oil supply line. a/c removed air silencer removed , trimmed intake box HKS turbo timer and other goodies if you all could be so kind an help me out that would be awsome||198.81.26.145||reg||6
Z||000001||ken inn||09-19-2002||09:52 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=50194&highlight=Cyclone+Intake" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=50194&highlight=Cyclone+Intake</A> <P>go here.  it is a start.  you cannot get the butterflies to work properly unless you have the white cannister, and at least one solenoid to control vacuum. the jdm ecu does this, the usa one does not.  without the jdm ecu, the 510 injectors will run rich.  since the jdm motor has no egr, you do not need the vacuum ports on the t/bdy, and the one there will not see ANYTHING below about 3k rpm.  the main problem with the coil packs is clearance.  it will hit the a/c line, also, if you use the jdm surge tank bracket, it will hit the a/c compressor, and cut the power line to the clutch.  lots of sparking and screaming.  you can rotate the coil pack slightly, and grind down one boss, and it clears nicely.  the ign wires will not reach, you can get a set from kingsborne for 25 bucks.  you will NOT get more power from the cyclone, what you will get is more low end performance, IF you hook up the butterflies properly.  ||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000002||galantvr4||09-20-2002||01:29 AM||galantvr4@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=50194&highlight=Cyclone+Intake" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=50194&highlight=Cyclone+Intake </A> <P>go here.  it is a start.  you cannot get the butterflies to work properly unless you have the white cannister, and at least one solenoid to control vacuum. the jdm ecu does this, the usa one does not.  without the jdm ecu, the 510 injectors will run rich.  since the jdm motor has no egr, you do not need the vacuum ports on the t/bdy, and the one there will not see ANYTHING below about 3k rpm.  the main problem with the coil packs is clearance.  it will hit the a/c line, also, if you use the jdm surge tank bracket, it will hit the a/c compressor, and cut the power line to the clutch.  lots of sparking and screaming.  you can rotate the coil pack slightly, and grind down one boss, and it clears nicely.  the ign wires will not reach, you can get a set from kingsborne for 25 bucks.  you will NOT get more power from the cyclone, what you will get is more low end performance, IF you hook up the butterflies properly.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Ken thanks 4 the reply I don't have an ac compressor i removed it so thats not an issue I do have the white canester but no one on the disussion board made it clear on how to install this properly like wich vaccume line do i tapp into and where and what direction do i hook up the white box? do i need to use the jdm t body and also what did u mean by it wont see any thing below 3000 also what should i use/do to lean out my mixture because my a/f ratio meter does say it is running way rich when boosting and will i get more power by leaning out the mixture? also any good tips on what 2 use as an aftermarket I/C and where i should get one? thanks dude 4all the help||198.81.17.36||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||09-20-2002||10:21 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||hoo, boy.  does this qualify for frequently asked questions?  the white cannister is both a one way valve, and a vacuum resevoir.  if you apply vacuum to the ports, it will only flow one way.  i believe the port straight out is attached to the actuator, and the one that turns 90 deg goes to intake vacuum.  BUT, it is not that simple.  you also have to figger out a way to REVERSE the flow at some point, or the butterflies will NEVER open.  i did this with 2 solenoids, fuel purge(normally open) and boost control(normally closed), controlled by a pressure switch(set to 4-6 lbs boost), and vacuum/boost supplied directly off one of the intake ports.  basically, when boost is reached, one solenoid closes, the other opens, and vacuum is changed to boost, and the actuator opens the butterflies.  works great.<BR>     the jdm t/bdy has it's internal vacuum port in a different place from the us one, so, if  you hook up a vacuum gauge to it, the gauge will read 0 until about 3k rpm, then it will jump to about 10 in, and from then on, it will act like a normal port.  vacuum on the t/bdy is based on the position of the throttle plate.  about the ONLY use i have found for the jdm vacuum port is to supply one of the solenoids with boost to open the butterflies, but i chose instead to tee off the intake port.  this is all very difficult to describe in print, you kinda have to see what i did, and dont ask for pictures, a lot of it is covered up by the intake manifold.  the only reason i used the jdm t/bdy, was that it was like brand new, and my old one is, old(160k).  i have nothing on the single vacuum port.  it is capped.<BR>     the reason you are running rich is because the usa ecu does not have the fuel maps for 510cc, it is mapping for 450's, so you get too much fuel.  and yah, you get more power if you tune it leaner.  just put back in the 450's and you will be fine.  <BR>     looks to me like you need a fuel pump, AND an adjustable fpr.<BR>     i am running rre pipes and a starquest intercooler, which no one likes, but it works for me.  i am not quite ready to drop a grand on an intercooler.  BUT, the bigger pipes and intercooler is BY FAR the biggest power gain i have done on this car.  feel free to call if you have questions.  800 400 4773, home is 940 891 2576.  home and work are at the same place, but i dont answer the home phone a lot during the day.||209.220.6.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000921.cgi
A||||8||91vr4evolution||Sequential turbos.||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||09-19-2002||05:26 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Okay, thinking out loud here, I know a mechanic who had a guy come to him with a VR4, and he wasn't happy about the laggy nature of the car(!?).Well, Jeremy took the TD05-14B off and put a TD04 (from a 1600 Cyborg Mirage) on it. The guy was wrapped, it flattened off pretty quick up top, but punched outta corners like a rally car.<P>Now, where I'm going with this is, if I used the turbos off a 3kgt (2xtd04), setup sequentially, then I would have the punch down low, and still have the topend for approx 500hp, with no lag, right? I realize the mechanics of getting it right are huge, but feel free to speak your mind, please.<P>Mike. ||202.27.176.157||reg||5
Z||000001||Ash||09-19-2002||08:13 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Theory is a wonderful thing, apart from the lack of room for 2 decent dump pipes, sounds like a fun idea.  I wouldnt want to do it myself||203.220.202.152||reg||10
Z||000002||1quickvr4||09-19-2002||10:08 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||It can and has been done, Dougs Dyno Power has a done a car that has 2 t-25s an it, And they might make a kit. No lag?, Use Nitrous.<P>Zach||65.56.123.241||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||09-19-2002||12:32 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Well a true sequential system like that in the 3rd gen RX-7 TT's & Toyota Supra are pretty complex & a p.i.t.a. to deal with.  The benefits are less lag & relatively decent top end, but in no way do they compare up top with a big single.  The restriction in the exhaust path is too great to really flow to it's potential.  A lot of RX-7 guys who want to keep twin turbos tend to opt to convert it to non-sequential.  They gain hp, lag isn't much of an issue, & top end is increased notably.  IMHO it's a great idea for a street car that isn't really performance oriented, but has some oomph down low.  The TT engines in the Legacy B4RSK/Blitzen come to mind.  Just my .02¢    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-19-2002||01:30 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Our cars have tons of lag in stock form.  A intake, FMIC, and exhaust makes this problem almost go away.<P>I myself like having a little NA play at low end for the winter time.  <P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000005||91vr4evolution||09-19-2002||02:55 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks, guys. <P>I had a look at a RX7 site yesterday. What was interesting to me, was a dyno run by two cars, one seq, one non-seq. The thing was, these cars were identical except for turbo operation. Now, this was on a site where the owner had converted his car to non-seq operation, so naturally I assumed that these dyno runs would show the mid to top end gains from running non-seq, but actually the seq car made more torque AND power through the WHOLE rev range.<P>Reading the comments (of the non-seq), he noted that the boost built slower, and later, but he compensated for this by driving round in a lower gear! He FELT that the torque was higher, but I believe that the dyno shows otherwise...<P>Please keep the input coming,<P>Mike. ||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||09-19-2002||03:06 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I believe that the RX-7's gains from the sequential to non-sequential conversion would be much greater than say the MKIV Supra as the RX-7 uses a vacuum actuated solenoid system (which has 75+ little vac hoses in it all tucked neatly under the upper intake :eek <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">.  If you care to see a diagram of it check out:  <A HREF="http://www.rx7turboturbo.com/robrobinette/images/hoses.gif" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rx7turboturbo.com/robrobinette/images/hoses.gif</A> <BR>The MKIV's on the other hand I believe uses stepper motors to pre-spool the turbo(s).  It's a lot less complicated, far less succeptable (sp?) to boost leaks, & I'm sure the exhaust path is less restrictive too.  ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||09-19-2002||03:21 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<BR><B>I believe that the RX-7's gains from the sequential to non-sequential conversion would be much greater than say the MKIV Supra as the RX-7 uses a vacuum actuated solenoid system (which has 75+ little vac hoses in it all tucked neatly under the upper intake :eek  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">.  If you care to see a diagram of it check out:  <A HREF="http://www.rx7turboturbo.com/robrobinette/images/hoses.gif" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rx7turboturbo.com/robrobinette/images/hoses.gif</A> <BR>The MKIV's on the other hand I believe uses stepper motors to pre-spool the turbo(s).  It's a lot less complicated, far less succeptable (sp?) to boost leaks, & I'm sure the exhaust path is less restrictive too.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>HOLY SHIT!  one of them colored silicon vacuum hose kits must cost like 500 bucks for this car.  and take like a week to install.  <P>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||09-19-2002||03:27 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||LoL!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  I actually bought hose from Hose Techniques (if I remember correctly) & cut it to fit.  It was still like $80, but a tuner like Pettit Racing, PFS, Mostly Mazda, et cetera will typically charge about $500+ to do the job.  Luckily (for me  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">) I broke an ignition coil while at my friend Chris' house so he ended up doing the hose job for me (he already did his car before so it didn't take him long at all).  Most folks usually take a week or so to do it at a moderate pace.  It's a mess in there.||152.163.188.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000922.cgi
A||||22||Strng1dah||Mods needed for 12s||||5||
Z||000000||Strng1dah||09-19-2002||11:28 PM||christurbo@earthlink.net||My freind is soon to be upgrading his GVR4.  A damaged stock turbo is giving the perfect opportunity to get a big16g  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  I am curious if the planned mods will be enough to get the high 12s.<P>FP ported Big 16g<BR>550cc injectors<BR>Spoolinup AFPR<BR>Ported 2g o2 housing<BR>Certified 3" Turbo back w/ hi-flow cat<BR>TurboXS HPMBC<BR>Walbro 255lph<BR>K&N Filter<BR>SAFC<BR>pocket logger<P><BR>Any ideas?  We're open to any input.||162.115.99.197||reg||5
Z||000001||Dan D||09-20-2002||12:35 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Loose the cat at the track and with good driving maybe.  FMIC and pipes would be a huge gain at that stage.  Time spent tuning will be the most important thing.  Glad to see a logger on the list.  It's a good start, but with the stock intake tract, the car's going to be held back.  A ported big16g can't really offer all it's worth without pipes and a better intercooler.<P>I don't see ported mani on the list?  As an owner of a Whinebro, if the pump hasn't been purchased get a supra pump.  The walbro's annoying as hell unless the windows are down and the stereo's up.<P>You'll probably need to hack up the mas if it's not already.  Fuel cut and overrun could be a problems on a stock mas.<P>The turbo XS mbc seems like a rip to me.  Unless he has it already, save the money and buy a joe p, dejon, or make one for $5 and trip to the hardware store.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||09-20-2002||12:18 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Like Dan said,that 16g w/ the stock IC is a bad idea. You'll be heat soaking bad. Ported 2g manifold is a must. As is a hacked MAS & atleast rewire the stock pump if it hasnt been done yet. Upgraded clutch is a plus.<BR> What kind of 3" cat is it? I assume its certified muffler also. You can use the cat if its of good guality(its just like buying a muffler). I've seen plenty of cars go 12's w/ the cat inplace.<BR> ||63.52.129.239||reg||1
Z||000003||Strng1dah||09-20-2002||08:06 PM||christurbo@earthlink.net||incomplete lists own me. Forgot to mention the FMIC.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Probably giong with a Griffin core from RRE and fab up the piping ourselves. ||162.115.99.197||reg||4
Z||000004||Strng1dah||09-20-2002||08:11 PM||christurbo@earthlink.net||dang cant edit on here  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Stock MAS is already hacked(was like that when he bought it =o ).  <P>I got the TurboXS HPMBC for free, I have a Joe P on my car. <P>I had the Walbro on my old integra, and it was quite loud.  I'll clue him in on the Supra pump, as I assume you are saying it should be sufficient.<P>There is a 2g exhaust manifold on there now, and we were planning on doing some porting on it when we install the turbo and everything.<P>Thanks for the help!||162.115.99.197||reg||1
Z||000005||Ian M||09-21-2002||12:59 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| It should go 12's. A freind of mine has that basically the same setup except external WG,Cosmo pump (It had a Whinebro in it) and 2nd gen MAS (The MAS was a very nice upgrade for him),even on the first trip to the track with a Starquest (2.25 pipes)IC setup it went 12.80@108 or 109. He has a Spearco (I think) core and 2.5in pipes,and has since gone 12.39@110. His car has a cat too,not sure what brand. Definatly go with the Supra pump. This the same basic setup Im going with right now too,as a guy came into the shop where I work and offered a deal I couldnt refuse on my 14b... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||129.71.115.236||reg||7
Z||000006||Ash||09-29-2002||05:06 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Here's a question...<P>Can you run 12's in a complete, unstripped VR4 with a 16G on 91 octane?<P>FMIC, SAFC, PUMP Yadda yadda too of course.<P>I've been driving the crap out of my car trying for a 12.9 or better before switching to race gas or a bigger turbo but the best I have got is 13.1@104 with a 1.7 60', I believe top end power is my problem, what more can I do?   ||203.221.19.74||reg||1
Z||000007||Compressed||09-29-2002||01:17 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ash:<BR><B>Here's a question...<P>Can you run 12's in a complete, unstripped VR4 with a 16G on 91 octane?<P>FMIC, SAFC, PUMP Yadda yadda too of course.<P>I've been driving the crap out of my car trying for a 12.9 or better before switching to race gas or a bigger turbo but the best I have got is 13.1@104 with a 1.7 60', I believe top end power is my problem, what more can I do?   </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>For more top end you need to maximimize airflow as much as possible.  Full 3" turboback exhaust and opened intake obviously.  <BR>Port the exhaust manifold, port the o2 sensor, port the turbo.<BR>Obviously tunig is very important.  What temp EGT's are you tuned for at the top of 3rd or 4th?  <BR>Cooling is important too.  Get that system working properly. Add a cooler thermostat, bypass the coolant lines to the throttle body.  Add a bottle of water wetter.<P>Make sure you've got no boost leaks...<BR>12's are possible with a 14b let alone a 16g<BR>From <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=46394" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=46394</A> <BR>Phil1320_(awd)__12.022@112.38__23psi_116octane_stockIC_stock injectors_lightened car 2860lb w driver_no cat_ported turbo_o2 dump_stockIC <P>and for non stock turbos <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=46405" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=46405</A> ||64.24.106.70||reg||10
Z||000008||number3||09-29-2002||03:23 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||PLEASE, please stop talking about these kind of "facts" on a Galant VR4 board. Galant VR4s and T/E/Ls are NOT the same and can not be compared in this way on this subject.<P>2860lbs with driver... yeah that would be possible in a GVR4... NOT!<P>12s with a stock IC... again it would be a cold day in hell in a GVR4.<P>Harry<p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 09-29-2002).]||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||09-29-2002||07:04 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Ditch the TurboXS MBC; they totally suck.  A friend of mine got one because of a sweet deal, and it leaked uncontrollably, even after replacing the o-rings.  Utter crap.<P>Is the fuel pump rewired?  Definitely do this, and maybe a 255lph won't be necessary, or you could source a 190lph out of a 3kgtvr4 and not tweak with fuel pressure so much.<P>A 2G MAS would be a nice addition to those injectors, and be a huge help on the top end, as well as having a better idle than a hacked 1G, even with the SAFC.<P>For the K&N, will you be putting it in the stock aircan?  Is it hacked?  Underhood temps are your enemy; you can ditch the aircan completely if you move the filter to where the battery is and build a coldair box.  There's a nice hole under the battery you can use, or put a duct from the foglight opening to this hole for "ramair" to the coldair box.<P>For tuning into the 12's, I would also recommend an EGT gauge.  You can use the O2's off the logger, but EGT's are still valuable, and plus I just like lots of pretty gauges to look at.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000010||Ash||09-29-2002||09:18 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I have a full turbo back 3" exhaust including an O2 eliminator, 2.5" IC piping, fuel pump rewire + 190lph pump, RX7 13BT 550's, S-AFC, Adjustable FPR, Hacked out stock MAS, cooling system is fine, K&N over stock MAS where the battery used to be with a 3.5" cold air duct feeding it & heat sheild, 205/55 Yokohama A539 tyres (pretty sticky), Daikan organic plate clutch with modified (read:big) pressure plate. The turbo is a Big 16G with the wastegate passage ported to stop creep but it is otherwise unported & unclipped.  I still have the stock unported exhaust manifold but it hasn't got more than hairline cracks (in the webbing between the runners, no cracks in the runners)  <P>Other than the exhaust manifold & the lack of a rear LSD I've done everything.  Oh yeah, I want a datalogger but dont have the money yet.  My EGT probe is mounted in my O2 eliminator until I get a Evo manifold & reads 750 deg C over the line, O2 volts are .89||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000011||JonGVR4||09-30-2002||10:40 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B><BR>12s with a stock IC... again it would be a cold day in hell in a GVR4.<P>Harry<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Harry, I ran 12.955 at 102.55 with the stock intercooler and intercooler pipes.  <P>Mods at that time:<BR>VPC<BR>550s<BR>2.5" down pipe<BR>2.5" test pipe<BR>2.5" press bent cat back with ultraflow muffler<BR>NGK spark plugs with BPR6ES plugs<BR>K&N air filter<BR>H&R springs<BR>Koni front struts I think, maybe AGX<BR>KYB GR2 rear struts<BR>No weight reduction except spare tire and jack removed<BR>Stock engine<P>I only made three passes that day.  On the other 2 runs, the clutch slipped badly.  Those were mid 13 second passes.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||09-30-2002||11:43 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I was there...<P>Was it a 14b?<p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 09-30-2002).]||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000013||Doug Thomas||09-30-2002||11:51 AM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||If I remember right Pete S. ran 12.9 with 14B and stock intercooler a couple of years ago.<P><p>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 09-30-2002).]||12.10.219.30||reg||1
Z||000014||JonGVR4||09-30-2002||03:07 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>I was there...<P>Was it a 14b?<P>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 09-30-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>small 16G, not ported or clipped.  Exhaust manifold was a 95 model that was ported to 6cm.  Stock O2 housing.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000015||number3||09-30-2002||09:48 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I stand corrected on the 12s in a GVR4 with a 14b and stock IC remark... However to be honest I was thinking more in the line of the statement <P>"12's are possible with a 14b let alone a 16g<P>12.022@112.38__23psi_116octane_stockIC_stock injectors_lightened car 2860lb w driver_no cat_ported turbo_o2 dump_stockIC"<P>when I said that comment.<P><BR>Sorry,<BR>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000016||Compressed||10-01-2002||12:15 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>I stand corrected on the 12s in a GVR4 with a 14b and stock IC remark... However to be honest I was thinking more in the line of the statement <P>"12's are possible with a 14b let alone a 16g<P>12.022@112.38__23psi_116octane_stockIC_stock injectors_lightened car 2860lb w driver_no cat_ported turbo_o2 dump_stockIC"<P>when I said that comment.<P><BR>Sorry,<BR>Harry</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hey no problem.  I'm new to the galant and 4g63 world, and though I know alot of basics and now specifics I'm still learning.  I can take  valid criticism any day, best way to learn.<BR>  <BR>Your right about power to weight ratio.  Its what it all comes down to and since GVR4's are heavier than DSM's its kind of like comparing apples to oranges.<P>Since I've gotten my vr4 about a week ago I've had a nice big permagrin eveytime I drive.  They are unique cars that really cater to the enthusiasts.  I'm ready to improve mine, as we all are.<BR>cheers.<BR>Todd||216.126.177.44||reg||14
Z||000017||DSSA||10-01-2002||12:45 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||*evil grin*....<P>I'm about to acquire another GVR4.  Guess it's time to see if a 2.5 exhaust, clutch, pump, hallman and some porting are good enough for 12s.  Last one with this setup went 13.0s all day long, I think that there's more in there than that though.<P>Nate, between your less-than-subtle remarks about running it, and posts like this, I really want to see what I can get out of that car with only the 14B once again.  Damn you all!  ;-)||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000018||number3||10-01-2002||01:48 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Josh,<P>I will be the first to admit you can drive much better than you can drink  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> but if you run a <P>12.022@112.38__23psi_116octane_stockIC_stock injectors_lightened car 2860lb w driver_no cat_ported turbo_o2 dump_stockIC<P>in your GVR4 Nate and I will stop pissing in your beer.<P>You need to concentrate on one car and start using that driving skill...<P>Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000019||Nate||10-01-2002||01:49 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Of course I've been blunt about racing it.  It's been how long since you had fun in a car that belonged to you at the track?  Dun fergit that the Melant hain't got no bic pump in it.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000020||DSSA||10-01-2002||04:57 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Josh,<P>I will be the first to admit you can drive much better than you can drink   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> but if you run a <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Shieeeetttt....You dun gone to far now boy. Yin's talking trash on mah drinking ability?  <P>I think I see a drink 'til ya drop contest going on. ;-)||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000021||number3||10-01-2002||10:33 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSSA:<BR><B> <BR>Shieeeetttt....You dun gone to far now boy. Yin's talking trash on mah drinking ability?  <P>I think I see a drink 'til ya drop contest going on. ;-)</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>LI teas only! I can't drink beer it makes me feel bloated  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> The only thing I ask is that we hold the contest at the Olive Garden. You know how they love it when we get roudy.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000022||turboflanagan||10-02-2002||08:51 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Jon, don't we have a non-ebonics policy on here?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||64.63.209.238||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000923.cgi
A||||14||JSTYLE||RX7 Injectors||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||09-21-2002||03:02 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Guys,<P>Im getting some S4 RX7 injectors. Which color tops are the ones that would suit my VR4? I know purple ones work.. do the maroon ones work too? Can i use 2 maroon and 2 purple?<P>Jon||203.173.166.55||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||09-21-2002||03:27 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||some of the RX7 injectors are the wrong impedence to work with our cars. If you use them, they will fry your ECU. ||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||09-21-2002||04:54 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||yer i know they are.. the ones that you should use are S4 injectors.<P>But i want to know which ones of the S4s i can use.. i mean what colors..<P>Jon||203.173.166.55||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||09-21-2002||09:19 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||for the usa rx7 550's, there will be a number on the side, 195500-1370, if i remember correctly.  also, the plug will be rectangular, with the notch centered between the two spade contacts.  the high impedance injectors will have the notch off to the right, and i think the plug end will be oval.  i have both purple and kinda light brown, both are low impedance 550.  the key is the number on the side.  color dont mean squat.  except here in the states.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||09-22-2002||08:44 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Mine are maroon high impedance, square plug with the notch off to the right, 195500-1370.<P>To be sure, whack a multimeter on the pins. Low impedance reads approx 3 ohms and high reads approx 13 ohms.  <P>If you get low impedance just whack em in and start tuning.<P>If you get high impedance, you have to bypass the resistor pack.  On an aussie car it is the silver box with 5 wires going to it located above the fuel filter.  Unplug the sucker, cut the wires 1/2 way down (so you can revert back easy if need be) and join all 5 wires together.  <P>I have heard that the purple, maroon & brown injectors are all the same beast, just faded differently for some reason.  The correct number (195500-1370) is the main thing (so you dont get atmo 13b 440's), the impedance can be worked around.  Try to get a complete set off one engine rather than mix & match.  Most of the rotor workshops should be able to sell you some as they always go bigger themselves.<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 09-22-2002).]||203.221.153.248||reg||1
Z||000005||JSTYLE||09-22-2002||09:46 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||My purple ones say:<P>195500-1370 Excuse my ignorance but what does that mean? Can i use them on my car w/o having to bypass the fuses etc..?<P>Jon<p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 09-22-2002).]||203.173.166.53||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||09-22-2002||08:45 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Its the model number for 550's, problem is it doesn't specifiy resistance.  You have to have matching resistance ones.  Is the locating pin in the centre of the plug or off to the right?  Have you checked it with a multimeter?<P>||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000007||JSTYLE||09-22-2002||10:56 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/clubvr4/injectors1.jpg"> <P>I presume that is a centered pin you were talking about which means they are low resistance? Am i correct in stating that?<P>Jon<p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 09-22-2002).]||203.173.166.53||reg||1
Z||000008||Ash||09-23-2002||12:54 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Yep, if you have 4 of them you are laughing||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000009||JSTYLE||09-23-2002||02:33 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||I only got 2 atm. Can i run purple and red top injectors. They are both low imp and are 550cc just difference colors. Can i run 2 of the purple and 2 of the red?<P>Jon||203.173.164.205||reg||1
Z||000010||Ash||09-23-2002||03:08 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||in theory???    no idea||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000011||Compressed||09-23-2002||03:22 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||What does a set of 4 of these go for?  I'm just looking for a ballpark.  <BR>Thanks||64.24.106.117||reg||1
Z||000012||GVR1643||09-23-2002||04:05 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I think Ken got a set off Ebay for about $50.  I didn't do as well - I paid about $110 for a set, BUT in my defense, I had a few drinks before the bidding ended :-o Moral: dont drink and Ebay!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>BTW all of mine are crap brown.||167.142.21.181||reg||1
Z||000013||ken inn||09-23-2002||05:19 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||HEY!  LOOK WHO'S TALKING, MISTER 200 DOLLAR TALON.||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000014||GVR1643||09-23-2002||05:59 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||LOL<BR>I wasn't driking when I found that one!! and BTW it was $600 :-))<BR>It all evens out down the road - these things will get your money somehow...||167.142.21.181||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000924.cgi
A||||6||1667 VR4||Oil burning problem||||5||
Z||000000||1667 VR4||09-21-2002||06:49 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Hey all. <P>My VR4 has recently been burning oil under certain conditions. When i am stopped at a light or in traffic, or when i start it up in the morning, a fairly good sized cloud of blue smoke will follow out of the exhaust. However, when im accelerating or just cruising, there doesnt seem to be any oil burning (from what i can see). I checked for shaft play to see if it was the turbo that was on its way out, and i couldnt really detect any, but the intake and intercooler pipes had plenty of oil in them. <P>Also-- the car runs perfect so im led to believe that its not losing compression due to bad rings, etc...<P>Any help you guys could give would be appreciated. thanks i advance. ||65.32.130.212||reg||5
Z||000001||1667 VR4||09-21-2002||06:52 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Also -- just changed the plugs and they showed perfectly normal wear. If that helps. Car has 77k on it, all original turbo/motor.||65.32.130.212||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||09-21-2002||06:56 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Valve stem seals||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000003||turbowop||09-21-2002||10:09 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||yup, stem seals||198.81.16.48||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||09-21-2002||10:50 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Yup yup yup, leaky valve stem seals. ||65.59.111.23||reg||1
Z||000005||1667 VR4||09-22-2002||05:19 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||thanks all...i was told turbo but i checked for shaft play and there was none so this must be the culprit...Whats the cost/difficulty level of taking care of this?||24.28.38.141||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||09-22-2002||06:09 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||It can be done with the head left on. I had a mechanic do it on the side for me at his shop. He only charged me $200 for labor. Valve seals and a new valve cover gasket (which you may not need) came to around $80. It's been 10,000 miles since with zero smoke.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000925.cgi
A||||5||JerryRedGSX||ECU fried?||||1||
Z||000000||JerryRedGSX||09-21-2002||11:46 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||So I'm driving along on the highway and go to change lanes/pass a car under light throttle and the car bucks a bit.  Ok...a little weird.  When I get off the highway and stop at a light, the car bucks a little and shuts off.  I restart and it hesitates a little.  I drive maybe 50 ft. and it shuts off again.  Meanwhile, when it's hesitating, I can hear the ECU clicking (like it's going on and off) and the check engine light comes on as it's shutting off.  I don't have immediate access to a datalogger right now.  I have another ECU from a 91 laser that I'm going to try tomorrow, but does it sound like this ECU is gone?  Is the turning on/off of the ECU a sign of bad caps?  Just wondering...I'm gonna do a search of the Talon Digest now just to read up on it a bit, but was wondering if you any of you had any ideas.||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||09-22-2002||12:49 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Sometimes the ECU will do that on its way out,or sometimes you'll just go to start the car... and nothing. No spark or injector pulse. Pull the cover off the ECU,Ill bet you the caps have left a acid trail down the board. I wouldnt chance using that ECU again until you get the caps done,hopefully nothings fried in the ECU yet.||129.71.115.106||reg||1
Z||000002||iceman69510||09-23-2002||11:18 AM||||Sounds like a classic case of the caps.  My replacement ECU (supposedly good), did that intermittently (three times before I had time to get it out and fix it).  Caps solved it -because too much damage had not occurred yet.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000003||JerryRedGSX||09-23-2002||02:29 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||Well, it was too late.  I pulled the cover off the ECU and there it was....one of the chips had blown up (IC107).  I thought one of the caps leaking had caused it so I put another ECU that I had into the car and it blew up a similar chip.  By the way, what's that wire that plugs into the throttlebody near the throttle stop?  It's a single green wire with a rubber boot at the bottom of it.  I'm not sure it was connected securely...I wonder if that could have caused the ECU to blow?||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000004||Ant||09-23-2002||05:01 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||The wire you are talking about that is at that the end of the throttle body stop wouldn't do that.  I had mine disconnected and I drove around for a day, it did nothing for me, but I am also running a 91GSX ECU.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000005||JerryRedGSX||09-23-2002||10:45 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||Thanks for your replies guys.  I tested the ISC and one of the coils was shorted out.  I'm wondering if the leaking caps caused the IC107 to blow which in turn might have caused the short in the ISC.  Then, since the ISC was already shorted out, connecting the good ECU would have blown out the same chips.  What a sucky chain of events!  Anyway, I'm sending the ECU down to Jeff Oberholtzer down in FL to take a look.  And I already got a good ISC that tested good.  We'll see what happens.||24.90.213.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000926.cgi
A||||6||GVR1643||CAS||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||09-23-2002||09:34 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Got inspired to clean my engine and I had a couple of folks tell me they just cover the filter and spray the hell out of it...well after getting stuck, I'm assuming the CAS got too wet (since I vaguely remember that being discussed before).  <BR>? Does anyone know if a CAS from a 90 Talon will work on our cars - looks the same as ours?  Is there a chance it will just dry out on it's own? (it hasn't yet after 3/4 of a day).<BR>I'm guessing that's what it is since when I started the car the tach would jump to either over 1K to almost 2k and now doesn't move when turning the car over.<BR>I saw Howard's post about taking them apart and having no luck...anyone else have any luck.  Sorry for long post - just frustrated after putting new turbo and driveshaft in and freakin' engine cleaning killing me!<BR>kevin||167.142.22.251||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||09-23-2002||10:25 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the 90 one has a different connection, dunno if you can change the connectors.  90 is a pigtail, and ours is just the fuel injection type connector.  i got one used from archer brothers years ago, you might ask them, they are close to you.  also, check your spark plug wells, if the plug boots are not a good seal, there will be water in there, too, and it will short out your wires.  well, i guess you learned the hard way.  when you get the chance, go and help those folks clean their motors, too.  ||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||09-23-2002||10:54 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks Ken,<BR>One of the friends has a newer style CAS that we will try this evening.  Can't wash their motors since they're already clean :-) plus they're the ones that pretty much installed my Talon motor :-))<BR>Plug wires are new and seem to be pretty darn tight - I'll double check them anyway.<BR>I need to give you a shout about the Driveshaft as well - new one was working great up until motor washing! LOL||167.142.22.251||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||09-23-2002||02:16 PM||jon@jgronline.com||You can use a 90 CAS on a GVR4.  The wiring harness is different but with a good soldering gun, it will work fine.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||09-25-2002||09:30 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Follow up FYI:  the CAS obviously got wet.  Took less than 5 minutes to swap it with another of the same style and the car fired up on first try.  Moral - cover your filter AND that CAS very well when cleaning the engine bay!  Hey at least I didn't get my hands filthy when I swapped the CAS :-))<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.252||reg||1
Z||000005||turbowop||09-25-2002||09:46 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I cleaned my engine bay long ago so now all I have to do is rinse it sometimes when I wash the car. I've never had a problem, and believe me the CAS has gotten wet along with everything else. I always just put a bag over the air filter.<P>For those who don't know, you can spray the shit out of your engine bay....just make sure the turbo and manifold aren't still hot. And just use common sense as to where to keep the pressurized water from spraying. You know, don't hold the nozzle one inch from any electrical connectors.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR1643||09-27-2002||09:33 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Well, maybe it was a fluke, but I remember reading others post before about that as well.  When I took the CAS off, I actually saw the water inside and on the machined metal part that attaches to the head. Maybe on an old high mileage motor it just doesn't seal up as well.?  Oh, and I didn't even do mine at the car wash with high pressure water, it was a garden hose and nozzle.  I'm glad most don't have a problem with it, but just to be safe, I'll cover both ;-)  I'm going to try the removed CAS to see if it works again soon...<BR>||167.142.22.44||reg||1
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A||||11||SearsPointVR4||electrical gremlins.||||5||
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||09-23-2002||10:22 PM||ges1759@aol.com||My '92 vr4 does not want to run properly under any type of load, it starts and idles fine, but as soon as you go to let the clutch out, the engine loses all power, the engine will run okay above 4000 rpm if you slip the clutch until then, but below that it's imposible.  I was lead in the direction of the ecu by a friend and sent it to Diamond Star Specialties in San Luis Opispo in California.  Mike at DSS intalled it in his turbo eclipse and said he had the same problem.  Mike in turn sent the ECU to be "rebuilt"  Upon it's return to me I reinstalled it and there seemed to be no difference. My car is mostly stock with the exception of a boost controler (13psi) and K&N air filter.  I was planning to look at the fault codes as described on the club dsm website, and give Mike at DSS a call, but I was just wondering if anyone out there can shed any light on somthing simple I may be overlooking.  <BR>thanks,<BR>Ford.||198.81.16.43||reg||5
Z||000001||SearsPointVR4||09-23-2002||10:35 PM||ges1759@aol.com||One other thing, the factory boost vacum gauge in the center of the tach acts very erratically,  reading full at just off idle, I have a mechanical boost gauge, and that says all is well.  just thought that might spark some ideas.<P>Ford.||198.81.16.43||reg||2
Z||000002||JerryRedGSX||09-23-2002||10:50 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||As I was having ECU issues as well, I would pull the ECU out and pull the cover off and check if the caps are leaking or not.  My car shut off a couple times and when I finally pulled the ECU out to check it, one of the ISC drivers had blown up.  Oops.  I would definitely check it if you haven't already.||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||09-24-2002||09:31 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i am stabbing here, but i would suspect tps.  i believe that because the tps is telling the ecu the throttle is at or near wide open as soon as you start out.  but, if you rev it to 4000, then you are near what the ecu thinks you should be at.  the factory boost gauge is just what the ecu THINKS the boost is.  if so, the car would be really rich.  is it?||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||09-24-2002||11:50 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I could loan you an ECU to compare, and you could send your ECU to me to be checked out. Checking the CE codes is a good start. Have you checked all your IC hoses? A real bad leak, or a blown off hose will cause similar symptoms. The car will run fine until you put it under load.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000005||SearsPointVR4||09-24-2002||11:53 AM||ges1759@aol.com||ken, I just read your post, and yes, the car does seem to be running really rich.  It's not cutting out completely, it just feels like you've pulled the plug wires off two or three cylinders up to about four grand.  I'm going to do the LED, error code deal today through the data port, and see what I get, but I've heard that I'll only get a code when the "check engine" light is illuminated on the dash?  but if the throttle position sensor is bad that should show up shouldn't it?  Anyway, thanks for  your help guys.<BR>Ford.||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000006||SearsPointVR4||09-24-2002||11:55 AM||ges1759@aol.com||Jeff, I've pressure checked the intake system, and I have a manual boost gauge as well and all seems fine, that was actually the first thing I checked.  Mike at DSS is allready sending me a different  ECU to try but thanks for the offer.<BR>Ford.||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000007||SearsPointVR4||09-24-2002||01:33 PM||ges1759@aol.com||Okay, I checked the error codes and I got three back, Airflow meter, barometric pressure sensor, and intake air temperature sensor.  I'm not sure but I believe all of these are from the Airflow meter, and does anyone think this could be an ECU problem still? Worst case scenario, if I have to replace the Air meter, how much is that going to run me and where should I look?  <BR>Thanks,<BR>Ford.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000008||Nate||09-24-2002||01:59 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Check the grounding switch on the back of the TB, the one that makes a connection when the throttle closes all the way.  If that stays grounded when the throttle is open, the ECU still thinks the car is idling and won't let it rev worth a damn.  Fun stuff.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||09-24-2002||02:24 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yah, but he says the instrument boost gauge shows full boost right off idle.  that tells me the ecu is seeing wot.  but, let's backtrack a bit.  did this just all of a sudden start doing this, and did you make some part or tuning change that brought this on?||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000010||SearsPointVR4||09-24-2002||06:49 PM||ges1759@aol.com||No, I haven't made a tuning or part change in the recent past,  the car just assumed it's condition on the way home from work one day a couple weeks ago.  I don't think it's a TPS problem (I could be wrong) but the car does rev smooth and clean above 4,000 rpm,  if the TPS was still seeing idle I have to believe it would be very lean, when in fact it's the opposite, the car seems to get very rich like it would under boost, and that comes about just off idle.<BR>Ford.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||09-24-2002||08:20 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Wait a minute! Yes, all three of those are in the MAS, so start there. First, check to see if you're getting the 5 volts on pin 4, I believe. That would kill all three at once if its gone. Then, if there is no +5 volts, check pin 23 on the back of the ECU (thats where the 5 volts comes from). The problem is, that 5 volts also feed several other things, so I don't think the engine would run if the ECU wasn't putting out. So, I'm betting you've got a wiring or oxidized connector problem that is keeping the 5 volts from getting to the MAS. Try unplugging and plugging in the MAS plug a few times.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.8||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000928.cgi
A||||8||Hertz||Ready to cut my air can?||||1||
Z||000000||Hertz||09-24-2002||02:08 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Okay, here's the refresher:  I've got #858/2k, she has a 3" cat back to Magnaflow, new gaskets everywhere, new bolts everywhere, SS head studs, new belts, new plugs, new wires, new water pump, new alternator, K&N, boost gauge...  It is now a solid "like new" platform.<P>My air can is uncut.  Only the silencer has been removed (inner paper filter).  I've read everything I can find on the "free mods" and hacking the air can seems to be on the top of everyone's list.  I'm not so sure that I'm sold on any advantage of sucking in mass amounts of hot air from under the hood.<P>I'm wondering if there are any real gains, and is there is a better way to do it?  I was thinking about maybe a hybrid ram air/open air system.  (i.e., cut only the front-facing edge of the can or such).  Any ideas?  Should I save up and go straight for battery relocation and a Dejon Intake?<P>My next step, after getting air, is to install my MBC and shoot for 13-15psi.  This car is intended to be streetable, quiet, fast in that order.<P>Thanks in advance,<BR>-Ryan||67.37.237.71||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||09-24-2002||02:30 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Guaranteed too increase intake temps 30degrees or more <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Really, I think you should leave it uncut untill you can move the battery and put the filter where it should've been in the first place.  It's too far back to get fresh air inside the compartment with a cut can.  If you can get some kind of ducting to it, then you might be ok, but if not, you'll be running 120-130 degree intake temps.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||09-24-2002||05:09 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Just take the cover off. Put in a K@N and be done with it, the more air the better, your IC should be doing the rest of the work. If you want to take the time, yes like was stated take the battery to the back and use a 1g intake tract off a E/T/L, it is shorter and puts the filter off to the side like on the Talon's. Just make sure you take out the rubber protectors behind the lights and the "plug" on the pasengerside then more air will come in. As your moving air will circulate under the hood. The under hood temps. aren't really as bad as most think. I have no pipeing just the filter off the turbo, but when/as I was testing the IC I saw no shift from the temps. in fact the under hood temps got cooler as I went faster. I have been seeing about 66 degrees after the IC on my car with 80 degree outside temps. I have my IC "coolers" up front like a front mount.Without ICE mind you. Now to put this into perspective, I'm running a 1385cfm turbo and about 7-10psi as I have been tuning it, gradually bringing up boost. Yes I know as the boost increases so does the temps. But so much for the air to liquid not being a daily driver. Yet another myth disspelled  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">..... And the funny thing is I'm just running water and some tranny coolers to cool the water with. No water wetter yet, but for winter I will need to put in some antifreeze. Anyways just be happy  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||09-24-2002||07:55 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||my underhood temps went up from 85 to 130 the same day between driving, cutting the aircan and then driving around again.  Same outdoor temp, same driving conditions.  Have logs of it.  It might suck more air in, but I now have to add more fuel for it becuase it's hotter than hell.  The stock IC outlet and uip is hot to the touch.  There isn't much cooling being done by the tiny little thing.  30-50 increase in inlet temp is a big deal without a decent intercooler.<p>[This message has been edited by Dan D (edited 09-24-2002).]||128.46.97.114||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR4458||09-24-2002||09:24 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||When I put in my FMIC, I pulled the air can off and got virtually no hp gain for it.  The hood was open and a fan was blowing across the engine.  I imagine that with the hood closed, I'm going to be pulling in a bunch of hot air.  Although the IC may compensate, there was no hp gain anyways.  As for throttle response, that was much better.  I put the can back on and I will fab up some sort of cold air box or at least a partition to keep the hot stuff away.  Since he has that trick IC, perhaps Rob could toss something together for us, eh?<P>Eric||67.36.181.138||reg||1
Z||000005||blacksheep||09-24-2002||10:41 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Dont cut it, I datalogged my gvr4 vs my friend:<P>My air can is cut up - my intake temps was about 140 and sat there steady<P>his air can was not  - intake temps were about 100 and seemed to drop to about 90 at 60 mph. <P>Else, move the battery out of the way, place intake there and build a air box. This would be the besy way, IMHO<P>Hope this helps!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||09-25-2002||05:45 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Thanks for the input everyone.  I think I'll pursue moving the battery and fabbing an intake box.  I don't want to move the battery to the trunk (it's small enough back there -- need room for groceries) so I'll move it to the current air can location.  What's that called?  The Scott Evans tray?<P>Tomorrow I'll be visiting Bob in Chicago to check out his Dejon setup.  Thanks Bob!||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||09-25-2002||05:58 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Just for fun; take your passengerside's interior out in the trunk. Lots of room behind there. a battery can fit in there with a "homemade" tray easily, and if you wanted to you can cover the whole thing up so you can't even see it and run a switch to turn off and on the battery that is mounted in the black interior you took out to look behind. ||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000008||kartorium31||09-25-2002||09:08 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I tried to make a 3" intake today with no luck.  There isn't enough room with the stock setup to go 3 unless you make it slowly go into 3 from the turbo inlet because the fan and radiator hose get in the way.  I am planning on trying 2.5 tomorrow and running the pipe down by the ic pipe and up into the horn compartment area.  Nice little nook there for a filter.  I probably won't move the battery for a while.||12.18.161.132||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000929.cgi
A||N||2||mitsu13ishi||Does it fit?||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||09-24-2002||04:38 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||when a exhaust system says its for Eclipse 2WD 90-91? i'm talking about the flowmaster system in summit sport compact mag.  or any other systems that say Eclipse on optionsauto.com?<P>thanks<P>Derek||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-24-2002||04:47 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||No it won't fit. The OWD is diffrent then the AWD T/E/L, the bends and the exit are different but the AWD's have the same bends but the length is different. The Galant is about a foot or so longer. But the AWD downpipe will work from a T/E/L, so will the rest you will have to just put a pipe into it get the length.||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Hunter||09-24-2002||05:39 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||odd thought.. would getting a test pipe added onto where the cat is.. which usually bout a 1'  ?   would that work?||4.40.153.13||reg||5




ubb/Forum2/000930.cgi
A||||5||Bill||overheating||||1||
Z||000000||Bill||09-24-2002||06:40 PM||||My car only overheats at high boost(17-18 psi).  Replaced thermostat but no luck  Does weak alternator or battery causes overheating?  Any comments are wellcome.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||09-24-2002||08:13 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||What sort of condition is your radiator & coolant in?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||09-24-2002||08:13 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||do you have a FMIC? what thermostat are you using? Are your fans turning on? What are your mods?||63.52.127.190||reg||1
Z||000003||Bill||09-25-2002||10:12 AM||||Fan is ok but rad.?  I have stock intercool.<BR>Is it the two fan relays cause overheating prob.?  Does high speed fan works after ign. is off because mine does not work after ign. is off?||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||09-25-2002||10:37 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||If you are running stock equipment then 17-18 psi is too much boost anyway. Fans: one is AC and the other is temp dependant.  When AC is on then that fan will kick on.  I don't believe they run after ignition is off.<BR>Mine never do.  Turn your boost down to 14-15 and see what that does. If you still see high temps then you probably have cooling system issue: i.e. thermostat, clog, etc.||167.142.22.252||reg||1
Z||000005||Bill||09-25-2002||10:57 AM||||I never had overheating probs. even running 20psi.  Gauge goes up 3/4 ways up after running 13-15 psi.  Do you think that those 2 fan relays cause overheating prob.  I know that my hi fan does not work reg.  ||152.163.188.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000931.cgi
A||||0||mikey||sluggish performance||||1||
Z||000000||mikey||09-24-2002||07:19 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Huh this weekend my car ran pretty good, at least as good as it's ever been to me, weird I thought, but who cares?! Why ask?  Just enjoy!...but then yesterday it started to lose boost and I could only get 8psi and felt sluggish again.  So I opened up the hood and found out that the thingy on my MBC that adjusts had loosened up and fell off somewhere! Strange, my car felt peppy right before the dial fell off.  Any suggestion as to why it felt like that?  Now I have to get another MBC!?!?||65.31.245.163||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000932.cgi
A||N||17||blacksheep||New FPR by aeromotive fpr and stevetek fuel system mod....||||5||
Z||000000||blacksheep||09-24-2002||10:37 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com|| <A HREF="http://216.242.145.16/products/product.phtml?p=10" TARGET=_blank>http://216.242.145.16/products/product.phtml?p=10</A> <P>Check it out, the 6AN should work well, instead of the 10AN's on the other fpr they sell, I would think. Would this be enuf for our cars or should one go with the bigger fpr?<P>Concerning the stevetek mod, I thought the main issue with our fuel feed line, not the rail itself? So, is it the feed line, rail or both? Why not just use a 6AN connector instead of the 8 AN? What am I missing ?<P>Also, does everyone mount the fpr on the firewall does it mount to the end of the fuel rail? Pics would be cool to check out<P>Couldnt I just use a 6AN or 10AN ( depending on which fpr I go with) on the end of the rail and connect the FPR directly? Save spending loot on the line and fittings, I suppose.<P>Sorry for all the questions. This stuff has got me to think..really hard  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||12.216.36.127||reg||5
Z||000001||Telecaster||09-25-2002||12:40 AM||telecastr@email.com||Cool, i was looking to buying FPR also. What are also alternative FPRs that GVR4s use that are direct bolt-on's?||216.175.86.187||reg||1
Z||000002||JerryRedGSX||09-25-2002||02:04 AM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||I also heard that the stock fpr's from non-turbo cars (1g DSM's as well) allow higher base pressure....I think 46psi vs. 32psi stock.||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000003||SnoBlind||09-25-2002||07:33 AM||modularv8@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JerryRedGSX:<BR><B>I also heard that the stock fpr's from non-turbo cars (1g DSM's as well) allow higher base pressure....I think 46psi vs. 32psi stock.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That's not the problem that is being addressed by adding an aftermarket FPR.  The issue is actually lowering the fuel presure to a sane level.<P>KC do the 6AN lines.  With  your rewired pump and SS fuel lines you will be flowing a TON of fuel.  Unless you are planning on going over 500 at the wheels, 6AN will be plenty.<P>||65.203.84.131||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||09-25-2002||09:09 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Cool, 6 AN lines (much cheaper) it is then, but how do I setup the fpr?<P>Harry - you must have pics, your chance to post them  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||09-25-2002||09:53 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i like the spoolinup fpr, bolts right on to the fuel rail in the stock location, NO modifications needed, and adjusts up AND down.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||09-25-2002||10:49 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>Cool, 6 AN lines (much cheaper) it is then, but how do I setup the fpr?<P>Harry - you must have pics, your chance to post them   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Thanks!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine.jpg</A> <P>There are more on this site too.<P>||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000007||blacksheep||09-25-2002||11:06 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Harry<P>Thanks a lot. <P>I can see that you blocked one of the inlet of the FPR. <P>Not quite sure what you did with the fuel rail, though. There is a 'L' fitting on it that seems to then have a fitting with 10AN line(?) go to the other fitting on the FPR.<BR>The bottom of the the FPR is the 6An return line, correct?<P>Just trying to figure this out...<P>Couple more questions on your setup:<P>1) Is your fuel rail HPC coated?<P>2) How does the 3" IC pipe work with the throttle body flange? I thought the TB flange opening was 2.5 inches? <P><BR>Thanks again.<P> ||207.108.41.190||reg||5
Z||000008||galantvr4us||09-25-2002||01:01 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<P>Check it out, the 6AN should work well, instead of the 10AN's on the other fpr they sell, I would think. Would this be enuf for our cars or should one go with the bigger fpr?<P>Concerning the stevetek mod, I thought the main issue with our fuel feed line, not the rail itself? So, is it the feed line, rail or both? Why not just use a 6AN connector instead of the 8 AN? What am I missing ?<P>Also, does everyone mount the fpr on the firewall does it mount to the end of the fuel rail? Pics would be cool to check out<P>Couldnt I just use a 6AN or 10AN ( depending on which fpr I go with) on the end of the rail and connect the FPR directly? Save spending loot on the line and fittings, I suppose.<P>Sorry for all the questions. This stuff has got me to think..really hard   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>[/B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The difference between a -6 and a -10 in/out on a fpr is only that the -10 is for -10 fittings and same for the -6 the regulators will flow the EXATE same.  I have mine a little different but I don't know if I suggest people to do it this way-I had free hose so I used it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> and my line is -10 way to big -6 will flow for 1000cc injectors again only hose I had and it was free.  <P>I guess you could just attach the fpr to the fuel rail but have heard of the strain that it puts on the rail and the welds from the fittings crack but some people have been fine with doing it that way-only thing I might suggest is if you are going to do it this way make sure you have a strong weld.  here is a picture of mine- Note this set up is old and the engine is totally redone also<BR> <A HREF="http://www.fluidcontrol.net/pages/gallery.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.fluidcontrol.net/pages/gallery.html</A> <P>katie||24.207.240.176||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||09-25-2002||02:22 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||KC,<P>My fuel rail is painted black. The FPR is mounted to the firewall because it was different at the time. Everyone elses was mounted to the rail.<P>You will also notice that I am feededn he rail opposite from stock. <P>The rail flange ends were cut off and -8 ends were welded on. (I had a -8 to -8 cut in half)<P>The elbow you see in just a -8 to -8 90.<P>The return is -6 only to make it easier to work with my custom cell.<P>There is also a FP gauge on the FPR along with a FP isolator. this allows me to run a true mechanical FP gauge in the car.<P>Harry<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||blacksheep||09-25-2002||03:28 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Thanks, Harry. Any reason why you have the fuel rail feed the other way around? Your fuel filter is probably in the rear, I assume rather than under the hood...<P>Now, talk to me about the 3" IC pipe and the TB flange, did you have to run a reducer of some sort or had a flange made for the 3 inch pipe?<P>Thanks a lot, Harry. To get to see what others have done and why makes a big difference and saves a lot of headaches...||207.108.41.190||reg||7
Z||000011||number3||09-25-2002||06:50 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_fuelpump.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_fuelpump.jpg</A> <P>I have a -10 Paxton replaceble element fuel filter right before and right after the fuel pump.<P>No real reason to me swithing the end in which the fuel rail was feed. It just worked out better this way for me.<P>The 3" IC pipe tapers down to 2.5" very gradual taper. <P>Ralph, the guy who cut, rolled and welded it out of Aluminum for me is a true craftsman. I drew out what I thought would be next to impossible to create and there it was in the flesh.<P>Glad to help.<P>Hey have you seen super troopers yet?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Harry<P><BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000012||blacksheep||09-25-2002||09:57 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Why, is there a guy from India or something in it?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>Seems like I saw a guy on NBC last evening in some show who looked like Nate.. ||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000013||number3||09-26-2002||12:34 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>Why, is there a guy from India or something in it?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>It one of those things you have to see for yourself.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000014||Hertz||09-26-2002||05:33 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||From what I think I understand in the Stevetek paper is that running your rail backwards would give meow the leanest flow in the #1 cylinder -- a good thing if meow tapped #1 for your EGT.<P>Also what I guess I'm starting to realize is that going crazy on a super-high pressure fuel pump is almost pointless without upgrading the lines and the fuel rail (ala Stevetek).<BR>||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000015||GVR1643||09-26-2002||05:57 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||LMAO!!!  Meow.<BR>OFF TOPIC:  dumbest movie I've seen in years - but had some freakin hilarious parts:-) <BR>KC - yeah, there's some guy like that in there...<BR>BTW, Hertz, you only got Meow in there twice. Meow I've beat you with three! :-P<BR>||167.142.21.252||reg||10
Z||000016||Kibo||09-26-2002||11:24 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||Actually, I think the theory is that leanest flow would occur in the #1 cylinder when the fuel rail is run in the normal (forward?) direction, since it is after the pressure drops from the three other injectors...<P>I have no idea what this Meow stuff is about.  I hate being out of the loop!  Must have something to do with the movie...?<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000017||Hertz||10-17-2002||11:36 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I thought I'd dredge up this thread since I ran across this:<P> <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org/archives/1999/09/19990922.txt/24.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsm.org/archives/1999/09/19990922.txt/24.html</A>   Jon @ TRE talking about tapping the #2 runner for an EGT probe.<P>I've purchased a VDO EGT gauge (coming soon) and I wonder if anyone has any comments on the tapping #2 as opposed to #1.  I am not planning to tune my car to the ragged edge and I want to be safe first and fast second.<P>Also, TRE sells an EGT probe -- should I consider not using the VDO probe?  (on <A HREF="http://www.teamrip.com/pricing.html" TARGET=_blank>this link, half way down</A>.)  What about SS braided probe wire?||65.43.123.114||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000933.cgi
A||||45||JerryRedGSX||GVR4 springs vs. 1g DSM springs||||1||
Z||000000||JerryRedGSX||09-25-2002||02:02 AM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||Anybody know the stock spring rates for the 1g DSM's vs. the GVR4's? I know the Galants have longer springs so I was thinking of using my 1g stock springs as "lowering" springs, but only if the spring rates are similar. I know I can go with H&R, but I hear their springs sag and Eibach doesn't make Pro-Kit springs for GVR4's anymore. Also, anybody know what the offset for the stock 15" GVR4 wheels are? I think the wheels are 6" wide so I'm guessing close to the 1g stock wheels...like +46mm offset?<BR> <P>||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-25-2002||03:08 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I have not changed stock springs yet, but I've read that whiteline is the one of the few, if not the only that make the right springs for the GVR4.  The rear hight is different from a TEL.  TEL springs might work, but I think the rear will ride too low.  I'm sure someone else will post much better info, but if I were going to get springs, I would get whiteline for sure.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||09-25-2002||04:23 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Jerry I posted alot of suspension info that has some answers for you not that long ago. If you do a search for posts from me on the board you will see alot of the info I have gathered.<BR>Rich<BR>||65.139.50.3||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||09-25-2002||09:58 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the problem is also the shocks.  you cannot get shocks made for the galant.  the overall length, compression and rebound, are not made for galant.  front strut spring perch on the galant is higher than the tel, also, overall length is longer.  on the rear, it is even more pronounced.  i would think that if you are going to put tel shocks on the galant, then you may want to use tel springs.  AND, the spring rates and lengths are different awd and fwd, too.  the konis are shorter than the kyb's, which are shorter than the galant oem's.  there are several postings about the different spring rates AND lengths.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||Bill||09-25-2002||10:29 AM||||1G DSM- 146(F)&140(R)lb./in.<BR>Gvr4- 134(F)&112(R) lb./in.<BR>I think that you cannot use TEL springs on Gvr4 due to diff. corner weights.  Fitment might be same but you will def. get spongy ride with TEL springs just like progressive springs.  ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||JerryRedGSX||09-26-2002||01:18 AM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||Thanks for the replies guys.  Bill, if the spring rates you posted for the DSM springs are higher than that for the GVR4, how would that equal a spongy ride?  I would think it would make it a little stiffer no?||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000006||Hunter||09-26-2002||01:24 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||intrax made springs for the vr4, wether they still do or not? dunno, they're suppose to lower it .75  or an inch.  i'd go with the whitelines  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> more spring rate options||167.88.200.30||reg||1
Z||000007||mitsuman022||09-26-2002||01:30 AM||riceboi022@aol.com||I had T/E/L spings on my galant b-4 and they lowered the rear way to low. The spring rates are higher in our gvr4's because of the extra weight in the rear (ie extra doors and sheet metal), the fronts are also different but not by much. I wish I could give you specs but I can't. I got my info and help from ground control. I was going to buy coilovers from some guy, cheep but he had an eclipse awd and after i talked to ground control I got the galant ones. I double checked my sources with Intrax. So basically you can use the front spings but not the rear ones. And the pirch thing is for the rear shocks only. The rear shocks in a fwd car have a lower spring perch than the awd ones. Its to acomidate the rear drive shaft. Hope this helps.||4.65.79.137||reg||10
Z||000008||JerryRedGSX||09-26-2002||01:43 AM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||See...but that's what I thought...that the spring rates would be higher on the GVR4, but according to Bill and MPREZYAVR4, the rates in the TEL springs are higher.  I realize that the stock rear springs in a GVR4 are longer...which is why my car has that "propped up" look.  That's why I think bringing the rear down may look a little better.  Can anybody who has/had the TEL springs with stock struts tell me how it rode/handled?  The handling isn't bad now...but it can be a little better.  The only reason I'm asking about the TEL springs is because I have my stock GSX springs in my basement and I'm too cheap (and poor) right now to buy a real set of GVR4 springs.  I figure if they work, why not use the springs I have laying around?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000009||1quickvr4||09-26-2002||10:12 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I use them on my car, It sits fine. A couple of members have seen it if they would like to chime in.......<P>Zach||65.56.122.174||reg||1
Z||000010||Bill||09-26-2002||01:06 PM||||Above figures are correct according to Galant manual.  Gvr4 and TEL springs are totally diff. design.  The TEL coils are much further apart compare to gvr4 but same thickness of coils and diff.# of coils as well as diff. height.  I think that Gvr4 springs are much more stiffer than TEL springs despite the fact TEl springs having 10% higher rate but they have diff design. I think that shocks made the greatest diff. in terms of handling and ride for me.  I have revalved Koni adjustable shocks incld. rear adjustment, stock springs on Gvr4 strut mount and it does ride very close to BMWs. with similar in handling categ. ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||09-26-2002||02:24 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||guys, look at the specs.  the galant springs are longer and softer than the gsx.  the gsx springs are different from the fwd.  jeez, look at the specs.  intrax or ground control is full of shit.  also, you are all ignoring the fact that the shocks out there are all for the tel.  that means shorter overall length, and different compression/rebound.  if you take the galant spring, and put it in the tel shock, you compress it MORE than it was designed for, thus INCREASING the preload, and CHANGING the compression/rebound characteristics.  and, the front strut lower spring perch is HIGHER off of the ground than the tel.  and the rear spring is like 2" longer.  now, the stock compression/rebound is higher than the gsx.  if you put the stock springs on tel shocks, of course the dampening will be different.  and the ride height.  i would think that the best way to start, is to use stock gsx springs on whatever aftermarket shocks, and go from there.  if you want more height, shim up the rear.||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000012||Bill||09-26-2002||03:37 PM||||If you install koni/TEL strut/gvr4 springs-it rides very stiff.  How do you explain this Ken?  If you install koni/gvr4 strut/TEL springs-it rides mushy.  What do you think about this?  ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000013||john#901||09-26-2002||04:28 PM||jjnoak27@aol.com||Hey Jerry great to hear your car is running.  You have seen my Gvr4 before, it handles well with H&R and AGX combo on smooth roads.  The 16"x7.5" and 205/55 rubber also helps.  However the front sits 1/2" too low because of 1g DSM struts and you can feel the bumps when the road gets rough.  The rear sits up higher for the raked look and works well.  I have been tempted to install 1g DSM front springs to bring the front up a little for a better ride.  Try the 1g DSM spring with AGX or Koni and leave the rear Gvr4 spring in place with new shocks.  The rear 1g DSM spring should work but sits too low for some.  This should give you a good ride/handling combo for NY roads.  I doubt H&R are still available for our cars but Whiteline is available through Mofugas.  Check out Paul's car in Yonkers he uses Whiteline/AGX combo and his car rides nice.  Contact me if you want to check out my H&R/AGX set up.  Maybe we should compare all of our different setups including Bill's Konis. <P>John N.<BR>901/1k w/72k||163.151.0.253||reg||1
Z||000014||ken inn||09-26-2002||05:23 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Bill:<BR><B>If you install koni/TEL strut/gvr4 springs-it rides very stiff.  How do you explain this Ken? <BR>simple.  you have preloaded it TOO MUCH.  because the springs are longer, you are compressing them to get them into the strut.  springs are rated in like lbs per inch, in other words, if the spring is rated at 100, it takes 100 lbs to compress it 1 inch.  add another 100 lbs, it compresses 2 inch.  so, if you compress the spring 3 inches, it acts like you have preloaded it 300 lbs, so to make it compress 1 inch, now you need 400 lbs.  AND, because now it is preloaded a lot, it affects your rebound.  instead of it rebounding the first inch at 100 lbs, now that first inch is 400 lbs, so it comes slamming back, a lot faster, and the whole thing feels too stiff.<P> If you install koni/gvr4 strut/TEL springs-it rides mushy.  What do you think about this?  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>this one i have a hard time with.  if you are saying that koni struts and gsx springs make the car mushy, as compared to what?  stock suspension?  i dont think so.  i am currently running koni yellows with gsx springs front, and stock springs rear, and the ride is firmer than stock, but not near as harsh as with the kyb gr2.<P>suspension is VERY personal.  right now, afaik, tein is the ONLY people making suspension for the galant e39a.  the rest are all for tel.  if the two suspensions were the same, then tein would list them for both cars.  actually, bilstein also makest them for the e39, but you will play hell to get them.<P>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000015||Bill||09-26-2002||06:48 PM||||You can purchase Bilstein shocks for Gvr4 thru Bilstein-NA thru conneticut office from Scott and I think that they still have 7 sets<BR>left over as of 2002.  The part# are B46-1261& R30-5016.  ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000016||Hunter||09-27-2002||01:25 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||Bill, i'm being a lazy butt, u get a pricing on those suckers?||167.88.200.30||reg||12
Z||000017||Martin Tolentino||09-27-2002||09:38 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Ken is right they are different. I just swapped my GC and GAB shock spring combo from a fwd laser to the vr-4. Here are some pix of the rear. Rotal PITA to do. One thig I have to do to the rears shocks is get a custom spacer built to level it out. The rear of the laser is at full lockup.<BR> <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/eyelet.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/eyelet.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/gc_at%20max.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/gc_at%20max.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/rear.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/rear.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/side.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/side.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/sidebyside.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/sidebyside.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/spring.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/spring.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/tacoma_rear.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/tacoma_rear.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/tacoma_rear.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/tacoma_rear.JPG</A> <BR>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000018||Bill||09-27-2002||10:35 AM||||If you use koni/TEL strut housing/Gvr4 springs then it is same as not having any preload due to TEL having lower spring perch.  Rod length for TEL&Gvr4 differs by<BR>less than 1/4 in. or less so that preload issue does not matter.  Above setup still rides stiff and harsh.  I think Bilsteins are<BR>around $450 and I believe damping rate is for much more higher spring rate than oem rate.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000019||ken inn||09-27-2002||11:32 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Bill:<BR><B>If you use koni/TEL strut housing/Gvr4 springs then it is same as not having any preload due to TEL having lower spring perch.  Rod length for TEL&Gvr4 differs by<BR>less than 1/4 in. or less so that preload issue does not matter.  Above setup still rides stiff and harsh.  I think Bilsteins are<BR>around $450 and I believe damping rate is for much more higher spring rate than oem rate.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>not correct.  the STOCK galant strut is overall LONGER than the kby gr2, which is LONGER than the overall length of the koni, mounted in the galant strut.  mounting the koni yellow in the gsx strut will only get the spring perch about 1/2" lower, but again, the spring rates are different.  so, here lies the problem.  do you use the galant strut tubes, or the gsx strut tubes?  dunno about you, but taking the konis in and out of strut tubes is not to my liking, and kinda difficult, too.  <BR>     like i said, suspension is very personal.  i had the bilsteins on my car for 2 years, with stock springs.  they were exactly like the tokicos on my mazda 323gtx.  a hell of a lot stiffer than stock, but i would rather have them on than the stock ones.  i eventually grew tired of them, and replaced them with the kyb gr2.  when howard came over, he drove the car with the bilsteins on, and liked them.  he has also removed them, and now has the agx. i still think the gr2 is harsh, but overall, a lot better riding than the bilsteins.  for now, koni in galant tubes, with gsx springs on front, and koni with galant springs on the rear gives me a fine ride, and very good handling.  nowhere near the teins, but like i say, suspension is personal. <BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000020||turboflanagan||09-27-2002||01:29 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I got those Teins from Ken and even with the _CRAPPY_ Remington (don't ask me) tires on the car it handles Great!  No sway bars or other mods to the suspension yet and it corners wonderfully.  General ride on the softest of 16 settings is tolerable, but you will long for smooth roads.  I havent had rides in cars with any of the other setups and would like to, but I hope to autocross the VR4 some next year and the Teins should be great for that.||64.63.209.86||reg||1
Z||000021||ken inn||09-27-2002||03:30 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turboflanagan:<BR><B>I got those Teins from Ken and even with the _CRAPPY_ Remington (don't ask me) tires on the car it handles Great!  No sway bars or other mods to the suspension yet and it corners wonderfully.  General ride on the softest of 16 settings is tolerable, but you will long for smooth roads.  I havent had rides in cars with any of the other setups and would like to, but I hope to autocross the VR4 some next year and the Teins should be great for that.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>REMINGTON TIRES?  sheesh!  i have michelin pilots, not a great tire, but remingtons?  you REALLY need tires.  btw, if you ever put sway bars on that thing, and camber bushings, it will REALLY handle.<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000022||ken inn||09-27-2002||06:42 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||be advised that if you do buy bilsteins, they come with NO WARRANTY.  if they break, or do not fit, they are yours.  AND, there has been a slight price increase.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000023||GVR4_1221||09-27-2002||07:23 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||Have you considered going with coil overs? There is a company in Sunny California you may want to just take a peek at their products. Here is the address.  <A HREF="http://www.ground-control.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ground-control.com/</A> <p>[This message has been edited by GVR4_1221 (edited 09-28-2002).]||64.66.196.134||reg||1
Z||000024||Hunter||09-27-2002||10:21 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||was wondering bout that. get the Ground Control perch setup, with Whiteline springs, and AGX shocks... wonder if that Ground Control coil-over piece will work with other springs? thoughts?||167.88.200.30||reg||5
Z||000025||JerryRedGSX||09-27-2002||10:44 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||I think you need the GC springs for the coilover setup.  Anyway...I only asked about using GSX springs because I drive on NYC's crappy roads and would like to keep a decent ride quality while lowering the car slightly.  I have a friend that used TEL *LOWERING* springs on his car and the thing was on the floor.  He eventually took it off after all our recommendations cause the thing was way too low.  That's why I figure the stock GSX springs should be a nice compromise.  If I do go that route, it's gonna be the stock struts with TEL springs.  I'll let you guys know how it goes.  Once again, thanks for the replies....this is great info incase I ever do go crazy with modding this car.||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000026||turbowop||09-27-2002||11:05 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Here is how the gvr4 sits with t/e/l awd Eibach sportlines. Right on top of the tires. This is on the stock shocks which makes ride quality suck ass, but agx's are on the way. I imagine with the new shock it should ride well. The front struts have been replaced with aftermarket stockers from Les Schwab, which means that they may be actually for a gsx. But this is how the ride height turned out on my car after using these springs.<P>Mark<BR>1051<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid20/p67a05c0c8de08de41a63444b72aab197/fdbe0310.jpg"> ||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000027||Hertz||09-27-2002||11:40 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Are those 18" wheels??||65.43.112.188||reg||1
Z||000028||turbowop||09-27-2002||11:52 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||yup<P>mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000029||Invader||10-02-2002||02:35 AM||jconroy@edison.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JerryRedGSX:<BR><B>See...but that's what I thought...that the spring rates would be higher on the GVR4, but according to Bill and MPREZYAVR4, the rates in the TEL springs are higher.  I realize that the stock rear springs in a GVR4 are longer...which is why my car has that "propped up" look.  That's why I think bringing the rear down may look a little better.  Can anybody who has/had the TEL springs with stock struts tell me how it rode/handled?  The handling isn't bad now...but it can be a little better.  The only reason I'm asking about the TEL springs is because I have my stock GSX springs in my basement and I'm too cheap (and poor) right now to buy a real set of GVR4 springs.  I figure if they work, why not use the springs I have laying around?    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I just yanked the stock springs/struts out of my '90 AWD and threw them into my GVR4 last week.  I gotta say I *love* them...stiffer, but not too stiff.  She's much more fun to drive...  The rear is lower, now...but nothing outrageous.  In fact, I'll probably end up lowering the front around 1.5" to match.<P>I just grabbed the entire strut/spring assembly out the DSM and moved them over...took no time at all.  Is there any reason I shouldn't have done this?  <P>I was thinking about going to KYB GR2's all the way around and a set of Whiteline 1" lowering springs in the front (with the stock 1G AWD spring in the rear).  Would this sound like a decent combo or should I be changing the rear spring out to match?  How much would this combo change the way the car sits now?  Any negative handling associated to the fact I would have mismatched springs?<P>I was planning on swapping the rear swaybar out, too...to help a little with the horrible understeer my GVR4 currently has.||68.84.243.62||reg||1
Z||000030||Martin Tolentino||10-02-2002||09:36 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||I got the spacers built for my suspension swapout fwd/awd and it works, here's some pix. <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Oct02_01.JPGhttp://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Oct02_02.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Oct02_01.JPGhttp://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Oct02_02.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Oct02_03.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Oct02_03.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Oct02_04.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Oct02_04.JPG</A> <P>As for spring rates I'm going for 450 lbs front and 350 lbs in the rear, spring length 8". Shocks are GAB 4-way front, 8-way rear with front adjustable caster/camber ground control plates with adj. ground control springs.   This selecton should be<BR>good for autocross, road racing and 1/4 mile ect... someone correct me if I'm wrong.<BR>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000031||Martin Tolentino||10-02-2002||09:49 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||corrected links for pix <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Oct02_01.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Oct02_01.JPG</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Oct02_02.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Oct02_02.JPG</A> ||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000032||bob in chicago||10-02-2002||10:03 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||In my opinion, Martin's high lb/inch rates will be very good at the track but not very streetable. <P>I've had a comfortable 100K+ miles of everyday driving (including over 12 hours at speed at road tracks) with this coilover set-up using much softer rates: 12"x250lb/inch on GAB struts in front; 12"x175 lb/inch on AGXs rear. <P>Here's the generally held theory: the bump-steer and camber change inherent in the GVR-4 suspension design does require you to limit suspension travel- at the track - by using very high spring rates. This problem persists inspite of shock choice. High rates keep the suspension moving in the narrow range where your alignment is optimal.  Unfortunately, those rates will be too hard for everyday street driving, especially with 2-3 passengers. It's all compromise, compromise, compromise along this range of choices.<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 10-02-2002).]||24.148.46.217||reg||1
Z||000033||Martin Tolentino||10-02-2002||10:13 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Bob,<BR>   It's going to be a track car only and long term project car. Bought a toyota tacoma for towing it around. Any idea on what spring rates people are running on their vr-4s?  ||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000034||GVR4_1221||10-02-2002||11:38 AM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||Maybe someone at <A HREF="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/dsm-autox/" TARGET=_blank>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/dsm-autox/</A>   could advise you further on what works for their car.||64.66.203.114||reg||1
Z||000035||mofugas||10-03-2002||09:00 PM||rob@mofugas.com||I have some spread sheets set up for the Galant that will give you ride heights, natural frequencies, etc for different springs.  For the TEL springs, I will need the free spring height before I can tell you how the car "should" sit with these.<P>In addition, I have another spread sheet that I can use to match shocks and springs...so if you guys want some numbers, give 'em to me :-)||206.71.120.1||reg||4
Z||000036||mofugas||10-04-2002||06:33 AM||rob@mofugas.com||Okay, I found the specs for the 1G springs:<P>Front AT: 146 lbs/in, 13.1 in tall<BR>Front MT: 146 lbs/in, 12.9 in tall<BR>Rears: 140 lbs/in, 13.1 in tall<P>With these numbers here are the calculated drops:<P>Front with AT springs: 0.6"<BR>Front with MT springs: 0.8"<BR>Rear: 0.8"<P>So, they "should" work :-)||206.71.120.1||reg||1
Z||000037||JerryRedGSX||10-04-2002||10:46 AM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||Mofugas (Rob, I'm assuming)...are those figures using the GVR4 struts?  If so, the drop is perfect for me...wonder how it'll feel.<P>1quickvr4, since you have them, how do they ride?  Any stiffer than stock?  Are you using the stock GVR4 struts?<P>So from the above info, I'm assuming using the TEL spring AND strut combo in the rear is what lowers the rear too much?  How bout if I use the TEL spring/strut in front and TEL spring/GVR4 strut in the rear?  That should keep it pretty level right?<P>Sheesh...I'm about to give in and just get a set of Tein HA's....we had a Tein representative at the shop the other day demonstrating the EDFC (Electronic Dampening Force Controller?).  Sick product...gives you electronic control of their coilovers from inside the car and you can set 3 memory presets (street, highway, track).  It uses servo motors on the tops of the shock and can also go from 16 way adjustable to 32 way.  Too bad there's no hood clearance in our cars for it  (DAMN!).  Can anybody make a fiberglass hood with little shock tower bulges like on the 3kgt?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by JerryRedGSX (edited 10-04-2002).]||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000038||16GVR4||10-05-2002||01:01 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Hi Martin:<P>Where did you go to get the spacers made ?<BR>I'd like to raise the front of my car by about .5" or so..<P>I'm in San Jose, CA.. maybe you can ask your shop to make some more, and I can buy it from you ?||66.126.169.103||reg||1
Z||000039||Martin Tolentino||10-05-2002||01:23 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||I just dropped by a local metal supply place and went through their cut off parts bins.<BR>Then asked where locally, I could get round stock machined out to make some spacers. Brought the top of the strut in with the hunks of round stock aluminum. Made a drawing on what I wanted on a napkin and they did it in a couple of days.<BR>Cost 55 to machine it out. He said he nornally doesen't do this. They work off drawings and make parts for medical equipment with short small production runs.<BR>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000040||Martin Tolentino||10-05-2002||12:47 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||You may also should try some 1/2" wheel spacers from pep boys or auto parts store.<BR>Already made if your only lifting 1/2".<BR>Just drill out an extra hole or two.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.allprooffroad.com/wspacer.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.allprooffroad.com/wspacer.html</A> ||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000041||SPEEDFIEND||10-05-2002||01:24 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Turbowop, what's the width and offset on those rims?  Also what size tire are you running?  I was wondering if you could fit 18's on these cars.  Kris ||206.214.56.170||reg||10
Z||000042||turbowop||10-05-2002||11:55 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by SPEEDFIEND:<BR><B>Turbowop, what's the width and offset on those rims?  Also what size tire are you running?  I was wondering if you could fit 18's on these cars.  Kris </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>They are 18x7.5 with a 42mm offset. I am running 225/35zr18's on them. Most 18" wheels have the 42mm offset. It is pretty standard. I am waiting for my new Centerline RPM's to come in and they have all the same dimensions as the wheels that are on there now. Next time I buy tires though I am going up in size to a 225/40zr18. They should fit and give the rim a little more protection. <P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||198.81.21.164||reg||1
Z||000043||SPEEDFIEND||10-06-2002||10:36 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Thanks for the info.  They look sweet.  Later man, Kris||206.214.56.1||reg||10
Z||000044||199of2k||10-10-2002||01:22 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Maybe we should put this in the faq section.......||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000045||91 #680||11-07-2002||09:23 PM||detsss@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Invader:<BR><B> I just yanked the stock springs/struts out of my '90 AWD and threw them into my GVR4 last week.  I gotta say I *love* them...stiffer, but not too stiff.  She's much more fun to drive...  The rear is lower, now...but nothing outrageous.  In fact, I'll probably end up lowering the front around 1.5" to match.<P>I just grabbed the entire strut/spring assembly out the DSM and moved them over...took no time at all.  Is there any reason I shouldn't have done this?  <P>I was thinking about going to KYB GR2's all the way around and a set of Whiteline 1" lowering springs in the front (with the stock 1G AWD spring in the rear).  Would this sound like a decent combo or should I be changing the rear spring out to match?  How much would this combo change the way the car sits now?  Any negative handling associated to the fact I would have mismatched springs?<P>I was planning on swapping the rear swaybar out, too...to help a little with the horrible understeer my GVR4 currently has.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>were the springs/struts from a GSX or from a<BR> Talon...does it matter?....this seems like a very cheap route because I have very little cash and I'm looking for a very cheap suspension setup that will give me a stiffer ride and lower the car an inch or 2, also my drivers side strut is blown so I need to get something quickly....sorry for this newb question.  Later||68.7.184.83||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000934.cgi
A||||6||DeanCouchey||My car chokes on the corners =-o||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-25-2002||12:05 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||OK so I know my turbo is probably on its way out. At first it was hesitating when I got to about 3500 RPM, but now when I go around a corner on the gas it will hesitate. feels like i am hitting feul cut when it happens. Granted I only had1/8 tank of gas but, but I was thinking maybe the turbo shaft is wobbling so much it will make it misfire.... Any help so my baby can survive until her new engine comes through???||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||09-25-2002||12:11 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Very common for our cars to stutter when turning hard and you are low on gas.  So yeah, you are hitting fuel cut.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>Just have to keep more gas in the tank.<p>[This message has been edited by JonGVR4 (edited 09-25-2002).]||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-25-2002||01:26 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||wanna send me some gas money Jon?????||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||09-25-2002||03:52 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Has to do with the location of the fuel pickup in the tank.  Turbos on their way out don't really cause hesitation.  Does the car pour oil smoke out the exhaust under boost?||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||09-26-2002||08:55 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||the only time I see smoke is when I am at like 6000 RPMs and it isnt like it pours it out really, but i can see smoke.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||09-26-2002||06:43 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||If the shaft seals on the turbo are shot, then it will really spew smoke.  It will usually get much worse fast too.  The hesitation is probably from something else, plugs, wires, boost leak, ect ect.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||09-27-2002||08:54 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Geez dan whewre were in last November wqhen my car lost its Tranny in Indy?????? I live in NY.... so I was a ways from home too!||24.58.146.89||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000935.cgi
A||||8||Doc_Seuss||boost on 14b?||||1||
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||09-25-2002||03:17 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||well the money i just soent on the gvr4 leaves me fairly poor.  i should have enough fopr basic stuff. intake,mbc gauges etc..<P>what should i tyr to set the boost to?<P>dave||128.153.154.254||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-25-2002||03:25 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Provided you have the fuel support, 15-18psi will be fine IMO for a daily driver with a 14b.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||09-25-2002||05:41 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I've seen effeciency charts for the 14b somewhere -- isn't 15psi (on stock parts) right in the "sweet spot"?||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||09-25-2002||06:08 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||If there is no fuel control or injectors I personally would not run 15psi. But that's just me. Have I done it yes, did I have problems, umm well no. But then again it's not my car. Fuel pump IMO should be the first to go after when starting, followed by the IC and higher boost, and then the hacking of the MAS or 2g MAS ect,ect. But I'm sure NOONE here wants to here TeamDucktape's 10 Steps to Modding  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||09-25-2002||10:28 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||SO, not to hijack this thread, but I'm wondering if I should hold off on raising my boost until I at least rewire the stock pump.  THEN figure out my intake and finally raise my boost.<P>Hmm.. perhaps I should just pry out the restrictor in the BCS for some instant gratification.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>When should datalogging come into play?  ASAP?  I've got a junky PalmIII that's just dying to... well.. just dying.||68.22.98.208||reg||14
Z||000005||1quickvr4||09-27-2002||05:33 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I say 18-19 pounds, But thats with a front mount,550s, and a 255 Duck pump.<P><BR>Zach||64.157.119.179||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||09-28-2002||01:14 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hertz: what part of chicago are you from.....its kinda nice to know someone else has a gvr4 around here.||63.62.130.199||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||09-28-2002||02:55 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||3400W x 2600N.  "Bob in Chicago" also happens to live in Chicago.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>I've decided that my next projects will be:<BR>1) relocate battery,<BR>2) rewire/replace fuel pump (something quiet),<BR>3) install MBC and dial in about 15psi,<BR>4) build a cold air intake w/ Dejon pipes<P>I'd like to save up for a FMIC, but at that point I should probably adress the undercarriage (suspension, tires)...||65.43.118.14||reg||1
Z||000008||Doc_Seuss||09-28-2002||11:01 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||would i be safe turning it up to 12-13psi with just intake? im still waiting on exhaust<P>dave||66.67.42.109||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000936.cgi
A||||7||GVR4_1221||Billet 7000 Aluminum or EVO III  TRE shift forks||||5||
Z||000000||GVR4_1221||09-25-2002||04:49 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||Which would you rather have in your rebuilt transmission? BM Billet 7000 series Aircraft Aluminum or TRE spec EVO III shift forks? The price is within $30.00 of each other for the set. And what would you consider the minimun modifications to make to the transmission for a engine that will top at about 300 horsepower. Do the cast iron shift rails ends ever break under normal useage? TIA Matt||64.66.207.40||reg||5
Z||000001||teet||09-25-2002||08:43 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||If the TRE shift forks are the ones with nylon pads...I would DEFINITELY avoid those.<P>they are not designed to fit in our trannies and the pads wear quickly.  At least I wore through pads in my rally tranny in &lt;4k miles.<P>if they are the steel forks that are plated on the ends for the friction surface...then I would go with those.<P>Edit:  just looked at the TRE web page.  Looks like they have gotten rid of the nylon pads(good) and have added bronze pads(good).<P>I would go with the steel ones if I were you...<P>john<p>[This message has been edited by teet (edited 09-25-2002).]||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4458||09-25-2002||10:16 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||for what its worth, I just had the steel forks (with bronze pads) pulled out of my tranny and replaced with aluminum ones.  The pads wore out in less than 14,000 mi on the rebuilt tranny.  The car is daily driven and not beaten (too badly).  I'd talk to John at TRE and get some better insight before putting that kind of time into a tranny and then having to pull the motherf#@$ a year later.  And yes, I am bitter.<P>EH||67.36.181.138||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4_1221||09-27-2002||01:07 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||So than the stock aluminum ones are probably the best bet. Just use the double synchros on second gear and heavy duty on the rest. And have no over throw in the linkage.||64.66.197.199||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||09-27-2002||01:18 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4_1221:<BR><B>So than the stock aluminum ones are probably the best bet. Just use the double synchros on second gear and heavy duty on the rest. And have no over throw in the linkage.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Get the old style 3-4 too.  Trust me.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||09-27-2002||03:22 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Jon,<BR>When you say "old style", do you mean the original synchros, or the "improved" ones, as opposed to the newest double-synchro ones? I was thinking of going to the ones that TRE's been using for years, an improved version of the original, not the more expensive double-synchro option he recently introduced. <BR>Inquiring minds need to know.......<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000006||JonGVR4||09-27-2002||04:07 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>Jon,<BR>When you say "old style", do you mean the original synchros, or the "improved" ones, as opposed to the newest double-synchro ones? I was thinking of going to the ones that TRE's been using for years, an improved version of the original, not the more expensive double-synchro option he recently introduced. <BR>Inquiring minds need to know.......<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>If you look on TRE's site, you will see a mod for 93.5-99 AWD DSM trannys.  <BR>"Heavy duty 3rd/4th gearset- (for drag racing)".  This is just the 3-4 gear set from the 91-92 DSM tranny.  So I call it the old style.  <P>If you buy a new DSM tranny today, it will be a 2G tranny with a 1G case.  So it will have a double syncro 2nd gear and shift really well.  The only problem will be 3-4.  Using the older 3-4 style is the better choice.<P>It is my understanding that if you buy a 91 GVR4 tranny new from Mitsubishi, it will come with a 22 spline output shaft, the shitty 2nd gear and the newer (shitty) style 3-4.  Sort of the worst of all worlds.  The cost is lower than a DSM tranny though.<P>If you buy a 92 GVR4 tranny, it costs more than a DSM tranny.  I am not sure what is in it.  I am guessing it has 23 spline output shaft and the better 2nd gear.  Not sure about 3-4 though.  <P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||09-27-2002||05:13 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||OK understood. Our original '91-'92 GVR-4 3-4 gears are more desirable. But what about TRE's "heavy duty" synchros? Are they an improvement over the stock GVR-4? Are there any known problems with them?<BR>Thanks Jon,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.8||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000937.cgi
A||||4||Dan D||Battery:  Lowest CCA's||||1||
Z||000000||Dan D||09-25-2002||06:48 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Looking for experience from anyone who has run non-stock size/cca batteries.  What is the lowest CCA and amp/hours any of you have gotten away with?  Year-round daily driver with a stereo mind you, no track only deals.  <P>I've got my eye on a few different batteries, but an weary as to how they will behave.  Anyone use a sub 400cca battery, how about sub-350?||128.46.97.114||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||09-25-2002||10:28 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I use a 250CCA dry cell Odessey (sp) battery.  I had to get if for my relocated battery tray (see pic) I ran a 4x50wrms amp into my front splits & with the rear bridged into my single 12" sub for about a year without any problems (until the amp got wet & went bang, but that's another story   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> )  It doesn't last real long playing with the car off of course.<P> <IMG SRC="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/Ashvr412.JPG">  <p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 09-25-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||09-27-2002||01:15 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Ken was talking about a batt that was about the size of a Rubic's Cube.  Don't know what power it had.  Try a search for more battery talk<BR>||64.63.209.86||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||09-27-2002||04:11 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I have a list of all the plausible batteries I'm considering.  I'm just concerned about cold weather starts and ability to power a stereo amp.  <BR>The batteries considered are:<BR>two different oddesys: the small one like ash has, and the bigger one people have used on the scott E tray.<P>Hawker Genesis: similar sized to the 2 oddesys(hawker makes the oddesey as well).  All fingers point towards the genesis G16ep being what dynabatt purchases, relables, and sells for more than double the cost.<P>Reactor battery.  about the same size as the picture of ash's but with 450 cca's.  Pricey as can be($170-180)<P>SVR audio batteries.  Can't find any good info on them though.<P>What I want is a SLA battery that is small enough to suspend from the parcel shelf, or hide behind the trunk trim somewhere.  The smaller oddesey/genesis batteries would be perfect and are reasonably affordable.  I just work about the low output capability. <P>Well, I probably won't have time to get to it very soon anyway.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000004||Kibo||09-29-2002||05:56 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||I'd also suggest checking out the generic batteries sold by batteryweb.com (who incidentally also have the best price on Odyssey batteries that I could find).  I'm currently using the X680, relocated to my trunk, with no problems.  Keep in mind that I drive my car regularly, and I don't sit around in the car with the engine off and the stereo, etc. on.  Here's a link:<P> <A HREF="http://www.batteryweb.com/odyssey.cfm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.batteryweb.com/odyssey.cfm</A> <P>With winter approaching, it remains to be seen how it will cope with low temperatures.<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000938.cgi
A||||3||evol||Electric H20 Pump?||||1||
Z||000000||evol||09-26-2002||09:32 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Just wondering if anyone's ever heard of an electric water pump for a dsm? My friend with a 91 LT1 Camaro RS just put one on and loves it. If anyone makes one, I'd definitely throw down the cash...||134.124.18.51||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||09-26-2002||09:58 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I've heard of one for early evos that will supposedly bolt onto our (and 1G) engines, but they are from a company in Australia. I'll dig around and see if I can find the link again.||172.174.198.100||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||09-26-2002||07:37 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||The Davies Craig EWP is what I think you are talking about, try  <A HREF="http://www.are.com.au" TARGET=_blank>www.are.com.au</A> -  They are dealers for that sort of stuff.  I wasn't aware that they were direct fit or anything though.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/confused.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 09-26-2002).]||203.46.9.147||reg||1
Z||000003||evol||09-27-2002||12:42 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I looked at that site and didn't see anything about one... can you give a dirct link? Maybe I'm not looking hard enough. <P>Maybe this is a stupid question but couldn't someone technically just put a pulley there and put a pump somewhere else in the engine bay?||172.154.10.19||reg||1
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A||N||0||Slugshot||conpression||||1||
Z||000000||Slugshot||09-26-2002||10:07 PM||||I building a new motor for my 91 vr4. I am enterested in what kind of compression seams to work best. ||63.229.227.83||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000940.cgi
A||||3||Matt379||time to get a new suspension||||7||
Z||000000||Matt379||09-27-2002||12:20 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Hey all,<P>My 92 Galant just turned over a 100k miles on the car, and I believe it is time for a suspension overhall.  I want something that will add some decent performance, but be able to keep the stock wheels, and close to normal ride height.  I was thinking KYB/AGX shocks and some normal ride-height whiteline springs.  However, while I am in there what should I replace.  I want to replace everything that is probably worn out.  Oh, and I will probably get larger sway bars too!<P>Just interested in your opinions and what I all need to replace.<P>Thanks||68.51.85.114||reg||7
Z||000001||Dan D||09-27-2002||12:38 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Shocks are good.  I like my agx even with stock springs.  Swaybar swaybar swaybar!  Night and day difference since I installed a whiteline adj rear bar with new endlinks/poly bushings.  I need to do the control arm and subframe bushing, but time has not allowed me too yet.  Still, a bigger rear bar made the car 5-6x more fun to drive, allows me to use a softer setting of the agx in the rear, and allows a little bit of actual honest to god oversteer.<P>So at this point in time, if you want to replace all the warn stuff, shocks/struts, sway endlinks,  all bushings.  All of theose things are inevitably shot to hell.  Then if you want to enhance handling: agx or other adj shocks/struts, swaybar(especially rear), springs.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||mofugas||10-03-2002||09:04 PM||rob@mofugas.com||Whiteline does not currently make a "stock" height spring...it would be essentially a stock spring ;-)  <P>However, shocks will be a great improvement.  Generally, shocks wear out so slowly that most people dont realize that they are wearing out.  <P>We have a suspension recipe on our website for the Galant that should help point you in the right direction.<P>Its listed under the Galant VR4 Information section of our website (www.mofugas.com)||206.71.120.1||reg||1
Z||000003||bob in chicago||10-04-2002||08:47 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Don't forget your brake hoses. I replaced them at 90K miles with the braided stainless steel set (from <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com" TARGET=_blank>www.mofugas.com</A>  and others) I really liked the improvements; very solid pedal!||216.65.170.137||reg||14
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A||||8||229of1000||Clutch woes... part 2||||1||
Z||000000||229of1000||09-27-2002||10:21 AM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Here's the deal.<P>Turning left at a light by my house, about 3,000 rpms in 2nd gear.  I punch it pulling out of the turn, I hear a mild explosion-ish sound, and my revs shoot right up.  It sounds like very noisy slipping, and when the revs slip, the speedometer also slips right up with it.  <P>Got out the shop manual, I am definitely thinking it's the clutch fork.  For the record I am using an ACT 2600.  <P>You guys warned me to get the upgraded clutch release fork when I had my clutch done, but there wasn't much I could do about it.  Couldn't do the job myself with no tools, had to trust a random transmission shop 1500 miles from home.  I didn't know about the better fork until after they did the job anyway.  <P>Correct me if I'm wrong about this!<P>Also, to get the newer upgraded one, when I do the look up in CAPS will it be the right fork or is there a different part number for the newer one?  <p>[This message has been edited by 229of1000 (edited 09-27-2002).]||209.208.8.224||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||09-27-2002||11:33 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||mitsu no longer sells the old one.  the part number has been internally superseeded to the newer style.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||09-27-2002||12:30 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Ken is correct, CAPS comes up with Part #/Replacement Part # MD737767/ MD770506, so I'm assuming that the new number is MD770506.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000003||229of1000||09-30-2002||07:09 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Update:<P>Turns out the place that did my clutch probably didn't have my flywheel machined like they said they did, and my clutch has self destructed after about 4500 miles.  Lousy bastards.<P>I am going to order a new act 2600, the clutch fork, and the pivot pin, and do it right this time.  <P>My question is this:<P>When ordering the clutch fork off partznet, the item number, md770506 brings up a bunch of options.  There is a "Galant 2wd", a "Galant", an "Eclipse turbo", and an "all makes" option, among various others.  Which one is right?  Obvbiously not the "Galant 2wd", but that makes me wonder what the "Galant" option is.  Should I just go with the Elcipse turbo?  Thanks.<P>||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||09-30-2002||07:26 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc/</A> <P>this is the FIRST place you should ALWAYS go to, and check your part numbers AND prices.  this will give you supersessions, and suggested list price.  i am CONSTANTLY amazed at the number of people who go to an internet site, and buy parts, and think they are getting the latest stuff, and the best prices.  if you DONT know what list price is, and what the latest part number is, THAT IS YOUR FAULT.  these sites have been repeated OVER and OVER again.  ||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000005||talontsi||09-30-2002||09:15 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||You should be able to surface the PP and just get a new disc.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000006||229of1000||09-30-2002||10:15 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||I will check out that site ken, but I thought a lot of people used Conicelli Mitsubishi (www.partznet.com)?  <P>Not to mention nobody answered my question.||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||10-01-2002||10:43 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Don't be confused by the fact that it brings up 7 or 8 different applications. You are still getting the SAME part, it just fits any of those cars. There is only ONE part number, not a different one for each of those cars. Also, as Ken noted, the mitsubishiparts.cc site does automatically show you the correct new part number if you type in the old one. I think partznet gives you the new part also, because the price is the same, but it doesn't show you the new number. Just click on ANY of the links, for any car!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.209.224||reg||1
Z||000008||229of1000||10-02-2002||05:32 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||It turns out that the problem is the pressure plate (duh).  The pressure plate doesn't have enough strength to hold.  There's a lot of heat marks on it.  Checked the flywheel, when it was resurfaced last time, it was not done to spec as I instructed them to.  It was around 10 thousandths off over all.  Not horrible, but not right either.  It also seems that one of the three pins that holds the flywheel in was ground pretty much off, and the pin is gone, so it isn't held as tightly into the engine as it should be.  It should be fixable without getting a new flywheel though.  The clutch disk itself looks fine.  Also the clutch fork is fine, but I'm going to replace it and the pivot pin while we're in there.<P>So I ordered another 2600 (I'll never have money for HP mods at this rate).  I am going to send the old one back to ACT and have them test it since it is still under warranty.  I don't think the flywheel was bad enough to significantly harm the clutch.<P>Also, this doesn't make sense to me.  Normally when the pressure plate is bad, the revs slip, but the speedometer doesn't, correct?  If the pressure plate is my problem, then what accounts for the speedometer slipping?  What was the grinding that I am hearing?  The disk looked brand new, nothing was broken on any part of the clutch.  What gives?<P>Thanks guys.<p>[This message has been edited by 229of1000 (edited 10-02-2002).]||65.33.240.159||reg||11
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A||||3||jonathan gibson||Cracked manifold||||1||
Z||000000||jonathan gibson||09-27-2002||06:33 PM||jpgibson@value.com.au||My manifold is cracked ( as promised), other than some power loss, what is the reason to replace it? Can they be welded or do I have to buy a new one ?<BR>Thanks. Oh its an aussie car||202.163.129.211||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||09-27-2002||08:23 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||When it gets worse you'll definately want to replace it. You'll see why if you wait long enough. It will sound horrible. Like the worst lifters in the world. And boost will barely come on. Use this as an oportunity to get one from an EVO III (since you don't have 2g's down there) and port your turbine housing and o2 housing.<P>Mark<BR>1051 ||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||09-28-2002||12:23 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I have heard that Ralliart Evo 3 manifolds are about $500AU new, might be BS though.||203.221.18.240||reg||1
Z||000003||91vr4evolution||09-28-2002||01:34 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||That could be about right for the Evo 3 manifold, cause I had my cracked VR4 one replaced with an Evo 3, and it was about 500 NZ pesos. That was about 1 1/2 - 2 years ago, though.||210.54.204.180||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000943.cgi
A||||6||Compressed||my planned upgrades||||1||
Z||000000||Compressed||09-27-2002||10:23 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I'd like input. Heres what I have planned, check out my sig for current mods.<BR>SAFC<BR>Downpipe RNR racing 3" 02 Eliminator(internal dump)<BR>EGT guage (Greddy)<BR>Pocketlogger<BR>plugs  - bpr7es<BR>Fuel Pump Walbro <BR>*OR*<BR>Fuel Pump Supra TT<BR>Fuel Pump Rewire<BR>2G manifold (ex.)<BR>Port the 14b<BR>whiteline rear sway bar<P>Will I need anything else to run 15-16 psi on 91 octane 5200 ft?<BR>Will I have issues with boost creep?  <BR>Will the stock intercooler be sufficient for a bit if boost is kept @ 15 lbs until I get the $ for an upgrade?<P>TIA<P>#1561<BR>ACT 2600, Apexi 3" catback, Ported/Polished Head, UR Underdrive Crank Pulley, MBC, KYB GR2's, Balance Shafts Removed<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Compressed (edited 09-27-2002).]||64.24.106.166||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||09-27-2002||11:13 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Well I'm still pretty green, so take this all with a grain of salt:<P>I think that a better pump and running some decent wire is a must -- but at 5200 ft you're likely to need to focus on AIR as well.  What do you have for intake?<P>I don't think you could ever go wrong with gauges, datalogging, S-AFC, and the like.  That's always a good idea and lets you see/control what you're throwing parts at.<P>I might (likely) be wrong, but I didn't think that just any "2G manifold" was worthwile, isn't it the '95+ manifold you want?  Er, I get confused on the whole 1G/2G stuff -- all I know is 1991 or 1992.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Don't think you'll have any boost creep problems at 15psi -- the stock stuff can handle that just fine.  I don't think you should port the 14b... your time and money could be better spent elsewhere (intercooler).  Get a 16g when you get that far.<P>So, hope that helps.  Your mileage may vary... and I don't think signatures are turned on.<P>-Ryan||65.43.112.188||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||09-28-2002||12:13 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah i agree, dont waste your time porting that 14b. instead save up a little more and get a 16 or 20g.||63.62.132.193||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||09-28-2002||12:20 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Hertz: The 2g manifold IS the 95+ style...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Definatly a boost guage is a must,an EGT and logger would be nice too,but not totally necassary at your present state of mods (Once you you have the ability to tune using an AFC,ect they will be..)<P> The pump (the rewire is a good idea) is nescassary once you get past the 15psi mark,and since your factory pump is 12 years old,Id go ahead and do it anyway. Its generally regarded that you nee a FPR with the Supra pump,I know people who dont-it will be a a bit rich at idle,and maybe because of it their cars arent running to potential.. I dunno. The Walbro pump is kind of a love/hate thing with most guys. Some have had good luck,others (like some other people i know) have had problems with them.<P> While you have the manifold off,if you have the tools to do it,go ahead and port the hell out of the turbo and the new manifold. It will help a lot,and if you have the stuff to do it,its free. Make sure you work on the wastegate hole,it will help prevent creep with that 3" downpipe,especially if you eliminate the cat.<BR> The stock IC will be fine with the 14b at 15-16 psi and you can go pretty fast with it,but an IC upgrade is a HUGE difference in power and drivability. Make sure you make a pressure tester and check your system for leaks.Id do the IC upgrade before a bigger turbo. Mid to low 13's are pretty easy with a 14b,and 12's arent out of the question with some tuning,at least at a lower altitude. The 14b is a good turbo,unless it goes bad (or someone offers you entirely too much for it,like me   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">)Id max it out first before upgrading it. A lot of people are too quick to remove it IMHO.<P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-28-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-28-2002).]||129.71.114.10||reg||1
Z||000004||Compressed||09-28-2002||04:20 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Yeah by 2g maifold I meant 95+.  I've heard they were better for flow.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/cool.gif"><P>I've got a boost guage already.<BR>Intake is a k&N with cut airbox. I've thought of going with a Dejon and relocating the batttery to the trunk.  Maybe...<BR>I figured there could be some issues with creep with the 3" turboback w/ a testpipe.  So yeah I'll port that area.    <P>14b is not a bad turbo for what I want right now.  I'm looking for streetability with a decent spool time.  Also at a mile high theres not as much air to move, so boost takes longer to build up here.  It also puts the turbo out of its efficiency range earlier.  <BR>Thats probably a good argument for an IC upgrade right there.  <BR>To clarify, is a Fuel Pressure Regulator needed with the walbro?  What are the downsides to this pump?  I've heard they are loud, anything else?<P>This is all in preparation for a 16G.  Oh yeah how much later does the 16g spool than  a 14b?<BR>||216.126.176.108||reg||1
Z||000005||Ian M||09-28-2002||05:39 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| For the mean while,you can turn the battery sideways and run a 1g T/E/L intake pipe until you upgrade if you find one cheap,makes a noticible difference.<BR> Id do all the supporting mods before the turbo,then you will feel the full effect of the turbo upgrade. You see lots of low 14-high 13 sec 16g cars,and thats sad considering they could have used that 600-700 bucks more wisely. Your altitude sucks though,you're gonna have to move closer to see level...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR> The 16g doesnt spool too bad at all,as long as it isnt clipped (not worth it on a 16g IMHO),not much slower than stock. I dont notice much difference in spool. Top end on a properly set-up 16g much better than the 14b though. <BR> You dont need a FPR on the 190lph walbro,but you probably will with the 255lph.They are some noisy pumps,and a couple people I know,along with people on the net that have had them have had them fail. A freind of mine had one fail within a couple days of putting a new one in (Actually,this was a few years ago,my freind supplied the parts for a turbo upgrade along with the fuel pump to Nate Pharr to install,and it apparently failed on Nate before he was even able to complete the work on the car.The Walbro was replaced by the Supra pump at Nates suggestion,and its been fine since). You hear some people who swear by the Walbros,just luck of the draw I guess.Id go with the Supra pump.<BR> <P><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-28-2002).]||129.71.114.216||reg||7
Z||000006||ken inn||09-28-2002||06:15 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||of all the things i have done, by far, the most improvement was the fmic and the pipes.  most do this last, and go bigger turbo first.  if i were to do it all over again, the fmic and the pipes would be first.  it is also probabaly THE most expensive upgrade you will do, and that is why most save it for last.  do it first, you will not be sorry.||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000944.cgi
A||||5||GRV4726||FMIC Spearco||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||09-28-2002||02:08 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i'm looking around for a fmic so that i can cut my can and not be woried when winter is over... i konw it hasn't even started yet but i like to take the safe rout when it comes to my car.<BR>to the question: i heard that a lot of people with the spearco 2-178 core get overheating problems because there isn't enought air for the radiator. i don't want to upgrade to a fluidine<P> i have a radiator for an auto that is capped off at the bottow, where it would go to somehting for auto's.. my step brother said that it cools better with a set up like mine. <P>so is the 2-178 a bad idea??||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||09-28-2002||02:16 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Most people find that installing a high flow slimline fan quells the heat.  13" SPAL high flow 1710 cfm fan should do the trick.  Or they have lower flow 870 cfm that might do as well.  I know local guys with 2-216 and all they needed was to run the big fan to stop any overheating.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||09-28-2002||02:28 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GRV4726:<BR><B> i heard that a lot of people with the spearco 2-178 core get overheating problems because there isn't enought air for the radiator. i don't want to upgrade to a fluidine<P><BR>so is the 2-178 a bad idea??</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I was the first GVR4 to use a 2-178 core. Since then lots of GVR4 owners have and still use them with no problems with over heating to my knowledge.<P>Bottom line is that the 178 core is not a bad idea.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/car_in_parking_lot.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/car_in_parking_lot.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/ic_and_pipes_2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/ic_and_pipes_2.jpg</A> <P>The two pictures above are of the 178 core on my car (number3) roughly 5 years ago during its initial fitting stage.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/spearco_3.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/spearco_3.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/spearco_end.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/spearco_end.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/spearco_top.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/spearco_top.jpg</A> <P>The next 3 pictures are of the 1778 core in my old apartment. The block were welded on an tapped to mount the core. (figured out over the years since there is a much better way)  (Yes, I have had a HDTV for 5 years)<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_front_low.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_front_low.jpg</A> <P>I now run a 197 core that is much thicker and still don't have overheating problems.<P>Just out of curiousity? Were these T/E/L owners that told you that or was it GVR4 owners? Remember the cars are different in some ways  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||GRV4726||09-28-2002||05:05 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||thanks a lot for the info. yeah i was told by a t/e/l and 1g eclipses.  <P>hey.. number 3. your piping is a little funny with the 2-178. i was wondering if that was the only way you could do it or if you prefered it that way. was the install different to other fmic's or pretty much the same cut and fit routine. <P>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000004||GRV4726||09-28-2002||05:17 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i accutally remember your car for looking at it a while back... corvette black paint job right? looks so nice. and i love the way your new fmic looks. the car looks amazing and from what i remember.. is very quick and agile.  are you the one with the comment about beating the corvette at an autocross and then going to the grocery store.. haha loved that one.||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||09-28-2002||07:44 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GRV4726:<BR><B>thanks a lot for the info. yeah i was told by a t/e/l and 1g eclipses.  <P>hey.. number 3. your piping is a little funny with the 2-178. i was wondering if that was the only way you could do it or if you prefered it that way. was the install different to other fmic's or pretty much the same cut and fit routine. <P>thanks</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Remember, it was the first attempt. We followed the stock IC routing mostly. Acutally worked very well. 12.5s with a small unported 16G.<P>The idea of running the IC pipe next to the radiator came much later.<P>Harry<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000945.cgi
A||N||4||BluFalcon||Problems with Galant Electrical/Timing?||||1||
Z||000000||BluFalcon||09-28-2002||09:04 PM||muttski@gte.net||Hey all,<BR>Well I'm having problems with the Galant again, what else is new?  A little info on my setup: small 16G, 510cc injectors, S-AFC. I accidently left it in gear and tried to start the car. Pulled it out of gear and started the car. It ran rough and died after a few seconds. Uh Oh. I thought it wasn't getting fuel because it'd catch and try to run but would die out. Pulled the fuel pump assy and checked the connections in my fuel system along with the wiring in the fuel pump rewire job. Put it all back together, and cycled the fuel pump relay with the datalogger. Good to go, fuel pump is fine. Checked the spark plug wires to see if I had a dead wire, no problem with the wires. Checked the datalogger and noted that the TPS, Idle Switch and CAS were still indicating signals to the ECU, also no codes were tripped on the ECU per the datalogger.  AFC was still indicating a Karman signal, so i don't think the AFC itself or it's wiring is an issue. Tried to start car again...Car began to run at this time, like it was missing...pulling maybe 15 in/hg at idle. Not good. Floored the gas pedal and the engine wouldn't accelerate. if I blipped the throttle back and forth it would try to accelerate..but it still ran like crap and idled rough. The A/F meter wouldn't show any LED' while at idle. The only time it lit up, would be when I came off the throttle, when the lower red lights would flash on briefly. I swapped in another ECU and started the car, same symptons. Car ran normally for about 10 seconds then the A/F LED's would die out and the car ran rough woudn't accelerate. I lined up the timing marks and checked the timing mark on the crank pulley, it looks like they might be off, but it's kind of hard to tell in the dark.  I'l go out there in the morning and check them again. I pulled the plugs and did a compression check, 155, 160, 160, 160 . By all indications a healthy motor. So here's what I tried: <BR>Fuel Pump-OK <BR>Spark-OK <BR>Engine Sensors-OK<BR>No Codes or Check Engine Light <BR>Timing-? need to investigate further <BR>ECU-OK <BR>02 Sensor/wiring-? Need to investigate<P>I had to splice in a new section of o2 sensor wiring a few months ago to fix the previous owners "BUTT SPLICING" job on the engine side of the o2 wiring. I'm thinking either one of my connections came loose (hence no O2 signal) or the o2 sensor died (it's less than 6 months old). Or on the worst hand, I could have jumped a tooth on my timing belt..which really isn't good. <BR>if it were my timing belt, wouldn't I get lower compression readings in each cylinder? And if it is timing, what's up with the O2 sensor not cycling or indicating? I'm at a loss here,  any advice would be appreciated. Thanks.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by BluFalcon (edited 09-28-2002).]||4.64.81.80||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||09-28-2002||09:16 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||A dead o2 sensor wouldn't cause it to run that bad. Just rich. I'd double check the afc wiring to make sure nothings come loose. Good luck.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||Kibo||09-29-2002||05:49 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Even though the SAFC is seeing a signal, the ECU might not be.  You didn't mention whether you checked the airflow on the datalogger...?<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000003||khadiyev||09-29-2002||12:04 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Dirty fuel filter! <BR>same prob on one of my cars, let it sit for a while then it would run for few seconds, then die.<BR>John||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000004||BluFalcon||09-29-2002||12:31 PM||muttski@gte.net||The datalogger indicated that there was airflow along with the AFC display, while it was running.  The fuel filter was replaced about 9 months ago.  <P> Went out to the car last night and fired it up....it ran normally.  Drove it around the block and got on it a bit..seems to be fine, for now.  WTF?<BR>  I don't know what the hell is wrong with this thing.||4.64.81.80||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000946.cgi
A||||4||mitsu13ishi||Picture posting||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||09-28-2002||09:59 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||how do you post pictures in message board?<P>i just got a message, "flood control activated"? jon why'd u do that?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-29-2002||10:38 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||If you wanna post a pic just get the link to the pic type  <IMG SRC="link"> . Flood control isnt for pics it to stop spammers and I dont think Jon did that it might be a bulitin board thing.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsu13ishi||09-29-2002||01:17 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||what if its a picture thats on my hard drive? can i post that?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||09-29-2002||05:31 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||No, you'd need to find someplace to host it.||67.37.229.206||reg||1
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||09-29-2002||07:18 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||If you go to ebay they got ways to post.. like piclink and so on.... but the will host it or if you get like AT&T or MSN you can make a webpage of pics.||24.58.146.89||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000947.cgi
A||||2||VR4GAZM||Anyone else (Stock Boost Gauge?)||||5||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||09-29-2002||02:50 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||For those that use/have used the stock boost gauge, but when you are idling, is it normal to have the first bar lit (out of the six?<P>I normally never have any bars lit at idle, but I have recently acquired this lit bar at idle. I dont think this is normal at all.  Could this be something that has led to some other problems I have been having (backfiring, massive stuttering/shaking, and all the bars lit on the gauge with the foot on the gas pedal, but the car only goes a couple mph faster).<P>TIA<BR>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.9||reg||5
Z||000001||Kibo||09-29-2002||05:46 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||No, that's not normal.  I'm not sure what would cause it, but perhaps you have an intake leak--have you pressure-tested your intake?  I'd start there.  That could certainly cause some of the other problems you described as well.<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||09-29-2002||11:25 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the bar gauge is a reflection of what the ecu thinks the boost is based on inputs like  throttle position, and mas.  there was just a thread on this, and it was probably mass air sensor.  try cleaning the terminals of the mas plug, and sometimes just taking it on and off is enough to return voltage correctly.  otherwise, i would say tps is going.  you need a datalogger.  i just bought one, 155, and a palm off of ebay.  now, if i just had a car.....<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 09-29-2002).]||209.220.6.230||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000948.cgi
A||||0||Scott Y||Bubbling in oil pan during intake pressure test. Does this mean the turbo is pooched?||||1||
Z||000000||Scott Y||09-30-2002||10:38 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Hi.  <BR>This weekend we did some diagnostics on the GVR4 to figure out why it's been running like crap.  The car is stock.<BR>After 3 blocks of datalogging with a TMOLogger, we found that:<BR>1. The O2 sensor is bad.<BR>2. The lifters are causing false knock, retarding the timing under even 1/5 throttle<BR>We did an intake pressure test, and the intake plumbing is silent. We could very plainly hear bubbling coming from the oil pan, and we decided that it was probably caused by a bad seal in the turbo oil return line.  That would explain the oil consumption issue our car has, at the very least.<BR>Any other ideas what might cause the bubblies to appear?<P>thanks guys,<BR>Scott Y #953/1K||63.117.253.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000949.cgi
A||||8||Ant||Name the parts||||1||
Z||000000||Ant||09-30-2002||02:03 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I'm sure this is the first of a long list of unknown parts for me since I'm always taking every last thing out of my car that it doesn't need.<P>#1 <BR>Under the spare tire cover in the top left corner there is a two wire connector going to a metal fixture ? <P>#2 <BR>rear of the car under the power antenna there is a metal box.  I think this is the ABS controller.  Also my ABS light comes on everytime I drive at an intermittent time and cause my ABS to malfunction.  It will stay on until I turn the car off then on again and till be off.  Any ideas ?<P>#3 <BR>At the same level as the power antenna but a little more towards the rear of the car is a brace that is bolted to the bottom of trunk and top of side of the car with a harness connected to it ?<P>I'm not trying to strip the car but at the same time the more things I take out the "cleaner" it becomes and it makes it easier to work on.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||09-30-2002||03:05 PM||jon@jgronline.com||#1 ABS sensor <P>#2 If you are talking about on the floor of the trunk, that is the cover plate for the fuel pump.<P>If the ABS light comes on every now and then, it is most likely a poorly adjust speed sensor on the back side of a rotor.  <P>#3 that is the ABS computer||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||Ant||09-30-2002||03:28 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I'm going to take a picture when I get home, I don't think I am describing them very well.<P>Thanks Jon<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000003||bob in chicago||09-30-2002||09:45 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||#3 could also be harness that used to go the car's audio amp. (Which might have been removed earlier when/if it died.)||216.65.171.66||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||10-01-2002||12:39 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||There's a factory amplifier in the trunk??||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000005||drew||10-01-2002||12:51 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||91s yes<BR>92s no<P>another reason 92s are better<P>872/1000||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||10-01-2002||01:50 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by drew:<BR><B>91s yes<BR>92s no<P>another reason 92s are better<P>872/1000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000007||MrEd||10-01-2002||02:30 PM||res122@psu.edu||I'm glad my 91 CD stereo had the trunk-mount amp.  When it died, I interfaced the DIN cable line-outs into a real amp.  Result: 400 watts with completely stock appearance  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>lol  #963/2000||128.118.220.55||reg||1
Z||000008||JonGVR4||10-01-2002||02:48 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by drew:<BR><B>91s yes<BR>92s no<P>another reason 92s are better<P>872/1000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>My 91 didn't have a CD player so it didn't come with an external amp.||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000950.cgi
A||||8||LAGVR4||boost control solenoid?||||1||
Z||000000||LAGVR4||09-30-2002||03:42 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||i just installed a RRE boost controller but i can't seem to get it to run w/o a check engine light.  what are you supposed to do with the boost control solenoid that is directly off the air can. i tried running w/o the solenoid and resetting the ecu but it came on, and through the solenoid it would not boost past 12 psi. i hooked it up through the solenoid but have the bottom plugged and can still get full boost but i still get a CE light. on the diagram it shows running w/o the solenoid but what do you do with it? TIA||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-30-2002||06:06 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Just unhook the lines and leave it. Maybe tie-strap it to something out of the way. Then just hookup the boostcontroller using just those lines from the "boost source" to the wastegate.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||LAGVR4||09-30-2002||09:03 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||i did that but i still get a CE light. is there anyway to get the CE light off with the boost solenoid disconnected? ||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||09-30-2002||09:13 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||CE light must be on for another reason.<BR>See what code it is throwing.<BR>Never seen a CE light come on after a BC install.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000004||LAGVR4||09-30-2002||10:43 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||does it make a difference if the solenoid is actually plugged into the electrical connector or not? ||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000005||mikey||09-30-2002||10:56 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||I actually just take if off the car completely.  No check engine light.  Check your code, maybe it's not even for the selonoid.<BR>||24.164.239.195||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||10-01-2002||12:38 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I think it is supposed to be unplugged.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||10-01-2002||05:16 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I've heard rumors before that people say you get a check engine light if you unplug the BCS, but I think it only applies to 2g's. I traced the paths in the ECU, and there is NO WAY the ECU can tell that there is or isn't a solenoid connected to the other end of the harness. There is some spots for extra circuitry that could be added that *might* be for that, but it is never installed.<BR>So, your CE like is coming from something unrelated, probably something you bumped/disturbed under the hood when installing the boost controller. Or, could you have popped a hose loose while testing? You need to find out that code: <A HREF="http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.224||reg||1
Z||000008||LAGVR4||10-04-2002||11:53 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||thanks for all the help. my o2 sensor was cutting out. ||24.126.240.116||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000951.cgi
A||||4||gvr4ever||Brake parts||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-30-2002||05:44 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Where do you guys buy parts?<P>I called Conicelli and they wanted $65.14 each for the front and $80.87 each for the rear!!!  Um, why do the smaller rear brakes cost more?<P>Please somone tell me a cheaper place to buy rotors.  I think Conicelli's price on rotors are the best I've ever heard, but the rotor prices SUCK.  I need help.  <P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||09-30-2002||06:58 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Mofugas now has Raybestos rotors for $32 each front, $24 each rear.  also check thepartsbin.com||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||09-30-2002||11:05 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Thanks.  I forgot rob sold rotors now.  That is the way to go.  Way cheaper.  I will cancel my order in the morning from Conicelli.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-01-2002||03:56 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Well I canceled my rotor order from Conicelli and it's costing me a $43 restocking charge.  Not cool.  My falt I couldn't get ahold of Josh last night I guess.  Rant:, but I'm pissed.  That was the first time I have delt with them too.  I went with Tallahassee Mitsu before.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||Romanova||10-01-2002||04:00 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.brakeco.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.brakeco.com/</A>  has good prices and good service. Ordered my rear rotors and pads from them... don't remember what I paid, but I was very happy with the service I recieved from them.||12.230.34.168||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000952.cgi
A||||1||Ian M||If your looking to go with a  t3/t4,check this out...||||1||
Z||000000||Ian M||09-30-2002||10:02 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I was bored and doing some trolling around some other make forums and I came across this post on a Honda board.  <A HREF="http://www.honda-tech.com/zerothread?id=291060" TARGET=_blank>http://www.honda-tech.com/zerothread?id=291060</A> <P> I dont know how legit it is,but definatly worth looking into!||129.71.115.254||reg||1
Z||000001||Kibo||10-01-2002||02:05 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Their price on Tial 40mm WG's is pretty good, too...<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000953.cgi
A||||7||998||Help with Boost Gauge install!||||1||
Z||000000||998||10-01-2002||09:46 AM||||I am trying to figure out where to tap in my boost gauge. I looked on v-faq and read that you get the most accurate results by tapping into the FP Solenoid line. My question; where is that line located on the GVR4? I noticed the diagram on vfaq it was around the master cylinder but it was for a 1G T\E\L. Can someone confirm where this is located?<P>Thanks,<BR>Mike||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||10-01-2002||10:10 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The FPR solenoid on a GVR-4 is located behind the air can on the passenger side of the car, not on the firewall. You can tap into it there, or where the vacuum line goes into the FPR on the end of the fuel rail. <BR>However, most people on this list do not recommend tampering with the signal to the FPR, so they have convinced me to move mine to the "P" port on the throttle body.<BR>Let me know if you need more details.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.209.224||reg||1
Z||000002||998||10-01-2002||10:17 AM||||Yes if you could elaborate that would be great. Which is the "P" port on the Throttle body? ||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||10-01-2002||10:41 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 998:<BR><B>Yes if you could elaborate that would be great. Which is the "P" port on the Throttle body? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Look at the throttle body.  You will see that one nipple is labeled "P".  Pretty straight forward.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||998||10-01-2002||10:45 AM||||Simple enough, sorry for the stupid question I just wanted to be clear before I make the 10 minute walk from my desk to my car.<P>Thanks,<BR>Mike||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||10-02-2002||10:56 AM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||I've had mine tapped into the FPR for a couple of years.  When I had it tapped at the P, my gauge would not read vacuum.  <P>||63.146.62.141||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||10-02-2002||11:51 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i dont have the usa t/body any more, but i also used the p.  i got both vacuum and boost.||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||10-02-2002||12:34 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||What should the vacuum be at idle? ...and if I were getting less vacuum recently, what does that mean?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.247.128.70||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000954.cgi
A||||5||khadiyev||660cc Blitz injectors||||1||
Z||000000||khadiyev||10-01-2002||11:13 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Ok, I rushed into it and bought a set of 660cc Blitz injectors, for $97 a pop. the guy told me they'll work fine. I just never seen Blitz make injectors. I checked out their site and they low impedence inj. So they should work I just wanted to know if anybody had any expirience with Blitz injectors before. I have RC550cc  and they're maxed out. <BR>Thanks.<BR>John ||198.81.16.46||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||10-01-2002||11:28 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I've heard of Blitz 700cc injectors in a VR4 before, it was a flat 12 sec car too.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||drew||10-02-2002||12:32 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||Blitz 660s are ND/Denso injectors. Nothing special. In fact, some dsm shops carry Blitz injectors and call them ND.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000003||khadiyev||10-02-2002||12:53 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||ok, cool should be here by Fri. ||198.81.26.145||reg||6
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||10-02-2002||10:38 AM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by khadiyev:<BR><B>Ok, I rushed into it and bought a set of 660cc Blitz injectors, for $97 a pop. the guy told me they'll work fine. I just never seen Blitz make injectors. I checked out their site and they low impedence inj. So they should work I just wanted to know if anybody had any expirience with Blitz injectors before. I have RC550cc  and they're maxed out. <BR>Thanks.<BR>John </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>With what set up are you maxing out 550's?  <BR>||63.146.62.141||reg||1
Z||000005||hibern8||10-03-2002||01:56 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah im also curious to what you havethat is maxing out the 550's||63.62.130.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000955.cgi
A||||10||16GVR4||KYB AGX + whiteline springs||||1||
Z||000000||16GVR4||10-02-2002||12:31 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Hi: I just installed KYB AGX and the 1" drop whiteline springs on my car.<P>After the install, the drop on my driver side ( front and rear ) is approx. 1/2" lower than the same measurement on the other ( passenger ) side.<P>What is the common issue with suspension installation that might have caused this problem ?<P>Thanks in advance.||64.168.26.223||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-02-2002||02:11 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Hmm... I had the same thing happen to me when I was doing my front springs only, but I chalked it up to the fact that that the tranny was out and once in it would level out...  The tranny's still out though, so I can't help ya..<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.12.81||reg||1
Z||000002||Bill||10-02-2002||11:08 AM||||You have to take measurements on alignment machine platform to be exact.  ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||16GVR4||10-02-2002||11:20 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I did it by measuring the distance between the center of the rims and the lower edge of the fender lips.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by 16GVR4 (edited 10-02-2002).]||64.168.26.223||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||10-02-2002||11:49 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||first off, the agx is a gas charged shock, and you have to let it kinda break in. also, the springs will kinda settle after a bit.  so drive the car for a couple hundred miles, then check it.  it could actually end up reversed from what it is now.||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000005||Invader||10-02-2002||01:41 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||Noticed the same thing when I swapped to my 1G DSM springs...driver's side is .5" lower than passenger's?  Strange...||68.84.243.62||reg||1
Z||000006||16GVR4||10-02-2002||02:05 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Hi Invader: Which shocks do you have on your car ?<P>Ken: Thanks for the advice. I'll check again after 200 miles or so.<p>[This message has been edited by 16GVR4 (edited 10-02-2002).]||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000007||JonGVR4||10-02-2002||03:25 PM||jon@jgronline.com||It is pretty common for GVR4s to sag on the driver's side.  Put some washers on the top of the strut mount before installing it.  I had to do that front and back on the driver's side to make it level.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||mofugas||10-03-2002||08:55 PM||rob@mofugas.com||Keep me posted on the ride height issue.  Typical differences of about 0.25" are acceptable, but 0.5" is borderline.<P>||206.71.120.1||reg||6
Z||000009||JerryRedGSX||10-03-2002||09:32 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||I've actually heard this happen with a lot of 1g AWD cars (just happened to be talking to guys with AWD 1g's).  Always the driver's side.  One guy even swapped the spring from side to side and still had about 1/2" lower on the driver's side.  I would do what JonGVR4 suggested and just add some washers.  Hey Jon, any ill effects from the washers so far?||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000010||16GVR4||10-03-2002||11:07 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Is it sagging because of weight difference between driver side and passenger side ?<BR>||66.126.169.103||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000956.cgi
A||||1||Bill||replacement battery||||1||
Z||000000||Bill||10-02-2002||11:01 AM||||I am looking to replace my AC-Delco battery.<BR>Do you have part# for Odessey or Optima?  ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||10-04-2002||01:19 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||From the Vendors page on this site.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><BR>BatteryWeb.com 877-746-2288 <BR>Best price found to get the Odyssey sealed battery for the "Scott Evans" battery tray. You want model PC925. <BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE>||65.43.112.124||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000957.cgi
A||||7||bob dole||crazy knock||||1||
Z||000000||bob dole||10-02-2002||07:38 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||Hay, for some reason my car gets crazy knock at about 2600 rpm.  My datalogger show 43 knock. Always seems to happen in like 2 and 3 gear.  You can feel the car loose its pull. What do you think. ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||Scott Y||10-02-2002||07:55 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Hi.<BR>My car was just datalogged, and I had crazy knock count at even part throttle.  We are going to replace the lifters, because when we heard the lifters start making noise, we saw the knock count go through the roof. We're going to replace the knock sensor as well, just to be safe.<P>Scott Y||63.117.253.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||10-02-2002||08:12 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||1.  Noisy lifters<BR>2.  bad knock sensor<BR>3.  loose tranny or engine mount allowing   <BR>    enough excess play to bang against <BR>    something and set off the knock sensor<BR>4.  hobgoblins<BR>5.  It could be real knock, check your timing<BR>6.  It could be real knock, check your <BR>    fueling||128.46.97.114||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||10-02-2002||08:34 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Definatly check for those Hobgoblins, they can reek havoc on knock.  You may need new lifters, but it would be worth while to try running the BG Engine Purge through the engine.  It quieted my noisy lifters right down and like 4 months later still no lifter tick.  And MUCH cheaper than new lifters!<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=42413&highlight=lowest+price+on+lifters" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=42413&highlight=lowest+price+on+lifters</A> <P>If you do want new lifters, this seems is the lowest price I've seen.<P>Peter||64.63.209.238||reg||1
Z||000004||bob dole||10-02-2002||10:14 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||I have replaced the lifter about 6 months ago. I rebuilt the cyl head.  I also have new knock sensor.  But i only does it every know and then. ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||10-03-2002||12:12 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||For sure it's the hobgoblins then! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  If it seems to happen mostly at certain rpms, then I'd look really closely at the motor and tranny mounts.  At certain revs, something might resonate just right and set things off.  I've heard from a few people recently that solved their phantom knock when they realized a mount was bad, broken, even missing.  Good luck, stuff like this always sucks to figure out.||128.46.209.18||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||10-03-2002||05:23 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Check the half shaft bolts. If they come loose they usually cause phantom knock.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000007||bob dole||10-04-2002||01:15 AM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||Today i but some engine treatmeant that i got from my friend at mits.  When i worked there they had BG. Know they use some other stuff. So far so good no crazy knock. Also checked the mounts.  The front mount has a little crack, but not all the way threw.||152.163.188.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000958.cgi
A||||5||SearsPointVR4||engine differences||||1||
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||10-02-2002||08:43 PM||ges1759@aol.com||I was just wondering about the differences of a turbo 4G63 engine, vs. a non turbo engine,  mostly just the internal hard parts, I'm assuming that the cams and pistons are different, but what about the head itself, rods, crank ect.  There's a non turbo engine I could get for next to nothing, that's a runner, but I'm curious as to how much of it is usable to me for a build up project. <BR>Thanks, <BR>Ford.||205.184.158.54||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||10-02-2002||08:46 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||turbo blocks have piston oil squiters too.  AFAIK the rods are different, dunno about the crank itself.  I the flywheel is different also so maybe the crank is different too?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-03-2002||12:03 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Someone correct me if I'm wrong, but...<P>I thought the only differences were the pistons and piston squirters, both relatively easy for a machine shop to do.  Although, the cams might be different... dunno.  This is all assuming that you're comparing it to an engine of the same build date.<P>I know of several people that have converted NA engines to turbo, so if it runs and you can get it for nothing, I'd say go for it.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||DSSA||10-03-2002||08:01 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Yep, few differences between the two.<P>The non-turbo block doesn't have the oil squirters (which you can drill and tap if you want)<P>The pistons are of course different (obvious fixes for this)<P>The head casting is the same, just need to swap in turbo cams.<P>Part #s for the rest of the block/head are the same.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||10-03-2002||04:13 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Anyone want to buy a '91 Galant GS for cheap?||66.73.87.209||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||10-03-2002||04:53 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Your to far away.LOL||209.245.235.128||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000959.cgi
A||||3||meshwork||Quick question re: A-pillar gauge pods||||1||
Z||000000||meshwork||10-03-2002||03:40 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||What size gauges does the Mofugas A-pillar accept? 52mm or 60mm? I can't get through to them on the phone and I need to order gauges in the correct size. <P>Thanks||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||10-03-2002||04:10 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||If they're reselling the Lo-Tek (www.gaugepods.com) pillar it is 52mm, but I believe it is possible to "bore it out" to accept 60mm.   It is my personal opinion that 52mm is a better size for the A-pillar.||66.73.87.209||reg||1
Z||000002||Doc_Seuss||10-04-2002||03:51 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||if you really want i would order from Lo-tek i  just got mine and its great.  quick and good service, they also have 52mm 60mm<P>check them out<P>dave||128.153.154.254||reg||1
Z||000003||229of1000||10-04-2002||09:50 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||I bought a 60mm mount from Lo-Tek about a month ago.  My 60mm Greddy boost gauge would not fit at all.  I had to get a knife and literally shave a couple millimeters of plastic out of it to get the gauge to fit.  A bit of a pain.  The overall fit is decent, but I wasn't extremely impressed.<P>I think it sounds like meshwork already has the mount though, just needs gauges.  =)||65.33.240.159||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000960.cgi
A||||0||Tondar||crank pulley replacement...||||1||
Z||000000||Tondar||10-03-2002||09:31 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||My car has ~108K on it and I'm in the middle of a complete rebuild.  I would like to replace the crank pulley with a fluid damper pulley.  I think that AMS makes one (Rob is that right??) does anyone else?  <P>Any suggestions/comments would be appreciated.<P>||68.41.156.82||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000961.cgi
A||||15||hibern8||your opinions on cams||||5||
Z||000000||hibern8||10-03-2002||11:16 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey guys, im in the market for getting some aftermarket cams. im just curious about the advantages of the HKS, Crower, and Webs. The setup i will be running is a garrett t3/t4 as soon as i find the time to put it on. just want to get the parts before i start putting the car back together but need your input. thanks||63.62.132.86||reg||5
Z||000001||keydiver||10-04-2002||10:03 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Mike W from RRE recently posted their humorous observations on cam choice, but I can't find it right now. But, simply put, they do NOT recommend any of the Crower products, some even LOSE power compared to stock! They prefer the Web 546/547 combination, which saw a 38HP gain on a typical street DSM: <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/dynocharts/mikedyno-webcams.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/dynocharts/mikedyno-webcams.jpg</A> <BR>They also recommend the HKS 264/272 combo. Anything more radical than these combinations seem to cause vacuum/idling problems, but I know of a few people on here using 272/272 cams ;-)<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000002||Compressed||10-04-2002||11:27 AM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I would go with a HKS 264/272 combo if it were me.  I've heard idle qaulity isn't too bad and high rpm pull is amazing.  <P>I've heard that all companies besides HKS have issues with quality control.  I.E some cams are way off and after degreeing need to be adjusted quite significantly.  Might be a good idea to get adjustable cam gears at the same time.<P>Heres a good thread on cams from dsmtalk <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=56156" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=56156</A>   <BR><p>[This message has been edited by Compressed (edited 10-04-2002).]||64.24.106.190||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||10-04-2002||11:28 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||HKS, you just can't go wrong.<BR>The combo will depend on your turbo choice.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000004||Martin Tolentino||10-04-2002||11:34 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||street car 264/272 combo<BR>race car 272/272||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||10-05-2002||04:53 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I ran 264/272 HKS cams and from an idle stand point (VPC/SAFC) you would have thought they were OEM.<P>I put down 355 hp on the dyno with my stock engine and a massively blown T3/T4 turbo with these cams.<P>I am know switching to 272 / 272 seeing how well my car takes to cam changes. Wish me luck.<P>Nate white car idles well with the 272/272 combo as well. The Maroon car? Well thats another story.<P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||10-05-2002||06:21 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||so where can i get them at a good price for the 264/272 setup?||12.26.69.43||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||10-06-2002||11:57 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||With the dock workers on the west coast on strike anything from Japan (etc) is a real bitch to get a hold of now.<P>Lot of of boats out in the Pacific just waiting to come in and unload...<P>This also means prices will be higher these kinds of items.<P>I would try an find a nice set used from someone you trust.<P><BR>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||vrpower||10-07-2002||10:14 PM||darian85@msn.com||My freind got his 264/272 combination off of Dsmtrader used for his talon. They seem to be working fine and the idle is perfect. What else are you planing to put on, are you rebuilding your engine?||67.195.73.53||reg||1
Z||000009||Ant||10-08-2002||07:44 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>so where can i get them at a good price for the 264/272 setup?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Try Nate at <A HREF="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com" TARGET=_blank>www.diamondstarmotorsport.com</A> <BR>I get all my parts from him, he's got a galant too.<P>Ant<P>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000010||UndergroundVR-4||10-08-2002||08:39 AM||undergroundr32@hotmail.com||I'm having BJ build my head,  and we decided on 264/272's.  I asked him as well as Shep (i think) what they thought about those versus the 272/272 combo and they said as long as I'm using a stock intake, then I would be best with the 264's on the intake side.  I do however know someone with the 272's on both the intake and exhaust side in their street car,  and they love them.||24.189.242.58||reg||1
Z||000011||hibern8||10-08-2002||02:16 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey vrpower.........this is ken....your cousins buddy if im talking to the right person of course.......||63.62.130.125||reg||1
Z||000012||hibern8||10-08-2002||02:18 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah darian it is you.....haha yeah you can come by and check out the car if you want...the t3/t4 and front mount are all in boxes yet...... but yeah i think you are talking about romans car and it does idle real well....||63.62.130.125||reg||1
Z||000013||hibern8||10-08-2002||02:22 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||shit i forgot to ask.....how was Poland????||63.62.130.125||reg||1
Z||000014||vrpower||10-08-2002||04:18 PM||darian85@msn.com||Yeah hey, sorry i couldn't reply to you i was out. Wow a T3/T4 thats nice. Poland was awesome, with its variety of Fiat 650Es the smallest car in the world, and i did manage to spot a few galants (non vr4s, no luck) and even a 1G Eclipse GSX. ||67.195.79.3||reg||1
Z||000015||hibern8||10-08-2002||09:40 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i have been so damn busy lately with school that i havent been out much....tom told me that you got a galnt vr4 which is awesome b/c now i have a buddy in the sleeper business w/ me.....so well have to hang out soon||12.26.69.43||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000962.cgi
A||||6||entities||motor and tranny swap||||1||
Z||000000||entities||10-05-2002||12:02 AM||chadanderson@acad.kc.devry.edu||I tried the search option and couldn't find a concrete answer, will a 1G eclipse engine and awd tranny fit in my GVR4?  I know the 1st gear is smaller in the eclipse but is that the only difference?<BR>thanks||65.26.29.229||reg||1
Z||000001||199of2k||10-05-2002||01:44 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Pretty much.||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||10-05-2002||01:49 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||is it a total swap like wholenegine and trasnny form one car? cause there is always the 6 bolt 7 bolt flywheel problem||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000003||entities||10-05-2002||01:58 AM||chadanderson@acad.kc.devry.edu||no it will be a 6 bolt<BR>thanks for the replies||65.26.29.229||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||10-05-2002||03:14 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| You have to swap out the front mount by the radiator,and if you're running A/C,the compressor bracket. The tensioner for the A/C belt is different on the T/E/Ls too,but I think both will work.<BR> The transmissions are interchangeable (the Galant does have the taller 1st-a lot of guys prefer it for drag racing). Depending on the year of T/E/L,the spline count for the transfer case may be different,if you're getting the TC too,no sweat.<BR> 6 0r 7 bolt dosent matter for anything other than for fitting the flywheel itself,every thing else is the same. ||129.71.114.128||reg||7
Z||000005||blytz||10-06-2002||09:44 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||sorry to bust in, but is the a/c compressor the same between the 2? just a different bracket?||172.168.109.21||reg||1
Z||000006||Ian M||10-07-2002||11:25 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yeah,the compressor thats in the Galant wont fit the bracket that is on on the T/E/L block. The bolt pattern on the compressor is different,and if I recall,the mounting bosses are different too. ||129.71.115.65||reg||7




ubb/Forum2/000963.cgi
A||||14||mofugas||HKS VPC Problem||||8||
Z||000000||mofugas||10-05-2002||12:34 AM||rob@mofugas.com||Okay, here is the scoop...got a HKS VPC with 550 chip.  Installed it in the car and it threw ECU error codes.  Sent it out to HKS and they say that the EPROM is fried and that I can not connect the blue wire between the VPC and the HKS wiring harness.  They say its the TPS wire and will "fry" the EPROM if hooked up?!?!  WTF??  We got the VPC back and hooked it up (no blue wire) and now the car runs fine at higher RPM, but IT WILL NOT IDLE!  As soon as I let off the gas the car dies...instantly!  So, do I risk hooking up the TPS wire?<P>Anyone running their VPC without this blue wire hooked up?  ||206.71.120.1||reg||8
Z||000001||bob dole||10-05-2002||03:25 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||i had the same problem.  You have to have some kind of fuel control for the idle.  You can try turning the idle knob all the way back to the negative.  I had to buy the GCC to go with the VPC.  Does the car run like shit then stall or does it try to idle then stall. My GCC is fully negative on the 700 rpm. If i turn it up the car runs like shit then stalls.||65.32.188.170||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||10-05-2002||03:44 PM||jon@jgronline.com||the blue wire coming from the map sensor?  You must have that hooked up.<P>I have my VPC connected normally with everything plugged in.  No problems at all.||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000003||mofugas||10-05-2002||09:41 PM||rob@mofugas.com||Okay, we got it running.  Come to find out Mr. Dole has it right.  I have the idle all the way negative and I have to set the idle with the biss screw (the isc is basically doing nothing there is so much fuel).  Next step, GCC or AFC.<P>I will say this, the car pulls like a mother and only 11psi of boost!  Who hooo, I think I need to build me one of these things!||206.71.120.1||reg||6
Z||000004||JonGVR4||10-06-2002||09:32 AM||jon@jgronline.com||You will probably idle better without the ISC there.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000660.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000660.html</A> <P>Do you have a fuel pressure regulator too?  That helps to get the fuel pressure at idle back down to normal.||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000005||bob dole||10-06-2002||11:21 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||it took me a while to get the car runing good a idle.  When i first but the vpc in  the car started, but felt sloopy at idle. I got the gcc and fixed it. I don't understand why you have to back the fuel of so much. It doesn't make sence to me. What injectors are you using. I have friends with VPC in there talons with the idle screw at 12 clock. With the same setup as i do. ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||10-06-2002||11:57 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Any HP fuel pump without an FPR will cause this.<BR>If you lower the base fuel pressure it will idle fine and not foul the plugs. <BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000007||mofugas||10-07-2002||10:43 AM||rob@mofugas.com||Thanks for the replys guys.  <P>Yes, we have a FPR on it, set at about 32 at idle (vac hose off)<P>We have 550 injectors<P>We have high flow pump<P>The fuel system is all up to snuff as outlined on our website.<P>I was thinking about turning the fuel pressure down a bit more, but am wondering if we'll have enough fuel then at the upper rpms?||64.208.47.65||reg||12
Z||000008||JonGVR4||10-07-2002||01:34 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mofugas:<BR><B>Thanks for the replys guys.  <P>Yes, we have a FPR on it, set at about 32 at idle (vac hose off)<P>We have 550 injectors<P>We have high flow pump<P>The fuel system is all up to snuff as outlined on our website.<P>I was thinking about turning the fuel pressure down a bit more, but am wondering if we'll have enough fuel then at the upper rpms?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Base fuel pressure should be at around 37.  You may want it as high as 40.  32 is really low.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000009||talontsi||10-07-2002||05:30 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I had to run 28psi on my setup in the TEL.<BR>VPC/GCC with BR 660 chip<BR>660 injectors<BR>Paxton PFR<BR>-8 fuel feed <BR>Wally 255 HP.<BR>BPR7es gapped .28 <BR>Accell Wires.<P>The car would just foul the plugs out. The top end FP was fine with 20psi on a 20g.<P> ||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000010||JonGVR4||10-08-2002||08:13 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by talontsi:<BR><B>I had to run 28psi on my setup in the TEL.<BR>VPC/GCC with BR 660 chip<BR>660 injectors<BR>Paxton PFR<BR>-8 fuel feed <BR>Wally 255 HP.<BR>BPR7es gapped .28 <BR>Accell Wires.<P>The car would just foul the plugs out. The top end FP was fine with 20psi on a 20g.<P> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>With our ECUs, running higher than stock fuel pressure is a good thing.  That way, you can lower the MAS signal going to the ECU (by using your VPC/GCC) and getting more timing advance.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||10-08-2002||10:31 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||660'2 at 28 psi are only flowing 532cc. It sounds like 550's would have been a better match. With vacuum, that would be like &lt;20psi of fuel pressure. I didn't think injectors had a very good pattern at those kinds of pressure. Just my .02.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000012||talontsi||10-08-2002||05:51 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>660'2 at 28 psi are only flowing 532cc. It sounds like 550's would have been a better match. With vacuum, that would be like &lt;20psi of fuel pressure. I didn't think injectors had a very good pattern at those kinds of pressure. Just my .02.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yeah that is at Idle without the line. What about with 48psi when you add the 20 psi of boost with the 1:1 FPR.<P><BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000013||keydiver||10-09-2002||10:05 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Since the differential pressure across the injector is still 28psi, I'm not sure, but I'd say that the spray pattern may still be borderline. Its probably best to ask someone at RRE or RC Engineering about your particular type of injector, because I'm sure it varies from one manufacturer to another. I remember reading an article once, I thought by Russ Collins at RC, that gave a minimum pressure he recommended, but it may have been as low as 20-25psi, so you're probably OK. Hey, if it runs, go for it! I was just pointing out that 550's at 42.5psi would flow the same. The same article also talked about the degraded flow pattern you get with too high a pressure, or the injector not even opening, but that was in excess of 80 psi I believe. <BR>I read too much..............<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000014||talontsi||10-09-2002||10:54 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Yeah I know what your saying Jeff but I could not get the car to idle right any other way. I think if I did not have the high pressure pump it would have been fine.<P>Car ran 12.7 @ 111 with no 2nd gear BTW.<BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
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A||||9||91vr4evolution||Is crushing the BOV the only option?||||1
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||10-05-2002||06:37 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hi guys, well I finally got off my butt and started to do a pressure test this weekend and it seems my BOV is leaking like a sieve! <P>I know I had a leak at the throttle shaft (grrrr!), so I undid and blocked off the hose that goes to the throttle body and the hose from the turbo and blocked it. I left the BOV open, cause it's sposed to hold SOME pressure right, even with the signal line at atmospheric, and guess what, it doesn't hold any. If I block the BOV return off, instant pressure and it holds up to 20psi, (so far.)<P>Sooo, is crushing the BOV the best option? <P>Should I go buy a fancy nancy BOV instead?<P>Mike.<P>P.s. I  did a search, but I couldn't find what pressure it SHOULD hold as a minimum, anyone know?||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||10-05-2002||08:13 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net|| <A HREF="http://www.thedodgegarage.com/turbo_bov_mod.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.thedodgegarage.com/turbo_bov_mod.html</A> ||63.185.96.34||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||10-06-2002||12:48 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Okay, I read the link, and I thought of, and did, what I think is a simpler thing. <P>Go buy some gasket paper, trim it to suit the flange and bolt hole, and cut a hole only big enough to match the BOV "mouth". Now apply a LITTLE  gasket silicone to your new gasket over the area that the small hole and relief is. Now bolt it back on the car.<P>It took me about five minutes to cut out the gasket, and probably if you just bolted it on tight, it wouldn't even need the silicone.<P>Mike. ||202.27.176.157||reg||3
Z||000003||1312VR4||10-06-2002||01:01 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||So you blocked the small hole on the bottom & thats it? Hope not, that is bad.. You will get compressor surge from hell because the BOV will not open||63.185.72.80||reg||1
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||10-06-2002||02:43 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Yes, I blocked it, but if you look at the faq, that's what he's done. He has the tube out for IF he wants normal BOV operation. That's why I just used the gasket paper method. I tested it using a compressor, pressurized the intake with the bov hose from the manifold still connected, then to simulate closing the throttle, I pulled the hose off the bov, and it opened. And that's only in reference to atmospheric. With 24" of vacuum sucking on the diaphram. it should be sweet. I haven't driven it yet (turbo intake pipe getting coated), but I'll post back after I drive it.<P>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000005||91vr4evolution||10-07-2002||01:49 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Okay, you were right! It sounds like a flock of pigeons taking off (copyright: A.Hinds!). <P>The car SEEMS to pull harder if you really nail it, but it has a real loud PHSST! when you close the throttle, and "flutters" with even the slightest amount of boost and then closing the throttle. The way I drive I don't need that much attention drawn to me.<P>Thinking about it, MAYBE what needs to be done is, instead of the blocking the hole completely, you need to restrict the hole, much like the resistor in the wastegate line? Maybe this would raise the maximum (and minimum) hold pressure without getting as much of the side effects. <P>That said, how much of the noise I'm hearing is "bad noise" and how much is what a blowoff valve would do if it only released EXCESS pressure?<P>Oh well, back to the drawing board,<P>Mike.  ||202.27.176.157||reg||11
Z||000006||keydiver||10-07-2002||09:32 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I had my BOV modified by Dejon: <A HREF="http://www.dejontool.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dejontool.com</A> <BR>They modify the valve the same way as dodgegarage, but add a 3-way valve that controls the vacuum/boost to the BOV.<BR>It seems to work great, seals the BOV real tight.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000007||91vr4evolution||10-08-2002||02:28 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks, I just a saw a thread on DSMtalk which uses the redrilled port with a solenoid. It's hooked up to a pressure switch which closes at 15psi. I guess it works normally up to 15psi, but seals the BOV up tight when you put your foot into it.<P>Thanks guys,<P>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000008||91vr4evolution||10-21-2002||08:21 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Okay, this is wierd! You guys may have read that since posting this thread I've fixed a few leaks in the intake. At the same time I crushed the BOV and I started to get a little surgeing on part throttle. Well, I thought, that must be what happens if you crush the BOV. Anyway, today I thought I would try my "blockoff gasket" theory (for drag racing next week, cause you're only at WOT anyway), so I fitted my "blockoff gasket" (TM, patents pending!!) and guess what?, no more surge! I drove around for a 1/2 hr TRYING to make it surge, no surge.<P>Maybe, with the uncrushed BOV it didn't have enough tension to control it. Also, maybe it's not surge, but the BOV fluttering open? But that wouldn't explain why it was surgeing WITH the crushed BOV, would it? Anyway, whatever the reason, it seems to work okay now. <P>Mike.  ||202.27.176.157||reg||5
Z||000009||dsm127901||03-11-2003||12:17 PM||||you guys have any pics of those bov mods?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.217.217.97||reg||1||dsm127901||00001109||yes
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A||||16||GRV4726||boost pod||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||10-06-2002||05:53 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i was thinking back to a pod i saw on a gvr4 a while back... and i like it a lot, but can't remember where i saw it... i found it now... <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/ash_boost.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/ash_boost.jpg</A>  <BR>(sorry don't know how to post images)<P>who makes it... was is custom made about what about that guage pod that goes infront front of the number badge in the car... i like that a lot but don't konw where to find one...<P>help! <BR>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||10-06-2002||07:42 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||The one you have pictured you can get from anyone that carries autometer.<P>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||10-07-2002||02:32 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I have somthing like that and its alot cleaner. The ones I have are made by Trust (Greddy) And are very nice and not that expensive. They come in 52 and 60mm.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000003||JerryRedGSX||10-10-2002||09:34 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||Got any pics?||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000004||GRV4726||10-14-2002||02:17 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||yeah um i'm interested in pics too..<P>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||10-14-2002||12:00 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Blufalcon might have some from a local meet. I would just try greddys website. I like them but they dont go with the guages I have (VDO boost, Autometer AF) Im gonna go to apexi guages soon so they should look ok.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||10-14-2002||12:03 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com|| <A HREF="http://www.greddy.com/products/accessories_frame.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.greddy.com/products/accessories_frame.htm</A> <P>They look better n person.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000007||talontsi||10-14-2002||06:17 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||These are the ones I have from autometer. <A HREF="http://www.autometer.com/hp/2001_catalog/accessories/accessories_closeups/3202.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.autometer.com/hp/2001_catalog/accessories/accessories_closeups/3202.html</A> <BR>They also come in CF. <A HREF="http://www.autometer.com/hp/2002_catalog/107/107_closeups/2151.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.autometer.com/hp/2002_catalog/107/107_closeups/2151.html</A> <P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000008||GRV4726||10-14-2002||08:32 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i think that the cf looks out of place but oh well.. the greddy one will not match anythign and will really stick out. don't want that.. so the autometer one is my best bet so far.. you do just screw it into the column?  and about that 3 gauge thing. the custom thing where the other vr4s had suspension control stuff.. someone placed an afc in it. and on the amg site there one with tree guages. i think tha would be perfect.. fill all of them and in complete line of vision.. instead out looking below the cd or casset. <P>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000009||1quickvr4||10-14-2002||08:39 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I have one of those pods, But its going to Duckie.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000010||talontsi||10-14-2002||08:58 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I should have my black auto meter ones installed later this week so you can take a look. <BR>Yes they do just bolt into the a-piller or where ever you want them. <BR>I thought about putting the gauges on the dash above the glove box or in front of the stock gauges behind the steering wheel.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000011||Ash||10-14-2002||10:31 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||In that pic I just screwed the bugger into the plastic cover on the A pillar.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000012||Pappy||10-14-2002||11:38 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I have my boostgauge installed exactly like the one in that picture.  I got the pod and gauge from summit.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000013||GRV4726||10-15-2002||12:56 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/center_gauge_option.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/center_gauge_option.jpg</A> <P>thats what i was looking for... i knew it was on this site somewhere.. i thight that would be perfect<P>would you have to cut in that area to get it mount? i don't know that makes me uneasy though it would be perfect<p>[This message has been edited by GRV4726 (edited 10-15-2002).]||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000014||LAGVR4||10-15-2002||02:12 AM||jporczak@attbi.com|| <A HREF="http://www.gaugepods.com/vr4.HTM" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gaugepods.com/vr4.HTM</A> <P>if you want a pillar pod. i just got one and the fit is pretty good. i heated it up in the oven to make it a little tighter.||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000015||Pappy||10-15-2002||02:52 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||GRV4726, the center console gauge pod was an option for galants at that time(although I don't think it was an option for the VR4).  You could probably find one in a junkyard somewhere if you looked hard enough.  You'd probably want to drill a hole into the dash under it for the wires and tubes going to the gauges.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||10-15-2002||05:55 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I was originally planning on sticking three gauges in the suspension pod as in that picture, but three 52mm gauges would never fit.  I don't know what size those gauges are... 46mm? and I wouldn't know where to find them.  Or you could always just put two SPA dual digital gauges in there, and get more info, plus warning lights and peak hold.<BR>More info can be had at:  <A HREF="http://www.syclone.freeserve.co.uk/spagauges.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.syclone.freeserve.co.uk/spagauges.htm</A> <P>If you're hesitant about drilling through the dash, like if you ever want to return the car to stock to sell, just pull off the limited edition badge.  The gauge pod covers it up anyway, and you can drill through the area covered by the badge.  As long as you drill a hole smaller than the badge, you can glue it back on later and no one will be the wiser.<P>I've heard that another alternative to the galant suspension pod is a gauge pod from a mid to late 90's montero.  I guess they could be had w/3 gauges under a similar hood from the factory, and that this hood/pod will fit the same place as the suspension pod.  However, I could never find a montero with the pod to verify this...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
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A||||8||GVR1643||2600 install||||1
Z||000000||GVR1643||10-07-2002||01:44 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Installed the 2600 and Fidenza this weekend.  Revs nice ;-) Clutch feels good.  Now I notice the off-throttle rear diff  noise (lash).  Previously you could hear it if you listened for it, but didn't grab your attention the way it does now.  <BR>Did the search on here about the break in (bought the clutch from the board here with 50 miles on it) and mixed replies about whether or not break in is needed.  <P>I haven't launced it at all, but it has seen boost. I have a hard time understanding the needed "break-in" on the clutch - but no boost either WTF?  Anyone have a brief explanation of this?<BR>Kevin<BR>||167.142.22.219||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-09-2003||06:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Installed the 2600 and Fidenza this weekend.  Revs nice ;-) Clutch feels good.  Now I notice the off-throttle rear diff  noise (lash).  Previously you could hear it if you listened for it, but didn't grab your attention the way it does now.  <br />Did the search on here about the break in (bought the clutch from the board here with 50 miles on it) and mixed replies about whether or not break in is needed.  <br /><br />I haven't launced it at all, but it has seen boost. I have a hard time understanding the needed "break-in" on the clutch - but no boost either WTF?  Anyone have a brief explanation of this?<br />Kevin </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyone on the break in of a 2600? Im gettin my flywheel resurfaced tomorrow and installin the 2600, what kind of break in if any? Thanks!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||number3||07-09-2003||06:41 PM||||The recommended way of "breaking" a ACT 2600 was to do a hard launch them let it sit over night and you were all set to go from there.<br /><br />I don't believe there is a break in period for a ACT 2600 like the Centerforce clutches. At least I know there wasn't in the past (1998-9). Check with your dealer first, however, things do change.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||07-09-2003||06:47 PM||||I am assuming the point behind breaking in a clutch, is to "seat" the pressure plate to the clutch disk to the flywheel.  Probably more so the disk to the flywheel.  In a very similar fashion as you would do with new brake pads and rotors.  I believe it was either Nate or Harry I was talking to one time, that said with the ACT clutches that they break them in by doing a few full-on launches with them...!!!  When I installed my ACT2600, I drove relatively easy for about 4-500 miles.  However, I didn't lower the boost, and I can't say that I didn't go full throttle once the clutch was completely released...I just didn't do any launches on it, and didn't speed shift until after it was "broken in".  I haven't had any problems with it since.<br /><br />-edit-  Looks like Harry was answering the same time as me...guess maybe it WAS him I heard it from --   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.188.65.250||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||07-09-2003||07:06 PM||||I broke mine in with about 500 miles of as little boost as possible.  Pure torture.  As soon as I hit 501 I promptly launched the crap out of it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I too have heard people talk about giving it a good launch to break it in.  I was told from my dealer (either extreme or RRE) to give it that break in period, so that's what I did.  Has anyone *personally* done the dump method?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||07-09-2003||09:01 PM||||500 miles according to ACT with the street disk to be on the safe side. With a solid 6 puck disk, no breakin needed.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||07-09-2003||10:17 PM||||From ACT's website:<br /><br /> <b>13.  Do ACT clutches require a break in period? <br /><br />For organic street discs �00 and SS� we recommend breaking in the clutch for 200-300 miles with mild engagement such as stop and go city driving prior to racing or spirited driving. ACT race discs usually only require a few hard slips to lap in the surfaces prior to normal driving or racing. Do not overheat the clutch during the break in period.<br /></b><br /><br />I followed this advice and haven't had any problems.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||07-09-2003||10:59 PM||||Better safe than sorry. I did what ACT recommends: 300 miles of easy driving. I did get into the boost range a bit during this time, but did no launches. I would also assume break in is to get the disc seated into the flywheel and pressure plate. Your not going to hurt it if you DO break it in gently. But if you DON'T, you might.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||Louters91GVR4||07-10-2003||11:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> From ACT's website:<br /><br /> <b>13.  Do ACT clutches require a break in period? <br /><br />For organic street discs �00 and SS� we recommend breaking in the clutch for 200-300 miles with mild engagement such as stop and go city driving prior to racing or spirited driving. ACT race discs usually only require a few hard slips to lap in the surfaces prior to normal driving or racing. Do not overheat the clutch during the break in period.<br /></b><br /><br />I followed this advice and haven't had any problems. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Awesome advice, straight from ACT.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
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A||N||15||turbo||testing my car||||1||
Z||000000||turbo||10-07-2002||02:17 PM||donnlu420@aol.com||I'm going to perform a comparsion test on my car for the first time. This seem simple but i wanted to post up and hear what you guys had to say before i do anything. This is how i think it should be done.<BR> <BR>1.one hose with gauge at the end of one side<BR>2.unplug the coil pack<BR>3.unplug the sparkplug wire<BR>4.unscrew the number 1 sparkplug<BR>5.screw in the other end of the hose to the number one spark plug<P>Now this where i get confuse. My next step is that i have to start the car so it can turn over to build comparsion. Before starting the car i'm supose to block the throttle wide open. <P>What does that mean?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||10-07-2002||02:29 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I think you mean compression test...<BR>Unplug the fuel injector fuse from the fuse block under hood unplug spark plug wire and remove spark plug, screw your compression tester in, have someone crank the car with throttle wide open, read tester.  Should be it.||167.142.22.219||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||10-07-2002||03:08 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||from vfaq:  <A HREF="http://www.dsmgrrrl.com/FAQs/compression.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmgrrrl.com/FAQs/compression.htm</A> ||208.251.251.8||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||10-07-2002||08:07 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Actually, I think he does mean comparison. I married into a Panamaian family & they use different words than us. Hence comparison test( as comparing between cylinders.) My wife's uncle( he lives in Panama & uses the same term ).....end of lesson..lol<P>But yes use the vfaq website. it tells you everything you need to know||63.185.113.253||reg||1
Z||000004||turbo||10-08-2002||01:45 AM||donnlu420@aol.com||well test is done and my engine is f@#$.Number one piston had good compression but piston 2 had low compression and the rest didn't have any compression. What could it be? DId my valves seized or is the piston ring blown?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||10-08-2002||10:35 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||No compression is often caused by bent valves. Have you checked your timing belt for signs of slippage?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000006||turbo||10-08-2002||02:34 PM||donnlu420@aol.com||That sucks,but i guess off with my head. I need to do a leak down test. How much do the gauge cost?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||10-08-2002||03:09 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The leakdown tester I bought is the Tavia: <A HREF="http://www.tavia.com/cat8.html#3" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tavia.com/cat8.html#3</A> <BR>$73.69 from Summit Racing: <A HREF="http://store.summitracing.com/default.asp?target=%2Fproduct%2Easp%3Fp%3D2323%26searchtype%3Decat" TARGET=_blank>http://store.summitracing.com/default.asp?target=%2Fproduct%2Easp%3Fp%3D2323%26searchtype%3Decat</A> <BR>I'm not sure if it will do you much good at this point. Its probably best to pull the head and inspect for damage. How did it happen? <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000008||turbo||10-10-2002||03:39 AM||donnlu420@aol.com||Well the head is off the block. I turn the head over where i can see the bottom of the valves and i can clearly see i bent one valve. Question! When the camshaft sprockets are aligned should there be some valves  open? I'm not sure but i thought all the valves should be closed. To answer your question i am dealing with two problems. I over heated my engine so bad that i blew my head gasket. I had coolant in my block,in my head,and coming out my muffler. I took my head off and took it to a machine shop and they said my valves seized. They fixed it and shaved the head. I prepared the block by using a compresser and air drying anywhere i saw coolant. I cleaned the header and manifold to where it was better than when i bought the engine. Now this is where its  confusing. I put on the new head gasket and the head back on. Next i did the timing. Now i went to turn the car on and it started up like crap. The muffler sounded like it was shooting out water that i guess was still left in the muffler. Suddenly the engine makes a loud noise and stopped. My guess was my timing jumped because i didn't think it was tight enough. It was my first time doing timing. So i did the timing agian hopeing i didn't bend any valves and tighted the belt better. I started the car agian and the car was sounding like sh@#. It backfired and didn't want to stay on. I guess i did bend a valve. Back to the machine shop. Now this is my sceound problem. I opened the valve cover and it looked like it had coolant in the head again. If i put in a new head gasket how can coolant get into the head and from where? Could it be the left over water from the muffler got back through the turbo and in the block?<P>Sorry for the long story. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/confused.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||10-10-2002||10:05 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||wow! i have never heard of anyone overheating the motor THAT bad.  even ed.  sounds like you at LEAST need to deck the block, too.  and, it is possible you have cracked it.  sounds like the head is internally cracked, too.  did the machine shop pressure test it?  if you still want to keep the car, you should just go and get a jdm motor.||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000010||VR6 Eater||10-10-2002||11:02 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I second that.  Instead of dumping more money into that motor, buy a JDM motor.  Your going to have to remove that motor to deck it anyways.  If the block and the head aren't cracked, you could take your time and build a sweet long block to swap later.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000011||turbo||10-11-2002||01:58 AM||donnlu420@aol.com||I had two bent valves.The head is back on the block and the timing is done. I tried starting the car and it really sounded like it was going to start. This time it didn't backfire or sound like crap. I was too tired to mess with it so i called it a night. I think its the c.a.s timing because i just spent the last week trying to start my friends honda and we finally found out it was the ignition timing. So my car is doing  just what his car was doing. Tomorrow i will tackle it to see if i have f#$% my engine or if it still has life. I will also do a compression test. ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000012||turbo||10-12-2002||02:44 AM||donnlu420@aol.com||Any suggestions||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000013||ken inn||10-12-2002||08:52 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||yeah, get another motor.  but you sound like you are determined to make this one run.  oil and coolant at that level has toasted the motor internally.  next, you will spin or sieze the bearings, assuming the oil pump is still good.  also sounds like you are having trouble timing the car.  two valve jobs are more than half the cost of a jdm motor.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000014||turbo||10-12-2002||06:09 PM||donnlu420@aol.com||A head job is only $80 for the labor and $10 for each valve that is bent. So no i haven't averaged the amount of buying two engines. I like to do everything myslef and it pays for me in the long run. Yes i am determined to get this engine running but it doesn't want to anymore. I really overheated it bad. I'm on the scearch for a new engine now but i don't want to pay for a whole motor. I can still use my tranny and ecu. I'm hoping i can find a place that would go cheaper on the price for just the long block. I'm sick of my car too and i really like the 2g eclipse but still want to keep the galant vr4 engine. I know that to swap a galant enigne in a 2g,i will need to swap the motor and harness. That way i can use the galant ecu. Has this been done before? What will i need to do to make this swap possible?||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000015||keydiver||10-12-2002||07:56 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Don't scrap a perfectly good (repairable) GVR-4 just because it needs a new head/motor. There's a s^&*load of TEL's you could scavenge parts off of, and the world would never miss one. If you're tired of putting money into it, and don't appreciate the uniqueness of a Japanese built, limited-production Rally car, sell it, don't scrap it. The motor's already trashed, and the ECU's only worth $100-$150 bucks. Think it over before you snuff out such a rare car!!!!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.212||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000968.cgi
A||||4||SearsPointVR4||electircal gremlins update||||1||
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||10-07-2002||09:29 PM||ges1759@aol.com||Okay, sent the ecu off again,  seems to be fine, Mike at DSS tested it in a vr4 and he said it was tops,  he didn't get a chance to test my airflow sensor though,(I was getting an error code for MAF, bar press, and intake temp) he's sending it back to me this week.  I may be in the market for an airflow sensor, can anyone out there point me in the right direction, or maybe has one to get rid of?<BR>thanks,<BR>ford.||204.33.132.140||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||10-07-2002||11:00 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I have one. Send me an offer and it is yours.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-08-2002||12:06 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||If you need to get a new MAF, why not take advantage of this opportunity and upgrade to the 2G style?  You need either an AFC or 550's though, but this might be the perfect excuse.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Good luck!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||drew||10-08-2002||12:33 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||If you decide not to go with Talontsi's I'm semi-local (san francisco) and i have a stock Galant MAF collecting dust.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000004||turbogalant||10-14-2002||07:27 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||make sure you get a gvr4 maf if you go 1g t\e\l are different.||65.177.240.53||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000969.cgi
A||||1||MPREZYAVR4||HKS FCON questions...||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||10-08-2002||03:25 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Okay I got a killer deal on an HKS FCON and I have a few questions.<P>1st is it possible to get a rom to control 550's.<P>2nd would it cause issues to swap the stock maf over to a second gen maf.<P>3rd for those that run one what do you think of it's performance and what kind of turbo/mods and how much boost are you running? <P>Thanks and I'm hoping to get the map sensor I need for it here soon so I can put it in.<BR>Rich<BR>||207.95.18.106||reg||1
Z||000001||bob in chicago||10-08-2002||07:55 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I've had my FCON for over 70K miles of daily driving at 17-19 lb. max. boost without any fuel cutoff or other problems. Very nice improvement across all RPM ranges; gets the most out of my 16G turbo, ND fuel pump, Al Blaha modded MAS & 3" turbo-back exhaust; gives 22 mpg average, mixed city & highway.<P>It was undriveable with RC550cc injectors and HKS's own chip specifically designed for "550 inj., upgraded fuel pump, high-flow air intake and modified MAS" - far too rich on idle and on open throttle. So, I waited until I can install an HKS AFR adjustable fuel control (or a Apexi's AFC.) A 2G MAS might be OK, because it flows 20% more air.<P>I hope my newly obtained AFR will fix it all and let me use my 550cc injectors. Stay tuned!||24.148.12.24||reg||14




ubb/Forum2/000970.cgi
A||||4||James||Launch control||||14||
Z||000000||James||10-08-2002||08:10 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Have u guys had much expirience with Lauch control. I am going to be trialing one on my Evo. They are made by a company called T-Sport. It doubles as a flat shifter. According to the blurb, it builds full boost on the line. It thats the case woooeeee!Check out the site.<BR>    <A HREF="http://www.rev-lite.com" TARGET=_blank>www.rev-lite.com</A>  and look at flat shifter. ||203.24.77.214||reg||14
Z||000001||UndergroundVR-4||10-08-2002||08:33 AM||undergroundr32@hotmail.com||This is old news.  Not in this company in particular,  but rather in the 2-step/stutterbox mod.  MSD's Dis-2 has it as well,  I believe.  Basically what it does is at a dead stop,  when you push the clutch in,  it trips a circuit repositioning your rev limiter to a preset rpm. Also,  another mod is for shifting,  so that when you shift at whatever RPM,  you can keep WOT and the "2-step" in this case,(Hence the name)  repositions the rev limit down to a lower RPM.  I want to say that these are two seperate mods,  but if not someone please correct me.<P>As for building full boost, I highly doubt it,  because if it did so then I'm sure it would be a much more common upgrade. ||24.189.242.58||reg||1
Z||000002||MX4||10-08-2002||04:41 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Anti-Lag is the one that builds boost off the line by creating a misfire of your engine. That builds boost||165.84.100.16||reg||1
Z||000003||James||10-09-2002||04:52 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||According to their website, it builds boost on the line. A friend of mine is an agent for that company , so I will be trialing it on my Evo 3. In theory , it sounds great. I guess we'll see in a couple of weeks when I do it. I will post the results when it's done.||203.24.77.214||reg||7
Z||000004||Ash||10-09-2002||06:36 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Just checked out the site, $280 Aust doesn't seem too shappy at all.  I think you sold me.||203.221.18.153||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000971.cgi
A||||12||DSMGVR4||1G AWD front stock springs and rear GVR4 stock springs w/ AGXs||||1||
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||10-08-2002||08:37 AM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Hey guys, I know this has been brought up before but i wasn't sure what everyone thought. How is this set-up?.. 1G DSM front stock springs with GVR4 rear stock springs used with AGXs??? Will this help prevent rear sagging if I were to go with 1G springs in front and back? Any opinions or suggestions are greatly appreciated. Thanks!John||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||10-08-2002||10:32 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||AAAAGGGGHHH!  BLUBLUBLUBLUB FWEEFWEEFWEE HACKHACKHACKHACK MUFUHMUFUHMUFUH||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||10-08-2002||12:14 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Holy mother of God!  <P>Jon, can you make the search button for the board gigantic and RED.  Quickly before Ken has a massive coranary.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000003||DSMGVR4||10-08-2002||01:02 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||LOL....sorry about that, I haven't read the updates on that topic. Ok, lets try this one...What setting do most of you guys use on your AGXs for daily driving? John||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000004||markrieb||10-08-2002||04:22 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||With the GVR-4 specific springs, on the street, I run the front shocks on 1 and the rears on 2.<P>At the autox track I bump that up to 2 in front and 7 or 8 in the rear.<P>This is also with the full Whiteline urethane bushing kit and the 22mm swaybars front and rear.<P>Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000005||DSMGVR4||10-08-2002||05:14 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Thanks Mark||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000006||Dan D||10-08-2002||05:22 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||2 front, 3-5 rear depending on the roads I'll be on.  5 is too stiff for highway trips, but 3 is too soft for spirited trips to the store.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000007||Beemer||10-17-2002||12:56 AM||beemer1@att.net||C'mon guys, give him a break.  Most of us in the midwest at least stumble along until we find a goldmine site like this one.  I have been a gsx guy for years, but the GVR4 I just bought for a grand has been an education...(drove it home with only 3rd thru 5th working...thru city traffic.  I hate uphill stop signs now)....and it had the original window sticker, mint, under the back seat.  This is a COMPLETELY different and frustrating car.. it has the GSX drivetrain, but it doesn't.  It has 4 lug wheels..why?  What cost cutting idiot decided that?  Sure, put 4 wheel steering on a car with 3000 made on a 2 year run and then say the parts are made from unobtainium. So give the noobs a break and be polite and helpful.  I have always been so on DSMTuners.  Noobs get very put off by snobbish BMW/Porsche/Ferrari type attitudes.  All of our cars will belong to someone else someday.  And the new owners might not have a clue.  And I seriously doubt that any of you knew everything about the car before you bought yours.. If you did...well, hats off to your research efforts.  Ya gotta admit, this site isn't as logical as GVR4.com.  I only found out about it from a GVR4 owner that was selling his car.  And Alan didn't hesitate to point me your way (and the kid I bought the car from didn't have a clue what it was, but Alan found it for me) I know this is kind of a ramble, but we were all noobs once  (unless your dad owned your GVR4 before you did), and someone took us under their wing and showed us the path to enlightenment.  Let's continue that tradition.  Now if a long time member asked that question,  he should be fair game...lol.  Sorry about the rant here and stomping on someones turf, but there are only about 2000 gvr4 owners left out there.  We should be welcoming the new owners to the fold, not deriding them for their mistakes.<BR>thanks<BR>beemer||12.75.114.26||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||10-17-2002||04:18 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||"So give the noobs a break and be polite and helpful. I have always been so on DSMTuners. Noobs get very put off by snobbish BMW/Porsche/Ferrari type attitudes."<P>As you will find out I'm the Assmonkey, or should I say "Sir Assmonkey" of this site, and if you took 5min. you would see this post, in fact it's on the first page: <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000933.html" TARGET=_blank>www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000933.html</A>  <P>And sorry for not being impressed with your DSMtooners attitude and knowledge, this site is mostly facts and the members have actually done the stuff to thier cars they talk about, not read about it and regurgitated someone else's hard work.<BR>Your new best friend,<BR>Sir Assmonkey<P>Oh and Hello and welcome, how is you day been going so far? I hope you have fun with your new car. Happy posting Yo...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000009||DSMGVR4||10-17-2002||07:34 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Hey ducktape...are u refering to me "regurgitating" someone else's hard work? What the fuck, it was a question that i wanted to get clarification on. Some say 1g rears will sag while others say they don't. i just wanted to get a census of what people thought about the that particular set-up. Sure, I didn't read all the updated posts... but that comment from you was just plain STUPID. Regardless if you are a fucking joker, don't sit there and insinuate stupid shit. Like I said in the previous post, "sorry i didn't get to read all the posts." I love this site, had no problem in the past...I may not contribute or post much info, but sheesh, one noobish mistake and I get shit? I guess we all have to be all-fucking-GVR4-knowing to post anything here. Fuck! (Jon, I remember you saying its ok to curse on this board since we are all adults). :-)But, sorry for the rant anyway.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000010||turbowop||10-17-2002||08:29 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I'm pretty sure that ken and dan were just giving you shit at the beginning because there was a large thread on this like one day before you posted. And I think that ducktape was aiming his post at beemer. I don't think beemer needed to stir the pot anyway being that this thread had no new replies to it for like nine days before he added his two cents.<P>I don't usually reply when threads get like this, but I hate drama on message boards. It's stupid.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000011||Team Ducktape||10-17-2002||08:29 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||hahahah guess I stepped on a nerve. If you would read the post it wasn't for you. See the quotes, did you wright that?? Umm yea no you didn't, so feel free to flame me anyways. I need the abuse, it lets me functiuon in this world. I'm almost sorry I pissed you and you protector off ;0 Joker or not. BTW my name is Rob not Ducktape. And  I wasn't refering to you, I was refering to the site the other post was talking about, and yes there is "some" great knowlege from that site but more of what comes from it is more BS and 16year-old kids saying they have all this crap done to their cars, but really have no clue what they are talking about, he said she said stuff. Sorry did you read my post? And rant all you want, if you can't read the posts of the others then that's your fault, like your protector said "Now if a long time member asked that question, he should be fair game...lol" so no matter how long you have been posting for or how many posts you have, if you don't read what has been already argued over and over then well like I said that's your fault. But I do like the swearing though, it lets me know I hit on something......||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000012||DSMGVR4||10-17-2002||08:57 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||whatever.....Ducktape||68.38.90.169||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000972.cgi
A||||4||dank||strange clutch problems||||8||
Z||000000||dank||10-08-2002||08:23 PM||accordpage@email.com|| drive a 91 galant vr-4. a while ago (i have about 3k on an act2600) i had to adjust the clutch because it was engaging right off the floor, and was partially engaged with the clutch all the way in so it was difficult to shift. so i adjusted it, and all was good, it was one of the smoothest trannies i have shifted. (the only mod i have is a 92 talon shifter, which made the shifter real short and the throw was real short too). anyway, lately the car has been really hard to get into gear sometimes, and the clutch engages right off the floor like it used to, and other times it engages about halfway up like it should, and shifts real smooth. it seems like it will change from good to bad as soon as load is put on the tranny, and the only time it switches back to good is when i park it for an hour or more. i checked the linkage just to make sure it wasnt loose, but i cant imagine what the problem could be. its getting harder and harder to shift every day, so i dont know what to do.||68.13.67.249||reg||8
Z||000001||talontsi||10-08-2002||08:31 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Have you checked the master and slave cyl.<BR>Sometimes older ones fail after 2600 installed due to the heavy peadle pressure.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||10-09-2002||12:57 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I'm having the same problem. I have a new CMC & SC. Its in the clutch itself. I just havent had time to confirm it yet( to busy with the new baby)||63.188.224.92||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||10-09-2002||01:21 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I had to get my slave cylinder made smaller to increase travel.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||QShip||10-09-2002||01:39 PM||kanihitit@yahoo.com||I had similar problems and it was a slave cylinder going bad..check your fluidlevel to see if you are low.||192.132.51.10||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000973.cgi
A||||0||JSTYLE||Perfect Power||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||10-09-2002||09:19 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Perfect Power is a ecu either piggy or standalone. Just wondering if any VR-4 owners have used perfect power standalone bfore? My friend is putting one on his car but it not seeming to work. <BR>all help will be appreciated!<P>Jon<p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 10-09-2002).]||203.173.164.166||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000974.cgi
A||N||8||Ferrari F50 GT||Fuel Pressure||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||10-09-2002||04:06 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Just installed the B&M fule pressure gauge that goes right on top of the fuel filter.  I have no idea what a normal fuel pressure readin is.  My base pressure at idle is 32-34.  Good, bad, ugly?  I also have a Buschur modfied fuel pump that flows 165LPH.  Thanks.||63.227.47.125||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||10-09-2002||04:16 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Your base is only 32-34?  Base fuel pressure is measured when the vac. hose is off of the fuel pressure regulator.  Stock value is 37.  <P>If you fuel pressure is really only 32-34, something is wrong.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||10-09-2002||04:31 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Checked again and the reading is at 36psi.  Is that still too off?<p>[This message has been edited by Ferrari F50 GT (edited 10-09-2002).]||63.227.47.125||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||10-09-2002||05:59 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||The B&M will only raise the FP not lower it. <BR>I would double check the install if there is a problem. Maybe there is some material left on the FPR and the B&M is not seating correctly. I never had a problem with mine when I had the 2g.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||10-09-2002||06:21 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I don't have the B&M FPR.  I only have the gauge.  I will be getting a Charged Air FPR.  It can be adjusted both ways.  <A HREF="http://www.chargedair.com" TARGET=_blank>www.chargedair.com</A>   ||63.227.47.125||reg||1
Z||000005||talontsi||10-09-2002||08:09 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Ahh disregard my post. <BR>The stock FPR spring may be getting soft. Another local is having the same issue with low FP on a FPR from a 183k car.<BR> ||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||10-09-2002||09:25 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Nice looking unit.  Is this the same as the Spoolinup unit?  I went to their site just to compare, and it says they've merged with Charged Air...  Also, do you know if that regulator has a port for a pressure gauge?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||5
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||10-09-2002||09:52 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Yeah, it actually is the same thing as the Spoolin Up FPR.  They were going to release a model with a gauge port, but I guess they decided not to.  Just do what I did and get a B&M gauge.  It works great.  Ken actually has the same gauge with the Spoolin Up FPR.  ||63.227.47.125||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||10-10-2002||10:07 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||My stock FPR also read 36 psi on the B&M gauge. I don't think 1 or 2 psi will make much difference. It probably is caused by the spring inside the FPR getting a little tired. Nothing a new Spoolin'up/Charged Air FPR can't fix! They used to have a gauge port, but had too many problems with it breaking off/stripping out, so they removed it. They are supposedly working on a replacement design to put it back on again.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 10-10-2002).]||66.156.210.212||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000975.cgi
A||||1||SearsPointVR4||2G MAF||||1||
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||10-09-2002||07:18 PM||ges1759@aol.com||Can anyone send me in the right direction on how to install a 2g mass airflow meter?  <BR>thanks,<BR>Ford.||205.186.177.105||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||10-09-2002||07:39 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Also from vfaq: <A HREF="http://vfaq.com/mods/2GMAF-1G.html" TARGET=_blank>http://vfaq.com/mods/2GMAF-1G.html</A> ||12.222.102.136||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000976.cgi
A||||20||Ryan136||What do you guys like for plugs and wires?||||1||
Z||000000||Ryan136||10-09-2002||08:20 PM||||Hello, this is my first time here. I just bought a 92 vr-4, #136. It needs a tune up and I was wondering what you guys like for plugs and wires? Oem? Also what gap for a stock car? Thanks for your help.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||10-09-2002||08:44 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Most folks recommend the stock NGK copper plugs.  They're dirt cheap & seem to produce the best results.  Same thing with the wires too...they (GVR-4's & DSM's) came from the factory with NGK wires & plugs.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-09-2002||09:33 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||If the car is basically stock, just use the stock plugs:  NGK BPR7ES, if memory serves me correctly.  One range colder (for boost over 16 psi, I think) is BPR6ES.  I believe stock gap is 0.034" and RRE says:  "Spark plug gap should be set at .030" for up to 16psi boost. Set at .028" for 17psi and up."<P>If you need to replace the stock wires also, you could take the opportunity to upgrade.  Magnecor 8.5mm wires are awesome, but a bit pricey compared to stock NGK wires (which are still quite good).  RRE carries all of this stuff, so I'd check their site out and see what else they have to say.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||10-09-2002||10:10 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||ngk 6's are stock, 7s are a range colder and recomended if running 17+ lbs of boost. .028-.031 is the factory gap.  .030 has always served me well at 15psi. <P>A note on the magnecors, There is a service bulletin on file at magnecor and any of their dealers that the warranty for mitsu 4g63 plug wires will not be honored.  It states a flaw/probable engine malfunction, in that the valve cover gaskets often leak into the plug wells, causes any malfunction of the wires.  They are a good wire, but oil corrodes them, so if your car leaks at all, they won't last and magnecore doesn't care about you.  Just a heads up.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-09-2002||10:18 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||If you use dielectric grease on the spark plug boots (like you're supposed to) you'll be fine, but yea, if you don't and they get damaged, you're on your own.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<P>ps- Thanks for correcting me on the stock plug specs, Dan!  Knew I'd get something mixed up.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 10-09-2002).]||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||10-10-2002||09:58 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Ken turned me on to the Kingsborne wires: <A HREF="http://www.kingsborne.com/html/load/?mitsubishi.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.kingsborne.com/html/load/?mitsubishi.htm</A> <BR>Part # 11-571, in the color of your choice, too.<BR>The build quality is excellent, and the cost is fantastic, around $25 if I remember. They are a big OEM wire source, so its like buying at the factory outlet. They look every bit as good as the MSD or Magnecor's I had, which only lasted 2-3 years. I just got a set for my wife's 3000GT too.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||10-10-2002||10:30 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i second the kingsbornes.  got them on mine, they made a custom set for the cyclone intake.  recently, i changed out the bosch +4's back to the bosch w8dtc(triple electrode, .28 gap), and i think i like them better.  ngk bp6et is the same plug.  i am at 17 lbs boost.  for some reason the ngk wires i had gave off this obnoxious order that reminded me of vietnam.  yuk.  also, the kingsborne wires are red, and look factory.||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000007||Nate||10-10-2002||12:14 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||I don't trust the Magnecores as far as I can throw them.  Every set I've tried has starting causing misfire problems within months of installation.  I've gone back to the $38/set NGK wires and they seem to last forever.  As for plugs, I've gotten away with running the stock BPR6ES at the factory gap for a long time, but recently went to 7ES's to try to reduce detonation a little bit.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||beavis||10-10-2002||02:21 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i also would not buy the magnecors again. i have a brand new set that we have tried on 4 different mitsu and they misfired on all of them.  i have a set of the accel 8mm wires pep boys sells for the first gen eclipses.  they cost around $45 and have lasted close to two years.  ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000009||Martin Tolentino||10-10-2002||04:50 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Now, stock factory wires. <BR> I had the magnacor wires, but they started arching to ground when it blew a hole out the side causing misfires.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000010||mitsu13ishi||10-10-2002||06:41 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||use Bosch 4+'s or 2's, they are already set for you so you dont have to set them. $15 for 4.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000011||talontsi||10-10-2002||07:46 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Accels have been working fine for me.<BR>Usually avalable at Pepboys for $40-$50.<BR>Great quality. ||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000012||JonGVR4||10-10-2002||08:24 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I've had Magnacore wires for about 2 years now.  No problems at all.  <P>I've had 2 sets of NGK wires.  One wire on the first set went bad (resistance was double what the other wires were) and it caused misfiring.<P>I'll probably get NGK wires next time around but don't Magnacore wires have a lifetime warranty?||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000013||talontsi||10-10-2002||10:53 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Jon magnacore will not honor the warrenty. <BR>RRE has a big write up on this but it si basically what Dan D said.<P>"A note on the magnecors, There is a service bulletin on file at magnecor and any of their dealers that the warranty for mitsu 4g63 plug wires will not be honored. It states a flaw/probable engine malfunction, in that the valve cover gaskets often leak into the plug wells, causes any malfunction of the wires. They are a good wire, but oil corrodes them, so if your car leaks at all, they won't last and magnecore doesn't care about you. Just a heads up."||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000014||91vr4evolution||10-11-2002||11:07 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||In a similar vein, has anyone tested whether indexing the plugs makes any difference? If so, which way do you point the electrode?<P>Mike.||210.54.104.31||reg||5
Z||000015||bopropucope||10-12-2002||12:14 PM||bchapman@techies.com||My Magnecors lasted about one year or about 5k miles. Tossed them and went back to a old stock set of wires for now.  The first difference I did noticed right away was that the car did start faster with the Magnecors over the stock wires and possibly had more performance. FYI  ||204.31.33.36||reg||1
Z||000016||number3||10-12-2002||02:54 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91vr4evolution:<BR><B>In a similar vein, has anyone tested whether indexing the plugs makes any difference? If so, which way do you point the electrode?<P>Mike.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Great question.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||10-12-2002||03:23 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I've heard people speak of higher boost "blowing out" the spark.  So, wouldn't it best to have the spark plug facing the exhaust ports, so that the electrode is in the path of the intake?<P>Just hypothesizing...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<p>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 10-12-2002).]||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000018||91vr4evolution||10-18-2002||02:44 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hey all, I was reading a magazine yesterday, and it was dyno testing a Skyline with different fuels (petrol, avgas, toulene, C21), and it also talked a little about indexing the plugs. Now it said to aim the plugs at the intakes. By this I assume(!) they mean the "gap" should face the intake, with the earth electrode's "back" to the exhaust. <P>They didn't show any dyno printouts with the plugs indexeed and non-indexed, but I sure I've seen in a V8 mag that it is definitely free hp. Of course with the superior head design of the VR4  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif"> it probably won't make as much difference, but it probably worth trying (if you can be bothered).<P>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000019||Romanova||10-23-2002||06:06 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Got my Kingsbornes... very nice looking wires. Total cost with slow slow shipping was $44. Gotta pick up some plugs now and install them. <BR>||216.255.203.177||reg||1
Z||000020||turboflanagan||10-24-2002||09:52 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Just finished pulling the head off of an Eclipse N/A for a friend who had installed Splitfire plugs.  One of the plugs exploded and the electrode cracked an intake valve and beat the s*@t out of an exhaust valve before it got embedded in the head.  The other plugs looked a nice grey color with no signs of anything really wierd.<P>And he has the nerve to put AutoZone wires on it!  I told him to get that crap off and get some NGK's or else no more wrenchin' for me.||64.63.208.60||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000977.cgi
A||||8||slackr||emissions||||5||
Z||000000||slackr||10-10-2002||11:00 PM||slackrr@earthlink.net||hope this isn't a retarded question but i can't seem to find the information i need.<P>was wondering if a 2g maf on an otherwise stock 91 vr4 could raise the emissions enough to cause it to fail inspection.||63.214.194.166||reg||5
Z||000001||markrieb||10-11-2002||12:39 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||It depends....<P>What other mods are there.  Just the 2g MAS without any other fuel system modifications (S-AFC, bigger injectors, etc) probably will fail emissions and flag a check engine light.<P>The 2g MAS flows about 20% more air for the same frequency count as the stock MAS.  This will lean the car out 20%<P>To fix this you can use an AFC to adjust the MAS signal, or install 550 injectors, or install both and really tune the car.<P>Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||10-11-2002||03:54 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||were are you trying to pass at?||138.23.114.186||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||10-11-2002||05:36 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||these cars suck when it comes to smog tests..... i have yet to pass||63.62.130.204||reg||1
Z||000004||slackr||10-11-2002||07:30 PM||slackrr@earthlink.net||as far as i know the only mods are the 2g maf with a k&n filter and the head has been ported. trying to get it to pass in delaware.||67.28.72.35||reg||1
Z||000005||Romanova||10-13-2002||12:07 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Speaking of emissions... how do you WA guys do? Never had any probs with my Scirocco and that was running a non-cat exhaust with all the go fast goodies...||216.255.203.45||reg||1
Z||000006||kartorium31||10-13-2002||12:15 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||HAHAHA, i laugh in the face of emissions.  I live in E-town, where if we had tests you would fail if your car didn't smoke.||12.144.247.129||reg||12
Z||000007||GVR4458||10-13-2002||10:04 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Hibern8,<P>You still haven't passed?  I thought you've gone twice now?  Post to the chidsm yahoogroup and try to find a "friendly" test station.  Do you have a cat in the car?  I'm interested in the details, email me privately with your mods and stories.<P>EH<BR>gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||67.37.238.35||reg||1
Z||000008||markrieb||10-14-2002||12:59 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||No emissions checks on the east side of the mountains, except for Spokane.<P>I still run a cat in my car and I *think* it would pass the sniffer, but not a chance of it passing the visual test.<P>Did you go to the big autox at Spokane Raceway this weekend?||4.47.229.219||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000978.cgi
A||N||6||ChiaPuke||Need help getting general settings on the AFC||||1||
Z||000000||ChiaPuke||10-11-2002||10:19 AM||ndandar@hotmail.com||(I posted this on DSMTalk.com as well.  I'm hoping some of you fellow Galant guys can help, too)<P>I was never really good at getting my AFC figured out. So many sites had conflicting ways of tuning it. <P>I have a few tools at my disposal to check my settings. I have the blue-wire on the AFC connected so I can check O2 voltage, EGT gauge, A/F gauge (pretty useless), and a PocketLogger setup. <P>One thing I noticed on the PocketLogger last night that I had never seen before was the displays for fuel trim (Low, Mid and High). My "low" fuel trim was at 139%. I didn't know of the "low" fuel trim display was for low-RPMs or meant low-throttle position so I started playing with the low-RPM, low-throttle settings on my AFC. After going from approximately -9 to -5% across the board on the low-throttle settings to about +19 to +10% across the board, the PocketLogger displayed 99% for the "low" fuel trim instead of 139%. <P>Now I'm confused. What did I just do? It's strange that I'm ADDING something like 19% fuel in the 1000RPM low-throttle range when I have 550cc fuel injectors. I do have Web cams now which may be throwing the numbers off from where they'd usually be. <P>To make a long story longer.. I'm confused. I'm sure the settings are WAY off. I don't know where to start or how to tell where I should even begin going with this. The hi-throttle AFC settings are, on average, about -10%. Now I'm wondering if that's far too low. I'm still breaking in my engine so I can't check full-throttle O2 voltages at high RPMs yet. At about 4000RPMs at full throttle, I'm still getting O2 voltages around .89 and they stay between .87 and .93 as far as I've seen. I haven't had a chance to check EGTs or knock sums, yet. <P>One thing that may help is if there's anyone here with a remotely similar setup who can give me their settings just so I have a general idea how the AFC's setting curves may need to look in the end (don't worry, I won't just copy your settings and expect them to work in my car). So far, my old Galant has: <P>-ported 'big' 16G <BR>-Web cams <BR>-RC 550cc injectors <BR>-J&E 9.1:1 pistons <BR>-HKS powerflow intake (and unmodified MAS.. blah) <BR>-ported 95+ exhaust manifold, ported dump-tubed O2 housing, 2.5" turbo-back exhaust <BR>-SAFC <BR>-EVC III (17psi) <BR>-Denso fuel pump upgrade <BR>-probably 10 other things I'm forgetting but those were the important parts <P>It's also frustrating to tune because I'm having boost troubles. I've seen other posts wtih the same problem. I don't know if it's a problem in the enginebay or with my EVC III. Once the turbo reaches full boost, the wastegate opens completely, boost drops, the wastegate closes for 1/2 second, then opens completely, boost drops so the wastegate closes for another 1/2 second, opens for 1/2 second, closes for 1/2 second, etc etc. It results in choppy, slow, noisy, disturbing acceleration... with the dump tube going "BLAT.... BLAAAT... BLAAT... BLAT!!" (instead of a constantly (partially) opened wastegate) until I give up and just let off the gas. <P>ANYWAY, sorry for the long post. Any help is GREATLY appreciated. Thanks!<P>||66.190.0.34||reg||1
Z||000001||Martin Chilcote||10-11-2002||10:42 AM||chilcote@swbell.net||Join this group: <A HREF="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Super-AFC-DSM/" TARGET=_blank>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Super-AFC-DSM/</A> <P>You can then check their archives and ask your question there, while waiting for an answer here.<BR>Good luck.||65.64.2.174||reg||14
Z||000002||Ant||10-11-2002||12:17 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||If you're saying you have an unmodified MAS then I'd guess you are hitting fuel cut.<P>Sorry I don't have anything remotley simliar to that to help you out with the AFC settings.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000003||JerryRedGSX||10-11-2002||12:38 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||Here's a wild guess, but I've seen a friend tune a car with a similar issue.  Maybe you're low throttle settings were way too lean and the ECU was dumping fuel to make up for it?  So then, when you turned the fuel up, it didn't need to dump the fuel...What were the o2 voltages where the fuel trim reads 139%?<P>On the car I'm talking about, he would be running .92 o2 voltages no matter how much he leaned out the car...he couldn't figure it out until my friend datalogged the car and found that it was knocking (at least I think that's what he found), so he turned the fuel up, the knocking went away and the car leaned out a bit.  Hope this helps a bit.<P>Actually...I just found this on the SAFC list:  <A HREF="http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317</A> <P>It explains what's going on with fuel trims and o2 trims while you're making adjustments.<p>[This message has been edited by JerryRedGSX (edited 10-11-2002).]||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000004||ChiaPuke||10-11-2002||12:44 PM||ndandar@hotmail.com||It doesn't feel, sound, or seem like fuel cut.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  I can set the boost at 10psi and it does the same thing.  I was figuring it was the EVC needing to be "retrained" again.  Then, I tried something this morning.  I posted this update on DSMtalk.com:<P>I used the pocketlogger and took a few runs.  The AFC's Hi settings ran from <I>about</I> -14% at 1000RPMs to about -8% at 7000RPMs.  I was getting big knock sums so I raised the settings up to about +8% or so at 7000RPMs and knock is starting to disappear..  Hrm.  <P>BUT, the good news is, the weird fluctuating boost/wastegate problem seemed to disappear.  I'll check on it more later.||66.190.0.34||reg||1
Z||000005||ChiaPuke||10-11-2002||02:20 PM||ndandar@hotmail.com||The fluctuating boost problem went away but I now have NO power below about 6000RPMs.  It hits relatively hard at 6000 but, below that:  1000-4500 = no power.  4500-6000 = lots of jerking, sputtering, hesitation.. worse acceleration than 1000-4500.  6000+ = the car gains power and starts to pull again.<P>Doh!  This is going to be a fun adventure..||66.190.0.34||reg||1
Z||000006||ChiaPuke||10-11-2002||02:47 PM||ndandar@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JerryRedGSX:<BR><B>Actually...I just found this on the SAFC list:  <A HREF="http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317</A> <P>It explains what's going on with fuel trims and o2 trims while you're making adjustments.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Thanks a lot for that link!  It sounds like it'll help me out a LOT and is exactly what I needed.  <P>||66.190.0.34||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000979.cgi
A||||13||Ryan136||Car "ticks" when its idling..||||1||
Z||000000||Ryan136||10-12-2002||01:49 AM||||Just bought a 92 vr-4 with 67k on it. When I first got it there was a slight noticable tick when it was idling and low rpms. I drained the oil which was almost black. Before I drained it I ran an oil flush through it. Then I ran some cheap oil in it for about 5 miles then drained that and filled it with Royal Purple. The car still ticks and is even slightly noticeably louder. Sometimes it will be ticking then it goes away for a while then comes back. Im guessing its a lifter. Any of you guys have the same problem?||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||suprflewus||10-12-2002||08:14 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||the 'tick' you speak of is from clogged lifters and is one of the most common problems with early DSM's.<P>Mitsubishi updated the lifter with larger oil passages which eliminates the problem altogether.<P>most other fixes are pretty much band aids for an engineering flaw: alot of guys and girls will run some combustion chamber cleaner through the intake, or do a motor flush as you did, but the problem usually comes back.  i can quiet the tick by over-filling the oil by a tad....just over the top of the notch on the dipstick.<P>hope that helps a little.  <P>welcome to the world of gvr4's.  prepare to shock and amaze people with the ultimate sleeper....<P>dale ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||10-12-2002||09:00 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i like the BG engine purge.  wtf is royal purple?  amsoil?  if you can get the BG, try another purge, and at least it will clean the hell out of the inside of the motor, and free up the oil rings.  someone here said it cured the lifter problem.  your compression will come up, too.  your name brand synthetics will do just as good a job as your regional ones, with the possible exception of extreme stress, like nascar racing, but even at those levels, synthetics like mobil 1 still work very well.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||10-12-2002||10:59 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I did the BG engine purge on my car for the same problem.  Sometimes it wouldn't tick, others would be Very loud.  Sometimes higher revs would make it quit, others not.  Very annoying!<P>After the BG purge all lifter tick went away.  Been about 6 months I think and no more tick.  Hell of a lot cheaper than new lifters.  <P>There is also a Mitsu TSB to clean the lifters in Diesel fuel.  but you still have to R&R the lifters and Diesel fuel really stinks!||64.63.209.169||reg||1
Z||000004||bopropucope||10-12-2002||12:06 PM||bchapman@techies.com||[QUOTE]Originally posted by ken inn:<BR>Hi Ken. What is the BG engine purge?  ||204.31.33.36||reg||5
Z||000005||Ryan136||10-12-2002||02:27 PM||||Thanks for the information guys. I'll over fill it just a tad and see what happens. Im going to try the BG engine purge next oil change. Royal Purple is a synthetic oil that was recomended to me by about 15 people on another message board I post on. People with cars like 10 sec mustangs, 10 sec all motor classics and one guy who had a mid 11 sec 125+ turbo sentra se-r that he built himself. They all said use Royal Purple, nothing else. At $5.50 a quart its not cheap and it seems that only performance shops cary it.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||10-12-2002||03:26 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Yea, all the sprint car racers around here swear by the stuff.  I looked into it, but it was pretty hard to come by and expensive.  Nice stuff, though.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000007||1312VR4||10-12-2002||03:31 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Use the stock Mitsu oil filer & some good syn. oil. This has worked evey time for me.(on about 10 different DSm's & VR4's) Most oil filters DONT have a anit-drainback feature, which lets the oil drain back into the pan. The stock Mitu filter does have it & keeps the oil up un the head & also in the lifters, so it eliminates dry starts. I have only replaced the lifters on 1 Mitsu & that was in Japan ( on a 88VR4). Try a $3 filter & the good oil 1st before spending over $100 on new lifters.||63.185.96.135||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||10-12-2002||03:59 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.bgprod.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.bgprod.com/</A> <P>sold by independent dealers all over the nation, to shops.  ask a local shop if they use the bg products, and they can get you the stuff.  actually, i know about royal purple, but my car cant go 10 sec, it cant even go 13 sec, so i use mobil 1.  if i put royal purple in, it STILL wont go 10 sec, even downhill with a tailwind.  but 5.50/qt i think is less than amsoil or redline.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000009||Ferrari F50 GT||10-12-2002||08:05 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Do you add the BG engine Purge in place of oil?  Or is it just and addative to put in the oil before you drain it?||63.227.44.191||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||10-12-2002||09:21 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||warm up engine.  drain oil.  add fresh oil, and bg purge.  start engine, run at high idle(1200) for one hour.  then, drain oil and change filter, add fresh oil and filter.  sucker will smoke like a bitch.  neighbor cussed me out and left, screeching the tires.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000011||VR6 Eater||10-12-2002||09:47 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I always use a WIX brand oil filter when ever possible.  I used to drive 30 miles out of the way just get one.  The NAPA gold series filters are made by WIX and are very good.  If you ever get a chance to cut open an oem or FRAM oil filter you will see a difference.  There is almost twice the filtering surface area in WIX with no drop in flow.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000012||GRV4726||10-13-2002||12:14 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||how do you get it to run at a high idle?? <P>smoke like a bitch? what do you mean? after you put in the new oil and filter||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000013||ken inn||10-13-2002||07:29 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GRV4726:<BR><B>how do you get it to run at a high idle??<BR>     you loosen the 2 6mm bolts holding the throttle cable to the intake, and pry the plate back, holding the throttle open.  <P>smoke like a bitch? what do you mean? after you put in the new oil and filter</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>no, when you put in the bg, and start the car, THEN it smokes.  big time<P>||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000980.cgi
A||||8||GRV4726||custom cat back||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||10-12-2002||05:22 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i'm young... and have the little money i've saved up for ages.. first i will be doing a fmic instal.. figure in texas that should be a good idea.<P>but i was thinking.. later i will want a cat back. and they are pretty expensive.. so should i just attempt making one myself.. (don't know how to weld but i figure a shop could do that...or if any of you live in houston and would like to set up your services... cough cough. anyone? need a local budy damn it!) is it worth it. to go with custom. have to have SS and mandrel bends.  on DSMtalk.com people told me its not worth it because it ends up sounding like shit. don't want that. <P>sure you guys don't want to waste your time with this topic. but help is appreciated. i'm mainly posting because i can't get to sleep<P>sorry for the long post||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||10-12-2002||05:39 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GRV4726:<BR><B>have to have SS and mandrel bends.  on DSMtalk.com people told me its not worth it because it ends up sounding like shit. don't want that.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>All dsm's or gvr4's sound pretty much the same with a good opened up exhaust. They sound good imho with no cat and a straight through muffler. I don't care what muffler is on there....to me, they all sound about the same. Just in case your curious though I have a Dynomax Ultraflow muffler connected to a 3" stainless turboback Certified system.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||10-12-2002||08:20 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Not to sound like a Parent but modding a car is not cheap.  the more mods the more power the more power the more breaks<P>I would do exhaust first. <P>You are on the right track. Find someone willing to help you out. There are still good people out there.<P>Personally I get turned off when people ask for a "cheap" job. Everyone wants to pay as little as they can, you don't need to state the obvious and insult them when asking shop what they charge. JMHO<BR><p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 10-12-2002).]||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4458||10-12-2002||08:46 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I agree with the idea of starting with the exhaust.  Opening up the air path is the best way to see gains.  Slap in a $45 KN and get a 2.5-3" exhaust.  Those things alone are simple and can be inexpensive.<P>Someone around here is offering a REALLY decent price on exhausts.  He claims they are not pretty (more welding of pre-bent pieces than a continuous run) but they are inexpensive.  I personally believe that they are fine pieced together.  I've got the same type of setup on my car- though not his work - and the only time I see it is when the car is on a lift.  I haven't seen one and I don't think he has posted pics but maybe he will *Rob -ahem*. It's tough to beat the price for a SS system.||67.37.238.35||reg||1
Z||000004||JSTYLE||10-12-2002||09:22 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||I would recommend you get a piggy back ecu. My friend with a stock VR4 bar pod filter.. and piggy back ecu made 125AWKW not bad when they came out stock at 98AWKW. Almost a 30AWKW from just a filter and piggy back ecu. He used the Perfect Power piggy back ecu that can control almost everything. Anyways i would start off with the ecu cos a VR4 with full breather mods made 120awkw, while this VR4 with a filter and piggy made 125awkw... <P>Just another way to look at it.<P>Jon||203.173.165.236||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||10-12-2002||11:31 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||You know, when I first started out, I thought, "hey, I have a welder, I'll build my own to save some money".  <P>MISTAKE!<P>That homemade exhaust caused me so many hours of frustration, from fitment issues to incompatibility with standard downpipes and test pipes.  The time I spent making it would've been better spent working and paying for the real exhaust (Mofugas 2.5) I have now, especially considering how relatively cheap it it. ||4.47.84.188||reg||1
Z||000006||GRV4726||10-13-2002||04:24 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so i should just bite the bullet and save up to get a propper exhaust?<P>i can't remember who said it.. but catback before fmic... i don't know... houston gets really hot.. i'm no so worried about power as i am about the state of my engine.. i figure if get an fmic..a good one then i can cut my can (not completely off but still keep some on there) and not have to worry about intake temps. then i can go with a catback..<P>does that sound reasonable?<BR>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000007||GRV4726||10-14-2002||12:08 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||by the way harry, number3 (i know you by name..), i know modding is expensive.. i've seen a lot prices... i still love to learn though. so that doesn't stop me.  <P>my brother owns a non-turbo eclipse that he turboed. its a nice car. rebuilt with je pistons and eagle rods... anyways.. that thing ended up costing his quite a bit.. had nitrous once... and had troulbes with every install<P>anyways||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000008||1quickvr4||10-14-2002||12:56 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I paid 80 bucks for a 3inch cat back at the muffler shop. Ad in a muffler and its pretty cheap. You might want to try just the cat back without muffler if you have a cat or a cheapo 3inch glasspack to start out with. I have a 3in preesbent turbo back with a glasspack and the rre tips. It has a deep sound.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000981.cgi
A||||6||JerryRedGSX||Car smoking....I'm thinking valve seals?||||1||
Z||000000||JerryRedGSX||10-12-2002||07:19 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||What do you guys think....the car puts out a puff of blue/white smoke at startup.  I'll get out and drive around normally and the first time I get on it, it will smoke pretty bad but then will be fine every other time I get on the throttle in the driving session.  If I let the car sit for a while and go to drive it again, it will do the same thing...smoke bad the first time I throttle it, but then be fine the rest of the time I'm driving.  Also, if I let the car idle for a few minutes, it starts to puff out blue smoke and when I free-rev it, it will put out a blue/white smoke screen.  Just from these symptoms, I've been told it's the valve seals.  Somebody said it *might* be the turbo...which I'd rather pull than pull the entire head (to check the guides as well as seals...I know seals can be done on the car).  Any other ideas what it could be?  I just got this car together and I really don't wanna have to pull it apart again!||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||10-12-2002||08:41 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Yup, your valve seals are probably hard as rocks.<P>Mark<BR>1051||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||10-12-2002||08:47 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Blue/white tingly smokes is the turbo.<P>Jon||203.173.165.236||reg||1
Z||000003||JerryRedGSX||10-12-2002||09:40 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||Valve seals should be brand new.  I had the head done earlier this year and just got the car running about a month ago.  <P>As far as I know, if the turbo was blown, it would smoke everytime I got in boost...but it doesn't.  ||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000004||GRV4726||10-13-2002||12:29 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||... i should have posted this a while ago. but my car isn't here (getting work done on it.. body repair, and paint...)<P>i put in new spark plugs... and holy crap the old ones were drentched in oil.. just dripping with the stuff... really sick..<P>i put in new ones...while trying to think or what when wrong... and started the car.... bunch of white smoke.. burning that oil in there... and gas mileage sucked quite a lot. <P>rarely drove the car due to my really bad luck.. the car hates me.. no joke.<P>so what do you guys thinks.. i thought piston rings. my step dad said i was the "grommets" or the valve seals<P>sorry for eating into your tread. not horribly off topic..||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000005||blacksheep||10-13-2002||12:50 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Dude<P>Check your turbo first. I thought it was valve seals for sure. We bought the special tool, replaced the seals etc etc, start it up and guess what...still smoking like it did. I had the same symptoms as you are saying....the 14b had no shaft play at all, so it wasnt obvious...We took the compressor housing off and sure enuf, it was leaking like a mofo....So, check your turbo!<P>Hope this helps!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000006||JerryRedGSX||10-13-2002||06:16 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||blacksheep:  your car only smoked when you let it idle for a while?  Also, when I free rev it in neutral, the car smokes quite a bit, but not really when driving.  I guess I'll have to have someone follow me.  I'll check the turbo this week if I have time.  You took off just the compressor housing?  If it's leaking there, wouldn't the inside of the I/C pipes be oily?  I didn't notice any oil when I pulled the pipe coming off the turbo.  We'll see what happens.  Thanks.<p>[This message has been edited by JerryRedGSX (edited 10-13-2002).]||24.90.213.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000982.cgi
A||||2||kartorium31||valve cover breather||||5||
Z||000000||kartorium31||10-12-2002||11:52 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I got my new valve cover on today (from zack, thanks) but i couldn't put the valve cover breather hose into the new cover because my mechanic epoxied it in the old one.  So i figured it would be fin without it hooked up.  Nope, oil is all over the passenger side of the bay.  Question is, can i block this breather hole and have it be ok?  Seems like i am losing a lot of oil out of it.  thanks ||12.144.247.129||reg||5
Z||000001||16GVR4||10-13-2002||12:39 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||You meant the hole on the intake side is epoxied close ?<P>I suppose you can simply get a catch can..||66.126.168.73||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||10-13-2002||02:20 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||no hole is epoxied closed, just the fitting that goes in the hole is epoxied in.  So i can't remove it.  Looks like a catch can would do it.||12.144.247.129||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000983.cgi
A||||4||1quickvr4||Non Starting problem(Complex)||||9||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||10-13-2002||04:51 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Im having a problem with my car not starting. When I turn my key the car just clicks. It clicks from the ECU and the small relay under the dash that has 4 wires and is grounded to dashboard. I can pushstart the car and when I groung the the two wires at the starter together  it will start the car. I have checked the small wire on the starter and it gets juice. WTF is  going on here, Any ideas? Please help.<P><BR>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||9
Z||000001||keydiver||10-13-2002||07:56 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||It sounds like either you have some oxidation in one of the connectors leading to the starter, or the ignition switch contacts themselves. The +12 volts from the ignition switch also has to go through the starter relay before it goes to the solenoid part of the starter. When you say the small wire at the starter gets juice, how much? Do you measure the full 12 volts when you turn the key to the start position? If so, that would rule out the relay, ignition switch, and clutch switch. Then, I would have to say the starter is going bad. I've seen starters before that won't engage the solenoid if the voltage is just 1 volt too low. If the voltage is low, say 11 volts, then I would backtrack and look for oxidation.<BR>Have fun,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR> ||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||10-14-2002||12:58 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Some one on a local board said maybe the clutch switch, I dunno its upsetting me and I would like to get it fixed before the JDm goes in.<P>Zach<BR>||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000003||turbogalant||10-14-2002||07:16 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Sounds like a ignition switch try flicking the ke over and over if it eventually starts it likely your igniton switch they seem to be a popular item also check your battery/ grounds.||65.177.240.53||reg||3
Z||000004||keydiver||10-14-2002||09:32 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Its easy enough to check the clutch switch, just unplug it! However, as I mentioned above, the clutch switch connects to the starter relay, and if the contacts are bad in the relay it will not allow the + voltage to get to the solenoid from the ignition switch. Have you read the voltage on the small starter wire while turning the key?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.212||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000984.cgi
A||||1||class||Datalogger||||1||
Z||000000||class||10-13-2002||05:49 PM||vr4_evo2000@yahoo.com||<BR>Hey Guys, Hows it going?<BR>Im new to the world of VR4s. I have just bought my own example. It seems fairly well modded, and hoping to one day see an 11 sec pass. Car is running low-mid 12s at present. My problem is when I bought the car it came with a datalogger, Id never used one of these before and the palm was also new to me. What I somehow managed to do was mess it and and now I have lost the program off the pilot(So Im told by a good friend) I have tried to contact the guy I bought the car off but he doesnt reply to me, and also have no cd or whatever this software came on to reload it with. Im told this is a great tool to tune with, can anyone PLEASE help me. Either point me in the right direction or send it to me at my email. Id appreciate any help<P>Thanks<P>Adam<BR>vr4_evo2000@yahoo.com||165.84.100.16||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||10-13-2002||07:25 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||if it is a datalogger, then you need to go to i think tmo.com, if it is a pocketlogger, then <A HREF="http://www.pocketlogger.com," TARGET=_blank>www.pocketlogger.com,</A>  and it is NOT on a cd, you have to be the registered owner, and it is downloaded off of the site with a registered password(number).  if the prior owner wont talk to you, you will have to buy it..||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000985.cgi
A||||3||EVOZERO||VR4 rally photos||||10||
Z||000000||EVOZERO||10-14-2002||02:11 AM||lickstarr@hotmail.com||can any 1 help me with finding pics of vr4 while rallying, either the sites or if u hav any send them 2 lickstarr@hotmail.com cheers peoples....||202.180.83.6||reg||10
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||10-14-2002||11:53 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||just look through the images page on Jons main site||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000002||smarcoVR4||10-21-2002||02:41 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Where is Jons main site? ||192.169.39.72||reg||7
Z||000003||smarcoVR4||10-21-2002||02:47 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||ooops sorry, I got it||192.169.39.72||reg||7




ubb/Forum2/000986.cgi
A||||10||lance||Vibration in VR4||||1||
Z||000000||lance||10-14-2002||12:38 PM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||Since recently I notice there is a slight vibration in my VR4.  This vibration seem as if it's coming form the center of the car.<P>It does not happen as soon as I start to drive but after about 2 to 3 minutes.  It also happens after about 30mph, below and above 30mph there are no vibration.  I was told that there might be a bad bearing or seal in my driving shaft.  What do you think the problem is?<P>Thanks<BR>||63.136.114.142||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||10-14-2002||07:56 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I would check the driveshaft.<BR>Maybe a bad carrier bearing. ||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||10-15-2002||12:22 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||What talontsi said is pretty accurate.  I have/had the same problem as well although I'm still not quite sure if it is the carrier bearing or the transfer case.  Check the transfer case fluid & look at the exterior for any leaks.  I haven't had time to get mine thoroughly looked at yet (too busy with school), but the shop I did have look at it said that now I no longer am getting drive to the front wheels & the vibration is crazy now.  Needless to say the car is just sitting in my driveway collecting dust.  Get it looked at before it gets worse  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||Beemer||10-17-2002||12:23 AM||beemer1@att.net||TO:  Johnny Bravo.  No drive to the FRONT wheels?  Kinda sounds like your front diff went south.  Your viscous coupler is pulling the car along.  Good thing you stopped driving her.  Same thing will happen if the 2 bolts on the drivers side stub shaft break on a GSX (unless you have a welded center diff or a spool)<BR>-beemer-||12.75.114.26||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-17-2002||12:42 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Hmm... a RWD turbo Galant?  That doesn't sound ALL bad.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||10-17-2002||05:56 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Nope, no drive to the fronts.  It started off as a thumping under heavy-ish acceleration that felt as if it was from the rear of the car.  Then eventually it became almost constant under any throttle & more like a buzzing vibration than anything.  Also didn't feel like nearly as much power was getting to the wheels.  I had a really good shop check it out (that's when I found out about it being RWD), but they don't do tranny work so they didn't want to dig into it.  They said it's probably either a center/front diff or the x-fer case.  Any opinions?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000006||JerryRedGSX||10-19-2002||02:18 AM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||Well...if you're getting power to the rear wheels, then it can't be the xfer case or the center diff.  Like Beemer said...sounds like the front diff.||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000007||turbogalant||10-20-2002||03:43 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||check your u-joints||65.177.232.233||reg||1
Z||000008||smarcoVR4||10-21-2002||02:04 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Same problem on my VR4. I also noticed the same problem from a 90 Cefiro. Some advised it's a bad oil pump since it couldnt get the right pumping ratio for pressure at cold start.||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000009||Johnny Bravo||10-21-2002||04:49 PM||eunosfd@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B>check your u-joints</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Initially I thought it was the rear carrier bearing bushing going bad, but I had that checked out & it was okay.  The shop that looked at my car didn't even mention the driveshaft/u-joints...they said it looked fine to them.  They're a very reputable shop so I'm sure they would've picked up on it.  <P>Is there a rebuild kit out there for the front diff?  I have the part# for the center diff, but didn't even consider the front.  Is it typically an expensive rebuild/replacement?  Would a DSM front diff work? (I imagine so, but just making sure)<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000010||turbogalant||10-23-2002||05:10 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Really check you u-joints first all you have to do is jack up the car and try to move the joint up and down if it has play its bad if it doesn't it's good. If they have play they are moving slightly and makeing the driveshaft out of balance could be why you have to go 30 before you feel it. ||65.177.241.87||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000987.cgi
A||||3||Ryan136||Valve cover smokes after giving it gass..||||1||
Z||000000||Ryan136||10-15-2002||12:52 AM|||| Ok well ive been on this site for about a week now and this is my third post hopefully the last of these types. Well tonight after I changed plugs and wires i had the hood open and I gave it a quick tap of the gass and I notcied a quick puff of smoke above the engine. So I had one of my friends hit the gass and I watched to see where it was comming from. Its either comming from the valve gover gasket in the front passenger side corner, where its very wet, or from one of the many hoses around that area. It only seems to happen with a quick stab of the pedal. The smoke looks like oil but it smeels a little like gass and it goes away quickly. Ever since I bought the car i've had the feeling that its not been 100%. The car is going in tommorrow to a performance shop for a timming belt, underdrive pulley and tranny/transfer case fluid change. Im gunna mention the smoke to them and see what they think. This shop specializes in dsm's. Just thought id try here first. I probably should add that I just also changed the pcv valve before I noticed the smoke just incase.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||10-15-2002||02:22 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||You could be spraying a little oil from the cover or the dipstick on the exauhst mani.  You could also have an exauhst leak.  Those are hard to track down from the top.  I have one that comes from the downpipe up through the engine bay.||63.231.76.108||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4458||10-15-2002||01:04 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||It may be from the exhaust manifold gasket or the manifold itself.  I have a slight leak in about the same spot.<P>BTW, don't forget the rest of the timing belt change stuff while your at it (water pump, balance shaft belt, tensioner).<P>EH||57.68.12.102||reg||1
Z||000003||Beemer||10-17-2002||12:20 AM||beemer1@att.net||When you go out and stomp on it, when you get home is the oil dipstick popped up past the rubber seal?  If so you have the dreaded "blowby" which happens when combustion pressure (especially when under high boost) blows past the rings and pressurizes the crankcase, which in turn blows out of any available seal (meaning one that has hardened from heat and age)<BR>let me know<BR>beemer||12.75.114.26||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000988.cgi
A||||3||Ant||Power to gauges||||1||
Z||000000||Ant||10-15-2002||07:58 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Where do most people supply power to their gauges from.<BR>My pyrometer is driving me nuts, i'm at the point where I think it is defective but I keep trying diffrent sources.<P>Right now I have the positive feed to it coming from the ignition harness.<BR>It is grounded along with 2 other wires (grounds for the lights for the pyrometer and Boost gauges) the bolt on the A-pillar right behind it.  I took that bolt off and sanded the paint off to ensure a good connections but still.  <BR>When I am driving around say in 4th and I step on it, the gauge starts shaking violently and doesn't calm down until I am off the gas...This leads me to believe it's the ground?<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||10-15-2002||10:27 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||The fuse panel in the drivers foot well is a great place to get power and ground.<BR>There is a factory ground close to the fuse box.<BR> ||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000002||markrieb||10-15-2002||11:43 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Another thing to remember is that the dimmer for the dash lights in the GVR-4 is different and you can't just tap your new gauge lights into the normal dash lights.<P>See the RRE gauge installation page for details.<P>Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000003||Ant||10-15-2002||12:16 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I've never tried to ground at the fuse box, I've only tried pulling power from there.  <P>I'll try that tonight.<BR>Does it have anything to do with the ground reference.  I think since the pyrometer is a gauge that it is seeing too much noise by grounding it at the A-pillar and that by grounding it at the fuse box I am grounding it closer to the power feed and it will pickup less noise?<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000989.cgi
A||N||6||ChiaPuke||Intake plumbing for 2G MAS on GVR4 help needed||||1||
Z||000000||ChiaPuke||10-15-2002||01:17 PM||ndandar@hotmail.com||(I posted this on DSMTalk.com, also, but was hoping you hardcore Galant guys could help me out as well)<P>I found a very cheap source for 2G MAS's and figured I could follow the VFAQ to wire one up for my Galant.  The wiring and electrical side doesn't bother me at all but the intake "plumbing" part does.  The outlet on the back side of the 2G MAS is apparently pretty huge.  Worse yet, if someone DOES make a new plumbing kit to route up a 2G MAS on a 1G, it won't work for my car since the airbox sits in a different spot in the engine bay in the Galant VR-4's.<P>What I'm wondering is if anyone else has any ideas.  Do they make couplers that will fit the 2G MAS's outlet size down to the stock 1G's intake piping?  Maybe someplace sells a metal bend that will fit up with the turbo intake, I can buy a piece of silicone tubing to go from that bend up to the 2G MAS where I will have a coupler to fit it down to fit that silicone piece?  Not sure.  Any suggestions on how this could be done (or how you guys did it) are greatly appreciated.  Thank you.<P>If any of you did this on your GVR4 and can email me a picture or post it here, I would VERY much appreciate that, too.||66.190.0.34||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||10-15-2002||03:08 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.dejontool.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dejontool.com/</A> <P>check out the 1g comp intake pipes.  you will also need bigger injectors, and a fuel controller would also be nice.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||ChiaPuke||10-15-2002||03:32 PM||ndandar@hotmail.com||I already have 550cc injectors and an AFC.  VPC planned for the future.  I also have the 150lph Denso fuel pump which I think I will be updating to a larger one, soon.. just for the additional safety.<P>Thanks for the link!||66.190.0.34||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-15-2002||04:42 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Dejon makes great stuff, but it'd definitely pricey.  I did end up getting their 2G MAS on a 1G intake pipe.  I haven't put it on yet, so I can't say anything about fitment though.  All of Dejon's stuff though makes the assumption that your engine bay looks like a TEL, and that you have a pretty straight shot at the turbo.<P>I would recommend moving the battery, though.  Better airflow to the turbo, and better weight distribution too.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  You could also go to a junkyard and get the part of the 2G intake that connects to the MAS.  Just cut it off and attach it to your stock GVR4 intake piping.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||10-15-2002||06:40 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| You can take a 45 degree 3" mandrel bend from Summit or Jegs and weld a bung for the BOV return (The metal one out of the stock rubber intake works great),mounts perfect. You can use one of those black sewer couplers from Lowes on the MAS end (Be patient,you have to strech it),and a silicone 2-3" coupler from RRE of whoever to connect to the turbo. You will have to relocate the battery though. Might not look quite as nice as a Dejon unit,but works just as well,and is cheap (Th Dejon units not worth $100 to me,Im more into functionality than show car looks..  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">)  I havent looked on mine,but you might have the room to use a mandrel bends and couplers to put the MAS and filter into a spot near the stock location to avoid moving the battery,but im not sure.<P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 10-15-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 10-15-2002).]||129.71.115.15||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR-4||10-15-2002||09:55 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Those fittings found at Lowes or Home Depot are called Fernco fittings and they're for sewer line; usually 3" or 4" diameter.<P>dp||68.155.48.219||reg||1
Z||000006||91vr4evolution||10-16-2002||12:47 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I used a 3" Fernco coupler for the Lancer Evo (2G) MAS, a tiny little bit of KY jelly makes it slip on much easy ... no rude jokes please! If you're on a very tight budget, use a piece of 3" pipe about 4" long. Weld the BOV return pipe onto this, and a nipple for boost soleniod return. Use a N/A 2.0 DOHC Galant intake hose to connect this pipe to the turbo.<P>Mike. ||210.54.84.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000990.cgi
A||||0||khadiyev||Whining in 1st gear.||||1||
Z||000000||khadiyev||10-15-2002||07:00 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Ok my car whines only in first gear, transfr case level is good no whining on the freeway or any other gear. last time i had some BG Syncoshift in there, had no whining, now I got the GM syncomesh! could that be the problem?<BR>Thanks<BR>John||198.81.26.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000991.cgi
A||||17||xxxTurboDudexxx||Batt or Alt or ?||||10||
Z||000000||xxxTurboDudexxx||10-15-2002||07:01 PM||xxroroxx@yahoo.com||<BR>I just finished putting on my Frank Jr. I also put on a new alternator. My car has been sitting over a month.<P>My batt is a red top Optima in a sealed alum. box in the trunk ( hard to get too ).<P>Batt is really dead. I placed another Batt in the stock position. ( Still have neg and pos wires in engine bay )<P>Car starts up pulls hard ! yeah <BR>The car Dies when I let the car idle to charge the batt.<P>Bad Batt or Bad Alt?<P>The lights, radio, ac works fine for alitte, but grad. gets dim and week. <P>Any ideas<P>Thanks<BR>Ro<BR>177/2000||171.159.192.10||reg||10
Z||000001||hibern8||10-15-2002||10:43 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||what size is the wire that goes to the battery in the trunk???? sounds like the alternator if it isnt charging the battery. plus the red tops are hard to kill!!!!||63.62.124.12||reg||1
Z||000002||xxxTurboDudexxx||10-16-2002||12:34 AM||xxroroxx@yahoo.com||I dont know the size of the batt. Cables. They Are pretty thick.<P>Is there a particluar Optima batt that should be for my VR-4. Voltage Req.<P>Can the Length of the batt Cable from trunk to hood play a part?||68.10.247.87||reg||9
Z||000003||SnoBlind||10-16-2002||07:41 AM||modularv8@hotmail.com||Check the ground to make sure that it's good.||65.203.84.131||reg||1
Z||000004||iceman69510||10-16-2002||01:07 PM||||What is the condition of the second battery you put in the engine bay?  The alternator does not really charge much at idle, so if the second battery is not good, you may not have enough power to run the electricals to keep the car going.<P>Measure the voltage across the original terminals in the engine bay with the car running about 1400 rpm.  Should be 14.4 volts or so.  That say alt is ok.  Then check the battery without car running. Should be 12.4 or greater or battery needs charging.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||10-16-2002||02:14 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yeah, what ice said.  when i went to get my car at the shop, the battery was stone cold dead(black panther dry cell).  they jumped it, it started, i drove home, and after parking it, just for grins, i tried to start it.  nada.  so, i put it on the charger, it was like 8 volts!  deep cycle batteries just start to lose voltage when they die.  after several hours on the charger, voltage is now 12.5+, and everything works great.  the alternator was just enough to keep the car running and get me home.  isnt the optima a deep cycle?||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||10-16-2002||05:16 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Red top is not deep cycle.<BR>Yellow would be.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000007||hibern8||10-16-2002||05:31 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah yellow top is deep cycle and blue in marine deep cycle which some people use b/c it has high cold cranking amps.....but yeah the length of the cable has a huge part of it but you said it was pretty thick, in order for that battery to charge being in the trunk, it needs alot of current flowing through that wire so you need to make sure it is, at bare minumum, 2 gauge. or else the alternator will not charge it.....  hope that helps||63.62.124.203||reg||1
Z||000008||iceman69510||10-16-2002||05:49 PM||||The large size of the cable you use for running to the front from a rear mounted battery is actually more for the starter than for the alternator to provide current to the battery.  The starter is the big draw during cranking.  The current that feeds (charges) the battery is not that great. Of course, the increased length causes voltage drop.  Larger doesn't hurt charging, but huge size is not totally necessary for that purpose.  Look at the small wires on your battery charger (well, at least my 25+ year old one).||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||10-16-2002||07:11 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Start your car. Pull the battery treminals off and if the car dies your Alt is dead or weak. The Alt keeps your car running not your battery (unless fo course the ALt isn't working) The battery is there to start the car.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||Hertz||10-16-2002||10:23 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Are you sure that's a good idea?<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>NEVER, NEVER disconnect a battery cable from car with the engine running because the battery acts like a filter for the electrical system. Unfiltered [pulsating DC] electricity can damage expensive electrical components, e.g., computer, radio, charging system, etc. <HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> <A HREF="http://www.repairfaq.org/ELE/F_Car_Battery.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.repairfaq.org/ELE/F_Car_Battery.html</A> <BR>||67.36.181.99||reg||1
Z||000011||xxxTurboDudexxx||10-17-2002||03:06 PM||xxroroxx@yahoo.com||Hey Guys.........<P>If I wanted to go with the Blue Optima Batt, would the excess CCA damamge anything.<P>I was going to pick on up, but they have so many sizes.<P>What size should I get? My Batt Box is the Alum one from Summit.<P><BR>This Morning I started up the car and ran. I then shut it off and tried to start it up again. It didnt start.<P>The prob with my car is that the batt is in the alum box with bolts. Its on the left of my trunk ( sucks ). If its a prob with the alt, of course I have to jack up the car to get to it. <P>I have disconnected the batt in the back and I am going to buy a cheap batt and put it back in orignial place in front.<P>Then Im going to get the alt tested. I would love to try and trouble shoot My self, but by the time I get out there is no sun light and its getting alot colder here in VA.<P>But anyway I just wanted to say thanks to you all that helped out. Hopefully I can get the VR-4 back up and work on the "pain in the a** Fuel Pump" and Hardwire for it<P>Thanks<BR>177/2000<BR>Ro<P>Ps Could the Alarm system be a factor||171.159.192.10||reg||1
Z||000012||keydiver||10-17-2002||04:39 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Sounds to me like a bad alternator too. The percentage of bad ones right out of the box has been well documented on this site. Start the car, and read the battery with a voltmeter. If the alternator can't maintain 12 volts, especially with the lights on, its no good. Like Iceman says, if it were the size of the cable you used, the car wouldn't start because the starter couldn't draw enough amperage through it.<BR>Also, like Harry said, the battery is only used to START the car. If your radio/wipers/lights get dimmer and dimmer while you are driving, its the alternator, not the battery.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.53||reg||1
Z||000013||number3||10-17-2002||05:23 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I have a red top and it works great. However my GVR4 is not a daily driver to say the least.  But I wouldn't see why the red top wouldn't work for a daily driver.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000014||number3||10-17-2002||05:32 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>Are you sure that's a good idea?<P>  <A HREF="http://www.repairfaq.org/ELE/F_Car_Battery.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.repairfaq.org/ELE/F_Car_Battery.html</A> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Prossible but very unlikely. Only do this for testing purposes.<P>If you have a dead battery or even worse a shorted battery you no longer have the protection mentioned above.  <P>Most electronics have there own built in voltage regulators (voltage stabilizer) so this is usally not an issue.  Again he is giving good advise like don't look at the sun or you could go blind. I know i have looked at the sun and can still see.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> But that doesn't make it a good idea. Again it is a test.<P><BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000015||Hertz||10-17-2002||10:40 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B> <BR>Again he is giving good advise like don't look at the sun or you could go blind. I know i have looked at the sun and can still see.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> But that doesn't make it a good idea. Again it is a test.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>No, you're not supposed to look at an Eclipse.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||65.43.123.114||reg||1
Z||000016||smarcoVR4||10-21-2002||01:55 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||I had the same problem, dimming, charging,low-bat. Had the alternator changed, felt like the car is new again.<P>Buy only the original Mit parts||192.169.39.72||reg||12
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||10-21-2002||04:52 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smarcoVR4:<BR><B>I had the same problem, dimming, charging,low-bat. Had the alternator changed, felt like the car is new again.<P>Buy only the original Mit parts</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>My new (which isn't even new, Mitsu "new" alternators are remanned) OEM alternator only lasted a year. ||129.120.56.208||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000992.cgi
A||||8||Martin Tolentino||5 lug hubs||||5||
Z||000000||Martin Tolentino||10-15-2002||09:13 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Has anyone converted their 4 to 5 lugs with ABS. I noticed there was different numbers stamped on the sensors 43 on the VR-4 and 47 on the 93 Eclipse AWD on the rear hubs. Anyone have a link to a FAQ on this.<P>||68.6.244.123||reg||5
Z||000001||1quickvr4||10-16-2002||11:44 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Did you check in the Faqs forum, There should be alot of info in their on this.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000002||iceman69510||10-16-2002||05:52 PM||||I'm doing mine now, but don't have them finished.  I think Drew did this on his VR4 and he told me he had no problem.  I have yet to prove/disprove him.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||10-16-2002||09:31 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||I have a problem. One of the ABS sensor wheel stayed in the car, that I was pulling the parts off. It was stuck in the rear trailing arm. Now, I'm going to pull the old gear off the 4 bolt hubs and press it on the 5 bolt hubs. One thing I did notice is the vr-4 ABS wheel has a 43 stamped on it and the DSM ABS wheel has a 47 stamp.<BR> And yes, I did a search on this conversion<BR>4 bolt hubs to 5 with ABS, here and yahoo.<BR>Not much info.<BR>So far the hubs bolt up, and now I'm trying out the 245 45 17 tire on a 17 x 8 rim.<BR>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000004||Beemer||10-17-2002||12:15 AM||beemer1@att.net||Not to step on the thread, but does anyone know if the GSX spindles will swap over as an entire unit?  I seem to have a donor car after my 90 GSX shattered the oil pump drive gear at 7800 a month ago...<BR>Didn't see much about complete spindle swaps, just the hubs..  I wonder if the 43 versus 47 might be the number of teeth on the ring?  <BR>Thanks<BR>Beemer, the buyer of the $1k 1991 VR4 that had the window sticker under the back seat..||12.75.114.26||reg||1
Z||000005||1312VR4||10-17-2002||01:44 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||The spindles will swap over. We have beat this subject to death. I did my swap about 7 months ago. It cost me about $300. All you have to do is get the hubs from a AWD 91-92 t/e/l. If you want to keep the ABS MAKE SURE YOU GET THE HUBS FROM A ABS CAR!!!<BR> Press out the 4 bolt hubs& press in the 5 bolt hubs its VERY simple to do.<BR>Now onto brakes:::::::<BR> Some people choose to use the T/E/L front brake rotors, why I dont know cause you have to swap calipers & all. <BR> But all you need to get is the rear rotors from a 91 t/e/l & the front rotors from a 91-92 3000gt-SL (NOT A VR4!!) OR a diamanteSL. once again if you chose to keep the ABS you need to get the ABS rotors.<BR>I got ALL 4 rotors from AutoZone for $90 TOTAL. They were the Brembo blanks. & I got the performance friction Pads all the way around. Total time for the swap(once I got out of the boneyard ) took me about 3 hours to do( I cant reember but it wasnt very time consuming)||63.185.96.154||reg||1
Z||000006||Martin Tolentino||10-17-2002||11:38 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Thanks for the brake info. The rear spindles fit, wheel and tire combo fit in the rear. The fronts look like a direct swap out.<BR>I'll pull the ABS gear off the 4 lug hub and press it on the 5 lug hub combo. I'll install new bearings while it's out.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000007||drew||10-17-2002||10:26 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||my 2 cents. I bought a 93 Eclipse GSX and swapped over the 4 bolt and 5 lug over to the galant, and teh 3 bolt and 4 lug over to the eclipse. I *did* not change the ABS gears and I had no problem on the eclipse. I have yet to test the galant (car hasn't run in a while) but I couldn't imagine why it would be a problem. I consulted another GVR4er about this; they didn't have a problem either.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000008||GRV4726||10-19-2002||03:39 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i found this on the dsm trader while just looking around. i like these rims a lot. they're the ones on larivieras vr4.<P>17" Konig Imagines FIVE-LUG and Nitto NT555R tires - 225/40ZR17 ($1000.00)<P>some nice rims with that 5 lug conversion... at a reasonable price too. <P>just thought you might be interested||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000993.cgi
A||||0||khadiyev||injector O-rings replacments||||1||
Z||000000||khadiyev||10-15-2002||11:07 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Ok two of my injector O-rings are cracked and leaking air. So I just wanted to know if I can go out and replace them with a regular style oring or does it really have to be the flat sided oring (OEM style) nor can it be and oring from a big box or normal orings. that is my question.<BR>thanks<BR>John||198.81.26.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000994.cgi
A||||13||DeanCouchey||to instal the K&N.....||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||10-16-2002||12:24 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||do I pretty much follow this????http://www.myzero.com/engine/K&NMod.html<BR>I was trying to take the aircan off today but I coulndt get it off.... maybne my car is mad at me.... but I cleaned it up and cleaned its valve cover so it might not be mad anymore..... so is this about what I do.... so for mistypes but I choopped the tip of my thunb off at work tonight :-)||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||10-16-2002||12:37 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||What are you using your thumb on the keyboard for other than the spacebar? Your typing always makes me laugh. It's horrible. Maybe you could slow down. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||10-16-2002||10:51 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I use my thumb cause before I chopped part of another finger off with a knife so I got used to using diferent fingers one being my thumb so now I use it too.... Maybe I should slow down to but I cant go fast in my car so mine as well go fast typing!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||10-16-2002||11:43 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Just leave the aircan off, And hold the filter body with the clips.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||10-16-2002||12:21 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i GOTTA ask.  what the heck do you do that you chop off the ends of your fingers?  i hope you dont say "chef in a restaurant", or, yakuza.  actually, if you are yakuza, that's ok.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||10-17-2002||09:09 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Well I am a cook, the first time I did it was cause I was in school talking to some one and didnt pay attention and off went one finger tip! And this time weas the same reason but I wasnt in school.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||10-17-2002||11:15 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||ok, if i ever go back to new york, i'm taking my own food.  dont EVER think about becoming a yakuza, missing fingers are signs of massive screwups.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||10-17-2002||12:08 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||what can I say cars are my real passion cookjing just pays the rent and for the car! We cant all be as lucky as you and work with cars! :-p But dont worry none of the skin goes in the food or anything :-) its only like 1 cm on the end if that. my real thing is burns! And whos Yakuza?||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||10-17-2002||01:02 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yakuza is japanese mafia.  when they mess up, a form of apology is to cut off the first section of your little finger and send it to the person you offended(usually a mob boss who has a contract out on you, or to avoid having one put out on you) to beg forgiveness.  the next time, it is the next finger, then the hand, arm, leg; so, if you see a guy(or gal) heavily tatooed, with stumps for arms, stay away from them.  they are jinxed.  kinda like seppuku, except you can still live.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000009||JonGVR4||10-17-2002||02:41 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I should change Dean's username to "nubbs".||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||10-18-2002||12:20 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||No burns or cuts today! :-) but this weekend is a huge banquet time som we will see...... Now do I need to get the three bolts off to put in the K&N or not!!!! LOL I dont think I got the answer yet.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000011||Hertz||10-18-2002||01:24 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Uhm, yes, that's pretty much how you'd do it if you wanted to do that. <P>It might help to remove/loosen the intake pipes, vacuum hoses, electrical connections -- the three bolts...  I suspect you didn't try very hard, or left something connected.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  You will find that many things in our engines fit in like puzzle pieces and were designed/built by people with small hands.<P>If you just want to replace your air filter with a K&N (I don't really think that is considered a mod) you COULD do it without removing those bolts, it just takes some dexterity -- and careful with that MAS, Eugene -- you don't want to break that.<P>Otherwise, just fuckin' remove everything until you get it out and then put it all back together in the opposite order.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Oh, and I assume that your silencer is still in there -- get rid of that dirty, star-shaped paper filter.  Now when the air/my car is cold I get a pleasing "note" as that little 14b spools up.  <P>Cleaning is always a good idea.  Keep her happy.  Wipe out all the crap from inside the aircan and pipes... wouldn't hurt.||65.43.123.114||reg||1
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||10-18-2002||10:51 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||thanks man! You can tell how hard it is for me to work on my car. I am like 6'5" 300 and got those huge Monster hands. This really is the first time I am having to start to do stuff to my car so I am getting all excited! but thanks for telling me what I need ot do.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000013||mitsu13ishi||10-19-2002||08:16 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||i just put a K&n in the other day. just take all the pipes going into the air can out.  one is ontop of radiator, and another goes around battery.  then let the k&n be clipped on with the clips that hold the air can to the lid and MAS.  and toss that aircan. i'd assume it would suck in more air w/o those lil' 2" pipes.<P>also 3 bolts hold the air can down. one near fuses, one in front, and one around the back. need extension for socket wrench.<p>[This message has been edited by mitsu13ishi (edited 10-19-2002).]||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000995.cgi
A||||4||clgnmygvr4||idle speed||||4||
Z||000000||clgnmygvr4||10-16-2002||10:48 AM||cbm0303@mail.ecu.edu||how do i adjust my idle? it dips occasionally and it seems to be completely random.<P>also, do you know of any places that make underdrive pullies? and how easy is an install on an in-tank fuel pump?||150.216.129.132||reg||4
Z||000001||Ant||10-16-2002||12:17 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||On the throttle body there is a screw called the BISS screw.  If you spin it clockwise it should lower the idle a bit and stablize it.  It's on the top of the throttle body, it may have a black plastic cover over it.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||10-16-2002||12:19 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||BASE idle speed can be set using the biss screw, but actual idle is controlled by the ecu, as is timing.  look up the vfaq on setting base idle, do the timing at the same time.  wandering idle CAN be a sign of caps starting to go.  have you done the caps?||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||Martin Chilcote||10-16-2002||07:21 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||Another thing that causes wandering idle is a dirty throttle body. Look at the faq's about cleaning it. There's an opening inside on the bottom that you MUST NOT let any cleaner get into. ||12.110.136.90||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-17-2002||12:19 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Why is that, Martin?  Where does that hole go?  Do you mean never ever get fluid in there, or only while the TB is on the car and it's running?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000996.cgi
A||||1||Doc_Seuss||cant get above stock pressure?||||1||
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||10-16-2002||03:43 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||well i just installed all my gauges and mbc, but it seems that no matter how far it is screwed in i cant get it above ~10 psi?<P>any ideas?, i have K&N and gauges but other than that it is stock. im not looking for alot of boost just maybe 13?<P>dave||128.153.154.254||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||10-16-2002||03:51 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Guess #1: It's installed wrong.  It should be a closed loop from a boost source through the mbc to the wastegate.  Any other lines or nipples left open from the stock boost control need to be capped. <P>Guess #2:  You have a bad boost leak.  Either from prior to install or as a direct result of the install, you could be leaking too much to build up any more pressure.||12.222.102.136||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000997.cgi
A||||6||DSMGVR4||Clicking noise during full/sharp turns???||||1||
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||10-16-2002||09:09 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||What could be the possibility? Someone mentioned front axles, what else could be the problem. If they are the front axles, then whats an avg cost for parts and shop labor? Thanks, John 685/1000||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||10-16-2002||10:06 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||CV joint and boot?||67.36.181.99||reg||1
Z||000002||Beemer||10-17-2002||12:10 AM||beemer1@att.net||Time to go buy some new axles bud. That clicking noise is the clearance between the cv bearing races and the rotary bearings inside.  Lots of city driving and sharp turns (like backing out of your driveway into the street full lock turns) kills cv joints.  I have seen highway cars with 300k on the original axles and they are like new, and city cars with less than 30k on them when they start to fail.  PREPARE TO DEFLATE WALLET.....:  DEFLATE!<BR>(not shouting, but you will when you hear the price for them...)||12.75.114.26||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||10-17-2002||12:53 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Are the boots split & has the noise been around long?<P>If the boots have just recently split you can most likely just replace the boots & repack them, the lack of grease will make them louder.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||Dan D||10-17-2002||08:53 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||If they're already clicking, don't just replace the boot.  The clicking is rubbing which equals wear.  CV's are something you don't want wear on.  Call up raxles.com and order some new ones.  It's a bit of a bitch to uninstall and reinstall the axles, but if I can manage a job like that, so can most people.  If it isn't something you want to do yourself, it will cost you.  A shop will charge you more per axle and the labor's kind of pricey.||128.46.209.47||reg||1
Z||000005||DSMGVR4||10-17-2002||07:20 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Thanks guys. Hope i can aford to keep this car. I am not that handy with this car and rarely have time to try and fix myself....we'll see. thanks again!||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000006||smarcoVR4||10-21-2002||02:27 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Buy a new one? Never an option. Mentain your VR4. It's a special car, a genuin limited production rally car.||192.169.39.72||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000998.cgi
A||||0||Marcus||hks safc vs. apexi safc||||1||
Z||000000||Marcus||10-16-2002||10:38 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I like the looks and function of the hks model, but haven't heard of anyone running it.  Have any of you ran them and are they the same size as there turbo timer?  If the consensus is positive i may get one, where is the best price?  Thanks Marcus||152.163.188.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/000999.cgi
A||||4||clgnmygvr4||differential??||||4||
Z||000000||clgnmygvr4||10-17-2002||02:51 PM||cbm0303@mail.ecu.edu||when i accelerate to 4k or above and let of the throttle in gear, the car bucks very lightly as is the norm yet makes a pulsating drone. any ideas??<P>chris||150.216.129.132||reg||4
Z||000001||Pappy||10-17-2002||02:59 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||It might be the blow off valve you're hearing.  You probably didn't build up enough boost to hear the pfffssh.  So the gas is being piped back into the intake in pulses, which is normal.  Just my guess though.||140.247.202.55||reg||1
Z||000002||clgnmygvr4||10-17-2002||03:15 PM||cbm0303@mail.ecu.edu||its not the bov, i can feel a slight vibration, so that is why i was thinking differential or something in the drivetrain<P>chris||150.216.129.132||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||10-17-2002||05:52 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Sounds just like what mine does...er, well did.  I'm still not sure what my issue is, but needless to say my car is sitting right now.  No drive to the front wheels, loud ass vibration all the time, & it did the same bucking as yours does.  If you find out more info lemme know.  ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||10-18-2002||10:58 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Mine has done that ever since I bought it at 78,000 miles. I recently dropped in a 3-bolt LSD differential, hoping that when I reshimmed the diff the noise would go away. However, the shim kit I got did not include shims thin enough to do the job, and the noise remains. For what its worth, in almost 50,000 miles, it hasn't gotten any worse.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.209.190||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001000.cgi
A||||18||sk8bored||cruise control removal||||3||
Z||000000||sk8bored||10-17-2002||10:53 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||I am going to remove my cruise control and a can't rember if just need a throttle cable from a nt car or is there anything else i need. any help is appreciated.<BR>later<BR>kris myers<BR>#1316||209.180.235.223||reg||3
Z||000001||talontsi||10-17-2002||11:16 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Throttle cable only.<P>Pretty easy job.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||sk8bored||10-17-2002||11:19 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||anybody have the pn handy?||209.180.235.223||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||10-17-2002||11:24 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Would that be the throttle cable from a NT and non-cruise car?<P>[offtopic] Why is it that all the DSM and turbo car owners seem to refer to a NA (naturally aspirated) car as NT (non-turbo)?  [/offtopic]||65.43.123.114||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||10-17-2002||11:26 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||It just has to be from a Non cruise car. I got mine from a 92 talon 2.0L||63.185.72.33||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||10-18-2002||12:53 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Here's another thought, my car is now equiped with it: <A HREF="http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=795&prmenbr=361" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=795&prmenbr=361</A> <P>easy also, but you have to mount the pedal on the floor, that's the longest part. Looks neat to.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||10-18-2002||10:49 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||For some reason there are 2 different accelerator cables listed in CAPS:<BR>9106.3 to 9206.3 TEL's use MR130022 (14.83)<BR>9207.1 to 9305.3 TEL's use MB539010 (30.43), which also seems to be used on alot of other years. Mitsubishi.cc indicates that the MB539010 has been replaced by MB539465. I can't explain why its double the price?????<BR>Hope that helps more than it confuses you...<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.209.190||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||10-18-2002||01:09 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||So, visit a junkyard then?<P>How much increased throttle response do you get from eliminating the cruise?<P>I need to investigate my vacuum lines (I suppose) as my cruise hunts around in vain to stay at the right speed.  I sure hope it isn't the speed sensor...  I've heard that the vacuum line for the cruise is "the wrong ID" and tends to crack at the nipples.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000008||talontsi||10-18-2002||10:45 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I would check the junk yards.<BR>Mirage/Colt NT/NA will be the same and they seem to be plentyfull in the junk yards.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000009||sk8bored||10-19-2002||07:04 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||just got back from the junkyard woo hoo!<BR>five bucks for the cable and five bucks for a first gen shifter assembly.hello short shifter.<BR>later<BR>kris myers||209.180.235.223||reg||14
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||10-19-2002||11:44 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Kris, what junkyard did you go to?  I'm in Albany (well, the car is, I go to school in Portland) and all the junkyards around there suck...  I bet that cable would be $20 easy, and I wouldn't be surprised if they charged $40 or more for the shifter.  I'm always on the lookout for cheap parts!<P>Thanks,<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.25.184||reg||5
Z||000011||HKS VR-4||10-21-2002||03:02 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||hold up...the 1st gen eclipse shifter fits our GVR4s and it's shorter???||12.81.125.63||reg||5
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||10-21-2002||05:39 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Yea, check the VFAQ.  There's a comparo between (if I remember correctly) a '90 shifter, 1G shifter, GVR4 shifter, and Mofugas short shifter.  Personally, I think the Mofugas shifter is the way to go, but seeing as I've never tried either DSM shifter my opinion might be rather moot.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||198.88.145.167||reg||1
Z||000013||JonGVR4||10-21-2002||09:17 AM||jon@jgronline.com||You want part number: MB539465.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000014||1312VR4||10-21-2002||11:21 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||that part # is for the throttle cable not the shifter. So it doesnt confuse anyone||63.185.80.144||reg||1
Z||000015||1quickvr4||10-21-2002||03:39 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||The 90 shifter wont work. 91-94 only, and if your good you can use the shift boot to, The stock one wont work.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000016||sk8bored||10-21-2002||08:14 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||Hey Jon, I went to B&R in eugene. there were 5 wrecked TEL's and plenty of colt's and a few nt galants.<BR>later<BR>Kris Myers<BR>#1316||209.180.235.223||reg||1
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||10-21-2002||10:52 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Thanks!  I'll be sure to check 'em out next time I'm in the neighborhood.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||198.88.145.176||reg||1
Z||000018||sk8bored||10-21-2002||11:07 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||Jon, next time you come down this way email me and maybe we can get together and shoot the bull a little bit.<BR>later<BR>Kris myers<BR>ckmyers23@qwest.net<BR>#1316||209.180.235.223||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001001.cgi
A||||33||Ryan136||Any quiet but still performance cat backs?||||1||
Z||000000||Ryan136||10-18-2002||12:18 AM||||Ok so ive had my galant for about 3 weeks now and as usual I need more power. Ive done the free stuff and now im looking for a cat back. The car is a sleeper and id like to keep it that way without a loud exhaust and a 4" tip. I know that having a cat or not having one plus the diamater of the pipe comes into play with exhaust db's but are there any good flowing quiet cat back systems out there?? A system with a nice 3" tip would be great. Anyone have any ideas? ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||10-18-2002||12:22 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com" TARGET=_blank>www.mofugas.com</A>  Rob has some 3"s <A HREF="http://www.122.com" TARGET=_blank>www.122.com</A>  I think they wont be quiet like stock but its not Hunduh vacum cleaner loud!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||10-19-2002||05:44 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I will sell you the setuo of my car for 200.00 for the cat back, It looks stock.<P><BR>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||10-19-2002||06:40 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have an HKS.  it is very quiet, excellent fit and finish.  no noticeable power increase, will rust out the muffler in less than 2 years, cost twice as much as a comparable system, in other words, DONT GET AN HKS.||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000004||Martin Tolentino||10-19-2002||06:57 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||I'm running a mofogas 3" exhaust cat back, I had a 18" resonator added and replaced the muffler with a walker super turbo 3" in/out<BR>with a dual angled tip.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000005||khadiyev||10-20-2002||09:14 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<BR><B>I will sell you the setuo of my car for 200.00 for the cat back, It looks stock.<P><BR>Zach</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hey I'll buy it Zach if it's 3" right? <BR>John<P>||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4ever||10-21-2002||12:37 AM||||I am running the Mofugas 2.5" exhaust with a test pipe and magnaflow muffler.<P>It only gets realy loud when I am in the higher end of boost.  Also I have a test pipe ;O<P>I am going to change this soon to a high flow cat that should make the exhaust a lot nicer.  I just didn't have cash the first time around and needed the exhaust cause I had a big 16G on the car with a stock exhaust.  Don't ask!<P>Anyway, also a larger IC and IC pipping give a much lower exhaust note compared to the stocker.  I think it sounds smoother and not so ricy or farty.  It will sounds much more tuned if you will.  It just sounds alot nicer.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||10-21-2002||12:55 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Am I reading that right?  You're saying that upgrading your IC improved the exhaust sound?||67.37.179.235||reg||1
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-21-2002||01:08 AM||||IMO yes.  Anyone else have anything to say about this?<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000009||drew||10-21-2002||01:49 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||The FGK Fujitsubo Legalis R Muffler is very quiet and high performance... 3" straight through, JASMA certified. I might have the only one in the USA though...||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000010||HKS VR-4||10-21-2002||02:53 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I'm running a NISMO R33 muffler 3" cat-back...jasma certified also...very stock looking and quiet. *Yes, it's off a R33 Nissan Skyline...hehe... =)*||12.81.125.63||reg||1
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||10-21-2002||04:51 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B>Anyway, also a larger IC and IC pipping give a much lower exhaust note compared to the stocker.  I think it sounds smoother and not so ricy or farty.  It will sounds much more tuned if you will.  It just sounds alot nicer.<P>William</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Huh?  I went from a stock IC to a 2-120 with 2.5" piping (short routed), and I have a 3" intake pipe.  Exhaust note is *exactly* the same.  That's totally absurd.  ||129.120.56.208||reg||1
Z||000012||ken inn||10-21-2002||05:32 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||howard, your exhaust is a LOT louder.  i can tell.  btw, the sticker station passed my car.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000013||Dan D||10-21-2002||06:12 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Technically the exhaust sound should change when upgrading the intake tract.  More air in = more air out.  Velocity and Volume of the gas going throught the exhaust play a large role in the "tone" produced.  The exact result, couldn't tell you, but it could very well influence the exhaust sound; more likely the volume.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000014||Ryan136||10-21-2002||07:43 PM||||Hmmmmm ideas ideas ideas, thanks guys.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000015||DarkDevilMMM||10-23-2002||05:00 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||I know Remus have very good muffler, I personally have sat in one before, very very quiet, looks pretty good but cost a lot, something for you to think about...||169.237.32.145||reg||1
Z||000016||evol||10-24-2002||01:19 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I'll definitely buy that catback, 1quick. (if it's not already sold) Send me some pics if you have any...||134.124.18.24||reg||1
Z||000017||a_santos||10-24-2002||11:39 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||The Remus mufflers are very good quality wise and sound wise. I currently have one on my car, 91 Honda Accord, soon to be ditched for a VR4, with a 2.5" cat back, and it sounds absolutly sweet. Vevy deep, no raspiness what sowhever. I got mine on ebay from canada, used, for $230. THe only problem is finding one with a 3" inlet. Mine is 2.5", but if I had a turbo, I would definetly want 3". Besides that, it sounds sweet, and flows very well since it's straight thru. For those of you wondering, it is not very loud at all. You can hear some remus mufflers on cars at their site <A HREF="http://www.remusexhaust.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.remusexhaust.com/</A> <P><BR>||65.59.46.213||reg||14
Z||000018||gvr4ever||10-25-2002||12:51 AM||||I'm going to order a high flow cat Monday.  I want to be legal and didn't have the cash when I got the exhaust. I'll let you know how it turnes out.<P>Running a 2.5" Mofugas with a magnaflow and test pipe right now.  It is kinda loud.  I love the performance gain and I am hopping the high flow cat quiets her down a step.<P>William<P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000019||GVR4_1221||10-27-2002||12:44 AM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||If you get one of those so called smog legal hi-flow cats, chances are you will not pass the smog test. So be prepared to swap in the old one when ever you need to smog the car. What seems to happen is they flow so good they will not get hot enough to do the good they are made for!<p>[This message has been edited by GVR4_1221 (edited 10-27-2002).]||209.245.164.6||reg||8
Z||000020||gvr4ever||10-27-2002||01:06 AM||||I don't need it to pass a smog test, but thanks for the tip.  I trashed the stocker.  Maybe I should have kept it.<P>I just want it to look legal for when I take it to a tire shop and stuff.  Also I want to quiet down the exhaust a step.  <P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000021||evol||10-27-2002||04:31 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||In my experience, one of the singe biggest noise reduction devices in the exhaust is the cat. If you rus a test pipe, good luck quieting the car down. <P>Anyone ever used 2 mufflers?||172.130.15.11||reg||1
Z||000022||GVR-4||10-27-2002||07:58 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Yeah, I'd like to know too. I want a high flow exhaust, but I HATE that highway exhaust noise. I'm sure I'm not the only one to get home from a trip feeling like I've lost some hearing. There's got to be a way to have both. Has anybody achieved that?<P>dp||68.155.58.226||reg||1
Z||000023||GVR4_1221||10-27-2002||09:13 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> I really don't get it the muffler is more in control of the sound. And if the cat is not needed to be smog legal why even bother?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif"><P>[This message has been edited by GVR4_1221 (edited 10-27-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by GVR4_1221 (edited 10-27-2002).]||209.245.168.254||reg||3
Z||000024||369of1000||10-27-2002||09:31 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I wanted to set up a custom system similar to the apex n1 dual muffler. For those who don't know apex split the exhaust into 2 smaller pipes and put two n1 mufflers side by side. They say the smaller pipes will help maintain midrange torque, but because there are 2 pipes the flow is maintained for top horsepower.<P>This seems like a good setup but I have know idea what it does for noise level. I was thinking of a 3" downpipe with a 3" high flow cat then split to two 2.5" mandrel bent cat backs. If I do the math right two 2.25" pipes flows a little more than one 3" pipe. So two 2.5" pipes would actually be higher flow.<P>There are several draw backs to this. Cost would be huge. A 3" cat back with no muffler costs around $400. Two 2.5" cat backs with no muffler costs about 2x300=$600 and you would have to buy two mufflers. Also it would weigh a ton.<P>Even if someone decided to make this kit, no one knows if it would be quieter or louder.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000025||theymightbegalants||11-01-2002||10:49 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||HP Racing makes a dual muffler design like you're talking about.  They had a blurb about 'em in the new products section in SCC a while back, and I never looked into it in detail, but from the pic they used it looked like dual 2" inlets for the two canister mufflers, and each had 3" tips.  I have no idea about cost.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000026||Compressed||11-01-2002||11:41 AM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR-4:<BR><B>Yeah, I'd like to know too. I want a high flow exhaust, but I HATE that highway exhaust noise. I'm sure I'm not the only one to get home from a trip feeling like I've lost some hearing. There's got to be a way to have both. Has anybody achieved that?<P>dp</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I would definitely be interested in any findings on this as well.  <P>What would be ideal is a setup that would be somewhat quiet while cruising and then only be loud at WOT.  Really the only thing that is annoying is droning at higher speeds. <P>I have a 3" 12" long resonator that I'm going to add to my system (3" catback w/ Apexi N1) to combat the droning.||216.126.177.78||reg||1
Z||000027||HKS VR-4||11-01-2002||12:13 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||The dual exhaust setup is louder than a mofo!!! I had that on my car for about a month or two and ditched the setup. It was a cat-back setup (using stock cat), from 3" and later split down to two 2.5" piping running to 2 small N1 mufflers. It was nice in the beginning, got a lot of attention, than later it just got annoying. Ditched that setup just in time before my LA trip otherwise I think I would go deaf. Didn't notice too much different though, I think I would've had to dyno the car just to see if there was any performance gains or losses. <P>There's a similir setup on an older JDM Options magazine about exhaust. They were using the 91 Supra as the test car. Originally the owner had 3" turbo back to a titanium N1 (no cat, nothing) and was complaining it was way too loud. The new setup is dual piping 2.5" dp to a high flow cat, from the high flow cat split to two 3" piping, each 3" piping had a resonator, both pipe ran all the way back to the left and right side of the differental, then meeting up together again to form a 3.5" right before the muffler (another N1). They also installed an adjustable silencer. Nothing was mentioned about performance gains (at least I don't think it did as my Japanese reading skills is equivalent to a baby..hehe) But it was definately quieter and the owner was satisfied with it. ||12.81.125.58||reg||1
Z||000028||mands||11-01-2002||12:21 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||I installed a 12 in resonator on a straight thru muffler setup on a GVR4<BR> and it cut the droning<BR>down quite a bit without any noticable power loss- I think the shop installed it backward so the inside louvers faced rearward as to not reduce too much flow but still kill some noise. (not totally sure about last statement)<BR>My EVO has a APEXI straight thru turbo back with factory cat (huge 3") and has a resonator on it and almost no drone on freeway.check out pics on evo link on our site <A HREF="http://www.msrecycling.com" TARGET=_blank>www.msrecycling.com</A> <BR>Robert<BR>M&S<BR>Rob <BR>M&S||67.104.24.99||reg||1
Z||000029||Compressed||11-01-2002||01:06 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||excellent.  I'll be adding this soon then.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/cool.gif"><BR>||216.126.177.78||reg||1
Z||000030||markrieb||11-02-2002||10:14 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I run something like the N1 dual exhaust, except that I have two 2.5" core, 4" disk SuperTrapp mufflers.  There used to be pictures of this on Jon's web page.<P>It is a bit on the loud side and resonates a bit at times, but the sound is very deep and throaty at idle.  It actually gets quieter as the RPM climbs.  The 'trapps on my car do not have the annoying, raspy irritated bumble bee sound that you might think.<P>Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000031||a_santos||11-02-2002||08:57 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by markrieb:<BR><B>I run something like the N1 dual exhaust, except that I have two 2.5" core, 4" disk SuperTrapp mufflers.  There used to be pictures of this on Jon's web page.<P>It is a bit on the loud side and resonates a bit at times, but the sound is very deep and throaty at idle.  It actually gets quieter as the RPM climbs.  The 'trapps on my car do not have the annoying, raspy irritated bumble bee sound that you might think.<P>Mark</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>They might sound good (SuperTrapp) but they don't flow for shit. Compare the flow charts between a SuperTrapp and a Borla, or any other good muffler, you are going to regret you bought them.<P>||166.90.233.43||reg||1
Z||000032||369of1000||11-03-2002||04:58 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Mark,<BR>How exactly do you have yours set up? what size downpipe? what size cat/test pipe? where do you split to the 2.5"? what did you use to make the split? Is it heavy? how do you have it mounted?<P>Sorry for all the questions, I don't know anyone with this kind of setup so I'm very curious.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000033||markrieb||11-04-2002||01:07 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I don't think I would buy these new as they are pretty expensive at around $125 each.  I got them in a batch of stuff I bought at a swap meet.<P>They do flow well when you add extra disks.  I run 12 disks in each muffler, and then I have spaced the disks out with stainless steel washers.  They don't run these on sprint cars because they look good...<P>I have a 2.5" down pipe, 3" Burschur Racing cat and a press bent 3" cat back (no mandrel bent exhausts available when I did my exhaust)with a Flowmaster 3" to two 2.5" wye that attaches to the mufflers.  The 'trapps are straight through 2.5" cores.<P>Everything mounts to the stock locations.  If the pictures aren't still on Jon's picture page, let me know and I'll send you a couple off list.<P>Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001002.cgi
A||||10||Ryan136||How accurate is the stock boost gauge?||||1||
Z||000000||Ryan136||10-18-2002||12:34 AM||||   Ok heres the deal. I've been driving my car for 3 weeks now and in the last week ive notcied something with the boost gauge. I'll try to explain this as best as I can. The amount of pedal movement that it would require to show 3 bars illuminted when I first drove the car now shows 5 or even 6. Its like it dosent take as much as it use to with the gass to show full boost. Also the car feels just a tad bit slower and dosent have that pull right at 3 grand like it did when I bought it. I dont know maybe im just getting use to the power and need more. I just did a tune up on the car but i noticed this before the tune up and the tune up didnt help.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||10-18-2002||12:56 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||If I remember correctly the stock boost gauge works off of airflow from the mas. If it is seeing more airflow and you haven't added any mods like an exhaust system it could mean you have a boost leak which could also explain the poor performance of the car lately. Just a thought.<P>Mark<BR>1051 ||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-18-2002||02:27 AM||||Also if you look close, you see that the first 3 bars are vacume, not boost (if my memmory is correct, havn't looked that the stock gage in a long time) and the last 3 bars are boost.  So even it if were accurate, it would do you no good at all because it doesn't show boost levels or anything.  The GVR4 boost gage is for show only, nothing more.  However it does look kinda neato to have bars going back and forth  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>William<P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||10-18-2002||10:13 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||As Will said, it's for show only.  The factory "boost" gauge knows nothing of boost.  It is solely based on the ecu's best guess based on the airflow coming through the MAS.  If it lights up really quick, then you probably have a  boost leak somewhere.  You could pull 450 cfm of air through the mas, have a blown intercooler pipe which allows no air to the intake manifold, and the orange lights would go full.  A proper boost vaccumm gauge is a very useful thing for anyone with a turbo car to have!||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||10-18-2002||02:36 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Yeah, check for boost leaks. I just fixed three on mine, and the bar gauge shows less "boost", but it now goes like Wile E. Coyote just stuck an ACME rocket up it's butt!<P>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||10
Z||000005||Ryan136||10-18-2002||06:09 PM||||Im curious where were the boost leaks that you found?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||10-18-2002||07:50 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I've determined that mine are exactly at 5psi increments.  The problem is that you don't know how much you're going up imbetween.  Also, it only goes up to 15psi.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000007||gvr4ever||10-18-2002||08:23 PM||||How do you figure 5psi for each bar?<P>I lit up all the bars on a stock car back in the day.  The stock boost is 11psi or so.  <P>You just can't go by the stock boost gage.  Even on a TEL that has a better boost gage, it just doesn't do any good.  You have to use a aftermarket boost gage to get a real reading.  Thats been a known fact in DSM world for a really long time now.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000008||91vr4evolution||10-19-2002||12:32 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Re: Leaks,<P>1. I replaced the gasket on the BOV, and crushed the BOV at the same time. On reflection I should left the BOV until I fixed the other leaks.<P>2. Replaced the BOV hose and BOV hose clamps with a new hose and worm-screw clamps. You could hear the air leaking from under the clamps if you wiggled the hose.<BR> <BR>3. Replaced the throttle body shaft seals. It isn't too bad to do, if you follow the FAQ's.<P>4. Replaced compressor outlet gasket. This one made a huge difference. I guess the turbo must have pumping out huge amounts of air from here.<P>Mike.<BR>||210.54.103.227||reg||1
Z||000009||Pappy||10-19-2002||11:15 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B>How do you figure 5psi for each bar?<P>I lit up all the bars on a stock car back in the day.  The stock boost is 11psi or so.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I've determined 5psi for each bar because I have another boost gauge and I've noticed that.  The stock gauge is actually quite precise in that manner.  When the first bar lights up that means you've passed 10psi vaccuum, second bar 5, third bar means you're out of vaccuum, 4th bar you're at 5psi, 5th bar, you're at 10psi, and 6th bar is 15psi.  It was pretty exact in this manner through various testing.  But other gauges could be different.<P>||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000010||Dan D||10-19-2002||03:10 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Pappy, a relationship like that can certainly be found, but it can't be carried from one car to the next, especially if any thing has been modified in the intake tract.  Airflow and boost pressure don't have direct relationship.  Just because there's a certain pressure present doesn't mean that there is xxx amount of airflow.  In ideal, lab/flowbench situations, these relationships can be found(compressor maps), but those numbers are dependent on other variables which affect flow.||12.222.102.136||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001003.cgi
A||||19||GRV4726||dripping with oil||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||10-18-2002||12:59 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||a while back. before the accident (got it back today. fixed and all, new paint, glacier white...looks a lot better) i was having horrible gas mileage. replaced the spark plugs and when i pulled them out they were dripping with lovely black oil and were soaked with it. my questions is ... what not working correctly?  valve seals? or is it the piston rings?<P>this is work way beyond my abilities. onlything i've done on a car is new filter and spark plugs... i can't keep dishing out cash so i need see if anyone would be willing to help me.. not only that but i really want to work on my car, just not all on my own.<P>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||10-18-2002||01:29 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Ugh, that's definitely a "bad thing".  You should *gasp* consider hooking up with your local DSM club.   <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsm.org</A>   You might find an experienced wrencher in there somewhere.||65.43.123.114||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-18-2002||02:22 AM||||The most simple thing it could be are the ring gaskets around the plugs on the valve gasket kit.<P>That would be a likly problem.  They don't last very long in my cars.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-18-2002||02:23 AM||||Sorry, the valve cover gasket kit.  Not to be confused with valve stems. <P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||GRV4726||10-18-2002||02:32 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||yeah gasp.. it was more like an "oh shit!"<P>valve cover gasket? really...i would have never thought that, don't see how it could be...<P>yeah i guess i will have to take this dsmtalk or try dsm.org<P>thanks anyways||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||10-18-2002||01:14 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Maybe you should drive it around for a few more months...<P>Eh.  Thanks anyways?||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000006||GRV4726||10-18-2002||03:18 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>Maybe you should drive it around for a few more months...<P>Eh.  Thanks anyways?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>um... if i came of as an asshole or something...i'm sorry but i don't think i said anything offensive.  anyway.<P>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||10-18-2002||04:18 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||what is sounding offensive, is you get a couple of answers, and, remember, this is a galant vr4 SPECIFIC list, we ALL drive the same car, and we have problems unique to this car; and you say you will seek the answer elsewhere.  it's like you are saying, "well, you guys dont seem to know, so i will go someplace that REALLY knows".  that will bring out all kinds of sarcasm and rude responses.  what we are telling you is based on our personal experiences.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-18-2002||04:34 PM||||If you've ever seen the ring gasket for the spark plug wells you would understand.  I've never had my plugs soaked in oil before, but I've had a little oil on the spark plug due to the valve cover gasket.  Don't take my word for it tho.  Ask someone else.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000009||GRV4726||10-18-2002||05:58 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||man i'm sorry if it came off like that. <P>hetz said: Ugh, that's definitely a "bad thing".  You should *gasp* consider hooking up with your local DSM club.   <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsm.org</A>  You might find an experienced wrencher in there somewhere.<P>thats why i said i would take this to dsmtalk.. i didn't to insult you. i read this message board 20 times more than dsmtalk. and you guys are geniuses when it comes to stuff like this. i respect you so much for all your knowledge<P>sorry it came out wrong.. i really didn't mean it like that||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000010||GRV4726||10-18-2002||06:03 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||oh yeah i also meant that i would be trying to get idea from both you and others...<P>i really didn't mean for it to come out like that.||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000011||gvr4ever||10-18-2002||06:33 PM||||I'd still check the valve cover first.  Even if it was the valve stem seals.  You would have to be leaking hella oil past the valves to the piston, then the oil would have to be blown up, past the seal on the spark plug then soak your spark plugs.  If you were leaking that much oil on top of you're pistons, you're call would run like crap.<P>The source of the leak is most likely comming from on top.  It's a $45 fix for every valve cover part from the dealer.  Also, it is a easy fix.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000012||GRV4726||10-18-2002||08:48 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||thanks a bunch. <P>i'll be replacing the vavle cover gasket tomorrow, spark plugs and getting some dielectric grease.<P>i'll do a compression test too. i think that would be a good just because its an 11 year old car. won't hurt any.<P>do think that this would help my gas mileage...because its around 11mpg right now.  should i go ahead and get a new o2 sensor as well?<P>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000013||gvr4ever||10-18-2002||10:21 PM||||Use a lot of #2 sealant.  The black goo stuff.  Oil leaks out of the black half moon piece. Be sure to use alot on everything.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000014||GRV4726||10-18-2002||11:41 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||use a lot of everything??  what else is there? can you please list them.. cause i have no clue..<P>its funny i read about tunning an afc but never about replacing a valve cover gasket.<P>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000015||ken inn||10-19-2002||09:16 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||if the valve cover has never been off, it will be a real beyatch to get off.  be very careful where you pry it up at, or you will crack the cover.  also, if you use little screwdrivers, you can make grooves in the soft metal, and you will have leaks in the future.  you must clean the heck out of the groove that the new gasket will go into, and seal it with some very good sealer.  i use curil, but you will have a very hard time finding it.  it's bmw stuff.  for this job, i REALLY like the fit of the factory gasket, the aftermarket ones i have used just dont quite fit or seal as good.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000016||GRV4726||10-19-2002||01:45 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||thanks for the advice.  i guess i'll just have to ask what is the best sealer they have (whom ever i go to).  do you recomemd anything to clean it with?<P>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||7
Z||000017||GRV4726||10-19-2002||02:10 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||well i guess it doesn't really matter anymore because my stepdad doesn't really want me working on my own god damn car... he said we'll just take it to some shop... he doesn't trust me with anything, and i'm not about to get into another fight.  i think i'm just going to stop telling him shit about my car.<P>its funny he acts so superior to me and my brother when it comes to cars... and when my brother installed his turbo my step dad asked him if he was going to get a button for it in the dash...to turn it on! he really gets on my nerves!!!||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000018||369of1000||10-19-2002||05:17 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>... and when my brother installed his turbo my step dad asked him if he was going to get a button for it in the dash...to turn it on!<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>I don't mean to laugh at your situation but that's pretty funny.<BR>||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||10-19-2002||11:47 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||There was a girl in my high school who bought an already built up civic, and it had a button near the shifter that to this day she says is to turn the turbo on... some people.  She also said it was the fastest car in town, despite me easily pulling on her by 4 car lengths.  Apparently it doesn't count if the other car has 4 doors?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.25.184||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001004.cgi
A||||2||poorboy||In need of front calipers||||1||
Z||000000||poorboy||10-19-2002||03:03 PM||peterandsaul@aol.com||Hello,  <P>     I am in need of two front calipers for my gvr4.  Please email me with anything available.<BR>Thanks||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||drifter148||10-22-2002||02:07 PM||||I have a set of front calipers that came with the car when I got it over a year ago.  They are standard gvr-4 calipers.  E-mail me at drift2_u@yahoo.com for more info.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by poorboy:<BR><B>Hello,  <P>     I am in need of two front calipers for my gvr4.  Please email me with anything available.<BR>Thanks</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||205.144.127.200||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4458||10-22-2002||02:13 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I too have a set that I bought when I was going to replace mine.  They are stock off a car with about 100k on it.  Located in IL<P>Eric<BR>gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||57.68.12.102||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001005.cgi
A||||1||Romanova||Mounting batter in trunk||||5||
Z||000000||Romanova||10-21-2002||01:09 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I know this has been beaten to death, but I'm just curious. I want to put an Optima redtop in the trunk and am just curious as to how people have secured the battery in the trunk. I know some places like Summit offer kits. Also, is there a hole in the firewall for the + battery cable, or does one need to be drilled? Thank you!<BR>Tyler<BR>#490||134.39.170.99||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||10-21-2002||01:55 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||remove the right side inner fender liner.  you will see a rubber cover, remove it, you can stick your hand thru it.  comes out just above the ecu.  there is another cover right about where you want the cable to come into the front part of the engine compartment.  both are hidden by the inner liner.||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001006.cgi
A||||14||udriveu||all hell broke loose||||8||
Z||000000||udriveu||10-21-2002||02:59 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||while driving my 91 gvr4 to work this morning, i heard a click, and noticed my boost onyl going up halfway. i thought i blew my turbo again, but then i also noticed my battery and ABS lights go on. as well as the e-brake light. i then lost power steering and my temp gauge was almost in the red. there was also a rhythmic scraping noise at low speeds and idle. i run no mods to speak of. anyone have any ideas as to what have might happend?<P>#1752||149.152.182.1||reg||8
Z||000001||Hertz||10-21-2002||03:37 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||The alt/abs/brake lights are indication of a lack of electrical power (alternator failure).  Boost only going up halfway (say, 8 psi or so) means the wastegate is open -- such would occur in the "limp home" mode.  The click could have been the ECU shutting off.  Have you had your capicators replaced?||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||10-21-2002||06:38 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Have you checked your belts?||129.71.115.192||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||10-21-2002||07:04 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Unless already done, the caps ate your ecu.  If you did change them like every good gvr4 owner should, check the alternator.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000004||udriveu||10-21-2002||07:47 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||as far as i know, the caps have never been replaced. where in the car is the ECU, and how can i tell if they're bad?<P>#1752||24.45.233.24||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||10-21-2002||08:33 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||The ecu is underneath the pasenger side kick panel.  If they haven't been replaced they are leaking.  You can see the signs of this by opening the ecu and looking at the area surrounding the electrolytic caps.  There will be corrosion.  <P>see here for info on replacing them. <BR> <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-electrical.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-electrical.html</A> ||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000006||udriveu||10-21-2002||08:47 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||Just had my mechanic look at it.  My harmonic dampener seperated from the crank pulley (the rubber seal, or whatever it is let loose) the dampener is still attached to the crank, and he said there was no apparent damage to anything else.  But the pulley is not on the dampener anymore.<P>Do i need to replace the dampener, the pulley or both?<P>I was thinking of getting an unorthodox racing crank pulley/dampener (depending on what i need) since its cheaper than the dealer replacement price.<P>thanks||24.45.233.24||reg||1
Z||000007||turbowop||10-21-2002||08:57 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||The dampener is the pulley. It's all one piece. Its happened to a lot of us. Just replace it. Nothing to it.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000008||thon||10-21-2002||09:12 PM||thon@optonline.net|| <A HREF="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/engine.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/engine.htm</A> <P>on that website they list 2 parts with different numbers<P>is it this one?<BR>[EXM1223] (crank pulley)<P>or<BR>[EXM1289] (harmonic dampener)<P>thanks<BR>thon||24.45.231.62||reg||1
Z||000009||Dan D||10-21-2002||09:29 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||common on higher mileage cars.  Still, do the cap replacment as it's bound to cause problems one of these days.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000010||thon||10-22-2002||07:09 PM||thon@optonline.net||anyone know which part number he needs to get? I'm interested in this also<P>"http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/engine.htm <BR>on that website they list 2 parts with different numbers<P>is it this one?<BR>[EXM1223] (crank pulley)<P>or<BR>[EXM1289] (harmonic dampener)"<P>thanks<BR>thon<P>||24.45.231.62||reg||1
Z||000011||udriveu||10-23-2002||12:45 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||i think what they mean is that you can use either one thon(please correct me if i am wrong). but the harmonic dampener just reduces vibrations and such. but the question is, can i get away with just the underdrive pulley, or do i need the harmonic dampener?<P>#1752<P>p.s.: thank you everyone for all your help so far.||149.152.189.11||reg||1
Z||000012||1101||10-23-2002||02:10 PM||karns10@attbi.com||One replaces the other, use either. The crank pully has no damping. It does not damp twisting vibrations in the crankshaft, tends to make the crankshast fail eventually. The other has the damper built into the pulley like the stock part.<P>ward <P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by thon:<BR><B> <A HREF="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/engine.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/engine.htm</A> <P>on that website they list 2 parts with different numbers<P>is it this one?<BR>[EXM1223] (crank pulley)<P>or<BR>[EXM1289] (harmonic dampener)<P>thanks<BR>thon</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000013||ChiaPuke||10-23-2002||03:14 PM||ndandar@hotmail.com||I'd check into this a LITTLE bit more.  I had this happen to my Galant last year and it wore a small hole through the timing belt cover which caused the timing belt to skip a bit which caused a click and then some scraping and then.. no engine.  16 bent valves and 4 dented pistons.  If you have no timing belt damage, you are FORTUNATE.||66.190.0.38||reg||1
Z||000014||udriveu||10-23-2002||04:35 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||i noticed a tear in the timing belt when i was looking around. i was meaning to get it done anyway. i figured i would just change all the belts for the hell of it when i fixed the underdrive pulley.||24.45.233.24||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001007.cgi
A||||18||VR4coop||Fuel pumps?||||3||
Z||000000||VR4coop||10-21-2002||05:37 PM||coop529@aol.com||I am looking to buy a new fuel pump. I have been doing alot of mods and want something that will compliment all of the work. Any suggestions?<BR>||24.218.140.125||reg||3
Z||000001||1quickvr4||10-21-2002||05:52 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||255 walbro or Supra TT pump. Also FPR<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||10-21-2002||06:08 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Supra TT pump and an afpr, 3000gt vr4 pump, rx7 pump.  The supra pump can usually be had for less than the other two.<P>I have a walbro and wouldn't buy one again.  Worth the extra 60-80 bucks for the TT pump.  The "whinebro" pump deservers every bit of it's nickname.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000003||Ant||10-22-2002||07:26 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Speaking of fuel....<BR>Does anyone know the size of our gas tank ?  So far mine always takes 11.5 gallons but I always thought it might be off a little.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||10-22-2002||02:39 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||<A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com/resources/images/brochure6.jpg" TARGET=_blank>1991 Galant VR-4 Technical Specs</A><P>16.4 gallons.  I've never had the guts to run it down to much more than 13.5 gallons in.  That's about where my gauge reads exactly Empty and the fuel light is on for a good 15 minutes.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000005||Ant||10-22-2002||02:49 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Really...<BR>When my fuel light comes on and I drive it for another 15 miles it still will only take 11.5 gallons.  I bet the previous owner messed up the FP install and the gauge now reads off.  <P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000006||04DrBlur||10-22-2002||06:22 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||I ran about 64 mi. when the fuel light came on, tapped the tank to make sure it was empty and mine filled to the brim only took a little more than 11 gal.?????||65.42.48.194||reg||1
Z||000007||GRV4726||10-22-2002||08:18 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||since we are on this topic.. i was wondering why when i fill up my tank all the way... my guage only reads about 6.5/8ths..<BR>it makes be very curious...||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000008||04DrBlur||10-22-2002||08:31 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Mine reads about 3/4 when topped off all the way till I cant fit anymore gas in the damn thing????||65.42.48.194||reg||1
Z||000009||Ant||10-23-2002||07:51 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Do both of you guys have larger fuel pumps installed?  <P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000010||Romanova||10-23-2002||09:37 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||This seems to be a regular occurance with VR4 owners. I usually let the pump go till it automatically shuts off, then I can usually squeeze in a few more bucks worth of gas... <BR>After doing this, the gauge will read ALMOST completley full... weird.<BR>||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000011||Hertz||10-23-2002||12:30 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||My gauge is starting to become more accurate over time (and plenty of miles).  It used to only show 3/4 full.  There is a VFAQ on putting a pot or resistor in the gauge wire to adjust its reading.<P>[edit]<BR>Just thinking -- there may be a reason for the pessimistic fuel light -- I've heard plenty of stories of Auto-Xers who lose fuel pressure when taking hard corners as the fuel sloshes around.  We probably need that 3 gallons to keep the pump submerged.<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 10-23-2002).]||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000012||keydiver||10-23-2002||01:45 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Don't forget about the upgraded Denso pump: <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm</A> <BR>It can flow enough fuel, with the rewire, for at least 350 HP. It works good for me: <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm</A> <BR>Jeff o.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.38||reg||1
Z||000013||Hertz||10-23-2002||02:51 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Does that pump require a new FPR?||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000014||gvr4ever||10-23-2002||04:25 PM||||Nice to know I am not the only person with the problem of showing empty and only being able to crap about 11.5 gallons in.<P>So, what is the fix?  I still have a stock FP, so a FP install didn't mess it up.  <P>My 91 Talon with 188K miles still reads perfect.  When it says it is empty, it is REALLY empty.  I've never ran out of gas before, but when the fuel light comes on, I prolly only have 1.5 gallons left or so.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000015||keydiver||10-23-2002||06:00 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>Don't forget about the upgraded Denso pump: <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm</A> <BR>It can flow enough fuel, with the rewire, for at least 350 HP. It works good for me: <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm</A> <BR>Jeff o.<BR>#1886/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, I found that I needed a better FPR even with this pump. At idle, the fuel pressure would not drop much below base pressure. The Charged Air/SpoolinUp one really works great for the money, and its a bolt-on affair.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.38||reg||1
Z||000016||GRV4726||10-23-2002||07:53 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||no upgraded fuel pump here... and the gauge is really acting funny.... it moves around quite a lot... like today.. i got in the car and turned it on.. the fuel light ended up coming up and then going away, and the whole time i had about 3/8 of gas. and the gas guage went up.. then down... i couldn't visually see it doing so. but everytime i rechecked...it would be in a slightly different place. also i was driving and the temp guage rose more than usual in the morning. as i let it idle i pinched the radiator hose and there was pressure.. so i was confused.  then coming home after school the temp gauge went to 3/4...and i got scared so i turned on the heater...the quickly dropped back to the middle. i could see it move.. dropped real fast.  what the hell is wrong with my guages.<P>really sorry for the long post<p>[This message has been edited by GRV4726 (edited 10-23-2002).]||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000017||04DrBlur||10-23-2002||10:45 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  No i dont have a upgraded fuel pump as far as i know.  Which means the car has a stock fuel pump.  I just ran the gas down again today and got almost 12 gal. in the tank.  I have never really tried to keep filling it because it sounds like its comin up the filler hose?? Gauge still reads little above 3/4 tank....  Damn 11 year old car..  I love it though||65.42.48.194||reg||1
Z||000018||Hertz||10-24-2002||01:26 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||I drove around 50 miles since my fuel lamp first flickered on (and off and on) and was able took 13.79 gallons (without topping off).  The needle was definitely on E, but still had a millimeter or two of gauge left.<P>If memory serves there are two sensors for the fuel level -- the gauge and the warning light are separate items.  The light should be coming on at the exact level every time.  (It is in a fixed location)  I estimate about 3 gallons.  (a 16.4 gallon system, drove about 50 miles when the light came on solid, I got 22mpg that tank, filled 13.79g)<P>Now the level gauge is a different beast -- I think it uses a float, which could become less bouyant, or the lever arm could get bent, or maybe even the resistance of the system changes.  Who knows?  My level is getting MORE accurate since I've owned the vehicle (almost 3 months)<P>As I mentioned previously, here's a <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Cockpit/6144/DSM_Home/2G_Fix_It_Center/flakey_gas_guage.html" TARGET=_blank>page on fixing your gauge</A>.  It is based on a '95 Talon or something, but the concept is applicable and the solution is simple.<P>[edit:] I should have re-read that, the diagram shows the lamp on a float and the level gauge on sensors.  *shrug*<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 10-24-2002).]||67.37.186.158||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001008.cgi
A||||13||astondg||Stock boost for Australian VR4?||||1||
Z||000000||astondg||10-21-2002||08:51 PM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||Hello, Dad has a Galant VR4 and recently we tested it with a G-tech and got a very slow 0-100km/h time of 8.8 sec. The only thing I could think of was that the boost might be set incorrectly as we had some work done (3" turbo back exhaust, K&N air filter and turbo restrictor machined from 32 (or is it 34)mm to 50 (or something)), and the mechanic adjusted the boost without a boost gauge. Now I have a boost gauge so my question is, what is the stock boost for a 1991 Australian galant VR4? I have searched here and got answers from 8-11psi, I thought it was 7psi and dad thought it was 9psi what is correct?<BR>Thanks,<BR>Aston||198.142.111.184||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||10-21-2002||09:01 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I believe that the "Australian" '91 VR-4 would be the same as the Japanese one, in which case the stock boost should be more like 11.5psi.||65.43.112.48||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||10-21-2002||10:18 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Nope, shite fuel here, 8psi||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||JSTYLE||10-21-2002||10:41 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Yerp i tend to agree with Ash. Its 8psi!<P>Ashton if your interested I have formed a club in aus for VR4s. Its called Club VR4 and the site is <A HREF="http://www.clubvr4.tk" TARGET=_blank>http://www.clubvr4.tk</A> <P>Join the club if you would like, we welcome new members! The members list is still growing.<P>RE: Gtech... gtech is a load of crap dont believe it cos sometimes its too optimistic or way off! It depends on the launch and if u bogged it down or not! Take it to the track and get a nice timeslip    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Jon<BR><p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 10-21-2002).]||210.49.200.216||reg||1
Z||000004||astondg||10-30-2002||11:22 PM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||Firstly thanks for the help and I am really sorry that I haven't replied. I bought a boost gauge, a VDO -30 to 25 I think, but I haven't installed it yet. I have exams now, I have to fix the tacho in my Lancer and dad is too busy to help and I don't think he would want me doing it on my own. Maybe I'll do it this weekend and then I'll let you know how it goes. Hopefully it is just a low boost setting and not a leak or something major. I joined your club JSTYLE, thanks.<BR>Aston||198.142.111.147||reg||1
Z||000005||astondg||11-07-2002||06:16 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||Ok, we went out today and the boost gauge showed 11psi. Can I leave it at this or should I go back to 8psi? Since the boost is not too low the problem must be elsewhere, do you guys have any ideas on why our VR-4 is so slow? I tend to believe the G-tech, we put it in another car on the same road and used a stopwatch and the times were the same and = to manufacture's claimed times. Maybe the times are right, 0-100km/h in 8.8? If so maybe it's time to sell the Galant and get a 180sx or something <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">? I am sure the Galant is meant to be much faster, any help would be greatly appreciated. Our mods:<BR>- 3" turbo back exhaust with high flow cat<BR>- K&N air filter<BR>- ported turbo (see first post)<BR>- 11psi<BR>Lastly could it be a boost leak and is there an easy way to cheak for one. Just to know if there is one not to find where it is.<BR>Thank you,<BR>Aston||198.142.70.127||reg||9
Z||000006||bob in chicago||11-07-2002||08:50 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Here's the  URL for virtually all the answers: <A HREF="http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</A> ||24.148.88.85||reg||1
Z||000007||astondg||11-07-2002||10:21 PM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||Ok I had a look at the site, the only things I found were the base timing might be set incorrectly and/or it may have a boost leak. Are these things common on a standard engine? I just need to get an idea because I can't really afford to get these things checked so I only will if there is a good chance they could be the problem. Also do any of you know what times you ran stock or similar to ours for 0-100km/h with a 3000rpm start (Just normal clutch slip not dump)? I realise you all have better things to do than answer my questions and I can't really offer anything in return, sorry.<BR>Aston.||198.142.111.131||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||11-08-2002||10:34 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org/cars/galant.htm#references" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsm.org/cars/galant.htm#references</A>  <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/info.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/info.html</A> <BR>I think one of the magazine articles on that second link has a 0-60mph test. If I remember, it was about 6.5 seconds. (Or, I could be wrong. It looks like HKS tested a stock one at ~7.5)<BR>I also found this neat link while I was searching. Maybe everyone's seen it before, but it gives a nice rundown on the evolution of the Evolution: <A HREF="http://www.autospeed.com.au/A_0942/P_1/article.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.autospeed.com.au/A_0942/P_1/article.html</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 11-08-2002).]||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000009||astondg||11-09-2002||05:31 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||Ok, now I am really confused. We went for another run with the G-tech and I took along a stopwatch. First run the G-tech didn't work but stopwatch said 7.37sec  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">. That I can live with. So we tried another run, this time we turned off the air con, but Both the stopwatch and G-tech said 10sec!! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> Both runs were on the same road at the same spot and felt very similar except the second didn't get as good start, not much worse though. Anyway We'll take the VR-4 to a Dyno and get it tuned and tested. Thanks for all the help.<BR>Aston||198.142.111.88||reg||1
Z||000010||Arty||11-09-2002||06:20 AM||||11psi, sounds like someone may have removed the restrictor from inside the boost control solenoids hose barb.<P>John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000011||James||11-09-2002||08:32 PM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||A VR4 with the mods u have should do 0-100km somewhere in the 6s. Stock Aussie spec will run 7.2 and 15.1 for 1/4.Set ur boost at around 12 0r 13psi. U need to run premium fuel on these cars for optimum performance.||210.48.135.47||reg||1
Z||000012||Ash||11-09-2002||10:38 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Give it a good service (inc new plugs & leads) fill up with 98ron fuel & give it another squirt.  I can tell you now, with the same mods my VR4 smashed my mates SR20DET 180SX.||203.221.19.246||reg||1
Z||000013||turbowop||11-09-2002||10:52 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B> evolution of the Evolution:</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>haha<P>Mark<BR>1051 <P><p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 11-09-2002).]||198.81.26.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001009.cgi
A||||3||Ryan136||You guys were right about spark plug wires!!||||1||
Z||000000||Ryan136||10-22-2002||12:09 AM||||A week ago my car started to skip. I knew it needed a tune up so I bought NGK plugs but no one had the wires. I had to bring the car to get its timming belt done the very next day so I had no choice but to buy some cheap wires. There on there for 4 days and im driving and all of the sudden the car starts to skip bad and the engine light comes on. Turns out it was the wires, what a damn joke. I put ngk wires on there and no problems.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||GRV4726||10-22-2002||08:23 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||wow.. 4 days eh?  haha thats horrible. <BR>i hope you like your new ngk's. i just got some as well. mine are blue. what colour are yours?  i know i'm being silly. but blue didn't look as bad as i though they would. (i didn't chose theme. long but funny story)<P>enjoy  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000002||Ryan136||10-23-2002||12:03 AM||||Blue here to, yeah they dont look to bad. I was hopeing they would be red.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000003||Hunter||10-25-2002||02:37 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||hey 4726... whats the story?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||167.88.200.30||reg||6




ubb/Forum2/001010.cgi
A||N||17||turbo||Please read and reply/This is very important to me||||1||
Z||000000||turbo||10-22-2002||10:22 AM||donnlu420@aol.com||I have been going through honda site learning everthing i can about there engine. I keep telling myself why am i doing this my engine was 220 horsepower before i blow it and that was just stock. Now i'm planning on starting all over with a engine that i don't know that will come 170 stock. I would have to spend so much money before i get to 220 horse power and i wont ever hear my favorite sound of my turbo singing. My problem started when i change the coolant thermal stat gasket. I forgot to plug the sensor back and my car over heated so bad that i blow the head gasket. I never thought it was the block itself. Well over an 100 hours of working on the car and two trip to the machine shop for my head. I finally realize it was the block. I have the 1g eagle talon and this car was nice at first but after my power steering pump going bad and my car making me feel uncomfartable. I decided to give up on it. I always love the shape or the 2g talon body and i keep saying what if i can rebuilt my engine and put in that car. I would be set for life. I do have a turbo engine right outside in my yard that mines. So am trying to find out if this is possible. Sorry for the long story its 7:00 in the morning and i been up all night researching honda engineall night but i just decided that i wanted to give dsm another chance. <P><BR>Qestion? <BR>Can a 1g engine mount in a 2g car. <BR>If it can i would swap the 1g harness in the 2g car. <P><BR>sorry again for the long posts<P>||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||10-22-2002||11:31 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Here's some pertinent info that may be helpful.  Both the given page and the links at the top<BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/1gcasin2g.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/1gcasin2g.htm</A> ||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||turbo||10-22-2002||03:05 PM||donnlu143@aol.com||Yes my faith is back on vr4 again. I'm just wondering with mitsubishi technology isn't as good as hondas. You can really tell by looking at their design of the block and the v-tec timing power they have. Also the pistons aren't almost hitting the valves. Machine shops always like to brag about that.  Make no mistakes on the timing belt. I'm going to stay dsm. I'm going to get my engine all rebuilt. Any advice?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||10-22-2002||03:09 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||If I'm not mistaken, VTEC didn't exist when your car was built.  I also think that Mitsu' ETACS-IV system was way ahead of it's time -- speed sensitive intermitten wipers, 30 second power shutoff delay (roll up your windows after the car is off), dimming-off dome light -- uh, four wheel steering was a rather advanced idea, and even ABS was fairly hi-tech for '91.<P>So, it's an interference engine...  it is a more effecient design, just has that one little downside.  :-(<P>If you compare apples to apples, I don't think that there is an early 1990's Honda that even comes close to the VR-4.<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 10-22-2002).]||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000004||Compressed||10-22-2002||03:30 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Vtec was out before our cars.  The B16 came out in 89 I believe.  That engine made 160 hp out of 1.6L NA.  The same engine was the motivation for the 99-00 civic si's that we can destroy so easily  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Honda has great engineering no doubt.  It would be interesting to see what they would produce if they ever get into WRC.  <P>||216.126.177.33||reg||1
Z||000005||Nate||10-22-2002||03:41 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||The B16 may have come out in 89, but the 4G63 was in Galants in the rest of the world in 1987.  As for the Hondas having superior technology, we can argue this all day, but I'd say any company that designs a shortblock that can handle 30psi of boost with the proper fuel mixture is doing something right.  I would never want to turbocharge a Honda, simply because of the aluminum block that will blow apart at more than 10psi or so.  Just my opinion.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||10-22-2002||04:12 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Honda may have alot of horsepower with vtec, but their torque is crap compared to the 4g63.||140.247.202.200||reg||1
Z||000007||suprflewus||10-22-2002||06:38 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||what nate said.<P>30 psi on a stock engine is mad.  more than makes up for the atrocious transmissions.....<P>you cannot touch dsm's when it comes to bang and reliability for the buck.....<P>lates<BR>dale||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000008||astondg||10-22-2002||07:07 PM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||If you want something like V-tec get a Mitsubishi MIVEC engine. I wonder if the 2L V6 from the FTO would fit? Or the 1.6L 4 in the mirage that has 135+kw, and you can swap the block for a 1.8L and still have the MIVEC head. I think Mitsubishi was also advanced with the oil circulation system in the engine, they have oil injectors under the pistons and stuff, just what a mechanic said anyway.<BR>Aston||198.142.111.111||reg||1
Z||000009||a_santos||10-22-2002||09:40 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Yes you can put a 1g in a 2g, if the 2g already has a 4g63. If the car has 420a, put a turbo on it. To swap a 4g63 in a 2g with a 420a stock, you would have to weld a new motor mount in the location of the 4g63 mount, the one that is closest to the head, by the strut tower. <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbo:<BR><B>I have been going through honda site learning everthing i can about there engine. I keep telling myself why am i doing this my engine was 220 horsepower before i blow it and that was just stock. Now i'm planning on starting all over with a engine that i don't know that will come 170 stock. I would have to spend so much money before i get to 220 horse power and i wont ever hear my favorite sound of my turbo singing. My problem started when i change the coolant thermal stat gasket. I forgot to plug the sensor back and my car over heated so bad that i blow the head gasket. I never thought it was the block itself. Well over an 100 hours of working on the car and two trip to the machine shop for my head. I finally realize it was the block. I have the 1g eagle talon and this car was nice at first but after my power steering pump going bad and my car making me feel uncomfartable. I decided to give up on it. I always love the shape or the 2g talon body and i keep saying what if i can rebuilt my engine and put in that car. I would be set for life. I do have a turbo engine right outside in my yard that mines. So am trying to find out if this is possible. Sorry for the long story its 7:00 in the morning and i been up all night researching honda engineall night but i just decided that i wanted to give dsm another chance. <P><BR>Qestion? <BR>Can a 1g engine mount in a 2g car. <BR>If it can i would swap the 1g harness in the 2g car. <P><BR>sorry again for the long posts<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||166.90.236.94||reg||1
Z||000010||bob dole||10-22-2002||11:21 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||Your right the 4g63 can handle a lot of power but, i'll tell ya one thing the jza-80 supra motor can hold a ton of power with the stop bottom end. My brother supra but down 732 at the rear wheels last week on the dyno.  With the stock botton end with 80,000 mile. That insane. To see a supra on the dyno is sick. ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000011||beavis||10-23-2002||12:22 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||supra's are fantastic, but dollar for dollar a mitsubishi will destroy the supra.  i have invested little money in a junk yard engine and i can destroy most of the cars in my area.  if you blow a supra motor, do you think you can pick one up for under a thousand dollars?  i'm not trying to flame anyone i just want to piont out the differences.  besides the ultimate motor has to be the ls6 in the new zo6.  that motor is close to 30 years old and it now makes 405 from the factory.  thats sick horsepower.  go for a ride in one and you'll see what i mean.  ||138.23.114.167||reg||1
Z||000012||Garfield Wright||10-23-2002||09:22 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||The 4g63 has been around since early 1987 & by those days standards, it was far superior that any other 4 cylinder.  Supras are monster machines & are in a class by themselves.  A well built 4g63 will give a 500-600hp Supra a run for it's money.  As far as bang for the buck, u can't beat the 4g63.  $5k in mods 400hp, it doesn't get any better than that.  I have a friend with a Supra that put down over 900hp to the wheels & now he has plans for a 6 fogger nitrous system which should put him up in the 1100hp range.  The car was selected to be in the filming of the 'fast & furious' filming in Miami.  Not sure if it made the final cut but it was chosen initially. ||66.176.233.97||reg||1
Z||000013||369of1000||10-24-2002||12:09 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||yeah, I have a friend who wants his supra to be 1000+ horse power. And because he is loaded it will probably happen soon. But there are a few which might be able to hold off a devisting win. One is a friend of mine with a 91' talon. He doesn''t have any where near the horse power of the supra but he can launch. Most likely he will lose but it's good to know the a talon (are car only a little liter) Can keep pace with a 1000 horse power supra (they can't hook, no traction). And on top of that our car can still drive five people or misc. cargo. I like my car.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000014||Hunter||10-24-2002||03:43 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||sooOoooo.. what it breaks down to is preference...  oh, the VteC was first in the NSX in the mid80's    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>4g63 = "from what i've seen" 300hp easy to mod up to. 400-500crank HP can be reached safely.  If your your a nutty JDM company, 600-700ish.<P>Jz-80 = 600RWHP... on stock motor... Toyota built a race car... with A/C...    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> 1400RWHP if u plan on racing Airliners taking off at the air port before u fly to Japan to do the HP dance in front of Mr. Toyota himself.<P>Rb26= Same as above.. though allwheeldrive makes it more livable.. not to mention they dominate the circuit in japan.<P>Honda motors in general?  they jumped to the completely otherside of the spectrum, applying daily driver first.  One can NEVER make the HP with the same interior lvl as you could with any of the above cars...   it's the whole  oldschool Muscle car vs imports deal.  granted no V8 in the above lineup.  but turbo's have shoved the -70's moto of "no replacement for displacement". and when not spooling getting good cruising milage.   Yeah u can make a natural aspirited 4cyl fast.   but u'll have to strip the interior to make the Power to Weight ratio even up with a turbo'd car.  Sports Compact car 3 months ago did a tech article, of stripping down some kids New Nissan Sentra i think? "not sure if it was the actual owner that donated, total dumbast though IMO", well anyhoo. the tech guys stripped off completely the car of anything... sheetmetal, allllll seats.. "i think even the drivers".. yeah they got it running 12s... from high 15s low 16s from stock.  So if u run a N/A 4 cyl motor... u'll only be able to compete on the street with lightly modded WRX/Vr4/Evo's... with a fullblown 4cyl import. <P>P.s.  thanks for not deleting this post John    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">   it's tootal inherant obvious rambling... but i see it as there is no.. " this is better then this" since each is actually competing in it's own catagory... and that's not even rambling about drivetrain mechanics... i'm sure Nate n Garfield, and the Mofugas team can go all day n night on suspension tweeks, and difference in handling of a FWD vs AWD vs RHD...     <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">      you'd be surprised you'd learn on handling physics just from playing Gran turismo 3   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P><BR>[This message has been edited by Hunter (edited 10-24-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Hunter (edited 10-24-2002).]||167.88.200.30||reg||1
Z||000015||Hertz||10-24-2002||12:17 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Yes, but GT3 doesn't have the VR-4 -- it was last seen in GT2.  :-)  But it is probably the only "place" I'll ever drive a Lancer Evo.<P>Damn, this thread turned to crap.||64.109.166.88||reg||1
Z||000016||turbo||10-27-2002||06:27 AM||donnlu143@aol.com||yes it did. I hate when people change the subject.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000017||smarcoVR4||11-04-2002||09:13 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Back to your question , you can mount any 4cyl SOHC or DOHC front drive engine under the hood. You'll have to modify the mounting too. And get help or assistance from a mechanic. And for the 4G63 issue, for a motor hobbyist, it's the best toy for a price to gamble. You all feel the reliability of it. On the pedal and on the wallet. For the VTEC, here in my place. You only see them on the race when modified. But the 4G63 or the 4G64 DOHC stock at 89-95 Galants. You can see grandpa grab the trophy or cash from any kids on a street race.||192.169.39.72||reg||12




ubb/Forum2/001011.cgi
A||||6||859gvr4||Metal or plastic sleeved release bearing||||1||
Z||000000||859gvr4||10-22-2002||04:41 PM||||Hi All,<BR>I have a stock gvr4 with 75K on it. I put new act 2100 clutch last year, but I think release (throwout) bearing is gone bad since it makes noise when clutch pedal is down. I checked Extreme Motorsport web page, and they have a metal-sleeved bearing as an upgrade. Is metal-sleeved TB is better than plastic-sleeved one? I want to avoid any premature failure of TB after I get a new clutch with TB. I worry that metal one may not be good for input shaft.<BR>I am still debating between CFDF and Act 2600 for next clutch. I will probably go with Centerforce since I don't drag race and it will be easy on transmission. However, I am concerning that some people had bad experience with CFDF. Should I go with act 2600?<P>Thanks in advance,<P><p>[This message has been edited by 859gvr4 (edited 10-22-2002).]||171.66.248.66||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||10-23-2002||12:24 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||check out clutchmasters.  all their kits come with a metal nsk to bearing.  i beat mine everyday and have yet to have the to bearing fail. ||138.23.114.167||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR-4||10-24-2002||09:51 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I'm debating between a CFDF and a 2600 also. Maybe this will help you:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmreviews.com/dsmreviews.php3?category=5001" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmreviews.com/dsmreviews.php3?category=5001</A> <P>dp||68.155.52.71||reg||1
Z||000003||sk8bored||10-25-2002||12:50 AM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||RRE only supply's plastic sleeved TB's with the clutch's they sell and there is probably a good reason for it.<BR>later<BR>Kris Myers<BR>#1316<BR> ||209.180.235.223||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||10-25-2002||01:01 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||dont the mteal one chew up the shaft of something of the sort?||63.185.104.43||reg||1
Z||000005||sk8bored||10-25-2002||01:03 AM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||Yes.<BR>(harry imitation)<BR>later<BR>Kris Myers<BR>#1316||209.180.235.223||reg||6
Z||000006||talontsi||10-25-2002||09:41 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Keep the OEM platic unit, less headaches in the long run.<BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001012.cgi
A||N||9||a_santos||In need of a VR4||||9||
Z||000000||a_santos||10-22-2002||09:33 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hi, I'm a new member.<P>I am really interested in buying a VR4. A looked at one, but would like advise from you guys on what specific things I should look for to make shure the car is in good shape. What are some common problems I should be weary of? I'm pretty knowledgeable about cars in general, but have little experience with GVR4s. Last week I looked at #1049. It had 162000, and was kind of beat. The motor seemed strong, and second gear seemd to engage smoothly, but the body and interior were less then adequate. He was asking $4,000. <P>Any advise would be apreciated.<P>Thanx,<P>Abhay Santos||166.90.236.94||reg||9
Z||000001||04DrBlur||10-22-2002||09:45 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Well the body and interior you cant be to picky on, you know the car is 12 years old...<BR>the tranny goin right into 2nd gear is a big plus.  If it pulls hard above 3 grand another big plus.  If you buy it get the caps changed in the ECU and also change the timing belt.  no matter if they say it was changed 1 week ago.  Did you see it get changed or have proof.  Little price for such big investment.  You say motor seemed strong??  Have you driven a DSM turbo before?  If not than it is goin to feel strong even if there are parts goin bad.  Find someone who has driven these cars and have them give it a look over.||65.42.48.194||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||10-23-2002||12:47 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||This can be a difficult task, but I'd recommend checking out more than 1 car.  Post a WTB on dsmtrader.com and give it 2 weeks to settle in.  You may also find that VR-4s without any mods tend to have been neglected, whereas mildly modified vehicles usually have owners who care -- there may be a few instances where heavily modified VR-4s are abused (short-lived trannys).<P>On the other hand, you may be able to find (through more "normal" car sources) a great deal on a VR-4.  The money you save should go right back into the car (like 04DrBlur said:  timing belts, caps, water pump, wires, plugs, etc.)<P>Also, and oft-forgotten, many owners are interested in the go-fast stuff -- I've personally spent a lot of time working on restoring my interior (mostly using parts from my '91 Galant GS).  Annoying things like those screw caps on the inside door handles, knobs on the climate control and the latch spring on my center console...||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-23-2002||04:39 PM||||I think it is over all harder to find a good GVR4.  At least for sale  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I have been looking for one for some time as my I am ready to say bye bye to my Talon.  There is nothing major wrong with it, but it is is and will always be FWD  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>As far as thing to check for.<P>Engine compression.<P>Leaks from the engine, tranny, transfer case.<P>CV boots.<P>Smooth shifting tranny.<BR>One thing I have learned from owning my Talon is check for rusty bolts.  Not under the engine, but all the other bolts you will be taking off to do work.  Try and find a rust free car.  Look for a car from a warmer climent.  Finding a car without a rust problem with be the difference from having a good time with your car and a nightmare.<P>Check the clutch.  Make sure it doesn't engage high up.  When you down shift at higher RPMs you don't want to hear a weak pressure plate.  The sound is hard to discribe, but it kinds sounds like the engine RPMs are bouncing around just a little.<P>Must do's and will prolly have to do's.<P>Must do if due.<P>Change the caps on the ECU.  Unless you know for a fact that is has already been done, do this before you even install a K&N.<P>t-belt job and water pump.<P>Things you will prolly have to replace.<P>Even if the engine is great, there are other things that can be worn that will add alot of extra cost before you can get started on power mods.<P>Brakes.<BR>Shocks and maybe even springs.  These two things can be worn on the GVR4 of you're dreams.  So, you might want to adjust the price of the car if they need work cause they are not cheap to replace all at once.<P>Also there are costly sensors that can go out at any time.  So far I have been lucky and have not had to replace a sensor on either of my cars in three years.<P>I think that about raps it up  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>GOOD LUCK finding your GVR4!  Cuz mine will be for sale when it turnes into a POS  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>William<P><BR>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||hibern8||10-24-2002||09:36 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well heres the thing...im kinda debating if i am going to be able to afford to keep my vr4 or not since i no longer have a job now.... ill post it up if i put it for sale....but for the record its #542/1000 gray....bought it virgin with 72,000 miles. now there is 72,400 on it with mild mods on it (safc, 550s, walbro 255, profec b, hks turbo timer, hks powerflo, momo steering wheel and knob). i also have tons of other performance parts i havent put on it that i would sell seperately which are garrett t3/t4, manifold, hks 40mm wastegate, spearco front mount, greddy gauges on pod, datalogger, 3" turbo back, msd 6al, 89 dsm air-oil cooler and blah blah blah. honestly this is one of the best looking galant vr4s ive ever seen, i baby the car more than i drive it, has perfect interior and exterior and thats why i bought it but now i may have to let it go within the next month....ill keep you posted <p>[This message has been edited by hibern8 (edited 10-24-2002).]||63.62.124.61||reg||1
Z||000005||hibern8||10-25-2002||10:31 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||so is anyone out there in the market for one if i have no other choice???||131.193.15.117||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR4458||10-25-2002||03:24 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||If you get desperate, let me know.  I really have no need for one, but I may want a second.<P>EH<BR>gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||57.68.12.102||reg||1
Z||000007||hibern8||10-25-2002||03:47 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||what suburb of chicago are you from?||131.193.12.104||reg||1
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-25-2002||04:07 PM||||If you are from Chicago land....  I'm in Normal<P>I could replace the Talon w/GVR4.  Mmm...........<P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000009||evol||10-27-2002||04:18 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||hey hibern8,  e-mail me and let me know how much you want for all those parts if you are wanting to sell. I may be interested.||172.130.15.11||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001013.cgi
A||N||39||turbo||higher turbo comperssion? Please read!||||1||
Z||000000||turbo||10-23-2002||11:58 AM||donnlu143@aol.com||I have been doing my homework comparing our engines to honda engines. Honda make some of the fastest 4 cyl non-turbo engines. Their type R comes 200 horsepower stock. The reason being is because the compression ratio is 10.2:1. What some people do is design the engine to have medium compression and mecium boost. meaning, if your compression ratio is 9.0:1 you could accelerate faster befotre the turbo kicks in (Less turbo lag). You would boost whatever Lbs your car is able to handle without blowing it. Remember the more air you add the more fuel you need to keep the air/fuel ratio up. I am having my engine rebuilt and i am planning to increase the compression ratio to 9.0:1. I am wondering what are your views and opinions on this subject?||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||10-23-2002||12:27 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Less compression, more boost.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000002||turbo||10-23-2002||12:30 PM||donnlu143@aol.com||Can you qive a little more information than that?||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||10-23-2002||01:35 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||There are many people who upgrade to the 2g pistons for the slightly higher compression, which I will probably do too if I ever rebuild my engine instead of getting a JDM import. But, the horsepower increase is only VERY slight, 3-5 HP at best. Maybe what Hertz is trying to say is that its MUCH easier to just turn up the boost a little more and get the same results. Hondas don't make 200 HP just because of the higher compression. Look at what RPM they have to wind to to achieve that HP! HP=Torque X RPM, and their engine (intake, VTEC, etc) has been optimized for higher HP at higher RPM's. Their high compression is also what makes them poor candidates for boosting, and every article I've ever read about adding a turbo to a Honda started with replacing the pistons, followed by rods, block girdles, etc, etc, etc...... ALOT of work thats not necessary with our engines :-)<BR>If more low end power is what you want, your money would be better off spent on a good FMIC. It is the best bang-for-the-buck to add both torque and HP, not to mention the increased safety margin you gain by the enhanced charge cooling. A more efficient intake, like Dejon or Injen, a 2 1/2" exhaust, and a little porting are also BIG plus's. My car spools MUCH faster than when it was unmodified. Let me know if you need pointed toward the info on resizing the rods to match the 2g pistons.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.38||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||10-23-2002||02:09 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Or you can also look at building a 2.3L "stroker" for more bottom end. It's being done, but you'll have to do some more "research" on particulars.  And then the additions keydiver mentioned should be in the plans as well.  I would have certainly gotten more results from a FMIC than from larger turbo, so I still have to look at that as another option to add.  ||167.142.21.213||reg||1
Z||000005||turbo||10-23-2002||02:50 PM||donnlu143@aol.com||Thank for the info and replys. Keydiver i would love to hear more about the 2g rods and pistons. What size are the 2g rods and piston? What size are the 1g rods and pistons? I just want to compare them. I was also thinking about putting in non-turbo pistons and keeping the same turbo rods to add higher compression without spending a grand in aftermarket rods and pistons. Would it fit in the turbo block? What are the size of the non-turbo pistons? ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000006||bob in chicago||10-23-2002||04:56 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Many of these issues have been asked and answered before. It is easy to check first at this site- <A HREF="http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</A> <P>Quoting from the vfaq.com:   "Has anybody ever installed 2G pistons in a 1G engine? <BR>Has anybody ever installed 1G NT pistons in a 1G T engine?  <BR>This has been done on occasion. 2G turbo pistons are a higher compression ratio (8.5:1 instead of 7.8:1) and are capable of delivering more power, with a higher probability of detonation. The same should be true of 1G NT pistons (9.0:1), but the NT pistons are not designed to withstand the stresses inherent in turbocharging, making the 2G turbo pistons the next best choice. <P>In most cases, the 1G connecting rods must be machined in order to fit the 2G pistons.  <P>As a side note, Mitsubishi sells factory overbore pistons in sizes 0.5mm and 1.0mm larger than stock."<P>Also from <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" TARGET=_blank>www.roadraceengineering.com</A> <P>2G  8.5:1 Factory Pistons $200/set of 4 which includes the piston pins. Available in standard diameter and .5mm (.020")oversized. Custom fitting by your machine shop is required to install these on the early 90-92 rods. The early big rods need to be narrowed by .100" and bored 1mm larger on the small end. <BR>Factory piston rings for these pistons are $135 for the set.<BR> <P><p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 10-23-2002).]||24.148.61.218||reg||1
Z||000007||turbo||10-23-2002||05:27 PM||donnlu143@aol.com||Thanks for the advice. What about if i use the 2g rods and pistons. Would that be a perfect fit? I will give the machine shop a list of thing i need done. ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000008||369of1000||10-23-2002||05:48 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||The 2g crank is also different. There is a vfaq that shows the difference. Its a simple machine job to fit 2g pistons on 1g rods.<P>There is a sweet spot for compression which is different for every motor. For the most part 9.0-9.3:1 has been vary successful for many applications. This is why changing from 1g 7.8:1 pistons to 2g 8.5:1 pistons is a common upgrade. That and its also much more cost effective than going with a custom piston.<BR>||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000009||keydiver||10-23-2002||05:53 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||You don't want to go with the 2g rods, they are much weaker than the ones you already have;-)<BR>Here is a spec sheet someone posted one time. It was drawn by Pauter to show the machining that is necessary to use 1g rods with 2g pistons. <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/rodspecs2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/rodspecs2.jpg</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 10-23-2002).]||66.156.209.38||reg||1
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||10-23-2002||05:55 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I have a friend w/a turbo'd civic (T3, too much turbo for his 1.6L sohc engine, but he paid for a T25 and the guy sent him a T3 by mistake.  when he tried to return it, the other guy claimed he was trying to rip him off, lol) who has gone over this argument many times on his Honda boards.  He spent many hours comparing various engine configurations, lotsa math, and determined that a lower compression turbo'd engine had a slight advantage over it's higher compression counterpart.  He was comparing the final compression ratio, ie after full boost what effective compression is the engine seeing (trying to compare apples to apples).  He concluded that the at the same final compression, the turbo engine was putting 7% more air in, and thus had a slightly higher power potential.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||198.88.145.157||reg||1
Z||000011||16GVR4||10-24-2002||02:07 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||By upping the compression ratio from 7.8:1 to 8.5:1, would you get better gas mileage ?<P>Say at 75 mph cruising speed.. I really wish #201 could get more than 20mpg.||64.168.24.9||reg||1
Z||000012||Hertz||10-24-2002||02:24 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Depending on your level of modification you should really see more like 22mpg average.  I would suggest a tune-up and properly inflate all your tires.<P>In the grand scheme of going faster, however, be prepared to get less and less mileage.  But since time is money, hopefully you'll get there earlier.||67.37.186.158||reg||1
Z||000013||smarcoVR4||10-24-2002||03:40 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||What would be the best set up for lesser gas at highier millage, yet you enjoy a new feel of more HP?||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000014||369of1000||10-24-2002||11:32 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smarcoVR4:<BR><B>What would be the best set up for lesser gas at highier millage, yet you enjoy a new feel of more HP?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Honda Insight||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||10-24-2002||11:35 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 16GVR4:<BR><B>By upping the compression ratio from 7.8:1 to 8.5:1, would you get better gas mileage ?<P>Say at 75 mph cruising speed.. I really wish #201 could get more than 20mpg.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>A) tune the car.  20mpg cruising indicates a problem.  Check fuel trims.  <P>B) buy a taller 5th gear (www.teamrip.com)||129.120.56.219||reg||1
Z||000016||ken inn||10-24-2002||12:11 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yah, i just went to austin and back, 225 mi each way.  at 75-85 mph cruise, with the a/c on all the way, i got about 28 mpg, AND, this was WITH the massive air leaks because i had forgotten to hook up the purge tank and valve cover hoses to the intake.  part of this i attribute to the cyclone intake.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000017||GVR1643||10-24-2002||02:15 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Must be the cyclone intake Ken...BTW, did I mention I have one for sale :-))<BR>||167.142.21.213||reg||1
Z||000018||turbogalant||10-24-2002||05:42 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Higher boost and lower compression will make more hp. But unless you use the car ONLY on the track will you really benefit from it most of my driving is idle to 3500 rpm so high boost is worthless but the torque you get from high compression is alive and kicking. If you want a car that takes FOREVER to spool you have to downshift to go anywhere then go high boost. but if you want a car with a much smoother torque curve go high compression. This also goes for heads and cams and tb sizeing and turbo sizeing. Remeber what theymightbegalants said about his t3 friend it is too big for that small motor but would be great on a 2.3l stroker. Also remember torque and horsepower curves are not flat they vary by rpm so much like a honda that can't beat anything low rpm it has the cam advantage at high rpm. ||63.184.65.78||reg||1
Z||000019||Invader||10-24-2002||05:59 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||Head decked 3 times (.010" each)<BR>Block decked once (.010")<BR>Hitting 195psi on all 4 cylinders w/ stock cams (last time I checked that is...lol)<BR>14B w/ stock IC and piping<BR>14psi - 13.3@100 on 93 pump gas<BR>17psi - 13.2@101 on 93 pump gas<P>Higher compression is a good thing...atleast in my experience.  I don't know why everyone is so afraid to bump it up...within reason that is.<P>As a note, the higher boost level severly heat socked the stock IC..didn't pull that hard in the top 1/8 mile.  Gained 2 MPH *more* with the boost at 14 psi.  With a good FMIC and piping I should be able to improve those numbers considerably and see an appreciable difference in 1/4mi times between the two boost settings.<P>Just my $.02...||68.84.243.62||reg||1
Z||000020||Invader||10-24-2002||06:03 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||Should have mentioned in the last post that I have 2G pistons on '90 rods...<P>--John<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 (1574/2000)||68.84.243.62||reg||1
Z||000021||turbo||10-24-2002||08:58 PM||donnlu143@aol.com||Invader,does the 2g piston just fit in the 1g block bore with no changes? Do i only have to have the machine shop narrow and bored the rods to fit the 2g pistons? Where did you buy your 2g pistons from? I'm planning on getting them from roadraceengineering.com but i want to try out pep boys for a cheaper price. ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000022||GVR-4||10-24-2002||09:44 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||You should always have the block bored out at least .010" to give the rings a fresh surface to seat into. Sorry, to do it right the block must be machined too.<P>dp||68.155.52.71||reg||1
Z||000023||keydiver||10-24-2002||09:54 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Its best to get original Mitsubishi parts instead of generic cast pistons from Pep Boys: <A HREF="http://www.partznet.com/dsmpage2.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.partznet.com/dsmpage2.html</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.38||reg||1
Z||000024||Invader||10-24-2002||11:15 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||Rods need to be modified according to VFAQ.  You *do not* need to bore the block unless it has serious signs of wear.  I had my block bored .5mm over (Mitsu pistons come in factory, .5mm, and 1mm overbore) because my block had 130k on it, but I've seen 100k+ blocks that still had the crosshatching on the cylinder walls.  Just make sure there aren't any deep wear marks...usually a good honing is all that's needed to freshen things up and give a good surface to seal against.  Mitsu makes a damn good engine...it holds up to mileage incredibly well considering what most of us ask of them.  I oil starved my GVR4's first engine (oil filter backed off on the interstate) and it still had the crosshatching when I pulled it apart!<P>For factory Mitsu parts, I'd recommend Ft. Myers Mitsubishi (239-938-1398) as they give us 10% over their cost.  Best deal I've found anywhere (well, and guess where I'm from...lol, very convenient).<P>Another local club member had great luck with Topline pistons if you insist on something a little cheaper, but I don't have any personal experience with them.  He's run into the 11's at 120 on them (stock bore even...just a honing to freshen things up), so they can't be that bad...but he doesn't have a longevity report on them, yet.<P>Oh, for referrence...a .5mm over converts roughly to .020".  And if you do decide to bore the block, make sure you give the machine shop the piston *before* they bore so they can spec it out (and give them the piston to cylinder wall clearances which I don't remember off hand)...a good, reputable machine shop will refuse to bore the block without the pistons in hand.<P>--John<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 (1574/2000)||68.84.243.62||reg||1
Z||000025||talontsi||10-24-2002||11:30 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Just to chime in I am running the dsame setup as invader.<BR>1g big rods with 95 pistons.<BR>My block was just honed as the pintons where stock bore.<BR>With that bottem end I ran 12.7 @ 111 in a 2950 lbs Talon with no second gear, 20g with 20psi on pump.<P>We will see what it does in the GVR4 but I really like the higher comp on the street.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000026||CKA||10-25-2002||02:04 AM||cka@globaldialog.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Invader:<BR>[B]Head decked 3 times (.010" each)<BR>Block decked once (.010")<BR>Hitting 195psi on all 4 cylinders w/ stock cams (last time I checked that is...lol)<BR>B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hey Invader, are you using a shim in-between your block and head?  Earlier this year the rubber coolant hose that feeds the stock 14b split on the way back from work and ended up warping my head.  I had it decked and the shop measured that it was .010" lower than stock.  If I remember correctly 0.007" is mitsu spec for how much you can take off the head before shimming (wondering what different head gaskets do to this figure?).  I put a 0.020" shim on top of the block and then put the composite head gasket on top of it (had it before I knew how much had been taken off).  Are you running into any valve to piston clearance issues with nearly 0.040" shaven off?  I would contemplate removing the shim the next time the heads off if you are OK in that department.  <P><BR>Also, anyone know what removing say 0.010" off the head or block does to the compression ratio?  I.E. does shaving 0.010" increase the compression from say 9:1 to 9.2:1, or something to that effect?<P>Thanks, Jason<BR>||66.84.245.120||reg||1
Z||000027||Invader||10-25-2002||03:28 AM||jconroy@edison.edu||Glen, you need to hurry up and get that pump worked out and get your GVR4 on the road.  I want check out the suspension setup first hand...I'm still undecided as to what I'm going to end up doing.<P>I run ARP studs at ~90 ft-lbs. and a stock composite head gasket, although I may swap out to the Mitsu 4-layer metal next time around.  I want to try this combo out with a bigger turbo and more boost before I put the 4-layer in as I'd rather blow a headgasket than do real damage to the engine...I consider the headgasket the weak link at the moment, and until combo is well proven I want it to stay that way.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>I did turn the engine over by hand after assembly to make sure, but I haven't had a single problem with piston to valve clearance.  As an alternative, the Mitsu 4-layer metal gasket was made for use in engines that had been decked to drop the compression back down to factory specs (atleast that's what I've been told), so that might be an option for you.  I don't know what the compressed thickness of the 4-layer is compared to the composite, but it definitely would be good to know when planning an engine buildup (it is considerably thicker).  If you only shaved .010", I would definitely pull the spacer out and simply use the stock composite gasket (unless you plan on high boost, then go for the Mitsu 4-layer metal).||68.84.243.62||reg||1
Z||000028||James||10-25-2002||07:00 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||My Evo 3 has a stock compression ratio of 9:1. The car has good bottom end power, but boost is restricted to about 17psi on pump fuel. With some octane booster, it will run 19psi or so. From Evo 4 on , the comp ratio was dropped to 8.8:1. Evos 1 & 2 were 8.5:1.||203.24.77.214||reg||1
Z||000029||keydiver||10-25-2002||10:52 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I know Cometic makes different thickness head gaskets to compensate for head shaving, but then again, as long as you're not over 9.0, it might be a good thing;-) <A HREF="http://www.nipponpower.com/engine/gasket/cometic_hp.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.nipponpower.com/engine/gasket/cometic_hp.html</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000030||keydiver||10-25-2002||12:07 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||    <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by CKA:<BR><B> Also, anyone know what removing say 0.010" off the head or block does to the compression ratio?  I.E. does shaving 0.010" increase the compression from say 9:1 to 9.2:1, or something to that effect?<P>Thanks, Jason</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Let me take a crack at this, and someone else can tell me where I'm wrong ;-)<BR>If our engine is now 7.8:1, and we know that the volume of each cylinder is 499cc, that would seem to indicate that the combined head chamber volume is probably around 73cc. (499 + 73)/73=7.8. (the actual combustion chamber volume is 47cc, I believe, but that doesn't give you the whole story. There are the dished pistons and piston height to factor in too.) Right? OK, if we then subtract for milling the head: .010" = .0254 cm, so the volume you lose will be the bore ((8.55cm)/2)squared X Pi X .0254 = ~1.5cc. Then, the new compression ratio would be (499 + 71.5)/71.5 = 7.97:1. <BR>OK, so now someone else tell me where I've screwed up. Its been ~20 years since I did this calculation last time ;-)<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR><p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 10-25-2002).]||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000031||369of1000||10-25-2002||01:12 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Your math is accurate according to my math, except I thought the 499cc included the combustion chamber. So, instead of (499+73)/73=7.8, I got something like 499/x=7.8 or 499/7.8=63.97<P>I didn't know the diameter of the cylinder either. But if it is 8.55cm then yes the volume of the combustion chamber removed is ~1.46cc. So, I get (499-1.46)/(63.97-1.46)=7.96<P>Almost identical to your numbers so I guess it doesn't matter to much. Also, This is just what I "think". I could be very, very wrong.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000032||ken inn||10-25-2002||01:43 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yo, jeff, what happens to the cam timing?  just because the slack is taken up, the timing changes.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000033||CKA||10-25-2002||01:53 PM||cka@globaldialog.com||Sounds good, the figuring look workable to me.  It's good to know that figure (@ 0.2 change), now I can get an idea of where abouts my ratio is sitting at.  Also good for playing with the compression ratio via the different thickness head gaskets out there made for the purpose of changing compression ratio.  Thanks all.<P>Jason||66.84.245.138||reg||1
Z||000034||Invader||10-25-2002||04:49 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||Volume is the swept area of the piston...correct?  That should mean Jeff's math is correct.<P>Just did my calculation using the 2G pistons using your math...<P>If (499 + x)/x=8.5, then x=66.53cc.<P>Deck it .010" 4 times and that reduces the chamber volume to 60.53cc (6cc, or 1.5cc each time).<P>(499 + 60.53)/60.53 = 9.24 (WOW!)<P>Kenn...cam timing does change by decking the head/block.  I've heard someone out there calculated the timing change for a 4G63 for each incremental decking, but I've yet to see the numbers.  If anyone knows where the info is at, I'd like to take a look at it.<P>I need to investigate the crushed thinkness of the Mitsu 4-layer vs the stock composite.  If I could raise the head .020" it would drop my compression back down to 8.85:1, while raising it only .010" would drop it to 9.0:1.  Damn, getting to be a very informative thread, guys...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>FYI, the Mitsu 4-layer metal is around $55 at FMY Mitsu...<P>--John<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 (1574/2000)||68.84.243.62||reg||1
Z||000035||369of1000||10-25-2002||04:59 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I stand corrected,<BR>And don't forget what happens if you bore 0.020 or 0.040 over. It's a whole lot more math but the numbers change.<P>(8.59/2)^2(pie)(0.0254)=1.47<BR>(8.55/2)^2(pie)(8.69)=499<BR>(8.59/2)^2(pie)(8.69)=503.6<P>(503.6+73)/73=7.898<BR>(503.6+60.53)/60.53=9.32<P>Also the timing remains the same because the belt, and pullies all remain the same size. Its the position of the autotensioner that changes.<p>[This message has been edited by 369of1000 (edited 10-25-2002).]||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000036||Invader||10-25-2002||06:06 PM||jconroy@edison.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 369of1000:<BR><B>(503.6+60.53)/60.53=9.32</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Holy shit...you're right, I forgot about the overbore.  9.32:1?!?  I never even thought it was near that high.  Wow...I've got to do some more thinking on this combo.  Then again, I wanted a nice street setup for pump gas, but I still never intended the compression to be that high.||68.84.243.62||reg||1
Z||000037||keydiver||10-25-2002||06:29 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||    <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 369of1000:<BR><B>I stand corrected,<BR>And don't forget what happens if you bore 0.020 or 0.040 over. It's a whole lot more math but the numbers change.<P>(8.59/2)^2(pie)(0.0254)=1.47<BR>(8.55/2)^2(pie)(8.69)=499<BR>(8.59/2)^2(pie)(8.69)=503.6<P>(503.6+73)/73=7.898<BR>(503.6+60.53)/60.53=9.32<P>Also the timing remains the same because the belt, and pullies all remain the same size. Its the position of the autotensioner that changes.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I think the most you can bore the block over is 1mm, or at least thats the largest pistons I found. I think I made one mistake in my calculations: they were based on a 85.5mm piston, which I think is already 5mm over. So:<BR>With an 86mm piston (1mm overbore), you would get 511cc per cylinder (2044cc total, woohoo), thats 8.6cm X 8.8cm stroke. Assuming the same 73cc chamber volume, this would result in an increased compression to 8.0:1.<BR>Shave .010" off the head, and you'd get an 8.15:1. Not too bad.<BR>If you're crazy enough to try taking off .040", you'll lose 5.9cc, so the compression is now 8.6:1.<BR>Do that with 2g pistons, and you'd be at about 9.42:1 !!<BR>And, yes Ken, you're right. Milling the head or block will slightly advance the cams, unless you have adjustable cam gears. The autotensioner only takes slack out of one side of the belt, not both. Alot to think about, huh?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR> <p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 10-25-2002).]||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000038||369of1000||10-25-2002||07:17 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Wow, I have been wrong twice now, plus I made a typo. When I added the 0.040 to the width of the piston I didn't convert it from inches to cm. Good thing I didn't using send these numbers to a machine shop.<P>You were both right about the timing I just wasn't thinking about it properly.<P>9.4:1 ARE YOU KIDDING?!?!?!<BR>I sure learned a lot from this thread. I didn't think you could get that high without custom pistons.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000039||James||10-25-2002||09:42 PM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||With mine being 9:1, running 17psi brings it up to around 12.5:1 at full boost., which can be on the verge of the knock sensor which will knock your timing back and lose power. It is a fine balance really on whether you want good off boost power and on boost as well, or a soggy bottom end with the scope for a bit more boost. I was actually thinking of decompressing mine a little bit so I can run more boost. But then again, if I fit a bigger turbo, it won't be working as hard, so inlet temps will be lower.||203.24.77.214||reg||1
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A||||11||369of1000||Air to Water intercooler||||5||
Z||000000||369of1000||10-23-2002||04:56 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Ok, so I'm dreaming again. That is to say I'm thinking along the lines of "if I had a million dollars..." Anyway, I've done a little research on air to water intercoolers. From what I can tell, the overall design of them is more efficient than an air to air intercooler. However, there are some draw backs when used for everyday use. The main one being if the car sits in the sun or in stop and go traffic, the water will heat up which in turn will make the intercooler almost useless. So, my idea was to create a piping system for the a/c to cool the water. <P>It would consist: a valve put in the Freon line, a custom evaporator to cool the water, and a valve to return the Freon to the condenser. Basically just a bypass of the passenger compartment system. This would be coupled with the electronics to turn the compressor on and open the valves when the water reaches a predefined temperature, and close again just like a thermostat. a manual switch could also be put in the car so if you know your going to race, like at the track, you could run it tell the water is extra cold.<P>Sorry for the long post, but I would like all of your opinions. Is this merely a dream or is it doable?||24.151.12.224||reg||5
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||10-23-2002||05:35 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I have been loving my air to liquid, I have used it in 80+ degree weather with an average of 76degrees intake temp. I have not used Ice yet, but gains will be better I'm sure. And just to let everyone know it can be used as a daily driver without ANY problems! I have three small rad. in front, they cool the water, just like a front mount would cool the air, and I ran the lines and tank in the trunk. Another member of Team Ducktape Racing has "caged" two stock Galant IC's and they work just fine, he is running a pretty large t3/t4 with nothing but good to say of it, right 980? Here is wht they look like, <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm" TARGET=_blank>www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm</A> <BR>But the freon setup you are talking of has been used with Syclone/Typhoons IC's for some time now. It works well. There are atleast two places that make the a/c cool the IC. I will look fo the links. <BR>Oh and no your not dreaming!||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||369of1000||10-23-2002||06:15 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||A pre-made kit would be sweet, but I was under the impression the Syclone/Typhoon kits didn't use a separate radiator, they relied solely on the Freon only. This would mean the compressor would always be running. To me that's not exactly a good thing. Am I mistaken? Plus the in car a/c would no longer work. My idea was having a system to overcome the initial warm temp of the water but maintaining the stock a/c and not relying on the compressor. Also, instead of putting ice in the water, you could just turn the system on before hand and refrigerate the water. Then turn the system off to make your pass. Thus you would have cold water and no compressor running.<P>It's good to know some dreams can come true. Thanks for the info and please let me know if you find those links.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by 369of1000 (edited 10-23-2002).]||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000003||369of1000||10-23-2002||07:46 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||By the way,<BR>what pump did you use and where did you find the radiators?||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||10-23-2002||10:33 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I got the rads. from summit- tranny coolers will work well for this, they can take more of a beating. Also heater cores from big ford trucks also work, but they don't hold up to the bugs/rocks and other stuff like the tranny coolers will. The pump is a Shurflow, I got that from Farm and Fleet. Also a honda Civic rad. will work, but pricy and fitting it will be a problem, well atleast on my car. There are more pumps out thier here is one that I almost bought: <A HREF="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||CKA||10-24-2002||01:54 PM||cka@globaldialog.com||Hey 369, when I first installed my two caged GVR4 stock ICs I used two summit tranny coolers (2'long x 3"high) to cool the liquid, just to get it up and running (zip tied in the front).  While these work for 70-low 80 degree days, they just couldn't keep up when driving a constant 65+ mph on the mid 80 degree and above day.<P>Then I got a large heater core which I'm using now.  The temps are much cooler, but when I drove the car to work on a 90+ degree day the water still got quite warm.  This was with my 14B, I have yet to get a day warmer than high 60s with my T3/T4 that I have just put in.  Regardless I'm going to look for something even larger, a small car radiator or system like Rob�s, might have to loose the hood latch and use hood pins to fit a car radiator though.  If the heater core won't cool when a hot day comes around then it's unacceptable.  Using ice in the cooler would take away the water heating problem in flash, but sometimes ice isn't easily available and depending how much you put in the cooler it will last around 20-45 min before it�s completely melted.  <P>I do like the idea of the air con system to cool the water.  This would work well on those hot days.  Though I would like to get the system to be independent of the air con, it would be a nice helper to the system.  I don�t know what the evaporator would look like (have to research), but assume it to be able to be made small and thrown inline with the incoming liquid.  As you said a thermostat that can trip a relay to kick on the air con would do the trick to start it up.  I can�t see it being difficult. <P>Jason<BR>||66.84.245.118||reg||1
Z||000006||369of1000||10-24-2002||03:28 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||The evaporator would be vary similar to the intercooler. Or more like a converted air to air intercooler. Just sleeve the evap so the water would have to pass through it instead of air. I'm pretty sure these already exist, I'm just not sure what they would be used for so I'm having trouble finding them. If they do exist this little dream of mine could be made with off the shelf parts.<P>Also, If you want to go completely crazy ($$$), you could set up a second Freon system, completely separate from the stock system. Perhaps a trip to the junk yard? And if you were able to find a suitable electric compressor, all you would need is a new alternator. Then you could say hello to insanely cold temps ALL the time.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000007||91vr4evolution||10-24-2002||03:53 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hey all,<P>In regards to SUPER COOL intake temps., I was talking to the guy that runs Ralliart in New Zealand about this very thing. He said that they had found thru testing on the dyno, that 38 degree Celius (approx 100deg F(?)) was the optimum temp at the intake manifold because lower than this and you started to run into fuel puddling problems. <P>I don't know it's true or not, (he can be a bit of a funny character at times), but I suppose it sounds plausible...<P>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000008||369of1000||10-24-2002||04:49 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I calculate 38c=126f f=9/5(c+32)<P>Because I've never been able to control the intake temp I don't know if that's true or not. However, the gas is atomized by the injectors. Then the atomized gas mixes with the air. So, if the air is too cold, the gas won't mix properly. But I thought this would only be a problem at extremely low temps. I thought this because of NA cars that run fine in the winter.<p>[This message has been edited by 369of1000 (edited 10-24-2002).]||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||10-24-2002||06:15 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||So what happens when you run NOS? hehehe <BR>So where would it puddle? It "should" atomize just before it burns, or does it get stuck in the intake tract? Never heard it was a problem, um learn something new almost everyday  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91vr4evolution:<BR><B>Hey all,<P>In regards to SUPER COOL intake temps., I was talking to the guy that runs Ralliart in New Zealand about this very thing. He said that they had found thru testing on the dyno, that 38 degree Celius (approx 100deg F(?)) was the optimum temp at the intake manifold because lower than this and you started to run into fuel puddling problems. <P>I don't know it's true or not, (he can be a bit of a funny character at times), but I suppose it sounds plausible...<P>Mike.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000010||369of1000||10-25-2002||01:49 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91vr4evolution:<BR><B>...In regards to SUPER COOL intake temps., I was talking to the guy that runs Ralliart in New Zealand about this very thing. He said that they had found thru testing on the dyno, that 38 degree Celius (approx 100deg F(?)) was the optimum temp at the intake manifold because lower than this and you started to run into fuel puddling problems...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>The first time I read this I was pretty skeptical. I always thought "The colder the air, the more dense the air molecules, the more molecules in the combustion chamber, the bigger the explosion, the more power made" <P>But after thinking about this for a while, it started to make some sense. We have coolant lines run through our throtlebodies to heat things up on cold days. This is for a smooth idle when the air and fuel wouldn't mix properly otherwise, right? So those coolant lines were designed to combat the conditions we are trying to induce. That being said, those lines aren't much help until under 40 degrees anyway, at least that's my understanding of them. So I would imagine keeping temp around 60 wouldn't hurt. Maybe I'm wrong.<BR>||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000011||369of1000||10-26-2002||12:26 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Anyone with serious cash flow want to be a guinea pig?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.coolflow.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.coolflow.com</A> <p>[This message has been edited by 369of1000 (edited 10-26-2002).]||24.151.12.224||reg||1
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A||||11||#1459 VR-4||New Here||||7||
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||10-24-2002||03:44 AM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||I just wanted to say hello to everyone here and I look forward to furthering my knowledge from you all.  <BR>I bought my GVR-4 today after a LONG search for an Eclipse GSX, this car became available and I was able to jump on it... and I'm not dissapointed in anyway!||24.147.242.56||reg||7
Z||000001||Ash||10-24-2002||06:56 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Welcome!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||203.221.19.66||reg||10
Z||000002||Romanova||10-24-2002||09:44 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||You found the right car and the right resource on the internet. Kiss all your money goodbye though... these cars like to have expensive toys...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR>Tyler||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||10-24-2002||11:53 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Romanova:<BR><B>You found the right car and the right resource on the internet. Kiss all your money goodbye though... these cars like to have expensive toys...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR>Tyler</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Man thats the damn truth.<P>Welcome aboard||63.185.73.249||reg||1
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||10-24-2002||12:19 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Welcome to the board!  I saw your post over on the Mach V board   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Congrats on the car & don't forget to post some pics when ya get it    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Johnny Bravo (edited 10-24-2002).]||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||10-24-2002||03:07 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hi, and Welcome. You got a good buy!!!||24.196.87.195||reg||7
Z||000006||GVR1643||10-24-2002||05:02 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Congrats, welcome, yada, yada...<BR>Yes they become addictive and I think all here will agree you'll like it better than the TEL's (even if we are biased :-)<BR>I've got 2 and am kicking my insane self for not having got a 3rd recently...<BR>So, what's the condition, any mods, etc?||167.142.21.213||reg||1
Z||000007||#1459 VR-4||10-24-2002||06:15 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Well thanks for the welcome everybody, I'm sure I'll be spending quite some time here.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Welcome to the board! I saw your post over on the Mach V board  Congrats on the car & don't forget to post some pics when ya get it <HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yea, I saw your name and figured that was you and yes I'll work on some pics.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>So, what's the condition, any mods, etc?<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Decent condition, the alternator over charged the battery causing it to explode (I geuss?) spilling acid over a little bit of the engine bay.  The only effects of it were a few marks on the intake and some minor spots on the passengers side fender.  A little bit of surface rust on the top of the a-pillar, but other than that the paint is pretty good.  I think it may need a power steering pump, not possitive, but it does leak fluid right around that area... I'm hoping for my wallets sake it is just a line.  Also needs a valve gasket cover, but that's all for maintence, I'm going to work on changing all the fluids.<P>Mods: just an HKS intake so far, was it a good choice or not?  (I know it was an expensive choice, haha)<P>My next purchases are going to be a turbo timer and I'm looking into a boost gauge, but I would idealy like an double a-pillar gauge holder (not sure the name of it?), but I'm getting the impression they don't make them... where have you guys put yours?<P><BR>Well thanks again and sorry for the extremely long post.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||10-24-2002||10:10 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Welcome.  They do make A pillar pods for our cars, both single and dual.  You can get them from Lotek at <A HREF="http://www.gaugepods.com" TARGET=_blank>www.gaugepods.com</A> <P>Other common locations are underneath the radio or in a dash pod from a Galant GS.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000009||VR6 Eater||10-24-2002||11:13 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I have an extra Lo-Tek dual pod if you want it. Email me for mroe info.<P>vr6eater@hotmail.com<P>||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000010||1312VR4||10-25-2002||01:06 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||throw the HKS in the trash.Dont get me wrong I have quite a few HK$$ parts on my car, but they just cant make a good air filter. You will be picking pieces of the filter out the turbo in a little while. Buy a K&N.<BR> I got my pillar from the link posted above.<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 10-25-2002).]||63.185.104.43||reg||1
Z||000011||smarcoVR4||10-25-2002||05:42 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Here's a tip. Join a local VR-4 club or just about any Galant or Mitsubishi Club in your area. You can get a great deal of trade and good referals from auto accessories suppliers. But watch out for your credit card!<P>For real good advise and lessons, keep logging in here! I find the guys here sleep with their VR-4s , am near doing that too.||192.169.39.72||reg||12
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A||||5||hibern8||MSD 6AL ignition box||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||10-24-2002||10:08 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i was curious if anyone on this board had installed one of these on a dsm before or if you know where i can get more info about it. <BR>thanks||131.193.8.109||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||10-26-2002||06:56 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||You can't use the 6al because that box is used for distributor ignitions.<BR>You need a DIS2.||65.32.24.231||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-26-2002||07:38 PM||||Do you get any kind of gain in our cars?  I was always thought of ignition boxs as a NA mod.  <P>For our cars, there are a long list of known and proven mods to get more power.  I've never seen one under the hood of a TEL or Galant myself.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||10-26-2002||09:55 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||TEL's have trapped close to 130 mph on the stock ignition.<P>However the hotter spark helps people with cars with large injectors thorughout the powerband.<BR>Down low it can help the motor idle better and throughout the powerband the car feels much smoother.<P>Don't forget you get the cool studder box feature for those nice AWD launches and fireball effects!<P>I will be adding an MSD eventually but I would like to try the plug on coil setup first.<BR>||65.32.24.231||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR-4||10-26-2002||10:32 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Tell me about the plug on coil setup. I know Buschur uses it, but I haven't seen it anywhere else. What's the difference between that and an MSD setup?<P>dp||68.155.53.141||reg||1
Z||000005||talontsi||10-27-2002||11:23 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I believe there are a few others on this board running the BR coil on plg that can chime in.<BR>The coil on plug setup mainly gets rid of potentialy faulty plug wires.<BR>I am pretty sure the coils also handle more power than the stockers.<P>The MSD in conjunction with the coil on plug would be great since you would never have to worry about spark blowing out.<BR>||65.32.24.231||reg||1
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A||||4||markrieb||TMO ECU||||1||
Z||000000||markrieb||10-24-2002||05:26 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I have the opportunity to buy a TMO Stage III ECU from a T/E/L.<P>I know the stock ECU will work OK in the GVR-4, but has anybody ever used the TMO mods from a T/E/L in a GVR-4?  I am especially interested to know if the auxillary gauges will work on the GVR-4.<P>Thanks,<P>Mark Rieb<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000001||Invader||10-24-2002||06:13 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||They work, but the GVR4 boost gauge doesn't have the same range or resolution as the DSM gauge.<P>The DSM gauge reads from -14 (well, roughly) to +14 while the GVR4's equivalent is -7 to +7.<P>So...if you read the TMO gauge selection page... <A HREF="http://www.tmo.com/prod/eprom/selection.htm#gauge" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tmo.com/prod/eprom/selection.htm#gauge</A> <P>The first two (Oxygen and Advance) are both indicated by all LEDs being off.  While the last two (Duty Cycle and Voltage) are both indicated by all LEDs being on.<P>Not really a problem, just need to pay attention when selecting the gauges.<P>I leave mine on Advance, and the GVR4 has a range of 10-30* with less resolution than the DSM gauge due to having LEDs rather than an "analog" gauge.  Still, it's a *very* worthwhile addtion.<P>--John<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 (1574/2000)||68.84.243.62||reg||1
Z||000002||369of1000||10-24-2002||06:20 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I know its slightly off topic, but wouldn't it be sweet to have the ability to turn our "boost" gauge into a shift light?<BR>||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000003||Invader||10-24-2002||07:00 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||TMO uses the CE light as a shift light.<P>I personally was going to wire my CE light into the "Change Color" feature, so the shift light TMO feature would "blink" the whole gauge cluster to red.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||68.84.243.62||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-24-2002||10:13 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Ooh, cool idea!  I've always thought it'd be neat to turn the factory boost gauge into a sequential shift light, like have each led represent 100 rpm and maybe have 4 lit at your ideal shift point, so you have a bit of a warning.  But blipping the colors is a great idea... hmm...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001018.cgi
A||||6||HKS VR-4||Suspension Setup/Springs||||1||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||10-24-2002||08:51 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I was wondering what setup is available for our GVR4s. I'm looking into coil-over kits or simply springs. Been trying to look, but haven't found any. I've heard that Ground-Control, H&R makes coil-over/spring kits for our cars, but I've never seen any. Any info, sites, model #'s is helpful. THANKS!!!||12.81.124.88||reg||1
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||10-24-2002||09:17 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Do springs/struts from GSX's work on our cars?  There is a good deal on a Tokico package that looked tempting...||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-24-2002||10:16 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||The front springs/shocks are the same, but GVR4's have longer springs/shocks in the rear.  You can use stuff for a TEL, but will have to either raise the rear or lower the front to level it out.  That being said, I'm pretty sure the Ground Control kit for 1G's will work for our cars, but am not positive... I've heard of people using the Ground Control springs & perches and then mounting them on KYB AGX's, and that seems to work well.  You could also go hardcore and get a ground control setup from DSS.  They're rally designs, so they might be a little too stiff for a daily driver...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||HKS VR-4||10-25-2002||02:44 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Wait, so 1g eclipse GSX springs would work...but the rear are too low and u have to lower the front or raise the back for proper height????||12.81.125.128||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-25-2002||03:23 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I meant the GC coilover kits, which have adjustability built in.  But yes, stock springs will work, it'll just look funny.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||199of2k||10-25-2002||09:44 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000971.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000971.html</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000933.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000933.html</A> <p>[This message has been edited by 199of2k (edited 10-25-2002).]||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||10-26-2002||08:39 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||A set of Tein springs that was made for a 97 and up Mirage wouldn't work right???||12.81.124.142||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001019.cgi
A||N||8||2003G||Turbo a N/T Galant||||1||
Z||000000||2003G||10-25-2002||01:39 AM||||Is it possible to turbo a N/T 2003 Galant 2.4L? Has anyone seen this or done this? Any information would be helpful thanks.<BR> ||66.171.29.36||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-25-2002||01:44 AM||||Anything is possible.  However the crank, rods, and pistons were not built for boost.  Nor the ECU, tranny, tires, suspention, ect.<P>I wouldn't bother.  There are other turbo cars ready to go.  Like the GVR4  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-25-2002||06:59 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||What engine is it specifically?  If it's the 4G64, a number of Spyder guys have turbo'd their cars with good success.  To do it right, I'd have oil squirters machined into the block and put in turbo pistons (lower compression ratio, and coated to help prevent detonation) but you COULD get by without...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-25-2002||07:02 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Another thought, you could just swap in a 2G motor (they face the same way, right?) and ECU and be done with it.  Would it be a bitch and cost more than a turbo setup?  Probably, but it would run a lot better, and have way more power potential.<P>Also, gvr4ever, what do the tires have to do with anything?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||10-25-2002||09:37 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||There is another guy in FL with that gen galant that is swapping in an EVO 5 style motor. <BR>The motor sits on the left on his car like the new evo's.<P>They talk about it here <A HREF="http://www.galantspeed.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantspeed.com/</A>  and he is on my local board <A HREF="http://www.tampabay.dsm.org" TARGET=_blank>www.tampabay.dsm.org</A> <BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000005||iceman69510||10-25-2002||01:02 PM||||2G and current gen motors (1999 and up for US Galant) DO NOT face the same way.  The 1999 and up Galant, and 2000 and up Eclipse now have the trans on the driver's side.  This did also change at the EVO V generation of that car.  MItsu calls it east-west(point car north, engine-timing belt side-is to the east, trans to the west.) , where it was west-east for 1 and 2g.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||10-26-2002||11:38 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Dougs dyno Power should have a kit, They make one for the 3g, so it should fit the galant.<P><BR>Zach||209.244.92.226||reg||1
Z||000007||2003G||10-27-2002||01:47 AM||||<BR>1quickvr4?<P>whats the site for dougs dyno power <P>thanks<BR>||66.171.29.233||reg||1
Z||000008||1quickvr4||10-27-2002||03:46 PM||caspa69@juno.com|| <A HREF="http://ddynopower.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://ddynopower.com/</A> <P><BR>Zach||4.47.32.42||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001020.cgi
A||||15||smarcoVR4||Lady owners of VR-4||||10||
Z||000000||smarcoVR4||10-25-2002||06:06 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Got stories of ladies owning VR-4? And not only stock VR-4 but the realy heavily mod VR-4?<P>Just last Wednesday, driving my 91 Galant, night about 9pm. I got this high-beam high-low signal from a car behind. Maybe half mile away. I was at 80kph on a highway. I couldnt see what car it was from behind. All I see is just 2 very bright lights. In 5 min it was about at a distance where I can tel what color it is. I though it was an EVO 6 Lancer. Silver paint and blue color. Catching up on me I pulled more at 110kph and went highier. But while I was doing 120kph the car just passed by me at 140 sumtin. But by the time she was passing her window was down and she smiled at me like she was saying " eat dust ". <P>I surprised 1st because i thought it was an EVO 6 Lancer but it was a 92 Galant modified to look like an EVO coz of the chin skirts and spoilers. Cant tell if its a VR4 due to the body kit modifications. 2nd, I was surprised coz she's a lady! In an office attire, maybe at her 20's, gorgeous and bitchy! Damn how i wished I was using my VR4 maybe I could have catch up with her. I never saw that car again. Since then, I had my 91 Galant modified for speed and performance. My VR4 stays at home and only goes out to play. I didn't want that to happen again. Next I get home from office, my 91 Galant will be ready for a road fight.||192.169.39.72||reg||10
Z||000001||199of2k||10-25-2002||09:43 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||I beleive my wife is on this board.  She can teach you a thing or two about these cars.||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||10-25-2002||10:19 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I only know of 2 women who are currently modding their VR-4's: Lianne and Katie. Katie's should be a real nice car if she ever gets all the bugs worked out of it. It has a HUGE front mount, an FP red or green turbo, 4-bolt LSD, and a VPC. My wife has a 3000GT, but its not near as fast as my VR-4:-) <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/3000gt.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/3000gt.html</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||10-25-2002||12:25 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||My wife. She helped out ALOT in the build up. She over heard someone bragging about having a 16g & was like its that all you have? You must not be to fast huh?..I was like daaammmmnnnnnn!!! I love it.<P>She is still afraid to drive it though.||63.185.64.209||reg||1
Z||000004||199of2k||10-25-2002||01:11 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1312VR4:<BR><B>My wife. She helped out ALOT in the build up. She over heard someone bragging about having a 16g & was like its that all you have? You must not be to fast huh?..I was like daaammmmnnnnnn!!! I love it.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>My wife gets into more street races than I do, She loves to point out ricers.<BR>||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4ever||10-25-2002||02:51 PM||||My wife gladly drives the GVR4.  She is even known to find a street race from time to time.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||10-25-2002||06:14 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||You guys are lucky, my wife is scared shitless of my car, she refuses to drive it.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||203.221.152.210||reg||1
Z||000007||GRV4726||10-25-2002||08:14 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||well my wife... oh wait. thats right i'm sixteen. damn.<P>haha i'd love to have a wife like that. that must be so much fun.  Race some ricers and then talk to him...about your wifes car and how badly it would spank his. that would be so great.<P>good jog on the girls!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> and the cars. haha<BR>sounds perfect to me||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000008||smarcoVR4||10-27-2002||07:58 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Ok how about this. I buy my mom a GVR-4 mod. Then buy her more videos of drag race and show her how much money you can make out of it? HAHAHAAA!<P>You guys are lucky to have wife to drive with your GVR4 or to sport on the road...<P>The best is that your cars bring you good relationship with your wife. It's a good marriage work out.<P>Ok , about that lady that beat me off, I'll try to run down on some gov't database and try to get her identity via her plate number and model-make. If she's available I'd be my best to marry her! For sure it's her car! It's be nice to have a lady drag racer beside you! Some sort of a trophy , loose or win.  2nd I'll get to kick her car!||192.169.39.71||reg||6
Z||000009||199of2k||10-28-2002||12:26 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||My wife cant wait for snow so she can go play rally racer.  Next year I promised to buy her either a wrx or her own vr4.||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000010||smarcoVR4||10-28-2002||08:59 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Make it the VR4 to give her a feel of real rally performance!||192.169.39.72||reg||12
Z||000011||galantvr4us||10-29-2002||02:12 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Actually my car is running.  Amazing isn't it.  I installed the 660 chip backwards and it blew that was the cause of the last problem but its fixed now.  It needs some tuning and the welded diff is coming out and a speed design on is going in and the car will have everything I need in it except the sparcos I want to eventually put in.  But its running.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Here is a pic of the motor.<BR>    <IMG SRC="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/Motorgalant.JPG">    <P>Katie<P>I also own a wrx which I bought a muffler and having exhaust made, I have a boost controller and k&n on it.  But I don't really want to mess with that one.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/wrxblack.JPG"> <p>[This message has been edited by galantvr4us (edited 10-29-2002).]||24.207.240.176||reg||1
Z||000012||keydiver||10-29-2002||02:52 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Good to hear from you again Katie! Now get that thing tuned and to the track so we can find out just how bad you are;-)<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000013||galantvr4us||10-29-2002||03:38 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||To bad I won't be able to make it to the track this year.  The track closes the 30th and the car needs to be tuned to run better then its running now before I take it to the track.  But it'll give me time to make sure I feel comfortable with it and get some tuning bugs out of it I'm just glad its running now.<P>Katie||24.207.240.176||reg||1
Z||000014||mitsu13ishi||10-29-2002||10:09 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||damn, there's actually a girl on here.  I thought it was just a bunch of guys. lol. nice WRX, very "stealthy" with the tint and black paint.<P>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000015||galantvr4us||10-29-2002||10:23 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Yea I have been on here for about four years but don't post to much since my galant hasn't been running for about that time.  I was under the name 91vr4 until I forgot my password  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Katie||24.207.240.176||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001021.cgi
A||||19||#1459 VR-4||JDM Clear Corners?||||1||
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||10-26-2002||12:47 AM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||I was wondering if someone had a link as to where to find them?||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||10-26-2002||02:40 AM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Well after a lot of searching I found a link.  Second question, anyone know where I can get these for less than a 175 bucks!?||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000002||SPAM||10-26-2002||03:10 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||what is the most you are willing to pay?<BR>||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||10-26-2002||03:17 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Whole hyper off hand or get them used. Im after the Amber corners.<P>||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||10-26-2002||03:23 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Take a look at my post in the For Sale section.||63.227.44.250||reg||1
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||10-26-2002||05:11 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||What or who is "Whole hyper?"<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||198.88.145.165||reg||1
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||10-26-2002||06:46 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I have no idea.||63.227.45.70||reg||1
Z||000007||369of1000||10-26-2002||07:13 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Everybody has clears. Why not be unique and stay original?||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000008||SPAM||10-26-2002||09:19 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||I hate to say it but I have a set for $100 shipped. Deal will expire when I am not broke.||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000009||#1459 VR-4||10-26-2002||11:45 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Everybody has clears. Why not be unique and stay original?<BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Well, I own the only GVR-4 I have EVER seen and I personaly like the look of all clear.  If the piece is going to cost me an absorbant amount than I'll leave it stock, but I really would prefer the clear piece!  I can't believe no company has decided to start making that piece, I imagine it would be cheap to produce and you could make a killing marking it up, ooh well the hunt continues.||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000010||369of1000||10-27-2002||04:03 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I didn't mean all GVR4s have clears. I was referring to everyone. It's gotten to the point that you'd think Hondas came from the factory with clears, not to mention all other makes regardless of their country of origin. I was just trying to make a point. In the end whatever makes you happy is the best thing for you.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000011||mitsu13ishi||10-29-2002||07:46 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||wholesalehyperformance.com<P>something like that.. or its wholesalehyperperformance.com||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000012||mitsu13ishi||10-29-2002||09:47 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||can't you make them yourself??||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000013||SPEEDFIEND||10-29-2002||09:55 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I saw a pic resently were some one just painted the orange part of the marker light the same color of the car.  Looked pretty good.  I can remember were I saw it though.  Anyone know what pic I'm talking about?  Kris  ||206.214.57.208||reg||1
Z||000014||#1459 VR-4||10-29-2002||10:01 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Thanks for the earlier link, I found them there... still can't bring myself to pay 175 bucks for them though.  <P>That's a good idea to paint the orange the color of the body.  Do they still light up, I don't remember if the bulb is in the orange part or the clear part?||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000015||mitsu13ishi||10-30-2002||11:25 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||won't the orange piece come out? <P>remove it, and then its all clear right?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000016||Romanova||10-30-2002||01:00 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I'm sure with a Dremel and a flex extension and some patience, you could remove the orange section. Have to go the junk yard and get a pair to practice on.<BR>As for painting, I think the guys with Black or green cars simply tint the orange part...||134.39.170.99||reg||1
Z||000017||369of1000||10-30-2002||01:21 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Or you could be like the Honda guys and paint it with a stencil of a big H, or in our case a diamond star.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000018||SPEEDFIEND||10-30-2002||03:57 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I think the orange part in just a reflector.  Should still pass inspection I'd think.  If anyone know's were that pic is, could you put the link up.  I'd diffently paint mine before I'd spend that kind of money.  That's just a little pricey for lights.  <p>[This message has been edited by SPEEDFIEND (edited 10-30-2002).]||206.214.57.5||reg||1
Z||000019||DeanCouchey||10-31-2002||12:31 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Here is a link ot make your own clears that I saw on here a while ago. ttp://members.tripod.com/Busta-bc/clearlights.htm||24.58.146.89||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001022.cgi
A||||3||Marcus||Can't figure out what FP i have||||1||
Z||000000||Marcus||10-26-2002||05:55 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||Took my fuel pump out today to see if the buying was telling the truth about it having a upgraded pump.  Well it's olive green has the ND stamp and the part number 195130-0990,<BR>it's much smaller in comparison to my walbro 255.  If anyone can help me identfy it i'd appreciate it very much.  Marc||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||10-26-2002||07:51 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||FYI <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm</A> <P>quoted from RRE<BR>RRE In Tank Upgrade Pump and most all Denso In Tank Pumps: $165 <BR>part # -0990: <BR>150 lph @43psi @12v <BR>120 lph @58psi @12v <BR> <BR>210 lph @43psi @14v <BR>170 lph @58psi @14v <BR> <P><BR>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||10-26-2002||08:12 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Marcus:<BR><B>Took my fuel pump out today to see if the buying was telling the truth about it having a upgraded pump.  Well it's olive green has the ND stamp and the part number 195130-0990,<BR>it's much smaller in comparison to my walbro 255.  If anyone can help me identfy it i'd appreciate it very much.  Marc</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That is the upgrade ND pump #<P>It is about 4 1/2 long and 2" in diameter.<P>Harry<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||andy||10-29-2002||11:35 AM||andybeachly@aol.com||The Denso pump should be physically larger than the 255.||172.164.115.24||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001023.cgi
A||||17||GVR4-COOL||GVR4 a good handling car?||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4-COOL||10-27-2002||04:37 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Hi, everyone..  I m thinking to buy a GVR4.  Is it a good handling car?  Would you recommend to use the car for autocrossing and track racing?  I test drove one gvr4, i felt the car was tilting too much when I enter a Z exit on freeway.  Wonder if that is because of the weight trasfer or the stock suspension.  I appreciate any of your advice.  Thanks.||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||10-27-2002||05:03 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||On a stock suspension with miles and years the car will roll badly.  Swaybars, Springs, and new shocks/struts can pretty much cure that.  The car weighs too much to be a winning auto-x/roadrace car.  You'd need to give it a serious diet or be one hell of a driver to be competitive.  However, as a daily driver, the car handles really well I think.  With some aftermarket goodies and good tires it rips around backroads and onramps fast enough to have a good time, especially in the rain (AWD =  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> )||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4-COOL||10-27-2002||07:33 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Well, it's got to be a daily driver, weekend auto-x/road race warrior (my plan).  So, stripping the interior is not an option.  I am not sure about any other weight reduction methods. I don't think there is any CF parts for this car in the market.  <BR>I know many GVR4 owners drag their cars, but no many use them for autox or road race.  Why?  I used to have a integra GSR & Impreza RS before, those cars handle superb, even though they don't have as much hp & toque as gvr4, but they weigh +/-2750lbs.  How would you guys compare gvr4 to these cars?  How about 240sx (RWD)?||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000003||199of2k||10-28-2002||12:24 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum5/HTML/000083.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum5/HTML/000083.html</A> ||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000004||HKS VR-4||10-28-2002||01:53 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4-COOL:<BR><B>Well, it's got to be a daily driver, weekend auto-x/road race warrior (my plan).  So, stripping the interior is not an option.  I am not sure about any other weight reduction methods. I don't think there is any CF parts for this car in the market.  <BR>I know many GVR4 owners drag their cars, but no many use them for autox or road race.  Why?  I used to have a integra GSR & Impreza RS before, those cars handle superb, even though they don't have as much hp & toque as gvr4, but they weigh +/-2750lbs.  How would you guys compare gvr4 to these cars?  How about 240sx (RWD)?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Good luck on the weight reduction! You can try to take out the metal bumper structure under the bumper cover, that should shed some weight. The Integra GSR isn't too bad, as my friend has one tricked out. Gave my GVR4 a good run as they weighed in a lot less. Can't do too much to those cars though unless you spend a grip!!! 240sx isn't bad either, RWD as you mentioned...problem is that KA24 engine is weak unless you swap it with a SR20DET or turbo the KA24, but that's limited unless you upgrade the internals also. Bigger sway bars, adjustable suspension, good tires, tune the engine for better response, learn to tame the GVR4...it can be one hell of a car on the track!!! =)<BR>||12.81.125.160||reg||7
Z||000005||bob in chicago||10-28-2002||09:53 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Good handling will cost you! Unfortunately spending $4,600 (yes, $4,600!) on handling mods will not make it any better than an M3 or Audi S4 (but very close).<P>Here's my recipe of what's necessary for the best handling possible from GVR4's flawed suspension design:<BR>1. Disable/remove AWS(labor only-$150?)<BR>2. Mofugas poly bushings everywhere($400+ plus lots of $labor)<BR>3. 22mm f & 24mm r Mofugas swaybars ($350?)<BR>4. Coil-over setup @ both ends ($400+?)<BR>5. Shocks ($600??) I like KYB-AGX.<BR>6. Mofugas ft. caster/rear camber kits($100?)<BR>7. Stainless brakelines*/Motul 600 fluid ($200)<BR>8. Rebuild your stock calipers* ($150?) <BR>9. New slotted/cyro'd ft. rotors* & turn rears ($300?)<BR>10. Remove ft. brake backing plates & home-made ducting ($20 +labor?)<BR>11. 7.5inch wide (16 or 17") light weight wheels ($750+)<BR>12. Max. perf. street or DOT race tires ($750+)<BR>13. Ft. & rear strut bars ($300?)<P>Extras--Mandatory competition 4- or 5-way belts & helmet ($450+) also new front tie-rod ends and front/rear wheel bearings for high-milegage cars, etc. etc...<P>* better to buy Baer front brake kit ($900)<P><BR>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 10-28-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 10-28-2002).]||24.148.88.85||reg||1
Z||000006||369of1000||10-28-2002||01:42 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||no strut tower bars?||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000007||Martin Tolentino||10-28-2002||02:31 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||item # 13.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000008||369of1000||10-28-2002||03:35 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Martin Tolentino:<BR><B>item # 13.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Was that there when I posted?<BR>I'm a dumbass||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000009||Martin Tolentino||10-28-2002||09:49 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Naa... I think he edited it a second time. Looks like the setup I'm going for except I'll be running 245 45 Nitto drag radials with TSW REVO 17 x 8 rims 40mm offset. Ground control front adjustable camber plates. Also, I'm thinking of doing the complete bushing upgrade including the sub frame.<BR> It will handle better than stock, but I realize it's not light and quick as a Mazda Miata.<BR> <p>[This message has been edited by Martin Tolentino (edited 10-28-2002).]||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR4-COOL||10-28-2002||09:50 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Wow...  that's a lot of money just to fix the suspension up.  We haven't even talked about power upgrades like downpipe, cat, exhaust, K&N yet.  But, if $4600 can make the car handle like M3 or S4, I guess it's worth it.  Used M3 or S4 are priced above $20k.  A mildly modified (power wise) vr4 with suspension goodies should cost around $10k, right?<P>I am thinking to get a car that handles well with bundle of power backup (recipe for auo-x).  My options now is a 240sx or a GVR4.  Used 240sx costs $1k-2k.  SR20det swap $4.5k.  200hp. smog=$500 :-)  it is already $5.5-6.5k with no suspension work done.  And, I think a stock gvr4 costs $4-5k.<P>BTW, what are u refering to as coilover ($400)?  U mean Ground Control, right?  I thought AGX adjustable cann't go along with coilover??  I have seen (websites) many gvr4 with either WL or H&R with AGX setup.  I didn't know u can have GC with AGX setup too....||66.75.182.2||reg||14
Z||000011||bob in chicago||10-28-2002||10:04 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Coil-overs on AGX: you have to cut the bottom spring perch off the shock housing. Coil-over threaded tube then slips on and tube's bottom rests on the collar at base of the spring perch then silicone chaulked in place.||24.148.88.85||reg||1
Z||000012||Pappy||10-28-2002||10:24 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'm curious to see what Mofugas' new coilover setup is like.  It's internally adjustable and is really rather cheap.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000013||Compressed||10-29-2002||01:18 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Pappy:<BR><B>I'm curious to see what Mofugas' new coilover setup is like.  It's internally adjustable and is really rather cheap.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yeah me too!  I saw that the other day and was quite curious.  So heres a bump for more info on this c/o setup.<BR>||64.24.105.53||reg||1
Z||000014||smokindav||11-07-2002||12:56 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by bob in chicago:<BR>[B]<BR>10. Remove ft. brake backing plates & home-made ducting ($20 +labor?)<BR>B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Bob, how about a picture of the brake ducting and some info on how you made and if you've had a chance to try it on a track.<P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>P.S. Regarding whether or not a GVR4 is a good handling car - well, it's not inherently a good handling car like a M3, 911, C5 Vette, Miata, etc.  I'm guessing you want something fairly practical for the street and want to keep the price down.  So why not get a 3rd gen RX-7?  Unless you are absolutely in love with a Galant, then spending the time and money to try and get one to handle on a road course or autox will be quite frustrating.  Better to start with a more suitable platform like the cars mentioned above.<P>P.P.S.  Oops, looks like you already bought the car.  Well have fun, they are a great car for the $$$.<P><BR>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 11-07-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 11-07-2002).]||128.255.248.210||reg||1
Z||000015||bob in chicago||11-07-2002||03:30 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I plan to use two (one for each side) fresh air intake ducts that came from GalantVR4s  that had the battery moved to trunk. These black plastic ducts normally reside behind the battery in the front corner of the engine compartment; they have a 45degree angle; a rectangle open at one end and a 3" round  at the other end.  I will flop one to get the correct angle on the right side. On track days, I'll use them with some 3" aluminum flex ducting to cool front brakes.||24.148.88.85||reg||14
Z||000016||GVR4-COOL||11-11-2002||08:03 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Thanks for your advice, smokindave..<P>yap, i already got my car, very happy with it....  i just need to get a set of suspension soon.  The stock springs/shocks are way too soft.  I could press the car down with one hand.  No way it can catch up with integra, civic on the track or around cones, not to mention M3, miata.... I would like set-up that is adjustable.  But, aftermaket springs/shocks are very limited now..  no more H&R, Mofugus.  Thinking about GC with AGX now like BOB(if someone around here know how to put this set-up), might even go all way out w/ Tein....  ||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000017||thon||11-13-2002||12:46 PM||thon@optonline.net||Depends on how competitive your local autocross club is.  I have a sr20det powered 240sx w/agx+prokits and my friend has a BONE stock galant vr-4.  Believe it or not our times were almost identical for the most part.<P>Him having AWD and me having bald rear tires.  But nevertheless he put in some excellent times (112k miles on the car too)  So i'd say depends on how your local club is. He runs in G-Stock, (novice ATM) and probably street tire next year, pure g-stock has too many pesky neon ACR's with autoX slicks <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>either way, i think the vr-4 would be just fine for autoxing...my friend said it was a hell of a lot of fun, just don't expect to win everything <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>later<BR>thon||24.45.231.62||reg||1
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A||N||64||turbo||cyclone manifold,lets put this finally to rest||||1||
Z||000000||turbo||10-27-2002||09:30 PM||donnlu143@aol.com||Before we start this goes to the people that brought a jdm engine that came with the ecu and silenoid. For you other who wants this cyclone manifold, sorry theres a way to do it but i didn't want to put my brainpower into telling you how. Maybe another day.<P>  This is what we know about this cyclone manifold. Its intended to give you better handling at low rpm. Meaning if you're in  taffic and have to drive stop and go changeing gear to gear this would help you in staying in one gear for a longer time without making the car bogg like the usa manifold. I know most of you are like me and was hoping this cyclone manifold would make me faster. There are more cars out there with this same set-up one for instance is my friends gsr. I had him do a test on his car. I told him haul ass until he was in fifth gear and to slow down but not to down shift. He let it go to 20 mph power before he decided to downshift and it didn't bogg. If it was my car it would have been boggin and screaming for me to down shift. Meaning that this isn't intended for speed but in big citys like miami, when your in tarffic and wish your car was automatic you wont have to be changing gear to gear.<P>Next problem: <BR>     Most people don't know the correct way to connect the vacuum lines. Well this is how i will do it and its the correct way to do this. If you disagree then i'd love to argue but you can do it your way. There are three nipples on the manifold that you hook vacumm lines to. The one to the left on the passenger side is for the blow off valve,the one in the middle goes to your white canister under the manifold, and the one on the right closest to the driver side is for the fuel pressure vacuum hose but where not going to discuss it here. The way i set the vacuum lines up is: the middle vacuum nipple on the manifold to the white canister under the manifold,then the other vacuum nipple on the white canister to the sileniod,and from the silenoid second vacuum nipple you would have a vacuum line going to the gold actuator. It makes sense to connect it like that. Air goes from the manifold to the white canister and to the silenoid. The silenoid is closed until the ecu is told that the car is at or over 3000rpm. The white canister is also a reserver to keep extra air in it. That way if you where to press the gas down in a race you wouldn't have a chance of having a delay or miss a second of air. So your gold actautor would open the second the ecu sees that you're over the 3000rpm range.<P>My question:<BR> This is silly but important to me. I know that the silenoid is closed and opens when the ecu sends the signal to it. You know how there are two vacumm nipples on the silenoid. Does it matter which side you plug the vacuums too? Is there a wrong way to plug the vacuum hose to the silenoid? I know this is a silly question and i already know the answer that it shouldn't but i just want to be sure. I wrote this long post to help someone with this problem. I had to learn the hard way with some brain power and with some homework.<P><BR>   ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||10-27-2002||10:04 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||this has already been addressed.  none of us have the jdm ecu, so there is no way the ecu can open the solenoid.  i have it controlled by a hobbs switch set at 6 lbs boost, and i am using 2 solenoids to control vacuum and boost.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||10-27-2002||11:17 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Ken I didn't think you needed a Hobb's switch to open the butterflys.<BR>I used the OEM green canster that came with the intake and just hooked it up to vacum.<P>I messed with the set screw unit it opened at 6-7 psi.<P>Worked great on my TEL.<BR>I have the US Manifold on my GVR4.||65.32.24.231||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||10-28-2002||05:07 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have never heard of a green cannister coming on the cyclone.  i DO know that if you just hook it up straight to vacuum, it will not operate properly, because the butterflies need quite a bit of vacuum to stay closed.  if you hook it up straight to engine vacuum, the butterflies will act like real butterflies, and you dont get the correct actuation.  the hobbs switch is used to activate the solenoids, i dont have a jdm ecu.  the butterflies open about the same time my water injection starts to spray.  i have my vacuum/boost gauge hooked up to the actuator so i can see when it opens.  also, i have a green lite in line with my water injection pump, so i know when it comes on.  this subject has been beat to death on dsm talk, and i think there is even a yahoo group on the cyclone intake. <BR>  <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=50194&highlight=cyclone+intake" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=50194&highlight=cyclone+intake</A> ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000004||turbo||10-28-2002||06:32 AM||donnlu143@aol.com||Thanks for answering my question?kenn||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||talontsi||10-28-2002||08:49 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Hmm that is weird Ken.<BR>I know mine came with a green canster and it was JDM, maybe from an EVO?<P>Anyway I tried with a manual vacum tester and the butterflies did open btw 6-7 psi. Just addings my findings. Maybe it can someone in the furture.<BR>   ||65.32.24.231||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||10-28-2002||03:26 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Forgive my stupidy, but why does everyone want a cyclone intake? Wow I have seen alot of info on these things, and from this thread they don't even "out" flow  a stocker.  <A HREF="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=df2155d1d92925fa9e419ddc6497f50c&threadid=11466" TARGET=_blank>www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=df2155d1d92925fa9e419ddc6497f50c&threadid=11466</A> <BR>So what is the big deal with these intakes? Not to be a "you know what" I really would like to know. I mean they look good but with all the problems people seem to have why messs with them?||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000007||Dan D||10-28-2002||03:57 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||In Ken's words: <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum3/HTML/000914.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum3/HTML/000914.html</A> <P>||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||10-28-2002||03:59 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the ONLY thing they do is improve the low and mid range of the car.  they do NOT flow more than stock.  a while ago i think scott evans flowed a cyclone, a stocker, and an extrude honed intake.  the cyclone was like 2 cfm less, and the extrude was like 4 cfm more.  if the cyclone is not hooked up correctly, and probably 90% of them are not, then there is no difference from it and the stocker.  in my case, i like the added "driveablility" and increased fuel economy of the cyclone, especially on long trips where i set the cruise, i usually see increase of about 5 mpg.  also, the car is much smoother overall, and i can drive around in the next higher gear.  it will pull cleanly from like 2k rpm, and second gear starts are no problem.  the last time i talked to scott evans(where the heck IS he?) he was going to reinstall his, because of the extra fuel economy.  imho, you absolutely MUST have the coil and bracket, and the vacuum cannister(referred to as the white cannister) to make it work.  i also had to get custom ign wires, and the bracket for the output transistor is also nice to have.  installing it is a real bitch, some say you can bend the a/c line, i say bullshit.  i had to grind down one of the coil bosses, and move the coil a tad to get it to clear.  the cyclone motor has a different a/c compressor, and in texas you need a/c.   i also had to grind on the surge tank bracket to clear the compressor.  some people just lose the bracket.  the cyclone has no egr valve, so california can forget it.  this is the next best thing to variable valve timing.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000009||turbo||10-28-2002||06:33 PM||donnlu143@aol.com||Once again i'm going to ask since no one answered me. Does it matter which vacuum nipple goeson the purge sileniod that you plug the vacuum lines into? Is there a in and out? To answer my question i think that when the ecu sends a voltage signal it doesn't matter which side of the vacuum nipple is on the purge its pluged into as long as its the right vacuum lines that suppost to go to it. I just need to hear an A-men if i'm right.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000010||DSSA||10-28-2002||10:24 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Basically..the cyclone manifold is a waste of time and energy.  <P>Care to dispute this?  Please contact Nate, he's got one for sale.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||10-28-2002||11:20 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yah, i'll dispute that.  i think it is one of the most worthwhile upgrades i have done.  at first, i didnt think it was all that great, but i didnt have it hooked up correctly.  and from reading the numerous posts on other digests, most dont have it hooked up correctly, either.  also, i dont race my car, it is not set up for wot, but it is more than enough for me at wot.  it is set up to drive around like a normal car, and occasionally get on it.  also, from my personal experience mounting and tuning it, and reading other posts, not too many people actually understand how it works.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000012||91vr4evolution||10-29-2002||02:08 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I have to agree with Ken. Horsepower is great for racing, torque is great for the street. The reason the factory put the cyclone on the VR4 is because of the HUGE intake ports. You will notice that it's not on the Evolution Lancers, and that's because they use a smaller port, so they're torquier than a VR4. In fact, the guys at Ralliart reckon that one of the best mods for a DAILY STREET DRIVEN VR4 is to replace the VR4 head/intake with a Lancer Evo setup. Is it expensive? Hell yes! Do I need it? Not as much as the guys driving VR4s without the cyclone.<P>Also, consider this, if the normal intake flows 2cfm more, and a ported one flows 4cfm more, that's enough extra flow for, oh, 1 1/3hp, and 2 2/3hp, respectively.<P>Mike.<p>[This message has been edited by 91vr4evolution (edited 10-29-2002).]||210.55.32.121||reg||1
Z||000013||DSSA||10-29-2002||08:15 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>yah, i'll dispute that.  i think it is one of the most worthwhile upgrades i have done.  at first, i didnt think it was all that great, but i didnt have it hooked up correctly.  and from reading the numerous posts on other digests, most dont have it hooked up correctly, either.  also, i dont race my car, it is not set up for wot, but it is more than enough for me at wot.  it is set up to drive around like a normal car, and occasionally get on it.  also, from my personal experience mounting and tuning it, and reading other posts, not too many people actually understand how it works.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I think you misunderstood my post.  <P>"Care to dispute this?  Contact Nate, he has one for sale"  <P>Meaning:  If you disagree, buy one. Nate has one for sale. <P>Personally, I have no use for one.  There's nothing "magical" about them IMHO, they're based on the same concept used in the Diamantes and 3000GTs.<P>Simply put--small/long runners used to promote velocity at low end increasing torque. Secondaries open at "x" rpm/boost to increase CFM capabilites up top.  With the expense of decreased flow over the regular unit.<P>I understand some people are willing to give up a few CFM up top for increased torque down low.  Just not my cup of tea.<P>[This message has been edited by DSSA (edited 10-29-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by DSSA (edited 10-29-2002).]||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000014||Doug Thomas||10-29-2002||09:08 AM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91vr4evolution:<BR><B>I have to agree with Ken. Horsepower is great for racing, torque is great for the street. The reason the factory put the cyclone on the VR4 is because of the HUGE intake ports. You will notice that it's not on the Evolution Lancers, and that's because they use a smaller port, so they're torquier than a VR4. In fact, the guys at Ralliart reckon that one of the best mods for a DAILY STREET DRIVEN VR4 is to replace the VR4 head/intake with a Lancer Evo setup. Is it expensive? Hell yes! Do I need it? Not as much as the guys driving VR4s without the cyclone.<P>Also, consider this, if the normal intake flows 2cfm more, and a ported one flows 4cfm more, that's enough extra flow for, oh, 1 1/3hp, and 2 2/3hp, respectively.<P>Mike.<P>[This message has been edited by 91vr4evolution (edited 10-29-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Have you dyno one to compare to a stock intake to actually see if it makes more torque? It seems eveyone is saying they make more torque based on the seat of their pants.<BR>||12.10.219.30||reg||1
Z||000015||DSSA||10-29-2002||09:19 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91vr4evolution:<BR><B>I have to agree with Ken. Horsepower is great for racing, torque is great for the street. The reason the factory put the cyclone on the VR4 is because of the HUGE intake ports. You will notice that it's not on the Evolution Lancers, and that's because they use a smaller port, so they're torquier than a VR4. In fact, the guys at Ralliart reckon that one of the best mods for a DAILY STREET DRIVEN VR4 is to replace the VR4 head/intake with a Lancer Evo setup. Is it expensive? Hell yes! Do I need it? Not as much as the guys driving VR4s without the cyclone.<BR>[This message has been edited by 91vr4evolution (edited 10-29-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>To the US guys on the board, this is the equivalent of us swapping a 2G intake and head onto the cars.  No thanks.<P>If you guys are really that up on swapping on these heads/intakes, just contact some 2G owners in the US.  Suddenly it won't be quite so expensive, due to the fact that many 2G owners will probably either swap you for your's or give their old ones up for a song and a dance.<BR>||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000016||DSSA||10-29-2002||09:24 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Another note on this:<P>Nate did have a Cyclone Intake manifold on the 1st Mirage.  No, it wasn't hooked up 100% properly (the butterflies were opening almost immediately), but when we swapped a stock 1G manifold on it, the "seat of the pants dynometer" that you guys talk about was reading quite a bit higher in the upper-midrange and top end.  Quite a bit more than 1-3 h.p.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000017||GVR1643||10-29-2002||09:44 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I think the only thing that will put this to rest (as stated in topic) would be dyno charts of properly hooked up intakes of both kind on the same motor for comparison.  Butt dyno's are great, but not that accurate and sometimes take a crap on ya :-)<BR>If the cyclone does produces more torque in the lower RPM's and maintains a quicker onset of the torque curve AS WELL AS a sustained "flatter" torque curve, then it has done it's job.  Since torque is what we truly all want (people just want it at different places in the RPM band) if we can have it at the low, middle and upper without much sacrifice in top end, that's great, BUT only a dyno chart will really "put this to rest".||167.142.22.37||reg||1
Z||000018||ken inn||10-29-2002||10:13 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the last time i spoke to scott evans, who has gone pretty fast, he was going to put the cyclone back on his car, because he like the added driveability, and the added fuel economy.  <BR>     and, i could give a rat's ass about whether or not it gives more power, and i am not about to waste my money on dyno testing, because i dont care, AND, i dont have it to waste.  i know how my car drives, and i can tell it is better WITH a PROPERLY working cyclone than without.  i have also seen a substantial increase in fuel economy on a long trip, and with the recent install of the 2g mas and 550's, i think it will be even better.  bmw has used this concept, their cars now have triple induction systems, combined with variable valve timing, and the 3 liter inline 6 pulls like a v8.  the person who is paying 600 bucks plus installation for extrude honed intakes is NOT a candidate for the cyclone.  <BR>     the cyclone works for me, as did the starquest intercooler.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000019||howard_GVR4||10-29-2002||11:07 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I'm not saying the Cyclone is great, and I ain't saying it sucks, but Victor Brant made a really nice amount of torque (suprisingly close to hp) with his Cyclone installed. Wasn't it ~400/400?||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000020||Doug Thomas||10-29-2002||11:25 AM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B>I'm not saying the Cyclone is great, and I ain't saying it sucks, but Victor Brant made a really nice amount of torque (suprisingly close to hp) with his Cyclone installed. Wasn't it ~400/400?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Victor did make nice horsepower and torque, but could that have been the FP big 16G turbo. Curt Brown ran some crazy mph with that same turbo in his FWD. Dale just ran 12.5@119 with that same turbo as well. I don't know what intake manifold Dale is running though. Curt Brown was running a stock intake manifold.<P><p>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 10-29-2002).]||12.10.219.30||reg||1
Z||000021||GVR4458||10-29-2002||02:42 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Well,<P>If anyone is interested in donating a cyclone and paying for labor, I'd be more than happy to add it to #458 and get it dynoed.<P>And people say I'm not a giving person...<P>EH||57.68.12.102||reg||1
Z||000022||ken inn||10-29-2002||03:09 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||of ALL the people who posted, only 2 have had the cyclone on the car.  all the others have never had it.  the 2 that have it like it, all the others who have NEVER had it, and probably have never even SEEN it, dont like it.  to me, a real experience with the real thing is worth way more than thousands of bullshit opinions based on hearsay.  if you have tried it, and dont like it, by all means, post it.  but, if you only think about it, that dont mean squat.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000023||DSSA||10-29-2002||03:21 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR>[B]of ALL the people who posted, only 2 have had the cyclone on the car.  all the others have never had it.  the 2 that have it like it, all the others who have NEVER had it, and probably have never even SEEN it, dont like it.  to me, a real experience with the real thing is worth way more than thousands of bullshit opinions based on hearsay.[B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Heresay?  Didn't I just say that we had it on the old Mirage?  I guess you don't realize how much time I had into that car and how much seat time I put in it before and after the Cyclone manifold.  That car also dynoed quite decently (broadly, torque-wise without the Cyclone) and I'd certainly put my "ass dyno" against your's as far as accuracy.  <P><BR>||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000024||GVR1643||10-29-2002||03:49 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Whoa guys...<BR>Ken, I have one in a box, have seen it and think it would be an o.k. mod depending on the individual.  My point was with out dyno sheets, it won't be put to rest (as stated in the topic), but will just be opinions.  And god forbid, I didn't need the mental image of one ass dyno against another :-0 j/k DSSA (josh isn't it) <BR>anywho, I bet I would like the lower end response, but didn't want the hassle of figuring out the install - got too much other stuff needing to get done on the car.||167.142.22.21||reg||1
Z||000025||Hertz||10-29-2002||04:10 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Is it possible to get/run a JDM ECU?  Or is that not worth the effort/cost when you can run the butterflies with a Hobbs?||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000026||ken inn||10-29-2002||04:20 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSSA:<BR><B> <BR>Heresay?  Didn't I just say that we had it on the old Mirage?  I guess you don't realize how much time I had into that car and how much seat time I put in it before and after the Cyclone manifold.  That car also dynoed quite decently (broadly, torque-wise without the Cyclone) and I'd certainly put my "ass dyno" against your's as far as accuracy.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>ok, i will restate that 2 have had it on the car CORRECTLY.  you said it was a waste of time, etc, and anyone dispute you?  later on, you say it was on the mirage, but not hooked up correctly.  the 2 that have/had it on the car LIKE it.  what you say is like someone saying they put a bigger turbo on the car, but it wasnt installed correctly, so it didnt work right.  therefore, it was no good.  if it wasnt hooked up correctly, how can you get correct dyno readings?  as i have stated MANY times, on MY car, the cyclone works better than the stocker, and it is NOT designed for better top end.  AND, i stand by what i said, and you actually admitted, most dont have it hooked up correctly.  <BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000027||Team Ducktape||10-29-2002||04:21 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Easy old man  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> I just asked a question. So what I hear now is: they are better for fuel eco. and mid-rpm torque, just those reasons would have been fine  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> And yep I never had one, I tried to get one way back with my first Talon, but then noone had one for sale, and lots of "different" ideas where going around about them so I lost intrest. I think this was the first page I saw more than one person using one. So now I know. <BR>Thanks, <BR>Ken&lt;= Likes cylcone intake<P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>of ALL the people who posted, only 2 have had the cyclone on the car.  all the others have never had it.  the 2 that have it like it, all the others who have NEVER had it, and probably have never even SEEN it, dont like it.  to me, a real experience with the real thing is worth way more than thousands of bullshit opinions based on hearsay.  if you have tried it, and dont like it, by all means, post it.  but, if you only think about it, that dont mean squat.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000028||DSSA||10-29-2002||07:44 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B> ok, i will restate that 2 have had it on the car CORRECTLY.  you said it was a waste of time, etc, and anyone dispute you?  later on, you say it was on the mirage, but not hooked up correctly.  the 2 that have/had it on the car LIKE it.  what you say is like someone saying they put a bigger turbo on the car, but it wasnt installed correctly, so it didnt work right.  therefore, it was no good.  if it wasnt hooked up correctly, how can you get correct dyno readings?  as i have stated MANY times, on MY car, the cyclone works better than the stocker, and it is NOT designed for better top end.  AND, i stand by what i said, and you actually admitted, most dont have it hooked up correctly.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Now that I've finished beating my head off of the desk, I'll explain ONE more time...<P>When I said "Care to disagree?  Call Nate, he has one for sale"<P>READ THE FOLLOWING CLOSELY!<P>This, broken down in its most basic form equates to: "IF YOU DISAGREE, AND WANT ONE OF THESE, CONTACT NATE.  HE HAS ONE FOR SALE"<P>I think I explained this once already.  C'mon Ken, I know that your reading comprehension skills are better than this.  Perhaps my ability to express myself to the utmost exactness is lacking.<P>Now, *MY* point with the Cyclone manifold is that it not only "isn't made to increase top end" but in a car that's flowing a decent amount of air, it actually HURTS top end as compared to the 1G USDM unit.<P>Get it now?  <P>Yes, if you're looking to build a commuter car with a little low and mid-range spunk, possibly save some gas in the process, and don't care about top-end suffering, by all means, give the Cyclone a shot.<P>If you're looking to squeeze power out of these motors, look elsewhere.<P>Now, before you say "Well, once again, it wasn't hooked up properly", top end is not affected with the way it was hooked up.  The butterflys would open much sooner the way it was hooked up...which would only affect low range operation.||68.80.64.77||reg||1
Z||000029||Pappy||10-29-2002||08:16 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||If all you do with the car is drag race, then yes, don't use it.  But autocross, road racing, rally, and every day driving benefits from the manifold.  Also, how much does 2cfm up top hurt performance?  I personally prefer the slightly more torque as well as slightly faster spoolup.  That's my feeling on it.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000030||GRV4726||10-29-2002||09:09 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||man dssa. calm down. no one dissed your mamma. ease up. i think that ken has a very good point, and actually so does pappy. it all makes sense. and once again it depends on what you are looking for, and apparantly you (dssa) want top end performance. how about we leave it at that. no need for t distastfull comments. <P>and in regard to the ass dyno...hey, you can tell a lot about your car from just driving it. and if ken has notice such a big difference, i think that everyone should acknowledge that. drives like a new car..+5mpg. thats awesome. you have persuaded me into adding a cyclone to a future upgrade.||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000031||04DrBlur||10-29-2002||09:26 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Alright I am in the process of buyin a cyclone for my Galant and am willing to go to get it dynoed before and after as long as we can find a dyno close enough to me.  Say buscher???  Does he dyno?  I will do it his shop is only 1 hour from me...  If this will make everyone happy cause i am convinced that the manifold will benefit my car.  My opinion only.||67.39.145.75||reg||1
Z||000032||91vr4evolution||10-29-2002||10:35 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Well, you know if some is good, then more MUST be better, so dump that normal manifold and get a custom made manifold, with a HUGE plenum and short-ass runners. It will be DA BOMB for the strip AND the street ... oh no hang on, it won't.<P>Seriously though, it's really horses for courses. I have driven a non-cyclone VR4, and frankly, I won't be changing to it. <P>As for dynoing it, well you guys are missing Ken's point. He's not talking about a WOT dyno run, he talking about toddling around the street, on a small throttle opening. That's where the cyclone comes into it's own.<P>As a sideline, didn't someone mention about porting the secondary runners of the cyclone so it outflowed the non-cyclone, thus ending the debate?<P>Mike. <P>[This message has been edited by 91vr4evolution (edited 10-29-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by 91vr4evolution (edited 10-29-2002).]||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000033||04DrBlur||10-29-2002||11:11 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  still dyno will point out the strong point if any of the manifold.  Wether it be top end or low end.. Im still gettin the mani hooked up. for low end and fuel puposes.||67.39.145.75||reg||1
Z||000034||smarcoVR4||10-30-2002||12:57 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Ok guys, who's got a cyclone manifold but didn't liked it? Or just stocked it for the mouse to house in. Please contact me, I'll pay for the shipping. I'll give you the shipping details.<P>For the original question, I think it didn't matter anymore since there were no answers. When I get the cyclone, maybe I'll share some thoughts about which nipple.<P>Please advise how heavy the cyclone manifold and how small you can pack it. Or I can trade an all amber corner light||192.169.39.72||reg||7
Z||000035||keydiver||10-30-2002||10:19 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbo:<BR><B> The way i set the vacuum lines up is: the middle vacuum nipple on the manifold to the white canister under the manifold,then the other vacuum nipple on the white canister to the sileniod,and from the silenoid second vacuum nipple you would have a vacuum line going to the gold actuator. It makes sense to connect it like that.<BR>   </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Actually, that is just the OPPOSITE of the way it works. The butterfly actuator needs vacuum to keep it on the smaller primary tubes. What you want to do is connect the solenoid so that it bleads the vacuum away from the actuator when energized. Just connect the canister to the actuator through a "Tee", with the other port of the "Tee" connected to the solenoid. The other port of the solenoid can be vented back into the intake tract, or just to atmosphere. Ken has improved upon this by also putting a Hobb's switch in series with the solenoid wiring, so that you can prevent the butterflies from opening at low-boost conditions. Ideally, I could see where the best thing to do would be to replace the "Tee" with a 3-way solenoid that would also block off the canister port, so that you don't lose all the vacuum you had stored up in the canister when you are bleading the vacuum from the actuator. One of our other solenoids might be made to work like that. Ken has done something similar by using 2 solenoids.<BR>   Ken, one thing I just uncovered while looking at the manual about testing the purge solenoid: Were you aware that once the car is warmed up, there is a delay before the ECU energizes the purge solenoid above 3000 RPM? It doesn't say how long of a delay it is though. <BR>Which brings us to another question:<BR>  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><BR><B><BR>Is it possible to get/run a JDM ECU? Or is that not worth the effort/cost when you can run the butterflies with a Hobbs?<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>I once had a JDM ECU to reverse-engineer, and it turns out that it is EXACTLY like our ECU, except:<BR>a. a different EPROM<BR>b. a small, added board that controls the Cyclone solenoid<BR>c. jumpers set different on the board<BR>So, actually, any of our GVR-4 ECU's could be made to work. I saved the little solenoid control board in case I want to copy it later. Its probably not worth the trouble though, as Ken's system works even better since its tuneable.<BR>Just my .02<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR><p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 10-30-2002).]||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000036||1quickvr4||10-30-2002||10:19 AM||caspa69@juno.com||I have a cyclone colecting dust. Maybe it will go on mabye it wont At this point.<P>Zach||64.157.125.39||reg||1
Z||000037||smarcoVR4||11-03-2002||08:40 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Zach, are you giving it away? Can you tell me the exact weight plus the Crate weight and the dimension? I wana know how much will it cost. <P>thanks,<BR>Marc||192.169.39.72||reg||10
Z||000038||mrkim||11-04-2002||08:45 PM||mrkimsteele@highstream.net||Hey guys, I'll kick in a cuppla pennies here.  I had a Cyclone on my 92 NA Talon for 2yrs  &  it is one of the best mods I ever did to it.  <P>You can ask Zach about the Talon, but is was nothing like the stock lil wheezer I bought. Til it recently met its demise after a steady ass beatin every day for 100k, this lil puppy was a high revvin lil NA toy, but I digress ..<P>The Cyclone was a major job to install, but the dual runners made a significant difference in the way it ran.  It still had all the top end, but the lower throttle response was MUCH better.  The car would just lunge witha a quick stab on the throttle at 2-4krpm.<P>At somewhere between 4-4500k, the secondaries would open  & it hit like a set of back barrels opening up on an old 4 barrel carbureted car.<P>So mant people modding cars seem to get totally lost in the hunt for every available HP that they overlook the obvious.<P>We drive every car we own (except all out race cars) at MANY different throttle positions, not just WOT. Just because a mod is good for WOT  &  it will make more HP on a dyno in a top end pull, doesn't necessarily mean it's the best thing for every day driving. <P>The smaller primary runners in the Cylone WILL give better low-midrange power  &  throttle response than a 1G style manny.  <P>This style of dual plane intake is hardly a new idea, but it's one that's still in use by many manufacturers for the better economy, throttle response and emmissions this type manifold offers.<P>BTW, I'll take a 2G head over a 1G everyday  &  twice on sundays too !:&gt; )<P>Kim Steele<BR>Bar None Motorsports<BR>mrkimsteele@highstream.net||209.245.230.65||reg||1
Z||000039||Nate||11-05-2002||12:45 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||For what it's worth, the Cyclone manifold on the Colt *did* have the vacuum canister hooked up correctly as far as vacuum line routing went - I yanked the whole manifold off of a JDM engine and never unhooked the vacuum lines since I knew I'd fergit which way there were supposed to be routed.  <P>Results?  With Cyclone manifold, EVC had to be turned on  (25psi) in second gear to get the tires to break loose in the Colt.  Without Cyclone manifold, it would light up the tires from a roll in third gear with the EVC off (14psi).  <P>I think it's a neat idea and a clever design, and I'd probably put the manifold I have on my daily driver to play with it since I do dyno that car from time to time, but it won't happen for a couple reasons:<P>1. I'm not about to go through the hassle to install that manifold and try to keep my AC.  I don't feel like modifying/grinding brackets.<P>2. I tend to run huge turbos on my cars, which probably wouldn't be spooling in the range where the cyclone manifold affects performance anyway. <P>Just my two cents.  If you want one, I have one.  If you don't want one, you saved yourself a lot of labor and skinned knuckles.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000040||DSSA||11-05-2002||08:32 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Nate:<BR><B>For what it's worth, the Cyclone manifold on the Colt *did* have the vacuum canister hooked up correctly as far as vacuum line routing went - I yanked the whole manifold off of a JDM engine and never unhooked the vacuum lines since I knew I'd fergit which way there were supposed to be routed.  <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Yes, the canister was hooked up, but the solenoid was not.  If I remember correctly (and it's likely that I don't), there was a solenoid involved in proper operation for this as well.<P>As far as comparing this manifold to a stock one on a non-turbo car, this is far from comparing apples to apples.  On a low-CFM flowing motor, I'm sure that you'll see advantages.<P>This would apply to off-boost situations on the turbo cars as well.  <P>As far as the 2G style head, unless it's ported, or you're using them on non-turbo 4G63, you can have them. (Unless, of course, you're looking for something for a daily driver that you're not worried about losing some top end flow with). <P>If the 2G head is ported correctly, sure, I'll take one over a 1G head as well.<P>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000041||mrkim||11-05-2002||09:54 AM||mrkimsteele@highstream.net||Still  gonna stick to my guns and agree with Ken on this topic.<P>IF correctly installed, this manifold will give better overall performance than a 1G intake for everyday driving, please note I did NOT say DRAG RACING !!  Then again, how many people here or anywhere else in the DSM realm drives a DRAG RACE CAR on the street ??<P>The 2G head works exactly the same way, it out performs the 1G in throttle response hands down.  The 2G head was used to combat the bitches Mitsu was getting about the laggy feel of the 1G head, and to help with fuel economy  &  emmissions.<P>The smaller ports in a 2G head react much quicker as they keep intake velocity high, which directly effects throttle response.<P>Here again, have YOU run a motor with a 2G head with anything besides a t25 on it ??  If not, then try it, you might be surprised what you'd find with a 14b, 16g or even a 20g on it.<P>Many times, bigger is NOT better.  The best turbo for any street motor will always be the one JUST big enough to get the job done, not the biggest one you can hang on the manifold.  The smallest turbo you can use to achieve your boost target, and not overheat the intake charge, WILL be the optimum choice for throttle response  &  daily driveability. <P>The above reasons are why the 4g64t conversion we just did on a Spyder worked out so well.  We used a 2G 4g63 head,2G intake manny, 14b turbo, good IC pipes, 1G TB  &  a 3" exhaust to build a package that revved freely, started building boost at anything above idle, with full boost at 2200 rpm  &  had instant throttle response.<P>Drag racing and street driving are 2 totally different areas  &  the considerations for either are generally mutually exclusive from one another.  Too many people want to have a drag motor on the street  &  all too likely will end up with a package that is a bitch to tune  &  run on the street  &  is never really "streetable".<P>My 2cents  & worth both of 'em !<P>Kim Steele<BR>Bar None Motorsports ||64.156.79.211||reg||1
Z||000042||ken inn||11-05-2002||10:28 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||A higher air charge velocity will result from the intake's longer runners/closed off short runners. This will result in better volumetric efficiency and thus higher low-mid torque due to a thing called Hemholtz theory. <P>More torque would initially sound like more fuel consumption, but what's happening is more than just more air being packed into the cylinders. What is also happening is a more efficient burn. Another thing is that when the short runners are closed, then effectively one of the valves is turned off (has less air coming through it), and most of the charge (which is increased) goes through one valve. This results in better swirling of the air/fuel mix and creates a better burn. <P>this is off of dsmtalk.com, and i have never heard of hemholtz.  actually, i looked it up on the net, and after reading about 3 lines, i almost threw up.  now i remember why i hated physics.  <P>     the value of this group is not who is right, or who is wrong, but the ACTUAL experiences and practical knowledge that we share, especially if someone has done it before, and can give tips, shortcuts, and results, good or bad.  the cyclone works for me, and others who have their car set up similarly, and who drive similarly.  it does NOT work for nate and josh, and others who have their cars set up and drive like they do.  but the information about installing it, and making it work, that is the real value here.  from stuff like this, another person can make up their mind whether or not they want it, but, more important, if they DO want it, how to install and make it work, and problems and shortcuts in doing so.  who cares who is right or wrong?||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000043||DSSA||11-05-2002||11:07 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mrkim:<BR><B><P>IF correctly installed, this manifold will give better overall performance than a 1G intake for everyday driving, please note I did NOT say DRAG RACING !!  Then again, how many people here or anywhere else in the DSM realm drives a DRAG RACE CAR on the street ??<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I guess this falls under the same thing as the rest of this thread....it's all a matter of opinion.  *MANY* DSM owners run street cars with Green turbos, t3/t4s, and some of us, T04Es.  If you consider this being a "drag car", then in your opinion, you are right.  <P>For those of us who like having 350+ h.p. to the wheels (some, much more, the Cyclone manifold, nor a stock 2G head is the best route to go.  Countless 2G owners have gone the route of the 1G heads...with much success.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B><BR>The 2G head works exactly the same way, it out performs the 1G in throttle response hands down.  The 2G head was used to combat the bitches Mitsu was getting about the laggy feel of the 1G head, and to help with fuel economy  &  emmissions.<P>The smaller ports in a 2G head react much quicker as they keep intake velocity high, which directly effects throttle response.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Much like the smaller t-body, and the wonderful T-25.<P>Mitsu built the cars this way for the reason you stated....and to be utilized like this in *STOCK* form.  If your arguement that "Mitsu did it this way for a reason (including emissions) thus, this is the best way" then it would also stand true that we should all be rolling around in stock 2Gs with perhaps just an exhaust and free-flowing filter. <P>Throttle response is also directly affected by timing, and what type of air-metering device used.  The VPC is *NOTORIOUS* for killing throttle response, it is also great for making power on mild-to-mediumly built cars, however, MANY DSM owners find this to be a highly sought after part.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B><BR>Here again, have YOU run a motor with a 2G head with anything besides a t25 on it ??  If not, then try it, you might be surprised what you'd find with a 14b, 16g or even a 20g on it.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, I've driven plenty of these (more than I remember in fact). We also recently built a 2G with a 1G head w/ 1mm oversized valves, ported 16G, 264/272 cams, Sheetmetal intake, yadda, yadda.<P>Throttle response and spooling was unreal with this car...with everything you've stated that supposedly kills it, on the car and then some more.  Car also pulled like an animal with the 16G top end. <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B><BR>Many times, bigger is NOT better.  The best turbo for any street motor will always be the one JUST big enough to get the job done, not the biggest one you can hang on the manifold.  The smallest turbo you can use to achieve your boost target, and not overheat the intake charge, WILL be the optimum choice for throttle response  &  daily driveability. <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>This is akin to "there's no replacement for displacement", and in it's rawest form can be attributed to *ANY* turbo cars, not just street cars.  Basically you've just summed up turbocharging's basic rule.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR> <B><BR>The above reasons are why the 4g64t conversion we just did on a Spyder worked out so well.  We used a 2G 4g63 head,2G intake manny, 14b turbo, good IC pipes, 1G TB  &  a 3" exhaust to build a package that revved freely, started building boost at anything above idle, with full boost at 2200 rpm  &  had instant throttle response.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You've basically just accomplished a reiteration of the Conquest/Starion engine setup. (Overstroke motor, heat pump turbo for application size, good intercooler and piping, and a restrictive intake tract and head).  Great if you want something to just torque away from redlights in.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B><BR>Drag racing and street driving are 2 totally different areas  &  the considerations for either are generally mutually exclusive from one another.  Too many people want to have a drag motor on the street  &  all too likely will end up with a package that is a bitch to tune  &  run on the street  &  is never really "streetable".<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I can't think of any statement that's more subject to opinion than the one above.  If you ask 10 people to define the differences between a "drag car" and a "street car", I'd be willing to bet that not one of them is going to be the same.  <P>Let's compare my "street car" to your "street car".  I want it to idle decently at at redlight.  I want it to lug around town decently. I want it to spool decently.  I want it to pull decently top end as well. I also want it to get decent gas mileage.<P>Does this statement somewhat sum up what you consider a street car?<P>Now, let's look at my last street car that fit all of these needs for *ME*. <P>'91 Galant VR4<BR>HKS Manifold<BR>HKS 54mm Wastegate<BR>57-trim T04E<BR>HKS 272s<BR>Ported 1G head<BR>Stock 1G intake manifold<BR>3" exhaust<BR>Stock bottom end (7.8to1)<BR>27 psi on pump gas<P>See my point?  You can reiterate 100 times your version of a "street car", but with the # of people running Reds, Greens, T3/T4s, Frank Vs, etc. out there and completely happy with their setups on the street, I'm sure you'll get a lot of people who disagree with your definition of "street car" and "what works best".<P>Once again, it all boils down to opinion.<P>This whole thread is giving me flashbacks to when I first got into these cars (about 7-8 years ago).  The general consensus back then was that a "20G is too big for a street car".  Times (and many people's opinions) have changed, as some of those people now would never consider putting anything smaller than a 20G on their daily-drivers.  <P>I'm actually glad I decided to go against the general opinion of the day and go straigt 20G.  I remember people having a hard time believing that the 20G setup spooled quicker than the car did when stock with a 14B--until they rode in it.<P><B> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><P>My 2cents  & worth both of 'em !<P>Kim Steele<BR>Bar None Motorsports </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I will respect your opinion, however, at the same time, I hope you've been in the business long enough to realize that many other people's opinions will differ.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000044||DSSA||11-05-2002||11:10 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B><P>this is off of dsmtalk.com, and i have never heard of hemholtz.  actually, i looked it up on the net, and after reading about 3 lines, i almost threw up.  now i remember why i hated physics.  <P>     </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>hahaha!  WE FINALLY AGREE ON SOMETHING! ;-)<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000045||smarcoVR4||11-05-2002||09:11 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Now, I'm a street car driver. A daily street car driver. I'm going to the junk shop or a surplus shop to look for a cyclone manifold.<P>I'll post my reply again after installing it.<P>By the way, do you have a link to show me the HKS manifold? I wana see some technical details if it's worth buying it. Or if can be copied.||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000046||DSSA||11-05-2002||10:59 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smarcoVR4:<BR><B>Now, I'm a street car driver. A daily street car driver. I'm going to the junk shop or a surplus shop to look for a cyclone manifold.<P>I'll post my reply again after installing it.<P>By the way, do you have a link to show me the HKS manifold? I wana see some technical details if it's worth buying it. Or if can be copied.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>No offense, but if you're interested in a Cyclone manifold for a car, the HKS manifold is a 180 degree turn from that.  The manifold is built for a T4 turbo. <P>In essence, if you're looking for a low-end to midrange increase, you're wasting your time looking into this manifold.  Jon does have pics of my newest motor on the website though.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000047||ken inn||11-05-2002||11:21 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||also, installing the cyclone is only half.  you MUST get it to work correctly, or there is no benefit.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000048||mrkim||11-06-2002||08:35 AM||mrkimsteele@highstream.net||One of the most wonderful things about being an American is the understanding that we all have a right to our opinions, even when they differ, or fall outside the norm :&gt; )<P>I'll respect anyones opinion, and more especially their right to it.<P>There are as many different ways to make ponies as there are fish in the sea, and surely, just as many opinions on how to do so.<P>My point in the "less is more" area, is valid for many people, but certainly not everyone. Unfortunately, too many people are led to believe that bigger, bigger, bigger is ALWAYS the answer in performance, without the real world comprehensive knowledge or capabilities to get there, leading to disenchantment and failure in their overall goals.<P>Though I never feel I have all the answers, I still have enough brain cells kickin around upstairs to probe the known boundaries and defy the norm, with some  measure of success.<P>To my way of thinking, the Cyclone intake and the 2G 4g63 heads are both much maligned, for mostly the wrong reasons. <P>Just an opinion, and still worth what it cost ya! <P>Kim Steele<BR>Bar None Motorsports ||64.157.118.235||reg||1
Z||000050||howard_GVR4||11-06-2002||09:57 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mrkim:<BR><B>One of the most wonderful things about being an American is the understanding that we all have a right to our opinions, even when they differ, or fall outside the norm :&gt; )<P>I'll respect anyones opinion, and more especially their right to it.<P>There are as many different ways to make ponies as there are fish in the sea, and surely, just as many opinions on how to do so.<P>My point in the "less is more" area, is valid for many people, but certainly not everyone. Unfortunately, too many people are led to believe that bigger, bigger, bigger is ALWAYS the answer in performance, without the real world comprehensive knowledge or capabilities to get there, leading to disenchantment and failure in their overall goals.<P>Though I never feel I have all the answers, I still have enough brain cells kickin around upstairs to probe the known boundaries and defy the norm, with some  measure of success.<P>To my way of thinking, the Cyclone intake and the 2G 4g63 heads are both much maligned, for mostly the wrong reasons. <P>Just an opinion, and still worth what it cost ya! <P>Kim Steele<BR>Bar None Motorsports </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>So does this mean you don't hog out exhaust manifold ports UNNECESSARILY large anymore?  I seem to remember being at your shop when you hogged out runner entries and the collector exit insanely huge.  <P>As for the pro-stroker argument, I say why bother.  If Curt Brown can run 10's (now 9's) in a street car, why put a stroker in it unless you WANT to break drivetrain parts and not be able to spin to 9K.  <P>My personal experience is that I run a 1G head/bottom end (with 7.8:1) pistons, and a turbo with a 6H wheel, AFC, regular 1G intake manifold, and my throttle response is great.  I've driven an almost stock 2G back to back with my car, and it's low end response is identical.  Even if you had full boost at 2200, is that really useful?  Not only that, in what gear was that boost built?||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000051||smarcoVR4||11-06-2002||08:11 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||DSSA, I'm interested with the HKS manifold and other heavy engine mods for my other galant. The cyclone will go on to the everyday car for work,while the HKS manifold will be for the galant who only goes out to play. Definitely the 2 are 180 degrees to each other. The SS Galant helps me earn the money, while the GTI Galant sucks out my savings.||192.169.39.72||reg||7
Z||000052||mrkim||11-06-2002||08:42 PM||mrkimsteele@highstream.net||I wondered how long Mr Draper would take to get a shot in.  Hey Howard, managed to moderate any other good lists into oblivion lately ?  Worked magicly with DFWDSMs Yahoo group.<P>What Howard was referring to was my 1st 4g63 DOHC test head.  I had a warped head  &  was interested to see just how far I couuld raise the exhaust port roof, before hittin the water jacket, so I'd know better HOW to work with the port &  still maintain  a respectable distance from the water system.   <P>For those not too well versed in port flow in our heads, the exhaust flows most heavily along the "roof" area of the exhaust port, so this is the part of the port where opening it up is likely to do some good, hence my explorations in that area. <P>I guess you forgot that part though .... huh Howard?   ||64.157.112.51||reg||1
Z||000053||howard_GVR4||11-07-2002||09:43 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||You know what mrkim?  I'll be the man here and keep your off topic moderation rant off this board, since it doesn't belong here.  Thanks for airing your dirty laundry.  <P>Back to the topic... I wasn't talking about a head you ported, I was talking about an exhaust manifold you hogged out. Guess you forgot to read that part.  Smoking pot every day helps reading retention, right?<P>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000054||mrkim||11-08-2002||12:45 AM||mrkimsteele@highstream.net||Ok, Howard, let's get back to the subject of your post.<P>I did indeed hog the exhaust manny you mentioned ..... all the way to the collectors gasket line.   Marked it out with a scribe first, which I believe is the accepted manner.  <P>I also took the extra time to radius the individual runners entries into the plenum/collector area and slightly raised the roof entries in the individual runners to allow the exhaust a freer flow path from the head exhaust ports to the exhaust manny runners. <P>If you had a better understanding of exhaust flow dynamics, you'd know the reason for concentrating on these areas, instead of just the collector area itself.<P>If you'd care to come by and discuss this personally, I'd welcome the opportunity.<P>Kim Steele<BR>Bar None Motorsports||64.157.126.137||reg||1
Z||000055||howard_GVR4||11-08-2002||01:26 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mrkim:<BR><B>Ok, Howard, let's get back to the subject of your post.<P>I did indeed hog the exhaust manny you mentioned ..... all the way to the collectors gasket line.   Marked it out with a scribe first, which I believe is the accepted manner.  <P>I also took the extra time to radius the individual runners entries into the plenum/collector area and slightly raised the roof entries in the individual runners to allow the exhaust a freer flow path from the head exhaust ports to the exhaust manny runners. <P>If you had a better understanding of exhaust flow dynamics, you'd know the reason for concentrating on these areas, instead of just the collector area itself.<P>If you'd care to come by and discuss this personally, I'd welcome the opportunity.<P>Kim Steele<BR>Bar None Motorsports</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Every see a good shop hog the runner entries out to the stainless gasket limit?  Nope, not unless you're referring to the old composite gasket.  There's a reason exh manifold runner entries aren't huge (or the head's exhaust ports).  <P>Have you dynoed to back up your port work and "exhaust flow dynamics" theories?  Have you yet developed the "positive boost" intake system for your 17 second NT Talon that you were "designing"?  Is your exhaust manifold STILL wrapped in the home fiberglass insulation that caught on fire last year and burned up your wiring harness?<P>Like DSSA said, it's not that you're wrong on many points, but you restate the obvious like you just thought of it.  ||129.120.44.216||reg||1
Z||000056||mrkim||11-13-2002||09:07 AM||mrkimsteele@highstream.net||Though restating the obvious is certainly what I was doing, the reason for it is that the obvious is often overlooked by those in pursuit of the ever elusive "big HP" gains.<P>As mentioned, there are many ways to get HP  &  surely just as many means of arriving at the same end result. However anyone arrives at their HP goal, the end result is what is of the utmost importance to the owner.<P>The point I was trying to impart is the wide chasm that exists between street and strip engine development, and how often people end up with less than their desired goals from trying to put a drag motor in their car and run it as a daily driver.<P>This is not to say this is an unattainable goal, only that it is not always the best choice for someone as a daily driver.<P>Kim Steele<BR>Bar None Motorsports  <P>||65.56.127.144||reg||1
Z||000057||Team Ducktape||11-13-2002||04:31 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||"This is not to say this is an unattainable goal, only that it is not always the best choice for someone as a daily driver."<P>I wanted to stay away from this, but I'm sorry, why can't these "drag" cars work just as well on the street or as a "daily" driver as a lesser modded car? Besides the legality of actually driveing them, i.e. no exhaust, slicks, or things like that. What are the problems or reasons from a driver's stand point they shouldn't be used as daily drivers? ||24.159.250.70||reg||5
Z||000058||howard_GVR4||11-13-2002||04:56 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Ducktape, you read my mind.<P>MrKim, wide chasm between street and strip engine development?  Huh?  What exactly is a "drag motor"?  Is Andy Beachly's motor (good for 11.33) a drag motor?  Is it a drag motor if it has forged pistons?  Is a 4G63 with a T76 a drag motor?<P>"Drag motor" and "Unstreetable" are not corresponding terms.  <P>IMHO, there is no "wide chasm", you're just imagining it that way.  <P>||129.120.56.148||reg||1
Z||000059||theymightbegalants||11-15-2002||03:05 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I dug out an old issue of SCC where they talk about intake manifold designs.  It's the Sep. '02 issue (vol. 14, #9) and the author of the article is Jason Kavanagh, and I'm just going to quote some paragraphs that I see as relevant to the Cyclone.  So don't flame me, I didn't orginally write this stuff.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>"Port Deactivation Tuning<P>"The first VGI [variable geometry intake] is reserved for multi-valve engines and employs a series of butterfly valves mounted on a common shaft; one shaft for each bank of cylinders.  These butterfly valves are located in the intake manifold, mounted immediately upstream of one of each cylinder's intake ports.  For lack of a better expression, let's call this VGI arrangement 'port deactivation VGI.'<P>"Like tiny throttles, these solenoid-operated butterfly valves can snap open and allow the engine to breathe like a normal multi-valve engine.  When closed, they effectively shut off half of each cylinder's total intake port area, and thus prevent flow from reaching half of the intake valves."<P>"Yes, these modern, high-tech multi-valve engines are effectively being forced to breathe through a single intake valve, jsut like all engines did (and some continue to do) decades ago.  This is progress?  The reasoning behind it is simple; squeezing the intake air through a single valve increases the charge velocity in the intake port.  But how does high charge velocity make more power?  The link between charve velocity in the intake port and engine output is the result of a convoluted sequence of interactions.<P>"Take a look at a conventional multi-valve engine with a fixed geometry intake (FGI) manifold.  At low engine speeds, the charge velocities in the intake port during the intake stroke are quite low, thanks to the large port and valve curtain areas.  When the intake process ends, the charge now trapped in the cylinder remains languid, lacking motion during the compression and combustion processes.  The spark plug is fired, and a flame front propogates through the fuel/air mix in the combustion chamber.<P>"Here's the key part:  the rate at which the flame front propogates directly affects the rate of pressure rise in the cylinder, or burn rate.  And the rate of pressure rise in the cylinder has  astrong influence on, among other things, an engine's thermal efficency.  Since thermal efficiency is 'what you got out compared to what you put in,' there's a direct link between thermal efficiency and the engine's output.  So, with a fixed geometry intake's slower charge motion, the flame front propogates more slowly, resulting in a sluggish burn rate, and lower engine output.<P>"Conversely, if a variable geometry intake diverts the same airflow through a single port which is offset from the cylinder's centerline, not only does this technique bump up the flow velocity, but it also induces a nice swirl within the combustion chamber as a bonus.<P>"Charge motion is one of the main reasons why two-valve-per-cylinder engines often have better low-end torque than multi-valve engines of similar displacement.  Just ask any fan of big, two-valve V8s.  There's a significant trade-off in this case, however.  Crank up the engine speed, and those small port and valve curtain areas of the two-valve engine can't flow enough to keep up.  The engine must work harder to fill the cylinders with less air, more than offsetting any gain from the charge motion.  Volumetric efficiency plummets and the two-valve engine falls on its face.<P>"With port-deactivation VGI, an engine is able to emulate a two-valve or multi-valve configuration at low rpm when it's beneficial to do so, and then return to fully functional multi-valve breathing at high rpm.<P>"Resonance Tuning<P>"More common than port deactivation VGI is multi-stage resonance manifold tuning.  Rather than tweaking velocities in the port, this type of VGI takes advantage of the pulsating nature of flow in the intake manifold.  Virtually every modern automotive FGI manifold in existence is tuned for a single engine speed.  Multi-stage tuning simply means the tuning effect happens more than once through the engine's speed range.  So what does 'tuning' mean?<P>"When the piston moves downward during the intake stroke, a pressure wave (known as a rarefraction wave), moving at the speed of sound, travels back up the intake runner torward the plenum.  When it reaches the open plenum volume, the rarefraction wave is reflected back down teh intake runner as a compression wave.<P>"If the compression wave arrives at the intake valve just before the valve closes, the opening gets pressurized momentarily.  This forces additional air into the cylinder, and thus imporves the engine's volumetric efficiency.  And who doesn't love that?<P>"So the idea behind tuning is to adjust the intake runner length such that the compression wave arrives at the valve during the engine speed you desire.  Want the engine to be tuned for low-end torque?  Make the runner very long, so the compression wave has further to travel and takes longer to complete its trip.  For tuning at high engine speeds, the window of opportunity is a much shorter time period, so make the runners very short.  If you want to tune for both engine speeds, make the runners variable length.<P>"The majority of fixed geometry manifolds are tuned for the peak torque rpm, and simply amplify the peak.  MOst multi-stage resonance tuned manifolds on the market today have two stages.  These have the effect of broadening the torque curve, augmenting it further into the speed range. Here, the manifolds frequently have two completely independent sets of intake runners, with butterfly valves blocking the short one at low rpm."<P>There's more after this, and some of it in the beginning and middle that I didn't include, but I didn't think that stuff was really useful to this thread.  None of the examples in the article are Mitsu, but the theories are the same.  So my conclusion is that unless the stock manifold is becoming a bottleneck for your top end power, and you're switching to a sheet metal intake, any and all people can benefit from the Cyclone when put on cars driven on the street.  Okay, you can flame me for that last part.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000060||Team Ducktape||11-15-2002||06:05 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Sounds good, if you have a non-turbo hehehehe||24.159.250.70||reg||12
Z||000061||theymightbegalants||11-15-2002||10:14 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Why?  What difference does it make?  If you're referring to the single port deactivation part, the air'll still swirl if it's pressurized, if not more so.  If you're doubting the effect of the rarefraction wave on compressed air, because it's already pressurized, it doesn't matter.  The wave moves through a medium, and its effects are not relative to the state of that medium (ie, vacuum or pressure).  Air is air.<P>And really, how much of an effect can the paltry few peak cfm lost w/the cyclone have on peak power?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000062||Team Ducktape||11-15-2002||03:36 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||So what your saying is no matter what the head design is the "compressed air" will flow the same regaurdless if it is trubo or not, and regaudless of the engine size and liter?. If I read that artical right that was more for "tuning the intake" similer to tuning the header, like the v8's do. Tuned Port Injection- see any 4cyl. turbo's with this sticker on the side? hehe See now that was a joke  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>I don't personally think neither the cyclone nor the stock 1g is good for "drag" racing. So your right the few cfm's they loose is relly no big deal, but the torque area is for some people. AMS and others have talked of the limitations above 7500rpms for thew 1g. So they both suck how's that?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> ||24.159.250.70||reg||1
Z||000063||theymightbegalants||11-15-2002||06:44 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>So what your saying is no matter what the head design is the "compressed air" will flow the same regaurdless if it is trubo or not, and regaudless of the engine size and liter?  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>No, I was trying to say that the effect of the rarefraction wave is not dependent on the air being in a vacuum; it doesn't matter if the air is pressurized.  True, the overall gains might be different between a turbo and NA car, but there would still be A gain.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>I don't personally think neither the cyclone nor the stock 1g is good for "drag" racing. So your right the few cfm's they loose is relly no big deal, but the torque area is for some people. AMS and others have talked of the limitations above 7500rpms for thew 1g. So they both suck how's that?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Sure why not.  It's kinda moot for me, as I don't ever plan on drag racing the car, so I'd just go with the Cyclone.  In my case, the lesser of two "sucks."  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000064||Team Ducktape||11-15-2002||06:54 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Well I have the 1g and as I stated before, I did at one time try to get a Cyclone. I will have to try one. Plus the "Cyclone" on the intake does look a heck of a lot better then the stocker. So me and 980 where talking about the stroker, sorry off subject- what do you think will happen with torque curve,rpm band, ect useing a Cyclone on a 2.3 stroker? You would think that, that particualer setup the Cyclone would be better. Any thoughts? Good, bad?||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000065||theymightbegalants||11-15-2002||06:59 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Yea, that's pretty much the dream motor that I've been tossing around my head.  Especially if you use a 4G64 crank in a 4G63, you can use those trick forged JE pistons (designed specifically for this hybrid motor; they're severely dished) that have 8.5:1 CR.  Hmm... higher compression, more displacement, low rpm efficient manifold... you could slap a monster turbo on there and spool it up in no time.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  *drool*  Hehe, might have to convert to automatic to save $$ on driveline parts.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001025.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||2g mas||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||10-27-2002||10:11 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||who else has made the conversion to the 2g mas and 550's(or larger)?  what problems/differences have you noticed?  i just made the jump today, and so far no big deal.  i did have to lean the crap out of it at 1000 rpm, then richen it at 2k and above.  car SEEMS to pull a bit better low and midrange, and the knock led dont lite up any more.  although these injectors(rx7) were cleaned, i am wondering if they are tired.  car idles really nice, and is just as smooth as the 450's and the 1g mas.  also, i am either getting compressor surge, or the bov is going off a lot more with this setup.  i notice it pulls better without opening the secondary butterfiles on the cyclone, with the 1g, it seems like to get it to pull the same, the secondaries would just be starting to open.  anyone else running a 2g mas and the cyclone?||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000001||91vr4evolution||10-28-2002||02:45 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Yes, I fitted a Lancer EVO (2G) MAS when my turbo was being recond. I didn't have any trouble at the time. However, I have recently replaced the throttle shaft seals and I have noticed that at the tiniest throttle opening it has a bit of a shudder. It is possible that I don't have the throttle position sensor back together 100% right, though.<P>As for mixtures, well I ended up getting cleaned 720cc injectors from a Mazda 12A Turbo. Then I sat down, worked out the pressure I would have run compared to the 510's (32 vs 38), and trimmed it down with a FPR. When we ran it on a dyno, the mixtures were 11.5:1 on boost and about 13:5 off boost. <P>As a sideline, I have a feeling (watching the bar gauge boost gauge, versus my actual boost gauge) that the bars seem to light up at the same vacuum/pressure point, so it doesn't appear to be flowing a lot more air than my hacked 1g MAS. At least at lower revs. Also my ECU will be switching the butterfly at what it THINKS is the right boost/rev, but that said I haven't noticed a difference. But my car was bought with a hacked MAS.<P>Hope that makes sense cause I'm a bit tired at the mo'<P>Mike.||210.54.84.41||reg||1
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||10-28-2002||09:09 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||I did it and had to richen up the 1k settings<BR>to +50. Due to I pulled the sides, bottom honeycombs out and backed out the lower screw. It will help when you start to run higher boost levels. Karmen counts are less<BR>1600-1700 is the max counts I see pulling 24-26 psi of boost. <BR>With a 1g mas the karmen counts would go past 2200hz at 22psi. I think Kyle Zingg is running a 2g mas and cyclone intake combo too.<BR>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||10-28-2002||09:42 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||so, was the change from 1k settings to the others was drastic, too.  i cannot see why at 1k i gotta go lean, then rich from then on.  but, it seems to run good, and no excess fuel consumption.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
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A||||25||HKS VR-4||Short Shifter||||5||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||10-28-2002||02:13 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I was wondering what kind of short shifter is available for our GVR4's. Does the 1g Eclipse work or no???||12.81.125.160||reg||5
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-28-2002||02:58 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Yes, but this has been covered many times, in fact just recently.  Please read the VFAQ; it's all in there.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||10-28-2002||04:01 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I tried the VFAQ...but all i found is the difference in shifters between 90 and 91-94 eclipses, but nothig about the GVR4. Perhaps i'm blind, but more help please....||12.81.125.160||reg||1
Z||000003||BluFalcon||10-28-2002||04:05 AM||muttski@gte.net||Use the shifter arm from a 91-94 DSM.  It's a direct bolt in and shortens the throw considerably.  Depending on the car, you may need to adjust the shifter cables.  I just did it to my GVR4 2 weeks ago, took about 15 mins.  You don't have to take the center console out/apart either.  A DSM shifter arm is $5-$20, depending on where you get it.||4.64.85.20||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||10-28-2002||08:59 AM|||| <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/short-shifter.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/short-shifter.html</A> <P>I think I am going to choose to go with the mofugas shifter.  As the TEL way would be cheaper, I personaly want a taller shifter because of hight of the center consol on our cars.  I'd want something as tall as the stocker cause I like the hight of it.  Thats just me tho.  The TEL way would be a lot cheaper.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||10-28-2002||09:52 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the mofugas shifter is NOT as tall as the stocker.  i had fitment problems, and after several tries, i elected to keep the stock one.  also, you will find greatly increased effort needed to shift.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||ron||10-30-2002||12:20 AM||adracing@aol.com||BluFalcon,<BR>How did you manage to switch the shifter without taking the center console apart?  I thought you have to take it out to get the shifter out..<BR>thanks,<BR>ron<BR>vr4 noob<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000007||Pappy||10-30-2002||12:32 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'm very happy with the Mofugas shifter.  I just had to cut away at the console slightly.  You can't even see the piece I cut out under the boot anyway.  The shifter has much shorter throws as opposed to the almost mac truck throws of the stock shifter.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000008||BluFalcon||10-30-2002||03:59 AM||muttski@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ron:<BR><B>BluFalcon,<BR>How did you manage to switch the shifter without taking the center console apart?  I thought you have to take it out to get the shifter out..<BR>thanks,<BR>ron<BR>vr4 noob</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You gotta wiggle it around a bit, but the arm will come off without removing the console assy.  remember, you're just replacing the shifter arm itself and not the whole shifter assy.  I believe the nut is a 14MM, and you have to remove one of the cotter pins.  Remove pin, loosen nut and wrestle with the arm a bit, to get it free (you may have to apply a little force to the plastic on the console to get enough play).  Now would be a good time to install some new bushings, or reuse the old ones if they're serviceable.Reassemble the wholre shebang, and there ya go.  Short shifter on the cheap.  It's kinda hard to explain, but once you get it apart, it's easy to figure out.<P>||4.64.85.20||reg||1
Z||000009||DSSA||10-30-2002||08:31 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||I don't see where you're having fittament problems with the Mofugas units.  <P>I'm actually going back to one in the current GVR4 buildup.   I used them in the past, but then went to the TEL units.  The TEL units are cheaper, and shorter, but almost to a fault.  The thing I like about the Mofugas one is that there's a nice compromise between being short enough that the throws aren't horrible like the stock shifter, but long enough that you can get some arm torque into each throw, so effort is down a bit.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||10-30-2002||10:25 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||maybe the one i got was fubar'd, but in order to get it to clear i had to grind off a LOT of the right side of the assembly.  even then, i had to also cut away part of the shift boot, and make a small notch in the rectangular frame that holds the boot.  also, i had to modify one of the bushings, because when you torque down the main nut, the shifter didnt want to move.  i did not like the increased effort, and the height to me felt strange.  i remember my gsx had a short throw, but it was really nice, because you could rest your arm on the console and shift.  i am not the only one who has had fitment problems.  i am not trashing the unit, i am just posting my experience with the one i got.  someone on this list got it from me later.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000011||Pappy||10-30-2002||05:24 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Hmm... all I had to do was cut a little bit from the rectangular opening in the console.  And the height is slightly taller than allowing me to rest my arm on the center console.  But I can do it.  Maybe he changed his design, or I got a good flaw.<p>[This message has been edited by Pappy (edited 10-30-2002).]||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000012||Martin Chilcote||10-30-2002||07:24 PM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Pappy:<BR><B>....rest my arm on the center console.  But I can do it.....<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Maybe my arms are too short (or some of you are gorrillas) but I can't possibly shift and rest my arm on the center console in the GVR4. The Boxster S I test drove on Sat, thats a different story....||12.110.136.90||reg||1
Z||000013||galantvr4us||10-31-2002||05:37 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||There is no way for me to rest my arm on the console either.  <P>I did notice with the mofugas short shifter its harder to get in gear.<P>Katie||134.124.18.81||reg||1
Z||000014||Team Ducktape||10-31-2002||06:42 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Ken , Ken ,Ken.... Got it to work fine in my car, was it the same shifter? Same grinding and all :0 hahaha, Actually it works fine, I like it. <BR>- your becoming a shady character; selling junk on the boards again un?<BR> <P><BR>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000015||ken inn||10-31-2002||06:56 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||OH YEAH?  well, i didnt tell you i licked it, did i?  ALL OVER, TOO||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000016||Team Ducktape||10-31-2002||09:43 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I figured that much. Smelled a little funny to? Oh well got to pay to play.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000017||DookGVR4||11-04-2002||04:13 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Hello,<P>  I am relativly new to galants (i own a 98 GS-T though) and i just installed a 92 talon shifter assembly.<P> I like the shorter throw aspect of it, and it does shift nicer.<P>But it sits so low that it compressed the stock shift boot all to hell....beyond its capabilities.<P>So what i am asking is...Do any of you know of an aftermarket shift boot that will fit and look good?<P>Thanks, Dave||24.49.195.91||reg||1
Z||000018||Team Ducktape||11-04-2002||04:22 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Use the Talon shift boot, otherwise JCWhitney sells "kits" that you can make your own boots. If I remember you can get different colors also. You "may" need to make the square base, but plastic can be cut then painted for that, if you need it that is.,||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000019||DookGVR4||11-04-2002||04:55 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Thanks,<P>I just found that on page 6  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> ....Now i have to go find that car again in the j-yard <P>Why didnt i just grab it while i was there?..||24.49.195.91||reg||1
Z||000020||Team Ducktape||11-04-2002||07:22 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Make sure you tell the j-yard it's part of the shifter, or tell them you forgot a tool the last time you where there and go to the car and stuff the boot down your pants  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">, not saying junk yards ever try to rip you off, but it will cost an extra $15 around here for the shift boot...heheh||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000021||BluFalcon||11-05-2002||02:10 AM||muttski@gte.net||I look t it this way..the local Pick an Pulls charge a $1.00 to get through the gate.  If it fits in my pocket, I'm going to try and get my dollars worth.  Bolts, fastners, switches, badges etc. I paid $17 for the shifter arm from a 91 DSM.  Was I over charged?  Probably..  Did I feel bad about the switches, and assorted hardware in my pocket.  Not after being charged $17 for a $5 part.  It all works out in the end.<P>"I'm going to hell...and you're all coming with me."-Denis Leary||4.64.85.20||reg||1
Z||000022||Invader||11-05-2002||02:28 AM||jconroy@edison.edu||Is the difference between the 91-94 TEL and GVR4 shifters a result of a length change on the top portion or the bottom part of the shifter?  IE, if you cut a GVR4 shifter down so the lever was the same length on the top (as a 91-94 TEL), would it end up being a shorter throw than the TEL unit?<P>The VFAQ only lists the 91-94 and Mofugas units and not the stock GVR4 unit.  If anyone has an opportunity, I'd love to see a comparison of the 91-94 TEL and stock GVR4 shifters.||68.84.243.62||reg||1
Z||000023||Martin Chilcote||11-05-2002||09:22 AM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Invader:<BR><B>Is the difference between the 91-94 TEL and GVR4 shifters a result of a length change on the top portion or the bottom part of the shifter?  IE, if you cut a GVR4 shifter down so the lever was the same length on the top (as a 91-94 TEL), would it end up being a shorter throw than the TEL unit?<P>The VFAQ only lists the 91-94 and Mofugas units and not the stock GVR4 unit.  If anyone has an opportunity, I'd love to see a comparison of the 91-94 TEL and stock GVR4 shifters.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Extreme sells a "shortened" GVR4 shifter and throws in a stiff shift kit (machined washers) <A HREF="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.extrememotorsports.com/</A> ||208.15.97.108||reg||4
Z||000024||Invader||11-05-2002||04:02 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||Well, the reason I ask is that I cut down the stock GVR4 shifter arm.  I'm interested to find out if the bottom portions of the shifters are the same or if I should switch to a 91-94 TEL and have that cut down (I don't mind the extra effort, as long as it's a shorter throw).  If the bottom portion is longer on a TEL I'll switch...if they are the same or the GVR4 is longer I'll stick to the GVR4 shifter.||68.84.243.62||reg||1
Z||000025||howard_GVR4||11-05-2002||05:11 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Here's my 2 cents about TEL shifters in GVR4's, they are REALLY short.  I mean so short I don't like it.  I put one in and took it out the same day because I hated it so much.  I added a pivot pin on the shifter arm on the trans itself, which cut my throws in half, but the boot still fits the same and the knob is the normal height.  <P>I've driven cars with the Mofugas shifter, and I like it better than any other choice.  There's a point to where a shifter can be too short (not the throw, but the lever itself), and you can feel every notch and grind.  Not only that, you lose some leverage when the shifter is only 3" tall.  :-)||129.120.56.148||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001027.cgi
A||XN||1||mitsu13ishi||Is this a joke? or for real?||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||10-28-2002||10:57 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com|| <A HREF="http://www.spiralmax.com" TARGET=_blank>www.spiralmax.com</A>  <A HREF="http://www.turbonator.com" TARGET=_blank>www.turbonator.com</A> <P>its always in the back of car mags. <P>"$69.95 supercharge any car, 35+ Horsepower gain!!"<P><BR>||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||10-28-2002||11:27 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Oh my god.  Do you even have to ask?  <P>Maybe someone at dsmtalk can help you out.||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001028.cgi
A||||5||merikgvr4||need help for a fellow GVR4er||||5||
Z||000000||merikgvr4||10-28-2002||01:57 PM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||Good morning everyone.  I need help with a buddy's GVR4.<BR>His symptoms are the car will barely run.  It feels like it is missing and would idle erratically.  We could barely get it to run up to 3000 rpm.<BR>He has a stock 14b with RC550s, and he has an SAFC. 2.5 exhaust. Stock MAF sensor.<BR>He checked timing and it is good, I loaned him my MAF and it still runs the same.<BR>One thing I noticed is even at idle, I saw two orange bars on our stock boost meter, on his logger, I saw up to 100hz at idle.<BR>He said he replaced the caps about 6mos ago.<BR>Any tips and help is much appreciated.  Any other info that I didn't post and needed to diagnose, please feel free to ask.<BR>TIA<P>E 1351/2k||156.39.169.104||reg||5
Z||000001||1quickvr4||10-28-2002||04:13 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Sounds like a boost leak or ECU.<P><BR>Zach<BR>||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000002||merikgvr4||10-28-2002||04:33 PM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||Good suggestions.  Thanks, I'll let him know to check for boost leaks.  The ecu was one of our next steps.  I asked him to get in touch with keydiver.  Thanks again.<P>E 1351/2k||156.39.169.104||reg||1
Z||000003||BluFalcon||10-29-2002||02:14 PM||muttski@gte.net||Has he checked to make sure he's getting enough fuel?  This sounds suspiciously like  my recent woes with my GVR4.  Turns out the relay I used for my Fuel Pump rewire was on the fritz, and the pump was cycling on and off while the car was running.  It could also be a clogged fuel filter.  Good luck.||4.64.85.20||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||10-29-2002||03:20 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||he should check o2 trim and fuel trim on the logger.  max fuel trim is 139-140, means car is lean, and the ecu is trying to compensate.  100 is just right, but i like to tune to the lean side at low fuel trim, about 115-120.  your o2 trim should be cycling so that 100 is in the middle, it will be up and down, but try to get it so 100 is average.  this will rule out the injectors.  i have never used lucas injectors, and the few experiences i have had with them have all been bad.  i used to sell a LOT of bosch fuel injectors to replace lucas, bmw used lucas for a short time, then had big problems with hydro lock.  if the cars came in for service, and lucas injectors were on the car, they were quietly exchanged for bosch.  a lot of those cars made it past warranty, and then failed.  the one set i had cleaned, one shot fuel clear across the room, another shot out six tiny streams of fuel, not exactly what you would describe as misting.  people tend to just slam in the injectors if they are used, and not get them checked.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||merikgvr4||11-02-2002||10:01 PM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||Thanks for the replies everyone.  I'll check out all those suggestions.  <P>E 1351/2k||64.175.242.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001029.cgi
A||N||1||mitsu13ishi||jon, jon, jon....||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||10-28-2002||04:29 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||jon you shouldn't of closed it, i thought that supercharging idea was hilarious!!||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||DSSA||10-28-2002||10:25 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Jon, Jon, Jon...please...give us a pic of your pectoral muscles.<P>And while you're at it, is you home addy the same I have on file?  I still owe you some yooooogaling||152.163.188.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001030.cgi
A||||50||DSMotorsport||Gains from FMIC and pipes||||5||
Z||000000||DSMotorsport||10-28-2002||10:00 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||Hey guys...first post here. introducing myself:<P>Im starting to fool around with my GVR4...<BR>mods so far are<BR>2.5" turboback with high flow cat<BR>MBC, walbro 255, AFPR<BR>act2600, K&N no aircan.<BR>small 16g, 2g manifold, victory 02 housing<P>still have stock ic, pipes, and intake pipe/maf.<BR>on 93 pump and 19psi<BR>Ran last week...13.4 @ 97mph   1.70 60'<P>Im probobly going to change the Ic, pipes, intake around in the next week or so.<BR>Interested to see what people gained from the FMIC.  would like to see what others are gaining on ditching the little stock ic.<P>I have an AEM EMS that im going to use in it, along with ditching the cat, and installing the fjo wideband.  Im waiting to pass emmissions before the hardcore stuff goes on.  It's getting bad with wanting to pass parts from my racecar talon onto the gvr4 daily driver.  Love this car though.<P><BR>||65.40.195.245||reg||5
Z||000001||Ian M||10-28-2002||11:20 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| The IC and pipes will make a huge difference. Off boost driveability is even much better. The piping and IC on these cars are worse than the TELs,epescially the oil cooler we have for a IC. Even a budget ghetto Starquest and some bigger pipes make a big difference.<P> The only direct ET comparison (as in nothing else changed but the IC setup,and went to the track in both configurations),and not just riding/driving impressions that I have from personal experince is a freinds GVR4. He,at the time was running the stock unported 14b and stock 1g manifold,3" exhaust,and a Grainger valve. The car went 13.80s @96mph with the stock IC setup. He fabbed a modded Starquest with 2 1/4 pipes,and ran 13.42@99 the next time out.<P> Jon,the moderator of this board,picked up something like 7 mph with a similar setup on a small 16g car,you might be able to do a search and find the post,or possibly he will chime in.<P> A nice Spearco/Griffen setup would work even better if budget allows..<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 10-28-2002).]||129.71.114.83||reg||1
Z||000002||DSMotorsport||10-28-2002||11:41 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||Well money is not a huge object..I would prefer to not have to hack the crap out of my gvr4.  I also need to be able to use it with stock maf if I have to use the stock ecu in event of AEM problems.  AC has to stay in, as does PS.  Definatly want side/side spearco core.<P>Goal is a 12.0 116mph everyday car.<P>||65.40.195.245||reg||1
Z||000003||Ant||10-29-2002||07:42 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Nate,<P>I felt a big difference going from the stock IC to my Supra sidemount.  If you don't want to hack then there is no way the supra IC would fit.  FMIC is def the better solution if you have the money for it.<P>Stop stealing parts off the race car !!!!!||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-29-2002||08:53 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Are you talking about a GVR4 or a TEL, Ant?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||Doug Thomas||10-29-2002||09:14 AM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Nate,<P>Galants have gone as fast 12.9 with the stock intercooler and a 14B. So you will pick up ET and MPH with a better I/C and pipessetup. How is the learning curve with AEM EMS?<P>Doug<P>||12.10.219.30||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||10-29-2002||09:41 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Who was talking to Nate? Did I miss something?||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000007||Doug Thomas||10-29-2002||09:45 AM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>Who was talking to Nate? Did I miss something?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>DSMotorsport is Nate Crisman<p>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 10-29-2002).]||12.10.219.30||reg||1
Z||000008||daviddilts||10-29-2002||10:24 AM||dsmdave@prodigy.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR><B>Nate,<P>Galants have gone as fast 12.9 with the stock intercooler and a 14B. So you will pick up ET and MPH with a better I/C and pipessetup.Doug</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE> <P>Good point doug. <P>nate, I went 13.6 @ 103 with crap starquest and jc whitney pipes (no cutting to fit either).<P>I hope with the 4bolt lsd in the car now i can work on some faster 60's.<P>Can anyone help me with the sizes of the plugs to block off the PS to the back of the car, Or if anyone still sell the block off kits? <P>||65.59.108.215||reg||1
Z||000009||Ant||10-29-2002||12:09 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B>Are you talking about a GVR4 or a TEL, Ant?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>GVR4<BR>I've had it on for a couple of months now.<P>Ant<P><BR>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR4458||10-29-2002||02:35 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I have the AMS kit on my car.  No track time (ever), but it drastically improved hp and torque on the dyno (remember that results may vary).  I wrote a "review" and there is a nice long discussion on this board.<BR>The thing this kit does better than the rest of the kits available is leaving the rest of the car where it was (no cutting, moving, etc.)  If this is a key concern, consider the AMS kit.  If you don't mind a longer installation and moving and cutting, there are several (okay, like 3 or 4) kits available.<P>Expect to spend about $1000 for a "kit".  There are several people who have put their own together for less money.  If you do some searches, you may find some other options in this forum.<P>regardless of the route you choose (custom, kit, ghetto, etc.) you will notice the difference.  This is definitely some of the best spent money on the car.  <P>EH||57.68.12.102||reg||1
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||10-29-2002||03:23 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ant:<BR><B> GVR4<BR>I've had it on for a couple of months now.<P>Ant<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Where did you put it?  Is it still a SMIC, in the fender ala TEL's?  Or did you mount it up front?  Just curious, as it's a fairly common upgrade for TEL's but I've never heard of anyone putting one on a GVR4 before...  What are the dimensions?  Side to side, or top to bottom?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000012||DSMotorsport||10-29-2002||09:46 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||I have checked out the supra sidemount, and honestly I would rather spend some dough and not have to chop up my semi-rare car.  I already have one car (talon) that's cut/chopped up already, and is unsuitable for everyday use.<P>I did look at the AMS kit <BR>also looked at RRE's kit (don't want 221)<P>Im torn on the pipe routing.<BR>half of me wants to get the stock radiator cut down an inch or so on each side and use one of my 1G DSM kits that I have on the shelf in my shop.<P>other half of me wants to keep it normal, and just buy bolt on AMS or RRE pipe set, and spec out my own spearco.||65.40.239.170||reg||1
Z||000013||DSMotorsport||10-29-2002||09:48 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||Hey doug....your car still have IC?  That's on sticking point..Ic has to stay.<P>what is the setup for Ic on your car...can tell from pics on jeff's site that your still using the "over the exh manifold" route.  how do your pipes go from there, and how much cutting was involved?||65.40.239.170||reg||1
Z||000014||Ant||10-30-2002||07:49 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B> Where did you put it?  Is it still a SMIC, in the fender ala TEL's?  Or did you mount it up front?  Just curious, as it's a fairly common upgrade for TEL's but I've never heard of anyone putting one on a GVR4 before...  What are the dimensions?  Side to side, or top to bottom?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>It is located below the stock battery location.  I tried to fit it as a frount mount but thats nearly impossible unless you remove the AC condensor.  If I recall the dimensions were 13x11x6 ? It's big, bigger then two stock 1g DSM IC's.  However the cutting involved to get it to fit is simply NOT worth it.  If you can get it to fit up front then it's worth it, but not on the side.<P>Ant<P><BR>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305[/B][/QUOTE]<P>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000015||Doug Thomas||10-30-2002||09:28 AM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSMotorsport:<BR><B>Hey doug....your car still have IC?  That's on sticking point..Ic has to stay.<P>what is the setup for Ic on your car...can tell from pics on jeff's site that your still using the "over the exh manifold" route.  how do your pipes go from there, and how much cutting was involved?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>My car still has AC. The car has a shortened radiator and the intercooler pipe is routed next to the radiator from the throttle body. The bumper was cut enough to accommodate the intercooler. All the foam and a lot the bumper is still there. <P>I�ve seen a forum member here with the same intercooler pipe routing with a stock radiator, so it can be done with the stock size radiator as well.<P>||12.10.219.27||reg||1
Z||000016||howard_GVR4||10-30-2002||09:58 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR><B> My car still has AC. The car has a shortened radiator and the intercooler pipe is routed next to the radiator from the throttle body. The bumper was cut enough to accommodate the intercooler. All the foam and a lot the bumper is still there. <P>I�ve seen a forum member here with the same intercooler pipe routing with a stock radiator, so it can be done with the stock size radiator as well.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That may have been me.  I built my kit with the 2.5" pipes also routed over the manifold (so easy), past the radiator, and then returning the short route up between the radiator and the headlight.  I have a stock radiator, and about half the stock bumper support remaining.  The gains with the 2-120 core and 2.5" pipes were pretty awesome, even when I had the 14b.  <P>Edit - Nate Crisman, I'm pretty sure I got one of the couplers I needed to make my kit from you.  :-)<p>[This message has been edited by howard_GVR4 (edited 10-30-2002).]||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000017||number3||10-30-2002||04:57 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I have 3" IC pipes with AC, Stock Radiator, and the IC pipe runs under the manifold, Along the front subframe support.<P>I have very little bumper and I had the AC line cut and rewelded to fit the routing I wanted. I did have to massage the stock rad alittle but not a real big deal.<P>You can see the picture on this site.<P>Harry<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000018||daviddilts||10-30-2002||05:14 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Can anyone help me with the sizes of the plugs to block off the PS to the back of the car, Or if anyone still sell the block off kits? <BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Anyone?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> <BR>||65.59.96.206||reg||9
Z||000019||Compressed||10-30-2002||05:21 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by daviddilts:<BR><B> Anyone?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>oil pan drain plugs, from <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum3/HTML/001103.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum3/HTML/001103.html</A> ||216.126.177.55||reg||1
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||10-30-2002||05:34 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||What fittings do these plugs fit into?  The ones on the rack itself?  My "blockoff" on the resevoir is leaking, do you know if the plugs would fit into those?  I don't have my car w/me, but I seem to remember those fittings on the reservoir being smaller than an oil drain plug...  Also, when blocking off those two fittings that fed the rear lines, does the fluid still have to circulate?  The 4WS was already removed when I bought the car, and there was a short hose on the reservoir that fed one fitting back into the other, but it leaks bad.  I just want to plug both up, but is this bad?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000022||daviddilts||10-30-2002||06:05 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Compressed:<BR><B> oil pan drain plugs, from <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum3/HTML/001103.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum3/HTML/001103.html</A> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>SWEET JESUS,<BR>Time to put the PS pump belt back on.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> <BR>Thanks guys!!!!||65.59.96.206||reg||1
Z||000023||number3||10-30-2002||06:58 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Get a reservoir from a DSM and your leak will be gone and your fluid level gauge will be correct again.<P>.10 a dozen in a junkyard.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000024||Martin Chilcote||10-30-2002||07:28 PM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by daviddilts:<BR><B> quote:<BR>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<BR>Can anyone help me with the sizes of the plugs to block off the PS to the back of the car, Or if anyone still sell the block off kits? <P>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<P>Anyone?  <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>How does this relate to intercoolers and piping ??????<BR>||12.110.136.90||reg||1
Z||000025||theymightbegalants||10-30-2002||11:26 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Get a reservoir from a DSM and your leak will be gone and your fluid level gauge will be correct again.<P>.10 a dozen in a junkyard.<P>Harry</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Gauge?  Do you mean the dipstick thing?  I don't have a steering fluid gauge on MY dash... just an idiot light.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000026||theymightbegalants||10-30-2002||11:27 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>Didn't Nate P. just post that an oil pan drain plug was the right size?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, but he didn't specify which fitting that plug fit into, which is what I was trying to determine.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<p>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 10-30-2002).]||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000027||daviddilts||10-31-2002||11:19 AM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||From the back look at the four lines go to the front of the car, two go to the driver side ,they are the return lines. The other two (I Think) go in to the front rack, feed lines.<P>My guess is that you plug the feed line and get the new ps reservoir which will not have the one return lines that you don't need any more.<P>Please, correct me if I�m wrong.<P><BR><p>[This message has been edited by daviddilts (edited 10-31-2002).]||63.208.115.15||reg||1
Z||000028||bob in chicago||10-31-2002||02:04 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I wish people would sart by doing a search.  Here's one post you'd find: <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000851.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000851.html</A> ||24.148.88.85||reg||1
Z||000029||daviddilts||10-31-2002||02:59 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||Well Sooorrrrrrrrryyyyyy BOB!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> <P>I did Do a Search: 4ws block off,4 bolt install.<P>Just didn't look for "BOB's 4WS Removal Post".<P><BR>Just playing Bob, Thanks for the reply||65.59.104.208||reg||1
Z||000030||4g63t||10-31-2002||09:10 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||You can remove the lines that go to the reservoir, you'll see those. Of the other two lines, one plugs directly into the front rack. Remove the line and put in an oil drain plug (hope you have a 14mm crows foot). The remaining line parallels the rack until it plugs into a tee. Unscrew it from the tee and insert the other drain plug. Don't try to loop the lines, it will lock the rack  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  <p>[This message has been edited by 4g63t (edited 10-31-2002).]||65.129.80.98||reg||1
Z||000031||Compressed||11-01-2002||12:41 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||:On topic:<BR>Back to the IC debate.  I'm interested in a kit as well, as I dont have the time to do any custom work to get an IC on.  I dont mind doing some cutting, and I've been comtemplating moving the battery and doing a dejon intake so pipe routing is flexible.  <P>From what I understand it is possible to have an IC that is too big for a turbo.  Meaning a smaller turbo (14b) matched with a skyline ic core, this would result in lots of lag and would kill response.  Considering that, I think the biggest turbo I'll be going with any time soon will be a big 16g, as this is my daily driver.<P>Of the kits below what would be best suited to a moderately modified vr4 (Big16g, 3" turbo back, ported head, manifold and O2, 550's, safc, logger, dejon intake)?<BR>1.)  RRE w/ Griffin IC.<BR>   -I know alot of people have these pipes.  I've heard conflicting advice about the Griffin core though.  Is it any good?<BR>2.)  AMS kit. <BR>   -Only heard good things.  Is the IC core too small for big boost or big turbos w/ big boost?  Little worried about that.<BR>3.)  Nocturnal Motorsports kit.<BR>   -Looks nice.  The core is frickin huge and looks very mean.  Rumors I've heard about the company reduce my confidence in them though.  Please dispel if untrue.<BR>4.)  Any others???<P>Thanks||216.126.177.78||reg||1
Z||000032||howard_GVR4||11-01-2002||01:22 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Compressed:<BR><B>:On topic:<BR>Back to the IC debate.  I'm interested in a kit as well, as I dont have the time to do any custom work to get an IC on.  I dont mind doing some cutting, and I've been comtemplating moving the battery and doing a dejon intake so pipe routing is flexible.  <P>From what I understand it is possible to have an IC that is too big for a turbo.  Meaning a smaller turbo (14b) matched with a skyline ic core, this would result in lots of lag and would kill response.  Considering that, I think the biggest turbo I'll be going with any time soon will be a big 16g, as this is my daily driver.<P>Of the kits below what would be best suited to a moderately modified vr4 (Big16g, 3" turbo back, ported head, manifold and O2, 550's, safc, logger, dejon intake)?<BR>1.)  RRE w/ Griffin IC.<BR>   -I know alot of people have these pipes.  I've heard conflicting advice about the Griffin core though.  Is it any good?<BR>2.)  AMS kit. <BR>   -Only heard good things.  Is the IC core too small for big boost or big turbos w/ big boost?  Little worried about that.<BR>3.)  Nocturnal Motorsports kit.<BR>   -Looks nice.  The core is frickin huge and looks very mean.  Rumors I've heard about the company reduce my confidence in them though.  Please dispel if untrue.<BR>4.)  Any others???<P>Thanks</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>First off, forget what people are saying about big intercoolers and piping increasing lag.  I can tell you that my 14b with a 2-120 spearco, and 2.5" piping actually spooled faster or just as fast as it did on the stock IC and piping.  Response is *better*, and now with my FP turbo lag is still not really worse.  <P>IMHO, the 2-120 and 2-178 cores that Doug and Nate and I have/are using are my personal preference, and the Skyline Apex core sounds good too.  I don't like the fitment of the RRE Griffin or AMS setups, and both have smaller piping than I really wanted.  I liked the piping and routing that Doug, Harry, and John L. all had with their spearco cores.  <P>I considered the Nocturnal kit, but I didn't really want to spend the money on a huge ass 2-216 right now, and I knew it would be easier to fit the 2-120 with some bumper support remaining. ||129.120.44.214||reg||1
Z||000033||GVR4458||11-01-2002||04:28 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I have the AMS kit running 20 psi on a proted 16G.  Does fine.  I think bigger coolers MAY have some pressure drop issues.  If I recall, there was one hell of a long thread about pressure drop on here or the yahoo gvr4list - not to be mistaken with the GVR4 yahoogroup (although topics are the same).||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000034||number3||11-01-2002||05:20 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B> Gauge?  Do you mean the dipstick thing?  <BR>idiot light.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Of course.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000035||Louters91GVR4||11-06-2002||04:44 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||my friend adam has a eclipse that runs 12.3's and one of the best things he did was hard piping for his ic. he has hardly no blow by. that alone might get you close to that all powerful 12 second mark. good luck.<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||14
Z||000036||howard_GVR4||11-06-2002||06:21 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<BR><B>my friend adam has a eclipse that runs 12.3's and one of the best things he did was hard piping for his ic. he has hardly no blow by. that alone might get you close to that all powerful 12 second mark. good luck.<P>-tom</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>What does IC piping have to do with blow-by???||129.120.56.148||reg||1
Z||000037||theymightbegalants||11-06-2002||07:45 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B> What does IC piping have to do with blow-by???</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>My thoughts exactly.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000038||DookGVR4||11-08-2002||07:34 AM||dook@adelphia.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B><BR>I considered the Nocturnal kit, but I didn't really want to spend the money on a huge ass 2-216 right now, and I knew it would be easier to fit the 2-120 with some bumper support remaining. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Do you have a link regarding the nocturnal setup?...<P>Thanks, Dave<BR>||24.49.195.91||reg||1
Z||000039||Compressed||11-08-2002||12:37 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DookGVR4:<BR><B> <BR>Do you have a link regarding the nocturnal setup?...<P>Thanks, Dave</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <A HREF="http://www.nocturnalmotorsports.com/intercoolers/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.nocturnalmotorsports.com/intercoolers/</A> <P>who's yer daddy big.  <BR>This seems to be the only kit that comes with 2.5 piping.  Anyone know of other vendors that sell 2.5 piping kits?<P>||64.24.106.166||reg||1
Z||000040||howard_GVR4||11-08-2002||01:28 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Compressed:<BR><B> [QUOTE]Originally posted by DookGVR4:<BR>[b] <BR>Do you have a link regarding the nocturnal setup?...<P>Thanks, Dave</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <A HREF="http://www.nocturnalmotorsports.com/intercoolers/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.nocturnalmotorsports.com/intercoolers/</A> <P>who's yer daddy big.  <BR>This seems to be the only kit that comes with 2.5 piping.  Anyone know of other vendors that sell 2.5 piping kits?<P>[/B][/QUOTE]<P>AFAIK, there are no other vendors that sell a GVR4 kit with 2.5" piping.  I'm not sure if the Nocturnal kit goes over the exh manifold or under it.  I tend to believe it goes down low, since you have the option to buy a J-pipe with it.  <P>||129.120.44.216||reg||1
Z||000041||Kibo||11-09-2002||09:07 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||I have the Nocturnal FMIC...more or less.  The core is a Griffin core (no longer offered) that's a bit thinner than the Spearco, and the endtanks are unfortunately rectangular--this was one of their early attempts, apparently (bought from a GVR4list member).<P>I bought the 2.5" SS piping from Shannon directly--I don't believe he's associated with Nocturnal MS anymore?  I waited about 6 months for the piping, largely because I ordered a J-pipe as well.  In the end, I asked him to ship the piping without the J-pipe so I could make the last test&tune for the year.  The upper IC pipe was very poorly welded at both the TB flange and the BOV flange (which was very visibly warped)--but after talking to Shannon on the phone, he shipped me a new pipe that looks *much* better.<P>To fit the core, the entire middle section of the metal bumper was removed, except for the top.<P>Fitting the piping was much more of a problem.  Although the piping is intended to be run down low (20G-style), it simply would not fit between the side of my radiator (Fluidyne, if that matters) and the A/C piping.  So, instead I had to get creative with the piping in order to route it over the manifold--which necessitated buying some additional 90-degree silicone couplers, a 45-degree coupler, a reducer, and a 45-degree 2.5" mandrel bend.  I did not end up using one of the 90-degree mandrel bends that Shannon sent me.  The sheetmetal behind the headlights on both sides had to be cut for the piping to fit--but it comes out looking very clean, and the headlights keep the remaining structure stiff.<P>Wish I had a digital camera to take a picture...I was very happy with the way it all turned out.  I wouldn't mind showing off the polished piping, either, considering how long it took...    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Performance-wise, the throttle response is now instantaneous--so much so, that it's hard not to build boost with the stock (ported) 14b.  This effect was slightly lessened after I fixed some small boost leaks.  On the dyno, my boost hit the set mark of 18psi around 3500rpm (very low compression, and we're a mile high here in Denver), then taper off starting at 5000rpm down to 15psi at 6550rpm.<P>Butt-o-meter says it rocks; dyno says 279.3whp (SAE corrected); 1/4 mile says 13.8@100 (1.88 60', prior to 30whp gain on the dyno).<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<P>(edited for spelling...d'oh!)<p>[This message has been edited by Kibo (edited 11-09-2002).]||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000042||DookGVR4||11-10-2002||08:38 PM||dook@adelphia.net||So you think they have corrected their quality control?<P>It seems like you enjoy the kit but you are just making awareness of the fact the install is not peaches and cream.....||24.49.195.91||reg||1
Z||000043||Kibo||11-11-2002||04:32 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Yes, that's true--I was unsatisfied with the first pipe that Shannon sent me, but he made good with the second one.  He told me that the first pipe was welded by someone other than himself, and it was shipped without him seeing it first.  I'd buy that.<P>Honestly, it's not the prettiest set of pipes.  Shannon certainly values function over form (he said so himself).  I wanted both, hence the elbow grease.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  None of the piping edges were finished (as in, very sharp and still had metal hanging from the cutting), and all of the pipes had all sorts of shmeg in them.  The BOV flange was warped on both of the upper pipes I was sent, so I had to machine it flat.  I didn't really like the way that the flange is mounted, and the inside isn't very good for flow.  The pipe is smashed, a hole drilled in the flattish section, and then the flange is welded externally to the pipe.  I had to spend some time cleaning up the inside edge--there's a gap between the pipe and the flange, and no inner weld to seal it.  No leaks, though.<P>Also, I couldn't figure out a way to fit the piping down low as intended without some serious hacking and/or removal of the A/C.  I'm not completely against hacking, but there was some serious stuff in the way and a Sawzall isn't exactly a delicate tool...<P>You *could* put together a similar kit by buying mandrel bends yourself and cutting them to size.  The most difficult pipe to make is the one that attaches to the TB and has the BOV flange on it.  I was sent used (not new) reinforced rubber couplers because that's all Shannon had around; the 45-degree coupler he sent was a 90-degree cut in half.  As a result, I ended up spending about $200 at the local vendor for silicone couplers because I needed the car running for the last track day (would've been about $40 cheaper had I ordered them online).<P>So...I am not upset with Shannon or the product, but it could have been done much more cheaply and timely had I pursued other options (he had my money since March, but I told him I wasn't in a rush).  Lesson learned, I suppose.<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000044||howard_GVR4||11-11-2002||07:21 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I found that the BOV pipe before the throttle body was the cheapest and easiest part for me to make.  Auto-zone 2.5" exhaust straight pipe, BOV flange with stubby pipe (way easier than welding flange right onto IC pipe), and it connects to the TB elbow with a silicone coupler.  <P>Kibo, is yours one piece or something?||4.47.84.188||reg||1
Z||000045||DookGVR4||11-11-2002||08:10 PM||dook@adelphia.net||What spearco core are they using in the kit?||24.49.195.91||reg||1
Z||000046||Invader||11-11-2002||11:21 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||Anyone know how to get ahold of Shannon?  I recently tried his email address -&gt; kycshann@kyol.net, but haven't heard anything back?||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000047||blacksheep||11-14-2002||10:35 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||dookgvr4 - shannon uses a 2-216 core<BR>He may take a few days to reply - very busy guy!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000048||DookGVR4||11-16-2002||05:18 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Thanks blacksheep,<P> A DSM buddy of mine gave me a link to another message board alerting me to some negativity regarding this shop...or the people that own/work in it.<P>I dont want to discuss it hear because i dont know if there is any truth to it...But i wanted to know if you guys have any problems with dealing with them?<P>Please feel free to PM me....<P>Thanks,Dave||24.49.195.41||reg||1
Z||000049||Kibo||11-17-2002||03:43 AM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B>Kibo, is yours one piece or something?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Oops, sorry for the delay--I hate it when work gets in the way of fun!    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  If by "one piece" you mean that the throttle body is attached to the pipe with the BOV; then yes, it's one piece.  I agree that attaching the BOV flange with a small stub of pipe is the way to go.  The method that Shannon uses requires flattening of the pipe and results in some rough inner edges--none of which is conducive to flow.  Perhaps I'm just being picky here, but evey little bit counts IMHO...<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Kibo (edited 11-17-2002).]||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000050||howard_GVR4||11-18-2002||09:56 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Kibo, sounds like it's time to bust out the hacksaw and make that a 2-piece pipe.  :-)<P>I would think the pipe flattening way is harder, the stubby way was pretty easy.  I contoured the stubby end to match the outer pipe shape, then I had it TIG  welded onto the pipe, then I bored out the BOV hole. ||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000051||Kibo||11-23-2002||12:09 AM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B>I would think the pipe flattening way is harder, the stubby way was pretty easy.  I contoured the stubby end to match the outer pipe shape, then I had it TIG  welded onto the pipe, then I bored out the BOV hole. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE>Agreed, that's the way to go.  I think flattening the pipe is just lazier...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  &lt;sigh&gt;  Maybe someday I'll be fast enough to actually have to worry about it being a flow restriction!<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR>||209.254.34.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001031.cgi
A||||7||#1459 VR-4||Heater Switch||||1||
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||10-29-2002||06:14 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||My heater only comes on when it is on the highest setting, the other 3 speeds aren't working.  The blower obviously still works so what could be wrong, the switch itself being broken?  Any help would be appreciated...<p>[This message has been edited by #1459 VR-4 (edited 10-29-2002).]||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||10-29-2002||06:30 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||it is your blower speed resistor, right in the blower housing.  remove the glovebox, and you can easily get at it.  part number is mb439839, list price is 17.02.  most countries have laws that when the system fails, it MUST go into a certain default mode.  in this case, the blower stays on high(12 volts, the resistor cuts voltage to the motor to make it go slower)||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||#1459 VR-4||10-29-2002||07:14 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Wow, great information.... even had the part number and price!  Thank-you.<P>*edit*: I was wondering what you meant by when the system fails?<p>[This message has been edited by #1459 VR-4 (edited 10-29-2002).]||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||10-30-2002||11:30 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||When you put your fan selector on the highest setting, it is bypassing the resistor completely. When a resistor fails, it usually opens, so no electricity can flow through it. I think thats what Ken meant by "when the system fails".<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000004||Scott Y||10-30-2002||02:57 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||So then, if the lowest speed setting doesn't work but the other ones do, same problem? The lowest fan speed has never worked in our car.<P>thanks.||63.117.253.195||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||10-30-2002||03:48 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yup.  these resistors get really hot, and when you pull out the old one, it will be all crumbled.  they all HAVE to be in the blower housing, so they get cool air or they will fail.  the bmw E38 7 series has a function where if the car is started, and the hood opens, the fresh air flaps close, and NO air cools this final stage resistor, and they burn up.  so guess what happens when they come in for service.  AND, in the bmw, the WHOLE DASH has to come off.  it's like 15 hours labor.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||10-31-2002||09:58 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Yes, the resistor has 3 sections: LOW, MEDIUM LOW, and MEDIUM HIGH. If you lose any combination of these settings, yet the fan works fine on HIGH, the resistor is your likely suspect.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000 ||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000007||turboflanagan||10-31-2002||08:36 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>  AND, in the bmw, the WHOLE DASH has to come off.  it's like 15 hours labor.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Boy, this sounds too much like Chrysler design.  Only it takes 15 hours and they pay you 3.4 to do it.  Gee thanks!<BR><p>[This message has been edited by turboflanagan (edited 10-31-2002).]||64.63.209.163||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001032.cgi
A||||5||GVR4-COOL||Good buy??||||7||
Z||000000||GVR4-COOL||10-29-2002||10:00 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||A clean 92 GVR4 with below 60k miles for $4700.  Is that a good buy?  The car is absolutely clean, no scratches, no accident, first owner.||66.75.182.2||reg||7
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-29-2002||10:10 PM||||No, thats a crappy buy.  Can you give me the number of the owner?||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||04DrBlur||10-29-2002||10:11 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  your crazy if you give up that number...  Especially for such low miles.||67.39.145.75||reg||1
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||10-29-2002||10:24 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||what's the number???||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR4-COOL||10-29-2002||10:54 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||hehee... i think so too...  the number is 1-800-hot-girl.||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4-COOL||10-30-2002||12:15 AM||whteo1@yahoo.com||hehee... i think so too...  the number is 1-800-hot-girl.||66.75.182.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001033.cgi
A||N||0||turbo||bad rings or not? please reply ||||1||
Z||000000||turbo||10-30-2002||03:07 AM||donnlu143@aol.com|| I just recently had my head taken to fix two bent valves. After putting everything back together i went to turn my car on and it didn't start. I did compression test and it was bad. Pistons 1,2, and,3 came out to the same compression of "100". The number 4 piston didn't have any compression. I know its not a bent valve because i just had the head rebuilt,new head gasket, and i did my timing right. What are the symptons of bad rings? Thats what i'm guessing it is. Has anyone ever heard of not having any compression and why?<P>||205.188.209.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001034.cgi
A||N||2||turbo||cylinder head ? please reply ||||1||
Z||000000||turbo||10-30-2002||03:10 AM||donnlu143@aol.com|| I had my cylinder head off my car because i had to change two bent valves that i had. I took it to a machine shop and waited so i could watch him change the valves and check for more bent valves. When he was done with the head he aligned the camshaft and gave me back the head. I turned it over to see how the valve sits when the camshaft was aligned and i noticed that the number 4 cylinder valves weren't closed completely. I was confussed because when you set the car on TDC the number one piston and number 4 piston is up. I had him check for more bent valves and he said that the head was percfect and he guessed thats the way it is because of the firing order. Has anyone else noticed this? Should all the number 4 valves be closed as well as the number 1 valves?<P>||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||turboflanagan||10-30-2002||08:52 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||No, only on TDC for the compression stroke do you want all your valves for that cylinder closed.  Only one cylinder fires at a time, therefore, you only want valves for one cylinder closed all at the same time.  All the others will be sucking and/or blowing to different degrees based on which stroke of the 4 cycles that cylinder is on.||64.63.208.135||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||10-31-2002||09:51 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbo:<BR><B>  I turned it over to see how the valve sits when the camshaft was aligned and i noticed that the number 4 cylinder valves weren't closed completely. <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Do they ever close? If you turned the cams 180 degrees, were they closed then? If not, this could have A LOT to do with the fact you can't build compression in that cylinder. A bad lifter (HLA) maybe? I don't know what else could throw the geometry off like that.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001035.cgi
A||||8||Ryan136||Car skips, missfires after 20 min of driving..||||1||
Z||000000||Ryan136||10-30-2002||08:03 AM||||In the last week that ive been driving the car once the car is driven for more than 20 min. the car starts to skip, like its not firing on all cylenders. The engine light comes on and it starts to run really rough. Though one time it didnt do it so I have no idea what it is. Something in the igniton is my guess. The car just had a tune up, pcv, fuel filter and ngk plugs and wires with 67k on it.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||10-30-2002||09:24 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Your best bet is to try to read the CE code. Hopefully the ECU has stored an error code that will make it easier to track down the problem. <A HREF="http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||10-30-2002||10:41 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Code 44! ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||Ryan136||10-30-2002||05:37 PM||||my friend said it was most likely the coil||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||turbogalant||10-31-2002||01:04 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Huh had an ignition prob soon after a tune-up sounds like a case of crappy wires. open the hood when it's dark out look for any arcing. Also did you check the ecu caps?<p>[This message has been edited by turbogalant (edited 10-31-2002).]||63.184.40.236||reg||1
Z||000005||JonGVR4||10-31-2002||07:41 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ryan136:<BR><B>my friend said it was most likely the coil</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Check the code but it is most likely code 44.  That could mean you have a problem with the coil (very unlikely), spark plug wires, spark plugs, power transistor, the ECU, or possibly the crank angle sensor. <P>Fun stuff.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||10-31-2002||10:26 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||and tell us, did you recently wash the motor?||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||10-31-2002||02:17 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Also, if you have done any rewiring of the ECU, check your connections. I soldered all my S-AFC connections, but I take ECU's in and out of my car so often that the electrical tape falls off sometimes and some of the wires will short to each other, and usually throws a 44 code too.<BR>Also, make sure none of the wires were damaged during installation, which could make it easier for them to arc over.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000008||Ryan136||10-31-2002||10:41 PM||||Car is for sale on this site.||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001036.cgi
A||||6||#1459 VR-4||White Face Gauges||||5||
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||10-30-2002||10:31 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Does anyone have white faces over their stock gauges?  If so were you able to match the look with other aftermarket gauges.  I geuss what I'm trying to say are their any close matches between white guage faces and aftermarket gauges, to keep the look uniform...||24.147.242.56||reg||5
Z||000001||turbowop||10-30-2002||11:17 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I was planning on getting silver overlays to match my Autometer Ultra Lite series gauges. Importintelligence.com says that their metal flake silver color is spot on with the Autometer silver although I don't know for sure yet since I haven't ordered them. At $30 it's worth a try.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||10-31-2002||12:35 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I have the white face overlays. It's pure white and seems it would match the autometer, greddy, hks, etc. white face aftermarket guages. I have an additional set, if you want, make me an offer. ||12.81.124.95||reg||10
Z||000003||#1459 VR-4||10-31-2002||12:55 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||The car came with a set installed and an extra set (both white face), but they really are pretty low quality and I have been unable to find any gauges that would match the color.  The ones from importintelligence look much better and seem like they would be easy to match.  I was kind of hopeing for a company that made gauges also makes the white face overlays so that even the numbers and everything would match up, like it came from the factory like that, but thanks for the help...||130.111.129.53||reg||1
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||10-31-2002||03:51 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<BR><B>I have the white face overlays. It's pure white and seems it would match the autometer, greddy, hks, etc. white face aftermarket guages. I have an additional set, if you want, make me an offer. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Do you have a picture or a link to what they look like?||63.146.62.141||reg||5
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||10-31-2002||05:10 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Here's a good link someone posted a month or two ago.  I haven't installed mine yet, but it looks like it might be a p.i.t.a.  <P> <A HREF="http://www.ppg.trends.ca/vfaq_galant.htm" TARGET=_blank>www.ppg.trends.ca/vfaq_galant.htm</A> ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||11-01-2002||12:18 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||It looks similar to that...but the guages are an overlay and not a replacement. If you're concerned about the color, it's a glossy white just the like the pics. ||12.81.125.58||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001037.cgi
A||||17||Jon22B||Which ECU?||||1||
Z||000000||Jon22B||10-31-2002||07:48 AM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||Hi everyone. I'm new to the board and I need help bad. I have a MY92 132/1000 and I need a new ECU. On actionsalvage.com they list couple that seems like it could be used for the '92, so which is right for mine:<P>MD15 5810 Mitsubishi Galant 2.0 DOHC/Turbo<BR>MD16 5810 Mitsubishi Galant 2.0 1991 DOHC/Turbo)<BR>MD17 2575 Mitsubishi Galant 2.0 DOHC/Turbo<P>Any and all help is greatly appreciated and I did try to do a search but maybe missed it in my haste. I kinda need this info fast coz I took it into the dealer for no iding and they quoted me $750 to rebuild my current ECU. They said that it was broken and that they couldn't pull any code from the ECU but they also said that the IAC is faulty but do you think it's just the ECU?<BR> <BR>EDIT: thought that the first and second ECU part # were same.  <p>[This message has been edited by Jon22B (edited 10-31-2002).]||128.38.74.185||reg||1
Z||000001||Jon22B||10-31-2002||08:07 AM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||Just to introduce myself better I'm Jon, the GVR4 is my second car which I bought coz I had boost-envy =P. My first car is a MY00 2.5 RS. I wanted to see what it's like to have a turbo AWD, and a very exclusive one at that.||128.38.74.185||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||10-31-2002||09:40 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||MD165810 is the correct number for a Federal GVR-4 ECU. If your only problem is idling, there's a good chance you just have capacitor leakage. One of the most common problems I run into is the one ISC (Idle Step Controller) trace is right under the 47 uF capacitor, and when it leaks it eats that trace. I fix GVR-4 ECU's for FREE, and replace the caps.<BR>LMK and welcome,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||10-31-2002||10:33 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||you(ka-CHING, ka-CHING-sound of cash register) took it to the(ka-CHING, ka-CHING) DEALER?  you should consider either 1.  doing it yourself(best by far, and you can get lots of help), 2.  taking it to an independent(ka-ching, ka-ching-smaller cash register), and you have to be careful here, too.  or, 3. get rid of the car.  with this old of a car, the dealer has VERY LITTLE experience with it, most have probably never even SEEN a galant vr4, and, like in this case, they will start throwing parts at it, and you will pay them to learn about this car.  and, the dealer learning curve is STEEP.  bottom line is, if you cant do a lot of the work yourself, it will eat money.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||Jon22B||10-31-2002||10:55 AM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||yes......i now know. I am pretty proficient mechanically, it's just that my reasoning was that it'd be better to take it to the dealer coz I figured they'd know more about it than a small independant shop. Also I've been pretty busy, and been raining past couple of days and I wanted to get it fixed so I can do emissions to renew my registration before Nov, which I won't be able to do anyway now...<P>Consider it a hard earned lesson. But considering how I don't even have the time to mod it I might sell it.<P>BTW: I called the dealer and he said the ECU was shipped out already to get it re-built. KA-CHING KA-CHING no doubt. Thanks for the offer Keydiver.||128.38.74.185||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||10-31-2002||02:13 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||There is NO WAY IN H$%&^ I would pay $750 to have my ECU rebuilt. The going price is more in the $300 range, I believe. You were kidding, right???? I have spare ones I could loan you, but don't just bend over and take such a screwin'!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||10-31-2002||02:57 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yah, they are probably sending it to jeff to repair, anyway.  heck, just call the dealer and tell them to call the place and send it back.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000007||SPEEDFIEND||10-31-2002||02:59 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Tell the dealer that you want it shipped back as soon as it gets there.  I'd rather pay for shipping both ways than $750 for a rebuild.  Also keydriver I was wondering if you might want to rebuild the ECU's for my two VR4's.  I was going to atempt this myself but I don't trust my soldering skills.  I'd gladly pay you for parts and labor.  Thanks, Kris||206.214.57.219||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||11-01-2002||10:24 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Sure. Replacing the caps is just part of the job. Knowing where to find all the hidden acid thats been leaking, or all the possibly damaged copper traces, thats the hard part. After all of the GVR-4 ECU's I've repaired, I think I'm getting pretty good at knowing most of the problems to look for.<BR>LMK,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000009||iceman69510||11-01-2002||01:21 PM||||Keydiver,<P>My spare has had the caps replaced, but still no run condition (starts, runs for 2~3 seconds, shuts down).  Board was somewhat damaged.  You have success fixing this?  If so, where do I send it?<P>Thanks.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000010||Jon22B||11-01-2002||01:33 PM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||Jeff, I called the dealer this morning and asked him to call the place to ship back the ECU. He said he'd call around 11 since this place in in CA so I'm waiting for him to get back to me, but hopefully I can take up on your offer.||128.38.74.185||reg||1
Z||000011||Compressed||11-01-2002||02:33 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>Sure. Replacing the caps is just part of the job. Knowing where to find all the hidden acid thats been leaking, or all the possibly damaged copper traces, thats the hard part. After all of the GVR-4 ECU's I've repaired, I think I'm getting pretty good at knowing most of the problems to look for.<BR>LMK,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Not sure if you want to make this a business, but I'd be interested in you doing a cap replacement for me too.  My car has 180k on it and I'm unsure if the caps have ever been replaced.  Although I have no symptoms of bad caps, I'm thinking it might be good preventative maintenance to get this done.<BR>LMK,<BR>Todd||216.126.177.78||reg||10
Z||000012||keydiver||11-01-2002||04:23 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If your caps have never been replaced, I GUARANTEE that you have acid damage. The only one I've EVER seen with no damage was a '96 or '97 replacement ECU, and I hate to imagine what that thing cost someone from a dealer. DO NOT wait until you have symptoms. The damage is sometimes irreversible. Here are some of the worst case senarios I have seen:<BR>1. when the acid eats the paths off of the +5 volt regulator, the supply to the MCU and it's subprocessors gets unstable, and blows 1,2, or all 3 of them up. NO can fix.<BR>2. the 47 uF leakage eats the ISC trace underneath it, causing the ISC to be inoperable, but also sometimes shorting the ISC to ground, blowing one of the driver chips (very common)<BR>3. even when all the damage is repairable, often the acid has gotten underneath many of the components, where it will continue to damage. I do the best to clean all the acid up I can find, but I lose sleep at night wondering about all the unseen damage that will cause intermittent problems in the future.<BR>I'm not trying to make a living out of this. I'm probably actually pissing some people off who charge for this service, but I'll continue to do it FREE for GVR-4 owners ONLY as long as I can, or until I get burned (or burned out).<BR>Ship all basket cases to:<BR>Quality RF Services, Inc<BR>Attn: Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>850 Parkway St.<BR>Jupiter, Fl 33477<BR>||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000013||SPEEDFIEND||11-01-2002||05:47 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Thanks man, I'll ship them out tomorrow.  I definately owe you one.  Kris||206.214.57.86||reg||1
Z||000014||#1459 VR-4||11-01-2002||06:12 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Wow, keydiver that is an incredible service your doing.  How long on average does it take for you to repair and ship the ECU back out?<P>I think I'm going to be sending mine to you in a couple days if you don't mind...   <p>[This message has been edited by #1459 VR-4 (edited 11-03-2002).]||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000015||VR4REAL||11-05-2002||12:38 PM||swat8705@yahoo.com||I have an idle problem, where the the idle surges up and down. I searched the d-base and looked at the "idle surge" fixes. However, I spoke to my bro who had the car before me and he says that RRE fixed that problem.  He thought it probably is the ECU caps leaking. the entire ECU was replaced about 2 years ago, but the caps were not replaced.  Could this be the problem? Please advise. ||205.173.202.241||reg||1
Z||000016||keydiver||11-05-2002||06:40 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The problem with "the entire ECU was replaced about 2 years ago" is that you don't know where the ECU came from. Chances are, it was pulled out of junkyard somewhere, and the caps are still original. I usually don't see "idle surge" problems associated with caps problems, at least in the ones I've tested, but a VERY common problem is that the leaking 47uF cap eats the one trace to the ISC, and the motor will idle very low intermittently.<BR>I can usually turn the ECU around in a day or 2, faster if the need be. The biggest delay is the fact that I work on these after hours so as to not cause any complaints here at work, so if I get the ECU one day, the soonest it will ship back is the next day, because UPS comes at 4PM.<BR>LMK,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000017||Jon22B||11-06-2002||10:56 AM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||Jeff, sent you e-mail.||128.38.74.185||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001038.cgi
A||||10||04DrBlur||power?||||1||
Z||000000||04DrBlur||10-31-2002||08:27 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Alright I have a question.  My car pulls like a raped ape in first and second.  Then third and it just feels like it accelerates fast with not a lot of pull?  I am runnin about 17 psi on a ported out 14b with 95 ported mani,hogged out O2 housing and 3 in exhaust str8 through dynomax ultra flo muffler.  I pulled my plugs the other night and they were white.  dont know if this helps but.. any clues or is this normal and I shouldnt hit third when racing anyone... They are usually beat by second gear anyway damn hondamatics.||67.39.147.170||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||10-31-2002||09:42 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Do you have any fuel control? Injectors? Or upgraded fuel pump? Kind of sounds like your running lean. Do you have a air to fuel gauge?||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||04DrBlur||10-31-2002||11:19 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I have no fuel control or fuel pump.  I do have an air fuel gauge and that babby read rich as can be when i am gettin on it.  Damn thing gets pinned I think i need bigger intercooler pipes to flow some more air..  They are in the making.  So is an intercooler.  I cant afford a fuel computer quite yet.  I am gettin killer deals on the intercooler and pipes.||67.39.147.170||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||11-01-2002||12:45 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Are you crazy?  I don't think what you want is more air -- you're probably running lean.  White plugs are a sign of hot temps, fuel is a good coolant.<P>You REALLY need to have AT LEAST upgraded wiring to your fuel pump.  But it really sounds like you want to have an upgrade pump and wiring...  before you do any damage to your engine.  Turn that boost down in the meantime!||64.108.206.246||reg||1
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||11-01-2002||12:46 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||You need to get a logger of some sort.  Your probably lean and heat soaking the intercooler by third gear.  You have pretty much maxed out a 14b.  With as cold as it is hear, I had to turn my boost down to avoid fuel cut.  Time for 550's.<P>I agree, you need a fuel pump and some sort of fuel computer,s-afc, vpc, or afr.  Dont' believe your a/f gauge, it doesn't compare to a logger with an egt.<p>[This message has been edited by VR6 Eater (edited 11-01-2002).]||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000005||turbogalant||11-01-2002||01:22 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Uh that's not good you NEED a bigger pump first off. What are you thinking running that much boost with a mostly stock car. The fact that your running a ported 14b only makes it worse. Oh and when your floored you should have at least .88 volts from the o2 sensor so you seeing the 02 gauge in the rich zone may be REALLY lean. I dont want to see a pefrectly go gvr4 sent to the junkyard because some one doesn't feel they need a fuel pump upgrade. <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm." TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm.</A>  Scroll half way down and read that. Hope you are using 118 octane minimum.||65.177.232.166||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4ever||11-01-2002||03:32 AM||||I have a question.  Why arn't you hitting fuel cut?  Did you hack the MAS?<P>You should be hitting fuel cut.  <P>Also as stated above, you are getting heat soak and I'm sure you knock sensor is going crazy.  Thats why you loose power.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000007||HKS VR-4||11-01-2002||03:49 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||What plugs are you running????....Are you running the NGK BPR7ES????.....You should pick yourself up an S-AFC. Just my 2 cents.<BR>||12.81.124.96||reg||1
Z||000008||04DrBlur||11-01-2002||06:56 AM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net|| no im not hittin fuel cut and my boost is about 16 psi.  It hits 17 on occasion.  And yes I have the fuel pump rewire but have not bought a fuel pump yet.  Ionly hit fuel cut if i turn the boost up higher which was only done 1 time on accident.  Not till a fuel pump will i turn it up any higher than 16.  Anyone have a logger i can buy cheap?  or sfac?<BR>||67.39.147.170||reg||1
Z||000009||Dan D||11-01-2002||10:20 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||A couple of things to say.<P>Stop, now.  Return the car to near stock boost levels.  If you don't understand why the car doesn't feel right with the way your running it, you need to educate yourself first, then mess with the car.  You'll have a 3400 paperweight if you don't.  I'm not attacking you in any way shape or form, but from your first post, it's pretty obivous you've never done any technical research into how the fuel system functions.  There is gobs of info (dsmtalk doesn't count) on the web and even more in the factory service and tech manuals.  Get your hands on it and start learning if you plan to not kill your car.  <P>Your next mod should be a logger.  It's the single most intuitive way to apply "book" knowledge to tuning the car, as well as learning more about the behaviour of your particular vehicle.  Then, as you learn to slowly tune things correcly, avoiding damage, you can begin to modify other things.  I know some people just throw parts at their cars and go based on other's results, but that's not a very safe or reliable method.<P>Will, As far as fuel cut goes,  It's not so protective.  There are a couple of problems with relying on fuel cut as a fail safe.  One being that it is intended to work correctly on an entirely stock car.  The ecu knows nothing of modifications.  It also assumes that there are no intake/boost leaks, that the injectors are perfectly clean, and the MAS is in tip-top shape.  For instance, to hit fuel cut, I have to intentionally push my injector duty cyle way up even at 15-16psi in cold weather.  However, I know that I hit an unsafe limit as far as knock and egt's well before I ever hit fuel cut (this was prior to hacking the mas at all).  ||128.46.209.31||reg||1
Z||000010||hibern8||11-03-2002||10:07 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah man turn the boost down please or else you ill find yourself rebuilding your motor. if anything id say to invest the 100 bucks or so into a walbro and get yourself more fuel....if you want some injectors ill sell you mine.||63.62.130.105||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001039.cgi
A||||3||hibern8||Spearco 2-221 FMIC||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-01-2002||05:56 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey everyone i was curious if anyone is familiar with the spearco 2-221 front mount. this is the one that has the tanks on top and bottom. my question is which tank is dedicated for the upper ic pipe and which tank is for the lower pipe or does it matter?||63.62.126.95||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||11-01-2002||07:12 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Doesn't matter.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||vrpower||11-02-2002||11:53 PM||darian85@msn.com||I believe the pipe from the turbo leads to the top?? am i right?||67.195.65.201||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||11-03-2002||08:29 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Depends on your pipe routing. But otherwise it doesn't matter.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001040.cgi
A||||3||hibern8||Radiator Hoses||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-01-2002||05:57 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||does anyone know if the radiator hoses for the T/E/L are the same for the galant. upper and lower hoses?||63.62.126.95||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||11-01-2002||05:58 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||definetly NOT.  i had both cars once, and a spare set of hoses.  upper is definetly different, i forget about the lower.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||ron||11-02-2002||02:00 AM||adracing@aol.com||They are not the same.. I just put a TEL Fluidyne radiator on the VR4.. The lower hose is pretty close and I got it to work. But I had to cut the upper hose to fit.<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000003||369of1000||11-02-2002||12:07 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I also put the TEL Fluidyne radiator in recently. The GVR4 hose fit fine, they were a little bent but they hold the presure fine.||24.151.12.224||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001041.cgi
A||||3||a_santos||AWD Dyno||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||11-01-2002||09:01 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I was searching around on the net and found this tuning shop that has an AWD Dyno. It is in Maryland<BR> <A HREF="http://www.alteredatmosphere.com/tuning.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.alteredatmosphere.com/tuning.html</A> <P>The link will take you right to the page where they have the dyno rates.<P>The place claims they have the only one on the East Coast||65.56.189.74||reg||1
Z||000001||369of1000||11-01-2002||09:11 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||pruven performance in CT<BR>BMTranny in NJ||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||11-02-2002||01:54 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||They're not far from me at all (Altered Atmosphere).  They've done some KILLER cars.  Supposedly they have a Skyline or two there right now getting worked.  ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000003||a_santos||11-02-2002||08:52 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Since we are on the subject, does anyone know of any AWD Dynos in or around Michigan?||65.59.42.126||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001042.cgi
A||||3||Romanova||One more battery question...||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||11-01-2002||11:17 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||What do you do with the ground in the engine bay when you mount the battery in the trunk?<BR>Trying to clear all the loose ends before I attempt this...||216.255.202.227||reg||1
Z||000001||ron||11-02-2002||02:04 AM||adracing@aol.com||I would just leave it... or put a terminal on it and ground it to a battery tray mounting bolt... ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||11-02-2002||10:34 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||you should also run another hefty ground to the engine block.  use the factory ground location, and one of the bolts to the bell housing.  if not, you will smoke one of the wires, because the system wants ground NOW, and will use ANY wire to get to it.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||11-03-2002||10:09 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||the ground wire in the engine bay can be left alone.....||63.62.130.105||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001043.cgi
A||||8||Arty||Aussie Clutch options||||1||
Z||000000||Arty||11-03-2002||10:15 PM||||Any Aussie owners know of a locally available cluch that's similar in performance to the ACT2600 or CFDF clutches ?<P>Anyone had a good experience with a locally made full face, minimal/no chatter, street clutch ?<P>John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||11-04-2002||01:55 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I had a Daikan Heavy duty clutch that lasted 20000km, though the 80 drag strip launched may have killed it early  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  I now have the same clutch modified for extra clamp load, though I had to get the slave cylinder made a smaller diameter to get enough travel.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||11-04-2002||01:58 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||John,<P>I sent ya an email  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Jon||203.173.161.144||reg||1
Z||000003||Arty||11-05-2002||09:20 PM||||Ash,<BR>Where'd you get the Daikan HD ?<BR>I went down to the Daiken / Exedy HQ, and the bloke I spoke with was no help at all, he seemed to think they didn't have a catalog listing for the GVR4 ?<P>How much extra clamp force were they able to add to the pressure plate ?<BR>Do they give you any hard data, ie. maximum torque, that the clutch can hold ?<P>John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||11-05-2002||09:37 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I assume you guys can get performance parts for the early EVO's (1-3) and the clutch would be the same.<P>I would get an ACT if you can though.<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||11-05-2002||11:33 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||They do damn well have them, I just went to auto parts stores & they looked them up.  Std HD is 20% more clamp strength, mine was modified by a mob called NPC (I think?) and it is supposed to have 40% more load.  Its a shite load heavier, I can tell you now.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000006||James||11-06-2002||03:37 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||I put a 20%stronger pressure plate and one of those Extreme clutches in my Evo 3. The plte has about 8 pucks on a round carrier if u know what I mean. The pedal pressure is fairly heavy though , as I didn't realize Evo 3 cluthes are pretty tuff standard. I got it from Adelaide Clutch Services. " Extreme Streetwise clutches".<BR> It doesn't slip at all.||203.24.77.214||reg||1
Z||000007||Arty||11-06-2002||05:33 PM||||Ash,<BR>Did they say that the 40% heavier pressure plate would still feel the same at the pedal, or did they tell you up front that it would be heavier ?<BR>I ask because a couple of places I"ve talked to all say even though they make their pplates heavier, the pedal effort doesn't increase ? I'm skeptical.<P>Did Daikan have the HD clutch listed for the GVR4 or did you use one listed for evo1-3 ?<P>John||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000008||Ash||11-07-2002||02:14 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Dunno, I asked for one for a VR4 & that's what I got.  They said it would definately be heavier, though this is mostly due to needing the slave cylinder made smaller.  My first one was just like stock except it held better.  The 40% thing isn't a Daikan/Exedy thing, it was made heavier by a clutch specilist.||165.228.131.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001044.cgi
A||||9||Romanova||What brake fluid?||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||11-04-2002||11:15 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I've heard Ford Super Duty is pretty good... any opinions? Going for a full flush here in the very near future..||134.39.179.195||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||11-04-2002||11:57 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i like the ate-200, dot 4.  i flush every fall, both brake and coolant.  i will sometimes flush the clutch every 6 months.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||Romanova||11-04-2002||12:25 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||The clutch takes brake fluid as well, correct?||134.39.170.99||reg||1
Z||000003||#258||11-04-2002||01:17 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||have had very good luck with AFCO 570 <A HREF="http://www.rpmnet.com/techart/fluid.shtml#fluid" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rpmnet.com/techart/fluid.shtml#fluid</A> ||151.198.226.11||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||11-04-2002||01:34 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the afco fluid is a racing type fluid, and has little or no longevity.  they are designed to be drained after every race, and will absorb moisture at a very high rate.  that is why they have such a low wet boiling point.  if you are using it in a street car, you will need to flush it like monthly, to keep it up to spec.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||#258||11-04-2002||03:10 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||I have to disagree just a little bit, but not too much. Most of the discussion on this board seems to deal with "performance" i.e carbon hoods, intercoolers, stand alone engine management systems and the like. Seeing this level of dedication and work being put into these cars, I feel a racing brake fluid is not out of the question. By now most of us have gone to better pads and /or rotors. New sway bars and better bushings  and springs have also probally been installed. Going really fast is nice, but stopping has its own rewards too. A tight brake system (good filler cap and gasket and ss flex lines) will allow this fluid to be used for very extended times without problems. Granted it may require a bit more work in the way of fluid flushes, but its not like the only thing we have to do to these cars is gas and go. Just my 2 cents. Well, maybe 2-1/2.||151.198.226.11||reg||7
Z||000006||Dan D||11-04-2002||03:11 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I've been happy using the ford heavy/super duty dot 3 fluid.  Cheap, 550degree dry boil, and readily available at any ford service center.  They changed the name of it.  It's a motorcraft hi-po fluid or something now?  Same fluid, same specs, same price.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||11-04-2002||03:56 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the ONLY reason i am pointing out the short drain intervals, is that brake fluid is one of THE most neglected items in a car.  when i was in the shop, virtually EVERY car that came in needed it.  if it is dark, it has gone too long.  a while ago, the army did a test on brake fluid on jeeps that had been stored in the desert, with absolutely no usage, and they had a fluid absorbtion rate that was higher than the humidity level.  all i had to do to sell a brake flush was show the owner the color of fresh brake fluid, and then the fluid in the car.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000008||bob in chicago||11-04-2002||04:27 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||My choice for everyday/track is MOTUL 600 which has a very high "wet" boiling temp. This makes it tolerate routine street-car maintenance cycle-- bleeding once or twice a year.||24.148.88.85||reg||1
Z||000009||RayH||11-05-2002||11:07 AM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Been using Motul 600 since Porterfield used to throw in a bottle whenever you bought pads.  ||167.211.190.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001045.cgi
A||||13||BossGVR4||Clutch Pedal sticks to floor means  ..... ?||||6||
Z||000000||BossGVR4||11-04-2002||04:54 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||blown Master cylinder .. right ?||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000001||hibern8||11-04-2002||05:27 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||something is wrong  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||63.62.124.130||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||11-04-2002||05:33 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Broken spring?||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4458||11-04-2002||05:35 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Clutch stuck on floor mat?||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||11-04-2002||05:36 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Check the hydralic system.<BR>Master/slave or broken/loose line.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||11-04-2002||06:27 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Air in the system may also be a problem. When did it happen while you where drivng it or after you worked on it? Is it "wet" on the adjustment rod for the clutch master, inside the car?||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||TWEAKD4||11-04-2002||07:02 PM||cdmyers@surfbest.net||Try bleeding the system on the slave cylinder first before replacing parts.  All you will be out is brake fluid if this doesn't work.  Next step Master cylinder.||63.233.206.66||reg||1
Z||000007||smarcoVR4||11-04-2002||08:23 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Convert it to cable clutch system, much reliable. I took a complete system from an ES Galant. Cheaper to mentain. Feels like hydraulic at right tunning.<P>just an experience to share||192.169.39.72||reg||12
Z||000008||number3||11-04-2002||09:31 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Whan this happens to me we found it to be a bad clutch pedal. Yes thats right the pedal mech was worn out.<P><BR>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||gvr4ever||11-05-2002||12:28 AM||||When that happend to me on my Galant it was the clutch fork that broke.<P>On my talon, I was low on fluid.  I pushed air in the system.<P>Our cars are older and the master and slave need to be rebuild if never done before. ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000010||keydiver||11-05-2002||10:11 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Check your fluid level. If its empty, it had to go somewhere. On my car:<BR>1 1/2 yrs ago - slave cylinder. Easy to spot fluid dripping out of the rubber boot.<BR>6 months ago - master cylinder. Not as easy to spot, until I noticed that my right shoe (nice Italian leather one) was totally soaked with brake fluid. The clutch master cylinder is right above the accelerator pedal, and when the seals leak, they can actually leak into the car, on your foot, instead of under the hood.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.203||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||11-05-2002||02:14 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||see, that's why i drive barefooted.  shoes cost money.  skin, i can GROW.  besides, i never had shoes when i was growing up.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||11-05-2002||05:12 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>see, that's why i drive barefooted.  shoes cost money.  skin, i can GROW.  besides, i never had shoes when i was growing up.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Were you born on the beach?  :-)||129.120.56.148||reg||1
Z||000013||hywell||11-05-2002||06:22 PM||hywell@yahoo.com||Clutch pedal stuck on some gum on the floor  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||216.120.157.166||reg||6




ubb/Forum2/001046.cgi
A||||15||smarcoVR4||what do you buy regularly?||||1||
Z||000000||smarcoVR4||11-04-2002||09:27 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||I'd like to hear what you guys buy and why on the items below. I wana find the common thing. A basis for the best buy in terms of economy and performance.<BR>These are the regular things we buy. May also vary on the availability per country.<P>Here's mine.<P>Motor Oil :   Castrol GTX 5w-40<BR>Engine treatment :  UNIQPOINT<BR>Oil Treatment :  NO<BR>Coolant :  Whiz<BR>Brake Fluid  :  Prestone DOT4<BR>Transmission Oil  :  Any local T-oil<BR>Wax  :  Polyglaze Polish / Turtle Wax<P>Others:<BR>ex. car shampo, carpet cleaner, air fresheners.<P>thanks for sharing!||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||11-04-2002||10:51 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||motor oil: mobil 1 5w-30, synthetics ONLY<BR>engine treatment:no<BR>oil treatment:no<BR>coolant: peak, prestone, changed yearly<BR>brake fluid: ate-200, ate super blue, changed yearly<BR>transmission oil:redline, BG<BR>wax:whatever, BUT, on the mazda, zaino, zaino, zaino<P>lexol vinyl treatment, great stuff.<BR>leatherique, great stuff.  they also make a cleaner that is as good or better than the lexol for rubber and vinyl.<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||11-04-2002||11:10 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Motor Oil : Castrol GTX3 15w-40<BR>Engine treatment : no<BR>Oil Treatment : no<BR>Coolant : Castrol RadiCool premix.<BR>Brake Fluid : DOT4 from local brake specialist<BR>Transmission Oil : Castrol Syntrans 75-85<BR>Wax : too lazy  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||#1459 VR-4||11-04-2002||11:47 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Motor Oil: Mobil One 10w-40<BR>Engine Treatment: n/a<BR>Oil Treatment: n/a<BR>Coolant:  <BR>Brake Fluid: <BR>Transmission Oil: Redline MT-90, (75w90 for differential)<BR>Wax:<P>A lot of blanks there because I just bought the car and haven't had a chance to change all the fluids yet, working on it though.<p>[This message has been edited by #1459 VR-4 (edited 11-04-2002).]||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000004||turbogalant||11-05-2002||12:22 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Motor Oil : valvoline durablend 10-40<BR>Engine treatment : pinned alot  <BR>Brake Fluid :vavoline synpower<BR>Transmission Oil : redline<BR>Wax : meguires gold class<BR>||63.184.64.166||reg||12
Z||000005||galantvr4us||11-05-2002||11:24 AM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||for the galant<P>motor oil:castrol full synthetic 20w 50<BR>coolent:whatevers on sale<BR>wax:zaino<BR>car wash:zaino<BR>transmission fluid:gm syncromesh<BR>brake fluid:don't know haven't changed that yet<P>Katie<BR>||24.207.240.176||reg||1
Z||000006||Ant||11-05-2002||12:34 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Motor Oil : Regular mobil 10-40 since the rebuild, usually Mobil 1 synthetic <BR>Engine treatment :  redline once a day, keeps the carbon away<BR>Oil Treatment :  nope<BR>Coolant : cheap auto parts brand name<BR>Brake Fluid  :  motul<BR>Transmission Oil  : Neo RHD<BR>Wax  : ahahahahahahahahah||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000007||smarcoVR4||11-05-2002||08:39 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Ey thanks for the replies. What about the others? <P>I havnt tried the REDLINE brand and it's hardly available here. I'll try it this next fluid change for the transmission oil.<P>||192.169.39.72||reg||10
Z||000008||smarcoVR4||11-05-2002||08:43 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Is PENZOIL a good one? Any comment?||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000009||kartorium31||11-05-2002||09:28 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||cough..cough crap..cough||12.144.250.192||reg||1
Z||000010||keydiver||11-05-2002||10:32 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Motor Oil: Mobil One 10w-40<BR>Engine Treatment: BG Purge<BR>Oil Treatment: BG MAO<BR>Coolant: Prestone<BR>Brake Fluid: going to ATE Super Blue<BR>Transmission Oil: was Redline MT-90/MTL mix, now BG Synchroshift w/ friction modifier, Redline Shockproof Heavy in diff and transfer<BR>Wax: Meguires right now, but usually whatevers on sale at Kmart<BR>The better fluids, like Redline, BG, etc aren't going to be easy to find locally. You have to shop the internet. <A HREF="http://www.summitracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.summitracing.com</A>  carries Redline.||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||11-05-2002||11:23 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yo, jeff, do you like the shockproof in the diff, etc? what difference have you noticed?||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000012||keydiver||11-06-2002||09:58 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>yo, jeff, do you like the shockproof in the diff, etc? what difference have you noticed?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>None. I only use it for the extra protection it gives the gears on hard launches. I think your choice of diff fluids is probably one of the least important decisions you can make for your GVR-4, right above which headlight fluid you use. Since my LSD is a sealed unit, it doesn't effect that either.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000013||Kamekaze||11-06-2002||10:07 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||I have seen alot of different stuff for use here, there isn't much of a norm, and since I just got my car a week ago last sunday, I havn't really worried about this stuff yet.  Is there a not too expensive combination of this stuff that still works nicely?||206.77.0.156||reg||1
Z||000014||#1459 VR-4||11-06-2002||11:31 AM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Kamekaze:<BR><B>I have seen alot of different stuff for use here, there isn't much of a norm, and since I just got my car a week ago last sunday, I havn't really worried about this stuff yet.  Is there a not too expensive combination of this stuff that still works nicely?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Like you I just got my car a little over a week ago.  I'm going through the entire car and changing all the fluids... because who knows the last time they were changed.  It's hard to say which brand works better than others, just try to stick with synthetics.  <P>As for looking for a cheap combination, I wouldn't look for the cheapest products because after all even the most expensive ones aren't that much and they are very important for the protection of your car.||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000015||smarcoVR4||11-06-2002||08:18 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||What about anti-friction fluids? Has anyone used Pro-Tec?||192.169.39.72||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001047.cgi
A||||7||hibern8||One last time.....PLEASE READ need answers quick||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-05-2002||10:36 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i have a guy wanting to sell me new race grind web cams. now i was just wanting to get opinions from people who actually have them or have used them b4 i pick em up. What do a new pair of these cams usually go for in price?||63.62.132.177||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||11-05-2002||11:36 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||RRE sell them, $400 and something I think. I don't have them though so I can't help you with an opinion||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||11-05-2002||11:40 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||You can get them from dsm-performance for like $450, depending on grind. RRE also sells them, for a bit more. Not sure but I thought there might have been a group-buy for them not to long ago on groupbuy.com or some place like that. What grind are they? What are you going to use for fuel control BTW? I don't think the bigger two grinds will like the VPC, or vise versa. I have had the 453/228 for two cars now and really like them. I'm in the process of getting some Kelford cams, now those should be fun  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">. But I like them, no probs yet..<BR> ||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||11-06-2002||11:48 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||they are the race grind 546-547? any good???? for 350 brand new? will tehy work good witht the t3/t4? i got the afc remember. ||131.193.6.147||reg||1
Z||000004||MX4||11-06-2002||01:17 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Team Ducktape?<P>Kelford Camtech???  Christchurch NZ??||165.84.100.16||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||11-06-2002||01:36 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Yep thats a good deal, RRE has a good right up on them, The HKS are a better bet but twice as mutch. With the webs you will need to get a set of gears becouse most cant be installed straight up. Also check and make sure that they arent form the bad batch that WEB had a while back that went flat. I would buy them as that is the grind Im after, RRE picked up 36whp with them on a 16g car, Idels bumper.<P>Zach||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||11-06-2002||02:23 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I hate the race grind cams, I wouldn't put them in my car if they were $200.  We tried them in a car with a VPC and Frank 3 last year, and the car would no longer idle, plus the lag was amazingly bad.  Full boost and power didn't come on till around 5K with a 7cm housing.  We tried the street grind before this, and they were much better, but still not as good as HKS 272's.  ||4.47.84.188||reg||1
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||11-06-2002||03:31 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MX4:<BR><B><BR>Team Ducktape?<P>Kelford Camtech???  Christchurch NZ??</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yep are you near them? Have you heard of them? They seem to have their stuff together, I will post details when they get here.,||24.196.87.195||reg||1
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A||||4||Scott Y||Looking for validation regarding the following specific intake/exhaust upgrades:||||1||
Z||000000||Scott Y||11-06-2002||04:04 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Here is my plan for December/January for our GVR4, and if I missed anything vital, please let me know so I can remedy the situation:<BR>1. 2.5" turbo-back from a local shop. I will use a ported 2G manifold and ported O2 sensor housing, with all new fastners/studs.<BR>I will have a hi-flow cat and a twin-tip muffler. I won't tolerate a crazy-loud exhaust, so I'm staying with 2.5 diamter. I may also put a 12" resonator in, to keep the highway droning to a minimum. The car will see thousands of highway miles so this is a strong consideration.<BR>2. AMS FMIC kit if they're still available in Dec/Jan. I sure hope they are. I don't want to cut the car up or move the battery, so the AMS kit seems like an excellent option.<BR>3. MBC, A-pillar pod w/-30-0-30 boost gauge & EGT gauge.<BR>4. Rewire stock fuel pump. The car will be set up for a max of 16lbs of boost.<P>I'll ask someone in the local DSM club to datalog the car and possibly G-tech it before and after, since the track will be closed.  I'll share the results if anyone is interested.<P>The car is totally stock right now, aside from a cut aircan.  In the past year, we've done the timing belt/tensioner/balance shaft belt, new valve stem seals and new lifters. The car shifts ok, and I think we're losing some oil through the turbo seals because we have to add about a liter of oil between changes at 3000 miles.  It's got a stock clutch (replaced at 80K) and the car has 120K on it.  Compression tests at Denver altitude show 125-130, with only a couple of psi difference doing a wet test.  The car was previously tested in Des Moines where I bought it and at the lower altitude the compression test showed 145 across the board.<P> The goals for the car are to improve its driveability and make it faster and more fun to drive. Eventually, I'd get it into the 13s. but that's a year away at least. After these initial mods, the next step will be new springs/shocks/bushings/wheels & tires.<P>thanks for the space,<BR>Scott Y||63.117.253.195||reg||1
Z||000001||Scott Y||11-07-2002||10:40 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Anyone?||63.117.253.195||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||11-07-2002||11:08 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Are you sure the oil is being lost through the turbo?  Unless it blows smoke only under boost or right after boost, I would guess it's going through the valve seals and maybe the oil control rings on the pistons.  <P>I think your plan sounds pretty good, but I swear that moving the battery and going to a 3" intake should've been the first mod for my car years ago.  It's soooooo worth it.  <P>You should definitely be in the 13's with that setup, even with the stock intercooler and turbo.  ||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000003||Compressed||11-07-2002||01:54 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I would recommend the resonator.  I just added one to my 3" system and it made a significant reduction in droning.  ||64.24.106.153||reg||1
Z||000004||Scott Y||11-07-2002||05:56 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Hey Compressed,<BR>You're in Superior - is there a chance we can hook up so I can hear your exhaust? I live in Lakewood. I'm going to be out of Colorado starting tomorrow until Dec 8th, can we hook up some time after that?<P>Feel free to email me at EZ_Scootr@excite.com.<BR>later,<BR>Scott Y||63.117.253.195||reg||1
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A||||33||Kamekaze||Bumper kit?||||1||
Z||000000||Kamekaze||11-06-2002||12:05 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||I was checking out the pictures on this site and was wondering if anyboy knows the name brand of this  <IMG SRC="http://jgronline.com/images/vr4.jpg">  bumper, prety sweet if ya ask me.  Thanks for your help! <BR>~John~||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000001||kartorium31||11-06-2002||12:19 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Thats a custom setup, doesn't actually fit our cars.  If you search for body kits and stuff you will find a lot of info that was recently discussed.  about your other post, i had a similar problem and it was my plug wires.||12.144.250.192||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-06-2002||12:20 AM||||The front grill looks like a 5.0 Stang.  If the hood had a scoop on it......||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-06-2002||05:15 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||It's a body kit for a JDM Integra.  It's been thoroughly massaged to fit, and I imagine it was so ludicrously expensive that unless you keep getting 2nd place in national car shows it's not worth it.  Plus it ruins the whole sleeper thing and labels you a ricer.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||Kamekaze||11-06-2002||09:50 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Just curious, do you think the kit and paint cost under, say, $10,000 U.S.???<BR>||206.77.0.156||reg||1
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||11-06-2002||10:36 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Well considering that it is a whole front of the car and the paint looks like it costs about 3K alone, maybe you could do it but who knows.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||11-06-2002||02:01 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I cringe every time I see that.  I appreciate the work the person put into it, but I just think it's hideous.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000007||Blurple||11-06-2002||03:06 PM||||$10k??  Integra??   Umm, no! <P>It originated from a smashed up Veilside Supra kit actually, that I got for $70 ($US35).  Took me around 250 hours of my own time, to fibreglass it all.  Then another $2500 ($US1250) for a panelbeater to remove all the dents, and smooth everything out, and then re-spray the entire car. Oh, and another $US400 for the lights, and certification.<P>Anyway, thats last years....  Maybe this years body kit will suit your tastes more...<P>Oh....  And now making 361hp at the wheels, but its still early days in that department...    Cheers, from NZ....<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Blurple (edited 11-11-2002).]||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000008||Pappy||11-06-2002||03:13 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Ooh, that is nice.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000009||4g63t||11-06-2002||04:04 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||That new setup is hot!!!||65.129.80.128||reg||14
Z||000010||talontsi||11-06-2002||06:37 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Talk about out with the old and in with the new!||209.80.66.126||reg||14
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||11-06-2002||07:41 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Blurple:<BR><B>Integra??   Umm, no! <P>It originated from a smashed up Veilside Supra kit actually</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I stand corrected!  I said that (and my Honda buddy backed me up, and he knows tons about JDM Integras) because of the shape of the seam where the front kit meets the fender, right above/in front of the the wheel well.  It looks exactly the same as an Integra, and the light housing and the lack of grill between the lights also looks exactly like the JDM Integra front end.<P>Although I didn't agree with the styling, the end result was amazing!  Congratulations on a job well done, but the new front end is sooo much better.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  And I'm glad you made sure it's got some go to match the show.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000012||GVR4-COOL||11-06-2002||08:20 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Wowww... I love the new one!!  Is that the JDM front bumper??  Where can I get that? and how much??  I see you also take the side molding off too, huh....  Please post more photos if you can..  NICE JOB!||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000013||smarcoVR4||11-06-2002||08:29 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Post more pics and links. Give us a closer look. Looking at your pic feels like were out of a restricted area. I wana see the load under the hood. For sure your interior is as hot as the exterior. Would you share?||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000014||smarcoVR4||11-07-2002||12:45 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||How do you post a pic?||192.169.39.72||reg||5
Z||000015||turbowop||11-07-2002||01:13 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Right click on a picture and go to properties. Highlight the address and then press control and c at the same time. Then go to edit and paste it into your post and put [img] right before the address and [/img] right after the address.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>(edit) you can't do this with a pic on your hd...it has to be hosted somewhere on the web. <A HREF="http://www.imagestation.com" TARGET=_blank>www.imagestation.com</A>  works well for this.<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 11-07-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000016||Blurple||11-07-2002||04:15 PM||||Umm, ok. dont normally do this tho. <P>The bumper is just a factory bumper, with all the grill cut out, and cut horizontally, and extended, to fit the e6 i/c in, and also align it with the side skirts (from the year before).  Then it was just lots of fibreglass... <BR>My main aim is for go, but while adding a little bit of show into the mix. The interior is still to be worked on.<P><p>[This message has been edited by Blurple (edited 11-11-2002).]||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000017||Blurple||11-07-2002||04:22 PM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B>It's a body kit for a JDM Integra.  It's been thoroughly massaged to fit</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>When making the first kit, I decided on doing a one piece kit, and looked at all possible ways of doing it. I was starting to get frustrated at how to go about doing the joins, and then my flatmate bought an integra - hence why the guards look like an integra style...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>PS - I never liked the first bumper either, so no offence taken from anyones comments.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000018||Johnny Bravo||11-07-2002||04:54 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||VAST improvement!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  Looks like it's got some balls under the hood too  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000019||talontsi||11-07-2002||05:20 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||You definitly do great work!<BR>Looks like you have just a few mods. ;-)||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000020||Blurple||11-07-2002||06:25 PM||||umm, i guess.  its been an 18 month project so far, with another 6-12 months left.  Been trying to get the fastest vr4 in NZ, and once done, shouldn't be too far off Adam's fastest vr4 in the world time.  But even if I get that fast, by then someone will be faster (most likely him), so i'll never get there... But having fun trying.  We're all allowed to dream....   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>So whats modding like in the US?  Expensive or cheap?  How much does a 88-92 vr4 cost over there?  They seem to be around $5-6k (US$2500-3000) over here... (just curious).||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000021||theymightbegalants||11-07-2002||09:19 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||dammit, the pics didn't show!  Is there some other way for me to view them?  I can see the first two pics posted just fine, but not the last 5...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000022||DeanCouchey||11-08-2002||10:30 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||We only have 91-92 VR4s. They can run from about 3500 to 10Ks for a worked over one like Jons!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000023||Blurple||11-11-2002||07:06 PM||||Sorry Jon and others.<P>Apparently the site I was using for image storage won't allow linking too well.<P>I'm setup an album if you wish to see more of the outside, engine, and a couple of photo's taken during the fibre-glassing on the bumper.  I hope it works this time!<P> <A HREF="http://www.imagestation.com/album/?id=4291128433" TARGET=_blank>http://www.imagestation.com/album/?id=4291128433</A> ||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000024||GVR4-COOL||11-11-2002||08:17 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Care to teach us how do u fiberglass?  What do u need to do that?||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000025||Blurple||11-11-2002||10:36 PM||||I dont have any professional experience or training, it was just trial and error on my own part. Dont shoot my if I have done something wrong. I just went to a local fibreglass place, and asked if I could buy some fibre matting and some resin. <P>Buy some cheap kiddies brushes, eg, I found a packet of 5 brushes, containing a 1/2", 1", 1.5" 2" & 3" brushes, for NZ$2.  Basically find the cheapest brush you can find, because your going to use a lot of them. I went through 100 on my last bumper. You have about 5 mins before the resin starts going off once mixed, and once done, you throw the brush away.  <P>I also suggest buying a box of 100 surgical gloves, so your hands dont get really really messy.<P>Apply a coat of the mixed resin (get mixing instructions from your supplier), and then place the matt over the top, and the coat the top of the matt. you want the matt soaked.  However it becomes like a piece of wet tisue once wet, so you need a way for it to stay in the place you want. so the first "frame" pieces are pretty tricky.  Further layers are easy because the first layer is rock hard and is a perfect base.<P>Dont worry too much if the first layer goes all wobbly.  It means you then have a good strong frame to add to. just keep building up, and keep sanding/griding the high bits away.  <P>Using custom wood as a starting frame for large areas is one solution.  If covering a small area, like the 2" where I cut my bumper (see photo album), you won't need to.  Trial and error is the game.  Dont be afraid to try something.  eg, I used cooking oil on the wood frame I used, so the wood could be removed from the glass once dried (otherwise forget it, the wood is permanently bonded!).<P>A small blow-heater helps for drying, but nothing beats the sunshine to quick drying.<BR>Use an angle grinder to grind high spots, or cut through the dried glass, until you are close to your final shape.  Then use an orbital sander with some 40grit paper to get it nice and smooth.<P>Alternatively, tin foil and polystyrene worked "fairly well" for doing large frame base work.  The resin eats the poly, hence why tin foil wrapped around to stop it eating into the poly.   OR, you can use the proper foam stuff, which the resin doesn't eat into, but its damn expensive (hence why I tried everything else).  I'd probably just bite the bullet and buy the proper foam now, after my experiences - especially for the fully custom shaping like last years bumper. A job like this years bumper, I wouldn't bother with tho.  And then I think you use something like thinners to melt the foam away...  not sure.  ask the supplier.<P>Lastly, be aware that when sanding the glass, it gets into your clothes and completely irritates your skin.  Its a lot worse than the chicken pox, so make sure you have good protective clothing that the glass can't get through.  May even pay to get a proper protective suit.  Once in your skin, it stays there for a few days, and goes through your bed, and from clothes to clothes, and eventually you are near screaming for mercy.  *WEAR A FACE MASK*.<P>good luck....   ||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000026||Kamekaze||11-11-2002||11:20 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||So how much money do you think you spent total on each project,  I really like the way each turned out.||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000027||theymightbegalants||11-11-2002||11:58 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Thanks for making that album, the car looks great!  All the work paid off; nice job.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000028||Blurple||11-12-2002||06:26 PM||||the first one cost a lot.  (prices are in $US for ease)<BR>new bonnet $75 (didn't want to cut up an evo vr4 bonnet, coz theyre like gold over here). Honda Accord 97 lights $350<BR>Fibreglass, brushes, etc : $500<BR>Professional Panel work : $650<BR>Complete respray blurple : $850<BR>Certification : $160<P>2nd one probably cost me :<BR>Had to buy a new bumper coz frame of original was glassed into the veilside one :$80<BR>Fibreglass, etc : $200<BR>Panel Work, and paint bumper : $400<P>The lesson I learnt was to not get to extreme. Just make some subtle cool changes, nothing too crazy, and then get a custom paint job done.  Use mates for perkies too. Just strip the car yourself, and mask everything up, etc - cuts the cost down heaps. (likewise you put it back together).||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000029||Hertz||11-12-2002||09:27 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Blurple -- gotta say, that is certainly some inspiring work you've done there.  Thank you for sharing!<P>I have a question...  What's <A HREF="http://www.imagestation.com/album/?id=4291128433&idx=9" TARGET=_blank>this?</A>  Looks like your fuel pump and some type of resevoir.<P>Oh, and even if your car isn't ever as fast as Adam's here in the States -- yours will probably always look the coolest.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||65.43.118.229||reg||1
Z||000030||theymightbegalants||11-12-2002||11:16 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||The link you posted took me to a pic of the front of the car; I assume you meant the pic of the trunk?<P>Hmm... fuel pump feeding from a surge tank?  Secondary pump feeding into a surge tank?  It says he has water injection...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000031||Blurple||11-13-2002||05:45 PM||||Nope, no water injection...<P>Umm, we looked at the options for internal vs external fuel pumps, and the price of huge internal pumps got quite insanely expensive, so we went with an external pump, but have added a surge tank to stop "loss of fuel" during launches.  basically the factory pump is being used as a "lifter" to keep the surge tank full, and the external runs off the surge tank.   The pump is a little excesive at present, but everything has been built to run &gt;500hp @ wheels. Theres just one last little thing  we need to fix. I didn't appreciate I needed to upgrade the rods, so we're looking at doing that soon, before cranking the turbo to 2.0bar, and getting 500bhp.||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000032||blacksheep||11-13-2002||08:18 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Is that supersonic BOV reallt really loud ???<BR>I have one waiting to go on, but I was just curious...Thanks!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000033||Blurple||11-13-2002||09:06 PM||||Ummm...  Not excessively loud, no, but it is fairly loud at 25psi...  I imagine at less boost its pretty average sounding actually...||202.49.200.143||reg||1
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A||||9||hibern8||Does anyone on this board have t3/t4 setup installed?||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-06-2002||11:04 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||ok im just about ready to install the t3/t4 setup. yeah there are 4 lines going in/out of the turbo, obviously 2 deicated for oil and the other 2 for coolant. now let me get this straight. okay the oil return ss hose is easy and out of the question. there is another ss hose that comes off the turbo and i beleive that goes into the head where the banjo bolt came out right? as far as the coolant lines are concerned i have no clue where the hell those go. on the stock 14b there was a large bolt that is on the front side of the turbo(towards the front of teh car) which is a coolant line. and correct me if im wrong but it seemed like i pulled off 2 rubber hoses that went into this plenum where the upper radiator hose goes. both of those hoses seemed to lead up to the turbo. so this is three coolant lines that i counted but only two off the turbo. hmmmmm help. <P>also as far as those coolant lines are concerned, is their a proper way to hooking those up as their is with the oil lines. someone please correct me on my mistakes and fill me in on the correct way of doing all this. thanks, ken 541/1000||63.62.126.34||reg||1
Z||000001||fast_talon||11-07-2002||09:49 AM||bhorst@dsmgarage.com||I am running a T3/T4 on my 90 TEL. I am running a SS oil feed line from my oil filter housing assy, and the return line I am using a SS line going into the oil pan. As for the coolant lines, I am using a dry center. You should have a coolant feed and a coolant return line. On my TEL these 2 lead into the stock 14B turbo. On my setup I plugged the 2 coolant lines.||208.168.16.143||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||11-07-2002||10:00 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||so why arent you running coolant into the turbo? is there an advantage to a dry center?  my understanding is that the coolant would actually help the performance of the turbo, no?||131.193.154.153||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||11-07-2002||01:42 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the coolant will help in the LIFE of the turbo.  it cools the bearings, last a lot longer.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR4458||11-07-2002||03:04 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||If you're not doing it this weekend, call Marting at AMS.  Adam is running a T3/T4 and I'm sure that they can give you some pointers.  They are only about 30 minutes from you too.  If you haven;t already called, they are really helpful even over the phone.  Just be sure to find a time to talk to them when they are available (you can make an appointment even).<P>So, you are going to keep the car after all?  Has it been tested yet?  I just got my notice yeterday, so I may go in Saturday.  Since the last time, I've added 660's, SAFC, FMIC and a fuel pump.  We'll see how this goes.<BR>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000005||talontsi||11-07-2002||03:36 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I have a t3/t4 dry center setup on my GVR4. Guess that is not much help to you. I am running the oil feed from the head. I went dry due to the ease of installation.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by talontsi (edited 11-07-2002).]||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||11-07-2002||03:41 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||What size line are you running from the oil sender? Don't use more than 4-an line., 6-an is to large and will force oil past the seals. You will have: one oil to turbo., one from turbo and one coolant line to turbo and one from turbo. One mystery line will be a return for the coolant for your old oil cooler, you will need to plug one of the lines on the thermstat housing.  ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000007||bob dole||11-07-2002||04:47 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||i was told that if you don't run coolant throught the turbo. The turbo runs 250 to 300 deg hotter.||65.32.185.139||reg||1
Z||000008||hibern8||11-07-2002||04:56 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||makes sense... since im taking off that  shitty coolant/oil cooler. yeah keepin the car. still havent taken it in for emmissions, keep on getting extensions since now the car is seriously in pieces due to this turbo/intercooler install. good luck on that. now its not the emmissions thats possibly mking me get rid of the car, its the fact that i dont have a job anymore and i cant find a decent one. this economy sucks ass.<BR>  as a matter of fact, i know Adam personally from back when he was working at TAD up in lake zurich but somehow i lost his cell phone number. I'll have to find it or AMS's number. Now why didnt I think about that before???? i need some sleep||63.62.130.55||reg||1
Z||000009||bob in chicago||11-07-2002||06:49 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net|| <A HREF="http://www.automotorsports.com" TARGET=_blank>www.automotosports.com</A>   They're at SEMA this week, call (847)709-0530 next week.<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 11-07-2002).]||24.148.88.85||reg||1
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A||||18||jonathan gibson||exhaust manifold||||1||
Z||000000||jonathan gibson||11-07-2002||06:36 AM||jpgibson@value.com.au||I'm going to get my manifold changed. Ralliart have a standard VR4 one or a VR4 Evo one.The problem with the evo one is the guy said I'd have to get the inlet of the turbo ( stock) widened.Does anyone have any experience in this.He didnt seem to think it was a big deal??If I have no symptoms,should I get the turbo rebuilt at the same time ?<BR>Cheers<BR>jonathan||202.163.129.110||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-07-2002||08:28 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||You don't HAVE to get the stock turbo inlet widened, but it'd be much better if you did.  The Evo manifold is larger inside, offering more flow over stock, which helps both top end power and spoolup time.  Get the Evo manifold, and either port the stock turbine housing to match or get a new one.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||11-08-2002||01:48 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hi Jonathan, <P>I have a VR4 Evo and it cracked the ex. manifold. Even though they are bigger (to match the small 16G), they are still made of the same shitty material as the normal VR4 ones. The manifold to get is the Evo 3 one. It's cast from from a better material and is much less likely to crack than the earlier ones.<P>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||11-08-2002||03:32 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||How does it compare to a 2G T/E/L manifold? (i.e. 1995+)?||67.37.236.135||reg||1
Z||000004||turbowop||11-08-2002||03:38 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Same better material, but the collector on the Evo III mani is bigger to match the big 16g exhaust housing.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||11-08-2002||07:01 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I just ordered mine from Ralliart in Brisbane, it was around the $400au mark brand new for an EVO3 manifold.  Just like the 2G manifold, you have to grind the edge of the flange off apparently, I'll find out exactly how much next weekend.  I just rang the local Mitsu dealer & they gave me the Ralliart agent's number.||203.221.19.161||reg||1
Z||000006||BluFalcon||11-09-2002||02:10 AM||muttski@gte.net||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ash:<BR><B>I just ordered mine from Ralliart in Brisbane, it was around the $400au mark brand new for an EVO3 manifold.  Just like the 2G manifold, you have to grind the edge of the flange off apparently, I'll find out exactly how much next weekend.  I just rang the local Mitsu dealer & they gave me the Ralliart agent's number.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Man, it must be nice to be able to call the local Mitsu dealer and have them point you to a freaking RalliArt dealer..  I'd like some RalliArt stuff for my cars but we dont get a hookup like that here in the States.  Oh well... sucks to be us.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P><p>[This message has been edited by BluFalcon (edited 11-09-2002).]||4.64.80.64||reg||10
Z||000007||Ash||11-09-2002||08:22 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||HA!  What you are forgeting is that Ralliart id the ONLY aftermarket support these cars have in Australia, everything else we have to custom build ourselves.||203.220.202.181||reg||1
Z||000008||hibern8||11-09-2002||02:02 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||speaking of manifolds i finally got my stock 14b setup off today and i check out the manifold to find that the piece of shit was cracked. i always read about this that the 1g manifold typicaly does this but i couldnt believe it myself when i saw the multiple large cracks in this thing. i wonder what the hell they were thinking when they designed it. ||63.62.130.128||reg||1
Z||000009||Ash||11-09-2002||10:31 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||They were thinking warranty isn't their problem in 10 years.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||203.221.19.246||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||11-09-2002||11:56 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>speaking of manifolds i finally got my stock 14b setup off today and i check out the manifold to find that the piece of shit was cracked. i always read about this that the 1g manifold typicaly does this but i couldnt believe it myself when i saw the multiple large cracks in this thing. i wonder what the hell they were thinking when they designed it. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>if you want another 1g with no cracks, send me your addy, and i will send you one.  <P>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000011||Telecaster||11-10-2002||06:45 AM||telecastr@email.com||Yea, i just changed my manifold too last week.  I found 3 cracks in it and replaced it with a 2G.  One thing that i hated was the last bottom screw to the right.  It was a pain in the ass to take out.  ||216.175.109.225||reg||1
Z||000012||hibern8||11-11-2002||12:15 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||no its cool ken thanks....i have a t3/t4 setup with the manifold to go with it but thanks for looking out for me man<BR>||63.62.132.213||reg||1
Z||000013||Hertz||11-11-2002||07:32 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Where can I source an Evo III exhaust manifold in the U.S.?||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000014||Romanova||11-11-2002||07:49 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Doesn't Conicelli have em?||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000015||Hertz||11-11-2002||01:37 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||The DSM page lists Evo shift forks, O2 housing, but only the "95 manifold".  No Evo manifold.<P>I found at least TurboTrix sells it:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/exhaust.shtml" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/exhaust.shtml</A>  $210.<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 11-11-2002).]||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000016||hibern8||11-11-2002||06:22 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||my buddy has the evo exhaust manifold.....he usually buys his stuff from road race however he had it installed at AMS so they may have gotten it for him..||66.19.52.68||reg||1
Z||000017||Ash||11-13-2002||01:10 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||My evo3 manifold just turned up, where should I port it?  The collector seems pretty nice stock, as do the runners.  I was going to take out the step in both the manifold & exhaust housing anyway so what else should I do while I'm in there eg: gasket match?  The wastegate is already hogged out (its a big16G btw)<P>I have read the VFAQ page btw, I was just after some personal experience<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 11-13-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000018||DSMotorsport||11-13-2002||08:22 AM||jonescri@earthlink.net||I keep the EVO manfiolds in stock also $210<BR>I charge $30 to remove and smooth out the ring step on the collector, cut off the flange to fit 1g/gvr4.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com" TARGET=_blank>www.diamondstarmotorsport.com</A> <BR>908 362 5532||207.162.134.137||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001053.cgi
A||||2||91 #680||upgraded suspension||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||11-07-2002||08:47 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I just bough a VR-4 and lovin every minute of it.  I was just wondering if there is a good suspension out there for the VR-4, I used the search button to no avail.||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||11-07-2002||09:04 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I would search a little more. There are a lot of threads on this here.<P>Frequently asked questions is a good place to start.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||91 #680||11-07-2002||09:15 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||yeah, I looked a little longer and found a bunch of stuff about suspensions....sorry.||68.7.184.83||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001054.cgi
A||||9||Kamekaze||Tires???||||1||
Z||000000||Kamekaze||11-07-2002||10:04 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||I was wondering what the stock tires were in the 91 GVR-4.  And I also was wondering how good the my tires are right now, I am running on Yokohama S305's.  (I am not really up to par with the inner workings or history of my car yet, half of why I started hanging around here)<p>[This message has been edited by Kamekaze (edited 11-07-2002).]||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000001||04DrBlur||11-07-2002||10:40 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net|| 195/60/15   ||67.39.144.238||reg||1
Z||000002||04DrBlur||11-07-2002||10:59 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||i think the make is brigestone potenza???  not sure but I run falcon and damn do they grip in the rain and dry.....||67.39.144.238||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4458||11-08-2002||12:12 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Oddly enough, I had those cheapy Yok S305's on my car and moved to som Potenza S02 Pole Positions.  Night and day difference.  The S02's (and current S03's) have incredible grip.  They are a tad pricey though and wear kinda quick.  They pretty much make your car worthless in the snow too.  Of course, this isn't an issue in TX.<BR>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000004||Kamekaze||11-08-2002||12:28 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Yeah, they handle like crap in the rain...||206.77.0.156||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||11-08-2002||07:04 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I have Yoko A539's & love them in all conditions (no snow here though)  Do you guys get that model of tyres over there?||203.221.19.161||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||11-08-2002||09:38 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I will be trying the Falkien Azenias shortly.<BR>They look sticky. <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=7" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=7</A> <BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000007||GRV4726||11-09-2002||12:00 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||your rims look nice. mine look like crap. i painted one black so far... i think i will be redoing that one when in the future.. haha<BR>big contact patchs.||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000008||GRV4726||11-10-2002||05:26 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||wow i sound like an idiot. you guys must be wondering if ever went to school.<P>those tires look like they will grip well. and i will be probably redoing him painted rim some time in the future. though i think its alright now... no need to waste more time on stock rims... but i like them black.<P>thats better.||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000009||talontsi||11-10-2002||06:33 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||The rims looked like crap before they where stripped and re-powdercoated silver.<P>I will have new pics of thom on the car tommrow. They look pretty sharp and it is a sleeper!<P>||65.32.24.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001055.cgi
A||||1||369of1000||Hotwire alternate to VPC???||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||11-08-2002||09:06 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.splitsec.com/mafkits/karmonvortex/karmanvortexkit.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.splitsec.com/mafkits/karmonvortex/karmanvortexkit.htm</A> <P>I found this a while back. I was wondering if anyone knew anything about this kit or this company. The design appears to be something similar to the MASc TRE was selling, only its more adjustable (I think). The kit is pretty pricey, but it's about the same as a new VPC. I've heard many rumors about the benefit of a hotwire system over a VPC. Are any of them true? Also, If you think it is restrictive, you can get one in 100mm ~ 4in. That's a pretty big intake if you ask me.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000001||369of1000||11-10-2002||08:18 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Ok, roughly a grand is too much for my blood, and I'm guessing by your overwhelming response to my last post it's too much for any of you. So I'll add a little more info and ask a different question.<P>I found the splitsec setup when I was trying to find a replacement for the TRE MASC, which unfortunately is no longer in production. Hotwire mafs are somewhat common. What I really need is the electronics to convert the hotwire signal to a Karmen Vortex signal. I understand the general concept of most electronics but I am by no means qualified to make such a device. Does anyone know how to do this? Can you help me?<P>edit(I know the fuel would have to be adjusted via an S-AFC, which I have, or some other similar device.)<p>[This message has been edited by 369of1000 (edited 11-10-2002).]||24.151.12.224||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001056.cgi
A||||2||hibern8||Harness for pocketlogger||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-09-2002||11:41 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||cn anyone direct me to where i can find the harness in the car to plug the logger into... i just dont want to find myself digging through a crap load of wires for an hour.....thanks||63.62.132.129||reg||1
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||11-09-2002||12:00 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||to the right of the interior fuse box. uses the same plug as the tmo logger. <A HREF="http://www.tmo.com/prod/datalog/datalogger.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tmo.com/prod/datalog/datalogger.htm</A> ||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||11-09-2002||01:58 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||thank you that was perfect help!!!!||63.62.130.128||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001057.cgi
A||||2||Kamekaze||VR-4 vs. VR-X||||1||
Z||000000||Kamekaze||11-10-2002||01:02 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||I was wondering who the new vr-x diamantes compared to the vr-4s.  A friend of mine just got one and I was wondering where I would stand in a race.||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000001||James||11-10-2002||03:45 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Going by road tests is Australia, the VR-X is good for around a 15.3 1/4 (manual), so there would not be much in it with a dead stock VR4. Both have similar power. There is a new Ralliart Magna (Diamante) down under with 241hp and front lsd. The manual is good for 14.8 sec 1/4. They have Koni suspension etc. Aparently they are a bit of an animal . Great motor and handling but a bit of torque steer. Tuff looking car though.   <A HREF="http://www.magna.5u.com/ralliart1.htm" TARGET=_blank>www.magna.5u.com/ralliart1.htm</A> ||203.87.124.254||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||11-10-2002||06:50 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||A VR-4 would eat a VR-X for dinner and spit it out the other end  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">.<P>Jon||203.173.161.53||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001058.cgi
A||||2||turbobrian||new member||||1||
Z||000000||turbobrian||11-11-2002||12:06 AM||turbobrian@yahoo.com||hey guys i just wanted to say hi. this is my first post. i have been a dsmer for almost 8 yrs. i have built up a track car that isnt very streetable, or should i say police friendly.  so i am in the process of finding a gvr4 and am considering jons. and few others from my area, new england. if anyone knows of any for sale feel free to email me. <P>thanks,<BR>brian capuano<BR>91gsx <BR>? gvr4 <A HREF="http://photos.yahoo.com/turbobrian" TARGET=_blank>http://photos.yahoo.com/turbobrian</A> <p>[This message has been edited by turbobrian (edited 11-11-2002).]||68.9.74.249||reg||1
Z||000001||hibern8||11-11-2002||12:12 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||welcome to our world man....good to see another dsmer abroad.||63.62.132.213||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||11-11-2002||12:16 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Welcome!  There's another white GVR4 for sale in Oregon.  There's a slightly older thread on it in "For Sale," it's owned by Aaron Johnson.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001059.cgi
A||||10||JSTYLE||Head Gaskets?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||11-11-2002||01:31 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Ive done another head gasket on my car :S. Just wondering what other options i have now. Im curious as to see what kind of head gaskets the 11 second cars are running. Can i run the factory one or not? (im thinking i have too much power for it). I was runninga  1.6mm head gasket with low comp pistons, so my compression was around the 6.8:1 mark (no tested tho). Im thinking of running a copper 1.4mm head gasket. What do you guys think? Any recommendations?<P>What are you running Nate and Co?<P>Jon||203.173.164.129||reg||1
Z||000001||turbobrian||11-11-2002||02:47 AM||turbobrian@yahoo.com||i have alway had luck with a factory mitz 4 layer gasket.<P>brian||68.9.74.249||reg||1
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||11-11-2002||05:45 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Go with the Mitsubishi 4-layer. That's what I'm using. You can reuse it a couple of times, just clean it off first.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000003||BossGVR4||11-11-2002||03:53 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Ditto Mitsu 4 layer .. when i re-used it I did use the copper gasket spray.||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000004||JSTYLE||11-11-2002||04:56 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||What times have you guys run? Will this hold for an 11 second run? I want the car to last too. Im just curious.<P>Jon||203.173.160.117||reg||1
Z||000005||Invader||11-11-2002||07:45 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||Mitsu 4-layer metal gaskets are around $55, and can be reused, but I wouldn't recommend it.  I've heard a few times of 4-layers blowing after reusing once or twice...considering they're so cheap, I'd go ahead and buy new rather than reusing.  They'll hold just fine well down into the 11's...||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000006||JSTYLE||11-12-2002||01:29 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||So this is the factory gasket? why do people go aftermarket copper ones then?<P>Jon||203.173.168.171||reg||1
Z||000007||Invader||11-12-2002||11:47 AM||jconroy@edison.edu||Probably because they don't know Mitsu makes a 4-layer metal...||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000008||JSTYLE||11-12-2002||05:15 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Cools, does anyone have the part number for this as i will ring up and find out. Being in Australia it may be different to the states. Only one way to find out!!<P>Jon||203.173.161.68||reg||1
Z||000009||Invader||11-13-2002||03:00 AM||jconroy@edison.edu||MD349347 - 4 Layer Metal Mitsu Headgasket<P>It may be more over there.  We're lucky enough to get them for under US$60 with the Club DSM discount...||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000010||JSTYLE||11-14-2002||05:13 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||I rang up about the head gasket u said. Its gonna cost me AUS$165 and i have to order it from Japan thru Mitsubishi Australia. I got my custom alluminium 1.6mm made for $140...<P>Jon||203.173.164.66||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001060.cgi
A||N||3||meshwork||Whys my car feel so slow?||||1||
Z||000000||meshwork||11-11-2002||06:02 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I have the Extreme MBC set to 1 bar (approx 14.5psi), but the car still feels slow compared to my completely stock FWD Talon TSi. <P>I am pretty sure there is an intake leak, because whenever I get into boost I can hear what I think is a leak. But if thats the case, wouldn't the boost gauge (Greddy) reflect that? <P>Anybody have any ideas? 91VR4 with 75K miles, K&N filter, Extreme MBC and thats it. <P>Thanks guys, I appreciate the help. ||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-11-2002||06:24 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||The leak could be before the turbo.  How do you know that the MBC is set to 14.5psi?  Is this what your boost gauge reads?  You should pressurize your intake to track down the leaks.  Check <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com</A>  for instructions on building an intake tester.<P>The GVR4 is heavier than a DSM, and even moreso when compared to a FWD, so this could explain your perceived power disparity.  More information would help.  Do you have access to a datalogger?  What's your knock and timing situation look like?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||meshwork||11-11-2002||06:54 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Sorry about that...yes, the boost gauge reads 14.5 psi. Well actually it reads exactly 1 bar. As far as the knock and timing, I don't know, I'm looking for a cheap laptop for both my AWD Talon and to use in this car too. I've only had the car for maybe two months, and I work a lot plus I'm building the AWD Talon, so I haven't really had time to do much more than change the fluids in the Galant. ||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-11-2002||05:12 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||If you're going to buy the laptop just for datalogging, have you considered a cheaper alternative, such as a pocketlogger?  Check out <A HREF="http://www.pocketlogger.com." TARGET=_blank>www.pocketlogger.com.</A>   You can find used or rebuilt palms and handsprings on ebay for cheap, or if you have one already, it's cheaper yet.  There's a mailing list for all customers about using it.  Great stuff; I love mine.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001061.cgi
A||||8||16GVR4||Whiteline castor bushings installation||||1||
Z||000000||16GVR4||11-11-2002||01:04 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||How difficult is it to install the front suspension castor bushings ? <P>Do I need to take-off completely the lower arm ?<P>TIA||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||11-11-2002||03:26 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||they are really easy to install, but i had to remove the whole arm to get clearance.  i dont think you can quite get them on and off with the arm on the car.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||16GVR4||11-11-2002||07:46 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Is the job under 4 hours ? The reason being that it has been raining a lot lately, and I want to make sure I can finish it in one day.<P>Any tips ?<P>Thanks.||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000003||sk8bored||11-11-2002||10:41 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||a little prying on the arm and you can get the bushings in. no need to drop the whole arm unless you are going to do the other bushings as well. 2hr 3beer job<BR>later, kris||209.180.235.223||reg||14
Z||000004||16GVR4||11-27-2002||06:06 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Hi: I'm in the process of installing the castor bushings. I was able to get the old bushing out by prying.<P>My question is which direction should I install the new bushings. Where should the hole on the bushing point to ? . I imagine it should point down, to increase caster.<P>However, the notches on the bushings doesn't lined up that well ( if I make the hole points down ). the only way to make the notches lined up is if the hole point left or right, which would make it affect toe instead..<P>Please let me know ASAP..<P>Thanks.<BR>-Luke||64.168.27.190||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||11-27-2002||07:08 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||bushing should be offset to the outside of the car.  you should get the car aligned after you install the bushings.  ||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR4458||11-27-2002||07:20 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Yep, it pivots and pushes the wheel forward.  This is why the alignment is necessary (I actually was able to put the bushings in at the alignment shop before we did the alignment).<P>Good luck on the alignment.  I haven't had a good alignment in years.  The castor bushings also tend to change the camber, so hopefully you got some camber adjustment bolts or plates.  I am actually going to put in camber plates because the bolts just don't do enough for my car.<P>EH||68.72.162.17||reg||1
Z||000007||16GVR4||11-27-2002||08:55 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||So, that means, the bushing will increase toe in as well ?<P>Damn, I just finished installing it with the bushing offset to the bottom of the car. Oh well, I guess I have to redo it then.<P>-Luke||64.168.27.190||reg||1
Z||000008||16GVR4||11-29-2002||02:35 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Thanks for the help in installing the caster bushings..<P>I feel like the car is more stable and has less wander on freeway..<BR>What did you guys observe after installing the caster bushings ?<P>||64.166.23.236||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001062.cgi
A||||15||Romanova||H&R Springs?||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||11-11-2002||02:09 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I know H&R make a quality product, just want to know if anyone is running them, and if so, with what struts and how much of a drop did you get? Thanks!||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000001||BossGVR4||11-11-2002||03:51 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||I was led to believe that H&R no longer makes springs for the GVR4-E39A platform.||12.44.13.2||reg||8
Z||000002||keydiver||11-11-2002||04:26 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||When I did my H&R's 3 years ago, the drop was very little. I think it was about 1" in the front, but only ~1/2" in the rear, so it has that slightly-raked look. Some people cut 1/2 a turn off the rears to level it. I would like to try that, but don't know whether to cut the top or the bottom. I use them with KYB GR-2's and it handles better than stock, but isn't too stiff, but I'd like to improve it with some polyurethane bushings on the sway bars.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||11-11-2002||06:21 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah h&r no longer makes springs for the E39A||66.19.52.68||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||11-11-2002||06:23 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I have H&R's + AGX's.  Works pretty well.  <P>Drop looks slightly raked like keydiver said, but I don't mind.  IMHO, they work better than the whiteline springs I've experienced.  ||129.120.56.72||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4-COOL||11-11-2002||07:47 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Spring choices are not many for our GVR4 as far as I know.  H&R no longer available.  Mofugus is quitting.  Other options are a little costly, like Ground Control ($400), Tein Coilover ($1400), & JIC Coilover ($1600 not quite sure).||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000006||bob dole||11-11-2002||11:35 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||hay keydiver.  You cut from the top. The top coils are the dead ones.  I cut about 1 1/2 coils in the back. Rides like it did not cut. ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000007||16GVR4||11-12-2002||12:04 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I have whiteline 1" drop + AGX, and it also has that raked look ( front lower than rear ).<P>After trying to raise the front with no avails, I'm now thinking about cutting one coil on the rear.<P>Does dead coil only apply to progressive spring ? I think I should cut the bottom, because the top coil of the rear spring is flat. What do you guys think ?||66.126.168.245||reg||1
Z||000008||1312VR4||11-12-2002||09:10 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I was about to buy he VR4 springs but ran out of time before the movers got here. I called & talked with them(2 weeks ago) cause I ordered a set for a TSi i'm working on & asked about the VR4 & they DO have some. Part# 52974 here is the link to Hobar VR4 springs. <A HREF="http://www.howbarmotorsports.com/cgi-bin/SoftCart.exe/Store/p-1061.html?L+scstore+fwjm6553ff9b969b+1037153495" TARGET=_blank>http://www.howbarmotorsports.com/cgi-bin/SoftCart.exe/Store/p-1061.html?L+scstore+fwjm6553ff9b969b+1037153495</A> ||63.185.96.75||reg||1
Z||000009||Compressed||11-13-2002||12:10 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Does anyone know if the H&R springs are E-39A specific?  I dont want to put TEL springs on, as I've read some negative comments on people using the TEL stuff.  <P>If the H&R's above are VR4 specific I may just go this route.  I'll need to find a vendor for some whiteline stuff now that Mofugas is gone so I can get a rear swaybar.<P>||216.126.176.90||reg||1
Z||000010||BossGVR4||11-13-2002||12:42 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||This is where Subie Modders come in handy. If you din a place that deos Subies they SHOULD carry Whiteline for WRX's and Imprezas, they should be able to tack on some GVR4 bits. This may take more time than being able to get it from Mofugas but at least whiteline is still available.<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000011||Compressed||11-13-2002||02:10 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by BossGVR4:<BR><B>This is where Subie Modders come in handy. If you din a place that deos Subies they SHOULD carry Whiteline for WRX's and Imprezas, they should be able to tack on some GVR4 bits. This may take more time than being able to get it from Mofugas but at least whiteline is still available.<P>DaveC</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yeah thats a good call.  I had a turbo legacy b4 the vr4.  I  put some whiteline stuff on that car.  We'll just have to start perusing Whiteline's catalog...  <A HREF="http://www.whiteline.com.au/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.whiteline.com.au/</A> ||216.126.176.146||reg||1
Z||000012||Doug Thomas||11-13-2002||02:16 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Whiteline has a few USA dealers. <A HREF="http://www.whiteline.com.au/dealers_usa.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.whiteline.com.au/dealers_usa.htm</A> <P><p>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 11-13-2002).]||12.10.219.29||reg||1
Z||000013||GVR4ZUM||11-13-2002||04:38 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Which of the two (H&R and Whiteline) has better ride quality.  Which is softer?<BR>||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000014||GRV4726||11-14-2002||10:25 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i like my whitelines. 50% stiffer than stock scared me at first.. but its not so bad. i like them a lot. i have them with kyb agxs. its a good set up. and if remember correctly the eclipse's springs are 20% stiffer than the galants.. and wont fit the galant either. at first i wanted h&r but couldn't find them anywhere, since i need the springs quickly, i chose whiteline, it was recomended to me also.||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000015||DookGVR4||11-19-2002||11:51 AM||dook@adelphia.net||well i contcted howbar motorsports and they have no more h&r springs in stock for our vehicles <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||24.49.195.41||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001063.cgi
A||N||3||mitsu13ishi||K&N INTAKE||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||11-11-2002||05:07 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||i pulled off my air can, and put a K&N filter there... and now the air is coming in really foul.  i dont know if its sucking in fumes from the engine it self.  but i've just been keeping the air vents closed when the air aint on and then its fine.<P>any ideas?<P>i was thinking this would work.. but the galant has a bigger area then that talon. <A HREF="http://www.msnusers.com/MileHighTalon/2airbox.msnw" TARGET=_blank>http://www.msnusers.com/MileHighTalon/2airbox.msnw</A> ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||11-11-2002||05:47 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||K&N and intake would have nothing to do with the air coming into the cabin, if I understand you correctly...<BR>What's the smell? Burning oil?||167.142.21.230||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsu13ishi||11-12-2002||01:08 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||EXACTLY! thats exactly what it smells like... what's causing it?<P>thanks alot||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||11-12-2002||01:35 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||check and see if you dislodged or did not reconnect the hose coming off of the back of the valve cover.||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001064.cgi
A||||50||mitsuman022||JIC Exhaust...... Pictures||||6
Z||000000||mitsuman022||11-11-2002||06:27 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||Just thought you would all like to drool over some juicy pictures of my JIC exhaust.<P>These are pictures of the comparison between my JIC exhaust and the HKS USA exhaust. The better on is the JIC...IMO Less bends in the pipes plus it's a true 3 inch.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/JIC.jpg"> <BR> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/JIC2.jpg"> <P>These are pictures of the exhaust put on the car. I like the sound and the muffler. Both make it worth it. Again very clean and tight.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/JIC3.jpg"> <BR> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/JIC4.jpg"> <BR> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/JIC5.jpg"> <P>This picture shows the only problem that I had with the exhaust. The JIC is 2 inches longer where the cat bolts up. I have a test pipe now but I'm planing to make it a full 3 inch. Sadly it means cuting the reducer off the JIC.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/JIC6.jpg"> <P><BR>Give me feed back... Let me know what you think.||4.65.76.81||reg||6
Z||000001||uno||11-11-2002||06:46 PM||corona1977@juno.com||Looks good, is it ti?||216.187.162.180||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||11-11-2002||06:58 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Wow, that's really nice, where did you get that and how much did it cost?  :-)||129.120.56.72||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4-COOL||11-11-2002||07:40 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Very tight!!!  how much is it and where to get it??  I might want to get it too, if it is not costing a leg & an arm.  ||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||11-11-2002||07:44 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||That is a work of ART!<P>JIC really makes great stuff!<BR>I got to see thier suspention on a 2g this past weekend. Great stuff!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||mitsuman022||11-11-2002||07:59 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||It's not ti<BR>It's the bullet exhaust Type I<BR>It cost me $550 but that was a year ago directly from JIC<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jic-magic.com" TARGET=_blank>www.jic-magic.com</A> ||4.65.76.81||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR4-COOL||11-11-2002||08:09 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||I checked the website.  I don;t think they carry that anymore...||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000007||369of1000||11-11-2002||08:29 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4-COOL:<BR><B>I checked the website.  I don;t think they carry that anymore...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I couldn't find it either, but they do have a nice suspension set up...for $1450||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000008||1quickvr4||11-11-2002||08:45 PM||caspa69@juno.com||I was looking at it a while back thn they took it off, Whats up with that. Guess I have to call.<P>Zach||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000009||GRV4726||11-11-2002||09:48 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||mmm. that looks so beautiful. i don't think i have ever seen an exhaust that has really caught my eye... so nice<P>wish i had cash for one.<P>by the way due to the less bends... does it sit a little lower. looks like it would touch on speed bumps... some wicked one at my school gets me now and i don't even have a new exhausts.  it the only one i have ever bottomed out on, and it happens more then i want it t. (never)<P>good job on the nice find||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000010||369of1000||11-11-2002||09:58 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GRV4726:<BR><B>some wicked one at my school gets me now and i don't even have a new exhausts.  it the only one i have ever bottomed out on, and it happens more then i want it t. (never)</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Do you go over it at an angle? It's pretty hard to bottom out if you go over them one wheel at a time.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||11-12-2002||12:01 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Wow, nice setup!  Looks great!  What's the noise like driving it?  Does it drone with the test pipe?  How big is your downpipe and test pipe?  Thanks!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000012||16GVR4||11-12-2002||12:29 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||How quiet is the JIC exhaust compared to the HKS exhaust ?<P>I think I have an HKS exhaust as well, but just the muffler and it is a round muffler, not oval like yours..||66.126.168.245||reg||1
Z||000013||Romanova||11-12-2002||01:55 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I would definatley take one of those!!!! Very nice... love that muffler!!!||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000014||mitsuman022||11-12-2002||03:31 AM||riceboi022@aol.com||My exhaust is consited of 3 inch downpipe with a 2 1/2 inch reducer to the cat. The test pipe is 2 1/2 inch. Nope it doesn't drone. It sounds like a supra exhaust, very mellow and deep. I'll try to record the sound of the car. The HKS exhaust sound may be 1-2 db louder than factory very minimal. So the JIC is much more of a "Japan style" tone. No "honda" sound here.||4.65.76.81||reg||1
Z||000015||Johnny Bravo||11-12-2002||12:28 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I knew I had seen this exhaust for sale on some website a while back, but had to dig around for it.  It's the bottom one (Type 1 Bullet Exhaust).  Just click the pulldown menu & you'll see the Galant listed  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR> <A HREF="http://www.autoimaging.com/shop/index.php?shop=1&cat=83" TARGET=_blank>www.autoimaging.com/shop/index.php?shop=1&cat=83</A> ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000016||Johnny Bravo||11-12-2002||12:30 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Now that I look at it the one they have pictured doesn't quite look the same.  Granted it may be for a different car too...<BR> <A HREF="http://www.autoimaging.com/shop/Images-JICp-lg/JICp_T1BE.jpg" TARGET=_blank>www.autoimaging.com/shop/Images-JICp-lg/JICp_T1BE.jpg</A> ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000017||Romanova||11-12-2002||12:35 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Just emailed AutoImaging to see if they can still get that exhaust...<p>[This message has been edited by Romanova (edited 11-12-2002).]||134.39.170.99||reg||1
Z||000018||Johnny Bravo||11-12-2002||01:00 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Ya beat me to it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">   Damn AOHell locked up on me yet again.  Let us know what they say  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000019||Romanova||11-12-2002||02:22 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||(Just got this from AutoImaging)<BR>Hey Tyler, <P>yes we can order the exhaust for you anytime.  Let me know what you would like to do. <P>Tyler Zachau &lt;avonamor16@yahoo.com&gt; wrote: <P>Your website says that you have a JIC Magic exhaust<BR>for a Mitsubishi Galant VR-4. Are you guys still able<BR>to order this exhaust? Please let me know. <BR>Thanks<P><BR>=====<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Romanova (edited 11-12-2002).]||134.39.170.99||reg||1
Z||000020||Johnny Bravo||11-12-2002||03:39 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Sweet, the price is pretty good too.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000021||GVR4-COOL||11-12-2002||09:29 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||I emailed JIC directly.  They replied saying that they can special order it.  Then, I asked them if there is a package deal for the exhaust sys and the JIC SF-1 coilover.  I will let you guys know when they reply.  ||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000022||GRV4726||11-12-2002||09:56 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||to 369of1000<P>yeah i angle... hm looks like my edit didn't show or something. i bottom out because the lane is so narrow. its ridiculous. and if a car goes past me (going the other way) then i can't angle my car. and i have to just go slow and bear a little scratch on the stocker.  i'm not joking about it being so narrow. a bus fell into the ditch right next to the road because of this.. its a tight squeeze for cars like those.<P>haha. feel bad for my girlfriend...she has to drive her brothers Bronco... HUGE.<P>so yes i anbe my car... once i didn't angle it enough and it tapped.. mess up speed bump. its really deformed.||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000023||Compressed||11-13-2002||12:07 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4-COOL:<BR><B>I emailed JIC directly.  They replied saying that they can special order it.  Then, I asked them if there is a package deal for the exhaust sys and the JIC SF-1 coilover.  I will let you guys know when they reply.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Maybe we can get a group buy going for the coilovers?  Who might be interested in the JIC coilover setup?  I've heard some great things about their suspension stuff.  Check out the last SCC with the Silvia suspension write up.<BR>||216.126.176.90||reg||1
Z||000024||GVR4-COOL||11-13-2002||08:37 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||JIC replied and quoted me the MSRP.  And, they won;t sell directly to me.  Asked me to call one of the distributors. DAMN!!  Anyways, good to know that the exhaust is still available....  <P>Mitsuman - How loud is the exhaust when cruising on freeway??  Is it irritating at all?<P>I am all for it if we can get a group buy for the JIC coilover (if we can get it less than Tein HA $1380 , thou).  ||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000025||ron||11-14-2002||11:31 AM||adracing@aol.com||Hey guys,<P>I ordered a set of JIC SF-1 and some other stuff when I was at the SEMA show and now I am a dealer for JIC..<P>If you guys want to get some JIC stuff, I will get them for you at 20% off of MSRP..<P>If we can do a group buy I can probably do better..<P>I know they have the suspensions in stock but I think exhaust is going to take about 1 month or so..<P>Ron<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000026||DookGVR4||11-14-2002||01:00 PM||dook@adelphia.net||What was the msrp on that exhaust?...<P>**Edit**...saw price on the autoimage page for like $545<P>Ron is that msrp?<p>[This message has been edited by DookGVR4 (edited 11-14-2002).]||24.49.195.41||reg||1
Z||000027||ron||11-14-2002||01:48 PM||adracing@aol.com||The MSRP is $680...  $545 is 20% off.  <BR>The SF-1 msrp is $1450.. so it will be $1160..<P>I can get the Tein HAs also, they list for $1460 and I can get those for about $1200..<P>If we do a group buy, I can do better.  Or discount onsuspension and exhaust order.||64.170.153.217||reg||1
Z||000028||GVR4ZUM||11-14-2002||04:06 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Ron<BR> How much would the shipping be for the exhaust to Jersey?  Do they have 2.5 as well?<BR>thnx.||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000029||ron||11-14-2002||05:11 PM||adracing@aol.com||UPS charges about $25 to ship a 40# package from us to Jersey.  <P>They do not have any other type of exhuast for our cars.||64.170.155.46||reg||1
Z||000030||quik0ne||11-14-2002||07:10 PM||quik0ne@attbi.com||What kind of rims are those? They look sweet. ||66.41.128.96||reg||1
Z||000031||GVR4-COOL||11-14-2002||08:44 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Ron,<P>I m very interested.  But, don't mean to be rude.  Do you have a shop?  How can u be Tein or JIC's dealer by just buying some stuff from them in SEMA?   ||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000032||ron||11-15-2002||12:26 AM||adracing@aol.com||Yes, I do have a shop.  We've been a dealer for Tein for a while but we just picked up JIC at SEMA, mainly because I wanted the shocks for my car.  <P>I normally do not offer products for sale on msg boards but I am impress with how fellow GVR4 owners help each other..and wanted to payback..The first thing I got done on my GVR4 was sending the ECU to Jeff O. for cap replacement.  My friends who owned GVR4s told me about it and set it up to send the ecu.  I couldn't belive that Jeff does this for free to GVR4 owners.<P>Anyways, let me know if you need anything.  We also distribute  Greddy, Fluidyne, PWR, etc. etc. I will see if I can save you money<BR>Thanks,<BR>Ron<P>ps..our shop is<BR>Motorsport Techniques<BR>510-783-8383||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000033||dank||11-17-2002||07:17 PM||accordpage@email.com||would i need a special test pipe for that?  I want to get a whole turbo back in 3in, so i will need a downpipe and a custom test pipe right?  lets do the group buy on that!  I'd be down for sure if it was like $550 shipped!<p>[This message has been edited by dank (edited 11-17-2002).]||66.37.232.4||reg||1
Z||000034||mitsuman022||11-18-2002||12:50 AM||riceboi022@aol.com||No you don't need a special test pipe. If you look at the extended piece. I had the muffler shop cut the reducer off and just welded a flange for the 3 inch cat. That was all it took. No special stuff.||4.65.76.81||reg||1
Z||000035||Doc_Seuss||11-20-2002||11:31 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||ok so it seems that this can still be ordered?<P>who can i go through to get it for 550? and this is for dp and exhaust? im thinking of ordering one very soon<P>dave||128.153.154.254||reg||1
Z||000036||Louters91GVR4||11-21-2002||11:19 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||that is the sickest exhaust i have ever seen for the gvr4. i want one now!!!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> looks awesome man!!!<P>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||14
Z||000037||JerryRedGSX||11-25-2002||12:11 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||It DOES look like it sits kinda low...I mean look...the pipe goes is routed under the rear diff instead of through that little space between the diff and the support.||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000038||dank||11-27-2002||06:24 PM||accordpage@email.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JerryRedGSX:<BR><B>It DOES look like it sits kinda low...I mean look...the pipe goes is routed under the rear diff instead of through that little space between the diff and the support.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>its a lot better than my current house of mufflers special crush bent 3in cat back that runs WAY under the rear diff, and it only scrapes every now and then.  and my car is at stock ride height.  <P>is anyone still interested in a group buy on this item??  i am very interested.  dankresha@hotmail.com||66.37.232.4||reg||1
Z||000039||GVR4ZUM||11-27-2002||10:38 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Originally posted by JerryRedGSX:<BR>It DOES look like it sits kinda low...<P>Mitsuman <BR>How low is the car and what type of suspension are you using?<P>||64.157.72.44||reg||1
Z||000040||brandongvr4||12-02-2002||12:27 AM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||On the Jic magic suspension and Exhaust. Hello Ron, thanks for your interest in the Jic produce line, it truly is a high quality produce. We have installed jic produce on every high horsepower turbo application with nothing but the greatest result. I am a sales rep for Auto R&D we are the northern california distributor for JiC magic. We will be happy to bring by some catalogues for you in the next week. On another note im anxiously awaiting my arrival of the FLT_A2s for my Galant VR4. Anyone local who wants a ride in my VR4, I'll be more then happy to give them one. ||12.234.58.204||reg||14
Z||000041||mitsuman022||12-02-2002||05:58 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||My car has Ground Control Coilovers and GAB Adjustible shocks. I lowered it pretty low. I had no touching of the lower pipe as of yet... it's not as low as you think it might be. And another note... your going to need to get an exhaust cover on the rear bumper. As the muffler is real close to the bumper and is melting mine. I found the JDM bumpers are shorter than ours.<P>Thanks to you all for the comments and questions.||4.65.69.219||reg||1
Z||000042||blacksheep||12-02-2002||06:05 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||JDM bumpers are waay shorter as they dont need the mondo re-inforcement. USDM gvr4 have picnic table style bumpers, I tell ya!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000043||GVR4-COOL||12-03-2002||09:09 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||I have a stupid question.<P>Can we shift the whole exhaust backward a couple of inches??  That way we won't need to cut the reducer, and the exhaust tip will stick out past the bumper.  The hooks will need to be modified abit thou.  <P>What do u guys think?  Any problems??||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000044||mitsuman022||12-03-2002||09:57 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||I tried to put the exhaust on in the factory postion but the hangers wouldn't line up because of the length. I never thought of moving the exhaust hangers. It may work but remember the bend under the differental may be affected by the move. Hey it's worth looking into though.||4.65.69.219||reg||1
Z||000045||DookGVR4||12-04-2002||07:43 AM||dook@adelphia.net||So installation was a little tricky?...I love the looks of this exhaust and I planned on purchasing it, But if it has fitment issues I might just go with a certified muffler/thermal setup.||24.49.195.41||reg||1
Z||000046||TWEAKD4||12-04-2002||09:52 PM||cdmyers@surfbest.net||   "Can we shift the whole exhaust backward a couple of inches?? That way we won't need to cut the reducer, and the exhaust tip will stick out past the bumper."<P>You could build a shorter testpipe to have the exhaust fit.  It would only take two flanges and 2 1/2" exhaust pipe.  I would rather do that than cut up that nicely built exhaust.||63.233.221.145||reg||1
Z||000047||16GVR4||12-05-2002||11:58 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Hi Mitsuman:<P>Is your HKS exhaust available for sale ? I only needs the muffler section..<BR>I sent you an email as well.<P>Thanks.<BR>-Luke<BR>||64.165.200.132||reg||1
Z||000048||GVR4-COOL||12-06-2002||12:08 AM||whteo1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by TWEAKD4:<BR><B>   <BR>You could build a shorter testpipe to have the exhaust fit.  It would only take two flanges and 2 1/2" exhaust pipe.  I would rather do that than cut up that nicely built exhaust.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>But that doesn't solve the problem that the hot air from the exhaust is going to burn the rear bumper, right??<BR>||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000049||DookGVR4||04-17-2003||05:40 PM||||I tried to order this today......apparently it is no longer available  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000050||DeanCouchey||04-18-2003||01:22 PM||||I emailed Ron and I am waiting for him to reply!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum2/001065.cgi
A||||1||16GVR4||Raising car||||1||
Z||000000||16GVR4||11-12-2002||12:19 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Hi guys: My suspension setup is whiteline 1" drop + KYB AGX.<BR>Because the AGX has lower spring perch than stock shocks, the car is lower on the front compared to the rear.<P>Does anyone know of any tricks to raise the front suspension, say about 1/2 to 1 inch ?<BR>I don't want to go back to stock springs, because it's too soft..<P>Thanks in advance.||66.126.168.245||reg||1
Z||000001||hibern8||11-12-2002||08:34 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i dotn know what to do to raose the front of the car ut you could always cut off a coil from the rear spring to level it out. i beleive you cut of the top coils if i am not mistaking. ||131.193.8.108||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001066.cgi
A||||17||Kamekaze||What can a stock VR-4 do??||||1||
Z||000000||Kamekaze||11-12-2002||12:21 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||I have been asked to race so many different people in my school recently after they have heard about my car. So far I have never lost (I have only gone against 2 240sx's, a lancer [nothing on it but the OZ rally package] my good friends '95 4 litre cherokee, and a few randome cars at stop lights, mostly riced up civics).  But the other day, a friend mine challenged me in his 98 non-turbo, all stock Supra.  I was wondering how my all stock GVR-4 would do against it.  If not able to take it stock, is thier any way I would be able to mod my car to beat it for under 100 bucks US?  I would really like some local recognition for my car, but I dont really have the money...||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-12-2002||12:24 AM||||Our cars can run a 15.3 1/4 stock with a good driver.  At least going by R&T or something.<P>Cheap mods are a K&N air filter.  Turning up the boost is easy, but if I could do it all over again, I'd upgrade the exhaust and IC first.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||11-12-2002||12:25 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||For $100?  I'd say get a cheap boost gauge and a boost controller.  Set it to 15psi.  Granted, a k&n and exhaust would normally be first, but if you wanna beat him, you can do that for now.  Also, remove the lower honeycomb from your MAS and possibly take off your air canister.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000003||Kamekaze||11-12-2002||12:32 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Is there somwhere where I can get a controller and gauge for a 100 bucks?  would it be worth it if I did, or would they be pieces of crap.||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000004||Pappy||11-12-2002||01:24 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||You can get a boost gauge for under 50, and a manual controller for about 50.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.boostcontroller.com" TARGET=_blank>www.boostcontroller.com</A>  has some good MBCs.  And the gauge you can get lots of places.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000005||04DrBlur||11-12-2002||07:13 AM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net|| Our galants (vr-4) already have the lower honeycomb removed...  From the factory so dont worry about that one.  Get yourself and air filter(k&n) and an exhaust then worry about turnin up your boost.  What good is pushin more air into your motor if it has nowhere to go??||68.21.136.29||reg||1
Z||000006||Kamekaze||11-12-2002||11:04 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||So back to my first question, if I ran against him right know (asuming my car is running good, and I am an alright driver) How would I stand?  He is running a 98 non-turbo, automatic supra.||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||11-12-2002||11:59 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||I highly doubt you'll have much problem with him.  The n/a MKIV Supras have the same 2JZ-GE engine as the Lexus SC300 with only 220hp.  Not to mention the Supra weighs more than the GVR-4 as well.  On top of that he's automatic so he likely won't be able to get as good of a launch either...but he also won't miss shifts or bog on the lauch as bad.  Good luck  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||1quickvr4||11-12-2002||12:00 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Luanch, Then when you get some money you can go beat up on the turbos.............<P>Zach||209.244.95.49||reg||1
Z||000009||evol||11-12-2002||12:52 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||15.25@87 stock as a rock w/a 2.050 60'<P>Could've launched harder.||134.124.18.7||reg||1
Z||000010||Pappy||11-12-2002||01:37 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Hmm.. I didn't know we had the lower honeycomb removed.  I had just thought a previous owner did that.<P>Anywho, 04DrBlur, I think it's worth a try turning up the boost slightly.  I mean, he says he only has $100 to work with.  So why not get the gauge and controller and try it out. If it doesn't work out, just turn it back down to stock.  And he can then save up for k&n and exhaust.  He's going to want to eventually turn up the boost a little anyway most likely.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||11-12-2002||02:02 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||From the web searching I've done, it seems no one is overly proud of the automatic non-turbo Supras, so very few mention 0-60 or 1/4 mile times. From what I've seen, it looks like high 15's are about what you should expect. Just get a good manual boost controller and a boost gauge, and he'll be no problem.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000012||Kamekaze||11-12-2002||02:07 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Thanks alot guys, Im home sick from school today ~_^ so I think I'll challenge him stock tomorow, then I'll go again after I get the controller, gauge, K&N (I was originally planning on reverse order, but what the hell) ||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000013||Pappy||11-12-2002||02:26 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Well, just make sure you get the gauge before the controller.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000014||gvr4ever||11-12-2002||02:46 PM||||Gut your cat for free power.  Cost...  2 new gaskets from autozone.  Maybe $3.50.  That and a headach from breaking the exhaust bolts free.  Use heat and PB Blaster and a large friend.  Be sure to have a cold beer ready for when you want to throw something.  <P>Also, just make sure your car is tuned well.  Plugs, wires, and air filter.  Also a fresh oil change can even help a tad.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000015||Kamekaze||11-12-2002||03:51 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Yeah, Im tuning up the car this weekend, doin every thing from oil to wheel allignment to throtle body cleaning, so on, so forth, and I only wish about the cold beer part (I'm seventeen :P)||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000016||Ian M||11-12-2002||07:22 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Years back,a freind of mines stock GVR4 (with an cracked manifold and exhaust housing,it only made 9psi) ran a 14.70 something at 88-89mph. He'd leave off the factory rev limiter (not reccommended!! hehe   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">),his 60ft times were in the 1.9s. I had my first GVR4 at the time,and it was also bone stock at the time,and we raced a few times on the street (I never did take it to the track  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">) and I could beat him.<P> Ive ridden/driven in a good many stock GVR4s,some felt like they'd be lucky to get out of the 16's-some feel really strong.It comes down to how good a state of tune your car is in. As every one will tell you,start my doing a tune up,check for boost leaks,clean the IC,and buy a boost guage. If you do all that,it should be able to dip into the high 14's pretty easy. After that to get you started,a decent exhaust,K&N and a $7 Grainger valve will make a big difference.<BR> <BR> That NA Supra doesnt want any....  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 11-12-2002).]||129.71.115.233||reg||1
Z||000017||91vr4evolution||11-12-2002||10:40 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Definitely check for boost leaks and check your timing. Granted my car isn't stock, but by doing those two things, it jumped from 179kw (240hp) at the wheels to 190kw (255hp) at the wheels, with half a pound less boost.<P>Mike.<P>Editted cause I spell like a five year old.<p>[This message has been edited by 91vr4evolution (edited 11-12-2002).]||210.55.32.100||reg||4




ubb/Forum2/001067.cgi
A||||1||Telecaster||EGT readings||||1||
Z||000000||Telecaster||11-12-2002||06:53 AM||telecastr@email.com||With the new Omori egt and 2g manifold in, i took the car on the highway to test it out.  My temps at 80 mph was 800 deg. celcius.  I heard that 900 C was the danger point so i was kind of curious about the reading.  Weird thing was that when i went wot (15psi), the temp didn't change.  At a stop the temperature was normal around 550 to 600 C. What readings to you get on the highway at typical cruising speeds? <P>[This message has been edited by Telecaster (edited 11-12-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Telecaster (edited 11-12-2002).]||216.175.109.225||reg||1
Z||000001||DSSA||11-12-2002||07:45 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Telecaster:<BR>[B]With the new Omori egt and 2g manifold in, i took the car on the highway to test it out.  My temps at 80 mph was 800 deg. celcius.  I heard that 900 C was the danger point so i was kind of curious about the reading.  Weird thing was that when i went wot (15psi), the temp didn't change.  At a stop the temperature was normal around 550 to 600 C. What readings to you get on the highway at typical cruising speeds? <BR>[B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>This is *VERY* affected by where you placed the probe (distance from the exhaust port).  Unless you compare readings with someone who has mounted it the same distance away from the port, you're not comparing apples to apples.||205.188.209.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001068.cgi
A||||7||a_santos||Not enough clutch play||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||11-12-2002||10:59 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||My clutch engages almost as soon as it leaves the floor. About one inch or so. I would like to give it a little more play for ease of driving. How do I adjust this? ||64.152.152.79||reg||1
Z||000001||16GVR4||11-12-2002||04:35 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||You can try adjusting the clutch master cylinder piston. If you look underneath the dash, you'll see that the clutch pedal assembly pushes down a piston.<P>Hopefully, you can figure it out.||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||11-12-2002||05:54 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I got this problem immediately after getting a new heavy pressure plate.  I had the master & slave cylinders & flexable clutch line replaced but there wasn't any improvement.  To fix it, I had to get the slave cylinder resleeved down one size & the piston machined to suit, worked perfectly but the pedal is WAY heavier.  I was recommended to use a longer rod out of the slave cylinder, which didn't help anyway, and one of the guys on here pointed out that it puts preload on clutch fork (which is obvious when you put it in) that isn't a good move.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||16GVR4||11-12-2002||07:21 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Hi Ash: That's a good point. I have a CFDF clutch, and my clutch engagement has always been close to the floor despite my effort of adjusting them.<P>I just adjusted it barely enough for me to shift w/o grinding the gear.||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000004||a_santos||11-13-2002||11:59 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Tried the adjustment, but could not turn the rod that goes into the slave cylinder. I put a vice-grip to it and it would not turn. I think it moved just a little but that was it. Fuck it. ||198.111.38.124||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||11-13-2002||12:06 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I believe it takes a 12mm wrench to break loose the locking nut on the rod, and then you can turn it with your fingers. If I remember right, its not over near the clutch pedal, but above the gas pedal, where the clutch linkage connects up to the master cylinder. How much free-play do you have at the top of the clutch?<BR>Also, check out this guys webpage. He claims to be able to modify the stock master cylinder to get a little more range out of it: <A HREF="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/cmc.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.taboospeedshop.com/cmc.htm</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000006||a_santos||11-13-2002||12:11 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I broke the nut loose no problem, but the rod was all greasy and I could not turn by hand, so I used vice-grips. No luck. ||198.111.38.124||reg||1
Z||000007||gvr4ever||11-14-2002||05:00 PM||||Did you replace the fulcrum and clutch fork when you changed your clutch?<P>After a ACT 2600 install my car shifted fine, but after about 3 months I started having problems.  After 6K miles, I broke the clutch fork.  It was probably flexing causing major problems.  Mitsu revised the part to make it stronger and so far I have not had any problems.<P>I will recomend anyone upgrading a clutch to replace/rebuild all the original parts for the hydrolic system and replace the fucrum and clutch fork.  Also, I'd get a SS clutch line too if going with a heavy clutch.  If this is done, you should not have any problems.   ||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001069.cgi
A||||12||evol||Anyone ever done a homemade 3"?||||1||
Z||000000||evol||11-12-2002||01:52 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Has anyone ever tried to make a homemade 3" exhaust? Isn't there some "recipe" of jegs part numbers to buy to make your own turbo-back? I was thinking about just brining sections to an exhaust shop and having them weld 'em in.||134.124.18.7||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-12-2002||02:52 PM||||Has anyone ever gone to a exhaust shop to see how much a custom exhaust would cost?  I think mofugas was the last shop that sold a GVR4 exhaust.  However the AWD TEL DP and CAT are the same fit.  The cat back can be modded to fit.<P>Turbotrix has some afordable press bent exhaust.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Romanova||11-12-2002||03:08 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Certified Muffler sells a VR4 system...||134.39.170.99||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||11-12-2002||03:45 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I can make you one. Email me off-line if intrested.<BR>Rob||24.159.250.70||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||11-12-2002||04:07 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Mine is 2.5 DP and 3" from where the cat would have been, so front to back aluminum and pressbent (smooth, mild bends) was $170 at a little Ma and Pa exhaust shop near me. (not a fancy muffler, but gains were significant).<BR>You can buy mandrel bends and take them to some shops and have this done as well...||167.142.22.235||reg||1
Z||000005||suprflewus||11-12-2002||06:41 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||I am selling a certified stainless 3" system if anyone reading this thread is interested....i will post to the 'for sale' section soon, but i wanted to take a pic of it off of the car first and post that w/ it....<P>-full 3" stainless turbo-back with thermal research & development stainless muffler & test pipe (no cat included)<BR>-muffler has 3" stainless 'extension' to take place of a fancy tip.....stealth look...<BR>-downpipe has been modified to work with EVO o2 housing (you WILL have to modify the Certified (practically all brands) downpipe to work w/ the Evo o2 housing.<BR>-downpipe has full 3" opening, not slimmed down to &lt;3" to take full advantage of Evo o2.<BR>-will come with new 3" downpipe to o2 gasket sold be T.R.E., and the hardware and metal gaskets to fit the test pipe.<P>system sells for $925+shipping on the certified website.<BR>I am asking $600 or best offer.  If you buy the exhaust, I will throw in the EVO o2 housing that was perfectly ported by Curt Brown (9.8 second Eclipse)for a mere $50.<P>thanks and i will email pics if anyone is serious now....if not, i will add pics to the for sale...<BR>dale<BR>ps-this system was good for 11.91 and 120+ on my A.R.C Racing Vr-4||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000006||Ian M||11-12-2002||06:59 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I fabbed my 3" exhaust. These cars are stupid easy to fab an exhaust for,Ill never ever buy a $500+ pre fab exhaust! I used a straight piece (comes in 3' length from a local parts store) of 3 inch to just past the rear diff,then I took a 3" u-bend and cut it in half to make two 90 degree bends (one bend to the passenger side,the other bent turning to the back),then I used part of the the leftover to make the length from the second bend to the muffler. I went to Lowes and got a length of metal rod to make hangers,bending them in a vice and welding them on-the rod slides into the holes of the stock rubber hangers. Fits,looks and works perfect.<P> Ive heard of people using two 45 degree bends,and making the pipe cross over before the rear diff,but its not worth the extra expense IMHO.||129.71.115.233||reg||7
Z||000007||HKS VR-4||11-13-2002||01:08 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ian M:<BR><B> I fabbed my 3" exhaust. These cars are stupid easy to fab an exhaust for,Ill never ever buy a $500+ pre fab exhaust! I used a straight piece (comes in 3' length from a local parts store) of 3 inch to just past the rear diff,then I took a 3" u-bend and cut it in half to make two 90 degree bends (one bend to the passenger side,the other bent turning to the back),then I used part of the the leftover to make the length from the second bend to the muffler. I went to Lowes and got a length of metal rod to make hangers,bending them in a vice and welding them on-the rod slides into the holes of the stock rubber hangers. Fits,looks and works perfect.<P> Ive heard of people using two 45 degree bends,and making the pipe cross over before the rear diff,but its not worth the extra expense IMHO.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>My setup is the same, comes all the way back to the diff. 90 degree bend to the passenger side, than another 90 degree bend to the muffler. Only costed me 150.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Don't want to take this thread, I'll start another one, but I wanted to ask, does this setup cause problems on the rear diff.??? I noticed recently like a week ago, my rear diff. is leaking on the driver side axle. Could it be exhaust piping creating too much heat??...it's not that close to the diff., there is clearance. ????<P>||12.81.85.165||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||11-13-2002||04:39 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Put it this way I just sold a 3" Polished stainless, mandrel bent turboback, with a Borla Stainless muffler for $350 to a guy in IL. Granted it looked a little crapy because I had no gas left for the welder, but still.  Now the ones that will be made in the future won't be as cheap but come on guys $900 for an exhaust system.....||24.159.250.70||reg||1
Z||000009||a_santos||11-13-2002||05:27 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Do you have any pictures of the exhaust you made? <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>Put it this way I just sold a 3" Polished stainless, mandrel bent turboback, with a Borla Stainless muffler for $350 to a guy in IL. Granted it looked a little crapy because I had no gas left for the welder, but still.  Now the ones that will be made in the future won't be as cheap but come on guys $900 for an exhaust system.....</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||198.111.38.121||reg||1
Z||000010||beavis||11-13-2002||05:43 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||if anyone lives close to me i have a shop that will do a 3" turbo back, mandrel bent system for $550. the system includes true 3" mandrel bends a new 3" cat and a new 3" flex section.  if someone can host i will put up pictures.||138.23.114.170||reg||1
Z||000011||talontsi||11-13-2002||08:36 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||beavis<BR> You can host them here <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com" TARGET=_blank>www.pbase.com</A>  or email them to me and I can get them up there for ya.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000012||Ian M||11-13-2002||10:29 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<BR><B> My setup is the same, comes all the way back to the diff. 90 degree bend to the passenger side, than another 90 degree bend to the muffler. Only costed me 150.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Don't want to take this thread, I'll start another one, but I wanted to ask, does this setup cause problems on the rear diff.??? I noticed recently like a week ago, my rear diff. is leaking on the driver side axle. Could it be exhaust piping creating too much heat??...it's not that close to the diff., there is clearance. ????<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> Nah,the exhaust wouldnt cause a leak there. Id pull the axle out,check it for damage,and replace the seal.<P>||129.71.114.211||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001070.cgi
A||||8||HKS VR-4||Rear Diff. Leaking, Help!!!||||9||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||11-13-2002||01:14 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I noticed recently like a week ago, my rear diff. is leaking on the driver side axle. Could it be exhaust piping creating too much heat??...it's not that close to the diff., there is clearance. What's the fix??...I checked vfaq and couldn't find anything. Any links, how-to's on this??? Would this be hard to fix? Please help!!! I'm already throwing too much money on this car! Is there a seal around where the rear axle gets plugged into the rear diff., there's a bearing/seal there I can simply replace??? THX!!!||12.81.85.165||reg||9
Z||000001||HKS VR-4||11-13-2002||08:00 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Can anyone help me??? I'm lost....||12.81.124.3||reg||5
Z||000002||JonGVR4||11-13-2002||09:16 PM||jon@jgronline.com||There is a axle seal on the rear diff but it is most likely ok.  You can replace it and it is a cheap part.  <P>If it is leaking where the axle goes in, I would first think the axle is broken.  Pop the axle out of the diff and make sure it is ok.  If it is ok, then replace the seal.||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000003||04DrBlur||11-13-2002||10:06 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net|| I have that same problem.  I have both the seals and unbolted everything tonight but am goin to pop out the axles tom.  If it is broken is it best to swap out to the 4 bolt now or can I find a nice used 3 bolt axle cheap?  If it is broken why no noises or symtoms?  Very slight leak, doesnt even drip just made the houseing moist....||64.108.85.186||reg||1
Z||000004||HKS VR-4||11-13-2002||10:19 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<BR><B> ...If it is broken why no noises or symtoms?  Very slight leak, doesnt even drip just made the houseing moist....</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Same problem for me. Just made the housing all wet from on the driver side. I can the oil originated from the axle. No noise or vibrations. Could it be just the seal still or NO, it's the whole axle??? THANKS!!!<P>Also, any links or "how to's" on how to take the thing apart as I have no idea...THANKS!!!||192.235.1.198||reg||1
Z||000005||04DrBlur||11-13-2002||10:49 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Its easy to take the axle out.  Simply jack your car up put on the e-brake and break one of the three axle bolts loose, let off the brake spin the wheel a hair, set the brake and loosen another bolt,  do this till the three bolts are off then tap the axle and it is loose.  Then simply pry it from the housing with a prybar and your done.  Boy I hope it is just the seal and not a broken axle.  My fiance will kill me if I tell her I need a 4 bolt rear end because mine just became too weak......  Now if I jumped it and it broke completely she might not mind as much. hehehe||64.108.85.186||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR1643||11-14-2002||10:39 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||HKS - are you sure it's the rear.  I thought mine was too a while back and it was the rear PS line leaking all over the rear diff.  Just another possiblity...||167.142.21.150||reg||1
Z||000007||HKS VR-4||11-14-2002||09:48 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR1643:<BR><B>HKS - are you sure it's the rear.  I thought mine was too a while back and it was the rear PS line leaking all over the rear diff.  Just another possiblity...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Nope, it's a leak from the diff. not from a PS line, but thanks though.||192.235.1.198||reg||1
Z||000008||04DrBlur||11-17-2002||08:38 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Well finished up the seals tonight and to my luck which is usually bad, I did not have a broken axle but indeed a bad oil seal.  Im glad in one way but in another I will have to wait a little longer for the 4 bolt upgrade.... Oh well I am still looking for one anyway.  ||65.42.50.40||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001071.cgi
A||||1||1667 VR4||Where to find Whiteline products?||||1||
Z||000000||1667 VR4||11-13-2002||02:26 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Now that mofugas has closed, i have no clue where to find Whiteline products (i.e. springs, swaybars). Anybody got another source? thanks||24.28.38.141||reg||1
Z||000001||thon||11-13-2002||03:36 PM||thon@optonline.net||yep, he normally deals with 240s/scooby's but he can order any of it<BR> <A HREF="http://www.pdm-racing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.pdm-racing.com</A> <P>he's awsome guy, a pillar in the 240sx community.<P>thon||24.45.231.62||reg||1
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A||||7||91 #680||please dont flame me||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||11-13-2002||03:19 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||but I'm new to the vr-4 crowd. The other day I took my car in tho the shop to get the timing belt replaced, they put it in and threw in a new tensionor.  I drive the car and it seems as if the engine got louder....at about 3500 rpm and above the engine gets more "buzzier".  Dont flame please, but it sounds like a vtec'ish sorta  sound.  The only thing I've done so far is take out the silencer, other than that the car is bone stock.  Is this normal or is it all in my mind?||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||Invader||11-13-2002||03:21 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||Could be that they installed the belt with the balance shaft out of phase.||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||11-13-2002||03:37 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Sounds like they removed your balance shafts.  I just finished getting my VR4 rebuilt without the Balance Shafts and its definately louder and perhaps "buzzier."<P>jb||208.254.3.3||reg||3
Z||000003||91 #680||11-13-2002||03:59 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||hmmmmm...why would they remove them?  It seems to me that they're not balanced or something.||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||11-13-2002||04:46 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I don't think they remove them as it would be more work for them.  It does sound like the rear bs is out of phase.  Heck I know because the same thing happened to me just recently.  Check out my post: <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000902.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000902.html</A> ||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4458||11-13-2002||05:26 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Check to make sure that they replaced the balnce shaft belt.  If it snaps, the car will definitely be louder.  If it snaps and gets tangled in your timing belt, the car gets really loud, then really quiet when the engine stops working.<P>Don't drive the car until you make sure that the bs belt is not floating around the cover.  I'd recommend having it towed to where they changed the tb and have them look at it.<P>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000006||beavis||11-13-2002||05:45 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||if the shop tells you there is nothing wrong, make sure to take it to a reputable mitsu dealer.  i agree with the rest of the guys who said the balance shaft is out of phase.  if you want to check for yourself follow the vfaq.  pay attention to the screwdiver through the back of the block trick.||138.23.114.170||reg||1
Z||000007||DSMotorsport||11-13-2002||06:12 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||If the noise gets much worse past 3500, it's definatly rear balance shaft either out of phase, or balacne belt snapped.  DO NOT DRIVE IT!  that balance belt is right under the Tblet, and when it snapps it likes to get tangled in the Tblet and ruin the whole motor.||207.162.134.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001073.cgi
A||||2||evol||Annoying part # question.||||1||
Z||000000||evol||11-14-2002||10:21 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Hey guys and gals.<P>I need to get the 2 coolant hoses that go to the throttle body from the coolant elbow? (theromostat housing?) Had to chop 'em to do some work. Anybody have a part # from carparts.com or a factory part # or anything like that? Would they have it at autozone?<P>Thanks<BR>Ben||134.124.18.2||reg||1
Z||000001||#258||11-14-2002||10:44 AM||steverallyc@netscape.net||MD146803,MD017335<BR>||151.198.226.2||reg||1
Z||000002||bob in chicago||11-14-2002||02:54 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I replaced mine with generic heater hose of the correct inside diameter. Cheaper than a Mitsu part.||24.148.61.89||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001074.cgi
A||||4||GVR1643|| Thickest IC||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||11-14-2002||01:48 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||What is the thickest IC that will fit under a USDM bumper (cut obviously).  I.E. Spearco 2-216 is 3 1/2 in thick and works, but would 4 or 4 1/4 fit?<P>Asking for friend...||167.142.21.150||reg||5
Z||000001||number3||11-14-2002||06:44 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I have a 4" thick core and it fits.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||11-14-2002||06:51 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, will a 4.13" core fit?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>I mean to ask, did you max clearances with the 4" core? ||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000003||suprflewus||11-14-2002||08:15 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||do you mean w/ the bumper cut away?<P>if this is so, then the gvr4 has loads of room for a thick core.....<P>you could probably fit an 8" thick core if you wanted to.....<P>shannon fit a 5" core one time i am pretty sure<P>dale||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||11-14-2002||10:24 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Dale - he was posting for me coz my computer was having a bad day. I think he meant with the bumper support hacked to the max...<BR>There is a skyline gtr core out there that is 4.13" thick and I was wondering if it fit or not, thats all...<P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001075.cgi
A||N||14||quik0ne||Best IC to get????||||5||
Z||000000||quik0ne||11-14-2002||06:59 PM||quik0ne@attbi.com||I was finnally thinking about getting a new intercooler for 1653. Where is a good place to get one, have one made? etc.||66.41.128.96||reg||5
Z||000001||DSMotorsport||11-14-2002||07:51 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||Iv been doing alot of research on FMIC kits for GVR4, as I plan of offering one ASAP.<P>There seem to be two ways of doing it<BR>stock routed pipe sets like RRE and AMS's kits.  RRE uses the top to bottom 221 fmic core, AMS uses a side to side 178 core i belive.  I would definatly use the side to side vs top/bottom, although I haven't seen the AMS pipes, RRE pipes looked good in person.<P>Other way is routing the pipes along side the radiator like a conventional 1G DSM setup.  This requires a cut down radiator<BR>on the pass side.  This allows shorter pipe routing with about half the bends.  Also can use an "off the shelf" kit from DSMotorsport (hint), Buschur, IRC, Noctournal...ect.||65.40.240.58||reg||1
Z||000002||Tondar||11-14-2002||09:50 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||I'm interested to hear your reasoning for wanting a side to side flow IC versus a top to bottom IC..<P>||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000003||GRV4726||11-14-2002||10:00 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||haha. i've seen this argument before. on dsmtalk. i just hope no one hear uses the old "top to bottow looks ugly" for their may support for reasonning.<P>from what i have learned top to bottom= less pressure drop, which means its great for autoX. but because its top to bottow it has less time to cool the air(still a million times better than stock.<P>side to side= better cooling but more pressure drop.  good for drag<P>i hope i'm right on this... <BR>personally i want a 178... but thats just preferance. i want to make sure the air is cool. its still not BAD for autoX, which i hope to get into later in life||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000004||DSMotorsport||11-14-2002||10:17 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||Well I base my opinion on what I have tried.  If you look at the maps for intercoolers in the spearco catalog, the 221 eff% drops off FAST while the 120 and 178 cores stay above 80 for most of the way.<BR>pressure drop between the 216 adn the 221 aren't much diff, but the eff% is like double on the 216.<P>I don't have any hard back to back data on top to bottom vs side to side.  But the side to side seems to work well for myslef, and every other hardcore DSM racer.  I would bet the 221 woudn't do much for my talon losing half the cooling in exchange for maybe 1psi more pressure at the manifold.||65.40.240.58||reg||1
Z||000005||DSMotorsport||11-14-2002||10:22 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||the top to bottom 221 Ic is dinky/heavy/ugly also.  as vain and non-performance as that sounds, it's just as much of an issue to 25% of my customers as actual performance differance because both a verticle or horizontal flowing intercooler will show big gains compared to the cooler they are taking off.||65.40.240.58||reg||1
Z||000006||DookGVR4||11-14-2002||10:34 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Besides hacking up the stock radiator?.....Could you just purchase an aftermarket radiator that will fit well and cool good with these "off the shelf" type applications/piping.<P>I just dont picture how to cut down a radiator...never done it or seen how  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.49.195.41||reg||1
Z||000007||hibern8||11-14-2002||11:19 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well yeah the top to bottom is much better than stock....<P>personally id say this is the only way to go because going with the side-side setup will force you to keep the similar to stock pipe routing. now we all know that the stock routing is probably the dumbest design in dsm history. i personally dont want my "cool" air being affected by a HOT exhaust manifold, as done with the crossover pipe. <P>just my thoughts...good luck||63.62.130.13||reg||1
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||11-15-2002||09:41 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>well yeah the top to bottom is much better than stock....<P>personally id say this is the only way to go because going with the side-side setup will force you to keep the similar to stock pipe routing. now we all know that the stock routing is probably the dumbest design in dsm history. i personally dont want my "cool" air being affected by a HOT exhaust manifold, as done with the crossover pipe. <P>just my thoughts...good luck</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Going to the side-to-side setup does not force you to follow the stock routing.  Look at my setup, harry's setup, doug's setup, we all have side-to-side IC's and short routed the pipes.  <P>I've said this before (and I'm sure Harry has too), you don't have to hack up the radiator if you do the IC return pipe between the headlight and radiator. <P>As for the cool air being affected by the crossover pipe, I seriously doubt that air moving that freakin' fast through an IC pipe is going to pick up a significant amount of heat, especially compared to how much you're already getting from the compressor heating things up.  I noticed that it hasn't hurt Adams 10 sec car, so it's good enough for me.  :-)||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000009||hibern8||11-15-2002||01:23 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well yeah ok... i cant find any pics of anyones setup...... as far as adams car is concerned, hes running a spearco ic that is much larger than the one they sell in the kit. Something he custom fabbed before that AMS front mount kit was even available. ||131.193.8.205||reg||1
Z||000010||number3||11-15-2002||04:20 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Yeah and the top to bottom IC are ugly  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>As for pictures...<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_front_low.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_front_low.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_engine.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_engine.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine2.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_turbo.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_turbo.jpg</A> <P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000011||GRV4726||11-15-2002||08:15 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||showing off your car again i see. heh, wish i could. its dead stock and dirty (engine bay).<P>every pic i see makes me drool||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||11-15-2002||10:15 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||he said he couldn't find any pics.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000013||GRV4726||11-15-2002||10:32 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i know... but to me its like a slap in the face... haha ||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000014||number3||11-16-2002||10:29 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GRV4726:<BR><B>i know... but to me its like a slap in the face... haha </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Fly up here and take a look at it in person. Consider yourself invited.<P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001076.cgi
A||N||16||Bobbo||O2 sensor gone bad||||9||
Z||000000||Bobbo||11-14-2002||08:49 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||When I took my car to get a new timing belt at a Mitsu dealer, one of the mechanics told me that my O2 sensor is bad and that I needed a new. Well, I told him to put a new one in for me, but he said that the O2 sensor is stuck to the housing and that in order to install the new O2 sensor that I would have to replace the manifold. I told him to leave it alone for now. I hear that if i heat up the bolts that the O2 sensor should pop out or use tons of liquid wrench and use a breaker bar. Isn't the threads of the O2 sensor connected to the manifold or is it in the housing. I don't want to break the threads and have to buy a whole new manifold. I was just planning to buy an O2 sensor and maybe the ported housing along with it. Can someone help me because I am getting the worse gas mileage ever and I can feel the HP loss!||198.81.26.145||reg||9
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-14-2002||09:17 PM||||It sounds like the problem is a shitty dealer.<P>Are you getting a CE light?  Bad gas milage?<P>Yes, you should be able to take the old one out using PB blaster when the car is hot.  With a breaker bar.  Just rock back and forth and don't try and snap it out all at once.  Work with it.  Talk dirty to it and it will come out for ya.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||11-14-2002||09:19 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||An o2 sensor will explain milage but not power loss so maybe you have another problem too.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  The o2 sensor is in the o2 housing, not the exhaust housing or manifold.  With the housing oput of the car, I found it quite easy to remove the sensor with just a shifting spanner & WD40.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||11-14-2002||09:21 PM||||Whoops, I can see you are getting bad gas milage.  CE light tho?<P>I drove my car until I got a CE light due to the o2.  It doesn't really stay on, but it flashes on and off.  At least thats what it did for me.<P>Also, make sure you don't have a recall  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I think a few of the 91s might have, or maybe it was the TELs.  Anyway, you can check into that.  <P>At anyrate, telling you that you need a new o2 housing is about BS.  Make sure that they didn't already strip the threads tring to take it out tho.  I don't know why they would tell you that you need a new housing unless they did break something.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||11-14-2002||09:55 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||just get the mitsu tool for removing the sensor.  i am surprised the dealer doesnt have it.  costs about 30 bucks.  otc tool||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||Bobbo||11-15-2002||01:45 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||Well, the CE engine light doesn't come on, but I hear on other DSM sites that it won't necessarily come on due to a bad O2 sensor. Plus, if I do have a bad one, then wouldn't I either be running too rich or too lean, thus causing HP loss. I mean I got the car serviced with new pulleys, cam seals, belt, checked for leaks, tune-up, etc... Doesn't seem to be any other issues. So I the threads of the O2sensor is in the housing and not in the manifold like (AHEM) those Honda cars. I shouldn't have too much trouble then removing the O2 sensor without breaking the threads. Correct?||198.81.26.145||reg||5
Z||000006||Bobbo||11-17-2002||02:13 AM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||One more thing, they didn't tell me that I needed a new housing, I just thought about getting an aftermarket one. I was leaning towards the EVO III. Any suggestions to this and my previous questions above?||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||11-17-2002||07:14 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Sorry, I can't answer any of your car-woe problems.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  I can recommend an EVO III housing, however.  I ordered a ported one from FP, and it's absolutely gorgeous.  Fine craftsmanship.  I haven't modded the downpipe yet though, so it's not on the car yet...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000008||Bobbo||11-17-2002||08:43 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||Thanks for the advice on the housing. By the way, what is FP? I know that team rip sells the EVO III housing, but i don't think it's ported. I know that buschar sells a ported 1g O2 housing. That should bolt directly correct? Once I get the O2 sensor issue out the way, I'm planning to get a full 2.5" turbo back exhaust, while I install the new O2sensor and housing. Sorry if I keep asking questions, but I'm new to the DSM game. I want to enjoy my car, while I'm still in school.||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000009||369of1000||11-17-2002||08:56 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||FP = Forced Performance: <A HREF="http://www.forcedperformance.net" TARGET=_blank>http://www.forcedperformance.net</A> <BR>a 1g O2 is a bolt on||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||11-17-2002||08:57 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Forced Performance.  They have a website, but it's best to call 'em up.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000011||turbogalant||11-18-2002||02:27 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||My daytona had a stock o2 with 104xxx miles on it. Had to use a ~5 1/2' breaker bar (w/ cheater bar of course) held all the way to the firewall (turbo mounted on back of head) For ~10 second with hood off for clearance yelling WTF IS WRONG WITH YOU before it broke free. Took about 4-5 DAYS (I was only 16 at the time)before I got it out, tired water displacer, pb blaster, candle wax, torch, everything I could. If you do reuse the housing the tap size is 18x1.50, I got it from Napa. ||65.177.232.16||reg||1
Z||000012||#1459 VR-4||11-18-2002||09:37 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||I thought that the O2 sensor was under a recall?  When I brought mine to the dealer to see if any recalls were still open they said something about the turbo and said they needed to order an O2 sensor.  A few days later they called me up to bring it and they replaced it... ||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||11-19-2002||01:33 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||If you're seriously considering the EVO III O2 housing, you should keep in mind that it won't bolt up to the stock downpipe.  The flange is larger (as Martha would say, "it's a good thing") and also at a different angle.  Any muffler shop should be able to modify a downpipe for you easy-breezy-beautiful, you just gotta get the flange from somewhere, or take the O2 housing there to make sure they have the right size.  If you're planning on just buying an exhaust kit from a retailer, to my knowledge they all come sized/angled for the stock O2 housing... I don't know of anyone that sells downpipes already modded for the EVO housing, but that doesn't mean that they're out there...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<P>ps- Come to think of it, RRE carries the flanges I think, and they do all sorts of custom work for DSM's.  Just give 'em a call, or an email, and tell 'em what you want for your exhaust and I'll bet that they'll whip one up for ya that'll bolt on NP.<p>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 11-19-2002).]||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000014||keydiver||11-19-2002||06:08 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Speaking of EVO O2 housing fitment problems, has anyone ever tried one of these instead: <A HREF="http://www.usionline.net/122.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.usionline.net/122.htm</A> <BR>They claim it flows like an EVO, but bolts right up with no downpipe modifications.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.229||reg||1
Z||000015||229of1000||11-19-2002||09:18 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||While we are sort of on the subject, what exactly is an o2 eliminator?  I was looking at exhaust on RNR racing, and they have an option to order it with an o2 eliminator.  How does this work?  What exactly is being eliminated, and what's the advantage?||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000016||keydiver||11-19-2002||10:44 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I don't know about RNR, but Hahn's O2 eliminator integrates the O2 housing into the downpipe for less restriction. But, I hear its a real bear to install, especially the 3".<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.229||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001077.cgi
A||||13||JSTYLE||Injector Staging||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||11-15-2002||01:47 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Just aquired 6 x 550cc injectors. Now im just wondering i know 550cc is enough flow. Would it be a good idea to stage 2 injectors on boost? What effects does this have on the efi system etc..<P>Just trying to work out if its a good idea or not.<P>Jon||203.173.166.128||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||11-15-2002||01:53 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||if you don't need it it's a bad idea.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||11-15-2002||03:08 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||If you need more "injector power," just get bigger injectors, not more.  If you're still having trouble, put together a water/alcohol injection kit.  I've been working on this on and off in my spare time, and won't have a system ready for a while, but if I have any breakthroughs I'll let ya know.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||JSTYLE||11-15-2002||03:51 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Thanks for the info guys. Just thought that i would have 2 injectors lying around why not put them to use but yer i think i might just use the 4 x 550cc's then.<P>Jon||203.173.166.128||reg||1
Z||000004||drew||11-15-2002||11:20 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||Although I agree with what theymightbegalants says and although it probably makes tuning a pita, I would think that running additional injectors would be advantageous due to the fact that you could keep your idle lean and fuel only when you need it (WOT). However 2 extra 550s would seem like overkill. #3, I know you were originally thinking of going this route, what's your 2 cents on it?||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||11-15-2002||11:25 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I remember reading about someone using a second fuel rail with the stock injectors on the backside of the manifold.  Can't remember where I read it and how he/she controlled 'em, though.  And come to think of it, they might have been automatic (390cc?) injectors...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||11-15-2002||03:14 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.sdsefi.com/eic.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.sdsefi.com/eic.html</A> ||24.159.250.70||reg||1
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||11-15-2002||06:49 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Wow, that's pretty cool.  Expensive, but cool.  I like the idea of having the injectors drawing from a separate tank of race gas.  What would that do to your overall octane rating and knock resistance?  Assuming you inject equal parts 92 octane and 100 octane, would you basically be using 96 octane?  It seems that unless the atomized fuel mixes really well, there could be parts of the A/F mixture in the cylinder that have more 92 than 100, and thus more likely to knock and you can't really tune as if you had actual 96.  Does this make sense?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000008||Kibo||11-17-2002||03:51 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Perhaps you're thinking of this setup?<P> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/dualinj.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/dualinj.jpg</A> <P>I *really* like the idea of dual injectors.  Think about it--two sets of stock injectors would be dirt cheap, and you'd have 900cc of flow capacity per cylinder.  That ought to be enough for any of us, right?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>FWIW, the AEM EMS system can be set up to handle secondary injectors in either a staged or a dual fashion.<P>Who's gonna be the guinea pig?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000009||Blurple||11-17-2002||08:28 PM||||Jon, may have been mine you are thinking of. i've got the factory 510s on top, with a second rail underneath, holding another 4x390cc's.  But its being controlled by the motec, so its not really a cheap solution.<P>If your engine is leaning out (please dont do anything without checking your a/f readings at the exhaust!), then a piggy-backed 550 into the i/c pipe just b4 the throttlebody is a cheap fix.  (or use 2 if your still running lean after adding the first one)<P>However, this is just a cheap solution, and as such it has its down-sides.  as someone mentioned above, its recommended to get larger injectors. (however, then you may have a controller issue then).||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000010||Blurple||11-17-2002||08:34 PM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Kibo:<BR><B>I *really* like the idea of dual injectors.  Think about it--two sets of stock injectors would be dirt cheap, and you'd have 900cc of flow capacity per cylinder.  That ought to be enough for any of us, right?    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, it is cheap, and works very very well.  It worked out to be the same price as 600cc injectors (which weren't going to be enough for me anyway).  Just buy some gsr injectors off someone, and then get the intake modified.  Then a second rail (note, we had to use a custom aftermarket rail due to the spacing being different to the factory rail, as the injectors are further up the manifold that the primary ones).  2nd pressure reg, and a few t-pieces for the pressure reg's, and fuel lines, and then just piggy-back each secondary injector of its associated primary.  However - then you have all the other normal costs like adequate ecu or equivalent, plus re-tuning costs....<BR>||202.49.200.143||reg||1
Z||000011||Kibo||11-17-2002||09:38 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||I'm planning on using a single regulator with two inlet ports (such as the SX) rather than two separate FPR's.  Wouldn't this be better than using two regulators anyhow?<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000012||Blurple||11-18-2002||03:18 PM||||Umm... I guess. Its not like they're expensive to get from a car dismantler tho...  maybe $20-30?||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000013||Blurple||11-18-2002||03:23 PM||||Isn't the risk of adding only one injector, that because its piggy-backed off another injector, that one cylinder runs rich, the next 2 firing cylinders run about right, and the last cylinder runs lean?||202.27.176.157||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001078.cgi
A||||7||91 #680||balance shaft kit||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||11-15-2002||12:34 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||Is it totally necessary to use the removal kit after you take out the balance shafts.  My buddy with a 1g GSX says that it isn't, my other buddy  with a 2g GSX says it is....who is right?||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||11-15-2002||03:23 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The front balance shaft has an oiling hole, that you really should block off. If you don't buy the kit, some people use the old bearing, but spin it a little so the oil gallery is blocked. Some people even leave the front shaft in, and just disconnect the belt. I don't think that could really hurt anything.<BR>The rear shaft though is part of the oil pump assembly, and I don't know how you could do it without replacing it with the removal kit piece. I have heard of people pulling the shaft and turning it down in a lathe so that there are no counter-balancers left, but I can't recommend that because I've never tried it myself.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000002||Invader||11-15-2002||04:24 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||Everything you need is available from Mitsu...<BR> <A HREF="http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=1596" TARGET=_blank>http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=1596</A> <P>Bearings you can reuse, but are cheap.  Just press in *without* the oil holes lined up.  The cap blocks an opening in the front cover which would allow oil to leak out (the Mitsu cap is the rubber coated one, too), you also need to put a bolt in front cover to block the other hole off.  The stubby shaft is bolted to the back of the oil pump gear (which would normally be bolted into the rear balance shaft as Keydriver said) to hold it in place on install.<P>Parts are cheap through Mitsu with the discount.  They were designed for the 1.6L Turbo Mirages which don't have balance shafts...it's a factory setup.||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000003||91 #680||11-19-2002||12:42 AM||detsss@hotmail.com|| If I were to take out just the belt, wouldnt that have the same effect as it would if I were to take out the shafts and put in the eliminator kit?  ||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000004||Invader||11-19-2002||01:38 AM||jconroy@edison.edu||The rear shaft is bolted to the oil pump drive gear, and is turned by the oil pump.  Pulling the front and leaving the rear would probably result in some pretty bad engine vibrations...||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000005||91 #680||11-19-2002||09:10 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||what does say, the dealer charge for removing the balance shafts?  This kind of procedure is a little over my head.||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||11-19-2002||10:48 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I doubt if a dealer would do it for you. RRE or some other reputable DSM shop, now thats another matter. The gains from removing the shafts are minimal, and as long as you make sure you put on a new balance shaft belt PROPERLY, you may just want to spend the money elsewhere that will yield you more HP.<BR>Just my $.02 (and I have removed my shafts myself, and yes, it is a pain with the motor in the car)<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.229||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR-4||11-22-2002||10:12 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I just did this mod a few months ago with the engine in the car. Keydiver is right: you can just leave the front balance shaft in the car and remove the belt. But make sure you leave the idler pulley and all the bolts in place or you will have an oil leak. The rear shaft is another story. First of all, to do this with the engine in the car, you have to remove the oil pan. That means you have to remove the downpipe and transfer case and the left side crossmember. You've also got to remove the oil pump housing to cut the rear shaft and then install a longer bolt to block off the oil pathway in the center of the shaft. Bottom line, it is a pain to do the rear. To answere your original question: No, you don't need the kit to do it.<P>dp||68.155.49.84||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001079.cgi
A||||13||kartorium31||split second maf kit||||1||
Z||000000||kartorium31||11-15-2002||01:00 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||go to <A HREF="http://www.splitsec.com" TARGET=_blank>www.splitsec.com</A>  and then look in the products section under maf kits, click on the eclipse one. Have any of you guys ever seen this used.  It looks interesting, but kinda spendy.||168.99.144.187||reg||1
Z||000001||369of1000||11-15-2002||01:09 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||It's funny you posted this. Maybe you'll get more of a response than I did when I posted about this a few days ago.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001055.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001055.html</A> ||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||11-15-2002||01:29 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 369of1000:<BR><B>It's funny you posted this. Maybe you'll get more of a response than I did when I posted about this a few days ago.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001055.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001055.html</A> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The fact there have been no responses should be a good indicator that nobody or almost nobody here has used one.  It's my opinion that the 1G and 2G MAS and VPC all work fine, so I have little interest in other options.  <P>The Split Second MAF is kinda like the TRE MASC system... cool idea, hard for general public to implement, costly, and the gains are attainable through other means = why bother. ||4.47.84.188||reg||1
Z||000003||369of1000||11-15-2002||03:09 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B> The fact there have been no responses should be a good indicator that nobody or almost nobody here has used one.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>This is exactly why I said it was funny.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B>It's my opinion that the 1G and 2G MAS and VPC all work fine, so I have little interest in other options.<P>The Split Second MAF is kinda like the TRE MASC system... cool idea, hard for general public to implement, costly, and the gains are attainable through other means = why bother. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I know any option on a car is subjective to personal opinion. i.e.: cyclone vs. stock manifold. Something my work one way and something else may work another, but they both work. As far as cost is concerned, the 1g or 2g mas will work, but a VPC is higher performance and higher $$$. However, many have described their relationship with the VPC as a love/hate ordeal. So, I was interested in an alternative like the TRE MASC. The splitsec system appeared to be just that, an alternative. The cost of a splitsec system is ~$1100, which is the same as a new VPC, but it has the possibility of less hate in the relationship. That possibility was the purpose of my original post.<P>So to answer the question "why bother",<BR>simply put: It may be better.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||11-15-2002||03:48 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||369 for 1100.00 I think most will state it is just not worth it. Especially now when you can get an AEM for around $1300.00 and you can control everything.<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||11-15-2002||03:50 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I have a Blaha MAS and it works and flows great.||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000006||kartorium31||11-15-2002||05:07 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||wholy crap, i am such a dumbass, sorry for that post i didn't realize that there was already a thread for it.  Anyway it is way to expensive for me but i thought it was interesting.||12.18.161.84||reg||1
Z||000007||369of1000||11-15-2002||07:45 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Yes, I agree $1100 is too much. But the aem still uses a map sensor (which you have to pay extra for). It's my understanding of a map sensor that it determines the absolute pressure of inside the manifold and compares that to the atmospheric pressure to determine the density of the air in the manifold. I'm by no means experienced in this matter, but I think this will only work for the certain weather conditions the map was tuned for. So the advantage of going with a hotwire setup is the ability to adapt to weather. Which is why I wanted to use the splitsec.<P>am I wrong?||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000008||talontsi||11-16-2002||12:58 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||If you are going to spend that much money go speed density. I have a VPC and I love it. Easy to tune and I have not had any drivability problems even with large injectors (660's).<P>I really did not want any restriction infront of the turbo and speed density is the only way to go. The AEM can do both MAS and speed density.<P>I use to know a guy with a 99 3000gt vr4 that had this split second setup installed on his car. It did not work well and it was tunned on the dyno. He ended up taking the car from FL to altered atmosphere in Maryland to get the bugs worked out. He ended up coming back with a VPC setup and the car ran much better.  Not sure if that is a great comparison but I jsut don;t think you can beat a speed density system.<P>All the drag cars use them for a reason.<BR>||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000009||369of1000||11-17-2002||11:27 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by talontsi:<BR><B>If you are going to spend that much money go speed density. I have a VPC and I love it. Easy to tune and I have not had any drivability problems even with large injectors (660's).<P>I really did not want any restriction infront of the turbo and speed density is the only way to go. The AEM can do both MAS and speed density.<P>I use to know a guy with a 99 3000gt vr4 that had this split second setup installed on his car. It did not work well and it was tunned on the dyno. He ended up taking the car from FL to altered atmosphere in Maryland to get the bugs worked out. He ended up coming back with a VPC setup and the car ran much better.  Not sure if that is a great comparison but I jsut don;t think you can beat a speed density system.<P>All the drag cars use them for a reason.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>This is exactly what I wanted to know...<BR>thank you<P>As far as using the vpc...<BR>do you have any problems with weather? I was under the impression it would work just fine for where it was tuned, but here in New England, winter is VERY different from summer. So, I would have to retune for the different seasons, right? Drag cars can be tuned for each specific race. I don't think that would be a benefit for a daily.<P>sorry for my inexperience in the matter and thanks again for the help.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000010||talontsi||11-17-2002||12:05 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Any fuel control is going to be have to retuned for weather variations for maximum HP gains.<P>I live in Fl so we only have drastic changes a few times a year but it is easy to compensate with the VPC.<BR>Cooler denser air will require more fuel.<BR>||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000011||369of1000||11-17-2002||12:19 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by talontsi:<BR><B>Any fuel control is going to be have to retuned for weather variations for maximum HP gains.<P>I live in Fl so we only have drastic changes a few times a year but it is easy to compensate with the VPC.<BR>Cooler denser air will require more fuel.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Well, thats not entirly true. The stock fuel control system doesn't have to be retuned.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>All I'm trying to do is get a system that behaves just like stock but doesn't miss counts and flows way more. I'm sure thats everyone's mythical goal. I'm just exploring my options.<P>Thanks again||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000012||Nate||11-17-2002||01:09 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||I don't have any problems with the drivability of my VPCs when the weather changes.  The only drivability issues are caused by the AFC when the car is really cold during startup.  As for the viability of the AEM option, yes, it can do more than the VPC can do for a little more money.  However, the buyer has to factor in the cost of his or her time in getting the system tuned once it's installed.  It takes time to dial in a standalone.  When I tried using a Haltech, it gave me a newfound appreciation for how much thought and work went into the factory ECU's mappings.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000013||VR-4play||11-22-2002||02:12 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||Why hasn't anyone brought up the EFI pms option. It's an ECU piggy back, Runs $1300, and does just about everything a stand alone does. Does the job of the VPC, AFC, and EBC. I was contemplating this option.||192.91.147.35||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001080.cgi
A||||2||psycopyro182||buschur shortblock||||1||
Z||000000||psycopyro182||11-15-2002||11:53 PM||psycopyro182@hotmail.com||well guys my motor spun some bearings.<BR>so i am thinking of getting a buschur stage 1 shortblock for my galant.<BR>one of my friends bought one and he wants to sell it to me for $1200 vs buschurs price of 2k.<P>do you think this would be a better idea than going and just getting a rebuild, or a block from another TEL?||4.47.40.108||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||11-16-2002||10:28 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by psycopyro182:<BR><B>well guys my motor spun some bearings.<BR>so i am thinking of getting a buschur stage 1 shortblock for my galant.<BR>one of my friends bought one and he wants to sell it to me for $1200 vs buschurs price of 2k.<P>do you think this would be a better idea than going and just getting a rebuild, or a block from another TEL?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>You may also want to check out Martins shop AMS. So far my block looks Awesome.  <P>If your friend has a built block for 800 less and you can trust him go for it.<P>Harry<P><BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-16-2002||01:07 PM||||I would recomend not having anyone but a known race shop with a buisness license to do engine work for you.<P>A friend of mine had a DSMer back yard mechanic rebuild his engine and it blew in no time at all.  2nd times a charm?  Nope.  Engine 2 died too.  Both at the crank with 2 different cranks.  Overall he lost alot of money and didn't get it back and he hates DSMs now.  He drives a GM  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>Stick with what works and what is known.||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001081.cgi
A||N||10||blacksheep||Fuel tank replacement with fuel cell...||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||11-16-2002||12:35 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I am curious about doing this and have questions, as always:  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I know the gvr4 tank is probably heavy and a fuel cell may help it lose some weight. <P>Yes, the cons:<BR>- losing a fuel gauge (mine never showed full, anyway)<BR>- an idiot light<BR>- an internal(quiet) pump (I like the whine)<BR>- more stops at gas stations (my gvr4 will not be a daily driver)<BR>- mounting a cell etc etc could be very labor itensive or...not. <P>I would like to be able to do it right, instead of having the cell, just chilling in the trunk. <P>My new fuel system is/will be all aeromotive, so a big external would finish it of well  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> <P>I love Harrys setup, very clean. Please give us some insight on the size (gallons it can hold), if you cut out the whole trunk floor, how the cell is supported etc etc, Harry! That will be helpful on understanding how to do it...<P>Will having a fuel cell put one in a different class as in the shootout etc etc? <P>Would it be possible at all to fabricate a cell in such a way, that the stock fuel cap actually feeds to the fuel cell or is ther some physics that makes this impossible ?<P>JEGS has some decent 8 gallon cells by Jazz that look like they are made of plastic. They also have some aluminium cells as well. <P>Harry - is your battery setup track legal? Just curious... <P>Any place that sells custom cells, please post links. I would like to read up more on this stuff...<P>Thanks in advance!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||11-16-2002||10:21 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||"I know the gvr4 tank is probably heavy and a fuel cell may help it lose some weight." <P>First the stock tank is not heavy at all. It is actually very light. <P>The four major reason I did the cell are...<P>1) I wanted a flat floor in the trunk.<P>2) I wanted a sumped tank to keep my Paxton external alive.<P>3) I need a better way to house my trunk mounted battery. <P>4) I could and wanted to be very different. There are alot of hack fuel cell installs. Mine not being one of them.<P>The cons you pointed out...<P>- losing a fuel gauge (mine never showed full, anyway)<BR>- an idiot light<P>I retained the factory assem. to keep the above.<P>- an internal(quiet) pump (I like the whine)<P>The exteranal is very loud BUT I now couldn't live with out it. Using a piece of rubber between the pump and car chassis with help with this however.<P>- more stops at gas stations (my gvr4 will not be a daily driver)<P>I designed my cell to hold roughly 15 gallons.<P>- mounting a cell etc etc could be very labor itensive or...not. <P>Yes. <P>"I would like to be able to do it right, instead of having the cell, just chilling in the trunk."<P>See above reasons 1-4.  Look on this site and on the yahoo groups site (harrys folder) for lots of pictures)<P>"I love Harrys setup, very clean."<P>Thanks. Most that see it agree. Lots of planning.<P>"Please give us some insight on the size (gallons it can hold), if you cut out the whole trunk floor, how the cell is supported etc etc, Harry! That will be helpful on understanding how to do it..."<P>I used a plasma cutter to cut out the floor. (my first time using one) <P>Then square stock pieces of chromoly where welded in and the rear frame support above the diff was boxed in. The chromoly frame has threaded rod welded to it, the threaded rod lines up to the holes in the mounting brackets on the custom bent, welded, and epoxied tank/cell. I attach the cell to the car from underneath the car with 6 nuts. The frame also houses the battery compartment.<P>(see pictures here on this site and in the groups)  If guys need urls just let me know.<P>Ralph (a friend of mine) had a large hand in helping me perform the magic based on the drawings I provided and hands on discussions we had together as we work on the project.<P>If you look under my folder on the yahoo site I have picture of the trunk right after I cut the floor out.<P>"Will having a fuel cell put one in a different class as in the shootout etc etc? "<P>In most cases no, the last I checked. Nate usally keeps me upto date with the rule changes.<P>"Would it be possible at all to fabricate a cell in such a way, that the stock fuel cap actually feeds to the fuel cell or is ther some physics that makes this impossible ?"<P>Sure. It would acutally be easier. My fuel door is shaved so it made it that much cooler. IMHO. But requires hours more work.<P>"Harry - is your battery setup track legal? Just curious... "<P>Yes and no. <P>It is because I have a firewall between the trunk and rear seats (no more ski hole) and the battery is also enclosed in a metal box held down with approved hold downs.<P>Currently I do not have a kill switch, well I do but no it in the car  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">.  I just have not figured how to do it in my own little trick way yet, so I will be happy with it. <P>To be honest with the floor "closed" I doubt anyone will think about it. I is not obvious where the fuck the battery is in my car, until I show you.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Maple Grove is really the only local track that might catch it. Maybe.<P>"Any place that sells custom cells, please post links. I would like to read up more on this stuff..."<P>Not that I know of. This is where "Three Speed" come in if you want ultra custom stuff like this and don't mine spending more for it.  Remember to buy you SSSS  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P><BR>Your welcome KC,<P>Harry<P><BR>(I am not going to spell check this, sorry)<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||11-16-2002||11:31 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Currently I do not have a kill switch, well I do but no it in the car . I just have not figured how to do it in my own little trick way yet, so I will be happy with it. <P><BR>I was thinking of puting on where my plate is and drilling a hole straight through it and having the on/off sticker visable when you remove the plate. I think Nate has a sumped tank or somthing on the Maroon car becouse when you look at pics he has some AN  hanging down, But Im not sure..........<P>Zach||209.245.232.93||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||11-16-2002||12:11 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Harry, thanks a lot. If I lived closer, I would be over there asking you to cut my floor up for me...LOL. <P>But I think dissassembly will be first. Take the tank and lines off first, then go from there.<P>I guess I am not sure what you mean by a sumped tank for the external to be alive...<P>Can I mount the pump under the hood somewher or does it have to be next to the cell or under the cell? Any chance of damage to the external by road debris, etc...<P>I was thinking of having the floor cut out, then replacing it with aluminium or steel and cut out the center portion and set the cell in. There will be a lip area which held the cell and bolted the floor to the cell along this lip, so removal is easy. Kinda like a cupholfer in some cars except its not round (support on the top and the bottom...The battery box, I will have one welded up and welded to the floor per track regulations...<BR> <BR>Enuf ranting, I will just kinda have to try it either this winter or early spring, my partlist is huge as it is, so time to shop...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||11-16-2002||12:19 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<BR><B>Currently I do not have a kill switch, well I do but no it in the car . I just have not figured how to do it in my own little trick way yet, so I will be happy with it. <P><BR>I was thinking of puting on where my plate is and drilling a hole straight through it and having the on/off sticker visable when you remove the plate. I think Nate has a sumped tank or somthing on the Maroon car becouse when you look at pics he has some AN  hanging down, But Im not sure..........<P>Zach</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Zach, <P>That is a good idea that I have explored. I don't really want to have the extra wire running up and into the trunk lid if possible. A cable drive system i think is the answer. I have just been distracted from the car lately.<P>Nates car use to have a sumped OEM tank. He has sense replaced it using the OEM tank that came out of number3. You would have to ask him but I don't think he like how far the sump dropped his ground clearance in the rear.<P>Harry<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||11-16-2002||12:25 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||KC,<P>fuel pump push better than they pull. Hence you want to keep the pump as close to the tank as possible.<P>The way I had the external setup with the OEM tank was I had it siphon (pull) the gas out of the top of the tank (oem local) and them through the pump etc.<P>With a sump the gas naturally flows to the pump with very little work (aka pull). It also keeps the pump full od fuel which is good for the pump as well.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||blacksheep||11-16-2002||10:28 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||So, the pump should be at a lower elevation than the cell. So, the outlet line will run from the cell to the pump, out the pump to the engine and the return line will head back into the pump (???) to go back into the inlet in the cell <P>do I have it right or wrong ? Anything I am missing...<P>Thanks, Harry. Appreciate all this advice, else I would have never known...<P>How much would a threespeed cell run me  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||11-17-2002||07:22 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<BR><B>Currently I do not have a kill switch, well I do but no it in the car . I just have not figured how to do it in my own little trick way yet, so I will be happy with it. <P><BR>I was thinking of puting on where my plate is and drilling a hole straight through it and having the on/off sticker visable when you remove the plate. I think Nate has a sumped tank or somthing on the Maroon car becouse when you look at pics he has some AN  hanging down, But Im not sure..........<P>Zach</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>While perusing one of my friend's magazine's on domestics,  I saw a sweet drag Mopar that had the kill switch through the license plate like you mentioned.  The plates were custom, naturally.  What did it say?  "ON * OFF"  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ( * = switch location)<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<p>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 11-17-2002).]||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||11-17-2002||08:43 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>So, the pump should be at a lower elevation than the cell. So, the outlet line will run from the cell to the pump, out the pump to the engine and the return line will head back into the pump (???) to go back into the inlet in the cell <P>You should try and get the pump as low as you can. Mine is roughly 1 1/2" above the outlet of my cell's sump outlet.  (again check out the pictures.) But yes you are right.<P>The return line should run from the FPR back to the top of the cell so that it can drain the gas back into the cell.  You should aslo have a vent to keep the tank vented. I have a long skinny tube that runs along the top of the (inside) tank from the fill location to the side of the cell where I have an AN fitting for the vent line (outside the cell).<P><BR>Thanks, Harry. Appreciate all this advice, else I would have never known...<P>How much would a threespeed cell run me   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Let me know what you are looking for and I can figure something out for you. A cell like mine about $500-800.00<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||blacksheep||11-17-2002||11:09 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Does the vent line run into the engine bay ?<BR>Whats the use of the AN fitting, you mentioned...<P>Thanks, Harry!<P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000010||talontsi||11-17-2002||12:07 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||You can vent it at the rear just like a NOS blowdown tube.<P>Most fittings on the cell are -8 feed and -6 return.<P>||65.32.23.88||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001082.cgi
A||||2||broke down||pocketlogger||||10||
Z||000000||broke down||11-16-2002||04:40 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||anybody have a pocketlogger cable for a sony clie that they wany to get rid of?||68.51.68.201||reg||10
Z||000001||JonGVR4||11-18-2002||07:59 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by broke down:<BR><B>anybody have a pocketlogger cable for a sony clie that they wany to get rid of?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <A HREF="http://www.pptracing.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pptracing.com</A> <P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||11-18-2002||02:15 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Oooh, I like their digital EGT/AF/TT.  That's pretty cheap for what you get.  I was going to hold off on getting an EGT gauge because they're so expensive.  But I just may have to pick that puppy up.||24.60.210.125||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001083.cgi
A||||0||Pappy||Woo Woo Wooo Woo...||||1||
Z||000000||Pappy||11-16-2002||10:42 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||...and another Woo!<P>Okay, so after a long time of going to my parent's place for a few hours on the weekends, my jspec engine is finally in, and the crap box eclipse engine is out.  But there was one special goody I found out that I never noticed before.  The transmission is a 2wd/4wd version!!!!  I forget though, is there anything else different about these transmissions?<p>[This message has been edited by Pappy (edited 11-17-2002).]||24.218.155.236||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001084.cgi
A||N||16||meshwork||Tried to fix it, but its broken more...help!||||1||
Z||000000||meshwork||11-17-2002||01:31 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Well, all this week I had been stocking up to do a major upkeep on the Galant today. I got a 2g manifold to replace the cracked stocker, along with new gaskets, new exhaust manifold studs, and new turbo bolts. I got Magnecore wires and NGK plugs to replace the stockers, I got BG Synchroshift for the tranny and Redline Shockproof for the rear differential. I also checked the timing and did an air leak test. <P>In addition to THREE exhaust manifold studs breaking off in the head,  and destroying my elbow by smacking it off the hood latch when the turbo bolt finally broke loose, and making a total mess trying to put the Shockproof into the rear diff, now the car drives like crap. <P>When we first finished, we took it for a spin around the block and the intercooler connection above the oil dipstick (which I forgot to tighten, ooops) came apart and all hell broke loose. It stutters when it thinks it should see boost, the stock boost bars all lights up when the car is under minor load even tough the Greddy boost gauge is still in the negative, and when you get on the gas and let off the car has issues with staying running. I tightened the intercooler pipe down and took it out again, and it still ran like crap. Took it back, took out the brand new plugs, all were fouled. Put another set of new ones in, took it out again, same problems. <P>Came back, plugged the TMO datalogger in, got a code for MAS malfunction. Cleared code, took car out, still ran like crap. Put in extra MAS from my Talon, took it out again, still running like crap. <P>Took car out again, datalogged, noticed that injectors are showing full cycle even at idle and that O2 sensor voltage is always close to 1, it does not fluctuate, even at cruising speeds. <P>Now, I've heard that blowing the intercooler pipe off can foul plugs and that it is possible that it can foul the O2 sensor, but do all these problems sound like they can be related to the O2 sensor? <P>The good things are that the transmission shifts like butter now, and the "wub-wubs" from the rear are gone. Yay!<P>Thanks in advance,<BR>Ryan||151.199.246.206||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||11-17-2002||02:18 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||If blowing off the IC pipes causes the plugs to fowl and might the 02 sensor, then you should probably inspect that sensor pronto.  Also, have you replaced your caps?  Could be leaking acid all over your ecu.||24.218.155.236||reg||1
Z||000002||meshwork||11-17-2002||10:15 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||The ECU was just done this past May, so I don't think it could be that. I'm gonna order a new O2 sensor monday, but I would like to find out if everyone thinks that might be the reason for the car running the way it is. ||151.199.246.64||reg||1
Z||000003||LAGVR4||11-17-2002||05:03 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||i have the same symptoms and found leaks in the throttle body.||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||11-17-2002||07:00 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||first off, you ecu has given up, and you are back in open loop mode.  this means, it has gone to a "limp home" type of mode.  if the injectors are full open, i would suspect throttle position switch.  this would make sense, since o2 voltage is not changing at any speed.  you should first try to erase the memory in the ecu(pull the cabin fuse, inside the car, lower right side, controls interior lites, clock, and power to the ecu), pull the fuse for 30 sec, then datalog the car.  look at low, med, and hi fuel trims, o2 trim, and o2 voltage, and tps.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000005||meshwork||11-17-2002||07:02 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by LAGVR4:<BR><B>i have the same symptoms and found leaks in the throttle body.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Really? Did the problems come on all at once like mine or over a period of time? How did you discover the leak and did you get a whole new TB to correct the problem?<P>Thanks for the info.||151.199.246.64||reg||1
Z||000006||meshwork||11-17-2002||07:18 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>first off, you ecu has given up, and you are back in open loop mode.  this means, it has gone to a "limp home" type of mode.  if the injectors are full open, i would suspect throttle position switch.  this would make sense, since o2 voltage is not changing at any speed.  you should first try to erase the memory in the ecu(pull the cabin fuse, inside the car, lower right side, controls interior lites, clock, and power to the ecu), pull the fuse for 30 sec, then datalog the car.  look at low, med, and hi fuel trims, o2 trim, and o2 voltage, and tps.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Thanks for the info. We had reset the ECU via the Datalogger when we found out that the MAS had thrown a code when I first started the car. If the ECU did give out, then I guess I'll call the place that redid it because it is still under warranty. What would cause the ECU to give up, if that is in fact what it did? Should I still order the new O2 sensor tomorrow morning (I'd have it by noon, I live around the corner from Conicelli)? ||151.199.246.64||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||11-17-2002||07:35 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||It still sounds to me like either a HUGE leak, or a MAS malfunction. What does the TMO say that the Karman is at idle? 30-40? Look at all the sensors in the datalogger DRB2 screens. Are all of them OK, temperatures, barometric pressure, idle switch, TPS? I think you'll find something way wrong in there, just a hunch.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||11-17-2002||09:30 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||what i mean by saying the ecu has given up, is the o2 sensor is trying to bring the fuel mix to stoich.  if the parameters are too far out for the o2 to correct, the ecu gives up, and goes open loop.  if you select o2 voltage, you will see this.  normally, the o2 voltage will be jumping around wildly, trying to maintain stoich.  rich, lean, rich, lean, many times a second.  when it just stops, either the sensor is bad, or something is so far out of whack, the sensor cannot compensate, and the ecu overides and goes into set fuel maps, usually richer.  if the tps is stuck wot, then the mix is way too rich for o2 to work.  you should be able to see if the tps is at wot with the logger.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000009||meshwork||11-17-2002||10:10 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I did a pressure test, and there were no leaks at all, I changed the MAS with one from my friends Laser and that didn't change anything either. <P>The TMO at idle says the Karman is at .43, BAR pressure is at a steady .99. The TPS was fine, that wasn't showing anything out of the ordinary. <P>The O2 voltage seems to be stuck at a consistent .92 though, which is why I thought it was the sensor. <P>I'm gonna order an o2 sensor tomorrow, if that doesn't cure it I'll put in the EPROM from my Talon and see if thats the case. ||151.199.246.64||reg||1
Z||000010||turbogalant||11-18-2002||02:13 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||destroying my elbow by smacking it off the hood latch when the turbo bolt finally broke loose,  Put in extra MAS from my Talon, took it out again, still running like crap. <BR>Ryan[/B][/QUOTE]<P>First off ouch just thinking of it is painful bet that sucked. Also DO NOT RUN DSM MAS IN A GVR4 THEY ARE DIFFERENT. It will run like crap just because of that takke it out. I ran my brothers 91 talon tsi in mine 91 gvr4 and vise-vera for him both hated how are cars ran swapped back BOTH of us are happy. Don't know what specifically is different but they are even differnt part #'s. Having a innercooler pipe blown off for a SHORT time is ok. If you worried just pin it and blow out the excess carbon. My $.02's||65.177.232.16||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||11-18-2002||09:19 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the only difference in the 2 mas' is the lower honeycombs, the vr4 dont have them.  the reason both cars didnt like them, was that the ecu was trying to adapt.  if you erase the memory, or make a component change, the ecu takes a bit of time to adapt.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000012||meshwork||11-18-2002||06:40 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||UPDATE:<P>I put the new o2 sensor in today, now the o2 readings are fine, but I am still getting fuel cut when the car is under any sort of load. I can hear the turbo, the bars on the stock boost gauge are at full, and the greddy gauge is still showing negative, which led me to believe that the engine isn't getting the air the the MAS is seeing. So I just took apart all the piping I could easily get to (the car is hot and its dark out) and I can't find anything clogging up the piping at all. <P>Anybody have any ideas?||151.199.246.64||reg||1
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||11-18-2002||06:52 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Have you pressure tested the intake system yet?  It sure sounds like a boost leak to me.  This is really easy to do (fixing it might be a tad more difficult, if it's the TB seals) and you should probably do it as regular  maintenance anyway.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000014||meshwork||11-18-2002||06:58 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Thats the thing, when I pressure test it, the TB I can hear hissing but another DSMer told me that its normal. Thats the only place thats hissing at all. <P>What I don't understand is why its just doing it now, after doing all this work to it. ||151.199.246.64||reg||1
Z||000015||LAGVR4||11-18-2002||09:44 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||like i posted before, this is the same thing that is happening to me. multiple tests and the only leak is from the TB. i get the full bar reading from my stock gauge and negative psi on a vdo. i assumed it was the TB seals. as far as i know the TB is not supposed to leak. i haven't come accross anything about it being ok to leak there.||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000016||LAGVR4||11-18-2002||10:00 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||like i posted before, this is the same thing that is happening to me. multiple tests and the only leak is from the TB. i get the full bar reading from my stock gauge and negative psi on a vdo. i assumed it was the TB seals. as far as i know the TB is not supposed to leak. i haven't come accross anything about it being ok to leak there.||24.126.240.116||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001085.cgi
A||N||4||JAYGVR4||Heater issues after rebuild - where to start?||||5||
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||11-17-2002||11:37 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<P>Recently rebuilt 1862 with the help of a local 1G DSM Guru, and now my heat doesn't work.  Fan works fine, and I can at least hear the mechanical flapper working when I adjust the cold to hot from the dash - but heat was working intermittently at a low level, but has not worked at all in 3 days.  I noticed some coolant was leaking from the feed hose coming off the bottom of the thermostat housing, so I cut off a secton and re-atached it and now no leaks, but still no heat.  Its been about a week, so we thought there'd be no more air pockets in the system, and I have filled up the radiator and overflow to the correct levels.  Is it possible there is an air pocket in the heater core itself?  If so, how the hell do I get it out?  I'll be replacing the radiator since it does have hairline cracks in the top tank, but this never effected heater performance before the rebuild.  I just need to get my slimline fan in and then I'll swap the radiator, but anyone know where I should start?  <P>Both heater feed and return lines seem to have coolant going to them - or at least the previously stated leaking feed...  How would some of you Guru's diagnose this?  If it helps, the only oddball thing about my car is that the previous owner had a 160* thermostat in there that I will be replacing with a factory stat since they have bigger opennings anyway, but I did have heat before  with the same stat so I don't think that is necessarily a culprit.<P>ANY help greatly appreciated!<P>TIA,<BR>jb||64.157.63.239||reg||5
Z||000001||turbogalant||11-18-2002||02:03 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Try backflushing the heater core something may be "stuck" in it blocking flow.||65.177.232.16||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||11-18-2002||09:42 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||what you are hearing is the blend doors moving back and forth, there is no valve that controls heat.  the core may be clogged, you should be able to blow thru it.  be VERY careful if you try to flush it, the core is very fragile, and if you apply too much pressure, you will pop it.  to get at it, you have to remove the dash, not a fun job.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||11-18-2002||10:21 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||how about if I flush it by puling the hoses and piping water in using just a funnel and gravity feeding it?  will that work, or will I need more pressure than that?||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||11-18-2002||11:13 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||was the car sitting for a long time with the tubes open?  if so, you may have some insect made a nest in there.  or, the coolant that was in there, deteriorated, and is now a glob.  try blowing thru the tubes, if you cant, then you have to figger out what the obstruction is.  both of the tubes take a mean 90 deg bend, one is a lot longer than the other(if you need a pic of the bare core, let me know).  the core is quite fragile, you might try getting some sort of flexible line to stick in there, and see if it is an insect nest.  if so, you will have to clean the heck out of it, cause it will probably have a lot of dirt in there.  the core is made of brass, and it dont corrode that easy, so i doubt it is rusted.  dont force a lot of flush in there, i think if you could rig up some sort of suction, that would work better.  if not, be prepared to remove the dash.  oh, what fun.||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001086.cgi
A||||2||VR6 Eater||What's this Redline Shockproof all about?||||1||
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||11-18-2002||12:15 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I just read that meshwork put this in his rear diff.  Ever since I put in my new clutch I have been getting deceleration noise from my rear diff.  Will this stuff cure it, or should I just find a different one?  I also read somewhere about a bearing going bad, if I remember right.  It didn't make any noise before the clutch install.  I supported the driveline, didn't drop it or anything.  Ijust don't know why it would start making noise when it never did before.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000001||meshwork||11-18-2002||07:27 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Its a really really thick liquid. I put in Redline Heavy Shockproof because I know a lot of AWD DSM guys using it that loved it. It was like $8 a quart through Summit. <P>I was getting BAD deceleration noises from the rear and this seems to have pretty much solves it. There was a whole thread I started a while back about this problem, try doing a search for "wub wubs", some people had some pretty good solutions. <P>Hope that helps,<BR>Ryan||151.199.246.64||reg||1
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||11-18-2002||06:37 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Thanks for the info.  I read about it in your post I think. ||24.167.211.186||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001087.cgi
A||||3||a_santos||Cheap Intercoolers||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||11-18-2002||06:19 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Check out this site. They can make you a custom intecooler for cheap. Choose the size of the core, the tanks and your done. <BR> <A HREF="http://www.bellintercoolers.com" TARGET=_blank>www.bellintercoolers.com</A> ||198.111.38.139||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||11-18-2002||06:23 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i know corky bell personally.  he is a class guy, and one of the pioneers in turbocharging.  easy to talk to, and really knows his stuff.  does both turbo and supercharging.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||11-19-2002||02:18 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||The FAQ on this site was pretty good as well.  ||167.142.21.200||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||11-19-2002||05:24 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Yeah, his prices are quite decent as well. I wish I had known this before, oh well!! Cest la vie ! <BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001088.cgi
A||||3||hibern8||installing oil cooler||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-18-2002||11:39 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com|| im replacing the old crappy stock oil cooler with the dsm air-oil cooler. so i know i need to plug the one coolant line on the housing where the upper radiator hose inserts, due to removal of the stock cooler. my question is, what should i plug it with?||63.62.126.196||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||11-19-2002||12:30 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||for a cleaner/safer/more expensive alternative, buy a 90 TEL water pipe. Nothing to plug. Or weld the stock pipe shut.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||11-19-2002||09:34 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||what he is talking about is the thermostat housing, not the metal bypass pipe.  you can use the lower housing from the 90 t/e/l, or unscrew the fitting, and put some jb weld in there.  also, the pipe drew was talking about makes the setup a lot cleaner, but it is a bitch to install, you have to remove the turbo, and possibly the exh manifold.  i did it when i did the head, THEN, it was a piece of cake.  one other problem, is one bolt on the oil filter head, the one closest to the driver, is longer than the stocker.  also, to access that last bolt, the lower timing cover must be removed, OR, make a hole in the cover with a dremel, and you can get to the bolt.  howard says mitsu is a bit confused on which gasket to use for the oil filter head.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||11-19-2002||11:20 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||jb weld does it all||63.62.130.214||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001089.cgi
A||||15||91 #680||getting low boost reading||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||11-19-2002||01:17 AM||detsss@hotmail.com||well, I put in my autometer boost gauge (1st mod... woohoo) and under WOT I'm only getting 7psi, what gives, isn't stock boost 11 psi? ||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||11-19-2002||01:31 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Could be a faulty wastegate actuator.  That happened on mine.  I could only get 7psi.  I tested it by disconnecting the wastegate hose and it went up to 20psi.  Just be careful if you're going to do this test.  It can be very harmful to the engine.  It might be a leak in the intake tract too I spose.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||11-19-2002||01:40 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Again, do a pressurized intake leak test.  There's a VFAQ on it, and it's easy to do.  The little time and work required to make the test adapter is well worth it, but I bet if you inquire on your local DSM board/list someone will already have one and will be willing to let you borrow it or help you test.  I can't tell you how surprised I was at the number of leaks I found, and except for the TB seals (which really weren't all that bad... just one skinned knuckle and two curses, plus a drilled out screw; well worth it) they were all super easy to fix.  So go test it!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||11-19-2002||02:08 AM||||I belive 7 psi is what the boost runs during knock problems.  Are you running the stock boost controler?  If so, you might have a problem, or your ECU thinks you have a problem.<P>Known knock problems are a worn knock sensor and lifter tick.  Well that and real knock, but you shouldn't be getting that at 11psi unless you are running cheap gas.<P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||DarkDevilMMM||11-19-2002||01:19 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||7PSI?? that's better then I am, I only got 6 PSI max throughout all gear! anyways, I know the problem that I have is the cracked exhaust manifold and some cracked turbo, and a faulty wastegate, I am kind of sure that I don't have a leak in my intake system, so go check out those things that I mention, BTW, do you smell any exhaust when you open the hood? if you do, probably you have the same problem that I have... good luck!||169.237.32.123||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4ever||11-19-2002||02:27 PM||||A cracked exhaust manny is very comming and shouldn't cause boost problems.  At least not at the boost level you are at.  I can run 15psi on a cracked manny on my Talon NP.  My Galant had a cracked manny for a long time too.  Aside from the exhaust smell in the car, it didn't cause any running problems.<P>A cracked turbo could cause a problem, but I've never seen a cracked turbo!  Check to make sure the bolts from the turbo to the manny arn't cracked/broken too.  If your leaking exhaust before it hits the turbo, that could cause a problem.  See if you can see or feel a gap between your exhaust manny and turbo.  Overall, it sounds like you just need a new turbo anyway.  If it is beat up enough to have cracks in it, it's prolly time to replace it anyway.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||11-19-2002||02:30 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||To make sure it is not your ecu reducing boost via the boost control solenoid cut the power to the ecu to reset it for about a minute and then plug it back in and drive the car. If the problem comes back right away than its not the ecu.<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000007||91 #680||11-19-2002||02:45 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||well I did use a bigger vacuum hose (diameter-wise) than the one autometer proveded ..in other words I didnt use the little  hard plastic hose, I went with a bigger hose to avoid crimping...could that be the problem...should I go back to the little hard plastic hose?    ||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000008||turbowop||11-19-2002||02:47 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I also didn't use the hard plastic tubing and mine works fine.<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000009||HKS VR-4||11-19-2002||08:53 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||My friend's 90 Eclipse runs 10psi peak and slowly drops down to about 8.5 at higher rpm all stock except for the boost guage. 7psi all stock is probably average????  =/  Try doing a tune up or something...might help...just my $.02's  =)||192.235.1.198||reg||1
Z||000010||gvr4ever||11-19-2002||09:18 PM||||When stock and running right, it should run at 11psi through all gears at all RPMs.  You shouldn't even fall off at 11psi unless maybe you try and redline it or something.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000011||91 #680||11-20-2002||01:46 PM||detsss@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Pappy:<BR><B>Could be a faulty wastegate actuator.  That happened on mine.  I could only get 7psi.  I tested it by disconnecting the wastegate hose and it went up to 20psi.  Just be careful if you're going to do this test.  It can be very harmful to the engine.  It might be a leak in the intake tract too I spose.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> Well, finally got some time to play around with her today....I disconnected the wastegate and boosted to 15psi...woohoo that was fun.  So it looks like I'll be getting another actuator??||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000012||gvr4ever||11-20-2002||02:47 PM||||Was that 15psi at WOT?  You should have spiked a little higher then 15psi.  Check for boost leaks.  Sounds like you have a major one.  Or maybe a turbo problem.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000013||91 #680||11-20-2002||03:52 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||oh no I didnt run at WOT....didnt want to break anything.  I'll try adjusting the nut on the actuator arm and see if that does anything.||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000014||Jon||11-20-2002||04:51 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91 #680:<BR><B>oh no I didnt run at WOT....didnt want to break anything.  I'll try adjusting the nut on the actuator arm and see if that does anything.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The stock turbo doesn't have a nut on the actuator arm of the wastegate.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000015||MPREZYAVR4||11-20-2002||05:13 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Hey 91 I have a pocketlogger and plenty of free time if you need some help. I'm in North County just e-mail me for contact info. MPREZYA555@hotmail.com<BR>Rich<BR>||199.35.202.90||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001090.cgi
A||||16||369of1000||agpturbo question||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||11-19-2002||09:05 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I was going over my wish list again. And when I got to the turbo part I figured I'd go with the L2r or L3r but I had a quick question.<P>They say you need clean oil. Does the supplied oil filter do the job? or would I need to change my oil all the time?||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000001||daviddilts||11-19-2002||11:12 AM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||I saw Nate Pharr's Car At the Shootout. And I think he said that AGP Recomend you put a small oil filter on the turbo. Every little bit helps. But thats off the record ;-) <BR><p>[This message has been edited by daviddilts (edited 11-19-2002).]||64.157.68.151||reg||1
Z||000002||Compressed||11-19-2002||02:04 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||The supplied filter from their kit would do the job.  Its a 10 micron filter...  from <A HREF="http://www.agpturbo.com/install.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.agpturbo.com/install.htm</A>  if you didn't see this page.<P>Anyone know what the lag characteristics of a L2R are like?   Compared to a ported 16g? <BR>||216.126.176.67||reg||1
Z||000003||Matt379||11-20-2002||10:36 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Anyone know what the lag characteristics of a L2R are like?   Compared to a ported 16g? [/B][/QUOTE]<P>I emailed Ben at AGP turbo about this.  He says that the L2R, according to customer reports, spools about the same as a 16G--but with a lot more mid-end and top-end power<BR>I know the website states that on a stock motor it will spool by 3600.  <P>I know my car with a ported big 16G, 2.25 IC pipes, and Spearco 221 core it spools at around 3400 RPM.<P>I would be interested in hearing Nate's input about this, because I know he has a L2R,and what setup he uses (ic piping size/core, etc.)<P>I would think with a proper setup, spool could be awesome.  I know Nate says it spools faster than a 14B, and pulls better than a green?<P>Matt<P><BR>||165.139.149.251||reg||1
Z||000004||369of1000||11-20-2002||12:31 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Matt379:<BR><B>it spools faster than a 14B, and pulls better than a green</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Is anyone else getting a stiffy?<BR>||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000005||Pappy||11-20-2002||01:24 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I've been eyeing the L1R myself.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000006||Ant||11-21-2002||07:41 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 369of1000:<BR><B> Is anyone else getting a stiffy?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I Highly doubt it would spool faster or anywhere near a 14b.  14b gets full spool around ~2500, my readings have found the L2R to spool at ~3600 <P>Ant<P>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000007||VR-4play||11-21-2002||07:54 AM||||how does this turbo compare to the FP30-65? i had my sights set on this FP30 for my next turbo upgrade.||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000008||Ant||11-21-2002||12:27 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR-4play:<BR><B>how does this turbo compare to the FP30-65? i had my sights set on this FP30 for my next turbo upgrade.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I like numbers when I comparing things.<BR>Check out <A HREF="http://www.dsmtimes.org" TARGET=_blank>www.dsmtimes.org</A>  and see what different people have run on a turbo.<P>Ant<BR>||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000009||Matt379||11-21-2002||04:52 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I am by no means trying to start an argument.  I would just like to see if Nate can qualify his statement about it spooling <BR>quicker than a 14B.  Not trying to put him on the spot either.  Just didn't want people thinking I am making up stuff.<P>Here is the link:  19th post down, I believe<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000780.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000780.html</A> <P><BR>||68.51.72.74||reg||1
Z||000010||VR-4play||11-22-2002||04:38 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ant:<BR><B> <BR>I like numbers when I comparing things.<BR>Check out <A HREF="http://www.dsmtimes.org" TARGET=_blank>www.dsmtimes.org</A>  and see what different people have run on a turbo.<P>Ant</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>It looks like the FP3065 put down the best time without the spool up assist of N2O. According to the guys at FP, the FP3065 will spool like a 16 and out pull the red. Now that's a turbo I can get down with.||209.246.182.156||reg||1
Z||000011||DSSA||11-22-2002||08:18 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Matt379:<BR><B>I am by no means trying to start an argument.  I would just like to see if Nate can qualify his statement about it spooling <BR>quicker than a 14B.  Not trying to put him on the spot either.  Just didn't want people thinking I am making up stuff.<P>Here is the link:  19th post down, I believe<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000780.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000780.html</A> <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Since he doesn't seem to be paying attention, I'll try to address the issue (after spending some time behind the wheel).<P>"spools like a 14B" is just like any other turbo.  I've had 20G setups that I said the same thing about. In this reference, I'm not talking about a completely modded car with a 14B on it that acts as a boost "on/off" switch.  We're talking about a stock car with a 14B.  With proper porting, exhaust, etc, 20Gs will outspool a stock 4G6 with a 14B.  I think this is what he's comparing it to.   The response time of that turbo on his car was quite impressive, and when it hit it pulled a lot harder than the Reds did that we had on cars before. <P>It's just like the GT30 from FP...there's no magic here, it's not like it's a completely custom turbo setup, it's application and the right "tools for the job" so to speak. <P>My T04E was actually quite streetable with the setup on my previous car, and will be going on the street car next.  Granted, I basically threw everything I could at the car to make the setup efficient (and no more 30 minute turbo swaps with the HKS manifold) but it worked well, and wasn't a lag monster by any means.  27 psi on pump gas was there by about 4200.  It's not like the car *started* to spool then, that's when the wastegate started screaming.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000012||keydiver||11-22-2002||09:50 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR-4play:<BR><B> It looks like the FP3065 put down the best time without the spool up assist of N2O. According to the guys at FP, the FP3065 will spool like a 16 and out pull the red. Now that's a turbo I can get down with.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Do they have any info on their site about this turbo? Everytime I look all I can fin is the red, green, and 28 turbos. Where are they hiding the FP30-65?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.208.234||reg||1
Z||000013||VR-4play||11-22-2002||10:35 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B> Do they have any info on their site about this turbo? Everytime I look all I can fin is the red, green, and 28 turbos. Where are they hiding the FP30-65?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>They don't have anything on their site about it, but if you call them, they will tell you about it. go to pruven performance web site to check out the car that runs this turbo. according to FP, they haven't set a release date because they are still making improvements. they said they are going to price it the same as the red. who knows?||192.91.147.35||reg||1
Z||000014||Nate||11-22-2002||10:47 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Since I just started paying attention, I'll throw this out there:  Josh pretty much covered what I would have said about the spool factor.  It's just like FP saying that a certain turbo will spool like a 16G and outflow a Red.  It's opinion, for the most part.  I like what someone said about seeing what times people run with a certain turbo.  You're asking about an L2R?  Ben just called me the other night to tell me a guy in Kansas? Arkansas?  Kentucky?  Something like that just ran 11.47 @ 121.x on a L2R, so that might help you.<P>Oh, and by "clean oil", that means using one of those little in-line oil filters before the turbo.  Ben should have them in stock.<p>[This message has been edited by Nate (edited 11-22-2002).]||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000015||Matt379||11-22-2002||11:13 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Thanks for the input guys.  I appreciate it.<P>I am also considering a header from dnperformance.com to go with my AGP L2R.  <P>Is it worth the price, or would money be better spent elsewhere.  say, a Lancer Evo 3 manifold.  or is the 95 good enough?||165.139.149.251||reg||1
Z||000016||Nate||11-24-2002||03:45 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||If you're considering buying a head anyway, why not consider getting a header through AGP?  I'm eventually going to move my cars from Mitsu manifolds and turbine housings to Garrett turbine housings and headers, just for the ability to change to a different sized exhaust housing more cheaply.  Call AGP and ask Ben about a turbo/header combo.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001091.cgi
A||||4||meshwork||Is GVR4 ECU the same as 92 DSM EPROM ECU?||||1||
Z||000000||meshwork||11-19-2002||10:36 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||The is the last thing I'm going to try before sending the car to Conicelli. I have a stock EProm from my 92 AWD Talon TSi, will this work ok in the Galant?||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||11-19-2002||10:52 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||It should run fine. The fuel maps are only slightly different from what I've heard.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.229||reg||1
Z||000002||Jon||11-19-2002||11:39 AM||jon@jgronline.com||my old car has a 93 Talon ECU in it.  Works fine.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||11-19-2002||01:03 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i had a 91 talon ecu in my car for a long time.  todd day says the wot timing is a bit more aggressive.  and, the idle will be a bit lower.  you will not be able to tell the difference.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||meshwork||11-19-2002||03:11 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Cool, thanks guys. ||216.178.83.214||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001092.cgi
A||||21||blacksheep||C&R radiator for gvr4...||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||11-19-2002||05:20 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||OK, anyone use this or have any feedback ??<P>I called C&R and didnt get much info. I could get it with a pusher fan for the same price of $499. But, is it shorter than stock - length wise ?? That would help easier IC pipe routing for sure...<P>Also, do they a while to deliver their product, I hate being promised a week and then taking 3 months...<P>Thanks in advance!<P>KC<p>[This message has been edited by blacksheep (edited 11-19-2002).]||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||11-19-2002||05:44 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||KC,<P>I've heard of people having fitment problems with the C&R radiators, especially with the top brackets. Other than that, they make 2 sizes for the GVR4 that I know of, one which is same as stock, one which is narrower on the passenger's side for use with shorter pipe routing.<P>drew||130.212.243.53||reg||1
Z||000002||ron||11-19-2002||07:30 PM||adracing@aol.com||KC,<P>I don't know too much about C&R ones but I put a Fluidyne on my car.. It is made for an 1g TEL but it fited fine for my car except I needed a TEL tstat cover and had to machine some custom radiator brackets because its a little shorter.. <BR>I can get you one of those for $350. without the fan but you can run a Flexilite pusher (if you have no A/C) or puller.<BR>also I can probably hook you up with the cool radiator brackets.<P>LMK..<BR>Ron ||66.125.228.236||reg||1
Z||000003||SPAM||11-19-2002||08:17 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||I got mine from a guy that was advertising some TEL, RX7 and Honda C&R rads on groupbuycenter.com <BR>I asked him if he had any of the GVR4 type and initially he said no because he didnt think they made them at the time. After I showed him the link he called C&R ordered the rads to him and replied back within a week. He told me they wouldnt get to him until three days later and would ship as soon as it got there. I recieved the radiator, cap and Spal fan on the fifth day after getting his email and prepaying $379 total for everything including shipping.<BR>His email is Afterhourzboost@aol.com <BR>As far as fitment issues.....The rad is sunken about a half and inch and I had to Dremel out the upper bracket grommets outwards a tad to get it to fit nicely. Other than it fits perfectly.... ||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||11-19-2002||08:32 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Spam - is it shorter in lenght than the stock gvr4? Do yo have pics you can post...<P>Thanks!<P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||11-20-2002||08:27 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||KC,<BR> Here's a pix of the fan before installation.<BR> <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/fan.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/fan.JPG</A> <BR>here's how far the top is off. <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/CR_TOP1" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/CR_TOP1</A> <P>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000006||blacksheep||11-20-2002||10:43 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Martin<P>Thanks, I just ordered it today, hopefully I will have it soon. What did you have to do to make the top fit - just bend those brackets ?||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000007||Martin Tolentino||11-21-2002||12:41 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||KC,<BR> The only thing I did was to install new mounts on top. The old ones were cracked/broken and dry rotted.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000008||blacksheep||11-21-2002||06:49 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Martin<P>Thanks, mine are quite fubared as well...I will remember to order those..I need to order a pile of stuff  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000009||bob in chicago||11-22-2002||03:44 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I bought my C&R directly from factory. They've amitted that the top mount posts were in wrong place, but offerred no $  refund on mine, just discount on new hoses or next radiator. Cheap-skates if you ask me.  They've since made correction on their jig for top posts. Finally, the outlets were 1/8" smaller in diameter than my original rad. making for leaking hoses, too.<P>I'd check out Indy Race core. I'll never spend $ with C&R again.||216.65.174.254||reg||1
Z||000010||blacksheep||11-22-2002||06:27 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||oh boy, bob in chicago is scaring me, I hope it works out OK||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000011||bob in chicago||11-23-2002||10:26 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||C&R has fixed the top post positioning,so not to worry. I used 2 hose clamps on each of the radiator hoses to ensure no leaks. Everything is fine, now.  Their list price is high, but the build quality is very good. ||216.65.167.148||reg||1
Z||000012||blacksheep||11-23-2002||11:03 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Bob<P>I bouhgt it thru the guy mentioned above - <BR>afterhourzracing.com - $384 with pusher fan installed and FREE shipping. I couldnt pass that up  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000013||blacksheep||12-02-2002||06:04 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I got my C&R radiator today. It seems to fit well and quailty is awesome...I was a little disappointed that the bracket was not welded on the outside like I had asked, but the inside would work as well, I suppose with the spal slim fan...||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000014||Martin Tolentino||12-03-2002||11:24 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||KC,<BR>  I you looked at some of the pix I took, C&R OE welded it in the back. I think it takes a 13" spal fan thinline.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000015||blacksheep||12-03-2002||02:00 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Martin<P>When I placed my order, I asked the guy if it could be welded in front. he said, "oh, yeah". Its easy. I had also pre-confirmed it with C&R and asked if I wanted it in front, they could do that, no problem. So, I expected it to be in front, but it was just like yours...<P>Sorry for any "corn"-fusion  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000016||blacksheep||12-03-2002||02:02 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Also, I forgot to mention - mine did not have the C&R lettering painted on the fins like yours does...||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000017||Martin Tolentino||12-03-2002||04:31 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||KC,<BR> Yours was alot cheaper. It won't be seen anyways after it's installed.<P>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000018||blacksheep||12-03-2002||07:00 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Martin<P>Thats true, hence I aint complaining too much  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I am supposing you paid full price for it as well.<P>I will post pics sometime...<BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000019||Martin Tolentino||12-03-2002||07:55 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||yea... I paid full price.||68.6.244.123||reg||9
Z||000020||ken inn||12-04-2002||10:39 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i GOTTA ask.  i have a modine in my car, in texas 100+ deg summers, it does not overheat.  i have a spare i got off ebay for 39 bucks.  what is the advantage of the C&R radiator?  what am i missing here?||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000021||Martin Tolentino||12-04-2002||11:06 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||bling bling factor j/k <BR>It has much larger internal cooling tubes, I tried to a digital pix but it didn't come out. With the slim line fan it allows for more room in the engine bay. My old one had a vapor leak.||68.6.244.123||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001093.cgi
A||||3||astondg||Boost falling off||||1||
Z||000000||astondg||11-20-2002||02:30 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||We took our VR4 to the mechanic today to get the brakes checked and he had a look at the boost while it was there. Apparently the 11psi we had seen was at about 3000rpm and after that it dropped back to 8psi. Firstly is this normal? Secondly the mechanic changed the boost so now it is at 15psi at lower revs and drops to 11psi higher up, should he have done this? Should we change it back? I had a look at some FAQ's but they only had boost boost creeping up not down. I had thought that maybe it was leaking somewhere or the wastegate was slightly open?<BR>Thanks,<BR>Aston||198.142.111.229||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||11-20-2002||04:24 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||<I>I replied to this question on the Aussie VR4 forum.  Lazy me cuts & pastes...</I><P>If your exhaust manifold, turbo exhaust housing or both are cracked badly the turbo won't hold 15psi up in the higher revs, mine nearly had the wastegate fall out & it only held 11psi at redline. <P>An interceptor can help a little with a car with your mods, though the money may be better spent on a JDM VR4 or evo intercooler first. Is your 3" exhaust all the way up to the turbo or just from the o2 housing? (cast elbow on back of turbo) Finishing the exhaust & getting a front mount will help more than an interceptor.||203.221.19.38||reg||1
Z||000002||astondg||11-20-2002||05:44 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||Thanks for replying, I probably shouldn't have posted on 2 forums but I was getting a bit worried, we have to drive it tomorrow and I didn't want to damage it with too much boost or something. I will get those things checked but I don't think it will be the turbo housing, that was cracked when we bought it and we've only had it fixed about 6 months ago. I will look into the interceptor and intercooler and check out the turbo.||198.142.110.120||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||11-20-2002||06:12 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||By interceptor I mean the Unichip, or a S-AFC for that matter.||165.228.131.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001094.cgi
A||||2||JSTYLE||No boost?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||11-20-2002||03:00 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Guys,<P>Just rebuilt my top half of my engine. Anyways put it all on and stuff. <P>Ran the car for abit, when i play with the bov in nutural it kicks in after 6000rpm which is normal. Anyways i took it out for a drive, was trying to hit boost but it wouldnt boost. My boost gauge was reading that it was boosting at 5psi (which is what its set to) but i wasnt feeling anyboost. Im running a crossover pipe with no cooler thats why im not running big boost. Anyways when it hit 3500rpm (normally starts boosting) it doesnt boost, it basically backfiores in the exhaust. Not sure what has happpend.<P>Ive knocked a breather hose from under the plenum out, dont think this would have anything to do with it but maybe? Also ive checked for boost leaks, i have none of them.<P>Jon||203.173.164.85||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||11-20-2002||04:28 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||If you haven't blocked it you will have a massive leak.  Is it the oil breather one?||203.221.19.38||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||11-20-2002||04:36 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Nah its not the oil one. Its the one at the back of the plenum. It has like 2 power wires connected to it then a circular thing, then it has a breather pipe that is like 15cm that needs to go somewhere, i cant find where tho. But i dont think this is the problem!<P>Jon||203.173.164.85||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001095.cgi
A||||10||Louters91GVR4||Thought on the Forced Performance RED Turbo???||||5||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||11-20-2002||02:23 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Is this a streetable turbo??? Does anyone have this unit??? Spool time? Dependable? Let me know.<P>Thanks,<BR>Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||5
Z||000001||evol||11-20-2002||04:10 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||From what I've heard, Green is the way to go for streetability, but I'd imagine the Red is pretty laggy. Cams and headwork would probably help with lag. I'd personally  rather have something smaller--t3/t4 or something lie that. Maybe an L2R.||172.138.30.98||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||11-20-2002||05:29 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||There are a few running around here on TEL's and they are streetable.<BR>Now there are only a few that are running fast because they have the mods to support that size turbo.<P>I personally run a t3/t4 since they are cheaper in the long run.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||11-20-2002||06:09 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||For the price I'd get an AGP L2R, or L1R ball bearing turbo.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||11-20-2002||10:49 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||talontsi is on the money - get a decent t3/t4 setup, they are waay cheaper and easier to fix. Also, you can get them in a million trims, so upgrading is not a problem. Seems like above the 20G, mitsu based turbo are mondo-expensive IMHO.||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR-4||11-20-2002||11:06 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||What are an L1R and L2R?||68.155.50.161||reg||1
Z||000006||DSMotorsport||11-20-2002||11:14 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||T3T4 strait up garret is the way to go...turbo's are ~$700 for anything in the same power range as red and green.  I sell the whole kit (cast manifold, t3t4 turbo, tial external, SS dumptube, SS 02 eliminator, oil lines, gaskets, hardware) for $1900....<P>add up what a green, ported 2g manifold, external, SS oil feed comes to....more than $1900 for sure.<P>plus when your mitsu-garret hybrid blows up...it costs you $1000+ to fix....garret cartridgge is $380<P>plus the garrets are interchangable...you can mix and match wheel/housings with ease.||65.164.204.137||reg||3
Z||000007||Louters91GVR4||11-21-2002||11:27 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||I appreciate all the help guys. My poor little 14B is getting nervous, he might be out of a job <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>-Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||7
Z||000008||Pappy||11-21-2002||12:19 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR-4:<BR><B>What are an L1R and L2R?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> <A HREF="http://www.agpturbo.com" TARGET=_blank>www.agpturbo.com</A> <P>They're ball bearing turbos that hook right up to Mitsu manifolds.  The L2R reaches maximum boost at about 3600 RPM and supported over 500hp., and they're still testing the L1R.  They've been updating their site recently so it's down sometimes...and seems to be right now.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000009||suprflewus||11-21-2002||06:07 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||the sleeper 16g is a pretty awesome street/strip turbo.<P>i ran this turbo on my galant for the past 6 months and it is pretty amazing.<P>spools up better than a crapped out 14b, and is good for 125+ mph trap speeds.  My best trap speed with it was 119mph, but i think Victor Brant went 124 on it (he had cams...i was on a stock engine....which may have changed my #'s a little...).....on a galant (talon/eclipse mph are better, but apples to apples) my 119 mph had a 90mph 1/8 mile time.....i had some 95mph 1/8 mile times, so there is good potential w/ the turbo.<P>i'd say for ease, this turbo is hard to beat...a true bolt on mitsubishi turbo with 120+ galant mph potential and super spool up on the street....<P>i am selling my sleeper 16g if anyone is interested....probably around $900 or best offer<BR>thanks<BR>dale<P>ps-a properly setup garrett system would be pretty impressive as well, i will probably go w/ a gt setup to flow more air...but its gonna cost for all the support parts -out||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR-4||11-21-2002||09:41 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Thanks for the response, Pappy. And the link, too.<P>dp||68.155.56.39||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001096.cgi
A||||3||SnoBlind||4Bolt from a '96?||||1||
Z||000000||SnoBlind||11-20-2002||03:39 PM||modularv8@hotmail.com||Will a 4bolt from a 2G work with our cars?||65.203.84.131||reg||1
Z||000001||Jon||11-20-2002||04:50 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Nope.  Actually, 2G axles are pretty weak from what I've heard.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||SnoBlind||11-20-2002||05:42 PM||modularv8@hotmail.com||Thanks, I just double checked and it's from a '91 laser.  I think he told me '96 over the phone by mistake.||66.73.1.249||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||11-20-2002||05:44 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||91 does not come with a 4 bolt. Unless it was upgraded before.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001097.cgi
A||||2||hibern8||For those familiar with Profec B||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-20-2002||05:15 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey guys i have already went to greddys site for install tips of the lines for the profec b boost controller with an external wastegate. i have the hks 40mm on my setup. well the one line goes to one of the nipples on the wastegate but which one? and the other line can go to somewhere on the upper ic pipe. well what do i do if im making custom piping. should i just make some kind of nipple on the piping. also what happens with the extra nipple on the wastegate. thanks...<P>ken||63.62.132.72||reg||1
Z||000001||bob dole||11-20-2002||06:52 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||on the profec b. I can't remember with out looking at my car.  I know you have to have vacum to the wastegate and the stepping motor. The other nipple on the stepping motor goes to the wastegate.||24.73.70.176||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||11-20-2002||10:47 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I think greddy's no. is 1800-greddy-2. I would call them, very helpful chaps. Sometimes hard to understand, but super nice...||12.216.36.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001098.cgi
A||||8||GRV4726||Idle Stuff||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||11-20-2002||09:48 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so i've been looking at all the connections in because when driving back home and pulling into the garage, after i let of the gas the rpms dropped to about 650, then it caught itself and went up to 800.  the car is idling funny. what i mean its it keeps up going up and dropping and going up and dropping then when i let of the gas, sometimes it falls to 500-700 and than catchs itself. <P>i was checking the engine bay and everything seems to be connected properly and tightly.  i cut my can a bit and have a K&N.  i removed the silencer and backed out the screw cover with silicone on the mas. <P>now i have another problem too.. car smokes at idle shortly after starting then stops.  starts again periodically... and smokes sometimes when i give it gas in neutral. smoke is blueish... and from the exhaust. i haven't done an ic pipe leak test yet, but i checked the pipes and they looked fine. still suspicious though. and i haven't done my caps but thats because the ecu was replaced 2 years ago by previous owner. i'll check soon though. another odd thing is i found a male connecter that branches off of the wires that go to the mas, and it was disconnected. i connected it to where i though it should go (the only female like it around there) and the car idled at 2500 rpms. disconnected it and it was fine. then reconnected it and it was fine. whats it for? and is my idle adjustment controller (not sure if its IAC or ISC) bad. i turn on the ac and it goes to 900 but moves around. i push on the brake and it drops then goes back up. its annoyng and i don't like my car shaking like that. makes me feel like its on crack or something.<P>sorry for the long post but i just want some opinions...||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||blacksheep||11-20-2002||10:46 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Its your turbo, I can almost guarantee it. I thought it was valve seals, I replaced it and guess what -still smoked like a crackhead. I had no shaft play whatsoever, so turbo was being ruled out, then we took the compressor housing off, it was shot and oil was leaking into the exhaust housing...<P>Turbo is easier to replace than valve seals if you go the used route, plus good excuse to get more boost  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||11-20-2002||11:03 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Does anyone have an answer for his idle question?  I don't, unfortunately, but i have the same problem.  Idle jumps around sometimes, when a/c is on the idle drops, smoke after giving it gas from idle.  I am looking into testing for boost leaks asap, so u don't have to mention that.  thanks.  ||12.18.161.84||reg||1
Z||000003||turbogalant||11-21-2002||07:11 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Check for vaccuum leaks,test the Iac as per vfaq, adust the BISS,clean the Tb and the iac opening while the iac is out change the o-ring and that should do it. As for the connector how many rows and how many pins is it because the mas is male and the wiring harness for the mas is female so that doesn't seem like what you saying also if you found one connector unplugged and an empty spot to put it just a guess but thats probly where it goes. <p>[This message has been edited by turbogalant (edited 11-21-2002).]||65.177.233.184||reg||1
Z||000004||GRV4726||11-21-2002||05:23 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey thanks.. i thought i might get flamed because people have been talking about idling so much.  yeah i think i will be checking the iac this tonight tomorrow or this weekend. and i will be cleaning everything.  i hope to learn how to weld soon so i will be redoing some of the intercooler piping this winter. the stock piping is just so dinky and pathetic it herts. plus i'd like to make a better intake tube.  i really hope its not the turbo or valve seals, i don't want to spend more money.  i checked the turbo and there was no shaftplay, but what you said about yours is worrying me. <P>thanks||207.193.182.6||reg||1
Z||000005||GRV4726||11-21-2002||05:29 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||oh yeah about that male plug. its look like this ---&gt;  - |  inside its plastic housting. no pins just little bars like that (unless that too is a pin). i think i will be buying new vacuum lines. i think i have to get red ones because rre says that it adds like 10 hp. haha, black will be fine.||207.193.182.6||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||11-21-2002||06:22 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||That sounds like either your boost control solenoid plug, or the one for the fuel pressure regulator solenoid. The one is bolted to the air canister, and the other behind it. Do you have either of these solenoids?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.74||reg||1
Z||000007||GRV4726||11-22-2002||10:08 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i hooked it to the solenoind on the air can. didn't seen anyothe but i can check. <P>i was driving today and i noticed that witht the ac/heater on the car idles fine. 850 to 900. jumps abit around but never more than 100rpms. and something odd about my car is that the first two settings on the ac/heater don't really do anything. the 3 works and so do the others. the first two only let out abit of heat, like when the whole thing is off. odd, its been like this for a while but i never said anything. though it wasn't worth your time.||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||11-25-2002||01:11 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GRV4726:<BR><B> the 3 works and so do the others. the first two only let out abit of heat, like when the whole thing is off.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>This has been discussed recently in other posts. Its probably a section burnt out of the fan resistor, behind the glove box<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.208.234||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001099.cgi
A||||7||turbobrian||oil filter housing||||1||
Z||000000||turbobrian||11-20-2002||09:48 PM||turbobrian@yahoo.com||i am using a -4 line into my oil filter housing for the feed to my turbo. i noticed looking into the hole, i see a spring. it is attached to the big plug on the back of the housing. is it meant to open up that<BR>passage for oil to flow out this hole that i am using to tap into? should i just pull this long spring/plug thing off and plug it with a shorter plug?<P> thanks,<BR> brian<BR>||68.9.74.249||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||11-21-2002||11:25 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Be careful. I'm not experienced with Mitsubishi oil pumps, but the only spring I know of in most oil pumps is the pressure reliel valve spring that opens up to allow oil to bypass the pump when the pressure gets too high. Removing that spring would be terminal to your engine.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.74||reg||1
Z||000002||turbobrian||11-21-2002||01:06 PM||turbobrian@yahoo.com||its the spring in the oil housing that im talking about.  hey nate c whats your take?<P>brian<P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>Be careful. I'm not experienced with Mitsubishi oil pumps, but the only spring I know of in most oil pumps is the pressure reliel valve spring that opens up to allow oil to bypass the pump when the pressure gets too high. Removing that spring would be terminal to your engine.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||68.14.94.238||reg||1
Z||000003||DSSA||11-21-2002||01:57 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Yes it is the relief valve/spring/pluger behind there.  You *NEED* this.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||11-21-2002||03:27 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||are you sure you are going to get oil from that fitting?  it may be a hole made so that that part could be machined, then sealed up.  the relief valve is working many times a minute, especially when cold.  if the relief valve compresses, it could block your oil from going to the turbo.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||11-21-2002||03:29 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/turbooilsupplysource.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/turbooilsupplysource.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/oilline/1goillinelocation.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/oilline/1goillinelocation.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/oillineinstall.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/oillineinstall.htm</A> ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||11-21-2002||05:16 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||after reading all this stuff from rre, my question is, is it bad to use the stock oil supply location on the head to feed the turbo?||63.62.130.38||reg||1
Z||000007||talontsi||11-21-2002||05:43 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>after reading all this stuff from rre, my question is, is it bad to use the stock oil supply location on the head to feed the turbo?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I think it is a matter of opinion.<P>The higher pressure from the oil filter housing may be good to supply the oil to the turbo but some people claim that over time the extra pressure causes the turbo seals to blow out. However the 2g's get it from this location<P>The head does have less pressure but it is the factory supply on 1g and GVR4 <P>I have not any lubrication problems from either setup as I have owned both 1g and 2g.<P><BR><p>[This message has been edited by talontsi (edited 11-21-2002).]||209.80.66.126||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001100.cgi
A||||8||Bobbo||Good repair manual||||5||
Z||000000||Bobbo||11-20-2002||10:06 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||Before I start working on my car, I want to get a repair manual. What recomendations do you guys have. I know that the factory repair manual that you get at the dealer is the best one, but also the most expensive. Is there any others that can help me get by without putting a hole in my wallet. I plan on putting a new turbo and manifold, since the car has over 140000 miles on it. I mean, the boost kicks in, but after 3 or 4000 RPM, it seems that the boost goes down. I'm thinking that there are cracks in both the turbo and the manifold. ||198.81.26.145||reg||5
Z||000001||SPEEDFIEND||11-20-2002||10:18 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Get the CD manual.  If you still can.  Mofugas just went out of business.  If has all of the manuals for every model of galant, and 89 to 94 TEL cars.  Very cool and only $40.  If you can't buy it anymore, maybe someone could burn you a copy.  I'd say I could but I'm computer dumb.||206.214.56.67||reg||1
Z||000002||4g63t||11-21-2002||12:14 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||If you need something quick the Haynes manual for the TEL has helped me out a lot. I wouldn't go with Chilton, the Haynes has lots of good photos where the Chiltons uses lots of (bad) drawings. It has all the mechanical stuff, a lot of useful specs, basic schematics, and its only like $12 @ your local friendly auto parts store! ||65.129.80.125||reg||1
Z||000003||turbogalant||11-21-2002||01:20 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||I'd say go factory I bought my from the dealer best $75?? that I spent (long time ago don't remember). Have to disagree with 4g63t haynes suck I haven't used my for years and that's only for torque specs or if I can't find my factory manual, or on the pooper (come on I know I'm not the only one).Chilton's are far better than haynes yea the uses drawings but there drawing show what you need to see and they are more indepth hense why they are thicker. Factory is the best becasue they put torque specs in the pictures so if they call it something different or what ever you know that you are getting the right torque. Beware thought the 91 eclipse manual has the wrong con rod bolt torque (snapped 2 brand new con rod bolts after snapping 2 old con rod bolts ) that was the last time I used a haynes. And the galant book doesn't have the front case/ oil pump section in it.||65.177.233.184||reg||3
Z||000004||smokindav||11-21-2002||10:11 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Get the Mitsubishi shop manual from Vineet Singh here:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/</A> <P>It's the real Mitsu shop manual that Vineet scanned and put on CD a few years back.  It's the best repair manual.<P>Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1
Z||000005||Romanova||11-21-2002||10:28 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||The manual on CD is awesome. I went so far as to print out most of it and put it in a binder... then if a page gets dirty, I just print a new one... <BR>Best $40 you can spend on your car!||134.39.179.195||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||11-21-2002||11:02 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.manualcd.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.manualcd.com/</A> ||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR4ZUM||11-21-2002||12:07 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||It comes with the CAPS too.  Great CD.||24.56.134.194||reg||14
Z||000008||4g63t||11-21-2002||08:49 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B> Have to disagree with 4g63t haynes suck I haven't used my for years and that's only for torque specs or if I can't find my factory manual, or on the pooper (come on I know I'm not the only one).Chilton's are far better than haynes yea the uses drawings but there drawing show what you need to see and they are more indepth hense why they are thicker. Factory is the best becasue they put torque specs in the pictures so if they call it something different or what ever you know that you are getting the right torque. Beware thought the 91 eclipse manual has the wrong con rod bolt torque (snapped 2 brand new con rod bolts after snapping 2 old con rod bolts ) that was the last time I used a haynes. And the galant book doesn't have the front case/ oil pump section in it.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I agree, go out and buy the factory manual/manualcd by all means, I was just saying that the haynes can get you by. As far as haynes/chilton, to each their own, I've had both and I would take the haynes any day <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <BR>||65.129.80.48||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001101.cgi
A||||18||HKS VR-4||STARTER???? OR NOT????.....||||8
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||11-21-2002||02:07 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Ok, I have a problem.....<BR>.....I went outside tonight to try to move my car, wouldn't start!!! Happened once when I was at school a few weeks ago...after a bunch of cursing it started up. As I recall, I moved the car a little, and started it up like nothing even happened. So I just ignored it. Tonight I needed to move it back into the house, wouldn't start!!! I end up giving it a push start down the street after I couldn't figure it out for like 30 min. in the cold and it started up fine!!!<P>Here's what happenes...if I try starting the car with the clutch or don't clutch, car sound's the same. Not a click or hint of movement in the starter!!! Just a slight power drain (lights getting a little dim). Is there a fuse/relay or something perhaps and not the starter??? Earlier in the day, it worked fine. I never grind the starter...I never leave it in the "start" position after the engine is already started. Any ideas????<P>Also, if it was the starter, how do I go about replacing it??? It looks pretty tucked in there...is there some type of vfaq on it???...I didn't see it on the vfaq site. Or perhaps someone can give me instructions/guide through the procedure???....<BR>....THANKS!!!! I appreciate any help I can get as that's my ride to work and school!!!||12.81.125.78||reg||8
Z||000001||HKS VR-4||11-21-2002||02:33 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Ok, I just found out about a solenoid switch for the starter????...what's that and where is that located at in the car????....<BR>||12.81.125.78||reg||5
Z||000002||LAGVR4||11-21-2002||03:10 AM||jporczak@attbi.com||check the connections on your battery. my will do the same thing every now and then because the ground is a little corroded. the lights will still come on but there is not enough of a connection to even get the starter to click.||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000003||turbogalant||11-21-2002||07:04 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Didn't i already tell you it's you ignition switch? ~$40 from mitsu if they tell you ~75-80 dollars they are getting the switch with the steering column "lock" part tell them thats not what you want. Half the dealer looked it up wrong and half looked it up right for me. If you want to try to take it apart and sand/clean the contacts go ahead but I am not reponsible for your actions of taking it apart. If you want I will send you the one out of my car that I cleaned up if you don't believe me that that is you prob. it has only given me a prob. a few times I cleaned up what I beleive was the problematic contact in it and now looks good only about 1 1/2 years old. decided to fix it sooner than later and needed a new steering column lock part any way my old one was a 88 junkyard special. If you want it e-mail me galantvr4wd@hotmail.com you only pay shipping.||65.177.233.184||reg||8
Z||000004||turbogalant||11-21-2002||07:07 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||If you run in to this prob. again just keep cycling the key like you are normally do to start the car can take up to 75 cycles to start thought. Easier and cheaper than a tow!! Oh and the starter is not that hard to get to I chaned mine whan diag. the same prob on #1219. Cost me tons as I repaced everthing trying to figure it out. ||65.177.233.184||reg||1
Z||000005||HKS VR-4||11-21-2002||11:14 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B>If you run in to this prob. again just keep cycling the key like you are normally do to start the car can take up to 75 cycles to start thought. Easier and cheaper than a tow!! Oh and the starter is not that hard to get to I chaned mine whan diag. the same prob on #1219. Cost me tons as I repaced everthing trying to figure it out. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Where is the starter/solenoid switch located??? Is it that big round looking thing located on top of the starter???<P><p>[This message has been edited by HKS VR-4 (edited 11-21-2002).]||12.81.125.9||reg||1
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||11-21-2002||12:29 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Help guys....i'm stuck..... :-(||12.81.92.133||reg||9
Z||000007||keydiver||11-21-2002||02:40 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Yes, the solenoid is that round thing on top of the starter. If you have a voltmeter, you could check for voltage on the solenoid while someone turns the key. This will tell you for sure if its the starter/solenoid itself, or another problem, like the ignition switch or bad battery wiring. You might also try cleaning all the connections on the solenoid and starter. Any oxidation will drop the voltage slightly, not giving the solenoid enough energy to pull in. You can also try just jumpering across the starter/solenoid to try "hot-wiring" the car. This also will bypass the ignition switch in an emergency. There are several other things that can reduce/block the voltage from reaching the solenoid, so you need to start somewhere with some voltage checks.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.74||reg||1
Z||000008||HKS VR-4||11-21-2002||04:32 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Is there anything else I should be looking for???....I don't think it's the ignition key hole...ummm, relays, fuses??...anything else??...<BR>THANKS FOR EVERYONE'S HELP!!!!||192.235.3.78||reg||1
Z||000009||keydiver||11-21-2002||06:28 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||There are several things, thats why you need to check that voltage on the starter before you try anything else. If the solenoid gets 12 volts when you turn the ignition switch, chances are that its just the starter, getting lazy because of the colder weather. If you don't have 12 volts on the solenoid, it could be the clutch switch, the starter relay, the ignition switch, or a bad connection between any of the above.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.74||reg||1
Z||000010||HKS VR-4||11-22-2002||12:02 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>There are several things, thats why you need to check that voltage on the starter before you try anything else. If the solenoid gets 12 volts when you turn the ignition switch, chances are that its just the starter, getting lazy because of the colder weather. If you don't have 12 volts on the solenoid, it could be the clutch switch, the starter relay, the ignition switch, or a bad connection between any of the above.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Where is the starter relay located??? The solenoid is good....ignition switch???, that's the key ignition correct???<BR>THANKS, KEN<P>||12.81.125.117||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||11-22-2002||10:02 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Here is the diagram of the starter electrical circuit: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/starter.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/starter.pdf</A> <BR>Here is the starter relay location: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/starter_relay.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/starter_relay.pdf</A> <BR>This information was all taken from the CD Maunual, which EVERY GVR-4 owner should have.<BR>As you can see, if either the clutch switch or the alarm system is engaged, a relay removes the ground from the starter relay's coil, making it inoperative. The ignition switch (yes, thats the key ignition) provides the positive voltage to the starter relay's coil.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.208.234||reg||1
Z||000012||DongeR615||04-02-2003||11:28 PM||||why oh why!!!! first the o2 sensor then the maf sensor, then the alternator, and now this.....im wondering if someone is cursing my car! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />DongeR||63.201.90.34||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000013||DongeR615||04-03-2003||02:10 AM||||In the manual under "Engine Electrical" page 16-19 on the middle picture.<br /><br />it shows a connector "S", how many wires go to it? if there are more than one wire which one do i use for a push button start? I want to bypass the switch and use a push button crank so i don't have to use a switch. <br /><br />DongeR||63.201.90.34||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000014||DongeR615||04-03-2003||02:24 PM||||did a search on google and found this.<br />very easy to understand...<br /><a href="http://www.type2.com/bartnik/starter.htm" target="_blank">http://www.type2.com/bartnik/starter.htm</a><br /><br />DongeR||63.201.90.34||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000015||GVR4N||04-04-2003||08:21 PM||||Keydiver is putting you on the right track. always check the easy things that you can verify first. When the vehicle fails to start check the voltage at the solenoid while someone is holding the key to start position. If there is significant voltage there it's not an ignition switch problem. Then check the main batt cable to the starter soleniod, if that's fine replace the starter. What happens is the brushes get worn to the point of disintegration and the springs are weak along with a lot of carbon dust the contact area gets interrupted.||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000016||DSSA||04-05-2003||03:32 PM||||Did you check the grounds (which everyone has been telling you to do)???<br /><br />I've had this issue on a few of my galants and it turned out to be the ground wire from the battery or from the starter.<br /><br />At least let us know that you checked these before asking 1001 other questions.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000017||DongeR615||04-06-2003||12:22 AM||||Im going to replace the ground wire because it looks really old.  I talk to a friend and he said it was the wiring so im going to do more digging around. maybe replace more cables.<br /><br />DongeR||63.201.90.34||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000018||howard_GVR4||04-06-2003||12:13 PM||||The little tiny signal wire that goes to the starter solenoid can break or fall off also.  I would disconnect the battery, then put your hand down there and feel around down there to see if the wire came off the spade connector on the solenoid.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/001102.cgi
A||||25||blacksheep||Anyone run IC pipes TEL style for FMIC...||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||11-21-2002||06:55 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Well, I am curious if anyone has run IC pipes TEL style on their gvr4. I know Andy Beachly had in his gvr4, but I cant find pics on his site...<P>Another question:<P>The horns are mounted to this solid piece of metal (frame) on either side. Anyone considered cutting a hole thru this and running IC pipes thru intead of around it...On the passenger side, the sunken ABS "thingey" is there, but can be made to disappear  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> On the drivers side, I am not sure...<P>I thought howard or Dale had posted pics of their install...does anyone have links, maybe?<P>Thanks! <P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||11-21-2002||07:07 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I have TEL pipeing on my GVR4.<BR>It is not the shortest routing but I did not have to go over the manifold either.<P>As for the cutting deal I believe the ABS is on the drivers side. I did a little trimming to run my IC pipes.<BR>You can see some pics here. <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4</A> <P>Eventually I would like to get a race core and get the radiator cut down to make the pipeing route even shorter.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||drew||11-21-2002||08:07 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||Nice gaugework. Did you lose or relocate the HVAC Controls?<P>drew||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||11-21-2002||09:26 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Thanks!<P>No more HVAC.<BR>AC didn't work and no need for heat in FL.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by talontsi (edited 11-21-2002).]||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||11-22-2002||12:00 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||how do you like the Azenis tires?||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000005||blacksheep||11-22-2002||12:05 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||talontsi - Thanks for the pics.My only issue is I have a side to side core, so I need to go around. ABS will be off, so that should help...<P>As far as those metal supports goes (like the one you hacked up on the drivers side..do we really need them or can they be ahem...trimmed ??  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Yeah, so I wont have the shortest routing either, I dont think it will effect that much , I will just use some WI to make up for it...That should be just fine (yes, I am trying to make myself feel better)  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||11-22-2002||12:39 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||thanks for those pics talontsi-- i am actually doing a similar setup. in the process of welding up my ic pipes now. your pics helped.<P>as for the Azenis tires, they are the shit!!!! i personally love em and i have used falken tires on every set of rims i have had||63.62.130.36||reg||1
Z||000007||VR-4play||11-22-2002||04:56 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B>how do you like the Azenis tires?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I don't know about azenis, but I have Falken Beta (245/40-18) on my big '99 Buick Park Ave and that car grabs the street alot better than my GVR4, sitting on Nitto 450 (215/45-17). I always try to find the limits of my cars, and I couldn't get the Park Ave to loose traction doing a 15-20mph U-turn in the rain. I am throwing those Betas on VR-4play ASAP. I also have the ziex S/T (265/60-18) on my '00 1/2ton Chevy Van (very good SUV tires).||209.246.182.156||reg||1
Z||000008||blacksheep||11-22-2002||02:44 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Thanks for jacking the post, peeps. I want to know about routing IC pipes and I see the discussion has switeched to tires or something...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR1643||11-22-2002||02:49 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Yeah, how about a battery in the trunk...j/k KC :-P  <P>Thread jacker!<P>Maybe someone has some pipes from an old set-up that could hook him up... :-))||167.142.22.246||reg||1
Z||000010||number3||11-22-2002||03:01 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Did you look at the pictures of mine?<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000011||blacksheep||11-22-2002||03:19 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Harry<P>I found pics of your cores and pics of them installed on the car. Is there any pics with just the coe and IC pipes without the bumper on...<P>What I am really trying to see how to get the IC pipes in the second-shortest route. Howard or Dale had a silvia core that they used to fab pipes for and I cannot seem to fnd those pics either.<P>My setup originally was planned to go with shannons FMIC and pipes. But, I sold the core I bought from him and decided to use a skyline gt-r core instead. It is 24x11x3 and with end tanks about 32" long. So, I cannot route pipes back inward around the radiators.  <P>The pics posted in the link above seems to hack the metal on the drivers side...Did you do something similar?<P>Thanks for asking, I appreciate it.||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||11-22-2002||05:18 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I am currently having trouble getting my archive pictures off my CD-R but I will figure it out and get them to you. I sent them to Howard to aid in his ICP design.<P>They are as short as your going to get with a FMIC.<P>Harry<P><BR>KC, they are on yahoogroups now.<p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 11-22-2002).]||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000013||talontsi||11-22-2002||05:28 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>talontsi - Thanks for the pics.My only issue is I have a side to side core, so I need to go around. ABS will be off, so that should help...<P>As far as those metal supports goes (like the one you hacked up on the drivers side..do we really need them or can they be ahem...trimmed ??    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>No problem!<BR>I posted a few more pics. I do not see any issues with the trimming. Just be carefull not to cut it off totally as there is a small support there for the bumper.<P>I think Andy B. has the Apexi skyline core on his GVR4.<P><p>[This message has been edited by talontsi (edited 11-22-2002).]||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000014||blacksheep||11-22-2002||06:25 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Talontsi<P>yea, I think I mentioned it when I posted up on top. I went to his site, but all  those pics of his car seem to be gone <P>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000015||blacksheep||11-22-2002||06:26 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Harry<P>gvr4 or gvr4list - I will check both tonite. <BR>Thanks a lot, if I cant find them, I will email you off-list.<P>I made a post on the open board asking Howard to show me some pics, but no replies yet  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000016||howard_GVR4||11-22-2002||07:22 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>Harry<P>gvr4 or gvr4list - I will check both tonite. <BR>Thanks a lot, if I cant find them, I will email you off-list.<P>I made a post on the open board asking Howard to show me some pics, but no replies yet   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That's because I've been restoring old deleted pics of my setup and uploading them to some new webspace.  :-)<P>Without further ado...<BR> <A HREF="http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/HDDSM/lst" TARGET=_blank>http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/HDDSM/lst</A> <P>These are the first draft pics, and I have since made everything look/fit slightly better.  Added a Spal Fan, T-bolt clamps, etc.  ||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000017||blacksheep||11-22-2002||09:53 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Howard<P><BR>Ok, I am having "trouble accessing your account" - thats what the error says when I click on it, what am I doing wrong ? <P>Thanks!<P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000018||howard_GVR4||11-23-2002||01:30 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>Howard<P><BR>Ok, I am having "trouble accessing your account" - thats what the error says when I click on it, what am I doing wrong ? <P>Thanks!<P>KC</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>There's something screwy with Yahoogroups, try this instead.  <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICmounted.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICmounted.JPG</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICmounted.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICmounted.JPG</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICinlet.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICinlet.JPG</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICfinished.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICfinished.JPG</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICfinished2.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICfinished2.JPG</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICfinished3.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICfinished3.JPG</A> <P>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000019||DookGVR4||11-23-2002||04:50 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Howard which core is that?....<P>And what is the base(a vendors kit) of that piping?...Or is it all custom fabbed?<P>also do you have a pic with the bumper on?<p>[This message has been edited by DookGVR4 (edited 11-23-2002).]||24.49.195.41||reg||1
Z||000020||Doug Thomas||11-23-2002||06:26 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||After seeing Howard�s set-up his intercooler piping is run a little different that mine. <P>KC, I didn�t know you were replacing your radiator. In that case you could have gotten a shortened radiator and ran the intercooler pipe similar to how I have mine set-up. Howard's looks fine, but his upper intercooler pipe is at least a foot longer. He uses more hoses to connect his piping all the way around and has more '90 degree bends. The more hoses connection might lead to more boost leaks.<P>My upper intercooler pipe is one piece and has just two hoses. The intercooler pipe from the compressor housing is also one piece and uses two hoses. <P>Howard, please do not think I'm criticizing your set-up. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>My Intercooler set-up: <A HREF="http://www.turbotrix.com/ccars/dthomas2.shtml" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbotrix.com/ccars/dthomas2.shtml</A> <BR>||67.84.197.176||reg||1
Z||000021||blacksheep||11-23-2002||10:12 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Doug<P>Well, my biggest problem was that I am using a generic core, so outlest are side to side and line up to exactly where the bumper bolts on...So, I cannot run em backwards...So, I will have to fix the next shortest route. I wanted to avoid it running above the exhaust manifold as well....<P>Thanks a lot for pics..it helped with ideas ||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000022||Nate||11-24-2002||12:53 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||KC,<BR>    First off, push-start, pull-start.  Now that that is out of the way... ;-)<P>What's stopping you from having the Apex core's endtanks modified?  I have the skyline core on the maroon car but the IC pipes feed around the sides of the radiator just like they do on the White Car which has the 2-178 Spearco on it.  ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000023||blacksheep||11-24-2002||11:07 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Nate !!!<P>Thats some funny shit, eh? <P>Another personal favorite:<BR>Not the feather and spear kind, the dot and 7-11 kind...LOL<P>Nice of you to jump in, finally. I have been waiting for you or Josh to say something  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I just dont feel like butchering its end tanks up since it so pretty  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>I see what you are saying, though. I may just have to do that...<P>Question: Running it around, will I lose that much or is it a route I should not even try to consider ?<P>Thanks!<P>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000024||Nate||11-24-2002||03:40 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||KC,<BR>     Andy Beachly is using the same tanks that you are, without any problems.  I'm not positive how he's running the piping from the turbo to the IC, though, you'd have to contact him about that.  I understand not wanting to butcher the nice cast tanks, but I wanted that shorter piping. :-)||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000025||blacksheep||11-24-2002||03:54 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I did a search on google.com for Andy Beachly, and I found a bunch of pics of his galant and IC setup..god bless the internet!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>That should help me figure it out some...<P>Thanks, Nate!||12.216.36.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001103.cgi
A||N||6||Ferrari F50 GT||RRE I/C Piping||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||11-21-2002||07:35 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||I know that this piping is RRE, but is it the same kit they sell?  Thanks!  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/rre_underhood.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/rre_underhood.jpg</A> ||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||11-22-2002||02:54 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||bump||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000002||drew||11-22-2002||03:06 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||nope.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||11-22-2002||04:02 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Thanks Drew.  Also, how much of a difference is there between 2.25 inch and 2.5 inch I/C piping in terms of performace, flow, ect...Thanks!||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||11-22-2002||11:17 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I think most people try to run 2.5", but if following the stock pipe routing 2.25" is about the largest you can go and still get it to fit w/out major hacking.  They then go 2.5" to the TB.  I'm not sure, but if you go TEL style FMIC I think you can run full 2.5" pipes.<P>Does it make a difference to run staggered piping this way, versus all 2.5" or all 2.25"?  I seem to remember someone telling me it's better to have the post IC piping be larger then the pre IC pipes, but I can't remember why...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||Kibo||11-22-2002||11:54 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||Depending on your goals, even 2.5" intake piping could be overkill.  General rule of thumb is 1.5hp per cfm of flow.  With airspeed not exceeding .3Mach (a broad generalization for the "elbow" at which drag increases exponentially relative to airspeed), 2.5" piping is good for 400cfm...or equivalently, 600hp.  These are really generic approximations, but you get the idea (this is basically the example Corky Bell uses in Maximum Boost, but without the math).<P>I am using 2.5" piping routed "Buschur style", except for that it goes over the manifold instead of under it before going through the firewall.  It's a pretty good fit, actually--you should stop by and check it out sometime Ian.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<p>[This message has been edited by Kibo (edited 11-22-2002).]||209.254.34.12||reg||1
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||11-23-2002||04:37 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||That sounds good.  I will be getting some piping made here real soon and need some ideas.  I'll e-mail you and try to stop by and take a look.  ||12.254.81.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001104.cgi
A||||3||Romanova||Whiteline strut bars||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||11-21-2002||08:30 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Just got done installing Whiteline front and rear strut bars(Thanks Rob). <BR>Very nice looking pieces and the install was a piece of cake. No real noticeable difference in handling, but with the crappy Cooper Cobra tires throwing in the towel and protesting every corner... what can you do?<BR>Very nice overall!||216.255.203.25||reg||1
Z||000001||Kibo||11-23-2002||12:02 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Really, no difference?  When I installed my RRE front strut bar, the car became noticably stiffer and "flatter" up front.  The effect was readily apparent, even with snow tires installed.  I can't say that I noticed anything when I installed the rear strut bar, although I already had my Whiteline rear swaybar installed by then.  Obviously the tires are limiting your car's handling, though.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||209.254.34.12||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||11-23-2002||09:26 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i concur with kibo.  i just installed the whitelines, and it is very noticeable.  i have stock wheels and michelin pilots, and i can really tell, especially on tight sharp turns.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||Romanova||11-23-2002||05:33 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Just installed Whiteline HD sway bar endlinks yesterday... still no difference. But I can't stress how much the tires on my car suck... Copper Cobras totally blow. The slightest flick of the wheel initiates a horrible noise from all four of the little bastards...<BR>Looking for some Dunlop SP-8000s come spring...||216.255.202.44||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001105.cgi
A||||10||LAGVR4||abs problem||||13||
Z||000000||LAGVR4||11-21-2002||09:20 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||my abs light came on last night and i didn't think it was a big deal. go to start my car this morning and it was completely dead. i got it started again to charge it up and after i shut the car off i could hear the abs motor running. i saw a post about dissconnecting the abs computer in the trunk by the antenna but what would cause the abs motor to keep working even though the car is not running?||24.126.240.116||reg||13
Z||000001||Invader||11-21-2002||09:38 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||For some reason, ABS light comes on when the alternator is failing...||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000002||LAGVR4||11-21-2002||09:43 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||i read something about that in another post. the thing is when i shut the car off the abs motor stays on and drains my battery down. i was just wondering why the abs motor would keep running while the car is off.||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-21-2002||09:51 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||A similar thing has happened to me.  I was driving along when all of a sudden the ABS light came on.  The car wasn't 100% warmed up yet, but I hadn't even reached the paved public road yet and was just creeping in 1st to let it warm up.  I stopped, pumped the brakes a bit, they felt fine but the light wouldn't go off.  I shut the car off, and that's when I heard the ABS motor.  I tried starting and restarting a few times, but it just kept running.  I got out the pocketlogger, got no codes, saw nothing unusual, and so eventually went on my merry way.  Upon reaching a friend's house, we set out to try and diagnose the issue, and couldn't figure it out.  Reset the ECU, no dice.  Reset it a 2nd time, light went off and hasn't come on since.  This was about a year ago, and I never did figure out what was up.  The brakes worked fine during all this, but never had to use the ABS so don't know about that, but it did work after that.  Please post if you find out what's causing all this, but you might try resetting the ECU.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||11-21-2002||10:37 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||This is a known problem on 3000GT VR-4's, the ABS relay contacts stick and drain the battery. Its inside the driver's side kick panel: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/absrelay.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/absrelay.pdf</A> <BR>Try pulling it and see if the drain goes away.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.74||reg||1
Z||000005||LAGVR4||11-21-2002||10:42 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||i have reset the ecu a few times but as soon as i start it up the abs light comes on still. the motor still just runs and runs. would disconnecting the abs module in the trunk stop the abs motor from running? not sure what exactly the module is or does. ||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000006||LAGVR4||11-21-2002||10:47 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||thanks keydiver. hopefully that's it.||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000007||blacksheep||11-22-2002||12:07 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||lagvr4 - if your ABS is bad, lemme know. I can sell you mine for cheap, its about to come off soon  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000008||LAGVR4||11-22-2002||04:22 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||thanks for the diagram but inside my kick panel there is only one relay there. not sure if it is the one i am looking for or not but i tried disconnecting it to see if would cut the motor off and no dice. i also tried disconnecting the abs computer and no dice. does anyone know how i can cut the power to the abs motor. i can't find anything about a fuse for it in the engine or inside. any other suggestions?||24.126.240.116||reg||13
Z||000009||keydiver||11-22-2002||04:48 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||OK, lets try this again......<BR>It looks like the relay that must be sticking is the motor relay, which is shown as being with the hydraulic unit: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/absrelay2.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/absrelay2.pdf</A> <BR>The one sure way to kill it may be to remove main fusable link #3, the one that directly supplies the motor: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf</A> <BR>The motor relay is inside a protective plastic box on the ABS unit: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/absunit.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/absunit.pdf</A> <BR>I've included the sheets on troubleshooting the relay, but I'll bet you could just wack it, and the contacts would unstick (temporarily).<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.208.234||reg||1
Z||000010||LAGVR4||11-24-2002||03:14 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||i just had to hit it a few times and it unstuck. thanks keydiver for pointing out where it the relay was. ||24.126.240.116||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001106.cgi
A||||2||jpgvr4||At how many Ft-Ibs torque does a stock clutch slip?||||1||
Z||000000||jpgvr4||11-21-2002||11:49 PM||yle@voodooland.net||As the weather has gotten colder I've found my stock clutch slipping @ 15psi with a front mount RS intercooler, stock 14b, and free type mods. What is the breakaway torque on a stock clutch?<P>thanks,<BR>Adam||64.216.146.61||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-22-2002||12:58 AM||||I belive the stock PP is good for about 800lbs.  It sounds like you have a worn disk or PP.  Cause the stock clutch can hold what you have (when working right) unless you are tring to AWD launch it.  Time to upgrade.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||GRV4726||11-22-2002||06:38 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i think i read some where that the max torque it could handle was around the 250ft lbs. you alread maxed that. hehe, 15psi intercooler.. exhaust? at any rate its not worth keeping long unless you can't spend cash on one. if so just drive easy. (what i plan on doing when i get to that stage)||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001107.cgi
A||||5||Ash||Autocross/Rally racers, do you need a swirl pot?||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||11-22-2002||07:13 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Like it say's people.  there is a bitument sprint series locally here with 3 hillclimbs and 6 races around a big go cart track per season, should I be worried about leaning out during hard cornering?||203.221.153.189||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-22-2002||07:22 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I take it "swirl pot" is Aussie for either fuel cell or surge tank?  Sorry, can't answer your query, just trying to clarify for us Americans.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||11-22-2002||07:45 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||yes, that's exactly what I mean, thanks. ||203.221.18.176||reg||14
Z||000003||JSTYLE||11-22-2002||09:01 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/boot.JPG"> <P>Ive been told that they are a good thing but not a necessity to have in a hill climb or motorkhana etc. They are good, but not essential. If you do have the cash lying around i would say invest in one, but if you dont.. dont bother bout it.<P>Jon<p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 11-22-2002).]||203.173.164.182||reg||1
Z||000004||teet||11-22-2002||01:50 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||I have one in my rally car...but that is due to the crappy design of my cheap ass fuel cell.  Can you tell I don't like it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  It will be replaced with a proper ATL in the new beast.<P>I don't think you will find it necessary in a stock fuel tannked car...as long as you have it at least 1/2 full.  If you try to run it down till "its on fumes"...you will have issues.<P>a lot of guys run DSMs in Autocrosses/road racing around here that pull some pretty serious Gs without issues.<P>john||134.134.136.3||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||11-22-2002||07:28 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I figured 1/2 a tank would solve the dramas, thanks Teet.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||203.220.89.243||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001108.cgi
A||||7||VTGVR4||flex section for DP really needed...?||||1
Z||000000||VTGVR4||11-22-2002||09:36 AM||defnick@yahoo.com||my car wont pass inspection due to a massively leaking flex section on a DP thats less than 2 years old. Just about every parts store/shop ive asked has tried to sell me a flexible pipe, and do not carry flex sections. <P>do i *really* need the flex section? they seem to go so quickly, and i planned on going with a 3" next year or so anyway...<BR>yeah, iknow road race has em, but they are 50 bucks, plus shipping would take a while. I got a ticket that I will have to pay unless I can get the car inspected by monday/tuesday.||132.198.165.26||reg||1
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||11-22-2002||09:48 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I didn't have a flex section for 2 years, because I made the DP without it.  It sucked big time, and made it much harder to install and uninstall.  I wouldn't waste an aftermarket DP by welding in a solid piece. ||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||11-22-2002||03:03 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Yes. It greatly reduces the stress on the manifold studs, and exhaust mounting points when the engine rocks.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||11-22-2002||05:34 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Most locals use the flex section like this<BR> <A HREF="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g2cat/awd3dp-l.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g2cat/awd3dp-l.jpg</A>  <P>Should work fine if that is what the local exhaust shop wants to install.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000004||evol||02-06-2003||12:08 PM||||What kind of durability does an autozone flexi-pipe like that have?||134.124.18.13||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000005||CKA||02-06-2003||02:39 PM||||I personally don't think a flex is necessary. I made my own 3" exhaust and can move the end that bolts to the turbo both north, east, south, west and in and out due to the rubber doughnuts that secure/suspend it to the under side of the car via the hangers. Movement isn't sloppy and would easily equal was a flex section would give.||66.84.245.228||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000006||ProudDSM||02-06-2003||04:06 PM||||I don't know about the durability of those pipes...probably better than the braided type, but here is the reason why. That flex pipe will never move. Go to the parts store and try to expand and contract this stuff with your bare hands. It's not easy! Side to side movement is about all you can get out of them but the real stress put on the factory section is lengthwise from the engine rocking under acceleration.<br /><br />If stress on the manifold/turbo bolts is an issue, I would stay away from that accordian stuff.||66.24.80.75||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||02-06-2003||05:36 PM||||Amen, I've tried all 3 routes.  No flex section, accordion, and braided.  <br /><br />Braided is definitely the best choice, the armadillo flex section barely moves.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/001109.cgi
A||||6||Romanova||Clutch woes...||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||11-22-2002||09:59 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Took my car to the shop today to get a SS clutch line installed. After installing it and bleeding it, my mechanic notices that the clutch cylinder(slave cylinder?) is trashed and is leaking fluid all down the firewall. <BR>Is this pretty common? I went ahead and had them order a new one as the clutch pedal has always had a crappy feel to it. Car has 157k on it, so I am sure it was well worn anyways...||216.255.203.206||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||11-22-2002||10:04 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||It is leaking on the firewall it would be the master.<BR>You may want to change the slave if it has the same milage.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||11-23-2002||09:30 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||STOP!  pull the carpet inside the car, and check for brake fluid.  if brake fluid is there, it will make the metal rust out BIG TIME.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||11-25-2002||03:04 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||<P>Do the galants use the same master and slave as the T/E/L's?<P>-||63.146.62.141||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||11-25-2002||03:11 PM||||I think the slave is the same, not sure about the master.<P>Q: for everyone on the list.  Has anyone on this list been able to rebuild the stock slave cylinder on your GVR4?  The stock pink piston?    <P>If no one reply's, just buy a new one.  I had to because I could find the correct slave rebuild kit.  I was able to order a master rebuild kit, but not a slave.  The piston (even from Mitsu) was too big.  I got a green one instead of a pink one.  <P>Now, I thought this was some funky lost GVR4 only part.  Nope, I fellow DSMer needed to rebuild his slave and I was going to give him my spare kit.  Took his slave apart and he had the pink clinder too.  I don't know whats up with that part.  Along with a mitsu slave rebuild kit, I tried Napa, Pep Boys, and I think Autozone.  They all had the bigger piston and it was the only PN they had listed for my car.  <P>I can only guess that the part # for the original piston is no longer avalible and the slightly larger one is the only one that shows up.  Sucks that anyone with the original one has to order a whole new one.  <P>Anyone have any solid data on this problem?||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000005||sleeper||11-26-2002||12:10 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Take the rubber off from the new one and put it on your old one. It works just like new.<BR>Thats what I did, but mine is green and the one I picked up from the dealer was pink.<P>||65.66.62.145||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4ever||11-26-2002||01:19 AM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sleeper:<BR><B>Take the rubber off from the new one and put it on your old one. It works just like new.<BR>Thats what I did, but mine is green and the one I picked up from the dealer was pink.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You have got to be kidding.  That blows.  I wish mitsu could figure out the two parts and deliver the right one when needed.  O well I still have a rebuild kit someplace.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001110.cgi
A||||5||MX4||Big Intercooler on a 14B||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||11-22-2002||11:16 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||Hey Guys. Would an intercooler the size of the one below be ok running with a 14B. Only reason I am upgrading intercooler before turbo is because of the price. NZ$500, of for you Americans $US250. Will it strain my 14B or have any other probs?<P>Many thanks<P>Ryan, NZ<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.nzmmc.co.nz/nats/43.jpg"> ||203.98.49.150||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-22-2002||11:21 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Go for it!  There might be a bit more turbo lag, as the small 14b has just way more IC to fill before the air gets to the TB, but being able to run higher boost should make up for it.  It shouldn't "strain" the turbo in any way.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||Kibo||11-22-2002||11:47 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||I'm with Jon.  I'm running an intercooler that size on my 14b, and it's wonderful!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  I'm very happy with it.<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||209.254.34.12||reg||1
Z||000003||MX4||11-23-2002||06:18 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>I wasnt expecting such a positive answer. Woohoo. Ill post pics of my babe once shes all mounted. THANKS!!<P>Ryan||203.98.49.150||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||11-23-2002||08:52 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I ran my truck core with the 14b until it finally died (due to cracking, nothing to do with the cooler).  Without changing my boost controllers setting, my boost went from 15psi to 22psi!!  This leads me to believe that the stock IC caused about 7psi pressure drop so the 14b will actually be working easier at 15psi with a front mount. <P>My reasoning for the difference is the pressure source for the boost controller was pre-intercooler and the boost guage was manifold vac/boost.  If the boost controller was hooked to the manifold instead then there shouldn't have been a difference.||203.220.202.102||reg||1
Z||000005||Nate||11-24-2002||12:55 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||A buddy of mine is using a 14B on his AWD Laser with a 2-221 top to bottom Spearco FMIC.  The IC is the same style like I used back in the day on the Galant, and his car runs 12.3 on the stock turbo/injectors.  It makes a ton of torque and spools like mad.  Go for it.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001111.cgi
A||||3||Lucky13||odd compression check results||||13||
Z||000000||Lucky13||11-23-2002||02:59 PM||volar13@bellsouth.net||Hello, first off let me say hello. I purchased #1758 of 2000 from a kid about a month and a half ago and have been slowly trying to put it back together. You guys have been very helpful ( I use the search ALOT ).<P>My question...being paraniod I finally got around to doing a compression check with weird results. From left to right I'm getting 140-90-70-120 after just letting the car warm up at idle ( I found that wasn't the way to do it ) , so I took the car out for a little spin and tried again....140-80-55-100. Either my gauge is off or something is wack. <P>The car as been sitting for probably around 3 monthes or longer. The car idles pretty good, doesn't seem to burn oil, and doesn't smoke at all from the tail. The car seems to pull pretty good as is. Sticking or clogged lifters? I have lifter tick, but doesn't seem overly loud.<P>Thx for any input you guys can give.||65.81.5.167||reg||13
Z||000001||4g63t||11-23-2002||08:03 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Is a small leak in the head gasket a possibility? They say that low comp between 2 adjacent cylinders can be a leaky head gasket. Can you have a leakdown test done? It should pinpoint where the air is going.||65.129.80.29||reg||1
Z||000002||DSMotorsport||11-23-2002||09:39 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||Yup leakdown is the next thing to do.  That will tell you if you actually have a problem, and where the problem is.||208.17.75.241||reg||1
Z||000003||Lucky13||11-24-2002||05:44 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||I guess that's the next step....I'll let you know when I get a chance to do it. Thx for the replies.||65.81.0.199||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001112.cgi
A||N||4||a_santos||Trans Problem||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||11-23-2002||11:08 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<P>My car's transmission acts funny. When I first start driving the car, after it has warmed up, the trans will shift really well. After about 10 or 20 minutes of driving, it will start shifting like crap. First gear is the most problematic. I really have to jam it in place sometimes. The trans uses Gm Syncromesh. Is this fluid to thin when hot? <BR>Can anyone help me out. <P>Thanx<P>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>||166.90.226.85||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-23-2002||11:44 PM||||How far is the clutch pedel from the floor when you are having trouble shifting?  Also, what kind of clutch are you running?||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||James||11-24-2002||03:44 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Sounds like your syncros are baulking a bit.Time for new ones around the corner maybe.||203.24.77.214||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||11-24-2002||10:28 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Dont forget the shifter cables. Depending on how many miles are on your car. They might have streached and need to be readjusted. I think that using straight syncomesh might be a tad to thin, Give it a shot using half and half.<P>Zach||64.152.232.172||reg||1
Z||000004||JerryRedGSX||11-25-2002||09:04 AM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||I had that problem and it ended up being the clutch.  The flywheel on the previous clutch change wasn't cut to the right height so it wore out prematurely.  I would take a look at the clutch first.||24.90.213.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001113.cgi
A||N||27||khadiyev||Up to 720s now!||||1||
Z||000000||khadiyev||11-24-2002||09:58 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Ok well, I had a set of 550s on there then I put the car on the dyno and, what appears to be, I maxed them out. +45% all the across and it still knocked at high psi. With that setup on 91oct i would always get knock passed 15psi on 91oct. Then i got some 660s and now i would get knock everytime past 18-19psi or thats when my Ms for the injectors goes past 20.00, I try to keep it under 20.00.  So that appears to be that i maxed my 660s out right? So that's my question, because i already got a set of those Semien Dekas 720s on Fri. I'll through them in next week. It just kinda trips me out that I see people running  11s with 550, but max I could put out with 550s was 336 horses at the wheels, I don't know why but my car always liked a lot of fuel. So my question is: does it seem alright to you that my car needs those big ass injectors, because i went through everything possible on that car that can couse the knock, but it just appears to get lean at high psi, so it's not false knock, it's acctually getting lean, with base fuel press at 43 walbro pump(rewired). I wanted to know if anybody has/had same problems. Sorry for the long post.<BR>thanks.<BR>John<p>[This message has been edited by khadiyev (edited 11-24-2002).]||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||11-24-2002||10:23 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Like I have always said, Just becouse someone can dosent mean I can can. I would have gone to 720s first just becouse of the room to grow, ie 16g/660s 20g/720s and so on. Another good thing about larger injectors is they can give you more timing. You have to remember that 91 octane isnt that good of gas, Maybe you could try Water Injection. I would personley Like to see Nate get a hold of this thread since he is sort of the man in question. One more thing do you run a MAF or VPC?<P>Zach||64.152.232.172||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||11-24-2002||11:09 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||seems all i have read about the walbro, is it flows really strong at low and midrange, but gives up at wot.  what about changing to a different pump?  also, when i went from the stock pump to the 3kgt pump, with no other changes, my jumptronix went from about .92 to over 1 volt.  i think the stock pump(170k) was just tired.  i wish i had the logger then, so i could have seen the fuel trims.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||11-24-2002||12:12 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Not sure about the walbro falling off at WOT. I have a FP gauge in the car and never had had any issues with the wally dropping off. BTW I have the high pressure unit.<P>I am sure it is different if you get the low pressure wally. ||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000004||Doug Thomas||11-24-2002||12:53 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Walbro pumps have no problem flowing at WOT. Keith Loforte has run 11.2@127 with rewired walbro pump and 28psi.||67.84.197.176||reg||1
Z||000005||GroceryGetter||11-24-2002||01:26 PM||fevangelista@cfl.rr.com||What turbo are you running?  What are your supporting mods? EGT's, ect? <P>Have you pressure tested the intercooler piping/throttle body yet?<P>When you had the car on the dyno was there  a wideband hooked up to it as well to see what your a/f ratio was?<P>||65.33.203.2||reg||1
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||11-24-2002||02:20 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Have you tried raising the base fuel pressure?  That was Buschur's secret to getting all those guys to run fast on 660's.  ||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000007||khadiyev||11-24-2002||02:32 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Ok, here we go: It's a 20G FMIC tested to 30psi no leaks, 2GMAF, got EGT, SAFC, Logger, TMO Stage 3 ECU, Maf screw backed out, On the dyno i had fuel press up to 45psi base, and i did have the wide band also,  it was at 13.1 and then just shoot up to like 14.2:1. and i would get knock.  That what i think also, because when i bought the car the guy "says" he put a buscher fuel pump in there i don't know if its HP or not. <p>[This message has been edited by khadiyev (edited 11-24-2002).]||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000008||khadiyev||11-24-2002||02:45 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Ok, as i was! (I got my dyno chart out) here's how the ratio goes with the wide band O2:<BR>at 6.3k --12.2:1 made the peak HP(336)<BR>at 6.4k --12.5:1<BR>at 6.6k --13.0:1<BR>at 6.8k --13.5:1 got shit load of knock and i let off<BR>||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||11-24-2002||03:13 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||this could actually be worse that you think.  i have a chart here that converts ms to duty cycle, and it says that at 6k rpm, 20 ms is 100%, at 6500 18 ms is 100%, 7k-17ms, 7.5k-16ms.  another article i have that has been VERY helpful in tuning, says above 4k rpm, and tps at 100%, the ecu goes open loop, and to set maps, which are very rich.  so, it still looks like you are running out of fuel, the ecu is maxxing the pulse width, but it still goes lean.  i am running a 2g mas and 550's, with my hi fuel settings at zero, and at wot i get steady .92, with the 3kgt pump, 93 octane pump gas.  injectors were cleaned and flowed prior to install.  hi fuel trims are about 120, but i dont get to drive fast a lot.  also, the same pattern seems to be with the 660's you installed, i bet the same happens with the 720's.  and, you say you are not sure what pump is in there, just what the previous owner "said"?  the dyno chart clearly shows it leaning out.  gotta be fuel pump, or a restriction in the fuel feed line.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000010||GroceryGetter||11-24-2002||03:31 PM||fevangelista@cfl.rr.com||I agree with Ken, maybe replace the fuel pump and maybe the fuel filter if you haven't already and if that doesn't work maybe put some c16 or at least some 112 in there to see if the knock goes away.  <P>BTW, what do you have your base timing set at? ||65.33.203.2||reg||1
Z||000011||turbogalant||11-25-2002||04:48 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Pull the pump. You may have a clogged the strainer with rust/ dirt/ etc. there are part numbers in the pump also call roadrace/buschur etc. find out what pump is in there, don't "trust" know especially if you see a problem. When you put backin the pump after the first fill up put in a new fuel filter.||65.177.240.11||reg||1
Z||000012||DSSA||11-25-2002||08:41 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Yes, your problem here doesn't sound to be injectors.  The 550s should flow more than enough for whatever you throw at it with that setup, especially at such low boost levels. Your base pressure shouldn't have to be much more than stock either.  In actuality, you're probably doing more harm than good with such a high base fuel pressure.  most of the smaller pumps choke off up that high. Look at the charts on some of the smaller ND pumps. @65-ish psi of fuel pressure, the flow is next thing to a drip. (45 psi + 20 psi on a 1-to-1 FPR).<P>We were running 550s in the Mirage with a red on the car (23-24 psi on pump gas) with no problems.  This is with stock cams, stock shortblock, and stock intake manifold though.<P>As far as 720s, with the sock ECU controlling them, you have no need for them at this point.  I was still running 660s with a T04E, 27 psi and pump gas with plenty of fuel up top.<P>It boils down to "you're not really running the injectors to their capacity yet".  <P>Back the pressure down to 35-37 psi on the regualtor, then, if you still have a problem, start looking at the pump, it's connection in tank, the filter sock, and the fuel filetr itself. <P>It's also possible (if none of those are the issue) that you have some clogging in the injectors.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000013||Martin Tolentino||11-25-2002||09:21 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||What I found with tuning with the 550s on 91 pump octane 14-15 psi is the highest you could go without knock. Push the boost higher and your knock counts go up and timing back down.<BR>Put some race gas and you can run 24 psi.<BR>Did  some logs and my duty cycles at the higher rpms reached 107-112. At 107 percent the timing will start to back off even tough you are running a zero knock count. Below 107<BR>percent the timing would stay between 20-25 degress.<BR>Running a supra pump and a sx regulator base<BR>pressure set at 43.<BR>Time for some 720s or bigger.  ||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||11-25-2002||11:43 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Martin Tolentino:<BR><B>What I found with tuning with the 550s on 91 pump octane 14-15 psi is the highest you could go without knock. Push the boost higher and your knock counts go up and timing back down.<BR>Put some race gas and you can run 24 psi.<BR>Did  some logs and my duty cycles at the higher rpms reached 107-112. At 107 percent the timing will start to back off even tough you are running a zero knock count. Below 107<BR>percent the timing would stay between 20-25 degress.<BR>Running a supra pump and a sx regulator base<BR>pressure set at 43.<BR>Time for some 720s or bigger.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Uhh, depends on your setup.  I run 20psi on pump gas (93) with the sleeper 16G and 2-120 IC and get no knock.  I have dirty RC 550's and a Walbro 255.  My inj PW is about 18-20ms at 5K-7.5K.  <P>Martin, if you're getting significant knock at 14-15psi, especially with a good IC and tuned fuel system, I'd say there's something wrong.  ||129.120.56.94||reg||1
Z||000015||ken inn||11-25-2002||11:56 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||you know, looking at both john and martin's posts, i am beginning to suspect the gas.  both are in cali, 91 octane, and getting similar performance from 550's.  martin, what was the octane of the race gas?  also, now i am curious as to what my injector readings are at wot.  when i get the chance, i'll datalog a couple of pulls and see.  i KNOW i get no knock and full timing advance at wot.  even without the water injection.||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000016||Jon||11-25-2002||01:35 PM||jon@jgronline.com||With reformulated gas in my old car, I could run 16 lbs of boost and tons of fuel and it would still knock.  If I added a bit of 110 race gas, the knock would go away.  Or if I ran normal gas, it wouldn't knock.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000017||ken inn||11-25-2002||02:22 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||you know, i had completely forgotten about the reformulated gas.  before the switch here, my car got wicked good mpg, like 26 city.  after, i was lucky to get 20.  and, with calif smogs, maybe they have done something.  wonder if places like nevada use the reformulated crap?  i can remember going outside the county, and getting gas, but that soon went away, too.||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000018||Martin Tolentino||11-25-2002||10:22 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Ken,<BR>    108 octane race gas. I tried pushing the boost past 26, but it started to knock, so 24 psi max on 108. I need some 720s and 110<BR>octane race gas to run 26-27 psi.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000019||khadiyev||11-26-2002||06:13 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I know my sock on the pump is clean because i pulled the pump last month, I'm gonna pull it again and get the part# of it and check it with buscher. I did replace the fuel filter last month also. And i did try running 38psi base FP, because i thought I maybe distortin the spray pattern on the inj or maxing out the fuel pump, that didn't help at all.<P>Thanks for everybody's help<P>John||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000020||Blurple||11-26-2002||06:51 PM||||why do you guys think its the injectors?  <P>i'm not expert, but my recent experience :<BR>detonation happens at higher boost, ESPECIALLY if running sh!t petrol.  the guy said he's running 91.  using 96 i managed to run 18.5psi before getting detonation.  changed to 98, and could run 20psi. changed to av-gas, and then it handled 24psi before getting detonation. If i try using some REAL gas (c16 or alternative) i'll have no issues with being able to pump 30psi out of the turbo.  in addition, how well is his i/c working.  if the air is too hot (which higher boost obviously does), this will also cause detonation.  maybe a better i/c will help.   <BR>(all examples provided using an expensive knock sensor, o2 sensor, dyno, motec ecu, and laptop readouts/logging).||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000021||Martin Tolentino||11-26-2002||08:41 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Yes it's my injectors are maxed out. I did<BR>logs with my pocketlogger. My duty cycles exceeds 107 percent. With zero knock the timing starts to drop at 107 percent. 100 percent or less I get max advanced timing.<BR>FYI, I'm not guessing.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Martin Tolentino (edited 11-26-2002).]||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000022||Team Ducktape||11-26-2002||08:57 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Blurple:<BR><B> <BR>(all examples provided using an expensive knock sensor, o2 sensor, dyno, motec ecu, and laptop readouts/logging).</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>What is your "expensive knock sensor? Are you using Motec's o2 sensor? Also the reason most people are saying it's the injectors is because they shouldn'tbe maxing out. myabe they need a good cleaning?||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000023||Martin Tolentino||11-27-2002||10:15 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||No motec$$$$ for me. I just tune it with a pocketlogger, egt probe in the #1 and have a fuel,boost pressure gauges. I'm running a supra pump with a sx regulator, had 550s. Which, I sold and will be getting 720s.<BR>I'm going by duty cycle on the logger, I'm over 100% at current boost levels. Haven't tried the stevetech fuel rail mod, yet. <BR> Too bad Sunoco wasn't here,if I recall they have 93-94 octane pump gas.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000024||DSMotorsport||11-27-2002||03:21 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||My experience with injectors and knock is...the stock knock system is junk.<P>I ran my best mph and et's with 43 knock count.  If i tired to lean it out (using FJO wideband 02) I got knock at anything leaner than 10.5 :1 AF ratio.  keep leaning it out to 12.5:1 on 112oct racegas and the car picked up 4-5mph (122.5mph to 127mph) even though knock goes up to 43.  This is on 650cc and vpc/afc with 32psi base fuel pressure.  When I tune my car to knock on the tmo or pocketlogger, the car runs slower. I have to run it as rich as 10.3 : 1 to get knock count below 10.<P>IMHO the knock problem is not a "lack" of fuel from the injectors being to small, it's a situation where the stock ecu is seeing too small of a HZ signal (since you have to lower that signal so much with the big injectors) that it's trying to output too much ignition timing.  couple that with the crap 91 oct gas....yeah  it's going to knock unless you completely drown the motor in fuel.  I doubt your going to make any big power gains flooding the motor.<P>Stock ecu system of basing the ignition timing and the injectory pulsewidth calculations off the same variable (maf) doesn't help much with tuning in big injectors.  Etiher flood the motor and get good timing, or AF ratio in 12's where it should be and you get 5-10* timing.||207.162.134.121||reg||1
Z||000025||turbobrian||11-28-2002||12:10 AM||turbobrian@yahoo.com||nate then why do i feel my car slow down when knock comes on? i mainly tune for knock. i dont tune for 0 knock but less than 7 is what i shhot for. what other methods do you use to tune?<P>brian<BR>90gsx street<BR>91gsx track<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSMotorsport:<BR><B>My experience with injectors and knock is...the stock knock system is junk.<P>I ran my best mph and et's with 43 knock count.  If i tired to lean it out (using FJO wideband 02) I got knock at anything leaner than 10.5 :1 AF ratio.  keep leaning it out to 12.5:1 on 112oct racegas and the car picked up 4-5mph (122.5mph to 127mph) even though knock goes up to 43.  This is on 650cc and vpc/afc with 32psi base fuel pressure.  When I tune my car to knock on the tmo or pocketlogger, the car runs slower. I have to run it as rich as 10.3 : 1 to get knock count below 10.<P>IMHO the knock problem is not a "lack" of fuel from the injectors being to small, it's a situation where the stock ecu is seeing too small of a HZ signal (since you have to lower that signal so much with the big injectors) that it's trying to output too much ignition timing.  couple that with the crap 91 oct gas....yeah  it's going to knock unless you completely drown the motor in fuel.  I doubt your going to make any big power gains flooding the motor.<P>Stock ecu system of basing the ignition timing and the injectory pulsewidth calculations off the same variable (maf) doesn't help much with tuning in big injectors.  Etiher flood the motor and get good timing, or AF ratio in 12's where it should be and you get 5-10* timing.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||68.9.74.249||reg||1
Z||000026||number3||11-28-2002||10:24 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Is your knock sensor new and working properly?  There are alot of cars that I run into that the O2 and knock sensors are old and defective and fix lots of "mystery problems" for people.<P><BR>Harry<P>PS The reformulated gas is shit,even the 94, as we all know. In the Philly area it used to be winter only gas. Now they sell it all year round. I only run "real' gas in the car now. I either run ony race gas or buy gas in another county.||208.32.93.97||reg||1
Z||000027||DSMotorsport||11-29-2002||01:58 AM||jonescri@earthlink.net||I tune to wideband...the car has had 2 differnt knock sensors, and 3 new 02 sensors this season (224miles total of use from may to august when it got put away for winter)<P>Im sure you do feel the car fall off when it knocks. My point was that I dont think it's a fuel quantity issue, it's a fuel quality issue.  I feel putting even larger injectors than 660 will agrivate the problem.  720cc injectors and less than 400whp just doesn't make sense to me....sounds like a bandaid for another problem (shit gas)||65.164.23.14||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001114.cgi
A||N||9||markrieb||TMO ECU Installation||||5
Z||000000||markrieb||11-24-2002||05:18 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I did the TMO ECU installation on my car this weekend, but have a few questions.<P>On the clutch wire mod, what wire do we use?<P>The installation instructions says to use a green wire.  The wires coming out of my clutch switch are blue and black, like the T/E/L, but after the connector they are black with white spots/dashes and black with a red stripe.<P>The electrical diagram says that the black with a red stripe goes to the starter relay.<P>On a second note, don't bother trying to take out the clutch switch to make things easier...<P>At first I couldn't get the switch out, so I noticed that the white plastic part could be removed from the metal part.  Big mistake as the internals of the switch flung themselves to the far corners of the car interior and garage.  There are two springs, a small ball bearing and a flat piece of copper that will fly out of the switch.<P>I managed to get the switch back together and working properly (I think... the switch is closed when the clutch is out and open when the clutch is depressed) and then tried to reinstall the switch.<P>As I tried to install the switch, the black and blue wire broke off of the back of the *(&^%^*&(%^!! switch.  I soldered them back on in what I *think* is the correct way (or does it matter?).<P>Any help that could be offered in identifying the correct wire, or in what wire goes where on the clutch switch would be appreciated.<P>Mark Rieb||4.47.231.254||reg||5
Z||000001||number3||11-24-2002||07:28 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Mark,<P>I took a couple of pictures for you but due to computer issues I can not get them off the stick yet.<P><BR>But I will explain what you need to do.<P>The green wire from TMO has a Diode in it.<P>The wire looks like a Y with a long tail.  The long tail end goes to the ecu. The shorter two ends or legs go to the clutch switch.<P>Now the "leg" that looks as though it runs right through the diode (under heat shrink) gets hooked to the bottom wire on the clutch switch connector, to thje connector side.  <BR>(You need to cut this clutch wire far enough from the connector to be able to crimp onto the wire.)<P>The "leg" that appears to have been spliced on under the heat shrink gets crimped to the wire above but to ECU side.  <P>SO basically what you have done is cut the bottom wire and spliced in series the TMO wire.<P>I know a picture is worth a thousand words but i hope the helps you out. If not let me know and I will try and do better.<P>Harry<P><BR>PS don't worry I went through this hell 5 years ago until I finally figured it out.<P>Maybe a Vfaq is in order.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||markrieb||11-24-2002||07:43 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Harry, <P>I think that will help.<P>The TMO installation page is pretty good for the T/E/L, but as we all know the GVR-4 is a little different.<P>I'll write something up for the FAQ here when I'm done.<P>Mark||4.47.231.254||reg||1
Z||000003||04DrBlur||11-24-2002||10:22 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I just did that last weekend and used the solid black wire with the little white dots.  That is the wrong wire, everything will work except your car will start without the clutch being pushed in.  The correct wire is the black one with the red stripe.  Have fun with the stutterbox WOW is it cool...||65.42.49.176||reg||1
Z||000004||KenGVR4||11-29-2002||07:02 PM||kman940@earthlink.net||Is TMO still alive?  I tried getting a hold of them because I'm having problems with my EPROM, and I get no reply!  I want my stutterbox!||216.119.6.136||reg||1
Z||000005||Ian M||11-29-2002||08:05 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I have recently heard that they've been out of business for some time now... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> ||129.71.115.254||reg||1
Z||000006||pisces_0||03-25-2003||10:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong><br />The green wire from TMO has a Diode in it.<br /><br />The wire looks like a Y with a long tail.  The long tail end goes to the ecu. The shorter two ends or legs go to the clutch switch.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry to bring up an old post, but would anyone happen to know what size diode is used for the TMO clutch wire?  I recently picked up a stage III ECU and am anxious to get it installed.  I was under the impression that it was basically a "Y" wire, but in doing some reading I've been corrected.<br />Just to make sure I've got my ducks in a row, the wire with the diode in it goes closest to wire coming off the clutch switch and the other "leg" of the wire goes to the ECU side of the clutch switch correct?<br />Any info on this would be great guys, thanks much.||131.212.34.65||reg||5||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||03-26-2003||10:22 AM||||Send a note to Keydiver, he knows what diode to use.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||03-26-2003||01:06 PM||||Almost any of the 1N4000 series diodes should work, or a 5 amp schottky diode is better if you have access to one. Just go to Radio Shack and get any 1N4000 diode, like 1N4004, 1N4007, etc. Then you cut the wire coming from the clutch switch, I believe its the Black one with the red stripe, RIGHT MARK??? (I told him wrong) <br />Cut the wire, and solder the diode inline with the banded end of the diode TOWARD the switch. Then, solder a long wire, again from the banded end of the diode, to go to pin 104 of the ECU. <br />You only need ONE diode, the other one is already INSIDE the ECU.<br />Make sure you cut the black ground wire loose from pin 104. You can check the proper operation with the datalogger to see if the park/neutral switch now works.<br />As an alternative, you can just cut the Black/red wire, solder the long ECU wire to the switch end of the wire, and not worry about the other end of the Black/red wire. The car will now start without pushing in the clutch!||68.158.114.3||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||pisces_0||03-26-2003||05:48 PM||||keydiver, thanks so much for that!  I'm on my way to Radio Shack as soon as I get off the 'Net.||131.212.34.55||reg||14||pisces_0||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum2/001115.cgi
A||||6||GVR1643||old style AFC||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||11-24-2002||05:55 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Can someone give me the wiring install on an old style 5 knob AFC.  The wire colors don't correspond with the VFAQ and I didn't find it in a search here.<BR>TIA <BR>Kevin||167.142.22.204||reg||5
Z||000001||talontsi||11-24-2002||07:56 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com|| <A HREF="http://www.apexi-usa.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.apexi-usa.com/</A> <P>Look for gen 1||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||11-24-2002||08:00 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_afc_gen1.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_afc_gen1.pdf</A> <P>kevin, stop squirming and get the new one.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||11-25-2002||12:25 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks TSI...duh, didn't think about that!<BR>Yeah, yeah Ken...gotta save my money for WI :-).||167.142.21.208||reg||1
Z||000004||MX4||11-25-2002||06:44 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>ive got what you need there. email me at vr4_evo@hotmail.com and ill send you a photo with the wires coming out the back<P>Ryan||203.98.49.150||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||11-25-2002||10:01 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I did find the info at the site (thanks TSI). Just not as nice as looking at a VFAQ.<BR>Thanks MX4...I'll email you if I have problems with install and need additional pics.||167.142.22.31||reg||1
Z||000006||evol||11-25-2002||02:13 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I have old school safc, too, but hey, it looks good where the ashtray used to be and I can use a logger to diagnose stuff...||172.170.186.99||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001116.cgi
A||||8||JSTYLE||How good is a stock VR4 box?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||11-24-2002||08:57 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Guys,<P>Just wanting to know how good a stock VR4 box is. I need to replace my gearbox cos the synchro's are abit buggered.<P>a. Should i get ralliart synchro's?<BR>b. Should i just buy another box?<P>Ralliart synchro's will cost me around $300<BR>A new gearbox from a jap wrecker will cost me around $300 aswell, is it worth the time getting the synchro's fixed or will a standard box handle 11 second passes? Thats what i want to know.<P>Cheers<P>Jon||203.173.165.225||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||11-24-2002||10:27 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Have you tried decent tranny fluid yet?  Being a fellow Aussie (Redline BG etc are hard to get here) I recommend Castrol Syntrans (not syntrax).  The diff between the regular oil & this stuff was huge, it just took a week or two to smooth out.<P>If you already have good oil, I'd get the synchros as at least you know your box ain't broke (other then the syncros of course)<P>Edit:  Oh yeah, the first question!  As far as I know everyone here uses stock boxes.<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 11-24-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||11-25-2002||06:10 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||My synchro's crunch so bad, oil wouldnt help it. I think i might get a new box and just buy synchro's for my other box incase it every fails and build the other box over time (when i have spare time).<P>Jon||203.173.162.115||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||11-25-2002||06:21 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||mine were shocking too, try the oil dude.  It was taking me nearly a second to get into 2nd<P>It will only cost you 1/2 an hour and about $50 to try it.  the wrong weight oil makes these boxes shithouse<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 11-25-2002).]||203.220.88.233||reg||1
Z||000004||DSSA||11-25-2002||08:52 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JSTYLE:<BR><B>My synchro's crunch so bad, oil wouldnt help it. I think i might get a new box and just buy synchro's for my other box incase it every fails and build the other box over time (when i have spare time).<P>Jon</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Is it all (or most) of the syncros that went out over a short period of time?  If so, I would check the clutch system (thoroughly) before just assuming it's the box itself.<P>If it is indeed the box, I'd say rebuild it correctly.  I'd be interested in knowing the difference in the RalliArt Syncros over the stockers.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||JSTYLE||11-25-2002||06:58 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Ill try the oil but its my gearbox for sure. I have to double clutch and down shift into 2nd from 3rd orelse it crunches. Im going to work out what i want to do when i ring up ralliart and check how many they have left etc. I presume the ralliart synchro's are built tougher then the stockers.<P>Also reason why i think its the box is because i cant put my car into first without it crunching like a mofo.<P>Jon||203.173.162.209||reg||1
Z||000006||DSSA||11-27-2002||08:53 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JSTYLE:<BR><B><BR>Also reason why i think its the box is because i cant put my car into first without it crunching like a mofo.<P>Jon</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>This definitely makes me think that you have a clutch problem.  Not saying that the transmssion isn't in bad shape after this as well, but I'd really take a close look at the clutch setup.<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000007||JSTYLE||11-28-2002||06:01 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Im running a stock clutch, yer it has problems! Im making too much power even on 5psi for my clutch to grip. Anyhows i have ordered a single plate dual friction clutch that is ment to handle 600hp easily. So we will see how we go!<P>Im changin both the box and clutch, will keep you updated!<P>Jon||203.173.166.44||reg||1
Z||000008||Blurple||11-28-2002||07:41 PM||||some people are running a lot of hp through std box's with no issues.  but like you, my synchro's are annihilated.  suspect the box wont last much longer, but oh well.||202.27.176.157||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001117.cgi
A||||2||VR4coop||RPM's on the highway?||||3||
Z||000000||VR4coop||11-24-2002||10:25 PM||coop529@aol.com||I was wondering what people are tacking on the highway with stock wheels. Im about 3500 at 75mph, wondering if this is right?||24.218.140.125||reg||3
Z||000001||JerryRedGSX||11-25-2002||08:21 AM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||That's about what I'm getting...that's normal in the AWD cars cause 5th gear is a little shorter than in the FWD cars.||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||11-25-2002||10:16 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Thanks for posting this.<BR>I just change my speedo cable over the weekend and that is about what I'm getting, so now I know its working right.||63.208.118.94||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001118.cgi
A||||8||VR4coop||Any one use ground control coil-overs?||||1||
Z||000000||VR4coop||11-24-2002||10:27 PM||coop529@aol.com||I was wondering how the ride is? Comfortable enough for daily driving?||24.218.140.125||reg||1
Z||000001||bob in chicago||11-25-2002||08:11 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I've put over 100K miles of daily driving on coilovers. Front-10" free length; 275lbs on GAB shocks set at 1 of 4. Rear-12" free length;175lbs on AGX shocks set at 2 or 3 (of 8). Tires are 225/45/16; 22mm front swaybar & 24mm rear with poly bushings in suspension everywhere. Ride is firm but very tolerable, especially with 30psi in tires. <P>Here in the snow belt I just screw the spring collars to raise the car up 1.5" when I put on my Blizzaks for winter.  ||216.65.167.200||reg||14
Z||000002||DSSA||11-25-2002||08:47 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by bob in chicago:<BR><B>I've put over 100K miles of daily driving on coilovers. Front-10" free length; 275lbs on GAB shocks set at 1 of 4. Rear-12" free length;175lbs on AGX shocks set at 2 or 3 (of 8). Tires are 225/45/16; 22mm front swaybar & 24mm rear with poly bushings in suspension everywhere. Ride is firm but very tolerable, especially with 30psi in tires. <BR> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Sounds like GC may have gotten their act together finally.  Back when they 1st started "offering" these for our GVR4s, I ordered a set.  They somehow managed to send me a set for the T/E/Ls.  I put them on, and the fronts had to be almost all of the way down in the front, and the rears almost all of the way up in order to level out the car.  Bascially, there was no available adjustment after that point.   When I called them about it, and told them that the system was wrong for the GVR4s, they stated that they may have sent me the wrong ones, but since I installed them on the car, they couldn't do anything about it.<P>Someone with a T/E/L got a cheaper set of basically-new GCs shortly thereafter and I went to Rob (wiiiith Mooooofffuuuuuugaaaass(long story)) for a setup for the GVR4.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||11-25-2002||09:04 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||I installed 450 lbs front and 350 lbs in the rear. It's going to be a extremly stiff/harsh ride, but it's not my daily.<BR> <p>[This message has been edited by Martin Tolentino (edited 11-25-2002).]||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000004||bob in chicago||11-25-2002||02:58 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||My coilovers were assembled from the Eibach spring catalog by TAD. The correct "free" length size is important for proper range of adjustment. Ride height is determined by where you put the threaded collar (which holds the bottom of the spring) on the threaded tube which surrounds the shock. My 275lb F/175lb R spring rates are just a notch stiffer than stock.  I'm very happy with them.<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 11-25-2002).]||24.148.12.176||reg||1
Z||000005||VR4coop||11-25-2002||04:28 PM||coop529@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by bob in chicago:<BR><B>My coilovers were assembled from the Eibach spring catalog by TAD. The correct "free" length size is important for proper range of adjustment. Ride height is determined by where you put the threaded collar (which holds the bottom of the spring) on the threaded tube which surrounds the shock. My 275lb F/175lb R spring rates are just a notch stiffer than stock.  I'm very happy with them.<P>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 11-25-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hey, bob could you send me a link to where i could get a setup like yours. thanx Coop529@aol.com<BR>||24.218.140.125||reg||1
Z||000006||Kibo||12-05-2002||07:15 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Bob, how much do you lower your car in non-winter months, and where do the spring perches sit on the threaded collars for both your fully lowered (summer) height vs. your winter height?  I believe 10" and 12" is much longer than I've traditionally heard; but then again, so many GVR4 owners have complained that their GC setups have springs that are too short because they were intended for the T/E/L...<P><BR>Thanks,<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000007||bob in chicago||12-05-2002||09:28 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||The lower perches sit about half-way down on the threaded collars in winter; summer about 1.5 lower. Nice range of adjustment. 12"R & 10"F may seem long but remember they are nearly as soft as stock. Most people who go to coil-overs want much stiffer springs for drag/track use, so shorter lengths can work just fine for them. Another aspect is location of shock/strut's lower spring perch which determines bottom seat for the threaded collar.<P>The inside of the springs do rub abit on the upper part of the collars, but that's no big deal. I could cut some of the top of collar off (since it's not needed) to avoid this but that's too much trouble. I just grease it up little. Works for me...<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 12-05-2002).]||24.148.12.30||reg||1
Z||000008||DsmParts||12-05-2002||01:04 PM||sales@dsmparts.com||I'm running Ground Control with Kyb Agx in my 91 Galant Vr4. Looks good, rides stiff. If you do not mind stiff suspension, then you will be very happy. One bonus you can raise the height for the winter. Overall im happy with the setup, until i buy the tein :}<P>Thanks<BR>Justin<BR>#1859||24.247.82.222||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001119.cgi
A||N||21||Duc Hunter||Electrics shutting the car off||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-24-2002||10:28 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have been gone fro a while, enjoying my car and working too hard. I have a problem I need some help with though. I was driving down the road the other day and then all of the sudden everything started clicking (like relays) and it stopped. Last year my ground wire (batt in the trunk) came loose and has the same feel. This time though the power blinks on/off/on/off.....almost like the voltage too low and the relays just click (like when you try to start a car with a low battery, but all the relays click with the key in the on position, not cranking). I checked the ground which was fine, the power cable that comes from the battery to the fuse block under the hood (bolts to the same wire that was bolted to the stock battery. I tried wiggling al the wires connected to the ECU, al the fuses under the hood, checked the connection to the upgrade fuel pump�..all seem to check out. When this clicking happens the whole car can be lit. If I crank it will crank at 11. volts. AS soon as it fires the tach goes to 0 and it stops. The fuel pressure seems fine too. The funny thing is that other times it will run fine, and sitting in the parking lot it will click and stall. <P>Anyone had anything like this happen? Any ideas?<BR>||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000001||04DrBlur||11-24-2002||10:52 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Have you ever had the caps in your ecu replaced??  If not it is a good chance that this is the culprit.  Get them replaced asap before its too late.||65.42.49.176||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||11-25-2002||12:16 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Also a good chance that your alternator has ate the dust. ||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4458||11-25-2002||11:25 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Maybe I missed it, but my car did pretty much the same thing when my positive battery cable was llose.  It wasn;t extremely loose, but enough that it was casuing probelms.  Wiggle that around a bit and see if it helps.<P>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||11-25-2002||12:17 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Caps not replaced yet but inspected 3 months again and looked brand new. <P>Alternator...thought about that one....but the voltage seems to be ok. I have 13.5+ while the car is running......although it reads 11.9 when the car has died and won�t stay running. Maybe it is the voltage regulator, which I am sure is part of the alternator. <P>Positive cable.....where mine goes through the floor board it is a little loose...but wiggling it does not seem to cause the problem. I will be tightening it up!<P>I was wondering if there are any relays that go bad and cause this.||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000005||859gvr4||11-25-2002||01:01 PM||||I had a similar problem last week. It started with bad idling, and eventually I couldn't start the car. Starter motor seemed working when I turned the key. First I changed the worn BISS o-ring and cleaned TB. And I checked ISC, and it was shot. Then, I pulled out ECU, and it looked brand new, but I decided to change the capacitors anyway. Two of them were LEAKING! After putting new capacitors, engine started right away. You can't tell if capacitors are good or not just by visual inspection. If you haven't changed them, do it now. I ordered the rebuilt ISC from Crebotech. and it will solve the idling problem. I think I have to thank to GVR4 and DSM community with this opportunity. The information you can get from this community is the real asset. ||171.66.248.66||reg||1
Z||000006||VR-4play||11-25-2002||01:17 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||Experienced this twice. Once was my battery brace came loose and was shorting agains the terminal (easy find and fix). The other time it was my altenator.||192.91.147.35||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||11-25-2002||01:21 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||dont let the caps fool you.  looks dont count.  just change them, and be done.  then you KNOW it aint the caps.  and, jeff does them for nothing.  ||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||11-25-2002||05:01 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Ok, caps, caps, caps, replace the caps even if that is not the problem. Anyone other than TMO to do it?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I am pretty savy mechanically and have a soldering iron.....   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000009||beavis||11-25-2002||05:16 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||have you cleaned the terminals on the battery?||138.23.114.184||reg||1
Z||000010||1101||11-25-2002||06:12 PM||karns10@attbi.com||I have done two already without a problem. You need a fine point soldering iron and a solder sucker. FRY's Electronics usually has the higher temperature caps. You can go up in voltage and Capacitance on them if the exact one is not in stock.<P>It actually helps to go up in voltage because the size of the equvalent capacitors have shrunk a lot from better design and materials. I looked for an upgraded voltage so the size and lead spacing was the same as the original.<P>Ward<BR>Fremont<P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>Ok, caps, caps, caps, replace the caps even if that is not the problem. Anyone other than TMO to do it?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I am pretty savy mechanically and have a soldering iron.....    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000011||Duc Hunter||12-06-2002||01:22 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Just fired up the pocket logger and checked her out. No codes. She started ok, ran for a few minutes running a little rough like she was missing occasionally (it is cold). Then she clicked and bunch of times, idle jumped, she kept running, then clicked again and died. Once she died the clicking and a slight buzz could be heard in the passenger foot well????  <P>The strange thing is that the voltage on my volt meter in the car was reading 11.3 with the car off and 13.2 with it on. The pocket logger read 18volts while running though. Well I am off to pick a local mits mechanics brain.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000012||ken inn||12-06-2002||01:25 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||YO!  it's the caps.  you are circling around the problem, it's the caps.  passenger footwell?  that's where the ecu is, it's the caps.  once again, jeff(keydiver) will do them for free.  ||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000013||Duc Hunter||12-06-2002||01:28 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Great Kenn, how can I contact Jeff? ||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000014||ken inn||12-06-2002||02:07 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||keydiver@yahoo.com<BR>he may even have a spare he can loan you while this is being done.  ||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000015||bob in chicago||12-06-2002||03:35 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I also put this on the other message:<BR><A HREF="http://www.ecmfinders.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecmfinders.com/</A>   If the ECU is too far gone because of damage from leaking caps, these guys can do a 2-4 day turnaround ehchange/rebuild with 18 month guarantee. I think cost runs $300, plus or minus $50. Obviously better than the Mitsu dealer. <P>You can also look for a used 1G TEL AWD 5speed ECU on <A HREF="http://www.dsmtrader.com" TARGET=_blank>www.dsmtrader.com</A>  and swap its insides into your GalantVR4 ECU box.  I just happen to have a used 1G TEL AWD 5speed ECU that I keep for emergencies. Email me if Keydiver doesn't have a loaner.||24.148.12.30||reg||1
Z||000016||Duc Hunter||12-06-2002||03:54 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Thanks guys, hunting downt he caps locally now. Repair should happen tonight. I will let you know what I find.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000017||Hertz||12-06-2002||04:37 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||You'll find that it was the caps.||67.37.187.61||reg||1
Z||000018||Duc Hunter||12-06-2002||06:00 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Got everything I need, including a good solder sucker. The only small snag was I could not find the 47F/50V capacitor. So I am substituting the next larger size I could find, a 100F/50V. That should be a non-issue though as going bigger is ok, right? Time to go pull the ECU and do some surgery.||64.81.58.95||reg||6
Z||000019||keydiver||12-09-2002||01:30 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I was gone for the week, so what was the results? The 100 uF would be fine. Just make sure ALL the caps are 105 degree rated.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.215.145||reg||1
Z||000020||Duc Hunter||12-09-2002||01:41 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||The results? Well it took me 2:30 total to do the repair, from not running and buttoned up to running and buttoned up. I went to radio shack and bought the 3 capacitors I needed. Upon opening the ECU I could smell the infamous rotten fish sent. It turns out the 2 larger caps were leaking and there was some black soot on the board. I also noticed they were slightly sticky. After removal of all the caps I notices the smallest cap was fine, it looked brand new. I cleaned the board off with rubbing alcohol before I installed the new caps. In places the boards green was warn off and the copper color was visible. Following the procedure in VFAQ was easy. I did buy a $9 electric 45 watt solder sucker at radio shack which really helped. <P>After buttoning it back up the car started like a champ. I did notice that now, when I roll up to a light (light getting off the freeway) and drop it into neutral I think the car has stalled. The idle is so smooth now that I catch myself checking the tach to see if it running. The car is running like a top! Thanks for all your help folks. <BR>||205.166.229.101||reg||10
Z||000021||ken inn||12-09-2002||03:01 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||HOT DAMN!  ANOTHER CONVERT!  there should be a requirement that no one can post about problems unless their caps have been done.  arent you happy now?||209.220.6.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001120.cgi
A||||0||Hunter||wheres the Hose Heater Bypass? MD163197||||1||
Z||000000||Hunter||11-24-2002||10:31 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||anybody know where the hose heater bypass is? part # MD163197, when i when to replace the other one..  the lower one by the oil filter since it was expanded.. i went and picked this one up..  the rubber hose by the oil filter was leaking.. and i thought that was the main leek...   But it still leaks like a siv. about 1/4gal a day so i have to fill the reservoir daily.   i have the CAPS & the CD manual, if u got that page that'd be great.. thanks again  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||4.61.251.30||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001121.cgi
A||||21||astondg||Dyno Results, Finally!||||1||
Z||000000||astondg||11-25-2002||06:44 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||Well we got our VR-4 back from the dyno and it's got 91kw at the wheels. The guy at the dyno reckons that is about 160kw at the flywheel. Also, that is what we had when we took it in and he couldn't get any more out of it, just smoothed out the power curve by the looks of the print out. I am a bit dissapointed with that but what do you guys think? He said there were no boost leaks and everything was running ok. Our mods are:<BR>- 3" (I think turbo back) exhuast<BR>- 11psi boost (*please look at bottom)<BR>- K&N air filter<BR>- Ported Turbo<BR>- Engine semi rebuilt after cracked Turbo housing found and fixed<BR>- Dyno tuned<BR>* Boost starts at 11psi at lower revs and drops to about 8psi at higher revs. This doesn't seem right to me but our mechanic and the dyno guy thought it was ok, what about you? The mechanic did put the boost to 15psi so it dropped back to 11psi and the car felt faster, it kept pushing you at higher revs where the lower boost feels like it's hit a flat spot in the power. The Dyno guy thought 15psi might be a bit much for the track day we are going to, especially since it's summer here so it's hot.<P>Lastly would 91kw at the wheels give us the 0-100km/h time of 8.8 that we timed?<P>Sorry for the long post, thanks very much,<BR>Aston.||198.142.111.42||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||11-25-2002||07:00 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Crikey, that sounds like a stocker's power output to me.  It shouldn't drift back down to 8psi, something has to be wrong.||203.220.88.233||reg||1
Z||000002||astondg||11-25-2002||07:08 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||That's what I was thinking, any ideas on what could be wrong would be helpfull. So far we have replaced a cracked turbo housing, the exhaust is relatively new, there are no boost leaks, the timing has been checked, I think the spark plugs have been checked (either when they engine was semi rebuilt or at the dyno, or both?) and anything that is normally checked during a dyno tune.<BR>EDIT: I would like to say that we bought this car for about $12000 Australian and so far we've spent over $6000 (probably $7000), including labour, on the repairs and mods I've mentioned and the car seems slow. This is very disapointing, especially when we could have bought a Lancer Evolution 1 with that amount of money, a car that would have been much quicker.<BR>Thanks again,<BR>Aston.<P>[This message has been edited by astondg (edited 11-25-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by astondg (edited 11-25-2002).]||198.142.111.42||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||11-25-2002||05:35 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||What the hell have you spent $6k on already!?!?!<P>Is the fuel filter new?  Is the Cat new?  What AFR did the car get on the dyno?  When it was "dyno tuned" what exactly did the guy change?  You should be able to run 15psi if you fixed the exhaust housing, are you sure the wastegate is working correctly?  When you say semi-rebuilt, can you please elaborate?  What boost controller do you have?  Have you replaced/rewired the fuel pump?  Have you replaced the spark plug leads?<P>With those listed mods except for 15psi on a unported cracked turbo, I ran flat 14's||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||Pappy||11-25-2002||05:51 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Something's definately wrong.  I'm not sure what though.  But an 8.8 0-62mph time is slower than stock by a little over a second.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000005||astondg||11-25-2002||07:20 PM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||The cat is new, I'm not sure about the fuel filter. The fuel pump is standard and not rewired. No parts were changed when it was on the dyno, the guy said everything was ok. According to the reciept the ignition timing was checked and adjusted and the mixtures and boost were logged. It says etc. but I am not sure what else was done. He was supposed to check the spark plugs and leads but I am not sure if he did. <P>We haven't added a boost controller.<P>By semi rebuilt, i mean the mechanic pulled the engine apart and checked out the camshafts, valves, pistons, cylinders and everthing, he replaced anything that was worn out but most of it was ok. Then he cleaned everything and sent the turbo away to be ported, get the cracked housing replaced and get it checked over.<P>How can I check the wastegate?<P>It was running ok with 15psi but we are going to a track day and it's summer, getting hot, and we only have the standard intercooler so the dyno guy thought it would be best to turn the boost back to 11psi just to be safe.<P>Aston||198.142.111.134||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||11-25-2002||08:17 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||You are running Optimax or Ultimate aren't you?  (that's brands of 98RON fuel in Australia for you US guys.)<P>Plugs cost underr $15, supercheap stock them.  Just replace them yourself.  If the leads haven't been changed by you, change them too.<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 11-25-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000007||astondg||11-26-2002||12:22 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||Most of the time we use Optimax or Ultimate (whichever is cheaper) but we do use Premium Unleaded (96RON I think?) sometimes when petrol gets expensive. At the dyno I am fairly sure it had Optimax.<P>I have just had a look under the bonnet and found a little valve looking thing that I didn't know we had. It is connected to the turbo (or very close to it) on the opposite side to where the exhaust is. A tube runs from the turbo to the valve and back to a fairly large round thing that looks like the end of a trumpet (it is connected to the turbo, is this the wastegate?). The valve is blue and doesn't look like a standard part. Is this a bleeder valve or BOV? I don't know what either of these things look like but this valve seems to be in the right place? If it is a bleeder valve or BOV could it be causing the problems. <P>Also I have read some FAQ's and it sounds like our boost problem might be spiking? I thought it was set on 11psi and dropped to 8psi but maybe it is set at 8psi and spikes to 11psi initially? The mechanic and dyno guy did say they set it to 11psi but without a proper boost controller maybe they just had a guess and were fooled by the spiking?<BR>Aston.<BR>EDIT: Thanks Jon (below). And I forgot to ask how to fix spiking?<p>[This message has been edited by astondg (edited 11-26-2002).]||198.142.111.250||reg||1
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||11-26-2002||12:25 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Sounds like you're describing an aftermarket boost controller, but yea, a bleed valve.  The round thing is the wastegate actuator, and the actual BOV is mounted on the pipe that connects to the throttle body.  You could be spiking, yes, but I'm not sure... maybe someone with more experience would like to chime in?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000009||91vr4evolution||11-26-2002||01:58 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hi Aston, <P>Just wondering what turbo are you running? 14B?<P>It definitely sounds like something's amiss, 'cause (I know it's comparing Trans Tasman Dynos, but still) I recently had mine on the dyno. My turbo is probably halfway between a small and big 16G (garrett wheel in small 16G housing)(medium 16G?!)) and at 16psi it cranked out 190kw at the wheels. The dyno operator said that it was didn't feel like it was working hard at all.<P>Did you check the timing or did the dyno operator. Was the timing 'shorted out" first? Did you get a printout of the A/F mixtures? <P>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000010||Ash||11-26-2002||04:37 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Sorry for the hijack.<P>Mike, what fuel were you running then? ||203.221.18.189||reg||1
Z||000011||astondg||11-26-2002||05:37 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||We have the standard turbo, is that 14B? 190kw at the wheels!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>Aston.<p>[This message has been edited by astondg (edited 11-26-2002).]||198.142.111.125||reg||1
Z||000012||Ash||11-26-2002||06:02 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||standard is a 14b||203.221.19.48||reg||1
Z||000013||Blurple||11-26-2002||06:34 PM||||my 2c:<P>Regardless of petrol etc, it doesn't explain only getting 8psi. I'd suggest cracks in your exhaust manifold, turbo exhaust housing, or around the wastegate area, seized/faulty wastegate actuator, or bent actuator rod.  in short, your losing boost somewhere from when it comes out the engine, to spooling the turbo up.   OR, are you sure its running 8psi?  not a fautly/uncalibrated boost gauge?   But dude, 91kw at the wheels is a worry.  I made 160kw when standard, on 14psi.  I'd also suggest your dyno and mechanic aren't very good, but i'm probably not being very fair with that comment.||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000014||91vr4evolution||11-26-2002||10:54 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Ash, it was on pump gas. Mobil Synergy 8000. A consumer type magazine recently did a test on the various "hi-octane" gases from all the companies in NZ, and found that 8000 was the only 98 octane that was actually 98. Some of the other including Ultimate was only about 95-96. We don't get Optimax over here though.<P>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000015||JSTYLE||11-27-2002||01:54 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>. I made 160kw when standard<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>160kw at wheels when stock? If so this isnt STOCK!! Stock is around 90 - 125awkw (125 being with exhaust and filter), 160awkw isnt stock and i would say your dyno would of been too optimistic! Unless ofcourse u had some kind of aftermarket ecu.<P>Jon||203.173.162.180||reg||1
Z||000016||Pappy||11-27-2002||02:18 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||How does kw translate into horsepower?||24.60.210.147||reg||1
Z||000017||James||11-27-2002||03:46 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||1 kw = 1.34hp.<BR> 160kw @ the wheels? My EVO 3 which is running 17psi, 3"dump & hiflo cat, and HKS Powerfilter was recently on a Dyno Dynamics 4wd dyno. 163kw atw. On the same day , same dyno, EVO 4 had 134kw atw. Also there was a JDM VR4 with full3" zorst,intake and 15psi ran 128kw. Only a couple of weeks before the same car ran 166kw on a Dyno Pak dyno.I think your dyno reading is just a bit optomistic. ||203.24.77.214||reg||1
Z||000018||astondg||11-28-2002||02:45 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||We went back to the mechanic today to get the brake pads changed (he couldn't do it last time) and we showed him the dyno results and he thought they were good!? He said that's what at standard WRX gets so we should be happy. We told him that a standard VR-4 has nearly as much power as a WRX and he just though we were complaining and if we want to go faster we should get a better car   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">? That's what everybody we have taken it to seems be like, no one seems to know how fast this car really is and they don't want to do anything to help fix it   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">.<BR>Aston.<p>[This message has been edited by astondg (edited 11-28-2002).]||198.142.111.143||reg||1
Z||000019||JSTYLE||11-28-2002||05:55 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Aston 3 words...<P>D.I.Y<P>If you want it DONE properly do it yourself, you may make a mistake the first time but you know itll be done properly!<P>Also there are plenty of info's on the net of how to modify a VR4 etc.. like dsm.org etc.. Just have a thought, Ash and Myself (australian's) have spent nothing to what the shops want and Ash is running 12s and im soon to be on the track!<P>Jon||203.173.166.44||reg||1
Z||000020||Blurple||11-28-2002||07:49 PM||||hmmm.  i guess it wasnt "totally" std.  3" exhaust from cat...  ummm....  and an avc-r. i'm pretty sure it was only on 14psi, but maybe it was around 16??  (we had issues with the avc-r playing up, so called it quits)||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000021||astondg||12-01-2002||12:37 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||We went to Queensland Raceway today with the VR4 and dad did 14 laps (2 sessions) and got a fastest time of 1min 11sec (I think it was the clubman variation of the curcuit?). He said it drove ok but didn't seem to pull much at higher revs. We would have been one of the slower (maybe slowest) cars there. Dad was passed fairly easily by a Lancer GSR (1.8L turbo, AWD) down the straight, I don't know how modified it was. A Magna (3.0l, FWD), fairly standard except 120kw at the wheels and Koni shock absorbers all round, did a 1min 7sec so our time was a bit dissapointing. Our tyres (205/60/15) squealed around all the corners and seemed to move around a bit so when they wear out we might get better ones. Dad also said that he couldn't get any wheelspin or oversteer out of the corners under power, ahhh AWD  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">.<BR>Aston<BR>P.S. I'll do a boost leak test myself on Monday.||198.142.111.135||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001122.cgi
A||||8||1quickvr4||The Rigth 2g maf apps.||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||11-25-2002||10:36 AM||caspa69@juno.com||I picked up a 2g style MAF the other day with the markings on it are 055. IT appers to be from a diamonte or 3kgt na. I was wondering if this one would work on my car. I know that 2gt MAFs are marked with 609, The question is will this work at all or can it be made up for with the AFC.<P>Zach||65.56.120.207||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||11-25-2002||11:59 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the 2g mas is the same.  it is all in the ecu.  it is even on some trucks and vans.  i REALLY like the improvement over the 1g.||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||11-25-2002||05:45 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||So we can use a MAF from 3KGT, Diamante, etc? Plug it in, throw in 550's or correct with AFC and that's it?  Don't you have to redo the plug going to a 2G MAF, and are the ones Zach was talking about all the same as 2G TEL?<BR>||167.142.22.213||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||11-25-2002||08:14 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Ken, are you saying V6 Diamante MAF's are identical to 2G TEL turbo mafs?  ||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||11-25-2002||09:20 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yes, the maf's are all the same.  if you call a boneyard, and ask for the 2g maf, you will see all the cars it fits.  and the plug is different, you have to change out all the pins, but there is a vfaq on it, and it is very clear.  it has really improved my car, i poopoo'd it for years, now i recommend it.  BUT, the key is tuning.  so, that means injectors, at least an afc, a fuel pump, adjustable fpr, and a logger.  also, to really make it all work better, you should have a larger intercooler and bigger piping.  ||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||11-25-2002||09:24 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I have all of that list except for the logger anyway.  Magna's (Aussie Diamantie) are common as so I shouldn't have a drama getting one.  did you find the 2G idled better than the stock hacked/blaha MAS?<P>Thanks for the info Ken.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||11-26-2002||09:55 AM||caspa69@juno.com||A 2g will give a little better throttle response and idle a little bit better.<P>Zach||209.246.132.76||reg||1
Z||000007||Invader||11-26-2002||11:49 AM||jconroy@vnponline.com||2G MAS - MD183609<P>Same part number is shared with:<P>9302.1 - 9802.3 Galant 2.4L 4-valve<BR>9206.1 - 9603.3 Diamante<BR>9306.1 - 9805.3 3kGT (non-turbo)<BR>9308.1 - 9805.3 Montero 3500||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||11-26-2002||12:59 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ash:<BR><B>I have all of that list except for the logger anyway.  Magna's (Aussie Diamantie) are common as so I shouldn't have a drama getting one.  did you find the 2G idled better than the stock hacked/blaha MAS?<P>Thanks for the info Ken.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>actually, the 2g idles much better, but i did not have a logger or an afc when i had the blaha mas, so i couldnt adjust any settings.  also, when i went from the stock intercooler/piping to the rre/starion, for some reason, at freeway cruise, the car would go open loop.  i replaced the blaha mas with the stocker, and it stayed closed loop.  i wish i could have seen why it was going open loop.  also, when it went open loop, the a/f showed .88, and at wot it would show .92.  <P>||209.220.6.233||reg||1
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A||||16||GRV4726||crankshaft pulley||||1
Z||000000||GRV4726||11-26-2002||04:53 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so i was driving.. and i noticed the engine was sounding abit different, and it was really throughing me off because if was wondering if i was trying to be to precausious after working on it. i like to listen and check how things are...normal right? so this noise maintains a constant level so i begin doughting my ears and get confused. well not to long after i hear a really sick noise. come to find out it was my crankshaft pulley. i was just standing there looking at it in a parking lot (its tought pushing our cars up an incline...damn) and its broken off, and all wobbly. i asked my mom to tow it home, because i had to go see my girlfriend for out aniversary date and all that..(one year, its a big deal to us) so of course because my mom and step dad don't trust me with cars, they towed it to joe auto. i hate that place. <P>first of all has this ever happened to you? and how does this sor of thing happen? the belt was fine, but the pulley was really fucked up... and the guy at joe auto called it a harmonic balance shaft pulley or something... i have never heard of this. and i'm a bout to go and choke some one to death...i don't know how many of you realize all the amazingly bad luck i have been having since july. argh.<P>thanks for letting me vent a little.||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||bob in chicago||11-26-2002||09:06 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Unfortunely it's a common failure for our high mileage cars.  The rubber separates from the metal in the crank pulley/harmonic balancer.  <P>Great time to upgrade to an Unorthodox Engineering underdrive crank pulley and new AC/alternator belts. The underdrive does run the alternator & AC at 20%(?) slower speed and saves horsepower at high RPM. Downside: doesn't have harmonic balancer, so idle is slightly rougher. I've had it on mine, daily-driven for 70K miles with no complaints. There may be another underdrive pulley out there that does have the harmonic balancer in it. I don't know if so.||24.148.61.20||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||11-26-2002||10:07 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GRV4726:<BR><B>i don't know how many of you realize all the amazingly bad luck i have been having since july. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Its not bad luck at all. The harmonic balancer problem has been WELL documented on this list, and one of the first things all newbies are told to replace. Its a very easy $80 repair job, even for a novice. Mine went at 95,000 miles. The cars are &gt;11 years old, and will take some maintenance, especially if its a daily driver like mine. So, my only question is "where have you been?" Thats why this list is here, so most of us can stay ahead of the maintenance curve. Fix things BEFORE they break. If you're only going to post on the list AFTER "Joe Auto" is giving it to you in a bodily orifice, we won't be much help.<BR>Thanks for letting ME vent a little.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.208.234||reg||1
Z||000003||GRV4726||11-26-2002||11:50 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i have driven my car barely even 1000 miles since i have bought it...  <BR>i don't see what i did wrong. i'm not someone who doesn't read into my car. been dealing with lots lately. yes i actually do remember reading something about the crankshaft pulley going on someone when he was on the free way. that was a long time a go, and was one of the first things i though of. i must admit i feel stupid, but not at fault.  with all the people screaming at me... and yeah i have been having LOTS of bad luck. <P>fuck it. its dealt with. no need to be hostile||207.193.182.6||reg||1
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||11-26-2002||12:53 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>so of course because my mom and step dad don't trust me with cars, they towed it to joe auto.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>How far was Joe auto... cause if they towed it to far you might mess up the driveline stuff... just letting you know not to tow AWD cars if you didnt know!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||11-26-2002||02:54 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GRV4726:<BR><B><BR>fuck it. its dealt with. no need to be hostile</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Oh, I'm not getting hostile. You just don't realize how FRUSTRATING it is to those of us who have been on this list a long time, hear the same "new" problems come up all the time, hear about angry 16 year olds who's parents won't let them touch the car, hear about them getting raped by a mechanic with little or no Mitsubishi experience, hear about their car letting them stranded with a bad ECU because they never replaced the caps (the car runs fine, so they must be good, right?). I've been on here about 4 years (which is a very short time compared to some of these guys), and I just can't believe how many kids get these cars, dump $1,000's into them in a few short months, think it should be just as cheap to drive as all their friend's '95 Civics, and then get frustrated and mad, badmouth the GVR-4, and dump it for a fraction of what they have spent on it.<BR>I read this list DAILY if possible. I print out TONS of relevant posts. I view this car, not as just my daily driver, but a hobby and project. ALL of us have a love/hate relationship with these cars. All of us at times think of selling ours, and getting a EVO, Subaru, Sentra, Neon, or whatever. But, they are a very unique, limited production car, that makes ~100 HP per liter, STOCK. And, all of us will look back and regret the day we sold ours.<BR>I'm not hostile, just frustrated,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P>||66.156.208.234||reg||1
Z||000006||udriveu||11-26-2002||03:52 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||my crank pulley went less then a month ago. fortunetly it was right after a long road trip. unfourtunetly, it was right after i spent all my money on said road trip. my friendly local DSM expert said it wasnt uncommon, but he warned against getting a pulley w/o the harmonic dampener. especially if its your daily driver.<P>p.s. thanks for bringing up the caps keydiver, i forgot ive been meaning to take care of those.<P>#1752||149.152.182.1||reg||1
Z||000007||Martin Chilcote||11-26-2002||06:33 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||Buschur Racing has OEM and Underdrive damper pulley replacements.....go 2/3's down the page............. <A HREF="http://www.buschurracing.com/cgi-bin/ez-catalog/cat_display.cgi?0X376545" TARGET=_blank>http://www.buschurracing.com/cgi-bin/ez-catalog/cat_display.cgi?0X376545</A> <BR>Mach V also has pulleys..... <A HREF="http://www.machv.com/machv/uncranpul.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.machv.com/machv/uncranpul.html</A> <P><BR><p>[This message has been edited by Martin Chilcote (edited 11-26-2002).]||12.110.136.94||reg||1
Z||000008||GRV4726||11-26-2002||08:12 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||keydriver i understand what youre saying. but there is no reason for being so presumptuous.  i read the post every day as well. I read the 1000qa vfaq, some other faq just because I saw an add for a gvr4. i don't know everything. thats for sure, because I keep on forgetting stuff, but I am trying to lay a solid foundation. but am i supposed to? none of my friends are into cars. fuck civics. in my eyes the gvr4 is just as good as the lancer. its the evo's fucking father, i respect my car and rarity of it. i would never sell it. i would just like some help because...i'm swamped sometimes. look at the time i wrote that post. guess what i was doing that night. my physics lab (7pages, 2000+words 6 graphs, 12 data tables, all reduced from 24 tables with 100 data points), 40 french vocab words, a 5 page french worksheet, my math lab, my history questions, and my TOK questions (philosophy). No bullshit. The IB takes more time than I want it to.<P>and i respect what you do for all the gvr4 members... i'm not asking you to like me. just don't ... deck me||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000009||GRV4726||11-26-2002||08:16 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||oh yeah... its was on a flat bed. i've told them a million times... its 4wd, can't tow it regularly. i'm not that dumb. don't worry, my mom on the other hand has the memory of a dead fly.||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000010||Team Ducktape||11-26-2002||08:23 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001006.html" TARGET=_blank>www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001006.html</A> ||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000011||udriveu||11-27-2002||12:03 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||/nod||149.152.182.1||reg||1
Z||000012||GRV4726||11-27-2002||03:53 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||thanks ducktape<P>i did a searched last night. sorry for all the wasted time.<P>i'm going to check my timing belt.<p>[This message has been edited by GRV4726 (edited 11-27-2002).]||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000013||GVR-4||11-27-2002||05:46 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||My harmonic balancer failed within the first six months of buying the car. I got an Unorthadox Racing underdrive pulley and am pleased with it, despite the controversy over using a solid pulley or the harmonic balancer. The biggest reason I decided on the solid pulley is becase it will never fail. Install it, forget about it: my kind of upgrade.<P>dp<P> <p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 11-27-2002).]||68.155.49.221||reg||1
Z||000014||jpgvr4||11-29-2002||12:49 AM||adam@technoracer.com||my unorthodox pulley came with no cuts on it for timing. is this normal? i'm trying to figure out the easiest way to set timing. doh||64.216.146.61||reg||1
Z||000015||GVR-4||11-29-2002||10:55 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Mine came with a dimple between the two belt surfaces, if I remember correctly.<P>dp||68.155.53.46||reg||1
Z||000016||bazeng||01-16-2004||05:13 PM||||hi. bring this post bak from the dead..<br />just wondering if the underdrive crank pulley damages the engine in any way?<br /><br />as i've heard it can put extra strain on the bearings etc.<br /><br />i can get my hands on one for a good price..<br />any advice would be great.<br /><br />(will be put onto a daily driver, if purchased)<br /><br />it has no rubber what so ever.. completely alloy||203.166.63.206||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
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A||||2||Romanova||Turbo timer harness question||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||11-27-2002||02:22 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||So I got an older style HKS TT and it came with a used harness for some mystery car. The plug on the harness that plugs into the TT has 4 wires. I ordered a new TT harness for a Galant (HKS MT-1), and it only has 3 wires and the plug is different. The new plug is missing a yellow wire that the 4 wire plug has. My question is, can I just swap plug ends and call it good? Thanks!<BR>||216.255.202.24||reg||1
Z||000001||turbogalant||11-28-2002||01:13 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Normally the 4th wire is for the e-brake cut out, so if you release the ebrake the car shuts off. Hope this helps||65.177.232.153||reg||1
Z||000002||Romanova||11-28-2002||12:28 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Turns out the yellow wire is a second ignition wire and the car seems to function fine without it. ||216.255.202.43||reg||1
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A||||47||Ryan136||Need Help, Dealer cant fix my car!!||||8||
Z||000000||Ryan136||11-27-2002||07:40 PM||||Ok first off I dont know alot about these cars or there motors. Ive been a small block v8 guy untill I saw one of these cars and wanted to get one. Well now that ive got one im having a problem and I feel like im getting screwed by a Mitsu dealer. Im going to make this as short ans simple as possible.<P>1. Im driving the car and after about 25 min the motor starts to skip bad and the engine light cuts in and out. <BR>2. I call the dealer and bring it to them. They say its a bad cam and crank sensor. They fix it. $600<BR>3. Im driving a few days later and it does the samething again!! I call them, bring it in they say that the "power transister" has failed. They fix $330 Total $930!!<BR>4. Today im driving and on my way home it does it again, skips, engine light, cuts in and out. Im ripped a sI pull into the driveway!!!<P> Anyone have any idea what it could be?? Any help would be great, maybe im not the only one who has gone through this.<BR> <BR>Oh ya..  5. Call dealer friday and let them have it, no more nice guy!! If they cant fix I want $$$ back.||152.163.188.38||reg||8
Z||000001||SnoBlind||11-27-2002||07:52 PM||modularv8@hotmail.com||Have the capacitors in the ECU been replace?||68.41.112.153||reg||1
Z||000002||Ryan136||11-27-2002||08:04 PM|||| Since ive had it no they have not. Its nothing but bs with this car since I got it. I really like it but im a college student and can only afford so much. Its been literaly something every week since ive had it. I remember when I bought the car a fellow gvr-4 said to me "You just bought the best sleeper and a really fun car. Join AAA" He wasnt kidding. Also this is a 68k one owner garage kept dealer serviced car to. Im trying to give this car a chance but the thought that i drove my mustang for 3 years before i had any sort of problem like this and it had twice the mileage on it.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||11-27-2002||08:06 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||To follow up Snoblind's comment, can you hear clicking under the dash in the passenger kick panel?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||11-27-2002||08:09 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||They need to make the car right.  You have given them too much money already for them to just guess and throw parts at your car at your expense.  Go back and have them make it right by refunding the money for parts that you didn't need and that didn't fix your concern and then, if they want, give them another chance to fix the problem correctly.  Yell and scream and raise hell, but don't cuss them directly or they will likely just throw you out.  Just remind them that you were paying them to diagnose and repair your drivability problem, not to swap parts that don't repair your problem.<P>If they say that anything is wrong with the computer/ECU/Controler... then get a price, thank them and talk to keydiver on this board.  There is a strong possibility that the ECU is behind your car woes.||64.63.209.240||reg||1
Z||000005||Ryan136||11-27-2002||08:27 PM||||No I cant hear any clicking. I know im being to nice to them. Firday when I call them will be a different story. No matter what I want $$$ back. ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR-4||11-27-2002||09:06 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Don't give up on the car! These are somewhat quirky vehicles, but well worth the hassle. Nothing can be made as fast for as little.<P>Check these out:<BR> <A HREF="http://vfaq.com/ECU-repairs.html" TARGET=_blank>http://vfaq.com/ECU-repairs.html</A> <P> <A HREF="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm</A> <P>  <A HREF="http://www.me.mtu.edu/~edan/talon/digest-12.01.99.html#7" TARGET=_blank>http://www.me.mtu.edu/~edan/talon/digest-12.01.99.html#7</A> <P>Keep reading this bulletin board and always check here before taking your car into a shop. Chances are good that someone on here has dealt with the same problem and can help.<P>My $.02...<P>dp<p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 11-27-2002).]||68.155.58.154||reg||1
Z||000007||gvr4ever||11-27-2002||09:12 PM||||I 2nd the ECU caps.  My car did the same thing.<P>A baseball bat should fix the dealer.  It is even way cheaper then what you have already spent.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000008||Ryan136||11-27-2002||09:53 PM|||| I just saw that if it is the caps there is a fishy smell and the car is down on power. Well yesturday i bought a air freshioner to get rid of a fishy smell and the car does not have the pull it did when I first drove it. The only thing so far is that I dont hear any clicks.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000009||04DrBlur||11-27-2002||10:04 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net|| If you suspect it may be the caps I dont suggest driving the car often as heating up the ECU is only making things worse.  Like was said earlier talk to KEYDIVER on this board.  He is a great guy and will replace your caps for you.  If you need your car bad then maybe he will lend you one of his ecu's.  Email him and ask. But get those caps replaced with so little miles then the caps more than likely have not been replaced. Leaking caps = $$$ in the long run.||65.42.49.176||reg||1
Z||000010||Ash||11-27-2002||11:10 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||And get a refund on those bloody parts! ||165.228.131.12||reg||7
Z||000011||Dan D||11-27-2002||11:24 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Other intermittant things which can cause those symptoms:<BR>1. TPS sensor with a bad spot.<BR>2. Plug wires.<P>Most likely it's the caps.  There's no question that they are leaking if never been replaced, it's just a matter of how much damage they've managed to do the ecu.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000012||Hertz||11-28-2002||12:25 AM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ryan136:<BR><B> Im trying to give this car a chance but the thought that i drove my mustang for 3 years before i had any sort of problem like this and it had twice the mileage on it.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>With the capacitors it isn't exactly a mileage issue, it is an aging of the parts.<P>I could easily say "I've driven my VR-4 for 11 years before I had any sort of problem like that."  :-)  Except I haven't had my VR-4 for 11 years, but you get the point.<P>Replace those caps.  Verify the last time the timing belt(s) were replaced -- we'd hate to have you come back complaining that your engine blew up.<BR>||67.37.226.100||reg||14
Z||000013||turbogalant||11-28-2002||12:58 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||When mine went i never heard any clicking or funny smells just the motor shutting down after ~20 min. Also I found that the fuel pump harness was intermittent grab the ecu/fuel pump harness in one hand and the harness in the other and wiggle it around with the car running and see if it dies if it does that's you prob.||65.177.232.153||reg||1
Z||000014||Ryan136||11-28-2002||01:12 AM|||| I'll better describe what it does. After about 20-30 min of driving all of the sudden it will start to skip. It will skip for a few seconds then run fine a for a few seconds. Back and forth like that most of the time. Then it will run fine for like 30 sec., then skip for 30 sec. Theres no set pattern really. When it skips the engine light is on and as soon as it stops the light goes off. When it cools down its fine again till about 20-30 min of driving it again. When its skipping the engine is vibrating pretty bad.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000015||Hunter||11-28-2002||04:52 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||replace the Capacitors.  if it isn't the problem now it will be later. and since u noticed the bad aroma? it's more then likely it. Keydiver i think sent me the CAPS. or somebody did on this board, if u can sodder. it'll take a couple minutes as long as there's no damage to the board = caps leaking.  And as far as the Engine check light, the mechanic working on it should tell you what the code is if you don't have your own reader/datalogger/pocketlogger.  oh! have them "CHECK" the ECU, and have THEM verify it is that going bad, they'll more then likely try to get u to replace the ECU which is some serious $.  once they get to fault on that, more then likely they'll try and cut you a deal.  that'd be a good time to push for your $ back, since the other repairs where not the problem.  And if your not part of the DSM club? on the dsm.org, now would be a good time to join, u can get 10% +/- discounts at the parts department.  And for any odd chance you don't have a service manual, or the one you have is completely illegible, you can order the backup manual on CD, which u can find the link on dsm.org also.  It's a complete SCAN of the service manual both mechanical & electrical, literally step by step & torque specs on how to replace what.  don't waste the $ on a haynes or chults in my opinion, less your mechanic savvy. those others tend to skip some steps expecting you know what to do with the parts in your way to get to it.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Hunter (edited 11-28-2002).]||4.3.130.104||reg||11
Z||000016||keydiver||11-29-2002||02:37 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Clicking relays are only ONE of many symptoms. It all depends where the acid runs to. I would also want to know what codes the dealer pulled out of the ECU. If its not the ECU, it could be a coil going bad, but you MUST get them to tell you the codes. This is the reason I went on that rant the other day, another dealership just guessing at whats wrong, and taking your cash. Frustrating..................<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.208.234||reg||1
Z||000017||DarkDevilMMM||11-29-2002||03:52 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||I HAVE EXACTLY THE SAME PROBLEM!!! it skips and engine light on, I still haven't figure out the problem yet, but I don't have time to diagnose it yet... if you happens to fix the problem, post it back!||64.168.12.116||reg||1
Z||000018||LunarShadow||11-29-2002||05:28 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||When my O2 sensor went completely dead, my car acted a bit like you described.  The ECU threw a code for the MAS. But after testing everything, I found that it was actually the O2 sensor.  <P>One thing about the caps.  The caps can cause many different problems.  My car ran great with the bad caps, but it was very hard to start.  There was no progression to the problem either, the car just suddenly decided it didn't want to start. I had to drive from Chicago to Atlanta without turning the car off(even while refueling).<P>Ya, your're getting screwed by the dealer.  It's not that all technicians are bad, but  it might be the first GVR4 they have ever seen. They shouldn't be throwing parts at it to find the problem.<P> <BR>||64.238.107.49||reg||1
Z||000019||Ryan136||11-29-2002||05:35 PM||||It wont be going back to the dealer untill Monday. Basicaly what they said was that they've been fixing what the codes have been telling them whats wrong with the car.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000020||andy||11-29-2002||06:16 PM||andybeachly@aol.com||Like a few others mentioned, bad caps can cause a number of problems and different issues, it just depends. I checked codes on a ECU with bad caps once, it threw just about every code. It threw knock sensor, MAS, TPS, 02, coolant temp, and a few others. Fixed the board and caps, all the codes went away.<P>[This message has been edited by andy (edited 11-29-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by andy (edited 11-29-2002).]||172.163.210.106||reg||1
Z||000021||turboflanagan||12-01-2002||11:18 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ryan136:<BR><B> Basicaly what they said was that they've been fixing what the codes have been telling them whats wrong with the car.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>BULL S#!T.  Codes stored in the computer don't tell what's broken or what's wrong!  They are error messages that simply tell you an area that the computer has seen data that doesn't jive with what is "good".  From there the tech is supposed to check the systems for failure, sure, but not just replace a part that is related to a code.  The code isn't the problem, it is more a pointer saying "go here first".<P>Tell them to shove it up their arse.  They didn't pay You a diag fee for your computer to tell them what was wrong did they?  No, and you're not paying them to replace parts that were not broken and didn't fix your problem.<P>Sorry for the rant, but when I screw up a customer's car, and yes I have, I make it right without charging them again for my screw up.<P>||64.63.209.70||reg||1
Z||000022||gvr4ever||12-01-2002||12:15 PM||||Start by calling MMSA  1-888-MITSU2002<P>Also, if you payed by CC, you are always allowed to dispute the charge  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  If they didn't deliver what you payed for.....  I'd look at that last, but it is always a option.<P>Start with bitching at the company.  Also, varify that they installed all the parts you payed for.  <P>If I spent a grand on my car, I better FU*&ING notice a nice change.  Not have the exact same car I started out with.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000023||RayH||12-01-2002||01:11 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Replacing the power transistor likely meant that the dealer got a "code 44" from the ecu.  There's some more info on the problem here: <A HREF="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/answers-problems.htm#Ikeepgettingcode44" TARGET=_blank>http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/answers-problems.htm#Ikeepgettingcode44</A> <P>I had a similar problem where the engine would intermittently start missing and the check engine light would come one.  This usually happened while idling at a stop or when cruising at a steady speed.  It appeared to be fixed by disconnection and reconnecting the power transistor harness but the dealer would have at least done this when replacing the power transistor.<P>Random error codes seem to point to the ecu caps being bad.||67.82.160.28||reg||1
Z||000024||GRV4726||12-01-2002||03:06 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i don't think there is anything i can say that anyone else hasn't already.  when you fix your ecu...don't think its the end of the game. change your crankpulley, and the car should already have the timing done, but don't take a chance on that one if you aren't sure.<BR>keep on reading and checking the post. if someone else is having a problem chances are you will too. (not all problems of course)<P>stick it to the dealer for being such assholes||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000025||GVR4ZUM||12-02-2002||02:11 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Originally posted by turboflanagan:<P>Sorry for the rant, but when I screw up a customer's car, and yes I have, I make it right without charging them again for my screw up.<P>WOW! I wished the shop that screwed up my car thought the same way you do.<P>I feel your pain Ryan136.<P>[This message has been edited by GVR4ZUM (edited 12-02-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by GVR4ZUM (edited 12-02-2002).]||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000026||gvr4ever||12-02-2002||05:22 PM||||Ryan, email me off the list.  I think I might be able to give you some helpfull advise.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000027||Ryan136||12-02-2002||08:24 PM||||Just got a call from them. They drove the car for almost an hour and it didint skip but they did find a broken wire around the coil. Im so mad with all this I find myself telling myself to relax whenever I think about it. LOL<P>If that was the problem them I was charged $990 to fix the problem, a problem that was a broken wire. Theres no way there gunna say that the other two parts that they replaced wernt the problem and they'll give ne my money back.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000028||Ryan136||12-02-2002||08:26 PM||||gvr4ever im not sure how to email you.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000029||gvr4ever||12-02-2002||09:48 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Whoooops!  Okay, now my email should be viewable.  Just click the little icon above to get my address.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000030||GVR4458||12-02-2002||10:31 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||You realize that you have to let us know what they say when you request your money (and old parts of course) be replaced.  I haven't had any really good reason to be pissed about anyhting in the last day or so and I could use something to liven up my week.  Keep us posted.<P>EH||68.72.162.17||reg||1
Z||000031||broke down||12-03-2002||10:10 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||as a new tech in a small shop, I have many times taken cars out for test drives throughout the course of several days, and through all sorts of driving conditions.  We have to do this because our customers know weare a PRO shop.  They expect it!  You may want to find a local import shop in your area that MUST satisfy it's customers to stay in business, not just throw parts at it.  It really jerks my chain to know that some butt faces give shops like mine a bad reputation.  Suggest that they take the car out several times to get it to act up, or see if one of their guys will ride with you, while the car is still hot.  Maybe they aren't driving it like you, or maybe not at all.  Record your mileage before and after too. sorry for the rant, but they owe you the respect of fixing it, or at least telling you that they don't know what to do!!! don't be taken advantage of or give up. lots of luck... ||68.51.68.201||reg||8
Z||000032||broke down||12-03-2002||10:12 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||forgot one thing, request your old parts back.  Don't know about all states, but in Indiana, the customer has the legal right to get parts back, this way you know that they are being replaced, although you have to get them when you pick up the car.||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000033||ken inn||12-04-2002||10:36 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000902.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000902.html</A> <BR>now that we have 2 other shops, brokedown and turboflanagan, review what happened here, and advise jeremy(gvr4zum) what you would have done, and what a REPUTABLE shop SHOULD have done in this situation.  i KNOW all of the shops i work with would have redone the job no charge, and all the shops i work with will guarantee parts and labor for a year.  is this ONLY restricted to european cars?  after pictures were posted on what really happened, it got real quiet.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000034||Doug Thomas||12-04-2002||11:12 AM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Ryan,<P>I see your located in Connecticut if the dealer cannot fix your car you should take it to Dan Cokic's Shop. <A HREF="http://www.pruvenperformance.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pruvenperformance.com/</A> ||12.10.219.46||reg||1
Z||000035||369of1000||12-04-2002||03:53 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR><B>Ryan,<P>I see your located in Connecticut if the dealer cannot fix your car you should take it to Dan Cokic's Shop. <A HREF="http://www.pruvenperformance.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pruvenperformance.com/</A> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Pruven isn't my first choice.||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000036||Doug Thomas||12-04-2002||04:08 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||<BR>If you know someone else in Connecticut that can help, please let Ryan know.<P><BR><p>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 12-04-2002).]||12.10.219.46||reg||1
Z||000037||369of1000||12-04-2002||04:18 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||If anyone knows a good mitsu shop in CT I'm all ears. Pruven has, in my limited experience, been a mixed bag. I don't know of an alternative. I take my car to a local guy. He specializes in Saabs so he takes a while with my car to be sure he does it right, but he is a very good mechanic and usually gives me a break on labor.||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000038||Doug Thomas||12-04-2002||04:54 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 369of1000:<BR><B>If anyone knows a good mitsu shop in CT I'm all ears. Pruven has, in my limited experience, been a mixed bag. I don't know of an alternative. I take my car to a local guy. He specializes in Saabs so he takes a while with my car to be sure he does it right, but he is a very good mechanic and usually gives me a break on labor.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I've never heard anything bad about him and I don�t of any other DSM shops in Connecticut. My friend Gary had a lot of his work done at Pruven. <A HREF="http://www.garychiosawdgsx.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.garychiosawdgsx.com/</A> ||12.10.219.46||reg||1
Z||000039||369of1000||12-04-2002||05:29 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Like I said, it's a mixed bag. I have a few stories, some good, some bad. But they definitely did a good job on your friend Gary's car.||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000040||Ryan136||12-06-2002||02:48 PM||||Well it did it again last night but I noticed something. I drove it around for about 45 and it didnt do it untill I turned the floor heater on. After that it started to do it. I let it cool for about 30, drove it again with out the floor heater on and it was fine for the rest of the night. Where is the computer? Im thinking that the floor heater is messing up something when its turned on. <P>Called the dealer, he said that he's been calling other mitsu dealers for info about the car. Said again basicaly they dont have what they need to fix that particular car. Then they never should of taken it in the first place!!!! He said he's going to make a bunch of phone calls and call me back monday. I told him about the ecu and how i think the capicators are bad, the fishy smell, etc. Told him about how it did it twice after i turned the floor heater on and how it was fine after turning it off.  BULLLLLLL SHEEEETTTT!!!!<P>Sorry I havent kept you guys updated ive been super super busy with other things.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000041||bob in chicago||12-06-2002||03:32 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net|| <A HREF="http://www.ecmfinders.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecmfinders.com/</A>   If the ECU is too far gone because of damage from leaking caps, these guys can do a 2-4 day turnaround ehchange/rebuild with 18 month guarantee. I think cost runs $300, plus or minus $50. Obviously better than the Mitsu dealer. <P>You can also look for a used 1G TEL AWD 5speed ECU on <A HREF="http://www.dsmtrader.com" TARGET=_blank>www.dsmtrader.com</A>  and swap its insides into your GalantVR4 ECU box.  I just happen to have a used 1G TEL AWD 5speed ECU that I keep for emergencies. Email me if Keydiver doesn't have a loaner.<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 12-06-2002).]||24.148.12.30||reg||1
Z||000042||VR6 Eater||12-06-2002||06:24 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.foreignecurepair.com" TARGET=_blank>www.foreignecurepair.com</A>  <P>I got an ecu from these last year for 300.00 I think.  It was at about 4:00 Chicago time and I had it in my car by noon the next day.  I did pay an extra 50.00 for the rush shipping.  I don't remember whst the core charge was.  There link is on the TMO web page also.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000043||GVR4ZUM||12-07-2002||09:59 AM||jeremy@bigminc.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000902.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000902.html</A> <BR>now that we have 2 other shops, brokedown and turboflanagan, review what happened here, and advise jeremy(gvr4zum) what you would have done, and what a REPUTABLE shop SHOULD have done in this situation.  i KNOW all of the shops i work with would have redone the job no charge, and all the shops i work with will guarantee parts and labor for a year.  is this ONLY restricted to european cars?  after pictures were posted on what really happened, it got real quiet.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Ken, I know I should really do something about it, but I have been so crazy busy at work and dealing with other things. Seeing a post like this really brings back memories of what I've been through with the shop.  I know there is small claims, BBB, and Division (Dept)of Consumer Affairs.  Somebody told me that if I go with the Affairs I would'nt have to do anything and they just take over.  Is this TRUE? This seems more appealing to me since they do all the work.  Its just the time and hassle. <P>BTW Ken did u try the fax again?||209.244.236.37||reg||1
Z||000044||ken inn||12-07-2002||11:40 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||yah, i faxed the info, and it went thru.  if you didnt get it, give me the fax nr again, and i'll resend it.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000045||LAGVR4||12-07-2002||06:42 PM||jporczak@attbi.com|| <A HREF="http://www.actionsalvage.com/autocomputerrepairmitsubishi.asp" TARGET=_blank>http://www.actionsalvage.com/autocomputerrepairmitsubishi.asp</A> <P>you can ecu's here as well||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000046||broke down||12-08-2002||01:53 AM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||after reviewing the runaround that that member posted about the head work and bs being out of phase, the shop was defintely at fault.  Any good shop should listen to it's customers.  I personally know that some customers wouldn't know a balance shaft from a hole in the ground (I've actually heard a lot of people call a cat a "Cadillac converter"), but sometimes, they come bearing information that they've done a lot of legwork to get, Especially on something that specific.  They should have been more willing to listen and admitted a possible mistake on their part.||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000047||GVR4ZUM||12-11-2002||09:56 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Any update on this Ryan136?||64.157.79.98||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001126.cgi
A||||3||OZ_87_japspec||jap spec kw||||3||
Z||000000||OZ_87_japspec||11-27-2002||11:17 PM||pmacieje@bigpond.net.au||i know this has probibly been asked 100 000 times but i did a search and didnt have much luck.<P>I have an 87 model japanese import vr4 that i just bought, i want to get some info on it like turbo model stock boost, intercooler size, stock power output etc<P>iv seen so many different figures and configurations that i just dont know exactly what mines got, esp being an early model||203.51.220.90||reg||3
Z||000001||Ash||11-27-2002||11:33 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Is it an RS or EVO version or regular JDM?<BR>Here's what I think are the differences, though anything could be actually on the car...<P>Both have the front mount & different bumpers to the Aussie/US cars.<P>Regular JDM cars have the same TD05h-14b and blue 450cc/min injectors as Aust/US cars.<BR>Put simply the injectors are blue and the turbo exhaust housing will have 060 stampped on it and all the compressor blades will be the same height.  Power output was about 220ps(hp)<P>RS/EVO models have the bonnet vents, a TD06H-16G (small) and yellow 510cc/min injectors.<BR>The injectors will be yellow instead, the exhaust housing will have 070 stampped on it and the compressor blades will be at alternating heights, as in one high, one low.  power output 260ps(hp) I think?<P>As I said above, it could actually have any combination of these parts. <BR>||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||OZ_87_japspec||11-28-2002||12:13 AM||pmacieje@bigpond.net.au||thanks for that <P>its not an evo model because it doesnt have the bonnet vents,  its only got 35000 ks on it and has a full service history up untill 1999 ( at which time it had 31 000 ks on it )<P>it drives and looks completly stock so i doubt that it has any after market changes to it||203.51.220.90||reg||1
Z||000003||JSTYLE||11-28-2002||05:58 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||The Jap spec your referring to will put out 98awkw (veries afew kws from dyno to dyno) but that is the base figure out what you should be putting out in STOCK form.<P>Jon<p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 11-28-2002).]||203.173.166.44||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001127.cgi
A||||80||mitsuman022||CARBON FIBER HOOD!!!!!!!!!! ..... Finally...||||6
Z||000000||mitsuman022||11-28-2002||05:23 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||Hey Everyone.... Here it is the pictures we have all been waiting for.... A Galant Carbon Fiber hood... Let me know what you all think...<P>Warning!!! These Pictures may cause over excitement. If you are not well or have a heart condition please do not proceed. Symtoms of over excitement are Drooling, Staring with your mouth open, Eyes popping out, Rapid heart beat, and Jumping around... these are to name a few. I know I did them all... :-) <P> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0137small.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0138small.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0139small.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0140small.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0141small.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0142small.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0143small.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0144small.jpg"> <BR>||4.65.69.219||reg||6
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||11-28-2002||05:39 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||How much, where, how soon... too many questions!?||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsuman022||11-28-2002||05:46 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||I will have all of the answers my monday... I'm just geting things squared away first... Also I am the only one to sell this hood... So if you have any inquiries about buying one E-mail me...||4.65.69.219||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||11-28-2002||06:36 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||woooooohooooo its about time||12.251.226.141||reg||1
Z||000004||turbowop||11-28-2002||06:43 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Wow, the quality looks really nice. Is that the same hood that is for sale on the galantspeed.com website? How much weight savings will be achieved with the carbon hood?<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000005||mitsuman022||11-28-2002||09:23 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||I just checked galantspeed.com out and I have to say that I have to talk to my supplier. I am exclusive on this hood. Aywhere else has to go through me. As for the weight when I get my factory one back I will have weights for you.||4.65.69.219||reg||1
Z||000006||229of1000||11-28-2002||10:21 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Depending on price and weight savings, I could be very interested.  My stock hood is developing a rust problem, plus it has hail damage.<P>Looks great by the way  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by 229of1000 (edited 11-28-2002).]||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000007||MPREZYAVR4||11-29-2002||01:36 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Does the hood come with a UV protectant clear coat or just a regular clear coat (or uncoated)?<BR>Also with driving around with it have you noticed any buffeting(lifting) at freeway speeds?<BR>Also does it use the stock metal hood latch screwed in to the hood or is there one molded into the hood (If it's not molded I would suggest hood pins since I wouldn't want to loose a beautiful hood like that)?||199.35.31.162||reg||1
Z||000008||mitsuman022||11-29-2002||02:27 AM||riceboi022@aol.com||About the coating, I will double check. The latch is molded to the hood. I will take under hood pictures tomorrow. It does buffet but then again all fiberglass/carbon fiber hoods do that. I could go into detail into why or how but I'm not here to explain material properties and strength. But I am going to install hood pins anyways. I was just taking a picture before I did that, keeping it clean if you know what I mean. ;-)||4.65.69.219||reg||1
Z||000009||Lucky13||11-29-2002||03:12 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||Very sweet looking.....sign me up for one   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||65.81.0.169||reg||1
Z||000010||talontsi||11-29-2002||12:22 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||That looks awesome on a black gvr4.<BR>I would be interested in one as well as long as they will be avalable after xmas.<BR>||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000011||Johnny Bravo||11-29-2002||04:46 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Woah! I think I just broke my zipper  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif">  Man, looks like Santa is gonna have his sleigh full for me this year   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000012||4g63t||11-29-2002||08:02 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||How many of those can/will you get? I can't get one in dec, but I WILL buy one mid Jan if you will still have them. Please let us know how long they will be available for. In the meantime, can someone pass the tissues? <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||65.129.80.62||reg||1
Z||000013||gvr4ever||11-29-2002||10:29 PM||||They do look nice.  Well, I guess I will be the only one with a complaint.  Where are the holes for the washer fluid?  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000014||hibern8||11-30-2002||01:25 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||ouch Johnny....my eye! i got excited to see it myself||12.251.226.141||reg||1
Z||000015||mitsuman022||11-30-2002||02:27 AM||riceboi022@aol.com||The washer nossles will have to be drilled by you... I had it made that way... sorry. I will have 10 done in the next couple of weeks. But I'll have them avalible as long as people want them.||4.65.69.219||reg||10
Z||000016||number3||11-30-2002||10:16 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||weight and cost, please.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000017||blacksheep||11-30-2002||12:51 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Yeah, weight and cost will really be good to know. Also, method of shipping. <P>Where are you or the final product (the CF hood)located at? Maybe pick up will be easier...||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000018||mitsuman022||11-30-2002||02:49 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||Sorry Guys. I'm trying to get the details in order. If's located in califronia. It'll be shipped out freight from my supplier. I'll get the weight by tomorrow. And you can pick it up just let me know.||4.65.69.219||reg||1
Z||000019||VR4POWER||12-02-2002||12:11 AM||||yo dude.<P>wat cost have ya put on opne of those man??<P>lemme know man thank you.<BR>looks good!||203.97.2.243||reg||14
Z||000020||Louters91GVR4||12-02-2002||11:43 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||damn, nice fit, looks dope. this guy has all the cool galant shit<P>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000021||brandongvr4||12-02-2002||02:32 PM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||O hell yeah, Finally. Count me in. How do u think it would look on a white vr4?||12.234.58.204||reg||14
Z||000022||VR4POWER||12-03-2002||12:36 AM||||brandon- it would look damn cool!<P>get it 4 sure!<P>how much is the question  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||203.97.2.243||reg||1
Z||000023||VR6 Eater||12-03-2002||12:57 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I've been waiting for one of these ever since I got this car.  Try arguing with the wife why on why you don't fix the rust in the hood for 3 years.  I can finally shut her up.  I'll take one in Febuary.  It'll be my Valentines Day gift to myself.  <P>Did I just say that out loud.  OH SHIT.  SHE'S COMING RIGHT FOR ME!!!!||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000024||Martin Tolentino||12-03-2002||11:19 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Any update on the prices. If I order one<BR>I can pick it up. What's the weight? But the one thing is I have to sell my fiberglass one first.||68.6.244.123||reg||10
Z||000025||hibern8||12-03-2002||02:18 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||have we gotten any info about the hood yet? price weight blah blah.......||63.62.130.73||reg||1
Z||000026||GVR4-COOL||12-03-2002||09:06 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||I m very interested too!!! Price???????||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000027||mitsuman022||12-03-2002||09:47 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||The moment you have all been waiting for.<P>The hood costs $575 plus shipping.<P>But... I'm going to do a group buy for the FIRST 10 buyers. That price is $525 plus shipping. <P>Yes... if you live close you can pick up your hood. <P>On the weight of the hood, I am still working it. ||4.65.69.219||reg||1
Z||000028||hibern8||12-03-2002||11:51 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||is there a list for the first ten here?????||66.19.37.142||reg||1
Z||000029||VR4POWER||12-04-2002||04:26 PM||||nice.<P>little bit expensive for us folks in new zealand. sorry earning nz dollars makes the converstion pretty hard.<P>best of luck, if i had the cash id be keen.<BR>sorry||203.97.2.242||reg||1
Z||000030||number3||12-04-2002||07:52 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Ever figure out how galantspeed is selling the same hood?  Is it the same hood?  They are selling them for $450-500.00 and are 40% lighter than the stock hood with factory latch points.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000031||mitsuman022||12-04-2002||09:46 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||I'm not going to prove a point here. I'm here to sell a great product that I have. I mean damn... everyone wants one. I just never knew there was going to be soo much critisim for it. Galant Speed does not have the hood. They can't even tell you it's 40% lighter... They DON'T have one to weigh. And I know I have taken a while to weigh it. There is no group buy on the hood. Now, it's the FRIST 10 people who order it will get the $525 plus shipping price. <P>Letting you know my hood has the factory mounting points and the latch in the front.. it even has the cut out for the "hood bar" to hold the hood up.||4.65.74.225||reg||1
Z||000032||gvr4ever||12-04-2002||10:00 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mitsuman022:<BR><B>I'm not going to prove a point here. I'm here to sell a great product that I have. I mean damn... everyone wants one. I just never knew there was going to be soo much critisim for it. Galant Speed does not have the hood. They can't even tell you it's 40% lighter... They DON'T have one to weigh. And I know I have taken a while to weigh it. There is no group buy on the hood. Now, it's the FRIST 10 people who order it will get the $525 plus shipping price. <P>Letting you know my hood has the factory mounting points and the latch in the front.. it even has the cut out for the "hood bar" to hold the hood up.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I think the hood looks great.  I'm not sure what all the complaints are all about.  I know I'd like to get one.<P>However, is there anyway to have the holes for the washer sprayers pre drilled.  I don't know how to work with carbon fiber and I wouldn't want to start drilling in a new hood.  It just wouldn't be functional for me without washer sprayers.<P>Maybe the hood is intended to be for race use only, but I'd like to have it to replace the rock chipped stocker and to save some weight.  I know the stocker is rather heavy.<P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000033||mitsuman022||12-04-2002||10:20 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||I can get the holes drilled for you if you would like... let me know. I'm going to intergrate the washers on to my wipers, like the ponitac does. It's cleaner to do it that way. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I could help you out if you want to do that.||4.65.74.225||reg||1
Z||000034||blacksheep||12-04-2002||10:32 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Mitsuman, <P>the hood looks great. Lets all not be so touchy and defensive, Harry does pose a good question, he does not mean to offend you in any way! I am sure others also want to know including me..Its not that we dont trust you, we just need some justification the spend the money, I hope you understand what I mean. Its just human nature, IMHO!<P>I may not be among the first ten to get it, could I still get one in a month or so? I am sure others like me who cannot jump on it asap would like to know...<P>Thanks a lot!<P>KC<P>PS - I didnt mean to speak for everyone. I apologize if I offend anyone.||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000035||number3||12-04-2002||11:14 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||This is a quote from you Mitsuman...<P>"I just checked galantspeed.com out and I have to say that I have to talk to my supplier. I am exclusive on this hood. Aywhere else has to go through me. As for the weight when I get my factory one back I will have weights for you."<P>It sounds to me like you were afraid of being cut out of something you worked hard to get. All I wanted to know is if it was the same hood. If not. Then I would like to know that to. <P>This is not a complaint. You brought up the problem yourself and I would like to know what you found out. Seem to be a decent request.<P>On the GVR4list (yahoogroups) a Group buy was mentioned for hoods from galantspeed at the same time you started posting here. (interesting timing)<P>Just wanted to know the facts as YOU know them.<P>I have the money to buy one. Hell, I could buy ten of them but I want to know what the hell is going on first.<P>Cool with you?<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000036||number3||12-04-2002||11:15 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Oh and by the way a shot of the underside of the hood would be very nice too.<P>Thanks,<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000037||drew||12-04-2002||11:18 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<P><B>I have the money to buy one. Hell, I could buy ten of them but I want to know what the hell is going on first.<P>Cool with you?<P>Harry</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Harry, <P>Buy ten, give me one.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Come on, '92 luv man.<P>Cool with you?<P>Drew <p>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 12-04-2002).]||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000038||mitsuman022||12-05-2002||12:52 AM||riceboi022@aol.com||I talked it over, and the scoop is that I am the owner of the mold... I got the go ahead to say this by TC Spoilers. They have the hood the only way to get it is through me... It has all been worked out for a while. I have put the money and the time into getting it all done and it's done. <P>But you all just let me know what you decide... I'm sorry if I came off alittle rough, but put yourself in my position. ||4.65.74.225||reg||1
Z||000039||hibern8||12-05-2002||01:18 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah im putting myself in your position....... wooooooohhoooooooo mold for CF galant hood. Ok how soon are they available bc I as well as other want!!!!!<P>Cool with you??<P>||63.62.130.147||reg||1
Z||000040||number3||12-05-2002||11:31 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mitsuman022:<BR><B>I talked it over, and the scoop is that I am the owner of the mold... I got the go ahead to say this by TC Spoilers. They have the hood the only way to get it is through me... It has all been worked out for a while. I have put the money and the time into getting it all done and it's done. <P>But you all just let me know what you decide... I'm sorry if I came off alittle rough, but put yourself in my position. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>So if I can read into what you wrote correctly they are NOT the same hood. That they must be using a different mold, and not yours.  Right? (  like trying to pull hens teeth   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  )<P>Can I see a shot of the underneath, please.<P>Oh and Drew buy your own damn hood   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Harry<BR><p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 12-05-2002).]||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000041||mitsuman022||12-05-2002||06:11 PM||riceboi022@aol.com||Here are underhood pictures...<P> <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/dcp_0145small.jpg">   <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0146small.jpg">   <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/dcp_0147small.jpg">   <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0148small.jpg">   <IMG SRC="http://limitlessmotorsports.com/DCP_0149small.jpg"> <P>Also from what I gather Galant Speed deals with TC Spoilers. I have the only mold for this hood there. Unless they have had it made somewhere else. I'm saying I have another one (besides mine) already made and 9 more to come. <P>Also I have been keeping up on the Yahoo site for a while and it's up to them wheather they want to wait or not. But if you want it now. I have them being made.<P>Let me know Harry.<BR>Drew Email me so we can get the details down. <BR><p>[This message has been edited by mitsuman022 (edited 12-05-2002).]||4.65.74.225||reg||1
Z||000042||Johnny Bravo||12-05-2002||07:15 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Damn, it keeps getting better & better looking with each pic you post  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">   Man, now I just have to choose:  pay for tuition or a CF hood...   Decisions Decisions....    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000043||howard_GVR4||12-05-2002||07:40 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Have you considered making any with some nice Evo-style vents??  :-)||129.120.56.72||reg||1
Z||000044||talontsi||12-05-2002||08:44 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B>Have you considered making any with some nice Evo-style vents??  :-)</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>That would be a nice option!<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000045||GVR4-COOL||12-06-2002||12:04 AM||whteo1@yahoo.com||My wallet is pretty tight now for all these holidays.... I may get one after new year.  And, Mitsuman, i will pick it up from u when i buy one.. I am in socal area.<P>The evo vent suggestion is definitely a good idea.  Mitsuman, you might want to think about that.... ||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000046||getboosted||12-06-2002||04:16 PM||getboosted@juno.com||mitsuman,<P>Can you put me down for a CF hood?  Where can I send you the mula?  Thanks!||65.82.82.126||reg||1
Z||000047||1101||12-06-2002||05:43 PM||karns10@attbi.com||mitsuman022,<P>I don't know when I can get around to order one of the CF hoods, but after several years of people taking about it you did it. <P>It looks great.<P>Ward<BR>Fremont, CA<P>||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000048||MPREZYAVR4||12-06-2002||07:11 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Any word on the UV/Clear coat? I wouldn't want a hood that turns yellowish in a year. ||199.35.31.130||reg||1
Z||000049||Whistler||12-06-2002||09:01 PM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||I contacted TC spoilers and here was their reply:<BR>Quote:<BR>   Yes we do make the hood for mitsuman022<BR>   and he is the only one we sell it so <BR>   info on pricing or availability please<BR>   contact him.<BR>   Thank you<BR>   Derek<P>So it seems that the hood sold by Galantspeed.com is from a different source.<BR>||12.86.88.192||reg||1
Z||000050||mitsuman022||12-08-2002||01:27 AM||riceboi022@aol.com||It is uv coated with a marine style gelcoat. I checked with them. Mostly hoods from overseas have the yellow problem.<P>If you want to purchase.. email me at riceboi022@aol.com and we can get down on getting them out. <P>As ot the EVO vents... the mold and the price to make a mock-up is very costly. It's not like this is a Honda piece. Plus the demand for it might not be high enough... I will look into it though. But for now this one will be availible.||64.121.57.203||reg||1
Z||000051||SD90GalantGSX||01-29-2003||01:34 PM||||Hey everyone!!  I got a carbon fiber hood from this guy.  They look awesome!!  I have it on but I need to put my car back together, I had to put some stuff on it.  I will post some pics later...||152.163.188.33||reg||10||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000052||ken inn||01-29-2003||04:41 PM||||one thing you all need to consider, is shipping.  for us, a hood goes truck freight ONLY, it is DIMENSIONAL weight, which means it is charged out by size, not weight.  i believe a minimum freight charge via truck is about 50 bucks, plus, it will have to be in a special box.  truckers really beat the shit out of the stuff they deliver.  we have all kinds of damaged hoods in the warehouse.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000053||SD90GalantGSX||02-05-2003||12:25 AM||||Hey guys, I have pics of the cf hood.  They will be on this page in a day or two...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.sddsm.org/pages/cars/brandon/brandon.htm" target="_blank">http://www.sddsm.org/pages/cars/brandon/brandon.htm</a><br /><br />The hood is awesome.  Looks great.  Very nice quality compared to other hoods i've seen on friendss car.  RRE told me it was good too...thanks||152.163.207.183||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000054||turbogalant||02-05-2003||12:49 AM||||Hey anyone who bought one of these want to sell me there old hood ? Prefer white and good conditionn and cheap, let me know.||64.70.24.54||reg||6||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000055||SD90GalantGSX||02-06-2003||09:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> Hey anyone who bought one of these want to sell me there old hood ? Prefer white and good conditionn and cheap, let me know. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have  stock white hood.  How much do you want to offer for it?  Are you going to pick it up?  I'm in san diego.  Thanks||64.12.102.54||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000056||SD90GalantGSX||02-10-2003||10:03 PM||||Here is the link to the pics with my and and the hood.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.sddsm.org/pages/cars/brandon/brandon.htm" target="_blank">http://www.sddsm.org/pages/cars/brandon/brandon.htm</a><br /><br />The pics are ok...||64.12.101.169||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000057||chhuong||02-10-2003||11:45 PM||||Do you still have these hoods for sale and for how much??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000058||SPAM||02-12-2003||02:34 AM||||Sorry to go off topic but SD90GalantGSX, What pod are you using? and does it reach all the way back to cover the entire dish?||198.26.130.37||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000059||SD90GalantGSX||02-13-2003||04:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SPAM:<br /><strong> Sorry to go off topic but SD90GalantGSX, What pod are you using? and does it reach all the way back to cover the entire dish? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It doesn't cover the entire dash.  It cover the gauges and that's about it.  I don't know the name for the pod or where it came from.  I ogt it from a firend.  I am going to move the gauges to the center vent so I can sell the pod.||152.163.207.214||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000060||hibrn8||04-16-2003||05:36 PM||||ive been trying to email mitsuman so i can get my hands on one of these hoods and i gues si cant gt in contact with him. i want to buy this thing now. <br /><br />did anyone besides the few that already posted buy one of these hoods yet?||65.227.204.250||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000061||mromik||04-16-2003||08:50 PM||||I also like it<br />but it's very expencive for Russians.<br /><br />My monthly salary is 400-500 bucks<br />and it is not bad for our region  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />in Moscow guys have 500-1000 monthly...||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000062||Bigfoot200200||04-17-2003||11:52 PM||||I'm real curious why the weight was never posted as promised. Is it lighter than my 40 lb stocker?||64.233.106.101||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000063||uno||04-18-2003||02:41 AM||||I currently have one on my car that doesn't fit right. He finally confessed that the hood he had the mold made from wasn't right. He was supposed to trash that mold and make another one and send me one, but that was a while ago. I haven't heard from him since. Hope the new one eventually comes. And the weight was about 20lbs. on a crappy work scale.<br />(look forward to see if that other hood with the vents molded in comes out soon, that will look good)||216.187.161.208||reg||1||uno||00000228||yes
Z||000064||hibrn8||04-18-2003||06:45 PM||||oh man now im glad i didnt buy one||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000065||hibrn8||04-18-2003||11:21 PM||||oh that sucks. im gald i didt buy it earlier. i guess that explains no responses to the emails.||12.251.226.141||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000066||Bigfoot200200||04-19-2003||05:01 AM||||Carbon fiber needs high heat to cure properly. That makes it difficult to cure large pieces evenly without warping. It's always best to do a trial fit before laying out cash.||64.233.106.101||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000067||nrvous||05-05-2003||09:01 PM||||I bought one.  It fits fine.  My only gripe was the very front angle was a little steeper than the stock one, which makes the fender corners look like they are about 1/4" off.  I pressed the corners of the fenders in a little and I don't think anybody would have noticed.  I will have the car at Norwalk in July if anybody wants to look at it.||24.24.50.108||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000068||thetuna909||05-06-2003||06:05 PM||||The hood would go very well with the carbon fiber hood Vent from Road Race MotorSports<br /><a href="http://www.carbontrix.com/" target="_blank">http://www.carbontrix.com/</a><br /><a href="http://www.carbontrix.com/hoodpics.htm" target="_blank">http://www.carbontrix.com/hoodpics.htm</a><br /><br />I have one of these hoods, and I am happy with it. Its very light, but I think, hood pins would be a good idea. In a few days, I am going to install one of these vents, I will post Pic's when I get a chance||66.146.13.68||reg||1||thetuna909||00000729||yes
Z||000069||neonturbo1995||08-01-2003||12:22 AM||||where the hell is the one on galantspeed.com at???  I can not ever find it!||65.239.163.95||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000070||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||12:30 AM||||That's because the mold was trash. They screwed it up big time. If you want a CF hood hop in the GB now or get one from me after.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000071||jonvr4||08-01-2003||12:30 AM||||dude stop fucking post whoring!!!!!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000072||gsxtasee||08-01-2003||11:38 AM||||It's not post whoring.  He placed that post there strategically so I would see it, see he's in Oceanside and hit him up to meet as soon as I finish my new engine.. Right pre-evo?  I have to pick up my block and stuff from the Machine shop and then assemble and drop it in.  sounds easier than it is; I'm sure.||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000073||MiSTER2||08-01-2003||12:40 PM||||How much will it cost to ship it to Australia?  Does Carbonfibre handle paint or does the surface look rough like fiberglass when painted?  Here in downunder it's illegal to put carbonfibre bonnet on as it's weaker during an accident so i'd have to get it color coded to save myself from the cops.  Also how many kg's do i save over the stock.  I'm not good with lbs or pounds.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000074||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||04:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gsxtasee:<br /><strong> It's not post whoring.  He placed that post there strategically so I would see it, see he's in Oceanside and hit him up to meet as soon as I finish my new engine.. Right pre-evo?  I have to pick up my block and stuff from the Machine shop and then assemble and drop it in.  sounds easier than it is; I'm sure. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />They can be painted and supposedly the ones shown in this thread were @15lbs but no one ever weighed them. The new ones I won't know till they finish one (so I can finally have a hood on my car).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000075||1101||08-01-2003||07:34 PM||||I lifted several of those, I would say closer to 20lbs.<br /><br />Ward <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><br />They can be painted and supposedly the ones shown in this thread were @15lbs but no one ever weighed them. The new ones I won't know till they finish one (so I can finally have a hood on my car). [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000076||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||08:02 PM||||Thanks for the clarification Ward.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000077||jonvr4||08-01-2003||11:29 PM||||hey gsxtasee, sorry just to clarify i was talking to neonturbo. that dude post whores too much!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000078||bazeng||08-02-2003||05:37 PM||||hey.. they look damn nice!!<br />how much did u pay again??<br /><br />also anybody willing to ship em over to oz??? like 3 or 4 of em????<br /><br />just curious...||203.166.63.226||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000079||PRE-EVO||08-03-2003||09:55 AM||||bazeng I have a guy in Norway who wants one so I will also check about shipping to my pals in Oz land  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . If it can be done I will post in the thread in the classifieds.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000080||bazeng||08-03-2003||09:42 PM||||thanks... appreciated..||144.132.127.204||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
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A||||4||OZ_87_japspec||DAMN SPEED CHIMES||||1||
Z||000000||OZ_87_japspec||11-28-2002||11:25 PM||pmacieje@bigpond.net.au||how do i kill them? iv got an imported 87 model vr4 ,the speed chimes start busting out thir irritating tunes at 102 ks hr <P>they must be eliminated!!||203.51.233.241||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||11-29-2002||01:43 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||You have speed chimes?  Never heard of that, it has to be adjustable though.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||OZ_87_japspec||11-29-2002||07:40 PM||pmacieje@bigpond.net.au||iv looked everywhere, i cant find any adjustments for them,  ||203.51.233.241||reg||1
Z||000003||udriveu||11-30-2002||10:19 AM||udriveu@hotmail.com||my friend has an extra gauge cluster from a 180sx, the chime was right on the back of it. not sure if its the same between manufacturers, but its worth a shot, that would drive me insane too.<P>#1752||24.45.233.24||reg||1
Z||000004||NZGZR4||12-01-2002||11:27 PM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz||the chime is in the centre dash area,  near the cigarete lighter,  look for a small alloy box,  just unplug it.<P>Cam||219.88.248.204||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001129.cgi
A||||9||Turborich||Need Help, Blowing ECUs, Idle Probs||||13||
Z||000000||Turborich||11-29-2002||01:29 AM||turborich@aol.com||OK, I'm going to try to make this as short and descriptive as possible;<BR>Bought #1946 of 2000 a year ago, the problem(s) started about 6 months ago following a 150 mile trip. The symptoms first started as a fluctuating idle from 400-950, then even more extreme. My 02s ran VERY low,and I lost 3 lbs. of vac. press. (18---&gt;15).The car would seem to hold the idle with the green A/C light on (hit it 3 times)and idle stayed @ 900-1000. After 2 months I blew my original 91' ECU. Following this I put in a 91 tsi AWD ECU in and that blew after a month. The idle problem is still around and I am on my 3rd ECU (93 tsi eprom) and have the same low o2s.<BR>I replaced ISC,cleaned everything,replaced caps,checked for audible and visual vaccum leaks, and replaced plugs and wires.....<P>ANY TAKERS???? 'Cause I have no friggin' idea!!!!!!<P>Sorry for the long post and thanks-Turborich||64.12.96.74||reg||13
Z||000001||turbogalant||11-29-2002||03:01 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Well for starters if you have low o2 readings how about dieing fuel pump, dirty fuel sock, dirty fuel filter, clogged/ dirty injectors,bad/stuck fuel pressure regulator, fuel leak, bad 02 sensor, bad connection between 02 and wiring harness, check for spark plug arcing, and I believe a bad charging system (alternator/ battery) will do this too. Well this should give you a start. Bye the way I think you should rename yourself turbolean ;-)<p>[This message has been edited by turbogalant (edited 11-29-2002).]||65.177.241.45||reg||1
Z||000002||Turborich||11-29-2002||04:26 AM||turborich@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B>Well for starters if you have low o2 readings how about dieing fuel pump, dirty fuel sock, dirty fuel filter, clogged/ dirty injectors,bad/stuck fuel pressure regulator, fuel leak, bad 02 sensor, bad connection between 02 and wiring harness, check for spark plug arcing, and I believe a bad charging system (alternator/ battery) will do this too. Well this should give you a start. Bye the way I think you should rename yourself turbolean ;-)<P>[This message has been edited by turbogalant (edited 11-29-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000003||Turborich||11-29-2002||04:35 AM||turborich@aol.com||[QUOTE]Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR>[B]Well for starters if you have low o2 readings how about dieing fuel pump, dirty fuel sock, dirty fuel filter, clogged/ dirty injectors,bad/stuck fuel pressure regulator, fuel leak, bad 02 sensor, bad connection between 02 and wiring harness, check for spark plug arcing, and I believe a bad charging system (alternator/ battery) will do this too. Well this should give you a start. Bye the way I think you should rename yourself turbolean ;-)<P>Actually my name is Rich but very good point.. ROFLMAO!!!.... Anyway I also just replaced w/ a walbro 255 w/ new sock (comes w/ pump, just bought a new 02 sensor, brand new plugs + wires (checked for arching, nothing seen), and a new alternator. I can see I maybe have a low battery charge @ startup but will that affect the idle that much during highway stop and go and blow ECUs? Fuel filter is a great idea... thanks.. I'll do it tomorrow!<P>"Turbo"Rich (lean)<BR>1946/2000<P>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000004||turbowop||11-29-2002||05:02 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||The dealer in my area went through a similar problem as you are now with a car they had in the shop. It kept blowing ecu's. Turned out the FIAV was leaking coolant onto the ISC and shorting out the ecu. At least that's how it was somewhat explained to me by the parts guy there that I'm friends with. Just an idea.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000005||Doc_Seuss||12-04-2002||05:36 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||well i gave rich my ISC motor(91 gvr4) and still the problem was there.  <P>i dont know, anyway finally good to see ya on here rich.<P>dave||128.153.154.254||reg||1
Z||000006||Turborich||12-05-2002||03:55 AM||turborich@aol.com||DAVE! whats up... nice to see you on here! Are you still experiencing the same problems as my car? Let me know if the idle is still wacky (email @ the turborich addy). Still have the same crap 2 ISCs later and a full cleaning and inspection of TB (including o-rings)+ intake mani, as well as CAS, piping and vaccum lines, and ECU caps... I'm going nuts here!!!!<P>Turborich<BR>1946/2000<BR>I .... Dave<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doc_Seuss:<BR><B>well i gave rich my ISC motor(91 gvr4) and still the problem was there.  <P>i dont know, anyway finally good to see ya on here rich.<P>dave</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||152.163.188.38||reg||7
Z||000007||broke down||12-05-2002||06:06 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Have you checked to see what kind of voltage the NEW alternator is putting out.  New parts are, more frequently than you may expect, are bad from the factory, especially alternators and starters from discount retail auto parts stores.  good luck||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||12-09-2002||01:34 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Rich,<BR>When you say that the first 2 ECU's blew, what exactly went wrong with them? Did you open them up and look for damage? That would help me to analyze why you've gone through so many ECU's. A bad ISC will usually blow one of the M5369L driver chips, but the ECU will still usually run fine, other than idle issues.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.215.145||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||12-09-2002||03:04 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by broke down:<BR><B>Have you checked to see what kind of voltage the NEW alternator is putting out.  New parts are, more frequently than you may expect, are bad from the factory, especially alternators and starters from discount retail auto parts stores.  good luck</B><BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>yah, bmw has a problem with these pos valeo alternators overcharging, and they will throw codes like it is going out of style!  and, it confuses the dme(ecu) and puts the car in limp home.  then, when they retrieve codes, some of them are for stuff that is not even on the car.<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001130.cgi
A||||2||HKS VR-4||Hooking up Autometer Air Fuel meter....||||5||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||11-29-2002||05:23 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I was wondering, where do I tap in the wire for the air fuel meter guage, the O2 wire????||12.81.124.148||reg||5
Z||000001||Ash||11-29-2002||06:34 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||There is a wire under the glove box with a spade connector on it, I think it's green.  CHack with a multimeter if you aren't sure||203.220.202.155||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||11-29-2002||10:41 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Ash is right it is a green wire under the glove box area.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001131.cgi
A||||2||lance||CHECK ENGINE LIGHT STAYS ON, WHY?||||8||
Z||000000||lance||11-29-2002||07:53 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||After doing some transmission work to my car and fitting back everything into place, I have now come to realize that my check engine light keeps coming on but now it's actually staying on longer.  I have also notice that the car wont rev past 3000 rpm.  It actually rev's to 3000 but splutter like crazy with a lot of black smoke.<P>I later found out that the O2 sensor was not connected but after connecting it, it's still having the same problem.  Why?  I need your help.||63.136.119.181||reg||8
Z||000001||andy||11-29-2002||09:07 AM||andybeachly@aol.com|| <A HREF="http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html</A> ||172.175.151.38||reg||1
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||11-29-2002||12:33 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Did you try reseting the ECU??? Perhaps that might help....||12.81.125.134||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001132.cgi
A||||3||Bobbo||Differences in the DSM||||5||
Z||000000||Bobbo||11-29-2002||03:05 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||I was looking through club DSM and found an article on how to remove the turbo and the exhaust manifold on a 90-01 eclipse. Well, the article listed some parts that should be replaced and I was wondering to myself, what are the differences of the motors from our Galant VR4 and the 1G eclipse. I know that we have a front mount IC (dinky one) and a red valvecover. Are the part numbers between the two exactly interchangable? What are the main differences?||198.81.26.145||reg||5
Z||000001||Ian M||11-29-2002||08:17 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| The engines themselves are exactly the same between GVR4s and TELs. Some of the stuff that bolts on is different,like a/c bracket and belt tensioner,front mount,thermostat housing,MAS,and obvious stuff like the IC piping. The electrical components on the '90 TELs are exclusive to themselves.||129.71.115.254||reg||1
Z||000002||Bobbo||11-30-2002||12:51 AM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||Besides the electrical stuff, the bolts such as the ones for the turbo and the manifold are interchangable, correct? I can follow the how to category on club DSM with little or no difficulty right? I just purchased the manual CD, so I guess that will answer most of my questions that I have. Just want to confirm with this, before I replace the turbo to the exhaust with all bigger and ported parts. ||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||11-30-2002||12:57 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yep,the turbo components are exactly the same.||129.71.114.242||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001133.cgi
A||||1||DSMGVR4||1g stock IC on a gvr4?||||1||
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||11-30-2002||12:47 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||anyone here on the borad ever do this? i know that turbo trix and bm tranny have done it...just wondering if you guys think its a nice cheap alternative to an ic upgrade w/o hacking the front bumper. TIA JOHN||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||11-30-2002||04:03 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the intercooler is only half of the problem.  the bigger problem is the piping size.  you would be better off just losing the intercooler, and going straight from the turbo to the t/bdy, and maybe decrease boost to stop knock, or, like kevin is thinking, run water injection. ||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001134.cgi
A||||29||16GVR4||water injection wiring question||||1
Z||000000||16GVR4||12-01-2002||03:09 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I'm in the process of installing my aquamist 1S water injection system.<P>I am having trouble finding a ignition switched power wire to tap onto for the pump relay.<P>Can someone point me out a switched wire on the engine bay, preferrably close to the fuse box. I tried checking the fuses on the fuse box, but none of them is switched.<P>Thanks in advance.<BR>||64.166.23.236||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||12-01-2002||04:48 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Sure there are. You need to check again. <P>I have my fule pump relay among other thing tapped in the fuse box under the dash.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-01-2002||06:02 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||it shouldnt even matter whether the power is switched or not, since it is all dependent on activation by the pressure switch.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||16GVR4||12-01-2002||06:41 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I meant the fuse box in the engine bay.<BR>If I hook it up to non-switched power, then the relay will always be switched on, which means current will flow through the coil, even when the car is parked.<P>||64.166.23.236||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||12-01-2002||06:48 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||then, tap into the power side of the boost control solenoid.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000005||16GVR4||12-01-2002||07:51 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Thank you, Ken. Your suggestion worked.<P>Another question regarding Ken's install. Did you wire a switch in cabin for to turn off the water injection ? I was hoping that I can set it up so that it turns on and off depending on the fog light switch setting.<P>This way, there will be no need to add additional switch.<P>-Luke<BR>||64.166.23.236||reg||1
Z||000006||16GVR4||12-04-2002||01:19 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Got the water injection installed and working well enough.<BR>So far it looks like my EGT temp is approx. 40 degree lower, although I'm still registering some knock on the pocket logger.<P>I was able to wire the water injection so I can disable it using the fog light switch, regardless of whether or not the actual fog light is turned-on. ( Fog light only turns out when it is switched on and the headlight is on ).<BR>The whole system only turns on when the ignition is turned-on, following ken's suggestion.<P>Thanks for the help.<P>-Luke<P>||64.166.22.153||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||12-04-2002||10:04 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i added a little green lite in my lotek pods, right next to the led for knock sensor.  the lite is wired to the motor, so i know when the motor comes on.  i dont have an on/off switch, your hobbs switch should take care of that.  what intercooler are you using?||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000008||16GVR4||12-04-2002||12:10 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I have a griffin I/C with Scott Evans I/C piping.. I like the I/C piping design very much. Utilizes the straightest path and simple looking.<P>My cabin switch is simply a master disable in case my water runs out while I'm on a freeway or something. <BR>With the cabin switch turned on, the pump still has to wait for the pressure switch to start spraying..<P>The LED is a great idea. I'll try to get that done as well.<P>Thanks.||64.165.200.132||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||12-04-2002||01:33 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the reason i wanted to know, is most people think water injection cannot improve over a good intercooler.  i KNOW it can.  ||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||12-04-2002||05:39 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I've also been thinking of doing a WI system.  For those of you that have them, where do you recommend placing the jets, how many, sizes, etc.?  I was thinking of running two, one in the compressor outlet pipe before it crosses the exh mani and the other in the UICP between the BOV and TB.  I was thinking of running them sequentially, such as having the first one (in the comp. outlet) come on at say 10 psi, and the 2nd (UICP) come on at 15.  This would be to supplement a small 16g w/ported 7cm housing, ported EVO O2, 2.5" turbo back (no cat), ported 2G exh mani, Spearco/Griffin FMIC, ND 550's, 2G MAS, rewired 3kGT VR4 pump, SAFC, etc.  I'm shooting for 20 psi.  Whaddya think?  I've been doing some WI research in my spare time, but am still fairly new, so all thoughts are welcome!<P>Luke, I really like your idea of using the foglight switch.  Mine are long gone, so I may have to pirate that idea.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  The LED is also a great idea, Ken.  Thanks!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||12-04-2002||05:58 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the primary purpose is to remove heat.  you want it spraying right after boost.  the longer it stays in the system, the more heat it can remove.  i have 2 nozzles, one right after the turbo, one right before the t/bdy.  my car is setup almost exactly as you describe, big 16g ported, 1g o2 hsg ported, 2g exh man ported, 2.5 turbo back, but with cat.  2g mas, nd 550's, dejon intake, rre pipes, jdm intercooler.  but, with this setup, i get full timing and no knock WITHOUT the water injection.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||12-04-2002||06:07 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Really... wow.  This gives me hope.  I also have the Dejon intake and RRE pipes.  What kind of boost are you running that you have full timing and no knock?  Is the WI only there for running higher boost at the track?  I guess I'm not really understanding why you bothered to put one in.  True, it has other advantages (cleaning [thus less future knock] and mpg) but these don't seem to be worth it just by themselves to put in WI.<P>When do your nozzles come on?  What size are they?  You mentioned that the longer the H20 is in the system, the more heat it can absorb, thus the more good it does.  This makes sense, so why did you put the 2nd nozzle right before the TB and not say the IC outlet pipe or something farther upstream?  Does injecting the water immediately before the TB screw up the atomization, or is the intake mani hot enough that it doesn't really matter?<P>Sorry for all the questions, but you just seem to be full of answers.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Thanks for the info!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<P>ps- the other day it occurred to me that I have four 450cc injectors gathering dust, why not use one or two of these for WI?  and just tap the inj. signal to turn on the 5th injector and basically run WI all the time?  I know this is crazy, but how crazy?  might it actually work, or am I just sitting in the midst of a huge exhaust leak?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000013||GVR1643||12-04-2002||06:12 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I'll let Ken the expert answer the rest of your questions, but the extra injector as a WI nozzle has been brought up and tried and I don't think it takes to the water/alky mix too well.<P>Ken already had a WI system and more than likely put it back in for the added cleaning and lower intake temps - and he had it laying there anyway :-)||167.142.21.147||reg||1
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||12-04-2002||06:41 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Yea, I'd also heard that the injectors don't last too long, but I figured if I could get a year's worth of use out of each, that's four years of WI...  but yea, I suppose a real nozzle is the way to go.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000015||ken inn||12-04-2002||06:50 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||originally, the wi was used with the stock intercooler/pipes.  kinda hard to explain, but the way i have it set up, i would have had to make a lot of changes to the piping after i installed the rre pipes.  i am only running about 17 lbs boost. the lowest i could set the switch is about 6 lbs boost.  i think the nozzles are .7.  after installing the rre pipes/intercooler, i was setting off the knock led at about 6k rpm, and i thought it might be fuel, so i added the second nozzle.  it has no ill effect on the running of the car.  but, i still set off the knock led, it was mas overrun, that is why i went to the 2g mas and 550's.  kevin is right about the injectors, they will lock up.  besides, the aquamist nozzles are really teeny, and you dont need to power them.  you do need a special tap, tho.  costs 20 bucks, i will be glad to loan it to you.  really wierd pitch.  the wi is now mostly insurance against bad gas, and it cleans really well.  i was using the blue ww fluid for a while, stopped.  i think it started to gum up the t/bdy butterfly, either the water in it is not distilled, or the blue stuff causes buildup.  i have gone back to distilled water and denatured alcohol.  also, i have a cyclone intake on the car.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||12-04-2002||07:12 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Nice, very nice.  So both your nozzles come on at 6 psi, and stay on until 17 psi?  I like what you said about making up for bad gas... for some reason, all the stations in my town have worse gas (same rating, same brands) than those in Portland, OR.  Doesn't make a lot of sense, but I've datalogged it and the Albany gas definitely knocks way more.  Had to go from 16 to 14 psi.  (this was on mostly stock car, save turbo, catback, pump)  Did you do a write up on your system, or basically just follow the vfaq's?  I've seen some Holley WI kits for fairly cheap on the internet; does anyone know how these compare to other kits?  Probly end up making my own system anyway...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000017||ken inn||12-04-2002||09:42 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||basically, there are 2 types of wi for our cars.  before, and after the turbo. before the turbo is not used any more, so if you go after the turbo, you gotta either use a very high pressure pump, or you gotta pressurize the system.  the holley type is not designed for after the turbo, i dont think it is even for a turbo car.  and if you just shoot it into the turbo, you will destroy the impeller.  also, the jets just shoot a stream of liquid, you want a mist, which the aquamist nozzles do quite well.  the finer the mist, the more heat that can be removed.  i think the aquamist nozzles need about 40 psi to operate properly, the shur flo pump is 100 psi, so, at 20 lbs boost, you still got 40 psi more than what you need.  i think the new aquamist pump is 150 psi.  because of the cleaning effect, your combustion chambers and valves will always be consistent, no carbon buildup, AND, the best defense against intercooler heat soak.  after a good run, everything downstream of the nozzle is cool to the touch.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||12-05-2002||02:39 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Ok, I'm sold.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Shurflo pump & Aquamist sounds like a good combo.  The pump doesn't mind an alcohol/H20 mix?  Is there any problem w/running it in the winter, or is a 50/50 mix enough to keep it from freezing?  No problems w/frost forming inside IC or pipes?  Hmm... would the exhaust rust more quickly w/a WI system?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000019||turbowop||12-05-2002||03:56 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B> Hmm... would the exhaust rust more quickly w/a WI system?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>No.....but if you have mild steel ic piping it will from condensation build up. Just ask Ken.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||12-06-2002||07:24 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Interesting.  Ken, has this been or is this still an issue?  Is it more of a problem in the winter?  Will letting the car run after driving, a la turbo timer, help to flush the moisture out?  I've got the RRE pipes; does anyone know if these are of the mild steel variety, and if so can I treat them now?<P>Thanks for all your help everyone!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000021||ken inn||12-06-2002||09:52 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yep.  the rre pipes is what mark got from me, and i have on the car now.  what i did was paint the inside of the pipes with the spray rustproofing enamel, but i think eventually they will rust out.  you will probably slow down this process by putting the nozzle right before the throttle body.  then, there is the fitment problems with the rre pipes.  but, after you get them installed, with an intercooler, it is all worth it, the performance gain is awesome.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000022||theymightbegalants||12-07-2002||07:35 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Excellent.  I already have a can of that rust proof enamel spray at home.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I know what you mean about the fitment... I still haven't got mine on yet.  I like what Mark did by cutting the lower u-pipe and putting a coupler across it to lengthen it.  I think I'm going to have to do it, but maybe I'll notch the brackets more... *sigh*  Yea, the fit and route isn't perfect, but the quality of the pipes and IC is really great.  I can't wait until it's all done; hopefully right before the big snow.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000023||theymightbegalants||12-08-2002||10:23 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Who here running WI uses the windshield washer reservoir?  If you used something else, what and why?  I'd like to use it as it's already there and has a low level warning indicator built in, so I don't run out of water.  Does anyone know when this light comes on, ie how much fluid is left in the tank?  Thanks!!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000024||16GVR4||12-08-2002||11:33 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I didn't know that the windshield wiper reservoir on our car has a low-level warning built-in ?? When I removed the tank during aquamist install, I did not notice one..<P>All I saw was a water pump..||64.166.23.184||reg||1
Z||000025||theymightbegalants||12-08-2002||11:55 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I actually haven't checked mine out yet, but heard of others going this route.  It could be that GVR4's have no low fluid light, but in my experience most cars do.  Even if the reservoir doesn't have this capability, is there any downside to using it, or an advantage to using a dedicated tank?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000026||ken inn||12-08-2002||12:23 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i am using the ww washer resevoir.  aint no level indicator, you gotta eyeball it.  depending on how you drive, it should be good for about a tank of gas.  the shur flo pump doesnt like to suck, but it can REALLY blow.  my only problem was finding the right size hose to run.  also, the pump has to suck it past the pump on the tank, unless you run a separate hose, which will work much better.  the other day, i revved the motor, activated the water injection, and grabbed the pipe just after the spray nozzle.  it was fairly warm, and as it sprayed, you could feel it get real cold real fast.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000027||neonturbo1995||10-21-2003||12:01 AM||||where do you get the alcohol for the 50/50 mix?||69.3.222.68||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000028||ken inn||10-21-2003||09:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> where do you get the alcohol for the 50/50 mix? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">home depot, or lowe's.  it is called denatured alcohol.  denatured alcohol is mostly methanol, which is what you want, and other chemicals added to make it unsuitable for drinking.  methanol is the stuff in whiskey, and if you get straight methanol, there is a huge tax on it, cause it is booze.  denatured has acetone in it, and if you drink it, you go blind.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000029||14bCrazy||10-21-2003||12:41 PM||||On the Aqua Wist web site they say to avoid Denatured Alcohol(its Ethanol based). My friend uses Methenal in his Galant. I would find a VP dealer near you and buy a 5 gallon can from them. When we buy meth for our race car it costs $225 per 55 gallon drum. I would think ypu could get 5 gallons for around $25.<br /><br />If you do buy some meth make sure the drum or tanks is sealed completely. The meth will go bad quick if exposed to the air. With a 50/50 mix yop can see a blue flame out your exhaust sometimes(cool)||162.84.78.136||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum2/001135.cgi
A||||1||VR6 Eater||Where to send intercooler for repairs?||||1||
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||12-02-2002||01:00 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I have a Conquest intercooler just sitting in the garage and would like to get it refinned if possible.  Is there a company around that does that?  Not that it makes any real difference since I only paid $20.00 for it, but if anyone has an idea on the cost it would nice to know.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000001||daviddilts||12-02-2002||03:08 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||Sell it on Ebay for $100.Then put that money in to a better IC.<P>Just my .02||209.244.237.62||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001136.cgi
A||||8||Ash||More power cheap with a Big16G||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||12-03-2002||06:05 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I run 20psi on the street win 550's & 42psi base pressure.  I have pretty much all the supporting mods except cams & a datalogger.<P>What max boost can I run on race gas?  I had tried 5 deg extra advance, can I safely try more?  BTW the turbo is ported but not clipped.<P>Other than weight reductions or more parts, is there anything else I can do for more grunt?||203.220.88.175||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||12-03-2002||09:14 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Cams might pick up some top-end for you.  Some people have had pretty good luck picking up some mph with even a small 16g.  Clipping a 16g doesn't really help that much.  The compressor section runs out of umph before the turbine runs out of flow.  The rest is tuning my friend.  Buying or borowing a datalogger migh be a big help.  I don't think I would start screwing with base timing with no way to watch knock.  More than 20-22psi on a big16 start to become counter productive.  With a good intercooler setup, 22, maybe a little more on race gas should be safe.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||12-03-2002||07:51 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Well Im only getting 106mph at 22psi with race gas.  I have a big IC & piping too.  I did have the stock manifold & have now swapped it for a ported Evo3 item so hopefully that will help.  I was just after something cheap that I can do before the weekend incase I had missed something obvious.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||12-03-2002||08:24 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Stickers?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||64.63.209.166||reg||1
Z||000004||Blurple||12-03-2002||08:40 PM||||change the comp wheel & housing to a td06 20g/22g/25g ??  a very common upgrade here in NZ.  <BR>as someone mentioned, around 21-22psi, you've reached the limit of a big16g, therefore time to think bigger...||202.49.200.143||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||12-03-2002||09:18 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Blurple - For the money a TD06 conversion would cost to do properly I could sell the turbo I have and get a 600hp GT30 and make a tubular manifold.  I don't really want to do that with this car, that can wait for the EVO.<P>Turboflanagan - like a big full rear window one that say's "NAWWZZ"||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000006||Blurple||12-03-2002||09:26 PM||||as another suggestion, because its fairly cheap.  There is a steel hose bolted on to the compression outlet of the turbo, which goes off to the i/c.  its small, and simply does a 90 degree turn.  you'll notce its very restrictive.  Take this off, cut the pipe off and keep the flange, and weld a new turn pipe to it, but use slightly bigger pipe.  I can't say how much gain, but its fairly cheap to do, and look how bad a design the original is, so surely a worthwhile mod?||202.49.200.143||reg||1
Z||000007||Blurple||12-03-2002||09:29 PM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ash:<BR><B>Blurple - For the money a TD06 conversion would cost to do properly I could sell the turbo I have and get a 600hp GT30 and make a tubular manifold.  I don't really want to do that with this car, that can wait for the EVO.<P>Turboflanagan - like a big full rear window one that say's "NAWWZZ"</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I guess thats an example of geographical differences.  it would cost us about 4.5 times more money to do a gt30 and custom manifold than a td06/05 hybrid upgrade...  sweet then... good luck.<BR>||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000008||Ash||12-04-2002||01:50 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Well the going rate on a GT30 is $2300au (external wastegate type)  To make my current turbo a TD06 hybrid properly with upgraded thrust bearings & such, I was quoted $1300.  The going rate for Evo 3 turbo's 2nd hand over here is about $1000 so it all adds up.  Of course there would be an external wastegate & manifold needed but I can handle that considering how much better the turbo would be.||165.228.131.11||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001137.cgi
A||||0||turboflanagan||LSD chat||||1||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||12-04-2002||08:28 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Which LSD's do you run?  Has anyone had any experience with the BMTranny lsd drop in plates with springs?  I'm looking into some different options and a possible different application.  Is that kind of lsd worth anything in a otherwise open diff (especially front wheel drive only apps)?||64.63.209.213||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001138.cgi
A||||7||91 #680||idle surging when engine is cold||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||12-05-2002||02:54 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||everytime I hop in my car and start her up the rpm always shoots up to 2k...then after about 45 sec to a minute it will start surging between 1500-1800 rpm...untill it gets warm (the temp needle is in the middle).  But anytime the engine drops a little in temp while at a stop, (needle goes below the middle point) it will start to surge again.  I have no idea why this is.  Is it a boost leak, bad O2, etc....I replaced the caps already and it still does it.  Any takers?   ||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||12-05-2002||06:21 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I told you on IM I was having similar problems but not everyday. I believe it's a small vaccum leak somewhere possibly. I need to make a pressure tester here soon.<BR>||67.25.93.112||reg||1
Z||000002||bob in chicago||12-06-2002||09:07 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||A failing EGR valve might cause fluctuating idle problems. I blocked mine off and fixed my idle.<BR>There's something on blocking off ERG with a homemade plate,,, here: <A HREF="http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</A>  ||24.148.12.30||reg||1
Z||000003||EZ||12-06-2002||10:57 AM||andrea19@elknet.net||Mine just did that except when warm/hot- new ISC fixed it.||64.83.160.22||reg||3
Z||000004||MPREZYAVR4||12-06-2002||12:48 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I had the line leading to the EGR completely off which was causing the problem that I had. Now I just need to get another ECU to check and see if I have any other problems.<BR>||199.183.184.131||reg||1
Z||000005||kartorium31||12-06-2002||01:11 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||My brothers 323 does this and when the idle goes back to normal u can here the thermostat open and water gurgle in.  Its kinda odd.||12.18.161.84||reg||1
Z||000006||91 #680||12-06-2002||08:55 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||ISC?||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000007||EZ||12-06-2002||09:01 PM||andrea19@elknet.net||Idle control motor- they fail alot/often w hi miles.||64.83.160.22||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001139.cgi
A||||14||gvr4in||Anyone have custom fabricated intake?||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-05-2002||10:02 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey just wondering if anyone has a custom fabricated intake, such as one from dejontool.com or machv.com?  What size for the stock 14b turbo? do you need to relocate the battery? Thanks!||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||12-05-2002||10:35 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I would say lots of us do.<P>With a 14b you will need 2 3/8 - 2 1/2 pipe||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4in||12-05-2002||10:51 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||does the pipe fit with the battery in the engine bay?||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||12-05-2002||11:12 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Sure. You make the intake so you can make it fit any way you want.<P>There are pictures on this site.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||12-05-2002||11:55 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I used 2x 45deg 3" mandrel bends and a 3" to 2.5" reducer.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||JSTYLE||12-06-2002||12:56 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/air_box.jpg"> <P>An airbox with 3 CAI points.. 2 x 90degree 2.5' bends welded together and a piped welded on for the plumback bov.<P>Jon||203.173.162.89||reg||1
Z||000006||GRV4726||12-06-2002||01:42 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||that is really nice. i like it a lot. <P>yeah i will be custom fabbing an intake pipe soon...probably just mild steel that i will get from roadrace or something.  i did't relocate the batery. just turned is around so it takes up a little bit less space. made a battary tray with the old one that i cut doesn. and drilled some holes in the battary tray for the tight downs.  not hard at all. i got the idea from someone on the board who did the same thing, but i'm sure is it much nicer and he is using a dejon with 2g mas. very nice.  ||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||12-06-2002||09:24 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||nice airbox JStyle - one of the nicest I've seen.  How is the fresh air fed into yours?||167.142.21.191||reg||1
Z||000008||JSTYLE||12-06-2002||04:04 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Thanks,<P>The fresh air is fed from the clear blinker on the drivers side which ive taken out and put a pipe in there with mesh over where the clear blinker use to be. Also cold air is fed from under the car, infront of the bumper with a pipe. Im contemplating feeding cold air thru the bonnet but i think this will be a waste of time as i probably already do have enough air going thru the filter. The box isnt there just to look pretty, its practical, keeps the cold air in so it doesnt collide with hot air, also its a "legal" issue here in victoria that you have to have a barrier around your air filter just incase it catches on fire.<P>Jon||203.173.160.195||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR1643||12-06-2002||04:32 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||well, once again nice.  I'd like to see a pic of how you did you're blinker intake.  Interesting.  Everyone here wants clear corners and you took one of your out. haha||167.142.21.165||reg||1
Z||000010||JSTYLE||12-06-2002||07:33 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||LOL yer i know.. everyone wants my clear corners! Mine dont even work, i think the globe is dead so i just took it out. I dont have pics of after what i did.. but i have pics of before i can give u a rough idea. The car is in another suburb at the moment so when i get it back ill take pics for you's  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>BEFORE:<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/JSTYLe.jpg"> <P>I removed the drivers side clear corner.. (left hand side looking at pic).. and i put mesh where it use to be.. then i inserted a 2' piece if piping to feed to the box and that is really how i did it. It looks nice with the mesh i think, ill take pics and post them up.<P>Jon||203.173.161.108||reg||1
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||12-06-2002||07:46 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JSTYLE:<BR><B><BR>An airbox with 3 CAI points.. 2 x 90degree 2.5' bends welded together and a piped welded on for the plumback bov.<P>Jon</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Wow Jon, that looks great.  Did you follow any plans, or just fab it yourself?  Did you use/make a write-up?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  I'd love to make one for my 2G into 3" Dejon running into a reducer to a 16g.<P>The corner light "ram air" is a very interesting idea; can't wait to see that too.  I was thinking of using the stock foglight opening in my USDM bumper.  Keep us posted.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000012||JSTYLE||12-06-2002||07:53 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Nopes didnt follow any plans, just fabricated it myself. I was going to do the foglight idea.. but i kind of thought it was a waste of time and made my own CAI.. heres a pic of the bumper CAI<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/newpics/DCP_0005.JPG"> <P>Now this idea above.. is VERY effective, ive tested it and it works wel.. cos all the air that goes into that hole makes it to the air filter and it makes the best CAI sucking noise EVER!!! Sounds sweet..<P>Ok, what it really is, is a funnel.. front of a funnel cut down.. and ive glued/siliconed a 2' piece of pipe to the back of it from the top of the funnel (i cut the neck off the funnel) to the CAI box. Works like a dream!<P>Jon<P>PS: more pics comming soon of other ideas..||203.173.161.108||reg||1
Z||000013||gvr4in||12-07-2002||09:06 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Anyone have any pictures besides the ones on this side of custom fab intake??||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000014||Compressed||12-08-2002||08:17 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Wow   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <BR>JSTYLE thats pretty sweet, I think the design is great.  I like the use of the funnel.  I've done that before on a CA I made for another car.  You just need to paint the funnel now   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  <P>Care to go into details on how you made the airbox.  I like the idea of making a Dejon 3" intake an integral peice of the airbox design.  I believe a setup like that could produce some serious  benefits.<P>I really like it and would like some details to make one myself or purchase one, if you want to make this a business.    <P>nice job<p>[This message has been edited by Compressed (edited 12-08-2002).]||64.24.106.42||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001140.cgi
A||||8||gvr4in||Plans on Turbo-back exhaust..help? ||||10||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-05-2002||10:04 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||hey i want to put turbo-back exhaust on my gvr4, has anyone here done this before? I dont want a damn killer bee 6 inch tip, i want a low key muffler, with a good sound, looks good and ups the performance. Any help would be cool! Thanks! Oh ya, what would you recommend? brands? size piping? etc. Thanks!||63.206.48.188||reg||10
Z||000001||a_santos||12-05-2002||10:29 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey,<P>I see you are new since you only have two posts. Welcome. <P>There are several routes you can take as far as the exhaust goes.<P>By a prefab exhaust, usually nice and madrel bent, but with a 6" tip and very loud. And most important of all, very expensive. For a turbo back expect to pay $600 or more. That includes a downpipe, and the rest.<P>Or, find a good shop that madrel bends, find the muffler that you want, have them make your whole system. Downpipe and the rest. I would recommend a high flow cat, a resonator, and the muffler of your liking. Count on spending around $500. Not cheap, but you can get exactly what you want. Also, go with 3". You can either get it made from aluminized steel of stainless steel. Aluminized will be much cheaper, but you will have to paint it if you don't want it to eventually rust.  <P>Or, you can buy a downpipe, $200-$300 rougly, buy the muffler, cat, and resonator, take to a shop the bends the pipes the shitty way, and pay about $150-200 or less to get your system fabricated. <P>As for mufflers, there are many good ones. One of the best flowing ones howhever, is the Walker Ultraflow, welded not seamless. Although the inlet and outlet are 3", insisde the muffler it is actually 4". It has been tested to flow more than a straight pipe. There is also the Borla mufflers, very good but a little expensive. Whatever you get, don't get SuperCrapp or Flowmaster, or any other chamrbered muffler. Straight thru will always flow better, and with a turbo, the more flow the better. <P>If you want more info, do a search for exhaust.   <P>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000||206.148.224.123||reg||1
Z||000002||astondg||12-05-2002||10:31 PM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||We have a 3" turbo-back exhaust. It's ok, not too loud, although we did get a good muffler too. We also got a more performance cat. The 3" fits ok, there is a slight vibration but that might not be the exhaust. We got our local exhaust place to make up the exhaust, ours is mandrel bent (apparently this makes a difference?).<BR>Aston||198.142.111.6||reg||1
Z||000003||vrpower||12-06-2002||12:05 AM||darian85@msn.com||Im slowly gathering up exhaust parts which i will fit on my own. I have a 3" custom fabricated midpipe so far which i found from a friend for $50. My next step is to find either a 2.5" or 3" downpipe and high flow cat. Then ill finish it of with a simple muffler. Im doing it the tight-budget way!<p>[This message has been edited by vrpower (edited 12-06-2002).]||67.25.195.158||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||12-06-2002||12:14 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| People have gone 11's on press bent exhausts,so for a mild street car a muffler shop bent exhaust would suffice (especially if its "3) and probably be the easiest/least expensive route. Just not the prettiest..<P> Or,If you have or you have a freind that can weld,buy a 3' length of 2.5" or 3",a mandrel U-bend from Summit or Jegs,and some metal rod for hangers from Lowes or Home Depot and weld yourself up a mandrel bent exhaust. These cars are rediculously easy to make a nice exhaust exhaust for.<P> Heres a link to about the best price ($175 for 2.5",$195 for the "3) for the quality downpipes that Ive seen,Im actually running one of his down pipes myself,its a nice piece : <A HREF="http://ahpproducts.com" TARGET=_blank>http://ahpproducts.com</A> <P> A few manufacturers are making nice prefab cat back setups for our cars now as well.<P> The most popular mufflers seem to be the Dynomax Ultraflos (they come welded steel and a stainless version,I run a welded steel one-Its fairly loud but not terrible),Magnaflows, and Borlas. I have also heard that chambered mufflers like the Flowmasters dont work as well on turbocharged cars. A "3 setup may be a bit louder,but whether or not you run a cat will make a big difference in noise levels as well.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 12-06-2002).]||129.71.114.164||reg||1
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||12-06-2002||07:38 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by a_santos:<BR><B>You can either get it made from aluminized steel of stainless steel. Aluminized will be much cheaper, but you will have to paint it if you don't want it to eventually rust.  <P>Or, you can buy a downpipe, $200-$300 rougly, buy the muffler, cat, and resonator, take to a shop the bends the pipes the shitty way, and pay about $150-200 or less to get your system fabricated. <P>As for mufflers, there are many good ones. One of the best flowing ones howhever, is the Walker Ultraflow, welded not seamless. Although the inlet and outlet are 3", insisde the muffler it is actually 4". It has been tested to flow more than a straight pipe.   <P>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I've put together a Mofugas/FP setup; ported 7cm turbine, ported EVO O2, 2.5" mandrel bent aluminized turbo back, no cat, straight through stainless Dynomax w/4" tip.  I paid about $300 for exhaust, not including cat-back.<P>The cat-back was all that was on there previously, and I've already started to notice some corrosion.  In between O2 housing and muffler is all aluminized.  The rear diff oil breather sprayed on the exhaust; just use gas or some other solvent to clean it?  What kinds of paint would you recommend to prevent rust?  Is it a DIY job, or more for a shop, like powdercoating?  Something stealthy like black is always cool.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>TIA,<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000006||a_santos||12-08-2002||11:49 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||For the paint, I have found that paint made for painting BBQ grills are the best. They can withstand 2,000 degrees, and are usually flat black. I have painted an exhaust with this paint, and found it to be very good. I think the brand I used was Rustoleum. <P>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B> I've put together a Mofugas/FP setup; ported 7cm turbine, ported EVO O2, 2.5" mandrel bent aluminized turbo back, no cat, straight through stainless Dynomax w/4" tip.  I paid about $300 for exhaust, not including cat-back.<P>The cat-back was all that was on there previously, and I've already started to notice some corrosion.  In between O2 housing and muffler is all aluminized.  The rear diff oil breather sprayed on the exhaust; just use gas or some other solvent to clean it?  What kinds of paint would you recommend to prevent rust?  Is it a DIY job, or more for a shop, like powdercoating?  Something stealthy like black is always cool.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>TIA,<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 12-08-2002).]||207.74.110.186||reg||1
Z||000007||blacksheep||12-09-2002||08:48 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I have a turbo-back homemade exhaust, it is made long enough to eliminate the cat. It is finished off with a blitz muffler and silencer. It is 3" all the way back, of course  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>It is loud, but the silencer makes it very civil to drive daily. The system is off my car and laying around. If it was easy to ship, I would have posted it up for sale a while back, I suppose I could cut it etc etc, but its too uch trouble...<P>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000008||1quickvr4||12-09-2002||12:40 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Heres a rundown of what I have 3 inch cat back 80.00, RRE tip(Looks stock)45.00, 3 inch resonater(50.00) 3 Inch downpipe 100.00, Then a cat or testpipe, your choice. All 3 inch crush bent.<P>Zach||4.47.34.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001141.cgi
A||||3||JSTYLE||Steps to making a custom plenum?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||12-07-2002||03:17 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Heys,<P>Just wondering if anyone here knows of where to find the steps to make a custom plenum. Im interested in experimenting and making one to see what the dif is and stuff.<P>Jon||203.173.161.41||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||12-07-2002||08:24 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I don't read "DSM talk" or "the NABR board" but I think both have good write ups on the subject.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||12-07-2002||08:53 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||any sites you can give me ?<P>Jon||203.173.161.41||reg||1
Z||000003||CKA||12-07-2002||10:12 PM||cka@globaldialog.com||Here's one way to do it, <A HREF="http://www.sdsefi.com/techinta.htm" TARGET=_blank>www.sdsefi.com/techinta.htm</A>  it shows a tubular design.  I think an easier way (for manufacturing and fitting) would be to make a rectangular box out of aluminum (or whatever metal you wish).  Just cut/mill your four runner holes in one of the four side plates, weld your runners to the holes, then die grind the inside where the runners meet nice and smooth, finally weld the rest of the box together and eventually the rest of the intake.  Square/rectangular metal stock would work well for the runners, it would match the shape of the intake ports better.  Very similar to Polk�s intake, their intake seem the easiest to create for the do it yourselfer.<BR>Jason||66.84.245.189||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001142.cgi
A||||2||astondg||Boost leak test||||1||
Z||000000||astondg||12-07-2002||07:55 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||We tried a boost leak test today. I made the thing from the VFAQ ( <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ICtester.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ICtester.html</A>  ) and connected it to the turbo (where the pipe from the air box usually is) and we used an air compressor to put the air in but we could only get to 5psi. We thought it might be leaking through the boost controller so we blocked off the pipe that connects to the engine near the throttle body, so no air was escaping through the engine, then we connected the VFAQ thing to the intercooler pipe that joins the turbo, diagram: <A HREF="http://www.members.optusnet.com.au/~astondg/LeakTest.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.members.optusnet.com.au/~astondg/LeakTest.jpg</A>  . We used the air compressor again but we had to use a tyre gauge to check the pressure because we blocked off the pipe going to the engine and boost gauge (read above). We put in some air and then put on the gauge and it read 5psi, we put in more air but the gauge still said 5psi so we felt for a leak and found one loose clamp on one of the pipes. We tightened that and tried again but still only 5psi. We do have to take off the air compressor and connect the tyre gauge so should it drop back to 5psi in the time it takes to do that? It holds 5psi though so I think we might have a leak above that, now we just have to find it. We couldn't hear any air leaking so we will have to take of the front spoiler/bumper bar thing and feel for leaks, unless 5psi is correct?<P>Aston<P>[This message has been edited by astondg (edited 12-07-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by astondg (edited 12-07-2002).]||198.142.111.122||reg||1
Z||000001||Lucky13||12-07-2002||08:21 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||I believe your intake should hold pressure up to about what the BOV can handle. You might want to check your BOV and see if it's sticking.||65.81.0.126||reg||1
Z||000002||broke down||12-08-2002||02:02 AM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Not to discredit the vfaq intercooler pipe tester, but i made one that i feel is better.  What i used was an airline that comes out of an air compressor, then goes up to a 3/8" brass shut off valve.  Connected the valve to a brass tee with a nipple.  On the top out let of the tee, I put a simple air/water preesure guage (50 psi), and then more airline that goes to a vacuum line that is the same size as the turbo outleet pipe nipple.  put the vac. line onto the nipple, a 2" rubber fernco cap on the comp. housing, and use the valve to control airflow.  The great thing about my setup is that I can charge the air compressor tank up to however many psi I want to, then control the flow with the valve.  I can test for much longer with out haveing to refill the tank, worry about too many psi's, and don't have to worry about holding the chuck on the tire valve like the other style.||68.51.68.201||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001143.cgi
A||||1||gvr4ever||Strange ideal||||3||
Z||000000||gvr4ever||12-07-2002||10:01 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Has anyone ever made any kind of EGR cooler setup?  I was thinking of maybe useing the stock IC.  I got the ideal when I saw a EGR cooler on a truck.<P>Has anyone ever done anything like this?||12.221.229.78||reg||3
Z||000001||Ian M||12-07-2002||10:45 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Ive never seen a EGR cooler,but the EGR isnt open during WOT,so im not sure it would worth the trouble.||129.71.114.158||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001144.cgi
A||||22||91 #680||very funky, bad smell||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||12-08-2002||04:01 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||Everytime I hope in my car I get this really bad smell coming from the MAF and my K&N filter every time I drive.  Its the worst when the engine begins to warm up. I just replaced the caps in my ECU about two weeks ago and this smell just started coming around, and the filter is fairly new.  ||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4in||12-08-2002||04:20 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||maybe its oil coming from your valve cover, unless you have it capped off?||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000002||91 #680||12-08-2002||04:32 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I dont know..I definately need to replace the oil cap because its leaking, I'll have to do that soon and tool around my car to find the problem..It freakin reeks.  Smells like the rotting food, it smells so bad that it makes me feel nauseous. GVR4IN, I noticed that you came here from SDDSM from my link, welcome aboard.||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-08-2002||04:50 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||it could actually be a dead animal.  rats and mice like to make nests, some bmw's come equipped with special plug wires that are "rodent protected".  an account i have in miami had a customer who got pissed off at the dealer, he had his M3 towed to their shop.  while they were following the tow truck, they kept seeing these little possums on the road.  when they got the car in the shop, the tech opened the hood, and this mommy possum leaped out.  the tech had to go home and change his shorts.  another time, we had a tech come in, and on the repair order, he had written down, "replace cat, 2 hrs".  the service manager asked him what the heck, the customer wasnt there to have the cats changed.  no, he says, he had to remove a dead cat that had been fried on the exh manifold, and it was a suck job, and he wasnt gonna do it again, yada, yada.  apparently a cat had crawled up into the motor to get warm, and when they started up the car, it probably got knocked cold by the fan, and got fried.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000004||GRV4726||12-08-2002||11:26 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||could be your battery... it happened to me.. smell was really really bad<P>good luck. i hate bad smells like that<P>and that cat story is pretty funny.  and pretty sick too. ||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4in||12-08-2002||11:35 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Recently my engine was leaking oil pretty bad, and the smell starting coming through the vents, it made me nauseas one more than one occasion, it was gross...It could be you're leaking oil whether it's your engine, or your valve cover into your intake pipes, if its not oil, i dont know what it is...A crack in your radiator could also bring up some fumes..||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4in||12-08-2002||11:37 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Before I got a breather filter for my valve cover, oil kept leaking into my intake pipes and in my air can below my mas, and it smelled, So If its coming from you MAS or your filter then im thinkin thats most likely it... ||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000007||Hunter||12-09-2002||03:39 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||Ken inn... please tell me those aren't really stories?...  eithe way.. i'm still crackin up... any other stories?||4.3.130.104||reg||11
Z||000008||ken inn||12-09-2002||09:58 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||well, another shop i worked at,a mercedes came in and it had pieces of some animal all over the engine compartment.  it also had gotten whacked by the fan, and cut up by the belts.  several of my shops have had to clean our nests made by mice and rats in the heater blower area, also, if the car sits for a while, they can get into the exhaust, and nest in there.  mice like silicon, so if you see peices of silicon wiring on your garage floor, the mice are chewing up stuff like your ign wires.  my son's car cooked a small animal, too.  man, what an odor.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR1643||12-09-2002||10:08 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||hmmm...might taste like chicken but doesn't smell like it eh? :-P<P>I've had a battery do that as well...||167.142.21.239||reg||1
Z||000010||keydiver||12-09-2002||01:09 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||You mentioned that you had just replaced the caps, so I thought I'd mention that if they are put in wrong (backwards or under-rated voltage) caps will smell strongly of an ammonia type smell. I've blown up enough caps in my time to remember the smell quite clearly;-)<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.215.145||reg||1
Z||000011||mitsuvr4||12-09-2002||01:22 PM||||Dead bird plastered to the front of my radiator, very unpleasant smell until discovered.<P>I've found mice after parking the car for motorcycle season as well.  Nothing like the smell of rodent feces roasting on the old exhaust grill.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Karl<BR>360/2000||156.99.90.179||reg||1
Z||000012||91 #680||12-09-2002||02:26 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I dunno....It smells like a dead animal.  I'll clean out the intake tubing and look at the MAF and get a couple of rings for my VC cap to stop that damn oil leak.||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000013||broke down||12-09-2002||08:42 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I had to remove a wheel and the inner wheel arch off of a Fiero at the shop the other day.  Nobody was nice enough to tell me that the car had had an altercation with a deer.  After the deer had a run in with an 18-wheeler.  Really nice finding surprise deer entrails and brains on the back of the tire......||68.51.68.201||reg||6
Z||000014||4g63t||12-10-2002||01:25 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||I ran over a dead deer and it hit/fried my diff so I had the car up on stands and I got to work underneath it with deer guts hanging off the underside of the car about an inch from my nose.  And this one time (at band camp) I was bringing a mouse home for my python and the bastard chewed through the box and ran behind the center console. It was 2 days till I could coax him out with some peanut butter. And then the little prick bit me!  ||65.129.80.21||reg||1
Z||000015||keydiver||12-10-2002||07:44 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 4g63t:<BR><B>I ran over a dead deer and it hit/fried my diff so I had the car up on stands and I got to work underneath it with deer guts hanging off the underside of the car about an inch from my nose. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>4g63T, then you ought to appreciate this one: a few years ago, I drove from Adamstown heading south on 222, and the guy in front of me tried to straddle a huge dead deer in the right lane, but his big boat was too low. The deer entrails were all dangling from his exhaust and muffler, bouncing down 222, steaming and stinking like crazy! I almost died laughing behind him, but the smell was terrible. He got off at the Denver exit where I did, and pulled into the Holiday Inn parking lot. I just can't imagine what that must have smell like after a couple days!!! I pity you suckers who have had to work on those cars.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.210||reg||1
Z||000016||4g63t||12-10-2002||07:58 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Yeah, I feel his pain <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||65.129.80.162||reg||10
Z||000017||broke down||12-10-2002||11:18 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||nuttin says "lunck break" like some deer entrails!!!||68.51.68.201||reg||14
Z||000018||229of1000||12-11-2002||10:14 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 4g63t:<BR><B>And this one time (at band camp) I was bringing a mouse home for my python and the bastard chewed through the box and ran behind the center console. It was 2 days till I could coax him out with some peanut butter. And then the little prick bit me!  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Haha... that's hilarious.<BR>||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000019||04DrBlur||12-11-2002||10:50 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||Originally posted by 4g63t:<BR>And this one time (at band camp) I was bringing a mouse home for my python and the bastard chewed through the box and ran behind the center console. It was 2 days till I could coax him out with some peanut butter. And then the little prick bit me! <BR>   Well my fiance and I were walkin on the beach and I thought it would be cool to catch some crabs for my fish to eat.  So she had to drive home because she was scared of them and as she made a turn at a light I wasnt payin attention and the cup of crabs fell over.  Sand and crabs went runnin everywhere.  I caught all but one and was fearfull that the little devil would die under the carpet and stink.  Luckily I found him on the floor 2 days later all dried up.||67.39.144.137||reg||1
Z||000020||4g63t||12-11-2002||11:56 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||LOL!||65.129.80.4||reg||10
Z||000021||91 #680||12-24-2002||12:47 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||the smell was the leaky oil cap.  I put in two new cap rings and the smell is gone....no more leak.<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||7
Z||000022||galant266||12-24-2002||09:22 PM||xcooter@msn.com||hahaha all your stories are great. But one day I was driving behind my friends blazer. Then a little woodchuck or something came running out and his front tire hit it. Then it flew back to his back tire. The next thing i know the damn thing takes flight like 8 feet in the air acroos the street. Man I was laughing for hours.<P>------------------<BR>||24.91.96.166||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001145.cgi
A||||7||OZ_87_japspec||car dies occasionally||||1||
Z||000000||OZ_87_japspec||12-08-2002||06:38 PM||pmacieje@bigpond.net.au||its only happened 3 times so far, but my car will sometimes die when i break to a complete stop.<P>i have a feeling it may be electrical because there is no warning, like rough idleing or backfiring or anything mechanical .<P>I removed the air box and its happened since then, <P>i havent had time to have a good look around there to see if there is any points that may be earthing out the car yet.<P>anyone had this problem before||203.51.220.114||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4in||12-08-2002||11:50 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Its definitely electrical, Could be a power source, like a battery or alternator...Do you still have the MAS in? hopefully...What exactly did you do to your intake box? Just hacked it? Or completely removed it with an open tube? haha..||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000002||OZ_87_japspec||12-09-2002||11:25 PM||pmacieje@bigpond.net.au||yes the mas is still in the car, i didnt do anything else,  there was a few things mounted on the airbox but were totoally unrelated to it , purely a mount point for them.<P>im told it might be an idle adjuster switch that could be faulty.<P>has anyone had this problem before???||203.51.220.114||reg||1
Z||000003||369of1000||12-09-2002||11:56 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||taken straight from the tmo website:<P>The speed sensor plays an important role in the determination of engine idle speeds. Some people have reported that their cars mysteriously die when they stop at an intersection. After much pulling of hair, they finally determined that the speed sensor was broken. Without the speed sensor, the ECU will take the engine right to the normal idle point of 750 RPM. This speed is not enough to maintain a good engine vacuum supply for the power brake booster. The engine ends up dying because it is unable to idle at 750 RPM with that big of a vacuum load.||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||12-10-2002||12:09 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||OK guys, where is this speed sensor & roughly how much is it for a new one?  The dealers over here have absolutely no clue so I want to make sure they give me the right part.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||12-10-2002||10:08 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the speed sensor is also called a reed switch, and it is a permanent part of the circuit board that includes the instrument cluster. on the us cars, looking at it from the back of the cluster, it is on the upper right hand side.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000006||Jon||12-10-2002||10:20 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Sounds like a leak on the intake hose to me.  <P>I personally always fix a rough idle buy cleaning and removing things.<P>Remove EGR hoses and block the EGR valve.<BR>Remove all of the hoses on the throttle body except the one going to your boost gauge.<BR>Have a single hose running from the intake manifold to the BOV.<BR>Have a single hose bypassing the FPS running from the intake manifold to the fuel pressure regulator.<BR>Clean the throttle body really well.<BR>Check all hose clamps.<BR>Set the TPS to 10%.<BR>Clean the ISC.<BR>Clean the closed idle switch contact.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||OZ_87_japspec||12-10-2002||06:48 PM||pmacieje@bigpond.net.au||im going to have a stab at changing the caps on my ecu as i doubt they have ever been done, im then going to proceed to remove all hoses and the intercooler and clean everything ! <P>the cars beein in japan for the last 15 years and judging by the amount of pollution build up on and around the engin i wouldnt be suprised if the intakes on it are below acceptable standards<P>thanks for your input guys||203.51.220.114||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001146.cgi
A||||4||Compressed||Are there Handling benefits to adding a rear lsd?||||1||
Z||000000||Compressed||12-08-2002||08:05 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||It seems like adding a rear LSD would help the car rotate better.  Is this true?  Any other benefits?<P>Thanks<BR>Todd||64.24.106.42||reg||1
Z||000001||Jon||12-09-2002||08:44 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Yes, it handles much better with LSD.  You can feel it when the back end slips.<P>It is much better in the snow too.  With the stock open rear diff, you hit the gas and the car goes right or left suddenly.  With the LSD, if it spins out, it doesn't suddenly go left or right. ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||uno||12-09-2002||01:34 PM||corona1977@juno.com||So did you have one? Or who does, and what was the brand? <P>Micah.||216.187.162.195||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||12-10-2002||05:08 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I don't have one in, but have one sitting around.  It's a Mitsu diff, OEM on the 92+ DSM's (the much referred to four bolt setup).  There are also other stock diffs you can use, but I think all are designed for cars w/different trannies and would need to be regeared.  I'm not sure of aftermarket LSD's, besides for the front or center, but you could ask Mike at RRE and he'd let ya know what's up.<P>I'd say just go for the Mitu one... it's cheap, stronger, easy to get and install (easy in the way that you don't have to take apart the diff housing; just bolt on drivetrain parts).<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||12-10-2002||11:47 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I have a LSD at all the diff locations. It is so nice to be able to pull through a turn with the gas mashed to the floor.<P>Highly recommended!<P>I also have them to help down time as well.<P>OEM rear lsd (4 bolt)<BR>Quaife center and front (bought from road race engineering a few years back)<P>Harry||65.206.113.25||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001147.cgi
A||||7||Pappy||Vibrations||||1||
Z||000000||Pappy||12-08-2002||09:44 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I finally finished a jspec engine swap.  I changed all the belts and the timing auto-tensioner.  I double checked that everything was properly aligned and tightened.  Everything was torqued down to spec.  As I was testing her out everything was running fine, but I was taking it easy.  But when I got it on the highway to go back to my school, I noticed that above 4k I start to feel horrible vibrations.  I can feel it in my seat, through the gas pedal, and through the shifter.  it's also really loud with all sorts of grindy bad noises almost.  I'm baffled as to what it is.  Could the balance shafts be out of phase?  I mean, I checked all the marks, but I didn't know of anything special for the balance shafts.  From what I've read elsewhere it seems like my timing is off and I shouldn't drive it, but I hope that's not it.  I'm going to a local auto store tomorrow to get a timing light.<P>Oh yeah, also, much less important.  At 2600rpm there's a very slight vibration that's coming from just in front of the driver's dash.  I don't know if anybody else has experienced this.  Nothing major though.||24.60.210.147||reg||1
Z||000001||LunarShadow||12-08-2002||10:02 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||You can line up all the marks and still have the rear balance shaft out of phase. There is an inspection hole at the back of the block.  If you stick a long screwdriver through the hole with the marks lined up, the distance of travel will tell you if you are out of phase. Do a little research on the balance shafts, and you will know what I am talking about.  I hope that is the only problem.||172.144.186.128||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-08-2002||10:21 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yeah, i hate to agree, but it sounds like the balance shafts are out of whack.  man, and that job is SO easy with the motor out of the car, i would even do it for you.  but, IN the car, i HATE doing the timing belt.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||12-08-2002||10:25 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Yeah, that's what I was afraid of.  I <I>just</I> put it in.  I'm a fool for not doing more research on the balance shafts when the engine was out.  I like doing all my work myself, but do you know about how much it would cost to have a mechanic do this for me?<P>Oh yeah, and does anybody need anything small off my old engine?  I'll check to see if the part is in good condition and then you just pay for shipping, or pick it up.<p>[This message has been edited by Pappy (edited 12-08-2002).]||24.60.210.147||reg||1
Z||000004||Kamekaze||12-08-2002||10:32 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||I could really use the MAS if you still have it.  Just give me a price and lets see if we can work something out!||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000005||Pappy||12-08-2002||11:04 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Sorry, I'm still using mine.  Basically I only have stuff that's actually on the engine itself.  I'm going to be selling the major parts in the for sale section later, but for right now I can just send people small stuff.||24.60.210.147||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4in||12-08-2002||11:45 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||If you still have the 14b turbo, I would be interested. Throw out a price!||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000007||Pappy||12-09-2002||03:23 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||The turbo on the jspec engine doesn't sound right, so I'm going to be porting out my old turbo and swapping.  Sorry.<P>I'm going to be selling the block, head, manifolds, and maybe the tranny at a later date when I have time to take the engine apart.  But for now, just let me know if you need anything besides those.||24.60.210.147||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001148.cgi
A||||8||Hunter||Balance shaft Eliminator kit? worth it?||||5||
Z||000000||Hunter||12-10-2002||02:34 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||anybody here done the balance shaft removal kit?  aside from feeling MORE vibration, is there any other problems it may cause? ie: cause the main crank pulley to go due to to much Vibration?  my cars close to 160k, about time for another timing belt change....||167.88.200.30||reg||5
Z||000001||DSSA||12-10-2002||08:59 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Anymore, I remove the b-shafts on all of my cars.  Especially higher-mileage ones.  Most motors, you hardly notice any difference.  Every once in a while, you will get a noticeable vibration increase.  Haven't had a problem with any of the cars though.<P>Before, when I used to leave b-shafts in, I had a lot of instances of the front b-shaft locking and taking out the belt.  I've been pretty lucky with this (knock on wood) that it hasn't gotten wrapped up in the t-belt, but it's most definitely possible.<P>I take them out more for longevity-sake then performance.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000002||andy||12-10-2002||11:24 AM||andybeachly@aol.com||Like Josh says, on a high mileage motor take em out. Along with locking up and putting the b-belt into the timing belt, it can also actually spin the end bearing out causing a huge loss of oil pressure, ruining everything else. Not to mention the trash from the bearing going thru the motor. I always hate doing it, but on old engines you will be doing yourself a favor. Plus the bump in oil pressure helps a little too.<P>||172.157.129.136||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||12-10-2002||01:20 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I'm wondering what would it bother to cut the belt till I get a chance to eliminate them all together?||199.35.202.90||reg||1
Z||000004||Hunter||12-10-2002||02:31 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||Mitsubishi supplies this don't they? is it in there CAPS listing for parts? if not.. got the inventory #?||4.3.130.104||reg||1
Z||000005||Invader||12-10-2002||03:21 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com|| <A HREF="http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=1596" TARGET=_blank>http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=1596</A> <P>Parts are from a 4G61T I believe...||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||12-10-2002||05:33 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I have the BS removed but my motor has benn balanced. No vibration and the t-belt is easier to change.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000007||mdpvr4||12-10-2002||05:48 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i didnt have a noticeable amont of vibration and it was great for throttle responce. and best of all t-belt change time greatly reduced||32.103.218.152||reg||1
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||12-10-2002||06:00 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B>I'm wondering what would it bother to cut the belt till I get a chance to eliminate them all together?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Doesn't work, don't do it.  Go to vfaq.com and RTFM.  ||129.120.56.72||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001149.cgi
A||N||3||dsmsleeper||Master Cylinder and Slave Cylinder||||5||
Z||000000||dsmsleeper||12-10-2002||11:23 AM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||Will the 1g clutch slave and master cylinder fit on the gvr-4's?||63.146.62.141||reg||5
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||12-11-2002||06:33 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Yes.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<P>(at least I hope so... just bought a 1G master cyl. for cheap!)||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||04DrBlur||12-11-2002||07:39 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net|| I know the master cylinder bolts up the same, I put one in from my old eclipse when I was having clutch fork trouble to see if it helped.  The only difference I saw was that the resivoir was huge on the 1st gen master as opposed to our small resivior.||67.39.144.137||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||12-12-2002||07:43 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Does the larger cylinder reservoir affect the pedal travel or pressure?  I was planning on replacing the slave cylinder too; will it matter that it's the newer larger piston design?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001150.cgi
A||||6||number3||atten: Mike W. and Martin M.   (AEM)||||1||
Z||000000||number3||12-10-2002||01:54 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <A HREF="http://www.miataforum.com/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=015779" TARGET=_blank>http://www.miataforum.com/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=015779</A> <P><BR>What are thoughts on this? Anyone?<P>Just curious... before I decide to run this thing.<P>Harry||65.206.113.25||reg||1
Z||000001||Hunter||12-10-2002||02:29 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||I've read up on the new AEM system,  compared to a tec2 i'm surprised it's not as userfriendly...  read that last part on the stored MAP or possibly even MAPS being lost?  that would be a question with AEM's tech department, that shouldn't happen.  less the ROM CHIP on it is bad...  but comparitive?  i think it's just another engine management system like the others...  for a daily driver, if you can still source one.  the HKS VPC system would be the way to go for a street car... IMO||4.3.130.104||reg||7
Z||000002||number3||12-10-2002||03:44 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I have and currently run a VPC for over 6 years.<P>I have "sold" lots of people on the VPC over the years after it being introduced to me, and will continue to. I just want to know the skinny on the AEM from the two biggest vendors that "push" it. I have seen and heard first hand the trouble that other standalone systems have caused other people. (hence why I still use the ever proven HKS VPC)<P>But thanks anyway.<p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 12-11-2002).]||65.206.113.25||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||12-12-2002||09:30 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Nothing?||65.206.113.25||reg||1
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||01-27-2003||11:04 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||This debate may get a little more clear for all of us. I will be the "Crash Test Dummy" as my AEM EMS goes in Wednesday/Thrusday. I went with the MAF setup because of the CA smog regs. My hope is that tuned right I can mass smog with the EMS installed. I did get a MAP sensor so it can control boost so if the MAF setup is not what I want (or I just get bored) I can convert it to MAP. I will post results when I get a good understanding of it and get tuned in reasonably (Thursday night or next week). <P>------------------<BR>465/1000<p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 01-27-2003).]||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||01-27-2003||12:13 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I have an AEM EMS for my car. I have asked Nate to figure it out for me/us. He has been very kind to do so. I just don't have the computer skill nor the time.<P>If, eer when Nate figures it out and we like it I will let you all know my thought too. My car will not be running in the next few weeks so I beleive He is going to work with it on the white car until number3 does run.<P>A public thank you goes to my roomy Nate. <P>AMS has also offered to tune the car if I can get it up there. But that is a long ass drive.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000006||Vivid||01-27-2003||06:02 PM||chaan@wmsgaming.com||AMS tuned my buddies AEM and did a great job.  It feels like a different car now.  They definitly know their stuff.<P>------------------<BR>909/1000||208.46.59.200||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001151.cgi
A||||17||Hunter||Whiteline Caster kit #KCA321? know where i can get it State side?||||1||
Z||000000||Hunter||12-10-2002||03:51 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||trying to get it through the local Subaru dealer here in the Seattle, but they go through MRT.. which is the local Distrubiter...  i know Mofugas was supplying them, anydoby knows of another stateside source? aside from MRT?||4.3.130.104||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||12-10-2002||04:12 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I'm hoping to start pulling the GVR4 stuff from whiteline my way or possibly see if there are cheaper alternatives to having to import them or go through MRT (long story about them  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif"> ).||199.35.202.90||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-10-2002||04:30 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||usually, places like whiteline will give distributorship rights to certain areas if a company will buy a large enough initial order.  i would suspect that this company is a stocking distributor, and probably has exclusive rights to your area, if not the entire usa.  ||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-10-2002||05:14 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||have you tried noltec?  the front adjustable camber/caster plates i got are noltec, and they have a web site.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000004||MPREZYAVR4||12-10-2002||08:47 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Ken I tried to contact Noltec last week and they still haven't replied. Any chance you can get a picture of those up?<P>Also MRT deals in only subaru stuff mainly and some rally supplies (trip meters, etc). <BR>There is no "strictly whiteline" authorized dealer/distributor the closest to that was mofugas.<P>It would be much better to get the stuff made here instead of having to deal with customs and the delay (4-7+ weeks) from austraillia and is should be cheaper as well.<P>||199.183.184.124||reg||1
Z||000005||Hunter||12-11-2002||01:33 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||ken inn, could you post up the link for the noltec site please?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  ever since i hoped that curb coming around a corner last year right when i increased the boost... it's always had this slight pull to the right  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  alignment shop said the front right caster is -2 which may be causing it.  thanks again!||167.88.200.30||reg||5
Z||000006||ken inn||12-11-2002||09:43 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.noltec.com.au/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.noltec.com.au/</A> <P>i dont think the adj plates will take out 2 deg of castor.  looks like 1 deg, but possibly you could have the plates machined.  <BR>rich, i can take all the pics you want, and email them to you, i dont know how to post them here<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 12-11-2002).]||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000007||MPREZYAVR4||12-11-2002||12:36 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Ken go ahead and e-mail them to me and I'll find a way to post them up.<BR>Did you get these from Rob (mofugas) or from Noltec? ||199.183.182.50||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||12-11-2002||01:25 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||got them from mofugas.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000009||Hunter||12-11-2002||03:50 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||thanks for the link!||4.3.130.104||reg||10
Z||000010||MPREZYAVR4||12-12-2002||01:30 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Ken I got the pics of them I'll upload them and post them tomorrow. How do those attach to the pillow mounts since it looks as though they only attach to the top of the strut.<BR>||199.183.184.121||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||12-12-2002||10:59 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the assembly replaces the stock upper mount, and there are 3 plates, all held together by the 3 bolts.  the middle plate(gold) slides around between the upper and lower(blue) plates.  looks like fun to install, but once done, just loosen the 3 bolts and adjust away!||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000012||SnoBlind||12-12-2002||11:14 AM||modularv8@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B>Ken I tried to contact Noltec last week and they still haven't replied. Any chance you can get a picture of those up?<P>Also MRT deals in only subaru stuff mainly and some rally supplies (trip meters, etc). <BR>There is no "strictly whiteline" authorized dealer/distributor the closest to that was mofugas.<P>It would be much better to get the stuff made here instead of having to deal with customs and the delay (4-7+ weeks) from austraillia and is should be cheaper as well.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>If you want Noltec, talk to me.  I'm the US distributor for them.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I have some pics on my website:  <A HREF="http://www.oztek.us" TARGET=_blank>www.oztek.us</A>  .  Look under the catalog.||65.203.84.131||reg||1
Z||000013||MPREZYAVR4||12-12-2002||12:46 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Then maybe you can answer or find out about the Noltec coilovers Rob (mofugas) was offering. Also how are the solid pillow mounts camber/caster adjustable?<P>I'll have those pics up shortly.||207.220.129.175||reg||1
Z||000014||SnoBlind||12-12-2002||12:59 PM||modularv8@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B>Then maybe you can answer or find out about the Noltec coilovers Rob (mofugas) was offering. Also how are the solid pillow mounts camber/caster adjustable?<P>I'll have those pics up shortly.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I should be getting information on the coilovers with my next shipment.  As a matter of fact, I think Mofugas's set is coming in with the shipment.  It's looking like the middle of January.  I'll examine them and post pictures if they are included.<P>I'm not sure I understand the question about the plats though.  Just like Ken said, they replace the stock mount and you push the plate around.  I'm not sure how many degrees of camber that they will give.  I've got a couple of sets coming in with the next order and I am planning on putting one on my car.  You can see a picture of the subaru plates in the catalog section of my site.<P>Ken, when you install yours could you take a measurement of the adjustablility?  I have a couple of the subaru ones right now and they look like it would give about 2 degrees of adjustment.<P>MPREZYAVR4:  if you want please give me a call.  The phone number is on the website.  And you are right about the MRT comment.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Right now I think your only option for Whiteline in the states is MRT or one of their dealers.<BR>||65.203.84.131||reg||1
Z||000015||MPREZYAVR4||12-12-2002||01:03 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://members.nasioc.com/UserPics/125/pillmountsidevr4.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://members.nasioc.com/UserPics/125/pillowmountgvr4.jpg"> <P><BR>Ken I asked how they mount because the bolts seem short though I think it's just the picture.||207.220.129.175||reg||1
Z||000016||MPREZYAVR4||12-12-2002||01:07 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by SnoBlind:<BR><B> <BR>I should be getting information on the coilovers with my next shipment.  As a matter of fact, I think Mofugas's set is coming in with the shipment.  It's looking like the middle of January.  I'll examine them and post pictures if they are included.<P>I'm not sure I understand the question about the plats though.  Just like Ken said, they replace the stock mount and you push the plate around.  I'm not sure how many degrees of camber that they will give.  I've got a couple of sets coming in with the next order and I am planning on putting one on my car.  You can see a picture of the subaru plates in the catalog section of my site.<P>Ken, when you install yours could you take a measurement of the adjustablility?  I have a couple of the subaru ones right now and they look like it would give about 2 degrees of adjustment.<P>MPREZYAVR4:  if you want please give me a call.  The phone number is on the website.  And you are right about the MRT comment.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Right now I think your only option for Whiteline in the states is MRT or one of their dealers.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Are these mounts ball bearing type like the TEIN? <P>Also yeah MRT is okay but by far not high on my list for some things I've seen/heard about their business practices.<BR>||207.220.129.175||reg||1
Z||000017||ken inn||12-12-2002||01:07 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||mine wont be on for a while.  i know the right side is out of whack, i just got new bearings and seals installed in a spare set of knuckles, and i will be replacing them, with the tie rod ends.  but, my trans now has a noisy 2nd gear, so i bought a jdm trans, and that is first on the list.  but i dont think you can get more than a degree out of these plates.||209.220.6.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001152.cgi
A||||6||xxxTurboDudexxx||Where is the Oil Going?||||1||
Z||000000||xxxTurboDudexxx||12-10-2002||06:14 PM||xxroroxx@yahoo.com||Ok,<P>I feel like Im always putting in about 1 quart of oil per month. Where is it going?<P>I know its not the Turbo Seals cause its a new Frank Jr 19c.<P>No leaks under the car after its been sitting over night.<P>But My rear bumper looks real dark. Looks like the exhaust is putting out more than just exhaust.<P>I have a New Stage II Bushur Head in for about a year, so I know the seals are good in it.<P>Any Ideas Friends<P>Thanks<BR>Ro<BR>177/1000<BR>89 Mirage 2.0 (motor rebuild?||171.159.192.10||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||12-10-2002||08:50 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Piston Rings stuck/shot?<BR>Try doing an engine flush before your next oil change.<BR>I've done 2 so far out of the last 4 oil changes and I'm about to do another. Also I've noticed less oil consumption as well.||199.183.184.124||reg||1
Z||000002||a_santos||12-11-2002||12:03 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||My friend had the same problem with his turbo car. Do you have an oil pressure gauge? If you have too much pressure, it will blow right into the combustion chamber. Also try to get a catch can, and make sure your pcv (positive crank venting) is not plugged. <P>||198.111.38.123||reg||1
Z||000003||xxxTurboDudexxx||12-12-2002||12:25 PM||xxroroxx@yahoo.com||<BR>Sorry I havent got back to all of you. Spent some time putting my boost, egt, and oil psi guages in. <P>My boost and EGT works, My oil psi I still need the sender. I at least wanted to run the wires and position all of the guages where I wanted them.<P>I will use some of your suggestions to see if I can resolve this Oil prob<P>Thanks<BR>Ro<BR>177/1000<BR>89 Mirage 2.0 Turbo||171.159.192.10||reg||1
Z||000004||BossGVR4||12-12-2002||12:32 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Roland,<P>Check the following:<P>- balance shaft seals<BR>- oil pump seals<BR>- take the upper timing belt cover off and see if the camshaft seals are leaking<BR>- oil filter bracket<BR>- oil filter (may have backed off)<P>Most of these will only leak when the engine is under load (for some weird reason)<P>Later,<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000005||xxxTurboDudexxx||12-12-2002||03:38 PM||xxroroxx@yahoo.com||Dave,<P>Thanks for the Info. Prob for me would be the weather and time factor. When I put my guages all in, I called in sick, and I have no more sick days.<P>Hopefully this weekend the weather will be good for me to trouble shoot.<P>Do you have the CD repair manual for our cars?<P>Thanks<BR>Ro||171.159.192.10||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||12-12-2002||03:40 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||You can buy one here:  <A HREF="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/</A> ||67.36.190.9||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001153.cgi
A||||0||DongeR615||Joining the ORGY..||||1||
Z||000000||DongeR615||12-11-2002||01:46 AM||||hey.<BR>I just picked up Mikes nile black vr-4 #615<BR>Awesome car! <P><BR>See you guys around <BR>Will||206.170.2.63||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001154.cgi
A||||10||LAGVR4||TB shaft seal replacement||||1||
Z||000000||LAGVR4||12-11-2002||02:26 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||i'm about to replace the shaft seals in my throttle body. anyone have any helpful advise (that is not on the vfaq) before i tear in to it ?||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||12-11-2002||03:54 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||there are "vfaqs" on the web if you search...<P><BR>go here to buy seals and SSSS  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR> <A HREF="http://www.machv.com/throtbodseal.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.machv.com/throtbodseal.html</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.machv.com/stainsteelsc.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.machv.com/stainsteelsc.html</A> <BR>||65.206.113.25||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||12-11-2002||06:30 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Clean everything while you're at it.  Fill up the intake mani with that cleaning foam (sorry, can't remember the name) as it's easier to do w/the TB off.<P>The screws that hold the TB plate on the shaft were a real bitch to get out on mine, and we ended up drilling one of 'em out, so keep an EZ out handy.  Also, put some silicon lube on the seals to help them last longer.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||LAGVR4||12-11-2002||10:43 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||well got it all back together, just waiting for the rtv to set. hopefully it will start in the morning. i made sure i made alot of markings to line up the tps. thanks for the tips fellows. the screws on the plate are a biatch.  that is definitely the most difficult part.  ||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||12-12-2002||07:40 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||What was the RTV for?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||12-12-2002||09:58 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Screws are alittle tough but I haven't had any major issues on the ones I have done. The spring however can become a PITA!<P>A black marker is your friend during this job.  No RTV should have been needed? Just curious why you had to use it.<P><p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 12-12-2002).]||65.206.113.25||reg||1
Z||000007||khadiyev||12-12-2002||10:31 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I just wanted to know where i can get those 2 orings at? I know MachV sells them for 10 BUCKS! that's a rip off. I found that mine leaked last night.<BR>sorry for jumping in like that <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>John||198.81.26.145||reg||10
Z||000008||ken inn||12-12-2002||10:38 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the tps is REALLY sensitive.  you should reset it using a voltmeter, not markings.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||12-12-2002||10:43 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by khadiyev:<BR><B>I just wanted to know where i can get those 2 orings at? I know MachV sells them for 10 BUCKS! that's a rip off. I found that mine leaked last night.<BR>sorry for jumping in like that  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>John</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>They are the actual seals not just O rings that happen to fit.<P> Don't knck something until you have been through it. I used O ring but give the chance to do it over again I would gladly buy the seals. The time saved is worth much more than $10.00. The Oring don't always work the fit fitment.<P>BTW how can anything that cost less the $10 a rip off?<P>Harry<P>||65.206.113.25||reg||1
Z||000010||Dan D||12-12-2002||10:44 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||While O-rings will work, O-rings don't seem to last as long.  The seals are different than the "#7 o-rings you can buy at any pepboys, checkers, ect."<P>the actual seals are:<BR>14mm x 10mm x 3mm <BR>available from places like <A HREF="http://www.kamandirect.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.kamandirect.com</A>   <A HREF="http://www.motionindustries.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.motionindustries.com</A>   <A HREF="http://www.chicago-rawhide.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.chicago-rawhide.com/</A> <P>$10 isn't really that bad.  Most places are about that price. ||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000011||LAGVR4||12-12-2002||05:54 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||everything is aok for now. my boost is back, no leaking, and my idle only jumped up 250rpm. i adjusted the idle back down to 750rpm. the rtv was for the tb seal. i know i should have replaced it but i couldn't wait for it from norco. i put a hairline crack in it removing it from the tb. i just used a little where the crack was. ||24.126.240.116||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001155.cgi
A||N||4||Ferrari F50 GT||White Smoke From What?||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||12-11-2002||02:34 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||At a certain RPM (around 4000 and up) at WOT my car shoots out white smoke.  Whould this be from a leaky head gasket, or a turbo cooolant leak?||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||12-12-2002||01:29 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Anybody?||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||12-12-2002||03:06 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Well, if it is at a certain rpm, could it also be at a certain psi?  Technically I don't think it is your engine speed that produces the leak, rather pressure.  If it is a head gasket, wouldn't you also get oil into your coolant?  Check the radiator for milky fluid.||67.36.190.9||reg||1
Z||000003||mdpvr4||12-13-2002||01:26 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||hey ian its matt,<BR>check your turbo for any oil in the compressor housing and any shaft wobble.<BR>if yo need help i will be in westminster this saturday. i could give you a hand if needed.<BR>did you ever get your IC piping? <BR>call me 303-690-5580<BR>matt||32.102.170.139||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||12-13-2002||02:17 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Hey Matt.  Long time no hear!  I'll give you a call.  Later!||12.254.81.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001156.cgi
A||||14||JSTYLE||My new clutch||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||12-11-2002||05:23 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Hey guys,<P>Im from downunder and its hard to find a centreforce clutch here! Anyways ive opted to go for a street/race sort of clutch.<BR>The clutch i just bought is a single plate dual friction and he thinks it will put down 2600lb of clamping pressure quite easily! It weighs a ton too lol.<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/clutch.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/clutch1.jpg"> <P>Jon||203.173.162.207||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||12-11-2002||05:26 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Looks good.<BR>The disc looks like a steel back but check to make sure. I realy don't like disc's wit the rubber springs though.<P>Also check the fingers on the PP to see if they are thicker than stock. That will tell you if it has more clamping force or if it is just a rebuilt stocker painted orange.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||12-11-2002||05:34 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||The clutch has been "enhanced" so yer it was modify to suit my needs and wants!<P>Its going in the car within afew hours from now and i have to work it in for the drags fridate nite (tomorrow nite). Grrr have to do like 400km tonite alone!<P>Jon||203.173.162.207||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-11-2002||05:43 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||See if number3 will chime in here...<BR>I hear Harry has a unique break in for clutches... is it a 6 or 7k drop? :-)<P>(at least what I heard through the grapevine  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||167.142.21.170||reg||1
Z||000004||JSTYLE||12-11-2002||05:59 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||LOL!!! Im just going to drive it around for abit! No lauching til the drags  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Jon||203.173.162.207||reg||1
Z||000005||Invader||12-11-2002||06:01 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||I just do a pair of 6k launches and let it cool overnight...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  With all the abuse the clutch receives, I'd rather have holding force than the extra few miles from a prolonged break-in.||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000006||JSTYLE||12-11-2002||06:06 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Yer i was thinking that.. but im going to drive it up a steep hill afwe times then take it out for 2 hours or so and that might do the trick i would hope!<P>Jon||203.173.162.207||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||12-11-2002||08:32 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||So is it in now?  How's the pedal feel?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000008||sleeper||12-11-2002||10:01 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by talontsi:<BR><B> I realy don't like disc's wit the rubber springs though.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>It's better to have rubber  than springs.<BR>Once the springs compress your disc is solid<BR>The rubber always have a little more to give, wich is easier on driveline parts.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000||66.136.184.123||reg||1
Z||000009||James||12-12-2002||07:03 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||That clutch is similar to what I put in the Evo a few months ago. My pressure plate is 20% heavier than stock Evo 3. It works very well, but is fairly heavy pedal pressure.||210.48.131.51||reg||1
Z||000010||Martin Tolentino||12-12-2002||09:54 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||FYI the CFDF didn't last for me a far as using it in the 1/4. I only did a 13.06 with the DF slipping all the way down the track.<BR>4.5k to 5k launches.<BR>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000011||JSTYLE||12-12-2002||02:02 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Clutch was put in afew hours ago, feels really nice not too heavy but not too light. Spose thats why its a single plate dual friction as its a compromise between track and road!<P>Havent had time to take it out for a spin yet!<P>Jon||144.136.41.28||reg||1
Z||000012||talontsi||12-12-2002||04:06 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sleeper:<BR><B> It's better to have rubber  than springs.<BR>Once the springs compress your disc is solid<BR>The rubber always have a little more to give, wich is easier on driveline parts.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Rubber springs get hot when the clutch heats up and the rubber looses it's dexterity.<BR>All really high performance clutched have all springs.<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000013||Arty||12-12-2002||05:35 PM||||Talontsi refers to steel back. I don't know exactly what this means. I'm guessing that is means the friction plate does not use those thin wave (marcel?) springs ?<BR>Does this sound correct ?<P>John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000014||sleeper||12-12-2002||07:03 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by talontsi:<BR><B> Rubber springs get hot when the clutch heats up and the rubber looses it's dexterity.<BR>All really high performance clutched have all springs.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You might be right on that one. I heard it from a guy who's only building clutches for the last 30 years.<BR>Either way if the clutch heats up that much that the rubber have to loose it dexterity<BR>That clutch is toasted.<P>||66.136.187.151||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001157.cgi
A||||3||udriveu||rough idle||||1||
Z||000000||udriveu||12-11-2002||09:57 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||cars been idling a bit rough lately, not low rpms, but just rough. and every so often while accelerating my engine will start skipping (reminds me of the time my friend and i messed up the firing order when doing the plugs). any ideas would be appreciated.<P>#1752||24.45.233.24||reg||1
Z||000001||bob in chicago||12-12-2002||08:49 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Some of the usual suspects for this frequently asked question:<P>Leaking capacitors in the ECU; sparkplug wires and/or plugs; fuel filter needing replacement; base idle speed setting and/or leaking o-ring on base idle speed set screw; vacuum leaks; idle speed control(ISC); timing belt slipped a tooth.  <P>Best to check out "idle problems" on this site for more info: <A HREF="http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</A> <p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 12-12-2002).]||24.148.88.162||reg||1
Z||000002||udriveu||12-12-2002||09:32 AM||udriveu@hotmail.com||yeah, i thought about it being a timing problem, but i just had it done last month and i really didnt want to think that the guys that did it messed it up. they specialize in DSM's and have been nothing but amazing accomodating to me.<P>#1752||24.45.16.78||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-12-2002||10:40 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||well,did it start missing right after the timing belt job?||209.220.6.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001158.cgi
A||||7||gvr4in||Clicking?||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-11-2002||10:50 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ok this is kind of a weird question because its kind of hard to describe what it is...I used to live in lake tahoe, where it was real real cold in the mornings, and as my car was warming up, or warmed up for that matter, i heard clicking from the gauge cluster, which i thought was very odd, it almost sounds like the odometer was going really really fast, but the od stayed the same, and i know its not my cv's thank you very much, haha, its coming from the cluster, and acceleration also plays a factor, it only clicks past about 1500 rpms and up, not at idle...anyone? I just moved to san diego, and it still does this occasionally, regardless if the car's warm or not...||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000001||229of1000||12-11-2002||11:39 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Have you replaced your ECU caps?  If your problem is coming from the vicinity of behind the radio (could sound like your gauge cluster) then that could be your problem.  Are there any stuttering problems?  <P>There's tons of info about the caps via the search function and the VFAQ so read up.||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4in||12-11-2002||11:56 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||No i havent, thanks i'll check out the vfaqs||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||12-12-2002||12:21 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I had this happen once too... some one said it was the speedo cable or something...||64.246.132.105||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||12-12-2002||03:19 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I second the cable.||67.36.190.9||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4ZUM||12-12-2002||04:47 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||cable <BR>I think I paid $20 from Conicelli.<BR>||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000006||mitsuvr4||12-12-2002||04:54 PM||||It's your speedo cable.  Mine does the same thing when below freezing temps.  Sometimes I'll even get my speedometer to read 130-140mph.  The fastest I've ever gone while in second gear.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>I don't know what causes it (cable grease getting thick or not present maybe?), but mine's done this for years now and I just live with it.<P>Karl<BR>860/2000||156.99.90.179||reg||1
Z||000007||91 #680||12-12-2002||09:56 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||the clicking would come from behind the glove compartment if it was the caps going sour||68.7.184.83||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001224.cgi
A||N||22||DongeR615||HELP with SMOG ||||4||
Z||000000||DongeR615||12-12-2002||12:18 AM||||Help!!<BR>Results of smog check:<P>2500 rpms <BR>HC(ppm) were 478 at - Fail<BR>CO(%) were 0.08 - Pass<BR>CO2(%) were 8.8<BR>O2(%) were 8.3<P>at idle ~893<BR>HC(ppm) were 26 at - Pass<BR>CO(%) were 0.01 - Pass<BR>CO2(%) were 13.4<BR>O2(%) were 2.6<P>I live in california and originally the car is from colorado.  Today, I took the car to Smog. The Visual were Pass for everything and there were Fails with the functional inspection.  The Exhaust Gas Recirculation system failed and the Check engine light came on during the test.  I used a friends pocket logger and before the test we knew there were no error codes shown and the EGR solinoid test was fine.  <P>After the smog, the check engine light came on.  He logged it and the error was a bad O2 sensor.  A O2 sensor malfunction at the smog!? My friend and I both found it amusing but not so amusing cuz it didn't pass smog. The check engine light is off now but what I don't understand is if there is an problem with the 02 sensor, should the CEL stay on?<P>This is the list of mods:<BR>Balance shafts removed<BR>Entire rotating assembly balanced<BR>New front case and oil pump assembly<BR>Crank shot-penned and micro polished<BR>2G pistons (8.5:1 CR)<BR>Total Seal rings<BR>ARP studs throughout<BR>HKS metal head gasket<BR>3-angle valve grind and all new valves, lifters and seals in head<BR>Head is fully ported and gasket matched to the intake/exhaust manifold<BR>Custom 2.5 inch throttle body elbow<BR>Custom 2.5 intercooler pipes<BR>Highly modified Starion I/C core<BR>Ported 2G exhaust manifold<BR>TD06-20G Turbo w/internal wastegate<BR>RC-Engineering 550cc injectors<BR>Walbro 255hp fuel pump<BR>HKS cat-back exhaust system<BR>HKS intake<BR>Blitz Dual Solenoid Boost Controller (DSBC) set at 12psi<BR>Old style Apex AFC<BR>Greedy turbo-timer<BR>Jumptronic A/F meter<BR>Autometer boost gauge<BR>Hewitt EGT gauge and probe<BR><p>[This message has been edited by DongeR615 (edited 12-12-2002).]||207.214.213.118||reg||4
Z||000001||Telecaster||12-12-2002||12:30 AM||telecastr@email.com||I was there with DongeR615.  We replaced the Aeromotive AFRP with the stock FPR for the visual part and set the old style AFC to lean out.  I was worried about the stock frp being overran by the fuel pump also the 550's.  Tomorrow we're gonna go back to the 450's, replace the 02 sensor, and check the EGR valve.  But i still didn't understand why the pocketlogger gave a O2 code while the CEL never turned on in the dash.  The car was listed as "Gross Polluter,"  so we have to see a CAP or Ref next. Anymore tips or adjustments we can do?     <p>[This message has been edited by Telecaster (edited 12-12-2002).]||216.175.111.194||reg||1
Z||000002||drew||12-12-2002||12:42 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||ultimately, if the car does not pass smog you have the legal right to return it to the previous owner. Not like you'd probably want to.<p>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 12-12-2002).]||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||12-12-2002||12:50 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||good luck man i was never able to pass||12.251.226.141||reg||1
Z||000004||a_santos||12-12-2002||09:05 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> In Michigan we have no SMOG testing. Also we don't need front license plates.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||207.74.110.36||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||12-12-2002||09:30 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Do you guys have cats?  <P>I'm going to try and pass smog this week without a cat, and I'll throw one on if I don't make it. ||129.120.56.148||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||12-12-2002||10:51 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||one of your problems may be the rc injectors.  you need a really good mist at idle, and hi hc's sound rich.  i have never cared for lucas injectors.  bmw replaced all they could in the late 80's, and never went back to them.  also, if the car was not tested on a dyno, there would not be any egr readings.  <BR>on my recent test,<BR>at idle<BR>hc 198<BR>co .67<BR>o2 13.8<BR>2500 rpm<BR>hc 65<BR>co .55<BR>o2 1.2<BR>     cyclone intake, no egr, s-afc, stock 450's, dejon intake, with cat.  starion fmic, rre pipes.  <BR>     what does the logger say, when you select view, and what are your fuel trims, low, med, hi, and what does your o2 trim do at settings of 1k, 2k 3k 4k?<BR>     does your jumptronix ever hold steady at idle?||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||12-12-2002||03:14 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||About the logger showing a code, but no CEL on -- I think the ECU can hold a code in memory.  The light isn't on because now the sensor (or whatever was causing the error) is fixed, the code is in the ECU just as a past history (until cleared).||67.36.190.9||reg||1
Z||000008||DongeR615||12-12-2002||09:38 PM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><I>Originally posted by howard_GVR4 </I><BR><B><BR>Do you guys have cats?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, but there are no Oxygen sensor connected. <BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><I>Originally posted by ken inn</I><BR><B><BR>one of your problems may be the rc injectors. you need a really good mist at idle, and hi hc's sound rich.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>We switched to stock injectors. <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><I>Originally posted by ken inn</I><BR><B><BR>what does the logger say, when you select view, and what are your fuel trims, low, med, hi, and what does your o2 trim do at settings of 1k, 2k 3k 4k?<BR>does your jumptronix ever hold steady at idle?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I will have to ask telecaster to answer this. Thanks for the help.<P>Mike also notified me that he blocked off the EGR valve with a plate. It runs cooler but its definitly not a good thing for smog. I ordered a new egr valve and gasket. <BR>anymore help and tips? <P>DongeR615||207.214.213.212||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||12-12-2002||09:51 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||EGR will not register unless the car is under load on the dyno.  i seriously doubt any state has 4wd dynos for testing yet.  note that my readings were done without egr.  i tuned the afc by o2 trim and fuel trim.  the other thing to look at is your fuel pressure, especially at idle. as i reread your posts, the walbro was overpowering the injectors, that is why it was so rich at low rpm.  i dont like the old style afc for tuning, but by using your trims, you should be able to get it to pass, right now i say it is fuel pressure, too much.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000010||369of1000||12-12-2002||09:56 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>EGR will not register unless the car is under load on the dyno.  i seriously doubt any state has 4wd dynos for testing yet.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Connecticut did, but the system was so corrupt that they shut it down. No emissions for me.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000011||7541000||12-12-2002||09:57 PM||||how possible is it trying to pass without a cat,<P>and i hate to ask but what additives would help valve seal leaks, i realize its at your own risk and without approval but my motor feels good without a rebuild so id like to try and pass that way first.<P>dont mean to steal the thread<BR>thanks||12.94.164.217||reg||1
Z||000012||thon||12-14-2002||09:58 PM||thon@optonline.net||Dude, there's most likely NO way in hell you'll pass emissions without a cat.  Depending on where you live they most likely atleast visually inspect for a cat.  Even states with very lax emissions laws (no sniffers) visually inspect for a cat.  Now that doesn't mean you can't gut it or weld a pipe into it, but you atleast have to PRETEND to have one <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Good luck!<P>thon <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/thonmontoya" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/thonmontoya</A>  (crappy site, but lists mods/etc)||24.45.19.72||reg||1
Z||000013||AWDpower||12-15-2002||03:21 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||This was Mike Jones' GVR4 right? I test drove that car with a friend last week, and checked it out pretty carefully. It seemed well put together, and the engine was in great shape (195 compression across the board). It did need some tuning, it seemed to be running very rich. I datalogged it, and checked for error codes. There were none. I just looked at the log, the O2 sensor looks like it was working fine. <P>I had a similar problem when I smogged my GVR4, but the cause was easy to find. The shop un-plugged the o2 sensor during the test. To make a long story short, the shop tried to con me at first by saying the EGR valve was bad. I tested it in front of them, showed it worked, and politely threatened not to mess with me. They promised to smog the car for free the next day. Well, the next guy didn't know, and tried to rig that test too. He unpluged the O2 sensor. His buddy caught him, and they passed me, but I found the check engine light lit, and the O2 connector was crooked in it's holder. <P>The logs of your 02 sensor look fine. Besides, I don't think the ECU will even throw a code, unless it's un-plugged.  <P>Now you are kind of screwed, being registered as a gross polluter. You have to go a check only center now, which is much more strict mod-wise. You should always pre-test a car in a smog check 2 area. My Talon just failed a pre test, and would have been a gross polluter, just because the vacuum diagram for 1990 is wrong for the EGR valve. If you can prove the shop rigged the test, you may get it thrown out. It will be a tough fight though. Are you on the Bay Area DSM's list? Congrats on the car, that's a nice VR4. I bet it will scream once it's tuned. Make sure you get the fuel trims back in line before you smog it again though, they were pretty far out if I remember correctly. <P>Jason Kertianis<BR>'90 Talon AWD<BR>'92 GVR4<BR>'96 Eclipse GSX||67.192.100.222||reg||1
Z||000014||DongeR615||12-15-2002||06:28 AM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><I>Originally posted by AWDpower</I><BR><B> This was Mike Jones' GVR4 right? I test drove that car with a friend last week, and checked it out pretty carefully. It seemed well put together, and the engine was in great shape (195 compression across the board). It did need some tuning, it seemed to be running very rich. I datalogged it, and checked for error codes. There were none. I just looked at the log, the O2 sensor looks like it was working fine. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, This car was owned by Mike Jones.  My friend also datalogged the car right before the test and there were no errors shown but after the test, it reported a bad o2 sensor. Would the testing of the "functional part" of the EGR valve have anything to do with the Check Engine light coming on?<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B>I had a similar problem when I smogged my GVR4, but the cause was easy to find. The shop un-plugged the o2 sensor during the test. To make a long story short, the shop tried to con me at first by saying the EGR valve was bad. I tested it in front of them, showed it worked, and politely threatened not to mess with me. They promised to smog the car for free the next day. Well, the next guy didn't know, and tried to rig that test too. He unpluged the O2 sensor. His buddy caught him, and they passed me, but I found the check engine light lit, and the O2 connector was crooked in it's holder. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B>If you can prove the shop rigged the test, you may get it thrown out. It will be a tough fight though. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The smog tech didn't let us in the working area because he said his boss would be mad, so we politely walked to the outside area. I would like to hear your story and the location of the shady business you are speaking.  I'll send you an email with my email if you feel it is wrong to point fingers on a public forum otherwise please post for all of us to read.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B> Now you are kind of screwed, being registered as a gross polluter. You have to go a check only center now, which is much more strict mod-wise.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Very screwed. I'm trying to put everything back to stock and I do not have stock parts on hand.  What on the list of mods do you think I should put back to stock for the check only center?<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B>You should always pre-test a car in a smog check 2 area. My Talon just failed a pre test, and would have been a gross polluter, just because the vacuum diagram for 1990 is wrong for the EGR valve.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Excuse my ignorance but what shop in the bay area does a pre-test?  This is exactly what I am looking for right now.  I put in a new o2 sensor, plugs, plug wires, and checked the egr valve. I believe the egr valve is functional now.  I would like to know if I will pass smog before I go to the actual test. <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B>Are you on the Bay Area DSM's list? Congrats on the car, that's a nice VR4. I bet it will scream once it's tuned. Make sure you get the fuel trims back in line before you smog it again though, they were pretty far out if I remember correctly.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I just joined the BADsm list.  I will definitely tune the car before I do anything rash. <BR>Thanks for the heads up.<P>DongeR615 <BR><p>[This message has been edited by DongeR615 (edited 12-15-2002).]||207.214.211.150||reg||1
Z||000015||AWDpower||12-16-2002||02:50 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||Any shop should be able to do a pre-test. It's the same thing, only it doen't count and isn't reported. Shops generally charge less for the pre-test then the real test, and some even don't charge for it if you pass. If you pass, then they just do the real test immediately after. It kind of defeats the purpose of smog check 2, and just costs us more to test our cars. It's almost a must though, since the slightest thing can cause your car to be a gross polluter. Most smog test 2 shops suggest a pre-test.<P>Jason K.<P>||67.192.100.79||reg||1
Z||000016||DongeR615||12-25-2002||03:42 AM||||Whoa! I Passed smog on Monday at a test only site called Greenslip on El Camino and got the car registered on Tuesday. There was a 15 min wait at the DMV. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/cool.gif">  Now I got to put back all the Mods. <P>Thanks for everyones input and help<BR>happy holidays. <BR>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.212.206||reg||10
Z||000017||Romanova||12-25-2002||07:09 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||FWIW, there is no visual cat inspection in WA... and you CAN pass without a cat if your motor is tuned up just right. My Scirocco has no cat and passes with flying colors.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000018||16GVR4||12-28-2002||12:11 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||If your car is marked as gross polluter, do you have to go a test only shop for all subsequent smog tests ?<P><P>------------------<BR>||64.166.23.2||reg||1
Z||000019||DongeR615||12-30-2002||03:07 AM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 16GVR4:<BR><B>If your car is marked as gross polluter, do you have to go a test only shop for all subsequent smog tests ?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I asked the secretary if I had to go to the test only site after I got marked as a gross polluter and the secretary said it depends on what the notice in the mail states when I recieve the renewal letter. <P>she also said... by JUNE there be will some big changes. Most of the cars on the road will have to go to TEST-only sites.<P>EEK!!! <P>As you may know people now, get randomly drawn to go to test-only sites as stated on their DMV renewal letters.<P>DongeR615<P><P>------------------<BR>||207.214.211.130||reg||1
Z||000020||16GVR4||12-30-2002||03:53 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||DongeR615: Congratz on passing smog.. What did you have to take out to get the car to pass ?<P>------------------<BR>||64.165.200.206||reg||1
Z||000021||GVR-4||12-30-2002||04:21 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Dude! I really feel sorry for you guys who live in California! I'm lucky. I think North Carolina is 20-30 years behind the times. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.60.100||reg||1
Z||000022||DongeR615||12-31-2002||12:55 AM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 16GVR4:<BR><B>DongeR615: Congratz on passing smog.. What did you have to take out to get the car to pass ?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Thanks..it was too much work!!!! Stock intercooler, stock intercooler piping, stock air intake, ngk wires, egr valve, fuel pressure regulator for visual.  <P>Replaced with new spark plugs, egr valve, and new PVC valve. <P>Barrowed stock air intake, ic piping, turbo, stock injectors, and Fuel pump. Rerouted the boost controller so it was stock. <P>After this, the car ran super clean! fuel trims with pocket logger are 127% at low and 99% at mid and high. <P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.212.43||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001160.cgi
A||||11||stupidweirdo||super idle surge.....||||1||
Z||000000||stupidweirdo||12-12-2002||01:07 AM||stupidweirdo@email.com||I'm having an major idle surge problem. Surges while idleing but while driving if I let off of the gas to decelerate its delayed a second the then backs off real hard causing a jerk forward, same when i try to acelerate again, jerks hard. and if im sitting still and i rev it, it revs up and stays there for a second after i let off. I have a few dsms, not new to the game but this is driving me nuts. checked all sensors, have datalogger, eliminated or redone all vaccum lines, caps are new, im stuck thinking im gunna buy a new ISC even tho it seemed to test fine and i tried another out of a car that was running fine about a year ago.   Help please, sorry about the length.||216.65.173.1||reg||1
Z||000001||Invader||12-12-2002||01:25 AM||jconroy@vnponline.com||Did you eliminate the water lines running to the TB?||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000002||stupidweirdo||12-12-2002||02:00 AM||stupidweirdo@email.com||yes. i thought maybe the slightly cooler temps there could make a difference but it was doing it when it was warmer outside and nothing changes from when i start the car to when its warmed up.||216.65.173.1||reg||1
Z||000003||Invader||12-12-2002||04:05 AM||jconroy@vnponline.com||If you've eliminated the TB water lines, then the FIAV isn't closing and you're idle is too high for the ISC to bring it back down.  I've got the same issues on cold days until I go WOT a few times and then shut the car off, let it sit a while, and restart it...apparently the underhood heat causes the FIAV to close after it sits a while.  *shrug*<P>Either hook your water lines back up to the TB, or seal off the FIAV.<P>I sealed my FIAV on my '90 with great results using RTV, but the valve is of a different design on the '91+ TB setup.  Apparently there's an screw on the FIAV that will allow you to adjust the valve until it's sealed off completely, keeping it from bypassing air around the throttle and keeping your idle nice and low, letting the BISS and ISC do their jobs properly.<P>Damned FIAV is just an emmissions device to bring your engine up to temperature quickly by idling higher until your coolant comes up to a set temperature.  There's no downside to sealing the FIAV if you've eliminated the water lines...||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000004||stupidweirdo||12-12-2002||08:26 PM||stupidweirdo@email.com||thank ya sir. thats what it was, fixed a friends that was doing the same thing too. both worked great even in the low 30 degree  weather||216.65.161.124||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||12-12-2002||09:53 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||in florida, you can probably get away without the fiav.  in michigan, i dont see how.  as it gets colder, it will get worse without the fiav.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000006||Invader||12-13-2002||12:05 AM||jconroy@vnponline.com||Worse than?  It's only for cold-start warm up...the ISC is what keeps your idle set.  Granted I don't have ultra-cold weather down here, but once your engine comes up to temp (which is maybe a 1-2 mile drive for me) the FIAV is closed anyway.||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000007||stupidweirdo||12-13-2002||03:38 AM||stupidweirdo@email.com||well if it don't work when it gets real cold i have a spare TB and i'll just put it on with the coolant lines.  its working great in my galant, very soft slow surge somtimes still but i have been getting o2 sensor codes once and a while.  meanwhile on my friends 92 gs-t its not. pluged the fiav, still surging,slightly different but still a hjarsh surge. checked ISC, it was bad, put on a spare one that tested good, still surged. checked TPS, little flakey replaced with spare and adjusted, still surging. now the surge comes and goes and its throwing a TPS error at idle. hes picking up a o2 sensor and tps tommarow or next week. till then any other ideas.....thanks||216.65.161.23||reg||1
Z||000008||Invader||12-13-2002||03:45 AM||jconroy@vnponline.com||How did you seal the FIAV?  When I did my '90 with RTV, it blew a hole through the RTV after a day or two.  I eventually RTV'ed it with the Mitsu RTV and let it set for a weekend before reinstalling the TB and didn't have any issues after that.<P>I'm going to have to pull my TB and adjust my FIAV closed sometime next week.  Hopefully it's as easy as adjusting a screw to close it off (that's what I've been told, anyway).||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000009||stupidweirdo||12-13-2002||03:51 AM||stupidweirdo@email.com||i didn't see a screw, and i used jb quik on both. and i looked to see if it had got a leak around the epoxy while it was off those 7 times today and it was still sealed fine. i hate being baffled.......||216.65.161.23||reg||1
Z||000010||Turborich||12-13-2002||11:27 AM||turborich@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by stupidweirdo:<BR><B>I'm having an major idle surge problem. Surges while idleing but while driving if I let off of the gas to decelerate its delayed a second the then backs off real hard causing a jerk forward, same when i try to acelerate again, jerks hard. and if im sitting still and i rev it, it revs up and stays there for a second after i let off. I have a few dsms, not new to the game but this is driving me nuts. checked all sensors, have datalogger, eliminated or redone all vaccum lines, caps are new, im stuck thinking im gunna buy a new ISC even tho it seemed to test fine and i tried another out of a car that was running fine about a year ago.   Help please, sorry about the length.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I'm having the exact same problems... I didn't play with the FIAV yet... I really don't know where that screw is located on the TB either. I just replaced my ISC and $40 later... no good. Let me know what to do if you could.. Thanks alot!<P>Rich <BR>1946/2000<BR>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000011||ProudDSM||12-13-2002||11:50 PM||||This write up covers every possible cause, except for ecu caps. One of the main symptoms of leaking caps is weak or dead ISC motor drive.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html</A> <P>For me it was a combination of torn vacuum line and weak ISC output. The temporary solution was to hook up a good ecu to allow the isc to close, then disconnect the ISC plug and use my flaky ECU. The problem with this is I have to set the idle around 1k or else too much load on the engine will cause it to stall.<P>-George||66.24.80.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001161.cgi
A||||5||HKS VR-4||Water Pump leaking???||||9||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||12-12-2002||02:21 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I need help!!!...my water pump is leaking somewhere and I'm not really sure. I know there's an O-ring where the metal coolant pipe connects to the pump. Could that be it??? I tried to look up Vfaq and couldn't find anything. It drips on top of the alternator, gets all over the oil filter, and some near the under crank pulley. I don't think the water pump itself is out, I didn't feel any play on the shaft. <BR>Any ideas??? THANKS!!! :-)||12.81.125.226||reg||9
Z||000001||ken inn||12-12-2002||10:57 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||there are a couple of lines that connect to the sandwich oil cooler, and if you have a pinhole leak, it will shoot coolant all over the place, and you will go nuts trying to find the leak.  that pipe you are talking about does have an o ring where it connects to the water pump, i have never heard of it going, but i have read several posts about the oil cooler inlet/outlet leaking.  and, one of those suckers is a sumbitch to get at.  another reason to lose the sandwich, and convert to the 90 air to air cooler.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||12-12-2002||12:36 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>there are a couple of lines that connect to the sandwich oil cooler, and if you have a pinhole leak, it will shoot coolant all over the place, and you will go nuts trying to find the leak.  that pipe you are talking about does have an o ring where it connects to the water pump, i have never heard of it going, but i have read several posts about the oil cooler inlet/outlet leaking.  and, one of those suckers is a sumbitch to get at.  another reason to lose the sandwich, and convert to the 90 air to air cooler.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I'll check that out as soon as my finals for school is over. At least school will be out for me and I have time to work on it. Do you happen to have diagrams on it??? If the oil cooler is crushed and is leaking, wouldn't it be mixing coolant and oil together???Also, is there a link where I can look into converting it to a air to air cooler??? I checked vfaq and couldn't find anything. THANKS!!!<P><BR>[This message has been edited by HKS VR-4 (edited 12-12-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by HKS VR-4 (edited 12-12-2002).]||12.81.125.152||reg||1
Z||000003||998||12-12-2002||01:10 PM||||I agree with the post about the hoses. I learned the hard way. replaced the headgasket and waterpump and everything that goes with them, only to find out that the hose by the oil filter blew out. check all of your hoses. Have your waterpump replaced when you change the timing belt.||63.232.53.184||reg||1
Z||000004||beavis||12-12-2002||01:21 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||replace all your hoses at the same time.  if one has sprung a leak, the rest are probably not far off. remember our cars are over a decade old.||138.23.82.77||reg||1
Z||000005||HKS VR-4||12-12-2002||01:43 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Yea, I'll check everything.....I hope it's only hoses....it's a really slow leak I think. It becomes noticable when the car sits on my garage overnight. But when I'm out driving around, parked for like an hour or two, nothing drips. ||12.81.85.205||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001162.cgi
A||N||9||littlefella||Gallant VR4 Conrod and piston upgrade||||1||
Z||000000||littlefella||12-12-2002||06:50 AM||xtrememick@yahoo.co.uk||Just to let you know, at present I have a project to improve a 6A13 engine in a Gallant VR4. This engine has melted a piston very badly, so the owner wishes for me to upgrade the internals and fit an ECU.<P>     On inspection of the internals of this engine, the con-rods are very weak, the beams are about the diameter of my index finger (and I am only a small person) and the pistons are also very weak.<P>    As there are no high performance aftermarket parts available for this engine I have just consigned my con-rod and piston manuafacturers to make me one set of rods and one set of pistons, so if you are interested I can order more to bring the price down.  <P>     The con-rods are to the same specification as the Evo rods that are on our website <A HREF="http://www.xtreme-uk.net" TARGET=_blank>www.xtreme-uk.net</A> <P>    If you are interested, please contact me ASAP as I must get this project underway.<P>   Best Regards<P>  Mick<P>||62.49.42.34||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||12-12-2002||09:10 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Isn't the 6a13 the new engine, 2.5 twin turbo? If it is, thats too bad because we don't have that model vr4 here. Ours is the E39 with a 4G63T. Ross pistons can make you a custom set of four for about $360. <P>Correct me if I'm wrong.<P>Thanx<p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 12-12-2002).]||207.74.110.36||reg||1
Z||000002||littlefella||12-12-2002||09:36 AM||xtrememick@yahoo.co.uk||   Yes you are correct. V6 2.5 litre twin turbo. Didn't realise that that was not a US model, but there is a whole world out there.<BR>  Yes I know about Ross pistons, my company is the UK importer.<BR>   We are a very large Mitsubishi specialist, especially with the 4G63 engine and engine management systems. <BR>  Cheers and thank you.<BR>  Mick||62.49.42.34||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||12-12-2002||01:25 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||if you need rods check with eagle or crower here in the stats.||138.23.82.77||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||12-12-2002||03:07 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Why don't you send it over here, I'll check it out for you.||67.36.190.9||reg||6
Z||000005||littlefella||12-12-2002||05:02 PM||xtrememick@yahoo.co.uk||I have my own rod manafacturer,(the best US one) I just wanted to know if anybody needed rods for this engine, we could get together and make it cheeper.. There are no rods available as I can find, I know all these companys..<BR>  Cheers||62.64.166.6||reg||1
Z||000006||sleeper||12-12-2002||07:07 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by littlefella:<BR><B>I have my own rod manafacturer,(the best US one) I just wanted to know if anybody needed rods for this engine, we could get together and make it cheeper.. There are no rods available as I can find, I know all these companys..<BR>  Cheers</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You might want to try an Avenger club or somthing.<BR>I see you posted on about every board possible related to Mitsubishi. (spam?)<P>And what a hell is the deal with you UK guys and Cheers?<BR>Man, that show is so old  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>||66.136.187.151||reg||1
Z||000007||littlefella||12-13-2002||04:26 AM||xtrememick@yahoo.co.uk||NO spam mate, I have a customer and I want to get the best prices for him, if there are other people out there who can help and benifit from it, all the better, consumer power I think it is called. <BR>  Oh and I am an Australian....<BR> So see ya down the pub for a tinnie mate... and don't bring the missus, there are lots of shielas here.||62.64.201.228||reg||1
Z||000008||a_santos||12-13-2002||02:35 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Checked out your site, very nice specimens of EVOs, except for that automatic one. <BR>Does ralliart make any parts specific for our cars (e39 4g63t)? If they do, and you can get them, you should post here because many of us are interested in ralliart parts, but cannot get them. <P>Don't mind the wankers on this site giving you crap about spam. <P>Cheers<P>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000||207.74.111.94||reg||1
Z||000009||littlefella||12-13-2002||02:45 PM||xtrememick@yahoo.co.uk||Hi,<BR>   We can do some parts, check <A HREF="http://www.coordsport.com" TARGET=_blank>www.coordsport.com</A>  as it is the sister company that handles most of that stuff and clothing and jackets.<BR>  Engine parts are easy, but that has not been a current model since about 1990 and the engine has changed since 1996. They rotated the engine in the engine bay 180 degrees and "mirror imaged" the cyl head so the turbo is still in the front. You will see this engine in the Evo 8 that you will get in January I believe. If you have any questions feel free to email me, no worries.<BR> Cheers<BR>  Mick<BR>   ||62.64.228.240||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001163.cgi
A||||7||rigd||Fitting intercooler.||||5||
Z||000000||rigd||12-12-2002||12:22 PM||ryaor1@cs.com||I have a intercooler that I just recently took off of my 1G GSX. <BR>The dimensions are 33.5(endtank to endtank) x 6 x 3.5. <BR>This thing almost filled the whole front of my GSX.<P>Do you guys think it will fit in a GVR4?<P>If not, I'll sell it.<P>Thanks.<P>||66.125.172.71||reg||5
Z||000001||number3||12-12-2002||12:44 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by rigd:<BR><B>I have a intercooler that I just recently took off of my 1G GSX. <BR>The dimensions are 33.5(endtank to endtank) x 6 x 3.5. <BR>This thing almost filled the whole front of my GSX.<P>Do you guys think it will fit in a GVR4?<P>If not, I'll sell it.<P>Thanks.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Depends on where in the inlet and outlets are and how much you want to cut.<P>Harry||65.206.113.25||reg||1
Z||000002||BossGVR4||12-12-2002||12:49 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||How much bumper are you willing to cut ?||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000003||rigd||12-12-2002||03:23 PM||ryaor1@cs.com||Endtanks are left to right(33.5 inches)<BR>Cutting bumper.....I'm willing to take the whole metal bumper out as long as I can reinstall the front face on.<P>||64.165.204.16||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||12-12-2002||04:05 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||It will fit if you want to cut. You may have to redo the inlet/outlets.<BR>You can fit a large core if your not scared of the sawzall!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||rigd||12-12-2002||10:16 PM||ryaor1@cs.com||When you say I have to cut.....we are talking about the metal bumper, right?<P>If so, then using a saws all is not a problem.||66.125.173.246||reg||1
Z||000006||a_santos||12-12-2002||11:28 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||No, it won't fit. Better sell it to me for $200 <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||207.74.110.122||reg||1
Z||000007||rigd||12-13-2002||05:57 PM||ryaor1@cs.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by a_santos:<BR><B>No, it won't fit. Better sell it to me for $200  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Ahaha!! No thanks.<BR>A friend of mine offered me more than that. I've only owned it for 6 months. Flows around the 750cfm area. I use to get positive reaction from people that see this thing mounted up front, but now it sits in my closet for now. <P><BR>||64.165.204.84||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001164.cgi
A||||2||Ryan136||Willbad caps cause the car to skip, lack of power,engine light after driving?||||1||
Z||000000||Ryan136||12-12-2002||01:51 PM||||Quick question. Will bad caps cause the car to have  no power, an check engine light, skip after driving the car anywhere from 20min to an hour?<P><BR>As most of you know my car does this and after the dealer replaced the cam and crank sensor and the drive transistor it still has the same problem. No change at all.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-12-2002||03:02 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Honestly, just replace them already!||67.36.190.9||reg||1
Z||000002||Ryan136||12-12-2002||04:33 PM||||I plan to. Its just that right now this problem is for the dealer and im not touching anything untill this is all sorted out. im just helping them look in the right direction. If I get a bunch of people telling me that yes the bad caps will cause that then im gunna let them know.||205.188.209.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001165.cgi
A||||5||369of1000||2g MAF horsepower?||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||12-12-2002||06:01 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I was just looking over the turbo mag articles. In them, they rated the TRE MASC as "capable of flowing over 650hp". It is my intent to use the 2g MAF. I was curious, does anyone know what the 2g MAF is "capable" of?<P>ps - I'm not sure I believe the 650hp claim.||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||12-12-2002||06:03 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||It's good for 10's in the 1/4 mile.  ||129.120.255.198||reg||1
Z||000002||369of1000||12-12-2002||06:21 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Definitely good enough for me.<P>thanks for the quick reply.<P>Question #2<BR>Has anyone used the Dejon 3" Intake Pipe for 2gMAS and 20g & similar turbos? Will it fit in our car? Also, I planned on upgrading the intake first and the turbo later. Will this fit on a 14b, or is the 20g fitment different?||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000003||mitsuvr4||12-12-2002||07:19 PM||||I don't have personal experience on the product, but I remember reading that the 3" Dejon intake won't fit on a 14b or 16G housing IF the wastegate actuator is there.  You could maybe play with relocating the wastegate actuator, don't know?<P>I'd find a long coupler that goes 2.5" to 3" and see if you could make it fit until the 20G is purchased.<P>Good luck,<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||156.99.90.179||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||12-12-2002||11:28 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I dont know about a Dejon setup,but a 2-3" (14b) silicone adapter like RRE sells will fit with the stock actuator,but you will have to carefully bend the hose nipple.||129.71.114.180||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||12-13-2002||01:56 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ian M:<BR><B> I dont know about a Dejon setup,but a 2-3" (14b) silicone adapter like RRE sells will fit with the stock actuator,but you will have to carefully bend the hose nipple.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Ian is right, the Dejon 3" 1G and 2G style pipes will work with a 14b/16g if you slightly bend the wastegate nipple out of the way.  I run the 3" full-length Dejon 1G pipe and use a silicone reducer to the stock turbo sized inlet.  I used some pliers to barely bend the wastegate nipple out of the way, and the fit is perfect.  14b and 20g intake pipe fitment is similar, since the 20g inlet is small enough to still work with a stock intake pipe.  <P>The 3" Dejon intake is one of the best mods I put on the car with the 14b.  ||129.120.255.198||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001166.cgi
A||||15||blacksheep||Are 16x7 inch wheels good enough ?||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||12-12-2002||06:39 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I was wondering if a lighter set of 16x7 inch wheels would be worthwhile as compared to spending assloads on volk racing or advan for a set of 16x7.5 or 16x8.5?<P>Also, wondering what the widest tire can be strapped on  a 16x7 inch wheel, 215's or 225's?<P>My archive searching was futile. Thanks in advance...||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||smokindav||12-12-2002||07:05 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Good enough for what, KC?  Pimpin', drag racing, autox, road racing?<P>225 is the widest that you should put on a 7" rim.  If you go up to 8"+ you can do 245s.<P>The problem is getting the right offset so that the 8" plus wheels don't stick out past the fenders in front.<P>Dave<BR>||64.6.85.241||reg||1
Z||000002||91 #680||12-12-2002||09:58 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||you cant go wrong with 17's on a sleeper(GVR-4)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-12-2002||10:45 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Mostly draggin..if I wanted to pimp 19s and airbags - for sure   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by blacksheep (edited 12-12-2002).]||12.216.36.127||reg||10
Z||000004||Compressed||12-13-2002||12:19 AM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||So 225's will work on a 7" rim.  Thats great.  Will 225s on a 16 or 17" rim with proper offset lead to any rubbing problems on our cars.  225's is what I want to run, hopefully Azenis.  I think 225's only come in 17's for that tire.  <P>||216.126.176.79||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||12-14-2002||01:06 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i'm putting a set of 16x7 alt rims on my car if the 225's fit i'll let you know.||138.23.82.78||reg||1
Z||000006||drew||12-14-2002||05:25 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||I just bought a 90 GSX with 16X7 TSWs Don't know what the offset is, but the rears are flush and the front stick out a little. 225/50 is what's on the car.<P>drew||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000007||pudhed||12-14-2002||07:31 PM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||I've got a set of 225/45/16 Kumhos on 16x7 40mm offset Rotas, they just barely fit.||66.218.52.237||reg||1
Z||000008||Martin Chilcote||12-14-2002||09:00 PM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by pudhed:<BR><B>I've got a set of 225/45/16 Kumhos on 16x7 40mm offset Rotas, they just barely fit.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hey Pudhed,<BR>I'm thinking about Rota Slipstreams in 16X7, full polished with same size tires as your selection. Where'd you get yours ? How about posting a couple of pics ?<BR>||66.139.167.79||reg||6
Z||000009||pudhed||12-15-2002||04:50 PM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org|| <A HREF="http://meatchunks.dhs.org/~smaug/gallery.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://meatchunks.dhs.org/~smaug/gallery.htm</A> <BR>||66.218.52.237||reg||1
Z||000010||hibern8||12-16-2002||12:29 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i was thinking of going with bronze rota attacks in 17s. with a 225/45 17 tire. any suggestions on offset?||63.62.130.196||reg||1
Z||000011||markrieb||12-16-2002||03:02 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||7" wheels need about 40mm of offset<BR>8" wheels need about 35-37mm of offset.<P>Mark Rieb<BR>I need to write this all up again for the FAQ section...||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000012||thon||12-17-2002||01:04 AM||thon@optonline.net||i have some 16x7 +42 offset volk te-37 for sale in classifieds <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1
Z||000013||911307||12-17-2002||03:06 PM||tonytistabap@hotmail.com||i'm getting some17x7's and on the old mofugas tire fit chart it said it was possible to fit 235/40/17 has any bogy tried that size and does it fit? i like to keep the speedo reading as close as possible thanks<P>------------------<BR>||198.81.26.143||reg||1
Z||000014||Garfield Wright||12-18-2002||12:44 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||225 40 18  <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/gallery.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/gallery.htm</A> <P>------------------<BR>||66.176.225.140||reg||10
Z||000015||markrieb||12-18-2002||12:03 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I have a set of 17x7's with Yoko A008R's in 235/40/17.  I haven't bolted them up to my car yet, but they came off of another GVR-4.<P>These will be my new race wheels.  Although, I still think a set of Volks in 16x8.5 with some 245/45/16's are the hot ticket.<P>Mark<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001167.cgi
A||||3||JSTYLE||VR4 Rice?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||12-13-2002||07:08 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Just some pics of my car after some "sleeper" mods to it:<P> <IMG SRC="http://mccr.madcars.org/msgboard/uploads/151165-DCP_0005.JPG"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://mccr.madcars.org/msgboard/uploads/151174-DCP_0016.JPG"> <P>No it isnt a real blitz cooler.. im just a rice boi :P<P> <IMG SRC="http://mccr.madcars.org/msgboard/uploads/151179-DCP_0017.JPG"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/clear_cai.jpg"> <P>Above you can see the left hand rear clear corner has been taken out for some mesh and some piping for my CAI! This works like a treat!<P>I thought all the mesh was pratical cos it hides my cooler and also protects it from rocks etc..<P>Jon||203.173.161.201||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||12-13-2002||02:29 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||The IC looks very nice. What size is it? I think you should do the mesh again to match the mesh on the grill. If you paint it black, it will match even better. You should have put the mitsu logo on the IC for that rally car look. <P>Abhay Santos<P> #352/2000||207.74.111.94||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||12-13-2002||04:49 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||The I/C is only a baby one, it comes in at a core size of 620x220x50 im after an upgrade sooner rather then later. Anyways im going to re-mesh the grill in silver mesh too  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> Just havent had time to do it!<P>Jon||203.173.161.201||reg||1
Z||000003||JSTYLE||12-14-2002||06:21 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||During testing the CAI thru the side indicators seem to be working really well feeding enuff air into the box for the filter to breathe in!<P>Jon||203.173.160.31||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001168.cgi
A||||6||silly4turbo||VR4 Mechanic's||||1||
Z||000000||silly4turbo||12-13-2002||09:14 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||hey all, this is for all the<BR>New England Area people, who's your<BR>top choice for mechanic's ? or does<BR>everyone do their on work ? and<BR>how much should I be expecting to pay<BR>for Timing belt replacment ? <BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||1
Z||000001||udriveu||12-13-2002||09:58 AM||udriveu@hotmail.com||I'm lucky enough to be right down the street from Pruven Performance in Milford, CT (www.pruvenperformance.com). They love DSM owners and are great guys too. Might be a bit of a hike from boston just for a timing belt, but I just feel the need to sing their praises. one of the few AWD dynos too!<P>#1752<P>-forgot to mention, their eclipse got a write up in this month's sport compact car.<p>[This message has been edited by udriveu (edited 12-13-2002).]||24.45.16.78||reg||1
Z||000002||silly4turbo||12-13-2002||10:33 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com|| looks and sounds like a great place...<BR>thanks for the tip ... it's a bit of a hike<BR>but we'll see when it comes time next month<BR>to get the work done if a buddie will<BR>follow me down ? they have definalty<BR>done some nice work ! ||129.44.165.2||reg||1
Z||000003||thon||12-14-2002||02:03 PM||thon@optonline.net||If you come down drop me or udriveu an email.  it'd be cool to meet other jgronline members/vr4 owners (i dont have one, but have sr20det powered 240)<P>anyway, i live about 4 miles from pruven.<P>thon<BR> (thon@optonline.net)||24.45.19.72||reg||1
Z||000004||silly4turbo||12-14-2002||02:42 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||no dought, If I'm down that way at all,<BR>it would be cool to meet another memeber...<BR>I'll let you know what I end up doing...<BR>and hopefully post some pic's of the end result <BR>cheers :-) <BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||6
Z||000005||Pappy||12-14-2002||03:45 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||It appears that I'm not the only GVR4 in Boston as I had previously thought  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">  I like to do most of my work myself.  But I'm on the lookout for a good mechanic too for those jobs that I just don't feel like doing.||24.60.210.147||reg||1
Z||000006||mdpvr4||12-14-2002||09:40 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||hey thon thats a sweet set up you have there with the 240. i used to have one and i loved it. but now we have a sr20det pulsar in a G20 the thing hauls some serious ass!!! <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif">||32.102.170.162||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001169.cgi
A||N||3||BeauDiddley||ECU Caps||||1||
Z||000000||BeauDiddley||12-13-2002||11:36 AM||bojones69@hotmail.com||I've heard a-lot about the ECU caps needing replaced in the 91-91 galants. I know that my 91 probably hasn't had this done.  113000 miles, had to replace water pump, timing belt, and heater core and the transfer case recall was not done when I got the car.  I was fortunate to buy the car from a (pardon me) stupid ass, that did not know anything about the car and sold me a money pit. Well, So far the car is on it's way to getting better, I need a new 5-speed tranny, and As far as the ECU?  Once in a great while my car does  not like to start.   It idles funny once in a great while.  Sounds like ECU to me.   Who do I contact for the ECU cap replacement.  How much does it cost. Thanks, Maybe I will keep the car?  Beau||206.176.96.69||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||12-13-2002||11:50 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Who do I contact for the ECU cap replacement. How much does it cost. <P>Search. We were just discussing this and it has been covered a bunch - Keydiver is one option...<BR>"moneypit" - hmmm, I think everyone on here expects to sink some $$ into these.  Some do start off worse than others though.<BR>||167.142.21.144||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR-4||12-18-2002||10:47 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Here's another, which I HIGHLY recommend:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.ecmfinders.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecmfinders.com/</A> <P>Give them a call and see what you think.<P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.50.129||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-18-2002||11:08 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||keydiver IS the man on the caps.  he does them for free, and sometimes he even has a loaner for you.  having done this myself, i would GLADLY send it out and pay for it to be done.  even if you have a steady hand, the equipment will cost you 30-50 bucks, and then, if you do them like me, whomever looks at the board after that will think some novice did them.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001170.cgi
A||||13||a_santos||$175 for present. What to get?||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||12-13-2002||02:18 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<P>I have a budget of $175 for a x-mas present. I want something for #352/2000, my Galant. What should I get? I already have a boost gauge, turbo timer and K&N filter. <P><BR>Thanx.<p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 12-13-2002).]||207.74.111.94||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-13-2002||02:32 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||A MBC and 14psi.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">||67.36.181.106||reg||1
Z||000002||Compressed||12-13-2002||02:40 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.pocketlogger.com" TARGET=_blank>www.pocketlogger.com</A> <P>Best thing that I've purchased yet.  It has clued me in to a bunch of things I needed to address, becuase it really lets you know whats happening with the car.  <P>If you already have a palm this should be right in the $ ballpark.  Little more if you dont have a palm, but they can be obtained pretty cheaply on the net.<BR>||216.126.176.160||reg||1
Z||000003||a_santos||12-13-2002||02:45 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I already have a datalogger. But thanx for the sugestion.||207.74.111.94||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||12-13-2002||02:52 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||hmmm...you could buy me a ND fuel pump or for yourself: you could get an EGT gauge. ||167.142.22.215||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||12-13-2002||03:44 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||K&N air filter, battery relocation kit, and a test pipe. ||129.120.255.198||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||12-13-2002||04:49 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Race gas certificates...||65.206.113.25||reg||1
Z||000007||Ian M||12-13-2002||06:55 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| If you have a welder,you could fab a "3 exhaust. Or you could buy a 2.5in downpipe,and for about $100 more,fab an exhaust too...||129.71.114.242||reg||7
Z||000008||ken inn||12-13-2002||09:06 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||lottery tickets, win 25 mil, buy mitsubishi motors.  HEY, it could happen.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000009||DSMotorsport||12-14-2002||11:56 AM||jonescri@earthlink.net||have a local muffler shop make you a testpipe and catback.  look on ebay for a cheapo 2.5" muffler.||207.162.134.129||reg||1
Z||000010||a_santos||12-14-2002||04:23 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I think I will get a 3" press bent donwpipe back. My friend is giving me his Borla Xr1 3" muffler, barely used. Should come out very nice. It will be loud though, until I get a resonator, and a high flow cat. <BR>I'm still open to suggestions though. <P>  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSMotorsport:<BR><B>have a local muffler shop make you a testpipe and catback.  look on ebay for a cheapo 2.5" muffler.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||166.90.239.211||reg||1
Z||000011||a_santos||12-14-2002||10:28 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||After much consideration I have decided on two things:<P>Walbro 255lph fuel pump ($105 on dsmparts.com)<BR>And a manual boost controller ($49)<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">||166.90.229.33||reg||3
Z||000012||Ian M||12-15-2002||12:19 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Instead of a $49 MBC,You might want to try a Grainger valve. Its ball/spring,and will work just as well until 20psi (it's as high as it will go,after that you'll have to experiment with stretching the spring or finding a stiffer one). Theres a couple VFAQs on making one. Best part is that its under 8 bucks. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P> <P> ||129.71.115.103||reg||7
Z||000013||Hertz||12-15-2002||04:27 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Get yourself an EGT and logger for Valentine's Day.||67.37.180.30||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001171.cgi
A||N||2||blacksheep||Fuel Filter re-location question...||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||12-13-2002||09:34 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<BR>When upgrading the fuel lines, can the new fuel filter be placed close to the pump, maybe in the trunk (some rally cars have this setup, right?) and just run the SS line to the front straight to the rail...<P>I should still be able to mount the FPR on the firewall and have a pressure gauge and NPT sender etc etc, right?<P>Will this cause any problems or affect the fuel pressure in any way?<P>Thanks!<P>Harry - I am assuming this is what you have done, except you run an external pump and cell ?||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||12-13-2002||10:00 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Yes that is right. <P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-13-2002||11:25 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Thnkas, Harry!<P>So, I assume you are saying the above method is safe to perform ?<P>KC ||12.216.36.127||reg||3




ubb/Forum2/001172.cgi
A||||15||gvr4in||i made an untake, hehe||||12||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-14-2002||04:20 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||---INTAKE, not UN ---<P>Hey, Today I went down to LMS aka Lowe's Motor Sports...haha, and I made a 3" ID intake for my gvr4, out of ABS plastic, its sweet and only cost $35 bucks! Hows that for an intake? I drilled holes and put in metal barbs/nipples for the egr and crankcase lines, then got a 1" one for the bov dump...expox'ied it and sealed it up, it looks great, sanded & painted it...I'll post pics tomorrow, then if I EVER get my car back I'll post it installed... <p>[This message has been edited by gvr4in (edited 12-14-2002).]||63.202.233.30||reg||12
Z||000001||ken inn||12-14-2002||12:07 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i think the abs plastic cant take the heat.  think about it, if it could, plastic moulding for an intake would be a hell of a lot cheaper than mandrel bending, or welding.  and, when it gets real hot, and collapses or melts, you are going to be in the middle of nowhere.  make sure you carry with you all of your old stuff, and enough tools to make the switch.  if it was me, i know it would only fail when it was snowing out, at nite, no place to pull off of the road, and the batteries in the cell are low.  oh, yeah, and the wife is in the car, we are in a hurry to get to the airport, and i only brought along a lite jacket.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||TheGVR4kid||12-14-2002||12:40 PM||snakeyes2@aol.com||ive seen some 2.3 turbo mustangs running PVC intercooler pipes, they should be able to take the heat.<P> <IMG SRC="http://silverbackracing.itgo.com/pic_0096.jpg"> ||66.32.200.134||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||12-14-2002||03:47 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I've heard that PVC might not be able to take the heat.  But ABS plastic can.  I don't know anything for sure though.||24.60.210.147||reg||1
Z||000004||a_santos||12-14-2002||04:38 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I think I will be making an intake, and intercooler pipes with abs plastic. It's cheap and easy to work with. As for the heat, I don't think it's a problem. Screw paying $350 or so for a dinky 2.25" piping kit. <P>||166.90.239.211||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||12-14-2002||04:39 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>i think the abs plastic cant take the heat.  think about it, if it could, plastic moulding for an intake would be a hell of a lot cheaper than mandrel bending, or welding.  and, when it gets real hot, and collapses or melts, you are going to be in the middle of nowhere.  make sure you carry with you all of your old stuff, and enough tools to make the switch.  if it was me, i know it would only fail when it was snowing out, at nite, no place to pull off of the road, and the batteries in the cell are low.  oh, yeah, and the wife is in the car, we are in a hurry to get to the airport, and i only brought along a lite jacket.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Or if you ran a VPC computer at least you could get home.  <P>Plastic gets brittle over time and heat only speeds it up. Potatoe guns need to be remade every some many years because of this.<P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||Ian M||12-14-2002||04:41 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| A freind of mine ran a "3 "Lowes sport tuning" black pvc intake on his Galant for years (50,OOO miles or so) without any problems. He turned the battery sideways and made the intake similar to a 1g TEL set up.Its a REAL tight fit though,I didnt like how it wedged up against the fan. Another freind ran a similar setup on his Talon.<P> Id never do PVC intercooler pipes. Thats a little TOO ghetto for me  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">. I can tell you from experience that those Fernco rubber couplers WILL blow apart with boost. A freind of mine had a XR4ti that he did a cheepo IC setup (younger and broker at the time  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">)on,and it constantly blew those things apart.<P> <P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 12-14-2002).]<P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 12-14-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 12-14-2002).]||129.71.115.52||reg||1
Z||000007||a_santos||12-14-2002||06:02 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||The pipes can be insulated with the insulating blankets, like the turbo sack thing, this will keep most of the heat from the intercooler pipes, thus making them last longer and keeping the air colder. You can buy that stuff for relatively cheap. You can also get it with adhesive on side. As for the pipes coming off at high boost:<BR> <BR>Ruff up the whole area where the coupler goes over the pipe.<BR>Cut a groove for the coupler to grab better. <BR>The guy with the mustang in the picture above ran 24 psi with just cutting a groove where the coupler goes.  <P>Whats the difference between a Lowe's Motorsports piping kit and an expensive one?<P>With the Lowes, you will have money left over to go even faster.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||166.90.239.211||reg||12
Z||000008||Hertz||12-14-2002||06:31 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Maybe it works, but all I can think of when I see that piping is sewage.||67.36.185.145||reg||9
Z||000009||a_santos||12-14-2002||10:30 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||When you see the pvc piping and you think of sewage, reach in your wallet and look at all that money that is in there because you made your own kit <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"> <BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>Maybe it works, but all I can think of when I see that piping is sewage.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||166.90.229.33||reg||1
Z||000010||gvr4in||12-14-2002||11:42 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||ABS plastic is ALOT stronger and more heat-resistant than pvc piping....and the ghetto factor, I made it look good! sanded for hours! then painted it black...the heat will be no problem, i know many guys with dsm's and the same setup as i have..they've had em for miles upon miles||63.202.234.76||reg||1
Z||000011||VR6 Eater||12-15-2002||02:14 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I think I remember something about the gases that both abs and pvc give off when heated that is corrosive to aluminum.  It's been along time since this was discussed.  Just something to check out though.  I did recently hear that even heating up food with tin foil and saran wrap covering your food lets toxic gases escape during the heating process and enter your food.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000012||AWDpower||12-15-2002||02:38 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||Keep an eye on those parts. I've tried using the same stuff  to attach the dump tube to the intake on my cars. They seemed to handle the heat okay in normal driving, but failed during autocrossing. The heat made the piping shrink, almost closing itself off under the clamps. I replaced it with steel mandrel bends. <P>Jason K.||67.192.100.73||reg||1
Z||000013||VR-4play||12-17-2002||07:52 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||I was thinking about doing the plastic thing, but I think I will go about it this way... <A HREF="http://www.drwebdesign.com/mymaxima/upperintake.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.drwebdesign.com/mymaxima/upperintake.html</A> <P>As for the heat, isn't the stock one plastic?||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000014||Jon||12-17-2002||08:40 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by TheGVR4kid:<BR><B>ive seen some 2.3 turbo mustangs running PVC intercooler pipes, they should be able to take the heat.<P>  <IMG SRC="http://silverbackracing.itgo.com/pic_0096.jpg">  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That is the funniest fucking picture I've ever seen!  <P>I wonder how glorious the installer's mullet was.<P>I bet for lunch on the day of the install, he ate Popeye's chicken and washed it down with a Big Red.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000015||Hertz||12-17-2002||02:30 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.nakedhatred.com/mulletsgalore/randommulletarchive/!pix/archive01/mulletbiker.jpg"> <P>------------------<BR>858/2000||67.37.186.211||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001173.cgi
A||||8||brandongvr4||Help Please||||11||
Z||000000||brandongvr4||12-14-2002||04:38 PM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||Ok Guys, I was on my way to work and all of the sudden the car makes a click noise once and then the check engine light goes on. It totally freaked me out so I went back home. Do any of you have any idea what i might have. Im going to check my ECU right know and see if my caps are gone.<P>||12.234.58.204||reg||11
Z||000001||Hertz||12-14-2002||06:34 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I'd bet you $100 it's your caps.||67.36.185.145||reg||1
Z||000002||mdpvr4||12-14-2002||09:36 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||make sure your battery  terminals are tight too, sometimes mine would come loose and when i would hit the brakes the check engine light would come on ect...||32.102.170.162||reg||1
Z||000003||brandongvr4||12-15-2002||05:08 AM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com|| I took it out and looked at the caps, but they are fine. What i did see was that there are two small blue things that are kinda burnt. One of my friends said that they are IC's or something like that. Caps are black right? Not Blue right? Well I am going to ship it to the ECU Grand Master Jeff Monday. I hope he can save my ass.||12.234.58.204||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||12-15-2002||12:42 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||you will probably take this the wrong way, but i have NO pity on someone who does not get the caps done.  how many times i have read on this board, "i looked at the caps, and they looked fine".  then, after days and days of changing this, asking about this and that, wearing everyone out because you refuse to get them done.  i say it again, NO ONE should be allowed to post questions about running problems if the caps aint been done.  if you dont want to get them done, that is your business.  at least tell us, so i for one can ignore the post.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000005||Jon||12-15-2002||12:47 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by brandongvr4:<BR><B> I took it out and looked at the caps, but they are fine. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You usually can't see the damage until you remove the caps from the board.  <P>When you replace the caps, leave the leads kind of long so you can easily see the board under the cap.||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000006||1101||12-15-2002||01:12 PM||karns10@attbi.com||I helped Brandon yesterday,<P>I looked at his board. The caps are sitting up on the leads so they have been replaced. Some diodes like objects and resistor packs are toast. I didn't see any traces that have been blown off the board. It is beyond me so it is going to keydiver to look at.<P>Ward    ||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000007||brandongvr4||12-15-2002||02:54 PM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||Ken, yeah NO SHIT, Why would i even bother to post if i have never done my caps. Every DSM owner new or Old knows that.Another thing, when you post something like that, I don't see how anyone wouldn't take it the wrong way. You my friend need to lighten up.   ||12.234.58.204||reg||1
Z||000008||DongeR615||12-15-2002||03:33 PM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><I>Originally posted by ken inn</I><BR><B>you will probably take this the wrong way, but...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><I>Originally posted by brandongvr4</I><BR><B>I don't see how anyone wouldn't take it the wrong way.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>brandongvr4, you need to chill because ken recognized the way it might have came across.  My analogy to Ken's opinion is like not knowing how to check the oil level with the dipstick. A rant I feel everyone should know especially if they drive a car.  <P>My two cents�<BR>DongeR615<BR>||207.214.213.194||reg||6




ubb/Forum2/001174.cgi
A||||9||Turborich||1990 Tsi ECU in GVR4- Will it work?||||4||
Z||000000||Turborich||12-14-2002||04:41 PM||turborich@aol.com||I have a 90 tsi AWD ECU and was wondering if it would work and if so, what would be different... I know the non-eprom ecus will work but idk what years are applicible. Thanks<P>Rich <BR>1946/2000||205.188.208.137||reg||4
Z||000001||Turborich||12-14-2002||05:27 PM||turborich@aol.com||Also the mitsubishi part number is MD145903.<P>thanks again,<BR>rich<P>||64.12.96.72||reg||3
Z||000002||drew||12-14-2002||05:35 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||91-94 MT ECUs will work. 90 ECUs WILL NOT work.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.tmo.com/prod/eprom/faqs.shtml#noepromopt" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tmo.com/prod/eprom/faqs.shtml#noepromopt</A>  for more info on ECU interchangability<P><p>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 12-14-2002).]||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000003||Invader||12-14-2002||08:49 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||Actually, 1990 ECU's *will* work...  Just swap the wires at pins 6 and 14.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/ecuwiring.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/ecuwiring.html</A> <P>I like '90 ECU's more than the others.  With a TMO chip, the code is updated to the later, better ECU code...and they will work in ANY 1G DSM.  '91-94 ECU's won't drive the tach properly in a '90, while the '90 works fine in a '91-94.<P>Again, unless you have an EPROM and get a TMO chip...you'll wind up with smaller fuel maps and less aggressive timing curves by going to the '90 ECU.<P>Got a '90 w/ TMO in my GVR4...   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||12-16-2002||05:51 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Rich,<BR>I can swap the wires internally for you and burn a stock GVR-4 EPROM for it free of charge. They work fine. I think 2 of my 3 loaners are '90's.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.219.25||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||12-16-2002||07:25 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Invader:<BR><B>Actually, 1990 ECU's *will* work...  Just swap the wires at pins 6 and 14.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/ecuwiring.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/ecuwiring.html</A> <P>I like '90 ECU's more than the others.  With a TMO chip, the code is updated to the later, better ECU code...and they will work in ANY 1G DSM.  '91-94 ECU's won't drive the tach properly in a '90, while the '90 works fine in a '91-94.<P>Again, unless you have an EPROM and get a TMO chip...you'll wind up with smaller fuel maps and less aggressive timing curves by going to the '90 ECU.<P>Got a '90 w/ TMO in my GVR4...    <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Does the TMO gauge display and launch RPM selector work properly in a GVR4?  ||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000006||Jon||12-17-2002||08:42 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B> Does the TMO gauge display and launch RPM selector work properly in a GVR4?  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes and no.  Todd made a GVR4 version of the TMO chips that shows everything correctly on the LED boost gauge.  Harry (number3) has one of these in his car.  A DSM TMO chip will work in the car but the display will be off.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||12-17-2002||12:46 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The GVR-4 version actually has 6 gauge selections, instead of 5. Todd added a Magnified O2", or something like that, since we have 6 LED's.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.212.87||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||12-17-2002||02:01 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||That is correct.<P>------------------<BR>||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000009||markrieb||12-18-2002||11:56 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Along those lines what does each LED count for on the O2 and magnified O2 and the timing gauge.<P>I'm thinking I'll use the timing gauge most as that should tell me pretty quickly if the car is knocking.  I also have a Greedy EGT.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001175.cgi
A||N||0||blacksheep||ABS is finally off, but ...?||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||12-14-2002||05:19 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Gang<P>Taking the ABS off was quite simple actually...<P>I knew I am not going to run ABS ever again, so the lines from the ABS unit to the sitribution block and front wheels were &lt;cough&gt; trimmed off using a dremel.<P>The biggest PITA was taking the rear lines of the distribution block. They cannot be cut off as they will need re-used. Taking one side off was easy, but the other was not, I tried for 3 hours, soaked the sucka in PB Blaster, tried with a vice grip, spanner and even a monkey wrench. With no choice left, I took the dremel and cut it off right at the distribution block. <P>So, here are my questions. <P>1) I hope to re-use the same brake line.Could I flare the end again after slipping the lock-nut from one of those other lines..Is this recommended and what all tools/precautions will I need to take? <P>2) What are those errr...ABS rings on the hub or axle? If I leave them on, will it hurt the braking or can it just come off (hopefully an easy job)<P>I kow nate and Josh have done this, so has Jon, so if one of you guys could chime in and let me know, that would be great!<P>Thanks a lot! ||12.216.36.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001176.cgi
A||||5||hibern8||90 DSM Air Oil cooler Install||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||12-14-2002||09:08 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Alright heres the deal, im trying to install the oil filter housing for the air oil cooler setup. Apparently if im not mistaking the top right bolt(when you look straight on to it) is below the lower timing belt cover. Now i honestly dont feel like removing that cover cause its a complete bitch. So does anyone have any tricks to getting out that one bolt and getting it back in without going through all that work? Thanks for any help.||63.62.132.2||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||12-14-2002||09:18 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||people trim off the part off that part of the cover as a workaround||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-14-2002||09:43 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||using the housing as a guide, i made a hole in the cover with a dremel.  then, a socket with a magnet,  and BOOM!  you got it.  also, i bet you didnt know that bolt is different on the air to air oil cooler.  AND, if you are going to install senders, what i did was drive the pipe thread tap way into the housing, to where the senders just start to bottom out, then i use a crush ring.  works better that tightening the crap out of it, and if you do it with the housing off the car, you will be amazed at how much metal shavings there are.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||12-15-2002||04:29 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>...if you are going to install senders, what i did was drive the pipe thread tap way into the housing, to where the senders just start to bottom out, then i use a crush ring.  works better that tightening the crap out of it...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Genious.||67.37.180.30||reg||1
Z||000004||hibern8||12-15-2002||07:20 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||ken what is different about the bolt on the air to air oil cooler compared to the stock liquid cooled one?||63.62.132.16||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||12-15-2002||10:12 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||if memory is correct, it is longer.  i believe the non does not quite catch.  very frustrating when you cant see, and that sucker is in a hole, and you are turning and turning.||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001177.cgi
A||||6||a_santos||Dyna-batt baterry||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||12-14-2002||10:56 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Have any of you guys used this battery? It is the smallest and lightest battery on the market at 13.5lbs. Here is the link for a site that sells them.<P> <A HREF="http://www.performancedistributors.com/batteries.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.performancedistributors.com/batteries.htm</A> <P>||166.90.229.33||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4in||12-14-2002||11:38 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I want one...||63.202.234.76||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||12-15-2002||10:02 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||And before you go buying a dynabatt for a fortune, read this:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.stealth316.com/2-dynabatt.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.stealth316.com/2-dynabatt.htm</A> ||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000003||91 #680||12-15-2002||03:58 PM||detsss@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.gotbatteries.com" TARGET=_blank>www.gotbatteries.com</A> ||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000004||uno||12-15-2002||05:07 PM||corona1977@juno.com||Anyone with these low cca batteries live in the cold climates?<P>Micah.||216.187.161.39||reg||1
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||12-15-2002||06:09 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com|| <A HREF="http://co.dsm.org/users/jake/DSM/projects/dynabatt/index.shtml" TARGET=_blank>http://co.dsm.org/users/jake/DSM/projects/dynabatt/index.shtml</A> <P>That is a VFAQ and istall on the Dyna-Batt if you are interested.||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||12-17-2002||03:02 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Bumping this just in case anyone wanted more info from the thread above.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001178.cgi
A||||1||gvr4in||another exhaust ?||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-15-2002||01:09 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey I know Ive already asked about exhaust...But because of christmas gifts, etc..my budget is a little tighter than it was, so i've decided to do catback first, then get a highflo cat and a DP, would that work? and would it be smart because of my budget?  But what size??? Im having THE hardest time deciding whether to go 2.5 or 3"!!! Im thinkin 3" catback with a muffler...any suggestions? Anyone know of a pre-fabbed exhaust manufacturer? Thanks!||63.202.234.76||reg||1
Z||000001||91 #680||12-15-2002||03:57 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||go here: <A HREF="http://www.rnrracing.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rnrracing.com/</A> <BR>He's located in San Diego and he makes a 3" turbo-back for our cars...$500+whatever you want to shell out for a muffler.||68.7.184.83||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001179.cgi
A||||5||AWDpower||Intro||||1||
Z||000000||AWDpower||12-15-2002||03:40 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||Hi all, I just thought I'd introduce myself, since I'm new to this board. <P>I'm a long time DSMer. I bought my '92 GVR4<BR>a little over a year ago. It was one of those deals you dream about. The car had been abandoned, and I bought it from a tow company that didn't know what it was. It had a broken tranny, but was in great shape otherwise. I stole it for $750 <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>It's mostly stock so far, just a exhaust from the turbo back, a K&N, and a boost contoller. I've got a lot of goodies waiting to be installed, but it is very strong for being near stock. I'm looking to build it into a strong daily driver, that will also share occasional drag strip, auto-x, rallycross, and open track duties with my other cars. I've got a lot of expirience with DSMs, so hopefully I'll be able to contribute to this board.<P>Jason Kertianis<BR>'90 Talon AWD<BR>'92 GVR4<BR>'96 Eclipse GSX <P> ||67.192.100.222||reg||1
Z||000001||brandongvr4||12-15-2002||05:13 AM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||SWEAT, Well WELCOME Jason. Looks like you have the best of all the worlds, Talon, Galant VR4(for the low low low price of $750) and an Eclipse. Damm<P><BR>Some people have all the luck.<P>B||12.234.58.204||reg||14
Z||000002||a_santos||12-15-2002||10:53 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Welcome,<P>I got my 91 for $2800 with 120k and a brand new trans. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> ||64.152.157.40||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||12-15-2002||11:13 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I got a better one..About a year ago,A freind of mine and I heard about a Galant that went through a local auction;the bidding went down to under $200,and apparently not one bought it. Sunavabich!!!<BR> Well,about two weeks later,my freind was driving down the road past a shop,where he spotted a nice shape white '91 sitting out front. Naturally,he turned around and went back to check on it. It was the car we heard about! Turns out the car was donated and was not running. The auction company had sent ot to the shop to repair. The guy at the shop said it had no spark or fire (we all know what that is...),and gave my freind a contact number for a person at the auction about buying it.<BR> The next day at work he calls the guy,and the guy says to make him an offer. When he was offered $200,the guy immediatly said "can you com get it today???" Needless to say,my freind called to have a towtruck meet him at the shop on his lunch break.<BR> He got the car home,swapped the ECU from his other Galant into it,and it started right up! Its been his daily driver since... <BR> ||129.71.114.62||reg||1
Z||000004||AWDpower||12-15-2002||02:32 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||Wow, $200? I'll hear about deals like that on Talons once in a while, but those cars are usually pretty rough. You would think that the GVR4's would be owned my people that know what the car is worth.<P>I didn't have any opportunity to check out my car before i bought it. It was stored on a back lot, and covered in dirt. They were going to sell it to a junk yard. I offered $750 for it, figuring it would make a fun beater. I bugged them for three months before they sold it to me. Imagine my suprise when I found the car to be very clean, with only 101,000mi on it. The car was the victim of a bad mechanic. It had a new engine and tranny in it. The mechanic forgot to bolt the tranny mount in, resulting in the bell housing cracking in half. The funny thing is, I test drove this same car on a dealer lot three years earlier. They wanted 10 grand for it. <P>Jason K. ||67.192.100.73||reg||1
Z||000005||Ian M||12-16-2002||07:13 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yeah, good deals fall into his lap. $200 seems to be the magic number for him too. In the past year or so he's bought 2 TELs for 200,one was a '92 Laser he actually drove home,it became a 4-bolt donor.<BR> Last week he bought a '91 stealth RT for $200 with some body damage (but he works at a bodyshop,and the car came with all the panels to fix..). He called a guy about some parts for it,the guy ended up giving him a trans,freshly rebuilt heads,fresh crank and block...for free...<BR> Sounds like you got a pretty good deal. Its amazing how many people dont know what the cars are,or just dont care.I hope i can come across a deal like that sometime,Id like to get a 2nd GVR4. Funny thing is,I notice a lot of people arent content owning just one...   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 12-16-2002).]||129.71.115.236||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001180.cgi
A||||17||a_santos||Will I need a FPR?||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||12-15-2002||11:41 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I want to get a walbro 255lph pump. My setup is stock at the moment, but I think that an upgraded fuel pump is the way to start. Since my budget is low, I want to know if I can run the stock FPR with the walbro, and still get decent gas mileage? Have any of you done this? If I don't do the wiring upgrade, will this decrease the flow of the walbro, hence helping my gas mileage? <P>Thanx <P>||64.152.157.40||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||12-15-2002||12:56 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| nate pharr ran his car without an adjustable fpr, but he did admit the car ran rich at idle and low speeds.  the walbro will easily overpower the stock fpr, and you will definetly be rich.  if it were me, i would not get the pump without an adjustable fpr.  i would guess you will be rich at all speeds with stock injectors.  when i did the upgrade from stock fuel pump to the 3kgt pump, my jumptronix went from .9 to .98-.99, with NO other changes.  this tells me 2 things, first, the stock fuel pump was tired, second, i needed more fuel badly.  i didnt have a logger at that time, but i bet injector pulse width came way down, and i bet fuel trims also.<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 12-15-2002).]||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||12-15-2002||04:24 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Any recommendations for a FPR?||67.37.180.30||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-15-2002||10:17 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i got the spoolinup, it is very nice.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000004||Invader||12-15-2002||11:15 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||My ChargedAir (SpoolinUp) FPR leaks around the hose barb for the return line (where the barb is pressed into the FPR body).  Apparently they don't like returning emails, and since purchasing I have heard bad things about their customer service...be advised.<P>It's a great looking unit, and works well (holds pressure exactly as set)...unfortunately that does me no good since it leaks.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif">||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000005||Jon||12-16-2002||08:00 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Buschur Racing makes a bolt on one for $275.  Looks to be better quality than the Spoolin Up one.<P>TurboTrix takes a fuel rail and welds an AN fitting on the end.  Then it connects to a SX regulator.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000006||DSMotorsport||12-16-2002||08:48 AM||jonescri@earthlink.net||I was retailing the charged air systems (spoolinup) reg during the summer, but in July they just dropped off the face of the planet.  I haven't recieved one email, fax,return phone call since Shootout.  They were a pretty good deal for a decent product,but I do have 3 on the shelf here that leak, and since they don't have any customer/vendor service..I can't even return these for working/sellable ones.<P>I have Aeromotive regulators in stock they are dual -6 inlet/-6 return.  They need AN fittings jsut like the SX.  I do not suggest welding AN fittings to the stock rain and putting the reg directly ont he rail. The weight of the reg ususally breaks the weld and creates a huge fuel leak, could be total fire loss of your car. not worth the risk.  I either weld a fitting to the rail and run SS braided hose from rail to reg, or run the hose from a billet fuel rail that is already setup for AN fittings. both ways are not cheap.||207.162.134.111||reg||1
Z||000007||229of1000||12-16-2002||11:43 AM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B> i would guess you will be rich at all speeds with stock injectors.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>So what would adding 550's and a 2g mas, along with an s-afc do for the richness?  I've been planning on doing this same thing, and want to avoid an FPR for as long as I can, due to being broke.<BR>||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||12-16-2002||11:54 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 229of1000:<BR><B> So what would adding 550's and a 2g mas, along with an s-afc do for the richness?  I've been planning on doing this same thing, and want to avoid an FPR for as long as I can, due to being broke.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>if you are using stock fuel pump, i dont know.  but i dont think the stock pump can handle the injectors.  <P>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||12-16-2002||11:55 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSMotorsport:<BR><B>I was retailing the charged air systems (spoolinup) reg during the summer, but in July they just dropped off the face of the planet.  I haven't recieved one email, fax,return phone call since Shootout.  They were a pretty good deal for a decent product,but I do have 3 on the shelf here that leak, and since they don't have any customer/vendor service..I can't even return these for working/sellable ones.<P>I have Aeromotive regulators in stock they are dual -6 inlet/-6 return.  They need AN fittings jsut like the SX.  I do not suggest welding AN fittings to the stock rain and putting the reg directly ont he rail. The weight of the reg ususally breaks the weld and creates a huge fuel leak, could be total fire loss of your car. not worth the risk.  I either weld a fitting to the rail and run SS braided hose from rail to reg, or run the hose from a billet fuel rail that is already setup for AN fittings. both ways are not cheap.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>are all leaking in the same place?  if so, where?  since i have one, i am a bit concerned.  if they are all leaking in the same place, i would like to buy one and try to get it fixed, seeing as how mine may end up leaking, too.  <P>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000010||229of1000||12-17-2002||04:57 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B> if you are using stock fuel pump, i dont know.  but i dont think the stock pump can handle the injectors.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I meant with the Walbro 255HP.<P><P>------------------<BR>K&N w/ no air can<BR>ACT 2600<P>Exhuast is next...||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||12-17-2002||07:21 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I use a walbro 255lph, RC 550's, SAFC, Blaha, and no adjustable FPR.  I have no noticeable high pressure issues, and my fuel trims are pretty close to 100 all around.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000012||DSMotorsport||12-17-2002||09:05 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||all 3 I have leak around the barb fitting going to the return line, where the barb is just pressed in.  two leak a little, one is like thumb over a garden hose.  All three leaked on first startup after install.<P>------------------<BR>Nathan Crisman<BR>90 AWD talon 10.85@127<BR>92 GVR4 13.85@95||65.41.85.57||reg||1
Z||000013||Pappy||12-18-2002||12:00 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'm in the same boat as you, wanting to avoid a FPR.  I've been eyeing the walbro 190lph.  It supposedly supports up to 450hp, so that's good enough for me.  It also shouldn't overpower the stock fuel pressure regulator.  And I shouldn't need an SAFC until I upgrade my injectors.<P>------------------<BR>-Paul<BR>-'92 Galant VR-4  #995||24.60.210.147||reg||1
Z||000014||91vr4evolution||12-18-2002||12:19 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I fitted 720s(which are actually 800s at Mitsi pressure) with a Bosch pump, Malpassi fuel regulator and pump rewire. At a base pressure of 32psi, my mixtures (measured on a 4wd dyno) go from 13.1 (at idle) down to 12.1 at about 2500 thru to 6000ish and from there taper down (up) to 11.2(to redline). IMO an adjustable FPR if used properly is a good tool for trimming fuel mixtures, but remember it changes mixtures across the whole rev range. But it's good for moving the mixtures up or down to where a SAFC can fine tune it. Well, that's my 2 cents, anyway.<P>Mike.<P>------------------<BR>Mike||210.54.121.209||reg||1
Z||000015||Telecaster||12-18-2002||12:47 AM||telecastr@email.com||Is that 32 psi with the vac on?  I based mine to 40 psi without the vac hose connected.  My fuel trims without the AFC and with the Walbro 255 were 139%.  Then i trimmed it down to 120%. I kinda want to save gas.  What should the base fp be for the VR-4?  I heard 1G's going from 36 to 42 psi. <P>------------------<BR>||216.175.110.184||reg||1
Z||000016||91vr4evolution||12-18-2002||01:01 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Yeah, that's right, 32psi with the hose off. It needs to be leaned off in the off boost lower part of the rev range and the top of the rev range, but I'll probably get the ECU remapped. If I get it remapped, I'll wind the base pressure back to 38psi, and remap the whole rev range to improve the mixtures down low.<P>Mike. <P>------------------<BR>Mike||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000017||keydiver||12-18-2002||11:50 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Pappy:<BR><B> I've been eyeing the walbro 190lph.  It supposedly supports up to 450hp, so that's good enough for me.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I seriously doubt the Walbro 190 lph could support 450 HP. At 57 psi (37 base + 20 lbs of boost) the 190 only pushes about 130 lph, which, even at a VERY efficient .50 BSFC would only make 410 HP. And, that doesn't take into account something most people forget to factor in: pressure losses in the fuel system. When you have 57 psi at the rail, the pump is probably seeing at least 10 psi more than that. To be safe, I'd say that the Walbro 190 is a 350 HP pump, just right for a Big 16G  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.216.196||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001181.cgi
A||||2||91 #680||power ?...just curious||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||12-15-2002||04:09 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||what kind of hp/tq numbers can I expect with a 3" turbo back, denso 190lph fuel pump, re-wire, filter, and 16 lbs of boost?  All from stock.||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4in||12-15-2002||04:32 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||go to: <A HREF="http://dsmparts.com/forums/showthread.php?s=7fabaab24d7b0bb318fe105d75ec476c&threadid=131" TARGET=_blank>http://dsmparts.com/forums/showthread.php?s=7fabaab24d7b0bb318fe105d75ec476c&threadid=131</A> ||63.207.141.79||reg||1
Z||000002||udriveu||12-16-2002||02:24 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/</A> <P>look at the bottom, it has some interesting power gain charts. basicly what was in the other link in chart form.<p>[This message has been edited by udriveu (edited 12-16-2002).]||149.152.182.1||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001225.cgi
A||||3||GVR1643||Brake ?||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||12-26-2002||09:45 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Installed new front rotors on the wifes VR4 and all seemed to click right into place (as it did on mine previously), but it seems as though at least one of the pads is dragging just a bit.  Not enough to feel any pull, and the brakes work fine, but you can hear it and could actually see a small amount of steam off the rotor/pad after a very short drive (cold here). <BR> I have pulled the assembly and compressed the pistons again, but still not working properly.  Pins are greased, caliper section (where the pads slide) is greased...need suggestions.  <BR>Brakes worked properly before the new rotors were installed (minus previous warpage).<BR>TIA<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 12-26-2002).]||167.142.22.223||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||12-26-2002||11:31 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||were the old ones worn more on one side than the other?  i would suspect bad brake hose(s).  especially after a brake job, and new fluid, pads, etc. are installed, then your weak points will start to show.  the inside of the hoses deteriorate, and does not allow the piston(s) to return.  another probability is when the pads are quite worn, the pistons in the caliper will have oxidation on them, because they were extended, and when you push them back in, the piston is now not able to slide back, because of the rough surface.  if it is really bad, then the seals will tear, and you will lose brakes.  our cars have a tandem system(left front/right rear on one line, right front/left rear on the other), so even if you lose one side, it will still stop.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||12-26-2002||11:48 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks Ken.  I was wondering about the pistons, and that makes sense.  I didn't change the fluid btw.  Will probably have to have the calipers redone...<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.223||reg||1
Z||000003||broke down||12-29-2002||11:03 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||One thing you never want to do  whan changing brake components is to hang the calipers from the car by the rubber hose.  I have seen people do this many times.  It doesn't usually cause any problems, but it can tear the hose on the inside.  It can cause a caliper to drag, or not apply at all.  I could explain if need be, but just don't do it.  Hang them with wire or zip ties, you could also use duct tape if your handy!!!<P>------------------<BR>talon #1,985,564/2,648,874||68.51.68.201||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001183.cgi
A||||5||LAGVR4||No money more problems.....||||1||
Z||000000||LAGVR4||12-15-2002||08:21 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||i just fixed my boost leaks and i wanted to just take a couple hard pulls to see how my boost was holding. my car has an hks intake an mbc set at 14psi and a 3" catback everything else is stock. i just did a couple runs through 3rd and pull in to a parking lot and notice my car is smoking. at first i thought it was the brakes cause it was wet out, but i popped the hood and my turbo is glowing red and  it was blowing dark smoke from under the heat shield pretty bad. i just let it sit there and idle for a minute while i watched the turbo cool off and the smoke eventually went away. i pretty much figured the mani is cracked and or turbo housing but what is the smoke coming from? just burnt oil in the turbo or what? does this mean my turbo/seals are shot plus cracks in the housing/mani? it still pulls fairly well it spools kind of slow but i believe this is the stock turbo. not sure.  this is my daily driver and i cannot afford for it to be down that long but how much would it cost and what all do i need to run a 16g? i figure i might as well upgrade toa bigger turbo if the turbo is cashed and the mainfold is cracked. TIA||66.229.182.33||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||12-15-2002||10:15 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||what did the smoke smell like? leaks of oil from like the valve cover can easlily drip down and accumulate on the turbo.  then, when it gets really hot, it will cook.  also, if you have just installed new gaskets, when they get hot, they cook, too.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||LAGVR4||12-15-2002||11:37 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||it smells like burnt oil and was a blackish smoke but it was blowing out from under the heat shield. my head gasket does leak a little. i tried running thinner oil and it was seeping through the gaskets in some places. once i put the thicker oil in it stopped but it was leaking pretty bad before with the thin stuff.  hopefully that's all it is. thanks ken||66.229.182.33||reg||1
Z||000003||smokindav||12-17-2002||12:54 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Maybe your dipstick popped up and oil shot onto the mani?<P><BR>Dave Flaherty||64.6.85.63||reg||1
Z||000004||LAGVR4||12-26-2002||12:13 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||i found a crack in my exhaust manifold. it ended up melting my o2 sensor wire as well. i was just wondering what options are there for the manifold. ported 2nd gen or evo III? what are the pros/cons of both? <P>------------------<BR>||64.160.242.131||reg||1
Z||000005||VR-4play||12-26-2002||12:39 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by LAGVR4:<BR><B>i found a crack in my exhaust manifold. it ended up melting my o2 sensor wire as well. i was just wondering what options are there for the manifold. ported 2nd gen or evo III? what are the pros/cons of both? <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>From what I understand, the EVO3 flows better and is less prone to cracking.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001184.cgi
A||N||5||blacksheep||Brake line part no.  - CAPS help, please !||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||12-16-2002||01:57 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I need the part no. for the steel brake line that comes off the left side(passengers side) of the proportioning valve (distibution block)  and goes down and runs with the fuel lines on the drivers side bottom...Mine broke  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"> Getting the tools to fix it may be mor expensive than the line itself !!!<P>Thanks a lot!||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||12-17-2002||12:52 PM||||I am having a hard time figuring it out.  Possibly this line is not shown from what I can tell. They are also potentially different by year.  What year is the car again?<P><P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-17-2002||02:06 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||David<P>It is for a 1992 GVR4...IF you look under your hood, it is the brake line that attaches on the left port (passenger side) of the distribution block and runs down to the drivers side of the car along with the fuel feed and return line that runs to the trunk....<P>Thanks a lot!<P>KC<P>------------------<BR>||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000003||iceman69510||12-17-2002||03:17 PM||||KC,<P>Had to do some more snooping and find the correct section of CAPS (13-020). I think I have it now.<P>The line that comes out of the left port (viewed from the front of the car) that ends up at the driver's side rear brake is...(insert drumroll) MB500974.  If I have this completely wrong and you need the one that comes out of the other side of the block and goes to the passenger side of the car, that is MB500975.  They both run together down the driver's side of the car according to the illustration.<P>Hope this helps.  You may have to order from a local dealer, as I think it will be hard to ship this long part.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||12-17-2002||03:19 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||david<P>Thanks, I will check with Josh at Conecelli first, if not him, then Tallahassee Mitsubishi...<P>Any luck sourcing a front bumper yet?<P>------------------<BR>||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000005||iceman69510||12-17-2002||03:29 PM||||No, just waiting on you!  Seriously, I will buy a new one in spring if you don't have one for me by then.  I have other body and paint work to do then, and don't want it lying around until I need it (unless of course you give me yours tomorrow <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"> )<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001185.cgi
A||||6||a_santos||have any of you guys used this?||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||12-16-2002||03:02 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1874829770" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1874829770</A> <P>The above link is for an adaptor. This seems like a good deal at $25. I seems tha with this piece, you could run a fpr with -6an fittings without having to get a new fuel rail. What do you guys think?||198.111.38.123||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||12-16-2002||04:19 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I have seen that before and it looks like a nice piece. I just tapped my rail and used a 90 degree bend.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||12-17-2002||05:20 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||HA!  I got the exact same thing machined up by a local engineering firm for my car.  They stung me $120au ($60us) after quoting $90au ($45).  it sucks to live in hicksville sometimes  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif">||203.220.203.2||reg||1
Z||000003||Kibo||12-22-2002||09:10 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||My friend and I are the owners of AutoAlchemy...so yes, I am using one on my car right now...   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif">  We've been working on a number of fuel supply upgrades for DSM's; this is just the first item we've had made.<P>The particular fitting on our page does not fit the outlet end of a 1G rail (it does fit a 2G rail outlet, though).  We currently have prototypes in-hand for the 1G outlet, but it will probably be a few weeks before we have final production versions for sale, depending on our machinist's schedule.<P>We're also putting together a "kit" to upgrade the inlet side of the fuel system that also will allow one to easily attach a fuel pressure gauge.  We should have a group buy for the "kit" soon...<P>Did you have any questions?<P>Sorry it took me so long to reply--too busy with the holidays, designing new products, etc.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR><A HREF="http://www.AutoAlchemy.com" TARGET=_blank>AutoAlchemy.com</A>||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000004||a_santos||12-22-2002||10:43 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Kibo,<P>Thanx for the response, when the piece is ready, be sure to post here.<P> <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.43.217.40||reg||1
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||12-22-2002||12:41 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Not yet, but it looks great and would make it easier to upgrade to -6 lines for my VR-4.<P>------------------<BR>Martins_vr4 <BR>496/2000||68.6.244.123||reg||14
Z||000006||Kibo||12-23-2002||03:16 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||We have a few details on the prototypes that we'd like to have fixed on the production versions of the 1G outlet; the holidays are (of course) pushing back the schedule about a week or so.  I'll let y'all know when we have them.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>In the meantime, I'll post a pic of the inlet side upgrade sometime this week.  Like Martin said, it makes upgrading the lines a piece of cake.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR><P>------------------<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR><A HREF="http://www.AutoAlchemy.com" TARGET=_blank>AutoAlchemy.com</A>||206.196.136.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001186.cgi
A||||4||OZ_87_japspec||explain this...||||1||
Z||000000||OZ_87_japspec||12-16-2002||06:32 PM||pmacieje@bigpond.net.au||i removed my air box off my stock 87 vr4, which has a k&N replacement filter in it.<P>the blowoff got louder and the car seemed way more responcive for a few days, then i noticed it was getting real sluggish off the line and the idle was getting very rough, like i had a vacume leak.<P>then the car started to stall intermittenly when i was sitting at the lights, then it was stalling every time id stop, so i said screw this im putting my air box back on,  and now its sweet as!!! no more stalling, idle is better than ever..? <P>has anyone ever had this same experiance or does anyone know why this happened???? <P>sorry about the long post!||203.51.197.238||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||12-16-2002||06:47 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Perhaps the blowoff valve return hose was dislodged and dissconnected in the process of removing the air can. An air leak between the MAS and the turbo would cause it to run that way because it is drawing in unmetered air. It would also explain the BOV being louder.<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 12-16-2002).]||129.71.115.236||reg||1
Z||000002||OZ_87_japspec||12-16-2002||07:53 PM||pmacieje@bigpond.net.au||thats what i initially thought but the return hose was firmly secured, ||203.51.197.238||reg||5
Z||000003||gvr4in||12-16-2002||10:22 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||hmm maybe your MAS wasnt used to that much air, like if you run your bov to the atmosphere...you run rich and your car bogs out at idle and when you let off gas suddenly...with 91-92 gvr-4's ive never heard of a problem with taking off the airbox (mines off), maybe the 87' MAS cant handle that? Anyone else?||63.207.142.37||reg||1
Z||000004||OZ_87_japspec||12-16-2002||10:37 PM||pmacieje@bigpond.net.au||i thought it may be because its a jap model, it might have different tuning to the other regions, it sounds silly, but maybe because the air is allot better here in australia, esp where i live, than it is in japan, the car may have been chokeing itself, leaning out so much that it couldnt hold idle?  <P>i know thats rediculous, but its been booting around for so long in that shit air ?  its just a thought..||203.51.197.238||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001187.cgi
A||||1||GVRfore||boost leak?||||5||
Z||000000||GVRfore||12-16-2002||06:43 PM||ren76@msn.com||This may be a stupid question, but here goes...how can you tell if you have a boost leak?  As I was driving in to work, I noticed that the car would boost to 17psi then drop off to around 10psi.  Could it be my EVC IV?  Any help would be appreciated.||138.88.174.129||reg||5
Z||000001||silly4turbo||12-17-2002||11:19 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com|| <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</A> <P>you can try this if you haven't already... it's a leak tester from the FAQ , I have a possible leak as well so I'm going to try this this weekend. <P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001188.cgi
A||||2||kartorium31||skunk 2 coilovers, python maf, etc on nopi||||5||
Z||000000||kartorium31||12-16-2002||10:21 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I was going through the nopi site today and found that skunk 2 makes coilovers for the galant.  Does anyone know about these?  I also saw some sort of airflow meter made by venom or somthing, does anyone know about this?  I don't need either of these items but there has been a lot of discussion about suspension lately.||12.18.161.84||reg||5
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-16-2002||11:19 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Skank2 is how I would refer to them, they sucked when I had a set on my hybrid CRX. Car bounced like a mofo....I would stick to ground controls...<P>No idea on the MAF...2G MAF sounds more like a plan...cheaper too, probably.||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||12-17-2002||09:18 AM||caspa69@juno.com||The MAF you saw is just a rebuilt stocker, Venom Racing is an offshoot of Python injection. Its just a rebuilt stock unit.<P>Zach||64.157.113.41||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001189.cgi
A||||4||VR-4play||turbo fluid lines||||1||
Z||000000||VR-4play||12-17-2002||07:23 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||I am replacing the coolant and oil fittings/lines for the turbo. I am having trouble finding the thread pattern for the oil fittings for the turbo side and engine side. Can anyone tell me what to use?||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-17-2002||02:31 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||14b?<P>------------------<BR>858/2000||67.37.186.211||reg||1
Z||000002||VR-4play||12-17-2002||03:46 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||big16G (same difference)<P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||12-17-2002||06:11 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Have you investigate purchasing an oil feed line from RRE?<P>Will any of this help?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/oillineinstall.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/oillineinstall.htm</A> <BR><P>------------------<BR>858/2000||67.37.186.211||reg||1
Z||000004||VR-4play||12-18-2002||06:48 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||I thought about it but I don't have any intention of changing the supply location. I was also thinking it was kind of pricey but I did just waste $35 on brass fittings that don't fit. Do folks like the RRE set up?<P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001190.cgi
A||||8||a_santos||Bad Ass BOV||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||12-17-2002||09:24 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Check out these guys blow off valves. There is one that has two exits, one to plumb back, and the other one to scare people, and you can adjust the sound level.  <A HREF="http://www.gofastbits.com.au/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gofastbits.com.au/</A> <BR>You aussies should be familiar with this company.<P>||68.43.217.40||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||12-17-2002||09:31 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000548.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000548.html</A> <P><BR>||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||12-17-2002||12:45 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||All in all that BOV sucks.  Don't waste your money.<P>------------------<BR>0-60mph in 2.9 seconds...Porsche was lucky the Ferrari F50 GT never raced in Le Mans.||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-17-2002||04:41 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hey Abhay<P>I have a turbosmart supersonic BOV that is louder than that GFB valve, if you are interested !  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>PS - Are you Indian?<P>------------------<BR>||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000004||a_santos||12-17-2002||09:39 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||How much do you want for the BOV?<BR>Will it work in our cars?<BR>No I'm not indian, indian name though.<P>   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>Hey Abhay<P>I have a turbosmart supersonic BOV that is louder than that GFB valve, if you are interested !   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>PS - Are you Indian?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.43.217.40||reg||1
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-17-2002||10:06 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Abhay<P>It vents to atmosphere...So, I am not sure, people with 2G MAF's seem to vent to atmosphere sometimes...Some 1G guys do as well, they say the BOV has to be properly adjusted...<P>I will take $185 shipped with the DSM adapter and a weld on bung. I could send you a pic of it. Its brand new in box!<P>Yeah, Abhay is an Indian name, so thats why I asked  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Thanks!<P>KC<P>------------------<BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000006||a_santos||12-17-2002||10:26 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Since I have a stock vr4, I could not use a BOV that vents to the atmosphere. Thanx anyway.  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>Abhay<P>It vents to atmosphere...So, I am not sure, people with 2G MAF's seem to vent to atmosphere sometimes...Some 1G guys do as well, they say the BOV has to be properly adjusted...<P>I will take $185 shipped with the DSM adapter and a weld on bung. I could send you a pic of it. Its brand new in box!<P>Yeah, Abhay is an Indian name, so thats why I asked   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Thanks!<P>KC<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.43.217.40||reg||1
Z||000007||MX4||12-17-2002||11:41 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>I used a turbosmart type 2 bov on my standard vr4 and it ran fine.<P>------------------<BR>Mitsubishi Galant VR4 Evo 0<BR>K&N Air Filter<BR>3" Exhaust to 2.5" Muffler<BR>Apexi Air Flow Controller||203.79.93.152||reg||1
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||12-18-2002||12:37 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||It may have ran fine but it will always run better if you vent back to the intake whether you realize it or not.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001191.cgi
A||N||22||blacksheep||How to confirm the rear-end is a 4 bolt LSD ?||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||12-17-2002||03:59 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, I sourced a 4 bolt rear-end, I think. The yard gave me all the below info...<P>1) The axles have 4 bolt flanges on them, although it is seperate from the the rear-end. <BR>2) The rear end has a 3.55 gear ratio...<BR>3) No LSD sticker in it, although it has a sticker/tag that says B1H...<BR>4) It is off a 1992 talon TSI AWD 5 speed<P>I cannot confirm if this is actually a 4 bolt. Any other distinguishing marks or no.s on the rear end that may still be visible on it? I'd like to have it if this is a 4 bolt LSD rear-end!!!<P>Thanks a lot! <P>------------------<BR>||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||12-17-2002||05:15 PM||||Starting to feel like the Shell answer man for you...<P>According to my parts info, 92 and up only has two part number versions, AT and MT.  MT is the 3.545 ratio.  All should be LSD.<P>Someone chime in if this is incorrect. <P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-17-2002||05:21 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I'll just call you Cleo.."Calh me now for your free reading"  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>OK, I see what you mean, I wonder what this B1H means though. <P>Thanks, David.<P>------------------<BR>||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-17-2002||05:27 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||For anyone curious - dealer part no. is <BR>MB861261 ! It costs a mere $1412.68 at the dealership here...LOL<P>------------------<BR>||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||12-17-2002||05:28 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I know 1992 and up should all be LSD but all the ones I have seen actually say LSD on the sticker.<P><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||12-17-2002||05:54 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||KC, does he have the car it's from as well? Supposed to have LSD warning sticker isn't it (not that that would guarantee correct diff still in there)<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.208||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||12-17-2002||07:17 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||You can always pull the cover. Its easy to tell an LSD from an open diff.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.212.87||reg||1
Z||000007||blacksheep||12-17-2002||07:24 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Well, keydiver - care to tell me more, how I could confirm it has the LSD...<P>Also, if it is LSD - wont spinning one axle will make the other spin the other direction ?<P>err...or the same direction...I always get confused ....<P>------------------<BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000008||Martin Tolentino||12-17-2002||08:46 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||KC,<BR>  Look into the diff. where the axles go in if you can see through it's a LSD. <BR>  <IMG SRC="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/LSD.JPG"> <P>------------------<BR>Martins_vr4 <BR>496/2000||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000009||blacksheep||12-17-2002||10:03 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Well, well, well - there's that B1H on the sticker as well...That really, really, REALLY helped me out...So, I hope its LSD. I will have to have the guy check it out for me...<P>Thanks a lot, Martin!<P>------------------<BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000010||Jon||12-18-2002||08:46 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>Ok, I sourced a 4 bolt rear-end, I think. The yard gave me all the below info...<P>1) The axles have 4 bolt flanges on them, although it is seperate from the the rear-end. <BR>2) The rear end has a 3.55 gear ratio...<BR>3) No LSD sticker in it, although it has a sticker/tag that says B1H...<BR>4) It is off a 1992 talon TSI AWD 5 speed<P>I cannot confirm if this is actually a 4 bolt. Any other distinguishing marks or no.s on the rear end that may still be visible on it? I'd like to have it if this is a 4 bolt LSD rear-end!!!<P>Thanks a lot! <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The axles are different lengths with a LSD rear diff.  If the axles are already out of the diff, it is very easy to see the longer axle.<P>By the way, one of the rear diffs I bought had B1H on it and the Viscous LSD part was kind of hard to see from corrosion.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||12-18-2002||10:30 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>Well, keydiver - care to tell me more, how I could confirm it has the LSD...<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>When you look at the actual differential inside, an open diff is, well, open :P<BR>You can look straight in and see the spider gears and everything, whereas an LSD diff is all enclosed, you can't see the spider gears or the viscous coupling, nothing.<BR>As Jon said, the axles are very different. The right side axle is longer, and has a 2-step splined section. <BR>As you can see from Martin's picture, the 4-bolt axle flanges are much thicker, but that may also apply to non-LSD 4-bolts, dunno.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.212.87||reg||1
Z||000012||blacksheep||12-18-2002||10:44 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||OK, now I am confused...<P>On the gvr4list, I have heard that looking thru where the axles go, if you shine a light or something and can see thru the other axle hole...it is LSD! But from what you are saying, its not...<P>Half my problem is this yard in on the Internet so I am at their mercy. I live in BFE...<P>But, I could check asking if the axles were the same length or not...<P>Yes, I know the 4 bolt axles are thicker..I saw the vfaq site. Interestingly, there is a picture where the rear-end has a B17 on it, but I am assuming that its the 3-bolt rear end...<P>Thanks to everyone..Somebody...maybe me, should write up a vfaq for this site  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>I promise to do so once I get the right thing  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P><P>------------------<BR>||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000013||Nate||12-18-2002||11:19 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||If it says B1H, it's a 4 bolt rear with LSD.  The letter-number-letter desgination would be different if it wasn't LSD.  Look at your stock Galant rear end, then look at the 3 bolt LSD rear and check those stickers, you'll see the difference.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000014||blacksheep||12-18-2002||11:25 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Thanks, Nate. Thats exactly what I needed to hear...Keeping it simple, ya hear ???<P>PS - push start/pull start  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000015||DSSA||12-18-2002||11:40 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B> As Jon said, the axles are very different. The right side axle is longer, and has a 2-step splined section. <BR>As you can see from Martin's picture, the 4-bolt axle flanges are much thicker, but that may also apply to non-LSD 4-bolts, dunno.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>To make this easy....<P>If it's a 4-bolt rear end in a '92 through '94 5-speed, it's an LSD.  There were no 4-bolt non-LSDs available in these cars until the 2nd generation cars became available.<P><P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000016||blacksheep||12-18-2002||07:54 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Thanks to all ! I found one locally..<P>1) One axle was longer<BR>2) The B1H sticker did say Viscous LSD<BR>3) I didnt look thru to see if I could see   light thru the other side <P>But, I do know its a 4 bolt. Funny part, when you buy locally here in BFE, they dont know what they have...<P>Its like taking milk money for a 3rd grader ... I got the axles, the cups and rear end for $200..not too bad, aye ?<P>Thanks again for all your help!<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000017||Martin Tolentino||12-18-2002||09:18 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||KC,<BR>Here are some pix of the drivers side axle.<BR>200 excellent deal!!<BR>driver side LSD axle on the right, notice it's thicker.<BR>  <IMG SRC="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/Dec18_01.JPG">  <BR>4-bolt LSD axle on the bottom and it's alittle shorter<BR>  <IMG SRC="http://members.cox.net/martin_vr4/files/Dec18_02.JPG">  <P>------------------<BR>Martins_vr4 <BR>496/2000<p>[This message has been edited by Martin Tolentino (edited 12-18-2002).]||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000018||Jon||12-19-2002||07:19 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSSA:<BR><B> To make this easy....<P>If it's a 4-bolt rear end in a '92 through '94 5-speed, it's an LSD.  There were no 4-bolt non-LSDs available in these cars until the 2nd generation cars became available.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>For Lasers and Eclipses, LSD was an option in 92-94.  I am almost positive (I would have to dig up the brochure) that it was standard on Talons.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000019||DSSA||12-19-2002||08:03 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Jon,<P>If this is true, then there are going to be a hell of a lot of pissed off DSM owners in the world when something happens to their rear ends.  There is only *1* part # for the '92-'94 rear ends for manual transmission cars.  That would be the LSD unit...<P>What you may be confusing is the 90-91 diffs.  The 3-bolt versions were available in LSD and non-LSD form.  The 4-bolts however, are all LSD.  <P>On a different note, I just caught KC's "Push start, pull start" comment and about ready to piss myself laughing.<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by DSSA (edited 12-19-2002).]||152.163.207.208||reg||1
Z||000020||iceman69510||12-19-2002||10:11 AM||||As mentioned in an earlier reply at the top of the column, 92-94 are all LSD. 91 was optional as you had it without ABS, but could not have it with ABS.  Don't need these anyway, they are not the magical "4-bolt".<P>As others also mentioned, CAPS only show one application for 92-94.<P>If the brochures says otherwise, it is wrong and was probably not updated properly for the new model year.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000021||smokindav||12-21-2002||11:29 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||KC,<P>When did you get the Buell?  We'll have to go riding when it gets warmer.<P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>'96 CBR600F3 Smokin' Joe's Replica<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.87.67||reg||1
Z||000022||blacksheep||12-23-2002||10:41 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Dave<P>Oh, I have had it for a while now...Sure, if you come up to DSM or something...Does your wife ride (or like to ride) ..? My girlfriend keeps buggin me to let her ride...I think she needs a little bike like a buell blast or something (to get her feet wet first)<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001192.cgi
A||N||5||turbofreek||Suspension||||1||
Z||000000||turbofreek||12-17-2002||04:01 PM||ybelmont@yahoo.com||Hello! I want to know which strut is better with the H&R springs, the Koni Yellows, or the KYB AGX's. Also would the 1st gen Suspension Techniques Sway Bar Kit work on the GVR4.<P>------------------<BR>1992 GVR4<BR># 929||149.68.97.248||reg||1
Z||000001||hibern8||12-18-2002||02:03 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||do you already have the H&R's because they stopped producing them last time i checked?<P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <P>t3t4 with supporting mods...............||63.62.130.145||reg||1
Z||000002||turbofreek||12-19-2002||07:28 PM||ybelmont@yahoo.com||Yes i do, but i have decided that i will go with Tein HA Coilovers instead. Thanks fot the help.<P><P>------------------<BR>1992 GVR4<BR># 929||64.12.101.183||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4_1221||12-19-2002||10:49 PM||mattfree99@yahoo.com||If some one could still buy the new HR springs is $200.00 shipped a fair price?<P>------------------<BR>||63.227.100.56||reg||1
Z||000004||MPREZYAVR4||12-20-2002||12:39 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||That's about market for any other spring. Though I would like to see alittle more rate (from what I hear the whiteline are stiffer but not too harsh) and alittle more drop (@1.5"). <P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.184.3||reg||1
Z||000005||DookGVR4||12-20-2002||02:29 AM||dook@adelphia.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4_1221:<BR><B>If some one could still buy the new HR springs is $200.00 shipped a fair price?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Why?....<P>Can "someone" get them?...<BR><P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001193.cgi
A||||14||VR-4play||couple o' ?s||||1||
Z||000000||VR-4play||12-17-2002||04:13 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||1. How is the performance of that Blaha modded MAF? Any recommendations for that or over that?<P>2. What's the best way to go about cutting the front bumper for an IC install? torch, saw, or cutting wheel?<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-17-2002||05:39 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||1. Dunno, but I'm personally leaning towards 2G MAF.<P>2. I've heard that a Sawzall or other reciprocating saw is used often.  I personally think that cutting wheels on plastic is a bad idea... the heat tends to just melt the plastic onto the wheel.<P>------------------<BR>858/2000||67.37.186.211||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||12-17-2002||05:50 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||1: if you get a great buy on a Blaha, it might be worth it. Otherwise; 150 for Blaha vs. $200 for TMO modded ECU - I'd go with the TMO mod.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI ($600 one Ken)||167.142.21.208||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||12-17-2002||05:53 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i used a sawzall to cut the bumper.... just get tons of blades if you plan on hacking away the metal support to fit the ic, because youll go through a lot of them. <P>------------------<BR>541/1000  <P>Garrett t3/t4 .82 a/r w/ stainless lines, 2nd gen ported manifold with t3 flange, Hks 40mm external wastegate, Spearco 2-221 IC with custom 2.5" piping, Custom 3" turbo back stainless exhaust, Borla muffler, Custom 3" intake to hks powerflo filter, Hacked MAS, HKS 264/272 Cams, ACT 2600, Greddy Profec B, Hks TT, Apex SAFC, RC 550's, Walbro 255 HP pump, Greddy boost and EGT in lotek pod, Pocketlogger Datalogger, Red top Optima relocated to trunk, Momo steering wheel, Momo shift knob and boot, DSM Air cooled oil cooler conversion, Bosch Platinum Plugs with 9mm wires, Bridgestone Potenza 930i, Ceramic brake pads, AMG Rear lip, Complete Alpine and Infinity Kappa Perfect Audio and Video System, BEL Vector 985||63.62.124.65||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||12-17-2002||07:19 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I used a Makita grinder with $2 cutting wheels from Home Depot. It makes fairly quick work of the metal bumper support. I just used a steak knife to trim pieces out of the soft plastic bumper cover. Kitchen tools, where would we be without 'em?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.212.87||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||12-17-2002||07:23 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I love the Blaha, I used the AFC to tune the low end back in, and there are no driveability issues with it, and no fuel cut.  <P>As for cutting the bumper, I've cut them both ways.  <P>Torch = faster and messier<BR>Sawzall = slower and cleaner<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||12-17-2002||07:33 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I used a sawzall to cut the metal. It only took one blade. As for the cover I used a hack saw blade with no handle. I was able to get good control of it that way.<P><BR>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo<BR>1051 GREEEEEN<BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery. <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A> <P><p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 12-17-2002).]||66.189.209.52||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||12-17-2002||08:33 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Here is my bumper going under the "knife" <BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/cutting_bumper.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/cutting_bumper.jpg</A> <P>I used a small air body saw on the cover.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||VR-4play||12-18-2002||07:03 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||Thanks yall. I was kind of looking for an excuse to buy a torch  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> , but I guess I will use what I have.<P>I could still use some more input on the MAF issue.||192.31.106.35||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR-4||12-18-2002||10:26 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Try a metal/masonry blade on a circular saw. It makes quick work of the bumper, and for only seven or eight dollars. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.50.129||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||12-18-2002||10:35 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i like the 2g mas setup over the blaha.  i had the blaha(w/the flapper door) with the stock intercooler and injectors.  noticeable performance increase, i also had it on the raptor(same as the dejon) metal intake pipe.  at that time, i did not have a logger or an afc.  after i installed the rre pipes/starion fmic, for some reason, it would go open loop at freeway speeds, so i removed it, and reinstalled the stock mas, which cured the open loop, but gave me mas overrun.  also, the cyclone intake was not hooked up correctly, so low and midrange was same as the non cyclone.  <BR>     with the 2g, 550's, afc, and logger, and the cyclone hooked up correctly, i get better fuel economy, and driveability is much better, BUT, some of this may be because of the cyclone.  i would not go 2g mas unless you have a better intercooler/piping.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000012||keydiver||12-19-2002||12:17 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||OK, you have your choice:<BR>I just got the latest Harbor Freight catalog, and they have:<BR>1) a pneumatic high speed body saw, #36843/113, on sale for $34.99 with extra blade<BR>2)a 4 1/2" angle grinder, #47778, on sale for $9.97, and an assortment of wheels, #47569, for $4.99<BR>or 3) a Chicago reciprocating saw, #42597, for $44.99<BR>Any of these weapons should take care of that bumper support.  <P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.211.199||reg||1
Z||000013||sleeper||12-19-2002||05:58 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Mmmm Harbor Freight!<BR>That is one store I can't just run into and quickly get something I need.<BR>The average time spent there is more like an hour and at least $100.00<BR>Let's see, do I need another one of those?<BR>Ahh, it's only $9.99 might as well since I'm here  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>cool tools are like crack<BR>and yes I have that 10 dolar angle grinder too. It works but the handle broke the first day.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>||66.136.187.147||reg||1
Z||000014||keydiver||12-19-2002||06:30 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sleeper:<BR><B>I have that 10 dolar angle grinder too. It works but the handle broke the first day.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hey, what do you want for $9.99??? They're disposable at that price  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.148||reg||1
Z||000015||VR-4play||12-19-2002||06:43 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||I am a tool fiend too. No more catalogs for me, now I have a harbor freight store 5 miles down the road. When I first saw it, I got a little excited... ok, more than a little.<P>------------------<BR>||209.244.112.205||reg||1
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A||||10||hibern8||It is essential to have aftermarket cam gears when.......||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||12-17-2002||08:38 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||you put on aftermarket cams. I have the hks 264/272 setup awaiting but was curious if i reall yneed cam gears. So for those of you running aftermarket cams or have in the past, what is your take on this?<P>------------------<BR>541/1000  <P>Garrett t3/t4 .82 a/r w/ stainless lines, 2nd gen ported manifold with t3 flange, Hks 40mm external wastegate, 3" o2 housing, Spearco 2-221 IC with custom 2.5" piping, Custom 3" turbo back stainless exhaust, Borla muffler, Custom 3" intake to hks powerflo filter, Hacked MAS, HKS 264/272 Cams, ACT 2600, Greddy Profec B, Hks TT, Apex SAFC, RC 550's, Walbro 255 HP pump, Greddy boost and EGT in lotek pod, Pocketlogger Datalogger, Red top Optima relocated to trunk,Whiteline front upper strut brace, Momo steering wheel, Momo shift knob and boot, DSM Air cooled oil cooler conversion, Bosch Platinum Plugs with 9mm wires, Bridgestone Potenza 930i, Ceramic brake pads, AMG Rear lip, Complete Alpine and Infinity Kappa Perfect Audio and Video System, BEL Vector 985||63.62.124.162||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||12-17-2002||08:57 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||You don't need them. They add another level of tunability, but are quite difficult to tune unless you have a dyno that can accomodate you. Plus, it's another failure variable. I've had a friend who's gears slipped and he lost his head...<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-17-2002||10:08 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Drew<P>what brand of cam gears - Fidanza, AEM, HKS, skank2 ??? I am planning on purchasing cam gears as well as a 272/272 option, so I would love to know...<P>Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000003||drew||12-17-2002||11:09 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||I don't recall it was like 6 years ago. Remember not to overtorque the bolts either, they can get stretched, and use loc-tite too.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||12-18-2002||01:15 AM||caspa69@juno.com||If I remember correctly Polk had a set of unorthadox slip(dont remember why) The Skunks are nice as are the Fidanzas and Crower who again I belive are the same product(?). The genral ideas is that more bolts are better so that means stay away from the AEMs and use threadlocker or safety wire.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||209.245.230.18||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||12-18-2002||01:17 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Also dont worry about cam gears with the HKS, They are the only brand that are made right that I know of and can be installed right, I might give the JUN cams a look depending on what dyno charts look like with them versus others.<P>Zach<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||209.245.230.18||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||12-18-2002||02:01 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||thanks for the feedback guys<P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <P>t3t4 with supporting mods...............||63.62.130.145||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||12-18-2002||10:37 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Didn't Shannon also lose the bolts, causing his head/valves to get all screwed up? I think he installed safety wire too the second time around. Thats the only way I would trust it after hearing these stories.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.212.87||reg||1
Z||000008||Romanova||12-18-2002||10:40 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||The HKS cam gears are like magenta and turquoise aren't they? Some choice JDM colors.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000009||blacksheep||12-18-2002||11:11 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Tyler<P>By the time the engine bay is all done..all the earls fittings etc etc, it'll look like a rainbow, I think. I would go with HKS, I think, personally. <P>I am trying to keep it all polished/chromed out in this new build-up which seems like it will take forever (couple of years atleast)<P>------------------<BR>||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000010||LunarShadow||12-18-2002||12:37 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||Properly indexed cams will yield the best performance.<P>------------------<BR>||64.238.107.49||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001195.cgi
A||||10||91 #680||white smoke when engine is cold ||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||12-18-2002||02:15 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||Whenever I go out to start my car it starts billowing out white smoke...its not thick, but its enough to make me worry.  It only happens when the motor is cold and at idle...then it goes away once the motor is all warmed up.  I checked the rad. fluid its green, plugs are fine .  I dont know what else to check....could it be the rings?...<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||12-18-2002||02:23 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Its condensation in the exhaust burning off. It's a normal thing for cars to do in cold weather. Haven't you ever notices other cars on the road billowing white smoke (steam) in the winter time?<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo<BR>1051 GREEEEEEN<BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.209.52||reg||1
Z||000002||91 #680||12-18-2002||04:39 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||ummmm its definately not steam.<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000003||369of1000||12-18-2002||04:43 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||what does it smell like?<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000004||broke down||12-18-2002||04:53 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||valve stem seals.  Likely cause.  Any time a car has a while to sit, it will leak oil down into the cylinder, if the seals are bad.  Or, something may be warming up and sealing, but I would start at the valve stem seals.<P>------------------<BR>talon #1,985,564/2,648,874||68.51.68.201||reg||5
Z||000005||GVR1643||12-18-2002||05:14 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Correct me if I'm wrong...valve stems would be oil, which would be blue smoke.  KC's old car did this white smoke and seals were changed which didn't fix the white smoke.  Turned out to be a totally fried turbo...<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.207||reg||1
Z||000006||91 #680||12-18-2002||05:34 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||thats what my buddy was telling me<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!||68.7.184.83||reg||8
Z||000007||drew||12-18-2002||09:21 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||My vote is fried turbo. My 90 GSX has one with the same symptoms. My smog man told me it's a fried turbo. The guy I bought the car from told me it's a fried turbo (and gave me a 16g  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000008||gvr4in||12-18-2002||11:47 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Well in my G ride, hehe, i used to sit at stoplights,etc.. and shit would build up, then blow out the back, turned out to be my valve guide seals...got head rebuilt and it doesnt smoke anymore! on cold start ups it smoked, then stopped, then smoked when i accelerated...<P>------------------<BR>||63.206.49.212||reg||1
Z||000009||smokindav||12-21-2002||11:34 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||What has the temp been in San Diego lately? <P>If it has been cold enough to see your breath then it could be as someone else mentioned - the heat of the exhaust hitting the cool/cold air and making visible water vapor similar to when you can see your breath.<P>Dave Flaherty<P><P>------------------<BR>||64.6.87.67||reg||1
Z||000010||91 #680||12-24-2002||12:44 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||Yeah It probably is just that.  It only does it when it is real cold.  I think I was just trippen because my car runs fine and it boosts just fine too.<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001196.cgi
A||||4||gvr4ever||Tunning plans||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4ever||12-18-2002||04:08 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I am wanting to finish my Galant and tune her where I want her.  I don't plan to be the fastest at all, I just want to finish my setup.<P>Current mods:<P>big 16G ported to 7cm, 2g exhaust manny ported to 7cm, 2g or housing, 2.5" exhaust. Greddy b boost controler.  Boost gage and AFR gage is installed as well.  <P>What I want to be able to do it is install a IC setup I have and run 16psi.<P>What I think I will need.  Fuel pump (walbro 255lph), 2G mas, maybe 550cc injectors.<P>My questions:<P>Can I run this setup without a s-afc?  Will the 2G mas lean the car out enough to not run too rich at idle?  <P>I would like to keep things as simple as possible.  I will be tunning with a logger and have a knocbox installed as well.<P>Any info will be helpful.<P><P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||12-18-2002||04:15 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||You will be fine with that setup. Just make sure to keep the bot down until you get the fuel pump.<P>You may even want to rewire the stock pump.<P>With the FMIC you will need more fuel.<P><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||12-18-2002||04:19 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I forgot to mention that the fuel pump is hard wired.<P>So, could 550s be ran (if needed) without a s-afc and a 2G MAS?<P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||12-18-2002||06:09 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||You *might* be able to do that if you get an adjustable FPR. I have my settings on the AFC almost flat, but I still need to add fuel above 4500 at WOT. I tuned the FPR until I got my low AFC settings all about zero. You may not get the optimal performance, but theoretically I could up the fuel pressure a little more, and let the ECU trim the lower ranges back down. I'll have to try that....<BR>Maybe others (Ken?) with the 2g MAS/550 combo can add something about their AFC settings.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html</A> <p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 12-18-2002).]||66.156.211.199||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||12-18-2002||06:51 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i think you need the afc.  for example, my tuning is whacky, at 1k i had to lean it out, like -10.  at 2k and on up, i had to richen, not much, about +4.  so, the injectors possibly are leaky, or not closing, whatever.  it STILL gets better mpg than the 1g, and really pulls.  i have only started to mess with it for wot and high levels.  with your setup, you will easily get mas overrun.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001197.cgi
A||||4||GRV4726||more idle questions||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||12-18-2002||10:39 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i searched the site for this and became a bit more informed as to what may be causing my problem.  <P>as i was sitting in traffic today, which didn't move much at all, i noticed that after about 7 mins  that the car was pushing out a good bit of white smoke from the exhaust... the smoke goes away when i get out of the traffic and drive unclogged on roads. Also the car puts out a noise kind of like a "put put" every now and then at idle... very quiet, only audible when neer exhaust.  i read in one of the posts that its the turbo. i'm pretty sure its not the valve seals because the smoke is not bluish, but i'm probably just hoping its not.  i check the compressor inlet and there is no shaft play. but then i read a post where someone said that their 14b had no shaft play either... but when they took of the compressor housing they found out that there was an oil leak inside and there for it was the turbo. <P>why am i posting. because i want to see if someone says something i haven't seen before or just confirm what i have.  <P>winter break is coming up and i plan to be working on my car as much as possible so that she doesn't just run...but she purrs too.<P>thanks a lot<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||GRV4726||12-21-2002||01:09 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||something that i forgot to add... i get horrible gas mileage on the highway.  but its fine when i just drive around the city. so going like 60 for a while gets me about 12 mpg but i get like 20 around the city... odd<P>just thought it might help. <P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000002||GRV4726||12-22-2002||11:33 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||do you guys hate me or something?  come on where's the love... ok enough being silly now.<P>can someone help enlighten me?<P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4in||12-23-2002||12:09 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey whats goin on...Well..My car DID that same exact thing..It was indeed the turbo, thought it was the valve guides or the vg seals turns out it wasn't. It was my turbo oil lines leaking and collecting in my cat and all through my exhaust, i got my turbo rebuilt and a new cat, now its good as new. I had no shaft play whatsoever, check it out, could be the same! --Sorry it took so long to respond, we dont hate ya!<P>------------------<BR>||63.207.140.123||reg||1
Z||000004||smokindav||12-23-2002||09:23 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||White smoke is coolant.<P>Blue smoke is oil.<P>Black smoke is fuel.<P>First, you need to figure out what color the smoke is.  You say it is white but the symptoms you describe would lead me to believe that it is actually blue.  You need to let the car idle in your driveway until this starts to happen and get a good look at the smoke as well as a good whiff of it.  You will probably discover that it smells like burnt/burning oil.<P>If it is oil smoke then it could be the valve seals in the head.  The description you gave is common to leaky valve seals.  There is a VFAQ (if I remember correctly) on how to replace them without pulling the head at <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com." TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com.</A> <P>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.86.79||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001198.cgi
A||||1||GRV4726||more idle questions||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||12-19-2002||12:12 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i searched the site for this and became a bit more informed as to what may be causing my problem.  <P>as i was sitting in traffic today, which didn't move much at all, i noticed that after about 7 mins  that the car was pushing out a good bit of white smoke from the exhaust... the smoke goes away when i get out of the traffic and drive unclogged on roads. Also the car puts out a noise kind of like a "put put" every now and then at idle... very quiet, only audible when neer exhaust.  i read in one of the posts that its the turbo. i'm pretty sure its not the valve seals because the smoke is not bluish, but i'm probably just hoping its not.  i check the compressor inlet and there is no shaft play. but then i read a post where someone said that their 14b had no shaft play either... but when they took of the compressor housing they found out that there was an oil leak inside and there for it was the turbo. <P>why am i posting. because i want to see if someone says something i haven't seen before or just confirm what i have.  <P>winter break is coming up and i plan to be working on my car as much as possible so that she doesn't just run...but she purrs too.<P>thanks a lot<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||GRV4726||12-19-2002||12:13 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||oops.. sorry for posting twice.. feel like an idiot. i posted it and then when i went back to the perfomance page i didn't see it. sorry.. <BR>delete this one please.. i feel dumb<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001199.cgi
A||||2||OZ_87_japspec||Problem solved||||10||
Z||000000||OZ_87_japspec||12-19-2002||12:12 AM||pmacieje@bigpond.net.au||iv solved the stalling problem i was having when the car stopped, <P>i just put my air box back on and the car ran perfectly again,  i cant understand why my mas shits it self when there is no air box, yet it seems like just about every person who posts on here has removed their air box within seconds of signing ownership papers on their vr4's ? <P><P>------------------<BR>||203.51.197.238||reg||10
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||12-19-2002||02:45 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Sounds like a bad MAS.  Is an '87 MAS the same as ours?<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000002||OZ_87_japspec||12-19-2002||07:32 PM||pmacieje@bigpond.net.au||yes its the same mas, well it looks the same anyway :-)<P>------------------<BR>||203.51.197.238||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001200.cgi
A||N||8||blacksheep||HKS Blow-off valve mounting flanges?||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||12-19-2002||11:01 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||HKS makes 3 different flanges for their BOV's..there is a 55mm, 60mm and 65mm flange. With 2.5 or 3 inch piping, which flange would be adequate?<P>Harry, Dale - Both of you run the HKS SSBOV - what size flange do you run ?<P>Also, a hypothetical questions:<P>IF one ran 2 BOV's, could he get away with 2 55mm flanges...  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Thanks in advance!<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000001||ron||12-19-2002||04:15 PM||adracing@aol.com||If you want to run 2.5 or 3" piping.. you should use thate 65mm.. those measurement are for the radius size on the bottom of the flange where it attach to the pipe.. the opening of the flange is the same..<P><P>------------------<BR>||64.173.21.59||reg||1
Z||000002||suprflewus||12-19-2002||05:38 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||what ron said....<P>i sold my HKS bov to turboren!!  Its actually a great bov....it absolutely cannot leak at idle - <BR>it was LOUD on my car and it looks good too.<P>later<BR>dale<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-19-2002||05:42 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Just curious, why did you sell it ?<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000004||Telecaster||12-19-2002||09:46 PM||telecastr@email.com||The HKS is nightmare for me.  I did everything with it and all i got was compressor surge.  Surge, Surge, and more surge.  I know that it flutters at low boost, but the car isn't suppose to boggle.  I ran test on the vacuum lines, ran direct vacuum to the intake manifold, and even cut the spring inside.  Still wouldn't open right.  So now i'm considering of going back to either stock BOV or the Greddy.<P>------------------<BR>||216.175.110.184||reg||1
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-19-2002||10:25 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hmm..two conflicting thoughts, interesting!<BR>I thought that it was pull-type and there was no way it could leak at idle. <P>Did you mess with the adjustment pring at all..Also, do you have a type II racing HKS BOV? That thing is supposed to be super stiff and cause all kinds of surge...<P>Lastly, where did you buy it? Maybe it was a bad batch and you could try getting it replaced or looked at by HKS, maybe?<P>Good luck!<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||12-20-2002||04:32 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I have the HKS SSQV...the super sequential. Thing works great. You can hear it at low boost when it hits the sequential and under high boost, it really opens up and you can hear the loud PPSSSSHHHHHH sound.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>I have never heard of anyone having a problem with their HKS valve. Are you sure you have set up right???<P>------------------<BR>'91 #439 <BR>HKS-VR4<P>HKS Intake<BR>HKS Boost Guage<BR>HKS Turbo Timer<BR>Magnecor Wires<BR>Custom 3" cat-back w/ Apexi Dunk<BR>|G|A|B| strut bars<BR>On the way-boost controller, Denso Iridium plugs, "straight cat" =)<P>86 Fiero GT-Gone but not forgotten...RIP<BR>Full Exhaust<BR>K&N<BR>2.8 stroked to 3.1<BR>Ported, Polished, Blue Printed, Balanced<BR>Centerforce Dual Friction<BR>Eibach Pro., Sway Bars, Engergy Bushing<P>"I was abused by domestics as a kid"||12.81.125.236||reg||1
Z||000007||Telecaster||12-20-2002||06:26 AM||telecastr@email.com||My unit is probably defective.  I've done all the connections, vacuums, leak checks, that there is to do.  I dunno if warranty is still good since i've taken it apart many times already, along with the fact that i've lost 2 screws to the back plate.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Telecaster (edited 12-20-2002).]||216.175.110.184||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||12-21-2002||12:14 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I got mine in Japan in January 2000.<P>I used the largest Alum. flange they make.<P>The radius part that touches the pipe need to be reshaped some to perfect sit on my 3" piping.<P>I would buy it from Alamomotorsports.com but I heard they changed hands so I can not speak for the new owners.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001201.cgi
A||||10||drew||RRE's coming out with a sequential setup for our cars!||||1||
Z||000000||drew||12-19-2002||08:29 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||From the socal list:<P>Ok, no joke, just finish my project here at Road Race.  No joke, here are some pictures and videos of the Sequential Shifter. The kit will work with all year DSM and Gaylant. Something to think about over the X-MAS holiday and something to write to Santa for next year.<P>Here the directory to the pictures of the Sequential Shifter.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/sequential_shifter/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/sequential_shifter/</A> <P>And here is dem video..  Sorry bandwidth gonna be limited pretty soon.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/movies/sequential_shifter/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/movies/sequential_shifter/</A> <P>Ty <P><BR>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX<p>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 12-19-2002).]||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000001||GRV4726||12-19-2002||09:00 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">  oh my god... i love that.  its so nice. can't wait to hear more. don't konw if i would do it to mine... that a hard choice to make...seeing how loud it is, but i'd have to see it, hear it, and feel it in person<P>i can't get over how cool that is. <BR>thanks<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||10
Z||000002||JerryRedGSX||12-19-2002||09:41 PM||qwkgsx@hotmail.com||I see you still have to use the clutch with it.  Still cool as hell though!<P>------------------<BR>Jerry Chao<BR>#1094 of 2000||24.90.213.127||reg||1
Z||000003||Arty||12-19-2002||10:46 PM||||Throw looks a little long.<P>Won't be long before someone comes up with a short shifter for it :-)<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4in||12-19-2002||10:55 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Wont be long at all...well unless you're takling about the sequential short shifter, hehe..There already is a short shifter, but you guys probably already  know that, right? <A HREF="http://www.dsmparts.com/short_shifter_galant_vr4.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmparts.com/short_shifter_galant_vr4.htm</A> <P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by gvr4in (edited 12-19-2002).]||63.206.49.212||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||12-19-2002||10:56 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||There has been a product like that out in Japan for a while now.  I forget the brand name, but if you go to  <A HREF="http://www.takakaira.com" TARGET=_blank>www.takakaira.com</A>   it's in there (I'm only on a 33k dialup connection now otherwise I'd look it up  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"> ).  They have 2 vids of it in use as well on an S14 Silvia.  Very cool product.  Hopefully this won't be overly expensive cuz it looks like a great product.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>'92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||12-19-2002||11:06 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Aw hell I got bored so I thought I'd look it up.  No GVR-4 apps, but same concept...<BR> <A HREF="http://www.takakaira.com/performance/ikeyaformula/main.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.takakaira.com/performance/ikeyaformula/main.html</A> <P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>'92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000007||turbowop||12-20-2002||04:53 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I guess speed and rpm aren't important in the sequential test car. I was trying to see his shift points and noticed that the gauges weren't moving.<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.209.52||reg||1
Z||000009||sleeper||12-20-2002||11:34 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4in:<BR><B>Wont be long at all...well unless you're takling about the sequential short shifter, hehe..There already is a short shifter, but you guys probably already  know that, right? <A HREF="http://www.dsmparts.com/short_shifter_galant_vr4.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmparts.com/short_shifter_galant_vr4.htm</A> <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I have a shifter like that. It was only 50 bucks though, new in the box.<BR>There are lots of them on Ebay.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P><P>------------------<BR>||66.136.185.80||reg||1
Z||000010||dsmsleeper||12-20-2002||01:15 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sleeper:<BR><B> I have a shifter like that. It was only 50 bucks though, new in the box.<BR>There are lots of them on Ebay.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Was it for the 2nd gen?  <P><P>------------------<BR>Joe<BR>1991 GVR-4 782/2000<BR>1992 Laser AWD||63.146.62.141||reg||5
Z||000011||sleeper||12-20-2002||10:24 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<BR><B> Was it for the 2nd gen?  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes I have it on the 2G but he's got 1G's too.<P>------------------<BR>||66.136.187.91||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001202.cgi
A||||10||HKS VR-4||Relocating Battery to trunk and redo intake???...is it worth the trouble....||||1||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||12-20-2002||05:04 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I was wondering, what do I have to do to relocate the battery to the trunk????....how should I wire up everything????....<P>I also want to redo the intake with like Dejon Tool one or something using the 1g mas. Is it worth it??? I don't race or anything...but I thought this clear up some room in the engine bay.<P>------------------<BR>'91 #439 <BR>HKS-VR4<P>HKS Intake<BR>HKS Boost Guage<BR>HKS Turbo Timer<BR>Magnecor Wires<BR>Custom 3" cat-back w/ Apexi Dunk<BR>|G|A|B| strut bars<BR>On the way-boost controller, Denso Iridium plugs, "straight cat" =)<P>86 Fiero GT-Gone but not forgotten...RIP<BR>Full Exhaust<BR>K&N<BR>2.8 stroked to 3.1<BR>Ported, Polished, Blue Printed, Balanced<BR>Centerforce Dual Friction<BR>Eibach Pro., Sway Bars, Engergy Bushing<P>"I was abused by domestics as a kid"||12.81.125.236||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||12-20-2002||05:13 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I did mine so I could install the fmic and rre piping. Since then however I logged the intake temps and they are way lower. That along with less bends for the air to travel through to get to the turbo should, in theory, add some power and give better throttle response. It also adds room in the engine bay.<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.209.52||reg||1
Z||000002||bob in chicago||12-20-2002||09:21 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||This for a 1G, but the basic principles are the same: <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/dan0myte/mods/battery.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.geocities.com/dan0myte/mods/battery.html</A> <P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 12-20-2002).]||24.148.88.162||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||12-20-2002||09:38 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||HKS, it's totally worth it.  I should have done it years ago when I got the car.  The 3" intake helped a ton, even with the 14b. <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||12-20-2002||10:48 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||you will have to get creative relocating the bov hose, if you are using the stock bov, and depending on the bends of the dejon pipe.  i had a raptor intake, and the bov hose would push the mas towards the radiator, and the metal part of the air cleaner would just touch the radiator.  i can see that if it is not watched, you will eventually make a hole in the radiator.  also, you will have to make a bracket to support the assembly, or the connection to the turbo inlet will come loose in the most inopportune times.  carry enough tools with you to fix it, and some gloves, it will be hot.  the turbo will spool up faster, and you will be able to hear the bov a LOT.  <BR>     i like the extra room with the battery out of there, one of these days, i will make a better mount for it in the trunk.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||Carl Morris||12-20-2002||11:38 AM||cd2@cdmorris.com||In my opinion, a good intake is worth the hassle, and relocating the battery is not worth the hassle if you can avoid it.  I was able to make a nice 3" intake that went around the battery by moving the battery as far to the front and center as possible while leaving it in the same general area.  I run a VPC, so the MAS and BOV were not an issue.  I could solve either of those issues if I needed to, though, by putting a MAS in the cavity under the battery, and adding a 1" inlet to my pipe to plumb the BOV.<P>------------------<BR>--<BR>Carl Morris<BR>White 1991 GVR4<BR>13.3@102@5800ft||147.145.40.42||reg||1
Z||000006||Carl Morris||12-20-2002||11:41 AM||cd2@cdmorris.com||I just realized that I needed to update my signature...on a related note, I heartily recommend the Sleeper 16g for those who don't want the hassle of plumbing changes...<P>------------------<BR>--<BR>Carl Morris<BR>White 1991 GVR4<BR>12.77@108.8@5800ft||147.145.40.42||reg||1
Z||000007||HKS VR-4||12-20-2002||12:47 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I've also heard of swapping locations with the battery and filter or am I just better off getting a relocating kit from Summit and put it in the trunk???<P>Also will it benefit with the OEM mass air??? even tho I do have the HKS can and filter...???<P>------------------<BR>'91 #439 <BR>HKS-VR4<P>HKS Intake<BR>HKS Boost Guage<BR>HKS Turbo Timer<BR>HKS SSQV BOV<BR>Magnecor Wires<BR>Custom 3" cat-back w/ NISMO Skyline R33 Muffler<BR>|G|A|B| strut bars<BR>MBC to 14.5psi<BR>"straight cat" =)||12.81.85.237||reg||1
Z||000008||AWDpower||12-20-2002||09:56 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||I had the same question also. Has anyone tried to mount the battery in the back of the engine compartment, like in a DSM? <P>Jason K.<P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.254||reg||1
Z||000009||drew||12-20-2002||10:00 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu|| haven't heard of it, but i've heard of people mounting a smaller battery in the bumper or using the infamous scott evans battery tray.<P><P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000010||Ian M||12-21-2002||03:25 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by AWDpower:<BR><B>I had the same question also. Has anyone tried to mount the battery in the back of the engine compartment, like in a DSM? <P>Jason K.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> A freind of mine welded up a bracket to mount his battery where the charcoal canister used to be. I cant remember for sure,but I think he's using a Black Panther type battery.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Ian||129.71.114.213||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001203.cgi
A||||3||JSTYLE||Gearboxes?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||12-20-2002||06:20 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Ok guys,<P>Just installed a Jap Spec gearbox on my car. I have an aus spec car. Anyways what im getting from the box now is a grinding noise.. im not sure what it is.. my conclusion is.. either its the front dif OR its the different gear ratio's in the gearbox.. <P>Did jap spec and aus spec come out with different ratios?<P>I really need help!!!<P>Jon<P>------------------<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jstyle.tk<BR>http://www.clubvr4.tk" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jstyle.tk<BR>http://www.clubvr4.tk</A> ||203.173.168.144||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||12-20-2002||03:33 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||most didn't some may, esp. the RS versions. The "normal" GVR4s are teh same.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||VR-4play||12-20-2002||05:17 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||Why would gear ratio cause grinding? What kind of grinding is it (regular gear grind @ shift, slipping grind while in gear)? If it is between shifts, I would say go back and check your clutch stuff. As long as your clutch is releasing all the way, I don't see why you would be grinding. If it is grinding while driving in that gear, I would say bad tranny. Once it's in gear, and the clutch is engaged, I don't see why there should be any slipping unless internally the tranny was messed up. There isn't too many adjustments that can be made w/ the tranny. When I went to the JAP spec, I had to use everything JAP spec. At first I tried to swap my US stuff to the tranny, but my t-case wouldn't mate and the release fork wouldn't operate correctly.<P>------------------<BR>||67.30.250.171||reg||1
Z||000003||JSTYLE||12-20-2002||10:08 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||The clutch is new.. it makes a grinding noise when u drive.. like something is grinding really bad.. but sometimes it stops.. im confused to what it is.. but my friend thinks it could be the dif..<P>when i had the old box in the car it wasnt making such a noise.. but the old box had a worn out clutch and also the synchro's where screwd. Could a front dif be dead in my car?<P>Jon<P>------------------<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jstyle.tk<BR>http://www.clubvr4.tk" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jstyle.tk<BR>http://www.clubvr4.tk</A> ||203.173.168.144||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001204.cgi
A||||12||gvr4in||2.5/3"||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-21-2002||02:46 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I want to get 2.5 catback, but later i want to upgrade to a 16g & a DP, will 2.5 be too restrictive for a 16g? should i go 3? (regardless? If i go upgraded turbo or not?)<P>------------------<BR>||63.207.140.88||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||12-21-2002||03:00 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||if you can afford it, why not? I'd get a 3" cat and a 3" downpipe while you're at it, to get full advantage.<P><P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||12-21-2002||03:01 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Well, to get the most performance from your current setup & even more from your future plans the 3" will be the better way to go.  I haven't modded my GVR-4 yet, but on my RX7 tt a 3" dp made a HUGE difference.  Granted on that car there was a catalytic converter in the stock dp (stupid Mazda design) so it was a night & day difference, but any turbo car will show big improvements with larger exhausts.  I guess it just depends on how much you wanna spend (price really isn't much different from 2.5" to 3"), what kind of performance level you want, & what noise levels you can live with.  Either way it'll be a notable improvement over stock  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>'92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000003||AWDpower||12-21-2002||08:27 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||It depends upon what your goals are. If you don't plan on running in the 11's, 2.5 will work just fine. With a 16G, you will be fine with a 2.5" system from the turbo back. I have yet to see any proof that a 3" system makes a difference on a 13 or even a 12 second car. As long as it is designed efficiently (smooth mandrel bends, as little bends as posssible, no neck downs, good muffler), a 2.5" system will work just fine. The 3" has more potential down the road, but it also is louder then a 2.5 inch system, if that is important to you. I Put a 2.5" system on my Talon years ago. When it was time to do the VR4, I had the same set up made. Except on the Galant, the tip is also 2.5", and the system is very quiet and stealthy, perfect for my sleeper <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Jason K.<BR>'90 Talon AWD<BR>'92 GVR4<BR>'96 Eclipse GSX<P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.123||reg||1
Z||000004||MPREZYAVR4||12-22-2002||12:42 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||GVR4IN whenever we get a chance to meet you can check out my Apex'i GVR4 exhaust and possibly use it as a jig for one for you.<BR>Rich<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.182.89||reg||1
Z||000005||a_santos||12-23-2002||08:31 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Get 3", there is simply no reason why not to. It will make more horse and torque than 2.5". <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.43.217.40||reg||1
Z||000006||AWDpower||12-26-2002||04:45 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||Why MUST it be 3"? I have yet to see anyone explain or prove why a 3" exhaust is needed on most DSMs. There are plenty of reasons to not go 3"- cost, clearance, noise, stealth.<P>Reasons for 3"- You want a louder exhaust, which is cool. You are one of the small percentage of DSMers that actually need it. <P>As for facts to back up my claim-<P>Check the book "Maximum boost" by Corky Bell. In it he provides a chart for the optimum exhaust size for a given hp on a turbo car. According to the book, 2.5" is optimum for well more then I expected- close to 500hp. 3" is overkill unless you are pushing 700hp. <P>As for a DSM example, John Shepard ran high 11's with the old HKS exhaust (2 3/8") on a 16G. <P>If someone has PROOF that there is a benefit to a 3" exhaust (Dyno results or drag times) Vs. a 2.5 without any other changes, I'd love to see it.<P>For the most part though, I'd say go with what you prefer. If you like the sound and look of a 3" system, go for it. If you want something a little milder, go with the 2.5 system, but don't worry that you are trading off performance. Just remember that the system is only as good as it's weakest link. A well designed system with smooth bends, no neck-downs, and a good muffler will work better then a poor designed one of similar size. One advantage of the 3" is that you can get away with a system that is not as well put together, since the restrictions will be made up for by the larger size, to a point. At least at "lower" power levels. <P>Jason K.<P><BR> <P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.104||reg||1
Z||000007||markrieb||12-27-2002||01:09 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Simple physics...<P>A turbocharger works on a pressure differential.  The less pressure on the downstream side of the turbine, the faster the spool up and the more "work" the turbo is cabable of doing.<P>Now, this also assumes that you have the supporting mods.  If not, you can quickly get into boost creep or other problems.<P>That said, in general, 2.5" is plenty for most cars with a 16g or less.  But, you can get measureable improvement from going to a bigger exhaust.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||12-27-2002||01:25 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||well, i hated physics.  but i do know that exhaust gasses shrink dramatically as they cool.  so, downstream of the turbo, and i dont know how far, there is less volume needed.  something like the molecules are closer together, or something like that.  i know that when it is cold, i end up closer to my wife.  the cat, too.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000009||gvr4in||12-27-2002||03:50 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>i know that when it is cold, i end up closer to my wife.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Haha<P>------------------<BR>k&n w/ no can, LMS 3" intake, OBX boost, autometer air/fuel, rebuilt turbo, greddy turbo timer||63.207.141.39||reg||1
Z||000010||rallyracer||12-27-2002||04:01 PM||evancline@hotmail.com||Well how ofter does your grocery getter rev past 6000 rpm? not to often, so get the 2.5 because you will have a broader torque band. top end horsepower will not be as good with the 2.5,but PEAK torque will be lower in your rpm range, making the car a much better driver. The "maybe if your lucky" 5hp that you will get top end with the 3inch you will sacriface the extra low end torque.<P>horsepower sells cars, torque wins races<P>------------------<BR>||67.38.21.68||reg||1
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||12-27-2002||07:19 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by rallyracer:<BR><B>Well how ofter does your grocery getter rev past 6000 rpm? not to often, so get the 2.5 because you will have a broader torque band. top end horsepower will not be as good with the 2.5,but PEAK torque will be lower in your rpm range, making the car a much better driver. The "maybe if your lucky" 5hp that you will get top end with the 3inch you will sacriface the extra low end torque.<P>horsepower sells cars, torque wins races<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Wrong.  Have you driven any turbo DSM's with 3" vs 2.5"???  By your reasoning, a stock exhaust should make more torque than 2.5".  Does it?  No.  The "small exhaust = more torque" argument does not apply to turbo cars.  All the backpressure you need is caused by the turbo interrupting the exhaust stream.  <P>How often do I rev past 6K?  Every time I drive it.  <P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by howard_GVR4 (edited 12-27-2002).]||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000012||AWDpower||12-27-2002||10:15 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||Re: Simple physics<P>That is assuming that a 3" system reduces the pressure differential Vs. a 2.5" system on a moderately modded DSM. If so, you are correct. But I stand by my theory that this isn't the case on most of our cars, and for most of us a 2.5" system is not a handicap to getting the most out of our set up. <P>Jason K. <P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.207||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001205.cgi
A||||5||DsmParts||Vr4 Intake Pipe||||1||
Z||000000||DsmParts||12-22-2002||01:51 AM||sales@dsmparts.com||Hi Friends,<P>Just installed an Intake Pipe and a Upper Intercooler pipe on Vr4 #1859..Check out pictures at <A HREF="http://dsmparts.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&postid=398#post398" TARGET=_blank>http://dsmparts.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&postid=398#post398</A>  -- we have many in stock. Happy holidays,<P>Lates<BR>DSMparts Justin<BR>#1859<P>------------------<BR>||24.247.82.222||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4in||12-22-2002||02:51 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||HELL YA!! whooo...hehe that rocks that you guys got the vr-4 part up on dsmparts!! thanks!<P>------------------<BR>||63.202.234.252||reg||1
Z||000002||silly4turbo||12-22-2002||08:40 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||looks sweet :-) could I attach my <BR>hks mega flow to it ?<P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||12-22-2002||03:42 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||I think those are Dejon intake pipes.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000004||rallyracer||12-27-2002||03:41 PM||evancline@hotmail.com||Those are Dejon intakes. I think they are cheaper there.<P>------------------<BR>||67.38.21.68||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||12-27-2002||05:09 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||From  <A HREF="http://www.dsmparts.com/mitsubishi_galant_vr4_intake_pipe.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmparts.com/mitsubishi_galant_vr4_intake_pipe.htm</A> <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><BR>3"  Vr4 MAS  Intake Pipe<BR>Full hard intake pipe for your Vr4 replaces the entire stock rubber intake pipe for almost straight air flow. The MAS end is 3 1/8" dia to match the Vr4 MAS and tapers down to 3" inlet to the turbo (16ga steel). The air canister will NOT bolt down to the stock location, <B>but sits on the coolant bottle at a 22deg angle</B>. Fits 20G Turbo.  Air Filter Not Included *Requires parallel or trunk battery mounting*<BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I'd like to see how that thing is going to rest on MY coolant bottle.  Hmm... maybe that description (from Dejon Tool) should be updated to reflect the GVR4 layout it is being marketed for.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||12.247.128.70||reg||12




ubb/Forum2/001206.cgi
A||||10||MPREZYAVR4||1530 is having some problems (ECU/Injector/??? related)||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||12-22-2002||08:24 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Okay I finally got my ECU back from Jeff and got a chance to install it in 1530. I just had it in the passenger footwell where I had the loaner ECU I got from Jeff. Well a quick trip to get my wife and come back home and everything is good. Did a quick pocket logger check and found a code for Injector Circut. I thought no biggie and cleared the code then disconnected the ECU so I could mount it back in the stock location.<BR>I did that went to get ready to go to a party we were to attend. <BR>When we came back out and hopped in the car it idled alittle odd but seemed to smoothen out. Once I started up the hill which we live at the bottom I felt something was wrong. It almost felt like either a fuel cut or a severely slipping clutch. We were in a rush and so I hopped in my other car and we headed out. <BR>Then today I decided to change the oil and check the ECU again and make sure everything was okay. Pulled out the pocket logger after resetting the ECU.  Noted it was still doing the odd idling and decided to check the injectors using the PL. It appears like #2 isn't working or is stuck open since i felt nothing when i did the injector test on it. <P>Any suggestions as I should probalby take all 4 injectors out and get them cleaned and checked anyways. <BR>Anyone local have spare 450's or can I borrow your ECU just to make sure. <BR>Thanks<BR>Rich<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.182.166||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||12-23-2002||10:13 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||It seems like too much a coincidence that it has only happened since you put your original ECU back in, plus I don't think a stuck injector would throw a code. It almost has to be an electrical problem, either inside the ECU, or more likely something with the harness. I'd pull the harness back apart and REALLY check the wiring coming off pin #52, injector 2. You must have some oxidation or a bad connnection there somewhere.<BR>I guess my loaner's already on its way back, huh? I could refuse it.<BR>LMK,<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.219.10||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-23-2002||11:46 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||rich, if i can help you out, i currently have a vr4 ecu loaned out in the great nw, his ecu is on the way to jeff.  i can have him ship it to you to try, and if you want, i have some 450's i took out about 2 months ago, they are near new, and were cleaned right before i installed them.  i can send you those to try.  lemme know.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||12-23-2002||12:43 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Well Jeff I took out the HKS FCON wiring adapter just to make sure and I know that the wiring was spliced for an old school AFC but should be fine. I even swapped the EEPROM's just to make sure it wasn't something to do with the stage 3 and the stutter box (since I didn't install the clutch cable yet). It just seems like #2's injector isn't firing. Any chance it could be the resistor pack if not the pin or maybe a loose ground?<P>Ken I'll keep you posted on the injectors as I found some RX7's from an N/A 89 for like $50 but I just need to find out what CC they are since they quote 450cc (they are maroonish and I am e-mailing them about a part #). I'll let you know tonight since I at least have another car to use so it's no serious rush.<P><BR>I've got a laundry list of things to be going on or in or replace on 1530 that I need to do when I get a chance.<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.184.209||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||12-23-2002||03:32 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I forget offhand what the resistance of those ballast resistors is, but I would just compare all 4 of the injector wires with an ohmmeter. When I clip one lead to ground, all 4 of my injectors read 15.5 ohms resistance to ground, with just the middle the connector unplugged from the ECU. Athough I'm sure this isn't the approved way to test them, because they really aren't connected to groung but to positive, it should still give you a good indication if #2 is different than the rest. Just make sure you do this with the ignition turned OFF  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.211.158||reg||1
Z||000005||MPREZYAVR4||12-23-2002||06:56 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Jeff I just checked the center 2 injectors resistances at the plug (@3ohm) on the injector and the harness (@22ohm) and both read the same. I'm starting to think it may be the ECU and the injector driver section. Was that part of what was damaged before. I am also doing a long ECU reset and will start the car tonight to see if it runs right.<P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.35.202.250||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||12-24-2002||10:37 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Rich,<BR>None of the traces I repaired were in the injector driver section. Thats not to say that there isn't some hidden acid damage there, though. There really is very little inside the ECU that relates only to the #2 injector. If you open the ECU, you will find that the trace from pin #52 goes directly to the collector (middle pin) of TR102, which is the first of the 4 black transistors bolted to the heatsink. You can try ohming that out to pin #52 to make sure there isn't some acid damage, or a cold solder joint. The base of TR102 (the lefthand pin) is driven through R41, a 330 ohm resistor near the edge of the board. You can try ohming that out too. I don't remember the acid ever getting near that area, and anything beyond that point would probably effect at least 2 injectors. <BR>Where in the harness did you take your readings? Given the fact that it just started, and the fact that you have spliced the injector harness at the ECU, I still feel the problem may be there. Does the injector ALWAYS not fire, or is it intermittent? If it is intermittent, I would also suspect a brittle injector wire under the hood. With the age of these cars, and the tremendous underhood temperatures, I'm beginning to see problems associated with the wires getting brittle and cracking when the engine moves back and forth.<BR>Do you want me to refuse the ECU when it comes?<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.221.64||reg||1
Z||000007||MPREZYAVR4||12-24-2002||02:51 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Jeff I'm going to probably next day air or 3 day my ECU back to you. Go ahead and refuse the ECU. Those points you told me to check appear okay. Then this morning after I had disconnected the battery all night I started it up (you could smell fuel) and it was doing the same stuttering and it seems like now 1 & 2 are both firing odd. Now I'm also having a metal like fluttering sound from near the BOV so I'm going to make a pressure tester and try that to see if it's leaking and maybe contributing to the problem.<BR>This is just totally odd and frustrating.<BR>Rich<P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||207.220.129.52||reg||1
Z||000008||MPREZYAVR4||12-26-2002||08:08 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Okay good/bad news today. I tested the injectors with a noid and it appears the ECU is firing them correctly which is good news which leaves me to believe I have a clogged/bad #2 injector. <BR>Ken I would like to either borrow or buy or swap those injectors with you since I know you have a good shop that cleans them (I'm not highly fond of RC). I will e-mail you about this here tonight.<BR> I also noticed that I may have a cracked exhaust manifold since I notice alittle smoke coming from under the heat shields when revved it alittle. Not majorly important as it could also be the gasket but something I will be looking into when I get a chance (probably when the 240hp VR4 pipes and modified starion go in).<P>Jeff if for some reason the ECU is the problem I will let you know otherwise thank you for the help.<P>Rich<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||65.138.134.128||reg||1
Z||000009||rallyracer||12-27-2002||04:08 PM||evancline@hotmail.com||Did you have the caps replaced? I had one instance after I got caps replaced on a 1g and it threw a injector circuit code. It was the ecu. Something on the board was crapped. Don't know for sure, not good with circuit boards. Just replaced it and no problems since.<P>------------------<BR>||67.38.21.68||reg||1
Z||000010||MPREZYAVR4||12-27-2002||04:58 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Caps have been done twice and Keydiver repaired the board where there was damage. <BR>Testing with the noid showed the ECU was firing the injector with a signal but the injector isn't responding or is clogged/damaged/broken. It reads the right impedance so it isn't electrical unless something internal failed.<P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||207.220.129.73||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001207.cgi
A||||2||Scott Y||Installed stereo, now dash lights won't dim||||1||
Z||000000||Scott Y||12-23-2002||09:45 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I am installing a new stereo, and I've run into a weird problem. Everything is cool except for 2 things:<BR>1. The dash lights are now on full bright, and I cannot dim or adjust them.<BR>2. the interior dome light does not come on when a door opens (probably unrelated, but I'm sure it worked before I started messing with the car).<P>Any ideas? <P><P>------------------<BR>GVR4 #953/1000, stock||63.117.253.195||reg||1
Z||000001||Scott Y||12-23-2002||10:11 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I may have solved the problem. According to the Talon archives, the original stereo ground also ties into the ground for the dimming circuit, and I have to run 2 separate grounds now. One for the original wiring harness ground, and one for the new head unit. <P><P>------------------<BR>GVR4 #953/1000, stock||63.117.253.195||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||12-24-2002||01:56 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||just so you know, when you install a radio in an import vehicle such as your dsm, you dont need to ground the radio with the wire on the harness.  as soon as you plug in the antenna, you are good to go b/c the radio is grounded then through the antenna wire. <P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <P>t3t4 with supporting mods...............||63.62.132.104||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001208.cgi
A||||2||DookGVR4||Spoke to Shannon RE: GVR4 FMIC Kits||||1||
Z||000000||DookGVR4||12-23-2002||02:40 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Hey guys i emailed him yestarday and got a reply today.....<P>He asked me to post this to the list for anyone else that might be interested.<P>  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR> Sorry it is so hard to get ahold of me�.it shouldn�t be that way.  Please post my current email and phone number, 270.699.1767.  The spearco core with tanks and stainless steel piping with associated hoses and clamps is 1100.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Happy holidays, Dave<BR><p>[This message has been edited by DookGVR4 (edited 12-23-2002).]||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-23-2002||04:01 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Yes, but you didn't post his email address.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.185.93||reg||4
Z||000002||DookGVR4||12-23-2002||06:59 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Well give him a call then   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Here is his email though... <A HREF="mailto:kycshann@kyol.net">kycshann@kyol.net</A> <P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by DookGVR4 (edited 12-23-2002).]||24.52.237.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001209.cgi
A||||9||silly4turbo||steering ?||||1||
Z||000000||silly4turbo||12-24-2002||12:02 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||is there a way to get tighter steering ? it<BR>seems like it's kinda lose,almost too easy to turn, unless I have a problem, it would be cool if the steering was bit firmer ?<P>isn't the gvr4 supposed to have speed sensitive steering ? <P>does anyone else feel that way ?  <BR><P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||12-24-2002||12:46 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||remove your power steering.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||12-24-2002||09:57 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Check your tie-rod ends.  They may be worn and causing some slop in the steering.<P>Also, with the 4-wheel steering I've noticed that around high speed turns the car is like a teeter-totter.  I am constantly adjusting steering angle because that goofy 4-wheel steering sucks!<P>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.87.190||reg||1
Z||000003||silly4turbo||12-24-2002||10:39 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||the 4wS huh ? I just had both tie rods and ball joints replaced after I crunched a curb...  I here ya about always adjusting the steering angle ... as anyone tried swaping a manual steering rack ? if so, what's yout opinion, better or dealable ?<P>I could try blocking of the AWS ? but I have a 92' GSX and the steering in that seems much tighter ? <P>thanks for everyone's input !!! <P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||12-24-2002||10:48 AM||caspa69@juno.com||I have a manual rack, Pretty mutch a race only mod as it kinda sucks in parking areas. You could block of the rear rack or install a dsm power rack.<P><P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||64.157.113.76||reg||1
Z||000005||SPEEDFIEND||12-24-2002||04:58 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I just removed the 4WS and put a DSM power rack in place of the other one.  Steering is much firmer.  I think the 4 bolt LSD helps a good bit too.  Before I found the DSM power rack I was just going to block off the high presure lines that go the the rear rack and pump.  Advance Auto has 1/4 brass caps that should work to block the lines off right on the front rack.  You'll have to block off the low presure lines at the resevoir or swap a DSM resevoir in it place.  I removed both sets of lines completely from the car.  Being you still have the 3 bolt with the pump on top, I'm not sure if all this will help.  Kris <P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by SPEEDFIEND (edited 12-24-2002).]||206.214.56.180||reg||1
Z||000006||bob in chicago||12-25-2002||11:47 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I found that these relatively low-cost items really helped steering/handling:<BR>front caster bolts to add caster<BR>stiffer rear swaybar<BR>poly bushings in front suspension<P>------------------<BR>||24.148.88.162||reg||1
Z||000007||AWDpower||12-26-2002||04:48 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||Wider tires will also add more resistance to the steering.<P>Jason K.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.104||reg||1
Z||000008||vrpower||12-27-2002||03:20 AM||darian85@msn.com||The teeter-toter steering of the AWS does bother me, especially at higher speeds, but i opted to keep my rear steering since it seems that very few of the limited US GVR4s will have it any longer. So for the sake of exclusivity (and also because my car won't be an all out racing car) i will retain those turning wheels at max. 3 degrees over 30mph. <BR>To this day i wonder about the true reason behind the intro of the AWS to production cars suchas ours, Nissans, Hondas and others. What are its Performance advantages? Why are we slashing something developers and engineers spent so much time on? Would someone enlighten me...<P>------------------<BR>||199.182.167.233||reg||1
Z||000009||stupidweirdo||12-27-2002||07:22 AM||stupidweirdo@email.com||yea i hate the way my galant drives in general. oh well its about to become a '92 laser drivetrain wise. i like having spare parts lying around <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||216.65.161.135||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001226.cgi
A||||6||DookGVR4||Walboro 255 Vs. Supra TT||||1||
Z||000000||DookGVR4||12-29-2002||07:01 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Hello,<P>I had the 255 in my old GS-T and it was loud as hell...And i always smelled fuel (problably overrun) I had the stock FPR.<P>So my question is.... Is the Walboro that loud on the galants?...I thought it might not be because of more substance to the interior etc.<P>I plan on running a AMS T3/T4 kit probably a 50 trim stage 3 .63<P>Any thoughts?..<P>Thanks, Dave<P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||12-29-2002||07:33 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||supra pump in galant:<BR>fshhhhhhhhh<P>walbro 255 in galant:<BR>WEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE<P>------------------<BR>||208.251.251.8||reg||1
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||12-29-2002||07:43 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||I'm running the supra pump.<P>------------------<BR>Martins_vr4 <BR>496/2000||68.6.244.123||reg||14
Z||000003||number3||12-29-2002||08:10 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Dan D:<BR><B>supra pump in galant:<BR>fshhhhhhhhh<P>walbro 255 in galant:<BR>WEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Very good impressions...<P>external paxton in GVR4:<P>WHAAAAAAAWHAAAAAAAAAWHAAAAAAA!   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Go with the supra pump you will be glad you did.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||BossGVR4||12-29-2002||08:35 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||ditto on the Supra/Denso pump<P>------------------<BR>||68.98.167.35||reg||6
Z||000005||talontsi||12-29-2002||09:17 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||My 255hp is quite in my galant.<BR>Very loud in my old 2g fwd and 1g awd!<P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000006||DookGVR4||12-29-2002||09:33 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Thanks Fellas,<P>Most people that i talk to that have been in the dsm world for a while always are quick to suggest the supra pump.<P>I will probabaly get it from conicielli(best price?)<P>Next question...Which fpr should i get?<BR>Also i would like to mount a guage on it or near it (i dont want a fp guage in the interior)<P>Also not liking to spend 300+ for a buschur.<P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001211.cgi
A||||5||galantvr4||3000GT VR-4 Brake Conversion||||1
Z||000000||galantvr4||12-25-2002||03:32 PM||galantvr4@aol.com||Have any of you guys heard of converting Stock galant vr4 brakes to 3000gtvr4 brakes, because they have 4 POT Calliperes right? And if so any infor about that swap or other kits would be a great help.<P>------------------<BR>||198.81.26.143||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||12-25-2002||03:40 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||Rob @ Mofugas did it and was gonna come out with a kit before he closed Mofugas. It's no a bolt-on affair<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||stupidweirdo||12-27-2002||07:27 AM||stupidweirdo@email.com||the 3000gt vr4 calipers are 6 piston the sl models have 4 piston i believe. the 6 pistons are huge goodluck wheel shopping for an offset that will fit, and would be a chore to adapt. im looking for some 4 piston calipers right now out of a sl, i believe these are close to bolt on.<P>------------------<BR>||216.65.161.135||reg||1
Z||000003||Jose||12-27-2002||11:19 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||All 3000GT VR4 have 4 piston calipers, all other model 3000GTs have the same caliper that we have (dual piston).<BR>Jose........<P>------------------<BR>91 VR-4<BR>JDM AMG Front & Rear Bumpers, JDM AMG Front Grille, JDM Headlights & Clear corners. 18inch C5 Wheels.||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000004||jonvr4||10-15-2003||01:16 AM||||i am bringing this post back from the dead. anyway i am looking into using a set of 98 3000gt vr4 front calipers and i wanted to know what work was involved in the process. i have a set of 17x7in wheels that have an offset of 43. will this work? or should i not even waste my time thinking about it?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||MustGoFaster||10-15-2003||10:06 AM||||17's should. I know they switched to bigger rims (18's, stock!) at some point in the 3/S production.  I am not 100% sure why though.  You might want to head over to <a href="http://www.3si.com" target="_blank">www.3si.com</a> for some more info.||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum2/001212.cgi
A||||11||gvr4in||boost question...||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-25-2002||06:08 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey I just hooked up my boost gauge the other night, its an obx that i got from dsmparts...when Im wot and about 4-5k rpms it only reads 5 psi, and that shouldnt be right, even if i was stock, right? For air I have a k&n filter, took out the paper silencer in the mas and did the solenoid mod...it reads 10 hg when im not on the throttle at all..goes to 0psi when i barely get on it and 5psi when im up there..could anyone explain this? could it be a vacuum leak? Or is it all right? Thanks! Merry Christmas!<P>------------------<BR>||63.207.142.255||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||12-25-2002||06:13 PM||caspa69@juno.com||What did you hook it up to?<P><P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||4.47.32.217||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4in||12-25-2002||06:33 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I tapped it to the vac line coming out of the intake manifold, thats what it says on every website there is, but is it diff for gvr4s? did i tap it in the wrong place?<P>------------------<BR>||63.207.142.255||reg||1
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||12-25-2002||06:48 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Tap it at the P port on the intake manifold for the most accurate readings.  If you can get away with it you could just go ahead and do away with the Charcaol Canister and solinode too.  And then you don't need a T fitting.  Kris    <P>------------------<BR>||206.214.56.153||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4in||12-25-2002||06:56 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Where is the p port on the intake man? have any pictures?<P>------------------<BR>||63.207.142.255||reg||1
Z||000005||SPEEDFIEND||12-25-2002||07:01 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Right on top on the mani where the 4 vac lines come off of.  Just behind thottle body.  It will have a "P" on it.  Kris<P>------------------<BR>||206.214.56.153||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4in||12-25-2002||07:10 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||haha im a dumbass, i just looked and bam there it is, ok so tap right where it comes out of the P and goes to the charcoal can? ok cool...how can i go about "doing away" with the solenoid and the charcoal cannister, i see that the solenoid is hooked up to the A2, then from the p to the charcoal, can i just take out all the connections from the p?<P>------------------<BR>||63.206.48.179||reg||1
Z||000007||SPEEDFIEND||12-25-2002||07:46 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Yep.  Don't need any of that stuff.  I haven't removed the bigger 3/8 metal hose thats hooked to the canister yet.  Its a little hard to get to.  But the canister and solinode and vac lines are gone.  You'll notice that from the solinode the vac line comes back to the intake mani.  You'll want to cap that off at the mani.  From the P port take a short piece of vac hose and stick the smaller boost gauge hose in the end of it.  Make sure you push about an 1 1/2 of the boost gauge hose up inside the vac hose.  Then put about 3 tie wraps on it so it will seal.  Your done.  Kris<P>------------------<BR>||206.214.56.153||reg||1
Z||000008||gvr4in||12-25-2002||08:15 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I understand how you dont need the charcoal cannister hooked up, but dont you need that solenoid hooked up for proper ecu readings?<P>------------------<BR>||63.207.141.32||reg||1
Z||000009||SPEEDFIEND||12-25-2002||08:37 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Well don't really know about that.  But, my car and two of my friend's cars run fine.  In fact the one VR4 runs 11's.  You'll have to ask someone esle about that.  Sorry man, Kris<P>------------------<BR>||206.214.56.153||reg||1
Z||000010||Ian M||12-26-2002||12:03 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| The only problem with dissconnecting any components of the charcoal canister (evaporative system),being in California, is emmisions.  We dont have that stuff in West Virginia... <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ian||129.71.114.60||reg||1
Z||000011||VR-4play||12-26-2002||06:03 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||T into the vacuum line on your fuel pressure regulator. This is the best place to get the boost reading, this is the pressure that you want to know.<P>Make sure that the tubing going into the boost guage is tight.<P>I have a cheapo (i believe that is actually the brand) boost guage from jcw and a profec-A getting the same steady readings from this spot.<P>------------------<BR>||67.30.250.34||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001213.cgi
A||||1||gvr4in||battery relocation||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-25-2002||06:36 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey I know some of you have done a battery relocation, where is there a hole in the firewall big enough so 4 gauge wire could fit through? <P>------------------<BR>||63.207.142.255||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||12-25-2002||07:01 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||upper corner of page.  first link on the right under GalantVR4.org Message Board <BR>"search"<P>Merry Christmas<P>------------------<BR>||208.251.251.8||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001214.cgi
A||||1||gvr4in||thermostat valve||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-26-2002||02:21 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey, Well i found the source of my vacuum leak, but have no clue as to what to do!!! I guess you would call it my thermostat valve, take a look at my 'picasso drawing' and hopefully you guys know what the hell im talking about, i don't think i can get this part just anywhere...anyone? please?<BR>  <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid43/p27adadaaad108d32a9d30e1b1d1899e8/fce36fb3.jpg">  <P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by gvr4in (edited 12-26-2002).]||63.207.140.88||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||12-26-2002||10:53 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I believe you're referring to the thermovalve, a temperature controlled vacuum switch right next to the thermostat housing. Mitsu part # MD103867, only about $17 from mitsubishi.cc or Conicelli. If you weren't in Cali I'd tell you to just disconnect it.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.219.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001227.cgi
A||||20||drew||Car not getting hot enough||||1||
Z||000000||drew||12-15-2002||05:34 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||I just bought a 90 EGSX and i've noticed that the temp gauge does not go more than 1/3 of the way, when my GVR4 went to 1/2 as did the 93 EGSX i owned. Anyone have any thoughts? ||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-15-2002||07:12 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Thermostat is prolly stuck open.  Replace it  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">  Or the gage is off.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||broke down||12-15-2002||09:32 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||replace your thermostat, with a good one.  It's easy, cheap, and it's a pain when they break and your not expecting it.  Oh, it's hard on the car too!||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000003||Compressed||12-16-2002||01:17 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Mine was doing this also.  I changed the thermostat and the car heats right up and sits at 195 now.  As broke down mentioned, this is bad on the car.  Dont forget the gasket.<BR>||216.126.176.119||reg||1
Z||000004||drew||12-16-2002||05:00 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||Thanks for the suggestions. Thermostat changed, gasket changed. We're good to go!||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4ZUM||12-19-2002||11:52 AM||jeremy@bigminc.com||My gauge goes down dramatically when I'm cruising on the highway (about a 1\4) but goes back to normal (1\2) on city driving.  I know cold air gets in their, but never experience this on summer time.  Also my heater takes about 10 to 15 minutes to warm up.  Is this Normal, and changing my thermostat the solution as well? <P>------------------<BR>||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||12-19-2002||12:06 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Thermostat<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.211.199||reg||1
Z||000007||Compressed||12-19-2002||12:20 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||yup thermostat, change it.<P>------------------<BR>#1561<BR>ACT 2600, Apexi 3" catback, Ported Head, UR Underdrive Crank Pulley, MBC, KYB GR2's, Balance Shafts Removed, Walbro 255.||216.126.176.97||reg||1
Z||000008||Romanova||12-19-2002||03:37 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Thermostat part number? Is there an O-ring that goes with it?<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000009||drew||12-19-2002||04:00 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||no o-ring, only gasket. <P>dunno the part number.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR4ZUM||12-19-2002||05:20 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Thanks Guys.<BR>Happy Holidays!<BR>I have to see if I can get it on Auto Parts Store around the corner or from Conicelli.<BR>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by GVR4ZUM (edited 12-19-2002).]||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||12-19-2002||06:33 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||This is one time I'd recommend Conicelli because there has been quite alot of discussion on here about how many of the aftermarket thermostats have a much smaller diameter hole in them, which can cause problems in the summer with insufficient cooling. FWIW, if the Mitsu dealer is close to you. <P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.148||reg||1
Z||000012||GVR4ZUM||12-19-2002||09:32 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Got it, thanks again.<P>------------------<BR>||64.157.65.224||reg||1
Z||000013||1101||12-20-2002||12:56 AM||karns10@attbi.com||FYI:<P>OEM mitsubishi 82 degree C kit number is MD997607.<P>OEM mitsubishi 88 degree C kit number is MD997608.<P>Ward<P>------------------<BR>||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000014||Romanova||12-20-2002||02:13 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||82 or 88... which one is stock? 88 I'm assuming...?<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000015||keydiver||12-20-2002||09:56 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||88 is stock (192 F), 82 C is the cooler one, around 180 F.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.148||reg||1
Z||000016||GVR4ZUM||12-28-2002||06:27 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||<P>I just replaced the thermostat but when I started  the car the temp gauge went to the Hot position right away.  Did I somehow messed up the sensor? I know I installed the thermostat the right way, put coolant etc etc.<P>BTW<BR>the old thermostat was stuck open in the middle.<P>------------------<BR>||63.208.113.208||reg||5
Z||000017||ken inn||12-28-2002||07:34 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||if it went hot right away, you have somehow grounded out the lead, or the sensor is bad.  if you take the connector and touch it to ground(the block) it will peg immediatly.  that is what is happening.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000018||keydiver||12-28-2002||07:36 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||It would be pretty hard to mess up the sensor, I think. I would just go back and recheck the wiring harness/connectors. The sensor that runs the gauge is the single-wire one, I believe Yellow/Green. Does the car run fine otherwise? The gauge sensor won't effect anything other than the gauge in case you're worried, the ECU has it's own temp sensor (the 2-wire one).<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.195||reg||1
Z||000019||GVR4ZUM||12-28-2002||11:41 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I'll check the wire and the lead tomorrow. I do know it got wet a little.  The car runs fine otherwise.  <P>thanks guys.<P>BTW<BR>I'll be changing my power steering belt and A/C belt.  Oh and the crank pulley also while I'm there, even though it still good (has 74,000 miles).  My belts squeaks when its cold.  Any tips on doing this.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||65.59.105.243||reg||1
Z||000020||GVR4ZUM||12-29-2002||01:40 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Fixed it.<BR>It was grounded alright.<BR>Thanks Ken and Keydiver.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||64.157.77.15||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001216.cgi
A||||4||LAGVR4||pocket data logger ?'s||||5||
Z||000000||LAGVR4||12-26-2002||01:53 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||does anyone use the sony clie SL10 to datalog?<BR>i just wanted to know if the screen is big enough and if there are any disadvantages to having this model over something else. does the pocketlogger software and cable come with everything you need to get it logging or do i need any adapters or plugs or anything else for that matter. TIA<P>------------------<BR>||64.160.242.131||reg||5
Z||000001||Hertz||12-27-2002||12:26 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Can you use the Clie?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.pocketlogger.com/?page=faq&faq=gen#anchor3" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pocketlogger.com/?page=faq&faq=gen#anchor3</A> <P>What does it come with?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.pocketlogger.com/?page=prod&prod=dsm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pocketlogger.com/?page=prod&prod=dsm</A> <P>And this may be important.. depending on what the SL10 happens to be.  Gleaned straight off of <A HREF="http://www.pocketlogger.com" TARGET=_blank>pocketlogger.com</A>:<BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><BR>There are several newly available PDA models from Sony and Palm that are running Palm OS version 5. Currently, we have confirmed the DSM Logger is *NOT* compatible with Palm's new Tungsten T which runs OS 5. We have had reports that the OBDII version does work on OS 5 Sony Clie, but have yet to test it. We have been testing the DSM version and it does not look good. The incompatibility may be because of changes made in the new OS version that have no software workaround. We cannot seem to get any response from Palm about this problem. In the meantime, we will continue our efforts to get it working. <BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR><P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||64.108.205.94||reg||1
Z||000002||LAGVR4||12-27-2002||11:50 AM||jporczak@attbi.com||i read through all that info before i originally posted. i just wanted info from someone that actually uses it or has tried to. the SL10 uses OS 4.1 so i shouldn't have a problem. if someone actually uses the SL10 please post your opinion of it. thanks.<P>------------------<BR>||64.160.242.131||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||12-27-2002||06:03 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Gabor is the one who should speak up here. I know he was totally frustrated with getting the Clie working with his pocketlogger. I don't know which model or operating system, but he finally gave up and got another PDA for logging.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.195||reg||1
Z||000004||sleeper||12-27-2002||10:13 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I have a Sony PEG-NR70V. It does not work with the pocketlogger software. So the $600.00 gameboy is resting 99.9% of the time and I moved down to a $50.00 Palm 3xe. It works great BTW.<P>Here is what the search brought up on the pocketlogger forum about the SL10<BR>Good luck!<P>"I just ordered a Sony PEG-SL10 to play with. I think it's probably the<BR>cheapest Palm out there with the 320x320 screen.<P><BR>-----Original Message-----<BR>From: jonhanshaw [mailto:jonhanshaw@y...]<BR>Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2002 12:48 PM<BR>To: pocketlogger@yahoogroups.com<BR>Subject: [pocketlogger] Re: New version/ High Res<P><BR>Hey great to hear the news of the update. I do use the clie and<BR>somtimes run it in high res. It is sometimes difficult to read the<BR>data in the "view" screen. Everything is bold except the Data. But<BR>it sure does look much better than my IIIc or my IIIxe.<P>Thanks for all your hard work.<BR>Jonathan<P>--- In pocketlogger@y..., "digital tuning" &lt;mike@g...&gt; wrote:<BR>&gt; This is what I have so far:<BR>&gt;<BR>&gt; 3kGT update<BR>&gt; Real time inj D/C display<BR>&gt; Big number display (up to 4)<BR>&gt; Min/Max memory<BR>&gt; Autoname on save<BR>&gt; Clearing errors doesnt leave the "Clearing errors..." message up.<BR>&gt; Fixed the crash associated with having a lot of logs. Virtualy<BR>unlimited<BR>&gt; now.<BR>&gt; Palm OS 5 compliant.<BR>&gt; Various spelling and label corrections<BR>&gt; Fixed a memory leak here and there.<BR>&gt;<BR>&gt; Things I hope to include:<BR>&gt; Bargraph view (closest thing to virtual gauges I could do)<BR>&gt; Raw number log view<BR>&gt; 3kgt 2nd O2 sensor<BR>&gt; Remapped buttons<BR>&gt; Less sensitive disconnect detection while logging<BR>&gt;<BR>&gt; Did I miss anythig?<BR>&gt;<BR>&gt; Is anyone running the logger on a PDA with a high res screen?<BR>Thinking of<BR>&gt; making a version specifically for the 320x320 Palms. I think<BR>eventually al<BR>&gt; the Palm OS PDAs will have those screens. That would be so nice to<BR>have the<BR>&gt; extra screen space.<BR>&gt;<BR>&gt; -Mike"<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||66.136.186.85||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001217.cgi
A||||1||Romanova||HERE are the big brakes...||||12||
Z||000000||Romanova||12-27-2002||11:57 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6033&item=1875910221" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6033&item=1875910221</A> <P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||12
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||12-27-2002||12:13 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Hmm...price seems pretty high for as little as you get.  Plus they're used too.  I'm sure someone could buy the parts directly from Brembo & fab up a nicer kit for less than the $1400 he's starting at.  ...then again it wouldn't be "real Evo" parts   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||205.188.208.137||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001218.cgi
A||||1||rallyracer||wheelbase||||1||
Z||000000||rallyracer||12-27-2002||03:53 PM||evancline@hotmail.com||does anybody know the wheelbase on a g-vr4?<P>------------------<BR>||67.38.21.68||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-27-2002||05:05 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com/images/dealer06a.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mofugas.com/images/dealer06a.jpg</A> <P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||12.247.128.70||reg||4




ubb/Forum2/001219.cgi
A||||3||zac83||gvr4 harness questions||||1||
Z||000000||zac83||12-29-2002||09:41 AM||zac83@sydcom.net||i know OBD made all of the DSMs use heated 02 sensors - the JDM harness/JDM o2 sensor that im trying to use in my swap are 2 wire (non heated...).  i was just wondering if the USDM gvr4s had heated 4 wire or non heated 2 wire o2 sensors...<P>also does anyone know the differences in ECU pins between awd talons and awd gvr4s... hopefully theres no difference.<P>------------------<BR>93 awd talon<BR>92 JDM gvr4 swap||204.96.24.40||reg||1
Z||000001||DongeR615||12-30-2002||02:57 AM||||hmm im not sure if this answers your question but USDM galant vr4 use 4 wires for the o2 sensor.  I had to get the 4-wire 02 on special ordered when kragen gave me the 2 wire o2.<P><P>------------------<BR>||207.214.211.130||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||12-30-2002||11:06 AM||caspa69@juno.com||IF your going to use the JDM harness,motor, and ECU it will be very diffrent becouse of the intake manifold. Also did you get a front cut?<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||209.246.132.80||reg||1
Z||000003||zac83||12-30-2002||04:09 PM||zac83@sydcom.net||thanks for the info on the USDM gvr4 02... the computer only has 1 pin for 02 readings so aparently it dosnt control the heater circuit... so they are interchangable to some degree... if anyone has any applications where they are doing this, i would recomend using a 4 wire in place of a 2 wire for better accuracy and quicker closed loop running.  if you use a 2 wire in place of a 4 wire, it wouldnt heat up and shortly after starting, it will run TERRIBLE.<P>ill give you guys more details once i iron out all the problems with the car.  ohh believe it or not, the harnesses will work either way with only minor mods (5-10 solders)  and no, i only got the harness, ecu, tranny, motor, manifold and turbo, no clip car unfortunantly  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif">  give me a PM tho, i can get clips within a few months if needed.<P>------------------<BR>93 awd talon<BR>92 JDM gvr4 swap||24.175.109.25||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001228.cgi
A||||1||369of1000||Ball Bearing Testimonials||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||12-31-2002||01:41 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I've been doing a fair amount of searching on the web in order to find some posts about the new bb turbos (agp, sbr, others?), but I can't find any. What I'm hoping for is a list of mods, dyno sheet, and/or track times. Do any of you have these or know where I can find them?<P>thanks in advance<p>[This message has been edited by 369of1000 (edited 12-31-2002).]||24.151.115.112||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||12-31-2002||10:12 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Have you checked over on DSMTuners.com yet?  If not then you might wanna check there because there are a good number of posts that are relatively recent on some of those turbos.  Most notably the AGP L2R which seems to be the more popular one of the group.<P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||152.163.188.165||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001229.cgi
A||||10||Butterdogg||E-prom ECU?! ||||1||
Z||000000||Butterdogg||12-28-2002||01:23 PM||||I found a Eprom ECU, but I was wondering if it was or not. THe dude said it was out of a Galant vr4. <P>IT has 2 boards, the main board and a secondary on top of it. The Eprom is on the top board. Anybody seen one of those before?!<P>It looks nothing like mine nor from Vafq nor TMO website. <P>I will post pictures tonight to let all of you look at it, help me out because I need to make sure it is THE ECU I am looking for. <P>WHen I plug it in to my car, it idle like Sh$*t. but I only plug it in for couple of minutes. <P>Eddie<BR>ps; I will post pictures later tonight. <P>------------------<BR>634/2000 Galant vr4---16G, front mount, exhaust... blah blah<BR>1985 AE85 aka Corolla GTS--- DRiFTO!||139.55.36.51||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||12-28-2002||03:02 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I've NEVER seen one like that, and probably 50 or more have passed through my hands. Does it have the other little elevated board in the one corner, IC112? That is the knock sensor board, and will tell you right away if it came from a turbo car too. Just because it came "out of a Galant VR-4" doesn't mean it belonged there  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>Post a picture, it would be interesting to me.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.195||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-28-2002||03:52 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||what is the part number?  caps will tell you what it came out of<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000003||Butterdogg||12-28-2002||04:13 PM||||Put it on the car, and it does NOT run right at all. so I am sure is not for Gvr4 lol. <P>but I will post it up for entertaining purposes!<P>Eddie<P>------------------<BR>634/2000 Galant vr4---16G, front mount, exhaust... blah blah<BR>1985 AE85 aka Corolla GTS--- DRiFTO!||139.55.36.51||reg||1
Z||000004||Butterdogg||12-28-2002||09:16 PM|||| <A HREF="http://www.horsepowerhouse.com/images/EPROM1.gif" TARGET=_blank>http://www.horsepowerhouse.com/images/EPROM1.gif</A>   <A HREF="http://www.horsepowerhouse.com/images/EPROM2.gif" TARGET=_blank>http://www.horsepowerhouse.com/images/EPROM2.gif</A>   <A HREF="http://www.horsepowerhouse.com/images/EPROM3.gif" TARGET=_blank>http://www.horsepowerhouse.com/images/EPROM3.gif</A>  <P>------------------<BR>634/2000 Galant vr4---16G, front mount, exhaust... blah blah- Daily Driver.||139.55.18.250||reg||1
Z||000005||atsiauto||12-29-2002||04:10 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||hey guys similar question i have a MD166262 e2t36578 i nabbed out of a 91 talon shows rebuild from micro-tech 12/99 will this work in the Vr? I really hope so as im sure my 140k stocker has never been re-capped.<BR>thanks sorrry for ducking in on your thread B-Dog,Scotty<P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000006||Play Mits||12-30-2002||07:20 AM||||I have a ecu the same with the 2 boards, I got it out of a Jap Import GVR4 when I plugged it in it wouldn't idle(was running very rich)but when driving it was very good.<BR>The engine light and ABS lights also stayed on.<P><P>------------------<BR>||139.134.64.153||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||12-30-2002||10:04 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||That is definately NOT a US GVR-4 ECU! All US GVR-4's have an E943 EPROM in them, not a 657. I'd have to guess that its an older JDM version, as Play Mits suggested. It probably uses the pin-reversed connector like '90 ECU's had, which would explain the poor idle. Its pretty neat how back then they used a whole different microprocessor, on a separate board. <BR>ATSIAUTO: the MD166262 is a great replacement for a GVR-4 ECU. The fuel and timing maps are just a little bit different, but no one seems to notice.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.209.151||reg||1
Z||000008||Butterdogg||12-30-2002||03:40 PM||||keydiver- can I make it work?<P><P>------------------<BR>634/2000 Galant vr4---16G, front mount, exhaust... blah blah- Daily Driver.||139.55.36.51||reg||1
Z||000009||keydiver||12-30-2002||06:09 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||My first inclination is "NO". There are too many unknowns, the first of which is the pinout. There are bound to be at least 2 or 3 pin differences, but without knowing what year and car it came out of, how would you know? Unless you're getting it DIRT cheap, I would pass. If you are getting it DIRT cheap, I would first try swapping pins 6 and 14 I believe. That would make the idle switch work properly. Then, there is the ABS issue. JDM ECU's ground the US ABS pin. Then, there is the question of whether it was equipped to handle a Cyclone manifold. If so, the EGR wire is probably hijacked for that. What about other emmision controls, like the purge solenoid? What do the fuel and timing maps look like? What injectors were they configured for? Just too many unknowns here!<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.209.151||reg||1
Z||000010||Butterdogg||12-30-2002||07:27 PM||||ok.. will not use ECU lol<P>thanks keydriver!<P>Eddie<P>------------------<BR>634/2000 Galant vr4---16G, front mount, exhaust... blah blah- Daily Driver.||139.55.36.51||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001230.cgi
A||||5||gvr4in||MBC tap||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-31-2002||05:20 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey I just got my hallman BC the other day from BC.com...I just wanted to know if I tapped correctly or not..thanks! <BR>--Ok so the side opposite the adjustment knob, I T'd into the line goin from the bov to the intake man., and the other side of the mbc, I T'd into the line off of the wastegate, before the other T...I think I did it in the right spots, Or did I not?<BR>Reading vfaq's and such, Ive seen that you're supposed to disconnect everything from the boost control solenoid, will this effect emissions? Ive also seen that your supposed to connect the MBC directely to the wastegate, not T like I did, but do you just cap off the existing T thats already there before the wastegate? Im lost, help would be appreciated!<BR>--I've heard a little bit of a turn turns up boost 2-3 lbs, I kept turnin, and turnin, little by little and didn't get much anywhere...Im only running 8psi with no exhaust mods and I think thats safe for now, how bout you guys? Can I go higher psi with the restrictive exhaust? Thanks! Oh ya, my 3inch intake isn't on right now either, I just have an open k&n and the bcs mod for air.<BR>--What psi am I supposed to be running stock? <P>--Damn sorry its so much, but it seems like vac lines differ from e/t/l and gvr4s....<P><p>[This message has been edited by gvr4in (edited 12-31-2002).]||63.207.142.151||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4in||12-31-2002||06:10 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||And it continues...haha<P>--Im going to refer to these as the upper and lower vac lines...the upper lines go from the upper ic to the lower ic, the lower go from the wastegate to the BCS, in between the lower and upper vac lines, they T off and connect to each other<BR>--Now the ? is... If I were to take the lower part completely off (which it says to do in most MBC installs) and put a hose from the wastegate to the MBC, take all the hoses from the BCS and just leave that hangin, would I just put one straight vacuum line from each the uic and lic? elmiminating all connections to the bcs...and would i cap off the nipples on the aircan ?<P>------------------<BR>k&n w/ no can, LMS 3" intake, OBX boost, autometer air/fuel, rebuilt turbo, greddy turbo timer, batt. relocated to trunk||63.207.142.151||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||12-31-2002||06:45 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||You want to have the line going to the wastegate to go to the nipple that is on the side of the adjustment screw. The other goes to either of the nipples on the stock piping (I use the one by the BOV and capped the other which allows you to compensate in a sense for pressure drop across the IC instead of "equalizing both points").<P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"<p>[This message has been edited by MPREZYAVR4 (edited 12-31-2002).]||199.35.31.188||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||12-31-2002||06:54 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Stock with no mods was 8-9 psi with an exhaust (hi-flow cat and back) and free mods was 12psi for me with a k&n. Use caution about going over 14psi without a fuel pump considering the crappy 91 we get. <BR>BTW what auto parts place do you work at?<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.35.31.188||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4in||12-31-2002||10:54 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Thanks alot! I got your post after I did everything, but it still all works good! Thats a good idea to use one of the intercooler piping's for the boost source and cap off the other...I used the vac line going from the bov to the intake manifold, but if your way would be better, i'll switch em...<BR>-I work at the Kragen On Coast Highway in o'side...you should stop by sometime..<BR>Do you have aol instant messenger so we can talk some more?? See ya<P>------------------<BR>k&n w/ no can, LMS 3" intake, OBX boost, autometer air/fuel, rebuilt turbo, greddy turbo timer, batt. relocated to trunk||63.207.141.29||reg||1
Z||000005||MPREZYAVR4||01-01-2003||12:36 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||MPREZYA is my aol ID. I chat with 91 #680 every so often. We may try and do an installfest at my place one of these days for some parts we both have.<BR>Rich<P><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.35.202.218||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001223.cgi
A||||1||91vr4evolution||What Now?||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||12-29-2002||09:18 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Okay, as some of you may have read, I recently did a 12.8, with full interior, jack, two spare tyres (one in the boot, and one on me!), at 20psi on a small 16G (Garrett comp. wheel (medium 16g?)). Now, when I started modding, my goal was a 12 with FULL street trim (okay, I use a 10liter can of racegas, but it's cheaper than a new engine!)<P>So anyway, my question is, what now? I know it seems like like an easy question (11's), but I still want to be able to hop in my car and trundle down the shops. I had to install a 5 puck clutch to handle the power,and to be honest, it's a pain in the ass (in traffic, anyway).<P>On the weekend, the ante (in NZ, anyway) was upped to 11.788, and obviously(?), I won't get there with a small 16G. will I?<P>By nature, I'm a tinkerer, so leaving it alone is hard, so what do you all reckon? Is there a turbo (BB?) that will still give me the td05's (or better) spool and bottom end with a td06's (or better) top end?<P>Thanks for listening to me carry on.<P>------------------<BR>Mike||202.27.176.157||reg||5
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||12-29-2002||10:43 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||A full Garrett T3/T4 might do the trick, but if you're looking for straight bolt-on then a 20G might do it for ya.  Something slightly bigger like a FP Green or even an AGP L2R (BB) or one of the Slowboy Racing BB turbos might be better all around choices.  I'm sure with a lot of tinkering it might be possible to make it there on the 16G, but I don't know how likely that is.  But for overall power/spoolability from what I've concluded the L2R or Slowboy BB turbos would be the way to go.  Then again you could always go balls out & get an FP Red, L3R, or shit a Garrett T-series (T-78 would be niiiiiiiiice  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif">)   heh   ...just some thoughts  <P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||152.163.188.165||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001231.cgi
A||||0||Play Mits||VR4 Cams||||1||
Z||000000||Play Mits||12-31-2002||09:08 PM||||Hi just wondering if anyone can tell me the difference between stock Australian VR4 Cams,stock lancer evo2 cams and the VR4 cyclone cams. <P>The reason i'm asking is that I have a Cyclone VR4 motor in my VR4,it has a bit of work done to it and will be getting a bit more,I have 3 sets of cams the ones in the car,a stock evo2 set and a custom billet set whitch have the same lift as the stock evo2 set but a lot more duration,I also have a set of 800cc injectors to fit. <P>Any spec's would be a great help.. <P>Cheeers<P>------------------<BR>||139.134.64.157||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001232.cgi
A||||7||gvr4in||Air/Fuel gauge no longer working||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-31-2002||10:57 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I had my autometer a/f gauge hooked up, then took it out because my car was gettin worked on in the ghetto's of oceanside...So today I hooked the 3 wire's back up, and It doesn't work, at all...Is it possible for it to just stop working like it did? I checked and checked my power source, ground and 02 sensor wire connections and still nothing...<P>------------------<BR>k&n w/ no can, LMS 3" intake, OBX boost, autometer air/fuel, rebuilt turbo, greddy turbo timer, batt. relocated to trunk||63.207.141.29||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||01-01-2003||01:10 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I almost want to say if you can catch me on AOL IM tomorrow ( I should be on) I can log your car and see if the o2 is working or not. Did you connect it to the spade connector taped up? Also did you check for any breaks in the wiresor misconnections?<P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.183.129||reg||1
Z||000002||markrieb||01-01-2003||02:47 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Along these lines, does anybody remember who it was that was doing the mod to the AF gauges that narrowed thier response to between 0.8 and 1.0 volts?<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.235.31||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||01-01-2003||04:09 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <A HREF="http://www.gadgetseller.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gadgetseller.com</A> <P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||markrieb||01-02-2003||12:36 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||The link appears to be dead.  I'll try again later, but does anybody have an updated link?<P>Mark<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||01-02-2003||03:08 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The link looks good to me Mark. Try this page: <A HREF="http://www.gadgetseller.com/gauges/modifiedproducts.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gadgetseller.com/gauges/modifiedproducts.htm</A> <P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.18||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR4ZUM||01-02-2003||04:26 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Along these lines also.<BR>Where do most of you guys tap in the power and the ground wire?<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||24.56.134.194||reg||5
Z||000007||gvr4in||01-02-2003||11:13 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Got it working again, It was the ground...Damn must be something with grounds and me that just doesn't work !!!!<P>------------------<BR>k&n w/ no can, LMS 3" intake, OBX boost, autometer air/fuel, rebuilt turbo, greddy turbo timer, batt. relocated to trunk||64.169.233.179||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001233.cgi
A||||11||lance||FOUR BOLT REAR END CONVERSION||||1||
Z||000000||lance||01-02-2003||11:26 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||I am planning to do a four bolt conversion on my VR4, but do I need to change anything (parts) in the dif as well?  Will the four bolt joint fits in my existing dif?  Is it just all external work?  Do I need to change the dif also?<P>------------------<BR>Lance Barnes||63.136.119.237||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||01-02-2003||12:23 PM||eunosfd@aol.com|| <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_4bolt.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_4bolt.html</A> <P>That should tell ya all ya need    <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A><p>[This message has been edited by Jon (edited 01-02-2003).]||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000002||joec||01-02-2003||04:17 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||What happens with the GVR4 ABS if you put in a LSD 4-bolt rear?  I know for the DSM's that Mitsu didn't figure out how to make them work together properly until 1992 (first year that ABS and LSD was available on the AWD DSM's).  I think they made software and maybe G-sensor changes to allow them to work together after 1992.<P><P>------------------<BR>||192.250.112.194||reg||1
Z||000003||Jon||01-03-2003||09:24 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by joec:<BR><B>What happens with the GVR4 ABS if you put in a LSD 4-bolt rear?  I know for the DSM's that Mitsu didn't figure out how to make them work together properly until 1992 (first year that ABS and LSD was available on the AWD DSM's).  I think they made software and maybe G-sensor changes to allow them to work together after 1992.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>It technically doesn't work together.  It comes with a 2 channel ABS.  For safety, you really should disable ABS with a 4 bolt rear end in a GVR4.<BR><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||Compressed||01-03-2003||10:31 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Jon:<BR><B> <BR>It technically doesn't work together.  It comes with a 2 channel ABS.  For safety, you really should disable ABS with a 4 bolt rear end in a GVR4.<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Interesting.  How does this differ from a 3 bolt, I.E. by what mechanism does adding a 4 bolt interfere with the ABS system?<P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561||216.126.176.169||reg||1
Z||000005||joec||01-04-2003||12:57 AM||joec42@yahoo.com||It's not the 4-bolt that't the problem, it's the LSD.  Apparently the ABS software gets confused between the limited slip action and brake lockup (i.e, it's looking for wheels traveling at different speeds to determine that a wheel is locking up)...<P>A 3-bolt *LSD* would have the same problem.<P><P>------------------<BR>||216.179.104.34||reg||1
Z||000006||smokindav||01-04-2003||11:17 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||This is an interesting discussion.  I'll have to give this some thought.<P>In the mean time, what difference would LSD or non-LSD make to the ABS?  The LSD is in effect during acceleration, not braking.  <P>We need some more tech on how the ABS/LSD interacts.  Or perhaps on the 4-bolt differential there are different #s of teeth on the ABS sensor (gear?).  And this difference front to rear causes a problem?<P>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.86.161||reg||1
Z||000007||joec||01-04-2003||09:47 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||Hmm, looks like the problem is not in the sensing, it's in the application of the brakes.  According to this site <A HREF="http://www.houseofthud.com/differentials.htm#viscous" TARGET=_blank>http://www.houseofthud.com/differentials.htm#viscous</A>  <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>"One big problem is that VC interferes with the operation of the ABS brakes. The VC keeps the wheel speeds linked together, while the ABS may need to brake one side (or end) of the car harder than the other. The VC may cause a tire to slide while the ABS is trying to prevent it from sliding. Most VC AWD systems have some sort of disengage mechanism that takes the VC out of commission as soon as you step on the brakes."<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The DSM rear LSD is a viscous (VC) unit.  Somewhere I have a copy of the Mitsu insider magazine where they mentioned that for 1992 the Eclipse GSX was now available with LSD and ABS together (they were mutually exclusive on earlier models).<P><P>------------------<BR>||216.179.104.34||reg||1
Z||000008||DongeR615||01-08-2003||02:55 PM||||so could we replace the ecu with a 92-94 talon tsi awd? and whats this g sensor?<BR><P>------------------<BR>||207.214.212.60||reg||1
Z||000009||drew||01-08-2003||03:28 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||Nope. It's not the ECU, it's the fact that GVR4s use 2 channel ABS, DSMs use 4 Channel. Nate Pharr told me it shouldn't be a problem retaining ABS. Wonder if he has 2 cents on it.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000010||joec||01-08-2003||04:37 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||I'm pretty certain that the 1G DSM AWD ABS is 2 channel.  I think the FWD might be a 3-channel.  <P>The ABS has it's own ECU.  I used to think that the G-sensor was added to support LSD w/ the ABS but I see a G-sensor listed for the Galant in my DSM backup cd so maybe it was always available with ABS (both DSM and Galant)?<P>Did the 92 GVR4 come with LSD and ABS?  The DSM backup cd seemed to show a different ABS unit for 91 vs 92 Galants.<P>I once had a salesguy tell me that the car didn't need ABS since the LSD would "act like ABS."  Figured he was just full of sh*t.  Now I'm not so sure...<P>Say you have a LSD rear and one wheel is on ice.  You apply the brakes.  The rear brakes get equal braking applied to them.  The wheel on ice locks up, but the other wheel is still turning.  The difference in rotational speed causes the VC rear to "activate".  It provides more torque to the locked (ice side) wheel allowing it to overcome the braking force and start rolling.  The two rear wheels would be turning at close to the same speed if everything levels out?  Hmmm, not sure if any of that make sense  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/confused.gif"><P><P>------------------<BR>||192.250.112.194||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||01-08-2003||04:59 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||ever try stopping with your handbrake?  now try half of that.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001234.cgi
A||||2||91vr4evolution||Removing rear wing.||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||01-02-2003||07:56 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Does anyone know or tried, if removing the rear wing will "improve" the et and trap speed of your car? I know it sounds like a straight forward question, but I read somewhere recently, that some rear wing (factory) HELP with speed/et because they improve airflow over and off the rear end.<P>Thanks,<P>------------------<BR>Mike||202.27.176.157||reg||5
Z||000001||RayH||01-03-2003||11:19 AM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||I think the wing on the Galant is so far out of the main airflow that it wouldn't make any difference whether you had it on or not.  You would probably get more improvement, if any, from folding the side mirrors back.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000002||GRV4726||01-03-2003||03:05 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||that was great. <P>yep fold em back. never though about that but its pretty funny.<P>i think that the wing should still help keep the rear planted. the m5 has a small wing and i've heard that little things helps. i know our cars aren't as aerodynamic as the m5, but i still think that it should help. just because its low doesn't mean it doesn't get any air right.  i was looking at some aerodynamics book and from what i understand it would still have an improvement at high speeds...i guess though only at rather high speeds.<P>plus i wouldn't remove it, its cute. haha.  <BR>my brother had a big ricer spoiler on his rs... we removed it and patched up the holes in the trunk. he's so happy he has, and regrets ever putting that heavy thing on.  It handled worse...the car is front wheel drive.  <P>i was wondering if a little lip spoiler in on the front bumper would help.. once again... my brother has a stillen frontend on his car and that helped (its got those fin that catch air).<P>ok i'll stop talking now<P>thanks for reading... if you did<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001235.cgi
A||X||1||Jose||Two problems with the car.||||9||This topic has been transferred to this forum: Maintenance/Troubleshooting .
Z||000000||Jose||01-02-2003||10:15 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||First problem my car was running just fine, while I was waiting for my kids to come out of school my car stalls out. I try to turn it back on but it does not start, I wait about 15 minutes try to start it and it does. Runs fine for a two weeks then today I pulled it out my garage park in front of my job to change the alternator (second problem). I go to move the car a little more but it does not start, and 5 hours later still does not start. Any ideas? The car idled fine by the way. Second problem the alternator I was going to put my third one in today. When I check it on the meter (before the starting problem)the car was only charging at 8 volts. Does any one have the wiring diagram for the charging system? I am plan to upgrade all the wiring to fatter gauage wire. Sorry for the long post.<BR>Jose..........<P>------------------<BR>91 VR-4<BR>JDM AMG Front & Rear Bumpers, JDM AMG Front Grille, JDM Headlights & Clear corners. 18inch C5 Wheels.||152.163.188.165||reg||9
Z||000001||Jon||01-03-2003||09:22 AM||jon@jgronline.com||moved to maintenance.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001236.cgi
A||X||1||MX4||Signs of Water Pump Going||||1||This topic has been transferred to this forum: Maintenance/Troubleshooting .
Z||000000||MX4||01-02-2003||10:20 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||Hi all,<BR>Other night in town my water pump blew. About 20 mins before I saw the temp guage in the red I started getting vibrations thru the steering wheel and gearstick. Could these be related<P>Ryan<P>------------------<BR>Mitsubishi Galant VR4 Evo 0<BR>K&N Air Filter<BR>3" Exhaust to 2.5" Muffler<BR>Apexi Air Flow Controller||203.98.50.151||reg||1
Z||000001||Jon||01-03-2003||09:20 AM||jon@jgronline.com||moved to maintenance forum.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001237.cgi
A||X||7||gvr4in||JDM parts?||||1||This topic has been transferred to this forum: General Discussions.
Z||000000||gvr4in||01-02-2003||11:18 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Where do you guys find all these JDM Gvr4 parts?? Just curious, love the look<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||64.169.233.179||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||01-02-2003||11:29 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I guess in this section a technical answer is required...<P>They come from Japan.<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.181.6||reg||3
Z||000002||gvr4in||01-03-2003||12:03 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>I guess in this section a technical answer is required...<P>They come from Japan.<P>  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Damn you're funny! Ha! no seriously, anyone have any websites or you just find them on ebay<BR><P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||64.169.233.179||reg||1
Z||000003||DsmParts||01-03-2003||12:21 AM||sales@dsmparts.com||Hi, we have a good source for JDM, located in Tokoyo, Japan. If you give me a list of parts you need, i can get you pricing.<P>DSMpartsJustin<BR>#1859<P><P>------------------<BR>||24.213.14.2||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4in||01-03-2003||01:12 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Not really anything in particular, just wondering where everyone got their jdm parts....off jdm subject, when are you guys (dsmparts.com), going to start making intercooler piping? I saw the 'sneek peak' on your site and im interested..<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.234.250||reg||1
Z||000005||DsmParts||01-03-2003||02:25 AM||sales@dsmparts.com||Hi,<P>we are in the process of finishing up the Ic pipes, we have installed a proto-type on #1859. We should have a batch ready for sales in about 2-3 weeks. <P>We just got some JDM Galant Vr4 headlights in stock, they look beautiful. The only problem is they require a little modification of the wires to install on our us spec cars. We are working on heavily stocking up on JDM parts in 2003. <P>DSMpartsJustin<BR>#1859<P>------------------<BR>||24.213.14.2||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4in||01-03-2003||03:03 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Saweet! Do you have a price for the headlights yet?<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.207.140.37||reg||1
Z||000007||Jon||01-03-2003||09:21 AM||jon@jgronline.com||moved to general.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!<p>[This message has been edited by Jon (edited 01-03-2003).]||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001238.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||ecu caps-AGAIN!!||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||01-03-2003||09:52 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||took this off the pocketlogger board, another reason you all should get the caps done.  it seems well before they are visibly bad, they are influencing the ecu, and the car just dont run like it should. <P>   From: "digital tuning, inc" &lt;mike@g-forcemotorsports.com&gt;<BR>Subject: RE: new to group...good pointers?<P>The capacitors are purely there for filtering the supply voltage.  When<BR>driving any type of impedance loads (coil packs, relays, injectors) there<BR>are huge transients that need to be filtered out as the ICs don't work very<BR>well with 'noisy' supply voltages.  The chips themselves also create their<BR>own noise which needs to be filtered as well.<P>The caps go bad, the filtering is no longer there and the ICs and micro get<BR>a very ugly supply voltage source. This causes all kinds of erratic<BR>behaviors.<P>The ECU reads the supply voltage to apply a 'correction' to the inj on time.<BR>The lower the supply voltage, the longer the injector will take to open<BR>(less voltage=less current for the same impedance so less 'work' is done).<BR>The ECU corrects for this by changing pulse with accordingly.  Longer for<BR>lower voltage, shorter for higher voltage.<P>Now if the caps are bad, the A to D converter that is reading the supply<BR>voltage reads the noise and the voltage displayed on the logger jumps<BR>around.<P>-Mike<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000001||Compressed||01-03-2003||10:18 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Nice!<P>Ken, good info.  I think I need to join that list...<P>My car has a 198 on the clock,  and to my knowledge the Caps have never been changed.  My motor has around 38K on it, compression, timing, ignition all appear in good order.  The car idles quite well, but doesn't always want to put good power down.  <P>I've recently changed the fuel filter, Fuel pump to a Walbro 255hp, plugs, wires resulting in better performance but not up to par. <P>Would it be possible that the ECU is responsible for this behavior?  If so I think I will be needing my caps changed...<BR><P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561||216.126.176.169||reg||1
Z||000002||ProudDSM||01-03-2003||10:29 PM||proud_dsm@yahoo.com||Yeah, except the caps USUALLY continue to function well after they have begun leaking and eating up the pcb. So don't think you are ok just because your car runs perfectly. They may have just started to leak.<P>------------------<BR>George Little<BR>Rochester DSM<BR>95 GSX - 13.44@102 on a T-25<BR>91 G-VR4 - 14.42@96 mostly stock<BR>95 ESi - 15 second slow poke||66.24.80.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001239.cgi
A||||12||MattC||Thule/Mitsu Roof Racks:||||5||
Z||000000||MattC||01-03-2003||04:04 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||I have searched and partially found what I was looking for, but I still have some questions.<P>What exactly to I have to cut?  Is it difficult to do?  I really would like a kind soul to generally tell me what I am going to have to modify to get these racks on.<P>Cheers,<P>MattC||68.39.104.180||reg||5
Z||000001||keydiver||01-03-2003||07:24 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If you plan to reuse your original molding that is in the roof track now, you will need to cut each one of them into 3 pieces after you install the rack. Basically, you just want to cut out ~4" pieces where the feet for the rack are going to be. If you buy the new molding from Mitsu, it is black, and in 3 pieces already. I wish I would have known that, and just chopped up my white molding instead. Understand?<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.18||reg||1
Z||000002||MattC||01-03-2003||09:35 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||So,<P>I can just chop up my molding for the time being, and then replace it with the 3 piece Mitsu piece later.  Is the molding black, or color matched?  <P>Sorry for the stupid questions, I am a newbie <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Cheers,<P>MattC<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1
Z||000003||Compressed||01-03-2003||10:25 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Does anyone have pics of this rack?  I really want to get a mount to carry ski's and bikes on my car.  I would like to determine if this rack is any good.  Else, I will just go buy a Yakima setup.  Regarding that does anyone have experience with Yakimas on our cars?  <BR>TIA<BR><P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561||216.126.176.169||reg||1
Z||000004||sleeper||01-03-2003||10:48 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Not the best picture but it shows the cover not in place yet. <A HREF="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/myrack.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/myrack.jpg</A> <P>I'm selling this rack wich includes 4 feet, 2 cross bars, 2 keys and windscreen.<BR>I also have a Yakima rack with 4 feet (clamps) 2 cross bars, 2 bike carriers, and a ski or snow board carrier. No keys though.<BR>Don't even know how to take them apart for shipping without damaging the locks.<BR>You can have both for $180.00 plus shipping<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.66.61.106||reg||1
Z||000005||1101||01-05-2003||02:31 PM||karns10@attbi.com||If you give the code on the lock cylinder to the Co. that made the rack you can probably get a key from them. I got mine from Thule this way for free. <P>Also, when I first used the key none of the locks worked from being not used so long. I squirted some wd40 in there and bingo.<P>Ward <P>------------------<BR>||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000006||ron||01-05-2003||04:53 PM||adracing@aol.com||$180 for a Yakima setup is a good deal..<BR>I prefer the Yakima setup because I don't want to have the rack on the car when I am not using it.  Actually Yakima doesn't sell a roof rack for our cars anymore but since I had a Q tower setup I just bought some clips that work.  They are Q8 if anyone is interested..<BR>As far as keys go, You can order new keys from Yakima for about $10.  But if they are unlocked you don't need the key to take them apart..and if they are locked you have to take them to a locksmith because you won't be able to see the key code withouth unlocking them.<P>Ron<P><BR>Ron<P>------------------<BR>||198.81.26.143||reg||1
Z||000007||04DrBlur||01-05-2003||10:10 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I dont suppose you have a picture of those clips for the Galant.  I am told they dont make the clips anymore and my Eclipse clips Y28 look like they would work but need shaved down a little.  I put my Yakima rack on the other night with the eclipse clips to see if it would fly and it held nicely but im not sure I would trust it at about 80 or 90 which 936 sees on the interstate quite frequently.<P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||65.42.50.164||reg||1
Z||000008||racerxxv||01-06-2003||04:17 PM||jtromans@yahoo.com||Hello Gabor,<P>If these haven't sold yet, I'd be interested in one or both of them.<P>I'm an active MTB'er and Road Biker and I've been shopping Thule stuff to put on the Galant (When I finally get it all back together).<P>Thanks,<P>Jeff<BR>Kansas City<P>------------------<BR>||147.182.5.50||reg||1
Z||000009||sleeper||01-06-2003||11:14 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Check your emails.<BR>BTW. There is nothing more satisfying than beating a faster looking car with a couple of bikes on the top of the Galant.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.66.63.240||reg||1
Z||000010||markrieb||01-07-2003||11:42 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I could probably be convinced to give up my factory Thule rack (uprights and bars) with a 4-place ski attachment and a fat-tire/fat frame) bike attachment (fits my Cannondale MTB).  I'd also be willing to sell the factory roof trim strips, with exchange for the stock strips.<P>I have all the keys and might even be able to find the manuals.<P>The rack hasn't been on the car in years.  I only get to ski about twice a year now...:-(  And when I do go skiing or biking, I just take the wife's Tahoe.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||01-07-2003||01:42 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sleeper:<BR><B>Check your emails.<BR>BTW. There is nothing more satisfying than beating a faster looking car with a couple of bikes on the top of the Galant.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I did that once, a few years ago! Why do Jetta drivers always think they're driving a race car? I took the GVR-4 up over 105 MPH with 2 bikes on the roof! YeeHahhhh!<BR><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.220.242||reg||1
Z||000012||sleeper||01-07-2003||02:03 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B> Why do Jetta drivers always think they're driving a race car?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I noticed that too. Every time I see a VR-6 badge, I make sure they see my VR-4 badge.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001240.cgi
A||||5||MattC||Track Day acceptable brake upgrades?||||5||
Z||000000||MattC||01-03-2003||04:25 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||What are our options for brake upgrades.  I have done some searches and come up pretty empty handed.<P>So, what's out there?  Any help is greatly appreciated.<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||5
Z||000001||markrieb||01-04-2003||12:43 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Any of the common brake upgrades for the 1g Talon/Eclipse will fit the GVR-4.<P>The AEM kits are popular as are Baer.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||01-04-2003||01:54 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Wouldn't you need to switch to 5 lug to use the aem?<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.144.247.224||reg||1
Z||000003||bob in chicago||01-05-2003||10:04 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net|| <A HREF="http://www.baer.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.baer.com/</A>   Baer makes two kits for GVR4 (front brakes& 4 studs)<BR>One is the track version with 13" dia rotors which require 17" wheels (though a few 16" wheels might fit.<BR>The other (Sport?)has 12.5" rotors which fit most all 16" wheels, but not the stock 15" ones.  I believe cost is $850 or so.<P>------------------<BR>||216.65.162.183||reg||1
Z||000004||MattC||01-05-2003||12:35 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||Baer looks acceptable.  Thanks.<P>MattC<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1
Z||000005||markrieb||01-05-2003||01:30 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||No, you can just redrill the brakes disks for the 4-bolt pattern, or if they use a separate hub/disk, get the right hub.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.235.31||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001241.cgi
A||||5||92vr4#971||Automatic seat belts||||5||
Z||000000||92vr4#971||01-03-2003||06:26 PM||george@ou.edu||does anyone know what could make the automatic seatbelts in our cars work in one direction and not the other.<BR>Because my automatic seatbelts on the driver side will work when you open the door but when you close it, the seatbelts will not retract. So then i have to pull the seatbelt all the way back to the closed position and when i open the door again, the seatbelt releases.<BR>HELP MEEEE!!!!!<BR>I want to get the manual seatbelts out of an 89 galant. but i am having difficulty locating them.. for black interior.<BR>thanks<P>------------------<BR>||129.15.167.251||reg||5
Z||000001||Hertz||01-04-2003||06:24 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Dead battery?<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.36.179.197||reg||1
Z||000002||a_santos||01-04-2003||09:42 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I have the same problem. When I open the door with the keys in the ignition, it does not make the beeping sound either, or when I have the headlights on and turn off the car and open the door, it also does not make a beeping sound. I suspect it is the same sensor. For know I just say fuck it and use the lap belt, but I really want to fix the problem as well. I am not much of an electrician, but perhaps someone with a wiring schematic can help us out. Keydiver? <BR>We desperatly need to solve this problem, me and you are not the only owners suffering from this problem.<P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000003||92vr4#971||01-05-2003||07:50 PM||george@ou.edu||When my car started doing what you are talking about, I realized that the door sensor at the bottom of the door frame was losing contact. So i wiggled it around a bit and then it started making the beeping sound again. I noticed the door sensor was fucked when the interior lights stopped coming on when i opend the door. <BR>So i guess it is safe to assume, they are both connected to the same circuit.<BR>Maybe i will take off the panels of my car and see if i can find anyting out.<BR>I bet if we replace that sensor the auto seat belt will work again.<BR>Leemme know what you folks think.<BR>peace<P>------------------<BR>||129.15.167.93||reg||5
Z||000004||joec||01-05-2003||08:40 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||This post from the dsm.org archives also has some info <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt1.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt1.html</A> <P><P>------------------<BR>||216.179.104.34||reg||1
Z||000005||iceman69510||01-06-2003||10:05 AM||||There are multiple switches that control the operation of the seat belts.  It would be a good idea to check the regular door switch first, because if it is not operating properly, the seat belt control does not know the door is closed, and will not return the seat belt.<P>These tend to corrode and go bad.  2 of 4 were bad on my car when I got it.  <P>There are also switches on each end of the seat belt rail that tell the system where the seat belt is ( I think-manual is not here at the moment).<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001242.cgi
A||||7||sk8bored||ac fan||||1||
Z||000000||sk8bored||01-04-2003||01:06 AM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||this is probably a stupid question, i just removed most of my ac system can the fan infront of the condenser go away too? <P>------------------<BR>Kris Myers<BR>#1316||209.180.235.223||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||01-04-2003||10:52 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||yes.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||sk8bored||01-04-2003||05:24 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||thanks harry<P>------------------<BR>Kris Myers<BR>#1316||199.168.32.6||reg||1
Z||000003||HKS VR-4||01-07-2003||11:04 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Just wondering what were you going to do with your A/C unit because I'm having trouble with mine and I might need some parts. Perhaps you've read my post with my A/C problem. If you can help me, I would appreciate it!!! <BR>THANKS!!!||12.81.125.20||reg||1
Z||000004||sk8bored||01-08-2003||10:47 AM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||HKS, I have'nt pulled anything from under the dash it is all from the engine bay, you can have anything you want just pay for the shipping.<P>------------------<BR>Kris Myers<BR>#1316||199.168.32.10||reg||1
Z||000005||HKS VR-4||01-09-2003||05:03 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Hey Kris, <BR>You think I can get the A/C control unit located behind the glove box and also I believe there's 2 temperature associated with the unit, can I get that as well.<P>Let me know the shipping costs and what not.<BR>THANKS!!!!<BR>KEN<P>------------------<BR>'91 #439 <BR>HKS-VR4<P>HKS Intake<BR>HKS Boost Guage<BR>HKS Turbo Timer<BR>HKS SSQV BOV<BR>Magnecor Wires<BR>Custom 3" cat-back w/ NISMO Skyline R33 Muffler<BR>|G|A|B| strut bars<BR>MBC to 14.5psi<BR>"straight cat" =)||216.119.8.172||reg||1
Z||000006||Jon||01-10-2003||09:07 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sk8bored:<BR><B>this is probably a stupid question, i just removed most of my ac system can the fan infront of the condenser go away too? <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Even better, rewire the fan to be the radiator fan and remove the radiator fan next to the turbo.  <P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||Yao||01-10-2003||10:08 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Or Even better rewire the AC fan with the Radiator fan so you have double the cooling when needed!<P>------------------<BR>||208.253.246.92||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001243.cgi
A||N||0||cordiavr4||Wiring Diagram For VR4||||1||
Z||000000||cordiavr4||01-05-2003||03:31 AM||jhoga7@bigpond.net.au||HEY  <P>2l 4 cyl turbo <P>Were looking for anyone with a wiring diagrgram for a vr4 motor , including engine sensors and everything , also a wiring diagram for a 1985 1.8 l turbo cordia would be helpfull <P>Thanks <P>------------------<BR>lotsa boost = lotsa fun = lotsa pain = no money !||203.51.208.11||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001244.cgi
A||||28||Romanova||TEL shift boot?||||5||
Z||000000||Romanova||01-05-2003||09:28 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Anyone using a TEL shift boot in the GVR4? Just pulled a black one from the yard and noticed the base is a little differnt... thought some people were running them though and curious on how they made 'em work.<BR>Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||5
Z||000001||meshwork||01-05-2003||09:43 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I put this on mine too...once you get the console off, unscrew the plastic frame thats screwed in (4 little screws). Then its basically positioning the leather boot (after removing its oval plastic frame) inbetween the console and the square frame and tightening down the screws again. You'd never even think twice that the boot is "rigged" in there, it looks so good. <P>------------------<BR>381/2000||151.199.244.246||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||01-05-2003||09:54 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I thought about doing the same thing, but doesn't the factory boot works with the TEL shift lever?  Or is the TEL shift lever that much shorter that it doesn't fit?<BR>Tyler<BR>How much did you pay for both?<P>thanks.<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||209.244.233.80||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||01-05-2003||10:01 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||What year did you use?<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.182.116||reg||1
Z||000004||Romanova||01-05-2003||10:58 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||GVR4ZUM:<BR>I paid $10 for a TEL shift lever and boot. The boot is nice and black... only 2 small nicks on it. I got these from a local pick and pull. <BR><P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000005||SPEEDFIEND||01-05-2003||11:30 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||The TEL shifter is a lot shorter and really doesn't work well with the GVR4 boot.  Do like Messwork said and it looks great, just like it came that way.  If I knew how to post pics I'd show you.  Kris<P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey, 169/1000 Belize Green<p>[This message has been edited by SPEEDFIEND (edited 01-05-2003).]||206.214.56.172||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR4ZUM||01-06-2003||12:25 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||thanks guys.<BR>SPEEDFIEND, Can u email me a couple of pix?<P>thanks again<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000007||Romanova||01-06-2003||01:02 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I'd take some pics too... I guess I am still a little confused...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000008||1quickvr4||01-06-2003||02:18 PM||caspa69@juno.com||It HAS TOO BE a 91-94 90s wont work.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||4.47.36.184||reg||1
Z||000009||Romanova||01-06-2003||03:41 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Mine has 4 clips that attatch the plastic piece to the base. To mount this on my GVR4, I take the plastic base off, then screw it to the console of my GVR4? Is that correct? Where are these 4 little screws at?<BR>Boot was off a 91...<BR>Thanks<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000010||SPEEDFIEND||01-06-2003||08:33 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I'll get some pics for you guys tomorrow.  But, the screws are on the under side of the console.  You'll have to remove the console to get to them.  I'm getting the Symboski Shift Kit this week so, I'll get some pics with the console off and how I did it. Romanova you got the right idea.  The plastic piece thats inside the TEL boot, take that out and throw it away.  Now take the console out and there's a plastic square ring with 4 screws, that holds the GVR4 boot in place.  Now that ring will replace the TEL ring you threw away. Now postion the boot were you want it in the console and screw it back into place.  Once you get the console out it with be pretty strait forward. Kris<P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey, 169/1000 Belize Green||206.214.56.124||reg||1
Z||000011||91 #680||01-06-2003||10:41 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||what's wrong with the current one on ours???;-)<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000012||Ian M||01-07-2003||12:25 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Im running a TEL lever and boot in my car too. The biggest PITA is getting the center console out. After that,once you look at it,its pretty self explanitory what you need to do to make it work. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||129.71.115.144||reg||1
Z||000013||Romanova||01-07-2003||03:40 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Pulled my stock boot off and saw four holes on it. Simply assumed that there were pegs on the underside of the console... didn't realize they were screws.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR>Gonna tackle it this Friday when my ECU arrives (Thanks Jeff!). Also got a TEL shift lever to install as well as new shift bushings. Will be nice to be able to run a nice looking shift knob with this boot... the leather is worn off on my current stock knob.<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000014||GVR4ZUM||01-09-2003||09:10 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Romanova:<BR><B>GVR4ZUM:<BR>I paid $10 for a TEL shift lever and boot. The boot is nice and black... only 2 small nicks on it. I got these from a local pick and pull. <P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Oh ok thanks.<BR>Anybody has these that want to get rid of?<BR><P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||64.157.68.142||reg||1
Z||000015||Romanova||01-10-2003||02:40 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I could go back out to the yard... they had several TEL shift levers left and I know of at least one black boot in fair condition. It also had two knicks in the material and was missing the gromet where the knob would go. Let me know if you're interested...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||216.255.203.203||reg||1
Z||000016||GVR4ZUM||01-10-2003||02:29 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Oh would you please.<BR>I'll send u an email. <P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000017||369of1000||01-10-2003||02:54 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Romanova:<BR><B>I could go back out to the yard... they had several TEL shift levers left and I know of at least one black boot in fair condition. It also had two knicks in the material and was missing the gromet where the knob would go. Let me know if you're interested...<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE>I would also be interested<P><P>------------------<BR>||24.151.115.112||reg||1
Z||000018||Romanova||01-10-2003||04:35 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Ok, I'll head out to the yard on Sunday and grab all the shift levers and any shift boots in decent shape. It's a pick and pull place, so all of the parts are always HELLA cheap...<BR>I'll post the results on Sunday...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000019||dsmsleeper||01-10-2003||04:50 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Romanova:<BR><B>Ok, I'll head out to the yard on Sunday and grab all the shift levers and any shift boots in decent shape. It's a pick and pull place, so all of the parts are always HELLA cheap...<BR>I'll post the results on Sunday...<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I'm interested as well.<P><P>------------------<BR>Joe<BR>1991 GVR-4 347/2000 R.I.P.<BR>1991 GVR-4 782/2000<BR>1991 GVR-4 955/2000<BR>1992 Laser AWD||63.146.62.141||reg||1
Z||000020||GVR4ZUM||01-10-2003||08:35 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Kewl!<BR>Just let me know how much with shipping and where to send it to.<P>thanks again Tyler.<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||64.157.77.159||reg||14
Z||000021||Romanova||01-12-2003||03:50 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Went back today and grabbed the last TEL shift lever. They had three other TELs that were automatics, and one manual TEL that I snagged the lever off last week. Was not able to locate the shift boot to go with the lever.<BR>GVR4ZUM, the lever is all yours if you want it. Email me at tylerzachau@hotmail.com<BR><P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000022||GVR4ZUM||01-12-2003||05:31 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Tyler<BR>I sent you an email.<BR>Anybody have a TEL boot?<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||209.244.239.81||reg||1
Z||000023||SPEEDFIEND||01-12-2003||09:25 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Just wondering if you guys still wanted some pics of the boot?  I didn't get the shift kit yet, so I haven't removed the console for pics.  Let me know.  Kris<P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey, 169/1000 Belize Green||206.214.57.78||reg||1
Z||000024||GVR4ZUM||01-12-2003||09:34 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I do.<BR>thanks Kris.<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||64.157.70.20||reg||1
Z||000025||gvr4in||01-12-2003||09:57 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I do! thanks<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000026||Johnny Bravo||01-13-2003||02:53 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Just wondering...will any 1G TEL shift lever & boot work ('91-'94) or does it need to be specifically from an AWD car?  I doubt it makes any difference, but just wanna be sure before I go buy one.<P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||129.2.18.232||reg||1
Z||000027||Romanova||01-13-2003||03:09 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Any 91-94 should work...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000028||Ian M||01-13-2003||06:43 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yeah,any 91-94 will work;mine came out of a 1.8 NT laser.<P>------------------<BR>||129.71.114.217||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001245.cgi
A||||3||Romanova||TEL shifter?||||5||
Z||000000||Romanova||01-05-2003||09:29 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Pulled a shift lever from a 91 Eclipse today at the yard... is this a straight drop in part? All I grabbed was the lever itself... just wondering if that is all I need. Thanks!<P><P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||5
Z||000001||meshwork||01-05-2003||09:40 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Yup, all you need is the lever. all you have to do is open it up, then you'll see what you need to do. One cotter pin, pop the shifter cable off, and then the bolt that holds the lever on. <P>The biggest pain is actually getting the center console off. <P>------------------<BR>381/2000||151.199.244.246||reg||1
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||01-08-2003||10:27 AM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||You'll probably want to get a new boot.  The stock boots get compressed too much with the shorter shift.<P><P>------------------<BR>Joe<BR>1991 GVR-4 782/2000<BR>1992 Laser AWD||63.146.62.141||reg||1
Z||000003||Romanova||01-12-2003||01:35 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Just finished this upgrade last night... very impressed with the results. Looks very good with the black TEL boot and the TEL shift lever sits SOOOO much lower...<BR>Now to purchase a nice Momo knob...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||216.255.203.179||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001246.cgi
A||||6||DookGVR4||Act 2600||||1||
Z||000000||DookGVR4||01-05-2003||10:24 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Hello,<P>  I am going to order a clutch/fidanza combo through a friend of mine that just opened a shop.....So i just want to clarify before i order that i am ordering the right thing.(cause it is not a dsm specific shop) And he doesnt know too much about our cars.<P>So i should be ordering a <BR>6-Bolt ACT 2600/Street disc with a oem throwout bearing?<BR>6-Bolt Fidanza<P>Also do you think that the street disc would be ok for a 20g//small t3 t4//or green turbo?<P>Thanks, Dave<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by DookGVR4 (edited 01-06-2003).]||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000001||SPEEDFIEND||01-06-2003||08:43 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Yeah man, thats all you'll need.  My friend Terry running a ACT2600 w/ a street disc and a 20g.  It never slips.  Kris  <P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey, 169/1000 Belize Green||206.214.56.124||reg||1
Z||000002||Pep||01-07-2003||09:03 PM||||Some people use the ACT pressure plate along with the stock Mitsu disc. I believe that Shepherd runs this setup, obviously with a much heavier pressure plate. The Mitsubishi disc is much cheaper than the ACT disc. The ACT disc is just an organic disc, like the Mitsubishi. I think there are some differences in the springs, but lots of people have run this setup. I'm running it in my car and everything seems to work great.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 GVR4 #1342||66.76.204.236||reg||1
Z||000003||Arty||01-08-2003||12:00 AM||||Don't know if this is relevant to GVR4, but on the TRE web site they recommend against using a Mitsu 2G disc with the ACT pressure plate as it will cause premature synchro wear. <A HREF="http://www.teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html</A> <P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000004||sleeper||01-08-2003||12:54 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||You can use the stock disc. Before you bolt it on put the disc and the pressure plate on the flywheel. Do not bolt down just make sure it sits flush. If you have abot 1/8 of an inch distanse between the flywheel and the bottom of the pressure plate you're fine.<P>For the clutch to disengage correctly the flywheel needs to be machined for the aftermarket discs. Usualy about .605-.610<BR>With the stock disc around .590-.595<BR>If you machine the flywheel short and you're using an aftermarket disc (like ACT) the holding pressure will increase but the disengagement will be way off.<P>ACT uses organic but with a lot more metal in it. Stock is full organic.<P>Another solution is my setup. Sorry I had to throw that in here  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <A HREF="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/clutch/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/clutch/</A>  <P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.66.56.215||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||01-13-2003||12:09 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||So who makes that presure plate and disc? <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000006||sleeper||01-13-2003||11:59 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I'm working with a local clutch manufacturer.<BR>It's a redesigned stock disc and pressure plate.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001247.cgi
A||||8||mitsuvr4||Exhaust mani and turbine housing removal ?||||5||
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||01-06-2003||10:32 PM||||Hey all,<BR>I'm looking for insight on removal of my exhaust manifold and turbine housing.<P>1. In removal of the exhaust mani will the bolts always break?  I hear it happens often, but always?  Is there a better method to try and avoid that fate?<P>2.  What holds the turbo to the turbine housing?  A C clip?  I'm considering buying a ported turbine housing with the upgraded flapper for my stock turbo since it still works fine and then upgrade to Big 16G without the housing later.  What's involved in swapping just the turbine house?  Pretty simple since I'll be doing the exhaust manifold anyways?<P>Thanks for the help guys, greatly appreciated!!<P>Karl<BR>860/2000<P>------------------<BR>||63.233.225.251||reg||5
Z||000001||turbowop||01-06-2003||11:16 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||It should be doable that way. The turbine housing is held on by the big gold colored ring that is in between the center section and the turbine housing. On a car where the exhaust manifold has never been removed there will be stud breakage almost gauranteed. You may even be missing some nuts already as I have seen on many cars including mine when installing a new turbo. I think I remember reading a vfaq a while back on installing a new turbine housing without removing the center section however once your that far into it, it may be almost just as easy to yank the whole thing out. The only extra stuff you will have to do is drain the coolant and oil and remove the lines. <P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000002||VR-4play||01-07-2003||08:13 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||in my opinion, it is easiest to pull everything out as one unit, then work on it outside of the car. since i've done this many many many times, this is what i do: after remove/disconnect everything to get to it, (1) spray all of your manifold nuts/studs with PB Penetrant (Pep boys carries it) make sure you soak them good, (2) disconnect dp from o2 housing, (3) remove oil return from pan, (4)oil supply from engine, (5) remove coolant lines (the one with the hose just pull hose off, the other remove from turbo, (6) remove mani nuts and the whole thing will come out easy. it sounds like alot, but it is easier to work on this way. If you remove the manifold, the most important thing is to soke those studs with the PB Penetrant, you won't break one stud.<P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||01-07-2003||10:26 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have never been able to break the compressor hsg and the turbine hsg, howard has, but i think if the turbo/exh manifold has never been off the car, you need to prepare for a sumbitch job.  also, if it is the original exh manifold, it is cracked. i would just go ahead and get a 2g manifold, and install it then.  removing the o2 sensor is going to be a bitch, too.  the factory tool makes it a breeze.  i would also get a set of the stainless exh studs, and do all of them.  get nickel based never sieze, NOT aluminum based, and coat the crap out of all the threaded parts.  i would get new turbo to manifold bolts, get 4, remove the stud and use a bolt.  and especially new washers.  you may have to retap, and use 6 point sockets.  the "J" pipe coolant feed to the turbo is usually a real bugger, too.  you need a flare end wrench, and it probably wont come off, and you will end up bending it to clear.  watch out for the turbo oil feed off the the back of the head, lots of people either overtorque this banjo bolt, or cross thread it.  get new crush washers, too.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||VR-4play||01-07-2003||11:27 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>i have never been able to break the compressor hsg and the turbine hsg, howard has, but i think if the turbo/exh manifold has never been off the car, you need to prepare for a sumbitch job.</B> <BR> <BR>the only thing that got mine apart was an air hammer. made the work easy and clean.<BR><B>also, if it is the original exh manifold, it is cracked. i would just go ahead and get a 2g manifold, and install it then.</B>  <BR>the evo3 mani is better (my opinion), and the same price.<P><B>removing the o2 sensor is going to be a bitch, too.  the factory tool makes it a breeze. </B> <BR>true, but i used a regular o2 sensor socket that i picked up from track auto and an extension. spray that PB penatrant around it. makes it easy.<P><B>i would also get a set of the stainless exh studs, and do all of them.  get nickel based never sieze, NOT aluminum based, and coat the crap out of all the threaded parts. </B> <BR>just use the PB penetrant. it gets into the studs and you won't have to replace them with stronger ones. will save you alot of work. replace those nuts, lock washers, and regular washers though, and use that anti-seize.<P><B>i would get new turbo to manifold bolts, get 4, remove the stud and use a bolt.  and especially new washers.  you may have to retap, and use 6 point sockets.</B>   <BR>definitely get new bolts, hopefully you won't have to retap.<P><B>the "J" pipe coolant feed to the turbo is usually a real bugger, too.  you need a flare end wrench, and it probably wont come off, and you will end up bending it to clear.  watch out for the turbo oil feed off the the back of the head, lots of people either overtorque this banjo bolt, or cross thread it.  get new crush washers, too.  <BR></B>definitely, i overtorqued (broke) that banjo bolt before. take your time with that one.<P><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1
Z||000005||mitsuvr4||01-07-2003||11:59 AM||||Thanks for all the input guys!<P>I already have a 2G exhaust mani to swap with my VERY cracked 1G mani.  It has been off once before because the head was replaced.  I'll let you know how it goes.  NO air tools...so, wish me luck.<P>Karl<BR>860/2000<P>------------------<BR>||156.99.90.179||reg||10
Z||000006||number3||01-07-2003||05:02 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mitsuvr4:<BR><B>Hey all,<BR>I'm looking for insight on removal of my exhaust manifold and turbine housing.<P>1. In removal of the exhaust mani will the bolts always break?  I hear it happens often, but always?  Is there a better method to try and avoid that fate?<P>Spray liquid wrench and let it soak for hours. Use quailty hand tools.  I have been very luck over the years in this area.<P><BR>2.  What holds the turbo to the turbine housing?  A C clip?  I'm considering buying a ported turbine housing with the upgraded flapper for my stock turbo since it still works fine and then upgrade to Big 16G without the housing later.  What's involved in swapping just the turbine house?  Pretty simple since I'll be doing the exhaust manifold anyways?<P><BR>The compressor and cartidge is held into place by a V band. It is possible to remove the hot side this way but it can get very tight with the radiator, downpipe etc. But I have done it this way before.<P><BR>Thanks for the help guys, greatly appreciated!!<P>Karl<BR>860/2000<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||SPEEDFIEND||01-07-2003||07:04 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||You guys all have to get some Aero Kroil.  This stuffs 10 times better than JB80.  You'll porbally have to order it though.  I got mine from work.  Here's the info on the can:  Kano Laboratories, PH.615-833-4101, FAX.615-833-5790, <A HREF="HTTP://WWW.KANOLABS.COM" TARGET=_blank>HTTP://WWW.KANOLABS.COM</A>   This stuff will make life a lot easyer.  Trust me.  Kris<P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey, 169/1000 Belize Green||206.214.57.77||reg||1
Z||000008||Pep||01-07-2003||08:58 PM||||Also, you might need to use a torch to loosen the bolts that hold the turbo onto the manifold and the bolts that attach the O2 housing to the turbine housing, if you are going to remove them. I couldn't get them to break loose on my car without heating everything up first.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 GVR4 #1342||66.76.204.236||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001248.cgi
A||||0||mitsuvr4||Differences between 8cm and 7cm turbine housing?||||5||
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||01-07-2003||01:16 PM||||8cm compared to a 7cm.<P>Besides the larger volume inside.  Are the entrance and exit holes the same sizes?  Do you need different gaskets for manifold and O2 housing?<P>Longer spoolup with better top-end, right?<P>Thanks,<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000<P>------------------<BR>||156.99.90.179||reg||5




ubb/Forum2/001249.cgi
A||||15||HKS VR-4||A/C not working...HELP!!! Please Read....||||5||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||01-07-2003||08:54 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Ok, here's what happened....<BR>....I turned on my A/C today as my car was a bit hot and stuffy from sitting in the sun after work, figured I get the A/C going since I haven't really used it since summer. I noticed that nothing happened...the 'lights' came on (orange and green) on the A/C switch, but nothing happened. Then after a few minutes, this funny 'burning' electronic smell comes from near under the glove box. (reminds me of when I overheated an amp to my sub) When I get home, I noticed that the A/C condenser fan was not spinning, the A/C compressor was not engaged. <P>I know there's an A/C controller behind the glove box. Could that thing have went out???....fuse???.....relays???<P>Any ideas????.....<P>I know the A/C is not that big of a deal, but I do like to keep my car in complete running order. Please help. THANKS!!!<P>Ken||12.81.85.134||reg||5
Z||000001||number3||01-07-2003||09:02 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Well it is 25 degrees here.<P><BR>Sounds like you should give a look behind the dash.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||01-07-2003||11:02 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Well it is 25 degrees here.<P><BR>Sounds like you should give a look behind the dash.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yea, it's like around 60 degrees here in CA...today was kinda warm especially since my car was in the sun all day. With the leather seats....it made it worst. That's what I'm going to do first thing in the morning is to take check behind the dash. I did some more research and there's a A/C control module and A/C control unit. This is confusing!!!! I really want to get this thing working again before summer is here and as I have school again soon, I wouldn't have time to tinker with it.<P>Any more ideas or more suggestions I would definately appreciate it?????<BR>THANKS!!!<BR>KEN #439/2000<BR><P>------------------<BR>'91 #439 <BR>HKS-VR4<P>HKS Intake<BR>HKS Boost Guage<BR>HKS Turbo Timer<BR>HKS SSQV BOV<BR>Magnecor Wires<BR>Custom 3" cat-back w/ NISMO Skyline R33 Muffler<BR>|G|A|B| strut bars<BR>MBC to 14.5psi<BR>"straight cat" =)||12.81.125.20||reg||1
Z||000003||HKS VR-4||01-07-2003||11:07 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Did I leave anything else?????.....<P>------------------<BR>'91 #439 <BR>HKS-VR4<P>HKS Intake<BR>HKS Boost Guage<BR>HKS Turbo Timer<BR>HKS SSQV BOV<BR>Magnecor Wires<BR>Custom 3" cat-back w/ NISMO Skyline R33 Muffler<BR>|G|A|B| strut bars<BR>MBC to 14.5psi<BR>"straight cat" =)||12.81.125.20||reg||9
Z||000004||Hertz||01-08-2003||12:46 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<BR><B>Did I leave anything else?????.....<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Sure, more <I>details</I>.  Anything else fail?  Does the blower work?  Did you have the temp gauge all the way on cold?  Fuses?<P>Edit: By the way, terrible problem you're having.  We're all really sympathetic... a real pity.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 01-08-2003).]||67.37.229.210||reg||1
Z||000005||HKS VR-4||01-08-2003||01:35 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>  Sure, more <I>details</I>.  Anything else fail?  Does the blower work?  Did you have the temp gauge all the way on cold?  Fuses?<P>Edit: By the way, terrible problem you're having.  We're all really sympathetic... a real pity.    <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>HAHAHA....sad isn't it!!!....then again my car does have like 214k...I guess anything goes.<P>Back to the situation....everything else seems to be working. The radiator fan is working (A/C condenser fan is not working nor is the A/C compressor clutch engaging like as if they weren't turned on), blower inside is working, heater is working. It seems to me that everything is working but the A/C will not turn on. Even the lights on the A/C button is working when pressed. YES, the temp is all the way on cold...hahaha...<P>I checked all the fuses, everything seems to be in order. <P>Just to double check, can you tell me where the fuses for A/C and relay is to make sure I checked the right ones????<P>THANKS, KEN<P>||12.81.85.149||reg||1
Z||000006||DongeR615||01-08-2003||02:07 AM||||hey,<BR>get the new AC (R134) refilled at a station that is CERTIFIED. Older cars use R12, the stuff that kills the ozone. You can use the newer R134(cheaper) AC refill for a fraction of the cost.  The older R12 cost about 80 bucks a can.  I heard many things about the newer R134 stuff like it doesn't feel as cold as the older R12 but whatever. In a couple years, the standard will be something better than R134. So if you like your R134 now, bulk up cuz it will be banned for sale to consumers. <P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.211.87||reg||4
Z||000007||HKS VR-4||01-08-2003||03:59 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DongeR615:<BR><B>hey,<BR>get the new AC (R134) refilled at a station that is CERTIFIED. Older cars use R12, the stuff that kills the ozone. You can use the newer R134(cheaper) AC refill for a fraction of the cost.  The older R12 cost about 80 bucks a can.  I heard many things about the newer R134 stuff like it doesn't feel as cold as the older R12 but whatever. In a couple years, the standard will be something better than R134. So if you like your R134 now, bulk up cuz it will be banned for sale to consumers. <P>DongeR615<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>How does this relate to my situation????...I don't see the connection....<P>||12.81.125.69||reg||5
Z||000008||ken inn||01-08-2003||11:56 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the a/c controller is right there behind the glovebox.  costs about 20 bucks, looks like a big relay.  the dealer stocks this part, so i would guess it does crap out.  <BR>     converting to r134a is VERY easy.  you can buy a kit at pep boys, comes with everything.  you install the new fittings, get rid of what r12 is left by whatever means you wish, connect the charge line to the charge port(i REALLY like the charge port, it is now a snap fitting, no longer the pita screw on), connect up the can tapper, start the engine, increase the idle, turn on a/c, and open the can.  watch the sight glass on the drier, when all the bubbles are gone, it is done.  takes about 20 minutes, disconnect the charge line, cap it, and drive away in cool comfort.  i have not noticed any difference in the cooling, and the new 134 has both leak detector and sealant in it.  if your system is still holding freon, there is no need for a new drier.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000009||DongeR615||01-08-2003||02:44 PM||||oh awhile back a person I knew said the AC wheel wouldn't spin until he recharged it. I was there and saw the whole procedure. He said "wow, I haven't seen that spin a long time." He was the previous metal shop teacher in the school but became the head couselor. So the correlation between a non spinning ac compressor and depleted r134/r12 maybe your problem.<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.212.60||reg||12
Z||000010||ken inn||01-08-2003||02:56 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||by any chance, do you have the battery mounted in the trunk, or any other place besides the stock location?<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000011||HKS VR-4||01-08-2003||10:33 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>by any chance, do you have the battery mounted in the trunk, or any other place besides the stock location?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Nope, battery is at the stock location. Where can you get the A/C control unit for $20????? I asked the dealer, they told me it was $80. <BR>||12.81.85.144||reg||1
Z||000012||ken inn||01-09-2003||10:14 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||well, it was a couple of years ago, and the controller wasnt the problem.  but i remember it being so cheap, i just bought it, AND, they had it in stock.  MB276780.  however, checking onling pricing, list is 69.63, your dealer is hosing you.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000013||smokindav||01-09-2003||01:59 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I'm remotely troubleshooting a bad relay in that area. I want to rule out this A/C relay you are talking about as I suspect my problem is a bad MPI relay.<P>I have one question for you:<P>* Will the car start with this A/C relay unplugged?<P>Thanks,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||192.12.7.1||reg||1
Z||000014||DongeR615||01-09-2003||05:11 PM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>well, it was a couple of years ago, and the controller wasnt the problem.  but i remember it being so cheap, i just bought it, AND, they had it in stock.  MB276780.  however, checking onling pricing, list is 69.63, your dealer is hosing you.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Speaking of being hosed by the dealer. I paid 28 dollars for a thermostant and gasket at capitol mitsubishi. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/eek.gif"><P>DongeR615<BR><P>------------------<BR>||207.214.211.19||reg||1
Z||000015||keydiver||01-09-2003||05:14 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smokindav:<BR><B>* Will the car start with this A/C relay unplugged?<P>Thanks,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, the AC relay in no way effects the running of the car.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.221.120||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001250.cgi
A||N||13||DongeR615||speed limit?||||1||
Z||000000||DongeR615||01-07-2003||11:20 PM||||<BR>I was wondering the speed limit in 1st through 5th gear. For instance, my 6th gen Accord does 41mph in 1st gear, then 75 in 2nd gear and 130 in 3rd gear and 4th is just basically overdrive.<BR>Thanks,<BR>DongeR615<P><P>------------------<BR>||207.214.211.87||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||01-08-2003||12:38 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Are you wondering how fast you can go in each gear up to the rev limit?<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.229.210||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||01-08-2003||01:08 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||you haven't ever topped out that accord have you?  My bro had a 6g and it was way squirrly at over 100.<BR>I think first goes to like 38 or 37 thats all i know.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.144.247.224||reg||1
Z||000003||DongeR615||01-08-2003||01:57 AM||||hertz, yes, how fast can i go in each gear up to the 7k rpm redline<P>katorium. I have a 6th gen(98-02) accord coupe. The car can go up to 41 mph in 1st if shifting manually through the gears. Ask telecaster, he's been in my car and at 130 its still safe to drive. Maybe ur bro's suspension is all whack and should get it checked. check out <A HREF="http://www.accordv6.com" TARGET=_blank>www.accordv6.com</A>  or <A HREF="http://www.superhonda.org" TARGET=_blank>www.superhonda.org</A>  or was it .com. well i don't remember but yea over 100 and shakes violently doesn't sound too good. <P>So anyone know the answer to my original question?<BR>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.211.87||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||01-08-2003||12:23 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||damn, i got gens mixed up with a different model.  He had a 3g. ahahha.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||168.99.144.243||reg||7
Z||000005||markrieb||01-08-2003||04:09 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I thought that info was in the service manual, but after some searching I couldn't find it.<P>Not even anything on vfaq.com.<P>You will have to calculate it from the gear ratios and the tire diameter.<P>1st     2.846<BR>2nd     1.684<BR>3rd     1.115<BR>4th     0.833<BR>5th     0.666<BR>Rev     3.166<P>Primary reduction     1.275<BR>Secondary reduction   3.866<BR>Transfer case         1.096<P>Stock tire diameter 24.5"<P>Stock rev limter 7500 rpm<P>So max speed in 1st gear would be Wheel revolutions/minute at max rpm x circumference of wheel.<P>Something like 7500/(2.846*1.275*3.866*1.096)= wheel rpm = 488 = 29,268 wheel revs/hour.<P>Distance traveled in one wheel revolution is pi*diameter = 3.1415*24.5 = 77 inches/revolution<P>29268 rev/hour * 77 inches/rev = 2,252,729 inches/hour.<P>There are 63,360 inches/mile to get 35.55 mph at 7500 rpm in 1st gear.  Empiracally this is about right.<P>The remainder of the gears are left as an exercise for the student...<P>Please post results here.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||01-08-2003||05:01 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i'm gonna go throw up now.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000007||hibern8||01-09-2003||03:32 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i dont miss physics one bit damnit<P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||63.62.130.7||reg||1
Z||000008||Hertz||01-09-2003||04:01 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||<BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">code:</font><HR><pre><BR><B>gear    ratio           wheel rpm       wheel rph       inches/hr       mph</B><BR>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------<BR><B>1st</B>     2.846           487.8022274     29268.13364     2252739.564     <B>35.55460171</B><BR><B>2nd</B>     1.684           824.397351      49463.84106     3807183.373     <B>60.08812141</B><BR><B>3rd</B>     1.115           1245.098779     74705.92677     5750041.973     <B>90.75192507</B><BR><B>4th</B>     0.833           1666.60881      99996.52863     7696634.813     <B>121.4746656</B><BR><B>5th</B>     0.666           2084.512221     125070.7333     9626571.771     <B>151.9345292</B><BR><B>Rev</B>     3.166           438.4981488     26309.88893     2025046.367     <B>31.96095908</B><BR>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------<BR>reduction1      1.275<BR>reduction2      3.866<BR>xfer case       1.096<P>stock tire dia  24.5 inches<BR>tire distance   76.969020 inches/rev<P>rev limit       7500 rpm stock<BR></pre><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>If you want to adjust for different tire diameters or other vehicles you can <A HREF="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/maxspeed.htm" TARGET=_blank>use this interactive spreadsheet</A>.  Requires Internet Explorer.<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 01-09-2003).]||67.37.191.2||reg||1
Z||000009||DongeR615||01-09-2003||05:15 PM||||hertz, thats interesting. I'll go test accuracy of the chart by this weekend. <BR>Any got real world numbers?<P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.211.19||reg||1
Z||000010||369of1000||01-09-2003||06:08 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR>[BIf you want to adjust for different tire diameters or other vehicles you can use this interactive spreadsheet. Requires Internet Explorer.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE>Is it just me or does the spreadsheet not work for anyone else? I get a little square with a dot in it just below the title. I'm using IE 6.0.<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.115.112||reg||1
Z||000011||GVR-4||01-09-2003||07:39 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Dude! Are we a bunch of geeks or what? <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||68.155.56.137||reg||1
Z||000012||joec||01-10-2003||10:21 AM||joec42@yahoo.com||Check out "Automotive Calculations By Bowling & Grippo" at  <A HREF="http://www.bgsoflex.com/auto.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.bgsoflex.com/auto.html</A>  <P>The "RPM & MPH Correlation" link will do the above computations.<P><P>------------------<BR>||192.250.112.194||reg||1
Z||000013||DongeR615||01-10-2003||07:15 PM||||okay i got some results @ 7500 rpm<BR>1st gear: 35-36 mph<BR>2nd gear: ??? mph<BR>3rd gear: 095 mph<BR>4th gear: ??? mph<BR>5th gear: ??? mph<BR>I did this today and I almost got pulled over. I am still shaking....<BR>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.213.170||reg||4




ubb/Forum2/001251.cgi
A||||2||GVR-4||Front driveaxles...||||1||
Z||000000||GVR-4||01-08-2003||09:24 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I am going to replace my front driveaxles. Where do you guys recommend I get them? I was thinking about using Raxles. Input...<P>Thanks in advance.<P>dp<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 01-08-2003).]||68.155.54.22||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||01-08-2003||05:36 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Raxles.com seems to be very popular.  Other than that, I don't have any input.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||64.108.204.76||reg||1
Z||000002||Invader||01-08-2003||07:39 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||Bought mine at NAPA...lifetime warranty.  Although I suppose any parts store will be about the same...just make sure they have the lifetime warranty.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||65.33.48.138||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001252.cgi
A||||3||369of1000||Piston rings?||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||01-08-2003||02:04 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||So my motor is finally being put back together and an interesting thing came up. The piston rings are wrong. I bought the 85mm 95 pistons from buschur and had my rods machined. Now I need piston rings. There are two sets of rings to buy, but they are both wrong. what I need are as follows: <BR>1.20 first comp<BR>1.50 second comp<BR>2.80 oil<BR>According to the dealer 1g ring set has the right oil ring and the 2g ring set has the right compression rings. Or was it vise versa, damn dyslexia.<BR>So do I have to buy both sets to get the right rings? Is this right? <P>------------------<BR>||24.151.115.112||reg||1
Z||000001||turbogalant||01-08-2003||07:41 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||I'll make it simple if you have 1g pistons you need 1g rings and if you have 2g pistons well you need 2g rings.<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||1
Z||000002||369of1000||01-08-2003||08:04 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Thanks for the reply (as ridiculous as it made my question sound).  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/rolleyes.gif">  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B>I'll make it simple if you have 1g pistons you need 1g rings and if you have 2g pistons well you need 2g rings.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>This is exactly what I said. It's exactly what Buschur said. It's exactly what RoadRace said.<BR>The problem is, it's not what my mechanic physically measured. It's also not what the spec book says. I trust my mechanic whole heartedly. If he is not sure about something, he will call around until he gets it right. Which is where this question came up.<P>So let me ask a different question:<BR>What are the specs on a 1g set of rings?<BR>What are the specs on a 2g set of rings?<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.115.112||reg||1
Z||000003||turbogalant||01-13-2003||02:09 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Try reordering the ring from mitsu they sound like they were miss boxed. And possibly try a differnt dealer to get them from unless you have had good luck with them some are real stupid. And this is coming from an ex-dealer parts counter person. Some people just don't get it these systems are much harder to use than autozones even with the pictures and all. I was lucky in CT Mitsu right next door to were I work ALWAYS hooked me up ,I worked for Crysler, the good autoparts stores respected me because I worked for a dealer, I used to work at autozone so I looked up my own parts there. Now in AZ well it sucks. Been using conicely so far.<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001253.cgi
A||||4||UndergroundVR-4||Anyone with this T3/T4||||1||
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||01-09-2003||12:33 AM||undergroundr32@hotmail.com||I think i've made a decision on what turbo I'm going to order tomorrow.  I was debating between a Green,  or a Garrett of just around that output,  if not a bit better top end.  My question is that if anyone has experience with this turbo, which will be a 50 trim with a stage 3 wheel and .63 a/r on the turbine side,  to please give me your likes/dislikes in terms of HP and lag for both pump fuel and c16 or the alike.<P>------------------<BR>||24.189.242.58||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||01-09-2003||04:01 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||T04E 50trim/ .63 stage 3 wheel is comparable to a green.<P>I have 95 piston motor so my spool is pretty good.<BR> <P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||DSMotorsport||01-10-2003||08:36 AM||jonescri@earthlink.net||That To4E 50 /Stage 3/ .63AR is the turbo we used on our shop car last year.<BR>went 11.0 @ 125 very consistently with poor tuning. (once we got wideband, found we were running 10:1 AF ratio once on boost)<BR>It's a 10 second capable turbo for sure.<P>with a 8.0CR engine (around 155 cranking compression) we were getting 30psi by 3900rpm.<P>standard sleeve bearing turbonetics turbo<P><BR>BTW Turbonetics is now offering 1 year "no-hassle-no questions asked" warrenty on all thier products, even racecar use turbochargers.  IMHO worth looking at if your planning to go garret.<P>------------------<BR>Nathan Crisman<BR>90 AWD talon 10.85@127<BR>92 GVR4 13.85@95||207.162.134.133||reg||1
Z||000003||DSMotorsport||01-10-2003||08:41 AM||jonescri@earthlink.net||oh yeah....on customers car with out 50 trim turbo kit: VPC,550's,120fmic,hks 264<P>93 pump gas made 325whp @ 18psi.<P>116 sunoco made 390whp @ 26psi (550's out of fuel)<P>We figure our shop car was making around 425-430 at wheels going 125mph.<P>limit of the 50 trim is probobly about 450-460 wheel hp if all the rest of the car is up to par, and tuning is perfect.<P>------------------<BR>Nathan Crisman<BR>90 AWD talon 10.85@127<BR>92 GVR4 13.85@95||207.162.134.133||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-10-2003||01:27 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||That should be an excellent street turbo...<BR>I have a stainless manifold flanged for a tial 35mm gate if you are interested.<P>Email me at boostboyee@hotmail.com<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001254.cgi
A||||8||MattC||Brake Rotors:||||1||
Z||000000||MattC||01-09-2003||05:46 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||I know this has been covered before, as I did a search, but now that mofugas is gone where can I just get some rotors.  My EBT slotted/drilled rotors are cracking.  <P>I am looking for slotted aftermarket rotors, however I am getting desperate so a good line on stockers will do.<P>Cheers,<P>MattC<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1
Z||000001||Romanova||01-09-2003||05:51 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.brakeco.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.brakeco.com/</A> <P>Nothing but praise for them.<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||216.255.203.67||reg||1
Z||000002||MattC||01-09-2003||06:37 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||For powerslot rotors I got quoted at ~$104 a pop.  Is that the going rate?  I just want to make sure I'm not paying too much.  Thanks for the link.<P>Cheers,<P>MattC<BR>247/2000<BR>MY99 Subaru 2.5RS-T<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1
Z||000003||Romanova||01-09-2003||07:04 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Sounds fair to me...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||216.255.203.67||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||01-10-2003||09:35 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Ive ordered from a guy named Donnie Lam and I believe KC has as well (he told me about him.)  I've run a set of drilled and slotted on mine for about a year and just got a set for the wife's.  It was about $150 for a pair.  Email me if you want and I'll dig up his email - or do a search on here for his name - posted before.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.69||reg||1
Z||000005||markrieb||01-10-2003||10:30 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Unless you are really sold on the looks, don't bother with slotted or cross drilled rotors.<P>You don't really gain any performance.  Slotted or drilled rotors are near impossible to get turned next time you need to do the brakes and drilled rotors are almost guaranteed to crack.<P>Save the money you'd pay for the slotting/drilling and buy some braided stainless brake lines and a bunch of good brake fluid.  Flush the brakes until good, clean fluid comes out of all of the calipers.  It may take a couple of quarts...  Speed bleeders are a good idea too.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||01-10-2003||11:05 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have a set of the KVR drilled and cad plated that Rob use to sell. I would not get the cad plating, the rotors have rusted (in about 2 weeks they did in fact) and now look just like my stock rears. The rest is great though, no cracking, no warping and great performance. I am running EBC Greenstuff pads. <P>In contrast my brother got PowerStop rotors, drilled and plated. His plating still looks new, not a sign of rust at all. They have not warped either with the same pads. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||01-10-2003||11:15 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Mark, I don't have any cracking and the stopping "bite" definately feels better with these.  I WAS however worried about having them turned as I haven't asked around about having that done.  I hope it's not a huge problem when the time comes.  I always take my rotors to a real machine shop anyway - not the typical parts place.<BR>From my understanding the drilled and/or slotted keep the pads from floating on the hot gasses created under braking.  It seems to brake noticeably better and I wanted something that wouldn't warp so easily.  Just my .02 worth.  I do use Napa's best non-metallic pads FWIW.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.69||reg||1
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||01-10-2003||12:47 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||Check out <A HREF="http://www.raceconcepts.net" TARGET=_blank>http://www.raceconcepts.net</A> <BR>Ask for Wood.<P>I have a set of their fronts on my galant (EMC)and laser (Brembo).  <P>------------------<BR>Joe<BR>1991 GVR-4 347/2000 R.I.P.<BR>1991 GVR-4 782/2000<BR>1991 GVR-4 955/2000<BR>1992 Laser AWD||63.146.62.141||reg||14




ubb/Forum2/001255.cgi
A||||2||4g63t||Drivers auto up||||5||
Z||000000||4g63t||01-10-2003||02:35 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Can someone tell me EXACTLY where to put the diode? The other post on this isn't very clear.  Thanks, Chris<P>------------------<BR>||65.129.80.40||reg||5
Z||000001||keydiver||01-10-2003||10:03 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/auto-up.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/auto-up.html</A> <P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.221.120||reg||1
Z||000002||4g63t||01-10-2003||01:12 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||I've seen that vfaq a dozen times but I never saw the spot on our board. I just looked at it again, and there it was! Thanks Jeff!<P>------------------<BR>||65.129.80.89||reg||10




ubb/Forum2/001256.cgi
A||||26||Duc Hunter||Which clutch to choose....||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-10-2003||11:17 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I almost sold her, was considering an EVO7 or a WRX STI, or even a user S4......but in the end my little Rallye car is Staying with me (story for another time). As a result she will be getting some TLC. I need a new clutch. I like the sound of the clutchmasters, had good luck with a Centerforce Dual friction in a Landcruiser I had, know the ACT2600 will hold but may not want the harshness/crank walk worry. <P><BR>In the engine dept my car had a Frank Jr (17c I believe) that is ported, balanced and clipped, ported O2, Ported 95 Exh manifold(all 3 from Extrememotorsports), AVC-R, AFC, bigger fuel pump, RRE pipes and intercooler, Raptor intake pipe, adj fuel pressure regulator.....  I will be getting 660cc ND injectors in a month or so (thanks to 91 octane in CA) and will run 18-22 psi. I do not drag race though (except the occasional stoplight run to put a Honda or WRX in its place). I do run in the canyons though, do road course track days (2-3/year)etc. My stock clutch pedal has weighed more than my friends ACT2600 so the weight is not an issue. Anyway, what are your thoughts my brainy friends. Act 2600? Which Clutchmasters? Centerforce? <BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||01-10-2003||12:10 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I would go with the centerforce dual friction. IF you have a clucth that grabs to hard and you don't have massive amounts of power, it will be tricky to launch. Imagine getting beat by a WRX because you bogged on the start! The dual friction makes for a very nice daily driver, and you will have no worries about it not holding up, as long as it's broken in properly. As for crank-walking, that is a problem only on the 2g blocks. <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.121||reg||1
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||01-10-2003||12:35 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||And a Frank Jr wth 660's and 22psi is not much power? <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000003||a_santos||01-10-2003||01:58 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||No. With that setup, you should have roughly 300bhp. That is not enough to make full use of a heavy clutch, like the ACT 2600. The DDP galant that was in Turbo magazine was making 400+ hp and used a centerforce dual friction, and 550s. <P>You might have more mods then I accounted for calculating your hp. To recalculate, go to <A HREF="http://www.turbofast.com.au." TARGET=_blank>www.turbofast.com.au.</A>  <P>The only way to be acurate is for you to dyno your car. In most cases, individuals think they have more horse then they actually do. <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>And a Frank Jr wth 660's and 22psi is not much power? <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||01-10-2003||03:44 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Interesting stuff Santos. I would love to go there but it asks for a username and password???<P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000005||a_santos||01-10-2003||05:10 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Here is the direct link <A HREF="http://www.turbofast.com.au/javacalc.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbofast.com.au/javacalc.html</A> <BR><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000006||GRV4726||01-10-2003||05:50 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||interesting cite but it seems as though you have to download the program first<P>i think he has more than 300 hp (unless you ment at the wheels, but still he's running 18 psi, or will be. so maybe a little more than 300)<P>anyways... i'm curious about that site<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||01-10-2003||06:13 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I must be lame because I cannot get it to work. The Turboimports car made 327hp/354lb trq when they were close to my setup. Essentially��.I have 660 injectors though, they had 550's. I have a level 3 (ported, balanced, clipped) Frank Jr where they had a mild/small 16g. I have 3" down pipe/test pipe/exh and they had 2.5 down pipe, 2.5 cat, 2.5 exhaust. I have a 2g MAF they had the Team RIP TRE MAF (I had one on order but the jerked me around for 8 months).  <P>Given all that and being conservative I bet I have about 350hp/375lb trq. My drag racing consists or occasional stop light launches to beat the local WRX�s. That may change once I know I can really launch it (having to baby a stock clutch changes your driving style). On the other hand my current stock clutch pedal is stiffer than an ACT2600 equipped car I have been in so the weight wont matter. I would rather slip the clutch vs break a tranny if I over do a launch. I do not want it to slip al the time though. <BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000009||Martin Chilcote||01-11-2003||11:12 AM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GRV4726:<BR><B>interesting cite but it seems as though you have to download the program first<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Try this page: <A HREF="http://www.turbofast.com.au/tfcalc.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbofast.com.au/tfcalc.html</A> <BR>you can fill in the blanks on-line if you have all the info to fill them <P>------------------<BR>1064/2000 <BR><A HREF="http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html</A>||66.139.166.12||reg||1
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||01-11-2003||04:27 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>I would rather slip the clutch vs break a tranny if I over do a launch. I do not want it to slip al the time though. <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Here's what I recommend, and this is because I think you're making a decent amount of power.  Get an ACT 2600 PP and stock mitsu friction disc.  Then, when you launch, do it hard enough to get the wheels to spin slightly so: <BR>A) you don't bog<BR>B) you don't break stuff through wheel hop or because the tires gripped too well<BR>C) you don't slip the clutch, accelerating wear and heatspotting the flywheel<P>I have a JUN flywheel and a 2600 with stock disc, and I try to never slip it much anymore.  A little wheelspin is a good thing when you're trying to save the clutch and driveline IMHO.  <P>I'd also like to say that having a stutterbox makes me slip the clutch much less because the wheel-spinning torque is already there when I let the clutch out, as opposed to boost building from 0 without a stutterbox.  For reference, I have an MSD DIS-2 with the 2-step set at 6K.  <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000011||a_santos||01-11-2003||06:19 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Without an upgraded intercooler, you will not make what your setup is capable of. To use the link that I gave, you will have to read the instructions. Be careful that all the fields are filled in with the right units. Ex: bore and stroke in inches, not millimeters, ambient air temp in degres celcius. Intercooler and turbo eficiency must also be known. Fill it out right, if you are capable, and you should have a very accurate measure of your hp. <BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>I must be lame because I cannot get it to work. The Turboimports car made 327hp/354lb trq when they were close to my setup. Essentially��.I have 660 injectors though, they had 550's. I have a level 3 (ported, balanced, clipped) Frank Jr where they had a mild/small 16g. I have 3" down pipe/test pipe/exh and they had 2.5 down pipe, 2.5 cat, 2.5 exhaust. I have a 2g MAF they had the Team RIP TRE MAF (I had one on order but the jerked me around for 8 months).  <P>Given all that and being conservative I bet I have about 350hp/375lb trq. My drag racing consists or occasional stop light launches to beat the local WRX�s. That may change once I know I can really launch it (having to baby a stock clutch changes your driving style). On the other hand my current stock clutch pedal is stiffer than an ACT2600 equipped car I have been in so the weight wont matter. I would rather slip the clutch vs break a tranny if I over do a launch. I do not want it to slip al the time though. <P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000012||gvr4ever||01-11-2003||11:50 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I am and will probably always be a fan of the ACT 2600.<P>Unless you just don't want to deal with slipping the clutch, go with something lighter.  However the 2600 will last you a long time.  I've had mine for 3 years and I can't tell it has worn at all.  I don't drag race and I gave up autox, but I would still run with my 2600 if I had to do it again.  I killed my stock clutch in like 6 months after I got my car.  I happy to not have to deal with clutch slipping problems any more.<P>Unless you have a problem with dumping the clutch, I don't see any reason not to get the ACT 2600.<P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000013||AWDpower||01-12-2003||07:33 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||I've been very happy with the CFDF in my '90 Talon. It has held up well through years of drag racing, auto cross, open track, you name it. It is also very easy to live with for daily driving. Most importantly, it helps keep the "weak" '90 drivetrain healthy. The clutch and drivetrain now stand up to the abuse of stutterbox launches. I wouldn't try that with an ACT 2600 and a three bolt rear. The clutch is also easier to launch with then a 2600. I just let the clutch out quickly, almost a dump. With the ACT, you have to slip it a lot to keep from bogging. <P>For me, I'd use a CFDF on an AWD with the three bolt rear. I wouldn't go with a 2600 unless the car had a four bolt and enough power to run 11's.<BR> <P>Jason Kertianis<BR>'90 Talon AWD<BR>'92 GVR4<BR>'96 Eclipse GSX<BR>  <P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.166||reg||1
Z||000014||Duc Hunter||01-12-2003||11:50 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Great info everyone. As an FYI to those who did not read my first post, I have RRE pipes and their Spearco/Griffin intercooler to the power there time and time again!  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> I also have a 3 bolt rear-end. <P>I just went back to my friend�s house and stepped on this ACT. Stiff yes, but only slightly stiffer than the beat clutch in my car now. SHORT THROW THOUGH! I like that. No one has mentioned Clutchmasters Clutches. Any reason why? <P>Tonight I decided on an alum flywheel too. Given that I won�t be doing this often (like not again for years I hope) I will do it right now.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>------------------<BR>465/1000<p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 01-12-2003).]||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||01-13-2003||01:53 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Stay away from Clutchbastards, way too many horror stories to justify an occasionally good product.  <P>As for the Al flywheels, if it's a Fidanza, balance it before you put it on, and buy a scattershield.  They can blow up just like a stock flywheel.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000016||GVR-4||01-13-2003||11:26 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Hey Howard, what's the difference between a stock friction disc and the one that comes with the 2600? I mean, how do they perform/function differently?<P>dp<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 01-13-2003).]||68.155.48.81||reg||1
Z||000017||sleeper||01-13-2003||11:53 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Stock discs are full organic.<BR>ACT is an organic bras mix.<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000018||GVR-4||01-13-2003||01:14 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||So the brass/organic mix is more likely to put hotspots on the flywheel than just the organic disc?<P> <P>------------------<BR>||68.155.48.81||reg||1
Z||000019||Duc Hunter||01-13-2003||01:26 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Why balence a brand new Fidanza Alum flywheel? No one, not even RoadRace says to have them balenced?<P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000020||sleeper||01-13-2003||02:13 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR-4:<BR><B>So the brass/organic mix is more likely to put hotspots on the flywheel than just the organic disc? <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I believe so. I've never seen a cracked, warped or broken stock pressure plate. Wich is most of a time it's caused by heat, but I've seen my share of all the above mentioned problems with the ACT.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000021||howard_GVR4||01-13-2003||04:13 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>Why balence a brand new Fidanza Alum flywheel? No one, not even RoadRace says to have them balenced?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Take my word for it and have it checked out.  A friend of mine had one balanced and it was 7 grams off.  <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000022||howard_GVR4||01-13-2003||04:20 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sleeper:<BR><B> I believe so. I've never seen a cracked, warped or broken stock pressure plate. Wich is most of a time it's caused by heat, but I've seen my share of all the above mentioned problems with the ACT.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I've seen heat spots on all kinds of clutch setups, stock, ACT, CFDF, Clutchbastards, RPS.  It has more to do with launching style and heat dissipation (which sucks with Aluminum) than what type of friction disc you have IMHO.  I've used the ACT friction disc and a stock disc, and I can get major heat spots with either if I slip the clutch too much.  <P>I've also measured warpage on all types of clutches, stock, 2100, 2600, etc.  The ACT disc works fine if you can afford it.  The stock disc is cheap for me and easier find locally.  <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000023||Doug Thomas||01-13-2003||05:15 PM||dougth@optonline.net||Get the ACT 2600 clutch is the best clutch out there for DSMs and GVR4s.<P>------------------<BR>||12.10.219.30||reg||1
Z||000024||Doug Thomas||01-13-2003||05:17 PM||dougth@optonline.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B> Take my word for it and have it checked out.  A friend of mine had one balanced and it was 7 grams off.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I�ve had a Fidanza in my car for a while now and never had it balanced. I've also never had any problems with it. The friction plate has been change with each clutch change and still, no problems with the flywheel. <P><P>------------------<BR>||12.10.219.30||reg||1
Z||000025||howard_GVR4||01-13-2003||06:43 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR><B> I�ve had a Fidanza in my car for a while now and never had it balanced. I've also never had any problems with it. The friction plate has been change with each clutch change and still, no problems with the flywheel. <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Ok, here's what I'm saying.  Not ALL Fidanzas are out of balance or prone to exploding.  However, it may be worth checking out the balance before the install on the car just in case it's out of balance, since it has been known to happen with Fidanzas before.  <P>And I completely agree with Doug about the 2600, it really is the best clutch out there for DSM's.  Good enough for 10's, good enough for me.  <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000026||Duc Hunter||01-13-2003||07:44 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Got the news from RRE. They want $820 for the Alum Flywheel, plastic sleeve throw-out bearing, ACT2600 pressure plate and street disk, clutch fork & ball. They said other then axle seals that was all I needed. Same combo but an ACT2100 would be $740. <P>Interestingly enough they said the JUN Chromo flywheels are light but thin and will get wrecked doing drag launches. In Japan drag racing is not big so the flywheels made for that market are often not tough enough for us here as we tend to drag more. They also said with my combo a 2100 would be fine since I do not drag it. They felt that stop light launching was not nearly as harsh as drag strip even if you leave relatively hard. I am still going to get the 2600 �just incase� and because I do not mind the weight. <P>Now to figure out how much to get it put in. I do not want to deal with that right now. Lazy, maybe.......busy, for sure! <BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000027||number3||01-13-2003||08:35 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR> It has more to do with launching style and heat dissipation (which sucks with Aluminum) than what type of friction disc you have IMHO.  <BR>[/B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Ever notice what most heat sinks are made of?<P>I'll give you 3 guesses but you will only need one.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001257.cgi
A||||5||Duc Hunter||Fuel gauge reads different level with different gas brands?||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-10-2003||11:22 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||My gauge is weird. Fill it up with Chevron until gas is coming out the cap and it never reads over 3/4 full. Shell will read more full the chevron but never over the F. Some other brands can actually get the needle (on RARE occasion) above the F. Any thoughts? Is this some what normal? I have had this issue for a long time but, cine I am keeping the car, I want to fix it, if it can be fixed.<P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000001||broke down||01-11-2003||09:29 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Have you considered flow characteristics of the pumps at the different stations?  Maybe one flows faster and shuts off quicker, because the gas doesn't have time to get into the car quickly enough?<P>------------------<BR>talon #1,985,564/2,648,874||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-11-2003||10:58 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||with my car, it depends on the angle of the dangle.  if the rear is lower than the front, the tank will take about a gallon more than if it is level.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||01-11-2003||11:43 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||My gage has been wacky ever since I got the car at 49K miles.  It has always read much lower then the gas really was.  From what I see on this forum, alot of people have gas gages that came with grimlins.  I'd really like to find a fix.<P>My POS Talon at 183K miles has a gas gage that is 100% accurate.  I could only dream my GVR4 gage worked just was well.  I've just learned to live with it.  I get to about 185 miles on the tank when the gas light comes on.  When I fill up I find that I still have 6 gallons left in the tank.<P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||01-14-2003||04:38 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||The gauge and the light are two different sensors.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.36.180.156||reg||1
Z||000005||04DrBlur||01-14-2003||06:59 AM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  My gas gauge was all buggered up till I replaced the pump.  Did a little tweaking and bam.  I have a gauge that reads full when she is full now.  Now I need to recalculate how long I can go on the fuel light...<P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||68.21.137.44||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001258.cgi
A||||4||1quickvr4||Jap. ECU diffrances?||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||01-10-2003||02:04 PM||caspa69@juno.com||What are the diffrances in the Jap ecu? I know it has controls for the cyclone intake, But what about timing? Will it ping itself to death on our 93? Anything would be helpfull becouse im gonna buy a front cut and put evrey thing icluding the ECU and harnees in my car and leave it stock.<P><P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||209.245.224.65||reg||1
Z||000001||Nate||01-10-2003||03:33 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||That's going to be interesting putting the engine harness in your car, the JDM wiring harness locates the ECU on *their* passenger's side of the car, which would be our driver's side.  Basically everything behind the firewall is going to be opposite of where you would probably want it to be.  The ECU is tuned for 98 RON gas, so you'd probably want to use 93 and be careful where you set the base timing.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||Jon||01-10-2003||04:19 PM||jon@jgronline.com||98 RON is probably a lot like 93 here.  Research octane number is usually higher than the motor octane number.  I wouldn't worry about it.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||01-10-2003||04:58 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||OK, you asked for it: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/MAPS_3D47_JDM_COMPARE.xls" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/MAPS_3D47_JDM_COMPARE.xls</A> <BR>This was a little spreadsheet I worked up a little while back. As you can see, I've been real busy hacking the stock ECU code  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>There are a couple things to keep in mind about this data:<BR>1) the JDM ECU I had access to actually had one extra timing map in it, and each map had 1 or 2 extra datapoints, so I couldn't compare it EXACTLY to a GVR-4 map. (It appears that the JDM ECU's track the timing the whole way to 8000 rpm!)<BR>2) the X axis is RPM's, starting at about 500 rpm, and going 500 rpm per division to ~7000 rpm<BR>3) the advance degrees you see are real, the actual numbers<BR>As you can see. the JDM one does run ALOT more advance. However, I think I'm finally at the point in this hacking that it is entirely possible to create a custom timing map, or try to copy the US map roughly into the JDM EPROM.<BR>As Nate said, I'm not sure why you would want to use the JDM harness. Only 2 or 3 wires are different than our ECU, and the sensor locations on the engine are roughly the same. It sounds like a whole lot of trouble for nothing. On our pump gas, all you're really gaining is the ability to control the Cyclone.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.221.120||reg||1
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||01-10-2003||07:14 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||How do people here in the states control the cyclones they have installed? I want one and thought there was a way "sans JDM ECU" to hook it up? <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001259.cgi
A||||9||GVR-4||Palm Pilots...||||1||
Z||000000||GVR-4||01-10-2003||05:56 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I just ordered a the pocketlogger cable and software. What's a good Palm Pilot to buy to go with it. Keep in mind I'm completely ignorant when it comes to these little things. Please let me know the price range of the model you mention. <P>Thanks.<P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.59.156||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-10-2003||06:43 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i got a palm V, claudia schiffer edition, off ebay for like 90 bucks shipped.  it came with so much stuff, the box weighed like 10 lbs.  had a modem, keyboard, about 6 cases, all kinds of plugs, books, whatever.  it is rechargeable, very slim, and works great.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||01-10-2003||07:08 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I have a palm m100 and it does the job fine.<BR>It comes with the correct serial cable you need too.<BR>I got it on ebay pretty cheap.<P>The only nice thing I like about the higher end models is the rechargable battery since I only use mine for logging.<P><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||01-10-2003||07:09 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have a Palm V too but that is because I already owned it. If you are buying a new one consider cost and how you will "mount" it in your car. Some just toss them on the seat, other mount the plug or cradle in the car. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000004||broke down||01-11-2003||09:26 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||STOP THE PRESSES!!!  I picked up a Palm 100 for about 65 bucks at Staples a few weeks ago.  They had them on clearance.  I would assume that they are on clearance nationwide.  It works well for everything i need.<P>------------------<BR>talon #1,985,564/2,648,874||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4in||01-12-2003||01:42 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by broke down:<BR><B>STOP THE PRESSES!!!  I picked up a Palm 100 for about 65 bucks at Staples a few weeks ago.  They had them on clearance.  I would assume that they are on clearance nationwide.  It works well for everything i need.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Wow, Im headin to staples tomorrow<BR><P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000006||silly4turbo||01-12-2003||02:08 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||I'm lucked out and had a friend from work give me her old palm v when she upgraded.<BR>it's got all the goodies and now I just need to get the pokerlogger cable and software...<P>what are people's takes on the pocketlogger software ? I've been told the way to go is get athe tmo software and use a notebook PC, but that a big proce difference. <P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000007||drewgvr4||01-13-2003||04:40 PM||asfoste@ilstu.edu||i got a palm 105  i assume that wiol work i dont know anythig about the soft ware or cables please enlighten me on everything. thanks drew<P>------------------<BR>||138.87.209.45||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR1643||01-13-2003||05:01 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I got the m100 on Tigerdirect ages ago as a refurb for $50.  Like TalonTSI said - it doesn't have the recharge option and makes it a pain if the batteries die since you have to reload the software back into the Palm!  Its the only thing I use it for since I still use my WinCE handheld for everything else.  Something with backlighting would be nice for night as well...my .02 worth<P>as far as the software go to pocket logger (digital tuning) website and take a look...<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.60||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR-4||01-13-2003||07:00 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||drewgvr4: Click on the link...<BR> <A HREF="http://www.pocketlogger.com/?page=home" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pocketlogger.com/?page=home</A> <P>------------------<BR>||68.155.48.81||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001260.cgi
A||N||4||Johnny Bravo||Tranny is TOAST!  Questions...||||1||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||01-10-2003||07:38 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Whelp, the tranny shop I took my 4 to called today after taking it out of the car & informed me it's totally shot.  I know this shop is very reputable so I don't question his asessment.  Now for my dilemma:  he said that rebuilding wouldn't be worth it due to the bad shape everything is in...would be over $3k to do so possibly (everything is shot)...and for a "rebuilt" unit from his distributor is around $2200.  Now I've been looking at DSM-specific vendors like TRE & BM Tranny both of whom have rebuilds for under $2k.  Anybody have any suggestions as to which place out there might be the cheapest/best to go with.  I could go with a used TEL tranny or a JDM unit, but I want something I know is going to last.  <P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-10-2003||09:44 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||watch out for the jdm trans, and watch out for eigen engineering.  they just hosed me on a jdm trans.  they warranteed it for 90 days then denied they did.  they sent me a different trans than what they advertised.  paypal did NOT back me up on this.  stamped ON THE BELL HOUSING is the part number, it will start out with W5M332-then it will have 4 letters.  THESE ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT!!  if it starts with an N-like NQNK it is the correct trans.  if it starts with a W-like WQNK it wont work, the final drive is different, and it will lock up.  the first letter denotes the final drive ratio.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||Invader||01-11-2003||12:55 AM||jconroy@vnponline.com||I'm confused as to how you did $3k+ worth of damage to your tranny?  All new synchros, a double synchro second gear assembly, and EVO forks with labor for rebuild shouldn't be but $700 or so.  Did you break some gears or the diff...if so, what kind of abuse did your poor tranny go through?<P>If it's that bad, how about grabbing a used 1G tranny for cheap and doing a rebuild on it?  Use your 1st gear assembly from the GVR4 tranny and throw in some new synchros, etc...should be able to get away without spending too much.<P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000003||Nate||01-11-2003||01:32 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Josh and I rebuilt a friends' transmission for his DSM, and we built it to racing specs.  It cost about $1000 in parts, and that was on the cheap.  I'll (or Josh will) build you a hell of a tranny for $2Gs. :-)<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||01-11-2003||01:52 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Supposedly the tranny housing itself is torn all to hell & whatnot.  I'm not sure where this shop is getting their parts from & so forth so they may not get the best deals.  That's why I questioned it from the beginning...they're extremely good at what they do, but they're not a DSM specific shop so I'm sure they don't know the best place to get parts.  They said it would be great if I can find a place with a good deal on parts/tranny.  Hopefully I'll find a good deal soon cuz I don't have the $$ to throw around right now since I'm just a po' student   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||64.12.96.72||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001261.cgi
A||||1||Arty||Build date from clutch housing number||||1||
Z||000000||Arty||01-11-2003||03:32 AM||||I'm working on a gearbox I believe its a JDM.<BR>I'm having trouble figureing out the build date.<BR>The clutch housing part of the case has a part number MD720131 cast into it.<P>Any chance anyone out there can find a build date for this part number. It's not listed on the Conicelli or Mitsubishiparts databases.<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-11-2003||10:24 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i just got hosed on one of these.  on the outside of the bell housing, at the highest part, you should see a number/letters STAMPED into it.  W5M332-then 4 letters after that.  the first letter-N or W will be the ratio of the final drive.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001262.cgi
A||||9||Telecaster||Synthetic engine oil?||||1||
Z||000000||Telecaster||01-11-2003||05:54 AM||telecastr@email.com||Will synthetic oils do wonders like this for our engines? <BR> <A HREF="http://forums.stangnet.com/showthread.php?s=&threadid=181031" TARGET=_blank>http://forums.stangnet.com/showthread.php?s=&threadid=181031</A> <P>Or should i stick with my regular 10W-30?<P>------------------<BR>||216.175.95.204||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||01-11-2003||06:47 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Well the pic on the right doesn't look so hot but, there isn't proof that the oil wasn't changed in time.  It looks like it has old oil baked on it.  I don't think dyno oil does that unless it is not changed in time and or over heated.  I've been using the stuff on my Talon.  I got it at 140K miles and it now has 183.  The bottom of my valve cover doesn not look like that at all.  <P>If you do a lot of high rev, top speed runs and generally beat the piss out of your car, I'd run Mobil 1.  If you don't go to the track, street race, play rough alot, you won't need it as bad, but it will never hurt. Unless maybe you have a high milage engine.  I wouldn't start on synthetic oils if you have your original engine and high milage.  Synthetic oils tend to clean dirt away from old gaskets and cause leaks in older engines.  True?  Urban legend?  I've never wanted to find out  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">  I started my car at 50K when I got her.  If you have a high milage engine that you do beat the piss out of, just change your dyno oil more often.  Maybe before track night or a autox.<P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-11-2003||10:21 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||mobil ran a bmw 325iC for a million miles on mobil 1, then drove it to las vegas for a convention.  the car is now on display in europe.  it was on a special computer operated platform outside a test facility in new york.  the computer would simulate city and freeway driving, runnin the engine at different speeds.  all maintenance was as the factory recommended, but mobil 1 was used.  at about 600k, a coolant hose blew, and the computer shut it down.  the engine was disassembled and checked.  it measured out with little or no wear.  so, it was reassembled, and the test resumed.  it took 2 years.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4in||01-11-2003||12:09 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey I was just about to post and ask a question to all...What type of oil is everyone Running in their engines? How many miles,etc??? I was thinking about going synthetic, BUT i just got my head rebuilt, so its probably not needed right? Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||01-11-2003||04:32 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||When I disassembled my entire motor to rebuild it, I had been using synthetic for about 60K miles (of 171K total), and the internals looked shiny and new, that silvery gray color.  That was pretty good incentive for me to never run dino oil. My valve cover and internals look just like that mustang motor run on synth in the link posted.<P>I use Mobil 1, 10w-30, sometimes 15w-50, changed every 3-4K.  <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000005||a_santos||01-11-2003||06:53 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I use to use Mobil1, but now I use Amsoil, and would never go back to Mobil1. Don't get me wrong, Mobil1 is very good oil, but it is not 100% synthetic. I have about 1000 miles on Amsoil right know, and the oil is clean. I never had clean oil when I ran Mobil1. On my previous car, a 91 Honda Accord, I ran Mobil1 for the 25000 miles I had the car, with changes every 3000 or less, and I never had clean oil. The Honda used to burn oil on cold starts, and at high revs. As soon as I started to use Mobil1, there was no more oil burning at all. <P>If you are not running synthetic, put some in right now. I recommend Amsoil over Mobil1, but any synthetic is way better than any conventional oil. As for filters, I have always used Mobil1, as the Amsoil filters are way to espensive, around $60. <BR>I run 10w30.  <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000006||GRV4726||01-11-2003||07:24 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||now i am confused because i remember hearing that synthetic oil should NOT be used oh high mieage cars.. mine has 90k on it so decided against the synthetic because of the high miles. <P>i'd like to get this straight so i hope that everyone replies.<P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000007||broke down||01-11-2003||09:22 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I was always been taught that synthetic oil is best.  Period.  However, switching to synthetic on a high miler can shrink seals internally.  I think that this is probably very true for older engines that used natural materials instead of the silicone based seals that newer engines typically run now.  If you have a high mileage car running conventional oil now, what is it going to hurt to switch.  It's like starting an exercize program at the age of 50.  MFaybe you should have started sooner, but probably still a good idea.  And hey, if you notice high consumption, try a heavier weight, or go back to the stuff made by Fred Flintstone.  Don't let anyone tell you that running synthetic on an engine that was born and raised on dino can't benefit from synthetic.  Anyone who disagrees???  If so please tell us why!<P>------------------<BR>talon #1,985,564/2,648,874||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000008||Dan D||01-11-2003||10:06 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||All I know is that with mobile 1 from 90-169K mi, my car still runs and the internals are holding up.  The turbo, still original.  Whether it's the synthetic or not, I'm not about to switch back.  An extra $15-20 every 3K mi, cheap insurance as far as I'm concerned.<P>------------------<BR>||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000009||gvr4in||01-12-2003||01:41 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ok so majority, mobil1 - 10w30? what does everyone think about 10w40?<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001263.cgi
A||||8||udriveu||foglight assembly||||1||
Z||000000||udriveu||01-11-2003||11:40 AM||udriveu@hotmail.com||does anyone know if the parts MB848675, MB848676 (1991-1992 Left, VR4 and Right, VR4, respectivly) are the whole foglight assembly, or just part of them? someone has both for sale on ebay, assembly and all, but i only need one (the left one if anyone is selling one  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">)<P>------------------<BR>||24.45.16.78||reg||1
Z||000001||udriveu||01-13-2003||05:33 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||*bump* anyone?<P>------------------<BR>||24.45.16.78||reg||1
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-15-2003||05:49 PM||||Should be just the lens and housing, not the bulb, wiring or cover for the bulb.<BR>Maybe that's all you need...?<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000003||udriveu||01-15-2003||07:03 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||i need the whole thing. any idea how to locate the other parts? or if anyone has the part numbers?||24.45.16.78||reg||1
Z||000004||iceman69510||01-16-2003||10:45 AM||||You can:<BR>1. Find a complete used assembly<BR>2. Buy the individual parts you need<BR>3. Buy a new assembly<P>Which do you choose?  Then I can tell you part numbers (for 2 and 3).<BR><P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000005||udriveu||01-16-2003||03:34 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||I need the whole assmebly, so i figure I should just get it new. so, number 3.<P>------------------<BR>||149.152.182.1||reg||1
Z||000006||SPEEDFIEND||01-16-2003||05:39 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||You need passenger or driver?  I have a single passenger one.  Kris<P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey, 169/1000 Belize Green||206.214.56.193||reg||1
Z||000007||udriveu||01-16-2003||07:43 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||I need the driver side one unfortunetly. thanks for the offer though.<P>------------------<BR>||24.45.16.78||reg||1
Z||000008||a_santos||01-16-2003||10:14 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I remember going to the dealer to get the transfer case recall performed and they said the price for a new assembly, everything, was around $130. And this particular dealer usually sells things at a higher price than the other dealer in town. So, if you don't mind paying the price, why not get a brand new one. I don't think that is a bad price for a new foglight. <BR> I<P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
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A||N||16||Ferrari F50 GT||RRE I/C Piping Owners||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||01-12-2003||04:20 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Just a quick question.  How big are the outlets on the core of the RRE kit? 2.25 inch?  Just wanted to know since I am doing some custom endtanks and want to make sure that RRE's piping will fit on the I/C.  Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-12-2003||04:29 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yep.  2.25<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||01-12-2003||04:40 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Thanks Ken!<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||01-12-2003||05:32 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||while you're at it, you may want to redo the "C" pipe that connects to the outlet of the intercooler.  mark p cut his to make it fit, it needs at least 2 more bends to make it fit a LOT better.  if you lay this pipe on a flat surface, both ends will face the same direction, at the same level.  the end that is not attached to the intercooler needs to bent upward about 20-30 degrees.  also, the center of the "C" needs to bend upward about 20 degrees.  but, i think you can get away with it if you just bend that one end upward.  mark p, are you out there?<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000004||drew||01-12-2003||05:33 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||Inlet piping is 2" though, so be aware of that.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000005||turbowop||01-12-2003||06:58 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Oh yeah....I'm here. Here's a pic of the c-pipe:<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid38/pac2e70cc9856461ff60fa4af032377fd/fd159a55.jpg"> <BR>I doubled up the hose clamps because where I cut the c-pipe in half the ends aren't beaded. I haven't had any blow off problems yet with it like this. Basically I cut the pipe in half in order to lengthen the pipe and to put in the twist that Ken was talking about. It fit hella better this way.<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||01-12-2003||08:00 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||So can I still have both of the I/C outlets at 2.25"?<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000<p>[This message has been edited by Ferrari F50 GT (edited 01-12-2003).]||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000007||drew||01-12-2003||09:00 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||you probably could, but you'll need a reducer to fit it to the 2" inlet.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000008||turbowop||01-12-2003||09:01 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<BR><B>So can I still have both of the I/C outlets at 2.25"?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes. My starion ic has 2.25 in/outlets. For the 2" pipe coming from the turbo I just had to use a 2.25 to 2" silicone reducer.<P><P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000009||VR-4play||01-13-2003||06:57 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||can you do RRE pipes w/o having to relo the battery? does anyone have pics of this setup?<P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1
Z||000010||turbowop||01-13-2003||10:41 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR-4play:<BR><B>can you do RRE pipes w/o having to relo the battery? does anyone have pics of this setup?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>It's not the battery that gets in the way. It's the location of the stock intake. Most move the battery to the trunk in order to fit a t/e/l style intake pipe. If you get a small battery and build a tray you could mount it where the stock intake can is or you could use a VPC to get rid of the mas and just use a filter right off the turbo. Other than that........the battery goes with the groceries.<P><P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000011||Ian M||01-13-2003||06:53 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| You can remove the battery tray and turn the battery 90 degrees,but it puts the positive terminal really close to the hood. The solution is to use a group 52 (reverse terminal) barttery. You also have to run a longer negative cable. Thats what I did while I was running stock pipes and a 1g TEL rubber intake. A buddy of mine who's running RRE pipes did the same thing,but he's using a 3" black ABS intake.<P>------------------<BR>||129.71.114.217||reg||1
Z||000012||04DrBlur||01-13-2003||09:33 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Are you running the stock intercooler pipes with the Dejon intake?<P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||68.21.137.44||reg||1
Z||000013||Jon||01-14-2003||12:35 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR-4play:<BR><B>can you do RRE pipes w/o having to relo the battery? does anyone have pics of this setup?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <A HREF="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/for_sale/outside/engine.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/for_sale/outside/engine.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/for_sale/outside/air_filter.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/for_sale/outside/air_filter.jpg</A> <P>The problem is the air intake hose, not the battery.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000014||GRV4726||01-14-2003||11:05 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i did what IAN M did. i don't remember whose car i saw that made me decide to do that.  i think its just a good way to get around that mess.  <P>i wanted to relocate the battery to the trunk but then number3 brought up a good point. if i ever did any autox i would have to have a kill switch outside the car and a firewall in the trunk. not something i really want to deal with, seeing as i might get into autoX.  but a good point is that it gives the car a better weight distribution, somethin number3 told me he likes.<P>like i said, i don't know whose car i first saw that turned the battery 90 degrees to fit his 2g dejon intake pipe, but it looked like the perfect solution for me.  so thanks whoever you are.<P>Ian M brings up another little things about his, "but it puts the positive terminal really close to the hood".. i just went to lowes and got some copper plate ground things, cut it so that it extended the possitive terminal.  the reverse terminal sounds alot cleaner. i'll do that with my next battery.<P>hope this helped. this is what i learned from my battery quest...haha<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy<p>[This message has been edited by GRV4726 (edited 01-14-2003).]||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000015||VR-4play||01-15-2003||08:59 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Jon:<BR><B> <BR>The problem is the air intake hose, not the battery.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>i know that the problem is the intake, but i guess my question wasn't clear enough. what i wanted to know was if you could use the RRE pipes w/o having to put the intake where the stock battery sits. what i planned on doing was turning the battery sideways, pushing it closer to the fender. would this create enough space to run the rre pipes and find a place for the intake?<P>thanks for the nice pics, but the prob is i'm using the stock mas. i can see from the pics, moving the battery over might make enough room for the intake.<P>thanks, gvr4726. are you using the stock mas?<p>[This message has been edited by VR-4play (edited 01-15-2003).]||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000016||howard_GVR4||01-15-2003||12:56 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I autocross every year with my battery in the trunk, and I've never had a kill switch or firewall in the trunk.  No probs...<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.148||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001265.cgi
A||||8||ken inn||evo injectors||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||01-12-2003||04:34 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||anyone here using the evo twin pintile injectors?  i am contemplating getting a set.  supposedly they are superior to the single pintle design.  anyone?<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000001||Romanova||01-12-2003||05:21 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Could you explain what pintile means?<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-12-2003||05:27 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||actually, i spelled it wrong.  the pintle is the actual spray nozzle of the injector.  common injectors, like ours, have one pintle in the center of the injector, very much like a spray nozzle on a water hose.  the later evo injectors have a dual nozzle, and the spray is aimed at each intake valve, so it supposedly is more precise.  also, i am told the actual innards of the evo injector are greatly improved over the older single pintle ones we have in our cars.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||01-12-2003||11:51 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||How big are they, 550cc? <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000004||Vivid||01-13-2003||01:22 PM||chaan@wmsgaming.com||I am using the evoIII injecors.  They are 510cc's.  I am putting in 550's soon.  The 510's will be for sale shortly.<P>------------------<BR>909/1000||208.46.59.200||reg||1
Z||000005||GRV4726||01-13-2003||02:19 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||you learn something new every day.. haha <P>those evo injectors sound pretty cool, but i wonder just how much more efficient they are.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||01-13-2003||04:55 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>anyone here using the evo twin pintile injectors? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You'll have to excuse Ken. He's been thinking alot lately about one of them thar penile implants for his,...mmm,...er,...problem. He just got a little confused which help group he was talking to.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.218.211||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||01-13-2003||06:00 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Vivid:<BR><B>I am using the evoIII injecors.  They are 510cc's.  I am putting in 550's soon.  The 510's will be for sale shortly.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>are these dual diffuser tips?  or single pintle?<BR><P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||01-14-2003||10:35 AM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||I'm using the Evo III 510cc injectors.  The tips are the same as the 2nd gen 450s.  The opening is an 8 pattern.<P>------------------<BR>Joe<BR>1991 GVR-4 347/2000 R.I.P.<BR>1991 GVR-4 782/2000<BR>1991 GVR-4 955/2000<BR>1992 Laser AWD||63.146.62.141||reg||6
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A||||2||Adrenalin||Rebuild or new??||||5||
Z||000000||Adrenalin||01-12-2003||07:29 PM||neonoxide_@hotmail.com||OK i just bought my gvr4 knowing that it had a busted timing belt. So i knew that it was going to need at least some head work to get it runing. So i go to work and pull the head this is what i found. <A HREF="http://pic5.picturetrail.com:80/VOL66/844857/1519789/18265322.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://pic5.picturetrail.com:80/VOL66/844857/1519789/18265322.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://pic5.picturetrail.com:80/VOL66/844857/1519789/18265295.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://pic5.picturetrail.com:80/VOL66/844857/1519789/18265295.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://pic5.picturetrail.com:80/VOL66/844857/1519789/18265280.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://pic5.picturetrail.com:80/VOL66/844857/1519789/18265280.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://pic5.picturetrail.com:80/VOL66/844857/1519789/18265259.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://pic5.picturetrail.com:80/VOL66/844857/1519789/18265259.jpg</A> <BR>Ok so the head is toast. In addition to that there is a nice chunk taken out of a few of the pistons. so now for my questions <BR>1- Which will be more cost effective to try and rebuild this thing. Or get a jdm motor<BR>2- If I go with the jdm option is it just a direct swap or what? I know they are the same motors with just minor dif but doese everything still bolt right up? Can I use the same ecu?<BR>3- What pieces should i keep off of this motor and what should i trash heh other than the head ;-)<BR>Thank you for reading this realy long post and i appreciate any help you can give<P>Jake<P>------------------<BR>||24.237.153.33||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||01-12-2003||07:51 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||first off, those links no workee.  <BR>i would get a jdm motor, and dont get sucked in to getting a big 16g motor.  you will pay a lot more, and the innards are all the same.  i paid 970+206 shipping for my motor, and it is excellent.  it's been on the car for a year now, and i am VERY happy with it.  i got one from an automatic, and i think this is a better way to go, cause the motor probably wasnt beat on like the rs motor.  check out the rre site, or just do a search for used japanese motors, or jdm motors, stuff like that.  the jdm motor is a direct swap, and with the motor on the stand out of the car, changing all the belts, tensioner, pulleys, and the water pump is so easy.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||Adrenalin||01-12-2003||10:12 PM||neonoxide_@hotmail.com||hmmm i don't know why those links don't work in the post but if you just copy and paste them to your address bar they work. Ya i think i am going to go with the jdm motor any company I should be warned about? What about the cyclone intake i heard that some of the jdm motors come with this can i use it or no? And do i need the jdm ecu or doese the factory one work the same? What parts can i sell off of the stock motor if any? Thanks for understanding my ignorance in this matter  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||24.237.153.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001267.cgi
A||||7||ken inn||pintle vs disc injectors||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||01-12-2003||07:44 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://importnut.net/ignitionfuel.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://importnut.net/ignitionfuel.htm</A> <BR>check out this article, about halfway down, there is a picture of fuel spray patterns with pintle and disc injectors, lucas to be exact.  rc engineering has great things to say about the lucas injector, which is a disc type, and it is well documented that they dont like to idle.  now you can see why.  there is little or no atomization of the fuel.  personally, i dont care for lucas injectors.  rc also states that bmw went to the lucas injectors, what he neglects to point out is that bmw quickly went back to bosch because of problems with hydrolock.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||01-12-2003||11:15 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Just some random info: <A HREF="http://www.sdsefi.com/injectors.htm" TARGET=_blank>www.sdsefi.com/injectors.htm</A> <P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 01-12-2003).]||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||01-12-2003||11:33 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||That catch here Kenn is that at higher pressures (like over 19psi boost in our motors) the RC's droplet�s hold together in the mixture. The injectors that atomize really well at low cylinder pressures/intake speeds blow into the cylinder and stick to its walls and do not burn as well. I had found an article on the web the other day that talked about this very think but cannot find it now. Figures, dam internet. <P>Now whether our cars need better atomization injectors or not.......well that I cannot say. I know I want/need to run 660's in CA and am not sure which ones to get. I wanted to get something "better" then RC's for the reason you mention. After reading this article that has gone missing I was back to just being not sure which way to go.<BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||01-13-2003||11:47 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Kenn, how about these??? Better/worse than stock for spray pattern? Better/worse than Lucas for same? I like the idea of the second ones best I think but would like your knowledgeable opinion.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtuners.com/catalog/product_info.php?cPath=2_37&products_id=59" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtuners.com/catalog/product_info.php?cPath=2_37&products_id=59</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.extremepsi.com/x/customer/product.php?productid=16250&cat=256&page=1" TARGET=_blank>http://www.extremepsi.com/x/customer/product.php?productid=16250&cat=256&page=1</A> <BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||01-13-2003||12:14 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||you are asking the wrong person about fuel injectors.  i am learning all i can, but there is a lot of misinformation out there.  and, these things are not cheap.  i have 550 densos in the car now, out of an rx7, and they are working, but i think a different type of injector will give me even better performance and fuel economy.  check this out:<BR> <A HREF="http://users.erols.com/srweiss/tableifc.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://users.erols.com/srweiss/tableifc.htm</A> <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||01-13-2003||01:29 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Ok, so what is the max M/S on my pocket logger that I shoudl run my injectors at? Any thoughts on this one? <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||01-13-2003||05:46 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The ms varies with what rpm you are at. What you really want to be concerned about is the duty cycle. To get injector duty cycle from this take RPM * Injector ms/1200. You should try not to go over 90% duty cycle, because the injectors may become unstable. If you're lucky, they will just lock full-open, but RRE showed me some plots one time of an injector that locked closed at 95%. Think what that does to your A/F. 90% duty=<BR>5000=21.6<BR>5500=19.6<BR>6000=18<BR>6500=16.6<BR>7000=15.4<BR>7500=14.4<BR><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.218.211||reg||1
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||01-14-2003||03:32 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Well after allot of hunting around I chose Denso 660cc injectors from Road Race Engineering. Why? Well the Denso's have a better stray pattern than the Lucas' stream. I also think Denso will be more stock like in impedance etc. I had considered the Bosch injectors I mentioned above. In the end I chose not to go with them because they had to be "specially" made for our cars vs. the Denso's that just plug in from Denso. I must also admit that since I was placing an order for my clutch from RoadRace it was convenience to have them show up in the same box.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> We will see how well they do once they arrive. Anyone have thoughts?<P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001268.cgi
A||N||4||ronnie416||Hi all, newbie here, quick question on bolt pattern and other misc.||||1||
Z||000000||ronnie416||01-13-2003||08:54 AM||ronniefun@yahoo.com||Just bought an 89 2000GTX. My first four door.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> DOHC 2.0.<P>I was trying to find out where I should set the timing to. Is it the same as a Turbo DSM? Do I have to ground the ECU first? <P>I also need to find out the bolt pattern for teh car, it is four lug, not sure if the VR4 is five or four, I would assume that it's five.<P>I'm sure I'll have many other questions shortly.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Thanks for your time.<BR> <P>------------------<BR>ronnie-89 GTX2000<P>Previously 4 turbo Talons (2 FWD, 2 AWD), 88 10th AE turbo RX7, 89 turbo Supra, 2 5.0's, 92 GTI 16v, 88 MX6 turbo, 2 86 Corolla Trueno GTS's, 92 Ford SC and assorted other unmentionables, plus some bikes; 89 FZR 400, 90 FZR 600, 89 GSXR 750, 91 ZX7. 22 years old with some serious automotive commitment issues.   ;)||66.185.85.76||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR-4||01-13-2003||09:04 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_wheel.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_wheel.html</A> <P>------------------<BR>||68.155.48.81||reg||1
Z||000002||VR-4play||01-13-2003||09:05 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||congrats on the new car. you kind of confused me talking about "bolt pattern" then "lug". if you are talking about the lug pattern for the wheels, we run a 4 lug.<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000003||a_santos||01-13-2003||10:09 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||4x114.3<P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.126||reg||1
Z||000004||ronnie416||01-13-2003||06:55 PM||ronniefun@yahoo.com||Thank you very much!!  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>ronnie-89 GTX2000<P>Previously 4 turbo Talons (2 FWD, 2 AWD), 88 10th AE turbo RX7, 89 turbo Supra, 2 5.0's, 92 GTI 16v, 88 MX6 turbo, 2 86 Corolla Trueno GTS's, 92 Ford SC and assorted other unmentionables, plus some bikes; 89 FZR 400, 90 FZR 600, 89 GSXR 750, 91 ZX7. 22 years old with some serious automotive commitment issues.||66.185.85.76||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001269.cgi
A||||5||lance||NO COMPRESSION IN CYLINDER 2 AND 3||||1||
Z||000000||lance||01-13-2003||09:18 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||It has been less than a week I put my new head on, install a MSD and decided to take the car to the track yesterday. On my first run, the car would not past 5500 rmm however I sorted that problem out. On my second run the car did brilliantly but after the run was over, the car was missing like crazy as if it was just firing off two cylinders. At first I thought one of the intercooler hose went loose but after doing a compression test (the cheap way) I found out that cylinder 2 and 3 were practically dead. There has been no oil in my exhaust, no oil in the radiator and most important no strange sound in the engine. I manage to drive it back home but only about 40mph missing like crazy. What could have gone wrong? I have been spending like crazy since last November.<P>------------------<BR>Lance Barnes||63.136.118.238||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||01-13-2003||12:07 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Head gasket between the 2 clyinders? Did you re-torque the head bolts?<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by 4g63t (edited 01-13-2003).]||65.129.80.174||reg||5
Z||000002||drewgvr4||01-13-2003||03:51 PM||asfoste@ilstu.edu||yeah my number three has only 40 with oil poured in  on a compression test. suggestion on how to determine weather it is a head gasket or head?  thank u much Drew<P>------------------<BR>||138.87.209.45||reg||1
Z||000003||4g63t||01-14-2003||01:29 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||A leakdown test might help determine where the air is going, but make sure to double check the mechanic!<P>------------------<BR>||65.129.80.10||reg||1
Z||000004||lance||01-14-2003||11:19 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||Thanks..I took the head off yesterday and it was the same as you suggested. I blew the gasket between 2 and 3.  Should I now use a metal gasket?  Are there any disadvantage using a meatal gasket?<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 4g63t:<BR><B>Head gasket between the 2 clyinders? Did you re-torque the head bolts?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Lance Barnes||63.136.114.155||reg||1
Z||000005||4g63t||01-14-2003||01:17 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||The 4 layer metal gasket is the shiznit. I wanted to hang it on my wall, its so damn beautiful. Use NEW head bolts, if you don't, you WILL snap/stretch them when you retorque the head(voice of experience speaking here). And don't forget to retorque the bolts, if you don't you'll probably blow the new gasket.<P>------------------<BR>||65.129.80.100||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001270.cgi
A||||16||Johnny Bravo||GVR-4 1st gear vs. TEL 1st gear?||||4||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||01-13-2003||02:47 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Just wondering for those of you with rebuilt/new trannies...has anyone driven both an AWD Mitsu with the TEL 1st gear & also the GVR-4 1st gear?  I have to get a new tranny for my car & will likely buy a TRE rebuilt unit...but they'll charge $200 extra for the GVR-4 1st gear...which I really can't afford to spend right now...although if I have to I will...but I'd rather spend it on other things like maybe the taller 5th gear.  Would the TEL 1st gear be a huge difference or hurt drivability in our cars?  I haven't driven a 1G TEL in a loooong time so I don't remember what it's even like to drive one.  Any insight would be appreciated.<P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||129.2.18.232||reg||4
Z||000001||a_santos||01-13-2003||02:54 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||The GVR4 first gear is 6mph taller, and has a stronger input shaft, something like that. If your car is stock, you could probably live with tel first gear, but if you start making more power, you will find it very short. If you want a gvr4 trans, I can probably get you one for a very good price. <BR><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.142||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||01-13-2003||03:01 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I don't plan on modding my car toooo much right now as i'm still in school full time & won't have the dough (maybe just turbo-back, boost, intake).  I just want something that'll shift good & last for a while. What kind of price/time-frame are we talking?  My car is in the shop right now with the tranny out of it so I'm looking to do this semi-quick (just so the shop doesn't get pissed that the car is sitting there too long ya know).   <P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||129.2.18.232||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||01-13-2003||03:05 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Thes guys screwed me on their MAF which they no longer sell. But, they do great tranny work, They ahve a great blurb on the differnt gear ratio's. Everytime they rebuild a non GVR4 tranny they instal a GVR4 1st gear. <BR> <A HREF="http://www.teamrip.com/awd.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.teamrip.com/awd.html</A> <BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000004||a_santos||01-13-2003||03:08 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I'll check on the price today, and post again tonight with the info. You also have the option of sending your trans to TRE. Or you can drive there, I think it's about 10 hours. If I can get the trans, I will be able to ship it to you, or you can pick it up, also about a 10 hour drive. I'll let you know tonight. <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<BR><B>I don't plan on modding my car toooo much right now as i'm still in school full time & won't have the dough (maybe just turbo-back, boost, intake).  I just want something that'll shift good & last for a while. What kind of price/time-frame are we talking?  My car is in the shop right now with the tranny out of it so I'm looking to do this semi-quick (just so the shop doesn't get pissed that the car is sitting there too long ya know).   <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.142||reg||1
Z||000005||a_santos||01-13-2003||04:05 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Johny Bravo, I have the info on the trans. I will send you an e-mail with the info. If you choose to have it shipped, it should cost around $60-$80 for the actual shipping charge, and whatever else handling charges are included, ie: cost of box, packing material etc. <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green<p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 01-13-2003).]||198.111.38.125||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||01-13-2003||04:23 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I had them swap in the GVR4 1st gear when I had my tranny rebuilt. I really missed the gearing after breaking the gvr4 tranny. <P>With the TEL tranny at the track you have to shift much quicker into second.<P>I think I am on the 4-5 new tranny/rebuild but who is counting.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||Doug Thomas||01-13-2003||05:11 PM||dougth@optonline.net||The GVR4 fist gear is not worth it. I noticed no difference between the two. <P>------------------<BR>||12.10.219.30||reg||1
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||01-14-2003||03:48 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I opted not to go with the GVR-4 1st gear.  They charge an extra $200 for it & just decided it would be best spent elsewhere.  I'm gonna put it toward the 10% taller 5th gear as I more highway travelling than stop & go driving.  The extra gas mileage will be worth it I think...plus the shorter gearing will probably help the ol' girl to git-up-n-go a bit better since it's so heavy.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif">  Thanks for the insight guys  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||129.2.18.219||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||01-14-2003||11:44 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<BR><B>I opted not to go with the GVR-4 1st gear.  They charge an extra $200 for it & just decided it would be best spent elsewhere.  I'm gonna put it toward the 10% taller 5th gear as I more highway travelling than stop & go driving.  The extra gas mileage will be worth it I think...plus the shorter gearing will probably help the ol' girl to git-up-n-go a bit better since it's so heavy.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif">  Thanks for the insight guys   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The reason, IMO, for the gear difference in the GVR4 vs. TEL is because of the weight difference. Why else would they go through the trouble? <P>After installing a TEL tranny in my GVR4 it took me few trips to the track before I finally relearned to shift differently to get my 60' close to the why there were. <P>Not to mention it is rumored to be a stronger gear physically.<P>They charge $200.00 but will buy your first geat ans shaft to help offset the cost. At least they used to. This was back when TRe and Shepard were the only two in the game.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||01-15-2003||05:02 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||A friend si building an old Mini Cooper S with a T/E/L GSX drivetrain  under it and over 400 HP.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> He is trying to  figure out a way to get to 60mph in 1st. What are the MPH of the various 1st gears? <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000011||Hertz||01-15-2003||06:07 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||<A HREF="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/maxspeed.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/maxspeed.htm</A> <P>Thanks to Mark Rieb for the math...<P>Tell your Mini friend to either get really large wheels, or start with 2nd gear.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 01-15-2003).]||67.37.230.231||reg||4
Z||000012||Jon||01-15-2003||06:24 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR><B>The GVR4 fist gear is not worth it. I noticed no difference between the two. <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I agree 100%. <P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000013||Arty||01-15-2003||09:30 PM||||The taller 5th gear would be my choice, provided it's a noticable difference.<BR>Many times on the freeway I've reached down to shift up and found I was already in 5th.<BR>A little boost makes great midrange torque.<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000014||Johnny Bravo||01-17-2003||08:20 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Whelp, after talking to the guys at TRE a bit more I decided just to have my old one rebuilt.  I guess I must've misunderstood my tranny guy at first as I thought he said it wasn't rebuildable, but apparently it is.  TRE would take over a month at least if not longer...granted it would be a great tranny, but school starts in 2wks & I won't have the time to bother with it then...plus these guys are excellent.  It'll be just like stock (parts wise), but the quality of the rebuild is killer.  Thanks for the input guys...I would've loved to get the TRE trans, but just not enough time/money for it now.  Being a poor college student sucks sometimes  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000015||number3||01-18-2003||08:41 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Did you try Nate and Josh or BMtranny they are closer (PA and NJ)<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000016||Johnny Bravo||01-18-2003||10:51 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Yeah, I looked into their stuff & e-mailed them a few times, but the place I have it at now is excellent so I have no doubt it'll be done right & price will be about the same...just no fun mods   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif">   lol<P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||205.188.208.137||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001271.cgi
A||||4||silly4turbo||idle||||1||
Z||000000||silly4turbo||01-13-2003||11:34 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||My car is still idleing poorly. I had the caps changed, thanks keydiver :-) and now I'<BR>m going to check for air leaks ? The battery light and brake light both stay on while the engine is running ? I replaced the altenator and battery recently. I know the manifold is craked a bit, could that have anything to do with all this ?  <P>If anyone else has had these problems, I'd really appriciate any tips and or possible solutions ...<P>Thnaks to all<BR>91' gvr4<P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR-4||01-13-2003||11:40 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Have you replaced the plugs and wires recently? I always start with the ignition system when the car runs badly.<P>My $.02...<P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.48.123||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||01-14-2003||04:18 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Change your belts.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.36.180.156||reg||1
Z||000003||silly4turbo||01-14-2003||10:12 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||I have changed the plugs and wires, my next step is to replace the timing belt. if that doesn't work, any other ideas ?<P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||01-14-2003||11:40 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||did you set base idle and timing?  ground out the connector in the engine bay, and the 3 plug on the diagnostic connector inside the car?  this is the FIRST thing you should have done.  if you have access to a logger, your o2 and fuel trims will tell you if you have an air leak.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001272.cgi
A||||11||meshwork||Giving up on the Talon project, so I have a new engine sitting around....||||1||
Z||000000||meshwork||01-14-2003||12:17 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I am giving up on building my 1g Talon, I decided it just now. So now I have a brand new longblock done by TurboTrix with 2g pistons on 1g rods, Web cams, Web titanium spring kit, stainless steel 1mm oversize valves, and all of it balanced and blueprinted just sitting on a stand. <P>I don't want to take a total loss on this project, so I was thinking of putting the engine into my Galant (even though that engine only had 77 thousand miles on it). <P>The only thing I'm thinking now is what parts are different? Is the water pump the same? Is the valve cover the same? Whats different, what DSM-specific parts (the engine is complete) should I replace with GVR4 specific parts? I know the thermostat housing is a little different, or so I've heard, but I don't know what else to plan for. <P>Thanks for the help in advance, and keep on the lookout for a 60trim T3/4 to go on the market, along with a 77k mile stock GVR4 engine (sans turbo), among other things. <P>Thanks,<BR>Ryan<P>------------------<BR>381/2000||151.199.248.2||reg||1
Z||000001||meshwork||01-14-2003||12:21 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Oh, and while I'm on the subject, is a flywheel from a 92 AWD Talon the same as for a Galant? I need to know so I can get it stepped for the ACT 2600 thats been lying around since last March. <P>------------------<BR>381/2000||151.199.248.2||reg||1
Z||000002||AWDpower||01-14-2003||01:06 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||What year was the talon? If it was a '90, then there are a lot of things you would have to change over. If it was '91-'92, then the only differences I can think of are the t-stat housing, and I believe they used different A/C compressors and brackets. I've got a TEL engine in my GVR4. The flywheels for all AWDs are the same. <P>Jason K.<BR>'90 Talon AWD<BR>'92 GVR4<BR>'96 Eclipse GSX <P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.72||reg||1
Z||000003||meshwork||01-14-2003||07:20 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Its an engine built around a 92, so I guess I only need the t-stat and I can just keep the ac units in the car when I swap engines. Are the oil pans the same?<P>------------------<BR>381/2000||151.199.248.2||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||01-14-2003||09:49 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yep,the oil pan is the same. Im running a TEL engine too. The front engine mount bracket is different also,just take it off the GVR4 engine. Like AWDpower said,the T-stat housing,and the AC compressor bracket&tensioner are different as well. You'll need to swap those too.<P>------------------<BR>||129.71.114.183||reg||1
Z||000005||JohnNK||01-22-2003||12:47 PM||jnkilbourn@yahoo.com||I am looking for a an engine to put into my 91 GVR4. What is the condition of your original motor? I might be interested<BR>Thanks<P>------------------<BR>||166.70.181.1||reg||1
Z||000006||joec||01-22-2003||02:15 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||Wait, is the Talon engine a 6-bolt?  You said it was built around 1992 which could make it a 7-bolt.  If so, the 7 bolt oil pan is different from the 6-bolt.  The flywheel would also be different.  The GVR4 came with the 6-bolt engine.  I believe the 6 to 7 bolt switchover occurred around April/May of 1992.<P>Check out this page to see the difference: <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/early-late-engine.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/early-late-engine.html</A> <P><BR><P>------------------<BR>1991 GVR4 1630/2000||192.250.112.194||reg||1
Z||000007||meshwork||01-22-2003||02:36 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||No, its a 6 bolt. I dissasembled and assembled it myself. The car it came out of was built in April of 92. <P>The engine in the car now has 78,000 miles and is totally stock (balance shafts and all). Timing belt hasn't been changed as far as I can tell, and I haven't run a compression check yet, I was planning on doing that closer to the engine swap, but its healthy. I'm only changing it because I could never get back the money I spent to build this engine so I might as well use it. <P>------------------<BR>381/2000||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000008||JohnNK||01-22-2003||08:00 PM||jnkilbourn@yahoo.com||How much would you want for the engine...and would you be willing to ship?<BR>Thanks<P>------------------<BR>||166.70.181.1||reg||1
Z||000009||meshwork||01-22-2003||08:37 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I was going to sell it for $700-$800, but for another GVR4 owner I'd sell it for $500. <P>I'd be willing to ship, but you'd have to pick up the cost of shipping, I don't know how much that'd be from Philly to SLC. <P>It wouldn't be for a few weeks, are you able to wait for a bit?<P>------------------<BR>381/2000||151.199.243.14||reg||1
Z||000010||JohnNK||01-24-2003||01:30 PM||jnkilbourn@yahoo.com||Thanks for the response. I'll check into shipping. I can wait a couple of weeks or so.<P>------------------<BR>||166.70.181.1||reg||1
Z||000011||JohnNK||01-27-2003||04:55 PM||jnkilbourn@yahoo.com||Ryan,<BR>   It looks like shipping would be around $200. Do you have the motor out of the car?<BR>   Thanks,<BR>   John<P>------------------<BR>||166.70.181.1||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001273.cgi
A||||16||DookGVR4||External Wastegate/turbo selection||||1
Z||000000||DookGVR4||01-14-2003||02:28 AM||dook@adelphia.net||Will a 35mm tial be sufficient for a 50 trim garret or comparible turbo?...<P>right now i am looking at the AGP L2 (non bb) with a victory performance o2 housing and a external gate....but i am not sure on what size.<P>Thanks, Dave<P>PS...i am looking at the non bb for durability reasons...anyone have any feedback on the L2R...or any of the agp bb turbos?...as far as longevity is concerned?<P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||01-14-2003||08:54 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Yes.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-14-2003||10:47 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Dookgvr4 - if you are looking for a custom manifold for a t3 exhaust side and tial 35mm wastegate, let me know...I have a brand new stainless manifold and tial 35mm manifold for sale...<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000003||Nate||01-14-2003||11:08 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||As far as the durability of the BB turbos, I've had a ball bearing turbo on the white car for the past 16K miles, and it hasn't had any problems. <P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR-4||01-15-2003||11:16 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Hey blacksheep, can you post a photo of that manifold?<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 01-15-2003).]||68.155.51.98||reg||1
Z||000005||Compressed||01-16-2003||11:44 AM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||If you go BB make sure you get a oil filter in the supply line for the turbo.  According to AGP, dirty oil is the #1 cause for bearing failure.  They sell a supply line with filter inline.  50 micron I believe.<P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561||64.24.106.114||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR-4||01-16-2003||10:36 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||From AGP's website:<P>For the ball bearing turbochargers, our kit adds a 10 micron filter to virtually eliminate any contaminant in the oiling system from reaching the twin ball bearing cages. The number one cause of a failed GT ball bearing cartridge is oil contamination, that is why we highly suggest using our oil supply line.<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>||68.155.56.64||reg||1
Z||000007||DookGVR4||01-17-2003||06:26 AM||dook@adelphia.net||Ya,<P>I talked to agp yesterday....Gave me some info regarding...<P>what i forgot to ask is...I wonder how often/if ever you would have to replace the inline filter?...<P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000008||DSSA||01-17-2003||08:59 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||This would be touch-and-go.  A good rule of thumb (not that I follow it, but it's a good idea to be prudent) is to disassemble the the filter every (or evey other) oil change and inspect the screens for contaminants. Just buy a few extra o-rings for them and keep them around, and perhaps an extra set of screens.  Most times, the screens can be carefully removed and cleaned off with something like carb cleaner and reinstalled in the filter housing.<P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000009||blacksheep||01-18-2003||10:00 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||GVR-4 - I will take a pic of it and try to post it. It looks very similar to the link below except it has a flange on the middle of the #1 for a tial 35mm gate.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.maxrev.com/product.esiml?PID=57" TARGET=_blank>http://www.maxrev.com/product.esiml?PID=57</A> <P>It was made custom by a place called max-rev in Arizona. It is all stainless steel. They make some crazy turbo manifolds for Hondas/Acura's. This is no riceboy shop - they have built some crazy supra kits as well...<P>Check their site out..They are slow to get stuff done, but do a great job.<P>The guy who made designed/welded my manifold has since then left maxrev (with a couple of others) and started his own shop (it was like a soap opera) called full-race.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.full-race.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.full-race.com</A> <P>Their shop makes a custom manifold apparently for a 463 as well, prepare to be shocked when you look at it..its mega pricey as well<P><P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.215.45.225||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR-4||01-19-2003||12:45 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||You mean this guy?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=3861&perpage=25&highlight=header&pagenumber=1" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=3861&perpage=25&highlight=header&pagenumber=1</A> <P>------------------<BR>||68.155.52.183||reg||1
Z||000011||DookGVR4||01-20-2003||02:17 AM||dook@adelphia.net||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR-4:<BR><B>You mean this guy?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=3861&perpage=25&highlight=header&pagenumber=1" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=3861&perpag  e=25&highlight=header&pagenumber=1</A> <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Weird.....<P>I just read that whole friggin thread the other night....<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by DookGVR4 (edited 01-20-2003).]||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000012||evol||01-22-2003||10:14 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Do you think that manifold in the picture from that dsm board would have clearance issues on a gvr4? Just wondering...<P>------------------<BR>evol<BR>#333/2000<BR>Feb 1 At the latest.||134.124.18.35||reg||1
Z||000013||blacksheep||01-22-2003||02:14 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||He did mention it was prototyped on a gvr4 and putting in on a dyno with a t-66 on a gvr4...That would tel me that it works, although what radiator he is running, I am not sure...<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.215.45.225||reg||1
Z||000014||DongeR615||01-25-2003||05:20 PM||||how much did you want for the tial wastegate? Do you know the model # of it?<P>Thanks<BR>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||63.201.88.234||reg||1
Z||000015||blacksheep||01-26-2003||10:11 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Dookgvr4...<P>Are you asking me ? Its a tial 35mm standard wastegate(polished top). Its brand new in box...email me off-list if you were asking me ! Thanks<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.216.186.151||reg||1
Z||000016||gixxer||09-10-2003||04:41 PM||||that guy you guys are talking about, the full-race guy, he owns a shop down here in az obviously, and he helps build the motors for the Formula SAE team here at ASU. built, sleeved and turbo'd cbr 600 f3 motors paired with fuel injection make decent power for go-carts!<br /><br />i haven't checked out his shop yet though, just chatted with him a few times via email. seems like a super nice guy though||149.169.33.82||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes



ubb/Forum2/001274.cgi
A||||2||HKS VR-4||Friend's ECU going out?????........||||1||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||01-15-2003||03:59 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||My friend has a 90 Eclipse GST and he thinks his ECU is going out. Performance wise, his car is running fine. However, he said that when the car is running cold, he can hear the relays under the dash reseting making that clicking noise and the check engine light would flicker on and off. <P>Could this be sign of his ECU going out??? What kind ECU can he use???....it's a 90 GST fwd in CA.<P>THANKS, KEN<P>------------------<BR>'91 #439 <BR>HKS-VR4<P>HKS Intake<BR>HKS Boost Guage<BR>HKS Turbo Timer<BR>HKS SSQV BOV<BR>Magnecor Wires<BR>Custom 3" cat-back w/ NISMO Skyline R33 Muffler<BR>|G|A|B| strut bars<BR>MBC to 14.5psi<BR>"straight cat" =)||12.81.124.26||reg||1
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||01-15-2003||11:58 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Sounds like mine. It will leave him stranded very soon. Search for posts from me, I just did my caps myself. I have soldered before and found it VERY easy to do. I just followed the VFAQ on it and all was well. As Kenn said in my post about this, EVERYONE should do this ASAP. <BR> <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001119.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001119.html</A> <P><BR>------------------<BR>465/1000<P>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 01-15-2003).]<p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 01-15-2003).]||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||01-16-2003||11:46 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Does anyone have a spare ECU laying around that he can use or buy???? He can't have any dowm time with his car since he drives it daily to school and work. ||12.81.124.226||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001275.cgi
A||||15||meshwork||How fast to change 3 bolt rear to 4 bolt?||||1||
Z||000000||meshwork||01-15-2003||02:07 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I have both cars parked next to each other at my work right now. The 92 Talon with 4 bolt LSD doesn't have an engine in it. The Galant is the daily. <P>I have access to a lift and air tools. Once I wrenched the rear from the Talon, how long should it take to remove the 3 bolt and install the 4 bolt in the Galant? I'm trying to figure out if I should do it one night after I'm done work or wait until a Saturday. <P>------------------<BR>381/2000||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR-4||01-15-2003||02:41 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Not that I've done this pocedure, but if it were me I'd wait 'til a Saturday. These things always take longer/cost more than you think they will.<P>Just my $ .02...<P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.52.124||reg||1
Z||000002||sleeper||01-15-2003||02:48 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I changed mine in a couple of hours. The only thing that took longer than expected is removing all the rear steering lines.<BR>Make sure you have the right plugs.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||01-15-2003||04:59 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||HAving never done this I may be asking a lame question but......Why do we not block the rear steering lines at the front of the car. I would think the less lines running around in a loop the better right? <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000004||drew||01-15-2003||06:31 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||I plugged the lines at the front of the car. People usually don't because it involves more work.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||64.1.187.234||reg||1
Z||000005||turbogalant||01-15-2003||08:56 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||If you have a talon parts car just take the power steering resevior out of the talon and in to the GVR4. Prob solved.<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||1
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||01-15-2003||09:51 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B>If you have a talon parts car just take the power steering resevior out of the talon and in to the GVR4. Prob solved.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>No, because that still doesn't address the lines running from the front *rack* to the back.  For those of you with MIG welders, you can block off the lines (front OR back) in about 30 seconds.  <P>I parked the donor Talon and my GVR4 side by side and swapped the 4-bolt over in an afternoon with the ST rear swaybar.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000007||Jon||01-16-2003||08:58 AM||jon@jgronline.com||You can leave the lines running to the back and block them there rather than at the rack.  <P>The most time consuming part for me was getting the axle cups out.  It took me most of the day to do the swap and Scott Evans even helped out.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||01-16-2003||09:27 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||jon, any tricks to get the axle cups out?<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||01-16-2003||09:33 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||First, like Jon says, you can leave the lines running to the back, which is what I did.  It's actually the quickest way to do it.  Pull the rear rack off, cut lines going into rear rack, weld open ends of lines shut, reconnect to lines running to front.  <P>I've never had a problem with the axle cups.  You need a big hammer and either a chisel or some brass/Al drift rods.  I then pound on the back of the cup and rotate it, banging every couple inches or so.  After a minute it should start to move a tad, then it should eventually fall off.  <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000010||meshwork||01-16-2003||09:39 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>...reconnect to lines running to front...[/B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>What do you mean by this? <P>------------------<BR>381/2000||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||01-16-2003||11:35 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by meshwork:<BR><B> What do you mean by this? <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Cut of the lines right before they enter the rear rack.  Then weld the cut ends shut, and reconnect the welded stubbies to the lines running to the front.<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000012||meshwork||01-16-2003||01:09 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Ah, ok. I get it now. Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>381/2000||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000013||Jon||01-16-2003||04:00 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>jon, any tricks to get the axle cups out?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Not really.  A big hammer, a pry bar and time.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000014||4g63t||01-18-2003||12:19 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||No amount of pounding, cursing, or prying would get the cups off my galant or the donor talon. What did it? A small, cheap steering wheel puller from sears. I had it laying around for years - I found some long bolts, and it took about 5 seconds for each cup!<P>------------------<BR>||65.129.80.135||reg||1
Z||000015||mdpvr4||01-22-2003||09:42 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i used a puller as well it makes it very easy. the only thing it had trouble with was the damn nut for the cup<P>------------------<BR>Does that have a turbo||32.102.168.6||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001276.cgi
A||||4||astondg||One last try...||||1||
Z||000000||astondg||01-16-2003||01:57 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||We are still selling our car but we have been busy lately and unable to advertise so we decided to wait a few months so I got a chance to follow it the other day when dad was driving and found something we might have to fix before we sell it. I noticed some smoke from the exhaust as the car accelerated, it isn't there while the car is sitting still, just after it moves off. It isn't only under hard acceleration either, just anytime when the car is accelerating and maybe above about 2000rpm (although I am not sure because I wasn't in the car). <P>I thought the smoke was black but someone else thought it was blue. I checked the spark plugs when we got home and they are ok. The car had some smoke when we bought it but that was from a cracked turbo housing that we got fixed (about 1 1/2 - 2 years ago). I don't know how long it has been there for, this is the first time I have followed it. <P>I looked at <A HREF="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/" TARGET=_blank>http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/</A>  under "My car blows black smoke! Is there a fix?" and it said it might be the spark plugs, timing, air filter, air/fuel mixture, wires or coil. I have checked the spark plugs, the air filter is a K&N that is about 6 months - 1 year that I don't think would be clogged yet, and according to the Dyno reciept from a month or 2 ago they checked the timing, air/fuel mixture and spark plug wires. <P>While I was checking the spark plugs I noticed oil on the left hand side of the engine (facing the front window) where the red top cover joins the rest, it was also down to the turbo (I assume the oil is leaking down but it could also be blown up from somewhere near the turbo I suppose?). <P>It appeared to be faily new and we do have some oil leak on to the garage floor over time (although there is still enough in the engine so it must only be a small amount). Could this be related to the smoke and cause our performance problems? <P>I also looked under "My car blows blue smoke! Is there a fix?" at 1000 Already Answered Questions and found it could be caused by failed oil rings in the block, failed valve seal in the head or a failed oil seal. As I have found oil, could any of these things be the problem? Are there any other ideas on what could be causing this?<BR>Thanks,<BR>Aston<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Jon (edited 01-16-2003).]||198.142.111.98||reg||1
Z||000001||VR-4play||01-16-2003||07:30 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||first you need to find out if the smoke is coming from your exhaust or not. at first you said it is, but then you say it might be oil burning off the hot engine. do some more investigating. smoke coming out of your exhaust could alway be the answer to your current performance problems or future ones. but, i don't see how a small oil leak could hurt performance. how much smoke is it? does it billow out steadily or puff out in thick clouds?  how is your boost? does it go away or lessen between shifts (rpms lower)?<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||01-16-2003||01:24 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||My car smoked like a pig under load for a long time. I could never figure it out. Well I did the MMC combustion Cahmber lceaning as described in VFAQ and it is gone. I will put a post up later about my results but this has solved allot of my problems, including the smoke, "lifter tick" and a slight throttle stumble. DO IT! It is very easy and very worth it. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000003||astondg||01-16-2003||07:33 PM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||I checked the smoke and it seems to be coming from the exhaust. The smoke comes out steadily under acceleration but it is not a large amount, not enough to cover the back of the car for example. It also wasn't really thick, I could still se it 40-50m away but after that it was hard to tell it from the road (they were both similar colour). Accelerating from a standstill our boost gets quickly to about 11psi and then drops slowly to 9psi. "Does it go away or lessen between shifts?" Do you mean the smoke or the boost? I had a look at the combustion chamber cleaning, if I get time I will try it.<BR>Thanks,<BR>Aston<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by astondg (edited 01-16-2003).]||198.142.111.4||reg||1
Z||000004||VR-4play||01-21-2003||08:48 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by astondg:<BR><B>"Does it go away or lessen between shifts?" Do you mean the smoke or the boost? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>i hope the boost goes away between shifts, but i was talking about the smoke. do you normally boost that low or is that irregular. a 2psi drop is not that bad depending on what boost control you have, so if the 11psi is normal, i would not blame it on a turbo problem and concentrate on the engine. drive it for a while and check your fluid conservation. make sure your oil or coolant levels don't go down quick, maybe it is an egr thing and not a bad engine. check the egr system (use the manual).<BR><P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001277.cgi
A||||3||silly4turbo||speed sensor ? ||||1||
Z||000000||silly4turbo||01-16-2003||09:37 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||I got this from the TMO web site, what sensor are they talking about ? I looked around and didn't see anything to do with a speed sensor ... <P>Speed sensor failure indication - The speed sensor plays an important role in the determination of engine idle speeds. Some people have reported that their cars mysteriously die when they stop at an intersection. After much pulling of hair, they finally determined that the speed sensor was broken. Without the speed sensor, the ECU will take the engine right to the normal idle point of 750 RPM. This speed is not enough to maintain a good engine vacuum supply for the power brake booster. The engine ends up dying because it is unable to idle at 750 RPM with that big of a vacuum load. For some reason, the factory does flag the error code internally, but fails to set the CHECK ENGINE light. We feel that decision ignored an important debugging opportunity.<P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-16-2003||12:29 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||this is a reed switch, it is part of the instrument cluster.  if you can find the diagram of the circuit board, it be in the upper right side, looking at the board from behind.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||01-16-2003||01:22 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Does this mean a pocketlogger will show a code for the speed sensor if it is dead on a non-TMO'd ECU? ?<P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000003||silly4turbo||01-16-2003||02:41 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||thanks for the help... I'm going to investigate this weekend :-) while changing the plugs and checking for vacume leaks ... <P><P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001278.cgi
A||||8||Duc Hunter||DSM Link Data Logger and Tunning Tool||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-16-2003||01:17 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I wish I could run this! Talk about nice, no need for a AFC AND not as much a need for TMO. I wish we could run these in our cars. I assume it is next to impossible to run a 2 g ECU in our cars right?  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Read this page, their descriptions of what the tool does. Very nice.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmlink.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmlink.com</A> <BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4458||01-16-2003||02:32 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||You could buy a Glanat VR-4 link system.  They run about $1500 or so, but it probably meets your need.  And AFC and boost controller make up about half the price if your looking for justification...<BR>EH<P>------------------<BR>||198.31.128.210||reg||1
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||01-16-2003||04:44 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Where do you buy one of those? <P>I really like the idea of a DSM link, all of the new AEM's functions but with the starting point of al the great things the stock ECU has. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000003||GRV4726||01-16-2003||05:15 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i love it.  that would be pretty hot, especially on a laptop. but where would you put the laptop???  haha i don't think thats a big concern.  i like it a lot, its very well presented and formualted. very cool<P>thanks.  i enjoyed it!<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||207.193.182.6||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||01-16-2003||05:33 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>I wish I could run this! Talk about nice, no need for a AFC AND not as much a need for TMO. I wish we could run these in our cars. I assume it is next to impossible to run a 2 g ECU in our cars right?   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Thats a very good question, does anyone know, other than the second O2 sensor, what else is different between 1g and 2g ECU's? I'll have to compare the ECU pinouts. It might be possible to make an adapter cable for the harness, and buy one of those O2 simulators for the second O2. I know they use a hall-effect type CAS, but I think they're interchangeable, so thats not a problem. Hmmmmmm.....<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.217.83||reg||1
Z||000005||Nate||01-16-2003||08:26 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||The 2G ECU has four plugs to our three.  LOTS of wires. :-)  It'd probably be easier for you (and more profitable) to offer something like this for 1Gs.  Hint, hint. :-)<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||01-17-2003||12:16 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Key......  Aren't our cars just running EPROMS? Could we not simply get a EPROM cable-to-serieal cable and use a laptop to program our EPROMS a-la that thing? Sure we would have to pull the ECU and the socketd EPROM but still? I bet for the $600 they are gettign their ssystems people would buyt one like I have described here for G1's. I now I would. Let's talk in email about this. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||01-17-2003||10:04 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I'm actually doing this in my own car right now. Its called an EPROM emulator. I can create any EPROM file I want, and download it into the emulator. It works pretty cool, but there's still some bugs to be worked out. I've mostly just been using it so far to test some of my theories on what memory locations do what. The next thing I want to do is take my AFC settings, and interpolate them into the fuel maps I've found. The car should run better, since they will actually be load-based fuel corrections, not just a function of the TPS setting. An emulator may be the only answer for 1g cars, since our ECU's have ALOT less RAM in them to do what 2g's do.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html</A> <p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 01-17-2003).]||66.156.217.83||reg||1
Z||000008||joec||01-17-2003||04:07 PM||joec42@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>I wish we could run these in our cars. I assume it is next to impossible to run a 2 g ECU in our cars right?   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <A HREF="http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/1g2g.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/1g2g.htm</A>  shows how to run a 1G (block and head) in a 2G.  Looks like you'd need the following to do the opposite (2G ECU w/ a 1G engine):<P>1) Wire the 1G Cam Angle Sensor to provide both the Cam Angle and Crank Angle sensor signals to the 2G ECU.<BR>2) Splice or adapt the 2G ECU plugs to the 1G harness<BR>3) Swap in the 2G ISC<BR>4) Use 2G knock sensor<BR>5) Use 2G oil and water temp senders<BR>6) Add in 2G MAP sensor<BR>7) add 2nd 02 sensor or simulator<BR>8) Might need the 2G fuel pressure regulator (2G's run a higher base pressure).   Not sure if it fits on a 1G fuel rail or you need to use the 2G rail.  Or you could use the B&M FPR which allows you to raise the base fuel pressure.<BR>9) Use 2G MAF<P><P>------------------<BR>||192.250.112.194||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001279.cgi
A||||0||Romanova||ISC part number?||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||01-16-2003||01:35 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Anyone got it? Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001280.cgi
A||||3||Duc Hunter||Stock fog lights, do they suck.........||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-17-2003||02:47 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have a drivers that has stone damage too. I have not replced it and reinstalled them as I think they suck! Maybe it was just mine but the pattern was horrible, no light on the ground, adjustment did not seem to do much, they never seemed to throw light down the road.... they never reall helped. I was going to switch to aftermarket ones but have not found any I thought would look good mounted. I have been thinking about a JDM bumper to get thoss lights. It would suck if I did and they were as bad as mine were. I do have a pair of Hella Rally 3000's (8.5 inch round rally lights) that I want to mount on the top of the bumper WRC style but they cannot be run when other cars are around. <P>Am I the victim of a bad set of stock fog lights? Anyone have any after markets they like (I had PIAA elipsoidals on my old Acura taht were ok)? Anyone have any suggestion on how to mount my Rallye 3000's on the top of the bumper (pictures etc?  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||01-17-2003||03:40 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Fog lights are not suposed to throw light down the road, that is why they are called Fog Lights. When there is heavy fog, the last thing you want is for your lights to be aimed down the road, you wouldn't see shit. The purpose of fog lights is to iluminate the road imediatly ahead of the car. Some people on this board run 100w bulbs instead of the stock 55w. This should surely help. Again, your fog lights should not make a noticeable difference when on, there are meant to be used when there is fog, but they do look cool when on.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||01-17-2003||08:28 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I beg to differ. Fog light are there to give a low, wide beam. The top of the beam needs to be flat so that it does not reflect into your face but they are meant to go down the road almost as far a low beams. Since they are low on the car and have a "cut off" top to their beam they do not light up the fog, they shoot under it.<P> <A HREF="http://www.hellausa.com/maineng/lev1b/lev2bb/lev3bbc/rallye_4000_beams.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.hellausa.com/maineng/lev1b/lev2bb/lev3bbc/rallye_4000_beams.htm</A> <P><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000003||turbogalant||01-18-2003||12:00 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||That's all fine and dandy but fog light have a yellow bulb and driving lights have a clear/white bulb. That's the differnence between the two. This is because yellow "cuts" through the fog better than clear/white. So when looking for info look for driving lights not fog lights.<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001281.cgi
A||||7||Duc Hunter||Why not find Euro headlights?||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-17-2003||02:52 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I must be on a lighting kick today. Why has no one loked for European (non english) headlights. The JDM's are far better than ours but are made for a right hand drive. German galants, for example, have the same headlights but for left hand drive. Surely these would be the best solution! I did some brief hunting but could not find anyplace to buy them online. Here is a pic of a German VR4, see what I mean?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/cawimmer430/galantstory.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.geocities.com/cawimmer430/galantstory.html</A> <BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000001||sleeper||01-17-2003||03:24 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||That is a JDM Galant<BR>German Galants have the same lights as the JDM cars but the side markers are full amber.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000002||a_santos||01-17-2003||03:42 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I think what Duc Hunter meant was, why not source the headlights from Europe, which is much closer then Japan. Since they are the same lights, this seems like a very good idea. <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sleeper:<BR><B>That is a JDM Galant<BR>German Galants have the same lights as the JDM cars but the side markers are full amber.<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000003||GVRfore||01-17-2003||03:58 PM||ren76@msn.com||The article states that it is a GTI from the Philippines.  It's like a left hand drive JDM VR4, without the turbo.  Anyways, I got a set of JDM style lights that came from the Philippines.  I was told that they are for left hand drive cars and it seems to have the correct light pattern.  That site seems to have verified it for me.  Maybe the Philippines are a possible solution.  Hope that helps.<P>------------------<BR>||68.100.28.38||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||01-17-2003||06:18 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||That page is no longer there.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||67.36.186.164||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||01-17-2003||08:20 PM||chrisb@lilien.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sleeper:<BR><B>German Galants have the same lights as the JDM cars but the side markers are full amber.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>They cannot as the German Galants are left hand drive. This means the headlights are pointed to the right. The JDM's are for a right hand drive car and are pointed to the left there for. As a result their pattern is backwards for our cars and is hard to get close to correct. I know because I have a pair and the left/right adjustment is al the way right and the beam is barely straight ahead.<BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000006||sleeper||01-18-2003||12:17 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||They all look a same to me. <BR>I would rather go with the 93 lights anyway.<BR>If you want me to, I can ask around for prices on Euro lights.<BR>Shipping is a pita from either continent.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.66.56.233||reg||1
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-18-2003||09:48 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Shipping is super expensive as Gabor said. A 10KG box fedex'ed costs almost 100 bux, its sick....Anyways, I am supposed to be getting some JDM parts sometime this year...lets see!<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.215.45.225||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001282.cgi
A||||8||HKS VR-4||Water Pump Crapped Out!!!.....||||8||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||01-19-2003||01:54 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Ok, I'm was in San Fransico today and the water pump decided to give out on me!!! Luckily I was close to my uncle's house so the car was towed there. <P>Now I need to get the car fixed ASAP and wanting to do it myself. It seems pretty difficult and I'm not sure if I can do it. Is there a vfaq on it??? Can anyone help??? or perhaps I should take it to a shop in the area. Any suggestions????<P>THANKS, KEN||12.81.65.112||reg||8
Z||000001||AWDpower||01-19-2003||03:00 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||I live in the Bay Area, and I can't think of any shop that I'd trust to do a T-belt job. There are a lot of DSMers in the area though that are good at doing T-belts. <P>It's not hard to do, it just takes time, patience, and the ability to follow instructions. The hardest part is getting past the fear of screwing up the first time you do it. The reason you hear all of the horror stories is because most mechanics have none of the three. You need a couple special tools, you can find them locally from area DSMers that keep the "community tools" that some of us bought together. They loan them out for a deposit. You can find where at ba.dsm.org and you can find instructions at vfaq.com. You could join the Bay Area DSMs yahoogroups list and post a message to see if anyone local is available to help.  <P>Jason Kertianis<P><BR>   <P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.252||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-19-2003||12:36 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||when was the timing belt last done?  i ALWAYS change out the water pump with the timing belt.  and the tensioner, and the pulleys, all the other belts.  i keep a new harmonic balancer and all the seals(cam, crank, aux shaft, etc.), and a complete set of hoses, and change them if they look or feel bad.  if you are going in there for the water pump, the hardest thing i remember was getting the gasket off of the block.  i ALWAYS glue the gasket ONLY to the water pump, and put a small bead of hylomar on the block side of the gasket.  that sucker was ON there, and there aint a lot of room.  dont cheap out and just do the water pump, do it ALL while you are in there.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000003||HKS VR-4||01-19-2003||03:54 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>when was the timing belt last done?  i ALWAYS change out the water pump with the timing belt.  and the tensioner, and the pulleys, all the other belts.  i keep a new harmonic balancer and all the seals(cam, crank, aux shaft, etc.), and a complete set of hoses, and change them if they look or feel bad.  if you are going in there for the water pump, the hardest thing i remember was getting the gasket off of the block.  i ALWAYS glue the gasket ONLY to the water pump, and put a small bead of hylomar on the block side of the gasket.  that sucker was ON there, and there aint a lot of room.  dont cheap out and just do the water pump, do it ALL while you are in there.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Crap...this was done at a local Mitsu dealer a little over a year ago. I've been trying to look at the work order to see what exactly they did, but just my luck would have it, I've every other work order except that one. I thought they dealer is suppose to change out everything with a timing belt job. I remember them asking me if I wanted my belts changed because they said it looked fine, but I told them change everything since everything is off the car. I thought they had changed it....I'm not sure. Are they suppose to change it????<P>My friend with his Acura, when he took his car to the dealer to get his timing belt done, they changed everything including the water pump, belts, tensioners, and etc. I would think Mitsu does the same, or maybe.......??????? I'll have to find out when they open shop on Monday. <P><P>------------------<BR>'91 #439 <BR>HKS-VR4<P>HKS Intake<BR>HKS Boost Guage<BR>HKS Turbo Timer<BR>HKS SSQV BOV<BR>Magnecor Wires<BR>Custom 3" cat-back w/ NISMO Skyline R33 Muffler<BR>|G|A|B| strut bars<BR>MBC to 14.5psi<BR>"straight cat" =)||12.81.124.170||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||01-19-2003||05:45 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||when i got my car, it had 85k on it,and the timing belt recall was still outstanding.  i made an appointment with the dealer, and they did it.  i had to pay extra for the balance belt, and when i asked about replacing the water pump, they said they could do it, but it would cost me 800 parts and labor.  i tried to argue that the labor was the same as the timing belt, and since they were going to be in there anyway, there should be almost none.  i didnt win, and they didnt do it.  about a year later, the pump went, and i got to do my first timing belt job, and i changed out everything.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||01-20-2003||01:21 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I am with Kenn. I had the stealer do my last timing belt (Concord Mitsi). They did a good job, all be it a little pricy. While you are doing the waterpump replace ALL the belts and the timing belt tentioner. My buddie just bought a talon with a sweet motor. After 4000 miles the guy lost the PS blet and it tok out the timing belt and MANGLED his engine. Pictures coming soon. If you want to see what you need to do it all (i.e. the damage) email me. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||01-20-2003||10:54 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>I am with Kenn. I had the stealer do my last timing belt (Concord Mitsi). They did a good job, all be it a little pricy. While you are doing the waterpump replace ALL the belts and the timing belt tentioner. My buddie just bought a talon with a sweet motor. After 4000 miles the guy lost the PS blet and it tok out the timing belt and MANGLED his engine. Pictures coming soon. If you want to see what you need to do it all (i.e. the damage) email me. <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That's where I'm taking my car. (Concord Mitsu) My friend works there as a dealer and he owns a 92 GVR4 and a 98 Eclipse GSX both fixed up and done up by the mechanics there, so I'm sure they know how to service our cars. Naturally I trust them with my car. <P>Ken - that's interesting the dealer near your place wanted you pay an additionaly $800..??? WTF??? that sucks!!! I hope that they don't charge me extra.<P>....I plan to just have them do another timing job, but this time change everything, water pump, perhaps tensioner, all belts, and check alternator...and etc. This sucks so much $$$$$ <P>Duc - How did your friend's car go out??? PS is power steering right??? Did that belt hit the timing belt or something???<BR>||12.81.124.229||reg||1
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||01-20-2003||12:40 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I just sold that guy at Concord Mitsi my Ground Control Coils. Email me, let's chat. I know only one local GVR4. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||01-20-2003||12:40 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||charging extra for non warranty work is fairly standard at a dealer.  the manufacturer will only allow a certain amount for parts and labor on a warranty, so, what i was quoted was actual cost for a water pump, parts and labor.  an independent shop will not do this, they will add on a bit more labor and of course parts, but not stack them like the dealer.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001283.cgi
A||||11||silly4turbo||caps install question ?||||1||
Z||000000||silly4turbo||01-19-2003||12:24 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com|| I have the cd, and I copied the crack from this site... now what ? I tried to get it going, and it doesn't seem top work . I try running the capsmain application, but no luck ? anybody have this and can tell me what I need to do ? any help is greatly appreciated !!! :-) <P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000001||Jon||01-20-2003||08:43 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Did you read the readme that comes with the zip file?<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||silly4turbo||01-20-2003||10:43 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||I'll check the readme file ... but when I read it earlier, all it said was "you need the parts cd from mitsubishi" I'll check each file to make sure I'm not missing something ... thanks :-)  <P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||1
Z||000003||92GVR4519||01-21-2003||12:24 AM||davidnreba@juno.com||I don't know if this will help, but just recently I copied the disc onto the harddrive by runing setup on the cd.  It also gave me the option of installing CAPS.  Now I have a virtual cd drive with the manual on it and CAPS installed on C drive.  I had been running off the disc by using navigate.  Now it runs a lot faster (obviously) and CAPS is all there, including the Zip file that wants a disc.  David<P>------------------<BR>||209.109.227.197||reg||3
Z||000004||silly4turbo||01-21-2003||08:47 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||I must be doing something wrong ?<P>I copied the cd onto my hard drive.<BR>but when I open the caps.exe it says<BR>"can not open setup.env" ? and when I <BR>open the capsmain.exe it says "Please install<BR>caps again" ? <P>when I download the crack from this site...<BR>do I just put it in the same folder as the caps ?  all that reads in the readme file is"you must get the caps cd from a dealer" ?<P>sorry to bother you all with my trivial problems ... <BR> <P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||5
Z||000005||Jon||01-21-2003||11:06 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Direct from the readme file inside the zip file.<P>Directions:<P>******You must get a CAPS cd from a dealership**********************************<BR>1.  copy the WINCAPS directory from the CD to your hard drive<BR>2.  copy all the files from this zip file to the wincaps directory<P>********************************************************************************<BR>If your CD-ROM is on drive e:\, then execute the following command:<BR>copy c:\wincaps\SETUP_drive_e.ENV c:\wincaps\SETUP.ENV<P>If your CD-ROM is on drive f:\, then execute the following command:<BR>copy c:\wincaps\SETUP_drive_f.ENV c:\wincaps\SETUP.ENV<BR>********************************************************************************<P>3.  run c:\WINCAPS\CAPSMAIN.EXE <BR>4.  be sure to have the CAPS cd in the cd rom drive<P>Running CAPS:<BR>Enter a vin # that you are looking for or you can search by model.  To do this, <BR>double click the Model box and choose the model you want.  Next, double click <BR>the Illustration box and look for the part you want.<P><BR>I can send you a setup.env file if you have everything on c:\ if you want but that isn't in the zip file.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000006||silly4turbo||01-21-2003||12:01 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com|| that's odd, when I opened the readme<BR>file I didn't get all that other text..just the  "you need the get caps from the dealer"<P>anyway, this should be all the info I need to get rolling ! thanks for everone's help !<BR>it's greatly greatly appreciated !  <P>Jon,<BR> once I get home and try this, I'll let you know if I need the setup.env  thanks <BR><P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||1
Z||000007||92GVR4519||01-22-2003||05:05 PM||davidnreba@juno.com||When I ran setup on the CD I had choices like copy entire CD.  Anothet choice was to copy CAPS to harddisk.  After I did that it was installed and works--no cd from dealer.<P>David<P>------------------<BR>||209.109.233.150||reg||3
Z||000008||silly4turbo||01-23-2003||09:14 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||ok, well I got the first page of caps to openso but I'm getting either a file not accesable message or cd_id. dat not avaliabe ? I'm not sure I full understand the directions from the read me file on the zip ...<P>"If your CD-ROM is on drive e:\, then execute the following command:<P>copy c:\wincaps\SETUP_drive_e.ENV <P>c:\wincaps\SETUP.ENV"<P>can anyone shed some light on this for me ? <P><BR><P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000009||silly4turbo||01-23-2003||09:19 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||to be a little more specific, what does "execute the following command" mean ?<P>those files are in the directed location ?<P>thanks all :-) <P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000010||Hertz||01-23-2003||09:45 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Type that into DOS and hit enter.  Or literally copy the file from one location to the other.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||67.37.178.71||reg||1
Z||000011||silly4turbo||01-25-2003||01:45 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||get it to work, thanks to everyone that responded ... sweet !  <P><P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001284.cgi
A||||9||GVR-4||Coil On Plug-REALLY long||||1||
Z||000000||GVR-4||01-19-2003||04:34 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Maybe some of you DIY guys who have been around these cars for a while can offer some insight for this mod. Buschur has a COP setup for sale, but nobody knows how it works. I really would like to do this mod, but not for $500. Surely it can be built for cheaper.<P>Click on the link for the full story.<BR>Here's the long part:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=17954&perpage=25&pagenumber=1" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=17954&perpage=25&pagenumber=1</A> <P>------------------<BR>||68.155.57.25||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||01-20-2003||11:30 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||It is suppose to work great. You are eliminating the spark plug wires and still using a wasted spark system.<P>Not sure if those coils offer more firepower but you could always add an MSD.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-20-2003||12:37 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||why do you want to do this?  the enemy of the coil on a coilover is heat, and the galant puts out more than it's share.  i sell the heck out of coil overs for bmw.  early in the life of the E36 there was at least one recall on the coils, and now if one is damaged, it is recommended you change them all out at the same time, AND, you must use the same brand.  the galant really doesnt have any problems with making enough spark.  and the wire sets are much less expensive.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR-4||01-20-2003||06:54 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||It's the optimal design for the ignition system. You eliminate the plug wires. As you know, there's direct contact between the plug and the coil on COP set ups. Wires add resistance to the path of the spark. Given that the coils of a COP setup and our stock coils have the same output, the COP design offers a more powerful spark. And I don't doubt that there have been issues with coils of COP designs overheating. But was it recently? It takes time for a design to evolve. If the problem hasn't been addressed yet, I'm sure it will be soon. Remember the days before electronic/distributorless ignition? And how about the days when everybody steered clear of turbocharged vehicles? All of this technology evolves. Plus it looks cool.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>All we're doing when we mod our cars is optimizing Mitsubishi's design of this engine- more boost, bigger intercoolers, better flowing exhaust... To me, COP is the same thing.<P>No disrespect, Godfather.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"> <P>dp<P><BR>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 01-20-2003).]||68.155.51.137||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||01-20-2003||08:31 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||It probably would look cool, but for a dollar per horse value it would be one of the very last things I did unless I 1) had a problem with spark and 2) had a car that already looked like Harry's and still had money to blow.<P>Good luck trying to find something cheaper too.  I am sure that it can be done, but all of those coils are pretty darn pricy.<P>------------------<BR>||64.63.208.110||reg||1
Z||000005||DSMotorsport||01-20-2003||10:49 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||one good reason for cop would be aftermarket intake manifold that has no provisions for mounting the stock coils/igniter.<BR>  relocating the stock coil ususally ends up being a hack job and most times you need to use the two long wires out of 2 sets of wires to make it work.<P>the cop ends up being a nice sanatary ignition setup, although there is most likely zip for performance gain.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Nathan Crisman<BR>90 AWD talon 10.85@127<BR>92 GVR4 13.85@95||65.40.120.231||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR-4||01-20-2003||10:55 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Yeah, I agree with both of you.<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.51.137||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||01-20-2003||11:13 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||dunno about the rest, but bmw is VERY advanced when it comes to ignition/fuel injection.  they went motronic(distributorless) in 1981.  the main reason for the coil over is because of precise control over spark.  the dme actually varies spark intensity and duration, combines that with fuel injector pulse variance.  the coil over makes the spark much more even across each cylinder.  fuel cut, as we know it, is actually done by reducing spark and fuel to each cylinder, so as fuel cut threshold is reached, it is not sudden, but very gradual, feels like the car is just running out of power.  also, knock is now controlled per cylinder, where actual timing, spark, injector pulse, etc. is individually controlled by the dme.  if a cylinder is detonating, that individual cylinder can be modified to eliminate detonation without changing the other cylinders.  but again, the main enemy of the coil is heat.  of course right now, bmw is losing engines, so coils are the least of their problems. <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000008||turboflanagan||01-21-2003||12:28 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Ok, sounds like Jeff has some other things to figure out for the EEPROM upgrade!  Jeff, you gonna get on that right away, right?<P>------------------<BR>||65.114.37.193||reg||1
Z||000009||keydiver||01-21-2003||01:01 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Yeah, right! I don't need any more projects right now, thank you  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><BR><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.208.29||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001285.cgi
A||N||16||blacksheep||Fuel Injector recommendations, please !!!||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-20-2003||11:44 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, here is my setup so far...<P>Turbo: <BR>garrett 60-1 t3/t4, 57 trim, .63ar, stage 5 wheel<P>Fuel system:<BR>- 8an lines<BR>- Aeromotive FPR, external pump and fuel  filter<BR>- Venom fuel rail<BR>- Dunno if I will stay with the fuel tank or <BR>  switch to a cell<P>FMIC:<BR>- Skyline gt-r core<BR>- 3 inch IC piping<BR>- AMS intake manifold (hopefully, soon)<P>Fuel management:<BR>- either VPC or AEM EMS (when I get to it) <BR>- 2G MAF ( if I cant get to it  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> )<BR>I am assuming 750ccs be enough or should I get 850ccs? I plan on getting the ball type fuel injectors that dsm performance and some other shops sell...<P>Thanks a lot!<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning<p>[This message has been edited by blacksheep (edited 01-20-2003).]||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||01-20-2003||12:38 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I took a long time to decide. I talked to RoadRace and made my selection. Follow this and you will be happy! <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm</A> <BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||01-20-2003||05:23 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||If you plan to go VPC, 660cc will probably be the limit since it is hard to get it tuned with lager injectors since a chip is not avalable. Also the VPC will limit cam selection.<P>If you go AEM or AFC/2g mas you can get any size you want. <BR>One you go 660 or bigger the prices are relatively the same.<P>I am running a 50 trim to4e with stage 3 exhaust and .63  housing with a VPC/GCC,  660 chip and injectors. There seems to be plenty of fuel since my EGT's where not over 600'C at WOT.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||01-20-2003||05:29 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||He will be running the AEM unit.  Will there really be any downside to running 850's if he truly only needs 750 or 800cc.  With AFC and AEM, won't he be able to compensate w/o much of an issue or does oversized injectors make it more difficult to tune?<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.64||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||01-20-2003||06:44 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2400569752&category=33554" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2400569752&category=33554</A> <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||TurboVR4dr||01-20-2003||10:24 PM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||garrett 60-1 t3/t4, 57 trim, .63ar, stage 5 wheel<P>Is this some kind of new dual compressor wheel turbo?   <P><BR>Fuel system:<BR>- 8an lines<P>- Venom fuel rail<P>6an will work the same for you and will be cheaper.  Also the stock rail is fine for what you are doing .  No need to waste the money on the Venom.  Oh wait you are a riceboy<P>------------------<BR>Feed the homeless to the hungry||24.217.163.53||reg||1
Z||000006||blacksheep||01-20-2003||11:19 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Well, Scott Lowry has learned to surf the web finally. Must have been hard moving from AOL...no, wait a minute..you are still on AOL  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.215.45.225||reg||1
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-20-2003||11:25 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||oops, quit too early trying to get Scott back...  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Ken - Thanks a lot! Do you know this individual selling ?<P>Scott <P>- I know 6AN will be cheaper...but I have a shitpile of 8AN laying around (good deal) <P>- I dont want to weld on - would rather use fittings, plus I sold my stock rail and injectors to someone for a good deal, so the venom rail was not that big of a purchase..<P>Yes, I am a riceboy - I want my engine bay to be all shiny and nice. Why should Harry be the only one who gets all the compliments ???  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I think 850ccs would be a good choice..easier to go bigger than smaller in this case (more economical if I upgrade turbos in the future)<P>AEM seems better than VPC at this point as well...<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.215.45.225||reg||1
Z||000008||TurboVR4dr||01-20-2003||11:26 PM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||I have pipeline thank you.  I have had it for over a year.  I want to hear more about this dual compressor wheel turbo you have.  How do you set that up?  Any pics.<P>Scott<P>------------------<BR>Feed the homeless to the hungry||24.217.163.53||reg||1
Z||000009||TurboVR4dr||01-20-2003||11:30 PM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||Oh you want polished you should see the ALT that Gabor did for me.  It turned out great.  Now if I can just figure out how to put it back together.<P>------------------<BR>Feed the homeless to the hungry||24.217.163.53||reg||10
Z||000010||blacksheep||01-20-2003||11:53 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Pipeline - you mean you just got a sewer system put in ??? - good for ya! That smell must have been getting real bad, kinda makes you dizzy and obnoxious...or was that a birth defect   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.215.45.225||reg||1
Z||000011||TurboVR4dr||01-21-2003||12:06 AM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||Pipeline is cable modem.  Don't get pissy because you can't get a camel over here.  Why won;t you tell us more about this dual compressor wheel turbo that you have.  It must make hella boost.<P>Scott<P>------------------<BR>Feed the homeless to the hungry||24.217.163.53||reg||1
Z||000012||blacksheep||01-21-2003||09:40 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Scott<P>that was a typo, So....lay off, cracka!  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>How is that red POS of yours coming along?<P>Are you still aiming to be the loudest DSM that can run a 14 sec 1/4 mile like at the SO in 2000 ? Whoever made that comment..still cracks me up! I think it was Gabor - go figure!<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000013||sleeper||01-21-2003||01:07 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||That red pos is gone and most of the parts that never been installed on the car is going on my GSX.<BR>"loudest 14 second car" hehe, he ran a 15 something at 125mph<BR>He still have the Galant sitting there though that he claims will be running by the Shootout. He didn't say wich one though.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.10||reg||1
Z||000014||number3||01-21-2003||06:56 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B><BR>AEM seems better than VPC at this point as well...<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>We shall see.<P><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000015||blacksheep||01-21-2003||07:15 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Yes, let us know, Mr. Blanchard. <P>PS - You never replied on that manifold email....<P><P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.215.45.225||reg||1
Z||000016||Beemer||01-25-2003||02:58 PM||beemer1@att.net||hey, there's a guy on ebay selling -6AN fuel rail adapters that work really nice.  I have purchased 3 of them and they are a perfect bolt on deal with an "O" ring, just like stock.  his email is Shawn Moss &lt;shawn_moss@yahoo.com&gt;.  He just emailed me yesterday and said they are coming out with a -6AN kit from the fuel filter on to the fuel rail to make it easy.  He might be able to do one in -8AN as well.  The -6's I got were damned fine pieces, not steel but the same type of aluminum alloy used in AN fittings.  Shoot me your email and I will send you a pic of it<BR>dave<P>------------------<BR>Dave Beem<BR>Beemer's Racing Engines (BRE)<BR>200 Elm Box 163<BR>Tabor IA 51653<BR>712-629-3505||12.75.127.5||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001286.cgi
A||N||6||92GVR4519||Dash removal||||5||
Z||000000||92GVR4519||01-20-2003||07:37 PM||davidnreba@juno.com||I have to take the dash off to get to junction points in the harness and connector c-08.  Anyone have any experience or tips to get the dash off with the least trouble?<BR>David<P>------------------<BR>||209.109.235.170||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||01-20-2003||11:20 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||oh, are you in for a treat.  someone on this board said they could do it in a couple of hours.  i have done it twice, and the second time it took 2 days.  if you work on it steady, no breaks, i think about 8 hours.  there are a LOT of screws and bolts to remove, like there are 2 screws in the console that are a real beyatch.  i have a hand impact from my motorcycle days that was very handy.  also, i got those nice magnetized trays to put all the screws in.  i also found it easier to remove the front seats.  it will make you appreciate how well the japanese assemble this car.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||92GVR4519||01-21-2003||12:16 AM||davidnreba@juno.com||Thanks, Ken.  I can't say I am surprised it takes that long.  I wish they would put these junctions where you can get to them.  I can't seem to find a procedure or illustration of the dash in Haynes of the cd manual. David<P>------------------<BR>||209.109.227.197||reg||9
Z||000003||Hertz||01-21-2003||01:25 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Is it something you can get at behind the instrument cluster?  I haven't looked where C-08 is exactly, but I'd also be surprised if you have to remove the dash.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||67.36.188.245||reg||1
Z||000004||Nate||01-21-2003||02:37 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||The dash shouldn't take any longer than an hour to take out, including removal of the center console.  What connector are you trying to get to?<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||Romanova||01-21-2003||11:54 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Take pictures of the process!<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000006||92GVR4519||01-21-2003||07:47 PM||davidnreba@juno.com||I do not have battery voltage at pin 110 of ecu harness when key is on.  Harness disconnected, prope in harness.  Pin 110 gets battery voltage from ignition switch.  From switch, wire runs over to passenger side and connects to c-08, up under dash above glove box.  From there wire runs to ecu.I have voltage at ignition switch, coil,transistor unit and multiport relay--all of which branch off the same line at different places. All are black/white I susspect where pin 110 wire is connected to main line, corrosion or it has come loose.  All these junctions are under the dash.  I can see c-08 but I cannot get my fat hands up there to work on it.  I want to disconnect it and isolate problem.  I'll try to take pics<P>------------------<BR>||209.109.227.45||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001287.cgi
A||||6||91 #680||fog light bulb||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||01-21-2003||03:16 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I have the bulb out of the housing.....now what in the heck do I need to replace.  The bulb is blown and I can't seem to get the bulb out of the silver piece with the gold wire attached to it.<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||RayH||01-21-2003||03:28 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||The bulb with the metal disc and single wire is all one part.  Any H3 bulb replacement should look the same.<P>The only difference I've found is that some H3 bases have a small tab that sticks out the side and the foglight housing doesn't have a notch for the tab.  Needle nose pliers will take care of that.<P>------------------<P><BR>[This message has been edited by RayH (edited 01-21-2003).]<p>[This message has been edited by RayH (edited 01-21-2003).]||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000002||91 #680||01-21-2003||03:47 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||Do I need to go to the dealer to get this bulb or can I get it elswhere....I'm thinkin a 100w bulb should do nicely.<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000003||RayH||01-21-2003||04:45 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Most auto places should carry H3 bulbs.  I'm using 100W ones without any problems though they're fairly bright so I only use them when I have to.<P>------------------<BR>||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000004||91 #680||01-21-2003||10:21 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||Thanks for the help.  I went out today and picked a pair of 100w H3's and threw them in, they work great and they are bright as hell.<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000005||Marcus||01-24-2003||09:10 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||Does anyone know where you can find yellow H3 100W bulbs, I live in the country and they would be great for me.  I've checked at WAL-MART, AUTOZONE with no luck.  If anyone could help me out here i'd appreciate it.<P>------------------<BR>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||01-24-2003||11:00 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||streetglow may have a website they have amber ones<P>------------------<BR>Ken DM<BR>541/1000<BR>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=431<P>POLSKA!!||63.62.132.50||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001288.cgi
A||||4||UncleDonut||16g turbo specs||||5||
Z||000000||UncleDonut||01-21-2003||07:22 PM||uncledonut@attbi.com||Does anyone know what the specification is for the maximum amount of axial shaft play on a 16g turbo?  Mine has about 0.010 inch of travel.  Is this too much?<P>Thanks,<BR>Dave<BR>797/2000<P>------------------<BR>||24.128.102.224||reg||5
Z||000001||Vivid||01-22-2003||11:23 AM||chaan@wmsgaming.com||I usually run turbo's until it starts to smoke.  If it works now, Why spend money to fix it?<P>------------------<BR>909/1000||208.46.59.200||reg||1
Z||000002||mdpvr4||01-22-2003||09:33 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||you will know when the shaft play is excessive. every shaft will have some play. if you can hear the turbine hit the compressor housing, then you have a problem. <P>------------------<BR>Does that have a turbo||32.102.168.6||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||01-22-2003||11:09 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Its a Lubed bushing, It will have some small play. I just picked up a freshly rebuilt turbo today and the shaft moved a small amount.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||64.157.124.213||reg||1
Z||000004||UncleDonut||01-22-2003||11:44 PM||uncledonut@attbi.com||Well, I made a phone call.  I was told the axial play was excessive.  I figured as much, so curiousity drove me to disassemble the turbo.  I'm very glad did.  I found a small sliver of metal (looks like a chunk of thread from a threaded bolt hole) in the passage to the thrust bearing!  There is a nice depression in the bearing caused by the lack of lubrication it caused.  The rest of the turbo looks okay.  It's rebuildable.  Buying used stuff sight unseen, you win some, you lose some.  Oh well.<P>-Dave<BR>797/2000<P>------------------<BR>||24.128.102.224||reg||1
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A||||5||mitsuvr4||Estimate on how many amps our starter draws?||||5||
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||01-22-2003||11:22 AM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||When you turn the key how many amps does our starter draw?<P>Just looking for rule of thumb fuse requirement for battery trunk mounting.<P>Thanks.<P>------------------<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.246.249||reg||5
Z||000001||teet||01-22-2003||12:44 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||i'd go with a 150.  I have seen 100 work...but think I might go a bit heavier.<P>------------------<BR>||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000002||DongeR615||01-22-2003||02:39 PM||||well..I have access to a vat 40. It can tell me how many amps is needed to start the car. I'm going to do a Batt relocation soon because of the 2g mas that is coming in. If you do this before I do, let us know what fuse to use.<P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||63.201.88.234||reg||1
Z||000003||Jon||01-22-2003||03:17 PM||jon@jgronline.com||A friend had a 75 amp circuit breaker in his GVR4 with the battery mounted in the trunk.  The circuit breaker never tripped until he jumped the timing belt.  He tried to start it for several seconds and that is when the circuit breaker tripped.<P><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||01-22-2003||06:02 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I have a 80 and have never tripped it.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||mitsuvr4||01-23-2003||10:17 AM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||Thank God for Minnesota winters!!!!! URRRGGGG!!!<P>I orginally had a 60 amp fuse that blew, so I went to 80 amp (AGU type) and that blew as well.  When it's 0 degrees and my cars been sitting for a whole day a solid crank of the key will pop the fuse.  The 60 amp got me by fine when it was warmer out and didn't require as much juice to start the car.  I have a 200 watt wafer-type fuse in the back and will probably run the same one in front as well.<P>Short answer:  it is possible to blow an 80 amp fuse<P>Thanks for the input guys.<P>------------------<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.246.135||reg||8




ubb/Forum2/001290.cgi
A||N||8||JAYGVR4||Decalcifier for heater core?||||5||
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||01-22-2003||07:15 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||I know Ken will jump in on this one - hopefully, so I can ask if the Heater Core is Brass or Copper...  Hows about this for a thought.<P>What if I were to pull the feed an return lines to the heater core, hold them vertically after draining all the coolant our, then get some of that CLR stuff or some other industrial copper/brass safe decalcifier, and pour it into the heater hose feed and return hoses till the core was hopefully topped off, and just let it sit for a good half hour or hour, then finally rinsed it out with a garden hose ofcourse at low pressure...<P>Do any of you guys think this would allow a GVR4 with the original heater core to flow mo bettah?<P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||64.157.58.197||reg||5
Z||000001||meshwork||01-22-2003||07:41 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Get in there with a dremel and port the whole thing.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>381/2000||151.199.243.14||reg||1
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||01-22-2003||08:02 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||You can do that but..........in an old Landcruiser I did just such a thing to my radiator and heater core. Problem was a few days aftewards they both sprang leaks. The shop that built my new ones said often the build up in the radiators and heater cores is plugging holes....cleaning makes leaks.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||01-22-2003||08:36 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||a good solution is to just run some of the radiator cleaner thru the entire system.  or, automatic dishwashing soap, which is almost the same thing.  BEWARE!  if you use the garden hose to flush it, the heater core is VERY fragile, and if you split a seam, like i did, you will have to take out the whole dash to get at it.  like i did.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||JAYGVR4||01-23-2003||08:52 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>a good solution is to just run some of the radiator cleaner thru the entire system.  or, automatic dishwashing soap, which is almost the same thing.  BEWARE!  if you use the garden hose to flush it, the heater core is VERY fragile, and if you split a seam, like i did, you will have to take out the whole dash to get at it.  like i did.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Will that stuff be powerful enough to dissolve the deposits, or should i just get some industrial strength cleaner?  Also Ken, are those things brass or copper?<P>TIA<P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||01-23-2003||09:00 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||they are brass<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||01-23-2003||09:04 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>they are brass<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Cool - thanks...  BTW, is there a preferred flow to rinse out?  Through the right hose or the left one as you look at them on the firewall?  Not sure off the top of my head which is intake and which is the return...<P>Thanks again!<P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||01-23-2003||09:53 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||If it is so sensitive, perhaps using vinegar would be more friendly.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||67.37.178.71||reg||1
Z||000008||JAYGVR4||01-24-2003||10:16 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>If it is so sensitive, perhaps using vinegar would be more friendly.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Actually I've been doing some reading on this and it may just be a better idea to use Vinegar, since it seems to be perhaps stronger...  I even found an article on using both together...<P>I first found this article on CLR for a heater core from the Caddy Pages:<BR> <A HREF="http://caddyinfo.netgetgoing.com/heater.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://caddyinfo.netgetgoing.com/heater.htm</A> <P><BR>Then I found this crazy idea on the Merkur Pages to actually run the cooling system on vinegar!  That can't be good for the wawa pump bearings no?:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.merkurencyclopedia.com/Cooling_System/cooling_sys_clean.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.merkurencyclopedia.com/Cooling_System/cooling_sys_clean.html</A> <P>and Finally I found this page that suggested both vinegar and CLR which I may try:<BR> <A HREF="http://forums.vmag.com/ptbseries/messages/350.html" TARGET=_blank>http://forums.vmag.com/ptbseries/messages/350.html</A> <P>The only thing I'm leary about is the whole back flushing thing and the use of compressed air...  I think I may just opt for using normal pressure water from the garden hose to flush it out, whatever I use...  We'll see.  I'm trying this tomorrow!<P>Wish me luck!<P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001291.cgi
A||||3||talontsi||4ws block off...I did a search||||1||
Z||000000||talontsi||01-22-2003||09:51 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Well I searched and I saw all of the posts on this but no solid answer. <P>My 4WS is leaking and I just want to cap it off since I still need the diff to install the 4 bolt. <P>From the prior posts I gathered that the stock 3 bolt 4ws lines can be blocked off.<P>However I did not see anything related to the rear rack.<BR>I did see that one person had it welded in place. But no feedback from anyone else.<P>Can someone shed some light? I would like to use the PS.<P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||01-22-2003||10:21 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Mine is removed altogether but before that I just drove with the rack as is and the lines welded up. Josh an/or Nate welded them up for me way back in the day. Long before block off kits.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.8.54||reg||1
Z||000002||meshwork||01-22-2003||10:55 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Mine is removed altogether but before that I just drove with the rack as is and the lines welded up. Josh an/or Nate welded them up for me way back in the day. Long before block off kits.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Are you referring to Josh from Conicelli? I am going to be visiting them tomorrow, so I could ask him to do mine before I swap in the 4 bolt. <P><P>------------------<BR>381/2000||151.199.243.14||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||01-22-2003||10:56 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||That is waht I needed to know.<BR>Hopefully this will help someone else as these lines seem to be pretty brittle.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001292.cgi
A||||5||Duc Hunter||4 Bolt swap done with 4WS||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-22-2003||10:31 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||A guy told me he does them by swapping the 4 bolt carrier into the GVR4 third member. Then slide in the 4 bolt axles and keep the $WS. IS this really possible? He said it was relatively easy, as long as you can set up a Ring/Pinion. I cannot but have friend that can. His other idea was a reg swap, remove the 4WS but also swap out the trailing arms to get rid of all the 4WS fittings etc. Is this needed to "tighten" up the rear? What do you think?<P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000001||04DrBlur||01-22-2003||10:53 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I am not speaking from experience because I still have the three bolt rear with 4WS, but WHY would you want to go through that much trouble to keep the 4WS?  I know I think that the whole 4WS thing is poop. <P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||67.39.145.19||reg||1
Z||000002||Nate||01-23-2003||01:26 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||The trailing arms are the same on the talon as on a galant, the only difference is that galants actually have something bolted to them (think 4WS rack).<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.8.54||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR-4||01-23-2003||10:13 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<BR><B>  I am not speaking from experience because I still have the three bolt rear with 4WS, but WHY would you want to go through that much trouble to keep the 4WS?  I know I think that the whole 4WS thing is poop. <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>'Cause I like it. I plan on doing the same thing when I go to a 4 bolt LSD.<P>dp<P><BR>------------------<BR>Can't polish a turd.<p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 01-23-2003).]||68.155.55.87||reg||1
Z||000004||a_santos||01-23-2003||05:39 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I think the 4WS is really good. I have noticed a difference when taking turns at higher speeds and going over a joint on the road. With 4WS, the back end does not kick out like on cars without 4WS. Pay attention next time you guys are in such situation.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000005||vrpower||01-23-2003||10:11 PM||darian85@msn.com||I second that!<P>------------------<BR>||67.248.70.84||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001293.cgi
A||||9||comfy||guage help||||1||
Z||000000||comfy||01-24-2003||05:12 PM||||So the car came without a radio, just a hole where it is supposed to be (i actually dont care).  i have seen on the members rides and on some other places, i know Ken Inn has this done, where you put guages below the sterio unit. my question is where do you get the plastic for the face plate, or is there a pre cut peice that you found.  i know i could make the brackets but i cant find a piece of plastic that will fit. can any one help me out?<P>------------------<BR>||199.8.8.92||reg||1
Z||000001||kartorium31||01-24-2003||06:28 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||cut or make your own, maybe use carbon fiber or plexiglass or just some abs.  Pretty sure thats what all the other guys on here do.  I have a blitz din panel below my stereo that will hold one guage and two 1/4 din objects(tt or bc)<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.104.69.27||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-24-2003||06:47 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i used to build a lot of model airplanes, and i used the model plywood.  it is very thin, and very strong.  i used a hole saw for the holes, and modified the plastic frame around the radio, and painted it.  i have used this plywood for several other cars.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||01-24-2003||10:58 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||for mine i used abs plastic. i used to work for circuit city in car audio sales so i was lucky to access it. really easy to cut and form the round edges with a bench grinder. i have my stereo mounted with the safc flush mounted below. <P>------------------<BR>Ken DM<BR>541/1000<BR>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=431<P>POLSKA!!||63.62.132.50||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||01-24-2003||11:04 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Mid to late 80's Daihatsu Rockies (like a Suzuki Samurai) had gauge pods on the dash.  The front plate pops right out of these pods, and with very little trimming will fit in the DIN slot and hold 3 52mm gauges.  It's dirt cheap from a junkyard, but best of all it's made of the same textured plastic, same color, as the GVR4 interior so it's a perfect match and looks stock.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<P>------------------<BR>||167.128.1.219||reg||1
Z||000005||ron||01-25-2003||12:38 AM||adracing@aol.com||I bought a bezel from a base Galant which comes with only single din size radio.. Actually it comes with 2 Din size opening..And it was about $10 from the dealer. <BR>I put the radio in one and 3 gauges in the other ... VW shops such as Neuspeed sells a Din size plate with 3 2" holes in them for about $20. Thats what I have.. <BR>Or you can go to any plastic place and have them cut one out for you..<P>------------------<BR>||198.81.26.143||reg||1
Z||000006||comfy||01-25-2003||05:11 AM||||making the piece isnt the issue, i have a dremmel tool and i love it.  its finding the material.  i would prefer to use abs if i could find it, but i might end up going with the playwood (great idea ken).  ohh well mebe i will stop at the import junk yard tomarrow on my way to see satan for some body panel clips.<P>------------------<BR>||199.8.8.92||reg||1
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||01-25-2003||10:02 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||You can get pieces of plexiglass that can be cut to fit for about 5 bucks at a Home Depot.<P>------------------<BR>||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000008||comfy||01-27-2003||12:08 AM||||thanks for the help guys,  i decided to go with clear lucite that i will paint later.  working on a mount face for the turbo timer in the drivers side kick panel vent, should have pictures soon, then it is off to the big project of the radio slot.<P>------------------<BR>||199.8.8.92||reg||1
Z||000009||SPAM||01-27-2003||02:09 AM||hswilson@lvcm.com||I have a set of gauges made by Lamco that Subaru uses in the old GC8 Impreza WRX. It'll be a perfect fit replacement for the bottom din slot. They are cute little baby 40mm ones...boost, volt and water temp.<BR>If anyone has shopped for a new WRX and opt for the optional boost gauge it is made by Lamco and will add about $400 onto the price of your car!!! crazy that people pay for it too<P>------------------<BR>||24.120.114.19||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001294.cgi
A||||12||comfy||seat||||5||
Z||000000||comfy||01-25-2003||05:32 AM||||it seems as though the stock seats have some weight to them, i was thinking of buying 1 race seat (you dont carry passengers when your on the track). can you guys point me twards any options on light weight race seats that are not expensive (sparco and momo are ricer for "costs too much").  <P>------------------<BR>||199.8.8.92||reg||5
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||01-25-2003||09:53 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Corbeau seems to make some nice seats for really good prices.  They don't always have the biggest color selection, but since all GVR-4's came from the factory with "black" interiors you should be fine.  They make both reclining & fixed seats too.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.corbeau.com" TARGET=_blank>www.corbeau.com</A> <P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000002||a_santos||01-26-2003||11:05 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I would go with OMP. If it's good enough for Michael Scumacher, it's good enough for you.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.omp1.com" TARGET=_blank>www.omp1.com</A> <P>Also try <BR> <A HREF="http://www.racetech.co.nz" TARGET=_blank>www.racetech.co.nz</A> <P>And <BR> <A HREF="http://www.cobraseats.com" TARGET=_blank>www.cobraseats.com</A> <P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||01-26-2003||12:33 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||best of luck on finding brackets.  i even had 3 places locally refuse to make brackets because of liability.  i finally got recaro brackets from japan.  i have had recaros on several cars and it greatly improves driver comfort.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||Romanova||01-26-2003||01:30 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Bride is a Japanese company that makes racing seats. I wonder if they make brackets for the E39A? Something to check out maybe...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||01-26-2003||01:49 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||having gone down this long road, the brackets i have are recaros, but recaro usa does not know about them.  i actually had a set of blueprints sent from germany on brackets they had for late 92 and later, and they looked like they would work.  they are completely different from the ones i got, tho.  also, i would have to special order them, pay in advance, no return, no guarantee they would work, and it was about 260 a side.  the problem is there are 3 different bolt heights in the galant.  like i said, good luck.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||Romanova||01-26-2003||03:00 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Ken, where did you source up those ones you got from Japan? <P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||01-26-2003||04:41 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||a guy named jason wollerton in misawa.  he sold me the jdm intercooler, and i asked him about the seat brackets,  200.00 shipped, for both.  he had a gvr4 monte carlo, VERY rare.  he was in the air force, and had a japanese wife.  he really knew a lot about the vr4's, and also had some of the greddy e manage systems for sale, like 200 ea.  great guy.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000008||blacksheep||01-26-2003||08:20 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I just bought a pair of black corbeau forzas from ebay...It was a good deal. The seats weigh about 17 pounds each. I am a 34 waist so I fit in them fine. If you are above a 38 waist...umm..you better find a different seat...<P>Momo, Sparco and OMP are awesome seats..OMP resembles momo  a lot (very suspicious)<P>Brackets - I dunno what to do yet. I plan on fabbing some up with the galant brackets. Yes, I will be sure to get some etxra thick welds on there so it dont brak off when I launch it at the track. (It'll probably be 2005 or so before "blacksheep" sees a track, so I'll have to worry about it then  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> )<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.216.186.151||reg||1
Z||000009||SPAM||01-26-2003||08:45 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||Bride makes rails for our cars and believe it or not they also make adapters to use their rails with Recaro seats....the combo is actually cheaper than a Recaro setup.<P><BR>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by SPAM (edited 01-26-2003).]||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000010||Romanova||01-26-2003||10:40 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Got info on how to get the Bride brackets? Not sure that there are many Bride retailers in the US... you don't see cars with there seats that often...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000011||1quickvr4||01-26-2003||11:39 PM||caspa69@juno.com||You could contact Importfan.com, Not sure of their sevice yet as I havent used them.<P>------------------<BR>What happen?! <P>Somebody Set up us the bomb!<BR> <BR>We Get Signal! <P>What?! <P>How are you gentelmen, All your base are belong to us.<P>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||12.213.174.244||reg||1
Z||000012||ken inn||01-27-2003||10:23 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||dunno about bride, but seats will have either side brackets(racing) or bottom brackets with sliders.  recaro makes seats for both, dunno if they are interchangeable.  the bracket bolts to the floor, using the original mounting points, then the sliders/side mount brackets bolt to it.  possibly the side mount brackets bolt directly to the floor for strength.  i would pay a LOT for better seats like the recaros.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001295.cgi
A||||10||Johnny Bravo||Mine's short shifter...||||1
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||01-25-2003||11:31 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||I was browsing around online & came across this item (I hope the link works):<P> <A HREF="http://www.takakaira.com/asp/template.asp?id=135&cat=3" TARGET=_blank>http://www.takakaira.com/asp/template.asp?id=135&cat=3</A> <P><BR>It's a short shifter for the Evo, but the year's they have listed start in '91...sooooo...this might possibly work in our cars since the Evo I, II, & III have the same setup as the GVR-4.  It's definitely not cheap @ $302, but it's something to think about...  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P><BR>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A><p>[This message has been edited by Johnny Bravo (edited 01-25-2003).]||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||01-25-2003||11:38 AM||caspa69@juno.com||I pretty sure the mines wont work, Cs used to have one listed one that site. It would be a nice peice and about 250.00, They took them off the site but could get you one if you e-mailed them.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||12.213.174.244||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||01-25-2003||11:55 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||I still guess the best option is the 1G shift lever.  Hell for $20 or less (usually) it's hard to beat.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/tongue.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||01-25-2003||11:57 AM||caspa69@juno.com||I would do the Cs if I had the money, But Im just turning into a JDM freak now.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||12.213.174.244||reg||1
Z||000004||UndergroundVR-4||01-27-2003||12:40 PM||undergroundr32@hotmail.com||The C's shifter for a 91-94 T/E/L will drop right into our cars with no cutting?<P>------------------<BR>||24.189.242.58||reg||1
Z||000005||drew||01-27-2003||01:05 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||I don't believe so. I have a C's short shifter in my GVR4, (came with the car) and the previous owner had to order a later model JDM galant C's shifter. He tried the TEL, he tried the early JDM style, and finally, it was the later JDM style that fit.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000006||SPAM||01-28-2003||11:46 AM||||Although the C's changes the fulcrum a bit to actually give you a shorter throw does it not still look like a big ol dildo stock shifter style? I have one in the Supra and it is like that. I am trying to steer clear of that in the VR4. I could care less about the throw since stock isnt too horrid, just want it shorter.||24.120.114.19||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||01-28-2003||02:02 PM||||Is there a huge difference in the 2G DSM shifters that it won't work?  I've never compared the two together so I don't know the difference between the 1G & 2G.  The B&M short shifter for the 2G looks super nice & high quality...would be nice if it fit...||129.2.18.81||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||01-28-2003||02:03 PM||||Well, I can see why it wouldent work. Maybe they made a diffrent one for the e38a VR4s (early) and the e39a vr4s (LATE) even though they are the same body style.<br /><br />Zach||64.156.77.146||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||udriveu||01-28-2003||03:30 PM||||while we're on the topic, who makes short shitfters for our cars? i know mofugus used to. should have jumped on that when i had the chance. any recomendations?||149.152.188.150||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000010||UndergroundVR-4||01-28-2003||04:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> while we're on the topic, who makes short shitfters for our cars? i know mofugus used to. should have jumped on that when i had the chance. any recomendations? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes,  I would like help with this also,  because I intend to put in a short shifter when it goes in the shop.||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes



ubb/Forum2/001296.cgi
A||||7||GVR4-COOL||Cigarette Lighter Help!||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4-COOL||01-25-2003||01:18 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||I have checked all the fuses below the steering column and next to the battery.  All the fuses are ok.  The cigatette lighter plug is as clean as it was new.  But, I still can't figure out why my cigarette lighter is not working.<BR>Any advice, please?????  Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||01-26-2003||03:53 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||The ignition needs to be at ACC or ON.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||67.37.185.170||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-26-2003||08:23 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I wonder if those anti-smoking dudes got into your car and disabled it... LOL.<P>Jokes apart, unplug the wires, clean the terminals out and try again...<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.216.186.151||reg||1
Z||000003||comfy||01-27-2003||12:18 AM||||my cigarette lighter doesnt work, doing electrical tests and what not, ill tell you what i get.<P>------------------<BR>||199.8.8.92||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR4-COOL||01-27-2003||08:20 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Anybody else had this problem before, please help!!  I pluged in a radar detector, but not working.  So, i m sure the coil is not the problem.  Anyone knows how to test if the wire is good? I m kind of dumb when it comes to electrical stuff..<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by GVR4-COOL (edited 01-27-2003).]||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000005||daviddilts||01-27-2003||08:37 PM||mmcgvr4@mycomcast.com||Change the fuse in the radar detector.<P>Did you check that yet?<P>------------------<BR>Dave 1531<BR> <A HREF="http://gvr4.homestead.com" TARGET=_blank>http://gvr4.homestead.com</A> ||66.208.192.46||reg||1
Z||000006||AWDpower||01-27-2003||08:43 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||Remove the lighter. At the bottom, you should see two pieces of metal in a + pattern, connected by a small fuseable link. Yours probably burned out. Once we had a bunch of DSMers using a portable air compressor at an open track day. The damn thing blew out a few of out lighters. You can repair it by putting a small wire in place of the burned out link. But it would probably be safer (since you would be by-passing the fuseable link, which is there for a reason) and easier to just get another lighter at the junk yard. Mine has worked fine with a piece of wire for years.<P>Jason K. <P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.17||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR4-COOL||01-27-2003||10:36 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||My radar detector is fine, because it works in other cars.  I will check the fusible link tomorrow.  If anyone has any more advise, please tell.  Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>||66.75.182.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001299.cgi
A||||0||lance||MSD PROBLEM||||1||
Z||000000||lance||01-26-2003||02:31 PM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||I recently installed a MSD, the car ran fine for about 1 week, soon after I realize the check engine light keeps coming on for a while. I was quite certain it was the MSD, so I decided to use the adapter plug that came with it which returns the car back to its original state when used. According to the MSD manual if you use this plug and the car does not start, it means the MSD was not hooked up correctly. I later found out that it was not hooked up correctely so I took everything off. Now my car is back to its original state but it won't start. I did a few checks and I realize there is no spark coming to the coil, none at all. What could have gone wrong?<BR>Question....Lets say the coil was not grounded, what type of damage would this cause? Lets say I try a different coil and the car still wont start, what's wrong?<P><P>------------------<BR>Lance Barnes||63.136.117.169||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001298.cgi
A||||7||Duc Hunter||AFC base map for 660's?||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-25-2003||11:43 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Anyone have one they are willing to share. I just droppped 660's in my car and want to see if I am moving in the right direction. <P>My car:<BR>Frank 19c (stage 3), EMS ported O2, Extreme ported 95 exh manifold, RRE FMIC and pipes, AFC, AVC-R, K&N, 660 denso's, denso fuel pump, adj FPR, 3" exhaust, Fidenza flywheel, ACT2600 clutch, short throw shifter<P><BR>Thanks! <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000001||AWDpower||01-26-2003||02:48 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||What I usually do is start at the "mathamatical" setting then go from there. So if 660's are 32% bigger then stock, subtract 32% on the AFC. That will get you in the ballpark. You really need to datalog to tune it correctly. Every car I've tuned has been different. They usually need a little more fuel at WOT due to the crappy CA gas. If you are using the stock MAS, you will have to richen it at higher RPMs to help make up for dropped counts. That's still a compromise at best. a 2G MAS wil make tuning easier. Don't forget to take fuel pressure into account if you are running a higher pressure.<P>Hope this helps,<BR>Jason K. <P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.154||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-26-2003||09:11 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||with your setup, you are going to reach mas overrun real quick.  my car has way less then your setup, and i started hitting mas overrun right after installing the fmic.  the 2g mas and the 550's cured it.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||01-26-2003||09:50 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||You dp have a datalogger/pocketlogger, right?  I think there are too many differing variables between even similar cars to have a base map really work well.  Like Jason said, variables like fuel pressure, MAS hacking, etc, make a huge difference.  <P>Base tuning via fuel + O2 trims with the pocketlogger RULES.  15 minutes, done.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||01-26-2003||01:15 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Well I have a pocketlogger and my lo throttle map is -28 to -32 all the way to 4500. Beyond that I did not "test" because I never run at cruise ar those RPM. I just took my 4500 low setting (which was set via a data log) and continued it to redline. This seems right as my EGT is the same cruising on the freeway as it was with the 450's. <P>For the high map I start at -32 and move to -6 at 6000 (through tuning and data logging). My EGT never gets over 700C though, when it use to be in the 800 range withe the 450s. I typically do my runs second/third gear up and on ramp. I really start to move from the -32 at 3000 rpm. By 5000 I am at -10 (thanks to my turbo spooling). The funny thing is my O2 is FINALLY reading over .87 (sometimes I see .96 but it seems lean starts at .90). My problem is that the car is missing slightly over 5000. I am stil runnning the #6 plugs which I think is the issue. With all this fuel the plug is being blown out. Yes Kenn, my gap is at .7mm.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> Time to go to #7's and try. Oh, I am runing 20-22 psi. <P>MAF overun huh, had not looked at that. I was not even paying attention to that, should have been though. "Some many things to remeber, not enough Gray Matter." I will review my data logs. <P>My biggest challenge is getting lean enough on the hi map at the low end (idle-4000). I know from experience running to rich will bog the motor and hurt midrange and spoolup. I think the right approach is to keep leaning it out until I get knock at an RPM range, then add fuel to just get rid of it. I figure that if I can be close to knock at WOT from idle to redline I should be just lean enough to make power without having timing pulled and without being too rich. Seem right?<P>------------------<BR>465/1000<p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 01-26-2003).]||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||01-26-2003||01:23 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||you need to address the mas problem, either go hacked or 2g.  and, i think you should go to the map sensor mod.  from what i have been reading, the map sensor mod works very well with boost above 15 lbs, and motors with a lot of mods.  another route is standalone.  but man, what a looong road to tune a standalone.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||01-27-2003||12:19 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Or, I could let you test a new chip I'm working on that will reduce the injector pulse width by .68, the ratio of 450/660. I could also dial in a different "deadtime" if you know what the deadtime of your 660's is.<BR>Let me know,<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.220.22||reg||1
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||01-27-2003||02:11 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Kenn, I am going standalone (AEM EMS). It shoudl not be that bad to tune as I am getting the wide band O2 setup with auto learn for the fuel map. I would love to talk to you about MAP vs MAF. Check out my pst about the AEM and we can banter there. <P>Key, I am doing your chip too. My buddy is going to test them in that "Dirty Bird" Tallon. We need to make arangements to send you the ECU for socketing etc. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001300.cgi
A||N||3||JAYGVR4||WEAK HEATER FIX that works without heater core replacment!!!!!!||||10
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||01-27-2003||02:02 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Your GVR4 not feeling so "fresh" lately, perhaps you should try Massengil - or maybe just regular Vinegar and water to Douche it out ah!  =O  <P>You guys remember when I was asking about Ghetto heater options? Or even a while back when I was complaining about how my heat sucked even after doing a radiator and thermostat change.  Well I did a bit of research on trying to just lightly flush my heater core out, and this weekend, we were able to get some SERIOUS calcium deposits out of my core without blowing the seals on it!  BTW: I say lightly cus appearently our heater cores are pretty fragile in the seams, and they have been known to burst just using one of those prestone flush kits  and the pressure from a garden hose.  Much props to fellow GVR4 pilot CJ for the warm garage time and assistance!!!  I now have more heat than I know what to do with!!!  You'd be surprised how much lime/calcium/ general white crap you may have built up in your heater core!<P>For those who had interest in what I was going to do to remedy my weak heater, some of the links I found on this can be had at this jgronline thread:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001290.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001290.html</A> <P>I bought 2 quart bottles of Vinegar from Giant for $1.89 a pop, and just to be safe and get this done once, dropped $19.99 on a gallon of CLR from Home Depot.  <P>For my GVR4 we pried the hoses that feed and return coolant to and from the heater core off of the water pipe and bottom of the thermostat housing, bent the straighter of the two tubes upward, and the shorter more kinked hose downward.  Based on the 13lb rating on the radiator cap, CJ rationalized that we should be able to run at least 10lbs of compressed air pressure through the core to blow out all the coolant, hopefully without putting undo stress onthe welds of the core.  We tried blowing air through both hoses, and blowing through the straighter longer hose definately blew more coolant out...  Next, we warmed up some Vinegar almost to boiling point, and funneled it into the hoses till both were topped off.  I had intended on filling it from both sides if it was that clogged,  but it wasn't so clogged that when we filled it from one side that it didn't come out the other hose.  We kept both hoses vertical resting them on the intake pointed upwards, and let the concoction sit for probably about 30 - 45 minutes.  The two times I evacuated the core, I did so with this Liquivac thingy that I got for x-mas, and sucked out most of the fluid along with a bunch of grains of lime/calcium deposits and lots of milky liquid.  You could probably just rinse it out with a garden hose, but I wanted to see if all this work would actually net us some deposits, which upon inspection of the clear hose showing the calcium it did.   We then flushed it out with hot water - about 6 quarts of it, until it ran completely clean.  I noted that I saw some flakes of deposits come out in the inital flushing, but in the second round everything seemed pretty dissolved by the acidity of the vinegar into what just looked like milky water.  After that, we replaced all the hoses, topped off the radiator, and started the car up.  Before the car even got up to operating temperature, we noticed that it was blowing warm air - something before the treatment it wouldn't do even after driving it for a half hour of normal driving!  When it was up to operating temp, it blasted so much hot air, that for the first time ever in this car since I bought it used, I had to turn the temp dial to the middle!  AMAZING!  Those of you with weak heat should DEFINATELY consider doing this!  I didn't even use the CLR, so the total cost of this fix was freaking $4!!!!<P>NOTE - I can only speak from my own "success" with this, and do not expect to hold any responsibility for anyone who tries this on their own and blows out their own heater core.  The DSM heater core is a FRAGILE thing, and I cannot emphasize enough how much of a pain in the arse it can be to remove countless nuts and bolts to the dash, to replace it, so if you choose to do this, do it at your own risk...<P>Hope this helps someone...<P>jb<BR><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||209.244.82.107||reg||10
Z||000001||suprflewus||01-27-2003||09:15 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||great post!<P>thanks for the detailed instructions.  The heater core is definitely not easy to get to.<P>Dale<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||14
Z||000002||Romanova||01-28-2003||12:51 PM||||Definatley going to try this. The 'heat' in my car totally sucks ass. Maybe this weekend I will give it a go.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||01-28-2003||01:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Definatley going to try this. The 'heat' in my car totally sucks ass. Maybe this weekend I will give it a go. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey guys, for those of you that are going to try this - there was one thing I didn't do that I wish I had done....<br /><br />When you first take off the hoses and flush out the coolant, take some water and pour it through each of the hoses to see how much blockage you have.  That way, when you flush out the Vinegar, you will have seen the before and after effects of the flush!  I wish I had seen how much or how little mine flowed before I did my flush.<br /><br />Anyway, good luck!  and be careful not to blow out the welds on that core - or you'll be hating life Ken Inn style!!!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum2/001301.cgi
A||||10||Duc Hunter||MAF Overrun?||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-27-2003||03:05 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||How do I know when I hit it? What Karmen should I be looking for on my AFC and/or what value on my pocket logger?<P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000001||SD90GalantGSX||01-27-2003||03:16 AM||burnscool@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>How do I know when I hit it? What Karmen should I be looking for on my AFC and/or what value on my pocket logger?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Your car studders bad when at full throttle.  If you have a 2g mas you won't get maf overrun.  I think the stock mas get overran at 1800, i think.  And the 2g mas gets overran at about 2400ish.  I can't remember the exact numbers.  Have you had any problems w/ studder or was it like you hit a brick wall whe at WOT?<P>------------------<BR>90 Galant GSX w/ turbo 4G63...much to come...11's...||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000002||Invader||01-27-2003||03:18 AM||jconroy@vnponline.com||PocketLogger won't log over ~1600Hz (limitation of the ECU's data port)...  I think 1G MAF's start breaking up just over 2100Hz and 2G MAF's a little higher..just over 2300Hz (but the 2G is curved for 550's, so the 2G will have a lower Karman than a 1G for the same airflow).<P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000003||joec||01-27-2003||09:55 AM||joec42@yahoo.com||Check out <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/Tuning-Tips.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/Tuning-Tips.htm</A> <P>the relevant part says:<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><BR>IMPORTANT! If you run the stock MAS you should watch for MAS overrun. This is when there is more air flowing through the MAS than it can "count" and the signal starts to break down. It's very easy to see with a logger. You will see the air flow hz go up to 1606hz and stay there (normal) but above some rpm range (5500, 6000, 6500, every MAS is different) the signal will start to fall below 1606 and become unstable or "jittery". If you look at the exact time the MAS starts to lose count of airflow, you will see the injector pulse signal do the same thing, become unstable. That is because the ECU is getting a corrupt signal from the MAS and it doesn't know how much fuel to give. It trys to mimic the MAS signal and the result is a corrupt injector open time signal. As you can imagine, that results in detonation starting and then timing retards to try and stop the knock. It's a vicious cycle, one thing leading to another.<BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The other useful link is <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/</A> <P><P>------------------<BR>1991 GVR4 1630/2000<BR>1992 Eclipse GSX||192.250.112.194||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||01-27-2003||10:18 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||you GOTTA be hitting mas overrun.  you got WAY more stuff on your car than i do, and i was hitting it at about 5500-6000.  it also feels like the car is rapidly falling off the cam.  i would get really good performance to about 6k, then i could feel the car backing off, and my led knock sensor would start flashing.  egt and a/f were still good at this point.  the 2g mas and the 550's really woke up this thing, now it pulls strong clear thru 7k.  led NEVER lites up.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||iceman69510||01-27-2003||11:24 AM||||Based on what Invader said above ( and I don't remember this being stated before), are the 2g injectors 550's and a direct swap for the stock VR4 injectors?  Anyone done this?<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000006||joec||01-27-2003||11:44 AM||joec42@yahoo.com||No, the 2G's use the same size 450 injectors.  However, the 2G MAF signal is about 20% "leaner" than the 1G signal for the same airflow.  The 2G ECU has different software to read the MAF. <P>However, by using 20% bigger injectors with a 2G MAF (i.e. 550's or 510's) on a 1G, you can compensate for the leaner 2G MAF reading so it runs fairly close -- using a s-afc would get it even closer.<P><P>------------------<BR>1991 GVR4 1630/2000<BR>1992 Eclipse GSX||205.181.240.194||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||01-27-2003||12:20 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the 2g mas flows about 22% more than the 1g.you can hack the 1g, and put in a resistor, but i think the 2g is more versatile, it seems to "drive" and lot better.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||01-27-2003||02:06 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Kenn, prepare yourself for this one. I have 660's already in and still have the stock MAF. Just made passes at 22psi (pump gas). I can control the knock until 6k then the knock line is verticle. Adding more fuel makes it miss. My AFC had a Karmen of 2370 today......can we say BAD overrun! <P>My 2G MAF is coming but not until next week.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"> My EMS goes in this Wednesday so I gues I wont be able to fully utilize taht puppy until next week. Can we say "bummed". You are right though Kenn, car feels amazing with the light flywheel, a clutch that wil hold, 18 deg of timing and no knock at 22psi......until 5800 or so.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000009||Ferrari F50 GT||01-27-2003||02:45 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||How does the Blaha MAS do in terms of MAF overrun?<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||01-27-2003||03:43 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the blaha is probably ok as far as overrun, but i think the driveablility of the 2g is much better.  also, i chipped up the compressor wheel on the blaha, i think some of the plastic came apart, and got ate up in the wheel.  i read a couple other posts that had the wheel destroyed, too.  i never had a logger with the blaha, and i was still using the flapper door, and 450's.  i think howard is still using the blaha mas<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum2/001302.cgi
A||||25||silly4turbo||leaning out the engine ? ||||1
Z||000000||silly4turbo||01-27-2003||11:00 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||I've been serching to find out what could be causing the engine to run lean ? <P>could anyone give me a clue as to why this may be heppening or give me a link to somewhere that can help ? <BR>Thanks in advance ! <BR><P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||01-27-2003||12:50 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||It's either a lack of fuel, or too much air.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||64.109.164.201||reg||3
Z||000002||number3||01-27-2003||01:32 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Not much info to go on but...<P>Fuel pump and or filter may need replaced. We have found that to be a the heart of many problems that have to do with lean conditions.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000003||silly4turbo||01-27-2003||02:26 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||thanks,<BR> well I guess I'm replacing the fuel filter and fuel pump this weekend. I found the air inlet track was lose at the turbo, so I tighten that and now I have boost again :-)  <P>but it still feels like it somewhat boggs a little at high rev's ?  so I was planning on replacing the pump\filter . I've seen ton's of thread regarding which pump ... I think the walbro pump seems fine. I'd like to be able to get away without having to get a fpr too, for now anyway. <P>thanks <BR><P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||01-27-2003||04:15 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I'm guessing from you saying that it feels "boggy" that you aren't using a logger of any sort.  How do you know you are running lean (AF gauge, EGT?)  Might feel boggy from running too rich, or maybe from lots of knock up top pulling your timing...<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.253||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||01-27-2003||05:07 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by silly4turbo:<BR><B>thanks,<BR> well I guess I'm replacing the fuel filter and fuel pump this weekend. I found the air inlet track was lose at the turbo, so I tighten that and now I have boost again :-)  <P>but it still feels like it somewhat boggs a little at high rev's ?  so I was planning on replacing the pump\filter . I've seen ton's of thread regarding which pump ... I think the walbro pump seems fine. I'd like to be able to get away without having to get a fpr too, for now anyway. <P>thanks <P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The loose inlet should not effect boost but will cause you to run rich.  More info is really needed to be of real help.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||silly4turbo||01-27-2003||09:50 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||it's like at higher RPM's where it will have moments of hesitation ... it does tic alot till it warms up, so maybe the knock sensor could be picking it up and adjusting the timing ?  I need to pick up a logger soon ...  <P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000007||silly4turbo||01-27-2003||10:12 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com|| if it was knock sensor related, could I unplug the sensor ? :-)  or is that a bad idea ? <P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000008||TLT||01-28-2003||07:14 PM||||that would be a bad idea  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.76.93.250||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000009||number3||01-28-2003||08:11 PM||||A fresh knock sensor and a hard tug on the VPC harness (don't ask) fixed my 4K hesitation a few years back.  So if you have not replaced the knock sensor in a while I would do so.<br /><br />It has worked for many that have asked me over the years.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.12||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||silly4turbo||01-29-2003||09:27 AM||||I've replaced just about everything else so I may as well replace this too ... could the knock sensor affect the idle as well ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000011||joec||01-29-2003||11:17 AM||||Are you assuming that it's lean just based on "but it still feels like it somewhat boggs a little at high rev's ?" or do you have actual measurements (i.e A/F gauge, EGT)?  <br /><br />What's your plug gap at?  How new are the plugs and wires?  I know that if my plug gap is set on the high side (0.032in) then the car seems "flat" at high rpms.  I always set it at the lower setting (0.028in).||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||01-29-2003||11:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> it's like at higher RPM's where it will have moments of hesitation ...  I need to pick up a logger soon ...   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">High RPM hesitation can actually be caused by a too rich condition also. You REALLY need a logger before you can decide anything.||67.34.242.149||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||silly4turbo||01-29-2003||11:46 AM||||I just put in new NGK's gapped at .028 plus new magnicore wires about 4 months ago. I'm assuming I'm running lean based upon the reading I get when I set the boost guage to read the fuel injector duty cycle ... from TMO's site , it says if the guage hits the top, I "could" be running lean ... so right now I'm just guessing from the reading ... maybe not the most accurate ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000014||silly4turbo||01-29-2003||12:23 PM||||yout 100% right keydiver ... I need to pick up a logger of some sort ... since I have a palm already, I'm ordering the pocketlogger software this week... Thanks for everyones input !<br /><br />I'll hold of on replacing anything till I get the logger up and running||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||01-29-2003||04:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> I just put in new NGK's gapped at .028 plus new magnicore wires about 4 months ago. I'm assuming I'm running lean based upon the reading I get when I set the boost guage to read the fuel injector duty cycle ... from TMO's site , it says if the guage hits the top, I "could" be running lean ... so right now I'm just guessing from the reading ... maybe not the most accurate ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What TMO's site is trying to explain is that you are evidently hitting 100% duty cycle on your injectors. If your engine actually needs more fuel than that, yes you COULD be running lean. But, it could also mean you're just running the car so rich up top that you're maxxing out the injectors too.<br />Without the datalogger its impossible to tell which one is really the problem.<br />Do you have access to a digital voltmeter? Not that O2 sensors are the end-all source of tuning data, but connecting a voltmeter to the O2 wire under the glove box will give you a fair indication. If your sensor is in decent shape, you should tune for .91 to .92 volts at wide-open-throttle. If its much higher than that, it would explain the hesitation and the high duty cycle.||67.34.242.149||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||joec||01-29-2003||04:54 PM||||Also, were you monitoring that duty cycle when you had a loose intake hose?  If so, the ECU was providing fuel for all the air it measured going through the MAF.  However, since some of the air was leaking out of the intake hoses, the amount of air actually getting into the engine was less than the measured amount at the MAF.  This would lead to a rich condition and deceptively high injector duty cycle.||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000017||silly4turbo||01-29-2003||11:43 PM||||I don't have a logger, yet :-) , and I'm learning my car as i go, I have both eclipse and galant manuals and from there I do what I can do..which is mostly replace things. but thanks to this site, and the people on it, I'm finding out new info all the time. My newest finding "GET A LOGGER" . which is why I'm going to get the pocket logger ASAP, I already have a palm, so it's perfect. <br /><br />but once I tighten the inlet hose, shouldn't the ecu read the proper air flow ? and not continue to run lean ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000018||markrieb||01-30-2003||10:57 AM||||Might also be overrunning the MAS.  <br /><br />Since you apparently have a TMO ECU fuel cut has been removed and won't give you any warning of MAS overrun.<br /><br />What other mods are on the car?<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000019||joec||01-30-2003||11:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong>but once I tighten the inlet hose, shouldn't the ecu read the proper air flow ? and not continue to run lean ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, I just wanted to make sure your readings were from after you tightened the hose.  Before the hose tightening the car was probably running <b>rich</b>.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000020||silly4turbo||01-30-2003||01:51 PM||||yea, I was getting the reading after I tighened the inlet track at the turbo end ... <br /><br />the car is all stock ... execpt for an hks megaflow + centerforce dual friction clutch and mofugas short shifter. I already have 95' ported exhaust mani to replace the stocker which has a broken stud ... I just need the weather to warm up so I can do the swap then bolt up a new downpipe and exhaust.<br /><br />now that I think of it, could a cracked exhaust manifold and two small holes in my exhaust cuase some problems ? <br /><br />I also get oil under the plastic spark plug + wirer cover ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000021||joec||01-30-2003||03:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong>the car is all stock ... execpt for an hks megaflow + centerforce dual friction clutch and mofugas short shifter.<br /><br />I also get oil under the plastic spark plug + wirer cover ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Seems unlikely that you're running out of fuel if the car is that stock -- stock boost right?  Unless the fuel pump, filter, or injectors are defective this "shouldn't" be the case.<br /><br />The oil under the spark plug cover might be a problem.  Magnecor has a bulletin out on this problem with Mitsu engines:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.magnecor.com/magnecor1/techbulletins/tech_mrbishi1.htm" target="_blank">http://www.magnecor.com/magnecor1/techbulletins/tech_mrbishi1.htm</a><br /><br />Basically they say that oil/moisture gets in the spark plug wells and shorts out the spark under load.  When you put in your new wires did the problem go away for a little while and then come back?  Has the problem always been there or did it happen recently?||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000022||number3||01-30-2003||03:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> Also, were you monitoring that duty cycle when you had a loose intake hose?  If so, the ECU was providing fuel for all the air it measured going through the MAF.  However, since some of the air was leaking out of the intake hoses, the amount of air actually getting into the engine was less than the measured amount at the MAF.  This would lead to a rich condition and deceptively high injector duty cycle. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In fact I wrote this to correct you and then reread my statement only to see I miss typed rich and not lean. (DOH!)<br /><br />If the intake was loose at the turbo inlet then more air is getting to the engine than the MAS counted. Not less.  The air will not leak out but rather get sucked in at the loose connection.||68.80.14.12||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000023||silly4turbo||01-30-2003||03:35 PM||||yup, everything else is all stock...fuel pump, boost, FPR is all stock ...<br /><br />and I've always noticed some oil build up in that area, and from the magnacore article, it sounds like I probably need a new valve cover gasket, which could also be the reason for the hesitation... it definatly couldn't hurt to replace the gasket before it gets worse||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000024||joec||01-30-2003||05:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>If the intake was loose at the turbo inlet then more air is getting to the engine than the MAS counted. Not less.  The air will not leak out but rather get sucked in at the loose connection. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought he meant that the intake was loose AFTER the turbo (i.e., in the pressurized part of the intake) since he said "so I tighten that and now I have boost again"  If it was before the turbo it shouldn't affect boost should it (assuming you're using a real boost gauge and not the fake stock one that just guesses at it based on a MAF signal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   )||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000025||silly4turbo||01-30-2003||05:40 PM||||the inlet track coming from the air filter to the turbo, right where it attaches to the turbo was lose, so that would affect boost ? or just affect the air reading form the MAF causing it to run poorly ? and yes, 'm sad to say I still use the factory boost guage :-( or I did till I got the an upgraded chip which noe reads everything but boost ... so I'm going by the fact that once I tighened that track, I could hit the gas and feel the boost come on ... but I will be getting a real boost guage soon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum2/001303.cgi
A||||21||Duc Hunter||AE EMS going in||||1
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-27-2003||06:44 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I will be the "Crash Test Dummy" as my AEM EMS goes in Wednesday/Thursday. I went with the MAF setup because of the CA smog regs. My hope is that tuned right I can mass smog with the EMS installed. I did get a MAP sensor so it can control boost so if the MAF setup is not what I want (or I just get bored) I can convert it to MAP. I will post results when I get a good understanding of it and get tuned in reasonably (Thursday night or next week). <P>What does everyone think, is MAP better or MAF? <P>I say, for everyday driving MAF as it can adjust for a larger range of conditions (temp, pressure, altitude etc). I think a MAP can make more power and have better throttle response thanks to the lack of intake restriction but it has a narrower and of conditions within which it can stay "in tune". Thoughts?<BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||01-29-2003||02:55 PM||||ANyone have any sugestion on a base air/fuel ratio I should stive for? I know 14.7/1 is "perfect" but not what we want to run. Does anyone have any idea what I should have the EMS strive for? I have seen numbers from 12.7 to 12.3 depending on where in the fuel/boost/load curve I am at.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||02-04-2003||11:05 AM||||Well it is in. We are still waiting for the wide band O2 to come in to allow for autotune but the unit is in and the car is running. In fact in about 30 minutes it is running better than it ever was over the last 2 years with my AFC. This unit is AMAZING! The first thing I learned was that my speed sensor is toast. This even though the Speedo works fine (a little slow below 15mph), the AFC can read the speed just fine and the stock ECU is not throwing a code for the speed sensor. Just an FYI for those of you without working cruise controls etc. The cruise is the only sign of a bad sensor that I have in my car pre-EMS. <br /><br />I will post my result during my education here for all to read.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||VR-4play||02-04-2003||02:41 PM||||this is very educational. thanks. keep us updated. i was thinking about going with the EFI PMS.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000004||Compressed||02-04-2003||03:15 PM||||I think your MAP/Maf debate is right on, its pretty much a tradeoff between the two.  Does the aem have the ability to switch between maps without the laptop?  If so you could just create a couple of different tunes, for weather conditions, altitude and gas quality.  That would be ideal, with map or maf really.<br /><br />keep us updated.||64.24.106.49||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000005||SPAM||02-05-2003||12:22 AM||||What MAF are you looking into using as opposed the MAP sensor and why?<br />There should be no debate on which to use but if the California laws are preventing you from running a MAP system you may want to look into a hotwire setup such as the Z32 sensor...||24.120.114.19||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000006||Tondar||02-05-2003||08:02 PM||||An adequately sized MAF is the way to go.  The problem is that most people like the versatility of the speed-density setup which allows them to run any intake they want and vent their BOV to atmosphere (aka RICER!!!)<br /><br />MAF's have the advantage of increased accuracy and the ability to compensate for later engine changes, remember that speed density is a calibrated guess.  The "guess" becomes increasingly inaccurate as you make changes to your engine (cams, turbo's, exhaust, etc...)<br /><br />as always IMHO||68.41.152.103||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||02-06-2003||02:04 AM||||The AEM can run MAP or MAF and can switch between them. Eventually I will have both, MAF for fueling and an MAP for boost control. I prefer MAF for fueling as it is more accurate over a broader range of environmental variables.  As of now there is no provision in the EMS for multiple fuel maps slaved to a switch. <br /><br />California laws prevent me from waxing my cars valve cover but that is not stopping me. Not having a MAF would be a big flag to a smog guy though. Also, at my performance level I thin a 2G MAF will be plenty of airflow. My goal is to run the EMS and 660�s etc, cover the air cleaner and pass a SMOG check. Visually they wont see anything different so with the air cleaner covered that should be golden. IF it is tuned right it should also pass the �up-the-butt� test as well. <br /><br />Even with a MAF I will be able to vent my valve to the atmosphere if I wish. I can, within the EMS, set up certain decal setting that will negate any �rich� moments cause by venting the MAF. I really think this whole venting to the air makes you rich during a shift debate is bogus. The only issue is does the valve leak? If it does not leak vent it. The reason Mitsi vented it back in was (IMHO); 1)keep it quiet so people would not notice it EVERY shift, 2)not suck debris in through the valve. See they had to make it light enough that when you decal guess what, IT IS OPEN! Venting it back after the air filter protects you from suck debris in and it is very convenient to do this in the turbo intake pipe vs. the more complicated plumbing require to get it into the air box post air filter and pre MAF. But this is another debate. <br /><br />I played with it over the last few days. Very powerful is the first impression I have. My wideband O2 has not come in so I am a bit blind trying to tune it. I can say this, DO NOT TUNE AN EMS WITHOUT A WIDEBAND! Now that does not mean you need to buy one etc. You could get one, put it in, tune the fuel map and then go back to the stock O2. You could go to a dyno and get a map built using their wideband or you could put one in an leave it for the auto tune function. The latter is what I am going to do. When the wideband goes in I will have allot of info. I may even attempt to write a VFAQ for tuning one in.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.104.90.162||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000008||galantvr4us||02-18-2003||03:20 PM||||Just a question about the AEM EMS.  HOw hard is tuning with the system.  I am thinking about getting one.  The gcc/vpc combo on my car is not working with the setup I have.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||02-18-2003||07:15 PM||||Hey Katie! Haven't heard from you for a while. What kind of tuning problems with the VPC? Idle vacuum too low with those big cams? There is another option out there now:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001566" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001566</a><br />I didn't know if you had seen it or not.<br />I also saw a guy who has a gadget black box that will simulate the Karman signal at idle to feed the ECU with good enough signal to idle with a VPC and big cams. I could also give you a chip that would compensate for larger injectors if that would help. I'd really like to see you get that terror of yours on the road!<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||67.34.213.38||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||galantvr4us||02-18-2003||08:05 PM||||I don't know whats going on.  I haven't had good luck with the vpc/gcc combo so I think I am selling it and going with the aem ems.  With the vpc/gcc I can't lean it out enough the thing still runs a little rich.  Believe it or not the car was actually running good enough I took it out on the road.  The thing screamed but that combo I had started to give me headaches again.  It just doesn't do well with my setup.  That MAF translator could be good for me when I go do emissons though.....but right now I am trying to get around that all together since the car really isn't running again.<br /><br />I just heard that with the aem ems you need big injectors-and to be honest with you I just don't feel like putting all new things on the car again.  If I slap the aem on and still can't get it to work, I may have to call it quits.  <br /><br />I am what you say-getting sick of the karma this car seems to have.  Its never run since I bought it. (Lets see bought the car with 114,000 and it has about 115,000 miles on it now)  I don't really feel the most confident either with tuning so hopefully the aem is pretty easy to follow.  I don't have the time or the energy anymore to deal with it.  <br /><br />Plus I am in a league of my own over here-nobody around me can tune my car or give me advice or knowlegde about the car since my setup is so unique.  They only spealize in hondas or nobody is wanting to go in the time bracket I am working for.  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000011||galantvr4us||02-18-2003||08:06 PM||||BTW were you able to see the updated pics of the galant?<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||02-19-2003||01:30 PM||||Which pictures were they, Katie? I don't remember seeing any for a while.<br />I don't think you have to have huge injectors with the AEM system. I think they provide multiple maps, even ones for stock injectors. Mike at RRE would be the best one to fill you in. He LOVES the unit, and how easy it is to tune.<br />What size injectors do you have? The offer's still open, if you want to throw a MAS back on just to get some drivability back for now, I'll give you a stock chip that should make it run fine.||67.34.213.38||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||galantvr4us||02-19-2003||02:01 PM||||I would take you up in a heartbeat but there is no way a stock mas is going on the car.  I'll have to post a pic to give you a better understanding why-if I didn't have those wiggins clamps on the car it would be no problem.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||02-19-2003||07:43 PM||||Hellooooooow, Katie !!!! I havent heard from you in a while, hope all is well...<br /><br />KC||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||galantvr4us||02-19-2003||08:24 PM||||KC!!!!!!!!! I'll email you.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000016||Duc Hunter||02-19-2003||09:44 PM||||Ok ok. I will be honest here. The AEM EMS is a great tool. However I have not made much progress. My wideband O2 has not come in yet. I played with it using the stock O2 sensor and trying to tune it in using a similar fashion we tune in an AFC (go a little rich and keep leaning it till we see knock). This wont work with the EMS though as you can play with many different load levels and RPM levels. The AFC is easier in this sense as it modifies the stock map, which is close regarding loads. <br /><br />I will have a lot more info once my wideband O2 comes in. I can say this, with an AFC you can get close but you are leaving allot of power on the table. Not necessarily on the top end (redline) but throughout the mid range you are for sure! Also the EMS has far better ignition settings for the coils. That being said you MUST have access to a wideband O2. I will have on permanently in my car for the auto tuning function. This is not necessary as you can get one from a shop who has one, use it to get your map right, and then reinstall the stock one for closed loop use. <br /><br />Once I get more info I will post it. I can say this, if you are buying an AFC/AVCR/pocketlogger get this. Just make sure you can get to a wideband to build your map.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000017||ron||02-20-2003||10:22 AM||||Duc Hunter,<br /><br />You still haven't got the Wideband yet?  Which one are you waiting to get?  I heard the FJO one is on back order.. You might want to try and get the Motec one .. <a href="http://www.sakatamotorsport.com/" target="_blank">these guys</a> have the Motec ones on sale..||198.81.26.171||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000018||DongeR615||02-21-2004||12:03 PM||||any updates?||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||02-21-2004||09:18 PM||||I have seen Duc post as Duc Hunter in the AEM 4G63 Forum, yu may wanna try to get a hold of him there...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||sjg||02-22-2004||01:23 AM||||Where are you chaps getting your AEM goodies (EMS, Wideband), and how much are you paying for them?||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000021||fast_gvr4||02-22-2004||07:51 AM||||I purchased mine from  <a href="http://www.horsepowerfreaks.com" target="_blank">Horsepowerfreaks</a> But my  <a href="http://aempower.com/productSubCatImages/36_3_f.jpg" target="_blank">Wideband O2</a> setup is still on backorder. I will be using 1000cc injectors but then again HP, RPM, and boost settings are expected to be very high. I got rid of my previous engine and setup(Haltech E6K w/850cc), on which I had clocked a best of 11.59 @ 119.93. So now I'm starting from scratch as soon as I receive and wire the system. I'll keep you guys informed of the progress, and ease of tuning, since I have to get my vehicle up and running in order to offer some competion to  <a href="http://primerahora.com/noticia.asp?guid=E5FF8EEAE57046D995A89591CB2427D4" target="_blank">my rival here in P.R. #772.</a> This is the other car with whom I raced at the track last year, and we both went 11.5's. For those of you who haven't seen the video PM me with your email and I'll email you it. This other persons car has run a best of 10.61 @ 137mph, which means I have a lot of tuning to do!<br /><br />Hey Katie thanks for the Volk TE37's.||172.153.99.21||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes



ubb/Forum2/001960.cgi
A||||6||UndergroundVR-4||Where can I find a pre-fab roll cage?||||5||||UndergroundVR-4||00000530
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||03-29-2003||04:16 PM||undergroundr32@hotmail.com||For my 92 Galant VR-4||24.189.242.58||reg||5||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000001||drew||03-29-2003||05:09 PM||||machiii has a prefabbed cusco one. don't know anything about it though||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||suprflewus||03-29-2003||11:05 PM||||if your car has a sunroof, the cusco rollcage will need to be modified.<br /><br />lates<br />dale||152.163.188.33||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000003||number3||03-30-2003||08:58 AM||||What is your time frame?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000188" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000188</a>||208.32.94.76||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||03-30-2003||12:21 PM||||Harry<br /><br />Are you volunteering to make one or more?<br /><br />I need the main hoop and belt bar if possible. Let me know, please.<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Nate||03-30-2003||12:24 PM||||Main hoop and belt bar?  That won't be legal for anything, and sounds SUSPICIOUSLY like a rice cage.  ;-)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||03-30-2003||01:35 PM||||Nathan<br /><br />LOL<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />I have corbeaus and need a hanress bar for sure first. I figure I will do the full cage after that...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001961.cgi
A||||6||atsiauto||car runs like dick . ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||03-29-2003||04:37 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I cant figure it out . changed the mas today , cant even rev above 5k before it stutters/misses will not make 5 psi before it falls on its face, will boost to 15 psi in 3rd/4th on the VDO guage. it has 550's hks pfcon and many supporting mods . anybody lives In Virginia that can help please do Im stumped and I just cant keep changing things when Im sure its something stupid. (804) 272 2570||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||03-29-2003||04:43 PM||||same problem with mine on low boost<br />i believe its something to do with the fuel delivery??????<br />if i up to boost to 15psi, i get a massive bang/revs drop.  im guessing thats fuel cut.<br />it happens mainly on 2nd/3rd gear at 5000rpm<br /><br />i have a friend who rally's vr4's down here in australia and he says get a fuel cut defender..||203.166.63.227||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||03-29-2003||05:18 PM||||Im starting to think its the magnecores and an arc problem . I had oil in #4 real good and im thinking i fried a wire . close exam may yield more results, I dont think its fuel cut I can get it to do it in the driveway w no boost wont rev over 5500 .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||03-29-2003||08:08 PM||||Not sure of your mods, but if you have an AFC, check your wiring.  A friend of mine had a wire come loose on his AFC at the track, and we thought he had seriously hurt the motor.  Very similar symptoms to what you are describing.  Could hardly make any revs without stuttering and missing.  Just taking a long shot, good luck figuring it out.||63.188.105.130||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||03-29-2003||11:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> I cant figure it out . changed the mas today , cant even rev above 5k before it stutters/misses will not make 5 psi before it falls on its face, will boost to 15 psi in 3rd/4th on the VDO guage. it has 550's hks pfcon and many supporting mods . anybody lives In Virginia that can help please do Im stumped and I just cant keep changing things when Im sure its something stupid. (804) 272 2570 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Changed the mas to what a hacked 1g, al blaha, 2g be more specific. Also not to be a jackass but did you remember to plug in the mas I always forget to so I thought I'd ask. Oh and the easiest way to check for bad wires is let it idle in the dark watch for arcing and check for holes in the wires as the arc they make small holes had a MSD coil do this to me before.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||04-03-2003||07:14 PM||||*UPDATE...intercooler is busted leaks like crazy, Justin(GalantVr4-1229) who is like pratically a neighbor allowed me to borrow his ho-made boost pressure side home depot dealy-O and I found the leak quickly (great device). Id say its 99% of the trouble. Sam Sayes has offered me use of a factory replacement . Thanks everybody .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||DynStatic||04-04-2003||04:25 PM||||It's called a Boost Leak tester(TM).<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.57.53.170||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum2/001962.cgi
A||||11||bazeng||tdo6 install question||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||03-29-2003||04:39 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hi, im just wondering what needs to be done to install a tdo6 17c<br /><br />do i need to get a custom manifold done or can i use a stock type manni with a flange??<br /><br />will the turbo fit??<br /><br />also what direction does the turbo comp housing exit pipe point (down or stock position??) after bolting the exhuast side on.<br /><br />can internal wastegate still be used??<br /><br />how does the 17c perform in comparison to a big 16g tdo5h and a tdo6 20g.  heard its not that great.  <br /><br />thanks for help in advance.||203.166.63.227||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-29-2003||06:13 PM||||If you didnt get it yet.  DO NOT Buy A NEW ONE!!!!<br />They flow roughly the same as the super 16g. <br /> If you are really set on getting one. Hit up the Typhoon/Cyclone BBS. They come stock on those trucks(except they have 8cm exhaust housings). I'm sure youu can get one for cheap.<br />A guy is selling one right now. His name is gmc-michael||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||andy||03-29-2003||06:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> If you didnt get it yet.  DO NOT Buy A NEW ONE!!!!<br />They flow roughly the same as the super 16g. <br /> If you are really set on getting one. Hit up the Typhoon/Cyclone BBS. They come stock on those trucks(except they have 8cm exhaust housings). I'm sure youu can get one for cheap.<br />A guy is selling one right now. His name is gmc-michael </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The 8cm housings are a different bolt pattern than the 8cm housings we use. They use a T3 bolt pattern.||64.4.101.216||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||03-29-2003||07:25 PM||||[bevis voice on] oh, ok [bevis voice off]. Humm, didnt know that thank you. Now I get to update my cross reference book.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||bazeng||03-30-2003||03:46 AM||||thanks...might not get it<br />coz i found a tdo7 22g...what do u think about that guys??<br />just wondering.. really need to decide on a turbo to get my vr4 into the 11's.<br /><br />how does 800 bux for this turbo sound?? australian dollars so approx 400 bux US dollars in mint condition..||203.166.63.206||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000005||Nate||03-30-2003||12:26 PM||||Get either a normal TDO6-20G with a 7cm housing, an AGP non-bb L3, or even an FP Green.  Any of those should be able to get you what you're looking for fairly easily.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||03-31-2003||04:38 PM||||tdo6 20g<br />cant find any down here<br />they only have garett t3/t4 setups here..||203.166.63.241||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||03-31-2003||04:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> tdo6 20g<br />cant find any down here<br />they only have garett t3/t4 setups here.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...and they have the mystical TD07 22G.  :-)<br /><br />Seriously, I'd bet that you can get a 20G there if you can get a 17C.  Same compressor housing, different wheel.  <br /><br />Try places like  <a href="http://www.capa.com.au/prices_turbo.htm" target="_blank">this</a> and  <a href="http://www.turboclub.com/Vendor/vendoroz.html" target="_blank">this</a> and  <a href="http://www.whiplashperformance.com.au/" target="_blank">this</a>.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||bazeng||04-01-2003||02:03 AM||||thanks for the links...<br />i will check em out<br /><br />found another turbo...<br />its a garett GT30/40 turbo with HKS 0.87 rear housing <br /><br />from NZ<br /><br />plus includes manifold and dump pipe<br />hopefully i will get this as the tdo7 was sold for 700 australian... <br /><br />dont know what price he wants for this baby..he says it gets evo's into 10's||61.9.128.171||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||04-01-2003||09:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> thanks for the links...<br />i will check em out<br /><br />found another turbo...<br />its a garett GT30/40 turbo with HKS 0.87 rear housing <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">With a .87 exhaust housing, you should buy a good book to read while the turbo is spooling!||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||bazeng||04-01-2003||04:23 PM||||hahah..<br />thats what i thought..<br />soo many choices... <br />high end power or high accel down low...<br /><br />street or drag??..aggggggggggghrhhrhrrrrrrrrrrr!!!...<br /><br />i just want a fast vr4..haha<br />11-12's a must..||203.166.63.166||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000011||Ash||04-01-2003||09:57 PM||||being a roller bearing it may not be too bad, though I'd rather a .63 myself  (for the GT30-40)||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/001963.cgi
A||||6||TinyVR4||Injector sizing||||1||||TinyVR4||00000831
Z||000000||TinyVR4||03-29-2003||04:56 PM||Tiny44094@yahoo.com||Has anyone played with the following website.<br /><a href="http://www.rceng.com/technical.htm" target="_blank">http://www.rceng.com/technical.htm</a><br />It seems like if i fill in values that i think are right, the injector size does not go above 410cc's.<br />Just wondering if anyone has any insight into what i am doing wrong.<br />These are the values i used in the fuel injector worksheet:<br />actual desired Crank HP : 400<br />Number of same size injectors: 4<br />BSFC: .60 ( i used the given value below the table)<br />Injector duty cycle: .80<br />System fuel pressure:  175 (also the given value, not sure what to use, the fuel pump rating in lph??)<br /><br />with those values i get 393cc's<br /><br />I'm just trying to figure out the proper size injectors with which i will be able to max out the small 16, i do not plan on using a bigger turbo on this engine.||66.72.196.122||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||03-29-2003||07:46 PM||||cant go wrong with 550s on the 16g. thats what i see to be the most common setup.||65.227.204.77||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||03-29-2003||08:01 PM||||I think the system fuel pressure at the rail is where you are messing up some.  If I'm not mistaken, that would be around 36 stock and probably in the mid 40s with an upgraded pump and no adjustable pressure regulator.  If you plug in the stock figures... 195HP, 4 injectors, .60 brake specific fuel consumption, .80 max. injector duty cycle, and 36 PSIG, it says you should run 422cc injectors.  That's pretty close to the 450s stock, and we all know Mitsu. left plenty of extra fuel as a "safety" margin.||63.188.105.130||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||03-29-2003||08:06 PM||||RRE has a guideline, FYI <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000004||TinyVR4||03-30-2003||12:31 AM||||According to the RRE guide.<br />With a small 16, 93Octane, 18psi, and a fuel pump upgrade and rewire.  I should be ok with the 450's.<br />But my EGT's are around 1650 with the above mods, which seems a bit high.<br />I do not plan on going any higher as far as turbo or PSI.  Not sure if it would be worth spending the money for the 550's.||66.72.196.122||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||03-30-2003||01:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TinyVR4:<br /><strong><br />System fuel pressure:  175 (also the given value, not sure what to use, the fuel pump rating in lph??)<br /><br />with those values i get 393cc's<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is an awful lot of pressure don't you think?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  If you are looking for stock #'s the stock fuel pressure is 37 psi with no vac/boost. So take 37 and add your boost and use that #.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||14bCrazy||03-30-2003||09:21 AM||||BSFC is more like .5 or .45<br /><br />What I came up with is to run 400 hp at 80% duty cycle you will need at least 650 cc injectors.That is using a BSFC of .5. When I used .45 I came up with 590 cc. Now for something really sick. I'm a a drag team with a Turbo Civic that runs on Meth and it uses 8 1600cc injectors. Is that alot of fuel or what. When I was figuring that out I had to do the math over and over because I couldn't believe my eyes. When you run on meth you have to double the fuel.Crazy huh.||63.159.72.82||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum2/001964.cgi
A||||5||bopropucope||smoke after 2 and 3rd gear when accel hard||||9||||bopropucope||00000288
Z||000000||bopropucope||03-29-2003||09:54 PM||bchapman@techies.com||I have not been to the site for a long time but for you wrench heads here is a question.  My 91 galant   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  vr4 has 68,000 mile on it.  Pulled it out of storage and put about a 1000 miles on it and now it throws smoke if I accelerate hard after 2nd and 3rd gear.  Go ahead and tell me the bad news.  It might be for sale.  Thanks in advance for the help.||64.158.96.219||reg||9||bopropucope||00000288||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-29-2003||10:01 PM||||What color smoke?. I'm guessing black. It could be(most likely) valve stem seals. Or head gasket,turbo seals valve guides or piston rings. Just to name a few.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||03-29-2003||11:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> What color smoke?. I'm guessing black. It could be(most likely) valve stem seals. Or head gasket,turbo seals valve guides or piston rings. Just to name a few. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um huh black smoke = carbon. Blue smoke = oil. So your statement makes no sense.<br />And as 1312vr4 said we need to know the color smoke before anything else. Could be as simple a a pcv valve.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||03-30-2003||01:53 PM||||Uhh, why doesnt it? So you say worn valve stems seals have some other color smoke than black? & by the way BLACK smoke = oil also. I'm quite aware of what causes what color smoke. NOTICE, after the sentence it has a period and goes on to say what else it could possibly be.I do not say that a blown head gasket is black smoke,ect ect.. but it could possibly be somthing OTHER THAN stem seals||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||03-30-2003||11:38 PM||||When my valve seals were bad it was a thick white smoke with a bluish tint. <br />Black smoke under boost from what I've seen usually means excess fuel.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||03-31-2003||01:09 AM||||Worn VS seals leak oil. what color is oil when it burns....black.( as is fuel).Worn piston rings( blowby) burn blue smoke. Worn VALVE GUIDES NOT THE SEALS will also cause blue smoke. In some extreme cases stem seals will burn blue, but there is also other problems internally( may not be pronounced but there are).<br />  <br />Now leaking VS seals can cause other problems, too much oil gettin between the stem & the guides & wearing the stem out, causing blue smoke. The oil also gets into the cumbustion chamber, creating deposits on the valves & oil on the plugs( you all know what the does). That can also cause BLACK smoke.<br />   lets find out what color his is. There are too many possibilities.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/001965.cgi
A||||2||aWeX||Are these the same brakes as yours? VR4 EVO q||||1||||aWeX||00000924
Z||000000||aWeX||03-30-2003||08:32 AM||||I have a VR4 EVO, euro spec.<br />I`m doing the 5 lug-swap, so i need to know if these are the same calipers/discs that you have, so that i know which discs to order.<br />They are two-piston calipers, and rather large diameter discs.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.bilforumet.net/attachment.php?s=&postid=97099" alt=" - " />||195.159.176.174||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000001||Nate||03-30-2003||12:28 PM||||Yep, those appear to be the good old dual piston calipers that US spec GVR4s all came with.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||04-02-2003||01:42 PM||||And it's about an 11inch disc.||67.40.165.34||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum2/001966.cgi
A||||18||UndergroundVR-4||Would these fit my Galant?||||1||||UndergroundVR-4||00000530
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||03-30-2003||10:46 PM||undergroundr32@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2408738984&category=6779" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2408738984&category=6779</a>||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-30-2003||10:49 PM||||On most any aftermarket seat, you would have to custom mount the brackets.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||03-30-2003||10:49 PM||||They probably would, but who would want a low quality seat? I have heard of seats randomly reclining while driving and things like that. Personally I would not put those seats in my car.  <br /><br />Just my opinion||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||UndergroundVR-4||03-30-2003||11:04 PM||||Ok thanks for the advice.  I don't think I am going to.||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||03-31-2003||10:19 AM||||tenzo makes good seats.  sure,they would fit in your car, good luck finding the brackets.  all aftermarket seats need 2 other parts.  the sliders, or the side mounts, and the brackets.  the bracket bolts to the floor, then the sliders or side mounts, then the seat.  not in that order, of course, but the brackets for the galant vr4 are only made in japan.  you can probably get someone to custom make brackets, tho.  i gave up after the 6th or 7th place, they all stated liability as the reason.  luckily, i got a pair of used brackets from japan.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||03-31-2003||11:37 AM||||Mike Welch had posted on the gvr4list a while back about how almost all these "seat manufacturers" (other than MOMO, Recaro and Sparco) were buying the same seats from  malaysia or Taiwan and putting their name on it. <br /><br />If you look on ebay, you will find 4 to 5 brands that look identical. Even corbeau has switched to buying from Asia as its a lot cheaper. <br /><br />If I remember right - Corbeau, Cobra, Tenzo R, DAD Racing and Konig are all made by the same manufacturer. <br /><br />I could be wrong in paraphrasing Mike Welch exactly, but I think I am pretty accurate.<br /><br />I looked into buying seats for the longest time and settled for some corbeaus based on price, quality and weight. They arent in the car yet. I hope to get my seats sold and then make some custom brackets using stock sliders.<br /><br />Speaking of seats - are the rears identical to the basic galant models ??? I need to buy a cheap set to upholster to match the corbeaus.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||03-31-2003||12:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Speaking of seats - are the rears identical to the basic galant models ??? I need to buy a cheap set to upholster to match the corbeaus. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Having visually compared my old GS and VR-4 I'd say 'Yes', but that's not doing a side-by-side comparison.   The center armrest is different (smaller), but it didn't seem like it would change the fitment.<br /><br />I would say with 100% certainty that the bottom of the bench is the same and 95% on the top.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.36.191.136||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||03-31-2003||03:42 PM||||KC you use those sparco brackets I found you?||209.245.227.136||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||03-31-2003||04:37 PM||||Zach <br /><br />No, unfortunately. I did send an email and never got a response. <br /><br />I am going to just be ghetto fabolous when it comes to this. I plan on re-using our stock sliders, then taking the corbeaus and comparing them and making a simple square adapter to match the holes on the corbeau and weld them up to the stock rails. <br /><br />So, I should be able to slide around, although my seat is all the way to the back since I am 'yao' like dat   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||4g63t||03-31-2003||06:41 PM||||Blacksheep, you have mail.||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||03-31-2003||06:45 PM||||I had considered the Tenzo's vs Sparco's. One Sparco for 2 Tenzo's......<br /><br />Kenn, you say they are good. Can you be a little more specific in your thoughts?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000011||gsxtasee||04-02-2003||03:15 PM||||try these guys' seats.  nice guys, even if they are a muscle car shop.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.x2cmotorsports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.x2cmotorsports.com/</a>||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||04-02-2003||04:55 PM||||i dont think the tenzo would be in the same class as sparco.  koenig used to be made in germany.  the only seats i have really gone after in my cars have been recaro, i have had several sets over the years.  this evo 2 set i bought off of ebay looks like a budget priced seat, probably mitsu bought several hundred at a whack, and put them in a bunch of cars.  they are ambidextrous, you can switch them left to right, and they are very lightweight.  about half the weight of the recaro ergomed i have for a driver's seat.  you are going to have fun welding on those brackets.  the recaro brackets i got from japan are very simple, and when i showed them to the fabricator at FP, he said they would be really easy to make.  i guess not enough people called up there for them to make a bunch.  my car is there right now getting a trans.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||04-02-2003||08:07 PM||||Waitaminute, are you saying you sourced a Recaro mounting bracket for E39A Galants?  Recaros can now be bolted in?  And all I gotta do is call up FP?  Sweet...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />(not that I can afford Recaros   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   , but when that day comes...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   )||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||04-02-2003||11:54 PM||||i had posted that i had the brackets, and would volunteer them to be copied.  several people said they wanted a pair, i contacted scott and the people at forced performance, and they said they could do it.  my last post was for those who were interested to call fp and if they got enough people to commit, i would then remove the brackets from my car, and let them copy them. this was at least 2 months ago.  i think only 1 person called.  i am no longer interested in loaning out my brackets.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||04-02-2003||11:57 PM||||I see... Well, thanks for sourcing the parts anyway, and lemme know if you ever change your mind about loaning them out!  Or just divulge the secret location where you found your brackets.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||jonvr4||04-03-2003||02:53 AM||||Tenzo R seats SUCK!!! my friend put some red one's in his talon and they faded to pink in like 3 months. not worth a shit if you ask me. but it has now been like a year and they are whitish, pink and red. don't buy that crap||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000017||Vr4in'||04-03-2003||04:31 AM||||those seats aren't too bad,but id stick with momos or sparcos.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000018||ken inn||04-03-2003||09:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I see... Well, thanks for sourcing the parts anyway, and lemme know if you ever change your mind about loaning them out!  Or just divulge the secret location where you found your brackets.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it's no secret, i got them used out of japan.  they say recaro on them, in english and japanese.  cost me 200/shipped.  i went round and round with recaro usa, they even sent me a blueprint of a bracket available in germany that LOOKED like it would work, but one bracket would cost me about 300 bucks, 90 day lead time, no guarantee it would fit, and if it didnt, it was mine.  i got the jdm ones out of a jdm E39, so i KNEW they would fit.  btw, the jdm bracket is WAAAY different from the german one.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001304.cgi
A||||0||1quickvr4||Has anybody removed the whole front subfame?||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||01-28-2003||02:06 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Im going to be doing alot of work to my car and I need to stip the fron of my car down where all thats left is the front unibody, So I need to remove the cossmember and evrything else. Also since Im changing the firewall out do I need to brace it,  Before I take all of this stuff out or will it hold on its own, The car has no rust.||64.156.77.146||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/001967.cgi
A||||4||slvrblt||Lancer Cams ??||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||03-31-2003||01:42 AM||||Would it be benefitial to instal Lancer Evo 6-8 cams in my car ? Does anyone know the spcs on them or what they are similar to ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||03-31-2003||08:57 AM||||This was discussed only a few days ago:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001944" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001944</a>||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||03-31-2003||12:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> This was discussed only a few days ago:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001944" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001944</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lancer III cams would, but I can't find out what gain (if any) I could get from them.<br /><br />I will probably just go Crower or HK$.||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Nate||03-31-2003||12:21 PM||||Since everything else about Evo 3s is like 2G stuff, I'd bet those cams are like 2G cams.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||04-03-2003||12:40 AM||||Thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/001968.cgi
A||||36||gvr4ever||Aftermarket shift knobs||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||03-31-2003||12:29 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Who makes one that screws on to the shifter?  All the ones I see have plastic universal fits.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-31-2003||12:30 PM||||Get the greddy one..nice billet piece designed for mitsubishi, screws on perfect. But, I am a greddy whore so I will always push it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />But, I am sure MOMO etc too would work....||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-31-2003||01:25 PM||||my leather wrapped momo knob didnt screw onto the shifter. it has three alen head screw that you need to tighten to put it on. i dont like that at all, but the knob is really nice otherwise.||67.200.121.189||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||03-31-2003||02:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> my momo knob didnt screw onto the shifter. it has three alen head screw that you needt o tighten to put it on. i dont like that at all, but the knob is really nice otherwise. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a Momo knob too; the Alumisport.  It's just a big, fat polished ball (that sounds kinda kinky...sorry guys).  Just as Hibrn8 said it kinda sucks, but the quality is second to none.  If you don't mind adjusting it every so often then Momo knobs are great.  Other than the GReeeedy one blacksheep mentioned (they make 2 different ones now) Veilside also makes a screw-on unit as well. It looks similiar to the old skoool GReeeedy knob and I believe is priced similarly.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||03-31-2003||03:25 PM||||I have had the greddy aluminum knob, The only bad thing about it is the fact that the Aluminum on it scuffs up very easiley. Since i took it off becouse Of that I bought a Greddy grex Ultralight shiftknob. Its a pretty cool piece for a plastic shift knob. I did have to wait about 2 months for it though becouse not to many people order them. Ralliart also makes some nice ones that are a screw on fit.||209.245.227.136||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||SPAM||03-31-2003||07:40 PM||||I bought the Greddy weighted one off of E-Bay for like $20 brand new.....+ $5 in shipping. The guy may be a regular sellar so try a search.||198.26.130.37||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||03-31-2003||11:56 PM||||Oh ya know I didn't even think about it, but if you can find a Ralli Art shift knob it's almost certain to thread right on.  I think <a href="http://www.takakaira.com" target="_blank">www.takakaira.com</a> & <a href="http://www.coordsport.com" target="_blank">www.coordsport.com</a> both have them.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-01-2003||12:51 AM||||I've got a fakey Ralliart knob (or at least I'm assuming it's fakey, as it looks nothing like the legit Ralliart knobs I've seen) that attaches with 3 allen screws.  It's stainless, weighs a ton (great for power shifting) and looks great.  Picked it up w/a matching brake handle from KC (blacksheep).<br /><br />The 3 set screw style knobs require no more adjusting than the screw on style, and are just as secure.  All you have to do is wrap some electricians tape around the shaft a dozen times or so so that when you screw the allen screws in they have something to bite into.  Voila, no more loose knob.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||04-01-2003||08:58 AM||||I've got a Momo (racing, I think) with perforated leather. It's got the three set screws and I tried everything to keep it from coming loose. Finally, I'd had enough: I drilled and tapped a hole in the top of the shift lever and put a screw through the top of the knob. The Momo emblem covers the screw. It looks clean and hasn't budged. <br /><br />It feels great and looks cool, but I wouldn't recommend a Momo. They're not designed to fit our shift lever. At least mine wasn't.<br /><br />dp||68.115.162.62||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||smokindav||04-01-2003||09:05 AM||||I made my own.  Actually, I've made a couple and given them away to friends.  I'll take a pic of the one on the GVR4 tonight and post it.  It's a 3 piece knob.  It's basically two aluminum halves with a nice piece of mahogany wood in between.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.86.91||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||04-01-2003||10:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I've got a Momo (racing, I think) with perforated leather. It's got the three set screws and I tried everything to keep it from coming loose. Finally, I'd had enough: I drilled and tapped a hole in the top of the shift lever and put a screw through the top of the knob. The Momo emblem covers the screw. It looks clean and hasn't budged. <br /><br />It feels great and looks cool, but I wouldn't recommend a Momo. They're not designed to fit our shift lever. At least mine wasn't.<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What I did when I had my Momo knob on my RX-7 was drill 3 little set holes...one for each of the allen screws.  This way they would not only give more support to the screws it also helped them from coming undone.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||04-01-2003||10:55 AM||||yeah i ended up doing the same as Johnny Bravo. Just predrilled for the alen screws so the screws wouldnt slide around on the shifter arm.||131.193.8.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||galantvr4||04-01-2003||06:44 PM||||I made mine from a S200 knock off knob. Its stainless, and has a carbon fiber center section that has this awsome phrase imbedded into the top epoxy coat that says "type R" Yeah no.... I took of the type r bs and redrilled the hole and tapped the threads for a my shifter and it looks great.Plus it still has the carbon section on top, and best of all i made it, well kind of.||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||04-01-2003||08:00 PM||||Am I the only one with the Rat Fink giant 8-ball shifter and the "barefoot" accelerator?||67.37.183.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||Vr4in'||04-01-2003||11:40 PM||||How are the skunk 2's?And would a honda shifter fit a mitsubishi?if not where can i get an adapter.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||04-01-2003||11:46 PM||||A Honda shifter would most definitely not fit a Galant.  No adapter would ever make it work (in other words, there are no adapters out there).  If you meant a shift knob, it might fit; I don't know.  It would not be hard to make it fit though.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||GVR-4||04-02-2003||08:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Am I the only one with the Rat Fink giant 8-ball shifter and the "barefoot" accelerator? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YES!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.162.62||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000017||evol||04-02-2003||11:48 AM||||Auto Zone shift knobs blow the doors off anything made by MOMO. Make sure you get the type r one though, or else your car will not be as fast.  Serously.||134.124.18.29||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000018||Romanova||04-02-2003||11:59 AM||||I got a Razo WRC style one off Ebay. It came with adapters to fit pretty much any Japanese car. It's a wee bit small for my big hands, but it works alright.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000019||DeanCouchey||04-02-2003||01:17 PM||||here is the ralliart one.... I like it kinda plain but I like it!  <img src="http://www.takakaira.com/accessories/ralliart/shiftknob.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000020||dsmsleeper||04-02-2003||03:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> yeah i ended up doing the same as Johnny Bravo. Just predrilled for the alen screws so the screws wouldnt slide around on the shifter arm. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I pre-drilled holes and ended up using some blue loc-tite.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000021||91 #680||04-02-2003||04:17 PM||||I like the stocker shift knob.  It has a good feel to it....and get your mind out of the gutter.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000022||theymightbegalants||04-02-2003||08:10 PM||||A friend of mine lives on a farm, and one for mother's day, his older brother gave their dear old mum a one piece leather shift knob cover that he'd made from (you ready for this?) a bull's scrotum.  I s@#t you not, I saw it w/my own two eyes...  Pretty gross when you knew what it was, but damn was it soft.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000023||galantvr4||04-03-2003||11:00 AM||||This is my S2000 knock off. You Cannot Get Honda Shift Knobs To Work....Unless you taper the hole so it will screw down to the correct height and also retap the threads. This took considerable amnt of time. I shold have just purchased one already made for our cars bu this turned out really nice. <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=235" alt=" - " />||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000024||theymightbegalants||04-03-2003||11:04 AM||||Ooh, how 'bout a pic of that trick carbon DIN panel?  What all are the switches there?  Looks like a fan switch and fuel pump switch; what else?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000025||galantvr4||04-03-2003||11:24 AM||||here you go   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=236" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=237&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=238&width=400" alt=" - " />||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000026||silly4turbo||04-03-2003||11:47 AM||||the carbon fiber din panel looks awesome, but I'm not to crazy bout' the boost and A/F guage though ... maybe if you recessed it a bit it would a little more clean ... what's the red switch for ? looks like it's from a fighter jet or something :-)||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000027||theymightbegalants||04-03-2003||11:54 AM||||Very nice, thank you.  Badgeless??||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000028||galantvr4||04-03-2003||11:56 AM||||the boost a/f gauge pannle was supposed to be temp but i havn't had the time to fixit it's definantly not up to par with what i like either but it works for now. Thanks for the comments, oh and the "fighter" switch shoots Tomahawk missiles towards SodamInsane,or to blast slow hondas out of my way or it operates my turbo smart single stage boost controller it came with the kit. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000029||galantvr4||04-03-2003||11:57 AM||||yup badgeless any ideah how to find out what number i got?||198.81.26.177||reg||9||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000030||gvr4ever||04-03-2003||12:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> here is the ralliart one.... I like it kinda plain but I like it!   <img src="http://www.takakaira.com/accessories/ralliart/shiftknob.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, I found them (ralliart), but they seem a little tall for me.  I think I like the greddy best out of all the ones I've looked at.  Also, the fact that you can buy a screw on is a big plus for me.  I've fussed with the ones the clamp down with 3 screws.  I hate them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000031||blacksheep||04-03-2003||04:47 PM||||I thought the switch was for NAWWWWWZZZZZZZZZZ   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Nice work with the CF, I love CF, my friends dont call me carbon-fiber KC for nothing. I replaced all the black parts on my cycle with CF. I wanna do the tank and tail section in CF, but no one makes it. And Carbontrix is too busy with other projects. I wanna have an all CF motorcycle...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000032||iceman69510||04-03-2003||04:58 PM||||Man K.C., do you spend every rupee you make on your toys?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />By the way, what was the name of that chocolate drink you said was so good back home?  I have a food store here that might have it.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000033||blacksheep||04-03-2003||06:50 PM||||Iceman! Yeah, these toys are definitely an addiction. I am on the 10 year plan to slowly stop. So far, I have been a total failure....<br /><br />Milo, Bournvita, Complan. They kick ass... Aussies, Kiwi's and the British should recognize these names. You mix them with milk, booya! Kicks hershey syrup's ass   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000034||smokindav||04-11-2003||08:54 AM||||I finally got off my ass and took a pic of one of the shift knobs I made.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=262" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I turned it up on a lathe.  I bought the proper size tap to make the threads at the local hardware store.  It threads right onto the DSM shifter.  The pic above is with it on my Miata, I need to make one for the Galant (the threads are the same).<br /><br />The above knob is machined from aluminum round stock.  This is the third one I made.  The wood part is mahogany with a light stain on it to bring out the grain in the wood.  I think it looks pretty nice and is not like all the other shift knobs out there because I made it.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br />Later,<br />Dave Flaherty<br /><br />edit: wow that picture is out of focus, if anyone wants I can take another 'clearer' picture.||64.6.87.243||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000035||Martin Chilcote||04-11-2003||09:36 AM||||I use a Eurostar carbon fiber ball I bought f/ Mach V a couple of years ago. Don't think they carry them any more. It has a unthreaded sleeve in it; the shifter cuts it's own threads when the ball is screwed on. It does not loosen. Perfect size.<br />The model number & hole size are in the "package" picture.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=263&width=400" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=264&width=400" alt=" - " />||66.139.167.61||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000036||blacksheep||04-11-2003||09:46 AM||||Martin<br /><br />Thats interesting, I had the ball in my civic at the fooker wouldnt stay...But, nothing a smidgen of clear silicone cant fix...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001969.cgi
A||||4||Sabwafare||engine conversion||||1||||Sabwafare||00000890
Z||000000||Sabwafare||03-31-2003||02:45 PM||||I was wondering..<br />Is there any way to put the V6 from the second gen gvr4 in a 91?||64.158.135.198||reg||1||Sabwafare||00000890||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-31-2003||03:21 PM||||The short answer is no.  The long answer is how much time and money are you willing to waste?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   You could mount the motor to the roof if you wanted.<br /><br />In all seriousness, you're talking about a different chasis, different motor, different mounts, different everything.  It would, of course, fit into a "modern" Galant, and would probably be your best move.<br /><br />However you gotta think that you can EASILY spank any stock V6 VR-4 with just a little effort.||67.36.191.136||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-31-2003||05:57 PM||||P.S. even though you said 2G VR-4, I'm thinking you meant 8G.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/docs6/history/html/galant.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/docs6/history/html/galant.htm</a><br /><br />What we know as a 1G is actually the 6th generation Galant.  I think we got that 1G idea from the DSM guys because most 'Galant enthusiasts' with recent model Galants know they're driving 7 or 8Gs.||67.36.191.136||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||04-01-2003||09:44 AM||||ve a 7G and a 8G... I was looking at the 6A12 2.0L V-6 engine and it would be so much trouble. I was looking at it for my 96 galant and the price is kinda high and unless you know someone that is willing to work on a engine that is not in the us and Mitsu techs wont know anything about then get a 8G Galant and swap it out. I got my 96 for 3500 bucks and it runs ok except the auto tranny is kinda going.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||04-01-2003||12:57 PM||||Wouldn't ours be first gen vr-4's though, if you look at galant vr-4's as a whole different car then our cars are first gens.  Cause it was the first generation of the vr-4. Thats the way i look at it anyway, my car isn't a "galant" damn it.  Its a vr-4.||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum2/001970.cgi
A||||7||blacksheep||Fuel pump assembly fixes and placement of fuel filter ?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-31-2003||04:33 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Gang<br /><br />My hard line broke off right at the top of the fuel pump assembly. I figure I will cut it out inside and outside, make the hole wider, use some bigger fuel line that matches the end on the supra pump and custom bend it. I figure I could get the line welded to the assembly on the top and then attach the 6AN line to it. Does this sound like a good idea or is there an easier solution? <br /><br />Also, I am using a russell's -6AN filter that is smaller than the SX, Aeromotive etc (almost like the K&N fuel filter). Could I mount the filter in the trunk right after the line comes out of the fuel pump assembly or are there any fuel pressure issues etc etc that I need to be worried about ??? <br /><br />I plan on using an Autometer fuel pressure gauge mounted under the hood off the 3rd port of the AFPR and also use the 1/8 NPT sender to have one mounted inside the car like stevetek suggests...<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-31-2003||11:25 PM||||Umm...Harry, Nate, Josh, Duc, Dale, Howard, Somebody, anybody...Am I going about this the right way ?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||DSSA||04-01-2003||06:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Umm...Harry, Nate, Josh, Duc, Dale, Howard, Somebody, anybody...Am I going about this the right way ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">KC,<br /><br />   Doesn't sound like anything is amiss here.  The only issue is to make sure that you have them check that there's actually enough material left of the mounting plate to weld (IOW, not too rusted that the actual metal is paper-thin).||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000003||number3||04-01-2003||07:12 AM||||I used a -AN bulk head fitting to pass through the assembly plate in my previous fuel setup. <br /><br /><a href="http://store.summitracing.com/default.asp?target=search.asp%3FType%3Dbykeyword%26Part%3Dbulkhead%20fitting%26Search.x%3D1%26SearchType%3DBoth" target="_blank">http://store.summitracing.com/default.asp?target=search.asp%3FType%3Dbykeyword%26Part%3Dbulkhead%20fitting%26Search.x%3D1%26SearchType%3DBoth</a><br /><br /><br />You will not need to weld. You could then make up a short piece of line to go to the pump. <br /><br />Just another option.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||DSSA||04-01-2003||07:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I used a -AN bulk head fitting to pass through the assembly plate in my previous fuel setup. <br /><br /> <a href="http://store.summitracing.com/default.asp?target=search.asp%3FType%3Dbykeyword%26Part%3Dbulkhead%20fitting%26Search.x%3D1%26SearchType%3DBoth" target="_blank">http://store.summitracing.com/default.asp?target=search.asp%3FType%3Dbykeyword%26Part%3Dbulkhead%20fitting%26Search.x%3D1%26SearchType%3DBoth</a> <br /><br /><br />You will not need to weld. You could then make up a short piece of line to go to the pump. <br /><br />Just another option.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The only problem with this is that most (like Nate had problems with his bulkhead fitting before you did your's) of the sending units are too rusty to provide a flat surface to seal against on the top side of the assembly.<br /><br />You got away with it on your's as your car is a lot more rust-free than the typical GVR4.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||04-01-2003||09:24 AM||||Yeah, thats what I 'm talking about...Thanks, Josh and Harry. Mine is kinda rusted, dunno if its surface rust or what. <br /><br />Josh, I assume I would need to buy a whole new assembly, how much do they run ?<br /><br />Thanks a lot!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||number3||04-01-2003||01:52 PM||||I didn't relise the assemblies rusted on the inside. Sorry.  <br /><br />The outside of the unit in my car had some surface rust but the inside was clean as a whistle. <br /><br />I used a AN nut on the outside and an AN washer with a gasket washer on the underside to get a good seal. The washer should be 100% gas friendly. <br /><br />Josh has definately more of a sampling than I do.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||DSSA||04-01-2003||03:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Yeah, thats what I 'm talking about...Thanks, Josh and Harry. Mine is kinda rusted, dunno if its surface rust or what. <br /><br />Josh, I assume I would need to buy a whole new assembly, how much do they run ?<br /><br />Thanks a lot! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If it's rusty, but not a basket case, just have it welded.  <br /><br />The new ones are only available with the pump, sending unit, etc.,  to the tune of $350+||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes



ubb/Forum2/001971.cgi
A||||12||blacksheep||Taking off door ribbing...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-31-2003||06:13 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||How the hell do these thingeys come off? I am not quite sure, I figure they have clips that hold them onto the door in the back or are they clued on? <br /><br />Thanks a lot!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||03-31-2003||07:30 PM||||I have no clue, But as soon as you take them of let me know how they come off. Are you planning on molding smooth ones or are you just gonna take them off completley and leave them off a'la Brents car from WholesaleHyperfomance? Sorry I cant be more helpfull but what would you expect out off me......||64.157.119.159||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-31-2003||07:34 PM||||Planning on trying to make the smooth AMG ones. I have a compnay that does all kind of molding lined up, but they want samples asap to see if they can do it.<br /><br />If that doesnt work, I will just do what Brent did. I dunno how it will look with the side-skirt like thingeys on but no door caps...hmmm<br /><br />I also heard of some special filler out there that could stick better than bondo to fill in the area. <br /><br />Lets see...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||03-31-2003||07:35 PM||||Rob Yu<br /><br />Where are you when I need you ? i know you had taken them off ad posted pics on the gvr4list a long time ago when you were still in college.<br /><br />Lemme know if you read this post||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||03-31-2003||07:37 PM||||From what I remember...they have clips and two-sided tape holding them on.  I started taking them off of 782 a few years ago and stopped once I found that there would be holes.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||03-31-2003||07:58 PM||||get a pair of needle nose pliers and dig under the rubber part and squeeze the plastic piece. it should come right out.||63.201.88.191||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||03-31-2003||08:39 PM||||DongeR615 - Ok, what rubber part? I am lost. Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||number3||03-31-2003||09:48 PM||||They are glued, double sided taped, screwed and cliped. <br /><br />The front dog leg has 3 clips, two screws, and adhesive.<br /><br />The front door panel has 14 clips and 3M (#6382 or 3) double sided tape.<br /><br />The rear door panel has 10 or 11 clips (can't recall) and also uses the 3M tape.<br /><br />The rear dog leg has two clips and adhesive.<br /><br />The adhesive, 3M tape and panels neeed to be heated to about 150 degrees to make them stick right.<br /><br />I went through this when I completely tore my car apart had it repainted in pieces and put it back together.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||03-31-2003||09:54 PM||||Harry<br /><br />Thanks much. I know how much you hate to type!<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||number3||03-31-2003||09:59 PM||||It wasn't so bad. I took a fews breaks.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||03-31-2003||11:15 PM||||LOL - I can picture you typing a line..then strecthing and taking a sip of a brewsky and going at it again...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||chucklesas||04-01-2003||10:20 PM||||taking off those peices was not cool for me, I ended up having to buy many new clips, I was too rough with mine and broke a few off inside the door, but they really aren't bad to get off at all.  Just go slow and pull them straight out when you get to a clip.||129.137.151.66||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||04-02-2003||12:01 AM||||The easiest way for me to get my rear passenger door panel off was to simply go driving on the freeway.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Good thing a Belize Green was being parted out only a month later...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/001972.cgi
A||||9||galantvr4||ATT: Ken Inn or anyone els to help on Idle surge after cyclone installation||||1||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||04-01-2003||02:31 AM||galantvr4@aol.com||I installed my Cyclone Manni but now im getting mad idle surge or "Hunting". My idle is turned all the way in, still does it. I dissconnect the ICS still does it. The only thing I changed besides the Manni was I routed the coolant lines back to the cooling system. Some Teachers @ school said check my timing but I dont understand why anything would have changed just by doing this Manni swap. I dont have any Vac leaks soooooooo whats up? Scrach Those Nogins and come up with some ideahs.P.S. Check the news for my install pics and yeah.||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-01-2003||09:46 AM||||that is classic vacuum leak.  how did you install the manifold?  when i did my first one, i had to disassemble it, then install just the part that bolts to the head, then the other 2 pieces.  i have read a lot of other posts where people have installed the cyclone and gotten leaks.  how did you get it to clear the a/c compressor?  have you accounted for all the vacuum lines, pcv valve, and brake booster hose?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4||04-01-2003||11:58 AM||||Yes All the lines are accounted for. When it was dissasembled to be ported and polished he may not have torqued the assembly right. What did you torque yours down to? Not where it mounts to the head but the actual manni.I dont have A/C i took it out when I did the engine swap.I have pics in the "News" area under Cyclone rips into engine bay.What did you do with your EGR vac lines? Or do you have any at all?||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||04-01-2003||02:38 PM||||i cant remember what the torque was.  i would think it is the same as manifold to head.  if the manifold was disassembled, what about the gaskets?  egr has been disabled.  if you are using the jdm single port throttle body, remember it will not measure any vacuum/boost until about 3k rpm||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4||04-01-2003||06:06 PM||||We made gaskets and used copper RTV. Im using the stock US spec t body. How do we test the ICS motor? And what are the voltmeter specs? I disscontcted the coolant lines running into the t body would that have anything to do with it? Somone els said there car surged after the dissconected theres.||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-01-2003||06:14 PM||||i have my t/bdy heat connected.  to test the isc, take it out, make sure you watch for the o ring, if it falls out, you will get idle surge.  connect it to the harness, and have someone turn the ign on, not start.  the isc should cycle in, out, and then stop.  if it vibrates, it is bad.  also, check your idle switch, the single spade lead right near where the throttle cable attaches to the t/bdy, make sure it is adjusted and working.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4||04-01-2003||06:33 PM||||I will check the isc tonight when I get home from school. The idle switch is fine. Im also running the Jspec ignition coils would that have caused any problems. When i start the car early in the mornig it runs normal until it warms up. Befor it was just the oposit. It would surge until the car warmed up. Damn this is pissing me off||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||04-01-2003||07:10 PM||||that's gotta be the fiav(fast idle air valve).  did it do the opposite when you had the t/bdy heat hooked up?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||galantvr4||04-02-2003||01:01 AM||||yes it did do the opposite. I will hook up the throttle heat again and see if it cures it. why do we even have that on our cars is it for cold weather reliability? And does is there athermostate that shuts off the hot coolant from running through the t body all the time so its not always heating up our intake charge?||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000009||galantvr4||04-02-2003||02:18 AM||||yeah i took apart the  jspec t body and saw for myself the other air valve stupid heat crapy dumb shit. i will hook up the colant lines i bet thats it! Wish me luck||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes



ubb/Forum2/001973.cgi
A||||8||lance||Flywheel for 1992 VR4..Which one 6 or 7 bolt||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||04-01-2003||09:02 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||I want to purchase a flywheel for my VR4. It's a 92.  Which one is the correct one.  I have checked the dsm website but I am still not too sure.  Is it 6 bolt or 7 bolt?||208.157.147.250||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-01-2003||09:12 AM||||Do you have the stock engine?||64.108.204.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||04-01-2003||10:08 AM||||The easy way to tell which motor you have is to look at the front of the motor. More specifically, the oil pan.<br />On six bolt motors, the pan is 'bulging' at the front of the motor.<br />On seven bolt motors, the pan has sort of a big indention at the front of the motor.<br />You don't have to physically see this, just put your hand under the splash guard and feel.<br />1992 is the year where in May I think the motors were changed to seven bolt; so you really need to feel the oil pan to tell.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||04-01-2003||10:56 AM||||7 bolt on the 92 really? I hope not. I thought all the GVR4s had the 6 bolt. Can anyone clarify this for me as well?||131.193.8.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||lance||04-01-2003||10:57 AM||||Yes I do have the stock engine.  However, I will check my oil pan later.  Thanks very much.||208.157.147.250||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000005||joec||04-01-2003||11:50 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/early-late-engine.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/early-late-engine.html</a>||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||04-01-2003||12:42 PM||||According to my database, all US VR4s should be 6-bolt.  They all were built before 5/92 and all have engine numbers MFxxxx and earlier.  First 7-bolt engine was NH0001.<br /><br />That does not mean he may not have one in his car if the engine has been swapped...||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||lance||04-01-2003||01:45 PM||||My car is a JDM model.||208.157.147.250||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||04-01-2003||05:39 PM||||So, check the engine number according to my prior post.  If NH0001 or higher (alphabetically) it is a 7-bolt.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/001974.cgi
A||||6||DongeR615||external vs internal wastegate||||2||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||04-01-2003||03:12 PM||||Reading the faq on  <a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net/faq.htm" target="_blank">forced performance</a>site and its confusing as hell..<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  If you are looking to run high boost (20+ psi) all the time, then an internal gate may be fine. If you are looking to run lower boost levels, you will need an external wastegate.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so we should be running a external stock and then if we want more than 20 psi, we should go internal?<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />DongeR||63.201.90.34||reg||2||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-01-2003||03:15 PM||||It sure looks like it is backwards to me, but I can't even spell wastegate, so what do I know?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||NZGZR4||04-01-2003||03:58 PM||||It means that at high boost pressures you can use either internal or external.<br />but you will not be able to run very low pressures with the internal (boost creep),  and hence the need for an external.<br />It doesn't mean that an internal will be better at higher boost pressures either.||219.88.248.17||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000003||joec||04-01-2003||04:10 PM||||Yeah, it does seem counterintuitive.  The wastegate basically bleeds off the extra air/boost produced by the turbo.  <br /><br />If you are running low boost with a big turbo, all that extra air must be bled off through the wastegate.  This means you need a "big" wastegate to get rid of all that extra air since your engine is only using a small amount of it.  <br /><br />If you're running high boost, most of that air produced by the turbo is going into the engine and very little needs to be "bled" off through the wastegate.<br /><br />It's very similar to the issue with big fuel pumps overrunning the fuel pressure regulators.  If you're running a big pump at stock (i.e. low) fuel pressures, then a lot of fuel needs to go back through the fuel return back to the tank.  The FPR is like the wastegate.  If you run higher fuel pressures, more fuel goes into the engine and less goes back to the fuel tank return.  If your fuel pressure regulator can't bypass enough fuel back to the tank, then the fuel pressure will go up -- this is just like the boost creep that a turbo sees when the wastegate can't bleed off enough air to maintain the desired boost level.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||04-01-2003||05:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Yeah, it does seem counterintuitive. The wastegate basically bleeds off the extra air/boost produced by the turbo. <br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um, no. no, no, no, and no.<br /><br />The wastegate allows a path for exhaust gas to flow around instead of through the turbine.  This in effect limits the amount of energy translated into rotation.  Less rotation of the turbine = less rotation of the compressor = less pressure and flow.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||joec||04-01-2003||05:54 PM||||doh! brainfade...<br /><br />How about this: the exhaust either goes through the turbo/turbine and produces boost or goes through the wastegate, bypassing the turbine.  If you run high boost, more exhaust is going through the turbine, and less needs to go through the wastegate so it can be smaller.  If you run low boost, then more exhaust has to go through the wastegate (bypassing the turbo/turbine) so you need a bigger wastegate.||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||04-02-2003||12:54 AM||||i understood joec the whole time but when you kept on saying "air" i was wonding if you were using the wrong word or just didn't get it and just happened to be getting the concept, in basic terms, right.  Dan D pretty much said it perfectly. and its kind of funny, the slower you want to go the more you have to pay in this situation. (not really but go along here) the bigger the turbo your running but without enough mods to run such high boost, well the more you have to pay on a larger external wastegate in order to run it at alow boost.  big turbo's "creep", the boost raises really quickly and past the boost levet you set.  i hope that clears things up, though i think i just made everything more confusing... hehe sorry||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/001975.cgi
A||||7||Hertz||Hyundai Cams||||4||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||04-01-2003||09:07 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||This tidbit came through the dsmtranslator Yahoo group...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Information concerning the longer duration of the Non-Turbo Automatic  Hyundai Elantra camshafts and how it compares to other aftermarket  "performance" upgrades for the DSM.  A friend of mine is running these in his  '90 turbo laser and having great results, and they're a perfect fit.  He got them  for $5 at a junkyard.  It seems like longer duration would be a good thing with  this MAF.  I hope that's not too odd of a suggestion.  Maybe I should have kept  it a secret.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not sure I got all of the thread, but it is suggesting that this Hyundai cam could be an upgrade.  (Some may/may not know that Hyundai borrowed the 4g63)<br /><br />Is anyone in a position to investigate/confirm/deny this?||67.37.183.68||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||04-01-2003||10:43 PM||||I'm curious on this one too, since my dad has an elantra, anyone know what years would have a similar engine.  I know his 2001 has a 2.0L 140hp engine.||129.137.151.66||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||04-01-2003||11:00 PM||||I think after 96 or 97 Hyundai started to make there own engines and they mounted then transversly I believe.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||04-01-2003||11:48 PM||||They're all mounted transversely, just like ours.  And if Hyundai borrowed the 4G63, wouldn't the cams be the same as 4G63 cams?  Why not just use NA DSM cams?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||04-02-2003||12:04 AM||||my bro had a 93 or 94 elantra that had the 4g63.||65.227.217.163||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||04-02-2003||01:28 AM||||Well the author mentioned quite specifically NA automatic Elantra.  No more information as the thread was quickly squashed as it had nothing really to do with the MAFT.||67.37.183.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||04-02-2003||09:24 AM||||I just read it this morning and am also curious.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||04-14-2003||12:59 AM||||I do know that the older sonatas that were 4 cylinders used the 4g63, and most were automatics if that helps any.  I was looking in my spec manual, and oddly, it listed duration and lift in the wear specs as the same for the eclipse, whether it was an automatic or a manual model turbo.  That would figure, since they limited the output of the automatics more by the 13b.  Why stock 4 different cam profiles?  Anyone seen anything different?  I would imagine the N/A's would need more lift and duration to reach 140 hp than ours would being force fed to reach 195.||12.83.159.165||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/001976.cgi
A||||3||VR4coop||I need help with my coilovers!!!!||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||04-01-2003||10:09 PM||coop529@aol.com||hey, i need to kno if this looks like i set it up right. i have grouncontrols and kyb gr2's, this is the rear setup. just wondering if the adjuster is suppose to just sit right on the metal of the spring holder in the shock.<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=230&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-01-2003||10:19 PM||||Where's the hat?<br /><br />Maybe <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/GCkit-1G.html" target="_blank">this VFAQ</a> would help you...||67.37.183.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||04-02-2003||12:06 PM||||Looks right to me. It is obvious you cut the perch for more clearence, good move. Do the same in front as well.||198.111.38.124||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||04-02-2003||04:01 PM||||Looks good. I used some silcone caulk around the top of the threaded collar to keep it from rattling and in place.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/001977.cgi
A||||5||Sleepin Giant||engine not working plz help me||||9||||Sleepin Giant||00001190
Z||000000||Sleepin Giant||04-02-2003||03:25 AM||||i have done a search but turned up with nothing, sorry for asking these silly question as i have have no luck yet.<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br />1 what is the fireing order for a jap 1990 vr4 (evo 0 )motor.is 3214 rite<br /><br />2 i have fuel ,spark, compression but no motor running any ideas plz.<br /><br />i have just installed this motor in the car with all new belts, which when last checked were all lining up correct||203.96.99.72||reg||9||Sleepin Giant||00001190||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-02-2003||10:39 AM||||does it have the dual coil setup?  the wires on the cyclone coil is 4123, dual coils.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Sleepin Giant||04-02-2003||03:43 PM||||thats a good question.pass<br />it is all joined together with the transformer but the back parts were the leads plug in theres two of them.<br /><br />but i'll give that fireing order a go cheerz||202.27.176.157||reg||1||Sleepin Giant||00001190||yes
Z||000003||black4g63||04-06-2003||01:37 AM||||What does it do when u put fuel in it?||198.142.219.144||reg||1||black4g63||00001274||yes
Z||000004||Sleepin Giant||04-07-2003||08:01 PM||||the tank has fuel in it and yes ther injectors are sparyin the fuel too. found the problem the timein belt has sliped a few teeth in the nice way so all will be good by the weekend hopefully.<br /><br />cheerz for the help people.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.84.100.16||reg||10||Sleepin Giant||00001190||yes
Z||000005||sweetnikki||04-07-2003||08:10 PM||||CHECK YOUR VALVES!!!||24.117.218.101||reg||4||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes



ubb/Forum2/001978.cgi
A||||5||bopropucope||Smoking after shifting- blue smoke ||||9||||bopropucope||00000288
Z||000000||bopropucope||04-02-2003||09:43 AM||bchapman@techies.com||Thanks for those who responded on my first question a week ago about engine exhaust smoke. The first time I saw it was a night and I couldn't tell (plus it made a sick feeling in my gut.... kind of like a BAD HANGOVER).  Just got back into town today to respond to color of smoke.  Blue with a big wiff of oil smell.  Question two: what happens when a turbo seals go bad? THANKS AGAIN FOR YOUR HELP.<br /><br />Bopropucope.  AKA Bruce||65.56.60.130||reg||9||bopropucope||00000288||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||04-04-2003||08:52 AM||||that sounds like a problem with your turbo seals.  that's what my problem was.  boost kept getting lower and lower until no boost at all.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||bopropucope||04-04-2003||10:01 AM||||Thanks for your help VR-4.  Did you get a different turbo or have that one repaired?||65.57.20.143||reg||1||bopropucope||00000288||yes
Z||000003||VR-4play||04-07-2003||11:55 AM||||i just got a new one.  FP sells the big 16g for like 450 (w/o exhaust housing).||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000004||bopropucope||04-07-2003||11:57 PM||||Thanks VR$-play.  I checked my plugs and they were all good.  Looked at turbo and it was dripping oil.  Who is FP?||204.31.32.65||reg||1||bopropucope||00000288||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||04-08-2003||06:48 AM||||Forced Performance.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/001979.cgi
A||||14||Matticus||Engine Restore oil additive||||5||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||04-02-2003||02:00 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Has anyone ever used any product like this.  I see one ad in car magazines all the time.  I think it is called engine Restore.  It basically states it will help bring up compression, oil usage, performance, etc...  Does it really work, or is it more of a scam than anything else?  My Galant is drinking a bit of oil lately, about 1 quart every 400-500 miles.  It doesn't seem to be burning any, and I don't notice any leaking oil. I do have some collect in the spark plug tray. I also need to replace the valve cover gasket, I do believe some is escaping there. But anyways, do any of those prodects that claim to slow down oil consumption work? Or is it bad to even use them because of the affects they might have on the oil?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Mat||209.137.160.20||reg||5||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||04-02-2003||02:06 PM||||I wouldn't trust anything that uses a metal "filler" to fill in on the cylinder walls.  If it "fills" in there, then I'd be afraid it might fill in or clog somewhere else (like the turbo, oil feed lines, oil galleys, etc).  <br />It would be nice to have a magic additive, but I don't think ones been invented yet.||167.142.21.183||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||147of1000||04-02-2003||06:31 PM||||after purchesing my gvr4i noticed that after a few minutes of hard driving my dip stick would come out and spew oil everywhere. i think i was getting blow by past my rings into the crank case which was blowing my dip stick out. 1st i installed a new pcv valve and did not see any results, i was in auto zone one day and saw the "engine restorer" i figured what the hell ill give it a try. i mixed it with my oil and after a day or so my dip stick quit coming out. so i would say  it works to some degree. when i changed my oil i also used the gunk engine detergent and added another can of the restorer and my valves quit ticking and it runs noticebly smoother. sorry for the long story.||68.18.97.93||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||04-02-2003||07:18 PM||||Ah! the old mechanic in a can! I hate to break it to ya , But im a true beliver that most additives just prey on our high hopes that things will just fix themselves. Products like the tornado,Z-max prolong, slick 50 all big bunch of infomercials and no real independant scientific testing. Hey if it makes you happy pour it in there, I just dont believe what they tell me .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||04-02-2003||07:53 PM||||I dunno, a friend of mine tried the Prolong Challenge (use no motor oil, only Prolong additive) hoping to get a new motor out of it.  After 9,000 miles of completely trouble free driving, he decided no damage was to be incurred and was sold.  He changed it out for regular oil, but to this day still adds some Prolong.  I don't know how well it would work on a turbo car, however.  YMMV.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||driftin galant||04-03-2003||01:54 AM||||one work seafoam.||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||04-03-2003||06:48 AM||||There is a product called Marvels Mystery Oil.  I use to use it in my Jeep and from experience love it.  I have never used it in the Galant because I dont feel the need to.  My jeep had high miles and oil consumption problems and that little red bottle made that motor purr.  Also the motor had much improved hill climbing ability.  Motor stopped smoking and ran great.  I think it was just kerosene in a bottle that cleaned the valves and rockers.||65.42.48.202||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||04-03-2003||08:51 AM||||I belive in products that can help stop oil leaks.  My Talon used to leak like a bitch.  About every two oil changes I added a bottle of stop oil leak in it.  It helped alot.  It never killed my turbo either.  <br /><br />If you plan to keep your car for the long run, I would find a true mechanical fix for your problem.  I knew I wasn't going to ever do a engine rebuild on my Talon so I didn't care about using help in a bottle products.<br /><br />That engine restore stuff sounds to good to be true.  It claims to do it all.  Pixie dust in a bottle maybe?||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||Matticus||04-03-2003||10:16 AM||||Thanks for all the opinions. I would love to find the mechanical fix, but I don't have 5K on a new rebuild. If I am gonna rebuild it, it's gonna be done right. I just am curious if something will help it along the way while I prepare somefunds, and the wife for the rebuild. There is some folks over at DSMTALK that swear by the stuff.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||04-03-2003||10:41 AM||||uhh, $5K for a rebuild?  Even if you do it as "right" as you can, it won't cost even close to $5K.  I rebuilt mine nicely for about $1500 total, including all new parts and machine labor.  For $2K you could buy a really nicely rebuilt motor from a reputable shop that stands behind their work (unlike BJ), like  <a href="http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/catalog/products/motors/dsm-engine-compare.htm" target="_blank">here</a>.<br /><br />For $4K you could buy a nice 2.4 stroker setup.  <br /><br />If you're just consuming oil and not burning much or leaking, I wouldn't bother with the engine rebuild.  Just keep adding oil.  Seriously, wait for a real reason to tear the motor apart.  <br /><br />As for the snake oil fixes, I tried the Engine Restore stuff back when my valve seals leaked and my piston oil rings were gummed up, and it didn't do a damn thing.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||Matticus||04-03-2003||11:50 AM||||Thanks for the link.  I came up with 5K by reading this stickied engined rebuild post on dsmtalk.com.  Everyone was saying that they were in the 4-5K range for parts/machine work. I will see what happens. I can deal with adding oil, the car still seems to run like a champ.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000011||joec||04-03-2003||12:01 PM||||Aren't the Magnus prices for the short block?  You'd still need the head done, top end gaskets, new oil pump/cover, timing belt parts (belts, pulleys, tensioners), water pump, new style lifters, ARP head studs, etc.  Not including labor for the engine removal, top-end installation, engine install.<br /><br />Have you done a compression or leak-down test?  Might help in determining the engine's health...||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||04-03-2003||12:03 PM||||Some of the cheap fixes are the valve cover gasket ( I think more oil can leak from this then people realize), and the oil return line.  They can be fixed with very little work.<br /><br />After I replaced my valve cover gasket, I hardly loose any oil over the span of 3K miles.  The oil that I do lose probably just comes out of the breather valve on the valve cover.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||04-03-2003||01:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> Aren't the Magnus prices for the short block?  You'd still need the head done, top end gaskets, new oil pump/cover, timing belt parts (belts, pulleys, tensioners), water pump, new style lifters, ARP head studs, etc.  Not including labor for the engine removal, top-end installation, engine install.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, the Magnus prices are just for the short block, but typical head rebuild prices are about $200 for everything.  Valve job, resurface, hot tank, new valve seals, excluding new guides if any were cracked.  ARP head studs aren't necessary either. I run 20psi on pumpgas through a 20G daily, on stock non-TTY headstuds and an OEM headgasket.  Of course, they are only $75 from Summit.  :-)<br /><br />As for labor, I assumed maybe he was doing it himself.  If he got a mild rebuild (cast pistons) and reused the factory hardware, even with labor it won't cost $5K.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||Matticus||04-03-2003||03:29 PM||||I pretty much would try to do all my own labor.  As much as I could at least. I am gonna do the VC gasket in a week or 2, I might do the oil return line too. Hey, does anyone know where I can get the CAPS software for part numbers?  I tired of sending emails to Conicelli for part numbers. Thanks.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/001980.cgi
A||||17||spoulson||Engine running terrible after sitting a month||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||04-02-2003||03:18 PM||spoulson@rcn.com||I put the car back together and started her up after a month of tires, brakes, battery, and stereo install work.  She turned over and ran real rough and within a few seconds the check engine light came on.  It idled ok, but was rough and lumpy.  It had no power and boost didn't seem to do anything on the road.  It was like driving a fully loaded UHaul.<br /><br />I didn't know what to think.  Maybe the ECU had to readjust after being reset?  I doubt it, but I didn't know so I took it for a spin around the block to make sure.<br /><br />I know something's up.  I just wanted to see if anyone had any gotcha's I should check when I tear into it tonight.  I plan on looking at the plugs, wires, and timing marks of the cam gears.<br /><br />The only work I did on or around the engine was change battery and change oil/filter.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-02-2003||03:36 PM||||Is the MAS plugged in?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||04-02-2003||08:42 PM||||I did some troubleshooting but I'm still out of things to test.  I guess I'm too new to this type of troubleshooting to know what to do next.<br /><br />Anyway, I put in brand new NGK BPR6ES plugs (di-electric grease and all), doublechecked fitment of plugwires on both ends, and checked the MAS and ECT connections.<br /><br />It starts ok, idles ok, but, as said before, it runs rough and lumpy.  It feels like either timing is off or it's running on 3 cylinders.  After starting it, the check engine light comes on within between 5 seconds to 1 minute.  I drove it around the block anyway and it's just as weak and rough as yesterday.<br /><br />Background:  Engine was recently rebuilt by Westley Hess with original block + 95 pistons and ported 2G head.  It ran great until I had it on jackstands for a month working on it while I could.<br /><br />I'm guessing the CEL is for misfire, but how can I tell for sure?||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||dsmjay||04-02-2003||09:58 PM||||you need to pull the code to see what is causing your CE light to come on. that should lead you to your problem. Also if you unplugged anything at all check to make sure that none of the pins got bent when you plugged it back in.<br /><br />    Jason||152.163.188.33||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||04-02-2003||10:05 PM||||After searching around a bit, it seems that the car has slipped into 'limp mode', which apparently runs only 2 cylinders.  This makes sense to explain the rough running and drastic loss of power.  This seems to happen as a result of Random Misfire.<br /><br />As I asked before, how can I pull the code to verify?<br /><br />If it is Random Misfire, what can I do about it?||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||dsmjay||04-02-2003||10:16 PM||||to pull the code either use a logger if you have access to one or go to <a href="http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html" target="_blank">www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html</a><br /><br />    Jason||152.163.188.33||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||04-02-2003||10:20 PM||||I don't know what your avg humidity is, but it's possible the gas has absorbed some water vapor which would settle to the bottom of the tank if it sits for awhile. We've had two cars in this week alone due to water in the fuel.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||04-02-2003||10:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> I don't know what your avg humidity is, but it's possible the gas has absorbed some water vapor which would settle to the bottom of the tank if it sits for awhile. We've had two cars in this week alone due to water in the fuel. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would a fix be to fill the tank with fresh gas?  I'm at about 1/2 tank.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||04-02-2003||10:51 PM||||How about this... I got 41, fuel injector.<br /><br />God dammit if I have to upgrade injectors now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />So can I assume that the ECU determines if an injector is no good by the amount of current it draws?  Such that a dead injector doesn't draw much current.  Do you measure resistance on an injector to determine this?||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||04-03-2003||11:13 AM||||The ECU monitors each injector to see if it is firing. It does this by watching for +12 volts coming through the injector between firings (I think). Each injector only measures about 2 ohms. One end of every injector is connected to positive battery voltage, and the ECU fires (opens) the injector by grounding the other wire of an injector. But, when it is not grounded, the full +12 volts will travel through the injector, to the ECU, and that is how the ECU checks for faults (again, I *think*). I just recently had an ECU that came in with a CE light, in limp mode all the time, and the trace was bad that took the signal) from a resistor network connected to each injector) to another part of the ECU to monitor for this fault. <br />I would start by:<br />a) checking the injector harness for any bad connections<br />b) Unplugging and checking the connectors to the ECU for oxidation.<br />c) have you had the caps in the ECU replaced? Acid damage could be causing this.||67.34.209.188||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||04-03-2003||03:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>c) have you had the caps in the ECU replaced? Acid damage could be causing this. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I opened a thread on NABR about this also, and this was also brought up.  So, I'll have to crack it open today to see.<br /><br />Is there anyone in the Philly area that can solder caps?  Chances are, they aren't done.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||joec||04-03-2003||03:32 PM||||Do you have a spare/borrowed ecu that you can try?  I think the 1G 91-94 DSM ecu can also be used.  This would at least let you test if that's the problem...||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000012||meshwork||04-03-2003||03:42 PM||||Shawn, I got a spare ECU I could let you borrow. Since you're right around the block and all you can borrow it for as long as you need.<br /><br />Are you familiar with the Aston area? Tonight I am working at the ice hockey rink (the big 4 rink complex called "Iceworks") in the Pro-Shop (between rinks 1 and 2). <br /><br />I'm working there tonight from 6 until about 9:30 if you want to stop by. The number there is 610.497.2200, ext 5. My cell phone is broken, or I'd give you that too.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||04-03-2003||04:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Shawn, I got a spare ECU I could let you borrow. Since you're right around the block and all you can borrow it for as long as you need.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sweet!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  Thanks so much.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||meshwork||04-03-2003||04:26 PM||||You gonna stop by tonight?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||04-03-2003||06:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br />Is there anyone in the Philly area that can solder caps?  Chances are, they aren't done. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If they've been leaking long and bad enough to cause these symptoms, you're gonna need to do more than replace the caps! <br />1) remove acid with acetone<br />2) wash board with baking soda and water to neutralize hidden acid<br />3) repair traces eaten by acid<br />Believe me, its fun stuff.||67.34.209.188||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||spoulson||04-03-2003||09:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>If they've been leaking long and bad enough to cause these symptoms, you're gonna need to do more than replace the caps! <br />1) remove acid with acetone<br />2) wash board with baking soda and water to neutralize hidden acid<br />3) repair traces eaten by acid<br />Believe me, its fun stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks to Meshwork, I picked up the 92 Talon ECU he had and voila!  Car runs awesome!<br /><br />I opened up my ECU and found that one of the larger capacitors is leaking a little but it doesn't _look_ bad.  If I weren't looking specifically for leaks, I wouldn't have noticed anything.  I took pictures but my digital camera won't do closeups clearly.<br /><br />Keydiver, do you do caps?  I can solder, but I don't feel very comfy doing it myself on expensive parts like this.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000017||meshwork||04-03-2003||09:56 PM||||Its been my experience that if you can see that the caps have been leaking then you got some problems. Any little bit will eff up the board.||141.151.79.233||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
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ubb/Forum2/001305.cgi
A||||3||DSMGVR4||Running rich after a walbro install?||||1||||DSMGVR4||00000427
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||01-28-2003||09:56 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||I'm running rich ever since my walbro was put in. I can smell the gas from the exhaust plus my exhaust is leaving a black mark on the side walk. Is this common after a fuel pump install? What's a simple way to lean it out without having to buy an AFC? Thanks, John||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||01-28-2003||10:34 PM||||Yes there is a simple way. What is happening is your stock fuel pressure regulator can't compensate for the extra flow and you are running too high of a base fuel pressure as a result, thus causing you to run rich at iddle and low rpms. What you have to do is get a fuel pressure regulator and set the base pressure. I believe base pressure should be 30psi with the vacuum hose disconnected. This should solve your problems.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||Nate||01-29-2003||12:36 AM||||Base fuel pressure at idle with vacuum line removed is 36psi.||68.80.14.12||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||01-29-2003||03:09 AM||||Did you install a 190 or a 255?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/001306.cgi
A||||0||Arty||what model eprom is used in our ECU||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||01-28-2003||10:49 PM||||What kind of eprom is used in our ECU. I'm after the eproms oem part number, not some Mitsubishi part number.||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/001307.cgi
A||||7||Ferrari F50 GT||Getting This Battery:||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||01-28-2003||10:52 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||I would recomend this battery over the Dyna-Batt for all of you who are interested in it.  It is a good deal cheeper and has some backing up on it as well as tests.<br />  <br /><a href="http://www.gotbatteries.com/Productpage.asp?ProductNum=0769%2D2007&AddOn01=010310&AddOn02=PSC%2D122000A&AddOn03=PSC%2D124000A&AddOn04=PSC%2D124000AP&AddOn05=" target="_blank">http://www.gotbatteries.com/Productpage.asp?ProductNum=0769%2D2007&AddOn01=010310&AddOn02=PSC%2D122000A&AddOn03=PSC%2D124000A&AddOn04=PSC%2D124000AP&AddOn05=</a><br /><br />Will those battery posts on the left of the page work with our cars?  Just want to make sure the size is right.  Thanks!||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||01-29-2003||01:47 AM||||*Bump*  Seems as though this thread slid off the board some how.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000002||SPAM||01-29-2003||01:51 AM||||You mean the right side of the page?<br />They should work....worse case scenerio you get new clamps for a few bucks||24.120.114.19||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000003||SPAM||01-29-2003||01:56 AM||||While someone is on the topic....<br />Has anyone ordered a battery from the net before? How are warrantees and what not covered?<br />I could use a battery such as the one above but am hesitant on ordering one.||24.120.114.19||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||01-29-2003||01:48 PM||||Yeah, the right of the page. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Crazy me!||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||01-29-2003||02:06 PM||||Not a bad price.  I was gonna go with an Odyssey red or yellow top battery that's about the same size....maybe a bit smaller.  It's about twice the price though, but I know they're very good.  Would free up a lot of room up by the intake & would probably be a good alternative to putting it in the trunk.  Would possibly allow use of 1G TEL intakes (Dejon).    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.2.18.83||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||01-29-2003||06:15 PM||||I am using a Dejon Intake right now with a regular battery.  All I did was rotate the batt 90 degrees and move it from the orginal location to the location of the stock air can.  I am going to need this new batt because of the RRE piping I just ordered.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||01-29-2003||09:58 PM||||I just got that same bat a few days ago to put in my Colt.  I didn't see the posts on that web site though.  I would get them.  The threaded holes for the bat connection are much smaller than the normal battery side post terminal type.  They send little bolts with the battery, but they are too small for the side post terminals and I have had to just get some washers that will keep the bolt from being pulled through the center hole of the terminal.  No big deal, but those terminals would be nice.  Don't know if you could get them form a good stereo shop as this is a "stereo" type battery.||64.63.208.103||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/001308.cgi
A||||1||galantvr4||battery relocation||||1||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||01-28-2003||11:40 PM||galantvr4@aol.com||who ha relocated there batt and what kit did you use? any pictures? how easy was it||198.81.26.171||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||01-29-2003||08:01 AM||||Do a search. This topic has has been covered before.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/001309.cgi
A||||6||Duc Hunter||Tire presure for 17's?||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-29-2003||04:29 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I am a pretty "in the know" guy but this seems to be escaping me. I can figure out what tire pressure I should run at a roadcourse, drag strip or autocross but not on the street. Anyone have any suggestions (Mark?) on a tire pressure for the street for "good" tire wear? I have 235/40/17 Bridgestone RE730's on 17x7 BBS RK Rims. Thanks!||205.166.229.92||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||01-29-2003||07:40 AM||||I had 215/40/17 Yokohama Paradas and I ran 32-35psi. The car I had it on was a 91 Honda Accord which weighs in at about 3300lbs, very close to the vr4's weight. The tires were Z rated though, which meant they had a very stiff sidewall, and even with the ass roads and massive potholes we have here, I never damaged the tires or the wheels. You should run around that if they are Z rated.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||01-29-2003||08:27 AM||||What kind of tires do you have? What is the max PSI? I have the Parada Spec2's & run 45 psi( they are 50max). You have to run a psi that will bring it up to the max psi, for optimum traction, treadwear, temp & weight handling.<br /><br />It will take some trial & error. But you NEVER want to run a lower psi in stret tires( some people will only have like 20 psi in the tires at the track & wonder why they get no traction).<br />Never go by the what the manufacture says( i'm sure you know this).||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||01-29-2003||02:44 PM||||1312, I would beg to differ with you on that one. WE need to remember that wheel width, car and suspension design, driving technique all effect this a little. For the sake or argument though let�s �assume� those are all equal. At max PSI the tire will, most of the time, be over inflated. That max pressure is for the max load on the tire (as in weight). As an example my RE730's have a max load of 1323lbs (600kg) @ 44psi. That means 4 of them at max pressure could support 5292lbs. The result of running tires at max pressure on a car with a curb weight 40% less than 5292lbs would be poor traction, low tire temps, narrow contact patch, wear in the middle of the tire and harsh ride. I know this because on a 4 wheel drive truck I had I rant he pressure too high and it burned through the middle of the tread in no time! Want to see proof of this effect, drop your pressure to 20psi and take a penny and try t slide it under the edge of the tire. Note how far it goes and then pump the tire to max and do the same thing. The penny will go farther under the edge of the tread with the higher pressure. This is because the tire is over inflated and ballooning, moving the load to the center and reducing the contact patch. Under inflating a tire will cause the outside edges to wear and not the middle and the tread will buckle in the middle (not to the naked eye). <br /><br />For performance there really is a three step process to arriving at the right compromised pressure for your car. You run a pressure that will, typically, allow the tire to rise to it�s proper temp once hot. Usually this is about a 10% rise. A tire that is to under inflated will rise more than 10% from cold to hot and a tire that is over inflated wont rise enough. After this consideration comes how the tire is performing. Depending on the tarmac, suspension and driving technique it may be �rolling over� to much, wearing the edges and not staying flat under cornering loads. In this case pressure must be added to stiffen the tire and stabilize it. After this consideration comes the behavior of the car. If the car is unstable (under or oversteer) and the suspension cannot be used to tune in more stability the tire pressures must be adjusted to help. Let�s say the car understeers. Pressure must be dropped in front to add traction to the ft tires and pressure must be added to the rear to remove traction (ballooning the tire and reducing the contact patch). This will make the back less stable and should balance the understeer. Tire pressure tuning like this is used as a last resort/fine tuning tool. <br /><br />None of that though is what I am after though. After completing all of the above tuning the pressures are not going to promote proper and even wear on the street. For this pressure must be set so that the tire is as flat as possible during most normal street activities. This is where I am having a problem. I do not have access to a tire contact patch analyzer to see how the pressure affects the weight across the tread. As a result I was hoping to get input from others as to their wear and pressures. My VERY ROUGH �guestimate� is that since 3200 is 60% of 5290lb max load of my tires my pressure should be no lower than 26.5 psi (60% of the 44psi max pressure for my tires).||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||01-29-2003||03:09 PM||||You could run 26.5. But, that would put your wheels at a greater risk if you were to hit pot hole. Since they are Z rated, which means they have stiffer sidewalls due to the manufacturing process of Z rated tires, you should not have problems running 30 or so psi. On my Honda Accord, at 32psi with my 215/40/17ZR Paradas, the tire had a slight bulge. A good way to tell how your contact patch is behaving under different tire pressures is: Apply some tire shine, whatever you want, lightly so that it coats the edges of the tread. Drive around and take some turns and see if it has worn off all the way to the edges. You will be able to see exactly what parts are making contact.||198.111.38.161||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||01-29-2003||09:48 PM||||I adjust mine according to driving style. I usually adjust it up a couple pounds higher the normal, I run 35psi front, 32 rear most of the time. I'm not to worried about wearing the center, since I always wear the outside edges first. If I'm going for a drive on the backroads, I bump it up somewhere between my street and auto-x pressures. If my wife is going to be driving the same car for an extended period of time, I sometimes set it to 32/29, guessing that would even wear under "normal" circumstances. <br /><br />Jason K.<br /><br />Jason K.||67.192.100.230||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||01-29-2003||09:53 PM||||One more thing...<br /><br />Figuring out how much weight the tires needs to support is a good idea. But don't forget that static weight will be different then the load a tire sees with weight transfer during even normal driving. So I guess that the stock pressures are higher the the calculated needed pressures to make up for weight transfer. So even if 26psi were optimal for cruising, that tire would be overloaded under braking or cornering. <br /><br />Jason K.<br /><br />Jason K.||67.192.100.230||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum2/001310.cgi
A||||7||evol||datalogger||||5||||evol||00000360
Z||000000||evol||01-29-2003||10:25 AM||||Maybe a stupid question, but if I buy the software and cable from dsmparts.com, will it work with my laptop or only with a pda?<br /><br />Just wondering if the $300 TMO unit is my only available option. If it is, an M100 and datalogging crap seems like a better deal, plus I don't have to risk a broken or stolen laptop...<br /><br />thanks,<br />Ben||134.124.18.1||reg||5||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||01-29-2003||10:30 AM||||I datalog with a laptop and think it is much better than a pda. You get more info and the graphs are better. You don't have to keep it in your car, just when you want to datalog.||207.73.68.202||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||01-29-2003||10:57 AM||||i have the pocketlogger and the cable stays attached to the car.  i have never had the tmo logger, but i am VERY happy with the pocketlogger.  i can hold it up while i am driving, and see whatever i have selected with the palm right in the line of sight, so i dont lose sight of the road.  also, if i log, i dont look at the log until after i have stopped the car.  for wot runs, i make like a 2nd gear pull, then a 3rd gear pull, then i pull over, play them back, make my afc changes, and do another pair of pulls.  setting up wot is a looong road, and i keep logging a pull or two whenever i get the chance, so the small palm is perfect for me.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Jon||01-29-2003||11:15 AM||||I bought a TMO logger and a cheap laptop.  $400 later, the laptop loved to fly off of the passenger seat into the floor.  It really sucked.<br /><br />I then sold it and bought a Pocketlogger and a Palm M100.  I loved the logging software but the M100 had a smaller screen than the IIIxe.  So I returned the M100 and bought a IIIxe and I was pretty happy.  With the flip hack, you can turn the display to the side and then mount the Palm in the dash.  I ran the graphing stuff all of the time to see knock sum, timing advance, and rpm.<br /><br />Definately would buy a Pocketlogger if I were in the market to datalogg a GVR4.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000004||joec||01-29-2003||11:25 AM||||I run the TMO datalogger.  The pain with it is that you have to wait for the laptop to boot up each time you want to use it.  I've tried putting the laptop in hibernate mode, but I often lose the dataconnection (laptop to ECU) and have to restart windows.<br /><br />It's a pain to have to remember to start up the laptop, start the logger program, and then press the button to begin logging while staging at the timing light  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />With a pocketlogger it boots right away.<br /><br />There are available utilities to dump the pocketlogger code so that you can graph it on a laptop (using Excel).  That way you can do more in depth analysis at your convenience.||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000005||broke down||02-01-2003||11:27 PM||||I also am very happy with my datalogger.  I got my palm m100 from staples a feew weeks ago for 69.00 bucks.  DO NOT buy a sony, it will not work, hence buying the palm.  It tells me everything i need to know.  Plus I was able to take out the right half of my center vent, make a bracket, and mount it right on my dash in an easy to read location.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||02-02-2003||10:03 PM||||I love my pocketlogger.  I run it on a Sony Clie T615C.  Works great.  Some of the Sony pda's are not supported by pocketlogger yet, check with their website first.||64.63.208.228||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||broke down||02-04-2003||11:40 PM||||actually, I have a sony clie s model, which the stie says can be used with the software.  However, I tried everything to get it to work, but it never did.  Now my girlfriend really loves to use my sony, I however bought the cheapest palm that I could find.  Harry and some other people said they had problems with their sony's too.  Not ranting, just don't want to see someone else think they are an idiot for a week or two...||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
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A||||1||GVR4#1862||Wiring harness GSX to GVR4||||1||||GVR4#1362||00000733
Z||000000||GVR4#1862||01-29-2003||05:58 PM||caspergsx@aol.com||is the wiring harness the same lenth<br />iam about to buy a GVR4 with no wiring in it <br />just need to know if the harness is the same like same lenth i know the plugs an sensors are the same||65.71.202.41||reg||1||GVR4#1362||00000733||yes
Z||000001||talontsi||01-29-2003||09:19 PM||||If your talking about an eclipse GSX I belive the harness is a little longer to the ECU in the car. <br />All the sensors and plugs are the same as long as you use a 91+.<br /><br />If you are using a galant GSX harness there will be a few things you need to wires in.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum2/001312.cgi
A||||4||Jose||Stick to Auto Swap In A VR4||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||01-29-2003||10:49 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I know everybody is going to talk crap about this but so what, its my car. How hard would it be to convert a VR4 to automatic? Besides the trans, tranfer case, linkage, axles, pedal assembly, and rear what else would be needed? Im tried of changing clutchs and trans. Im tried of fighting to get the trans in gear. I love my car I hate the trans.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||Louters91GVR4||01-29-2003||10:58 PM||||get a set of new syncros from TRE and a 2600 ACT. You will then have a solid tranny with the best clutch around. thats about 1000 if you do it yourself. A lot cheaper than an auto swap. A little suggestion.<br /><br />Tom||24.208.133.45||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000002||Jose||01-29-2003||11:06 PM||||I can buy an auto Talon with bent valves (timing belt broke)for $500.00. The only thing I would do to the trans is send it to Level Ten Trans for beefing up.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||Nate||01-30-2003||12:50 AM||||I think the most difficult part about the swap would be the wiring for the automatic tranny's ECU.  Usually that wiring is intertwined with the engine harness, but since Galant VR4s in this country never came in autos, that harness doesn't exist.  I'm sure it can be done, lord knows I've thought about doing it too, but I don't know how much additional wiring is involved, plus then I start thinking about how much of a pain in the ass it would be to swap the rear end, get a different tcase, etc.  It'd be great for daily driving, but I don't know how much abuse it would be able to take even if level 10 built it, considering the converter isn't a lockup style and there is just limited room in that bellhousing to fit a stronger converter.  Best of luck with it, though.||68.80.14.12||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000004||lance||01-30-2003||10:11 AM||||I have converted from auto to manual and I must say it was'nt too hard.  I had to change my starter and I had to keep the transmission computer for my reverse light to work.  I had to change my transfer case as well.<br /><br />I had carefully planned everything before I went ahead and do this conversion, I had my cables, pedals etc.||63.136.119.116||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes



ubb/Forum2/001313.cgi
A||||18||Louters91GVR4||Sputter in power under boost???||||9||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||01-29-2003||10:54 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||All stock GVR4. The engine hick-ups at times under boost. I changed the O2 Sensor and the Knock Sensor. Any other suggestions???<br /><br />Tom||24.208.133.45||reg||9||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-29-2003||11:32 PM||||plugs, wires, fuel filter, etc.  <br />Is it the fuel cut feeling of hitting the wall for a brief second or a sputter?||167.142.21.171||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||Louters91GVR4||01-30-2003||10:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> plugs, wires, fuel filter, etc.  <br />Is it the fuel cut feeling of hitting the wall for a brief second or a sputter? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">did plugs, did wires, have not did injectors or fuel filter yet<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||01-30-2003||10:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> plugs, wires, fuel filter, etc.  <br />Is it the fuel cut feeling of hitting the wall for a brief second or a sputter? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the sputter is pretty harsh<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||01-30-2003||10:18 AM||||do you have boost turned up?  Have you ever experienced fuel cut.  It's a sudden loss of power for a split second and "harsh" is almost an understatement.  First time it happened to me, I was waiting to hear engine parts hit the pavement :-o<br /><br />You're in the cold climate too if I remember and it's likely that's what you felt.||167.142.21.210||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||01-31-2003||07:32 AM||||Lifter tick can cause some nasty (false) knock causing major power loss.<br /><br />My car came with horrible lifter tick.  I had problems untill I changed them out.  Also, check for a major boost leak.<br /><br />Also, your turbo could be going out.  Do you have a boost gage installed yet?  If so, see if you are getting full boost with the power loss.<br /><br />Good luck.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||darren||05-27-2003||06:10 PM||||I am having a very similar problem to "Louters91GVR4" and I just installed a boost gauge and when the car is having power loss(about 80% of the time) My boost gauge only goes up to 8-9psi but when the car is driving good the boost goes up to 11. I checked the TPS, the ISC motor, and the MAF sensor. Any other suggestions?||24.184.33.106||reg||1||darren||00001577||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||05-27-2003||06:32 PM||||If it's fuel cut you will know it.  Last time it happened to me I thought my face was gonna smack the steering wheel.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||darren||05-27-2003||10:00 PM||||I should also add that when I disconnect the battery to reset the ECU, the problem appears to dissapear for a little while.||24.184.33.106||reg||1||darren||00001577||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||05-27-2003||11:43 PM||||An intermittent,internal,elec fault w/ the TPS will cause quite a stutter as well. Had a similar problem a few years back.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||Ash||05-28-2003||02:35 AM||||Darren - I would say your problem is knock related.||203.220.88.93||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||05-28-2003||10:40 AM||||Tom,<br />It sounds like its too rich to me. Whenever I get my WOT O2 settings too high, it will sputter at high RPM's. Have you logged it?<br /><br />Darren,<br />What boost are you running? Are you using premium fuel? It sounds like the ECU is reducing your "octane value" because it is sensing too much knock, so its reducing the boost, and probably the timing too. Unplugging the ECU resets the "octane value" to maximum again. Also, check to be sure your base timing is right, 5 degrees. My FREE chip resets the "octane value" everytime you start the car, but thats only a bandaid for your real problems. You need to log the car to see what the knock sensor is seeing.||68.158.102.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||darren||05-28-2003||11:52 AM||||I am running stock boost which only gets up to 8-9psi when the car is running like crap, but goes up to 11.5 when the car is running good. Yes I use 93 octane everytime. I have not changed the lifters yet, they are loud. If that is the case with reducing my "octane level", can I use higher octane just to see if it makes a difference or would this be dangerous on a stock vr4.||24.184.33.106||reg||1||darren||00001577||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||05-28-2003||02:09 PM||||Higher octane can never hurt, but are you able to log the car at all? If you're lifters are that noisy, you'd probably just be wasting your money on race gas. One thing you could try if you can't log the car: you could build the knock sensor LED mod that is here:<br /><a href="http://maritime.dsm.org/tech/vfaq/knockled/index.html" target="_blank">http://maritime.dsm.org/tech/vfaq/knockled/index.html</a><br />You could even try grounding the orange wire to the BCS, which will keep the ECU from closing the solenoid, and your boost should come back up.||68.158.102.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||Louters91GVR4||05-28-2003||02:59 PM||||changed the TPS and it solved it, its easy when you borrow a data logger<br /><br />tom<br /><br />thanks for all the help||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000015||dsmsleeper||05-28-2003||03:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<br /><strong> changed the TPS and it solved it, its easy when you borrow a data logger<br /><br />tom<br /><br />thanks for all the help </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Were you getting the CEL?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||05-28-2003||06:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by darren:<br /><strong> I have not changed the lifters yet, they are loud. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Try some Engine Purge from BG.  Quieted my lifters down and saved me over, what, $150?  Try this before higher actane gas.  Just my opinion.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||darren||05-30-2003||12:04 AM||||I took my car to a dsm shop and they found out that it was a bad cat.||24.184.33.106||reg||1||darren||00001577||yes
Z||000018||mixx2001||05-30-2003||08:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by darren:<br /><strong> I took my car to a dsm shop </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Must be nice.  There isn't any tuner shops around me.  Hell I'd hang out at a Honda shop, if there was one around.  You know, for the food.||65.165.18.183||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
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A||||10||Ferrari F50 GT||Manual Rack||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||01-29-2003||11:47 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||I am going to be putting in a manual rack in my car this Sunday.  As far as the rear rack goes, will I have to do anything with it since I am getting rid of the power rack?  Thanks.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||Jon||01-30-2003||09:26 AM||||There are two mounts on the rack to hold it in place.  One (I think the driver's side) is the same between manual and power racks.  The other requires a different mount.  It is a pretty cheap part from Conicelli.  Ask Josh and he'll help you out.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||01-30-2003||09:32 AM||||You should not need to do anything with it, since it will not receive any fluid from the new rack to change position of the rear geometry. Some folks have pulled the rack off & sealed the hole in the diff with a plate.<br /><br />However, in order to really tighten up the rear handling, I suggest doing something to stop the rear rack from moving left-right. I had the ends (where they emerge from the rack) welded to stop movement. Other have put in collar spacers. Others have replaced rack with a custom light-weight, fixed-length rod with appropriate ends.||24.148.12.128||reg||14||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||01-30-2003||12:03 PM||||Jon, I have that other braket from the manual rack.  So I am good there.  <br /><br />So all I will need to do is seal off the rear rack with a metal plate?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000004||Yao||01-30-2003||02:01 PM||||Or you can just replaced the WHOLE rear subfram to a 4bolt axles and while you are at it convert it to the 5 lug at the same time!  kill 2 birds with one stone!||208.253.246.92||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000005||gsxtasee||01-30-2003||03:05 PM||||I'm doing the 4-bolt LSD rear/subframe swap and putting in Urethane bushings... it sux worse than it sounds like it would...  Of course, I'm doing front and rear subframes, all bushings/motor mounts/everything conversion...  it sux but I can't wait to get the car back together.<br /><br />Jason||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000006||joec||01-30-2003||05:11 PM||||What's the advantage of converting to the 5 lug DSM hubs?  Has anybody ever broken wheel studs due to too much power?  Or is it just for a better wheel selection?||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||gsxtasee||01-30-2003||06:02 PM||||I did it 'cuz I cracked my front subframe assembly in 2 places and was swapping both front and rear subframes so it was easier to just leave the hubs on the new subframe and go to 5-lug.  I have a line on a set of 5-lug 1g talon rims that are white so it should'nt look too bad.  <br /><br />plus, yeah, now I have a much better selection of wheels to go by and they are cheaper.<br /><br />Jason||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000008||markrieb||01-31-2003||11:41 AM||||The biggest advantage of the 5-lug conversion is the selection of wheels.<br /><br />There are quite a few 1g guys that are now using relatively cheap, but yet still pretty good, wheels that are originally made for Mustangs.  17x9's anyone?<br /><br />Also, if you intend to upgrade brakes, the standard 1g brake upgrades will now work without custom hats or redrilling the rotors.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000009||joec||01-31-2003||09:43 PM||||I thought our wheel bolt pattern was the same as some of the Hondas (Accords?).  Wouldn't that mean that there were tons of wheels available?  Or is the offset not the same?||216.179.104.76||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000010||markrieb||02-02-2003||05:16 PM||||Sure, there are tons of wheels available that are narrow,weak and heavy.  In other words, typical Honda wheels.<br /><br />The GVR-4 really needs a 16x8 wheel with some 245/45/16's or some 17x8's with 235/40/17's.<br /><br />8" wide and wider wheels are just not available in the 4-lug pattern unless you spend some serious $$$ on Volks, Kinesis or some other full on forged 3-piece wheel.  The only wheel that was close was a few years ago Forgeline made some 16x8's that were nearly perfect (Extreme sold them), that were around $300 each.  Forgeline no longer makes that wheel.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.236.14||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
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A||||1||Duc Hunter||EVO VII WRC uses a stock BOV???||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-30-2003||12:22 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Check it out. I found this very intersting. I am sure is is not "stock" on the inside and they are only running about 320hp but still. Guess all these trick after market ones (like my GFB or the HKS I am about to try later today) are just not needed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Look on the left side of the engine.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.myevo.com/E7WRC_004.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.myevo.com/E7WRC_004.jpg</a>||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||01-30-2003||01:11 PM||||I'm not positive, but don't they use two BOVs?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
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A||||2||JohnNK||Engine Swap||||1||||JohnNK||00000485
Z||000000||JohnNK||01-30-2003||04:54 PM||jnkilbourn@yahoo.com||What mods need to be done to fit a 4G63 from a 96 TSI into my 91 GVR$?<br />Thanks||166.70.181.1||reg||1||JohnNK||00000485||yes
Z||000001||joec||01-30-2003||05:18 PM||||There's a current thread on this topic at <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=7;t=000030" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=7;t=000030</a><br /><br />Basically, it's not easy because the 96 tsi engine is a 2G engine and has different engine mounting points from the 1G DSM (1990-94) and the GVR4 engines.  Also the 2G engine will have OBD II sensors, etc.||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||JohnNK||01-31-2003||07:15 PM||||Thanks for the information||166.70.181.1||reg||1||JohnNK||00000485||yes
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A||N||5||atsiauto||4ws light came on today ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||01-30-2003||06:05 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||have not had a chance to get a look some of you all know ive been trying to find all the lines to it . mine are dicey at best from rust, what causes it to light up ? low fluid ? just starting to diagnose this car it sat for 2 yrs and now I have finally started to drive it daily all the bugs are coming out.  <a href="mailto:atsiauto@comcast.net">atsiauto@comcast.net</a>||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-30-2003||06:09 PM||||I believe the light is supposed to come on when the fluid gets too low. Top it off and it should go away.||216.255.203.95||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||talontsi||01-30-2003||09:51 PM||||Mine came on when the rear staring was leaking. Hopefully you don't have a leak and you can just top it off.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000003||vrpower||02-01-2003||12:32 AM||||The same happend here, either you need more fluid or, there is a leak somewhere(hopefully not).||67.248.70.40||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000004||#1459 VR-4||02-01-2003||02:52 AM||||My 4WS steering light comes on about once a month, rather then replace my line like I should I just fill it up.  <br /><br />My leak is located: if you crawl under the car on the passenger side and look at the frame you will see several lines, mine was leaking right there under the area below the front door.<br /><br />Not sure how much it would cost to replace the lines that run from the front to rear, but I'm planning on fixing it soon.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||#1459 VR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||02-01-2003||06:28 AM||||mines coming straight out now from under the rear door, I noticed a spot there looked kinda roached on the line about a month ago . I guees it just finally gave in . I'm going to try using rubber hose to fix it , but im not sure about the pressure involved on this line. I found the leak easy enough there was about an inch and ahalf of snow on the ground yesterday .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
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A||||7||GRV4726||complicated problem...hah!||||1||||GRV4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||01-31-2003||09:55 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||ths is a joke (putting this question in the technical questions list)... a really big  one.  infact i don't know where to post this because it is so stupid. i apologize.  flame me if you want,, I DESERVE IT. ok...now for the question.<br /><br />where are the drain and fill pulgs on the trans<br /><br />i looked at the trans and well i don't see something that stands out as  draim lug. well i do abut threre are two of them that i think could be possible drain plugs but they are huge bigger than my lugnuts .  i have a haynes maual and the pic that show is not for a galant its for a precis or something, sorry you had to read this but if you could reply and tell me where it is in relation to the down pipe or something. <br /><br />sorry guys. i'd be kicking my ass if i where someone else.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GRV4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||01-31-2003||10:45 PM||||Get some bigger wrenches because those are the ones.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||01-31-2003||11:01 PM||||those hayne's manuals are really bad , id give up on wrenching if those were all i had,Dont feel bad , man thats what were here for . Im still learning about this crazy car and these folks have been patient and offered help I'm preparing to drain/fill all the fluids in this one here as well. Scotty||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||01-31-2003||11:31 PM||||Underside of the trans there is a flat looking bolt thats about a 22mm I think, thats the drain. There is a 17mm (?) on the front of the trans, just off to the side and down a little bit of the shifter cable brackets on the front of the trans, thats the fill plug.||151.199.244.208||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||02-01-2003||06:39 PM||||thanks guys.  yeah you were right about the 17mm fill plug, it was a bitch to loosen at first.  now its the drain that is really getting me.  i don't have  a 22mm wrench but i'm pretty sure its on 22 becase i tried to use a 23 and it still didn't fit over it.  so i'll go buy some new wrenches and go at it. thanks a lot.<br /><br />i hope she'll be shiftin' better when i'm done with her and i clean the tb too so it should be running much better.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />thanks everyone||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GRV4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||02-01-2003||07:18 PM||||I'm pretty sure the drain plug is a 24 mm.||12.104.69.27||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||02-01-2003||09:32 PM||||yep its 24mm i went to autozone and picked it up, just guessing it was 24 ad sure enough it was.  i just finish it too so i'm glad its over with. <br /><br />also i was wondering when cleaning the throtle body do you have to cover up the two slits behind the throble plate?  because i didn't and the vafq doesn't say you need to, but it does say that you have to cover up the two slits in the front<br /><br />thanks again||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GRV4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||#1459 VR-4||02-01-2003||11:53 PM||||Sounds like you figured it out, but this is a helpful link...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.myzero.com/drivetrain/trannyoils.html" target="_blank">http://www.myzero.com/drivetrain/trannyoils.html</a>||24.147.242.56||reg||1||#1459 VR-4||00000618||yes
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A||||1||kartorium31||logs, etc||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||02-01-2003||01:49 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Ok, recently I decided to try and log all of the fuel in ellensburg to determine which is best, just for the hell of it.  Started off tonight with 76 and did a third-fourth run and knock counts were insane.  Knock peaked at 20(my car is stock as far as boost).  Later When she was all cooled down i checked for any error codes, there were tons of em.  Just to make sure, it'll only shows the codes when the car is off.  Such sensors as the maf, o2, knock, coolant temp, etc are showing up.  Am I reading my palm at the right time here or should it only show codes with the car on?  I can provide more info and might be able to clarify my problems more.  Any body wanna help me out or give me a link to some info?  Thanks in advance||12.104.69.27||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||02-01-2003||02:22 AM||||solved one of my questions, the ignition must be on for the pocketlogger to show codes.  I'm gonna check it all again tomorrow.||12.104.69.27||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
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A||||4||atsiauto||additive for trans?>||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-02-2003||05:14 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||are you guys running any friction modifier ? it supposed to help the syncros drag into gear better , anyone?? bueller? if so what brand whered you get it? ...||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||02-02-2003||10:29 PM||||You can buy the Friction modifier at any Mitsu or Chrysler dealer. It comes in a small bottle <br />How much it helps, deppends on how bad are your syncros. If it's already grinding you're better off<br />getting it rebuilt.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.186.159||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||02-03-2003||12:17 AM||||I have always run Redline oil withheir MTL mixed 50/50 for my transaxle. It shifts VERY nice and I can say the wear is outstanding. I am currently trying  <a href="http://www.synergynracing.com/" target="_blank">Synergyn Multi Purpose Gear Lubricant; SAE 80W-90</a> in my car. A local shop likes it allot. I can say it too shifts very nice.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||02-03-2003||07:16 AM||||Duc what weight is the oil your using? is it normal 30or40 weight ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||02-04-2003||02:58 AM||||Motoroil??  That I use  <a href="http://www.redlineoil.com/redlineoil/engoilti.htm" target="_blank">Redline 5/30 or 5/50</a>. Often I run the 5/30 even in the 100+ deg summer out here! No worries on coaking etc. The switch to 5/50 is more piece of mind and not need. 5/30 is just fine. <br /><br />For the trans???  I mix Redlines  <a href="http://www.redlineoil.com/redlineoil/spgoti.htm" target="_blank">Red Line ShockProof Gear Oil </a> and their  <a href="http://www.redlineoil.com/redlineoil/mtlti.htm" target="_blank">RED LINE MTL </a> . For the transfer case and rear end I run just the shockproof. <br /><br />In both cases the internals look like they have not been used. I cannot rave about this stuff enough.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
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A||||6||rmflyfish||How to find data based on car number?||||10||||rmflyfish||00000766
Z||000000||rmflyfish||02-03-2003||01:20 PM||robert.page@hp.com||Hi Folks !! I'm the new kid today and I am Galant challenged, so please forgive me. But I do have a nice 1G talon... and I think I just found something I can't pass up.<br /><br />I found a VR4 today, with the tranny out, and it says "757/2000 All Wheel Drive" on the plate on the trunk... <br /><br />It appears to be pretty clean, but we got a little snow last night, so I haven't had too close a look.<br /><br />Can anyone tell me where I can go to find as much data as possible based on the car number. Or do I need to get the VIN before I can tell anything.  <br /><br />I actually don't even know what year it was. I didn't want to give away to much about my interest until I get a price from the owner.... It's been sitting for a year untouched||161.114.1.182||reg||10||rmflyfish||00000766||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||02-03-2003||01:42 PM||||A plate on the trunk that says the number? I've never heard of that. If its X out of 2000, then its a 1991. The number won't be able to tell you anything, you need the VIN number before you can do any research. Get the VIN and run it on Carfax.com. But even Carfax won't be able to tell you much, so make sure you look everywhere around the car to check for rust, previous damage, make sure all the lines are straight, etc. <br /><br />Ryan||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-03-2003||01:44 PM||||If it is out of 2000 -- it is a 91.<br />If it is out of 1000 -- it is a 92.<br /><br />Badge number won't tell you anything.  It is generally accepted that the badge number does not correlate to VIN or even build order.<br /><br />Sitting for a year untouched isn't cool, you should rescue it.  The only factory options to look for (if you care to) are sunroof, roof rack, and CD player.||67.37.227.111||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||rmflyfish||02-03-2003||01:49 PM||||thanks for the feedback...  <br /><br />and my apologies, it's not a 'plate' on the trunk, but what appears to be a small sticker, or perhaps it is something made up by a company like 'FastSigns'...  But id DID say 757/2000... So on the pretense that the owner used valid data, I guess it's a 91...<br /><br />Anyone want to throw out some opinions on it's worth, with a blown tranny...||161.114.1.182||reg||1||rmflyfish||00000766||yes
Z||000004||rmflyfish||02-03-2003||01:50 PM||||Thanks to you too Ryan, It does have a moonroof...  I think I want it...  I could pull all the performance stuff off my Eagle !!||161.114.1.182||reg||1||rmflyfish||00000766||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||02-03-2003||01:53 PM||||With no tranny, the most I'd pay is $1500, with a blown tranny, maybe $2300. <br />Thats assuming that the car is in good shape with no rips in the interior and under 100K miles on the engine. <br /><br />Put it this way, I got my Galant in mint condition with 68,000 miles on it completely stock for $3800.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||02-03-2003||05:35 PM||||BP,<br /><br />Get the VIN (17 digit number of IP or door jambs) and post it here (or email it to me at dbliese@juno.com) and I can get you some details on the car.  <br /><br />Dave||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
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A||||6||broke down||part numbers for injectors||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||02-03-2003||01:43 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||can someone please tell me what the mpart numbers for the RC and Nippondenso 550 cc injectors are?  If not part numbers, at least what cars that those injectors would have been used in from the factory?  I seem to remember that they were stock for one of the rx-7 generations.  Is that correct?  any help would be greatly appreciated!||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||02-03-2003||02:23 PM||||Search should pull it up under RX-7 Injectors. I think the pn was 19550-1370 or something similar to that for 550 low impedance.||199.35.202.29||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-03-2003||02:52 PM||||yep, the 195500-1370 is low impedance 550.  watch out, cause i have already caught 2 different ebay auctions where they had the 460's(195500-1350) as 550's.  also, the rxy 550 is slightly different, the snout where the pintile is, is longer, and just a tad bigger.  then, when you bolt down the fuel rail, it kinda squishes the rubber rings right by the connector.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||02-03-2003||03:09 PM||||Also, Ken can back me on this, watch out for crap ones.  Mine were not in good shape and were not even useful.  Ken was fortunate enough to get good ones from Ebay.  Keep in mind if you pay x amount for them, you will need to have them cleaned and flowed to make sure they are good (don't just put them in the car).  It might be easier to get them from someone you know and can rely on or to buy new.  Just my .02 worth.||167.142.22.107||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||broke down||02-03-2003||07:07 PM||||Thanks guys, you are awesome.  Also, all praises to Jon for this awesome website.  The new design is great, even better than before!!!||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000005||Jose||02-03-2003||09:37 PM||||Does it make a difference what year RX-7 (Im assuming they are from the twin turbo RX-7 and not the turbo II). <br />Jose.....||152.163.213.202||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||02-03-2003||10:20 PM||||from turbo II||167.142.21.237||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
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A||||5||turboflanagan||Is this a decent afc?||||5||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||02-04-2003||03:27 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402087046&category=6770" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402087046&category=6770</a><br /><br />I'm looking for one for my turbo Colt to tune some horses in it.  It runs pretty much the same MAF as we do, but only 2 injectors spraying into a throttle body.  <br /><br />Where can I get a good cheap afc for it and a good maybe not as cheap afc for the VR4?  The new Apexi one looks pretty cool, especially in black.||65.114.37.193||reg||5||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||evol||02-05-2003||02:33 AM||||that's the one I bought off ebay---same thing. I guess you;d probabaly have to have a logger to tune it correctly though, and it doesnt have as many features, but I think that it's worth the money. you still cant get a 2g afc for under $250 and they do the same thing, although this one may not be as precise.||172.151.225.239||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-05-2003||10:30 AM||||that is the old style, not near as versitile as the new one.  it is also larger, and more cumbersome.  i have had both, and if you are tuning with the logger, which i HIGHLY recommend, you should not get this one.  also, this summer i will be going to the map sensor mod, which this afc will not do, and from what i have been reading, the map sensor mod is a lot better for our cars, especially those running more than 15 lbs boost.  also, the very newest afc has a knock sensor adjuster in it, but from what i have read, it is not compatible with our knock sensor, so you are spending extra for unusable features.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-05-2003||01:49 PM||||The new s-AFC (II) has even finer tuning capabilities -- but most intriguing to me is the black version (coming soon).  I think the fluorescent blue is gaudy and annoying.  A prime candidate for glove-box mounting.||64.108.204.73||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||02-05-2003||03:23 PM||||Yeah, that black one is very nice looking.  I saw it on ebay for $350 buy-it-now.<br /><br />This afc would be for the colt so I could throw in some Conquest injectors and hack the maf for extra air and still tune it to run decent.  Tuning would have to be by o2 and egt because it's an '84 and logger doesn't go back Quite that far.<br /><br />Ken, where have you read that the knock sensor won't work with the new afc version?  Can you say why it wouldn't work?<br /><br />Peter||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||02-05-2003||06:25 PM||||it was on one of the yahoo groups, afc, or pocketlogger, i forget which, and i didnt pay much attention to it.  i think fooling with the knock sensor may be asking for trouble.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
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A||||7||udriveu||jic-magic exhaust||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||02-04-2003||04:18 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||I might be able to get a good deal on the 3" cat-back that jic-magic makes for the gvr4. But, I dont really plan on doing any other mods that would require anything above a 2.5". I've heard it is a very nice system, but is it worth the possible boost creep? Any other problems i shouldbe aware of before getting it?||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-04-2003||04:23 PM||||Isn't it made for JDM rear bumpers... meaning it might leave nasty exhaust residue on your bumper... big problem if you have a white car... might need a shield or something. <br />Other than that, very nice looking system...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||02-04-2003||05:12 PM||||Does Mark have a jdm bumper?..||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000003||evol||02-05-2003||02:37 AM||||If you can get a good deal on a jic exhaust, I'd say go for it. Someone on the board posted some pictures of theirs a while back and it was pretty f'in nice, if you ask me.||172.151.225.239||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000004||smokindav||02-05-2003||09:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> I might be able to get a good deal on the 3" cat-back that jic-magic makes for the gvr4. But, I dont really plan on doing any other mods that would require anything above a 2.5". I've heard it is a very nice system, but is it worth the possible boost creep? Any other problems i shouldbe aware of before getting it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">udriveu,<br /><br />You won't have any boost creep with a 2.5" or 3" exhaust and the stock turbo.  Boost creep begins to be a problem with the bigger aftermarket turbos.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.85.221||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||02-05-2003||10:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Isn't it made for JDM rear bumpers </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">maybe i just haven't been paying attention, but what is the difference between the USDM and JDM  rear bumpers?<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Someone on the board posted some pictures of theirs a while back and it was pretty f'in nice, if you ask me. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001064" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001064</a><br /><br />yeah, it looks real nice.<br /><br />thanks for the info||149.152.182.1||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-05-2003||01:46 PM||||I think the general difference is that the U.S. spec bumper sticks out further.  If the exhaust is made with JDM in mind, it may be a bit short and blacken your bumper.<br /><br />Probably requires only a simple fix, but you should keep it in mind.||64.108.204.73||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||02-05-2003||02:38 PM||||paint the bumper black||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001325.cgi
A||||11||Marcus||Guage location||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||02-04-2003||09:37 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||Where do you have your gauges located?  Here are what's going through my head?<br />1 Triple gauge pillar, afr,boost,egt all 2 1/16<br />2 Double gauge pillar, afr,egt 2 1/16, boost on steering column 2 5/8 pod<br />3 Put all three under my single din stereo <br />4 Put two under my single din stereo and boost on steering column 2 5/8 pod<br />Tell me what you guys have and maybe I can get some ideas on a not so difficult question I making for myself!<br />Marc||152.163.197.52||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||02-04-2003||10:58 PM||||EGT/BOOST<br /><br />Dual pillar....Simple  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||02-04-2003||11:10 PM||||I have mine right next to the clock. I got the balls to drill a huge hole in my dash to put a 52mm tomei boost gauge in in it.  Its in perfect view and looks good. I plan on putting two more gauges alongside the boost gauge.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-05-2003||12:12 AM||||I've been thinking about that for any future gauges.   What kind of hurdles lie behind the vinyl up there?  I would imagine some foam, ABS plastic, maybe some metal reinforcements?  What did you use to cut the hole?  Drill?  Dremel?  Laser?||64.109.167.213||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||mitsuvr4||02-05-2003||10:06 AM||||I'm having a similar debate on where to mount gauges.<br /><br />I've narrowed it to the dash in front of the number plate or the real estate right in front of the speedo?<br /><br />I'll probaly go with the speedo/steering column so I won't need to turn my head for viewing.<br /><br />I'm using these gauge mounts by Greddy with their 52mm gauges.  They're cheap and make a nice clean install.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.greddy.com/onlineshop/" target="_blank">http://www.greddy.com/onlineshop/</a><br /><br />(look under "accessories" and than "gauge mounts")<br /><br />Good luck,||134.29.246.249||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-05-2003||01:52 PM||||For the dash/plate location you could source a suspension pod, but I think it would require small gauges.<br /><br />I've personally been very happy with the a-pillar pod... and apparently you can't see the gauges when standing by the driver's door (with a flashlight), if you know what I mean.||64.108.204.73||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||1667 VR4||02-06-2003||12:25 AM||||I was having trouble finding a pod for my 60mm Greddy boost so i just ghetto rigged a mount for my steering column-- 1 extra large ziptie and some patience. Cut 2 slits in the plastic panel and loop it around. Works perfectly, was basically free and no one can tell its a ziptie. Fits snug against the gauge and the steering column. Ill try to get a pic up shortly.||24.73.74.196||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||02-06-2003||01:41 AM||||I have 6 gauges in the center console. Yes 6, but I use the SPA Technique Dual Digital gauges. These have warning lights that blink when things go wrong and the lights do catch my eye even during the day. They also have an output you can send to a light. I intend on putting on LED on the A-Pillar Gauge pod to light up telling me to check the console. In the center consol I have Water Temp/Oil Temp, Fuel Pressure/Volt, Oil Pressure/Intake Temp. <br /><br />In the A-Pillar I have 2 60mm Greddy Peak Hold Gauges, Boost and EGT.||12.104.90.162||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000008||bob in chicago||02-06-2003||10:03 AM||||I have the SPA's dual digital Boost/EGT guage mounted in a single 2-1/16" holder hanging down from the upper part of the instrument panel's overhang. It's a perfect, centered viewing position, just below your natural sightline. I love these intelligent SPA digital gauges (warning lites and peak-hold function, etc.) Also have three digital guages for water temp, battery volts and oil pressure mounted in space underneath my radio. These are cheap ones from Summit, but just fine for me.||24.136.17.75||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||02-06-2003||10:29 AM||||I didn't want pillar pods because of the stealth look.  Used Mofugas din mount and looks great (as many others have done).  IMO I wouldn't have an A/F gauge. Just boost, EGT, and I have oil pressure as well.  Logger tells me everything else I need, but those are the three that I need to see at any given moment.  Now being able to see them there requires looking away from the road and I'm not too fond of that, so I would agree on the boost gauge on the column as well.  I didn't have the stones to cut into the dash  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.235||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||talontsi||02-06-2003||11:52 AM||||My guages replaced the HVAC controls.<br /><a href="http://www.pbase.com/image/6322797" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/image/6322797</a>||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000011||number3||02-06-2003||11:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by talontsi:<br /><strong> My guages replaced the HVAC controls.<br /> <a href="http://www.pbase.com/image/6322797" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/image/6322797</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am speachless.<br /><br />WHY?||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/001326.cgi
A||||5||gvr4ever||JDM IC PNs||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||02-04-2003||11:12 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Does anyone have the PN to a JDM FMIC?  Can they still be ordered with the pipping and all.<br /><br />Also did the JDM GVR4 have the same funky intake with the BOV in the same place and the same battery location?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||DSSA||02-05-2003||08:44 AM||||So what you're saying is that you're willing to spend $1200 for the core alone (sans piping, etc.) for what is basically a modified Starion Intercooler?<br /><br />"All that glitters is not gold"<br /><br />and<br /><br />"All that is JDM is not great"||205.188.193.32||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||02-05-2003||04:56 PM||||Who's price is that?||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||02-05-2003||05:57 PM||||William, I looked up the part number before, but don't have it right now.  I will check for it again and try to get some pricing info.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-05-2003||06:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Does anyone have the PN to a JDM FMIC?  Can they still be ordered with the pipping and all.<br /><br />Also did the JDM GVR4 have the same funky intake with the BOV in the same place and the same battery location? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i dont know the part number of the intercooler, but i just sold rich the piping from the 240hp vr4, piping is 55mm, and follows the exact same routing as usa.  the turbo outlet pipe and the flexible crossover pipe is the exact same, then, where it goes thru the core support, it goes from 45mm to 55mm, then there is a short flexible hose that goes 90 deg, then the intercooler.  the pipe that exits the intercooler is exactly like the usa one, as is the flexible upper pipe, then the throttle body neck is much larger.  i may still have pics||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||DSSA||02-06-2003||06:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Who's price is that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mitsubishis last time I checked with them about 3 years ago.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes



ubb/Forum2/001327.cgi
A||||1||broke down||pocketlogger data questions||||5||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||02-04-2003||11:20 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I am kind of new to the whole pocketlogger thing.  I've had mine for a couple of months now but still don't really know what to think of some of the parameters.  I would appreciate some deciphering of a few of them, if someone could offer up some help.  What I would like to know are what are the meanings and optimal numbers for the following (a.k.a. what does this mean, why is it important, what are the ranges...ect.)<br />&gt;what does normal timing look like at idle, and WOT<br />&gt;what is the range for the injector duty cycle,    and what is a good number for WOT<br />&gt;what is accel enrich<br />&gt;what is o2 trim<br />&gt;what is low, mid, and high fuel trim, what is optimal, and what are the acceptable limits, and what rpm ranges do those cover?<br />Thanks for any help!!!||68.51.68.201||reg||5||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||joec||02-04-2003||11:48 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/</a>||216.179.104.76||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/001328.cgi
A||||1||ken inn||jdm trans||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||02-05-2003||03:38 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i called another place in florida, who had 5 awd transmissions, ALL of them were the WQxx trans, which no workee.  emailed another place, they also had only WQxx trans.  has ANYONE gotten a big 16g jdm motor and trans, and put BOTH in the car, and they are working ok?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||ctm||02-05-2003||10:34 PM||||Ken -- The JDM w5m332wq... AWD trannies are not compatible with the standard US 1G/GVR4 rear diffs.  Installing it will cause driveline binding at certain speeds.  This is not fun to experience, scary really if you've never had it happen to you.  You must use a matching rear diff from the same JDM car that donated the motor.  Or you can take that tranny to an experienced tranny or rally shop to have them work their magic, but this involves significant costs... sorry.||199.106.16.3||reg||4||ctm||00000315||yes



ubb/Forum2/001329.cgi
A||||9||Tondar||Tondar's 4G63 short block rebuild diary||||1||
Z||000000||Tondar||12-31-2002||01:06 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||I think that some people might be planning engine rebuilds in the near future so I thought I would keep an open thread to let everyone know about the decisions I make and the problems I encouter.<P>So far I have acquired most of the parts and I will be heading to the machine shop in January.<P>I went with eagle rods and custom Wiseco pistons (0.5mm over).  Wiseco has actually just come out with two mass manufactured lines for the 4G63.  One for direct replacement and one that incorporates the 2.4L crank (stroker pistons) I decided to stay with the 2.0L configuration (I like having the 1.7:1 rod/stroke ratio, goes to 1.5:1 with the stroker setup).  The new wiseco's are actually ~30 grams lighter than what I have.  The Wiseco kit came with pins and total seal rings, it's a floating pin setup.<P>Note: <BR>I have not decided on piston coatings as of yet, important to remember that the piston side coating thickness must be taken into consideration when requesting your piston to wall clearance.  The machine shop needs the pistons before they are coated, they can't accurately measure a coated piston.  I plan on running 0.0035" for piston to wall clearance, I will update later with ring gap numbers.<P>I am aiming for 8.5:1 static compression ratio.  I eventually plan on running ~20psi and I believe this CR will facilitate my goals without needing race gas.  Remember that higher CR's are better for driveability and efficiency but lower CR's will make more power due to the higher boost they allow.<P>I polished the entire crank which was a big waste of time... not needed<P>I'll be running ARP main studs (no alignment kit) and head studs.  The machine shop will align hone the mains and bore with a torque plate.  I strongly recommend using a torque plate since the head studs/bolts engage the block high up on the bore.  I've seen distortions of almost 0.001" on other engines with similar designs.  This is even more important for turbo applications due to the amount of heat per cylinder, combined with the higher expansion rates for forged pistons.  You could just increase the piston to wall clearance and enjoy your new diesel engine.<P>Besides cleaning the machine shop will also deck the block, I will be using the Mitsu Ralliart metal head gasket so you want a smooth/flat surface on the head and block, I'll update later with the specifics.<P>I have not decided what main/rod bearings to run I'll more than likey go with Clevite 77, stay tuned for that discussion.<P>I removed the balance shafts per the VFAQ<P>This thread will also contain all instructions for assembly, I would like to include pictures if time permits and I can get a place to host them.<BR><P>------------------<BR>91 black VR4||68.98.153.169||reg||1
Z||000001||DongeR615||12-31-2002||02:50 PM||||keep us updated, as I have never rebuilt an engine. pics please.<P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.212.201||reg||14
Z||000002||talontsi||12-31-2002||04:47 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Sounds like a nice setup!<P>Why din;t you do a 2.3 or 2.4 motor? I did not think the cost was much more since you basically have to source everything but the crank.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||12-31-2002||06:08 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Okay I heard a rumor that the 2.4 crank will fit in our block.  Now that's all that was said.  Well I've talked to Russ Kenan's friend with the 2.4 motor and he built his using the 2.4 block and crank with our rods and head.  I plan on rebuilding my engine very soon and would like to know the best way and the cheapest way to build a 2.4 motor.  And maybe we could get all the facts instead of rumors.  On another note I was looking at the heads from my friends Stealth R/T TT and the Exhaust manifold studs and 10mm from the factory.  Definately help with broken studs.   Some Kia's also have the 10mm studs. Kris------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by SPEEDFIEND (edited 12-31-2002).]||206.214.57.247||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||12-31-2002||06:19 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||2.4 crank fits in the 2.0, that is how you make a 2.3 stroker.<P>To make a true 2.4 you will need a 2.4 block.<BR>If my 95 piston 1g 6 bolt motor reaks, I plan on going 2.3 stroker. I just hope the driveline holds.<P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||SPEEDFIEND||12-31-2002||06:23 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||So, do you use our rods with custom pistons for the 2.3?    Thanks for your help man, Kris<P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey 169/1000 Belize Green<p>[This message has been edited by SPEEDFIEND (edited 12-31-2002).]||206.214.57.247||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||12-31-2002||06:50 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||You need custom Rods and pistons for 2.3<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000007||Butterdogg||12-31-2002||07:18 PM||||4G64 on the galant is 2.4 liter engine. that said, we found out that it uses a 2g rod spec. <BR>I am not sure about the pistons though.. <P>Eddie<P><P>------------------<BR>634/2000 Galant vr4---16G, front mount, exhaust... blah blah- Daily Driver.||12.222.251.129||reg||1
Z||000008||Tondar||12-31-2002||07:28 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||I didn't consider using the 2.4L block since this is apparently new ground that I didn't want to be the first to cross.  <P>My decision came down to using the crank from a 2.4L in my block or to stick with the 2.0L crank.<P>Using the 2.4L crank to make a 2.3L stroker motor:<BR>You can use your stock rods, or get eagle/crower/pauter for a 2.0L.  Wiseco makes pistons for this exact setup in which the wrist pin is moved up 6mm.  I decided against this for a couple of reasons.<P>1.  Bad rod/stroke ratio which puts more stress on the rods and side loads the bores more.  i.e. increased wear on the motor.  <P>2.  Although the stroker motor will make more torque in the lower RPM range you'll be limited on RPM due to the increased piston speed.  The 2.0l will have a higher redline and as long as I can build the trans to shift at those RPM's the 2.0l will win performance wise.<P>3.  I already had the 2.0L crank! and this is a proven motor, I wasn't looking to break new ground here.  I say this because there's more to it than just installing a larger crank, you need to consider other aspects of the engine to fully complement the larger stroke.  For one, you'll lose your oil squirters and you'll soon find that your cams are not optimised for this setup.<P>There are definately good arguments for the stroker motor but lets keep that discussion in another thread.  I want this thread to be complete and in detail so it won't be possible to include all variants of the 4G63 (too much information)<P>Thanx    <P>------------------<BR>91 black VR4||68.98.153.169||reg||1
Z||000009||JAYGVR4||01-01-2003||04:36 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||you can find info on the 2.4 liter stroker at the Magnus Motorsports site, or in a couple issues of Modified Magazine, where they actually do a write up on it...  I just did a stock rebuild but wish I had the moolah to have tried any of the few potential 2.3/2.4 stroker variants...  my dream setup is to run a bigger laggier turbo say like a 20G with a stroker motor for spoolup like a 2.0 liter with a 16G, only with more grunt in the  bottom end!  only problem with my dream is that until they come out with rock solid reliable driveline products to take the torque shock, this whole shabang will almost always be just a dream...<P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||209.244.213.192||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001330.cgi
A||||5||91 #680||exhaust ?||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||01-05-2003||03:36 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||does a 1g eclipse GSX aftermarket exhaust fit on our cars?<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||GRV4726||01-05-2003||04:32 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||the downpipe does. but the cat back won't. our cars are a little longer (and i think the hangers are positioned a little differently.<P>they do makes cat backs for our cars.  mofugas does, and so does certified muffler.  some others too.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000002||evol||01-05-2003||07:24 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I heard that you can use a 1g exhaust if you put about 3" of piping behind the cat.  <P>------------------<BR>evol<BR>#333/2000<BR>Feb 1 At the latest.||24.207.250.27||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||01-06-2003||05:11 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||if you want to drive a little, you can have the shop that made mine make one for your car.  3" mandrel bent with a new 3" cat and a 3" straight thru muffler.  if your interested i'll email you some pictures.<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.63||reg||1
Z||000004||91 #680||01-06-2003||05:32 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||ok, you got my attention.....send me some pics and let me know where this place is at.  Thanks....how do you like your exhaust?<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR-4||01-06-2003||08:18 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||You could always POST your photos. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||68.155.48.129||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001331.cgi
A||||7||gvr4in||Intake Question||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||01-05-2003||04:59 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ok, So if you guys hadn't noticed, the Dejon Intake pipes have the bov dump dump on the top(close to the turbo) of the piping, whereas in our gvr4's its on the bottom..this location for the dump is great for t/e/l (because that's what they're made for)..on sites such as dejontool.com and dsmparts.com (vr-4 specific) they have them, claiming that they will work with gvr4s..yes they would work, but you would need a t/e/l uicp, or aftermarket uicp for the dump tube to not be 'pinched' in any way, I really want to get this intake, but thats my only problem....Anyone? Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.207.142.30||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-05-2003||05:16 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have a raptor intake, or did, and the bov tube is in about the same place.  what i did was use 2 90 deg copper elbows from the plumbing section of home depot, and some extra hose, and clamps.  kinda ghetto, but it worked.  also, because of where the bov sits, this will push the whole assy towards the radiator.  i removed the factory fan and shroud, and installed 2 hayden puller fans.  then, i made a bracket to support the whole thing.  be careful, because if you are using the stock air cleaner can, and depending on how long the intake is, part of the air cleaner can will touch the radiator, and can make a hole in it.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000002||bob in chicago||01-05-2003||05:26 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Here's my cheapo fix:  I used a drain hose from a (clothes) washing machine. It has proper inside dia. plus it has a "shepard's crook" bend at one end that I stuck on the Dejon intake. There's plenty of length to get it to the BOV.<P>------------------<BR>||24.148.88.162||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||01-05-2003||07:32 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by bob in chicago:<BR><B>Here's my cheapo fix:  I used a drain hose from a (clothes) washing machine. It has proper inside dia. plus it has a "shepard's crook" bend at one end that I stuck on the Dejon intake. There's plenty of length to get it to the BOV.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>GREAT IDEA!  i wish i would have thought of that!  the 2 elbows really looked hokey.  yo!  rich, are you paying attention?  this would make the jdm pipes work with the dejon intake.  <P><BR><P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4in||01-05-2003||08:30 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by bob in chicago:<BR><B>Here's my cheapo fix:  I used a drain hose from a (clothes) washing machine. It has proper inside dia. plus it has a "shepard's crook" bend at one end that I stuck on the Dejon intake. There's plenty of length to get it to the BOV.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>You mean the lines that you hook up for the Hot and Cold? I just looked at mine, and damn those look like they'd work...and that 'shepard's crook', I have something thats like a copper 45 degree angle hooked up from the black lines from the washer to the faucet..is this what you're talking about? I can see how it'd work<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000005||MPREZYAVR4||01-05-2003||09:49 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B> GREAT IDEA!  i wish i would have thought of that!  the 2 elbows really looked hokey.  yo!  rich, are you paying attention?  this would make the jdm pipes work with the dejon intake.  <P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I'm listening Ken I just need to make sure those injectors you sent me work and then work on getting the last few things I need to consider the car "done".<BR>Rich<P><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.182.116||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR-4||01-05-2003||10:49 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||gvr4in-<P>   They're talking about the DRAIN HOSE from the washing machine, not the supply lines.<P>dp <P><BR><P>------------------<BR>||68.155.50.164||reg||1
Z||000007||dsmsleeper||01-08-2003||09:32 AM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||That's a great idea.  I'll have to give that a try with my Raptor racing intake.  My current set up isn't pretty.  Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>Joe<BR>1991 GVR-4 782/2000<BR>1992 Laser AWD||63.146.62.141||reg||14



ubb/Forum2/001332.cgi
A||||2||MattC||New Random Technology 3" Galant Spec Cat:||||4||
Z||000000||MattC||01-07-2003||05:39 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||I have a certified cat-back, w/o cats.  I wanted a 3" random cat.  Sadly they didn't make a direct cat.<P>So, with the help of Clay from Random Technology, we have developed a 3" drop in cat with there 502cfm 3" high flow cat.  So, after we get done finalizing the specs and get mine made, you guys will be able to get these direct from Random Technology.<P>Prices aren't finalized, but it ain't cheap.  Looking around $290.<P>BTW, I am not affiliated with Random in any way, nor am I getting any thing extra out of this.  Its just a heads up.<P>Cheers,<P>MattC<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||4
Z||000001||369of1000||01-07-2003||05:58 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I too am looking into getting a high-flow 3" cat for my certified turbo back to replace my test pipe. I was just going to get theirs:<BR>G3100 3" FLANGED FOR DIRECT FIT $155.00<BR>Even with shipping it should be much cheaper than what your talking about. I'm not sure what the performance difference would be between the Certified and the Random but it doesn't seem worth the extra $100+<P>just a thought<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.115.112||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||01-08-2003||09:33 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://ahpproducts.bizland.com/ahpproducts.com/id2.html" TARGET=_blank>http://ahpproducts.bizland.com/ahpproducts.com/id2.html</A> <P>3" high flow cats flanged to bolt directly on, $90.  <P><P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001333.cgi
A||||8||DongeR615||lauching with stage 2 clutch||||1||
Z||000000||DongeR615||01-08-2003||02:12 AM||||How do you guys lauch with a stage 2 (2600lbs) clutch? Telecaster said it was difficult. I find it difficult. Nick (another vr-4 owner) didn't know how to launch my car. I have a 3-bolt differential and I don't have money to buy a 4-bolt or get anything else new. Just lauching techniques please. <BR>thanks<BR>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.211.87||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||01-08-2003||04:47 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I have a 2600, 3bolt setup as well.  I'm not sure what HP you are running, but if you are anywhere away from stock, you prolly have enough to break something.<P>So, the best way to lauch is take it all out on the clutch disk.  You can take the RPMs up to 5!  Then, slip the clutch out.  Do NOT drop it.  Slip it out slowly.  By the time the clutch is all the way out, it will be time for 2nd.<P>Thats how I do it anyway.  I prolly have 20 or so launches on my (stock unrebuilt) tranny and I havn't broken anything, yet.  Also I am even on the same clutch disk.<P>Good luck.  As long as you don't drop it, you should be fine.  Not sure when you installed the clutch, but make sure it is broken in first.<P>Clutch disk = $100 and a saturday.  A busted tranny, well, I can't really say.  I'm still on my first.  Maybe $500-$1200 from a shop to the dealer.<P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||01-08-2003||11:02 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I added a 2600 to my car at the end of the summer.  I was given the good common sense advice of making sure ALL of the slack is out of the drivetrain first - so, let the clutch out enough to snug it up with the brake applied and then do as said above.  I slip mine out fairly quick though and still going on 180K tranny and 3 bolt (probably break tomorrow now).  Launched just hard enough to break a 4 loose a few times (briefly).  <P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.223||reg||1
Z||000003||kartorium31||01-08-2003||12:20 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I launch just like gvr4ever, take it up to about 5grand and let her slip out, its kinda of like a slow drop for me.  Not quite a slip but not a drop.  I think that if you just make sure to slip it more than drop it you should be fine.  If the revs aren't above 4 grand it will just bog.  BTW i have stock 3bolt and jdm tranny.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||168.99.144.243||reg||1
Z||000004||VR-4play||01-08-2003||02:38 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B>I have a 2600, 3bolt setup as well.  I'm not sure what HP you are running, but if you are anywhere away from stock, you prolly have enough to break something.<P>So, the best way to lauch is take it all out on the clutch disk.  You can take the RPMs up to 5!  Then, slip the clutch out.  Do NOT drop it.  Slip it out slowly.  By the time the clutch is all the way out, it will be time for 2nd.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That is a good way to launch. You may not get the early lead, but hopefully second will make it up. Those damn WRXs always get me off the line, but 2nd always eats them up.<P>I broke an axle on a hard launch. it was a mix between the dip in the road after the intersection(front shocks were gone) and the hard launch. all i know is after i hit that dip, my shit was all tore up. limped it back home and saw front pass side axle was busted (so glad it wasn't a tranny problem).<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000005||Invader||01-08-2003||07:37 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||I take it up to 6k, slip it enough to get rolling while going WOT, and then pretty much let the clutch go.  Note that I don't side step the clutch, but simply back my foot off as quickly as I can.  Consistent 1.75-1.8 60' times with 120k on the factory tranny and 3-bolt setup...nothing broken yet (knock on wood).  I have 20k on this clutch and probably 25k on the pressure plate so far...with 20 timeslips and probably 80 total passes on it.<P>Generally speaking, it will spin the front tires before any major damage is done (assuming you have the factory sized rubber on your car).  I've spun all 4 on the street and at the track (once...to a 2.15 60'...ouch) before by coming out too hard.<P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)<p>[This message has been edited by Invader (edited 01-08-2003).]||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000006||Telecaster||01-09-2003||03:39 AM||telecastr@email.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR-4play:<BR><B> Those damn WRXs always get me off the line, but 2nd always eats them up.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>So true.  Once i get into second in any race, i usually jump ahead.  But if i lose in a race its because i lack top end.  In DongeR615's 2600, i found it difficult to feel the sweet spot to ride the clutch.  So slipping was a bit difficult.  I wasn't suprised when i tried the 2600 in comparison with my launch on stock clutch at 17 psi on a big 16G (how much can the stock clutch take?).<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Telecaster (edited 01-09-2003).]||216.175.95.204||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||01-09-2003||10:26 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||removing the restrictor in the clutch slave will greatly improve clutch feel, and improve the clutch movement.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||01-16-2003||04:09 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Is there a restriction in the 1G Clutch Slave? <P>If I have a stutter box then, I should set it to 5000-6000 and just slip the clutch out quickly huh? Intersting, sounds scary but fun. <P><BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001334.cgi
A||||38||James||TD06 20g||||1
Z||000000||James||01-09-2003||07:24 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||I was wondering how a tdo6 20g would compare to a big 16g in on road performance. I am looking at upgrading the turbo on my Evo 3.How would it compare to a Garrett BB GT28 also. <P>------------------<BR>||203.87.124.39||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||01-09-2003||03:56 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||20g is a very streetable turbo. I can only compare it to a small 16g since that is what I had before. <P>20g has a good balance since you still get quick spool and plenty of power up top.<BR>My 20g wanted to go well past the rev limit.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||DongeR615||01-09-2003||05:06 PM||||Telecaster has a 16g, I have a 20g, and my other friend has a ported 18g which has yet to be installed. I feel the car wants more and more at higher speeds than at low speeds, not that im saying that i don't get good spool.  Nick has a big 16g and he said at 11 psi(20g) it felt as good as his 16psi.<P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.211.19||reg||1
Z||000003||SD90GalantGSX||01-10-2003||05:25 PM||burnscool@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by James:<BR><B>I was wondering how a tdo6 20g would compare to a big 16g in on road performance. I am looking at upgrading the turbo on my Evo 3.How would it compare to a Garrett BB GT28 also. <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I had a 20g on my 1g Eclipse GSX and it rocked.  All I had was the urbo, injectors, and a S-AFC. It ran 12.5@115, not bad for my first time at the track.  It spooled up at 3400, not to shabby.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000004||Nate||01-11-2003||01:29 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||A TDO6-20G is what I first ran 11s on, in a car that really wasn't that light.  It's a great turbo for street use, regardless of people who think it's "too big" for street use.  Just make sure to have the supporting mods for it, like a front mount IC and some sort of large exhaust and injectors.  A VPc helps, too. :-)<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||James||01-11-2003||04:38 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Nate , the Evo 3 comes standard with a large fmic with twin watersprays(check the pic of it in the readers rides section),and also 510cc injectors.A guy over here wants to swap it with a bit of cash for the big 16g off my car. Apparently it has been fully rebuilt and not used. He wants to put the 16g on a lancer gsr (1.8 ltr turbo). <BR> I reckon the 20g would work out alot cheaper than a Garrett bb GT28 which need custom manifolds made up, but the Garrett would have a bit quicker spool up. <P>------------------<BR>||203.87.125.147||reg||1
Z||000006||James||01-11-2003||04:41 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Is there a web site about these 20g turbos?<P>------------------<BR>||203.87.125.147||reg||1
Z||000007||Nate||01-11-2003||11:48 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||I would definitely get the 20G you're talking about over a ball bearing turbo.  With what you'd have to spend to get the BB turbo, the performance difference over the 20G isn't going to be that great for the money you'd lay out.  Get the 20G. :-)<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||Compressed||01-11-2003||12:34 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I just want to add this.  I dont have experience with a 20G but from everything I've heard they can be quite streetable but offer lots of potential.  Especially for the money.  <BR>On another note, doesn't the outlet face in a different direction than 14b-16g's requiring some adapting?<P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561||64.24.106.117||reg||1
Z||000009||Nate||01-11-2003||12:52 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Yes, they usually make the outlet point straight down a little in front of the motor mount on a GVR4 (not sure about early Evos)which requires the plumbing to either make a 90 degree bend one way or the other, to run around the radiator to the intercooler.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||01-11-2003||04:35 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Compressed:<BR><B>I just want to add this.  I dont have experience with a 20G but from everything I've heard they can be quite streetable but offer lots of potential.  Especially for the money.  <BR>On another note, doesn't the outlet face in a different direction than 14b-16g's requiring some adapting?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Of course, you could always just run an FP sleeper 16G, fits like stock.  :-)<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000011||turbowop||01-11-2003||04:47 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B> Of course, you could always just run an FP sleeper 16G, fits like stock.  :-)<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I went to Forced Performance's website but didn't see anything about the sleeper 16g. What's it all about? Could the 20g's compressor housing be rotated so that the outlet pointed upwards like stock? Then all that would be needed is a piece of silicone hose to connect it to the ic pipe.<P><P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000012||James||01-12-2003||06:26 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||I'm all a bit confused now. Are the 20g alot different to the 16g? I will find out what the cash difference is the guy wants.<P>------------------<BR>||203.87.125.184||reg||1
Z||000013||James||01-12-2003||06:52 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au|| Apparently the turbo has a 20g front wheel,TD06 comp cover,Evo exhaust housing. Rated to 500hp<P>------------------<BR>||203.87.125.184||reg||1
Z||000014||number3||01-12-2003||08:29 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||The 20G cannot* be pointed like a 16g or 14b. <P>The frankinhybrind type turbos use this setup as well.<P>Harry<P>*rememeber anything is possible with lots of time and money.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000015||sleeper||01-12-2003||11:08 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>The 20G cannot* be pointed like a 16g or 14b. <BR>*rememeber anything is possible with lots of time and money.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Sure it can* <A HREF="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/hrc20gclose.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/hrc20gclose.jpg</A> <P>* just a little time not much money  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.66.57.117||reg||1
Z||000016||James||01-14-2003||02:58 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||These are the specs for this particular turbo. <BR>  3" bell bouth (probably should read mouth)<BR>  20g Compressor housing<BR>  Super V trim Exhaust wheel<BR>  P trim based & modified intake wheel<BR>  It apparantly is good for 30 psi<BR>  recomended 15 psi minimum<BR>  It has internal waste gate(it is the biggest size u can get on internal wastegate)<BR>  Designed to come on boost at 3000 rpm and full boost around 4000rpm.<BR>  How does all that sound? Any good?<BR><P>------------------<BR>||210.48.130.132||reg||1
Z||000017||number3||01-14-2003||08:50 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sleeper:<BR><B> Sure it can* <A HREF="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/hrc20gclose.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/hrc20gclose.jpg</A> <P>* just a little time not much money   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>What did you move. Not that I will ever need the info but someone else might.<P>I never saw an easy way of doing it with a 20 or a frank turbo. Its been 3-4 years since I last tried so I don't remember the details. Water pipe and manifold comes to mind.<P><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000018||blacksheep||01-14-2003||10:45 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Harry<P>I know that hahn racecraft sells a manifold spacer with longer manifold studs that helps accomodate the 20G not hitting the waterpipe.<BR>I assume with this spacer (or a custom one) - the housing can be clocked. I am not sure if thats what Gabor did. I am sure some massaging to the waterpipe and/or the compresoor outlet may be needed...<P>But, the 20G is an awesome street turbo. I have mentioned this before - I thought it was too big till I had it on my first gvr4...It is a great street turbo with the right supporting mods. I would advise using an external gate and good-sized FMIC in most cases...<BR><P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000019||sleeper||01-14-2003||12:05 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Beating on the water pipe is a must even if you get a spacer from Hahn. A little ginding on the compressor side is neccesary too.<BR>I wanted the turbo to exit the same way as stock so I rotated the housing, plugged the holes and re drilled it on a different location to holt the wastegate.<BR>The return line was modified too. I cut the flex section out and connected the two ends back with a rubber hose. A little gringing also needed on the front engine mount too.<BR>I didn't do that when the turbo was installed but after a couple of months the rubber hose had a hole on it from rubbing againts the mount when the car was under load.<BR>If you want to autocross your car, you need to look for something smaller than the 20G.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000020||howard_GVR4||01-14-2003||12:36 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Gabor, that heat shield is gorgeous, where did you get it?  Did you make it?<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000021||sleeper||01-14-2003||02:32 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Thanks, I had to do something because I was tired of looking at everybody's rusty old stock cover.<BR>Couple of weeks and I'll be done with another  batch, that is going to AMS.<BR>You should be able to buy it from them or from me directly.<BR>Price will be the same but not set yet. <BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000022||SD90GalantGSX||01-18-2003||12:34 AM||burnscool@aol.com||I would go with a FP 30 from Forced Performance.  It's a full ball bearing garrett cartridge.  It uses a GT 30 wheel, which is awesome.  They custom built the turbine housing to match the turbine wheel for the best performance.  There are to sizes of FP 30's, the 55 and the 63.  The 55 is bigger than the FP Green and spools about the same.  They dynoed 465who on the 55 w/out nos.  The 63 is bigger than the FP Red.   They run about $1720 and $1885 for the larger one.  If you want a great turbo for a good price a 20g is perfect.  I can get you into the 11's with good tuning and driving; and of course all the supporting mods.  I would recommend a BR 20g, it seems to be a very good turbo, that ran 10's.   That's just my $.02<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000023||bazeng||09-30-2003||06:33 PM||||hey guys.. just did a search and found this topic..<br /><br />anyways.. im having issues with my 23g..<br />i believe its boost creep...<br /><br />the way mine is set up is:<br /><br />tdo5/6 070 with 23g wheel.. rated at around 600hp<br />external gate TURBONETICS RACEGATE 48mm..<br />3" exhuast<br />dump pipe.. external gate coming off the dump pipe (exhaust housing).. not manifold<br />wolf3d engine management with electronic boost controller.. set at around 15psi..<br />780cc injectors<br />walbro 255<br />2.5" i/c piping.. big front mount<br />big intake..<br />evo3 manifold..<br /><br />anyways guys.. the problem is that boost is climbing as revs climb..<br /><br />eg. when boost starts to around 4500 rpm it holds about 15psi .. after 4500-5000.. it climbs to 21 psi (by 6500 rpms) then i let go of throttle..<br /><br />anyways.. when it hits 21psi.. car feels flat.. like its not pulling anymore.. boost cut?!!!??!<br /><br />anyways.. no matter what boost i set it at..<br />10 psi, 12 psi, etc etc.. it always seems to hit 20 psi at 6500 rpm.. always..<br /><br />im thinking that the exhaust housing is not ported enough.. so im just wondering what size should the exhuast housing/wastegate port size should be..<br /><br />(oh yeah.. i thought it was the plumbak pipe from the gate to the exhuast, but its not, as i had it venting to atmosphere... and it still did the same thing, a little better, but still over boosting)<br /><br />thanks guys..<br /><br />dump pipe looks like following..<br />but not as close.. comes off dump pipe at a 90 degree angle going up above the manifold slightly.. length is about 10cm's..<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/o2elim-l.jpg" alt=" - " />||203.166.63.202||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000024||geoff@machv||09-30-2003||07:45 PM||||Hey all....<br /><br />I ran a 20G on my old GSX......<br /><br /> <img src="http://store5.yimg.com/I/machv_1758_121575869" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> Buschur Racing 20G turbo<br />- HKS external wastegate<br />- A'PEXi Super AFC<br />- Buschur Racing 2.5" stainless downpipe<br />- Buschur Racing 2.5" cat<br />- Buschur Racing 2.5" stainless cat-back exhaust<br />- Evo oxygen sensor housing<br />- 550cc fuel injectors<br />- Modified Mass Airflow Sensor<br />- upgraded fuel pump<br /><br />Without the FMIC, at 18PSI the car would pull like a friggin freight train [until the SMIC got heatsoaked]    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />I found myself running out of road way before I ran out of power........||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000025||Forced Style||09-30-2003||09:07 PM||||Beating on the water pipe is only needed if you have a 1 or 2g manifold (i beleive 2g as well) an EVO 3 manifold kicks the turbo out enough to not have a problem, my 20g used to fit perfect on my eclipse, heres a pic from when i first put it on (recieved fmic, 2g mass shortly after pic)<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1440" alt=" - " /><br />i loved the turbo but it's too small for me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.231.176.133||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000026||slvrblt||10-01-2003||02:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><b>The 20G cannot* be pointed like a 16g or 14b. <br />*rememeber anything is possible with lots of time and money.<br /><br /></b></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sure it can* <a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/hrc20gclose.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/hrc20gclose.jpg</a> <br /><br />* just a little time not much money   <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the popups.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000027||GVR$in||10-01-2003||02:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong>Thanks for the popups.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine were blocked (google toolbar rocks).. but yea.. no work-y.||68.70.234.191||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000028||V8EATER||10-01-2003||11:23 AM||||my 20g is awesome- lags pretty good under 3500, but after that, it feels like you were rear-ended by a rhino at full gallop!  this thing pulls so hard in 3rd, 4th and 5th, there is almost no need to downshift to piss off vettes!  i'm hooked.  if you were interested in autocross, a smaller turbo with less lag might be better, but then again, you could tune the 20g to do better at low rpms.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000029||TsiTalon||10-03-2003||02:42 PM||||I'll join the masses and say that my 20g is completely streetable too.  Not much happens in 1st gear, but 2nd is fun and 3rd is scary if your not ready for it.  I have a 1g manifold and didn't have to dent the water pipe at all.  I think I should have even more room once I get my 2g manifold on.||12.165.116.126||reg||1||TsiTalon||00002445||yes
Z||000030||MustGoFaster||10-03-2003||03:39 PM||||20G's are cool, one of my friends made 426whp on a TD06 20G.  And 429wtq to boot!  And for those of you who want to know what lag is, try a turbo that can't get full boost in 1st gear, those are fun.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  (not my car but I drove it for 3 days)||63.226.182.19||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000031||drew||10-03-2003||04:43 PM||||I have a 20G clocked to 3 o' clock. I did it by modifying the water pipe, and that's all I did.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000032||jonvr4||10-03-2003||08:30 PM||||my fp green is up like a stocker. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1471" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1471&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000033||bazeng||10-06-2003||12:56 AM||||hey guys<br />just wondering....... is boost supposed to hold steadily on this turbo?? (TDO6 20g/tdo5 070)<br /><br />i mean my car starts boosting at around 2500.... and goes up all the way until redline (21psi) ... so it doesnt hold at any psi..<br /><br />just wondering if they are like this or something is wrong with my setup....<br /><br />cant get it to hold at 15psi for some reason.<br />thanks guys...<br /><br />(btw.. i thought it was boost creep.. but i got the wastegate hole ported heaps more (about 42mm and still the same effect) <br /><br />im now thinking its my wastegate (42mm racegate) or boost controller (electronic)||203.166.63.248||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000034||4g63t||10-06-2003||01:30 AM||||So what you guys are saying is that the 20g doesn't spool up in first gear?||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000035||Ash||10-06-2003||01:34 AM||||Either controller of gate me thinks, possibly vac line routing to both of the above.||203.221.152.161||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000036||dsmsleeper||10-06-2003||09:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> my fp green is up like a stocker. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1471" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1471&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Very nice!  Did you have to 'modify' anything to get it to fit?||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000037||TsiTalon||10-08-2003||04:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> So what you guys are saying is that the 20g doesn't spool up in first gear? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wouldn't say it doesn't spool up in 1st.  My car feels just as fast in 1st now as it did with the 14b.  The power comes on a little slower, but not enough that you're twiddling your thumbs waiting for something to happen.  If I was better at tuning It would probably feel just as fast.  But I usually don't hit a full 20lbs unless I push the rpms (which I rarely do since my tranny needs to be rebuilt and won't shift under power past 6500).||12.165.116.126||reg||1||TsiTalon||00002445||yes
Z||000038||4g63t||10-08-2003||07:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TsiTalon:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> So what you guys are saying is that the 20g doesn't spool up in first gear? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wouldn't say it doesn't spool up in 1st.  My car feels just as fast in 1st now as it did with the 14b.  The power comes on a little slower, but not enough that you're twiddling your thumbs waiting for something to happen.  If I was better at tuning It would probably feel just as fast.  But I usually don't hit a full 20lbs unless I push the rpms (which I rarely do since my tranny needs to be rebuilt and won't shift under power past 6500). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Gotcha, thanks||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum2/001335.cgi
A||||5||thon||FP: bigT28 turbo upgrade||||1||
Z||000000||thon||01-12-2003||01:04 PM||thon@optonline.net||Now i know this would probably be better answered by 2G owners but i'm sure someone here has experience with this.<P>I'm looking at upgrading my t25 on my sr20det (nissan 180sx engine) to a bigger turbo, i was looking at the Forced performance bigt28 (they've done a few for people i know).  Anyway i was looking to see if anyone can comment on the quality of their work/reputation and what im really getting for the money.<P>They want 650 bucks plus core (which ive got).  A lot of people are 'guessing' they just bore out the housings and pop in a t3 trim wheel.<P>Anyone know anything about this turbo or atleast FP's reputation?<P>thanks<BR>thon<P>------------------<BR>'91 RPS13 w/'96 SR20DET power.||24.45.19.72||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||01-12-2003||02:56 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Please see the header!? <P>4G63 not SR20det...<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000002||sleeper||01-12-2003||11:01 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Please see the header!? <P>4G63 not SR20det...<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Don't worry about number3. He's just a grumpy old man.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>I drove a 2g with the big t-28 and all I can say it's a big improvement over the t-25<BR>Spools fast and holds boost for a lot longer than the t-25.<BR>I don't think you have to worry about quality issues with FP. They know what they're doing. At least a lot of people believe in it, that they do.<BR>If you think all they do for that $650 is machine the housing out and throw a t3 wheel in there. why don't you go to your local turbo repair shop and ask them how much they would charge to do the job. (and right)<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.66.57.117||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||01-13-2003||11:22 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||my friend had his done by some shop in san bernardino california for 450 bucks.  all they do is machine the housing and throw in the bigger wheel.  it is a strong turbo similar to a 16g in power, but a little less lag.  try <A HREF="http://www.turbonetics.com" TARGET=_blank>www.turbonetics.com</A>   that should send you to the company that did my friends.<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.68||reg||1
Z||000004||thon||01-14-2003||12:37 AM||thon@optonline.net||Sorry number 3 didnt mean to offend, it was more of a question about the turbo not the engine. and since the turbo was originally derived for a 4g63 i thought i'd post the question.<P>Thanks for the info guys, im gonna call turbonetics tomorrow.<P>Thanks again  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>thon<P>------------------<BR>'91 RPS13 w/'96 SR20DET power.||24.45.19.72||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||01-14-2003||03:28 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||no offence taken...its just that with all the different subject headings we have now it would be nice to see the right subject under the right heading.<P>Its not my board or my call.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||66.47.20.105||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001336.cgi
A||||27||keydiver||Guinea pigs wanted||||1||
Z||000000||keydiver||01-14-2003||10:01 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I've been doing quite a bit of hacking on the factory ECU lately, and <BR>am at the point where I'm able to make some "modifications" to the <BR>EPROM, specifically I'm working on the dreaded "fuel cut". Problem <BR>is, I have a 2g MAS and 550 injectors, so I don't have fuel cut. <BR>Considering how cold the weather is everywhere (but here), someone <BR>must be having a problem with fuel cut right now that I could send a <BR>chip to to evaluate. My intention is to release the final version of <BR>the chip for FREE to all GVR-4 owners, with both the fuel cut removed <BR>and an increased rev limit, if wanted. If need be, of course, I will modify your <BR>ECU with an EPROM socket. All chips will be tested in my own car <BR>first, so there is no danger its going to "blow your car up".<BR>In the future I will also be offering idle rpm changes, fuel <BR>enrichment or timing changes, and other items. Any legitimate TMO <BR>owners can also see me for changes to their chips, since Todd is no <BR>longer responding to such requests.<BR>Sorry to those of you who also read this on the Yahoo group.<BR>Anyone?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.30||reg||1
Z||000001||Telecaster||01-14-2003||10:14 PM||telecastr@email.com||Awesome! I'd like to get rid of my fuel cut problems too.  Even a EPROM that has the fuel cut instruction out would be fine for me. <P>------------------<BR>||64.91.180.234||reg||1
Z||000002||4g63t||01-14-2003||10:48 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Jeff, your the man! I wish I could help, but I don't have my car right now. Keep us posted on the mods, I know I'm interested!<P>------------------<BR>||65.129.80.29||reg||1
Z||000003||04DrBlur||01-14-2003||10:50 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Hey Jeff it is around 20-30 degrees here.  I will help you in any way I can.  I owe you anyway.  Just let me know what I got to do.  You know how to get ahold of me.  Thanks Jeff.<P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||68.21.137.44||reg||1
Z||000004||DookGVR4||01-14-2003||10:57 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Well i have to send my ECU out for caps pretty soon anyways.....<P>Its just that is SO DAMN cold here....i havent had the balls to go outside and remove the damn thing yet.<P>I am in NY....If i did get it out of the car and out to you...what would be the turn around time?...(if everything is ok with the ecu board itself)<P>Thanks,Dave<P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000005||#1459 VR-4||01-14-2003||11:23 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Ditto as Dook... I have yet to get my Caps done, something I need/want to do soon.  I live in Maine and this is about as cold as it gets.  I am very willing to send in my ECU and feel free to do whatever to it.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>The only time I NEED my car is Monday and Wednesday, so if I sent it out on a Wednesday and then borrowed a car (parents) for a week... that would allow 12 or so days (longer wouldn't be much of a problem)to do whatever you need.<P>Let me know and thanks so much for the services you provide... your the man!  Contact me at either Bbrake10 (aol) or benjamin.brake@maine.edu (e-mail).<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>~ Benjamin<P>GVR-4 #1459<BR>93 Eclipse GS||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR1643||01-15-2003||12:21 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Jeff, I could probably do this.  What type of turn around time are we looking at.  Since my whole fleet is DSM, I always need a back up car running!   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Also I had a buddy that just got his GVR4 email you recently about caps (rmckenzie@highstream.net I think is his email - damn memory)  He was going to do the TMO to get rid of fuel cut and would probably gladly do this as well...<P>Drop me an email or call 515-224-1225 day<P>Oh BTW - you are the MAN!<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 01-15-2003).]||167.142.21.197||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR-4||01-15-2003||08:33 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I have a stage II TMO chip in my car, but wouldn't mind having the mods of a stage III (like the clutch cut and selectable launch rpm). So if you get that far in your programming, I'm very interested. In the mean time, I would be happy to help you out by testing your chips. My ECU has a socketed EPROM. Let me know how I can help.<P>dp<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 01-15-2003).]||68.155.49.36||reg||1
Z||000008||Nate||01-15-2003||10:23 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Jeff,<BR>    Can you completely change the code that is on a TMO chip?  I have a TMO ecu from a 94 AWD, which has Kalifornia code in it.  I'm hoping for 91 GVR4 Federal code.  Possible? :-)<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||01-15-2003||12:48 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Jeff, my car has a socketed ECU with the stock chip.  I can put my stock MAS back on (which had bad fuel cut) and see if the chip fixes it.  :-)<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.148||reg||1
Z||000010||VR6 Eater||01-15-2003||03:41 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||well in the past week the temp has dropped to +1 in the mornings.  I've been hitting fuel cut bad.  I would love to try your chip.<P>------------------<BR>||168.103.49.254||reg||1
Z||000011||a_santos||01-15-2003||03:55 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Thanx to Keydiver, I no longer hit fuel cut, even in Michigan's cold as all hell weather. <BR>Thank You Jeff, you are da man.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.146||reg||1
Z||000012||keydiver||01-15-2003||06:19 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Lots of questions here:<BR>1) I will not upgrade TMO2's to TMO3. I would have to "borrow" Todd's code to do that right now, which I'm trying to avoid.<BR>2) Nate, usually the CA ECU's are the same, except for the extra/missing resistor at R129 or R130. I'm not aware of any CA TMO code, but if there is one, Yes, I could change it.<BR>3) since it seems I now have my share of guinea pigs, I will post again when I have my "beta" version chip finished. It may be a little while, as I think I will be moving in a couple weeks.<BR>Thanks guys,<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.209.122||reg||1
Z||000013||Scott Y||01-15-2003||07:35 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I'll help. our car is stock, but this year we'll be starting the mod trail.<P>scott Y<P>------------------<BR>GVR4 #953/1000, stock||63.117.253.195||reg||1
Z||000014||1667 VR4||01-15-2003||07:53 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Im interested, and im even in florida. Whereabouts is Tequesta?<P>------------------<BR>91 Galant VR4 - 1667/2000 Belize Green||24.73.74.196||reg||1
Z||000015||keydiver||01-16-2003||03:47 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1667 VR4:<BR><B>Im interested, and im even in florida. Whereabouts is Tequesta?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Other side of the state from you, right above Palm Beach.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.217.83||reg||1
Z||000016||GVR1643||01-16-2003||04:17 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Jeff, <BR>have you already contacted your "guinea pigs", or still gathering info?  <BR>When are you looking at starting this project with the donor ECU's.  <BR>Just curious if I'll be in the "control subject" group?<P>Did I read that TMO isn't do these mods any more?  Wonder why. Anyone else do this, or are you going to be one of the only people offering that. And (feeling longwinded today) if they are not, would they have a problem with you "borrowing" from them?<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.104||reg||1
Z||000017||talontsi||01-16-2003||07:16 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I am ready to test for ya.<BR>Located in FL as well.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000018||Invader||01-16-2003||07:55 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||Any changes you can make for larger injectors (fuel, tip-in, timing) would be great...  I'd be happy to test as well...   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000019||Nate||01-16-2003||08:17 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Todd Day seems to have dropped off of the face of the earth as far as TMO stuff is concerned, so they would have trouble with people being upset by "borrowing" their modifications.  Borrowing their code would be one thing, but doing the same modifications after Jeff has figured the code out would be another.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000020||DSMGVR4||01-16-2003||09:27 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Hey Jeff, Its John....I still need to send my ECU to ya for the caps. This is an extra GVR4 ECU that I have. Feel free to test whatever, its the least I can do for ya. I love to get rid of fuel cut... since i live in NJ.<BR>john <P>------------------<BR>||68.38.88.232||reg||1
Z||000021||keydiver||01-17-2003||09:51 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I have NOT yet begun the tests, or selected my "guinea pigs". I will be posting again when I have a test chip.<BR>As Nate said, I'm trying to do this in a way that doesn't copy Todd's code. Fortunately, many of Todd's modifications didn't require any code writing, just finding the memory location and changing a value or two. I don't think anyone could consider that stealing. For example, there is only ONE memory location for the rev limiter. The ONLY way to change it is to put a new, higher rpm value in that cell. I don't consider that "stealing", because thats how everyone has to do it, including any of the big ECU tuning shops. Unless I can find a way to write the code completely different than Todd, I will NOT be offering things like the selectable stutterbox, the selectable gauges, or the security code thing. I may however offer one stutterbox setting, selectable at time of order, we'll see.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.217.83||reg||1
Z||000022||Hertz||01-17-2003||05:42 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Just because Todd was the first to do it, doesn't mean he should be the only.  If he is MIA I would do everything you can...  failing that, you could sell backup copies of existing TMO chips (to owners).  Much like the way the CD is distributed.  Isn't that legal under the <A HREF="http://www.loc.gov/copyright/legislation/dmca.pdf" TARGET=_blank>DMCA</A>?  It's fair use to make a backup of something you own.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.36.186.164||reg||1
Z||000023||keydiver||01-17-2003||11:43 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||OK, since SO many people have replied that they do have fuel cut issues, I have another question, which will help me in nailing all this down: Do any of you have a datalogger? I'm particularly interested in the "Airflow" log, not the Karman frequency one, but the total airflow one. What I'd like to know is this: Does the fuel cut always seem to happen at the same airflow value? I'm pretty sure that this is the one the ECU is watching, and I'm hoping that it is "corrected" air mass, after the ECU has factored in temperature and barometric pressure. I'd be VERY interested at what value of airflow the fuel cut happens.<BR>Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.217.83||reg||1
Z||000024||Arty||01-18-2003||03:14 AM||||I've got two logs of fuel cut.<P>RPM 4375<BR>Air Volume = 6<BR>Airflow = 1606<BR>Air volume and flow get to these values from 4375 to 4718 rpm, then BANG, Fuel Cut !<BR>I'm thinking it's the transition from Air Volume 6 to 7 that is the trigger. The log never actually displays air volume = 7.<P>The second log I have shows the same scenario exactly, 4718rpm, 6 & 1606.<P>Stock except for MBC at 15psi.<P>John.<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000025||atsiauto||01-18-2003||06:16 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Keydiver,i have un my midst a md145903ecu I believe has some issues, not sure what year the talon it came from was perhaps its good for parts or a mod for your cause .In any case its yours gratus if it can be of any help .Scotty atsiauto@comcast.net<P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000026||keydiver||01-18-2003||07:05 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Scotty, all donations are appreciated. The hardest thing to get is parts ECU's. I do the repairs free, but I have to buy ECU's off Ebay or other places sometimes just for the parts.<BR>Thanks!<BR>Send it to:<BR>Quality RF Services, Inc<BR>Attn: Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>850 Parkway St<BR>Jupiter, FL 33477<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html</A> <p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 01-18-2003).]||66.156.217.83||reg||1
Z||000027||GVR1643||01-19-2003||01:22 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Jeff, I too have a logger, but lost my logs when batteries went out on cheapie m100.  Will have to take Blaha off and use stock MAF to "induce" fuel cut.  Let me know if you need additional data and I can do this.  <P>BTW - I would be happy to donate funds to this cause - it's just unbelievably considerate that you want to do this for us fellow GVR4 owners at no or even minimal cost...Let me know if you need the logs and also if you have intentions of receiving donations - happy to do it.<BR>Kevin<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.115||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001337.cgi
A||||13||1667 VR4||Running well with a 16G?||||1||
Z||000000||1667 VR4||01-15-2003||07:52 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||I am going to be upgrading to a 16G on my GVR4 in the near future. I am wondering what all i will need to have it properly tuned and not hitting fuel cut (i.e., SAFC or 2G MAS). I currently have just a walbro 255, and it only fuel cuts when at about 20psi and COLD weather on the 14B. Will i have issues running the 16G at, say, 16lbs, since it flows more air? <P>What im basically asking is whether its worth getting an AFC to tune this thing or holding off for more supporting mods (i/c, clutch) so i can run the higher boost the 16g's like. Also- would a 2G MAS replace or compliment the capabilities of the AFC? <P>Thanks in advance.<BR><P>------------------<BR>91 Galant VR4 - 1667/2000 Belize Green||24.73.74.196||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-15-2003||08:28 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||you cannot run the 2g mas with 450's.  also, you should stay under 15 lbs boost with the 450's.  the 2g flows 22% more air, so 550's theoretically would work with no fuel control.  personally, i like the 2g mas/550 setup, but i also have tuned it with an afc, and there is quite a bit of difference than not using the afc.  i am actually getting better fuel economy than the 1g/450's, and there is a huge increase in power and driveability.  i would also advise getting and adjustable fpr.  lots of people will say you can run the car with the 255 and stock regulator, but it will be rich, and you will not be getting optimum performance and economy.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR-4||01-15-2003||10:59 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Ken's right. Also, you might consider holding off on a turbo upgrade and address the supporting mods first. The stock turbo can flow enough to put out 300 hp. WITH the right supporting mods and proper tuning. Slapping a bigger turbo on an otherwise stock car won't yield much and can cause problems.<P>Just my $ .02...<P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.51.98||reg||1
Z||000003||1667 VR4||01-16-2003||02:49 AM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Thanks for the advice guys.<P>I had originally planned to get all of the supporting mods out of the way first before i tackled a larger turbo, but i am getting a deal through a friend that CANNOT be passed up. For the price i can get a 16G and SAFC right now, i wouldnt even be able to buy just a small 16G at regular costs, so i think its worth going for. I havent yet decided whether to go with the AFC/16G yet or hold off on the AFC and just pick up a 2G MAS, which is basically what my question boils down to, as i will not be able to afford the 2G MAS and AFC together for a couple of weeks....the 16G deal however, requires the trade of my stock turbo, so holding off isnt really an option.<P>------------------<BR>91 Galant VR4 - 1667/2000 Belize Green||24.73.74.196||reg||1
Z||000004||Lucky13||01-16-2003||07:34 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||There was a guy selling used 2G MAS with plug for like $50. He's sold a bunch of them and peps only say good things about him. If your interested I'll try and look the thread up.<P>------------------<BR>||67.34.6.83||reg||1
Z||000005||Compressed||01-16-2003||11:30 AM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Well if the deal is too good to pass up, get the  16g and afc.  Then just keep the boost down to around 14lbs.  Your fuel system should support that since you have the walbro.  Have you rewired?  <P>To run lower boost you might have to do some portwork on the o2 housing and wastegate area.  Modding the wastegate to a 34mm flapper would help also.<P>Then work on getting all the supporting mods together.<P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561||64.24.106.114||reg||1
Z||000006||VR6 Eater||01-17-2003||03:37 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I am running a 16g pretty much the same way that you are talking about running it.  I have a 16g ported, afc, ported 95 exhaust manifold, ported evo 3 o2, 2.5 turbo back, and walbro 255.  I have not rewired it, and I am running stock 450's.  It will run.  When it's real cold out, like it has been here in the Chitown area lately, I have been hitting fuel cut.  I am down to 13 psi to get it under control, and have richened it up a bit.  <P>If you have an exhaust like mine you really need bigger fuel injectors, whick I will get when I have the funds, but I don't know how it will run with the stock exhaust.<P>------------------<BR>||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000007||beavis||01-17-2003||12:00 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i've had no problems with my 16g set at 16psi on pump gas.  the only fuel mod i have is the rewire.  i have shied away from the bigger injectors and pump because i live in a nazi state and it is nearly impossible to get the car smogged if it is modified.  on the datalogger i am getting plenty of timing and more than enough fuel.  i have run as high as 20psi (on accident) without hitting fuel cut.<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.68||reg||1
Z||000008||joec||01-17-2003||02:32 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||There's probably a slight temperature difference between WI and SoCal :P<P>Makes a difference in fuel cut...<P><P>------------------<BR>||192.250.112.194||reg||1
Z||000009||Duc Hunter||01-17-2003||02:40 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I am considering moving to an AEM EMS module. It is EXPENSIVE in one chunk, true. But, compare that to the price of the gear I am running now (or will be very soon) to tune my car and it is not that bad. AFC ($375), AVC-R ($575), 2g MAF ($375)(not needed as a completely hacked 1g can be tuned easily with the EMS) costs $1325. This does not include TMO mods to the stock ECU, which are always nice and would add another $300. <P>The EMS can be had for around $1100, has far more tuning points, can auto learn the fuel curve given your mods, can do boost control, stutter box, rev limit adj, anti lag (not that you would ever want this on a non-race only car) and lots more. The support on the EMS is great, their message board is very helpful�.in the end I think it is the best way to go. <BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000010||mitsuvr4||01-17-2003||03:37 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||The AEM does look tempting, but doesn't it require a high-end (wideband) O2 sensor?  That would significantly raise the starting price.<P>On the other hand if your goal is 400+ horse than it's probably the best route and does sound (on paper) easier than a Haltech or similar.  If you're shooting for a "healthy" (meaning slightly modded) street car it's sounds like overkill.<P>------------------<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.242.238||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||01-17-2003||03:52 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>I am considering moving to an AEM EMS module. It is EXPENSIVE in one chunk, true. But, compare that to the price of the gear I am running now (or will be very soon) to tune my car and it is not that bad. AFC ($375), AVC-R ($575), 2g MAF ($375)(not needed as a completely hacked 1g can be tuned easily with the EMS) costs $1325. This does not include TMO mods to the stock ECU, which are always nice and would add another $300. <P>The EMS can be had for around $1100, has far more tuning points, can auto learn the fuel curve given your mods, can do boost control, stutter box, rev limit adj, anti lag (not that you would ever want this on a non-race only car) and lots more. The support on the EMS is great, their message board is very helpful�.in the end I think it is the best way to go. <P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>man, i need to sell you some parts!  i got a used afc, avc-r, and 2g mas w/plug and a k$n fipk for $400.  the injectors cost me 51+cleaning.  i see afc's for sale all the time for 250, i sold the avc-r for 300, i see 2g mas for 50-120 all the time.  you gotta be patient, and it took me a year to round up all the stuff.  part of the problem is that i am lazy, and i put off a lot of stuff.  also, the afc/logger is really easy to tune.  granted, with more control over the fuel maps, you can get the car to run much better, but what a chore.<P><P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000012||turbowop||01-17-2003||03:54 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>I am considering moving to an AEM EMS module. It is EXPENSIVE in one chunk, true. But, compare that to the price of the gear I am running now (or will be very soon) to tune my car and it is not that bad. AFC ($375), AVC-R ($575), 2g MAF ($375)(not needed as a completely hacked 1g can be tuned easily with the EMS) costs $1325. This does not include TMO mods to the stock ECU, which are always nice and would add another $300. <P>The EMS can be had for around $1100, has far more tuning points, can auto learn the fuel curve given your mods, can do boost control, stutter box, rev limit adj, anti lag (not that you would ever want this on a non-race only car) and lots more. The support on the EMS is great, their message board is very helpful�.in the end I think it is the best way to go. <P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Wow......you're getting ripped on some prices. 2g maf's go for around $100 on the trader. An AFC can be had for $300 and isn't the AVC-R an electronic boost controller. I don't think you can control boost with the AEM standalone or am I wrong on that one.<P>*edit* Whoops....I just saw in your post that you can do boost control.<P><BR>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A><p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 01-17-2003).]||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000013||keydiver||01-17-2003||04:27 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>The EMS can be had for around $1100, has far more tuning points, can auto learn the fuel curve given your mods, can do boost control, stutter box, rev limit adj, anti lag (not that you would ever want this on a non-race only car) and lots more. The support on the EMS is great, their message board is very helpful�.in the end I think it is the best way to go. <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Add another $300 for the TMO datalogger. If I was starting from scratch, the AEM EMS would be very tempting. But, I've got too much investment already. Something to keep in mind for you newbies. How does it control boost? It must have other inputs/outputs, other than the ones that plug into the factory harness. The info on their site is sparce. I can't even find a datasheet or users manual to download.  <P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.217.83||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001338.cgi
A||||11||GVR1643||B&M adjustable FPR||||1
Z||000000||GVR1643||01-16-2003||11:31 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Anyone using or tried the B&M FPR that RRE is selling?  It says you can raise level from stock, just not lower it.  550's and a small 16, I wouldn't think I'd need to lower it with a 3KGT turbo fuel pump..?<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.104||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-16-2003||12:03 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||O.K. better search this time. :-)<BR>Duc Hunter had mentioned using the B&M with possible  too much pressure problem.  Duc you on here - how'd that turn out.  <P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.104||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsuvr4||01-16-2003||01:28 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||Have you considered the SpoolingUp FPR?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.chargedair.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.chargedair.com/</A> <P>It would allow for decrease as well.<P><P>------------------<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||156.99.90.179||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||01-16-2003||01:44 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I'm familiar with it and it's an excellent piece.  Just not sure if I even need a decrease. I'm not running huge pump, and the B&M is about $65 vs at least $150 for the other...<BR>I'm not supposed to be spending money on the car right now :-)<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.104||reg||1
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||01-16-2003||02:50 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I am here. Sorry for the long post but I wanted to be clear. I like the unit generally. I have decided though that upping the FP is a band aid for other challenges and should be used as a sort of last resort/fine tuning tool. What I discovered in my car was the amount of increase I could get in FP base was great. There came a point where on the boost though the FPR would not continue to add 1lb/1psi as it should. I believed at the time this was an issue with the regulator. I am now convinced that this is an issue with the pump not being able to keep up at a higher pressure level (see RRE page on fuel pumps). I have also found that the stock fuel system in general should not be run at over 75-80 psi total (meaning after your boost is in). Over this lines will burst (even new ones) or pop off, the bypass may not keep up, the stock fuel filter is not happy etc. This means at 20psi of boost you should be at 55-60 psi base pressure. <P>My tuning recommendation is this. Set you car up (sounds like you have a good setup) by picking a turbo, fuel pump (rewired), injectors, fuel pressure gauge (preferably one inside your cockpit) and AFC. Then get a datalogger and follow these steps;<P>1)	Set your boost and a reasonable level given your setup (for yours I would start at 15psi) and leave your fuel pressure base (i.e. at idle, vacuum line of FPR and plugged) at stock (43psi)<BR>2)	If you see allot of knock back the boost off till you see a little (10-12 at the top end of each gear max). If you see no knock on a multi gear run (I can see non in 1st or 2nd but then some at the top of third so run multiple gears up a slight hill to be sure) ad a little boost (say 2psi at a time if you can be that exact) and go back to 1.<BR>3)	Once you have low knock counts try to eliminate them with the AFC. I find adding fuel just below the RPM the knock comes in works best (i.e. knock at 5750 I add a little fuel at 5500 or 5000, then a little more at 6 and up). If this works then add a little more boost and go back to 1.<BR>4)	Do to fuel cut or simply lack of effect (have found sometimes mine just wont effect the knock no matter how much fuel I add) you will get to a point where knock will come back and not leave. Note the settings (fp, AFC and boost) here as a baseline for the stock FP. <BR>5)	Raise your base fuel pressure to 55-60 psi and repeat above. <BR>6)	Now the trick drive the hi FP setting for a while, maybe hit the strip and do some runs. Point is get use to it. Then revert to the stock fuel pressure setting (boost, fp, AFC etc) and drive the car. You may notice the lower pressure settings are faster. Also lok at the timing logs, you may have more timing at the lower settings. <P>I have seen some cars run faster on the high fp settings but some run slower. Why? Most likely heat soak/efficiency issues of the intercooler or turbo is out of it�s sweet spot and therefore not providing more volume for the pressure. Remember psi is not directly related to volume of air and there for HP. All turbos have a sweetspot above which they rapidly loose efficiency.  Think of Turbo Magazines Galant. On a nice small 16g at 19psi they made around 340hp. With a bigger t3/t4 they made 355hp. At 18psi the t3/t4 made 378hp. Why? More volume. So try both and see what you think? Remember small steps are better and safer. <BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||01-16-2003||03:18 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks for the great and detailed response Duc.  I just found out my 550's I bought used are crap, so I'll put my JDM lower milage ones in and see if that helps, as well as finally getting the 3kgt turbo fuel pump in.  Basically the regulator was intended to allow me to push the 550's a bit more, but now to push the 450's a bit more until I get my hands on better 550's. <BR>I probably should save the pennies and skip the regulator and just get a good set of 550's or maybe larger and use the AFCand logger to tune everything.<BR>As I mentioned I don't have overkill in anything so I didn't think I would need to lower my FP for any reason.  Got some work to do yet...<BR>Nice tuning write up for me (and the board) though. Thanks!<P><BR>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 01-16-2003).]||167.142.22.104||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||01-16-2003||03:44 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The real problem with the B&M regulator is that it still uses the factory regulator, so you still have that tiny, tiny orifice in there that can't flow enough fuel at low rpm's with a larger pump. With the 3000GT pump, it may not be so much of a problem that you couldn't tune it out with your AFC. I've even tried drilling a couple regulators out, but whatever steel they use is tougher than anything my bits can drill!<BR>I think you'll have trouble getting a SpoolinUp FPR like I have. From what I hear, they've had problems with fuel leakage from some of them, and have now submerged, probably never to be heard from again  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.217.83||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||01-16-2003||05:08 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>I think you'll have trouble getting a SpoolinUp FPR like I have. From what I hear, they've had problems with fuel leakage from some of them, and have now submerged, probably never to be heard from again   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>There have been numerous complaints in the Chicago DSM list -- which is really bad considering that the SpoolinUp guys are in Crystal Lake, IL (about 1hr north)<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000008||mitsuvr4||01-16-2003||05:20 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||That would suck if SpoolinUp went under...<P>Because I just purchased a regulator from them yesterday!!!!!!<P>I'll post back when I receive/don't receive it.<P>------------------<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.242.238||reg||8
Z||000009||mitsuvr4||02-07-2003||04:17 PM||||Well, today it arrived...my Spoolin Up regulator.<br /><br />The problem being that it's their BRAND NEW 2G version!!<br /><br />It says "1G" on my purchase order and I ordered it before this 2G was up on their website.  But from looking at the pics it's definitely the 2G version.  UGGHHH!!!<br /><br />I tried calling to fix the problem but no one answered.  Left a messege and we'll see how long it takes to hear back from them?<br /><br />The saga continues....<br /><br />They certainly aren't making any friends in the customer service dept, that's for sure.||134.29.246.249||reg||13||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000010||Invader||02-07-2003||04:38 PM||||Karl, good luck...in my experience, their customer service left quite a bit to be desired (I'm speaking of Charged Air Systems which is the company SpoolinUp merged with and as they were making the FPR's for them).  My FPR probelms seem to be resolved, but only after a disassembly and sealing of the outlet barb threads.  Definitely not a big deal, but considering the cost I wasn't expecting a leaky FPR delivered to my door.  Hopefully they get it straightened out for you.<br /><br />Incidently, why do they sell a 2G regulator?  Was the other (1G) unit too tall to fit on a 2G setup?||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000011||mitsuvr4||02-07-2003||06:33 PM||||Quick update.<br /><br />Charged Air (Spoolin Up) just called me back and left a messege on my voice mail.<br /><br />According to them their current 1G now looks like the new 2G, but with a different mounting plate.<br /><br />I'll be "trying" it on this weekend hopefully to see if that's the case.<br /><br />Just wanted to be fair and don't mean to badmouth any company.  I may have just been mislead by the pics on their website.<br /><br />I'll keep posting and am happy they called me back today, much better taste in my mouth concerning the company as a whole.<br /><br />Later,||134.29.246.249||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
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A||N||3||daviddilts||Wiseco pistons ||||1||
Z||000000||daviddilts||01-16-2003||08:55 PM||mmcgvr4@mycomcast.com||Wiseco pistons just fit on 1g big rods or do I still have to get the rod machined? <P>I found a set for $399 with rings. <P>To put 95 pistons on 1g big rods it's round $410 with machining and rings. <P>Thanks for the 6 bolt block Phil.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Dave 1531<BR> <A HREF="http://gvr4.homestead.com" TARGET=_blank>http://gvr4.homestead.com</A> ||66.208.192.46||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||01-16-2003||09:42 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I thought it was only arias pistons that fit on the stock 1g rods.<BR>I could be wrong.<P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||daviddilts||01-18-2003||11:21 AM||mmcgvr4@mycomcast.com||Thanks talon<P>------------------<BR>Dave 1531<BR> <A HREF="http://gvr4.homestead.com" TARGET=_blank>http://gvr4.homestead.com</A> ||66.208.192.46||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||01-18-2003||12:15 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||wiseco, arias, j & e, etc. are ALL custom forgers.  not fake money forgers, they make forged pistons to YOUR specifications.  if you tell them you want stock pistons, that's what you get.  except they will be forged.  if you tell them you want hi silicon, short skirted, one ring, square pistons, that's what you get.  be careful getting a set of forged pistons, you may be getting something that was a one off special order, and they may differ a lot, and require special machining to get them to work.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001340.cgi
A||N||24||jap||which is better? Lower or higher forged compression pistons||||1
Z||000000||jap||01-17-2003||12:32 AM||donnlu420@aol.com||From what I have noticed Honda engines make more horsepower from higher compression pistons and a few other things, that's why a Type R has more horsepower than the GSR engine. I am going to buy  forged pistons to put in a GSR engine that I plan on adding turbo to. I am having a hard time deciding on what compression pistons to get. I want to put higher compression pistons but I keep reading about how higher compression engines can't handle alot of boost.  Wouldn�t getting lower compression pistons mean I am going  backwards in horsepower?  Lets say that I was going to race the same GSR engine with the same PSI of boost.<BR>I have 8.5:1 pistons and he has 11.0:1 compression pistons.  Wouldn�t he win because he�s got the higher compression pistons?<BR><P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||01-17-2003||12:39 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||The last time I looked at my gvr4's engine I didn't see a Honda badge......however.....lower compression pistons are more boost friendly. In other words....you can run more boost. On a forced induction engine I wouldn't run any higher than 9.0 to 1 compression. Hell...when the time comes to rebuild my engine I'm sticking with the 7.8 to 1. I feel safer that way.<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||01-17-2003||03:50 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||The last time I saw a Honda badge it was in my rear view.<P>------------------<BR>||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000003||jap||01-17-2003||04:20 AM||donnlu420@aol.com||i was just trying to use a honda for a example. sorry<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000004||DarkDevilMMM||01-17-2003||06:40 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||I know I don't know much compare to the mechanical engineering out there, here is my view, dude, you are talking about honda, since when you see a stock turbo car on a honda? NO! coz they invest the whole time on building NA cars, and high compression works best on NA, coz you don't have any force induction equipment to add pressure to the engine, and if you have a force compression equipment like a turbo, and run it on a high compression engine, yes you will get a good result, but you will blow the engine everytime or break something at least, that's why you see those civics with those little tiny winny turbo running at 5PSI and all they want is tell other stupid ppl that they got a turbo and 'thought' they are fast, get real kids... ask around, you will hear a lot of stock GVR4 with simple mod will still out run those honduhs with stupid turbo...just my $.02<P>------------------<BR>||64.168.12.182||reg||1
Z||000005||DSSA||01-17-2003||08:56 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||This depends..<P>-What turbo do you plan on running?<P>-Street car or track car (combination?  Which are you more concerned with?)<P>-aftermarket or stock rods?<P>Overall, your static compression is what you're going to be most concerned with.  This is the figure you need to shoot for.  Mechanical compression is only one part of this.<P>Basically, if you plan on running large amounts of boost (I.E., 25+ or so on pump gas, 30+ or so on race gas), you'll definitely want lower compression. (low 8s/high 7s depending on the answers to your questions).  Yes, some people have gotten away with 9+ to 1 and ran high boost, but tuning is much trickier at these levels.<P>If you're looking to build a street car with good throttle response and still be able to handle a fair amount of boost, you can go with anything up to 9.0to1.  This will give you quicker spool-up, and more driveability off-boost. <P>If you build the motor well, and tune it well, you can get away with a lot with any of the aforementioned specs.  Extreme was running around 6.6to1 in their car when it went 8s.  Other people have ran 9s with 9.xto1 compression.  <P>Mechanical compression is more of a debateable factor in forced induction motors and is subject to a lot of factors.  With NA motors, it's a much more simple decision.<P>I would suggest looking up "Static Compression" and reading up on it.<P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||01-17-2003||09:38 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by jap:<BR><B> Lets say that I was going to race the same GSR engine with the same PSI of boost.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Here is the key flaw in your question, he CANNOT run the same boost as you can! As other people pointed out, high compression engines are VERY limited on the amount of boost they can run. With 11:1 compession, and 5 lbs of boost, (as Josh noted) the Honda guy's static compression is real high, and what's he gonna do if he needs more power??? You, on the other hand, can just turn up the boost, limited only by your stock internals, and wallet  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"> The lower compression is not THAT much of a handicap, only a few percent. One extra pound of boost would probably cover it.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.217.83||reg||1
Z||000007||a_santos||01-20-2003||12:15 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Last weekend I went to the North American International Auto Show here in Detroit, there I saw a drag race neon that ran 11:1 compresion and 40lbs of boost through a spearco water to air intercooler. He also ran a 150 shot of nitrous. I was stuned because of it's high compression. That tells me that you can run high compression and lots of boost. That's what I'm talking about.  <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000008||MPREZYAVR4||01-20-2003||01:22 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||That's on a RACE motor that probably gets torn down after every event. <P>Also the WRC cars run hi boost as well as hi compression but they use titanium and other strong metals for the rods pistons and even cranks. They also run restrictors (32mm) where if you remove the restrictor that limits it to "300 hp" you would have an over 600-700hp 2.0l motor that wouldn't last more than one race.<P>There was a big debate about this on a few DSM boards were the conclusion was you can run more boost which is more power and more air compared to a motor with higher compression and less boost. The only down fall is if you run too low a mechanical compression ratio it will be super laggy and unresponsive on the low end before the turbo spools. If you run low comp I wouldn't go below 7.5-7.8:1 for a street motor. <BR>I also wouldn't want higher than 9.5:1 on an engine with forged pistons and 14+ psi and street octane gas (crappy 91 here).<P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"<p>[This message has been edited by MPREZYAVR4 (edited 01-20-2003).]||207.220.129.153||reg||1
Z||000009||a_santos||01-20-2003||09:02 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||"300bhp" and 500lbs of torque. Yeah right they make 300bhp, it is common knowledge that the figure is closer to the torque figures. That would put it at 500bhp.  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B>That's on a RACE motor that probably gets torn down after every event. <P>Also the WRC cars run hi boost as well as hi compression but they use titanium and other strong metals for the rods pistons and even cranks. They also run restrictors (32mm) where if you remove the restrictor that limits it to "300 hp" you would have an over 600-700hp 2.0l motor that wouldn't last more than one race.<P>There was a big debate about this on a few DSM boards were the conclusion was you can run more boost which is more power and more air compared to a motor with higher compression and less boost. The only down fall is if you run too low a mechanical compression ratio it will be super laggy and unresponsive on the low end before the turbo spools. If you run low comp I wouldn't go below 7.5-7.8:1 for a street motor. <BR>I also wouldn't want higher than 9.5:1 on an engine with forged pistons and 14+ psi and street octane gas (crappy 91 here).<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||01-20-2003||09:52 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||you guys gotta remember, like rich says, some of those motors running hi comp are one dimensional ONLY.  they are not only torn down after every race, they are using all kinds of special materials inside, and special fuels.  our motors, or at least mine, is a daily driver, it goes thru multidimensional use.  idle, part throttle, cruise, occasional wot.  it has to run in 10 deg temps and 100 deg temps, in all 4 seasons, AND, on gas that no one know what the real octane count is.  i remember when i first drove the E30 M3, 200hp, but that was at like 7000 rpm.  below that, it was a dog.  an 8 valve gti would stomp it off the line, unless you slipped the crap out of the clutch, and kept the revs up above 6000 rpm.  and who drives like that?  not me.  right after the M3 came out, bmw made an evo3 version, basically a full race street car.  we brought over the cams, exh manifold, intakes, and stuff like that, and the guys that put them on the cars all said that the car was faster, but you lost all your low end power.  the consensus was if the car was street driven, it was not worth it.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||01-20-2003||09:54 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by a_santos:<BR><B>a drag race neon that ran 11:1 compresion and 40lbs of boost </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Drag racing is a whole 'nother story. Once you start talking high octane racing fuel, you're talking a much higher level of static compression available, but you can't do that stuff on the street.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.208.29||reg||1
Z||000012||turboren||02-29-2004||05:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><i>Originally posted by DSSA</i><br />Overall, your static compression is what you're going to be most concerned with. This is the figure you need to shoot for. Mechanical compression is only one part of this.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK, so I was bored and looking for "water intercooler" and came up with a lot of old posts.  Shoot me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />However, I believe the correct term people are looking for here would be <b>dynamic</b> compression (mechanical compression of engine plus compression resulting from boost).  Static compression would be just the mechanical compression from the pistons.  <br /><br />Sorry to be nit-picky.  If I am wrong, somebody just slap me in the face with a trout or something...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.99||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000013||Martin Chilcote||02-29-2004||05:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> The last time I saw a Honda badge it was in my rear view. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.139.167.192||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000014||KingGalantVr4||02-29-2004||07:11 PM||||Static compression ratio's are not as important as you think.  Fuel/Timing tuning is more of an issue then the static compression ratio.  If you have the ability to tune, I would personally run the highest compression you possibly can.  Lower static compression ratio's allow more tollerance for looser tuning by reducing inital cylinder pressure.  Remember cylinder pressure is what makes you go faster, you just have to add the proper amount of fuel to it.  <br /><br />We just finished building (a few months ago) a 12:1 Supercharged LS1 Fire Bird (12lbs of boost).  The torque is HUGE, the HP is insane, and traction is non existant in any gear.  Its not a 4g63 but it also doesn't go with the 8:1 that everyone says you HAVE to run with a blower in these cars.  He drives it to work 100+ miles a day beating the crap out of it the whole time.  Runs just fine.  Its all in the tuning  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000015||turboren||02-29-2004||07:41 PM||||But then, he's running that kind of torque with a tranny that is actually capable of handling it...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />Torque is directly proportional to peak cylinder pressure.  Higher compression, whether static or dynamic, results in higher peak cylinder pressures, higher combustion temps, higer thermal loads, increased emissions, etc.<br /><br />Kind of 6 of one, half-dozen of the other, I suppose.  Either way, there is a finite limit.<br /><br />Ren||205.56.129.99||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000016||turbogalant||02-29-2004||10:51 PM||||Okay I run wiseco 9:1 in 1219 with 9 psi of boost, (read I need 550's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> ) and a 16g. And i'll tell you with that motor the turbo is either on or off, for example I was following my cousin to his girlfriends's house which I did not know the way so I had to follow him and he did a legit right turn on red so I had to also I was clear but just as I was about to go I saw that the the people that were stoped at the light started to go so I got on the throttle a little bit more maybe 50% get half way around the corner and all the sudden all four tires broke loose and I was kicking out the tail coming around the corner. That turbo has NO lag what so ever. Also on my way to school I get off the highway and there is two lanes going up a hill and then little down the road there is 3rd a lane that opens up from the people coming off the highway in the other direction and I need to get in that 3rd lane that opens up to get to school and twice I have run in to the problem of needing to get in front of a car and am about at the front of there door and have room to jump in and between the time I see how much room I have and looking forward again the turbo spools, headlights to the sky I am now about a half a car lenght in front of that car and hoping not to hit the car in front of me. That is something that I will not forget that happened about 3 weeks ago and I still remeber that I was getting in front of a new body style tan camry with a short haired lady driving it. And that is with a mostly stock intake to only the mas is hacked from when I was running 18 psi on the 7.8:1 motor and I have a K&N with no air box, and yes it is a stock intercooler piping throttle body everthing. So I would recommend going 9:1 if you can deal with low boost. Oh and also with my setup I have beat out a A4 chipped, intake and exhaust (all I know of) which is supposed to be about as fast as a S4 which is what I thought it was felt, just like the S4's I had raced before. Just need a garrett t3.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.241.7||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000017||josh long||03-01-2004||01:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<br /><strong> That's on a RACE motor that probably gets torn down after every event. <br /><br />Also the WRC cars run hi boost as well as hi compression but they use titanium and other strong metals for the rods pistons and even cranks. They also run restrictors (32mm) where if you remove the restrictor that limits it to "300 hp" you would have an over 600-700hp 2.0l motor that wouldn't last more than one race.<br /><br />There was a big debate about this on a few DSM boards were the conclusion was you can run more boost which is more power and more air compared to a motor with higher compression and less boost. The only down fall is if you run too low a mechanical compression ratio it will be super laggy and unresponsive on the low end before the turbo spools. If you run low comp I wouldn't go below 7.5-7.8:1 for a street motor. <br />I also wouldn't want higher than 9.5:1 on an engine with forged pistons and 14+ psi and street octane gas (crappy 91 here). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">As is has been said, it is all in the tuning. For the record WRC restrictors are 34mm, Group N are 32mm. The WRC mostly run motors in the 9:1 and 9.5:1 ratio compression range, and Group N of course run stock comp ratio, for protection the hi comp WRC motors also run water injection as a knock safeguard.<br /><br />Josh||67.75.217.238||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000018||sjg||03-01-2004||02:35 AM||||And since we're covering everything why doesn't someone explain how static compression ratio isn't what the engine see's, and how detonation resistance is more attributable to dynamic compression which has more contributing factors than piston dome and combustion chamber volume, such as camshaft design.  lalalala.<br /><br />If you're building an all around motor keep the compression to at LEAST 8.5:1 imo, just keep the boost turned down a bit on the pump gas.<br /><br />As far as Honda's go, the ITR doesn't see much of a performance increase over the GSR due to the compression bump, its minimal.  The performance comes from the factory ported head, the intake manifold, and the larger cams.  Also, the better the heat dissipation you have out of the combustion chamber, the more detonation resistant the motor will be.  This is why Honda's can run 11:1 on pump gas, they are all aluminum and feature an open deck cooling design.  Sounds good right, just make the motor out of alu. and run huge compression, make lots of power?  right?  Well, no.  The more heat you can suck out of the combustion chamber the better your detonation resistance, but the more heat you can keep in there the less power you are losing to the coolant system, more heat also helps out with fuel atomization.  So per each point of CR an all iron motor will make more power than an equivalent all aluminum motor, but the aluminum motor will be able to run more compression bringing it back up to the level of the iron motor.  But that compression is helpful in other area's, economy, throttle response...  etc.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000019||turbogalant||03-01-2004||03:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sjg:<br /><strong> And since we're covering everything why doesn't someone explain how static compression ratio isn't what the engine see's, and how detonation resistance is more attributable to dynamic compression which has more contributing factors than piston dome and combustion chamber volume, such as camshaft design.  lalalala.<br /><br />If you're building an all around motor keep the compression to at LEAST 8.5:1 imo, just keep the boost turned down a bit on the pump gas.<br /><br />As far as Honda's go, the ITR doesn't see much of a performance increase over the GSR due to the compression bump, its minimal.  The performance comes from the factory ported head, the intake manifold, and the larger cams.  Also, the better the heat dissipation you have out of the combustion chamber, the more detonation resistant the motor will be.  This is why Honda's can run 11:1 on pump gas, they are all aluminum and feature an open deck cooling design.  Sounds good right, just make the motor out of alu. and run huge compression, make lots of power?  right?  Well, no.  The more heat you can suck out of the combustion chamber the better your detonation resistance, but the more heat you can keep in there the less power you are losing to the coolant system, more heat also helps out with fuel atomization.  So per each point of CR an all iron motor will make more power than an equivalent all aluminum motor, but the aluminum motor will be able to run more compression bringing it back up to the level of the iron motor.  But that compression is helpful in other area's, economy, throttle response...  etc. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    What the hell are you talking about? If keeping heat in a motor is good than why does a cold air intake work better and for argument sake we will talk about a non-turbo motor with no knock what so ever. And if you feel this is true why don't you pull you intercooler out? All that does is cool intake temps which you claim to help you from losing power to cooling system. And why don't you route you intake on top of you exhaust manifold and I guess you don't like water injection. You are correct about some things like the other areas that that compression helps since the engine does not have to work as hard you up the fuel milage and torque. And you are correct about the heat dissipation and the ability for aluminum engines to make more power. But I guess you don't believe in fluidyne and redline water wetter. Because I would not want to loose power to my COOLING system    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    . You are some what correct about fuel atomization but at the 1000 degrees that a gas motor runs at at idle that is not a problem and I am getting that number from my egt's not cylinder temps. Oh and I guess you have never seen a fast 2g or evoIII, yes I would not crank the hell out of the boost with those motors but at 8.5:1 there is no reason you can not run 25 psi on pump gas and 9:1 no reason you can not run 18 psi if not more. And if you think I am wrong than tell me exactly which parts I am going to break (driveline not included    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    ) stock 1g rods are good for 400 ponies so they are not a problem if he runs high compression the pistons will be forged no problems there . Don't get me wrong with bad tuning you can fuck up the motor but with bad tuning you can blow up a tractor motor so I don't feel that counts. Thermal heat and driveline are the biggest cause of ineffiency in engines. Hell I have been drinking and I don't believe that. Maybe I sould go heat up my sam adams so I don't loose power    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    . I also would like you to explain why motor make more power in cold weather. Well grab out the torch I would LOVE you to flame me, I am VERY interested in what you would have to say.<br /><br />*edit* Just looked it up the stock evo 8 runs 8.8:1 and something like 19 psi of boost and that is WITH A WARRENTY, if that is not high boost that tel me what you concider high boost to be. I concider anything over 15 psi to be high boost.<br /><br />Oh and by the way I get about 27 mpg combo highway/city mostly city but am a fairly pussy driver for what I own.||65.177.240.160||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000020||turboren||03-01-2004||05:19 AM||||I think you are missing his point.  He's not saying that the INTAKE temps should be higher, he's saying the engine loses power to the coolant and oil.  It's true.  Reciprocating internal combustion engines use only about 28% of the thermal energy they produce from the fuel burned for power production.  The rest is lost to heat (mostly to coolant, some to oil) and friction.  Rotary combistion engines have higher thermal losses (split almost evenly between coolant and oil), but lower frictional ones.  If you doubt that, I suggest you visit  <a href="http://www.howstuffworks.com" target="_blank">http://www.howstuffworks.com</a>  and look up "internal combustion engine,"  or read any book on engine design.  <br /><br />Also, it has been scientifically proven that engines reach better thermal efficiency as coolant temperatures approach 300 degrees.  The limitations, of course, are in the cooling system itself, and the metallurgy of available internal engine components.  This is one reason why 80% or better of all new production car engines run a 195-degree thermostat.<br /><br />Intake temps, on the other hand SHOULD be as low as possible, within certain guidelines.  Coooler air is more dense, obviously, which means more fuel can be burned per cylinder filling.  You don't want the intake so cold that the fuel drops out of suspension, but on port-fuel-injected engines, this isn't nearly the problem it was with single-point injection/carburetion.  Also, temps below freezing, if continuous, have the potential to cause ice formation in the intake, but you'd have to be driving around in sub-zero temps like all day, and somehow prevent the engine from warming up at all for that to be an even minor problem.  <br /><br />Hope that helps.<br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.99||reg||8||turboren||00002199||
Z||000021||sjg||03-02-2004||02:51 AM||||Thanks turboren.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />turbogalant, I probably should have said something more like, "just make sure everything is a-ok before cranking the boost", I didn't mean that you couldn't run 18psi @ 9:1 on pump gas, because I know its possible with a decent tune.<br /><br />Fuel atomization is a major problem on EFI motors, actually...  Because the fuel has so little distance to fully atomize before making it to the cylinder (in comparison to a carbureted engine).  Actually, compare 2 identical motors, one EFI on carbureted, if both tuned to the hilt the carbureted motor will edge the EFI motor out in power production by several percent, this is partially attributable to better fuel atomization.  Change the elevation 2500 feet on the same tune and you have a bit of a different story, however.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />And yes, colder air in the induction system is better, because it is more dense and thusly is capable of allowing more fuel to be combusted.  More air+more fuel==more power.  durrr..  But alas, yes, you do lose a ton of power to that rather necessary coolant system.<br /><br />Also, FYI, no, I don't run watter wetter or anything of the sort, I run a 50/50 mix of antifreeze and tap water year round.  Something wrong with that?||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000022||GrocMax||03-02-2004||04:36 AM||||Goddamn, my brain hurts.<br /><br />Any of you guys out of the 13's yet?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />There are 34 ways to skin a cat.||209.151.115.120||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000023||mikeyoung00||03-03-2004||12:10 PM||||The GSR engine likes 8.5:1 - 9.0:1 just like the smart guys above have been recommending. Lower will let you run a bit more boost but will cost you some pre-boost grunt. Higher will help the bottom end a little but you will be a little more restricted in the boost you can run. <br /><br />Any lower and the engine is gutless off vtec. Anything higher and detonation control becomes more difficult and more expensive. How high you want to go depends on how much you have to spend on tuning and on thermal management modifications like better intercooling, higher capacity radiator, more exotic turbo designs, etc. It also depends on your level of risk tolerance. As soon as you strap a turbo on a b-series engine you risk problems. I'm not saying you will definitely have them but that risk exists even on a dead stock gsr (obviously or they would all have 100K mile warranties). And that risk increases as you change things in ways the design engineers at Honda never foresaw. <br /><br />You can manage the risk with better tuning, better assembly techniques, better quality parts, etc. But in the end the risk is also a function of boost and compression since the greatest threat is detonation. At least you have a knock sensor on the B18C engines (I think). But the ecu will only do so much. And regardless of how well you tune, there is a limit to how much boost you can run on a given octane fuel with a given set of parts before detonation becomes a serious (engine threatening) problem. Tuning is important and better tuning will let you run more boost but there are limits and they aren�t that high on a daily driven B- series.<br /><br />And of course you should probably be more cautious if you are talking about your only car and you commute to your job with little or no alternate transportation available vs. this is a hobby car and you can live with it being down for extended periods. (You know, like most GVR4s?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )||139.177.224.71||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000024||Mitsuturbo||03-03-2004||12:30 PM||||i run 9:1 compression and fairly high boost (17-20psi depending on weather) for what i have<br /><br />650cc injectors<br />evo3 b16g<br />stock fmic<br />SITC<br />SAFC<br /><br />It runs great on the street.. but i tell you what.. it responds SO well to race gas it's not even funny.  I notice HUGE gains.. more so than my friends with their 7.8:1 talons and lasers.<br />I am building an engine now for 161/2000 for my wife to drive on a basically stock car, that will be running about 9-11psi.  It's going to be somewhere around 9-9.2:1  it's being built for 2 things.. reliability, and economy.  If i decide to throw some tuning aids on it later, and some fuel mods.. it'll make good power.  In the meantime, it will get great fuel economy, and plenty of "get up n go".<br /><br />Considering our cars had such low compression.. and boost was limited in stock form.. people were commonly getting away with(i shudder to think of this) putting 85 octane in the tank!  Yes, high compression consumes some of the "safety net" you have as compared to tuning low compression.. but if you can figure it all out.. it's worth it.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/001341.cgi
A||||1||Matt379||How much boost at what RPM with what mods.||||1||
Z||000000||Matt379||01-17-2003||06:07 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||big 16G, ported, clipped, 95 manifold, port work, 3" turbo back exhaust, no cat.<P>rre intercooler pipes, spearco 221 intercooler.  VPC, inlet right off the turbo.<P>I get 16 pounds of boost at 3600 RPM.<P>what about you?<P>------------------<BR>||68.51.71.93||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-17-2003||07:00 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||well, it depends.  first off, how can you tell even close what your boost is at what rpm?  if i am in 3rd at 3600 rpm, and stomp on it, i get full boost-17 lbs, but by the time the gauge reads 17 lbs, the tach is above 4k.  if i am at 2500 and floor it, i might get full boost at 3600.  in first gear, starting out, i can get full boost, but not by 3600.  max boost is reached much faster in all the other gears.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001342.cgi
A||||10||Matt379||How much boost on pump gas.||||1||
Z||000000||Matt379||01-17-2003||06:09 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Harry, Josh, and Nate:<P>I sometimes see posts of you guys running sometimes 20-25+ lbs of boost on huge turbos on pump gas.<P>How do you accomplish this without destroying the engine?  Short bursts of power only?  I know you have to have great tuning, but can you please explain this thorougly.<P>Thanks<P>------------------<BR>||68.51.71.93||reg||1
Z||000001||DookGVR4||01-17-2003||09:29 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Good tuning...<P>Water/Alcohol injections would be a safe bet as well<P>Dave<P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000002||daviddilts||01-18-2003||11:19 AM||mmcgvr4@mycomcast.com||Low Compression  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"> ( On a high mileage Car )25psi on 93oct 10 count knock<P>------------------<BR>Dave 1531<BR> <A HREF="http://gvr4.homestead.com" TARGET=_blank>http://gvr4.homestead.com</A> ||66.208.192.46||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||01-18-2003||05:26 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Large intercooler, lots of fuel, I repeat large intercooler, lots of fuel, a working knock sensor and sometimes just dumb luck.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I have a very large FMIC, I have a complete fuel system with an external pump, filters, and -an lines.<P>The only engine problem I had is when the wastegate line came off causing a 30-50 psi, who really knows lets just say it was way too much, spike during a test and tune run with Nate at the VCP/S-AFC and me behind the wheel. At full engine load 4th gear and at about 100mph and climbing very fast.  I cracked a ring land in cylinder 4. Not too bad really, considering the engine was the original and has been abused for well over 50K miles. The engine was still usable after replacement of the piston. I used it to run at the carlise road course before pulling it for fully AMS built engine.<P>We are going to try the AEM that I bought from AMS over the summer. We shall see.<P><BR>Bottom line only run what boost your comfortable with. Its your engine and your $$ on the line.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000 <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html</A> <p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 01-18-2003).]||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||01-18-2003||05:42 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Oh buy the way no more pump gas for number3.<P><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||SD90GalantGSX||01-21-2003||05:08 PM||burnscool@aol.com||Fist of all, I would go with a larger fuel pump and do a re-wire.  I you have a bigger than stock turbo, you need injectors.  Usually the bigger the unjectors, the more boost you can run on the street.  Although, you can have too big of injectors, it depends on your set-up and fuel controls(such as a S-AFC, AEM AMS, etc...)  Next I would go with a bigger intercooler to cool the hotter air since you want to run more boost.  Then start turning up the boost and tuning.<P>------------------<BR>90 Galant GSX w/ turbo 4G63...much to come...11's...||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||01-21-2003||05:28 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I run 20psi all the time on pump gas, and I'd have to say the key is to DATALOG DATALOG DATALOG, and tune accordingly.   <P>I use my pocketlogger, and as long as Knock, Timing, and EGT's are all ok, I continue to run 20psi.  <P>My advice is, if you don't have a Pocketlogger, get one.  <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.72||reg||1
Z||000007||mdpvr4||01-22-2003||09:22 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i have you all beat. (only on pure stupidity)<BR>i lost a stupid race to my friends supra so i disconnected the wastegate vaccuum and boost shot up to 28psi and it ran good for awhile then i overspun the turbo and the compressor nut came loose. heres a lesson on what not to do!!! thank you for your time<BR>i know you guys are gonna give me a lot of shit for this. but oh well! it was fun while it lasted.<P>------------------<BR>Does that have a turbo||32.102.168.6||reg||1
Z||000008||mdpvr4||01-22-2003||09:23 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i would just like to add that im really not a dumb ass. and i like to go all  out and find the limitations.<P>------------------<BR>Does that have a turbo||32.102.168.6||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||01-22-2003||10:18 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Huh?<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.8.54||reg||1
Z||000010||Nate||01-22-2003||11:30 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||I was just tuning the maroon car on the way home from Josh's house on the turnpike, and I was tuning at about 26psi on pump gas.  Just using EGT, I discovered that I may be out of injector doing this.  660s may not be enough injector for that kind of boost on pump gas.  Of course, it may be due to the AGP bb 60-1, too. ;-)<P>My gut reply to this question is:  Want to run lots of boost?  Make sure you can pump enough fuel to meet the demands, and try to make sure the air is as cool as possible.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.8.54||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001343.cgi
A||||6||turbowop||2g dejon intake||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||01-17-2003||09:28 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Who has one of these on their car? I tried a stock 2g intake snorkel today and all the fittings on the side of it interfered with the rre piping. It didn't fit well and seemed to be too short. It seems as though a Dejon one would work with a longer hose attached between it and the turbo to bring the filter closer to the fender. <P>So......what are you guys with 2g mas' using to connect it?<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000001||sleeper||01-18-2003||12:29 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Here is how I did it.<BR>Use the 2G intake pipe and a little part of the stock pipe.<BR>Cut off the end of the 2G intake by the last harmonic thingy. Cot off the section from your stock pipe where the BOV return line is.<BR>I glued and clamped the two together. On the picture you can see the clamps and right under the 2 bigger clamps the small bov return clamp.<BR>Where the stock bov return is on the 2G intake I just cut it off and used 2 big tire patches. One inside and one on the outside<BR>You can do the same where all the smaller hoses atach to the 2G intake too.<BR>The only thing I needed to buy is a U shaped BOV return hose from Auto Zone.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/hrc20g.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/hrc20g.jpg</A> <P><BR>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.66.56.233||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-18-2003||12:34 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||mark, i got the dejon intake that puts the 2g mas in sideways.  all you need are 2 stock bov hoses, and the steel tube connector.  fit is near perfect.  the intake hose comes straight up on the dejon 2g on a 1g car.  want pics?  you'd better want them BAD, cause it's like 30 degrees outside.  also, the dejon intake finish is so good that i had to take the dremel and grind some of it off cause the hose couplers kept coming off.  i have a K&N fipk on the end, it is really long, and it sits right on top the wi pump.  otherwise, you will have to make a bracket to support the end of the mas, or the end of the air cleaner.  the fipk air cleaner has a stud on the end for a bracket.  it is a very clean setup.  dont let them put and extra pipe on it that comes from the back of the valve cover, they make it almost straight up, you need it pointing straight back at the firewall.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||turbowop||01-18-2003||03:48 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>mark, i got the dejon intake that puts the 2g mas in sideways.  all you need are 2 stock bov hoses, and the steel tube connector.  fit is near perfect.  the intake hose comes straight up on the dejon 2g on a 1g car.  want pics?  you'd better want them BAD, cause it's like 30 degrees outside.  also, the dejon intake finish is so good that i had to take the dremel and grind some of it off cause the hose couplers kept coming off.  i have a K&N fipk on the end, it is really long, and it sits right on top the wi pump.  otherwise, you will have to make a bracket to support the end of the mas, or the end of the air cleaner.  the fipk air cleaner has a stud on the end for a bracket.  it is a very clean setup.  dont let them put and extra pipe on it that comes from the back of the valve cover, they make it almost straight up, you need it pointing straight back at the firewall.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hey Ken.....If you can get some pics that would be great. I also have the K&N FIPK for my 2g mas. Email them to me if you can. Thanks.<P><P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000004||turbowop||01-18-2003||06:02 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Ken.....I got four pics emailed from you to my hotmail account but it maxed it out and is saying that I may not be getting all my emails after that. Let me know if that's all you sent. Thanks for the pics. That's what I needed. Good idea for the bov return. I think I will do the same. Do you think this pipe would work though?<BR> <IMG SRC="http://users.erinet.com/40666/images/DSM-Intake/CIP-2.1gD.jpg"> <P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A><p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 01-18-2003).]||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||01-18-2003||06:26 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yah, that is near what i got, but you will have to build a bracket to support it.  the wi pump was just right.  i think howard has one just like you got.  dont just think the connector will support it.  mine came disconnected twice, so i took the dremel and made little grooves all the way around, just kissing it, mostly just removing some of the powdercoat.  then, clean the heck out of it, and it has stayed since.  i think i only sent you 4 pics.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||01-18-2003||07:02 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I think I could use some L-brackets coming off of the screws that hold the fipk filter bracket to the mas to hold the unit down. I just wanted to make sure that the above pictured intake pipe would clear everything. When I do get the intake I will have it repowdercoated the same crinkly black (hammertone) as my rre piping. It's a little grippier than the gloss black.<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
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A||N||11||SD90GalantGSX||Pistons the easy way...||||3||
Z||000000||SD90GalantGSX||01-18-2003||12:36 AM||burnscool@aol.com||Has anyone tried putting pistons in a block the wasn't out of the car?  Could you find or get pistons made to fit into a block, so I could just put then in and not have to take the block into a machine shop?  <P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||3
Z||000001||drew||01-18-2003||10:14 AM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||I've done it. You can do it if you don't need to hone the block. pull the head, pull the pan, install.<P><P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||mdpvr4||01-19-2003||12:15 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||very simple! i did it too.but i would hone the block anyway to help with getting a good seal<P>------------------<BR>||32.103.217.30||reg||1
Z||000003||evol||01-22-2003||09:58 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Can't you also hone the block while it's in the car? Never done it, but can't you just drop the pistons and crank out of the bottom off the block and hone it with the block in? I'd imagine it may be a little harder but isn't it possible if you wanted to save some labor?<P>------------------<BR>evol<BR>#333/2000<BR>Feb 1 At the latest.||134.124.18.35||reg||1
Z||000004||joec||01-22-2003||11:23 AM||joec42@yahoo.com||You could actually leave the crank in (remove the rods/pistons) but you'd have to watch out for the oil squirters and make sure you don't get any junk in the bearings.<P>I've heard that the "ball-type hones" work well for this, i.e. easier to get a even crosshatch than the stone type hone.  I think Flex Hone makes them.<P><P>------------------<BR>1991 GVR4 1630/2000||205.181.240.194||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||01-22-2003||12:15 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I've done it, to a friend's Cavalier. You just have to cover up the crank REAL well, plug every hole and gallery that dirt could get into, etc, and then clean/wash it down real well. Never seemed to give him a problem. I've never tried it on a 4G63T though.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.208.29||reg||1
Z||000006||Nate||01-22-2003||01:23 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Unless the block is scored, I would just put new rings in it and call it a day.  I know this sounds stupid, but I've had a few blocks honed only enough to get the cross hatch back, and it's too much for the rings to seal completely after that, the bore size is too large.  I've had better luck with blocks that received NO machine work, just put fresh rings/bearing in it, and it didn't eat a drop of oil the whole time I drove on it.  Just my opinion.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||mdpvr4||01-22-2003||09:08 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||honing the block to revive the crosshatch wich  improves sealing i've always had good luck with doing it. but like joec said, make sure you are very careful with the oil squirters!!! i recomend taking them out. i accidently broke one on a SR20Det motor because they're made out of cast aluminum. so we did an experiment to test the durability of JB WELD. and welded it back together and finished the motor. because we had another motor coming. we put the motor in the car and ran the hell out of it. when the motor spun a bearing while racing a gay prelude. we took it apart again and the welded squirter was broke as well as one more squirter.<BR>cheap lesson learned! dont jigga rig your shit. it wont last. but it was a fun experiment. <BR>that is all!!!<P>------------------<BR>||32.102.168.6||reg||1
Z||000008||Ian M||01-22-2003||11:41 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||  All of the these motors Ive seen  still have the crosshatch on the cylinder walls,even 130,000+ mile ones. On mine,I just made a couple quick passes with a ball hone to to cut the slight glaze,reringed the pistons,and dropped them back in. <P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 01-22-2003).]||129.71.114.98||reg||1
Z||000009||mdpvr4||01-23-2003||12:34 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||ok<P>------------------<BR>Does that have a turbo||32.103.218.253||reg||1
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||01-23-2003||10:03 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ian M:<BR><B>  All of the these motors Ive seen  still have the crosshatch on the cylinder walls,even 130,000+ mile ones. On mine,I just made a couple quick passes with a ball hone to to cut the slight glaze,reringed the pistons,and dropped them back in. <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I've seen some forged piston motors that have slapped the crosshatch away...<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.148||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||01-23-2003||11:47 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||honimg marks on hi mileage motors is common.  it is because most factories use a very rough stone, and the marks go deep.  it makes for a faster break in.  if you want a really nice bore, the machine shop can take the last few thousandths off with a very fine stone, like a polish stone.  i had this done when i built a turbo bmw motor, i also had a forged crank, and forged pistons going in.  motor was balanced and assembled by kim barr racing, and it was by far the best bmw motor i have ever had.  we used to see bmw motors with well over 100k all the time with the honing marks still there, and a ridge at the top.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
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A||N||5||jap||Upgrading the fuel system||||1||
Z||000000||jap||01-19-2003||12:35 AM||donnlu420@aol.com||I just bought an ajustable fuel pressure regulator and bigger injectors to install in my car. After installing them I looked in my manual to set the PSI on the ajustable fuel pressure regulator.  The specificatins in my manual says that the fuel system pressure at idle is 26 to 28 PSI.  In my mind this seems low.  Can someone explain to me how the fuel and fuel pressure works on our turbo engine?  Also I've read that on a turbo charged engine extra high pressure exits under boost conditions in which fuel pressure rises in proportion to boost.  Can someone explain in easier terms what they mean by that?  My best idea of what happens is when boost pressure raises it increases the PSI pressure in the regulator. Am I right or wrong???<P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000001||Nate||01-19-2003||01:13 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Stock fuel pressure with the vacuum line disconnected (proper way to set pressure) is 36psi for a 1G TEL or a GVR4.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||01-19-2003||01:30 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Here is the key to understanding how a 1:1 FPR works: It maintains the same pressure DIFFERENTIAL across the injector, under ALL conditions. With the vacuum line disconnected, you should get around 37 psi on a stock FPR. This is what is known as the "base" pressure. This is the pressure DIFFERENTIAL that the FPR will ALWAYS maintain across the injector. So, when your intake is under vacuum conditions, at idle for instance, the output side of the injector sees ~18-20 in/Hg of vacuum, which converts to roughly -9 lbs. So, to maintain the proper pressure DIFFERENTIAL, the FPR reduces the fuel pressure to around 28 psi (37-9). Under boost, the FPR will increase the fuel pressure 1:1, so that there will always be 37 psi DIFFRERENTIAL across the injector. <BR>What all of this does is maintain the same 417cc/min of flow from the injector, under all vacuum or boost conditions. Otherwise, the injector's output wouldn't be linear, and it would be a nightmare for an engineer to calculate the proper pulse width time, if the flow rate kept changing.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.208.29||reg||1
Z||000003||a_santos||01-19-2003||06:47 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Keydiver, you are really smart.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>Here is the key to understanding how a 1:1 FPR works: It maintains the same pressure DIFFERENTIAL across the injector, under ALL conditions. With the vacuum line disconnected, you should get around 37 psi on a stock FPR. This is what is known as the "base" pressure. This is the pressure DIFFERENTIAL that the FPR will ALWAYS maintain across the injector. So, when your intake is under vacuum conditions, at idle for instance, the output side of the injector sees ~18-20 in/Hg of vacuum, which converts to roughly -9 lbs. So, to maintain the proper pressure DIFFERENTIAL, the FPR reduces the fuel pressure to around 28 psi (37-9). Under boost, the FPR will increase the fuel pressure 1:1, so that there will always be 37 psi DIFFRERENTIAL across the injector. <BR>What all of this does is maintain the same 417cc/min of flow from the injector, under all vacuum or boost conditions. Otherwise, the injector's output wouldn't be linear, and it would be a nightmare for an engineer to calculate the proper pulse width time, if the flow rate kept changing.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||01-20-2003||09:57 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by a_santos:<BR><B>Keydiver, you are really smart.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR> <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>No, I've just been on this board a lonnnng time.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.208.29||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||01-20-2003||12:36 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Key, you hit it out of the park! <P>Also remember that at a certain point your fuel pump wont be able to keep adding pressure as boost increases. Mine runs out at about 75psi (crappy aftermarket pump). So I take that number, subtract the ammount of boost I run and that is the max base fuel pressure I can run. Then I tune my car up with my AFC. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
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A||||2||keydiver||Test chips are ready!||||1||
Z||000000||keydiver||01-19-2003||01:50 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||OK, now is the time! I have 3 or 4 different versions of a test chip that has already been tried out in my own GVR-4, so there is no danger to your vehicle. My car drives 100% normal, with no Check Engine light.<BR>What I am looking for are about 3 or 4 people, ideally with the following criteria:<BR>1) have an absolute fuel cut issue. Can make it do it anytime, anyplace.<BR>2) I prefer that you have made some kind of fuel system upgrades. That is what the fuel cut is there for anyway, to protect your engine from leaning out due to insufficient fuel.<BR>3) It would be nice to find guys with their ECU already socketed, but I realize that this is a longshot. So, the second best thing would be if you have a spare ECU, or can have your car down for a week while I socket your ECU.<BR>4) People with datalogging ability will be given first precedence, since it would be nice to actually verify the results, not just with a butt-o-meter.<BR>I reserve the right to screen all candidates, to try to pick out ones that I believe will give me the most conclusive results, so please don't be upset if you aren't chosen. <BR>All chosen candidates must agree to the following:<BR>1) all chips will be returned to me at the end of the test<BR>2) the chips will not be copied, or given to anyone else. I ask this because <BR>3) I don't want any of my chips to be reverse-engineered by anyone else. This may sound selfish, but remember, most versions of this chip will be FREE, or very cheap. I hope to be able to maintain some kind of edge over anyone else trying to do this. I don't want to have to resort to scrambling the chips like Todd did, as it is very time consuming. I do NOT plan on keeping all this information to myself. It is my intention that eventually, when I am satisfied with the answers I have, I will openly publish any or all of this to this and other forums. I have already written up many of the addresses on the dsm-ecu forum.<BR>Now the good part: all chosen "guinea pigs" will receive, at the conclusion of the tests, a "keydiver" chip with any or all features I can produce! <BR>If I cannot find enough candidates who have socketed ECU's or a spare, I can also provide loaner ECU's at my expense.<BR>All interested parties should email me at keydiver@yahoo.com, and include a list of your mods, datalogging ability, etc.<BR>Thanks guys!<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.208.29||reg||1
Z||000001||galantvr4||01-21-2003||06:07 PM||galantvr4@aol.com||you have mail<P>------------------<BR>92'W- JDM Cyclone yellow boddied 510cc inj, Centerforce dual friction,Fudenza alum flywheel,16g@18psi,turbosmartboostcontroller,K&N cut can, full 2.5" magna flow exhaust, mofugas s.t.s, HKS TT, Autometer gauges Mounted in myown design carbon fiber panel, AGX's||65.204.89.15||reg||1
Z||000002||DSMotorsport||01-21-2003||10:33 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||Im interested in trying out another chip...<BR>have both pocketlogger and TMO logger<P>have TMO stage 3 in gvr4 now..so it's socketed<P>450's<BR>hacked 1g maf....<BR>fuel pump upgrade<P>car had major fuel cut untill maf hacking,<P>Id be interested in testing because id like to have somewhere to buy chips to sell through my business.<P><P>------------------<BR>Nathan Crisman<BR>90 AWD talon 10.85@127<BR>92 GVR4 13.40@97||65.40.120.124||reg||1
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A||||7||lamps-oz-gvr4||free mods page||||1||
Z||000000||lamps-oz-gvr4||01-20-2003||03:01 AM||lampsy@optushome.com.au||I have a few issues.<P>I would like a few photos of the free mods, I am having a little trouble finding or understanding a few. <P>In particular the EGR modification, I was wondering if someone could take a photo of the EGR and circle what I have to block.<P>Also, the BOV modification. If someone could take a photo after modification that would be cool.<P>I have done the throttle body coolant lines and have taken out the paper silencer.<P>------------------<BR>||211.28.96.71||reg||1
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||01-20-2003||04:51 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||For the EGR valve you have to remove it.  Then take a thin piece of aluminum and trace the pattern of the EGR valve onto it.  Cut it out.  Drill two holes in it for the bolts.  You can either use a thin peice of aluminum kind of like a gasket between the EGR and head or, like what I did, I used a piece that was 1/4 thick and completly removed the EGR. If you remove the EGR you have to block of the hoses or cap the source of the hoses.  The only benefit to using the thin piece is that upon visual inspection for emissions testing it appears to have a fully functional EGR valve.  That probably doesn't apply though.<P><BR>I have not done anything to my bov so I can't help you with that sorry.  I hope this helps.<P><BR>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by VR6 Eater (edited 01-20-2003).]||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000002||uno||01-21-2003||03:53 PM||corona1977@juno.com||this might help... <A HREF="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/egr.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.plymouthlaser.com/egr.htm</A> <BR>hope so, Micah.<P>------------------<BR>||216.187.161.221||reg||1
Z||000003||91 #680||01-21-2003||10:28 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||when making a gasket, Is it ok to use maybe some aluminum from a coke can as the gasket? <P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000004||uno||01-22-2003||01:16 AM||corona1977@juno.com||Assuming you aren't joking....no..that's a little thin. I don't think 1/4 inch is necessary though either. Large sign shops usually have scrap aluminum around in a reasonable thickness. They might even give you small piece.<P>or how about tin foil...folded over of course...kidding.<P>------------------<BR>||216.187.162.100||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||01-22-2003||01:33 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Coke can...hmmm.  I thought I remember one or two board members using a couple layers of that with the aluminum side out for aesthetics.  I also thought they said it worked.  Maybe just the alzheimer's kickin in though.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.230||reg||1
Z||000006||Beemer||01-25-2003||03:22 PM||beemer1@att.net||This guy sells them, not cheap, but if you can get him to send you a pic, you could make it yourself.  He sells on ebay under search word ECLIPSE EGR in parts section of ebay motors, and usually has a few on with pics.  His seem thin but I have a few customers (lazy ones) that bought them from him and they say they work fine<BR>dave<P>------------------<BR>Dave Beem<BR>Beemer's Racing Engines (BRE)<BR>200 Elm Box 163<BR>Tabor IA 51653<BR>712-629-3505||12.75.127.5||reg||1
Z||000007||SPAM||01-25-2003||07:40 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||I have one that I bought before I bought a Magnus manifold which has no provision for an EGR. I got it from E-Bay for $10 + ship.<BR>Anyone want it?<P>------------------<BR>||24.120.114.19||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001348.cgi
A||||8||Marcus||turbo question||||1||
Z||000000||Marcus||01-21-2003||02:05 AM||dirtclod20@aol.com||  I have a big 16G and i think my car runs like shit.  I got beat by a lightly modded butstang.  :-(  I don't know if my turbo is bad or needs porting or what.  I'm about to rule out oil changes b/c i used 4-5 qts in the last 3k.  Car barely puffs when racing, doesn't leak when parked, but i can smell it when i drive.  My motor seems to be in good shape, I have 170psi across the board, never did a leak down test.  I don't have a catch can, just a hose hanging down from my valve cover or where ever that hose comes from.  Could this be the culprit?  <BR>  For those of you who thing my turbo could be the culprit.  I can't figure out my best option<BR>1. 20G, 7cm housing, 39mm internally gated<BR>2. AGP L1R, some internally gated<BR>I really don't feel like messing with all the external gate, and all the bs that goes with it.  I know a lot of you have it and love it, I just don't feel like spending the money and messing with it.  I like things simple.  Any ideas would be great, plus i don't feel like upgrading my 2.5 turbo back.  <BR>Marcus<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||01-21-2003||05:11 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Just because you have a B16G doesn't mean your car will be fast. I've seen many people put on a bigger turbo around here thinking it will add like 100HP and be dissapointed. You need the supporting mods with it and good tuning to put out good HP. You also didn't mention anything about how much boost you're running or any other mods which is why I mention supporting mods.<P>As far as your oil consumption......theres a good chance you need to replace your valve stem seals. That is, if your turbo is in good shape and you have good compression as you say.<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000002||VR-4play||01-21-2003||07:53 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||eventho you said it runs like "shit", you didn't say what it is doing. is it just to slow for you? is it not boosting to the set psi? is it running worse than your previous turbo set up (what turbo were you running before)? what are your other mods? what did you change other than the turbo? give us a little more info and maybe we can give you some feed back. you should be beating SVTs with a big16g w/ stock support.<P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||01-21-2003||10:18 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Until your car feels as quick as it should with a 14b (mine felt damn good with the 14b before I took it off), DO NOT put a bigger turbo on. <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.72||reg||1
Z||000004||a_santos||01-21-2003||03:57 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Can't agree more. Maybe you should read the thread about best mods and in what order. If you still have the stock intercooler, it is inadequate to say the least, get a bigger one. Have you checked the banjo fitting for the oil feed line? That could be what is leaking. Again, do the supporting mods first, upgrade fuel system, exhaust, intercooler, boost controller, tmo chip or similar, afc or similar etc... Keep in mind, the stock 14b is good for about 300hp.   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B>Until your car feels as quick as it should with a 14b (mine felt damn good with the 14b before I took it off), DO NOT put a bigger turbo on. <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000005||SD90GalantGSX||01-21-2003||05:03 PM||burnscool@aol.com||We need to know what your other mods are in order for us to figure out what wrong. When I had my 93 eclipse gsx, it ran 12.4 w/ the stock 14b.  You have to get the supporting mods to take full advantage of a turbo.  I remember I raced  guy that had a B16G and he didn't even have injectors or fuel control, he MIGHT have had a boost controlled.  I smoked him with a freied in the car REALLY REALLY bad.  We talked for a while and he didn't believe I had the stock turbo.  He said he paid like 6 or 700 for it and thought he would beat anything.  ALSO, is your car just running slow or acting wierd?  Have you Datalogged it?  Just a couple thoughts...<P>------------------<BR>90 Galant GSX w/ turbo 4G63...much to come...11's...||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000006||Marcus||01-21-2003||05:30 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||Ok my mods are <BR>HKS fmic, RC 550's, DENSO 170pump, SAFC, Pocketlogger, 2.5" turbo back no-cat, blah ha MAS (2gmas on way), 2g mani, I bought the car with the turbo,fmic, i did the rest, but it feels about like a mid 8 sec 1/8mi car.  I had a old talon that ran 8.7 with minor mods and i raced it and beat him by 1 1/2 cars, not much.  I need to take turbo off and see if anything is ported.  This will tell me a lot.  But I'm interested in rolling past vettes/new cobras, not hanging with your moms bmw's.  Hope this helps.<BR>Marc<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000007||VR-4play||01-23-2003||12:26 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||that does help. the easiest way to see if it is the turbo is to throw on another one (if you have one laying around). i don't think that the hose hanging from the valve cover is the prob, since others have this (including myself). and again, what do you mean "runs like shit".<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1
Z||000008||Marcus||01-24-2003||04:43 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||By running like shit i mean that the car maybe makes 300hp.  I have a good feel for how much power a car and mine doesn't have what it should for the mods that it has.  A new mustang with around 275 at the wheels runs dead even with mine.  This is rubage, and I want to get to the bottom of this.  Turbo will boost anything i ask of it, just feels like it should get full boost before 3300, and pull harder than it does.<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
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A||||14||galantvr4||Who Makes FMI/C's for our cars and which is best?||||1
Z||000000||galantvr4||01-22-2003||01:10 AM||galantvr4@aol.com||Who makes a FMIC kit for out cars and which one is best? Speaking from expieriance. sorry bad speller. Or should I make my own using samco bends and angles, I live on dirt roads and rallyX my car so the ams kit would be well, just plain stupid, considering the fact that i am putting on an aluminum skid plate on my car. That kit looks like a snow plow anyway. Any ideas?<P>------------------<BR>92'W- JDM Cyclone yellow boddied 510cc inj, Centerforce dual friction,Fudenza alum flywheel,16g@18psi,turbosmartboostcontroller,K&N cut can, full 2.5" magna flow exhaust, mofugas s.t.s, HKS TT, Autometer gauges Mounted in myown design carbon fiber panel, AGX's||198.81.26.143||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||01-22-2003||08:03 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Use the search, it's been covered many many times before.<P>------------------<BR>||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||a_santos||01-22-2003||08:10 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Make your own. It takes some work, but you will get a much better end result.<P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000003||Vivid||01-22-2003||11:29 AM||chaan@wmsgaming.com||The AMS kit does not sit below the bumper.  It is even with the plastic.  It is just angled forward.  You will break your bumper before you break the ic if you hit something.<P>------------------<BR>909/1000||208.46.59.200||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR4458||01-22-2003||06:06 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Although the AMS kit is quite effective (and doesn't plow the snow...) it's real value is in not having to change much else (battery stays, minimal cutting, etc.).  If you have the ability and time to make your own, you can save some money.  I believe Rob (Team Ductape) has had great success doing his own stuff.  You may want to start a new thread ("Homemade IC and pipes") to prompt some recommendations/pointers.  Regardless of which one you put in, the gains of a good kit are ENORMOUS.<P>Good luck,<BR>EH<P>------------------<BR>||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||01-23-2003||12:15 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I love my RoadRace Engineering unit. Griffin core, Speaco tanks, 1080 cfm with only 1 psi presure drop. It has yet to get heat soaked and the turbo spools great. I have heard that larger FMIC setups reduce your spoolup. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000006||drewgvr4||01-24-2003||03:32 PM||asfoste@ilstu.edu||So where do i buy one!<P>------------------<BR>||138.87.209.228||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||01-24-2003||07:31 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||...from Road///Race Engineering (RRE), of course.<P><I>check the vendors page for the link</I><P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||67.37.182.133||reg||3
Z||000008||hibern8||01-24-2003||11:08 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i bought a spearco 2-221 tanks are on top and bottom. i bought mandrel bends from jc whitney and fabbed up my own piping. just have to get them tig welded soon and then its done. ill tell you how it performs. it flows 1080cfm at 1.5 pressure drop and ill be using it with my t3t4 setup. hmmmm curious.<P>------------------<BR>Ken DM<BR>541/1000<BR>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=431<P>POLSKA!!||63.62.132.50||reg||1
Z||000009||galantvr4||01-26-2003||02:07 AM||galantvr4@aol.com||what did yu use for piping steel, alum, what size. do you have any pictures? thanks 4 the help justlooking for ideas<P>------------------<BR>92'W- JDM Cyclone yellow boddied 510cc inj, Centerforce dual friction,Fudenza alum flywheel,16g@18psi,turbosmartboostcontroller,K&N cut can, full 2.5" magna flow exhaust, mofugas s.t.s, HKS TT, Autometer gauges Mounted in myown design carbon fiber panel, AGX's||198.81.26.143||reg||1
Z||000010||Compressed||02-03-2003||07:13 PM||||<a href="http://www.jcwhitneyusa.com/product.jhtml?CATID=14721&BQ=jcw2" target="_blank">http://www.jcwhitneyusa.com/product.jhtml?CATID=14721&BQ=jcw2</a><br /><br />^ good source for mandrel bends.  Thinking about this project, it doesn't seem like it would really be that hard to make a pipe setup.  The only thing I'm unsure of is the welding, as I dont have a welder and have never done it.  I think I would be able to take the pieces somewhere and just have them welded for a little $.  <br />So then it comes down to intercooler core selection.  I know Starions are popular, Spearco 216 cores, anything else?||216.126.176.187||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000011||galantvr4||02-04-2003||01:20 AM||||yeah thats what i was planning on doing also or using samco silicone couplers there used by evertoneand there mother in racing. but as far as a core goes keep an eye out on ebay thats where i am mostlikley to go, im waiting on a few local options but i think i will head to ebay to buy one||198.81.21.32||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000012||SD90GalantGSX||02-04-2003||02:18 AM||||I have an Indy Street Core on my car, I am about to put a Race core on soon.  You can use the same piping as a Eclipse, but you have to get your radiator shortened on the passenger side, take off 4 columns...another guy has it done on this board w/ pics.  Check the members rides...||205.188.193.151||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000013||Compressed||02-04-2003||02:53 PM||||Is it a big deal to shorten a radiator?  It will reduce overall cooling capacity, is it something to worry about or not a big deal?  If shortening the radiator is not a big deal then I might just pursue this option.  Where would I go to get a radiator shortened?  I dont mind do some cutting as long as the outward appearance of my car remains normal, minus the opening for the FMIC of course   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.24.106.49||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||02-04-2003||03:23 PM||||Of course, you can also easily get the piping to work without shortening the radiator, but that's all been covered here before.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard_GVR4||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/001350.cgi
A||||3||QShip||SMT6 Piggyback Fuel/Ign. Computer||||1
Z||000000||QShip||01-22-2003||04:28 PM||kanihitit@yahoo.com||I came across this SMT6 piggyback system on another list. Its made by <A HREF="http://www.perfectpower.com." TARGET=_blank>www.perfectpower.com.</A>  It seems to be a pretty capable and powerful piggyback that will datalog, control fuel, and control timing. It will also allow you to covert to MAP. Has anyone heard of this thing before or used it. It looks pretty easy to use and is alot cheaper than a VPC/AFC combo. Any thoughts?<P><P>------------------<BR>||192.132.51.10||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||01-22-2003||06:01 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Stuff looks like car audio stuff.<P>The piggyback looks just like a car alarm and the standalone looks like and amplifier.<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||jaakkima||09-08-2003||05:36 AM||||i have smt in my car and its work fine, i live in finland..its very easy installed only 6 wires. my car is mitsubishi galant dynamic four 2.0 dohc it´s non turbo vr-4 and i think only european model. i put the turbo this car t3/t4 garret, made manifold self and pistons is evo3 pistons and 2g maf non-turbo ecu but this smt piggy-pack,injectors ic dodge viper 560cc and two injectors before throttle 2g maf with mitsubishi pajero 3000 v6-2001..all works fine put idle not works because non-turbo ecu cannot reset the airflow....||194.251.171.104||reg||1||dynamic four||00002246||yes
Z||000003||jaakkima||09-08-2003||05:40 AM||||ps,sorry my english is shit but hey i live in FINLAND..||194.251.171.104||reg||1||dynamic four||00002246||yes



ubb/Forum2/001351.cgi
A||||7||4G63_GSR||who knows the owner???||||1||
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||01-22-2003||06:06 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||i'm in love with this engine setup... who knows the owner of this great gvr4???<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_engine.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_engine.jpg</A> <P>thanks...<P>------------------<BR>my car is the best hooptie...||66.188.119.183||reg||1
Z||000001||GRV4726||01-22-2003||07:13 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||thats harry.  he's number 3 on this board. <BR>he has one of the nicest set ups i've seen on a galant. its a great car from bumber to bumber. (love the interior)<P>nice to know you have good taste.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000002||mdpvr4||01-22-2003||09:13 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||ya harry your car is the shehot.<P>------------------<BR>Does that have a turbo||32.102.168.6||reg||1
Z||000003||sleeper||01-22-2003||11:23 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||What's the big deal?<BR>It's all done in photoshop.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>Your turn KC.<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.65.202.133||reg||1
Z||000004||VR-4play||01-23-2003||12:15 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sleeper:<BR><B>What's the big deal?<BR>It's all done in photoshop.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>Your turn KC.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>damn... those guys at photoshop motorsports are good (jk).<BR><P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||01-23-2003||04:19 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||What's photoshop?   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||blacksheep||01-23-2003||10:18 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||That car belongs to this dude named Harry, actually his wife owns it  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>He is on this list and will reply to this mail..He is older than crud, him and Jesus were neighbors..  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Wait a minute, Harry already replied - Never mind, I'll still post this!<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||01-24-2003||01:54 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Well if my wife owns it and Jon owns my wife then I guess number3 could be Jon car too.<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||66.47.20.105||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001352.cgi
A||||8||galantvr4||("Homemade IC and pipes") ||||1
Z||000000||galantvr4||01-22-2003||11:26 PM||galantvr4@aol.com||who has made there own pipes? does anyone have pictures? Would it be a good idea to just use samco hoses for angles and bends and ehaust tubing for straits? i could use a lot of help and ideas on this thanks.<P>------------------<BR>92'W- JDM Cyclone yellow boddied 510cc inj, Centerforce dual friction,Fudenza alum flywheel,16g@18psi,turbosmartboostcontroller,K&N cut can, full 2.5" magna flow exhaust, mofugas s.t.s, HKS TT, Autometer gauges Mounted in myown design carbon fiber panel, AGX's||198.81.26.143||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||01-23-2003||12:19 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Im sure a descent amount of guys here have,me for one.<P> Your best bet if you have a welder,ect is to use mandrel u-bends and silicone hose for couplers.<P> Those Samco couplers wont be a great idea if you plan to use them long term. They arent meant to be subjected to the heat of underhood of a car,and being constantly being pressurized. A buddy of mine years ago used them on a turbo Merkur,he actually blew holes in a few of them before switching to silicone.Since then,Ive heard of a few others who have too.<P> You can get the mandrel bends from Summit or Jegs. I use the 180 degree j or u-bends (say "2 1/4) and cut as much as I need out of the bend to make the radius needed. It takes a bit of holding up to the car,then eyeballing what angle to cut,and where at in the bend to get a natural looking radius. It takes about 4 bends (using 3 1/2 of them) to do a set of pipes,going with stock routing. <P> RRE carries the flanges for the TB,BOV,and the turbo compressor (tdo5) <P> You can get the silicone from RRE,Baker Precision,DSMotorsport,ect. Usually,you're looking at 20-22 bucks a foot or so.<P> Make sure to bead the end of the pipes. You can run a bead around the pipe,or tape and use JB weld or epoxy. With beads,you can usually get by without expensive t-bolt clamps,unless you want the extra insurance. Not a bad idea either.<P> Best bet is to mount the IC core,and work from the IC and TB in,tacking things together until every thing meets up and fits correctly,then weld up. Make sure when you are planning the routing to consider things like maintenence items-say, removing a trans,ect,and place couplers where dissasembly can be done for access.Its not too bad,Once you get started,every thing will start to fall together.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 01-23-2003).]||129.71.114.98||reg||1
Z||000002||galantvr4||01-23-2003||12:41 AM||galantvr4@aol.com||Thanks Ian for the ideas dude.<P>------------------<BR>92'W- JDM Cyclone yellow boddied 510cc inj, Centerforce dual friction,Fudenza alum flywheel,16g@18psi,turbosmartboostcontroller,K&N cut can, full 2.5" magna flow exhaust, mofugas s.t.s, HKS TT, Autometer gauges Mounted in myown design carbon fiber panel, AGX's||198.81.26.143||reg||12
Z||000003||Nate||01-23-2003||01:23 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||The Samco couplers will be just fine, it's the FERNCO ones from Home Depot that you need to steer clear from. :-)<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.8.54||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||01-23-2003||10:00 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Nate:<BR><B>The Samco couplers will be just fine, it's the FERNCO ones from Home Depot that you need to steer clear from. :-)<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Amen to that, a local guy here almost died going 140mph when one of his FERNCO couplers exploded, the motor rocked back, and the motor mount, driveshaft, and transfer case all broke.  <P>galantvr4: You can use the bends from a TEL kit, which is especially nice because they already look good and have beaded ends.  <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.148||reg||1
Z||000005||Beemer||01-25-2003||03:17 PM||beemer1@att.net||If you get really desperate, try using copper water pipe from an industrial boiler supply house.  If you can solder a water pipe coupler in your house, you can do these, you just need a fairly big tip on your propane torch to get the entire pipe end hot enough to melt the solder...and don't use SILVER SOLDER, use the lead stuff, it melts about 100 degrees cooler (450 or so).  They make all kinds of degreed adapters, so at least when I piece together a prototype fmic system, I like to use the copper, then take it to the guy that bends my aluminum pipes and he uses it for a template.  Plus, copper is a good radiator, and you can solder heat sinks onto the pipes anywhere you like for additional heat dissipation.  Might not be sexy, but lighter than steel, perfectly smooth directional joints, and easy to work and durable.  I have seen some folks even use PVC plastic drain pipe, but I just couldn't do that, although most 2.5-3" pvc is rated at 2-300 psi.  I used it to run hard lines for our compressor at my old shop to each bay (used 1/2") and it held the 175 psi from the compressor just fine.  However, it really doesn't like much heat around it.<BR>Just my .02 cents worth<BR>dave<P>------------------<BR>Dave Beem<BR>Beemer's Racing Engines (BRE)<BR>200 Elm Box 163<BR>Tabor IA 51653<BR>712-629-3505||12.75.127.5||reg||1
Z||000006||evol||01-29-2003||12:59 AM||||Would the solder hold up to the tempuratures that a turbo would put out? If copper is an option, that's what I'm going to use. as my uncle installs water conditioners for a llieving and he would do all the welding for me.||172.166.29.214||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000007||broke down||01-29-2003||07:15 AM||||If you have car quest's near you, try getting the hose from them.  I bought 2.5" (1 foot) and 1 7/8"  (6 inches) for a grand total of 23 dollars.  Not very expensive when compared to the 3" long couplings for 20 bucks that everyone online sells.  No offense to them, but I don'thve that kind of money.  The hose is made by gates and seems to be very strong.  I have only been running 15 lbs on mine, but it's never come off.  It's really made for over the road trucks||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000008||Numberless||01-29-2003||01:23 PM||||Here's another tip for hoses/couplings:<br /><br />Heavy duty truck supply places....like the places that sell parts/repair big rigs etc.  Most of those trucks are turbo diesel and all of the stuff is heavy duty.  I bought a section of 2.5" dia coolant hose and cut it up to make IC pipe couplers and they held up for years on my gsx.  They even sell bigger sizes..I used a 3" dia piece for my old garret turbo inlet.  I' bet you could use some of those coolant hoses for actual IC pipes as well..they are very stiff and rated for very high psi....way stiffer than stock OEM IC hoses.<br /><br />Anyway, try it out.  Those stores are all over the place and the prices aren't bad.  Keep it in mind...<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes



ubb/Forum2/001353.cgi
A||||6||Bobbo||Motor swaps||||5||
Z||000000||Bobbo||01-22-2003||11:43 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||I am seriously considering doing a motor swap in my Galant since it has over 147,000 miles and runs like crap. I have read around that the JDM VR4 motors and TEL motors fit in. My questions are do these motors need adapting to fit in or are they a straight drop in? Should I go USDM or JDM? The Japanese VR4s have different ECUs, will this cause any issues when I start bolting parts meant for the US version? Whoever has done these types of swaps before, were there any complications with the swap and of any suggestions on places that sell good quality motors at a decent price? Planning on getting the 6 bolt motor and tranny, but would a front cut be better since it comes with everything, like wires, IC, etc... Sorry for the long babble, but I want to make sure things go smoothly.  <P>------------------<BR>91 Galant VR4 1523/2000<BR> All stock....for now;)||198.81.26.143||reg||5
Z||000001||Lucky13||01-23-2003||07:52 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||It's a straight drop in as for fit. JDM motors will need the sensors swapped out to US ones so your ECU knows what's going on. Plus the Cyclone intake on JDM engine's will need to be replaced with your old intake manny.<P>Check DSM.org and look in the vendors site...lots or dealers there.<P>#1758/2000<P>------------------<BR>||67.34.38.148||reg||1
Z||000002||Nate||01-23-2003||09:57 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||WHen you say "runs like crap", what do you mean exactly?  You probably want to rule out the ECU as a problem before you go through an entire motor swap.  Does the car burn or leak oil?  More info, please.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||01-23-2003||11:41 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have a jdm motor in my car, with the cyclone intake.  there is some clearance problems, but they are easy to overcome.  if you take off all the externals, like the intake, exh, etc, the long block is exactly the same as us cars.  mine cost me 970+206 shipping to my door, i had to pay extra for a truck with a lift gate.  check out rre site for jdm vendors. i have had the motor for over a year now, and i am VERY pleased.  when it got here, i thought it was brand new.  took off the oil cap, inside looked new.  i changed out all the belts, tensioner, pulleys, water pump, and they all looked new or near new.  i also changed out the exh manifold to my ported 2g, and there i could tell the motor had been run.  it even had a broke exh stud.  the few drops of oil that were left in the sump were still gold colored.  everyone who saw the motor was impressed.  <BR>     the one i got was from an automatic trans car, and, imho, this is a better one to get, because it probably hasnt been beat on, and they will probably have fewer miles on them.  <BR>     also, it is imperative you verify the numbers/letters STAMPED on the bell housing of the trans, or you will end up with one you cannot use, like i did.  make damn sure you have recourse if they send you a bad motor or trans, i now have to backcharge my credit card to get my money back on the trans.  the motor i got from jic international in gardena, ca, it came with a 6 mo warranty, and i recommend them.  the trans i got from eigen engineering, and they can eat shit and die.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||Bobbo||01-23-2003||10:08 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||What I meant as running like crap is that the turbo doesn't spool up like it should. When I stomp WOT the car moves slow like molasses. Either there's boost or very little. Once in awhile though, when I slowly press on the gas, the boost would kick in. Now I don't know how much psi, but that's why i'm getting a boost gauge. The tranny will seem fine once in awhile, then shift like crap as if it doesnt want to go into gear. I hear it could be the the kind of tranny fliud I'm using. If anyone has any recommendations on these issues, maybe I can keep the motor, but if not then I gotta wait for my tax returns.<P>------------------<BR>91 Galant VR4 1523/2000<BR> All stock....for now;)||198.81.26.143||reg||1
Z||000005||Bobbo||01-23-2003||10:15 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||Forgot to add this info. I don't think i'm burning anything because all I see is white smoke coming from my exhaust, but that's because I live in Minnesota and its colder than a polar bears toe nails! When I make sharp turns or hard stops, I would see the oil light on for a sec then go back off once the car was in normal position. Whats the deal with that? I wish I knew someone that can help me out in person. Maybe a VR4 midget specialist I could put in my pocket and can take him out whenever I needed him.<P>------------------<BR>91 Galant VR4 1523/2000<BR> All stock....for now;)||198.81.26.143||reg||3
Z||000006||mitsuvr4||01-24-2003||11:10 AM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||Hey Bobbo,<BR>Gotta love todays high.....3 degrees!<P>I'll ask the dumb question, how's all the general tune-up stuff?<P>sparkplugs, air & fuel filters clean or replaced?<P>Checked the intake or intercooler pipes for obvious leaks?<P>I found leaks in both on my "mostly stock" car when I first bought it.<P>Also like mine your exhaust manifold and turbine housing are probably cracked.<P>I gueass my point is that it could be other things than your engine.<P>And hopefully unlike me you have a garage to work in?  Cause it's really frickin cold outside!!!!!   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Good luck.<P>------------------<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.246.249||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001354.cgi
A||||5||1quickvr4||What are the specs on the colt/Mirage turbo head?||||1
Z||000000||1quickvr4||01-24-2003||12:23 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Just wondering who knows the story on these. Are they almost a 1g but not quite a 2g in size?<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||65.56.121.31||reg||1
Z||000001||markrieb||01-24-2003||01:03 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||You need to track down John Teeter.<P>He ran a 4G61 turbo head on his rally GVR-4.<P>As I recall, it is kind of between the stock 1g turbo head and the 2g head.  Smaller ports than a 1g head.<P>John did it along with a "rally special" turbo to help with quick spool up and torque coming out of the corners.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.234.97||reg||1
Z||000002||CKA||01-24-2003||05:23 AM||cka@globaldialog.com||Is the head in question the 1.6L?  I'm sitting on a 1.6L that I assume came from a Mirage.  I posted over on the 4G61 boards asking if anyone knew the difference between this head and a 1G.  No one could give a solid answer confirming weather they flow the same or not, so I too am still pondering this question.<P>I would almost think that the 1.6L head is identical to the 1G 4G63 head.  I did measure the ports between a 4G63 and the 4G61 with a dial caliper.  The results were a near match, give or take around 0.030" for error in measurement.  I measured the intake and exhaust ports and valve diameters, both length and width, most measurements where right on (the same).<P>In my quest to find out I called around 7 or so Mitsubishi dealers and none of the techs could give me an answer.  I even called Bushur Racing asking how much it would be to port my 4G61 head, and then slipped the question in.  The answer I got back was that the 4G61 flows alot less than the 4G63.. but I can't claim the source of that answer.  I have no idea who the person on the phone with me was asking the questions I gave him to (he was asking someone near him).<P>Anyone have flow bench numbers compairing the two (yeah I'm dreaming).<P>Jason<P><P>------------------<BR>||66.84.245.104||reg||1
Z||000003||teet||01-24-2003||01:59 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||the valves are the same<BR>the exhaust ports are the same<P>for a true 1.6 turbo head the intake ports are signifigantly different.  VERY close to 2g ports.<P>the 1.8 turbo head is about the same as a 1g 2.0 liter head.<P>what is cast in the head on the side by where the cam angle sensor is bolted on.  2.0...1.8...1.6<P>there have also been some questions to the size of the combustion chambers.  I measured mine vs. a 1g TEL...and didn't see any difference.  Another person measured a different set and came up with a slightly smaller combustion chamber.  <P>the whole "what flows" more is more  complicated than just what you stick on a flow bench.<P>they did 1gs...then went to EVO 1-3 heads...which are VERY close to a 2g heads.  Humm...<P>want top end...1g.  want something in between...maybe smaller ports.  that's what the factory did. <P>you need the matching intake manifold.<P>john <P>------------------<BR>||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000004||Beemer||01-25-2003||03:09 PM||beemer1@att.net||I'm running a 1.6 head on one of the shop cars and checked a 1g 2.0 head against it and saw no difference.  Just to be sure performance wise, I had the car dyno'd with the 1g head, and again with the 1.6 head.  (I also found out that dyno runs get expensive).  Engine was bone stock, not even free mods done, and I was down one horsepower over the 2.0 head, and that could have been due to the fact that the 1.6 head needed valve stem seals and that the intake valves had some carbon buildup on the back side of the valves.  Just my .02 cents worth.  I do get a lot of crap about it tho, when peeps see the 1.6 cast into the head, they think I am running some tricked out colt 1.6 in the gsx and am getting way higher rpm out of it to compensate for the displacement lack.  Some people just don't believe you.  Of course, 2 of these guys still firmly believe that the only 427 cubic inch engine was make by chevy, even when I showed them the ford 427 in a 1964 ford fairlane repair manual...<BR>dave<P>------------------<BR>Dave Beem<BR>Beemer's Racing Engines (BRE)<BR>200 Elm Box 163<BR>Tabor IA 51653<BR>712-629-3505||12.75.127.5||reg||1
Z||000005||CKA||01-29-2003||03:26 AM||||Dave, thanks for sharing your information reguarding these two heads.  This pretty much has cleared up the speculations that I had.  I was going to sell this head off, but now I think I'm going to hold on to it for when my third head takes a crap on me. ;D||66.84.245.98||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes



ubb/Forum2/001355.cgi
A||||3||GVR4-COOL||K&N Filter Part #||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4-COOL||01-25-2003||01:34 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Can anybody please tell me the part # of the cone type K&N air filter for our GVR4?  I am going to take out the air can and install the K&N cone air filter instead.<P>Thanks!!!<P>------------------<BR>||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4in||01-25-2003||03:49 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||E-2875<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4-COOL||01-26-2003||01:32 AM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Thank you, gvr4in!!<P>------------------<BR>||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4in||01-26-2003||04:58 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||No prob, I worked at an auto parts store for a while....<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001356.cgi
A||N||18||SD90GalantGSX||FP 30 55||||12
Z||000000||SD90GalantGSX||01-27-2003||03:07 AM||burnscool@aol.com||Hey guys, I am putting on my new FP 30 55 onto my 90Galant GSX tomorrow.  I will let you know what I think about it after I test it.  Does anyone know what kind of times, if you've heard anything about the turbo.  Thanks...<P>------------------<BR>90 Galant GSX w/ turbo 4G63...much to come...11's...||205.188.208.137||reg||12
Z||000001||Jon||01-27-2003||08:31 AM||jon@jgronline.com||The FP 3065 was used by Dan Cokic to run 9's.  I can't officially tell you what I know about the 3055 other than you have a good turbo on your hands.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||1969MIB||01-31-2003||04:29 PM||||Holy crap! I didn't know you got an FP 30 55...I need a ride!  Just don't blow yourself up.<br /><br />The New Dave||208.57.81.236||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||01-31-2003||06:30 PM||||Yes no fires like your friend unfortunately had in his Eclipse. Did you guys find out what caused it and finish the tear down/rebuild?||199.35.202.52||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||SD90GalantGSX||02-01-2003||03:41 AM||||I have the FP 30 55 in the galant.  It runs awesome.  I put HKS 272/272 cams in yesterday and they are GREAT.  I am only boosting like 16psi for now, I need to hook up my EGT gauge before I start tuning(being VERY careful).  Dave you can have a ride when you want, just get my cell number from Sean or whom ever.  I still have AGX's, Prokits, gauges, hood pins, relay for fuel pump to install.  If you wanna help out let me know.  We(SDDSM) are going to race on the 14th of Feb at the Q.  I'll be there....later||64.12.104.172||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000005||SD90GalantGSX||02-01-2003||03:44 AM||||Sean's car caught on fire on the way back to MM from Oceanside when we went out to the Galant meet.  He put on his 720cc injectors really quick and they were leaking onto his intake manifold.  He knew his shit was leaking and keep driving...he knows his mistake and WON'T do it agian.  His car already runs, but unfortunately, he wither warped his head or blew his head gasket from overheating a week later....||64.12.104.172||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||02-01-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SD90GalantGSX:<br /><strong> Sean's car caught on fire on the way back to MM from Oceanside when we went out to the Galant meet.  He put on his 720cc injectors really quick and they were leaking onto his intake manifold.  He knew his shit was leaking and keep driving...he knows his mistake and WON'T do it agian.  His car already runs, but unfortunately, he wither warped his head or blew his head gasket from overheating a week later.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Didn't he go through 3/4's of a tank to just get from MM to O'side too? haha...you forgot to mention, then I came to the rescue in my pimp a$$ van with the tools! HA!||63.202.232.187||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||SD90GalantGSX||02-01-2003||06:39 PM||||I got my EGT hooked up today.  I am tuning the car for 1.25-1.30 bar.  So far it pulls like a mother ...my $.02||205.188.193.27||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000008||1969MIB||02-01-2003||10:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SD90GalantGSX:<br /><strong> I got my EGT hooked up today.  I am tuning the car for 1.25-1.30 bar.  So far it pulls like a mother ...my $.02 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">NICE!  I just ordered up a totally BONE stock white 91' GVR4 on Friday so it should be here by the end of the week.  It's got 98K original miles on it.  I'm pretty stoked.  Your car sounds SICK.  I'll definitely be there on the 14th.  You're no doubt going to be surprising quite a few people with your Galant.<br /><br />Dave||66.123.253.216||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000010||SD90GalantGSX||02-02-2003||05:48 AM||||Well, I have leaned out the car about 25% and im getting about high 700's and low 800's (EGT) in the top of 3rd.  I need to get some top of 4th runs, but I think I can lean it out some more(-:  What's wierd is I think that the turbo boost creeped to like 1.35 bar, o well not too bad since my egt's are still low.  <br /><br />Why are you hitting fuel cut?  What mods do you have and how much boost are you running?  Have you re-wired your fuel pump?  <br /><br />Dave, I hope your Galant is tight.  I'll do my best to help you out with that...What color is it by the way?  I wanna see it yo...later||64.12.101.176||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000011||gvr4in||02-02-2003||11:59 PM||||Took a little ride In SD90's gsx today, and when he said it pulls like a mother, he's not $hittin you! , he wasn't even fully on it and I was beyond impressed with his setup, I know he will devastate on the 14th at the Q!! It surprised the hell out of me! His car is a true 11 second (soon to be) beast!!||63.202.232.187||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000012||1969MIB||02-03-2003||01:27 AM||||The car is white.  I don't know if I'm going to be getting it.  I found a local 94 TSi AWD that's in almost perfect condition that my Dad is working his magic on trying to buy.  The guy wants $3K OBO for a 94 TSi (Tonay Green) with 130K miles.  Just needs a new bumper and I'd be off.  My Dad is giving offers of $2K.  He brought the guy down on my 90 TSi AWD from $4K to $2500.<br /><br />The man works MAGIC and scares the SDDSM crew.<br /><br />Dave||64.165.10.75||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000013||SD90GalantGSX||02-03-2003||01:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1969MIB:<br /><strong> The car is white.  I don't know if I'm going to be getting it.  I found a local 94 TSi AWD that's in almost perfect condition that my Dad is working his magic on trying to buy.  The guy wants $3K OBO for a 94 TSi (Tonay Green) with 130K miles.  Just needs a new bumper and I'd be off.  My Dad is giving offers of $2K.  He brought the guy down on my 90 TSi AWD from $4K to $2500.<br /><br />The man works MAGIC and scares the SDDSM crew.<br /><br />Well, I hope you get a DSM some time.  I don't really care if you got a Galant or a Eclipse, either would be the right choice.  Keep us informed yo...<br /><br />Dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tight||152.163.213.182||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000014||Bigfoot200200||02-12-2003||02:27 AM||||Now I know that its pretty new, and you might not have tuning perfect yet, but can anyone tell me about the FP 30-55's performance, full boost spooling, etc. I'm trying to decide between this and the LR2 for my  GVR4. Thanks||64.233.105.188||reg||1||Darrel Painter||00000854||yes
Z||000015||Nate||02-12-2003||11:08 AM||||I was up at BM Tranny last Saturday when a kid with a 2G brought it in to dyno.  This kid, Andre, is pretty experienced with standalones, and had previously used a Green turbo on pump gas to put down 416 to all four wheels.  With the FP 3055, he wasn't able to get more than 369 out of the car, and it was down about 40 lb-ft of torque.  I hope you have better luck with it than he did.  He's putting his Green back on to make sure it's not the engine that's causing the problem.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000016||LunarShadow||02-14-2003||01:37 AM||||I know that Dre has posted good numbers with the Green.  The FP 30 55 is GT series and ball bearing, correct?  I trust that Garret has done it's homework with these turbos.  It will be interesting to see if Andre is just out of tune with the 3055.  Did FP designed the turbine side of this turbo?  <br /><br />I don't have any wishes for big numbers these days, but I would like to see how things turn out anyway.  Keep us posted, Nate.||172.147.5.34||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000017||Nate||02-14-2003||10:09 AM||||FP did design the turbine housing that he's using.  I'm curious too as to whether there is something else going on with his setup to cause the low numbers, but evidently he was hoping to go back to BM this weekend with the Green back on the car to see if the numbers go back up to the 400+ range.  It's probably an issue of just too big of a turbo for what he's going to use it for.  Bigger turbos (60-1, any of the larger GT cartridges) seem to make significant gains in power over 25psi.<br />     Bean at BM was dynoing his car last week with an AGP L3 non-bb turbo, and at 6200 rpms his car was making 460hp at 30psi.  Then the boost controller blew one of the vacuum lines off and the car went to 34psi by 6600rpms.  Needless to say, he let off the gas when he saw the boost spike up.  <br />     I was running the dyno, and I saw the raw graph pop up, and his curve passed well beyond the line for 500hp.  Once I clicked in all of the right places to bring the hp and torque curves up on the screen, we saw that his car put down 534hp and 460ft-lbs of torque.  All from 4psi difference in boost.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||02-14-2003||10:49 AM||||Nate - What about the conventional L2? Any ideas what no's it has put down? Just curious on the difference between the L2 and the L2R !?!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||1quickvr4||02-14-2003||11:41 AM||||The L2r is BB, The l2 is not. I heard that they stopped making either the l2 or L1 becouse there wasent any point in making them becouse the BB version of that turbo was so mutch better. There are alot new BB turbos there and people are still in the learning stages with them, There are 2 diffrent custom turbine housing BB turbos for the Mitsu and theres one that has the GT mated to the a mitsu housing. I will give it another year before I buy one or I might sample a l2r with a 8cm housing. It couldent be that bad.||209.245.226.175||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/001357.cgi
A||N||1||JAYGVR4||Anyone here ever used an IC by ADFX Racing?||||1||
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||01-27-2003||02:34 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Pretty cool design, and looks like it'd take hits from rock a bit better. <BR> <A HREF="http://www.adfxracing.com/ic_diagram.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.adfxracing.com/ic_diagram.jpg</A> <P>Looks like I just missed a group buy for them too...  DOH!<P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000001||GRV4726||01-27-2003||07:00 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||never heard of them.  looks and sounds good to me but i would have to get some feed back from people who have used it before to really consider it. but sound tough, i just want to know how it performs in reality.<P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001358.cgi
A||||12||Endless||Galant GSX motorswap - 4G63nt to 4G63t ||||1||||Endless||00000714
Z||000000||Endless||01-29-2003||12:18 AM||drum_captain@yahoo.com||My friend has a '90 Galant GSX (nt, AWD) and his bell housing has a 8 inch long crack in it. So instead of trying to find another GSX tranny, we're going to try to do the full 4G63t swap. We've procured a 95 AWD motor and tranny combo and now I have a few questions about the swap. Will the transfer case of the Galant work? Are there any major wiring issues anyone knows of? I know this isn't a common swap since the Galant GSX isn't common, but I'm just wondering if anyone has any insight. <br /><br />Thanks for the help.||66.61.21.111||reg||1||Endless||00000714||yes
Z||000001||Invader||01-29-2003||12:33 AM||||The 95 is a 2G engine and has OBD2 sensors...as well as a different engine mount setup.  It could be shoe-horned in, but why?  You'll just be complaining of crankwalk after doing a few mods.  The Galant t-case won't work as the 2G tranny is a 23-spline setup and has a different output gear ratio requiring the 2G t-case.  The rear diff would have to be changed to a 1G DSM rear in order to work with the 2G tranny/t-case combo also, as the GGSX has a way different rear gear ratio.<br /><br />If you are intent upon an engine swap, use a 1G engine (preferrably a 6-bolt) and it should drop right in depending on year (ummm...I assume the '90 GGSX is the same style electrical system as a '90 DSM which is different from subsequent years).  I think all that would be required would be to add an extra wire for the MAF harness and another for the knock sensor?  Well, and the requisite change to a 1G turbo ECU.<br /><br />As far as trannys go...unless you change the rearend gear ratio, you are stuck with the GGSX tranny.  A 1G 3-bolt rearend should be easy to find, and cheap, if you decide to go with a DSM tranny.  The 2G tranny wouldn't be a bad thing, but you will need the 2G t-case to go along with it.<br /><br />Why not just weld up the bellhousing?  I had my 1G bellhousing welded while fighting tranny mis-alignment issues...it didn't seem to have problems.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||Nate||01-29-2003||12:33 AM||||Not to sound like I'm trying to rain on your parade, but if that engine really is out of a 1995 dsm, you'll have one heck of a time bolting it into a Galant e39a body style.  The "motor mounts" on the front and rear of the motor/tranny combo on a 2G are on the transmission instead of the block, so that may deter you from doing this, since it won't be a drop-in swap.<br />     On another note, I do believe I know where a JDM Galant GSX transmission resides... email me offline for more info.||68.80.14.12||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||talontsi||01-29-2003||05:47 PM||||Actually the 2g tranny will work fine with a 1g 23 spline t case.<br /><br />The 2g tranny has the mounting points for both 1g and 2g style mounts.<br /><br />I would not use the 95 motor. Just get a 1g motor and be done with it.<br /><br />A local guy just did the swap and I hear it is running good.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000004||Invader||01-29-2003||05:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by talontsi:<br /><strong> Actually the 2g tranny will work fine with a 1g 23 spline t case.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's not that a 1G t-case won't bolt up...but his GGSX t-case is the wrong spline count anyway. More importantly, the 2G t-case has a different gear ratio than the 1G (2G t-case is 1.074 vs the 1G's 1.090 according to the VFAQ - <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Trannies.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Trannies.html</a> ).<br /><br />Of course, this still leaves the problem of the rearend gearing...not that it's really a problem with 1G 3-bolts as cheap as they are...||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000005||talontsi||01-29-2003||06:02 PM||||Hmm that is weird. There is a local 92 talon running a 2g tranny, stock t-case and stock 4 -bolt.<br />No problems for 30k.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000006||Invader||01-29-2003||06:19 PM||||The gear ratios aren't that far off...around 1.5%, so maybe the VC is taking the abuse?<br /><br />GGSX rear gear is a 2.846 vs a DSM/GVR4's 3.545, though...  Rearend will have to match the tranny gearing for sure.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||talontsi||01-29-2003||09:11 PM||||He has run the car with an factory center diff and has recently welded it.<br /><br />No problems so far.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000008||Nate||01-30-2003||12:45 AM||||2G transfer case has the same ratios in it up until 97 model year, then the ratios are different.  As long as the case is from a 95-97 car, it'll work fine in a 1G.  <br />     As for the 2G tranny working in a 1G, yes, it will work, I was more referring to the fact that it'd be difficult to bolt a 2G block into a 1G since the 2G block lacks bungs to bolt motor mounts to it.||68.80.14.12||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000009||Invader||01-30-2003||12:52 AM||||Thanks for clarifying the t-case issue, Nate...(making mental note)...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000010||Matt Freeman||01-30-2003||02:02 AM||||I have a working GSX transmission for sale.||63.227.103.50||reg||6||Matt Freeman||00000101||yes
Z||000011||SD90GalantGSX||02-01-2003||03:56 AM||||You should get a 1g motor from a 90 to 94 eclipse turbo.  7 bolts are worthless.  If you get a turbo tranny and engine, you HAVE to ghet a turbo rear end.  I am in the process of putting 4 bolt rear end into my 90 Galant GSX.  After that, it is pretty much a VR4.  Turbo G GSX's are pretty rare, so go for it and goodd luck.  Might take a couple days if you work on it a good deal...||64.12.104.172||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000012||watchdoc||02-06-2003||09:06 PM||||Are you saying there is such as thing as a Turbo Galant GSX from the factory?  I'm asking because I own one.  I always figured someone just stole the badges off of it and the next owner slapped a GSX badge on the trunk.  It is identical to a GVR4 in every way I can tell except the badges.||65.179.112.33||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes



ubb/Forum2/001359.cgi
A||||1||James||20g wheel wanted||||1||||James||00000017
Z||000000||James||01-31-2003||03:57 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Can you buy just the 20g wheel, or do you have to buy the whole core? If u can jusy buy the wheel, how much, and where from.I am looking at maybe upgrading my big 16g with a 20g where and some porting.||210.48.130.52||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000001||Yao||01-31-2003||11:08 AM||||If you are interested, I have a new 20g compressor wheel sitting on top of my book shelf that is of no use to me except cool factor. I can let it go at $75.||208.253.246.92||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes



ubb/Forum2/001360.cgi
A||||2||Numberless||Stock WRX fuel pump = GVR4 upgrade?||||1||||Numberless||00000739
Z||000000||Numberless||01-31-2003||11:14 AM||||Quick question...<br />A friend of mine has a wrecked WRX and offered me the fuel pump for free... I looked online and the only spec I found was some guy saying it was 120lph...but I didn't find out any flow rates other than that.  I assume from what he wrote that the 120lph was at 12v, so I assume at 14v it would push a bit more fuel once I hard wire it.<br /><br />I know that it's not going to be enough to really supply enough fuel for tons of power, but I'm wondering if it's worth putting in the GVR4 as a mild upgrade from the stock pump.  I figure it supplies the WRX with enough fuel for 240hp, and I don't think the wrx guys upgrade it until at least 280hp or so...<br /><br />Any thoughts?  It is free, and free is always good.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Jon<br /><br />PS, here's what RRE says our stock pump does compared to the typical denso upgrade:<br /><br />T/E/L turbo stock pump, GVR4 and 323GTX too: <br />100 lph @43psi @12v<br /> 70 lph @58psi @12v<br /> <br />140 lph @43psi @14v <br /> 110 lph @58psi @14v <br /> <br /> <br />RRE In Tank Upgrade Pump and most all Denso In Tank Pumps: <br /> $165 <br /> <br /> <br />150 lph @43psi @12v <br /> 120 lph @58psi @12v <br /> <br />210 lph @43psi @14v <br /> 170 lph @58psi @14v||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||01-31-2003||01:16 PM||||I've got a walboro in my Impreza I am contemplating swapping over to the GVR4 (it is a "drop in" for the Impreza's) so I'll let you know as hopefully I can do it this weekend.<br />Rich||207.220.129.106||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Numberless||01-31-2003||02:44 PM||||Thanks||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes



ubb/Forum2/001361.cgi
A||||4||a_santos||3.5 inch MAF||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||01-31-2003||07:05 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Has anyone used the 3.5 inch Split Second MAF conversion kit? It is made for our cars and gains 25hp alone on a stock motor. Check out the site<br /><br /> <a href="http://splitsec.com" target="_blank">http://splitsec.com</a>  <br /><br />Go to products, then to MAF kits. It costs almost $900 but it includes an a/f meter and a/f tuner.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-01-2003||12:43 AM||||Pretty expensive way to gain 25 HP isn't it?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||02-01-2003||06:58 AM||||Or you can pay way more and get and F-CON. I think its a pretty good deal. You can use your stock ecu, you don't have to get a SAFC, and it will flow enough to make whatever amount of horse you want.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||joec||02-01-2003||09:26 AM||||For $900 I'd probably just go the rest of the way and get a standalone system like the AEM, then you could run a map sensor.<br /><br />There's a thread on dsmtalk.com where the guys who do the maf translaters for GM cars are planning to do one for DSM's.  They say you can get a new GM hotwire MAF (Corvette Z06 or Truck) for under $80 or a used one for $20.  They say that you should be able to do the full setup for under $300.  Supposedly you don't need an SAFC with their translater.  Even better, they say they've used these MAF's as blow through (i.e. AFTER the turbo) on other applications at up to 30psi of boost!!!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=399cbc02aa1f4ea147cfc5d96b33ac1a&threadid=75093&perpage=25&pagenumber=2" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=399cbc02aa1f4ea147cfc5d96b33ac1a&threadid=75093&perpage=25&pagenumber=2</a>||216.179.104.76||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||02-01-2003||11:05 PM||||JoeC,<br /><br />Thanks for that link, what a grat post. The guy who is making it, Mike, works for Ramchargers, wich is about 15 minutes from my house. I will post if I get any new info on it. He says the price will be under $300. that is cheaper than a 2g+SAFC. Count me in.  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> For $900 I'd probably just go the rest of the way and get a standalone system like the AEM, then you could run a map sensor.<br /><br />There's a thread on dsmtalk.com where the guys who do the maf translaters for GM cars are planning to do one for DSM's.  They say you can get a new GM hotwire MAF (Corvette Z06 or Truck) for under $80 or a used one for $20.  They say that you should be able to do the full setup for under $300.  Supposedly you don't need an SAFC with their translater.  Even better, they say they've used these MAF's as blow through (i.e. AFTER the turbo) on other applications at up to 30psi of boost!!!<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=399cbc02aa1f4ea147cfc5d96b33ac1a&threadid=75093&perpage=25&pagenumber=2" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=399cbc02aa1f4ea147cfc5d96b33ac1a&threadid=75093&perpage=25&pagenumber=2</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/001362.cgi
A||||1||Marcus||I have no power||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||02-01-2003||08:24 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I have a gvr4 with 550s, 2.5 turbo back, 2gmani, big16g, fmic, denso pump, safc, and 2gmas.  My car feels slow to me, I burn more oil in a oil change then i put in it to start with.  It doesn't leak and the motor seems good, 170psi across board(reworked head).  <br />I am looking at ditching the big 16g, and i'm looking at 20G's, mutt ete 32's and agp l1r's.  So far everyone i have talked to said the turbos with the modified internal wg is sufficient.  So which turbo would you guys go with if you were me.  I know my exhaust needs upgrading but will I be sufficating it very much?  Other then my exhaust, will my other mods be sufficient enough for the setup?  If i could get 350 at the wheels on pump gas I be happy.  <br />Marc||205.188.199.188||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||02-01-2003||10:37 PM||||dam man you have got nothin to complain about in power, unless its tuned horribly bad, but that sounds like a decent mod list to me, more than what i've got||63.202.232.187||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/001363.cgi
A||N||5||Marcus||I have no muffler||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||02-01-2003||08:27 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||My gvr4 has no rear muffler, all i have is 2.5 straight back from the turbo. I had a oval dynomax ultraflo and hated it. Very quiet and very heavy(not that my car isn't, but every little bit helps)! Will it do anygood to put a 3" muffler on it vs. just matching the 2.5" piping? What do you recommend for a weld on muffler under 100bucks that will give me a throaty tone that doesn't shake my brain out?  Anyone ever ran a bullit race muffler from dynomax or a bullet 4"x20" canister muffler?<br />Marc||205.188.199.188||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||02-02-2003||05:15 PM||||2.5" to 3" ID would give you better flow but the flow hp would be very minimal. I'm building a 3" turbo back and using a cheap 3"ID  muffler. stick with a 2.5 muffler.<br /><br />get uppipe if you don't have one already.<br /><br />DongeR615||63.201.88.65||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||roth4fun||02-02-2003||06:51 PM||||I have been using the Dynomax 3" Bullet mufflers.  They are straight through with no obstacles interfering with the flow.  They are suprisingly quiet.  That is for the first 4-6 months you have it.  Then the fiberglass packing flattens out and shifts around so it doesn't offer much for noise reduction.  Luckily they are cheap enough that you can swap it out when the noise becomes a problem, so use C-clamps and not welds to hold it in.||24.217.140.168||reg||1||roth4fun||00000408||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||02-02-2003||07:16 PM||||Has anyone considered running a straight pipe?<br />I just wonder as for track purposes as I have seen decent resuslts on other cars using just a straight pipe exhaust.||199.183.182.118||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||talontsi||02-02-2003||07:30 PM||||I have pretty much a straight pipe.<br />The only sound deadning I have is a bullet muffer.<br />The system is loud but I did not get harrassed by cops when it was on my Talon.<br /><br />BTW it is 3".||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||02-02-2003||07:50 PM||||Dynomax Ultaflow welded. The 3" actually expands to 4" inside and has been tested to flow more than a straight pipe. Here is a link to the test<br /><a href="http://www.gusmahon.org/html/mufflers.htm" target="_blank">http://www.gusmahon.org/html/mufflers.htm</a><br /><br />The muffler only costs $59.99 from Summit racing.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/001364.cgi
A||||8||VR4coop||AMS intercooler setup||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||02-02-2003||01:48 PM||coop529@aol.com||Wondering if anyone has used this setup and what they think of it. Its goin to be on a slightly modified 91GRV4 I have 2.5in downpipe with no cat and 2.5 in exhaust all the way back, Ported out 14b, with ported 2g manifold and o2 housing. Just wondering if this would be the right setup for my car.<br />thanx<br />coop  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-02-2003||02:12 PM||||ANY setup with larger piping is going to make such a HUGE difference, you will be amazed.  it will be like bolting on 50 hp, easy.  power will come on STRONG at much lower rpm.  you will get full boost in first by about 3500, even lower in the higher gears.  your only problem may become mas overrun.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||VR4coop||02-02-2003||02:40 PM||||What would be an easy way to fix the mas over run problem?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||02-02-2003||02:50 PM||||Lareger injectors...S-afc combo<br /><br />2g mas inj. and S-afc<br /><br />Or eliminating the mas all together (vpc)||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-02-2003||03:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> What would be an easy way to fix the mas over run problem? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">with your present setup, you will need to just lower boost.  but when you put on the fmic, you will be so impressed with the power, you will be revving every honda in the state.  i would then recommend a fuel pump, and an adjustable fpr.  you should then get a logger, and then an afc.  you wont be able to tune a lot with the stock injectors and the stock mas, but it will allow you to get a bit more out of the stock system.  with the afc, logger, and fuel pump w/afpr, you will be able to tune it up a bit.  see how this goes?  one thing leads to another.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||VR4coop||02-02-2003||07:58 PM||||Kenn, I have ordered a logger, that is on the way and plan on gettin a fuel pump in the near future. What are your ideas on a fuel pump?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-02-2003||08:41 PM||||fuel pumps dont just die, they grow old and slow down.  hmmm.  kinda like me.  lots of people go with the walbro caust of cost.  just make sure you get an adjustable fuel pressure regulator with it.  i have  3000gt vr4 pump and it is fine.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||VR4coop||02-02-2003||10:00 PM||||Ken, Would i need A AFPR with the 3000gt pump also?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||02-03-2003||09:36 AM||||yup.  i got luckly, i got a spoolinup fpr, it did make a difference.  lots of people got no afpr with walbro 255's, and dont care.  car just dont idle that great, and it likes to run rich at lower rpms.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001365.cgi
A||||2||Matt379||intercooler education||||1||||Matt379||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||02-02-2003||02:42 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Interesting information about intercoolers.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.are.com.au/techtalk/intecoolersMR.htm" target="_blank">http://www.are.com.au/techtalk/intecoolersMR.htm</a>||68.51.71.93||reg||1||Matt379||00000245||yes
Z||000001||Arty||02-02-2003||03:41 PM||||this one is interesting too<br /><a href="http://www.bellintercoolers.com/Pages/tech.asp" target="_blank">http://www.bellintercoolers.com/Pages/tech.asp</a>||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000002||Arty||02-02-2003||05:03 PM||||Found this page interesting too<br /><a href="http://www.adfxracing.com/ic-info.asp?" target="_blank">http://www.adfxracing.com/ic-info.asp?</a><br /><br />john.||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/001366.cgi
A||||4||galantvr4||Great weekend deal||||10||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||02-03-2003||12:51 AM||galantvr4@aol.com||what up everyone Scott from Colorado here. I got a smoking deal on a palm pilot m105 guess how much brand new still in box. I only payed 3 bucks yup thats right only three dollars. A local taget store is moving locations and practically giving stuff away. Now i need to get some data logging software and a cable. who makes the best? Pocket logger? or what. Any testimonials? I also purchased a trunk mount battery kit from summit and a Dejon hard intake, all these stepps are to prelude my installationof an FMIC which im going to make myself i will keep you posted. But if anyone is selling there setup let me kow it would make my life easier this was a great weekend$$$$$$||198.81.20.169||reg||10||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||Compressed||02-03-2003||12:34 PM||||wow sweet deal man.  Nice work.  I have the pocketlogger software running on a palm IIIc and love it.  It has been the best thing I've bought for my car.  It has clued me into so many things that needed attention.  <br /><br />As for the intercooler setup, you said you are going to make your own pipes.  Have you decided piping diameter and routing path?  This is the next thing I need to do to my car.  I am contemplating the RRE setup or just doing my own.||64.24.106.83||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||02-03-2003||11:35 PM||||Hey, do they have any more left or any other models? If so, email me. If its not a problem maybe I could paypal you some $$ and you could pick one up for me. Let me know, Thanks, Chris||65.129.80.142||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4||02-04-2003||01:17 AM||||ill ask my old man to see whats up if theres any more left i willbe sure to hand them out like candy!||198.81.21.32||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4||02-04-2003||05:53 PM||||sorry guys all out||65.204.89.15||reg||8||galantvr4||00000576||yes



ubb/Forum2/001367.cgi
A||||1||NZ VR4 RS||Help with C16||||1||||NZ VR4 RS||00000115
Z||000000||NZ VR4 RS||02-03-2003||04:27 AM||nick.devros@paradise.net.nz||A mate is racing his evo 3 on thursday at ruapauna and has bought some vp race fuels c16. <br /><br />His mods are <br />ralliart chip <br />3 inch straight thru exhaust <br />kn filter with cold air feed <br />je 9.0 forged pistons <br />big 16g <br />big in tank pump <br />blitz blo off <br />bpr7es plugs <br /><br />runs it on 1.3 bar on 96 with no problems so far ( 9 months of hard driving on rebuilt motor) <br /><br />Can we just put this in and expect results with a higher level of boost. <br />Do we need to change <br />plugs <br />timing <br />or any thing else <br /><br />Thanks nick||203.98.50.151||reg||1||NZ VR4 RS||00000115||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||02-03-2003||09:33 AM||||Not that I'm the most experienced drag racer on here, but if your timing isn't being retarded while running the 96 octane, you may not see much of a performance increase by just the fuel alone. Alot depends on how efficient the Big 16G is at the boost you're trying to run. With my small 16g, I didn't run any faster because I was just making the air alot hotter. What boost do you run on 96? If the C16 enables you to go from 14psi to 22psi, well then, yes you will see a big increase in HP.<br /> The big advantages of higher octane fuel are that you can run leaner and more advance to make more power. On C16 you can probably bump the timing up a few degrees, and lean the O2's out, down into the low 80's maybe. Just keep leaning it out and watching the EGT's and knock.||67.34.236.181||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/001368.cgi
A||||1||Marcus||how much boost?||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||02-03-2003||10:08 AM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I have a big 16G, 550's, afc, pump upgrade, fmic, pocketlogger.  I think my turbo has started crapping out on me but want to know how much boost i can safely run on 93 octane.  If it's going to go I gonna give it a kick to help it.<br />Marc||152.163.207.182||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||02-03-2003||10:34 AM||||Wouldn't the logger tell you all on this one?  You're more worried about detonating the engine than the turbo.  (especially on pump gas) <br />Knock counts, EGT's, A/F's etc...||167.142.22.232||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/001369.cgi
A||||14||imracing||Exhaust Pipe size||||1||||Chris G||00000759
Z||000000||imracing||02-03-2003||01:50 PM||imracing@msn.com||i just got my galant this month<br />and ive already rebuilt rearend drive shaft<br />and all the timing stuff<br />my next step is some minor performance stuff<br />and i was wondering whats a good exh piping size to go with<br /><br />Thanks for the input||68.32.104.96||reg||1||Chris G||00000759||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-03-2003||02:25 PM||||You should do a search.<br />I would go with 3" aluminized, as I think alumminized steel sounds way better than stainless, and it is cheaper. 2.5" exhaust are for pussies.||198.111.38.128||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||02-03-2003||04:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> You should do a search.<br />I would go with 3" aluminized, as I think alumminized steel sounds way better than stainless, and it is cheaper. 2.5" exhaust are for pussies. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmmmm.......are you sure of this? I've never heard any sound difference between aluminized and stainless. Ive got Certified's stainless 3" turboback with a Dynomax and test pipe and it sounds damn good..... very throaty, however I think the 2.5" would be fine if you're not looking for crazy power levels. The only reason I got 3" is because I got a good deal on it off the trader. 2.5" for pussies?! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||02-03-2003||05:22 PM||||2.5 is all i think most will need, unless you plan on breaking 11's all the time.  personally i think that i will go with a little hybrid set up... 2.5inch downpipe to 2.5inch cat to 3inch cat back.  why bother with 2.5 if i want 3inch cat back, well mainly just for the clearance.<br /><br />ultimately its your choice<br /><br />i don't know what else can be said. so i'll leave this alone.||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||Compressed||02-03-2003||06:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> i think that i will go with a little hybrid set up. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not a bad idea, but for max performance it would be a much better idea to have a 3" downpipe tapering gradually (ideal) to 2.5".  Reason being that exhaust is hottest after the turbo, thus with greatest volume.  As the exhaust cools, volume also reduces, allowing for smaller tubing diameter.||216.126.176.187||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||02-04-2003||07:54 PM||||3" will also sound better as the exhaust gases have more room to reveberate inside. If you don't want to go 3" all the way, you should at least go 3" downpipe as the gases are very hot when leaving the turbo and need the most romm possible to properly evacuate the turbo and o2 housing. And to make sure you don't get boost creep, get a larger wastegate flapper. That will eliminate boost creep. And it is cheap. When I had my honda Accord with a "impressive"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  125 hp, the 2.5" exhaust I got increased power all over, specially down low, (no fart-can but a Remus muffler I must add). It did not hurt torque as some claim. I had many no-sayers telling me I would loose torque, that did not happen. Why don't you do a search and see if you can find any dyno charts comparing the same car with 2.5" and 3" exhaust and actually see for yourself which one makes more power. And the thing about cars running 11s with 2.5 exhaust is a stupid example, one could probably run 11s with even smaller exhaust, doesn't mean they wold not make much more power with a larger exhaust.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||02-04-2003||11:22 PM||||hey thanks about the stupid example remark. ok, i can honestly say i don't understand what you mean when you are justifying what you are saying. so i would actually like a bit more detail, by the way not hard feelings for shooting me down. (i'm serious) i just think its funny how you called it a stupid example.  all i was saying is that him setting a goal of 11s would justify trying to get the most out of his car and the most out of his mods.  i guess i said it wrong.  <br /><br />i'm sure it is possible to break 11s with a 2.5. i can't remember but i think there was this white GVR4 with volk rims on the tre website that ran 11s with 2.5, but i'm probably remembering incorrectly.<br /><br />and i like the tapering idea. i though about it being a waste to get a 2.5 downpipe and a 3inch catback because the downpipe should be the larger fo the two, but then again there are fitting issues. i heard it was difficult with a 3inch?<br />anyway||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||AWDpower||02-05-2003||02:07 AM||||Well, this has been gone over before, but I have to speak up since I'm one of the "pussies" that uses a 2.5" exhaust on all three of my DSMs.<br /><br />I agree with GVR4726 100%, 2.5" is all most will ever need. There are lots of good reasons to stick with 2.5"...<br /><br />1)More stealthy, and many people like their GVR4 to remain a sleeper.<br /><br />2)Quieter<br /><br />3)Fits better<br /><br />4)Cheaper<br /><br />I have yet to see anyone actually offer any evidence that a 3" exhaust makes more power on a car with a 16G or smaller turbo. <br /><br />There are plenty of reasons to go with 3" too.<br /><br />1)You plan on heavily modding the car in the future (20G or bigger turbo).<br /><br />2) You like the sound of the 3".<br /><br />3) You like the look of the 3". <br /><br />My point is for most it is not a necessity, just a personal preference. <br /><br />Jason K.||67.192.100.251||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||02-05-2003||11:05 AM||||i could see using a 3" downpipe, and maybe even a 3" cat, but because exhaust gasses shrink drastically when they cool, the use of the 3" catbat is personal preference, not performance.  i went to the 2.5 mostly to insure it would fit good.  a loud exhaust is not acceptable to me.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||02-05-2003||12:01 PM||||You can have a quiet 3" exhaust. If you use a high flow cat, a 16" long resonator and a good muffler, not a fart can that does not muffle any sound, you should have a very quiet 3" exhaust, much quieter than a 2.5" with only a bullet style muffler.||198.111.38.164||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||02-05-2003||01:46 PM||||Here are some articles and charts to show the power gains from a 3" exhaust, notice the power gains down low, and torque gains down low, not loss of torque. <br /><br />This from is from the Jumptronix website, it is comparing open catback to 3" catback:<br /> <a href="http://www.jumptronix.com/2g_go_faster/Stages/details/CatBackChart1.htm" target="_blank">http://www.jumptronix.com/2g_go_faster/Stages/details/CatBackChart1.htm</a> <br /><br />This one is from Turbo Magazine:<br /> <a href="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0108tur_bigexhaust/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0108tur_bigexhaust/index.html</a> <br /><br />I think it speaks for itself.||198.111.38.132||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||02-05-2003||03:35 PM||||the first table looks like an add for thermal, and is comparing open with their exh.  the second is a comparison from 2.25 to 3.0", and a whopping 2 hp gain, which is like .01%, and would probably be a lot less going from 2.5 to 3.0.  also, design for n/a vs turbo exh is got to be different.  i know one thing, dont get hks.  they suck.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||a_santos||02-05-2003||04:54 PM||||If you would have read the source on the bottom of the first one, you would have seen that it reads "Information courtesy of Turbo and High Performance magazine Huntington Beach, CA July 1997". You could even contact them to verify the info is correct. The second is more accurate because it is from a 2g not a Honduhh. There is no reason why our engines would not behave exactly the same way. Now I would like to see if a 2.5" exhaust can have such gains, perhaps you (Ken Inn) can post some dyno charts.<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> the first table looks like an add for thermal, and is comparing open with their exh.  the second is a comparison from 2.25 to 3.0", and a whopping 2 hp gain, which is like .01%, and would probably be a lot less going from 2.5 to 3.0.  also, design for n/a vs turbo exh is got to be different.  i know one thing, dont get hks.  they suck. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||198.111.38.145||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000013||Duc Hunter||02-05-2003||05:26 PM||||My rough guess from experience says that under about 325-350hp 2.5 is plenty. Over that though 3 inch would be better. The only REAL way to know is a dyno chart of the same car or back pressure readings from each. Turbo's want ZERO backpressure to spool. As long as you have enough flow to not have back pressure between the tail pipe and the turbo you are golden. Also, if you are running 550cc's or lower you will never need a 3 inch, you are just not making enough power on pump gas to require it. Look at the times some people are running with 2.5 inch exhausts. I believe people are in the low to mid 11�s on them. That is QUICK! That is quicker than 95% of us here EVER will be. Lastly, I have seen 3 inch systems add no more hp top end but drop the spool up rpm vs. a 2.5 inch. Sometimes by as much as 500rpm. There is a reason WRC cars run 3 inch when they are only making 300-325hp. <br /><br />For a street car and most people here 2.5 inch is plenty IMHO. It won�t drone, give plenty of performance etc. I am switching up to a 3 inch though. Why? I am running 660cc's and want to know I am not suffering because of my exhaust. I do not mind a little drone either. If it is too bad I will simply switch back. The loss of a little hp it will cost is not a big deal with my street drive car.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||02-05-2003||05:50 PM||||Mine is a cheap 3" setup.  I didn't want/need 3", but since it's pressbent, I also didn't want less than the 2.5.  Cost effecient and effective.  No cat and not that quite - no fart can either though.  Under $175 for the whole thing front to back w/o harsh bends. <br />Installer hated the 3" on this car, but did it on my Talon as well.  PITA when working underneath as it doesn't drop to the ground - DP just drops to the frame and pushes over.<br />As previously mentioned: all in what you want - for performance and price.||167.142.22.214||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/001370.cgi
A||||4||Compressed||Fuel setup ?  ||||1||||Compressed||00000566
Z||000000||Compressed||02-03-2003||06:23 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I am looking for input on the best fuel setup for a car with <br />-Road Race IC pipes<br />-Walbro 255 hp<br />-Ported  <b>16g</b> with 34mm flapper<br />-Ported 2g mani<br />-RNR 3&#8221; o2 eliminator downpipe<br />-Full 3&#8221; exhaust with 3&#8221; highflow cat ( I may lose the cat soon for a test pipe).<br />-dejon intake<br />-SAFC<br />-pocketlogger<br /><br />I would like to determine if 550&#8217;s are correct size or if I need larger injectors.  I know a FPR would be helpful as well.  I would like to be able to run around 17-18lbs on 91 octane pump gas when desired and more on race gas for track days.  <br />Thanks!||216.126.176.187||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||02-03-2003||07:53 PM||||550's||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard_GVR4||00000148||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||02-03-2003||09:53 PM||||yes, those will work great, but go ahead and get some denso 660's b/c you'll get sick of that 16g as quick as you get tired of wearing dirty underwear.  I have almost the same setup you do, but a big16g, so you'll be completely safe with your choice, unless you want to upgrade down the road.<br />Marc||205.188.196.59||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-03-2003||11:15 PM||||hmmm.  not sure on this one, it seems like the california guys also have 91 octane, and have to go to 660's.  my setup is also very close to yours, and i have no problems with 17 lbs boost, but, we have 93 octane, and i have water injection.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Compressed||02-04-2003||11:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> hmmm.  not sure on this one, it seems like the california guys also have 91 octane, and have to go to 660's.  my setup is also very close to yours, and i have no problems with 17 lbs boost, but, we have 93 octane, and i have water injection. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats why I was asking, I've heard of many cali guys having to get bigger injectors when the state switched to 91 octane.  I've also heard that using a bigger injector will give more timing becuase of a lower injector pulsewidth.  <br /><br />One more variable.  Altitude, I'm at ~5200 feet here in Colorado, a lot less air.  Should require less fuel as well I would think.  FWIW I can hit fuel cut regularly now with cold weather and thats with the stock turbo, intercooler, pipes, etc, and with a walbro 255.  Dont know if that means that fuel needs are not very dependant upon altitude or not.||216.126.176.114||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes



ubb/Forum2/001371.cgi
A||N||18||Ferrari F50 GT||My I/C and Pipes Install Thread||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||02-03-2003||06:39 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Well, the RRE pipes are on the way and my I/C is ready to go in.  Right now I have some pics of my I/C with the endtanks re-welded.<br /><br />BTW, this is the I/C you sold me Howard. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0agDcAlke6q9kXPz8QXPlBAuQKg49NN0f578t53izKiWQrxDr2HePk8w4oG!PBSzkx*5nlCku9IUGOnsDAe1fe!CA4RpEV1gBHzTlmP4jXh5KneApmNgVqRiRlLgoynzTzipj*CCarbR*qdKVkfxuv7ymEogVeH7d/Intercooler-Pics-001.jpg?dc=4675408168305045352" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0agDhAloeO7BkXPz8QXPlBAuQKg49NN0f578t53izKiUVmY4slCKxOuBZ4W2Rd4arlEMMN3A7uH4V5syCqBpiAT8ciyQsaipzH1AT9q7CxNqZFoq!7pVe8XIz6GZsO!5qBfBM30Un6tabeoUMPyaJHRJewFKeYcJe/Intercooler-Pics-002.jpg?dc=4675408168307708231" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0agAAAFsejLBkXPz8QXPlBAuQKg49NN0f578t53izKiUZrIl7HCy1!QzRkI3KiDjX2EXmW!LRtVbPv2lcrdRJYtKYQp9raf4k2wlx!NYWLf8S8wdq2LdtV*qyhfxfVt!JWUiJ5aUyL9jIvR6um1Csw4bvPsVifGZX/Intercooler-Pics-003.jpg?dc=4675408168310364748" alt=" - " />||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||02-03-2003||06:54 PM||||dsmtuners.com<br /><br />They can host your pics||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||02-04-2003||12:15 AM||||Whitebox.....red X||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||02-04-2003||12:50 AM||||How about now?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4||02-04-2003||01:14 AM||||damn Ian that looks sweet. How much did you pay? Im in the process of looking for one now. are you going to cut out your bumper or what?||198.81.21.32||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||02-04-2003||10:05 AM||||holy crap, I thought that thing looked familiar.  Nice!  :-)||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard_GVR4||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||02-04-2003||11:27 AM||||Yeah, I am going to have to cut the bumper to make room for that.  I will probably be doing it this Sunday if RRE sends me the piping on time.  I'll post pictures of the install. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||VR-4play||02-04-2003||02:14 PM||||what kind of core is that? i am seriously looking for one.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000008||Compressed||02-04-2003||02:34 PM||||Looks nice dude.  Went with the RRE setup huh?  I'm thinking of doing this or just making my own pipes, as every other option has fell through.  Us Colorado guys should have had a RRE IC pipe groupbuy lol  <br />Let me know if you want a hand with install, I'd be glad to give you a hand if you want.||64.24.106.49||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000009||galantvr4||02-04-2003||06:00 PM||||yeah i will help too , im wating for my bat relocating kit and dejon tool intake so i can figure out the piping. Compressed whats your setup look like?||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000010||Ferrari F50 GT||02-04-2003||06:35 PM||||Scott, Todd, that would be great if you guys could help out!  Just e-mail me your #'s and I'll let you guys know the exact date I can do this.<br /><br />Scott, I have a Dejon intake on my car with the batt moved to where the stock air can would be if you want to have a look at my car when we install the piping and I/C.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000011||Ferrari F50 GT||02-04-2003||06:49 PM||||VR-4Play, I think it is a Spearco.  Not too sure which one though.  I think that Howard would know for sure.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000012||Ferrari F50 GT||03-03-2003||05:44 PM||||The RRE piping finally came.  Should be putting it in on Sunday. Yay!<br /> <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0UgCvBFcZcDhkXPz8QXPlBAuQKg49NN0fpNIct*7RcD5jv0QcidPW7O5TNiZqVn3K*FWD10IHtnkP534bcOWC0kZIcgcB3xBVn!6RFPZZWqrS0suAa97tGlO7aiKfGqns/Intercooler-Pics.jpg?dc=4675412009719722629" alt=" - " /><br /><br />For all you guys who have RRE piping, what did you use to connect the RRE piping to the turbo side of the I/C?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||03-03-2003||09:42 PM||||i used mitsu jdm part # MD170073, it is about 2" id, and bends 90 deg and then some.  it looks like it would fit your setup perfect, except for the inlet pipe size.  fits the rre pipes perfect.  good luck finding it, tho.  i got this from japan.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||Ferrari F50 GT||03-10-2003||12:57 AM||||Here are the pics of the setup that was on the car when I bought it.  Might make you sick to the stomache with that welding and diamond plating endtanks! LOL! <br /><br />   <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0WACvBG4aVKtkXPz8QXPlBAuQKg49NN0f578t53izKiXfr!clmQ9dxxNes*CCnlR2ajcdDyJe*1SIF7icRP4gyWFp19ws!aP2AIOUj437znuzgLplsuzsKLX17DjJ7n3HMgAAAP****8/Intercooler-Pics-004.jpg?dc=4675412875348546796" alt=" - " /><br />   <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0WACvBG8ak6tkXPz8QXPlBAuQKg49NN0f578t53izKiVYTAHwJzZ3INbf9P64eKsgz*!Qab3ubIBqn2aNaK9lN!6eZcaJv0xzSJogG1Cug64G8eAv2j9lbHI4jfDpi1!tOwAAAP****8/Intercooler-Pics-005.jpg?dc=4675412875352078214" alt=" - " /><br />   <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0WADeAnAa0qtkXPz8QXPlBAuQKg49NN0f578t53izKiUpu*smPK4Nw0KxQnv4VeYP7klOJO9d3D7o62UYimfWs5ynUwuWLi3gqQUrFTQYQnpAJs2hfdzo9SBgNsKMcpIJZgAAAP****8/Intercooler-Pics-006.jpg?dc=4675412875354187520" alt=" - " /><br /><br />And here is the section Scott I cut out of the bumper support.<br />   <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0WAAAAHEaEaxkXPz8QXPlBAuQKg49NN0f578t53izKiWvglf8HjmqNtV90dRvANy92LcsizwYVqrh*WtFk1lWge3Pa0qLxN2pbZ8IPQnbzuvNqPWTSWndlbFjQJuKTiR*AAAAAAAAAAA/Intercooler-Pics-007.jpg?dc=4675412875356627698" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I have the pipes and I/C in now.  I just have to have some brakets welded on the I/C and one on a pipe.  As soon as that is done, I will post pics of the finished product!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     And man, is that bumper support a bitch to re-attach to the bumper cover.  Anybody have any tips?<br /><br />And thanks Scott once again for helping with the install!||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000015||Ferrari F50 GT||03-10-2003||09:36 PM||||Here are some pics with it all in exept the bumper.  Oh, and pay no attention to those oil spots on the garage floor, those arent from my car anyway... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /> <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0WACvBHIaUKxkXPz8QXPlBAuQKg49NN0f578t53izKiW2Psd3KtTMRk4CC*WIZDULvv*Uj4hZ6SxBlNocl8GJnscy8*0UYELvG1Lytq!fk0ePqgC5t104UATSFRsEH66zTwAAAP****8/Intercooler-Pics-008.jpg?dc=4675412993722670154" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0WACvBHMaj6xkXPz8QXPlBAuQKg49NN0f578t53izKiXzRBOUy!hF*dz9u8Eb5*z9cE5CKBHaC3rfhMAnOjYmLTFaD5paTZ01Vn*NMnLvAfms29veUuOISnJMG6TARBoaQQAAAP****8/Intercooler-Pics-009.jpg?dc=4675412993725776847" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0WACvBGsamKpkXPz8QXPlBAuQKg49NN0f578t53izKiVUzoBRqepXO8bD6dt3GffPJGIybd7rPGdS7sEpQiY19XsPWGTJ9CDOsDjxEmsVgO5uRtFlSjmjp157CvV5y8ELLgAAAP****8/Intercooler-Pics-010.jpg?dc=4675412993729133284" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0WADkBG0aFqtkXPz8QXPlBAuQKg49NN0f578t53izKiVZRfb4jgjWe2k76UDr6xMWOGzSKOKzF7*Pe*qiq6u5Wf8vBQohzO1TarnPCLFOMQH24NstbCKmtYorvuXfHa7EMgAAAP****8/Intercooler-Pics-012.jpg?dc=4675412993732739466" alt=" - " />||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000016||howard_GVR4||03-10-2003||10:18 PM||||Congrats Ian, that worked out great!  The FMIC looks a helluva lot better on your car than it did on my bookshelf.  <br /><br />You cut out the exact same section of bumper that I did, the T-shape.  I was pleased just to have some metal left to put back on the car.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000017||GRV4726||03-10-2003||10:21 PM||||that looks really clean. i like it. i would like to know what ic core that is. haha its a lot better than the old setup.  that old ic with the diamond plated end tanks is so funny. <br /><br />looks really good. i hope mine will turn out nice when i start on it... when i have enough money to start on it.  <br /><br />i think our members rides is going to be getting larger.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000018||Ferrari F50 GT||03-11-2003||02:16 AM||||After those pics I actually raised the I/C a little more to protect it from scrapes and whatnot.  Now the whole I/C is visible through the grille.  I'll take pics tomorrow.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes



ubb/Forum2/001372.cgi
A||N||10||Marcus||What to DO?||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||02-05-2003||02:39 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I'm sure you all have heard me complain about this or that at one point in time.  My gvr4 has a fmic, 550's, denso pump, 2.5 turbo back, safc, 2g manifold, and a big16g.  The other day while putting my 2gmas on i noticied that the turbine wheel wouldn't free spin, AT ALL, if i grabbed the nut on the end my fingers would spin off and if i spun it on the wheel it might turn 1/4 turn.  SO I need a new turbo, and i don't want hassels of external, new manifold, new inj, bigger exhaust. I just want something simple, effective, not to pricey that will give me a solid 350whp.  IS this asking too much.  Should i rebuild my turbo?  Should i hunt something else down, any and all options are greatly appreciated.<br />Marc<br /><br />I MISS A QUICK CAR||64.12.102.169||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-05-2003||02:44 PM||||ut oh.  i recently bought a new center cartridge for my big 16g, cost me 450, but it was a plug and play.  what happened is my old motor ate a valve, and part of the valve stem got stuck in the turbing wheel, nicked it up a bit, but bottom line, it would not turn.  when i disassembled it to put in the new center, this little piece of the valve stem falls out, and it spins free now.  of course, the turbine wheel is nicked up, and the intake got nicked up from eating part of my blaha mas||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||02-05-2003||03:02 PM||||Umm Ken, had heard that one from you...<br />Being a current owner of a Blaha, what part dislodged and went into the intake?||167.142.22.214||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||VR-4play||02-05-2003||03:25 PM||||i bought a big16 w/o exhaust housing from forced performance about 4 months ago for $450 to replace my turbo. something blew the tip off of a fin on the turbine wheel on my 16g, prior to that the seals on my first big16 were gone. it was either spend $450, or go with my old 14b.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000004||Marcus||02-05-2003||03:29 PM||||you said that you blew some seals, are they oil seals.  B/c i go through 4 qts of oil every 3k miles, 170psi all cycliders, and a redone head.  So maybe this turbo is the cause for being slow and burning oil.  Is 350hp reasonable if you push a b16g to the max?||64.12.102.169||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000005||Compressed||02-05-2003||03:39 PM||||350hp is doable from the big16, it will be at its limit there.  If you dont want to run on the edge as much you might want to go bigger.  20g would be nice, pretty streetable from what I hear.||216.126.176.62||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000006||91gvr4mainer||02-05-2003||10:55 PM||||I had the same problem with the oil, I replaced the Valve gasket, spark plug seals, and the half circle cam seal thing, and that seemed to stop the oil from disapearing.  Check yur spark plugs to see the oil on them.||24.53.68.236||reg||1||91gvr4mainer||00000598||yes
Z||000007||Invader||02-06-2003||12:10 AM||||I'm in a similar situation, owning a small 16G that's pretty much got a lunched compressor wheel.  I've considered a few options...  Simply having the 16G rebuilt with a new compressor wheel stuffed in it being number one.  It works out to around $550, and you end up with a 19C or 18G depending on what wheel you want (or you could stick to the 16G, but why would you want to do that).  The turbos are rated for the 380+HP range which should get you in the neighborhood of what you're looking for.  Enlargening the internal wastegate would add a little to the cost...depending on if it's necessary with your setup.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000008||SD90GalantGSX||02-06-2003||01:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> I'm sure you all have heard me complain about this or that at one point in time.  My gvr4 has a fmic, 550's, denso pump, 2.5 turbo back, safc, 2g manifold, and a big16g.  The other day while putting my 2gmas on i noticied that the turbine wheel wouldn't free spin, AT ALL, if i grabbed the nut on the end my fingers would spin off and if i spun it on the wheel it might turn 1/4 turn.  SO I need a new turbo, and i don't want hassels of external, new manifold, new inj, bigger exhaust. I just want something simple, effective, not to pricey that will give me a solid 350whp.  IS this asking too much.  Should i rebuild my turbo?  Should i hunt something else down, any and all options are greatly appreciated.<br />Marc<br /><br />I MISS A QUICK CAR </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Get a 20g for sure!!  You can find them sorta cheap.  I had one on my 93 Eclipse GSX and it rocked.  It spooled up about 3400 rpm.  It is PERFECTLY streetable.  Great turbo.  Get a TD05 20g w/ 10 or 15 degree clip would be best...||152.163.188.33||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||02-06-2003||09:52 AM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402270294&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402270294&category=33742</a>||209.220.6.230||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||Marcus||02-06-2003||01:11 PM||||I've been thinking about a 20g, but i wasn't going to clip it so that it would spool faster.  I'd rather sacrifice 10hp@7500k and gain 10hp@3000k, jmo.  Has anyone ever ran a 20g with a internal gate?  I'd like to look into it for simplicity/cost vs the ext. wg (money) plus the debate of o2 mounted or manifold mounted(more to do).  <br />Marc||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
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A||||7||1quickvr4||Bushings?||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||12-31-2002||12:05 PM||caspa69@juno.com||What urethane front bushings from a TEL will fit a GVR4?<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||209.245.238.21||reg||1
Z||000001||turbogalant||12-31-2002||02:25 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Yes, I bought the energy suspenion bushing kit for an awd t/e/l from road race fit great. But on the other hand extreme motorsport list the gvr4 as having this kit w/a differnt part number but same price, hum<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.50||reg||1
Z||000002||markrieb||01-01-2003||02:51 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||If you are going to go through the not insignificant effort to change out the bushings, chase down a set of the Whiteline front caster bushings.<P>Whiteline makes a GVR-4 specific set of bushings, including some that you can't get from ES.<P>Mark<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.235.31||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4_1221||01-02-2003||12:32 AM||mattfree99@yahoo.com||Here is a place that may carry Whiteline and other parts for the Galant VR4  <A HREF="http://www.cyberauto.com/MitsubishiGalant.txt" TARGET=_blank>http://www.cyberauto.com/MitsubishiGalant.txt</A> <P>------------------<BR>||63.227.101.105||reg||2
Z||000004||ken inn||01-02-2003||09:55 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4_1221:<BR><B>Here is a place that may carry Whiteline and other parts for the Galant VR4  <A HREF="http://www.cyberauto.com/MitsubishiGalant.txt" TARGET=_blank>http://www.cyberauto.com/MitsubishiGalant.txt</A> <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>has anyone used this place?  it looks suspiciously like a one man internet show, where you order from them, and they source it from somewhere else.  which means, they may have your money for a looooong time before you get product, if at all.  if they are stocking all of this stuff, they must be huge.  if not, then they dont order it until you order it, then the place that they order it from drop ships it to you.  <P><P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000005||kartorium31||01-02-2003||08:54 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I have used that place before.  They actually were quite responsive, got my item to me with no hassles.  That was about a year ago.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.144.247.224||reg||14
Z||000006||GVR4_1221||01-03-2003||03:51 AM||mattfree99@yahoo.com||Well if they are crooks they have been getting away with it for a few years now! At least they say they can get Whiteline parts. I have yet to find anyone else except   <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mofugas.com/</A>   that may have some Whiteline bushings.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||63.227.101.105||reg||6
Z||000008||kartorium31||01-03-2003||02:11 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||All i know is that they got my stuff to me quick enough to where i didn't think twice.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.144.247.224||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001374.cgi
A||||10||Invader||Rear swaybar upgrade question||||1||
Z||000000||Invader||01-06-2003||07:03 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||Would a 1G AWD rear swaybar be worth the effort to install in my GVR4?<P>What are the factory GVR4 swaybar specs?  I had thought it was 19mm front and rear, but I've also read that the front is a 21mm??<P>1G AWD are supposedly 20mm front and rear, and I thought the rear would be a slight upgrade.  Would the font be worth it, or is the GVR4 a larger piece?  I've got a poly bushing kit to throw in with the swaybar...<P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000001||markrieb||01-07-2003||11:49 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Stock DSM and stock GVR-4 swaybars are the same size.  The rear DSM swaybar probably wont fit around the GVR-4 AWS pump on the rear diff.<P>Whiteline makes a set of 22mm front and rear bars specific for the GVR-4, and if you ask nice, there may be a couple of 24mm rear bars still out there.  RM also makes a 1g DSM bars that will fit the GVR-4.  I don't know if the ST bars fit the GVR-4.<P>If you are going to change the sway bars, use all new urethane bushings.  22mm front and rear is much better than stock, but I still think the car needs a bit more rear bar (24mm).<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000002||Romanova||01-09-2003||03:00 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Got a website for RM?<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000003||drew||01-09-2003||03:08 AM||drew@onelittlevoice.com|| <A HREF="http://www.rernetworking.com/rmdsm/stabilizerbars.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rernetworking.com/rmdsm/stabilizerbars.html</A> <P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000004||04DrBlur||01-09-2003||07:00 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Sorry to interupt the post but I have a Whiteline rear swaybar for my Galant that was supposed to be put on last weekend but I couldnt get the old one out with my 4WS.  Am I supposed to drop a cross member somewhere? Or just yank and pull till the sucker comes out?  The 4WS is coming out but I cant tackle it till it warms up a little bit.  Thanks Phil<P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||68.21.138.121||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||01-09-2003||07:04 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i did this a while ago, and i had a lift.  it was really easy, as i remember, i loosened up the rear diff carrier, and every part that i could get to drop down, and the bar came out and the new one went on real easy.  it was the front one that sucks big time.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||04DrBlur||01-09-2003||09:39 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net|| Thanks Ken.  <P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||68.21.138.121||reg||1
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||01-10-2003||11:38 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Ditto Kenn. I did mine on the ground, jacked the car up and dropped the entire rear subframe. Not al the way, but a long way. It only goes in/comes out one way so remember how you got it out for when you go to put it in. <P>I am running a 24mm Whiteline and agree with Mark, 22mmft/22mm rear is not good enough for proper balance. My 24mm REALLY makes the car neutral to slight over steer. Remember though that is not god more most drivers, esp when things get slippery (wet or gravel in a corner). Most people need a little understeer to be safe.<BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||01-14-2003||03:25 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||How does the car behave with just the 24mm RM rear?  I noticed that they don't sell the front bar for the 1gs.<P>------------------<BR>Joe<BR>1991 GVR-4 347/2000 R.I.P.<BR>1991 GVR-4 782/2000<BR>1991 GVR-4 955/2000<BR>1992 Laser AWD||63.146.62.141||reg||5
Z||000009||AWDpower||01-14-2003||09:39 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||Why doesn't anyone offer a front bar for a 1G or GVR4? I've heard it was due to clearance issues, or the weakness of the mounting points? <P>I'd like a good set of swaybars to help limit body roll, as I like the softer springs/ stiffer bars school of thought for street cars. <P>Our cars don't need huge rear sway bars to reduce understeer. If you need that huge rear bar to get the car to rotate, the car is set up wrong or you are driving it wrong. Just having a good alignment makes a world of difference, reduce the negative camber in the rear, add some in front. Tire pressures also have a big affect. My cars have mild suspensions, stock sway bars. Yet I have no trouble hanging the tail out. I recently autocrossed my GVR4 on the bone stock suspension. It was a test day, so on a couple runs I got the car so far sideways I was looking out the passenger window. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>My advice it to autocross the car a bit. You will learn where the car is really limiting you. Plus driving expirience will make you a lot faster then adding mods, and it's a lot cheaper. Then start adjusting the suspension. <P>Jason K.<P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.124||reg||1
Z||000010||RayH||01-15-2003||12:34 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by AWDpower:<BR><B>Why doesn't anyone offer a front bar for a 1G or GVR4? I've heard it was due to clearance issues, or the weakness of the mounting points?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Not sure if they're still available but about 8 years ago I got a pair of ARC hollow sway bars out of Japan for the GVR-4.  Not sure about the diameter but they were thicker than stock and they're light enough that you could hold one with one finger.  Not sure how they compare with the Whitelines.  The car will still roll a little but not much.<P>------------------<BR>||167.211.190.2||reg||1
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A||||32||suprflewus||Coilover development poll - long but please reply||||4
Z||000000||suprflewus||01-06-2003||09:52 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||Hello all.<P>     I am in the process of having custom coilovers produced to sell through my new company - A.R.C. Racing.  I felt that it would be nice to have some different coilover options available since the current options don't seem to meet most galant owner's needs/expectations - whether it be due to lack of performance, bad customer service, or (due to mofuga's closing) lack of availibility.<BR>     The current landscape of uprated shocks/springs or coilovers for the Galant VR-4 looks something like this (feel free to add any that i am missing):<P>KYB AGX & Whiteline spring - i personally wasnt happy with the performance of the AGX shock.  I dont think it is a quality piece, and for my usage, the adjustments were pretty much useless.  The more the compression was increased, the worse the rebound control became. I had the ground control/AGX combo on my car for awhile, and i liked the fitment/quality of the GC pieces, but the shocks could not handle stiff springs.<P>Tein HA - I hear good things about build quality and performance, but it still seems as though these shocks are not cutting it when it comes to rebound control.  I hear complaints of "bouncy-ness".  I personally dont want to spend $1200+ for a suspension that has poor rebound control... I really like the Tein pillow ball mounts w/ camber control though.  I have heard bad things about customer service due to the language barrier.<P>JIC FLT-A2/SF-1 - A board member recently purchased the SF-1's and wasn't really happy with the performance.  My buddy has the FLT-A2's on his Eclipse and likes them alot.  Currently probably the best option for car in terms of value/performance, but $1600 is sill alot for a mainly street suspension.<P>drummond 40mm/50mm - I don't know of anyone running either of these setups, but i am sure they are great.  The 50mm's have separate bump/rebound control which is really the only true way to get the ride you want, but they are ~$2600....way too much.  The 40mm's @$1600 with no camber plates and no adjustability is still steep imho.<P>     My plan is to sell 3 levels of performance coilovers:  Street, Street/Road Race, and Custom Rally/Roadrace.<P>Street:  Firm but plush ride utilizing lower spring rates for the daily driver/occasional racer crowd.  These will utilize stock upper plates.  <P>Street/Road Race:  Weekend warrior setup with firm spring rates utilizing helper springs for rattle/rebound help.  Sold with adjustable camber upper mounts.<P>Custom Rally/Road Race:  External resevoir, multi-way adjustable competition setup with customer chosen spring rates.  Pretty much made to order, but at a more attractive price than other full competition setups.<P>     What i need is feedback on what i am proposing to do here.  Any tweaks, changes, or special features people are looking for will help me make the final decision on what I will sell.  Any more feedback on spring rates, performance of personal setups, or general shock/spring theory will be noted and taken into consideration.<P>     What I would like to do is enlist the services of Ken Inn (if he so desires) to help me out with this project.  I think everyone agrees that Ken is probably the most active and one of the most knowledgeable members of this board.  He also looks out for fellow gvr4'ers, offering tool lending services and interesting BMW knowledge.  I have done business with Ken before and have even borrowed tools from him, and i'ts been nothing but a positive experience.  Ken also owns (or owned) a set of Tein HA's so he has some experience with uprated coilovers.  I am going to provide Ken a beta model of the street/strip coilovers for him to review and test.  From his feedback and the feedback of you guys, I will be able to come up with the final valving/spring rates to most closely match what most guys are looking for in a coilover setup.  If this is a success, then i will send a set of the street coilovers for someone else to test.<P>So what do you think Ken??  Texas is a good test bed i'm sure  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I look forward to coming up with gvr4 coilovers that fit most everyone's needs and budgets, but i can only do this with the help of you guys and girls...<P>thanks for the space,<BR>Dale<BR>A.R.C. Racing<P><BR>     <P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||4
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||01-07-2003||12:08 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||What is the approximate cost for your 3 stages?<P>Also is their a choice of custom spring rates or are we stuck with what you decide? <P>Is this going to be a straight rate single spring or one with a helper/tender spring for a slight progressive setup?<P>Will these be stock length struts or shortend struts or possibly inverted struts?<P>What kind of range of adjustment are you looking at as as most of the average users might not want a coilover with that many adjustments since there is more possibility of ruining your ride quality and handling then helping it?<P>Are pillow ball mounts included?<P>Is this going to be something where we will still need to get camber and caster kits to maintain some semblance of stock settings when lowered?<P>Don't mean to "grill" you here but I think most of us would rather see a well developed suspension set that's not adjustable or slightly adjustable on the shocks for a decent price (sub $600) than another set of coilovers that's almost half the cost of most of our cars currently.<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||207.220.129.96||reg||1
Z||000002||Lucky13||01-07-2003||09:02 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||Mprezyavr4 pretty much covered any questions I could come up with...   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||68.17.218.72||reg||1
Z||000003||markrieb||01-07-2003||11:54 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I'd also add Morris Dampers (http://www.morissdampers.com/) to your list.  They are making setups for the DSM's that should also fit our cars.  Some of the autox guys are already running them with good reports.<P>I'd also like to see some caster adjustment in the upper pillowball mount.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000004||suprflewus||01-07-2003||10:43 PM||suprflewus@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>What is the approximate cost for your 3 stages?<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>street:  ~$700.  utilizes stock upper mounts.<BR>street/roadrace: ~$1000 uses adjustable upper mounts (camber and/or caster)<BR>custom:  ~$1500.  uses abovementioned upper mounts and external/seperate resevoir shocks w/ custom spring rates.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Also is their a choice of custom spring rates or are we stuck with what you decide?<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>spring rates will be pretty much set for the street & street/roadrace models.  Custom will have options of course.  I am hoping to get the spring rates matched pretty well to what most people are looking for in terms of ride/handling.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Is this going to be a straight rate single spring or one with a helper/tender spring for a slight progressive setup?<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>the street coilovers will utilize a straight rate spring.  The street/roadrace coilovers will utilize a helper spring/progressive setup.  Custom will have options.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Will these be stock length struts or shortend struts or possibly inverted struts?<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>The struts will be shorter than stock.  Inversion is a possibility if there is enough demand.  Currently the coilover setup are not inverted.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>What kind of range of adjustment are you looking at as as most of the average users might not want a coilover with that many adjustments since there is more possibility of ruining your ride quality and handling then helping it?<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>These setups will not be externally adjustable.  I can't source out externally adjustable shocks that i feel are decent.  These shocks will be fully rebuildable, and therefore seperately adjustable internally for rebound/compression.  I am hoping to get the balance of rebound/compression right through beta testing. <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Are pillow ball mounts included?<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>See above.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Is this going to be something where we will still need to get camber and caster kits to maintain some semblance of stock settings when lowered?<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>camber (and possibly caster) will be adjustable with upper mounts in the front.  Rear camber will need to be addressed by using shortened control arms, camber correction bolts or bushings.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Don't mean to "grill" you here but I think most of us would rather see a well developed suspension set that's not adjustable or slightly adjustable on the shocks for a decent price (sub $600) than another set of coilovers that's almost half the cost of most of our cars currently.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>"grilling" is good.  It will help me bring to market something superior to what is currently available.  I am hoping through proper testing that my matched, coilovers w/o external adjustments will outperform anything for our cars in a similar price range.  Do you feel that $700 is too much if the above is true?  I feel that $700 would be a nice pricepoint for street coilovers.<P>thanks for the questions,<P>Dale<BR>A.R.C. Racing<P> <P><P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000005||suprflewus||01-07-2003||10:48 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||Well,<BR>Ken feels that he may not be a good candidate for testing, so, are there any other nominees?<BR>Mark Rieb?  Would you like to nominate yourself?<BR>anyone else have a good argument as to why they, or another board member would make a good test subject?<P>Thanks,<BR>Dale<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||01-07-2003||10:56 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Hey Dale.....I'm getting ready to sell the gc/agx setup I bought from you because I can get a killer deal through a buddy's shop on Tein HA's. He just became a dealer and I can get stuff for cost. I did love the setup I bought from you though. No complaints whatsoever. I just don't want to pass up a good deal. <P>I'll allow my gvr4 to be a test bed for you if you would like though. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000007||MPREZYAVR4||01-08-2003||12:05 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I am getting ready to get my GVR4 done for the autoX season here in San Diego that's starting here shortly. <P>Also i'm looking for a suspension (currently got the adjustable camber bolts and caster bushings and rear camber bushings)at the moment since the current previous owner decided that stock shocks and some Eclipse Eibach Sportlines were a great setup with stock bump stops. <P><BR>I've had some expierence with the DMS coilovers, KYB/AGX ground control, Tein, and Leda (which almost sounds like what your going to do as far as what you mention). Granted most of that was with the Imprezas but I also have access to a good alignment/corner weight person as well. <BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.182.80||reg||1
Z||000008||markrieb||01-08-2003||04:30 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I'd love to be the test bed, but my problem is field testing (other than my normal daily commute).<P>Work has been so busy this last year (I logged 700 hours of OT, including 3 months out of town) and doesn't look like it will let up any this next year.  I didn't even get to the autox track once this year.<P>In addition, we lost our local track.  The nearest autox track is 90 miles away.<P>For the baseline, I have the full Whiteline urethane bushing kit, including the caster bushings, Whiteline 22mm front and rear swaybars, KYB-AGX shocks, H&R springs (GVR-4 specific), Tein pillowball camber plates, front and rear strut tower bars.  On the street I run 16x7.5 wheels with 225/45/16 Kuhmo 712's, at the track I have some 17x7's with 235/40/17 Yoko A0032R's (new this year).<P>I am currently working on a 4-bolt LSD rear clip.  I will box the control arms, replace all the bushings with urethane bushings and install a 24mm RM swaybar.  I don't know when I'll get that mounted.  I am also thinking about making some Delrin bushings for the rear control arms to remove the passive rear steer since the hydraulics for the AWS will be removed.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000009||suprflewus||01-09-2003||08:17 AM||suprflewus@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>I am getting ready to get my GVR4 done for the autoX season here in San Diego that's starting here shortly. <BR>Also i'm looking for a suspension (currently got the adjustable camber bolts and caster bushings and rear camber bushings)at the moment since the current previous owner decided that stock shocks and some Eclipse Eibach Sportlines were a great setup with stock bump stops. <BR>I've had some expierence with the DMS coilovers, KYB/AGX ground control, Tein, and Leda (which almost sounds like what your going to do as far as what you mention). Granted most of that was with the Imprezas but I also have access to a good alignment/corner weight person as well.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>It seems as though MPREZYAVR4 will make a good candidate for some preliminary reviews/testing on the street/roadrace coilovers.  If anyone else thinks they, or someone else should be the test person, then speak up.  I would like to get the testing started soon.<P>thanks,<BR>Dale<BR>A.R.C. Racing<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000010||Romanova||01-09-2003||05:42 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Well, I have much autox experience in my Scirocco, and will be using #490 for autox duty this season. We usually run the local road course several times during the season. I also put down about 50-60 miles a day commuting... some of which ALWAYS fall in some nice, long, high-speed twisties. <BR>I can't give you the same feedback that Michael Schumacher would give you, but I can give you detailed impressions and I will put them through their paces...<P><P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||216.255.203.67||reg||1
Z||000011||MPREZYAVR4||01-09-2003||07:03 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Dale, <BR>Just let me know when you've made your final decision on who. I'm currently unemployed/house dad and can discuss this with you if you would like. My e-mail is MPREZYA555@hotmail.com and my AOL IM id is MPREZYA.<BR>Rich<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.35.202.58||reg||1
Z||000012||suprflewus||01-10-2003||09:49 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||Hello.<P>I am going to send the beta model to Mark Rieb first.  He said that he will do his best to give good feedback on the coilovers, and what will need adjusting for the production model.<P>When (if) a revised version is sent to mark, then i will see if we can work out a West Coast product review crew, whereby the other guys like romanova, turbowop, and mprezyavr4 will get a shot at testing them out if they so desire.<P>btw - are west-coasters the only people worried about turning well in a gvr4?  East and mid-west represent!<P>thanks,<BR>dale<BR>A.R.C. racing<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000013||Duc Hunter||01-10-2003||11:34 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I know I am late o the party. I had Ground Controls and KYB AGX's. I ran the stock spring weights, and tried a few others. I gave up on them and went with Whiteline springs on the same shock. If you search you should be able to find my old posts where I discussed the spring and my impression of them. I would be happy to give you any input I can since I spent a fair bit of time trying to get my car to handle/ride nice.<P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000014||turbowop||01-10-2003||12:43 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I'm only an hour away from Mark Rieb. I'll have to meet up with him to check out these coilovers when he gets them. You down for that Mark??<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||168.99.84.186||reg||1
Z||000015||Nate||01-10-2003||03:28 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Not that I'm much of a corner-turner, but one thing I'd like to mention is that a spring rate for a stock weight car isn't going to be optimal for a car that has been lightened.  I have identical H&R/AGX combos on my two Galants, the daily driver rides like a caddy and the maroon car rides like the shocks are welded since it's so much lighter.  How difficult would it be to get different spring rates for the street setup?<P>Keep in mind, coilover suspensions do have a place in straight-line racing.  :-)<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000016||suprflewus||01-10-2003||10:38 PM||suprflewus@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Not that I'm much of a corner-turner, but one thing I'd like to mention is that a spring rate for a stock weight car isn't going to be optimal for a car that has been lightened. I have identical H&R/AGX combos on my two Galants, the daily driver rides like a caddy and the maroon car rides like the shocks are welded since it's so much lighter. How difficult would it be to get different spring rates for the street setup?<BR>Keep in mind, coilover suspensions do have a place in straight-line racing. :-)<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>it won't be hard to get a different rate spring, but, since the shocks will not be externally adjustable, the compression/rebound rates will need to be changed internally (this is done with 'shim stacks').  I currently do not posess the equipment to re-valve shocks, but i may consider it if everyone is happy with the quality and performance of the coilovers.  If this is the case then i will be able to do many spring rates and also rebuild worn out shocks.  <P>I know JIC makes a 'drag spec' shock - since my car is mainly drag, maybe i will develop a few 'drag spec' sets.  I will probably need help with spring rates and valving here as well.  if you have any data that may help, send it along.  I think ATCO is open year round....maybe Nate can be the drag test guy.  My car wont be back together for a few months  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"><P>thanks for the feedback y'all<BR>Dale<BR>A.R.C. Racing<P><P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000017||Nate||01-11-2003||01:30 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||I'll have the trans back together on Monday for the Maroon Car.  As for how often I go to Atco.... let's just say I'd make out like a bandit if they offered a "season pass" like a ski resort.  :-)<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000018||markrieb||01-11-2003||06:56 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Mark P.<P>I'll let you know when they get here as I will probably have a big install fest and would welcom the help.  Got a bunch of things to do to the car, so I might as well do it all at once.<P>I'll start working on the new rear subframe in a couple of weeks.  I'll be gone on vacation for a week starting Tuesday.<P>Mark<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.235.244||reg||1
Z||000019||a_santos||01-11-2003||07:22 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I think that I am the best candidate to test your product. I live in Michigan and commute about 350+ miles per week in #352/2000. The roads here are the worst in the country, so the setup will for sure take a beating and really be tested. Next season I will auto-x, drag race, and rally my Galant in amateur rallies, in my way to getting a SCCA pro license so I can be a rally co-driver for Hellas Racing (www.hellasracing.com). <P>I believe that I can test your product in a variety of conditions, and give feedback accordingly. Where I live, the temperature ranges from 100 degrees with 90% humidity in the summer, to 0 degrees in the winter, with 3 feet of snow on the ground. The extreme temperature changes will test the damper's oil and it's characteristics, and how the whole system holds up. The salt they use on the road will also test the products durability. The feedback I provide will help you develop your product so that it satisfies your customers, no matter where they drive, or what they use their cars for. <P>My car is currently stock, but mods are coming fast. Having my car stock will help me better test your product. As I modify my car, I will constantly give you feedback describing how the suspension copes with the changes in peformance. <P>Thats the rundown. <P>Thanx<P> <BR>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green<P>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 01-11-2003).]<P>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 01-11-2003).]<p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 01-11-2003).]||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000020||Romanova||01-12-2003||01:32 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Mark and Mark,<BR>Let me know when you get together... I'll bomb down in #490 since the Tri-Cities are only 90 minutes from here...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||216.255.203.179||reg||1
Z||000021||silly4turbo||01-12-2003||02:01 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||I'm also in the market to replace my stock suspension within the next month or two, and I'm totallt interested in the coil over set up. Keep us all informed when this set-up becomes reality :-) <P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000022||kartorium31||01-12-2003||03:05 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Me three, me three!  I'll go to the tri-cities or somthin for a little get together.  Keep us posted.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.144.247.224||reg||1
Z||000023||Marcus||01-12-2003||05:18 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||Well, looks like everyone is up for replaceing their suspension.  It also looks like everyone is into racing quite a bit.  I want my car to ride like my IS300, which i think is perfect.  I currently run the AGX/H&R combo and I'm not really please with it.  I like the way my car looks, but it's  rough for my taste.  It looks as though you will have tons of candidates for the casual racer and the all out racer but not many people jumping at the street application.  <BR>     I live in KY, close to JON, road conditions vary as well as the weather.  I live out in the sticks and drive my car 500 miles a week.  <BR>     So if you feel like having me review and test the street setup, let me know.  I up for the adventure.  <BR>Marc<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000024||suprflewus||01-12-2003||07:04 PM||suprflewus@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Mark and Mark,<BR>Let me know when you get together... I'll bomb down in #490 since the Tri-Cities are only 90 minutes from here...<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>sounds great.  the more people to review the system and give feeback, the better.  I'm hoping that the beta models will be better than anything currently available in a given price range, and that the final models will be the best available for the gvr4.  <BR>I am hoping to be able to provide a drag-spec setup for Nate to try out at ATCO, and a street setup for one of the other board members interested in doing a little daily commute testing.<P>Thanks for all of the feedback,<BR>Dale<BR>A.R.C. Racing  <P>------------------<BR>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000025||VR6 Eater||01-12-2003||07:16 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I'd be interested in the street setup for testing or purchasing later on.  I need to replace my rear shocks and have been looking at coilovers for about a month.  Just need some cash flow.  I live in Wisconsin and commute to Illinios 5 days a week.  About 70 miles round trip every day.  Yeah just like everyone else we have it all.  Road construction in 10 places on the same road, finished rough ass roads, twisties, salt, and snow.  They're are some other people in the Chicagoland area that have different coilovers that could probably give better feedback than me though, if comparing to other brand is what you want.<P>When I do replace my stock suspension, I want something stiff since I don't really have the smoothest ride qualities with 17's anyway.  I just want to have more fun in the corners, but it has to perform well in the 1/4.  I don't plan on autocross or anything like that.<P>Just keep us posted as products come available.<P>------------------<BR>||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000026||Nate||01-13-2003||02:18 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Quoted from above:<P>"I am hoping to be able to provide a drag-spec setup for Nate to try out at ATCO, and a street setup for one of the other board members interested in doing a little daily commute testing."<P>Did I mention that I put about 35K miles a year on my daily driver GVR4?  ;-)  Seriously, I'd be more than willing to test, but my white car might not be the perfect test car since it always has a big sub box in the trunk and my toolbox, which are going to skew the weight of the car from a more stock vehicle.  I'll definitely get some testing time out the ones on the maroon car, though, Atco is open as of Jan 5th, and the trans will be finished within two days.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000027||Matt379||04-29-2003||03:38 PM||||Dale,<br /><br />Any update on the development of these coil overs?||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000028||suprflewus||04-29-2003||11:01 PM||||my main goal as of late has been to get my gvr4 back on the road.  It has been torn apart fo awhile, so i kinda put the coilovers on the back burner.<br />the problem that i ran into was keeping the price down when ordering.  The shipping ends on obtaining just a couple of sets makes them in the same price range as the JIC FLT-A2's.  I bought a set of Teins and really wasnt happy with the finish, weight, or the fact that the rear springs are pre-loaded.  I didnt even test them on the road.  I now have a set of FLT-A2's on the car and these things are really nice.  Finish is great, weigh close to 10lbs less than the Teins, plus the struts are inverted for even less unsprung weight.  The real test will be the handling - The A.R.C. coilovers will be a little more custom than the j.i.c's, but i am seriously having doubts that i will be able to match the JIC's if i can't beat them on price.  If the A.R.C's can be around $1200 with camber plates then i will move forward....if not, i dont think they are worth bringing to market.....unless of course the JIC's suck ass in the ride department.....im am already impressed though and the car hasnt moved  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />lates<br />dale||152.163.188.33||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000029||a_santos||04-29-2003||11:34 PM||||Do you have acces to a shock dyno? My friends at Morris Dampers tested the JIC coilover shocks for a 3000 gt VR4 and they where about as good as the stock shocks, not good. The springs were extremely stiff. This seems to be a reacuring trend to me, very stiff springs to compensate for poorly tuned shocks. If you want, I can arrange to have your shocks dyno tested as well. But I probably assume that you are about ready to put them on your can so you can drive it again. If you are interested though, please contact me by email. <br /><br />Thanx  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by suprflewus:<br /><strong> my main goal as of late has been to get my gvr4 back on the road.  It has been torn apart fo awhile, so i kinda put the coilovers on the back burner.<br />the problem that i ran into was keeping the price down when ordering.  The shipping ends on obtaining just a couple of sets makes them in the same price range as the JIC FLT-A2's.  I bought a set of Teins and really wasnt happy with the finish, weight, or the fact that the rear springs are pre-loaded.  I didnt even test them on the road.  I now have a set of FLT-A2's on the car and these things are really nice.  Finish is great, weigh close to 10lbs less than the Teins, plus the struts are inverted for even less unsprung weight.  The real test will be the handling - The A.R.C. coilovers will be a little more custom than the j.i.c's, but i am seriously having doubts that i will be able to match the JIC's if i can't beat them on price.  If the A.R.C's can be around $1200 with camber plates then i will move forward....if not, i dont think they are worth bringing to market.....unless of course the JIC's suck ass in the ride department.....im am already impressed though and the car hasnt moved   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />lates<br />dale </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000030||VTGVR4||04-30-2003||10:37 AM||||i use agx/stock springs. its "ok". i never wanted a harsh/aggressive ride feel. i feel like i want the opposite of everyone else, in that i can't stand a lowered car. <br /><br />my vr4 goes through mud and back roads that most suv-owners wouldnt even dare to go on. i'd like nothing more than to see an adjustable height set-up that can raise the car to 8 ~ 10" of ground clearance. (currently its 4 ~ 5")||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000031||1420mark||07-08-2003||01:30 PM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by markrieb:<br />I am currently working on a 4-bolt LSD rear clip.  I will box the control arms, replace all th<br />e with urethane bushings <br /><br />could you te;ll what boxing is and the hoped for result, my guess is reinforcement of bar and stronger linkage||24.175.9.140||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000032||markrieb||07-09-2003||10:48 AM||||If you look at the rear control arms, they are U or Omega shaped, thin stamped steel.  Boxing the arms means I'll cut a piece of thin steel and weld it to the arms such that the arm is a complete loop or tube.  This strengthens and stiffens the arms quite a bit.<br /><br />The boxing is mostly to take the unwanted flex out of the stock suspension and let the springs and shocks do their job.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
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A||||16||gvr4in||Ground Control Coilovers...universal?||||1
Z||000000||gvr4in||01-08-2003||05:15 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||are GC CoilOvers pretty much universal? Say I bought some for a talon, would they fit right? Im kinda clueless on this, any help?<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||01-08-2003||11:38 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||They'll fit, but the ride height won't be right. You'll need to get new springs.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||a_santos||01-15-2003||02:10 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Yes they are universal. The adjustability is 0-3" so you can have whatever ride height you want. Don't see why you would need new springs. Our cars also weigh about the same as 1g TEL's so the spring rates will be OK. <P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.146||reg||1
Z||000003||Nate||01-15-2003||05:39 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Okay, don't listen then.  ;-P<P>Seriously, try it.  You'll discover that one perch needs to be adjusted most of the way one way and the other needs to be adjusted the opposite way to get it to sit level.  Might I add that if I remember right, it sits pretty damn low like this.  Josh's Galant needed a lot of adjustment to sit level from front to rear, and when it was level, it was dumped.  Something about wrong length coils, since the rear of a Galant seems to be heavier.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||drew||01-15-2003||09:31 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||Yep. I had the same problem. That's how I know. caveat emptor.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000005||VR4coop||01-20-2003||10:12 PM||coop529@aol.com||The GC coilovers made for the Gvr4 will fit perfectly and not have this problem, am i correct or not?<P>------------------<BR>||24.218.140.125||reg||1
Z||000006||drew||01-20-2003||10:57 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||correct<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000007||VR4coop||01-21-2003||04:46 PM||coop529@aol.com||I am thinking of goin with kyb agx's all around with GC coilovers, I will be using 225/40/18 inch wheels. Has any had experience with low profile tires and GC's, if so how was the ride?<P>------------------<BR>||24.218.140.125||reg||1
Z||000008||DsmParts||01-21-2003||08:23 PM||sales@dsmparts.com||VR4coop --<P>I'm running Vr4 ground control, and KYB AGX on my galant #1859. One word describes the ride "stiff"! It rides stiff with my stock 15" wheels, and stiffer with my 17" inch wheels. If you do not like a stiff ride, I would not recommend this setup. It is nice here in Michigan to be able to raise your car up and down in the winter with this setup. <P>Thanks<BR>DSMpartsJustin<BR>#1859<P>------------------<BR>||24.213.14.2||reg||7
Z||000009||turbowop||01-21-2003||08:42 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I've got the same combo with 18" wheels. Stiff is a good description, but I love it.<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000010||VR4coop||01-21-2003||09:41 PM||coop529@aol.com||Well i  used to drive a 1984 Rabbit With AVO coilovers and 17's with 205 40's. Now that was stiff. haha. I think i should be able to handle this setup a little better. <P>------------------<BR>||24.218.140.125||reg||7
Z||000011||evol||01-22-2003||10:01 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Can't you order different spring rates though? I think you can. That would take care of the stiffness.<P>------------------<BR>evol<BR>#333/2000<BR>Feb 1 At the latest.||134.124.18.35||reg||1
Z||000012||Jose||01-30-2003||10:53 AM||||I have a Ground Control kit that I have not put in my car yet and the front and rear springs are the same size. They springs have different part numbers (front 69544/ rear 68179). Is this the right kit the box says 90-93 Galant.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000013||SD90GalantGSX||02-04-2003||02:24 AM||||I just ordered a set of GC coilovers.  I hope to get them in a couple days, they should be in the car by this weekend.  I wll let you know what I think of them.  I am taking out the dumb Eibach Prokits and putting GC coilovers on my AGX's.  Are the GC coilovers good quality?||205.188.193.151||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000014||Vr4in'||02-06-2003||09:22 PM||||who ever has lowered their galant,what company makes lowering springs or coil overs for my galant im getting kyb's pretty soon too.||65.32.217.164||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000015||drew||02-06-2003||10:11 PM||||use the forum search||65.184.77.145||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||watchdoc||02-06-2003||10:46 PM||||I have the GC/AGX combo.  When I first received the kit the springs they suggested dropped the car 1 1/2" from stock with the adjuster all the way up.  I called GC and they swapped the springs for longer ones. I believe they sent 7" springs and exchanged for 8" springs.  This allowed me to start at stock height and lower from there.  I don't feel it's too stiff at all.  I asked for "all around" spring rate.  I mostly wanted street performace with the occasional trip to autox or drag strip.  I have had no problems at all with ride quality, spring binding, or springs coming out of the seats.  I installed new bump stops during my install.  The adjusters and allen screws will freeze up on you but just spray them down WD40 or similar product and they'll free up.||207.9.129.122||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes



ubb/Forum2/001377.cgi
A||||14||suprflewus||Whiteline bushing part # WL016||||1
Z||000000||suprflewus||01-12-2003||07:19 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||Does anybody know the description for the Whiteline bushing part # WL016??<P>I am thinking it replaces the bushing that is in the 'clamp' that holds the rear of the front control arm to the frame.  Does anybody know for sure?<P>Has anybody replaced this bushing?  Are there any other comnpanies that make this bushing? <P>thanks,<BR>Dale<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||01-13-2003||02:37 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Energy suspension makes that bushing. I need the same one. If there is any play in that bushing, your alignment will be whack. You may also get vibration on the freeway. You will have to buy the kit though, which includes all of the bushings for the front control arms. You can purchase them at alamomotorports.com. Here is the direct link. <A HREF="http://www.alamomotorsports.com/products.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.alamomotorsports.com/products.html</A> <BR>It shows up as part number 5-3108, front end control arm bushing set. It is for a gen 1 eclipse, which has the same suspension as a GVR4, since the chasis are the same. It lists for $43.16 for the set, $51.11 with shiping. Make sure to lube the polyurathane bushing before putting it on, it can make some squeeking noises. I was going to order the whiteline bushing, but at $30 for their bushing, I would rather pay $50 and get all of the control arm bushings from energy. The whiteline bushings would also take a long time to deliver.<P>Hope this helps  <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.142||reg||1
Z||000002||suprflewus||01-13-2003||10:53 PM||suprflewus@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Hope this helps<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>immensely.<BR>thanks alot,<BR>dale<P>------------------<BR>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000003||Romanova||01-14-2003||03:03 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||What other bushings on that page can we use on our cars? Just curious...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000004||a_santos||01-15-2003||02:06 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||The galant is the father of the TEL line. I was introduced in 1987. Later in 1989, the TEL line was started, using the same chasis as the galant. So, in conclusion, any chasis and suspension parts for the TEL line can be used in our cars. 1g only. There are some parts that cannot be used, the rear sway bar from a tel will not fit, the struts and springs are shorter, but will fit, and brakelines are a little different. There are some other parts that cannot be used as well. Hope this clears things up. <P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.146||reg||1
Z||000005||drew||01-15-2003||09:32 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||Talon swaybars will fit. At least some of the aftermarket ones do, such as the RM Racing rear sway bar.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000006||suprflewus||01-15-2003||09:58 PM||suprflewus@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Energy suspension makes that bushing. I need the same one. If there is any play in that bushing, your alignment will be whack. You may also get vibration on the freeway. You will have to buy the kit though, which includes all of the bushings for the front control arms. You can purchase them at alamomotorports.com. Here is the direct link.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>we are talking about the bushing that is actually fit into the clamp itself, and not the large bushing that is on the control arm??<BR>I just want to make sure before i purchase this whole kit...<P>btw-if anybody needs the rest of the front control arm bushings, i will sell the rest of my energy suspension kit very cheap!<P>thanks <BR>Dale <P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000007||Romanova||01-16-2003||03:15 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Let me know what you have left over and I will take it!<BR><P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000008||a_santos||01-16-2003||05:25 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I am sure that bushing is included. Just to clear things up, you are talking about the bushing that is at the far rear end of the control arm, closest to the rear of the car. The control arm has a rod at the end that you slide the bushing over and the clamp secures it to the car. I recently replaced my control arm because I hit a LARGE curb and bent it in half. That bushing was old and hard and had started to crack around the edges. What I would like to know is if the kit comes with the stoppers that are on each side of the other bushing the control arm pivots on, the one that has a very long bolt through it. If you would be so kind as to inform me if it comes with those stoppers, I would greatly apreciate it. <P>Thanx   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by suprflewus:<BR><B> [QUOTE]Energy suspension makes that bushing. I need the same one. If there is any play in that bushing, your alignment will be whack. You may also get vibration on the freeway. You will have to buy the kit though, which includes all of the bushings for the front control arms. You can purchase them at alamomotorports.com. Here is the direct link.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>we are talking about the bushing that is actually fit into the clamp itself, and not the large bushing that is on the control arm??<BR>I just want to make sure before i purchase this whole kit...<P>btw-if anybody needs the rest of the front control arm bushings, i will sell the rest of my energy suspension kit very cheap!<P>thanks <BR>Dale <P></B>[/QUOTE]<P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000009||suprflewus||01-16-2003||06:17 PM||suprflewus@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>What I would like to know is if the kit comes with the stoppers that are on each side of the other bushing the control arm pivots on, the one that has a very long bolt through it. If you would be so kind as to inform me if it comes with those stoppers, I would greatly apreciate it.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>im confused now.  I am looking for the bushing that the long bolt goes through.....not the bushing that is a part of the control arm.....this bushing is a part of the clamp itself......is this made for our cars???<P>thanks<BR>dale <P>------------------<BR>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000010||a_santos||01-16-2003||10:01 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||That I don't know. Tomorrow I will talk to a friend of mine that just installed the energy suspension bushings on his 1g talon rally car, getting ready for sno drift, and will ask him if that bushing came in the kit. Then I will post again and let you know.  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by suprflewus:<BR><B> [QUOTE]What I would like to know is if the kit comes with the stoppers that are on each side of the other bushing the control arm pivots on, the one that has a very long bolt through it. If you would be so kind as to inform me if it comes with those stoppers, I would greatly apreciate it.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>im confused now.  I am looking for the bushing that the long bolt goes through.....not the bushing that is a part of the control arm.....this bushing is a part of the clamp itself......is this made for our cars???<P>thanks<BR>dale <P></B>[/QUOTE]<P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000011||a_santos||01-17-2003||04:15 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Suprflewus,<P>Yes that bushing comes in the kit. I just talked to my friend who just had the set installed in his rally car.<P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000012||suprflewus||01-27-2003||09:04 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||for anyone following this thread....<BR>the clamp bushing does NOT come in the energy suspension kit.  It only comes with the bushings that actually install into the control arms.<P>dale<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000013||a_santos||01-27-2003||10:29 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Dale,<P>Sorry for misleading you, I talked to a friend who got the kit and he said it came in it. I find it hard to know which bushing you are getting by the descriptions. Anyway, will you be using the kit, or will you sell it? If you are selling, assuming you already bought it, please let me know. <P>Thanx and sorry <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by suprflewus:<BR><B>for anyone following this thread....<BR>the clamp bushing does NOT come in the energy suspension kit.  It only comes with the bushings that actually install into the control arms.<P>dale<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000014||suprflewus||01-28-2003||05:30 PM||||i was going to send the kit back to Alamo, but if you want it i will sell it to you, or someone else from the board if its easier...<br /><br />let me know via email,<br />thanks<br />dale||205.188.209.7||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
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A||||4||AWDpower||Upper spring perch/mount, other questions||||1||
Z||000000||AWDpower||01-12-2003||07:57 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||I checked the archives, but coundn't find specific answers...<P>1)Is the upper spring perch/mount the same on a GVR4 and a TEL? I just got a set of AGX's and Eibach Pro kits off of a Talon. They are still fully assembled with the Talon upper mounts. It would be nice to be able to just swap the assemblies. <P>2)Is anyone else using this set up on a GVR4? I know that the rear springs are shorter the GVR4 specific springs. However, many GVR4s with lowering springs look raked, with the rear higher then the front. How lever would the GVR4 be with the Prokits? <P>3)I'm removing the rear wheel steering, and putting in an LSD 3-bolt rear. Is there anything different with the GVR4 rear suspension, other then the rack, that allows the rear wheels to be turned? Softer bushings? Or does the rack simply force the TEL passive rear toe control to become active? Other cars that have the RWS removed require a dummy rack (solid bar), would my GVR4 benefit if I fabricated one? Just pulling the rack doesn't make sense to me.<P>Jason Kertianis<BR>'90 Talon AWD<BR>'92 GVR4<BR>'96 Eclipse GSX <P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.166||reg||1
Z||000001||kartorium31||01-12-2003||08:28 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I currently have tel shocks with eibach springs.  ride hight is very nice(car is almost level).  I'm not sure about the spring perches/upper mounts being the same cause i bought them used off a gvr4.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.144.247.224||reg||1
Z||000002||drew||01-12-2003||08:58 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by AWDpower:<BR><B>I checked the archives, but coundn't find specific answers...<P>1)Is the upper spring perch/mount the same on a GVR4 and a TEL? I just got a set of AGX's and Eibach Pro kits off of a Talon. They are still fully assembled with the Talon upper mounts. It would be nice to be able to just swap the assemblies.</B><P>It's the same. <P><B>2)Is anyone else using this set up on a GVR4? I know that the rear springs are shorter the GVR4 specific springs. However, many GVR4s with lowering springs look raked, with the rear higher then the front. How lever would the GVR4 be with the Prokits? </B><P>The reason Galants look raked is because the rear arch is smaller than the front, much like the e36 BMW 3 series<P><B>3)I'm removing the rear wheel steering, and putting in an LSD 3-bolt rear. Is there anything different with the GVR4 rear suspension, other then the rack, that allows the rear wheels to be turned? Softer bushings? Or does the rack simply force the TEL passive rear toe control to become active? Other cars that have the RWS removed require a dummy rack (solid bar), would my GVR4 benefit if I fabricated one? Just pulling the rack doesn't make sense to me.</B><P>It is exactly the same. A dummy rack *should* be benificial, but most people don't bother with it. If you decide to make one, i think people may buy it. I'm in SF if you have any questions about the VR4s. Actually TC almost gave me your old tranny I think. BADSM represent!<P><B><BR>Jason Kertianis<BR>'90 Talon AWD<BR>'92 GVR4<BR>'96 Eclipse GSX <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000003||Nate||01-13-2003||02:20 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||If you remove the 4WS rack, the rear suspension will act exactly like a TEL does.  Rather than install a dummy rack, I'd be more likely to install a larger rear swaybar, but that's just my opinion.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||AWDpower||01-13-2003||07:19 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||Thanks guys, that's what I needed to know.<P><BR>Jason K.<P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.192||reg||1
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A||N||6||SD90GalantGSX||Suspension change-up...||||1||
Z||000000||SD90GalantGSX||01-18-2003||12:40 AM||burnscool@aol.com||Can you use FWD 1g Eclipse suspension in a Galant?  I was told by a very knowledgable person that you can use FWD but not AWD suspension in a Galant.  Has anyone ever tried this?  I want ot know before I waste money on some thing that won't work...Thanks<P>------------------<BR>90 Galant GSX w/ turbo 4G63...much to come...11's...||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||01-18-2003||01:50 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||You IIRC can use the FWD suspension but the rear will sag big time. You are much better off using the Eclipse GSX stuff from the 90-94 but those are still not made for our cars (if you do a search for posts by myself and Ken Inn we talk about the lentgh and other differences). The only GVR4 specific suspension springs is Whiteline, H&R (which are no longer made), Ground Control/coilover sleeves. There are no struts but there are coilovers like Tein, JIC, DMS, Noltec.<P>If you do use T/E/L AWD springs the H&R or Eibach Pro are the only ones that will lower the Galant @2-2.5" the Sportline Eibach lower it almost 4". This all depends on wether you use stock shocks or T/E/L struts (the strut spring mounts are different heights between the 2 cars even though the assemblies are mechanically interchangable).<BR>Check for those other threads and post here if you still need more info.<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.182.155||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-18-2003||12:11 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yo, didnt the gsx come with those self leveling or adjustable leveling stuff?  the galant vr4 AND the eclipse stuff may not work.  bmw's now come with self levelling rears, and edc(electronic dampening control) and i KNOW standard struts and shocks do NOT work without lots of different parts.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||01-18-2003||02:22 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||IIRC Ken it was the LS. At least the only 2 I've seen with the suspension pod are the LS.<P><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.182.192||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||01-18-2003||10:53 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I use to have a gsx and it didn't have the electronic suspension.  I think it was an option though.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.104.69.27||reg||1
Z||000005||RayH||01-20-2003||11:56 AM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||I believe the electronic suspensions were standard on the GS models.<P>------------------<BR>||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||01-20-2003||12:22 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||At least in the 91MY...  I've seen GS's without, guessing they were 89 or 90 model years.<P>I was of the opinion that the ECS would not fit/work on the VR-4, otherwise I wouldn't have sold my GS last week.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">  Although it is a really slick system, it is an achilles heel.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||12.247.128.70||reg||1
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A||||16||Louters91GVR4||Tein HA Coilovers???||||14
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||01-26-2003||02:28 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Anyone have this set-up??? If so how do you like it???<P>tom<P>------------------<BR>1991 Mitsubishi Galant VR-4 #1757/2000||24.208.133.45||reg||14
Z||000001||turbowop||01-26-2003||03:02 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Ken had a set and said he really liked them. I'm getting a set in a couple of weeks and will post my opinions. If interested I can get them for $1250 through a friends shop plus shipping.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-26-2003||04:48 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||peter flanagan has them now.  if you get them, you will need really good tires.  they will transform the car into a SERIOUS road racer.  when you first get them, they look so good, you wont want to put them on the car, cause they will get dirty.  i have had a lot of suspensions on different cars, this was the best.  the only thing i can think of that came even close was a koni suspension kit i put on my old 86 rabbit gti.  it was a gas shock/progressive spring kit, lowered the car, and it was like driving a go kart.  i got the same feeling with the tein's.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||01-26-2003||09:18 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||thanks for the info guys, i think my decision is made. i appreciate the info<P>tom<P>------------------<BR>1991 Mitsubishi Galant VR-4 #1757/2000||24.208.133.45||reg||12
Z||000004||Compressed||01-27-2003||07:56 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<BR><B>thanks for the info guys, i think my decision is made. i appreciate the info<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Umm, yeah.  I want a set too, have for a while.  I just didn't need to be reminded of it lol Just no way I can justify 1300 for suspension right now.  <P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561||64.24.106.76||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||01-27-2003||09:18 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I am so tempted... but the car does seem to handle pretty well at the moment. Too many projects.<P><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||Louters91GVR4||01-28-2003||02:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I am so tempted... but the car does seem to handle pretty well at the moment. Too many projects. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Come on Harry, they are calling your name.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000007||suprflewus||01-28-2003||05:37 PM||||I am going to buy a set of the Tein HA's to compare, or have someone else compare to the A.R.C. coilovers i am planning on selling.  I want to find out first hand how usable the external adjustments are on the Teins.  I want to be absolutely certain that the A.R.C. coilovers will be suitable for street & strip/track with no external adjustments.<br /><br />btw-i will be selling the test model of the A.R.C. coilovers and the Teins, so if anyone is in the market for nice coilovers, but at a used price, two sets will be available in the next couple of months.<br /><br />thanks,<br />dale<br />A.R.C. Racing||205.188.209.7||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000008||suprflewus||01-28-2003||05:58 PM||||well...<br />believe it or not, the test set of Teins (that i haven't even purchased yet) have already been accounted for.  Someone from the board will have first dibs on them.  If that falls through then i will offer them up for sale on this board....<br /><br />thanks,<br />Dale<br />A.R.C. Racing<br /><br />The Anti-Rice Consortium says:  "Leave the strobes in the clubs."||64.12.96.102||reg||12||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||01-28-2003||06:26 PM||||from what i remember, the teins were really nice.  they had these teeeny little knobs on top of each shock/strut, and each setting was a click stop.  you only had to turn it about 5 degrees.  from full hard to full soft, there was a very noticeable difference.  there is even an electric gizmo that lets you do this from inside the car.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||01-29-2003||03:22 AM||||Anyone have an idea how these compare to the Ground Controls (garbage I know) or the Whiteline Springs/Bushings/Swaybars?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000011||turboflanagan||01-29-2003||09:30 PM||||You had to bring this up, huh?  I can't enjoy mine because the trans is in about 500 pieces right now.<br /><br />I bought the Tein's from Ken and they are, well, were, absolutly beautiful.  They do get dirty quickly.  But that dosn't matter.  <br /><br />When I first put them on they were veeery stiff.  Then after a few days of driving they seemed to soften up a bit.  They were not as harsh on the same bumps that I had first noticed.  Speed bumps are pretty bad, and the speed mountains in front of my neighborhood are just a pain in the arse as going over them fast sucks and going slow sucks too.  But they suck in my Intrepid too.  <br /><br />Going fast is where the Teins will Really be enjoyed!  About a month ago (in between trans rebuilds) I was driving far too fast on a two lane "highway" that was pretty curvy and hilly and the faster I got the more I was loving the Teins.  Not even a hint of inability from them.  They just soaked up bumps and such, squatted back down and kept going.<br /><br />For just around town driving I think that the rears have a bit too much compression.  The rear end tends to, well, bounce with dips in the road.  I don't notice it with bumps but quick dips in the road cause a funny rear end bounce type feeling.||64.63.208.103||reg||8||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000012||suprflewus||01-29-2003||09:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For just around town driving I think that the rears have a bit too much compression. The rear end tends to, well, bounce with dips in the road. I don't notice it with bumps but quick dips in the road cause a funny rear end bounce type feeling. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">just out of curiosity, is your galant lightened in the rear at all?? anything removed such as spare tire, bumper, fuel tank, etc.??  I am curious if the bouncing that alot of us encounter is due to too strong of a spring rate, and not from a shock issue.  Nate mentioned that a lightened car will act differently to shock damping rates and spring rates.....the Teins were most likely tested on a stock weight car.  Just looking for some answers to help solve the bounce problem.  I don't think that we should have to pay $1300+ for a suspension that bounces....maybe i am wishful thinking though.....<br /><br />thanks,<br />dale||205.188.209.7||reg||9||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||01-29-2003||10:09 PM||||actually, what the "bounce" is, is because most of us have not driven a really full race car.  i had an opportunity to drive a formula ford on a race course several times in hawaii, and they are a lot like a large go kart, but the "bouncy" feeling is there.  this is the rear suspension reacting to all the bumps in the road.  a formula 1 car, or a indy car would give the same feeling.  the rear wheels want to stay in contact with the road at all times.  if you soften it up too much, you lose handling.  the car doesnt react as fast.  putting a larger rear anti sway bar on the rear gives back this type of control, larger anti sway bars and the teins make the galant really corner flat.  with better tires and rims, i bet the galant would pull at least a full g on a skidpad.  and slalom times would be wicked fast, especially if you had a modded motor.  to me, with the stock wheels and the michelin pilot tires, i felt like the cornering force was going to roll the tires off of the rims.  there is a nice curvy road by my house, and i was hitting corners at 60 where before at 50 i felt like the car was at the limit.  and what was really holding the car back was the tires.  when you get more power in the motor, you will also notice the car feels better balanced.  another 50+hp i think actually enhances the teins, and makes the car easier to drive fast.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||turboflanagan||01-29-2003||10:13 PM||||No lightening.  And add one 10" sub and mdf box.  Could easily be the spring rate and I don't know if they offer different rates.  It is dramatically reduced on the softest setting for the rear, but still present. <br /><br />Supr, the adjustments could only be easier if you didn't have to pop the hood and trunk and bend inside the trunk to reach the knobs.  What A Pain!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.63.208.103||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000015||number3||02-02-2003||10:36 PM||||Well Mark?||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||turbowop||02-02-2003||11:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Well Mark? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You gotta PM.....||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/001381.cgi
A||||1||Arty||urethane bushings do they squeak ?||||1||
Z||000000||Arty||01-27-2003||10:16 PM||||I have seen some manufacturers of bushings advertise that they use urethane which has graphite in it, this is claimed to self lubricate the bushing so they won't squeak ?<P>If you use the whiteline or other non-graphite bushings, are they noisey, does the initial greasing keep them quiet for many years ?<P>john.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||01-27-2003||10:31 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Yes they can squeak. My friend replaced all of the bushings on his civic, and it squeaked for a while after. Lube them before install them.  <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001382.cgi
A||||7||DookGVR4||Whiteline Springs||||1||||DookGVR4||00000632
Z||000000||DookGVR4||02-02-2003||02:35 PM||dook@adelphia.net||What is going to be the diffrence in overall ride....and possibly ride hight between...<br />WhiteLine Springs 20-30mm<br />And...<br />WhiteLine Springs standard<br /><br />They are both the same price...I was going to email the vendor but i figured you guys might knowmore about it.<br /><br />Thanks,Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||02-02-2003||04:02 PM||||I don't have whitelines, but I don't see why you shouldn't just get the lower ones.  Unless your roads are really crappy and the car is gonna scrape all over(would have to be pretty crappy roads).  Good struts are gonna make more of a difference in terms of ride quality, if you get just springs the car might want to bounce a lil.  I would think that the standard springs might ride a little better.||12.104.69.27||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||02-02-2003||07:36 PM||||Hey Dave,<br />  May I ask where you getting them from and how much?<br />Is it one of the dealer listed in this site?<br /><a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au/dealers_usa.htm" target="_blank">http://www.whiteline.com.au/dealers_usa.htm</a> <br />thanks||209.244.233.97||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||02-02-2003||08:09 PM||||Actually...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com" target="_blank">Dsm Parts</a> <br /><br />Carries the full line now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||02-03-2003||11:00 AM||||kewl!<br />I guess ur going with the whiteline only because I've seen u post on a couple of H&R thread.<br /><br />gulp $239<br />Does anybody else know where to get these cheaper or is that how much they really go for?<br /><br />Maybe Justin (DSMParts) can give us a discount.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000005||DookGVR4||02-03-2003||12:49 PM||||Well i am kinda sitting back waiting....hoping that someone/anyone will sell me their H&R setup...<br /><br />That to me looks the best with the least amount of fuss and relatively good performing setup.<br /><br />If all else fails then whiteline would be my next choice....<br /><br />I did a search on suspension last night and i came accross one of your threads stating that the Rear End of the car sits lower than the front with Whitelines:confused:.<br /><br />And there was some "new set" that supposedly corrected this, You also mentioned some spring rates.<br /><br />I am just wondering what the diffrence is between the 20-30mm   and the "standard"<br /><br />Thanks,Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000006||GVR4ZUM||02-03-2003||01:18 PM||||I think u have mistaken me for somebody else.<br />Do you remember which posts.<br />Anyway, too bad <a href="http://www.howbarmotorsports.com" target="_blank">http://www.howbarmotorsports.com</a> doesn't sell H&R anymore. Cheaper price too.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000007||DookGVR4||02-03-2003||07:35 PM||||Must be...Name looks very simalar to the poster i was referring to then...<br /><br />I just came accross another website that states that the 20-30mm is in regard to drop and that the "standard" gives you a near stock ride hight.<br /><br />I wonder if they corrected the problem where they dont lower the front end enough...<br /><br />Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes



ubb/Forum2/001383.cgi
A||||9||SD90GalantGSX||Best springs for Galants?||||5||||SD90GalantGSX||00000649
Z||000000||SD90GalantGSX||02-03-2003||01:55 AM||burnscool@aol.com||I just installed AGX shocks and Eibach Prokit springs on my 90 Galant GSX.  The front looks great but the back is too low to my liking.  I think I should get new springs to fix the problem.  The suspension was for a 1g AWD Eclipse that I put on the car today.  I am not sure what springs to get for the car...I DON'T want a really low car, just some thing to lower it about 1 inch.  Any help would be appreciated, thanks.||152.163.213.182||reg||5||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||02-03-2003||02:21 AM||||The only springs specific to the galant that are still made are the whiteline. Plan on atleast a 7+ week wait on them from when you order. If you can there is the H&R but those used to give the cars front end a "raked" look. I've been either contemplating the H&R GSX springs or the Eibach pro kit or just going all out on coilovers. <br />There are Blistein shocks from the UK apparently that are GVR4 specific and you can get them that will also help with how the car sits since any shocks avaiable are made for the T/E/L .  The part no's are on this site for those apparently they are pretty stiff and pretty good "much better than stock". That's pretty much your options though there are IIRC 2 other companies that make springs for the GVR4 that don't reply to e-mail in Austraillia. If you get a chance I want a ride in your car for the suspension and get a feel for it since I don't think I can make the 14th.<br />Rich||207.220.129.29||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||02-03-2003||08:05 AM||||I would order a Ground Control coilver kit. They make one specific for our cars and if you want you can order custom spring rates.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-03-2003||09:33 AM||||fyi, bilstein had like 12 sets of the vr4 shocks in stock here in the us.  this was as of about 4 months ago.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||SD90GalantGSX||02-03-2003||04:48 PM||||Where can I order GC coilover and how much do they cost? I think I saw some thing on here about $250 for GC coilover. Also, how much do the Whiteline springs lower the car, i'm looking for lowering the car about an inch to 1.5 inch.  Thanks||152.163.206.191||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||02-03-2003||08:14 PM||||I recently put the AGX/ Eibach set up from a TEL on my VR4. I'm very happy with the result. At first it was a little un-even, but it is nice and level now that the suspension is settled. It looks low, and I was worried at first that it was too low. But it doesn't drive like it's too low (no scraping driveways or bottoming) so I'm happy. It looks good, and handles much better.<br /><br />Jason K.||67.192.100.237||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||02-03-2003||11:26 PM||||You can get it from dsmparts.com <br />The guy incharged of sales has a vr4 and is on this board, user name dsmparts. His name is Justin and he could probably give you a price break on  the coilovers. These coilovers are slip-ons not true coilovers and run about $380 for the set.    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SD90GalantGSX:<br /><strong> Where can I order GC coilover and how much do they cost? I think I saw some thing on here about $250 for GC coilover. Also, how much do the Whiteline springs lower the car, i'm looking for lowering the car about an inch to 1.5 inch.  Thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||SD90GalantGSX||02-04-2003||02:21 AM||||I just ordered GC coil overs, thanks for your info everyone!!!||205.188.193.151||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000008||watchdoc||02-06-2003||08:36 PM||||I have the GC/AGX setup myself.  I really like it.  I ordered straight from GC and it was $400 shipped to me.  My only problem was the first set of springs were too short.  I wanted to have from stock ride height and lower a couple inches from there if needed.  The first set of springs they sent dropped the car about 1 1/2" with the adjuster all the way up.  They gladly swapped the springs and now I have the setup I wanted.||65.179.112.33||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000009||SD90GalantGSX||02-06-2003||09:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by watchdoc:<br /><strong> I have the GC/AGX setup myself.  I really like it.  I ordered straight from GC and it was $400 shipped to me.  My only problem was the first set of springs were too short.  I wanted to have from stock ride height and lower a couple inches from there if needed.  The first set of springs they sent dropped the car about 1 1/2" with the adjuster all the way up.  They gladly swapped the springs and now I have the setup I wanted. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are they supposed to drop at least 1.5 inch at the least?  I need to raise my end up because I scrap my exhaust all the time and I don't want a rice rocket(really low car)....thanks||64.12.102.54||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes



ubb/Forum2/001384.cgi
A||||11||meshwork||Best 195/60/R15 tire?||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||02-03-2003||02:28 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I want to keep the stock rims, but the tires on there are starting to get cracks in them. In your opinion, what is the best 195/60/15 tire I could get? I'm looking for highway, twisty backroads, and good wet weather tires. <br /><br />Thanks,<br />Ryan||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||02-03-2003||02:54 PM||||Depending on weather my ultimate suggestion for a dry/slight wet tire is the Falken Azenis you just have to keep in mind as they wear down they lose their wet performance (they are a close variant to Falkens Wet track tire). The price can't be beat also.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.discounttiredirect.com/dtd/findTireDetail.do?step=details&source=brand&index=0&productCodeIndex=28640" target="_blank">http://www.discounttiredirect.com/dtd/findTireDetail.do?step=details&source=brand&index=0&productCodeIndex=28640</a><br /><br />For all weather the Dunlop SP5000 are awesome. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.discounttiredirect.com/dtd/findTireDetail.do?step=details&source=brand&index=1&productCodeIndex=28602" target="_blank">http://www.discounttiredirect.com/dtd/findTireDetail.do?step=details&source=brand&index=1&productCodeIndex=28602</a><br />Dunlop SP8000 are a great Dry and decent wet. <br /><a href="http://www.discounttiredirect.com/dtd/findTireDetail.do?step=details&source=brand&index=0&productCodeIndex=28122" target="_blank">http://www.discounttiredirect.com/dtd/findTireDetail.do?step=details&source=brand&index=0&productCodeIndex=28122</a><br /><br />Dunlop SP9000 are a great wet and dry tire.  <br /><a href="http://www.discounttiredirect.com/dtd/findTireDetail.do?step=details&source=brand&index=1&productCodeIndex=28449" target="_blank">http://www.discounttiredirect.com/dtd/findTireDetail.do?step=details&source=brand&index=1&productCodeIndex=28449</a><br /><br />Ditto for the S0-2 Bridgestones. <br /><br />The Kumho 712's are decent all around except snow.<br /><br /><br />I've personally used the SP8000's and 9000's , Kumho 712's and currently the Azenis on my cars.<br />Rich||199.35.202.29||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||02-03-2003||03:18 PM||||I have limited experience with a variety, but I'd have to say, I did like my Eagle HP's in that same size.  Living with all the elements here in Iowa, they were super for an all season, all around tire for me.  These Kuhmo Supras I have now ( 225/45R16)suck in the snow! and don't seem to have any better grip on hard pavement.||167.142.22.107||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||02-03-2003||03:26 PM||||Yokohama AVS Intermediate. These are the stickiest tires you can buy that still perform in the wet, and they are not even $50 a piece. <br /><a href="http://www.tirerack.com/tires/tires.jsp?tireMake=Yokohama&tireModel=AVS+Intermediate&vehicleSearch=false&partnum=96VR5I" target="_blank">http://www.tirerack.com/tires/tires.jsp?tireMake=Yokohama&tireModel=AVS+Intermediate&vehicleSearch=false&partnum=96VR5I</a><br /><br />I wich I had the money right know to buy them. It sucks beeing a college student.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||198.111.38.128||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||talontsi||02-03-2003||03:38 PM||||I have the Falken Azenis and I cut a few 1.8 60's at the track not launching hard.<br /><br />I like them a lot, no wet weather really to test them with lately.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||02-03-2003||04:28 PM||||So my first choice is going to be the Falken Azenis, followed by the Dunlop SP9000. <br /><br />Any other suggestions? How do the Falkens wear? I had a set on 18" wheels back when I had my Avenger, and they hardly lasted 8 months.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||02-03-2003||04:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Yokohama AVS Intermediate. These are the stickiest tires you can buy that still perform in the wet, and they are not even $50 a piece. <br /> <a href="http://www.tirerack.com/tires/tires.jsp?tireMake=Yokohama&tireModel=AVS+Intermediate&vehicleSearch=false&partnum=96VR5I" target="_blank">http://www.tirerack.com/tires/tires.jsp?tireMake=Yokohama&tireModel=AVS+Intermediate&vehicleSearch=false&partnum=96VR5I</a> <br /><br />I wich I had the money right know to buy them. It sucks beeing a college student.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This was going to be my other reccommendation (my comp crashed after my post) for a great dry tire and they are cheap and almost as sticky as the Azenis.||199.183.182.22||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||02-03-2003||04:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> So my first choice is going to be the Falken Azenis, followed by the Dunlop SP9000. <br /><br />Any other suggestions? How do the Falkens wear? I had a set on 18" wheels back when I had my Avenger, and they hardly lasted 8 months. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My 205/55/16's have held up for almost 10k mi and I still have half tread at least left. I doubt I'm a rare case but I haven't had a chance to take them to the track or autoX.||199.183.182.22||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||meshwork||02-03-2003||07:25 PM||||How do you guys feel about going with a 215/45 tire instead of the stock size? I know it'll throw my speedo off, but only by about 5 mph from 45mph to 90mph.||151.199.244.43||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||02-03-2003||11:41 PM||||You will get eccessive tire roll with that size and it will compromise handling. </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> How do you guys feel about going with a 215/45 tire instead of the stock size? I know it'll throw my speedo off, but only by about 5 mph from 45mph to 90mph. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||Martin Chilcote||02-04-2003||08:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Yokohama AVS Intermediate. These are the stickiest tires you can buy that still perform in the wet, and they are not even $50 a piece    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think this tire has been discontinued, what's still around is selling for bargin prices.||12.110.136.93||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000011||smokindav||02-04-2003||11:30 PM||||My theory on hi-perf street tires is to run what the guys in autocross are running (the guys who are winning that is).  Falken Azensis it is!<br /><br />Later,<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.87.72||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum2/001385.cgi
A||||24||Compressed||Whiteline stuff||||1||||Compressed||00000566
Z||000000||Compressed||02-04-2003||03:04 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||So now that <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/whiteline_galant_vr4.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/whiteline_galant_vr4.htm</a> is carrying whiteline stuff I wondered if we should try to ask them for a whiteline groupbuy as means of an introduction.  Cant hurt to see if they will do it.  <br />I want to guage interest, post here if you would be interested, and/or what you might want.<br /><br />I know I want to get <br />-Rear 22mm sway bar.<br />-Some bushings, caster etc.<br />-strut braces.<br />-front and rear endlinks.<br />-maybe springs, maybe.  I really want a nice c/o setup.||64.24.106.49||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-04-2003||03:13 PM||||I'd be interested in misc. bushings and rear endlinks...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||02-04-2003||03:18 PM||||I might get in on some sway bars and stb.  Maybe some bushings too.  Looks like I gave uncle a big interest free loan this year.  May have some go-faster money soon.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||GVR4ZUM||02-04-2003||03:45 PM||||I'd be interested in whiteline springs.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000004||mitsuvr4||02-04-2003||04:55 PM||||I'd be interested in 22mm rear bar (do they have an adjustable one?)<br /><br />Maybe some bushings and strut tower braces?||134.29.246.249||reg||14||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||02-04-2003||07:18 PM||||The guy incharge of sales owns a VR4 and is on this forum. You guys should contact him, his username is DsmParts. His name is Justin, email is sales@dsmparts.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||02-04-2003||09:09 PM||||Does Whiteline still make the 24mm adj bar, I know someone made a 24mm?  I want it when i get one, but haven't seen it on any sites including the whiteline site.||12.104.69.27||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000007||DookGVR4||02-04-2003||10:51 PM||||there is a 24mm listed....dunno if it is adj. or not||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000008||kartorium31||02-04-2003||11:04 PM||||There is a 24 on the Whiteline site or the dsmparts site?  I can't find it on the dsm parts site, nor on the Whiteline, but the Whiteline site is kinda hard to navigate and i hate dealing with pdf's.||12.104.69.27||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000009||DookGVR4||02-04-2003||11:38 PM||||Bad info on my part....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I thought dsmparts sold 22's and 24's<br /><br />They only sell 20's and 22's||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000010||Lucky13||02-05-2003||12:00 AM||||A full bushing set would be great.<br /><br />91' GVR-4 #1758/2000||68.158.235.169||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000011||Marcus||02-05-2003||11:30 AM||||I'd like the full bushing set also, just use what i want and save what i don't use.  Perhaps the things i don't use will come in handy for me or a fellow gvr4 owner in the future.<br />Marc||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000012||Compressed||02-06-2003||01:45 PM||||I just sent an email to dsmparts about them doing this groupbuy.  Hopefully they will be into it, I think we have quite a few people interested.  Continue to post if interested.  I will post here as soon as I hear word about this happening or not.||64.24.106.187||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000013||DsmParts||02-10-2003||10:53 PM||||Hi Friends,<br /><br /><br />We should have our first of many shipments of whiteline here in about 2-4 weeks.. We can for sure offer group buys for the Vr4 owners, please post on here what items are wanted for the group buy and we can stock up accordingly. I will check back here as much as I can, if anybody has any questions email me. We are looking forward to supplying all your whiteline needs..<br /><br /><br />Thanks for the Space<br />Justin<br />#1859 Vr4<br /><br />Sales@DSMparts.com||24.213.14.2||reg||1||DsmParts||00000660||yes
Z||000014||silly4turbo||02-10-2003||11:19 PM||||I'd could use springs, a bushing set and sway bar and end links ... I'd be interested in some kind of group buy ... would we all have to agree on what we wanted to get ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||02-10-2003||11:22 PM||||Bushing set. (all)||65.43.115.162||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||16GVR4||02-11-2003||01:28 AM||||A full bushing set, except for the front caster bushings. Already got em.||64.166.22.108||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000017||Duc Hunter||02-11-2003||02:29 PM||||I believe I got the last 24mm out of whiteline in AU. Sorry guys. It is non-adjustable and requires modifying the mounting. It was not too easy to put in but WOW! The car is very neutral now.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000018||Tondar||02-14-2003||10:53 PM||||complete bushing set (all of them)<br />sway bars<br />strut bars||68.41.153.183||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000019||SLO GVR 4||02-15-2003||02:59 AM||||I would be interested in sway bars.||12.251.143.220||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000020||GVR4ZUM||03-03-2003||01:21 PM||||Justin (DsmParts)<br /> Any update on the group buy?||24.56.134.194||reg||5||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000021||GVR-4||03-03-2003||01:52 PM||||Do they sell bumpstops?<br /><br />dp||68.155.59.170||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000022||Duc Hunter||03-03-2003||02:04 PM||||DSM Parts, Complete bushing kit minus the ft castor correcting bushings I already own.  <br /><br />Everyone else. I have the castor bushings, 22mm ft bar, 24mm rear bar, springs, Strut tower bars, their sport alignment setting, their ft camber bolts (not strut tops but eccentric bolts where the strut bolts to the upright)..... My car has be setup like this for well over a year and I can vouch for their quality, the smooth ride etc.||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000023||DsmParts||03-04-2003||07:27 PM||||Hi Friends,<br /><br /><br />About 1-2 weeks until the boat arrives in the USA, with our whiteline order. We will be running a sale for you guys on galantvr4.org the same day we get in stock. Pricing and details will be posted on our site, when our shipment arrives here�.<br /><br />We will be overstocking our inventory in the future, so there is no down-time in between shipments of whiteline. If you go to our website in the whiteline section, you can check the status of what is in stock. If anybody has any questions or concerns feel free to contact me. I�m in the office 12-8pm eastern Mon-Fri<br /><br /><br />Thanks for the space,<br /><br />Justin<br />Vr4 #1859<br /><br />Sales@DSMparts.com||24.213.14.2||reg||1||DsmParts||00000660||yes
Z||000024||Jose||03-04-2003||08:39 PM||||Front and rear strut bars and sway bars for me.<br />Jose...||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum2/001386.cgi
A||||2||Oztek||Noltec Bushings||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||02-05-2003||08:39 AM||aehlert@oztek.us||Hey guys!  <br /><br />If you are looking for other bushing options for our cars, check out my website.  I'm importing bushings from Noltec.  Mofugas Rob, worked with Noltec to get a complete set of bushings for the Galant VR4.  I've got some in stock right now and am going to be placing an order in the next week.  So, if you'd like to get some just let me know.<br /><br />If there is enough interest, I would be happy to run a group purchase for you guys.<br /><br />The website is <a href="http://www.oztek.us" target="_blank">www.oztek.us</a>.  Just look under the catalog.  It's got more bushings than you could ever imagine.||65.203.84.131||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||Lucky13||02-06-2003||07:41 AM||||There was some interest in a complete Whiteline bushing set in in another thread. Perhaps if you could come up with a group buy on a complete Noltec set for a decent price....<br /><br />91'#1758/2000||68.155.176.155||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000002||Oztek||02-11-2003||08:37 PM||||I've got no problem with running a group buy with you guys.<br /><br />I'd even be willing to open up my full catalog to you guys.<br /><br />Maybe we could work out a mix and match deal with DSM Parts.||67.38.9.188||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum2/001387.cgi
A||||4||turboflanagan||Mark Rieb's wheel fitment guide||||5||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||02-05-2003||03:52 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Can we get Mark's guide linked or hosted on our board?  It would be great in Jon's new HOW TO section.||65.114.37.193||reg||5||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||Jon||02-05-2003||04:23 PM||||It is in the How To section now.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||02-05-2003||08:08 PM||||I saw that one, but I was looking for the one that was on the Mofugas site with the suggested sizes and what did fit and didn't or probably wouldn't fit.  I think that Mark said recently that he was working on an update for it.||64.63.210.168||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||02-08-2003||11:41 AM||||Give me a couple of days to check for new tire sizes and I'll send it to Jon for posting.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||02-08-2003||12:23 PM||||SwEEt!  Thanks Mark.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/001981.cgi
A||||7||gvr4tunr||vpc vs. s-afc||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||04-02-2003||03:21 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||is it possible to use only the s-afc and remove the stock mas? or is that only done with the vpc?<br /><br />chris||150.216.130.184||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||04-02-2003||03:35 PM||||The only way to remove your stock MAS is to buy a VPC or a  <a href="http://www.ramchargers.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/CategoryDisplay?cgrfnbr=29841&cgmenbr=541&cat1=29839&cat2=29840" target="_blank">Ramchargers MAF translator</a> . The translator will alow you to run a GM 3" or 3.5" hotwire MAF. They flow copious amounts of air, way more then we would need. You can also tune with the translator, so there is no need for a SAFC.||198.111.38.121||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-02-2003||08:13 PM||||Or get a 2G MAS.  (hey, c'mon, you ARE removing the STOCK MAS...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||04-03-2003||11:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4tunr:<br /><strong> is it possible to use only the s-afc and remove the stock mas? or is that only done with the vpc?<br /><br />chris </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would have been a nice feature, but Apexi didn't include any kind of sensor conversion in the AFC. You MUST supply the AFC with Karman frequencies, because that is what the ECU wants to see, and the AFC won't convert any other kind of sensor, MAP or hotwire, to Karman.||67.34.209.188||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||gvr4tunr||04-10-2003||12:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Or get a 2G MAS </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it isn't just as simple as that, is it?||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||04-10-2003||03:26 PM||||no. 2g alone, and you will be running so lean.. that it just won't run right i all. so you need to feul it up a bit. so you need 550 cc injectors. and it will run but not like it should (i beleive it will be "pig" rich) so you need to get an s-afc and then your set.  the 2g mas out flows the 1g i think by 20%.  jeff has experienc with this (and a nice set up i might add) so if i miss something, well i'm sorry. but thats the story on the whole s-afc thing. <br /><br />personally i think i will be going with a mas translater, the 3 inch. its supposed to have good reviews and be easy to set up. the downside, you've got to pop the hood to tune, but come on, thats not so bad is it?<br /><br />hope i helped||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||04-10-2003||04:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong>  the downside, you've got to pop the hood to tune, but come on, thats not so bad is it?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, I've seen several guys who have extended the wires and moved the translator inside the car where they can tune it. It would be a lot more convenient.||68.211.229.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-10-2003||11:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> no. 2g alone, and you will be running so lean.. that it just won't run right i all. so you need to feul it up a bit. so you need 550 cc injectors. and it will run but not like it should (i beleive it will be "pig" rich) so you need to get an s-afc and then your set.  the 2g mas out flows the 1g i think by 20%.  jeff has experienc with this (and a nice set up i might add) so if i miss something, well i'm sorry. but thats the story on the whole s-afc thing. <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Umm... no.  I have a 2G MAS on my car w/the stock 450's and it runs fine.  It takes ever so slightly longer to start now (too much air is entering the engine, so a bit of fuel has to pool before it can ignite and then run off the 02 sensor) and I can't boost more than 7psi w/out knocking, but runs absolutely fine.  In fact, I think it runs better than it ever did w/the stock MAS.  The SAFC isn't hooked up, so it's using stock fuel maps.  The only fuel mod is a rewired Denso 190 pump.<br /><br />I did get some 550's to put in, but broke a bolt off in the head when installing them (d'oh!!) so haven't been able to test that setup yet.  However, it should work even better than now, and not be pig rich.  The 550's flow about 22% more fuel than stockers, so they're almost a perfect match for the 2G MAS.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/001982.cgi
A||||15||1quickvr4||Cusco Roll Bar||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||04-02-2003||05:34 PM||caspa69@juno.com||I was looking at the Cusco Roll Bar so I would have a place to mount my harness. I know that it wont be a bolt in fit with the sunroof, Does any body know of what would need to be done for it to clear it or have any install pics/specs?||209.246.131.222||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||04-02-2003||05:54 PM||||who sells any cusco stuff here ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-02-2003||08:01 PM||||Try this.  Amazing what Google can do.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.rcdevelopments.com/manufacturers/cusco/roll-cage.html" target="_blank">http://www.rcdevelopments.com/manufacturers/cusco/roll-cage.html</a>||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||joec||04-02-2003||10:43 PM||||<a href="http://www.machiii.net/machiii/html/suspension/cusco/cusco_1.html" target="_blank">http://www.machiii.net/machiii/html/suspension/cusco/cusco_1.html</a>||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||04-04-2003||10:17 AM||||Here's my tip: I anchored a Simpson H-style shoulder harness to the stock threaded holes that are used for the rear lap belts. I got a Simpson EYE-bolt mounting kit and their eye-bolts are the same thread as the stock GVR4. I was able to also bolt the rear lap belts back in with the eye-bolt.  The shoulder harness angle is SCCA legal for autocross.<br /><br />This way, I can snap in my racing harness for track events, otherwise all is hidden by the seat bottom for stealth.  <br /><br />Also, this works for the outboard front lap belt mount. The inboard lap belt mount and anti-sub belt mount(s) need to be drilled thru floorpan.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||UndergroundVR-4||04-05-2003||11:12 AM||||A roll cage,  just to mount harnesses?   <img src="http://forums.off-topic.net/images/smilies/ugh2.gif" alt=" - " />||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||04-05-2003||03:45 PM||||I was planning on using it for that purpose but also for a little bit of saftey and chasis stiffness. This cage would never be legal for and Drag events becpouse of the funny angles the tubing goes and probley some other things.||65.56.125.179||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||dsmsleeper||04-07-2003||10:27 AM||||Here's a reason to get a roll cage:<br /><br />    <img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/347/3.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/347/6.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/347/8.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/347/9.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||2||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||04-07-2003||11:39 PM||||Holy crap!!  Is that your car?  What happened?||134.10.23.206||reg||4||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||04-07-2003||11:42 PM||||Hit and run in the parking lot, eh?||64.109.166.191||reg||9||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||dsmsleeper||04-09-2003||11:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Holy crap!!  Is that your car?  What happened? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, that was my first vr-4 (347/2000) (about 5 years ago).  The car was on the roof when I crawled out of the window.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000011||mofugas||04-10-2003||08:16 AM||||I would like to know if anyone has had any experience with these roll bars...the price is kinda hard to beat!||63.174.44.8||reg||4||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000012||UndergroundVR-4||04-10-2003||10:17 PM||||The price is hard to beat?  These are a bit pricey from what I hear,  in terms of roll bars.  Am I missing something or do all of the Cusco designs NOT have the crossbars going across either door?  Where the swingouts would/could be.||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000013||mofugas||04-11-2003||04:48 PM||||I would like to see where you can get a powder coated roll bar, made specifically for our cars, for under $400.  Let me know, cause I'll buy one tomorrow!||63.174.44.55||reg||1||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||04-11-2003||07:03 PM||||rob, do you need my address to send the money to?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000015||bob in chicago||04-12-2003||07:39 AM||||Rob, are you planning something nasty with your GVR4 that you need a rollbar?||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/001983.cgi
A||||2||mikey||long fuel pump||||1||||mikey||00000063
Z||000000||mikey||04-02-2003||06:09 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Okay so the fuel pump I have (Denso 190) is longer than the stock pump and will not fit correctly.  Do you suggest cutting off that top flare and fitting in a tube?  Also the filter bag<br />is mounted on the pump slightly to the side.  Should I cut the rubber grommet to fit?  Thanks for any suggestion.||141.233.234.74||reg||1||mikey||00000063||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-02-2003||06:19 PM||||i slimmed down that rubber grommet to get it to fit.||65.227.204.210||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||mikey||04-02-2003||06:24 PM||||ah..you got any pics?  Thanks.||141.233.234.74||reg||7||mikey||00000063||yes



ubb/Forum2/001984.cgi
A||||21||Vr4in'||bov question||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-03-2003||05:01 AM||nohad43@aol.com||ok i asked this before in a previous post but everyone told me what they had not wat they reccomended.so i need everyones opinion on what bov is going to work best with stock turbo with 15-16 lbs of boost with a 2.5" upper i/c pipe and spearco i/c.Hks...Blitz...Greddy type s...or Turbo xs?Or if i forgot anything else.thanks.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||04-03-2003||06:42 AM||||With only 15-16 psi whats wrong with your stock one?||65.42.48.202||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||04-03-2003||07:40 AM||||With an aftermarket BOV, you will have to calibrate it so it will open when the stock one would open, that way you don't mess up the ECU. The air has to come in when the ECU thinks it is going to come in. Keep the stock one.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||snakedelong||04-03-2003||08:24 AM||||I think he just wants an aftermarket one.  IMO the hks is the best blow off valve, however it is expensive.  I have had a greddy, hks, and a blitz and they all worked great for me.  You have to ask yourself how much you want to spend because any of them would be a good choice for your setup.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000004||Telecaster||04-03-2003||08:40 AM||||U know u just want the PPSSSHHHHHHH sound   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> , i know cuz i did too.  But i say stock turbo/stock bov.||216.175.100.112||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-03-2003||09:22 AM||||here's another idea.  get a dejon intake, then you can hear that sucker shreik.  but, mine dont go psshhhhh.  it kinda sounds like you stepped on the cat's tail.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||04-03-2003||12:08 PM||||i have a question..can you adjust the hks ssqv to cahnge he sound,and is it the ssqv that has tha high pitch sound,it kinda sounds like a bird?||168.213.1.133||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-03-2003||12:10 PM||||i forgot to put this in my last post.Is there a bov that makes that pulsing air sounds that sounds like i releases air a couple times?or is it the turbo?||168.213.1.133||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||14bCrazy||04-03-2003||02:52 PM||||You can plug the factory BOV and it will make that sound. I've been told its not the best thing for the turbo but it sure sounds cool.||206.215.11.89||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||04-03-2003||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> You can plug the factory BOV and it will make that sound. I've been told its not the best thing for the turbo but it sure sounds cool. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's called compressor surge, and it is very bad for your turbo.  Ask suprflewus how much damage comp surge did to his turbo!||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||04-03-2003||03:13 PM||||The HKS SSQBOV has two fin inserts that change the noise, I have them both and will try and let you know the difference. It may be a year or so, though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />I agree..the noise is cool and all, but it is compressor surge. <br /><br />Not sure of this, but rally cars makes this noise as well, but turbo damage is not a big deal to the teams. Also, some run a bypass valve which is different from a BOV or something - I am not sure of this part.<br /><br />Also, if you really really want that noise and wanna spend lots of dough, buy the HKS racing BOV. It'll make you sound cool, blow up your turbo and then make you buy another one.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||04-03-2003||03:48 PM||||A BOV and compressor bypass valve are the same thing, except the bypass valve has a large nipple on it where a hose is attached to reroute the air back into the intake (preturbo).  They function the same way.  Many BOV's have this large nipple outlet so can be used as bypass valves if necessary.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||ovrboostedvr4||04-03-2003||06:31 PM||||I upgraded to a 2G MAS with an aftermarket intake pipe from RVM, I had to relocate the battery. It made a HUGE difference in overall power and even though I have a stock BOV its so loud that it sounds like I have an aftermarket BOV||138.123.66.23||reg||1||BONK||00000741||yes
Z||000013||Vr4in'||04-03-2003||09:06 PM||||So you guys are saying im stuck with the stock bov if i dont want to nuke my turbo.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||04-03-2003||10:33 PM||||No.  Here are your options:  buy an aftermarket BOV that you can vent back into the intake, so your car doesn't run like crap.  You won't notice any difference, so unless you absolutely have to spend a few benjamins, don't do it.  You could also buy an aftermarket BOV and vent it to atmosphere.  You get that cool sound now, but your car will run like crap and possibly die every time you shift.  Sounds worth it to me.  You can buy an aftermarket BOV and vent it wherever the heck you please, as long as you ditch the MAS.  This requires either a VPC or standalone.  Your fourth option is to buy a Dejon intake and vent the stock BOV into it.  You get the noise you want for less than an aftermarket BOV, plus your car will make more power and still run fine.  Converting to a 2G MAS will help even more (get the Dejon 2G-MAS-in-a-1G adapter pipe, and fab up an adapter plate so you can use your 1G K&N) as it and the intake are bigger, muffling the BOV sound even less.  I suppose your fifth option is to leave it alone too.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||Ian M||04-03-2003||10:51 PM||||My opinion is to forget about a aftermarket BOV,spend the money on something that actually makes the car faster..    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br /> A crushed stock BOV is more than sufficient. Ive experimented with plugging the reference hole  in the bottom to hold boost as an alternative to crushing it. It sounded cool,but it killed spool up between gears and it bucked when under boost and light lifting of the throttle (pulling hills for example). Not to mention being hard on the turbo.||129.71.114.31||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000016||chadhayashi||04-03-2003||11:52 PM||||I've been running an HKS SSQ since '99. I noticed on vacation from here to San Fran that the high pitch went away as I went down in elevation. and returned as I gained it back on the way home. Adjusting the screw in the back did not change the tone for me. It actually did not flow enough to eliminate comp surge, you could hear it a little at lower boost shifts. I'm actually running 2 bovs at this time, the HKS and my crushed stocker. Comp surge is gone at any boost. I have had no ill effects from dumping to atmosphere but that may be due to my elevation. A buddy of mine bought #666/1000 and vented to atmos, but when he moved to San Fran it would not run with that setup.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||04-04-2003||12:08 AM||||chadhayashi <br /> <br />Thats very intresting to hear. <br /><br />Where do you have them mounted? next to each other or away.<br />Do you hear them both just as loud?<br />Is your stocker vented back in?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||ken inn||04-04-2003||12:18 AM||||how about hook up a pressure switch, and have it trip an amplified recorder.  then, you could have some neat sounds.  waaaaaaaaaa(shift)"EAT AT JOE'S" or waaaaaaaaa(shift)"FUCK IRAQ" or, hook up another injector in the exh, and have it trip the injector, making a backfire.  waaaaaaaa(shift)BANG! ok, i'm going to bed now.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000019||chadhayashi||04-04-2003||12:30 AM||||how about hook up a pressure switch, and have it trip an amplified recorder. then, you could have some neat sounds. waaaaaaaaaa(shift)"EAT AT JOE'S" or waaaaaaaaa(shift)"FUCK IRAQ" or, hook up another injector in the exh, and have it trip the injector, making a backfire. waaaaaaaa(shift)BANG! ok, i'm going to bed now. <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Sassy...<br /><br />   The HKS is mounted on the flange for the RRE I/C piping. I welded the stock flange on the bottom of the pipe approx 3-4" closer to the t/b. The high pitch for the most part is gone, which I don't mind. Just the sound of alot of air. I'm going to convert to a 3" MAFT soon and I will actually put it just before the t/b. The bovs will shift approx 8" closer to the I/C and be upstream of the MAF thus eliminating the argument.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||04-04-2003||01:37 AM||||Lol!  They do make "fake" BOV's that you could get, if all you want is the sound.  It's just a speaker that goes "Psshreeeeepshh!" when you shift.  For the riced & ridiculous crowd.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000021||blacksheep||04-04-2003||08:58 AM||||Jon - you are talking about what Takikiara sells. Its called 'BOV sound simulator" for NA cars...Its connected to rpms and TPS or something and has an alarm speaker that makes a sound. Its adjustabel from the cockpit too..Thats taking rice to a new level||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001985.cgi
A||||9||Vr4in'||spearco||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-03-2003||12:13 PM||nohad43@aol.com||what do you guys think of this intercooler?please give me your thought about it.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2409647647&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2409647647&category=33742</a>||168.213.1.133||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-03-2003||12:22 PM||||Don't know much about bar/plate vs. tube/fin, but seems like a reasonable price...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||04-03-2003||12:47 PM||||All one would need to keep in mind before buying any FMIC is routiing, core size, best end tank design, flow rate of the FMIC, pressure drop etc and that depends on overall setup and final goals in mind for the car. <br /><br />Boostcoolers is a decent seller. Someone on our list bought an assembly and was getting it on his gvr4. Oztek also posted a few days ago about another similar FMIC by the same seller on ebay. <br /><br />The archives will spew boatloads of info if one did a search for intercooler, so its a good thing to do when you wanna study up on IC's...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Numberless||04-03-2003||04:09 PM||||<a href="http://www.are.com.au/techtalk/intecoolersMR.htm" target="_blank">http://www.are.com.au/techtalk/intecoolersMR.htm</a>||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||04-03-2003||04:27 PM||||I bought one from him for $ 450 to my door. The core is 20 x 10 x 3; 29" from inlet to outlet. I haven't installed it yet; it's gonna be a big project. When I pressure tested it, it had two pinholes- one at the inlet weld and one at the outlet weld. But in all fairness, he said he would repair it if I sent it back to him or reimburse me if I got it fixed. As of yet I haven't done anything. I suggest you pressure test whatever you get. <br /><br />Bar and plate is superior to tube and fin.<br /><br />If it flows side-to-side, taller is better than longer. Less prssure drop, better cooling.<br /><br />I would buy from him again (if I ever needed another intercooler). He seems straight up and you can't get a better deal for a new intercooler of that quality. Like blacksheep said, determine your routing, desired horsepower and buy accordingly. I think this guy will even custom build something if you contact him.<br /><br />And keep researching.<br /><br />Just my $.02...<br /><br />dp||68.115.162.84||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||Oztek||04-03-2003||08:07 PM||||Actually, I changed my mind again.  I'm now leaning toward getting a Apex core and end-talks.  I like the way that the Apex end-tanks are designed.<br /><br />They give you alot of options for running your hoses.||67.38.3.3||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||04-03-2003||09:00 PM||||Hey gvr4,who did you get your i/c from?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||04-03-2003||11:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> Hey gvr4,who did you get your i/c from? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you not read his post!?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||04-03-2003||11:39 PM||||<a href="http://cgi6.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewSellersOtherItems&userid=boostcoolers" target="_blank">http://cgi6.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewSellersOtherItems&userid=boostcoolers</a>||68.115.162.84||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||VR-4play||04-04-2003||08:40 AM||||i bought mine from him too.  very fair guy.  i got the 8" tall core.  i needed to replace the inlet with a 2"dia 120deg bend and he gave me a great price on that too.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum2/001986.cgi
A||||10||ovrboostedvr4||1G eclipse fluidyne radiator ???||||1||||BONK||00000741
Z||000000||ovrboostedvr4||04-03-2003||04:04 PM||ovrboostedvr4@hotmail.com||I want buy a fluidyne radiator for my GVR4, they don't have an application specifically for the GVR4 but there is one for the 1G Eclipse. Anyone have this set-up? Any issues? My battery is relocated, I have a 2G MAS with an aftermarket intake pipe(the filter sits were the battery used to be), and I have an FMIC with RRE pipes.||207.95.233.244||reg||1||BONK||00000741||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-03-2003||04:19 PM||||Why not buy the Indy from Harry?  It's made for the Galant, so no fitment issues.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||04-03-2003||04:43 PM||||ELse, buy the C&R Racing from afterhourzracing.com. <br /><br />- Direct fit<br />- $384 shipped (hard to beat that price)||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||ovrboostedvr4||04-03-2003||06:29 PM||||i emailed harry about the rad. I can't find a web site for afterhourzracing||138.123.66.23||reg||1||BONK||00000741||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||04-03-2003||06:47 PM||||Are you sure?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.afterhourzracing.com/shop/index.php?action=item&substart=0&id=132" target="_blank">http://www.afterhourzracing.com/shop/index.php?action=item&substart=0&id=132</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.afterhourzracing.com/" target="_blank">http://www.afterhourzracing.com/</a>||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||drew||04-03-2003||09:24 PM||||the TEL radiators are smaller, so you would have to modify the brackets to make it fit. as well as getting a Thermostat housing.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||VR-4play||04-04-2003||08:46 AM||||thanks blacksheep.  i was looking for a radiator.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000007||Tondar||04-04-2003||02:10 PM||||Who here has the C&R and can comment on it?  Fitment problems etc..<br /><br />thanx||136.2.1.153||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||04-04-2003||02:22 PM||||Umm..I do. I test fit it and it seems to be right on the money. But, I may need to have mine cut down for the IRC FMIC pipes.<br /><br />Tondar -Do a search on C&R radiator for gvr4 and you'll find a whole discussion about it in the archives here.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||04-04-2003||04:50 PM||||Don't you think by going with the C&R made for the TEL would fit better with the IRC pipes?<br />My radiator is fine but I have to make room for the pipes and by replacing the radiator with a smaller one would make it look so much cleaner.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||joec||04-04-2003||04:56 PM||||Indyracecores sells GVR4 radiators and says they can cut them down for i/c pipe clearance:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.indyracecores.com/prices.html" target="_blank">http://www.indyracecores.com/prices.html</a>||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/001394.cgi
A||||8||roth4fun||Short Shifter + Leather Boot = Bad Combo||||9||
Z||000000||roth4fun||03-19-2002||12:58 AM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||I ordered the short shifter kit and the leather shifter boot to complete the setup.  The short shifter actually raises the pivot point which helps reduce the range needed to go through the gears.  The leather boot has a square plastic piece inside to hold its shape.  The problem is that the raised pivot point smacks into the new shift boot's plastic piece.  So when I shift gears into 5th or Reverse, it smacks into it and I have to give it enough force to shift my center console to get it into these gears.<P>What a pain!||24.207.191.71||reg||9
Z||000001||SnoBlind||03-19-2002||07:15 AM||modularv8@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by roth4fun:<BR><B>I ordered the short shifter kit and the leather shifter boot to complete the setup.  The short shifter actually raises the pivot point which helps reduce the range needed to go through the gears.  The leather boot has a square plastic piece inside to hold its shape.  The problem is that the raised pivot point smacks into the new shift boot's plastic piece.  So when I shift gears into 5th or Reverse, it smacks into it and I have to give it enough force to shift my center console to get it into these gears.<P>What a pain!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Because everyones car is different, we made those pieces to be a little big.  The only thing that you have to do is take a dremel and trim the plastic sleeve down a little in that middle section. ||63.68.228.197||reg||1
Z||000002||roth4fun||03-19-2002||08:49 AM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||I don't want it to appear that I am regularly a whiny person, but the whole endeavor of installing this stuff has been about "customizing."<P>To install the shifter, it does not just fit.  You have to take apart the linkage and Dremel it out to fit into the lever.  The leather boot doesn't just fit when it arrives either.  It won't fit between the center console and the mounting bracket because the leather seams are too thick, so I had to fabricate a bracket to fit from underneath.  Not only do I have to trim the plastic and peal back the glued on leather, I have to alter my bracket which was shaped the same as the plastic piece inside the leather boot.<P>I just have to wonder if anyone tries to actually install these pieces before they are marketed and sold.  I am guessing these were tested out on a 91 GVR4 before.||209.144.56.250||reg||1
Z||000003||mofugas||03-20-2002||10:21 AM||rob@mofugas.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by roth4fun:<BR><B>I don't want it to appear that I am regularly a whiny person, but the whole endeavor of installing this stuff has been about "customizing."<P>To install the shifter, it does not just fit.  You have to take apart the linkage and Dremel it out to fit into the lever.  The leather boot doesn't just fit when it arrives either.  It won't fit between the center console and the mounting bracket because the leather seams are too thick, so I had to fabricate a bracket to fit from underneath.  Not only do I have to trim the plastic and peal back the glued on leather, I have to alter my bracket which was shaped the same as the plastic piece inside the leather boot.<P>I just have to wonder if anyone tries to actually install these pieces before they are marketed and sold.  I am guessing these were tested out on a 91 GVR4 before.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I am sorry to hear that you are so unhappy with the combo.  Its unfortunate that you had to make a custom piece for the shift boot as they ARE made to fit in between the console and the plastic ring...yes it is a tight fit 'cause if it wasn't then it would come out.  I personally would not have made a bracket, its just not worth the hassle.<P>Please send back the items and will refund your money completely...and I'll even throw in a new shifter endlink so you can put your old shifter in.<P>Also, why did you post it here and not on our message board?<P>||64.208.47.65||reg||1
Z||000004||uno||03-21-2002||02:23 PM||corona1977@juno.com||I did the same combo and had to do the mods as well but am totally satisfied. I think it looks great and works great. A little time consuming but still happy it isn't some stretch fit over the rubber boot. Thanks Rob.||216.187.161.186||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||03-21-2002||04:29 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||rob, if it's ok with you, i'm going to use the merkin you left here for a shift boot.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||03-21-2002||04:43 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hey Rob,<BR>I'll take it if your going to sell it once it's returned. <BR>Rob N.||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000007||Pappy||03-23-2002||05:07 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I actually just put in the short throw shifter last night.  I don't have the leather shift boot yet though.  I find the short throw shifter to be great.  It was a little pain boring out the end link because I left my dremel at home.  Hehe, so I used a drill and alot of sanding.  And I just cut away a little bit at the center console so it wouldn't hit in 5th or reverse.  The way I see it, is that when you have cars as rare as ours, you have to expect to do a little customizing.  I was a little disapointed that the throw wasn't shorter, but I find that it shortened it to where the stock unit should have been.  All in all, I'm very pleased with the unit and the service of Mofugas.||12.91.51.11||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR4458||03-28-2002||07:52 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Chalk me up as one pleased mutha on this combo.  Sure it's a tight fit, but that gives it a good feel.  The dremmeling for the end link took me all of 38 seconds.  The shifter (after the ring has been trimmed, feels great).  If you hust take the time and closely follow directions, it will work great (especially with a rebuilt tranny).<P>EH||57.68.12.102||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001395.cgi
A||||3||suprflewus||mofugas 3 gauge din panel???||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||03-27-2002||05:25 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||are these things still available???<BR>are the on the website???<BR>any experiences with them????<P>thanks||205.188.197.57||reg||1
Z||000001||mofugas||03-28-2002||07:34 AM||rob@mofugas.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by suprflewus:<BR><B>are these things still available???<BR>are the on the website???<BR>any experiences with them????<P>thanks</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Sorry, they are no longer available.  ||64.208.47.65||reg||6
Z||000002||ken inn||03-28-2002||09:52 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||dale, you can make one very easily.  if you have gotten an aftermarket radio, so you dont need the equalizer, go to a hobby shop that has model airplane stuff, and get some plywood.  they have real thin plywood, that is like 6 ply, and very strong.  i used 1/8".  you will have to do some measuring and cutting, and for the guages, i used a hole saw.  i have 3 vdo guages right next to each other right below the radio.  then, i spray painted it black.  i also use the rectangular factory trim, and attached it to the outer part of the plywood, this way, you keep the part that holds the facia on.  it fits perfect, and i still dont have a pc camera for pics.  maybe howard can come by and take pics.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||03-28-2002||01:28 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Also check out <A HREF="http://www.carbontrix.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.carbontrix.com</A> <P>You could make a nice panel from the smaller carbon fiber panels, which are $25.  ||4.35.129.219||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001396.cgi
A||||13||DarkDevilMMM||Instruction for the short shifter...||||1||
Z||000000||DarkDevilMMM||03-30-2002||12:39 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||Hi, don't know anyone have the short shifter instruction, coz i think I lost the paper and kind of don't want to search for it, and I used to see it on mofugas website, but it's not there now, don't know is it because i am stupid that I can't find it, so if anyone have it on a file, can u please e-mail it to me, my e-mail is ddmnkf@hotmail.com, thanks a lot peeps!||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||03-30-2002||10:25 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/short-shifter.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/short-shifter.html</A>   i just got mine, and i am also about to do it, but rob hates me(rob, i swear to god, i have NEVER met your wife) so i think he purposely left out the instructions.  he probably also left out one part, so i can go crazy trying to figger out how to make it work.  i think it's racial.<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 03-30-2002).]||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000002||DarkDevilMMM||03-30-2002||06:18 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> lol, u're funny, anyways, thx for the vfaq site, I kind of looked at it before, I am just kind of weiry about the pics there, and I remember there is one place that we need to dremmel out, and I forgot where, and I don't really want to take the center consol apart first and figger it out, u know how hard is to take that damn thing apart? last time I did I have bruces all around my hand.... anyways, I only got 1 part that rob send me, u said there are 2? hmm....||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4_1221||12-19-2002||10:39 PM||mattfree99@yahoo.com||If some one wants to get a short shifter now. Would the shifter from a 91-94 DSM be the best bet. Has any one here put the DSM or the Extrememotorsports shifter in there car. And what about the rubber bushing for both the cable linkage and the shifter assembly. <A HREF="http://www.machv.com/symshifkit1.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.machv.com/symshifkit1.html</A>  and <A HREF="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/transaxl.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/transaxl.htm</A>  Any one here try either of these bushings? Matt<P>------------------<BR>||63.227.100.56||reg||1
Z||000004||uno||12-20-2002||12:18 PM||corona1977@juno.com||Have the short shifter (mofugas) and symkit from machv. I had to dremel the plastic in a "c" shape on both sides of the small plastic trim under the shift boot for the likage. A little more on the passenger side.  I also put a bit of thick lube "stuff" on those washers (spacers) so they wouldn't rattle around.And the symkit works well also.<P>Micah<P>------------------<BR>||216.187.161.80||reg||1
Z||000005||Jon||12-20-2002||02:47 PM||jon@jgronline.com||The Mofugas short shifter was a Mitsubishi part.  Now that Mofugas is out of business, maybe Rob or Josh at Conicelli will share with us the part number(s).<P><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000006||DSMGVR4||12-20-2002||06:15 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||I thought someone told me that its a shifter from the 3000GT? I actually bought the Mofugas SS awhile ago and haven't installed it myself yet because I never tried to get at the center console...heard it was a bitch. Plus I am not sure which part you had to dremel too. Anyone know if it really is from a 3000GT?....Josh????  John<P>------------------<BR>||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000007||1101||12-20-2002||11:57 PM||karns10@attbi.com||I have a Mofugas shifter and I looked at an early 3000gt at the junk yard. They weren't the same.<P>Ward<P>------------------<BR>||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000008||VR-4play||12-21-2002||05:14 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSMGVR4:<BR><B>I never tried to get at the center console...heard it was a bitch. Plus I am not sure which part you had to dremel too.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>I got my SS from Nate a while back. I can't remember it being a very difficult install. Just remove your old shifter and put the SS in. As for the cutting, it will be obvious when the SS is in. When you go to select the outside gears, the shaft will hit up against the side. Just cut away enough so that doesn't happen. I think I used some snips to cut out some of the psgr side.<BR>||67.30.250.209||reg||1
Z||000009||1quickvr4||12-25-2002||12:51 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Why not try the Cs short shifter it should work well and is made for our cars.<P><P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||4.47.32.217||reg||1
Z||000010||drew||12-25-2002||03:26 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||C's is expensive and hard to get. I have one in my car tho  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> The previous owner had to order 2 of them b/c MMC redesigned the shifter in the JDM GVR4s so it's the later style one, i believe.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000011||SPEEDFIEND||12-25-2002||07:18 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Why don't you guys just go to the Junk Yard and for $5 or FREE for the that matter.  Get a TEL Shifter Arm.  Now there are 2 styles.  Both are shorter than our GVR4 shifter though.  The difference in the 2 is the post on the top of the shifter that you screw the knob to.  One in straight and the shorter one has an offset to it.  You might consider taking the leather boot with also.  The TEL shifter probally won't work real well with the GVR4 boot.  Just take the TEL boot and take the plastic ring off of it and throw it away.  Then flip your console up side down and take the plastic ring that held the GVR4 boot in place off. Now use that to hold the leather one in place.  I'll put a pic up if I can figure how.  It looks factory, very fuctional and cheap as hell.  Kris<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by SPEEDFIEND (edited 12-25-2002).]||206.214.56.153||reg||1
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||12-25-2002||11:51 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||SPEEDFIEND, some of us don't like the TEL lever because it's too short.  My favorite thing about the mofugas shifter was that it wasn't excessively short in height, but the throw was much shorter.  <P>I took my TEL shifter out after one day because I hated the way it felt.  <P>I'm with Jon, can someone find out if the Mofugas shifter had a mitsu part #?<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000013||SPEEDFIEND||12-26-2002||10:13 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Too short?  I thought it was perfect.  But everybody likes what they like.  Just trying to help.  I now I don't like spending a lot of money if it isn't necessary.  Later, Kris<P>------------------<BR>||206.214.56.241||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001397.cgi
A||||0||davesvr4||laether boot &GVR4 cd-rom||||1||
Z||000000||davesvr4||04-02-2002||05:56 AM||||Rob<BR> Hi my names Dave and I have a GVR4 in Sydney AUS.<BR> Ive been to your website and I`m interested in a few off you products the GVR4 cd-rom and the leather shift boot,plus more.<BR> But was wondering if it is possible to purchase these from you and if so how much frieght would cost?<BR>   Thank you Dave||210.50.102.14||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001398.cgi
A||||0||turbowop||Exhaust pics?||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||04-11-2002||12:18 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Hey Rob, could you post some different pics of the gvr4 exhausts with the different mufflers. I am going to buy a turbo back with my tax return and am not sure which to get.(muffler)<P>If anyone else here has a Mofugas exhaust maybe some pics?<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001399.cgi
A||||6||mofugas||Sorry for the no posts....been pretty busy||||12||
Z||000000||mofugas||04-12-2002||07:25 AM||rob@mofugas.com||Hey gang-<P>Just a quick note to let you all know that yes we're still here...just been really busy redoing our website...again.  We'll be offering our own line of coilovers, adjustable strut tops, and bushings!||64.208.47.65||reg||12
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||04-12-2002||12:05 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Hey is there any chance of you offering a kit for the hood vents like the galant VR4 rally car? I'd really like a set of authentic or replica ones that I can have put into my hood since they help to draw heat out of the engine bay and pull air through the IC and radiator.<BR>||65.200.93.16||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||04-12-2002||01:51 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||you can do the ole hot rod trick of raising the back of the hood. just shim up the hinge points with some washers.||63.146.72.148||reg||1
Z||000003||teet||04-12-2002||06:28 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||I could theoretically make those vents.  However...they are basically copies of ones made by RRE.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/rock/tunerpods.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/rock/tunerpods.htm</A> <P>and I certainly can't make them any cheaper than those prices...<P>john||134.134.248.29||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||04-14-2002||09:36 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||So, would you mount the hood vents so that the scoop is facing the windshield?  Or would it be more effective to mount the scoop facing forwards?||63.231.77.28||reg||1
Z||000005||MPREZYAVR4||04-15-2002||01:38 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||You want the opening of the scoop to face rearward as that will help to draw air through the front of the car up and over pulling more air than a non-vented hood. This is also why the evo has the large hood vents (only down fall is almost all evo owners switch all bolts under the hood to stainless as they rust quickly). I was going to do a reverse scoop on my Turbo Impreza but I changed my mind since I am now working on something else.<BR>||65.139.46.213||reg||1
Z||000006||7541000||04-16-2002||01:19 PM||||would those pieces be any cheaper in fiberglass? just pennywising, you can rivet those into metal? and make a bra-like cover for it with snaps?J/K my hoods got that rust spot  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <p>[This message has been edited by 7541000 (edited 04-16-2002).]||12.78.143.55||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001400.cgi
A||||0||iceman69510||Brake line kit||||1||
Z||000000||iceman69510||04-15-2002||06:32 PM||||I'm interested in the stainless brake line kit.  How many lines are in the kit you offer for $165?  Techna Fits site says only 4 lines, but the car needs 8 right? <P>Their Eclipse AWD kit lists 8.||4.17.245.130||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001401.cgi
A||||6||JonGVR4||New forum||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||08-05-2002||08:21 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Drew Yamamoto had the good idea to have a forum just for commonly asked questions.  <P>5 lug conversion<BR>Galant AMG questions<BR>How to install a radiator and what brand to buy?<BR>How to install an alternator?  <BR>Is a 75 amp alternator ok in a GVR4?<BR>What size and brand tire should I put on my car?<BR>What number is my car?<P><BR>I hope this helps make the performance section just about performance.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||DSSA||08-05-2002||08:59 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||What about adding these two?:<P>-How much does Jon weigh?<BR>-Where can I buy "yooooogaling".<P>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||08-05-2002||09:01 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSSA:<BR><B>What about adding these two?:<P>-How much does Jon weigh?<BR>-Where can I buy "yooooogaling".<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>-160 <BR>-PA   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||DSSA||08-05-2002||09:02 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||I almost forgot:<P>-Where do Josh and Nate get their implants done at?  (They look nice in those pictures).||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||08-05-2002||09:05 AM||jon@jgronline.com||droool<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/josh2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/images/josh2_th.jpg">  </A> <BR><p>[This message has been edited by JonGVR4 (edited 08-05-2002).]||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||Geovannie||08-06-2002||02:52 PM||geovannie@boostaholic.net||There should probably be a topic about FMIC. I know that is a question that too often comes up.||209.26.212.2||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||08-07-2002||06:52 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||How about a reference to the Vfaq or 1000q's sites?<P>Most questions are answered in there.<BR>||203.220.202.101||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001402.cgi
A||||2||drew||5 Lug Conversion||||1||
Z||000000||drew||08-05-2002||11:33 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||To do the TEL 5 lug conversion, you need:<P>front hubs off of a 1G TEL (if you want to retain ABS, off an ABS equipped TEL)<P>front rotors off of a Big brake TEL<P>rear hubs off of an AWD 1G TEL (if you want to retain ABS, off an ABS equipped TEL)<P>rear rotors off of a 1G TEL<P>15" or larger wheels that are 5 lug<P>It would also be the perfect time to do a 4 bolt rear end, change out bushings as well. You also probably want to use a ball joint separator, not a BFH||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-05-2002||11:44 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||OR you can get the front brake rotors for a 91-92 3000gt-sl (NOT THE VR4) or a diamante(exact same diameter).||63.52.132.71||reg||1
Z||000002||Hunter||08-06-2002||03:55 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||heh.. just realized, this would make getting brakes upgraded fairly easy since it would be the T/E/L's that would be shopped for. huh?.||167.88.200.30||reg||5



ubb/Forum2/001403.cgi
A||||13||drew||There is NO WAY to figure out what number a Galant with a missing badge is||||1||
Z||000000||drew||08-05-2002||11:34 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Sorry, it was random, no database, no list, no VIN, no luck.<p>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 08-06-2002).]||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000001||199of2k||08-05-2002||08:24 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||I say if you really want a numbered Gvr4, then go to a scrapyard or find someone thats parting one out, grab the badge....... tada, you now have a numbered Gvr4. ||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000002||Hunter||08-06-2002||02:35 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||i haven't looked.. its not on our ViN?||167.88.200.30||reg||5
Z||000003||drew||08-06-2002||03:01 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Nope. No VIN||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000004||iceman69510||08-06-2002||12:48 PM||||While the application of the number badge was random, I do have a list of ALL the GVR4s brought into the US, by their VINs.  I have through information obtained from individual owners, correlated some numbers to VIN.  But alas, as most were not offering up the info, I am only at about 100 of the 3008 cars.  <P>I am willing to continue increasing this, but only if others are willing to contribute the obviously necessary data.<P>I think that probably it could not or would not ever be completed, but even incomplete could still be valuable.<P>Dave  ||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000005||JonGVR4||08-06-2002||01:08 PM||jon@jgronline.com||3008 cars??||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||08-06-2002||06:40 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I have heard of double numberd cars..............Will the real 441 please stand up?(That was very gay, But I think its funny)<P>Zach||209.245.235.196||reg||1
Z||000007||blytz||08-06-2002||07:59 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||someone once said that there were 8 additional unbadged PR cars brought over... Apparently one black and one white in 2 different magazines were unbadged..||172.168.240.157||reg||1
Z||000008||iceman69510||08-07-2002||10:11 AM||||Oops, 3009 cars.  There were 2008 1991s, and 1001 1992 officially imported.  Many of the 1991s were put into corporate exec service initially, as they were Mitsu's high-end car at the time.  <P>The badging was done in the US at the port, and stories I have been able to collect tell that they just went up and down the rows attaching badges, with no order.  If you have an unbadged car, it may have originally not had a badge, as the exec cars were probably sold later and most likely did not have the badges. 9/3009 apparently didn't.<P>I have VIN details if anyone is interested in their particular car.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000009||iceman69510||08-07-2002||10:14 AM||||1quickVR4,<P>I don't have 441 (91 or 92?) correlated on my list.  If you give me the last 8 of your VIN, I can tell you the particulars and see if they match your car.<p>[This message has been edited by iceman69510 (edited 08-07-2002).]||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000010||Ferrari F50 GT||08-07-2002||05:56 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Iceman, what is your e-mail?  Thanks.||63.227.47.110||reg||1
Z||000012||Ferrari F50 GT||08-07-2002||10:29 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||There is no e-mail icon on his post.  That is why I am asking him.||63.227.47.110||reg||1
Z||000013||drew||08-08-2002||06:26 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||doh! i'm a sucka||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000014||1quickvr4||08-10-2002||02:02 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I get that to you soon. I will also get you the silver cars VIN if its still at the yard.<P>Zach<P><BR>||64.157.127.2||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001404.cgi
A||N||1||kartorium31||tranny swap||||5||
Z||000000||kartorium31||08-05-2002||11:02 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||i think i am gonna be putting in my new transmission and new axles and 2600 this weekend.  I was wondering if you guys could give me some advice as i have never done anything like this before.  I know that i need a new clutch actuator fork and to get my flywheel stepped.  is there anything else i should do while i'm in there?  any hints on the swap?  I can use all the advice i can get. all comments are welcome.||12.18.161.153||reg||5
Z||000001||drew||08-06-2002||01:48 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com|| <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com</A>  for info on the swap.<P>you can also modify the clutch slave cylinder while you're at it. I think Andreas Santoso's website has info on it.||65.184.77.145||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001405.cgi
A||N||2||kartorium31||boost cut?,  buzzing from belt area are bothering me||||5||
Z||000000||kartorium31||08-05-2002||11:11 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Lately i have been getting some sort of boost cut and i am not sure what is causing it.  It seems as though my car randomly gets different amounts of boost.  for example i will start my car and start driving, the turbo spools and only hits 7psi, then i will look again a while later and it will be back at twelve.  sometimes it flunctuates and will only go to 9psi.  any suggestions?<BR>Problem Two:  Just the other day coming back from a little camping trip my car started to make a buzzing sound almost like a whistle and it gets louder as the rpms increase.  its not to bad but i can just barely here it from the drivers seat with the windows down.  It is coming from around the belt area, so i checked all the belts to make sure they weren't rubbing on somehthing (inluding timing belt) and it looks to be clear.  Any ideas?  thanks a lot in advance and sorry about the length.<P>karter||12.18.158.25||reg||5
Z||000001||998||08-07-2002||09:44 AM||||I have the same problems. Inconsistent boost and a whining/whistling noise in the engine compartment. I have been asking for a while and I think I have narrowed it down to an exhaust leak. My car builds boost better when I am not at WOT, most likely because the car is leaking more exhaust gas as the pressure increases and prevents it from building boost properly. The whistling is most likely the gas escaping from the exhaust. ||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||08-07-2002||10:04 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||hmm, could be my problem.  I will double check all my flanges and take off the heat sheilds to look for cracks. most the time my car builds boost best at just under wot, feathering it a bit.||12.18.161.153||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001406.cgi
A||||1||drew||A Pillar Pod||||1||
Z||000000||drew||08-07-2002||12:32 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||LoTek made (makes) a 2 gauge a pillar pod whose color isn't the best. <P>A 1G TEL gauge pod SORTA fits, but will need to be remoulded with a heat gun etc etc. to make it fit decently||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000001||UndergroundVR-4||08-10-2002||10:59 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I have the Lo-tek one, fits good but is broken! Grrr.... Gotta buy a new one. <IMG SRC="http://www.tnfj.com/Images/Smilies/comeandgetsome.gif"> ||205.188.193.41||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001407.cgi
A||||11||1quickvr4||Two Tone Galant VR-4s?||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||08-10-2002||09:19 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||How many 2 tone cars are around(i.e. Black and grey)? The only VR-4s I have seen like that are Mr Wrights car and a LOT of GS or GS-Xs. There also might be one VR-4 around Irving like that. Is this a Dealership thing or were they a limited run by the factory? Any Numbers?<P><BR>Zach||209.245.236.77||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||08-10-2002||10:26 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I too, have seen one of these. I think it was black and grey. I thought it was a gsx, but it had the vr4 front bumper and the led stop light on the spoiler. It also had gold '91 style wheels.<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.16.167||reg||1
Z||000002||Jose||08-11-2002||07:50 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I believe all US galants are I soild color, because Garfield painted the bottom half of his car.<BR>Jose||152.163.207.202||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||08-11-2002||10:30 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Theres a two-tone GSX in my town,I guess you could get them that way. Its possible that certain dealers would two tone the VR-4s at the dealership body shop as a special order kind of deal. Theres a dealer around here that deals in Fords and Subarus that used (maybe they still do..havent been by for a while)to paint the bottoms of a lot of their vehicles gold (a gold and red two tone Lightning or Roush F-150 for example...ugggh).||129.71.114.115||reg||1
Z||000004||Jose||08-11-2002||11:30 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I meant to say all US Galant VR-4s, were all one color from factory. I have seen plenty of two toned Galant GSXs, & GSRs.<BR>Jose.......||152.163.207.181||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||08-12-2002||03:37 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||My '91 Galant GS with the ECS package is Black with Grey sides and a spoiler (like the VR4, but slightly different).<P>It looks like the body parts would be interchangeable, but the VR4's side skirt is slightly larger...  the front panels are different (because of the VR4 bumper).  Sometimes I think I like the Black/Grey better, but other times I think the grey makes it look more like plastic.||67.37.190.126||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||08-13-2002||07:18 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Out of all these people we dont know for sure, In 20 years when there are chalk mark resto VR-4s someone would like to have a refrence.<P><BR>Zach<P><BR>||209.245.227.183||reg||1
Z||000007||turbogalant||08-15-2002||06:35 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Does anyone have pics. of the two-tone galants need to get mine painted maybe I'll make it two-tone.||12.232.112.164||reg||5
Z||000008||number3||08-15-2002||09:05 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||None in the US.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||Jose||08-15-2002||09:22 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Take a look at Garfields at this site <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/," TARGET=_blank>www.southfloridatuners.com/,</A>  under Garfields Galant.<BR>Jose...........||64.12.101.159||reg||1
Z||000010||bob in chicago||08-15-2002||10:07 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I've got a black exterior with a beige interior. Strange? You bet!||24.148.23.63||reg||1
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||10-08-2002||03:15 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Mark, or anyone, what are the "gold '91 style wheels?"  Does anyone have any pics, or specs, such as width, offset, weight, etc.?  I'd love to get gold rims, and cheap stockers are even better.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001408.cgi
A||||2||drew||Radiator FAQ||||1||
Z||000000||drew||08-11-2002||04:44 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Q1) What is the composition of the stock radiator?<P>A1) The stock radiator is metal core with plastic end tanks.<P>Q2) What are common replacements for the GVR4?<P>A2) Modine is a popular replacement radiator. It is reasonably priced, has a lifetime warranty, and is all metal. <P>The diesel Galant radiator is supposed to be thicker and a drop in replacement as well. Unfortunately, these galants were not available in the USA.<P>As far as performance radiators, Shannon K. who used to be affiliated with Indy Race Cores could also probably make you one, as could C&R Radiator.<P>Q3) What about Fluidyne? They seem to be popular with the DSM crowd.<P>Fluidyne does not have an application for our cars. I had tried to get a group buy, but people were unwilling to put deposits and to wait.<P>Q4) Speaking of DSMs, do DSM radiators fit?<P>A4) DSM radiators can be made to fit, but ARE NOT bolt in. The GVR4 radiator is bigger than the DSM radiator, and has the radiator cap on the endtank. DSMs have their radiator caps on the thermostat housing.<P>Q5) Can DSM radiators be made to fit?<P>A5) Yes. You will need<BR>1) a DSM radiator (duh)<BR>2) a DSM thermostat housing<BR>3) bushings/spacers due to the fact that the DSM radiators are smaller.<P>Drain coolant, Remove the GVR4 radiator and thermostat housing. Install the DSM thermostat housing. Bend the bottom radiator brackets on your GVR4 up (the ones welded to the frame) insert spacers to make up for some of the extra space that still needs to be filled, install DSM radiator, make sure there is little slack, re-install upper brackets. Refill radiator, check for leaks.<P>||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000001||KarT||08-11-2002||05:06 PM||weslariv@cox.net||Thank you man, a guy just mailed me with a new Modine. I'm gonna take that one, although I wonder if it's even an upgrade, or just replacement probably||68.9.68.130||reg||1
Z||000002||BlitzVR4||08-12-2002||01:15 AM||killertsi@yahoo.com||C & R Racing makes a peformance radiator for our cars.  A bit pricey though.  $500.  Check out <A HREF="http://www.crracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.crracing.com</A>  ||68.0.34.24||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001409.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||afc||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||08-13-2002||11:33 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||ok, it looks like i am jumping into the afc pond.  how about some feedback or pics on where it is mounted, and good/bad experiences?  i also have a 2g mas, and 550's.  is there like a galant's anonymous to stop this addiction?||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000001||Bill||08-13-2002||01:06 PM||||Stop it!  ||152.163.205.66||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-13-2002||07:16 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I mounted mine in the same place Ed did(Bluefalcon). I have the bracket bent so it will slide up under the center ac vent and have the AFC on velcro so I can undo it and lock it in my glove box when the car is outside. Im always worried about my car being broken in to and if they cant see it, They wont steal it. The scary thing is that a kid across the street from me had his radio out of his civic stolen and my car was across the street with the CD face on and the AFC mounted and they didnt touch it. Gotta love Galants.<P>PS come to think about it ED took my Idea on where to mount it, Im never letting him sell me a MINT tranny cheap again <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Zach||209.245.227.183||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||08-13-2002||09:51 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I did the same thing with the velcro even, I also ditch it in the glovebox when not in use.  How do you guys run the cable?  Mine goes up from the ECU behind the panels & into the glovebox from behind at the top, then just out of the glovebox to the vent location.||165.228.131.12||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001410.cgi
A||||7||Ash||Clutches||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||08-13-2002||09:53 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Heres one for ya'all.  I know the clamp pressure of the CFDF (2500) & the ACT clutches (2100 and 2600 obviously enough).  What clamp pressure does a stock clutch have for comparison?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||08-14-2002||08:01 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Found it myself on the 1000q's page, I swear it wasn't there before!  Approx 1500-1650lbs<BR>||203.221.152.97||reg||1
Z||000002||sleeper||08-14-2002||10:16 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I personaly measured about 5 of them and it's more like 1800-1950 lbs<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<BR>||64.123.248.10||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||08-16-2002||01:35 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Now I have a new question, do you have to bore out your master cylinder when you have a larger pressure clutch?  My new Daikan/Exedy clutch (40% extra clamp load from stock) put the adjustment right out, it shifts fine now, if somewhat jerky, but I was worried that it may give some troubles down the track.  Any ideas?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||08-16-2002||07:51 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||***Update***<P>When I get under the car & push on the slave cylinder, it doesn't move any. I thought pushing on it in this circumstance would push the fluid back up into the reservoir?  Am I way off track & worried about nothing?||203.220.202.98||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||08-16-2002||10:34 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I thought just yesterday someone posted a link to a site that talked about this problem? It IS a problem, because this indicates that the clutch hydraulic system is holding pressure. The site likened it to your hydraulic floor jack, and how it will just keep pumping up higher. I think the site suggested readjusting the rod under the dash until you get it so that the slave cylinder can be pushed back in by hand.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||08-16-2002||08:55 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I thought that would be the case, problem is to get the clutch to engage proberly I had to adjust it that far, it only lets go just above the floor as it is now.  I'll just recheck a few things & report back.||203.221.153.141||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||08-16-2002||09:44 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I'm pretty sure now that I need a bigger master cylinder.  I cant move the adjustment back far enough without stopping the clutch from working.<P>Update:<BR>I have both cylinders out now, figured if I needed to get the master rebored & fitted with a larger piston I may as well get the slave rebuilt & sleeved at the same time.<P>Is this usually a problem with bigger clutches?  I've just never heard anyone say to watch out for it when they fit their ACT2600's and the like.<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 08-17-2002).]||203.221.153.141||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001411.cgi
A||||2||turbogalant||?'s about clutch and H&R springs||||12||
Z||000000||turbogalant||08-15-2002||08:00 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||I was wondering if anyone else has this problem with there gvr4. For starter I have about 8,000 miles on my trans rebuilt by buschur automotive a new mitsubishi master and slave cylinder (my car is a 91 but I got the 92 slave 13/16 vs 7/8 it works out to be 8% smaller but better engagement, kind of wondering if this is my whole problem) extreme motorsports ss cluth hose, cluch slave restrictor removed, valvoline synpower dot 4 brake fluid,act 2100, and put in a new clutch fork when the trans was rebuilt. The clutch pedal feels harder than every other car I have ever driven including my brother 91 tsi fwd. with the same clutch I was wondering if anyone else has noticed this prob. it's not so hard that I can't drive it but I just am parinoid that something is wrong. Also I have H&R springs on the car and everyone on here seems to cut off one of the coils in the rear to get ride of the raked look these springs give. I wanted to know if you guys cut off one of the top "dead" coils or one of bottom coils. I want to do the same things as number 3 did as his car looks awesome. Thanks in adv.||12.232.112.164||reg||12
Z||000001||ken inn||08-15-2002||08:51 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i have a new act 2100, restrictor removed, ss line, and my clutch is at most, the same as stock.  i think it takes even less pressure than what i remember the stock one did. <BR>     you would be foolish to remove a coil.  did you ever think it may be the shock, and not the spring?  what kind of shocks do you have?||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||08-15-2002||09:03 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||The rear H&R springs in my car have a coil cut and wrap around AGX shocks. <P>Car handle awesome, considering it is a GVR4.<P>I run a ACT 2600.<P>Thanks.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001412.cgi
A||N||3||JAP-SPEC||QUESTION FOR THOSE WHO REALLY KNOW ||||14||
Z||000000||JAP-SPEC||08-16-2002||07:58 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||DOES ANYONE IN THE WORLD HAVE THE  ECU PIN-OUT WIRING DIAGRAM OR SCHEMATIC TO THE JDM TURBO GALANT VR4 ENGINE?IF SO CAN YOU E-MAIL IT TO ME AT SWEETANDBUILT1@AOL.COM ||205.188.192.188||reg||14
Z||000001||number3||08-16-2002||10:37 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I don't run the board nor am I a moderator... But you need to stop using all CAPS! It means you are yelling and makes it harder to read.<P><BR>Thank you.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||199of2k||08-17-2002||01:21 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www3.sympatico.ca/vr6jim/capslock.gif"> <P>wow 3 times.||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||08-17-2002||04:42 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||And then...Twice again!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> LOL!<p>[This message has been edited by Ferrari F50 GT (edited 08-17-2002).]||63.227.47.167||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001413.cgi
A||||2||JSTYLE||GVR4 factory ECU?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||08-18-2002||01:52 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Hey guys,<P>Anyone know what a factory ecu off a VR4 looks like? Im ment to have an aftermarket system yet i cant figure out what kind of computer it is cos it doesnt say much on the casing, i want to compare it to a factory ecu!!<P>Also does anyone know where its located?<P>Thanks guys!<P>Jon<p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 08-18-2002).]||203.173.161.94||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||08-18-2002||11:09 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Its up under the dash above the passenger side kick panel. The factory ECUs have a gold zinc plated metal case with a diamond star etched in the middle,and have a blue and white part number sticker in them.||129.71.114.253||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||08-18-2002||08:34 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||It will have 3 plugs in it, look here for what they look like...<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_afc_instructions.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_afc_instructions.html</A> ||165.228.131.12||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001414.cgi
A||||9||Romanova||What size speakers?||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||08-13-2002||09:05 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||What size speakers are used in the doors and in the rear? Heard everything from 5 1/4" tp 6 1/2" to 6 3/4"... <BR>Looking to add Infinitys all around.||12.230.33.71||reg||1
Z||000001||hibern8||08-13-2002||09:44 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey i have the infinity kappa setup throughout my car..... 5.25 in the front door and you can put the 6.5 in the rear but the actual basket of the speaker can be a little bigger so id say go witht the 6.75 for the rear. also 4" in the dash too.||12.26.69.43||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsuvr4||08-14-2002||10:52 AM||||I have older Infinity Betas with 5.25 in the door and 6.5 in the rear deck.  Both have rather deep baskets and large magnets and required some lift to fit.  I just cut some new mounts out of MDF, painted them black and voila!  The OEM speaker cover on the doors doesn't allow much clearance and the carpet is complete underneath allowing for removal without doing any re-upholstering.<P>The upperdash mounts will fit 4" speakers but again the depth is your biggest problem.<P>Good luck with your intstall,<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.244.141||reg||1
Z||000003||Jose||08-14-2002||10:38 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have the pioneer 3way 6 3/4s in the front doors and the rear deck. I also have pioneer 4inch two ways in thre dash.<BR>Jose......||64.12.103.152||reg||1
Z||000004||mitsu13ishi||08-14-2002||11:17 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||yea the size is..<P>Front 6- 1/2 <BR>          OR 6- 3/4 <BR>they both fit, but 6.5 is more commonly found.<P>I got kenwoods all the way around.  Sounds great, might needa lil' dynamat in the doors though<P>Rear is the same.  any of you guys put subs in your car?||205.188.199.183||reg||1
Z||000005||Jose||08-15-2002||10:19 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||I had two JL Audio 10W3's in a box that fit tightly under the rods for the truck. I had everything hooked up to a Memphis Belle 5 channel amp.<BR>Jose.........||205.188.197.172||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||08-15-2002||01:14 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah i have a couple polk momos back there running off mtx amps....clean as can be...||63.62.130.138||reg||1
Z||000007||Kibo||08-19-2002||04:26 AM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mitsu13ishi:<BR><B>yea the size is..<P>Front 6- 1/2 <BR>          OR 6- 3/4 <BR>they both fit, but 6.5 is more commonly found.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Huh?  Not in stock trim...5.25" is stock.  I put Kappa components in the front (with custom FG tweeter pods opposite the side view mirrors), Kappa 2-way 4" speakers in the dash, and Kappa 3-way 6.5" speakers in the rear.  Can you tell I like the Kappas?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  I'm not much of a stereo guru, but I like my music--and it sounds *much* better now!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  Now I just need to swap the amp out of the pickup...<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR>||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000008||Kibo||08-19-2002||04:29 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Oh, I forgot to mention...I had to build some spacers for the door speakers out of 3/4" MDF and a 1/4" backplate to keep the baskets from hitting the door.  To get the dash speakers to fit, I had to "port" the stock grilles so the tweeter would clear.  I re-covered the grilles (one needed it anyhow because the previous owner mounted a boost gauge through the cloth) and drilled an extra hole in the plastic beneath the speaker to mount the passenger side.  I'm quite proud of my tweeter pod (only one--I have yet to do the driver's side).   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000009||JSTYLE||08-23-2002||09:33 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||we dont have any speakers in our doors, but the back parcel's are 6-6.5!<P>||203.173.168.87||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001415.cgi
A||||14||JSTYLE||4 Bolt dif?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||08-23-2002||10:32 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Hey guys,<P>Im trying to figure out if my car has a 4 bolt dif! Its an ex rally/curcuit car, how do i physically tell if its a 4 bolt dif from a 3 bolt dif? Ive searched the VFAQ and couldnt find it! Any help would be appreciated!<P>Jon||203.173.168.87||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||08-23-2002||01:55 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Just look at where the axles bolt onto the wheel hubs. If its held on by 3 bolts......<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||08-23-2002||08:56 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Ummz its a 3 bolt! Grrr how fast can i run with a 3 bolt?<P>Jon||203.173.168.87||reg||1
Z||000003||JSTYLE||08-23-2002||08:59 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||  <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/clubvr4/dcp_0022.jpg">  <BR><p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 08-23-2002).]||203.173.168.87||reg||1
Z||000004||drew||08-23-2002||09:35 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||I've heard of people getting into 11s (or was it low 12s) with a 3 bolt.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000005||vrpower||08-23-2002||10:51 PM||darian85@msn.com||Nate Pharr 12.4s||67.195.65.198||reg||1
Z||000006||JSTYLE||08-24-2002||06:53 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Will a EVO LSD dif fit in my VR4?<P>Jon||203.173.162.43||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||08-25-2002||03:07 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Wrong gear ratio, dunno if they phsically bolt in or not though||203.221.153.24||reg||1
Z||000008||JSTYLE||08-25-2002||05:59 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Do you know where i can get a 4 bolt ash?||203.173.162.50||reg||1
Z||000009||Ash||08-26-2002||07:43 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I've heard of a few importers, such as Rollins, bringing in Eclipse motors.  If they can get a front cut, they should be able to get a diff.  Maybe ask some rally specilists, they may know of EVO/VR4 compatability.||203.221.153.150||reg||1
Z||000010||JonGVR4||08-26-2002||09:20 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I've seen documents showing 4 bolt axles as "upgraded axles" for the GVR4 when the car was used for WRC.  The document was dated sometime in 91 or 92.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000011||JSTYLE||08-26-2002||06:01 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Jon,<P>Do you know where these documents are located? Im interested in running a 4 bolt or just upgrading it via the axels!<P>Jon||203.173.160.149||reg||1
Z||000012||JonGVR4||08-26-2002||08:48 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JSTYLE:<BR><B>Jon,<P>Do you know where these documents are located? Im interested in running a 4 bolt or just upgrading it via the axels!<P>Jon</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>They are sitting in my garage.  You have to change the rear diff when you upgrade the axles.  I'm just pointing out that not only did US DSMs get 4 bolt axles, but GVR4s did too.  Just not in the US.  ||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000013||JSTYLE||08-27-2002||04:06 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||can you explain it abit more plz..||203.173.161.175||reg||1
Z||000014||keydiver||08-27-2002||10:41 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If the EVO housing will not bolt in, you *MAY* be able to install the EVO diff into your 3-bolt housing. Then, use the original 3-bolt ring gear, so the gear ratio remains the same. This might allow you to use the 4-bolt EVO axles, but you would also need to change the wheel hubs. Alot of unknown variables here, but some guys here in the US have taken the 4-bolt LSD diff from a T/E/L and successfully fit it into the 3-bolt 4WS diff housing.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.185||reg||1
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A||||4||drew||Power Steering Coolant Lines||||1||
Z||000000||drew||08-29-2002||01:36 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Has anyone removed them? Is it safe/prudent/wise to do so?||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-29-2002||07:54 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||It wont hurt anything on the street, Unless you auto-x.<P>Zach||64.156.78.165||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||09-02-2002||02:43 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I took mine out. The ones in front of the radiator/condensor right? Yea and you can just bend the other rubber line to fit in the place so you don't have to put another piece in. I don't "know" of any problems with doing this "mod  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">".||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000003||teet||09-02-2002||06:21 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||I don't have them or any kind of cooling in my rally car.  I run the valvoline synthetic power steering fluid.<P>granted I try to do 60-70% of my steering with the pedals  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I can go through an entire stage without taking my hands off 2 and 10...<P>John||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000004||Kibo||09-04-2002||05:42 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Don't you have to shift?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
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A||||3||JSTYLE||Torque Settings for head gasket||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||08-30-2002||03:25 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Hey,<P>Got a custom 1.6mm alloy head gasket made up. Just wondering if anyone can tell me what the factory torque settings are? <P>Thanks<P>Jon||203.173.161.121||reg||1
Z||000001||DSSA||08-30-2002||08:37 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Nate?  85 ft/lbs. on ARPs, I'm not sure about stock, but I think it's the same.  Make sure you increase torque if using an extension as well. I torqued the ARPs to 110 with an extension, but I always over-torque them slightly anyway.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000002||Ant||08-30-2002||10:43 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Torqued my ARP's down to 85 ft/lbs<BR>Using a mitsu 4 piece metal HG<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||08-30-2002||02:21 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||100 for me on ARP's...||24.196.87.195||reg||1
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A||||10||sleeper||4WS removal||||1||
Z||000000||sleeper||09-02-2002||11:39 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I just replaced the rear diff with a 4 bolt.<BR>Removed all the power steering lines and plugged it on the front rack.<BR>My question is. what to do with the rear steering rack? Can I just remove it?<BR>In the faqs I read that either put washers in there or weld it.<BR>The whole rear looks like a TEL so I don't see why it couldn't be removed.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>||65.66.63.67||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||09-02-2002||12:40 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Just remove the AWS steering rack.  With it removed, it will be just like a DSM.  ||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||09-02-2002||01:14 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||sorry to cut in, but I feel this is relevant.<P>I've not crawled under the car and looked around, BUT if you remove the rear power steering pump, will the wheel not "flail" all the time? What keeps them locked straight? Do they not use regular tie rods to turn the wheels?||172.157.95.57||reg||1
Z||000003||drew||09-02-2002||02:05 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||The rear rack can be removed. It is IDENTICAL to a TEL rear. The TEL rear even has the mounting points for the 4ws rear rack. <P>It does not flail around. Even with the rear rack in the back w/o the fluid, it will move around. This is an inherent design "flaw" for Galants and TELs. I'm surprised no one ever designed a rear bar to keep things solid, but I guess they deemed it unnecessary. ||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000004||teet||09-02-2002||06:25 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||actually...check out the tech manual.  the passive rear steering is a touted "feature" of the rear suspension.<P>it keeps the short wheelbase TELs from swapping ends when driven hard by idiots.  Example of a car that doesn't have this built in...S2000.  LOTS of those have been wrecked by idiots that didn't know what to do when the rear end starts to come around.<P>I have this "feature" removed from my rally car.<P>john||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000005||sleeper||09-02-2002||10:21 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||So the faq is wrong by saying you need to put some spacers in there or weld it up.<P>How much impovement did you notice by welding <BR>the rear end up, so it wont move around?<P>BTW it handles lond sweeping turns much better without the 4WS. The back of the car is not walking on me anymore. I can feel when it starts to get loose.<BR>Short 90 degree turns are a lot more fun too. I can turn it sideways and back with minimal steering.<P>All I can say is do it if you haven't done it yet.<P>Anybody knows who ran these cars back in it's rally days? Who it was and with what setup?<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000||65.66.62.220||reg||1
Z||000006||drew||09-02-2002||10:35 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||John T,<P>How did you "remove" the passive rear steering?||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000007||teet||09-03-2002||12:20 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||I cut off the front of the rear trailing arm.  Welded a nut into the arm...and screwed a heim joint into it.  I then welded custom brackets onto the subframe.<P>you can also just weld the stock amrs "solid."  welding the ends to the main body...bypassing the rubber bushing in the end of the arm that flexes.<P>you could also modify a 4ws rack so that it doesn't move and bolt it onto the subframe and run the arms out to the stock pickup points on the trailing arms.  I have a rack like this hanging on my wall...make me an offer.  I got it from a friend and never got around to mounting it.<P>the rally cars in the "old days" had solid trailing arms...and tubular control arms...and additional subframe bracing.<P>john||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||10-08-2002||03:08 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||John, how much does this modified rack weigh, if you still have it?  How much of a difference did you notice after bracing up the rear?  I'm more interested in on pavement driving.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>TIA,<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000009||vrpower||10-08-2002||07:58 PM||darian85@msn.com||IMO i actually like the 4WS. I have started getting used to it and with the right suspension tuning i think that it will accomodate my handling taste. Anyone agree with me?||67.195.31.142||reg||1
Z||000010||bob in chicago||10-08-2002||10:43 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I'm nearby in Chicago.  I'll let you drive my non-4WS Galant VR4 sometime. email me.||24.148.12.128||reg||1
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A||||7||Ash||Tranny Oil||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||09-02-2002||06:30 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hey all,<BR>Try as I might I can't find either the Redline or GM oils locally, is Castrol Syntrax OK?  It even has Galant's & 3000GT's listed as a vehicles it suits in racing applications.  Up until now I've been using regular gear oil due to not wanting to waste money on something that won't help, but the Syntrax is everywhere so I thought I'd ask.<BR>Thanks<BR>Ash<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 09-02-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000001||vrpower||09-02-2002||06:44 PM||darian85@msn.com||castrol will work fine, is it more expensive than redline?||67.195.182.150||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||09-02-2002||06:46 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I can't find redline locally, I'd like to find something locally that people have used that works well.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||09-02-2002||09:49 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I used Valvoline Synthetic before and it works great.<BR>I would get the mitsu friction modifyer.<BR>Not sure what is in it but it makes a noticable difference.<BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000004||sleeper||09-02-2002||10:23 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Penzoil makes the GM syncromesh or have an oil just like that.<P>Look for it at Auto Zone or Parts America<BR>Not sure where I saw it.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<BR>||65.66.62.220||reg||1
Z||000005||turboflanagan||09-03-2002||08:49 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||One of the Mitsu TSB's on the shifting issues is to add the friction modifier to the trans through the SPEEDO CABLE hole.  I don't know why, it dosn't say.  Maybe it gets to the parts that need it most through there?  Anyhow, if you get the friction modifier, which I also recomend, you might try putting it in through that hole.  <P>I havn't changed the fluid in mine yet but did add some Mopar friction modifier which really helped after about a month.  Still not silky smooth, but no grinding unless I miss a shift  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif"><P>Peter||64.63.209.51||reg||1
Z||000006||beavis||09-03-2002||09:18 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||don't use mobile one full synthetic.  we tried it and the car was harder to shift then when we started.  i asked around and it seems that some of the full synthetics have too high of a gl rating that keeps the synchros from working properly.||24.95.229.248||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||09-06-2002||03:17 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||The Castrol stuff I meant was Syntrans, not Syntrax.  Syntrans is actually a synthetic upgrade to the Castrol VMX that Mitsu use from factory (in Australia at least).  syntrax however is for WRX's, Porsches & Toyota HiPo gearboxes.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
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A||||10||JSTYLE||Tuning Factory Ecu||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||09-04-2002||09:12 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Heys,<P>I suspect my factory ecu has been chipped because of the mods i have if it isnt chipped how did it work.. Anyways.. I am wondering how to tune the factory ecu to make run better?, im also gonna add a SAFC would i need to tune these at the same time or could i just tune the SAFC when i please?<P>Jon<p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 09-04-2002).]||203.173.164.144||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||09-04-2002||04:46 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||An SAFC is really all you need to tune.<BR>You can get an ITC if you want to play with the timing but that can be dangerous if you are not carefull.<P>Most people are able to get the AFR correct with an AFC. An easy way would be to get the car on a dyno with a wideband o2 and tuen the AFC to a safe afr.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by talontsi (edited 09-04-2002).]||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||09-04-2002||06:09 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Thanks, Ill save up for a SAFC and ill tune it when the car is properly running and its installed.<P>Jon||203.173.164.144||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||09-04-2002||07:28 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Chiptorque can remap out factory chips, if you don't want the S-AFC for some reason, check out <A HREF="http://www.chiptorque.com.au" TARGET=_blank>www.chiptorque.com.au</A>   There isn't much info but you could then contact them about it if you want.  It will work just as well as a S-AFC + a few extra qualities, it just wont be adjustable by yourself though, you would have to get them to retune it.  For those who don't know, its not like the TMO mods, the actually change all the fuel/ignition maps & reburn the chip.  If you are getting a S-AFC, forget the chip & vice versa.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||09-05-2002||12:41 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I'm going the retuned ECU route. I figure that the ECU does a pretty good job of  running a car (funny that!), and also I don't like the idea of people being able to fiddle with (and f**k up) your tuning.<P>Mike.||210.86.42.95||reg||1
Z||000005||JSTYLE||09-05-2002||01:01 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Rang up chip torque. They want $595 for the chip + watever it cost to tune and they said itll cost like $200 an hour and it could take up to a day. What a load of SH!TTT!!!<P>Has anyone tuned there own SAFC? Any advice you can give me? Cos im leaning towards tuning it with a SAFC!<P>Jon||203.173.160.181||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||09-05-2002||06:55 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I think most everyone with a S-AFC does tune it themselves.  The install instructions are on the main page of this site & RRE has a brief guide to tuning it on their web page.  The bare minimum you should have to tune it with is an EGT and an O2 voltage meter, such as a Jumptronics.  I have modified a Jaycar meter to display volts instead of A/F ratio just like a Jumptronics, available all over the place for $60AU.  As I said, this is the bare minimum, a datalogger would help an absolute shitload.  A dyno with a wide band will do it too, but you can't take that with you to the track.||203.221.152.105||reg||1
Z||000007||JSTYLE||09-05-2002||07:06 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||RRE ? (excuse my incompetence)<P>Looks like i will tune it myself. Do you have instructions on how you modified the jaycar metre to display vols insteand of a/f? How much will a data logger cost and where can i get one from?<P>Jon<p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 09-05-2002).]||203.173.161.73||reg||1
Z||000008||TWEAKD4||09-05-2002||07:49 AM||cdmyers@surfbest.net|| <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/</A> ||63.233.221.186||reg||1
Z||000009||JSTYLE||09-05-2002||07:56 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Thanks,<P>I think im buying a datalogger.. gonna cost like 900AUS.<P>Jon||203.173.161.73||reg||1
Z||000010||Compressed||09-12-2002||02:00 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||check out <A HREF="http://www.pocketlogger.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pocketlogger.com</A>  for a popular datalogger.  Pretty cheap, expecially if you already have a Palm. <P>TMO has one too. <A HREF="http://www.tmo.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tmo.com/</A> <P>||216.126.176.167||reg||1
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A||||4||JSTYLE||Factory Boost Controller?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||09-06-2002||11:20 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Im abit puzzled i pulled this out of my car. Looks like a factory boost controller because it has the Mitsubishi Logo on it. Did our cars come with boost controllers? If they did, i didnt know.. Anyways heres a pic!<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/fact_boost.jpg"> <P>At the rear of the 'controller' it has 2 power cables, i presume negative and positive, also the 'controller' has 2 lines feeding off it.. Solenoid and something else?<P>Jon||203.173.161.172||reg||1
Z||000001||vrpower||09-07-2002||12:14 AM||darian85@msn.com||yup, thats the BCS allrihgt. its connected to the MAS, Wastegate acutator, and air outlet.||67.195.31.225||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||09-07-2002||01:42 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Ok then, thanks.<P>But now my final questions:<P>did they come from factory?<BR>how do i wire it up?<P>Jon||203.173.168.197||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||09-07-2002||02:29 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||That is a "boost solinoid".  It will restict your boost under knock.  You can mod to gain a few more psi.||63.227.45.213||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||09-07-2002||09:25 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||our boost control solenoids dont have that stopper on it.  it caps off a third port, but on usa cars it does not operate.  i think the fuel pressure solenoid does have this capped port,  either that, or the fuel purge, but probably only usa cars have the fuel purge system, i think it is part of egr.  the fuel pressure solenoid is normally open, when you start a car that is already warmed up, this solenoid closes(power on), and no vacuum goes to the fuel pressure regulator, so you get more pressure to the injectors.  then, after it starts, it opens(power off), and vacuum then goes to the regulator.  the boost solenoid is normally closed, and when you apply power, it opens, bleeding boost to the wastegate.  anyway, to be sure, blow thru one of the vacuum lines.  if it is clear, it is the fuel purge.  if it is blocked, it is the boost control.  most of us just disconnect this and toss it.||4.47.36.231||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001422.cgi
A||||4||ken inn||r134a conversion||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||09-07-2002||05:31 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i finally converted over from R-12 to R-134a today.  my car loses about a half pound of freon a year, and each year, it gets more and more.  also, it is a hassle to take it in, leave it, and trust that the tech will not go race it around the shop.  so, i went to pep boys, and bought a conversion kit, 40 bucks, comes with 2 cans of R-134a that also has an oil charge and a leak stop, hose, and all fittings.  took about an hour, mostly because i elected to remove the coil, the cyclone sits down farther, and i couldnt quite get to the charge port on the compressor.  you change the hi and low side fittings, and they give you a charging hose with a snap fitting on it, way better than the old screw on fitting, and the can tapper.  as long as the system has not been opened, all you do is hook up the hose, tap the can, run the motor, and watch the sight glass(under the coolant resevoir).  when the bubbles in the sight glass go away, you are done.  pop off the hose, and enjoy the cool air.  i think it is colder than the R-12.  with the stock intake, probably take about 20 minutes, tops.  <P>i just took the car out for a nice long drive, and this sucker is COLD!  MUCH colder than the old stuff.  now, if it leaks, i can just go and get another can over the counter, and do it myself.  i hope the leak stop works.<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 09-07-2002).]||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000001||turboflanagan||09-07-2002||11:17 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Was there any dye in the oil charge?  That stuff is great.  Often don't even need black light to find the dye.  I hope that it isn't your evap leaking.  That will just get worse and you will Have to rip out the dash or sell the car living in Texas.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||64.63.209.150||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||09-08-2002||08:41 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||since i sell a LOT of a/c stuff for bmw and mercedes, i asked several of my shops, and they all said that the small amount i had to add each year is about normal for a car of it's age, and not to worry about a small leak.  now, i can recharge it myself.  i had a small cache of r12, and i was down to my last can, everyone i talked to said to convert, and it is a lot easier to charge up with the snap fittings than the old screw on stuff.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||09-09-2002||08:50 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||So Ken umm how much did it cost to rent the storage tank for the old "freon"?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||09-09-2002||09:15 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yah, i was SURE there was still some r12 in there, but by golly, it was all gone by the time i was able to charge it up.  i heard there was some guy running around stealing freon.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
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A||||10||Kibo||AWD Launching||||1||
Z||000000||Kibo||09-08-2002||04:46 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||After recently upgrading my clutch (ACT), flywheel (Fidanza), and rear diff (4-bolt LSD), I was hoping to gather some input on launching techniques.<P>Formerly, I would pulse the accelerator pedal to build boost at the line (no stutterbox...yet) and basically side-step the clutch around 6k RPM.  Even doing this, I was unable to break the tires loose, presumably due to the fact that the clutch I had wasn't grabbing...?  Best 60' time was 1.894, usually higher (2.0).<P>Now that I have a grippy clutch and lightweight flywheel, I'm wondering if some sort of quick-slip method would work better.  The clutch is just now finishing the break-in period, and I only launch when I'm at the track, so I don't really have much experience on this one.<P>I must admit, I'm a bit concerned about busting the (stock) center diff if I launch incorrectly...  Suggestions?<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||09-08-2002||08:59 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||If your just holding the gas peadel then you are probably not building much boot off the line. You need to keep reving at an RPM that is good to lach at usually btw 4000-5500. A studder box launch is easier to do since the RPM's are always the same and you can concentrate on the clutch. Becarefull with that open center diff. I only launch at high rpms on welded ones.<P>I beleive there is a write up on dsm.org on lauching technics for awd.<P>I am also curious to see how you like the light flywheel?<P><p>[This message has been edited by talontsi (edited 09-08-2002).]||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000002||Kibo||09-09-2002||01:28 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||That's why I pulse the pedal...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Granted, it's not a very accurate method and probably doesn't build as much boost as a stutterbox would, but it's better than nothing.  I've read what info I could find on dsm.org--it appears to be mostly aimed at FWD owners, though (unless it's changed since I last looked--it's been a while).<P>A bit off-topic, but I really like the lightened flywheel so far.  It makes a huge difference in how quick the car feels under acceleration, mostly in the lower gears (1st and 2nd).  Launching is going to be a bear, though--I can already tell.  I'm just finishing the break-in period for the clutch now, so we'll see how I like the flywheel in the coming weeks...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000003||evol||09-09-2002||09:23 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I use the parking brake to help build boost. I always try to pre-stage quickly so I can pull the parking brake and get the engagement point down (of the clutch and brake). Then I hold it at about 5 grand and when the lights go yellow, I burn the clutch ever so slightly and then more severely until the final yellow light goes at which point, I just drop the brake and get one hell of a holeshot. I haven't gotten any 60' times using this method, as I only took it to a "street drag" with no time slips, but I will tell you this, it was enough to stay a half car ahead of an ls1 thaty ran 12.80's with a 1.85 until 65 mph. (Only mods: MBC, Fuel Pump)||134.124.18.7||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||09-09-2002||03:26 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||How much "boost" are you guys making at the line?<BR>Thanks,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||09-09-2002||07:43 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Yeah, using the same pulsing method (no stutterbox) all I get is level 0||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||09-09-2002||09:19 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||With the light flywheel load becomes a problem. I see a TMO or MSD in your future.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000007||Kibo||09-10-2002||09:38 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||With the aforementioned method, I could sometimes build maybe 2-3psi; but most of the time 0psi was all I got.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  The load issue is a good point, though.  Perhaps I should install my TMO chip before I try *any* launches.  Should I just select one of the "middle" RPM settings (4500 or 5000 RPM) to start, and then go from there?<P>Thanks for all the help,<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||09-10-2002||04:08 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||So how much boost do you make at the line with a stutter box/MSD or TMO? Just wondering becasue I didn't know you could build more than like 5-7psi doing more than reving the piss out of it at the line. I had a msd-2 and well same thing. I have never had a TMO but is there something special to make "boost"? Also the parking brake method, how much boost did you make using it? It would seem to me it would but a load on the engine, but how much boost can be made? Is it a sencond gear start like Shepherd?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>Thanks,<BR>Rob ||24.196.87.195||reg||5
Z||000009||talontsi||09-10-2002||07:58 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I have seen up to 7psi on other cars with a DIS 2 with the base timing set to 5 degrees.<P>I am sure you could get more but it depends on your setup. Not sure if you want more than that as you are putting more stress on the driveline.<BR>You really want the studder for consistant launches so you can concentrate on the tree.<P>With the TMO you can also power shift since it lowers the RPM to allow the gears to go in and no over rev.<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000010||number3||09-10-2002||09:39 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||10-15 psi with the TMO studder box set at a high RPM.<P>Lower boost levels set at a lower RPM.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
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A||||17||Hertz||Are all strut tower braces created equal?||||1
Z||000000||Hertz||09-10-2002||11:35 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I've seen a variety of prices for strut tower braces in a variety of shapes of bar (tubular, eliptical tubes, square tubes, I-beams), various rings (2 nuts, 4 nuts) and various materials (aluminum, billet aluminum).  I'm curious to know what one should really look for in a brace.  I'd think that "bigger is better" (or at least, stiffer) and "you get what you pay for".<P>My required reading so far has been <A HREF="http://e30m3performance.com/myths/Strutbar_Theory/strut_bar_theory.htm" TARGET=_blank>are strut bars really needed?</A> and <A HREF="http://www.dsmreviews.com/dsmreviews.php3?category=3001" TARGET=_blank>DSM owners' opinions</A>.  Is the distance between the strut towers of a 1G DSM the same as a VR-4?<P>As far as good examples I've seen:<P>Number3's -- the ends at the struts look like they are damn solid.  Only one I've seen with reinforcement like that.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine.jpg"> <P>Jon's -- looks custom, like actual racing design.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/images/jgr_engine2.jpg"> <P>I've also seen more than enough of this kind of stuff:  <IMG SRC="http://www.rollhard.com/rp1gstb.gif">  bad example of a bad example...<P>And, of course, there are those who don't feel the need to stiffen their chasis, but have really big turbos.  (no image required)<P>I like the idea of having the bar hinged to allow quicker access if it were in the way -- but not the idea of it being the weakest link in the chain -- plenty of bars out there with thin ends, thin bolts, and plenty of chrome and decals.  Is custom the way to go?  Is steel okay?<P>Anyone care to make some recommendations?<P>Thanks in advance,<P>-Ryan||67.37.233.99||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||09-10-2002||11:52 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||#3 (harry) has a GReddy GREX Strut tie bar.<BR>Jon has a Roadrace one. <BR>The distance between the TEL and GVR4 are the same, but some bars won't fit, because GVR4 bars mount "backwards" from a TEL perspective. Some, like the GAB and I think the GREX fit. Others mainstream ones may not.<P>I think for the most part you won't see too much of a difference between different brands. Just get one that is reasonably well made (won't rust) and you know WILL fit your car.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||09-11-2002||01:15 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I made my own out of a bit of stainless bar, heavy as hell but works well.  You can see the endplates in this shot (the bar itself isn't in obviously)<BR> <BR> <IMG SRC="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/Ashvr412.JPG"> ||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||09-11-2002||09:34 AM||jon@jgronline.com||My first front strut tower bar was a Grex.  I had it for a while and it was ok.  I talked to Mike at RRE and ordered a rear one from them.  The rear one has one mount on each side and is powder coated in grey.  I then decided to get the same type for the front.  I sold the Grex to Harry (number3) and he is using it still.<P>After putting the RRE bar in, I noticed it was stiffer and stronger than the Grex bar.  The RRE bar is steel and the Grex bar is Aluminum.  RRE also claims the solid bar will be stronger than an adjustable one becuase the tension is on the threads.<P>Mofugas also sells an adjustable bar.  At first, Rob sold RRE bars but then he changed to adjusable ones.  Rob said he like the adjustable bars better because you could preload it.<P>If I were to buy one today, I would probably find the cheapest one.  I would call RRE and Mofugas and see what they had.  Last time I talked to Mike about this, he said he had some left and he would sell them cheap.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||09-11-2002||08:38 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I forgot to say, mine's solid too.  I made the endplates first & cut the bar to the exact length, the bar was then tapped for an allen head high tensile bolt in either end.  (Yes, tapping the stainless was heaps of fun)||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||markrieb||09-12-2002||10:14 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||If you really want to stiffen things up, you need to triangulate the bar back to the firewall.  Some of the Mustang STB's are like this.  Imagine two more tubes one from each of the strut towers to a plate bolted to the firewall.<P>Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000006||Kibo||09-13-2002||05:43 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Just out of curiosity--is bracing the strut bar like that allowed in Street Mod?  I know I could probably search the web, download the rules, and read through them...but I also know that you'll probably know for sure off-hand.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||09-13-2002||01:10 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||For those looking for the absolute cheapest way out, buy a 1G TEL strut bar that uses a 2 hole mounting plate on each end, flip it around, and add a bolt through the fednerwell up in the hole for an additional strut mount.  <P>Cost me $35, plus 2 spare bolts and nuts that I had.  <BR> <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/~had0006/1.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/~had0006/1.JPG</A> ||4.47.84.188||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||09-13-2002||03:59 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||how about getting like 50 dzus fasteners, and bolt the hood down.  for the rear, do the same to the trunk.  for extra strength, the doors, too.  man, that sucker would be TIGHT!||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000009||drew||09-13-2002||09:44 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||ken,<P>might as well weld the doors shut and go Dukes of Hazzard style as well.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000010||blytz||09-14-2002||02:12 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Kibo, from what I've heard, those triangulated bar will bump you into a prepared class. Not 100% sure, but I know a guy with a BONE stock car pulled his off to get dropped out of prepared.||172.149.197.12||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||09-14-2002||04:20 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Jon,<P>Actually the bar I bought from you is in the garage. You painted it red. The one in the picture is a new one, I bought for someone then removed it when I bought his car.<P>If anyone is interested in it I might be tempted into sell it. <P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000012||Kibo||09-25-2002||02:35 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||Blytz, thanks for the info.  I'm certainly not prepared to be in Prepared!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  Just after this topic came up, a local club member posted an RRE front strut bar for sale.  I bought it from him, and came to find out that he had bought it from the previous owner of my car.  So now it's back where it belongs...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  It's heavy as heck, but the car is noticably stiffer now.<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||209.254.34.12||reg||1
Z||000013||dsmsleeper||10-02-2002||03:22 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Jon,<P>Actually the bar I bought from you is in the garage. You painted it red. The one in the picture is a new one, I bought for someone then removed it when I bought his car.<P>If anyone is interested in it I might be tempted into sell it. <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Harry,<P>I might be interested (if the price is right).  It's the Greddy one, right?<BR>||63.146.62.141||reg||6
Z||000014||Numberless||02-26-2003||04:35 PM||||Yeah I know this is an old thread but I just thought I'd add my 2 cents...<br /><br />I designed my own bar for my old 99gsx...I just couldn't stand the flimsy thin ones out there.  Anyway, I think the rear in a hatchback is probably more flexible than a sedan, so this probably made more of an difference in my eclipse than it would in a galant.<br /><br />Anyway, this bar is overkill as it is, but the point I wanted to show is that it's pretty easy to make or have someone make your own bar.  This bar was made using 2" tubing (if I remember right), and the ends had these things called "spuds" welded on.  The spuds have threads inside, and we threaded some heim joints/rod ends into those.  We used some suspension brackets, welded those to the shock towers (which we also beefed up a bit with some additional welded bracing).  So with about $120 worth of parts and some welding, you can have your own design.<br /><br />It always feels better to have something custom, so I just thought I'd share.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Here are the pics:<br /> <img src="http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/trunk.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/trunkdetail.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />For anyone local to WI, the welding was done down at Yard Racing near the WI state fairgrounds in milwaukee...they basically build vintage racecars (they build vintage stuff like shelby mustangs for road america and other big tracks), but can do stuff like this for fun.  Dan is the owner, and is a super honest straight up guy.<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000015||SPEEDFIEND||02-27-2003||09:10 PM||||Hey Ash, I was wondering about that battery and tray you have in your car?  I'd rather do what you did than relocate the battery to the trunk.  I'd like to get a little if you don't mind.  Thanks, Kris||206.214.56.171||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000016||Romanova||02-28-2003||04:34 PM||||I've had good luck with the Whiteline front and rear bars... very nice pieces.||216.255.203.165||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||02-28-2003||05:04 PM||||Well since this was my thread, maybe I should update...  I purchased a Whiteline bar (adjustable, aluminum) from Ken Inn.  I have yet to install it, waiting for warmer weather.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
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A||||14||DeanCouchey||Best place to get a 4G63T||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-16-2002||03:03 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||My stockewr has 153,000 on it, I know Kens engine went to like 154 or so and then died and my turbo is startign to get some shaft wobble and blows some nice oil... like a quart every 1500 miles. I am looking for a engine with lows miles, I dont wanna buy off the trader cause you dont know how beat these were. I am thinking JDM but there is a change over hassle. About how much is a full rebuild with the upgrades... turbo(16G) crower rods and so on and so on..... I know a JDM runs about 1500 or so and I think I need ot look for 5sp..... Auto has less HP right? Thanks for your help! And no flamming, I have been here a long time damnit!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||09-16-2002||03:48 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yo, dean, the jdm i got was from an automatic, you just change out the cams(which i have yet to do), and they are the same.  mine cost me 970+206 shipping, i had to pay a bit extra for a truck with a lift gate, cause it was delivered to my house.  motor also came with a cyclone, but small 13b turbo.  motor was like new, i still changed out the belts, tensioners, pulleys, water pump, but every part i removed looked new or barely used.  i had the injectors cleaned and flowed, the guy who did them said they were already cleaned, and when i told him where they came from, he said the motor was probably hardly used.  also, it comes with a 6mo/6k warranty.  if you are not going racing, this is the way to go.  if you want to talk more about it, my phone is 800 400 4773.  i am VERY happy with it.||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4_1221||09-16-2002||04:34 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||Does anyone ever rebuild their engine instead of getting a used one? The engine in my car was rebuilt, at great expense to the previous owner. But I have found a place which carries a three year, unlimited mileage warranty for $2190 plus $155 shipping.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <A HREF="http://remanufactured-engines.com/26%20Chrysler%20%20Mitsubishi%204%20Cylinder.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://remanufactured-engines.com/26%20Chrysler%20%20Mitsubishi%204%20Cylinder.htm</A>   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> here is the link||66.52.65.23||reg||3
Z||000003||GVR1643||09-16-2002||05:32 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Got mine from CNS and have been very happy with it as well...I had posted here and the other board as well.  Spotless, 158-160 compression,etc.  Now I wish I had put that in the GVR4 instead of the Talon ;-)  Oh, and I paid 995 + 200 shipping (didn't ask for the lift gate and they sent it anyway).<BR>I will probably do it again for the GVR4 - no serious HP and stock internals will do fine for me...so why chance all the screw ups I could do on a rebuild when for the same or less I get a good used one?  Just my .02 worth...<BR>Good luck,<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.199||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||09-16-2002||06:25 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4_1221:<BR><B>Does anyone ever rebuild their engine instead of getting a used one? The engine in my car was rebuilt, at great expense to the previous owner. But I have found a place which carries a three year, unlimited mileage warranty for $2190 plus $155 shipping.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <A HREF="http://remanufactured-engines.com/26%20Chrysler%20%20Mitsubishi%204%20Cylinder.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://remanufactured-engines.com/26%20Chrysler%20%20Mitsubishi%204%20Cylinder.htm</A>    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> here is the link</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>one big hassle here is the core.  when i got mine, it was raining, and whatnot, i had to wait like 3 weeks to install it, and i got nasty notes from the park management.  plus, you get a lot of extra stuff on the jdm motor(for me, i got a new starter, the cyclone intake, injectors, t/bdy,all of which are still on the motor), AND, the biggest benefit is they started with brand new parts.  nothing is reconditioned, just slightly used.  for the money, it cant be beat.<P>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||09-16-2002||07:18 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I will sell you my JDM that I just bought if you have the cash.<P>Zach||209.246.128.228||reg||1
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||09-17-2002||02:04 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||First off thanks for your help guys.... Ken did you get yours form a Local guy or  a company that you would have a website to??? Zach werent you just complaing about the eninge NE ways????? I thougth I read you haviung troubles with it and so on.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000007||JonGVR4||09-17-2002||07:30 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I bought my JDM engine from RRE.  They are located in CA near several places that import the engines.  They literally look the engine over before buying it.  That way, you know exactly what you are getting.  <P>RRE also put a new timing belt on it, new water pump, took the balance shafts out, put a US spec intake manifold on, and other little things.  The stuff I didn't want was used to help pay for the work.  Power steering pump, injectors, coil pack, power transistor, 90 style CAS, Cyclone intake, etc.  I would give Mike a call if I wanted another engine.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||1quickvr4||09-17-2002||08:19 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I was complaning that it was dirty, BEcouse they got it in and I bought it before they had a chance to steam clean it. I just need to sell it becouse I would rather not have that on my credit card. If I dont sell it its going on the stand for 4 months or so and getting a metal HG, headstuds and JUN 272/272 cams(Yes JUN, not HKS)<P>Zach||209.246.129.48||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||09-17-2002||09:32 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i bought the motor from nic international.  800 523 2343.  if you go to the rre site, they have a list of places that sell motors.  some of them are on there more than once, under another name.  i also did a seach on the internet, and came up with several more.  the prices ranged from the 970 up to almost 3 grand, and with trans started about 1400.  with the motor off the car, and on the stand, doing stuff like the timing belt, water pump, is so incredibly easy, because everything is right there, and easily accessible.  also, you can see what comes out, like if the coolant is in good condition, etc.  this tells a LOT about the overall condition of the motor.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000010||turboflanagan||09-17-2002||05:04 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||If cost is the only concern then ignore the following:<P>Can I interest you in more hp, torque, quicker spool, (almost)same package?  <BR>I'm talking about a 2.4L turbocharged MONSTER!  Yes, it'll be more work for you.  Yes, it will cost a bit more than a JDM.  And YES IT WILL BE MORE FUN!!<P>Sorry, I'm still trying to get one of you guys ready for a new engine to build one of these.<P>Peter||64.63.209.185||reg||1
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||09-17-2002||06:02 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I would like a JDM, and I am sure if I talk to Mike at RRE I can round one up. jon about how much did you pay for it, just a rough guestimate. I am looking at about 1500 or so, but let me know. Also if I do get one which one of you would be able to help me a little with the instuctions on putting the eninge in????? DOnt be shy now Ken or Jon!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000012||JonGVR4||09-17-2002||09:58 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<BR><B>I would like a JDM, and I am sure if I talk to Mike at RRE I can round one up. jon about how much did you pay for it, just a rough guestimate. I am looking at about 1500 or so, but let me know. Also if I do get one which one of you would be able to help me a little with the instuctions on putting the eninge in????? DOnt be shy now Ken or Jon!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I paid $1000 for it and another $150 or $200 for shipping.  <P>They kept:<BR>14B<BR>Cyclone intake<BR>coil pack<BR>power tran<BR>90 style CAS<BR>injectors<BR>exhaust manifold<BR>O2 housing<BR>power steering pump<BR>AC bracket<P><BR>The put on:<BR>new timing belt<BR>new water pump<BR>new spark plugs/wires<BR>removed balance shafts<BR>US spec intake manifold<BR>91-92 CAS<P>I also paid normal price for a set of RC 550's.  I helped them sell the JDM stuff that I didn't want which got the price down to $1000.||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||09-18-2002||12:00 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Thanks for that info Jon, I was wondering about how much it would be if I kept the turbo and the injectors, even if it is a Autop JDM will it have ther 510's??? Also do they kinda pick and choose between auto and manny??? My plans are to try and run high 12's or low 13's. So pretty much I plan on getting a bigger IC setup, S-AFC pocketlogger and eventually a bigger turbo. So what do you think it would be if I kept the injectors and turbo???||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000014||GVR4_1221||09-21-2002||01:34 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||It sounds like every is happy with used engines from Japan. But how do the used transmissions from Japan hold up. Is anyone willing to state that a used one for $600.00 and up plus shipping is better than the $850.00 or so plus shipping for a rebuilt one at a quality shop? And you may get one that has the wrong final ratio from Japan!!!||64.66.196.183||reg||6



ubb/Forum2/001426.cgi
A||||9||JSTYLE||Do i need a 4 bolt?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||09-17-2002||12:30 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Its hard trying to source a 4 bolt dif. Anyways just wondering, has anyone run sub 12s w/o a 4 bolt?, what times did they run? and how much of a difference is it with a 4 bolt?<P>Jon||203.173.165.130||reg||1
Z||000001||Yao||09-17-2002||04:18 PM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Yes, I have run 12.2 in my VR4 and pull 1.7 sixty foot time before the 3 bolt axles snaped in half!||207.13.174.102||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||09-17-2002||07:40 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Is it possible to run 11s with a 3 bolt? Cos if i dont need a 4 bolt til i break the rear dif ill wait til i break it.<P>BTW: My car hasnt been launched hard before.<P>Jon||203.173.160.142||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||09-17-2002||09:22 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| A freind of mine has broke a couple of axles in his Galant. He broke a LR axle on the street on one thursday night,replaced it friday,made about five or six passes at the track (went a 12.36) and broke another one. It lasted a day. After that,he went 4-bolt. He also broke one on the street in his previous 13 sec talon. <BR> On the otherhand,Ive heard of people going deep in the 12's on a 3-bolt,Ive heard that Nate Pharr went 12.40s on his. I also saw a site somewhere where somebody was going 11s in a DSM on an open 3-bolt,but it didnt mention weather or not they had a stockpile of LR axles.. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR> If you try,its real easy to break a three-bolt,but your driving style will have a lot to do with how it holds up. ||129.71.115.35||reg||10
Z||000004||JSTYLE||09-17-2002||11:08 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||I want something around the high 11s. Is a 3bolt capable of that? I would have to spend 1500AUS (750US) to get a 4 bolt.<P>Jon||203.173.160.142||reg||1
Z||000005||vrpower||09-18-2002||08:22 AM||darian85@msn.com||i think that if you want to run ll's a 4 bolt would come in handy.||207.56.0.2||reg||1
Z||000006||JSTYLE||09-18-2002||09:14 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Yer, i think i might run w/o a 4 bolt til i can afford cos to ship it to aus itll cost all up $1500AUS which is $750US. Ive been told i could run mid/high 11s with a 3 bolt.. we'll see how we go!<P>Jon<P>BTW: Off the topic, could i use another dif? could i say use a 9' dif from a ford?||203.173.165.254||reg||1
Z||000007||talontsi||09-18-2002||10:17 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Ford 9" is a live rear solid axle.<BR>You can use it if you want to modify the whole suspension.<P>I would just run the 3 bolt until you tap it out.<BR>That is what I plan to do. <BR>Most of the local TEL's end up breaking them at low 13's and mid 12's.<BR>Our track hooks pretty good and if you stutter box launch it most likely it is going to break if you are making power.<BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000008||MX4||09-18-2002||04:19 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Gutted JStyle,<BR>Ive just bought a 4 bolt for $NZ400. Lucky me<P>Ryan||165.84.100.16||reg||2
Z||000009||JSTYLE||09-21-2002||05:04 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Bastard!! LOL ill give you 800NZ for it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">.<BR>I think i might run my car, see what times i run and if it breaks it breaks. Ill get a 4 bolt when it breaks! Tho i have spoken to guys who have run low/flat 12s with 3 bolts. I also heard a rumour that Noel from the garage runs a 3 bolt. He has run a 11.98<P>Jon||203.173.166.55||reg||1
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A||||10||vrpower||Combining 4WS with a 4 Bolt||||1||
Z||000000||vrpower||09-18-2002||11:48 AM||darian85@msn.com||Does anyone know a more detailed process of joining these two?? Any websites would help.<BR>thanks||207.56.0.2||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||09-23-2002||05:21 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Check this thread, at the bottom: <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000854.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000854.html</A> <BR>I thought Kyle used to have a VFAQ on his site of how he did it, but I can't find it right now:  <A HREF="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/message/51063" TARGET=_blank>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/message/51063</A> <BR><A HREF="http://home.pipeline.com/~blackhole/dsm/dsmframe.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.pipeline.com/~blackhole/dsm/dsmframe.html</A> <BR>But, he said it was so easy that I decided to try it myself last night. I was actually installing the 4WS drive gear on a 3-bolt LSD, but, as far as I know, its the same if you were installing a 4-bolt LSD differential in your original 3-bolt open-diff housing. At first, I didn't think the hole was there in my 3-bolt LSD for the steel drive pin, but it was, so Mitsubishi evidently made all their 3-bolt and 4-bolt diffs with the ability to take the 4WS gear and pin. I ordered a spare drive gear (MB569835, $42.26) and pin (MF472536, 53 cents) from Conicelli so that I wouldn't have any down time. It would have REALLY helped to have had a gear puller to pull the bearing off the right side of the diff, but I just used a BIG straight blade screw driver and a 3 lb hammer to carefully work the bearing off the end of the diff. There is a small steel drive pin that holds the 4WS drive gear in place, and there are instructions in the manual for exactly how far to drive the pin into the diff, .39" I think. It is supposed to end up being flush with the top of the drive gear when you're done installing it. It would have helped even more to have had a press to press the 4WS gear onto the end of the differential, but again the 3 lb hammer worked fine, tapping around the gear a little at a time. Then, I did the same to press the bearing back on where it came from, using a big 1 1/4" socket to hammer it on. <BR>I ordered a set of lash spacers (MB241903, $6.47), so I can properly set the gear lash when I go to put it into my housing. I also plan to remove the stock ring gear and install it on the LSD before I put it in, since it is worn to match the stock pinion gear. Most of this is covered in the CD or shop manuals. You will also need to use the 4-bolt axles, of course. I'll let you know how it goes in a week or 2 when I finish the job.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR><p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 09-23-2002).]||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000002||vrpower||09-24-2002||08:13 AM||darian85@msn.com||Thanks for that info i think when the funds come up i will search for a 4 bolt and try this in the future, but anyways thanks for the great post. Hope to hear how it will turn out!||207.56.0.2||reg||1
Z||000003||Kibo||09-24-2002||08:00 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||Jeff's right--it's the same process for a 4-bolt LSD.  I ended up taking the diffs to the dealer to have the bearing(s) pulled and the AWS drive gear swapped.  Since they didn't have the tool to remove the bearing without destroying it, I decided it wasn't a bad idea to replace them anyway.  They charged me $20 for the labor, and something like $40 for the set of bearings.<P>I'll be curious to see how your shimming goes, Jeff.  I tried following the process in the manual and started with the thinnest shims, only to find that it was a press fit with even those!  The manual implies that there should be some clearance which you then measure before selecting the correct shims.  After much deliberation, I ended up re-using the shims that came out of the 3-bolt originally (which, incidentally, were not both the same thickness--even though the manual says they should be!).  The backlash was within spec and the gear mesh pattern looked right, so I went with it.  No problems yet!  LSD sure drives differently when cornering under power...    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<p>[This message has been edited by Kibo (edited 09-24-2002).]||209.254.34.12||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||09-24-2002||08:30 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Yeah, the 3-bolt LSD unit that I pulled the diff out of sure didn't seem to have .005 clearance. It was tight! I think if you read all the instructions in the manual, although you start with the same size shims on both sides to get the .005 clearance, you then may have to adjust one higher and the other lower to get the backlash just right. I keep reading it over and over, hoping it will make more sense when I go to do it. It should be fun!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000005||Kibo||10-03-2002||02:27 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||It's really not too bad when you go to do it--just like a lot of things on a DSM.  I think the two most imporant things to get right are the gear mesh pattern and the backlash.  If you swap the drive gear from the 3-bolt over to the 4-bolt diff, the gear mesh shouldn't be a problem assuming the pinion gear height in the 3-bolt was correct to begin with.  That's also assuming that you're not *completely* rebuilding the diff and pulling the pinion gear assembly as well--if you do, you're on your own.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  On backlash, make sure you have at least some.  If it's too tight, the diff will wear out very quickly...check your diff after driving to make sure the housing isn't hot; if it is, pull it apart and re-shim it before you cause too much damage!<P>Good luck,<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||10-03-2002||10:49 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I *should* pull the pinion gear, but I'm not up for that. I see the seal is seeping a little bit. I'm hoping to do the job tonight. And Jon, you were right, it is the right side axle that is special one with the dual set of splines. I just confirmed that in the CD manual.<BR>I'll let you know how it goes,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.220||reg||1
Z||000007||Kibo||10-05-2002||06:27 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||The seal on the input shaft was just fine on mine, so I decided to leave well enough alone.  FWIW, I found that a 2" PVC pipe end fits the axle seals *perfectly*--it even holds them in place so you can hammer them in perfectly even!<P>I got the axles backwards on the first try--I thought I remembered which was which from how I had placed them when I pulled them from the 4-bolt.  A quick peek in the manual explained the difficulty I was having...  However, it's re-assuring to know that the axles can't be accidentally swapped (left will fit on the right side, but not vice versa).  Let us know how it goes!<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||10-06-2002||09:21 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I finally did the swap Thursday night, but I ran into one small problem. The lash spacer kit I ordered (MB241903) came with about 10 shims starting at .1025" thickness, up to around .130. The original spacers were a .115 on the left and a .096 or .097 on the right. How are you supposed to re-shim the diff when the lash spacer kit doesn't include spacers in the range you need??? As far as I can tell in CAPS, there is only one spacer set for both the left and the right side, same number, so its not like I should have ordered 2 kits. So, I ended up using the same spacers because I could not reduce the lash like I wanted to!<BR>One thing that was interesting was that both my original GVR-4 open-diff and the 3-bolt LSD I bought from Katie had the same size spacers in it.<BR>To make a long story short, everything else went pretty much as planned, except some of the bolts were tougher than I expected to remove, but what else is new, this was a northern car. I reused the original left side axle, and the 3-bolt LSD one I got from Jon on the right.<BR>In retrospect, I have 2 observations:<BR>1) all this work is probably not worth it for just a 3-bolt LSD. Note to self:Go for the 4-bolt next time.<BR>2) I probably should have put new bearings on the new diff, or at least, at a minimum had the bearing properly pulled off and pressed on. I have lingering fears that I may have damaged the bearing.<BR>I'll keep you updated with any more feedback I may have as time goes on, but so far, so good.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000009||vrpower||10-14-2002||09:24 AM||darian85@msn.com||Again, thanks for this great post!||66.19.51.185||reg||1
Z||000010||Kibo||10-19-2002||08:15 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||That's interesting that you had the same problem with the shims that I had, Jeff--I was a bit worried that I was doing something completely wrong!  To others, I agree that replacing the bearings (or at least the passenger side bearing that must be pulled to press on the AWS pump drive gear) is a good idea--about $20 per bearing from the dealer.<P>Think of it this way, Jeff--if you decide to go with a 4-bolt someday, it'll be a piece of cake 'cause you already know how to do it!    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<P>(Edit--I hit 'reply with quote' and forgot to delete the quote before I submitted...)<p>[This message has been edited by Kibo (edited 10-19-2002).]||206.196.136.231||reg||1
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A||||1||VR4coop||what does FMIC stand for||||1||
Z||000000||VR4coop||09-19-2002||07:32 PM||coop529@aol.com||every 1 is prob laughing when they see this but like i said im new to the game.<BR>thanx<BR>coop||65.96.40.228||reg||1
Z||000001||LAGVR4||09-19-2002||07:37 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||it stands for front mounted intercooler||24.126.240.116||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001429.cgi
A||||1||JSTYLE||Stock Injectors||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||09-30-2002||05:36 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Just wondering if anyone knows the number of the stock injectors. <P>Cheers<P>Jon||203.173.163.219||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||09-30-2002||02:49 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||U.S. spec 450cc ones are MD115076.  <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc/cart/?pn=MD115076&submit.x=5&submit.y=4" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc/cart/?pn=MD115076&submit.x=5&submit.y=4</A> <BR>Don't know if thats a good number down under.<BR>But, at $162 each, who would want them?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.209.224||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001430.cgi
A||||4||mitsuvr4||Alternator install/radiator coolant volume?||||1||
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||10-02-2002||10:41 AM||||Hey all,<BR>It had to happen eventually and this weekend the alternator must come out.  (It's getting too cold to keep riding my cycle)<P>Reading a previous post it was mentioned that the radiator must come out to remove/install the alternator.  Also that I should check the harmonic balancer for any play before putting everthing back together.  Lastly, electrically test the alternator before installing to make sure it delivers the juice.<P>The shops around here are estimating 3.5 hours for this job, what would anyone estimate a home garage hack doing it in?<P>How big of a bucket do I need for the coolant (volume)?<P>Thanks for the help and wish me luck!<P>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.244.242||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||10-02-2002||11:40 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||when i did it, i removed the radiator, AND the metal intercooler pipe that goes thru the core support.  that was the ONLY way i could get the clearance.  others have been more successful, i dont think anyone else has had to remove the intercooler pipt.  but, to remove that pipe, you also gotta remove the left headlite bucket.  figger on about 6 qts of coolant.  to get to the balancer, you HAVE to remove the left front wheel, and the plastic splash guard.  also, depending on how new and stiff the power steering belt is, you may have to cuss at it a bit to get it back on.  whenever i look at a job, and i am able to get the flat rate hours for it, i always figure on double that, if i do it at home, no lift, no air tools.  then, you also have to take it somewhere and get it rebuilt.||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000002||Kibo||10-03-2002||02:29 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Ken's comment on the power steering belt reminded me of how much trouble I had putting mine back on...until I realized that I had already re-attached the brace on the PS line (the one near the cam gear cover and engine mount).  Save yourself the trouble and remember to leave that clamp unbolted until after the PS belt is back on.  Just a tip...    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<P>(edited for spelling and grammer[sic] mistakes...)<p>[This message has been edited by Kibo (edited 10-03-2002).]||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000003||Ant||10-03-2002||07:28 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I changed my alternator just last week.  I took the PS pump off and pulled the alternator out.  The job took maybe an hour an half.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||10-03-2002||09:01 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ant:<BR><B>I changed my alternator just last week.  I took the PS pump off and pulled the alternator out.  The job took maybe an hour an half.<P>Ant</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Service manual describes the altenator replacment just like that.||205.145.64.64||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001431.cgi
A||||2||mitsuvr4||Greddy electronic boost gauge install||||1||
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||10-02-2002||10:46 AM||||Hey all,<BR>Installing a boost gauge finally and was curious if the wiring is easily identifiable near the steering column?  The wiring supplied with the gauge is rather short (1.5ft) and won't reach to the ECU without adding length.<P>Anyone know the color and location of which wires I could tap for the install?<P>Thanks for the help,<P>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.244.242||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||10-02-2002||12:29 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Sorry, I don't know anything about electronic boost gauges -- but what do you want to tap into at the ECU?<P>If you're looking for voltage, go for the green wire in your dash dimmer.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||10-02-2002||05:38 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||This may help:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/greddygaugeinstructions.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/greddygaugeinstructions.htm</A> ||12.247.128.70||reg||1
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A||||19||JonGVR4||how to disable the car alarm||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||10-04-2002||08:22 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I figured this out the other day when working on my car. <P>Take the kick panel off from the driver's side.  After you remove it, look to the left of the steering wheel.  Just above the fuse box, there is a row of 4 items.  <P>From left to right: silver round thing, little black box, silver round thing, larger black box.<P>Now the black boxes are relays.  The relay on the left is smaller and it is for power door locks.  The larger black box on the right is a relay with a timer built in.  If you unplug the larger black box on the right, the timer never starts for the factory alarm so the factory alarm can never turn on.<P>BOOYA!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||10-04-2002||03:21 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Thank you so much!  I am tired of my lights flashing at random times when my car is parked!||63.231.76.155||reg||1
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||10-04-2002||10:42 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Finally, the eighth wonder of the world is solved.  U di man Jon.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||10-05-2002||03:19 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Here is the picture of it.<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/images/relays.jpg"> <BR>||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-07-2002||01:00 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Sweetness!  Thanks for finding and sharing this excellent piece of knowledge, Jon!!  Should come in handy when I eventually put in my Aladdin 2000 timer/alarm combo.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||14
Z||000005||Ian M||10-07-2002||11:17 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Jon,you rawk!!<BR> I see Im not the only one whose Galant has tried to get the neighbors to toss bricks through the windsheild at 3:30 am!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">Somehow mine stopped when I re-disconnected the hood switch that I hooked back up after I got the car running...||129.71.115.65||reg||14
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||10-09-2002||04:56 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Guess what, I took the relay on the far right out and it didn't work.  The lights still flash at random and when I unlock the door with the key.  I notice that after I lock the doors the green security on the dash lights up and then turns off after a set amount of time.  If I unlock the door and then open the door after the light goes off, the lights flash.  Any suggestions?  ||63.227.47.125||reg||1
Z||000007||Ryan136||10-10-2002||12:17 AM||||Im glad I read this! The other night I opened the door on my galant that ive only had for about two weeks and the head lights start flashing. Im like ummmmm ookkkkkkaayy. Looks like this will be my first mod. ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||10-10-2002||02:03 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||It doesn't work though.  John, did you have this problem with your car?  I removed the far right relay and it isn't work.||63.227.47.125||reg||1
Z||000009||JonGVR4||10-10-2002||10:50 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<BR><B>It doesn't work though.  John, did you have this problem with your car?  I removed the far right relay and it isn't work.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>What year is your car?  This might be a 91 only thing.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000010||Ferrari F50 GT||10-10-2002||01:46 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Yeah, mine is a '92.  But would there really be a difference in the alarm system?||63.227.47.125||reg||1
Z||000011||Matt379||10-10-2002||02:57 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<BR><B>Yeah, mine is a '92.  But would there really be a difference in the alarm system?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I have the same exact problem, and mine is a 92.  I removed the farthest relay on the right, and my alarm still activates =(  It doesn't make a bit of sense.  Can we do a poll here to see if any other 92's do this.||162.39.161.85||reg||1
Z||000012||drew||10-10-2002||08:59 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||Tough to disable alarm. Another reason 92s are better.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 10-10-2002).]||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000013||Ferrari F50 GT||10-10-2002||09:29 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Are there any other alarm/security relays on the '92s?||63.227.47.125||reg||1
Z||000014||Ant||10-15-2002||08:04 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||It's not the black relay you need to remove.  That doesn't do anything.  <BR>In that picture you want to remove the right silver relay, the one closer to the steering wheel.  That will not allow the alarm to turn on.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000015||Ferrari F50 GT||10-15-2002||08:48 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Thanks!||63.231.76.108||reg||1
Z||000016||Ant||10-17-2002||08:00 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Dammit, the alarm started working again last night out of nowhere ????<P>Guess I'll take the panel off tonight and see if I can take out other relays to stop it.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000017||Ant||10-18-2002||07:46 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Ferrari, <BR>I'm guessing by pulling the relay I mentioned that your alarm stopped working.  Has it started working again?<BR>I can't figure out why my POS alarm just started working out of nowhere.... my car must be possessed.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000018||Ferrari F50 GT||10-18-2002||01:36 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Nope, I pulled both relays and the alarm still goes off.  This is pissing me off.||63.227.45.121||reg||1
Z||000019||Matt379||10-18-2002||05:01 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||My 92 does the exact same thing.  I pulled both relays, and it wasn't arming the alarm at first, but now it still goes off =(<P>Another reason my car is possessed....<P>Oh, and the backup lights started working again the other day for the first time in like 2 years?!?!<P>Now if I can fix the cig lighter, horn, and power mirrors...and disable that alarm!||68.51.85.114||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001433.cgi
A||||5||turboflanagan||good grounds for audio?||||5||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||10-09-2002||07:35 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Where do you guys suggest grounding aftermarket headunit, electronic EQ, and two amps mounted in trunk?  I just mounted a second amp and have gotten bad alternator whine.  It was present before, but now it is worse.  tried changing the ground location for headunit and amps, but no success yet.  Where should I ground them?||64.63.209.189||reg||5
Z||000001||turbowop||10-09-2002||07:54 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Usually, alternator whine is caused by running the rca's next to the power wire. You didn't do that did you? My amp is grounded on one of the rear seat belt bolts with the paint sanded off underneath it for good contact. My headunit is grounded to the chassis that holds the factory head unit.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||Nate||10-10-2002||11:12 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||<BR>ground all the units at the same place to help eliminate a ground loop. <P>Isolate all the units from the chassis of the car. For example mount the amplifiers to a wood board then mount the board to the car.<P>unplug the antenna to see if moise goes away. It could be a bad Antenna wire picking up noise.<P>Don't run power and signal near wach other when ever possible.<P>Use quality wires and stereo equipment.<P>Battery could be weak. The battery is a good filter.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||10-10-2002||11:14 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Sorry about that Nate was on my computer again  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||10-11-2002||05:46 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I didn't even think of the amps being grounded through their chassis since they have the ground wire connection.  <P>The head unit is of course grounded through it's chassis to the under-dash frame and when I ran a ground straight from radio ground wire to batt neg. the whine got much worse.  <P>So I shouldn't worry about the length of the ground, but ground everything at the same spot?||64.63.209.62||reg||1
Z||000005||turboflanagan||10-13-2002||08:05 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Welp, my prob is with the headunit grounding through it's chassis to the frame in the center consol.  I take it out noise goes away, put it back in and whine is back.  Now just need to get something to isolate it from the mounting bracket.  <P>Thanks for the list of ideas Nate.  ||64.63.209.104||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001434.cgi
A||||8||turboflanagan||ACT2600 vs. Clutchmasters new 2500||||5||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||10-10-2002||10:07 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Has anybody run a ClutchMaster's clutch?  Looks like they have a new one to challenge the ACT2600  <BR> <A HREF="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g1cat/clutch.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g1cat/clutch.htm</A> <P>What experience have you had with CM clutches?  This seems to be about the same price as the ACT.||64.63.209.220||reg||5
Z||000001||talontsi||10-10-2002||10:57 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Pretty much the same clutch as ACt but the fingers are a little thinner to give you 2500 lbs of pressure that 2600. <P>Locally they seem to work well in hi powered turbo hondas so I would assume the same for our cars.<P>The discs are similar also. Seems everyone has gone steel back.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||10-11-2002||03:53 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i run a clutchmasters stage 4.  5000 miles and no problems.  we use them exclusively in our rally car also.||138.23.114.186||reg||1
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||11-06-2002||06:32 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||INFO:<BR>Stay with the ACT2600. My friend has that Clutchmasters 2500 on his Eclipse and he does not like it at all, not recommended.<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||11-06-2002||08:30 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Got the ACT2600 sitting in the living room waiting to be put in.  Now I just need all the bearings, input shaft, center diff stuff to come in, put all the bearings in, put the trans together, take it back apart, measure for correct spacers and shims and lock rings, order more parts, wait for them to get here, put trans together again, install trans and hope it holds together and shifts better than before.<P>But I did get the 2600, for what it's worth.||64.63.208.248||reg||1
Z||000005||Louters91GVR4||11-07-2002||10:43 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||good luck man<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000006||sleeper||11-07-2002||10:50 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I never seen that happen to the ACT but it's a secong CF that I've seen to look like that.<BR> <A HREF="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/Clutch/stripped%20clutchmaster%20stage%205/MVC-466F.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/Clutch/stripped%20clutchmaster%20stage%205/MVC-466F.JPG</A> ||64.123.248.10||reg||1
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||11-07-2002||11:12 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I'm using an ACT 2600 now and it works wonderfully.  I'm using it with a stock mitsu disc, and it seems to hold up to abuse pretty well, it just stinks more than an ACT disc.  ||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000008||turbobrian||11-11-2002||04:11 PM||turbobrian@yahoo.com||i use the act 2600. works great. i did try the centerforce for 2k a long time ago and had problems with it slipping. went back to the act and never had a problem. i use to use the act street disks but went to a factory mitsu 2g disk because i couldnt wait for the act to show up. i still have the 2g disk on and i cant really feel any difference between the two.||68.9.74.249||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001435.cgi
A||||2||turboflanagan||CAPS Crack||||1||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||10-11-2002||09:27 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Jon, I keep getting an error code for file not accessible when I try to run my CAPS program #SE 300 o81 File not accessible.:EXIT1.bmp<P>Any ideas?  Is it probably the cd or the computer?  I've had them both work before.||64.63.209.121||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||10-13-2002||08:17 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Sounds like you have the wrong setup.env file.  Make sure you have the right one based on the drive letter for your cd rom.||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||10-14-2002||06:17 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Tried that and over-wrote the file to make sure.  Same error.  The first time I try to run the program the screen with the large red Mitsu logo comes up for a couple of seconds and then the error message.  Every time after that, just the error message right away.<P>Should I just pitch this POS out the window and go spend the mod money I don't have on a new POS?!  <P>Thanks for trying to help a frustrated computer fool.<P>peter<p>[This message has been edited by turboflanagan (edited 10-14-2002).]||64.63.209.206||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001436.cgi
A||||7||ken inn||pocketlogger and s-afc||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||10-13-2002||08:44 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i would like to start some discussions about use of the pocketlogger and tuning the afc.  i am on both yahoo groups, but i feel like our group is a better source, being we all have the same car.  for starters, what are you all using to tune the afc?  i like the idea of using o2 and fuel trim from the logger.  also, from what i have read, the low, mid, and high fuel trims are not very fast changing.  also, does anyone know what range each is?  for instance, isnt the low fuel trim only up to 1000 rpm?  if so, what are the other 2 levels at?<BR>     so far, i have set up the afc with stock injectors, lo fuel, and i have added +25% at 1000, and about 20% at 2,3,and 4000.  high is still set at zero, and at wot, with my water injection off, i get just a tad of knock at about 6500-7000.  i cant believe such a high increase is needed at low fuel.  but the car DEFINETLY runs better.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||10-13-2002||11:10 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Ken I would reccomend throwing an EGT into your tuning picture. Peak/hold is my personal preferance.<BR>Don't want to melt anything.<P>Don't have any info on the AFC since I have a speed density system. <BR>I try to get the o2 values close to .90 while keeping the egt's under 900' C, with little (under 5) or no knock.  <P><BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000002||markrieb||10-14-2002||12:34 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Ken,<P>Which AFC are you using, the new Super AFC with the blue screen or the old style with the rotating knobs?<P>I use the TMO datalogger and tune based on knock count and timing advance with a little O2 readings thrown in.  I'll tune for the leanest that keeps knock under 5-7 counts and the timing advanced as far as possible, and that generally puts the O2 around 0.9 V.  When the logger is not hooked up, I have a peak/hold EGT.  RRE has a pretty good writeup on how to basically tune using the S-AFC and the datalogger.<P>Mark Rieb||4.47.229.219||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||10-14-2002||09:14 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i do have egt, and the new style afc.  i think using an actual log is much more superior to just using egt, because at the same time, you can see other pertinent data, like knock, ipw, o2 trim, etc.  i would think that using fuel trim and o2 trim would get me in the ballpark, then "lean until knock".  am i wrong on thinking that trying to bring the tuning into the range of the factory fuel maps would maintain the original rich settings? ||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||10-14-2002||06:52 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||You did not post that you had an EGT earlier. More tools would make it easier to tune. If I ever get my car running I may get to use the pocket logger.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||10-14-2002||07:19 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||at this point, i am not even considering egt.  i like the fact that with the logger, i can see exactly what certain things are doing at the same time.  by playing back the log, at wot, i can see peak o2 voltage, ipw, knock, timing, etc, and all of it exactly when it happened.  the only things i cant see that i would like to on the log is boost and/or percentage of load, and egt.  there is too much lag time on egt unless it is measured exactly with the others.||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||10-14-2002||07:54 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I use the EGT just too keep from melting a valve or piston while "butt" tuning. <P>I am going to try and log boost later on once the car is running.<P> ||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||10-14-2002||10:09 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||butt tuning will not work for me.  with the logger, i can see when it is too lean, or not enough fuel, or too much timing.  with egt, you dont know if it was one of those, or something else.  all you see is high temps.  one thing i did see, was my low fuel trim was way off, i had to increase fuel 25% with the afc to get it back into closed loop.  for some reason, it was staying open until just off of idle under load.  i must have an air leak.  car runs MUCH better now.  i am surprised.||4.47.46.206||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001437.cgi
A||||2||kartorium31||oil pressure 100+psi?||||1||
Z||000000||kartorium31||10-16-2002||05:02 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I finally got my gauge installed and it will show almost 100psi when i rev it up.  Is this normal?<BR>thanks<BR>karter||12.18.161.246||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||10-16-2002||06:25 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yep.  mine pegs at about 90 psi when cold, and is steady about 70 on the freeway||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||10-16-2002||08:41 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||thanks Ken.||12.18.161.246||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001987.cgi
A||||2||turbofreek||Whiteline Products for GVR4||||1||||turbofreek||00000683
Z||000000||turbofreek||04-03-2003||06:35 PM||ybelmont@yahoo.com||I called RRE today and they told me that i would have to get the FSTB, RSTB, and swaybars from whiteline for my GVR4. I want to know how i can get in contact with them, and do they have any U.S. distributers, thanks. I also want to know if they make a high performance radiator for the GVR4.||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||04-03-2003||11:23 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/suspension_galant_vr4__dsm.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/suspension_galant_vr4__dsm.htm</a>||68.115.162.84||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||turbofreek||04-04-2003||04:00 PM||||thanks for the help||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes



ubb/Forum2/001438.cgi
A||||15||JSTYLE||Tuning||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||10-19-2002||07:51 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Where do you tune the car to idle etc.. My car is running very rough and i want to play with the timing etc.. and get it to run better! How would i do this?<P>Jon||203.173.160.3||reg||1
Z||000001||Kibo||10-19-2002||08:27 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Typically most people don't play with the timing; rather, the airflow signal being sent from the MAS is intercepted and modified using an aftermarket 'piggyback' computer like the SAFC, eManage, SAFR, etc.  The piggyback tricks the ECU into thinking there is more/less airflow than reality, and so the ECU adjusts the injector pulse width (and hence amount of fuel injected) accordingly.  This indirectly adjusts the timing as well, since the ECU uses more aggressive timing at lower airflows (and vice versa for higher airflows).  You can play with your base timing, which is supposed to be set at 5 deg. BTDC using your CAS; however, in doing so you are both increasing the probability of knock as well as removing your ECU's ability to retard timing under knock--meaning you can quickly destroy your motor if you don't know what you're doing.<P>In my opinion, the best way to tune is with a datalogger.  You can do some tuning while watching your O2's, EGT, etc.; but fundamentally, you don't know what your ECU is doing.  Specifically, the single most useful parameter for tuning (IMO) is the knock count output by the ECU--if you're ECU "sees" knock (real, 'phantom', or otherwise), you're not going anywhere fast...and if it's real knock, you're going to damage your engine...  All DSM'ers who modify their cars should be required to buy the shop manuals and a datalogger.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Tuning your car's idle is a whole 'nuther subset, since the car does a number of things differently at idle.  There's a bunch of information available on this topic if you search around, and it's covered pretty clearly in the manual--but if you have any specific questions, I'm sure one of us could answer them.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Hope that helps,<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||10-19-2002||09:06 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||timing and idle speed are controlled by the ecu.  you car reset base timing and idle speed, check the vfaq on the dsm site, <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</A>  to do this.  check your ISC(idle speed controller), unbolt it, keep it connected, and have someone turn the ign ON.  the tip should cycle in an out, and then stop.  if it just sits there and vibrates, it is bad.  also, make sure the little oring in the BISS screw is soft, heat and time make it hard, and air will pass by. <BR>     tuning by knock is one way, but it wont help at low fuel trims, like idle.  i have been using o2 trim on the pocketlogger, and also looking at low, mid, and high fuel trims.  since i just got my pocketlogger, i noticed my low fuel was maxxed at 139%, and o2 trim was way up there, like 160, and also, my jumptronix showed o2 could no longer control low fuel, so it was sending it back into open loop, and idling off of set maps.  i KNOW this meant air leak, but i thought i would have to pressurize the intake, and was too lazy to do it.  also, i was able to bring it back into closed loop with the afc, but low fuel was about +30.  well, yesterday, i was removing the intercooler pipes, and BINGO!  on the dejon intake, i had forgotten to attach the fuel purge cannister line, and the catch can line, coming off the back of the valve cover.  2 HUGE AIR LEAKS!  after attaching it all, i still have to correct low fuel, but not near as much.  it really helps to be able to see what the car is doing.  the pocketlogger is a must have tool.  without the pocketlogger, i would never have a clue that there was an air leak, the car was a bit cranky when cold, and the ecu could compensate by slipping in an out of closed loop.  <p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 10-19-2002).]||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||10-20-2002||10:30 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Pressure testing your IC system I critical to a strong running car. (for the one millionth time)  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>I can never get my datalogger to work. It is useless tool to me. Never links up to my ECU.<P>But with a simple couple of fitting and a air compressor anyone can make sure all that prescious boost makes ti to the engine.<P><BR>Harry<BR>||208.32.92.9||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||10-20-2002||12:43 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||in this particular case, pressure testing would have done me no good.  the leak was between the mas and the turbo.  also, by reviewing the logs, i can see where additional tuning needs to be, rather than guessing by looking at egt and a/f when under boost.  i can see when knock starts, what o2 trim is, rpm, throttle position, injector pulse, etc.  using a straight edge on the log, i can pinpoint which rpm to add or detract fuel, and keep logging until it is what i want.  i have already seen an increase in fuel economy about 4 mpg, and the car pulls a LOT stronger.  it is also a lot smoother at cruise, and more responsive.  i now think the logger should be the very first tool you buy for the vr4.||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000005||JSTYLE||10-20-2002||05:34 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||I think its just the timing that is out. It idles ok for like 1min then it revs up to 1500rpm then drops to 1000rpm. It does this constantly. Ive tried looking at the ISC, ive found it but i dont know what to do to reset the timing on it. Can someone help me please. Or can you give me a link to a web site please? Im running the stock ecu with a kind of link to get rid of the AFM. Besides that the computer is relatively stock. Also just changed the head gasket on it. I also have lumpy cams which could effect it. Any suggestions or help would be very much appreciated! Im going to put a piggy on the back of the ecu, should i do this bfore the car is running fine or after? <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/clubvr4/isc.jpg"> <P>Jon<p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 10-20-2002).]||203.173.164.179||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||10-20-2002||06:22 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||<BR>Not refering to your situation in particular. Just was suggesting the first thing to do during a tune up is to pressure test your IC system. Holes in the intake only matter if you use a MAS as I am sure you are aware. In a MAP system no intake is needed.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P><BR>Then while I was at it I just wanted to make a point of the fact that the pocketlogger doesn't link in my car. Never has. I have had one for years. Any ideas?<P>My third point is...Even if one can not afford a logger or get it to work a few dollars in fitting should be purchaused and used to test the IC pipes for boost leaks... for a proper tuning.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||1quickvr4||10-20-2002||06:56 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Could it be as simple as the BISS screw?<P>Zach||209.244.94.252||reg||1
Z||000008||VR6 Eater||10-20-2002||08:46 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||My car used to do the same thing.  I tried everything that I could think of but nothing helped.  I had heard that a bad EGR valve could cause the poor idle, so I checked that.  The damn thing was stuck and I couldn't get it to move with out ruining it.  I made a block off plate and now it idles great.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000009||keydiver||10-21-2002||11:46 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Harry,<BR>I remember a long time ago you complained about your logger not hooking up. Is it the pocketlogger or the TMO datalogger? It seems to me that you found a combination that would work, like a different ecu, or in a different car, or was it someone else's datalogger? The only way I would think that the logger would not sync up would be if the ECU isn't seeing the proper voltage swing on the "DATA" pin. It has to swing from +12 to almost ground potential for the 2 to communicate properly. Any oxidation in the diagnostic port, or the wiring to the ECU could account for it, but that doesn't rule out voltage losses in the logger itself. There is a Schottky diode in the logger as well as a MOSFET transistor, that drop the voltage slightly. It could be, in your case, that these slight voltage drops are just enough to cause the voltage swing to fall outside the "window" that they need to have to do a proper RS-232 conversion. I would be glad to look at it for you, if you can give me more information. Or, as another option, if you send me your ECU I could put an interface right on the main circuit board, and I KNOW that would work!<BR>LMK,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>P.S. - Also, JSTYLE, the ISC doesn't have anything to do with timing. What is "a kind of link to get rid of the AFM", and what is an "AFM". Sorry, but there is a slight language barrier here on my end. To check the timing, you need to ground the timing connector (under the hood near the clutch master cylinder). Then, using a timing light, you adjust the CAS to set the timing at 5 degrees: <A HREF="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/timin.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.plymouthlaser.com/timin.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.myzero.com/engine/timing.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.myzero.com/engine/timing.html</A> <BR>Warning: the timing connector is NOT at the same place as a DSM. It hangs just to the right of the vehicle VIN plate on the firewall, along with the fuel pump connector. DO NOT ground the fuel pump connector, it will blow a big fuse. The timing connector is the one that is inside a weatherproof plastic cap, and has just one little pin inside to ground. The fuel pump connector is a larger exposed terminal.<p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 10-21-2002).]||66.156.209.38||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||10-21-2002||12:50 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||YAH!  I AM STOKED!  i just had the car state inspected, including emissions, and it passed with flying colors!  HC std idle is 220, car did 198.  CO std 1.2, car did .67, at 2500, HC was 65, CO .55 ablsolute lowest it has EVER done.  i attribute this all to the extra tuning from the afc, and the pocketlogger.  fuel economy is up, car pulls stronger, and at cruise is much smoother and quieter.  i got REAL concerned when they put the rear wheels on the dyno, and blocked the front wheels, but they figgered it was awd.  now, i gotta figger out how this afc got stuck on peak hold. ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||10-21-2002||02:41 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Your HC's look almost exactly like mine did the one time I had to do emmisions testing when I first moved here. What I can't believe is that I had a 198 (almost failing), and my wife's 3000GT non-turbo 3.0 liter had like 5, or some ridiculously low number like that. Mitsubishi definitely likes to dump in alot of excess fuel on the turbo's, but why at idle???<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.209.38||reg||1
Z||000012||Kibo||10-22-2002||03:34 AM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>now, i gotta figger out how this afc got stuck on peak hold. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Press the down arrow... (the up arrow activates peak hold when on the monitoring screen).  Another useful shortcut is pushing in both the &lt;prev&gt; and &lt;next&gt; buttons simultaneously to switch between settings and monitoring.  Congrats on the emissions!<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<P>||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000013||ken inn||10-22-2002||10:25 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||yep, the instruction manual is a wonderful thing.  the guy who test drove the car must have fooled with it, and i could see peak rpm at almost 7k!  some test drive.  he also commented that "man, this car is FAST!"  now i know why.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000014||Kibo||10-25-2002||04:25 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Cripes!  I don't even rev my own engine that high--largely because my setup (14b turbo) doesn't make any power up there.  Dyno sheets say to shift at 6500rpm...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||10-25-2002||02:46 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Heh... I was teaching my friend how to drive a manual one night, and he apparently forgot that you're supposed to lift your foot off the gas while shifting.  Thank god he also forgot where 4th gear was and didn't try to ram it into gear at 7400 rpm...  That was the last time he ever drove one of my cars.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001439.cgi
A||||6||JSTYLE||Disappearing Water||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||10-24-2002||02:06 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Problem, just changed my head gasket. My car is now sucking in water from the radiator. The car doesnt seem to overheat but when i open the radiator after i have filled it.. no water.. it all goes to the overflow bottle! Its definately not a head gasket because we have just changed that and the oil is still the same and isnt milky. Tho we r thinking it could be a water jacket..<P>Any help will be appreciated!<P>Thanks<P>Jon||203.173.168.119||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||10-24-2002||02:30 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Could it be that if you're using just water (as you said, 'sucking in water') that you're simply boiling over?  Is the overflow full (to the top)?||67.37.186.158||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||10-24-2002||02:36 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||I was thinking that.. I havent got any coolant left. So im going to flush it out and put new coolant in it. Tho if this isnt hte problem i really cant see what is. My mechanic said that water shouldnt affect it.<P>Jon||203.173.168.119||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||10-24-2002||08:14 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I ran water in mine with no problem for a couple of weeks. After I got it running(didnt want to mess with coolant spills)<BR> But you dont want to do it for a long time (water has no cooling effects on the turbo)<BR> Have you replaced the radiator cap lately? It sounds like it isnt holding any pressure||63.185.73.249||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||10-26-2002||12:44 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Be more specific.  How low is the coolant level in the radiator, a liter, 4liters...<P>You said that "it all goes to the overflow bottle!"  Do you mean that the overflow bottle was half full and after running is filled to the top?  If so you probably have a bad rad cap.  It is allowing excess coolant to flow to overflow bottle, but not suck it back into the radiator when the system cools and depressurizes.||64.63.209.53||reg||1
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||10-26-2002||01:22 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||I was loosing coolant and it was due to using a non factory gasket at the thermostat housing. A factory one solved that slow leak.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000006||JSTYLE||10-27-2002||01:14 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Well it loses about 1 litre of water. I flushed it and filled it with coolant today. <P>Anyways havent tested it yet.. But this is waht use to happen.. not sure if itll happen after replacing it.<P>Anyways after i take the car for a drive. Leave it to cool down for about 1hr come back, open the radiator the coolant flows to the over flow bottle like it is pressurized.<P>Still puzzling me....<P>Jon||203.173.160.145||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001440.cgi
A||||3||JSTYLE||Trip Computer?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||10-24-2002||02:09 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Just wondering how do i reset this.. I just want to start from 0 again and see how many litres it uses per tank.<P>Cheers<P>Jon||203.173.168.119||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||10-24-2002||02:25 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Uh...  push it?||67.37.186.158||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||10-24-2002||02:37 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Push what? I have a AUS spec VR4. I cant seem to find what to do to reset it.<P>Jon||203.173.168.119||reg||1
Z||000003||JSTYLE||10-24-2002||03:49 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Sorry my mistake.. i found it..<P>Jon||203.173.168.119||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001441.cgi
A||||2||199of2k||Suspension||||1||
Z||000000||199of2k||10-27-2002||01:37 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Please put all your suspension questions here.<P>Thx||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000001||vrpower||10-27-2002||03:54 PM||darian85@msn.com||How different are the stock GVR4 shocks/springs compared to the stock T/E/L ones? Thanks for any help||67.195.110.97||reg||1
Z||000002||199of2k||10-28-2002||12:23 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000933.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000933.html</A> ||68.9.130.111||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001442.cgi
A||||11||GVR4_1221||JDM transmission ID||||5
Z||000000||GVR4_1221||10-30-2002||12:28 AM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||Anyone who has bought a used transmission from Japan. Please post the numbers stamped in the transmission. I am looking at buying one with EX9549 stamped in it. Not able to find much on those numbers.||209.245.160.48||reg||5
Z||000001||Hertz||10-30-2002||12:32 AM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><BR>Date: Wed, 30 Oct 2002 05:05:08 -0000 <BR>Subject: [GVR4list] Re: JDM Transmission codes <BR>Reply-To: GVR4list@yahoogroups.com <BR>X-pstn-levels:     (C:60.7803 P:95.5390 S:18.6583 ) <BR>X-pstn-settings: 4 (1.5000:3.0000) pmCr <BR>X-pstn-addresses: from &lt;mattfree99@yahoo.com&gt; forward (good recip) <P>Just found something that helps. Thanks to all who have posted their <BR>tranny IDs.  <P>Please keep them coming.  Here is what we have so far.  The type of <BR>tranny is listed first, followed by a general tranny ID # (the "_" <BR>before and the "__" after the ID can vary), followed by an example or <BR>two.  Take note of the missing info and assist me in completing the <BR>list.  I thought about posting it in the Files section, but decided I <BR>will do so when the list is more complete:<P>US spec TEL, 90 -&gt; _w5m332np__, e.g. kw5m332npzs (unk casing #); <BR>_w5m332npzs, mh8095<P>US spec TEL, 91 -&gt; _w5m332np__, e.g. kw5m332npxv (unk casing #<P>US spec TEL, 92      -&gt; ???<BR>            <BR>US spec TEL, 93      -&gt; ???<BR>      <BR>US spec TEL, 94 -&gt; ???<BR>      <BR>US spec GVR4, 91 -&gt; _w5m332nq__, e.g. _w5m332nqbm, kx9091<BR>      <BR>US spec GVR4, 92 -&gt; ???<BR>            <BR>Evo III      -&gt; ???<BR>            <BR>Evo II -&gt; ???<P>Evo I -&gt; ???<P>JDM (Aus) GVR4, type unk -&gt; _w5m332nq__, e.g. _w5m332nqzk (unk casing <BR>#)<BR>      <BR>JDM (Aus) GVR4, 91 -&gt; _w5m332nq__, e.g. _w5m332nqzk, Lh6282<BR>      <BR>JDM GVR4, year unk -&gt; _w5m332nq__, e.g.      _w5m332nqzk, ma6822<P>JDM (Aus) GVR4 Evo, year unk -&gt; c51ph, e.g. c51ph, ?x9766<BR>      <BR>JDM GVR4, year unk -&gt; c51ph, e.g. c51ph, hL4285; c51ph, sd7177<P>unk spec GVR4 RS, year unk -&gt; _w5m332wq__, e.g. _w5m332wqge, qn6866; <BR>_w5m332wqnk, Lp0399<P>unk origin (E39 VR4 written on it) -&gt; _w5m332nr__, e.g.      <BR>_w5m332nrxc, <BR>ex6172<P>JDM ZR4, 89 -&gt; c51ph, e.g. c51ph, hk9717<BR>      <BR>JDM ZR4, 88 -&gt; c51ph, e.g. c51ph, cL0845<P>Thanks again and please post the tranny ID and casing # of ones not <BR>yet identified.<P>Norm<BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE>||67.36.180.92||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4_1221||10-30-2002||07:11 AM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||To confirm the final drive ratios by having you check the <BR>*difference* between the front & rear outputs.  To check it, first <BR>remove <BR>the transfer case and both front drive axles.  Then mark the rear <BR>output <BR>shaft and the front diff.  Rotate the rear output & count the number of <BR>revolutions on it to make exactly 1 revolution on the front diff.  It <BR>should be 3 7/8 revolutions, give or take.<BR>||64.154.190.209||reg||6
Z||000003||GVR4_1221||10-30-2002||06:50 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||I just got home with a JDM transmission ID number c50ph and it is a switchable  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> 2wd/4wd did not even notice when I picked it up. I hope it works right.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||209.245.161.34||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-30-2002||11:59 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Congratulations!!  I've been trying to hunt one down now for a while...  If you don't mind my asking, where'd you get it and for how much?  I've only found one place that has them with any regularity, but they charge $1,000 which is a bit more than I want to pay, as I'd just be sending it straight to TRE anyway...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<p>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 10-31-2002).]||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||Beemer||11-03-2002||02:38 PM||beemer1@att.net||W5M33-2-NQBM is what I have on my 91 US Spec gvr4.  I believe it is original to the car, but could be wrong||12.86.226.196||reg||1
Z||000006||947||05-28-2003||12:17 AM||||Just thought I would add to the database. I aqquired a JDM tranny from Alpha Engines. They "never have any problems with the mitsubishi transmissions", ha! Well this one locked up on me at about 70 MPH on I-5, pretty exciting. <br /><br />Here is the stamped #   W5M312VPXZ. Stay away from that one!<br /><br />Jordan<br />947||12.224.185.196||reg||1||947||00001203||yes
Z||000007||GalantVR41062||05-28-2003||12:50 AM||||What was the cause of the lock up? fluid, bearings, broken parts?  Can you buy a JDM front clip with the switchable T-case?  I am interest in getting a front clip next year.  GalantVR41062@yahoo.com<br />or post were to go, thanks.<br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000008||Matt Freeman||06-01-2003||03:24 PM||||W5M312xxxx is for the Galant GSX non turbo. This transmission has different final ratio than the turbo models.||65.103.153.105||reg||1||Matt Freeman||00000101||yes
Z||000009||ctm||06-05-2003||12:32 AM||||Hertz and All,<br /><br />To complement the list of JDM tranny ID's listed above and to help identify trannies to avoid, here is a similar list for USDM AWD cars (except the 3000GT):<br /><br />US TEL 1G 3/89 - 6/90 (shift link)	-> w5m332npzs<br />US TEL 1G 6/90 - 2/94	-> w5m332npxv<br />US TEL 2G 3/94 - 6/96	-> w5m332npzt<br />US TEL 2G 7/96 and up	-> w5m332muzt<br /><br />US spec GVR4 to 4/92	-> w5m332nqbk<br />US spec GVR4 5/92 and up	-> w5m332nqbm<br />	<br />US Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 6/89-5/90	-> w5m312vqzh<br />US Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 6/90-5/92	-> w5m312vqbk<br />	<br />US Expo 1G AWD	-> w5m33_mn__??? (Anyone know?)<br />US Expo-LRV 1.8 AWD non-turbo 5spd	-> w5m312vnxl<br />US Expo-LRV 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd	-> w5m332nnxl<br />US Expo 2.4 AWD non-turbo 6/92-2/94	-> w5m332nnxl<br />US Expo 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5/91-5/92	-> w5m332nnxz<br /><br />Kind regards,<br />Norm||66.27.124.64||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes
Z||000010||Ska-TAY||09-03-2003||02:25 PM||||So which JDM transmissions work?  Do they all work with US spec VR-4s?<br /><br />I understand 23 spline TEL AWD transmissions can be swapped in and GSX Galant transmissions can not.<br /><br />Has someone put together a complete VFAQ on this subject yet?||24.209.151.5||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000011||RTS182G-VR4||09-03-2003||10:32 PM||||i have the RS tranny, w5m332wqek,  ive gone 8k now and over 140+ mph without problems.  i bought the car with it in already, and i think the rear end gear was replaced to match. it is nice to have a front lsd though. (except for waiting for the right axle for a month)||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/001443.cgi
A||||1||mitsuvr4||Battery ground cable length?||||5||
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||11-04-2002||03:49 PM||||Hey gang,<BR>My beater (kidding) isn't starting.  It doesn't turn over, just clicks repeatedly when the key is turned.  Both the battery, alternator, and caps are new.  I read a post that it could possibly be either the clutch sensor or a poor ground.  Since my power was lost (clock reset and radio presets gone) I'm assuming bad ground.  I'm at work and need to pick up a new cable on the way home.  Anyone know how long I should get?<P>Thanks for the help.  I'll make sure and post again if that fixes it.<P>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.244.138||reg||5
Z||000001||mitsuvr4||11-05-2002||10:12 AM||||The ground from the battery to the engine block was the culprit.<P>I bought a 32" cable and it fits with enough slack to be comfortable.<P>In my testing I also noticed that when you try to start the car with the clutch not engaged the "4WS" light comes on.  It doesn't light up when the clutch is depressed while starting the engine.  This may be a way to determine if your clutch sensor switch is bad instead of your ground?<P>Everything electronic worked on my car but the starter.  Replaced the ground wire and VROOM, started right off the bat.  Kinda surprising how much juice the starter takes.<P>Thought I'd share in case someone else hits this bump.<P>Later,<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.240.254||reg||14



ubb/Forum2/001444.cgi
A||||6||Martin Tolentino||4ws block off||||1||
Z||000000||Martin Tolentino||11-06-2002||09:04 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Anyone have the size of the plugs thread,  pitch size and bolt size. Also, does anyone sell a kit?||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||11-06-2002||04:25 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Oil pan drain bolts. I got some from pep boys and cut them w/ a dremel cuz' they were too long to fit flush.||65.129.80.128||reg||1
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||11-06-2002||09:29 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Thanks... I'll try it out. I have an old one in my used bolt bucket, somewhere. If it's too long I'll just grind it down, bought a cool mikita 4" grinder.||68.6.244.123||reg||10
Z||000003||04DrBlur||11-06-2002||10:03 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net|| let me know if it works cause I am eliminating mine this weekend.  Kind off.  I get to work on it fri night and sun night but on sat i gotta go to a wedding.||67.39.149.124||reg||1
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||11-09-2002||04:36 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hi guys, I'm looking at this as well. What did you do with the two lines out of the reservoir? Can you loop the outlets? Do you have to block off each one? Change to a 2ws reservoir?<P>Mike.<P>||210.54.104.76||reg||1
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||11-09-2002||04:56 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||If I recall looking at Norms car their looped. Right know I'm having funn pulling the rear suspension down off the car. I'm installing the 22mm rear antisway bar I bought from the former Mofogus. The 4ws rear rack is in the way.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000006||91vr4evolution||11-10-2002||12:44 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||What a bastard of a job!!! The call on the sump plugs was spot-on (I trimmed them down with a hacksaw, cleaned up the threads with a file, removed the existing washers and fitted copper crush washers instead). But sheeit! I wish I just blocked everything else off. I just spent the best part of a day under the car ripping out the rear 4ws pipework. It's all pretty straight forward except for one part, where the pipes go from the engine bay to the underneath of the car. In the end I cut the pipes just above the subframe and as close in as possible underneath. Then you just have to go nuts, ripping and pulling the hell out of these bits of pipe work, to get them out of the subframe. Unless you drop everything out of the engine bay AND the  suspension subframes, don't plan on being able to remove or re-install these pipes undamaged.<P>I also looped the two rubber hoses that are above the diff together, and looped the two hoses that have the same fittings as the fuel lines together. You'll find that this is easy, cause one line is male and the other female (grrrr!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ). As well I looped the two outlets at the reservoir (use the larger hose and a worm hose clip.)<P>Mike.<P>P.s. my rear pump drive had already been machined to remove the gear. I only removed the pipework because it had developed a crack in one of the lines (fliud was literally pouring out, luckily it was one of the rear steer lines.)||202.27.176.157||reg||8



ubb/Forum2/001445.cgi
A||||5||JSTYLE||Injectors||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||11-09-2002||04:15 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Ive got 2 purple RX7 injectors:<P>serial 195500-1370 (i think)<P>And im just wondering if i could use two of these with them.<P>serial 195500-20200<P>Thanks'<P>Jon||203.173.166.229||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-09-2002||04:28 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||What do you mean?  Run just these two injectors in place of your stock injectors?  No!!  If you wanted to have these extra injectors kick in at higher boost, that might work...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||11-09-2002||04:29 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||I mean run these injectors instead of my others. Not running extra injectors but just running 4 injectors. <P>The ones i have are purple..<BR>The other ones are red..<P>Jon||203.173.166.229||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||11-09-2002||08:14 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||do you meam 195500-2020?  is the centering notch by the 2 spade leads off to the right?  if so, these are 550 HIGH IMPEDANCE.  the 1370's have the notch centered, these are LOW impedance.  if you put high impedance injectors on, and dont bypass the resistor pack, you will blow out the final stage drivers in the ecu.  car no go.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000004||JSTYLE||11-10-2002||06:53 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Thanks for that.. need to know  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>Im trying to source some purple 550cc's at the moment! They are hard to find.<P>Jon||203.173.161.53||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||11-10-2002||08:36 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have 2 purple, and 2 puke brown injectors in the car right now, running.  all 4 are 1370's, and notch centered, and i checked them with an ohm meter.||4.47.46.206||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001446.cgi
A||||1||JSTYLE||Reverse Light?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||11-10-2002||06:54 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||My reverse light on my car works but doesnt work. It comes on for like 1 sec when i switch it into "R" but then it goes off when im reversing. Ive checked the FAQ but cant find anything. Can anyone help me please!<P>Jon||203.173.161.53||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||11-10-2002||04:03 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/backup.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/backup.pdf</A> <BR>Its probably just a bad switch on the transmission. Try jumpering the two connectors together and see if it stays on.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.10||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001447.cgi
A||||0||JSTYLE||Gearbox Synchro's||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||11-15-2002||04:17 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||I've done some syncro's in my gearbox. Just wondering if anyone knows the barcode for these synchros'..<P>1:<BR>2:<BR>3:<BR>4:<BR>5:<BR>R:<P>Cheers<P>Jon||203.173.166.128||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001448.cgi
A||||9||Martin Tolentino||4 ws block off||||3||
Z||000000||Martin Tolentino||11-18-2002||09:12 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Did any one ever try looping the high pressure lines from the steering rack and also the power steering pump reservoir<BR>lines going to the back.<BR>I'm going to give it a try to see what happens and post some pix tonite.||68.6.244.123||reg||3
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||11-18-2002||11:06 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Looping the high pressure lines doesn't work.  ||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||11-18-2002||11:34 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Does it make a difference if the low pressure lines (on the reservoir) are capped or looped?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||Jon||11-18-2002||11:55 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B>Does it make a difference if the low pressure lines (on the reservoir) are capped or looped?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>It doesn't matter.  You can use a DSM res. instead also and it bolts in exactly the same as the GVR4 one.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||Martin Tolentino||11-19-2002||10:17 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||This is what I looped, it maybe a free mod if it works. <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/loop.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/loop.JPG</A> ||68.6.244.123||reg||3
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||11-21-2002||12:39 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||So did it work?||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000006||Martin Tolentino||11-22-2002||10:10 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Howard,<BR>Maybe by this weekend I'll get the car running to see if it leaks or the hose blows up. I'm finshing up on cutting the front spring pearch,installing the front GC camber plate, 450 spring, and 5 lug hub. I'll let you know how it goes. ||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000007||Martin Tolentino||11-24-2002||11:05 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Howard,<BR> These high pressure lines holds fine no leaks. <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/loop.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/loop.JPG</A> <P>The lines to the power steering reservoir<BR>leaks pretty bad. They are two different sizes and I tried just to loop and clamp it.<BR>I did stop it from leaking by just using the <BR>old used bolt and clamp trick. Now, I can test the car with out the 4ws. <BR> <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/r_leak.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/r_leak.JPG</A> ||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000008||Martin Tolentino||11-24-2002||08:46 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||FYI looping it the way I just did NOT work.<BR>I did find an old oil plug, I'll try that on tuesday.<BR>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000009||Beemer||11-27-2002||11:52 PM||beemer1@att.net||You know, those look big enough to be used as fuel and return lines to a fuel cell...hmmm...one of these days I need to get off my butt and get mine up on the rack and have a look-see.  Sure would be convenient..anyone know how much pressure a stock P/S pump puts out?||12.86.226.95||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001449.cgi
A||||5||SPEEDFIEND||Fluid for trany, Xcase and rear diff||||1||
Z||000000||SPEEDFIEND||11-18-2002||02:17 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Out of everyone's experence, what is the best fluid for these.  Also i remeber someone talking about an additive for the trany.  What brands and wieghts are the best or do you stick with factory wieghts?  Thanks, Kris||206.214.56.233||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-18-2002||02:31 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Check out RRE.  They have some good, basic info and carry all the fluids you'll need.  The VFAQ also probably has this info, but I can't remember.  The additive is from Mitsu and you can get at any dealer; I don't know the PN, sorry.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||11-18-2002||05:31 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I am partial to redline. I never had any issues with it and the tranny shifted great. I have also used BG but it is hard to get local. <BR>The GM syncromesh is too thin for my taste. I have also used Valvoline synthetic which also works good.  ||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||Martin Chilcote||11-18-2002||06:03 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||I put BG in about 2 years ago, was a pain to obtain, I've bought GM sync from a Chev dealer and plan to put in this weekend. Going to try Royal Purple Max-Gear in the xfer case & rear diff, it's available from NAPA for the same price as Summit.<BR>Anybody used both BG & GM and want to offer an opinion?||12.110.136.94||reg||1
Z||000004||SPEEDFIEND||11-18-2002||07:15 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||So if I use the Redline for the tranny do I need the Mitsubishi additive?  ||206.214.56.193||reg||1
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||11-19-2002||01:53 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I believe not, as the Mitsu additive was designed to work with the stock fluid, and the Redline has its own mix of chemicals for its own purposes.  However, that being said, I can't see anything wrong with using the additive, and there's probably a good chance it'll help... but I don't really know.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001450.cgi
A||||8||John Horak||New GVR4 owner||||1||
Z||000000||John Horak||11-19-2002||10:53 AM||redwolf713@aol.com||OK, I just purchased #904, White 91.  I have seen a list of things that I need to do in order to start moddin it, but I haven't seen any real good info on the lowering part of the car.  What is everyone's choice on lowering?  And if you could, post some pics.<BR>Also, I seem to have a nasty oil leak coming from the driver side part of the engine....any suggestions?<P>John||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-19-2002||02:35 PM||||Whiteline springs.  Need to find new dealer now that Mofugas is closed.<P>As far as the oil leak, check your turbo crush washers, oil return line, and oil filter and maybe even the oil drain plug on the oil pan.  Also, make sure you don't have oil on your t-belt.  It is possible to have such a bad leaky valve cover gasket to have oil on the ground, but it would have to be pretty damn leaky.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||11-19-2002||02:47 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Make sure you know when the timing belts, water pump was changed last, and if it is anywhere near 50k miles I would consider that priority #1.  Priority #2 would be replacing the capacitors in the ECU.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000003||John Horak||11-19-2002||03:53 PM||redwolf713@aol.com||all the belts are dry.  I found out that my dipstick is coming out on its own from engine vibration.  I know the oil return line most likely has a leak, but has anyone ever had a problem with dipsticks?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||11-19-2002||04:19 PM||||Yup, the dipstick popup is common.  Buy a new one.  The seal on the old one shrunk.  Also, you can get a valve cover K&N breather to help out pressure a little too.  Since doing that, I've never had a pop up.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4ever||11-19-2002||04:20 PM||||I used a very small clam on my dipstick untill a new one came in.  You can do that untill you can get a real fix.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||11-19-2002||05:52 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B>I used a very small clam on my dipstick untill a new one came in.  You can do that untill you can get a real fix.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I'll bet the clam was glad it was only temporary!;-)<BR>Seriously, I wire-tied a big socket to mine until the new one came in. <BR>Also, as old as these cars are, you may need a new valve cover gasket. Even though they are the good neoprene rubber/reusable ones, they get old and brittle with all the heat under the hood. Your best bet may be to get a can of Gunk and go to the carwash. Once you have it clean, its easier to see where its leaking from.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>P.S. - Like Hertz said, find out when the timing belt was replaced last, AND REPLACE THOSE CAPS! The factory ECU capacitors are a leaking timebomb, and I replace them for FREE.||66.156.212.229||reg||1
Z||000007||John Horak||11-21-2002||09:01 AM||redwolf713@aol.com||You guys have been great with the info and I thank you for that.  Ok, what is up with the caps?  If it needs to be done, and especially someone doin it for free then oh yeah, but why?  And a new thing....I am going to tear down my front end tonight, cuz I now do not have boost.  The factory boost gauge doesn't go all the way up, and the car doesn't pull like it used to, just a couple of days ago.  The blow-off valve doesn't go off anymore either.  But the car still runs fine other than that.  And....I can still hear the turbo whinning.  Any ideas?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||11-21-2002||05:28 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Could be a boost leak... do an intake pressure test.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  If you don't know what I mean, check the VFAQ.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
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A||||0||Martin Chilcote||wheel info||||14||
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||11-19-2002||06:14 PM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <A HREF="http://www.wheelspecs.com/main/index.php" TARGET=_blank>http://www.wheelspecs.com/main/index.php</A> <P>Lots of good specs||12.110.136.94||reg||14



ubb/Forum2/001452.cgi
A||||2||Ash||Porting exhaust parts- how much difference||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||11-19-2002||07:15 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I have just ported my new Evo III exhaust manifold & the Big16g's exhaust housing. (I have a 3" O2 eliminator so no O2 housing)  <P>I have heard that this helps spoolup though I would have expected the difference to be in the top end.  Going from an unported stock VR4 manifold & unported Big16G, what real world difference am I likely to notice?  I've just got the car back together & haven't pushed it yet. (Wife was in car & wont let me)<P>Thanks Guys<BR>Ash||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000001||Jon||11-20-2002||08:35 AM||jon@jgronline.com||If you port the big 16G, you will notice a huge top end gain.  It will also help in the mid range too.  Turbo lag will be more noticable.  Boost creep will start to be a problem too.  <P>To do it right, put a 34mm internal wastegate valve in there and port the hell out of the turbo exhaust housing.  Then match port the exhaust manifold.  The mid and top end gain is very noticable but it does lag more because of this.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||11-20-2002||06:01 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Thanks for your reply Jon, that's what I figured the porting would do.<P>I had the wastegate taken out as far as it can be with the stock flapper when I bought the turbo.  There is no step left in either the manifold or the turbo now, I also smoothed out the edge of the wastegate hole from the inside so it should be a smoother transition for the flow to change direction.  The match for the ports was almost spot on though there was a funny lump 1/2" inside all the runners, must have been from the casting process, it ain't there anymore anyway.  <P>I flogged the crap out of the car last night up the local mountain (used for hill climbs) and couldn't tell a difference really, except it seemed smoother, I didn't get to run out 3rd though cause of the road.  The real test will be in 2 weeks at the strip.||165.228.131.12||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001453.cgi
A||N||12||TWEAKD4||Odyssey Batteries||||1
Z||000000||TWEAKD4||11-29-2002||11:05 AM||cdmyers@surfbest.net||I am about to order my Odyssey battery and build a Scott Evans tray.  Looking at <A HREF="http://www.batteryweb.com/odyssey.cfm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.batteryweb.com/odyssey.cfm</A>  I see that they have 3 models of PC925.  A PC925, PC925MJ and a PC925MJT.  What have you guys went with?  The Odyssey's look like they are a stud connection setup like motorcycles, not like the stock post connections.  So how is the easiest way to hook up the positive and negative terminals?  Thanks||63.233.205.208||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||11-29-2002||03:13 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||you want the 925 mjt.  the mjt stands for metal jacket terminals, and they are for automotive use.  if you ever plan to have pipes for your car, you should just put the battery in the trunk.  i have the scott evans battery tray, and i ended up putting the batter in the trunk.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||DookGVR4||12-05-2002||12:13 AM||dook@adelphia.net||Could someone enlighten me on the scott evans battery relocatin tray?<BR> <BR>Is it a kit?...is there a faq on it?<BR> <BR>Any pics?<BR> <BR>Thanks, Dave||24.49.195.41||reg||1
Z||000003||TWEAKD4||12-05-2002||07:01 AM||cdmyers@surfbest.net||Picture of Scott Evens tray found here. <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/engine.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/engine.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/lst" TARGET=_blank>http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/lst</A> <BR>Click on the Mark Rieb folder.<BR>||63.233.204.106||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||12-05-2002||01:52 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I made up plans to make these from Marks tray.<P>How many want them made?<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||12-05-2002||03:29 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||I would deffinatley be interested in one.  Let me know if youy are going to make them.||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000006||VR6 Eater||12-06-2002||06:49 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I'd buy one.  Just tell me when it's done.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000007||Tangent||01-30-2003||09:28 PM||||I'll buy one also. Too much hot air with my cut can and stock location.||66.109.195.80||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000008||number3||01-30-2003||10:40 PM||||I guess I should get to work on these then...<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.12||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||01-31-2003||03:00 AM||||Put me down for one Harry!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||01-31-2003||10:21 AM||||I would probably get one also.  I am currently trying to modify a different Galant one to fit in that location.<br /><br />Dave||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000011||SPAM||02-01-2003||12:04 PM||||Mark me down.....||24.120.114.19||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000012||DSMGVR4||02-02-2003||11:13 AM||||Harry, count me in on one too...thanks, John||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes



ubb/Forum2/001454.cgi
A||||9||Hertz||EGT probe install||||5||
Z||000000||Hertz||11-29-2002||01:26 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I've purchased an EGT gauge and probe (bayonet type thermocouple).  The bayonet type uses a bushing ("swagelok")...  My stupid rhetorical question is: do I have to remove the exhaust manifold in order to install the probe?  I can't find anything in the VFAQ specifically related to installing such a probe and I'm wondering if anyone can give some advice for the procedure.  Can I temporarily install the probe without the inside bushing or will I die of CO poisoning?||24.213.30.37||reg||5
Z||000001||Ian M||11-29-2002||09:03 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Im not sure what exactly a "bayonet type" thermocouple is  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">,but I am familiar with whatever type Autometer uses. Ive heard of people who drill and tap their manifolds with the engine running to blow the chips out,that would work. I removed mine and drilled and tapped into the the thick metal block thats molded on the #1 runner (on 2g manifolds),it works great. I like having the extra material to tap into. <P> Im thinking what you have may be different than what I have. If you leave something out,you probably  wont get CO poisoning,but if there is an exhaust leak it will sound like $hit.. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||129.71.115.254||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||12-01-2002||10:06 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||It came as part of a VDO package from Extreme Motorsports.<P>  <IMG SRC="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g!cat/vdoegt-l.jpg">  <BR>I'm not sure if that's the actual probe I have in that image (I thought it was longer), but you can see the swagelok (that bushing).<P>The threads are conical, that is, they get wider the further "in" it goes.  I had assumed that the bushing was intended to go on the inside of the manifold, but I don't think I want to have anything inside my manifold.  I'm not sure how to do a conical tap -- if that's what it takes.<P>I did manage to get the gauge wired and installed this weekend -- I just have the probe wire coiled up at the firewall.   I was hoping for a "Eureka" answer so I could complete the task, but now perhaps I have a few more weeks to think about an Evo III manifold.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 12-01-2002).]||67.37.182.226||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||12-01-2002||10:21 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| That probe setup looks just like the Autometer setup. The bushing thats in the lower right (if thats what you mean)of the pic is for welding onto a header-you just thread the bung you see on the probe directly into the manifold. Its standard NTP pipe thread,I bought the tap from Sears,Ill have to check to see what size it was.||129.71.115.245||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||12-01-2002||11:14 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Thanks Ian.  Hmm... found a site that says 1/4-18 NPT, Type K.<P>Have you, or anyone else, had any issues with their probes reacting too slowly?  TRE sells a probe that is supposedly "faster".  Is it worth it?<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 12-01-2002).]||67.37.182.226||reg||1
Z||000005||turbowop||12-02-2002||12:07 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I don't know about any probes being slower or faster than others. I have a probe from Westach and it reacts fine for me. However, mine only required drilling and tapping of a 1/8" npt hole. 1/4 seems a tad big. Also, it's conical so that it tightens as it goes in. Don't turn the tap all the way in. If you did the probe would bottom out and never tighten and then you would have an exhaust leak. I did mine when I ported the mani so it was off the car.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000006||bob in chicago||12-02-2002||08:16 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I also drilled & tapped the #1 runner with the engine running to blow out chips. My SPA EGT uses the 1/4" NPT size, reacts just fine (as fast as my eyes can follow its digital read-out) Ryan: I have the tap should you need to borrow it. ||216.65.161.23||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||12-02-2002||12:24 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||That probe looks like the one I still have in a box - didn't want to use it.  It's huge and also came in my package with VDO gauges from Mofugas.  Mine was so large I was afraid it would bottom out and have to be located in the collector instead, so I got the TRE one and it read super fast.<P>Install notes:  Drill a little, shop vac a little, repeat. I did this until almost through the hole and then when I broke through, I used a magnetic screwdriver to "soak up" any shavings that were in there.  Never had a problem and didn't have to work with hot ass manifold during the process.<P>EDIT: DUH...I meant TRE not RRE<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 12-04-2002).]||167.142.22.217||reg||1
Z||000008||Ian M||12-02-2002||11:21 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>Thanks Ian.  Hmm... found a site that says 1/4-18 NPT, Type K.<P>Have you, or anyone else, had any issues with their probes reacting too slowly?  TRE sells a probe that is supposedly "faster".  Is it worth it?<P>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 12-01-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> Well,I went out to the garage to find that tap,but whatever happened to it,I dont know. I did find the plug I was going to use to plug the hole before I got my EGT (but never used it),my probe is 1/8 NTP. I also looked in the Autometer catalog,It looks like both their Type K probes use 1/8 fittings.<P> Ive seen the TRE probes,I dont know any body who has one though. The regular ones react pretty quickly as far as I can tell.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 12-02-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 12-02-2002).]||129.71.115.44||reg||1
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||12-03-2002||09:56 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||That VDO probe is horrible, it reacts VERY slowly compared to other regular type-K probes.  It's also much bigger than 1/8 NPT, which is a pain, because it makes it incompatible with normal sized replacement probes.  I highly recommend not even installing that VDO probe, and instead order a type-K probe from TRE or Omega. ||129.120.56.95||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001455.cgi
A||||7||GVR1643||SAFC settings||||5
Z||000000||GVR1643||12-04-2002||02:12 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||OK, got the old school AFC in finally. <BR>Done the search and not getting good insight on this thing...<BR>Questions: <BR>If I add 5% with the AFC, am I adding fuel by telling the ECU there is more air coming through the MAF?<BR>If I'm already lean up top (need bigger pump)will adjusting the AFC to "add fuel" really help - I would think not, since if it's giving all it's got, what's left to give...<P>EDIT: I'm also getting 16xxhz on airflow volume at WOT, so must already be overrunning MAF. ?<P>BTW - I'm running intake, Blaha MAF (no flapper), 3" exhaust, small 16G, stock fuel pump and regulator, 450 injectors (until 550's get sent in for cleaning)<BR>TIA<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 12-04-2002).]||167.142.21.147||reg||5
Z||000001||Hertz||12-04-2002||02:35 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||This page covers some of the concepts: <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafc.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafc.htm</A> <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>The Air Flow Converter takes the pulse (frequency) from the Mass Air Flow meter and either speeds it up or slows it down at different RPM points to make the ECU run the injectors either  richer or leaner.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I've studided plenty, but honestly I don't have an AFC or even a 16G, but here's my $.02.<P>What does your injector duty look like?  You may come close to maxing out those 450's.  How much boost do you run?<P>The diagnostic of the ECU is only capable of sending up to 1606Hz to your logger, whereas the MAS is capable of sending out a signal up to ~2200hz or so to the ECU.  I believe that MAF overrun will be really evident by your Hertzes going ape-shit.<P>I'm surprised that you still have the stock fuel pump.  Is it rewired at least?  I can't imagine that it would support enough fuel for where you're going.<P>-Ryan<BR>||67.37.180.109||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||12-04-2002||02:44 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Yeah, I know on the fuel pump...wasn't planning on the 16G.  Was going to rewire, but I think I need the bigger pump instead. So, no it's not enough fuel at this point, that's why I'm keeping boost low for now and still getting a little knock (from 5 to 15 at most)<P>Only running 11.5 to 12 psi on 16G.  Logger is showing 1606hz for air volume.  Injectors are showing 100% at about 5500 and above during WOT.<P>At this point I'm trying to get a better picture of exactly how the AFC does it's thing...<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 12-04-2002).]||167.142.21.147||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||12-04-2002||03:06 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Well if you need more fuel, you can't get much more fuel past 100% duty cycle (time) -- you need to raise the fuel pressure.  You can raise the FP by rewiring the pump and/or replacing it with one that flows more.  I'm not sure if a stock fuel pump can make much benefit from larger injectors, as I (assume) that you'll end up with too low a FP.<P>I hope you're not leaning out the engine too far!  Do you have an EGT?  How about A/F?||67.37.180.109||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||12-04-2002||03:19 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I have EGT with TRE probe in #1 and never seen it over 1500 or 1550, Rarely get's to 1500.<P>Yeah, that's why I figured I'd need bigger pump and not the rewire at this point.  Hell, I may end up need adjustable FP regulator too :-(  <BR>And to think, All I wanted to do was intake and exhaust!!! LOL<BR>Thanks for you're input so far Hertz.<BR>Still hoping for input on the original (I must be dense) as to wether adjusting +5% adds fuel like I think it does.||167.142.21.147||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||12-04-2002||05:57 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Original question = Yes, if there is more fuel in the maps to give then it will add more fuel.  However I don't think your fuel system has any more to give.  I would consider doing the rewire along with an upgrade pump if I were you, and don't forget to change the fuel filter.<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 12-04-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR1643||12-04-2002||06:08 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks Ash,<BR>Fuel filter on the list for this weekend, and will have to get to the fuel pump.  <BR>Not looking forward to dealing with the certain rusty bolts.<P>I thought quite a few people would undo or not do the rewire with bigger pumps...just what I've noticed on quite a few mods lists.<BR>||167.142.21.147||reg||1
Z||000007||evol||02-25-2003||03:21 PM||||Just wondering what good base settings are for 14b, with 550's and normal bolt ons? Just wanted to get a good guess on what they'll be (at, say 15 psi) before I go out and start getting on it and trying to look at gauges at the same time.||24.207.250.27||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes



ubb/Forum2/001456.cgi
A||N||6||mitsuvr4||Upgrading Fuel pump questions||||5||
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||12-04-2002||02:25 PM||||Hey all,<BR>Time to up the fuel flow on my bone stock GVR4.  My goal is to up the boost on the 14G (15psi) and eventually support a Big 16G.  <P>Here's what I know and I'm looking for anything I'm missing or have incorrect.<P>A. Walbros are cheap ($110) and flow plenty, but are noisy and possibly not as reliable as Denso pumps.  Require modding for install.  Should have fuel pressure regulator.<P>B.  Denso upgrade pump costs more ($175) but is quieter.  Not sure if modding is needed on install?<P>C.  Supra pump is even more ($225) and overkill for my goal.  Will require fuel pressure regulator.<P>My logic leads my to purchase the Denso upgrade pump for my app.  The questions then being:<P>Does it require modding?<P>Would a pressure regulator be a good idea or is the stock one sufficient for the cause?<P>Lastly, the only place I've found the Denso pumps in stock is Doug's Dynopower (www.ddynopower.com).  Anyone dealt with them?<P>Thanks for the help, always appreciated!<P>Karl<BR>360/2000||156.99.90.179||reg||5
Z||000001||Hertz||12-04-2002||02:58 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Here's some info on fuel pumps from RRE:  <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm</A> <P>The Denso is a drop-in, no hacking required.  Also a 3000GT pump is a possibility.  I watched a used one go for $50 on eBay after I already purchased a Denso.  Beware with used pumps.  I purchased mine from No 3, figured I can trust him.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I've purchased from these guys before, but I don't know what these pumps are.  Check the flow, could be Denso, could be Walbro.   <A HREF="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/fuelmgt.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/fuelmgt.htm</A>   Same thing here:  <A HREF="http://www.machv.com/fuelsystem.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.machv.com/fuelsystem.html</A> <BR> Buschur has Walbro and Cozmo pumps:  <A HREF="http://www.buschurracing.com/cgi-bin/ez-catalog/cat_display.cgi?3X376545" TARGET=_blank>http://www.buschurracing.com/cgi-bin/ez-catalog/cat_display.cgi?3X376545</A>   TurboTrix has Walbro pumps and a wiring kit  <A HREF="http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/fuel.shtml" TARGET=_blank>http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/fuel.shtml</A>  and I just stumbled across Fuel-Pumps.net (all Walbro)  <A HREF="http://www.fuel-pumps.net/gensym-85.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.fuel-pumps.net/gensym-85.html</A> <P>I don't know what your performance goals are, but I personally don't care to have a louder fuel pump.  Not that I could hear it over the rattles, ticks, wind noise and exhaust.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||67.37.180.109||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-04-2002||04:43 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i went with the 3kgt turbo pump, cost me 119.  after install, my a/f went from .89 to over 1 volt.  you will need an adjustable fpr no matter what pump you get.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||12-04-2002||05:56 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Does anyone have the address of the new spoolinup.com merger?  They carry the same regultor, correct?  No changes have been made to the design?  The last time I was looking at FPR's, it seemed to be the best on the market for usability and cost...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||04DrBlur||12-04-2002||06:13 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I just put a Walbro in mine a few weeks ago and the only time I can hear it is when I get out and walk behind my car.  I can only hear it in the cabin if I pay close attention. <A HREF="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/</A> <BR> Got my pump to my door with every thing needed for install. $100.28||64.109.1.107||reg||1
Z||000005||91 #680||12-05-2002||02:20 AM||detsss@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>i went with the 3kgt turbo pump, cost me 119.  after install, my a/f went from .89 to over 1 volt.  you will need an adjustable fpr no matter what pump you get.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> Would you need an adjustable fpr for a denso?  it flows only 50 or 90lph more than our stockers.  I could see a walbro or a supra or 3kgt needing one because they flow way too much fuel than is actually needed. I would think a denso pump and a bigger gauge rewire would be sufficient enough.  ||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||12-05-2002||02:31 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I also got mine from <A HREF="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com" TARGET=_blank>www.autoperformanceengineering.com</A>  for around $100. I got a 190. The noise isn't bad at all. Also, as far as modification goes you just have to cut the flared part of the pickup tube off because the pump is a little longer. This is easy and they give you a piece of high pressure fuel tubing and hose clamps to connect it all together. I would rather have it this way anyway because the o-ring that normally seals the flared part to the pump has been known to leak. And there is no wire splicing to do as the plug is the same.<BR>It will look somewhat like this when done:<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/pics/mitsu_new_pump.jpg"> <BR>You can see the piece of tubing that they give you in this pic.<P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 12-05-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
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A||||9||JSTYLE||Offset?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||12-05-2002||02:31 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||17' SPARCO Python for sale.<P>- Front 7J, offset +35<BR>- Rear 8J, offset +32<BR>- 114.3<BR>- 4 or 5 studs <BR>- Silver colour<BR>- Very good condition<P><BR>Will that suit my GVR4? Will the offsets suit?<P>Jon<p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 12-05-2002).]||203.173.160.32||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||12-05-2002||02:52 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JSTYLE:<BR><B><BR>- Front 7J, offset +35<BR>- Rear 8J, offset +32<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Does this mean that the rims are different widths, front and back?  What sizes do 7J and 8J correspond to, inches?  If so, I'd reverse that setup... In SCC a few issues ago, they talked about the BozzSpeed Lancer track car.  They ran 8" wide rims in front and 7" in back, but same diameter and same tire size.  This caused the front tire to have a flat contact patch, while the rear's was noticably more rounded.  This caused the rear end to progressively and easily slide out under power.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>But as to the offset, I'm not sure, but I think there's a comparison chart somewhere... drat, I think it was on Mofugas...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||12-05-2002||02:58 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Thanks for that info, they are 2 x 17x8s and 2 x 17x7s, ill put the 7s on the rear and 8s on the front.<P>Anyways im after more offset to see if these will fit on my car!<P> <IMG SRC="http://mccr.madcars.org/msgboard/uploads/144749-jonnywheels.gif"> <P>Just a pic of what they would look like!<P>Jon<p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 12-05-2002).]||203.173.160.32||reg||1
Z||000003||markrieb||12-05-2002||09:44 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||The offset should work OK.  Do the rims have the correct hub centric hub, or can you get the correct adapter?  <P>The "J" stands for the style of lip on the rim where the bead of the tire seats.<P>The biggest problem is keeping the tire diameter/circumference the same when using two different widths of rims.  changing the rim width will change the tire diameter/circumference.  Different sized tires front and rear will kill the center diff in a hurry.<P>Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000004||JSTYLE||12-06-2002||12:53 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Ok, how bout if i ran <P>215/40/17s all round?<P>Jon||203.173.162.89||reg||1
Z||000005||markrieb||12-06-2002||05:34 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||The tires on the 8" wide rims would be shorter/have a smaller circumference than the tires on the 7" wide rim *even* if you use the same size tire.<P>Mark||4.47.231.254||reg||1
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||12-06-2002||09:00 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Are you sure this is correct on two same sized tires?  The rim diameter will stay the same.  A 215/40/17 tire is 215 mm wide, or 8.46".  If I remember correctly, a rim width should be between 70% and 90% of the tire width, a wider tire obviously for more grip and with most OEM sizing in at around 85%.  For that size of tire, the rim would be 95% as wide for the 8" in front and 82% for the 7" rim in back.  I'd size up.<P>Also, the second number (40) is the aspect ratio (sidewall height/tire width), so if both tires have the same width they should be the same height and thus have the same rolling diameter.  I suppose the rear might have a very slightly higher rolling diameter, depending on the effect of the rim in "bulging" the center of the tread.  However, this also might just help the rear start to spin and slide out.<P>I can't remember what size tires they used on the Bozzspeed car, but as I believe Harry mentioned on the yahoo list is that that was a track only car, very extensively modified, and was never intended to drive on the street.  Keep this in mind if seriously considering this setup.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000007||markrieb||12-07-2002||10:05 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I'm positive that changing the rim width with change the tire diameter, even if you use the same tire.<P>Think about how vertical the sidewall will be on a 7" vs. an 8" rim...  You will pinch the side wall in and make the tire effectively taller on the narrow rim.  A lower series tire won't be affected as much, but it will happen.<P>Mark||4.65.149.177||reg||1
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||12-08-2002||08:31 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I realize what you're saying; I just thought that the effect would be negligible.  Would adjusting the air pressure be able to compensate for the taller tire?  Maybe turn it down in the rear?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000009||Compressed||12-13-2002||12:21 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Interesting.  The Bozz speed Lancer VI in SCC used 9.5" front wheels, 8.5" in the rear with 255/40zr17 tires.  No talk of different tire pressures though.  I know Mark is right though "changing the rim width will change the tire diameter" is correct.  <P>||216.126.176.160||reg||1
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A||||10||kartorium31||friction modifier||||5||
Z||000000||kartorium31||12-05-2002||08:00 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Ok, i am bout to put this stuff in but i'm not exactly sure how to.  I looked back and only found one post that keydiver had, but no response.  Jeff if you did this did u end up taking the 10mm out and dumping it in through there or did u just dump it through the speedo fitting?  One more thing, my tranny just started grinding like a bitch and i have no clue why.  It won't even go into reverse, just grinds really bad, other gears feel like there is a wall blocking them and the shifter doesn't want to move.  I checked my shifter assembly and things look in order, checked the cable ends and there isn't too much play, but might be too much.  the tranny is almost new and the fluid is good also.  I can't drive my car cause this is so bad.  Please help.<BR>thanks in advance<p>[This message has been edited by kartorium31 (edited 12-05-2002).]||12.18.161.84||reg||5
Z||000001||sleeper||12-05-2002||10:56 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Check your master and slave cylinder to see if it's leeking. If it doesn't check/and adjust your linkage on the cables. <BR>You can try to put the friction modifier in your tranny at the reverse switch or at the speedo cable, if you don't have a pump.<BR>||66.136.184.145||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||12-05-2002||11:28 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||i'll check those tomorrow morning, by slave cylinder u mean release cylinder right?  If so it looks ok but when u push on it the arm comes back and the rod doesn't, i think this is causing a bit of chatter in the clutch but seems like it wouldn't effect shifting.  correct me if i am wrong. <BR>thanks again<BR>||12.18.161.84||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-06-2002||10:42 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||yah, sounds like the clutch is not releasing.  did you recently do a clutch job, and if so, did you replace the shift fork(newer one is stronger) and pivot pin?||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||12-06-2002||12:08 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||um, i don't think i am familiar with the pivot pin.  I might have replaced it but i don't know what it is, more info on that please.  I didn't replace the shift fork although i probably should have.||12.18.161.84||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||12-06-2002||01:21 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the shift fork on one end is actuated by the slave cylinder, on the other end, it rides on the pivot pin.  both of these are hi wear items, and even tho they LOOK stout, just a tiny amount of wear will greatly affect clutch action.  look at it this way, like a shop.  you dont want to redo the job, especially a labor intensive one, just because a part that was reused either failed, or was marginal.  on a bmw clutch job, besides the 3 main pieces, most shops will also replace the pivot pin, clutch fork, rear crank seal, and the pilot bearing.  ||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000006||kartorium31||12-06-2002||01:56 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Thanks for all the help ken.  I had some help and we found that when the clutch was depressing the tranny was seperating from the engine slightly and moving in the engine bay.  turns out i had a loose bolt on the bell housing and found the bolt right above the slave cylinder is gone, it also bolts the bell housing to the engine.  I am glad i cought this before somthing bad happened.  Do you think this could cause my gear changing problems or should i keep checking things before i put it together.  btw if any of you know the specs on this bolt or where i could pic up another, would be much help.<BR>it doesn't seem like my fork and pin is broken, but i am gonna start buying parts to have my spare tranny built so when my fork and pin do go i can just do a swap and get a better tranny while i am at it.  thanks||12.18.161.84||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||12-06-2002||02:04 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yep, that's GOTTA be it.  one of those bolts also is the motor to chassis ground, VERY important.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000008||kartorium31||12-06-2002||02:07 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||thanks ken, you are such an asset to this board.  I don't know where i would be without your posts.||12.18.161.84||reg||1
Z||000009||kartorium31||12-06-2002||05:15 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||The chassis ground wasn't effected but i fixed it and now it shifts like butta, partly due to the synchromesh i put in trying to solve the problem.  I took a closer look at my slave cylinder and i was pushing it the wrong way, thats why it was sticking.  Alls good now in e-town.||12.18.161.84||reg||1
Z||000010||turbowop||12-07-2002||08:33 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Pft.....kids....... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">||198.81.26.145||reg||1
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A||||8||Ash||4WS question again.||||1
Z||000000||Ash||12-11-2002||08:25 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hey all,<BR>My 4WS light stays on in the morning for about the first 10 minutes.  I figured I'd just block it off with a pair of sump plugs, as you do.  Here's my questions...<P>Is stopping the light as simple as pulling the 4WS fuse?<BR>Is there any benefit other than weight of pulling the rear rack?  I've heard leaving it in makes the rear end more solid, is this true?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||12-14-2002||11:09 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||FYI, to block it off use the oil pan plug bolt. I was told you have to grind them down due to you need a really short bolt. I did the block off, but the plug on the passanger side leaks. I grinded the bolt down, but it still leaked. I'm going to try teflon tape on the threads today.<BR>Couldn't tell ya about the handling till I get the car running and on the road again.<BR>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000002||4g63t||12-15-2002||02:55 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Pep Boys stocks different size copper crush washers, I would try one of them instead of (or) in addition to the teflon tape.||65.129.80.17||reg||1
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||12-15-2002||05:31 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||It took two copper washers and alot of teflon tape on the steering rack passanger side. No oil leaks, so far...<BR>I also ground down te oil pan bolt alot.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000004||16GVR4||02-08-2003||12:53 PM||||Hi guys: Currently working on blocking off my 4WS. I'm still confused.. Where do I blockoff the line ? I already got myself 14mm x 1.5 oil drain plugs. Do I plug the line at the front or at the rear ?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />-Luke||64.166.22.108||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||02-08-2003||04:23 PM||||Guys, please try a search first.  Here's what you would find: <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001539#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001539#000000</a>||24.136.17.75||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000006||chhuong||02-09-2003||02:57 AM||||When the light comes on does that mean it's not working properly??  Is it kinda like an abs light??  Only comes on when there is a malfunction with the component??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||02-09-2003||11:51 AM||||I believe it literally means that the fluid pressure is too low.||64.109.166.208||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||NZGZR4||02-09-2003||03:18 PM||||The 4WS light means that your Power Steering Fluid level is low,  nothing more nothing less,  there is no 4WS fuse, there is nothing electrical in the 4WS system at all<br /><br />Cam||219.88.249.225||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
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A||||1||mitsuvr4||Eclipse exhaust difference?||||1||
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||12-12-2002||01:28 PM||||Just checking my info for correctness.<P>Eclipse 1G exhaust will fit...if you extend the catback by a couple inches?<P>I have a lead on a used 1G eclipse turboback exhaust and should be able to just have a shop weld in an extension...right?<P>I know the downpipe is the same.<P>Thanks for any help!<P>Karl<BR>860/2000||156.99.90.179||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||12-12-2002||02:59 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Yup that's about it.<BR>||199.183.184.241||reg||1
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A||||1||GVR1643||Injector duty cycles||||1||
Z||000000||GVR1643||12-13-2002||02:48 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||since this has come up a few times.<BR>arrgh...either decipher the cut and paste or somebody tell me how to get this to line up from a Word doc with tables....<P><BR> Duty cycle ---  Pulse width<P>	 <BR> 	Duty Cycle	 <BR> 	10%	20%	30%	40%	50%	60%	70%	80%	90%	100%<BR>RPMs	 <BR>3000	 	4 ms	8 ms	12 ms	16 ms	20 ms	24 ms	28 ms	32 ms	36 ms	40 ms<BR>3500	 	3 ms	7 ms	10 ms	14 ms	17 ms	21 ms	24 ms	27 ms	31 ms	34 ms<BR>4000	 	3 ms	6 ms	9 ms	12 ms	15 ms	18 ms	21 ms	24 ms	27 ms	30 ms<BR>4500	 	3 ms	5 ms	8 ms	11 ms	13 ms	16 ms	19 ms	21 ms	24 ms	27 ms<BR>5000	 	2 ms	5 ms	7 ms	10 ms	12 ms	14 ms	17 ms	19 ms	22 ms	24 ms<BR>5500	 	2 ms	4 ms	7 ms	9 ms	11 ms	13 ms	15 ms	17 ms	20 ms	22 ms<BR>6000	 	2 ms	4 ms	6 ms	8 ms	10 ms	12 ms	14 ms	16 ms	18 ms	20 ms<BR>6500	 	2 ms	4 ms	6 ms	7 ms	9 ms	11 ms	13 ms	15 ms	17 ms	18 ms<BR>7000	 	2 ms	3 ms	5 ms	7 ms	9 ms	10 ms	12 ms	14 ms	15 ms	17 ms<BR>7500	 	2 ms	3 ms	5 ms	6 ms	8 ms	10 ms	11 ms	13 ms	14 ms	16 ms<BR>8000	 	2 ms	3 ms	5 ms	6 ms	8 ms	9 ms	11 ms	12 ms	14 ms	15 ms<BR> <BR> 		 	 			<BR>		 	 			<P>||167.142.22.215||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-14-2002||07:03 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||<BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">code:</font><HR><pre><BR>____________________________________Duty Cycle_____________________________________<BR>       10%     20%     30%     40%     50%     60%     70%     80%     90%     100%<BR>RPMs<BR>3000   4 ms    8 ms   12 ms   16 ms   20 ms   24 ms   28 ms   32 ms   36 ms   40 ms<BR>3500   3 ms    7 ms   10 ms   14 ms   17 ms   21 ms   24 ms   27 ms   31 ms   34 ms<BR>4000   3 ms    6 ms    9 ms   12 ms   15 ms   18 ms   21 ms   24 ms   27 ms   30 ms<BR>4500   3 ms    5 ms    8 ms   11 ms   13 ms   16 ms   19 ms   21 ms   24 ms   27 ms<BR>5000   2 ms    5 ms    7 ms   10 ms   12 ms   14 ms   17 ms   19 ms   22 ms   24 ms<BR>5500   2 ms    4 ms    7 ms    9 ms   11 ms   13 ms   15 ms   17 ms   20 ms   22 ms<BR>6000   2 ms    4 ms    6 ms    8 ms   10 ms   12 ms   14 ms   16 ms   18 ms   20 ms<BR>6500   2 ms    4 ms    6 ms    7 ms    9 ms   11 ms   13 ms   15 ms   17 ms   18 ms<BR>7000   2 ms    3 ms    5 ms    7 ms    9 ms   10 ms   12 ms   14 ms   15 ms   17 ms<BR>7500   2 ms    3 ms    5 ms    6 ms    8 ms   10 ms   11 ms   13 ms   14 ms   16 ms<BR>8000   2 ms    3 ms    5 ms    6 ms    8 ms    9 ms   11 ms   12 ms   14 ms   15 ms<BR></pre><HR></BLOCKQUOTE>||67.36.185.145||reg||4
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A||||3||drew||Posting Pics on Forum||||4||
Z||000000||drew||12-14-2002||05:26 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||How's it done?||65.184.77.145||reg||4
Z||000001||Hertz||12-14-2002||06:55 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||First you read the <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/faq.html#attach" TARGET=_blank>FAQ for the board</A> and it tells you to use UBB Code which is <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ubbcode.html" TARGET=_blank>explained here</A> (about 3/4 down).  You'll need to have the <A HREF="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&ie=ISO-8859-1&q=%22image+hosting%22" TARGET=_blank>image hosted somewhere</A> or use your own website/space.||67.36.185.145||reg||1
Z||000002||drew||12-14-2002||07:54 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||thanks.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||12-15-2002||05:11 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Maybe that is something that we could look forward to in an upgrade to the board?  The ability to upload images directly.||67.37.180.30||reg||1
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A||N||3||92GVR4519||no spark||||5||
Z||000000||92GVR4519||12-14-2002||10:12 PM||davidnreba@juno.com||I am getting spark in only two cylinders (2+3) I have bench tested the coil pack with wires and plugs hooked up-works fine. Replaced ignition power transistor unit. Confirmed cam and crank sensor signals output present. Confirmed ECU grounds 101=0 ohms, 106=6 ohms,104=6 ohms. While checking signals from transistor unit to coil, I found signal for cyls 1+4 missing, checked signals from ECU to transistor unit and each has about a 2vdc peak, but the same input for 1+4 has a 1vdc riding on it with ignition on. The manual says to test with igniton starting\cranking and look for ".5-4vdc." My question is this: Is this extra voltage on the one input to the transistor unit normal, is it how the ECU blocks a side from firing, or is it a symptom of a bad ECU?||209.109.233.172||reg||5
Z||000001||vrpower||12-15-2002||10:25 PM||darian85@msn.com||I realy don't know what to tell you except, that maybe you possibly have the 1 and 4 wires on the opposite distributor cap plugs?? A quess?||67.25.192.73||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||12-17-2002||05:38 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I had a similar issue recently. I changed the coil, ignighter, wires and CAS.<P>The problem ended up being a combination of the coil arching on the intake (1g USDM) and the fact that those 2 plugs where so fouled that they would no longer ignight.<P>I have the coil pack mounted close to the t belt cover and I installed new plugs gapped at .28 and the car runs fine.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||92GVR4519||12-25-2002||12:19 AM||davidnreba@juno.com||When I bench tested the coil pack, wires and plugs, I found two bad plugs. I also found corroded primary connections.  After installing and testing, I had two cylinders firing, whereas before the bench test no c;lylilnders would fire.  Sounds similar to your problem. Are you aware that if you lose spark in one cylinder(wire, plug) you will lose it in its twin cylinder? Because the secondary coil is firing both and needs both to complete its circuit.  But I have other problems.  I don't have battery voltage at pin 110 of ECU. I may not have voltage at other pins as well.  Pin 110 switches on pc ground for the EFI relay and directly controls fuel pump.  I am still waiting to get out there and track down the open in the circuit.  David<P>------------------<BR>||209.109.243.10||reg||3



ubb/Forum2/001464.cgi
A||N||3||BeauDiddley||Temp gauge help please.||||1||
Z||000000||BeauDiddley||12-23-2002||08:32 PM||bojones69@hotmail.com||My 91 VR-4 #1284 has the following problem.<BR>=&gt; Shortly after startup and about 5 minutes of driving the temp gauge goes all the way to the red mark for a short period and then goes back to normal after about 2 minutes at the H mark.  I noticed a very small amount of antifreeze dripping down from what seemed to be the thermostat location.  I have had the water pump and heater fore replaced.  Would this be caused by the thermostat? (Hope So) Also does anyone know where I could get a good 5-speed for my VR-4.  I have the bad synchro problem.  What is my car worth with a bad tranny?  Thanks for your help.<BR>Beau L.<P>------------------<BR>||63.93.1.101||reg||1
Z||000001||Jon||12-24-2002||08:56 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Sounds like you are running dangerously low on antifreeze.  <P>On the vendors page, I have the BM Tranny, TRE, and Shep Racing as places to get trannys.<BR><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||92GVR4519||12-25-2002||12:24 AM||davidnreba@juno.com||I would replace the thermostat, gasket, and radiator cap NOW!  Two minutes in the red cooked my wife's Cressida.  Blew her head gasket and fried her rings David.<P>------------------<BR>||209.109.243.10||reg||4
Z||000003||BeauDiddley||12-26-2002||07:28 PM||bojones69@hotmail.com||Thanks for the advice, I just found someone who might be interested in my car.  I'm going to sell it to him for $2200 dollars. The guy who is interested in it is more mechanically inclined than I am.  I think I will go back to owning a Nissan Pathfinder. My 91 pathfinder (used to be mine) was the most reliable, uncostly vehicle I have ever owned.  If I ever buy another VR-4 I know what to look for.  Beau<P>------------------<BR>||63.93.1.101||reg||6



ubb/Forum2/001465.cgi
A||||3||vrpower||Where else is the Lim. #?||||1||
Z||000000||vrpower||12-28-2002||01:15 AM||darian85@msn.com||Just wanted to know where on the firewall or on the side of the door, the limited edition number could be found, and any details about which one it is. I went to the Mitsubishi dealer (the infamous Max Madsen on La Grange Ave, IL) and they couldn't find out what it is. Is it in the VIN #? Any help is appreciated. My plaque was ripped off before i bought the car.<BR>Thanks<P>------------------<BR>||64.158.229.197||reg||1
Z||000001||DSSA||12-28-2002||10:13 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by vrpower:<BR><B>Just wanted to know where on the firewall or on the side of the door, the limited edition number could be found, and any details about which one it is. I went to the Mitsubishi dealer (the infamous Max Madsen on La Grange Ave, IL) and they couldn't find out what it is. Is it in the VIN #? Any help is appreciated. My plaque was ripped off before i bought the car.<BR>Thanks<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>The Limited Edition # has nothing to do with the VIN # and was never recorded in the VIN # information sheets.  It is also not found anywhere else on the car. <P>If you don't know what it is, you're basically SOL.  <BR><P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||12-29-2002||03:15 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Find one being parted out and buy their plack.  Since it dosn't really matter what number it is, keep one on the road.<P>------------------<BR>||64.63.209.141||reg||1
Z||000003||Beemer||12-31-2002||10:30 PM||beemer1@att.net||Well, if you guys remember, it came on the custom key fob that looked like the dash plaque with a hole in it for the key ring, but that wasn't on the car anywhere.  I have my build sheet and window sticker for mine and it doesn't say the # anywhere, just limited edition on the window sticker.<P>------------------<BR>Dave Beem<BR>Beemer's Racing Engines (BRE)<BR>200 Elm Box 163<BR>Tabor IA 51653<BR>712-629-3505||12.75.114.254||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001466.cgi
A||||34||ken inn||transaxle lube||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||12-28-2002||05:53 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||ok, folks.  what are you using, and how do you like it?  i currently run the redline MTL/MT90 mix, and i dont think it is quite as good as the ole BG synchroshift.  i see bg now has a synthetic synchroshift.  is anyone using it?  anyone else have any comparisons(i put in -----but i used to have-------and i like--------better)?  i am about to install another transmission, and i think i am going back to BG.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||12-28-2002||07:41 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I used to use Redline MTL/MT-90 mix, but everytime I've changed my fluid it was silver! (Is this a bad thing? Duhhhh!)<BR>I changed to the synthetic BG, but, especially now that is cooler, it seems noticably harder going into 2nd and 3rd than with the Redline. But, I need to get my transmission rebuilt too, so this may not be a fair comparison. I was sure impressed by all those fancy charts on Redline's site, showing how much better synchros do there job with Redline fluids, but that silver in my fluid makes me wonder.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.195||reg||1
Z||000002||04DrBlur||12-29-2002||01:12 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  In my old Eclipse I was unable to downshift from 2nd to 1st above 5mph.  So I tried the redline because it couldnt hurt and BAM it shifted much better and sure enough I was able to downshift from 2nd to 1st.  In my Galant however i use the the BG synchroshift and I am in need of changing fluid again so I might put the redline in the Galant.  I have recently had my tranny rebuilt so since Ken mentions the synthetic synchroshift maybe Ill give it a try.  I have never had a problem with either Redline or BG but when I was in a pinch after a clutch job I tried Valvoline synthetic and shifting was a bit notchy.  So we arent using that anymore...||64.108.85.22||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||12-29-2002||02:00 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I use to use MT90 and now i have switched to valvoline synthetic. Much cheaper and I can get it locally. <BR>Used with the mitsu friction modifyer it works great.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||12-29-2002||06:19 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||What's up with the frition modifier?  I've heard it referenced and know nothing of it.  What is it, and why do you like it?<BR><P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.148||reg||1
Z||000005||talontsi||12-29-2002||09:22 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Here is the part number.<BR>ME581050 <P> TSB Info from the archives<P>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- <P>~--------------------------cut here-------------------------------------- <BR>Page 1 of 3 <BR>MITSUBISHI TECHNICAL SERVICE BULLETIN <BR>Motor Sales of America, Inc. NO. TSB-92-22-002 <BR>DATE April, 1992 <BR>SUBJECT: PREVENTION OF SHIFTER BLOCKING MODEL See Below <P>PURPOSE <BR>To prevent shifter blocking* in some manual transaxle vehicles equipped <BR>with fiber-coated synchronizers, a friction modifier has been developed. <BR>This Technical Service Bulletin describes installation instructions and <BR>parts information for the friction modifier. <P>* Shifter blocking is a difficulty or lack of smoothness in the operation <BR>of the shift lever. <P>VEHICLES AFFECTED <BR>1990-1992 Eclipse (all with DOHC engine and M/T) <BR>1991-1992 Galant (all with DOHC engine and M/T) <BR>1990-1992 3000GT (all with M/T) <BR>1990-1992 Expo and Expo LRV (all with SOHC engine and M/T) <P>DESCRIPTION <BR>For smooth shifter lever operation, all fiber-coated synchronizers used in <BR>manual transaxles are pre-soaked with a friction modifier prior to <BR>assembly. In some instances, the friction modifier may dry up before the <BR>transaxles are assembled. This can lead to customer complaints of shifter <BR>blocking. To improve the smoothness of the shifter lever operation, it is <BR>necessary to install an additional amount of friction modifier to the <BR>manual transaxle case. <P>The remainder of this bulletin provides a vehicle/transaxle application <BR>table and describes how to install the friction modifier. <P>Use the application table on page 2 to determine which vehicles are <BR>equipped with fiber-coated synchronizers. <P><BR>Continued... <BR>________________________________________________________________________ <BR>FILE UNDER Group 22 Manual Trans in the Dealer Service Information <BR>Binder (1076) <BR>________________________________________________________________________ <BR>Circulate to: Service Manager, Technician <BR>!Page 2 of 3 <P>VEHICLES EQUIPPED WITH FIBER-COATED SYNCHRONIZERS <P>Model Year(s) Engine M/T Model # <BR>~------------------------------------------------------------------------ <BR>Eclipse 1990-92 DOHC F5M22 <BR>------------------------------------- <BR>DOHC (turbo) F5M33 and W5M33 <BR>~------------------------------------------------------------------------ <BR>Galant 1991 DOHC (turbo) W5M33 <BR>~------------------------------------------------------------------------ <BR>Galant 1992 1992 DOHC F5M31 <BR>~------------------------------------------------------------------------ <BR>3000GT 1991-92 SOHC F5M33 <BR>------------------------------------- <BR>DOHC F5M33 <BR>------------------------------------- <BR>DOHC (turbo) W5MG1 <BR>~------------------------------------------------------------------------ <BR>Expo 1992 SOHC F5M31 or W5M33 <BR>~------------------------------------------------------------------------ <BR>Expo LRV 1992 SOHC F5M31, W5M31, or <BR>W5M33 <BR>~------------------------------------------------------------------------ <P>INSTALLATION <P>1. Check the transaxle oil level. If necessary, add oil until the unit <BR>is full. Refer to Group 22 of the application service manual for <BR>transaxle oil specifications and installation procedures. <P>2. Remove the speedometer driven gear assembly from the transaxle, <BR>leaving the speedometer cable attached. <P>[In this position in bulletin, a picture of the transaxle is shown with <BR>the speedometer cable with gear assembly attached. An arrow points to the <BR>speedometer gear assembly opening in the transaxle, with the instructions <BR>"ADD ONE BOTTLE (7.5cc) OF FRICTION MODIFIER THROUGH THE SPEEDOMETER GEAR <BR>OPENING." The opening is near the driver's side axle-shaft opening, which <BR>is near the engine-transaxle bolting surface towards the firewall, <BR>pointing up vertically. I can fairly easily get to it in my Eclipse from <BR>the passenger side, above the car. PJP] <P><BR>Continued... <BR>! Page 3 of 3 <P>3. Pour one bottle (7.5cc) of friction modifier into the speedometer <BR>gear opening. <P>CAUTION: For accurate placement of the friction modifier, it must be <BR>installed through the speedometer gear opening. DO NOT <BR>install the friction modifier through the transaxle oil <BR>fill hole. <P>4. Carefully reinstall the speedometer gear assembly, making sure it <BR>meshes correctly with the transaxle drive gear. Tighten the <BR>retaining nut to 4Nm (3 ft. lbs.) <P>5. Test drive the vehicle to check for speedometer gear noise. If it is <BR>heard, re-check the gear installation for proper fit and carefully <BR>reassemble as needed. <P><BR>PARTS INFORMATION <P>The friction modifier is available through your Regional PDC. The part <BR>number is ME581050. <P><BR>WARRANTY INFORMATION <P>Position Code: 224010 <P>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- <P>--------------------<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000006||sleeper||12-30-2002||12:08 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I wonder why do you have to have that stuff put in by the speedo cable?<P>And this bulletin just shows you how dumb dealer mechanics are or can be.<BR>Instalation manual for how to pour in lubricant.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I have about 5 bottles in my tranny and it shifts like butter. Then again it's what in your mind and really not the oil.<BR>Tried more oil than you can imagen and all seems to be the same.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.65.200.122||reg||1
Z||000007||turbogalant||12-30-2002||03:23 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Correct me if I'm wrong but all friction modifier is lsd additive. <BR><P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.50||reg||1
Z||000008||VR-4play||12-30-2002||09:24 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||When I had probs with my old tranny, I tried the redline. My tranny crunched so much with that stuff, I didn't even take it out of the driveway before I drained it, and it was silver. I tried all types of stuff. Ended up using Lucas. Suppose to use a certain ratio of Lucas-to-whatever depending on how bad your tranny is. My tranny was in very very bad condition, so I used 100percent lucas. Lucas made it driveable (no crunching for the first 5 or 10 min. of driving). Very thick, and very stiff during cold season. Drove with that until my tranny broke. I put it in my new tranny 50%lucas/50% castrol and it is great. The valvoline is also good with the lucas (I've tried that too).  <P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000009||markrieb||12-30-2002||10:07 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Way back in the dark ages when Scott Evans was a regular poster, he recommended some stuff called Neo-Lube available from Baker Performance.<P>It is kind of expensive, but has worked very well in my car for the last 6 months.  The first 1-2 shift in the morning, now that is is cold, is a bit crunchy if you rush it, but once warm things are great.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||12-30-2002||11:36 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by markrieb:<BR><B>Way back in the dark ages when Scott Evans was a regular poster, he recommended some stuff called Neo-Lube available from Baker Performance.<P>It is kind of expensive, but has worked very well in my car for the last 6 months.  The first 1-2 shift in the morning, now that is is cold, is a bit crunchy if you rush it, but once warm things are great.<P>Mark Rieb<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You know Neo must be good, it's the only approved lube for Xtrac Gearboxes.  :-)<P>Remember, there's also a newer sychroshift II that's supposed to be good.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000011||Ant||12-30-2002||12:46 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I run the fluid that Mark mentioned.<P>Neo Synthetic RHD<BR>I had my tranny rebuilt 6k miles ago and i've had this fluid in there since.  Tranny is shifts like butter.<BR>It is very pricey at $18 a quart but i've heard nothing but good things about it from many smart people.<P><P>------------------<BR>#1904||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000012||04DrBlur||12-30-2002||10:52 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Hey where can I get some of that NEO synthetic RHD?  my tranny was rebuilt about 5k. ago and I want it to last.  That sounds like some good stuff.  Worth a try.  I will not however put in the Valvoline that you guys say works...  It shifts like crap. Been there done that.<P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||64.109.1.117||reg||1
Z||000013||Ant||12-31-2002||07:47 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu|| <A HREF="http://www.bakerprecision.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.bakerprecision.com/</A> <P>Ant<P>------------------<BR>#1904||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000014||smokindav||12-31-2002||08:28 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||The cheapest 75-90w I can get at Advance Auto around the corner.  Which reminds me, it's probably time to change it.<P>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.85.157||reg||1
Z||000015||teet||12-31-2002||11:44 AM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||NEO RHD in my street car and rally car.<P>tough when cold...but you can't get it hot enough to notice.  And by that I mean no degredation in shifting performance.<P>...and in the rally car...I get it HOT...with no noticable degredation.<P>the tranny I had in the rally car originally had 60k street miles on it...then about 50 miles with zero fluid(previous owner)...then I filled it with NEO and hoped to get though one rally weekend with it.  I did 4 weekends before I replaced the tranny for other reasons...still shifted fine...but was noisy...and had a LOT of bearing play due to the no fluid runing...<BR> <BR>john<P>------------------<BR>||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000016||GVR-4||01-08-2003||01:06 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I'm going to replace the clutch and driveaxles in the near future and was going to replace the tranny lube with GM Synchromesh. Has anyone used that?<P>dp<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 01-08-2003).]||68.155.52.38||reg||1
Z||000017||ken inn||01-08-2003||02:43 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the gm synchromesh is made by pennzoil, and i inquired about it, but it is only sold by case lots.  maybe a bunch of us can go in together.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000018||GVR-4||01-08-2003||03:00 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||How many quarts in a case? And don't we need three quarts to fill our trannies?<P>Thanks, Ken.<P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.52.38||reg||1
Z||000019||ken inn||01-08-2003||04:57 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i THINK it is 24 qts.  and yes, 3 qts will do it.  what lousy timing.  i threw out the phone numbers and emails, i went all over the place asking people at pennzoil.  first, no one knew what it was, then, only in 5 gal buckets, then, qt cans,but only in case lots.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000020||kartorium31||01-08-2003||08:42 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I bought synchromesh at the gm dealer, they sell it by the quart there.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.144.247.224||reg||1
Z||000021||GVR-4||01-08-2003||09:13 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||How does it perform in the tranny?<P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.56.42||reg||1
Z||000022||talontsi||01-08-2003||09:56 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I tried GM syncromesh in my 2g and it did not fair well. It seems to be too thin.<BR>I tried it in a freshly rebuilt tranny.<BR>Some people have had good luck with it.<P>Maybe it was the double cone syncros. Who knows.<P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000023||kartorium31||01-08-2003||10:14 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I have used BG, mobil 1, and this.  So far this has done the best, although when i used BG my tranny was pretty much toast.  Shifting is pretty clean, still kinda notchy into 2nd and 3rd.  I have a bottle of friction modifier to put in also.  Maybe it'll help.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.144.247.224||reg||1
Z||000024||Martin Chilcote||01-11-2003||11:31 AM||chilcote@swbell.net||I used BG w/ a bottle of friction modifier for about 3 years. Shifted real nice, almost cushiony. Changed out all the gear oils about 5 weeks ago. Put GM Sync (bought by the qt. from a chevy dealer)in the tranny, a bit of notch @ 2nd, so I'll probably add 1 or 2 bottles of friction modifier (Gabor used 5 bottles = $$). If you've never used the friction modifier, it smells like a dead dinosaur. If adding the Fric Modfr doesn't make it feel equal to the BG, I'm going back... I put Royal Purple Gear-Max in the xfer case and rear diff. Buy it at NAPA. I went w/ GM & RP 'cause it's available locally, reasonably priced, and no minimum purchase amount. When I drained out all the gear boxes, all were less than full capacity. I bought a gear oil "syringe" to re-fill, about $12-$13, well worth it.   <P><BR>------------------<BR>1064/2000 <BR><A HREF="http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html</A><p>[This message has been edited by Martin Chilcote (edited 01-11-2003).]||66.139.166.12||reg||1
Z||000025||GVR-4||01-11-2003||03:15 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Where do you get the friction modifier?<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.51.74||reg||1
Z||000026||Martin Chilcote||01-12-2003||07:20 PM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR-4:<BR><B>Where do you get the friction modifier?<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I did a search on this site: <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum3/HTML/001008.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum3/HTML/001008.html</A> <BR>you'll have to read about half way down<P>------------------<BR>1064/2000 <BR><A HREF="http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html</A>||66.139.166.128||reg||1
Z||000027||GVR-4||01-12-2003||10:42 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Thanks, dude.<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.60.125||reg||1
Z||000028||sleeper||01-12-2003||11:35 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR-4:<BR><B>Thanks, dude.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>It's cheaper at a GM or Chrysler dealer.<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.66.57.117||reg||1
Z||000029||Ian M||01-12-2003||11:45 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>i THINK it is 24 qts.  and yes, 3 qts will do it.  what lousy timing.  i threw out the phone numbers and emails, i went all over the place asking people at pennzoil.  first, no one knew what it was, then, only in 5 gal buckets, then, qt cans,but only in case lots.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> Hmmm,thats strange. A friend of mine is running Penzoil sycromesh in his car. When he showed it to me when he bought it,it was the first Id ever heard of it.  A local autoparts store around here carries it in stock by the quart,Ill have to ask him where he got it. I remember it being cheaper than the GM syncromesh im running too. He might even have one of the bottles left that I can get a stock number or something off of.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||129.71.114.252||reg||1
Z||000030||Nate||01-13-2003||12:00 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||I put the cheapest shit gear oil I can in the trans.  I'm talking the $3/gallon junk that says Coastal on it. :-)  The trans never holds together long enough to put expensive stuff in it. :-(<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000031||ken inn||01-13-2003||11:37 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ian M:<BR><B>  Hmmm,thats strange. A friend of mine is running Penzoil sycromesh in his car. When he showed it to me when he bought it,it was the first Id ever heard of it.  A local autoparts store around here carries it in stock by the quart,Ill have to ask him where he got it. I remember it being cheaper than the GM syncromesh im running too. He might even have one of the bottles left that I can get a stock number or something off of.<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>yah, that is how pennzoil wants to sell it.  a store like autozone will buy it in case lots, and sell it singly.  but for me to buy it, it would take me a long time to use a case.<P><P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000032||04DrBlur||01-13-2003||11:03 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Hey Nate maybe you cant keep a tranny due to that Shit fluid you use....  Coastal sounds like they scooped it up from an oil spill somewhere. I know you can build a tranny that lasts.  Or at least mine has held together this long...<P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||68.21.137.44||reg||1
Z||000033||Ian M||01-13-2003||11:42 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B> [QUOTE]Originally posted by Ian M:<BR>[b]  Hmmm,thats strange. A friend of mine is running Penzoil sycromesh in his car. When he showed it to me when he bought it,it was the first Id ever heard of it.  A local autoparts store around here carries it in stock by the quart,Ill have to ask him where he got it. I remember it being cheaper than the GM syncromesh im running too. He might even have one of the bottles left that I can get a stock number or something off of.<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>yah, that is how pennzoil wants to sell it.  a store like autozone will buy it in case lots, and sell it singly.  but for me to buy it, it would take me a long time to use a case.<P>[/B][/QUOTE]<BR> Oh,ok,I see what you're saying now. <P><P>------------------<BR>||129.71.114.161||reg||1
Z||000034||dsmsleeper||01-14-2003||10:51 AM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||I put the BG in a brand new tranny and wasn't too impressed with it.  When I got my laser, I put Mobil 1 synthetic in it and have no problems (wife drives it) ;-)  As far as the Coastal goes...when I got my daily driver galant, it shifted fine; even fast shifts at speed (I tested it before I bought it ;-) ).  I put the Coastal in that (thinking that was what I put in the laser) and it grinds occasionally when shifting fast.  I the mobil 1 ready to go in.  <P>I've seen the BG at Auto Zone for like $5.99 a quart, but have read that it doesn't have the correct GL for our trannies.<P>------------------<BR>Joe<BR>1991 GVR-4 347/2000 R.I.P.<BR>1991 GVR-4 782/2000<BR>1991 GVR-4 955/2000<BR>1992 Laser AWD||63.146.62.141||reg||1
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A||||13||#1459 VR-4||Need Radiator||||1
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||12-29-2002||03:15 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Well I need a new radiator and was think about going with the Fluidyne, but not sure if I want to spend the 400 bucks.  Does anyone have this radiator or another aftermarket one, if so was it worth the money?  <P>If I do go with a stock radiator, do I need one for a GVR-4 or will any from a Galant work?<P>------------------<BR>~ Benjamin<P>GVR-4 #1459<BR>93 Eclipse GS||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||12-29-2002||04:01 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have a modine in my car, it was in it when i bought it(85k), now it has 175k on it, and it has kept it cool thru the 100+ deg texas summers with the a/c on all the time.  the poor girl who was the original owner paid over 600$ for this radiator(i got the reciepts) FROM THE STEALER for this radiator.  i KNOW she thought she was getting a genuine mitsu one.  i think they are less than 150 from places like radiators.com.  the radiator is NOT specific to the vr4.  mine even has the auto trans cooler in it.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000002||BossGVR4||12-29-2002||08:37 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||FLUIDYNEs DO NOT FIT !<P>You have to scavenge a filler neck off a TEL and the Rad itself is about 1" too short. Had to cut some old bumpstops to act as "lifter" vibration insulators on a GVR4 install.<P>Our cars don't have overheating issues, I would get an all-metal Modine for $150 and spend that money elsewhere.<P>Just my .02<P>DaveC<P>------------------<BR>||68.98.167.35||reg||1
Z||000003||Lucky13||12-29-2002||09:26 PM||volar13@bellsouth.net||I put a Modine in mine just a couple of weeks ago. Perfect fit and not that expensive.<P>------------------<BR>||67.34.218.110||reg||1
Z||000004||#1459 VR-4||12-29-2002||09:37 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Yea, I think I'll be going with the Modine.  I figured the price would be a-lot higher then it is; making the Fluidyne seem like a better buy, but for 115 bucks I'll just go with that.  Thanks for the help...<P>------------------<BR>~ Benjamin<P>GVR-4 #1459<BR>93 Eclipse GS||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||12-29-2002||10:46 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||How about the C&R radiator?  Anyone have any updates on the fitment issues?  From what I understood they were redoing them to make them fit properly.  If so then it might be another alternative to look into...plus they have that groovy "C&R" logo painted on them too  heh   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||12-29-2002||10:56 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Ok, here's the C&R catalog listing.  It looks like it's $499 so it's quite a bit more than the Modine.  Might not really be worth it unless you're looking for something more performance oriented...<P> <A HREF="http://www.crracing.com/estore/CFPreviousNext.cfm?start=21&category=import_radiators" TARGET=_blank>http://www.crracing.com/estore/CFPreviousNext.cfm?start=21&category=import_radiators</A> <P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||12-30-2002||05:37 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Urls for best price and service for the modine radiators... please.<P>Harry<BR> <A HREF="http://www.Radiator.com" TARGET=_blank>www.Radiator.com</A>  is 126.00<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||#1459 VR-4||12-30-2002||10:11 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Well I bought one through Napa for aboot $150.  We're going to be putting it on tommorow afternoon so if anyone has any advice on doing so it would be appreciated.  It looks like a pretty easy job though?<P>------------------<BR>~ Benjamin<P>GVR-4 #1459<BR>93 Eclipse GS||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||12-31-2002||09:39 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i advise you to change out all of the hoses, and the thermostat, too.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000010||mitsuvr4||01-02-2003||07:31 PM||||Anyone used a CSF (Cooling Systems & Flexibles) radiator?<P>I just spoke with a guy (Junior) from <A HREF="http://www.radiators.com" TARGET=_blank>www.radiators.com</A>  and he's trying to sell me a CSF radiator for $129 (including shipping).  He claims they are all metal and better quality than the Modine.  He claims the Modine's are made in China and not as good a build.  I give this a little credit since he said he could sell me the Modine instead, but preferred the CSF product.  Who knows?  I'm just looking for some first-hand knowledge or a less biased opinion.<P>Thanks for any light shed on this topic!<P>Karl<BR>860/2000<P>------------------<BR>||63.233.200.30||reg||5
Z||000011||Gvr4-330||03-26-2003||09:03 PM||||Sorry to dig this post up, but I too am looking for a new radiator now, and radiators.com also did not recommend a Modine to me, and instead recommended an OEM radiator.<br /><br />I didn't hear anything about this CSF radiator.  I'm wondering if anyone has any experience with these?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000012||1quickvr4||03-26-2003||10:25 PM||||I think Indyracecores.com makes one..........||64.152.234.26||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000013||#1459 VR-4||03-27-2003||02:12 AM||||N'eh, never heard of the CSF, but I went with the Modine and it has worked perfect...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||Benny||00000618||yes
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A||||3||thon||bumper install||||1||
Z||000000||thon||12-25-2002||01:35 PM||thon@optonline.net||For xmas i got 1752 (udriveu) a new factory bumper cover.  Any tricks/tips for removing and installing the cover? I've done this before on my car (240sx) for the FMIC to fit and such, and it was a PITA hehe.<P>Am i looking at like 3213123 bolts like on my 240sx? or 2 like my old tercel? <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>thanks<BR>thon<P>------------------<BR>'91 RPS13 w/'96 SR20DET power.||24.45.19.72||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||12-25-2002||03:50 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||do a search. It's been asked before.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||12-25-2002||06:11 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Tere are 2 behind the turn signals, 2 that go up from the botom by the turn signals and 2 at the edge of the front fenders. After that when you get it off, there wil be about 35 little bolts left.<P><P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||4.47.32.217||reg||1
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||12-30-2002||01:06 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||This post might be late but follow this link to my webpage.  <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/bumpers.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/bumpers.htm</A> <P>------------------<BR>||66.176.224.230||reg||1
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A||||4||369of1000||question about cyclone intake||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||12-31-2002||01:52 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||After reviewing the numerous posts about this, I put one on my wish list. However, I'm still a little confused about it.<P>Do the short runners open and close? Or, do the long runners open and close? Or, when the long runners open, do the short runners close? and vise versa.<P>I ask because I was under the impression the long runners were for low end torque and the short open upon a predetermined boost level for top end flow. But if you look in Jegs or Summit, the high rise intakes are for high RPM power bands. so is the opposite true? Are the long runners for top end flow?<P>It is important to me because if I get one I will want to port it, and I want to be sure I port the right thing.<P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.115.112||reg||1
Z||000001||Jon||12-31-2002||08:25 AM||jon@jgronline.com||It isn't a matter of a longer or shorter runner.  It is a matter of the size of the runner.  Before boost hits, the butterflys are closed giving you a smaller area for air to go.  After the runners open, it opens the butterflys and the area for air to go through is increased.  This closed runner keeps the velocity of air up which helps in response before boost hits.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-atflange.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-atflange.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-atflanges.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-atflanges.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-backside.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-backside.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-backside.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-backside.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-front.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-front.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-laftsideandcoilpack.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-laftsideandcoilpack.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-leftsides.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-leftsides.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-open.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-open.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-rightside.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-rightside.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-side.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-side.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-throttlebody.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/cyclone-throttlebody.jpg</A> <P><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-31-2002||09:38 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||there was another post about the helmholz theory, something about the intake coming in on one side, and swirling around in the combustion chamber, making it more efficient.  scott evans is the only person i know of who has a ported cyclone, and he is using a haltech to control the butterflies.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000003||MrEd||12-31-2002||01:33 PM||res122@psu.edu||I bought a complete cyclone from GVR1643, but haven't installed yet.<P>This webpage has some good pics & info (except for suggesting to control the butterflies directly off the manifold):<BR> <A HREF="http://home.pipeline.com/~blackhole/faq/cyclone/gvr4cyclone.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.pipeline.com/~blackhole/faq/cyclone/gvr4cyclone.html</A> <P>I'd like to dismantle & clean before installing, but does anyone know where to get gaskets??<P>------------------<BR>||68.70.115.123||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||12-31-2002||01:51 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i had to make my own gaskets.  i carefully removed what i could, and used them as templates, then put them on and retrimmed.  takes a sharp knife, and patience.  most important, dont torque it all down before you try to install it on the car.  i had to take it apart to get it on the car, and even then, i had to change out one of the studs to a long bolt.  if you are going to use the solenoid method like i did, you may want to bore a couple of holes and tap them for the pressure switches.  if you do it now, and just plug the holes, you wont have to do it later, when it is on the car, and a REAL pita.<P>------------------ <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33621&item=1875963898" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33621&item=1875963898</A> <P>this cyclone looks very clean, and looks like all is there, except the output transistor.  you can modify your present bracket to fit.  i think the white cannister is absolutely essential to making it work.<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 12-31-2002).]||209.220.6.231||reg||1
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A||||2||GVR1643||brake line nut size||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||12-31-2002||09:43 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I need to pick up some flare wrenches today...anyone know off the top of their head what size I need to get the nut off the brake line? I know I didn't have the right size or flare style.<BR>TIA<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.209||reg||5
Z||000001||teet||12-31-2002||11:35 AM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||the brake line fitting on the caliper is 10mm.<P>I "think" the big fitting at the junction of the 2 lines is 17mm...but I may be remembering off my SS brake lines.  Either way...you really only need a flare wrench for the small fitting which is 10mm.<P>john<P>------------------<BR>||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||12-31-2002||11:43 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks Teet.<BR>I was pretty sure the nut on the line right at the caliper was larger than 14 or 16... Since that was the largest metric I could find last night... I must be looking for the 17 then.<BR>Thanks<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.46||reg||1
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A||||12||Tondar||The end all discussion for the air/oil cooler conversion||||1||
Z||000000||Tondar||12-31-2002||12:11 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||I've seen a lot of questions about this and I myself have asked the question before and unfortunately forgot the answers..<P>I have not done this conversion yet but would like a thread to stay in this forum that answers all questions.<P>1.  90 oil filter housing<BR>     -you need a longer bolt.. more info?<P>2.  Oil pressure sender discussion?<BR>     -I plan on getting a dual sender, one for the ECU and one for a gauge.  I think that VDO makes one<P>3.  What cooler size fits? and where?<BR>     -I plan on running an oil cooler thermostat and urge others to do the same<P>4.  oil cooler line recommendations? and how to fab them up?<P>5.  What about the additional oil capacity and what do you do during an oil change<P>I'm sure others have more questions and others will flame me for bringing this up again.  I do believe that this is a FAQ and belongs here.<P>Thanx in advance to all those that contribute!!<BR><P>------------------<BR>91 black VR4||68.98.153.169||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||12-31-2002||12:40 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Tondar:<BR><B>I've seen a lot of questions about this and I myself have asked the question before and unfortunately forgot the answers..<P>I have not done this conversion yet but would like a thread to stay in this forum that answers all questions.<P>1.  90 oil filter housing<BR>     -you need a longer bolt.. more info?<P>one of the bolts is different, i forget which.  <P>2.  Oil pressure sender discussion?<BR>     -I plan on getting a dual sender, one for the ECU and one for a gauge.  I think that VDO makes one<P>i have this, i also have an oil temp gauge.  the air to air filter head has provisions for 2 switches.  i also retapped the holes larger, because the present ones will only catch a couple of threads.  so i tapped them so the senders would just bottom out, then i used a crush ring.  if you do this, you should tap it before you install it, there was an amazing amount of shavings.<P>3.  What cooler size fits? and where?<BR>     -I plan on running an oil cooler thermostat and urge others to do the same<P>the 90 oil filter head already has a thermostat in it.  at first, i used the stock cooler and lines.  they fit almost perfect, you will have to make some brackets, very easy.  fits right in front of the a/c condensor fan.<P>4.  oil cooler line recommendations? and how to fab them up?<P>stock lines bolt right up.  after, i used aeroquip lines, they are a bitch to make.  i had trouble with the metric to an adapters sealing in the filter head.  finally, i just jb welded them in there, and no leaks.  you can use as big as a cooler as you want, or that will fit.  you are only limited by cost, and fitment.  <P>5.  What about the additional oil capacity and what do you do during an oil change?<P>dunno about any extra capacity, since the cooler sits higher than the filter head, when the motor shuts off, the oil drains back into the sump, so it is all changed.<P>I'm sure others have more questions and others will flame me for bringing this up again.  I do believe that this is a FAQ and belongs here.<P>Thanx in advance to all those that contribute!!<P>oil is a much better heat transfer than water.  cooler oil will not break down as fast, and maintain lubricity better.  however, the oil should first reach operating temps, then be sent to the cooler.  operating temps should stay above 220 deg F, otherwise, moisture will not burn off, and will stay in the system.  <P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000002||DongeR615||12-31-2002||03:05 PM||||hey ken,<P>oil is a much better heat transfer than water.<P>how so?  The boiling temperature for water is less than the boiling them for oil otherwise we should put oil in the radiator, and let it cool through the block. Or are we referring to the lubrication/cooling/and the other 5 things oil does to help the engine?<P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.212.201||reg||5
Z||000003||Compressed||01-02-2003||09:56 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Actually boiling point is not the characteristic you should be looking at to determince heat transfer capabilities.  You need to look at the specific heat capacity for each medium.<P>H2O = 4.182<BR>Oil = 1.790  (probably variable based on oil used)<P>So you can see that water has approximately 2.5 times greater heat capacity.  This means that it takes roughly 2.5 times more heat to raise water 1 degree than it does oil.  Water happens to have one of the highest specific heats in nature.  It is a main characteristic of water that allows life.  <P>Anyway in a cooling sense water is king.  If you wanted the best oil cooler you would use a water/oil cooler.  Then you would need another heat exchanger (radiator), hard to find room for this plus a nice front mount.  <P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561<p>[This message has been edited by Compressed (edited 01-02-2003).]||216.126.176.210||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||01-06-2003||02:53 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i stand corrected.  water is a much better heat transfer.  i was told in heat transfer there is a value called delta T.  so, if you are using engine temp water to cool oil, and the oil temp is 250, and water temp is 180, delta T is 70.  but, if you use air to cool, and air temp is 80, then delta T is much higher.  <BR>     this also appplies in reverse to exh.  the standard, called scfh, is 68 deg.  if you raise scfh to 1400 deg, the volume increases to about 3 1/2 times.  so, if exh gases are at 1400 deg, and they cool to 700 deg or less, the volume is reduced, so a 3" downpipe and a 2.5" muffler would work fine.  also, fyi, according to bmw motorsport, engine oil temps must not exceed a max of 266 deg.  whew!  now i know why i hated physics.  all i need now is someone to explain this helmholz theory.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||bob in chicago||01-06-2003||05:55 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Summit makes some cheap,but effective plastic mounts for oil coolers which go thru your radiator. part # SUM-G4990<A HREF="http://www.summitracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.summitracing.com</A> <P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 01-06-2003).]||24.148.88.162||reg||1
Z||000006||Tondar||01-09-2003||07:20 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||Ken,<P>I bought my oil filter head used, how do I check that the oil cooler thermostat is still functional?<P>Thanks<P>------------------<BR>91 black VR4||68.41.152.71||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||01-09-2003||09:03 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the thermostat is the big brass thing, and it is ON there.  you can probably take it off, and dip it in boiling water, then run it under the tap, and see if it is opening and closing.  WARNING:if you do this, MAKE DAMN SURE your wife dont see you using one of her good pots to boil it, and make sure it is clean, cause it will smell, and she will investigate.  dont ask me how i know.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000008||Tondar||01-10-2003||05:55 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>all i need now is someone to explain this helmholz theory.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Helmholtz theory models the intake system as an intake track (the length and diameter of piping before the throttle body) and a resevoir (volume of plenum, runners, and one cylinder)<P>The natural frequency in Hz:<P>fnat = c/(2*pi) * sqrt(A/(Leq*V))<P>Leq = l + 0.6*d<BR>l = length of intake track<BR>d = diameter of intake track<BR>c = speed of sound<BR>A = cross sectional area of intake track<BR>V = volume of resevoir<P>In theory your tuned RPM would coincide with fnat.<P>An example of this is when you blow across the top of a bottle to make it hum, this humming occurs at ~fnat.  <P>FWIW, this method of intake tuning is not very accurate at all.  Today's manifolds are designed with complex computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software.<P>If you want to try and design a manifold and don't have the CFD software, give "Ohata and Ishida volumetric efficiency theory" a try.  The formula is too long to explain here but just about every book on engines lists it.  You may even find it on the web (SAE paper no. 820407)<P>happy tuning<P>------------------<BR>91 black VR4||68.41.152.71||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||01-10-2003||06:41 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||man, i got spasms and diarrhea from that.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000010||hibern8||01-10-2003||11:26 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah im gagging as well.....<P><BR>so for the top bolt on the air/oil housing, what is different about it compared to the stock liquid cooled housing? (getting back to the original posted question)<P>------------------<BR>Ken DM<BR>541/1000<BR>www.gvr4.com<P>POLSKA!!||63.62.124.158||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||01-11-2003||10:17 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i think it is the one that is behind the lower timing cover-heck, it's ALWAYS the one you cant see or get to.  isnt that how it always works?<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||01-11-2003||04:37 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>the thermostat is the big brass thing, and it is ON there.  you can probably take it off, and dip it in boiling water, then run it under the tap, and see if it is opening and closing.  WARNING:if you do this, MAKE DAMN SURE your wife dont see you using one of her good pots to boil it, and make sure it is clean, cause it will smell, and she will investigate.  dont ask me how i know.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Bwaaaaaahahahahahahahahahahahaha!  :-)<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001472.cgi
A||||11||MattC||Stock weight of  MY91 GVR4?||||3||
Z||000000||MattC||01-02-2003||07:06 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||I searched and searched, but I couldn't find it any where.  So, can somebody tell me how much this porker weighs?<P>Cheers,<P>MattC<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||3
Z||000001||uno||01-02-2003||08:11 PM||corona1977@juno.com||about 3200, 3300 lbs or so.<P>------------------<BR>||216.187.161.88||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||01-02-2003||08:46 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||IIRC I've heard 3165lbs.<P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.35.202.87||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||01-02-2003||10:18 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Brochure says 3252 lbs.<P> <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com/images/dealer06a.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mofugas.com/images/dealer06a.jpg</A> <P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.181.6||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||01-03-2003||12:03 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Mine weighed 3335 on the scales at my local track (Mason Dixon,Hagerstown MD). It was 3550 with me in it...ouch.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/redface.gif"><P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 01-03-2003).]||129.71.114.229||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||01-03-2003||02:54 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i took mine to a truck scale, with me and a 1/4 tank of gas it weighed 3500.  fwiw i weigh 185.<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.45||reg||1
Z||000006||MattC||01-03-2003||04:31 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||Thanks guys.  So, I guess she's not as heavy as I thought.  Isn't a stock awd TEL about the same?<P>Cheers,<P>MattC<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||01-03-2003||04:34 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||My 90 TSI AWD and my GVR4's are within 20 lbs when I weighed them - can't remember how much fuel...so yes they are.<BR>BTW 3290# and 3270# w/o me.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.169||reg||1
Z||000008||AWDpower||01-03-2003||06:57 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||My '90 Talon is pretty light. I weighed it at the track with about a 1/4 tank of gas. It came out to 3075lbs. I stil had some tools and a cooler full of sodas in it. Nothing was removed from the car, other the the spare tire and jack. <P>There are quite a few ways to save weight by mixing and matching stock parts. The early aluminum T-cases are much lighter then the later cast iron ones. Some cars <BR>also have aluminum power steering pumps, while others are cast iron. I don't know <BR>which cars got those, it seems to be pretty <BR>random. Lighter wheels and tires help. <P>If you have a DSM or VR4 with the five lug conversion, you can pick up a light weight spare for cheap. The 2nd Gen RX7 turbos came with a light weight aluminum spare tire, I picked one up for my Talon. I heard they also came with an aluminum jack, I haven't seen one yet though. I'm also thinking of changing over to manual seat belts, anyone know how much weight that would save?<P>Does anyone have other cost effective ways to save weight by upgrading, not stripping? I do plan on removing the 4WS. <P>Jason Kertianis <BR>'90 Talon AWD<BR>'92 GVR4<BR>'96 Eclipse GSX<BR><P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.74||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||01-04-2003||11:02 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com/images/92press07a.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mofugas.com/images/92press07a.jpg</A> <P><BR>What is also very interesting to me is how much more we weigh than a LS model...<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||1312VR4||01-07-2003||05:24 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Dont know about you all. But mine has a door sticker of 4189Lbs w a full tank of fuel. It is a sunroof car. They do weight more than non-sunroof cars.<P>By comparison. I weighed mine on the scales at a BAR-S(hot dog & burger plant) & it weighed in at 3700lbs with the A/C & heat, sound deadner & other misc. things removed. <P>------------------<BR>18x7.5" Katana K-6 <BR>215/35r18 SpecII tires<BR>5 bolt conversion <BR>Starion FMIC w/custom piping <BR> <P>Tom <BR>91 GalantVR4#1312 <BR>'97 Bonneville SSE <BR>'02 Toyota Tundra SR5<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 01-07-2003).]||68.56.210.128||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||01-07-2003||05:33 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||the sticker tells you how much the car wet and fully loaded with people should weigh max.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001473.cgi
A||||2||udriveu||oil capacity?||||3||
Z||000000||udriveu||01-03-2003||12:33 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||anyone know the oil capacity on a stock 91 gvr4? tried a search, couldnt find anything.<BR>thanks<P>------------------<BR>||149.152.182.1||reg||3
Z||000001||VR-4play||01-03-2003||01:02 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||It is in the service manual. Crank case capacity is 4.2qt<P>------------------<BR>||67.75.131.151||reg||1
Z||000002||udriveu||01-03-2003||08:17 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||yeah... my car didn't come with one of those. if anyone has my fob (1752), been looking for that too.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||24.45.16.78||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001474.cgi
A||||2||MattC||6-bolt or 7||||5||
Z||000000||MattC||01-06-2003||02:44 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||Is the MY91 Galant VR4 4G63 motor a 6 or 7 bolt motor?  Please say 6 <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>I'm about to order a flywheel and obviously need to know.  A quick response is greatly appreciated<P>Cheers,<P>MattC<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||5
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||01-06-2003||02:48 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||It had better be a 6 bolt or you got jipped. <BR>The GVR4's all had 6 bolts stock. I believe you can find the manufacture date on the block somewhere to make sure its a 6 bolt.<P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.184.188||reg||1
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-06-2003||03:19 PM||||All '91's should be 6-bolt (if the engine is original).  The first engine number for a 7 bolt motor is NH0001.  Any engine number alphanumerically lower than that is a six bolt (in the 4G63 family).<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001475.cgi
A||||4||Matticus||Newbie question||||5||
Z||000000||Matticus||01-07-2003||07:06 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Where does everyone buy their new nuts, bolts washers from?  Do you get them from the dealer or a hardware store type place? It seems like it would take hours to find the right nuts from a hardware store. Thanks<BR><P>------------------<BR>||68.34.64.63||reg||5
Z||000001||SPEEDFIEND||01-07-2003||07:43 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Talk to Josh at Conicelli.  They have a web site and there number is 1-866-221-0913.  He'll be able to help you.  Kris  <P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey, 169/1000 Belize Green||206.214.57.77||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||01-07-2003||09:00 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Mostly from the stash of oem bolt we have collected from parts cars etc over the years.<P>Anything not OEM comes from Pep boys.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||Matticus||01-07-2003||10:54 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||So the basically try and get OEM fasteners. Thanks, I had been really wondering about that.<P>------------------<BR>||68.34.64.63||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||01-08-2003||02:01 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||You will find lots of hardware store bolts/nuts have a larger hex size for a given thread/shaft size, basically a lot of the time only OEM type bolts fit (or other automotive bolts)<P>------------------<BR>92 Australian spec VR4<BR>ported E3 mani & turbo - 550's, S-AFC hacked MAS, big frontmount, pipes etc||165.228.131.12||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001476.cgi
A||||6||JSTYLE||4WS removal?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||01-08-2003||04:51 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Heys,<P>Just bought my 4 bolt, wanting to know how to remove 4WS. Ive looked at VFAQ and cant find it. Anyone know of an article on where it is?<P>Thanks<P>Jon<P>------------------<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jstyle.tk<BR>http://www.clubvr4.tk" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jstyle.tk<BR>http://www.clubvr4.tk</A> ||203.173.161.178||reg||1
Z||000001||smokindav||01-08-2003||12:53 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||You should be able to search the archives on this message board.  This topic has been covered in the past.<P>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||192.12.7.1||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4in||01-08-2003||04:10 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||out of curiousity...why?<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000003||JSTYLE||01-08-2003||06:14 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||I have checked the archives, there are no links to any sites that guide you through how to do it. Checked the VFAQ site aswell, that doesnt have anything either!<P>Jon<P>------------------<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jstyle.tk<BR>http://www.clubvr4.tk" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jstyle.tk<BR>http://www.clubvr4.tk</A> ||203.173.161.178||reg||1
Z||000004||JSTYLE||01-09-2003||07:52 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Pleaseeeeeeee<P>need help!!<P>Jon<P>------------------<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jstyle.tk<BR>http://www.clubvr4.tk" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jstyle.tk<BR>http://www.clubvr4.tk</A> ||203.173.164.79||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||01-09-2003||09:46 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JSTYLE:<BR><B>I have checked the archives, there are no links to any sites that guide you through how to do it. Checked the VFAQ site aswell, that doesnt have anything either!<P>Jon<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Do a search again.  I searched for "4WS" and got 45 responses, and in those responses there are instructions on how to remove the 4WS.  I know I've posted about it before. <P>There are no VFAQ's for it, and no websites that I've seen.  Search the archives better, print some posts out, and get under the car and figure out how to do it.  <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||01-09-2003||04:18 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||And then make a VFAQ for everyone else...<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.191.2||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001477.cgi
A||N||3||MightyMouse-GVR4||Will 15" wheels from newest civic or integra work on GVR4?||||1||
Z||000000||MightyMouse-GVR4||01-12-2003||08:46 PM||bkwartler@attbi.com||There is a guy willing to ship who has nice axis rims 4 bolt pattern 15X7 that all he knows will fit a late model honda civic or acura integra -- will these work on a GVR4?<P>Thanks.<P>--Bruce K.<P>------------------<BR>"I think I've seen about everything -- when I see a big 4 door fly! ..."||65.96.240.63||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||01-12-2003||09:01 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||Nope. Most civics and integras are either 4X100 or 5X114.4, and you won't fit either. GVR4s are 4X114.4. Accord rims will fit though.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||turbogalant||01-12-2003||11:09 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Drew is half right civics are 4x100 but most 4 bolt rims I have seen are multi bolt patern so if it has 8 holes your set.<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||01-12-2003||11:34 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Just make sure it that if there are eight lug holes,that there they are two patterns. Konig,for one,used to make wheels that had two of the same bolt patterns...<P>------------------<BR>||129.71.114.252||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001478.cgi
A||||13||DookGVR4||Boost/EGT Guage wiring||||1||
Z||000000||DookGVR4||01-14-2003||02:24 AM||dook@adelphia.net||Where on earth do you get power from for these???<P>I am going to be installing a autometer boost guage and a Greddy 60mm Peak/hold EGT<P>I took off the lower dash...All wiring is so hard to get to number one...Plus i dont know which to tap..<P>I installed both of these guages with ease on my previous 98 eclipse.<P>I am all set as far as vacuum and manni tapping,....i just kinda suck in general when it comes to electrical.<P>Thanks alot, Dave<P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||01-14-2003||04:42 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||For the gauge illumination you want either the 12v or the dimmed dash 12v from behind the dimmer switch. (I *think* green/black or green... use a voltmeter).  Use some of those "parasite" connectors.  Do a search of this site and hit the vfaqs.<P>For the ignition 12v ("switched") to power the EGT gauge I ended up just going for the 12v off the cigarette lighter... after I struggled with finding switched power from the fuse box.<P>Edit: I'm assuming that you're using an A-pillar pod.  If you're installing them in the center console area then you could just use the cigarette lighter.  Also I didn't use the dimmed power because I thought I heard that it would be too dim -- I can personally vouch that my 2 new VDO gauges w/ red condoms are brighter than the dash ever was.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 01-14-2003).]||67.36.180.156||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||01-14-2003||11:15 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I personally like the back of the clock for gauges.  Mine are all  center mounted.  I guess it might be a pain to get them to the a-pillar.  The clock has 3 12V sources that are switched with 1. ignitition 2. head lights 3. head lights w/dimmer<P>------------------<BR>||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000003||smokindav||01-14-2003||01:21 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||For my boost gauge I ran a wire down to the fuse box and stuck it in the slot along with the fuse for a 12v circuit that only has power when the ignition is on.  I can't remember which circuit it was.  When I get home I can check for you.<P>The upside to this is it's easy to wire.  The downside is that the boost gauge light is always on.<P>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||192.12.7.1||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||01-14-2003||02:06 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>For the gauge illumination you want either the 12v or the dimmed dash 12v from behind the dimmer switch. (I *think* green/black or green... use a voltmeter).  Use some of those "parasite" connectors.  Do a search of this site and hit the vfaqs.<P>For the ignition 12v ("switched") to power the EGT gauge I ended up just going for the 12v off the cigarette lighter... after I struggled with finding switched power from the fuse box.<P>Edit: I'm assuming that you're using an A-pillar pod.  If you're installing them in the center console area then you could just use the cigarette lighter.  Also I didn't use the dimmed power because I thought I heard that it would be too dim -- I can personally vouch that my 2 new VDO gauges w/ red condoms are brighter than the dash ever was.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>if you use the same power and ground as the dimmer switch, your gauge lites will dim the same as the dash lites.  i have 5 gauges on this circuit, no problems, and it is nice to be able to dim the dash lites and not have the gauge lites super bright.  on another note, i have a couple dozen red and green condoms for the little bulbs, if anyone wants them.  since we are a vdo distributor, i kept asking for some of these, and kept getting ignored.  so, i finally sent them a nasty note, and told them i wasnt going to sell vdo products anymore, and i got about 2 dozen of each color, with a really polite note about if i needed any more help in the future, who to call.  <P><P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000005||Ian M||01-14-2003||09:59 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| For the switched 12v supply to the EGT,I tapped into the circuit for the radio. For the the illumination for the boost & EGT,I tapped into the power to the dimmer switch from the HL switch.<P> Hey Ken,I wanted my guage lights to dim with the dash lights. I originally tried tapping the positive into the circuit going from the dimmer switch to the dash lights,but my test light would dim exactly the opposite! When the dash would dim,the test light would brighten.. I just said screw it and used the positive from the HL switch. Would have tapping BOTH the negative AND the positive made it work?<P>------------------<P><BR>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 01-14-2003).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 01-14-2003).]||129.71.114.183||reg||1
Z||000006||GRV4726||01-14-2003||10:30 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||haha thats great. nothing like a good threat to get someones attention.<P>i'd do it the same as ken. i haven't yet but thats how i intend on doing it when i get a gauge.  its nice to have everything working in unison<P>by the way. what size would you guys recomend for a gauge that'll be on a double gauge a pillar pod? 52mm or 60mm?<P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000007||GRV4726||01-14-2003||10:34 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||ian m. i know you weren't talking to me, but i think all you have to do is tap them the opposte way you had them before, when they brightened as you dim the lights.  <P>i read that on a vfap some where, don't remember where though<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000008||DookGVR4||01-14-2003||10:45 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Thanks guys...<P>I think i will tap into the dimmer....and then use the radio for the egt.<P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000009||Ian M||01-16-2003||12:14 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GRV4726:<BR><B>ian m. i know you weren't talking to me, but i think all you have to do is tap them the opposte way you had them before, when they brightened as you dim the lights.  <P>i read that on a vfap some where, don't remember where though<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> Its been a long time since i did it,but I only remember finding one wire that would dim the light at all,and I was grounding to the chassis. Maybe Ill go back again sometime and make it work,when I run out of other stuff to do...   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 01-16-2003).]||129.71.115.117||reg||1
Z||000010||GRV4726||01-16-2003||08:12 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||go to the vfaq. i like this place, its a good read.  i visit it for fun, to catch up on stuff<BR> <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html</A> <BR>the thing that i was remembering was: <P>"Check the polarity. Before you solder anything, make sure the polarity is correct. Nothing will be damaged if it is not. If you have the polarity correct, as you rotate your dimmer switch the gauge light should get bright and dim along with the rest of the instrument lights. If you have it hooked backwards, as the factory instrument lights yet brighter, your gauge light will get darker. It will be the opposite of what the rest of the gauges are doing. If this happens, just switch the wires and you'll be set."<P>and i hope someone will give me there opinion on gauge size.  so 52mm or 60mm for an dual a pillar mount (lotek).<P>hope that is what you were looking for.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000011||DookGVR4||01-17-2003||09:48 PM||dook@adelphia.net||ok heres the deal.....<P>I tested the 3 wires on the dimmer switch with a testlight...<P>1...nothing<BR>2...plain power<BR>3...made the gauge brighter with dash dimmer..<P>So when you say reverse the wire are you saying hook up the black wire from the guage to power and red as the ground???<P>I a figuring not.... I just have it hooked up to a reg power(non dimming) And it is fine but i was just curious about what you guys mean about "switching the wires"<P>Dave<P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000012||GRV4726||01-18-2003||01:02 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||"Access and tap the wires.  Remove your instrument cluster bezel. unplug the three switches, and move the bezel out of the way. The dimmer switch connector is a 4 wire plug with 3 wires in it. It is the orange colored connector in the picture below. (The black connector in the middle has been modified as well, that is the foglight switch and is discussed in another VFAQ). There is a table below which associates a number to each colored wire. You will want to tap into wires 1 and 3. The wires still need to make the electrical path from the switch to wherever they go, so if you cut them, make sure they get put back together. In my opinion, the best way to tap any wire is to not cut the wire at all. This way you can keep the integrity of the original wire. Just pick a spot somewhere along the wire and cut the insulation off all the way around. Attach the leads from your light bulbs and solder them on (finish reading this page before you soilder anything). You only need to strip back a little bit of insulation for this. The other solution is to just cut the wires in two, strip the ends back, then take the two wires along with your lead and wire nut them together (if you do this, make sure to tape the wire nut to the wires).<P>Wire description<BR>1) Green with White stripe<BR>2) Black with Red spacers<BR>3) Black with Yellow strip and Red spacers<BR>4) Empty  "<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000013||ken inn||01-18-2003||12:01 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||ok, i may be wrong on this, jeff you out there?  the dimmer is a reostat, you need 3 wires, one is voltage input, another is voltage output, and ground.  out tps is a reostat(i KNOW there is an "h" in that word somewhere), to make it work, you have to use the same output and ground as the switch uses.  it's like 30 degrees outside, otherwise i would got out and pull the switch and see which wires i tapped into.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001479.cgi
A||||1||JohnNK||JDM/ECU||||1||
Z||000000||JohnNK||01-14-2003||11:50 PM||jnkilbourn@yahoo.com|| I am planning a JDM engine swap. Is it necessary to install a JDM ECU or can I use the current chip set.<BR>  Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>||166.70.181.1||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-15-2003||12:27 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||keep your current ECU.  Then do a search on the Cyclone intake here and see what you want to do about that.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.197||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001480.cgi
A||||21||ken inn||your best mod, and in what order?||||1
Z||000000||ken inn||01-16-2003||12:17 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i think my best mod so far is the intercooler and piping.  if i had to do it all over again, i would first get a good exhaust, turbo back, then the fmic and piping.  however, cost would be a big consideration on what fmic/piping i would get.  if cost on the exh and the fmic/piping were the same, i would get the fmic system first.  exhaust pricing seems to be always about the same, but an fmic system at a good price is few and far between.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000001||turbogalant||01-16-2003||12:46 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||My best was ported head and boost contoler did both at about the same time 1-2 days of each other. Car was much faster (gee what a suprise). And thanks to my brother jim who did the porting and gave me the boost controler and boost gauge. Also the new valve guides and seals eliminated it's light smoking at start up and lessened the oil leaking.<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||01-16-2003||12:56 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Favorite mod: Air to liquid Intercooler from AMS<P>Best mod: SDS <P>Most expensive mod: Turbo<P>I did the engine first, then the SDS then the Intercooler and lastly turbo/header. But this was becasue I learnd my lesson(s) from my Talons about doing the turbo and other stuff first   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"> <P>------------------<BR>:rollseyes:<p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 01-16-2003).]||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000003||Telecaster||01-16-2003||01:03 AM||telecastr@email.com||My best mod was also my AMS IC pipes with a Evo 5 core.<P>------------------<BR>||216.175.87.241||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||01-16-2003||12:57 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I am sure whatever I would say would be wrong...   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>But I would say the IC pipes, 3" exhaust and the IC pressure test for power making.<P>For handling I would say the LSD diffs. Yes the tires, bars etc are very important but the diffs finally allow me to pull through a turn with the gas mashed to the floor.<P>And for my sanity... quality brake rotors that didn't warp!!!<P>Oh and the GVR4 1 st gear. j/k<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000005||Jon||01-16-2003||04:02 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Removing the rice boy SE-R badges from my car.  Oh wait, you are asking about GVR4 mods.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||01-16-2003||04:36 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||With very little mods so far I honestly have to say my Galant GS steering wheel in the VR-4.  I wish I had a digital pic to show, but it fits all my requirements: Free, looks stock and best of all it isn't that dinky VR-4 wheel.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000007||turbowop||01-16-2003||04:58 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I'm gonna have to say my turboback 3" exhaust. After that I would say the fmic and piping. With those two items down a lot of air can be flowed. Besides those two power mods I think the gc/agx suspension combo made me as happy as any power mod. The first time I drove the car with the new suspension I couldn't get the smile off of my face.<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000008||Nate||01-16-2003||08:28 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Three letters:  VPC<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||talontsi||01-16-2003||09:44 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Nate:<BR><B>Three letters:  VPC<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Ditto!<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000010||Ian M||01-16-2003||11:52 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I never drove the car I have now stock for comparison;when I built the motor,the car went back together lightly modded but..<BR> <BR> Id have to say my best mods were the "3 exhaust,and for bang-for-the-buck,it would be the $7 ball/spring "grainger" valve.<P> A close second would be the FMIC and pipes. I recently completed the setup,I cant wait to get to the track to see the difference. <P> My most expensive mod is my 20g,and its not even on the car yet..Ive had it for months..Im curious to see what I can get out of the 14b!    <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<P><BR>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 01-16-2003).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 01-17-2003).]||129.71.114.47||reg||7
Z||000011||beavis||01-17-2003||12:53 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||profec b. its dead simple and extremely reliable.<P>second best: race gas and 20psi <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.68||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||01-17-2003||06:07 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Nate:<BR><B>Three letters:  VPC<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I had that first on my list but my list was getting pretty long.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>------------------<BR>0003/1000 <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html</A> <p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 01-17-2003).]||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000013||GVR4458||01-19-2003||10:36 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>...And for my sanity... quality brake rotors that didn't warp!!!...<P><BR>Harry<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Harry,<P>I have yet to find rotors that don;t warp.  What do have on there?<P>EH<P>------------------<BR>||68.72.166.64||reg||1
Z||000014||number3||01-19-2003||10:53 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I have slotted rotors that I bought from Mofugas.<P>I don't drive my car everyday (now that is an understatement) but when it is driven it is usally driven hard.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000015||Duc Hunter||01-21-2003||03:25 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||My best mod was.......selling my Acura Integra and buying the VR-4.   <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif" alt=" - " />||205.166.229.101||reg||1||||||
Z||000016||a_santos||01-21-2003||03:50 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||My best mod was selling my 91 Accord, that I bought for $1500, drove for 3 years and 27,000 miles and sold it for $3,000, then buying my vr4, #352/2000, for $2,800  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>Myb best mod was.......selling my Acura Integra and buying the VR-4.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000017||GVR1643||01-21-2003||04:59 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||My best/worst mod might be the black golf ball "body kit" (aka hail damage) that paid me everything I had in the car, so it became free, allowing me to buy more of KC's leftovers.<P>3" catless full exhaust, then replacing 175K mile spent turbo with ported stuff were the first two and best seat of the pants mods.  <BR>Pocketlogger will prove to be the best over the long haul I'm sure!<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.233||reg||1
Z||000018||howard_GVR4||01-21-2003||05:34 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||my best mod = buying my beater MX6 for $150 so I can<P>A) spend time doing things the right way on the GVR4, when they need doing<P>B) kick ass in the local rallycross series and take 1st place.  :-)<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.72||reg||1
Z||000019||suprflewus||01-22-2003||12:32 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||The addition of a third instrument cluster bulb - now i can change my dash cluster color from orange to green to purple   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>the mofugas short shifter kicks butt.  i've had it in there so long i sometimes forget about it.....but if i went back to the mack truck stock shifter i'm sure i would REALLY notice how nice the throws are.....<P>Dale<P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000020||SD90GalantGSX||01-27-2003||03:21 AM||burnscool@aol.com||I think my best mod is my FP 30.  Then I would have to say my HKS 272/272 cams, then my Indy Street FMIC, then 40 mm tial...etc...<P>------------------<BR>90 Galant GSX w/ turbo 4G63...much to come...11's...||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000021||Duc Hunter||01-27-2003||10:57 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||After much thought I have decided the best mod I have done was not buying 465/1000 since that is not really a mod.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> Mine was my pocketlogger! Taht way I know what is going on as I do the rest of my mods. Second was a boost gauge (Greddy peak/hold). Without those 2 I would be lost and buying engines often.<P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001481.cgi
A||N||2||jap||super afc?||||1||
Z||000000||jap||01-17-2003||04:17 AM||donnlu420@aol.com||I am going to increase more boost to my engine. I'm planning on getting bigger injectors, fuel regulator, and apexi's super afc controller. I need to be able to change the pulses and duty cycle of the injector. Also i need to be able to control what rpm time to activate the injectors to make them be richer or leaner. Does the apexi's super afc do this? What does it actually do?<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR-4||01-17-2003||09:06 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||It intercepts the signal from the MAS to the ECU and allows you to lean out/richen the fuel mixture at eight different RPM spots throughout the RPM range.<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.57.241||reg||1
Z||000002||joec||01-17-2003||02:43 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||You should probably also add a "bigger" fuel pump to your list.  The stock pump runs out of volume at higher boost levels (you can re-wire it for additional flow also <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm</A>    )<P><P>------------------<BR>||192.250.112.194||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001482.cgi
A||||18||Fonzo||which FPR?||||1
Z||000000||Fonzo||01-19-2003||04:21 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||I dont know which FPR to get, what would you guys recomend?<P>cheapest one i found : <A HREF="http://www.dsmparts.com/aeromotive_fuel_pressure_regulat.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmparts.com/aeromotive_fuel_pressure_regulat.htm</A>  <P>what do you think?<P>------------------<BR>91' GVR4 #806<BR>94'Nissan 300zx N/A<BR>93'Mustang GT 5.0 conv.<BR>97'Nissan Maxima||64.195.204.113||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||01-19-2003||08:56 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||That's the one to get. Aeromotive makes very good parts. Also if you contact Justin, the sales manager, who is also on this board, he might give you a small discount. Keep in mind though, you will have to get a aftermarket fuel rail.<P>Contact Justin at sales@dsmparts.com<P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||01-19-2003||09:42 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Or modify the stock fuel rail.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||a_santos||01-19-2003||10:24 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Number3, can you please enlighten us on this fuel rail modifying thing? <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Or modify the stock fuel rail.<P>Harry<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||01-19-2003||02:12 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Paxton and aeromotive are great units.<BR>If you get a -8 you can tap the fuel rail and mount it with a 90.<BR>See pics here. <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=3" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=3</A> <P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000005||Telecaster||01-19-2003||07:11 PM||telecastr@email.com||Or just get a Spoolinup FPR.  No modifications needed.<P>------------------<BR>||216.175.84.101||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||01-20-2003||12:15 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Telecaster:<BR><B>Or just get a Spoolinup FPR.  No modifications needed.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>The lastest batch have return leak issues.<BR>Ask Invader.<BR>Plus it seems to take a "long" time to get one of them.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000007||ron||01-24-2003||09:59 AM||adracing@aol.com||I have a spoolin up one.. I believed I got one of the latest batch they made.. I have no problem..I bought 3 at the same time and they came pretty fast..The other 2 went to VR4 owners on here also and they didn't have leaks.. at least not yet..<P>------------------<BR>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000008||Invader||01-24-2003||04:58 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||Mine leaked...guess I was just unlucky.  ChargedAir's customer service leaves a lot to be desired, though.  I contacted them numerous times and only recieved one reply...oh well, I'd heard their customer service wasn't on par before I ordered from them.<P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000009||ron||01-25-2003||12:41 AM||adracing@aol.com||Invader,<P>So, did they take care of it for  you?  Where did it leak?<P><P>------------------<BR>||198.81.26.143||reg||1
Z||000010||Invader||01-25-2003||02:06 AM||jconroy@vnponline.com||Nope...never heard from them.  It was leaking around the return barb...I gave it to a friend to weld it up, but he said the barb was threaded in.  I'm going to try to seal it...maybe put some teflon tape on the threads...shouldn't be a problem to fix, just annoying when you shell out cash and the damn thing leaks.<P>On the other hand, I do like the setup and it worked perfectly as far as fuel pressure control...<P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||01-25-2003||12:19 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||how about some jb weld on the threads?  i did this on my oil cooler, freaking an adapters didnt seal worth a crap, so i jb welded the threads, and screwed them in, and now they are perfect.  it's not like you will be removing the outlet.  and, if it is cleaned real well, that stuff will seal anything.  i am leery about teflon tape when there is fuel involved.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000012||ron||01-25-2003||01:32 PM||adracing@aol.com||JB Weld..My favorite thing in my tool box.<P>I will keep an eye on the return barb..<P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>||64.161.25.214||reg||7
Z||000013||Invader||01-25-2003||03:03 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||Ken, I tried JB Weld around the base of the barb and it worked for a little while (couple weeks) before the fuel ate it's way through the JB Weld.  Not sure I would have any better luck with it on the threads.  I don't think the teflon will be a problem since it's after the regulator and I'll keep it high on the threads to be safe.<P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000014||ken inn||01-25-2003||03:12 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the problem may have been cleanliness.  if you disassemble the fitting, and clean it real good, i suggest brake cleaner, then apply the jb to the threads, i bet it will work.  on my old mazda gtx, i had a vdo oil drain plug sender, and it did not have quite enough threads on it for me to feel safe.  so, i jb welded it and cut new threads, they kept coming apart.  finally, i took it and boiled it, then sprayed it with brake cleaner.  that worked, and it was on there for years.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000015||Martin Chilcote||02-03-2003||07:27 PM||||<a href="http://www.optauto.com/webstore/product_list.asp?dept=1085&last=1085" target="_blank">http://www.optauto.com/webstore/product_list.asp?dept=1085&last=1085</a><br />AEM FUEL RAIL ADAPTER KIT: ECLIPSE 4G63 89-99<br />Item#: AEM-25-391 $20.00  <br />AEM Fuel Rail -6AN Adapter Kit for Mitsubishi Eclipse & Eagle Talon 89-99 (4G63) to use with AEM-25-302 (Universal Fuel Pressure Regulator) <br /><br />Bolts in place of stock FPR, no fuel rail mods required  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.110.136.93||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000016||Compressed||02-04-2003||12:10 PM||||I wouldn't use teflon tape where it will contact gasoline.  When putting an electrical fuel pump on a 240z I had I was going to use teflon tape at threaded junction but decided to test teflons ability to withstand the gas.  I poured a bit of gas on same tape on my driveway and watched the teflon disintigrate.  Bottom line, gas will eat the teflon away.||216.126.176.114||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000017||DookGVR4||02-04-2003||02:57 PM||||Wellyou can get that yellow teflon tape that they use for gaspipes.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000018||BluFalcon||02-04-2003||05:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Martin #1064/2000:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.optauto.com/webstore/product_list.asp?dept=1085&last=1085" target="_blank">http://www.optauto.com/webstore/product_list.asp?dept=1085&last=1085</a> <br />AEM FUEL RAIL ADAPTER KIT: ECLIPSE 4G63 89-99<br />Item#: AEM-25-391 $20.00  <br />AEM Fuel Rail -6AN Adapter Kit for Mitsubishi Eclipse & Eagle Talon 89-99 (4G63) to use with AEM-25-302 (Universal Fuel Pressure Regulator) <br /><br />Bolts in place of stock FPR, no fuel rail mods required   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyone have a picture of this part?  I'd really like to keep it simple rather than busting out the tap and drill again for the fuel rail.||12.237.48.63||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum2/001483.cgi
A||||7||GVR1643||knock counts||||5
Z||000000||GVR1643||01-20-2003||11:23 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||What are the knock values where timing is:<BR>1)held in check<BR>2)pulled back (retarded)<P>Also - is there a set amount of timing that gets pulled when this happens?<BR><P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.170||reg||5
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-21-2003||11:47 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Found the data.... posting for reference: 0-3 counts allows timing to progress, 4-7 hold timing, 8+ pulls timing.  That's an over simplification, but a start. <P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.244||reg||1
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||01-21-2003||03:23 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I totally believe that but my data logger says that no timing get's pulled until 14 or so. Weird. <P>I also found out that to run an AEM EMS you need to swap to a 2g knock sensor. The 1g is "sticky" and does not read well enough, or in a fine enough increment for that system. Interesting.<BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||01-21-2003||04:37 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Yeah I know, same with my logger, but I think that's because of a few variables (I'm no expert here) like: what timing table you are already at when the knock appears, and something to do with the feedback loop it utilizes.  Like I said, no expert here, so if I just barely get the nitty gritty, then I know I'm not the best to explain it...<P>I'm seeing timing of about 19-22 as my peak and still seeing knock in the ball park of 12-15. Guess that's good enough for now... <P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.202||reg||1
Z||000004||Marcus||01-22-2003||11:08 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||You may want to give it a little more fuel, I was having a similar problem except I was getting 42 counts.  I gave if more fuel and it brought it to where it is supposed to be.  I never see knock until 7g when i always get a quick spirt of 6 counts.  Try and see what happens.  Marc<P>------------------<BR>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000005||evol||01-29-2003||10:32 AM||||So let me get something straight--<br /><br />Prime knock territory is low (obviously) but it seems like the 0-8 counts of knock is unheard of, according to others' posts. I don't have any experience with dataloggers in the first place (hopefully that won't last too much longer, But what, in your opinion(s) is prime territory for making power (realistic, SAFE street driving--safe meaning there is no chance of blowing anything up on a 110 degree humid summer day in MO)<br /><br />Thanks<br />Ben||134.124.18.1||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000006||Invader||01-29-2003||11:34 AM||||I max out at 43 on pretty much every 4th gear pull...knock up to 25-30 in first.  I don't really think it's that important as long as your timing advance is where you want it (and it's in safe territory).  I aim for around 15-17* of timing at WOT...<br /><br />When I accidently tuned my setup for a low-low knock count (zero knock in gears 1-3), I ran a full second slower in the 1/4!  I had driven my high-knock count setting for 10 months before having HG problems (which only surfaced after trying to run 21 psi one 90* day).  I've run 14-17 psi on the street without issues with the high knock count fuel settings for the rest of the 10 months (and it's pretty damned hot down here in the summer).<br /><br />I know quite a few DSMers who are able to run 20+ psi with low knock counts (&lt;3 counts at WOT).  All depends on combination and tuning...||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||01-29-2003||11:36 PM||||A local here says he doesn't focus too much on the knock if the timing is good.  Shoots for 18-20 timing at WOT.  His description is that timing over 20 at WOT yields minimal if any gains and puts a much larger stress on internals.  Obviously with this theory your knock would not be able to come on early as you wouldn't get the desired advance.<br /><br />Experts feel free to weigh in here.||167.142.21.171||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/001484.cgi
A||||10||TOMMY B||Will 205/50/15 Tires Work ?????||||5||
Z||000000||TOMMY B||01-24-2003||09:08 AM||tommyb@bestweb.net||Will 205/50/15 Tires Work well on my VR-4 ? <BR>as I have a Nice set of P-700z that are almost brand new.<P>RALLY ON /////////////<P>------------------<BR>||216.179.5.226||reg||5
Z||000001||VR-4play||01-24-2003||09:22 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||they will fit on the stock rim if that is what you are asking.<P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||01-24-2003||01:33 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I am running the falken azenis in that size and they fit fine on the stock rim.<BR>The tire guy had a hard time putting the tires on since the side walls are stiff.<BR>Pics here. <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=7" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=7</A> <P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||01-24-2003||06:20 PM||caspa69@juno.com||I dont see why not i run 225/50s<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||64.157.126.161||reg||1
Z||000004||markrieb||01-24-2003||07:32 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Because the stock 6" wide rim is too narrow for a 225 wide tire...<P>Some 205's are too wide/have too soft a sidewall for the stock rims.<P>Mark Rieb<BR>Really wishing somebody made a decent 16x8 wheel in the $250 each range...<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4ever||01-24-2003||10:48 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I ran 205/50/16 on my Talon rims cause I got a used set of Z rated tires rather cheap.  They were too low and rims were bent.<P>I ran 205/55/15 on my Galant with great success.  I am going to get a new set same size this comming summer.<P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||01-25-2003||12:39 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Because the stock 6" wide rim is too narrow for a 225 wide tire...<P>I dont realley see how, Maybe in a handeling style car but they seem to work fine for a drag car, I think JGR ran this size as well. I chose this size becouse I think the 205s look kinda funny becouse they seem alot shorter, And turning isnt a problem even with a non power rack.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||209.245.230.170||reg||1
Z||000007||VR-4play||01-25-2003||09:17 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B>I ran 205/50/16 on my Talon rims cause I got a used set of Z rated tires rather cheap.  They were too low and rims were bent.<P>I ran 205/55/15 on my Galant with great success.  I am going to get a new set same size this comming summer.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE>i run 215/45-17s on my gvr4, 245/40-18 on my buick park ave, my brother runs 235/35-18 on his eclipse... no bent rims. <P>205/50-15s will run fine on your car, w/ stock rims, and you will have no problem with fitment or performance. this will give you a 4" side wall and overall wheel/tire diameter of 23". w/ stock tires it is 4.6"/24.2". on both my cars, my sidewalls are 3.8".<BR><P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1
Z||000008||markrieb||01-25-2003||10:42 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Follow the tire manufacturer's recommendations for wheel width.  But, in general you need to keep the wheel width at 70% or greater of tread width.  The closer you get to 100%, the more vertical the sidewall of the tire and the better the car should handle.  A 225 wide tire should be on rims from 6.25" to 8.9"  <P>In the summer, I run a 225/45/16 on a 7.5" wide rim.  On race tires (Kuhmo V-700's) I have run a 245/45/16 on a 7" wide rim.  NOT ideal, but it worked OK due to the very stiff sidewall of the race tire.<P>I would love to have a good, strong, light 16x8 wheel (that isn't $500 each), but they are just not made in our 4-bolt wheel lug pattern.  But, if you change over to the 5-bolt pattern, there is a huge number of wheels out there.  The 1g guys that are autoxing have started using Mustang Cobra rims up to 17x9 with great success.  I'm in the process of rebuilding an entire rear subframe (boxing the control arms, urethane bushigns, etc.) with 4-bolt axles and an LSD.  While I'm doing this, I'm contemplating converting to 5-bolt wheels.  The problem is that I already have 3 sets of 4-bolt wheels and tires.<P>For just drag racing, a little more sidewall flex is a good thing, but corners will suck.  The car will be soft and will wallow through the corner.  Ever driven a old school RWD V8 car on the street with drag slicks?  Not a good idea...  You turn the wheel and then wait a few seconds for the rear end to follow, and then when it does, it sloshes all over to the side at once.<P>The other problem you will have is getting the wide tire mounted to the narrow rim, especially a tire with a narrow and stiff sidewall.<P>15x7 rims are cheap and will fit a 225 wide tire fine.  In fact, Summit Racing sells a reasonably light steel wheel in our bolt pattern in 15x7 for around $50 each.  Not a bad idea for race tires.<P>If I update the GVR-4 Wheel and Tire FAQ will somebody post it?  It used to be on the Mofugas site, but I have some updates to add.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000009||a_santos||01-26-2003||11:10 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||205/55/15 would be the tire size you would want to keep the same tire heigth. A 205/50/15 is a shorter tire, smaller circumference, this means that your gearing will change, your gears will become shorter. If this is what you want, go for it. <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000010||TOMMY B||01-27-2003||09:55 AM||tommyb@bestweb.net||Cool, thanks for all the input guy's. I will be putting them on as thay are just siting around.....<P>RALLY ON ////////////////<P>------------------<BR>||216.179.1.204||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001485.cgi
A||||7||91vr4evolution||Which ACT clutch?||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||01-24-2003||06:35 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hi all, well, my Daikin Exedy 5-puck clutch lasted about 1500 miles, and about 40 launches. I talked to the dealer I got it from and he felt the street driving would probably have killed it.<BR> <BR>So, seeing as how you guys recommend ACT, my question is: which one. I have had two different opinions today, ACT 2600 with street disc(MB1-XTSS), and, ACT 2900(?) with 6 puck(MB1-XXR6). My Galant is full weight and is into the mid 12's now, and I am looking at going faster (hopefully high 11's), but I still want to be able to drive daily (if necessary). Given that this clutch will be an import item down here to New Zealand, I want to do it once, and do it right.<P>If I get the street disc, with the power needed for 11's, will it slip when launching?<P>If I get the 6 puck, will it wear too fast, and be too nasty for street use?<P>Is there another clutch/pp combo, that will be suitable?<P>I realize that a DAILY DRIVEN, (high)11 second, full weight VR4, will be a huge ask of any clutch, but hey, it's 2003A.D. people!<P>Thanks.<P>------------------<BR>Mike||210.86.42.131||reg||5
Z||000001||talontsi||01-24-2003||09:15 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I think the 2600 and the street disc will work fine.<BR>The 2900 peadle pressure is not much heavier and it can be used with a street disc as well.<P>You really don't need a puck style disc to run 11's. Plus I think it is much harder on the tranny and hard to drive ont he street.<BR>The puck clutches have a more on/off feel and you can't slip them that well.<P>Also the ACT PP can be resurfaced and reused.<BR>Beware if your master and slave cyl's are older they may start to leak with the added peadle pressure from the 2600/2900 PP's.<P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||01-24-2003||11:29 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks Glen. I had a look at the ACT website before originally posting, and found that they don't sell the 2900 with a street disc (as a kit anyway). I guess you have to order the p/p and disc as separate parts? Failing that, the 2600/street disc seems to be the go.<P>------------------<BR>Mike||210.54.204.32||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||01-25-2003||12:06 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||There is a local guy running a 2900 with a kevlar disc that we get made by the local clutch shop.  So I know the street disc will work with the 2900.<P>I think the 2600 with the street disc will be fine for your application. That is also what I am running now and I love it.<BR>It holds very well.<BR>Also make sure ACT gives you a steel backed disc. If they don't the lining will rip off the disc. They use to not give you steel back but most of the new ones I have seen are. But double check since you are far away. <P>Also get the OEM TB not the NSK metal one they give with the kit.<P><BR>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold<p>[This message has been edited by talontsi (edited 01-25-2003).]||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||01-25-2003||12:36 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Yeah, I have noticed that most people in Oz and NZ run puck clutches and way to heavey of a PP. I was looking at a imported mag Zoom and they had a vr-4 in their running a 3500 pound pp and a puck disk, then wonderd why he ways having tranny problems. Dont fall into this myth. A 2600 ACT will be fine all the way to bottom 11s, their are AWDs in the 9s with a 2900 and street disk. Also I have run 3 puck type disks the unsprung ones a ACT 6 puck and the Clutchmasters 3puck both striped out the splines on the disk to the point where they were making noise and could be wobbled by hand on a shaft. Right now I run a Clutchbasterds sprung 4 puck and its doing fine right now with a stock pp, and is fine for what I want, becouse it dosent heat up and turn to kittyhair and is holding up ok. But go for the 2600 and besure to have the flywheel machined.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||209.245.230.170||reg||1
Z||000005||91vr4evolution||01-25-2003||01:19 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||RE: overweight p/p, yea, ha ha, we all waddle when we walk, cause of our huge left legs! Honestly, I think a lot of the performance clutches down here are designed for the lighter Lancer Evo, and the extra weight of a VR4 kills them. I'm not TOO bitter about the 5-puck giving up the ghost, I was launching pretty hard, best 60' of 1.709 on true street tyres (215/40/17).<P>I noticed that ACT are also doing lighter (one-piece?) flywheels. They have them for the 6 bolt Eclipse, that's the same as ours, right? Is it worthwhile getting the flywheel as well, given that it's probably designed to work quite well with an ACT clutch (funny that!), or would I be better off getting a ChroMoly one made locally? <P>------------------<BR>Mike||202.27.176.157||reg||10
Z||000006||Invader||01-25-2003||01:59 AM||jconroy@vnponline.com||When I replaced my flywheel, I had it backcut to shave around 6 lbs...it's done fine for me.  ACT will lighten your flywheel for you, if you want, but I only paid $35 locally to have it done.<P>I have an ACT 2600 w/ street disc combo and I'm happy with it.  I've put around 22k miles of heavy abuse on that combo, and the PP was reused from my old car so it probably has closer to 26k miles on it...and lots of 5k-6k RPM launches.  It's holding up just fine...knock on wood.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000007||91vr4evolution||01-26-2003||06:13 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||BUGGER! *&#@$#%!!<P>Well, it's not my clutch. I jacked the car up this morning, no drive to the rear wheels. Pulled the transfer case off, and the splines on both the transfer case input, and the center shaft output, are almost completely gone. Bugger! Hopefully the viscous coupling and center diff are okay. Oh well, at least I don't need a new clutch.<P>BUGGER! *&%$#@#$!!<P>Sorry for shouting and swearing.<P>------------------<BR>Mike||210.54.104.129||reg||8



ubb/Forum2/001486.cgi
A||||4||1312VR4||Exedy Clutch & Flywheel||||1
Z||000000||1312VR4||01-27-2003||01:13 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Does anyone have experience with these products? I can get the clutch kit & flywheel for $500. I'm not looking for something to hold massive power, but I dont want something cheap either.  <BR> ACT is out of the question because its too expensive right now, considering I NEED a new flywheel also.<P>Thanks,<BR> Tom<P>------------------<BR><P>91 GalantVR4#1312 <BR>'97 Bonneville SSE<BR>'02 Toyota Tundra SR5||68.56.210.128||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-27-2003||10:08 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||exedy bought out daikin.  daikin is the original manufacturer of the galant, and many other japanese clutches.  although this is like a sport version of the stock clutch, rre does not like it.  see comments on their site.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||Arty||01-27-2003||10:07 PM||||Ken,<BR>I'm interested in RRE comments, I can't find them, can you give us hint where to look or a link to the page ?<P>ja<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||01-27-2003||10:32 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I got an ACT 2600 and RRE <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/default.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/default.htm</A>   lightened flywheel for just over $500.  Haven't broken the clutch in yet... had to take trans back out, but I really loved the feel of the combo for the two and a half days I gingerly drove it.<P>------------------<BR>||64.63.209.160||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||01-28-2003||12:12 PM||||I really dont like the stock lightened flywheel (from personal experience). Plus my flywheel isnt reuseable.<br />The car isnt putting out much more power than stock. I have a Frank2 40mm Tial gate, starion FMIC & thats about it(besides for bottom end work). Head is completely stock & I dont push over 14psi of boost & I dont race it. So I figure for $500 I cant go wrong( It has a warranty).||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/001487.cgi
A||||1||VR-4play||jdm intercooler?||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||02-01-2003||08:20 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||who has one, and where did you get it?  or does anyone know where i can get one?  i have been looking everywhere, but the only place that has them (every blue moon) is eigen.  i really don't want to buy from them because they seem kind of shady.||67.30.251.205||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-01-2003||09:03 AM||||i got one on my car.  there are at least 2 types, both look identical until you get up close.  as i have been told, there are 3 vr4 models in japan, 205hp, 215hp, and 240hp.  the first 2 have one identical to the starion, of course the end tanks are slightly different.  the 240hp is longer and just a tad taller and thicker.  also, the tubes inside are at least twice as large as the starion, and are internally finned.  you have to cut up the usa bumper to get it to fit.  i got this from a guy in the air force in japan about 6 months ago, he had a very rare vr4 monte carlo.  i also got the recaro brackets from him.  he no longer has his car.<br />     as far as eigen goes, they hosed me on a tranny, and i am currently backcharging my credit card.  they lied about the numbers on the trans(gave me one with wrong final drive, their add said one number, they sent another), they lied about a warranty(told me 90 days, then denied it), they are hard to get ahold of, and are in general, your basic asshole.  if you do get one from them, i would have someone go and get it for you.  they do have a lot of jdm stuff.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001488.cgi
A||||4||silly4turbo||plastic tee ? ||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||02-02-2003||03:37 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||I was just replacing the vacuum hose's and I broke the plastic boost tee, I think that what it called ? does anyone know what I can use to replace it, at least for a quick fix ?<br /><br />it's the run from the tee piece to the intercooler that broke...||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||02-02-2003||06:06 PM||||If it's one of the two that the bcs uses then you could probably get rid of that line and cap off the nipple. If you don't want to do that then go to your local auto parts store. They usually have a large selection of vacuum tees and fittings.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||02-02-2003||09:31 PM||||thanks, that's exacty what I did, I got a tee from auto zone, installed it, and for a little bit, the cars felt like it's old self and really screaming along...untill my lights started to go dim, them the stero wouldn't work, then it died. hopefull the recent altenator I just had put in crapped out and the warrenty will cover it ...||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||02-03-2003||09:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong>...untill my lights started to go dim, them the stero wouldn't work, then it died. hopefull the recent altenator I just had put in crapped out and the warrenty will cover it ... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, another "rebuilt" alternator bites the dust!<br />Also, one of the "FREE MODS" for our cars is to eliminate that tee. Plug the vacuum line that comes off before the intercooler, and just run the BCS line directly to the other nipple, after the intercooler. This will give you an extra pound or so of boost.||67.34.236.181||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||silly4turbo||02-03-2003||08:18 PM||||man, keydiver's right AGAIN ! I'm bringing it in tomarrow back to the mechanic to have the altenator replaced after just only 2 months !<br />it's under warenty, but I want a new one, not a rebuilt if that's possible ... that could also explain the "lack of power" I've been having recently ?  but I did notice that when I replaced that tee, up untill a little bit before it died, It felt faster then usual ? ...||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum2/001489.cgi
A||||1||galantvr4||Spark Plug Wires||||1||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||02-03-2003||10:12 AM||galantvr4@aol.com||What wires willwork with my cyclone manifold? Which ones do you guys recomend are the best that will fit?||198.81.21.58||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-03-2003||01:03 PM||||Doesn't Kingsbourne make a set for the Cyclone manifold?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/001490.cgi
A||||1||broke down||I know it's been asked a million times....||||11||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||02-04-2003||11:07 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||OK, I finally broke down and ordered a set of 550's today.  I currently have these mod's<br />Big 16g<br />upper i/c pipe<br />stock i/c (This is a talon, not gvr4)<br />2.5" turbo back<br />stock mas and k&n filter<br />some port work<br />walbro 190 lph pump and rewire<br />I have a starion i/c which will hopefully be going on when it gets warmer.  I also have a hacked mas as an option, and will be making a lower i/c pipe when the starion goes on.  I plan on running 20-25 lbs of boost when I get the injectors. With this setup what are your opinions on an adjustable fpr?||68.51.68.201||reg||11||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||02-09-2003||04:24 PM||||i read the vfaq here   <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html</a>   and he was using the stock fuel pump with bigger injectors. <br /><br />Go for the fpr and s-afc and 2g mas or get a stand alone ecu with a fpr||63.201.91.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/001491.cgi
A||||9||Fonzo||Differential Problem||||8||
Z||000000||Fonzo||01-01-2003||05:03 PM||irios83@hotmail.com||dammit!! I need a new rear differential.<BR>Could someone give me some tips on which one to get, hopefully somehting a bit stronger or maybe someone has an extra one laying around.<P>thanks,<BR>     <BR>   Fonzo<BR><P>------------------<BR>91' GVR4 #806||64.195.204.113||reg||8
Z||000001||bob in chicago||01-01-2003||07:22 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Most people use this opportunity to upgrade to the much stronger DSM four-bolt LSD rear set-up from '94+ cars. Search this site for previous posts on "4-bolt". Look at <A HREF="http://www.dsmtrader.com" TARGET=_blank>www.dsmtrader.com</A>  for used ones on sale. Prices usually are $400-$450. <P>If you plan to keep your car for years and/or have performance mods, then you should have the used diff gone over by an experienced DSM shop and also get the carrier bearings and u-joints in the driveshaft replaced at the same time. Search this site for previous posts on "u-joints" or "carrier bearings."  All this could cost $1000 for the total rebuild.<P>The cheapest way is to search junk yards; they might have DSM 3-bolt (LSD-preferred) diffs, which are a straight-forward swap, if you match the gear ratio. But then, who knows how long the junker diff will last??<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 01-01-2003).]||216.65.165.65||reg||1
Z||000002||Fonzo||01-01-2003||08:17 PM||irios83@hotmail.com||Thanks that was very helpful.<P>I just relized something, I need a job to keep this wonderful car  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"><P>------------------<BR>91' GVR4 #806||64.195.204.113||reg||1
Z||000003||Pick||01-01-2003||09:44 PM||jpick@pmt.org||I have to replace my rear diff also and have found a used 3 bolt at the junkyard cheap how do I know if the gear ratio will match???<P>------------------<BR>1991 Galant 112/2000 (Under Construction)<BR>1993 Dodge Stealth RT/TT (Daily Driver)<BR>||216.83.65.179||reg||1
Z||000004||smokindav||01-01-2003||11:49 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Actually, if memory serves, the 4-bolt came out in 1992.  And I think the big brakes were on the '94 and up cars.  DSM not Galant obviously.<P>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 01-01-2003).]||64.6.85.133||reg||1
Z||000005||iceman69510||01-02-2003||12:30 PM||||Actually,<P>92-94 for 4-bolt rears.  Big discussion on this a few days back.<P>93 and 94 for directly interchangeable "big brakes", but we have those already on the VR4...<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||01-02-2003||03:03 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Fonzo:<BR><B>I just relized something, I need a job to keep this wonderful car   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"><P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Some of us have high-maintenance wives, some of us have high-maintenance cars, and then some of us have both  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.18||reg||1
Z||000007||Gvr4-330||01-02-2003||11:17 PM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||Hey, what people have forgotten to mention is when you change your differential to a non-VR4 differential, you will have to ditch your 4-wheel steering.  Some people think it handles better without it.<P>You can keep 4-wheel steering, but it involves opening up the differential and swapping some internals.<P>Rob<P>------------------<BR>||68.100.46.60||reg||1
Z||000008||Fonzo||01-03-2003||03:56 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||Yes, I am aware of that *sigh* O well, Its a stronger differential so it should be fine.<P>I E-mailed <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishigraveyard.com" TARGET=_blank>www.mitsubishigraveyard.com</A>  and it seems they are selling me a 4 bolt 1G Talon Rear Diff. w/LSD for $200.<P>I guess its not too bad.<P>------------------<BR>91' GVR4 #806||64.195.204.113||reg||1
Z||000009||Martin Tolentino||01-05-2003||02:13 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||It's an auto tranny, DO NOT buy it. The rear diff ratio is differrent than a 5-speed manual. I think you'll mess up the VC.<P><P>------------------<BR>Martins_vr4 <BR>496/2000||68.6.244.123||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001492.cgi
A||||4||Telecaster||Only 60% throttle at WOT||||1||
Z||000000||Telecaster||01-03-2003||05:14 AM||telecastr@email.com||According to my pocketlogger, everytime i floor the pedal i only get 60% throttle. So i adjusted the plate that holds the cable to the right as far it went without opening the throttle plate.  I also read of the TPS, but if that were malfunctioning, then the idle wouldn't hold right?  But at idle its at 10%, which is normal. What else can it be?<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Telecaster (edited 01-03-2003).]||66.32.26.240||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||01-03-2003||08:30 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I dunno about the logger, but on a S-AFC at idle the TPS reads 0% & 100% at WOT as you would expect.  I would guess the TPS is on its way out, wouldn't it throw a code though?  Cant you check a TPS with a multimeter with the car switched to "on" but with the motor off?  Won't it give(approx)5v at WOT & nothing at idle? <P><BR>***Insert more knowledgable person's thoughts here***<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>92 Australian spec VR4<BR>ported E3 mani & turbo - 550's, S-AFC hacked MAS, big frontmount, pipes etc||203.221.152.164||reg||1
Z||000002||Jon||01-03-2003||09:20 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Get a brick or a person to floor the gas pedal with the car off and check the throttle plate to see how open it is.  If it is all of the way open, then the TPS is probably bad.  If it isn't open all of the way, then it is a cable.  Might be the cruise box to blame.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||01-03-2003||10:56 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ash:<BR><B>I dunno about the logger, but on a S-AFC at idle the TPS reads 0% & 100% at WOT as you would expect.  I would guess the TPS is on its way out, wouldn't it throw a code though?  Cant you check a TPS with a multimeter with the car switched to "on" but with the motor off?  Won't it give(approx)5v at WOT & nothing at idle? <P>the afc has fuzzy logic for tps voltage.  it will INSTANTLY adjust a HIGHER voltage as 100% throttle, and a little longer for a lower voltage.  so, if your tps is only putting out 3.5 volts at wot, the afc will adjust, and will show this as 100%.  then, if later, it goes to 5.0, it instantly adjusts to this as 100%.  later on, if voltage drops, say, back to 4.2, in a short time, it will show this as 100%.  this is one of the reasons i want to go to the map sensor mod for the afc. <P>***Insert more knowledgable person's thoughts here***<P>  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||01-07-2003||07:35 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net|| <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Downs/7678/dsmtests.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Downs/7678/dsmtests.html</A>  figured i'd throw this up there if no one had this link<P>------------------<BR>18x7.5" Katana K-6<BR>215/35r/18 SpecII tires<BR>5 bolt conversion<BR>T/E/L suspension <BR>Starion FMIC w/custom piping <P><BR>91 GalantVR4#1312 <BR>'97 Bonneville SSE<BR>'02 Toyota Tundra SR5||68.56.210.128||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001493.cgi
A||||1||MX4||Signs of Water Pump Going||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||01-02-2003||10:20 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||Hi all,<BR>Other night in town my water pump blew. About 20 mins before I saw the temp guage in the red I started getting vibrations thru the steering wheel and gearstick. Could these be related<P>Ryan<P>------------------<BR>Mitsubishi Galant VR4 Evo 0<BR>K&N Air Filter<BR>3" Exhaust to 2.5" Muffler<BR>Apexi Air Flow Controller||203.98.50.151||reg||1
Z||000001||Jon||01-03-2003||09:20 AM||jon@jgronline.com||moved to maintenance forum.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001494.cgi
A||||13||Jose||Two problems with the car.||||9||
Z||000000||Jose||01-02-2003||10:15 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||First problem my car was running just fine, while I was waiting for my kids to come out of school my car stalls out. I try to turn it back on but it does not start, I wait about 15 minutes try to start it and it does. Runs fine for a two weeks then today I pulled it out my garage park in front of my job to change the alternator (second problem). I go to move the car a little more but it does not start, and 5 hours later still does not start. Any ideas? The car idled fine by the way. Second problem the alternator I was going to put my third one in today. When I check it on the meter (before the starting problem)the car was only charging at 8 volts. Does any one have the wiring diagram for the charging system? I am plan to upgrade all the wiring to fatter gauage wire. Sorry for the long post.<BR>Jose..........<P>------------------<BR>91 VR-4<BR>JDM AMG Front & Rear Bumpers, JDM AMG Front Grille, JDM Headlights & Clear corners. 18inch C5 Wheels.||152.163.188.165||reg||9
Z||000001||Jon||01-03-2003||09:22 AM||jon@jgronline.com||moved to maintenance.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||01-03-2003||10:40 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Jose,<BR>When you say "it won't start", do you mean it won't even crank over the starter, or that the engine won't fire (fuel or ignition problem)?<BR>Here's the charging circuit and troubleshooting: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/charging.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/charging.pdf</A> <P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.18||reg||1
Z||000003||Jose||01-03-2003||11:11 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Keydiver, <BR>it cranks fine it just doesnt fire up or even act like it is going to fire up.I took out the ecu today to check on the caps and they had been changed just like the oringanl owner had told me, but I noticed a little resistor between the big diode and the big cap that had some black tar on it. I removed the tar like stuff and the resistor fell out. I wasnt even soldered to the board.<BR>Jose......<P>------------------<BR>91 VR-4<BR>JDM AMG Front & Rear Bumpers, JDM AMG Front Grille, JDM Headlights & Clear corners. 18inch C5 Wheels.||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||01-03-2003||02:39 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Jose:<BR><B>Keydiver, <BR>I noticed a little resistor between the big diode and the big cap that had some black tar on it. I removed the tar like stuff and the resistor fell out. I wasnt even soldered to the board.<BR>Jose......<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hehe....yeah, sometimes the corrosion is the only thing holding that chip capacitor to the board, happens all the time. That cap itself won't cause the problem you describe, but that IS an indication that there was significant acid damage to the board before the caps were changed. Some of that acid is coming back to haunt you now, I'd bet. You probably have at least 2 or 3 traces that are also damaged. Do you have access to another ECU to try? I have loaners again.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.18||reg||1
Z||000005||Jose||01-04-2003||12:31 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||I started looking closer and you are right there is a lot of cooper traces that damaged. I do not have access to another ecu. Do you have any for sale?<BR>Jose......<P>------------------<BR>91 VR-4<BR>JDM AMG Front & Rear Bumpers, JDM AMG Front Grille, JDM Headlights & Clear corners. 18inch C5 Wheels.||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||01-04-2003||12:04 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||No, sorry I don't. But, I do have a loaner that could get you through while I look at repairing your original ECU. If it runs intermittently there's a good chance it can still be fixed. Contact me offline at my email: keydiver@yahoo.com  if thats the way you decide to go.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.212.193||reg||1
Z||000007||GRV4726||01-04-2003||02:57 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i know i'm not a part of this conversation. but i have to say...keydriver (Jeff), i really enjoy seeing how friendly you are and how well you help MANY others. you just don't hear of something like this often.<P>its nice to know that there are some decent people out there.  <P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy<p>[This message has been edited by GRV4726 (edited 01-04-2003).]||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||01-04-2003||05:52 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Anything I can do to save someone taking to their local mechanic for repair is worth it to me. I just can't believe the lack of knowledgable people who can work on these cars. Most of them just know how to pull codes, and replace multi-hundred dollar parts you don't really need. Or, tell you its $750 to "repair" your ECU. I just had some A-hole at the local repair shop (with a beautiful new Hunter laser alignment system) tell me that my car cannot be aligned because the factory had no camber or toe settings! They said this because the machine told them so. They even printed the page out of the Hunter computer, as if to say that I didn't know what I was talking about! If the computer says it, it has to be right, right?<BR>I feel like taking the pages out of my factory manual to them, and wave them under their noses, but I figure I'll just let them wallow in their ignorance. Pep Boys would not even touch aligning my car because "we've never done one". Maybe thats a good thing, but we're not talking brain surgery here, folks!<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.220.163||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR4ZUM||01-04-2003||09:03 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GRV4726:<BR><B>i know i'm not a part of this conversation. but i have to say...keydriver (Jeff), i really enjoy seeing how friendly you are and how well you help MANY others. you just don't hear of something like this often.<P>its nice to know that there are some decent people out there.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I second that.<BR>U Da Man Jeff.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||65.59.99.239||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||01-05-2003||12:15 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||jeff, i just had this done at a shop right near my house.  they are basically a custom body shop, but the do a LOT of race cars.  dunno what machine they had, but when i got my car back, i got several pages of before and after specs, IN COLOR.  they ended up putting ingalls camber correctors on both the front wheels, and the car really tracks straight now.  they get the specs from the vin.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000011||markrieb||01-05-2003||01:37 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Um.... I do take in copies of the service manual when I take the car in for alignment.  And I take in a copy of the TSB that talks about cycling the AWS before and after the alignment (like what is listed for the 3KGT VR-4).<P>The GVR-4 is rare and odd enough (AWS) that a lot of the alignment machines don't even list the car.<P>Mark<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.235.31||reg||1
Z||000012||Garfield Wright||01-11-2003||10:43 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Jose, when are u going to send me some updated pix?  Dying to see what the car looks like now.<P>------------------<BR>||66.176.226.201||reg||1
Z||000013||GVR4ZUM||01-23-2003||10:17 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Jose <BR>Is your car running yet?  Give us an update.<BR>Also did you get my email?<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||63.208.119.22||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001495.cgi
A||||19||GVR4ZUM||Pads ||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4ZUM||01-03-2003||03:11 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||What do you guys recommend for break pads?<P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000001||mitsuvr4||01-03-2003||03:17 PM||||Axxis Metal Masters for "brake" pads.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Karl<BR>860/2000<P>------------------<BR>||156.99.90.179||reg||14
Z||000002||GVR4458||01-03-2003||03:17 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I used EBC Green Stuff on my KVR slotted rotors (ss braided lines) and they lasted all of about 6000 miles.  They stopped really well, but ddidn't last long.    Based on my experience (maybe a fluke), I wouldn't recommend these if you're looking for value.  I'll try metal masters or axxis next.<P>EH<P>------------------<BR>||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||01-03-2003||03:55 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I have EBC Green Stuff's up front, Axxis Metal Master's in the rear. I really like the braking now, no fade like I had with the Raybestos Pro's. But I can't tell you how many miles I have on them.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.18||reg||1
Z||000004||RayH||01-03-2003||04:21 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Porterfield R4S<P>------------------<BR>||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000005||turboflanagan||01-03-2003||09:54 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I recently put metal masters on the rear of mine with stock mitsu pads on the front.  Before the metal master pads, I got a Lot of nose dive under braking.  Now the braking is very even.  The back end feels Really good under braking now that it is doing substantially more work.  I just hope that it feels as good when I get some decent pads for the front!<P>------------------<BR>||64.63.208.28||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||01-03-2003||10:08 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>I have EBC Green Stuff's up front, Axxis Metal Master's in the rear. I really like the braking now, no fade like I had with the Raybestos Pro's. But I can't tell you how many miles I have on them.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I have a simular set up but I run the reds. No fade unless I am really beating on the brake on the track.<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||TWEAKD4||01-04-2003||10:15 AM||cdmyers@surfbest.net||On this topic I ordered some metal master pads from Turbotrix.  When I got them they are labled PBR metal master brake pads. Obviously they are not by Axxis but are these better, worse, same as the Axxis?<P>------------------<BR>Craig<BR>'92 TSi AWD (sold)<BR>'92 GVR4 #59/1000||63.233.206.153||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||01-04-2003||10:40 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||pbr is the same as axxis.  pbr is pacific brake and reline, the parent company, owned by bendix, that makes axxis pads.  they are in australia.  years ago, the axxis brand was repco, same manufacturer, but when they came to the us, they were boxed in repco boxes.  repco's parent company, itm, went belly up a while ago, and they had the exclusive contract to sell pbr pads in the usa.  since then, the repco name was bought, and retired, and axxis took it's place.  also, in the meanwhile, several companies were able to get contracts to sell the pbr pads in the usa, but cannot use the axxis name, because it is copyrighted.  think of it like a generic prescription.  same thing, different box.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000009||GRV4726||01-04-2003||05:36 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||damn...  you'e a fountain of knowledge.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>i'm just curious. how did you learn about that?<P>good info<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR4ZUM||01-04-2003||09:12 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Thanks for all your input guys.<BR>My next question is where can I get them(besides Turbotrix) and have the best price?<BR>Yup, that is Ken.<BR>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.<p>[This message has been edited by GVR4ZUM (edited 01-04-2003).]||65.59.99.239||reg||1
Z||000011||GVR-4||01-04-2003||11:17 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Ken IS the Godfather. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||68.155.53.135||reg||1
Z||000012||TWEAKD4||01-05-2003||08:23 AM||cdmyers@surfbest.net||Thanks Ken!!<P>------------------<BR>Craig<BR>'92 TSi AWD (sold)<BR>'92 GVR4 #59/1000||63.233.223.39||reg||1
Z||000013||ken inn||01-05-2003||12:04 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have used repco/pbr/axxis pads on my bmw's for years.  this company has been in the aftermarket for at least 20 years, the biggest draw was thier pad was low dust, no squeal, and they stopped much better than factory pads.  i remember using them on my 70 2002.  then, when i started working in the shop, we stocked a full line of the pads for bmw.  now, i work for a company that sells parts to shops, and this is a good mover.  however, the company i now work for does not have a contract with pbr, so we dont sell that brand.  fwiw, when rob at mofugas was selling axxis pads, he bought them from me.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000014||evol||01-05-2003||07:22 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||A little off topic, but...<P>I used to work at a brake pad factory that made Bendix brakes and I personally wouldn't put anything on my car that came out of that factory! Redneck-Trash City, USA. I worked on the orbital riveter putting those clips on the back of the brake pads and there were quite a few that I saw leave the factory that probably shouldn't have... ha ha. Then they put me on the packaging line with the trailer people. Ooooh those hot bitches with no teeth get me every time. <P>Anyway...<P>I dont have a suggestion for brake pads, but I just wanted to share a tale with you about bendix brakes.<P>------------------<BR>evol<BR>#333/2000<BR>Feb 1 At the latest.||24.207.250.27||reg||1
Z||000015||GVR4ZUM||01-10-2003||08:48 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Anybody have any feedback with Buybrakes? <A HREF="http://www.buybrakes.com/axxis/mitsubishisedan.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.buybrakes.com/axxis/mitsubishisedan.html</A> <P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||64.157.77.159||reg||1
Z||000016||pudhed||01-15-2003||07:40 PM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||I've had good experiences with <A HREF="http://www.coximports.com," TARGET=_blank>www.coximports.com,</A>  and it looks suspiciously like the same place if you check out their website. <BR> <A HREF="http://www.brakewarehouse.com" TARGET=_blank>www.brakewarehouse.com</A>  has axxis ultimates also, which are supposed to be pretty cool.<P>------------------<BR>||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000017||Nate||01-15-2003||10:46 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||I'd steer clear of the EBC greens.  I thought I had those on the maroon car, which stops GREAT, so I bought a set for the white car, and it turns out that I have Reds on the maroon car.  Go with the Reds if you're going to use EBC pads.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000018||DongeR615||01-18-2003||02:51 PM||||Axxis metal masters I would get. I would not buy anything else unless I needed it now. Coximport.com is located in NC and will ship free ups ground. Ian and Mike are the two running the operation. CHeck out <BR> <A HREF="http://www.groupbuycenter.com" TARGET=_blank>www.groupbuycenter.com</A>  <A HREF="http://www.coximport.com" TARGET=_blank>www.coximport.com</A> <P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by DongeR615 (edited 01-18-2003).]||63.201.90.66||reg||1
Z||000019||GVR4ZUM||01-18-2003||04:51 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Thanks a lot.<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||209.244.234.148||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001496.cgi
A||||8||GRV4726||Tired of all the oil||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||01-04-2003||05:44 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so i pop the hood. check the valve cover and mop up the oil in the spark plug well, i've gotten used to this process. and i hate it.<P>i got a new valve cover a while back, and that was good. then i got a new oil cap and oil cap gasket hoping to end my oil problems.  not so. there's still oil in the spark plug well. and my wires are rather dirty.   <P>i really didn't what to post because i know you guys must get tired of this. but i really have no clue anymore. and its just one of my few problems. <P>i hope i don't get flamed for this one.  sorry but i need help.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||01-04-2003||05:55 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Is there any chance that your head is warped.<P>------------------<BR>||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000002||a_santos||01-04-2003||05:56 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||There are special little gaskets that go around the apark plug wells. If you didn't replace them when you did the valve cover gasket, you should. Make shure the surface is clean. If the oil is leaking from the oil cap, and you have already reaplaced the seal, try using 2 seals. There is also a screw on top of the oil cap, if that screw is not already tight, tighten it. Hope this will help solve your oil woes.<P> <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000003||sk8bored||01-04-2003||05:58 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||did you get new gaskets for the valve cover and use rtv? is it torqued to spec 2-3 ftlbs?<P>------------------<BR>Kris Myers<BR>#1316||199.168.33.61||reg||1
Z||000004||GRV4726||01-04-2003||09:43 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||yeah, the valve cover is on right.<P>its not around the valve cover. its actually in the vavle cover spark plug well, and made the wires very durty. thanks for the oil cap screw tip...<P>thanks.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy<p>[This message has been edited by GRV4726 (edited 01-04-2003).]||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000005||GRV4726||01-04-2003||10:12 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||checked the cap... and its tight. as tight as it will get. thanks for the tips.<P>i hope i get this resolved. <P>i don't remember but i think someone said that you (3rd person) shouldn't put 2 gaskets on the oil cap. so if this is true then i won't do it. but i have an extra gasket just incase.<P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000006||Compressed||01-04-2003||10:41 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I had the same problem (common) and the only thing that fixed it for me was to use 2 gaskets.  I didn't try a new oil cap, but 2 new gaskets has worked great.  I dont get a drop of oil in my valve cover anymore.  <P>I decided to do this after searching dsmtalk and tuners and found lots of anecdotal evidence stating that the best fix was 2 gaskets.  Its worked great for me also.<BR><P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561||64.24.106.112||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||01-05-2003||12:28 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I had suggested 2 gaskets a while back to someone as it has worked with mine.  This was after a new cap didn't keep the oil in, but 2 gaskets have for quite a while now.  I get them in the plug wells still, but I'm sure that's the other gaskets that Santos mentioned as my cover has never been off.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.233||reg||1
Z||000008||gvr4in||01-05-2003||04:45 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I had the same problem, turns out it was a little a$$ crack from over-tightening, and oil just collected in there....<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.207.142.30||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001497.cgi
A||||1||Dan D||Throttle Body nuts||||1||
Z||000000||Dan D||01-05-2003||06:23 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||How tightly should the nuts on either side of the throttle body shaft be tightened?  If I get them even close to "snug", the plate sticks the slightes bit open?  The only way to keep it from sticking is to barely tighten the nuts, but that scares me.<P>FYI, TB was apart for a shaft seal replacment which went fine.  Throttle plate is in the right way, and springs are fully wound.<P>------------------<BR>||208.251.251.8||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||01-05-2003||09:30 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Nevermind.  The trick was to put the plate into it's slot, but not screw it in place untill both shaft ends are sufficiently tightened. Then once the end nuts are tight, the plate can be screwed in a position which it happily flaps about with out draging on the side of the TB.<P>A few other notes for the archives.  To pry the old seals out, use the open-end end of a 10mm combinational wrench.  I spend 10 minutes swearing at screwdriver that wouldn't do it's job and then try prying with the point of the wrench and "pop". Easy!  Check your work as you go so you don't have to take everything back apart for something stupid  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"><BR><P>------------------<BR>||208.251.251.8||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001498.cgi
A||||11||GVR1643||slack in front end||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||01-06-2003||09:39 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Noticed on my wife's VR4 that with one front wheel jacked up, it seems to have play in it.  I can move the wheel assembly about 1/2 to 3/4 an inch back and forth.  Where should I start looking?  (if it's not obvious - I suck at suspension maintenance/troubleshooting).<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.187||reg||5
Z||000001||Dan D||01-06-2003||11:25 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||The wheel bearing is shot.<P>------------------<BR>||208.251.251.8||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||01-06-2003||11:31 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||really?  Both front wheels do this on hers, but it makes no noise like a bearing going out.  I was about tie rod ends.  Wouldn't they cause a sloppy feel and extra play?<BR>I definately not saying your incorrect, because I don't know, but I thought the bearings would make at least a little noise...<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.187||reg||1
Z||000003||Romanova||01-06-2003||12:59 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I had some slack on my drivers side wheel... tie rod was shot... replaced them both and slack went away.<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000004||Dan D||01-06-2003||01:09 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Perhaps I'm  misunderstanding you.  Is the wheel assembly moveable in any direction, or is it moving with slack in the normal steering rotation directions?  <P>Depending on what fails in the bearing assembly, it will behave differently.  My rear bearings made god awful noises but the hug was still tight. I've seen others where the hub flopped a good bit, but there was little to no noise.<P>------------------<BR>||208.251.251.8||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||01-06-2003||01:37 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Sorry Dan, I wasn't clear - tried to be brief.  It is sloppy in the normal steering rotation.  That's why I was wondering about the tie rods.  I've never done tie rods (or had bad ones) so wasn't sure what signs they give.  <BR>Is this a challenging fix?  I'll have to take a look at them to see what's involved.<BR>Thanks guys.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.187||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||01-06-2003||01:48 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yo, kevin, slack in the front end is the same as sagging in the rear end.  it's age.  but dont tell her that.   <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||01-06-2003||02:01 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||LOL Ken.  I know, gravity is a bitch.  I think the wife would stay in a better mood if I got rid of the mirrors in the house ;P<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.187||reg||1
Z||000008||1quickvr4||01-07-2003||02:21 PM||caspa69@juno.com||I had that problem with mine, Turns out the inner wheel beering seal was shot.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||209.245.231.72||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR1643||01-07-2003||02:26 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks Zach. Now I'm back to both options..either, wheel bearings or tie-rods.  Yuck.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.66||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||01-07-2003||03:53 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||what i did was get another set of knuckles, and get new bearings and seals installed.  i also have a new set of tie rod ends, and someday, soon, i hope, i will just r&r the knuckles, and take the car down and get it realigned.  lessee now, so far i got to install a transmission, transfer case, driveshaft, lsd rear, axles, knuckles, and get a hair cut.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000011||smokindav||01-08-2003||12:47 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Sounds like tie-rods to me.  They are about $18 at Advance Auto Parts and are guaranteed for life.  They are very easy to install but you will need to get your toe adjusted (alignment) afterwards.<P>To remove them you need to pull the front wheels/jack up the front of the car.  You can remove the old tie rods by just knocking them out with a hammer (destructive removal  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> since you don't need to reuse them.  Then screw the new tie-rods back on the steering arms.  Count the number of threads as you unscrew or in some way mark the tie-rod location so that your toe alignment will be somewhat close in case you can't get to the alignment shop right away.<P>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||192.12.7.1||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001499.cgi
A||||6||silly4turbo||ABS Question ?||||1||
Z||000000||silly4turbo||01-06-2003||04:37 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||  when I hit the brakes my abs light flicks on and off and I feel the abs working like I'm skidding on ice or somethng ? this happens under normal driving conditions ? I'm thinking it must be a sensor ? any takers on what may be causing this to happen ?<P> <BR><P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||1
Z||000001||mitsuvr4||01-06-2003||06:55 PM||||Mine did similar and it was the sensors.  You can either try to get them back into spec or just disconnect the ABS (that's what I did) by pulling the fuse near the battery.<P>Karl<BR>860/2000<P>------------------<BR>||156.99.90.179||reg||14
Z||000002||silly4turbo||01-06-2003||08:41 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com|| If i disconnect the abs, what about the<BR>light that comes on the dash ? did you pull it out ? <P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||01-06-2003||10:15 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Pulling the light in the dash would probally be a good idea.  It kind of gets on your nerves.  Kris<P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey, 169/1000 Belize Green||206.214.57.198||reg||1
Z||000004||mitsuvr4||01-07-2003||01:21 PM||||Or you can completely disconnect the ABS computer in the trunk.  If you pull the power source from the ABS computer it should take the light out with it.<P>Karl<BR>860/2000<P>------------------<BR>||156.99.90.179||reg||1
Z||000005||MattC||01-09-2003||06:29 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||My abs light comes on periodically too.  I would just like to disable it.  Where is the abs computer located in the trunk?  Can I just pull the whold thing out?  Has anybody pulled the whole abs system out?  Did I ask enough questions? <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Cheers,<P>MattC<BR>247/2000<BR>MY99 Subaru 2.5RS-T<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1
Z||000006||silly4turbo||01-09-2003||10:29 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||I just pulled out the fuse, no more problem and the brakes much better, just remember to pump when sliding :-) <P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001500.cgi
A||||4||1quickvr4||What shifter cables interchange?||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||01-06-2003||09:32 PM||caspa69@juno.com||One of my shifter cables needs to be replaced, What cars can I use? Only VR-4s or any MT galant?<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||4.47.36.184||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||01-07-2003||02:18 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Come on, someone help. I cant shift into second above 3k!<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||209.245.231.72||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-07-2003||04:08 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||MB659306-fits E33/38/39.  thats all of them, zach.  lucky you<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||01-08-2003||12:52 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Thank you Ken, You are the man. How about looking up these to PNs for me? md740193<BR>md730492, They were in a huge box of AWD tranny stuff I got back from CTC.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||209.246.134.239||reg||1
Z||000004||iceman69510||01-08-2003||09:28 AM||||MD740193  Gear cluster, m/t intermediate<BR>fits 91 VR4 and 91 AWD TELs.<P>MD730492  Gear, m/t input shaft 4th speed<BR>fits 91 VR4 and up to 91 AWD TELs.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001501.cgi
A||||1||turbogalant||Kingsbourne Vs. Accel||||1||
Z||000000||turbogalant||01-07-2003||12:02 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||I bought a set of kingsbourne wires as per Ken's post on how wonderful they were. I however was not as impressed with fit/ quality of the wire. First off I did a resistence check. <BR>Wire 1 Accel 0 */ Kingsbourne 90<BR>Wire 2 Accel 50 / Kingsbourne 110<BR>Wire 3 Accel 70 / Kingsbourne 180<BR>Wire 4 Accel 60 / Kingsbourne 160<BR>These are approx. dueto the fact I had to us an analog meter my digital blew a fuse. * is because it was the faulty wire, hense why they were being replaced. I will agree with ken that the coil side does fit very well the valve cover / spark plug side on the accel had a lip to resist water / oil going down there kingsbourne doesn't, it has a ring around the center and the top is flat with no lip. On the plus side Kingsbourne gives you a wider selection of color and were ~ $5 cheaper. But I know what I would buy.  Sorry Ken.<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||1
Z||000001||Romanova||01-07-2003||03:35 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I bought Kingsbourne wires and was NOT impressed with the phone service or the shipping time for a product that was in stock. <BR>Wires themselves seem to be holding up alright though...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001502.cgi
A||||2||GVR1643||idle again||||1||
Z||000000||GVR1643||01-07-2003||11:08 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||OK, I'm posting on this again - sorry.  <BR>Idle is rock solid when warm at 850 and then after about 20 seconds at idle, will drop and almost (sometimes) die.  after a few times of catching itself will return to normal 850 idle.<BR>Friend has the same thing going on exactly. His VR4 also has the emission crap pulled.  Mine never did this until after emissions were pulled (not by me). Now I'm really thinking that there is something related here, as both have the exact symptoms and both have gradually gotten worse.  Both problems started a few weeks after emissions being pulled.  Seems like I heard something about the FP solenoid. did a search and found this <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001098.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001098.html</A> <BR>Doesn't seem to cover the solenoid though. <BR>Has been pressure tested at end of summer with no appearant leaks.  Vac reads dead on at 20 at 850 idle.<BR>ideas...I'm ready to put all the emissions crap back on it's so annoying.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 01-07-2003).]||167.142.21.189||reg||1
Z||000001||Lucky13||01-07-2003||11:41 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||When I removed all the emmission stuff I found that someone had mixed up some of the vaccumm hoses leading from the Fuel pressure regulator to the Fuel pressure solenoid. The rubber line that runs from the FP regulator to behind/under the intake manifold where it turns into a steel line. If you feel back under the intake manifold there are 4 such steel lines. Unless you have a Cali. issue car you only need 2 of these.<BR>   On my car someone had mismatched the rubber vaccumm lines leading to and from these steel lines. My FP regulator was sucking air, and one of the lines from the FP solenoid was also sucking air.<BR>   This site is the one I used to clean up my emmissions... <A HREF="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/Images/Emissions2.gif" TARGET=_blank>www.taboospeedshop.com/Images/Emissions2.gif</A> <P>Hope it helps.<P>------------------<BR>||68.153.88.136||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||01-07-2003||11:47 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||funny!  Taboo (aka Martin) is here in Des Moines and they were the ones that yanked my emissions off while I was doing clutch and flywheel install at their place.  It was really late at night - I'll have to check and check with them to make sure it's correct...<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.154||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001503.cgi
A||||5||smokindav||What relay/module is under passenger dash near ECU?||||1||
Z||000000||smokindav||01-08-2003||12:42 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||My wife has been reporting a problem with the GVR4.  Naturally I'm in San Diego for two weeks so I can't fix it right now.  Good thing for her we have a second car.<P>What relay or module is in the passenger footwell/under dash area near the ECU?  A buddy of mine figured out that that relay or module is fried but he looked through the manuals and couldn't determine what it was.  The car will not start with it unplugged.  I think it is a relay that is stuck/welded closed.  If it is plugged in the car starts and runs fine.  The problem is that when the car is off this thing is making noises and draining the battery.<P>Does anyone know what this module or relay is? <P>Thanks,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||192.12.7.1||reg||1
Z||000001||gvrfour173||01-08-2003||03:18 PM||||i think that its the fuel pump relay..  if its the sameone that i am thinking of, i had the same problem, it got lose and came out a little and the car wouldn't start.<BR>  <P>------------------<BR>||63.72.235.5||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-08-2003||03:43 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||that be your mfi(multipoint fuel injection) relay.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||01-08-2003||05:31 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||YO! <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6764&item=1876656883" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6764&item=1876656883</A> <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||smokindav||01-08-2003||08:13 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Thanks for the info guys.  Ken, thanks for the Ebay link.  Is there anything else it MIGHT be?  Like I said, I'm stuck in Cali and the wife has the car back in Iowa.<P>Maybe I will have her take a pic of the relay in the car and send her that ebay link.  If that is it, then I will definitely use that link Ken!<P>Thanks,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||206.19.169.107||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||01-08-2003||10:03 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||from memory, the only things i can remember that are there, is the a/c controller, the mpi relay, and the blower speed resistor.  so, if the blower works, the resistor is good.  if the a/c comes on, the controller is good.  but both of those could be bad, and the car would still run.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001504.cgi
A||||6||Marcus||camber problem?||||1||
Z||000000||Marcus||01-08-2003||05:49 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I put new tires on my car 2500mi ago, when I took the car to have it aligned the guy said i had a bad axle/ball-joint.  Since axles were free, i put two new axles in, both ball-joints and tie-rod ends.  Had it aligned and all seemed great.  The other day I was underneath of it and noticed the inside of both tires are almost worn out.  My wheel bearings are good and my tires are H rated.  I have H&R springs, do i need a camber kit to fix this problem?  or is there a  more simpler solution that I've not thought of? <BR>Marcus<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000001||turbogalant||01-08-2003||07:38 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||You got the shaft on you alignment they did it horribly wrong. And what do you mean axles were free?<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||1
Z||000002||markrieb||01-09-2003||10:28 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||You got hosed on the alignment.<P>Do you have the printout from the alignment?<P>You should have around -1 to -1.5 degrees camber front and rear.<P>0" to 1/16" of toe in front and rear<P>If the inside edges of the tire are gone, you either have large amounts of negative camber, or more likely, the front is toed out too far.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000003||Marcus||01-12-2003||05:30 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||didn't get a printout, dumb me.  As for the axles my buddy has a gvr4 and bought some autozone axles with lifetime warranty.  I just took them mine and said I was him and got new axles for free.  Not real honest, but I don't feel to bad, parts people give us the shaft all the time.<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000004||Marcus||01-24-2003||05:09 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I took my car back in to have my alignment checked over.  The guy said that he would oval out the holes that the bolts go through to my shocks.  He said my driver side showed .1 negative camber and passenger is .4 negative.  MarkRieb suggests anywhere from 1.0 - 1.5 negative in the front, by chance to you mean .1-.15?  <P>------------------<BR>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000005||markrieb||01-24-2003||07:43 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Nope, I mean -1.0 to -1.5 *degrees* of camber.  In other words one to one-and-a-have degrees of negative camber.  The top of the wheels should lean inwards 1.0 to 1.5 degrees.<P>Some alignment places will give camber in inches or mm or toe in degrees just to be different.<P>Mark Rieb<BR><P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000006||a_santos||01-26-2003||10:53 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||My car has nice camber in the back. Makes for great turning. The inside of the tires do wear out quick, you just have to rotate them often. <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001505.cgi
A||||5||Arty||Center shaft / Transfer shaft spline wear||||5||
Z||000000||Arty||01-09-2003||10:33 PM||||Is it common to find a bunch of rust powder inside the transfer case where the center shaft goes into it ?<P>Is it common to find the splines on the center shaft and xfer drive bevel gear shaft bent over / worn so that they look like  acute angle triangles when viewed from their ends ?  <A HREF="http://www.adamzone.co.uk/the%20triangle.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.adamzone.co.uk/the%20triangle.htm</A> <P>Where's the best place to get replacement for these two shafts ?<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||5
Z||000001||Jon||01-10-2003||09:06 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Arty:<BR><B>Is it common to find a bunch of rust powder inside the transfer case where the center shaft goes into it ?<P>Is it common to find the splines on the center shaft and xfer drive bevel gear shaft bent over / worn so that they look like  acute angle triangles when viewed from their ends ?  <A HREF="http://www.adamzone.co.uk/the%20triangle.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.adamzone.co.uk/the%20triangle.htm</A> <P>Where's the best place to get replacement for these two shafts ?<P>John.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Rust is common.<P>You can get a new output shaft if it makes you feel better.  You have to pull the end off of the tranny but you can do this with the engine still mounted in the car.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||VR-4play||01-10-2003||10:37 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||don't replace it unless it is stripped. i stripped mine before. rust is common tho. you can clean it up if there is alot of rust.<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1
Z||000003||Arty||01-11-2003||02:09 AM||||I have the tranny apart in the workshop so replacing it's no problem.<BR>I am worried that they will strip in the near future.<BR>There is too much slop between the splines now, those splines have to carry all the force that drives the rear wheels. Even in new condition the wall thickness of the sleeve in the xfer seems way under engineered. After that bevel gear shaft is hardened in production I'd fear that it might be prone to cracking given its thin wall. Maybe they don't harden it fully in the first place and that lets them wear so much.<P>As I'm going to replace them any ideas on the least expensive place to get them ?<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000004||VR-4play||01-11-2003||09:14 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||i got mine at a local mitsu dealer, gave me a discount. i guess conicelli would be an option.<P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||01-13-2003||01:33 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Spray anti sieze on the shaft and it wont rust.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001506.cgi
A||||1||GVR4_1221||Break in oil||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4_1221||01-09-2003||11:59 PM||mattfree99@yahoo.com||After two used transmissions with no luck. I Bought a rebuilt transmission by <A HREF="http://bmtranny.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://bmtranny.com/</A>  from a private party. It has some of the go fast goodies but not all of them. Now the guy I bought it from says BM  recommends to use regular oil (not BG or syn) the first 500 miles, any one heard anything about this?<P>------------------<BR>||63.227.101.105||reg||1
Z||000001||VR-4play||01-10-2003||10:41 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||i know that if you have a rebuilt (stronger) tranny it is advised that you use the suggested oil weight in the service manual. i don't know why you can't use the better stuff. 500mi is the break-in duration of all tranny fluid no matter what you use.<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001507.cgi
A||||1||joec||Parking brake adjustment?||||5||
Z||000000||joec||01-11-2003||09:29 AM||joec42@yahoo.com||First: I searched the archives and I looked in my DSM backup cd.  <P>How do I get to the parking brake adjustment cables?  The manual says to lift up the carpet in the console to get to it (same as a DSM).  However, I don't see any carpet to lift up.  There's a plastic cupholder, then underneath it is a felt surfaced "box".  Does this box come out of the console?  It looks likes it's glued in, does it just pull up?  Any hidden screws?  Or do I have to disassemble the whole console?<P>Thanks in advance.<P><P>------------------<BR>||216.179.104.34||reg||5
Z||000001||drew||01-11-2003||10:09 AM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||yank hard on the felt box. It'll come up.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001508.cgi
A||||8||16GVR4||Just changed accessory belt||||10||
Z||000000||16GVR4||01-11-2003||11:16 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I changed all three belts: alternator, power steering and AC.<P>It took me almost five hours!! <P>All those bolts are very difficult to get to. I should be able to do it faster next time though. <P>I wasted a lot of time trying to put in the new alternator belt. Turns out the trick is to loop the belt halfway around the crank pulley, and then rotate the crank pulley using a 1/4" breaker bar. Duh :-)<P>BTW, how do you guys check the tension of the belts ? I just do it by feel.. If they squeal, then I'll just tighten it some more.<BR>Any special tools ?<P>Newbie in training..  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P><P>------------------<BR>||64.166.22.219||reg||10
Z||000001||ken inn||01-12-2003||11:54 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||one of the reasons WHY i use conti belts, is they will shrink over time, and counteract the stretching.  belts will expand and contract with heat and time, and if you get cheapo belts, they will always end up squealing after a while.  you should adjust them on the slack side, if they squeal, tighten them just a tad, until the squeal just goes away.  use belt dressing, comes in a spray can.  less tension will make the bearings in the water pump last longer.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||16GVR4||01-12-2003||04:15 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Thanks Ken for the tips. I used NAPA belts this time.<P>So, should I loosen all three belts, or just the one that goes to the water pump ( the alternator belt, right ? )<P>BTW, my old belt tends to squeal when I release the clutch. Is this because of the engine movement when the clutch is grabbing.<BR>I have a centerforce clutch with RRE lightened flywheel.<p>[This message has been edited by 16GVR4 (edited 01-12-2003).]||66.126.169.209||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||01-12-2003||04:33 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||hmmm.  did you check the harmonic balancer for separation?  when you did the belts, did you remove the left wheel and the lower cover?  if so, did you try to move the outer part of the harmonic balancer?  belt squeal when shifting is a strange one.  you sure it's not the bov?<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000004||16GVR4||01-12-2003||10:00 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I removed the lower left cover and checked the crank pulley ( harmonic balancer ). No separation. I do not think there's a way to replace the belts without doing so, because you have to wrap the belt around the crank pulley.<P>Nah, it's not the BOV.. I have my 1G BOV whistles as well, but this sounds different.. <P>It usually happens when I don't have enough rev when I release the clutch...<P>------------------<BR>#201/2000<p>[This message has been edited by 16GVR4 (edited 01-12-2003).]||64.168.27.13||reg||1
Z||000005||DongeR615||01-13-2003||01:22 AM||||conti belts? who makes them and where can I find them?  I never heard of belts that decrease in size as it ages but good engineering if it does!<P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.213.128||reg||1
Z||000006||turbogalant||01-13-2003||01:48 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||I think Winchester may have conti ( short for continental) belts. They are right on the border of milpitis. I know the have good year gatorback but may also carry conti? Or try monument they are more toward oakland. If not I can get them here and ship them for you. Also do you own the white vr4 with a front mount I know there was another one in the San Jose area.<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by turbogalant (edited 01-13-2003).]||64.70.24.54||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||01-13-2003||11:56 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||conti belts, short for continental, come on all german, and most european cars.  i have been selling conti belts for as long as i can remember.  even when i was in the shop, i specified conti belts, at that time, i could see the difference.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000008||DongeR615||01-15-2003||04:22 PM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B>I think Winchester may have conti ( short for continental) belts. They are right on the border of milpitis. I know the have good year gatorback but may also carry conti? Or try monument they are more toward oakland. If not I can get them here and ship them for you. Also do you own the white vr4 with a front mount I know there was another one in the San Jose area.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I own a black one with a fmic. I've seen a white one around the streets who I have not seen on this board. I'll go check winchester auto and all the smaller shops.<BR>Thanks<BR>DongeR615<P><P>------------------<BR>||153.18.100.65||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001509.cgi
A||||5||sk8bored||fargin broken dowel pin on camshaft||||13||
Z||000000||sk8bored||01-13-2003||12:19 AM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||after tracking down my oil leak to the intake camshaft seal i was removing the cam sprocket and the pin sheared. am i screwed? can i just get a new dowel pin after i remove the remains of the old one, or am i in the market for a new set of cam's? tia.<P>------------------<BR>Kris Myers<BR>#1316||209.180.235.223||reg||13
Z||000001||DongeR615||01-13-2003||01:20 AM||||sorry to hear bout that. The dowel pin looks like it can be removed. I don't see why not. Tell us how it goes<BR>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.213.128||reg||1
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-13-2003||01:29 PM||||Try MD158443, dowel, 6 x 14.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||01-13-2003||01:38 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I should have a cam that you could use to replace yours if you get in a bind.<P>Shipping only<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000004||sk8bored||01-13-2003||02:08 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||thanks, i picked up a pin this morning. wish me luck. if all else fails i'll send you a post harry.<P>------------------<BR>Kris Myers<BR>#1316||199.168.32.6||reg||1
Z||000005||sk8bored||01-14-2003||12:10 AM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||the dowel pin drilled out easealy and was only .55¢ at the local dealer. the most annoying part was the lost time until the car is back on the road. thanks again.<P>------------------<BR>Kris Myers<BR>#1316||209.180.235.223||reg||14



ubb/Forum2/001510.cgi
A||||10||16GVR4||What's broken this time ?||||1
Z||000000||16GVR4||01-14-2003||09:34 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I have just recently changed my accessory belts ( alternator, power steering and A/C ) in the hope to fix my belt squeal.<P>Turns out I still have belt squeal. It would squeal especially when I rev the engine quickly at idle. It also squeal when I starts the car. If I open the hood, I can smell the scent of burning rubber.<P>I have a feeling that the bearing in one of my pulley is going bad. I feel I can hear the bearing squeaking ( can you hear such a thing ?? ). How do I pinpoint this problem ?<P>I'm guessing it is either water pump bearing or alternator bearing. The reason being that I don't get squeal when I turn, nor when I turn on the A/C.<P>Thanks in advance.<P>------------------<BR>#201/2000||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000001||Nate||01-14-2003||09:49 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Check to make sure that none of the belts are rubbing the cover, but also check to make sure the stock crank pulley (aka harmonic balancer) didn't separate on you.  If it did, you should see the thing wobble when the car is running.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||16GVR4||01-14-2003||10:01 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Good idea. I'll check for the belt rubbing on the cover. <P>The harmonic balancer looks to be in good condition. I.e. no separation. If this pulley is separated, it should be very obvious when I changed the belts right ? I didn't see any damage when I put on and off the belts on the crank pulley.<P>------------------<BR>#201/2000||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4ZUM||01-14-2003||10:06 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Recheck the tension on the belts might need adjustment. <P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||65.59.103.146||reg||1
Z||000004||16GVR4||01-19-2003||11:24 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||With the squealing belt, I found that my A/C belt was flipped! So, I cut the belt and installed another new one. This time double checking everything to make sure the belt is on the groove. ( I did the first time as well, but double checking this second time around ).<P>But, guess what, the belt jumped out of its groove again. It looks like the belt jumped off when I started the car.<P>I was in a parking lot, checked that the belt is good.. Started the car, heard the squeal, and stopped the engine. The belt just jumped towards the timing belt cover!! I am fairly sure this is what happen the first time as well..<P>Is this simply because I did not tighten the belt enough ?? I'm guessing the engine movement when starting the car, caused the belt to loosen, and jumped inside.<BR>BTW, after installing the belt, I have taken the car to 6K rpm, and the belt stays on and no squealing whatsoever. It looks like the a/c belt only start acting up after the fifth time starting the engine or so. Maybe the rubber expands a bit after the first initial 100 miles or so.<P>Any advice ? Did anyone experience the same issue with me after changing their belt ?<BR><P>------------------<BR>#201/2000||64.160.45.100||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR-4||01-19-2003||11:39 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I know you checked it, but what you're describing sounds like a result of the crank pulley separating. I'd check it again by removing all the belts from it and yanking on the outer piece. If it wiggles or separates from the inner piece, get a new one. Or to avoid this problem again, an Unorthadox Racing one piece underdrive pulley. That's what I did when this happened to me.<P>My $ .02...<P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.54.103||reg||1
Z||000006||16GVR4||01-24-2003||01:18 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||You're right.. It is my harmonic balancer. The rubber is coming off just on one side.. I had to wiggle it pretty hard to see any wobble..<P>It's interesting that I can only notice it with both belts off the pulley, and wiggling on it pretty hard, and it only moved very slighly. What's more interesting is that the moment I took it off and wiggled it some more, the whole rubber piece just separate, breaking the harmonic balancer into two separate pieces. <P>BTW, I just noticed that the harmonic balancer has timing marks on it.. When I reinstall the new one how do I know the orientation of the balancer shaft with respect to the crank pulley ( where the timing belt sits on ). It is attached via screws, so there can be four possible orientation.<P>Thanks guys!<P>------------------<BR>#201/2000||66.126.170.233||reg||8
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||01-24-2003||03:01 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||That's a good question.  My pulley disintegrated on my way to work about 4 months ago.  I was lucky and nothing was damaged, it held together just enough not to fall apart.  I didn't even think about a the timing mark,  I think that it has a pin in it so that it only goes on one way but I don't remember for sure.  I would like to hear an answer from someone that knows for sure also, at least that way I'll know if I have to go and take it off again.<P>------------------<BR>||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000008||92GVR4519||01-24-2003||04:29 AM||davidnreba@juno.com||If it is anything like my Cressida, the pulley and shaft are cut and keyed together to match them for timing.  The key is NOT to keep them from turning on each other--the bolt is for that.   David<P>------------------<BR>||209.109.240.51||reg||3
Z||000009||ken inn||01-24-2003||10:40 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the balancer has a rolled pin so you can only put in on in one position, unless the pin falls out.  you will see 4 bolt holes, and one centering hole.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000010||16GVR4||01-30-2003||11:42 AM||||Just to add, you can check for harmonic balancer separating by peeking at it from the top of the engine. If it wobbles at all, then it is likely they're about to separate..<br /><br />I put in a new one, no wobble at all when spinning. My belt also stays in place this time :-)||64.166.23.135||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes



ubb/Forum2/001511.cgi
A||||7||LunarShadow||spark and fuel, but no run||||1
Z||000000||LunarShadow||01-15-2003||11:07 AM||Stubbfus@aol.com||I just got done putting the enigne back together, but it won't run.  It cranks fine, I have fuel pressure and the injectors are working.  I pulled the plugs to test them, and they have spark.  The gears line up correctly with the timing marks.  The cam angle sensor is also lines up correctly.  I get a little rumble through the exhaust when I crank it(some sort of burn) but the enigne never fires. I haven't done a compression test yet.<P><BR>Anybody have any ideas?<P>------------------<BR>||64.238.107.49||reg||1
Z||000001||Vivid||01-15-2003||11:15 AM||chaan@wmsgaming.com||it can only be fuel, air, or spark.   Make sure the mass is pluged in.<P>I thought my old injectors were fine but they were not.  I pulled all the injector harness one by one, cranked it over each time and found out that I was running on 1 cylinder.  I put in the 510's and it was fine. Cranked right up.<P>------------------<BR>909/1000||208.46.59.200||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||01-16-2003||04:20 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||What did you do to the engine, and how long has it sat? If the oil has been scraped off the cylinder walls, you may have the same problem I did, and it showed up as only about 50 psi on a compression check. I put a little oil in each cylinder, got 150, and it fired right up!<BR>If thats not it, do you have a datalogger? Look at the sensor inputs while you crank it to see if its getting MAS and CAS signals.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.217.83||reg||1
Z||000003||LunarShadow||01-18-2003||05:25 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||Keydiver-<P>I think you have hit the same conlcusion that I have in the last few days.  The car is not my VR4.  I have GGSX which has sat around with the head off for almost 2 years.  Because of this <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum3/HTML/001242.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum3/HTML/001242.html</A>  , I decided that I needed another running car, and then concentrate my efforts on the VR4.  <P>I had the head machined and I put in new valve seals.  I did a compression check and it came out universally abysmal.  Just like yours, around 45-50 across all four.  I work at a classic Mustang shop and one of the restoration guys mentioned that the rings are most likely frozen.  He suggested that I pour a bunch of WD40 on top of the cylinders and let them soak for a bit.  I tried it, but it didn't work so well.  The closest a ever came to starting the car was after performing the "wet" test.  Compression was way up on all cylinders after dumping oil over them.  I still couldn't get it to fire though.  Tried some ether too, but it didn't help. Maybe the combination would help.  It dosen't help much that the outside temperature is below freezing right now.  I get the feeling if I could get it to fire once, I would be good.  <P>Anybody have any other suggestions to help the rings seal or get the compression up enough for the enigne to fire?<P>I am trying to think of ways to simply spin the motor very fast.  What about some kind of oil additive?  If I could heat the motor up enough, I'm sure it would help.<P>On another note, the head is from my old VR4 engine.  I can't think of any reason that the turbo head would hurt the compression on I non-turbo block.  I'm under the gun right now as my landlord just gave me a notice of lease violation for having a "junk" car on the property.  I willing to try anything to get it to run.<P>------------------<BR>||172.174.95.68||reg||1
Z||000004||drewgvr4||01-24-2003||02:10 AM||asfoste@ilstu.edu||hey did u get it fixed i got the exact same deal going. thanks drew 184/2000<BR><P>------------------<BR>||138.87.209.228||reg||1
Z||000005||LunarShadow||01-24-2003||04:01 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by drewgvr4:<BR><B>hey did u get it fixed i got the exact same deal going. thanks drew 184/2000<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Nope, <P>I didn't figure out what is wrong.  It looks like I will have to pull the engine apart again.  The compression would go up after adding oil on top of the cylinders, but it would fall back  to around 55 after cranking the engine too many times.  <P>I suppose it is possible that something else might be wrong.  The wet compression is supposed to show if the rings are leaking.  I thought about this for a bit and thought: What if the oil was sealing the head gasket instead of the pistons?  Or maybe the compression reads higher only because the cylinder volume has been reduced by the addition of oil.  Remember, this is a GGSX, and the compression is 9.0:1.  It just seems very strange that #2 and #3 have equally horrible compression @45-55 and  #1 is @60-65 while #4 is @110-120.  <P>On another note,  It got very cold here last night.  I removed the radiator cap to add a little more anitfreeze and I noticed a clear gelatinous blob at the top of the radiator.  I stuck my finger in it to see what it was.  It felt very much like engine oil, but smelled a hell of alot like WD40.  Me thinks the head gasket is not sealing very well.  Then again, I would have thought there would be much more oil in the in the coolant, condering how much I cranked the motor over the weekend.  I wish I could do a leak down test.<P>In any case, I don't think I can avoid opening the engine back up.  I don't expect this car to be perfect, but I really need a good second car.<P>------------------<BR>||168.28.205.58||reg||1
Z||000006||LunarShadow||02-14-2003||01:10 AM||||Just an update on this situation. Because I found some oil in the coolant, I thought I might have a bad head gasket seal.  I pulled the head off again.  I bought another head gasket.  I ran a tap through the threads on the block to insure an accuarate torque of the bolts.  I bolted the head back on and did another compression test.  The results were exactly the same as before.  <br /><br />It was a nice waste of time and another head gasket.  I pulled the head again, rotated the crank so that all pistons were at the same depth, and dumped a bunch of gas on top of the pistons.  I waited an hour, inspected the cylinders, and found that the gas was still sitting on top of the cylinders.  I did a similar "gasoline" check with the valves with  the head, and no gas seeped past the valves.  <br /><br />I decided that I had done enough thinking, and acted on a hunch.  I did what seemed logical from the top, so I had to approach the problem from the bottom.  I push #1 piston out the top of the bore.  Half of the top compression ring moved freely, the other half did not budge.  The second ring was stuck completely. The oil ring moved freely. #2 piston was very similar to #1. All the rings on the #3 piston were frozen completely.  I broke the top ring in three places before I managed to remove it.  The rings on #4 piston, the only piston which showed any real compression, were almost completely free but still sticking at some spots.  <br /><br />There isn't much of a mystery as to why I wasn't getting good compression.  The car sat for 2 years with the head off. I expected the worst, but hoped for the best. I plan to buy new rings and hone the cylinders.  I still need to find a good reason for the lubricant in the radiator.  <br /><br />My wallet aches.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||172.147.5.34||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||02-14-2003||10:43 AM||||if the coolant sits for a long time, depending on the brand, it can change to this jello like stuff.  when i was in the shop, we used to get coolant in a 55 gallon drum, and after a while, it would change to this gelatin like stuff.  really nasty. i think the trick is if the stuff in a pure form gets to about freezing for a period of time, it does this.  i dont remember the smell, tho.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001512.cgi
A||N||1||atsiauto||rear door questions. ||||1||
Z||000000||atsiauto||01-15-2003||07:17 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||with the amount of damage to my rear door's weve decided  to just get ones off a regular LS and slap em on (30.00) a piece here at u pick it. Appears to be the same door minus the lower trim . anybody ever used base model doors? i need to know what all is required to hustle that trim onto them do I need to drill holes ? I have not pulled the trim off the Vr yet to see how its attached . any help as to how these are put together , thanks. Scotty<P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||01-15-2003||11:19 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||you'll need to drill holes. It's attached by push in clips.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001513.cgi
A||||3||Telecaster||LOUD SQUEEKING windows||||1||
Z||000000||Telecaster||01-15-2003||07:32 PM||telecastr@email.com||My front passenger side window is squeeking really loud when i roll the windows down.  I cleaned the rubber borders and everything with water since i thought it was sticky tree sap that was causing it.  But its not.  What else can cause the loud squeeking?<P>------------------<BR>||216.175.97.143||reg||1
Z||000001||hibern8||01-16-2003||10:13 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||a cat when you step on its paw...j/k<P>i think there was something that can help you on vfaq.com. <P>------------------<BR>Ken DM<BR>541/1000<BR>www.gvr4.com<P>POLSKA!!||131.193.6.147||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||01-16-2003||04:52 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Yeah the guides eventually get fucked.  Does it rattle when you hit a bump?  I'm sure if you pull the interior panel off you'll see all kinds of garbage that could cause it.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000003||Telecaster||01-16-2003||07:48 PM||telecastr@email.com||Theres no rattling or anything when i'm on the road.<P>------------------<BR>||216.175.98.243||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001514.cgi
A||||13||Fonzo||Boost Problems||||8
Z||000000||Fonzo||01-16-2003||01:57 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||Let me list mods first, and then i can tell you the problem.<P>-walbro 255 Fuel pump<BR>-greddy type s BOV<BR>-K&N filter + free Mods<BR>-MBC<BR>-catback exhaust<BR>-2g Manifold Ported<BR>-18g Turbo Ported<BR>-cant remeber the rest...<P>but yeah, I have some boost problems. Like, I have my MBC all the way closed and I still get no limit on the amount of boost. It feels very slugish, because its rising and rising and doesnt ever reach a limit until i shift. It has become really anoyying and I dont know what to do. The only thing i can think of is the MBC, and i already shcaned some vacuum hoses.<P>Please Help<P>thanks, Fonzo<P>------------------<BR>91' GVR4 #806<BR>94'Nissan 300zx N/A<BR>93'Mustang GT 5.0 conv.<BR>97'Nissan Maxima||64.195.204.113||reg||8
Z||000001||turbogalant||01-16-2003||03:27 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Either it's a BIG vaccuum leak or a bad wastegate actuator. My buddies 90 tsi did this when the thermal vacuum valve ( I think that's what mitsu called it)broke off it's a white ( or maybe faded yellow more accurately) at the radiator side of the thermostate housing. Check for vac. leak and that the wastegate actuator holds vac. <P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||12
Z||000002||Telecaster||01-16-2003||04:00 AM||telecastr@email.com||His 18G was just put on so it cant be the wastegate actuator.  I'd do the vacuum test.<P>------------------<BR>||216.175.87.241||reg||1
Z||000003||VR-4play||01-16-2003||07:02 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Telecaster:<BR><B>His 18G was just put on so it cant be the wastegate actuator.  I'd do the vacuum test.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>that's not necessarily true, if it was a bad turbo from the get go. i put on a rebuilt big16g and it acted like that. it wouldn't reach 16psi until 75mph in 3rd (w/ mbc @ max). i thought it was my mbc or wastegate actuator also. i troubleshot by putting the 16g back on and everything was fine, so i just figured that was how a big16g acted, until the turbo went out. i put my 16g back on and everything was cool. if everything worked fine before the turbo was put on, it is the turbo. try putting your previous turbo back on and see what happens.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||01-16-2003||09:35 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||on my mbc, if i screw it all the way in, i will get unlimited boost, and blow out the bottom end.  i have it backed almost all the way out.  the other mbc i have is the same way.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4458||01-16-2003||02:27 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I have Kenn's "problem". My MBC is nearly all the way out and I still hit 25+ psi (with the single spring).  Shifting pretty much acts like my boost controller right now.  When I get to 21 psi, I put the clutch in and shift.  Pretty easy boost control...<P>EH<P>------------------<BR>||198.31.128.210||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||01-16-2003||04:14 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Fonzo:<BR><B> Like, I have my MBC all the way closed and I still get no limit on the amount of boost. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Are you saying that your boost keeps on rising past a safe limit, or takes forever to build up? The way its worded, it sounds like your boost is creeping up, and if thats the case, my manual controller works the other way around: closed=more boost, open=less boost. ????<BR><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.217.83||reg||1
Z||000007||Fonzo||01-17-2003||02:39 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||Well, Today I changed my MBC for a home depo one. and seems alright. i get 16 PSI ion 2nd<P>18 on 3rd and Fuel cut on 4th<P>and fuel cut on 5th<P>but thats how that MBC always was. Atleast i know the other one I was using was shitty. Now i must find a reliable one.<P>BTW the MBC i was using at first had a bad spring<P>------------------<BR>91' GVR4 #806<BR>94'Nissan 300zx N/A<BR>93'Mustang GT 5.0 conv.<BR>97'Nissan Maxima||64.195.204.113||reg||1
Z||000008||mitsuvr4||01-17-2003||09:57 AM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||Joe P is selling his new MBC for $38 shipped!<BR> <A HREF="http://www.joepmbc.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.joepmbc.com/</A> <P>Pretty good deal for a name brand MBC.<P>------------------<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.242.238||reg||1
Z||000009||Duc Hunter||01-17-2003||07:31 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||That is the proglem with M&lt;BC's, they never give consistant boost in each gear and with temp variations. Deal with that or step up to an electronic. I will have my beloved AVC-R for sale soon maybe for no more than $300. I may be getting AEM's EMS soon. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000010||VR6 Eater||01-17-2003||11:32 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Did anybody notice that you can now get an electronic Joe P E-MBC?<P>------------------<BR>||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000011||gvr4in||01-18-2003||04:14 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B>...the thermal vacuum valve ( I think that's what mitsu called it)broke off it's a white ( or maybe faded yellow more accurately) at the radiator side of the thermostate housing.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>....One of the nipples on My "thermal vacuum valve" broke, IF I just capped off the lines going to it, would it still cause a vac leak? Like would the valve itself cause a leak just sitting there 'open' like it is?<BR><P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000012||keydiver||01-18-2003||07:17 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||No, if you block off all the hoses, there will me NO leaks. The other end of the sensor is sealed, in the coolant to check the temperature.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.217.83||reg||1
Z||000013||GVR4458||02-03-2003||11:20 PM||||I just thought I'd post an update on my carppy boost results.  The T fitting was cracked pretty much allowing boost to go to 26 psi unless I let off.  With the T replaced, I now have dead accurate 20 psi with no creep and no spike.  I use a JBC Manual boost controller (from Mofugas).  Works great and it was really cheap.<br /><br />EH||68.72.105.218||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes



ubb/Forum2/001515.cgi
A||||12||GVR1643||Another lovely/strange sound||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||01-16-2003||10:56 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Recently I've had this strange sound occuring. Everytime I start the car, a few seconds later this whine happens - best description is the sound an airplane makes when they are putting the flaps down.  I know it is related to the brakes because I can feel it if my foot is on the brakes and last night (in snow) it did this when the ABS kicked in a couple of times - not the normal ABS pulsing though.  <BR>NOTE: my pocket logger cable stays plugged into the diagnostic port - not sure if this effects ABS on ours.<BR>Edit: No the brakes don't feel soft or spongey either.<BR>TIA<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 01-16-2003).]||167.142.22.104||reg||5
Z||000001||Jon||01-16-2003||03:58 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Plugging in a datalogger into a 91 GVR4 does not make the ABS disabled and it has no effect on ABS operation.<P>Is the crank pulley ok?<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||01-16-2003||04:30 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I didn't think the logger would have an effect but couldn't remember for sure.  <P>Yeah, replaced the pulley last year or year before.  Doesn't sound like a vibration at all.  It definately sounds like hydrolics (sp?). Really sounds like the flaps are being extended for take off! :-o  Last all of about 1 full second...weird.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 01-16-2003).]||167.142.22.104||reg||1
Z||000003||4g63t||01-18-2003||12:02 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||I've had the EXACT same thing happen to me. Does it feel almost like something is scraping "through" the pedal?  Only happens occasionally (braking over rough pavement), but worries the hell out of me when it happens. Let me know if you get it figured out, I'll do the same...<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by 4g63t (edited 01-18-2003).]||65.129.80.135||reg||5
Z||000004||turbogalant||01-18-2003||12:16 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Could be abs pump cycling. Also Jon are you sure that a data logger doesn't defeat the abs operation I thought it did.<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||1
Z||000005||joec||01-18-2003||12:01 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||On the 1G DSM's the logger definitely disables the ABS (light comes on).  Don't think it does on the GVR4 -- I had my TMO datalogger plugged in and don't remember seeing the ABS light go on.  I'd go out and try it but it's about 0degF out :-O<P><P>------------------<BR>||216.179.104.34||reg||1
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||01-18-2003||01:53 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||On GVR4's if you have the Pocketlogger cable plugged in when the car is turned on the ABS light will come on and the ABS will be disabled. I drive like this in the snow as it makes for better braking. If you simply reach down and unplug it while the car is running the light will blink and go out, reactivating the abs. <P>If you have the car running and then plug the pocketloggers cable in the abs will be on and unaffected. Please note that the palm does not have to be plugged into the other end of the cable nor does it have to be on to effect this in any way. The cable from the car to the serial port does this. <P>I believe that if you put a switch on the power wire (red wire) you can control this from the switch. I have not tested this though.<BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||01-18-2003||02:07 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||my pocketlogger cable is plugged in all the time, my abs lite has never come on.  i know it is there, because it comes on at start.  sometimes i have the palm connected, sometimes not.  dunno if the abs is disabled or not.  2 channel abs aint that great.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||01-18-2003||07:16 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The ABS is only disabled on '92 GVR-4's, and its not the red (power) wire that causes it, it is the grounding of the "diagnostic" pin in the connector. You are also putting the ABS computer in diagnostic mode.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.217.83||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR-4||01-19-2003||12:39 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||So what do I do to keep the ABS working with the Pocketlogger cable plugged in (on a '92)?<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.52.183||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR1643||01-19-2003||01:31 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||OK, I didn't think it affected the 91's as my light has never come on either.  <BR>Back to the sound - It's brief as mentioned and definately has a pedal feel similar to a rapid pulse (and I think spongy when it does this as well).  It is EVERY time the car is started now and all braking functions seem fine.  <BR>As far as the ABS pump cycling, I know nothing about this, but that would explain the "hydrolic" sound I guess.  I know something can't be right though, since it has never done this until about 3 months ago. <P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.115||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||01-19-2003||01:54 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR-4:<BR><B>So what do I do to keep the ABS working with the Pocketlogger cable plugged in (on a '92)?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Some of the DSM guys put a switch in the ABS diagnostic wire. I think there is a VAQ on it, but the wire color will probably be different for a GVR-4. Do you have the CD manual? It should provide you with everything you need, including the color of that diagnostic wire.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.208.29||reg||1
Z||000012||GVR-4||01-19-2003||04:18 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Thanks for the response, Jeff. I'll look for the FAQ. And no, I don't have the CD manual. But there are only three conductors in the harness itself- two black and one white. So I'll do some research and if I can't find which one it is, I'll e-mail you, if that's ok. <P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.57.25||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001516.cgi
A||||10||Vivid||WubWubs||||1||
Z||000000||Vivid||01-16-2003||12:24 PM||chaan@wmsgaming.com||I couldnt reply to the old post about this so I am starting a new one.  For those that tried to fix the driveline problem... What  did you find?  My galant is developing the wubwubs bad.  I just want to get an idea of what I should or dont need to do.<P>------------------<BR>909/1000<p>[This message has been edited by Vivid (edited 01-16-2003).]||208.46.59.200||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4458||01-16-2003||02:23 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||TRhe only way to Definitively FIX this is to repair the rear diff and the driveshaft.  The actual parts that need replacing are not that expensive (if it's still wubbing and not growling yet).  You might as well get more of the parts replaced while you've got it apart.  All told, there is roughly $600 in parts that need to be replaced.  You may also get the entire driveshaft rebuilt if you are trying to keep the car in "excellent" condition.  My appointment is next week and I'll let you know how it goes.<P>EH<P>------------------<BR>||198.31.128.210||reg||1
Z||000002||Vivid||01-16-2003||02:31 PM||chaan@wmsgaming.com||sweet, thanks for the info.  I just found a 4 bolt rear from a yard around here for 250 bucks.  I'm picking that up tonight.  <P><BR>Are you going to AMS?  I'll be there tonight.<P>------------------<BR>909/1000<p>[This message has been edited by Vivid (edited 01-16-2003).]||208.46.59.200||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||01-16-2003||04:17 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have ahd the same thing for 50k miles now. I plan on getting a 4 bolt LSD rear and swapping it for mine, problem solved! <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000004||GRV4726||01-16-2003||05:02 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||yes the old wub wubs... well my wub wubs are gone and now there a faster and higher pitched noise.  not really a growling but more of one than a wub wub.  is this a sign of more severe deterioration. <P>i hope i can wait to get this fixed, i'm kind of set on getting my valve guides replaced first, along with a new valve cover (mine is cracked).<P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||207.193.182.6||reg||1
Z||000005||sleeper||01-16-2003||09:47 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||My wub wub started when I put in the 4 bolt.<BR>On the highway it's wooouuub ------- wooouuub<BR>When lunching hard it's wubwubwubwub<BR>I'll put another 4 bolt in when it wubs up.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.66.62.35||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR-4||01-16-2003||10:26 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<BR><B>I have ahd the same thing for 50k miles now. I plan on getting a 4 bolt LSD rear and swapping it for mine, problem solved! <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yeah, me too. I plan on making sure the four bolt diff is within spec before I put it in. BTW, does anyone know where I can find out how to do this? <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||68.155.56.64||reg||1
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||01-17-2003||03:55 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Hey Vivid, I work in Libertyville, but I live in WI.  I would really like to know what junk yard you went to.  The only one that I know of that has that kind of stuff is B&C.  I think that they even have a GVR4 out there right now.  I saw they were selling a rear rack for one.<P>------------------<BR>||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000008||GRV4726||01-20-2003||12:38 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||my car has the wub wubs pretty bad. its is pretty much growling, and i want to know what you (GVR4458) meant by "The actual parts that need replacing are not that expensive (if it's still wubbing and not growling yet)."  <P>so what parts?? any other tips or things i should know. i searched but didn't find much, but i'll look some more. thanks<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000009||Hertz||01-20-2003||12:33 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I've got a little noise from the driveline while decelerating in gear.  If is the wubs, it doesn't oscillate much, more of a consistant metal draging, not loud.  Would that be my xfer case?<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000010||GRV4726||01-21-2003||08:33 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||does anyone have something to say about what i last posted? i would really appreciate anything. i know its got to get fixed but when?  how long can this last?<P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001517.cgi
A||||3||Duc Hunter||Cruise Control Module needed||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-16-2003||04:20 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Anyone have the cruise module that is under the dash up by the drivers left foot? Mine is dead (turn on the switch for cruise the light comes on, hit the button and the light goes out and there is a click down there). Guys at M&S Recycling (great mitsi Junkyard in Sacramento, CA) said this was the issue for sure. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-16-2003||04:34 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||KC, you still have one of these or did you "recycle" it?  <BR>Duc, he is making his car lighter - if he doesn't repond to this thread, email him: blacksheep is the username.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.104||reg||1
Z||000002||#1459 VR-4||01-16-2003||11:12 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Wow, I had no idea the Cruise Control on our cars worked.  I thought (geuss I'm wrong) that standard cars couldn't use CC.  I geuss mine is broken because I can not get it to turn on, I used the same technique as in my Eclipse and had no luck... ooh well it is just cruise control.<P>------------------<BR>~ Benjamin<P>GVR-4 #1459<BR>93 Eclipse GS||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||01-17-2003||02:58 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||GVR1643, thanks! Sent the email. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001518.cgi
A||||0||Arty||23 spline Center Diff. Shaft part number||||1||
Z||000000||Arty||01-16-2003||06:12 PM||||Hi,<BR>does anyone know the part numbers for these two shafts ?<P>Transfer case drive bevel gear shaft (23 spline)<P>Center Diff. Shaft (23 spline)<P>Thanks<P>John<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001519.cgi
A||||35||Duc Hunter||How long to instal la new clutch?||||1
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-17-2003||01:16 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||How long shoudl it take for a good mechanic who has never done a clutch in a VR4/DSM to swap a clutch and flywheel and fork? <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||01-17-2003||01:57 AM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||it's essentially a transmission r/r job... 6 hours + depending on tools and whatnot<P><P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||01-17-2003||03:58 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I did by myself and it took me about 10 hours.  I changed the clutch, axles, output shaft seals, bled the clutch line, and installed a stainless line.<P>------------------<BR>||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||01-17-2003||06:52 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<BR><B>I did by myself and it took me about 10 hours.  I changed the clutch, axles, output shaft seals, bled the clutch line, and installed a stainless line.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Good job.  Thats some quick work.  Last time I had to drop my tranny it took me a week.  Then again, I did it outside at a apartment and it snowed after I started the work.  By the end of the job I had the flu....  That makes the tranny weigh 300lbs when putting it back in.  <P>I love my garage.<P>If it is your first time, I would allow 2 days.  You can run into things, like having to machine your flywheel.  Also, getting the tranny down is the easy part.  Getting it back in is the fun part.  Watch out for the plastic reverse light plug on the tranny.  It breaks easy.<P>Good luck.<P><P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000004||DSSA||01-17-2003||09:06 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||This is *highly* subjective to the ability of the "mechanic".<P>Safe ruling on this would be anywhere from 1.5 hours (realllly moving) to 2 days.  This also is affected by what state of modification the car's in, if you encounter any rusted/snapped/rounded bolts, and what tools they have available.  <P>The level you have the car jacked up to can be highly important as well when you have to get under there to physically lift out the trans., and when you lift it back up in. Make sure it's high enough that you can slide your body underneath the transmission comfortably.<P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||01-17-2003||12:49 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||mistubishi quotes $400 for the labor.<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.68||reg||1
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||01-17-2003||02:53 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||beavis, any idea how many hours that is? My dealer wants $69/hr as a rate I know. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000007||sleeper||01-17-2003||03:26 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Book time is 4:00 hours on the 1G AWD TEL and VR-4<BR>6 hours on the 2G AWD<P>$69.00/hour is almost unheard off for dealer labor. Where do you live?<P><BR>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000008||a_santos||01-17-2003||05:02 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Unheard of cheap or expensive. The dealer close to where I live is $74 per hour.  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sleeper:<BR><B>Book time is 4:00 hours on the 1G AWD TEL and VR-4<BR>6 hours on the 2G AWD<P>$69.00/hour is almost unheard off for dealer labor. Where do you live?<P><BR>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000009||sleeper||01-17-2003||06:30 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||$69.00 is cheap. I think the prices around here are closer to $100.00/hr<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||66.136.186.157||reg||1
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||01-17-2003||07:25 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Ok so I was wrong. Check with my local "stealer" (as we motorcylists reffer to them) and they said 4.7 hours........are you ready.......$517. The means some $110/hour. Now the question is do I trust them to do it right. If you are in Northern California I am thinking of Concord Mitsubishi. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000011||Duc Hunter||01-25-2003||12:18 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Well it is done and I am $418 lighter in the wallet and happy. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000012||16GVR4||01-26-2003||03:24 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||duc hunter: where did you go ? I'm just curious, because I'm in your neck of wood.<P><P>------------------<BR>#201/2000||64.166.23.251||reg||1
Z||000013||VR4 Me||09-12-2003||11:35 AM||||I know I'm bringing this post back from the dead, but just so you GA guys know, Arrow's Westside Mitsubishi is charging me 390 to install my 2600lb ACT, and then another 45 to machine the flywheel, totally seperate charge. so 390/6 = 65/hr fuggin cheap, i guess, but if you wanna get picky and add the flywheel cost in there at .5 hour machine work, the cost is a flat 67/hr||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||09-12-2003||01:53 PM||||Tell him to work faster. My record's 2.5 hours start to finish.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||09-12-2003||01:54 PM||||Duc hunter, are you a Honda rider by chance?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000016||a_santos||09-12-2003||05:07 PM||||I have seen it done in front of my eyes in about 1 hour flat. Experienced DSM rally guy, I was amazed.||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||09-12-2003||05:46 PM||||Damn, I feel like a cheap ho, I've been doing it for $250 AWD and $200 FWD locally for years.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000018||agrabau||09-12-2003||09:14 PM||||1 hour?!!! That's movin!!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000019||JSTYLE||09-13-2003||03:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have seen it done in front of my eyes in about 1 hour flat. Experienced DSM rally guy, I was amazed.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats cos they dont have half the crap we have on our cars  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />i did a clutch in and out.. in 4hrs.. with a hoist..<br /><br />drive the car in.. drive it out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000020||a_santos||09-13-2003||10:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JSTYLE:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have seen it done in front of my eyes in about 1 hour flat. Experienced DSM rally guy, I was amazed.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats cos they dont have half the crap we have on our cars   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />i did a clutch in and out.. in 4hrs.. with a hoist..<br /><br />drive the car in.. drive it out    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />He did it in an hour on my car mate, not his rally car, that would be more like half hour.<br /><br /><br />Jon </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000021||a_santos||09-13-2003||10:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JSTYLE:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have seen it done in front of my eyes in about 1 hour flat. Experienced DSM rally guy, I was amazed.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats cos they dont have half the crap we have on our cars   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />i did a clutch in and out.. in 4hrs.. with a hoist..<br /><br />drive the car in.. drive it out    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />He did it in an hour on my car mate, not his rally car, that would be more like half hour.<br /><br /><br />Jon </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000022||thejeebus2002||09-13-2003||11:46 AM||||After doing this about 5 times now I've got it down to a science.  The last time I did it I replaced it for a friend of mine and did the flywheel and ss clutch cable took me a little over 2 hours.<br /><br />scott||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000023||admsr||09-14-2003||02:42 AM||||anybody livin in CT that would want to help my put an ACT2600 on my car.<br /><br />figured id ask since im desperate.<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.193.167.40||reg||10||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000024||gtluke||09-14-2003||02:55 AM||||damn my first gvr4 clutch i did in about an hour and 45 minutes.<br /><br />i can do DSnate's racecar galant now in about 45 minutes... driveing in, driving out. thats without a lift too.  that car is really easy to work on though<br />-luke-||141.153.206.160||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000025||admsr||09-17-2003||09:27 AM||||am I the only one in this whole .org site that opens my hood everyday and dreads having to change my clutch soon.<br /><br />------*me very scared*-----  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||8||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000026||229of1000||09-17-2003||04:46 PM||||Don't be scared.  It's not all that it is chalked up to be.  Just get a friend, got the shop manual, print out the VFAQ, and have at it.  You will do fine.  I've got two VR4s with the trannies out and parts everywhere right now, and I'm only 18 (the kid that helps me is 17).  Having the right tools for the job and lots of patience will help tremendously.||12.92.27.118||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000027||gvr4ever||09-17-2003||06:05 PM||||I would give yourself a whole weekend to do it.  It takes the right tools, and a friend helps.  Don't be afrade to do it, but it takes awhile for first timers.  Also, if you have to get your flywheel machined, set up time with a shop before you start the work.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000028||GRV4726||09-17-2003||06:20 PM||||i wish i had enough money to put a new clutch in. the engines is out, and so is the tranny. but i'm broke, and actually in dept to my parrent for lending me money. ouch. <br /><br />i'm hoping the cluch on the jdm engine will hold up for a while. my old clutch is kind of worn. ie: some areas are worn down to the grooves. <br />it would be nice to have a new clutch to go in there||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000029||atsiauto||09-17-2003||09:29 PM||||On a different note does a 1g fwd flywheel work on our cars ? I have one off the laser and i may machine it for the ACT and invite Jeebus over to do mine.  Jeeb?>||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000030||Hertz||09-17-2003||11:04 PM||||IF not, Bimmubishi (dent-sport) is selling a flywheel on eBay -- no bids yet, starts at $1.||67.162.75.72||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000031||turbogalant||09-18-2003||01:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> anybody livin in CT that would want to help my put an ACT2600 on my car.<br /><br />figured id ask since im desperate.<br /><br />Alex.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man I use to live there a year a go and was up there for the summer I would have helped you. I actually had to pull my trans 3 times in the last 2 weeks. First time stipped threads from trans to block the little 8mm one. Next time it leaked I had got some fluid on the rtv so I filled it with about 1/4 quart of fluid no leaks when It warmed up boy did it leak NEVER think it will be okay it will not. So this time a sprayed /cleaned every thing. Damn factory manual telling me to lube everything I think the mean a little bit not as much as I did.||63.184.72.120||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000032||AWDpower||09-18-2003||03:12 AM||||"On a different note does a 1g fwd flywheel work on our cars ?"<br /><br />No, the FWD flywheel is a different size at the ring gear, the starter won't match up.||67.25.110.211||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000033||TurboVR4dr||09-18-2003||04:43 PM||||I have done the clutch in 2 hours before by myself.  But average time is about 2.5 to 3 hours.   But my first time it took about 8 hours.  Air tools help.  My friedn and i did his 1.8 liter in 45 minutes.  Those things are cake.  The easiest way to put the tranny back in for me is to lean over the fender pick it up and put it on.  It usually takes anywhere from 10 seconds to 30 seconds.  It's a lot safer than lying under the tranny.  <br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000034||gvr4ever||09-18-2003||04:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TurboVR4dr:<br /><strong> I have done the clutch in 2 hours before by myself.  But average time is about 2.5 to 3 hours.   But my first time it took about 8 hours.  Air tools help.  My friedn and i did his 1.8 liter in 45 minutes.  Those things are cake.  The easiest way to put the tranny back in for me is to lean over the fender pick it up and put it on.  It usually takes anywhere from 10 seconds to 30 seconds.  It's a lot safer than lying under the tranny.  <br /><br />Scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And how big are you?  How much do you weigh?<br /><br />Your telling me, you just lean over and pick it up, and slap it on?  Don't make it sound easy as pie.  It is heavy and the space is tight.  The only person I've seen bench a GVR4 tranny is my friend and he is 6'+ and weighed over 300lbs.  Acually, I lifted it in too, but I had tie straps wrapped around the tranny and being help up by my strut tower brace.  So, I could rest and try again.  I guess if you do them alot, you could get it in the first try.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000035||TurboVR4dr||09-18-2003||05:21 PM||||I'm 6ft 215.  I don't workout (very often).  I stay pretty strong by doing a lot of manual labor.  The first time it took a couple minutes.  I actually had a little help from a friend below to guide it.  But once you learn the angle it's very easy.  The tranny is a little heavy I think 135 pounds.  But really that is not that much if you think about it.  The main thing is there are some really good hand holds.  I can do this on a 2g also but it is kind of a bitch.  You have to grab one of the studs sticking out of the tranny then rest it on it's diff when you get it up in the air.  Balance it with the other hand then regrip it.  I don't recommend it on 2g's.  Next time I do a tranny on a Galant or a 1g  I'll take a little video and post it.  If I had to guess I would say I have done 60-70 clutches on DSMS Maybe more.  It's not that hard try it next time.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.96.102||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes



ubb/Forum2/001520.cgi
A||||7||Romanova||What coolant?||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||01-17-2003||03:29 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Gonna get the coolant flushed here and change out the thermostat... just curious as to what you guys use for coolant. Anyone use Water Wetter as well?<BR>Thanks.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000001||sleeper||01-17-2003||03:49 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||You don't have to drain the coolant to change the thermostat. You'll loose a few ounces thats about it.<BR>It is reccomended though to change your coolant once a year. Just get a popular name brand and mix it 50/50 with water. <BR>They say to use distilled water but I never can find that stuff anywhere.<P>Water Wetter is optional. Some people say it works, some are against it because it's not worth the money.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-17-2003||04:24 PM||||Distilled water is available at Wal Mart, or out of your dehumidifier if you run one in the basement is summer.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000003||joec||01-17-2003||04:25 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||I get distilled water at the grocery store (in the drinking water section).  It's &lt; $1 per gallon (I think you only need 1 gal for a VR4).<P><P>------------------<BR>||192.250.112.194||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||01-17-2003||04:31 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I only run the good green stuff. I've seen some horrible posts about the results of mixing that new "environment-friendly" orange stuff with the Prestone. It turns to blobs of jello in your radiator and block! I'd only run the water wetter if your experiencing cooling problems, otherwise its a waste of money.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.217.83||reg||1
Z||000005||a_santos||01-17-2003||04:58 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Try this stuff. I have heard good review about it. <A HREF="http://www.evanscooling.com/main27.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.evanscooling.com/main27.htm</A> <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000006||Invader||01-17-2003||05:31 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||I'm running water with Water Wetter...but then we don't need to worry about our coolant freezing down here.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||01-17-2003||07:28 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I run water wetter in everything and have noticed a big diference (esp in a 468 cid, blown big block chevy running 40% overdrive). Especially on the cylinder head temps.Good stuff!<P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001521.cgi
A||N||7||SD90GalantGSX||2.5K IDLE??||||13||
Z||000000||SD90GalantGSX||01-18-2003||12:45 AM||burnscool@aol.com||My car is nuts!!  When the car warms up, it idles at 2k to 2.5k.  When I turn the AC on(yes I know, i'm geting rid oof the AC soon) it drops the idle to 600-700 and some times koonks out.  It's really annoying and bad for my clutch.  Should I try changing plugs and wires?  Boost leak test?  Any info would be greatly appreciated...thanks<P>------------------<BR>90 Galant GSX w/ turbo 4G63...much to come...11's...||205.188.208.137||reg||13
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||01-18-2003||01:34 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||If you show tomorrow I'll check for codes and look at your ISC steps as you may need to adjust the BISS (base idle set screw) on the throttle body usually covered by a black cap. Also have you checked your caps as they could also cause your idle problems though your symptoms point to the ISC.<P><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.182.155||reg||1
Z||000002||Invader||01-18-2003||03:38 AM||jconroy@vnponline.com||The idle switch might not be working.  If the switch doens't close, the ECU won't step the ISC down to try to idle at 750.  Sounds like there's another problem, too...since the idle is so high.<P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||01-18-2003||12:06 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yoohoo.  guys-you missed the signature.  it's a gsx with a 4g63t motor.  i've never seen the motor in one of these.  they may be different.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000004||SD90GalantGSX||01-18-2003||02:17 PM||burnscool@aol.com||I am going to the So Cal meet in Oceanside today.  The BISS screw doesn't seem to afect the car much, it's wierd I know.  I have a regularturbo 4g63 like everyone one here....I have data logged the car and I get the EGR code, but Idon't think that would affect the idle like that....se you guys later<BR><P>------------------<BR>90 Galant GSX w/ turbo 4G63...much to come...11's...||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000005||MPREZYAVR4||01-18-2003||02:18 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Ken I know I talked with him last night.<BR>BTW Ken I'll be checking the manifold hopefully today and it that's good I'll be sending you your stuff soon.<BR>Rich<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.182.192||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||01-18-2003||04:35 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||did the injectors work?<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000007||joec||01-18-2003||07:07 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||When you datalog -- with the engine off does the idle position read around 10%?  If not, does loosening/disconnecting the throttle cable change it?<P>What does the idle switch read (on/off) while your foot is off the gas (both engine running and engine off)?  Does it change value when you step on the accelerator?<P><P>------------------<BR>||216.179.104.34||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001522.cgi
A||||1||Romanova||Bosch water pump?||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||01-19-2003||12:09 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Got a brand new Bosch water pump sitting here... am I safe using this, or should I get a Mitsubishi one? I know Bosch makes quality parts... I was just curious...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||216.255.203.211||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-19-2003||12:55 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||bosch dont make water pumps.  they are a reboxer on a lot of stuff.  i have never heard of a bosch water pump.  a LOT of bosch stuff is crap.  i know, i sell it a LOT.  but, i also know that they rebox stuff.  like a lot of other places, pep boys, autozone, carquest, napa, etc.  what they do is buy parts, ship them to a central location, and put them in their box.  i got a bosch 3kgt vr4 fuel pump, it is a denso.  DO NOT ASSUME A NAME BRAND PART IS GOOD.  here is a prime example.  ate(ALFRED TEVES, GMBH) makes most of the hydraulic parts on a bmw.  calipers, brake and clutch masters, regulators, brake lines, boosters.  but, they DO NOT make the brake rotors.  but, they do sell brake rotors for bmw.  and they SUCK.  i HATE them, and i never sell them, unless the customer insists on ate rotors, then i tell them that if they warp, and they will warp, i am not taking them back.  now, ate DOES make a gas slotted rotor, which is excellent, and a LOT more expensive, but the regular rotors are NOT made by ate, just reboxed ones from who knows where.  this is just marketing, trying to use the name to sell parts.  they will guarantee the part, but not the labor.  now, the water pump may be a good brand, but look for a country of manufacture.  japan, good.  china, taiwan, korea, india, throw it as far as you can.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001523.cgi
A||||10||MattC||No Fuel Pressure Help needed ASAP!||||9||
Z||000000||MattC||01-19-2003||09:26 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||Last night my car wouldn't start.  It would crank, but not fire.  It sparks, but after I took off the fuel feed line and cranked it no fuel came out.  I am running a Supra TT pump with stock wiring and 550cc injectors.<P>I need to know which fuses are in line with the fuel pump, and where the hell the stock relay is.  I have to drive 250 miles to college by Monday night, so quick responses are greatly appreciated.<P>Cheers,<P>MattC<BR>247/2000<BR>MY99 Subaru 2.5RS-T<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||9
Z||000001||Nate||01-19-2003||09:52 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||See if when you crank the car if the pump runs at all.  Have someone listen in the trunk, the supra pump should make enough noise to tell you whether it's running or not.  If you don't hear it running, then the problem is in the wiring at the pump.  If you do hear it running, but you don't get any fuel at the rail, remove the fuel pump sending unit from the tank and check to make sure the pump is sealed to it.  I had a problem once that the rubber line I'd used to seal the pump to the sending unit split; it was a bitch to track down.  Good luck.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||MattC||01-19-2003||10:17 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||But if the sending unit line was cracked, wouldn't there be fuel all over the place?  I think my relay is bad, but I don't know where it is.  I have a Haynes book, but its for Eclipse/Laser/Talon.  Where they show the relay is not where it is on a Galant.<P><P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||01-19-2003||10:49 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Nate is refering to the line in the tank.<P>If you have not cut off the flare on the sending unit to install your fuel pump the O-ring that seals the line to the outlet of the pump maybe bad. If you have removed the flare like Nate did the fuel line you used to attach the pump to the hard line out of the tank maybe be split or not sealing well causing you to have no or very low fuel pressure.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||MattC||01-19-2003||11:14 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||I pulled what I believe to be is the fuel pump relay.  It has a part number reading:  E8T07071 and 0803.  I found it underneath the passengerside dash directly below the glove compartment.  The clip cracked when I pulled it out, and two wires are fried.  The one of the relay pins looks melted and black.  Unless this isn't the fuel pump relay, I believe I found the source of my problem.<P>Where can I obtain a new clip and relay asap, in NJ asap?  Will a fuel Pump Relay out of a 1g TEL work?<P>Any help is greatly appreciated.<P>Cheers,<P>MattC<BR>247/2000<BR>MY99 Subaru 2.5RS-T<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1
Z||000005||smokindav||01-20-2003||12:06 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I have the same problem except my relay stays closed even when the ignition is off so it will drain the battery if not disconnected (but the car will still run).  According to my brief look at the CAPS program the part numbers between a GSX and a GVR4 are different.  <P>I am going to try and find a junk yard with a T/E/L tomorrow and see if the relay will work in a GVR4.  I will keep you posted.  A new one is about $70 from satan.<P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.85.105||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||01-20-2003||10:20 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MattC:<BR><B>I pulled what I believe to be is the fuel pump relay.  It has a part number reading:  E8T07071 and 0803.  I found it underneath the passengerside dash directly below the glove compartment.  <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That's it Matt, you found it. The Mitsubishi part # is MD119202, and it appears to be the same in most DSM's. $47.83 from mitsubishiparts.cc, so it should be slightly less from Conicelli/Partznet.<BR>Also, in an emergency you may be able to get by by jumpering the 2 black/white striped wires together. According to the schematic, one is the incoming power wire, and the other goes to the pump.<BR>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html</A> <p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 01-20-2003).]||66.156.208.29||reg||1
Z||000007||MattC||01-20-2003||04:49 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||Is there any fuse for the fuel pump?  I got a new relay, and am in the process of rewiring it.  If there is a fuse, I'm sure its fried as well.<P><P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1
Z||000008||broke down||01-20-2003||06:27 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||If nothing else, couldn't you just use the test connector under the hood?<P>------------------<BR>talon #1,985,564/2,648,874||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||01-20-2003||07:12 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||...and make sure the MPI fuse isn't blown.<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000010||MattC||01-20-2003||10:13 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||Up and running! <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Thanks for the help guys.<P>Cheers,<P>MattC<BR>247/2000<BR>Subaru 2.5RS-T<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001524.cgi
A||||14||VR4coop||My idle is all over the place||||1||
Z||000000||VR4coop||01-21-2003||04:51 PM||coop529@aol.com||When i first start up my car cold, the idle bounces from about 2500 to 2000. It stays and 2500 then kicks down like the car is trying to go down but something wont let it? then goes back up to 250, when its warm it idles fine? any suggestions<P>------------------<BR>||24.218.140.125||reg||1
Z||000001||SD90GalantGSX||01-21-2003||05:13 PM||burnscool@aol.com||My car does the same thing in a way.  It idle at 2.5k, but when I turn the AC on it drops down to where it should be.  I need to do a boost leak test, that MIGHT be the problem.  I've heard you could try changing your plugs and wires, it could be a problem.  You might have a bad BISS screw.  You might have a really dirty throtle body.  So check all of these: 1) Boost leak test 2) BISS screw 3) clean throtle body & 4) plugs and wires...<P>------------------<BR>90 Galant GSX w/ turbo 4G63...much to come...11's...||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||01-21-2003||05:31 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||don't forget to test the ISC...<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.72||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||01-21-2003||07:13 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||My car is idling VERY high when I first start it during this latest cold spell, and I'm pretty sure I've got a hyperactive Fast Idle Air Valve in the throttle body. I'm gonna take my spare apart and see how much trouble it is to block it off completely. I don't really need it anyway in south Florida! I think thats why I've always gotten bad results when I've tried the coolant bypass free mod, my FAIV opens too far and I get idle surge until it warms up. If I remember correctly, the thing is mainly a bimetalic spring, which probably just wears out with time/temperature.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.208.29||reg||1
Z||000004||VR4coop||01-21-2003||08:07 PM||coop529@aol.com||I forgot to mention. That My car did not to this prior to having alot of motor work done. I have new plugs and wires. <P>------------------<BR>||24.218.140.125||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||01-21-2003||09:31 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>My car is idling VERY high when I first start it during this latest cold spell, and I'm pretty sure I've got a hyperactive Fast Idle Air Valve in the throttle body. I'm gonna take my spare apart and see how much trouble it is to block it off completely. I don't really need it anyway in south Florida! I think thats why I've always gotten bad results when I've tried the coolant bypass free mod, my FAIV opens too far and I get idle surge until it warms up. If I remember correctly, the thing is mainly a bimetalic spring, which probably just wears out with time/temperature.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>COLD?  YOU WEENIE. COLD?  what is it, like 60?  oh, waaaah.  it's gonna be 12 here tomorrow.  where i grew up, the record low was 55.<P><P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||uno||01-22-2003||01:51 AM||corona1977@juno.com||I thought the egr valve could also cause similar problems, is this what I get for thinking...<BR>by the way it's about 12 up here two, with plenty of blowing snow...I need my hood so I can go play in the snow...<BR>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by uno (edited 01-22-2003).]||216.187.162.100||reg||1
Z||000007||Telecaster||01-22-2003||03:44 AM||telecastr@email.com||I don't mean to rob the thread but how do you reset the biss screw?  I also had idle problems and me and my buddy reset base timing.  Making long story short, i had only 60% throttle at WOT so i got a new throttle cable.  It would only reach 100% if the idle throttle was %13-14 on the pocketlogger, but in return it gave me 2300-2500k idle.  But afterwards i totally forgot about the SAFC when i did the timing.  It had been set to -7 global on low settings.  Would that have something to do with it?<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Telecaster (edited 01-22-2003).]||216.175.110.234||reg||1
Z||000008||Jon||01-22-2003||08:43 AM||jon@jgronline.com||If the TPS is off a little bit, it will really mess up the idle.  It is very easy to even bump the TPS and get it off.  It should read 10% at idle on a datalogger (not an AFC) and I think it is .48 volts with a volt meter (someone needs to confirm that with a shop manual).<P>If the coolant lines going to the throttle body are bypassed, you will get a very high idle when the engine is cold.  <P>Replace the biss o-ring.<P>Replace the throttle body shaft o rings.  This is a pain but I was able to do it and it helped stop leaks.  Doesn't help so much with the idle but it can't hurt.  <P><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000009||joec||01-22-2003||09:56 AM||joec42@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Telecaster:<BR><B>I don't mean to rob the thread but how do you reset the biss screw?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html</A> <BR><P>------------------<BR>1991 GVR4 1630/2000||205.181.240.194||reg||1
Z||000010||Vivid||01-22-2003||11:10 AM||chaan@wmsgaming.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR4coop:<BR><B>When i first start up my car cold, the idle bounces from about 2500 to 2000. It stays and 2500 then kicks down like the car is trying to go down but something wont let it? then goes back up to 250, when its warm it idles fine? any suggestions<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>When you start your car cold, open the hood.  You will hear your idle go from 2500 to 2000, 2500 to 2000 and so on.  While it is doing that, unplug the ISC.  The idle should go to steady.  Then plug it back in nice and tight.  It should be steady from now on.    <P>My car idles at 2100 for the 1st 3-5 minutes of start up.  It stays at 900 when its finally warm.<P><P>------------------<BR>909/1000||208.46.59.200||reg||1
Z||000011||VR4coop||01-22-2003||04:00 PM||coop529@aol.com||Hey Vivid, where exactly is the ISC?<BR>thanx<BR>coop<P>------------------<BR>||24.218.140.125||reg||1
Z||000012||Vivid||01-22-2003||04:07 PM||chaan@wmsgaming.com||if you are looking at the throttle body from the front of the car it will be on the top toward the firewall.  Its a plug. You cant miss it.<P>------------------<BR>909/1000<p>[This message has been edited by Vivid (edited 01-22-2003).]||208.46.59.200||reg||1
Z||000013||GRV4726||01-22-2003||07:59 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i tried to replace the biss o-ring but i couldn't get the screw out. i kept on turning and turning but it never came up, and the magnetic screwdriver didn't help any.  <P>is there some special way to get it out? or is it just fucked up on my car.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000014||turboflanagan||01-22-2003||08:52 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Jon:<BR><B>If the TPS is off a little bit, it will really mess up the idle.  It is very easy to even bump the TPS and get it off.  It should read 10% at idle on a datalogger (not an AFC) and I think it is .48 volts with a volt meter (someone needs to confirm that with a shop manual).</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>This is correct.  Take an volt/ohm meter and backprobe the pos lead on the green/white wire and the neg lead on the green/black wire and verify that the voltage with key on engine off is between .48-.52V.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||64.63.208.48||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001525.cgi
A||||3||GRV4726||valve guides, seals or both||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||01-21-2003||09:12 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so i posted this topic on here before but also on dsmtalk to see if i could find anyone who lived in houston that was willing to work with me.  but all i got was some more info. i was told that this is infact my valve guides and not my seals. also that the head would have to be removed to do replace the guides thhe "right" way.  <P>so what is it? seals or guides? or both?  i know i talked about this and it must get annoying but i feel like people are simply trying to direct me to shops, something i would rather avoid.<P>i would still like to find someone with whom i can work on my car with, i know this is kind of a big thing to ask, but i would rather learn about whats happening then just say they i got this done to my car. <BR>thanks<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||01-22-2003||01:54 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||You did not post any symptoms you are haveing but a search on most of the boards can tell you what the problem is.<BR>If you have a higher milage motor you may just want to pull the head (www.vfaq.com) and take it to a machine shop to do the work.<P>I have replaced my valave seals with the head off and it is a royal PITA.<P>Also to DIY it I don;t think it would be cost effective since you will need specialized tools.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000002||GRV4726||01-22-2003||07:32 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||symptoms? what are symptoms? haha.<P>yeah i posted something like this a while back. car eats oil and smokes after idling for 6 or 7 mins.<P>i know i will have to get the tools and all, but this is my car, i should know how to work on it. i want to keep it as long as possible, as in forever. so i would like to learn as much as possilbe along the way.<P>this is something i obviously need to think about a little more, but i would just like to get some feedback so that i see other peoples perspectives on the situation <P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000003||DongeR615||01-24-2003||02:32 PM||||might as well get it both replaced. when they replace the valve seals, use a material called Viton. From what I read Viton material is the best so far. <P>Did you know the Metal headgaskets that look like thin pieces of aluminum is coated with a thin layer of rubber.<P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||63.201.88.234||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001526.cgi
A||||7||comfy||Fuses fuses fuses||||5||
Z||000000||comfy||01-22-2003||01:42 PM||||SO here is the scoop,  i bought a gvr4 recently, i got a fairly good deal on it but it needs some work and some love.  currently i am trying chase down electrical and wiring issues, but i dont have the cover for the internal fuse box,  can some one hook me up with a picture so i know what fuse is what.  hopefully i will get the basic asthetics done and start on the fun stuff.  <P>               ¬_¬<P>------------------<BR>||199.8.8.92||reg||5
Z||000001||a_santos||01-22-2003||01:58 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I would like to see the pircture as well, since mine does not have the cover too.<P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.123||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||01-22-2003||02:02 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||This should help you: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf</A> <BR>The complete service manuals are available on CD for a fair price. Every GVR-4 owner should have them.<BR>Welcome! <P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.208.29||reg||1
Z||000003||comfy||01-22-2003||02:15 PM||||thanks Keydriver,  you just told me that two of my main interior problems are on the same fuse, hope its just a blown fuse.  of which i have plenty (took every fuse out of my totaled car).  and thanks for welcoming to the community, i have been around the dsm community for a while due to working on my friends dsms but after looking at stuff here i think you guys have a much better community and are cooler fella's for the most part.||199.8.8.92||reg||10
Z||000004||joec||01-22-2003||02:35 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||cd's of the shop manuals are available from:  <A HREF="http://manualcd.dsm.org" TARGET=_blank>http://manualcd.dsm.org</A> <P><P>------------------<BR>1991 GVR4 1630/2000||192.250.112.194||reg||1
Z||000005||Matt379||01-22-2003||11:44 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||hey Danny,<P>hope the car is working out well.  The car's manual has the fuses listed in it.  That should help.  Let me know what it turns out to be.  I thought I checked all the fuses on it, but you never know.<P>Matt<P>------------------<BR>||68.25.63.147||reg||1
Z||000006||comfy||01-23-2003||02:10 PM||||matt,<P>you were right it wasnt the fuse, but it was worth a shot.  do you have any other idea's.  i think this weekend i will hook it up to my friends lab scope and see if there is any current at all.  hoping it is a grounding issue and not something that will requre me to re-run the wires for that. <P>the problem is in the electric system. the cigarette lighter and the power mirrors do not work. they are on the same fuse so i tried to replace it, but to no avail. any one have similar problems or idea's on how to fix it.<P>ohh matt thanks for telling me about this site, much cooler fella's than dsmtalk<P>------------------<BR>||199.8.8.92||reg||1
Z||000007||comfy||01-24-2003||05:05 AM||||wow matt was looking for answers and i see that you seem to have covered all i can think of up till now.  and keydiver it looks like you have really been helpful to matt on this, thanks guys.  gonna check it with the volt meter this weekend and see if i get any current on the cigarette lighter (need radar, dont need mirrors or horn) if i get current then i will try replacing the unit if not then i will start re-wire plans.   <P><BR>(you know you are a car guy when you get outa bed to try one last thing when it is below zero and 4:30 am)<P>¬_¬<P>------------------<BR>||199.8.8.92||reg||1
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A||||8||Marcus||Tranny ?||||1||
Z||000000||Marcus||01-22-2003||11:25 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I've been thinking about making a symbroski kit for my shifter and doing the other little tricks to take the slack out of the shifter.  I thought about changing my tranny fluid, but It shifts very smooth and don't want to waste money or risk future problems.  I bought the car with the fluid in it so I've no clue what's in it.  This alone should be enough to tell meself to change it.  Anyway I'll probably just put some friction modifier in it and roll on.<BR>Back to the shifter mod, I think I'll also put the 1g TEL shifter in it.  My question is:  Does anyone think that you have a greater risk for tranny problems with or without the shifter slack?  Missing shifts primarily.  If you all think I'm retarded I'm sorry, i did this mod to my last talon and destroyed second gear along with a clutch in about 3seconds.  Don't know if it was my non shifting ass or b/c i took all the slack out of the shifter and it had to precisely hit the spot to go in, like a gate shifter.  <BR>Marc<P>------------------<BR>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000001||sleeper||01-22-2003||11:37 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I just installed my Symborski shift kit after it was sitting in my tool box for the last 2 years. I actualy had it before I owned the Galant.<BR>Anyway I have a 1G shifter with a 2G shifter boot. The only modification I did to the 1G shifter is bent the top part forward about 1 inch. If you don't do that the shifting from 2nd or 4th is kind of a wierd feeling since the you have to move your arm way back.<BR>If you have, say a cup of soda in the cupholder, forget driving around like that.<P>I'm still wondering if it's wort it to change the bushings out on the tranny itself. Seems like that's flexing a lot too.<P><BR>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.65.202.133||reg||1
Z||000002||VR-4play||01-23-2003||12:41 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Marcus:<BR><B>I thought about changing my tranny fluid, but It shifts very smooth and don't want to waste money or risk future problems.  I bought the car with the fluid in it so I've no clue what's in it.  This alone should be enough to tell meself to change it</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>you should at least check to see what condition the fluid is in. (if it silvery or not).<BR><P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||01-23-2003||09:43 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I had incredible success with shimming the shifter pivot.  I cut split washers out of various pieces of plastic (lids and such).  A little grease, about 4 washers and some good snugging -- plus the bushing kit -- cable adjustment and it is solid.<P>I'm personally afraid of going for a short shifter because it would change the plane of my arm.  I think the height is very comfortable and worth sacrificing the length of the throw.  I have seen an interesting mod that accomplishes the same affect, but without modifying the shifter... making the lever shorter on the tranny side!<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||67.37.178.71||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||01-23-2003||10:10 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I have seen the lever shortened on the tranny side on many japanes websites.  Sometimes I come across some cool stuff randomly clicking links(can't read japanese).<BR>Looks like a good idea.<BR><P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.104.69.27||reg||1
Z||000005||VR-4play||01-24-2003||08:43 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>I had incredible success with shimming the shifter pivot.  I cut split washers out of various pieces of plastic (lids and such).  A little grease, about 4 washers and some good snugging -- plus the bushing kit -- cable adjustment and it is solid.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE>that's what i did on my short shortshifter. feels good.<P><P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||01-24-2003||05:03 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by kartorium31:<BR><B>I have seen the lever shortened on the tranny side on many japanes websites.  Sometimes I come across some cool stuff randomly clicking links(can't read japanese).<BR>Looks like a good idea.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Exactly! -- I was hoping to find that page when I posted, but I guess I didn't bookmark it.<P>Anyone have any ideas on the disadvantages of doing this?  It would make the shifter engagements shorter, possibly increasing the chances of missing a shift?<BR><P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000007||joec||01-24-2003||05:18 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||Here's the link for doing this on a DSM:<BR> <A HREF="http://mario.germain.com/shifter.html" TARGET=_blank>http://mario.germain.com/shifter.html</A> <P><P>------------------<BR>1991 GVR4 1630/2000<BR>1992 Eclipse GSX||192.250.112.194||reg||1
Z||000008||kartorium31||01-24-2003||06:24 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||It looked as though the improvement wasn't enough for me to go through the trouble and possibly screw somthin up.  Looks like the travel as far as 2nd and 4th gears didn't change much on the japanese sites.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.104.69.27||reg||1
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A||N||6||Compressed||1st, 3rd, 5th gear gone!||||1||
Z||000000||Compressed||01-23-2003||01:02 AM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Just happened tonight.  I started normally from a light made my left turn, goosed it a bit in 2nd, went to go to 3rd but it wasn't there.  <P>When I try to shift into any of the "top" gears its like hitting a wall.  The shifter just wont go in at all.  <P>Things I'm thinking it could be.<BR>-Shifter cables.  (out of adjustment)<BR>-clutch pedal adjustment.<BR>-clutch slave cylinder issues.<BR>-Maybe the top 36mm bolt is loose?  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/qwik93awd/Vfaq/shifter.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.geocities.com/qwik93awd/Vfaq/shifter.htm</A> <P>Any and all tips appreciated!<P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561||216.126.176.68||reg||1
Z||000001||Lucky13||01-23-2003||07:54 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||Try adjusting the cables...there's a Vfaq about that very problem.<P>#1758/2000<P>------------------<BR>||67.34.38.148||reg||1
Z||000002||VR-4play||01-23-2003||12:33 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||that sounds sort of like what happened to me when my tranny crapped out. -- i started out from a light... 1st to 2nd, tried 3rd and felt like it went in but when i let the clutch out, nothing. 4th was good then went for 5th, but just like "hitting a wall". all i had was 4th from then on. no 1,2,3,5, or R. had to replace the tranny.<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1
Z||000003||Compressed||01-23-2003||01:21 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||well I'm hoping its a cable adjustment issue, or maybe something getting in the way.  Not a toasted tranny.  Gonna go work on it now....<P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561||64.24.106.138||reg||1
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||01-23-2003||02:47 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Yeah, it could be a number of things.  My tranny was shot all to hell & back & it still went in every gear fine...even reverse.  Granted sometimes it would be a pain to get in some gears (1st for example), but never gave any real symptoms of a blown tranny that you would normally expect.  Those are some good places to start looking anyway.  <P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||129.2.19.74||reg||1
Z||000005||Compressed||01-23-2003||05:48 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Well I've tracked it down.  It is indeed the cable.  Its not adjustment issue though.  What happened is metal tubing at the transmission end of the cable broke.  This made the cable, right where it was crimped catch on the sheared tubing, effectively stopping any cable movement in that dircection.  So I need a new cable.  <P>Anyone know a part #?  I dont have a manual yet.  Its the cable for front and back movement as referenced from the shifter itself.  Also is much work to thread the cable through the firewall?<BR><P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561||64.24.105.35||reg||1
Z||000006||VR-4play||01-24-2003||08:39 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Compressed:<BR><B>Well I've tracked it down.  It is indeed the cable.  Its not adjustment issue though.  What happened is metal tubing at the transmission end of the cable broke.  This made the cable, right where it was crimped catch on the sheared tubing, effectively stopping any cable movement in that dircection.  So I need a new cable.  <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>funny... this happened to my throttle cable. the plasic jacket cracked and got stuck on the cable. scared the shit out of me since my engine wouldn't slow down.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1
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A||||14||smokindav||ECU and MFI relay troubleshooting - help||||1||
Z||000000||smokindav||01-23-2003||12:27 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Hi guys,<P>First let me explain what the problem is and what I have done so far to determine the cause.<P>Symptom:<P>With key out of ignition and car off the MFI relay chatters.  It is supposed to be open in this state.  When the key is in ON or Start the relay works normally.<P>Steps I've taken to diagnose:<P>1.)  Tried replacing the relay.  Problem still present.<P>2.)  I have used a volt meter to check the pins in the MFI relay connector.  I could not conclusively tell if a low voltage signal is coming in where it should not be.  I will have to perform this test again when it's not -10 *F windchill!<P>3.)  If I unplug the ECU connectors from the ECU the relay stops chattering.  I can't recall for sure, but I think it was the top connector (with the ECU mounted in position).<P>Requesting possible things to check to determine the cause of this problem.  I think the MFI relay is getting a low voltage signal from the ECU to try and close the relay.  I plan to verify what wire this signal is coming in on when it gets warmer out.  The ECU has had the caps replaced.<P>Sorry this is kind of vague.  I just did the intial trouble shooting on it yesterday.  When I get back out there tomorrow I will be more scientific and take notes.<P>The problem is only present with key out engine off.  Everything works fine when the car is running or the key is ON.<P>Drawings I am using:<P>13-234<BR>13-235<BR>16-38<BR>148 TSB revision - MFI Circuit<BR>149  "    "<BR>150<BR>146<BR>147<BR>94<P>Thanks,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||128.255.248.210||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-23-2003||02:36 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Dave, if the car is running fine otherwise and you want to roadtrip over, we can swap the ECU out of one of mine and see if that clears up the chatter (Unless you already know it's the ECU?)  Sorry not much help diagnosing electrics beyond that...<BR>Kevin<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.209||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-23-2003||04:24 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||if you can get a logger, check the battery voltage.  turn on ign, but do not start.  if the voltage fluctuates even a little, the caps are bad.  even tho you had them changed, they may not have been installed correctly, or, there are solder traces, or some other short internally.  jeff can probably diagnose this, but the voltage check is really easy and fast.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||01-23-2003||06:48 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||That sure sounds like an ECU/acid problem. Didn't I do your ECU?? Thats what I mean about residual damage that people are risking by not replacing their caps BEFORE they start leaking. I have down chased so much hidden acid damage that it makes me sick to think about whats happening inside all those ECU's right now!<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.210.109||reg||1
Z||000004||smokindav||01-23-2003||07:00 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Howard_gvr4 replaced the caps last winter before I bought the car from the previous owner (I think it was Howard that did them).<P>I will pull the ECU in the a.m. and see if I can detect any acid damage to the board.<P>Kevin, I would like to take you up on the offer of using your ECU to test this problem.  Can I meet you somewhere tomorrow or Saturday morning in Des Moines?<P>I have to concur at this point that something in the ECU is fried and is backfeeding power to the relay when the key is off causing it to chatter and attempt to close.<P>Ken, can't I use a DVOM and perform the same test?  I don't have a logger (though I bought a Palm last year in anticipation of getting a pocket logger).<P>Thanks guys,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.87.208||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||01-23-2003||07:18 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i dunno how to test without the logger.  howard's ecu, hmmm?  one was out of a talon, dunno if that one had the caps done.  the other was his original, it had the board eaten clear thru, i sent it to a guy in hawaii, who repaired it, and i think he also socketed it.  so THAT'S where it ended up.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||smokindav||01-23-2003||11:17 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>i dunno how to test without the logger.  howard's ecu, hmmm?  one was out of a talon, dunno if that one had the caps done.  the other was his original, it had the board eaten clear thru, i sent it to a guy in hawaii, who repaired it, and i think he also socketed it.  so THAT'S where it ended up.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Hmm, the ECU in my car is the original as far as I know.  The guy I bought the car from was Mitch Whitney in Dallas.  I thought he said Howard did it.  It has a white sticker with Mitch Whitney's name on it.  I gotta pull that sucker out and take a look in the morning.<P>Also gonna check battery voltage while turning on the key like you said.  And check to see where the power is backfeeding in from.<P>Dave<P><P>------------------<BR>||64.6.83.74||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||01-24-2003||09:42 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Dave, <BR>give me a shout.  I just have a fuel pump install on the schedule tomorrow and that's it.  drop me an email today or call me.<BR>Day 224-1225, hm 987-0197<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.28||reg||1
Z||000008||smokindav||01-24-2003||11:08 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Ok, I found the problem.  There is something obviously fried on the ECU.<P>1.)  What is it?<BR>2.)  Can it be fixed?<P>See pic on the web page.  It's not pretty.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"><BR> <A HREF="http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/davidmflaherty/vwp?.dir=/gvr4+pix&.src=ph&.dnm=burned+ecu.jpg&.view=t&.done=http%3a//photos.yahoo.com/bc/davidmflaherty/lst%3f%26.dir=/gvr4%2bpix%26.src=" TARGET=_blank>http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/davidmflaherty/vwp?.dir=/gvr4+pix&.src=ph&.dnm=burned+ecu.jpg&.view=t&.done=http%3a//photos.yahoo.com/bc/davidmflaherty/lst%3f%26.dir=/gvr4%2bpix%26.src=</A>  ph%26.view=t<P>later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.87.29||reg||1
Z||000009||smokindav||01-24-2003||11:27 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||another picture<BR> <A HREF="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid48/p207359f47474ecb99edce39b04330250/fcbc63cd.jpg.orig.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid48/p207359f47474ecb99edce39b043302 50/fcbc63cd.jpg.orig.jpg</A> <P>------------------<P>edit: sorry, you have to CUT and PASTE that LINK<P>-Dave<BR><p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 01-24-2003).]||64.6.87.29||reg||1
Z||000010||keydiver||01-24-2003||12:34 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Well Dave, what you've got is a smoked IC107, the driver for the "A" coil of the ISC. So, there's a good chance your ISC is shorted. Usually, other than installing a new driver chip, and cleaning up the smoke, there isn't any permanent damage done. As bad as that looks, it may have burnt up some traces on the bottom of the board too.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.222.64||reg||1
Z||000011||smokindav||01-24-2003||12:57 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>Well Dave, what you've got is a smoked IC107, the driver for the "A" coil of the ISC. So, there's a good chance your ISC is shorted. Usually, other than installing a new driver chip, and cleaning up the smoke, there isn't any permanent damage done. As bad as that looks, it may have burnt up some traces on the bottom of the board too.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Jeff, where can I get a IC107?  I will also need to find someone who can fix it as I don't have any soldering tools (well, ok I have a butane powered iron but it sucks) and very limited soldering skills.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I will check the ISC to see if that caused the driver to melt down.  <P>Can an ISC be repaired or if it shorted should I get a new one?<P>Thanks for the help guys!<P>Dave Flaherty<P><P>------------------<BR>||64.6.85.20||reg||1
Z||000012||GVR1643||01-24-2003||01:03 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Dave, I think Gabor (sleeper)is able to rebuild the ISC's and offers them for about $50.  You'll have to contact him about that.  Jeff should be your man for ECU repair...<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.28||reg||1
Z||000013||smokindav||01-24-2003||01:24 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Determing the cause - <P>Just so this will be documented in the board archives I will describe what happened leading up this failure.  Once I determine what caused that ISC driver on the ECU board to burn I will further document that.  It could be a shorted wire in the harness or a problem in the ISC.<P>Right before this failed I started the car and turned on the A/C to run the compressor some and get the refrigerant and oil moving and keep the seals from drying out.<P>My wife and I then went to get gas.  On the way to the station we smelled an awful smell that smelled like very hot (burning) brake pads.  We ASSumed that we had passed a car that had forgotten to take off their emergency brake.  How wrong we were.  It was the ISC driver for the A-coil doing the melt down dance.<P>I think having the A/C on may have caused a higer load on the ISC thus possibly melting the coils and shorting out the ISC.  This is pure conjecture right now.  No doubt ISCs have been known to fail before.  So it was probably just a matter of time for mine brought on more quickly by the added load on the stepper motor coils.<P>But, what is interesting is that I don't think my ISC failed in the standard way, did it?  Don't they usually fail open?  I've never heard of them shorting and frying the ECU drivers.  Maybe it happens all the time?  I don't know.  Could be there's a dead short somewhere.  From looking at the wiring diagrams it is certainly possible to have battery voltage feed back through to the MFI relay like on my car which was only the symptom, not the problem.  I tried treating the symptom, but as you doctors on the board know - Treat the problem not the symptom.  I'll keep this thread and all of you posted with my findings.  <P>Dave<P><P>------------------<BR>||64.6.85.20||reg||1
Z||000014||smokindav||01-27-2003||02:32 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||This thread is continued in a new, related thread here:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum9/HTML/000042.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum9/HTML/000042.html</A> <P>Hopefully I have found the root cause with the intake coolant gasket.<P>Dave<P>------------------<BR>edit : spelling<BR><p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 01-27-2003).]||64.6.86.183||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001530.cgi
A||||2||Telecaster||Oil inside the intake||||1||
Z||000000||Telecaster||01-23-2003||05:49 PM||telecastr@email.com||I noticed that i was dripping oil from the air filter and didn't think it was that bad until i saw that there was oil all over the transmission.  So i put a clear fuel filter on the breather hose from the valve cover that went back into the intake.  Couple days later the filter was filled with oil and it was still leaking out into the air filter and the dump hose from my bov.  So i replaced the PCV valve and cleaned out the hoses.  I could have 1/2 a quart or more of oil in my IC.  What could be causing all the oil to jump out?<P>------------------<BR>||216.175.86.100||reg||1
Z||000001||comfy||01-23-2003||10:41 PM||||oil in the intake is a symptom ofa turbo going bad.  take off the intake piping to the turbo, then stick your finger on the turbo and see if the turbine wiggles, if so then that turbo is dying, if no then its something else.  also if you see a thick pillar of smoke following you, then the turbo is game over.<P>hopefully that isnt the case and you just have an oil leak. if so check around the oil return lines and what not. <P>good luck dood, and keep us posted.<P>¬_¬<P>------------------<BR>||209.43.110.226||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||01-24-2003||09:38 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Also when trying to wiggle the turbo shaft you should know that a small bit of axial movement ~1-2mm is normal.  It movement up and down and side-to-side that means the bearings are giving it up.<P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.85.157||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001531.cgi
A||||4||Jose||Need To Find Out||||5||
Z||000000||Jose||01-24-2003||11:53 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Okay here is the deal, Jeff (Keydiver) fixed my ECU (thats the good part). put the ECU in my car but still did not start. GVR4ZUM lent me his datalogger, it said that the ECU was not hooked up (when it was). Took my car to a mechanic he found out that the red wire from the cam sensor was not getting any power. If you jump the red wire the car starts fine. What need to know is where does this wire run from (relay, fuse, etc.) so I can fix it. I dont want to keep driving my car around with this wire jumped. Also with the wire jumped the datalogger works. Oh yeah everybody is right Jeff(Keydiver)IS THE MAN!!<BR>Jose....||152.163.188.165||reg||5
Z||000001||keydiver||01-24-2003||12:12 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Jose,<BR>It looks like you may be having MFI relay problems like some of the other guys! According to the schematic, the cam sensor gets 12 volts from the MFI (fuel pump) relay under the glove box. From there, it goes back to sub-fusible link #8 I believe, if I can read the small print. It looks like a Black wire with a red stripe brings the power into the relay, and it comes out on the red wires.<BR>Good luck!<BR><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.222.64||reg||1
Z||000002||Jose||01-24-2003||01:21 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Hey Jeff where is sub-fusible link #8 at? Maybe it is blown.<BR>Jose....||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||01-24-2003||02:57 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Page 13 from the CD manual: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf</A> <BR>They're in the black fuse box next to the battery.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.222.64||reg||1
Z||000004||Jose||01-24-2003||05:27 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Jeff, so I can drive the car I jumped the black/red wire to the black/white wire at the relay. I need to follow the wire to the front. Do you have the wire diagram from the relay to the front.<BR>Jose....<P>------------------<BR>91 VR-4<BR>JDM AMG Front & Rear Bumpers, JDM AMG Front Grille, JDM Headlights & Clear corners. 18inch C5 Wheels.||152.163.188.165||reg||1



ubb/Forum2/001532.cgi
A||||10||smokindav||Coolant in upper intake shorts ISC motor -wtf?||||1
Z||000000||smokindav||01-27-2003||10:38 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I'm a little stumped.  If were to review the ECU MFI troubleshooting thread you would see that I've got suspected ISC problems which caused the ISC driver in the ECU to burn up.<P>I just took off the ISC motor/valve from my car.  When I pulled it out of the upper intake some coolant came along with it.  Not alot, maybe 1/2 a teaspoon.  Of course I'm like, what the F$CK!?<P>So I came inside and pulled the ISC motor apart and found that it was indeed very wet with coolant.  I am pretty sure that this shorted the ISC and caused the driver in the ECU to burn up.<P>Is there any way for the coolant to get in the upper intake?  I know there are coolant lines that go through the intake but I'm not sure of their routing.  Time to get the manuals out.<P>Here's a picture of the wet ISC motor.  Notice the coolant spots on the paper towel.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid48/pdd85b87d16b80160ae8f671fd7c09470/fcb8bb91.jpg.orig.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid48/pdd85b87d16b80160ae8f671fd7c09470/fcb8bb91.jpg.orig.jpg</A> <P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.86.162||reg||1
Z||000001||Jon||01-27-2003||11:20 AM||jon@jgronline.com||If you take the valve off of the throttle body where the ISC mounts, you'll understand how it all works.  Coolant goes through there.  There is a gasket that keeps everything working correctly.  If that gasket goes, then coolant can leak into the intake and/or into the ISC valve.  <P>You probably just need a new gasket.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||sleeper||01-27-2003||11:26 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||You're talking about the FIAV gasket? I looked at the Caps program many times but unless I'm blind I don't see it.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.10||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||01-27-2003||12:06 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I think they actually call it the "throttle body O-ring", part number MD616406. Only a few bucks from any dealer.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.220.22||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||01-27-2003||12:37 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Are you talking about the gasket(o-ring) that is between the TB & ISC housing? It looks like a square fig. 8 type of thing. If that is what you need Dave. I have one I'll give to you. <BR>I also have a ISC i'll give to you<BR>Just pay shipping. Like $7<P>------------------<P><BR>91 GalantVR4#1312 <BR>'97 Bonneville SSE<BR>'02 Toyota Tundra SR5<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 01-27-2003).]||68.56.210.128||reg||1
Z||000005||smokindav||01-27-2003||02:30 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||From looking at the exploded throttle body/intake drawing in CAPS it looks like that square "figure-8" gasket must have failed and let the coolant get to the ISC.  Hello Mitsubishi, STUPID design.  Can you imagine what the failure of this $2 dollar gasket would have cost if I had taken the car to Satan?  OMFG, way too much.<P>What a chain of failures this gasket set off.  First the ISC gets wet and shorts out.  This then causes the ISC driver on the ECU main board to burn (must have been some fire as there is smoke and soot in the ECU).  Why the hell did they design the throttle body coolant passages this way?  Bad engineers!<P>Later,<BR>Dave<P>P.S.  Thanks to Gabor (sleeper) for the rebuilt ISC and Jeff (keydiver) for the ECU repair.  Looks like I'm only out $50-100 instead of ~$750-1000 if Satan had fixed it (not that I'd ever take my car to him, just making a comparison).<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.86.183||reg||1
Z||000006||Jon||01-27-2003||09:51 PM||jon@jgronline.com||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><b>From looking at the exploded throttle body/intake drawing in CAPS it looks like that square "figure-8" gasket must have failed and let the coolant get to the ISC.  Hello Mitsubishi, STUPID design.  Can you imagine what the failure of this $2 dollar gasket would have cost if I had taken the car to Satan?  OMFG, way too much.<br /><br />What a chain of failures this gasket set off.  First the ISC gets wet and shorts out.  This then causes the ISC driver on the ECU main board to burn (must have been some fire as there is smoke and soot in the ECU).  Why the hell did they design the throttle body coolant passages this way?  Bad engineers!<br /><br />Later,<br />Dave<br /><br />P.S.  Thanks to Gabor (sleeper) for the rebuilt ISC and Jeff (keydiver) for the ECU repair.  Looks like I'm only out $50-100 instead of ~$750-1000 if Satan had fixed it (not that I'd ever take my car to him, just making a comparison).<br /><br /></b></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is the part.  It is made of rubber actually.  Mitsubishi torques the hell out of those screws that hold the valve on to the throttle body.  <br /><br />You can do away with the valve and the ISC like this:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000660" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000660</a><br /><br />Be sure you notice what I say near the bottom.  You can block just the section for the FIAV and not run coolant to the throttle body but still use the ISC.||12.220.168.103||reg||1||||||
Z||000007||smokindav||01-28-2003||10:41 AM||||Jon, <br /><br />What's the FIAV and what does it do?<br /><br />I plan to replace the rubber gasket and keep the coolant lines to the throttle body.  But bypassing the lines to the throttle body may still be an option for me.<br /><br />Dave||64.6.87.167||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||01-28-2003||11:17 AM||||FIAV=Fast Idle Air Valve<br />Not sure what it does but I think it have to do with something idle when the car is cold.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||01-28-2003||06:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong> Jon, <br /><br />What's the FIAV and what does it do?<br /><br />Dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The FIAV basically does the same thing as the BISS, it allows air to bypass the throttle plate to make the idle go higher. The difference is that as your coolant warms up, the FIAV lets less and less air bypass the throttle plate to bring the idle down to normal, where the BISS is doing all the bypassing.<br />I know my FIAV is hyperactive. It idles way too high, so I'm going to block it off with some JB Weld. The further north you are, the less I would advise that.||66.156.220.24||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||smokindav||02-05-2003||07:41 PM||||Follow up:<br /><br />Today I got the car back together and running.  It seems to be running ok.  I will pull the ISC back off when I get a chance to verify that the "throttle body o-ring" is not leaking.||64.6.87.248||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum2/001533.cgi
A||||3||91 #680||EGR blockoff||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||01-28-2003||02:27 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||well I made a plate for the EGR valve, but before I drive around, can somebody tell me if I leave the EGR valve off the car or do I bolt it back on?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||Invader||01-28-2003||04:10 PM||||You can leave the EGR off completely.  You can also get rid of all the vacuum lines running to and from the EGR valve...cleans up the engine bay quite a bit.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||01-28-2003||04:14 PM||||thanks.  Is there any side effect to blocking off the EGR?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000003||Invader||01-28-2003||05:37 PM||||A clean intake manifold...heheh...  Make sure it seals, as it will cause an intake leak if it doesn't.  I used the stock EGR gasket with some copper RTV to make sure it didn't leak.<br /><br />Not sure what kind of emissions increase you'll see, as we don't have testing down here.  Might drop your fuel economy slightly, but probably won't be noticeable.  Definitely simplifies the vacuum routing...makes repairs go a little faster without all the rubber lines running all over the place.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/001534.cgi
A||||3||Marcus||I hate my GVR4||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||01-28-2003||02:30 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I've had my GVR4 for 5months, i put new tires on it and had it aligned.  I have agx/hr springs with kumho 225/50/16.  I've spend 160 dollars at two different alignment shops for 3 total alignments.  The last two have been done by the same person.  The inside of my front tires wore out in less than 2500miles.  I have new axles/ball-joints/tie-rod ends.  My car has <br />0.1 camber 0.0<br />0.1 caster 0.2<br />    no toe <br />and the rear is pretty much the same.  I had my car setup like mark rieb suggested previously but felt as it was prematurely wearing my tires out.  My car still shakes and darts all over the place.  Should i put new bushings in it, remove the rear rack or weld it.  I would love to as happy to get in my car and drive 100 miles like you guys seem to.  Right now I HATE to drive more then the lenght of my driveway.<br />Marc||12.220.153.109||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||01-28-2003||02:58 PM||||Has it ever ben in an accident? Frame might be bent.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||01-28-2003||03:31 PM||||here's what i did.  my car is slightly tweaked right front.  i took it to a really good body shop, who has a laser frame machine.  it costs 45 bucks just to set up the car on the frame machine, then hourly to measure it.  they gave me back all kinds of printouts.  they could not pull it back, so they put on some ingalls camber correctors, gave it a 4 wheel alignment, and it cost me 350 with the alignment, but now i also have all the specs on before, after, and what they did.  and, they also have it all in their computer.  car tracks straight now, before it pulled just a tad to the left.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||01-28-2003||06:12 PM||||I would suggest you get polyurathane bushings. The stock bushings are rubber and are old and give alot. The urathane bushings should tighten up the suspension.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/001535.cgi
A||||7||Romanova||Bleeding the brakes||||5||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||01-29-2003||03:17 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I want to change my brake fluid as it's age is unknown. Is there anything special about bleeding a car with ABS? I don't have my manual CD with me, or else I would look it up. <br />Also, what does everyone use for fluid? I'm planning on ATE Super Blue.||12.230.40.214||reg||5||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||01-29-2003||03:23 AM||||GET SPEEDBLEEDERS! <br /><br /><a href="http://www.spedbleeder.com" target="_blank">www.spedbleeder.com</a>||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||01-29-2003||09:51 AM||||i use the ate-200, which is exactly the same as the ate super blue, except it is dyed blue.  i flush brakes every year, clutch about every 6 months.  clutch will wear much faster than brakes.  i dont have speedbleeders, what i do is get a long clear line, attach to the bleeder, and the trick is to make sure it goes up then down into the refuse container.  then, there will be no air in the system.  if your system has not been bled for a long time, be prepared for some components to fail, because the added stress from the fresh fluid.  if your fluid is dark, and it is not super blue, it is long overdue for a flush.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||joec||01-29-2003||11:11 AM||||I don't have my manuals with me, but I'm pretty sure that for the 91's you have to do an additional step to bleed the ABS.  If you look at the ABS hydraulic unit you'll see some rubber caps that cover bleeders.<br /><br />The 92 GVR4s don't have the extra step (can be bled just through the calipers).||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||01-29-2003||01:01 PM||||i ALWAYS check the abs servo after flushing.  the fluid is always clear, so i think that the flushing at the calipers gets what is in the servo, too.  at least, mine seems to.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||01-29-2003||01:32 PM||||Ken,<br />What componets could be prone to failure? The seals in the calipers or the lines themselves? Just curious...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||01-29-2003||03:59 PM||||Yes, you are supposed to bleed the ABS after the brakes on a '91.  There's a specific sequence.  It's in the manual.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||01-29-2003||04:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Ken,<br />What componets could be prone to failure? The seals in the calipers or the lines themselves? Just curious... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">everything can fail.  i sell the heck out of caliper rebuild kits and brake hoses.  generally, i only sell new clutch slaves and masters, and brake masters.  shops dont like to rebuild this stuff, it dont last.  the brake fluid absorbs moisture, and the more it absorbs, the lower the boiling point.  fluids with very high boiling points, like racing, also have a very high rate of moisture absorption, that is why they are flushed before and after each race.  ove the years, i have noticed the ate-200 seems to hold up the best.  another popular brand is the castrol lma. when the fluid is dark, it is eating away the seals, and the inside of the brake lines.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001536.cgi
A||||9||#1459 VR-4||Possible Feul Problem?||||5||||#1459 VR-4||00000618
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||01-29-2003||07:46 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||My car has started to have problems when cruising on the highway.  The problem only occurs when driving around 70 and only when I'm not accelerating.  If I stray above 70 and left off the gas it will start to buck.  It will continue to do so for a few times until I give it gas.  The RPM's nor the boost falls off when this occurs.<br /><br />It only happens when out on the highway, not driving around town.  It will only happen when not accelerating.  And it does not happen to often, I drive 45 minutes and it will probably happen twice the entire trip, sometimes not at all.<br /><br />I realize this could be a number of things, but if anyone has any ideas it would be appreciated...||24.147.242.56||reg||5||#1459 VR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000001||number3||01-29-2003||10:18 PM||||Plugs and or plug wires.||68.80.14.12||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||#1459 VR-4||01-29-2003||11:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Plugs and or plug wires. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I talked to some who is having similar problems who changed his plugs and it didn't help.  But I'm going to try plugs, wires, and a new fuel filter, hopefully I'll have better luck.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||#1459 VR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000003||Yao||01-30-2003||10:20 AM||||Check your Idle sensor(not sure on voltage), TPS(between .48-.52v and Cam sensor and make sure they are within spec.||208.253.246.92||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||01-30-2003||10:42 AM||||Are you monitoring the O2 at all? It sounds like at higher RPM's you may be falling out of closed-loop because its too lean. Just a guess.......||67.34.242.149||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||01-30-2003||06:14 PM||||Check the muffler bearing.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.155.60.155||reg||10||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||joec||01-31-2003||09:55 AM||||When you're cruising and let off the gas, the ECU will actually turn off the injectors (those of you with A/F gauges have probably seen the lights go out under this condition).  I believe it's done for fuel economy.<br /><br />Not sure exactly what sensors the ECU needs for this condition.  My guess would be the idle on/off switch (detects when you've let off the gas pedal), the speed sensor (to make sure you're actually moving and not stopped/idling), and maybe the clutch sensor (to make sure the engine is being "turned" by the wheels).  Maybe also the throttle position switch?<br /><br />Note that this is different from letting off the gas while idling -- in that case the ecu needs to give some fuel to keep the engine from stalling.  When you're cruising and in gear the wheels will keep the engine turning over.<br /><br />My guess would be a flakey idle on/of switch.  It's on top of the throttle body near where the throttle cable comes in.  Has one wire attached to it.  How's your idle?  Is it steady at 800rpm or do you occasionally get a high idle (closer to 1500rpm)?||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||#1459 VR-4||01-31-2003||06:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong>How's your idle?  Is it steady at 800rpm or do you occasionally get a high idle (closer to 1500rpm)? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The idle will jump around on me quite a bit, I figured it was do to my ECU needing work.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||#1459 VR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000008||number3||02-01-2003||10:05 AM||||This is Nate, I'm just too lazy to log out from Harry's profile at the moment.  <br /><br />Check TPS adjustment.  It should be .5 volts at idle.  If it's not, adjust it so that it is; it sounds like when you're just cruising the throttle is "closed" enough according to the TPS sensor to make the ECU think the car is trying to idle.  TPS being out of adjustment can cause all kinds of funky stuff to happen.<br /><br />Back to your regularly scheduled number 3 program.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||Ian M||02-01-2003||02:54 PM||||Another thing to check along with the TPS is the connector/wiring to the MAS,that will also cause similar symtoms. If thats the case,it may eventually throw a #12  CEL code for the air flow meter,and/or #25 for the barometric sensor,but it could show the symtoms before tripping the CEL.<br /><br /> In my case,when it acted up,it would feel like fuel cut under light load steady acceleration and cruising,but it also did it once while WOT. It would idle nice sometimes,othertimes it would ide all over the place,sometimes acting like it was going to stall. Eventually the CEL came on,and I was able get the codes. Turned out to be a bad harness plug at the MAS.||129.71.114.161||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/001537.cgi
A||||7||gvr4in||Possible Fuel Cut?||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||01-30-2003||11:43 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ok SO today I FINALLY finished my car (new piston rings, valve guides, clutch, water pump, timing belt and new cat)And It was it doesn't smoke anymore to my amazement! haha...anyway...I drove the car for about an hour and no problems whatsoever, then all of a sudden, from a stop I get on it, and it didn't seem to "hit a wall" as some people describe it, my car kinda just jolted and on the a/f gauge it doesn't even read for a second, just goes passed lean then back to normal..i drove it for the next few hours on and off and sometimes nothing happened (ran like normal) and sometimes it just kinda "cut out" on me if you know what i mean...I don't have many of my modifications on right now because of the rebuild, but i have an open element k&n and a hallman mbc at 9psi...some people say fuel cut is caused by too high of boost, but come on, 9 psi?? Im getting a CEL too that keeps goin on/off.<br />-Maybe I need new wires? I <b>just</b> redid all my vacuum so there is pretty much no way there is a leak...i even checked today<br />-The problem usually is happening above 2500 rpms, and really "hits a wall" at higher boost levels...<br /><br />anyone?||63.202.232.187||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||01-31-2003||12:38 AM||||You may want to check your base timing. You want it at 5-7deg.||207.220.129.41||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||01-31-2003||02:15 AM||||How's the ecu? Possible bad caps maybe?||64.70.24.54||reg||9||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||01-31-2003||02:40 AM||||DOH he forgot 2 vaccum lines on the manifold....<br />"HA HA"||199.183.184.91||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||91 #680||01-31-2003||12:06 PM||||did you take out the b-shafts while you were at it?  That isn't the problem, but I was just wondering.||144.37.195.80||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||01-31-2003||01:03 PM||||I think it is your o2 sensor. Mine did the same for while. Then I hoocked it up to the datalogger, and it showed code 11 o2sensor. Know the CE light stays on constantly, until I change it, hopefully today. The a/f gauge is also off the chart, it is reading 4.98 volts according to the datalogger.||207.73.68.202||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||01-31-2003||03:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> did you take out the b-shafts while you were at it?  That isn't the problem, but I was just wondering. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Unfortunately no, didn't cross my mind till the engine was back IN the car||63.202.232.187||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||01-31-2003||03:58 PM||||Caps are good...Yes It was 2 vac lines that kept poppin off..pff whatever. Anyways now I have a new problem, 3 inch crack in my exhaust manifold! whoo hoo! I don't really mind the whistle..This guy this morning was like "dude, your turbo is so loud! thats sweet!" I like "huh?" He goes "oh ya, the whistling, thats your turbo", I just laughed my a$$ off..<br />anyways it whistles everytime im not on the throttle (at idle) haha its kinda funny, goes in and out<br /><br />--Anyone in the socal area have an exhaust manifold I could use/buy?||63.202.232.187||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/001538.cgi
A||||3||ovrboostedvr4||Compression numbers||||1||||BONK||00000741
Z||000000||ovrboostedvr4||01-31-2003||06:04 PM||ovrboostedvr4@hotmail.com||If I do a compression test what numbers are acceptable? thanks||209.246.210.136||reg||1||BONK||00000741||yes
Z||000001||Vivid||01-31-2003||06:09 PM||||I like to see 140's-150's.  I guess anything above 120.||208.46.59.200||reg||1||Vivid||00000711||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||01-31-2003||07:01 PM||||New is 185, service limit is 139, with no more than 14 psi difference between any 2 cylinders.||67.34.242.149||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||joec||02-01-2003||09:41 AM||||My DSM Backup CD lists normal as 164psi and nominal as 114psi, with a max of 14psi difference.<br /><br />Keydiver, are your numbers for engines with 2G pistons?||216.179.104.76||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/001539.cgi
A||||10||atsiauto||4ws lines the long metal ones that are under the car HELP!!||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-01-2003||05:46 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||can I make these?<br />I need to fix this asap . the lines come off 2 flexible hoses, and go back to 2 more flexible hoses these hard metal lines have sprung a terrible leak does anybody know where i can get them ? or id this a standard metric size I can get at a parts place?&gt; Im freaking ..any help anybody . my driveway looks like the exxon valdiz disater  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||02-01-2003||07:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> can I make these?<br />I need to fix this asap . the lines come off 2 flexible hoses, and go back to 2 more flexible hoses these hard metal lines have sprung a terrible leak does anybody know where i can get them ? or id this a standard metric size I can get at a parts place?&gt; Im freaking ..any help anybody . my driveway looks like the exxon valdiz disater   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is exactly where mine are leaking too, I just buy a bottle of power steering fluid once a month.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||#1459 VR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||02-01-2003||08:45 PM||||mine wont make it 5 miles w out dumping the whole load.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||drew||02-01-2003||10:53 PM||||speaking of 4ws lines, how do you remove the sectoion of line that runs into the engine bay under the firewall?||65.184.77.145||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||02-02-2003||07:42 AM||||good question,.Id settle for replaving these 2 that are making the car undrivable, I guess satan (west broad) will be getting  a call form me tomorrow.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||02-02-2003||11:26 AM||||The lines are probably no longer available. A top-notch hydraulyic or brake shop should be able to cut, flare and fit substitute pipes, fittings and hoses. Many of us have had our 4WS develop leaks and have just blocked off the lines. Do a search of this site for AWS or 4WS. <br /><br />Here're some tips that I learned doing mine:<br />The outlets that run to the rear out of the power steering reservoir (under the hood to the right side) must be capped. Just trace which of the four leaving the reservoir run to the power steering pump. The other two are the ones you want to cap. These are the low pressure fluid supply/return lines to the rear pump that sits on the rear diff.  Cap 2 outlets at the reservoir AND plug both hoses going to the rear to keep fluid from messing up engine bay.<br /> <br />The other two lines are high pressure coming from the left and right sides of the front steering rack under the car. One way to block these is to remove metal fitting at the rack, cut and weld up the metal pipe. But, be careful about the o-ring.; remove it before torching the pipe. <br /><br />Some of us have blocked hoses with oil pan drain plugs or have plugged the 2 outlets at the front steering rack with oil drain plugs with (special?) crush washers (do a search for details.) Reattach the welded stub with o-ring to the hose. Repeat this on the other high pressure hose, because the rear rack must not receive pressure from just left or right. It is very tight down there on the steering rack, so good luck. <br /><br />With the above blocked I'm not certain if you need to do anything back at the rear rack, in the short run.  Blocking off the low pressure pair of lines is bound to hurt the rear pump in the long run. Other experts on the board may help you on that....  Just my two cents.||216.65.165.205||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||02-03-2003||02:01 AM||||I'm getting ready to remove my rear steering, but want to do it as cleanly as possible. I have a TEL reservoir, so I can eliminate the low pressure hoses. From the previous post, I understand that the high pressure lines can be removed from the front rack, and the holes plugged with oil pan drain plugs?<br /><br />Jason K.||67.192.100.109||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||02-03-2003||12:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> I'm getting ready to remove my rear steering, but want to do it as cleanly as possible. I have a TEL reservoir, so I can eliminate the low pressure hoses. From the previous post, I understand that the high pressure lines can be removed from the front rack, and the holes plugged with oil pan drain plugs?<br /><br />Jason K. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">SEARCH SEARCH SEARCH SEARCH.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard_GVR4||00000148||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||02-03-2003||10:23 PM||||hey howard can i have your lines? I have some christmas cabbage . i just need the rubber,metal ones that go form the front to the rear (2 lines) HELp .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||02-04-2003||10:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> hey howard can i have your lines? I have some christmas cabbage . i just need the rubber,metal ones that go form the front to the rear (2 lines) HELp . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Christmas cabbage?  Hmmm.  No, you can't have my stock lines, because that would mean I'd have to pull them off the car.  :-)<br /><br />I blocked mine off at the rear by welding the lines closed.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard_GVR4||00000148||yes
Z||000010||Franckypoo||02-04-2003||12:43 PM||||I don't know if it will help but here is how the previous owner fixed those on my car.<br /><br />- cut the line where they were still good, cleaned them and insert a smaller metal line inside maybe 1 " comingout, (I think 1/8" if I remember right) solder that in place.  Then he put a larger line (same as stock) over it and solder it. And did the same thing at the other end. <br /><br />I'm not 100% sure this is exactly how it was done but that's what he told me.  Seems fine since then (around 3000-5000 miles since the repair) <br />and not leaking anymore.<br /><br />According to him it was really easy to find the correct size at a local hydraulic equipment store||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes



ubb/Forum2/001540.cgi
A||||0||GVR1643||Fuel pump upgrade||||3||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||02-03-2003||10:10 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Well I couldn't find the previous thread on this, but I think it was Nate that was reminding us to use high pressure hose to connect the bigger fuel pumps to the housing...<br />I got mine done Saturday at a friends house with the rewire, and made it about 3 blocks until things crapped out.  Seems my buddy accidently gave me low pressure hose he had laying around and it certainly blew that to hell!  Ended up do the re-install in a car wash parking lot with a flashlight - definately easier the second time around  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />All's well now and A/F's jumped way up and I went from about 15 knock count to 0 or 1 on the small 16.  WooHoo!||167.142.22.232||reg||3||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/001988.cgi
A||||6||Arty||5th &amp; Rev synchro diameter||||8||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||04-04-2003||01:34 AM||||I ordered 5th (MD727453) & Rev (MD724884) synchro rings, but they are<br />both smaller in diameter than the worn rings in the gearbox I'm <br />working on.<br />CAPS lists these for use up to 9104.3.<br />It's an Aussie or JDM gearbox, so I'm assuming the 5/rev synchro hub is the same as one of those listed for the US gearbox, in CAPS, but who knows they might have fitted a unique sized synchro hub/slider to the jdm/Aussie gearboxes ?<br /><br />Anyone know if the later model 5th & Rev synchro rings after 9105.1, <br />are larger in diameter. ie. MD744782 & MD742051 ?||202.12.233.21||reg||8||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||teet||04-04-2003||10:03 AM||||The 5th gear in the GVR4 evo/RS gear box is different than the stock GVR4...and it is the slider/syncro gear that is different.<br /><br />stock GVR4 = small<br />RS GVR4 = bigger<br /><br />I have a picture if you wanna see.<br /><br />tell us the tranny code and we can say for sure.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000002||Arty||04-04-2003||04:06 PM||||John,<br />The tranny code is W5M332NQZK LS8266.<br />1,2,3,4 synchros are fibre lined, but 5/rev synchros are not. Maybe the 5/rev hub slider was replaced with an RS GVR4 unit by a previous owner ?<br /><br />1/2 synchros are 77.9mm diameter, 3/4 synchros are 68.9mm diameter, where they fit inside the hub.<br />The 5/rev synchros in this tranny are both 68.9mm diameter where they fit inside the hub.<br /><br />MD724884 is 60.15mm diameter.<br /><br />If it is from an RS GVR4 can I get the part numbers from the US CAPS, what's the RS GVR4 internal designation, E33A, E38A ?<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000003||teet||04-04-2003||05:08 PM||||we didn't have RS models in the states...we've just imported parts...so it wouldn't be in US caps.<br /><br />the w5m332N...the N being the key...means you have a "normal" tranny.  RS models were W in that digit.<br /><br />I am sorry, but I don't know what to tell you.  Maybe they put in a RS 5th...it would give you about a 10% taller gear.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000004||Arty||04-04-2003||06:42 PM||||Can you confirm that all the US 5/rev synchro hubs use the 60.15mm synchro size, so if I get the post 9105.3 synchro they're still going to be too small in diameter ?<br /><br />Almost all the ratios in the gearbox are the same as specified for a GVR4 in the VFAQ, except for 1st gear which is 35/12=2.916. I made a matrix of possible 1st gear ratios from 33-37/11-13, the only way I can see that the VFAQ 1st gear ratio of 2.846 can be obtained is if the input shaft has 13 teeth ie 37/13=2.846.<br /><br />I wonder if the input shaft having 12 teeth is an indicator of the type of gearbox this is ?<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||04-07-2003||10:16 AM||||Arty,<br /><br />I don't have p/n's handy, but when I rebuilt my early trans, I put in the larger 5/R synchro and gear.  In my case, it was necessary to change the end cover to fit the new gear and synchro.  I'll check on the parts I used and the sizes.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||Arty||04-19-2003||07:48 AM||||Thanks Iceman.<br />That would be a big help.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/001541.cgi
A||||3||sleeper||check engine light on||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||02-03-2003||02:58 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Check engine light comes on after about a minute and stays on. The problem, barometric pressure sensor. I put my other 2G mas on and get the same code. Where is this sensor at? I thought it was in the mas.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||02-03-2003||05:26 PM||||Yeah, its in the MAS Gabor, so its got to be a wiring problem. I got the same error the other day, and it was where I had, at one time, spliced the "dime-store fuelcut defencer" in the wire. It decided to break because I've been taking all these ECU's in and out all the time. Its pin 16 on the back of the ECU.||67.34.236.181||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||02-03-2003||05:27 PM||||It is.  Check the wiring from connector to ECU.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||02-03-2003||10:45 PM||||Thanks. It must of happened when I ripped the HKS Super AFR out and put the Apexi Super AFC in.<br />I swear I checked all the wires for damages about 15 times. Time for #16  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.61.227||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/001542.cgi
A||||2||Ferrari F50 GT||Electrical Power Problem||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||02-03-2003||05:44 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Latley, I noticed that when ever I press the brake peddle while driving, my headlights will flicker a bit.  I didn't think too much of it, but now when I put on the brakes, my stereo will turn on and off real fast.  Could this be due to a battery connection problem?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-03-2003||06:57 PM||||it probably means your batter is going.  the brakes take a huge draw, and if your lites dim when you hit the brakes, your battery is weak, and the cause could be the alternator is not charging.  i would first check the connections to the terminals, clean them and reattach, then make sure your grounds are good.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||02-03-2003||08:08 PM||||I'll check all that stuff.  Good thing I am getting a new batt real soon anyway. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes



ubb/Forum2/001543.cgi
A||||0||Compressed||Turbo shot?||||1||||Compressed||00000566
Z||000000||Compressed||02-03-2003||06:21 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I did an intake test last night, found some severe leaks.  I know this will force the turbo to overspin, to get attain pressure.  I also found oil in my intake, it doesn&#8217;t look wet, more burnt.  I&#8217;m thinking this is what probably what the turbo does to the oil (burns it).  Is this the correct looking symptom, or is it possible to see wet oil?  And is my turbo really not shot?  Turbo probably has around 180k on it, probably due.  I loose quite a bit of oil, and its not really from leaks, the car doesn&#8217;t smoke at idle or cruising, but I can definitely see smoke on boost.  Hard to tell if the smoke is blue, as I see black also from running rich due to intake leaks. I can feel some shaft play, doesn&#8217;t seem like a lot, but I don&#8217;t know how much I am looking for.  Any input or better ways to determine turbo status will be much appreciated.  <br />Thanks!||216.126.176.187||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes



ubb/Forum2/001544.cgi
A||||5||Marcus||battery relocation||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||02-03-2003||10:09 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||Today while looking to move my battery and put my 2g MAS on, I took all the 4ws lines out of the engine bay.  Well right against the firewall where a egr can goes(i think that's it)i removed mine, is a perfect location to move your battery too.  For anyone who has more time than money and still wants to put golf clubs in the trunk.  This might be handy.  Before now your other choices where to buy a new slim  battery and turn it sideways or move it to the trunk.  Well for a lot cheaper and less trouble you could do what I'm doing.  That is if you have a 4bolt or non-functioning 4ws.  To block the lines off by the radiator i used a spent 243 rifle casing and a 44 magnum casing, put stock clamps back on, filled resovoir back up and good to go.  Just a FREEBIE for all who is interested.  <br />Marc||205.188.196.59||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||02-04-2003||04:59 PM||||Thanks, got mine in the trunk already, with the golf clubs, hehe||63.202.232.187||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||02-09-2003||04:27 PM||||pics!!||63.201.91.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||02-09-2003||05:09 PM||||That would be the evaporative (charcoal)canister...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   A buddy of mine made a bracket to mount his Black Panther (Odyssey,I cant remember) battery there a few years ago. I liked not having to move it to the trunk and having the hassle of needing an external switch to be legal at the track. I considered doing it too,but I didnt like how tight battery access would be. If you have emissions testing in your area,removing the canister wont pass the visuall inspection either.||129.71.115.111||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||Marcus||02-09-2003||07:43 PM||||sorry, no pics, i'm not that hi tech.  <br />Marc||12.220.153.109||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000005||galantvr4||02-10-2003||04:52 PM||||i just relocated mine in the trunk this weekend i will have pics by tuesday||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes



ubb/Forum2/001545.cgi
A||||4||smokindav||Top end engine cleaner||||1||||smokindav||00000400
Z||000000||smokindav||02-04-2003||11:43 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Hey Guys,<br /><br />I had my throttle body off over the weekend to replace the o-ring seal in the FIAV area.  While I had the throttle body off I noticed the upper intake was all sooty and oily and nasty.  I then made an EGR block off plate out of a couple of pieces of pop can.<br /><br />What is the best way to clean all this crap off WITHOUT REMOVING THE INTAKE?  Would a top end engine treatment/cleaner work or would that only clean out carbon build up in the cylinders?<br /><br />Side note:  I need to vent the crankcase to atmosphere as well.  96k miles of oil residue built up in intake plumbing.  Nasty.  I should probably pull the intercooler and clean it out.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.87.72||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-05-2003||03:05 AM||||Speaking of that, does the intercooler come out without taking off the bumper? Would love to clean mine since a new one is aways off...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-05-2003||10:44 AM||||well, you can dismantle the intake from the mas to the turbo, and spray clean it off the car, but the only way to really clean the intake from after the turbo is, are you ready?  water/alcohol injection.  it gets EVERYTHING clean.  intake piping, intercooler, t/body, intake plenum, valves, plugs, amazing stuff.  and, it will clean it every day that you drive it.  kinda like the mobil gas commercial, drive your engine clean.  or was it texaco?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||02-05-2003||04:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> well, you can dismantle the intake from the mas to the turbo, and spray clean it off the car, but the only way to really clean the intake from after the turbo is, are you ready?  water/alcohol injection.  it gets EVERYTHING clean.  intake piping, intercooler, t/body, intake plenum, valves, plugs, amazing stuff.  and, it will clean it every day that you drive it.  kinda like the mobil gas commercial, drive your engine clean.  or was it texaco? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken -Did you just follow the VFAQ on this?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-05-2003||06:22 PM||||if you mean the water injection, no.  i had it on the car before i discovered the vfaq.  i did follow an article a talon owner did on it, but it is long gone.  it is really quite simple, the only hard part is finding a place for the pump.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001546.cgi
A||||6||comfy||lost a belt.||||9||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||02-05-2003||10:28 AM||||i have had a squealing belt for a few days and was trying to scrape together the cash to fix it, until last night.  after talking about it to a friend who works at a dealer i felt a little safer after he said it might be the low temperatures.  so instead of going straight home last night i popped in some clapton and hit a back road.  i was about 5 miles out of town on my way back, when i thought the car died in 4th gear doing 55!  it felt like i had power but the batt. and break lights were on like it had died.  so i tried to crank it and to pop it to get the lights  off.  i also thought it might be yet another electrical problem, until i tried to correct my angle and realized i had no power to my wheel.  i lost power stearing, and it seems that i lost the heater.  called up a friend at NADC talked to him and got his oppinion. i woulda parked it there but the only person who was awake lives in 6 hours away. so coaxed the thing over to a friends house (at 3:45 am), broke in and went to sleep, then made him take me back to campus today.  the car is still at his house, and my mechanic isnt in the shop today.<br /><br />i looked under the hood and missing a belt so i have half of it diagnosed.  then there is the heater issue, my guess is that the belt clipped a hose on its way out.  what else is on the PS belt?<br /><br />and yes i know i should have replaced it sooner, but it at a glance the wear didnt look very bad, and i didnt exactly have the money.... guess im going to have to find the money||199.8.8.92||reg||9||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-05-2003||10:37 AM||||it could be your harmonic balancer.  on a vr4 if someone complains about squealing belts, the first thing i would check is the balancer.  did you actually see the broke p/s belt?  and for the belt to clip the heater hoses, it would probably have to take out part of the hood, the heater hoses are way on the other side of the motor.  if the blower motor no workee, you wont get heat unless the car is moving, if the harmonic balancer cut loose, you get no water pump, and no heat.  my money is on the balancer.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||comfy||02-05-2003||10:49 AM||||No i did not see the belt as it was about 3am on a country road.  is far as the water pump, im not sure. i checked the temp guage a couple of times and it didnt move, but it sure as hell got cold in the cabin.  thanks for the idea on the harmonic balancer, hope to get in the shop today or tomarrow, if not i will wait till sat when my friend from NADC come up.  he loves fixing dsm's||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000003||comfy||02-05-2003||11:14 AM||||ken,<br /><br />you said if the harmonic balancer went out i would lose the water pump and the heater,  what about the power steering?||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-05-2003||12:25 PM||||there are a lot of different scenarios.  power steering is driven off of the water pump pulley.  then, there is a belt that drives the water pump and the alternator, then one belt that drives the a/c.  if the balancer jumps off, you would lose everything, in worse case, it would tear thru the plastic cover, and take out the timing/balance belt.  it is also possible the belt driving the water pump could jump and either break or come off, then you get no water pump, alternator, power steering.  if the car has over 100k on it, i would change the balancer, or at least at every other timing belt change.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||smokindav||02-05-2003||03:36 PM||||Comfy, where do you live?  You definitely need some help as it sounds like your not very mechanically inclined. <br /><br />We can give you info to pass on to your mechanic to check if you want.  Sounds like your alternator/water pump belt died.  They run off the same belt.  The powersteering pump also is belt drive off the water pump pulley.  The reason for that is so that if your water pump/alternator belt breaks you will lose your power steering which should tell you something is wrong.  <br /><br />In your case you didn't notice until you tried to turn the steering wheel that something was amiss.  By that time the battery had run down, which is why your IDIOT lights came on.  Hopefully you didn't overheat the car.<br /><br />As for why your belt broke or jumped off?  Could be a separated harmonic balancer as Ken has mentioned.  Or it could have been old and just broke.<br /><br />Good luck,<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.85.230||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000006||comfy||02-05-2003||04:40 PM||||not so much that i am not mech. inclined.  i am just new to this car and there for unfamilliar with the layout.  however i have done some work on other dsm's.  but this is the first time i have really taken a look at the belts on a 4g63. <br /><br /> as far as over heating, i have always feared that, and i keep a close eye on temp. <br /><br />dave and ken, thanks for you concern and thanks for all the ideas on what exactly i broke. now i am going back out to the car to look at it in the day light.  (i hate winter)||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes



ubb/Forum2/001547.cgi
A||||1||GVR4#1862||Installing a Conquest FMIC ||||1||||GVR4#1362||00000733
Z||000000||GVR4#1862||02-05-2003||06:43 PM||caspergsx@aol.com||I just picked up a FMIC for a local yard (best $25 I ever spent ) the guy didn�t know what it was I told him it went to this airbox (I went there for a 95 neon airbox ) and was like I never new they had one I said yep its right here in my hand  it was very classic my friend <br />Was like dam should have brought that 14b up there and told him it was part of the exguast <br /><br />Any way my ? is has anyone installed one on a GVR4 and if so you got any tips or pics <br />How much fab will I need to do ect� what parts maybe even what bends to buy <br />Any help would be cool||65.71.202.41||reg||1||GVR4#1362||00000733||yes
Z||000001||Jon||02-06-2003||07:40 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001139" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001139</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum2/001548.cgi
A||||7||HKS VR-4||A/C controller behind glove box....||||5||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||02-05-2003||07:07 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I replaced my A/C controller unit behind the glove box today because the original gave out. So I went ahead and got another one, installed it, worked for like the first few minutes and it died again. So my question is, what can be the cause for this??? I didn't replace the two sensors yet in the air box, should I replace those two??? What else can cause it to go out??? I'm concerned that there is a short somewhere that might fry something else besides just the A/C controller. <br /><br />Everything seems to be working still, radio, all the lights, guages, heater...am I missing anything??? Oh, before all this happened, my heater would be really warm when I turned the dial to the middle, now I have to turn it about 3/4th of the way just to get it warm. <br /><br />Any ideas?????  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.81.71.150||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||HKS VR-4||02-06-2003||03:06 AM||||help guys....???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.81.77.246||reg||8||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000002||Jon||02-06-2003||07:35 AM||||Bad switch maybe?<br /><br />Are you sure the AC is charged?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||smokindav||02-06-2003||09:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<br /><strong> I replaced my A/C controller unit behind the glove box today because the original gave out. So I went ahead and got another one, installed it.... I'm concerned that there is a short somewhere that might fry something else besides just the A/C controller. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess all you can do is start with a continuity test on all the wires in that circuit.  If that doesn't work do a continuity test pin-to-pin to check for wires shorted together.  <br /><br />Let us know what you find out, maybe someone has had a similar problem in the past.<br /><br />Later,<br />Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000004||HKS VR-4||02-06-2003||01:39 PM||||I think the switch is good, it lights up orange and green when I press it. Does anyone have a wiring diagram for it??? I don't really understand what all those wires are for or do. <br /><br />THANKS, KEN  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.81.119.56||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000005||ken inn||02-06-2003||02:12 PM||||i bet it's a ground problem.  all the switch is probabaly doing is sending signals to relays.  i bet you have a backflow of voltage trying to find ground and going thru the controller.  did you recently put the battery in the trunk?||209.220.6.230||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||02-06-2003||06:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i bet it's a ground problem.  all the switch is probabaly doing is sending signals to relays.  i bet you have a backflow of voltage trying to find ground and going thru the controller.  did you recently put the battery in the trunk? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No I didn't, but I do have stuff tied in on the battery, like amp, another set of foglights. Should I take those things out and find another controller??? Sooner or later, I'm gonna run out of controller units around here in the junk yards for me to try..haha...<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.81.68.75||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000007||HKS VR-4||02-07-2003||04:48 PM||||Can a bad rely in the A/C cause all this????   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.81.67.22||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no



ubb/Forum2/001549.cgi
A||||27||1667 VR4||VR4 top speed?||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||02-06-2003||12:05 AM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Anyone know what the top speed is? Do we have a speed limiter or is it just rev-limited? Thanks in advance! Btw just wondering not attempting to test out lol   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.73.74.196||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||02-06-2003||12:08 AM||||I think its a little over 150 mph.  I have seen j-spec speedos deeply buried past 240 kph, not sure what that is in mph.  Somewhere around 150 probly.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||02-06-2003||11:00 PM||||They will do more than 150, my friend's peged that at 6k RPM or so.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Pulled to 6400 with me but racing a talon with a diffrent friend when to 7200 RPM.  So they are gear/rev limited. (mutt 1 ACT 2100 6puck other stuff)||63.228.7.70||reg||14||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||02-07-2003||03:31 AM||||Get into 5th gear and go to 1875 RPM. Note the speed. Then simply multiply that speed by 4 (since 1875 is 1/4th of 7500 RPM, our redline). I believe it is right at 155mph. That is, of course, provided you have enough power to get there. Stock you do not for sure.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||02-07-2003||03:41 AM||||I agree; with the stock gearing we are rev limited to top speed (155mph) but you can't hit this in an unmodified car.  TRE makes a taller 5th gear in two versions; one good for 175 at the rev limiter and the other about 200!!  This requires serious power though, and shifting from 4th into the taller gear will drop you quite a ways in the rev range.  Correct me if I'm wrong,  but I believe that US spec GVR4's are the fastest in the world, top speed wise, and numerous JDM and AUS spec versions have shorter ratios and final drives that make them quicker but not as fast.<br /><br />Jon F.<br />'92 #305||134.10.22.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-07-2003||10:58 AM||||I think that we figured the top speed was ~152. (<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/maxspeed.htm" target="_blank">Max Speed Chart</a>)<br /><br />Then there is the brick-like aerodynamics of our cars...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Louters91GVR4||07-07-2003||02:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I agree; with the stock gearing we are rev limited to top speed (155mph) but you can't hit this in an unmodified car.  TRE makes a taller 5th gear in two versions; one good for 175 at the rev limiter and the other about 200!!  This requires serious power though, and shifting from 4th into the taller gear will drop you quite a ways in the rev range.  Correct me if I'm wrong,  but I believe that US spec GVR4's are the fastest in the world, top speed wise, and numerous JDM and AUS spec versions have shorter ratios and final drives that make them quicker but not as fast.<br /><br />Jon F.<br />'92 #305 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you imagine a 200mph Galant???<br />Interesting<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000007||meshwork||07-07-2003||02:30 PM||||I know my VR4, completely stock, hit fuel cut at about 113mph. That was on a long flat stretch on I495.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000008||REDLINEGVR4||07-07-2003||03:01 PM||||The fastest I have gone in mine is 120 in fourth gear at about 5500k rpm I think. I did not go any faster than that cause I was running out of road. But I can see 140's in a stock vr4 but if you do alot of power mods as most of us do 175 should be cake.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||07-07-2003||03:11 PM||||stock i got my car to 135mph. it wouldn't go anymore even with all accessories off.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||07-07-2003||03:13 PM||||Our cars were listed in old articles and various places on the net with a top speed of 143mph.  I assume that was what a stock one was capable of when new.  Never had mine over 110mph.  <br /><br />I've contemplated taking it out for a full speed run, but haven't done it as I don't feel you can make it safe enough to do it on any roads - that's even with a state trooper buddy of mine offering to block one end of a long rural road for me.  I'm a speed junkie, but afraid of hitting a deer at 150mph!!!!<br /> Would love to do it on an oval track   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||167.142.22.225||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||07-07-2003||04:37 PM||||Bone stock on the interstate up in WI I got it to about 125 and then backed off.  After the exhaust and stuff but still stock boost I got it up to 138 or so before backing off, it was late and I didn't want to hit a deer out here in BFE.  <br /><br />I'll let everyone know after the FMIC and 50 Trim go on.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||07-07-2003||04:40 PM||||Going by my spedo, I had mine at 135 once.  I also let go though.  I was too worried about getting caught.  No passing go on that one.<br /><br />I though fuel cut was at 7200.  Also, the rev limit can be changed.  If some one had a built head and a 9K red line, who knows.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||silly4turbo||07-07-2003||04:51 PM||||I had mine to 135 as well, that seemed fast enough, I don't really see the gvr4 as top speed cruiser.. since that one high speed run, I don't think I've pushed it more then 100-110||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000014||curtis||07-07-2003||11:38 PM||||went 135 door to door with a c5 corvette (automatic convertible) he moved over because he though I was drafting him I pulled along side and got a 1/2 a car on him when he lifted, I looked down at the speedo and said holy shit thats when the car had 14 lbs of 14b power a 2 1/2 exhaust, two stock intercoolers in series, and a K@N. The run started when he cut be off and though that the 4 doors should be in the slow lane.  I started pushing him and he nailed it and about 120 looked back to see how far back I was and to his amazement I was on his passager side looking over at him.  We slowed down to about 50 in traffic and he tryed it again thats when I laid into him and went by.  We took the same off ramp but for some reason he didn't want to talk.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  also of people that are interested in the big end 5th set up from tre its very sweet but if you like going into boost and passing cars in fifth don't get it its geared so high its murder on your clutch.  a friend of mine had one and smoked a 6 puck clutch in just a few weeks driving back and forth to nashville from clarksville everyday. but the crusing r's go way down it was like having a 6th gear||65.135.142.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||Romanova||07-08-2003||12:52 AM||||I'm sure my tires would disintegrate over 90MPH... stupid Cooper Cobra crappy tires... grrr...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000016||1219's Brother||07-08-2003||01:11 AM||||Last May my brother and I took 1219 out on the salt flats  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />back to back to back 128mph.  I was suprised (16G,fuel pump,ported head,2 1/2 exhaust and open K&N) I thought it would go faster.<br /><br />Well, in May, the salt flats are wet.  we scraped MORE than a 5 gallon bucket of salt off of the bottom of the car.  I'm sure it would have done at least 140mph when the flats are dry...oh yeah, we had 500lbs of crap in it too, we were moving cross country.<br /><br />He spent so many hours cleaning the salt off, but we both had so much fun.  <br /><br />Now, I'm sure that he wants to run 1334....um, not until I seal off EVERY nook and cranny....<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.232.112.164||reg||7||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000017||Ash||07-08-2003||06:46 AM||||Bog stock with the a/c on & 5 people in the car I clocked 200km/h (120mph), frontmount, exhaust & tired 14b = 210 (126?) with a little left in her, went 220km/h (132?) easy with the 16g, still pulling like buggery but I wan't game to keep going.||203.220.202.76||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000018||dlpinckney||07-08-2003||09:12 AM||||Ian M was with me one night (late, like 1am) and we went for a cruise.  We came down an on ramp onto a long stretch of Interstate and I wound it through the gears.  When I decided to lift in 5th, the speedo was past 140mph....probably in the 142mph area.  I believe my speedo reads a few miles per hour fast though, so real speed was probably high 130s.  That was with a small 16G and 15psi.  Definitely took awhile to get there though.  Up to mid 120's happens pretty quickly, but from there on it is relatively slow gaining....guess the nice SQUARE aerodynamics kicks in...!!  Even crazier, I have been over 100mph multiple times in the snow, and carried 4-wheel drifts at over 90mph...!!!!!||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000019||markrieb||07-08-2003||10:49 AM||||When the car was nearly new and completely stock, I saw around 110 trying to get away from a group of idiots playing games on the freeway.  Oh, and my Cannondale Mt bike was in the roof rack on top of the car.<br /><br />After I started modding, and during a fit of temporary insanity, I saw just over 145 and still pulling.  Surprisingly the boost gauge only read around 11 psi to hold that speed.  This was with a 16g at about 15 psi, stock injectors and MAS, 2.5" down pipe and 3" cat back.<br /><br />Going that fast on a public highway is *very dangerous* and also very stupid.  No excuses, just more careful now.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000020||Louters91GVR4||07-08-2003||11:37 AM||||132 top speed for me<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000021||keydiver||07-08-2003||11:44 AM||||We'll find out what the top speed is for a GVR-4. I was just contacted a few days ago by a guy who plans to run at El Mirage dry lake and the Bonneville salt flats. He says he need to go 175 mph   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  I'm going to bypass the fuelcut and rev limiter for him.||68.158.249.85||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000022||mixx2001||07-08-2003||12:37 PM||||I'm not so sure we're at that much of a areodynamical disadvantage.  I had a tango with an S4 (w/exhaust and gauges) on I-85 once.  He jumped out first @ about 70mph and I dipped in behind him in 4th.  He got the kick and I could of grabbed a little off 3rd, but anyway, off we went.  I don't have any fuel mods except a 3KGT FP, so I had the air @ about 14psi.  To my and his suprise I was still on his ass (one lane over) at 130mph.  Both our cars stopped pulling hard at about 125 though.  And I would consider an S4 pretty wind-friendly.  I did'nt look at the speedo after that (figured I better keep my eyes on the road) but we stayed in it for a few more seconds.  When I finally did let off, he stayed on until I'm sure 155 or so.  But I must say I was very pleased with the Galants stability at speed.  The car was three times more rough at anything under 80, but once you cleared 120 it was like riding on glass.  I love my car.<br /><br />PS: And as for the safety officers out there, this was an isolated incident and will most likely never occur again.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I later realized how stupid it was.  Fun, but stupid never the less.||65.165.18.248||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000023||howard_GVR4||07-08-2003||12:52 PM||||I've previously used a GPS unit to measure speedometer discrepancies, and mine is way off (because of the 225/45/17 tires).  When my speedo displayed 120-125, I was actually going around 135.  The car had plenty left, so with this gearing I'm sure it could break 150mph.  <br /><br />If I get the TRE 20% taller 5th gear, I'll be too scared to actually test the top speed.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000024||GalantVR41062||07-08-2003||01:33 PM||||peged the speedo at 6100rpm and pulled to 7100rpm then let off I figure 160ish, mustgofaster was a little off, but the car moved ok I guess.  And the drag coefficient is about .35 on the GVR4 the talons have a .28 so there not that bad.<br /><br />~John<br />new set up and GPS reports in a few months.||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000025||slvrblt||07-08-2003||07:45 PM||||I had my speedo at 135 while putting multiple lengths on a new WRX. It was still pulling too. I only have the stock IC, stock 450s, stock exhaust! and a TINY 13G turbo with a bunch of cracks in the WG area so it doesnt hold boost for very long. These Galant VR4's are amazing for being a 4 cylinder, 4 door.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000026||chadhayashi||07-08-2003||09:11 PM||||A few years ago I hit 6800 rpm in 5th w/ 225-40-17 tires. Indicated was approx 147, but I do not know my actual speed. I was impressed. I was still accelerating when I lifted. 16g at 17 psi here in CO. It was about 15 degrees F., and I have a RRE FMIC. Just rebuilt my trans again and asked the local dealer if there was a different option for 5th gear and they said no. I had checked because one of my co-workers used to work for Mazda in Denmark and he was telling me how the would use the 5th gear out of a Diesel model in their 323 turbos. RPM's would drop bad but they would run out of power before gear.  Does TRE manufacture that gear set?||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000027||curtis||07-08-2003||10:56 PM||||they have a straight cut and an angled gear set the straight teeth are noisy like a rally gearbox. And would be easy to cut. They told me they contract it out but the number of gears they would have to sell to pay fot the set up of a machine to cut a double helix gears is astronomical .  I think there getting the gears out of something but I don't know what. hell it could be a gear out of a mirage or one of the delivery trucks.  If anyone knows please post for all to see.||65.135.143.116||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/001550.cgi
A||||4||VR-4play||Extreme FMIC||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||02-06-2003||11:20 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||I have been thinking about going with the Extreme Motorsports FMIC kit.  it runs $1450, but it seems like a nice kit.  can anyone talk me out of this?  or maybe if enough of us decided to buy one, they might hook us up with a discount.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ic.htm" target="_blank">http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ic.htm</a>||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||02-06-2003||12:03 PM||||Nothing against Extreme but the price seems a little high, unless the kit includes the 16G or the 20G. I would also like to see some pictures before buying anything like that.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||Jon||02-06-2003||12:04 PM||||It has 3 problems.<br />1.  price is too high<br />2.  intercooler is 2.75" thick meaning it is a Griffin core.  Nice cooling but it is easily damaged.  Plus, the cost of it is half that of a Spearco.  They probably have less than $300 in that core.<br />3.  It states it has 2.5" intercooler pipes.  No mention of stainless?  It is powdercoated so it probably is just mild steel.  Can you say rust?  <br /><br />For $1450, it better be polished stainless steel and the core better be a Spearco.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||VR-4play||02-06-2003||01:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> <br />For $1450, it better be polished stainless steel and the core better be a Spearco. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thanks jon. i didn't think about that. now i have some questions to ask.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-06-2003||02:59 PM||||Easy to convince you if you think it thru:<br /><br />1) Buy my apexi core thats new in box - $800 + shipping. It is 30x 11.5 x 3.5 with end tanks which are cast iron(no chance of ballooning with boost) -  <br />2) make your own pipes. <br /><br />This should make it much cheaper than $1450<br /><br />Before anyone dogs on this core, do realize:<br />- the AMS gvr4 ran a 10 sec pass with the apexi core as well. <br />- Andy Beachly runs 11's with this core<br />- Nate Pharr also uses a modified version of this core to the best of my knowledge||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001551.cgi
A||||2||Marcus||what about this?||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||02-06-2003||04:38 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||This Hybrid Turbocharger will Bolt Directly to your Stock Mitsubishi Exhaust Manifold and Stock O2 Housing. This ad is for a New Garrett/Mitsubishi Turbo.<br />�ST Black� 50-Trim T3 Bolt-On<br />Garrett TO4E .60 A/R Compressor Housing<br />50-trim (48lb/min) Compressor Wheel <br />Garrett center cartridge <br />Garrett T3 Hi-Flow turbine wheel <br />Mitsubishi 7cm2 turbine housing (PORTED)<br />w/Large 39mm Internal Wastegate Flapper<br />This turbo uses a Garrett 50 trim (48lb/min) Compressor Wheel, just for a Reference a Classic Mitsubishi 20G Turbo Flows 40lb/min & Frank 2 uses a 46-Trim wheel!<br />Spool Up is Great thanks to the Garrett Hi-Flow T3 Turbine Wheel.<br />This Garrett Turbo is Mated with a Mitsubishi TD05 7cm2 Exhaust Turbine Housing so it will bolt right up to your aftermarket Downpipe, and Factory/Tubular o2 Housing.<br />The Turbine housing gets a Full Machine Porting, then a large 39mm Internal Wastegate Flapper is swapped in to keep boost levels in Check.<br />This Turbo will accommodate to over 500 Ponies at the Crank.<br />We use State of the Art Machinery to Balance our Turbos. First the Components are balanced separately, then they are assembled and Balanced as a Complete Cartridge.<br />We Spool it up to 80,000 RPM to obtain Perfect Balance, Performance, and a Long Turbo Life.<br />Our Turbos are not cut with hand tools, but Rather Machine Ported and Bored Out for Maximum Flow and Consistency.<br />A 34mm or 39mm Internal Gate is a $150.00 option that other companies add to their $1,300.00 Price Tag. It is included in ours at NO EXTRA CHARGE, because we know you don't want to spend another $400-$700 for an External Waste gate Setup.<br />A Ported Frank level 50 Costs $1,420.00 from ExtremeMotorSports, and you will HAVE TO USE AN EXTERNAL WASTEGATE!<br />The ST Black is $1,100 SHIPPED, please email any other sized Turbo requests.  Do you think this would be a good alternative to a 20g/ext/.  All thoughts appreciated<br />Marc||12.220.153.109||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||02-06-2003||05:44 PM||||Sounds a lot like these, just relabeled and more expensive:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.precisionte.com/sportcompact/index.htm" target="_blank">http://www.precisionte.com/sportcompact/index.htm</a>||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||02-06-2003||06:39 PM||||Yeah, looks pretty close to me, I guess the guy is including lines to hook it up and shipping for the extra 105.||12.220.153.109||reg||11||Marcus||00000606||yes



ubb/Forum2/001552.cgi
A||||8||watchdoc||Window Sticker ||||1||||watchdoc||00000804
Z||000000||watchdoc||02-06-2003||05:16 PM||watchdoctr@earthlink.net||Hello to all,  I just signed up for this board.  Some of you may know me from chat or the Yahoo message board.  I'm really glad to see this board.  <br /><br />Here is a scan of my original window sticker for my 1991 Galant VR4 for those of you that haven't seen one.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.home.earthlink.net/~watchdoctr/sticker.jpg" target="_blank">1991 Galant VR4 window sticker</a>||65.41.34.132||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||02-06-2003||05:35 PM||||Welcome.  What number car do you have?||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||02-06-2003||05:37 PM||||Damn, that is the first Window sticker I've seen for these.  cool, thanks.||167.142.22.225||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||watchdoc||02-06-2003||08:01 PM||||I currently own #111/2000 and an unnumbered 91 GVR4 parts car.  In the past, I owned #16 and #9.  I've also owned numerous Galant GS and GSX's.  I also have a 92 Eagle Summit AWD auto.||65.179.112.33||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||02-08-2003||04:40 PM||||Thats my first time seeing a window sticker,nice.thanks||4.47.199.114||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-08-2003||05:29 PM||||$1,035 in annual fuel costs?  I wish.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.109.166.90||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||02-08-2003||06:19 PM||||I didn't know the summits came AWD, that must be cool. I've thought about dropping a turbo motor into a summit but never got anywhere with that idea.||65.129.80.44||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000007||watchdoc||02-10-2003||01:02 PM||||The 92 Summit has engine mounts like a 1g or GVR4.  Later models have 2g style mounts.  The tranny is the non turbo style tranny just like the one from a Galant GSX.  The stock engine in my 92 is the 4G64 8 valve engine.  Later motors are the 4G64 with 16 valve as far as I know.  I've thought about doing a 4G63 swap but it would be fairly extensive since you'd have to do a lot of wiring.  I've thought about just using leftovers from my GVR4 and turboing the stock motor.||65.41.34.132||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000008||PJGross||02-10-2003||01:41 PM||||Are window stickers really that rare?<br />Price seems to have jumped from 91 to 92.<br />My sticker is around 25K if I remember right.<br />I did have moonroof, dealer installed moonroof deflector, cd player, and dealer installed pin-striping as options, though.<br /><br />I'll scan it when I get a chance if anyone is interested.<br /><br />-PJ Gross||12.44.48.39||reg||5||PJGross||00000666||yes



ubb/Forum2/001553.cgi
A||||3||watchdoc||Turbo Magazine Article||||1||||watchdoc||00000804
Z||000000||watchdoc||02-06-2003||05:20 PM||watchdoctr@earthlink.net||I'm sure most of you are familiar with the Turbo Magazine Doug's DynoPower Galant GVR4 article.  I wanted to find out how everyone else felt about the route Doug's Dyno decided to take with the Galant.  <br /><br />Personally,  I felt they should have done a 2g Mass and big 16g instead of the TRE Mass and small 16g.  I also would have like to have seen a 20g instead of the Garret unit.  <br /><br />Anybody know who's car it is anyway?||65.41.34.132||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000001||Invader||02-06-2003||07:07 PM||||There doesn't seem to be much difference between the small and big 16G...both have similar times posted on the times list (I think the small 16G is generally under-rated...you can get mid-low 12's in street trim on 93 octane...and it spools super quick).  I agree on the 2G MAS, though...much better bang for the buck than a TRE MASC, but I guess it depends on their ultimate power goals.<br /><br />If you having to go with an external wastegate, new exhaust manifold, and some sort of O2 eliminator...then a Garrett setup looks more appealing to me than a Mitsu setup.  The costs add up to be about the same for initial investment, but if you think long term as far as future repairs and upgrades, the Garrett may end up being cheaper.  Wheels are easily interchanged and parts are readily available at most turbo repair shops.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||02-06-2003||07:25 PM||||450 some hp sounds good to me. The car is actually Doug's Dyno Power's car. It has really low mileage. They are definetly stupid marketing wise though: "Let's make a really hot vr4 and have Turbo Magazine follow our buildup and then let's not update the site with VR4 parts and info so VR4 ownes can by parts from us" DDP marketing exec. Can you say NO BRAINS   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||watchdoc||02-06-2003||07:52 PM||||yeah, I'll second that point about Doug's Dyno.  I've emailed them times regarding parts and tuning and the article in general and I've never received a reply.<br /><br />I think you're right about the Garret setup.  While not the "low buck" route, it certainly would end you turbo upgrade needs.<br /><br />I was also a lil surprised the resorted to N20 before the end of the buildup but it seems to be a popular route for DSM and GVR4 owners.<br /><br />Anybody think of something else they should have done differently or better?||65.179.112.33||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes



ubb/Forum2/001554.cgi
A||N||1||Vr4in'||anyone know who makes a turbo manifold for my galant vr-4 that has a t25 flange???||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-06-2003||09:11 PM||nohad43@aol.com||i have an hks gt 3037 turbo i bought fom  friend who had an s15 and i need a manifold with a t25 flange to fit my galant with an external   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  wastegate?thanks <br />                rob||65.32.217.164||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-06-2003||10:12 PM||||2g dsms use t25s. It should fit your stock Galant Manifold if the flange is the same shape.||65.184.77.145||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/001555.cgi
A||||7||Vr4in'||whats the biggest intercooler being made now that will fit my vr-4?||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-06-2003||09:39 PM||nohad43@aol.com||i have a galant and i have an hks3037 turbo which will be running high boost and i was wondering what i/c can hold that amount of boost and horsepower?  rob||65.32.217.164||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-07-2003||03:48 AM||||Depends on how much bumper you want to cut.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Seriously though, the bigger the FMIC, the more you have to remove.  Are you looking for a kit, as bolt on as possible?  If so, I think that Nocturnal Motorsports and Automotosports have the biggest cores in their kits right now, but could be wrong.  I went with the RRE kit, which is a more efficient top to bottom flow style, but not nearly as big.  It is less work to install, though.  The best and cheapest way to fit the biggest core possible is to find a huge one from a diesel truck or tractor or something, ebay is a great place to find them, but you're better off getting it yourself at a junkyard to better determine it's quality.  Then, just take the bumper off and hold the core up and see how much you'll have to trim it down to get it to fit, have a welder fab up some endtanks from sheetmetal, and voila.  Keep in mind that bigger is not always better; that's why I went with the RRE kit (top to bottom) but YMMV.  Good luck.<br /><br />Jon F.<br />'92 #305||134.10.22.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-07-2003||09:52 AM||||why not go air to liquid, and water injection on top of that?  talking to brad at george's imports, some dsm owner is at 42 lbs boost and has 2 nozzles per intake runner.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||02-07-2003||07:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> ...42 lbs boost and has 2 nozzles per intake runner... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">holy sh!t||63.202.232.187||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||UndergroundVR-4||02-08-2003||02:48 PM||||Mine is a custom one from Spearco.  It's 24 x 14 x 3 1/2   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> ..  Of course I had to completely cut off the bumper accept where it bolts to the frame,  and I cut out an enormous piece in my bumper cover.  Looks cool,  but kills the sleeper effect.||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||02-10-2003||02:53 PM||||how is that buschur racing intercooler for you guys who have it?any good?||65.32.219.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||02-10-2003||03:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> how is that buschur racing intercooler for you guys who have it?any good? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a 2-120 and I love it.  Still got half the bumper support, and it fits beautifully.||129.120.57.103||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||02-11-2003||10:52 PM||||whats a good intercooler for arond 30-35 lbs. of boost?||65.32.218.155||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/001556.cgi
A||||1||Vr4in'||who makes good oversized valves for my galant?||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-06-2003||09:41 PM||nohad43@aol.com||who makes good oversized valves for my galant?||65.32.217.164||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||number3||02-06-2003||11:34 PM||||I think you could have asked all your question in one post... but there are a number of good answers to this question. <br /><br />Start here:<br /><br />east<br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/engine.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/engine.shtml</a><br /><br />central<br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com</a><br /><br />west<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclengine.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclengine.htm</a><br /><br />I shop at all of them and they are the best in the business.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/001557.cgi
A||||25||Vr4in'||does anyone know any company that makes short shifters for my galant?||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-06-2003||09:46 PM||nohad43@aol.com||does anyone know any company that makes short shifters for my galant?thanks||65.32.217.164||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-06-2003||10:11 PM||||do a search on this topic||65.184.77.145||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||02-07-2003||12:37 AM||||Yeah, a company called Mitsubishi   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Just get a 1G TEL shifter...cheap & notably shorter than the stock GVR-4 one.  Drops right in too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-07-2003||02:54 AM||||I second the TEL shifter... and a TEL shift boot too! Can be had for next to nothing at the local pick and pull!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4||02-07-2003||04:54 PM||||i got mine from mofugas it works great but i hered there nolonger soooo i guess you will have to do the tel thing||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000005||Invader||02-07-2003||05:19 PM||||How does the TEL shifter compare to the GVR4's?  Is the bottom half of the shifters the same?  Is the difference in the top half of the shifter only?||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||02-07-2003||05:23 PM||||Just use a TEL lever... it's a little shorter than the GVR4 one.||216.255.203.67||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||talontsi||02-07-2003||07:37 PM||||I have the pace setter unit from the TEL.<br /><br />Looks and works great.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000008||Invader||02-07-2003||11:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Just use a TEL lever... it's a little shorter than the GVR4 one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't want to be a dick, but I *was* asking the question for a *reason*.  If the GVR4 bottom half is longer, then cutting the top of a stock GVR4 shifter to the same length as a TEL would produce even shorter shifts (for the same height shifter).<br /><br />I, myself, have a cut GVR4.  If the bottom halves are the same, I'm keeping the cut GVR4.  If, by chance, the TEL has a longer bottom half, I'll go pick one up and cut it down.<br /><br />So...back to the question.  Where exactly are the differences between the GVR4 and TEL shifters?  Just the top half?||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000009||DookGVR4||02-08-2003||12:26 AM||||There is a vfaq on shifter diffrences between all the t/e/l's  there were diffrent lenghts and bottoms for diffrent years...<br /><br />Im not sure if it shows the diffrence between the stock galant shifter or not..||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000010||Invader||02-08-2003||12:36 AM||||Yep...<br /><br />90, 91-94, and a Mofugas GVR4 short shifter<br /><br />Read that, and that's what got me wondering about it...||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000011||DookGVR4||02-08-2003||01:03 AM||||I pulled a shifter from a 91 (i think) base model..<br />And i love it..<br /><br />The bottom is diffrent from what i recall...<br /><br />The stock GVR4 is HUGE in comparison<br /><br />Just go grab one...It only cost me 5 bucks from a pick n pull||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000012||Invader||02-08-2003||10:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong>The bottom is diffrent from what i recall...<br /><br />The stock GVR4 is HUGE in comparison<br /><br />Just go grab one...It only cost me 5 bucks from a pick n pull </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmm...so the bottoms are different?  How?  Is the TEL longer on the bottom?<br /><br />I'm not being obstinate for no good reason at all.  I understand that the TEL is a shorter shift than a *factory* GVR4, but I can assure you that a TEL would result in *longer* throws in my car.  *SO*, I'd like to know exactly why the TEL is a shorter shift and if I can modify it to be even shorter than my current setup (a cut down GVR4 shifter).<br /><br />Instead of someone posting another "Just buy a TEL" response, how about actually giving some facts/reasons as to why it's better?  I've asked as direct a question as possible, and an answer would give me all the info I want/need.<br /><br />I thought the explanation of my setup would have pointed to the reason for my asking...  Sorry for the thread-jacking.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000013||chhuong||02-09-2003||02:37 AM||||I think the bottom is longer increasing the pivot point therefore causing shorter shifts!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000014||atsiauto||02-09-2003||10:23 AM||||the fulcrum point is different. if thats what you mean One of the cheapest and best mods ive done to mine(TEL shifter). got it for free ata u-pick it here in richmond, Nice to have friends. there was a mofugas shorty for sale on this board like 2 days ago .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000015||Johnny Bravo||02-09-2003||11:25 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/short-shifter.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/short-shifter.html</a><br /><br /><br />the very first pic shows several shifters side-by-side.  There isn't a "stock" GVR-4 unit there, but isn't the Mofugas one just a modded stock GVR-4 unit?  Either way you can see just how much longer the top half of the shifter itself is and you can see how the fulcrum point on the Mofugas unit is notably higher too thus shortening the throw.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000016||DSSA||02-10-2003||08:43 AM||||As a note to that link:<br /><br />When Rob went out of business, I took over the shifter assembly aspect.  I basically offered him the design about 5 years ago since I wasn't in the position or the mood to deal with selling them publicly.  When he decided to close down the doors   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  I contacted him about taking the shifters back.  <br /><br />I've tried a lot of units since the 1st one of these that I put in my car about 7 years ago, and have gone back to this one.  Some people like the DSM shifter or hacked GVR4 shifters, however, I've grown to love this one due to the fact that it's shorter, yet retains enough throw to put some torque in the shift.  I've just found it to be a nice combination between "shortness and leverage".  <br /><br />Anyway, if anyone is interested in these shifters, I can be contacted at my e-mail address @ DSMDealer1@aol.com still.  I have a couple of these ready to roll at the moment.<br /><br />On a side note, even though I gave Rob the design for these shifters, I want to give credit where credit is due.  He did improve on the design over the years (namely in the bushings aspect) and has contributed greatly to the overall design that they are today.<br /><br />So, if anyone is interested in these units still, I have them available.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000017||Johnny Bravo||02-10-2003||03:56 PM||||Price?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||02-10-2003||04:32 PM||||Bubba<br /><br />you gots mail, dizawwg!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||silly4turbo||02-10-2003||11:23 PM||||I got the mofugas shifter and it's bad ass !||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000020||DSSA||02-11-2003||08:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> Price?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rob was selling these @ $133.46 I believe was the last I saw.  I'm not too good with the math stuff, so an even $120+ shipping is what they'll be selling for.||64.12.104.163||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000021||Vr4in'||02-11-2003||09:38 PM||||Yeah, a company called Mitsubishi  Just get a 1G TEL shifter...cheap & notably shorter than the stock GVR-4 one. Drops right in too <br /><br /><br />what exactly is that???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.32.218.155||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000022||Johnny Bravo||02-11-2003||10:07 PM||||It's the stock 5-speed shift lever in the '91-'94 Mitsubishi Eclipse, Eagle Talon, & Plymouth Laser.  It's a direct fit, but I've heard of a few people kinda bending them forward a bit to work a little better in our cars.  Otherwise though it should just drop right in.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000023||GRV4726||02-11-2003||10:16 PM||||vr4in'... haha i was just as confused the first time i saw TEL, i thought it was some car but had never seen one of these so called TEL's. then i saw it written as t/e/l, and then it all came together. talon/eclipse/laser.  haha i felt kinda slow but don't feel back. its just funny||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000024||iceman69510||02-14-2003||02:37 PM||||The '91-'94 and GVR4 shifters are the same for length of the lower end and the pivot mechanism.  The only difference is the length of the shaft from the pivot up.<br /><br />The short shifter shown in the FAQ has a different pivot mechanism to raise the lever up to change the ratio.  This also will raise the lever up in the car.  That's why the FAQ suggests shortening the lever also.  Just changing the lever to the TEL one changes the throw of the lever, but doesn't really change the ratio (in fact it reduces your mechanical advantage-not so good if you have bad synchros).  I plan on doing that mod anyway to reduce the throw.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000025||Invader||02-14-2003||03:23 PM||||Thanks, that's kinda what I figured, I'll stick with my cut-down GVR4 shifter...||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/001558.cgi
A||||4||gvr4in||Turbo oil feed line washers||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||02-06-2003||11:01 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I know every single one of you is going to say "do the feed line SS re-location!", but for right now Im just going to replace the copper washers that are too big, ie causing oil leakage...I need to find ones that are the right fitment so no oil seeps through...my question is, Do I have to buy "special washers" or can I just run to (enter hardware store here) and buy some? If so what kind? Thanks <br /><br />--Oh ya, I put in a new fuel filter today (badly needed) and no more boggin, go figure huh??||63.202.232.187||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||number3||02-06-2003||11:25 PM||||They are copper and need to crush to make the seal. You can and should buy them at the dealer. They are under a $1. <br /><br />Not everyone would agree the relocation of the oil feed is the best way to go either.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||02-06-2003||11:56 PM||||What would I call them while asking the dealer? Turbo oil feed line copper washers?||63.202.232.187||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||number3||02-07-2003||12:04 AM||||Yes. <br /><br />You can go to <a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">www.partznet.com</a> too||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||02-07-2003||12:31 AM||||Probably just order them from Josh/Partznet as our local dealer didn't even stock the damn things - unbelievable!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||167.142.22.106||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/001559.cgi
A||||10||DarkDevilMMM||evolution tranny.....||||1||||DarkDevilMMM||00000159
Z||000000||DarkDevilMMM||02-07-2003||01:16 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||Hi eveyrone, here's the question, I know the engine of evolution 1-3 can be a drop in for our car, but is the tranny also? or it is a totally different thing? I would imagine that evolutions are smaller and the tranny would be in different size? someone please clear this up, thanks a lot!!!||63.205.12.150||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-07-2003||03:26 AM||||Physically, it's a bolt in.  The Lancers use the same drivetrain as our cars and parts can be interchanged easily.  The only issue with the drivetrain parts swapping is that you have to make sure that all the ratios are compatible, ie the front and rear diffs.  So, depending on which tranny you put in, it could have a different front diff ratio that would require you to put in a matching rear diff with the same ratio.  You can either swap the whole setup, or put just the gears in your existing housing.  Like I said, this is all dependent on which tranny, some require no extra work or parts.  Please post the tranny identification number and someone of more experience can let you know exactly what you're in for.  Good luck.<br /><br />Jon F.<br />'92 #305||134.10.22.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||teet||02-07-2003||09:57 AM||||the engines don't bolt in.  the front roll stopper on the evos is mounted to the tranny...ala 2g...not the engine block.  There isn't a bung molded into the engine block for the 1g standard mounting point.  It can be done, but it is not a bolt in.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-07-2003||09:57 AM||||i dont think it works.  i think the evo trans are close ratio 1-4, and 5th is tall.  but the most important is final drive, which is different.  the way to tell is the number stamped on the bell housing, W5M332 is our trans series, then, THE MOST IMPORTANT is the next letter, in a 4 letter series-NQxx or WQxx.  if you have an NQ and put a WQ, you will toast the center diff and lock it up.  and, since this will only happen at speed, YAHOO!!!  the bell housings are machined for the final drives, because the close tolerances allow the gear oil to "pump" up and keep the system lubed.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||02-07-2003||03:34 PM||||Also the Evo 1's had a thinner, weaker gearset than the VR4's. Talking to Ralliart a while ago, they told me that the (rallying) Evo 1's would break gearsets and the fix was to put VR4 Evo gearsets in them. Then when the Evo 2 came out, it had the same size gearset as the VR4 Evo again. My VR4 Evo has the same gearing as a early Lancer, close 1-4, and tall fifth. I'm going across the 1/4 at 105ish and I'm well over 7000rpm in fourth, but if change to fifth the rev drop down to 5000rpm.||202.27.176.157||reg||1||91vr4evolution||00000457||yes
Z||000005||teet||02-07-2003||05:16 PM||||ken:  that oil pumping theory...was just that...only a theory.  but looking at it it kinda made sense.  did you get it confirmed by someone in the "real" know?<br /><br />what did you ever do with that tranny?<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-07-2003||05:32 PM||||mike at rre also said the same thing.  it would make sense that there is some sort of matching, which would explain the different markings on the bell housings.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Nate||02-08-2003||08:45 AM||||I just rebuilt a tranny for a friend out of a JDM trans.  The front diff ring gear had 64 teeth on it, and USDM ring gears have 58 teeth for a 1G AWD.  I had to use USDM parts to make the gearing work, and it did leave a little clearance in between the outer edge of the ring gear on the front diff and the edge of the bellhousing around the diff.  I'd say it left him probably 1/4 to 3/8ths of an inch of clearance between the two, which I actually looked at as an advantage.  Now small chunks can get in there with less of a chance that the front diff will try to push them out the bottom of the casing, which has been my experience as of recently.  :-(||68.80.11.242||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||02-08-2003||10:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> I just rebuilt a tranny for a friend out of a JDM trans.  The front diff ring gear had 64 teeth on it, and USDM ring gears have 58 teeth for a 1G AWD.  I had to use USDM parts to make the gearing work, and it did leave a little clearance in between the outer edge of the ring gear on the front diff and the edge of the bellhousing around the diff.  I'd say it left him probably 1/4 to 3/8ths of an inch of clearance between the two, which I actually looked at as an advantage.  Now small chunks can get in there with less of a chance that the front diff will try to push them out the bottom of the casing, which has been my experience as of recently.  :-( </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yo, nate, this is VALUABLE information.  first off, what was the letter sequence after the w5m332?  do you know if the gear stacks were the same as the usa?  i have been told some of the jdm trans have c/r 1-4, then a tall 5th.  if so, then using the usa final drive, does it make 5th "taller"?  also, was the internals any different, like the shift forks, double cone synchros, etc?  was the conversion just plug and play?||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||teet||02-11-2003||11:38 AM||||oil pumps don't work if the gap is too big.  The front ring gear in the tranny is the oil pump lubrication system for the tranny...<br /><br />I will be interested to see if it works...<br /><br />if you still have the 64 tooth gear...I know someone that needs one...not me...<br /><br />jteeter_rally@yahoo.com<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000010||Nate||02-11-2003||01:29 PM||||&gt;what was the letter sequence after the w5m332?<br /><br />I don't know, and I dind't mark it down.  I'll try to remember to ask him.<br /><br />&gt;do you know if the gear stacks were the same as the usa?<br /><br />I do know that I installed US-spec synchros in the thing and it appears to shift beautifully, so I'm guessing at least the 3-4 was the same in this particular trans.<br /><br />&gt;i have been told some of the jdm trans have c/r 1-4, then a tall 5th. if so, then using the usa final drive, does it make 5th "taller"?<br /><br />I have only been in the car once since the trans was installed, and I didn't really pay attention to the gearing. <br /><br />&gt;also, was the internals any different, like the shift forks, double cone synchros, etc?<br /><br />No double cone synchros until I installed the 93+ double cone second gear in it, which lead me to discover that I was going to have to use a US-spec input shaft since the combination of US-spec second gear and JDM input shaft pushed the shafts apart.  Evidently the size of the US-spec second gear is fractionally larger than the JDM one.  The shift forks were steel, however, with no plastic pads on them.  Those were definitely a bonus for the owner.<br /><br />&gt;was the conversion just plug and play? <br /><br />If you consider tearing down a trans and having to use US-spec front diff, pinion gear, and input shaft, then yes, I guess you could say it was plug and play.  More like press and play.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum2/001560.cgi
A||||3||DongeR615||wire color||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||02-07-2003||03:31 AM||||can someone tell me the solinoid color wire for the fuel pressure regulator on federal emission cars?<br /><br />DongeR615||63.201.91.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||Jon||02-07-2003||09:38 AM||||Are you having hot start problems?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||02-07-2003||11:13 AM||||um nope, I may have switched the boost solinoid and the fpr solinoid vacuum lines.||63.201.91.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||02-07-2003||12:53 PM||||solution = remove both solenoids and reroute hose accordingly.  Simpler + cleaner. I don't miss either of them.||129.120.57.103||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/001561.cgi
A||||2||Duc Hunter||Certified Muffler Systems???||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-07-2003||03:38 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I am looking into a new exhasut, 3 inch. I was wondering if anyone has had any experience here with Certified Muffler Systems? For the price($440 for a cat back Alum) they seem had to beat.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||02-07-2003||04:28 AM||||My 3" turboback system from them fit like it was from the factory. You can't go wrong with Certified.....||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||02-07-2003||10:56 AM||||When Mofugas was selling exh. systems, he had them made at Certified. My 3" stainless fit very nicely,; just the hangers needing minor bending to line up perfectly.||24.136.17.75||reg||14||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/001562.cgi
A||||2||Duc Hunter||Wideband O2 Sensor||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-07-2003||11:53 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I just got me AEM EMS to play with but am having trouble finding a wideband O2 sensor to put in the car to help with tuning. I understand that if I get a 4 wire I can just "plug it in and go". I also know there are 5 wires (from Honda's) that can be made to work. My problem is that no one seems to have any 4 wires. <br /><br />Does someone here know what I might need and if it would just be plug and play to the stock wire harness?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||number3||02-07-2003||01:30 PM||||Give Martin at AMS a call. He has what you need.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||02-07-2003||08:11 PM||||You have a couple of options, I think this one will work good and supposedly auto=tune with the AEM unit. Just set what a/f you want and it will adjust to want you want. cost is around 300plus the 125 dollar o2 sensor. <a href="http://www.techedge.com.au/vehicle/wbo2/wbo2.htm" target="_blank">http://www.techedge.com.au/vehicle/wbo2/wbo2.htm</a><br />Then go to HKS website and look at their new product, fancy and more expensive coming in at around 595.  But supposedly works great.  GOod luck and keep me posted on how which ever one you get works out.<br />Marc||152.163.204.58||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes



ubb/Forum2/001563.cgi
A||||6||Romanova||Evo 5 injectors?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||02-07-2003||04:15 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Would Evo 5 560CC injectors work in our cars? <br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33554&item=2402989087" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33554&item=2402989087</a>||216.255.203.67||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Invader||02-07-2003||04:41 PM||||Yep...you'll need some fuel correction, of course.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-07-2003||04:50 PM||||Planning on SAFC, injectors, fuel pump, and 2g MAS all at once, so not a problem there.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.255.203.67||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||02-07-2003||05:02 PM||||Hey Ken (I know you'll see this) does this look familiar?||167.142.21.149||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-07-2003||05:37 PM||||different guy.  check this out<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402950136&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402950136&category=33742</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-08-2003||05:13 AM||||Wait, that's Eigen, though... I've heard bad things about them before...<br /><br />Just out of curiousity, is that the "big" one?||67.36.190.211||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-08-2003||10:59 AM||||no, this is the smaller one.  and yes, it is the "hoser known as eigen".  his is coming, tho.  dont get mad, get even.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001564.cgi
A||||2||galantvr4||cyclone gaskets?||||12||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||02-07-2003||04:57 PM||galantvr4@aol.com||i took my cyclone intake apart and had it ported and polished. does anyone know where to get gaskets for them?||65.204.89.15||reg||12||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||number3||02-07-2003||05:06 PM||||Did you try partznet mitsubishi? I am not sure but Josh usally has alot of those obscure JDM part #s||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-07-2003||05:30 PM||||i dont think you can get gaskets for them.  i had to make them when i did my first install.  i carefully removed the old ones, and used them as a pattern.  if you want, i can trace the old ones, and send you the pattern.  i need your address||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001565.cgi
A||N||4||Marcus||to clip or not||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||02-07-2003||08:16 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I will buy a 20g if it's the last thing i do, But should i clip it or not?  Also i have a guy at MJMturbo.com saying he can build me a 20g with a t3 compressor wheel which will elimaanate the need for clipping.  Cost is only 100bucks more, what do you think?  1000bucks for a bolt on turbo that will support 450hp and has more then proven itself in the past, and functions off a internal wg, GOD I Love technology.  <br />Marc<br />GOD I LOVE TURBOS TOO.||152.163.204.58||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||02-08-2003||10:44 AM||||How is it a 20G if it has a Garrett comp wheel?||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||talontsi||02-08-2003||11:03 AM||||The 20g still spools fast clipped.<br />I had a BR 20g and the car was plenty streetable.<br /><br />Now as for putting a t3 wheel in there, I hope that was a typo since you would want a t4 wheel. Something in the 50 trim family. <br /><br />This would be called a frankinstien turbo.<br /><br />Also if you want a proven bolt on turbo with more ponnies than a 20g just get a green.||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000003||Marcus||02-09-2003||07:49 PM||||actually it wasn't a typo, i just had a brain fart to be honest.  I meant to say the turbine wheel.  With that said, I've been told nothing but great things from the manufacturers of AGP, and I may purchase their L2 turbo and see how things work out.||12.220.153.109||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||02-10-2003||12:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> actually it wasn't a typo, i just had a brain fart to be honest.  I meant to say the turbine wheel.  With that said, I've been told nothing but great things from the manufacturers of AGP, and I may purchase their L2 turbo and see how things work out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, that's another problem because 20G's (as sold to DSM people) have no standard turbine wheel either.  You can get a TD05 clipped, TDO6, TDO6H.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/001566.cgi
A||||4||#1459 VR-4||Removing Door Panels||||1||||#1459 VR-4||00000618
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||02-07-2003||09:17 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||I'm getting my car repainted in the Spring and I'm going to do a little body work, mostly minor stuff like fixing a few dings.  I've been thinking about removing the door panels, but would like to know if it is worth the trouble.  I think it would look better without them, but don't want to spend a bunch of time and money to do so.  Once they are removed will it just leave a few holes or will there be a lot of body work to complete the project?  If anyone has a picture with them removed it would be appreciated... thanks.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=9&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.147.242.56||reg||1||#1459 VR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-07-2003||09:29 PM||||You can get a good idea of what the car looks like without them by looking at a base model galant of the same type. I think it doesn't look without them. The only different ones you can get are the ones from the AMG galants, here is a link  <a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/my_galant/my_galant.html," target="_blank">http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/my_galant/my_galant.html,</a>  but good luck trying to source some.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||#1459 VR-4||02-07-2003||09:49 PM||||Well the link didn't work for me, but I'm pretty sure I saw the picture (light blue car?).  I was just thinking of cheap changes I could do, but if the base model cars have them off then maybe I'll forget the idea and I didn't want to spend the money for aftermarket ones like the AMG.  I thought the car would look nice with the bottom piece that ran across the bottom of the door still on and the panels off?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||#1459 VR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||02-07-2003||10:46 PM||||See if you can modify the BMW M3 rocker panels to the car. I've seen that on a Galant VR4 and it looks good, nice smooth and clean. But you'd have to do something to the front and rear bumpers because they have those ridges that match the body panels on the doors.||151.199.244.190||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-08-2003||05:07 AM||||What will you do if a grocery cart hits the car while you're shopping?!||67.36.190.211||reg||10||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001567.cgi
A||||2||91vr4evolution||Fifth Gear?||||5||||91vr4evolution||00000457
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||02-08-2003||05:19 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I am looking to lower the ratio of my fifth gear to help my terminal speed and hopefully my et. Does anyone know the number of teeth on their fifth gear and the fifth-gear intermediate gear. Also if you could tell me the type of tranny you have, eg W5M33, KN255(?), etc, and the four letter suffix, it will hopefully make it much easier to track down.<br /><br />Thanks||202.27.176.157||reg||5||91vr4evolution||00000457||yes
Z||000001||Arty||02-08-2003||05:29 AM||||Input 33 teeth<br />Intermediate 22 teeth<br />22/33 = 0.666<br />W5M332NQZK LS8266<br />This gearbox was built before Aug '90.<br /><br />They are probably the same throughout the GVR4 years because this is the same ratio as listed for the GVR4 on <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a><br /><br />John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||02-08-2003||02:49 PM||||Thanks very much Arty. I checked at the wreckers on Friday with their CAPS program, my input is 34, but we didn't look up the intermediate, but .617x34=20.978, so I guess that makes my intermediate...21. I'll ring the wreckers tomorrow to see if he has a 33/22 combo in stock.||202.27.176.157||reg||1||91vr4evolution||00000457||yes



ubb/Forum2/001568.cgi
A||||16||number3||number3 cage shots||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||02-08-2003||08:48 AM||||I have had more than a few inquires on the cage in my car (number3). I finally faced the cold weather and the snow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  (read got off my lazy ass) and took 18 high res shots of the 6 point cage in my car from many angles. This cage design is slightly different from the one I had in the car back in 1999 but is the same one that you saw at the shoot out in 2001. <br /><br />Anyway here are a couple of links, that some nice guys on yahoo list were kind enough to provide the space, to host the pictures.<br /><br /><a href="http://216.120.235.157/number3photos/" target="_blank">http://216.120.235.157/number3photos/</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.ultimategame.co.nz/rollcage/" target="_blank">http://www.ultimategame.co.nz/rollcage/</a><br /><br />If there are any other request let me know.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||talontsi||02-08-2003||11:06 AM||||Dam those are great Harry.<br />I definitly love the swingouts.<br /><br />Glad they painted it before welding it into the car.||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000002||number3||02-08-2003||02:12 PM||||Actually I painted the cage after I installed it.<br /><br />A good friend of mine is a body man (he painted the rest of the car) and he gave me a can of black epoxy (I think) auto paint that came in two parts to paint the cage. He told me how to mix them before applying it. He told me to use a couple of $2.00 foam brushes. So I did and it turned out like you see it there. It is a very durable finish.<br /><br />I also mixed the entire can too. Which of course I later figured out it made the entire quart of paint one use only. DOH!  (It hardened like concrete) I think that would have been at least a $100.00 mistake if he would have actually charged me for the paint.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||02-08-2003||02:45 PM||||I couldn't tell from the pics, but are the overhead and behind the seat the only cross-bars?  Obviously any cage will help with chassis rigidity, but do you think you're missing much stiffness by not having an X-brace type crossbar?  Just curious.  It sure is nice that the back seat remains so usable.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||talontsi||02-08-2003||07:12 PM||||Dam your the man.<br />I did not have enough patience to use a bruch or roller when I painted the cage in my 4g63 starlet.<br /><br />Got a few cans of rustolium and went to town.<br />Used card board to black the windos and headliner.<br /><br />Nice work!||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000005||number3||02-09-2003||09:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> I couldn't tell from the pics, but are the overhead and behind the seat the only cross-bars?  Obviously any cage will help with chassis rigidity, but do you think you're missing much stiffness by not having an X-brace type crossbar?  Just curious.  It sure is nice that the back seat remains so usable. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe.<br /><br />After the install the chassis stiffness is one of the things I love the most about the car. It handles much better it feels so much better at speed. I also could finally dump the mouse belts.<br /><br />I have been made fun of for having a cage and not having a 11 second time slip but I would never remove it even if number3 never ran on a 1/4 mile track again. Which it will. Maybe. Tracks with turns are so much more fun.<br /><br />BTW I have a front strut bar and a massive rear strut bar and the floor of the truck has been cut out and reinforced with chromoly 1 x 1 square stock.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||02-09-2003||10:07 AM||||Nice stuff!||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||number3||02-09-2003||03:40 PM||||BTW the center console is out because I am in the process of have the 5 point harness recertified.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||11-10-2003||03:29 PM||||Harry,<br /><br />Those pictures are no longer available at that address.  I would like to view them again.  Can you post them using's Hertz's site or I can host them for you?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||number3||11-10-2003||05:27 PM||||<a href="http://www.stephenjburke.com/gallery/view_album.php?set_albumName=Number3" target="_blank">http://www.stephenjburke.com/gallery/view_album.php?set_albumName=Number3</a><br /><br /><br />If anyone has space and would like to host pictures (mini web site) for me contact me.<br /><br />Thanks.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||11-10-2003||05:37 PM||||Harry I have plenty of space...email me if that helps||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||11-10-2003||10:03 PM||||I'm looking for a place to host about 1700 pics, any ideas?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||11-10-2003||10:10 PM||||hehe Hertz I'm not sure I have that much room<br /><br />I'd love to have my own server but it's not in the cards yet   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||Pappy||11-11-2003||12:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>I have been made fun of for having a cage and not having a 11 second time slip but I would never remove it even if number3 never ran on a 1/4 mile track again. Which it will. Maybe. Tracks with turns are so much more fun.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll never understand why people would make fun of someone for having a valid safety device in a car.  And yes, tracks with turns are much more fun. I personally like it when they're covered in gravel and snow too. =D  But your car is in too good a shape for that.<br /><br />I'm sure you've answered this in some thread previously on this site.  But while the topic of your cage is up, how much did it cost to get installed?||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000014||number3||11-11-2003||10:08 AM||||My wife, with Nates help, originally had a shop in New Jersey build and install the cage as a present to me. (roughly $700.00 and you get what you pay for sometimes I guess) They did Nate's cage as well at the same time.<br /><br />The cage was poorly executed so, with some help, I removed it used as much of the chromoly tubing as we could and reinstalled it properly. <br /><br />I hear that $1,500.00 is a more realistic number.<br /><br />I still think it is very cool my Wife made the attempt and that she supports my love for the sport. Nate is always good to help her out to with the selection.<br /><br />Harry<br /><br />P.S. As for the person who makes fun of the cage in my car... I will give you three guesses of who it is but you should only need one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||turboflanagan||11-11-2003||10:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> P.S. As for the person who makes fun of the cage in my car... I will give you three guesses of who it is but you should only need one.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHAHA!  I bet I can name that tune in one note!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000016||hibrn8||11-11-2003||02:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Anyway here are a couple of links, that some nice guys on yahoo list were kind enough to provide the space, to host the pictures.<br /><br /> <a href="http://216.120.235.157/number3photos/" target="_blank">http://216.120.235.157/number3photos/</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ultimategame.co.nz/rollcage/" target="_blank">http://www.ultimategame.co.nz/rollcage/</a> <br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">apparently they arent that nice bc these links wont open for me without errors (this page cannot be displayed).||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/001569.cgi
A||||3||91 #680||weird exhaust ?||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||02-08-2003||02:42 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||because I'm a weird guy......what were to happen if I started my exhaust project backwords?  If i were to put on a 3"dp first, high flow 3" cat2nd, then a 3" cat-back exhaust.  Just wondering.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-08-2003||03:48 PM||||Is that backwards?<br /><br />From what I have read, the hotter the exhaust gas, the more pipe volume it requires.  If that is true, starting from the front of the car would be the "right" way, right?<br /><br />Otherwise, I'd say just save up and do it all at once.||64.109.166.90||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Ian M||02-08-2003||04:21 PM||||I read a few years ago Nate posting where Josh Jones ran 13.teens with a external dump 02,2.5" DP and stock cat back on a 14b GVR4. The car then went 13.0s with the addition 3" exhaust.Im sure the dump made a difference,but it shows that doing the DP out will work..Ive heard of some TEL guys going pretty fast with bigger DPs and stock exhausts too.||129.71.115.35||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000003||roth4fun||02-08-2003||04:26 PM||||My best runs with my 92 Laser AWD on the stock turbo was with a 2.5 DP, 2.5 TP, and 2.25 cat-back.  The car felt healthy and had good low-end torque while managing 13.1's.  When I put on a 3 inch cat-back and 3 inch test pipe it had better top-end and MPH in the quarter mile but didn't get any better ETs.  The car also felt less responsive until it was well under boost too.<br /><br />Give and take.  Which one would you rather have?||24.217.140.168||reg||1||roth4fun||00000408||yes



ubb/Forum2/001570.cgi
A||||11||blacksheep||Spearco 2-221 Install on gvr4 - Jon Roberts, anybody ?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-08-2003||03:14 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Jon<br /><br />I know you used this core..I may go to this core as well, so a few questions have to be asked   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   :<br /><br />1) did the bottom end tank hang below the bumper like they do on the TEL's (pic on RRE's site shows this well) Also, I assume you hacked the front bumper to hell - I know you are an advocate of this mod...LOL<br /><br />2) I assume you used the GVR-4 style with end tanks on opposite ends, but would it be difficult running them like a TEL ? Just curious on how this would work in a gvr4 and if anyone has tried running pipes TEL style. I will be using an internally gated turbo (big 16G or something), so I figured I would ask. I want to avoid running it over the manifold as much as possible. Clocking the turbo may help, but I dunno if this can be done. I need to make another post on this I suppose<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-10-2003||12:17 AM||||Why can't I see this post? can anyone else view thi post I made. I seem to pull it up only thru the search mode...Weeeirrd!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||02-10-2003||01:01 AM||||You need to set your profile to let you see more than the last day's posts. Thhis is the forum default.||199.35.31.52||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||02-10-2003||06:43 AM||||If you reclock the turbo how do you maintain the use of the internal wastegate?  I was looking at the possibility of reclocking my turbo as to not run the pipes over the manifold but am not quite sure what to do with the wastegate actuator?||65.42.50.26||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||Jon||02-10-2003||09:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> You need to set your profile to let you see more than the last day's posts. Thhis is the forum default. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Default is last 10 days.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||Jon||02-10-2003||09:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Jon<br /><br />I know you used this core..I may go to this core as well, so a few questions have to be asked     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     :<br /><br />1) did the bottom end tank hang below the bumper like they do on the TEL's (pic on RRE's site shows this well) Also, I assume you hacked the front bumper to hell - I know you are an advocate of this mod...LOL<br /><br />2) I assume you used the GVR-4 style with end tanks on opposite ends, but would it be difficult running them like a TEL ? Just curious on how this would work in a gvr4 and if anyone has tried running pipes TEL style. I will be using an internally gated turbo (big 16G or something), so I figured I would ask. I want to avoid running it over the manifold as much as possible. Clocking the turbo may help, but I dunno if this can be done. I need to make another post on this I suppose<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1.  The bottom of the tank didn't hang low.  The bottom of the bumper cover still attached normally to the bottom of the core support.  The core is slightly angled.  I cut the bumper into two pieces to make it fit easily.  One on the right, the other on the left.  The entire middle was removed.<br /><br />2.  Nate ran his core like this.  It shouldn't be too hard actually.  You just need to have the material and the welder to make it all work.<br /><br />Pictures (with griffin core but spearco end tanks)<br />All the pictures that begin like this <br />roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/gvr4-rreic-* in this directory:  <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-10-2003||10:05 AM||||I am not that forum illiterate. I tried 2 and 5 days and it wouldnt show up. So, I pulled up thru search, added the comment and it did. <br /><br />04Bludoor - I am assuming you will need to tap the compressor housing with a hole or 2 (cant remember) to hold up the wastegate. <br /><br />I will try calling Forcedperformance on this and ask Robert. I need to ask him a few other questions as well, so I'll just add this on...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-10-2003||10:07 AM||||Also, one last question ? is the 2-221 enuf for a 16G/20G application. I would hate to buy the sucka and then be told I needed bigger ! Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||talontsi||02-10-2003||11:57 AM||||The core is enough to support those turbo's.||65.32.23.88||reg||14||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||02-10-2003||12:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> You need to set your profile to let you see more than the last day's posts. Thhis is the forum default. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Default is last 10 days. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not to hijack the thread but Jon I've been having some interesting problems with the board. My default was last days and also a few days ago I would go to return to the forum list using back in my browser and it took me to my last post on an entirely different site using the same style forums. Using the back on the browser also takes me to like 3 day's ago postings. Also I keep getting html errors at the top of the forum page. <br />I know this is probably pointing to my browser (IE 7).<br />Rich||199.183.184.95||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||Jon||02-10-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> You need to set your profile to let you see more than the last day's posts. Thhis is the forum default. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Default is last 10 days. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not to hijack the thread but Jon I've been having some interesting problems with the board. My default was last days and also a few days ago I would go to return to the forum list using back in my browser and it took me to my last post on an entirely different site using the same style forums. Using the back on the browser also takes me to like 3 day's ago postings. Also I keep getting html errors at the top of the forum page. <br />I know this is probably pointing to my browser (IE 7).<br />Rich </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I haven't heard of anyone complaining about errors like that.  I use NT 4.0 with IE 6 here at work and it looks fine.  At home, I have Windows 2000 with IE 6 as well.  I never even heard of IE 7.  I'll look through the help stuff from Infopop and see if they have anything.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||02-10-2003||02:17 PM||||I may be wrong and it may be IE6. I think my wife downloaded an update but it just seems odd that if I go back it takes me to posts from like 3 days ago. I even cleared the cookies and it still does it along with throwing page errors and html coding at the top of the page.||199.183.184.95||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/001571.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||max boost?||||7||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-08-2003||04:12 PM||nohad43@aol.com||what is the maximum boost a large 16g can put out?and it bolts on to stock manifold right?thanks.rob||4.47.199.114||reg||7||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-08-2003||04:23 PM||||That's actually a rather vague question.  I'm sure it <i><b>can</b></i> produce more pressure than you'd ever want to safely run through your engine.||64.109.166.90||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||02-08-2003||04:26 PM||||I've seen 25lbs. (before I turned down the control) from my small 16G. Your results may vary....||24.136.17.75||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||02-08-2003||04:31 PM||||yea, my friend has a 1992 talon tsi and he was wondering how those turbos are.||4.47.199.114||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||number3||02-08-2003||04:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> what is the maximum boost a large 16g can put out?and it bolts on to stock manifold right?thanks.rob </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please read the following for starters...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org" target="_blank">www.dsm.org</a><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=11;t=000002" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=11;t=000002</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=11;t=000003" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=11;t=000003</a><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/SiteMap.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/SiteMap.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.buschurracing.com/upgrade.html" target="_blank">http://www.buschurracing.com/upgrade.html</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/001572.cgi
A||||1||Hertz||Door vibration and wind noise solution||||3||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||02-08-2003||04:20 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||After many unsuccesful attempts to reduce the ear-popping wind noise (oscillating sealed/not-sealed) and side mirror vibration I finally got serious about stopping it.  I had tried the "roll down the windows and bend the frame inwards" technique with some success, but it seemed especially on my driver's door, it would not be enough.  At 75+ mph x 2 hours it was migraine-inducing... you know what it's like when you're driving along and sometimes when you close the window you get that vacuum suction on your ear drum... it was like that, only repeating.<br /><br />I decided to tackle the door latch.  I had known that it had some wear on it.  There is a hard plastic sleeve around the latch and particularily on my driver's side it was split and worn through.  I figured that 1mm was the difference between a good seal and pain.<br /><br />As you can see, the latch is basically "double sided".  After considering some way of replacing the lost material I decided to first try turning the latch around.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=14" alt=" - " /> <i>(image swiped from #3)</i><br /><br />After loosening the first screw my feeling was that there is a plate on the inside of the door frame.  I wasn't confident that it would stay there if I removed the latch completely, as it had a ton of free-play in it. So I made sure that there was always a screw in the plate so I wouldn't lose it. <br /><br />It is at the time of putting it all back together (with the worn bits on the other side) that I realized there is some adjustment to the latch.  It can be tightened down to the door frame +/- 1/8" or so in all directions.<br /><br />My first attempt tightening the latch "in" the full amount (keeping the same elevation, based on dirt/wear markings) made the door slightly difficult to open and close, but it sealed tight... too tight and the door was clearly no longer flush with the rear door.  After backing it "out" a bit I found the perfect adjustment.  I feel that the adjustment solved the seal problem, and rotating the latch solved the vibration.  I went on to adjust all 4 doors, giving the lesser-worn rears just a nudge inwards on the latch.<br /><br />In these Chicago 10&deg;F days the improved seal has also improved the heating comfort level in the car and now that I can hear it's time to track down those other mysterious rattles!<br /><br /><i>P.s. Be sure to tighten those screws back down with the proper torque.  Do this at your own risk.  Your mileage may vary.  For entertainment use only.  Et cetera.</i>||64.109.166.90||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||02-09-2003||11:27 PM||||This was my first mod after I got my car.<br />It makes the driving so much more enjoyable.<br />Almost like driving a Lexus. (Well not realy) but it does make a huge different.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.62.246||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/001573.cgi
A||||1||Vr4in'||Coil overs or Springs?????||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-08-2003||04:35 PM||nohad43@aol.com||What do you guys think i should get for my galant?I'm trying to debte on what i should get.||4.47.199.114||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||02-08-2003||06:52 PM||||there is a lot of info to help you decide in older posts, but if you have the money just get a jic magic or tein setup.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum2/001574.cgi
A||||0||MrEd||steering ??||||8||||MrEd||00000068
Z||000000||MrEd||02-08-2003||07:23 PM||res122@psu.edu||So, #963/2000 has all of 83k on it.<br /><br />Surprise, I discovered today that both outer tie rod ends have sh*t the bed.  I figured the constant correcting while driving was due to lower suspension ball joints, which may also be true, but the steering joints are like "failure imminent" bad.<br /><br />As long as I'm replacing the outers, I'm concerned the inners could also be bad.  The manual indicates you must hammer & chisel the stays on a single-use lockwasher thingie to remove & replace the inner assembly.  It looks like a PITA- like maybe it can't even be done with the rack in the car...  if so, never mind.  Anyone ever have an inner joint go bad?<br /><br />It is cold & dark now, or I would tear into it & find out firsthand  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />TIA for any input, -Ed||68.70.115.123||reg||8||MrEd||00000068||no



ubb/Forum2/001575.cgi
A||||10||atsiauto||2G mas question....... ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-08-2003||09:33 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I have a guy willing to trade me a 2g mas for this 90 ecu i have laying around, he says it comes with the plug . Is this a good mod for the galant? I hope im not getting ripped off as its one of those trader deals....||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||02-08-2003||10:45 PM||||When you start flowing enough air to overrun the stock mas the 2g mas becomes necassary. I don't think it is much of a mod until that point. I mean...you probably won't see any hp gains. The reason you're getting my stock mas is because I decided to go the 2g mas route. I was overrunning the stock mas pretty bad.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-08-2003||11:39 PM||||the 2g mas flows 22% more air, you will need injectors, fuel pump, and fuel control to make it all work together.  a logger is very helpful to tune it.  i have this on my car, and i like it a LOT better than the 1g system.  better driveability, and better fuel economy, too.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Invader||02-09-2003||12:05 AM||||A 2G MAS with 550's works well...don't really need any fuel control (but the 90 ECU has smaller fuel correction maps and won't work as well as the 91-94 variety...might need an AFC to get things under control).||24.73.24.181||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||02-09-2003||01:40 AM||||I have a question related to this...<br /><br />In my local junkyard there are many cars that "seem" to have the same mas and plug setup as on the 2g eclipse and on the 3000gt<br /><br />I usually see them on the new galants and such and 4g64 motors.<br /><br />Is the the same...and will the plug be compatible aslo?..Or will there be a wiring problem?<br /><br />Thanks,Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||Invader||02-09-2003||02:20 AM||||MD183609 - 2G MAS <br /><br />Found on: <br />Galant (2.4L 4-valve) 2/93 - 2/98 <br />Diamante 6/93 - 3/96 <br />3000GT NT 6/93 - 5/98 <br />Montero 3500 8/93 - 5/98||24.73.24.181||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||02-09-2003||10:11 AM||||yeah I have heard it will flow 550's with no afc. I will probably get it and the go  fuel pump then 550's probably exhaust and a 16G if i can find one.. were slowly making progress here. I have to get all these pieces together, then do the mods. maybe use a starion i/c i have one here. Im not going for the fastest glant for sure but Id like a little more juice I think im on the right path . Any more suggestions ? Thanks for sure. Scotty||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||Arty||02-09-2003||06:03 PM||||Couple of Magna (Diamante) MAF I've seen have one of these numbers on them<br />E5T05071<br />E5T06071<br /><br />John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000008||DookGVR4||02-09-2003||10:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> MD183609 - 2G MAS <br /><br />Found on: <br />Galant (2.4L 4-valve) 2/93 - 2/98 <br />Diamante 6/93 - 3/96 <br />3000GT NT 6/93 - 5/98 <br />Montero 3500 8/93 - 5/98 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks,  <br /><br />So the wiring going to the plug would be the same...Just use the vfaq that is floating around somewhere?..<br /><br />Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||02-10-2003||01:07 PM||||If the MAF part number is the same, the wiring locations in the connector will be the same.  The wire colors may not as they can vary by model.  Go by the connector location, not color if they are different from instructions.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000010||atsiauto||02-10-2003||02:25 PM||||so what you guys are saying is theres several 2g mas that can be used , not necessarirly from a turbo 2nd gen ?&gt;interesting... No wonder this guy wants to do the trade so much .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum2/001576.cgi
A||||12||kartorium31||le car problems||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||02-08-2003||10:12 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||ok, currently i am working on a 1983 renault r5.  Its running ok now but it keeps acting up and i was thinking some of the people on this board would know something about carborated cars.  In the garage it revs up fine and responds decently to throttle response but when I take it out on the road it will only rev up through first gear, then when u go to second and give it gas it just bogs and tries to die.  Basically it will rev fine until it gets a load on it for more than a few seconds.  I think it might have something to do with the vacuum advance but i'm not sure.  Does anyone know where the line from the advance should go?  Is it to the carb or to the intake mani?   This is one cool car, handles like a gokart and has a roll cage, along with a semi built engine.  It just needs to be tuned a bit.  Any help is greatly appreciated and if you don't want to respond cause its not gvr4 related i understand.<br />thanks||206.61.184.95||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-08-2003||11:48 PM||||HOLY COW.  IS THIS THE CAR YOU GOT?<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402426854&category=6385" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402426854&category=6385</a><br /><br />when i was in the shop, years ago, there was a guy who brought in 30 of these cars, and federalized them.  they were wicked quick.  they had 2 versions, a 185 hp, and a 220 hp.  he said they were quicker that his 930 porsche, not faster, but a LOT quicker.  he gave me a ride in one, and i got to drive it for a bit.  it was like a go kart, really touchy, and REALLY fast.  the engine was where the back seat was.  it probably weighed about 1600 lbs, and it could SCOOT!  actually, now that i think about it, you cant have this car, they were all cis, not carburetted.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||02-09-2003||12:13 AM||||OMFG!!!!! I want that ebay Renault. That's a kick ass little car.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||02-09-2003||12:22 AM||||I wish it was a turbo 2!  The car i'm workin on is similar 1.4l but is up front and na.  It handles very well, rides on konis and rolls on 3 lug, yes 3, momo wheels.  The interior is fully gutted and it has everything not needed deleted(no passenger seat, no heat, etc).  Its a super fun car and i want it to be running properly.  It was sitting in a barn for like 3 years and when we got it started the timing was off by over 60 deg, haha.  The problem its having has progressively gotten worse and i can't figure out what it is.||206.61.184.130||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||MrEd||02-09-2003||12:25 AM||||Hey, Renaults are my "other" car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   My first Alliance had the injected version of your 1.4 engine, & now I have an 87 convertible w/ the 1.7 & an 87 GTA project car w/ the 2.0<br /><br />I've never worked on a carburetted Renault, but most running problems I've ever encountered were caused by rotten vacuum hoses.  If you want to email me I can direct you to some R5 people.<br /><br />Early 80's (grey market & federalized) turbo R5's are still very desirable in the US, they regularly sell on ebay & autotrader for $15k-$30k.  They weigh under a ton & have mid-engine turbo's producing 150-285 hp...  what's not to like?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.renaultsport.com/rs_r5t01.html" target="_blank">some R5 info</a><br /><br />-Ed||68.70.115.123||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||02-09-2003||11:45 AM||||first off, the vacuum pot is either advance, retard,or both.  check the plate inside the distributor, it is 2 on top of each other, and they should move freely, so the dash pot can advance.  it may be rusted shut.  also, check the mechanical advance weights in the bottom of the distributor.  grab the drive part on the bottom of the distributor, hold it steady, and try to turn the rotor, it should be spring loaded, and snap back.  if not, your mechanical part is rusted shut.  attach a line to the dashpot, and suck on it, see if the upper plate moves, if it dont, you get no advance.  if everything is working, start the car, and see which way the rotor is turning, to do this, slowly rotate the dist one way, if the rpm's drop, and it is still running smooth, that is the rotation of the rotor.  if the idle speeds up, then the motor starts to buck, that is advance, and it is opposite the rotor rotation.  advance the dist til it starts to buck, then back it off just a tad, now suck on the line to the dashpot, and see if it advances or retards.  if it advances, you need to connect to the carb.  attach a line to the port on the carb, at idle, you should feel nothing.  when you rev it, you should feel it suck.  the port on the intake will be the exact opposite.  the best way to time is by vacuum gauge, you attach vacuum to the intake port, and advance the dist to max vacuum, then back it off just a tad.  if no vacuum gauge, then advance it till the motor starts to buck, then back it off, go for a drive, and listen for pinging on hard acceleration.  slight ping then clear up is ok.  keep retarding the dist until you get just slight ping.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||02-09-2003||12:15 PM||||Thanks a lot ken, I'll try all that and see if it works.  It could be timing related cause when we fixed the timing it started getting worse.  Without fixing the timing though it had absolutely no power(wouldn't even hit 2nd gear).||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000007||AmericanMuscle33||02-09-2003||01:01 PM||||This R5 is currently sitting in my garage.  I was thinking the problem is more along the lines of fuel related.  Cause it revs really well when no load is on the engine (so when the engine is requiring jack-diddly for fuel), and when you apply a load it takes about 10-30 seconds before you get the cut/bucking.  Then if you let it sit for a while, it'll cure itself.  And because this car sat in a barn for a long time, I have a feeling we just need to rebuild the carb.  Correct me if I'm wrong, but doesn't the Power Valve supply vacuum to the Accelerator Pump Circuit?  So if either the the Power Valve wasn't hooked up, or if the Accelerator pump went bad (common if a carb sits) we wouldn't have enough fuel to run the engine underload, but it'd be plenty to rev freely.  I know the vacuum lines arn't hooked up correctly on this car, and i believe we're missing one.  The other thing i was thinking of was the fuel pump.  If it wasn't keeping up it could produce similar problems, its a long shot, but I think I'll run a volume test on the lil' pecker just to be sure.  Thanks, oh and we can see the timing advancing with our timing light, when we rev the engine.||206.61.184.32||reg||5||AmericanMuscle33||00000504||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||02-09-2003||02:37 PM||||certainly it could be fuel related.  i was just answering a question about an ignition distributor.  if the car had fuel in the system more than a year, depending on the fuel(leaded or non), you may have varnish up the wazoo, and EVERYTHING needs to be cleaned.  i would just go buy a new carb.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||MustGoFaster||02-10-2003||11:36 PM||||Could be the fuel pump as you suggested also check the fuel filter and maybe the pick up in the tank.  I had a car that sat for 5-7 years (depends on who you ask) and the tank rusted inside.  It had enough fuel to "rip" through 1st and part of 2nd and then it would die. Leave it off till you coast down a ways and she would fire right up.  I dropped the tank cleaned it out and hasn't done it since.||67.40.165.144||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000010||kartorium31||02-10-2003||11:54 PM||||the filters not the culprit, cause we already changed it.  We are working on testing the flow of the fuel pump and i'll check out the pickup and bottom of tank.<br />thanks a lot guys||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000011||AmericanMuscle33||02-11-2003||05:49 PM||||rust eh?  Well, we've been running clear fuel filters, and I've noticed a lot of shit coming through the line.  How did you clean out the tank, like what chemicals etc. did you use?  I think that'd be a good thing to do, even if it's not causing THIS problem.  Thanks again, for all your help...||206.61.184.64||reg||1||AmericanMuscle33||00000504||yes
Z||000012||number3||02-11-2003||10:13 PM||||I grew up riding in Renaults. My dad had a 10, two 5 (le car) rag tops and 2 Alliances back to back.<br /><br />What pieces of shit they were, but he seems to like them and I wasn't old enough to know better. He traded the last Alliance in on a 85 CRX HF in 85.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/001577.cgi
A||||0||chhuong||95-99 shifters??||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||02-09-2003||02:38 AM||sirrealracer@attbi.com||will they fit in our galants??  Stock or aftermarket??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes



ubb/Forum2/001578.cgi
A||||4||lamps-oz-gvr4||stock boost||||1||||lamps-oz-gvr4||00000644
Z||000000||lamps-oz-gvr4||02-09-2003||08:05 AM||lampsy@optushome.com.au||I fitted a boost gauge on the weekend and found that it was only measuring 5psi.<br /><br />What is the stock boost of a VR4?<br /><br />What is the recommended setup of a boost gauge?||211.28.96.71||reg||1||lamps-oz-gvr4||00000644||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||02-09-2003||08:35 AM||||You should be running 11psi.  I think the exact amount might be 11.5<br /><br />You can find out how to install your boost gage at vfaq.com||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-09-2003||11:50 AM||||What spec/year of VR4?  I seem to recall that the stock boost on those Aussie guys' cars are like 8psi or so.||64.109.166.208||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Invader||02-09-2003||01:28 PM||||Generally accepted practice is to tap into the vacuum/boost line running to the FPR (between the solenoid and intake manifold).||24.73.24.181||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000004||lamps-oz-gvr4||02-14-2003||11:15 PM||||Yeah I tapped off the P hose from the throttle body. 10-11 psi.<br /><br />Now all I have to do is fork out for my new clutch. <br /><br />Thanks for the help guys<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> Generally accepted practice is to tap into the vacuum/boost line running to the FPR (between the solenoid and intake manifold). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||211.28.96.71||reg||1||lamps-oz-gvr4||00000644||yes



ubb/Forum2/001579.cgi
A||||8||blacksheep|| I need advice on good head !!!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-09-2003||12:46 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, get your minds outta the gutters....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Can anyone recommend a shop that will do a good job porting and polishing a head, re-doing the valves, seals etc....<br /><br />I dont wanna a 10,000 rpm head, but would like it to flow better than a stock head and add some performance value<br /><br />I am considering:<br /><br />- buschur(his porting quality makes me nervous)<br />- turbotrix<br />- magnus motorsports<br /><br />Are 1mm oversized stainless valves really worth the money? I have heard both yes and no, I figured someone here would know better. <br /><br />Also, anyone try the crower or Web Street cams that RRE sells? I know web has had its problems in the past. <br /><br />Some good HKS 264's may be a nice score, but those suckas are expensive...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Pep||02-09-2003||09:00 PM||||Polk Performance does excellent port work for the 4G63. They did the port work on my car and it looks flawless, as if the car had come from the factory that way. Give Don a ring at 501-847-RACE. You won't be disappointed. By the way, the company web site is here: <a href="http://www.polkperformance.com" target="_blank">Polk Performance</a><br /><br />Tell him Ryan Pepper told you to call.||66.76.204.236||reg||1||Pep||00000675||yes
Z||000002||number3||02-09-2003||09:59 PM||||AMS did mine.||68.80.14.238||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||02-09-2003||10:37 PM||||I would make sure that whatever shop you choose flowbench tests their work, that is really the best way to make sure you have a good flat powerband, not a peaky one.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||Yao||02-09-2003||10:37 PM||||You can also try tabooracing.com||12.254.38.97||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000005||Yao||02-09-2003||10:38 PM||||sorry, here is the right link.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/index.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/index.htm</a>||12.254.38.97||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-09-2003||11:32 PM||||Harry, Pep - What were your wait times for the head ?<br /><br />Harry - can you speak for their(AMS) quality of porting etc etc, I know AMS is pretty backed up all the time, I get no fone calls or emails returns...<br /><br />I will email Polk. I met him at the SO with shannon and Lamby and talked to him quita a bit. I know he was getting into the Honda Segment - my buddy was friends with his new partner...<br /><br />Yao - have you dealt with TSS? Just curious, they are in my neck of the woods<br /><br />Thanks, all!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Pep||02-10-2003||01:47 AM||||If I recall correctly, Don wants a week to do a head. I think that's stated somewhere on the website, but I haven't been there in a while. I just gave him a date that I needed mine done by, and he had it finished before then. I had some other stuff holding me up so it wasn't important that the head was done pronto. Also, his work is flowbench tested there in the shop. Hope this clears some things up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.76.204.236||reg||1||Pep||00000675||yes
Z||000008||Yao||02-10-2003||12:06 PM||||I am currently dealing with TSS right now, I can't vouch for anything, at theis point, but Martin seems like a very nice guy, every time I would e-mail him with couple of sentances, he would return with couple of paragraphs.  I've placed my order with him on the head about two weeks ago and it is still going.  I would say the waiting time is the down side at this point, but he is cutting me some deals.  I am in no rush to go anywhere anyway, especially this is going to be my 6th head this year!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.253.246.92||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes



ubb/Forum2/001580.cgi
A||||9||Johnny Bravo||Crazy ass vibration in rear....||||4||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||02-09-2003||07:23 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I recently (just over a week ago) got the tranny in my GVR-4 rebuilt. Now before I got it rebuilt this noise in the rear was already there so I know it's not likely tranny related. Initially I thought it was related to the carrier bearing as I did get the loud "thumping" in the rear under WOT. Now the noise seems to have progressed into an almost constant loud vibration/buzzing. It is not gear dependent in that when I shift gears the RPM of the vibration does not drop in relation. When I let off the throttle the noise disappears immediately, but then reapplying throttle the noise immediately returns. When I get back on the throttle it sounds as if there is some kind of "slack" in there as well...kinda "bounces" a few times before the noise goes constant. Could it possibly be a rear axel or wheel bearing? I wouldn't think it's the carrier bearing/lobro joint as I would imagine the RPM of the driveshaft varies depending on gear. I can't think of anything that would stand out immediately as a problem, but who knows. If anybody has any clue as to what to look ingo I'd appreciate it. TIA!!!||152.163.213.73||reg||4||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||lance||02-11-2003||02:56 PM||||I have been having the same problem as well, I have posted the same thing as you did but up until now I have not receive any help.  As soon as you have some information, please let me know.<br /><br />This loud vibration is now driving me crazy.  I have also realize that the vibration starts about a minute after I start to drive the car so it must be some bad bearing or something of which I do not know.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Lance||63.136.118.143||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000002||Invader||02-11-2003||03:55 PM||||Sounds like possibly driveshaft carrier bearings...does the driveshaft sound like it's slapping around under *heavy* acceleration (launching the car, etc)?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-drivetrain.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-drivetrain.html</a><br /><br />Looks for driveshaft thump fix...||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||02-11-2003||04:18 PM||||My Carrier bearing did this as well (one cause for the carrier bearing going out - besides age - is a bad u-joint)  It will progress until you are getting this with less and less load on the engine/drivetrain.  <br />My guess is you might have a u-joint issue as well as the CB issue.  <br />Maybe more far fetched is if you CB was really bad - I wonder if you could have lost a chunch of the dried out rubber on their and now have an unbalanced shaft - I would put my money on the first guess though.||167.142.22.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||02-11-2003||04:53 PM||||I got this response over on the DSMTuners forum:<br /><br />...improper backlash in your rear end &lt;-- makes noise when the ring/pinion pull the car instead of vice versa - the problem is the trailing side of your ring has some wear in it thats causing noise. could be catastrophic, would recomend pulling atleast the pan off the rear dif and checking for contamination and burned oil...<br /><br />Now, the shop that did my tranny changed out the fluid in the rear end and said it was quite dirty & had a metallic quality to it...most likely from wear & tear.  Does the above explanation sound feasable?  I suppose if that were the case then a new rear end would be needed...good time to upgrade to a 4-bolt if possible.  <br /><br />Invader:  Yeah, it did do the usual "thumping" or "slapping" normally attributed to a bad carrier bearing.  That's what I thought it was initially, but I don't know if it does it anymore or not.  I don't drive the car due to the noise and especially don't get on it hard because of the new tranny.  <br /><br />Oh, BTW...the shop that I had the car at over the weekend looked at it again. Another mechanic, different than the first guy who looked at it, said that it appears the passengers side rear axel cv joint is shot and the drivers side is going bad too.  Also that the carrier bearing seems to be "loose" which I guess means that it has some play in it.  I figured as much, but still not sure if that's what it is.  Damn this stupid car!   And on top of it my Honda is fallin apart now too...front cv joints...both of them...ugh!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.12.107.38||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||02-11-2003||05:05 PM||||This is NOT improper backlash. Incorrect lash settings will cause the gears to wear funny and whine! I know this because I learned how to set up a Ring/Pinion by burning through 4 on my old Landcruiser. I have the same issue and am 99% sure it is the carrier bearings in the rear-end. I said in the rear-end. tHe "Thump Fix" wont take care of this one in most cases. Look at an exploded view of the rear diff and you will see the bearing I mean. Basically they hold the ring gear and diff inplace when both axles are slid out. I have rebuilt my drive shaft and it has VERY stiff joints. After this I still have the noise and vibration. <br /><br />I would recommend doing the carrier bearing (I am going to soon). To do this though means removing the carrier which means setting the ring/pinion again. Have this done by a good shop who guarantees their work or you will be in there again buying rings. Here in the Bay Area I know of a place that does great work and has built customer axles for my Cruiser. <br /><br />If you have a lot of power and wanted to go to a 4 bolt....now IS the time. Get one from a yard, have it gone through, have its carrier bearings replaced and then install it. Also remember that doing the carrier bearing in a 3 bolts means removing the carrier so.....it is no more labor for a shop to put the 4 bolt carrier into your current 3 bolt housing, thus converting it. This means you can keep your rear steering (simplifying the process a little). I may just go that route to do mine.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||02-11-2003||05:07 PM||||OK, one of the experts correct me here if I'm way off base, but doesn't the rear/lash problem really become appearant when OFF throttle.  That's how I've always understood it anyway...<br /><br />You're going to feel a little give in your CB even if it's new, but just a little and it will feel fairly snug, not sloppy.||167.142.22.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||02-11-2003||05:12 PM||||Duc's reply got in before I saw it and I want to clarify something - when I mention CB (carrier bearing, I'm only referring to the one(s) on the driveshaft.  I have not replace/repaired a rear end, so I'm not privy to his insight there.  <br />Duc - can you enlighten me on the carrier bearings in the rear end...maybe I need to pull one up on the manual to see exactly what you're referring to.||167.142.22.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||Invader||02-11-2003||05:43 PM||||Filling the carriers with silicone is a quick and easy fix. If you were having driveshaft thumping issues, I would try that fix first (atleast take care of the thump issue first, then move on to possible other issues).<br /><br />I'm going to have to check my u-joints again.  After the silicone fix, my issues mostly disappeared...except for a vibration from the driveshaft around 15-20 MPH which is truly annoying (and didn't exist before filling the carriers).  On the other hand, my driveshaft is no longer trying to become a vehicle occupant...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000009||lance||02-12-2003||09:26 AM||||Problem solved...  I took the car to a Mitsu dealer today and I was told my CB and U-joint were bad.||63.136.119.10||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes



ubb/Forum2/001581.cgi
A||||4||Randy 141/1000||Sunroof Leak??||||1||||Randy 141/1000||00000743
Z||000000||Randy 141/1000||02-09-2003||10:44 PM||rmckenzie@highstream.net||My passenger floor is real wet but it does not smell of coolant. Does anyone know if the drain for the sunroof goes down the passenger pillar? Are there any know issues that would cause this that are unknown to me, I'm new to the GalantVR4 world. I picked it up last year from Blacksheep via GVR1643. Thanks in advance!||65.144.132.170||reg||1||Randy 141/1000||00000743||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-09-2003||11:23 PM||||Reading  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001223" target="_blank">this might help</a> but I don't know if it is your answer or not.||67.36.176.106||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-09-2003||11:38 PM||||RandEEEEEEEEE<br /><br />Welcome! kevin got his tie rod ends done today. He was on a high and mentioned that the symptoms mentioned sounded like your heater core was leaking<br /><br />Check these posts:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001300#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001300#000000</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001290" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001290</a><br /><br />The above mentoins Kenn Inn - an esteemed member on this lsit who had the pleasure of replacing his core. So, he may have advice on symptoms and his solution..I know it was a PITA<br /><br />Sorry to hear about the core, I didnt have any idea that would happen..I kinda feel bad!<br /><br />How has the car been running otherwise...||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Randy 141/1000||02-10-2003||08:22 PM||||Some good info Hertz and Blacksheep...definitly have some things to scope out. Maybe I should just keep it in the garage, that might be easier. I just now have to tell my wife she can't park in there anymore!!! Thanks.||65.144.10.120||reg||1||Randy 141/1000||00000743||yes
Z||000004||chauffeur1st||11-23-2003||04:00 PM||||Did you ever figure out what was wrong and fix the leak....<br /><br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.80||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes



ubb/Forum2/001582.cgi
A||||3||blacksheep||Clocking a mitsu turbo (16G, big 16G etc)?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-09-2003||11:44 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I was told that mitsu turbos have some sort of little solt on the compressor housing and a corresponding tab on the exhaust housing. If this tab is ground off, the turbos compressor housing can be rotated into any desired position.<br /><br />I was also told that teamrip had a mod that was about 50 bux that helped clock the turbo. I wonder if its the same as the above...<br /><br />I may opt for a big 16G for the new milder setup and try to clock the turbo to point down so as to avoid running IC pipe over the manifold.<br /><br />Anyone see any major issues with doing this?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||broke down||02-10-2003||11:06 PM||||I don't realy know from experience, but I would think that you could find the place where you want to place the housing and simply grind a little half circle where the locating pin would then fit.  That way if you have a problem or just want to put it back stock, you could, without fear of cutting off the dowel pin.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000002||Compressed||02-11-2003||06:40 PM||||Totally doable.  Heres a vfaq from a member of CO dsm group here.  <a href="http://co.dsm.org/users/jake/DSM/projects/clock_turbo/index.shtml" target="_blank">http://co.dsm.org/users/jake/DSM/projects/clock_turbo/index.shtml</a>||216.126.176.138||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000003||TWEAKD4||02-11-2003||07:05 PM||||Re-clocking the turbo is easy.  It is the stock internal wastegate that makes it difficult because it is mounted to compressor housing.  It is easiest to run an external.  I have a friend though that re-clocked his 16G to run a Buschur IC that made a custom bracket for the stock wastegate.||63.233.206.166||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes



ubb/Forum2/001583.cgi
A||N||7||Marcus||getting a turbo to match my mods||||3||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||02-10-2003||01:08 AM||dirtclod20@aol.com||Instead of buying the biggest turbo i can afford/get my hands on. I'd much rather get a turbo that best suites my modifications and spend the extra money on a wideband 02 or other ways of tuning. My mods are <br />big 16g, FMIC, 2.5turbo back, 550's, 2gmas, 2gmani, S-AFC, ACT2600, boost/egt gauge, fresh valve job. <br />I was thinking about a 20g, but a lot of people are telling me to go more towards the AGP L2, more or less a refined 20g with more power capabilites. For 950 comes ported, internal mani, and oil feed/return lines this is a tough competitor. <br />SBR has a nice unit but will cost me almost 200 more for internal gate/porting and doesn't come with oil lines. <br />Mutt has a good turbo as well, but starting at 1200, I don't think I'll be considering this turbo for more than a nanosecond. <br />And lastly I shouldn't forget the ole tried and trued 20g, port it clip it and bolt er on and she still makes great power and doesn't break the bank. I have a GVR4, just to let you know, I've heard problems about clearance with some turbos. <br />Whatever you think is best for me, please remember I don't want to over extend the ability of my supporting mods, unless maybe inj. Or perhaps I could just keep boost below a certain level. <br />Marc||152.163.207.192||reg||3||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||talontsi||02-10-2003||12:03 PM||||The 20g and the l2 are great.<br />20g is definitly tried and proven.<br />A local DSMer has recently run high 11's on an l2r in a 2g fwd.<br /><br />If you want to keep your setup simple why not check out FP's sleeper 16g.<br />It is basicaly stuffed with a bigger wheel.||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000002||joec||02-10-2003||12:06 PM||||I don't think the AGP L2 comes with the internal gate for the $950 sale price, it's an additional $150.<br /><br />Couldn't tell from your post if you wanted an internal or not -- you mentioned it for some of the turbos and not for others...||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||02-10-2003||03:34 PM||||For internal gate lovers, $995 price, multiple comp wheel options, conventional bushing.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.precisionte.com/sportcompact/index.htm" target="_blank">http://www.precisionte.com/sportcompact/index.htm</a><br /><br />2nd half of the page. <br /><br />Many vendors resell this exact turbo, FP, Buschur, AMS, etc.||129.120.57.103||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||GVR4N||02-13-2003||03:45 AM||||Forced Performance "GREEN" definitely BADD but more expensive, big top end charge!||209.124.134.50||reg||14||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000005||Invader||02-13-2003||02:23 PM||||Marcus, what times are you running with the big 16G?  Why are you ready to upgrade the turbo?  Maybe you should look at something else, first?||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000006||Marcus||02-13-2003||08:01 PM||||Never ran it with the big16g, it was on the car when i bought it.  I raced my old talan that ran 8.7 1/8 and i won by three cars to about 90mph.  Bad analogy, but best I can offer.  I think the turbo is just gone south and a buddy of mine wants to buy it to rebuild, so i figure it's a perfect time to upgrade.||12.220.153.109||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000007||Invader||02-13-2003||10:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong>I think the turbo is just gone south and a buddy of mine wants to buy it to rebuild, so i figure it's a perfect time to upgrade. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like a good reason...||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/001584.cgi
A||||4||VR-4play||feedback on FMIC||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||02-10-2003||07:27 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||what do you all think about this? which spearco core is this?<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402683162&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402683162&category=33742</a>||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-10-2003||07:34 AM||||No where on the description does it say it is a Spearco core, anyone can spray paint spearco on their core. It doesn't say it because it isn't a Spearco core. On a good note, the welds do look good, and for $350 it is still a good deal.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||talontsi||02-10-2003||11:56 AM||||Tat does look like a good deal even if it is not a spearco core.<br />Bar and plate is still a good setup.||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||02-10-2003||12:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> No where on the description does it say it is a Spearco core, anyone can spray paint spearco on their core. It doesn't say it because it isn't a Spearco core. On a good note, the welds do look good, and for $350 it is still a good deal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd bet money that's a spearco core.  Have you ever seen a spearco core?  I've bought, sold, and used spearco cores, amongst others, and that sure as hell looks like a Spearco to me.  <br /><br />The spearco 2-178 has the same dimensions, 20" x 8<br /><br />Do you really think Spearco would let someone get away with selling more than a hundred (with all positive feedback) fake Spearco IC's?  <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2402055789" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2402055789</a><br /><br />Looks like he's selling 216's for awesome prices too.  If in doubt, call Spearco and ask if they sell to this guy.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||VR-4play||02-10-2003||01:39 PM||||well, i bought the 20x8 (2-178) one.  i was needing a fmic, and i couldn't pass this up. hopefully i can use the end tanks that come with it and will get some pipes customized.<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2403156822&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2403156822&category=33742</a>||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum2/001585.cgi
A||N||0||DongeR615||battery relocated and now a question||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||02-10-2003||02:40 PM||||what is the definition of a welded-loop? I read the NHRA rules and it states that a plastic battery box with J hooks must be welded in a closed-loop position. <br /><br />I relocated the battery to the trunk with a $7.50 battery box from Walmart and new $2.00 J hooks, 5/16 bolt and nut, and negative battery cable $5.00 from Orchard Supply.   The 15 feet positive cable I had from a previous stereo setup. Overall relocation is a very easy thing to do and it holds up very well. I would say the difficulty is 1.5/5<br /><br />DongeR615||63.201.91.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/001586.cgi
A||||8||AllBeItMine||Turn off AYC||||1||||AllBeItMine||00000849
Z||000000||AllBeItMine||02-10-2003||10:00 PM||andrew.simpson@blackpepper.co.nz||Hey, I have a 97 Twin Turbo VR4 Sedan and I take it on motorkhana's. Problem is, when i light it up around the corners and the wheels lose traction, the onboard computer thingy decides to put the brakes on. I am assuming this is the AYC kicking in as the lights of the dash board go ape shit.<br /><br />There are no obvious switches but there are a couple of fuses that look like they might do the job. Anybody else disables their AYC/Traction Control with any success?||210.54.120.194||reg||1||AllBeItMine||00000849||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-10-2003||10:43 PM||||Unfortunetly most of us have the e39 VR4, they are the only ones that came to the us. No AYC on ours thank god.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||02-11-2003||12:21 PM||||try pulling the fuses. see what happens, and let us know.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||02-11-2003||02:57 PM||||Why don't you ship her over here and we'll get her figured out for you  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Maybe one of the other Aussie guys can offer some advice on this one.||167.142.22.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||AllBeItMine||02-12-2003||12:36 AM||||Yeah, i'll try the fuses. It seems to have enough power to spin the wheels even with the AYC going full tit but it can't be that good for the car.<br /><br />Would it be the AYC that stops me from doing Handbrake turns or is this something to do with a locking centre dif? All i know is that when i apply the handbrake it just locks all four wheels.<br /><br />It would be really nice to be able to slip the clutch and do a quick handbrake turn to get around the tighter parts of the tracks...||210.86.39.29||reg||1||AllBeItMine||00000849||yes
Z||000005||Telecaster||02-12-2003||01:13 AM||||Try checking <a href="http://www.lancerregister.com" target="_blank">www.lancerregister.com</a>  I've read that guys with Evo's take off their AYC when they run on tracks.||216.175.109.174||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000006||Ash||02-12-2003||07:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Why don't you ship her over here and we'll get her figured out for you   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />Maybe one of the other Aussie guys can offer some advice on this one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He's a Kiwi, not an Aussie.  Think USA & Canada difference except for a shitload of water in between instead of a little line.  They get almost every cool car from japan due to the country having quite relaxed import laws, over here in Australia the twin turbo VR4's (both 2.0 & 2.5) are rare as rocking horse "you know what"<br /><br />BTW, I don't mean for the term "Kiwi" to be offensive.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.220.88.45||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||02-12-2003||09:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Why don't you ship her over here and we'll get her figured out for you    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />Maybe one of the other Aussie guys can offer some advice on this one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He's a Kiwi, not an Aussie.  Think USA & Canada difference except for a shitload of water in between instead of a little line.  They get almost every cool car from japan due to the country having quite relaxed import laws, over here in Australia the twin turbo VR4's (both 2.0 & 2.5) are rare as rocking horse "you know what"<br /><br />BTW, I don't mean for the term "Kiwi" to be offensive.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah I know the difference between them - I'm in the tour industry.  Made the reference that way incorrectly - oops.||167.142.21.199||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||AllBeItMine||02-12-2003||03:43 PM||||Sorry guys, somebody has just pointed out to me in another thread that this forum is soley for the 89-91 model VR4.<br /><br />Yeah, there is a love hate realationship between kiwis's and Aussies. They can't play rugby, or cricket, have crap beer, ugly women and are all desendant from criminals. NZ's are a much nicer group.||210.54.120.194||reg||1||AllBeItMine||00000849||yes



ubb/Forum2/001587.cgi
A||||5||broke down||2ng gen mas||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||02-10-2003||11:02 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Hey anybody, will a 2nd gen mas fit the 1st gen intake hose?  Thanks for any help or suggestions!!!||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||02-10-2003||11:03 PM||||No, 2g's are oval.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||02-11-2003||02:31 PM||||Not even with say a 6 inch piece of silicon hose from the end of my Raptor 1G intake tube to the 2G MAS (having the hose clamp on the 2G MAS end "oval" the silicone hose)?||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||02-11-2003||03:52 PM||||I think Home Depot has some kind of Fernco plumbing coupler that will work from 3-4" that can adapt a 2G to 3" pipe.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||broke down||02-11-2003||11:03 PM||||i know i'll have to mod my filter can to fit it, but I just want to know if the end of the mas will fit inside the stock rubber intake hose that goes to the turbo inlet?||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||02-11-2003||11:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong> i know i'll have to mod my filter can to fit it, but I just want to know if the end of the mas will fit inside the stock rubber intake hose that goes to the turbo inlet? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It wont||63.206.49.84||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/001588.cgi
A||||5||drew||Cutting the bumper||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||02-11-2003||12:33 AM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||To all you who cut the front bumper, what did you use to cut the plastic cleanly? Just a dremel and a steady hand?||65.184.77.145||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||02-11-2003||01:13 AM||||Steady hand.  Just make sure your going straight.||216.175.109.174||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||02-11-2003||01:48 AM||||Hack saw blade and a pair of gloves for the cover and a sawzall for the reinforcement.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-11-2003||10:30 AM||||sabre saw.  i gave it that "redneck" look||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||02-11-2003||12:04 PM||||dremel with a round cutting disc and an extremely steady hand||131.193.8.217||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||suprflewus||02-11-2003||05:44 PM||||lay duct tape down to create a 'line' for your cutout.<br />then take a very sharp exacto or utility knife and follow along the edge of the duct tape creating a nice score.<br />borrow, buy, steal a rotozip with the proper bit....it doesnt get any easier.<br /><br />dale||205.188.209.7||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes



ubb/Forum2/001589.cgi
A||||4||DookGVR4||ACT 2600 Pressure Plate Part #||||1||||DookGVR4||00000632
Z||000000||DookGVR4||02-11-2003||02:37 AM||dook@adelphia.net||Does anyone know it off hand?...<br /><br />I ordered a act 2600 kit from my buddies shop(non dsm specific)And i think i got a 2100 PP   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||02-11-2003||09:44 AM||||2600 has a xx<br />2100 has a x||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000002||Arty||02-11-2003||06:58 PM||||DookGVR4,<br />how did you know it was 2100 and not 2600. Did you already know about the x, xx Martin mentioned, or did you test it somehow ?<br /><br />John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000003||Telecaster||02-11-2003||10:08 PM||||I just got my 2600 clutch kit also.<br /><br />The pressure plate should be #MB-010X<br />The disc # MBSD010S<br /><br />You can check out: <a href="http://www.advancedclutch.com/v3/appsframe.asp?Make=Mitsubishi&Model=Eclipse" target="_blank">http://www.advancedclutch.com/v3/appsframe.asp?Make=Mitsubishi&Model=Eclipse</a> <br /><br />Clutch Kit Number:   MB1-XTSS||216.175.109.174||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||02-11-2003||11:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> I just got my 2600 clutch kit also.<br /><br />The pressure plate should be #MB-010X<br />The disc # MBSD010S<br /><br />Clutch Kit Number:   MB1-XTSS </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep thanks guys...<br /><br />Well my buddy requested a 2600 from his supplier and they sent the 2100   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I ordered it a few weeks ago and i was just getting around to installing it. I worried that this could of happened all along and then out of nowhere a post came up on another board regarding this but noone had a specific answer,So it grabbed my attention.<br /><br />I found out today and it is being taken care of...Just glad i found out about it before i installed it!<br /><br />Thanks,Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes



ubb/Forum2/001590.cgi
A||||5||HKS VR-4||wiring Apexi AVC-D||||5||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||02-11-2003||03:13 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Does anyone know how to wire up the Apexi AVC-D and set it up for the 4G63???||12.81.120.207||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||Franckypoo||02-11-2003||12:55 PM||||I think I still have my manual at home.<br /><br />I'll try to scan it and post it.  Also there is one error in the manual and I will try to find the correction because you won't be able to use the RPM features if you wire it like said in the manual.||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||02-12-2003||03:10 AM||||sweet, thanks!!! if you can email me at uraznboy@hotmail.com RE:AVC-D   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.81.67.6||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||yes
Z||000003||HKS VR-4||02-12-2003||11:30 AM||||Just wondering does anyone else have input on it?||12.81.119.209||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000004||Franckypoo||02-14-2003||11:55 AM||||Ah crap! the website with the correct wirring does not exist anymore!<br /><br />If I remember right it's the RPM wire that's not the right one in the AVC-D manual.  If you look at the ECU pinout on the vfaq or the shop manual you should be able to find the right one no problems. (I think pin 14... but that might be the bad one...)<br /><br />I could not find my manual yet but I just remember that it must be in the garage with my shop manual and SAFC manual.  I'll have a look over the Weekend.||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||02-16-2003||01:25 AM||||<a href="http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_savcr_wire.pdf" target="_blank">www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_savcr_wire.pdf</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_savcr_ins.pdf" target="_blank">www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_savcr_ins.pdf</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.scuderiaciriani.com/rx7/AVC-R_install.html" target="_blank">www.scuderiaciriani.com/rx7/AVC-R_install.html</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.rx7.org/Robinette/boost_avc_r_install.htm" target="_blank">www.rx7.org/Robinette/boost_avc_r_install.htm</a>||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum2/001591.cgi
A||||7||VR-4play||IC pipe flanges||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||02-11-2003||02:34 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||my fmic will be arriving tomorrow and i have decided to do the pipes myself. what is a good source for the tb flange, turbo outlet flange, and cbv flange? i'd go with rre, but just wanted other input.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-11-2003||03:20 PM||||Dunno about RRE, I would suggest Road Race Engineering...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-11-2003||03:22 PM||||PS - What FMIC did you get?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||VR-4play||02-11-2003||03:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> PS - What FMIC did you get? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2403156822" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2403156822</a><br /><br />i am going to post my install progress w/ pics.  i hope it goes smooth. btw, rre is better than road race engineering (less typing).||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-11-2003||08:27 PM||||What are you doing for pipes?  A stack of mandrel bends?||67.36.176.150||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||02-11-2003||09:40 PM||||I bought my flanges from RRE. Ive never noticed anyone else who makes them.  I use mandrel J-bends from Summit or Jegs (Hooker makes them) for the piping,for stock routing it takes 4 of them.||129.71.114.237||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000006||VR-4play||02-12-2003||12:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> What are you doing for pipes?  A stack of mandrel bends? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah. i am going to use 90deg bends from jcw. 5 for the uicp. my route is going to be similar to harry's here.<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/images/no3_engine.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/images/no3_engine.jpg</a><br /><br />i will figure out the lower pipe later.||67.30.250.54||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000007||galantvr4||02-12-2003||06:36 PM||||yeah i just ordered my flanges from rre and am waiting for there arival! I still need to buy som piping though||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes



ubb/Forum2/001592.cgi
A||||4||wishman||lost 2nd and 4th and R  gear on shift.||||1||||wishman||00000432
Z||000000||wishman||02-11-2003||03:44 PM||john@lukonline.com||Hi All, <br />I think this might be shifter cable problem.  I cannot get into 2nd, 4th or Reverse gear.  It just bounces right out with a very spongy feeling.  Someone mention it might be a shifter cable problem.  Does this seem like the usually problem with a shifter cable snapping or stretching?  I can go into 1, 3, and 5 without a problem.  I already have the cable purchased and was going to switch it out as well.  Is there a writeup for this somewhere?  I checked <a href="http://www.dsm.org" target="_blank">www.dsm.org</a> but their archive is down and I didn't see any at vfaq or faq.  <br /><br />Another issue is the blank panther battery.  I had this battery for about 4 years now.  Since my car has not been driven for 2 weeks now, the battery is dead and when I jump it with a portable pack it works but doesn't hold a charge.  Can I charge a blank panther battery?  Anything I need to worry about? <br />Thanks!<br />John||24.239.170.20||reg||1||wishman||00000432||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-11-2003||05:25 PM||||yup.  the black panther is a "deep cycle" which means you can completely discharge it and then it can be recharged, like 400 times.  it is also a piece of crap.  my panther died after only about a year, i think a cell went.  of course, the place i got it from no longer sells them, so the warranty was toast.  i would charge it up, then it would lose it very quickly.  what the heck, it's made by hawker, which i think is lucas' cousin, or brother, or something.  also, the charging is different from a wet cell.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-11-2003||08:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by wishman:<br /><strong> Hi All, <br />I think this might be shifter cable problem.  I cannot get into 2nd, 4th or Reverse gear.  It just bounces right out with a very spongy feeling.  Someone mention it might be a shifter cable problem.  Does this seem like the usually problem with a shifter cable snapping or stretching? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pull off your shifter boot and take a look. (You may also want to remove the knob by turning it counter-clockwise.) Your cable isn't broken, but it is probably out of whack.  Look to see if you hit the rubber bumpers in the shifter assembly.  You might be hitting the bumper (i.e. you can't move the stick any further into gear) but the cable isn't extending far enough to get into gear.<br /><br />There is an adjustment on the cable -- you might be able to adjust it out a touch and get everything to work.  It is possible to adjust it without removing the center console (the most difficult part of the repair).  If you have new cables that would probably be the best thing to do.  Also check the sleeves that the cable runs through for wear.  There IS a VFAQ for this.<br /><br />AND as I've recently discovered, check the arms on the transmission itself (~ under the stock air "snorkel").  If the bushing is cracked on one side you wouldn't get the same throw in one direction as the other.<br /><br />As far as instructions are concerned, I don't think there is a VFAQ on it, but I'm sure you can find something in your shop manual.  You do <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/index2.htm" target="_blank">have one</a> right?||67.36.176.150||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||wishman||02-13-2003||01:28 PM||||Thanks for the replies.  I will check out the shifter adjustment first.  Hopefully that'll be the problem.  Then when the weather gets warmer I can do the shifter cable change. <br />I did find the VFAQ, thanks!  and I do have the manual somewhere just have to find it now. :-)<br />John||24.239.170.20||reg||1||wishman||00000432||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||02-13-2003||04:45 PM||||I think that you are supposed to use a special type of charger for the batt too.  A regular auto charger overcharges and somehow damages the batt.  Something like 6 amps max?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/001593.cgi
A||||0||Vr4in'||cam gears||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-11-2003||07:22 PM||nohad43@aol.com||my vr4's timing belt broke..well it it didnt actually break but like 8 of the teeth on the belt broke.anyways my intake valves are bent and first thing i need to ask is whats the cheapest i can get those intake valves if anyone knows where to get them cheap.another thing is i accidently broke my oem exhaust pulley and i was wondering who makes better pulleys unorthodox,aem,or hks?and would the head have been damaged if the valves bent?thanks,<br />                   Rob||65.32.219.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/001594.cgi
A||||1||Vr4in'||non turbo head fit turbo engine?||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-11-2003||10:44 PM||nohad43@aol.com||will a non-turbo head fit a turbo 4g63?||65.32.218.155||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||02-11-2003||11:34 PM||||Yes, but I see you're a new guy here.<br />Go to DSM.org and read the faqs back and forth for about 5 times. You'll learn so much more than you think.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.63.139||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/001595.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||vacuum lines....i'm lost||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-11-2003||10:55 PM||nohad43@aol.com||does it matter where each vacuum line gos on the intake manifold?if it does where can i get a vacuum line directory to show where each line goes?||65.32.218.155||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||number3||02-11-2003||11:00 PM||||There is a label stuck to the underside of the hood that shows the vac line layout.<br /><br />Did you get my PM?||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||02-12-2003||07:53 PM||||sorry man im kinda new here whats pm?||65.32.219.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||02-12-2003||10:29 PM||||PM = Private Message, check your profile to see it.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||02-13-2003||09:27 PM||||how long can you hold them?||65.32.219.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/001596.cgi
A||||6||AllBeItMine||A few questions about my 1997 VR4 Sedan||||1||||AllBeItMine||00000849
Z||000000||AllBeItMine||02-12-2003||12:48 AM||andrew.simpson@blackpepper.co.nz||I have ended up with a few questions about my car and thought i would stick them all in the one thread because it doesn't seem like the later model is very popular in the forum...<br /><br />So here goes.<br /><br />Does anybody know how to turn of the AYC without causing any problems with the car.<br /><br />Can somebody explain to me if it is possible to pull the handbrake and only lock the rear wheels.<br /><br />Is anybody able to tell me how much boost this car should run as standard so i can check to see if it is setup normally or not.<br /><br />Can somebody tell me typical fuel consumption. This being my first turbo car i'm quite shocked at the amount of gas it uses, even when driven like an old lady and would like to know if it is normal or not.<br /><br />Is there anything that i should know about these cars as they hit the hundred thousand kilometre mark. Do they need anything done to them apart from a full service and the timing belt?<br /><br />Is it an easy job to remove the speed limiter? 180km is just not fast enough.<br /><br />Anybody hot chicks here from NZ with one of these cars and want to hook up? ;-) (worth a try)<br /><br />Any help greatly appreciated - cheers.||202.27.176.157||reg||1||AllBeItMine||00000849||yes
Z||000001||Jon||02-12-2003||08:10 AM||||This site is for the E39A Galant VR4 which was sold in America in 1991 and 1992.  It was sold in Japan from 1988 to 1991 (maybe 1992).<br /><br />It comes with the 4G63 engine (4 cylinder), turbo and all wheel drive.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||AllBeItMine||02-12-2003||03:39 PM||||Sorry - didn't see that. Only says Galant VR4||210.54.120.194||reg||1||AllBeItMine||00000849||yes
Z||000003||beavis||02-12-2003||03:52 PM||||don't worry about some of the negative comments about this site being for older vr4's only.  turbo cars regardless of age or make are similiar in operation and construction.  the main disadvantage for you is that the majority of the people on this site are in the u.s. and therfore can not answer specifics about your car.  try to be specific when you post questions.  as for turning off the ayc there should be a relay or module under the bonnet that operates it.  remove the fuse or the relay and you should be able to disable it.  this method will often result in some type of warning light being activated.||138.23.82.57||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000004||AllBeItMine||02-12-2003||11:10 PM||||cheers - thanks, i will give it a go now in fact and tell you how i got on.||210.55.126.24||reg||1||AllBeItMine||00000849||yes
Z||000005||AllBeItMine||02-20-2003||09:28 PM||||okay guys, there is a little yellow fuse in the box under the bonnet and if you pull it out the AYC goes away. Which is good cause now I can go sideways up hills in the wet.<br /><br />(this is important)||210.54.120.194||reg||1||AllBeItMine||00000849||yes
Z||000006||DookGVR4||02-21-2003||12:07 AM||||Sounds like fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes



ubb/Forum2/001597.cgi
A||||1||evol||O2 Sensor Wire Colors||||1||||evol||00000360
Z||000000||evol||02-12-2003||10:10 AM||||Hey guys and gals--<br /><br />Just wondering if there is a resource on the inet or anyone here knows what color wires mean what on the wiring harness before the o2 sensor ( I don't know how to word it any better than that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> ) I no longer have either plug, as they melted together quite nicely when my engine got a little bit hot a while back. Would it be in the tel haynes manual? I would guess that the 2 wires that are the same color are the heater wires, but upon closer inspection, I noticed that they aren't bundled together like I thought they'd be.<br />Anyhow, any help/guideance is appreciated.<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />--Ben||134.124.18.65||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||02-13-2003||02:37 AM||||Yes the two same color wires are the "heater" wires. The order doesn't matter, one can go to postive (+switched) and one to a negitive or vice versa. Just make sure you match the other signal wires to the same colors.||24.209.155.78||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum2/001598.cgi
A||||12||gvr4in||Is it necessary to remove mid console?||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||02-12-2003||03:09 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey I just got a TEL shifter and I didn't need to take out the middle console in the laser to take out the shifter, but from the looks of it, I have to take out the middle console in my galant to install it. Its easy to install as you all know, just wondering if I have to take out the mid console! Thanks! <br />-If so where are the bolts to remove it?||63.202.234.114||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||02-12-2003||03:19 PM||||You need to remove it to install the leather shift boot. You can squeeze just the shift lever in without removing it. <br /><br />I was all proud of myself when I put the lever in without removing the console, then I tried to install the leather boot, and it just wasn't happening.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||02-12-2003||03:20 PM||||Yes you should remove the console.  pull the two side trim pieces toward the front along the bottom-I think two screws(black) and one plastic trim clip.  Behind those you need to remove two machine type screws with the smaller diameter heads-one is low on the console in the middle front to back, the other is in the front holding the console to the center metal bracket.  And two trim screws with the broader heads just like the black ones for the trim pieces only gold.  The radio has to come out, and there are two screws behind the front seats; one on each side-black longer machine type.  I think that's it.  The hard part is just getting those pita seatbelts to cooperate and give enough slack to move the console out of the way.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-12-2003||03:33 PM||||When doing this, it's a good time to replace those old shift bushings with new ones or metal washers...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||02-12-2003||04:12 PM||||Thanks guys!||63.202.234.114||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||02-12-2003||04:16 PM||||I'm pretty lazy, and I have never removed my console.  I've added the symborski shift kit, swapped entire shifter assemblies, added the Mofugas leather boot, and installed the cables all with the console in place.  <br /><br />I pop the armrest box out, the mirror controls/change holder, and the two side pieces that run along the bottom of the console.  <br /><br />Of course, YMMV depending on arm thickness and length.  :-)||4.47.83.92||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Invader||02-12-2003||04:32 PM||||Any chance you could post a picture of the TEL and GVR4 shifters side by side?||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||02-12-2003||04:55 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/short-shifter.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/short-shifter.html</a><br /><br /><br />There are some pics of a few different DSM & GVR-4 shifters on that page.  The GVR-4 shifter is the Mofugas one, but I think the top part is the same length as the stock GVR-4 shifter.  It should give you a general idea at least...||64.12.107.32||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||02-12-2003||05:20 PM||||I'd like to add that you may have problems with those gold screws in the footwells.  Either use a handimpact or be prepared to drill one or both out when the heads torque off.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Maybe some PB blaster or WD-40 or something would help...(20/20)||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||02-12-2003||08:05 PM||||I forgot to add, This shifter is out of a 90 plymouth laser NA..Will it still fit? I heard the 91-94s only fit||63.202.234.114||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||meshwork||02-12-2003||08:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> I forgot to add, This shifter is out of a 90 plymouth laser NA..Will it still fit? I heard the 91-94s only fit </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ah, nope. Won't work, different design.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||151.199.247.27||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000011||gvr4in||02-12-2003||08:18 PM||||Sh!t...lol thanks||63.202.234.114||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||02-13-2003||11:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I'd like to add that you may have problems with those gold screws in the footwells.  Either use a handimpact or be prepared to drill one or both out when the heads torque off.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Maybe some PB blaster or WD-40 or something would help...(20/20) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YES, YES, YES!! Those Damn things are IN there and have some of the softest butter type heads on them.  One of those hand impact screwdrivers would be wisely used on those buggers.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/001599.cgi
A||||2||147of1000||turn off ABS??||||1||||147of1000||00000861
Z||000000||147of1000||02-12-2003||03:51 PM||||does anyone know if it is possible to  turn off the ABS on the 92 galant vr4 and if so how would i go about doing it, also will springs for a 1g or 2g eclipse gsx work on the 92 galant vr4???||68.18.98.207||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-12-2003||05:25 PM||||I think the generally accepted answer is "yes".   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   It involves pulling the relay or fuse and removing the bulb from the dash so the light isn't always on.  Do a search here, you'll find plenty.<br /><br />I don't think the springs will work (the way you want).  The car weight balance is different, among other things.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4||02-12-2003||06:29 PM||||Dude i did it and i made a switch so i can have it on on the street and off when im playing in dirt or snow. There is a relay in the lower left kick pannel all you do is cut the big wire and run both halves to a switch and presto.I can email you a picture with a digrahm if you want.||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes



ubb/Forum2/001600.cgi
A||||1||1101||need information on JDM fog light switch||||1||||1101||00000061
Z||000000||1101||02-12-2003||03:55 PM||karns10@attbi.com||I am converting from USA bumper and fog light to JDM bumper and fog lights.<br /><br />So I am going from 1 set of aux. lights to 2. I have the JDM light switch and it has one toggle position like the USA fog light switch but it has 7 wires out the back verses the USA 5 wires.<br /><br />What is the mode of the switch with regard to the lights? Press once and one set of lights come on and then alternately the next press puts on the other set?<br /><br />Thanks for any help.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-12-2003||05:22 PM||||Don't know anything about the JDM foglight switch, but you could run one set with the USDM switch.  There is a blank panel next to the rear defog (would be rear wiper on JDM, I believe).  So you could mount both switches.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001989.cgi
A||||5||lance||I NEED A 4 BOLT REAR END.||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||04-04-2003||08:58 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||I need a four bolt rear end.  I have purchase the shafts from a mitsubishi dealer in Miami sometime last year.  I would prefer if I could locate one in the Miami region but if not, I will accept one from anywhere.  I need price also.  I will pay for the shipmemt as well.<br /><br />I am located in the Caribbean (Cayman Islands) about 1 hour flight from Miami.<br /><br />Thanks||208.157.147.45||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||05:20 AM||||check the trader,there are alot of people down in that area with a dsm.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||04-08-2003||12:13 PM||||I have one, and I'm in South Florida. But, I paid $440 for it, so I can't let it go for less, complete with axles and cups.||67.34.204.14||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||lance||04-09-2003||11:54 AM||||Hey Keydiver<br /><br />I will take it from you now.  Email me with the necessay details.||63.136.113.224||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||04-09-2003||12:18 PM||||I need to find just the center section....not the cups and axles.  Before I knew any better, or was smart enought to ask anyone, I bought a 4-bolt that I located on the trader, went and picked it up, and when I got home realized that it was from an automatic.  Big dummy.  The guy didn't lie and say it was one way or the other, and I didn't ask, so I guess he made out....!!!!  A friend has a spare 3-bolt lying around, and i have been toying with trying to switch the ring and pinion from the one to the other, but I've heard getting it shimmed correctly afterward can be a bear.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||04-09-2003||02:11 PM||||Can you just swap your ring and pinion out of your stock diff? Or, take the LSD out of the automatic diff, put your ring gear on it, with the pump drive gear too, and put it in your housing. 4WD and 4-bolt :-)||68.211.193.106||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/001601.cgi
A||||1||Bill||FCON||||1||||Bill||00000334
Z||000000||Bill||02-12-2003||04:15 PM||||What is the max. boost can you run with FCON, small 16g and AlBlaha w/o flapper door(stock inj. and stock exhaust)?  Thanks!||152.163.197.63||reg||1||Bill||00000334||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||02-12-2003||08:35 PM||||From what I have heard @16psi is max though I wouldn't want to push more than 14 with a stock exhaust.||199.35.202.91||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/001602.cgi
A||||14||Jose||Who sells TEIN coilovers?||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||02-12-2003||05:58 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Anyone know who sells Tein coilover setup for our cars?<br />Jose....||152.163.204.48||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-12-2003||06:03 PM||||this is a trick question, right?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.tein.com/mitsubishi.html" target="_blank">http://www.tein.com/mitsubishi.html</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Jose||02-12-2003||06:29 PM||||I meant at a reasonable or at a discounted price.<br />Jose...||152.163.204.48||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||1667 VR4||02-12-2003||08:11 PM||||id just find a tein authourized dealer and have them order a set for you. Itll be below MSRP but i doubt youll be able to find a place that stocks them for our cars.||24.73.74.196||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000004||Jose||02-12-2003||09:14 PM||||Im trying to open up an account with Tein now.||152.163.207.213||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000005||suprflewus||02-12-2003||10:29 PM||||i would recommend Motorsports Techniques on the Tein dealer list.  Ask for Ron.  He is a member of this board!!  Best prices i have found.<br /><br />Dale||205.188.209.7||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000006||Jose||02-12-2003||11:48 PM||||Whats the web site for Motorsports Techniques?||152.163.213.181||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000007||ron||02-13-2003||12:09 AM||||Thanks, Dale..<br /><a href="http://www.motorsporttechniques.com" target="_blank">www.motorsporttechniques.com</a> is our site but we don't sell on there.. <br />Give me a call..I know Tein has them in stock because they shipped a set out to us today, that set is for Dale.<br /><br />Ron||64.12.107.157||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||02-13-2003||01:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ron:<br /><strong> Thanks, Dale..<br /><a href="http://www.motorsporttechniques.com" target="_blank">www.motorsporttechniques.com</a> is our site but we don't sell on there.. <br />Give me a call..I know Tein has them in stock because they shipped a set out to us today, that set is for Dale.<br /><br />Ron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The set I'm getting was ordered on Monday and should be here tomorrow. My friend that ordered them through his shop said that Tein had two sets in stock. It's good to see people on the board getting them and not some smucks.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||02-13-2003||03:12 AM||||Mark! Let me know when you get those Teins in so I can come over and check em out!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||number3||02-13-2003||02:32 PM||||My check is on the way so don't sell mine.<br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||turboflanagan||02-13-2003||04:41 PM||||Harry, I think you will be thrilled with them.  After finally putting some regular miles on mine, the rear has settled down and no longer does the bouncing thing over dips in the road and such.  I have even turned them up to see if it is just fun on full soft and now at 12 front and rear (16 is full hard) the ride is still quite nice.  Will be taking it harder still and see how that feels.  <br /><br />This weekend will be my first autox and we'll see how they do.  Forcast is rain and maybe thunder storms too.  Hopefully it won't get canceled.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000012||turbowop||02-13-2003||10:44 PM||||I got my Tein's today. They are gorgeous. I've only put them together so far. Did anybody else besides me get the pillow mounts also. I will put them on the car this weekend and take some pics. I can't drive until I get a few parts however. <br /><br />Harry....did you get my last PM?||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000013||ron||02-13-2003||10:54 PM||||They all come with the pillow ball mount... For those of you who has installed them already, Is ther 2" of room between the hood and top of the adjusting screw?  That's what you need for the EDFC..<br /><br />Ron||64.12.101.183||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000014||turbowop||02-13-2003||10:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ron:<br /><strong> They all come with the pillow ball mount... For those of you who has installed them already, Is ther 2" of room between the hood and top of the adjusting screw?  That's what you need for the EDFC..<br /><br />Ron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was under the impression that the pillow mounts were an option. In the instructions it gives directions for pillow mounts or stock mounts. I thought they screwed up and sent me the pillow mounts on accident.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/001603.cgi
A||||4||meshwork||Suspension question, related to the Talon parts car||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||02-12-2003||06:23 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Hi all, I did a search for this, and I found some information but I want to see what exactly I should do. <br /><br />Since I have given up on the Talon project, I have a set of KYB AGX with the Eibach Pro Kit, both made specifically for the Talon (its a '92).<br /><br />I am not looking to slam the car on the ground, but I do want to reduce body roll and help out with handling, so what combination should I install this in the Galant with, if I should at all?<br /><br />What should I expect if I:<br />a: Just put the Eibach/KYB combo in the Galant?<br />b: put stock GVR4 springs/KYB in back, Eibach/KYB in front?<br />c: stock GVR4 springs all around with the KYB?<br /><br />Or what would you suggest? I have these in the engineless car for a few months now, never driven on, so they are basically are brand new. The GVR4 has the stock suspension, with 79,000 miles on it, and rides fine, but I am just looking for something that'll handle a little better. <br /><br />Again, I don't want the car to be slammed, but I wouldn't mind a more aggressive stance. <br /><br />Thanks in advance!<br /><br />Ryan||151.199.247.27||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||02-12-2003||08:41 PM||||Just swap the whole assembly over but your car may sit slightly lower in the back than the front.<br />I made a post that listed @ heights with most the springs available.<br /><br />Rich||199.35.202.91||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||02-12-2003||09:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Just swap the whole assembly over but your car may sit slightly lower in the back than the front.<br />I made a post that listed @ heights with most the springs available.<br /><br />Rich </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Slightly lower? Does that mean the car will be "level" or will it look like the ass is dragging?||151.199.247.27||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||02-12-2003||10:32 PM||||I can't seem to find your post that you talked about either...can you give me a keyword or a link?||151.199.247.27||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||02-12-2003||11:16 PM||||I bumped it for you. I used to have the screen name MPREZYAVR4.||207.220.129.48||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/001604.cgi
A||||9||blacksheep||Apexi S-AFC II Limited Edition !||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-12-2003||06:24 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||any opinions on this!<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402986028&category=33596" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402986028&category=33596</a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||02-12-2003||06:26 PM||||yeah im brushing up on my japanese . Looks like all the charachters are in that language .,||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||drew||02-12-2003||09:16 PM||||Limited edition 1000. comes with a keychain. Wine red display, White lighting. Y38,000 MSRP||65.184.77.145||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||02-12-2003||09:31 PM||||<a href="http://www.edoperformance.com/" target="_blank">http://www.edoperformance.com/</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.apexvr4.com/apsaf2jusrel.html" target="_blank">http://www.apexvr4.com/apsaf2jusrel.html</a> <br />I would say just a new design, and with that means make money off us. And no it's not all a limited edition... So how many companys are selling just the 1000? heheh I think I saw 6 different venders selling the limited edition, and some where honda veders that sell tons of stuff. Those 1000 Limited are kindof like our dash plaques....||24.209.155.78||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||Martin Chilcote||02-13-2003||01:31 AM||||More info on the "Limited Edition" and Blue regular SAFC 2:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.takakaira.com/asp/template.asp?id=815&cat=2" target="_blank">http://www.takakaira.com/asp/template.asp?id=815&cat=2</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=80265&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=39&set=3&position=59&total_count=2402&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3e49e26927596092&reply_message=true" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=80265&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=39&set=3&posi tion=59&total_count=2402&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3e49e26927596092&reply_message=true</a>||66.139.166.24||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||02-13-2003||12:11 PM||||Prostreetonline has them instock too. Just a new model.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||06-06-2003||11:35 AM||||It's ALIVE!<br /><br />Do you think it's worth the extra money to have the extra 4 tuning points?||63.146.62.141||reg||5||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||06-06-2003||11:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> It's ALIVE!<br /><br />Do you think it's worth the extra money to have the extra 4 tuning points? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i would pay for a new one if the throttle points would go DOWN more so i could fine tune my idle.  it only goes down to 1000 rpm.  extra high tuning points are of no use.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||06-06-2003||11:49 AM||||It looks like there's:<br /> 1k 1.6k 2k 3k 3.6k 4k 4.6k 5k 5.6k 6k 6.6k 7k<br /><br />Right now I have the old 5 knob so I know either would be an improvement, but the II is about $100 more.||63.146.62.141||reg||5||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000009||msaskin||06-06-2003||03:08 PM||||the new one allows 12 rpm adjustment points in 200 rpm increments, whereas the old one allows 8 in 500 rpm increments.<br /><br />the new one also allows you to store 2 different fuel maps and switch between them (maybe have one very rich safe/daily driving map, and one slightly leaned out race map, etc...)<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes



ubb/Forum2/001605.cgi
A||||5||Johnny Bravo||'90 TEL 3-bolt axels &amp; CB work?||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||02-12-2003||06:25 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Alright, I've basically narrowed the problem in the rear end of my car to bad axels and/or rear carrier bearing.  I found a '90 TSi AWD in a local pick-n-pull with complete 3-bold rear & axels.  Just wondering if those parts would work on my car or not.  I'm not sure of the quality of them as I'm away at school & my dad is looking around at them.  The price for all is cheap enough that it wouldn't be a big deal to buy them, but if they won't work then I just won't buy 'em.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||02-12-2003||06:28 PM||||Well how much is it? The 3bolt will work, but carrier bearings are $52 for each (you need two), so I would start there, since its a good upkeep thing to do anyway.||151.199.247.27||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||02-12-2003||06:33 PM||||Well the axels will be $35 each and if I buy both of 'em and the cb's then everything will be cheaper yet.  I don't know the exact prices yet, but shouldn't be more than $100 for everything I imagine.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||drew||02-12-2003||09:13 PM||||will work but you will have to block off the 4ws and you will need to get the rear end from an MT TEL||65.184.77.145||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||Invader||02-12-2003||09:25 PM||||Are you sure you need to change the rearend out?  Swapping axles is fairly painless and takes very little time.  Try the easy parts...just swap axles out, first (you want the 3-bolt non-LSD axles)...||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||02-12-2003||10:19 PM||||I have no idea anymore...what I've been told by the last mechanic who looked at the car was that the passengers side rear axel is shot as well as possibly the carrier bearing.  I haven't had a DSM-savvy person check it out yet so I'm not 100% certain.  I'm in school full time right now & it's cold as shit so I can't get a chance to even mess around with it.  I'm very very very close to just selling it and ridding myself of the problem.  On top of it both front cv joints in my beater Honda Prelude are bad and need fixed a.s.a.p. and I don't have the dough for that either.   Ugh, sorry just ranting   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||152.163.213.63||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum2/001606.cgi
A||||1||galantvr4||Cyclone Manifold Gaskets?||||1||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||02-12-2003||06:32 PM||galantvr4@aol.com||Anyone know where i can find a gasket kit for the intake runners fot this manifold?||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-13-2003||01:16 PM||||I think you have to make your own.  Use the old one as a template.||64.108.205.31||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001990.cgi
A||||1||DeanCouchey||DSMparts.com||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||04-04-2003||10:35 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Does anyone order from them??? I saw that they had a IC pipes coming soon <img src="http://dsmparts.com/forums/attachment.php?s=&postid=394" alt=" - " /><br />Also a full brmebo brake set with pads for 400 bucks.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||04-04-2003||12:00 PM||||woops my big old chubby fingers hit the button twice! Jon or Drew or someone please delete this one!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum2/001608.cgi
A||N||3||Marcus||How much to port||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||02-13-2003||10:55 AM||dirtclod20@aol.com||When i swap my turbo i'm going to port my 2g man, 02 housing, should i port the piss out of it or just open up the collector to 7cm.  I know to hog the hell out of the 02housing.  Thanks<br />Marc||152.163.195.211||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-13-2003||11:18 AM||||taking it out to 7 is enough for a 16g. matching it with the exhaust housing is the important thing.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||02-13-2003||11:20 AM||||what if i going to a 20g or bigger?||152.163.195.211||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000003||VR-4play||02-13-2003||02:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> what if i going to a 20g or bigger? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">again... matching it with the exhaust housing is the important thing.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum2/001609.cgi
A||||11||Matt379||E55 AMG||||1||||Matt379||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||02-13-2003||10:56 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||My boss will be getting one of these when they come out.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadandtrack.com/reviews/firstdrives/articleDisplay.asp?articleID=410" target="_blank">http://www.roadandtrack.com/reviews/firstdrives/articleDisplay.asp?articleID=410</a><br /><br />My Galant VR-4 needs to be faster.  <br /><br />I think I need to call AGP and get the L2R.  I also need a Larger intercooler, pipes.||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt379||00000245||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-13-2003||11:12 AM||||i raced a slk amg with my dad's caddy etc. we were going 120 in a 45. we were neck and neck until we both let off at the same time. i guess we both envisioned jail at the same time. those amgs are nice.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-13-2003||11:37 AM||||The new E55 AMG is totally bad ass...No matter what ones does to the galant, it will still be a mitsubishi galant. Thats just my take on it.<br /><br />The E55 AMG can be described best as: "Hauling ass with real class". <br /><br />Price is always the downside. But, you get what you pay for !||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-13-2003||12:58 PM||||It's hard to beat forced induction AND large displacement.  Nearly 2.5x the displacement.<br /><br />Insurance alone on that beast would probably be more than my VR-4 is worth.  And just think how much you could do with a VR-4, or 10, instead of wasting $75,000 on just one car.||64.108.205.31||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||VR-4play||02-13-2003||02:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>...wasting $75,000 on just one car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">of course no one needs this car, but it would be nice to have one. if 75Gs didn't mean too much to me, i would get that... no i take it back my favorite car ever would have to be that twin turbo S8 they had on car&driver a while back.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000005||JAYGVR4||02-13-2003||04:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> The new E55 AMG is totally bad ass...No matter what ones does to the galant, it will still be a mitsubishi galant. Thats just my take on it.<br /><br />The E55 AMG can be described best as: "Hauling ass with real class". <br /><br />Price is always the downside. But, you get what you pay for ! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow, I've never been a Mercedes admirer, and to think my dream 4 door WAS a Dinan M5, but you need to tack another $35K onto the $75K just to get the car, so I dunno, when I get my imaginary winning lottery ticket, I may have to look into this car...  =P<br /><br />More on Dinan M5:<br />&lt;http://www.caranddriver.com/xp/Caranddriver/features/2002/november/0211_specialtyfile_dinan.xml&gt;<br /><br />I read somewhere - I think Road and Track - where they were going to shoehorn that E55 motor into a Mercedes A-class!  WHOA!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||02-13-2003||05:56 PM||||Those cars are not driver's cars but show off cars at outrageous prices. All of the magazines that tested it say it gives no feedback to the driver. Personally I would wait untill the new M5 comes out, if I was to get a car at that price range. The current one blows the E55 away, and the new one will be way faster. I'll take a "ultimate driving machine" over a ugly fast luxury car any day. I can't wait till some "hotshot" gets his ass handed in his brand new "E55" by one of the fast ass VR4s out there, or the Galant GSX ("not so non turbo anymore") that is on this forum. Conclusion: If you really enjoy driving, get a real driving machine (BMW).||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-13-2003||11:52 PM||||Mercedes is more luxury oriented. My friend owned a 4 door M3 which I drove and rode in all the time. The leather is much stiffer than say an E320 almost gvr4 like. Suspension is stiff, quite bone jarring to a few older adults...<br /><br />Abhay is right about that...the beemers are more sporty while Mercedes tries to pay more attention to luxury. <br /><br />But, even a primered and rusted out 1977 pinto or something or another with a big block, carbs, blower and some thingamajim can blow a E55 or M5 away. End of the day, to paraphrase my buddy, Kevin,"which would you rather see parked in your garage at the end of the day" - It depends on what you really want. IMHO, I wouldnt want the pinto. <br /><br />But, for now, I'm just used to seeing the black gvr4 on jackstands...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||02-14-2003||12:12 AM||||I'll take an "ultimate driving machine" in my driveway:)||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||02-14-2003||01:28 PM||||If my bank account was such that I wouldn't even notice $75K missing, then I'd have both  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />I understand and agree that You could do a lot with a VR4, DSM, Omni GLHS, Buick GN, etc with $75K, but who in there right mind would?  Both are kick ass cars that can be enjoyed by those with the money to do so.  Think of it this way: If Bill Gates had some cars lined up and said pick which ever one you want - free, which one would you take: VR4, Beemer, AMG, Viper.  Ummm, you say VR4 and I'll toss a 14B at you :-)<br />I'd take one of the latter and go buy a VR4 later. We all have our preferences and that's cool.  That's why were not on the Buick GN board, or the 3KGT VR4 boards, etc. Drive what you enjoy (and can afford).  BTW - I'd take the Viper - just love the look and sound.||167.142.21.173||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||broke down||02-15-2003||08:54 PM||||I would get a Hartge M3.  M3 body, M5 powerplant.  Like an episode of Emeril--BAM!!!||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000011||kartorium31||02-15-2003||09:06 PM||||I'd take the AMG, galant that is.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum2/001610.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||afc tuning||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||02-13-2003||03:10 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||a while ago, someone here posted this site, and it has been THE BEST tuning info i have ever seen.  i'd advise anyone who has and afc, or who is planning to get one, to print this out.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317" target="_blank">http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||02-14-2003||09:48 AM||||Thanks Ken. Your timing on this post couldn't better. Hey, do you really think that Darko Miodrag guy is really a Gay Choir Boy? Just wondering...<br /><br />dp||68.155.51.122||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||Ash||02-16-2003||06:33 AM||||Ken, I'm interested to know how that MAP sensor mod for the AFC went?<br /><br />Thanks<br />Ash||203.220.89.73||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-16-2003||11:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Ken, I'm interested to know how that MAP sensor mod for the AFC went?<br /><br />Thanks<br />Ash </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i havent done it yet.  i am still reading up on it.  i am convinced it is the way to go, it gives a much more accurate input to the afc on hi throttle instead of tps.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001611.cgi
A||||4||Romanova||Sticky throttle?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||02-13-2003||04:22 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Ok, my car idles funny. If I pull up to a stop, then car will idle at 1,500-2,000 RPMs. If I tap the gas, it will usually come down to below 1,000. If I'm driving at say, 40mph and I push in the clutch, sometimes the RPMs will drop, but sometimes they will stay where they were... say 3,000 or higher. <br />Any ideas? I'm thinking the throttle needs to be lubed maybe?||216.255.203.166||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||02-13-2003||04:26 PM||||BIG intake leak. should be big enough to see like a tear in the piping or try pressure testing.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-13-2003||04:41 PM||||Guess I will perform the intake leak test this weekend..||216.255.203.166||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||02-13-2003||08:38 PM||||Also check: 1. Throttle cable sheath behind intake mani.  There is a guide which it goes through.  Mine crack and it would get stuck on the guide.<br /><br />2. Make sure the throttle plate snaps shut quickly and smootly when you operate it by hand.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||broke down||02-16-2003||10:09 AM||||good call on the thottle plate sticking.  I just rebuilt my tbody, and it sticks now.  I used bearing grease on the seals, should have used dielectric grease, but didn't have any.  The bearing grease is silicone based like dielectric, but it's too thick i think.  Let me know if you find a good solution before I do, thanks||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/001612.cgi
A||N||1||Marcus||power steering||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||02-13-2003||07:57 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||The other day while i was shortening the my AWS lines, I lost all my fluid, so I filled my resovoir back up and turned wheels left to right, lock to lock and my car still is very difficult to turn.  What gives, is there a bleeding process that i should do?||12.220.153.109||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||smokindav||02-13-2003||10:23 PM||||From the manual:<br />(Sorry about the missing words, when Vineet scanned the pages there must have been a problem.  But there's enough there for you to grasp the procedure.)<br /><br /><br />BLEEDING M37FKAG<br />2. Manually turn the oil pump pulley a few times.<br />3. Turn the steering wheel all the way to the left and to the<br />right five or six time.<br />4.<br />Running the starting motor intermittently, turn the steering<br />wheel all the way to the left and right five or six times (for<br />Caution<br />1. During air bleeding, replenish the fluid supply so<br />that the level never falls below the lower position of<br />the filter.<br />2. If air bleeding is done while engine is running, the<br />air will be broken up and absorbed into the fluid; be<br />sure to do the bleeding only while cranking.<br />5. Connect the ignition cable, *and<br />(idling).<br />6.<br />no air bubbles in the oil reservoir.<br />7.<br />to the specified position on the level gauge.<br />8. Confirm that there is very little change in the fluid level<br />9. Check wheter or not the change in the fluid level is less<br />than 5 mm t.2<br />is running.<br />Caution<br />(-2 in.) or<br />more, the air has not been completely bled from the<br />2. If the fluid level rises suddenly after the engine is<br />stopped, the air has not been completely bled.<br />3. If air bleeding is not complete, there will be abnor-mal<br />noises from the pump and the flow-control<br />the life of the pump, etc.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.83.33||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum2/001613.cgi
A||||11||Arty||Increased clutch clamp load - how do they do it ?||||5||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||02-13-2003||10:41 PM||||I bought an Exedy clutch, which they claim has increased clamp load of 30%. Exedy told me that it is a standard clutch cover, but they modify it to get extra clamp load. <br />I have a used standard clutch cover which looks identical to me. <br />The thickness of their diaphram springs is identical. <br />The diameter of their fulcrum rings is identical. I can't get enough access to accurately measure the thickness of the pressure plates. I'm thinking this is the only parameter that they could change to increase the clamp load, by increasing the height of the pressure plate you would preload the spring more, I assume increasing the clamp load.<br /><br /><br />Does anyone know how a stock clutch cover is usually modified to increase the clamp load ?<br /><br />John.||202.12.144.21||reg||5||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||02-13-2003||10:55 PM||||They grind a little off from the pressure plate where the bolt holes are and mounts on to the flywheel. Increasing that distance a litle, puts more force to the dics while leaving the pedal pressure the same.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.187.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||02-14-2003||12:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> They grind a little off from the pressure plate where the bolt holes are and mounts on to the flywheel. Increasing that distance a litle, puts more force to the dics while leaving the pedal pressure the same.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wouldn't that decrease the distance?||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||02-14-2003||02:07 PM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]wouldn't that decrease the distance? [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />Yes it will decrase the distance between the disc but increase the distance between the flywheel and pressure plate and that creates more pressure to the disc.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||Arty||02-15-2003||04:34 AM||||I measured the distance between the pressure plate and the bolt hole pads on the cover of the used standard pressure plate and it was 0.434", the new Exedy was 0.403" ? This seems  counter intuitive to me.<br /><br />I compared the force required to release both, and the new Exedy required more force ?<br /><br />John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||02-16-2003||02:08 AM||||If it required more force then it's not modified the way I said. It's modified by having stronger fingers or diaframe.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.56.118||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||Arty||02-16-2003||05:45 PM||||I measured the thickness of the diaphram springs about half way along the fingers, from memory they were both within 0.02mm of each other. I believe they are the same diaphram.<br /><br />The man at Exedy drew a little diagram of a lever and fulcrum, he circled the fulcrum end and told me "we do something in here". He didn't say the diaphram was different. He also said he could easily tell which cover had been modified, just by looking at them. So I'm thinking it has to be the free height of the pressure plate, or the thickness of the pressure plate itself ?<br /><br />I still don't understand :-)<br />John||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||02-17-2003||12:48 AM||||It's the free height of the pressure plate.<br />You can achive the same thing by grinding the flywheel to less than a recommended height.<br />Lets say we gring it to .610 to make it work right.<br />I'll gring it to .570 to make it even righter.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />We put a bunch of stock pressure plates on the bench. It all veried from 1850lbs to 2050lbs<br />We also tested a couple ACT 2100's. To my suprise none of them was 2100lbs.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.244||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||Arty||03-02-2003||11:07 PM||||I happened to be in the area so I dropped into the PBR Clutch factory. I got to talk to one of the production blokes, he was really helpful. I was half expecting him to tell me "clutches are my life" :-)<br />He happened to be modifying a Skyline clutch for his mate. He showed what he was doing to increase the clamp force, he turns the pads on the pressure plate in a lathe so that where they contact the Bellville spring is about 3mm closer to the center of the clutch.<br /><br />I guessed that this is what Exedy had done to the heavy duty PP I had? He mentioned if he wanted to increase the clamp load on his mates clutch even further he could ring it. I remembered I had seen an extra ring in the Exedy PP, it was positioned on the PP pads. He said that's how Exedy has increased the clamp force on this PP.<br />This may explain how the Exedy PP free height is 0.030" lower than the used standard Mitsubishi PP, yet measures 400Lbf stronger.<br /><br />We put the Exedy PP in the PBR test machine, it tested 2100Lbf<br /><br />Arty||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||03-03-2003||11:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong><br /><br /> I remembered I had seen an extra ring in the Exedy PP, it was positioned on the PP pads.<br /><br />Arty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When you say PP pads. You're talking about the fingers right? They do this on the Mustang clutches here. They put a ring on it with a couple of weights. Not a good idea on the 4G63 clutch because there isn't much room in there.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||Arty||03-03-2003||04:00 PM||||No. The fingers are in the centre of the diaphragm spring. The pads I'm talking about are part of the pressure plate casting. They are the part of the PP where the outer circumference of the diaphragm spring contacts the PP. The arrow is where I'm talking about.<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=105&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Arty||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||03-03-2003||07:43 PM||||Ahh OK, I see what you're talking about.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.61.244||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/001614.cgi
A||||5||driftin galant||IC question||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||02-13-2003||11:26 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||how much boost can a volvo IC handle<br />thanks||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-14-2003||12:20 AM||||If you are thinking about buying one, don't. Yes they are very large, but they are very ineficient. If you want somehting that large, get a powerstroke intercooler. You can pick one up for $225 new at the dealer. You can cut it down heigth wise to any heigth you want.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||Invader||02-14-2003||12:24 AM||||Since we're on the subject of cheap IC solutions...  How do other alternatives compare?  For example:  JDM GVR4, Isuzu NPR (large or small), StarQuest, etc.?||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||02-14-2003||12:28 AM||||invader,<br /><br />Here is a great link to a guy named Gus Mahon's site. He unfortunetly died last year riding his bike. The site has great backyard tuning info and a muffler test he made as well as an intercooler flow test. <br /><a href="http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/intercoolers.html" target="_blank">http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/intercoolers.html</a><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> Since we're on the subject of cheap IC solutions...  How do other alternatives compare?  For example:  JDM GVR4, Isuzu NPR (large or small), StarQuest, etc.? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||Invader||02-14-2003||01:10 AM||||I'd been to his minivan site...never realized he had posted IC and muffler flow tests...thanks for posting the link.  I'd heard he'd died...quite a shame.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||02-14-2003||10:38 AM||||interesting, but the intercooler has got to cool, not just flow.  i think the term is thermal effeciency.  if you want flow, dont use and intercooler.  like the muffler test, you want flow AND noise reduction, the intercooler you want flow AND heat reduction.  and, the talon intercooler looks like a spearco, not a stocker.  some other article i once read said that the top to bottom flow is not as heat reducing as side to side.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001615.cgi
A||||1||HKS VR-4||Under valve cover....||||5||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||02-13-2003||11:59 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Underneath the valve cover, there's a like a shield or something that's stamped/riveted on...if it's two of the rivets snapped and it's kinda dangling a little....but not moving around, would that still work or is the valve cover useless????  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||4.42.226.40||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||02-14-2003||02:43 AM||||All it is, is really a splash gaurd. It helps let the gases out but holds the oil in. On my first talon, I had it removed(not by choice). Didn't have any problems. But check all the rivets- you don't need those things rolling around in your head, or going down the oil passages for that matter.||24.209.155.78||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum2/001616.cgi
A||||8||Duc Hunter||Smog question||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-14-2003||01:03 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I was wondering what would be required to pass the emissions part of a smog check here in CA. I know the emissions is in part related to fuel and part related to timing. I am thinking that, regardless of injector size, turbo etc as long as you are running the stock ECU and have the base timing set at the factory spec you should be able to pass the emissions portion of the test as long as you can get the stock ECU's fuel trims to be at or near 100%. So as long as you AFC (or other piggy back) can get the fuel trims (and O2 trim) in the pocket logger to be at 100% I am cool. Think this is right? <br /><br />For those that do not know here in CA the test consists of an idle measurement and a measurement at 3000 rpm. Both are done with the car in neutral. <br /><br />What do you think guys?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||ron||02-14-2003||10:03 AM||||We are going to be getting the smog inspection with the DYNO by July.  They are not going to have 4 wheel dynos so cars with AWD might be exempt from smog  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ?  wishful thinking?  We will find out soon enough.||198.81.21.46||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-14-2003||10:18 AM||||we have smog with dyno here in texas.  they check at idle and 2500 rpm.  you really gotta watch, i had to tell them the car was awd, they were starting to chock the front wheels and spin the rear wheels on the dyno.  with the stock mas and 450's, it easily passed.  now, with the 2g mas and the 550's, i am not so sure.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||02-14-2003||02:38 PM||||You also need a functioning EGR valve as verified by the computer. I would be cautious as I know my car I got was once designated a "gross polluter" as well as it had an emissions recall done by Mitsubishi (not sure what exactly that entailed). <br />I've heard of quite a few having problems passing smog and I'm not particularly looking forward to it this summer.||199.35.31.129||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||02-14-2003||03:34 PM||||For CA I know AWD will use the old test as the dyno's or only 2wd. No one has answered my question though, regardless of mods, if the fuel and O2 trims are at 100% do you think the car is emitting smog as if it was running on 450's? I think it would be. <br /><br />My reasoning is this, if I had 1000cc injectors I could not lean them enough to allow the stock ecu to control them and would be too rich. IF I had 100cc it woudl be too lean. As long as I can, with an AFC or other piggy back, get the trims back to 100% then the car should be "normal" from an emisions standpoint.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||02-14-2003||04:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> For CA I know AWD will use the old test as the dyno's or only 2wd. No one has answered my question though, regardless of mods, if the fuel and O2 trims are at 100% do you think the car is emitting smog as if it was running on 450's? I think it would be. <br /><br />My reasoning is this, if I had 1000cc injectors I could not lean them enough to allow the stock ecu to control them and would be too rich. IF I had 100cc it woudl be too lean. As long as I can, with an AFC or other piggy back, get the trims back to 100% then the car should be "normal" from an emisions standpoint. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I doubt it.  If cars ran that clean without cats, I don't think we'd need them, much less 3 or 4 like on newer cars.<br /><br />My fuel trims are right at 100%, but I can definitely tell that the exhaust smells much cleaner since I put a cat on this week, not to mention I can see the water catalyzed from HC coming out my tip now. <br /><br />Carbon monoxide is converted to Carbon Dioxide, hydrocarbons convert to water, Nitrogen Oxide converts to nitrogen.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||02-14-2003||04:27 PM||||Ok so the CAT is required. How about the fuel trim idea Howard? If the Cat is there and the trims are at 100% I should be able to pass regardless of injector size and MAF right?||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000007||AWDpower||02-14-2003||10:50 PM||||There are a LOT of variables that effect a smog check. <br /><br />I assume you don't live in a smog check 2 area yet, and I'm not sure how similar your smog check would be to mine. I live in a smog check 2 area, where they put 2WD cars on dynos. AWDs get the old neutral test at idle and 2500rpm. <br /><br />I have three DSMs, so unfortunately I have to go through this way too often. <br /><br />I recently had to smog my Talon, which was a pain. For starters, I had been "randomly" selected to go to a test only center. The test <br />only center is more strict when it comes to <br />visual mods, costs more, and I had to make appointments a week ahead of time. I say randomly, because it seems to me that certain cars are much more likely to get selected. I just got my renewal in the mail today for the GVR4, and I have to take it to a test only center too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   With smog check 2, you can also be labeled a gross polluter if you fail by a certain amount. If so, then you have to go to a test only center the next time. Be sure to check if they label cars as gross polluters in your area. If so, BE SURE TO DO A PRE-TEST. I pretested my Talon, and it failed the idle test, and would have been a gross polluter. They didn't notice/ care about any of my mods except for the open air can. I had to borrow a stock air cam, and remove my 2G MAS and upper I/C pipe to fit the stock air can. The main reason for the high idle HC's was that the vaccuum hoses to the EGR were backwards, since the manual and hood diagrams for 1990 were wrong. I fixed the hoses and pre tested again, this time it was only 12 ppm over the limit. I figured that part of the problem was the RC 550's spray pattern.<br /><br />Here's what I did...<br />For my first test, I set the SAFC so that the fuel trims are near 100%. When I get the car back after the test, I found that the low trims dropped down to full rich. I realized that I set the trims for actual driving, while the test is long periods of no load idling/ revving. So for the second test I set the fuel trims while idling, then revving at 2500, for about 15min. This time the trims stayed put during the test. My plugs were new, but had been gapped small (.28) for high boost. Since I wouldn't be running boost during the smog check, I opened up the gap. I also raised the idle up to 850rpm instead of the DSM 750rpm.  <br /><br />I'd say the cat has the biggest influence on the test. You can get away with a lot with a newer cat. Make sure it is nice and hot before the test, do some freeway driving. Large highflow cats with good exhausts don't seem to hold enough heat at idle, where most DSMs failures occur. One local club member actually got his car to pass by holding HIS HAND over the tailpipe to restrict it. Since them, many have had success by installing restrictor plates with a 1" or so hole after the cat.||67.192.100.95||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||02-15-2003||09:53 PM||||Well I live near you (Walnut Creek). I have 660's and a 2g MAS and RRE pipe/FMIC but I have a 2G factor aircan I will try and pass with taht can on. I will do a pretest for sure. The exhaust size is an intersting one. I have a full 3 inch exhaust now with a brand new 3 inch magnaflow cat. If I fail I may try the bannana in the tail pipe trick.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I also run "Clean Power" gas additive in the car. You will find it helps allot. For fun a few years ago I tried a smog test, got the resutls, added this stuff and did another test. There were huge reductions in emisions, espcially Hydrocarbons. Try it sometime.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/001617.cgi
A||||12||gvr4ever||High flow cat.||||5||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||02-14-2003||07:33 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Who really makes the best flowing high flow cat?<br /><br />Where to buy, best price, ect.....  I want flanges so I can install it myself, no universal stuff please. I know it's cheaper, but buy the time I drive to the exhaust shop, get dirty looks for my test pipe and pay for the install, I rather just get a direct fit.  Need 2.5"<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />William||12.221.228.124||reg||5||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||02-14-2003||10:02 AM||||Typically the more expensive you go the higher the flow.  There is a good reason for this.  The materials (precious metals like rhodium & palladium) used in a catalytic converter which actually do the work cost a F#$cking fortune.  The reason high flow cats flow more isn't really because they have a larger cross section.  The highest flowing units are such because they have very little material inside them.  <br /><br />The most influential component of the catalytic reaction is the &#8220;loading&#8221; of the washcoat that&#8217;s applied to ceramic substrate. Heavier concentrations (loadings) of the precious metals that cause catalytic reactions increase the effectiveness of the process, with no increase in substrate surface area material to restric flow.<br /><br />So, if a converter uses a smaller, loose knit, reaction surface but dopes it heavily with the catalyizing materials, it can effectively reduce emmisions and allow better airflow.  If it does not use a high concentration of catalyzing material, it must rely on a more dense reaction surface to slow the gas and allow the needed reactions to take place.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-14-2003||11:16 AM||||Catco and maganflow have high-flow cats. <br />Summit Racing has the catco and I have a link for the magnaflow polished stainless cats. They both run around $99 bux...Lemme know if you want more info.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||02-14-2003||11:24 AM||||Please tell me more about the magnaflow.  It it avalible with the TEL AWD flanges?  I'm very happy with the magnaflow muffler I have.  <br /><br />Polished cat ah.  Okay  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'll be sure to get the car up on it's side on two wheels to show the world my polished cat.||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||02-14-2003||12:15 PM||||<a href="http://www.ahpproducts.com/ahpproducts.com/id2.html" target="_blank">http://www.ahpproducts.com/ahpproducts.com/id2.html</a><br /><br />$90 for 2.5" or 3" high flow cat, with flanges to bolt right up.  I just got one, and it is a flanged Catco.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-14-2003||12:25 PM||||dude, at car shows you can jack up the car and stick the mirror so, people can see it...LOL<br /><br />Dont forget to put cotton around all 4 wheels so it looks like you are doing a 4-wheel burnout standing still...<br /><br />Here ya go:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.exhaustproslinc.com/magpolstains.html" target="_blank">http://www.exhaustproslinc.com/magpolstains.html</a><br /><br />Its all nice and shiny   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||02-14-2003||01:14 PM||||Just so you know, while they are higher flowing than stock, catco and magnaflo fall into this category:<br /><br />"If it does not use a high concentration of catalyzing material, it must rely on a more dense reaction surface to slow the gas and allow the needed reactions to take place."<br /><br />Something  such as the unit's Random Technology makes are a little bit closer to a true high flow cat.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||02-14-2003||03:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> Just so you know, while they are higher flowing than stock, catco and magnaflo fall into this category:<br /><br />"If it does not use a high concentration of catalyzing material, it must rely on a more dense reaction surface to slow the gas and allow the needed reactions to take place."<br /><br />Something  such as the unit's Random Technology makes are a little bit closer to a true high flow cat. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, the Random cats seem much nicer, but I went the cheap route since only on the car briefly.  <br />:-)  <br /><br />On a side note, adding this cat now makes my boost hit like a wet noodle.  It ain't staying.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||02-14-2003||03:38 PM||||I have the Magnaflow 3 inch. It is designed to JUST slide over 3 inch exh tubing to make welding it on easy. I was going to clean out all the stuff in the cat and slide a 3 inch tube all the way through. This way it will be a straight pipe to the engine but look like a CAT from the outside. I do not think the CAT does anything in terms of the emission test (the machine cannot tell if you ahve one or not). Am I wrong?||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||02-14-2003||04:00 PM||||How about $45 for a 3" catco cat. Here is the link <a href="http://store.summitracing.com/." target="_blank">http://store.summitracing.com/.</a> Here is the part number CTO-6907. Almost at the bottom of the page.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||02-14-2003||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> I have the Magnaflow 3 inch. It is designed to JUST slide over 3 inch exh tubing to make welding it on easy. I was going to clean out all the stuff in the cat and slide a 3 inch tube all the way through. This way it will be a straight pipe to the engine but look like a CAT from the outside. I do not think the CAT does anything in terms of the emission test (the machine cannot tell if you ahve one or not). Am I wrong? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uhh, I'd say the cat is easily the most important compenent in passing emissions.  Sure, the machine doesn't care if one is physically there or not, but it will detect a big difference in unburnt HC.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||Matt Freeman||02-18-2003||02:47 AM||||Yes luckily my working catalytic converter was saved after installing a high flow catalytic converter, supposed to be smog legal. Well with the pre test the state was not notified that the car did not pass. The stock catalytic converter was put back on and passed with flying colors.||63.227.100.105||reg||1||Matt Freeman||00000101||yes
Z||000012||Ian M||02-18-2003||10:16 AM||||A Cat has to be at operating temperature to work. When a cat is working,the temperature of the exhaust coming out of the cat is actually higher than the exhaust going in. A larger cat like a "3 high flow cat (especially a lower quality one) in conjuction with a large DP is going to be harder to light off,due to the exhaust moving at a lower velocity and being able to cool. Thats one reason the stock cat is actually easier to pass emmisions with.||129.71.114.243||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/001618.cgi
A||||5||keydiver||Its official: Mitsubishi ECU's are junk||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||02-14-2003||10:12 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I thought this was funny:<br /><a href="http://www.avproecm.com/mitsubishi.htm" target="_blank">http://www.avproecm.com/mitsubishi.htm</a><br />Even the ECU rebuilders think that our ECU's are the worst ever!<br />Now you know what I have to put up with all the time.<br />Jeff O.||68.154.103.140||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||02-14-2003||01:16 PM||||Jeff, maybe I didn't look far enough into the article, but didn't see any bashing...<br />What's the deal with the ECU's? Bad components, crappy detail/manufacturing, poor programming, or all of the above?||167.142.21.173||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||joec||02-14-2003||01:20 PM||||Click on the link that says "Click here for photos of the process."  Once you go to that page, be sure to go through the numbered links at the bottom of the page.<br /><br />For those who want the quick summary -- The impropery spec'ed caps leak.  The leaked fluid keeps eating away at the traces.  Even if the caps are replaced, the remaining leaked fluid keeps eating at the traces/parts.  Removing all the leaked fluid is a b*tch.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000003||RayH||02-14-2003||02:31 PM||||Not directly related but here's an interesting article on recent cap failures in pc motherboards:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/WEBONLY/resource/feb03/ncap.html" target="_blank">Leaking Capacitors Muck up Motherboards</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||02-14-2003||02:43 PM||||Just a note-the company that makes the ECUs is Mitsubishi Electric.  A sister company, but not the one that makes the cars.<br /><br />I spoke with a Mitsubishi Motors engineer about this when my caps went bad, and he told me that although many of the electrical engineers at Mitsubishi Motors did not want caps used in the ECU, it was done anyway.  He said they expected they would fail from the heat long term.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||ron||02-14-2003||03:19 PM||||JEFF O. IS the man, for fixing all our ECU. and for free  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />THANKS||152.163.194.197||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes



ubb/Forum2/001619.cgi
A||||3||meshwork||Camber correction...Whiteline parts?||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||02-14-2003||02:17 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Before I put the TEL Eibach Prokit/ KYB AGX in the Galant, I want to make sure I have the means to correct the camber. <br /><br />I did a search and came up with turbowop's disliking of the Ingalls control arms, and favoring the Whiteline bushings, so I have two questions:<br /><br />Where can I get the Whiteline bushings now that Mofugas is done?<br /><br />What would you guys recommend for correcting the front wheels? <br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />Ryan||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-14-2003||02:47 PM||||i have a set of noltec upper strut mounts that are adjustable for camber AND castor.  they are not for sale, but if you put these on, it is a LOT easier to adjust.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||02-14-2003||03:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i have a set of noltec upper strut mounts that are adjustable for camber AND castor.  they are not for sale, but if you put these on, it is a LOT easier to adjust. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where do you get them from, and how much do they usually cost? <br /><br />When I put coilovers on my Avenger, it took the whole car down to 3 inches off the ground. I fixed the camber with a whole lot of washers, it did the job, but the car made a ton of noise after that. I don't want that, I want it to be solid and feel "right".||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||02-14-2003||05:06 PM||||<a href="http://www.oztek.us" target="_blank">www.oztek.us</a> <br /><br />He posts on the board they are IIRC @$250 . <br /><br />The  things from whiteline you would need are the front caster bushings the rear camber bushings and the front camber bolts. These should be @$100 and and the caster bushings aren't adjustable just replacements. I'm sure <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com" target="_blank">www.dsmparts.com</a> has whiteline stuff for us now.<br />Rich||199.35.31.129||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/001620.cgi
A||||3||mitsuvr4||Where to buy cheap 16 X 8 steel wheels?||||1||||mitsuvr4||00000369
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||02-14-2003||03:53 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||Any links to a source?<br /><br />I'm looking for some cheap wheels simply for size not for looks or weight savings.  Something I can throw some performance tires on for some track fun.<br /><br />Thanks for any help.||134.29.246.249||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-14-2003||05:59 PM||||Did you check the usual discount places like<br /><br />- discount tire direct<br />- wheelmax<br />- whalen tire<br />- tire rack (they are expensive, IMHO)||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||02-15-2003||08:08 AM||||i get wheels wholesale.Just tell me what rims you like and i can get them with or without tires.with tires they come already balanced and ready to put on.you can just tell me which ones you like and i'll tell you my price.||65.32.219.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||02-18-2003||10:29 AM||||A decent 16x8 wheel of any kind (aluminum or steel) that is not $500 each is near impossible to find.  There are some 15x8 steel wheels out there that should fit.  Check some of the circle track places like Diamond Motorsports.<br /><br />If you find some good 16x8's, please post here the make, model, offset and where you bought them.<br /><br />The 4-lug pattern is really the limiting point here as there are lots of 16x8 and larger wheels that should fit in the 5-lug pattern.<br /><br />The nicest wheels I've seen in 16x8 that were not $500 each were the Forgeline's that Extreme used to sell.  Unfortunately Forgeline no longer makes that wheel.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/001621.cgi
A||||4||Matt379||02 eliminator||||1||||Matt379||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||02-14-2003||04:48 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Just wondering how much this helps spool-up/top-end flow.  I am thinking of replacing my ported 02 housing with an 02 eliminator when I go with the AGP L2R.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.hahnracecraft.com/hahn/parts/eiwg.htm" target="_blank">http://www.hahnracecraft.com/hahn/parts/eiwg.htm</a><br /><br />has details.  I think it will help with spool-up, but was wanting some real-life experience with it.<br /><br />Thanks||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt379||00000245||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||02-14-2003||05:00 PM||||nice stuff how much cabbage does a setup like this run ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-14-2003||05:50 PM||||I have heard good and bad about them. Some say it causes *boost creep* (check dsmtalk). I am opting to get the Victory performance 02 dump to atmosphere instead and use a regular downpipe. <br /><br />Also, people have had hell with the fitment on those Hahn eliminator downpipes. I remember someone on the gvr4list who was really PO'd at them for more than one reason....<br /><br />Why the L2R over the L2 !?! L2 is supposed to spool up pretty decent, I thought.<br /><br />Hope this helps!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Nate||02-14-2003||06:15 PM||||I would like to hear the theory behind how a larger freee flowing exhaust would cause lag.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-14-2003||09:51 PM||||Oops, good catch, Harry. I meant boost creep, I fixed my post above. Once again, I apologize for the typo...||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001622.cgi
A||||7||kartorium31||alternator||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||02-14-2003||05:05 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I think my alternator is going out cause my abs and batt light and ebrake light just came on and my turbo timer is only producing 11.92 volts.  I also smell a funny odor that is kinda like electrical burning but a hit of maybe rubber or somthin.  Can't find any smoke though.  Would the alt. smell like this if it went t.u.?  BTW whats the best way to get it out?  I changed one on my n/t and it was a bitch pulling it out the top.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||02-14-2003||05:13 PM||||When I did mine I had to go at it from both the top and the bottom. I removed the radiator and the IC crossover pipe and jacked the car up and took the driver side wheel off to get at it free and clear. MAKE SURE YOU DISCONNECT THE BATTERY BEFORE WORKING ON IT!!! as you can arc your self and get a pretty nasty shock. Pretty simple but alittle bit of a pain. Let's put it this way I have a DSM 75 amp alternator in the car and a BOSCH rebuilt 95amp in my house and the stock core in my garage and I'm not in a rush to swap the bosch in yet.||199.35.31.129||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||02-14-2003||05:48 PM||||What is the amperage of our stock alternator, and what upgrades are there?||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-14-2003||06:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> When I did mine I had to go at it from both the top and the bottom. I removed the radiator and the IC crossover pipe and jacked the car up and took the driver side wheel off to get at it free and clear. MAKE SURE YOU DISCONNECT THE BATTERY BEFORE WORKING ON IT!!! as you can arc your self and get a pretty nasty shock. Pretty simple but alittle bit of a pain. Let's put it this way I have a DSM 75 amp alternator in the car and a BOSCH rebuilt 95amp in my house and the stock core in my garage and I'm not in a rush to swap the bosch in yet. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i sure am glad to hear this.  i had the same bitch of a time getting mine out.  i have seen posts that say it is a one hour job, and that is beyond me.  some of the things i have done on the car take me two days, and others only take 2 hours.  i took mine out because i thought the bearings were bad, took it down, got it rebuilt for 125, then, when putting it back in, i discovered the harmonic balancer had separated, and that was where the noise was coming from.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||02-14-2003||09:33 PM||||yeah, she's dead.  Anybody got one around the northwest?  I need one asap and the parts store wants 200 clams that i don't exactly have.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||02-14-2003||11:35 PM||||Lemme guess it's $130 for the alternator and an $80@ core charge? You can use a DSM alternator but it's a 75 amp and is cheaper and there should be more available at j-yards. <br />I would offer to sell/barter my Bosch rebuilt one if you want to cover the cost of getting yours rebuilt and sending it back to me. I'm not sure if your interested in doing that or not. <br /><br />Abhay our 95 amp tends to be an upgrade for the regular DSM's. Not sure of a larger one out there without going custom.<br /><br />Ken I was actually lucky enough to be able to do it in about 4 hours with working it around. Not thinking when I started I forgot when I started to disconnect the battery till I got a nice little jolt when I bumped the radiator while taking the nuts off (doh).||199.35.202.22||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||smokindav||02-14-2003||11:54 PM||||Make absolutely sure that if you buy an alternator at a parts store that they check it first.  If you don't Murphy says you will put it on the car and it won't work.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty<br /><br />professional alternator R&R man||64.6.87.13||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||02-15-2003||12:57 AM||||I pulled mine out in about in hour when it had power steering going from top, Now that it has a manual rack I could pull it in about 20-30 minutes. Kenn has seeen my engine bat before lots of stuff is MIA. When the stock motor died I pulled the old motor out and just swaped in the 91 GST motor with the DSM alternater, Murphys law got me on that one my HKS turbo timer showed it was goin out so I drove home without headlights and swaped it out for the stock 175k stock unit and its still going as strong as ever.||67.29.252.180||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/001623.cgi
A||||1||Vr4in'||timing  belt... tensioner ... balanceshaft belt ???||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-14-2003||06:30 PM||nohad43@aol.com||i was wondering what or where to get my timing belt , timing tensioner , or head gasket set from?should i get it from the part store or dealer?||65.32.219.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-14-2003||06:55 PM||||some of that stuff is on sale on ebay, but, watch out because the pricing is about the same as a good discount from a dealer, like conicelli.  also, if you get an aftermarket head set, you probably WONT get the new style metal intake and exh gasket, and that's about 25 bucks right there.  some of the other gaskets may be a bit cheesy, too.  dont compromise on some of the stuff, because it is internal stuff, and could cost you a lot more in the long run.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001624.cgi
A||||11||Adrenalin||Pulling Engine||||1||||Adrenalin||00000708
Z||000000||Adrenalin||02-14-2003||09:18 PM||neonoxide_@hotmail.com||Ok guys i need some help. I'm swapping my disaster of a engine with a jdm engine. Everything is going great except for now I am trying to pull the old motor and i can't get it to seperate from the trany. Yes i pulled all the bolts, mounts ect. ect. I was told that i might have to pull the trans at the same time is this true? So whats the trick because pullin the tranny and motor all together seems a bit excessive and i don't have a bigger pry bar   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . Any help is much appreciated. <br />Thanks<br />JAKE||24.237.153.235||reg||1||Adrenalin||00000708||yes
Z||000001||Adrenalin||02-14-2003||09:22 PM||||O ya and you guys that have done this befor and got the motor with the cyclone intake, on the side of the coil pack there is a little black box that says interface on it and has 3 wires 2 say in 1 says out what the hell is this cause mine got broke in shipping and i can't find one at anyparts stores.. thanks again||24.237.153.235||reg||5||Adrenalin||00000708||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-15-2003||12:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Adrenalin:<br /><strong> O ya and you guys that have done this befor and got the motor with the cyclone intake, on the side of the coil pack there is a little black box that says interface on it and has 3 wires 2 say in 1 says out what the hell is this cause mine got broke in shipping and i can't find one at anyparts stores.. thanks again </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i THINK(it's late here, or i would go out and look) it is the connector for your wire harness, coming from the transistor.  if not, my coil pack was identical to the original one on the car.  you can also get the coil pack that is identical to the 90 t/e/l, and i believe that is the tach driver.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||SLO GVR 4||02-15-2003||02:13 AM||||When i pulled my motor out I took the engine, trans, t-case all at once.  I removed the hood just to give me some working space and used an engine hoist.  If you can get enough clearance underneath the car another popular technique is to simply unbolt the cross members and drop the engine straight down. This of course is best used when you have access to a lift.<br /><br />Going back to the method i used: I had decided to take it all out at once because I had wanted to inspect the condition of the transmission along with the t-case.  On another note I would swap that cyclone intake off unless you plan on keeping your car horribly stock.  From what I have been told is that intake was designed for the cars that would be sitting in traffic and moving at slower speeds so they could leave there cars in the lower gears longer.  I know for a fact if you are looking to make any serious horsepower that its junk.  Also with the JDM cyclone intake it makes it difficult to mount the coilpack.  I had to actually mount my coil pack to the shock tower on my 1G Talon.||12.251.143.220||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-15-2003||08:57 AM||||On another note I would swap that cyclone intake off unless you plan on keeping your car horribly stock. From what I have been told is that intake was designed for the cars that would be sitting in traffic and moving at slower speeds so they could leave there cars in the lower gears longer. I know for a fact if you are looking to make any serious horsepower that its junk. Also with the JDM cyclone intake it makes it difficult to mount the coilpack. I had to actually mount my coil pack to the shock tower on my 1G Talon.<br /><br />     when the cyclone was flowed vs the stock intake, cyclone=201, stock=203.  2 cfm, CLEARLY the stock intake outflows the cyclone, by what, .009%?  my math is probably off, but the difference is so teeny, it is hard to measure.  my coil pack is in exactly the same place, using 2 of the 3 mounting bosses, i ground down one boss to clear the a/c line, rotated the coil about 20 deg, redrilled one hole, and you cannot tell from factory.  <br />     check this out on the cyclone:<br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=50194&perpage=25&highlight=cyclone%20intake&pagenumber=1" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=50194&perpage=25&highlight=cyclone%20intake&pagenumber=1</a>||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||boiwunder||02-15-2003||12:45 PM||||Flow numbers are great on paper, but have you ever taken the pepsi challenge?  I have, and there is a noticeable power difference from cyclone to stock, the cyclone is a pooch plain and simple.<br /><br />-kris||67.36.191.48||reg||1||boiwunder||00000659||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-15-2003||01:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boiwunder:<br /><strong> Flow numbers are great on paper, but have you ever taken the pepsi challenge?  I have, and there is a noticeable power difference from cyclone to stock, the cyclone is a pooch plain and simple.<br /><br />-kris </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what does the pepsi challenge have to do with a cyclone intake?  here again, the cyclone is not designed to increase flow at wot.  neither is the stock intake.  both are a compromise. the cyclone is designed to increase low end torque, without sacrificing top end power.  and, just because you "taken the pepsi challenge"  you are now an expert on the cyclone?  i guess you drove with the cyclone, then came back and changed it with the stock intake and drove the same route?  you probably didnt even have it hooked up correctly.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||boiwunder||02-15-2003||03:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what does the pepsi challenge have to do with a cyclone intake?  here again, the cyclone is not designed to increase flow at wot.  neither is the stock intake.  both are a compromise. the cyclone is designed to increase low end torque, without sacrificing top end power.  and, just because you "taken the pepsi challenge"  you are now an expert on the cyclone?  i guess you drove with the cyclone, then came back and changed it with the stock intake and drove the same route?  you probably didnt even have it hooked up correctly. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't get your undies in a bunch there sally.<br /><br />As a matter of fact I did do a heads up swap, and the results were pretty simple to me.  Short of having dyno numbers to prove it I know for a fact that I lost top end power.  The car was slower hands down. Im sorry that you were not there to hold my hand during the installation and the testing, but I'll be sure to invite you next time.  Please don't make blind accusations against my install and hookup skills, because you don't even know who I am.||67.36.191.48||reg||1||boiwunder||00000659||yes
Z||000008||Pappy||02-15-2003||05:17 PM||||boiwunder, just curious, how did you hook it up?  What did you use to control when the butterfly valves opened up, and at what psi did you set it at?||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000009||boiwunder||02-15-2003||05:33 PM||||Pappy, I decided that since I was not looking for better spoolup, but only top end horsepower, that I would hook up the butterflies direct to manifold pressure.  I did make a boost referenced solenoid setup that allows you to adjust when the valve opens based on your boost level.  Unfortunately I never tryed it because I knew that the manifold would never net me a peak horsepower gain, so I shelved the project.  I think that had I been building something where drivability was my main concern, as well as low end torque and spoolup I would have kept to the project.   I also think that incorporating some sort of vacuum canister in the system may decrease spoolup time.   I guess that is my next rainy day project.<br /><br />peace, luv, and jelly donuts||67.36.191.48||reg||1||boiwunder||00000659||yes
Z||000010||boiwunder||02-15-2003||05:34 PM||||Oh, I forgot to tell you that I was running in the neighborhood of 18-20 psi<br /><br />Later||67.36.191.48||reg||1||boiwunder||00000659||yes
Z||000011||Pappy||02-15-2003||07:56 PM||||I suppose that since all you're looking for is top end power for drag races where you're almost always in boost then the regular manifold flows better.  But it's not fair to compare the two if you don't have the cyclone hooked up properly with the butterflies opening at around 9psi and full throttle.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes



ubb/Forum2/001625.cgi
A||||2||1quickvr4||JDM guage cluster||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||02-15-2003||12:59 AM||caspa69@juno.com||I was wondering if it would work in our cars even though the tach/speedo location is flipped.||67.29.252.180||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||SLO GVR 4||02-15-2003||02:03 AM||||Well, perhaps I should not even reply to this post because I am not 100% sure.  The speedo cable mounts to the back of the gauge cluster and if the speedometer is on the other side it will not line up correctly.||12.251.143.220||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000002||Nate||02-15-2003||03:48 PM||||If you look at the back of the US or JDM cluster, you will note that on both sides near the top in the back, there appear to be contacts which plug into wiring that is pretty much clipped into the dash.  These two wiring harnesses in the dash would have to be lengthened and switched for it to pick up the right electrical signals to be used functionally in a US-spec GVR4.  <br /><br />Plus the speedo cable would have to be moved to the other side, like mentioned above.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum2/001626.cgi
A||||2||Romanova||Removing cruise control?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||02-15-2003||01:00 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||How hard is it? What is all involved with getting rid of all the componets? Obviously, you need a throttle cable from a car without cruise control, correct? Any other tips?<br />Ken, it looks like you did it in this pic  <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/images/ken_engine.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||SLO GVR 4||02-15-2003||02:01 AM||||It is surprisely simple actually.  Once you disconnect the cruise control unit from your firewall and remove the cable from the throttle body all you have to do is slip the throttle cable off the top of the gas pedal.  Likewise, when you install your new cable you merely slide it onto the gas pedal and reconnect it to the throttle body.   It's really cut and dry once you get into it.||12.251.143.220||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-15-2003||09:30 AM||||I second that, I did it in 20 minutes or so...Just get that ratchet out and start wrenching. It pretty clear once you start...||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001627.cgi
A||||7||147of1000||cut stock springs?||||1||||147of1000||00000861
Z||000000||147of1000||02-15-2003||03:34 AM||||has anyone ever cut the stock springs on the 92galant vr4? if so how, and what were the results (how did it handle, look, ride etc..)  and what does t/e/l mean?||68.18.112.171||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||02-15-2003||03:49 AM||||I've never cut my springs, but I'm geussing (I actualy know it is a bad idea, but don't know exactly why)it isn't a good idea.  T/E/L is Talon/Eclipse/Laser.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||#1459 VR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||02-15-2003||11:00 AM||||If you want to lower the car alittle to make it look normal use stock tel AWD springs. Cheap too.||67.29.238.126||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||147of1000||02-15-2003||11:43 AM||||if i use the stock tel springs how much will it lower it and how will the car handle, also could i use aftermarket tel springs if so what would be the best kind to use if i want to drop the car a little and improve the handeling. i jave a friend who bought some dropzone springs for his 95 eclipse, they droped it about 2 inches and greatly improved handeling. does anyone know if these would work on the galant?||68.18.99.64||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||02-15-2003||12:27 PM||||I thought the whole problem with the TEL springs were that the GVR4 rear sits higher.<br /><br />I'd hunt down whiteline springs.  I wanted to lower my car untill last night.  I smacked a curb backwards and landed in a yard without tearing anything up.  I think I will just run stock springs with AGXs this summer.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||147of1000||02-15-2003||01:17 PM||||would the kyb gr2 struts with the stock springs work good?||68.18.99.64||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||02-15-2003||01:20 PM||||Yup, they are a nice afordable upgrade (they are one step stiffer then stock, but not hard core racing shocks). They will give a much newer car driving feel back to the driver seat.  Also check Advanced Auto Parts prices on KYB shocks.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||Nate||02-15-2003||03:46 PM||||A buddy of mine recently tried using stock AWD Talon rear springs and Talon lowering springs for the front of his Galant, and he was very pleased with the outcome, and he didn't have to do any chopping.  I think he used Eibach Pro-kits for the front.<br />     I've had success with cut springs before, actually both sets of my H&Rs are cut on my Galants; I had to cut them to get the cars to sit exactly level.  <br />     Josh had great success cutting the stock springs on his first GVR4, and even with 100K+ mile stock shocks, it rode like a dream and handled decently, too.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum2/001628.cgi
A||||2||atsiauto||geary rauh rauh raugh sound on decel only ....... ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-15-2003||07:51 AM||atsiauto@comcast.net||like a notchy warrarrarawauh harmonic very annoying , what do you guys suspect . ??? comes from underneath the car either tranfer or carrier or driveshaft,||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||02-15-2003||09:00 PM||||first thought is since it is on decel only that it is lash in the rear end.||167.142.22.253||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||02-16-2003||01:08 AM||||yeah i was wondering if someone could say around how muc life is in the rear dif. cause i have asked a few times before but only never got an answer.  i'm trying to gauge how long i have till a rebuild or 4-bolt swap.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/001629.cgi
A||||12||Vr4in'||crushed bov||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-15-2003||08:34 PM||nohad43@aol.com||i crushed my bov just like it said on this website,i hit it wit a hammer about 3 or 4 times and i made te nipple touch the outside just like it said i should and my damn bov wont open anymore.does anyone know what ight have happened or if i did something wrong.AND IS ANY SELLING A STOCK OR AFTERMARKET BOV.I need one,and dont care how it sounds.||65.32.219.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-15-2003||09:18 PM||||Hmm... can't say I recall seeing anything about hitting your BOV with a hammer...  that would be "smashing" your BOV, not "crushing" it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />The 1g BOV may be crushed to allow it to hold more boost on the highend and to not leak at part throttle applications. Crushing the BOV, in short, entails placing the BOV in a vice and slowly crushing it (making it shorter not skinnier). The trick is to use a vacuum pump (hand is fine) and gauge and crushing the BOV until it remains closed at about 20 mmHg. So don't just stick it in a vice and crush it 0.x inches. You have to use a vacuum gauge to do it right.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">(quote from jumptronix -- and I think 20 mmHg is in error, probably should be 20 inHg)<br /><br />Try dsmtrader.com, eBay or a junkyard for a replacement.<br /><br />...and to hijack your thread... who has done this?  Is it worthwhile?  Personally I'm only running ~14psi, so holding huge boost isn't an issue for me...  but how much part-throttle boost is lost?||64.108.207.146||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||SLO GVR 4||02-15-2003||09:53 PM||||I too find your methods a bit unorthodox however I have a BOV if you would like...I can crush it for you too.  PM me or email me at djl@niu.edu||12.251.143.220||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||02-15-2003||11:03 PM||||i cant believe i ruined that perfect bov beacause i read a freaking paper wrong.||65.32.219.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||02-16-2003||01:02 AM||||haha... thats funny. i can just imagine you someone going to town on their bov. i'm not making fun of you or anything i just though it was a funny mental image even though i know in reality that it wasn't funny but in my cartoon driven mind it is. anyway<br />i hope you crush it next time and not flatten it. j/k||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||number3||02-16-2003||07:49 AM||||A vise works much better than a hammer.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||02-16-2003||09:01 AM||||Was that a normal hammer or a sledge hammer?  Oh my.  That is funny.<br /><br />Try a stock BOV and the dejon tool mod.  I crushed one on my POS Talon cause it sounded a little leaky.  I used a vise.  No problems.  If I needed a upgrade for the Galant.  I think I'd let dejon tool mod my stocker.  I'm sure it's much better then crushing.  I mean, you do tighten the spring up a little, but it is kind of a hack job IMO anyway..  Also, if you screw it up, you're out a BOV.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||VR-4play||02-16-2003||04:36 PM||||a hammer is not a very good mechanic's tool, and should only be used as a last resort when frustration takes over.||67.30.250.214||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000009||Matt379||02-16-2003||05:04 PM||||I got a stock BOV for sell.  $50 shipped.<br />email me @ mwenger7@hotmail.com||68.51.71.93||reg||1||Matt379||00000245||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||02-16-2003||05:49 PM||||VR4in,<br /><br />Can you can walk thru a junk yard in your area and are allowed to take parts off ???<br /><br />If so, take it off a 1G TEL. 2 bolts hold them on...I have taken atleast 2 or 3 before, most of the times, they have no idea what it is.<br /><br />I have passed it off as an air valve, air bypass valve, noise valve, &lt;any cool name you can make up&gt; and the guys scratches his head and says.."gimme 5 bux for it"....cool beans!<br /><br />So, that would be the most economical way to get it done if you dont wanna spend lotsa money replacing it, <br /><br />- else check ebay, partstrader etc etc as well. Just donet get suckered into buying a 2G plastic valve. I dunno if they even work on gvr4s, but watch out!<br /><br />Hope this helps! <br /><br />KC||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||TurboBuddy||02-16-2003||06:11 PM||||Hey,im in the clearwater area and could sell you a bov if you like,pm me if your interested.||65.32.219.132||reg||1||TurboBuddy||00000901||yes
Z||000012||Matt Freeman||02-18-2003||07:43 PM||||I think a spare will be needed, because I am thinking of crushing my BOV next time I get into a fight with the Misses. Heck I can even save a little time by not removing first.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.103.153.45||reg||1||Matt Freeman||00000101||yes
Z||000013||Vr4in'||02-26-2003||09:34 PM||||hahaha....yeah my bov is pretty much f*cked.i'll post some pics tommorrow to show you guys my custom work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .i just bought a greddy type s putting it on friday when my car is finished.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/001630.cgi
A||||2||fstgvr4||SAFC install||||5||||fstgvr4||00000896
Z||000000||fstgvr4||02-15-2003||11:42 PM||tffidelity@aol.com||I installed the SAFC and I am not sure if I wired to the right wires on the ecu, if any one has some info on the correct wires (either thepin #s on the colors) please help. Also how to do you tune with this thing!?||64.12.103.54||reg||5||fstgvr4||00000896||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-15-2003||11:51 PM||||Try the 'How To' section, or the search feature...||216.255.203.101||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||02-16-2003||12:48 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=11;t=000006" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=11;t=000006</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.naplesnews.com/staff/fortier/suprprobe/AFCinstall.html" target="_blank">www.naplesnews.com/staff/fortier/suprprobe/AFCinstall.html</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafc.htm" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com/newafc.htm</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_safc_ins.pdf" target="_blank">www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_safc_ins.pdf</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_safc_wire.pdf" target="_blank">www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_safc_wire.pdf</a><br /><br />that took  under 2min. of time to find these, shorter than it took you to type that post.||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum2/001631.cgi
A||||3||vr4door||rear ends||||5||||vr4door||00000880
Z||000000||vr4door||02-16-2003||12:42 AM||brtnrush@yahoo.com||Did the 92 gvr4 come with a 4 bolt rear end???||208.143.136.149||reg||5||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||02-16-2003||12:46 AM||||no||167.142.22.27||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||02-16-2003||12:46 AM||||nope.....none of them did....||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||vr4door||02-16-2003||12:51 AM||||thanks for the info !!!||208.143.136.149||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes



ubb/Forum2/001632.cgi
A||||10||SPAM||Do We NEED the Condensor Fan??||||1||||SPAM||00000272
Z||000000||SPAM||02-16-2003||01:04 AM||hswilson@lvcm.com||Has any taken off the bog ugly fan while maintaining A/C?<br />End results good or bad?<br /><br />thanks||68.108.166.42||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||02-16-2003||01:10 AM||||Before I changed the front, I had no fans, and overheating wasn't a problem- but I live in WI we don't get the really hot summers||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||Jon||02-16-2003||10:16 AM||||I wired the AC fan to run as the radiator fan.  That allowed me to remove the fan on the engine side of the radiator and give more room for the turbo.||12.220.168.103||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-16-2003||11:30 AM||||depending on where you are, it is iffy.  for instance, if you use your a/c a LOT, like here in texas, if you remove the condensor fan, it makes the system a lot hotter, and it can overheat and destroy the compressor.  our compressors do have an overheat switch, and probably a blow off plug on the drier.  but, the cooler you can get the condensor, the colder your inside a/c will be.  i would never remove it, and i will be installing another fan on the right side.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-16-2003||02:09 PM||||Mike Miller (previous owner) had done the same thing Jon had done. So, the car had AC and only 1 fan. It ran fine, didnt overheat etc..I live in Iowa. <br /><br />Now, AC is gone, so it has just one fan which I hope will be enough. With a bigger IC, I may change my mind just to be safe...||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||watchdoc||02-16-2003||02:55 PM||||Is there a FMIC that will allow you to keep both fans?  Maybe something that would fit in the stock location and just be much larger.||65.41.46.204||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||02-16-2003||04:03 PM||||watchdoc, check out <a href="http://www.automotosports.com" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com</a>||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000007||SPAM||02-16-2003||06:00 PM||||Cool, I'll take it off for now and stick in some slimmer ones later. I'll post pics of what my intentions were after the idea is completed and there is a finshed product.<br /><br />thanks||68.108.166.42||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000008||Ash||02-17-2003||07:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Is there a FMIC that will allow you to keep both fans? Maybe something that would fit in the stock location and just be much larger.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/Ashvr404.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />In this pic of my cut down truck core, you can see I have the stock fan in place, this is with a 600x220x65mm core.  there was minimal cutting & shutting of the front bumper to fit this (width was the problem)<br /><br />I know its a custom fit, but you can do anything if you try hard enough.||203.221.19.18||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||Jon||02-17-2003||07:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Mike Miller (previous owner) had done the same thing Jon had done. So, the car had AC and only 1 fan. It ran fine, didnt overheat etc..I live in Iowa. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is because I did that mod on Mike's car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||02-17-2003||10:05 AM||||LOL..I figured as much. I was baiting you with that comment....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001633.cgi
A||N||10||switch||CAPS program||||1||||switch||00000205
Z||000000||switch||02-16-2003||05:54 AM||onnzo@hotmail.com||Guys,<br />Does anyone have a link to the CAPS program on the net? Is it possible to download it or do I need to get a CD?<br /><br />If there isnt a link - would someone be willing to burn a copy and send it to australia?<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br />Michael - onnzo@hotmail.com||211.28.151.105||reg||1||switch||00000205||yes
Z||000001||comfy||02-16-2003||06:26 AM||||while i do not have a copy myself, in theory it should be possible to rip the cd's iso and put that up.  i thought i had seen something on here about a guy who copied the iso to the hard drive and did a virtual drive, same pricipal.  once you download the iso you can either burn that to a cd or set up a virtual drive,i would think burning would be easier and quicker though. <br /><br /><br />although i could be completely wrong on this.||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000002||switch||02-16-2003||06:29 AM||||Thanks,<br />It does sound feasable - but it would be much easier to burn!||211.28.151.105||reg||1||switch||00000205||yes
Z||000003||UncleDonut||02-16-2003||10:27 AM||||Hey Switch,<br /><br />  Try this link.<br /> <a href="http://www.stealth-3000gt.st/FAQ-CAPS.htm" target="_blank">Mitsu CAPS program</a><br /><br />The website says it's for the 3000GT/Stealth.  I downloaded it years ago for my Stealth and recently looked at it to see if it had other models on it.  As best as I can tell it has all the models on it.  <br /><br />Dave<br />797/2000||24.128.102.224||reg||1||UncleDonut||00000467||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||02-16-2003||01:12 PM||||<a href="http://206.124.12.138/rmdsm/index.html" target="_blank">http://206.124.12.138/rmdsm/index.html</a>||151.199.247.50||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||switch||02-16-2003||04:22 PM||||Thanks for the links guys - Ive downloaded it.<br /><br />Does anyone know of any other links? Im actually after the parts breakdown for a colt gt - with the 4g61t engine (1.6 DOHC EFI Turbo) the baby brother of the 4g63t<br /><br />Mike||203.0.37.125||reg||1||switch||00000205||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||02-18-2003||04:57 PM||||has anyone gotten the CAPS dl from the second website to sucessfully work? i'm having a few problems.||64.252.99.87||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||switch||02-18-2003||08:55 PM||||I got it off the second site and its working fine!||203.0.37.125||reg||1||switch||00000205||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||02-18-2003||10:02 PM||||i install and extract everything like it says in the instructions. then it says<br /><br />"Enter C:\MITSUCAPS\ in the CD-ROM Directory  1 box and check to be sure the Use CD-ROM Pasen or <br />Truck (depending on your search) is checked and click OK.<br /><br />You are now ready to perform searches in CAPS."<br /><br />Then i click in the Vehicle Code Name Selection part and i just get errors. am i doing something wrong?||64.252.104.186||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||02-18-2003||10:17 PM||||Dis rocks!!!  I wish I had this the whole time.  I knew about it, but I thought you had to find a spare CD of it.  Thanks for sharing.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||03-04-2003||11:02 AM||||Is anyone willing to put the CAPS program up on a permanent URL?  It appears the two above no longer work.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum2/001634.cgi
A||||11||broke down||bosch o2 sensors $!@#$%||||8||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||02-16-2003||01:37 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I recently replaced my stock o2 sensor with a bosch one.  I noticed today that my new bosch sensor had backed out about 3 whole threads!  I'm figuring that this was throwing all of my pocketlogger readings way off.  Anybody else have problems with bosch, or have any suggestions?  Should I get a factory o2?  Thanks||68.51.68.201||reg||8||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||02-16-2003||02:27 PM||||the denso O2 seems to be working great for me so far. I got mine from machv for about 90 bucks and the delivered it to my door 2 days later||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||02-16-2003||02:53 PM||||uh guys,  A stock o2 from conicelli is $55||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-16-2003||03:11 PM||||factory o2 sensors are the best.  i have spoken to several shops, bosch is orginal equipment of a lot of german cars, not japanese.  the consensus is that the bosch sensors do not respond as fast as the japanese factory ones.  besides, the factory sensor is not that much.  however, your problem may be because of how you tightened it, one reason why i got the factory tool for this.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||02-18-2003||11:57 AM||||all of the universal o2 sensors i have ever used never worked properly. dont buy them they suck.||131.193.154.196||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||DSSA||02-18-2003||12:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> uh guys,  A stock o2 from conicelli is $55 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, the GVR4 sensor (MD188208) was bumped up in price by Mitsu.  It's now $75.09.  I've been selling a lot of the '90 versions (MD311230) lately to people wanting the 91-94 car versions, which are cheaper @ $56.25/each.<br /><br />We'll see how long Mitsu takes to figure this out and bump the '90 part # pricing as well.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||02-18-2003||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> uh guys,  A stock o2 from conicelli is $55 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, the GVR4 sensor (MD188208) was bumped up in price by Mitsu.  It's now $75.09.  I've been selling a lot of the '90 versions (MD311230) lately to people wanting the 91-94 car versions, which are cheaper @ $56.25/each.<br /><br />We'll see how long Mitsu takes to figure this out and bump the '90 part # pricing as well.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When did they bump it up? Conicelli only charged me $55 back in November when I changed mine.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||02-18-2003||02:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Actually, the GVR4 sensor (MD188208) was bumped up in price by Mitsu </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That sucks.  Oh well.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000008||DSSA||02-18-2003||03:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> When did they bump it up? Conicelli only charged me $55 back in November when I changed mine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Since I am Conicelli (for all intents and purposes for DSM sales), it was after this.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000009||meshwork||02-18-2003||09:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Since I am Conicelli (for all intents and purposes for DSM sales), it was after this. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is this Josh?||151.199.248.162||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000010||Romanova||02-19-2003||03:01 PM||||So the 90' one works in place of a 91-94 one with no problems or modifications?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000011||DSSA||02-19-2003||04:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> So the 90' one works in place of a 91-94 one with no problems or modifications? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Correct, providing you're using a Mitsubishi 02 housing.  If you have an aftermarket 02 housing with a weld-on bung, the sensor probe may not fit in the hole they drilled underneath the bung (usually drilled for the smaller probe).||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes



ubb/Forum2/001635.cgi
A||||14||Duc Hunter||AFC wont effect idle fuel trim||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-16-2003||04:30 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||My idle fuel trim is sitting at 81%. For some reason no matter what I do with the lo setting for the 2000 rpm and down it wont change the trim value. IF I really lean it out the O2 sensor goes to zero so I know it is effecting the fuel correctly. Everything else is just great. Any thoughts?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-16-2003||06:11 PM||||are you running mondo injectors?  most injectors have a range that they can operate correctly.  i think upwards of 720 you get unstable idle, because the pulse width becomes erratic.  also, some injectors will idle a lot better than others.  lucas injectors dont like to idle, and as you go bigger, they get worse.  as injectors get older, they tend to leak at idle, kinda like people, eventually i will have to wear a diaper.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||02-16-2003||08:44 PM||||I have 660's and it idles fine. My problem is that adjusting the AFC affects the O2 reading and O2 trim as normal. However the low fuel trims drops to 81 regardless of the afc setting. In fact I can go to -50 and at idle the car idles as normal. As soon as I touch the gas though it bogs because it is way too lean. If I add just enough gas to get idle up from 800 to say 950 the trim moves normally. With the throttle plate closed though the afc has no effect on the idle. Is my idle stop switch set wrong maybe???||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-16-2003||11:20 PM||||ok, low fuel trim will change slowly, you have to drive the car.  the ecu takes in a lot of input to convert the fuel trims.  you just set them stationary to get in the ballpark, then go for a drive, and readjust.  are you running a 2g mas?||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Compressed||02-17-2003||11:46 AM||||Do you have a AFPR?  Sounds like you are overrunning the stock FPR.  What kind of FP do you have?||216.126.176.92||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||02-17-2003||01:30 PM||||KEnn, I do have a 2G MAS.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-17-2003||02:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> KEnn, I do have a 2G MAS. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">AHA!  i got the near same thing.  at 1k, i am at -20, at 2k, -3, the rest are right at 0.  as soon as the rpms drop below 1k, it goes REAL rich.  jeff says the galant idle circuit is richer than the t/e/l, so the 2g mas seems to amplify it.  from what little info i have found, and there aint much, backing out the screw on the mas has a huge effect on idle.  i figger backing out the screw, and maybe removing some of the honeycombs is the answer.  if you check out some of the settings on the rre site, where the screw is backed out, they gotta go way richer to overcome it.  so, i think that depending on how much i back it out, i can bring the idle back to near 0.  but, of course, you can try it first, and let me know.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||02-17-2003||03:07 PM||||I have a 2G mas with lower honeycone removed and the screw all the way out flush. My AFC at 1000 rpm is 0.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||02-17-2003||03:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I have a 2G mas with lower honeycone removed and the screw all the way out flush. My AFC at 1000 rpm is 0.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">do you have a logger, if so, what is your low fuel trim at 1k, and at idle?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||02-17-2003||03:17 PM||||I found this map in the code:<br /><a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/MAS_CORRECTION_2.xls" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/MAS_CORRECTION_2.xls</a><br />This file actually shows you the difference between a Turbo AWD DSM and our GVR-4's map, in both actual values, and as a percentage/128. I have myself pretty convinced that this is a MAS compensation map, to compensate for the fact that we don't have the lower honeycomb. However, my theory is that when we swap to a 2g MAS, we no longer need that extra fuel at the low end. If you notice, there is also a small dip in the 3rd thru 6th datapoint, which could explain why I always end up with a bump in my AFC settings at 2K and 2.5K. So, I've made up a new chip that follows the stock GVR-4 curve from the high end down, until it gets to that dip where I go straight for a while, then flat line it at about .88 to .89 percent. I'm gonna try it in my emulator tomorrow, and I'll let you know how it works.<br />This could also explain why every GVR-4 VPC owner I know has to lean the idle out the whole way. The VPC maps were designed to work with a DSM fuel map, not GVR-4.||68.17.220.98||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||02-17-2003||03:33 PM||||Well if I set my AFC to have a 100% low fuel trim at 1000 rpm at idle the trim goes to 81%. I have the screw backed out to flush but still have all the honeycomb in. So Kenn it is on me to get my honey out first huh? Ok, I will give that a go today. I was thinking of tanking it all out, except for the part in the upper middle where all the sensors seem to be. Sound good?<br /><br />Key, I have a DSM ECU that is ready for one of your chips. email me to make arrangements if you still want me as a tester. Also, your chart is great. What would be the column heading though?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||02-17-2003||03:41 PM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]do you have a logger, if so, what is your low fuel trim at 1k, and at idle? [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Yes, I have a datalogger. I'll let you know what it reads after I got the car put back together.<br />I had to sell the transmission out of it. Couldn't refuse the $1000.00 offer plus another tranny that grinds second.<br />Soon as the snow melts and can get to my 2G I'll put that tranny in it for now.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||02-17-2003||04:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> Key, I have a DSM ECU that is ready for one of your chips. email me to make arrangements if you still want me as a tester. Also, your chart is great. What would be the column heading though? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I haven't taken the time to reverse-engineer the code that calls that map, so I'm not sure what the X axis is. It could be RPM, or airflow, I'm not sure which yet. The Y axis (if it works the same way as the fuel enrichment maps) is a percentage of compensation. It multiplies it times the cell value, and then divides by 128, so 128 equals 1.0, or no compensation. I won't have more time to spend on this ECU project until after we get moved into our new house. <br />Do you need a DSM chip, or a VR-4 chip? If you'd like, I can make a chip like I described. It should give you closer to 100% trims than either a GVR-4 or DSM chip.||68.17.220.98||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||02-17-2003||04:25 PM||||sooo, should we really be shooting for 128% trims when we tune?  Is 128% the relative "0"?||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||02-17-2003||05:06 PM||||HOT DAMN!  now we are getting somewhere.  yo, duc, just for grins, try turning in the screw to about where it was, and see if your idle and 1k trims go real rich.  and, the 128 makes sense, cause when i try to tune for 100%, after a while, it tries to go richer.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001636.cgi
A||||10||147of1000||what kind of transmission fluid?||||1||||147of1000||00000861
Z||000000||147of1000||02-16-2003||05:42 PM||||what is the best trans. fluid? how much do i need, and where can i get it?||68.18.97.143||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||02-16-2003||08:45 PM||||Do a search to see. I love Redline MT90, MTL in a 50/50 for the transaxle or Redline shock proof and MTL 50/50.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-17-2003||01:23 AM||||Used BG Syncroshift and had great results. Redline in the transfer case and rear diff.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||02-17-2003||03:52 AM||||i used bg synchroshift II and its ok.  its still notchy and still grinds into secound sometimes.  i'm probably going to change the trans fluid again with it. i was hoping for better results so i'll give it another try.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||02-26-2003||09:40 PM||||i believe the gear oil that is supposed to be used is 85/80 or 80/85.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||smokindav||02-27-2003||09:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> i believe the gear oil that is supposed to be used is 85/80 or 80/85. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I use generic 75W-90, 80 weight is a little too thick for the trans.  If you wanted to use different weight oils you could probably go with 75W-90 in the transmission and 80w-90 in the transfer case and rear differential.  But why would you bother with two different oils?<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000006||joec||02-27-2003||01:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong>But why would you bother with two different oils?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Isn't the tranny supposed to use a GL4 oil and the transfer case and rear end use GL5?  Something about the GL5 additives being corrosive to gear synchonizers.  I think Mitsu used to specify "GL4 or higher" for the tranny in their service manuals, but later put out a TSB recommending GL4 only for the tranny.||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||02-27-2003||02:03 PM||||I love the MTL/MT90 50/50 mix too. I have started using an MTL/Heavey Shockproof Redline oil mix though. Very nice!||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000008||Nate||02-27-2003||02:21 PM||||I use cheap shit 85W-90 Coastal gear oil in both cars.  It shifts great once the trans is warm.  Besides, when you know you're going to break the gears before the synchros get a chance to wear out, you're not as worried about the GL rating. ;-)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||02-27-2003||02:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> I use cheap shit 85W-90 Coastal gear oil in both cars.  It shifts great once the trans is warm.  Besides, when you know you're going to break the gears before the synchros get a chance to wear out, you're not as worried about the GL rating. ;-) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What a lovely feeling that must be every time you bang the gears at the track!  Waiting for the sound of destruction   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||167.142.21.157||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||02-27-2003||02:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> I use cheap shit 85W-90 Coastal gear oil in both cars.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can't beat the price on Coastal. For a 5gal bucket it's $23.00 I put it in other peoples cars all the time and they never complain.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/001637.cgi
A||||7||Scott Y||Help!!!! I Installed an RRE MBC, and I can't raise boost higher than 9 lbs. >>||||5||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||02-16-2003||10:00 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Hi.<br />In preparation for a 2.5" turbo-back exhaust this week, I installed a VDO 30-0-20 boost gauge and EGT (the EGT probe will go into the new manifold). The car is otherwise stock except for a cut air-can.<br /><br />The boost gauge read 8.5 - 9 lbs boost when I installed it. I drove around for a bit, and then did the boost solenoid restrictor mod, and max boost increased to 10.5 lbs.<br /><br />I installed the MBC, and now I can't raise the boost over 9 lbs.  I used the whole range of the dial on the MBC, and it doesn't seem to make any difference.  I don't know what I did wrong during the install, but here's a summary of how I installed it:<br /><br />The 3 lines on the RRE MBC were labelled as Intake Tract, Boost Source and Turbo Actuator.<br />Here's how I plugged everything together:<br />1. Intake Tract - I plugged this line into the air can, where the wastegate solenoid was plugged in.<br />2. Boost Source - I installed this line into the intercooler pipe just after the turbo.<br />3. Turbo Actuator - I installed this into the turbo's line.<br />I plugged the upper intercooler vacuum connection (the one right after the BOV).<br /><br />Anyone got any ideas?  Whatever I did wrong, please correct me and I'll reinstall the MBC the right way. <br /><br />HELP!!!!!<br /><br />Scott||64.233.218.162||reg||5||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||02-16-2003||11:00 PM||||Are you sure it is not backwards? Sounds silly but I did this with my MBC once.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||02-17-2003||12:26 AM||||I think Duc hit it on the head. Or its defective.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||Scott Y||02-17-2003||01:08 AM||||Backwards? Could be, I guess.  The MBC arrived with the lines already attached, so I assumed it was plumbed correctly.  I'll turn MBC body 'around' and see what happens. <br /><br />I take it that by my explanation in the first post that the lines were run to the correct places?<br /><br />Thanks for your help guys,<br />Scott||64.233.218.162||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||02-17-2003||10:11 AM||||blow through it and see how restrictive it is and also check to see if it bleeds well. maybe the wastegate actuator type problem .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-17-2003||03:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Scott Y:<br /><strong> The 3 lines on the RRE MBC were labelled as Intake Tract, Boost Source and Turbo Actuator.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Three lines???||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||02-17-2003||03:37 PM||||I asked because when I reinstalled mine recently for a test I had it "right" and it did the same thing. I loked at it, blew in it and determine which way it really needed to go and it worked fine.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000007||Scott Y||02-17-2003||05:38 PM||||Hertz:  yup, 3 lines. Well, one line goes to the intake tract. The other is tee'd into the 2 other lines.||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes



ubb/Forum2/001638.cgi
A||||3||lance||LOST ENGINE OIL WHILE DRIVING||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||02-17-2003||10:37 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||Yesterday on my way to the track I was showing a friend of mine how fast the VR4's were, after hitting about 105 MPH, I saw white smoke coming out behind my car, I new exactly what it was (oil) so I immediately stoped.  I later found out that my oil cooler was loose.  What could have caused this?  My VR4 does not have a front mount oil cooler, it has one of those which the oil filter is connected to.  Has anyone ever seen this problem before.  What must I do to never let this happen again.||63.136.113.219||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||02-17-2003||10:56 AM||||Read this FAQ:<br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/oilcool.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/oilcool.html</a><br />This problem has cost people (like Nate) engines.||68.17.220.98||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||number3||02-17-2003||12:50 PM||||Like Jeff has already mentioned it is an old known problem. That is the main reason for the 1990 oil cooler swap to our cars.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||GVRfore||02-17-2003||06:00 PM||||I lost a motor due to the same thing happening.  Spilled oil all over the highway.  Make sure when you get the oil changed, the mechanic doesn't over tighten the oil filter as the next person might shake the assembly loose so they can get the filter off.||68.100.28.253||reg||1||GVRfore||00000647||yes



ubb/Forum2/001639.cgi
A||||2||VR-4play||ic bracket material?||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||02-17-2003||02:00 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||i have some aluminum that i was going to cut for the brackets. does it matter if i use aluminum or steel (besides the obvious, like steel is stronger)?||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-17-2003||03:10 PM||||I don't think it is an easy thing to weld steel to aluminum.  You might also get some bi-metal weird shit happening if you did, too (corrosion, voltage).  But honestly I don't know from any experience.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||02-17-2003||03:40 PM||||Do not weld steel to alum. Very different melting point is the first reason so it wont stick. The second is you will get an electrolitic reaction over time that will eat up both. Most intercoolers have alum brackets welded to the alum FMIC and then these brackets have bolts that go through them into the car. I have steel brackets that bolt to alum bosses that were cast in the end tanks and are threaded.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/001640.cgi
A||||5||Vr4in'||balance shaft flange||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-17-2003||02:30 PM||nohad43@aol.com||on my car the plate behind the crankshaft gear broke.i was told it was called a blanaceshaft belt flange.anyone have one?||65.32.219.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-17-2003||03:19 PM||||i don't know the answer to your question, sorry.  but not to change the subject, have you modded your sc300?  i understand you can do some amazing things to those cars.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||02-17-2003||05:40 PM||||about the sc300 it is still all stock now besides 2 greddy mufflers,intake and 20" lowenhart ld1's.<br />im planning to get a budget kit that sp makes which is 5000.00 dollars whisch boosts up your h.p. to 550 on stock fuel  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  .||65.32.219.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||DSSA||02-17-2003||07:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> on my car the plate behind the crankshaft gear broke.i was told it was called a blanaceshaft belt flange.anyone have one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude, don't become a cheap-ass like most of the DSM people out there.  You're looking at like a $6-$7 plate that's a pain in the ass to change.  Call your local dealer up and buy a new one.||64.12.107.172||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000004||DSSA||02-18-2003||09:17 AM||||Note to above post:<br /><br />Part # for this is MD131241, list pricing is $4.95||152.163.213.177||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||02-26-2003||09:36 PM||||yeah i just bought one cost me 5 bucks just like you said.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/001641.cgi
A||||11||Jose||Wheel Offset||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||02-17-2003||02:38 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Im planning on buying another set of 18inch wheels. The size is 18 x 7.5, but the offset is +48. Will this offset fit fine. The tire size I use is 225-40's.<br />Jose....||152.163.206.191||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-17-2003||02:46 PM||||225s on a +48 offset will rub when turning. that's what i think anyways.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||02-18-2003||10:50 AM||||The stock 6" wide wheels only have 46mm of offset.  A 7.5" wide wheel should have more like 35-40mm of offset.<br /><br />I would be surprised if the tires cleared the fender with this combo.  If you do fit this up, let me know so that I can add it to the database.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||Martin Chilcote||02-18-2003||07:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong>.............. let me know so that I can add it to the database.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Mark,<br />I know you're working on the wheel database but I would like to see even a partially complete size/list database. Maybe you would send it to one of the moderators sometime soon ??<br /><br />Thanks...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.139.166.4||reg||12||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000004||markrieb||02-20-2003||11:41 AM||||I sent the updated list to Jon last week.  If there is someplace else I should be sending this, let me know.<br /><br />It is in an MS Excel file, so Jon may have to do some conversion to get it on this BBS.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||02-20-2003||01:14 PM||||I'm running 18x7.5" & 45 offset w/ 215 35r18's. I have plenty of clearence. I know it doesnt show much but this is what they look like.( I also have T/E/L suspension)<br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=67" alt=" - " />  Try to make this a litle smaller  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=69" alt=" - " />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||VR-4play||02-20-2003||01:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> I'm running 18x7.5" & 45 offset w/ 215 35r18's.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it's not so much the offset as it is the offset combined with the tires width. running +45 w/215s isn't nearly as crazy as trying to run +48 w/225. i'm not saying it won't work because i've never tried it, but number-wise it don't sound good. running 225s on anything higher that +35 (maybe +40) is cutting it close.<br /><br />for example, my 2000 chevy van came with 235/75-15s, offset 0.  i bought a set of 15" wheels right away with offset -19 to replace the stock ones (same tires) and loved the stance.  i recently went to 18x8s but the wheels i wanted only came in 0 offset.  i did the math, and bought 255/65-18s, but they sent me 265/65-18s. they rub a little at full steer to the right.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000007||GVR4ZUM||02-21-2003||12:06 PM||||Jose,<br />What wheels are u thinking about getting?||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000008||Jose||02-21-2003||02:11 PM||||ADR Sokudo's in gold.<br />Jose....||205.188.209.7||reg||6||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||02-21-2003||02:41 PM||||Jose<br /><br />I have heard bad things about ADR wheels and clearcoat...good choice in style, though||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||GVR4ZUM||02-21-2003||04:04 PM||||I agree, Nice choice!<br />But according to this site, it won't fit.<br /><a href="http://www.1010tires.com/wheelsearch.asp?wheelmodel=Sokudo+%2D+Gold&wheelbrand=ADR" target="_blank">http://www.1010tires.com/wheelsearch.asp?wheelmodel=Sokudo+%2D+Gold&wheelbrand=ADR</a>||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000011||1312VR4||02-21-2003||04:31 PM||||Yup, unless you converted to 5 bolt.<br />they fit <br />"ADR Sokudo 10. Fits Subaru's, 97+ Honda Prelude and 98+ Accord V6. "||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/001642.cgi
A||||10||Vr4in'||head bolts||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-17-2003||05:42 PM||nohad43@aol.com||does anyone know the order or have a picture or diagram on which head bolts should be tightened first?torgue would help to.thanks||65.32.219.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||number3||02-17-2003||07:26 PM||||Which head bolts are you using? OEM, ARP, etc.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||DSSA||02-17-2003||07:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Which head bolts are you using? OEM, ARP, etc.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Doesn't matter which ones are used, they're all torqued the same sequence.<br /><br />Start off in the middle and use a criss-cross pattern working your way out (doesn't really matter as long as you work from inside-out in a pattern) with 10 ft./lbs. for instance.  Then repeat with 55 ft./lbs. Then with your final torque measurement (stock would be 95 ft/lbs., ARP is slightly higher and in the directions.).  I usually torque them down about 5-10 ft/lbs. more but this is entirely up to you. <br /><br />The main jist of this is to start from the middle and work your way evenly outwards.<br /><br />Make sure that you coat the threads with oil before putting them in (I usually dip them in 30W oil, then shake off excess) so that they won't dry-bind on the way in and give incorrect torque readings.<br /><br />Also add 1 ft/lb. to your measurement for every 1 inch of extension you use for the socket.<br /><br />Example of torque sequence:<br /><br />9  6  1  3  8<br />7  4  2  5  10   &lt;~~~~each # represents head bolt as if standing in front of the motor looking down on it.<br /><br />It's not that important that you don't switch #s like 1 and 2, 3 and 4, etc., as long as you follow a pattern...very similar to torquing down a wheel.||64.12.107.172||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000003||number3||02-17-2003||10:09 PM||||For the torque setting it does.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||DSSA||02-17-2003||10:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> For the torque setting it does.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rigth, and if he had asked for the torque setting, I would have responded the same way.  However, he asked for the torquing sequence.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000005||LunarShadow||02-17-2003||10:36 PM||||Harry [/qb][/QUOTE] Then with your final torque measurement (stock would be 95 ft/lbs., ARP is slightly higher and in the directions.).  I usually torque them down about 5-10 ft/lbs. more but this is entirely up to you. <br /><br />[/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />I agree with most of this.  However, Isn't 95 ft/lb a bit much.  I though 72 ft/lbs was the maximum for stock head bolts (pre-'93).||172.168.87.180||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000006||DSSA||02-18-2003||06:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by LunarShadow:<br /><strong><br />I agree with most of this.  However, Isn't 95 ft/lb a bit much.  I though 72 ft/lbs was the maximum for stock head bolts (pre-'93). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good call, yes, it's either 72 or 75 ft/lbs. on the stockers.||64.12.107.164||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000007||evol||02-18-2003||10:18 AM||||Consult TEL Sevince manual for tigetning sequence. There's a pretty good diagram in there.||134.124.18.10||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000008||DSSA||02-18-2003||09:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by evol:<br /><strong> Consult TEL Sevince manual for tigetning sequence. There's a pretty good diagram in there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm *honestly* saying that I'm not trying to be a dick by saying this, but if he had a manual I would hope that he wouldn't be asking this question in the 1st place.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||02-19-2003||01:12 PM||||Its been said MANY times, but EVERYONE SHOULD have the DSM CD Manual:<br /><a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/head.pdf" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/head.pdf</a>||67.34.213.38||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||number3||02-19-2003||06:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> For the torque setting it does.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rigth, and if he had asked for the torque setting, I would have responded the same way.  However, he asked for the torquing sequence. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't really want to squabble over this but if you read his message it says "torgue would help to. thanks."<br /><br />I would assume when he typed torgue he ment torque spec.<br /><br />I fgured all the facts (like what hardware because it matters) would be nice before someone blindly answering the question, assumed he had one or the other. He has a habit of asking very vage questions.<br /><br />Now get back to work and get a car running for once.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/001643.cgi
A||||6||broke down||SOS-or SME (save my engine)||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||02-17-2003||06:12 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||help PLEASE!  while driving my car saturday i noticed a little bit of a ticking noise.  Not too bad, noisy lifters, right?  As soon as I started the car Sunday morning, same thing.  Drove it a few miles, easily, thought it would go away like it always does.  Normally if they tick a lot, I just push the clutch in and let it go to idle, and they quit ticking.  Didn't happen this time.  So I get the car back home and do an oil change, after throwing a can of motor flush in it.  Still ticking, but really bad.  So I pull the cover and take all of the lifters and rockers out and soak them for a couple of hours in some degreaser and thinner, squeeze a little oil in them and put them back in.  They really weren't that dirty, so I really didn't think that they were the problem by now.  Cranked the engine for a little while to help pump them up, same noises after I start it.  Timing looks to be correct (marks are all lined up), and compression is @ about 160-165 lbs. on all four cylinders.  So now my thoughts are this.  Either a broken oil control ring or middle ring, (I assume like most other cars these pistons have 3 rings), which is allowing the compression to stay up, since the top rings appear to be working well (compression #'s), OR  I have an oiling problem where the valvetrain is being starved.  The reason I include the rings is that it sounds similar to when the first engine came apart.  I thought it was lifters that time too.  Does anyone have any other thoughts?  If this engine goes, well let's just say, I won't be the proud owner of a dsm...I really need help...<br /><br />  Thanks for any advice.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||broke down||02-17-2003||06:13 PM||||oh yeah, according to my idiot oil guage, everything appeared normal!||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000002||DSSA||02-17-2003||07:42 PM||||Are you sure your hydraulic tensioner for the timing belt isn't the culprit?  They make a similar sound.<br /><br />Also, did you check for a collapsed lifter while you had them out (should be able to squeeze it shut by hand).<br /><br />The last thing I would check would be to make sure that the front b-shaft bearing didn't spin.  <br /><br />Without being there to listen to the car (and figure out where exactly the noise is coming from) it's hard to diagnose.<br /><br />Many sounds can be tricky in making you think they're coming from one area, when they're actually coming from another.||64.12.107.172||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000003||broke down||02-18-2003||01:21 PM||||correct me if I'm wrong, but if the belt tensioner was bad, wouldn't the belt jump?  I didn't check to see if any of the lifters had collapsed before hand, but by the sound of it, there seemed to be a lot more noise than just one lifter, it sounded like several.  What exactly would the balance shaft bearing being spun cause?  Low oil flow to the top end?  It sounds to me, and a very experienced mechanic that I work with, that the top end isn't getting enough pressure, hance the lifters clacking, and the car running very poor.  It misses quite often now, and smells very rich, like some of the valves arn't opening enough or at all.  Thanks for your advice.  Does anybody else have any other suggestions?||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||02-18-2003||02:20 PM||||The small screwdriver in a piece of hose listening tool can help pinpoint the location.  If you're really fancy you can use one of those automotive stethascopes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Did you take any pressure measurements at the head?  If your BS bearing spun, 1. Low pressure in the head will occur starving the valvetrain.  2. The bearing will eat the sh!t out of surrounding metal and itself if it goes long enough.  You will find metal in the bottom of the pan.<br /><br />On another note, I've had my tensioner make noise without the belt jumping right around 115k mi.  I sure did get around to replacing it quickly though.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||DSSA||02-18-2003||03:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong> correct me if I'm wrong, but if the belt tensioner was bad, wouldn't the belt jump?  I didn't check to see if any of the lifters had collapsed before hand, but by the sound of it, there seemed to be a lot more noise than just one lifter, it sounded like several.  What exactly would the balance shaft bearing being spun cause?  Low oil flow to the top end?  It sounds to me, and a very experienced mechanic that I work with, that the top end isn't getting enough pressure, hance the lifters clacking, and the car running very poor.  It misses quite often now, and smells very rich, like some of the valves arn't opening enough or at all.  Thanks for your advice.  Does anybody else have any other suggestions? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, the belt most likely would not jump immediately.  <br /><br />As far as a spun balance shaft bearing, it's sounds like rod-knock to a lesser degree.<br /><br />If you've spun the b-shaft bearing completely, it will cause for low oil pressure as well. <br /><br />Next step for you (if you're sure it's not the tensioner, and you've already checked to make sure that the belt *hasn't* jumped for one reason or another) is to check oil pressure at the head as posted above.<br /><br />If you haven't checked to make sure that the belt hasn't jumped, causing light piston-to-valve tap, I would do so first.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000006||broke down||02-24-2003||08:25 PM||||well, here goes.  I really believe that the cause of this is the bal. shaft bearing being spun.  What I want to do now is possibly hoist the engine up out of the car, replace the timing belt, which needs done anyway, and remove the bal shaft.  This should be much easier with the engine out.  What I want to do first though is get parts.  I was thinking since the engine is  jdm, and I have no idea how many miles are on it, and I probably destroyed the area where the bearing sits (from it spinning all of the metal out around it), I will probably go ahead and replace everything just to be safe.  Frome the v-faq, it liiks like the bearing sits in the oil pump housing.  Is this correct?  Also could someone suggest which parts I need to replace all of the pieces down there that should be replaced?  Including gaskets and stuff like that.  I would look myself, but I have never been able to get my CAPS to work.  Thanks for any help!||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/001644.cgi
A||||9||kartorium31||clutch noise||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||02-17-2003||11:10 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||There is a noise coming from my clutch/tranny when the clutch pedal is let out.  Its kinda like a ticking, but changes tone and volume every time.  It only makes the noise when the clutch pedal is out, and sometimes the noise is very loud and sometimes it is barely there.  Every once in a while its almost of vibration size.  I am thinking its my throw out bearing or a bolt that is loose, or possibly a bad flywheel.  I need advice cause it needs to be fixed soon.  What could this be?<br />thanks||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||02-17-2003||11:25 PM||||Did you make any changes before you started hearing the noise? <br /><br />I wouldn't think it would be the TOB because it wouldn't have any pressure on it with the clutch out.  <br /><br />I would check your tranny fluid right away and not drive your car untill you figure out what the problem is.  Check your t-case fluid too.  I have no ideal what that sounds like going out.  If you are starting to feel vibration, you are probably getting some kind of mechanical rubbing of some sort.  I wouldn't take the problem lightly.  <br /><br />Good luck.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||02-18-2003||12:03 AM||||I don't think its the transfer case cause it changes with movement of the clutch.  My tranny has plenty of fluid in it.  I Don't think its the tranny but i guess it could be, I'll look again tomorrow.  I just don't see what it could be if it was a problem inside the trans.  Anybody else care to take a stab?||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||02-18-2003||12:16 AM||||i don't mean to steal this topic but it is very related. i was driving my car tonight and i noticed that whenever i let the clutch out i could hear a sort of very light grinding. i can't hear it any better if i lower the windows, it goes away and come back unexpectidly<br /><br />any ideas?||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||02-18-2003||12:31 AM||||you didn't steal my post at all.  Thats pretty much the exact same problem i am having, just don't know how to describe the noise.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000005||Matt Freeman||02-18-2003||02:33 AM||||Be sure to check all the bolts holding the tranmsission to the engine. My car also shook when letting out the clutch. Never figured out why till the bellhousing broke where the throw out bearing rides. Because the shop that put the clutch in never torqued the bolts down.||63.227.100.105||reg||1||Matt Freeman||00000101||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||02-18-2003||06:48 PM||||what a happy day...<br /><br />by any chance..were you not able to put the car in gear while it was running?  because today i couldn't... suddenly all the gears where shunning me.  it felt like i was about the break the fucking shifter. i turned the car off and chose third and then drove home. it sucked. do you can you tell me the torque specs on the trans? i don't have my proper manual yet. (i ordered it today though)<br /><br />i had a bad feeling about taking the car out today. i should have stuck with my gut.  <br /><br />and please don't flame me for being an idiot or something. i'm haveing a really bad year.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||02-18-2003||10:06 PM||||If it won't go into any gears with the car on check all the bolts on the bell housing and your shifter cable ends.  You might also look to see if anything is loose on the shifter assembly at all.<br />I have a vibration in my shifter which makes me think it has to do with loose bolts or something of the sort.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000008||josh91vr4||05-17-2003||04:23 PM||||My car made a similar noise - It recently got worse, what with the hole in the side of the trans and all. I'll take some pics and post them soon as i can. Don't let this shtuff go unchecked. I'm stuck getting a new trans now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||216.93.18.226||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000009||KenGVR4||05-17-2003||05:41 PM||||If the car makes that noise with the clutch out, but is quiet when the clutch is in, in my experience it has always been the throwout bearing.  My car has been doing it since I put a new clutch in about 10k miles ago, and nothing has gone wrong with it, other than it making a strange noise.||12.207.250.84||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes



ubb/Forum2/001645.cgi
A||||1||1667 VR4||I've got a bare 2G MAS on the way...what do i need?||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||02-18-2003||02:53 AM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||I bought a 2G MAS online for $50 from someone that ive heard good things about. Now, do i have to use the 2G plug?And if so, where can i find one/who has one for sale? thanks in advance.||24.73.74.196||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||Ian M||02-18-2003||10:03 AM||||The 2g mass does use a different plug. Sometimes you'll see the 2g plugs on the trader. You can also use the ignitor plug off the 91-94 NT and turbo cars. You have to switch the location on a couple of wires in the plug and you're ready to go. Just hit the local junkyard with a pair of wire dykes.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.243||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/001646.cgi
A||||4||Murph||Starting out||||1||||Murph||00000919
Z||000000||Murph||02-18-2003||04:26 AM||psmurphyhehe@hotmail.com||I have recently purchased a jap import 1990 GVR4. I will be honest and say I know jack about cars and so with as little sarcasm as possible I would like any suggestions on where to start working on it. <br /><br />As far as I know it is still stock standard (I will post some pictures in the near future).<br /><br />Oh and by the way if anyone can tell me how to get hold of a workshop manual (if they exsist??) it would be much appreciated (Build date is 6/89).<br /><br />Thanks, <br />Murph   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.45.200.162||reg||1||Murph||00000919||yes
Z||000001||Ash||02-18-2003||06:12 AM||||First of all welcome to a fellow Aussie(and a Queenslander at that!)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />There will be quite a few differences between your car & the US spec cars though basic power ups are the same.  What you need to do first is identify which VR4 you actually have.  What colour are the injectors, how big is your intercooler, does it have a "cyclone" intake maniold?  There are a few different "Jap spec" vr4's out there.  The basics are make sure its up to scratch & healthy, then follow the guide on this website.  If you scored an RS/EVO VR4 you will already have a heap of bigger bits to play with.  <br /><br />Regards<br /><br />Ash||203.221.18.230||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||lamps-oz-gvr4||02-18-2003||06:23 AM||||In regards to the websites modifcations.<br /><br />Where has it gone?<br /><br />Everytime i goto <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org," target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org,</a> it sends me to the forum/bb||211.28.96.71||reg||1||lamps-oz-gvr4||00000644||yes
Z||000003||VR-4play||02-18-2003||07:18 AM||||research this site and other sites.  you will find enough to get started. read these two, that should be good for now.<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=forum&f=11&DaysPrune=45&submit=Go" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=forum&f=11&DaysPrune=45&submit=Go</a><br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org/" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/</a><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by lamps-oz-gvr4:<br /><strong> In regards to the websites modifcations.<br /><br />Where has it gone?<br /><br />Everytime i goto <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org," target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org,</a> it sends me to the forum/bb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the mod page is under "how to". reset the days to view them.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000004||lamps-oz-gvr4||02-20-2003||03:03 AM||||i have found <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> to be pretty awesome when it comes to dsm modification information<br /><br />lamps||211.28.96.71||reg||1||lamps-oz-gvr4||00000644||yes



ubb/Forum2/001647.cgi
A||||1||lance||Anti Lock Light  Stays On||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||02-18-2003||09:58 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||Why does my anti lock light stays on under hard acceleration?  Sometimes it flickers on and off under normal driving.  This morning while driving to work I could actually feel the vibration in my foot (slightly) when I was coming to a stop and I was not even braking hard.  Why?||63.136.119.232||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||02-18-2003||09:59 AM||||Check your wheel speed sensor gap and whether it is tight.  Out of position sensor or a moving sensor will give false readings.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/001648.cgi
A||||4||evol||Mystery Oil Leak, O2 Sesnor wire colors, Stupid clutch--Help!||||1||||evol||00000360
Z||000000||evol||02-18-2003||10:29 AM||||Hey Guys and Gals--<br /><br />Just wondering if anyone can help me with my mystery oil leak. I'm losing about a quart of oil every few days (more or less depending on how much I get on it)It drips off the frame (? Bar that goes paralell to the car right next to the oil pan on the drivers side) pretty fast while driving (I assume) and leaves a nice puddle of oil (but no too much) on the ground every night. It looks like it's coming from the back half of the motor on the drivers side. I was thinking perhaps it's an oil pan gasket and the guy whos working on my car said it could be a leaking main. Assuming it's a leaking main, what kind of fix does that entail? Will the timing belt have to come off (again) to fix it and how much $$ without any labor involved are we talking here?<br /><br />Now on to the o2 sensor question:<br /><br />My o2 sensor's harness was absolutely fried when my car blew up so I am forced to splice the wires to the o2 sensor directly into the wiring harness (ghetto). My qyestion is which color wires go with which wired. The two that are the same color are supposed to be the heater wires (right?), but they arent bundled together in the wiring harness. The wires are pretty hard because of the heat, so I don't want it to be a hit or miss operation. Does anyone know which is which?<br /><br />And now for the final question:<br /><br />Is there any way to adjust the clutch (outside of bleeding the lines, which I've already done multiple times) ?  My release point is at the absolute bottom of the floor and its hard to get into gear sometimes. I was thinking it may even be a master cyl or the pedal assembly itself, either of which are an absolute whore to change (I've heard). It's not a worn clutch, either, as there is a brand spanking new act 2600 in there. <br /><br />Any help is very much appreciated.<br /><br />--Ben||134.124.18.10||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000001||Franckypoo||02-18-2003||11:54 AM||||About the oil leak, I too had a mystery oil leak very very similar on the laser.  I narrow it to being the crank seal that was leaking at high rpms.<br /><br />I'm not a 100% sure since I still have to put it back together, but I found out that the little "spring" inside the seal was missing when I compared the new one and the one on the car.  <br /><br />It was not leaking at all at idle, but I guess as the pressure raise the spring is used to help the seal do his job.  And I had oil all over the bar that goes parallel to the car next to the oil pan too!<br /><br />It sould be around a 10 hour jobs, and you have to re-do the t-belt.  It's a real pita to do it with the engine in place   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  If I was to do it again I really think the engine would come out.||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||02-18-2003||11:56 AM||||about the oil leak my car is the same way. i havent figured it ou tyet but alot seems to be coming fro the oil cooler housing. so i have the front cooler conversion to be done soon hopefully that solves teh problem. ive doen the gasket around a new oil pan 5 times already and didnt do anyhitng. if it is the main crank seal, the new seal is like 20 bucks but you get raped on the labor.||131.193.154.196||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||02-18-2003||12:15 PM||||Clutch thing: Yes you can adjust it. The pushrod and locknut are above the throttle. Contort yourself laying on your back so you can look up at it. You'll figure it out. It sucks to do it, and it's trial and error.<br /><br />dp||68.155.60.218||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||AWDpower||02-18-2003||03:32 PM||||Most likely the oil leak is from one of the seals under the t-belt cover. If you are going to change one, be sure to do them all. There are two cam seals, one crank seal, an oil pump sprocket seal, and the front balance shaft seal. Did the leak start suddenly, and is it very big? If so, be careful. On one car I found that the front balance shaft seal popped out, and caused it to dump oil.||67.192.100.29||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum2/001649.cgi
A||||10||Franckypoo||Fuel pump question||||1||||Frankypoo||00000740
Z||000000||Franckypoo||02-18-2003||11:45 AM||||For the past couple of days it's been really cold around year (we are beating some 25 years old cold records!) and the Galant had some problems starting. <br /><br />Because of that and in case it would need a boost I parked the car backward in my driveway for the last couple of days except last night because it was warmer.<br /><br />Guess what?  it did not start!  But I'm sure it's not the battery becaus I can crank it a long time and a few times in a row without any problems.  I'm almost sure there's no fuel going to the injectors, it's not smelling fuel in the engine by for sure.<br /><br />My question is how is the fuel pump located inside the tank?  Since my driveway is a little steep and the low fuel light came on just before I parked my guess would be that it doesn't have enough fuel in it to be able to pump with the front of the car higher than the rear.  Does it make sense?<br /><br />If anybody have a diagram of the fuel pump assembly inside the tank that would be greatly appreciated.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||02-18-2003||11:53 AM||||i understand what you are trying to say that there would be more gas towards the back of the tank due to the steep driveway. well the gas light prolly went on because there is a floating arm on the pump assembly which tells your gas gauge how much the tank has. however i never had a problem before and my drivewya is on an angle as well.||131.193.154.196||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||02-18-2003||12:10 PM||||I think the pickup is at the back of the tank. Whenever I park facing uphill, I can get the fuel light to go out.<br /><br />dp||68.155.60.218||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-18-2003||01:15 PM||||I don't trust my damn fuel level gauges anymore...<br /><br />How cold are we talking?  Maybe some dry gas ("Heet") would help?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Franckypoo||02-18-2003||01:28 PM||||Yesterday was quite warmer around 10 F. but the last couple of days was more like -25 F.<br /><br />I'm not sure if I want to give dry gaz a try... I'll ask my mechanics tonight since they are coming home for diner!  Man do I love having friends who owns a garage and knows DSM inside out!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||02-18-2003||02:08 PM||||If your fuel level was low in those kind of temperatures, I bet you froze.  Go get some heet or similar product as someone else mentioned.  <br /><br />It's always a good precaution in really cold temps to keep a half tank or more of gas in the car.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-18-2003||02:27 PM||||i second the freeze.  there could be moisture in the line, and it is frozen.  i bet several hours in a warm garage and it fires right up.  if the feed line is frozen, heet or drigas aint gonna work.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Franckypoo||02-18-2003||02:59 PM||||I forgot to say that the car refuses to start after about only 1 hour of rest at around 10F.<br /><br />Can gaz lines freeze in such a short time?  I really doubt that could be possible, and we are supposed to have some kind of additive around here to help protect against freezing.||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000008||joec||02-18-2003||03:17 PM||||Mine has been having a similar problem.  I'm pretty sure it's due to a bad wire/connection at the temperature sensor (the one the ECU uses, it's on the thermostat housing, the lower sensor closer to the passenger fender, with two connectors).  My guess is that the ECU goes into some failsafe mode when it doesn't get a valid signal from this sensor and the failsafe mode doesn't provide enough fuel enrichment to start a cold engine on a cold day.<br /><br />I had gotten a check engine light a few times (code 21? coolant sensor) but it only happened after a long period of cruising at a steady speed.  I checked the signal using a datalogger and got eratic values that stabilized when I played with the connectors.<br /><br />Note that there are several coolant temperature sensors, you need to check the one the ECU uses.<br /><br />Also, I was able to start the car using a can of starter fluid (aerosol ether?).  Just opened that little intake cover/lid near the radiator (passenger side), gave it a good spray of starter fluid and quickly jumped in the car and it started up.  Idled poorly, needed to give it some gas until it warmed up.<br /><br />Hope this helps, and best of luck with getting it running again.||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||02-18-2003||05:20 PM||||since you have a logger, check your voltage.  if your voltage is not stable, it means your capacitors are leaking out, and you need to get them fixed NOW.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||Franckypoo||02-20-2003||09:49 AM||||Thanks all for your help!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />With some more investigations and testing we found out it's the fuel pump that just died  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Just to make sure, anyboy knows if the wire colors are the same as on a 1G talon?  the black w/ a white strip for + and black for ground?<br /><br />By chance I still have the stock laser fuel pump so that won't cost too much fixing it. I just hope the little stud on the gas thank won't all break like it did when I installed the Walbro in the laser...  Wish me luck with the loosse nut stuff!||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes



ubb/Forum2/001650.cgi
A||||4||fstgvr4||dataloggers||||1||||fstgvr4||00000896
Z||000000||fstgvr4||02-18-2003||11:46 AM||tffidelity@aol.com||what is the best for the buck datalogger out there? I just installed a SAFC and I am trying to tune the car. I don't have a logger yet, however, i do have an AFR anf fuel presure gauge with an EGR gauge on the way. I know it is best to use a logger to tune but, is it possible to tune with just the gauges. AS far as the logger goes, what is the best and where do i find it?<br />thanks<br />adam #120/1000||152.163.207.83||reg||1||fstgvr4||00000896||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||02-18-2003||11:50 AM||||well the cables you need are around 150 then it depends on the palm you get. check out the trader, i picked up the whole setup pretty cheap. the cables and a palm for around 200 shipped.||131.193.154.196||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-18-2003||02:33 PM||||tuning the afc without the logger is tuning in the dark ages.  there is no comparison.  get a logger||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||AWDpower||02-18-2003||03:36 PM||||The pocketlogger is one of the best things I've bought for my cars. I recommend it as one of the first things to get.||67.192.100.29||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||02-18-2003||04:34 PM||||The pocketlogger is the best thing I bought for my car.  You won't be sorry about getting one.  You also won't want to be with out it after having one.<br /><br />I've used both the pocketlogger and tunerstein logger.  I prefered the pocketlogger.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/001651.cgi
A||||0||chhuong||valve guides &amp; seals||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||02-18-2003||04:23 PM||sirrealracer@attbi.com||do you know where i can get some for a reasonable price?||134.39.27.14||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes



ubb/Forum2/001652.cgi
A||||11||aWeX||Engine\gearbox from Lancer EVO into a VR4||||1||||aWeX||00000924
Z||000000||aWeX||02-18-2003||06:48 PM||||I`ve just bought a rallyrigged VR4 RS. The car is in good shape, apart from the engine and gearbox. The syncros are worn (scraping when shifting), the turbo is busted and the pistons\rods have seen their best days. <br />I`ve considered buying a EVO 1,2 or 3 engine\gearbox from japan. Since the early EVO`s share the same engine as the VR4, this should be a straight swap,but i want to be sure about this before i place the order. Has anyone done this before? Is it easier to put the parts needed into the VR4-engine (engine internals,turbo and so on), or should i just dump the whole EVO Engine\box into the VR4. I`m a little worried about the wiring, is it possible to use the VR4 wiring harness for such a swap, or do i hva to make a custom harness? I haven`t found any info on this anywhere, so any help would be appreciated!||80.202.34.156||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000001||DSSA||02-18-2003||07:39 PM||||The EVO engine is for intents and purposes, swappable into the Galant VR4s.  However, all EVOs utilized the 7-bolt motors similar to those found in the '93-'94 and then the '95+ cars.<br /><br />The EVO I and II use the same pistons as our 2G cars creating a mechanical compression ratio of 8.5 to 1.  The EVO III uses 9.0 to 1 pistons which are of the same construction (material) as the US-spec pistons (cast).  Mitsubishi seemingly found this to be a none-too-friendly compression with this setup and dropped back to an 8.8to1 mechanical compression on the later models (which additionally, spin backwards from our motor, which is why I no longer import these pistons..the offset for the pin is opposite ours).  <br /><br />I believe that the EVOs also used the smaller-port heads (similar to the 1.6 DOHC C53A and our 4G63 95+ cars).<br /><br />Cam specs I'm at a loss for, and cannot reliably state any information on these. <br /><br />As far as the driveline, the EVOs used different overall gearing.  This was established by utilizing a different front ring gear and pinion shaft, transfer case, and rear differential ring and pinion--all different from the US spec GVR4s, and I think 1 tooth off on all 3 for the GVR4 EVO (you'd need to research this a little bit to be sure of the exact amount of difference).<br /><br />Hope some of this helps.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000002||aWeX||02-18-2003||07:58 PM||||I`m from Norway, so i guess my car differs from yours. I`m planning on rebuilding the engine soon, and if the stock parts are just as good as the EVO ones, why change them. Since this is my daily driver\winter car (getting an RX7 soon),I want it to be as reliable ass possible. As i haven`t got the full specs of the engine yet, i presume all the parts are stock (you never know, since it has been used for rallying). <br /><br />I`ve got to rebuild my tranny. Is this expensive, and are the parts hard to get a hold of?<br /><br />How much boost does the standard pistons\rods handle, presuming the fueling is correct? Will the standard drivetrain handle these amounts of boost?||80.202.34.156||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000003||NZGZR4||02-19-2003||02:45 PM||||The Lancer Evo 4+ motors do not rotate the opposite way to a VR4/DSM 4G63,  they are just mounted the opposite way in the engine bay.<br />So I guess you could say they rotate the opposite way with repesect to the car chassis,  but it's the same direction of rotation with repesect to the engine block.<br />Putting Evo 6.5 pistons into VR4/E1-3 motors is a pretty common upgrade here in New Zealand.<br /><br />Cam||219.88.248.87||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000004||DSSA||02-19-2003||04:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CamZR4:<br /><strong> The Lancer Evo 4+ motors do not rotate the opposite way to a VR4/DSM 4G63,  they are just mounted the opposite way in the engine bay.<br />Cam </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You might want to check again....<br /><br />Compare one of these EVO 6.5 pistons to one the E39A pistons once.  Remember that the arrow points towards the front of the motor (timing belt side...whether it's passenger or driver's side).  Taking this fact in mind (which also correlates to which side the exhaust and inlet valve reliefs sit) you'll notice that the offset of the pin hole is the opposite of ours...not exactly ideal.<br /><br />This is also why the EVO transmissions do not have the pinion shaft in them to reverse rotation before outputting it to the diffs.<br /><br />Sure, you can use these pistons in our cars and they will work...they just won't work correctly.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000005||DSSA||02-19-2003||04:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by aWeX:<br /><strong> <br />I`ve got to rebuild my tranny. Is this expensive, and are the parts hard to get a hold of?<br /><br />How much boost does the standard pistons\rods handle, presuming the fueling is correct? Will the standard drivetrain handle these amounts of boost? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not sure on exact pricing for the transmission parts, however, the GVR4 EVO RS ones use different internals than the US spec ones.  Pricing between the two doesn't seem to differ that greatly though.  Rebuild costs at that point still differ greatly depending on how thorough you want to get with it.<br /><br />Just replacing syncros/bearings?  Not that bad ($).  Replacing gears/syncros/hubs/sleeves/bearings and some chipped shafts?  You're into several hundred $ in parts alone.<br /><br />As far as power handling, I've seen many put over 400 to the wheels on pump gas, and well over this figure with C16.<br /><br />It all comes down to tuning though.  If you're putting 350 down and running lean/too much timing, etc--you're gonna blow the motor much faster than the guy putting 450+ to the wheels tuned correctly.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||02-19-2003||06:30 PM||||Cam is right about the rotation.  The pistons may very well be different, but I would expect that is because the change in sides of the intake and exhaust valves.  If you work it out on paper you will see the reason for the intermediate shaft in the trans in the early cars is to get the rotation going the right way in the front differential.  Early 4G63 motors DO NOT rotate CCW.  <br />Now the trans requires only 2 shafts plus the diff to get the proper output.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||aWeX||02-20-2003||05:50 AM||||Thanks for all the answers, even if you guys don`t agree about everything  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />As i see it, this is what i`m going to do:<br /><br />Import EVO 1\2\3 (not sure what to go for yet) engine and drivetrain from japan. Swap most of the engine internals from the EVO into the VR4 bottom end. Use the VR4 head. Swap the internals from the EVO gearbox into the VR4 gearbox.Is this possible to do? If not, what do you guys think i should do to get a reliable engine and drivetrain. Remember, I`m on a strict budget, since most of my money is going to be used on a RX7 and a T88 singleturbo-conversion :)I have access to cheap parts from japan, so i`d like to take most of my parts from there.<br /><br />I`m planning on running stock injectors, stock ECU, uprated fuelpump, a larger Holset turbo (good for 450 hp), larger IC and piping.<br />Since my VR4 is a rallycar, and it has the vented bonnet, i guess it is a RS-model.<br /><br />What boost can i run with my setup? What are the limitations of the stock ECU? <br />Any tips on this would be great, since there are noone with VR4-experience here i Norway.||212.33.132.254||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||02-20-2003||11:23 AM||||is there any reason why you are set on the evo parts?  from what i read the evo 1 and 2 piston are the same as a 2g eclipses pistons.  i know a lot of guys like to match those up with their 1g pistons. <br /><br />about the gearbox idea you've got. i don't think that would work seing as it is a different design from the vr4.  but i can't be sure about your car because i have no clue if it has the same shit as ours. i think you'll have to research that one. <br /><br />and i really don't think you'll be running stock injectors cause you'll max out the 450cc's.  as for the ecu... i don't really understand what you're asking for. limitations? like fuel cut? either way i don't think you will be moding the ecu, but you will want to get an afc or something else (some other piggy back fuel system or a stand alone, which i may be too much work if your main project is an rx7)<br /><br />good luck||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000009||teet||02-20-2003||11:57 AM||||You will not be able to swap the EVO internals into your motor.  At least the crank and rods will not work.  The pistons would...but that would be kind of a waste of time/money.<br /><br />The block in the EVOs will not bolt right into a GVR4.  There is not front motor mount bung cast into the block.<br /><br />the EVO 1/2 share the same final drive as your Galant RS, but the EVO3 has a bit different final drive and if you get that combo, you MUST also get the transfer case. <br /><br />I would get a "standard" GVR4 engine from JDM and just get your tranny rebuild locally.  <br /><br />Don't mess with the EVO stuff...you'll just be wasting time/money/effort.<br /><br />John||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000010||kartorium31||02-20-2003||12:20 PM||||If his car is an rs wouldn't it have 510 injectors?  He would probly still need to upgrade though with that much power/flow potential.||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000011||aWeX||02-20-2003||03:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> is there any reason why you are set on the evo parts?  from what i read the evo 1 and 2 piston are the same as a 2g eclipses pistons.  i know a lot of guys like to match those up with their 1g pistons. <br /><br />about the gearbox idea you've got. i don't think that would work seing as it is a different design from the vr4.  but i can't be sure about your car because i have no clue if it has the same shit as ours. i think you'll have to research that one. <br /><br />and i really don't think you'll be running stock injectors cause you'll max out the 450cc's.  as for the ecu... i don't really understand what you're asking for. limitations? like fuel cut? either way i don't think you will be moding the ecu, but you will want to get an afc or something else (some other piggy back fuel system or a stand alone, which i may be too much work if your main project is an rx7)<br /><br />good luck </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok, i`ll drop the whole EVO-hybrid-project then. <br />I`ll try to find a jdm gvr4 engine, but i guess there aren`t many of these left in japan.<br /><br />As for the standard ECU, i`m wondering how far you can take it with the standard fuel-map. As it is now, it cuts the fuel at about 20 psi. If i remove the fuelcut, is there any point in taking it further, or won`t the standard ECU handle these kinds of pressure? And since I`ve decided to run stock pistons\rods, how many psi will they handle before busting?<br /><br />BTW, sorry for my constant whining. I`m trying to plan my project in details before i go out and order the parts.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||212.33.132.254||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes



ubb/Forum2/001653.cgi
A||||4||Martin Chilcote||fuel injector help||||1||||Martin #1064/2000||00000028
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||02-18-2003||07:34 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||I am getting prepared to put in larger injectors. I've looked in my 2 vol.gvr4 shop manuals and I found no info. Checked the VFAQs, nothing. For some unknown reason, I can't get the search function here to work today. Would some one please either post or e-mail me a FAQ/step-by-step on this....or a url that has already detailed it.  THANKS||66.139.166.4||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-18-2003||08:19 PM||||first off, make sure you have new o rings and seals for the injectors, and, have an extra oring for the fuel line where it goes into the rail.  if you bugger it up, in a pinch, the o ring on the fpr is almost the same size, and will work.  you might want to clean the area around the base of the injectors, a lot of crud will collect there, and when you pull the injectors off, some of it can fall into the intake.  i like to take a lot of stuff off, but first remove your vacuum lines, fuel return line, and pcv line.  disconnect the cas, tps, and the injectors.  you can do this by gently prying up one side of the clip with a small screwdriver, lying it alongside the clip where the notches are.  3 6mm bolds hold the wire harness down, 2 are on the intake manifold right by the injectors, 1 is on top, and holds down a noise suppressor.  move the harness as much as you can out of the way.  there are 3 8mm bolts holding the rail to the head, and 2 of the 3 bolts also hold on the throttle cable, take out the 2 holding the cable, and it will move out of the way.  you can leave the cable brackets on the cable.  next, remove the black cast iron support bracket between the throttle body and the cas.  2 long 8mm bolts, and a 12mm nut, and a small phillips screw and bracket on top of the t/bdy.  2 6mm bolts hold the fuel feed line to the rail, when you separate the fuel feed line from the rail, fuel will come out, so have a rag handy.  now remove the last bolt holding the fuel rail to the head, and GENTLY pull up on the rail, and at the same time, kinda pull the rail towards the front of the car.  BE VERY CAREFUL, because there are 3 phenolic blocks where each bolt went thru to the head, and they will either stick to the head, or the rail, OR, THEY WILL FALL DEEP INTO THE RECESSES OF THE ENGINE, NEVER TO BE SEEN AGAIN.  these blocs are needed to maintain correct spacing between the injectors and the fuel rail.  this is were harry likes to put a dab of hylomar or silicon seal on each one, and stick it back in the head.  now, you should have the rail with the injectors on them separated from the motor, each injector has a black seal where it goes into the head, and orange o ring where it goes into the rail, and midway down a black cushion.  you need to put new seals, at least the upper and lower ones.  the only tricky part about reassembly is putting the rail/injectors back in, you gotta kinda "curve" them in.  just go slow, it really is easy, after you are thru, you will look back and say it was a lot easier than you thought it would be.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Martin Chilcote||02-19-2003||01:59 AM||||******<br />6 star answer<br /><br />Thanks Kenn, Just what I was looking for.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.139.167.205||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000003||BluFalcon||02-19-2003||04:33 AM||||I usually use a litle petroleum jelly on any fuel system O-rings, during reassembly.  I haven't cut an o-ring yet.||12.237.48.63||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||02-19-2003||04:42 AM||||I usually use a litle petroleum jelly on any fuel system O-rings, during reassembly.  I haven't cut an o-ring yet.||12.237.48.63||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum2/001991.cgi
A||||8||DeanCouchey||DSMparts.com||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||04-04-2003||10:42 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Does anyone order from them??? I saw that they had a IC pipes coming soon <img src="http://dsmparts.com/forums/attachment.php?s=&postid=394" alt=" - " /><br />Also a full brmebo brake set with pads for 400 bucks.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-04-2003||11:20 AM||||I ordered my fuel pump and solid tranny bushings.  I will most likly be ordering some whiteline parts from them this summer as well.<br /><br />I am looking forward to seeing the GVR4 IC setup they make.  Right now I am sold on the AMS one.  However, everytime I get the cash to order it, it always goes twords something else  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Soon my lovely FMIC, soon......||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||04-04-2003||12:26 PM||||Wow, looks like a playground under the hood in that picture.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||DSSA||04-04-2003||03:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Wow, looks like a playground under the hood in that picture. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">heh...reminds me of someone else's car about 5-6 years ago. ;-)||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000004||Jose||04-04-2003||03:56 PM||||I ordered my turbo(AGP L2R), exhaust manifold (polished one), and shifter bushing from them.<br />Jose....||205.188.209.7||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||04-04-2003||05:45 PM||||I ordered from them as well, a fuel pump and MBC. The guy incharged of parts is on this forum, DsmParts I think, his name is Justin, he also has a VR4. Would recommend.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||04-04-2003||06:00 PM||||Anyone tried their Drilled Brembo blank rotors? I'm still very cautious of using something that wasn't cast with the holes.||207.220.133.195||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||04-04-2003||06:23 PM||||I ordered a boost gauge and mbc from them. Got here VERy quick!||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||04-04-2003||07:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Anyone tried their Drilled Brembo blank rotors? I'm still very cautious of using something that wasn't cast with the holes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i called brembo last week, and asked them about this.  they ARE selling drilled rotors, and they are confident that the rotors will hold up.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001654.cgi
A||X||0||Jon||Remove front bumper||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||11:11 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Remove all bolts labeled in yellow.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/front_bumper.jpg" alt=" - " />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002



ubb/Forum2/001710.cgi
A||||5||VR-4play||temp coatings?||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||02-25-2003||02:51 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||i am thinking about getting my mani, x housing, and dp coated.  this guy i work with has a friend with a shop that does ceramic coating. said he'd do my mani and dp for about $85 each (basically 10% off competitor's rates).  i am also thinking about jet-hot. what do you all think and what have you done?||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||number3||02-25-2003||03:15 PM||||My stuff is Jethot coated. I know the owner but besides that they do a excellent job.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||02-25-2003||03:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> My stuff is Jethot coated. I know the owner but besides that they do a excellent job.<br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">harry... buddy... pal... get him to hook me up.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||number3||02-25-2003||03:37 PM||||I still pay him for it...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||VR-4play||02-26-2003||04:45 AM||||i was just kidding.  i already put in for a cost estimate.  did you go with the jethot 2000?||67.30.251.4||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000005||number3||02-26-2003||09:04 PM||||On the manifold, exhaust housing and O2 eliminator I went with the 2000 black.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/001655.cgi
A||X||0||Jon||Free mods||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||10:35 AM||jon@jgronline.com||1.1<br />Air Silencer<br />free<br /><li>Located behind the Mass Air Flow sensor, there is a paper silencer.  <br />This does help silence the sound of the BOV and turbo some but hurts power.  <br />Take this out.<br />1.2<br />Remove Air Can<br />free<br />  <li>Remove the air box completely.  <br />Under hood temps are higher but the turbo can suck more air in with the air can removed.<br /><br />1.3<br />Block EGR<br />$0-$5<br /><li>The EGR re-circulates exhaust gas back into the intake manifold.  <br />This is done to help fuel economy and emissions.<br />When you block the EGR with a plate (which can be made from any piece of scrap metal), the intake manifold will not get as hot at idle/cruising.  <br />This helps keep the air intake charge cooler which makes more power.<br /><li>Another beneift is that it keeps the throttle body clean because you won't be re-circulating exhaust gas back into the intake manifold.<br /><br />1.4<br />Bypass coolant lines<br />free<br /><li>Mitsubishi designed the throttle body to have 2 coolant lines run to it in order to have a smooth idle.  <br />During the summer, this feature really isn't needed.<br />The problem with running coolant lines to the throttle body is that it heats up the throttle body with engine coolant.<br />Bypassing these lines and basically have the lines loop around the throttle body will help keep the intake charge cooler and thus making more power.<br /><li>During the winter, this mod makes the idle surge until the car is warmed up.  <br />I suggest doing this mod before trips to the track or during the summer.<br /><br />1.5<br />Crush the BOV<br />free<br /><li>The BOV (Blow Off Valve) releases pressure out of the upper intercooler pipe when the throttle plate closes when you shift.  This helps keep the turbo spooled.  A problem with the stock BOV is that it releases air out of the valve too early.  The only time you want to release air is when you are shifting.<br /><li>The fix is to crush the BOV.  Place the BOV in a vise and crush it until the nipple on the top starts to touch the outside edge of the BOV.  You still have to vent the BOV back into the air intake hose unless you buy a VPC.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no



ubb/Forum2/001656.cgi
A||X||0||Jon||Stage 1 mods||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||10:37 AM||jon@jgronline.com||1.1<br />  Boost Gauge<br />  $95<br />  <li>It is hard to find a good place for the boost gauge.<br /><br /><br />  1.2<br />  K&N Air Filter<br />  $45<br />  <li>Remove the air box and just put the K&N over the MAS.<br />      Remove the air silencer, this is the paper filter located behind the MAS. <br />      It's round and has a zig-zag type of pattern to the material inside. <br />      <li>Do NOT remove the honeycomb in the MAS.  For 90-94 DSMs, they have an additional honeycomb that the GVR4 doesn't have.<br /><br /><br />  1.3<br />  Cat-back Exhaust System<br />  $270-$450<br />  <li><a href="http://www.buschurracing.com" target="_new">Buschur Racing</a> has a great 3" cat back that is mandrel bent.  <br /> <li><a href="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com" target="_new">Certified Muffler</a> sells 2.5" or 3" systems in stainless or aluminized steel.<br /><br /><br />  1.4<br />  Fuel Pump<br />  $165<br />  <li>Don't risk your car with a crappy Wal-Mart pump.  Get a good ND pump.  <br />      You can get either a Supra stock fuel pump (made by ND) or you can get the common ND pump upgrade sold by most vendors.  <br />      With either fuel pump, you'll need to use new wires in the tank.  <br />      I would suggest using 10 gauge wire.<br />      Do NOT use electrical tape in the tank.<br /><br /><br />  1.5<br />  Boost Control<br />  $80-$400<br />  <li>Two real choices here.  One is a manual valve that requires you to go under the hood to change the boost setting.  <br />      <a href="http://www.buschurracing.com" target="_new">Buschur Racing</a> sells the "Mark Hallman" boost controler and is the best one going.<br />      <li>The other choice is to get an electronic boost controler which allows cockpit control but it costs more.<br /><br /><br />  1.6<br />  Test Pipe<br />  $75-$100<br />  <li>This modification eliminates your catalytic converter, and is for "offroad use only". <br />      Expect the exhaust tone (sound) to increase and the power to come on strong when the turbo hits.<br />      Get the same brand test pipe that you get for you cat back to make sure everything fits well. <br /><br /><br />  1.7<br />  Downpipe<br />  $195<br />  <li>Again, get the same brand down pipe that you get for you cat back to make sure it all fits 100%.<br />      <li>Just so you know, the down pipe from the 90-94 AWD DSM will fit perfectly on a GVR4.<br /><br /><br />  1.8<br />  Port Work<br />  $100-$150<br />  <li>Port your oxygen sensor housing and your turbine housing. <br />      This makes the turbo spool up faster, relieves unwanted backpressure and increases your top end power.<br />      <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_new">Road Race Engineering</a> and <a href="http://www.turbotrix.com" target="_new">TurboTrix</a> seem to have the best port work out there.<br /><br /><br />  1.9<br />  95 or EVO Ported Manifold<br />  $250<br />  <li>In 1995, the exhaust manifold was upgraded for DSMs.  <br />      They are a lot stronger and don't crack or warp like a stock GVR4 exhaust manifold.<br />      Don't waste your time porting your stock exhaust manifold because it will crack.<br />      <li>You could also get an exhaust manifold from an Evolution III.  <br />      It comes ready to match to a 7cm exhaust housing from a 16G turbo.<br />      Less port work is required to make it flow really well.<br /><br /><br />  1.10<br />  High Performance Clutch<br />  $375<br />      <li>ACT and Centerforce are the best clutches for this car.<br />      <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_new">Road Race Engineering</a> sell these at a good price.<br />      <li>If you upgrade to 4 bolt axles, then an ACT 2600 clutch is a good choice.  <br />      Tons more holding power but harder on the drivetrain.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no



ubb/Forum2/001657.cgi
A||X||0||Jon||Stage 2 mods||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||10:40 AM||jon@jgronline.com||2.1<br />  Intercooler Pipes Upgrade<br />  $300-$400<br />  <li><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_new">Road Race Engineering</a> makes the best price intercooler pipes for the Galant. <br />      Price has not been determined because they usually sell these in group purchases.<br />      The stock intercooler pipes are a HUGE restriction.  <br />      <li>You'll need to adjust your boost controler after adding these pipes.<br /><br />  2.2<br />  Front Mount Intercooler Upgrade<br />  $400-$800<br />  <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_new">Road Race Engineering</a> sells several different intercoolers that work great with their intercooler pipes.<br />      Just ask Mike at RRE which is best for your application.<br /><br />  2.3<br />  Fuel Computer<br />  $300-$850<br />  <li>Vein Pressure Converter (VPC) is easy to tune and proven to make car go fast.<br />      This computer from HKS converts the car from a MAS (air mass) system to a MAP (absolute pressure) system in the intake. <br />      This gets rid of the restriction the MAS causes. <br />      The VPC also allows you vent the BOV to atmosphere instead of being fed back into the turbo's inlet. <br />      You will now be getting rid of the stock air canister and will be replacing it with a large K&N air filter.<br />      Watch out!  The turbo can breath!<br />      <li>If you are planning on using a 16G turbo, I would suggest buying 550 injectors from <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_new">Road Race Engineering</a> and the VPC unit with the special chip.<br />      After you get 550's and you use the VPC, you'll NEVER hit fuel cut again unless you make the VPC run insanely rich.<br />      <li>Another choice is to get an Apex Super AFC and either modify your stock MAS or buy a 2G MAS.<br />      If you get 550's while using the AFC, you will not need a new chip.  <br />      You will only need to re-tune the AFC.<br /><br />  2.4<br />  Upgraded Turbos<br />  $600-$1000<br />  <li>The Mitsubishi upgrades are the best bolt-on turbos with the best overall driveability and performance. <br />      The popular 16G turbo can be purchased from a variety of vendors.<br />      The 16G looks almost identical externally to the stock turbo. <br />      <li>Be sure to port the 7cm exhaust housing when installing this turbo.<br /><br />  2.5<br />  Injector Upgrade<br />  $250-$400<br />  <li>This will probably happen right after you get a bigger turbo. <br />      You will be hitting fuel cut like crazy and needing more fuel than your stock injectors can handle.<br />      Don't be fooled into thinking that your stock injectors can handle a 16G.<br />      Running leaded race gas for 12 seconds is a lot easier on an engine than driving like I do everyday.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />  2.6<br />  External Wastegate<br />  $830<br />  <li>You might want to do a lot of these mods at once because once you do one, the other is a must.<br />      If you get a lot of boost creep because the mods you have added to your car is just too much for the internal wastegate, then an external wastegate is the only choice.<br />      <a href="http://www.turbotrix.com" target="_new">Turbo Trix</a> sells a 95 exhaust manifold and Tial 40MM wastegate with the proper mount for a Galant.<br />      This controls your boost and dumps the exhaust from the wastegate into the atmosphere. <br />      This dump to atmosphere occurs at WOT or at boost levels at which the wastegate opens to maintain set boost pressures.<br /><br />  2.7<br />  Extrude Honed Intake Manifold<br />  $400<br />  <li>By Extrude Honing your intake (similar to porting, but with a force fed fluid), you can pick up as much as 0.2 seconds in the 1/4 mile and 2mph (about a 20hp gain).<br /><br /><br />  2.8<br />  Fuel Pressure Regulator<br />  $275<br />  <li><a href="http://www.buschurracing.com" target="_new">Buschur Racing</a> sells an adjustable fuel pressure regulator that allows you to lower the fuel pressure back to a stock level.  <br />                                    Adding a large fuel pump like the Supra pump causes the stock regulator to not be able to bypass enough fuel to create the correct fuel pressure.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no



ubb/Forum2/001658.cgi
A||X||0||Jon||4 bolt information||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||10:41 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Written by Kyle "BLK HOLE".<br /><br />This is a quick and dirty guide covering the oft-discussed topic of swapping in a TEL 4-bolt rear diff / axles into US-spec Galant VR-4s. Other market GVR4s are likely similar. If you have no idea what I'm talking about, it is time to hit <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org" target=_blank>Club DSM</A>, <A HREF="http://1000q.dsm.org" target=_blank>"Questions You Will Ask That Have Been Answered A Thousand Times Before"</A>, the <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" target=_blank>VFAQ</A> site, or the two main GVR4 pages, <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org" target=_blank>Jon's GVR4</A> site and <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com" target=_blank>GVR4.com</A> to educate yourself. While the GVR4 and TELs do differ in a number of respects, they are based off the same chassis and drivetrain so much of the TEL info will apply.<br /><br /><b>Q: </B>Do all GVR4s have 3-bolt open diffs?<br /><b>A: </B>All US models do. Overseas some of the upper level models, like the RS and EVO, come with 4-bolt diffs, some are LSD, some are not.<br /><br /><b>Q: </B>What do I need for the swap?<br /><b>A: </B>A 4-bolt rear diff, axles and axle cups from a 92-94 TEL AWD 5spd.<br /><br /><b>Q: </B>Can I use an AWD A/T car rear diff?<br /><b>A: </B>The gear ratio is different for A/Ts, so you would have to swap over the M/T gears and reshim the diff. Not for the faint of heart. If you swap in an A/T unit and do not change the rear gear ratio, you will damage your center differential ($$$) due the speed difference between the front and rear wheels.<br /><br /><b>Q: </B>Do all 4-bolt TEL rears have a Limited Slip Differential (LSD)?<br /><b>A: </B>No. Most do, however the factory did make some w/o LSDs. Check before buying! There should be a LSD tag on the rear case of the diff or an LSD warning sticker on the inside of the driver's door jamb.<br /><br /><b>Q: </B>Is this a direct bolt-in job?<br /><b>A: </B>Yes, once you remove the 4WS steering pump and block off the lines. Block-off kits are available from Mofugas or you can pick up the parts locally.<br /><br /><b>Q: </B>But I want to keep my 4WS, what can I do?<br /><b>A: </B>You will need to swap the 4WS gear onto the 4-bolt innards and install them back into the original 3-bolt housing. The requires re-shimming the rear diff to get all of the clearances and gear patterns correct. This job is best left to an experienced mechanic. <br /><br /><b>Q: </B>Can I swap in the rear end from a 2G TEL?<br /><b>A: </B>Not 100% sure, but I do not believe so. I've heard that the axles and hubs are different.<br /><br /><b>Q: </B>Well then, can I just use the innards from a 2G 4-bolt unit?<br /><b>A: </B>Good question. I have no clue. I'll have to do some part # research on that. Anybody know?<br /><br /><b>Q: </B>What is the fastest you can go in the &#188; mile before breaking the stock 3-bolt?<br /><b>A: </B>Driving style has much to do with it, so YMMV. Nate Pharr ran 12.4s on his stock rear diff.<br /><br /><b>Q: </B>Your question here!!!<br /><b>A: </B><br /><br /><br />Mail comments and changes to <A HREF="maito:blakhole@netset.com">Kyle "BLK HOLE"</A> and/or <a href="mailto:jon@jgronline.com">Jon Roberts</a>.<br />Written 28 Sept 2000||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no



ubb/Forum2/001659.cgi
A||X||0||Jon||Manual Seat Belt Install||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||10:48 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/89belt_1.jpg" target="_new"><br /><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/small89belt_1.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><br /><b>Belt installed:</b><br />This is the final product of a 1989 Galant seat belt installed in the car.  The B-pillar is very different between the 89 and 90+ Galants so some work will be needed.<br />  <br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/89belt_2.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/small89belt_2.jpg" border="0" alt="Here you see everything you get with your A'pexi AFC." width="200"></a><br /><b>Top Bolt:</b><br />The plastic pieces are from a 1989 Galant and you can see the factory location for the top seat belt mount.  You can use two different factory bolt holes in your Galant VR4.  One sets the seat belt higher (as I did) than this hole or you can pick the lower one.  The lower mount doesn't hide the factory hole in the plastic piece and it puts the belt right on your shoulder.<br />  <br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/89belt_3.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/small89belt_3.jpg" border="0" alt="Here you see everything you get with your A'pexi AFC." width="200"></a><br /><b>Lower Bolt:</b><br />From this picture you can see the bottom mount.  It uses a factory mounting point but again, the entire b-pillar is different in 1989 so mounting the seat belt is tricky.  <br />I removed the factory lap belt as well and you can see the hole cut out in the carpet.  <br />The plastic piece is again from a 1989 Galant.<br />  <br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/89belt_4.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/small89belt_4.jpg" border="0" alt="Here you see everything you get with your A'pexi AFC." width="200"></a><br /><b>Wiring Changes:</b><br />When you remove the original belts, the seat belt light in the dash will come on.  To prevent this, loop the the factory wires as shown in the center console.<br />  <br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/89belt_5.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/small89belt_5.jpg" border="0" alt="Here you see everything you get with your A'pexi AFC." width="200"></a><br /><b>Belt Buckles:</b><br />The seat belt buckles are also different from the 1989 Galant.  You'll have to remove both front seats and remove the seat belt clips.  The seats require no modification to make this work as it has provisions for this type of seat belt clip from the factory.  The plastic trim piece from a 1989 Galant front seat will be needed too to make it look original.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002



ubb/Forum2/001660.cgi
A||X||0||Jon||Super AFC install||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||10:52 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/afc_includes.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallafc_includes.jpg" border="0"></a><br /><b>What you will need:</b><br />1)Phillips head screwdriver<br />2)Wire stripper/cutter<br />  <br />  <br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/3_ecu_connectors.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/small3_ecu_connectors.jpg" border="0" alt="The ECU connectors: LtoR - 24pin, 18pin, 10pin" width="200" height="150"></a><br /><b>Unplugging the connectors to the ECU</b><br />1) Remove the passenger rocker panel cover and kick panel, and pull back the carpet. (for a DSM, the ECU is located behind the radio)<br />2) Unplug the connectors from the ECU behind the glovebox.  (This will probably be easier if you open the glovebox past its catches)<br /><br /><br /><b><U>NOTE:</U></b> All wiring instructions are referrenced as <U>looking</U> directly <U>at the</U> yellow <U>connectors</U>.<br />  <br />  <br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/10pin.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/small10pin.jpg" border="0" alt="10 Pin connector" width="200" height="150"></a><br /><b>Connecting the wires</b><br />1) Power Wire: Connect the Red wire of the AFC harness to the Red wire with Black bands corresponding to the connector hole as shown above (bottom row, 2nd from right).<br />2) Ground Wire: 1: Connect the Brown wire of the AFC harness to the Black wire with Orange bands corresponding to the connector hole as shown above (bottom row, furthest on the right).<br />3) Ground Wire 2: Connect the Black wire of the AFC harness to the same Black wire with Orange bands as you did the Brown wire. Be sure to <U>connect the Brown wire closer to the ECU/connector than the Black wire.</U> <br /><i>Failure to do so may result in improper product operation and engine damage.</i><br />  <br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/24pin.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/small24pin.jpg" border="0" alt="24 Pin connector" width="200" height="150"></a><br /><b>Wiring the AFC into the 24 pin connector</b><br />1) RPM Wire: Connect the Green wire of the AFC harness to the Black wire corresponding to the connector hole as shown above (bottom row, 4th from left).<br />2) Throttle Signal Wire: Connect the Gray wire of the AFC harness to the Green wire with a white stripe, corresponding to the connector hole as shown above (bottom row, 6th from left).<br />3) Air Flow Signal: Cut the Green wire with a blue stripe and Orange bands, corresponding to the connector hole as shown above (top row 3rd from left). This is the Air Flow signal wire.  The AFC will intercept this wire and allow you to adjust the MAS signal to the ECU so <b><U>leave enough wire</U></b> from the connector so you <b><U>can splice in</U></b>.<br />4) AFC Connections: Connect the Orange wire (input to the AFC) of the AFC harness to the wire you cut from the 24 Pin connector.  Connect the Pink wire (output from the AFC) of the AFC harness to the part of the wire still on the connector.<br />5) (OPTIONAL) Sensor 2 - Oxygen Sensor: Connect the Blue wire of the AFC harness to the White wire with Orange bands corresponding to the connector hole as shown above [blue circle] (top row, 4th connector from the right).  This is the Oxygen sensor signal to the ECU.  You can view this signal in the "etc." menu, under "Sensor chk".<br />6) Setup: Car Type is 4 cylinder and progressive throttle.  Air flow type is Karman Vortex.<br />  <br />Written by JOHN LAMBERT||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002



ubb/Forum2/001661.cgi
A||X||0||Jon||CAPS CrAcK!||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||10:57 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/caps.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallcaps.jpg" border="0"></a><br />What is caps?  <br />It is the "Computerized Automatic Part Searching System" all Mitsubishi dealers in the WORLD use to look up part numbers.<br />Having a copy of this software allows you to lookup the part numbers you need before you call the dealer to make an order.<br />This way, you know you get the exact part number you need.<br />Plus, you can research other similar cars for interchangeable parts.  <br />The short shifter sold by Mofugas or the balance shaft elimination kit are actually stock Mitsubishi parts.<br />  <br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/caps_model.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallcaps_model.jpg" border="0"></a><br />Either enter in your VIN number or double click the Model text box to get the model menu.<br />  <br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/caps_model_code.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallcaps_model_code.jpg" border="0"></a><br />After picking the model, pick the model code you are looking up.<br />  <br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/caps_main_group.jpg" target="_new"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallcaps_main_group.jpg" border="0"></a><br />Now double click the Illustration box to see the main group.  This shows you all of the parts for your car.  <br />Simply navigate through the screens until you see the part number.<br />Don't forget about those grey arrow buttons on the top.  They don't change color when there are sub pages.<br />  <br /><a href="../caps.zip"><img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallcaps_zip.jpg" border="0"></a><br />Click on the zip file image to download the CAPS crack.  <br />Included in the zip file is a readme file with basic instructions on how to install it.<br />Program has been tested on Windows 95, 95 OSR2, 98, 98 SE, NT, 2000, and XP.<br />You will need a CD which you can obtain from a Mitsubishi parts department.  <br />All dealers get 6 CDs a year and are told to disgard old copies.  <br />I have found that most good dealers will let you have their old copies for free.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002



ubb/Forum2/001662.cgi
A||X||0||Jon||Put a different make's wheels on your car||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||11:00 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Thanks to Mark Rieb, this shows you what cars share the same bolt pattern as the Galant VR4.  Do not try to put 14" wheels on the car.  At least 15" wheels are needed to clear the front brakes.<br /><br />'90 to present Honda Accord<br />'92 to '96 Honda Prelude<br />'91 and on Ford Capri<br />Infiniti G20(all years)<br />'86 to '92 4-lug Mazda RX-7(they also made 5-lug cars these years)<br />Nissan 240SX 4-lug(all years)<br />Nissan Altima(all years)<br />'85 to '88 Nissan Maxima<br />'86-'92 Dodge colt<br />'86-'92 Eagle Summit<br />Mercury:'91-'94 Capri<br />'88-'90 Tracer<br />'86-'88 Chevy Spectrum<br />'91 on Geo Metro<br />'89 on Suzuki Swift<br />Hyundai:Sonata(all)<br />'97 on Tiburon<br />'95 on Accent<br />'88-'94 Excel<br />'91 on Elantra<br />'90-'94 Scoupe<br />Mazda:'86-'89 323<br />'81-'85 GLC<br />Mitsubishi:'88-'92 Mirage<br />'87-'94 Precis<br />Nissan:'85-'88 200SX GL<br />'90-'92 Stanza||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002



ubb/Forum2/001663.cgi
A||X||0||Jon||Find a good vendor!!||||14||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||11:04 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_new">Road Race Engineering</a><br />This company makes lots of Galant parts and will bend over backwards to make you happy.  Lots of parts and services not listed on their site.  Mike Welch is also an active member of the Galant VR4 email list.  If you want something that someone else sells, ask RRE if they sell the same thing.  Most of the time, they do and the price is better.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.teamrip.com" target="_new">Team Rip (TRE)</a><br />Jon Ripple rebuilds trannys that take far more abuse than the stock ones.  He uses parts from all years and even parts from the Lancer Evolution.  Slow shipping but a great product.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.bmtranny.com" target="_new">BM Tranny</a><br />Another great source for trannys.  TurboTrix is a customer of BM Tranny as well as other really fast DSMs.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.shepracing.com" target="_new">Sheperd Racing</a><br />John Sheperd owns Sheperd Racing and owns one of the fastest and quickest street driven 4G63 powered car in the world.  He knows how to build engines to trannys really well.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com" target="_new">AMS Automotorsports</a><br />AMS now owns the quickest and fastest Galant VR4 in the world.  The are constantly coming out with new parts for this car as well as DSMs.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com" target="_new">PocketLogger</a><br />Palm based datalogger software.  Great tool and easy to use.  A real must for tuning this car.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pptracing.com" target="_new">PPT Racing</a><br />PPT Racing makes datalogger cables that works with the Pocketlogger as well as TMO software.  They also sell the Tunerstein datalogging software that works on both PCs and Palms.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.com" target="_new">Dejon Tool</a><br />Dejon Tool mainly sells DSM parts but it is worth mentioning for GVR4s too.  He sells an interesting BOV modification that seems to work well.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.alamomotorsports.com" target="_new">Alamo Motorsports</a><br />Alamo sells all sorts of parts from EVCs to intercoolers and suspension parts.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ddynopower.com" target="_new">Doug's Dynopower</a><br />Doug Derby was featured in at least 5 different times in Turbo Magazine making big power in a Galant VR4.  His site doesn't really show it but he does sell parts for the Galant VR4.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.raxles.com" target="_new">Raxles</a><br />They sell NEW cv joints far cheaper than a Mitsubishi dealer can.  Don't buy rebuilt cv joints.  Buy new ones from Raxles.  Driver's side front axle is known for going out.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.buschurracing.com" target="_new">Buschur Racing</a><br />Dave Buschur has been making DSMs fast for a long time and is a great guy.  Dave is very honest and will tell you like it is.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.donherring.com" target="_new">Don Herring Mitsubishi</a> (800) 535-7767<br /><br />Located in Dallas, TX; this Mitsubishi dealer gives 25% off of Mitsubishi suggested list price.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_new">Conicelli Mitsubishi</a> (866) 221-0913<br /><br />Located in PA, Conicelli has a great parts department.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.msrecycling.com/" target="_new">M&S Recycling</a> (800) 695-4700<br /><br />Ask for Robert Akiyama and let him know you are a GVR4 owner.  He'll give you the best possible price on parts.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.car-part.com/" target="_new">Car-Part.com</a><br /><br />The ultimate site for finding parts from wrecked cars.  Searches many junk yards, has pictures, and is updated often.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbotrix.com" target="_new">TurboTrix</a> 201-568-3008<br /><br />Located in Tenafly, NJ; this is where Jeff Hill works.  Probably the best mechanic on the east coast for Galants and DSMs.  He has gone 10.7 in his 91 GSX.  Jeff makes a great O2 housing dump tube that is a great mod to have.  Jeff has helped many Galant owners go fast like Nate Pharr, Doug Thomas, Harry Blanchard, and Josh Jones.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com" target="_new">Certified Muffler</a> (888) 237-2745<br /><br />Located in Florida, they have a mandrel bending machine and a jig for making 2.5" or 3" exhaust systems for the Galant VR4.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.batteryweb.com" target="_new">BatteryWeb.com</a> 877-746-2288<br /><br />Best price found to get the Odyssey sealed battery for the "Scott Evans" battery tray.  You want model PC925.||205.145.64.64||reg||14||Jon||00000002||no



ubb/Forum2/001664.cgi
A||X||0||Jon||install Apexi Super AFC with a VPC||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-05-2003||11:15 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<a href="../afc_vpc.pdf" target="_new">Apexi's installation instructions in PDF format</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no



ubb/Forum2/001665.cgi
A||X||11||Hertz||Free Image Hosting for GalantVR4.org members||||4||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||02-07-2003||04:08 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I have thrown together a system for hosting images as a gift to the community.  My intentions are that it used solely for the purposes of displaying images on this board, please don't use it for any other purpose.  There are no ads, no limits, no extraneous crap.  I'd like to keep it that way.<br /><br /><b><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">Free Image hosting for GalantVR4.org members</a></b><br /><br />The system gives you the ability to upload an image from your local computer and spits out a URL to insert into your post here (with the IMAGE button).  You have your pick of 3 sizes (original, x400 and x200) -- if you're sharp you can customize it to display a different size.  (If you can't figure that out, don't ask.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   )<br /><br />Enjoy.<br /> <br /> <small>[ 06-11-2003, 12:20 PM: Message edited by: Jon ]</small>||12.247.128.70||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||smokindav||02-07-2003||04:31 PM||||Ryan,<br /><br />That is really cool!  Thanks man.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.85.230||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000002||number3||02-07-2003||05:04 PM||||Yes, that is very cool of you. <br /><br /><br />If we all do what we can we can make the GVR4 world a better place to live.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />boy does that sounds corny...||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||#1459 VR-4||02-07-2003||05:49 PM||||If you want I can donate a bunch of space to this cause.  With my ISP I get a bunch of webspace, but have no clue how to use it... send me a e-mail/IM if you need some extra room and are prepared to walk me through setting it up.<br /><br />Thanks for the hosting too.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||#1459 VR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000004||Invader||02-07-2003||11:06 PM||||Hertz...you need to send the proper MIME type in the HTTP header when you go to display the image...  I'm just getting a generic MIME type and it's opening the image as a text file in my browser.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-08-2003||05:02 AM||||Fixed that, thanks.<br /><br />You know, if you had a browser released this millenium it would recognize the file as an image, without the MIME header.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.36.190.211||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Invader||02-08-2003||10:33 AM||||I use Mozilla 1.0.1...  And if you had followed HTTP standards (that *is* why we have them), I wouldn't have had to mention it.<br /><br />I think what you meant to say was, "If you had used IE, my non-standard, monopoly owned browser of choice, you wouldn't have had problems".  But, then, IE sucks...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||91 #680||02-08-2003||02:43 PM||||that is cool as hell....thanks a lot.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||02-08-2003||03:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> I use Mozilla 1.0.1...  And if you had followed HTTP standards (that *is* why we have them), I wouldn't have had to mention it.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had the code in there, but somehow managed to comment the line out.  I was storing the content type in the database, just not letting it out.  Of course using IE I was none the wiser to my omission.   I feel so cheated.<br /><br />I'm going to convert everything to XML and PNG now.  And if anyone tells me it doens't work in Lynx or on their WAP phone they can eat shit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.109.166.90||reg||11||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||Invader||02-08-2003||06:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>I'm going to convert everything to XML and PNG now.  And if anyone tells me it doens't work in Lynx or on their WAP phone they can eat shit.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL...that's cool.  But when I get the urge to start browsing these forums from my phone, we'll revisit the topic.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.73.24.181||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000010||DongeR615||02-09-2003||04:07 PM||||nice...||63.201.91.243||reg||14||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||02-10-2003||11:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> But when I get the urge to start browsing these forums from my phone, we'll revisit the topic.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I tried via my phone today (T-Mobile/GSM) using Google's WAP gateway, but I couldn't get logged in to view anything.  (couldn't even get an input for username/pass).  Bummer.||65.43.115.162||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001666.cgi
A||||9||gvr4in||vac. line elimination||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||02-18-2003||10:31 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ok, so vacuum lines have been giving me problems..hoses popping off, small non-noticable holes, etc. and I have more than a few friends with very respectable (not that it really matters) first gens...And they aren't running any vac lines but 2, the one that goes from the bov to the intake man, and the intake man to the FPR (the only 2 that are really necessary), I did the same thing, but now my car takes a while to start up, still runs fine and all but starting takes a little longer. They didnt notice any difference in starting time. Now their cars are non-federal (california) and mine is federal, So I have a Thermo Valve, My thermo valve along with my egr have no caps,etc...could this be causing my problem? I hooked the fuel pressure solenoid back up today, and it still didnt solve my problem, i dont really want to hook up my solenoid mounted on my firewall(closest to TB) because that was causing the most problems (lines falling off etc (even with zipties)). I think tomorrow I may try to hook the egr and thermo valve back up to see if it works. Any help would be appreciated! Thanks!||63.202.233.120||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-18-2003||11:30 PM||||Buy some new lines!  I think that not having the vacuum line on the fuel pressure regulator is a BAD IDEA.||64.109.165.36||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Invader||02-18-2003||11:43 PM||||The only vacuum lines you need are the BOV and FPR.  The fuel pressure solenoid on the firewall is for cold start conditions (upping fuel pressure for cold start) and isn't really necessary.  You need to make sure you plugged all the unused vacuum sources and also block off the EGR valve (which might be causing your issues).||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||02-19-2003||01:37 AM||||Here's some good info on removing vac lines:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a>||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Franckypoo||02-19-2003||10:25 AM||||I have almost the "race only setup" you find on that site on my rallye car. (Never heard of that site before, but strangely we eliminated the vac the same way!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )<br /><br />I never had any problem at all, and I did not see any drivability issues.  Yet I still have to try a cold start with it.  I might end up putting back the fuel pressure selenoid during the winter time if it becomes too hard to start.<br /><br />I don't think you will have any problem if you use any of the two suggested ways.||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||02-19-2003||01:48 PM||||The Fuel Pressure solenoid won't make a difference in the winter, it's for hot starts in the summer.  It bumps up the pressure a tad for warm restarts to compensate for evaporation.<br /><br />I have had the race only setup for years now with no adverse effects.  Startup is the same as always, with no extra cranking in cold or hot.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||02-19-2003||04:16 PM||||Ok so my car is setup like this: <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/Images/Emissions2.gif" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/Images/Emissions2.gif</a> .. Except for my egr isn't blocked off. My 1g friends dont have theirs blocked off and they dont see any cranking difference like I have. I thought it was the thermo valve, but taboo says you dont need to cap it off. My fpr and the line from the right side of the intake man were going to a solenoid that was also connected to the back of the air cannister (which i no longer have), which solenoid is this? (it has the cap on one end) On taboo's site (1st gens)lines B and L go directly to the fpr. Im confused, hahaa||63.202.234.24||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||02-20-2003||09:24 PM||||bump bump....could my charcoal cannister have anything to do with it? Maybe I should try hooking it back up?&gt;||64.169.233.119||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||05-26-2003||01:49 AM||||has anyone had issues getting emissions with this set up?||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||05-26-2003||09:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> has anyone had issues getting emissions with this set up? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope, I passed with flying colors with EGR bypassed, no charcoal can, and vac lines blocked off (and with a 2.5" cat).||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/001667.cgi
A||||2||aWeX||Manifold\turbo from EVO 4 onwards||||1||||aWeX||00000924
Z||000000||aWeX||02-19-2003||07:38 AM||||Does anyone in here know of the manifold and turbo from the later spec EVO`s fit into our cars?||212.33.132.254||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000001||DSSA||02-19-2003||09:05 AM||||No, they do not.<br /><br />However, I do have a brand new EVO IV manifold sitting here with the anti-lag bungs in it if someone wants a nice paperweight.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||02-19-2003||05:17 PM||||I used to have a EVOII o2 housing on my old talon, and SlowBoyRacing is selling a whole EVOIII turbo/manifold/o2 housing setup for 1/2g T/E/L and GVR4's.  Many other companies sell the EVOIII manifolds/o2 housing for our cars as well.  IF you need some sites, just let me know.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes



ubb/Forum2/001668.cgi
A||||4||chucklesas||CEL intermittent||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||02-19-2003||08:07 AM||||Maybe you guys have some ideas.  My check engine light comes on in the middle of my drives to and from work.  It seems to come on about 10 minutes after I've been driving on the highway and will stay on for about 10 minutes or until I get down to speeds below 35, most of the time.  Sometimes it will actually stay on when I am stopped, but very rarely.  All these cases my just be coincidence though. <br />I have not received my pocket logger yet to pull the code and it doesn't stay on long enough for me to use the buzzer method.  Maybe you guys have an idea of what it might be.<br />Thanks in advance.||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-19-2003||08:11 AM||||O2 sensor||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||02-19-2003||09:44 AM||||I don't have my DSM cd with me.  Does anyone know the part number for the 02 sensor.  I've seen several different prices for them online at car parts stores.  Assuming I found the right one.||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||DSSA||02-19-2003||09:48 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001634;p=1#000009" target="_blank">02 Sensor thread w/ part #s</a>||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000004||Ian M||02-19-2003||07:03 PM||||The ECU will store the code in memory. You can still retreive stored trouble codes once you get home if you havent dissconnected the battery.You dont need a logger,just a analog voltmeter. There are other things will trip the CEL too,I would check to see what the code(s) is before assuming its the O2 sensor.||129.71.114.241||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/001669.cgi
A||||6||evol||Well, I HAD it running...||||11||||evol||00000360
Z||000000||evol||02-19-2003||08:38 AM||||Hey everyone--<br /><br />Just wanted to get some input from you guys. Last night I was cruising along and came to a stop at a stop sign and my car kind of spttuered and died. No big deal, right? Wrong. I try to turn her over and start her but the damn thing won't start. It was pretty cold and wet so I wasn't excited to jump out and pop the hood, so I just rolled down a hill ad tried to clutch start it a few times (to no avail). I praked her in front of someone's house and looked a few things over. No blown fuses under the hood, smelled like it was getting enough fuel, cranking over just fine ( nothing major wrong with the motor). I didn't bother to re-torque my head studs after it warmed up (shame on me) for the first time so I guess I could've popped the head gasket off, But it seems like it will be something minor like a fuse (I checked a few under the dash, but like I said, it was cold and rainy so I was pretty quick to give up and wiat for today to go F with it. <br /><br />Hopefully some sunlight will shed some..uuuh... light on the situation and I will be able to get her running again. <br /><br />My plan of action was this: I was going to go get a few tools, check the compression, check every fuse and pull a plug or 2 to make sure that they are still good. After that, if it doesn't start I am going to have it towed back to the guy's house who fixed it the first time so an expert can look it over. <br /><br />If anyone has any insight on this situation, I certainly would appreciate some advice. <br /><br />I'm not TOO worried--should I be??<br /><br />Thanks--<br /><br />Ben Lambert||134.124.150.76||reg||11||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000001||smokindav||02-19-2003||09:58 AM||||You must proceed logically - pulling this and that or replacing this or that in an effort to fix something is often futile and expen$ive.  First, determine whether or not you have:<br /><br />1)  Fuel<br />2) Spark<br />3) Air<br /><br />Then when you figure out which one you are missing you can move forward in troubleshooting.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000002||147of1000||02-28-2003||02:06 PM||||my car did something similar to that and it was a blown ignition coil, so u might check that out||68.18.115.160||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||03-01-2003||12:37 AM||||If it was wet enough to get some water under the hood, the cam angle sensor (CAS) could have gotten wet. It will die when it gets wet. Not likely, but it sounds electronic and the car will not run at all w/o this. Check the obvious (spark, fuel, and air) and then go from there. Good luck||67.235.101.82||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||03-01-2003||12:40 AM||||If it was wet enough to get some water under the hood, the cam angle sensor (CAS) could have gotten wet. It will die when it gets wet. Not likely, but it sounds electronic and the car will not run at all w/o this. Check the obvious (spark, fuel, and air) and then go from there. Good luck||67.235.101.82||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||03-01-2003||12:41 AM||||Sorry, I dont know why that posted twice...probably because i used the "back" button.<br /><br />my bad||67.235.101.82||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||03-01-2003||12:35 PM||||Quick, <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=edit_post;f=2;t=001669;reply_num=000004;u=00000939" target="_blank">delete the post</a> before anyone notices!  ...oops too late.||67.36.181.102||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001670.cgi
A||||10||y0vnny01||Does a 2.0 non turbo works well in a turbo engine???||||11||||MitVr4||00000899
Z||000000||y0vnny01||02-19-2003||03:57 PM||Y0VNNY03@AOL.COM||im kinda new on this and i was wondering if the 2.0 non turbo head is the same as the turbo head please help me out....thanx||63.185.144.155||reg||11||MitVr4||00000899||yes
Z||000001||DSSA||02-19-2003||04:03 PM||||Yes, 1st Gen non-turbo heads are the same with the exception of the cams.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000002||y0vnny01||02-19-2003||04:12 PM||||so all i have to do is change the cams from the non turbo to the turbo head??/ or buy new ones??||63.185.144.155||reg||1||MitVr4||00000899||yes
Z||000003||DSSA||02-19-2003||04:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MitVr4:<br /><strong> so all i have to do is change the cams from the non turbo to the turbo head??/ or buy new ones?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If there's nothing wrong with the ones in your head, there's no reason not to just swap them.<br /><br />Then again, now is the perfect time to upgrade. ;-)||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000004||y0vnny01||02-19-2003||04:46 PM||||i have a 91 2.0 non turbo head w/67k on it and the one i have on the car is 120k and the valve lifter are making noise so thas why i wanted to know ad ill probably get aftermarket cams.....right||63.185.144.155||reg||1||MitVr4||00000899||yes
Z||000005||DSSA||02-19-2003||04:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MitVr4:<br /><strong> i have a 91 2.0 non turbo head w/67k on it and the one i have on the car is 120k and the valve lifter are making noise so thas why i wanted to know ad ill probably get aftermarket cams.....right </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No reason to go through the hassle of swapping heads for just the lifters.  Clean them, or replace them for $7/pop through the place in TX that's selling them.  No need to even remove the cams to do it...||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||02-19-2003||05:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No reason to go through the hassle of swapping heads for just the lifters.  Clean them, or replace them for $7/pop through the place in TX that's selling them.  No need to even remove the cams to do it... [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /> How can you remove the lash adjusters(lifters) without removing the cams?||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||joec||02-19-2003||05:27 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/lifters.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/lifters.html</a>||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000008||1312VR4||02-19-2003||06:02 PM||||I figured you could do it that way. ButI'm still not using a prybar on the internals.<br /> If you wee in a hurry I could see doing that. <br />Thanks, Tom||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||02-19-2003||06:53 PM||||Its really not as brutal as it sounds. Your just compressing the spring a little to get the rocker arms out. I honestly don't feel I damaged anything when I did it. Very easy job, very rewarding, just wish I would have gotten them at the $7 price!||67.34.213.38||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||DSSA||02-19-2003||08:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> I figured you could do it that way. ButI'm still not using a prybar on the internals.<br /> If you wee in a hurry I could see doing that. <br />Thanks, Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you do it correctly, you're not touching any mating surfaces, and putting far less stress on the parts you're working with than with the motor running.  I've been willing to do this on a head that I've got over $2.5K into.  It's really nothing as scary as it looks.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes



ubb/Forum2/001671.cgi
A||||1||atsiauto||stock rotors, ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-19-2003||07:04 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||where can i get them cheapest I am tired of the dutdutdut when i hit the brakes. they look too thin to bother turning... any other cars take the same rotor ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Invader||02-19-2003||07:54 PM||||I picked up some front rotors from Ft. Myers Mitsubishi (239) 938-1398 last week...  They've usually got the best price on factory parts...great service, too.<br /><br />MR389725 - $57.89 - Front rotor (x2, of course)||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/001672.cgi
A||N||45||Marcus||I don't like my AGX's||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||02-19-2003||07:24 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I have a GVR4 with H&R springs and AGX shocks, and I also had these same shocks on my old 1g TSI. The ride is terribly, very rough on my GVR4, it was the same on my TSI. If I were to sell these shocks, what would be a good shock to go with, non-adjustable prefered. Or is this more of a spring issue? <br />Marc||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||number3||02-19-2003||09:40 PM||||KYB GR2.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||02-19-2003||09:47 PM||||I like my AGX's but would like something with better damping. Separate rebound and compression would be great. I hated my GR2's, just like stock, too soft. I found that springs harsh when I had my Groundcontrols, thought it was the shocks. When I put in my Whiteline springs things got much better.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||number3||02-20-2003||05:04 PM||||Which is why I said KYB GR2.  He is complaing that the AGX's are too stiff and ride like shit(I personally disagree with him).<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||LunarShadow||02-20-2003||08:13 PM||||I would agree with Harry.  I have agx with whitelines.  For a daily driver car, they are a bit much.||64.238.107.49||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000005||number3||02-20-2003||08:41 PM||||Just for the record I love the AGX H&R combo on my GVR4 and Miata.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||joec||02-22-2003||09:00 AM||||Marcus, are your H&R springs the Galant VR4 springs or are they the Eclipse/Talon/Laser springs?||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||02-22-2003||10:43 AM||||with stock springs, so far, i have had bilsteins, kyb gr2, and koni gas.  i like the koni's the best.  i first put on the gsx front springs, then did the galant springs, and i like the combo with the gsx spring better than the galant spring.  when i had the gr2 out, i compared them with the koni, and BOTH had about the same compression, but the rebound on the gr2 was way higher.  i would have to turn in the adjustment on the koni more than 1 turn to equal the kyb.  the galant spring was noticeably harder to put in the strut, and i think the preload with the galant spring is much more.  i will eventually put the gsx spring back in.  but it will have to wait until i get the trans in, and the driveshaft, and the lsd diff, then the rebuilt knuckles, and now i have some evo 2 recaros coming.  when will it ever end, or does it?||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||Marcus||02-22-2003||12:13 PM||||If most everyone likes the setup like mine, what's wrong with mine?  I didn't buy my H&R, but I feel they are the GVR4 specified ones b/c the rear sits high like all H&R owners report.  Does anyone think that buy putting some stock AWD springs in the front that it will soften things up a little.  I've also considered putting suspension bushing in, I have some people comment that with almost 140k on stockers it wouldn't be a bad idea.  I like a tight ride, but a smooth tight ride that easy to drive.  My brother has a lexus IS300 and this thing is wonderful to drive.  Tight, minimal roll, and very smooth riding, I willing to spend another 500bucks to get my car  to ride similar to this.  Any suggestions?||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||02-22-2003||08:20 PM||||Ken, whick bilsteins did you have and where can I get them? <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> with stock springs, so far, i have had bilsteins, kyb gr2, and koni gas.  i like the koni's the best.  i first put on the gsx front springs, then did the galant springs, and i like the combo with the gsx spring better than the galant spring.  when i had the gr2 out, i compared them with the koni, and BOTH had about the same compression, but the rebound on the gr2 was way higher.  i would have to turn in the adjustment on the koni more than 1 turn to equal the kyb.  the galant spring was noticeably harder to put in the strut, and i think the preload with the galant spring is much more.  i will eventually put the gsx spring back in.  but it will have to wait until i get the trans in, and the driveshaft, and the lsd diff, then the rebuilt knuckles, and now i have some evo 2 recaros coming.  when will it ever end, or does it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||02-22-2003||09:05 PM||||last i heard, there were like 12 sets of bilsteins for the vr4 in the us.  but, they may have been sent back, because they only sold like 2 sets in the last couple of years.  they are non adjustable, they will ONLY fit in a galant strut, and you have to cut the tops off of the struts to get them to fit.  they were made for the vr4, but they are stiff.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||a_santos||02-22-2003||09:17 PM||||Can I still get them in the US or will they have to be ordered from Germany?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> last i heard, there were like 12 sets of bilsteins for the vr4 in the us.  but, they may have been sent back, because they only sold like 2 sets in the last couple of years.  they are non adjustable, they will ONLY fit in a galant strut, and you have to cut the tops off of the struts to get them to fit.  they were made for the vr4, but they are stiff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||02-22-2003||10:50 PM||||find a bilstein distributor, tell them what car you got, and to call bilstein of na, and they will get them for you.  they are stiff, tho.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||02-23-2003||12:28 AM||||Harry and others with the KYB/H&R:<br /><br />How does the H&R behave at the track ? Is there a lot of squat...Was the #3(wheelie pic) with the H&R or was that with stock suspension !?! <br /><br />I wonder if one needs something stiffer and lower like the Ground control to help pull of better launches ? <br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||number3||02-23-2003||08:53 AM||||The H&Rs handle very well at the track. Teh only reason am going to the Teins (if I ever they ever get here   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   ) is for corner balancing. <br /><br />One coil on the rear H&Rs is removed.<br /><br />I run AGX set on full stiff.<br /><br />The "wheel stands" were performed on stock 55,000 mile shock and springs.<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/harry_launch2.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/harry_launch2.jpg</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/harry_launching.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/harry_launching.jpg</a> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_next.asp?id=75" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_next.asp?id=75</a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||02-23-2003||10:49 AM||||Those wheelie launches always make me laugh...Thanks, Harry! I need to cut the coil on the H&R, cant wait till it gets warm out...<br /><br />How do you like the AMS intake manifold?||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||number3||02-23-2003||12:46 PM||||I did not buy one. I am sticking with my Extrude honed OEM.<br /><br />I love those pictures too. The good ole days...<br /><br />In fact for the new guy on the list my car (#3) would pull the wheels so bad that Turbo magazine made a big deal about it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  (see the last link in my last post) I think that was 1999.  As cool as it looks it was brutal on axles!<br /><br />I am making it my mission to get back to the 1/4 track at least once this year.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||a_santos||02-23-2003||07:12 PM||||I hope the Teins have the right damping for you. Alot of "adjustable shocks" have placebo knobs, like the AGXs. I have a friend that owns a suspension engineering company and he tested the AGXs on a shock dyno only to find out that the adjustment barely changed the damping of the shock. I hope the Tein kit you ordered has bound as well as rebound adjustment, as that will be crucial to keep the front from lifting, and  keep the back from squating. Also did you order custom rates for the shocks? I went to the Tein site and that option was available for the HAs. <br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I did not buy one. I am sticking with my Extrude honed OEM.<br /><br />I love those pictures too. The good ole days...<br /><br />In fact for the new guy on the list my car (#3) would pull the wheels so bad that Turbo magazine made a big deal about it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   (see the last link in my last post) I think that was 1999.  As cool as it looks it was brutal on axles!<br /><br />I am making it my mission to get back to the 1/4 track at least once this year.<br /><br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000018||turbowop||02-23-2003||07:41 PM||||The Tein HA's do not have separate adjustments for rebound and compression. They are adjusted together. Tein doesn't make any other setup for the E39A. The default rates on the HA's when you get them are 447lb/in front and 335lb/in rear. Much stiffer than stock. Even the JIC's don't have separate damping adjustability. And the JIC spring rates are identical to the Teins for the gvr4.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000019||a_santos||02-23-2003||07:46 PM||||I meant the damping rates for the schocks, not spring rates. Springs can always be changed, you can order them from Eibach or Hypercoil.  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> The Tein HA's do not have separate adjustments for rebound and compression. They are adjusted together. Tein doesn't make any other setup for the E39A. The default rates on the HA's when you get them are 447lb/in front and 335lb/in rear. Much stiffer than stock. Even the JIC's don't have separate damping adjustability. And the JIC spring rates are identical to the Teins for the gvr4. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000020||turbowop||02-23-2003||08:07 PM||||I WAS talking about the damping rates. They are adjusted together. Then I mentioned the spring rates.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000021||GVR-4||02-23-2003||09:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> I like a tight ride, but a smooth tight ride that easy to drive.  Tight, minimal roll, and very smooth riding.  Any suggestions? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you guys forget about this? 'Cause I'm having the same problem. KYB AGXs + Ground Control springs = Harsh ride. <br /><br />Help?<br /><br />dp||68.155.49.91||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000022||kartorium31||02-23-2003||10:48 PM||||I want basically to minimize body roll and get the suspension stiffer.  Right now i can only get this by having the gc really low, and the struts on stiffer settings.  Later on I'm gonna get swaybars so that i can raise the car and still get good turn in, and have a less harsh ride.  I have the gc+agx's and i think it is a little harsh, but not if you have them set on like 2r and 1f.  These settings make the ride a bit to bouncy for my liking though.  I'm thinking that if i raise the car a bit more and get swaybars it should make the ride a bit better, but then i would still have a slightly harsh ride.  I just wrote a shitload and don't even know if it makes sense, damnit.||12.18.163.110||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000023||GRV4726||02-23-2003||11:23 PM||||just because suspension is my only mod, i felt as though i should say something.  i really like my agx's with the whiteline 50% stiffer than stock. feels so much better than stock. stock it felt like a cadi.  body roll was so bad my brother 360'ed my car on the highway cause he had to serve to avoid a ladder in our lane. we thought it was just a sheet of metal till we got closer!! 360 across 5 lanes into the sholder.  haha, scared the living shit out me. and thats why suspension was my first mod. i've had many new experience in my GVR4...<br /><br />are the agx's really not adjustable? i haven't tried adjusting them yet (don't konw why really, i guess cause i don't do any racing though i like to have some fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000024||blacksheep||02-23-2003||11:32 PM||||Does this harshness every seems to be experiencing with GC's have anything to do with the spring rate itself? Maybe a different spring rate may make the ride better and stiff than stock as well ? <br /><br />Everyone with GC/AGX combo needs to mention what their spring rates are and define their ride quality (this is a personal opinion, so again its hard to use for measurement)||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000025||kartorium31||02-24-2003||12:44 AM||||How can i find out the spring rates?  Can i look it up in by pn or somthin?||12.18.163.110||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000026||turbowop||02-24-2003||01:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> How can i find out the spring rates?  Can i look it up in by pn or somthin? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup....look on the spring for the pn. Actually.....suprflewus(dale) probably could chime in and tell you. They were his before I got them.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000027||GVR-4||02-24-2003||09:45 AM||||Here's the P/N for my fronts: 6011-001. I'll have to get the rear later. I have AGXs and Ground Control springs. I've looked everywhere and can't even find the part number, let alone the spring rate.<br /><br />My problem is I like the way the car looks lowered, but I hate the way it rides. It's like the car has only an inch of travel in the suspension and you're constantly bouncing up and down (only an inch). Isn't there some way to maintain the lowered ride but not have your guts bounced around while on the highway? I'm gonna need a bra soon! I mean a bro (Seinfeld). <br /><br />dp||68.155.58.226||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000028||blacksheep||02-24-2003||10:30 AM||||<b>Isn't there some way to maintain the lowered ride but not have your guts bounced around while on the highway? </b>  <br /><br />H&R springs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   But, I think different spring rates will help.<br /><br /><b>I'm gonna need a bra soon! I mean a bro (Seinfeld). </b> <br /><br />LOL...But if you think GC's are crap, I had a set of skank2 coilovers for my CRX with tokico blue. That was the abolsute worst setup ever..My head would hit the sunroof almost every bump.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000029||GVR-4||02-24-2003||11:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> LOL...But if you think GC's are crap, I had a set of skank2 coilovers for my CRX with tokico blue. That was the abolsute worst setup ever..My head would hit the sunroof almost every bump. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I'm not too down with go-cart thing either.<br /><br />So you think the solution is some springs with lower (or higher?) spring rates?||68.155.58.226||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000030||blacksheep||02-24-2003||01:16 PM||||I assume lower spring rates are softer. There is a guy at GC you can talk to...Tom, Tim, something like that. Really friendly and helpful. <br /><br />The no.s 350, 450, 550 etc are the rates (obviously) and the higher the no, the stiffer they are. I am 99% sure of this<br /><br />I may switch to GC's, dunno if its worth it. I may cut one coil of the H&R and see what it does first. I will have a halfway decent suspension, I hope. Whitline front and RM rear swaybars should help it handle well enuf for me. <br /><br />I would make sure to order the larger rear spring as the TEL GC setup I had in my old gvr4 was really hard to work with. My fronts were fully up and the back was all the way lowered to help even the car out and lowered.<br /><br />Miles or Simon on the grv4list ordered the setup where the rear spring is a 12" and front is a 8" or something like that. You may want to ask GC again about this.<br /><br />Hope this helps!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000031||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||02:19 PM||||Look up my old posts about my ground control experience. The stock rates they give you are WAY too stiff for anything but racing. The stock car runs 134/100 I believe, whiteline runs something like 250/200.....   I ended up running 275/250 on my ground controls which felt a little stiffer than my Whitelines. I did not have my Whiteline bars then though so the rear spring rate was an attempt to dial out some of the understeer inherent in these cars.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000032||turbowop||02-24-2003||02:34 PM||||I'm noticing a lot of you like the lower spring rates. This must be a daily driver sort of thing. I like the F1 buckboard stiff go cart style no body roll springs. I guess I would change my tune if I drove the car everyday instead of it just being a weekend warrior.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000033||GVR-4||02-24-2003||02:56 PM||||Thanks Duc. You're using the 250/200 Whitelines? Can you post some pics of your car showing the height?<br /><br />I'm still checking your old posts...<br /><br />dp||68.155.58.226||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000034||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||04:37 PM||||I am using Whitelines, I am not sure of the spring rates though. If you search my old posts I did put it in one fo them.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000035||GVR-4||02-24-2003||05:04 PM||||Ok, I'm SUCH a dork! I have EIBACH springs NOT Ground Control. I went outside (what a nice day), jacked up the car and got the numbers off of them. (BTW, I think my rear diff is leaking.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Nice!) Here's what they said: Front-39200 and below that-6011.001. Rear-38899 and 6011.002. Anybody know what these are and/or want to buy them?<br /><br />dp||68.155.58.226||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000036||number3||02-24-2003||05:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> I like a tight ride, but a smooth tight ride that easy to drive.  Tight, minimal roll, and very smooth riding.  Any suggestions? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you guys forget about this? 'Cause I'm having the same problem. KYB AGXs + Ground Control springs = Harsh ride. <br /><br />Help?<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Before I call you guys whiney little girls what wheel and tire size are you running?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.192||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000037||GVR-4||02-24-2003||05:45 PM||||205/45 17<br /><br />Ok Harry, maybe I AM a whiney little girl. But this IS my daily driver and it's tollerable (just barely) in town, but bounces the snot out of my nose on the highway. I'm more than willing to listen to your input, as I'm pretty ignorant when it comes to suspension set up. So lay it on me...<br /><br />dp||68.155.58.226||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000038||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||06:11 PM||||235/40/17 on 17x7 BBS Rk's<br /><br />Mine is stiff but very livable. I drive it about 20000 miles/year.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000039||blacksheep||02-24-2003||06:23 PM||||<b>Ok, I'm SUCH a dork! I have EIBACH springs NOT Ground Control. </b> <br /><br />Umm...Eibach makes all the springs for Ground Control, so dont be surprised if they say Eibach on them.<br /><br />OR<br /><br />are you saying you imagined have coilovers all along and have regular eibach springs ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000040||number3||02-24-2003||06:36 PM||||Back off the 17"s.<br /><br />Get softer shocks and springs.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.192||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000041||GVR-4||02-24-2003||06:41 PM||||Uuuuhhhh...<br /><br />They say Eibach. Whether they were sold as Ground Control or Eibach I don't know. <br /><br />AND<br /><br />I'm pretty sure they're not coilovers, 'cause I can't adjust them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  The only thing I'm imagining is what it would be like to know what I'm talking about.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.155.58.226||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000042||GVR-4||02-24-2003||06:45 PM||||Harry, the wheels are not a variable.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=55" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=55</a><br /><br />What do you recommend for shocks that won't break the bank?<br /><br />I was actually thinking of going with the same setup that Duc has. That way I just need new springs.<br /><br />Thanks for the responses.<br /><br />dp||68.155.58.226||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000043||Marcus||02-24-2003||06:52 PM||||From everything that i've read about our suspension and for everyone who wants a smooth ride, here it was i will do.<br />STOCK awd springs in the front with AGX shocks<br />H&R springs in the rear, one coil cut with AGX shocks<br />replace all bushings with poly ones(this may be a step in the wrong direction, but i think the stock bushings are hurting me more then helping me.  <br />If this doesn't help, I'm going to custom machine spacers to rise the car up a little.  This should affect the spring rate to a tollerable point.  A cheaper route would be to cut radiator hose in half and put it around the first and last coil.  Honda uses a similar setup from the factory on their cars.     LET'S HOPE THIS HELPS||205.188.209.7||reg||8||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000044||a_santos||02-24-2003||11:19 PM||||It intrigues me that many people on this forum are willing to spend alot of money for massive intercoolers and "big turbos" but don't want to dish out the cash for a nice suspension setup. Don't you guys like to do anything but go down quarter mile tracks?||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000045||markrieb||02-25-2003||11:20 AM||||Abhay has a point.<br /><br />The serious 1G autox guys run up to 400 lbs/in front springs and around 300 lbs/in in the rear and many of them say they have a much better *street* ride than the typical AGX/Eibach combo.  BUT... they run nice/expensive double adjustable shocks and have the time/talent to tune them.  The shocks make a huge difference in how the car rides, even on the stiff springs.<br /><br />If you want the ultimate in handling and don't mind spending the money look at:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.morissdampers.com/" target="_blank">http://www.morissdampers.com/</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dmshocks.com/docs/dms50.html" target="_blank">http://www.dmshocks.com/docs/dms50.html</a><br /><br />Basic Ground Control coil-overs with AGX shocks or Koni's are barely an upgrade over the typical spring/shock setup.  Although the "Advanced Design" shocks by GC should be a big step up.  See <a href="http://www.advance-design.com/" target="_blank">http://www.advance-design.com/</a><br /><br />JIC  <a href="http://jic-magic.com/" target="_blank">http://jic-magic.com/</a> or Tein <a href="http://www.tein.co.jp/indexe.html" target="_blank">http://www.tein.co.jp/indexe.html</a> are inbetween in both price and performance the full race (DMS, Morris) set ups and the normal spring/shock<br /><br />Other good kits include Penske <a href="http://www.penskeshocks.com/" target="_blank">http://www.penskeshocks.com/</a><br /><br />If I was to redo my suspension now, I'd either go with the Tein setup or bite the bullet and go straight to the Morris Dampers set up.  Morris doesn't yet show the 1g T/E/L/GVR-4 set up, but I know they are working on it.<br /><br />I run the AGX/H&R combo and it is adequate (MUCH better than stock), but could be much better.  It was the *only* thing available at the time, in fact the AGX shocks had only been on the market for about 1-month and GC was still trying to figure out if their 1g coilover kit would fit the GVR-4.  On the street it is normally OK, but there are a few railroad crossings that require slowing down to 2nd gear.  On the track, even with the shocks stiffened way up, it is too soft as I can nearly pick up the inside rear tire and put the outside front on the bumpstops.<br /><br />I am considering yanking my current suspension and upgrading.  Either that or just saying **** it and buying an EVO...<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/001673.cgi
A||||6||147of1000||gsx springs on a gvr4?||||1||||147of1000||00000861
Z||000000||147of1000||02-19-2003||10:21 PM||||i know i have asked this question befor but i didnt get to much info back but will after market gsx springs work on the gvr4? if so how will it ride, will it ride bad or even remotely good? i am haveing a hard time getting info so any help will be greatly appreicated||68.18.98.150||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||02-20-2003||01:12 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000933#000000" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000933#000000</a><br /><br /><br />O and Use the search button........||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||DSMGVR4||02-22-2003||05:07 PM||||funny....I remember asking this same question and getting bullshit answers just because its been covered. i guess people have pulled sticks out of their asses...John||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000003||DSMGVR4||02-22-2003||05:11 PM||||Oh BTW, I did end up putting springs from a 92 AWD Talon and AGXs....the car sits perfect in my opinion. These springs are a nice cheap/free upgrade, i think. The ride in definately more harsh, but i like it. I heard mixed reviews about using 1G TEL springs. I would agree w/ others that say they level out fine...I don't notice any sagging. John||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||02-22-2003||09:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSMGVR4:<br /><strong> funny....I remember asking this same question and getting bullshit answers just because its been covered. i guess people have pulled sticks out of their asses...John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe nobody answered you for a reason.....If I remember you got the anwser you needed right?<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000971" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000971</a>||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000005||Numberless||02-22-2003||10:26 PM||||Try this thread....I thought it made for some good reading   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000933#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000933#000000</a><br /><br />If the link above isnt working, the search term I used was just "springs"...I think the thread was from like last September?<br /><br />Jon||24.167.225.238||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000006||DSMGVR4||02-24-2003||09:06 PM||||As I recall and have read from the link...I got my answers after I was aware that there was a post. A simple " checkout this link..." response would have been fine for me....I guess its just racial for me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  John||68.38.88.232||reg||10||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes



ubb/Forum2/001674.cgi
A||||3||psycopyro182||Whiteline Suspension||||5||||psycopyro182||00000548
Z||000000||psycopyro182||02-19-2003||11:09 PM||psycopyro182@hotmail.com||I was wondering if anyone knew where to get anygood suspension for Gvr4's<br />I have been looking at The Whiteline Kits<br />but i dont know where to find anyone that sells them. if anyone knows where to get them that would be nice.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.33.205.216||reg||5||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||02-20-2003||01:17 AM||||dsmparts.com stocks whiteline parts now if i'm now mistaken||64.252.101.218||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||02-20-2003||04:13 PM||||I got mine straight from Whiteline in AU. The price with shipping was as good as I ofound here stateside and their servce was great. Only traded emails with them but it was wonderful.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||02-21-2003||12:21 PM||||How much money do you want to spend?<br /><br />What are you going to use the car for?<br /><br />Once those questions are answered, you can find parts.<br /><br />The parts fall into 3 general categories:<br /><br />Springs/shocks<br /><br />Swaybars<br /><br />Bushings.<br /><br />Springs and shocks are the most expensive and the most subjective.  What I think is a perfectly fine spring and shock set up is waaaay too rough/stiff for Ken Inn (we've had this discussion before...).  In the spring and shock category, you can go less expensive and more expensive.<br /><br />Less expensive spring options:<br /><br />H&R *IF* you can find a set specific for the GVR-4<br />Whiteline<br /><br />Shocks:<br /><br />For stock springs KYB-GR2's (~$200/set of 4)<br />Koni yellow Sport shocks for a T/E/L<br />KYB-AGX's (~$400/set of 4)<br />Bilstein (not common/hard to get)<br /><br />The expensive category has all of the coil over set ups<br /><br />Tein HA's, includes shocks/springs and pillowball mounts (~1300)<br />DMS 40 or 50mm, no pillowball mounts (~$1200)<br />Morris Dampers, no pillowball mounts (~$1200-$2500)<br /><br />Swaybars are cheaper, not too bad to install and make quite a big difference.  Swaybars are typically $150 to $200 each.<br /><br />Whiteline 22mm front and rear, 24mm rear if you can get it<br />Suspension Techniques  22mmF, 24mmR for T/E/L<br />RM-DSM, 24mm rear only<br /><br />Bushings.  Bushings make a difference, especially the front caster bushing.  They are not too expensive (around $200 for a full set), but can be a real PITA to install.<br /><br />Noltec<br />Whiteline<br /><br />I'm working on fleshing this out for a full FAQ for inclusion here.  Just need the time to put it together and gather up all of the links.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/001675.cgi
A||||4||chhuong||Removing Corner Lamps??||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||02-20-2003||02:28 AM||sirrealracer@attbi.com||How do i go about removing the corner lamp???  I couldn't see where any screws or bolts go, and i don't want to go breaking anything as I just purchased it a week and a half ago!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||02-20-2003||02:34 AM||||If you open the hood and look behind where the corner lamp is you will see a little spring that holds each one in. Once the springs are released they slide out of two aligning holes forward from the car.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||02-20-2003||10:10 AM||||speaking of which the previous owner of my car obviously didnt know how to remove these so he broke off those little plastic projections that fit in those aligning holes. so anyone have an extra pair?||131.193.154.221||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||chhuong||02-20-2003||02:49 PM||||I do, after i install these jdm clear corners i just picked up!!  Email me if you are interested in the stockers!!  sirrealracer@attbi.com||134.39.27.14||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-20-2003||03:24 PM||||Any e39a Galant corner light assembly from the same year fits... probably other years as well.  If your passenger side is broken, you may want to keep it and modify it to be an intake duct (which you could then swap in when you went to the track).||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001676.cgi
A||||7||Ash||Stalling on Deceleration &amp; Cruise control not working||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||02-20-2003||07:30 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hi Guys,<br />I've been having a few drama's with my car intermittantly playing up.  At seemingly random times it stalls on deceleration exactly as if you vent the BOV to atmosphere & sometimes the cruise control flat out won't work.  What I've finally realised is that these problems always occur together! <br /><br />I've gone through all the leak testing procedures but what stumps me is sometimes it is perfect for the whole time I drive it (generally on the way to work, 90% OK), then the next time I start her up all I get is dramas (generally on the way home/through the day, 50/50).  I do have a fairly hacked MAS though you would expect the stalling to be consistant if it was a tuning thing and if it was the MAS the cruise control wouldn't be affected at the same time either.  A faulty ISC woud't affect cuise control would it?  What I'm leaning to is perhaps that little speed sensor thingy in the dash that the ISC relies on is stuffed, or perhaps the cruise control unit.  I have replaced the vac hose on the cruise control box too.<br /><br />Any ideas?<br /><br />Thanks in advance<br /><br />Ash   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.220.88.85||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||02-20-2003||10:12 AM||||The speed sensor is the only thing those 2 problems have in common.||67.34.213.38||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Ash||02-20-2003||05:37 PM||||That's what I thought, I've heard its behind the dash.  Is it part of the instrument cluster or behind it somewhere?  Can you please help me identify it & give me a rough idea how expensive it is.  Is it something that can be repaired?<br /><br />Thanks <br /><br />Ash||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||LunarShadow||02-20-2003||08:10 PM||||Yep, its in the cluster itself.  Not too sure you can replace it though.<br /><br />I think I have an extra cluster--Wait you guys are backwards overthere.  Is the cluster reversed?||64.238.107.49||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||02-20-2003||09:47 PM||||My speed sensor is out too, or so the experts here say since my cruise arms fine (amber light on the stalk) but turns off (as in unarms, light goes out) with a click when I try to set a speed instead of coming on. Also, when I put it in neutral at...say...60mph the engine rpm drops to idle. It should stay up around 1500 if the car knows it is still moving. Anyway the dealer said the Speedo had to be bought to get the speed sensor and it was $300. <br /><br />Funny thing is that I notice that my AFC reads the vehicle speed just fine. The Speedo is dead on too compared to my GPS but......from a dead stop the needle won�t move until about 20mph. Once it jumps to 20 it is all good. Slowing down it can read all the way to zero as if it is ok. I mention all this as my speed sensor seems to be pretty ok but it is obviously not good enough to make the cruise work.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||Ash||02-22-2003||12:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by LunarShadow:<br /><strong> Yep, its in the cluster itself.  Not too sure you can replace it though.<br /><br />I think I have an extra cluster--Wait you guys are backwards overthere.  Is the cluster reversed? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dunno but we have kmh not mph so it wouldn't help me anyway.  I'm curious about the reversal thing, look at mine in the link & tell me pls.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000006" target="_blank">My members ride page</a> <br /><br />My speedo works fine though, its just the cruise/stalling.  The light comes on for the cruise control but it doesn't work.<br /><br />Its just with 3 VR4's in this town it will be a bit hard to swap a cluster without buying one, I don't know the other 2 guys.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||203.221.19.21||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||LunarShadow||02-23-2003||01:30 PM||||Ya, looks like your cluster is reversed.  I wonder if the speed sensor is the same signal that drives speedo itself.  Shouldn't the speedo read wrong or not at all.  I suppose they may be different mechanisms.||172.133.93.13||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||12:39 AM||||Just wanted to add to my post above. Tonight my AVR was displaying my speed and it was crazy! It read zero at some points, move to 300 km/hr at others. My speed sensor is shot for sure! DAm, now I have to spend $300 at the dealer for a new speedo!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/001677.cgi
A||||9||y0vnny01||where can i find IC PIPE for my gvr4??||||1||||MitVr4||00000899
Z||000000||y0vnny01||02-20-2003||12:50 PM||Y0VNNY03@AOL.COM||im using the stock intercooler and i wanna know where can i find the pipes for the gvr4 i been lookin everywhere please let me know the cheapest the better thanx.....||63.185.201.115||reg||1||MitVr4||00000899||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||02-20-2003||12:56 PM||||many people make their own piping||131.193.154.188||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||02-20-2003||12:56 PM||||Road Race Engineering has pipes that will work with the stock intercooler, I believe.  These also sell upgraded intercoolers with the piping<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com</a>||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000003||y0vnny01||02-20-2003||01:04 PM||||does anybody knows what tools and parts you need to make your own intercooler pipe?? anybody knows how to do it?||63.185.201.115||reg||1||MitVr4||00000899||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-20-2003||01:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MitVr4:<br /><strong> does anybody knows what tools and parts you need to make your own intercooler pipe?? anybody knows how to do it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">First you need a mine full of aluminum ore, some trucks and a refinery...<br /><br />Seriously, try searching google.com, vfaq.com, dsm.org, galantvr4.org (here), roadraceengineering.com, automotosports.com...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||VR-4play||02-20-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt Wenger:<br /><strong> Road Race Engineering has pipes that will work with the stock intercooler, I believe.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think the RRE pipes will go on w/o having to do some relocation of intake pipe and/or battery.  the intake pipe is directly in the path of the RRE pipe.<br /><br />several of us are doing our own fmic/pipe installs as we speak (including myself) there are several ways of doing it, using different tools. do some research.  it is not easy unless you do some research first and come up with a plan.  personally, i bought five 2.5" 90deg bends (for upper pipe) from JCW, and one 2" 90deg bend from JCW (for lower pipe) and having the compressor outlet pipe custom made by a shop, using the stock as a template.  bought 2.5" and 2" reinforced hose from NAPA for connectors. bought tb flange, cbv flange, and compressor outlet flange from RRE.  bought a 2.5" 45deg bend from JCW for custom intake pipe.  this is my upper pipe route<br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_engine.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_engine.jpg</a><br />(harry's car... thanks for the idea harry)<br />my lower pipe is going to route like stock pipe.<br /><br />this is the fmic that i bought<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2404541112" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2404541112</a><br /><br />i had to buy a 2" 120deg bend to replace the inlet so that i could take the stock lower pipe route. they gave me a good price since i was a repeat customer.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2404398130" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2404398130</a><br /><br />i found some sheet aluminum i am going to cut for my fmic mounting brackets.<br /><br />i am having a local muffler shop do all the welding. the tools i need to run my pipes are; pipe cutter to cut the lengths i need, circle-saw bit and drill to cut where i am going to route the upper pipe through the wheel well area, and an angle grinder w/ cutting wheel to cut my bumper brackets, and bumper.<br /><br />there are many different ways to go about this though.  i wasn't going to post any of my plans and progress until i had completed the install, but i just wanted to give mitvr4 an idea of the involvement.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000006||y0vnny01||02-20-2003||01:38 PM||||thanx alot gvr-4play i appreciate your help||63.185.201.115||reg||1||MitVr4||00000899||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||02-20-2003||04:16 PM||||Having tried different pipes with the stock cooler....I can say they wont help much. The real big issue is the cooler, not the pipes. Until you are making 300 hp or so the stock pipes are ok but the stock cooler is small for the stock power. Esp in warmer climates. I would say if you broke a pipe and need a replacement go to a wrecking yerd and get one. IF you want power....get a kit like the RoadRace kit and get a new cooler and pipes.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||02-20-2003||06:52 PM||||the only tools i used were a sawzall and i rented a mig welder. i cut the piping how i wanted to make it fit and then i was able to weld it right thena nd there. lot easier to do it this way than having a muffler shop weld bc you know it will fit when you have the piping on the car to work with.||65.227.204.87||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||VR-4play||02-21-2003||05:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>i cut the piping how i wanted to make it fit and then i was able to weld it right thena nd there. lot easier to do it this way than having a muffler shop weld bc you know it will fit when you have the piping on the car to work with. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the only thing the shop is welding is the flanges. they can't screw that up. i am having a shop do it because i have absolutely no welding experience and i don't want it done wrong. none of the pipes are going to be welded together.  all the pipes are pre-bent and i will connect them with the couplers. if you plan it out well, you can do it anyway you want.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum2/001678.cgi
A||||17||blacksheep||wheel options for drag racing !?!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-20-2003||01:22 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||For drag racing...<br /><br />- Will our stock rims be enough to throw some drag radials on or is the width just not enough?<br /> <br />- Is it wiser to get some 16x7 rotas which are affordable and use drag radials on these ? Rota also has a 15x6.5 RNR rim which could work well as far as weight goes, dunno about the width, though<br /><br />I know some 16x8 volks would be badass, but with a limited budget, whats the best route?<br /><br />also, the final choice would not be used for daily driving and be for track use only. I wonder if that helps in making a choice !?!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||02-20-2003||01:27 PM||||Cant you get some stock steel ones from a Honda? Find them at the junk yard all day long & they have 15". I believe rx-7 rims will work to but they are a little bit harder to find.<br />You cant beat cheap steel rims.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||02-20-2003||01:46 PM||||his issue will still be with the wheel width. <br /><br />i would go with 16x7 and throw some 225/55s on there. that should give you the side wall flex and contact patch you need for anything your car can put to the ground||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-20-2003||03:12 PM||||I believe most Hondas are 4x100... so they wouldn't work...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||02-20-2003||03:43 PM||||Most are, BUT. there are a few. Preludes for example. I believe they are 16x7(I may be wrong). But if you look at the Sticky it tells you what wheels interchange with the 4bolt pattern on the vr4<br />  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001662" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001662</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||02-20-2003||04:18 PM||||a 94-97??? accord will work too. My bro has one and is running my old wheels.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I used the ??? as I am not sure when thaqt body style changed but his is a 94 and I kow they stayed the same though 97.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||number3||02-20-2003||04:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> For drag racing...<br /><br />- Will our stock rims be enough to throw some drag radials on or is the width just not enough?<br /> <br />- Is it wiser to get some 16x7 rotas which are affordable and use drag radials on these ? Rota also has a 15x6.5 RNR rim which could work well as far as weight goes, dunno about the width, though<br /><br />I know some 16x8 volks would be badass, but with a limited budget, whats the best route?<br /><br />also, the final choice would not be used for daily driving and be for track use only. I wonder if that helps in making a choice !?! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stock wheels and tire sizes work great for drag racing. Nate, Josh and I have all gone fast on them.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-20-2003||05:27 PM||||VR-4play seems to be thinking like me. I am going to have to look into the prices of them drag radials as well first, I suppose. Thats a whole new discussion - I think SCC or Turbo had 10 of them on their comparo article. I am leaning towards the BF Goodrich Comp T/A or the Kumho's Victoracers....<br /><br />I am surprised Mark Reib hasnt jumped in on this discussion   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||number3||02-20-2003||05:29 PM||||Drag radials need to be warmed up to be effective. AKA burnout. Not really possible on a AWD car.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||02-20-2003||06:44 PM||||ive used rota slipstreams in the past= really light and worked well.<br /><br />now im working on a set of bronze rota attacks for the vr4. same weight as the slipstreams just lok better (look like volk gram lights)||65.227.204.87||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||VR-4play||02-21-2003||06:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Drag radials need to be warmed up to be effective. AKA burnout. Not really possible on a AWD car.Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">blacksheep, i agree with harry. running cold drags can be less effective than running streets if not warmed up. truthfully, the only thing you need is a good contact patch and a little side wall flex. i don't know how much power you plan on putting to the ground, but if it isn't enough to spin those drags to get them warm, you might as well go with some streets with good straight traction.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000011||Jon||02-21-2003||09:16 AM||||Stock wheels weigh 15 lbs.  With 195/60 tires, they weigh about 30 lbs.  That is light.  Nate ran 11's with all season 195/60 tires on stock wheels.  I used to have a set of 17lbs 16x7 wheels with 225/50 tires on them.  I switched to stock wheels with sticky 195/60 tires and I could tell a huge difference.  <br /><br />Victor ran mid 11's with 225/50 (I think) drag radials on stock wheels.<br /><br />Think about it.  You want a little contact patch as possible to limit the drag.  You also want the largest contact patch possible to get traction.  If you are shooting for dipping into the 11's (or even mid 11's like Victor did, use stock wheels with sticky tires.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||02-21-2003||09:53 AM||||Jon has just laid the kibosh on the discussion.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I have a set of 17's I will rotate between the gvr4 and the Integra for driving and throw the stockers on at the track.<br /><br />I should have gotten 18's for maximum flossage..oh well!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||GVR1643||02-21-2003||10:34 AM||||You know, I never hear of anyone discussing what effect the different size wheels has on the gearing for the strip.  Is it so minimal that it just doesn't matter.  I would think that it would have some effect on shift points as in holding 3rd longer, etc.  Plus being able to run thicker sidewall with enough flex...yada yada.||167.142.21.146||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000014||number3||02-21-2003||05:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Jon has just laid the kibosh on the discussion.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do my posts come through in english??? <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||Nate||02-21-2003||06:36 PM||||I wouldn't put a 16x8" wheel on a Galant for drag racing.  Having this exact wheel, you run into issues with having to run a REALLY wide tire (think 235 or wider) and a fairly tall tire at really low pressure to get the sidewall flex that we need to hook up.  If you want to run 16s for drag, get a 7" wheel so you don't have to get such a wide tire.  Remember, width may mean more contact patch, but it also means more weight both for the tire and also for the wheel itself.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000016||talontsi||02-22-2003||04:53 AM||||Well I am running the Flaken Azenias (not a true drag radial) and I am cutting consistant 1.8 with sub 5000 rpm launches.<br /><br />These are mounted on the stock rim.||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||02-22-2003||05:31 PM||||Harry<br /><br />sim-uh-down-nuh!<br /><br />I just meant Jon was a quite stern with his reply...<br /><br />Your one-liners are also very much appreciated, old chap!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001679.cgi
A||||13||Duc Hunter||E-Brake turn||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-20-2003||05:14 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||CAn we just E-Brake turn our cars like the rally guys do? I use to E-Brake my CRX in very tight corners to get it rotating. Will this hurt our AWD though?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||02-20-2003||05:31 PM||||my though is that it wouldn't be to good for your gvr4. I though that rally cars have a set up that when they use their e-brake, a clutch of some sort temporaly disengages (sp?) the transfer case to allow the rear brakes to lock up ...<br /><br />but, I may be wrong, it's just my though<br /><br />when would you really need to do this ?<br />and are you doing it on cement ?<br />on lose surfaces, a little gas/turn/brake/gas/turn<br />works well for me :-)||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||number3||02-20-2003||08:46 PM||||I don't think it is possible without modification. <br /><br />I may be way off in my memory but I think one of the front wheels and one of the rear wheels are engaged by the E brake.<br /><br />The Miata however is a different story.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||02-20-2003||09:12 PM||||The e-brake does nothing to the front wheels.  One split end of the cable to each of the rear calipers. <br /><br />If you can get it to lock momentarily in a turn, I don't see how it's going to hurt much.  Heat is the enemy of the viscous coupling.  If you only lock the rear wheels for 1 sec to get the rear end around, it's not going to damage.  I wouldn't do it a whole bunch of times one after the other.  Good luck pulling the rear brake hard enough to lock the wheels unless it's wet or snowy.  Rally cars have hydraulic e-brakes.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||02-20-2003||09:22 PM||||i've always been able to do this but i keep it to a minimum because it will screw the center diff if you hold it on for a long time(more then a quick pull).  Think of it as your car being towed on what of those dollies, same thing.  Eventually it will screw it up.  E-brake turns are very easy but i have noticed that you have to pull it at the right time to get a good rotation.  If you are on pavement you don't need the ebrake really, actually on gravel you don't really need it either, just pull of the throttle nice and quick and right as you let off the throttle initiate the turn.  I noticed my car swings out like a mofo when i do this.  =lift throttle oversteer.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br />have fun and don't break your car.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000005||VR-4play||02-21-2003||05:34 AM||||i imagine that he wants his turns tighter than that. if all he wanted to do was kick the back out, all he would have to do is down shift in the turn.<br /><br />duc, e-braking could mess up your drive train somewhere. depending on where your car feels like relieving that stress. it could be in the diff, t-case, tranny, where ever your car finds the weakest point.  on the other hand, if you don't engage the clutch while e-braking, it shouldn't hurt a thing.  the key is to not send power to through the drive train while locking up.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||02-21-2003||11:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> if you don't engage the clutch while e-braking, it shouldn't hurt a thing </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not true.  The viscous coupling doesn't really care.  All it knows is rotation of the wheels.  When the front wheels spin and the rears don't or vice-versa, the clutch plates in the VC drag and heat up.  To much heat and boom.  This is the only real concern when locking the back wheels while moving.  Of course, any rough driving can hurt the car's drivetrain, but isn't breaking them half the fun?.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||02-21-2003||12:22 PM||||e-braking period is not a good thing for almost any car,especially with all the weight this car has.when you e-brake this car in or out of gear you are bending you chasis.in gear you will mess something up sooner or later.but out of gear,you wont hurt anything.||198.76.188.4||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||Dan D||02-21-2003||02:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  you are bending you chasis.<br /><br />but out of gear,you wont hurt anything.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">??? Explain please||128.46.97.104||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||02-23-2003||12:36 PM||||Ok say you are taking a corner and you decide to e-brake it in gear.While you are in gear taking the corner you are not only hurting your drivetrain,you are also slightly bendin your chasis inwards which ruins you ride because the shocks are on your chasis so when you bend your chasis your gonna bend it and your going to take it degrees it was set up at.And after a while if you do it alot you are going to have to take it to the body shop and get the chasis re worked.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||chhuong||02-23-2003||08:51 PM||||Also i've been told that it'll stretch the e-brake cable causing failure or it to break!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000011||kartorium31||02-23-2003||09:18 PM||||I don't understand the logic to the chassis bending theory, but i do know it will stretch the brake cable.  I think my brother had to put a new one on his honda, or else he had it tightened.  Do you have a link to a site that better explains this chassis bending idea vr4in?  I didn't really get how it happens from your description.<br />thanks||12.18.163.110||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000012||Dan D||02-23-2003||09:39 PM||||The comprimises between lateral flex and torsional rigidity are engineered into the design of a car.  Your E-brake has jack-sh!t to do with any of it.  Any time the car is turned hard, especially if any of the four wheels are moving in a direction other than their rotational axis, there will be be flex.  There's a reason the suspsension has joints, springs, bushings, and dampers.  All of these allow controlled movement and flex without damage.<br /><br />What the hell does being in gear have to do with anything?  The car doesn't turn into a magical rubber band when the shifter hits netrual.  All the same physical forces apply, as does the operation of the viscous coupler.<br /><br />Will driving the car hard all the time ruin your alignment, well depends on how you drive and conditions you subject the vehicle to.  Will it "bend" your chassis?  Unless all that tailwhipping, e-braking, hard fought driving lands you wrapped around a tree, No.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000013||kartorium31||02-23-2003||10:43 PM||||I was thinking the same thing but thought it a good idea to get more info.||12.18.163.110||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum2/001680.cgi
A||||1||mitsuvr4||SS exhaust mani studs/Jason King Good  Guy report||||1||||mitsuvr4||00000369
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||02-20-2003||05:30 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||Hey all,<br />Just a FIY that I received my 9 stainless steel exhaust manifold studs with washers and locking nuts for $52/paypal or $49/mail payment.<br /><br />E-mailed him last week and received them in about 5 business days.<br /><br />If you're interested here's his e-mail:<br /><br />Jason King<br />turbotalon4g63@yahoo.com<br /><br />Now the crappy part of actually pulling the mani and praying the old studs don't break    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||134.29.246.249||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||02-23-2003||10:45 AM||||YEah Kings a good guy and local for me too. Hes from CTC motorsports and they have some of the most awsome fabraction and engine swap work. He also owns one of the nicest 1g talons I have ever seen.||64.157.119.70||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/001681.cgi
A||||4||LunarShadow||Oil holes on oil ring land||||1||||LunarShadow||00000031
Z||000000||LunarShadow||02-20-2003||08:05 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||I have been trying to clean the ring lands on the pistons for my 90GGSX.  If anyone remembers, the rings were stuck, and I couldn't get compression.  There are two holes of the oil ring which are off center to either side of the wrist pin.  These holes are the deepest because of the wrist pin, and do not appear to go all the way through to the inside of the piston.  How deep should these holes go?  Are the respsonsible for oil supply to the wrist pins?  <br /><br />On all my pistons, one hole seems to go about 1/2 inch deep, while the other is only 1/4 inch deep.  I am trying to figure out if they are blocked, or if they only go so deep.  There does not seem to be any real pattern as to which hole is deeper. On pistons 2 and 3 the hole at which the arrow points is the deepest.  On 1 and 4, it is the opposite.  I was using a small metal pick and a paper clip and I couldn't seem to make the 1/4 deep holes any deeper.  Are they cruded up, or is that just the way they are?||64.238.107.49||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000001||LunarShadow||02-23-2003||01:36 PM||||Does anybody know the answer to this?  Is the question unclear? I realize that most here might not know the exact details of the 9.0 to 1 pistons in this car, but I don't think the oil ring lands would much difference on the turbo pistons.||172.133.93.13||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000002||LunarShadow||02-28-2003||11:05 AM||||Ok, I've found out that these two holes should be the same depth.  I still need to figure out if they oil the wrist pin, or if they just hold oil.<br /><br />Crap, I'm talking to myself!||172.167.148.195||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000003||GVR4N||03-02-2003||06:22 AM||||I believe they oil the wrist pin, The design is kinda dumb and they are 90% of the time plugged.<br /><br />Take a can of your favorite cleaner brake or carb and install the straw. Use the cleaner to pressure the holes if the holes are clear you will see the cleaner escaping from around the pin. If you don't see anything the holes are still plugged. I use a drill bit that best fits the hole with a pair of vise grips to slowly clean the crud out. Good luck||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000004||LunarShadow||03-02-2003||09:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Raggedy GVR-4:<br /><strong> I believe they oil the wrist pin, The design is kinda dumb and they are 90% of the time plugged.<br /><br />Take a can of your favorite cleaner brake or carb and install the straw. Use the cleaner to pressure the holes if the holes are clear you will see the cleaner escaping from around the pin. If you don't see anything the holes are still plugged. I use a drill bit that best fits the hole with a pair of vise grips to slowly clean the crud out. Good luck </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is kinda of what I had thought.  I tried a paper clip on the holes, but it just wasn't stiff enough. Later, I did exactly what you said with the drill bit and vise grips.   That is how I determined that they should be the same depth.  It felt like there was a passage at the bottom side of the hole towards the end.  I couldn't convince myself either way though.  I get the feeling that the wrist pin still gets some oil which is thrown off the crank.  If not, these pistons would have been toast long ago.  There is alot of carbon in those holes.  I am not sure that I will be able to get them 100% clean.<br /><br />Thank you for the reply Ronnie.  Any more information would be helpful.||172.132.166.141||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes



ubb/Forum2/001682.cgi
A||||5||Vr4in'||clear corners||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-21-2003||12:25 PM||nohad43@aol.com||i need clear corners.where can i get them?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||198.76.188.4||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||02-21-2003||12:33 PM||||hey, take your curser and highlight that smiley, it turns into an evil smiley, hahaha.<br />Sorry bout the randomness.||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||02-21-2003||12:35 PM||||LOL, thats pretty funny the evil smiley.. Just type in clear corners in the SEARCH function||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-21-2003||02:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> i need clear corners.where can i get them?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You <b><i>NEED</i></b> clear corners?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I believe Blacksheep has the hook up, but I seem to remember that in order for it to be worthwhile you (or plus others) will need to get a lot, to cover shipping from Japan.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||02-21-2003||03:56 PM||||Does anyone have the part numbers for the JDM clear corners? Would be interested to see what a Mitsubishi dealer in Japan wants for them...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||chhuong||02-21-2003||04:34 PM||||I just bought a set of this guy and mine came in really good condition except for that the rubber gasket on the top of it was flopping and he only gave me the plug for the bulb and not the harness plug, but i still got them to work and they fit and look nice!!  i only paid 103 shipped!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes



ubb/Forum2/001683.cgi
A||||4||Numberless||Question about VT-rally gvr4 TB elbow removal..||||1||||Numberless||00000739
Z||000000||Numberless||02-21-2003||03:32 PM||||Hey guys, <br />I did a quick search on here about this and didn't find anything... if I missed it just point me in the right direction, thanks.<br /><br />Anyway, I found all these pics of the vermont sportscar gvr4 rally car.  In the picture of the motor, it looks like they have completely removed the TB elbow and just used a silicone connector to go from the IC pipes (huge) to the TB.<br /><br />Just wondering if anybody has done this to their street car...comments?<br /><br />Here is the picture:<br /><a href="http://www.vtcar.com/update/cars/vr4/g19_800.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.vtcar.com/update/cars/vr4/g19_800.jpg</a><br /><br />pics of the rest of the car are here:<br /><a href="http://www.vtcar.com/rcramana.htm" target="_blank">http://www.vtcar.com/rcramana.htm</a><br /><br />Thanks,<br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||02-21-2003||04:35 PM||||Many people just hack off the 2g elbow @ the bend & use the coupling. Its alot less restrictive.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Nate||02-21-2003||06:34 PM||||I've done this on both of my Galants.  They didn't hack off the throttle body elbow, they used a non-turbo throttle body, which has a bell-mouth inlet which doesn't require an elbow.  One less gasket to leak, in my opinion.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||Numberless||02-22-2003||10:13 PM||||Sounds good, thanks<br /><br />Jon||24.167.225.238||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-22-2003||10:23 PM||||Nate<br /><br />I assume the non-turbo TB is the same size as the turbo TB? Any other issues to consider before doing this mod ?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001684.cgi
A||||4||Adrenalin||quick ?||||5||||Adrenalin||00000708
Z||000000||Adrenalin||02-21-2003||07:35 PM||neonoxide_@hotmail.com||Whats the torque specs for the crankshaft sprocket?<br /><br />thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.237.152.222||reg||5||Adrenalin||00000708||yes
Z||000001||Marcus||02-21-2003||10:15 PM||||number 2 setting on my 1/2" impact gun!  Honestly i don't know, i just crank it down, probably not the smartest thing to do, but it's worked well for me in the past.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000002||Adrenalin||02-22-2003||03:34 AM||||heh i ended up just goin half turn past when the bolt stops o well see what happens  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.237.153.254||reg||1||Adrenalin||00000708||yes
Z||000003||Arty||02-23-2003||03:31 AM||||Nm      ft.lbs<br />Crankshaft pulley bolt    20-30      14-22<br />Crankshaft sprocket bolt  110-130    80-94<br /><br />no wonder it's such a pain to brake loose.||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000004||Arty||02-23-2003||03:34 AM||||Didn't like how that formatted, I'll try it this way.<br /><br />Crankshaft pulley bolt  20-30 Nm    14-22 ft.lbs<br />Crankshaft sprocket bolt 110-130 Nm  80-94 ft.lbs||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/001685.cgi
A||||14||chucklesas||O2 Readings and possible others||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||02-21-2003||08:08 PM||||Well, I just got my pocketlogger today and did a quick test on my car while it was in lot and just let it idle.  I didn't bother recording it, but my question is.  What types of voltages for the o2 should I see while idling, or even revving up a couple times.  If it's more than .02-.04 then I think I need a new o2 sensor.||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-21-2003||08:31 PM||||there is more to it that that.  what you could be seeing is the system in open loop, where the ecu has given up trying to correct the fuel mixture, and is now running on default maps.  check your o2 trim, it should be bouncing around 100.  if it is 169, then it is maxxed out, and you probably have an air leak, making the intake lean, and the ecu cannot richen it out.  if it is down like at 60, then the system is too rich, and it is trying to lean it out.  check fuel trim, lo, med, and hi.  they should all be about 100.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||02-21-2003||08:47 PM||||o2 trim and fuel trims were all at 99%, I guess I'll figure it out tomorrow when I drive around a bit.  that should give me a much better understanding of what's going on.  Also, when I first hooked up the logger and did the check engine light diagnostics, I had virtually every check engine code listed.  Would that be normal if they were never cleared, although I though I would have seen the CEL come on many more times then just the few recently.  I reset them and hope to see if they come back up.||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-21-2003||08:54 PM||||i think with all the trims at 99%, the ecu is not correcting.  have you changed out the caps?  if you turn on the ign, but do not start, and select battery, your voltage should be steady.  if it fluctuates, your caps are probably bad.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||02-21-2003||10:36 PM||||caps should be good, the ecu was rebuilt or replaced (don't know what the dealer did with it) about 2 years ago||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||02-22-2003||12:29 AM||||Don't assume they are good if you didn't have them done right yourself.  Try the test Ken mentioned anyway - you got the logger now, so give it a go.||167.142.21.183||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-22-2003||09:26 AM||||i think there is definetly something wrong, is your ce lite even hooked up?  the fact that the dealer did it is suspicious, and if every code is stored, that tells me the ecu is suspect.  are you getting o2 trim readings?  they should be rapidly changing, about 3 times a second||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||chucklesas||02-22-2003||12:06 PM||||<a href="http://www.geocities.com/chucklesas/city-highway_-_gfms.zip" target="_blank">Backup Log</a> (right click and save as)<br />Here's a link to the backup of a log I did.  It was about a 12 minute drive or so.  The first 7 being city then the next 5 is highway.||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000008||chucklesas||02-22-2003||01:15 PM||||I would  have to assume that the CEL is hooked up since it does light up and has come on a few times, the voltage on the battery is a constant 11.81V (not jumping around)||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||02-22-2003||01:55 PM||||after the drive, did it throw and codes?||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||chucklesas||02-22-2003||02:27 PM||||no, it didn't throw any codes after the drive, and I think before, when I said that it showed virtually every cel code, I think I had the key turned to ACC so that wasn't right.||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000011||kartorium31||02-22-2003||10:10 PM||||only 11.81V, that doesn't sound right.  I get like 14+ at basically all times.||12.18.163.110||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000012||chucklesas||02-23-2003||06:05 PM||||the battery is at 11.81V.  Once the car is started and alternator going I show about 13.13V.<br />It's the stock alternator||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000013||chucklesas||02-24-2003||09:11 AM||||Alright, I figured it out.  The CEL finally came on while I had the logger connected and it is the for the O2 sensor (or something in between the sensor and the ecu).  I would get voltage spikes of over 5V on the O2 (the limit the logger will read back).  My trims are adjusting between 90% and 110%, although mostly at 99% and I think those were the only 2 major things that we were talking about.  I also noticed that I get knock counts of 43 every once in a while that goes on for a few seconds, then drops back down, I find that very strange, but that could be an issue with gas and boost (possibly, since I filled up with 89).||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||02-24-2003||10:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong>  Also, when I first hooked up the logger and did the check engine light diagnostics, I had virtually every check engine code listed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Try checking it again with the key turned on. If you check the codes without the ECU turned on, you will get every CE code in the book. Thats documented on Pocketlogger's site.||68.158.243.199||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/001686.cgi
A||||1||fstgvr4||fuel pressure gauge||||1||||fstgvr4||00000896
Z||000000||fstgvr4||02-21-2003||10:18 PM||tffidelity@aol.com||Where is the best place to plumb a fuel pressure sender for a Auto Meter fuel pressure gauge?||205.188.209.7||reg||1||fstgvr4||00000896||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||02-23-2003||02:06 PM||||My SPA gauge has the sensor tapped in with a double bango bolt on the top of the oil filter. This way if the filter gets clogged and causes pressure issues the gauge will tell me. I used the RoadRace setup for the bango bolt. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm" target="_blank">Bottom of the page for the kit</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/bm/bmfpr-gaugeinstall-1g.jpg" target="_blank">My Sensor is in place of this gauge</a>||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/001687.cgi
A||||2||GRV4726||shifting problems||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||02-22-2003||12:53 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||here's the story:<br />i was driving around. parked the car, picked up some groceries (haha, part of the gvr4's double life), i started her up and very thing was normal. but exiting randals i couldn't shift into first... i tried to muscle it in but couldn't.  then it just went in. then at the red light it wouldn't shift at all.  i could get in in any gear.  so i got the idea to turn the car off and it shifted fine.  so started it up in third and drove home.<br /><br />i already posted this in some other topic but i thought that maybe some people didn't see it. <br /><br />i haven't tightened down the bellhousing yet as was suggested in the other post. i did however remove the console to check the shifter linkage(that was a bitch because i was originally trying to unscrew some impossible to reach screw that didn't even need to be removed!) and every thing seemed in place. <br /><br />i haven't thoroughly checked the other end of the linkage (to the trans) but i looked alright. although i'm not really sure how it "supposed" to be.<br /><br />i'm just hoping to get some ideas or what could be wrong? i was thinking it could be the clutch not disengaging fully.  <br /><br />i was going to post after adjusting the linkage and the clutch but i just though i might as well get some ideas first||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||AWDpower||02-22-2003||04:54 AM||||There are a few things that it could be, check the easy to get to things first...<br /><br />Does it just not go into gear, or does it grind?<br /><br />I assume the car shifted fine before, and it did this all of a sudden?<br /><br />First rule out a hydralic problem. Is there fluid in the master cylinder?<br /><br />Is there resistance to the clutch pedal (or did it change at all)?<br /><br />Watch the slave cylinder and see if it moves freely when someone presses in the clutch.<br /><br />If all of that checks out, check the shift cables where they attach to the tranny. Is anything in the way (I/C pipes)? Check the bracket there the shift cables attach to the tranny. Make sure they aren't loose, and the rubber bushings are still there/ not broken. <br /><br />If the hydralics and shift linkages check out, then the problem is likely the clutch disk itself. Something may have come loose and jammed the disk with the pressure plate or flywheel. It's not too uncommon for a spring to pop out of the hub. <br /><br />Hopefully it's something simple, good luck.||67.192.100.119||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000002||Matt Freeman||02-22-2003||05:35 AM||||Well my car never really stopped shifting before the bell housing broke. I just thought I would share the woes of owning a car (money pit) like the VR4 Galant with you.||63.227.100.178||reg||1||Matt Freeman||00000101||yes



ubb/Forum2/001688.cgi
A||||3||VR-4play||welding ic pipes?||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||02-22-2003||08:31 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||i got my pipes yesterday, cut them, and routed them. it is looking good.  i haven't gotten my flanges from RRE yet, but i have been thinking about buying a mig welder and doing all the welding myself.  i have zero experience in welding, but how difficult is this job?  i was going to practice on some of the scrap pieces of pipes left over.  what do you all think?||67.30.250.177||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-22-2003||10:47 AM||||i would recommend you take a welding class before you attempt to weld.  mig is easy, but there are a lot of tricks to doing it properly.  pipe is not that thick, and you can blow a lot of holes thru it if you are not careful, or your welds will not hold, and you will have to do it all over again.  check with a community college in your area.  you will probably be able to use the pipes as a project, and do it at the shop.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||02-22-2003||08:48 PM||||yeah thats what i did....rented a mig and did it myself. turned out fine. not the cleanest job but i sanded the welds down and painted the pipes so its not bad at all. i let you know if my pipes fll apart in teh future.||65.227.217.61||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||number3||02-23-2003||12:59 PM||||Make sure you pressure test them. My first set way back in the day had a couple pin hole leaks from the mig welds.<br /><br />I used liquid metal to fill them and everything was good again.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/001689.cgi
A||||24||16GVR4||4WS removal, rear LSD install, rear sway install||||1||||16GVR4||00000521
Z||000000||16GVR4||02-22-2003||01:28 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Hi guys: I'm in the process of doing all three of those. Yesterday, me and my buddy took off some of the rear steering oil lines and also dropped the differential.<br /><br />My question is: does the power steering line need to be bled when I replenish the fluid later ? Can I just add the fluid then go ?<br /><br />Thanks in advance.||64.168.26.172||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||02-22-2003||02:47 PM||||No the line doesn't have to be bled, but sence the lines are off you might as well put some new fluid in. But yes you can just add and go. But remember the lines will have some air in them, so after filling it, drive it and check the fluid level to make sure all the air has gotton out of the system. Make sure you don't over fill it also||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||16GVR4||02-23-2003||06:01 AM||||Almost done.. 3-bolt LSD diff is in, sway bar in. Hopefully tomorrow I can get my rear steering lines welded to plug the lines. <br /><br />A few notes:<br />On the 3-bolt LSD rear, the axles that have two sections on the splines is the passenger side one.<br /><br />Also, it is much easier to remove/install the differential if you remove the rear brace at the back of the differential.<br /><br />YMMV||64.168.26.172||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000003||16GVR4||02-25-2003||12:34 AM||||Hi guys: I just finished the install.<br />For the power steering fluid, can I just use valvoline power steering fluid ? <br /><br />The manual asks for automatic transmission fluid.<br /><br />I really don't feel like draining the valvoline fluid, and refill with ATF.<br /><br />BTW, if anyone has a question about the 4WS or rear LSD install, you can ask me in this thread, while it's still fresh in my mind.<br /><br />TIA||64.168.24.96||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000004||Jon||02-25-2003||07:43 AM||||I put automatic transmission fluid in mine when I did this swap.  Scott Evans helped me out and he was pretty clear to use ATF and not power steering fluid.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||02-25-2003||11:21 AM||||Jon's right, the manual specifically calls for ATF +III type fluid, NOT power steering fluid.||4.33.166.45||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||02-25-2003||01:03 PM||||I run redline synthetic ATM in mine. Guess ATF is the answer for the powersteering system.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||02-25-2003||01:28 PM||||Crap!  I've never noticed this and used regular PS fluid in mine (since the leaky 4WS came about).  What's the down side to the PS?||167.142.21.169||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||16GVR4||02-25-2003||01:57 PM||||Thanks guys. I filled it up with mostly ATF. About 15% ( 5 ounce/32 ounce ) is regular power steering fluid, just because I was too lazy to drain what I've already put in before reading the manual.<br /><br />I drove the car the first time after the LSD and rear swaybar install. Everything seems to be in order. The blockoff/welded steel lines don't seem to be leaking.<br /><br />A note on the 4WS blockoff. There are four flex rubber hoses on the two pressure lines that goes to the rear 4WS control unit. Take each of the four flex hoses, and cut off the metal line side of it (estimate for yourself how much remaining metal lines you'd like to have ).<br /><br />Then, I had the stubbed metal lines crimped with vice grip, and had a welding shop welded the line shut. ( you have to use a TIG welder, since according to a muffler shop, a MIG welder would result in porous bead. )<br /><br />Screw two rubber hoses back on to the two metal lines coming from the front steering rack. In addition, you will also have two extra blocked-off rubber hoses for your spare 4WS "blockoff kit".    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||02-25-2003||05:57 PM||||Bah, you don't need to TIG weld those lines.  I MIG'ed mine a year ago without any crimping, and they seal great, no seeping.  <br /><br />That's how I blocked off mine too, I think it's the quickest and easiest way if you have a welder around.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||02-25-2003||08:59 PM||||i'm pretty sure you can just unbolt the lines from the front rack, and 2 drainbolts actually can be used to plug the lines<br />just dont connect the 2 lines together, even though they fit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  haha we tried that once<br />dont do it||138.89.38.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||16GVR4||02-26-2003||12:05 AM||||Yeah, I have read about using the drain plug on the steering rack. I even already bought the drain plugs. <br /><br />However, I was having problem with getting to these bolts because of the braces that are in the way. I tried using an extension and a crow foot attachment, but it did not work.<br /><br />Therefore, I just removed the fittings on the metal lines, which are much much easier to get to.<br />It's good info to know that a MIG weld work just as well.||66.126.169.143||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000012||16GVR4||02-26-2003||12:06 AM||||gtluke: just curious, what would happen if you connect the two lines together. I know they're pressure lines indicating turning left or right. Will it basically disable your steering ?||66.126.169.143||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||02-26-2003||11:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 16GVR4:<br /><strong> Yeah, I have read about using the drain plug on the steering rack. I even already bought the drain plugs. <br /><br />However, I was having problem with getting to these bolts because of the braces that are in the way. I tried using an extension and a crow foot attachment, but it did not work.<br /><br />Therefore, I just removed the fittings on the metal lines, which are much much easier to get to.<br />It's good info to know that a MIG weld work just as well. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">heh, I did the same thing.  Bought blockoff fittings, looked at the shite I'd have to remove to install them, and gave up and welded the rear lines.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||16GVR4||02-26-2003||12:09 PM||||If I understand correctly, with the 4WS and rear steering rack removed, the rear suspension of our car will be exactly the same with 1G DSM (?)<br /><br />With the steering rack removed, what prevent our rear wheel from turning around uncontrollably on the road ?<br />I've read about welding the rear steering rack and reinstalling it, to prevent the rear wheels from turning. Anyone care to elaborate on this one ?||64.165.200.243||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||02-26-2003||12:41 PM||||It's called "passive rear steering".  The TEL's all do it, they use the same rear control arm setup as the GVR4's.  It's no big deal, just slight movement.  The wheels aren't going to spin around on you or anything.  <br /><br />After I removed my RWS for the 4-bolt, I didn't do anything special like welding the rack or control arms in place, and it drives fine.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000016||gtluke||02-26-2003||03:21 PM||||our racks in the back move by pushing the conrol amrs back and forth<br />if you have taken the rack out, and diddn't change the control arms at least, you have major problems. our control arm bushings are HUGE cups that have HUGE bushings that allow this play.<br /><br />the easiest way to do this is to take the whole rear from a TEL out by the 6 bolts that hold the WHOLE suspension to the body, and then undo the rear struts and E-brakes and brake lines.<br />do the same on your galant, and then replace it with the TEL one.<br />i did this to nate's 92 and it took a whopping 30 minutes start to finish including takeing the rear out of a parts car.<br />though i left after that, and he tried to connect the 2 hoses together. it prevented the front wheels from turning correctly because there was a HUGE pressure drop. it was actually 100% undriveable.<br /><br />i still have the 4ws in my car cause it still works and i havn't found a cheap 4 bolt yet.||138.89.38.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||02-26-2003||04:07 PM||||Uhh, isn't the part number for the rear control arms/bushings identical between GVR4's and TEL's?<br /><br />I didn't "solidify" my rear end after installing the 4-bolt and removing 4WS, and I can detect no play or looseness.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000018||16GVR4||03-01-2003||02:15 AM||||How did you guys block off the hose at the reservoir ? I simply looped the supply and return nipple for the 4ws pump at the reservoir. I used the larger diameter hose, and used a worm hose clamp ( the one you can tighten w/ a screwdriver ) on the supply side ( the side with the smaller diameter nipple )<br /><br />However, it is still leaking.. It is a slow leak, so I'm not really sure where it's coming from. But, the wet spot on the driveway is right underneath the reservoir.||64.160.45.236||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000019||turbogalant||03-01-2003||02:44 AM||||Use a T/E/L resevoir.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||64.70.24.54||reg||14||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000020||16GVR4||03-04-2003||12:46 PM||||Hi guys: <br /><br />Just to follow up, I was able to fix the leak on the p/s reservoir by wrapping the nipple on the p/s reservoir using some duct-tape. This makes for a better seal between the hose and the nipple.<br /><br />So far ( 3 days ), it seems that the leak has disappeared.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000021||bob in chicago||03-05-2003||08:15 AM||||I used a pair of rubber caps and hose clamps to cap the two outlets on the powersteering reservoir. The caps sold at autoparts store as vacuum caps.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000022||16GVR4||03-05-2003||04:23 PM||||I was looking at the collection of vacuum caps in my local auto-store, and I can't find one with the right size.<br /><br />So, I just looped the hose. The larger one of the two. It would have probably worked out better if I use the smaller one, but I wasn't able to attach the smaller hose to the reservoir.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000023||16GVR4||03-14-2003||10:45 AM||||One more thing to add to this post, since I saw someone just posted a question on 4WS removal.<br /><br />This is how I do it.<br />Look underneath the car on the passenger side. There are four metal oil lines running from the front to the back of the car.<br /><br />The two lines that have flexible hoses attach to both ends are the high pressure lines going from the front steering rack to the rear 4WS control unit.<br /><br />The other two lines are the supply and return lines to the 4WS pump. These two supply and return lines connect to the 4WS pump on the rear ( obviously ), and to the power steering reservoir ( on driver side of your engine bay, near the coolant overflow tank ). <br /><br />Note that there are four nipples on the reservoir, because you have two steering pumps. Two pumps times two lines ( return and supply ) equal four oil lines.<br />The bottom ones are the return lines, and the top ones are the supply lines. If you notice one of of the top lines connect to the front steering pump, just above the alternator, driven by one of the belts. Don't remove that! :-) The other pair of lines are the one you want to remove, and they go to the 4WS pump at the rear. Then loop the inlet and outlet nipples at the reservoir.<br /><br />So, now you're already halfway through the blockoff process. You have essential blockoff the two metal lines running underneath the car. No more oil will be supplied to/returned from the 4WS pump.<br /><br />For the other two metal lines ( underneath the car on the passenger side), the ones with flexible rubber hose attached to both ends, this is what I did. I remove the two lines from the car by undoing the fitting at the end of the flexible hose. You'll need two flare nut wrenches ( 17 and 15mm, I believe ). Once you remove the two lines out of the car, you can use a hacksaw to cut the lines near the front flexible hose. Don't cut too close to the flexible hose, I leave some length to it, so I can clip the two lines back to the first clip. ( I'll take picture to make it clear ). <br /><br />Basically you want those two cut lines welded shut separately on the end without the threaded fittings. Don't loop these lines together! Then, reattach the stubbed lines, back to the threaded fittings. And you're done, all four lines are blocked off/removed.<br /><br />Remove any 4WS lines that you no longer need. I left some section of the 4ws supply/return lines, because this one piece section loop around the engine bay. So, they're now just metal oil lines with both ends attached to nothing. I should probably remove these lines, to clear things up.. maybe next time.<br /><br />Hope that helps.||64.168.24.99||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000024||theymightbegalants||03-14-2003||06:13 PM||||So anyone care to elaborate on the ATF vs. PS fluid issue?  I was unaware of this and put PS in mine when it was a bit low; I think there was a slight leak.  Well, that leak got a lot worse much faster and soaked the entire fender liner.  Could the PS fluid have wrecked some seals?  I'm replacing the reservoir with a TEL anyway, just wonder if the rest of the system may be fubar'd.<br /><br />Thanks!!||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/001690.cgi
A||||3||Adrenalin||JDM question||||1||||Adrenalin||00000708
Z||000000||Adrenalin||02-22-2003||02:49 PM||neonoxide_@hotmail.com||ok i am just about ready to drop in my jdm motor when i notice that the plugs for the cam angle sensor are diffrent how did you guys deal with this? Do they have to be swapped? Also how did you hook up the coil pack and the mics. electronics that goese with it cause I was told that for everything to work right i need to use the coilpack and stuff from my stocker. Is this right? I am trying to maintain the use of the cyclone intake and have allready removed all the ac stuff to make it fit better and since i don't realy need the ac here i didn't mind its just using up HP anyways  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  but i have been reading many dif ways of hooking it up and well wich is the right way . So any help you can give would be very appreciated. <br />And here i thought this was going to be a piece of cake. Bah||24.237.154.185||reg||1||Adrenalin||00000708||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-22-2003||05:38 PM||||do a search.  the cyclone has been beat to death.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=50194" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=50194</a>||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Adrenalin||02-23-2003||11:53 PM||||I did a search i got alot of "cyclone sucks" "no  it doesn't" bs and then some of your posts with a bunch of people aurguing about how it was hooked up wrong and a few posts about how it was hooked up but they all difered. I should have refrased my post and asked wich one of those methods are the right way sorry ;. But on another note do i have to change the cam angle sensor or no?||24.237.152.56||reg||1||Adrenalin||00000708||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||02-24-2003||11:38 AM||||Check out Kyle's page. He shows how to make your coil pack fit on a Cyclone:<br /><a href="http://home.pipeline.com/~blackhole/faq/cyclone/gvr4cyclone.html" target="_blank">http://home.pipeline.com/~blackhole/faq/cyclone/gvr4cyclone.html</a><br />I believe the CAS on your JDM engine is the '90 style plug. You can cut the plugs off, or just swap the one from your original engine, which is what I would do.||68.158.243.199||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/001691.cgi
A||||3||raceman77||best pressure source for wastegate||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||02-22-2003||04:15 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||l`ve read several posts on different forums about the options of sourcing a different port for the wastegate to improve boost performance.ls there anything to this? Also what`s this about removing a solenoid washer? Any input is appreciated as l am new to this forum.When l figure out how to post pics someone might be interested in seeing a piston from my 78 Saab turbo.l was running 25 lbs of boost on a CIS system with aux.injectors.When the motor was built (for turbo)the non turbo piston rings were used.Bad mistake,big ring breakage,big melted areas.This all happened at about 140 mph with the boost guage and speedo both pegged ( my first turbo car)...||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-22-2003||04:31 PM||||rick, it seems as if you are pretty serious about upgrading your car.  why are you messing around with quick tricks for speed? go ahead and throw some mods at your car!  anyways, the solenoid restrictor ring is in the boost solenoid. read number 4 in the link below.<br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/incrboost.txt" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/incrboost.txt</a>||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||02-23-2003||03:04 AM||||hey thanks,l printed that out.l am serious about tweaking the car but l just finished(almost)my 911...l`m going to try,really,really hard,to not go nuts on this car.l will,l think,get the MAF translator from Ramchargers which seems to  allow the flexibility of continued engine development.lntake flow and engine management seem to be the black arts with these cars.Anyhow l say that now but check me in three months-l`ll probably have as much in mods as l paid for the car....that`s my pattern...l`m sick l tell you||68.35.69.155||reg||7||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||02-23-2003||05:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> l`ll probably have as much in mods as l paid for the car....that`s my pattern...l`m sick l tell you </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">We're all sick. I think it's contagious.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/001692.cgi
A||||3||drew||Car not cranking over||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||02-22-2003||05:54 PM||||Ok. So I�ve relocated the battery to the trunk, and I started the car up,and the car ran fine. When I shut the car off, the 100A inline fuse which I added to the relocated battery blew, and the car will not start up even after replacing that fuse. Any thoughts on what It could be?<br /><br />I�ve:<br /><br />Checked the fuses under the hood (fuse box, and junction box which connects to battery)<br /><br />Checked the fuses in the drivers side kick panel<br /><br />The car powers up, but when I try to crank the car over, everything dies, and the starter does not even move. <br /><br />Drew||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||02-22-2003||06:14 PM||||Sounds like you have a wire grounded out somewhere.  Have you checked your wires to make sure they didn't get cut while pulling them?||24.167.211.186||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||drew||02-22-2003||06:24 PM||||I actually did the battery relocation about 2 years ago, my car's been down for about 4 years now. Anyways, eveyrthing powers up before cranking so i don't think that could be it<br /><br />Update:<br /><br />I've isolated the battery from the back. I connected a battery directly to the stock location and the problem still continues.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||02-23-2003||02:48 PM||||try to jump the battery directly to the starter with jumper cables. If the car starts then its not your starter.  be warned that this is kinda tricky...<br /><br />you could have a bad wire that burnt through in the middle somewhere and the only way to tell is by feel.||63.201.92.76||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/001693.cgi
A||||15||ken inn||2g mas||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||02-22-2003||10:56 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||well, today i backed the screw out flush, but kept in the lower honeycomb.  it helped a little.  yo, duc, what did you get when you pulled the honeycombs?  any leaner?  <br />     i also went out to try to tune my hi throttle settings, and doing the first run in 2nd, it hit 7500 rpm so fast, i think i overreved it.  i think i may have hit fuel cut, too, but the damn logger crashed, and i had to come back home to find out how to reset it.  this 2g mas REALLY pulls.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||02-23-2003||01:17 PM||||Working on it now my friend.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I will post more tonight. I have removed all of the honeycombs except the one in the upper middle section (which is where all the sensors are). Additionally I removed the bar that runs down the center of the honeycomb cover. The bottom corners could be removed but for now they are staying untouched.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||chhuong||02-23-2003||08:53 PM||||What 2g mas has more flow??  is it only the turbo version or any of the 2g??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||12:35 AM||||Well how did yours turn out Kenn? Mine?? Well before you ask I am running 1.5 BAR boost. Before the changes I would see 2106-2200 Karman on my AFC during a 1-2-3 WOT run. My 5500 RPM-7000 RPM AFC/Hi fuel setting were -5%. The idle AFC/Lo settings were something like -17% from 1000 RPM � 4000 RPM. After?????<br /><br />Same runs I saw 1675-1700 Karmam and the AFC/Hi setting were now +10% and I had more knock. You are seeing that right, I had to go from -5% to over +10% on the Hi setting! The low settings are now something like +15%......that is right folks���-15% to +15%. <br /><br />My idle fuel trim was 81% before the changes. I did not, unfortunately, really check this after but I did see it at 90% a few times but my logs show it at between 85% and 87%. <br /><br />My conclusion is that there is that there is allot of airflow to be had in these 2G/3000GT MAF's. I am not sure this air is needed though. With my 660's I would have to add so much fuel with my AFC I would hit fuel cut (I think) at the same boost levels as I was running with them in. The car did feel better at 1.4 BAR during my tuning than it did at 1.5 BAR before I started. Why this is I have not wrapped my brain around quite yet. Kenn, what do you think?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||chhuong||02-24-2003||02:59 AM||||well can someone answer my question??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||02-24-2003||03:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chhuong:<br /><strong> well can someone answer my question?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/2GMAF-1G.html" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com/mods/2GMAF-1G.html</a>||24.209.153.66||reg||11||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-24-2003||10:55 AM||||HOLY COW, BATMAN!  talk about different settings.  at lo, 1k -18, 1.5k -7, 2-4k 0.  hi settings, i am at +5-+7, 560's and 17 lbs boost, and i get about 4-8 counts of knock.  i have the water injection disabled now, it is so freakin cold.  this is always on a 2nd gear pull.  i backed off the screw, and all it did was bring up the low fuel trim a tad, i am after low fuel-idle changes.  i even adjusted the ne points to 1k, 1.5k, 2k to try to get more control over idle.  also, at wot, i am getting about 80% duty cycle.  also, i notice, when i do a 2k-7k pull in 2nd, then shift to 3rd and stay wot, it seems like i get more consistency at the 3rd gear level than 2nd gear pulls.  i did 4 yesterday, and the 3rd gear pulls all showed consistent readings as compared to the changes, the 2nd gear pulls seemed erratic, ESPECIALLY inj duty cycle.  so, what honeycombs are now left in your mas?||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||02-24-2003||10:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chhuong:<br /><strong> well can someone answer my question?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do a search. This has been talked about many times on this board. All 2g cars use the same MAS, as do the non-turbo 3000GT's and several other Mitsubishis, like Montero's and even newer Galants I think.||68.158.243.199||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||12:00 PM||||I reinstalled the 2 outer honeycombs and am back to a more normal setting. They are very similar to where I was without any removed. As far as injector duty...not sure. Since I have not wanted to go through the process of calculating the duty cycle % based on the pocketlogger raw numbers I stopped watching it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Kenn, if you are interested I will do so. <br /><br />Kenn am I right that 1.5 BAR = 21.76 psi = 1.53  kg/cm?? It is that last conversion that has me screwy!||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||02-24-2003||01:22 PM||||i got a table that converts the ms to percentage, by rpm.  really easy to read, i can fax it to you if you want.  very handy.  i suspect your injectors are maxxing, and i think mine are close.  usually, reducing boost will give you more favorable fuel curves, when you are lean.  however, i am not happy with consistency with my readings, and i will have to take a lot more.  also, i am now more concerned with idle, what effect did the honeycomb removal have on idle?  and, did you compare before and after low fuel trims, or o2 trim?||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||02:12 PM||||Fax me at 415-389-7510 Attention Chris Bolton. Thanks! I ahve my logs so when you send it to me I will post my duty %.  <br /><br />I did compare them a little, as noted above. It did not change much, it went from 81% to 88-90%. I think the lack of air volume being requested by the engine meant that at idle the lack of restriction did not change much. I did take the valve cover breather hose off the turbo inlet and it helped more than the honeycomb removal at idle.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000011||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||04:55 PM||||Kenn, just got your chart, thanks! My last log shows about 90% at 6500 RPM. With stock cams I usually shift there.  On one run I did see the 7000 at 100% I have 660's too. With the old 450's I use to see 21-22 m/s all the way to the rev limiter so I could push these more, although I know I do not want to.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />So what are thos hand notes. Looks like the speeds at which the car used the lo/med/hi settings for the fuel trims? What are the Hz next to the speeds?||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||02-24-2003||06:20 PM||||yep, i copied those settings i forget where, the hz is supposedly what the mas sees at those speeds.  i have not gotten far along enough to check them, when i see somethink i may  use in the future, if i dont write it down, i will forget about it.||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||1667 VR4||02-25-2003||11:15 PM||||btw-- did u end up using a 2G plug or a 1G ignitor plug to wire it up?||24.73.74.196||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000014||Duc Hunter||02-26-2003||12:55 AM||||Mine had one of the unknown plugs taht did not require moving the wires around. So it was plug/ply. I soldered on the 1g plug from a 1g MAS too.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000015||GVR1643||02-26-2003||09:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> Fax me at 415-389-7510 Attention Chris Bolton. Thanks! I ahve my logs so when you send it to me I will post my duty %.  <br /><br />I did compare them a little, as noted above. It did not change much, it went from 81% to 88-90%. I think the lack of air volume being requested by the engine meant that at idle the lack of restriction did not change much. I did take the valve cover breather hose off the turbo inlet and it helped more than the honeycomb removal at idle. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Duc and everyone else: I posted the chart for coverting logger readings on injector pulsewidth in the former FAQ section last year.  I'm just making note of this for anyone else looking for this - a search should pull it up.||167.142.22.238||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
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A||||1||silly4turbo||CHUGING||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||02-23-2003||01:29 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||Hi everyone , I'm waiting for my logger to arrive but in the mean time, while driving at certain rpm's, mostly 3-4000 the motor seems to chug a bit, and sort of bucks a bit, but if I gas it it usually goes away, or if I let off the gas it goes away. I have basically no mods except for a hk$ mega flow. this only happens during  higher rpm's ... I'm thinking I have a possible fuel pump problem ??? any ideas would be appreciated, I have gotten tons of help from this site :-) thanks in advance. I just would like to get some sort of idea of whats goig on ?<br /><br />I have also recently put new plugs and wires...||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-23-2003||07:21 PM||||I think it is your O2. The way the o2 works is:<br />After a few seconds of constant engine conditions, same RPM let's say 3,000 or so, it takes measurements and realays them back to the ECU. If it's taking measurements inaccuratly, you get problems. <br /><br />My car did the same EXACT thing you are talking about, OK when accelerating but would bog and stumble when at a constant speed.<br />I know this because I have a datalogger, and my ECU told me. <br /><br />Hope this helps.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/001695.cgi
A||||9||Duc Hunter||I have been challenged by an oil leak||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-23-2003||01:13 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have a nagging oil leak. My oil pan is wet and I thought it was the oil pan gasket dying. I have heard our oilfilter/oilcooler assemblies can get loose and leak so that was suspect as well. When I was having the tranny done I noticed the drain tube to the turbo looked like it was leaking at the turbo. There was definitely oil coming from some where up there. So I had the shop replace the gaskets on both end of the tube. Well that did not fix the problem as that area still sowed signed of leaking. This time I replaced the gaskets with Mitsi Gaskets and Permatex Black sealer. Guess what, still a leak. Any thoughts?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||RayH||02-23-2003||05:49 PM||||Check the actual oil return line from the turbo to the pan.  That line sometimes cracks in the section  thats supposed to flex which is pretty much impossible to see unless you pull the line off the car.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||12:37 AM||||Thanks Ray. I plugged one end with my thumb and blew in the other while changing the gaskets to se if it had a leak and it held my breath. I do know that we humans can only blow something like 2 psi though so that is not a great test. I guess I am stuck getting a factory unit? I looked around on the web for a stainless line but cannot find one.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||AWDpower||02-24-2003||01:19 AM||||Is the oil dripping off of the oil filter housing and bottom of the timing belt cover? If so, I'd suspect a leaky seal under the t-belt cover, either crank, cam, balance shaft, or oil pump seal. That's pretty common.||67.192.100.181||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||01:38 AM||||Again the bottom of the turbo drain line where is fits to the turbo is wet. There actually is a small leak from my balance shaft seal that I know about though. I am more concerned about the turbo�s leak though.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||02-24-2003||08:05 AM||||What about the back side & underside of the exhaust manifold? Could it be the lower center manifold stud?Tey can work loose & leak oil.<br />But what Ray is saying is VERY common. I have 3 bad drain tubes sitting in my garage right now, that are going to get the S.S. line.<br /> Hack it off at the flange(hack off both dump tube flanges) & weld a bung to them, then put the line with AN- fitting in its place & boom your done.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||VR-4play||02-24-2003||08:29 AM||||duc, i seem to have a similar problem with that return line. what i did was wrap the bolts in teflon tap at the turbo and the oil pan. and at the oil pan, seal the edges up with silicone after you fix the line to the pan. i didn't do the silicone sealant at the turbo because i figured the turbo would get to hot for that.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||02-24-2003||10:28 AM||||Be very careful using teflon tape anywhere near the oilpan.  If a piece of tape gets loose and into the oiling system it will clog an oil port and you will loose an engine.  This goes for RTV too.  I know of at least one 4G63T that I suspect had major bearing failure due to too much RTV on the oil pan and I have pulled tape/RTV out of some V8 oil passages on a couple of dead motors.<br /><br />The turbo oil drain line is a gravity drain, i.e., no pressure.  To get the lower fitting to seal to the oil pan, use a new gasket and you *must* use new aluminum crush washers on the bolts as the threaded holes go into the oil pan.  Also be very careful in tightening the bolts that go into the oil pan as they are easily stripped out and difficult to fix.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000008||RayH||02-24-2003||11:33 AM||||I suspect my return line cracked when the crappy headers I had cracked and allowed the turbo to move too much relative the engine.  Jeff at Turbotrix put in an AN line for me.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000009||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||12:25 PM||||I have only found one shop that offer a stainless line. It is basically the stock line ends with the middle cut and you use hi temp braided stainless and hose clamp. I wanted thread on AN style line. Turbotrix does not list one. Of course if Extreme, RoadRace, Burchur.....if none of them sell an AN fitting drain line maybe stock is good enough.<br /><br />Just read your post Mark. Thanks! Once again your wisdom is wonderful. Also, I LOVE MY WHEEL/TIRE combo and my suspension. You may not remember but thanks for all your help!||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/001696.cgi
A||||0||ken inn||fuel pressure, evo 6||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||02-23-2003||01:24 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||anyone out there know what the base fuel pressure is for evo 6?  any of you down under guys?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001697.cgi
A||||3||driftin galant||materal for ic piping||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||02-23-2003||01:36 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||what have you guys used to make your piping?||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-23-2003||01:42 PM||||I had this bookmarked for a while..Hope it helps!<br /><br /><a href="http://toyotaperformance.com/intercooler.htm" target="_blank">http://toyotaperformance.com/intercooler.htm</a>||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||number3||02-23-2003||02:49 PM||||My current set up is aluminum and stainless steel.<br /><br />Stainless is the best IMO. Mild Steel is cheap and easier to weld but rusts. Aluminum is soft and a bitch to keep looking nice but light. <br /><br />If you use mild steel because it is cheaper and easier to weld you can have it Jet hot coated for a KILLER set of pipes.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.jet-hot.com" target="_blank">www.jet-hot.com</a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-23-2003||11:35 PM||||I am going to get a new IC pipes all figured out and get them jet-hoat coated or HPC coated along with my evo manifold, mach V eliminator 02 housing and anything else I can find. <br /><br />I hope they have the bright aluminium/stainless looking finish.||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001698.cgi
A||||7||GVR1643||isc values on logger||||5||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||02-23-2003||10:26 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||What values do you guys see on the logger for the ISC at idle?  Mine is showing 0 when warm, but still having a little bit of an idle issue. It's much better since Keydiver worked on my ECU, but still doing the hunting (a lot) while cold and a little fluctuation when warm.  I pressure tested over the summer and didn't find anything and will do this again when I can (at least check all the clamps in the next couple of days).||167.142.21.180||reg||5||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||02-23-2003||10:35 PM||||Interested also....Mine is on the way back from jeff.<br /><br />Hopefully it will run right when it does...<br /><br />I also have a logger scheduled to come around the same time.||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||02-24-2003||11:45 AM||||When the engine is fully warmed up, I like to see very low numbers, but usually not 0. That would indicate that the ISC cannot turn the idle down any further. I would turn the BISS 1/4 turn closed and see where you end up. I like to see 3-5 with it fully warmed up, no fans or accessories running.||68.158.243.199||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||02-24-2003||11:51 AM||||That's what I'm looking for  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Thanks Jeff, I'll give it a try.  Who know's where I've got the BISS set after jacking with this thing and not really having control over the ISC  - yikes.  Strangely though it will really work to get to about 900 idle, but now on a cold start jumps to 2K at idle. I cringe thinking about the oil (or lack of) at startup and that idle speed.||167.142.22.22||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||12:11 PM||||Anyone know how much ISC's are? Mine is dead, unless my dead speed sensor is screwing it up.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||DookGVR4||02-24-2003||02:20 PM||||typicly they are on the trader for about 40bucks...<br /><br />You can get a rebuilt one for 89(forget the webpage)<br /><br />Or you can go to satan for about 160ish||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||02-24-2003||02:28 PM||||Duc,<br />Gabor (sleeper) rebuilds then and sells them for about 50 I believe.  Shoot him a message and see what he can do for you.  I'd rather get a rebuilt one from him vs. getting screwed on the trader or getting a bad one again.||167.142.21.156||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||02-24-2003||03:16 PM||||I think 'Crebotech' is the other guy that rebuilds them.  He's in Illinois.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/001699.cgi
A||||1||fstgvr4||Fuel pressure gauge install||||1||||fstgvr4||00000896
Z||000000||fstgvr4||02-21-2003||05:23 PM||tffidelity@aol.com||Where is the best place to plumb the sender into for an Auto Meter fuel pressure gauge on a 92 GVR4?<br />Thanks <br />Adam||64.12.96.102||reg||1||fstgvr4||00000896||yes
Z||000001||number3||02-21-2003||05:42 PM||||Moderators?  <br /><br /><br />Is you GVR4's fuel system stock?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/001700.cgi
A||||5||Dan D||Idle Problem/FIAV||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||02-24-2003||11:25 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Situation:  Car stumbles and stalls at idle.<br /><br />Occurs: When warming the car, once it is warm and then in traffic sitting still.<br /><br />Symptoms: <br />1. Airflow drops out when it stumbles.<br />2. Low fuel trims are really high<br />3. When the car's warming up, leaving the hood open keeps it from dying.<br /><br />Checked/done:<br />1. Intake leak test (all good)<br />2. Replaced TB seals.<br />3. Idle switch and ISC appear good from logger.<br /><br />Thinking since it seems related to the car warming up and since leaving the hood open, or rather the engine bay cold, stops it...FIAV went south for the winter and never came back.<br /><br />Anyone with FIAV problems in the past want to confirm my thinking before I go out in the cold and pull the throttle body back off and dismantle it again?<br /><br />Thanks||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||03-05-2003||11:52 AM||||Did you ever get this fixed?||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||smokindav||03-05-2003||01:36 PM||||If you are still chasing this problem you should do a search of the board with this term 'fiav'.<br /><br />I have a problem with mine, the o-ring that seals it  went bad, allowing coolant to get into the intake.  The coolant also got into the ISC motor.  The ISC motor shorted and took out the drivers on the ECU main board.<br /><br />Not pretty.<br /><br />Here's a thread about my problem:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001532#000002" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001532#000002</a>||64.6.86.76||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||03-05-2003||04:28 PM||||Thanks Dave,<br /><br />I read that before I posted mine and was going to check that out when I get a chance.  However, It won't stop F@#cking snowing.  Untill it warms up enough, I'm not going to dig into it. I'll update the post when I get it all fixed up and let you know what was buggering it up.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||91E39A||04-28-2003||02:55 AM||||any luck guys?  I think i have the same idle problem.  It is not idle surge, but the after driving the car and coming to a stop.  After about 20-45 seconds the car goes rich at idle and stays there.  it has trouble idleing.  wants to die, then recovers but still stays rich.  Please help.  This idle problem is the only thing the makes me hate my car. HELP US PLEASE.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />-DaN<br />#414||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||04-29-2003||03:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks,  -DaN  #414   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I accidentally deleted your email while replying, so I'll update here instead.  In short, no.  I haven't had any luck fixing it, but I haven't really tried anything.  I've got a huge design due at the end of this week which has kept me swamped for 2 months now.<br /><br />I did find that I have an holed-out plug wire on one intermittantly arcing to the head.  I'm waiting for new ones to arrive right now.  <br /><br />I'll update this post when I get some time in the next week or two and fix it.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/001992.cgi
A||||6||gvr4ever||data logger.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||04-04-2003||05:39 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Well, it's time to get off my ass and get a logger.  Anyone order the logger from dsmparts.com?<br /><br />Who makes it?  <br /><br />I already got the palm, I just need to choose what to get.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||04-04-2003||05:47 PM||||It is the Tunerstein.||65.42.49.67||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-04-2003||07:28 PM||||Go with Pocketlogger.  You'll be very pleased.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||04-05-2003||01:09 AM||||I vote for Pocketlogger over Palmnstein.  However Free is good (stein), but you still need a cable.  You can get a cable for $50.<br /><br />Here's a <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001831" target="_blank">recent post</a>... do some searching here, there's a couple miscellaneous threads out there that probably answer everything else.<br /><br />P.s. take stock in Energizer AAAs.||67.36.177.252||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||04-05-2003||09:11 AM||||I agree: pocketlogger.  The latest version is awesome!  Great support and customer service, too.||63.240.242.172||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-05-2003||12:27 PM||||Does pockerlogger only take pay pal and check?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Martin Tolentino||04-05-2003||12:38 PM||||If you don't have paypal, you can just call in your CC. Great product and the new knock box is a nice upgrade feature.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/001701.cgi
A||||8||Duc Hunter||Are turbo timers really needed||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||01:20 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Since I am one of the few with an Oil Temp Gauge and an EGT I thought I would post my 2 cents regarding turbo timers and see what everyone throws back at me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Rarely (except in the summer) is my oil temp above my water temp (190F). If I let the car idle the oil temp rises all the way to water temp eventually! It does rise pretty slowly but it rises nonetheless. In the summer I often see oil temps of 220-230 on hot days. When the oil temp is above the water temp like that it can take 10 minutes of idling to see any drop in oil temp and it never gets down to coolant temp. So the BS about getting cool oil into the turbo to cool it down is a crock, especially with our water/oil coolers! Now the EGT does drop during an idle cool down which indicates how hot the metal in the turbo housing is. <br /><br />I watch my EGT and I let is cool to below 500C before shutting down. I also make sure to decell with the throttle plates closed for a bit after making some runs. If you have an EGT you have seen that this drastically reduced the EGT. This is because our cars do not open the injectors AT ALL when the throttle plates are closed in decell. They did this to help cool this a little but mainly since our cars have very low compression and therefore very low engine compression breaking effect. I also believe the since the EGT measures the gas temp it can cool while still having very hot exhaust manifold and turbo housing metal. I want to set a �turbo timer� to run a fan, may be the A/C fan (in front of the turbo) for a few minutes after I shut off. This will aid in cooling the housing down by blowing air over the turbo. I also will set up a large air/oil cooler to replace my water/oil unit before this summer gets here. This new cooler will have a fan on it. I am doing this for cooler oil temps while out on the highway. If I see that running it's fan during an idle down cools the oil substantially (like gets it back to under 200 within a few minutes) then I may get a turbo timer. I will get one if the time to cool the oil is more time than I want to sit there in the car (like a minute or 2). If it cools down in under 2 minutes then there is not much point, I can wait. <br /><br />Let us also remember that running good oil makes a huge difference. Good synthetic has great heat absorption qualities which means it sucks heat out of the metal quick and it transfers that heat to an oil cooler quick. It also resists coaking under heat. I run Redline as it is the ONLY OIL MADE that uses the ONLY base certified for use in jet engines. I have seen how well it deals with high heat, high pressure relative to Mobile 1 etc. Not that Mobile 1 is bad, it is VERY good but Redline is just better. If you are not spending the money  high grade synthetic (Redline, Mobile 1 etc) and changing it and the filter every 3000 miles (and using a Mitsi or System 1 filter) then you should not spend the money on a turbo timer. Good oil, good filters and frequent changes are far more important than a turbo timer. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.redlineoil.com/frames/whyoil.htm" target="_blank">Redline Oil Info</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.s1filtrationgroup.com/overview.htm" target="_blank">Syxtem 1 Info</a>||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||ProudDSM||02-24-2003||01:31 PM||||I thought the point of a turbo timer was not to drop the oil temp, but to let the turbo cool down before stopping oil flow. If say you ran your car at WOT when coolant reached 170 and you kept on it until both your coolant and oil temps were 190. Now you immediately shut the car off and your 800 degree turbo starts cooking that little bit of 190 degree oil that's in the bearing.<br /><br />-George||66.24.80.75||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||02:15 PM||||George you are partially right. That is why I suggested cooling the metal of the housing with a fan and using the EGT as a measure of the temp of the turbo, not the oil temp. <br /><br />In reading every turbo timer blurb they all say the timers are to let the oil cool the turbo. This is the miss conception I wanted to address.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||02-24-2003||03:08 PM||||I imagine that even though the oil is 190 or more degrees it still cools the bearings and housing that are probably wayyyyy hotter. I'm sure you've seen your manifold and exhaust housing on a dark night after a hard drive. Like hell am I going to shut the engine down with that stuff glowing like it does.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-24-2003||07:00 PM||||Certainly putting a timer on the A/C fan isn't a bad idea at all.||64.109.164.51||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||02-24-2003||07:26 PM||||I just don't drive hard the last mile or so before I get home.  Or, If I've been driving really hard, I will let it sit and run for up to 5 minuets.  <br /><br />If you are ever bored, run you car hard at night.  Stop, pop the hood and see how long it takes for your turbo to stop glowing. <br /><br />There are only a few times I wish I had one because I was in a hurry and I couldn't sit and let the car idle.  <br /><br />If you run you car hard and can't  wait to let it cool down, I'd say a turbo timmer is a great ideal.  If you drive normal before you stop and park, then it would be a wast of cash IMO.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||broke down||02-24-2003||08:18 PM||||Keep in mind that a car's fans are only effective to about 30 mph, so if you are normally driving or roads with limits at or above 30, and not hammering it until you shut it off, the airflow going through the radiator and/or oil cooler are probably going to be more effective at cooling than running your fans.  Also sitting there with the car idling, with no airflow going thruogh these coolers is probably heating things up more than cooling them down (assuming we're talking about water and oil temps).||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||02-24-2003||09:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong>Also sitting there with the car idling, with no airflow going thruogh these coolers is probably heating things up more than cooling them down (assuming we're talking about water and oil temps). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats the fans job.  If they didn't cool the engine down when sitting at a light, then they would never turn off.  The air outside (even in the summer) is much cooler then your water and oil temps.  When the fans kick on, the thermostat opens and the radiator coolant is pushed through the engine untill it cools down enough.  So, it's not just two fans cooling things down.<br /><br />Sorry, I thought that was a silly statement.  If they couldn't design engines to cool down (or stay at the right running temp) sitting in the same place running, we would all over heat at stop lights. <br /><br />It also seems like this has gotton away from turbo timers too.  The whole point is to cool down the turbo before you shut the car off.  Read the back of the drivers side visor.  If your engine oil and water is getting too hot while parked and running, then you probably need a new water pump, and or a coolant flush.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||kartorium31||02-24-2003||11:07 PM||||Duc probably has a perfectly fine cooling system, he is probly just trying to make it better.  Thats what we do to our cars, make them stronger, faster, smarter, the 6 thousand dollar car...<br />No really though, I think its a good idea.  How could you go about hooking the fans up so that they come on normally but also run when the tt is on?||12.18.163.110||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum2/001702.cgi
A||||4||TinyVR4||Boost Drop||||1||||TinyVR4||00000831
Z||000000||TinyVR4||02-24-2003||05:11 PM||Tiny44094@yahoo.com||I am wondering if anyone has a similar problem to mine.  I have boost drop in my car that starts at about 4500rpm, where i am pushing 15psi, and ends at redline where i am pushing only 10psi.  I am wondering if anyone knows what the cause of this might be.  Mods that i have are as follows, small 16, Evo III ported manifold, Ported o2, 2.5 mofugas downpipe, testpipe, 8.5 pistons, .20 over, manual boost set at 15.  I have stock intercooler, stock catback, and stock intercooler.  Let me know what you guys think.<br />Thanks,<br />1353/2000||66.72.200.252||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||02-24-2003||05:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I have stock intercooler, stock catback, and stock intercooler </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ding ding ding||12.222.102.136||reg||3||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||02-25-2003||06:37 AM||||it also may be related to your mbc. when i was running manual, i had slight drop in psi (not 5psi tho).  i now run a profec-A and boost holds.  depending on what mbc you have, that could be your problem.  i was running a very good mbc (the one from dss).||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||02-25-2003||09:26 AM||||I have heard that knock will force the boost to drop to compensate, I'm not sure this is true with a MBC though.||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||TinyVR4||02-25-2003||01:44 PM||||I am running a forced performance MBC.  Is there a way to test the MBC?  The car holds boost in first and second gears...not in 3,4, and 5th.  I am thinking it might be the Catback.....||66.72.195.147||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes



ubb/Forum2/001703.cgi
A||N||11||MidEngine210||Looking for FAQ||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||02-24-2003||05:19 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I'm going to buy a GVR4 in about two months, but wanted some more info. Can anyone direct me to a FAQ on these cars? Here are some questions that I want to be answered:<br /><br />1.) What colors are available (are there issues with color fade or oxidation?)<br />2.) What differences between '91 and '92 both from exterior and mechnical perspective?<br />3.) What problems should I look out for when examining a potential GVR4 to take home?<br />4.) What things to do after purchase besides the traditional tune up.<br /><br />Thanks in advance,<br />Sunny||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||02-25-2003||01:35 AM||||1) Green, Black or White only <br />2) Cosmetic, chrome grill vs. painted, badges on the tail are different, wheels are different....nothing worth worrying about really<br />3) What number is it (someone here may have owned it or know about it as they are only 3000 in the US)? Does it burn oil? Does it smoke badly when doing a full throttle to redline pull? Do the lifters tick? How is the compression? Has the Transfer Case Recall been done? Does it rumble on decell when in gear (this can mean a rear end rebuild is in order)? Does it leak oil? IF you put it in neutral while moving (say about 40) does the engine RPM come up to about 1500 (if not the speed sensor could be bad or the ISC. Speed Sensors mean a new speedo at $300)?<br />4) Traditional tune-up in this car is plugs, oil & filter and air filter. They tend to eat plug wires so a new set here is always good. Beyond this it is by a bigger turbo, injectors, suspension�.the sky is the limit. <br /><br />Come on guys, anything I missed?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||02-25-2003||01:48 AM||||1. Added Kingston Grey in 1992.||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||MidEngine210||02-25-2003||02:06 AM||||Keep them coming guys. I really appreciate it. I'm taking notes.||66.81.65.156||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||02-25-2003||02:54 AM||||<a href="http://www.dsm.org/cars/galant.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/cars/galant.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.gvr4.com/info.html" target="_blank">http://www.gvr4.com/info.html</a>||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000005||markrieb||02-25-2003||11:23 AM||||Read everything you can at <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com</a> and <a href="http://www.dsm.org." target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org.</a><br /><br />The GVR-4 shares all of the major components with the 1st generation Talon/Eclipse/Laser.  Including problems with brakes warping, transfer case recall and poor synchro's in the transmission to name a few.<br /><br />A couple of the other differences between the '91 and '92 that I know of are the ABS distribution block (91's have a bleeder on the block) and I *think* the cruise control equipment is slightly different.  The Stereo/CD player is different between the years also.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||02-25-2003||11:02 PM||||Here's a good one. Click on the different headings (Heritage, Turbo-Four Performance, Active-Four Technology, etc.).<br /><br /><a href="http://www.forgedesign.com/gvr4/pages/infoandspecs/specs.html" target="_blank">http://www.forgedesign.com/gvr4/pages/infoandspecs/specs.html</a><br /><br />dp||68.155.56.184||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||02-25-2003||11:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> 1. Added Kingston Grey in 1992. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Get it straight, Sir Ass Monkey, it's <b>Kensington</b>.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />And to be completely specific the colors are:<br />Nile Black Metallic, Summit White, or Belize Green Metallic in '91 and Kensington Grey Metallic was added for '92.<br /><br />Also, I don't see any mention of TIMING BELTS, WATERPUMP or ECU CAPACITORS!  But you can find all that information doing a careful search of the usual places (mentioned previously).||67.37.225.44||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||02-26-2003||12:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Get it straight, Sir Ass Monkey, it's <b>Kensington</b>.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /> <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />[/QB][/QUOTE]||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000009||MidEngine210||02-26-2003||12:10 PM||||So what happens if the transfer case recall hasn't been done yet? Do I just bring it to any Mitsu dealer and they'll take care of it? TIA.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||02-26-2003||12:18 PM||||yeah Rob damnit.....you and I have the rarest color on an already rare car and you dont even know the name. shiiiiiiiiiiiitt.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.248.46.55||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||02-26-2003||01:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong> So what happens if the transfer case recall hasn't been done yet? Do I just bring it to any Mitsu dealer and they'll take care of it? TIA. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Despite the spelling mistake (of Galant) on this page, <a href="http://www.safetyalerts.com/rcls/nhtsa/pr98nhtsa/jul98/98v168.htm" target="_blank">this is the information you want.</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001704.cgi
A||||14||driftin galant||clutch||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||02-24-2003||07:51 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||what kind are you guys and girls useing and why?||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||02-24-2003||09:47 PM||||ACT 2600 w/street disk.  Why? Lots of grip, decent price.  If my disk ever slipped, I would only replace the disk too.  My PP is still damn heavy.  I'm on my 1st disk still.  It should last you a long time unless you are a weekend track visitor alot.  Even then, it should last you a season at least.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||02-25-2003||06:42 AM||||act 2600 w/street disk. i smoked the hell out of my disk trying to get my car home when my tranny broke.  i was afraid that the disk was gone, but after i fixed the car, the clutch still grabbed strong.  i would like to go to the 6puck disk, but i don't think the drive train on these cars would hold up to that for too long.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||02-25-2003||07:14 PM||||Clutchnet 3800lb. dual diaphram pressure plate with a 6puck "sprung" disk.||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||02-26-2003||12:28 PM||||I debated this one long and hard. ACT 2600 and a Fid Flywheel. Love it, love them both. The lighter flywheel took a few days to get use to but it is great now. I do not mind it or the 2600 even in Bay Area traffic.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||02-26-2003||12:34 PM||||See sig below  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />You ACT 2600 users:  do/did you have issues with the clutch pedal engaging just off the floor?  I have my rod adjusted almost all the way out and hate it being that close to the floor. Like the clutch, hate the engagement.  <br />Is this one of those situations where I heard people mention a restrictor or rebuiling the slave?||167.142.22.238||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||VR-4play||02-26-2003||12:42 PM||||i never had a problem with mine. it feels just like stock, but pulls harder. it does engage earlier, so i took my floor mat out for another half inch of clearance.  i also adjusted the cable. but it is not a problem.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||02-26-2003||12:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> See sig below   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />You ACT 2600 users:  do/did you have issues with the clutch pedal engaging just off the floor?  I have my rod adjusted almost all the way out and hate it being that close to the floor. Like the clutch, hate the engagement.  <br />Is this one of those situations where I heard people mention a restrictor or rebuiling the slave? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What friction disc are you using?  Using a Mitsu disc will give a little less engagement travel since it's thicker.  The ACT disc should disengage easier. <br /><br />Also, if you have *any* weaknesses in the clutch system - slave, master, fork, pivot, TB, then the problem is typically magnified with a clutch like the ACT 2600.  You can shim the clutch fork pivot with a washer or two to gain a little more slack.<br /><br />After I replaced my fork, pivot, master and slave, I no longer have to shim my pivot to get my 2600 + mitsu disc to engage properly.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||02-26-2003||02:04 PM||||I believe it was an ACT street disk (bought it with 50 miles on it from somebody that had posted it here)  <br />Nothing else was changed in mine, except the Fidenza, so I'm sure it would help to R&R the rest too.  <br />Howard I can't remember on the fork, can I access the parts to shim it without removing any main components?  <br />Thanks for the info give too.||167.142.22.246||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||Duc Hunter||02-26-2003||02:25 PM||||Check the FAQ's. There is on about 1G and Galant clutch pedals getting worn out and then when a 2600 goes in the wear on the pedal means less travel.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||02-26-2003||02:30 PM||||I'll take a look again (been a while since I looked at that part).<br /><br />It's not like there's not enough travel, since there is enough slack at the top of the pedal movement, it's just as though the engagement needs to be moved more to the middle - just like adjusting the rod does, only the rod is almost all the way out.||167.142.22.246||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||Duc Hunter||02-26-2003||03:11 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm" target="_blank">RRE Info on Clutch Adjustment</a> <br /><br />Down at the bottom end of the page it talks about the worn linkages.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||02-26-2003||05:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> See sig below   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />You ACT 2600 users:  do/did you have issues with the clutch pedal engaging just off the floor?  I have my rod adjusted almost all the way out and hate it being that close to the floor. Like the clutch, hate the engagement.  <br />Is this one of those situations where I heard people mention a restrictor or rebuiling the slave? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes I did.  It got worse and worse and then one day my clutch fork broke.  I installed a new fork, fulcrum, SS clutch line and all my problems went away.  Later I adjusted my cables at the shifter and it improved more.  I just installed the solid tranny bushings and it improved more.  Next is a TEL 91-94 shifter and the friction TSB.  My 96K mile tranny is starting to shift better then it ever has.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||02-26-2003||05:39 PM||||I'd also like to add that I belive the stock clutch fork was flexing causing my original problem.  I started having problems about 600 miles after my 2600 install.  Mitsu has a new part number and has revised the clutch fork to be stronger.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||02-26-2003||05:53 PM||||Yeah, my friends who helped me on this install mentioned the clutch fork after we were about done...too late, wasn't going to undo everything and it was 10PM on a Saturday night.  <br /><br />Duc, I read that RRE info and YIKES!  Looks like I'll live with it for a while.  They even mention that "you don't even want to know" about how much a PITA the pedal assembly R&R is!  Tranny shifts great, just got to make sure the pedal goes all the way down, unlike my old "quick" shifts.<br /><br />ERIK, sorry for hijacking your thread...hopefully you'll see this info now and found it useful at the time of purchase AND install.||167.142.22.246||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/001705.cgi
A||N||5||woody||Newbie Questions||||5||||woody||00000972
Z||000000||woody||02-24-2003||08:46 PM||woody@thistlegate.com||Hello All,<br />I am thinking about purchasing a 91 GVR4 with 177,000 miles on it. I know absolutely nothing about Mitsubishi. The car has a front mounted intercooler and a cat back exhaust. The tranny has just been rebuilt as has the turbo. The car was owned by a lady who had it up until a few thousand miles ago. There is also a new brake system (master cylinder, front rotors (vented), calipers and pads. The engine itself is stock. I am aprehensive though about the mileage. How well do GVR4s hold up with high mileage? It has supposedly been serviced regularly. Is there anything in particular I should be looking for?  Any advice you guys can give me will be greatly appreciated.<br />Thanks,||24.159.185.216||reg||5||woody||00000972||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||02-24-2003||08:54 PM||||Well, if someone went thought the trouble of putting those mods on, then I guess they also changed the timing belt, removed the balance shafts, and changed the water pump. They might have gotten the caps checked in the computer. <br /><br />4g63 can be tanks for many hundreds of thousands of miles if they are cared for right. <br /><br />Check and see if it burns oil or leaks oil (valve seals or headgasket/valve cover gasket), check and see if the turbo spins freely and does not have a lot of free play, and check for rust (around sunroof, trunk area, and anywhere else you can get to. <br /><br />Basically, see how much regular maitenance was done to it, and check for leaks in the trans, transfer case, rear differential, engine, and turbo. <br /><br />Then offer half of whatever they want for it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||151.199.248.142||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||02-25-2003||09:12 AM||||I have about 170K miles, too. Aside from normal maintenance items like brake pads, fluids, fliters, clutch wear, belts, shocks, etc., here's what you should check out on high mileage cars: <br />-leaks from 4WS lines under car (not easy repair) <br />-crank separating from pulley (usual goes at 100K)<br />-CV joints wearing/clicking; cracked rubber boots<br />-"whubb whubb" on deceleration (worn carrier bearings/U-joints on driveshaft; ? rebuild diff)<br />-wheel bearings (wiggle with wheel off ground)<br />-worn steering tierod ends & swaybar links <br />-surging or hunting idle when warm (intake leaks/throttle body o-rings/idle speed controls/bad ECU capacitors)<br />-smoke on acceleration due to wornout valve seals (good time for a complete, 3-angle valve job with high-performance head gasket)<br />-heat cracks/leaks in original exhaust manifold (get 2G man.)<br />-seized/sticking rear brake caliper(s); rubber brake lines near death (soft pedal; get stainless lines)<br />-alternator and O2 sensor(originals good for 90K+)<br />-ABS operating properly?||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-25-2003||10:46 AM||||if it has been serviced regularly, i would ask the place that has been servicing the car, and go and look at the place.  lots of people are only interested in cheapest, not the best place to service the car, and lots of people will not do the required maintenance.  when someone says such and such is rebuilt, i get suspicious, being in this business, a lot of shops call up for parts because the customer wants to "fix the car and sell it", and they want the bare minimum done, KNOWING it will fail again in a very short time.  when i got my car, i looked at all the service records, and i could tell the car had less than minimum service, and the poor girl owner really got ripped off, of course, by the dealer.  for example, they put on a modine radiator, and charged her 600 bucks.  they did a brake job, no rotors, and the ticket was 1020.00, AND, one of the yahoos had twisted the left front caliper 360 deg and the hose would have failed if i didnt catch it.||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||02-25-2003||09:01 PM||||183k and still ticking||138.89.38.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||02-26-2003||01:12 AM||||60,000 and ticking better   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.47||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/001706.cgi
A||||8||driftin galant||injectors||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||02-25-2003||12:00 AM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||i was wondering if a toyota supra 90 turbo injectors would work on our cars? or if any different injectors would work on our cars besides 1g and 2g?||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-25-2003||06:28 AM||||are you saying you would rather buy used injectors than new aftermarket ones?  if not, you can find any injector you want from a dsm vendor.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||joec||02-25-2003||10:45 AM||||The injectors from the early 87 Mazda RX-7 turbo will also work.  They are ND 550 cc injectors.  However, the RX-7 only have two of them, so you'd need 2 cars to get the full set of 4.<br /><br />The early cars used the low impedance injectors (also have the center slot on the electrical connector) so they will bolt right in.  The only thing you might need is the RX7 style lower injector seal.  You should be replacing the seals anyways so just order the Mazda ones.<br /><br />The later RX7 Turbo's (late 87 to 89?) also use a ND 550 injector.  However, it is a high impedance injector.  You can use it, but you need to bypass the injector pack on the firewall and wire them in directly.  Also, the injector electrical connector has the tab offset so you'll need to shave it off or modify the connector to get it to fit.  Also need the RX7 lower injector seal.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||02-25-2003||03:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> The injectors from the early 87 Mazda RX-7 turbo will also work.  They are ND 550 cc injectors.  However, the RX-7 only have two of them, so you'd need 2 cars to get the full set of 4.<br /><br />The early cars used the low impedance injectors (also have the center slot on the electrical connector) so they will bolt right in.  The only thing you might need is the RX7 style lower injector seal.  You should be replacing the seals anyways so just order the Mazda ones.<br /><br />The later RX7 Turbo's (late 87 to 89?) also use a ND 550 injector.  However, it is a high impedance injector.  You can use it, but you need to bypass the injector pack on the firewall and wire them in directly.  Also, the injector electrical connector has the tab offset so you'll need to shave it off or modify the connector to get it to fit.  Also need the RX7 lower injector seal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have some incorrect information there.  There are folks on the board using rx7 injectors and several threads in the archives (search).  BTW - they also came with 4 injectors - 2 primary and 2 secondary - both of which were 550cc.<br /><br />As I mentioned in a previous thread, I found a place that sells the reman ones for under $200 (Denso ones - not the RC's).  this is better than paying for used ones, having them cleand and balanced and finding out they aren't any good (those rx7's are older than our cars) - don't ask me how I know!||167.142.21.190||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||02-25-2003||04:04 PM||||Buyer beware on the used RX7 primaries and secondaries.  I have like 2 sets of these, and half of one set didn't even work, probably secondaries that never got used.  The other complete set I had cleaned and balanced, and they still differ 10% in flow capacity between the 4 of them.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||02-25-2003||04:22 PM||||That was part of my point Howard.  Mine barely flowed above 450cc injectors and were not matched well either.<br /><br />Erik<br />I'm not sure about the 90 style Supras.  You might want to check their message board it you are wanting to go that route, but look at what we are saying here...used injectors, except from a know source are iffy.  You might get worn out injectors or some that are balanced to well - try tuning your car with 4 cylinders performing differently.||167.142.21.190||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||02-25-2003||04:48 PM||||I thought the older Supra's used 440cc injectors? And the newer ones, although being 550cc, are side-feed, not top feed. Don't ask me how I know  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br />Jeff O.||67.34.9.106||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||joec||02-25-2003||04:57 PM||||Oops.  Got my rotaries mixed up.  Yes the turbos had the four 550 injectors.  It's the 84-85 GSL-SE that had two injectors (680cc).||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000008||driftin galant||02-25-2003||07:38 PM||||i just saw some in a junkyard i did not know the diffences between diffent style injectors.||12.228.209.142||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum2/001707.cgi
A||||0||Dave Reynolds||Cams, Nos||||6||||AVR48U||00000921
Z||000000||Dave Reynolds||02-25-2003||08:01 AM||||Hi guys,<br />       I am way down here in Oz, and was wondering what your opinion on these parts were for my GVR4, its heavily modded near completion( mechanically anyway)<br />25/50Hp shot of nos.<br />WEBCAM cams<br />Thanks for your help.||144.139.109.229||reg||6||AVR48U||00000921||yes



ubb/Forum2/001708.cgi
A||||16||blacksheep||Exhaust Manifold spacer for bigger turbos...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-25-2003||09:39 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Some bigger turbos require either crushing of the water pipe or some sort of exhaust manifold spacer to fit 20G turbos or other hybrids.<br /><br />Now, with the manifold spacer, you have to use two sets of gaskets which increases chances of leaking etc etc and is riggin of sorts (to me)<br /><br />So, I was wondering, what if one took the manifold spacer and welded it onto the manifold itself and then mounted it on? This would prevent the need for extra gaskets, the chances for leaking etc etc...<br /><br />Is welding on cast iron very difficult?<br /><br />Anyone see any other issues with doing this?||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||joec||02-25-2003||10:52 AM||||I've heard that welding to cast iron is pretty difficult, especially if your spacer is a different type of metal.  I have seen some TIG welding (for a external wastegate) where the welded parts look like part of the original manifold.<br /><br />Check out the pictures of Meric's wastegate:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.holeshotperformance.com/cars/meric.html" target="_blank">http://www.holeshotperformance.com/cars/meric.html</a><br /><br />Bill (from Holeshot Peformance) says that they have an aerospace welder do this work for them in his spare time.<br /><br />You'd also need longer studs to account for the spacer if you went this route.  The other question is how much clearance you have to the radiator and/or engine mount if you moved the turbo further out...||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||02-25-2003||12:56 PM||||You can get the spacer and longer studs from Hahn Racecraft.<br />I have this on my car with 2 gaskets and it works just fine. If that gasket blows out, you have more manifold pressure than you want and need to buy lot bigger turbo to cure the problem.<br /><br />Don't weld the spacer to the manifold. It's not worth it.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||1101||02-25-2003||01:45 PM||||I had some very tricky welding done on my 2g mani and the welder said it welded more like steel than cast iron. <br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000004||Nate||02-25-2003||02:31 PM||||Bang the water pipe in, you pussy.  ;-)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-25-2003||02:41 PM||||<b>Bang the water pipe in, you pussy. ;-) </b> <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I know. I should. I will wait till "Uncle Benny" gets me my goods first, then I should know how bad I need to whack that thing...<br /><br />Its just my luck though, I'll smack the pipe and kill the engine somehow!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||02-25-2003||04:25 PM||||Even with the spacer I had to hammer the water pipe. It's pretty hard to eff up<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||02-25-2003||07:10 PM||||If you use stainless wire and a Mig welder on cast you can weld it just fine, if someone tells you it's hard they are lying. Yes it may not be pretty to look at but by no means is it any harder to weld than any other metals. If 980 can take some pics of his 1g manifold with the spider welds to hold it together, then you could see what I'm talking about. And that was done when he just started to weld......||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000008||Nate||02-25-2003||10:37 PM||||KC, if you bought one of the non-bb turbos, it does take a few good whacks with the hammer to get it to fit, but it's really not an issue.  Ben had said that we would have to use a non-turbo water pipe because the bung on the water pipe for the coolant return is right where the compressor housing needs to be, but we just plugged the port on my buddy's car and used the turbo water pipe instead of swapping it out.  Works like a charm.<br /><br />If the idea of pounding on your car/engine bothers you, then just look at it as 'manipulation' or my favorite 'persuasion'.  You're just persuading the water pipe so that the turbo fits, that's all. ;-)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||02-26-2003||10:16 AM||||Nate<br /><br />Yes, I will be running the L2. Its more than enuf for me. <br /><br />I actually have a non-turbo water pipe that I will be installing - I initially got it for the 60-1. <br /><br />Yeah, I am anal and want it to look really clean, thats why I figured the spacer/gasket is rigging as well. I will just have to figure out how much "whacking" once I get the setup on the car...I am hoping to have it here this week.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||02-26-2003||10:26 AM||||KC, <br />I have a BFH (big f'n hammer) - will travel  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I have been very "persuasive" with it before.  (normally to loosen rusty crap)||167.142.22.238||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||02-26-2003||10:48 AM||||You can't even see the spacer unless you look real hard. It doesn't look rigged. It looks stock.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000012||markrieb||02-26-2003||02:04 PM||||You want to use high NICKLE wire not stainless wire when welding on cast iron/cast steel.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000013||Nate||02-26-2003||02:45 PM||||KC, if you got the non turbo water pipe, you won't need to dent it that badly.  It won't be bad at all.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||02-26-2003||04:15 PM||||Thanks for the help and support, Nate. <br />I hope the NT water pipe does the trick...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||Team Ducktape||02-26-2003||06:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> You want to use high NICKLE wire not stainless wire when welding on cast iron/cast steel.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stainless works just fine.||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000016||SD90GalantGSX||02-26-2003||08:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> Bang the water pipe in, you pussy.  ;-) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree!!  Or you can cut the water line and get a non metal line such as a silicone line and attach it to the metal line w/ a clamp....easy ehh?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes



ubb/Forum2/001709.cgi
A||||3||boostboy51||e-brake stuck on!||||1||||boostboy51||00000274
Z||000000||boostboy51||02-25-2003||02:05 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||noticed a funny smell the other day when i came to a stop. came from my rear wheels, and smelled like burnt rubber. touched my rear wheels and they were very warm. my ebrake lever has way more slack then normal, and dosnt engage till the very end. we have been frozen over here in MO for the last fewdays and am wondering if my cable is just frozen somewere. anyone had the same prob.?<br /><br />#327/2000  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.65.225.165||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-25-2003||02:44 PM||||i had that problem before and it grew to be a terrible problem. you might have to just replace your cables. in the winter, don't use your e-brake.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||boostboy51||02-25-2003||03:00 PM||||define terrible problem?<br /><br /><br />#327/2000  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.65.225.165||reg||5||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000003||VR-4play||02-25-2003||03:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boostboy51:<br /><strong> define terrible problem?<br />#327/2000   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">my left cable locked up (bad cable, the right cable was good so i couldn't really feel it in the handle). that caused stress on my drive train, the stress relieved itself on the output shaft from the tranny and the gear it drives on the t-case. had to get them both replaced.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum2/001711.cgi
A||||7||blacksheep||Lightened and Knife-edged crank !?!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-25-2003||02:52 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I knew Jeff Hill used to carry this and I emailed him about it. He said that it was causing too many problems, so he stopped carrying it !?!<br /><br />BJ's still offers this service, though.<br /><br />Anyone know any problems or other issues with these lightened cranks?||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-25-2003||02:58 PM||||i don't know specifically, but the information i keep getting about it is that the advantages from it isn't worth the problems that it could cause. i believe buschur does it too.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||02-25-2003||05:52 PM||||Yeah, honestly I wouldn't bother, it seems like a waste of money to me.  <br /><br />I also wouldn't necessarily trust work from BJ, he's been having some quality control problems lately.  He's got a bunch of kids working for him now.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-25-2003||06:10 PM||||I was told Buschur gets his stuff from BJ's including those expensive intake manifolds||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Nate||02-25-2003||10:40 PM||||Let's look at it this way: one of the reasons we can make stupid power with the 6 bolt engine is because of the crank design.  It's damn near bulletproof.  It's not worth it to me to give up some of that strength to lose a couple of pounds of rotating weight, when I'm sure there are other places on the car that you could lose rotating weight from.  Such as brakes, wheels, tires, etc.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-25-2003||10:58 PM||||..lighten the nut behind the steering wheel..||67.37.225.44||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||02-26-2003||12:26 PM||||I agree with everyone here, do not bother and spend your money elsewhere. I also agree with Herz, lighten the nut (as in lunatic driver) behind the steering wheel. 10lb=1hp in the quarter mile after all. I saw recently that Sparco seats are save you about 50lbs over the stockers and they add comfort. <br /><br />If I were going to do anything to a crank it would be from these guys. Even so I would not bother unless I wanted to get into the 9's. Are you really that fast? Sean Glazer took a long time to get there, and MANY transfercases, so did John Shepard.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ffwdconnection.com/dsm2.htm" target="_blank">FFWD</a>||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000007||UndergroundVR-4||02-28-2003||10:12 PM||||If you're interested,  I have a BJ lightened and knife edged crank I'd sell you.  Never been used after the work.||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes



ubb/Forum2/001712.cgi
A||SX||0||Jon||READ ME FIRST||||4||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-25-2003||10:27 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Please check to make sure your technical question hasn't been covered by the following topics before posting.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001665" target="_blank">Free Image Hosting for GalantVR4.org members</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001655" target="_blank">Free mods</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001656" target="_blank">Stage 1 mods</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001657" target="_blank">Stage 2 mods</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001664" target="_blank">install Apexi Super AFC with a VPC</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001663" target="_blank">Find a good vendor!!</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001662" target="_blank">Put a different make's wheels on your car</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001661" target="_blank">CAPS CrAcK!</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660" target="_blank">Super AFC install</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001659" target="_blank">Manual Seat Belt Install</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001658" target="_blank">4 bolt information</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001654" target="_blank">Remove front bumper</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003357" target="_blank">ECU location</a>||12.220.168.103||reg||4||Jon||00000002||



ubb/Forum2/001713.cgi
A||||35||BookTalon||questions about gvr4||||1||||BookTalon||00000967
Z||000000||BookTalon||02-26-2003||12:03 AM||booktalon2@cs.com||how much more does a gvr4 weigh more then a 1g awd.<br /><br />do you they all have leather<br /><br />what aftermarket kits do they sell||172.141.175.224||reg||1||BookTalon||00000967||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||02-26-2003||12:21 AM||||vr-4=<br />4189lbs.<br /><br />Talon 1g=<br />3990lbs||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||02-26-2003||11:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> vr-4=<br />4189lbs.<br /><br />Talon 1g=<br />3990lbs </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you sure that's right? It sounds heavy. I think those are the GVWR figures, which (I think)is the total capacity the car can carry.<br /><br />And yes, all GVR-4s come with leather.<br /><br />dp||68.155.59.61||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||Jon||02-26-2003||11:27 AM||||<a href="http://www.mofugas.com/images/dealer06a.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.mofugas.com/images/dealer06a.jpg</a><br /><br />Curb weight is 3252 lbs.  <br /><br />I weighed my car once and it was 3100.  I had removed a lot of crap from the car (spare tire, front bumper, and AC).  At that time, it still had ABS and power steering.  I bet it was closer to 3000lbs when I sold it.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||02-26-2003||12:19 PM||||Sean Glazer, who has an 8 second IDRC drag 1G can barely get tit to 2300lb. IFG I remember right there is about 150-200lbs difference in curb weight between a Galant and a 1G. Not enough to worry about. I also seem to remember somewhere back in the cob webs taht the Galant has slightly better weight balence (sloser to 50/50). I know it has a far stiffer chassis, esp over time and after abuse.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||02-26-2003||12:21 PM||||Search button at the top of the page...we've done this a few times:<br /><br />91GVR4 3290# on the scale near me<br />90 AWD Talon #3250 on the same scale<br /><br />Not taking into account different amounts of gas in tank etc...so about the same.||167.142.22.238||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||02-26-2003||03:26 PM||||as far as after market kits.......if you are referring to performance parts, all the same stuff you can get for the 1st and 2nd gen talon/eclipse/laser. The gvr4 has the same 4g63 motor as teh others.||128.248.46.55||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||BookTalon||02-26-2003||07:39 PM||||i know there the same but i was talking about cf hood or other kits||172.138.100.234||reg||1||BookTalon||00000967||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||02-26-2003||09:47 PM||||What I'm saying is that there is a GVWR (Gross Vehicle Weight Rating) for every vehicle. That number is the MOST your vehicle is designed to weigh. That means if your vehicle weight is 3000 pounds and the GVWR is 4000 pounds, and you've got some fat guys in your car that weigh 250 pounds each (and you're a fat guy that weighs 250 pounds), your car is MAXED OUT. I think THAT is what is on the CD. <br /><br />But I could be wrong...<br /><br /><br />dp<br /><br />PS.:I didn't look in the manual. I just know our cars are closer to 3000 pounds than 4000 pounds.||68.155.56.43||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||02-26-2003||10:44 PM||||yeah mitsuman022 has the cf hoods available i beleive around 600 plus shipping to a business address....correct me if im wrong||65.227.217.211||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000011||TinyVR4||02-28-2003||06:01 PM||||I weighed my car at the truck stop one time and weighed in at 3600 with nothing removed.<br /><br />1353/2000||66.72.192.38||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000012||number3||02-28-2003||07:28 PM||||Road and track Nov. 1990  <br /><br />Curb weight 3420<br />As tested   3575||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||Ian M||02-28-2003||09:25 PM||||I weighed mine at my local track,It was 3335lbs with out me in the car. Mine is a sunroof,and I had the spare tire and jack in the car,and probably 1/4 tank of gas or so. It was 3550 with me in it.<br /><br /> It seems a non-sunroof car would be noticeably lighter. Ive never seen any one post what the difference actually is. Speedfiend (Kris) and Turbo4door1 (Danny) both have non sunroof cars,Id like to weigh them and mine on the same scale on the same day to see what the difference is. Once we do it,Ill post the results.<br /><br /> There is only about a 300lb difference between the TEL (Depending on what options on the TEL,ABS for instance)and the Galant,but it seems to be a point where its a bigger handicap for the Galant than the old 1 tenth/100lbs rule would suggest.||129.71.115.113||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000014||Ian M||02-28-2003||09:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> What I'm saying is that there is a GVWR (Gross Vehicle Weight Rating) for every vehicle. That number is the MOST your vehicle is designed to weigh.  <br /><br />But I could be wrong...<br /><br /><br />dp<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're not wrong..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.113||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||02-28-2003||09:52 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=96&width=800" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Sorry for the big pic.  Had to make it this big so you could read the text on the bottom right.  Also, I thought you guys might want to read the whole thing.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||galantvr4||02-28-2003||10:09 PM||||Wow what a cool article. It just fuels my obsesion for these increadable cars.||198.81.26.171||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000017||joec||02-28-2003||11:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong>  but it seems to be a point where its a bigger handicap for the Galant than the old 1 tenth/100lbs rule would suggest. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would think that the GVR4 has the aerodynamics of a brick compared to an 1G DSM...<br /><br />Anyone know what the Coefficient of Drag (and cross sectional area) are for the GVR4 and 1G DSM?  I seem to remember the DSM touting some low numbers (for the time) when it first came out (0.29?).||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||03-01-2003||12:44 PM||||I don't know who wrote that article, but isn't our displacement 1997cc, not 1999cc?  And the fuel capacity is 16.4g, not 15.9g...||67.36.181.102||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||LunarShadow||03-01-2003||04:48 PM||||There are few inconsistencies in that article.  Last time I checked I didn't have a "suspension control system".||172.168.173.174||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||03-01-2003||05:31 PM||||I thought it was eluding to the ECS (available everywhere but here on the VR-4) yet the car in the photo doesn't have it -- they could just be talking about valving, but I didn't think the stock suspension had anything special.||67.36.181.102||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000021||number3||03-01-2003||06:03 PM||||Do you keep that article in your back pocket?<br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||gvr4ever||03-01-2003||06:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Do you keep that article in your back pocket?<br /><br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well NO, but it is over 10 years old.  It's not like I kept it in a vacumed sealed protective force field.  It did fall out of the book I had it in though.  I have more pages that I'm tring to find.  Also, I never had the full magazine.  The pages were torn out by the original owner of my car and he gave them to me.  So, they have been loose for a long time.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000023||GRV4726||03-01-2003||11:29 PM||||.29?  i don't think it could be that small.  i know the porsche 911 GT2 has a drag coefficient of .34 and that is damn slick (especially for that big rear wing and front lip).  and the GT2 was designed in a wind tunnel so i don't think that the eclipse (90-94) would have a coefficient that low.  <br /><br />i think, just by lookin at our car and comparing them to car deseigns that have certain coefficients designated to them, that the GVR4 has a coefficient close to .45-.5 ... haha not so slick  <br />oh well||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000024||Hertz||03-02-2003||04:15 PM||||I don't know.... that huge nose on our cars really cuts through the air!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.37.185.194||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000025||LunarShadow||03-02-2003||10:36 PM||||I couldn't find any information on the drag coefficient for the VR4.  Somebody with a faster connection should look aroubd a bit.  What I do know is that, the eye can trick you with this matter.  I seem to remember that the mid 80's Jetta had a fairly low coefficient of drag.  That car was a brick!||172.132.166.141||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000026||DSSA||03-03-2003||02:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by LunarShadow:<br /><strong> I couldn't find any information on the drag coefficient for the VR4.  Somebody with a faster connection should look aroubd a bit.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Found it.   It's quite easy to find.  Just go to <a href="http://www.google.com" target="_blank">www.google.com</a> and type in "Barn Door" + "Coefficient Drag".<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000027||1312VR4||03-03-2003||03:32 PM||||Here is th CEoD for our cars<br /><br /> Cd =  0.340<br /> Area(m2 )1.994<br /> Area(ft2) 21.47<br /> Cd x m2  0.68<br /> Cd x ft2 7.30<br /><br />If you want to know  about any other vehicle. email me.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000028||number3||03-18-2003||07:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> Here is th CEoD for our cars<br /><br /> Cd =  0.340<br /> Area(m2 )1.994<br /> Area(ft2) 21.47<br /> Cd x m2  0.68<br /> Cd x ft2 7.30<br /><br />If you want to know  about any other vehicle. email me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is the CEod of a 1G and 2G T/E/L?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||Team Ducktape||03-19-2003||01:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> vr-4=<br />4189lbs.<br /><br />Talon 1g=<br />3990lbs </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you sure that's right? It sounds heavy. I think those are the GVWR figures, which (I think)is the total capacity the car can carry.<br /><br />And yes, all GVR-4s come with leather.<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes it's heavy I'm retarted..........||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000030||1312VR4||03-19-2003||10:41 AM||||2nd gen Eclipse <br /> Cd=0.290<br /> Area (m2 )=1.895<br /> Area (ft2 )=20.40<br /> Cd x m2=0.55<br /> Cd x ft2=5.92<br /><br />1st gen Eclipse <br /> Cd=0.290<br /> Area (m2 )=1.863<br /> Area (ft2 )=20.05<br /> Cd x m2=0.54<br /> Cd x ft2=5.81||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000031||number3||03-19-2003||06:30 PM||||Is .29 vs .34 a big difference?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000032||GRV4726||03-19-2003||07:06 PM||||are you serious about the coeffient of drag... can you check the 911 GT2.  because i thought that it was .34  but then how could our gvr4's have the same one. granted the gt2 manipulates the downforce drastically to maintain stability at 194mph..  but just look at out cars... i guess i can understand the eclipse because its pretty thin in the front and sort of stream line-ish...<br /><br />i guess i just don't get this stuff like i thought i did, which wasn't much but hey..||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000033||1312VR4||03-19-2003||08:01 PM||||That car has the same CoD of the VR$(.340) BUT, like you said. They use the most of the downforce.<br /> The best Porsche CoD is .320 from the late80's -mid90's 911 carrera||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000034||joec||03-20-2003||04:24 PM||||Just played around with the aerodynamic and rolling horsepower calculator at <a href="http://www.bgsoflex.com/aero.html" target="_blank">http://www.bgsoflex.com/aero.html</a><br /><br />Made a bunch of assumptions (used the following values:<br />barometric pressure = 30.0 in HG, <br />test temp = 70dF<br />vehicle weight = 3400lbs for GVR4, 3300 for 1G DSM<br />tire pressure = 32psi<br />coeff of frontal lift = 0.075 (took the default value on the calculator)<br /><br />At 30mph:<br />GVR4 = 1hp aerodynamic, 3hp rolling<br />DSM  = 1hp aerodynamic, 3hp rolling<br /><br />At 60mph:<br />GVR4 = 11hp aerodynamic, 8hp rolling<br />DSM  =  8hp aerodynamic, 8hp rolling<br /><br />At 90mph:<br />GVR4 = 36hp aerodynamic, 18hp rolling<br />DSM  = 28hp aerodynamic, 17hp rolling<br /><br />At 120mph:<br />GVR4 = 84hp aerodynamic, 36hp rolling<br />DSM  = 67hp aerodynamic, 35hp rolling<br /><br />At 150mph:<br />GVR4 = 165hp aerodynamic, 69hp rolling<br />DSM  = 131hp aerodynamic, 67hp rolling<br /><br />Looks like the extra 100 lbs doesn't make that much of a difference in terms of lost horsepower (to maintain a steady speed, not for accelerating).  Only ranged from 0 to 2hp at 150mph.<br /><br />However, the frontal area and coef of drag make 34hp difference at 150mph, 17hp at 120mph, and 8hp at 90mph.||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000035||MustGoFaster||05-14-2003||10:56 PM||||Wow, only a .34?  Well how about a Dodge Stealth R/T TT and the 3000GT VR4?||63.231.189.62||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000036||markrieb||05-15-2003||10:40 AM||||The Porsche probably makes tons of downforce for handling.  Downforce causes drag/increases the Cd.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/001714.cgi
A||||3||Romanova||Throttle position question||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||02-26-2003||02:32 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Just got my Pocket Logger and have a few questions. <br />The first one involves the throttle position values at idle. At idle, with my foot off the gas, I get 6%. Shouldn't it be 0%? The max I get with full throttle is 85%. <br />Do I need a new throttle position sensor, or do I need to rebuild the throttle body because of sticking parts? Replace or adjust the throttle cable?<br /><br />Thanks. And let it be said again... buy this thing first... before any upgrades or other parts for your car. I should have bought this back in July when I got the car...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||joec||02-26-2003||02:53 PM||||Try moving the throttle by hand (the "gizmo" that's on the throttle body) and see if the reading goes to 100%.  Is so, then you need to adjust the throttle cable so remove some slack.<br /><br />The low value should be around 10%.  Needs to be partly open so the car gets "some" air so it will idle.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/</a><br /><br />You can also try flooring the accelerator (engine off) and see if the lever on the throttle body opens fully (goes to the throttle stop).  If you're  going to the throttle stop and still seeing 85% then you probably need to adjust/replace the TPS.||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||Nate||02-26-2003||03:00 PM||||Just so you know, typically with the TPS adjusted correctly, the idling value is 10-11%.  I use 11 just for consistency.  It should go to 100% when you hit the gas all the way, though, just like you suspect it would. ;-)<br /><br />For those of you that prefer voltages or don't have a logger (like me at the moment) the idling voltage should be right at .5 volts, and go to 5 volts (or damn near it) when the throttle is opened fully.  Bad TPS adjustment can lead to all kinds of problems, fix ASAP.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-26-2003||03:46 PM||||Anyone got the part number for the Throttle Position Sensor?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/001715.cgi
A||||4||Romanova||Knock Sensor||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||02-26-2003||02:39 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||What's involved with changing the knock sensor? Easy process? Involved process? Thanks!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||joec||02-26-2003||02:58 PM||||Depends how big your hands/arms are   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />It's on the block, under the intake manifold (between the engine and firewall.  One electrical connector and it's a hex shaped gizmo bolted to the block with one wire running out of it.  Real easy to do when the intake manifold/cylinder head is off.<br /><br />Ideally it should be properly torqued (i.e. torque wrench), but I doubt that can be done with the intake manifold in place...||205.181.240.194||reg||2||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-26-2003||04:16 PM||||it is a beyatch to get at.  and, the harness connector is attached to the surge tank bracket,and also is a beyatch to remove, because of the freaking puzzle nuts mitsu has designing these things.  i think the easiest way to get it is from under the car, and you may be able to see the harness connector, look and the new one and you may be able to figure out how to get it off of the surge tank bracket.  i changed it out with the motor out of the car.  it is TOO easy that way.||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||02-26-2003||04:20 PM||||What I do (and I have a stock intake manifold with the stupid bracket), is disconnect the battery, then snake my arm down behind the manifold between the bracket and the block (above the starter), and I tighten or loosen the knock sensor with a small adjustable wrench. <br /><br />Once it's loose, you can spin it off with your fingers.  Just remember to disconnect the battery first, because it's always a nasty suprise to touch the starter poles with the wrench when your hand is down there.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-26-2003||05:10 PM||||While on the subject - are our knock sensors pretty dependable or do you think it could also contribute to phanthom knock? <br /><br />On the turbo MR2 forums, most guys use a GM Knock sensor instead. They re-thread the knock sensor and then its re-wired to make it work.<br /><br />Wonder if anyone in DSM land has tried the same?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001716.cgi
A||||1||Duc Hunter||Compressor map wanted, am I running too much boost||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-26-2003||03:15 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I want to see a compressor map for my Frank Jr 19c. I want to see it because I want to know what boost level is optimal for it. I cannot find one on the web though. I know it flow 600cfm....<br /><br />Any of you techys know where I can find one? IF not, how can I tell if I am running too much boost/airflow for the turbo and am therefore outside of it's sweet spot? Air Inlet Temp?||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||02-26-2003||04:18 PM||||I doubt there is a compressor map for the frank turbos. You can drill a hole in your exhaust manifold and hook a boost gauge up to it.<br />If the manifold pressure is less than the boost you're running then you know you're over boosting the turbo.<br />When you're done measuring you can get a pipe plug from Home Depot and just plug it back up.<br />Mine is pluged and it doesn't leek at all. <br />In fact, I don't think I would be able to get the plug back out.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/001717.cgi
A||||3||nvr2fst||transfer case leak||||4||||nvr2fst||00000977
Z||000000||nvr2fst||02-26-2003||09:15 AM||fstgvr4@aol.com||i noticed when i changed my oil, the tranfser case was soaking wet:eek: I looked at it and noticed it was leaking from what appears to bethetop of the case, could be sides, I'm not sure. I know there are gaskets but, how many? <br />i was hoping someone alse had this poblem and coul help me out.<br />thanks<br />adam<br />92 GVR4 #120<br />98 Type R #98  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||4||nvr2fst||00000977||yes
Z||000001||smokindav||02-26-2003||09:38 AM||||Have you had the transfer case recall done?<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||02-26-2003||03:10 PM||||You have 2 matching O shaped gaskets between the transfer case and transmission (there like $7 total) if it's leaking from the sides it could be those or a loose drain plug. If it looks like the transfer case leak from the rear like shown on the vfaq (www.clubdsm.com/vfaq) then you will probably need the transfer case recall done. They do show a fix using either RTV or the newer update of JB weld. <br />Hope this helps,<br />Rich<br /><br /><br />PS also you can find out if your car has had the recall done by calling the dealer with your VIN number.||199.35.202.142||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||drew||02-26-2003||03:57 PM||||topic moved from News to Techinical Questions.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/001718.cgi
A||||15||sweetnikki||AMG BODY KITS||||5||||VR4Mikey||00000983
Z||000000||sweetnikki||02-26-2003||04:44 PM||||I SAW THE PREVIOUS POSTS ON THE AMG KITS AND WAS CURIOUS AS TO WHAT THE OUTCOME WAS.  ANY INFO IS HELPFUL ON A POSSIBLE SOURCE FOR THESE.||24.117.216.250||reg||5||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||02-26-2003||05:16 PM||||Please don't use all caps as it makes it seem like your yelling.<br />Also I believe your only route is to try that place in the phillipines or find a good contact in japan or someone who can get stuff from japan and order them from a dealer over there.<br />I believe Jose on this board has the full authentic AMG kit. I don't recall his SN off hand.||63.184.72.148||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||sweetnikki||02-26-2003||06:16 PM||||Sorry about the caps.  Thanks for the info, though.  I can find his name somewhere.||24.117.216.250||reg||14||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes
Z||000003||Jose||02-26-2003||07:31 PM||||Im Jose...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||02-26-2003||10:32 PM||||I think you just need to find a JDM importer or try atoybodykits and ask them about a price. What would be cool is if someone would have thought to make mold of of Joses  bumpers and grill before he had them painted. Garfeild said it best, I fyou find a set for sell buy them, You may never have that chance again, and never think of the price or somthing like that.||64.152.235.174||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||natec||02-27-2003||12:22 AM||||does this atoybodykits place have a website or anything?||65.29.98.13||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-27-2003||02:15 PM||||dot com.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||02-28-2003||03:05 AM||||Wasn't Garfield working on a AMG 3 piece rear wing replica?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||Louters91GVR4||02-28-2003||10:43 AM||||call me stupid, but i am new to the vr4 world, what does this body kit look like, any pics???<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000009||daviddilts||02-28-2003||11:19 AM||||<a href="http://www.gvr4.homestead.com/files/amggvr444.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.gvr4.homestead.com/files/amggvr444.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.gvr4.homestead.com/files/amggvr4.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.gvr4.homestead.com/files/amggvr4.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.gvr4.homestead.com/files/amg4.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.gvr4.homestead.com/files/amg4.jpg</a><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.208.192.46||reg||1||DavidDilts||00000067||yes
Z||000010||Lucky13||03-01-2003||09:15 AM||||I hate to be slightly off topic...but... does anyone know what the spec's are on a AMG tuned 4G63 is? I think I may be able to get a hold of one.<br /><br />#1758/2000||68.158.220.42||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000011||Johnny Bravo||03-01-2003||10:46 AM||||If I recall correctly I think the consensus was that the AMG Galants were only fwd and n/a.  I can't find it now, but I'm sure theres a link somewhere on here to one of the pages with info on the cars...||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000012||drew||03-01-2003||12:20 PM||||they are High comp n/a ff||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||kartorium31||03-01-2003||08:19 PM||||i want to say they were like 175 hp or somthin close to that.||12.144.247.95||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000014||Garfield Wright||03-01-2003||11:17 PM||||I didn't get enough response to go through the trouble to have the mold made.  I'm having the AMG 3piece wing painted white & will put it up for sale when it's done.||66.176.227.170||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||03-10-2003||12:17 AM||||I am actually very interested in that three piece wing.  Heck I'd go for the whole kit if I could find it.  I have never been the body kit type at all but I just love the AMG look.  <br /><br />What do you want for that wing?  I've been looking for one.  Thanks!<br /><br />Plus my car is black so if it's not painted yet, that's fine.<br /><br />And just for opinions, do you think wing would look bad on an otherwise US spec GVR4?  I know it's out of place but I think it would look alright.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||229of1000||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/001719.cgi
A||||1||blacksheep||O2 housing and exhaust manifold porting...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-26-2003||06:13 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<img src="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g1cat/o2prt1-l.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I have a couple of questions regarding porting our exhaust parts, namely the 02 housing and the exhaust manifold:<br /><br />Is creating the little cut-out between the two sections recommended like above? If so, why not grind it all the way down and making it one big honkin housing? <br /><br />On the Evo 3 exhaust manifold, in the collector area - there are those divider/seperator thingy?<br />Can that be removed or smoothed out? <br /><br />I am going to embark on this task soon, so I figured I'd find out first  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||suprflewus||02-26-2003||06:34 PM||||I personally wouldnt recommend doing this.<br />i think you are gonna create some turbulences that you really dont want in that area.<br /><br />Most hardcore guys don't even want their external wastegates plumbed back in because of turbulences, plus the wastegate gasses are going to be taking up precious exhaust pipe volume needed to keep backpressure at a minimum.<br /><br />lates,<br />dale||64.12.96.102||reg||13||suprflewus||00000039||yes



ubb/Forum2/001720.cgi
A||||0||Duc Hunter||Oil Debate Whitepaper||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-26-2003||06:27 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I thought this was some very good reading for our oil debate. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.vtr.org/maintain/lubricants-redline.html" target="_blank">White Paper</a>||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/001721.cgi
A||||2||Jose||Injector Size||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||02-26-2003||07:36 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Does anyone know what size injectors come in the non-turbo T/E/Ls? Also are the automatic injectors different than the 5-speed injectors, like in T/E/L turbos (350 auto -450 5-speeds)?<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||02-26-2003||08:08 PM||||Off the top of my head IIRC it's 240cc's for the non turbo 4g63's and 360 or 390's for the automatic turbos.||67.248.5.128||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||02-26-2003||08:10 PM||||oh and then there's the 510cc's you bought from me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br />Thanks in advance for helping me with the e-mail situation.||67.248.5.128||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/001722.cgi
A||N||1||Marcus||driveshaft ? help ||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||02-27-2003||12:13 AM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I put u-joints in my driveshaft and I wasn't smart enough to mark the shafts when I took them apart.  Well, when I put it back on my car it vibrated very bad.  Took it to the local shop, the one everyone said could fix it.  No luck, they can't help me at all, so hopefully you guys can.  Where can I get it balanced?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||02-27-2003||12:57 AM||||not sure on that one. The shop I had re-do my shaft and Ken's that I shipped him said it's hard (nearly impossible) to balance a 3 piece shaft.  It would suck to have to experiment and R&R multiple times.||167.142.22.1||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/001723.cgi
A||||3||SPEEDFIEND||Phantomgrip LSD Front Diff Converter||||1||||SPEEDFIEND||00000437
Z||000000||SPEEDFIEND||02-27-2003||12:44 AM||speedfiend@msn.com||Here's the link  <a href="http://www.phantomgrip.com" target="_blank">www.phantomgrip.com</a>     Anyone here heard anything about this piece? Go under the "Find your car" section and click Mitsubishi, then you'll see Galant VR4.  For $300 it might be worth it.  Hey Garfield I got the link from your southfloridatuners site.  Anyone down there using this?  Kris||206.214.57.171||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000001||talontsi||02-27-2003||10:23 AM||||I used theis in my 2g fwd a long time ago.<br />The piece does work. But I beleive is limited to the power your making.<br />With drag radials and poly motor mouts and a full suspention I was able to cut consistant 2.0 60's.<br /><br />Not really sure if it is needed in an awd application unless your making some good power.||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||02-27-2003||02:29 PM||||This is a 50/50 only split. I ran one in a Landcruiser. If one tire slips it still gets the power it normally does. The unit just locks and sends 50% power on way and 50 the other way. When you go around a corner one side unlocks to permit the inside and outside wheel to move at different rates. If you jump hard on the gas though, to a point where the engine is trying to spin the tires faster than the outside tire is traveling, the unit will lock. This tends to cause bad understeer. This is a good unit for straight line guys and is cheap. It was originally developed for guys who are rock crawling in a 4WD Jeep etc. This is because limited slips require some amount of load on both tires. With on tire in the air they act just like an open diff. These units though will put 50% of the power to the wheel still on the ground even with the opposite wheel in the air. These units are also harsh on the street sometimes as they are locked (on) or unlocked (off). In my Landcruiser you could feel it lock and unlock if I got on/off the gas slightly in a turn. I would have to adjust my steering input as it did so. <br /><br />If you want to corner or want max traction you should run a Quaiffe. It can send more than 50% of the power to the wheel with the grip. It truly works like the Subaru add says their diffs do (from the wheel that slips to the wheel that grips). In a corner the inside wheel will spin when you stomp on the gas and the Quaiffe will push power to the outside wheel. In a Phantom (and all other lockers) no more than 50% of the power will go to the outside wheel as the unit is locked. Quaiffes (and other LSD�s) can send 70-90% of the power to the outside wheel (if it does not slip). This means you will get far more traction. It actually helps your car turn and prevents on-throttle-understeer in AWD and FWD cars. These units are also progressive so they do not drastically effect handling as the work.<br /><br />Quaiffes are the best as they are a gear drive LSD. This means parts do not wear out and they react more quickly and typically can send more power to one side than any other type of LSD. They are also more expensive.  Next up are clutch type LSD�s. They are not as fast reacting but the difference is minimal. They can often not send as much power to one wheel as a gear type can. The worst of all though as they get used their ability to transfer is diminished because the clutches have worn (just like your clutch gets weaker as it dies). <br /><br />I woul say stick with the Viscous we have or upgrade to a Quaiffe. I just wish someone made a rear LSD that was better than the factory Viscous.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||16GVR4||02-28-2003||02:05 PM||||Both the stock center and rear LSD are viscous, right ?<br /><br />Do you know where I can get the front quaife LSD from ?||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes



ubb/Forum2/001724.cgi
A||||2||driftin galant||safc question||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||02-27-2003||02:43 AM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||my freind has a 1990 rx7 turbo with a safc and he was telling me that the afc cannot detect boost. So the fuel stays the same even under high boost, so if you change it to compensate for high boost then it will run rich under idel. Is that true how do you guys compensate for that.  Do you have to just pick a happy meduim between too rich and too lean.  But when go to the track you can turn up the fuel.<br /><br />Sorry about the spelling it is late and i need go to bed.||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||02-27-2003||09:28 AM||||Set the throttle points correctly and only adjust the hight throttle fuel for "high boost" in the applicable rpm ranges.  You can get a decent mix of drivability. On the old 5-knob jobs there was no hi/lo throttle, so it was a little bit closer to your friends thinking, but seriously, full boost at 1000 rpms?  Regardless of afc type, you can set your idle fuel just fine.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-27-2003||11:02 AM||||the best way to do this is the map sensor mod.  a map sensor replaces the tps input, which makes more sense to me.  i havent done this yet, but i will do it when it gets warmer.  and your friend is wrong, he just dont know how to tune his afc.  THE BIGGEST PROBLEM with tuning the afc is being able to see what the ecu sees, hence the logger is the greatest tuning tool i have ever used.||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001725.cgi
A||||14||silly4turbo||squeeky clutch pedel||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||02-27-2003||08:08 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||I've got a 91' gvr4 with a centerforce dual friction clutch.(about 1 yr old) when I push the clutch pedel it squeeks when it's just about all the way pressed... it's a single sqweek. I tried to lube the springs, but no luck. any ideas what could be causing this. it dosen't seem to be affecting the clutch at all, but very anoying.<br />Anyone ever have a problem like this ? <br />it sounds like it's coming from around the pedel linkage ?  could the clutch fork have anything to do with it ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||VR4coop||02-27-2003||08:15 AM||||I have the same problem and have still not been able to get rid of it. Ive been driving the car for about a month like this. Its very annoying.||216.20.1.218||reg||9||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||02-27-2003||08:22 AM||||I hear ya, it's totally anoying ... it's been this way for a few months now. if this weekend stays some what warm, I'm going to try and track this squeek down, or try to pin point the squeek local ..||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||02-27-2003||08:37 AM||||i have the same problem, but i noticed that it happens alot more when its cold out. but i also have the stock clutch. i went looking for it once, and gave up after like 30 minutes.||64.252.110.15||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||02-27-2003||10:18 AM||||mine doesnt squeak but every time you push the clutch down it clicks...that gets onmy nerves. i havent figured that one yet.||131.193.156.122||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||galantvr4||02-27-2003||11:26 AM||||Mine does it too. I lubed up the spring and that helped for a little while but now its back! Damn its annoying||198.81.26.171||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000006||silly4turbo||02-27-2003||01:14 PM||||well at least I'm not the only one with this problem. anyone try changing the springs on the pedel assembly ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000007||number3||02-27-2003||01:46 PM||||I think you guys will need to replace the worn clutch pedal assembly soon.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||91 #680||02-27-2003||05:16 PM||||yeah mine squeaks too.  It's real annoying.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000009||silly4turbo||02-27-2003||05:30 PM||||maybe we can get a group buy on pedel assemblies :-)  if the assembly is the cause, an obvious question would be, is there a better assembly then the stock assembly ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000010||Telecaster||02-27-2003||06:52 PM||||Click, click, click.  Thats what i get when i press the clutch.  Has anyone fixed it?||66.32.61.73||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000011||number3||02-27-2003||09:10 PM||||I there any excessive play in the pedal? I am not saying that your pedal assembly IS bad I am saying that it maybe a warning sign.<br /><br />Mine was bad and I have less then 75K miles on my car.<br /><br />Harry<br /><br />BTW the assembly is about $40.00 and a real bitch to replace.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||silly4turbo||02-27-2003||11:25 PM||||the pedal still seems fine and once it's warmed up, shitfs preety good... as long as it's not going to cause any damage to the clutch itself,||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000013||johtis||03-03-2003||11:16 AM||||Hello my fellow Mitsu-owners on the other side of the pond. Pardon my bad english. I try as hard as I can.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />The squeek might be the rubber that acts as isolation where the clutch-bar/lever goes through the torpedowall into the engineroom. You have to lie on your back on the floor in front of the drivers seat to be able to see or reach it. Try to apply some lubricant on the rubber and the metal bar that goes through the rubber. That was the reason for the squeeking on my clutch, aswell as on a friends Nissan Maxima.||62.181.66.113||reg||1||johtis||00001023||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||03-03-2003||01:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> mine doesnt squeak but every time you push the clutch down it clicks...that gets onmy nerves. i havent figured that one yet. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That CLICK is the safety switch that only lets you start the car if the clutch pedal is down. I think the ECU is also connected to it. <br /><br />dp||68.155.49.112||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/001726.cgi
A||||1||SearsPointVR4||Split Second MAF||||1||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||02-27-2003||12:58 PM||ges1759@aol.com||has anyone tried one of these units?  let me know if anyone has any info.    <a href="http://www.splitsec.com" target="_blank">www.splitsec.com</a><br /><br />Ford.||198.81.26.171||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-27-2003||01:11 PM||||it has been discussed. here you go, see if this helps.<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001079#000003" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001079#000003</a>||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum2/001727.cgi
A||||5||boostboy51||ABS problem||||1||||boostboy51||00000274
Z||000000||boostboy51||02-27-2003||04:06 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||1st off i did search and there is a related topic, but i had a further question. one guy had problems with his after doing a brake job, and he was told to do an ABS sensor alignment. He suffered from uneven braking and the car swerving. basically ABS kicking in when not needed. I've been experiencing the same thing for over a year now. But in my case, there has been no new brake job. it only happens when it is very cold out. freezing conditions. if it warms up mid-day, the problem goes away. am i in need of an alignment too or bleeding, or is it something else???????<br /><br /><br />#327/2000||65.65.225.165||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||02-28-2003||09:56 AM||||ABS sensor misalignment should give you an ABS light in the cluster.  You may have moisture in the lines (bleeding could help), or some accumulation of ice or snow that could temporarily do this, but probably not if it happens everyday. <br /><br />Do you hear the ABS activating when this problem happens?||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||boostboy51||02-28-2003||10:18 AM||||that sounds about right. thanks<br /><br /><br />#327/2000||65.65.225.165||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||05-13-2003||03:42 PM||||I experienced my first ABS malfunction today.  Talk about a bowel mover...<br /><br />ABS cycled on the d/s front and p/s rear, causing me stop longer than expected and it pulled to the d/s.  It did this twice and then the ABS light came on when I let off the brake.<br /><br />After reviewing some posts (like this one) I decided to pull the fuse so I can at least get home in one piece.  I pulled the first ABS fuse (60A)/yellow.  It was difficult to remove and when I got it out I could see that one side of the plastic housing was melted -- the element was intact.  Hopefully that's the right fuse, I'm assuming the 60A takes presedence over the 20A blue.<br /><br />Any advice?  Thanks.||12.247.128.70||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||AWDpower||05-13-2003||05:17 PM||||"It was difficult to remove and when I got it out I could see that one side of the plastic housing was melted -- the element was intact."<br /><br />Hmmm, I couldn't get the fuse out when I tried to pull it at an autocross. Rather then risk breaking something at the time, I just plugged in my logger cable to disable it. I'll bet mine is melted too.||68.134.172.198||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||05-13-2003||05:30 PM||||Unfortunately logging doesn't disable it in '91s.  I wrapped a shop towel around the fuse and pulled it with pliers.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=427" alt=" - " />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001728.cgi
A||||1||boostboy51||max weight on Thule Racks???||||1||||boostboy51||00000274
Z||000000||boostboy51||02-27-2003||05:31 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||Anyone know how much weight factory Thule Roof Racks can hold????? I've been strapping some heavy ass boxes up there latly.<br /><br /><br />#327/2000||65.65.225.165||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000001||boostboy51||03-01-2003||04:13 PM||||i carried 400lbs up there yesterday<br /><br />#327/2000||65.65.225.165||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes



ubb/Forum2/001729.cgi
A||||2||slvrblt||Whats a good place to buy from ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||02-27-2003||06:07 PM||||Im looking to buy IC pipes, new IC (from eBay), fuel pump, and bosch 550s or 660s. Whats a good place to find this stuff ? I can easily find the fuel pump, injectors, and IC on eBay for a good price, but I need the IC pipes for a good price too. Any ideas ?<br /><br />Thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||02-27-2003||06:43 PM||||dsmparts.com has great prices on walbro pumps right now. 110 for a 550 and it includes the install kit.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||02-28-2003||01:44 AM||||<a href="http://www.groupbuycenter.com" target="_blank">www.groupbuycenter.com</a> of troll around other forums for group buys.||63.201.94.149||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/001730.cgi
A||||16||driftin galant||data logger||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||02-27-2003||06:40 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||where can i get one and how much?||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-27-2003||06:48 PM||||<a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com/?page=home" target="_blank">http://www.pocketlogger.com/?page=home</a>||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||joec||02-27-2003||06:49 PM||||The Pocket Logger (Palm Pilot based logger) is available at <a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com/" target="_blank">http://www.pocketlogger.com/</a> for $155.  You'll also need a Palm Pilot to use it...||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000003||Chris Sanders||02-28-2003||03:05 AM||||Just wait until March 1st and go to  <a href="http://www.tunerstein.com" target="_blank">Tunerstein</a> .  Hal got in a lil argument with his resellers and decided to just make all his progys freeware. He said he'd have info about where to buy cables from as well.  Even though it is free you might want to send a case of beer or something to him since he did put a lot of effort into coding those dataloggers.||208.188.23.156||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000004||driftin galant||02-28-2003||02:54 PM||||i went to the website and it was not working do you know the guy or what i am interested.||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-28-2003||04:05 PM||||Hmm... didn't work for me either, but he did say "wait until March 1"...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Chris Sanders||02-28-2003||08:30 PM||||Yeah I know him from #DSM on the irc.dsm.org server.  I guess he doesn't have a redirect up yet, but you can find the software at  <a href="http://206.124.12.138/freeware.html" target="_blank">Tunerstein</a> now.  He does have a kind of bitchy attitude about where to buy cables, but I'll see if I can find out what his source is.  If anyone else knows where to get or make ALDL cables let us know.||208.188.17.222||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||02-28-2003||09:35 PM||||he sounds mad at the 1g guys||63.201.94.149||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||03-02-2003||09:02 PM||||<a href="http://206.124.12.138/freeware.html" target="_blank">http://206.124.12.138/freeware.html</a><br /><br />has anyone used this software?||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||03-02-2003||09:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> he sounds mad at the 1g guys </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, sounds like somebody could use a hug.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.138.27||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||03-02-2003||10:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> <a href="http://206.124.12.138/freeware.html" target="_blank">http://206.124.12.138/freeware.html</a> <br /><br />has anyone used this software? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's definitely TunerStein.||64.109.167.219||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||91E39A||03-03-2003||02:00 PM||||Dear fellow GVR-4 owners,<br /><br />I have made a few dataloggers interfaces for 1st gen DSM and Galant VR-4.  I can make them to order for about $35-40.  Each one takes a several hours to make and the electronic components are kinda pricy.  Since the software is now freeware, just buy the datalogger interface and you are set.  It connects to serial (9pin) and has a long cable to hook to your diagnostic port.  It is just like the other cables out there, but for a lot cheaper.<br /><br />Anybody interested contact me at sansuchat@hotmail.com<br /><br />-Dan<br />1991 Galant VR-4 (#414)||24.210.74.80||reg||14||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000012||Chris Sanders||03-03-2003||03:23 PM||||Is there any way you can make an interface that doesn't have a DB9 connector on it?  I'd much rather have it be ALDL (or just spade connectors) on one end and connect directly to my Palm (no idea what that connector is called) on the other.||208.188.18.198||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000013||91E39A||03-03-2003||05:04 PM||||DB9(9-pin serial port) is the connector to the laptop/PC.  The other end of the cable is for hooking up to the ALDL(OBD-I) diagnostic port.  You just hook 3 wires up to the appropriate pins on the Diagnostic port and one for Power on the fuse box.  Simple.  I have never experimented on a Palm version, but it may be possible.<br /><br />-Dan<br />1991 Galant VR-4 (#414)||24.210.74.80||reg||14||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000014||DongeR615||03-04-2003||02:56 AM||||make one for the palm with software   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.201.94.149||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000015||Invader||03-04-2003||03:51 AM||||Just buy a Palm to Modem cable...  They are available for several of the Palm series from a few different companies...  Got mine for my Palm V for under $30 from <a href="http://www.expansys.us" target="_blank">Expansys</a>...<br /><br />Can also try...<br /><a href="http://www.markspace.com/products.html" target="_blank">http://www.markspace.com/products.html</a><br /><a href="http://www.cablestogo.com/product_list.asp?cat%5Fid=2102" target="_blank">http://www.cablestogo.com/product_list.asp?cat%5Fid=2102</a><br /><a href="http://www.pdamart.com/" target="_blank">http://www.pdamart.com/</a>||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000016||keydiver||03-04-2003||11:45 AM||||I've been going about it a slightly different way:<br />The ECU's all have an empty IC socket (for the Cyclone controller). I made a small interface board that solders into that socket, and has a 10 foot telephone cord coming out of it. At the other end of the phone cord, I supply either a 9-pin female adapter (notebook serial port for TMO or Tunerstein), or a male 9-pin serial connector that will plug into the Hotsync cable of a PDA, or both if the customer asks for it. I usually get $35 for the interface, installed, while I'm doing caps replacement or EPROM socketing.<br />The advantage to having it inside the ECU is that you can leave it connected all the time, its not draped across your legs, you can route the phone plug anywhere you want in the car permanently, and the way I do it now doesn't disable the ABS on '92 cars. The biggest disadvantage is that you can't log your friend's cars.<br />Its really great that Hal has released this as freeware. He's a great guy, and has helped me with ECU questions in the past. I'm not sure why he's so pissed off at his vendors.||68.158.172.111||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/001731.cgi
A||||3||Jose||5 Lug Swap||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||02-28-2003||12:27 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have the front knuckles from an Eclipse that I am planning to put on my VR4, I just need to know if there is anything different from the VR4 knuckle (abs sensor, abs ring, & etc...)?<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||02-28-2003||08:56 AM||||Search for 5 Lug swap. There are a few posts that, discuss it.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||02-28-2003||09:51 AM||||The ABS ring is different in the number of teeth and the mounting.  GVR4 mounts from the back of the hub, T/E/L from the front.  ABS sensor and mount are the same.<br /><br />Some have stated that the rotor with different number of teeth works fine.  Mine is not yet back on the road to verify that for you.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||02-28-2003||11:20 AM||||Along these lines, if anybody has a set of 4-bolt rear hubs left over from a 5-lug swap, I'd be interested in buying them.<br /><br />I'm modifying a T/E/L rear subfram to go into my GVR-4 and I'm trying to do as much work while it is off the car as possible so that I can just bolt up the subframe and go.<br /><br />I'm not quite ready to convert to 5-lug wheels just yet.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/001732.cgi
A||||1||mromik||HOW to fix 41 error||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||02-28-2003||07:03 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||sometimes CE lights<br /><br />41 error is found<br />how to fix it?||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Jon||02-28-2003||08:38 AM||||<a href="http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html" target="_blank">http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html</a><br /><br />Code 41 is for the injector.  Loose connector or bad wire at the injector?  Bad ECU?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum2/001733.cgi
A||||5||Cybernerd2||Galant vr4 RS 240bhp Service Manual||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||02-28-2003||08:08 AM||||Hi all,<br /><br />I would like to have the service manual in PDF format for my engine Galant vr4 RS 240bhp using 510cc injectors (yellow) with MD165808 ECU.<br /><br />Any could kindly provide me with the link to download it?<br /><br />Cheers.||219.92.155.45||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||02-28-2003||08:52 AM||||Did you put a "JDM" engine in your car or do you have a RHD VR4. If you were to get a service manual for that car. It would be in Japanese||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||mromik||02-28-2003||11:30 PM||||I have the same RHD Galant <br />Monte carlo edition in Russia and also need info <br />about it!||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||03-01-2003||10:04 AM||||Mromik, I found a couple site that might be able to help you. Mind you my russian isnt  that good, so if it has nothing to do with what you need, sorry.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /> <a href="http://www.ural.ru/gallery/index/92-Auto/Mitsubishi?PHPSESSID=7ac1861caad87346cba6bc1e6ebd8930" target="_blank">mitubishi</a>  <br /><br /><a href="http://pages.ykt.ru/auto/catalog/mitshubishi/galant.htm" target="_blank">mitsubishi</a>I think this one  has a forum where you can ask, about  it.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||Cybernerd2||03-02-2003||07:41 PM||||BTW what does JDM stand for?<br /><br />Yes, indeed my engine is from Japanese Galant VR4 RS 240bhp.<br /><br />Do you have the UK version of the factory manual for this ECU instead of the Japanese version as they are both RHS system.||217.34.227.145||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||03-02-2003||09:15 PM||||Japan Domestic Market||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/001734.cgi
A||||4||Compressed||shifter cables||||1||||Compressed||00000566
Z||000000||Compressed||02-28-2003||05:22 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Anyone know if the shifter cables are the same between vr4's and DSM's?  I need a new cable and would like to avoid buying a new one.  <br />Thanks||216.126.176.206||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||09-26-2003||11:47 PM||||i need to know the same thing can i use a t/e/l cable set in my vr4. the bushing on the trans decided to exit teh vr4 on the highway. i can get these locally i dotn want to order and wait for the vr4 one if i dont have to.<br /><br />thanks hector||205.188.208.166||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||09-26-2003||11:52 PM||||i think they are different||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||09-27-2003||09:22 AM||||They are different you have to get vr4 cables, i had to order them from concicelli mitsu.  and there were like 150 bucks i think give or take a few dollars||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||09-27-2003||12:47 PM||||I have shifter cables from a galant gsx, they should fit no problem. Let me know if your interested.  Later||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum2/001735.cgi
A||||0||Jose||For anyone with the TEIN coilovers.||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||02-28-2003||07:56 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Anyone with the TEIN coilovers, I need to know what setting would be best for everyday driving? <br />Jose....||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum2/001736.cgi
A||||3||mromik||again about datalogger||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||03-01-2003||07:18 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Where to get one?<br />may be some info about different loggers...<br /><br />OR SOME FREEWARE for 1G (VR-4) cars<br /><br />Thanks/||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Lucky13||03-01-2003||09:19 AM||||pocketlogger.com ( works with a PDA )<br />tmo.com ( works with a laptop )<br /><br />There are probably others, but I went with the pocklogger because you can get PDA's pretty cheap, and they are much easier to use and carry around than a laptop. And it was cheaper too.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />#1758/2000||68.158.220.42||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||03-01-2003||09:30 AM||||pocketlogger also has an EXCELLENT support group, on yahoo.  best i have ever been in.  and the owner, mike, regularly manages and posts the group.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||galant266||03-01-2003||09:38 PM||||I run the pockerlogger on mine and it works nice. Also they are comming out with a knock box which looks really good.||24.91.96.166||reg||1||galant266||00000684||yes



ubb/Forum2/001737.cgi
A||||7||147of1000||boom noise||||1||||147of1000||00000861
Z||000000||147of1000||03-01-2003||08:11 AM||||i recently replaced my struts and springs on my gvr4, when i hit small bumps or even take a turn on a smooth road the car makes a loud boom noise. it was doing it be for i replaced my springs/sturts too so i thought it was just the worn struts but after i replaced them it still does it. my buddy said it could be the drive shaft of worn suspension bushings, any thought as to what it might be?<br />  thanx in advanse for the help||68.18.97.62||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000001||number3||03-01-2003||08:42 AM||||Is there a dead body loose in the trunk?<br /><br /><br />Harry<br /><br /><br />Get the car up on a lift and check out things like bushings for play or broken parts. Make sure bolts are still tight and/or still there at all.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||03-01-2003||09:33 AM||||did you replace the upper strut mounts?  sounds like your struts are "topping", like fully extending.  if the strut mounts are original, i bet that is what it is.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||03-01-2003||09:48 AM||||I'm having the same problem. I just haven't had a chance to get under the car and check it out (Can you say "nasty winter?"). <br /><br />Ken, what do you recommend for strut mounts? OEM or is there something else out there that would be better? And where do I look for the urethane bushing kits for our cars?<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />dp||68.155.59.167||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||03-01-2003||12:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> And where do I look for the urethane bushing kits for our cars?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.dsmparts.com" target="_blank">DSMParts.com</a> carries Whiteline now (if you can navigate their butt-ugly site)...  and I believe you can get Energy Suspension as well.  I'm thinking <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">RRE</a> for that.||67.36.181.102||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||03-01-2003||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I'm having the same problem. I just haven't had a chance to get under the car and check it out (Can you say "nasty winter?"). <br /><br />Ken, what do you recommend for strut mounts? OEM or is there something else out there that would be better? And where do I look for the urethane bushing kits for our cars?<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />the only ones i know of outside of genuine mitsu is noltec.  upper strut mounts in a mac strut car take a beating.  i sell the heck out of them for bmw.<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Pep||03-01-2003||07:30 PM||||Check and see if the nut on the top of the strut is tightened all the way down. Mine wasn't after I put new struts on, and it made a horrible THUMP every time I hit a bump.<br /><br />BTW, where in Louisiana are you located? I go to school in Ruston (La. Tech).||66.76.204.236||reg||1||Pep||00000675||yes
Z||000007||147of1000||03-02-2003||02:16 AM||||thanx for all the replys. the only thing i have replaced was the struts and springs. the strut mounts are still the OEM ones with over 160000 miles on it should i replace them and or the bushings? i still have to make sure the upper bolts are all the way top be4 i replace anything.||68.18.112.61||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes



ubb/Forum2/001738.cgi
A||||20||GVR-4||What size tires...||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||03-01-2003||10:05 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||...do you guys use? It's time for new rubber and I would like to know all your thoughts. I have 205/45 17 (24.26" diameter) on there and I'm undecided as to which SIZE (not really brand) to get. Duc, I know you run 235/40 17 (24.40") and my buddy here runs 225/45 17 (24.97"). What are the advantages/disadvantages of the different sizes I could run?<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />dp||68.155.59.167||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||03-01-2003||11:11 AM||||What width wheels do you have?<br /><br />I have 17" x 7", and I really like the 225/45's I've been using.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||03-01-2003||12:40 PM||||They're 17 X 7.||68.155.62.122||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||ron||03-01-2003||01:23 PM||||I got 225/45-17 also on 17x7.5"  but thats because I got the tires just laying around.. I would run 235/40-17 like duc..wider and closer height to stock can't hurt..<br />ron||64.170.153.150||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||03-02-2003||12:18 AM||||17x7 BBS RK Rims here with 235/40/17's here. Noticed on my GPS taht teh speedo is dead on with these tires.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||03-02-2003||04:07 PM||||I remember seeing somewhere that the with stock sized tires the speedo is off -n%.  It was a scan of an article or something... I'm thinking it was a Subaru Legacy vs. VR-4 article.<br /><br />But anyway, at least according to the "trailered" radar speed signs (know what I mean?) it would seem to be the case.   My speedomoter reads about 10% too high.<br /><br />...But then there was that time when I got pulled over and the officer claimed I was doing 85mph -- I was barely doing 60.  I got away with a warning, so he was probably just trying to shake me down.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.37.185.194||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||markrieb||03-02-2003||11:58 PM||||Tire size really depends on rim size.<br /><br />On the stock 15x6" rims I have run 195/60/15, 205/55/15 and I have heard of a couple of people running 225/50/15's.  The 225 wide tire is a bit wide for a 6" rim.<br /><br />I have also run 205/55/16, 225/45/16 and 245/45/16 tires on a 16x7 rim.  The 245's were Kumho VictoRacers with a very stiff sidewall and even then the rims were too narrow.  A 225/50/16 will also fit nicely.<br /><br />I also have a set of 235/30/17's on 17x7 rims that I picked up this winter that I have yet to bolt onto the car.  Again (see a trend here...) the 235 tire is a bit too wide for the 7" rim.<br /><br />I really want a set of 16x8 or 17x8 wheels, but I can't find any for less than $300 each, and those are not DOT legal.<br /><br />About the only option is to spend the $$$ for some real 3-piece modular rims or convert the car to 5-lug.  You can find 16x8 and even 17x9 wheels in the 5-lug pattern all over.  The Mustang Cobra 17x9 wheels (5.95" backspacing) should fit right up.<br /><br />I'm in the process right now of trying to find a new set of race rubber.  The question is to run a 225/45/17 on the 17's I have, or find new rims.  A 5-lug conversion may be in my future, but I have too much wrapped up in 4-lug wheels right now (three full sets of tires and wheels) to switch.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.227.155||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||03-03-2003||01:32 AM||||I had sent a file to Jon a few weeks ago for inclusion in our FAQ's, but it hasn't made it up yet.  So, I made a .pdf of my spread sheets and posted them up in the file sections of the yahoogroups GVR4 and GVR4List.<br /><br />Hopefully this will answer most tire/wheel questions.<br /><br />If anybody has a tire or wheel size that works that I don't have listed please let me know.  Also, please let me know of any errors.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.227.155||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||03-03-2003||09:11 AM||||Holy cow! That's a TON of information. Thanks so much, Mark, for putting that together. Very, very helpful. Just what I needed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Dave Peter||68.155.59.104||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||03-03-2003||09:50 AM||||Well I decided on 215/45 17. And I got the Yokahama ES 100 for a total of $595.14 driveout. Just FYI...<br /><br />Thanks for all the input guys.<br /><br />dp||68.155.59.104||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||Martin Chilcote||03-04-2003||06:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong><br />If anybody has a tire or wheel size that works that I don't have listed please let me know.  <br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mark,<br />Thanks for all the info. In GVR-4's original post, he stated he was using 205/45/17's (24.26" diameter): very close to stock dia. but not in your charts.||12.110.136.92||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||03-04-2003||11:50 PM||||True that. That is the size the Tire Rack recommended to the previous owner who bought the wheel/tire combo from them.<br /><br />Also, the 215/45 17 (24.62" diameter) tire isn't listed either. The guy at the store I'm dealing with says that's the size Yokahoma recommends for the Galant with 17" wheels.<br /><br />Thanks again, Mark.<br /><br />dp||68.155.49.195||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||markrieb||03-05-2003||01:12 AM||||I've added those two sizes to my list, but I have never seen either of those sizes listed before.<br /><br />I've been searching hard for some 8" wide or wider rims and I'm not having much luck for something that isn't nearly $500/wheel.<br /><br />About the best I have found is from Circle Racing Wheels at $280 ea for what is supposed to be a strong and light (14 lbs or so) wheel, but I don't know if it is street legal/recommended.<br /><br />Rays Engineering, Volk and Advan offer several nice forged rims in 8" and 9" widths, but they are $500 each...  That 5-lug conversion is looking better all the time.<br /><br />Thanks for the input, keep it coming.<br /><br />Mark||4.47.227.155||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000013||Martin Chilcote||03-05-2003||10:51 AM||||[IMG]http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_next.asp?id=108 [/IMG]<br />How about this one, only 17 x 7" wide but forged & under $200 ea.<br />Jeg's is back ordered on them and their web info and catalog info differ in size/fitment facts. Their sales guy I talked to wasn't much help; Weld can't/won't answer e-mails and their webpage doesn't have this "new release. Its been running in full page ads in SCC and Turbo mags for several months. <br />  <a href="http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=112564&prmenbr=361" target="_blank">http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=112564&prmenbr=361</a>||66.139.166.42||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000014||Duc Hunter||03-05-2003||11:06 AM||||FYI I have friends racing on those Kosie K1's that are light. They seem pretty strong for their weight. Also I know the Konig Rota's are reasonably strong. IF you are really worried about a few pounds in the wheel though you should be planning on alum hat discs too. That can save you 6.5lbs per wheel or more. <br /><br />I chose the BBS wheels because they look good and are not really heavy. My next size I may try 235/45/17. I just want a little more "gear" as first is not very useful at my power level. Also I have noticed a substantial difference between a 40 series and a 45 series tire recently. That is not to say my 40's are harsh, they are not at all. They are......taught though. The 45's are smoother, fill the wheel well a little better and are smoother when cruising (95% of my time). <br /><br />Do not forget that Rallye Slicks (not really slicks) are 235/45/17's too and often teams run 225/45/17's for their intermediate tires (which are still stickier than any tire we can buy.||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000015||smokindav||03-05-2003||01:42 PM||||FYI, group purchase going on at <a href="http://www.bimmerforums.com" target="_blank">www.bimmerforums.com</a> any size Bridgestone S03.  Here's the link to the relevant thread.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.bimmerforums.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=79021&perpage=25&pagenumber=1" target="_blank">http://www.bimmerforums.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=79021&perpage=25&pagenumber=1</a>||64.6.86.76||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||03-05-2003||03:10 PM||||Correct image for Martin:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=108" alt=" - " />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||markrieb||03-05-2003||04:54 PM||||Weld used to make the wheels that the Archer Bros. used on their race Talons.  A couple of years ago, they quit making those rims and started concentrating on drag race and SUV/truck rims.  Which is too bad as they were strong, light and reasonably priced.<br /><br />A 7" wide rim is just too narrow for any tire wider than 225mm.  <br /><br />The main Kosei web page appears to be down.  The main reseller of Kosei seems to be The Tire Rack, and they do not list any wheels from Kosei in the 4x4.5 lug pattern.  If I convert to 5-lug, the Kosei's and the SSR's are high on my list for a good/cheap wheel.<br /><br />The whole problem is the 4x4.5 lug pattern.  If you go to the Tire Rack web page, they list 72 different wheels for the 1g T/E/L and only 17 for the GVR-4.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000018||Martin Chilcote||03-05-2003||06:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> <br />I really want a set of 16x8 or 17x8 wheels, but I can't find any for less than $300 each, and those are not DOT legal. Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.groupbuycenter.com/" target="_blank">http://www.groupbuycenter.com/</a>  has some 17x7.5<br />Racing Hart C2's for around $200 ea, some place in Ohio is the vender, don't know the weight, not bad looking.||12.110.136.92||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000020||Martin Chilcote||03-05-2003||06:34 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  I'm having trouble posting images and deleting screwed up posts.||12.110.136.92||reg||9||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000021||Duc Hunter||03-05-2003||06:44 PM||||MArk, I know the 4 bolts exist as I had a set in my hands when I bought my BBS wheels. They are also not 17x7, they are either 17x7.5 or 17x8 if my lame brain is working right. I liked them because they were cheap, nice, light and relatively strong. <br /><br />Also try the SubZero's from Konig I think.||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/001739.cgi
A||||10||Vr4in'||Gauge Pod||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||03-01-2003||02:54 PM||nohad43@aol.com||Will a 1st gen t/e/l gauge pod work on my gvr4?||65.32.216.182||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-01-2003||03:02 PM||||Not really.<br /><br />Try <a href="http://www.gaugepods.com" target="_blank">gaugepods.com</a>.  You may also want to consider mounting your gauges somewhere more "stealthy".||67.36.181.102||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||03-01-2003||08:19 PM||||I forget what the company name is,  but they make pods for our cars,  I have one,  but they only have 2 pod A-pillars,  not 3.||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000003||boostboy51||03-01-2003||08:23 PM||||<a href="http://www.Lo-Tek.com" target="_blank">www.Lo-Tek.com</a><br /><br /><br />#327/2000||65.65.225.165||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000004||#1459 VR-4||03-01-2003||08:41 PM||||After I filled my a-pillar I bought a triple gauge holder that fits in a single DIN under your stereo, it was 15 bucks at a Saab dealership... I'll get the part number if your interested.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||Benny||00000618||yes
Z||000005||galant266||03-01-2003||09:08 PM||||I got mine from <a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/misc.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/misc.shtml</a><br />But it didn't fit as good as I thought it would  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.91.96.166||reg||1||galant266||00000684||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||03-01-2003||09:39 PM||||hey benny if you dont mind please get me that part number if you dont mind...does it go uderneath my stereo and do you have any pics???thanks <br />       robby||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||#1459 VR-4||03-01-2003||10:01 PM||||The part number is: 02-73-235<br /><br />I called a couple dealerships, one was 15 and the other was 20.  Sorry, I don't have any pictures, but if you go under <i>Member Ride's</i>, a few of the cars (Ron, Harry, and Ken) have the general idea.  It's up to you if you want it above or below your stereo by just switching them between the DIN's to your liking.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||Benny||00000618||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||03-02-2003||04:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boostboy51:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.Lo-Tek.com" target="_blank">www.Lo-Tek.com</a><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, like I said, <a href="http://www.gaugepods.com" target="_blank">gaugepods.com</a> -- that's Lo-Tek.  Lo-Tek.com is someone else.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    They're, AFAIK, the ONLY manufacturer of A-pillar pods for our cars.  A couple online retailers have them, price difference is negligible.||67.37.185.194||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||03-02-2003||04:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galant266:<br /><strong> I got mine from  <a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/misc.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/misc.shtml</a> <br />But it didn't fit as good as I thought it would   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The trick is to use a heat gun.  (Search the archives, I posted a long-winded description... some other members have done the same before me)  The solution for me was to remove the a-pillar trim and carefully mold the pod to it with heat and a blunt instrument.  I got mine to the point where it had just a bit of friction-fit.  Almost snapped on/off.||67.37.185.194||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||03-02-2003||11:00 PM||||Other options out there are the pods that you can get through RRE...well I don't know if they're RRE exactly, but you can check them out at <a href="http://www.carbontrix.com" target="_blank">www.carbontrix.com</a>   Also MachV sells a few different options:<br /><br />Autometer cup:  <a href="http://www.machv.com/autcarfibgau.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/autcarfibgau.html</a><br /><br />Dash-top pods:  <a href="http://www.machv.com/dasgaugpod.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/dasgaugpod.html</a>||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum2/001740.cgi
A||||13||DookGVR4||Logged Idle issue....Need help||||1||||DookGVR4||00000632
Z||000000||DookGVR4||03-01-2003||09:04 PM||dook@adelphia.net||OK,  I got my logger and my Cpu back from Keydiver.<br />Here are the results (fully warmed up at idle)<br /><br />Idle 750-812 (fluctuating)<br />Timing 6-11 degrees(fluctuating)<br />Throttle pos 12%<br />ISC 22-30 Steps (fluctuating)<br />o2 Trim 92-108% (fluctuating)<br />Vaccum @ 15 in/hg<br />And the oil light blinking through all this.....<br /><br />Do i have a slew of problems here....Or could just one thing be throwing all the numbers off?...<br /><br />Thanks,Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-01-2003||09:29 PM||||the idle is a bit low, like for a t/e/l.  timing is a tad high, but may be ok, you will have to log some wot runs to see.  tps is a bit hi, but no worry.  dunno about the isc, i have never logged it.  o2 trim is right on the money.  vacuum is low, could be a tired motor, or a small air leak, like the throttle plate shafts.  oil lite is blinking cause the idle is a bit low.<br />first off, do you have any mods?  and, what you should do is reset your base idle, and base timing, the ecu will try to bring each into set specs. if one is off, it could affect the other.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||03-01-2003||09:41 PM||||The only mod i have is a k&n filter...<br /><br />How do i go about resetting base timing and base idle?..<br />And what should it idle at?.<br />And why is the tps @ 12%....I would have thought it to be 0%...?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <br /><br /><br />I did a few first gear pulls...<br />I got 7156 peak rpm <br />0 knock<br />87 steps on the isc<br /><br />another log..<br />6843 rpm <br />0 knock<br />99% o2<br /><br />I did a compression test and i was at  160 accross the board <br />Thanks,Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||03-01-2003||11:55 PM||||Damn setting base timing looks like a chore..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />My buddy (used to own a DSM)...told me to clean the egr also...<br /><br />I am gonna try to get under the hood tomorrow and clean the TB and EGR for starters...||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||03-03-2003||12:57 PM||||Throttle position should be right around 10%. I don't know if 12% is too high or not. Your vacuum appears to be very low. It should be 18-20. That may indicate a bad vacuum leak somewhere. I would suggest turning the BISS screw half a turn, and see if the ISC number drops. I like to see the idle ISC under 10 usually, warmed up fully and no fans or accessories running. Your O2 is quite rich at WOT, again possibly indicating a bad vacuum leak. Have you tried pressurizing the intercooler pipes? <br />Setting the idle as per the FAQ is really not that hard. Just get 2 alligator jumper wires, and ground both the timing conector (next to the clutch fluid reservoir, inside the dust cover, NOT THE OPEN SPADE TERMINAL), and pin #10 in the diagnostic port.||68.158.172.111||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||DookGVR4||03-03-2003||05:35 PM||||BISS Screw baby!<br /><br />I have control of idle now and it is pretty solid!<br />That's the good thing....<br /><br />Before i did the BISS...i took the EGR and TB assembly off and fully cleaned them...My idle skyrocketed to about 2k then i adjusted the BISS accordingly<br /><br />Now i have a question?..<br />What fuse should i pull to erase memory on the ecu?<br /><br />And the only weird thing is the biss scre is about a half turn from being TIGHT<br /><br />Once i am able to erase the ecu memory i am going tu fully adjust and log it to see how the isc is doing and if the idle switch is indeed working<br /><br />Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000007||mitsuvr4||03-03-2003||06:02 PM||||Best way to clear the ECU is just disconnect your battery.<br /><br />The car will run a little different until it "learns" it's place again.||134.29.246.249||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||03-03-2003||09:37 PM||||in the fuse box inside the car, the lower right hand fuse is the ecu power.  it also has like interior lites and clock.  pull that fuse, wait about 30 seconds, and the memory is gone.  if your biss is only 1/2 turn out, something is still amuck.  should be at least a couple of turns.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||DookGVR4||03-03-2003||10:38 PM||||Logged...<br /><br />Idle switch is indeed working and isc is under or around 20 steps....<br /><br />But the fluctuation is back  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  !<br /><br />I am ordering a new biss screw,o-ring and cap tomorrow( i have no cap )<br /><br />The car is going to the dealer thursady...act 2600 and new remanufactured axles goin in.<br /><br />When the car gets back from there and it warms up a little outside i will be on a manhunt for boost/vac leaks.<br /><br />Man this is pain in the arse!||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000010||DookGVR4||03-05-2003||05:18 PM||||Got my hands on a multimeter today...<br /><br />According to the faq that i followed it says that spec rating is 28-33 ohms...<br /><br />Every thing i tested according to it came out to be 35.x<br /><br />Could 2 ohms really be it?...could this be the cure?...A new ISC?!...<br /><br />One other note...it says test the car when it is cool....i drove to the place and let it cool for about 20 minutes..Would that throw off readings?..<br /><br />Thanks,Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000011||nvr2fst||03-05-2003||09:52 PM||||The ISC should be reading around 28 ohms when cold and 33 when hot, anthing above that will affect how the computer adjusts the idle. If you reading 35 ohms when the car is warm you should be alright, however, could be an indication that the ISC is going bad. <br />The best way to check teh ISC is to let the car sit over night and before you drive the nest morning check the ohms to see if they are in range.<br />I am having the same problem, idle surge  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  I've been tracing the problem for about 2 months and I am slowly narrowing it down. I suggest checking the intercooler pipes by pressurizing the system.<br />Check out <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ICtester.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ICtester.html</a> for the build up of a cheap IC piping tester. I built this and found that one of my injector o-rings was bad and my TB gasket was bad. I am still hearing sme leaks by the turbo, which I think is another gasket on the metal pipe that leads to the stock rubber piping. Also I think the intake manifold is leaking or the top o-rings on the injectors is bad. As you can see it is a pain in the ass  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br />adam<br /><br />#120/1000<br />98 Type R #98||205.188.209.7||reg||1||nvr2fst||00000977||yes
Z||000012||Invader||03-05-2003||11:28 PM||||Dave, if I'm reading you right, you're worried about a ~50 RPM fluctuation?  I'd just chalk that one up to it being a Mitsu...seriously...<br /><br />Incidently, O2 trim will always be 99% at WOT or above 4k RPM.  The O2 isn't used for feedback during those conditions and is ignored by the ECU.  Don't even bother logging O2 trim unless you are using it to set your AFC Lo values...otherwise, you're probably better off paying attention to the knock, timing advance, and IPW.<br /><br />Hey, Keydiver, you using GVR4 code or TEL code for your chips?||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||03-06-2003||04:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> Hey, Keydiver, you using GVR4 code or TEL code for your chips? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, I use both, or either. I usually try to match up the code to the original code for the particular car. For GVR-4's, I usually use the E934 GVR-4 code, but I'm beginning to like the E931 AWD DSM code better with the 2g MAS.<br />We'll see.||66.156.244.124||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||Jon||03-07-2003||08:48 AM||||Change the TPS to read 10% and the idle will correct itself.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum2/001741.cgi
A||||7||chhuong||trunk lever??||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||03-02-2003||02:12 AM||sirrealracer@attbi.com||Has anyone ever had a problem with this??  i searched and nothing came up.  So i decided to ask here.  At first i thought it was my cable but when i had someone pull on the lever it looks like it works, but the lever looks like its broke and crooked.  So my other question is how do i remove it??  It looks like I have to remove the carpet and maybe the seat.  Any help will be appreciated!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-02-2003||04:02 PM||||What happened?  Something get snagged on it?||67.37.185.194||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||03-02-2003||09:15 PM||||Looks like my newly aquired GVR4 has a similar problem.  I have to yank it 4 or 5 times before it pops the trunk.<br /><br />If someone has an easy fix, please post it.  Otherwise it looks like I'll have to tear into it one day.||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||LunarShadow||03-02-2003||09:32 PM||||Same thing happens on one of my Galants.  The mechanism is fairly simple.  It uses a braided wire which stretches over time.  If I grab the wire and pull, the trunk will open.  An easy fix would be to shim the lever a arm a bit.||172.132.166.141||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000004||chhuong||03-03-2003||01:32 AM||||Well on mine i have to pull so hard that the lever feels like its gonna brake, and the previous owner pulled so hard it's not aligned anymore!!  And just recently it doesnt work so i'm not sure if the cable is over stretched or if the lever is so misaligned that it won't pull the cable all the way!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000005||RayH||03-03-2003||10:35 AM||||Check the cable in the trunk.  It runs up the trunk lid on the driver's side and is attached to the driver's side hinge by a cable guide.  If the cable guide pops loose it can add just enough slack to prevent the lid from opening not too mention wearing out the wiring harness.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000006||chhuong||03-03-2003||11:46 PM||||I'll try that thanks for the info!!  I'll post if it works!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000007||gtluke||03-04-2003||12:28 AM||||cool mine's broke too<br />i'm gunna try f'ng with it now||138.89.38.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum2/001742.cgi
A||||1||Arty||Transmission oil guide removal||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||03-02-2003||02:38 AM||||I can remove the bigger guide, but I can't see how to remove the thinner oil guide without risking breaking it. If I leave it in the housing while I'm working, it may get snaped off.<br /><br />Is there a trick to removing this guide, do you have to compress it, or bend it slightly to unhook whatever is holding it onto the housing ?<br /><br />Arty||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-02-2003||03:59 PM||||Try emailing:  jon at teamrip.com||67.37.185.194||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001743.cgi
A||||2||PRE-EVO||Got a few questions and a couple part numbers I need....||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||03-02-2003||03:41 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I need the following part numbers:<br /></font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">*Front bumper for a GVR4<br />*Injector o-rings (the ones that look like little donuts).<br />*Drivers side overhead door trim (the piece that goes from the rear door to the a pillar). <br />*The split double radio trim piece (2 din sized holes).<br />*DIN sized pocket for under the radio (if there is one.</font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />The other question I have is how much gear lube and what type is needed for changing out all the gear lube in the tranny, transfer case, rear diff?<br />I know it's probably 75w80 or higher. Any general reccommendations and any additives I should look for locally?<br /><br />Thank you.||199.183.183.156||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||#258||03-02-2003||09:50 AM||||Front bumper steel   MB804170||151.198.226.11||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000002||#258||03-02-2003||10:04 AM||||Now for the rest of the post...........                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 bumper foam MB804185        bumper cover MB831667      injector o rings MD614813   door trim MB761202   Radio trim MB               716801||151.198.226.11||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes



ubb/Forum2/001744.cgi
A||||0||lamps-oz-gvr4||turbo timer + immobiliser||||1||||lamps-oz-gvr4||00000644
Z||000000||lamps-oz-gvr4||03-02-2003||07:40 AM||lampsy@optushome.com.au||I just installed my no-brand turbo timer. Which works a treat except that I can't use my remote key-fob to lock my doors and engage the immobiliser until the engine has turned off.<br /><br />Any idea how to wire up the timer so that this isn't an issue?<br /><br />Thanks in advance.<br /><br />Lamps||211.28.96.71||reg||1||lamps-oz-gvr4||00000644||yes



ubb/Forum2/001745.cgi
A||||2||mixx2001||Release bearing question.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||03-02-2003||12:23 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||What's up I just purchased Dan at Mach V's old GVR4.  Here's a  <a href="http://www.machvw.com/sol92mitgalv.html" target="_blank">pic.</a> It's nowhere near as nice as it was when Dan had it.  I actually bought it from the stupid MF that Dan sold it to.  It now needs a new Bell housing, Clutch, Flywheel, Driveshaft (looks like it fell out of the car!), Exhaust, Fog lights, Transfer case, and maybe Transmision.  If I ever go back to Atlanta I'll make a "special trip" to this Kids house.  See I bought the car "as is" because I lived in NC and the car was so far away.  Money's not really a problem for me but I still have to work for it.  This dumbass tells me the car's in great shape, but it needs a slave cylinder.  So we deduct $300 of the cost of the car, and I rent a u-haul to go and get it.  Conveinently he's "out-of town" when I get there.  So I pay his mommy and load it up on the trailer.  The wheels are in horrible shape, and the paint is no better.  So when I got it back to NC and up on a lift I found all the other shit.  It's all good as far as the car is concerned, because the mods done to it that aren't completely trashed will make up for it, but I'm still gonna kill the kid if I ever see him for lying to me.  Any way here's my question.  Does anyone know if you can get the sleeve or collar (whatever you want to call it) on the input shaft, that the release bearing rides/slides on, as a seperate part?  I was also wondering if you can get the bell housing seperate from the rest of the transmission housing. Has anyone purchased either of these before? The release bearing is  melted and completely destroyed, and pretty much machined a new groove into that sleeve so the release bearing no longer slides smoothly over the input shaft. Also the bell housing has an ear broken off of it, so I'll probably need a new one of those too. Oh yhea and one more thing, has anyone ever heard of a transmission code of NPXV? I know the USDM trans for the GVR4's were coded NQBK and NQBM or so I've heard.  Thanks in advance.||66.26.138.176||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-02-2003||12:47 PM||||NPXV is 1g gsx, i think a 92-94.  your first gear will be slightly "shorter", but otherwise, it is ok.  at least you got the correct final drive.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||03-02-2003||12:52 PM||||Do you know any visible way to tell what kind of T-case you have?  And if it's compatible with the transsmission?  He threw in a used T-case with the car (how nice of him) that looks like it came from a junkyard.  He also had two driveshafts with the car both with the same overall length, but one has a shorter second section but a  longer third, and vice versa.  Any thoughts?  Thanks for the code info.||66.26.138.176||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/001746.cgi
A||||7||Ash||Shifter cables broken||||9||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||03-02-2003||05:16 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Has anyone ever broke these before?  How much of a PITA is it to change?  And how expensive is it?<br /><br />The car is currently drivable via 4 cable ties & a small hose clamp, just!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Any help appreciated.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||9||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||Ash||03-03-2003||05:29 AM||||I pulled the car apart a bit & found out how to swap em, pity I have to wait nearly a month for them to come from Japan  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   $480AU too<br />(None in Australia at all apparently)||203.220.202.108||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||03-03-2003||11:40 AM||||Where did it break?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||Ash||03-04-2003||06:32 PM||||Just in front of the shifter in the centre console.  Its the plastic sheath kinda thng that keeps the cable straight when you push the cable forward, as in shift 3rd to 4th.  The cable just folded back on itself & kinked pretty badly.  I've got the plastic bit held in place very dodgy so I can drive but geez it shifts slow.  The cable itself isn't actually broken, just kinked badly, the plastic guide sheath thingy is busted.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||LunarShadow||03-04-2003||11:17 PM||||I've never heard of this before.  Are you sure you don't have problems elsewhere?  Did you miss a shift into 2nd or 4th when this happened?  Which cable? One or both?<br /><br />On another note, did you order the part(s) already?  I think I know might be able to find some cables for very little cash.  The shipping to AU won't be that bad.||172.153.188.111||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||03-04-2003||11:19 PM||||I've seen this happen before.  Those kinks are pretty much unrepairable, and I've had to help someone replace the cables because of the exact same problem.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Ash||03-05-2003||01:22 AM||||Lunar - A snap shift into 2nd (mind the pun) did the damage.  Its the right hand side one that gives forward/back lever movement, not the other one that goes left to right. <br /><br />As Howard said, its pretty much not repairable.  I've dodgyed it up enough to drive but the kink makes it really tight inside the guide tube, the original kink was past 90 degrees so I have straightened it as best I could.  It takes about 2 sec to change from 1st to 2nd & then again 3rd to 4th.<br /><br />Yeah, I have already ordered it.  There are plenty of other Aussie cars I could grab one out of from a wrecker, but as its a plastic bit that broke I'd rather get a new one so I don't get the problem again in the near future.  Thanks for the offer anyway.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Howard:  Is it simply unhook the cables at either end & unbolt the bracket from the inside of the firewall behind the bottom of the radio?  That's all I could see when I had her 1/2 out last night.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||LunarShadow||03-05-2003||07:26 PM||||The cables attach at both the tranny and shifter ends of course.  Then there is a single bracket/rubber thing which holds the cables ahead of the shifter.  Then the cables bend and go through a rubber grommet in the firewall. I think thats it.||172.147.26.133||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes



ubb/Forum2/001747.cgi
A||||6||gvr4ever||Fuel pump install||||5||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||03-02-2003||05:20 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Okay, da wife and I did a dream install.  It took maybe over an hour to do a fuel pump install.  The problem, the fuel line connector (the part that is hard to break loose) is leaking. I'm afrade to tighten it anymore.<br /><br />Is there anything I could put on the threads to help seal it?||12.221.228.124||reg||5||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||03-02-2003||06:05 PM||||Well, I seemed to have gotton it.  I took it back off and cleaned the threads up as best I could and put it back on.  I think I was able to get an extra half turn in the 2nd attempt.  <br /><br />The install went as smooth as silk.  I spent more time tring to fix the fuel leak I think.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||03-02-2003||07:35 PM||||is your fuel pump located inside the fuel tank or are you using the external fuel pump?||217.34.227.145||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||03-02-2003||08:31 PM||||It is a internal winebro 255.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||03-02-2003||09:53 PM||||the walbro 255 was the biggest bitch of an install for me. There wasnt enough PB Blaster in the world that could break either of the fuel lines loose. So i ended up driving the car around until i had little fuel left and then dropped the fuel tank down. pretty easy after that. <br /><br />what walbro 255 pump did you use? I think i was originally sent a 1g t/e/l pump but the filter on the bottom went the wrong direction so i ended up with a 2g compatible pump. Weird.||128.248.170.202||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||03-02-2003||10:05 PM||||I got it from dsmparts.  It's not the HP walbro, just the regular 255.<br /><br />Well, I read the vfaq and was expecting to be out in the garage for hours busting the fuel line free.  I got it free in like a minuete.  I had the whole pump out in no time at all.  I spent more time driving to sears to get the flare wrenches then it took to work on the pump.  I just used a little PB blaster before I got started.  I guess I just got really lucky.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Arty||03-02-2003||10:34 PM||||I couldn't source a 19mm flare wrench at a sane price so I hacksawed a cheap ring spanner.<br /><br />The main problem was the hose nut wasn't easily accessible through the hole in the floor of the boot, it was right at the edge of the hole. I soaked the nut in WD40 the day before, and it cracked loose fairly easily.||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/001748.cgi
A||||0||atsiauto||Trans still grinding ,. ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||03-02-2003||05:50 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||well its weird i have checked the level adj the clutch rod out a bit . It was out pretty far already I'm thinking its the fulcrum pin as somebody had an act in there before ., I really done want to drop the trans , but im going to do the check to see it the fork is hitting the bell housing and check the shifter cables, but it does it in 135 and wont go into 4th on hard shifts, I had almost rosated a z28 this evening on a quikie but 4th was like not there,...... shifts decent otherwise , just dont try any downshifts at speed, reeeeeeent... any help is good help thanks, PS if anybody is near me and is good at diagnosing these come on down for the march 8th meet On me . Scotty||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum2/001749.cgi
A||||3||Cybernerd2||1G and 2G ECU diagram ||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||03-02-2003||10:47 PM||||Can someone tell me what year is 1G Galant VR4? Is it 1989-1991? <br /><br />Basically what are the differences between the 1G and 2G ECU?<br /><br />I am a little confuse here when viewing this link:<br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ecu-harness-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ecu-harness-1G.html</a>||217.34.227.145||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||03-02-2003||10:54 PM||||In what country?||68.155.49.14||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||03-03-2003||12:37 AM||||Sorry, I am from UK.||217.34.227.145||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-03-2003||12:31 PM||||I believe that in the DSM terms, a 1G Galant VR-4 would be 89-92, maybe older.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001750.cgi
A||||3||Gvr4-330||Does anyone know about Formula C-type wheels?||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||03-03-2003||12:29 AM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||<a href="http://www.importhookup.com/wheeloptions/special.htm" target="_blank">http://www.importhookup.com/wheeloptions/special.htm</a> <br /><br />Scroll down to look at them.  I really like the look of the gunmetal ones.  Think that color and that polished lip would look great on my black car.  Also, they are pretty lightweight (15lbs) and the pricing is pretty good.  I just have never heard of the brand, and I can't really find anything on the internet either.<br /><br />For example, I don't know if it is the right bolt pattern for our car, or what offsets it is (any recommendations?  I plan on running 225/50-16 or 225/45-16 tires on it.)<br /><br />Hopefully someone knows something about them.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||03-03-2003||01:35 AM||||See my message at <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=2&t=001738#000007" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=2&t=001738#000007</a><br /><br />In general, if they have the correct bolt pattern (4x4.5") and the correct center bore (67.1mm) a 16x7 wheel will easily fit with anywhere from 40 to 45mm of offset.  A 225 wide tire is nearly a perfect fit for a 7" rim.  The 225/45/16 is slightly shorter than stock, 225/50/16 slightly taller, either tire will fit.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.227.155||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||chhuong||03-03-2003||01:36 AM||||Well that's just a knock off of the ssr type c's also known as competitions.  Other than that I don't know too much about those!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000003||Gvr4-330||03-04-2003||12:02 AM||||hmm.. you're right. they do look like SSR Competitions.<br /><br />But 15 lbs is pretty light anyway.  I wish I could find out more info, like the strength and durability.  It's a very attractive price.  $950 shipped with tires.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum2/001751.cgi
A||||6||SD90GalantGSX||Pedal assembly probs....||||13||||SD90GalantGSX||00000649
Z||000000||SD90GalantGSX||03-03-2003||01:50 AM||burnscool@aol.com||Does anyone w/ a ACT 2600 have clutch pedal assembly problems?  I had problems w/ mone on my 93 GSX.  I am pretty sure that my pedal assembly is going bad on my GSX.  I have to keep adjusting the clutch all the time.  I don't have enough "bolt lenght" to keep adjusting it.  Any suggestions besides welding the pedal assembly?||205.188.209.7||reg||13||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||03-03-2003||07:19 AM||||When you put the clutch in, did you replace the shift fork AND the little ball it pivots on? On my FWD Talon, I was having the exact same problem, and after taking the trans off for the third time (after replacing the pedal assembly) I found that the pivot ball was worn and wasn't letting the shift fork push all the way, and also wasn't keeping it "level" on the pivot (it tended to wobble around). <br /><br />If you didn't replace that little pivot ball and the shift fork then then only think I could think of would be to put a washer behind the pivot. <br /><br />Sorry both my suggestions involve pulling the trans off again.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.162.68.5||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||03-03-2003||10:17 AM||||Read RRE's site. They discuss the problems with the pedal assembly getting worn out and people not having enough travel.||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||03-03-2003||10:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong>When you put the clutch in, did you replace the shift fork AND the little ball it pivots on?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't mean to be picky about semantics but that's the release fork and the throw-out bearing (aka TOB, release bearing).  The TOB should always be replaced with OEM on every clutch change.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||03-03-2003||12:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I don't mean to be picky about semantics but that's the release fork and the throw-out bearing (aka TOB, release bearing).  The TOB should always be replaced with OEM on every clutch change. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The release fork is what I meant, but I did not mean the TOB. I meant that little pivot that screws into the inside of the bellhousing that the fork "clips" onto. Those get worn, and the fork doesn't sit on it like its supposed to.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||SD90GalantGSX||03-04-2003||01:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> When you put the clutch in, did you replace the shift fork AND the little ball it pivots on? On my FWD Talon, I was having the exact same problem, and after taking the trans off for the third time (after replacing the pedal assembly) I found that the pivot ball was worn and wasn't letting the shift fork push all the way, and also wasn't keeping it "level" on the pivot (it tended to wobble around). <br /><br />If you didn't replace that little pivot ball and the shift fork then then only think I could think of would be to put a washer behind the pivot. <br /><br />Sorry both my suggestions involve pulling the trans off again.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I always replace the TOB.   I didn't replace the shift fork or the ball it pivots on.  I haven't tried that.  I replaced my clutch pedal assembly on my GSX and it took about 3 hours.  Not fun stuff.  I will try replacing those parts when I get some time on my hands...thanks for the info...||198.81.26.171||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||03-04-2003||12:38 PM||||the clutch fork has been revised, you should replace it with every clutch change, the newer one is much stronger.  the pivot pin is a MUST DO on every clutch change.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001752.cgi
A||||1||spoulson||Touch up paint techniques?||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||03-03-2003||08:04 AM||public@networkapp.com||On my GVR4 there is a small spot on the hood where the previous owner accidentally compounded through the paint and into the primer.  The primer coat is still holding, but an oval spot about the width of a quarter now shows and I want to fix it without repainting the whole thing.<br /><br />A long time ago I saw on TNN or Speedvision a segment where they used touch up paint on a car.  They used some technique, which I don't remember, where they polished it smooth and the paint was back to original with no visible paint dabs.<br /><br />Does anyone have tricks of their own that they use?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||03-03-2003||08:48 AM||||i am sure you can find something like that on the web since it really isn't make/model specific.  i am thinking about taking care of a couple of scratches on my car too.  since the paint looks real good, i don't want to repaint the whole thing.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum2/001753.cgi
A||||7||Duc Hunter||Tough cold starting||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||03-03-2003||11:51 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I replaced my throttle shaft seals this weekend. I also swapped ISC's with one a buddy had on a TEL. By ISC I mean the device on the Throttle body that has a plug on it and attached to the coolant manifold that is bolted to the throttle body. My goal was get my car to run at a fast idle when cold like it use too. <br /><br />Funny thing is my ISC has a metal base and a beige top. His was al plastic. Also mine appears to be stuck out farther (the black piece that goes into the throttle body) that his did. I wondered if mine was stuck out and broken. Well his made no difference. What else should I look at. I would like to get my fast idle back for cold starts and when the lights and A/C is on.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Am I looking in the wrong spot?||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||03-03-2003||12:00 PM||||What is your pocketlogger saying the ISC is set to when cold?||68.158.172.111||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||03-03-2003||12:04 PM||||120's...the logger shows the ISC moving around but there is no effect on idle. From the logger seems to be working right, but sine the idle never changes I know something is not right,||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||joec||03-03-2003||01:20 PM||||You did reset the BISS right (to make sure the ISC is centered)?  I would think you'd especially have to do this after swapping ISC's.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||03-03-2003||02:16 PM||||BISS, interesting. I will recheck it. Does anyone know if the pocketlogger grounds the connector just like the TMO Datalogger does? This would be the connector in the interior next to the fue box per the VFAQ.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html" target="_blank">BISS VFAQ</a><br /><br />Does anyone know how to set/check the throttle stop switch adjument? I should check that while I am in there right?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||joec||03-03-2003||03:34 PM||||Yes, the dataloggers have to ground that connector to put the ECU in diagnostic mode.<br /><br />Not sure about the throttle on/off switch.  My manual (don't remember if it was the CD manual or my actual 92 Eclipse GSX manual) said to screw it in until the switch just closed, then screw it in 15/16 more.  I tried this on my GVR4 (replaced a bad switch) and the car idled WAY too high.  I ended up setting it just slightly tighter than the point where the switch closed.  I would expect that you'd need to reset the BISS after adjusting the throttle on/off switch position since it is used to keep the throttle plate slightly open (changes the gap).<br /><br />I think the ISC reading goes from 0 to 130.  If you're at 120's then it sounds like the ECU might be pegging the ISC.  Centering the BISS might put it back into range.<br /><br />Also, might as well check the o-ring on the BISS while you're at it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm amazed at the technology involved in making these cars idle...||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||03-03-2003||03:41 PM||||O-Ring was fine, I re-adjusted the BISS (but forgot to ground the engine compartment wire like a lame brain) and I set the throttle switch so that the ECU says 11% (that is where searches seem to show everyones is at).<br /><br />Updated:<br />Now I am really confused. I loosened the throttle cable to make sure it was not confusing things by being too tight. Throttle stop switch was backed all the way off then turned in 15/16th. This made the TPS read 11% on the pocket logger. Then I tightened the throttle cable, making sure that the TPS reading did not change. Then I started the car, grounded the wire on the firewall and set the BISS to idle at 750. It does hunt a little but not bad and I am making over 500mm.hg at idle so I know I do not have a vacuum leak. Even with all this the dame fast idle does not seem to work??  HELP!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||03-07-2003||01:57 PM||||I am still puzzled by this issue. 2 questions for the brain trust out there. <br /><br />How do you reset the throttle plate closed position when you reassemble the throttle body after replacing the shaft seals? Do you set it fully closed and set the TPS to zero or is the throttle plate slightly open at "0%" throttle?<br /><br />About how many turns out should the BISS be if you car is running well (i.e. no vacuum leaks)?||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/001754.cgi
A||||1||Duc Hunter||BOV Adjustment||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||03-03-2003||02:09 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||In reading the shop manual I found a very interesting spec. The stock BOV should stay sealed until 7psi of vacuum is applied to the actuator. My guess is that if we set our aftermarket BOV's to this same 7psi vacuum setting they will work great. My design the aftermarket ones will hold more boost and do not need to be set super stiff to do so. This should let them work well on the light lift challenges we have. I would try it but cannot find my vacuum pump.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-03-2003||04:45 PM||||Vaccum pump...whaat? is it a swedish made pump ? LOL. Sorry, I am a huge austin powers fan so thats the first thing take comes to mind...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I see what you are saying. I just got my HKS today. I need to buy that darned flange now. Its 35 bux, ridiculously expensive!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001755.cgi
A||||24||HKS VR-4||Front Brake Rotors....||||11||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||03-03-2003||02:14 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||My front brake rotors are warped and I need to get them replaced. I wanted to know what kind you guys use and where I can get them. <br /><br />About a year ago I got these drilled rotors from Mofugas...I think they are KVR...not sure....anyhow....I need new rotors now and need to know where I can get some.<br /><br />THANKS, KEN||12.81.87.136||reg||11||HKS VR-4||00000302||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||03-03-2003||02:24 PM||||I have the KVR's too and they are fine so far (about 25000 miles on them). Try these links. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.machv.com/powrot.html" target="_blank">MachV Powerstops</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/brake.htm" target="_blank">ExtremeMotorsports</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclbrakes.htm" target="_blank">RoadRace Engineering</a><br /><br /> <br /><br />Screaming deal going apparently on the Brembo's here. I may just get me a set for that price (my rears are toast but the fronts are fine). <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/Brakes.htm" target="_blank">DSM Parts Brembo etc</a>||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||03-03-2003||03:06 PM||||I have brembo's but they are for the 3kgt. I only put like 100 miles on them, but I can tell you. When I do drive my car it stop's on a dime.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||03-03-2003||03:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> I have brembo's but they are for the 3kgt. I only put like 100 miles on them, but I can tell you. When I do drive my car it stop's on a dime. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">These are stock sized Brembo's for the GVR4 but they are sweet. At $179 for a front set or a rear set, $335 for all 4 and $397 for all 4 and Metal Master pads they seem like a good deal.||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||03-03-2003||03:51 PM||||dsmparts.com has 4 brembo cross drilled rotors and 4 axxis metal master pads for 400.  I am going to pick this up in a few weeks.<br /><br />Things that can warp your rotors:<br /><br />uneven torqued lugs<br />frozen or uneven calipers<br />hard braking while turning<br />using your e-brake on very hot rotors<br /><br />I'm sure there are other ways, but I don't know them.||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||03-03-2003||04:20 PM||||I got my whole set up. The 5bolt hubs & all 4 rotors & performance friction pads for roughly $210.<br /> AutoZone had them actually sitting on the shelf. Someone had ordered the same exact set up needed for a VR4 5 bolt swap & never picked them up, so I got 1 hell of a discount. I got the fronts for $20 each & the rear for $35ea. The pad were like $50 for all 4 sides & I got the hubs at the boneyard for like $40<br /><br />I love it when parts stores need to get rid of things that have been sitting around||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||smokindav||03-03-2003||04:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Things that can warp your rotors:<br /><br />hard braking while turning<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please explain, because this sounds like uninformed bullshit to me.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.87.121||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||03-03-2003||04:44 PM||||cross drilling the rotors weakens them, and under extreme conditions, they will crack, and pieces will fall out.  brembo DOES NOT make cross drilled rotors.  what these companies do is buy finished rotors, and drill them.  the correct way to do this is the rotors are cast with the holes in them, and they are dressed during the final machining process.  cross drilling only looks cool, if your car needs the benefit of gas relief because of heavy braking, like in road racing, drilled rotors that are not properly done will fail long before the threshold, and may cause you to lose control of the car.  call brembo and ask them, they do not recommend cross drilled rotors for the street.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||03-03-2003||05:40 PM||||<a href="http://www.stoptech.com/whitepapers/warped_rotors_myth.htm" target="_blank">http://www.stoptech.com/whitepapers/warped_rotors_myth.htm</a><br /><br />One thing I have learned to do it use a torque rench.  I havn't had warped rotors since.<br /><br />The reason you can warp your rear rotors while using a ebrak with hot rotors is because metal gets soft when hot.  Surprize surprize.  If you clamp down on them on only once side, you can warp them.  This should only be a problem if you are crazy enough to stop and use your ebrake after you just got done racing.<br /><br />Frozen or unever calipers.  You want even pressure for even wear.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||03-03-2003||05:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  brembo DOES NOT make cross drilled rotors.  what these companies do is buy finished rotors, and drill them.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you saying Brembo doesn't make the real deal?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||udriveu||03-03-2003||06:46 PM||||can anyone reccomend any stock sized rotors that ARE NOT slotted or cross-drilled?||64.252.101.35||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000011||Invader||03-03-2003||06:57 PM||||I just bought a pair of factory front rotors...I think they were $58 each - Ft. Myers Mitsu - (239) 938-1398 (ask for Josh).||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000012||AWDpower||03-03-2003||07:16 PM||||On my '90 Talon, I had a set of stock sized Brembos for years. I bought them from KVR, and I believe they were cast with the holes in them. They were also packed in sealed Brembo boxes. The finish on the holes is rough, not machined. Theses were the small single piston brakes, and they saw quite a bit of autocross use, and a couple open track days. I put about 50,000 hard miles on them without warpage or cracking until I but bigger brakes on this year. The rears are still on the car. I bought them because they were cheaper then stock back then. I am impressed at how well they held up, I sold the fronts they were in such good shape. I stil don't plan on buying another set of drilled rotors though, just to avoid potential problems. I'll definitly recommend the Brembos. <br /><br />I've never had rotor warpage problems with any of my DSMs. I avoid doing everything gvr4ever mentioned, except braking while turning... you can't autocross a DSM without aggressive trail braking. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  The main thing I avoid is getting hot rotors wet, that's a sure way to warp a rotor. I cringe when I see people turn a hose on a hot rotor. A dealer actually warped the rotors on a car I just bought doing that. When I test drove my Maxima, and everything was great. After the test drive, they washed the car and warped the front rotors. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.192.100.20||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||03-03-2003||08:07 PM||||Well the rotors dsmparts sell are drilled 2nd hand it seems.  I asked them what the brembo PN this was the reply.<br /><br />----------------<br />We only have our house part #,<br /><br /><br />They are brembo oem blank disc, the are machined cross drilled, and<br />slotted. The rotors are the same size as oem applications.<br />-----------------<br /><br />So, take that for what you will.  I decited to go with blank rotors cause I found a good sorce for them.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||Duc Hunter||03-03-2003||09:52 PM||||KVR's are as Kenn says, Brembo rotors that KVR drills. However the ones at MachV are BREMBO's! I know because they come in a Bremob box taht says that they are cross drilled right on it friend bought a set). Also, Brembo would stop anyone selling rotors under their name, esp if the company in question was changing the Brembo rotors after Brembo sent them out. They would be even more "after" anyone who made their product inferior as it would reflect badly on Brembo.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000015||gtluke||03-04-2003||12:32 AM||||i wish i could get a set of good rotors<br />but i can't cause i try to race in G-stock  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />these are my rotors last summer<br />  <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/images/galant/t_hot2.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/images/galant/t_hot3.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/images/galant/t_hot1.jpg" alt=" - " />||138.89.38.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000016||Nate||03-04-2003||12:44 AM||||I bought a set of Powerslot rotors for the Maroon Car about three years ago and I love them.  I'm pretty hard on the brakes in that car when I drive it, since it's usually accelerate-stop, rinse and repeat.  A few months ago I bought a set of KVRs for the white car, and they warped less than 2 weeks later, and yes, I did use a torque wrench.  I'll never buy KVRs ever again.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000017||HKS VR-4||03-04-2003||03:29 AM||||Well, my set is the KVR...can I get those resurfaced??? or should I just forget it??? I'm looking into Brembo blanks I found on Nopionline.com for $30 each. Is that a good deal???...it says that it fits all Galants...but I don't think so since our VR4s are different. Does anyone have a part number????||12.81.68.110||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000018||gvr4ever||03-04-2003||07:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<br /><strong> Well, my set is the KVR...can I get those resurfaced??? or should I just forget it??? I'm looking into Brembo blanks I found on Nopionline.com for $30 each. Is that a good deal???...it says that it fits all Galants...but I don't think so since our VR4s are different. Does anyone have a part number???? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's hard to say if the Brembos would fit.  You would need to call.  I just wanted to thank you for posting that web page.  Check out the price for metal master pads!||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||HKS VR-4||03-04-2003||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<br /><strong> Well, my set is the KVR...can I get those resurfaced??? or should I just forget it??? I'm looking into Brembo blanks I found on Nopionline.com for $30 each. Is that a good deal???...it says that it fits all Galants...but I don't think so since our VR4s are different. Does anyone have a part number???? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's hard to say if the Brembos would fit.  You would need to call.  I just wanted to thank you for posting that web page.  Check out the price for metal master pads! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is the price good on the pads???||12.81.121.60||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000020||gvr4ever||03-04-2003||01:58 PM||||Metal master pads go for about $50 a set.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000021||HKS VR-4||03-05-2003||12:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Metal master pads go for about $50 a set. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats good to know!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.81.119.162||reg||14||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000022||galantvr4||03-07-2003||04:08 AM||||First off, The maximum warpage(Lateral run out) is .005" any more and you will fell padal pulsation If your stockers are still within machining spec you can have em turned. Rotors can be warped a number of ways like previously stated: Un even lug torque, rapid cooling such as a splash from a puddle or hose,belive it or not grease can also cause hard spots it the rotor that will cause the pads to grab: the grease fills the tiny cracks and cavities in the rotor, and it must be machined out brake clean wont get all of it. Threre are 4 major types of rotors, Solid, ventillated rib, Directional rib, and compsite.  All the fancy rotors are cool looking but unless your a track warrior like myself (and im not talkin straight line im talking hard laps around a road course or dirt which i perfer you dont need em what you need is good new DOT fluid and certain temp rated pads, not that old crappy stuff thats been in there for years, Brake fluid is "hydroscopic" Which means it absorbs water. After the fluid has been in there for a a few years your boiling point goes down drastically. wet boiling point of DOT 4 fluid is only 350 deg. F. Its around 450 when new.Especially if you get the fluid so hot that it does boil that lowers the temp as well.Valvoline is the only manufaturer i know of that makes a synthetic brakefluid that has a boiling point of 513 deg F. Do NOT USE DOT 5. its a silicon type and will foam when abs works and you'll have no brakes! So Change you fluid you will fell a differance. Now The pads thing pads are qualified as follows C.O.F. Coefficient Of Friction- the first letter in the code is the normal operating temerature the second is its maximum capability to disipate heat.for example theres  which is not over.15, .15 being 150 deg. F. D .15-.25, E .26-.35, F .36-.45, G .46-.55, H .56-.60 and I which is unclassified. Soall you need to do i look at a pads temp ratings and based on your driving skills find the temp range that suits you. If you have to get a "cool" set get slotted, the wok by just brushing off a new layer of pad every pass, so dont expectto get a lot of pad longevity. I hope my input was helpful in some way. Im doing chasis in school right now so thats why i have a lot of info for you all. Good luck!||198.81.26.171||reg||10||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000023||smokindav||03-12-2003||09:52 AM||||Amazingly, the Tire Rack seems to have Brembo rotors for our cars very cheap.  Here's the link:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.tirerack.com/brakes/results.jsp?autoMake=Mitsubishi&autoModel=Galant+VR4&autoYear=1991&brand=all&x=62&y=11" target="_blank">http://www.tirerack.com/brakes/results.jsp?autoMake=Mitsubishi&autoModel=Galant+VR4&autoYear=1991&brand=all&x=62&y=11</a><br /><br />Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000024||ken inn||03-12-2003||11:02 AM||||i believe the add says it EXCLUDES turbo models.  if you hurry and ask mike at foreign car parts(group buy on timing belts)  he can get you front and rear rotors, japanese mountain brand, which may be oem, i forget the price, the the front axxis metalmaster pads were about 41 bucks.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001756.cgi
A||||6||998||Stock Boost Detonation?||||1||||998||00000480
Z||000000||998||03-03-2003||03:29 PM||||Here are my mods and then my question:<br /><br />2 1/2 Stainless turbo back <br />High flow cat<br />Dejon Intake<br />K&N Filter<br />Autometer Boost Gauge<br /><br />Ok so I took my car for a spin today at lunch and I went WOT in third and experienced what felt like Detonation or maybe fuel cut. But I was running stock boost. <br /><br />Since I installed the intake my car pulls like crazy even at stock boost. My question, is it possible that I am leaning out that much at 12psi? I have yet to do the fp rewire because I haven't cranked up the boost, but I am going to do it this weekend to be on the safe side. Any other suggestions for what might have happened?||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-03-2003||04:49 PM||||i bet you got fuel cut.  it is really breathing now.  you may even be getting mas overrun, which is going to act like knock.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||998||03-03-2003||04:50 PM||||Thanks for the response ken. What would you suggest as a remedy? Rewire, new FP and Injectors?||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-03-2003||09:46 PM||||lower your boost.  you should first get a logger, and see if you are at mas overrun.  if so, more fuel, pump, etc. wont help.  you will have to hack the mas, or go 2g, or vpc, etc.  this becomes a long, expensive road.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||03-03-2003||11:04 PM||||Quick note: A logger does not have a fast enough sample rate to catch mas overun.  Typically you'll only get 40-50 sps with a logger and that is divided up between all the logged elements.<br /><br />You'll need something along the lines of an s-afc in graph mode to view mas overrun.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||998||03-04-2003||08:38 AM||||Thanks for the feedback. Surprisingly I went out again last night at everything seemed fine. ??? But I did notice that my dump tube was crimped, so I fixed that and now the car runs great, smooth acceleration and much more top end.||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000006||joec||03-04-2003||10:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 998:<br /><strong> experienced what felt like Detonation or maybe fuel cut.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you describe what you felt in more detail?  If you hit fuel cut you'll know it.  It's as if someone slammed on the brakes all of a sudden while you were going full throttle.||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/001757.cgi
A||||5||atsiauto||oil cooler housing /filter housing leaking anybody ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||03-03-2003||05:49 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I know this topic has been beat around does anybody reccomend I get a new housing or just go the 90 talon route , dealer wanted 270 something for the factory cooler I though they wewre lioke 100.00 ! HELP>>>>>||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Invader||03-03-2003||06:07 PM||||Go with the '90 if it's an option, as you don't have to worry about oil filters backing off or cooler cores getting crushed and leaking.  Had an oil filter back off on the interstate and ended up siezing the engine in my GVR4...went with a '90 cooler during the rebuild...no problems since.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||03-03-2003||09:35 PM||||the cooler itself and the lines are big bucks.  the oil filter head w/thermostat is about 50 bucks brand new.  get some aeroquip adapters, lines, and an aftermarket cooler for less, and it will be a lot better.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||03-03-2003||09:45 PM||||Check out  <a href="http://www.machv.com/exoilcoolfil.html" target="_blank">MachV</a>||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||Ian M||03-03-2003||10:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> Go with the '90 if it's an option, as you don't have to worry about oil filters backing off or cooler cores getting crushed and leaking.  Had an oil filter back off on the interstate and ended up siezing the engine in my GVR4...went with a '90 cooler during the rebuild...no problems since.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Funny you mention that-today,before I left work, I decided to throw my car on the lift and change the gasket between my o2 eliminator and DP thats been bugging the hell out of me the past few days. Since it would make it a little easier to get to the bolts without the oil filter in the way,I decided to go ahead and change my oil a little early. I noticed a leak around the filter,when I went to grab it,it was loose. The oil cooler nut was so loose I could wiggle the cooler back and forth!<br /><br /> Whew,Im glad I decided to do the gasket! While Im doing my regular round of going through the engine compartment with a wrench and checking bolts,and checking fluids/leaks,I check the oil filter/cooler. I did this a last week,and it was tight. <br /><br /> Getting to my point,to the folks who still have the stock oil cooler-keep an eye on it!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.208||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000005||suprflewus||03-04-2003||08:40 PM||||if anyone is interested:<br /><br />i have a 90 style air to air oil filter housing for sale.<br />it has vdo oil temperature and oil pressure sesnders already tapped in.  I will also include an RRE stainless oil supply line with this housing.<br /><br />i also have a setrab oil cooler with the adapter fittings and the -an lines to mount up to the filter housing.  this would work out really nice for a guy w/o ABS, with abs guys will need to fanagle a little.<br /><br />$170 for all - $70 for just the filter housing with the senders and the rre oil line - $100 for the cooler, lines, and fittings....all plus shipping.<br /><br />thanks,<br />dale||205.188.209.7||reg||11||suprflewus||00000039||yes



ubb/Forum2/001758.cgi
A||||14||sweetnikki||Cryogenics...||||3||||VR4Mikey||00000983
Z||000000||sweetnikki||03-03-2003||06:10 PM||||My friend's cousin does computer controlled cryo. work as a business.  Corey has a 91 3KGT and 87 Starion, both of which have had cryo. treatments done(more sure of the GT, not too sure about the Starion).  Corey's dad also works with his cousin.  If anyone is interested in what exactly this is, let me know and I'll get you the info.  I'm still waiting on some info on it, too.  But this is the most promising way of bullitproofing a motor.  Let me know what you think and maybe I could work out some deals.  Just an example, though, Corey did the rolling assembly in his motor and his dad worked out a deal with the local law inforcement to do brake rotors on ALL police vehicles.||24.117.218.101||reg||3||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||03-03-2003||06:35 PM||||Ive heard this is a myth , that any deep freezing of cold steel does not do a thing , Id be interested in the debate .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||03-03-2003||07:57 PM||||These motors are pretty indestructible as it is (barring T-belt failures and bad tuning), so IMHO cryoing DSM parts is a waste of money.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||03-03-2003||08:05 PM||||I read about it on FFWDc or whatever that company is who deas this for DSM parts. I found a local guy who's been doing it for years.<br />He started the business cryoing surgical instruments and ventured into car parts with a help of an Indy car owner.<br />To do the process right he said it needs to be cooled down slow, let it stay there for 12 hours and slowly bring it back to normal temperatures.<br />Some people sware by it, that the longer you have it in the cold the better it is. He said it's not worth it. BTW he charges by the pound for anything.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.61.244||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||sweetnikki||03-03-2003||11:31 PM||||Well, there are different methods of cryo:  A "liquid drop and pull(as I call it)."<br />And the comp. control dip.<br /><br />Brake rotors for example, wouldn't effectivly get a good treatment if just put in and pulled out.  The temp. extremes are too much and they wouldn't last very long.  The way Jaimy does his cryo lasts over a three day period.  The rotors would be set in a vat, temperature slowly dropped over a certain period of time(depending on metal used), temperature raised back to room temp, then baked in a 200 deg. oven to set.  Basically if its metal, it can be done.  <br /><br />All of this is just a thought to pass on though.  I'm not trying to sell anything.  At first I was a non believer, but tried it anyway on a cheap Marlin .22 rifle.  Groups at 100 yards were about the size of a 15 inch rim(I'm no crack shot).  But after we cryo'd the barrel I could cover the shots with a beer can turned sideways.  We are currently trying to get our paintball guns treated.  450+ yard Flatline...Ouch!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.117.218.101||reg||4||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||03-03-2003||11:32 PM||||I'd be up for freezing a cat and bringing it back slowly.  How much will 6lbs cost me?||67.37.191.78||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||sweetnikki||03-03-2003||11:44 PM||||Let me get with Corey's dad and Jaimy on price and I'll post it immediatly.  It'll be within the week.  I do know that||24.117.218.101||reg||4||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes
Z||000007||sweetnikki||03-03-2003||11:48 PM||||Let me get with Corey's dad and Jaimy on price and I'll post it immediatly.  It'll be within the week.  I do know that IT IS NOT CHEAP!!  I'm trying to pay my car off to get a 73 Porsche.  It'll be my beater car whilst I tear out my motor to have it done.  Hmmm, GSX drivetrain in a 914, he he he he!!||24.117.218.101||reg||4||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||03-03-2003||11:59 PM||||Er... uh..  sorry, I was in smartass mode, I meant literally, a cat, as in feline animal.  Not a catalytic converter or anything like that.||67.37.191.78||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||sweetnikki||03-04-2003||12:02 AM||||Hmm, a different approach to taxedermy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.117.218.101||reg||5||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||03-04-2003||09:44 AM||||I am currently having my camshaft and valve train gear for my race car cryo treated.  It is a 2.0l non-turbo Nissan motor.  Basically what cryo treating does is change the molecular structure of the metal to improve the wear characteristics, like hardening, but all the way through the metal.<br /><br />Something like brake rotors benefit because they go through a lot of heating/cooling cycles and that changes the metal.  Starting from a better point provides longer life.  Lots of racing teams use it.  For the street it may not be real cost effective.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||03-04-2003||10:20 AM||||First time I heard of this is when Turbo Magazine did that 300zx TT buildup. They cryoed up the ying-yang in that issue becoz they said that its one of the best things to do. Also, Katie had told me about this stuff when I went to visit the gang in St. Louis (lowry, gabor, Katie) one time.<br /><br />It sounds cool and all and my overall impression was that it was too expensive for the average Joe||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||sweetnikki||03-05-2003||01:57 AM||||I'm not exactly the avg. Joe.  I'd like to be in Joe Millionaire's shoe's, though.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.117.218.101||reg||6||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes
Z||000013||MustGoFaster||03-05-2003||02:22 PM||||I have read a few articles on cryo treating brake rotors and it is said to make a notable difference in the life of them.  Also one thing to keep in mind is that nothing is ever bullet proof; you just need to get a bigger/faster bullet.||63.228.7.252||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000014||markrieb||03-05-2003||04:46 PM||||I looked into cryo treatments pretty hard for a project at work a couple of years ago.  Cryo is supposed to work sort of like heat treating or annealing where the atoms in the metal matrix can slip into a more regular array/crystal and thereby become more uniform and potentially stronger/better/harder.<br /><br />Bottom line is even the PhD's can't explain if or why cryo treatment works.  Not even any really good theories.<br /><br />That said, there are a couple of decent studies that show improved wear on machine tools/lathe bits.  *All* of the other studies that I have been able to find that have any shred of scientific study to them (blanks, blinds, duplicates, etc) show indeterminant results, even those on gun barrels.<br /><br />Lots of unsupported andecdotal stories on cryo treated items from brake rotors, gun barrels, golf clubs and even aluminum baseball bats. <br /><br />There is a local place here doing cryo treatments, but there was just not enough evidence of any benefit for us to risk business money on the process.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
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A||||19||REDLINEGVR4||Short Shifter||||5||||Ross Crimaldi||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||03-03-2003||07:31 PM||bbombers94@aol.com||Does any one know where I can get a short shifter fot my GVR4?||152.163.188.33||reg||5||Ross Crimaldi||00000971||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||03-03-2003||07:49 PM||||do a search.  The answer to this was posted last week.  DSSA sells them now.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||chhuong||03-04-2003||12:03 AM||||Is DSSA a person or a store??  If its a store whats the website, if it's a person what's their email??  Did a search and found nothing.||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000003||92vr4#971||03-04-2003||02:07 PM||||DSSA is a registered name on the forum, i beleive.||129.15.162.165||reg||1||92vr4#971||00000532||yes
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||03-04-2003||02:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92vr4#971:<br /><strong> DSSA is a registered name on the forum, i beleive. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, that is correct.  His name is Justin. <br />Here is the website. <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com</a>||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000005||DSSA||03-04-2003||03:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92vr4#971:<br /><strong> DSSA is a registered name on the forum, i beleive. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, that is correct.  His name is Justin. <br />Here is the website.  <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Errr....no.   His name is Josh.<br /><a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">www.partznet.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.conicelliautoplex.com" target="_blank">www.conicelliautoplex.com</a><br />DSMDealer1@aol.com||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000006||GVR4ZUM||03-04-2003||03:43 PM||||Doh!<br />Sorry Josh.<br />Got u two mixed up.<br />Must be that Nyquil.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||03-04-2003||03:51 PM||||IF you really want a discount, when you call him...ask for Bubba and ask if his boobs are real   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||GVR4ZUM||03-04-2003||04:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> IF you really want a discount, when you call him...ask for Bubba and ask if his boobs are real    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol, now I can't stop picturing that image.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000009||DSSA||03-04-2003||04:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> IF you really want a discount, when you call him...ask for Bubba and ask if his boobs are real      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol, now I can't stop picturing that image. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm surprised Jon hasn't posted the URL yet....<br /><br />And no, they're not real, damnit!  I paid good money for them.  Ask KC, he can tell you.  When I picked him up along side the road here in PA he kept trying to reach up and feel them.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||03-04-2003||04:43 PM||||Ouch man, thats hitting below the belt   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />That was funny how we met, Josh. Thats fate, I guess!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||DongeR615||03-23-2003||04:57 PM||||is this short shifter better than mofugus short shifter or the sborskis things?<br /><br />DongeR||63.201.91.17||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||03-24-2003||10:10 AM||||This is no substitute for the Symborski shift bushings and vice versa; they are two completely different parts with different purposes.  However, the two in combination would make a very marked improvement in shifting.  (some pussies complain of increased vibration in the shifter due to the solid bushings)||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||dsmsleeper||03-24-2003||10:23 AM||||The 1g T/E/L shifter works well for me.  You may want to search as this was discussed a little while ago.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||03-24-2003||11:55 AM||||Does the TEL shifter shorten the side-to-side throw when put in a GVR4 and not just the front-to-back?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||DongeR615||03-24-2003||02:32 PM||||koo thanks jon for the info..||63.201.91.17||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000016||Vr4in'||03-24-2003||04:48 PM||||is the t/e/l shifter shorter from the bottom end of it or the top end?||68.41.97.219||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000017||iceman69510||03-24-2003||06:23 PM||||The TEL shifter has the exact same pivot to cable engagement measurements as a GVR4 shifter.  The difference is decreased throw only due to a shorter lever.  Trade off is decreased mechanical advantage.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||02:06 AM||||So it does also decrease the side to side throws?  This seems like a bad idea to me... the stock side throws are already pretty short, short enough that many people have misshifted 1-2-1 or something similar.  Seems like a 1G shifter would only increase this likelihood.  The Mofugas style shifter supposedly only shortened the front/back throws, leaving the side ones alone, for a more "square" throw pattern.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||03-25-2003||04:14 AM||||That would be simple enough.  Relocate the pin on the shifter lever arm in towards the pivot.  You could also <a href="http://www.vr-4.net/shift.html" target="_blank">do this on the transmission side.</a>||64.109.166.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
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A||||10||REDLINEGVR4||Adding a turbo to a non turbo||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||03-03-2003||08:13 PM||bbombers94@aol.com||I am in high school and the ever lasting game of who has the fastest car is live and well. Any ways i have a friend who is trying to turbo his <br />2g non-turbo RS eclipse. My question is can he do it and how much boost can he run.<br /><br />Thanks||152.163.188.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||03-03-2003||08:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> This site is dedicated to the E39A Galant VR4, which is powered by Mitsubishi's 4G63 4-cylinder engine. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hate to be the guy that does this, but its pretty self-explanitory.||64.252.101.35||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||03-03-2003||08:48 PM||||I Know this site is for GVR4's i own a 1991 <br /># 1938/2000. But if any one know the answer i would really like to know||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||03-03-2003||09:03 PM||||my brother has an rs that he added a turbo kit to.  it was a star turbo kit with a t3/t4 hybrid turbo. i think its th 60 trim... he has a tenabe racing medalian exhaust (i think 3") and a 2.5 downpipe.  he also runs a starion intercooler with the shities presbent steel pipes i've ever seen (REALLy restrictive)  the stock internals on the car wouldn't hold shit (he also ran nitrous before the turbo) so he rebuilt it with je pistons and eagle rods. i'm pretty sure he has a 8 to 1 fmu (feul management unit).  what am i getting at... well turboing a non turbo takes a lot of work till you can run the correct boost. there is still a LOT more shit he has on his car to support the turbo and it still doesn't run like it should because he is running 310cc injector and doesn't have anything to control the fuel with.  what is he aiming for? 14 psi.  where is he now 7 psi. (i can't remember what externel waste gate he has).  <br /><br />either way his car pulled ass compared to it before. but he still has a lot of work to do (ignition and blah blah)<br /><br />i don't know if that helps...i'm kind of just rambling.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||03-03-2003||09:30 PM||||i have a friend who put a turbo on his 2g rs and his engine is completely stock and he says 6 lbs of boost if the most he can put for the engine safely.||65.32.216.182||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||03-03-2003||10:19 PM||||I personally think its a waste of time and money,especially when factory turbo DSMs can be found dirt cheap (particularly 1st gens) these days. Maybe Im just being closed minded..  <br /><br />  Here are a couple sites to go to and perform  a search,they both have a forum specifically for the NT cars:<br />  <a href="http://www.DSMtuners.com" target="_blank">http://www.DSMtuners.com</a> <br />  <a href="http://www.DSMtalk.com" target="_blank">http://www.DSMtalk.com</a>||129.71.114.208||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||03-03-2003||10:40 PM||||I think a few want to turbo a non turbo because of insurance cost of a turbo TEL.<br /><br />I know one reason I first got a GVR4 (aside from having a sleeper) is because I could aford the insurance on it.  I was givin insain quotes for a turbo TEL.  <br /><br />I could only imagine the nightmare of working on adding a turbo to a NA car.  Anything can be done, but might as well start with a turbo car.  At least it was made to have a turbo in the first place.<br /><br />Things I can think of in 20 seconds that would need to be upgraded adding a turbo to a non turbo car.<br /><br />Pistons, crank, rods, clutch, fuel pump, injectors.  Well, I'm tired so I'm thinking slow.<br /><br />At least with a 6 both 4g63, you have a LOT of room to play with.  Unless you have to have the fastest car, you can have fun with just bolt ons without even touching the engine.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||REDLINEGVR4||03-04-2003||03:27 PM||||Thanks for your help guys. I will relay this info to my friend.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||03-04-2003||05:49 PM||||tell him to join the 2G/NT board.  my brother is on it and its has been a great help to him.  yeah i agree with gvr4ever.  people get the non turbo's cause the insurance is a lot cheaper.  it's not considered as a sports car.  thats why my brother has it.  the 420a isn't much of an engine, same thing that the neon has (not the srt4) and some engine parts are interchangeable between other cars. it think you can use the head off of a plymoth prowler for the 420a.  anyways, its not really worth it unless you have no other choice.  but just get a vr4 and you have the best of all worlds.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||03-05-2003||12:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I think a few want to turbo a non turbo because of insurance cost of a turbo TEL.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's not a good argument. What you would spend on a turbo kit would probably be more than the cost of insurance. And with only six pounds of boost? Why bother.<br /><br />Read my signature...||68.155.49.195||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||03-05-2003||01:39 AM||||hey, its a waste of time to turbo a non-turbo 2nd gen, unless you drop a 4g63 along with it...the 420a(NA 2nd gen eng) is shit to turbo (from what ive heard). Most people with NA 2nd gens that are interested in turbo'ing, have the $, experience, time and knowledge and drop the 4g63...||63.202.235.200||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/001761.cgi
A||||2||Ferrari F50 GT||Electrical Problems||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||03-03-2003||08:21 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||When ever I put on the brake or turn signal, my headlights seem to flicker a bit.  Sometimes the CD player will turn off and on real quick too.  I remember Ken saying that it could be a battery problem.  I replaced the battery with a much better one, and it still does it.  Could it be the alternator?<br /><br />Also, my door light on my dash will flicker on and off when I am driving even if all my doors are shut.  It seems that when I go over little bumps, it flickers ona and off.  Could this be a door sensor shaking loose?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-03-2003||09:25 PM||||sounds like something to do with main power.  first, make sure the battery posts are clean, then check your main chassis grounds.  check all of your main fuses at the battery, look very carefully for hairline cracks, and make sure they are all tight.  i would take them all off and clean them.  if the battery is weak, it will dim, not flicker.  if the battery is in the trunk, try running another ground to the front.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||92vr4#971||03-04-2003||02:03 PM||||The door problem sounds like the sensor is shaking loose. It is probably completely unrelated to the other problems that are happening to your car. I had the same problem with my doors not too long ago. I took of the rubber cover and found a quite a bit of road dirt behind it.. i cleaned it out and I have not had the problem with the doors since.||129.15.162.165||reg||1||92vr4#971||00000532||yes
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A||||5||16GVR4||Gas left in the tank||||1||||16GVR4||00000521
Z||000000||16GVR4||03-03-2003||09:13 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||How many gallon of fuel is left in the tank when the low-fuel light turns on ?<br /><br />Mine was on for about 5 miles the other day, and I can only fill up 11 gallons.. Our tank is supposed to be 16 gallons, right ? <br /><br />It looked like the warning light turns on fairly early.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||03-03-2003||09:25 PM||||I have the same problem.  I had the fuel pump out just the other day, the floater arm wasn't bent or anything.  <br /><br />I've yet to find a fix ;(||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Invader||03-03-2003||09:34 PM||||I've driven ~60 miles with the low fuel light on...cruising around 80 MPH on the highway.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||16GVR4||03-04-2003||12:35 AM||||Invader: What fuel pump do you have ?<br />I have the Denso 155 lph fuel pump from RRE. It is also rewired straight to the battery with a relay.||66.126.170.88||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000004||Invader||03-04-2003||12:41 AM||||Denso Supra...no rewire, yet.  Just put my CAS FPR back on, so I might do a rewire now.  If I'm at the track, my low fuel light is probably on.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000005||markrieb||03-04-2003||10:14 AM||||I've been the only owner of my car and it consistently takes 12.5 gallons right after the light comes on.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
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A||||2||SPEEDFIEND||Attention Ash||||1||||SPEEDFIEND||00000437
Z||000000||SPEEDFIEND||03-04-2003||12:34 AM||speedfiend@msn.com||Just had a question about the battery your using.  I saw the pic of your car in one the the strut tower posts and I liked that idea better than putting it in the trunk.  What kind of battery is it and what are you using as a tray?  Thanks for your help man.  Kris||206.214.56.65||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000001||Ash||03-04-2003||06:47 PM||||It's an Odessy dry cell battery (not sure of spelling or if it is the same brand as in the US)  Its model is a 650 or something but its only really a 280cca rated battery.  I fabbed up a tray out of aluminium to fit the battery that would bolt onto the air filter can's original mounting points.  Then I simply bought a cheap battery clamp to get the 2 rods & made a small piece of aluminium to top it off.<br /><br />There is room for a battery maybe another inch wide (up from 2 inch to 3)with my current upper IC pipe.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||SPEEDFIEND||03-04-2003||06:56 PM||||Thanks man that helps a lot.  Nice idea.  Later man, Kris||206.214.57.252||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes



ubb/Forum2/001764.cgi
A||||16||Rotary||Help... headlights and engine problems...||||4||||Rotary||00001033
Z||000000||Rotary||03-04-2003||01:01 AM||||I have a few problems with my GVR4 that i would like help with. <br /><br />1.) The Headlights do not work any more. Low beam, High beam, and Fog Lights are out, but the turn signals, tail lights, and brake lights are ok. The problem first occured after I turned on the car with the headlight swtich on by accident.<br /><br />2.) The engine has lots of vibrations. A few months ago, this was not a problem, but when the water pump broke, I had a new one installed, and the car's performance was lost by a margin. Also, the car started to shake a lot. A few days later I broght it back, and had them adjust the balance shaft, which made the vibrations a little better, but the car is still not running as it should, and still vibrates a lot.<br /> <br />can anyone help me?||64.175.250.1||reg||4||Rotary||00001033||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||03-04-2003||02:00 AM||||hey yo,<br />you're in san jose? well i could tell you a couple guys to go to get this fixed. <br /><br />Or<br /><br />you can diy. check all the fuses under the hood, the fuse box under the drivers side<br /><br />and im going to assume the people who did the water pump didn't use a timing belt tensioner. so that might be your problem.<br />let us know how it goes.<br /><br />DongeR615||63.201.94.149||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||Rotary||03-05-2003||08:59 PM||||DongeR615, are you free next week, around 4-5PM? if you are, could you come check out the car with me to see what's wrong? Yes i am in San Jose.||64.175.250.1||reg||1||Rotary||00001033||yes
Z||000003||Nate||03-05-2003||11:50 PM||||They probably installed the timing belt with the rear balance shaft 180 degrees out of phase.  Let me guess, the vibration gets pretty bad around 3500-4000rpms, right?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||03-06-2003||12:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Rotary:<br /><strong> <br />1.) The Headlights do not work any more. Low beam, High beam, and Fog Lights are out, but the turn signals, tail lights, and brake lights are ok. The problem first occured after I turned on the car with the headlight swtich on by accident.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's no big deal to turn the car off/on with the lights on.  (With the car off, the headlights should go off leaving only the parking lights).<br /><br />I vote for just a blown fuse.||67.36.183.245||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Rotary||03-06-2003||02:08 AM||||nate, you are correct, 3500-4000 RPM and on, vibrations gets unbarable...<br /><br />as for headlights, i've looked at all the fuses on the passanger side under the hood, and all of them are fine...||64.175.250.1||reg||1||Rotary||00001033||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||03-06-2003||07:58 AM||||Your headlight relay is probably bad(its in the box with the fuseable links).Its a little black one next to the 3 silver relays.<br />Also, I vote for out of phase balance shaft.<br /> Just out of curiosity, why would they have had to "adjust" the balance shaft? Did the belt break.<br />You could have a fuel delivery problem.Does it do it at aceleration, when you hit 3.5-4k(when you are into heavy boost & the fuel pump just cant keep up)? Or crusing, on the highway. I mention this because that is crusing rpm @75mph <br />for my car.<br /> You  could have popped a IC hose, loose/broken vac line somewhere. Just a few possibilities||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||VR-4play||03-06-2003||08:33 AM||||i wouldn't think it is a fuel or ic hose problem. if it was a fuel problem it would be more of a stutter/stumble than a harmonic vibration. and if an ic hose had come off, performance loss would be more than marginal.  i would think that something driven on the motor is misaligned or loose.  take it to who ever installed your pump and have them check their work.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000008||1312VR4||03-06-2003||08:54 AM||||I'm giving him some options. I'm not saying .That it  is a fuel problem. But have you ever seen a engine shake from lack of fuel. It can get like a crack head. <br />If the piping didnt blow off. It may have come loose( one of the many reasons I said vac. leak). When they fixed the pump, they may have given the car a "through" test drive. <br />  Also When taking off the cover they may have laid it ontop of the engine & it may have cut/disconnected a vac line.<br /> Like I said these are just possibilities||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000009||Rotary||03-06-2003||01:29 PM||||The car vibrates above 3500RPM even at crusing speed.||64.175.250.1||reg||1||Rotary||00001033||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||03-06-2003||01:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Rotary:<br /><strong> The car vibrates above 3500RPM even at crusing speed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What happens if you put the clutch in and let the revs drop while it's vibrating at cruise?<br /><br />Also, what happens if you rev it above 3500 when stopped?||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||number3||03-06-2003||02:21 PM||||1) Your balance shafts are out of phase.<br /><br />2) You have a bad headlight relay.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||1312VR4||03-06-2003||04:43 PM||||I'm still trying to figure out why they needed to take off the balance shaft belt to do a water pump change. Plus someone mentioned a rear BS being out of phase.<br /> Why was the timing belt taken off? That would be the only reason for one to be out   <br />  Also, why did it need to be "re"tensioned? If it was that loose it either need to be replaced or have the eliminator kit done. If it was loose maybe it skipped a tooth. What am i missing?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000013||Rotary||03-06-2003||09:32 PM||||The Vibration exist even when revving over 3500 while not in gear, but when it's in gear, the vibration is much worst.<br /><br />A note about the Timing belts... When they were adjusting the timing belt when we took it back, we noted that the gears was 1 tooth off from the mark (we know this because it was like this when we fixed it before), so they moved that over one, and it was a little smoother.||64.175.250.1||reg||1||Rotary||00001033||yes
Z||000014||Pappy||03-06-2003||10:24 PM||||Your rear balance shaft is definately 180degrees out of phase.  I'm guessing the guys who put the timing belt on didn't check the balance shaft with a screw driver like you're supposed to.  Even if all the timing marks line up the shaft can still be out of phase.  There's a hole in the back of the block that you can stick a screwdriver in.  If the screw driver goes in a good ways, then it's in phase.  if not, then it's not in phase.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000015||DongeR615||03-07-2003||02:13 PM||||i agree with number 3||63.201.88.120||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000016||1312VR4||03-07-2003||04:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> i agree with number 3 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup!||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/001765.cgi
A||||1||slvrblt||DP length ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||03-04-2003||01:25 AM||||Does anyone know if the downpipe for a GVR4 is the same length as a Talon or Eclipse ? I am looking for a DP for my car and have found a few on eBay for the T/E/L, but none for the GVR4. I would appreciate any input...<br /><br />Thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Invader||03-04-2003||01:27 AM||||They are the same as a 1G AWD...  The cat-backs are slightly different (longer by a few inches, which puts two hangers in the wrong place).||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/001766.cgi
A||||7||#1459 VR-4||Fuel Door||||1||||Benny||00000618
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||03-04-2003||02:07 AM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||What's the deal with our fuel door?  We have the lever next to the trunk release, but a key is required to unlock it... what's the point?  Is there some way to  keep it unlocked so whenever you use the lever it will open?<br /><br />This never really bothered me, but tonight I went to gas up and the lock was frozen... after 10 minutes I gave up.  I'm going to have to get it open tommorow, my gas light is on.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||Benny||00000618||yes
Z||000001||Invader||03-04-2003||02:23 AM||||Are you saying your lever doesn't release the door, and that you have to use a key?<br /><br />Mine works in either fashion, and I thought that's the way it was meant to work.  You can use either the lever or a key...but I rarely, if ever, actually use the key to open it.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||#1459 VR-4||03-04-2003||03:36 AM||||Yea, I just talked to a fellow GVR-4 owner and he informed me the lever should release the door.  I geuss mine is broken, probably a problem with the cable... anyone have any other ideas?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||Benny||00000618||yes
Z||000003||VR-4play||03-04-2003||06:32 AM||||it's either the cable, release mechanism, or the latch.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000004||SLO GVR 4||03-04-2003||09:27 AM||||There is also a clip inside the door that you might want to check that will cause that to happen. Its just a metal tab on the fuel door.||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||03-04-2003||09:34 AM||||That spring clip falls off sometimes and then the cable release won't spring the door open.  That clip was later improved so it stays on better.  If you get a new one, it should be the new style.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||#1459 VR-4||04-28-2003||01:47 AM||||I finally got around to trying to fix this, it seems as if the cable is just too stretched out, is there any way to adjust the play in the cable or do I need to buy a new one?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||04-29-2003||11:44 PM||||Find where it is attached to the lever and detatch it, and use some vice grips and put a kink in the cable just before it clips into the handle.  That takes up enough slack that it usually pulls the release forward enough to allow the door to open.  If not, pull the cable off the door release end and do the same thing.  The kink in the cable, while it will pull fairly straight, will still take up enough slack to open the door in most cases.  Just  be careful and have someone pull the cable while you are watching the travel of the cable.  You don't want to pinch it in an area where it goes back in to the cable housing and makes it stick=crowbar on your quarter panel.  <br />dave||12.83.146.82||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/001767.cgi
A||||8||VR-4play||valve cover gasket set?||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||03-04-2003||07:12 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||what is a good source for valve cover gaskets?||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||number3||03-04-2003||08:24 AM||||I get mine from the dealer <a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">www.partznet.com</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||03-04-2003||11:23 AM||||after using a couple of the aftermaket gaskets, i prefer the genuine mitsu ones.  and make sure you use sealant.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||03-04-2003||11:27 AM||||I used the factory gaskets and only used sealant around the little half-moon rubber plug.  No leaks!||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||VR-4play||03-04-2003||11:49 AM||||thanks guys.  i will just use the vfaq then.  i was just wondering if there was info out there that i wasn't aware of.<br /><br />btw, i had to use an air hammer to pry the valve cover off.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000005||LunarShadow||03-04-2003||11:32 PM||||I have always reused the old gasket with some good RTV.  I don't recommend this approach, but with carefull cleaning and application, I have had very good results.||172.153.188.111||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||03-05-2003||03:28 AM||||I got mine from a import parts place for $17 made by apex which is what fel-pro reboxes. I buy the parts from the quality control guy and as he put it I sell to MANY shops and I don't carry anything that is problematic. Just put it on today so i can't give you great results yet.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||Numberless||03-06-2003||09:46 AM||||I just got the set from mitsu.<br /><br />Just a note though, when I took the valve cover off, some previous owner had put sealant around the entire gasket instead of just the halfmoon.  Well, needless to say it took me about an hour of scraping and cursing to get the dried crusty sealant out of the gasket slot.  Royal PITA.  After that experience, I won't use sealant around the entire gasket unless I plan on never taking the valve cover off again.  (not likely with the mitsu  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )<br /><br />Just my two cents, but I'd just put sealant around the halfmoon gasket and leave the rest alone.<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000008||1312VR4||03-06-2003||09:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Numberless:<br /><strong><br /><br />Just my two cents, but I'd just put sealant around the halfmoon gasket and leave the rest alone.<br /><br />Jon </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup. There is no reason to use sealant/RTV on a rubber gasket(unless its on rubber to rubber, like the half moon).<br /><br />BTW I got mine at carquest. It was like $20 for the plug gaskets & all. Hasnt leaked yet after putting it on & taking it of SEVERAL times. Just torque it down right & you will have no troubles.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/001768.cgi
A||||4||aWeX||Differences between the various GVR4-editions?||||1||||aWeX||00000924
Z||000000||aWeX||03-04-2003||09:52 AM||||Could anyone supply some info on the differences between the RS, EVO and the USA-editions of the Galant VR4? And do you guys know if there ever was an european edition of it,or did we get exactly the same car as you? <br />My car has hood vents, alternating heights on the compressor wheel blades, and yellow injectors. After what I`ve read on the net,  I guess this makes it an EVO or RS VR4, but since this is all the info i`ve got on the differences, any additional help on the subject would be great!<br /><br />I`ve searched the net, but little or nothing was to be found...||81.0.158.66||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||03-04-2003||10:32 AM||||Greeting my European friend. I know the EVO had 240hp with a small 16 (I think), 510 injectors, hood vents, and LSD rearend, short top gear and taller 1st and second gear making for a close ratio tranny, their tranny's had a lever to disengage the rear drive, slightly more spartan interior (no leather) and a FMIC. I have heard it used less sound proofing and carpet padding (or had none) and maybe no rear steering. <br /><br />The USA's were only made for 1991/92 and had 195hp, 14b turbo, 450 injectors, the MAX sound proffing and carpet padding, leather only, 15" wheels, the lower (slower) first and second gear, taller 5th gear for a 150+mph theoretica top speed. We wlso never got an LSD in the rear or the hood vents. Our, if you like, was the luxery version.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||03-04-2003||01:14 PM||||<a href="http://www.onboost.co.nz./main-teamonboost.htm" target="_blank">www.onboost.co.nz./main-teamonboost.htm</a><br />go under factory specs and then the word not the symbol Mitsubishi for EVO info<br /><br /><a href="http://www.fortunecity.com/silverstone/lancia/58/gallery/mitsubishi/galant.htm" target="_blank">www.fortunecity.com/silverstone/lancia/58/gallery/mitsubishi/galant.htm</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org/cars/galant.htm" target="_blank">www.dsm.org/cars/galant.htm</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.gvr4.com/info.html" target="_blank">www.gvr4.com/info.html</a>||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||aWeX||03-05-2003||05:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> Greeting my European friend. I know the EVO had 240hp with a small 16 (I think), 510 injectors, hood vents, and LSD rearend, short top gear and taller 1st and second gear making for a close ratio tranny, their tranny's had a lever to disengage the rear drive, slightly more spartan interior (no leather) and a FMIC. I have heard it used less sound proofing and carpet padding (or had none) and maybe no rear steering. <br /><br />The USA's were only made for 1991/92 and had 195hp, 14b turbo, 450 injectors, the MAX sound proffing and carpet padding, leather only, 15" wheels, the lower (slower) first and second gear, taller 5th gear for a 150+mph theoretica top speed. We wlso never got an LSD in the rear or the hood vents. Our, if you like, was the luxery version. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks a lot for the info! Seems like my car is an EVO VR4 then, just as i suspected. I haven`t found any lever for disengaging the rear drive, but everything else matches your description.||81.0.158.66||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||03-05-2003||10:29 AM||||The lever should be on the Transmission case.  Check  <a href="http://vfaq.com/mods/Tranny-switchable.html" target="_blank">here</a>||65.165.18.174||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/001769.cgi
A||||6||Scott Y||My EGT probe requires a 1/2&quot; hole, is this normal size?||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||03-04-2003||09:55 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I picked up a VDO EGT from RRE, and the probe that came with the gauge requries a 1/2" hole to be tapped into the exhaust manifold.  This seems like an excessively large opening; for your EGT probes, what size of hole was required?<br />The probe is a Hewitt, p/n V1531007177A.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Scott||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||03-04-2003||10:03 AM||||Most EGT probes need a 1/8NPT hole.  The VDO EGT probe is horrible, and way too big.  It reacts extremely slowly.  <br /><br />My advice is to pick up a standard type K probe and use a 1/8" hole.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.teamrip.com/pricing.html" target="_blank">http://www.teamrip.com/pricing.html</a><br /><br />They selll type K's thermocouples...||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||03-04-2003||10:24 AM||||As long as you do it right the size of the hole wont matter. Follow RRE's instruction, I did with my Greddy gauge and it was fine. I trust those guys enough that they woudl not sell a 1/2" probled gauge if it was not ok.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||Scott Y||03-04-2003||10:41 AM||||Sorry, I made a mistake in my first post: <br />I didn't get the gauge from RRE; the gauge came from <a href="http://www.egauges.com." target="_blank">www.egauges.com.</a> I bought different stuff from RRE.<br /><br />Sorry about that,<br />Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||03-04-2003||01:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Most EGT probes need a 1/8NPT hole.  The VDO EGT probe is horrible, and way too big.  It reacts extremely slowly.  <br /><br />My advice is to pick up a standard type K probe and use a 1/8" hole.  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.teamrip.com/pricing.html" target="_blank">http://www.teamrip.com/pricing.html</a> <br /><br />They selll type K's thermocouples... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||03-04-2003||01:36 PM||||Been down that road....<br />My VDO setup from Mofugas had that huge probe and I didn't use the probe.  Ordered from TeamRip like it says above and got the fast acting one. <br /><br />I looked at the huge probe and thought - what a waste to port and stick this enormous object in the airstream!!!  Plus it looked as though it would bottom out in the manifold and possible have to be put in the collector.<br /><br />Go Team Rip.  VDO gauge is nice though.||167.142.22.254||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||Scott Y||03-04-2003||02:20 PM||||Ok, I'm sold. I'll order the probe from Teamrip today.<br /><br />thanks guys,<br />Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes



ubb/Forum2/001770.cgi
A||||6||Franckypoo||TEL fuel tank in a VR4?||||1||||Frankypoo||00000740
Z||000000||Franckypoo||03-04-2003||10:48 AM||||Hi,<br /><br />Since I can't seem to find a fuel pump assy anywhere in Canada even new from the dealer, I was told that it could be possible to install a TEL fuel tank (with the assy and pump) right into the Galant.<br /><br />Anybody done it?  Was it a direct bolt-on?<br /><br />Also someone told me some Hyundai cars might use the exact same fuel pump assy as our car?  Anybody knows which car he might be refering to?  I'm almost sure the Sonata and Elantra have different ones (like on 2G DSM if I remember right)<br /><br />Thanks!||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000001||Doc_Seuss||03-04-2003||11:20 AM||||check this guy out, im about to buy his galant vr4 FP assembly..<br /><br /><a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/html/fuelpump.html#pumps" target="_blank">http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/html/fuelpump.html#pumps</a><br /><br />in the middle he has it, some pics too.<br /><br />seems very good<br />dave||128.153.154.232||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||03-04-2003||12:16 PM||||The guy that sells those is Ron Gregory, a good friend of mine.  I can't think of enough good things to say about him.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||Franckypoo||03-04-2003||12:57 PM||||I don't need a new pump I just need a new fuel pump assy.<br /><br /><br />Anyways I finally (after about 1 week of research)found a new one in New Jersey!<br /><br />Thanks everybody!||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000004||Doc_Seuss||03-04-2003||05:21 PM||||do i need to get the one that he specifies for the gvr4, or can i just get a 1g t/e/l FP?<br /><br />advice ASAP would be awsome, i wanna order it tonight or tommorrow<br /><br />dave||128.153.154.232||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||03-04-2003||06:18 PM||||Uhh, get the GVR4 one, since that's what you're putting it in.  <br /><br />It's actually a little cheaper than the TEL pumps.<br />Installs don't really vary wildly between makes/models.  I originally installed a Walbro GSS307 Mustang pump from Ron before the public could even get them, and it was an easy "custom" install.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||talontsi||03-04-2003||10:13 PM||||Frankypoo you can use a TEL assembly. It just needs to be shortened.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum2/001771.cgi
A||||0||blacksheep||T-bolt clamps sizes for 2.5 inch piping....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-04-2003||11:50 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I am curious about what size to use for 2.5 inch pipes, the tolerances seem pretty specific. Do I need to accomodate for the silicion hose thickness as well ?<br /><br />If anyone has summit part no's or something that would help me, please let me know!<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001772.cgi
A||||0||Duc Hunter||Smog passed in CA||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||03-04-2003||06:35 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||All I did was add a 2G air cleaner box and air cleaner, my 3" CAT and turned the AFC for 100% fuel trim as 2500 in neutral. <br /><br />Note read these as      actual(Max permitted)(Average)<br /><br />At 2500 RPM <br />HC    63(140)(020)<br />Co%   .41(1.0)(.10)<br />CO2   13.9<br />O2    .3<br /><br />At Idle (801 RPM)<br />HC    87(120)(29)<br />CO%   .11(1.0)(.10)<br />CO2   14.0<br />O2    1.0<br /><br />Not to bad considering my mods (660's, larger fuel pump, 50psi fuel pressure etc)||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/001773.cgi
A||||8||chhuong||Honda turbo manifolds??||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||03-04-2003||11:03 PM||sirrealracer@attbi.com||I know these come a dime a dozen in the aftermarket and can be available cheap, and have nice big ports.  So i was wondering will these bolt onto a 4g63 head??  Did a search and found nothing!?!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||LunarShadow||03-04-2003||11:24 PM||||If they are a dime a dozen, spend a nickle, buy six, and line them up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />What the hell is so wrong with the Mitsu manifold anyway?||172.153.188.111||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000002||chhuong||03-05-2003||01:03 AM||||Well you know what i meant!!<br />The reason i ask is i can find nice stainless steel ones, for the same price as mitsu cast ones.<br /><br />Nothing is wrong with the mitsu ones, except for the 1st gens which i own crack easily and i think mine is cracked.  So i need one, and i think it would be a good upgrade if it fitted!!  I just thought i'd ask cuz maybe someone tried it and they could let me know.  If i found out if it worked or not wouldn't you want to know??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||03-05-2003||07:57 AM||||<a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/mmi_manifold.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/mmi_manifold.htm</a><br /><br />I'm thinking of getting it.  Justin is a Galant VR4 owner and can cut some off the price. He is at sales@dsmparts.com||24.148.88.72||reg||14||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||LunarShadow||03-05-2003||07:19 PM||||You know I was just joking.  That is a very nice looking manifold.  <br /><br />To be honest, I really want to get my hands on a new EVO manifold.  Don't ask why, I'm not telling.||172.147.26.133||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||03-05-2003||07:34 PM||||Well if you mean an Evo VIII manifold then it most likely won't work at all since the engine is turned around 180 degrees compared to the GVR-4's....although an Evo III manifold would work   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||03-05-2003||07:56 PM||||I wouldn't mind getting my hands on  a new evo manifold either.<br /><br />It just better have a car attached to it.  Who am I kidding. Scooby STI all the way  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||03-05-2003||11:38 PM||||i thought that the evo IV and up have twin scroll turbo's? so wouldn't that mean that the exhaust manifold would be designe to match th twin scroll setup?||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||Nate||03-07-2003||01:17 AM||||If you want an Evo manifold with the bungs in it for the anti-lag, call Josh at Conicelli, he has one in stock.  I'm sure he'd love to sell it to you.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum2/001774.cgi
A||||4||a_santos||Seatbelt Not Working||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||03-04-2003||11:48 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I have seen this topic come up a couple of times before, but no one could come up with a solution.<br /><br />Problem: Driver automatic seatbelt does not go back when door is closed. It only stays on the retracted position, but if I pull it back by hand it will retract like it should, but only when I remove the key from the ignition, not when I open the door. The chime that indicates that the lights are on when the ignition is on the OFF position also does not work.  <br /><br />Does anyone know how to fix this? <br />I am going to a SCCA local rally school, and need working seatbelts. <br /><br />Can someone with a wiring schematic please try to figure out the possible problem?<br /><br />Thanx||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||LunarShadow||03-05-2003||12:26 AM||||Does your dome light turn on when you open the door?||172.153.188.111||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||03-05-2003||10:22 AM||||Yes the dome light turns on, that is run off of a different sensor.||198.111.38.124||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||LunarShadow||03-05-2003||07:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Yes the dome light turns on, that is run off of a different sensor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Really, I only seem to rember one switch on the door.  Have you carefully checked all the fuses?  Check the 30 Amp (pink) fuse which is in the fuse box which attaches to the (+) battery terminal.||172.147.26.133||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000004||Numberless||03-06-2003||09:42 AM||||Mine does the same thing sometimes...it just seems to get stuck, but a good tug on it always sends it on it's way.<br /><br />autobelts=poo poo<br /><br />J||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes



ubb/Forum2/001775.cgi
A||||0||Arty||1st/2nd Hub/Sleeve cond Inter ?||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||03-05-2003||12:24 AM||||I want to replace the 1st/2nd Hub/Sleeve from a 10/'90 gearbox, CAPS shows the part number as MD738868. The online parts catalogues return "cond. inter" for the description of MD738868. One place says that they will substitute MD738868 with MD746829. When I enter MD746829 in the online catalogue it returns the description "> Hub & Sleeve(*syn "<br /><br />Any Mitsu parts insiders out there who can tell me if MD746829 is the correct substitute part for MD738868. <br />If so what does the   (*syn   in the description mean ? <br />Is it trying to say that in this context MD746829 should be supplied by Mitsu. with new 1st & 2nd synchro rings, or do I have to buy new synchros too. If so which ones ? <br />I'm suspicious that the original 1st & 2nd synchro rings may not be compatible with MD746829 ?<br /><br />Arty.||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/001776.cgi
A||||4||s_firestone||Question:  Replacing front axles||||1||||s_firestone||00000502
Z||000000||s_firestone||03-05-2003||08:56 AM||s_firestone@yahoo.com||Are there any differences or additions in the procedure for replacing the front axles from the VFAQ on rebuilding CV joints for the GVR4?<br /><br />More specific the VFAQ says we can replace the axles without breaking the tie rod end apart.  That there is enough clearance from just unbolting the wheel spindle from the strut body.<br /><br />Just asking before I break this thing down without a ball joint separator.<br /><br />Thanks in advance,<br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 US GVR4 #918 of 1K||208.148.209.135||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000001||smokindav||03-05-2003||10:04 AM||||You know there's a trick to separating ball joints without using the special tool (pickle fork)?<br /><br />Get a nice 2 pound sledge, a decent pry bar and a buddy.  Have the buddy pry down on the lower a-arm (you don't need to loosen the tie-rod but just the lower a-arm if I remember correctly) while you are whacking the outside part of the ball joint.  More specifically, the cast iron part of the hub/spindle which the joint slides up into.  A few solid blows and it will pop loose.  <br /><br />This method will also help save the rubber boots on ball joints which would otherwise usually tear when using a ball-joint separator special tool.||64.6.85.182||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||03-05-2003||10:05 AM||||you can remove the axles easily by just disconnecting the strut from the knuckle, and move it out of the way.  if your boots are split and leaking, i would just go get a new axle.  reman ones are about 70 bucks, new ones are about double that.  i have a pep boys on the right side, and a carquest on the left side.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||SLO GVR 4||03-05-2003||10:14 AM||||Or if just repack the grease and put a new 7 dollar boot on it.  Unless there is something obviously wrong with it.||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000004||VR-4play||03-05-2003||11:01 AM||||the procedure to removing the axle will be the same if you remove the entire axle (i.e., don't leave the inner axle-end cup on). to remove the inner axle end you might have to use a pry bar and a hammer to separate it from the tranny. once mine was on so tight, i had to use an air hammer.<br /><br />disconnect the lower a-arm from under the car, that will allow you to not mess with the tie rod.  the vfaq is a good guide.<br /><br />if you don't want to bother with taking the axle apart (which isn't hard at all), or if there is a problem with the axle (ends are in bad shape) then replace the whole axle.  if not, go ahead and get the boots.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum2/001777.cgi
A||||8||mixx2001||Transmission code.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||03-05-2003||09:37 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||What does the NF9809 on the end of a W5M332WQNK code mean?  And I noticed on Hertz's post that the origin of this tranny is not known, but that this tranny is supposed to be out of an RS.  I can get this tranny for $695 from a JDM importer, should I?||65.165.18.174||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-05-2003||10:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> What does the NF9809 on the end of a W5M332WQNK code mean?  And I noticed on Hertz's post that the origin of this tranny is not known, but that this tranny is supposed to be out of an RS.  I can get this tranny for $695 from a JDM importer, should I? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DONT DO IT.  the WQNK means the final drive is different from yours.  the transmission will lock up AT SPEED, and you will skid off into the ditch.  W5M332 means it is an awd trans, but, the most important is the first of the next 4 letters.  you need an "N".  it is possible you can make it work(nate pharr did one recently) but you will have to switch out the final drive.  also, the bell housing is machined to accept the final drive, and the close clearance is for the "pumping" action, so the oil goes to the rest of the gears.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||teet||03-05-2003||10:03 AM||||not unless you get the matching rear diff gears.<br /><br />put that in a stock US GVR4 and it will break the center diff.<br /><br />the "Q" in the 8th position is the key number.  P is US 4.9 final drive.  Q is the 5.4 final drive<br /><br />john||134.134.136.4||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||03-05-2003||11:56 AM||||So which ones will work, NP**'s only?  Because in this  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001442#000000" target="_blank">post</a> it says that NQ**'s are standard for the USDM GVR4.  But definately not anything that starts with a W*** right?  The car right now has a NPVX in it, and it looks like the driveshaft flew out of the car while it was going down the road (long story, the Dumbass I bought the car from was trying to destroy it I think).  I'm not sure of the condition of the tranny (internally).  One of the ears on the bell housing is broken off, and the collar that the TO bearing rides one is damaged, so right now I'm just looking for a bell housing, (unless we find somthing bad when we open it up) but if a tranny that will work comes along I'll probably scoop it up.||65.165.18.18||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||03-05-2003||12:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> And I noticed on Hertz's post that the origin of this tranny is not known, </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For the record, I was quoting someone from the GVR4list.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||03-05-2003||01:03 PM||||The NF9809 is a serial number (they are sequentially numbered at assembly).<br /><br />The GVR4 should have NQ** models.  The T/E/L had NP** and some early 2gs had NN**.<br /><br />And actually, it is the W or the N that determine the final drive ratio.  N=4.933, W=5.443.<br />There are NP** and NQ** models that both have the 4.933 ratio.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||03-05-2003||02:50 PM||||So I should be ok as long as it starts with NP** or NQ** and the splines matchup?||65.165.18.170||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||teet||03-06-2003||01:04 PM||||I'm sorry.  Iceman is totally right.  My brain was shut off yesterday...<br /><br />what he said.<br /><br />the Q vs the P...has to do with different gearing in the 1-5th gear stacks....which will change the shift points...but will not hurt anything.<br /><br />same splines.<br /><br />the GVR4 had a different 1st gear from the TELs||134.134.136.4||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||03-06-2003||01:11 PM||||Jemco was the importer I was talking about.  So does that mean they won't be able to sell that WQ tranny ever, here in the states?  Cause I know the guys over there pretty well and they'd probably like to know if that they'll never be able to move that thing.||65.165.18.193||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/001778.cgi
A||||6||Duc Hunter||High RPM WOT Stumble||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||03-05-2003||11:47 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||After smogging my car I put it back to normal (added the K&N and a Greddy Type-S valve). The problem is that I have a top end stumble. From 5,500-up the car stumbles lightly. It is soft, feels like missing (not harsh like a fuel cut) and the boost gauge will bounce a little when it occurs. I tried leaning out the car which helped the power but I cannot go leaner without getting knock and the miss is still there. The BOV could be heard opening (which made me think it might be too soft and leaking) but that could be because when it stumbles the car "feels" vacuum. I tightened it way down and even tight you can hear it open on a 2psi lift but the problem is still there. I am running colder plugs (1 step from stock) gapped at .28 I believe, new blue NGK wires....any thoughts? (I am running 19psi and can hear lots of air rushing in. I know there are no leaks in the system too) Any thoughts?<br /><br />Forgot to mention the car will stall when you put it in neutral sometimes. I thought this might be the BOV but the speedsensor and stepper motor are not working right for my cold fast idle so they are surly not catching the idle correctly. This should not affect the top end though.||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||03-05-2003||04:25 PM||||Check that plug gap again.  I had a set last year wear out so that the gap got bigger and I developed a WOT high RPM miss till I replaced the plugs.  <br /><br />Have you leak tested all the IC piping?  I've seen boost leaks cause weird stuff like that.  I would swap out all ignition parts.  Plug wires, coil pack, power transistor, etc. <br /><br />That Greddy Type S could be suspect too.  Those are a big pain to get adjusted properly, and the top hole often gets stripped out, so the adjusting bolt does nothing.  Argh, after helping friends with the Type S BOV, I gladly use my crushed stock one.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||03-05-2003||05:41 PM||||Howard, what gap can you run with the MSD ignition setup?<br /><br />dp||68.155.62.187||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||03-05-2003||06:38 PM||||I will load up my GFB valve and see what hapens. She makes 500mm/hg at idle at 750RPM. That is allot so I know it is not a vacuum leak.<br /><br />Plugs are cheap so I wil get a new pair of 7's on the way home. What torque do you guys put your plug in at? I had a set back out once so now I always use a torque wrench.||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||03-06-2003||10:39 AM||||Just an update......  I tried leaning out the car even though the O2 was down at .84v. It helped allot! I can back the AFC off about 10% from where it was and the car has almost no stumbling and yet still has knock counts over 10. I was seeing knock of about 4 when it was richer which leads me to believe that at the high cylinder pressures (under load and boost of 19psi) the extra fuel was blowing out the spark. If I go leaner the knock gets out of control quickly. There is still some stumbling so I will keep play but I guess I proved that you can get knock from too much fuel. New sparkplugs will go in today too. GOD I want that EMS in. Then it's wide band wil be able to be set to a "correct" a/f ratio I wont be guesing!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||03-06-2003||12:19 PM||||I think I found my problem. After getting the car smogged I did not realize that the mechanic made a mistake. He had to test the EGR so he unhooked the vacuum hose that goes to the top of the diaphram that is on the EGR to test the EGR with his vacuum pump. Guess what, he forgot to put it back! I have not had a chance to test the car yet but I bet this was not helping me. Other than the miss I did notice that I could stomp on the gas occationally and the boost would spool but the car would go no where! <br /><br />Anyone know what this hose does?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||03-06-2003||12:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Howard, what gap can you run with the MSD ignition setup?<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Right now it's at the stock .028", but I might try widening it out a bit to see if it makes any difference.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/001779.cgi
A||||4||broke down||I need help with what parts to replace||||4||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||03-05-2003||05:48 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I posted recently about a running problem i have had.  I have narrowed it down to be the bal shaft bearing being spun, resulting in an oiling problem for the lifters.  I want to take out the B.S.  What i need to know is what part the spun bearing will have damaged.  Someone mentioned that if it spun enough, it would start chewing up it's housing.  The race for that bearing is pressed into the oil pump housing right?  So I'll need a new oil pump housing, correct?  Also, I want to know what else I will need to do this job.  I'm going to do the timing belt while I'm there, but have all of the stuff for that.   What gaskets will I need?  Anything else I should replace while Im there?  Suggestions?  Thanks for any help you can give.  P.S.  I would look all of this up myself, have never been able to get caps to work, and just would like some help from some people who have already had this problem!!!  Thanks again.||68.51.68.201||reg||4||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-06-2003||12:17 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001032" target="_blank">"Timing Belt" stuff...</a>||67.36.183.245||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||broke down||03-06-2003||07:27 AM||||I already have the stuff for the timing belt.  What I want to know is, what do I need to replace if the bearing has spun, and what would be good to replace while I'm there.  Don't need timimg belt or water pump, or accessory belts, or tensioners, or any thing related to the timing belt.  Obviously I need the bal shaft kit from conicelli, but thought about replacing oil pump while I'm there.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000003||PhilthMonger||03-06-2003||10:20 AM||||if you're removing the balance shafts then you don't have to replace the bearing...the rear bearing stays as it has no oiling hole, and the front shaft can stay in to block off the bearings it sits on. if you want to remove that front shaft, it's a pain in the ass when it's in the car and you have to pop out the bearings and flip them around to block off the oil passages in the block.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000004||joec||03-06-2003||11:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong>What i need to know is what part the spun bearing will have damaged.  Someone mentioned that if it spun enough, it would start chewing up it's housing.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Worst case is it chews up the block and you can't block off the oil holes because the new bearing won't fit   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/001780.cgi
A||||9||Pick||Sunroof Problem??||||1||||Pick||00000697
Z||000000||Pick||03-05-2003||10:00 PM||jpick@pmt.org||My sunroof wont open you can hear the motor run but nothing happens just wondering if this is a common problem and if anyone knows of an easy solution Thanks.||12.42.144.33||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000001||Gvr4-330||03-05-2003||10:21 PM||||Is the motor spinning, or is it stuck?  Try and manually open it.  For some reason, my sunroof has gotten stuck before, and giving it a little turn by hand would help it.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000002||Jon||03-06-2003||07:59 AM||||Mine did that a long time ago.  I kind of messed it up when trying to fix it but now that I've done it once, the fix should be easy.<br /><br />First push the button to close the sunroof.  Make sure the motor runs until it stops completely.  Try it a second time too.<br /><br />Now pop the clear cover for the dome lights off.<br /><br />You will see a plastic circle that is made to be knocked off.  Break this so you can see the screw under it.<br /><br />Now I think this is an allen head.  Tighten this as much as you can.  You *might* need to loosen it a little bit but the problem is that bolt has backed off some.  It holds everything together to engage the motor to the mechanism to move the sunroof.<br /><br />If you take the motor out, you will see how the sunroof actually works.  There is a little plastic disk that rotates with the motor.  Pushing against the outside edge of the disk are switches.  The disk has little notches in it to turn the switches off which stops the motor from turning anymore.  <br /><br />If you pop this disk off or get it misadjusted, the sunroof will not operate correctly.  For instance, you could have the window open and then be able to push the other button to raise the back end of the sunroof and the sunroof might try to do that.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||03-06-2003||08:05 AM||||while on the topic of sunroof's. Mine works fine with the exception of stopping half way. I push the button & it goes back automaticlly but stops halfway. I push the button again & it open all the way. The same thing happens when I close it too. Is this normal?||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||VR-4play||03-06-2003||08:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> while on the topic of sunroof's. Mine works fine with the exception of stopping half way. I push the button & it goes back automaticlly but stops halfway. I push the button again & it open all the way. The same thing happens when I close it too. Is this normal? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">mine has done that since december 1990.  it is suppose to do it. it is kind of annoying, but it is suppose to be a nice feature (allowing either full or half open roof).||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||03-06-2003||08:55 AM||||Thank you.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||03-06-2003||12:26 PM||||my car does this as well i beleive it is actually a safety feature more than anything. <br /><br />......so all those dumb blondes that stick tehir heads out the sunroof wont get stuck in it when you close it.||131.193.14.113||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||03-06-2003||05:50 PM||||Anyone know of what type of grease to use to lube the tracks/motor on the sunroof. MIne makes a squealing noise for the 3-5 seconds after it's fully opened or closed and the motor is running.||199.183.183.84||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||DongeR615||03-07-2003||05:53 PM||||silicone grease  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.201.88.120||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||03-08-2003||12:32 AM||||<b>Admin/Moderators</b>: I think this should become a FAQ/How To item!||64.108.201.219||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001781.cgi
A||||10||gvr4in||starting problems||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||03-05-2003||10:32 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Everytime I start my car, it takes anywhere between 10-30 sec's of cranking on a cold start, and 2-10 sec's on a hot start..it appears to be cranking fine. Sometimes I crank for a sec, then stop, crank again and it starts. I have no idea what the problem could be. Starter going out? thanks||63.202.235.200||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||03-05-2003||10:54 PM||||Sounds like a fuel pressure problem. Check fuel pump, fuel filter, fuel pump sock.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.186.154||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||03-05-2003||11:39 PM||||yup, what he said. Dont forget the regulator also. Vac lines maybe?<br /><br />ALSO::::::::::: maybe too much fuel.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||03-05-2003||11:39 PM||||Just put in 3000gt vr4 fuel pump and new fram fuel filter a few weeks ago...||63.202.235.200||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||03-05-2003||11:45 PM||||How would I go about checking the fpr? I just put ALL of my vacuum lines back on, making sure none were leaking, etc..||63.202.235.200||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||03-05-2003||11:54 PM||||Are you 100% sure the pump is sending al the fuel to the line and not squirting it back in to the tank?<br />It happened to a few people when they installed a bigger pump.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.186.154||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||03-05-2003||11:58 PM||||Not 100% sure, I think im going to check it out manana||63.202.235.200||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||03-06-2003||07:07 AM||||The o-ring on the pump assembley did not seat correctly.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000008||joec||03-06-2003||12:03 PM||||I second Dan D's diagnosis.  Check the o-ring.<br /><br />The fact that it starts quicker if you turn the key on and off several times is an indication of this.  I belive that when the key is turned on, the pump is turned on temporarily.  Usually this is enough to provide fuel to start the car and then the ecu turns on the pump.  Since you have a pressure leak at the o-ring, turning the key on and off several times turns the pump on and off several times and builds up enough fuel pressure to get the engine started.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||03-06-2003||03:55 PM||||You could  also try priming the pump by connecting the fuel pump test terminal (on the firewall next to the clutch slave cylinder) to the + side of the battery. If the car fires right up, you know you're losing your prime.<br />Jeff O.||66.156.244.124||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||03-06-2003||04:26 PM||||You could  also try priming the pump by connecting the fuel pump test terminal (on the firewall next to the clutch slave cylinder) to the + side of the battery. If the car fires right up, you know you're losing your prime.<br />Jeff O.||66.156.244.124||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/001782.cgi
A||||9||blacksheep||ISC removal (for good)||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-05-2003||11:07 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Gang<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000660" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000660</a><br /><br />The pics didnt work for me ????<br /><br />I dont have AC. I dont have a VPC, though. I hope that MAF translator works with this, else a 2G MAF. Do ya'll think its still worth it?<br /><br />Anyone have a template or spare "Block-off" plate. I will be willing to send some cashola your way for this. <br /><br />Thanks||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-05-2003||11:34 PM||||The ISC is pretty much worthless if you dont run AC or power steering. All it does is keep the idle steady or bumps it up when you turn on the AC or turn the steering wheel to full right or left.<br /> All I get is a little lumpy idle at start up & it goes away after about 5 minutes, once the car is warm.<br />If it gets really cold where you are at & you dont mind staying in the car & keeping it running, by using the gas pedal( not all of them need to, mine didnt), then by all means rip it out.<br /><br />BTW, the translator  or VPC have nothing to do with it.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-05-2003||11:59 PM||||Jon had commented that that it did well with the VPC, but I dont have one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I hope that it runs well with the MAF translator (sounds like a good option) or 2nd Gen with ECU and no ISC (current setup)||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||ProudDSM||03-06-2003||01:52 AM||||I don't run an ISC either due to a weak ECU drive not allowing it to close all the way. I swapped in a good ecu, let it close, and unplugged it. I actually like the way the car drives. For example it makes it easier to slide it out of gear without using the clutch (and without rounding the gears). Saves on general clutch mechanism wear. <br /><br />It usually idles at 1k, lights, brakes, steering input lower can lower it about 150 rpms each but it never drops below 800 except for an occasion start up when the car has been sitting hot for 5 minutes. Then once I start moving everything is normal again. Oh and of course it is super easy to adjust the idle because you're not fighting the ISC (dont need to ground that wire, etc).||66.24.80.75||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000004||Jon||03-06-2003||07:53 AM||||Pictures fixed.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||03-06-2003||09:15 AM||||thanks, Jon. Appreciate it!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||joec||03-06-2003||11:54 AM||||Another issue is are you using ABS?  I'm pretty sure on the 1G DSM the ECU raises the idle speed when ABS is activated to keep the car from stalling (or maybe provide more current from the alternator?).  I'd expect it uses the ISC to raise the idle...||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||1312VR4||03-06-2003||12:12 PM||||If you have to mash the gas that hard to stop. Most of the time you will have the clutch pushed in anyway. So that wouldnt matter(atleast i dont think it does). <br />  Also, I drove a car with ABS & no ISC. I didnt notice anything wrong when I hit the brakes hard(autoxing on the back roads of Oklahoma). Maybe its ike one of those CBV issue's that some cars have & some dont.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||03-06-2003||02:25 PM||||Joec<br /><br />Thanks for the concern. Cruise, ABS and AC are all history. I need PS for my twig arms, though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I will need to get this done soon!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||1312VR4||03-06-2003||04:36 PM||||You can keep the power steering. I posted about it just so you would know. How often do you turn it to a full right or left position? Just about the only time is when you are parall parking.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/001783.cgi
A||||4||UndergroundVR-4||Need only parts of a bumper,  what car other than VR4?||||1||||UndergroundVR-4||00000530
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||03-05-2003||11:15 PM||undergroundr32@hotmail.com||Ok,  I need a bumper,  but not the entire thing.  It's very hard to come by a VR4 bumper as you all know,  and I do not have one.  I cannot use the entire thing because of my FMIC,  but for a small amount of protection against major damage I want to use the parts of the bumper that bolt to the chassis... In other words,  imagine my Galant has the bumper on it.  I would in theory cut the center of it out where it is not bolted to the chassis.  My question is,  what other car can I use a bumper from that would bolt up that I could cut the center out of?  A different model Galant perhaps?  Or a T/E/L?  Please give your input.  Thank you.||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000001||Nate||03-05-2003||11:49 PM||||Regular Galant bumper will work just fine.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||03-06-2003||12:27 AM||||Thank you.  What years?||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||03-06-2003||06:39 AM||||89-93||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||UndergroundVR-4||03-06-2003||06:35 PM||||Thanks very much guys.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.189.242.58||reg||14||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes



ubb/Forum2/001784.cgi
A||||1||Jose||Stainless O2 Housing||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||03-05-2003||11:58 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Who makes stainless steel O2 housings for our cars?||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-06-2003||12:08 AM||||<a href="http://www.RnRracing.com" target="_blank">www.RnRracing.com</a>||63.202.235.200||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/001785.cgi
A||||5||galantvr4||AMG titanium valve springs||||1||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||03-06-2003||12:02 AM||galantvr4@aol.com||do the really have titanuum valve springs and would they work in our cars ? does anyone know where to get a cheap set?<br /><br />Nope, only the VR4's & EVO's hadthe red valve cover. That is a legit motor. <br />The motors had about 150HP they were All non turbo.<br />They were mde from Oct89-Mar92 w/ approx. 1400 being made. They came with either standard or auto tranny's.<br />here are some specs.:::<br />The Dual Plane inatake manifold IS BIGGER than the turbo intake manifold.<br />High duration camshafts.<br />Titanium valve springs & retainers.<br />Concave high compression pistons.<br />Hollow shaft rocker arm conversion.<br />Other things done to it are<br />F5M31 tranny<br />Bigger front axle's<br />High performance clutch<br /><br />--------------------<br />91 GalantVR4#1312 <br />'97 Bonneville SSE<br />'02 Toyota Tundra SR5||198.81.26.171||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-17-2003||11:07 PM||||I just saw this post. Sorry for being so late. Yes they do have them. I'll let ya know as soon as I can find a Co. who carries the seat fabric for our cars. Its AMG also, but cant find a soul who knows where to get it, even in Japan. The search continues  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-18-2003||12:22 AM||||1312VR4<br /><br />I feel your pain. the whole AMG and galant thing is sort of a mystery. I have the no. for AMG in germany, if you'd like. Dont ask me how I got this...lots of calling around and hounding for AMG info. <br /><br />They were not owned by Benz in the early 90's when the did the galant. Since then, Benz bought them back...<br /><br />The only dealer in the US in early 1990s for AMG was beverly hills benz. They have no idea that AMG even built a measly galant. <br /><br />But, I got a no. for AMG HQ in Germany around here somewhere...||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-18-2003||09:38 AM||||fyi, there actually was an amg outlet here in the usa, florida.  dont know what happened to them, but up until mb acquired them, they were a pretty big outfit.  i remember talking to them a couple of times.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||03-18-2003||09:50 AM||||Thats what I told the few people I talked to. I finally got a hold of some older gentleman in the parts dept who had worked there since gods know when (He probably knew Jesus on a personally) and he chatted with me for 20 mins or so. He said the main AMG office was run thru Beverly Hills MB. Maybe he was senile and had a fading memory, who knows !?!  <br /><br />One dealer I talked to I mentioned to the parts guy that I was looking for AMG parts for a galant and he kept telling me that AMG was only for mercedes. I asked him if knew what google.com was and to do a search and see for himself. <br /><br />Another parts dept guy was younger and as soon as I said AMG galant, he asked me if I had a galant VR4. He was the one who directed me to AMG Germany. I emailed AMG Germany, but no luck there.<br /><br />I think Sigma Speed Shop would be a good bet, they list AMG parts on their site. Only if I knew Japanese...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||03-18-2003||08:34 PM||||If AMG is in Germany can someone please get me a location or an number to call?  I have a very, very good friend who is an officer in the Army and is based in Germany.  He also can ship stuff for next to nothing.  So any info I can pass on to him will help me (us) acquire some good looking body parts.  Thanks for any help.||65.42.51.115||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/001786.cgi
A||||15||howard_GVR4||my FMIC install pics||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||03-06-2003||01:11 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Some people have asked me for pics of my FMIC setup, so I've uploaded a few that I snapped during my original install last year.  Since then I've put in all matching black silicone couplers and T-bolt clamps.  <br /><br />Here are some links to pics I recently uploaded of the FMIC setup:<br /><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002130.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002130.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002819.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002819.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002831.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002831.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002200.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002200.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002186.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002186.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002179.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002179.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002176.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002176.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002165.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002165.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/HD-FMICmounted.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/HD-FMICmounted.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/HD-FMICfinished.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/HD-FMICfinished.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM001679.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM001679.JPG</a> (race core test fit)||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||03-06-2003||01:58 PM||||Why didn't you go with the race core?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||03-06-2003||02:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Why didn't you go with the race core?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">haha, did you ask because of that pic?  :-)<br /><br />That one in the picture wasn't mine, I borrowed it.  I also didn't want to spend the extra money at the time, plus I got to keep 50% of my bumper support with this core.  However, now that I have the piping in place, it would be easy to switch.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||03-06-2003||02:12 PM||||Looks mad tiite, yo!<br /><br />I esp. like the boombox install under the hood on the strut tower there     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <br /><br />I cant wait to get the race core on the car. It'll be a bit. IC piping needs to be changed as I have the FRH intake manifold and non-tubo throttle body.<br /><br />(darth vader voice on)<br />Is the flamethrower fully operational ?<br />Fire when ready<br />(darth vader voice off)||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||03-06-2003||02:32 PM||||KC, that's hilarious, I can't believe you noticed the boombox under the hood.  I thought you were talking about the MSD at first.  :-)<br /><br />I should've used that boombox alarm clock to let me know when I spent too long working on the car, so the wife wouldn't get pissed.  She's got me figured out though.  If I say, "I just have to adjust/do something to it, it won't take long", she knows that's code for "I'll be gone for 2 hours, at least".<br /><br />KC, you know I've got the flames turned on again, right?  I tuned them in with the AFC and can make them so loud and big that I can see it in my rearview mirror and the CD changer starts to skip.  It makes *me* nervous now.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||03-06-2003||02:44 PM||||At the shootout, you should do the drive-bys again. People will run into their rooms thinking that some ghetto action be going down  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />If anyone of the gvr4 "nuubs" dont know what I am talking about, that video of ant-lag has nice flames, but howards gvr4 sound is waay louder.<br /><br />There used to be a video online somewhere, we need to add it to the "images and videos" section||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||RayH||03-06-2003||04:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>KC, you know I've got the flames turned on again, right?  I tuned them in with the AFC and can make them so loud and big that I can see it in my rearview mirror and the CD changer starts to skip.  It makes *me* nervous now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's got to be great for tailgaters.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||03-07-2003||12:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br />That's got to be great for tailgaters.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You ain't kiddin.  Here are some of the reponses I get when using flames on tailgaters. <br /><br />1) One guy hit the brakes so hard I saw the headlights nosedive.  Some just slow down and back off.  NOBODY continues to tailgate me.<br /><br />2) 3 people in a neighborhood thought it was a driveby and ran/ducked for cover.  <br /><br />3) One lady opened her car door and looked for a tire blowout.<br /><br />4) During a caravan to the shootout last year, another DSM guy thought he broke something and pulled over. <br /><br />5) Lazy rednecks in wife beater T's put on their hazards, pulled off the highway, got out and inspected the Suburban for damage.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||03-10-2003||10:40 PM||||Someone asked me through email for more detailed pics of the passenger side IC pipe return behind the headlight.  <br /><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/PSFMICrouting.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/PSFMICrouting.JPG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/PSFMICrouting2.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/PSFMICrouting2.JPG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/PSFMICrouting3.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/PSFMICrouting3.JPG</a>||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||03-10-2003||10:51 PM||||Hey Howard how well does your rubber coupler hold up on your J (well stubby pipe). I was goin to go that route with mine but was fearful that it would not hold up to the heat. I would have got my intercooler pipe setup finished but Fri. late night about 1:00 I ripped my thumbnail off tryin to scoot a coupler up my lower pipe. Sucks but oh well it will grow back.      I hope!!||67.39.146.201||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||03-11-2003||01:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Hey Howard how well does your rubber coupler hold up on your J (well stubby pipe). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ouch, the whole fingernail is gone!?  <br /><br />The silicone coupler holds up awesome.  It is one millimeter from the heat shield, and the heat hasn't affected much at all, and it's been on there for half a year.  There are ways you could make a stubby outlet better than mine to clear the manifold by even more.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||03-12-2003||02:10 AM||||Hmm... while I am still constantly learning more about these cars, I wouldn't exactly refer to myself as a noob and yet I'm not sure exactly what you all are discussing.  I'm assuming you've got Riced and Ridiculous style flames exiting your tailpipe?  How'd you go about it; extra injector & spark plug or igniter on a switch?  I'd love to see some videos of this in action!||134.10.23.206||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||Vr4in'||03-12-2003||01:42 PM||||Looks great!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||03-13-2003||11:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Hmm... while I am still constantly learning more about these cars, I wouldn't exactly refer to myself as a noob and yet I'm not sure exactly what you all are discussing.  I'm assuming you've got Riced and Ridiculous style flames exiting your tailpipe?  How'd you go about it; extra injector & spark plug or igniter on a switch?  I'd love to see some videos of this in action! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope, MSD DIS-2 with the stutterbox engaged at 3000 RPM.  AFC leaned out 18% at 3K RPM with base FP at 43psi.  It's taken me 2 years to get the flame tuning just right.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />If someone is willing to host the video, I can email it to them.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||03-13-2003||11:19 PM||||I'll host a copy.  Email it to me.||67.37.178.91||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||1quickvr4||03-13-2003||11:27 PM||||Looks real well, I love the race core test pic. When are you gonna take that thing to the track, I would like to see you car with race gas go agansit Dan on pump.||65.56.123.207||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/001787.cgi
A||||6||Duc Hunter||Great BOV info||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||03-06-2003||01:22 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||This is on GoFastBits site but is simply a description of how the valves (all BOV's work etc). I find it very useful, including how to set adj valves. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.gofastbits.com/faq.htm#atmosphere" target="_blank">BOV FAQ</a>||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-06-2003||02:16 PM||||Duc<br /><br />you must be convinced the BOV is causing your stumbling.<br /><br />I actually had a GFB dual BOV at one time and the aussie members on our list said that GFB quality was questionable, so I switched to Turbosmart and now HKS. Lets hope this is the last coz I am modifying the IRC pipe by adding a HKS flange. Thats kinda irreversible, I guess||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||03-06-2003||11:16 PM||||I have always had good luck with it. I am not as sure about the Greddy or the stock on I have. A friend has an HKS SSQ that I might try. I like the idea that it cannot leak under boost, that eliminates one issue. <br /><br />I am still under the impression that I have a vacuum leak. This even tough I have 500mm/hg vacuum at idle. I had that before and after my little EGR iss (vacuum hose was left off by the smog guy). I have bee tracing vacuum line and wish there was a better way to check.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||03-06-2003||11:31 PM||||I know the TB o-rings leak is the hardest to diagnose. Good luck, man!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||03-06-2003||11:57 PM||||Changed those last week. Can you believe that I might have a leak if I make 500mm/hg (19.7 in/hg) at 750 rpm?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||03-07-2003||12:04 PM||||I've had difficulty adjusting a Type S blowoff valve in the past.  First it was set too soft and would leak boost, but then we would adjust it a tad tighter, and it would not open enough, causing compressor surge.  <br /><br />Finally the adjusting screw stripped out the threads of the BOV, and we repaired it and sold the whole thing.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||03-07-2003||12:12 PM||||Yeah, that Type-S strips easy. <br /><br />I was wondering, does placement of the BOV on the pipe make it louder ? Just curious..I am not a scientist or nothing, so I could be wrong. I would think closer to the TB would make it louder (like bouncing a ball of the wall)||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001788.cgi
A||||0||Jose||Rear ABS||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||03-06-2003||08:17 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Does anyone have pics of the rear ABS system, Eclipse or Galants?<br />Jose....||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum2/001789.cgi
A||||4||Jose||Will this make the abs act up?||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||03-06-2003||08:34 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Right now my car is 5 lugs in the front from a DSM with ABS and 4 lug in the rear, and since the abs rings have different teeth from the DSM's to the VR4 will this make my ABS act up? The braking from my car on slippery surfaces is really nuts, it locks the front but the rear keeps rolling fine. Is this because of the different ABS rings. 47 versus 43. Oh by the way anyone have rear ABS rings from a DSM?<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-06-2003||08:49 PM||||You need to pull that ABS fuse before it kills you!!!!||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Jose||03-06-2003||10:46 PM||||I unpluged the ABS computer, till I can get the rear ABS rings.<br />Jose..||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||joec||03-07-2003||11:45 AM||||I thought the ABS was two channel (front-right/rear-left, and front-left/rear-right).  I wouldn't expect the ABS to lock the front and have the rear rolling. <br /><br />Are your rear brakes working correctly -- i.e, is it possible that the caliper sliders are frozen/rusted and the rears don't actuate properly.  Do the rear brake pads wear evenly or are they wedged shaped?  Does the rotor surface look evenly worn from the outside radius to the inside?<br /><br />Did you put in a LSD in the rear?  Maybe the ABS is activating one channel and the viscous rear diff is  activating and turning both rear wheels?<br /><br />Either way, the different count ABS sensor teeth is a bad thing...||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||Jose||03-07-2003||01:17 PM||||Everything was working fine till I put DSM ABS hubs on.<br />Jose...||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum2/001790.cgi
A||||6||DookGVR4||Problemwith clutch/flywheel install @ dealer||||1||||DookGVR4||00000632
Z||000000||DookGVR4||03-06-2003||11:05 PM||dook@adelphia.net||So...<br /><br />  I brought my ACT 2600/fidanza combo to the dealer today to have it installed...<br /><br /> I get a call @ work from the service manager midday with "bad-news" as he states...What he tells me is that the mech. stripped out the threads mounting the PP to the flywheel. <br /><br /> Acoording to them they were following act PP info stating 30 something foot lbs. on them...and they stripped out at about 10ish lbs. of torque.<br /><br /> Its not all bad though...i contacted fidanza and they called the service dept. After that i got a call from mitsu saying that fidanza was going to ship them a NEW flywheel...<br /><br /> My only question is what the HELL did they do wrong?....So i can prevent this from happening again?<br /><br /> Anyone know off hand what they should be torqued to?..  According to mitsu they said the PP mounting bolts appeared to be too short causing this...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks,Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000001||Nate||03-07-2003||01:15 AM||||They should be torqued to I believe 14 ft-lbs, although it may be 12, I can't remember exactly.  The highest number I bet the torque spec is would be 18.  <br /><br />Now, what actually happened?  The dealership used an impact gun and stripped one of the bolts, thinking that they'd then be able to sell you a new flywheel.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||03-07-2003||07:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong>Now, what actually happened?  The dealership used an impact gun and stripped one of the bolts, thinking that they'd then be able to sell you a new flywheel. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup!<br /><br />My girlfriend took her Escort to a Ford dealership before I knew her to get her oil changed, and they put the oil drain plug back in with an impact gun. Result? New pan, paid for and installed by me. They deny it, so there's nothing I can do.||68.162.66.133||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||03-07-2003||08:49 PM||||<b>Revised and updated story......</b><br /><br /> I brought my car to the dealer yestarday to install the ACT2600-Fidanza combo...<br /><br />Heres the situation...I test fitted the Pressure plate to the flywheel before even bringing it to them...and all was well( although i did not test fir with the disk in between) Then i got a call midday telling me that they stripped out the flywheel trying to get the pressure plate mounted to it !!!<br /><br /> Well luckily fidanza is going to send them a new flywheel so thats not the bad part...<br /><br /> What is is that i dont want it to happen again...<br /><br /> From what i saw, when they put the disk inbetween the pressure plate and the flywheel there is a space between the flywheel and the pressure plate...and they were trying to torque down the plate to the flywheel, the thing they were telling me is that the bolts supplied by Fidanza arent lenghtly enough....but even having a longer bolt..the alluminum isnt going to have strength to close them together is it?...I mean it is like a half-inch<br /><br />  Any ideas?...Is there a product flaw possibly?...Or are they that complete of morons?!<br /><br />Thanks,Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||03-11-2003||01:48 PM||||A 1/2"?  The PP should be able to make it on the guide pins if I remember correctly and they are like 1/4"-3/8".  Do they have the disc in facing the right way?||63.228.5.58||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||03-11-2003||02:34 PM||||The ACT/Fidanza combo is always off on the step height. It needs to be corrected before you put it on the car.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||03-11-2003||04:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> The ACT/Fidanza combo is always off on the step height. It needs to be corrected before you put it on the car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Definitely always double check step height on any flywheel you're going to use.  It's so quick and easy to check that there's not reason not to.  <br /><br />Personally, I would have that Fidanza checked for balance too.  Since it's not very expensive, I'm going to have every flywheel/PP combo balanced before they go on my car.  Hell, my crank barely cost anything to balance.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/001791.cgi
A||N||4||bazeng||vr4 from oz, got a question||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||03-07-2003||06:32 AM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey.. how u all doin??<br /><br />im from australia, melbourne<br />anyways, this is a pretty cool forum<br />much better than the one in oz... ours is <a href="http://www.clubvr4.tk," target="_blank">www.clubvr4.tk,</a> we got only a few members, but this place rocks<br /><br />anyways... i think my car is gettin fuel cut<br /><br />syptoms: WOT, running 15psi, got exhuast and intercooler and randomly at high revs say 5000+ i get a massive jerk in the car<br /><br />revs drop, sorta backfires also<br />sounds like coming from exhuast... massive bang sound<br /><br />not carrier bearings, since i have changed them (250 us dollars) so only other thing is fuel cut<br /><br />just wondering if i am correct on this..<br />if it is so, what can i do to elimate the problem as i cannot race due to this. so i end up losing once i hit 2nd gear.  <br /><br />take off, 2 cars ahead, bang, drop bak and lose<br /><br />anyways thanks for any feed bak, will be posting here often||203.166.63.4||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||03-07-2003||08:27 AM||||Your ECU's detecting an unfavorable lean mixture/high boost condition.  Get a upgraded fuel pump. HKS makes a "fuel cut defenser" which defeats this, but you still will have the lean/high boost problem.  <br />There's a used FCD, look here:<br /> <a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=85331&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=59&set=4&position=71&total_count=2636&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3e689be9683b5566" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=85331&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=59&set=4&posi tion=71&total_count=2636&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3e689be9683b5566</a>||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||bazeng||03-07-2003||05:00 PM||||so what are my standard injectors able to handle?<br />how much boost??<br /><br />450cc <br /><br />it this fuel cut damaging the engine in anyway??<br /><br />the thing is, my air/fuel gauge is saying rich so i dont really know why its doin it||203.166.63.4||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-08-2003||12:53 AM||||First, that 450cc rating is based on a 42.7psi fuel pressure.  However the stock regulator is 36.3psi, so:  450cc/min * sqrt(36.3/42.7) = 415cc/min -- not to mention certain voltage weaknesses from the pump, perhaps clogging fuel filter, etc.<br /><br />That intercooler in a way makes things worse.  You've got nice cold air, all packed in there, and you can't supply enough fuel in such a short period (at 6000rpms ~18ms).  That pisses the ECU off, and probably makes a mess of the valves (fuel sprays onto the closed valves, burns to carbon...)  <br /><br />The fuel cut is there to keep YOU from hurting the engine, so I guess you can say that it doesn't hurt the engine (as much as you were about to).<br /><br />Turn the boost down and improve the fuel supply issue.  I'm guessing that even 14psi will be much better, but there are some non-controllable factors of course (barometer, air temp, etc.) that influence a/f.||64.108.201.219||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Ash||03-08-2003||01:30 AM||||Get yourself a bigger fuel pump & rewire it as well.  I had the exact same problem as you, fitted a big cooler & BAM!! - fuel cut city.  When you uprate the fuel pump then you "should" be safely to back out the MAS screw the whole way, this should be just enough to get you 15psi reliably on the stock 14b without fuel cut.  Be warned, if you back out the screw without attending to the pump, you will be running lean and at the very least crack your 14b & manifold worse than it already is.  My 14b lasted about 2 months after I got my front mount because I didn't attend to the fuel issue.  What O2 guage do you have?  If its a 10 LED one it's useless.||203.221.153.182||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/001792.cgi
A||||8||aWeX||E39a used on all Gvr4, or just US-spec ones?||||1||||aWeX||00000924
Z||000000||aWeX||03-07-2003||07:55 AM||||Is the euro/jap-sepc Galant vr4 called E39a too, or is that the name of the US-spec ones?<br />I have to know, since I`m to order clutch and flywheel for my car.||195.159.185.90||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-07-2003||09:18 AM||||Its just a Galant right? Not a Galant sigma, ect..<br />ANY Galant VR4 made between 87-92 is a E39a.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||03-07-2003||04:41 PM||||There were many chasis codes. There were e38a and e39a Vr4s in this body style. In the US the Vr4s were only e39a. The FWDs amd mybe the GGSX have a diffrent code since its not the same chasis.||209.245.229.66||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-08-2003||12:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />2.0L DOHC GALANT = E33A<br />2.0L DOHC AWD GALANT (GSX) = E38A<br />2.0L DOHC AWD AWS G-Vr4 = E39A<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||64.108.201.219||reg||2||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||03-08-2003||07:59 AM||||There is only 1 chassis code for the car he inquired about.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||03-09-2003||01:15 PM||||The early VR4s were e38as the later were e39as||65.69.129.127||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||03-09-2003||01:27 PM||||i believe the E38's were the non turbo gsx.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||03-10-2003||03:03 PM||||I was talking about the 87 to 89 (?) Vr4s in Japan||12.213.174.244||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||DSSA||03-10-2003||03:19 PM||||All GVR4s 87-92 are E39As....<br /><br />All Galant GSXs are E38s.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes



ubb/Forum2/001793.cgi
A||||2||atsiauto||valve cover crackola'd||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||03-07-2003||11:02 AM||atsiauto@comcast.net||saw oil leaking out the edge of the valve cover upon reinstalling a new one this moring i noticed one plug full of oil , and a decent amount of oil swilling around the plug (recessed/covered) area well I didnt think to hard about it but afer reinstalling and wicking out allt he oil and using a air fitting to get every last bit out I saw the crack . by th #4 bolt that keeps the o-ring on that plug . Is there any way to fix these up ? i smeared some rtv on it , but Im not holding my breath and would like to keep the red cover, I have one of a talon as a spare , but when i grabbed ith the baffle above the cam on one end had popped abot 4 of the press-riveted dealy-o's off and was fuh-lapping around .I just cant win... <br />even the simple stuff has to be done 3 times. oh well any ideas ? Thanks for allowing me to gripe.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||03-07-2003||01:10 PM||||if you just want to patch it up you can use some jb weld.  they sell valve covers on ebay every once in a while.  why do you want the red one so bad?||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||nvr2fst||03-07-2003||11:51 PM||||You cna take the valve cover to any welding shop and they can weld the crack. Unless you have teh correct material for welding aluminum, I suggest taking it to a professional welder.<br /><br />92 GVR4 #120/1000<br />98 Type R #98||152.163.188.33||reg||1||nvr2fst||00000977||yes



ubb/Forum2/001794.cgi
A||||4||VR-4play||cleaning the head?||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||03-07-2003||01:26 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||i pulled my valve cover off the other day to strip the paint off and replace the gaskets.  as i pulled it off, little pieces of the gaskets were breaking off and fell in the head.  i was going to just cover the engine bay with some plastic w/ just the head uncovered and blow the little pieces out with air.  does this sound like a bad idea to anyone, or does anyone have a better way?||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-07-2003||01:53 PM||||I have a better way. But its probably not what you want to hear. <br /> How many & what size pieces are we talking about? Where did they  fall into the head?<br />One of them pieces can block oil flow at many different spots(like the oil feed to thehead).||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||03-07-2003||02:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> I have a better way. But its probably not what you want to hear. <br /> How many & what size pieces are we talking about? Where did they  fall into the head?<br />One of them pieces can block oil flow at many different spots(like the oil feed to thehead). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">little pieces, maybe pencil tip size and smaller.  they fell around the cams toward the sides, a few toward the middle. i was pulling the larger ones out with my finger tips but i don't think i will be able to get every single one of the little ones like that.  i was trying to avoid taking the head apart if that was your suggestion.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||03-07-2003||02:55 PM||||all you need is an air compressoer and and blow it all out on high pressure,its also safe to blow out the oil and water jackets.||65.32.216.182||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||03-07-2003||04:01 PM||||Until on of those little piecs gets lodged where its not supposed to. I did that before & it didnt turn out to good. <br />In a few hundred miles take off the oil pan & look at the pump pick up screen;)<br /> If you do go that route. BEFORE you put the VC back on. take a pipe cleaner & clean out the lifter oil holes.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/001795.cgi
A||||10||atsiauto||safe max boost using 550's? 16G ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||03-07-2003||02:22 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I made a quick jolt to 21 psi today car ran great I have a few mods, 550's and upgraded feul pump but i see anifreez came out of somewhere, probably when I was boosting maybe even out the radiator cap ,. Im backing it down but want to be safe before i find out the hard way ., what kind of boost can the  engine (stock i/c and bypass) support?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||03-07-2003||02:48 PM||||Until you see knock or run out of fuel pressure. <br /><br />Try this too as a general rule. <br /> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm" target="_blank">RRE Fuel Injector Selection</a>||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||03-07-2003||02:55 PM||||i am thinking it also has to do with octane numbers.  it seems like the califrisco guys are running 660's on 91 octane, and 93 octane guys get away with 550's.  last i checked, at 17-18 lbs boost and 560's, i was about 75-80% duty cycle, 6500 rpm.  i am now going to experiment with raising the fuel pressure.  also, i am finally gonna bite the bullet and rewire the pump.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||03-07-2003||11:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>   also, i am finally gonna bite the bullet and rewire the pump. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha....me too. I figure it should be easy now that the battery is in the trunk anyway.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Ash||03-08-2003||01:19 AM||||With 45psi base pressure, 550's and a big 16g I run 20psi on 96RON no worries (I don't have a logger though)||203.221.153.182||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||03-08-2003||01:20 AM||||91 Oct,660's, 19spi in a well ported 19c Frank jr (volume really matters not really psi) and I am at 50psi base fuel pressure and 90% duty cycle.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||Telecaster||03-08-2003||06:34 AM||||I'd love to run past 17 psi on my 550's B16G, i just can't get past fuel cut.  This is also with .88v on the 02 at wot.||216.175.109.28||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000007||1667 VR4||03-08-2003||04:31 PM||||telecaster -- are you still on a 1G MAS?||24.73.74.196||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||03-08-2003||07:01 PM||||I have this f con pfc thinga mah whoppy . Im just scared of leanout im running 93 octane , I need to look at the fuel pump as Im hoping whoever did all the other mods has a bigger one in there, is there any way to tell from the outside ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||Telecaster||03-08-2003||07:47 PM||||1667 VR4, it probably is the 1G MAS.  Up to how much boost can u get till MAF overrun?||216.175.109.28||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000010||1312VR4||03-08-2003||07:48 PM||||I had a overlyhacked 1g mas(completely ported & all honeycombs removed) & 450cc injectors. I was running 24psi on 110 oct. My egts were 1400deg. 02V @.82 & knock @2. FP @ 46psi. Never once did I get fuel cut. I was also running a stock head gasket.<br /> Cant wait to see what I do with the 720's, Translator, Frank5 & new FMIC||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/001796.cgi
A||||8||Duc Hunter||Vacumm lines on the throttle body||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||03-07-2003||02:39 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||In chasing down my "vacuum leak" I have made a startling discovery. It apears taht my vacuum lines on the throttle body are very different from the way the shop manual says they should be. When doing my throttle shaft seal replacement I got 2 of the lines confused which is why I have the Me 1 and Me 2 listed. I wen to check the manual and discovered, as you can see, my car has always ben VERY different from the manaul. Which one is right, manual, me 1 or me 2? <br /><br />Port....Manual....Me1......Me 2<br />A2......Red.......Black....Black<br />A1......Green.....Yellow...Yellow<br />E.......Yellow....Green....Red<br />P.......Black.....Red......Green||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||03-07-2003||02:48 PM||||do you have a vacuum line directory?if not check this outhttp://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm||65.32.216.182||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||03-07-2003||03:08 PM||||That is great but it shows the same pic from the shop manual that I saw when I realized my lines may be VERY wrong. I need someone to check their car and tell me if the manual diagram matcheds their car? The problem with removing that stuff is taht you ahve to remove all the solenoids, open the gas tank up to the air etc to truly eliminate the smog.||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||beavis||03-07-2003||03:34 PM||||you can eliminate all the vaccum lines.  simply put 4 caps over the outlets.  the car will idle fine the vaccum lines are mainly for emissions.||138.23.82.61||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||03-07-2003||03:54 PM||||Thanks Beavis that is nice to know. <br /><br />Can someone verify for me what colors are on which ports though? To you match the manual as noted above?||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||03-07-2003||03:55 PM||||The sticker under the hood is correct. Its not to hard to trace the lines to where they need to go.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||03-08-2003||01:45 AM||||i suggest you do the setup before the race only setup.thats what i have on mine until i get my oil catch can.||65.32.216.182||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||03-09-2003||12:40 AM||||Tried the sticker under the hood which seems to match the "manual" as I posted above. Car ran fine, idle was a little low. Then, cruising down the freeway about 50 miles into running like that I got an EGR code. Never had one before and have not since I switched back?????  If someone would be nice enough to pull their hoses off one by one and see if their colors match mine above I would really appreciate it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.129.99.93||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000008||Martin Tolentino||03-09-2003||03:28 AM||||here's a pix off my 91<br />  <img src="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/TB_VAC.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/001797.cgi
A||||5||GRV4726||overheating at idle||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||03-07-2003||06:31 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey.  i did a search and found the topic that deal with the same thing but nothing was concluded.  so what was wrong with LAGVR4's car... thermostat? water pump?<br /><br />i'm facing the same problem. overheating at idle but fine will driving at reasonable speeds.<br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||03-07-2003||06:50 PM||||I would guess water pump.  I thought a busted thermostat stayed open, not closed.  <br /><br />I wasn't going to even suggest it, but you checked coolant right?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Nate||03-07-2003||08:30 PM||||Does your engine fan kick on?  Sometimes the temp sensor in the radiator goes bad and the fan doesn't know to kick on, or possibly the relay that turns the fan on goes bad.  So back to my question, does the fan turn on?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-08-2003||12:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I would guess water pump.  I thought a busted thermostat stayed open, not closed.  <br /><br />I wasn't going to even suggest it, but you checked coolant right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Squeeze the coolant hose (top and bottom), should be relatively "full".  And when the radiator is COLD and the car is running you can open the cap and visually see if the fluid is moving (pump).<br /><br />But since it only affects you when idling, I would suspect the fan.  You might have to drive around with the A/C on to get the other fan running.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.108.201.219||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||03-08-2003||08:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  I thought a busted thermostat stayed open, not closed.  <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It can go either way.<br /><br />But yeah i'd also say check the coolant. Sometimes it the most minor things that get overlooked.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||03-08-2003||02:05 PM||||yeah i checked the coolant.  there is enough.  i'll check the other things you guys suggested.  i haven't even looked at it yet because i decided to take a night off.  i spend a lot of time learning new shit about the car, but the more i learn the more i forget..  so what would be so important that would get me away from my car?  my friend.<br /><br />i haven't seen him in a long time.  his dad was the richest man in texas. and my friend got cancer so his dad told him he could get whatever car he wants. (anything bellow a reasonable price, which for the richest man in texas is around 40k) in conclusion, he got an S4.  yep, bi-turbo v6.  and i got to drive it.  i was scared shitless when he told me he wanted me drive his car. 60mph feels like nothing.  that thing hauls ass.  he has a borla exhaust on it with a modified ported downpipe, a chip, and two blowoff valves (why would a 50thousand dollar car come without blowoff valves), and of course and intake. <br /><br />anyways... talk about fun!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||14||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/001798.cgi
A||||3||Matt379||nagging problems||||13||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||03-07-2003||10:47 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Okay, so I haven't driven my car for a while with all the snow and freezing weather..so I drive it and here are some new problems that just cropped up.<br /><br />#1  Parking brake light stays on even when hand-brake is disengaged.  I know for certain the brakes are disengaged, cause I tried driving with the brakes up, and it is much, much harder.  The brake goes down, AND I feel it dis-engage.<br /><br />#2 When I start the car I hear a loud rattle coming from the starter/transmission area.  It is after it starts, and almost sounds like someone is keeping on turning the ignition.  The car then runs just fine, and idles just fine after that.  Just concerned something is about to break.<br /><br />Any ideas as to either one?  Thanks.||68.51.71.93||reg||13||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||03-07-2003||11:14 PM||||Have you checked your brake fluid level?||68.155.55.12||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||03-07-2003||11:51 PM||||umm, duh...<br /><br />problem #1 solved...I feel like I just asked why my computer wasn't working because it was unplugged...<br /><br /><br />care to take a crack at problem #2??||68.51.71.93||reg||10||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-08-2003||12:02 AM||||the starter solenoid is sticking and not disengaging the drive gear for the starter.  if this is it, you can ruin the teeth on the ring gear of the flywheel, then the starter will not be able to turn the flywheel, and you will have to push start it.  the only fix after that is a new flywheel.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001799.cgi
A||||2||1667 VR4||need pic quickly||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||03-07-2003||11:05 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Anybody got a pic of the tranny drain plug?  i wanna make sure im not draining the diff...thanks||4.62.214.186||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-07-2003||11:44 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=117&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||1667 VR4||03-08-2003||01:35 AM||||got it. but thanks anyway||24.73.74.196||reg||14||1667 VR4||00000534||yes



ubb/Forum2/001800.cgi
A||||1||nvr2fst||ABS light blinking||||9||||nvr2fst||00000977
Z||000000||nvr2fst||03-07-2003||11:56 PM||fstgvr4@aol.com||I noticed today after driving about 200 miles, that there was a strange noise coming from the abs solenoid box. It sounded like it had an iternal motor or constant vacuum leak. I noticed it after the car was off  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  I could not figure out what the f!*k it was. I then noticed the ABS light came on on the dash. I drove it for another hour and the noise stopped and the ABS light turned off  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  Now I noticed that when I start the car th ABS light comes on then blinmks 3 or 4 times real fast then goes off. I still do not hear the noise from the ABS solenoid box.<br />Any suggestions as to what this problem may be?||152.163.188.33||reg||9||nvr2fst||00000977||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-08-2003||12:23 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001105" target="_blank">Read this</a>, might help.  Good luck.||64.108.201.219||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001993.cgi
A||||4||PRE-EVO||Tein owners...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||04-04-2003||05:57 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||What are you using to lube the pillow mounts as well as what tool did you get to adjust the struts?||207.220.133.195||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||04-04-2003||07:00 PM||||Hmmmmm.....lube the pilo mounts? I didn't know that was required. The directions don't say anything about it and I don't  see how you could anyway. It's just a spherical bearing. To adjust the damping of the struts they send a little allen tool but you can actually turn the knobs with your fingers. For adjusting the height perches they send spanner wrenches with the kit. To adjust the front camber you just loosen four allen screws and move the strut in or out.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||04-05-2003||10:54 AM||||What turbowop said.  I do squirt the threads of the collar with break clean and then some Mopar Rust Penetrant (GREAT stuff!!) just to keep them from grinding grit and such when adjusted.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||04-05-2003||01:37 PM||||Well the reason I ask is the pillow ball mounts I have on my used set are lubed with alittle grease that I plan on cleaning and re-greasing. I normally spray collars with brake cleaner and then WD-40 or some lubricant if I am adjusting them or have the wheels off. Does anyone have a picture of the tops of their struts installed. The reason I ask is I'm not clearly seeing how to adjust the damping on them which should be on the top. Tein shows this tool for adjusting:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.tein.com/img/ha4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Also it says they come with helper springs which mine don't have. The struts are black not green like the HA's shown (though I am sure they are from a while ago) and the rear appears to have adjusters on top. I'll try and get some pics up here shortly.||207.220.145.252||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||04-05-2003||03:39 PM||||Welp the struts are different from the RA and infact the whole thing is different. I am guessing this is what the RA replaced. Here are the part numbers on the struts:<br />Front: DDR08-1272<br />       E39A F 94D<br /><br />Rear:  DR09-12531<br />       E39A R 94D<br /><br /><br />The Tein HA's are listed as the following:<br />Front: DKR08-11746<br /><br />Rear:  DKR09-11531<br /><br />I'm looking for more information on them as they may be non-adjustables as the front strut doesn't have an allen key hole on the top.||199.182.59.9||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/001801.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||homemade i/c piping||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||03-08-2003||04:39 PM||nohad43@aol.com||i was wondering what the stock upper i/c pipe is.and does anyone know a website that shows how to make homemade i/c piping?||4.47.197.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-08-2003||05:36 PM||||Hey<br /><br />I have an upper IC pipe from Indy Race Cores, I am selling. It is designed for an FMIC that has end tanks pointing back into the car next to the radiator. Let me know if you are interested||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||03-08-2003||10:13 PM||||Well, I would never do this to my GVR4, but on my ghetto Talon, I just took the stock rubber piping to autozone and matched the pipping best I could with the biggest stuff they had.  Also I used exhaust connectors when needed.<br /><br />Like I said, GHETTO, but it did work.  Also you can just use exhaust pipping as well for the bends and just use a hack saw.  It's press bent, but if it's larger then stock, it will flow more.  You can build a cheap system this way, it just won't look good. I got a huge gain when I did this and used a much larger IC core.  There are ways and then there are ways.  <br /><br />If you use over the counter clamps, you might want to double them up so you don't pop off any of your work.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||joec||03-08-2003||11:50 PM||||<a href="http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/cooler.html" target="_blank">http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/cooler.html</a><br /><br />Not sure how well it would work for high boost unless you found a way to bead the metal pipes...||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4||03-09-2003||03:41 AM||||I just baught mandrel bends from J/C Whitney, i spent around 90.00 on all the piping including the paint and the welding look at my post in news under molitor racing development and you will see my whole homade setup, good luck and let me know how it goes||198.81.26.171||reg||10||galantvr4||00000576||yes



ubb/Forum2/001802.cgi
A||N||17||slvrblt||GVR4 eats trannies||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||03-08-2003||07:59 PM||||My GVR4 suddenly cracked the stock trans about 3 weeks ago. It was replaced and the second night I had it running, the new trans. cracked again in the same exact place. The x-fer case seems fine (not locking up). I did do a few little launches, but not very hard at all. That shouldnt be the cause of this as the crack is the exact same as previous. It will drive, but there is no fluid. The crack is about 8in. along the end opposite the bellhousing. It seems to be a sort of a strees fracture. <br /><br />I have no idea whats causeing my car to eat these trannies... Does anyone else ?<br /><br />Thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-08-2003||08:01 PM||||Worn engine & tranny mounts||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||03-08-2003||08:07 PM||||Good thought, but those seem pretty solid. Definately somthing I will look at closer. I hadnt really looked at those in depth, but the one time I did check them out, they (I only really looked at two from the top) looked good.<br /><br />What else in the drive train can put that much pressure on the back of a trans to break it. (not incl. the driver) Is there anything else that can cause that kind of tortion ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||03-08-2003||10:44 PM||||wheres it cracking ??Yipes!||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||03-08-2003||10:49 PM||||The bottom of the end oppisite the bellhousing is where its cracked||67.235.101.126||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||03-08-2003||11:44 PM||||Are you referring to the bottom of the bell housing?  I dont see how you could crack the bottom of the opposite end of the bell housing(rear cover). Unless you have hit something or have parts loose inside the tranny.||68.21.137.71||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||03-08-2003||11:49 PM||||Sorry, that wasnt very specific. The bottom of the trans, near the rear cover. Not on the rear cover itself. The crack stretches left to right along the bottom...||67.235.101.126||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||talontsi||03-09-2003||06:51 AM||||Sounds like the steel alighnment gromets from that block are MIA.<br />If you just use the bolts only they tend to crack the case.||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000008||VR-4play||03-09-2003||10:42 AM||||can you show us a picture of it?  i can't imagine something like that happening twice.||67.30.250.106||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||03-09-2003||01:15 PM||||I will get some pictures up probably tomorrow as the car is in the shop right now. <br />The engine has been replaced with a JDM  unit. I am not the one who replaced it, so i dont know if those grometts are there or not. Where should they be ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000010||talontsi||03-09-2003||06:15 PM||||The only picture I could find is this one.<br /><a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/images/conversion/backplate.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/images/conversion/backplate.jpg</a><br /><br />It does not show them but they are suppose to be in the holes in the bottom to align the tranny.<br />Hope that helps or some one can find a better picture.||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||03-09-2003||08:55 PM||||Thanks, I see where they should be. I will look for them on monday night when I get over to the shop and have it on a lift. <br />The suggestion about the engine and tranny mounts might actually be the culprit. Sometimes when im shifting, I hear a dull clunk...play in the drivetrain somewhere. I had thought it was the rear end, but maybe not.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||slvrblt||03-11-2003||01:00 AM||||I now have pics,   <a href="http://www.gravityradio.com/Shay/tranny.htm" target="_blank">http://www.gravityradio.com/Shay/tranny.htm</a>  <br /><br />The rear end looks fine. There is very little play in the drive train between turning the drive shaft and then the wheels spinning. When I spin the front 2, the rear 2 spin also. It seems that the front diff. is the area where the problem lies. The tranny in the car now seems to have cracked outward on the outside of where the front diff. is. I will open it all up in a day or two and see whats going on in there. The tranny/engine mounts are good. The gromets in the alignment holes for the back plate (starter plate?) are not there. I dont think that could be a problem major enough to cause the breakage of TWO trannies... I dont know...||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000013||talontsi||03-11-2003||03:44 PM||||I have seen many tranny cases crack due to those grommets not being installed.<br />It sometimes even takes the ears off the block which is even worse to fix properly.<br /><br />Get the tranny case re-welded and put those grommets in.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000014||slvrblt||03-11-2003||06:28 PM||||I assume that the gromets are a dealer item. What are they called, do you know off hand ?||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000015||atsiauto||03-11-2003||06:53 PM||||ive also heard them refered to as dowel pins, or alignment dowels.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000016||slvrblt||03-11-2003||07:39 PM||||It does have the dowel pins, and they're nice and snug.||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000017||talontsi||03-11-2003||08:40 PM||||Yes dowel pins!<br />If you have them then your problem is eleswhere.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum2/001803.cgi
A||||2||meshwork||2g TB elbow is the typical upgrade, right?||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||03-08-2003||09:28 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I'm in the opening stages of planning my FMIC, and I was told a long time ago that a 2g throttle body elbow is what the majority of the 1g UIP come with. <br /><br />Is that true? I want to get that so I can get it tapped for the VPC. <br /><br />Thanks,<br />Ryan||68.162.65.231||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||03-08-2003||09:55 PM||||Yup, dat is very true.  Most UIPs fix that, but if you are doing a custom job, the 2G elbow intake is a upgrade.  You just have to port the back side to the 1G gasket.<br /><br />I did this on my Talon that I had.  The 2G is much larger.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||03-08-2003||10:39 PM||||Cool, thanks for the info!||68.162.65.231||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum2/001804.cgi
A||||4||Pick||NO REVERSE????||||1||||Pick||00000697
Z||000000||Pick||03-09-2003||04:05 PM||jpick@pmt.org||I finaly got everything back toghether on the car and go to back up and it only goes forward. I think that the shifter isnt grabbing the reverse gear what would cause this. I dont know if it has always been a propblem because I bought the car in bad shape so I have not drove it.||216.83.64.196||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||03-09-2003||06:20 PM||||Did you check the shifter arm off the tranny and make sure it's not interfering with anything?<br />I know with my JDM pipes before I added the second bolt to the front it would interfere and hit the BOV making it hard to shift into reverse.||207.220.129.230||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Pick||03-09-2003||07:35 PM||||I checked the tranny and everything is all right there no interference however I adjusted the cable under the shifter and it atleast will go in to reverse now. My second ?? is are the cables stretched and if so where is the best place to get new ones.||216.83.65.84||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-09-2003||08:11 PM||||Probably stretched, yes.  Probably partznet.com.||67.36.191.244||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||305VR4||03-09-2003||08:54 PM||||The same stupid shit happened to me, I had to put the car in reverse from under the hood then start the car to make it work for 2 months, it turned out that one of the bolts that hold the shift linkage to the tranny fell out and was wobbling all over the place, and that is why it would never go in reverse or 5th.  Hopefully that is what is wrong with yours, cheaper than a tranny!||12.254.6.11||reg||10||305VR4||00001096||yes



ubb/Forum2/001805.cgi
A||||3||kartorium31||inner shaft from axle||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||03-09-2003||04:56 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I am trying to remove the inner shaft from the axle on the drivers side front assembly.  Are there any other ways of doing it besides using the special tool that it says to use in the manual?  I can't seem to get it loose by just prying on it with a screwdriver.||12.18.163.34||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||Pick||03-09-2003||05:20 PM||||Put the side closet to the tranny in a vise and then pound the outside half away from it but use a mallet or something similar so you dont scrape it up.||216.83.65.63||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||03-09-2003||05:37 PM||||thanks, worked like a charm.  I just didn't want to start forcing the thing off of it, kinda had a feeling that it would come down to it though.||12.18.163.34||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-09-2003||06:11 PM||||actually, it is even easier than that.  you grab the inner shaft, hold it up, so that the outer part you want to remove is pointing down, and just tap it a couple of times with a hammer.  watch out for toes, but it will drop right off with just a few light taps.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/001806.cgi
A||||15||atsiauto||Ok cracked valve cover fix'd found I have HKS 264 cams...||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||03-09-2003||07:18 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||the other day , I was looking to see if the cams had any marks on them after replacing the gasket for a leak discoverd the thing was cracked, discouraged ,I decided to wait till today and use my spare talon VC, and noticed amoung all the other mods this car has the 264 cams. My question is are they worth a HooT? I also need to get some idea where to set these adj cam gears I'm running 550' and 15-20 on boost depending on mood I tried to look at the fuel pickup housing to see if it has been re-wired as this car is kind of a mystery to me ,( I just got it) found a RX slip with the name of the first owner ( a dentist) in N. Virginia and called it Its still GOOD! it was his office, so a little clue-bagging has got me a long ways. If you all can get anything out of this Novel let me know.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||03-10-2003||01:57 PM||||For a street car with a 16G or smaller, the 264's are the best cam out there, as far as I'm concerned. Too many of the cams are great for high end HP, but lose low end torque. The 264's increase the mid-range torque and HP without sacrificing any low end power. I just bought a set, but they are "lost in the mail". The moron shipped them uninsured, so I think I'm screwed.||68.153.73.103||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-10-2003||02:01 PM||||i wish i were to find some hks's under my valve cover....thats pretty bad ass||65.227.204.153||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Numberless||03-10-2003||04:30 PM||||Wow great find man.  I had the 264/272 combo in my eclipse and loved em....you should definately have some more top end.  Definately worth it IMO.<br /><br />J||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||03-10-2003||06:02 PM||||I called the guy today , He was the original owner of the car . Heres the rundown of the add ons he did . ported polished head , it . didnt see those as<br />1)ported polished head done while off metal head gasket <br />2)ARP head studs <br />3) 95 ex manifold. <br />4) socketed computer, fuel cut and rev limiter deleted<br />5) ported and clipped 16 g<br />6)agx 2 8way in the rear 4 way in the front <br />he went on and on ... <br />all this from a piece of paper in the rear under the seat is how i found him he is a dentist and donnated the car after having it that long it also had a act 2600 and a 177? or 255 pump installed he is mailing me coipies of all the originals reciepts so I got pretty lucky on this car he said it was supposed to have 264/272 installed. I saw 264 on both cams. maybe time to say something to the people who he paid to do that work . as the HKS PFC was supposedly setup for this car w those mods custom. It made my day ! to find out all this stuff.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||03-10-2003||06:08 PM||||Yeah?  Well I found a dollar inside my dash by the radio, and a german newspaper clipping inside of the passenger side visor!  <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.240.159||reg||1||229of1000||00000525||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||03-10-2003||07:33 PM||||I found a taco bell receipt for $27 in my trunk. Its beyond me how you spend $27 at taco bell.||64.252.105.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||dsmsleeper||03-11-2003||11:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> I called the guy today , He was the original owner of the car . Heres the rundown of the add ons he did . ported polished head , it . didnt see those as<br />1)ported polished head done while off metal head gasket <br />2)ARP head studs <br />3) 95 ex manifold. <br />4) socketed computer, fuel cut and rev limiter deleted<br />5) ported and clipped 16 g<br />6)agx 2 8way in the rear 4 way in the front <br />he went on and on ... <br />all this from a piece of paper in the rear under the seat is how i found him he is a dentist and donnated the car after having it that long it also had a act 2600 and a 177? or 255 pump installed he is mailing me coipies of all the originals reciepts so I got pretty lucky on this car he said it was supposed to have 264/272 installed. I saw 264 on both cams. maybe time to say something to the people who he paid to do that work . as the HKS PFC was supposedly setup for this car w those mods custom. It made my day ! to find out all this stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...So that's where my luck went!||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000008||TinyVR4||03-11-2003||12:01 PM||||I found a penny once!||65.43.177.87||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000009||number3||03-11-2003||12:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> I found a taco bell receipt for $27 in my trunk. Its beyond me how you spend $27 at taco bell. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||udriveu||03-11-2003||12:46 PM||||just for comparison, what is the duration on the stock cams?||149.152.182.1||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000011||Numberless||03-11-2003||02:21 PM||||Holy crap thats awesome man!  <br /><br />I might be able to top the taco bell reciept though, I found a crumpled up big mac wrapper in my engine compartment.  MCPOWER<br /><br />...on second thought, nope, I cant top $27 dollars at taco bell.  Thats amazing.<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000012||Numberless||03-11-2003||02:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> just for comparison, what is the duration on the stock cams? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This from a guy at dsmtalk:<br />"Part # Description Duration @ .050" Gross Lift w/1.7 <br />STOCK Stock Turbo Cam 174 / 165 .366" / .343" <br />HKS264 HKS 264 187 / 186 .392"/.374" <br />HKS272 HKS 272 195 / 195 .399"/.379" <br />546/547 Web Cams 206 / 206 .400"/.385" <br />"<br /><br />Here's a giant discussion/compilation about cams from dsmtalk we put together:<br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=660ee5bfdf91f8d889e1027b4e201f01&threadid=56156" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=660ee5bfdf91f8d889e1027b4e201f01&threadid=56156</a>||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000013||DynStatic||03-19-2003||02:47 PM||||Scotty, I noticed your from Richmond, VA. So am I!  My question to you is, are you the same Scotty that was selling a VR4 a year ago? You have a bunch of Conquests?<br /><br />Ahh ether way, I'd love to see your Galant. I know of 2 other GVR4's here in Richmond. One is for sale.. the other is owned by Jessi of RPM on Broad. <br /><br />Justin<br />1229/2000||208.22.79.29||reg||4||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000014||gvr4in||03-19-2003||03:19 PM||||I found a joint, yes a joint under the center compartment. haha i was laughin for a good while||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000015||atsiauto||03-19-2003||07:25 PM||||Yo... Yeah thats me .My quest is about as perfect as I can get it after a repaint and 4 years of dickering around w it. I have 2 vr4s now and fuddle around with them both need some things, but we can handle it! Give me a yelp sometime at atsiauto@comcast.net Scotty||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum2/001807.cgi
A||||12||Hertz||Idle O2 log, what is good?||||1||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||03-09-2003||08:02 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Recently received my pocketlogger.  I've logged just about everything I can and I'm hoping that the group can help me decipher my problems.  I'll start with idling and leave other Q's for another post...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />#1 At idle my TPS reads 12%.  That should be more like 10-11%, right?  WOT reads 100% <br /><br />#2 At idle my ISC steps are around 65-70.  Shouldn't this be more like 30-40?  I've got strong vacuum (20+ inHg) RPMs about 750-781.<br /><br />#3 o2 cycling (about 1.35seconds peak to peak) between ~0.06v - ~0.76v.  --- Ocassionally I get a little stumbling and looks like a long peak ~0.84v to long valley of 0.04v with a few sharp peaks (.5sec) of 0.80v or so.  The o2 trim looks like a long, slow (10+sec) sine wave from 60% to 90%.<br /><br />Will adjusting my TPS fix most of this?  Is an "overactive" ISC a sign that it's going out?  Or is it working hard because my O2 is erratic?  Should I clean my TB and EGR first and then take a stab at the BISS?<br /><br />If anyone can offer some insight (Duc?) I'll be grateful.<br /><br />(Applicable mods: open K&N, 3" turbo back)||67.36.191.244||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-10-2003||12:02 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/</a><br /><br />check out the tuning tips.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||joec||03-10-2003||10:38 AM||||Shouldn't the idle be at 800 plus/minus?  Might try resetting the BISS.  This should center your ISC settings.  You're running the stock MAF and ECU right (i.e. GVR4 instead of 1G DSM)?||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-10-2003||03:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/</a> <br /><br />check out the tuning tips. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I printed that out and have been studying it.  I'm most confused about what good o2 voltages should be.<br /><br />Just looking for a little prodding in the right direction.<br /><br />Joec: Ok, I'll try that first.<br /><br />Thanks||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||joec||03-10-2003||04:01 PM||||The O2 voltage in closed loop should cycle back and forth.  Does your o2 really take 1.35 seconds to cycle?  I thought that they were supposed to cycle about 3 times per second.  How old is it or have you run leaded gas on it?  When they degrade they do tend to "slow" down.  Has your gas mileage gone down?<br /><br />What problem are you trying to solve?  Unstable idle?  No fast idle?<br /><br />I notice that you mentioned an open K&N.  When your radiator fan comes on will it blow hot air over your air filter or do you have some sort of block off?||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000005||Numberless||03-10-2003||04:39 PM||||Yeah I think the o2 should cycle faster than that, but if the car idles ok it's probably fine.  Logging o2 at idle doesn't tell you much IMO.  Have you done any WOT logs yet?  Also, do you have any other data to go off, such as an EGT guage?<br />It sounds really silly but something that really helped me with logging/tuning was to write everything down, every time.  Meaning that you write down approx outside temp, log gear (IE third gear pull), boost level, EGT readings, and mods.  Believe it or not, in the future it is really helpful to be able to go back and look at this type of information, and it will help you learn a lot about the car.  I just went out and bought a little notebook and wrote stuff down...dorky but it paid off in the end.<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||03-10-2003||04:55 PM||||go to this article, you didnt say you had an afc, but it will explain a lot about your ecu and what it is doing.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317" target="_blank">http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317</a> <br /><br />you need to be looking at o2 TRIM a lot more than o2 volts.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||03-10-2003||06:32 PM||||Yes, it really takes 1.35sec.  And it varies.  My gas mileage has gone down, and strangely, it really seems to vary randomly (with constant driving conditions).  I think I'm going to assume that my o2 sensor is dying.  I can't determine it's age (no service records show replaced o2), but it is at least as new as the recall date... whenever that was.<br /><br />I'm trying to solve 1) unstable/stumbling idle 2) gas mileage woes.<br /><br />No block off, but it has been so cold I haven't seen intake temps greater than 50&deg;.  I'm going to put the can back on until I get my fuel situated.<br /><br />EGT gauge is not installed (no probe... been waiting to buy the probe from TRE, I should just fork out the $45 and do it now.)<br /><br />I tried keeping notes in the Pocketlogger memo entry, but it won't save anything I enter.  Anyone else have this problem?  That software is buggy in my professional opinion.  I might go compile Tunerstein.<br /><br />I've done a few WOT logs.  I get knock and I have two big reasons.  #1, fuel pump not in yet. #2, I have lifter tick.  I'm currently pushing 12psi.<br /><br />Will read that more in a bit, thanks Ken.  No AFC, I was hoping to go straight to the MAF translator.  The trim stuff looks like it will answer a lot of my questions.<br /><br />Thank you Joe and Jon!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||DookGVR4||03-10-2003||10:52 PM||||keep this thread alive...update progress<br /><br />As i am waiting for warm weather myself...I just bought a EGR plate from <a href="http://www.ffwdconnection.com/dsm2.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ffwdconnection.com/dsm2.htm</a>  As i plan to hunt down my stumbly idle....and i have poor gas mileage as well.  O2 sensor might need some attention as it is probably original with 106k on it.||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000009||Numberless||03-11-2003||09:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong><br />I tried keeping notes in the Pocketlogger memo entry, but it won't save anything I enter.  Anyone else have this problem?  That software is buggy in my professional opinion...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah I gave up with the palm memo thing....I just went old school and bought a mead notebook to write stuff in.  Works great and if I drop it on my garage floor it doesn't break.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />I agree with Ken too...you can learn so much by reading old threads by people tuning their cars...kind of tedious but it pays off.  Plus you get the benefit of seeing lots of different opinions, so you can decide best how to proceed with your own problem.<br /><br />Good luck with the new o2 sensor and like dook said, keep this thread posted so if somebody finds it in the future they'll know how it turned out!<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||03-11-2003||02:31 PM||||Short update, regarding Pocketlogger software...<br /><br />I had noticed that the DSM Quick Start guide at pocketlogger was now referencing v2.0.  Also that I couldn't get into the pocketlogger yahoo group.  Here's Mike's response to me:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />----------------------------------------------- <br />(Mike Montalvo) <br />----------------------------------------------- <br />Time: 11-3-2003-01:02 <br /><br />Download the newst version by filling out the form at <a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com/reg" target="_blank">www.pocketlogger.com/reg</a> <br />Join the forums at <a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com/forum" target="_blank">www.pocketlogger.com/forum</a> <br />We arent using yahoo anymore. (we are just moving over now) <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||03-17-2003||12:41 AM||||Short update...<br /><br />What a heavenly weekend.  60&deg; never felt so warm!<br /><br />I think that the heating element in the o2 sensor died, because in this warm weather the o2 has decided to read better (a few cycles per second, as opposed to 1 every 1.5s).  It definitely has an impact on the car.<br /><br />Oh, and I got it is my turn for an emissions test (April).   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.37.189.45||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||bob in chicago||03-17-2003||08:47 AM||||Ryan, I've got two working O2 sensors you can borrow. That way you can test the "dying O2" hypothesis. <br /><br />I'll be back in Chicago Tuesday early afternoon. -Bob||216.65.164.61||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/001808.cgi
A||||7||16GVR4||Pulsing noise on first and second gear||||1||||16GVR4||00000521
Z||000000||16GVR4||03-09-2003||09:38 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Hi guys:<br /><br />My car is starting to develop pulsing noise on first gear and second gear. Most noticeably on second gear.<br />Also, you only hear the noise when you're on the gas ( like cruising ), and none when you're totally off the gas.<br /><br />I have recently replaced my rear diff with a 3-bolt LSD one, and removed the four wheel steering, and the noise started shortly afterwards. Do you guys have any idea what could be the cause ?<br /><br />I'm not sure it is related to the rear diff, because otherwise the noise would be on all gear, and will not matter whether or not I'm on the gas.<br /><br />I was looking at the shifter linkage at the transaxle. I noticed that on second gear, both lever are pointed towards the front of the car. I couldn't see any rubbing though, certainly not one that would create a low frequeny pulsing noise.<br /><br />Thanks in advance.||64.166.23.129||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000001||16GVR4||03-11-2003||11:21 AM||||Anyone ?||64.165.199.228||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||03-11-2003||12:23 PM||||Are you entirely certain it's gear dependant and not speed dependant?  If you travel at 40mph in 2nd you hear it, but 20 in 3rd there's nothing?||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||03-11-2003||12:45 PM||||Sound like driveshaft thump to me.  To fix it  <a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/shaft.htm" target="_blank">try this.</a>  This worked for two friends describing the same noise you are.  It's load dependant not speed dependant.||63.228.5.58||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||03-11-2003||04:32 PM||||I tried that silly-cone caulking fix and it produced a horrible vibration. My carrier bearings actually needed to be replaced, not caulked up.  Caveat emptor...||24.148.88.72||reg||13||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||16GVR4||03-11-2003||11:21 PM||||It is definitely not speed dependent, as the moment I shift from 2nd to 3rd, the noise goes away.<br /><br />Being load dependent makes sense to me. Let me check my carrier bearing. I wonder why it just shows up after the rear lsd install. I didn't let the driveshaft hang down too much during install. I rested it against the exhaust pipe.<br /><br />Thanks, I'll report back if this fixes my issue.||64.165.199.88||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000006||16GVR4||07-21-2003||01:56 AM||||Latest update. It was not the carrier bearing on the driveshaft.<br /><br />The pulsing noise was due to a bad bearing on my input shaft in the tranny.<br />I sent my tranny to TRE for rebuilt along with all the goodies: double synchro 1st and 2nd, taller 5th, evo shift fork, steel shift rail, new updated synchros, etc.<br /><br />The problem is all fixed now.. the new tranny is so much quieter. It is so quiet, now I can hear the slack on my driveshaft whenever I shift. I will probably get to that next.||64.160.45.60||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000007||jayru||07-21-2003||12:31 PM||||how much did that tranny cost from tre?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
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A||||0||TinyVR4||Bad PCV valve = Boost Drop/leak||||1||||TinyVR4||00000831
Z||000000||TinyVR4||03-09-2003||10:03 PM||Tiny44094@yahoo.com||Hi there,<br />I have been doing some research on boost drop.  I was wondering if anyone know of any connection between boost leak/drop and bad PCV valve?<br />Thanks<br />1353/2000||65.43.176.231||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes



ubb/Forum2/001810.cgi
A||||5||Johnny Bravo||Motor mount options?||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||03-10-2003||12:04 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||As it turns out the motor mounts on my car are totally shot & I need new ones.  Ideally I'd like to upgrade with some poly mounts if at all possible, but haven't had any luck in finding any specifically for the GVR-4, but did find some for 1G T/E/L's.  I'm not sure if they'll work on our cars or not.  Does anybody have any suggestions as to where to find poly mounts or am I stuck using OEM mounts?   Thanks!||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||03-10-2003||12:39 AM||||I got some polyurethane TEL mounts a couple of years ago (can't remember if they were prothane or energy suspension). I put on the front (under the turbo) and the side (timing belt cover). As for the others, one wouldn't fit (hole was offset wrong) and I think the other one had to be pressed out and I didn't have a press. As a side note the front one has started to melt since I put on that o2 atmosphere dump, I'll have to get that rewelded. Hope that helps...||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||03-10-2003||09:11 AM||||Just buy some stock motor mounts and do the 3M window weld fill in. The polys are too harsh for a daily driver. Unless you can deal with 100 percent engine vibration being transmitted into the passanger compartment. Polys are for race cars only.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000003||beavis||03-10-2003||11:01 AM||||i've got the polyurethane mounts and the balance shaft removal on my car and i learned to deal with the vibration after a couple hundred miles.  the benefits of the polyurethane mounts far outweigh any minor discomfort.  the kit you want is for the 90-94 eclipse.  you will need a torch or a press to get out your old mounts.  email me if you need more info.||138.23.82.212||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||03-10-2003||03:27 PM||||Well after 2yrs of driving a 3rd gen RX-7 the GVR-4 is like a Lincoln in comparison (ride quality wise that is).  Granted I didn't drive it daily like I probably will with the GVR-4, but a 6hr (each way) trip to & from VIR in the FD was pretty rough.  Anyway, Beavis you have mail  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||03-11-2003||09:43 AM||||Just wondering if there's anything that needs to be modified on the TEL bushings to make them work.  Anything redrilled or old bushings burnt out?  I'd appreciate as many tips & tricks as possible.  Thanks!!||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
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A||||14||DeanCouchey||JIC Exhast||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||03-10-2003||12:45 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I remember that a lil while ago some one showed the pic of there JIC exhast6 and we had a spot to get them. Did anyone ever end up getting one and how did it fit and so on let me know.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||03-10-2003||01:09 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001064" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001064</a>||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||03-10-2003||07:03 PM||||Lets set up a group buy right now....<br /><br />Im in...<br /><br />Anyone else?||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||03-10-2003||07:19 PM||||If I have the moeny at the right time, I'll be in.||64.252.105.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||thon||03-10-2003||09:29 PM||||Doesn't the JIC need the restrictor on the end lopped off and rewelded to fit correctly? Also autoimaging.com has them, atleast they did. I'm sure they can still get them if you call, they carry JIC.  cipmotorsports.com also carries jic and there for should be able to get them.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000005||DookGVR4||03-10-2003||10:45 PM||||Autoimaging no longer carries them,<br /><br />And my buddie who owns a shop is a distributor for jic and the best price he can get me is like 680  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||03-10-2003||11:52 PM||||it looks like only mitsuman has it so far. I am getting taxeas and want to get one... Dook if your in utica I am only an hour away we should meet sometime. my GVR4 is broke but we can meet up later when it is fixed!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||Garfield Wright||03-11-2003||01:37 AM||||'my vr4 is broke'.  We seem to hear this alot.  Maybe this should be another section for the site.  Then we can see all that breaks, usually everything that can go wrong will go wrong with these cars.  Gotta love them.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||03-11-2003||10:00 AM||||the reason mine is broke is cause during our big christmas snow storm my town didnt plow my road til like 2 days after so it broke my exhast and then cracked the exhast manny too.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||03-11-2003||10:12 AM||||I was looking on the JIC website and it says that Dave buschur is a dealer for them.... He doesnt have a galant catalog up but I am gonna email Tim and see what they can do.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||DookGVR4||03-12-2003||09:17 PM||||ya im in utica...<br /><br />We have to meet up for sure..maybe head to once this year...<br /><br />Any word on the exhaust?..||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||03-13-2003||09:14 AM||||Tym still hasnt gotten back to me on this stuff. JIC has like 30 companies listed on its site so I might email some of them too.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||thon||03-13-2003||09:50 AM||||CIPmotorsports.com carries JIC, he should be able to order that exhaust.  give him a call, jeff's a good guy.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||03-14-2003||10:59 AM||||Ron, the motorsportteniques.com guy said that if we get 2 or more it is $550.00 plus drop shipping. So if anyone else wants to go in on this let me know, I wont be buying right away but pretty soon!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000014||raceman77||03-14-2003||12:31 PM||||at $550.00 l might be in but l need more info on the product,sorry if l missed something there.||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes



ubb/Forum2/001812.cgi
A||||3||raceman77||duel intercoolers in series?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||03-10-2003||01:13 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||l was checking out a book l have on tubocharging theory and l came across some info about intercooler set ups.This guy,Kinsler,you may have heard of him,says on the engines he builds that are less then 400ci he uses duel intercoolers IN SERIES...if they`re not set up in series there`s too much of a pressure drop/drop in charge velocity and performance suffers.Now obviously intercoolers all result in pressure drop,this much we know.Kinsler states the presure drop from the series set up is more then made up for by the performance gained by the heat transfer...so,has anyone used two stock intercoolers,set up in series?l was thinking of trying this,one on the driver`s side feeding into the one on the pass side..any thought?Sounds like a budget solution..||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||03-10-2003||01:24 PM||||Dejon tool is the only place I've seen do a setup like this.  Last I checked, they only make it fit for a TEL.  Also, you would want to send your stock ICs in for new endtanks.  There wouldn't be any point in doing a duel stock setup if you were going to use the dinky stock flow.||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Numberless||03-10-2003||01:51 PM||||Correct me if I'm wrong here, but I think the dejon one is different than what he is saying. <br /><br />If I'm reading what rick is saying right, he's basically saying that the charge air goes from the turbo, into one intercooler, out to another intercooler, then to the engine.  This is how the Audi TT stock intercooler set up is, and I believe Eurosportacc.com sells a kit for gti's and jetta 1.8T cars to upgrade to this style.  I would call this "series" design.<br /><br />The Dejon type is what I would call a "parallel" design, where the charge air splits into two seperate paths, goes into two seperate intercoolers, then is rejoined before going into the engine. This way basically uses "y-pipes" to split the charge air and another to re-join them.<br /><br />I thought about this too, since I have two stock dsm IC's sitting here, and here's my two cents about it.  <br />The problem with the "series" design is that your cooling would probably be OK, but the biggest drawback is going to be flow, particularly on an upgraded turbo.  I know when I upgraded the stock IC to a FMIC on my '99, the airflow rate went up considerably.  Also, you've got some extra piping in there, particularly if you go to opposite fenders with the IC's, which would probably lead to lag.  (not turbo lag, just lag)  However, having said all that, there's no disputing that Audi is selling $40,000 cars with this setup right now, so it must work to some degree.<br /><br />The 225hp Audi TT setup:<br /> <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/model/tt/news/intro/pix/tt_12.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />The "parallel" design, according to Dejon tool, actually gave them less pressure drop. This design is a bit more complicated to build, since you have those Y-pipes in there, but I think the flow issue would be solved in addition to increased cooling.  Since you are splitting the airflow in half, you have less air going through each IC.  If you think about the fact that the stock dsm IC was good for 210hp stock, with two IC's using half the amount of air, you should have no problem cooling 420hp worth of air. 3rd grade math at it's best, take it with a grain of salt, but you get the idea.  So I think with this setup you would have no airflow restriction problems in the IC, and your cooling would be good.  I also like this design because you could use pretty small IC piping between the "y-pipes" since you only have half the air going through.  This allows for more options in terms of routing of the IC pipes and good air velocity, but granted, you know have more of pipes to deal with.  More pipes equals more potential for leaks, more work routing them, fabricating, etc. Also, the y-pipe areas would have to flow pretty well to prevent pressure drop issues.<br /><br />The dejon tool setup:<br /> <img src="http://www.dejontool.web.aplus.net/images/DSM-Intake/2IC-pipe-asy.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />anyway, there's my "bored at work" ten cents worth....I'm curious to see what others think.<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000003||Numberless||03-10-2003||02:22 PM||||PS, here's a link to a guy that did it on his old Z car:<br /><a href="http://community-1.webtv.net/@HH!00!16!145B718E22FC/MR-2-2-TURBO/DUALINTERCOOLERS/" target="_blank">http://community-1.webtv.net/@HH!00!16!145B718E22FC/MR-2-2-TURBO/DUALINTERCOOLERS/</a><br /><br />A quick search on google says the dual IC's are popular with the daytona Z cars...<br /><br />Also, some cars that came stock with dual IC's:<br />Audi TT<br />Audi A6, etc.<br />Mistu 3000GT VR4<br />Porsche 911 turbo<br /><br />Heres a link to a picture of the HKS dual IC setup for the 3si...scroll down and click on the attached photo<br /><a href="http://www.3si.org/portal/forums/showthread.php?s=484964fd92b59e90d8f948a767fde53a&threadid=75077&highlight=dual+intercoolers" target="_blank">http://www.3si.org/portal/forums/showthread.php?s=484964fd92b59e90d8f948a767fde53a&threadid=75077&highlight=dual+intercoolers</a><br /><br />Here's a quote from a guy thinking of upgrading his 3si IC's to dual dsm IC's<br />"The first gen intercoolers are about 1.5 in thicker than the 3/S and second gen DSM. The surface area is slightly larger, but the tubes are bigger inside and the outlets are 2" instead of our 1 3/4". I never got to track test them to see how much of a difference they made, but I do know my oil pressure is 2-3 PSI higher at Idle and water temperature is lower-about 10 degrees when I run the car hard. This tells me they cool the air better.<br />To make them work they need modified. I had a machine shop relocate the inlets and outlets and weld the moutning brackets from my stock intercoolers. I gave them both sets of I/Cs. The oil cooler must be relocated to the front of the car (see Jeff Lucius's site) for the Driver side to fit. I mounted the passenger side upside down to clear. I was even able to use the stock 3/S plastic ducts.<br />As for going from 2" I/C pipes to the stock 1 3/4", I used a 1 3/4" O.D. to 1 3/4" I.D exaust adapter I got from Advance Auto. the outside diameter flare fit inside the 2" and the rest went into the 1 3/4". <br /><br />I did this twice. The first time I had the shop cut off the pipes from my stock intercoolers and weld them to the DSM i/c. this worked, but I wanted to upgrade to larger piping. I'll try to attatch some pics of the first set I had made. This way gave me a tenth in the 1/4 mile and 3-4MPH higher trap speeds. Considering the salvage yard I got the I/Cs from thought they were heater cores, I got them for ten dollars and the shop work cost me $90, I think it was a very cost effective mod."||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes



ubb/Forum2/001813.cgi
A||||2||Gvr4-330||Bought head.  what should i do before install?||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||03-10-2003||01:23 PM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||Ok,<br /><br />I just bought a rebuilt head off of ebay.  It supposedly has new valves, cams, seals, and a 3-angle job.  But it since has had 15k miles on it, which i figure isn't too bad and it should still be good for awhile.<br /><br />But what should I do before I put it on the car?  I was thinking about sanding down the rough castings and giving a cleaning.  Any other recommendations?  I'm hoping this head will treat me well for another 100k miles and 300-400hp.<br /><br />My car currently smokes after it's been idle, and I've been told it's most likely the valve seals.<br /><br />Here's the head in question: <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33617&item=2405997767&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33617&item=2405997767&rd=1</a><br /><br />I know it's an NT 4g63 head, but I figure I can just put my camshafts in.<br /><br />Anyway, this is slightly long, but basically I'm just looking for some advice as this is the first major engine fix for my car (it's not even that broken), and I want to do it as right as I can without spending too much.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||joec||03-10-2003||02:13 PM||||You could have it pressure tested to see what shape it's really in.  Might also consider putting in the revised lifters (hydralic lash adjusters) unless it already has them.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||03-10-2003||08:51 PM||||well if you are going to put the head in yourself,i reccomend you make sure the number 1 cylinders valves are shut and the number one piston is up or else it is going to look like my old head and cange you timing belt andmake sure you change your timing belt tensioner.when you get everything bolted up and the belt on move the crankshaft clockwise with a ratchet one full turn while your doing it if the engine stops turning stop immedietly.that means you timing is not set right.then hook everything back up and get it running and have have some fun.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/001814.cgi
A||||1||Scott Y||If I install a new higher capacity fuel pump,  is a rewire still necessary?||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||03-10-2003||03:33 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Just like it says, if I install a new ND pump, do I need to run a bigger wire from the battery to the pump like I would if I was just doing a rewire on the stock pump, or can I just use the stock wire?<br /><br />thanks,<br />Scott Y||63.117.253.195||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||Numberless||03-10-2003||04:43 PM||||I think it's a good idea since it will give you a more stable voltage running the pump.  The downside is that it will give you a little more fuel pressure, which you can either tune out by leaning or get an adjustable fuel pressure reg like the chargedair/spoolinup unit.  Realisticly though it probably won't make much of a difference unless you are really tuning the thing to the max or chasing tenths of a second or something.  Just my opinion though.  I ran my walbro pump non-rewired for a long time and it was fine.  The only difference I noticed after the re-wire was that I had to spend a couple hours re-tuning with the AFC.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes



ubb/Forum2/001815.cgi
A||||2||Arty||Centre Diff. pinion shaft wobbly.||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||03-10-2003||06:05 PM||||When I hold one of the splines still with my finger and twist the other splined shaft back and forth, I can see the pinion shaft slopping back and forth in the outer housing about 0.5-1.0mm.<br /><br />Are the pinion shafts designed to wear in preference to the housing ?<br />Is this amount of wear, normal or acceptable ?||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||teet||03-10-2003||06:52 PM||||I've only seen 3-4 used center diffs...but they have all been similar to that.  Normal...probably.<br /><br />good...probably not...I don't know.<br /><br />if it were my street car I'd toss it back in.  If it were my race car...i'd probably get it fixed.<br /><br />I seem to remember from somewhere 3-4 years ago though that it is actually the housing that is wearing and that to replace it you need to buy a new housing...but I can't remember for sure.  This was from someone who wanted to fix the play and was suprised at how much it cost him to fix it...<br /><br />john||134.134.136.4||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000002||Arty||03-10-2003||11:28 PM||||Thanks John.<br /><br />From the wear pattern on the teeth it looks like the slop in the shaft isn't affecting the gear teeth engagement.<br /><br />John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/001816.cgi
A||||6||REDLINEGVR4||13 sec 1/4 mile||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||03-10-2003||09:02 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||I would like to know what mods i need to do to make my car run a 13 sec 1/4 mile and how much this would cost me.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||Ash||03-10-2003||10:12 PM||||Stage 1 mods of new non-slipping clutch, 3" exhaust fuel pump and 15psi should do it if the car's healthy & you can drive.  The best I could manage with this setup was 14.0 but I was only getting lazy 2.0 60' times.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||dsm127901||03-11-2003||12:26 PM||||I run a 12.9 second quater.<br />I put a 16g turbo with a 97 gsx manifold and 3"exhaust. Me and my dad ported both turbo and manifold with a drimmel. Then we put a stroker kit in it. I got all this from dsmtrader.com.<br />It only cost about $2300. Around their. I never bought a bov still have the stock one. My dad drives a 2001 Z06 with about $15,000 in it. When we go cruisine it never fails that some stock corvette will pull up next to us. I know they freak when they here that turbo.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Ilove DSM's.||64.217.217.97||reg||1||dsm127901||00001109||yes
Z||000003||MX4||03-11-2003||02:44 PM||||I did 12.906 with 14B, stock intercooler, turbo intake, K&N, safc,bigger fuel pump, 510s, Clutch<br /><br />Under NZ$1500||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000004||dsm127901||03-11-2003||05:58 PM||||I have a mitsubishi eclipse.||64.217.217.97||reg||1||dsm127901||00001109||yes
Z||000005||VR-4play||03-12-2003||06:30 AM||||what about your gvr4 (if you have one)?  what do you have it doing in the 1/4?||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||03-12-2003||08:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did 12.906 with 14B, stock intercooler, turbo intake, K&N, safc,bigger fuel pump, 510s, Clutch<br /><br />Under NZ$1500</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Was your 1/4 time in NZ also ;-)<br />One of my friends at work was all hyped up yesterday cause he said his cousin got a 13.8 in his civic and was all happy about it. I could do that with a 3" exhast and AFC.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum2/001817.cgi
A||||1||galantvr4||GSX Suspension Conversion||||3||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||03-10-2003||09:08 PM||galantvr4@aol.com||Ok so say I wanted to eliminate my rear steering all together, try to save some weight. Does the GSX setup bolt up to out cars and would this also be a good time to do the four bolt conversion. If I did do this how much weight could I expect to save. Will a GSX setup be hard to come by?||198.81.26.171||reg||3||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||Jon||03-11-2003||07:20 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001658" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001658</a><br /><br />You'll save about 20 lbs maybe.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum2/001818.cgi
A||||10||229of1000||Starion FMIC Issues||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||03-10-2003||11:57 PM||||Okay, I have been keeping an eye out for a Starion FMIC for a while now.  I found one in the for sale section, and called dibs on it.  But after looking at turbowop's installation thread from a while back, and comparing them to what's currently in the for sale section, I'm about confused about the end tanks.<br /><br />Here is turbowop's:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid38/p54eb24c88e680458e2c34eff70a2e2e8/fd159a56.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />and here is what I am looking at:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=127&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=128&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />These endtanks are ovbiously a lot different.  Also the one for sale is missing the top bracket that turbowop has.  Can someone please step in and tell me if I should skip this one or if I can use it, without spending more on it than it is worth?<br /><br />(And for all you Starion FMIC naysayers, I know they aren't the greatest but I am quite broke.)||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||03-11-2003||12:11 AM||||Here is another picture of how the right endtank needs to be.  The left one just goes straight out as you can see above.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/robertsgvr4ic2.JPG" alt=" - " />||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||03-11-2003||12:24 AM||||If you have a welder and a little skill with it, then the one you're eying is identical.  Otherwise, you'll be paying someone to make it like that.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||03-11-2003||12:29 AM||||I hope the lighting effect are playing tricks on my eyes.  That IC kinda loosk beat to shit man.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||03-11-2003||03:36 AM||||Other than the modifications done to the endtanks it is the same intercooler. The one I have has been modded by RRE like they explain it on their website. It mounts in the gvr4 upside down compared to how it was originally mounted in a Starion and the original ins/outs have been cut off and plugged with new larger ones installed in the locations you see on my ic. The price for them to mod the ic is on their website. I don't remember how much it is. I bought my fmic and piping setup from Ken Inn. The reason I went with the Starion setup was because I got all the piping with it for $450. If I had to go out and find a Starion fmic and then pay to have it modded I probably would just spend the money on a better core. So I guess what I'm saying is....if you can get a really good deal on the core and have it modded for cheap than do it. It's definately better than the stocker. Just don't go overboard trying to make it work and wind up spending way too much money on a Starion fmic.<br /><br />BTW.....I totally agree with Ken about the piping size being a major key in adding power. Not just the fmic.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||03-11-2003||10:03 AM||||Thanks for the info.  <br /><br />I think I will just pass on this because I don't have access to a welder and I feel that this could turn into a case of spending way too much money on something that isn't worth it.<br /><br />I'll keep an eye out for either a Starion FMIC ready to go or else just a better core altogether.||209.208.44.149||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||03-11-2003||03:13 PM||||It seems to me that <a href="http://cgi6.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewSellersOtherItems&userid=boostcoolers" target="_blank"> this is a really good deal on IC parts</a> but it will require some fabbing, or at least some cutting and a shitload of couplers and clamps.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||03-11-2003||03:39 PM||||I have heard good things about that seller and was actually considering buying from there because his prices pretty cheap.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||03-11-2003||03:45 PM||||The second one, Thats is for sale would work on a GVR4 as it sits. That is almost the same way the one I had on my car was set up. It would work with the stock piping and all. All you have to do is cut the bumpersupport, Have a bracket welded on it and go. FYI if you dont have a lot of money and need a slightly better IC, that is the way to go, Buy a starion, Cut the tubes off, Trim them a bit and then have them welded back facing like those are. Simple and it works with the stock piping.||209.245.238.165||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||03-11-2003||09:26 PM||||I think I am just going to save my pennies and get a better intercooler.<br /><br />I am starting to realize why places charge $1000 for an intercooler kit.  There is so much fabrication and crap that is tough for the average person to figure out, especially if you don't know how to weld.  I love jumping in over my head on these projects but it almost seems worth it to just buy a kit that I know works.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||03-12-2003||01:41 AM||||I'm right with ya on that Paul.  I love to do the work myself, learning as I go, but some jobs are best left to the pros.  Keep in mind, though, that even these kits require some work.  I went the RRE route, and got their Griffin/Spearco FMIC with all the pipes and hardware.  Sweet kit, came with EVERYTHING, but had to "trim" the bumper quite a bit, as well as modify one of their included brackets.  I'm still not sure it's enough, and will probably end up cutting the lower pass. side "u" pipe to lengthen/rotate it a bit.  One of the Marks did this as well.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/001819.cgi
A||||3||MidEngine210||Quick Transfer Case Recall Question||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||03-11-2003||12:56 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||Someone is selling a GVR4 which has some noise coming from the transmission in all the gears. Can lack of the recall being performed cause this? Do I need more info?<br /><br />Thanks in advance.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||smokindav||03-11-2003||01:18 PM||||Since the sound is coming from the transmission and the recall is for the transfer case, I would say 'Yes' you need some more info....<br /><br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.85.154||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||03-12-2003||08:40 AM||||you talking about one that is on ebay for sale?||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||MidEngine210||03-13-2003||08:07 PM||||Yep and he's not too far from me. Anybody check out the car?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes



ubb/Forum2/001820.cgi
A||||4||REDLINEGVR4||HELP!!!||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||03-11-2003||03:26 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Does ant one know where I can get the whole fuel pump assembly for my GVR4?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-11-2003||03:40 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001770" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001770</a><br /><br />The <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search;search_forum=2" target="_blank">search link</a> is in the upper right of your screen.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||03-11-2003||06:05 PM||||I need the whole assembly not just the pump||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-11-2003||08:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by talontsi:<br />... <strong>you can use a TEL assembly. It just needs to be shortened. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||64.108.207.176||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||03-12-2003||01:43 AM||||Ryan, you rule.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/001821.cgi
A||||1||gvr4ever||EVO III engine specs.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||03-11-2003||05:26 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I'm having a hard time finding this info.  This is the best site I can find. <a href="http://www.evo-vi.com.ar/history.htm" target="_blank">http://www.evo-vi.com.ar/history.htm</a>  <br /><br />It seems the EVO III got a higher compression ratio.  Does the EVO III get <a href="http://turbotrix.com/parts/piston_evo.shtml" target="_blank">http://turbotrix.com/parts/piston_evo.shtml</a> pistons, are the EVO 8.7:1 pistons sold from a newer EVO engine.  <br /><br />It seemed this data used to be avalible easly, but now that newer engines are out, it is getting harder to find info on the old out dated EVO III engine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-11-2003||08:27 PM||||<a href="http://forums.evolutionm.net/showthread.php?threadid=8562" target="_blank">This post</a> mentions the Evo III having 9.0:1 pistons.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rallycars.com/Cars/Mitsubishi_Evo_V/EvoV_2.html" target="_blank">"a brief table resuming the basic specs of the different commercial Lancer Evolution models"</a><br /><br />Another, <a href="http://www.evo-speed.com/evospec.htm" target="_blank">more descriptive table</a> of Evos.<br /><br />You may want to <a href="http://www.tadmotorsports.com/contact.htm" target="_blank">contact someone at TAD motorsports</a>.  Mike @ TAD wrote to the <a href="http://www.me.mtu.edu/~edan/talon/digest-01.08.99.html" target="_blank">Talon Digest on Fri, 8 Jan 1999 11:00:17 EST</a><br /> saying... </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If anyone is looking for any other info on Lancers, please e-mail me.  Thanks.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Think we can hold them to it?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Hope this helps||64.108.207.176||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001822.cgi
A||||2||tplesko||Cruise control unit under dash? ||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||03-11-2003||09:26 PM||||I am removing my cruise control (doesn't work anyway) and just  checking the tech CD to make sure I got everything.  I have the actuator and the control unit out of the engine bay.  Is there a control unit or anything under the dash inside the car?  The CD seems to say there is.  It's dark and I can't check until tomorrow (no garage).<br /><br />If not all I have to do is pick up the new throttle cable tomorrow and i'm a little lighter and simpler.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.253.94.177||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||03-12-2003||03:57 AM||||I pulled mine after the cable snagged and got hung up while I was coming out of a turn at WOT (yeah, I was hot dogging it).  Needless to say the next 10 or 15 seconds weren't too much fun as I shut the car down and then tried to shut off the turbo timer as the engine kept bouncing off the rev limiter.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Then there was actually stopping the car with no power steering or brakes without pasting the guy in front of me.  Lotsa drama..sheesh. <br />  Anyway, I used a non cruise throttle cable from a 1.8L DSM, and it works great.  Removed the cruise control actuator from the engine bay and unplugged it from the wiring harness.  Nothing else was done, and I haven't had any electrical glitches or gremlins pop up in over 5K miles.  There is an ETACS unit underneath the dash, but I don't think it's going to miss the  cruise control unit once you remove it from the car.  Yank it, the engine bay will look a lot cleaner and less cluttered.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-12-2003||12:47 PM||||I ditto BluFalcon on that. Actually, the engine bay looks even better with cruise, AC and ABS gone.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001823.cgi
A||||2||BluFalcon||Starion Install Pics||||1||||BluFalcon||00000366
Z||000000||BluFalcon||03-12-2003||04:44 AM||muttski@comcast.net||Hey all,<br />  I finally installed the Starion I/C I got from 1QuickVR4 (Zach), over a year ago.  I figured it'll do until I can get my income tax check and pick up a Indy Street Core or something else.  Anyway, it was pretty easy to install since Zach had everything pretty much set up when he had it on his car.  The only thing that was missing was some way to support it, so I had a shop weld up some straps to mount it into the car.  Anyway, here goes.  I'll try to explain it all as I go along.<br /> <br />      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=133&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here's the I/C with the tab and straps I had welded onto the top that bolts to the latch support and underneath the radiator support.  The Starion I/C is installed upside down, and it looks like Zach had the stock piping cut off and rewelded into it's new positions as shown.  He also removed the stock Starion I/C mount points as they won't be used in this application.  He told me the price to have the work done was about $40 or so.  Tack onto that another $35 for the straps to be welded on and materials.  if you get it all done at once, it shouldn't be so bad.<br /><br />      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=134&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br />Here's the straps that were welded to the bottom of the I/C.  I decided to run these straps to two threaded holes in the radiator support underneath the car.  These had 10mm bolts in it that were used to secure some plastic splash shields underneath the car.  I found some longer 10mm bolts in my scrounge bucket, and drilled the straps for the bolts.  I then mounted the straps to the car using the longer bolts and washers.  I angled one of the straps because, of a protrusion underneath the core support.  I wanted these straps to lay as flat as possible.  I marked the centerline on top of the I/C and "eyeballed" it into place, once I had the I/C laying on top of the bolted in straps.  I then went underneath the car and scribed the lines into the metal so that the shop would be able to tell where to weld the straps onto the I/C.  The top bracket was bent in a vise and "eyeballed" as well.  Once I had it where I wanted it, I scribed it's location into place as well.<br /><br />      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=135&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here's the view from underneath the car showing how I mounted it to the car using the 10mm holes for the plastic splash shields.  With three mounting points the I/C is fairly secure.  I could shake the whole car by grabbing the I/C.<br /><br />      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=137&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here's the intercooler assembly mounted onto the car.  The A/C line was unbolted from the latch support bracket and bent slightly, so that it wouldn't rub against the back of the I/C.  The original support clamp was repositioned and reinstalled elsewhere on the latch bracket.  The I/C was positioned so that it would clear the A/C condensor fan with some room to spare.<br /><br />     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=138&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  Here's a closeup of the drivers side hose.  This seems to be the only hose you'll need to modify to get this to work.  I didn't cut the hose enough, so I had to do a little trial and error regarding how it all fit. <br /><br />     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=139&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here's the passenger side hose, connecting to the stock GVR4 hard pipe going back into the engine bay.  Luckily Zach provided a length of hose that worked out perfectly.  Since this pipe wasn't beaded, he added some JB Weld to act as a bead.  Just to be on the safe side, I went ahead and double clamped it.  If you cut the hose on the driver's side "just right" you can use the leftover for this side.  Other wise you might have to scrounge it up somewhere.<br /><br /> <br />    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=136&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here it is coming back together.  All that's left to do is hack the bumper support enough to clear the I/C and put it all back together.  I hacked mine with a Sawz All and about 14 Blades     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     .  I would probably find someone with a plasma cutter if I had to do it again.  Seems the neighbors didn't like it much when I fired up the Sawz All at 9 pm Sunday night. Hey I closed the garage door.  What more do they want?  Anyway, that's it.  Like I said it'll do until I get a better intercooler with upgraded piping.  If you can find a Starion I/C in the junkyard, this would probably be a big improvement over the stocker and it can be done pretty cheaply.  Hope this helps some people out.  Thanks to Ryan Hertz for the picture hosting (it rocks) and to Zach for figuring it all out and doing all the hard work.  Later all.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||03-12-2003||01:40 PM||||nice.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||dsmjay||03-12-2003||04:02 PM||||If you get your Indy street core and want to sell this setup let me know, I'd be interested in it.<br /><br />    Jason||152.163.188.33||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes



ubb/Forum2/001824.cgi
A||||13||Louters91GVR4||Lifter Tap a bad thing???||||8||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||03-12-2003||10:12 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Especially when it is cold, I am getting a nasty lifter tap. Sometimes it goes away and sometimes it quiets down. Is this bad??? What causes it??? Anything I should do???<br /><br />Tom Louters||216.153.165.31||reg||8||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||Numberless||03-12-2003||10:24 AM||||Quick answer:<br />The oil holes in the top of the lifters that came on the galant and most dsms is very very small....like 1/16 of an inch.  The tapping is the lifter ticking against the rocker arm because little or no oil is getting through the hole.  Once oil gets circulated up there, the noise sometimes goes away.<br />It can be bad because the knock sensor can pick it up and think it is knock, pull timing and thus reduce power.<br />Plus it's annoying to have your dsm sound like a sewing machine.<br />It's easy to fix, you just have to buy the revised lifters with the bigger oil hole and install them...<b>EDIT: or you can just do what the guy below said and get new oil/filter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </b><br /><br />Complete description here:<br />  <a href="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/answers-problems.htm#myengineticks" target="_blank">http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/answers-problems.htm#myengineticks</a>  <br /><br />How to change your lifters:<br />  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/lifters.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/lifters.html</a>  <br /><br />Where to buy your lifters:<br />  <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=d6ae86305deb7835be0fc7ffc952d352&threadid=42413" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=d6ae86305deb7835be0fc7ffc952d352&threadid=42413</a>  <br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||03-12-2003||10:25 AM||||What oil & filter are you using? That is the main cause of it. Get an OEM mitsu oil filter & some good oil. That will help ALOT. Yes it does hurt performance. It can echo inside the block  the knock sensor can pick up on it & retard your timing. <br />I have fixed many a 4g63t by just putting on a anti-drainback filter & some good oil. Dont expect it to go away right away. It can take up to 1k miles in some ccases. It may also benefit you to, just replace the lifters.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||03-12-2003||10:48 AM||||Thanks a lot guys, I will do that. Thank you so much for your help. Also every once in a while there is a hick-up in power, could that be the knock sensor messin' with the timing???<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||14||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000004||Numberless||03-12-2003||11:13 AM||||It could be....when the timing got pulled on my old gsx, the only way I could describe it is that it just suddenly felt "flat".  Like the rate of acceleration just flattens out.  I don't know how to describe it other than that, it's a subtle thing.  If it's more of a stutter or rough acceleration, you might want to get some new plugs or plug wires.<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000005||raceman77||03-12-2003||01:38 PM||||good advice about fresh oil/filter for the lifter noise.When l worked for Isusu we had a lot of problems with that and a tech bulletin outlined the initial procedure to follow before "going in":replace the filter and the oil using 5wt- synthetic.The theory being the insideous nature of the 5wt gets in where other oils can`t and breaks up plaque etc.We would run the light oil for 1000-5000 miles and then change back to a heavier weight.On many occasions this worked to seemingly cure problematic lifter noise.l wouldn`t drive around under boost with 5wt oil in my car  but l`m a little old school about that...||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000006||Louters91GVR4||03-12-2003||02:45 PM||||all good tips, thanks guys. I will go to mitsu, pick up a filter, and try all of that stuff. Thanks again<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||03-12-2003||04:17 PM||||Summary:<br /><br />For 16 new & improved lifters @ $7.74/ea email <a href="mailto:primewarehouse1@hotmail.com">primewarehouse1@hotmail.com</a> Brian @ Valley Engine Parts or call 1-888-855-9712, 214-441-1500.  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/lifters.html" target="_blank">Install these</a> and say "Goodbye lifter tick!  These are not OEM parts, but are similar/identical to the 3rd generation lifters and less expensive.<br /><br />You may have to mention the "DSM Club" discount.  The original contact, Dave, is no longer with Valley.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||dsm127901||03-12-2003||06:32 PM||||I used to have a tick i just used a thicker oil.<br />Problem solved.||64.217.217.97||reg||1||dsm127901||00001109||yes
Z||000009||Ian M||03-12-2003||07:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Summary:<br /><br />For 16 new & improved lifters @ $7.74/ea email <a href="mailto:primewarehouse1@hotmail.com">primewarehouse1@hotmail.com</a> Brian @ Valley Engine Parts or call 1-888-855-9712, 214-441-1500.  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/lifters.html" target="_blank">Install these</a> and say "Goodbye lifter tick!  These are not OEM parts, but are similar/identical to the 3rd generation lifters and less expensive.<br /><br />You may have to mention the "DSM Club" discount.  The original contact, Dave, is no longer with Valley. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is one of the best purchases Ive made for my car..you wont regret it.<br /><br /> I tried all different oils and filters. Pulling my old lifters and cleaning them stopped them from tapping maybe 1500 miles. Lifters wear out.. Since ive replaced the lifters,they have been silent for the past 16,000 miles or so. When they wrote the VFAQ, you had to pay $14-16 a piece for lifters at the dealer. Now,for the price,I wouldnt bother wasting my time on a set of 100,000+ mile set of lifters. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.128||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000010||Louters91GVR4||03-13-2003||11:14 AM||||very cool, i will have to do that. my motor has 157000 on it, and I am in the process of gathering parts for a fresh motor, i will definatly use those lifters!!! thanks guys<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000011||Louters91GVR4||03-23-2003||12:46 PM||||i am doing an oil change today, i will tell you guys if it helps at all<br /><br />tom||65.24.254.99||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000012||watchdoc||03-23-2003||04:53 PM||||Let me second the suggestion of a filter with an antidrainback valve.  This not only helps keeps lifters quiet at startup but also allows the engine to lube itself faster on startup.  If you don't have a Mitsu filter lying around.  The Purolator PureOne Series offers an antidrainback valve, high quality pleated filter material, and metal internals instead of plastic or cardboard like Fram and many of the other cheaper filters use.||63.188.105.190||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000013||GVR4N||03-26-2003||08:06 AM||||Lifter tick is a big problem here and what I do is use synthetic oil when possible, Mitsu 626 and fill your filter with oil before you install it allowing the air bubbles to come up, swiftly install it so that you don't lose alot of the oil that you poured in. This is the old school oil filter priming but it helps not to introduce air into the system. Once it is warm and you have a few lifters being a pain there is no harm in a few good hard revs. If they quiet and then tick again, repeat. Of course rev in moderation you don't want to blow the thing up, just purge the lifters.||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes



ubb/Forum2/001825.cgi
A||||4||Scott Y||Can I run 660s on the stock turbo/piping w an S-AFC?||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||03-12-2003||10:08 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Hi.<br />I'm chasing down a fuel delivery problem, so now is a good time to upgrade the fuel system<br /><br />Considering the long term goals for the car (fast street car, pump gas only, occasional test'n'tune) I need to upgrade the fuel system. If I put 660s, ND pump, fpr and an S-AFC on the car can I use a S-AFC to make the car run w/stock intercooler,piping + turbo until I upgrade them?  I have a 2.5 turbo-back and mbc, and I'll set boost at 16 lbs.<br />Eventually, I'll install the AMS intercooler kit and a big 16g, but that's at least 1/2 year away. <br />Currently I run the 14B at stock boost levels.<br /><br />I chose 660s so that I could crank the boost if I wanted to, and still run pump gas. I also never want to dip into the fuel system again after upgrading, so the 660s (if I can tune the system) should cover me if I suffer from scope creep and want more out of the car than I do now.<br /><br />If you have any thoughts, please share!<br /><br />Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||03-12-2003||11:07 AM||||i think you would be fine with that setup.<br /><br />you posted this thread in the wrong forum.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Scott Y||03-12-2003||11:31 AM||||You're right, I posted to the wrong place. <br />Admin, help!!!!!!||63.117.253.195||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000003||gvr4996||03-16-2003||12:10 AM||||I did it......and it ran great.||67.5.59.237||reg||1||gvr4996||00000282||no
Z||000004||Invader||03-16-2003||12:49 AM||||With larger injectors, you lower the airflow as seen by the ECU (with an AFC, hacked MAS, etc) to compensate.  This will also fool the ECU into giving you better timing tables...consider it a side benefit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I had no complaints running 720's with the 14B and stock IC and piping...||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/001826.cgi
A||||7||blacksheep||2G aftermarket cams on a 1g/gvr4... ???||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-12-2003||12:49 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I know 97-99 2G's needed the intake cam modified for the Crank angle sensor or something. Could we use this modified 2G intake cam on a gvr4? <br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||dsm127901||03-12-2003||06:48 PM||||I wouldnt your cams have a better lope to them than the 2g cams have. the only thing i would put in my car from the 2g's is the pistons (If anything).||64.217.217.97||reg||1||dsm127901||00001109||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-12-2003||07:27 PM||||I was trying to get some off a 99 GSX that had web street cams.... I think I said aftermarket cams in the subject...yep, I did.||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||03-13-2003||02:48 AM||||Hks list 89-99, crower the same, webcams has 85-95 but also says they can be used for the ford 2.0l motor so maybe thats were they got the year range from but that list no cam for the 95-99 year range my guess is that it is a typo and you will be ok.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.70.24.54||reg||14||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||03-13-2003||09:23 AM||||quick email to web and you will get the answer too.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||03-13-2003||09:33 AM||||Yes, you could use the 2G cams on a 1G.  The end is drilled and tapped, but that shouldn't affect an install on a 1G or GVR4 AFAIK.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||03-13-2003||10:14 AM||||Dean<br /><br />I actually called web. The lady who answered the fone said she could help with technical questions. <br /><br />She proceeded to tell me I could not use 2G cams and also I would need a different "thing" on the end of it, she proceeded to ask another lady who said it was a different gear of some sort. So, when I asked about the crank angle sensor - she said she had no idea. I was thoroughly disgusted at this point and politely thanked her and huing up. <br /><br />RRE helped me out saying that same thing Howard did. Thanks, Howard. Just the answer I was looking for. <br /><br />I still dunno if I wanna go the web route, HKS is just pricey, but you get what you pay for, I guess.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||03-14-2003||12:03 AM||||While on this subject, when buying aftermarket cams, what should I look for to see if they are damaged somehow?<br /><br />I assume the lobes should be knicked dinged etc, but any other details... <br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/001827.cgi
A||||2||dsm127901||little help||||1||||dsm127901||00001109
Z||000000||dsm127901||03-12-2003||04:46 PM||kmoulder127901@yahoo.com||I just vented my bov and crushed it. <br />you know where the dump tube hose was in the intake hose. I was thinking about plugging it up but then my friend showed me his setup. He plugged it and then drilled a hole made a tap then put a breather filter. Is this okay? I dont want to jack my car up!!! anybody think it might work?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.217.217.97||reg||1||dsm127901||00001109||yes
Z||000001||TinyVR4||03-12-2003||04:56 PM||||My friend put a breather filter on the intake tube after venting his bov.  He did it because the extra unmetered air helped with his fuel cut.||66.72.192.71||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000002||dsm127901||03-12-2003||06:33 PM||||So the idle didnt stuble or anything. Also did he have a afc, safc, vpc?||64.217.217.97||reg||1||dsm127901||00001109||yes



ubb/Forum2/001828.cgi
A||||18||gvr4ever||Paint and body guys.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||03-12-2003||05:48 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||After this harsh winter I noticed my clear coat came off a large section of my spoiler.  I have only gotton one quote at a body shop and it was about $450 to strip it and redo it.  I don't like option 1.  That would be my set of AGXs.<br /><br />Any other ideals?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-12-2003||07:31 PM||||whaat....$450 to re-finish the spoiler? That seems like a lot.<br /><br />I got the whole rear bumper in my old gvr4 for $150..labor included. I provided them with a bumper from a yard for $100. So, I spent $250. <br /><br />Try to get an where estimate and offer to take off the wing and install it after painting yourself.<br /><br /><br />So a spoiler cant be $450...||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||03-12-2003||07:55 PM||||Thats what I thought.  Only they said the spoiler had to be sanded down.  That I belive, it is rather uneven with the clear coat bubbled up and all.  <br /><br />I know you can get automotive sanding paper at autozone and other places.  I've just never done anything like that before.  I might start now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />They said it would be 150-200 to paint a new spoiler that I brought it.  Or, I guess it would be the same if I prepaired mine.<br /><br />The only problem is, my car is a daily driver.  That doesn't leave much time for things like this.  Anyone have a spare stock spolier?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||03-12-2003||10:50 PM||||You can order factory spoilers pre-painted from wings west for about the same or less i would think ($450 I meant)||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||03-12-2003||10:53 PM||||Option 2: Take it off, put tape over the holes in the trunk to keep water out for now, box it up, send it to meshwork. <br /><br />If you want to do that, let me know. I'll talk to the painter at my body shop tomorrow.||68.162.64.135||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||03-12-2003||11:33 PM||||meshwork, can I send you my roof?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||03-12-2003||11:51 PM||||450 bucks??!!!! geeezz my guy would probably do it for less than 100. he refinished my entire trunk lid on my other car (shaved emblems, welded those holes shut, and completely refinished) for 175 dollars. real darn good job too.||65.227.204.218||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||03-13-2003||12:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> 450 bucks??!!!! geeezz my guy would probably do it for less than 100. he refinished my entire trunk lid on my other car (shaved emblems, welded those holes shut, and completely refinished) for 175 dollars. real darn good job too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where is your guy?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||meshwork||03-13-2003||07:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> meshwork, can I send you my roof?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">SURE! Just unbolt it, put the ragtop on, and ship it over!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.162.65.162||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||03-13-2003||10:08 AM||||John is in oak lawn, IL. his shop is called Quality 1. I think he has done a great jobs with all the work he has done for me so far.||131.193.154.197||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||03-13-2003||07:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> John is in oak lawn, IL. his shop is called Quality 1. I think he has done a great jobs with all the work he has done for me so far. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, hey that looks like about two hours away.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||03-13-2003||08:37 PM||||from bloomington/normal yeah about 1.5 hours the way i drive...||65.227.217.245||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||bob in chicago||03-13-2003||08:55 PM||||Hey, Ken, I went to your new webite.   <br /><br />I'd like to buy #1094-00001 1995 Honda Civic Cx for  $0.99.  What condition is it in?  (joke)||24.148.88.72||reg||10||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000013||GVR4458||03-14-2003||03:25 PM||||What color is the car?  My white car will be getting some paint soon, so if it's a match, you may be able to ship it up and get really cheap paint (mixed for me already)...||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||03-14-2003||03:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4458:<br /><strong> What color is the car?  My white car will be getting some paint soon, so if it's a match, you may be able to ship it up and get really cheap paint (mixed for me already)... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have nile black, but thanks for the offer.  White wheels I could do, but I don't think a white spoiler would look good at all.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||03-14-2003||11:04 PM||||By the way, this is what my paint looks like detailed.  Thats why I'm so f&*%ing pissed that the clear coat on my spoiler bubbled up and this is why I want it fixed ASAP.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=164&width=700" alt=" - " />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||16GVR4||03-15-2003||10:26 AM||||Wow! Nice paint!||64.160.45.65||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000017||meshwork||03-15-2003||03:50 PM||||That is the titest Park Avenue I've ever seen!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.162.69.229||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000018||hibrn8||03-15-2003||08:26 PM||||looks like a skylark! <br /><br />yeah about that site bob the cars yours. actually my buddies are starting this up very shortly. my part of this business is the mobile audio. i will either use that site or i may host another site to sell car audio at discount prices. still getting all the techinical stuff done b4 it starts but thats where most of my experience is. but i still know performance parts tho   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.227.217.5||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/001829.cgi
A||||13||brandongvr4||New Apexi S-AFC 3 installation||||8||||brandongvr4||00000571
Z||000000||brandongvr4||03-12-2003||06:13 PM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||Hey guys what up. Well i just got the New S-AFC 3, and yeah i got the limited edition one. Does anyone know is the installation is any different, The new SAFC ready knock and i think that the only difference becides the looks and some other cool features. So what do u guy's think. I cant find any INFO on how to install it.||67.121.152.1||reg||8||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||03-13-2003||03:01 AM||||Didn't it come with instructions? No wireing diagram? Did you open the box yet?||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||03-13-2003||03:54 AM||||<a href="http://www.prostreetonline.com/pso/pages/howto/2gnewafc.asp?sessionid=" target="_blank">http://www.prostreetonline.com/pso/pages/howto/2gnewafc.asp?sessionid=</a><br /><br />That's for a 2G tho, should help tho||216.175.82.176||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||03-13-2003||01:10 PM||||There was a trhead on DSM toooners about it.||67.29.250.64||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||brandongvr4||03-14-2003||07:36 PM||||Thank's for that link. There are a few problems though. I still need to know were do i tap the purple KNOCK wire too. And there also is a solid white wire that im not sure about. Someone please help me out.<br /><br />B||67.124.41.140||reg||9||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||03-14-2003||11:04 PM||||I would check the VFaq about the knock LED light, My guess is that it would hook up in the same place.||209.246.129.206||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||UncleGGSX||03-15-2003||12:41 AM||||The knock LED isn't exactly a knock LED, besides, it reads the boost solenoid state.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ecu-harness-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ecu-harness-1G.html</a><br /><br />Pin #9 Detonation sensor ?||204.19.188.8||reg||1||UncleGGSX||00000331||yes
Z||000007||Ash||03-15-2003||08:13 AM||||Maybe the damn thing reads knock counts??   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Be awesome if it does, mini dodgy logger!||203.221.153.91||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||brandongvr4||03-16-2003||03:13 AM||||Hey Guys would it be the Detonation sensor #9. Thats the only thing i can think of.||67.124.41.140||reg||3||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000009||admsr||08-18-2003||04:32 PM||||I think that the knock sensor also goes by the a.k.a. detonation sensor?||134.65.2.117||reg||10||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000010||admsr||08-18-2003||04:34 PM||||I just brought an Apex SAFC-II and I'm wondering if it's going to be of any benefit to me. I have a complete stock fuel setup running 16lbs. of boost, very comfortably I might add, with modded intake and 2.5 stain exhaust.<br /><br />what do you guys think......||134.65.2.117||reg||10||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000011||CCDSM69||08-18-2003||05:20 PM||||I have the Apexi S-AFC II limited (I didn't know there was an S-AFC III limited yet). The install was cake (the same as the s-afc install), the purple wire on the S-AFC II taps into the knock sensor wire from the engine to the ECU. I forget the color and location of it but if you go to <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> you can find its location there.<br /><br />If you continue having any problems with the install let me know. I think I have an english version of the install guide.||24.53.192.43||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000012||mixx2001||08-18-2003||05:31 PM||||I have the S-AFC II as well.  Got it from Justin over at DSMPart.com (Good stuff).  CCDSM69 is right on the money, easy install (asuming you've installed an AFC ever).  Only thing is the it reads knock very differently...  More like a percentage than a actual count.  You can be sitting at idle and it will sometimes cycle to 20 or 30, so I do not think this is an actual count as the Logger does not follow.||65.165.18.241||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000013||91GVR4||08-18-2003||07:07 PM||||ooh ooh I have one too! I used the forced performance page to wire it up along with the VFAQ ecu pinout diagram to find the extra wires. It works great, although I did have problems getting my grounds to work. Of course the S-AFC is useless with out a data logger to let you know what is going on.||12.65.18.182||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes



ubb/Forum2/001830.cgi
A||||0||dsm127901||gear grind||||1||||dsm127901||00001109
Z||000000||dsm127901||03-12-2003||06:44 PM||kmoulder127901@yahoo.com||Hey when Im driving my car I hate shifting into third.  I recently bent one of the oil feed tubes going into the slave cylinder. I replace the tube and  bled the clutch. Now everytime I want to down shift into third it grinds so I just slow down to second and and upshift and it still sometimes grinds. Is it time for a rebuild?<br />I was so happy to because I had one of the few that didnt have the 2nd gear grind  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||64.217.217.97||reg||1||dsm127901||00001109||yes



ubb/Forum2/001831.cgi
A||||6||gvr4tunr||data loggers||||1||||chris mitchell||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||03-12-2003||07:07 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||of all the loggers, which is best for the 1g gvr4?||150.216.129.132||reg||1||chris mitchell||00001037||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||03-12-2003||07:23 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001730" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001730</a> <br />This post has some good info on it.  You just have to find out where to get a cable.||64.252.196.56||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||gvr4tunr||03-12-2003||07:43 PM||||do you know anyone who uses tunerstein? i downloaded it for free and just need the cable, but i don't know how effective it is||150.216.129.132||reg||1||chris mitchell||00001037||yes
Z||000003||DsmParts||03-12-2003||09:34 PM||||Hi Friends,<br /><br />We have the data-logger cables; we get shipments of them weekly. If anybody is interested you can email me. They work with the TMO software, Tunerstein software, etc. <br /><br /><br />Just a heads up,<br /><br />Thanks <br />Justin<br /><br />Vr4 #1859||24.213.14.2||reg||1||DsmParts||00000660||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||03-13-2003||11:30 PM||||I have to say that I'm rather pleased with the newest upgrade to the Pocketlogger software.  I was, at first, a little disappointed in the quality -- expecting that after years of existence it would be refined and more powerful.  Then just 2 days later a new version was released.  Cool.  It's much improved, but perhaps still not "there" in my opinion.  But I program for a living, so I have high standards.<br /><br />No experience with Tunerstein.  I missed the "free" unveiling by just days.  I should at least look at the source...||67.37.178.91||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||03-14-2003||01:27 AM||||Looks like Tunerstein was on par with the _previous_ Pocketlogger version.  It doesn't have the triggers/alarms that Pocketlogger has now.  Also doesn't look like it uses the normal HotSync to the PC... rather looks like it was designed to play back the log through the serial port back to a PC version of Tunerstein to read it.  A little convoluted, but it may be better than converting the Palm pdb into something visible on a PC as you have to do with Pocketlogger.<br /><br />The source code is nicely commented.  If you know C and the Palm libraries one could theoretically make it do anything.  I'd personally go for a hybrid logger/video racing game where you have to actually drive your real life car to make the little Palm video game car move.  (Okay, it's late, I'm so ready for Friday).<br /><br />It's obvious to me who to get the cables from.  Or better still, make it yourself (it's not rocket science, at least easier than wiring up a 2G MAF).  However, I would recommend the Pocketlogger software.  But you can't buy just the software without a cable.<br /><br />I know that Pocketlogger has a Java-based graphical viewer (I think, sorry, it's crap) but I'm just finishing up a graphing project using <a href="http://www.adobe.com/svg" target="_blank">SVG</a> and I've been dreaming about applying it to showing logs.||67.37.178.91||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Invader||03-14-2003||01:47 AM||||I'm kinda hoping that the Tunerstein/Palm'n'stein source will be picked up and continue development.  I'd love to see someone start an open source project from his code...  Would be very cool to have a free alternative that had some good programming behind it.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/001832.cgi
A||||1||gvr4tunr||palm'n'stein||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||03-12-2003||08:17 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||the free pc software from <a href="http://www.tunerstein.com" target="_blank">www.tunerstein.com</a> does not include all of the features of the registered version (no longer available). does the free version of the palm'n'stein have all of the features as the registered version (also no longer available)? thanks||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-13-2003||11:32 PM||||<a href="http://206.124.12.138/codsm/tunerstein/webpage/download.html" target="_blank">http://206.124.12.138/codsm/tunerstein/webpage/download.html</a><br /><br />I believe the first link to be the full version.||67.37.178.91||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/001833.cgi
A||||15||racerxxv||2G MAS install problems||||1||||racerxxv||00000667
Z||000000||racerxxv||03-12-2003||10:12 PM||jtromans@yahoo.com||Hey all,<br /><br />I hope some one can help me here.  I am stumped and I've exhausted all of the local DSM resources.<br /><br />In refurbishing my 91 VR4, I have upgraded to a TRE Ported small 16G, 550s, TMO ECU, and a 2G MAS.<br /><br />I followed the directions on the VFAQ and only really had one issue.  The GVR4 has two wires on the ECU side that are "GY" (Green w/Yellow Stripe).  #1 and #7 are both GY. <br /><br />When I started the car, It first threw three error codes.  <br /><br />Barometric Pressure Sensor<br />Temp Sensor Error<br />Air Flow Sensor<br /><br />After keying off/key on<br /><br />the first two went away and it only threw the Air Flow Sensor error.  The car idled OK, but stumbled badly when given gas and then would die unless kept at around 2000 rpms or more.<br /><br />Initially we thought that we had just wired these two in reverse.  So we reversed them.<br /><br />Same deal.  Same error codes.<br /><br />Ok...?<br /><br />So.  Mabey we fried the 2G MAS when we wired it up wrong to begin with.  So I bought a new 2G MAS and put it in tonite.  Same deal.  Same set of error codes.<br /><br />same three initially then just the Air Flow Sensor error after Key Off/Key On.  And a refusal to run without giving it gas.<br /><br />Now I realize this is a lot if info to digest.  Heck, I'm confused as hell.  So I have two very simple questions to start with.<br /><br />First off: Can someone tell me what GL stands for color wise?<br /><br />And more importantly, Can someone tell me (in as simple a way as possible) which colors on the GVR4 side:<br /><br />#1 GY<br />#2 GL <br />#3 R<br />#4 GR<br />#5 none<br />#6 GB<br />#7 GY<br />#8 GO<br /><br />Connect to which numbers on the 2G MAS wiring harness?  (from the back side of the plug #1 being on the turbo side, #8 being the filter side)  <br /><br />So I apologise for my long windedness, but I'm frustrated here.  Any help will be greatly appreciated.<br /><br />Thanks all.<br /><br />Jeff Tromans<br />Kansas City, MO||65.30.102.26||reg||1||racerxxv||00000667||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-12-2003||10:19 PM||||Where is your fuel control? You  mention nothing of it. What do you have & what is it set at?||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Invader||03-12-2003||10:31 PM||||Don't need any fuel control with the 550cc/2G MAS setup...  They're closely enough matched to be within the ECU's correctable limits.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-12-2003||11:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> Don't need any fuel control with the 550cc/2G MAS setup...  They're closely enough matched to be within the ECU's correctable limits. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i have a 2g mas/560's/3kgt pump/afpr.  at idle, it is pig rich, but it runs.  i have the afc 1k at -18, 1.5k at -7.  i also backed out the screw, it made a difference of -21 to -18.  log your car, and then tell me it is correctable by the ecu.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||03-13-2003||02:02 AM||||<b>DO NOT</b> use the colors as a guide. I had a lil trouble when reading the vfaq.<br /><br />you basically have 7 wires that look like this on the 2g mas (look at pics below, ignore the blue numbered one and follow the two pink pics.)<br />1 2 3 4 5 6 7 <br /><br />  5  2  6<br /> 7  3  4  1<br />connect each one to the broken maf 1g plug. if you are not using a broken maf plug then the numbers above do not apply to you. <br /><br />if you are trying to splice into the back of the plug that plugs into the 1g maf then use the chart above but backwards like this:<br /><br />  6  2  5<br /> 1  4  3  7<br /><br /><br />   <img src="http://vfaq.com/proj-pics/MAF/1G-2G/1G-2G-plug-02a.gif" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://vfaq.com/proj-pics/MAF/1G-2G/1G-2G-plug-02b.gif" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Hope this makes sense...<br />DongeR615||63.201.88.120||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||racerxxv||03-13-2003||06:33 PM||||DongeR615,<br /><br />Thanks for taking the time to look at this.  I really appreciate your help.<br /><br />Unfortunately, I have already cut the wires going into the 1G MAF plug.  So All I've got to work with on the ECU side of the equation is wire colors.  I would think these should be fairly consistent between 91 Galant VR-4s.<br /><br />For whatever reason the wire colors are not at all consistent among the 2G MAS plugs.  I have two here now and both use different color wires.<br /><br />Sooo<br /><br />I really need to know which wires from the car/ECU side connect to which sockets on the 2G MAS plug, preferably by color because I can't think of any other way to delineate between wires?...<br /><br />And I really don't think this is a fuel control problem.  I'll probably wire in an AFC once I get the car running to allow better tuning, but the data logger I have is showing a MAS error.  And I really think it's because I've wired it wrong.<br /><br />If anyone can help me figure this one out, I'll be forever in your debt.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Jeff||66.143.37.17||reg||1||racerxxv||00000667||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||03-13-2003||07:08 PM||||Maybe the ECU is no good. Have you tested it? It would be easier to test it & make sure its good then rip out your hair, figuring out if the wiring is good. <br />Just a thought.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||Invader||03-13-2003||07:47 PM||||Ken, don't know about your combination, but the general consensus is it is a well made match...  What's your base fuel pressure set at?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org/archives/1999/06/19990607.txt/27.html" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/archives/1999/06/19990607.txt/27.html</a><br /><br />I've had a few friends that have run that combination without a single complaint on TEL's (using 91-94 ECU's anyway)...  I personally don't run 550's, so I can't say.<br /><br />Jeff, you are clearing the errors each time you test, correct?  The pinout matrix is on the VFAQ page...GVR4 wire color to 2G pinout is the last line in the table.  The 2G pinout is left to right while looking at the back of the plug where the wires come out...<br /><br />I would think you should be able to tell which GY wire is #1 by unplugging the MAS and turning the key on.  Check voltage at each green/yellow wire, and #1 should have voltage...while #7 wouldn't.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000008||joec||03-13-2003||09:07 PM||||Are you sure you have the 2G MAF plug?  You could also have a 1G ignitor plug, but there's a wire that needs to be switched to use it for this purpose... You have a wire in pin position 5, and none in pin 8 right?<br /><br />ugh, you cut the GVR4 connector off already?  You won't be able to tell which GY (Green/Yellow) wire is which other than doing a continuity test from the ECU connector side of the wiring harness.<br /><br />2G MAF PIN NUMBER  --> GVR4 wire color<br />  1  --> GR (Green/Red)<br />  2  --> GY (Green/Yellow)<br />  3  --> GL (Green/Blue)<br />  4  --> R  (Red)<br />  5  --> GB (Green/Black)<br />  6  --> GO (Green/Orange)<br />  7  --> GY (Green/Yellow)<br />  8  --> No Connection<br /><br />You're counting pin 1 on the 2G MAF plug like the first picture above, looking from the wiring side?||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||03-14-2003||03:43 AM||||i just checked my configure with the ecu side of the plug like joec mentioned and it was all correct. When I went tuning with the s-afc and the logger,  the same three errors showed up <br />Barometric Pressure Sensor<br />Temp Sensor Error<br />Air Flow Sensor<br /><br />which was strange. I assumed I hooked up the 2g mas correctly but now, im not so sure. I cleared the codes, reset the ecu and im waiting till the morning so I can reattach the ground and power cable.  <br /><br />DongeR615||63.201.88.120||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||03-14-2003||09:36 AM||||Ken, don't know about your combination, but the general consensus is it is a well made match... What's your base fuel pressure set at?<br /><br />when you get it running, i bet your ecu goes open loop at idle because it is so rich.  yah, it will run, but not at optimum.  i want it all, i want economy, performance, and all around driveability.  i am not satisfied with poor idle, or marginal midrange, and i have found great improvement with tuning my setup.  without the water injection, i find that wot logs show knock, and i have been able to tune knock out.  but, i have adjusted it slightly richer in the hi throttle settings.  also, i find that reducing lo and hi throttle points have improved throttle enrichment greatly.  the combo gets you in the general area.  fuel control gets you right on the kini popo, as we used to say back home.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||joec||03-14-2003||10:21 AM||||DongeR615, are you getting 5 volts between pin 1 (5V,  GR green/red) and pin 5 (GB green/black) of the 2G connector?  That's the power feed for the MAF.  If it's wrong I'd expect the ECU to flag all 3 signals.<br /><br />You have a datalogger?  What values do you see for the barometric, air temp, and airflow?  Both in raw signal (i.e. voltage) and pressure/temp/frequency?<br />With the car running.<br /><br />Also, if you start the car with the MAF connector disconnected do you see the same behavior?||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000012||racerxxv||03-24-2003||11:40 PM||||Hey all,<br /><br />Sorry I've been unresponsive here for a while.  But I finally got time to wrench on the car again this weekend.<br /><br />It looks like the root of the problem was that I did in fact have a 1G ignitor plug in my first 2G MAS.  Sooo... every wire from 5-7 was connected wrong.  <br /><br />I now have the plug from the 2nd MAS wired in what it think is the correct pattern.<br /><br />And the car still runs like ass.  Pig fricken rich.  <br /><br />And it's throwing all kinds of error codes on the datalogger.  all the ones mentioned above plus a few new ones...<br /><br />And here's the real puzzling part.  The new ones are TPS error, coolant temp. sensor?<br /><br />Now how would the MAS wiring affect either of these sensors?<br /><br />I'm beginning to think that I may have fried my ECU with all this fiddling around.  <br /><br />I have a friend here locally that has a spare ECU from a 91 Mitsu Eclipse GSX.  I'm wondering if I can plug that in and see if the car runs?<br /><br />I'm still trouble shooting and getting more frustrated every day, but I wanted to share my experience with everyone so they don't make the same mistakes I made.<br /><br />When you order a junkyard MAS, make sure you get the right plug.<br /><br />The MAS Plug should have Pin 8 as an empty socket.  The Ignitor Plug will have an empty plug in Pin 5.  Something to watch out for.<br /><br />I'll keep ya'all posted on the ECU troubleshooting.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Jeff||65.26.92.173||reg||1||racerxxv||00000667||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||03-24-2003||11:44 PM||||Glad to hear you're making progress.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by racerxxv:<br /><strong>I have a friend here locally that has a spare ECU from a 91 Mitsu Eclipse GSX.  I'm wondering if I can plug that in and see if the car runs?<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I dont' know if a EGSX is a turbo car or not, but of course you can use any 1G turbo DSM ECU.  The major differences are only with fuel mapping (slightly more aggresive?) AFAIK.||64.109.166.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||03-25-2003||09:31 AM||||it's been a while since this happened to me, but it also sounds like you may have a big intake leak.  i remember when i first did the 2g mas conversion, the connector at the turbo slipped off, and it would throw codes and run badly, one day it just quit, and i found the loose connection.  the dejon intake powdercoat was so good, it was slippery, and when the connection hose would heat up, it would slip off when the car would go over bumps.  also, if you ever blow off an intercooler hose, the car dont like to run.  you might want to check all your intake connections.  maybe someone left something in there, and you are not getting full flow.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000015||DongeR615||04-30-2003||03:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> DongeR615, are you getting 5 volts between pin 1 (5V,  GR green/red) and pin 5 (GB green/black) of the 2G connector?  That's the power feed for the MAF.  If it's wrong I'd expect the ECU to flag all 3 signals.<br /><br />You have a datalogger?  What values do you see for the barometric, air temp, and airflow?  Both in raw signal (i.e. voltage) and pressure/temp/frequency?<br />With the car running.<br /><br />Also, if you start the car with the MAF connector disconnected do you see the same behavior? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">whoa sorry for the long update. well after replacing the alternator (3 weeks) then the car not starting (1 week) and now (xxx days). i put the battery to the stock location and it fired right up. I probably have a bad ground or bad cable or both. I logged it recently and there were no error codes reported. I guess it was the slight drop in voltage across the 4 guage wire that made it act funny. <br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/001994.cgi
A||||5||Matticus||Couple simple questions on maint.||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||04-04-2003||10:54 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Number 1<br />How do you know when a PCV valve is bad?<br />Number 2<br />I feel dumber asking this, but, when one is going to replace their spark plugs, which ones are good, and will they come properly gapped?<br />Number 3<br />What type of transmission fluid should I use, not what brand, but weight etc...<br />Number 4<br />Where can I get some new rotors? I went to Pep Boys and the only ones they carry are their Raybestous sp? premium rotors for like 100 bucks a piece. I really don't need any "race" brakes or anything, sloted would be cool though.<br />Number 5<br />Where can I get the CAPS program?<br /><br />Thank you all,<br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-05-2003||01:00 AM||||<b>1</b> Shake it -- if it rattles it�s most likely OK; if not, replace it.<br /><br /><b>2</b> NGK are the most popular for the 4G63. If you're running more boost (perhaps 15psi+) <a href="http://www.ngksparkplugs.com/techinfo/spark_plugs/faq/faqheatrange.asp" target="_blank">you could benefit from running 1 range colder</a> plugs (BP7ES) otherwise you're probably best with BP6ES.<br /><br /><b>3</b> <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/fluids.html" target="_blank">Fluids FAQ</a><br /><br /><b>4</b> I've got a <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">list of retailers</a> on my page.  There's also a list on this site.  If you're not racing, or driving like a maniac, slotted rotors may not do anything for you other than wear out your pads faster.<br /><br /><b>5</b> You can get CAPS from the DSM Manual CD.  If you haven't <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/index2.htm" target="_blank">bought that already</a>, you should <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/gift/dsm/index.html" target="_blank">check this gift out.</a>  You can also get it from this site (the <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712" target="_blank">READ ME FIRST</a> post), or a nice dealer <i>could</i> give you an old one.||67.36.177.252||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-05-2003||10:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <b>1</b> Shake it -- if it rattles it�s most likely OK; if not, replace it.<br /><br />yup.  you can clean it with carb cleaner.  <br /><br /><b>2</b> NGK are the most popular for the 4G63. If you're running more boost (perhaps 15psi+) <a href="http://www.ngksparkplugs.com/techinfo/spark_plugs/faq/faqheatrange.asp" target="_blank">you could benefit from running 1 range colder</a> plugs (BP7ES) otherwise you're probably best with BP6ES.<br /><br />you can try ngk BP6ET or bosch W(R)8DTC, which i currently am using.  triple electrode, factory gapped at .28, same reach and heat range.  cost is more<br /><br /><b>3</b> <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/fluids.html" target="_blank">Fluids FAQ</a><br /><br /><b>4</b> I've got a <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">list of retailers</a> on my page.  There's also a list on this site.  If you're not racing, or driving like a maniac, slotted rotors may not do anything for you other than wear out your pads faster. <br /><br />foreign car parts, 937 233 4080, mountain(japanese brand) or brembo rotors, axxis metalmaster pads.  ask for mike<br /><br /><b>5</b> You can get CAPS from the DSM Manual CD.  If you haven't <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/index2.htm" target="_blank">bought that already</a>, you should <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/gift/dsm/index.html" target="_blank">check this gift out.</a>  You can also get it from this site (the <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712" target="_blank">READ ME FIRST</a> post), or a nice dealer <i>could</i> give you an old one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||04-05-2003||10:11 AM||||Thanks guys. You answered all of my questions. Thanks again.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||GVR4N||04-06-2003||02:10 PM||||I have a set of brand new OEM rotors you can buy for 100.00 plus shipping but shipping is expensive from here. 27lbs unpackaged from 99507, You can go to <a href="http://WWW.USPS.COM" target="_blank">WWW.USPS.COM</a> and estimate costs.||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:19 PM||||i believe pcv's dont really go bad,if it doesnt rattle then clean it out.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/001995.cgi
A||||5||vr4door||Switchable transfercase?||||1||||vr4door||00000880
Z||000000||vr4door||04-05-2003||07:59 PM||brtnrush@yahoo.com||I found a Galant VR4 JDM switchable transfercase for sale down the road from where I live.  The guy never installed it so he does not know much about it.  It came with a JDM motor that he orded.  Does anybody know how these work, are they switchable from inside the car, from what I could see it looked like you had to do it from outside, how much are they worth??||63.69.200.81||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-05-2003||08:40 PM||||How many splines does it have?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||04-05-2003||09:27 PM||||I ran into a guy in Fla. and he had one on his car. I think he was one of the Wright Touch guys. I believe you have to switch it on the outside of the car. I thought he said it was so it could run on a two wheel Dyno(for emissions in Japan). I might be wrong on that.||63.159.72.159||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||1101||04-05-2003||09:45 PM||||I believe you need the switchable transmission and transfer case for this to work properly. Both have levers on the outside of the cases that have to be moved manually and bolted down in position for front wheel or AWD.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000004||vr4door||04-06-2003||01:07 AM||||I am going to look at it on sunday he has a jdm gvr4 tranny also. I talked to him and he said 450.00 for both. Tranny and Tcase have 55xxx miles on them.  Is their a diff. between the 91 and 92 gvr4 trannys? I will find out how many splines it has also.<br /><br />Thanks for the info.||63.69.200.64||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000005||black4g63||04-06-2003||01:31 AM||||Spline count is different but u still have troubles with viscous coupling can u get the box?<br />I think it was marketed for snow and ice conditions.||198.142.219.144||reg||1||black4g63||00001274||yes



ubb/Forum2/001996.cgi
A||||14||Marcus||What's the problem||||8||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||04-05-2003||11:02 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||My GVR4 has a 50trim L2 turbo, FMIC, 660denso, SAFC, denso190 rewired, blah ha MAS, my problem is that the car runs terrible, i had a old talon with a 14b that runs the doors off mine.  <br />I've been guessing what could be wrong with my car,<br />1.  me tuning<br />2.  base timing<br />3.  fuel pressure,<br />Any suggestions that someone could make would be nice.  I should be busting off mid 7's in the 1/8 not 9.3's @76mph.  I should at least be putting down 15mph more trap speeds.  Am I missing something simple?||205.188.209.7||reg||8||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-06-2003||09:48 AM||||To start off...<br /><br />Have you pressure tested the IC system?<br /><br />Have all the sensors been check and replaced? (knock and O2 for example) <br /><br />Replace ECU caps.<br /><br />What is your timing and base FP?<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||04-06-2003||01:20 PM||||My guess would be way too much fuel from just looking at things. Know anyone around you with a Datalogger?||199.182.12.1||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||Marcus||04-06-2003||02:18 PM||||I've got a datalogger, and I have no clue what my base timing is or fuel pressure.  As soon as i figure out what I'm supposed to ground out and where I am gonna put a timing gun on it.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||04-07-2003||12:22 AM||||The "VFAQ"'s on dsm.org have timing instructions.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||04-07-2003||11:44 AM||||How are you compensating for the 660's?||68.153.65.119||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||Marcus||04-07-2003||09:07 PM||||Well, my low settings are -23across the board, the hi's were -10across and it ran like crap, when I run -15 1k-3k -12 4k -6 5-6k -8 7-8k it runs better, but hardly better then 16g's.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||04-08-2003||10:26 AM||||check this out:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317" target="_blank">http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317</a> <br /><br />if you dont have an adjustable fpr, there is no sense tuning until you get one, imho.  you can tune without it, but until you get a consistent pressure, tuning can vary.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||04-08-2003||12:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> Well, my low settings are -23across the board, the hi's were -10across and it ran like crap, when I run -15 1k-3k -12 4k -6 5-6k -8 7-8k it runs better, but hardly better then 16g's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does your Blaha MAS have the flapper door in it? It still seems to me that you have to be running WAY rich. Those 660's are dumping in 46% more fuel than your 450's. You've got to connect your logger and follow those directions Ken pointed you to. I guess you still have the stock fuel pressure regulator, and a $30 B&M gauge would tell you for sure if you are overrunning the regulator at low rpm's. Like Ken says, its much easier tuning when you have a consistent fuel pressure.||67.34.204.14||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||Marcus||04-08-2003||03:09 PM||||Yeap it has the flapper with the spring attached to it.  I'll do my best to get a fuel pressure gauge installed this week.  I'd like to time it, but have no clue where to ground what it is I'm supposed to ground out.  I've look at VFAQ, but have no clue what they are pointing out to me.  Is it different on GVR4's?||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000010||Nate||04-08-2003||06:03 PM||||The timing connector that you ground is located right by the fluid reservoir for the clutch master cylinder on the firewall.  It is the same two-prong plug with only one wire going into it.  It may or may not be taped to the harness itself, but that's where it is.<br /><br />As for why the car is running like ass, I'd say you need to set base fuel pressure to 36psi with the car idling, base ignition timing should be set to somewhere around 5 degrees, and change the plugs while you're at it.<br /><br />How much boost are you running at the track?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000011||Marcus||04-08-2003||06:39 PM||||20psi, which I've learned is a bit much for my 50trim on pump gas.  I found the connector and timed it to  5BTDC but one question.  When I grounded the connector my car would still advance when revved.  Is that normal?  I was expecting a difference with it grounded.  I still need to check my fuel pressure.  Can someone reccommend a good gauge and a place to get it.  Or should I shell out the money and get a AFPR, and where should I get it?<br />Marcus||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000012||bob in chicago||04-08-2003||07:54 PM||||RRE: <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm</a>||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||04-09-2003||10:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> 20psi, which I've learned is a bit much for my 50trim on pump gas.  I found the connector and timed it to  5BTDC but one question.  When I grounded the connector my car would still advance when revved.  Is that normal?  I was expecting a difference with it grounded.  I still need to check my fuel pressure.  Can someone reccommend a good gauge and a place to get it.  Or should I shell out the money and get a AFPR, and where should I get it?<br />Marcus </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The timing should read around 8 degrees without the terminal grounded. 5 degrees is just the base timing, where the ECU starts to add more advance from. So, you should still see more advance when revved. If you are not seeing it drop from 8 to 5 degrees when you short the terminal, be sure you do NOT have your logger connected. Just connecting the logger plug puts the ECU into diagnostic mode, and you cannot set your base timing properly.<br />I got my B&M pressure gauge from RRE, but chances are that the gauge will just prove to you your need to get a better FPR. I know Ramchargers, the Translator guys, are coming out with a bolt-on FPR, but I don't know the time frame. I have the Spoolin'Up one, but I don't know if they're still in business.||68.211.193.106||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||04-09-2003||01:47 PM||||People trying to run as much boost on pump gas as possible (like me) have been setting base timing lower, at 5 degrees instead of 8, to fight knock tendencies.  I've heard of some going lower, but I've never needed to do that.  <br /><br />I have that B&M fuel pressure gauge, I bought it about a month ago, and it only lasted one week before it failed.  Junk!  Now the only worthwhile piece of the gauge kit is the banjo bolt replacement.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/001997.cgi
A||N||8||Marcus||Fuel pump RELAY||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||04-05-2003||11:10 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||My car started becoming difficult to start, It turned over and sounded like it wasn't getting fuel.  We'll, I replaced the relay where I had rewired my fuel pump but that didn't fix it.  The only way I can start it is to jump the wires and go start it, but I have to disconnect it first thing when i get to my destination.  So I've either got two bad relays or the factory fuel pump relay is shot.  What is your take, and where is the fuel pump relay and the best way in which to replace it?||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-06-2003||04:29 PM||||Ever replace your ECU caps?<br /><br />How about the fuel filter?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.37.231.118||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||04-06-2003||09:41 PM||||Never touched my ecu caps, but YES, i have recently put a new fuel filter on.  Does it sound like maybe the ecu caps?  Are they something you can test before you have to replace?  Where do I fix them and how much does something like that cost?||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||04-06-2003||11:53 PM||||Get a hold of keydiver (Jeff O.) on this board<br />He'll do it for free of charge plus shipping.<br />Don't forget to make a small donation though.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.142||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||Marcus||04-07-2003||11:13 AM||||So do you guys think that replacing my caps on my ecu would be the best place to start diagnoising my problem?  Can I just pop any turbo ecu in mine until I get it bacK?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000005||Matt379||04-07-2003||11:18 AM||||get the caps replaced as soon as possible.<br /><br />I believe any 91-94 DSM turbo ECU (non-CA car) should work fine.  a 1990 won't work correctly, unless you swap 2 wires in the wiring harness (can't remember which)  get those caps replaced ASAP.||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||04-07-2003||11:40 AM||||Your problem is either the ECU (bad caps) or the MPI relay that is under the glove box. Do you hear that familiar "click" about 10 seconds after you turn the key off? That is the ECU turning off the MPI relay. Have you heard any "chattering" going on from that relay? That is one of the first (maybe last) signs of acid damage from the bad caps.<br />Hey, caps replacement is FREE! I can't make you a better offer that that.||68.153.65.119||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||Marcus||04-07-2003||11:48 AM||||You've got mail Keydriver, I don't know about the clicking, I'll have to turn my radio down and see.<br /><br /><br />Marcus||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||04-11-2003||08:18 PM||||Well, to put this post to rest, I received Marcus' ECU today. Popped the cover off and found LOTS of acid damage: 3 legs were completely eaten off IC101 (this is the guy that controls the fuel pump relay and all the other solenoids), the ISC trace was gone (so I know his idle was crap), and the +5 volt trace was eaten completely through (most ECU's with this problem also have the main processor burnt up). So, all-in-all, he's pretty lucky. I soldered in half a dozen jumpers, cleaned up all the acid, and put new caps in, and it fired right up!<br />Soooooo, for any of you who haven't been on this board long enough to hear about the ECU/caps problem, listen up! The factory electrolytic capacitors in the ECU are JUNK! They are leaking all over your precious $700+ ECU as we speak. I will gladly mail ANYONE FREE CAPS, or even install them for free, just to have you avoid this nightmare.<br />Not everyone is this lucky. I just got 2 ECU's from another owner, and only one of them was repairable. Out of the 4 Nate sent me, only 1 was repairable! This is a lot of money going into Mitsubishi's pockets for an easily avoidable problem.<br />Sorry for the rant....||68.211.230.187||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
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A||||5||1101||front steering rack removal||||1||||1101||00000061
Z||000000||1101||04-06-2003||03:06 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Can you get the front rack out by dropping it down and sliding sideways without removing downpipe, TC, and other crap the manual talks about? I am going to remove The sway bar.<br /><br />TIA,<br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000001||jazzguy||04-07-2003||08:28 AM||||No. I just removed my rack a month ago.  It's easiest <br />to manipulate with everything out of the way (body brackets, downpipe, center dif, swaybar).||65.235.133.234||reg||1||jazzguy||00000786||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||04-07-2003||09:22 PM||||I had to do this a couple of years ago.  Remove all the obvious stuff that will be in your way.  On the bottom of the rack, were the output shaft connects to the steering column,  you have to remove a cap if I remember right.  Then a nut, and pull the shaft part out of the top, then the rest will pull out of the driver's side.  Reverse for install, make sure your steering wheel is dead center and that your replacement rack is also centered when you push it onto the steering column.<br /><br />That's how I did it when I had mine rebuilt.  I just bought the car and did not know shit, or I would have blocked off the 4ws and done a tel rack.  I did all the labor, waited 8 weeks to get mine back from being rebuilt, and still paid $700.||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||Sabwafare||04-08-2003||12:22 AM||||why would you wanna remove the four wheel sterring? I think it is a pretty good feature. I am also new to all this tho.||64.154.12.147||reg||1||Sabwafare||00000890||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||04-08-2003||07:33 PM||||It would have been a cheaper option for me.  I could've put in a 1g power rack for alot cheaper than getting mine rebuilt.<br /><br />Some people do it and say they prefer the handling of the car without the 4ws over with 4ws.  I have never driven one with it out, so I don't know.  Search for 4ws and you'll have alot of reading to do on the subject.||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||1101||04-09-2003||08:29 AM||||Well, I was going to remove the GVR4 rack and install a 90 AWD power TEL rack with 60k miles I got from a junkyard. As I got into it, I had second thoughts.<br /><br />The GVR4 rack moved about 2.25" per input shaft revolution. The TEL rack moved about 1.92" per input shaft revolution. So the TEL rack would have given me a slower steering ratio, which I didn't want. I thought the TEL steering ratio was quicker than the GVR4?<br /><br />When I was centering the bare TEL rack by turning the input shaft with a strap wrench there were two things that made me question the condition of the TEL rack.<br /><br />1.) I could feel the pinion teeth engaging the rack teeth. No backlash or harsh feel, but a definite detent feel. Is this normal without the steering wheel and linkage hooked up to the shaft?<br /><br />2.) As I was centering the rack there was fluorescent yellow brown fluid pumping out of the rack that had a gear oil type of consistancy. The fluid looked clean and had no odor, but it certainly didn't look like any ATF fluid I have seen. Anyone have any guesses what was in there and why?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
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A||||11||Doc_Seuss||20 psi on stock turbo?||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||04-06-2003||03:10 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||ok, right now im running walbro hp fuel pump, 2.5 dp, testpipe, and exhaust. hacked intake, mbc and safcII gauges = boost, air fuel and EGT.<br /><br />im running right around 20spi think i should turn it down some? i never get above 1500 on the egt, but i do hit some fuel cut when i go wot at 4500+rpm in third or forth.<br /><br />im planning to get new injectors very soon, but for the mean time do you think its fine?<br /><br />dave||128.153.154.65||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||04-06-2003||04:00 PM||||It might seem ok, But your not making anymore power after about 17psi or so becouse the turbo is just turning into a hairdryer at that poinyt and Im pretty sure its heatsoaking the crap out of you I/C and probley pulling timing due to the intake heat.||64.157.125.230||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-06-2003||04:23 PM||||I think the weakest link in your system is the IC. I would assume that you have the stock IC... if so, you're probably just generating hot air at 20psi.  If you can get ahold of a logger check to see what the ECU thinks in regards to timing and knock.  As we move through Spring and the ambient air gets warmer you'll probably start going slower.||67.37.231.118||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||04-06-2003||04:45 PM||||I don't think that 14b will hold up well at 20psi.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||Arty||04-06-2003||06:17 PM||||Does it feel faster at 20psi than it does at 15psi ? If not, then may as well drop the boost.<br /><br />I'm not sure how the ECU would know that the air from the turbo is getting hotter, because it gets it's info from the MAF, before the turbo ?<br /><br />Art.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000005||Ash||04-06-2003||06:31 PM||||Well it wouldn't know the temperature exactly, but it would be pulling timing due to the heat which would show up in the ECU.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||04-06-2003||06:41 PM||||I have 3" turboback, hacked mas, 3" intake pipe, 3k vr4 fuel pump and a semi-ported 14b turbine housing, I did two 2nd and 3rd gear pulls with a logger the other night. I spike to 19lbs sometimes, but my boost is set at around 17.5. The results? 0 counts of knock, timing at 25, intake air temp at 65 degrees.. i also have 150 compression across. 20 lbs may be a bit, turn it down a tad   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||Pappy||04-06-2003||07:31 PM||||Just through my own experiences with the stock IC, 20psi feels slower than 15psi with 93 octane pumpgas.  The timing really never went down that much and I wasn't getting anymore knock, but it didn't feel as fast.  I'm not sure how 20psi would go with race gas or an upgraded IC though.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||04-06-2003||07:50 PM||||i dont know about you, but unless you are a big fan of hitting fuel cut, id turn it down. i never liked the feeling of that like you jsut samshed into a big ass pothole. also id say get some new injectors asap. u have the upgraded pump but your injectors will only cycle 450cc still. find some used 550's on the trader for 200-250ish.||65.227.204.93||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||Doc_Seuss||04-06-2003||08:39 PM||||yeah i think i will turn it down to ~17psi then maybe i wont really get fuel cut either. who knows<br /><br />also yeah im working on injectors and everything else. just need to sell another paintball gun, and get a job(at school now)<br /><br />either way i guess ill turn it down<br />thanks<br />dave||128.153.154.65||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||04-07-2003||05:17 PM||||2 things:<br />Your ecu wouldn't know you have "hotter air" after the turbo - it only measures at the MAF, BUT you'll be getting knock from the heated air easier and then the timing gets pulled.<br /><br />2nd thing: Once again - Used injectors at about $2-250 which will HAVE to be cleaned and flowed to know what you really have (cross your fingers they're all good)  OR  check out my old post on remanufactured ones for about $200.  Mine work great.||167.142.21.156||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||06:30 PM||||i think that is a bit too much for just having a fuel pump.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
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A||||12||gvr4ever||I'm a tranny lube tester.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||04-06-2003||06:36 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Well, I've improved the way my tranny has shifted in the last few months.  I installed the solid tranny shift line bushings.  Installed the TEL shifter.  I find it easier to shift with that then the stocker.<br /><br />However, it felt a little dry when shifting.  It just wasn't as smooth as I thought it could be.  <br /><br />Last night I had a ideal and today I did it.  Don't ask why I thought of this, it just popped in my head.<br /><br />Lucas oil treatment.  The stuff in that silly display case at Autozone when you turn the gears the oil sticks to the gears.  That stuff.<br /><br />I figured what the hell.  I drained the old GM Sycroshift and installed Mobil 1 75 90 gear oil (it was Sunday, the GM dealer was closed) with about half a bottle of the Lucas oil treatment (not the tranny treatment).  Well, I am very happy with the results.  1st and 2nd are better, but prolly dammaged from past problems.  3,4, and 5 shift like a fucking dream.  I could even get in supper fast shifts without any problems at all.  Not counting 1st and 2nd it is the nicest DSM tranny I've ever drivin.  <br /><br />I think I am going to start saving for a tranny rebuild (and a spare tranny) because I think thats the only thing that will truly fix 1st and 2nd, but I am going to use that Lucas oil treatment from now on in my tranny.  It really works.  I don't think I would want it in my engine though or my turbo.<br /><br />If you want to give it a shot, here is a tip I thought of too late.  Dilute the Lucas stuff with the gear oil cause it's supper thick and sticky.  Then add it to the tranny.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||vrpower||04-07-2003||08:13 AM||||Intereseting....||207.56.0.2||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||04-07-2003||09:05 AM||||Just wanted to let you know that lucas stuff helps a ton with a cold tranny too.<br /><br />My tranny was a little notchy when cold, but improved greatly when the car was warmed up.<br /><br />I went out this morning with much improved shifting out of the garage.  1st and 2nd improved more then I though.  I was slidding into 2nd without any problems at all.<br /><br />Hell, I'd say try that Lucas stuff even if you don't have a tranny problem.  I think it would improve any tranny.  I'm sold on the stuff.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||VR-4play||04-07-2003||11:48 AM||||i have been running that lucas tranny oil for about a year now.  i tried just about everything and this stuff is the best.  with redline in my gear box, it felt like shifting through rocks... with the lucas, it's like butter.<br /><br />they make different lucas oil.  i use the tranny oil, very thick.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||04-07-2003||12:58 PM||||Are you guys talking about the tranny fix or the gear oil?  I noticed they also have some heavy duty gear oil (80/90).||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-07-2003||01:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Are you guys talking about the tranny fix or the gear oil?  I noticed they also have some heavy duty gear oil (80/90). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I used the oil additive.  The back of the bottle says it works good in trannys too.  The tranny additive seemed to be more for automatics from what I read.  Then again, the store I was at might not have had all the avalible products.  I didn't see any gear oil made my Lucas.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||04-07-2003||01:08 PM||||I put the tranny fix in my 96 galant (auto) and it seems to shift better, I had slipping bands and they dont seem as bad now.... I cant wait to get the VR4 back and then do all of this fun stuff!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||04-07-2003||02:48 PM||||So you used the Lucas Oil Stabilizer in your tranny?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.lucasoil.com/Products_List.cfm" target="_blank">http://www.lucasoil.com/Products_List.cfm</a><br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||04-07-2003||03:30 PM||||I use Lucas Gun Oil on my roof-mounted 50cal Browning M2 machine gun...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Developed to prevent jamming and over-heating in large machine guns and high caliber rifles. Great for recreational hand gun enthusiast.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||04-07-2003||03:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> So you used the Lucas Oil Stabilizer in your tranny?<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.lucasoil.com/Products_List.cfm" target="_blank">http://www.lucasoil.com/Products_List.cfm</a> <br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, dats the stuff.  I guess I used about 25-35% to the Mobil 1 gear oil.  It's kinda hard to tell.  I was foolish and tried to pump it in untill I realized how thick the stuff was.  I got some on the floor too.  The stuff works wonders.  If anything my pump should be lubed for life.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||dsmsleeper||04-09-2003||11:36 AM||||I wonder how that would work in the transfer case and rear (maybe in place of Shock Proof).    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||04-09-2003||11:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> I wonder how that would work in the transfer case and rear (maybe in place of Shock Proof).     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The back of the bottle of the heavy duty engine oil stablizer sugested not to use it in a transfer case.  However, if they make gear oil, you could just get that.  <br /><br />Also, are you having problems with your transfer case?  Lucas does have products that claim to help seal some leaks, but if your t-case is leaking, better get it fixed the right way.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||dsmsleeper||04-09-2003||11:49 AM||||I may try some in my tranny to make things smoother.  <br /><br />Basically, I just want to cushion them (transfer case and rear) in an effort to not destroy them when launching.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
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q!000007!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!What is some good compression test numbers   !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!02:50 PM!,
q!2452740.1450!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!00000571!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452740.1754!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Lag!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2452737.1845!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!04:30 AM!,
q!2452738.0430!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q~upgrading exhaust tomorrow-2.5 &quot;or 3.&quot;  help!~,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452740.1625!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!raceman77!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452743.2137!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!Pressure test!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2452737.2055!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452737.2316!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!natec!,
q!GVR4 tranny!,
q!1!,
q!38!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452740.1717!,
q!natec!,
q!00000940!,
q!natec!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2452872.1615!,
q!natec!,
q!00000940!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000038!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!slit tires, shot radiators, and different thread patterns!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2452740.2012!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452740.2329!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JDMGVR4!,
q!Eclipse Springs?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2452740.2129!,
q!JDMGVR4!,
q!00001293!,
q!turbofreek!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2452741.1711!,
q!turbofreek!,
q!00000683!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!For people with battery in the trunk?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2452740.2234!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!07:01 AM!,
q!2452741.0701!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbofreek!,
q!Swap question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!09:04 AM!,
q!2452741.0904!,
q!turbofreek!,
q!00000683!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!09:55 AM!,
q!2452741.0955!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Mater/slave cylinder rebuild!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452741.1211!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!01:08 AM!,
q!2452778.0108!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Car Problems!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2452745.1041!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!12:15 PM!,
q!2452745.1215!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob dole!,
q!DYNO results!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!09:14 PM!,
q!2452741.2114!,
q!bob dole!,
q!00000223!,
q!Ash!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!02:10 AM!,
q!2452746.0210!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Power Steering lines Part #!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2452745.1527!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!4g63t!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2452747.0015!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!safc II and &quot;omit&quot;!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452741.2307!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!06:06 PM!,
q!2452744.1806!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q!Zeitronix O2 Voltage Meter!,
q!2!,
q!4!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2452745.1557!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!raceman77!,
q!04-18-2003!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2452748.0238!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!Where to tap + power lines?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2452745.1615!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452749.1406!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!00001314!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!wide band o2!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452745.1616!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452745.2235!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Golden brown cylinder head color!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!06:38 PM!,
q!2452745.1838!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!09:54 AM!,
q!2452746.0954!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!timing belt!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!10:14 PM!,
q!2452745.2214!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!00000159!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452745.2255!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!coil numbers!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2452745.2238!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2452745.2238!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!ECU Help!,
q!5!,
q!18!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2452745.2239!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!00000679!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!10:17 PM!,
q!2452798.2217!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!00000679!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q!BR20G untuned...!,
q!2!,
q!18!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452746.0011!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!305VR4!,
q!04-18-2003!,
q!02:27 AM!,
q!2452748.0227!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!Luk Clutch??!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452737.2253!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!Beemer!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452744.0037!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Turbo Timer with stock alarm?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!11:48 PM!,
q!2452737.2348!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!12:30 PM!,
q!2452807.1230!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Fonzo!,
q~Where this come froM!?~,
q!11!,
q!10!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!03:11 AM!,
q!2452738.0311!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!00000681!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!09:46 PM!,
q!2452742.2146!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!i/c kit..!,
q!3!,
q!2!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!05:17 AM!,
q!2452738.0517!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!08:56 AM!,
q!2452738.0856!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!lowering springs!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!06:16 AM!,
q!2452738.0616!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!06:41 AM!,
q!2452738.0641!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Installing a Supra fuel pump, did you cut the o-ring/hood and use fuel line &amp; clamps?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!08:16 AM!,
q!2452738.0816!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2452738.0928!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Cheapest Metal Masters Pads!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2452738.1251!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!sleeper!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452739.1337!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Leaky oil filter anyone?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!02:02 PM!,
q!2452738.1402!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!keydiver!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2452741.1246!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!BIG puffs of smoke when getting back on throttle!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!12:01 AM!,
q!2452742.0001!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!raceman77!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!01:00 AM!,
q!2452742.0100!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!My car is doing shit just to piss me off.  (another driveline question)!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!02:33 PM!,
q!2452738.1433!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!Beemer!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452744.0020!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q!PCV Valve re-route to Catchcan?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!03:33 AM!,
q!2452742.0333!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!04:41 AM!,
q!2452742.0441!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!help--any advice on manifold porting ?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!05:37 PM!,
q!2452738.1737!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!Ian M!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2452738.1832!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Anything wrong with this setup?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!11:46 AM!,
q!2452742.1146!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2452744.0015!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!New engine?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2452742.1231!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!00000633!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!04:01 PM!,
q!2452744.1601!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!Saws All Bumper cutting while Bumper is still on the car!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2452742.1348!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452742.1717!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!evo 5 intercooler install ?'s!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!02:14 PM!,
q!2452742.1414!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2452744.0018!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!turbo timer park brake wire?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!05:06 PM!,
q!2452742.1706!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!a_santos!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2452746.1510!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!14&quot; wheels-- will they fit?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2452742.1853!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!02:43 AM!,
q!2452743.0243!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Automatic Seat Belts!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452743.0107!,
q!Josh B!,
q!00001340!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!01:44 PM!,
q!2452743.1344!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Todd TCE!,
q!TCE Wilwood update!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!09:44 AM!,
q!2452746.0944!,
q!Todd TCE!,
q!00001174!,
q!Todd TCE!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2452750.1656!,
q!Todd TCE!,
q!00001174!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Cars breaking up as soon as boost comes in?!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2452743.1949!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!BigMal!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!09:30 AM!,
q!2452745.0930!,
q!BigMal!,
q!00001176!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Different ECU number?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2452746.1005!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!05:08 PM!,
q!2452746.1708!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr41662!,
q!heavy hesitation!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2452746.1548!,
q!vr41662!,
q!00000790!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2452747.2058!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Do these engines have a pilot bushing?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2452746.1853!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!Beemer!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!02:22 AM!,
q!2452758.0222!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!205/50/15  -or-  205/55/15!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!02:03 AM!,
q!2452747.0203!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!a_santos!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452747.1734!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!tuning capabilities!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452747.1131!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!Matt379!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!12:49 PM!,
q!2452747.1249!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!Tranny question!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452747.2203!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!sleeper!,
q!04-18-2003!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452748.1242!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!number3...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!10:58 PM!,
q!2452747.2258!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!number3!,
q!04-18-2003!,
q!07:01 AM!,
q!2452748.0701!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!New owner and I need help, Please!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!04-18-2003!,
q!08:44 AM!,
q!2452748.0844!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!00000987!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452757.1733!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!00000987!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!number3!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452738.1848!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!00000530!,
q!number3!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2452738.1922!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jazzguy!,
q!s-afc rpm value????????!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!08:07 PM!,
q!2452738.2007!,
q!jazzguy!,
q!00000786!,
q!gvr-4*1057!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2452739.2226!,
q!gvr-4*1057!,
q!00000248!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!axle work..!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2452738.2049!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!10:06 AM!,
q!2452740.1006!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Spark Plug Gaps?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!09:17 PM!,
q!2452738.2117!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!11:43 AM!,
q!2452739.1143!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lonelygvr4!,
q!Battery keeps dying in trunk!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452738.2205!,
q!lonelygvr4!,
q!00001111!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452742.2119!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dwatters@sisna.com!,
q!#201 likely cause of death found!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452738.2313!,
q!GVR4*1990!,
q!00000935!,
q!keydiver!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!10:30 AM!,
q!2452739.1030!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Would this intercooler fit?!,
q!1!,
q!33!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452738.2340!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!KenW!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!08:47 AM!,
q!2452762.0847!,
q!KenW!,
q!00000403!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000033!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!hks flange!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!11:48 PM!,
q!2452738.2348!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!01:54 AM!,
q!2452739.0154!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Eibach Sportline springs!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!12:26 AM!,
q!2452739.0026!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!turbofreek!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452741.1612!,
q!turbofreek!,
q!00000683!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Turbotrix Evo Exhaust Manifold!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2452743.2041!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452745.1153!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q!EGR Valve...Hurting Performance?!,
q!8!,
q!6!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!04:23 AM!,
q!2452739.0423!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2452739.2048!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Tried to take out my turbo to port it today.....!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2452743.2054!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2452745.1411!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Some quastions from Russia (about JDM VR-4)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2452743.2131!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!tcf!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!05:44 AM!,
q!2452744.0544!,
q!fei!,
q!00001223!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Seat!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2452743.2239!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452753.1307!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!3&quot; exhaust question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2452744.0009!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!229of1000!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!01:42 AM!,
q!2452744.0142!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!frame peice removal?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2452744.0056!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452744.1649!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!black91!,
q!Shitty idle and no power!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2452744.0121!,
q!black91!,
q!00001187!,
q!keydiver!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!10:52 AM!,
q!2452747.1052!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!need intercooling piping!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!04:44 AM!,
q!2452744.0444!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!turbofreek!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2452744.1559!,
q!turbofreek!,
q!00000683!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BigMal!,
q!Boost Gauge location!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!09:01 AM!,
q!2452744.0901!,
q!BigMal!,
q!00001176!,
q!BigMal!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!09:39 AM!,
q!2452745.0939!,
q!BigMal!,
q!00001176!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!T-case recall!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!09:37 AM!,
q!2452744.0937!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!udriveu!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!01:44 PM!,
q!2452744.1344!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!Dog or Castlated Gears!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!11:15 AM!,
q!2452739.1115!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!11:50 AM!,
q!2452739.1150!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Clutch!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!02:21 PM!,
q!2452739.1421!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452744.0027!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Speedo cable!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452739.1648!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452740.1826!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91E39A!,
q!AFPR - What is your fuel pressure set at?!,
q!5!,
q!12!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!05:24 PM!,
q!2452739.1724!,
q!91E39A!,
q!00000762!,
q!keydiver!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!12:40 PM!,
q!2452741.1240!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr41662!,
q!al blaha mass air flow sensor!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452739.1816!,
q!vr41662!,
q!00000790!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452740.1544!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!ABS System!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452739.2155!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!06:40 AM!,
q!2452740.0640!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!passenger rear brakes a little tight!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2452739.2218!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452740.2250!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/002001.cgi
A||||12||dwatters@sisna.com||Who is collecting GVR4 info?? #201 of 1k found||||9||||GVR4*1990||00000935
Z||000000||dwatters@sisna.com||04-06-2003||06:42 PM||gvr_41990@sisna.com||Hello,<br /><br />Yesterday I bought #201 from a wrecking yard. Who was keeping track of the GVR4. I have not written down the VIN but there it the other information<br /><br />#201/1000<br />White<br />List as DOA<br /><br />It was involved in a minor accident, But is a engine burn car. <br /><br /><br />--  <br />Later, Duane (gvr_41990@sisna.com)<br /><br />1967 Dodge Coronet 440<br />1975 Dodge D100 Club Cab<br />1991 Mitsubishi Galant VR-4 #1990/2000<br />1992 Mitsubishi Galant VR-4 #201/1000<br />1992 Chrysler Town & Country||205.208.177.68||reg||9||GVR4*1990||00000935||no
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-06-2003||07:52 PM||||the man that is taking the info would be Iceman if i recall properly. But PM him your vin b/c he'll need it.||65.227.204.93||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||04-06-2003||08:38 PM||||David Bliese aka the iceman.<br /><br />Why is he called the iceman:<br />He's like the birdman(birdy bird), except he's gots so much ice, you could skate on it. All Blinged out...word!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||dwatters@sisna.com||04-06-2003||11:39 PM||||Here is the rest of the information<br /><br />GVR4 # 201<br />VIN: JA3CX56U8NZ012785<br />Build Date: 7/91<br />Purchase Date: 7/18/1992<br />Dealer: Scottsdale Mitsubishi<br />Dealer Code: 04032<br />Original Owner Jeffery Johnston<br />Mileage: 187577<br />Last registeration: Idaho<br />Cause of Death: Engine Fire||205.208.177.131||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-07-2003||12:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4*1990:<br /><strong> Mileage: 187577</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow, that is a fairly well-traveled car.<br /><br />What is your intention for her?||67.36.191.30||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||talontsi||04-07-2003||08:28 AM||||Hey the one made after mine!||65.32.23.201||reg||14||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||04-07-2003||10:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> David Bliese aka the iceman.<br /><br />Why is he called the iceman:<br />He's like the birdman(birdy bird), except he's gots so much ice, you could skate on it. All Blinged out...word!<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh great KC, you've revealed me to everyone!<br />By the way, Huh?<br /><br />Duane, got the info, thanks.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||dwatters@sisna.com||04-07-2003||02:42 PM||||It will be used for Parts for #1990. I plan on doing a windshield clip and fixing #1990 correctly. <br /><br />The frameshop that fixed her the first time botched it up, And stupid me I did not check their work before it was too late. <br /><br /><br />BTW Iceman it has a sunroof and the radio is unknown.||205.208.177.242||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||04-07-2003||02:59 PM||||LOL..somebody will get the rapstar refernce I made...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||04-07-2003||03:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by talontsi:<br /><strong> Hey the one made after mine! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Probably not.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||DSMGVR4||04-07-2003||07:44 PM||||Bling! Bling! Everytime you come 'round the city...bling, bling......lorenzo's on yokohoma tires bling, bling!....love that song....so much ice u could skate on it! John||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000011||Slugshot||04-07-2003||09:07 PM||||I don't have a badge on my dash. Is there any one who can match the vin up with a #. I would like to know what # my car is.||67.4.65.222||reg||1||Slugshot||00000479||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||04-07-2003||11:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Slugshot:<br /><strong> I don't have a badge on my dash. Is there any one who can match the vin up with a #. I would like to know what # my car is. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There is no direct correlation between VIN and dash number.  If your car has been identified before, Iceman would have the number.||64.109.166.191||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002002.cgi
A||||3||RichB||Engine ECU||||1||||Richard||00000864
Z||000000||RichB||04-07-2003||12:36 AM||richard@zentac.force9.net||Do the EVO I,II and III engine ECU`s work on a Galant VR4 ?||212.104.153.175||reg||1||Richard||00000864||yes
Z||000001||driftntouge||08-06-2003||02:29 PM||||Bringing this back from the dead...does anyone know if this works??||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-06-2003||05:57 PM||||Well, same engines, different injectors, turbo, and maybe(probably) a different knock sensor. but I dont know for sure.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||08-07-2003||03:39 PM||||Well, if I had actually ever seen an "EVO I,II and III" ECU, I might be able to answer that. Do you have any pictures? You have to understand, we never got those cars over here, except for a few for Rally racing.||67.35.13.117||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002003.cgi
A||||2||raceman77||egr valve-blockoff or remove?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||04-07-2003||11:12 AM||raceman77@comcast.net||l just picked up my car and l`m doing the first mods.l followed the taboo speed vacumn line removal plan but have yet to block off the egr.My question-what is the egr doing with the vac lines removed?The car seems to operate ok with the egr unplumbed but still mounted,and l plan to fab a block off plate,but what`s it doing now?thanks for any input..||68.98.8.158||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-07-2003||03:36 PM||||I'll guess at this one...  is it sucking in unmetered air?  Might cause you to run lean.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||04-07-2003||05:20 PM||||You can fabricate a block off plate and install it between the EGR and manifold (if you have emissions where they look). Just need a bit longer bolts.  If you don't have emissions, and just undo the vacuum lines, then the EGR valve is just taking up space. Since it is vacuum operated (and only works when the car is at operating temp), it is closed when no vacuum lines hooked to it. <br />A big bonus to having the EGR completely gone is that you can actually get to the underside of the intake manifold (for knock sensor) and the starter takes five minutes to change. (unless you have hard-piping for I/C that would take more time to remove).<br />Tom<br /><br />1172/2000<br />974/1000||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/002004.cgi
A||||2||J4YSiN||DSM ABS on a Galant||||1||||J4YSiN||00001064
Z||000000||J4YSiN||04-07-2003||11:57 AM||dramadiva0183@yahoo.com||Will 91 abs 5 lug hubs transfer onto my 90 GSX? If the abs teeth won't fit together, can I disable my abs to make it work? I was looking at removing my abs for auto-x anyway.||24.219.86.251||reg||1||J4YSiN||00001064||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-07-2003||03:32 PM||||You can disable your ABS.  But I don't think it would "work" then.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||J4YSiN||04-08-2003||08:07 PM||||haha...||24.219.86.251||reg||1||J4YSiN||00001064||yes



ubb/Forum2/002005.cgi
A||||16||mixx2001||Clutch engauges right off the floor.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||04-07-2003||01:20 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||I read that someone else was expiriencing the same problem, replaced the clutch master and it did nothing.  Has anyone else had this happen and fixed it with out replacing the Master?  The clutch pedal is adjusted as far as it will go too.  I just don't want to spend $100 for nothing.||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||04-07-2003||01:53 PM||||1. Bleed the clutch<br />2. check the wear in the clutch pedal assembly<br />3. replace slave<br />4. replace clutch fork and pivot ball<br />5. If engagement still unsatisfactory, shim pivot with one or two flat washers.  <br /><br />I think in most cases the master will be leaking if it needs to be replaced.  Check under the dash around the master cylinder rod and see if there is any leakage of fluid.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||04-07-2003||03:57 PM||||Yhea the master is leaking so I guess I will start there.||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||Marcus||04-07-2003||09:12 PM||||Well, my master cyclinder leaks, but I don't have any problems.  I'm not even sure it's gonna fix where it engages.  Go to <a href="http://teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html" target="_blank">http://teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html</a> and do all those steps to see if it helps.<br />Marcus||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||04-07-2003||11:26 PM||||I have the same problem, ie the clutch disengages right off the floor (or in the floor... the screws on the back of the pedals have poked nice holes in the carpet from me pushing it into the floor so often/hard   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   ).  I put in an ACT 2600, new master cyl, new slave cyl, SS clutch line, shimmed the pivot point, kept the original fork (seemed fine?), have bled it 3 times, and the pedal assembly is at the end of the adjustment screw.  I don't know what else to do, but I don't think it's even disengaging all the way with the pedal floored.  Any ideas?  The ACT literature suggests adjusting the pedal assembly farther IN on the adjustment screw, but every time I sit down and think about it, it just seems completely backwards to me.  Plus they don't even have the right diagram of our clutch pedal assembly.  This is very frustrating...<br /><br />EDIT:  also new metal TO bearing, street disk, and flywheel machined to 0.612 per ACT literature||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-08-2003||10:05 AM||||your problem is probably the fork.  i believe there was an improved fork after our cars.  the newer fork is stronger.  yours is probably bent.  you get to drop the trans again.  even tho the forks on bmw's are massive suckers, i always try to sell one with a clutch job.  track cars ALWAYS get a new fork.  removing the restrictor in the slave will also help.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||04-08-2003||10:49 AM||||Yeah, the new style fork is WAY beefier than the old one.  I replaced my pivot and my fork, and now the clutch disengages a few inches off the floor *without* shimming the pivot ball.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-08-2003||01:09 PM||||Hmm... dammit.  Would the fork have been noticably bent?  I mean, are there any visual clues at all to it being bad?  It seemed pretty beefy, and looked fine... dammit. (can you tell I love pulling my tranny?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   )||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||04-08-2003||01:49 PM||||Well shit, that'll suck if that's what's wrong with it.  The Master just got here today, and I can't take it back.  Me being a parts manager (Audi) Jamie (Mitsu PM) would be pissed.  Plus it's bad PM manners.  Oh well maybe I'll see a slightly noticible difference with the Master and even more with the fork.  Taboo offers a SS one, or maybe it's aluminum, either way it's pretty dope.||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||04-08-2003||03:53 PM||||hey, can i get an audi parts cd from you?  got anything like audi workshop manuals or etm's on cd?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||04-08-2003||05:35 PM||||Yes and no.  Do you have a Dongle?  A "Dongle" as I'm sure your wondering is what is more commonly reffered to as a hardlock.  It's a adapter that plugs into the serial port, if the software does'nt detect it, it won't work.  Their about $250.  If you know how to bypass it or just want to try I'd be happy to send you an ETKA CD.<br /><br />PS: Can't do anything about the service cd's their a thousand dollars if we don't send back the last one we used.||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||04-08-2003||07:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Well shit, that'll suck if that's what's wrong with it.  The Master just got here today, and I can't take it back.  Me being a parts manager (Audi) Jamie (Mitsu PM) would be pissed.  Plus it's bad PM manners.  Oh well maybe I'll see a slightly noticible difference with the Master and even more with the fork.  Taboo offers a SS one, or maybe it's aluminum, either way it's pretty dope. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does that mean you might be interested in selling the master cylinder?<br /><br />And Howard, where did you get your shift fork and for how much? Can you give me some info?<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||04-08-2003||07:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Yes and no.  Do you have a Dongle?  A "Dongle" as I'm sure your wondering is what is more commonly reffered to as a hardlock.  It's a adapter that plugs into the serial port, if the software does'nt detect it, it won't work.  Their about $250.  If you know how to bypass it or just want to try I'd be happy to send you an ETKA CD.<br /><br />PS: Can't do anything about the service cd's their a thousand dollars if we don't send back the last one we used. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i have the crack for the dongle.  DANG that sounds obscene.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||number3||04-08-2003||07:11 PM||||Whne you press the pedal to the floor does the rod move all the way. <br /><br />My pedal pivot point itself was worn and had to be replace. You could push in the pedal and the rod would bearly move. The pedal ass had to be replaced which is not easy. Ask Nate, he did mine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||04-08-2003||07:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> The pedal ass had to be replaced...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">PEDAL ASS? CRACK? DONGLE?<br /><br />What's up with you guys?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||04-08-2003||09:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br />And Howard, where did you get your shift fork and for how much? Can you give me some info?<br />dp [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got it either from the local dealer (Lewisville Mitsu) or from DSSA at Conicelli.  Can't remember.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||04-09-2003||01:25 AM||||This may be of interest...<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2410525023" target="_blank">Adjustable slave cylinder rod</a>||67.36.190.47||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002006.cgi
A||||3||RichB||Blitz Dual Turbo Timer||||1||||Richard||00000864
Z||000000||RichB||04-07-2003||03:10 PM||richard@zentac.force9.net||Anyone got any install instructions for the Blitz Dual Turbo Timer, the only ones I can find are in Japanese||212.104.153.175||reg||1||Richard||00000864||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||04-07-2003||03:23 PM||||You have mail.||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||04-07-2003||03:25 PM||||Wait a sec.  I just E-mail you instructions on a Blitz DSBC not a turbo timer.  Not familiar with a Dual Turbo timer though.<br /><br />**EDIT**<br /><br />Heres intstructions on a  <a href="http://www.studio9.com/mr2/blitzdtt.html" target="_blank">MR-2.</a><br /><br />**EDIT EVEN MORE**<br /><br />On a  <a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/blitz.htm" target="_blank">Laser.</a>||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||06:34 PM||||did you check the website?they usually have it,if not i think there is a program you can download that translates languages.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002007.cgi
A||||7||998||Boost Controller question||||1||||998||00000480
Z||000000||998||04-07-2003||04:37 PM||||I just purchased a Profec B and it calls for running a line to the FPR. Does anyone know where to locate it? and which line to tap into. I know this is a stupid question, but the FPR is about the only part of the car I haven't had to screw with yet so I know jack about it. Any help is appreciated.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Mike||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000001||gsxtasee||04-07-2003||04:47 PM||||I'd run it to the BOV line, or other boost source instead of the FPR.<br /><br />Jason||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000002||998||04-07-2003||04:53 PM||||Good advice. I think that's what I'll do.||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||06:32 PM||||i have a question myself.when you get a mbc how do you know how much boost you are setting it to?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||04-07-2003||11:33 PM||||You look at your boost gauge... what else tells you how much boost you're running???||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||04-07-2003||11:40 PM||||For an MBC...start with it "all the way open" tighten it down 1/4 or 1/2 turn between 3rd of 4th gear pulls while watching your aftermarket boost gauge.  Baby steps.  Stay safe.||64.109.166.191||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||05:23 AM||||but the boost gauges in our cars digital,and i heard they dont read off they exact boost the comter estimates it with the revs.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||05:26 AM||||ok im sorry i read you post right before mine you said "watch your AFTERMARKET boost gauge go up"damn im slow this morning,lol it is 5:25 pm.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002008.cgi
A||||8||Vr4in'||Lag||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||06:45 PM||nohad43@aol.com||is lag how long it takes for the turbo to start spooling up?or is lag how long it takes for the turbo to put out full boost?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||04-07-2003||06:55 PM||||its how long it takes for it to spool up.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||04-07-2003||07:00 PM||||Technically, I would think lag is up to the point the turbo makes full boost.  Unless you have a monster turbo, or a serious boost leak, the difference between starting to make boost, and actually making full boost is nominal...milliseconds probalby.  I have a nice leaky throttle body shaft, and there is still only milliseconds difference between starting to make boost, and obtaining full boost.||63.188.81.120||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||04-07-2003||11:06 PM||||I'm almost positive the point at which a turbo begins to make boost is called the "boost threshold". On my car here it's about 2600 rpm. At sea level it was more like 1800 rpm. I was pissed off for 6 months when I got home about living at high altitude...As far as "lag", sounds kind of subjective, but I'd say the time from boost threshold to full boost. The same turbo at two peak pressure settings would have a different perceived "feel" of lag.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||04-07-2003||11:10 PM||||Boost Threshold is minimum RPM required to get boost.<br />Lag is how long it takes the turbo to get boost at any RPM higher than the boost threshold.||63.228.6.171||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||04-07-2003||11:52 PM||||So what's the difference between what I said, "the point at which the turbo.." and what you said? "minimum rpm..." How are our descriptions of a specific rpm any different? Also, so no one here has lag? Since .05 psi would be a boost above threshold? hhmmmm||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||04-07-2003||11:59 PM||||The "hmmm" was not meant to be shitty.<br />Anyway, obviously lag time will vary w/ rpm. My point was that below threshold rpm to full boost the perception of lag time will vary depending on set pressure, as well as elevation for that matter.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||04:22 AM||||i keep reading articles and shit,and the word lag comes up and it gets me wondering between the two.thank||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||04-08-2003||04:30 AM||||The turbo is going to boost some amount no matter how much on the throttle you are, so lag wouldn't have anything to do with throttle percentage, therefore lag wouldn't be the time between when there is no boost and the slightest bit. Lag IMO is the time it takes for the turbo to reach full spool (not neccesarily the max amount of boost you're pushing) just the amount where the turbo reaches full spool i.e. turbo reaches full spool at around 3700 rpm, so in this case, lag is the amount of time between 0 boost to full spool, which is at 3700 rpms.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/002009.cgi
A||||2||04DrBlur||Pressure test||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||04-07-2003||08:55 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||OK guys I got my intercooler pipes all finished up and installed this past weekend after a few weeks of hell and all is great.  The car runs sweet and holds boost great.  My question is at work today I did a pressure test with 25psi and if I had any leaks in the piping would they be easily heard?  The only hissing noise I could here sounded like it was in the exhaust manifold.  I assume my exhaust valves are about toast..  How could I tell for sure?  Last time I checked engine compression I had 167 psi in all 4 cylinders.||65.42.50.183||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-07-2003||10:54 PM||||Yes they are usally very obvious. Sounds like you have a nice sealed system.<br /><br />You can also hook up a PSI (boost) gauge under the hood to watch the rate of pressure drop. Or have a friedn look at the one in the car.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||04-07-2003||11:16 PM||||So if I set the compressor to 25 psi like before how long should the system hold 25psi?  I disconected the air valve then listened to try and hear any leaks then went and looked at the gauge to see if it was holding any pressure and it was about 2-3 psi when I looked at the gauge.  I can time it but about how long should it hold pressure?||65.42.50.183||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/002010.cgi
A||||5||chhuong||Luk Clutch??||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||04-07-2003||10:53 PM||sirrealracer@attbi.com||Anyone use one??  Clutch just went out and I need one really soon??  I've heard that they work really good and last really long.||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-08-2003||10:14 AM||||i think luk is now in the federal mogul family, which i think is now in chapter 11.  they also make clutches for german cars, they are stock on some of the newer bmw's where they came out with this new self adjusting clutch(SAC), an excellent example of fixing something that wasnt broke.  bmw's used to be famous for clutches that went well over 100k.  now, they are going out in less than 10k.  but that's longer than some of their motors.  exeedy now owns daikin, which was the oem clutch in our cars.  i think autozone carries the exeedy line.  they also make a high perf clutch for our cars, but rre dont like them.  you might want to consider a stock disc and an ACT cover.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||04-08-2003||10:27 AM||||some one on ebay sells Exeedy clutches for our cars, I bought one for 150 bucks i think, guys are realy nice but they will rip you on Shiping... I paid next day and got it 4 days later. Nice guys though. Plus your in WAsh so it might be there quicker.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||chhuong||04-09-2003||03:32 AM||||ken I'm not sure about the first part you said!! If they are going bankrupt or not!!  Cuz I doubt Honda would sign a big contract with a company that is going bankrupt!!  Someone from the honda board said that Luk is pretty good, cuz honda went through some rigorous testing and it outperformed and outlasted the exedy clutch, and that's the reason for the switch, since they are about the sameprice.  Also he said that almost all the major manufacturers have recently switched to Luk, except Mitsubishi, but it's counter part daimler-chrysler did.  So I doubt if everyone switched that they would be bankrupt.  But I don't know the whole story!!  I'm just looking for a good replacement that won't mess anything up, and will last awhile cuz my clutch is burning out and will need one soon!!  Also I get a big discount from a luk supplier!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||04-09-2003||10:05 AM||||again, i am not sure about luk being under the federal mogul umbrella, but check out the internet, it will tell you about federal mogul.  basically, it stems from the asbestos problems, fm had set aside millions to protect themselves from lawsuits that would stem from the federal laws on asbestos, then the feds relaxed the laws.  meanwhile, fm picks up a couple more companies that also had asbestos problems, then the feds decide to enforce the laws.  now, with the extra companies, fm cannot absorb all the potential losses.  but that dont mean all the companies are going under.  they will probably all be split up and end up with another company.  a prime example is goetze, a gasket company that is oem to bmw and a lot of other german cars.  no way will they go under.  luk clutches are now combined with another american company.  i absolutely HATE transmissions, ESPECIALLY transaxles, so if i am doing something that involves removing the trans, i will get someone else to do it, and make sure whatever goes inside is new and of very high quality.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||04-14-2003||12:37 AM||||I had a stock (supposedly a 3000gt) LUK disc and pressure plate put in my 90 gsx 3 years ago, and within 500 miles it started shuddering like it had palsy.  Turned out 4 of the 5 springs on the clutch hub were broken, and the stops on the clutch hub were half worn away.  The shop wouldn't warranty it, saying I was launching it at high rpm.  (I had just had knee surgery and couldn't do the work myself)  This was a bone stock gsx with a guy with a bad knee.  I never launched the car at all, and the most I ever came off a stoplight at was around 2500 or so, rarely at 3 grand.  The springs in the clutch hub are absolute crap in a LUK.  I saved the pressure plate though.  When I put the new jdm tranny in my gvr4, I used that pressure plate with an ACT 6 puck solid hub disc, and although it shudders a bit, it has held up fine through a bunch of 6 grand plus launches.  Personally, I would go with a mild pressure plate with a really aggressive disc like the ACT 6 puck.  Way easier on the knees than the ACT 2600 and the street disc I put back into the gsx, and that setup in the gvr4 is holding around 300 hp right now just fine.  As a bonus, if you use a 6 puck, you really don't have to break it in either.  If you are going to race, go with a solid hub disc.  Even ACT will say that their street disc hub springs will fail if you launch it hard.  The shudder can be annoying (which a sprung hub cures) but it is way more reliable.  Oh, if one of those springs shatter, it makes a real bad mess out of everything inside the bellhousing....just like the bolts holding the friction surface on a fidenza aluminum flywheel coming loose.  Shred city for the disc, flywheel, and pressure plate, depending on where the shrapnel lands.  Worst one I ever saw, a guy lost his foot when the clutch exploded at 7800 rpm and the flywheel punched thru the bellhousing AND the floor of the car, and took his foot off.  Not the best time to be a passenger in a street race.||12.83.159.165||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002011.cgi
A||||12||a_santos||Turbo Timer with stock alarm?||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||04-07-2003||11:48 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Alright people,<br /><br />I have a HKS TT type 0. It does not have a clip, I don't evene know if they came with clips, the wires are just loose. Where can I get isntructions on how to wire this to the adaptor clip that is available for the VR4?   <img src="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/tthar-l.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />It is available from extreme motorsports. <br /><br />And will it allow for me to use the factory alarm? <br /><br />Any help would be apreciated.<br /><br />Thanx||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||04-08-2003||04:40 AM||||Um lets see disconnect the ignition switch put the turbo timer harness (the 2 big rectange sides) in between the ignition switch and wiring harness plug the third small end to the turbo timer and your done once you pull the steering wheel covers off yuo will see how straight forward this is.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||04-08-2003||07:03 PM||||Alright, <br /><br />First I do not have the clip on my TT, it was cut off. Second the question was does it work with the stock alarm?<br /><br />I would like to keep the stock alarm, it is not great, but stock alarm is better than nmo alarm.<br /><br />Can anyone help?||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||04-09-2003||12:15 AM||||No offense, but is there some reason why you can't ask the nice folks at Extreme?||67.36.190.47||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Jose||04-09-2003||01:07 AM||||For you to arm the factory alarm you need to lock it with the key, but it will not arm while the turbo timer is running. You would have to wait till the car shut off to arm it.<br />Jose....||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||04-09-2003||02:18 AM||||I have a Apexi turbo timer (pen style) and the HKS turbo timer harness and my stock alarm works fine with it no waiting for it to shut off to arm it, what a waste that would be. Also if you have not bought it already buy it from NOPI abot $10 cheaper I bought the HKS one because the greedy was out of stock. I have to say I love my Apexi timers have one in both my cars now and love it battery voltage and digital 02 display. Putting in a timer in the galant it easy, nowhere near as hard as the daytona had to strip and solder the wires and of course the were to short to get to easlily.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||04-09-2003||02:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> For you to arm the factory alarm you need to lock it with the key, but it will not arm while the turbo timer is running. You would have to wait till the car shut off to arm it.<br />Jose.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought this was true until I hooked up my greddy (w/ harness). I was able to lock the doors from the inside while getting out of my car.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||04-09-2003||07:34 AM||||Sweet, I might just hook it up this weekend if it is nice. Thanx guys||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||dlpinckney||04-09-2003||10:07 AM||||I have a Blitz F.A.T.T. and if the turbo timer is keeping the car running and I lock the doors (with the key or from the inside) it will not arm the alarm.  It will lock all the doors no problem, but will not arm.  In order for the alarm to arm, I have to wait until the timer shuts the car off.  No real point in this post, just relaying my experience...!!!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000009||modified toys||06-13-2003||05:53 PM||||what about if i install an aftermarket alarm with remote start?<br />will it work with my blitz dtt dc2 turbo timer?||12.22.48.133||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||06-13-2003||06:17 PM||||I got mine to work with a DEI alarm. Do a search on google for turbo timer install with alarm. Yo'll have step by step instructions. It uses a relay of some sort.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||Jose||06-13-2003||10:42 PM||||IF you install a DEI(Viper, Sidewinder, Hornet, etc. etc.)alarm/remote start combo and hook up the dome light supervison, the alarm will self arm after the turbo timer shuts down.<br />Jose......||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000012||GalantVR-4||06-16-2003||12:30 PM||||if i have a greddy turbo timer with harness(fact alarm)  can i get an apexi pen one and plug it direct into the greddy harness, from what i read it seems like it will plug right up.  thanks||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes



ubb/Forum2/002012.cgi
A||||10||Fonzo||Where this come froM!?||||11||||Fonzo||00000681
Z||000000||Fonzo||04-08-2003||03:11 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||I have had such bad luck with my car its just pathetic. I dont even know how I love it so much. #806 can be a bitch sometimes.<br /><br />I just got it back from the machanic, i thought the engines days were counter for and fell into a deep depression. Turns out that it was some lose cables causing some racket inside my engine bay. The weirdest damb thing ive ever heard. <br /><br />Now that I got it back, I have incredible turbo lagg. It feels like a NA car and i get about 9 PSI at about 5500 rpm then it climbs to 14 which is the limit. I didnt have any problem like this before. It was doing just fine and feeling great. <br /><br />please help...I dont know how but please do.<br /><br />MOds: <br /><br />2g ported Manifold<br />18g turbo ported<br />255 Fuel pump<br />ACT 2600 blutch<br />Aluminum flywheel<br />...i think i got more...||64.161.212.9||reg||11||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000001||Fonzo||04-08-2003||03:35 AM||||someone mentioned to me that it might be a gasket.<br /><br />and now when it idles it goes up and down from 500-200rpm . very weird. :-\<br /><br />DESPERATE!!!||64.161.212.9||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-08-2003||06:47 AM||||Check the VFAQ for a hunting idle.  Sounds like a boost leak; do a pressure test, also in the VFAQ.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Compressed||04-08-2003||11:15 AM||||Sounds like an enormous boost leak.  Do a pressure test to find the leak.  Then get that fixed asap or risk killing your turbo, due to it overspinning trying to pressurize a non closed system.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000004||Fonzo||04-08-2003||01:07 PM||||Alright, Ill do that and see what happens.<br /><br />Thanks||64.163.138.90||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000005||NZGZR4||04-08-2003||04:58 PM||||Also check that you don't have a massive exhaust leak before the turbo,  and that the wastegate actuator/mount/arm hasn't been bent,  so as to not hold the WG closed.<br /><br />Cam||203.109.201.179||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000006||Fonzo||04-09-2003||03:33 AM||||IntercooleR!!!!! DAMB U STOCK INTERCOOLER!!!!<br /><br />Its a boost leak. Everything is "fine" but dammb that tiny intercooler. <br /><br />I guess saturday Im going to install the Starion IC and some other mods I have lying around.<br /><br />Logged it this afternoon and too forever to get to 6,500 rpm and was getting upwards of 40 counts of knock.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||63.207.13.229||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||04-12-2003||01:57 PM||||update...fonzo came over and we found the boost leak with a pressure tester. the bov was hanging on 2 threads on one side. Replaced the spark plugs and gapped to ~30 mm, Fonzos previous plugs were gapped to 45mm. <br /><br />There are sounds of metal pieces being stuck somewhere, then in an instant, the metal being moved extremely fast. A *clack* *clack* *clack* noise can be heard during start up then it the noise goes away, then it comes back after a few seconds and back again. I'm guessing it's happening inside the turbo but Fonzo and Norm(telecaster) said it sounded around the the intake manifold on the left side standing on front of the engine. <br /><br />How do I know if its the Knock sensor that is causing his enormous amounts of knock?  Fonzo also got a new Fidanza Fly the other week. Could one of the bolts get loose and sit inside the tranny?<br /><br />I'm stumped with this sound...<br />DongeR      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||63.201.90.34||reg||5||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||DookGVR4||04-12-2003||05:41 PM||||when you push in the clutch pedal does the noise go away?...||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000009||Telecaster||04-12-2003||07:18 PM||||The noise only happens when the rpms drop after revving.  The exhaust fumes are also very rich.  But it still doesn't explain why it sounds like there's rock inside.||216.175.99.248||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000010||DongeR615||04-12-2003||09:46 PM||||it does not want to hold idle and there are no Error codes that the ecu is presenting. its really hard to get the car up and going. its like a 75 hp corolla that doesn't pick up.||63.201.90.34||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/002013.cgi
A||||2||Vr4in'||i/c kit..||||3||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||05:17 AM||nohad43@aol.com||what i/c kit you guys reccomend?well this month im getting a shit load of stuff for my car like<br />-ported 2g exhaust manifold<br />-downpipe<br />-full 3 wxhaust with no cat<br />-magnaflow muffler<br />-intake pipe with 2g mas<br />-walbro fuel pump<br />so what i/c kit you guys think?please list whole i/c kits not just i/c's.on the list above do you guys reccomend something else to get that is just a small mod like the above list?thanks for your help  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||3||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-08-2003||06:44 AM||||In reality, you're probably best off making your own pipes.  Get a core w/endtanks off ebay, and go to a truck shop and use their misc. DIY exhaust pipe bits to fab up your pipes.  Get some rubber hose for couplers, a buncha hose clamps, and you're set.<br /><br />If you really want a kit, I got the RRE kit and am satisfied.  Tweaking (and major bumper cutting, duh) will be necessary.  AMS also makes a highly regarded kit.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||04-08-2003||08:56 AM||||Also, I suggest doing a search for this info in the archives. We just discussed this a bit ago, AMS vs RRE etc...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002014.cgi
A||||1||Vr4in'||lowering springs||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||06:16 AM||nohad43@aol.com||will these fit my galant?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=89245&category_id=&sub_id=&variable_file=&page=&set=1&position=7&total_count=8&website=default&prev_action=search&session=3e929e736dfcacda" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=89245&category_id=&sub_id=&variable_file=&page=&set=1&position=7&total_count=8&website=d efault&prev_action=search&session=3e929e736dfcacda</a>||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-08-2003||06:41 AM||||Probably, as most people end up cutting a coil in the rear of the Galant H&R springs to get them to even out, but you'll most likely be "slammed," as 1G springs are already shorter than ours.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002015.cgi
A||||1||Scott Y||Installing a Supra fuel pump, did you cut the o-ring/hood and use fuel line &amp; clamps?||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||04-08-2003||08:16 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||or did you modify the fuel pump mount some other way?  I have the Supra pump ready to install (spoolinup afpr on the way) and I was wondering if those of you with Supra pumps cut off the hood/o-ring on the stock fuel pump mount and used a high-pressure fuel line and clamps, or if you modified the mount to accomodate the supra pump and still used the hood/o-ring to seal the pump to the fuel line.  By this weekend I want to have the fuel pump installed, and I'm looking for advice. I don't want to cut the hood off if there's a better way to get the pump installed.<br /><br />thanks,<br />Scott Y||64.233.218.162||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||04-08-2003||09:28 AM||||I've installed pumps both ways, and I prefer the hood-cutting method.  No O-ring to not seal properly, and more install height adjustability.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002016.cgi
A||||6||gvr4ever||Cheapest Metal Masters Pads||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||04-08-2003||12:51 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Well awhile back, someone posted a link that had metal masters for $33 each!!!  Now I can't find it.  I thought I book marked it and everything.  I can't find it in a search either  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />So, if you posted the link, please post it again.<br /><br />Thanks||205.242.228.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-09-2003||12:18 AM||||Each pad or each pair/wheel?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.36.190.47||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||04-09-2003||01:00 AM||||It was for a pair.  Same price front and back.  I could be mistaken, but I don't think so.<br /><br />I'm still tring to hunt down the link, I know I bookmarked it, but I don't know where I put it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||#1459 VR-4||04-09-2003||01:21 AM||||<a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/brembo_rotors_galant.htm" target="_blank">DSM Parts</a> has them for $44 a pair?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000005||HKS VR-4||04-09-2003||03:21 AM||||I posted it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   The site is <a href="http://www.nopionline.com" target="_blank">www.nopionline.com</a> <br />They run about $30ish plus shipping.||12.81.74.221||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000006||gvr4ever||04-09-2003||08:07 AM||||Thanks.  I think they even dropped the price more.  The fronts are $29.  Then again, I havn't priced the shipping again  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Maybe they jack that up.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||04-09-2003||01:37 PM||||Thanks for the link. I just ordered a set.<br />Shipping was $8.54<br /><br />I just need to find some decent slotted rotors.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/002017.cgi
A||||9||mixx2001||Leaky oil filter anyone?||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||04-08-2003||02:02 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||I haven't put my car up on a lift yet (will do it tonight) but theres a great deal of oil missing from my motor.  I suspect the oil filter or the oil filter adapter/cooler shit may be the culpret.  Anyone ever have a problem outta these bastards?  I've driven the car about 500 miles in the last three weeks (also since last oil change) and it's a little below the add mark.||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||Marcus||04-08-2003||11:18 PM||||Funny, as we speak my car is leaking oil on the driveway.  Save yourself the time of putting your car on a lift and just tighten your filter up.  My oil filter loosen's up all the time.  I just reach down every 500mi or so and crank it back down, wish I knew the permananent fix.<br />Marcus||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000002||Nate||04-09-2003||12:49 AM||||The problem is that the shaft that the oil filter threads onto is most likely backing out from the oil filter housing.  On GVR4s, that shaft goes through the sandwich section that provides the oil cooler by running coolant through a section that oil can also pass through (but the two never mix, obviously).  Take the filter off, and re-tighten the shaft using a 22mm deep socket and a torque wrench, and torque to 27ft-lbs.<br /><br />And lest you think it's not a big deal, keep in mind that I lost a freshly built engine to this problem.  Nothing like having a 7000 mile motor die a very quick death from lack of oil.  :-(||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||04-09-2003||12:55 AM||||At first I though it was my oil filter ot filter houseing that was leaking oil since the whole assembly was soaked in oil.  So we put my car on a hydrolic lift and cleaned the underside to see if oil was leaking out anything...nothing.  So we started the car...nothing.  So then I took it out for a drive and then lifted it back up again.  We found oil draining not from the oil filter assembley, but the crank seal...shit!  <br /><br />When you can get you car on a lift, run it, lift it, and take the lower belt cover off and check the seal.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000004||smokindav||04-09-2003||09:50 AM||||As Nate mentioned, be sure to torque that nut to spec or you can crush the housing.<br /><br />I tighten mine every time I take the filter off when I change the oil.  The removal of the oil filter can cause the housing to rotate and loosen that nut.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-09-2003||10:55 AM||||the problem with the sandwich cooler is the seal ring.  over time, this o ring hardens and shrinks, and loses it's shape and tension, thereby losing it's ability to seal.  i think the o ring is part of the cooler.  yo, iceman, can you come up with the number for the seal?  i bet if you replace the seal occasionally, most of the leak problems go away.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||04-09-2003||12:44 PM||||Thanks for the info.  So I'll tighten the shaft and replace the seal tonight.||66.26.138.16||reg||14||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||Matt379||04-09-2003||12:56 PM||||A better solution, imo, is to replace the sandwich cooler with a 90 TEL air-to-air oil cooler.  You can get the oil cooler housing from the dealer, and use many different types of coolers and lines.||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||04-09-2003||01:49 PM||||more info about converting to air/oil cooler  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001839#000002" target="_blank">here</a>.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||04-11-2003||12:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> The problem is that the shaft that the oil filter threads onto is most likely backing out from the oil filter housing.  On GVR4s, that shaft goes through the sandwich section that provides the oil cooler by running coolant through a section that oil can also pass through (but the two never mix, obviously).  Take the filter off, and re-tighten the shaft using a 22mm deep socket and a torque wrench, and torque to 27ft-lbs.<br /><br />And lest you think it's not a big deal, keep in mind that I lost a freshly built engine to this problem.  Nothing like having a 7000 mile motor die a very quick death from lack of oil.  :-( </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn it Nate! Why did you have to mention this problem?? I just changed the oil Sunday, and my cars been pissing oil all over my new driveway. I jacked it up this morning, expecting to just have to wrench the drain plug a little tighter, and instead I found the oil filter loose! I know I tighten it good when I installed it Sunday!<br />I'm gonna check it again tonight, and see if it loosened up again. Dang it!||67.34.1.132||reg||8||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002018.cgi
A||||11||mixx2001||My car is doing shit just to piss me off.  (another driveline question)||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||04-08-2003||02:33 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||I noticed the other day, wait hold on let me first of all just tell you how hard it would be to notice any-fukin-thing in my car.<br /><br />- The Neaprene or Poly mounts coupled with the stiff suspension make some noises that are suposed to be there (I think).<br /><br />- I think maybe my Stepdad may have missed a tooth on the Balance shaft belt when he was doing the timing belt the other day.  He missed it by two teeth last time, and I thought surely that would never happen again.  But then again my assumption could be wrong and I'm just trying to blame this on him.  We'll find out for sure this weekend when we tear it down again.<br /><br />- The locking or whatever rear end, I have disscused here before, is now locking (has been all along aparently) in the front of the car too.  <br /><br />- The cams I think I have make the car idle like a drag car.<br /><br />So between the cams loping at idle, that audibly as well as physically translate through the "Poly-prene" mounts, making it impossible to notice anything at idle that may sound funny.  And at speed all you can hear is the vibration in the motor (that I think is the Balance shaft belt) and the music of low-profile tires on 17x8" wheels w/a stiff suspension traveling over horibble NC roads.  <br /><br />That being said.  The other day I was in the shop putting my car on the lift to remove the 4" tip at the end of the BR SS 2.5" exhaust.  Since they decided to put the tip 5 and a half feet away from the muffler and 2 and a half feet out the back of the car (looked horrible).  While I was doing this I made the comment to my buddy, "This is the only time she ever behaves.  When the motor's off and she's just sittin there."  Then I hit the lever on the lift.  And now for the actual topic: (ADD's a bitch ain't it)<br /><br />When the car left the ground the rear wheels turned about a half a turn, like there was tension on them.  Now either I'm the proud owner of a life sized pull-back-and-go Mcdonald's toy or there is something really wrong with my driveline.  Comments?||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-08-2003||03:51 PM||||well, for one, it sounds like the cam sproket is off a tooth.  when everything is lined up, the cam wants to advance real bad.  it is a common mistake to get if off one tooth.  if so, you get lopey idle, low vacuum, but above about 3k rpm, car smooths out and really pulls.  maybe your stepdad dont like you, and he's laughing now.  look at it this way.  you got the drag car mounts, now you got the drag car idle.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||04-08-2003||05:27 PM||||That's just it.  The car doesn't smooth out at 3k.  In fact that's where the more noticible vibration comes in.  The vibration at idle doesn't bother me, but at about 3k a sharper vibration chimes in.  It feels like, not as severe, but alot like the vibration I exspirenced in my Talon after he replaced the timing belt in it.  See he's a ASE Master Tech and is presently the shop foreman at a very large BMW dealership.  The first time he fucked it up he was doing me a favor because I had to work and he was in a real big hurry.  This time I was with him, I was tearing down the tranny while he was doing it.  He even called me over to look at it before he put the lower cover back on.  I looked at everything, but now I'm doubting how well I looked at the balance shaft sproket timing mark.||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||04-08-2003||07:14 PM||||then, your balance shafts are off.  oooo-master tech at a bmw dealer?  ask him about all the 745 motors taking a shit.  also, if he can get an old modic 3 or a new gt1, you can make big bucks.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||04-08-2003||07:42 PM||||I know this doesn't help you now, but when I did my timing belt, I marked the relationship of the old belt to the cam and crank sprocket marks. Then when I pulled it off, I transferred the marks to the new timing belt. When I went to put the new belt on, I just lined everything up.<br /><br />I'm sure Ken's right. Sounds like the balance shaft belt isn't lined up right.<br /><br />Don't know what to tell you about the driveline issue.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||04-09-2003||10:54 AM||||There are very precise instructions in the FAQ about how to stick a screwdriver in the rear balance shaft to check if it is in phase properly. Did you print that part out and show your stepdad? You have all the classic symptoms of the rear shaft being 180 degrees out of phase. When I did mine, I did like GVR-4 said, and marked everything, put the new belt next to the old, and transferred the marks. That won't help you now though.||68.211.193.106||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||04-09-2003||12:35 PM||||Well we're going to pull the cover off tonight.  I have a fresh copy of the VFAQ and a bad feeling.  Also today I noticed that when I pull in or out of a parking space with the clutch in the outside wheels (front and rear) don't try to turn at the same speed as the inside, like they do if the clutch were out.  If the the diff's were welded or somthing wouldn't they be doing this regaurdless of the clutch?  Does this mean it's a tranny issue.  The only piece of the driveline that I'm unsure of it's origin is the T-case.  Could it be that?<br /><br />PS: Yes the 745's are peices of shit.  When my store get the new A8's there will be much blowing out of the water.||66.26.138.16||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||04-09-2003||03:25 PM||||mixx2001 <br />--------------------<br />92' #166<br /><br />If I misspelled anything, you noticed it, and it's bothering you. You should go kill yourself. Mkay.<br /><br />-------------------------------------------------<br /> <br />How sweet||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||04-09-2003||05:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> How sweet </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya like that?  Its for the Nerdz. <br /><br /><br />Anyone have any ideas on what's the hell is with my car?||65.165.18.89||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||04-09-2003||09:34 PM||||well, this reminds me of my old mazda 323gtx.  it had and electrically operated hydraulic locking center diff, a little switch engaged it, and the diff locked the rear wheels 100%.  one day i accidentally pushed it, and the car felt strange going to work, and when i backed into the parking space, the tires squealed, and it felt like the handbrake was on.  maybe your center diff is toast.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||04-09-2003||10:37 PM||||Ken I think you are absolutely right.  That's pretty much all it could be, after debating everything else.  Everything else in the driveline is new/rebuilt except for the rear and center diffs.  And if it were the rear it would still do it regaurdless of the clutch position.||66.26.138.16||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000011||Beemer||04-14-2003||12:20 AM||||If your center diff isn't welded, and you still have the viscous coupler, does your car hop a bit when turning, like an old chevy full time 4wd truck?  If it does, the viscous coupler is toast.  It will also do that if you have a spool in place of it.  Spools are very hard on the driveline.  I have a customer that has broken 3 different 3 bolt rear ends due to his spool.  He is snapping the pinion shaft on the rear end in half every time.  You can even get the symptoms you described from having one or two tires that have different diameters due to wear.  Say your front alignment was off, and you had a half inch less tread depth on the front, or your car was slammed and your camber was off to the point you wore the inside edge of the tires down.  Combine that with normal driveline lash ( add up the clearances in the tranny, transfer case, diff, and rear diff), and you can get a good idea what just a little bit of tire wear can stack up to be between the front and rear axles.  I had another customer that was always complaining of literally riding a bucking bronco when he let off the gas.  We tore the entire driveline down, and when you stacked all the driveline clearances, plus uneven tire wear, he had around 2 inches difference between the front and rear ends for each turn of the tire.  (Yes, his tranny was worn pretty bad).  Basically, for every turn of his rear tires, he was dragging the front tires an additional 2 inches.  Under power, the rear tires would push the front and you wouldn't notice it, but let off the gas, and it would feel like the front brakes were using antilock all the time.<br />Just my .02 cents worth here.  It is pretty rare for those clearances to stack up that badly, but his tranny gears were worn, his front diff was ok, and his rear ring and pinion had a buttload of clearance due to him running the rear end dry once.  Funny, he never said a thing about that until I pulled the rear end apart and the bearings fell apart.....||12.83.159.165||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002019.cgi
A||||1||raceman77||help--any advice on manifold porting ?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||04-08-2003||05:37 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||hey l just got my 2g manifold and of course l`m going to port it.Almost all the porting l`ve done has been on motorcycles but l know the basics.Are there any specific areas on the 2g that should be left alone or heavily worked?Any tips appreciated.Also what areas can sustain cracking and not become a problem.Lastly does anyone have a pic showing the 1g and 2g together,l`ve seen  them out there but can`t find.thanks in advance for any help here..||68.35.2.231||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||Ian M||04-08-2003||06:32 PM||||Nothing too technical about it. I just grind the lip for the fire ring out and open and blend the resulting  short side radius going from the collector into the runner. You could profile the divider or whatever,but leave it in. <br /><br />If you have a 7cm exhaust housing (16g,ect),its pretty much the same thing,you just have to open the collector opening out to match the larger housing inlet. <br /><br />The runners themselves,at least all the ones Ive seen, match the size of the head. No real gains there. You could run through them lightly to smooth out the casting roughness,but that just depends on how picky you are..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.50||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/002020.cgi
A||||3||UndergroundVR-4||number3||||1||||UndergroundVR-4||00000530
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||04-08-2003||06:48 PM||undergroundr32@hotmail.com||Harry,  my appologies for this,  but I PMed you a number of times with no response.  When will roll cages be available from you?  I'm very interested.||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-08-2003||07:04 PM||||Soon. Next 30 days? I have a few interested. Will you be driving down to pick it up.<br /><br />email me. I must not be getting the PMs.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||04-08-2003||07:15 PM||||I'm afraid I don't know your E-Mail address?  Yes,  depending on the design of it and the price I will come pick it up as soon as it's ready.||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000003||number3||04-08-2003||07:22 PM||||gvrfour@hotmail.com<br /><br />tell me what you want and I will let you know if I will make it.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002021.cgi
A||||4||jazzguy||s-afc rpm value????????||||1||||jazzguy||00000786
Z||000000||jazzguy||04-08-2003||08:07 PM||ryanellis420@excite.com||I set-up my s-afc a yesterday and everything is connected to the right place, but my rpm value on the <br />afc guage is always half of what it is in reality.  <br />   There was a jdm motor swap done before I bought the car a year ago.  Could this have something to do with the problem.<br />    Thanks for your help.......||65.235.133.124||reg||1||jazzguy||00000786||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||04-08-2003||09:55 PM||||I know it has something to do with the instructions showing the wrong wire at the ECU to hook the RPM wire too.  Try here, and see if it is the same wire you hooked to.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660</a><br /><br />You might try the search function for this site.  I'm pretty sure this topic has probably been covered before.  That link I posted came from the "Read First" post at the top of this section.||63.188.136.53||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||04-08-2003||11:23 PM||||I read somewhere on RRE's website to try and set it to 2 cyl. instead of 4 and see if that fixes it.  My RPM's are dead on with it set on 4cyl so I havent had to try it myself..||65.42.49.220||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||ron||04-09-2003||10:39 AM||||You have to change from 8cyl. to 4cyl. in the settings.||198.81.26.177||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000004||gvr-4*1057||04-09-2003||10:26 PM||||There are two wires for RPM at the ECU. One only displays half of the actual RPM. The other one will show the correct RPM. Some instruction sheets show both wires as RPM. <br /><br />Billy B<br /><br />1057/2000<br />1604/2000||147.160.193.3||reg||1||gvr-4*1057||00000248||yes



ubb/Forum2/002022.cgi
A||||8||GRV4726||axle work..||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||04-08-2003||08:49 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i got my boots in, thanks raxles, and i finally got the axle nut loose (finally found some pipe to use), and it moves back and forth now with ease. i was looking at the hub and thinking of how i'm going to get the hub out of the way to slip the axle out. so whats the problem, well i don't have a spring compressor and i was wondering if there was a way to get around this, i really don't see it but i guess i just want to know for peace of mind. mainly so that i don't feel bad for spending more of my money that originally intended for and ic setup. (from 400 to 100, heh, its more important that its running correctly than it having a nice ic...well of course)||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||04-08-2003||10:01 PM||||Just take the two bolts out of the bottom strut.  Let gravity drop it down, and you can get the axle out of the hub.  If the existing boots are shit, then they will probably tear, if they are not already.  But if your putting new boots on.....<br /><br />Thats how I did mine.  I didn't even come close to tearing the boots on the new axles when I installed them.||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||04-09-2003||01:19 AM||||i get that i can remove the to bolts out of the bottom of the strut but wont it shout out seeing as the spring is comoressed, i guess thats my question, so will i be albe to get the strut back on with out compressing the spring. by the way i have agx's and whiteline 50%stiffer.  anyone? anyone?||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||04-09-2003||09:57 AM||||Your strut assembly is bolted to the fender well at the top with three nuts.  Your spring will not "shout out" or even shoot out unless it is installed completely incompetently.  There is no need to compress strut springs or do anything to the strut but remove it from the knuckle and pull the hub assy out of the way, pushing down on the lower control arm also, as stated above.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||04-09-2003||10:42 AM||||The shock inside the spring also limits the travel (as long as it it still bolted in at the top)||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||04-09-2003||11:53 AM||||On the driver's side you also want to unbolt the carrier bearing (from the block).||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||04-09-2003||03:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> On the driver's side you also want to unbolt the carrier bearing (from the block). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Be careful when you do that. When I did my first drivers axle, I unbolted the carrier bearing, but I didn't support the shaft. The axle shaft leaned on the seal at the tranny, deforming it, and I've had a tiny dribble there ever since.||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||04-10-2003||12:34 AM||||hey thanks for the advice guys.  and iceman i'm sorry if the way i worded it made it seem like that stupid a question. i don't mean the spring flying out, all i was wondering is if the the shock would be fully extended jacked up, i was just thinking that it might have a little more to "strech out", de-compress if you will.  now that i you guys are telling me it won't well that good. and thanks for the carrier bearing.<br /><br />sorry guys if this was a lame question, i just like to 100% sure that i what i think i'm doing is actually what is going all, i have no margin for error here. i can't do this twice (money wise) and its my baby.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||04-10-2003||10:06 AM||||I suggest replacing the axle seals when you do the axles.  <br /><br />-Expect the worst and prepare for it.<br /><br />I've been there.||63.146.62.141||reg||3||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum2/002023.cgi
A||||8||VR4coop||Spark Plug Gaps?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||04-08-2003||09:17 PM||coop529@aol.com||What do u guys set your gaps at. 35, 40?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||91 #680||04-08-2003||09:22 PM||||.25 or .30||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000002||TWEAKD4||04-08-2003||09:32 PM||||I think specs call out .32 but I set my plug gap to .28.||63.233.205.145||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||04-08-2003||09:36 PM||||If I'm not mistaken, I think the .032 that the service manual calls for was a misprint and is for the non-turbo cars.  I think .028 is correct for the turbo engines.||63.188.136.53||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||04-08-2003||10:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> If I'm not mistaken, I think the .032 that the service manual calls for was a misprint and is for the non-turbo cars.  I think .028 is correct for the turbo engines. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya and I followed that misprint when I first got my car!  I think I went one set of plugs with the wrong gap.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||11:07 PM||||it is .032,but i never heard of the misprint.does the car run better with .28?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||DSSA||04-08-2003||11:12 PM||||The spec of .032" is correct and not a misprint for stock cars.  If you purchase Mitsu-marketed NGK BPR6ESs they're pre-gapped at this as well.<br /><br />Cars running more boost/making a lot more power can see advantages using a smaller gap/cooler plug, or both.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||04-09-2003||10:36 AM||||The .039 - .043 is the misprint. Turbo spec is .028 to .031, according to the CD manual. Like Josh says, most of us find that .028 is more dependable at higher boost.||68.211.193.106||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||dlpinckney||04-09-2003||11:43 AM||||I knew I had seen something about a mis-print, guess I just missed the number.....!!!||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/002024.cgi
A||||8||lonelygvr4||Battery keeps dying in trunk||||1||||lonelygvr4||00001111
Z||000000||lonelygvr4||04-08-2003||10:05 PM||nuphspeed@yahoo.com||I relocated my battery in the trunk for intake reasons and now ever since winter has come it just keeps losing its charge. for the past 3 weeks i've been putting on charge overnight to make sure it deosn't die. i made a homemade cover out of some wool in the inner layer and leather on the outer layer but that deosn't seem to be helping at all, i've been wanting to purchase a battery warmer that can keep the battery warm while i drive and while the cars off but there seems to be n such thing. i don't know if looking to hard or not. there's a warmer that's powered by 120 volts but that's for when the car is off. can anybody please help me if you have any info about this please let me know. by the way i live in canada,ontario,ajax where it's winter for more than 8 month's, it's snowing in april whatha hell is that all about?||65.95.115.165||reg||1||lonelygvr4||00001111||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||04-08-2003||11:18 PM||||How long have you owned the car and has the battery ever been replaced?  If so I would look into something draining the charge like stereo equipment or even a faulty alternator.||65.42.49.220||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||04-08-2003||11:46 PM||||I woould look at your alternator.... Mine was almost the same and when I was driving a faint battery light could be seen.... Oh and I am in NY and we got alot of snow too! Damn it doesnt it know it is April 8th!!!!!!!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||lonelygvr4||04-09-2003||12:00 PM||||well i've owned the car for about almost 2 years, and i replaced the alternator last summer because it was covered with oil, oil that used squirt out of my dip stick but now that has been taken care of. during day when i'm driving the car around it's perfectly fine, there's no sign of any battery faileur or lose of charge but as i park it at night and try to start it in the morning after about 8 to 10 hours it's lost its charge, i've had work early in the morning on some days and if i start it around 5 in the morning it starts with out any problems. i don't know whats going on, i'm scared.||65.92.121.22||reg||1||lonelygvr4||00001111||yes
Z||000004||lonelygvr4||04-09-2003||12:03 PM||||i frogot to add, i replaced the battery in the begining of march. it's a rebuilt battery but is big in size and was orignaly made for a 92 toyota previa(van).||65.92.121.22||reg||1||lonelygvr4||00001111||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||04-09-2003||12:49 PM||||I would first check if the battery is indeed being charged.  Check the voltage across the battery with the car running.  If it is not 14+ volts, it is not being charged.  If that is good, you need to look for a ignition off current draw.  Put an ammeter on the power supply to the fusebox and pull fuses one at a time until the drain stops.  You've then found your circuit.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||lonelygvr4||04-11-2003||06:05 PM||||i will try that thank you||65.95.112.91||reg||1||lonelygvr4||00001111||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-12-2003||11:41 AM||||if it is because of weather,get th red top optima battery,it is for cold weather and will hold its power in winter.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||04-12-2003||09:19 PM||||Could be an open inside the battery below the terminal.  The one in my Colt has this problem now.  Some days cranks up without even thinking about it, others just a slight click when the starter solenoid trys to engauge and nothing.  It really freaked me out!  One minute the battery had 12.4V and the next it had like 1.4V.  Wiggle it, shake it a bit and 12 volts again.  I was driving around for 3 weeks with a jump box before I figured it out because it wouldn't act up all the time.||209.86.131.103||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/002025.cgi
A||||1||dwatters@sisna.com||#201 likely cause of death found||||1||||GVR4*1990||00000935
Z||000000||dwatters@sisna.com||04-08-2003||11:13 PM||gvr_41990@sisna.com||Well, I was looking through the interior and found a couple of 10 gauge wires under the passengers seat. I followed them one of them ran through the firewall, From want I can tell it did not hve a gromet on it and it was ran directly to wat is left of the battery. My guess based on the arc marks on the firewall and the steering colum mount that the wire rubbed through and started the battery on fire. The driver did not have a fire suppression device and the rest is history.||205.208.177.124||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||04-09-2003||10:30 AM||||I guess that is a lesson to all of us that have done the fuelpump rewire. I have mine fused at the battery, but I still worry about it being a potential fire hazard. I'll have to check mine periodically for any damage. One engine fire per car is enough  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.211.193.106||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002026.cgi
A||||33||Jose||Would this intercooler fit?||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||04-08-2003||11:40 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Dejon tool sells this intercooler for a 1st gen T/E/L. Would this fit our cars with out having to cut the raditor? Its the same size that Nocturnal sells (28" wide x 10.5" hi, x 3" thk).  <img src="http://www.dejontool.web.aplus.net/images/DSM-1g%20FIC/FIC-1gC.JPG" alt=" - " /><br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||11:43 PM||||That should be able to go right in there.maybe a little bumper work.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||Jose||04-08-2003||11:46 PM||||I have a JDM bumper. It has a piece of metal that they call a support (like 2inches tall). I just dont want to cut the raditor.<br />Jose...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||11:54 PM||||no i dont think you will have to cut the radiator.from what it looks like it should be able to work around it.im not positive but ask someone on the board that has one if he id have to or not,but i dont think you have to.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||04-09-2003||08:47 AM||||Jose Cruz   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I sold my JDM bumper coz my end tanks were hitting the foglights and they had to go. <br /><br />I had a nocturnal core as well with diiferent end tank confiuration. My core was 3.5 inches thick. So, <br /><br />I would be very careful when selecting a FMIC for the JDM bumper. <br /><br />I would stay close to the hertiage and trying using an evo IC that routes the pipes like stock.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Jose||04-09-2003||05:23 PM||||Thanks for your input VR4in and KC thanks on info about the JDM bumpers. I didnt think of that. What size is your intercooler? I also need to check with the AMG bumpers because the lights sit in a different spot than the regular JDMs.<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||04-09-2003||05:26 PM||||Yes, you have to cut a few columns off of the radiator in order for a 1g TEL intercooler kit to fit.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||Jose||04-09-2003||07:29 PM||||GVR4IN are you sure it needs to be cut? The nocturnal front mount is exactly the same size, and you dont have to cut the radiator. Just open the holes for the pipes to go through. Just want to make sure before I dish out the money.<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||04-09-2003||07:57 PM||||Yeah, I am not 100% sure either if it needs cut. I have the IRC FMIC kit with C&R radiator, I am not 100% sure I'll have to cut the radiator, butI am not even close to bolting it all up, so when I get there, I'll really know...<br /><br />Here is another thing, Jose. The Nocturnal FMIC is a Spearco 2-221. The intercooler core measures <br />28x10.5x3.5, but with end tanks it was closer to 34 inches wide.<br /><br />So, is this assembly 28" wide or just the core" ?<br /><br />Also, the JDM front bumper is not as wide as the gvr4 bumper. So a thick FMIC while it may fit under an USDM bumper may not under a JDM IC bumper esp the way that bumper support is setup.<br /><br />What kind of HP's are you shooting for and what turbo? Depending on this, a evo III, etc sized core will be plentyenuf. I would suggest you run piping factory style as well, but this will be a custom setup of sorts, I guess, not a fre-fab kit you can bolt on...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||04-09-2003||09:58 PM||||Well my friend with an IRC street core had to get 5 columns cut out of his radiator. Im talking about cutting it for the piping to fit, not for the IC to fit if thats what you guys are asking. Im pretty damn positive that any piping over 1"(or so) thick won't fit between the frame and radiator, I was looking at it yesterday when I took off my head. thats what ive heard a few people with gvr4's do is get columns cut off their radiator if its metal, If its plastic, they buy a metal one that is less wide(a 1g with filler cap on top of radiator, which i dont know where they get it). <br /><br />Like 1571 says you have to open it up for the piping to fit, however you do it, you may not have to cut the radiator. <br /><br />I myself, Have decided to go with the IRC street core with 1g piping, 1g piping will be alot more conveinent and alot less piping than to route the piping stock gvr4 style (its 2 45 deg. bends and a U pipe cut in half). so when the time comes, I think im going to buy a new radiator (as my rad. top is plastic). <br /><br />Blacksheep- do you have a link for the c&r radiator? How wide? how much? Thanks!||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||Jose||04-09-2003||11:25 PM||||The core is 28"wide x 10.5"hi x 3"thk. I will be running the AGP L2R, with 2.5 piping. My friend just brought a GVR4 and he is biding on the EVO intercooler on EBAY (beat me to it). But figured out that a bigger one would not hurt. I also plan to use the pipes for a 1st gen as well. <br />Jose....||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000011||Jose||04-09-2003||11:30 PM||||Here is a pic on a 1st gen:  <img src="http://www.dejontool.web.aplus.net/images/DSM-1g%20FIC/FIC-1gC%20hung.JPG" alt=" - " /><br />Jose.....||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000012||BluFalcon||04-10-2003||02:25 AM||||So would the piping that comes with the IndyRaceCores I/C's work on a GVR4 if the radiator core rows were removed?  I'm in the market for an I/C for the GVR4 and I'm trying to decide exactly how I want to do this.  if the majority of the kit will work, thats cool...i don't mind a little kludging of the piping here and there.  I just don't want it to turn into a full blown custom pipe setup.  As far as I can see, the only real problem will be the piping passing next to the drivers side rad and A/C condensor, there's a lot of A/C lines in that area.  Has anyone done an install with a Indy kit on a GVR4 (besides Howard), and taken some pictures.  I've been looking at the picture for the Buschur I/C install over at Victor Research's site, but it looks like the piping coming off the core is a little different from the Indy setup.||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000013||Vr4in'||04-10-2003||03:35 PM||||you dont really have to cut the rsdiator.just get an i/c that has the endtanks out from the radiator and reroute the pipes.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000014||JUNIORAWD||04-10-2003||09:53 PM||||I have Kens(indy) rad in my Vr4 and I didnt have to do any hacking to get my Buschur(Indy) FMIC to work out. Looks good, and well the Buschur FMIC has been known to support big numbers. As far as the JDM bumper, I dont know how much less room you have over the stock one , but I have a ton of room in front of the FMIC.<br /><br /><br />junior<br />bmtranny||68.36.127.193||reg||1||JUNIORAWD||00000278||yes
Z||000015||Jose||04-10-2003||09:58 PM||||Hey JUNIORAWD do you have pics of your setup? <br />Jose.....||205.188.209.7||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||04-11-2003||09:48 AM||||Junior<br /><br />I know Ken has 2 versions, one is regular lenght and the other is cut down for FMIC. Are you 100% confident you got the stock lenght one, maybe you could compare it against the wstocker laying around? Just a thought. I have a C&R and am really worried if the IRC rac-kit will work or if I need to get the IRC radiator as well...Lets see!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||Jose||04-14-2003||12:05 AM||||Ok after some more research(and the advice of some of the board members), I now know I have to cut the radiator down. But how many rows need to be cut off? And where in NJ would be a good place to take it to? Doug Thomas I beleive you had yours done. Who did it? <br />Jose......||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000018||malcvr4||04-21-2003||04:53 PM||||I installed the Dejon IC on my Galant and it fit fine. But the radiator was in the way for the UICP.  I think the piping between the turbo and the IC will run simular to stock. I moved my radiator over temporarily.  But I plan to have mine shortened or replaced with a shorter unit.  BTW, I'm using Dejon Upper pipe.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||malcvr4||00000550||yes
Z||000019||Jose||04-21-2003||11:56 PM||||Hey MALCVR4, do you have any pics of the install?<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000020||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||12:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by malcvr4:<br /><strong> I installed the Dejon IC on my Galant and it fit fine. But the radiator was in the way for the UICP.  I think the piping between the turbo and the IC will run simular to stock. I moved my radiator over temporarily.  But I plan to have mine shortened or replaced with a shorter unit.  BTW, I'm using Dejon Upper pipe. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just outta curiousity, couldn't you just cut the support like in the install on Sam's car?  See here:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/samfmic.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plymouthlaser.com/samfmic.htm</a><br /><br />I too am considering the Dejon 1G setup, and if it is possible to just cut the support like for this Nocturnal IC, I might just have to get it.  malcvr4 you have any pics from your install by chance?||165.247.108.174||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000021||gvr4in||04-22-2003||12:25 AM||||Wow! I never knew you could cut out the support like that! I guess you dont need to take columns out of the radiator. Ok its set, Im gettin a 1g setup..||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000022||number3||04-22-2003||12:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> Wow! I never knew you could cut out the support like that! I guess you dont need to take columns out of the radiator. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It works like a charm.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000023||malcvr4||04-22-2003||04:19 PM||||I dont have any pics yet. But I will when I get it all done.  I'm still working on the radiator problem.  I have a metal radiator, but how do they shorten it?  I live in a small city and I doubt if anyone would be able to do that type of job for me.  I'd like to get the IRC rad. but I'm on a budget for now.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||malcvr4||00000550||yes
Z||000024||Beemer||04-28-2003||12:31 AM||||OK, instead of cutting the cores down, why don't you just extend the length of the end pipes out of the intercooler?  The saab viggen is 30 inches center to center of the pipes.  you need 32 inches center to center to fit.  The 98-02 volvo fmic's are 32", but they cost out the ass.  You can get the saab fmic from here for 150 bucks plus shipping from my buddies at:  parts@taliaferrosaab.com<br />email me and I will send you a pic of the fmic, and of the volvo as well.  If you can find the volvo fmic at a junkyard cheap, it is perfect.<br />with the saab, you have to cut 1-2 cores, or maybe try a radiator out of a colt 1.6 turbo.  <br /><br />dave||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000025||TLT||05-01-2003||09:40 AM||||Here are the pics:<br /><br />Volvo<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.cox-internet.com/jbenton/volvo.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Saab<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.cox-internet.com/jbenton/saab.jpg" alt=" - " />||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000026||blacksheep||05-01-2003||11:55 AM||||TLT <br /><br />- Is that volvo FMIC new? Looks it, very nice.<br />- What model 98-02 Volvo's are they off?<br />- The saab looks like plastic end tanks. If ummm...makes me nervous.<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000027||JAYGVR4||05-01-2003||12:42 PM||||yeah where is that volvo kit come from?  and does it come with those pipes and hks bov?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000028||joec||05-01-2003||04:08 PM||||Here's an article on installing the Saab i/c (on a Saab), has some more pictures of the unit: <br /><a href="http://www.lehigh.edu/~erp4/saab/Upgrades/VIntercooler.html" target="_blank">http://www.lehigh.edu/~erp4/saab/Upgrades/VIntercooler.html</a><br /><br />For what it's worth, the stock Supra I/C (Mk IV?) has plastic endtanks...||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000029||GVR1643||05-01-2003||04:38 PM||||I really like the look of that volvo unit.  My initial thoughts are:  How do they flow, and how do they fit.  Everyone always wants improved flow over stock FMIC (that shouldn't be hard), nice easy fit without cutting the bumper supports away, and cheap.  <br /><br />But they have to flow well and not be a restriction.  That Volvo (or Saab one) looks like it would be a possible fit if it hung down a bit (ala AMS) and maybe save some cutting.  <br />the Saab one makes me wonder about how much pressure those can take from increased boost, I would imagine they could handle what most of us run, and the ones running more have bigger FMIC's anyway.||167.142.21.129||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000030||GVR1643||05-01-2003||05:56 PM||||So, lack of enthusiasm at work led to a quick car-parts.com search...<br />The Saab is easy to find for similar prices (150)<br />I'm not sure what model the Volvo was off of, but the search sure didn't seem to turn up much of anything.||167.142.21.129||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000031||blacksheep||05-01-2003||08:23 PM||||Kevin<br /><br />Seriously, I would just get the RRE Griffen and the pipes made like we discussed. Possibly better flow rates and no cutting. I wanna do this for sure. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000032||KenW||05-01-2003||08:29 PM||||I just received a Bell Intercooler's top-to-bottom flow that is "custom" fit to the GVR4. I worked with Gerhardt over the phone and two faxed drawings. I think this is going to be an almost cut-free fit.  we did some really neet things - made an integral support to replace the hood latch bracket, mounted the endtanks such that no cooling fins would be blocked by the frame (there were 5 rows blocked on the streetcore), angled the intake pipe to come around the AC lines and take - basically - the stock route.<br /><br />I do have the IRC radiator so am taking the short route for the UICP.  This all started with the IRC street core. Being picky like I am, i decided I did not want to make a Procrustean fit into the small space.  I think I'll be able to fit in a new AC fan plus keep the power steering cooling coil.  <br /><br />If anyone can share some web space with me, I can post pics.  I dont have photoshop on this machine so they are full resolution .jpgs.  <br /><br />I'l love to share this with the board and get some critique.  Bell was very good about custom fit and flow requirements.  The core cost $750 shipped and flows 750 cfm thereabouts...<br /><br /><br />Ken||68.58.114.69||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes
Z||000033||KenW||05-02-2003||08:47 AM||||[Will someone help me with the BBS code with these pics?  I'm trying to post just the links without the pics in the message. Sorry ...dont know HTML as well as i should for this]<br /><br />Here's some pics of the IRC Streetcore and it's fitment on our cars.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=379" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=379&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> <br /><br />Notice the overall length of 33" - endtanks are 5".  this is one critical issue in fit, because on the driver's side the inlet pipe is 2" off. It is also need to be up about two inches to clear the AC coolant lines.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=378" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=378&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The passenger side fits quite well though and will need only minimal trimming to fit. recall that i have the shortened IRC radiator for the GVR4 - so no space problems taking this route.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=374" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=374&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Next note the cross support frame:<br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=380" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=380&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />This blocks air flow into the bottom 4 or so rows of the IC:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=382&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />So my solution was a Bell Intercooler - will describe this later as I get pics of the test fit.<br /><br />In the mean time, here is what it looks like:  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=383" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=383&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.58.114.69||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes



ubb/Forum2/002027.cgi
A||||3||Vr4in'||hks flange||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||11:48 PM||nohad43@aol.com||i have a guy who is going to make custom piping with installing for 150.00,im getting the khks ssqv sometime this week and im going to have to weld it on there and i wa wondering if hks or any other company has steel flanges or little piece or something like that so i can weld it on my steel piping.is there another way i csn do this?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||04-09-2003||12:35 AM||||Is that 150 just for the upper ic pipe, or for all the ic pipes?||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-09-2003||01:53 AM||||all of the pipes with installation,all i have to do is take off the bumper and throw it in the back seat and put the i/c in the trunk and they will mount it and bend all of the pipes and install for 150.00.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-09-2003||01:54 AM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2410269109&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2410269109&category=33742</a><br /><br /> i think im gonna get this.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002028.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||Eibach Sportline springs||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-09-2003||12:26 AM||nohad43@aol.com||i had put an ad on dsmtrader.com for my amp and i was looking for springs anyways and i had a reply on them,some guy wants to trade me for Eibach Sportline springs,i want to do it,but will they work?if so,will it slam it and make the back lower?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||04-09-2003||08:43 AM||||Yes, rear will be lower than front. <br /><br />Again, this discussion was just done. Please search the archives or look thru the posts for the last 10 days and you'll find it.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||04-09-2003||09:00 AM||||It was my topic, with pictures. But I put the Pro Kit on, the Sportlines will be even lower. <br /><br />IMO, I wouldn't do it. You'll be dragging the exhaust.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||AWD4DR||04-11-2003||12:12 PM||||I have what I believe to be Eibach Sportlines on my car..They say eibach on the spring anyway..I bought the car with theese on and I'm guessing its only about 1.5 lower..The front and rear are porportioned nicely,no sag in the rear or anything..I was told they were GVR4 springs not just TEL..I have them on stock shox right now and car feels almost like stock with 225/40/18's but the body roll is still there..You may want to call eibach and ask about a GVR4 application..I've heard they don't make them for the GVR4 but theese were bought about 7 years ago..||67.193.140.238||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000004||turbofreek||04-11-2003||04:12 PM||||I have Eibach Sportline Springs on my GVR4. All i can say is that it slams the car down, LOW. I have KYB AGX's and i love the way it rides. Reminds me of Koni Yellows. My car with the stock wheels was so low that my friend hit a pothole, and thats why i need my motor swap now. But the Springs for the 1g AWD will work fine.||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes



ubb/Forum2/002029.cgi
A||||6||305VR4||EGR Valve...Hurting Performance?||||8||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||04-09-2003||04:23 AM||||I've had my Galant for 3 years now and have never blocked off my EGR.  What exactly does blocking it off do?  And, what performance gain would I get?  I feel kinda dumb asking this question being a 3-year dsm owner. Oh well.  Any answers would be appreciated. <br /><br />Thanks.||12.211.202.100||reg||8||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||smokindav||04-09-2003||09:48 AM||||Performance wise blocking the EGR passage from the exhaust to the intake will help reduce intake temperatures.  I think the valve closes when intake pressure is positive so under conditions when you are making boost it is closed.<br /><br />Less of a performance thing, but blocking it off will also keep soot from building up in the intake.  That's more of a maintenance and reliability thing than performance.<br /><br />I blocked mine off a few months ago.  I took the EGR valve off, traced the shape out on a pop can and cut the pop can.  I used high temp silcone on the pop can block off plate to help seal it.  <br /><br />Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000002||305VR4||04-09-2003||04:43 PM||||Thanks.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000003||broke down||04-09-2003||06:37 PM||||If I were you I would go and get a piece of thick aluminum or steel, cut it out the same shape as the egr valve, and bolt it to the manifold.  The pop can thick piece may be a little thin, and I've heard stories about the can blowing a hole.  It would take a little more work, but worth it.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||04-09-2003||07:10 PM||||Certainly.  I mean, a soda can (sorry, couldn't resist) is very thin.  So this is supposed to hold back whatever level of boost you're running?  And also be able to resist exhaust pulses on the other port?||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||04-09-2003||07:59 PM||||The soda can method has worked in 3 cars for me...I ran a 20G at 22 psi, no problems. I used RTV to seal it up good, though.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||04-09-2003||08:48 PM||||Just for the record, the EGR valve does NOT affect WOT performance in any way.  In fact, it doesn't even operate at idle.  Like SmokinDav said, it operates only at part throttle, and can actually have the effect of reducing detonation under certain conditions.  <br /><br />Only two reasons to eliminate it: cleanliness inside the intake manifold, and freeing up space and simplifying.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002030.cgi
A||||1||galantvr4||Dog or Castlated Gears||||1||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||04-09-2003||11:15 AM||galantvr4@aol.com||Who makes a set of dog gears or castlated gears for our transfercases??????? Also is mofugas totally done, out of busness or what? SCC mag referanced to them this last month but i thought they were going under? any details?||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||04-09-2003||11:50 AM||||if you go to mofugas now it is a GVR4 archive site.... BUt roib is here looking for JDM stuff so who knows what he is up to...||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum2/002031.cgi
A||||16||ayvr4||Clutch||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||04-09-2003||02:21 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Got a ClutchMasters 2500lb Clutch about 2-3 months<br />ago and it already went bad. i'm kinda pissed because i didnt really beat on it too much, and it was a good amount of cash. I'm just wondering if anyone has had this same thing happen to them with this clutch.<br />Also, what kind should i get now? ATC 2600?<br />Thanks.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||04-09-2003||02:26 PM||||Get an ACT 2600.||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||04-09-2003||02:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Get an ACT 2600. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Beat me to it. I second that||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||04-09-2003||10:20 PM||||I agree w/ the ACT praise. I too am now installing my third ACT setup. My first was a 2100 w/a 6 puck. (do not recommend) The clutch disk sheared off and damaged the splines of my input shaft and I had to do a tranny rebuild. Even w/ that I'm still a fan. Obviously only street discs used now.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||04-09-2003||10:29 PM||||I've had the act 2600 pp with the street disc for quite some time now & it's the ideal set up if you want a better drivability than the 2600 pp w/6puck disc while still giving a good amount of grip without breaking anything.  I had the 2600 pp w/6puck disc & it was extremely harsh on the drive train.  Then again, my car is really close to stock so the current setup is nice.  Go with the act 2600 pp w/street disc if you don't race alot.  If you do race alot then go with the act 2600 pp w/the 6 puck disc.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||04-10-2003||11:28 AM||||most likely i will go with the atc,<br />what do you guys think of the centerforce dual friction clutches???? anyone try those?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||04-10-2003||12:09 PM||||never mind about the centerforce, i did some searching on this site...<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||dsmsleeper||04-10-2003||12:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> most likely i will go with the atc,<br />what do you guys think of the centerforce dual friction clutches???? anyone try those?<br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have the Centerforce DF in my galant.  The pedal with the Centerforce is lighter than stock.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000008||GVR4458||04-10-2003||03:57 PM||||I tried an RPS stage 2 (2400 clamp force with stock pedal feel).  Although nice for really light driving, once I started bating on it with pretty mild power, it couldn't handle it.  The piece of crap let go at 70 mph on the tollway with no prior warning.  I screwed my shift forks and 3rd gear synchro.  The tranny and the clutch had only about 14k on them.<br /><br />I am now using an ACT 2600.  Harder pedal, but I can deal with that better than another tranny rebuild.||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000009||The American||04-11-2003||01:51 AM||||I have a ACT 2600 with a 6 puck.  It will break stock axels when you beat on the car at lights.  But you will be able to smoke all 4 tires and not the stock clutch. (or centerforce)<br /><br /> Also I agree with the comment about the 6 puck, its harder to drive with every day.  The thing does not have a slipping point.   It is either on or off.  Sometimes the car just shakes when you start in first if you are try'n to drive in traffic.  But it's fun when you let someone else drive your car.  They will almost always stall it out.  lol<br /><br />The other thing to be careful about it if you drive another manual trans car.  After you get used to the 2600 your foot will almost go through the firewall on the other car.  Also my wife won't drive my car anymore.  She hates the clutch, but thats a good thing to me.<br /><br />If you can find a car with a 2600, I would say try it 1st.  Its a lot of $$$ if you change your mind.<br /><br />Good luck<br /><br />Larry<br />256/2000||67.85.110.0||reg||1||G VR-4 # 256/2000||00001204||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||04-11-2003||04:36 AM||||My car had an unspring hub 4 puck clutch on it when I bought it.  Don't know the pp rating, but compared to the ACT 2600 I put in it was definitely over 3000.  That was a bear to drive!  And it was my daily driver too.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     I could never get it to smoke the tires, though.  It wouldn't slip; the car would just take off.  Even 6k clutch drops.  Good thing those headrests were there, though.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Yea, I can't drive other manny trannies very well now.  Our 626's clutch engages at the very top of the pedal travel, and it's very light.  I almost always nearly kick it through the floor, and slip the hell out of it as I expect the clutch to engage right off the floor like in the Galant.  My entire family refuses to drive my car; scares the hell out of them.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />     They'd rather bike or walk.  Which is good for me, I guess.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />EDIT:  those stupid smileys are addictive!  Jon should set it so you can only use 2 per post, lol.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||ayvr4||04-11-2003||12:20 PM||||is the atc 2600 alot differant than the clutchmaster 2500 i had? anyone know?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000012||GVR-4||04-11-2003||12:24 PM||||Yeah. Nobody has anything good to say about the Clutch Masters.<br /><br />And it's ACT (Advanced Clutch Technology); not ATC.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000013||ayvr4||04-11-2003||12:37 PM||||thanks!||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000014||lonelygvr4||04-13-2003||08:47 PM||||i had a clutchmaster 2500 setup about a year back, got it installed be a freinds dad and he did a pretty good job at putting it in quick he also did a good job of smashing my powerstering lines by mistake and not telling me. after about a month of driving, which was exceptionaly better than stock, the clutch started to slip a bit in top 1st and second on hard take off, 3 months went by it stopped engaging, anyways long story short i had to get it fixxed and ended up getting my disc redone by a friend, driveplate still cm's and is very stiff than my friends stock talon.||65.95.115.163||reg||1||lonelygvr4||00001111||yes
Z||000015||1312VR4||04-13-2003||09:12 PM||||I know its not much help, but. I have the RPS 2500 Max series. Dont have it installed yet, though. I got it for $350 so I cant complain.<br /><br />On a side note. Do any of the aftermarket clutch companies make their own Pressure plates or do they just modify the stock ones( I see alot of companies doing this).||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||04-14-2003||12:27 AM||||To my knowledge, ACT makes their own, and I believe CF does too.  I don't know for sure, though.  What companies do you see modding the factory one?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002032.cgi
A||||9||GVR-4||Speedo cable||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||04-09-2003||04:48 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Have any of you had your speedometer cable make noise while you're driving? I think I just need to lube it, but I thought I'd see if anyone else had this problem. At least I think it's the speedo cable. Any insight?<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||04-09-2003||05:27 PM||||Does it make a 'clicking' noise when your car isn't warmed up yet?||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||#1459 VR-4||04-09-2003||05:53 PM||||I think I may have this problem.  <br /><br />I get some noise behind my dash at certain times/speeds, not sure if it's caused by the speedometer cable though?  It is annoying though!||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000003||SLO GVR 4||04-09-2003||06:00 PM||||Yeah my friend and myself both had that noise during the winter in particular.||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000004||305VR4||04-09-2003||07:56 PM||||Mine screams at times, I thought for a while that it was my a/c belt or something.  It is definitely the speedo cable.  I tried re-lubing mine with all-purpose grease, didn't do shit.  I think the noise is warning of it about to snap.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||04-09-2003||09:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> Does it make a 'clicking' noise when your car isn't warmed up yet? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No. Temperature (neither engine nor ambient air) has nothing to do with it. It makes noise whenever the car is moving, but more at higher speeds. <br /><br />305VR4-<br /><br />How did you go about lubing it? I was hoping this would solve my problem.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||04-09-2003||09:48 PM||||Weird, my car only does it when the outside temp and engine temp are extremely cold (20 degrees f or less)||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||04-10-2003||10:55 AM||||Yep I had the same thing, one cold morning scared the shit out of me! I was driving with my girl and all the suddne I heard a grinding clicking.... thought I had dropped my rear diff and it was following behind me!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||305VR4||04-10-2003||05:03 PM||||Lube didn't work for me, but if anyone want to try it, all you do is remove the gauge cluster, it's easy:<br /><br />1. Remove 2 screws on top of plasic cluster cover<br />2. Remove 2 screws on left and right of cluster<br />3. Pull gauge cluster out, it's like a big plug<br />4. Lube little metal spindal, mine still had plenty of lube on it already||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||04-10-2003||06:26 PM||||It doesn't sound like that got any lube into the housing. I think the problem is the grease inside the housing has dried out. If possible, the inner cable needs to be pulled out and have grease smeared all over it, then slid back into the housing. And I don't know which end this is more likely to be possible from (tranny or speedometer). Something like a teflon or lithium based grease would probably work best. Obviously I haven't taken a look at it yet to see if all this is possible. But it's on my list.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/002033.cgi
A||||12||91E39A||AFPR - What is your fuel pressure set at?||||5||||91E39A||00000762
Z||000000||91E39A||04-09-2003||05:24 PM||sansuchat@hotmail.com||All you guys with an adjustable fuel pressure regulator, what is your fuel pressure set at Opsi boost (no vacuum or boost), at idle with vacumm (-16-20 psi vacuum) and at full boost (if you have been able to watch fuel pressure at full boost on a dyno, or have a cockpit gauge)? I just installed a Aeromotive FPR on my gvr-4. It has the 255lph HP fuel pump and is rewired, so it is running at full capacity. I figure that i should set it way lower because the 255 HP is flowing a lot more even at lower fuel psi compared to a stock fuel pump and regulator. Post your numbers please.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />-DaN <br />1991 Galant VR-4 (E39A)||24.210.74.80||reg||5||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||04-09-2003||05:51 PM||||Also I would like to add to this.  Does anyone have a rising rate adjustable FPR?  Where the pressure is the same until the boost comes in.||65.165.18.89||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||Ash||04-09-2003||09:08 PM||||Ok, I've got a Malpassi Rising rate reg.  Last time on the dyno it was set at 45psi base pressure & at full noise it only made about 65psi (20psi boost) and trailed down to 60psi at 6500.  Obviously my fuel pump isn't big enough cause in theory it should have been about 70psi under full load. <br /> I've since dropped it back to 37psi base as my AFR was 10:1 anyway and only went to maybe 12.9:1 when it dropped down, though I haven't got back on the dyno since.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Under vac at idle (18 InHG on boost guage) it reads 27psi now (with 37psi)and read about 32psi when I had 45psi base pressure.<br /><br />Moral of the story?  I need a bigger fuel pump again to get more out of the 550's.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||04-09-2003||11:07 PM||||That sounds pretty close to stock dude.  I heard that our FPR's raise the fuel pressure 1psi for every 1psi of boost.  So if base is 45psi (close to stock I think) and your running 20psi, 20 + 45 = 65psi fuel pressure.  Someone tell me if this is right.  The RRAFPR I have is based of the Cartech unit and will not alter base FP.||66.26.138.16||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||Ash||04-10-2003||06:55 AM||||Our stock reg's base pressure is 37psi, and I think the pump is stopping my rising rate reg from working properly||203.221.18.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||04-10-2003||10:43 AM||||Factory spec is 36-38 psi base pressure (without the vacuum line connected), 27 psi with vacuum, and 1 psi added to the base pressure per pound of boost. You can run a higher base pressure if you're trying to get a little more out of your injectors, but this relationship should always remain the same: 8-10 psi lower with vacuum, and 1:1 added to base pressure with boost.<br />The reason for this is simple (and I've explained it here before): the pressure DIFFERENTIAL across the injector should always be the same. So, if you're running 37 psi base, there will ALWAYS be 37 psi across the injector. Think about it, the tip of the injector is in the intake tract, so if the FPR doesn't add 1 psi of fuel pressure per lb of boost, the injector would actually flow less, because of the boost pressure its fighting against. <br />The ECU's maps are based on the 1:1 FPR. Use a rising rate FPR, and all this theory goes out the window.<br />By the way, I run 43 psi base pressure with my 550's, which gives me about 36 psi with vacuum, and 60 psi with 17 lbs of boost. I have a 2g MAS, and that gets me closer to 100% fuel trims.||68.211.229.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||04-10-2003||12:39 PM||||AHA!  you're at 43 base?  wtf is your low(1k) set at?  mine WAS at stock(37) and i had to lean the crap out of it(-19) to get the o2 trim to settle down.  then, when it drops to idle, it goes really rich.  i even backed out the screw flush, which helped, but then i did the rewire, and fp jumped up to 30 with vacuum.  i had to retune to -21.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||04-10-2003||03:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> AHA!  you're at 43 base?  wtf is your low(1k) set at?  mine WAS at stock(37) and i had to lean the crap out of it(-19) to get the o2 trim to settle down.  then, when it drops to idle, it goes really rich.  i even backed out the screw flush, which helped, but then i did the rewire, and fp jumped up to 30 with vacuum.  i had to retune to -21. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, Ken, at the moment I'm not even running an AFC. I've been trying to tune the car without it. I'm probably not a good one to ask anyway, because, as I think I told you, even with the higher fuel pressure I have to richen things up quite a bit on the mid and high rpm's. My 550's just aren't flowing like 550's, so I don't know whats going on. I hate to go out and buy another set of 550's just to compare. I've tried running several different injector cleaners, including BG's good stuff, but it still is too lean. The FPR seems to be working right, as far as I can test.||68.211.229.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||04-10-2003||04:06 PM||||what is the brand of the "550's"?<br /><br />i have tried every cleaner out there, nothing comes close to removing them, ultrasound, backflush, and cleaning machine.  every one has come up about 20%, except the lucas ones.  there was a couple of lucas 550's that were more like 5550's.  scary.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||04-10-2003||04:33 PM||||They're Seimens/Deka I believe. The ones Hahn calls "625cc". HaHa. They are 55lb, which should be about 575cc. But, when I have to keep adding fuel, something isn't right.||68.211.229.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||04-10-2003||11:48 PM||||I've heard from a bunch of Honduh people that that particular brand tends to flow less than they're rated for.  I have no personal experience.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||04-11-2003||12:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> They're Seimens/Deka I believe. The ones Hahn calls "625cc". HaHa. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So I've been driving around with these, thinking they are 660's for the last 5 years.<br />It ran it on a 2G with a hahn 20G, front mount, etc, AFC setting on high was -30% 12.1@111<br />My EGT's where always to the roof no matter how much fuel I added. If it was set at anywhere higher than -30% my trap speed get slower.<br />I hated that bastard from day 1 and now I find out he sold me 550's for 660's  Arrgh.<br /> <br />I might have to get a set of real 660's now for my new setup.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.116||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||04-11-2003||12:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> So I've been driving around with these, thinking they are 660's for the last 5 years. <br />I might have to get a set of real 660's now for my new setup.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can't speak for the Hahn 660's. I'm only familiar with the "625's". I think he also had some "800"cc injectors, which are probably only 720's. His logic is that the Siemens injectors are good to at least 95% duty cycle, instead of the 90% maximum alot of injectors start to malfunction. I don't think that can explain false advertising.||67.34.1.132||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002034.cgi
A||||7||vr41662||al blaha mass air flow sensor||||1||||vr41662||00000790
Z||000000||vr41662||04-09-2003||06:16 PM||||does anyone experience fuel cut symptoms with th al blaha mas.. i changed my factory to an al blaha mas when my car was shooting faulty codes due to a bad computer, and i was assured by jeff hill(turbotrix) that it would be fine.. i have only a K&N filter and no air silencer,stock boost.. the symptoms were so bad in the winter i had reinstall the aircan and it tapered off.. Also my tach would skip in 100rpm increments during boost between 3000 and 3500 rpms and 4000 and 4400rpms.. i was told from jeff hill that the coil packs were probably bad so i changed em.. same thing.. than he told me that maybe the ignition transistor pack might be faulty.. Any one ever come accross these symptoms before.. i changed to fresh ngk wires and plugs also, to be safe.. the problem tapers off more or less when its warm, but the tach still skips when under load..                  Alex||141.157.238.246||reg||1||vr41662||00000790||yes
Z||000001||BlitzVR4||04-09-2003||06:48 PM||||Check your ECU or you might need an AFC?  I sort of had the same problem.  Change everything but the ECU.  It was the ECU.  <br /><br />Good luck,<br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000002||vr41662||04-09-2003||09:10 PM||||i changed the computer back about 7 months ago.. but why would i need an afc with a stock car?? i plan to get a test pipe and 2.5 exhaust..<br />                                   Alex||141.157.238.246||reg||1||vr41662||00000790||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||04-10-2003||09:29 AM||||IF I read your post correctly (hard time following some of it), then I gather you have the same computer in there that gave you most of these issues..?  That would need to be addressed first or you can't diagnose anything else.<br /><br />The blaha shouldn't have any effect on your tach jumping, it only modifies the airflow signal (unless you have a really bad plug going to the MAF - then I'm not sure what all it could fubar).<br /><br />ECU comes first though||167.142.22.67||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||04-10-2003||10:02 AM||||The blaha mas can cause an unstable idle if it is not used with an AFC or the supplied flapper door (for use w/o AFC.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||04-10-2003||10:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vr41662:<br /><strong> Also my tach would skip in 100rpm increments during boost between 3000 and 3500 rpms and 4000 and 4400rpms.. i was told from jeff hill that the coil packs were probably bad so i changed em.. same thing.. than he told me that maybe the ignition transistor pack might be faulty.. the tach still skips when under load..                  Alex </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you sure that the capacitor is still connected that bolts to the right side of the intake manifold? It connects to the Black/white power wire, and the tach will act funny if you don't have it installed, or it is bad. Its a little round silver can, with a mounting flange underneath it to bolt to the top righthand corner of the intake, if I remember correctly.||68.211.229.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||Nate||04-10-2003||01:00 PM||||For those of you using Blaha Mas's, specifically those with flapper doors on them, you might want to take them out of the car and check to make sure that all of the nuts and bolts are tight on them, and possibly while you have it out put loctite on those nuts/bolts.  A nut came loose on a friend of mines' Blaha mas and it took out his month old AGP L2 57 trim.  Then the shrapnel from the turbo made its way all the way through the front mount IC and into the engine, taking out his rings and scoring the crap out of one of the cylinders.  Basically a 2 cent bolt coming loose cost him a turbo and a shortblock.  Word to the wise.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||04-10-2003||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> For those of you using Blaha Mas's, specifically those with flapper doors on them, you might want to take them out of the car and check to make sure that all of the nuts and bolts are tight on them, and possibly while you have it out put loctite on those nuts/bolts.  A nut came loose on a friend of mines' Blaha mas and it took out his month old AGP L2 57 trim.  Then the shrapnel from the turbo made its way all the way through the front mount IC and into the engine, taking out his rings and scoring the crap out of one of the cylinders.  Basically a 2 cent bolt coming loose cost him a turbo and a shortblock.  Word to the wise. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yep.  on mine, some of the plastic came off where it had been modified, and dinged the heck out of the compressor wheel.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002035.cgi
A||||2||Jose||ABS System||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||04-09-2003||09:55 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||What is the difference from the 91 to 92 VR4 ABS system?<br />Jose...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-09-2003||10:39 PM||||The ABS unit under the hood itself is different.<br /><br />The 92 does not have bleeders on the ABS unit, like the 91 for example.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-10-2003||06:40 AM||||Also, the '91 system does not disable itself when the car's diagnostic port is powered (such as when data/pocketlogging).||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002036.cgi
A||||7||Garfield Wright||passenger rear brakes a little tight||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||04-09-2003||10:18 PM||garfield@southfloridatuners.com||Has this happened to anyone?  It started after the car in front of me stopped suddenly & I slammed on the brakes.  I can safely say the anti-lock system is working.  A few lights down, the anti-lock light came on.  A few more lights & I lift off the clutch & the car feels like the hand brakes were on.  By the time I got to my destination there was a little smoke coming from the caliper.  Fluid level was ok, no leaks, no sign of leak by the caliper.  I did notice the pad seemed to be touching the rotor.  Any ideas on what to do?||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||dsmjay||04-09-2003||11:40 PM||||Possibly a bad caliper that isn't retracting like it should ??? I've had this happen on mine before, and a new caliper took care of the problem.<br /><br />   Jason||64.12.96.102||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||04-10-2003||02:20 AM||||If you had smoke coming from your brakes, then you probably overheated your rotors.  Make sure you inspect them.  They could have a blue color on them and, or be warped.  They should be turned or buy new ones.  You can get them at a pretty good price if you call you local parts stores.  I would bet money that if they weren't warped, they are now.<br /><br />How long has it been since you got on the brakes that hard?  How long, if ever, has it been since you changed your brake fluid?  Brake fluid is the most overlooked fluid in car, for the do it yourselfer.  Look in your master cylinder.  Brake fluid is supposed to be clear.  Not coffee colored.  As brake fluid, basically a high temp low viscosity hydraulic fluid ages, it collects moisture from the atmosphere.  That moisture causes your calipers, and brake cylinders to rust.  Under normal braking everthing is fine.  The cylinder walls of the caliper, where the piston is, begins to rust and creates and uneven surface.  You hit the brakes hard and the piston is stuck past that uneven spot.  That is what caused the extra pressure on rotor, the heat, the smoke, and of course warping of the rotors.  <br /><br />You can reuse your old pads if you want to.  There cheap insurance, just replace them to be sure.  Turn or change rotors, calipers, pads, and flush all the brake fluid.  Just changing your brake fluid will make a big difference in your pedal if you haven't done it in a while.<br /><br />This is my personal opinion on brakes.  I have expirenced or personally viewed all the opinions stated above.  <br /><br />There is no point in going somewhere, if you can't stop when you get there!||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||04-10-2003||02:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong> .  I did notice the pad seemed to be touching the rotor.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The brake pads always touch the brake rotor, or drum.  That's why when the brake pad wears completly through, you can still hear that metal to metal sound even though your not applying the brakes.  The extra heat that the metal to metal contact makes is my most seen reason for warped rotors.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||mofugas||04-10-2003||08:13 AM||||The passenger rear caliper is the worst one on our cars.  The guide pins generally get all rusty and the caliper quits moving.  Yours was probably hung up until you jammed the brakes...now its hung up "in contact" with the rotor.  Take the rear caliper off, wire wheel the guide pin, apply some antiseize, and put it back together.  You may need new pads pending how much you cooked the old ones.||63.174.44.8||reg||12||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-10-2003||09:58 AM||||excellent advice.  i flush the hydraulic system yearly, along with coolant.  flush the clutch twice a year.  one other note, your flexible brake lines.  over time, they will deteriorate internally, and become one way valves, also locking up the calipers.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Garfield Wright||04-10-2003||08:55 PM||||Thanks for all the advice.  The pads have plenty of meat on it, @ least the one on the outside that I could see.  The rotor did seem blue where the pad is touching it.  For now the car is in the garage until it can be fixed.  I haven't changed the fluid in a while (maybe 2 years).  It has been a while since I had to apply the brakes that hard too.  Thanks again.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||04-10-2003||10:50 PM||||When you take them apart you will be able to see if it is a guide pin problem or a caliper problem.  When the caliper is not sliding properly on the guide pins, be it from lack of lube   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   or from corrosion which doesn't happen if it is lubed correctly   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  , usually the inside pad will wear out metal to metal and the outside pad will have 2/3 of original thicknes left.<br /><br />When I take my calipers off I use Permatex Ultra Disc Brake Lube item #20355.  I lube the guide pin and put some more in the hole where the pin goes.  When you push on the caliper it will push the excess out the other end.  There's a rubber cap on the end that can pop off, but if you insert it slowly, that's what she said. It will squirt out a little pin hole in the rubber cap.<br /><br />"The passenger rear caliper is the worst one on our cars. The guide pins generally get all rusty and the caliper quits moving. Yours was probably hung up until you jammed the brakes...now its hung up "in contact" with the rotor. Take the rear caliper off, wire wheel the guide pin, apply some antiseize, and put it back together. You may need new pads pending how much you cooked the old ones."<br /><br />--------------------<br />Rob Schwenke<br />Mofugas - <a href="http://www.mofugas.com" target="_blank">www.mofugas.com</a><br /><br />Like rob stated above, wire wheel the pins.  There cheap, but it works fine.||24.167.213.77||reg||12||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum2/002037.cgi
A||||6||galantvr4||Who makes  Dog gears 4 our cars? sequential?||||1||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||04-09-2003||10:58 PM||galantvr4@aol.com||Does any one know who makes a kit to convert our transaxle to dog boxes?||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||Todd TCE||04-09-2003||11:43 PM||||crashed during the reply....<br /><br />Anyhow as a road racer and 'specialist' in this area of sorts, your needs for a straight cut dog box (say huh?) is suitable only for competition use rather than street use on a regular basis. <br /><br />You can start you search here:<br /> <br /><a href="http://www.quaife.co.uk/product/kit.htm" target="_blank">http://www.quaife.co.uk/product/kit.htm</a><br /><br />or; <a href="http://www.hewlandengineering.com" target="_blank">www.hewlandengineering.com</a>||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4||04-09-2003||11:52 PM||||i know the dog set up is not a real street friendly setup but im slowly converting my car into a rally car.||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||04-11-2003||12:01 AM||||<a href="http://www.albinsgear.com.au" target="_blank">Albins Gear</a>  make a Dog box for the Evo 1-3 that is supposed to fit.||63.231.189.174||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||04-11-2003||01:37 AM||||I've never heard of these things.  What's the difference?||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||Todd TCE||04-11-2003||10:10 AM||||Non syncro, straight cut, dog clutch, crash box, with changable gears. Requires proper matching of revs on down shifts thus the common 'blip' of the throttle. Go to the sites I posted and look at the pics there, the Hewland one is best for exploded views.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||04-13-2003||11:58 PM||||depending on your budget, you can get a brand new six speed dogbox from ralliart for a cool 35 grand.  Ok, now, after you have installed your new pacemaker, you can occasionally pick up used ones for a much more reasonable 15 grand if you find someone getting out of the pro rally business.  However, they are a bitch to install, they need a custom bell housing and axles, and they are far from bulletproof.  You would be better off sending your tranny to TRE or someone like that, getting all the gears dual synchro, and matching the gear ratios to your powerband.  If you can find a gearset out of a colt turbo, they have closer ratios than our trannies or the eclipse gsx, and a bit taller top gear as well.  (obviously, you are using the gears in an awd case, etc, and mixing and matching parts).  The full double synchro trannies are about as strong as you are going to get for a rally car at a decent price.  You might talk to Rob (Mofugas), as he was building an all out rallye car before he closed up shop and ask him what he was using.  Remember that balls to the wall horsepower in a rallye car isn't what you need most.  Most of the guys running 4G63's keep it under 300 hp, since you are going slow (relatively) speed and high rpm.  I'd rather finish when every one else breaks down than be breaking half shafts or overheating and getting a dnf for all the time and money I spent.  Just my .02Cents worth||12.83.159.165||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002038.cgi
A||||16||BigMal||Removing the Push (understeer)||||1||||BigMal||00001176
Z||000000||BigMal||04-10-2003||10:00 AM||malcolmh@hotline.net.au||Hello all,<br />Im new to the list and will be picking up my new GVR4 tomorrow morning.  '89 Silver 58,000km.<br />This is my second one as I sold the first 6 years ago and have regretted ever since.<br />The only thing that the GVR4 did not impressed me was the tendancy to understeer.  I know it is common for a 4x4 turbo, but I really want to get a sharp turn into corners.  I plan on doing some regular track work and also spend some $'s on making this a great car for daily driving and circuit work.<br />I do not want a low, stiff riding car and would like some suggestions on springs and shocks.<br />I was going to get a Whiteline f/r 22m swaybar and the caster/camber kit f/r, the springs and shocks are all stock so I am looking for suggestions.<br />As mentioned this is a daily driver and I have a bad back, the the softer the better, but I know I cant have both.<br />I would like to fit wider wheels/tyres but want to retain a low key look, I was thinking of 16"x7" custom steel rims, are these wide enough ?<br />Thanks<br />Malcolm<br />Sydney, Australia||211.28.96.5||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||04-10-2003||10:31 AM||||Don't upgrade the front swaybar if you want oversteer on tarmac.  Go huge in the back, stock in the front.  Additional caster and toe-out in the front should help to make the turn-in crisper.  <br /><br />16 X 7 is wide enough for decent street handling.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-10-2003||02:02 PM||||Are you considering removing the 4WS?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||BigMal||04-11-2003||07:25 AM||||i had not given the rear rack much thought.<br />I am open to suggestions.<br />Any advice would be great.<br />Thanks<br />Mal||211.28.96.5||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||04-11-2003||09:34 AM||||So far, I've spent $4000+ trying to get better handling in my GVR4. I've tested these mods over many hours at high speed on road race circuits. Here're my suggestions in rough order of priority:<br /><br />Raise front mount of driver's seat 1" for better angle<br />Push in kidney bolsters on driver's seat for better lateral support.<br />Caster kit in front<br />4 wheel alignment; new front sway bar links<br />Biggest rear sway bar (24mm)<br />Adjustable shocks (I have GAB front, set soft @1; AGX rear, set harder @4+)<br />Front & rear strut braces<br />Rear suspension poly bushings<br />Front suspension poly bushings<br />Camber kit front (1 degree neg.)<br />Better front brake pads (EBC greens; Porterfield R4S, etc.)<br />Lower, stiffer springs (coilovers are best with much stiffer rears)<br />Move battery to trunk<br />4 wheel alignment; lots of driving at speed<br />Ultra-high performance tires (225/45/16 good size)<br /><br />After this, you'll really start to feel the AWS causing vagueness in corners and understand the way it limits your control of the handling.<br />Remove AWS; fix rear rack so it doesn't move. (power steering will seem more nimble after this)<br />22mm front sway bar<br /><br />The last 2% of improvement costs lots of $$$:<br />Limited slip diff's rear & front<br />Adj. Camber plates in front (rough on street cars)<br />Bigger front brakes (watch this board for TCE's coming kit)<br /><br />After all this, it will still push, but only a little, especially in low speed corners.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||BigMal||04-12-2003||10:50 AM||||thals for all that info.<br />I will start with the base suspension you suggested and then look longterm for the limited slippers.<br />Mal||211.28.96.5||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||04-12-2003||02:56 PM||||Little changes can make big differences on these cars. <br /><br />My first suggestion is to take the car out to an autocross. This will give you a good indication of the areas that need attention. You mentioned that you have track expirience, so I assume you are at the point where the car is limiting you, not the other way around. Driving style plays a big roll in the handling of the car. An autocross is a good place to practice trail braking, which really helps the car turn in. <br /><br />Camber plays a huge roll in the balance of the car. When most people install suspension on their cars, they get a lot of camber in the rear, which increases rear grip and increases understeer. Adjusting out the rear camber and adding some in the front will do wonders. Adding more caster helps reduce the amount of camber lost when the wheels are turned. My Talon and GVR4 have very mild suspensions, Eibach Pro kits with AGX shocks. I don't think you need stiff springs to get the car to handle. My cars are very neutral, and are easy to steer with the brakes and throttle. For autocrossing, I set the front shocks at 2 and rears at 7. I do the rest of my fine tuning with tire pressures, which has a pretty big effect on balance. I run about 42psi front and rear. I do agree with removing the rear steering, it does make the handling more unpredictable. I think it causes understeer under acceleration, and oversteer on decelleration. Here's my theory... The RWS steers in phase over 30mph. Under hard cornering, it's essentially changing your rear toe to add more toe in on the outside loaded wheeel, which promotes stability, but understeer. Now you are decellerating through a corner, and fall below 30mph. The system removes the rear toe in, and it gets a little more tail happy. That's the way the system feels to me, like I have to keep compensating for it.||68.134.172.38||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-12-2003||08:14 PM||||Interesting thoughts about the 4WS, but I think that understeering while accelerating and oversteering while decelerating is common to most all cars that have the front wheels under power.  Getting a car to oversteer under power around a corner can sometimes be difficult, but any car can be made to corner w/the ass out.  A little mid apex throttle lift off or left foot braking can do wonders.  You basically transfer weight to the front, improving grip, and lessening the likelihood to understeer, but lightening the rear and allowing it to slide easier.  The 4WS may compound matters, but I don't think it's the cause.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||04-12-2003||11:36 PM||||Why not just weld the center diff? I bet you'd get some oversteer then. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||AWDpower||04-13-2003||01:56 AM||||"The 4WS may compound matters, but I don't think it's the cause."<br /><br />I know it's not the cause, but it makes it more unpredicable. The passive toe control on DSMs is bad enough, the 4WS messes with the rear toe even more. I plan on getting the arms welded solid. Using trail breaking to get the car to rotate works great, and one you start it rotating, it's not difficult to hang the tail out and keep it there. It's lots of fun, but not the fastest way around a turn. My DSMs tend to either push through a turn or corner rally style, there is not much middle ground. I want to tune the suspension to make the car more neutral, so I don't have to resort to trail braking as much.||68.134.172.128||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000010||BigMal||04-13-2003||07:56 AM||||You guys are mentioning Autocross, is this on dirt or tarmac ?<br /><br />I am trying to get this car to handle on tarmac,<br />The main outcome I would like to achieve it to improve the turnin into the corner.<br />I find the frontend very prone to float and lacks the sharp turnin I am looking for.<br />My current GVR4 is completly stock and I guess that the suspension is old and worn, this is why I thought I would get some ideas on what to do first.  I will be getting new shocks and a rear swaybar (24mm). I will look at the bushes all around and make sure its all tight.||211.28.96.5||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes
Z||000011||bob in chicago||04-13-2003||09:09 AM||||My suggestions above were all for Tarmac.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000012||1101||04-13-2003||10:22 AM||||ST has a 25mm rear bar that will fit, but only if you get rid of the 4-ws rack.<br /><br />Ward<br /><br /><br />[QUOTE]Originally posted by BigMal:<br />[ I will be getting new shocks and a rear swaybar (24mm).||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||04-13-2003||12:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1101:<br /><strong> ST has a 25mm rear bar that will fit, but only if you get rid of the 4-ws rack.<br /><br />Ward<br /><br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you give us a little more info on the 25mm swaybar? Who's ST? Maybe a link?<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||04-13-2003||04:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br />Can you give us a little more info on the 25mm swaybar? Who's ST? Maybe a link?<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />dp </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ST = Suspension Techniques.  Happy Googling!||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||Beemer||06-01-2003||09:51 PM||||I agree that the 4ws has to go.  Mine has it, and I autocross.  My eclipse can run rings around it.  (1990 gsx)  Ever go into a hard corner with ripple bumps where you have to saw the wheel a bit?  There's like a half second lag between the front and rear steer.  Just when you think you're set, boom, the rear decides to move and scare the crap out of you.  If you're drag only, it really doesn't matter whether it's there or not until you break the drivers side rear axle and go for a 4-bolt.  Rob (Mofugas) offered a 26mm swaybar for a short time if I remember correctly, and a friend of mine contacted whiteline about doing a batch run.  They have enough 26mm material to do about 10-15 of them.  However, they won't make less than 10.  They want 2600AU for the batch of ten, but remember that an australian dollar is about 50-65 cents here.  (someone want to check the exchange rate?) I think my buddy Mark posted something on one of the sites, maybe here or on dsmtuners about this, and maybe a group buy.  I'll try to post something when mark tells me more about the deal<br />Dave||12.83.158.25||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000016||1101||06-01-2003||10:28 PM||||I have a 22 whiteline on the front and a 25 ST bar on the back. I think a 26 mm rear bar would be better for handling, but I wouldn't go with whiteline. My ST bar's fit and finish seems to be much better than the front whiteline.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum2/002039.cgi
A||N||16||Marcus||Do we really need 50dollar plug wires?||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||04-10-2003||01:34 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I was wondering if we really need to shell out the cash for these expensive plug wires.  Instead, why not go to autozone and get some lifetime warranty ones for 18bucks.  What is the easiest way to test plug wires.  I have a good multimeter and I just want to test mine before I shell out money for new ones.<br />Marcus||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||watchdoc||04-10-2003||01:55 PM||||for a mildly modified car,  the $30-$40 plug wires are fine. Autolite has a professional series for about $35 as does Bosch.  DO NOT buy the house brand wires from Xact or Bosch or any other super cheap wires.  They just don't hold up.  For most people, racing wires such as Taylor and Magnecor are overkill.  By the way, the AutoLite Pro's come in black and have the lifetime warranty as well.  Just my 2 cents||65.41.174.43||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-10-2003||01:56 PM||||What makes a "good" spark plug wire?  Low resistance, good insulation and a good seal, right?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||04-10-2003||02:03 PM||||Spark plug wires are one thing you shouldn't skimp on on our cars. They are exposed to VERY high temperatures, and expected to perform flawlessly for years under increased (hopefully) boost. The best deal I've found are the Kingsborne:<br /><a href="http://www.kingsborne.com/800.htm" target="_blank">http://www.kingsborne.com/800.htm</a><br />but, I've also heard good things about the NGK's I believe. I had Magnecores for a couple years, but started having problems with them, and they will NOT honor the warranty on them in a DSM (or VR-4).||68.211.229.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||04-10-2003||03:42 PM||||i think the bosch wires were actually the best.  the spark plug ends sucked big time, and the coil ends were too loose, but the actual wire was very nice.  they were also too long.  the ngk wire set was better fitting that the bosch, but they had this wierd odor that wouldnt go away, it reminded me of a bunker we spent a lot of time in when i was in vietnam, it was dug out of an old grave, and it had the same strange odor.  the kingsborne  wire is slightly thicker, so it is a tight fit in the looms, but the ends, both spark plug and coil, are really nice.  they are the best sealing i have ever seen.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Numberless||04-10-2003||05:07 PM||||I run the bosch's and haven't had problems so far, I always ran stock mitsu wires on my gsx and went through two sets in 90K miles.<br /><br />I wouldn't skimp on em...its amazing how bad your car will run with bad/broken/old plug wires.||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000006||bopropucope||04-10-2003||05:15 PM||||FYI- I had magnacors and had continous problems with one wire not staying on the cap then having a open in the wire someplace.  Now they are $70 dollar scrap in the drawer and the old wqires are back on for now.  I could tell a big difference even just starting the car up with a high performance wire set (when they worked) over stock wires.  Just adding another couple of pennies worth of info for you.||65.56.216.63||reg||1||bopropucope||00000288||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||04-10-2003||10:48 PM||||I have Accel 7mm wires for $40.00 from Nopi.<br />It works for the money.<br />I was at a racetrack and there was this Moroso truck with a display. They had 8 different wires hooked up and measuring the resistance.<br />Moroso, was the lowest of corse, then the Accel.<br />To my suprise the Magnecors where the worst.<br />I even swapped the wires on it to see if they are cheeting somehow. The guy noticed that and started laughing. Pulled out a hand held very hight tech ohm meter and redid the test. The results where the same.<br />At that time, Moroso didn't have wires for our cars. I've been meaning to call them about that.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.116||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||AWDpower||04-11-2003||02:10 AM||||I've had good luck with NGK wires. They run about $35 a set. I have crane wires on my Talon, and they have been fine for the last two years. Some place was selling them for $16 a set, so i bought a couple. I wouldn't waste my money on Magnacores, unless you like light shows. I've seem too many that arc through the boots at both ends, and a couple sets were fresh out of the box. Looks cool in the dark though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.134.172.105||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||04-11-2003||02:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> I've had good luck with NGK wires. They run about $35 a set. I have crane wires on my Talon, and they have been fine for the last two years. Some place was selling them for $16 a set, so i bought a couple. I wouldn't waste my money on Magnacores, unless you like light shows. I've seem too many that arc through the boots at both ends, and a couple sets were fresh out of the box. Looks cool in the dark though.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Better hope you dont have a lil fuel leak in your engine bay. haha||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||AWDpower||04-11-2003||03:50 AM||||"Better hope you dont have a lil fuel leak in your engine bay. haha"<br /><br />Actually, the last time I found bad Magnacores it could have been very bad. We had just finished doing a big build up on my friends Talon. New injectors, fuel pressure regulator, filter, pump, fuel pressute gauge, etc. We tested for leaks before trying to start the car, but there was a lot to check. The car was running like crap, poping and dropping to three cylinders. I heard a hissing sound, and saw that one of the new magnacores was arcing to the fuel pressure regulator.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.134.172.224||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000011||1quickvr4||04-11-2003||09:29 AM||||NGK plugs, NGK wires, Need a say more?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.31.253.68||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||04-11-2003||11:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> Better hope you dont have a lil fuel leak in your engine bay. haha </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">About a year ago, I was having misfire problems that I couldn't resolve. I finally thought I'd throw a cheap set of new wires on my GVR-4 to eliminate the Magnecors as a suspect. I bought a set of Autolites, or something generic, at Pep Boys, got about 2 miles down the road, and smoke started pouring out from under the hood. Yep, engine fire! <br />  Fortunately, I had a gallon of water in the trunk, for my water injection, and that put it out. The fire began right near the FPR, from what I could tell. I think I might have had a slow leak from the fuel return of the FPR.<br />I could never resolve whether switching to the new Pep Boys wires caused the fire or not, (they were COMPLETELY burned up in the fire), but it seems too coincidental. After splicing in a new wiring harness, replacing the short section of return hose, the transistor, the coil pack, and installing new Kingsborne wires, the misfire is gone. Thats how to fix your problems the hard way!||67.34.1.132||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||04-11-2003||12:24 PM||||Jeff, did you have all the wiring loom pieces intact and routing correct?  I think it's pretty important to keep the pairs separated accordingly and routed without contact.  <br /><br />I remember when I used to not care about wire routing, then I realized how little insulation most wires really offer (which you can feel if you grab one and get zapped through the insulation).||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||gvr4in||04-11-2003||12:24 PM||||A few months back a friend of mine just got done upgrading injectors and he had a fuel leak he was unaware of. He was sitting at a stop light when he noticed flames coming out of his hood, im talking a big intersection, lots of traffic, he pops his hood and get out, opens the hood and flames everywhere, takes off his shirt, another friend grabs a towel from the back and they try to douse the flames, it was very surprising how quickly people got out of their cars with fire extinguishers and helped, once the fire was out, he pulled into a parking lot..His entire injector wiring harness was fried, along with his coil pack and some fuel fittings...he learned a lesson to be more careful, oh ya and to buy a fire extinguisher to keep with him at all times..||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||04-11-2003||01:52 PM||||Damn it, I'm going to go buy an extinguisher now, but I refuse to get it chromed.||12.247.128.70||reg||11||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||gvr4in||04-11-2003||03:31 PM||||Yea right, you know you're going to take your APC credit card to pep boys and get a mounting bracket for your blang blang chrome extinguisher! hahaha just kiddin||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/002040.cgi
A||||3||brandongvr4||What is some good compression test numbers   ||||1||||brandongvr4||00000571
Z||000000||brandongvr4||04-10-2003||02:50 PM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||Can you guys give me some good compression test numbers?||67.123.8.197||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||04-10-2003||03:19 PM||||165 is factory spec for a 1st gen engine.  I believe 114 psi is the service limit per the manual.  Also your numbers "should" be within 2-5 psi of each other with no more than 14 psi variance between any of the cylinders.  This is off the top of my head, so I could be wrong on some of the numbers.  Can anyone confirm these values?||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||Numberless||04-10-2003||05:08 PM||||I was actually just reading that last night in the manual...your numbers look right to me.||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||04-10-2003||05:54 PM||||That is correct, but I don't understand why the service limit would be different 121psi on a turbo TEL.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dsmgrrrl.com/FAQs/compression.htm" target="_blank">vfaq</a>||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/002041.cgi
A||||21||raceman77||upgrading exhaust tomorrow-2.5 &quot;or 3.&quot;  help!||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||04-10-2003||04:25 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||l appeal to those who know..l`ve got a 10am appt. at the local outlaw exhaust shop to upgrade my exhaust(o2 housing back)l was planning to go 2.5" custom downpipe no cat to a flange joining a 3" back.No resonator or premuffler,non baffeled rear muffler/single 3" tip.l want the flange to ease future disassembly.Or should l go 3" throughout? l don`t plan to upgrade to a bigger turbo.l`m in the process of a larger fmic/pipes and intake/maf translater.l have a boost guage and mbc installed.So what`s it going to be,2.5"/3.0" OR 3.0"/3.0" ?? What would you do? thanks for any advice amigos..rr||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||04-10-2003||04:42 PM||||3" from the turbo back is better. You may regret not taking the opportunity to go 3" now. But that's gonna be one loud car.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||04-10-2003||05:28 PM||||hey thanks,3." all the way huh? Do you think there`s any dfference in throttle response using 2.5" on the downpipe?l heard it was superior for that..loud?.ya think?....maybe l should add a pre-muffler then...l had my 78 Saab 99 turbo done like that and it was okay for noise.Well l guess it was a little loud at WOT with 20psi boost...l need to decide before 10am..come on guys,l know you`ve all got an opinion on this.Thanks in advance for the best advice on the web:d||68.35.24.131||reg||10||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||turbofreek||04-10-2003||06:32 PM||||I would go 2.5'' from Turbo-back, after flange on downpipe i would go 3'' the rest of the way, no cat, and the muffler to finish it off. I would go with the N1 or Dunk, i like them.||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||04-10-2003||06:38 PM||||if you plan to boost the car then go 3' turbo back.||67.200.121.201||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||04-10-2003||06:50 PM||||Have you tried doing a search ?????<br /><br />Sorry to vent, but I wrote a freaking 1/2 page post on how to choose exhaust, 2.5 inch vs 3 inch vs 3.5 inch as well. Materials, bends etc etc were also covered. I was hoping people would search the archives first, before asking. And by the time you had a reply, you could have searched easily...<br /><br />There is a vast archive out there and the search button is your friend, seriously! Give it a swing, you'll be surprised.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||04-10-2003||08:01 PM||||Oh yeah?  I didn't see anything by you with the word "exhaust" in like you've described.  Maybe it is on your homepage?  Nope, nothing there either.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.37.179.232||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||04-10-2003||11:09 PM||||Hertz - just coz you got a website with gazillion links, that dont make you da man   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Look what I found by searching for exhaust !<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001743#000004" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001743#000004</a>||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||raceman77||04-11-2003||01:45 AM||||thanks for the imput on the exhaust question amigos,l`ll let you know how it goes.l searched the archives before posting and actually found the above information from Blacksheep.Thanks Blacksheep,but a forum is made up of open discussion among a public assembly,not one guy in front of a screen looking up facts.l posted the topic because l respect the members of the forum and their opinions,yours included.So 2.5"/3.0" or 3.0" all the way back?...10 hours to decide..||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||04-11-2003||02:33 AM||||3" from the turbo all the way to the muffler, Im sure the majority of dsm owners (from reading thread after thread of exhauast ?'s) would recommend 3" turboback because its wise to go bigger if you're even thinking about it, because you know later down the line, you'll be wishin you got 3".  if you're going to spend the money, why not go all the way?||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||bob in chicago||04-11-2003||09:48 AM||||In my humble opinion, 3" all the way. Extra cost over 2.5" is minimal; potential benefits are great. Makes for a sexier rumble at idle/low RPMs.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000011||GVR4458||04-11-2003||11:45 AM||||I agree with Bob.  The 3" has more potential and it really isn't that loud.  If you are worried about volume, throw a resonator on.  I ran 3" with two mufflers (no cat) and it was plenty quiet.||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||04-11-2003||02:01 PM||||If there is still time -- I have a 3" turbo back mandrel bent with cat, resonator and a oval magnaflow to 4" tip.  It was a little loud for me at first (especially at this harmonic 3.5k rpm @ 75mph)  Fixing my doors/seals helped lower the inside db tremendously.  Car being perfectly tuned helped as well.<br /><br />I set off some car alarms (usually just a warning chirp) when decelerating in gear, looking for parking downtown.  At most conservative driving levels it is nice and warm feeling and not obnoxious.  By no means does it sound anything like a farting Honda.<br /><br />I'm used to the sound levels now, and if it gets annoying on the highway (really the only time it is an issue for me) I find that cracking the window helps.   If I make a change it would be to get a different muffler.  I'm thinking that a dual 2.5" tips would be quieter (and probably a different sound/resonance) and would still be ample flow.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||raceman77||04-11-2003||02:04 PM||||Hey,thanks for the response.l wanted the 3.0 but l guess l needed a push in that direction.The muffler shop says l need a flex section but the only 2.5" l could find was over $200.00!!!.So l`m going without and it sounds like everyone else is too..arn`t you? l may add a pre-muffler if a get annoying resonance...Also ,l have some 2.5" aluminum tubing and plenty or 2.0" mandrel bends in mild steel if anyone needs any,let me know.||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||04-11-2003||05:58 PM||||I don't know of anyone that doesn't use a flex section.  Listen to the muffler shop (this once) and get one.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||gvr4in||04-11-2003||06:12 PM||||I dont have a flex section on my 3" turboback, it sucks! My test pipe is where it should be, but hey I got it for cheap so whatever!||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000016||raceman77||04-11-2003||10:29 PM||||Okay the exhaust is on.The shop decided to leave a couple inches of the original downpipe,went to a 2.5" for a couple feet for clearance and then to 3.0" back to a non-baffeled muffler.l`m going have them go full 3.0" when l replace the exhaust manifold and o2 housing.The performance gain was noticable and l look forward to the maf translater/intake to really wake it up.Thanks for all your help..||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||04-11-2003||11:50 PM||||I noticed a HUGE gain in HP from the test pipe back 2.5".  Then I installed a 2.5" down pipe and I didn't notice any gain with a big 16g, ported 2g exhaust manny.<br /><br />I guess I need a FMIC to flow more.<br /><br />Is it 2.5" good for 350HP?<br />3" beyond.<br /><br />There are variables, but I think that is a place to start.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||04-12-2003||04:44 AM||||I had a 2.5" mandrel bent cat back w/straight through muffler and in the last month put on a 2.5" mandrel DP and test pipe.  Huge gains!  I can't boost more than 6 psi (2G MAS w/stock injectors [I know, I know]) but it spools in no time and has noticably more torque.  I guess I did other mods at the same time... *shrug*||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000019||Vr4in'||04-12-2003||11:34 AM||||i have stock exhaust manifold on my car and i was wondering in order to run 3" all the way from the d.p. on i will need a different manifold?in about 2 wks im getting a ported 2g manifold can i do it then?||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000020||lonelygvr4||04-13-2003||08:28 PM||||rick r what kind of muffler did you end up getting for your setup?||65.95.115.163||reg||1||lonelygvr4||00001111||yes
Z||000021||raceman77||04-13-2003||09:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by lonelygvr4:<br /><strong> rick r what kind of muffler did you end up getting for your setup? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">muffler? we don`t need no stinkin muffler!..okay actually l have an ExLelerator...sounds kind of cheesy but quality is there and the shop has been using these for some time with no problems.The muffler has no baffle but the exhaust path takes a very mild "S" shape,just enough so you can`t quite see straight through.The sound is acceptable and has a nice low howl at WOT,quiet rumble at idle.l feel l`ve made an excellent choice by deciding to throw wads of $$$ at this car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes



ubb/Forum2/002042.cgi
A||||38||natec||GVR4 tranny||||1||||natec||00000940
Z||000000||natec||04-10-2003||05:17 PM||ncrankshaw_2000@yahoo.com||I am looking for a trans for my 92 gsx.  I got a call from someone wanting me to sell me one for 400 with the trans and transfer case.  Anyways, has anyone ever had problems with the synchros going bad.  He said they have a double synchro 2nd gear so i know its bound to last better than the gsx trannies.  Anyway, any information you guys could give me would be great.  Also the transmission has under 30,000 miles on it.  It should bolt right up to my car right?||65.29.98.13||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-10-2003||05:30 PM||||this is suspicious.  if it is a jdm trans, you'd better MAKE SURE the numbers STAMPED on the bell housing-W5M332---- exactly match yours.  the last 4 digits are critical, they should start with "N", W5M332NPXU is the factory gsx trans.  if it starts with a "W" the final drive is wrong, and you will lock it up at speed.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||natec||04-10-2003||05:35 PM||||should i ask the guy the numbers on the bell housing tomorrow when i call him back||65.29.98.13||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000003||natec||04-10-2003||06:14 PM||||????||65.29.98.13||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||04-10-2003||06:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by natec:<br /><strong> should i ask the guy the numbers on the bell housing tomorrow when i call him back </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well, lesse now.  hmmm.  if you get the wrong trans, you install it, it locks up and you run off the road and total the car, or you find out it is wrong, and dont get it, and the car is ok.  gee, that's a hard one.  i'll get back to you on that.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||04-10-2003||08:26 PM||||Are we talking Galant GSX or Eclipse GSX???||68.211.229.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||natec||04-13-2003||11:33 AM||||my bad im talking about my eclipse gsx||65.29.98.13||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000007||natec||04-13-2003||02:42 PM||||does that make anything different???||65.29.98.13||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||04-13-2003||03:56 PM||||yes, the double cone synchros are much better than stock.  BUT, IMHO, if someone is offering you a reman trans(they do NOT come stock with double synchros) AND a transfer case for 400, it is either a killer deal, or a scam.  the best deal i have ever seen for a reman trans is one gabor got for like 600 bucks a couple of months ago.  the rest have all been like 1200-2000.  and, the 600 bucks was an absolute killer deal.  i think for like a tre trans, or similar, 800 is a killer deal.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||josh91vr4||04-13-2003||10:16 PM||||As long as the topic is Trannies, does anyone know how i can tell what tranny my 91 Galant VR-4 has in it? The details that are currently known are: Transfer case is non-existent and the car moves fine. (Welded diff or something, so i was told) There are some numbers on the bottom of the transmission, they match those on another (stock) '91 GVR4. As far as driving, I am running just over 3500rpm at 70mph in 5th. The weiner that had the car before me cut the driveshaft off with a hacksaw, so i need a new front 1/3 of the driveshaft too.||24.56.196.223||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||04-14-2003||12:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Josh B:<br /><strong> The weiner that had the car before me cut the driveshaft off with a hacksaw, so i need a new front 1/3 of the driveshaft too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     Damn, how long do you suppose that took?  Weiner is right... sometimes I look around at all the people around me and feel that we surely must be entering the apocalypse.  Either that or whatever's in the water in Alabama is spreading.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||04-14-2003||04:23 PM||||The 5th. in the GVR4 AWD and the TEL AWD trannies are the same ratio. My GVR4 tranny is also at about 3500 at 75 or so. The big difference is the short ass 1st. gear of the TEL. There is a VFAQ somewhere about the ratios between years and makes.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||04-14-2003||04:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by natec:<br /><strong> does that make anything different??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, the Galant GSX is an AWD non-turbo car that uses a transmission with different ratios than our cars or DSM's, so you have to also swap the rear diff gears too if you do a swap.<br />Eclipse GSX's are practically the same drivetrain as our cars, except for the first gear ratio. If you are also swapping the transfer case, you should be able to use the transmission from any '91 to '94 AWD DSM. However, as Ken said, none of those came with dual cone synchronizers, and if they are in fact upgraded, it would be a fantastic price. How well do you know this guy?||68.154.109.60||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||josh91vr4||04-14-2003||04:51 PM||||Yeah umm, my transmission blew itself to hell this morning... So does anyone have a nice transmission and driveshaft (maybe transfer case) they'll sell me for a GVR4 ? <br />Heck, i'll take a regular TEL AWD set at the moment...||24.56.196.223||reg||8||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000014||natec||04-15-2003||08:00 AM||||honestly i do not know this guy at all.  he called me (i had an add on dsmtrader.com) and said that he has like 4 GVR-4 trannies with transfer case for sale.  he said that he would work a deal out with me for 450 plus shipping.  hes located in san diego california.  so i guess this whole thing could be B.S. i am in dire need of a trans and transfer case though.  I dont have the 900 im going to need to get it rebuilt.  (its 900 if i take out and put the tranny back in myself after its done)||65.29.98.13||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||04-15-2003||12:26 PM||||As everyone has said, that sounds like too good of a deal, so you MUST get the numbers off the transmissions first. As Ken warned you, there are people selling JDM transmissions that will NOT work in our cars without some serious modifications. Where was that Eigen place out of, Ken?||68.158.102.169||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||ken inn||04-15-2003||01:06 PM||||if that guy has 4 galant trannys, they are jdm.  you'd BETTER find out what the numbers are.  when i was looking for one, i called at least 6 places, every one had the rs trans(no workee).  <br />     on another note, this trans that scott evans just built is absolutely fantastic.  second gear is getting smoother every day, all the shift points are a lot tighter, there is no noise, going into first while rolling is a snap.  i still am amazed at how quiet the car is now at freeway speeds.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000017||gsxtasee||04-15-2003||02:51 PM||||would this guy's name be Manny, Sean, or Brandon?  If so, I know them all and they do get good deals on trannies from a place in SD.  I am not personally vouching for the numbers on the trans, but I do know that they do, in fact, frequently have trannies for sale.  Brandon is on this board with t aGSX-VR4 conversion with a FP30-55 turbo.  he recently got a smog ticket...  just for some background.  it sounds like the guys I know.<br /><br />Jason||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000018||slvrblt||04-16-2003||01:17 AM||||Before you consider buying from this guy, you may want to check the good guys/bad guys lists. Maybe even post some of his info on here and see if anyone else has had experiences with him. I had someone try to sell me tranny, so I posted about him on a local board. It seems that he had ripped people off previously. I didnt buy it from him. Instead I used Rising Sun Engines for that tranny. Nice guys.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000019||Bigfoot200200||04-16-2003||02:15 AM||||I'll bet someone could get this GVR4 tranny cheap. He doesnt know anything about DSM's. Needs a rebuild though.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=88384" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=88384</a>||64.233.106.101||reg||1||Darrel Painter||00000854||yes
Z||000020||natec||04-20-2003||11:18 AM||||yea his name is manny, he said he is located in sand diego||65.29.98.13||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000021||natec||04-20-2003||11:54 AM||||so this guy DOES do good business deals and isnt just messing around?  He said that he has sold several of the trannies already and everyone that has gotten them put in their cars have said great things||65.29.98.13||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000022||natec||04-28-2003||02:24 PM||||C50PH-FE5524 <br />C51PH-CR9626<br /><br /><br />these are the numbers off of the bell housing on the two transmissions that manny has left.  these dont look like the numbers that i need?!  someone help<br /><br />    thanks, <br />       nate||65.29.96.16||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000023||sk8bored||04-29-2003||12:10 AM||||If it is manny he has a bad rep on the socal list. just go there and ask, sometimes just mentioning his name is enough to start a bitch fest.||209.181.55.114||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000024||Arty||04-29-2003||12:27 AM||||If you search for c51ph, you'll find <br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002101#000005" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002101#000005</a><br /><br />Looks like C51PH is from a JDM ZR4 and should be compatible. <br /><br />Assuming the vendor ends up shipping one of these model transmissions to you ?||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000025||ken inn||04-29-2003||10:30 AM||||the recent trans fiasco i have gone thru makes me recommend one thing.  get a good core rebuilt, or get the one in the car rebuilt, and have it done by a really good place.  scott evans of forced performance did mine, and it is superb.  the down side is i was without the car for about 3 weeks.  it cost more than a jdm or a used.  however, the trans is so quiet, and really shifts nice.  i used to shift early, and i see now that the reason is because the trans was so noisy.  scott reshimmed everything, and this sucker is QUIET.  there is NO play in the shift lever.  NONE.  it is still breaking in, and gets smoother every day.  bottom line, the car is a LOT more fun to drive.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000026||ctm||04-29-2003||05:16 PM||||Nate,<br />C50PH and C51PH should work.  However, you will need to get the matching switchable transfer case to get C50PH to work.<br /><br />Recent info indicates that some C51ph trannies may have been of the switchable type.  Without a JDM version of CAPS (anyone have one by the way?) I cannot confirm this.  To date I have only received one example of a switchable C51PH tranny and that is from Manny.  Until I get more reports from other owners, I would proceed with caution.  <br /><br />Personnally I have successfully used a nonswitchable C51PH without consequences.<br /><br />Good luck,<br />Norm||66.27.117.246||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes
Z||000027||slvrblt||04-29-2003||09:22 PM||||Check out <a href="http://www.risingsunengines.com" target="_blank">http://www.risingsunengines.com</a><br /><br />I had to get a new one because I cracked mine. Mike (Above URL) helped me out and got me a new one fast. They are in Chico, CA. The ones he gets are not switchable (rarely he may have one).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000028||Beemer||04-29-2003||10:43 PM||||I have the tranny out of #1244 that I pulled due to a bent (badly) 1-2 shift fork and bearings if you need a core.  Also have an unused, but unknown condition TEL awd tranny that supposedly needs a second gear synchro that I picked up fairly cheap.  It was in a driving car that got parted due to a timing belt.  I have 250 in the TEL, and basically nothing in the gvr4 core.  Shipping is the bitch on trannies though.  Figure a minimum of around 150 or so from ABF.  I bought a rebuilt tranny for my gvr4, only to find a good jdm one on ebay for half the price.  However, the jdm crunches second and third a bit when shifting fast.  Normal it is fine, but when I put my new motor in the gvr4, I will use the other tranny, as the jdm was a stopgap.  I might send the other one off to TRE or someone, since I drive it 33 miles of interstate each way to/from work, and I am only pulling 20 mpg.  That taller 5th gear they use out of the colt helps a lot.  I am pulling around 4 grand at 85 mph...way too much for a gvr4 with torque to need rpm wise.  Let me know if you need the core though, or the TEL.<br />dave||12.83.146.82||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000029||ken inn||04-30-2003||10:03 AM||||yo, beemer, i have a 2g mas, 560's, yada, yada.  on my only long trip, i recorded 28+mpg at 75-80mph.  even then, i later discovered that one of the connections on my dejon intake to the carbon cannister was disconnected, and at times, the ecu would go open loop.  the reason i got good mpg, i think, is the cyclone intake.  with the old 1g mas setup, the best i could get was 22-24(reformulated crap gas) hwy, and 18-20 city.  now, it get 20-22 city.  also, a/c was on full blast the whole time.  i bet i could get 30 mpg now that the water injection is back working.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000030||natec||05-01-2003||04:18 PM||||slvrblt, have you ever dealt with this online company? Because if I can get a tranny for 450 plus shipping that would be perfect.  I'm afraid to go through manny now because I have heard some mixed feelings about him.||65.29.96.16||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000031||Matt Freeman||05-02-2003||04:15 PM||||I was going to buy one of those used JDM transmission from Sean in San Diego. But when I told him to get me the numbers that are stamped in the tranny. He just stop answering any of my emails. I finally found a rebuilt one and no core charge. The rebuilt one works fine.||63.227.101.21||reg||1||Matt Freeman||00000101||yes
Z||000032||Beemer||05-03-2003||01:11 AM||||Ken thanks for the info.  I have 2 90 eclipse gsx's and #1244.  They all average 18 -20 mpg.  However, I normally hit 125 on a 9 mile stretch of brand new 2-lane concrete before I hit the interstate going to work that 33 miles each way.  However, that just drops it down to 18.  If I am on time going to work (rarely with 5 kids and one bathroom) It goes back up to 20.  I am hoping my 2g mas=1g plug and 510cc injectors helps it out a bit.  Last resort for now is putting the hks fcon that was factory back in and using an s-afc (HKS) to tune it again.  Problem is, i think the prom in the fcon is bad, and the pressure sensor is toast. Only thing that works is the fcd that is spliced into the harness.  (mine was a factory HKS Special)  Unless I can find a prom, this will go, along with 3 other spare fcons, on ebay.  I have the toyota supra harness and chip though, plus the gvr4/eclipse harness.  I have a chip for the sr20det as well (s-14 sylvia) that I picked up in tokyo last month.<br />dave||12.83.146.131||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000033||ctm||05-03-2003||09:35 AM||||Matt and Natec -- Don't know Sean (and I live in the same area) but I've spoken to him on the phone.  As was the case with you Matt, our conversations ceased when I requested him to provide the tranny ID #. You can find decent used (unrebuilt) trannies for $450-550.  Rebuilt ones should go for $650 on up depending on what was done to it and, of course, who did it. Good luck.||199.106.16.3||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes
Z||000034||ken inn||05-03-2003||11:33 AM||||REMEMBER THIS.  i also spoke with the hoser known as eigen engineering, they told me it was the NQ trans, AND told me there was a 90 day warranty.  they sent me the WQ trans, and when i called them back, they denied ever saying there was a warranty.  fucking bold face liars, so, even if they do tell you it is the correct trans, make damn sure you use a credit card, or some way to guarantee you recourse if it isnt what is promised.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000035||wtgvr4me03||08-18-2003||01:43 AM||||Ken,<br /><br /> I'm really glad I read this post!!  I have the tranny out of my car right now, and was looking into JDM's.  I have been emailing back and forth with eigen engineering!!  I think I'll just have to spend the extra cash and get a rebuild.  Thank you!!!!||68.10.180.219||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000036||Martin Tolentino||08-18-2003||03:38 AM||||Manny from San Diego will RIP you off||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000037||Jose||08-18-2003||02:10 PM||||So its safe to say Im ok with this trans in my car (C51PH-GS5355).<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000038||natec||08-20-2003||04:15 PM||||yea i think manny may have just ripped me off? I'm not sure yet though, haven't heard back from him yet since yesterday.<br /><br />when you say ripped off, what do you mean, takes the money and runs?||24.208.231.170||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes



ubb/Forum2/002043.cgi
A||||1||comfy||slit tires, shot radiators, and different thread patterns||||1||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||04-10-2003||08:12 PM||||the car overheated while i ran inside for about 15 min. i shut it down before the coolant started to overflow,  but the level was low. so i obviously had a leak somewhere. well i left it where it was for the weekend till i had time to get it home. when i went to get it someone had slit my fron tire, so i changed it and limped it home.  we pulled to radiator to have it pressure tested and we could tell by looking at it that it was fucked.  ordered a new fan switch and radiator. got the parts today and started on it, then i realized the thread pattern on the new fanswitch was wrong.  and here is the kicker, i had a friend get it for me at cost $16 if i get a new one tonight it will be about twice that.||12.222.32.112||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-10-2003||11:29 PM||||more proof of how much life(and these cars) can be a bitch.||65.227.204.133||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/002044.cgi
A||||2||JDMGVR4||Eclipse Springs?||||1||||JDMGVR4||00001293
Z||000000||JDMGVR4||04-10-2003||09:29 PM||Terrible_1@bolt.com||I have a quick question. I was wondering if any one knew if eclipse lowwering springs e.g. eibach sportlines would fit my GVR4? From what i have seen eclipse/GVR4 spring shock setups look the same but im not sure. Also, does anyone have any better spring suggestions? Thanks.||207.202.161.18||reg||1||JDMGVR4||00001293||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||04-10-2003||10:14 PM||||use the search tool, this is being covered, or has been a lot.  I posted a pic of my car with eibachs, front springs were cut to level it.||12.18.160.2||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||turbofreek||04-11-2003||05:11 PM||||Yes the AWD sprigs would work fine. I have Sportlines on my GVR4 and it is fine and very low.||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes



ubb/Forum2/002045.cgi
A||||6||VR4coop||For people with battery in the trunk?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||04-10-2003||10:34 PM||coop529@aol.com||Do you get a hard time at the track? and if so what have you done so that you are able to run your cars?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||04-10-2003||10:39 PM||||all you have to do is just strap it down really good and they won't say nada.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||04-10-2003||11:13 PM||||Different tracks have different rules I guess.<br />At Gateway International you have to have it in an aluminum box strapped down of course, or if you have a plastic box, you have to have a firewall between the cabin and the trunk.<br /><br />Makes sence if you ever seen one explode.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.116||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||04-11-2003||12:00 AM||||I have an Optima in the trunk held down to a battery tray that is bolted to the floor. No box. I am required by my local track to have a kill switch on the back of the car, however, and I do. They pretty much go by NHRA rules as far as I know.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||305VR4||04-11-2003||12:23 AM||||If you get some anal tech guy, he may hassle you for not having a battery kill switch mounted on the outside of your car.  I've never been rejected of racing for not having one, just hassled a bit, just tell the guy you now know for next time;)||12.211.202.100||reg||8||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||04-11-2003||01:32 AM||||I have a kragen battery box and it passes tech fine||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||04-11-2003||07:01 AM||||I made my own battery box out of 3/4 inch Lexan.  What would I need to get in order to make it track legal?  I was planning on hittin the 1/4 a few times this year and want to be prepared.  Thanks.  Oh by the way the 3/4 inch Lexan is what you see on t.v. used for hockey rink walls..||65.42.48.156||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/002046.cgi
A||||2||turbofreek||Swap question||||1||||turbofreek||00000683
Z||000000||turbofreek||04-11-2003||09:04 AM||ybelmont@yahoo.com||I am getting ready to do a motor swap very soon. I wanted to know what you guys think of getting my 2g manifold ported, and the 14b ported. What do you think it will be able to push HP wise. I plan on upgrading my fuel system completely, and running a SAFC. PLease let me know what you thik, and do you think the car will be running hard with the things i just pointed out. I also have two intercoolers, should i use the starion intercooler with the 14b for now, or the bigger one is is about the size of the Big 2g Greddy FMIC, i got it from a truck. <br /><br />Thanks in advance.||149.68.172.43||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000001||turbofreek||04-11-2003||09:07 AM||||Will it be able to handle 15-18 PSI daily?||149.68.172.43||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||04-11-2003||09:55 AM||||With correct air/fuel mix (exhaust gas temp guage always below 1500 degrees F), then 18 lbs boost is tolerable.<br /><br />I've put on 100,000 miles on mine with a 17-19 lbs max. setting.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/002047.cgi
A||||21||GVR-4||Mater/slave cylinder rebuild||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||04-11-2003||12:11 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||What do you guys think of rebuilding the clutch master cylinder and slave cylinder versus buying new ones? One advantage is I could do the mods to them more easily:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/cmc.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/cmc.htm</a> <br /><br />Ken's post, 2nd from the bottom:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001333" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001333</a> <br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-11-2003||12:15 PM||||The slave is easy to rebuild, hard to find the correct rebuild kit.<br /><br />The master be a bitch, but you save alot of money compared to buying a brand new one.<br /><br />Also, you can upgrade to a slighly larger piston for the slave if you buy a new one instead of a rebuild kit.  I don't know the part number.  I just know I have it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||04-11-2003||12:21 PM||||Is that "new one" meaning slave cylinder? Or "new one" meaning slave cylinder piston?<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||04-11-2003||12:26 PM||||I just rebuilt a master a few days ago.  It took about 15 minutes (includes cleaning).  I haven't done the slave yet, but should be easy (if Josh sent me the right one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  ) The price for both rebuild kits is about $40.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||04-11-2003||12:34 PM||||This is where i just got mine, but my friggin clutch went the day after i installed it (a few days ago). is this a good master and slave for our cars?????? i asked before i bought it and it seemed like yes, <br />but someone tell me, could this be what toasted my 4 month old clutchmaster 2500lb clutch???<br /><br /><a href="http://store.yahoo.com/shopctc/clmaslcypa.html" target="_blank">http://store.yahoo.com/shopctc/clmaslcypa.html</a><br /><br />I love my GVR4 so much and she keeps doing this to me, i cant take it anymore! she has been draining all of my money for the last 2 years! AHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!<br /><br />Ok, i feel better. had to let that out.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-11-2003||01:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Is that "new one" meaning slave cylinder? Or "new one" meaning slave cylinder piston?<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, you can get a better slave by buying a new one.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||04-11-2003||02:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> This is where i just got mine, but my friggin clutch went the day after i installed it (a few days ago). is this a good master and slave for our cars?????? i asked before i bought it and it seemed like yes, <br />but someone tell me, could this be what toasted my 4 month old clutchmaster 2500lb clutch???<br /><br /> <a href="http://store.yahoo.com/shopctc/clmaslcypa.html" target="_blank">http://store.yahoo.com/shopctc/clmaslcypa.html</a> <br /><br />I love my GVR4 so much and she keeps doing this to me, i cant take it anymore! she has been draining all of my money for the last 2 years! AHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!<br /><br />Ok, i feel better. had to let that out.<br /><br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I bought both there a few months ago for #782.  They said that they get them from the same place as Mitsu.  -They just cut out the middle man.<br /><br />Mine has been draining me for about 5 years.  I keep thinking it will get better.  Then I take it for a drive and the bad memories fade.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-11-2003||05:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Also, you can upgrade to a slighly larger piston for the slave if you buy a new one instead of a rebuild kit.  I don't know the part number.  I just know I have it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you mean the piston is wider or longer?  If it's wider, wouldn't that be bad, ie have more crossface area, hence take more fluid to push it out the same distance, hence more pedal travel?  I bought a new one and put it in about a month ago, and the piston was the same size as the stocker.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||04-11-2003||07:35 PM||||Well, here is my story.  When I went to rebuild mine, I just went to a local store.  I was in a hurry.  I got the part, but the cylinder was too big.  Maybe just a mm, but the bitch wouldn't fit.  I tried a yet another chain thinking it was just a mistake, but I got the same problem.  At this point I called up the dealer, gave them my vin number and ordered the rebuild kit.<br /><br />I thought for sure I had it.  Nope, too big.  On the mitsu part, the stocker piston in green and I got a pink one that was just a tad too big to fit in the stock slave.  Well, I had to fix my leaky problem cause this car was used to get to work.  No backup.  I just ordered a whole new one.  When I did, it came with the pink cylinder.<br /><br />I have no ideal why no one (even Mitsu) could not match the stock piston on a rebuild kit. It's only maybe 1, 1.5mm bigger, but when you are tring to rebuild the slave with a bigger piston, it seems a lot bigger.<br /><br />To this day, I don't know why there is a green (smaller piston) and a pink (bigger piston) for the slave cylinders or why even the dealer with the VIN couldn't get the right part to me.<br /><br />I can only guess that the stocker is NLA.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||dsmsleeper||04-12-2003||11:13 AM||||I just went to rebuild mine, and my stock piston is green, the one from the rebuild kit is red and smaller.  It's seems to be too small to work right.  Hmm...||64.53.222.196||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000010||ayvr4||04-14-2003||02:09 PM||||Joe/DSMSLEEPER,<br />did you just put that master & slave in as is, or did you do anything special to it??<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000011||a_santos||04-14-2003||02:38 PM||||My slave is leaking as well. I bleed the clutch and it is beutifull. A few days later and it is shit again, it won't disinguage fully. Is it worth it to source a used one, rebuild it then just drop it in? <br /><br />Has anyone got the right size piston for their rebuild? If so, where did you get it from?<br /> <br />Thanx||198.111.38.132||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||04-14-2003||03:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> I just went to rebuild mine, and my stock piston is green, the one from the rebuild kit is red and smaller.  It's seems to be too small to work right.  Hmm... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yikes.  Maybe that is from a Galant GSX or something.  Did you order that using your VIN#?||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||turbofreek||04-14-2003||03:48 PM||||I had to change mine, so i just bought a new one. I didn't pay much, how much is it usually in your area for a job like that.||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||04-14-2003||07:47 PM||||After all the uncertainty, my plan is to buy a new slave cylinder and a rebuild kit for the master. I still plan on doing the mod for each.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000015||dsmsleeper||04-15-2003||02:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> I just went to rebuild mine, and my stock piston is green, the one from the rebuild kit is red and smaller.  It's seems to be too small to work right.  Hmm... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yikes.  Maybe that is from a Galant GSX or something.  Did you order that using your VIN#? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got it from Josh (Conicelli).  To rebuild the slave and master is very easy.  The slave rebuild kit is around $8 from partznet.  I forget the price on the master...maybe $26?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000016||DongeR615||05-16-2003||09:54 PM||||well crap.<br />I bought a rebuild kit and it had a green piston (larger than the one on the car). The car had a smaller pink piston.  Seems like this is the mystery of the slave cyclinder rebuild kits. I put the one I had back together and removed the clutch restrictor.  so far its the same amount of pedal play. im not sure what people are referring to when they removed the restrictor.<br /><br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000017||Minjin||05-16-2003||11:06 PM||||I've rebuilt several slaves and they are cake. Make sure you break the glaze with a hone for a minute or so. As for the size issue, I copied this from my old website:<br /><br />"91 GVR4 and 2gs use a larger bore clutch release cylinder than the 92 GVR4s and 1g turbos(20.64 vs 19.05mm). This means that clutch pedal movment for the 91 GVR4 will be softer and require more pedal travel to disengage than the 92 GVR4s. This should be a simple upgrade for anyone having clutch release problems. As soon as I do it myself, this tip will be updated. P/N for 1g turbo clutch release cylinder is MD733623. I have not yet been able to establish if the clutch master cylinders are different since both have different part numbers due to the different clutch fluid reservoirs. The shop manual also doesn't mention clutch master cylinder inside diameter for GVR4s or 2gs."<br /><br />I need to update that...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000018||turbogalant||05-17-2003||01:50 AM||||The 92 model year had the smaller piston slave and the 91 has the smaller piston. I rememer that the 92 was about 8% smaller than the 91 but dont remember the dimentions exactly but I beleive they were 11/16 and 3/4. prob the green and pink thing. If you got the wrong one with the vin someone prob put in the wrong diameter one in it so when they look it up by vin it will be wrong so it may not be the parts guys fault.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000019||atsiauto||05-17-2003||01:26 PM||||so is the 91 more copasetic to having no release problems or is the 92 the whole explanation of that was confusing to me.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000020||Minjin||05-17-2003||02:58 PM||||If you don't want to read my above post...<br /><br />Alright, Hydraulics 101. When you increase the size of a hydraulic piston, it now pushes more fluid with the same movement. Conversely, when you decrease the size of a piston, it moves less fluid with the same movement. <br /><br />I'll give you two scenarios and you can vice versa them on your own. So, here's what happens when we change the master cylinder. Lets make the bore bigger. You'll be pushing the pedal the same amount as normal and because the bore is bigger, you'll be pushing more fluid. Since you're doing more work with the same movement, the work will be harder, i.e. the pedal will be stiffer. This translates into more clutch movement with the same pedal movement.<br /><br />Now, lets make the slave cylinder bore smaller. With the same fluid movement coming from the master cylinder, the piston now moves more than it did before. Again, we have harder work with same travel so pedal is stiffer. Since the piston moves more, the cluch releases more for the same amount of fluid coming from the master cylinder.<br /><br />Understand now? This applies to all hydraulic systems so if we discuss brake masters and caliper piston sizes, you'll be able to apply this to that as well.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000021||DongeR615||05-18-2003||01:08 AM||||Bingo!<br />Found the right one after three tries.<br />The smaller slave cyclinder is .75" or 3/4<br />can be found on the 1989 MITSUBISHI SIGMA V6 3.0 Liter FI <br /><br />The bigger cyclinder measured .7904 but in the book it was 13/16" (.8125) can be found on the 1991 and 1992 galant vr4's<br /><br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/002048.cgi
A||||19||bob dole||DYNO results||||1||||bob dole||00000223
Z||000000||bob dole||04-11-2003||09:14 PM||s4turbo108@aol.com||Too the car to the dyno today. She put down 267hp to the wheels. Pretty happy with the result. I could have got more by ajusting the cams, but ran out of time. Here is was done.<br /><br />16g<br />3 inch downpipe and exhaust||152.163.188.33||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000001||bob dole||04-11-2003||09:18 PM||||sorry pushed wrong button<br /><br />550, Hks vpc,gcc,<br />Hks cams and gears<br />FMIC 2.5icnc pipe<br />ported manfold<br />and lot of other stuff||152.163.188.33||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||04-11-2003||09:55 PM||||that is some serious twist amigo,well done.Thanks for the manifold also,it arrived as promised.||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-12-2003||11:40 AM||||nice!have you ran the 1/4 mile yet?||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||absolootbs||04-12-2003||02:46 PM||||few more things you might wanna include for others to know.  (i know i wanna know them, for one)  anyway... how much boost were you runnin?  was it regular pump premium gas, or high octane race gas? also, awd dyno, or did you have a viscous coupler in?  let me know if you get the chance.||128.210.107.93||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000005||bob dole||04-12-2003||03:11 PM||||20 psi, pump gas, I couldn't get race gas in time. AWD dyno.||24.73.70.215||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000006||bob dole||04-12-2003||03:35 PM||||What do you guys think my car will run with 267 to the wheels. And how much hp to you loose throw the drive train.||24.73.70.215||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||04-12-2003||09:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob dole:<br /><strong>  And how much hp to you loose throw the drive train. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Depends on how many stickers you have on the car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.86.131.103||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||Ash||04-13-2003||07:19 AM||||I've got roughly that power figure and ran high 12's with dodgy shifter cables (=slow shifts) so I'd say at least high 12's, maybe even low 12's if you drive it like you stole it.||203.221.18.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||josh91vr4||04-13-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> if you drive it like you stole it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I always drive mine like i stole it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Of course, that's why i have two front axles that are about to snap and at least one busted motor mount.  Next paycheck, we'll take care of those....||24.56.196.223||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000010||Vr4in'||04-14-2003||12:02 AM||||which awd dyno did you go to?i cant find any in florida.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000011||bob dole||04-14-2003||07:11 PM||||Mastro home of the WRX has one know. On Hillsbrough ave. Give them a call and talk to Bill. Tell them that i sent you, Charles from RacingZone.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000012||Nate||04-15-2003||12:36 AM||||No way you'll get low 12s with 267 at the wheels.  Think low 13s, high 12s.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000013||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||04:27 AM||||it must be new.is it??||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000014||Invader||04-15-2003||05:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> No way you'll get low 12s with 267 at the wheels.  Think low 13s, high 12s. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">267 on an AWD dyno?  I'd expect mid 12's out of that...  I'd guess low 13's if that had been 267 FWHP.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000015||gsxtasee||04-15-2003||02:46 PM||||I did 303 to the front two with 20psi, WAY rich, stock cams...(insert standard disclaimers/excuses here)... and that was 16g power.  with that and a slipping clutch and bald tires, I did a 12.84 shiftng mid-launch (1.9 60ft) b/c the clutch was spining to redline, finally got it to go once I hit 3rd and pulled to a 12.84 @ ~107mph.  I did tune the car a little better though between the DYno day and the time at the track, I estimate ~330 front wheel HP... which should be ~290ish AWHP.<br /><br />with 260AWHP, I would expect low 13's/ high 12's depending on the track.  if you're high up, it is going to make a difference.  BTW, speaking of altitude, where those Dyno numbers you quoted SAE corrected?||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000016||Invader||04-15-2003||06:16 PM||||<Shrug><br /><br />I put down 278 FWHP (3 runs within 1-2 HP) while running consistent 12.80's @ 106 in my Talon.  Dyno and track were both in the Tampa area, too (same as him).  Only one way to find out for sure, I suppose...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000017||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||11:01 PM||||you should hit mid 12's with no problem.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000018||bob dole||04-15-2003||11:54 PM||||Ya it was a all wheel drive dyno. I plan on getting a new turbo soon. I have HKS cams, i didn't get a chance to to play with them on the dyno but next time i will. I want to but down 300+hp to the wheels.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000019||Ash||04-16-2003||02:10 AM||||I checked my dyno printout, it said I had 230hp at all 4 wheels & I've ran 12.8@107 with crappy slow shifts, does this dyno read low or what?  Either that or the track reads fast.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/002049.cgi
A||||6||Doc_Seuss||safc II and &quot;omit&quot;||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||04-11-2003||11:07 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||ok, i have a safcII andwhen going to change the fule cuves it "stuck" on (omit). i wanna change this so that i can *hope* cut down on some of my fuel cut.<br /><br />but either way, hwo the hell do you get it off omit?<br /><br />dave||128.153.154.65||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||Doc_Seuss||04-12-2003||05:47 PM||||argh anyone?||128.153.154.65||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000002||Doc_Seuss||04-13-2003||10:04 PM||||come on just alittle help?||128.153.154.65||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||04-13-2003||11:58 PM||||I'd help, but I don't understand what you are asking.<br /><br />A S-AFC will not help get rid of fuel cut.<br /><br />*IF* you add bigger injectors you can delay it some, but even with 550's if you have a 16g or bigger you can hit fuel cut on cooler days.<br /><br />I don't understand what "omit" is.  If you don't have the instruction book go to either RRE's web page or the Apex'i web page and download them in .pdf format.  <br /><br />I'd also double check your wiring and connections.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.234.53||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000004||Doc_Seuss||04-14-2003||12:19 PM||||well i dont expect to get rid of fuel cut, what i mean is that i can really delay fuel cut, even just alittle. just try to max out my injectors....<br /><br />the problem is that when i first had it installed it seemed that i could change the fuel +/- %'s.  now when i go to that screen instead of beaing able to add/minus fuel it only says omit and i cant change a thing.<br /><br />i have checked out the apexi website and all it has are the instructions for the generation before mine. and it doesnt seem to say anything about "omit". doesnt mention anything about not being able to change it.<br /><br />i have called apexi and they said that since it really inst being sold in the USA yet, they can really help me. i was quite mad....<br /><br />o well any help would be great<br /><br />dave||128.153.154.65||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||04-14-2003||03:56 PM||||Does it have a screen that says "initialize"? That would reset it back to the factory specs.<br />You won't have much luck using an AFC to delay fuel cut, at least on street gas. You may be able to lean it out a little on top, but you'll probably just get more knock.||68.154.109.60||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||Doc_Seuss||04-14-2003||06:06 PM||||very true, ill tyr to re-initialize it and then see what i can do from there...<br /><br />o well ill give it a try<br /><br />thanks alot<br />dave||128.153.154.65||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes



ubb/Forum2/002050.cgi
A||||3||raceman77||BIG puffs of smoke when getting back on throttle||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||04-12-2003||12:01 AM||raceman77@comcast.net||l didn`t notice this before (l just bought the car and drove it 2200 miles home)but if l`m on boost and let off the throttle,when l reapply throttle l get a big ol' smoke ball behind me.l just replaced the exhaust from turbo back,no cat..compression and vacuum are acceptable,plugs read okay.l havn`t checked the turbo outlet for oil yet but l have a feeling l`ll find some..any other ideas? Car has 100k miles..thanks for any help here||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-12-2003||12:09 AM||||Well my exhaust looks dirty, but I havn't lost a drop of oil in 2 weeks.  It's a 255 walbro pump, no cat  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I have a newer turbo too.  <br /><br />You not having a cat is going to give you a ugly exhaust.  You could have worn turbo seals, but if it holds boost....   Have money for a replacement when the day comes.<br /><br />Enjoy your good compression, and feed her fuel to keep it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||AWDnot2||04-12-2003||12:34 AM||||could also be worn valve guides and/or seals.. does the smoke smell like burnt oil?||205.188.209.7||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||04-12-2003||01:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> could also be worn valve guides and/or seals.. does the smoke smell like burnt oil? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well,that`s tough to say because l`m at speed when l see it in my rear view, but it looks blue so l`m going to say yes.The first time l saw it l felt sort of sick but as l experimented to try to duplicate it l had to laugh watching drivers almost swerve at the big blue smoke ball in front of them.l guess l`ll do a leak down to check the valves but l`m thinking turbo...||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes



ubb/Forum2/002051.cgi
A||||1||305VR4||PCV Valve re-route to Catchcan?||||5||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||04-12-2003||03:33 AM||||Just today I blocked off my EGR valve (haven't tested it yet due to new fuel level sending unit install in progress). Also regarding emmissions crap DSMs can go without,  I read about people removing the PCV valve, inserting a fitting from the hardware store, and then routing it to a catch can, from catchcan to valve cover.  Has anyone done this? And what are the pros and cons of this mod?  The link below will help explain what Im talking about.  Scroll down to the bottom of the page once you cut and paste to this link.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a><br /><br />Thanks guys.<br />Chris in Colorado.||12.211.202.100||reg||5||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-12-2003||04:41 AM||||They're assuming you're using a catchcan w/a breather filter attached, ala RRE's catchcan.  I actually have that catchcan on my car, but read somewhere that those systems were designed to see vacuum.  With that in mind, I removed the filter off the top of the catch can and blocked that hole off, ran a line off one of the catchcan fittings to the intake pipe (Dejon on my car) and put a brass T fitting on the other catchcan fitting that runs to both the PCV valve and valve cover breather fitting.  I then plugged up the fitting on the manifold.  this way it basically works the same way as stock, except all the crap is removed before going back into the intake.  I hooked up a line to the bottom valve of the catchcan that hangs down under the car to drain it.  A tip:  stuff the catchcan with a rolled up screen; it will catch all the crap as it blows through instead of just getting sucked back into the intake.  (in other words, it makes the catchcan more effective; inreases it's "catchiness")  I hope this helps.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002052.cgi
A||||6||chucklesas||Anything wrong with this setup?||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||04-12-2003||11:46 AM||||I'm trying to install my new intake which puts the aircleaner where the battery was.  Is there anything wrong with moving the battery to where the old intake can used to be?  It seems to fit pretty well.<br />  <img src="http://www.geocities.com/chucklesas/intakerelocate.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.geocities.com/chucklesas/intakerelocate2.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.69.211.28||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||04-12-2003||12:21 PM||||Just make sure the hood doesn't/can't come down on the battery posts.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||04-12-2003||02:05 PM||||This has been done often in the past, using a custom bracket that is no longer available (the mythical "Scott Evans" bracket, I believe). <br /><br />Make your own, but make it strong... that battery is heavy!||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||absolootbs||04-12-2003||02:23 PM||||i saw it done on matt wenger's car when i was lookin to buy mine.  he's on this board actually, as "matt wenger" i think.  anyway, he was using an optima red top sittin on what looked to be a custom tray.  looked good and fit really well.  i know he doesn't own that car anymore, but you still might wanna ask him about how he had it mounted.||128.210.107.93||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||04-12-2003||08:50 PM||||Well, my dad and I popped over to his work to use a pressbreak, and took a sheet of galvanized steel (~8.5"x10"), put a .5" bend on the end to strenthen, 6" flat for the battery, then bend up .5" and the rest back flat to mount to the bracket that was used to hold the aircan.  It fits almost perfect; I just have to get a dremel cutoff disk to chop down the bolt on the battery connector.||68.69.211.28||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000005||Ash||04-13-2003||07:29 AM||||Been there, done that.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img src="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/Ashvr412.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Fabbed up the tray from aluminum.||203.221.18.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||04-14-2003||12:15 AM||||just like dan said above"dont let the posts hit the hood)my dad owns a car lot and i had put a batery that was too big for the car i put it in and i destroyed 1/4 of the hood.shows how smart i am.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002053.cgi
A||||6||Kamekaze||New engine?||||1||||Kamekaze||00000633
Z||000000||Kamekaze||04-12-2003||12:31 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||I have a low mile cyclone engine sittin in my garage, but none of the vacuum tubes, does anybody either where I can find all the lengths widths of tubbing I need or actualy know themselves???||66.69.201.172||reg||1||Kamekaze||00000633||yes
Z||000001||Kamekaze||04-13-2003||11:18 PM||||any help guys???||66.69.201.172||reg||3||Kamekaze||00000633||yes
Z||000002||number3||04-13-2003||11:19 PM||||Huh?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||04-14-2003||09:43 AM||||well, for starters, some of the vacuum lines are for the intake butterflies, and no usa car had that.  second, the jdm t/bdy only has 1 vacuum port, usa cars have 4(or is it 3, i cant remember) for egr.  there is no egr on the cyclone.  remember, in texas, a visual check for egr is usually done at most inspection stations.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||04-14-2003||03:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  remember, in texas, a visual check for egr is usually done at most inspection stations. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeh, how did you resolve that issue Ken?? I never did hear if you had to take it off for inspection.||68.154.109.60||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||turbofreek||04-14-2003||04:00 PM||||You can take the Cyclone INtake Manifold out and use the U.S. ECI manifold.||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||04-14-2003||04:01 PM||||Bah, ken and I live in a small town north of dallas.  Ain't much of a visual inspection here.  :-)<br /><br />I passed easily, and aced the sniffer test.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002054.cgi
A||||2||Martin Chilcote||Saws All Bumper cutting while Bumper is still on the car||||5||||Martin #1064/2000||00000028
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||04-12-2003||01:48 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||Has anyone done this ? Is it even possible ? Or is this as dumb an idea as a plastic shotgun ?||66.139.166.255||reg||5||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-12-2003||04:54 PM||||impossible.  you have to separate the cover from the bumper carrier.  when you take it off, you will see.  the cover has about 8 thousand little 6mm nuts holding it to the metal frame.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Martin Chilcote||04-12-2003||05:17 PM||||I didn't think this could be done. feeling lazy today !<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.139.166.153||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum2/002055.cgi
A||||3||hecdws||evo 5 intercooler install ?'s||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||04-12-2003||02:14 PM||hecdws@aol.com||i just picked one of these up. wondering if anone has pics or info on the install i know the basic stuff ill need just looking to hear from anyone who as used it. thanks hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-12-2003||04:50 PM||||what are the dimensions?  i have a jdm off of a 240hp vr4, and compared to the starion, it is a couple of inches longer, and a tad wider and taller.  the real difference is the inner tubes are much larger, and it is internally finned.  inlet and outlet is 2".  it seems to work at least as well as the starion did.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||04-12-2003||07:26 PM||||You'll need to cut the bumper, which me and my friends had fun with     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   .  <br />I have mine fitted with the AMS intercooler pipes, which was a perfect fit.<br />The in/out-lets on the Evo 5 are 2.25<br />The core is 19 x 11 x 2.75<br /><br />     <img src="http://forums.evolutionm.net/attachment.php?s=&postid=132921" alt=" - " />||216.175.99.248||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-14-2003||12:18 AM||||so that is the evo 5's stock intercooler?if it is that is a descent size for that car.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002056.cgi
A||||8||turbowop||turbo timer park brake wire?||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||04-12-2003||05:06 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I finally broke down and bought a turbo timer. I thought I tapped the right wire but the car will not shut down when the park brake is released. Pisses me off because that wire was a pain in the arse to get to and even harder to tap into. Is there an easier way to tap the wire somewhere and which one is it?||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||04-12-2003||05:11 PM||||mark, i tapped the wire with the insert taken out of the center console.  I think it is blakc and you can reach down in there through the console.  It's a pain in the ass and i don't know of any other way to do it.||12.18.160.2||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||04-12-2003||06:30 PM||||I think that's the one I tapped. It's actually green with a black coating over it. Maybe it didn't connect all the way. I'll try it again.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||04-12-2003||06:50 PM||||Okay....I got it. I had the right wire but the wire tap didn't seat all the way. It works fine now.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||04-12-2003||08:08 PM||||Wire taps suck.  I'm building up an impressive collection of them, as everything electric I've bought for my car comes w/a bunch and I never use 'em.  Always solder.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||04-12-2003||09:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Wire taps suck.  I'm building up an impressive collection of them, as everything electric I've bought for my car comes w/a bunch and I never use 'em.  Always solder. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you have the patience to get a soldering iron in there and solder the splice together you're a better man than I...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||absolootbs||04-13-2003||01:41 AM||||agree completely... soldering = doable but pain in the ass to me.  wire taps = simple, easy and have always worked for me.  to each his own though.<br /><br />on another note, i'm a little confused though.  when i bought my vr4 it had a turbo timer already installed, but i'm pretty sure it has nothing to do with the parking break.  it's a blitz dtt dc (if that makes any difference).  what is supposed to be the relation between the tt and e-brake?||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||04-13-2003||05:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Brad:<br /><strong> agree completely... soldering = doable but pain in the ass to me.  wire taps = simple, easy and have always worked for me.  to each his own though.<br /><br />on another note, i'm a little confused though.  when i bought my vr4 it had a turbo timer already installed, but i'm pretty sure it has nothing to do with the parking break.  it's a blitz dtt dc (if that makes any difference).  what is supposed to be the relation between the tt and e-brake? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If connected to the park brake properly, while counting down with the key out of the ignition if you release the park brake the engine should shut off. It's a theft deterrant.sp?||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||04-16-2003||03:10 PM||||While we are on the subject, my tt is a HKS type 0 with the clip cut off. It just has loose wires hanging from it. I bought the adaptor clip, but how do I wire it in? On the clip, there are three wires, but there are six wires coming from the TT, 3 thick ones, solid colors, and three thinner ones. Can someone help? <br /><br />Thanx||198.111.38.121||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/002057.cgi
A||||6||1667 VR4||14&quot; wheels-- will they fit?||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||04-12-2003||06:53 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Would 14x7" wheels be able to clear our brakes or not?||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||04-12-2003||07:14 PM||||I'd have to venture a guess and say no.||141.151.90.247||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||number3||04-12-2003||10:39 PM||||no. I tried it years ago. It wasn't even close...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||04-12-2003||10:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> no. I tried it years ago. It wasn't even close...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good lord, harry, why did you try it?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||04-12-2003||11:10 PM||||maybe he was gonna put some low pros on it and slam it to make it look like a mexican cruzier!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-13-2003||12:37 AM||||14" would be good for winter, but you need 15" to clear the brakes.<br /><br />The only DSM that can take 14" rims is a FWD pre big brake cars.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||1667 VR4||04-13-2003||02:43 AM||||damn. oh well<br /><br />i was trying to get the new Konig panasport lookalikes and put some 225-width r-compounds on them.||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes



ubb/Forum2/002058.cgi
A||||2||josh91vr4||Automatic Seat Belts||||5||||Josh B||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||04-13-2003||01:07 AM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Does anyone know what would cause both driver & passenger side Automatic Seat Belts to stop functioning (no movement, either direction)? <br /><br />Any help is appreciated! Thanks!||24.56.196.223||reg||5||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-13-2003||05:50 AM||||You've got a short.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-13-2003||01:44 PM||||DONT DO THE HIGHER AMP FUSE THING.  a long time ago, i was visiting a friend's body shop, he had this really nice car way in the back.  i think it was an aston martin.  when i asked about it, he had just painted it.  what had happened, the car had an engine fire, and the fireman crowbar'd the hood open.  when he opened the hood, it was like crispy critters inside.  then, he opens the driver's door, and right over the console is a long fuse box, and a whole bunch of fuses on the floor.  the owner had a short, and kept changing fuses.  finally, he put one in that was a LOT higher amperage, and toasted it.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002059.cgi
A||||21||VR4coop||Cars breaking up as soon as boost comes in?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||04-13-2003||07:49 PM||coop529@aol.com||My car seems to be breaking up as soons as the boost comes in. 1st gear is real bad. @nd and 3rd dont seem to be as bad. Any one have some ideas?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-13-2003||08:06 PM||||spark plugs, and/or ign wires.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||04-13-2003||08:54 PM||||what do u mean by breaking up? last time i drove my car and the boost came on it felt like it wasn't getting any power after it was boosting... i stayed on the street to see if it would go away and my dipstick popped out... not good.... engine is taken apart now... the compression was real low and when we took the first piston out, all the ring gaps were lined up... soon to be on the road again...||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||04-13-2003||08:55 PM||||my car did the same thing. it was a massive boost leak. driveability was ok of boost , but when on boost it fell apart .. theres a device you can get to pressurize the turbo and see if its leaking anywhere , you may be surprised as I was.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||VR4coop||04-13-2003||09:05 PM||||It breaks up when the boost comes up past 10lbs. other than that it drives fine. I did just put an AMS FMIC on it. But, before this was put on and i first starting driving my car it did this intermittanly. It evetually stopped. The car has sat for about 3 months now, and is doin it again.||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000005||DSSA||04-13-2003||10:13 PM||||Once again, Ken answered a question, but I'm not seeing that you took heed of it. <br /><br />Did you change the plugs and wires to eliminate that possibility yet??||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||04-13-2003||10:28 PM||||i think it's an age thing.  my son used to ignore me, too.  somewhere between the ages of 14 and about 21 older people get ignored.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||04-13-2003||11:23 PM||||I know this is stupid and basic, but did he check the caps on his ECU?  Mine would crap out in my 90 gsx at exactly 3500-4200 rpm, then come back.  It would just flipping die out.  Turned out that the ecu board would short at high boost due, for some reason, to the increased strain of firing the plugs.  The ecu would short/overheat momentarily.  As it got worse, it would basically sound like a porsche 944 turbo whacking the rev limiter.  Probably not his problem, but I was going nuts trying to find a vacuum/pressure leak, and spent weeks poking around with an ohm meter till I found it was the ecu by watching the ohmmeter go nuts when checking the wire that fed from the CAS to the ignitor/coils.  Probably a one in a million shot, but it never hurts to check.||12.83.159.165||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||04-14-2003||09:38 AM||||imho, i think a lot of space would be saved if someone posting with an ignition problem first stated whether or not the caps have been changed in the ecu.  if i see caps have not been replaced, i would not bother answering.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||DSSA||04-14-2003||01:03 PM||||To expand on that, I think that if someone wants technical advice on here, they should not only state the problem, but *What they have already done to try to figure it out*.  If you have a missing problem, and haven't at least made sure all connections are good, and have healthy plugs/wires on it, then basically, you shouldn't be trying to fix your car in the 1st place.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000010||udriveu||04-14-2003||01:47 PM||||I had the same problem just after I bought it. Change of plugs and wires fixed it. <br />moral: listen to ken.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000011||number3||04-14-2003||03:18 PM||||Ken is the only one with patience to tell people to do the obvious things like change our you 100k mile plugs and wires if you have a miss...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||gvr4in||04-14-2003||03:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i think it's an age thing.  my son used to ignore me, too.  somewhere between the ages of 14 and about 21 older people get ignored. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">haha selective hearing, as I like to call it||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000013||VR4coop||04-14-2003||04:24 PM||||Well im sorry i came to you guys for help. i thought i was just asking a simple questions and that you guys could help me out not bash me bc im not 30 years old. The wires are new, magnecores, so are the plugs, NGK's. I the ecu is a little over a year old. If you could tell me how to check the caps i will. I used to drive VW's, im new at this just trying to learn. sorry if i come across as not listening to u guys||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||04-14-2003||04:38 PM||||Easy now...<br />you've just got to remember how many times certain questions have been asked and answered and asked again.  And you have to realize how hard it is to diagnose someones car when you are not there and not aware of what mods have been done, the condition of various parts, etc.  I'm sure your familiar with the VFAQ by now (it has pics of the ECU and cap replacement techniques)<br /><br />Look at Ken's post count...I bet half of those are from answering cyclone intake questions multiple times.  He does have the patience of Job.<br /><br />So far for answers you have: <br />wires/plugs<br />ECU caps<br />boost leaks<br /><br />When you say the ECU is 1 year old: you mean brand new I'm assuming.  <br /><br />Breaking up: you mean cutting out?  Hitting a harsh cut out/wall feeling as in fuel cut? Slight surges, like timing getting yanked from knock?<br /><br />Do you have a logger to check what is going on?<br /><br />Lastly: you have new wires, and plugs.  Have you done the boost leak test?  Also, I thought I read the other day about people having numerous problems with magnecores...arc's and misfires, etc.<br /><br />It has nothing to do with age...that's an obvious joke - only funny to us old guys   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.21.149||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||geoff@machv||04-14-2003||06:52 PM||||I second the last post.  <br />Most questions in regards to troubleshooting your car CAN be found here.  <a href="http://www.dsm.org" target="_blank">www.dsm.org</a> . Go to the vfaq page.<br /><br />The 4G63 motor has a DEEP spark plug gasket well<br />If there is any condensation in that well new spark plug wires will act the same as bad wires. <br /><br />Magnacore [read your box] advises that you check for condensation, also they recommend you also check for a good seal of the wire[s] to the valve cover.  <br /><br />Now, after doing all that AND your car is still misfiring check your intercooler connections.  <br />HAVE YOU TAKEN the piping apart?  Chances are that IF you have, you might not have re-connected the pipes correctly, Symptoms are what you're experiencing plus BLACK SMOKE on acceleration.  <br /><br />Listen to these guys.  Dont take all this sh*t to heart pal. Yeah, ALOT of us are over 30, but there's one thing a 30 year old[er]  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   will tell you.<br />And that is It's to READ up on your car.<br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org" target="_blank">www.dsm.org</a> is your car BIBLE.  <br />Read it from beginning to end. <br /><br />Then read it again. <br /><br /><br />Geoff<br />Mach V||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000016||VR4coop||04-14-2003||08:25 PM||||Sorry for the confusion. Im gonna list all my new parts. they are all new withing the last 1000 miles.<br />AMS Intercooler Kit w/ Speraco Intercooler<br />All new rotor and calipers<br />Ported Turbo<br />Ported Exhaust housing<br />Ported 2g manifold<br />Short shifter<br />Balancing sharts eliminated<br />KYB agx's with Ground Controls<br />new tranny 	<br />2.5Catback	<br />2.5 testpipe<br />2.5 Down pipe	<br />Magnecore Plug wires	<br />K&N	<br />NGK	<br />ACT 2100lb	<br />MBC	<br />A-Pillar pod	<br />EGT block	<br />Head rebuild	<br />FW resurface	<br />O2 sensor housing<br /><br /> OK now for the problem. The car revs fine at idle. It breaks up under load. Ne where past 10lbs of boost. When i say breakup i mean like almost like fuel cut but a little worse and its really harsh in first gear. 2nd and third dont seem to be as bad. I dont have a pocket logger but it is on the way. I gotta get the car running before may 2nd bc there is a big car show in Carlisle, PA, idk if you guys have heard of it or not. So any help would do me good.||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000017||ken inn||04-14-2003||09:14 PM||||well, it still sounds like plug wires to me.  especially the under load part.  obviously, someone has told you, or sold you this stuff, and a lot of it is good stuff.  i've never had magnecors, but from all i have read, i wont get a set.  if you still have the old wires, try them.  it dont take much time, and then you eliminate one possibility.  other possibilities like coils, output transistor, maybe even your base timing is off, but most of these would all happen under load or not.  remember, if base timing is off, you can burn up your plug wires, and plugs, especially under boost.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000018||VR4coop||04-14-2003||10:12 PM||||ken, where is the ecu caps located so i can take alot at them?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000019||number3||04-14-2003||11:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> ken, where is the ecu caps located so i can take alot at them? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||Beemer||04-14-2003||11:41 PM||||Thanks for nudging him in the right direction without making him feel "too" bad guys.  These guys here, myself included, probably have a combined total experience with these cars worth hundreds of man-years of blood, sweat, skinned knuckles, and blushing neighbors when we start yelling, swearing, and throwing wrenches at our cars.  Someone who comes in and inadequately describes a problem, or incorrectly describes it, and has not done their research gets this treatment to basically force them to do their homework first.  And please, breaking up is for ships and airplanes, or dismantling a car.  "The ignition feels like it is cutting out or hitting a rev limiter" would probably have been a more appropriate starting point for you.  Any time you ask a question on ANY forum, whether it be here, dsmtuners, dsm.org, etc, ALWAYS list the mods you have done, in the order they were done, and highlight exactly WHEN the problem started occurring.  Throwing a boatload of parts on all at once has been the downfall of many a budding dsmer.  (myself included)  These engines are not small block chevys, where you could just slap a set of pistons, a cam, a good set of heads, intake manny carb and headers on, and go.  Edelbrock doesn't make a dyno proven power package for dsm's, and even their results vary from motor to motor.  Even though it takes more time, try to do your mods one at a time, so that you can pinpoint exactly what you did, what part might be causing it, and the symptoms.  State whether the parts were brand new, used or rebuilt, and if rebuilt, what shop did it.  Paying a huge price for magnacores doesn't mean you got a good plug wire.  New spark plugs doesn't mean that one won't misfire or have a cracked insulator from the factory.  The ecu will do all kinds of strange things with a vacuum leak or a bad wire.  Even a carbon tracked coil misfiring down the side to the ignitor is almost invisible.  Pop the hood on a dead dark night, no streetlights or anything, and look and listen.  If you see an electric light show, or hear a "snapping" sound at engine speed or slower, find where it is coming from.  Mine was firing down the side of the coil (carbon track) and jumping a gap underneath the intake manny.  Drove me and the ecu nuts for weeks till I found it.  Wires were fine, but the carbon track was the path of least resistance on #4 tower. It could also, considering the amount of work you did, be a combination of a bunch of little things not being right.  I've even seen a bad alternator induce fuel cut due to crazy voltage spikes to the ecu, and line noise.  Corroded connectors, overstretched vacuum lines (brittle), bad motor mounts stretching fmic silicone couplers till they bell mouth or slip off, all kinds of stuff.  So take it all with a grain of salt.  You're new.  Someday, like some of us, you will be an old hand to all this.  Things like this are usually caused by an oversight, being in a hurry or tired, and simply forgetting something.  Be happy that we are willing to share our hard earned knowledge, even with a little ribbing now and then.  Just try to get one of those snooty ferrari guys to tell you how to synch the carbs on an old carburated v-12, and you'll be out looking for velocity stack bearings...<br />Good Luck and do your homework||12.83.145.100||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000021||BigMal||04-15-2003||09:30 AM||||I had the same problem and it was the ignition leads...||211.28.96.5||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes



ubb/Forum2/002060.cgi
A||||13||Akidosigh1||Turbotrix Evo Exhaust Manifold||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||04-13-2003||08:41 PM||||Has anyone ever dealt with Turbotrix? Their webpage says a ported evo manifold is $290? Does that seem right to you? Does anyone know if it will fit on a 92 vr-4? Let me know your opinions. <br />My friend just bought a 91 GST for $500 and told me he will sell me the long block for $300... how does that sound?||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-13-2003||08:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> Has anyone ever dealt with Turbotrix? Does anyone know if it will fit on a 92 vr-4? Let me know your opinions. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Turbotrix is a very good company. I deal with often. The manifold will fit a 92 with no problems.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||04-13-2003||10:42 PM||||thanks for you opinion, does anyone else got anything good to say also?||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||04-13-2003||10:46 PM||||I haven't personally dealt with them at all, but I've only heard good things about them.  Glad to see another Marylander on the board  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||04-13-2003||11:29 PM||||They changed the timing belt in my previous 97 GS-T Spyder.  Jeff Hill is a great guy that stands behind his work.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-13-2003||11:55 PM||||my friend bought a turbo for his rx-7 from them and he said they are pretty good people and awesome people to deal with.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||RayH||04-14-2003||12:54 AM||||Been using Jeff's shop since I moved into north Jersey 7 years ago.  I'm lucky enough to be only 15 minutes away.  I've seen people drive hours to have their cars done there.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||04-14-2003||01:57 PM||||i havent checked out that manifold, but that price does sound good. i know he asked about the 92, but will this fit our 91s as well(bolt on)?<br />THANKS!!!!||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||geoff@machv||04-14-2003||07:05 PM||||The EVO III exhaust manifold, the 1G manifold, and the 2G manfold all have the SAME bolt patterns.  <br /><br />The EVO III has bigger exhaust runners. Yes, It will work.  I have one [from Tym @ Buschur Racing]<br /><br />It's on my 4G63 Colt turbo;)<br /><br /><br />Geoff<br />Mach V||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||04-14-2003||07:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by geoff@machv:<br /><strong> <br />It's on my 4G63 Colt turbo;)<br /><br /><br />Geoff<br />Mach V </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sick, sick, sick||209.86.140.18||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||04-14-2003||11:58 PM||||Hey Geoff, what is the deal with the colt 4G63 turbo ecu?  I have heard that it works a bit better than ours and is an eeprom ecu.  Is that correct?  Might be cheaper to look for one of those than another galant/eclipse gsx eeprom ecu.  Although rare, most junkyards don't rate them as a performance car.  Also, aren't the gear ratios/gearsets useable in our trannies?  I have heard that the ratios are better matched.<br />shoot me an email if you have time||12.83.145.100||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000011||Nate||04-15-2003||12:33 AM||||Colt Turbo ECU will have a program in it for smaller injectors, 390cc vs 450cc.  The CM turbos use 1990 style electronics, which require the re-pinning of two wires at the ECU, one for MAF reset and one for closed throttle position switch.  They usually are Eproms, but CM turbos are even more rare than GVR4s.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000012||joec||04-15-2003||10:44 AM||||What about knock sensor ecu input?  I thought I heard somewhere that the colt/mirage turbo didn't come with one...||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||04-15-2003||11:53 AM||||The Colt/Mirage turbo came stock with a 1.6 turbo. To use an ECU from that car wouldn't be worth the trouble IMHO.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/002061.cgi
A||||14||DookGVR4||Tried to take out my turbo to port it today.....||||1||||DookGVR4||00000632
Z||000000||DookGVR4||04-13-2003||08:54 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Went out and bought a air compressor (got a great deal on it) So i could get the exhaust bolts off the down pipe and the turbo bolts from the mannifold....<br /><br />  Well i got all that done and got all BUT ONE nut off the mannifold(mounting to the head), guess which one?...<br /><br />Yup the one to the far right(drivers side). How the hell do you get to it? I bought a 1/4" universal for my 1/4" ratchet and i almost got it stuck in there trying to use it.<br /><br />  Any other suggestions? I plan to finish up tomorrow as that is the only thing i have left to do to get it out.||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||04-13-2003||08:58 PM||||I believe you have to remove the powersteering pump and bracket, that was the only way I could get to it.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||04-13-2003||09:01 PM||||thats what i did, move the pump....||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||04-13-2003||09:08 PM||||3rd to that....<br />Takes about 20 minutes||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||04-13-2003||09:15 PM||||No magic tool huh?...<br /><br />Damn...<br /><br />I didnt even see how to go about moving the pump either||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||chucklesas||04-13-2003||09:18 PM||||2 bolts on pulley side (just put the car in gear, take off the parking break, and pull the car, the holes in the pulley will eventually line up with the 2 bolts)  1 bolt on the back side over by the manifold.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||04-13-2003||11:32 PM||||Has anyone ever tried to drop the turbo from the bottom without removing the manifold?  It worked on my 2G, when I did a big 16G on it.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||04-13-2003||11:40 PM||||I have a little silver bullet type tool for getting that last damned bolt out.  Get a snap on universal joint socket (10mm if I remember right, 12mm if I don't) and grind the crap out of the sides until it slips past the power steering bracket.  You will still be swearing like a drunken sailor, but you can get the nut off.  You have to grind quite a bit of the universal joint away, but snap on uses pretty decent steel, and the stud usually comes out of the head versus the nut coming off anyways.  (that, or the damned stud breaks off).  Use it with a 3/8 inch air ratchet.  You will also probably have to grind down the end of the socket itself by a fourth or so.  However, the tool will last a long time, and if it doesn't, snap on replaces it.  They used to make thinwall universals, but I don't know if they still do.  Sample them from mac, snap on, craftsman, matco etc, and find the skinniest one you can to start off with.  It works.||12.83.159.165||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-13-2003||11:53 PM||||i think you should just remove the ps.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||04-14-2003||07:13 PM||||It takes less than 10 mins to loosen the 3- 14mm bolts that secure the PS pump to it's bracket.<br />move it up and to the left   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br />And now you can bet @ that last bolt with no probs.  <br /><br />G-<br />Mach V||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000010||04DrBlur||04-14-2003||08:23 PM||||While you have the power steering pump off you can trim the shield and will allow removal of the bolt without taking the power steering pump off.  There will be enough room to slide a Craftsman universal in there.  At least mine works.||64.109.1.113||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000011||DookGVR4||04-14-2003||09:57 PM||||Thanks alot for the helpful hints fellas.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br />I did move the pump and i did take the shield off...On the other hand i didnt use a specific univerisal...instead i used a u-joint in between the 12mm socket and my ratchet. It was such a pain in the ass because it was such a tight squeeze but i finally got it off.<br /><br />Now, is the dilemma.........    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <br /><br />Because it was such a bear to do all this shit i came to thinking.<br /><br />I dont want to do this again for a long time....so i might as well get an upgraded turbo (maybe a SBR G-50)....<br /><br />I will have to sleep on it for a day or so though<br /><br />Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||04-15-2003||01:14 PM||||if you change out the one stud on the turbo to a bolt, you can then easily drop the turbo in the future.  if you go to stainless studs, and use copious amounts of never sieze(nickel base, NOT aluminum or copper base) and a swivel socket, you can easily remove the exh manifold without touching the turbo.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||DookGVR4||04-15-2003||01:43 PM||||Ya definitly something to think about.....like i said it will have to be slept on.<br /><br />The turbo is in great condition...No shaft play whatsoever and minimal cracking, So i could either get a good buck for it or work with it myself.<br /><br />There is no way to remove the turbo without taking off the manifold first though is there?....||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||04-15-2003||02:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Has anyone ever tried to drop the turbo from the bottom without removing the manifold?  It worked on my 2G, when I did a big 16G on it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, last time I swapped turbo's, did it this way.  As Ken mentioned, it's that damn stud that's a PITA, but I'd already been in there a few times...||167.142.21.138||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/002062.cgi
A||||2||mromik||Some quastions from Russia (about JDM VR-4)||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||04-13-2003||09:31 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||from 1995 a owned some 6g Galants (not vr-4)<br /><a href="http://www.mromik.narod.ru" target="_blank">www.mromik.narod.ru</a><br />in december 2002 i bought Vr-4 1991 Monte carlo edition<br /><br />now it has 112xxx km (7000 is mine)<br />It has RED 4G63 with Yellow 510 injectors, ECI Multi intake, big intercooler, TD05H Turbo/<br />240 ps<br />Question 1:<br /> Why it has ECI multi instead of Cyclone? (my friend have Cyclone intake on VR-4)<br />What is the difference? What is better?<br />Q 2:<br />How to recognize if it is a big turbo or small?<br /><br />This car has bigger dia of intake (62 instead of 52) and exhaust/<br /><br />two weeks ago i replaced clutch,need to replace shock absorbers/<br />already replaced leaked capacitors/<br />after replacing caps Idle became much better and<br />stable/ but now it is 1000 rpm<br />Tried to screw it, but can not set it to 850 <br /><br />Q3 : how to set the idle rpm?<br />Q4 : Can i use front shock absorbers from MMC RVR (Space Wagon)<br />Q5 : Sometimes CE led is on with 41 error/<br />How to fix/<br />Q6 :How to post my pictures here <br />Q7 : sometime ago I saw message about VR-4 T shirt<br />Wanna buy one!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-14-2003||12:24 AM||||Q1:  Some came with the Cyclone, some without it.  All of the US cars came with the regular manifold.  There is a big debate on which is "better," and the simple answer is neither, as it depends on what your goals are.  The regular manifold does flow a bit more, so it has more top end potential for peak power.  The cyclone manifold improves throttle response, midrange torque, and fuel economy.<br /><br />Q2:  Pull off the intake pipe and look at the blades on the compressor.  If they are all the same height, it is not a "big" turbo.  If they alternate small and large blades, it is the big 16G turbo.  If you have 510cc injectors (yellow) and a large frontmount, it's most likely that you do have a big 16G turbo.<br /><br />Q3:  There is a writeup on <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> about how to set the idle.  If you have trouble finding the info, I can send it to you.<br /><br />Q4:  I don't know.<br /><br />Q5:  I don't know what 41 is; maybe someone else does and can let us know?  Then we might be able to help.<br /><br />Q6:  Go here:   <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a>   At the upper left hand corner of the page, the first link is to a page for hosting pictures.  Thanks to Ryan!  He rules!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Q7:  I don't know... there was talk of several, but I was following the threads and must have missed when they were actually ready and sold, becuase the next posts were saying that only XL were left...  I want one too!  I think Gabor should do "number specials" where you get a SS heat shield, SS spark plug cover w/your number, and t-shirt w/your number.  That'd be a sweet package.  Your ravenous fans await, Gabor!||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||tcf||04-14-2003||05:44 AM||||some spec for various galant.hope can help.<br /> <a href="http://sirius.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/mcnet/spec/galant/index.htm#name_01" target="_blank">galant</a><br />some modification tips. <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/SiteMap.htm" target="_blank">mod tips</a>||202.172.57.62||reg||1||fei||00001223||yes



ubb/Forum2/002063.cgi
A||||15||number3||Seat||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||04-13-2003||10:39 PM||||Is there a Quality lightweight seat (Harness friendly) like the Momo starter that a 6'1" 207 lbs person could sit in?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||04-14-2003||12:01 AM||||I'm in the same category as you are Harry (about 1 inch shorter and a few pounds heavier...)<br /><br />Corbeau seats are a lot like Recaros, but are wider through the seat bottom and lumbar area.<br /><br />I've not sat in any of the Sparco or Momo seats.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.234.53||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||04-14-2003||12:12 AM||||i had a hard time getting into some of the sparco and momo seats. im 6'6" and a little over 200. So im not that husky and they were hugging me.||65.227.204.225||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||number3||04-15-2003||05:52 PM||||Hmmm.<br /><br />That is not good news.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||04-15-2003||06:48 PM||||I have a Recaro seat that is quite spacious. I'm 6'0" & have PLENTY of space, although i'm not close to 200lbs. Its been sitting in my garage for 4 months. I installed it, but the wife & myself( I have severe back problems) have a very hard time getting into & out of the car, so I put the stock seat back in it.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-15-2003||08:58 PM||||my recaros are actually a lot lower than the stock seats.  i have to raise them up.  my driver's seat has a manual height adjustment on the front, and the rear has an electric adjustment.  the sliders have 3 height adjustments, about 1/2" increments, and i had to actually raise the rear part of the seat.  then, i use the seat adjusters to raise it more.  i am 5' 9", at the lowest adjustment, i bet there is another foot or so, i can barely see over the dash.  if you get custom made brackets, i bet you can get another inch lower in front, and probably 2 inches in the rear.  and they are REALLY comfortable.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||ron||04-16-2003||09:43 AM||||Ken,<br /><br />Are you using the sliders and brackets that came with the EVO Recaro brackets or the ones you had before?<br />Thanks||198.81.26.105||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||04-16-2003||11:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ron:<br /><strong> Ken,<br /><br />Are you using the sliders and brackets that came with the EVO Recaro brackets or the ones you had before?<br />Thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i am using the recaro brackets i got out of japan.  the evo brackets aint even close.  also, the driver's seat is an ergomed, which has lower bolsters on the lower part, it is a LOT easier to get in an out of than the evo recaros, and it still holds my butt really good.  i have sport seats in the bmw, and they are just as hard to get out of as the evo's.||63.146.72.147||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||04-16-2003||09:29 PM||||Harry<br /><br />I have the corbeau forza that is just right for me. 36" waist would fit decent. <br /><br />The forza II is designed for wider people, give it a look if you dont mind corbeau (it aint no MOMO or SPARCO)||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||04-17-2003||10:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Harry<br /><br />I have the corbeau forza that is just right for me. 36" waist would fit decent. <br /><br />The forza II is designed for wider people, give it a look if you dont mind corbeau (it aint no MOMO or SPARCO) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My buddy has corbeus on his 2g turbo Probe. I foud them really confortable. If your waist is bigger than 36" I would find it too narrow. <br /><br />He also had a Simpson harness. It sucked, it was a pain to clip on and to release. Don't get one guys, go with something like Willans of Sabelt.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||AWD4DR||04-19-2003||08:09 PM||||Harry,<br /> Get one of those blue plastic ones they sell outta summit..They're awefully light and look great! I think boosted racing uses one!!<br />                           Pete  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.193.140.84||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000012||number3||04-20-2003||08:45 PM||||I have a 36" waist. I had the OEM seats modified a couple years ago for the 5 point harnesses in the car. I just though I would ask around about seats if I decided to go to something little lighter and more supportive.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||UndergroundVR-4||04-20-2003||10:23 PM||||A friend of mine is very happy with the budget friendly seat he bought from Summit.  It's plastic I believe and comes with a cover.  He's about 6'1 and 240 pounds or so.||24.189.242.58||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000014||comfy||04-22-2003||04:50 AM||||Some friends of mine have been racing nissan's for years and they seem quite partial to the NEX 17lbs, low cost, and comfortable.  they arent something you would want to drive cross country in, but i like them.||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000015||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||04:56 AM||||i know this would be way out of your budget.but my friend is a good friend of huk hogans and hulks son's supra has sparco milanos wrapped in ferrari leather.looks real nice.and i bet it is comfortable.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000016||hibrn8||04-23-2003||01:07 PM||||i thought that supra was hogan's. i didnt know it belonged to his son.||65.227.204.160||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/002064.cgi
A||||3||Vr4in'||3&quot; exhaust question||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-14-2003||12:09 AM||nohad43@aol.com||in rick r's topic,"upgrading exhaust tomorrow-2.5 "or 3." help! "i had asked everyone if i would be able to run 3" d.p. with stock manifold (getting ported 2g manifold sometime this week).but i dont think the topic is too open so i decided to open a new topic.thanks||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-14-2003||12:15 AM||||a 3' dp with the stock manifold would be fine. theres alot of people who do that.||65.227.204.225||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-14-2003||12:56 AM||||thanks,i thought so||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||04-14-2003||01:42 AM||||Yes, that will work fine because your stock manifold doesn't actually have anything to do with your downpipe.  The downpipe is going to bolt up to your O2 housing.  Your manifold bolts onto the top of the turbo.<br /><br />I hope you already knew that.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />If you are concerned about boost issues or anything, it is fine.  I ran 3" with the stock manifold and with a 2g ported mani, and it was fine either way.  No issues of any sort.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002065.cgi
A||||4||GRV4726||frame peice removal?||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||04-14-2003||12:56 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey. i replaced the boots on my drivers side without removing the extesion peice that goes from the trans to the carrier bearingn.  so the inter housing to the 3 roller bearings was still in there. well i'm trying to get the boot clamp clamped down and i can't do it. not enough room. i tried and already ruined a clamp. so in order to do i think i'm going to need to remove the metal bar thing thats a part of the frame. my question is can i just unbolt it, or is it attached to something else that needs it inplace? i'd rather not unbolt it and find out i just fucked something up, so i need the advice of the wise. <br /><br />so to sum things up a little more clearly. can i remove the frame piece that is directly under the inner axle end? the one that for me is cover up with engine oil thanks to some leaky seal behind the timing belt.  <br />i love my car. so many problem, so little money.<br /><br />ps: to those who ever wonder if they should take this on themselves, do it. its been really easy up to now. now its just agrivating. and i can't deal with any more grease or i'll puke.<br /><br />thanks to all your hlep||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||04-14-2003||11:02 AM||||come on... i'd really like a reply, that why i posted.  if it comes to it i will just remove the damn thing but i'd like some comfort in know it will go back on without any problems||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||04-14-2003||12:30 PM||||If you are talking about the crossmember that the engine mounts bolt to, then yea, you can take that off, just take the bolt out of the rear engine mount and you should be able to move it out of the way. <br /><br />No parts of the actual "frame" of the car bolt on. They are all welded. <br /><br />Is it the almost flat bar that is almost in the middle of the car, running front to back? I think thats what you're describing. If so, then yeah, you can take if off.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||04-14-2003||01:00 PM||||Yeah you can take that bar off. I had mine off for several weeks. No problem. It is kind of a pain to put back on though, you have to loosely screw all of the bolts in and then tighten them down.||198.111.38.162||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||04-14-2003||04:49 PM||||yeah i figured it had nothing to do with the frame i just really didn't konw what to call it.<br />so yeah its the crossmember thats under the timing belt side of the engine. <br />thanks for the reply||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/002066.cgi
A||||11||black91||Shitty idle and no power||||1||||black91||00001187
Z||000000||black91||04-14-2003||01:21 AM||i@is-otaku.com||Hey all, <br /><br />I've had the vr4 for less then a month, and ever since i had it it idled shitty when the car was cold, started from 2k-2300 or so, bounce in between, and when the car got warm it settled around 800-1k ... <br /><br />Now it seems to have lost power, and it dies at lights after the car has warmed up. The weather has increased by about 40 degrees or more, but the idle is still the same when the car is cold.<br /><br />Any suggestions ? Imma change plugs wires tomorow (wont fix this issue i think, but needed anyway)<br /><br />Thanks||65.31.193.178||reg||1||black91||00001187||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||04-14-2003||04:17 PM||||First thing you should do is set the BISS:<br /> <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html</a> <br />While you're at the FAQ site, be sure to look around a little, and bookmark it, because you'll catch some flack for asking too many questions that are answered there. Such as, for idle surge:<br /> <a href="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html</a> <br />Second, have the capacitors in your ECU been replaced? ALL GVR-4's and First Generation DSM's have bad caps in them, that leak all over the board, eating the copper traces, and causing a variety of problems, and eventually the death of your $700+ ECU. I will send them to you FREE if you or someone you know is good with a soldering iron, or you can ship it to me for free installation.<br /><a href="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm</a><br />Also, be sure the previous owner has not bypassed the coolant that heats the intake:<br /> <a href="http://www.vallotton.com/fiavblockoff.asp" target="_blank">http://www.vallotton.com/fiavblockoff.asp</a> <br />This will make the car take alot longer to stop that surging if you already have the problem.<br />The ISC is responsible for holding the idle at 800 rpm's:<br /> <a href="http://dmtalon.v8eaters.com/ISC.html" target="_blank">http://dmtalon.v8eaters.com/ISC.html</a> <br />but I often find that the ECU is the real culprit, because one of the traces often eaten first is an ISC lead.<br />Welcome!||68.154.109.60||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-14-2003||07:04 PM||||Go Jeff, it's your birthday!  Woo-hoo!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||black91||04-14-2003||08:30 PM||||Thanks Jeff, <br /><br />I read the Faq for the idle controll/biss screw, I dont have any jumpers handy so ill try that tomorow. The wires and plugs didnt change anything, but I needed that anyway. (or not, just something i like doing when getting a used car, plugs, wires, filters and all fluids)<br /><br />According to the guy he had replaced the ecu allready, the first time i called him about his add he said i couldnt come over to drive it because he was replacing the ecu.<br /><br />As for coolant, I dont know where to look, but i dont think there was anything besides air behind the mas/maf , I couldnt see any honeycombs either (I'm assuming we have those too).<br /><br />Anyway, Thanks again, and happy Birthday  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||65.31.193.178||reg||1||black91||00001187||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||04-15-2003||12:39 PM||||Never assume that the ECU someone else put in is "new". Many times, they are junkyard pulls, especially if the guy knows he's selling the car. You should still pull the ECU and check to see if the caps have been replaced. Or, if there are rebuilder's stickers on it, you can usually bet the caps have been replaced.<br />What that does tell me is that the previous owner was fighting with this idle problem too. Let us know what happens when you reset the BISS. A datalogger would help you see what the ISC controller is doing too. I don't think I mentioned boost/vacuum leaks either, a very common problem with all that intercooler hosing we have running around. One thing I don't understand about your post: you say it idles at 800-1000 when its warmed up, but then you also say it dies at red lights. Will it be idling fine, and then just die, or what?||68.158.102.169||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||black91||04-16-2003||01:03 AM||||Havent had time to play with the car today ... yea it idles fine for a bit, i have no problem shifting casual when driving it, but when idling on a warmed up motor for a while, the needle settles around 1k, then drops to 7-800, starts to fluctuate between the two, and eventually just drops alltogether, no sputtering it just dunks down to 0, i had something similar on my sho and it ended up being a cps.<br /><br />I'll play with it and let u know what took care of it, if i find it withing a reasonable amount if time. <br /><br />how do i send you money for the caps ? paypal or SASE ? I can probably have a tech at work solder it for me. <br /><br />thanks for the caps and the feedback,<br /><br />Mark||65.31.193.178||reg||1||black91||00001187||yes
Z||000006||InStG8tR||04-16-2003||03:15 AM||||I had this same problem on my GSX.  The caps leaked all over the board and ruined it so I had to buy another ECU.  I bought one used from a guy who swore it was for a 1992 GSX but when I put the ECU in it did EXACTLY what you are describing.  After some investigation I found that the ECU was really for a 1990 GSX and that they are not supposed to interchange.  I found another computer that had the matching numbers of the old one and viola!!  The car ran perfect again.<br /><br />Not sure if this is your situation, but the symptoms sure sound exactly like mine did.||68.102.62.161||reg||1||InStG8tR||00001237||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||04-16-2003||08:54 AM||||defintly sounds like the ECU... its kinda like when your battery dies or you pull the battery and you try to reset it, it will run good at idle when its warming up, and then when it settles it is ok but when you give it some feul it tries to settle back down adn it dies... Get the caps done, Jeff is a great guy, I need ot send mine out to him cause my car is just sitting anyways.... I will email you Jeff to get your address and so on.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||brandongvr4||04-17-2003||03:51 AM||||I had Jeff replace my Ecu caps. He did a great job. But i still have the idle jumping problem. Mine dosent die it just looks like it is and then it gives it self gas and jumps up to 1000rpm. Up and down. No surge though. I think im going to try to look at The FIAV (Fast Idle Air Valve) I have replaced everything else. Im sick of this stupid idle. I cant figure it out i have had this problem for 8 months now.||67.123.8.197||reg||9||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||04-17-2003||04:17 AM||||check your idle screw on the intake manifold. mine fell out once and did the same thing||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||04-17-2003||10:09 AM||||having a tech at work solder it for you is not enough.  jeff actually takes it out and tests it in his car.  also, if the board is eaten thru, he can patch it, and clean it.  i had one that had acid damage, and it looks and works like new now.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||04-17-2003||10:52 AM||||Ken makes a good point here: just replacing the caps is not enough. You MUST clean up as much of the acid as possible, to head off further problems down the road. Also, I've gotten pretty good at remembering which traces are usually effected by the acid, and eaten through, so I get out the ohmmeter and test a bunch of them. Its amazing how many circuit traces look perfectly good, but when you ohm them out they're completely open!<br />   Not that I'm trying to discourage people from replacing their own caps, at least that will stop any more leakage, and God knows I don't really need any more work. But, while your in there, try to use some acetone to clean things up and neutralize the acid that has already leaked out.<br />   I log the ECU while testing it, and its also amazing what you can see with the logger. Things like low sensor voltages caused by partially eaten traces. Again, the ECU works, but it will eventually come back to haunt you if you don't fix it right.||67.35.1.8||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
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A||||1||hecdws||need intercooling piping||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||04-14-2003||04:44 AM||hecdws@aol.com||any one on this list making intercooler piping. im looking to put the evo5 intercooler i got and want to use 2.25 piping any help appreciated. thanks hector||205.188.209.7||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||turbofreek||04-14-2003||03:59 PM||||I don't know how far in NJ you are, but there is a guy in College Point, Queens. His name is Junior and he does excellent intercooler and exhaust work. <br /><br />RJ's Custom Piping<br />(718)358-0764||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
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A||||5||BigMal||Boost Gauge location||||1||||BigMal||00001176
Z||000000||BigMal||04-14-2003||09:01 AM||malcolmh@hotline.net.au||Hello,<br />I have just got my second GVR4 ('88 silver 58k/km)<br />I have started on the long road of upgrades and would like some advice on where to put the boost gauge.  I just bought a 52mm Autometer Boost with a single mounting pod.  The problem is it looks great on either side of the instruments, ontop of the stock DS speaker and where the clock is....but I also need to consider the hoses/wires as they need to get behind the dash.<br />I want the gauge above the dash as I am keeping the DIN slot above the radio free for the EGT,AFM and oil pressure.<br />Suggestions on an easy and convienient location ?<br />Also is there a 3 gauge pod available for the square dash tray ?<br />Thanks<br />BigMal||211.28.96.37||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||04-14-2003||09:13 AM||||I mounted a SPA dual digital guage in a single pod hanging from the center of the instrument panel's hood. It's centered just between tach & speedo and doesn't obscure anything except the high beams indicator. SPA unit shows both boost and exh. manifold temp.; location is more hidden from outside the car than the unsual pillar mounting location.<br /><br />I really like the SPA Design guages. Turbotrix is a USA retailer. About $330 but that's for both guages in one unit, full peak-hold and other functions, etc.    <a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/spagauge.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/spagauge.shtml</a>    <br /><br />also sold by <a href="http://www.pegasusautoracing.com." target="_blank">www.pegasusautoracing.com.</a>||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||04-14-2003||11:00 AM||||<a href="http://www.gaugepods.com/vr4.HTM" target="_blank">http://www.gaugepods.com/vr4.HTM</a>||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||04-14-2003||01:12 PM||||l put my VDO right on the steering column housing,looks okay,very visable anyway and easy to plumb the hose/wires.<br />My guage reads "turbo" instead of boost which is sort of stupid but l got a good deal on it(thanks Blufalcon)||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||04-14-2003||02:47 PM||||I like mine like this. This is Ash' setup   <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ash_boost.jpg" alt=" - " />||198.111.38.132||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||BigMal||04-15-2003||09:39 AM||||Thanks guys,<br />I tried to get a A pillar pod, but I cannot seem to find one for right hand drive. I ordered one from EBay and then found it was for lefthand drive only.<br />I think mine will be hung under the guage frame same as bob's as it is small and will not obstruct anything.<br />Thanks all<br />Mal||211.28.96.5||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes
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A||||7||udriveu||T-case recall||||5||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||04-14-2003||09:37 AM||udriveu@hotmail.com||Finally going to go get this done. I've heard a few people talk about dealers and the bullshit they dish out (my only experience with mitsu is them charging me $15 for the BISS, fuckers). Can anyone give me a heads up of any excuses they might give me about not doing work if there is a problem?<br />Also, iceman told me the O2 sensor recall was still open as well, never heard of this one. any info?<br />And lastly, can anyone recommend an honest dealer withing reasonable driving distance on southern Conn?||64.252.100.137||reg||5||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||04-14-2003||10:54 AM||||Depending on what you havedone to your car. I suppose.I took in some pics of my car( I dont want to drive it there just to find out that they will say no.) Ofcourse they said they wont do it because of the mods. One they are afraid to drive it & dont want to take responsibility if damage willl result, from one of the "tech" guys fu**ing it up. Also, because of "unnessary wear & tear" that I COULD put on the vehicle. I dont mind ofcourse, because I really hate it when someone else works on any of my vehicles. <br /> My t-case isnt leaking & its the 2nd( or 3rd, I cant remember anymore)one that has been put on the vehicle( this one is aluminum). I have recipts & the dealer says that the recall WAS done a while ago( 5 years ago to be exact).<br />  Just talk with them & see what they say. Thats about all I can really tell you.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||04-14-2003||11:02 AM||||I've heard of people taking the t-case off and just taking that in.  If you have the spray on the yoke, you could just tell them that the fluid was low and you were afraid to drive it in.<br /><br />Some people have had that work for them.  Also, it is a safty recall.  If you have problems, just contact <a href="http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/" target="_blank">http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/</a><br /><br />That reminds me, it's been a long while since I've looked at mine.  Don't think it will never leak again just because the recall was done.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||joec||04-14-2003||11:32 AM||||I thought the problem was with the yoke, not the transfer case?  If so, taking the transfer case in won't do much good.  <br /><br />You could buy the yoke yourself and replace it -- I know the part number for the "campaign" part has been posted on this board and the part was maybe $40...<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.tmo.com/today/faqs/xferleak.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/today/faqs/xferleak.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/transfer-print.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/transfer-print.html</a>||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||04-14-2003||12:24 PM||||Dude, just do some research (start with the two links above) and do it yourself. It's not that hard and nobody is gonna do better work on your car than you. Most of us don't trust anybody else to work on our cars. If you want it done right, you gotta do it yourself.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001790" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001790</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001852#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001852#000000</a>||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||04-14-2003||12:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Dude, just do some research (start with the two links above) and do it yourself. It's not that hard and nobody is gonna do better work on your car than you. Most of us don't trust anybody else to work on our cars. If you want it done right, you gotta do it yourself.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree completly, but I recently moved to a condo, w/o a garage. They have all these b.s. rules. Someone filed a complaint against me for changing my oil in the parking lot. If I want to do anything, I would have to do it at night, and even then, someone would probably think I was stealing the car or something and call the police. So, if I can have it done elsewhere (and have it covered under a recall) then that would be great.<br />Thanks for the links though. And anyone know about the o2 sensor recall?||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||04-14-2003||12:57 PM||||The t-case recall is basically an inspection.  They cannot legitimately refuse to do that on your vehicle despite the regular type of mods.  If you have modified the driveshaft or transfer case, they might have some legitimacy to make that claims.<br /><br />The O2 sensor recall was because the original Denso sensors had a higher than expected failure rate in certain years.  They will check that as well and may or may not replace it depending on what they find.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||udriveu||04-14-2003||01:44 PM||||I wasn't too worried about my mods (removed aircan and boost gauge) and I have the aircan if they give me crap. Thanks for the info.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
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A||||1||Dan D||VDO oil sender test||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||04-14-2003||10:19 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Can a vdo oil psi sender (dual sender) be tested with an air pump?  I'm troubleshooting some stuff.  If I'm not mistaken, the sender is a pressure actuated potentiometer.  I wanted to make a plot of psi vs resistance to make sure there are no anomolies.  Will it respond to air pressure?<br /><br />If no, anyone know of a good way to test oil psi senders?<br /><br />Thanks||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||04-14-2003||01:01 PM||||Nevermind, Answered my own question.  Yes||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
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A||||2||Hertz||Boost leak and stripped bolts?||||11||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||04-14-2003||12:43 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||In a nutshell, I have a bad leak where the turbo and upper IC come together (stock, 14b).  Specifically I had removed the upper IC to get at the heat shield/exhaust mannifold.  I was surprised to see that the gasket was not lined up perfectly and there was about 1/8" of blockage.  The gasket was mated well, so I dremeled off the obstruction.<br /><br />I put it back together and went for a drive with the expected bucking under any significant throttle.  I torqued them down some more, and got one side to 10 ft lbs.  The other side got hand-tight but I could not get more than 5lbs on it.  It probably isn't even 5lbs and I got scared (you know, that sick feeling in the pit of your stomach) as it just seemed like it was going 'round and 'round but the torque wasn't increasing.<br /><br />So I turned the boost down to 8psi and I can get 90% throttle but it takes forever to spool (I'm staying off it, of course) but I can't hear the leaking inside the car anymore.  It's obviously neutered.  I let a Boxster S fly past me and all I could do was wimper to myself.<br /><br />So, what should I do?  Should I have replaced that gasket?  Bolts?  Are my fears correct...Did I strip that bolt?  Should I back it out?<br /><br />The good news of this humbling, back-breaking 26 hours of labor weekend: fuel pump rewired, side mirrors fixed (no rattle), windows fixed (no rattles), door speakers replaced, doors Dynamat'ed (I know, heavier, but it improved the sound/reduced noise 200%), fixed an oil leak (turbo return), found/fixed a bolt in xfer case that was backing out...<br /><br />Thanks in advance...||12.247.128.70||reg||11||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||04-14-2003||02:07 PM||||Just happened to have my old 16G sittin' in a box.<br />The bolt hole nearest the turbo (front one) is tapped into the turbo's aluminum housing.  If it is stripped, then you'll need to either helicoil or drill out to the next size larger bolt.  There's plenty of meat around the hole, but careful don't go deeper than the original hole.  <br /><br />The other one goes all the way thru the turbo's housing can easily be tapped for next size larger to match or backed up with a nut.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-14-2003||03:54 PM||||Newbie question: does the 14b and 16g have the same housing?  I didn't think so.  Just trying to make sure we're apples to apples.<br /><br />Facing the engine, the (likely) stripped bolt is on the left.  And is slightly closer to the firewall than the right-side bolt (closer to the bumper).  I'm sorry I can't visualize which one would be "closer to the turbo".  Do you mean closer to the actual turbine wheels?  (left?)  It has a ground or wiring bracket or something on it.<br /><br />BTW Bob, thanks for the advice (waaay back when) on the idea for the path for battery relocation wiring -- I didn't relocate my battery this weekend, but I did use that path for the fuel pump rewire.<br /><br />Also, you wouldn't happen to have an O2 sensor "special tool"?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002072.cgi
A||||6||raceman77||installing checkerplate floorboards||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||04-14-2003||01:17 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||So when you install the checkerplate floorboards (aren`t these the greatest mod!!!)do you cut the floor out below on the drivers side too?l know the passenger side gets cut out but what about the driver? Also is a 3/4" torque wrench big enough to tighten the bolts down with? l heard they tend to come out during high speed runs...any comments appreciated.||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||04-14-2003||01:55 PM||||Wait are you kidding? Sounds like somethin out of F&F..||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||04-14-2003||02:29 PM||||they only rattle out when the NAWS is on  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.253.169||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||04-14-2003||02:40 PM||||"Looks like you blew the welds on your intake because there was too much NOS" "That's why your floorpan flew off too"||198.111.38.132||reg||13||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||04-14-2003||03:51 PM||||DANGER TO MANIFOLD!!!! BEEP BEEP BEEP! Paul walker, "Shut up!" Slams notebook down. buahah||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||raceman77||04-14-2003||06:34 PM||||l`m trying to plan ahead for when l get the full on grafix applied..and maybe a roof scoop  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Do l sound like l`m kidding? l live for this *&$%# !  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||7||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||04-14-2003||06:46 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002073.cgi
A||||6||HKS VR-4||Cold start...valves or lifters ticking????||||11||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||04-14-2003||02:14 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I don't understand...I just changed my all the valves, so they're new, I don't drive hard, always used 10W-30 Castrol Syntec (full synthetic, not blend) and they always tick during a cold start up and after a few minutes, it seems like it would go away. I asked the shop that did my heads, and they said that its cuz the hydrolic lifters and not the valves that are making the ticks. The mechanic said not enough oil pressure or something has reached up there yet??? He also said its not the valves because if they were off, it would always tick and not go away. Does that make sense to you guys??? Does anyone have the similiar problems as I do???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.81.69.111||reg||11||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||keydiver||04-14-2003||03:45 PM||||Yes, you should have replaced all the lifters while you were at it. Lifter tick is a common DSM/GVR-4 ailment. The newer lifters have a slightly larger bleed hole, so should last longer, hopefully. There are some cheaper alternatives to the $16 a piece factory units, if you search the archives.<br />Why did you replace all the valves?||68.154.109.60||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-14-2003||03:58 PM||||&raquo;For 16 new & improved lifters @ $7.74/ea email <a href="mailto:primewarehouse1@hotmail.com">primewarehouse1@hotmail.com</a> Brian @ Valley Engine Parts or call 1-888-855-9712, 214-441-1500.  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/lifters.html" target="_blank">Install these</a> and say "Goodbye lifter tick!"<br /><br />One more thing: you could also benefit from using a Mitsu oil filter or Purolator Pure One (I think) -- one that has an anti-drainback valve.  It should help at starting.  Otherwise, or in addition, the new lifters don't make any noise because of the larger oil passages.||12.247.128.70||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||redheat86||11-01-2003||05:00 PM||||IS it bad to have the cold tart lifter tick? i mean i only get this in the colder weather, I just wana know if its bad for them or not?||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||11-02-2003||01:18 AM||||As far as I know, it isnt detrimental to the lifter to tick (tap), its just annoying and can cause false knock.<br /><br /><br />I could be wrong, so someone please correct me if I am.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||BiggiB42||11-02-2003||10:46 PM||||i started using 10w-30 and lucas to see if some of the tick would go away and the car ran worse than before especially in the morning cuz the oil was obviously to heavy. but ive been disconnecting my battery and i think its clearing the knock. it works for about 30 miles until the sensor picks it up again. im too broke to pay for lifters right now||205.188.208.172||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||11-02-2003||11:08 PM||||So clean them.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002074.cgi
A||N||13||JAYGVR4||Anyone here ever use &quot;Home Brew&quot; Gas?||||5||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||04-14-2003||05:20 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||I've been toying with the idea of using Toulene - poor mans octane booster, and I was just wondering if anyones tried it and what their results were.  I'm hearing dependent upon your mixture, you can get up to 98 octane:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.vtr.org/maintain/gasoline-octane.html" target="_blank">http://www.vtr.org/maintain/gasoline-octane.html</a> <br /><br />Oh and incase your wondering - Toulene is the same ingredient you usually find in your bottle of off the shelf Octane booster.  Just imagine getting a whole gallon for $10 instead of that tiny bottle for $3.99...  <br /><br />I personally have heard of folks including up to 2 gallons in a full tank...  I have been meaning to try it, but the paint stores around here dont stay open past 5 and I get off at the same time.  Guess I have to go when all the painters go there early in the morning...<br /><br />So...Anyone tried this?||208.254.3.3||reg||5||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||305VR4||04-14-2003||06:11 PM||||I'd research the hell out of this theory.  Definitely know everything about the shit before you dump it into your gas tank and through your whole engine.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||04-14-2003||06:30 PM||||I've never tried the DIY race gas, but Avgas around here is only $2 for 100LL (low lead), and it's usually available at all small airports.  <br /><br />It's not legal to just pull up and start pumping it, but *hypothetically* you *could* bring a gas jug with you to transfer gas from pump to car.  Since most airports don't really allow it, you *could* use pay at the pump after hours.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||#258||04-14-2003||08:03 PM||||I get chills when i hear things like this. OK here we go   1:What is the specific gravity of toulene? More or less than gas? 2: btu content of toulene? Alcohol has a very high octane rating but only half the btu content of gas so injectors have to be twice the size. 3: what are the products of combustion? Someone is going to be breathing in your exhaust fumes. 4: flash point. Whats the chance that under boost intake temps may get high enough to self ignite ala diesel. 5: what grade will you use Reagent or commercial. Reagent is pure, no contamints. $22.00 litre, or comercial grade. Cheap but who knows whats actually in it MEK/TEL 6:mixing and storing. Not exactley something you want to do in moms garage. My opinion, Stick with fuel that comes out of a pump. Sorry had to vent! Maybe im just getting...............OLD!!!!!||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||04-14-2003||10:25 PM||||Get the MSDS of Toulene & you might change your mind. <br />  Yes, it is in Oct booster BUT its is watered down. You get the stuff at H.D. or WalMart & it is COMPLETELY different. <br /> If you have never mixed your own before I recommed not doing it. I took special classes in chem. & also had a seasoned veteran of racing teach me how to do it & I still get the willies everytime i mix  my own fuel. Its easier( & safer to buy it at the pump.)<br /><br />Head everyones advise here. That is nasty stuff.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||Ash||04-14-2003||11:00 PM||||I toyed with the idea of using touline too, but I was too worried about getting the wrong stuff or stuffing up the mix so I just went for the avgas||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||talontsi||04-14-2003||11:06 PM||||I have used toulene in my car. I did not see any noticeable difference. <br />The Water/alcohol injection seems to work much better.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000007||BigMal||04-15-2003||09:34 AM||||Make sure you use gloves and in a well ventalated area as this stuff is KNOWN to cause CANCER.<br />You would need to buy the right stuff (if u can) from a chemical supplier, the stuff from HD is no better than Metho||211.28.96.5||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||04-15-2003||09:38 AM||||I used to work at a pager repair shop and we used toulene and a toothbrush to clean the circuit boards.  That stuff is so strong, if you get it on the plastic pager case it will eat right through it in a matter of seconds.<br /><br />Cool!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I thinking sticking to racegas sounds like a good idea.  It's cheaper than hospital bills and engine repair bills when you blow yourself up.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||andy||04-15-2003||10:14 AM||||If you are really wanting to run unleaded gas, mixing Toluene is not the way to go. From what they are saying, the best results is mixing it 30% just to get ~98 octane. So 3 gallons of 98 octane ends up costing MORE($10/gal Toluene, $3.50/2 gal 93 octane) than 3 gallons of VP unleaded(103 octane,$3.50/gal) PLUS the VP will be much safer and give you more benefit than "home brew".||64.4.103.132||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000010||gsxtasee||04-15-2003||02:56 PM||||Also, AV Gas.. even the "low lead" is --*WAY*--high lead content even compared to say..C16 leaded race gas like I run.  Personally, with a big 16g and a big FMIC and 660 injectors, I find I get the best results from not running pure race gas, but from running ~2.5:1 pump 91 to C16.  this makes 3.5 gallons cost ~$4/gal.  at high CA prices (currenlt $2.25/gal for 91).<br /><br />do not use AV gas in your car.||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||04-15-2003||03:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gsxtasee:<br /><strong> Also, AV Gas.. even the "low lead" is --*WAY*--high lead content even compared to say..C16 leaded race gas like I run.  Personally, with a big 16g and a big FMIC and 660 injectors, I find I get the best results from not running pure race gas, but from running ~2.5:1 pump 91 to C16.  this makes 3.5 gallons cost ~$4/gal.  at high CA prices (currenlt $2.25/gal for 91).<br /><br />do not use AV gas in your car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, but you're going to have to back that up.  I've been using av gas for years, and NEVER had a problem.  In fact, I've seen guys come here and pump avgas for their cars before the ProSolo national events at Texas Motor Speedway. <br /><br />Who told you that 100LL avgas has more lead than C16?  <br /><br />C16 = 6 grams per gallon<br />100LL = 2 grams per gallon||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||gsxtasee||04-15-2003||04:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">]Sorry, but you're going to have to back that up.  I've been using av gas for years, and NEVER had a problem.  In fact, I've seen guys come here and pump avgas for their cars before the ProSolo national events at Texas Motor Speedway. <br /><br />Who told you that 100LL avgas has more lead than C16?  <br /><br />C16 = 6 grams per gallon<br />100LL = 2 grams per gallon [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">airplane guys.. I work with a bunch of guys that have A&P's and they said even LL AV gas is way high lead for cars...||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||04-15-2003||04:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gsxtasee:<br />airplane guys.. I work with a bunch of guys that have A&P's and they said even LL AV gas is way high lead for cars... [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, I'm not trying to be a butthead, but the documentation clearly states otherwise.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.alexisoil.com/vp/vpleaded.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.alexisoil.com/vp/vpleaded.shtml</a><br /><a href="http://www.avweb.com/news/columns/182149-1.html" target="_blank">http://www.avweb.com/news/columns/182149-1.html</a>||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002075.cgi
A||||3||JDMGVR4||Stock GVR4 wheel offset||||1||||JDMGVR4||00001293
Z||000000||JDMGVR4||04-14-2003||06:17 PM||Terrible_1@bolt.com||I was wondering what the stock offset on '91 vr4 15's is. Im looking to put 17*8 or 7.5 with 235 or 225, whatever is the biggest i can fit. I have KYB agx and eibach sportlines. I would like to get the wheels as close to the fender lip as is safely possible. Thanks for your help.||207.202.161.18||reg||1||JDMGVR4||00001293||yes
Z||000001||turbofreek||04-14-2003||06:36 PM||||I have the same suspension as well. I have 18x7's with 225/40/18. I know you can fit the 235's, because i saw a GVR4 with BBS wheels, that had them on.||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||04-15-2003||10:15 AM||||Stock GVR-4 wheels are 4 lug on 4.5" (114.3mm), 15x6, 46mm offset and 67.1mm hubcentric bore.<br /><br />Many, many details on wheels and tires, and what will fit the GVR-4 has been compiled in a .pdf document on the files section of the GVR4 and GVR4List yahoogroups.<br /><br />7.5" wheels need around 35-40mm of offset, 8" around 30-35 mm of offset.<br /><br />Not many choices out there in 8" wide wheels in the GVR-4 4-lug pattern, unless you want to spend $$$$$ for Volks or something similar.  You can find some 7.5" wheels, the Tire Rack lists a couple of different wheels in both 16 and 17" diameters.<br /><br />Jon or somebody please post that tire and wheel page on the "read this first" section.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||1420mark||10-11-2003||02:19 PM||||it is not apparently common knowledge to sellers , what the hub centric dimension of any given wheel .  67.1mm is our measurement , not 63mm , right ?<br />how would you go about confirming  any wheels spec ? just try manufacturers name in search I guess.  more hoops to jump thru .||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
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A||||8||229of1000||Kibo's wood speaker mounts||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||04-14-2003||08:17 PM||||I bought new infinity speakers for my car and the door speakers are kicking my butt.  I went to Home Depot and bought the materials Kibo used in his description of how to make mounts (See "Kibo's Speakers).  Using 3/4" MDF and a 1/4" board under it to mount it to the car, the door panels don't want to fit over this setup.  I'll take pictures of what I did and put them online later tonight.  Is there anything special that I missed or what?  I thought I followed his instructions pretty good. <br /><br />For anyone contemplating this upgrade, it is a major pain in the ass.  The rear decks speakers weren't too bad, unfortunately there was like NO difference in bass.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||04-14-2003||09:30 PM||||Forget it.  I put it all back together and the sound quality increase over stock isn't enough to justify the cost in my opinion.  <br /><br />Changing door speakers = pain||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||04-14-2003||11:53 PM||||You can always go with the stock sized speaker of better quality.  I put jensen 6.5's in my gsx after reading crutchfields recommendation, only to find out that they were 5 1/4 speakers, and the 6.5's didn't fit for shit.  I went out and found some mb quart 5 1/4 midbass drivers and a pair of remote tweets and they do just fine.  That was AFTER I hacked my doors and put in foam cups behind the jensens.  The rears were even worse, as they had the same speakers instead of the 6x9 boxes bolted to the inner wheelhouses.  So, I go to the trouble of rounding up a pair of 6x9 metal enclosures, only to find that big magnets don't fit in the hole unless you take a sledgehammer to the inner fender wells.  I finally settled for a set of JBL 6x9's with smaller but decently powerful magnets.  Still, the old 5 1/4's had more bass until the amp overpowered them.  I just don't like subs.  Take up too much room, and a pain to get out when you get a flat tire on a cold winter night.||12.83.145.100||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||04-15-2003||01:21 AM||||I used 5 1/4" speakers in the doors, and they wouldn't have fit in the stock baskets without cutting them up, which I didn't want to do.  <br /><br />I really think that these speakers sounded like they had *less* bass than stock.  Now I am not just concerned about bass, but to buy all new Infinity's they should have more than 11 year old 15w speakers.  I'm using a Kenwood KDS-516S head FWIW.  The speakers are Infinity Reference.  <br /><br />They are going back to circuit city tomorrow and I'm putting the money into the engine, where I should have put it before.<br /><br />Either that or into my STI savings fund    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||04-15-2003||02:10 AM||||And what are you driving the speakers with?  The stock deck.  RMS for Infinity Ref is 45 watts.  Underdriving speakers with poor quality power will severly hamper bass.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||04-15-2003||09:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I'm using a Kenwood KDS-516S head FWIW.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">As I said, It's a Kenwood head.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   45X4 watts if I remember right.<br /><br />The stock deck came out the day I got the car home.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||04-15-2003||10:58 AM||||i have infintiy kappas in my car and the 5.25s fit fine with absolutely no modification. eitehr your car is jacked or you just didnt install them right (out of phase).||131.193.8.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||AWD4DR||04-15-2003||11:27 AM||||Infinity Refrence series 6.5 fits well with very minor trimming of the stock mount,they sound good and don't cost too much..||67.193.140.162||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||04-15-2003||01:28 PM||||I was able to fit a 5 1/4" set of Oz competition speakers in the doors using only a homemade adapter made of 1/4" hardboard.  Don't use MDF for speaker adapters, because it's too thick and heavy.  Hardboard is pretty light, thin, easy to cut, and very difficult to break.<br /><br />I just traced out the stock speakers and marked the stock mounting holes.  Then I cut a circle in the middle big enough to hold the new speaker.  The new speaker screws in using short wood screws so it only threads into the hardboard, and doesn't tear up the stock plastic behind it.  I was luckily able to fit the speaker size/depth in the stock basket without trimming or cutting and it also cleared the speaker grille in the door panel.<br /><br />I did the same for rear speakers and tweeters in the dash speaker locations.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
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A||||5||Family4Door||Evo III Motor||||1||||Family4Door||00001333
Z||000000||Family4Door||04-15-2003||12:27 AM||mercan_gst@yahoo.com||I'm new to the board, but I was wondering if anybody knew how hard it was to make a front motor mount to fit the Evo III motor in the car. I ask because the stock motor mount is two bolt and the Evo III is a triangle shaped motor mount. Didn't know if I could a solid one to fit?<br /><br />(P.S. the motor is blown, too much boost! That's why I ask.)||12.86.215.141||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||04:44 AM||||making a motormount,you might not want to do that.go to <a href="http://www.dsmtrader.com" target="_blank">www.dsmtrader.com</a> and search for one im sure someone has one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||Family4Door||04-15-2003||05:03 PM||||Yeah, I tried that. I think im just gonna get the stock engine and start over.||12.86.212.254||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000003||BluFalcon||04-15-2003||06:45 PM||||Jeff,<br />  <br /> Not to hijack the thread, butI was just wondering if you knew about the DFW DSM site at: <a href="http://www.dfwdsm.org" target="_blank">http://www.dfwdsm.org</a> .  We have a few GVR4 owners on the site.  Feel free to check it out.<br /><br />My roomate is using a RalliArt front motor mount in his 94 Talon race car, and it's triangular in shape.  I can try to take a pic of it sometime.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000004||Family4Door||04-16-2003||02:51 AM||||Yeah I used to be on the e-mail list but I switched accounts. My car has also been at CTC a couple of times and I have talked to jason a bunch. I just didn't know if the motor would too much of a hassle to put in, or cost too much money. I'm tryin to find a '99 GSX for a daily driver to turn the VR4 into a beast. Plus I don't want to sell the VR4, it is by far the best buy ever.||12.86.212.179||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000005||BluFalcon||04-16-2003||03:39 AM||||Are you talking about the mount on the cross memeber?  I could be mistaken, but I thought the EVO III block was interchangeable with the US spec stuff.  It could be something as simple as removing the EVOIII mount bracket from the block and installing your GVR4 mount bracket in it's place.  Anyone else got any ideas?||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
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A||||12||Tangent||bent valve, timing belt?||||1||||Tangent||00000258
Z||000000||Tangent||04-15-2003||02:54 AM||akrofft@mountainbike.com||I was at the autox this sun and I was making my second pass much more aggressively and I instantly lost engine power after shifting into second.  I would step on the gas and there was no power or boost.  The engine immediately sounded like a very loud diesel engine with a lot clatter from the top of the engine, so I stopped the car and had it towed home.  I can still start the car and drive it if I need to move it.  I do have lash adjuster noise on start-up, but I have always had that.  I figure that I have either slipped the timing belt, or have a damaged valve.  There is no smoke when the engine is running, and I checked my turbo timer and recorded a max rpm of 7520 (which is indicated more like 7650 on the tach).<br /><br />For my plan of attack I am going to manually crank the engine to see if I can line up the timing marks on the pulleys to see if I slipped the belt.  If I have do I need to check the valves to see if any are bent?  If the timing belt has not slipped I am going to take off the head.  Any ideas or suggestions/comments would be greatly appreciated.||64.40.61.49||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||04:42 AM||||i think you probably slipped the tb a couple degrees.keep us updated.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||Tangent||04-18-2003||01:05 AM||||The balancer belt broke and came out in 10 pieces.  What a pain is was to get in there.  Both of the camshaft sprockets and the oil pump sprocket are correct but the crankshaft is off by 20 degrees or so, and my left cv boot is trashed.  I figure I will take out the balance shafts while I'm there.  I just hope I did not bend a valve, or is it hopeless when the belt has slipped that far?  It's not one or two teeth, more like 10.||64.40.53.180||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000003||DSSA||04-18-2003||08:11 AM||||If the crank pulley slipped a bunch of teeth and you got a lot of clatter from the head when it happened, you're pulling the head and having valves replaced at least.  <br /><br />Sounds like your front balance shaft locked up taking out the b-belt which got caught in a revolution or two of the crank pulley. Not all that uncommon.||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000004||smokindav||04-18-2003||08:14 AM||||Just curious - <br /><br />How old was the balance shaft belt?<br /><br />How old was the timing belt?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.85.133||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000005||Tangent||04-18-2003||11:27 PM||||Looks like I may have a lot of work ahead of me.  Son of a b.  There was no loud clatter when it happened.  I actually noticed no response from the throttle before the noise.<br /><br />The tb is fine, and i estimate it was changed around the 70k mark (changing it anyway).  The cams sprockets are already marked white and the oil pan has a large dent in it from lifting the car to do a tb change.  I think the repair shop read the manual litteraly and lifted the entire car on the oil pan, which is why I want to do the work myself.  The balance belt is original I think (108000).||64.40.52.69||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000006||vr4door||04-22-2003||09:41 PM||||If you havent pulled your head yet I would start by checking you plugs and then do a compression test.  That should tell you if you have and bent valves..||208.143.136.121||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000007||smokindav||04-23-2003||08:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vr4door:<br /><strong> If you havent pulled your head yet I would start by checking you plugs and then do a compression test.  That should tell you if you have and bent valves.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can also take a look inside the spark plugs holes and see the piston tops.  I repaired a talon that had the balance belt break - I bought it from a friend to help him out.  I took a look in the spark plug holes and could see the top of the connecting rod, not good, but gave me an idea of what I was in for before I pulled the head (holed piston).<br /><br />Either way your still gonna have to replace valves, get a valve job, and have the head shaved flat again by a machine shop.  You will probably want to put new hydraulic valve lash adjusters and valve stem seals in as well.<br /><br />Later,<br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.87.117||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000008||Tangent||04-23-2003||07:56 PM||||The compression test is exactly what I did after resetting the timing belt correctly.  Here's what I got (of course I forgot to keep the throttle open):<br /><br />1 152<br />2 137<br />3 135<br />4 134<br /><br />This is the first time I have done this kind of testing and psuedo tear down.  Cylinder 1 was more like a wet test since oil was dripping down in the cylinder from the filthy valve cover.  I only reved the engine to 3500 and it runs smooth even with only one balance shaft.  I hope I dodged a bullet this time!?||66.109.196.125||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||04-23-2003||11:24 PM||||you can tellif your valves are bent by getting to your blet somehow and take the belt off,and get to the cam gears and try to turn them by hand.if they dont turn around fully you have bad news,but if it does your all good.if it doesnt the valves are bent and if you plan on getting new valves etc.,check your head you may have damaged it.Good Luck.<br /><br />         Robby||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||04-23-2003||11:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> you can tellif your valves are bent by getting to your blet somehow and take the belt off,and get to the cam gears and try to turn them by hand.if they dont turn around fully you have bad news,but if it does your all good.if it doesnt the valves are bent and if you plan on getting new valves etc.,check your head you may have damaged it.Good Luck.<br /><br />         Robby </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">huh?  what?  That's a real fast way to bend some valves if you don't have the pistons all down below the deck.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||04-24-2003||10:05 AM||||those are really good numbers for not having the throttle plate open.  and, if it started and runs smoothly, you are home free.  5 "hail mary's" and give generously in the collection plate.  heck, you should also get a lottery ticket.  and give me half.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||Tangent||04-25-2003||01:03 PM||||Sweet, thanks all. Time to go to 7 eleven.||66.109.194.183||reg||10||Tangent||00000258||yes



ubb/Forum2/002079.cgi
A||||1||Vr4in'||will this fit our cars?||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||04:26 AM||nohad43@aol.com||<a href="http://www.wooddash.com/item/MITSUBISHI_Dash_Kits_GALANT_89_93" target="_blank">http://www.wooddash.com/item/MITSUBISHI_Dash_Kits_GALANT_89_93</a><br /><br />im thinking about getting the carbon fiber trim.will it fit?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-15-2003||06:12 AM||||Don't see why not.  If you get it, please post how it turns out, quality/install/looks etc.  Pics are a boon!  And thanks for the link.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002080.cgi
A||||2||REDLINEGVR4||Car Problems||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||04-15-2003||10:41 AM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Hey Yesterday on my way home from school i was in 2nd gear and when i hit about 4000 rpm i lost all boost and my car started bucking. when i shifted to third it was fine til i hit 4000 rpm again in first and fourth it did not do this. Does anyone know what it could be?||168.254.5.7||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||04-15-2003||11:50 AM||||If its only bucking under boost, chances are its your plugs, or plug wires. I had this happen one time, the plugs get "glazed" from gettin' on it a little too much while the car is still cold and running rich. The glazed plugs work fine until you start building boost, and then the spark goes out.||68.158.165.99||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||04-15-2003||12:15 PM||||Other than the plug/wires that Jeff suggested, it also sounds like a classic boost leak.  A hole in a hose that only spreads far enough to be noticeable under boost, loose clamp...etc.  Just something else to consider.||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/002081.cgi
A||||9||REDLINEGVR4||Power Steering lines Part #||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||04-15-2003||03:27 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Does any one know thw part # for the power steering lines that pun along the rac in the front of the car||152.163.188.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||REDLINEGVR4||04-15-2003||03:28 PM||||sorry type o RUN not pun||152.163.188.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||04-15-2003||03:56 PM||||If you mean the ones that are part of the steering rack, they are:<br /><br />MB564864<br />MB564865||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||DSSA||04-15-2003||04:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> If you mean the ones that are part of the steering rack, they are:<br /><br />MB564864<br />MB564865 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And are no longer available the last time I tried ordering them.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000004||REDLINEGVR4||04-15-2003||05:06 PM||||Does any one know where i can get them?||152.163.188.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||04-16-2003||04:42 AM||||Is it the line that runs paralell to the ac line? IF so its a 220 dollar line...ask around and im sure someone has one||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||04-16-2003||08:39 AM||||A simple search for "AWS" would have quickly informed you.  I'm still not sure which lines you need><br /><br />If the lines are those that run across the front of the engine bay, then you can fix them with a section of fuel-line hose with hose clamps. These are low pressure lines going to/from the power steering reservoir.<br /><br />If they are the high pressure ones that connect to the front steering rack under the car, then you'll need to get them off of a parts car.  Many previous posts (use the search function) have info on what to do to block the leaky lines.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000007||REDLINEGVR4||04-16-2003||05:37 PM||||I need the lines that run long the rac that go to the high pressure lines||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000008||#1459 VR-4||04-16-2003||08:03 PM||||I'm getting the lines that run to the back of the car fixed next week.  My fathers' mechanic (who knows nothing about DSM's let alone GVR-4's) said he could cut out the part of the line that is leaking and replace it.  <br /><br />Anyone else gone this route?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000009||4g63t||04-17-2003||12:15 AM||||Redline, you have mail||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum2/002082.cgi
A||||4||305VR4||Zeitronix O2 Voltage Meter||||2||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||04-15-2003||03:57 PM||||RRE sells these now in place of the Jumptronix O2 Voltage Gauge.  Here's the website: <a href="http://www.zeitronix.com" target="_blank">www.zeitronix.com</a> .  I ordered mine today, only $50!  Has anyone else used one or are these brand new?  I've never heard of them until I found it on RRE website.||12.211.202.100||reg||2||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||305VR4||04-17-2003||09:01 PM||||Wow, so many replies!  "I" thought it was important, tear. j/k||12.211.202.100||reg||2||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||04-17-2003||10:59 PM||||I looked that up. I think it's pretty cool.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||305VR4||04-18-2003||02:29 AM||||Thanks.||12.211.202.100||reg||10||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000004||raceman77||04-18-2003||02:38 AM||||that would be a good replacement guage for the clock,how would the fit be?||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes



ubb/Forum2/002083.cgi
A||||4||Gvr4-330||Where to tap + power lines?||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||04-15-2003||04:15 PM||roby827@hotmail.com||Hey,<br /><br />I have some new toys that require a positive ignition-switched line.  Where can I find a good one without plugging a connector into the fuse box?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||gsxtasee||04-15-2003||04:20 PM||||if it is something little, you could use the stereo wiring harness.  It has +12v const, +12v switched, ground, lights... everything you need.<br /><br />Otherwise, go to the ignition harness in the steering column area.||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000002||Gvr4-330||04-15-2003||04:24 PM||||Well, i guess it is just a bunch of new electronic gauges so maybe the radio would be fine.<br /><br />Would it help if I got a turbo-timer harness if i wanted to do it at the ignition?<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||04-15-2003||04:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong> Well, i guess it is just a bunch of new electronic gauges so maybe the radio would be fine.<br /><br />Would it help if I got a turbo-timer harness if i wanted to do it at the ignition?<br /><br />Rob </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sure, you can share ACC power with the turbo timer to power/light the gauges.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||AWD4DR||04-19-2003||02:06 PM||||If its for gauges,I'd wire them at the dimmer switch,that way you can dim the gauges if you need to..I have Apex EL gauges so whenever a cop got behind me I'd just hit the dimmer to off so I would not attract any attention..I forget the wire colors but It may be green/yellow green/white..I think there may even be a link on the VFAQ site..Good luck||67.193.140.5||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes



ubb/Forum2/002084.cgi
A||||1||turboflanagan||wide band o2||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||04-15-2003||04:16 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||What is the difference between a wide band and normal o2?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-15-2003||10:35 PM||||<a href="http://www.forparts.com/BoswidebandO2diag.htm" target="_blank">this might help</a>||64.108.202.76||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002085.cgi
A||||15||1312VR4||Golden brown cylinder head color||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||04-15-2003||06:38 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||Sorry but I didnt know how else to word the subject.<br /><br />Ok, i'm at a loss. I took off my VC today because i'm selling my engine internals( building a 2.7L). Anyway, When I took off the cover, I was quite woried. I always use syn oil. But my last oil change was the first for Mobil-1 15-50. I have never seen this before nor have I ever heard of it. There is a golden brown coating BAKED onto everything in the cylinderhead that doesnt move. Its actually on the crank, rods & everthing else, just not the lash adjusters or cam lobes. I just built this engine a year ago. But it has been sitting for months at a time, between start ups. I didnt notice this the last time I pulled the VC which was about 6 months ago. <br />   Any comments on what could cause this. Is it the Mobil-1? I will say that the turbo was blowing oil. Is it possible that the turbo cooked the oil? BUT the thing is the oil is extremely clean( I change it because of time not mileage). Also, I have no emissions hooked up & no PCV valve or likewise. Thanks for the help. [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=294" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=294&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||04-15-2003||06:52 PM||||So you switched from a synth to a regular?<br />It almost looks like oil "coke" or cooked oil. I know mine has a light yellowish look to it when you open the oil cap.||199.182.20.5||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||04-15-2003||06:58 PM||||I used to use a different syn oil. Then switched to Mobil-1. Always syn. just a different brand, sorry for the confusion.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||DarkDevilMMM||04-15-2003||08:13 PM||||sorry I don't know the answer, but I think that color looks pretty nice, maybe it's just the picture......||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||04-15-2003||08:30 PM||||Well it was taken in the garage at low light with a flash. The coating is the same color as a good batch of Kentucky Fried Chicken "Extra Crispy". Yes it looks really good, almost to pretty. THAT is what scares me. The oil around the cam cap blots looks almost blood red. Almost as if the car is saying "i'm bleeding to death, help me"....LOL.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-15-2003||08:52 PM||||and the other brand of syn oil was?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||04-15-2003||09:30 PM||||Sorry. I thought that would be helpful, but forgot to add it. <a href="http://royalpurple.com/" target="_blank">R.P.</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-15-2003||09:57 PM||||*shrug*  Looks fine to me, just like all the other heads I've seen w/the VC off...<br /><br />Building a 2.7L what?  Out of what?  For what?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||1312VR4||04-15-2003||10:14 PM||||I've seen them ALOT lighter in color(yellow to light brown). But this is excessivly dark. With the other oils i've used it never got this dark(they also didnt sit around as long).Plus this coating just doesnt wipe off. You need to scrape it off. That is why it scared me a little. So this looks/sounds normal for the Mobil-1? There is no blockage anywhere & the oil pressure is fine.<br />  I Didnt know the Mobil-1 coated the stuff like this. I figured that after a while the buildup would cause problems.....No???<br /><br /><br />EDIT:::2.7L for the VR4. Also building one for a 92 TSi.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||10:58 PM||||there isnt anything wrong with that color,its just the non-synthetic oil you were using.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||1312VR4||04-15-2003||11:18 PM||||Everything on the engine was brand new as of  about a year ago & I NEVER used dinosaur oil in it. It didnt happen until I put in the Mobile-1.<br />    On a side note.I was workin on it a little & my wife walked into the garage, looked at it & said "WTF happened to the engine, it looked like someone poured cherry syrup all over it". I'm somewhat color blind, but I knew there was a hint of red. Maybe the Mobil acted with the RP residue to make it looklike that(different chemical compounds)??? DOnt know, not a clue.<br /> But it seems that everyone agrees that it seems to be OK. Like I said. There were no mechanical difficulties with the car what so ever. Maybe I'm being to anal about it..<br /> Thanks for the replys guys. <br /><br />NO I didnt put tranny fluid in it either<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000011||raceman77||04-16-2003||12:53 AM||||lnteresting phenomenon that l`ve seen many times over the years when dissasembling engines.l`ve never found the answer to why it occurs but l doubt it`s the Mobil 1,which is pretty much acknowledged to be the best synthetic you can get.l`ve switched to mobil 1 with every worthy vehicle l`ve owned,turbo and NA and if anything sythetics  clean up the engine internals.Sounds like a question for Click and Clack..              blue valve cover looks cool||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000012||Vr4in'||04-16-2003||01:00 AM||||i had a 1987 toyota supra and mobile 1 synthetic oil was the only oil i used in it.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||04-16-2003||01:09 AM||||Isn't Royal Purple oil a dark color? IIRC it's almost purple on it's own.||207.220.145.180||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||a_santos||04-16-2003||07:58 AM||||I used to use Mobil1, but switched to Amsoil. Mobil1 is not fully synthetic, maybe that's why you are getting this effect. Try a real good Engine flush, then some fresh oil. Maybe even two engine flushes.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||04-16-2003||09:54 AM||||I don't see how the Mobil 1 could cause that.  I disassembled and rebuilt my motor at 171K miles.  It had dino oil from 0-115K miles, and Mobil 1 from 115K-171K.  When I took it apart, it looked new, and everything was a nice silvery color, no bronze or baked oil anywhere in the block or head.  It was so clean, I was kinda freaked out.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002086.cgi
A||||3||DarkDevilMMM||timing belt||||1||||DarkDevilMMM||00000159
Z||000000||DarkDevilMMM||04-15-2003||10:14 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||Hi, let me start out with my story first, I have been having shitty idle, and a little blinking knock sensor since my last timing belt work, I didn't do the belt myself, but since then, the car runs like shit, I have been back to the shop and ask the guy is it because the camshaft sprocket is off by some tooth, he said he checked it again and he said it's fine, so I trusted him, as I am not too knowledge about engine internals, but today, I am just pain in the ass and went to take out the ECU, thinking it's the caps, WOAH, tell me about it, most of the stuffs have been corroded, so I rewrite the line and replaces the caps, hoping the other components is still in working condition, snap it back, still all the same shitty idle, so I finally opened up timing belt covers, and what did I see??<br /><br />ok here's the question, both the camshaft sprockets should be pointing the same direction right? which is, they should look identically the same if we look straight at them, right? if yes, then mine is off by a tooth or so, coz both the dowel pin is pointing at different places, which is off just a little bit.<br /><br />second question is, what is the simplest way for me to fix it? I have never done any belt change before, and I don't have any tools for the belt change, not even the timing light, so, can i even do it by myself? or it's a big job just give it to someone to do it agian? <br /><br />thanks a lot for all your answers.||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||04-15-2003||10:27 PM||||oh and another question is, if the intake and exhaust is really off by 1-2 teeth, what kind of damage have done to the engine, how can I check if the enigne is really damaged, thanks.||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-15-2003||10:46 PM||||when both dowels are at the 12 oclock position, the INNER timing marks will be pointing at each other, if you were able to put a straight edge across them, they would be about 2-3mm above the surface of the head.  the 2 OUTER marks will be about a tooth higher.  the common mistake doing the timing belt is to let the exh cam slip clockwise, which it wants to do because of the tension of the valves on the ramp of the lobes.  if the exh cam is off clockwise(advanced) the car will have a very lopey idle, and low vacuum at idle.  if you rev the motor to above about 3k rpm, it will smooth out, and the car will really pull good.  if the intake cam is off, it will idle smooth, but have no power.  i have never heard of the intake cam being off, it is ALWAYS the exh cam, or the balance belts.  the place that did it should make it right.  if not, take lots of pictures, then get it corrected, and sue them in small claims court.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||10:55 PM||||while looking at the engine from the front which is where the timing belt is,look at the keep turning the engine little by little and try to get the 2 dowel pins to meet in the middle like this O><O if it is off then the timing is off.<br /><br />i'd say the easiest way to fix this yourself is to get the pistons to top dead center and remove the belt,when you remove the belt,align the camshaft sprockets and then smack the belt back on,be sur to put the belt on the same direction so it turns the same way it was previously turning,mark the direction it as turning and put it back on.when you have the belt back on,get a ratchet or breaker bar and turn the crankshaft slowly for like 2 complete turns,while turning if it stops for a second stop turning immedietly so you dont mess anything up,that means the timing isnt right,so you'll have to re do everything.<br /><br />if the timing was off 2 teeth,the only way if you messed something up is if you heard a little knock.if there wasnt a knock nothing is damaged.right now the engine isnt running right because the engine is operating of timing which will make it run like it is now.<br /><br />oh yeah...if i were you id buy a timing belt kit because its not safe at all using the same timing belt tensioner because it is hydraulic.<br /><br />if you need more information or pics,just feel free to pm or email me at nohad43@aol.com.i had just gotten finished doing my belt.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002087.cgi
A||||0||Vr4in'||coil numbers||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||10:38 PM||nohad43@aol.com||on the coil in sitting in the intake manifold,from left to right looking at it from the frontwhere you plug the wires,what are the cylinder #'s?on our engines if looking at it form left to right,what are each cylinders #'s.any help appreciated.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002088.cgi
A||||18||92GVR4519||ECU Help||||5||||92GVR4519||00000679
Z||000000||92GVR4519||04-15-2003||10:39 PM||davidnreba@juno.com||Last October I asked for advice on ECU rebulders and someone, I believe it was Keydiver, offered to take a look at it.  Does the offer still stand, and does anyone know anyting about ECM Finders\ ECM-TO GO in Texas?<br /><br />David<br /><br />Anyone have an ECM for sale for 92||209.109.228.247||reg||5||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||04-16-2003||10:13 AM||||Dave I am sure that Jeff will still do it, just PM him and he shouhld do it.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||04-16-2003||01:12 PM||||Yes, I'm still doing them, but I'll be taking a break for a little while soon. I have to go back to PA for a little while, to pack up the rest of our stuff we left there. Ship it to my work address:<br />Quality RF Services, Inc<br />Attn: Jeff Oberholtzer<br />850 Parkway St<br />Jupiter, FL 33477<br /><br />Be sure to include some info on what you want done, and a good UPS return address.||68.155.184.98||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4519||05-02-2003||07:59 PM||||Jeff, I put the ecu in yesterday, after pulling the battery cable.  Then the moment of truth....just cranked, not even a stumble.  I had the efi relay unbolted but plugged in and hanging.  I thought "this thing can't need to be grounded but let's see what happens after bolting it to the dash."  Started perfectly!  Then while putting the remainder of coil mount bolts in, I had to remove a plug wire from the coil.  Later, after I filled a flat tire and prepped it, I took it for spin.  Something wasn't right.  I could'nt do 65 in 5th. I had to use 4th.  In 5th I had to go at least 70 before it was'nt lugging.  First I thought it was the different chip.  Then I thought that the computer needs to learn my patterns.  Then about 8 miles out, I started kicking myself for forgetting to put the plug wire back on the coil. Ran perfectly going back home.  I just changed the oil before the spin, so I hope I didn't ruin it with gasoline from the one cylinder.<br />        One thing is different.  The turbo led's don't light at all now.  I'm pretty sure it was nothing I did in my adventures under the dash and hood, but I'll check anyway.  Where can I read about the "knock sum guage" and how to use it?<br />        Jeff, your kindness will not go unrewarded.  Thank you very much.   I am trying to locate a spare ecu for the future.<br />David||209.109.244.45||reg||10||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||05-02-2003||08:09 PM||||If the turbo boost led lights don't light, then you probably don't have the idle switch hooked up or not adjusted properly. It is the one wire on top at the back of the throttle body. (lets the ECU know when the idle switch is closed). <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||05-03-2003||12:57 AM||||Actually that is called the "closed positon throttle sensor"  nothing more than a ground.  While you are there, check that the wire connector and spade are nice and bright, and sand down the mating surfaces on the spade, and where the sensor contacts the throttle arm and the end of the sensor.  Corrosion of electrical connections on these cars can make you chase stuff till your hair falls out.  If the thing is not making a good connection, the ecu will rev the motor from stall (about 500 rpm) to around 1800 back and forth in a regular rythm because the ecu doesn't know that the throttle is fully closed, so it shoots the idle up to keep the motor from stalling.  Also, the IACV rubber tit on the end where it seals in the throttle body could be carboned up, so while you are there, pull the isc motor and clean the tip with rubbing alcohol, and do the mating surface in the throttle body as well<br />dave||12.83.146.131||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||05-03-2003||01:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4519:<br /><strong>         One thing is different.  The turbo led's don't light at all now.  I'm pretty sure it was nothing I did in my adventures under the dash and hood, but I'll check anyway.  Where can I read about the "knock sum guage" and how to use it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Guys...he asked for the knock gauge. Maybe I should have explained better, but if any of you want the knock sum or O2 gauge, it REPLACES the factory boost gauge.<br />I have the knock sum gauge now setup to display 5 counts per LED.<br />Jeff O.||67.35.28.237||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||05-03-2003||09:26 PM||||Geez Jeff, can't you make the boost gauge like light up orange and the knock gauge light up green?  Or, if I get some white face gauges, can you program it to light up blue?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    I think it can wait till you get back from Pa, but I think you should get cracking on that one!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />But really, when I get one of my other Mitsu's running and feel brave enough to down the VR4, I'll send you my computer for some tinkering.  Thanks for all you do for us!<br /><br />Peter Flanagan||209.86.140.235||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||92GVR4519||05-20-2003||11:52 PM||||Thanks again, Jeff.  The car is running fine and the idle is stable now.  I do have a related question. I can't get the a/c compressor clutch to pull in.  I checked voltages at various places and found, with a/c controls and blower on, the engine idles up as it should, and I have 12vdc at the pressure switch on the reciever/drier.  From there it splits to the control side of the clutch relay and the other goes to the coolant temp sensor and then on to the ECU.  I assume when the ECU senses the 12v through the coolant temp sensor on pin 7, it drops ground for the control side of the clutch relay on pin 65.  The shop says the ECU is bad, but I found that I don't have 12v coming to the coolant temp sensor.  I jumped the pressure switch to get 12v to the clutch relay and coolant temp sensor. The clutch relay has 12v both at the control side and the power side with ground for the coil to be provided by the ECU. At the temp sensor, I found the original plug taped to the harness and another plug with B/W and white wires plugged onto the sensor.  Voltage from hot side of replacement plug is 8v to ground and the original plug w/ green/red and green/black wires has 4v to ground.  That equals the 12v I need there.  Looks like someone wired in a replacement connector, but how in the world does that divide voltage?  Anyway, I can't see the problem being caused by the ECU since it is happening before it gets to pin 7, and I am testing these voltages with the connector unplugged from the sensor.  I was thinking of just grounding the lead out of the control side of the clutch relay--just as the ECU would do-- and let the a/c control do what it would do anyway.  Am I missing anything or on the wrong track here?<br />David||209.109.229.61||reg||5||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||05-21-2003||11:53 AM||||David,<br />There is a chance that the chip I put in your ECU could have an earlier version of the A/C cutout I was experimenting with. I can send you another one with the newer version. Contact me directly at keydiver@yahoo.com.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||68.17.211.37||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||92GVR4519||05-23-2003||09:19 PM||||We need an icon that looks like a lemmon.  I am starting to get frustrated,and I am starting to feel like a drag. Jeff, I will contact you about the chip. Before I did any tinkering with the A/C circuit, I had the shop, which did the conversion last summer, take a look at the system.  After a day, they said it looked like a "computer" problem. After two days they got it working.  I don't know yet what they did to make it work, but when my friend picked it up, it would crank and not start.  After trying a few min., he opened the door to get out, tried it again and it started.  When he tried to start it again later at his house, same thing but would not start.  I came over, cranked a few times, noticed the A/C switch was in, let it out (off) and it started.  Got it home, tried starting later, cranked few times, closed door, it started. Went to get gas, cranked after filling up, waited few min., got in, it started.<br />  All this began after they "fixed" the A/C.  I can't help thinking they cheated the system the wrong way and it's screwing up the ECU some how.  Possibly they grounded the relay coil without disconnecting the lead from the ECU.  I need to ask them exactly what they did. I keep wondering if ETACS has something to do with all this. What is ETACS and where can I look at the circuit(s)? I just remembered this: I don't think the fuel pump is on when ignition is on--I can't hear it. I'll check pump at check terminal and check relay output as well.  <br />David||209.109.242.51||reg||3||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000011||92GVR4519||05-24-2003||11:29 PM||||I went under the hood today to see if I could find what the shop did to get the A/C running. I unplugged the coolant temp sensor connector--the one on the thermostat housing to look at contacts.  When I plugged it back on, I noticed it clicked or locked, but I did not have to release the lock when I first pulled it off. I'm hoping that loose connection was giving the ECU a fit and causing the hard starting.  I duplicated yesterday's hard starting scenarios and it starts.  However the A/C is not working, so I'll let you know what I find out about that.  David||209.109.243.105||reg||3||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000012||92GVR4519||05-27-2003||10:34 PM||||Good news bad news:  Bad news is A/C is back to where I started: no compressor clutch pull-in.  That's OK; I can deal with that.  Good news is that the intermittent starting problem was the MFI relay contacts for the fuel pump.  Instead of buying a new one, I opened it up and cleaned the contacts--starting fine now.  I was worried that it might be the ECU not providing ground for the coil that pulls in the contacts. Now on to the A/C problem.......<br />David||209.109.227.108||reg||14||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||06-01-2003||08:43 PM||||OK David,<br />Here's what my A/C problem turned out to be:<br />I had the same symtoms as you did, and the ECU was NOT grounding pin 65 to pull in the compressor clutch. So, I checked pin 7 of the ECU, which SHOULD have +12 volts on it when everything is working right, but I didn't! If the ECU doesn't see 12 volts on pin 7, it will NOT ground pin 65 to start the compressor. I had already checked on both sides of the low pressure switch that is on top of the dryer/accumulator, and I had +12 volts there, on both sides of the switch, so the ONLY thing left was the engine coolant switch, the SAME one you touched on top of the thermostat housing. When I wiggled the wires, I heard the engine RPM's change, and looking closer I could see that the wires were being pulled too tightly and some of the bare wire was showing through the insulation! The wires had been flexed so much in the last 12 years that the one had actually broken internally, where you couldn't see it. I cut the wires off, twisted them together, and voila! A/C! I pulled the connector apart, and need to resolder the leads back on to the terminals, but at least its working for now!<br />Now, one other problem: thinking I was low on freon, I did the R145 conversion, and even installed a new dryer. Now, my A/C doesn't seem to be as cold as it did with R12. I know Ken had the opposite results!?? Anyone have any ideas?||68.153.83.230||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||06-01-2003||10:53 PM||||jeff, expansion valve.  probably partially clogged, change it, i bet it gets colder.  lately, i have been sticking a temp gauge in the center vents, on econ a/c i get 52 deg, on max, i get 42-44, outside 95 ambient, texas humidity about 2000%.  i just put on my ebay 39$ radiator, and a 14"+12" puller fans, and i can tell it's colder.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000015||92GVR4519||06-05-2003||12:39 AM||||I have to correct what I said about my MFI relay causing the fuel pump not to come on.  I was monitoring the line to the coil from the key switch with one meter and monitoring the line from the coil to the ECU with another meter.  When starting normally, both lines show Battery Voltage when key is "on."  Then, while cranking, the ground side of coil goes low as ECU is providing ground.  But when it would not start, ground side goes down only to 9+ volts which indicates ECU not dropping Ground for relay.  I am wondering now if engine coolant temp sensor is causing this as well as A/C problem.  Troubleshooting chart lists the sensor as possible for hard starting.  I feel like I am back in mpe school shoot'n bugs. Thanks for the tip on the sensor leads--I'll check them out. David.||209.109.229.235||reg||5||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000016||92GVR4519||06-07-2003||02:09 AM||||Car would not start today while I had meter monitoring ground side of MFI relay coil for fuel pump.  As before, ECU would not drop ground for coil but went down to 9 volts.  I jumped coolant temp sensor, but still no start.  Then I grounded manually what the ECU would not and it started.  Apparently there is nothing else telling the ECU not to ground the coil, so I guess I am back looking at corroded trace(s). At least I know how to cheat it to get home.  <br />David||209.109.242.103||reg||3||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000017||keydiver||06-07-2003||06:01 PM||||David,<br />What you're saying all points to some more hidden acid damage I didn't find evidently. I'll gladly take a second crack at it if you want to send it back to Florida. It shouldn't be too hard to find, given that you've said that both the A/C transistor and the MFI transistor are not switching to ground.||216.77.205.2||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000018||92GVR4519||06-07-2003||10:17 PM||||Jeff, your response could not have been better timed.  As soon as I think I'm close, I ain't.  When it would'nt start today, I did the "trusty" cheat, but still no start.  So I made sure the fuel pump was running with the cheat, and it was, but the ECU still would not let the engine start.  So not dropping ground is the symptom, but I am not sure it is the problem. Could be it's not happy with some other input(s) or it ain't happy with itself. I'll do some sensor I/O testing first, and when I get unhappy with myself, I'll send it on, Jeff.  There was one other thing that happened: I accidentally cranked it with the the clutch out and it cranked. I am not sure yet if that switch or circuit could be messing me up but I am 99.9% sure I am always getting 12volts from the starter for the fuel pump while cranking.  Thanks again, David<br /><br />P.S. Tripp'n to North Carolina beach next two weeks, so nothing doing till I return.||209.109.229.157||reg||12||92GVR4519||00000679||yes



ubb/Forum2/002089.cgi
A||||18||305VR4||BR20G untuned...||||2||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||04-16-2003||12:11 AM||||I installed a BR20G with Tial 35mm back in October.  Last time I ran 20 PSI on race gas my EGTs weren't going over 1450 degrees.  I should be receiving my O2 voltage meter in a couple days.  How much HP should I be able to extract tuning it with the AFC?<br /><br />Mods:<br />BR20G<br />Ported '95 Manifold<br />Tial 35mm Wastegate<br />550cc (enough fuel for 5800ft elevation)<br />2.5 turbo back<br />S-AFC<br />45 base Fuel Pressure<br />2nd gen MAS<br />Walbro 255lph hp<br />2.25 intercooler piping<br />Drag turbo kit Intercooler<br /><br />Thanks guys,<br />Chris in Colorado||12.211.202.100||reg||2||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-16-2003||12:19 AM||||burshur 20g with only 2.5 inch exhaust?||65.227.204.73||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-16-2003||01:03 AM||||you should be extacting around......270-285.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||305VR4||04-16-2003||01:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> burshur 20g with only 2.5 inch exhaust? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The 2.5 inch exhaust isn't hindering flow as much as it would be at a lower elevation.  My altitude is 5800 ft.  I meant how much hp can I get by actually tuning my car. Example 20,30,etc.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||04-16-2003||01:34 AM||||i am looking into doing a 20g setup as well, and i am also from denver. you should let me check that out...i wanna see if it is worth it. if not i am going fp green or l2r||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||Ash||04-16-2003||02:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> burshur 20g with only 2.5 inch exhaust? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">External gate too remember, though I'd still want 3"||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||04-16-2003||04:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> you should be extacting around......270-285. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A buschur 20g, 20 pounds of boost, all that air, and race gas? shit man from comparison to friends cars: easily mid 300's||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||04-16-2003||12:14 PM||||I once heard that tuning can be 40% of getting power out of these engines.||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||markrieb||04-16-2003||12:30 PM||||I know the Utah guys and the many of the Colorado guys do not like the 20g as it seems to have problems at higher altitudes.  The 20g just doesn't seem to make the power you think it should at altitude.<br /><br />Look at the message boards for both Utah and Colorado for more details.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||04-16-2003||12:49 PM||||"how much Hp can such-and-such net" is a pretty vague question, there are way too many variables to factor in.  <br /><br />I would guess the max potential of that turbo on race gas with good tuning to be in the 400-450 range, but unlikely at that altitude.  What is a "drag turbo kit" intercooler?  Is that some IC from a honda turbo kit?  <br /><br />Your EGT's sound fine, but they don't tell the whole story.  What is your timing during WOT?  Inj P/W?  Knock?  EGT isn't the best indicator of fine tuning, and neither are O2 voltages IMHO. <br /><br />You said you were running race gas, did you make some passes at the track?  If so, what did it run?||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||Compressed||04-16-2003||12:51 PM||||Hey Chris, I'm not sure if you are on the CODSM list.  If not you might think about getting on the list.  Its got some really good members who know what works really well up here.  I too have heard some poor results with 20G's up here at altitude.  Might be a tuning thing, but they might not like altitude either. <a href="http://co.dsm.org/" target="_blank">http://co.dsm.org/</a>||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000011||305VR4||04-16-2003||11:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I once heard that tuning can be 40% of getting power out of these engines. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is the reason I'm so excited to get my O2 voltage meter and start fine tuning it.  I've read numerous, numerous message boards say the 20G is a sleeping giant until you tune it!||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000012||305VR4||04-16-2003||11:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Compressed:<br /><strong> Hey Chris, I'm not sure if you are on the CODSM list.  If not you might think about getting on the list.  Its got some really good members who know what works really well up here.  I too have heard some poor results with 20G's up here at altitude.  Might be a tuning thing, but they might not like altitude either.  <a href="http://co.dsm.org/" target="_blank">http://co.dsm.org/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Correct me if I'm wrong but, a guy by the name of John Salmi back in '98 ran a 20G 1st gen talon, stock bottom end to a 12.0 at Bandimere. Essentially the same setup as me except for maybe a few different parts.  I'll post my opinions in the coming weeks about the BR20G.  Maybe it does just suck at high altitude, but I'm crossing my fingers.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000013||305VR4||04-16-2003||11:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> <br />Your EGT's sound fine, but they don't tell the whole story.  What is your timing during WOT?  Inj P/W?  Knock?  EGT isn't the best indicator of fine tuning, and neither are O2 voltages IMHO. <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know of any other ways to monitor your engine fuctions without spending A LOT more money.<br />Don't 1450 degree EGTs sound a little rich, I think I have a lot of room to play with. Lean it out a bit.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||04-17-2003||12:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 305VR4:<br />I don't know of any other ways to monitor your engine fuctions without spending A LOT more money.<br />Don't 1450 degree EGTs sound a little rich, I think I have a lot of room to play with. Lean it out a bit. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There is one easy and affordable way to monitor more engine functions.  Get a palm pilot and the pocketlogger.  I do so much of my tuning using the pocketlogger now, I never look at EGT's anymore.  <br /><br />As for O2's, I ignore them.  Mine have always been weird, in the .7~ range at WOT, even though I could be pig rich.  In my experience, EGT's tend to get real high when timing is getting pulled, but in my case, I can tune to the ragged edge of knock and never see EGT's exceed 1500 deg F.  Without a datalogger, your fuel trims will be way way off, and it'll be hard to get good gas mileage and optimal part throttle driveability.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||305VR4||04-17-2003||12:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There is one easy and affordable way to monitor more engine functions.  Get a palm pilot and the pocketlogger.  I do so much of my tuning using the pocketlogger now, I never look at EGT's anymore.  <br /><br /> [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll look into one of them, RRE seems to live by tuning with an EGT and O2 voltage meter, I guess I'll find out first hand how good it works.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000016||Dan D||04-17-2003||01:33 AM||||Ditto everything Howard said||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000017||chadhayashi||04-17-2003||11:20 PM||||Salmi did in fact run 12.1 w/ a 20G. Granted his MKIV put 626 to the wheels at the same boost (T66)... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  You should be plenty quick up here w/ a 20G. Gabe Massine ran 11.87 at 114 w/ a 16G and a 50shot in a Laser. Drive it like a rental.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000018||305VR4||04-18-2003||02:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> Salmi did in fact run 12.1 w/ a 20G. Granted his MKIV put 626 to the wheels at the same boost (T66)...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   You should be plenty quick up here w/ a 20G. Gabe Massine ran 11.87 at 114 w/ a 16G and a 50shot in a Laser. Drive it like a rental. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Some hope, I don't want to jinx myself by estimating quarter mile times, but I will definitely run faster than a 13.0.  Nitrous is an amazing thing, however I'm not ready to play with it:)||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes



ubb/Forum2/002096.cgi
A||||4||Matt379||tuning capabilities||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||04-17-2003||11:31 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I currently have a VPC, 550's big 16G, 3" etc.<br /><br />I'm currently planning on going with an AGP L2R.<br /><br />With this I'm going to get 660 injectors, and the VPC 660 chip.  <br /><br />I was also thinking of adding the S-AFC for adding tunability.  SAFC + VPC. What do you all think?  <br /><br />Also, are 660's enough?  I want to run lots of boost on pump gas.  I realize tuning is very important, but don't want to limit my potential on pump gas.||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||04-17-2003||12:12 PM||||A number of people have managed 400+ hp and mid to high 12x mph using vpc and 660's at stock or near stock base fuel pressure.  This was done by people running 25-30 psi on turbos such as FP greens and reds w/ race gas.<br /><br />What does lot's of boost mean to you.  With a base pressure bump, 660's "should" be able to provide enough fuel for 20-22 psi on pump gas given good tuning skills.  I think the s-acf or gcc is probably a must for good drivability and power.<br /><br />Cruise on over to the public nabr board and spend some time searching the dsm-tech archive. There's lots of good vpc/injector/pump gas threads from people with knowledge and experience.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||04-17-2003||12:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong>   This was done by people running 25-30 psi on turbos such as FP greens and reds w/ race gas.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Usually 25-30psi on a Green or Red with Race Gas will get you an 11, 10, or 9 second run.  <br /><br />Matt, I think 660's, an SAFC, and an adjustable FPR could work well on pump gas with an L2R.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-17-2003||12:47 PM||||660'S FOR 25-30 LBS IS PLENTY OF FUEL.||168.213.1.134||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||Matt379||04-17-2003||12:49 PM||||I would like to run 20 psi on pump gas.<br /><br />Race gas is a different story  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes



ubb/Forum2/002091.cgi
A||||2||Todd TCE||TCE Wilwood update||||1||||Todd TCE||00001174
Z||000000||Todd TCE||04-16-2003||09:44 AM||toddandchris1@cox.net||Thanks to Bob, the test fit is going well and it appears that the cross over between parts for the 1G and this application are favorable. There is some test fit of hoses to be finalized yet. <br /><br />The question of alternate rotors and or calipers has come up and both can be done but there are concerns about spoke clearance when doing so. I'll offer up more info as it comes together.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||04-17-2003||08:44 AM||||I was successful at test fitting TCE's "Total Eclipse" brake kit on my GVR4.  <br /><br />Their 12.2" (.81" thick) rotor with Wildwood Billet Superlite 4-pot calipers will work perfectly on GVR4 with most 16" wheels.  This caliper is better, lighter than a floating caliper with two pistons on one side; it also has differential sized pistons for better long-term pad wear.<br /><br />See:  <a href="http://www.tceperformanceproducts.com/brakeMIT.html" target="_blank">http://www.tceperformanceproducts.com/brakeMIT.html</a><br /><br />I'm also planning on a future test on their "Eclipse Plus" kit with a 13" rotor inside a 17 x 7.5" Rota Sub-Zero or Tarmac wheel, because I'm considering going to that size. We want to develop a easy-to-use template for judging wheel fitting for TCE kits.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Todd TCE||04-20-2003||04:56 PM||||I'm attempting to stay one step ahead of Bob...! <br /><br />We believe that the 1G parts will in fact fit with little modification on this end. There will be some options and changes to the kits from this time forward. <br /><br />At the risk of shamelesss self promotion, please read the following on ALL of the DSM kits in current form.<br /><br />*************************************************<br />TCE Performance Products   Announces a revised product line for the Eclipse/DSM Kits! Includes; GALANT VR4 vehicles also- see 1G.<br /><br />With new products on the market today, TCE can now offer a more complete line of brake kits for this line of cars, for both the street as well as the track.<br /><br />STREET SPORT Kits:<br />These kits are designed for the daily street driver who wants improvements in the stopping ability of  the car, sees occasional AutoX, and some drag runs. These kits are designed to offer the maximum amount of clearance to wheels and the largest option of add ons for appearance sake as well as reduce unsprung weight. In addition if the budget allows these kits can be upgraded with either the BSL6 caliper or the new DP caliper with dust boots. Even with this kit, you can later optimize it for other purposes if desired. The 11.75 kit fits stock 16" wheels, the 12.2 stock 17" wheels and many aftermarket 16" wheels. The larger 13" kit requires 17" and larger wheels.<br /><br />Includes two piece hats and rotors (.810"), SS hardware, choice of BSL or FSL calipers, pads, brackets, hoses, and all necessary hardware.<br /><br />11.75 Package    1G $979:                 2G: $929<br />12.2  Package     1G $979                  2G: $929<br />13.0  Package     1G: $1039               2G  $979<br /><br />Each kit comes with choice of D,E,Q or T pads and is a complete 'bolt on'.<br /><br />Options: (all prices per kit)<br />Sub Directional Vaned rotors on 11.75 or 12.2 kits     $55<br />Sub Wilwood 'Performance Rotors'                                 $75<br />Add Gas Slotting                                                                 $55<br />Add Zinc Plating for corrosion protection                      $65<br />Sub BSL6 calipers (space limited!)                                  $225<br />Sub DP 'booted' calipers and brackets                           $350<br />Drilled or drilled and slotted rotors                                $125<br />Pad wear spacers for longer pad life                              $25<br />Sub 'Race bolts'- drilled for Safety Wire                         $20<br />Add Earl's Solo Bleeders                                                    $20<br />Thermlock pistons available on all calipers                    tbd<br /><br /><br />ROAD RACE KITS:<br />New! Road Race kits use not only the new FSL caliper but also a new 1.100 wide rotor to better manage heat. This wider, gas slotted, beefy, directionally vaned rotor combined with some less expensive hats, 'race bolts', all the brackets, hardware, hoses and choice of A,B,C or J pads make it a sure bet for those who do open track days often. These kits can be detuned by the use of lesser aggressive pads, but they have significantly wider fit issues and are not likely to fit any stock wheels. The 2G kits may require some minor spindle grinding to fit brackets.<br /><br />12.2 or 13.0" kits                1G: $929         2G: $869<br /><br />Many of the above options for the Street Sport kits are also available here also. Please inquire.<br /><br /><br />REAR KITS:<br /><br />TCE has experimented with a number of options for the rear conversion on the Eclipse and found these to be the best bet thus far. All retain the stock parking brake and are bolt ons with some minor fit work needed on the 2G application.<br /><br />1G  11.75 conversion with stock caliper- 2WD        $470<br />This kit moves the stock caliper out on a wider radius, replaces your old, ugly one piece rotor with a modular two piece unit to match the front, (11.75 x .375) and comes with all hardware necessary for the conversion as well as longer rear SS braided brake hoses. Many of the above options for the Street Sport kits can be had for the same additional costs. Offering both improvements in appearance as well as brake torque this one's an easy add on.<br /><br />2G  12.2  DLS conversion- all cars we believe         $675<br />The 2G now has a serious upgrade for the rear. This set up retains the stock parking brake, and offers larger diameter rotors with Dynalite Single two piston calipers. The 12.2 x .375 rotors are available with the normal options from above for additional costs. Surely to add more rear brake torque these kits are currently equipped with only Q or T pads, all brackets, longer SS braided hoses, and all necessary hardware. Trimming of the stock backing plate is required but accomplished easily with hand tools. The fit of wider rotors is not currently in the plans as heat issue here have yet to prove to be a problem. Also, the DLS caliper is not available for rotors wider than this.<br /><br />As always your custom orders or plans are to be considered. Please call with your needs.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes



ubb/Forum2/002092.cgi
A||||10||DeanCouchey||Different ECU number?||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||04-16-2003||10:05 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I found a ECU out of DSM, it says :91-94 5 Speed AWD-Turbo ECU, PN# MD166262, I think the ECU for us is 165810??? is this just cause it came from a DSM???? I can get a good deal on it but I wanna make sure it will work.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||04-16-2003||10:31 AM||||6262 is the AWD number (the main one-there are others) for 91-94 cars. <br />6260 is the FWD number for 91-94 cars.<br />I am sure Jeff can explain it better, but either one of those computers will run our cars just fine; I have run my car on both. <br />The 1990 ECU's will work also, but there are two wires that must be switched.<br />The above numbers are for 5-sp cars, the automatic ECU's are different (will work, but produce less power).<br />Tom<br />1172/2000<br />974/1000||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||04-16-2003||10:34 AM||||thanks Tom, I think thats all I will need.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||04-16-2003||10:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> 6262 is the AWD number (the main one-there are others) for 91-94 cars. <br />6260 is the FWD number for 91-94 cars.<br />I am sure Jeff can explain it better, but either one of those computers will run our cars just fine; I have run my car on both. <br />The 1990 ECU's will work also, but there are two wires that must be switched.<br />The above numbers are for 5-sp cars, the automatic ECU's are different (will work, but produce less power).<br />Tom<br />1172/2000<br />974/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Speaking of which, Tom, I'm curious as to how those couple hybrid ECU's worked out for you, the '90 ones that I put the switch on. Do they run equally well in both cars? I never run them long enough to get a feel for how well they run.<br />Jeff O.||68.158.98.53||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||04-16-2003||10:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> I found a ECU out of DSM, it says :91-94 5 Speed AWD-Turbo ECU, PN# MD166262, I think the ECU for us is 165810??? is this just cause it came from a DSM???? I can get a good deal on it but I wanna make sure it will work. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dean, just be careful, not all DSM's have an EPROM in them, if that matters to you. All GVR-4's did, but the MD166262 came both ways.<br />And, get those caps replaced RIGHT AWAY!||68.158.98.53||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||04-16-2003||01:05 PM||||Jeff,<br /> I ran the 1990 AWD one in 1172 for a couple of weeks. Seemed to run fine. The FWD one, I ran only a couple of days, again, no issues. Now if I could figure a way to get the 3kgtVR4 rear to work in a GVR4, that would be neat. They are a hefty thing. Seldom hear of one of those breaking.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||04-16-2003||01:09 PM||||Yeh, I've thought of that too! Same gear ratio, and has the 4WS pump. What about the input yoke? But bolting it up there presents some problems. Good luck.||68.155.184.98||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||autobahntom||04-16-2003||01:27 PM||||Input yoke is different (but a driveshaft shop could make that work-even using a T/E/L driveshaft instead of tearing up a good GVR4 one). Bolting it up is a big deal since it is not even close to the same. Nothing a welder/plasma cutter can't fix though. Problem is that I would want it to work for 100k plus miles, so it would need installed using the precise measurements that a frame machine laser can give so as not to wear any bearings out prematurely. (that I don't have-the welder/plasma cutter I can use anytime).<br />The axles are lots thicker just looking at them (designed for stock 320 hp), so I am guessing they would not break easily. <br />If that worked, there is many of those in salvage yards, and no calls for them, so they are cheaper ($125 for whole setup sometimes).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||04-16-2003||03:15 PM||||If you figure out how to adapt it, let us know! I don't suppose the diff would fit inside our housing?||68.155.184.98||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||04-16-2003||03:32 PM||||You know, on the rear diff topic (and off topic of the ECU)<br />It would be nice to find out if Chrysler/Mitsu used a rear diff in any of their other rear drive/awd vehicles (ie pickup) that would offer 4 bolt strength and swap into our vehicles or if it is strictly limited to the 92-94 TEL's. If we were lucky enough to find one that was compatible, then I'm sure the next issue would be the gearing... sigh <br />DSSA?  Iceman?||167.142.21.166||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||autobahntom||04-16-2003||05:08 PM||||Starion/Conquest had 4 bolt in some of the years. Not sure if the ones with or without an i/c were 4 bolt. I do have a set of axles that are 4 bolt and are from those cars. (several whole cars actually). Will have to look and see what ratio they are. They do not appear to be able to work though. <br />As for the innards from the 3kgtVR4 fitting our cars, I have not had one apart. Someone at Pruven Performance would know I am sure as they have worked up many of those cars.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/002093.cgi
A||||9||vr41662||heavy hesitation||||1||||vr41662||00000790
Z||000000||vr41662||04-16-2003||03:48 PM||||today on my way to work, i was in 4th gear at ablout 4500 rpms and when i was just about to shift into 5th, the car bucked for a second, than the check engine light came on, than went away.. any ideas?? i changed the ecu,coil packs,plugs,tps coolant temp sensor, and mas.. this something as of recent..  Any ideas?????<br />                                   Alex||68.161.220.239||reg||1||vr41662||00000790||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-16-2003||04:33 PM||||Do you know for a fact that the caps are good on the ECU you changed out.  Sounds like the ECU is resetting.  You could check the battery connections too.  I easy fix that will cause your problem.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||vr41662||04-16-2003||04:44 PM||||actually the ecu is arebuilt unit from this company down in tampa,fl.. i will check the battery connections..also the ecu is rebuilt in its entirety..              Alex||68.161.220.239||reg||1||vr41662||00000790||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||04-16-2003||05:02 PM||||Extract the stored error code, either using a datalogger/pocketlogger or the blinky LED method (as described at vfaq.com).  <br /><br />It could be almost anything, you need the specific error code.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||04-16-2003||05:32 PM||||A rebuilt ECU?  That's new terminology to me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||04-17-2003||11:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vr41662:<br /><strong> actually the ecu is arebuilt unit from this company down in tampa,fl.. i will check the battery connections    Alex </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haven't you guys figured it out yet: you can't trust anyone from Florida. Just watch America's Most Wanted. They all hide out here, murderers, terrorists, arsonists, your no-good, child-support escaping ex-brother-in-law, you name it.<br />   Anyway, back to the point at hand: battery connections are a good place to start, especially when you don't see the CE light stay on. I had exactly that problem one time on my GVR-4.  However, I have seen ECU problems that will do the same thing. I just had one last week a GVR-4 owner sent me that did that. The CE light would come on, the engine would stall, and you'd have to restart it. I tried pulling the code, and guess what...no code. Hmmm... It turned out that the +5 volts was not holding regulation. It would jump all around, which really had me worried. Usually that is what blows the main processor, and I was afraid it would blow before I could find the culprit.<br />   I pulled the regulator out to replace it, and then saw a little chip capacitor that is hidden behind the regulator, all black and covered with acid! The cap would start arcing over after a while, and cause the voltage to become unstable. I forgot to tell the guy how lucky he was on that one. I can't tell you how many "poofed" processors I see. They look like a miniture volcano erupted inside.<br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vr41662:<br /><strong> also the ecu is rebuilt in its entirety..              Alex </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rebuilt in its entirety, huh? Evidently you have not looked inside a "remanufactured" ECU. Many of them I have had the privelege to open look like..well..picture this: your worst acid leakage nightmare, that has been butchered by a high school kid with a soldering gun. Yes, some are that bad. These guys don't take a pristine junkyard pull, replace the caps, and polish it all up for you. They take YOUR old core and fix whatever blew up in it that caused it to quit running. That is why I try to get you guys to preserve the one you have. The odds are you're never going to get a better one, unless you pay the dealer $700+ for a new one.||67.35.1.8||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||04-17-2003||11:43 AM||||Jeff, on the WELL BEAT topic of caps replacement, how often should they be done?  Mine were done by Todd when they did my TMO chip, but that has been 70+K miles and 3 years ago.  Is it age, use, or both that causes them to leak, and are the newer caps that are being used any better quality than the original?  I have just always wondered that, since my car only had 70K on it when they were replaced the first time, and were leaking at that point.  Thanks.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||04-17-2003||07:40 PM||||Yes, sorry for harping on the topic....but, from what I've gleaned from other sites, the problem was with the actual supplier of the caps. So, they should last pretty long with the better caps in them. I did mine 4 years ago, and they still are fine. If you want to be safe, I'd replace them every 5 years at most.||67.35.1.8||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||vr41662||04-17-2003||08:43 PM||||my ecu was sent to this company to be repaired and when they got it they said it was totally fried and they couldn't fix it, so they offered me a rebuilt ecu for a $100 more, and that was it.. i was gonna pay 300.00 for it anyway, and its still cheaper than new.. i checked the battery terminals and the positice had enough play that i was moving it back and forth.. i snugged up the terminal and all is well no check engine and no hesitations..||141.157.233.129||reg||1||vr41662||00000790||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||04-17-2003||08:58 PM||||Jeff, I was by no means saying you were harping on the topic.  The opposite if anything.  Just amazes me how many times it has been beat, covered, talked about, and almost begged of people to get them changed, and they still don't.  Thanks for the answer on the above.  Reassures me that they should be good for at least another couple years...!!!!||63.191.161.142||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/002094.cgi
A||||3||GVR-4||Do these engines have a pilot bushing?||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||04-16-2003||06:53 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I just ordered a clutch and was told there is no pilot bushing to replace. Can you guys verify that?<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||talontsi||04-16-2003||07:00 PM||||That is correct.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||04-16-2003||07:41 PM||||Thanks.||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||04-28-2003||02:22 AM||||I have had them custom made, but stock, no.  I have had them made, more by ignorance, with my first 1990 gsx.  When I saw one was not available, I assumed my clutch guy was bullshitting me and so I got my spare awd flywheel out, and with a borrowed input shaft, I made one.  Only thing I noticed was that it was the best shifting gsx I had ever driven.  However, it shifted pretty good before the clutch replacement (made possible by a big 16g and a nasty smell that usually precedes you not moving anymore).  It can't hurt if you can find one from another make that will fit, but I wouldn't go out of your way for less than 400 hp being thrown thru the tranny.  Funny thing is that at least on the awd flywheel, the hole is there for the bushing.  Confusing, it is...<br />dave||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002095.cgi
A||||6||pisces_0||205/50/15  -or-  205/55/15||||1||||pisces_0||00000768
Z||000000||pisces_0||04-17-2003||02:03 AM||pisces_0@yahoo.com||Currently looking at picking up a set of Bridgestone Potenza Pole Position SO-3s.  <br /><a href="http://www.bridgestonetire.com/dpp/glamourindex2.asp?passproductid=227" target="_blank">http://www.bridgestonetire.com/dpp/glamourindex2.asp?passproductid=227</a> <br />They're availble in both 205/50/15 and 205/55/15.  Wondering if there would be any real difference between the two besides the sidewall.  I REALLY don't want to have a dinky-looking tire on the car, yet the 4x4 mudder look isn't what I'm after either  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Any help or input from you all would be great.||131.212.34.37||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||04-17-2003||02:31 AM||||bridgestone huh? u must have read my post then, <url>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001925</url> don't want the doggy get killed huh? anyways back to topic, this is my opinion, <br /><br />I have driven 30, 35, 45 and 55, between different cars, 30 or 35 definitely looks cool and so, coz it kind of lower the car, but the ride is so harsh, so bumpy, and so noisy, too much ground noise, can't hear nothing at all. <br /><br />55 is very soft, nice ride, don't hear much road noise at all, and of couse the ride height is higher, depends on the look u want.<br /><br />so if u choose between 50 and 55, I would say it's pretty much the same, depends on price, sometime they differ between prices, but I do believe the height is somewhat similar so is the road noise, then it all come to the other mods that u have, if u lower the car, u may want to raise the car a bit to advoid hitting the curb or potholes, if u haven't lower the car, and u want the car look lower, then choose 50, it's all up to you. preferences.<br /><br />hope u choose the one u like, good luck.||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||04-17-2003||04:23 AM||||I would use 205.55.15  I ran that before and it worked great.  It looked good and I checked the good ol speedo calculator first.  Take a look at that on dsm.org<br /><br />Unless you live in a place without potholes, go for the 55s.  I think 50s would look too thin.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||pisces_0||04-17-2003||10:11 AM||||I believe I'm going to go with the 55 series tire.  They're as close to stock height as I'm going to get with a 205.  50 series just looks a bit too small when on the car.  I can deal with the higher sidewall with a better tire.||134.29.189.154||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000004||1667 VR4||04-17-2003||01:45 PM||||I have Azenis's in 205/50-15. The wheelgap is huge, but the grip is phenominal so i can overlook it||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-17-2003||02:21 PM||||With the Bridgestone Potenza Pole Position SO-3s that pisces_0 is looking to get, he isn't going to have to worry about grip.  The tires sidewalls will be plenty stiff.<br /><br />I think that is the tires I am going to order as well.  Not too many high end choices for the stock rims anymore as it is.<br /><br />I ran the Perilli P7000 for my last set of summer tires in 205.55.15 and they were awsome.  I expect the same with the Potenza Pole Position SO-3s.  I'm not worried about grip or sidewall strenght when running a Z+W tire.  At least not a good one.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||04-17-2003||05:34 PM||||A 205/55/15 is slightly smaller than stock, 23.9", compared to 24.2" for the 195/60/15.  If you go with 205/50s, you will have a smaller tire, 23.2" diameter, wich means the speedo will not be accurate, not a big change, and the gearing will be shorter. This will vary depending on the brand of tire you get, some will vary alot. At tirerack.com when you search for tires, you can also check the tire diameter under "specs".||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/002097.cgi
A||||7||comfy||Tranny question||||1||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||04-17-2003||10:03 PM||||I am about to drop out the tranny and have it rebuilt, however i would like some input from you guys first. The tranny has life left in it, but it could use a rebuild and i have the time now.  I allready have a guy who is the man, and i plan on putting in a lightened flywheel, and new clutch, but is there anything else i should take care of while im at it? <br /><br />Does anyone who has allready done tranny work have any advice/recomendations/warnings?<br /><br />thanks||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||04-17-2003||10:26 PM||||If you have the money, get an aluminum flywheel rather than a lightened one.  The lightened ones are known to get brittle, and although a lot of people say don't worry about, I don't think it's worth the risk unless you have a scatter shield.<br /><br />Other than that, be sure you get a new clutch fork and pivot pin.<br /><br />I use an SSG aluminum flywheel with an ACT 2600 on a rebuilt tranny and it does great.  Be warned though, the lighter flywheel doesn't make THAT much of a difference (at least to me).||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||number3||04-17-2003||11:20 PM||||"Does anyone who has allready done tranny work have any advice/recomendations/warnings?"<br /><br /><br />Don't let the transfer case crush your hand against the ground, during the removal. That fucker is heavy!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||04-17-2003||11:22 PM||||Along the same lines....so is the transfer case. If you are removing the t-case under the car by yourself, it's going to come off QUICK when you get it off the splines and fall on your chest.<br /><br />Don't ask me how I know   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.253.94.177||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||04-17-2003||11:26 PM||||theres an article in Modifier mag and it has pictures and what you need to do to drop the transmission.<br /><br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||3||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||04-18-2003||06:14 AM||||Modifier sucks.  Get the manual, read the VFAQ.  It doesn't hurt to have someone else nearby during the install... I too wasn't expecting the transfer case to be so heavy, or to come off so suddenly.  The SOB fell on my neck and blocked my trachea, but luckily my dad was close enough to hear my feeth thrashing around and came to my aid.  Be careful.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||04-18-2003||10:29 AM||||i just had this done, by scott evans of forced performance.  besides the trans, i also had a used transfer case and a reman driveshaft installed.  this car is way different now, much quieter, the trans is flawless, shifts smooth and crisp, he not only replaced synchros, he put in dual cones, replaced 2 gears, re-shimmed, all in all, it is better than new.  over the years, you get used to all the noise from the gradual wear, i just thought it was road noise.  the whole drivetrain is really nice and tight.  AND, i dont have a mashed hand/chest/throat.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||04-18-2003||12:42 PM||||What a bunch of panzies.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />I usualy put the tansfer case on with one hand while pushing the downpipe out of the way with the other hand.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/002098.cgi
A||||4||chadhayashi||number3...||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||04-17-2003||10:58 PM||||If I remember coorectly, you were going to build bolt in cages?||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-17-2003||11:18 PM||||Yes. I am almost done with the batch of 100 1G AWD, 1G FWD and 2G AWD SSSS. <br /><br />I will have them (the SSSS) ready to start shipping by Wednesday of next week.<br /><br />When that is done I will start on the cages. I also need number3 to move under its own power so I can more easily measure my cage for reference.<br /><br />There has alos been some discussion on what the cage should be. Just like the FMIC I can not seem to get one straight idea that guys want to run with.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||04-17-2003||11:37 PM||||Thanks for the "ludicrous speed" reply. I really only need a cage so I can dump the crappy stock belts. I like your setup shown in your pics. But a 4 point would be plenty for me. I have no intention of hitting 11's w/ my car. Do want the horizontal brace for belts though...I'm kinda new, what's an SSSS? Stainless something...||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||04-18-2003||01:05 AM||||...steel scatter shield<br /><br />Protects from shurnobling flywheels||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||number3||04-18-2003||07:01 AM||||what is a SSSS? Good question. Here is a quick answer.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/SSSS.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/SSSS.html</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002099.cgi
A||||27||snakedelong||New owner and I need help, Please||||1||||snakedelong||00000987
Z||000000||snakedelong||04-18-2003||08:44 AM||||I recently bought a 91gvr-4.  #1193.  I got her running after taking off the gas tank and cleaning it out and a new fuel pump.  Oh, and a little history on the car.  It sit unattended for over 3 years.  Back to the problem.  I did a comp. test and it was pretty good.  160,155,155,150.  The problem is I don't have any power.  It just feels really slow.  It's not smoking or anything, and no backfire or bucking, just no power.  Also the check engine light comes on for some reason.  Could this cause the car to have no power?<br />thanks||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-18-2003||09:20 AM||||Are you getting boost?<br /><br />If the car sat for 3 years, you need to give a full tune up if you havn't already.<br /><br />plugs, wires, all fluid change, fuel filter, air filter, wash and wax.<br /><br />You might want to try and engine oil flush too.<br />Change your ECU caps and adress the timming belt that might be due.<br /><br />It sounds like your car needs a little TLC and it needs to be brought up to full working order before you add any mods to it.<br /><br />Good luck with your new car!||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||04-18-2003||09:31 AM||||Welcome to the clan.  Most of us admit to having been as clueless as you when we started with our GVR4s. But, the helpful experts on this board don't have much patience with newbies that haven't had the capacitors in the ECU replaced (every stock ECU will have leaking caps by now.) Also, newbies need to do some research first; use "search" function on this board.<br /><br />So, here's where I'd start-- <br /><br />Read all the "Read First" stuff under this section. then, go to: <a href="http://www.clubdsm.com" target="_blank">www.clubdsm.com</a> and their  <a href="http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" target="_blank">http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</a>   Also buy the factory service manuals on CD. These are terrific resources. <br /><br />Initially, you need to find what the ECU's check engine light means. There's a easy method described in the DSM site, which uses a light or multimeter/voltmeter (cheap at Radio Shack) to show the error code pulses. These tell you what the ECU thinks is wrong. Your problem could be ignition, injectors, temp sensors, fuel system, faulty connectors, boost leaks, etc.<br /><br />Sounds intimidating, but it's better that going to "Satan." Good luck!||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||04-18-2003||09:43 AM||||I would check your manifold and turbo..If it is taking forever to produce boost, I would most likely think that its the cracks on the manifold and turbo esp around the wastegate housing...<br /><br />replace your caps on the ECU, plugs, wires, fuel filter if necessary...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||04-18-2003||10:07 AM||||If you post your VIN number and ask nicely, ICEMAN can let you know if you have any open recalls.  There was one for the timing belt, transfer case, and the O2 sensor.  That could get some of your tune up stuff taken care of for free...!!!  When I first purchased my car, it ran like crap.  Turns out that whoever "thought" they knew what they were doing, screwed the timing up terribly.  Guess what they did to make it idle..???  Pulled the throttle cable tight enough that it slightly held the throttle plate open.  Idiots.  It was like night and day after the initial tune up/timing belt change..etc.  Getting a non-cracked manifold and turbo housing shortly there after was a tremendous improvement too.  My stock stuff was cracked so badly, that it would only make like 9psi with the waste-gate hose pulled off....!!!!!||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-18-2003||10:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I would check your manifold and turbo..If it is taking forever to produce boost, I would most likely think that its the cracks on the manifold and turbo esp around the wastegate housing...<br /><br />replace your caps on the ECU, plugs, wires, fuel filter if necessary... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The stock manifold was cracked so bad when I did a turbo change, it looked like it should have fallen apart.  I didn't have any problems spooling up.  Heat, more then exhaust pressure is what spins the turbo.  A cracked exhaust manifold will only give you a funky exhaust smell in car.  It won't prevent your turbo from working.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||04-18-2003||10:48 AM||||Do WHAT..????  A badly cracked exhaust manifold and/or turbo exhaust housing (especially around the waste-gate area) will most certainly affect spool-up.  Have you ever had the turbo bolts back out of the manifold and the gasket blow out....kills power and spool-up tremendously.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||04-18-2003||11:23 AM||||Yup, the cracks around my stock WG flapper caused it to leak constantly, making the turbo VERY laggy.  Pre turbo leaks do affect spool up.  If heat spools turbos, then everyone should leave a cat on the car, because that  <b>really</b> makes the manifold and turbine housing hot. <br /><br />Whenever I work on someone else's turbo, I always check the alignment of the flapper over the hole, some are way off from the factory.  You can tap the flapper arm with a hammer to realign the flapper over the hole.  <br /><br />Snake, you need to pull the error code and see what it is.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||04-18-2003||11:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> Do WHAT..????  A badly cracked exhaust manifold and/or turbo exhaust housing (especially around the waste-gate area) will most certainly affect spool-up.  Have you ever had the turbo bolts back out of the manifold and the gasket blow out....kills power and spool-up tremendously. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, cracks around the wastgage will hurt boost because you are leaking boost.  I've never had had a exhaust manifold back off because of a loose or broken stud, but I can see how that would be a problem because that would be a HUGE exhaust leak causing not only a loss of exhaust going to the turbo, but heat as well.  Normal wear cracks and penny size cracks are not going to prevent a turbo from working well.  It shouldn't prevent a car from being fast.  I'm not saying cracks doesn't matter at all.  Surly brand new stuff would work better, but cracked and worn parts shouldn't cause snakedelong to not have any power at all.<br /><br /><br />I know my Talon at 198K miles had the original 02 housing, exhaust manny and turbo on it, and I got it to haul a little ass.  Even with the worn cracked parts.  Spool up was very fast on that car with a upgraded SMIC and IC piping.||205.242.228.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||04-18-2003||12:36 PM||||if the car had fuel in it, the everything is all varnished up.  and, you probably have water in the fuel system.  you need to take out the injectors and get them cleaned, change the fuel filter, and flush the lines.  even then, you should probably change the fuel filter a couple of times again real soon.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||snakedelong||04-18-2003||05:59 PM||||Okay these are all good suggestions and I will start checking things out.  I have changed the plug wires, plugs, fuel pump, injectors, fuel filter, and I pulled the gas tank off and cleaned it out.  I don't have a boost guage in the car so I don't have a way to tell how much boost if any it is making.  However the lights will light up on the stock guag
Z||000011||snakedelong||04-18-2003||10:19 PM||||Okay these are all good suggestions and I will start checking things out.  I have changed the plug wires, plugs, fuel pump, injectors, fuel filter, and I pulled the gas tank off and cleaned it out.  I don't have a boost guage in the car so I don't have a way to tell how much boost if any it is making.  However the lights will light up on the stock guage, but those are pretty much useless, right?  Umm, I have already made a device to check for boost leaks, and I will let you know as soon as the check is done.  My exhaust manifold is pretty rusted but I can't see any cracks.  I guess I will have to pull it off and give it a good look.  About changing the caps on the ECU.  Someone said they would send caps for free.  If anybody know who this is please let me know.  Also, I did a recall check from the dealer and they said the only recalls on the car was on the transfer case and on the turbo.  She said that was all the recalls that the car ever had.  I tried to argue with her but she just said I was wrong.  Here is the vin # JA3CX56U0MZ009488<br />Once again thanks for any and all help||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||04-19-2003||12:11 AM||||The stock boost gage is useless for reading a exact boost pressure, but if you can light all three bars, you should be getting the full boost. Around 11psi.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||snakedelong||04-19-2003||01:08 PM||||Okay I found 2 small boost leaks, but that's not the problem.  I am going to make the test led so I can find out what the error code in the ecu is.  Also, I checked the wheels on the turbo and they spin free and I couldn't feel any shaft play.  Oh and the car only has 57,000 miles on it.  I checked the ecu out today and I didn't see any sign of the capacitors leaking.  When the car is running there is a clicking noise, but it just sounds like the lifters to me.  Could the timing on the car make it feel really weak?  I mean it feels like there is no boost at all even though the stupid lights do light up.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000014||AWD4DR||04-19-2003||01:33 PM||||Make sure the arm from the wastegate actuator on the turbo is connected with the flapper arm linkage..Sometimes the pin tends to break thus leaving the WG flapper open at all times..Just see if you can move the WG flapper arm with your hand..I had this problem on my GVR4 whan I bought it and it only made 5-8 psi tops and not until almost redline,it was like the turbo was not even there..And thats great your car only has 57k on the clock,its probably rough around the edges,but you don't see many of theese cars with that amount of mileage anymore..Good luck.||67.193.140.5||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000015||snakedelong||04-19-2003||06:22 PM||||Just checked out the wastegate and everything was fine, but thanks for the suggestion.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000016||AWD4DR||04-19-2003||07:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by snakedelong:<br /><strong> Just checked out the wastegate and everything was fine, but thanks for the suggestion. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have a way to monitor knock??It could very well be a bad knock sensor too..I'd try to find out what is causing the CE first..Also,check your base timing..I think that can cause the CE to come on too,but I dont think a bad knock sensor will light it up..I have a bad knock sensor on my car,and I can tell when it acts up because you can hear a buch of air going out the stock exhaust,and it makes boost,but it just dosen't go anywhere..||67.193.140.84||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000017||snakedelong||04-25-2003||10:30 PM||||Okay I finally got to find out what the code in the ecu is.  It is coming up as 31 which is the knock sensor.  My question is, could the lifters cause this problem.  They are loud, and they need to be replaced because they don't quiet down even after the rpm's go up.  I think it is because the car sit so long that they are just clogged up.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||04-25-2003||11:32 PM||||Yup, lifter noise causes false knock.  It can really slow your car down too.  If it is really loud, then you need to replace them.  You can also check the back of the knock sensor to make sure it is still good.  It should feel like it is covered with plastic.  I forget what it is really made out of, but it wears out over time.  Enjoy finding it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Invite skinny arms over for a beer.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||smokindav||04-25-2003||11:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br />[/qb]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Heat, more then exhaust pressure is what spins the turbo.   [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Please give me a technical explanation of how heat makes my turbo spin.  If not, shut the hell up about things that you have no clue about.  Bring the tech or don't answer questions, or throw out bullshit like you have done here.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.86.105||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000020||number3||04-26-2003||12:04 AM||||Not again!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.miataforum.com/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=017842#000018" target="_blank">http://www.miataforum.com/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=017842#000018</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000021||gvr4ever||04-26-2003||12:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Heat, more then exhaust pressure is what spins the turbo.   [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please give me a technical explanation of how heat makes my turbo spin.  If not, shut the hell up about things that you have no clue about.  Bring the tech or don't answer questions, or throw out bullshit like you have done here.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />If you don't know that heat is energy, then go back to school and stop bashing things just because you don't understand it!||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000022||theymightbegalants||04-26-2003||04:20 AM||||Ooh, ooh, I know the answer!  Hehe, sort of; I'm not an engineer but have an idea.  Heat, or rather, the absence of heat, helps spin a turbo.  Heat causes things to expand, such as air, including the air in your exhaust.  Fancy that!!  So, the hot air coming out of your head wants to expand but is faced with this restrictive turbine housing.  However, on the other side of this housing is wide open turbo back exhaust!  Woohoo says the gas!  Now I can expand to my heart's content, and all I have to do is make it past this wheel in my way, and all I have to do is spin it in the process!  Easy breezy beautiful.  Yes, you could possibly build boost just by cranking an engine (with one hell of a starter) so just the pumping effect of the engine spun the turbine, but heat plays a very major effect in making power.  So nyah.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000023||smokindav||04-26-2003||09:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>If you don't know that heat is energy, then go back to school and stop bashing things just because you don't understand it! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I do understand thermodynamics.  And I also understand that there is more to the equation than heat.  I would like you to explain how it works since you said that heat makes my turbo spin.  How does heat make my turbo spin? <br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.87.228||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000024||theymightbegalants||04-26-2003||03:22 PM||||Perhaps you're misunderstanding something... it's not heat alone that spins the turbo, ie if you put it in an oven it won't spin.  It's the hot air that wants to expand.  That's why turbo cars love as little exhaust restriction as possible.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000025||number3||04-26-2003||06:20 PM||||This argument is a lot like when my Physics Professor in College (many moons ago) said that there is NO such thing as centrifugal force, only centripetal force. Everyone is right but only because of assumptions of facts and knowledge.<br /> <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000026||Beemer||04-27-2003||01:33 PM||||OK, I've just got to get in on this "heat" thing.  You can make your turbo spin with cold air from an air compressor (after putting some oil in the center cartridge and plugging both oil lines, otherwise you are inviting the center bearing to so south).  Heat is a factor, but velocity is also a factor.  Put your hand over the exhaust of any car while it is running.  If the exhaust is tight, you can just about kill the engine if your hand can stand the heat.  An engine is basically an air pump/compressor.  Just like an air compressor compresses air, the pistons in your engine compress the air/fuel mixture.  Spark ignites the mess and KABOOM, the piston goes down as the VOLUME of gases increases drastically due to what?  The heat from the "controlled" explosion of the air fuel mixture.  As that piston rolls around on the exhaust stroke, the piston next to it is under force from its air fuel mixture igniting.  This forces the spent mixture out the exhaust valves of the first cylinder at a high rate of speed.  If you have ever seen an old paddle wheel driven sawmill by a stream or river, you have seen how a turbo works. The air rushing past the exhaust wheel of the turbo works just like the water rushing past a paddle wheel, spinning it (albiet a lot faster in a turbo).  Within reason, more heat means more exhaust gasses flowing by the exhaust wheel on the turbo, which spins it faster, just like the paddle wheel at the sawmill would spin faster during a flood.  The intake wheel is also spinning, so the faster the exhaust side spins, the faster the intake side spins, and the more pressure it builds.  Take apart an old vacuum cleaner and you can see that they use a plastic version of a turbine wheel to generate vacuum (at least my Kirby uses one...except when it sucked up my zippo once....) So HOT gasses mean more expansion of what is coming out of the engine, versus cold.  Now the vortech you see on a mustang is basically only the intake side of the turbo, with the "exhaust" side being driven by a belt and pulley rather than the exhaust.  (and a big ass intake wheel since a belt driven supercharger is not going to see 100,000 rpm)<br />So basically, when your engine is cold, you won't get the boost that you will get when it is warmed up.  Heat has it's limits though.  Get the turbo hot enough, (like running avgas and having a plugged cat) and you will start melting your exhaust housing into slag.  AVGAS has a tendance to not combust fully at high rpm at low altitudes, and tends to keep burning a bit of the way down the exhaust manifold.  Likewise I have seen AVGAS and a huge no restriction exhaust do the same, as the turbo winds up almost sucking the exhaust out of the engine when decellerating for a turn while autocrossing.  That's why most folks run a mixture of avgas and 92-94 octane pump gas.  So much for basic turbo 101<br />Just my .02 cents worth<br />dave||12.83.159.220||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000027||snakedelong||04-27-2003||05:33 PM||||Okay I just changed the lifters using the vfaq. Everything went well until I tried to start the car.  It started up for a second but then it just stopped and I can't get it to fire at all.  I checked the fuel pump and injectors are good.  I did have a fuse go out ( the mpi fuse) but I replaced it.  I changed the spark plugs, and I checked to see that the wires and coil was firing and they are.  Could I have messed the timing up somehow?  I didn't take the timing belt off.  I just turned the bolt to rotate the cams so i could get the rocker arms off the lifter.  Please someone help.  I am starting to get a little pissed at the car.||24.154.134.208||reg||9||snakedelong||00000987||yes



ubb/Forum2/002100.cgi
A||||12||mixx2001||Knock, Knock.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||04-18-2003||09:06 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||Ok, let give give you the jist.  I have no money until the end of the month, but I want to know how much knock I'm getting now.  So can anyone tell me any cheap ideas on ways to read knock sum, Radio Shack style.  Nothing related to one LED light that tells me when I'm getting knock.  But something that would tell me how much.||65.165.18.62||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||04-18-2003||09:11 AM||||Not trying to be smart, but find someone local to you either through this board or through one of the DSM boards that has a logger.  Would only take a few minutes, and if the person was cool, would be free....!!!!!!!  Just a suggestion.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-18-2003||10:15 AM||||the ONLY way you're going to read knock sum is thru the dme(or ecu-yo, does audi call the ecu a dme?).  and only a logger will be able to read that.  honestly, the logger is one of the best tools i have ever gotten for the galant.  you will not be disappointed.  i would be glad to loan you mine, but you gotta come here.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||04-18-2003||10:31 AM||||Turbo4door1:<br />I don't know if you have a Logger but that wont really work for me.  You see when you tune for low/no knock and you get everything right, you park the car and a day later your knocking like hell again.  It's a constant battle, so you can't really just fix it and forget it, it has to be monitored constantly (the way I drive).  Hell use to have to drop the electronic boost controller down a setting after romping on the car a few times due to heatsoak.  That's why an EBC is perfect for me running the stock IC.  I plan on getting/making a cable so I can log next month so this is more of an impaitence issuse than anything else.<br /><br />Ken:<br />Audi doesn't call it a DME that I've heard.||65.165.18.62||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||04-18-2003||10:39 AM||||My only experience is with the pocketlogger, but I'm not understanding how it would not help you?  Not the safest thing to do by yourself, but you can monitor the knock counts in real time, on the display, while you drive.  It doesn't just record it, with no display, and then you have go back later to review the data.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||04-18-2003||10:48 AM||||I not saying it wouldn't help.  I'm just looking for a temporary fix, until I get my logger.  What I was saying was that it would do me no good to "borrow" one, as these cars are very tempermental to things like temp, humidity, barometric press, how hard your driving the car, and about a million other factors.  So barrowing one would get me straight for that moment but not for that week.  You get me?||65.165.18.62||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||04-18-2003||10:57 AM||||Gotcha now...!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||04-18-2003||11:14 AM||||Also Ken I shipped out that CD yesterday.  But unless UPS will let me ship myself, I don't think I could get to Denton to borrow your logger.||65.165.18.62||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||04-18-2003||12:49 PM||||well, i have both the knock sensor led, and the logger.  in the past, before i got the logger, i have had the knock sensor led go on a bunch of times.  but now that i have the logger, i can see knock sums and the lite dont come on.  so, the logger is much better.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||04-18-2003||01:09 PM||||Yhea if I could just get a parts list to make one of those cables I could log.  But it's starting to look like I'm going to have to wait until next month and buy one.||65.165.18.67||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||04-18-2003||09:36 PM||||the possibly answer to your knock is water injection.  you can build a simple system for about 150 bucks.  <br />100 psi pump-$78<br />hobbs switch-$28<br />aquamist nzz-$9<br />relay<br />wires<br />snap fittings<br />nylon line<br />    my pump is acting up, so i bought a new one, and just now i went for gas.  i was getting about 12-14 counts, now it is 0.  i am going to start pulling fuel till i get just a tad of knock.  duty cycle is 87%.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||04-18-2003||09:57 PM||||Like I said, get my latest FREE chip. It displays roughly 5 knock sum per LED bar on your boost gauge. I can loan you an ECU, so your car won't be down while you ship the ECU to me for socketing if you need it. I'll also do the caps for FREE too while I have it. If you really don't have the money for a logger until next month, pay me next month.||68.158.214.72||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||mixx2001||04-19-2003||02:46 PM||||Jeff I'll be E-mailin' you in a couple hours.  And Ken, I plan on getting a WI system as early as next month.  And it's things like you just said that give me chills.  Both the DSM's I owned never had upgraded IC's, so I've never seen a full pull with 0 knock.  Man, I can't wait.||65.165.18.125||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
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q!000029!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon-Lee!,
q~Damn Radiator!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452749.1801!,
q!MaximusDestruction!,
q!00001112!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452749.1920!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!dont use blue windshield washer fluid!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!07:27 PM!,
q!2452749.1927!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!09:38 AM!,
q!2452752.0938!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!FIAV, ISC and bypassing the coolant lines to the TB...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!07:42 PM!,
q!2452749.1942!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452750.1409!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!does water injection work?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!08:37 PM!,
q!2452749.2037!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!keydiver!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2452750.2341!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!fog lights!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452749.2101!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!08:51 PM!,
q!2452750.2051!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Replacing e-brake cable ???!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452749.2201!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!07:23 AM!,
q!2452824.0723!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!What is Viscous Coupling LSD rear !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2452752.1318!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!04:24 PM!,
q!2452752.1624!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!recalls...!,
q!2!,
q!1!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452749.2243!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Marcus!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452749.2310!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!What is the difference between 1G and 2g mafs !,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!06:46 PM!,
q!2452752.1846!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!Beemer!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2452759.2337!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!What materials is the Scott Evans battery tray made of?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2452752.1853!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!07:41 AM!,
q!2452753.0741!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Peak oil pressure ???!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452752.2327!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!02:53 AM!,
q!2452760.0253!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mark k!,
q!EDUMACATION in tuning 4g63!,
q!4!,
q!4!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2452753.0043!,
q!mark k!,
q!00001338!,
q!Dan D!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!10:44 AM!,
q!2452753.1044!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147of1000!,
q! gsx fuel injectors in a 95 n/a eclipse?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!01:26 AM!,
q!2452753.0126!,
q!147of1000!,
q!00000861!,
q!Beemer!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452758.0020!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!Transmission Gone?!,
q!11!,
q!6!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!04:16 AM!,
q!2452753.0416!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!00000681!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!04:01 AM!,
q!2452756.0401!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!00000681!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Fuel Pressure.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!08:20 AM!,
q!2452753.0820!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452753.1630!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!msaskin!,
q!vpc question!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2452756.2004!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!02:18 PM!,
q!2452761.1418!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BigMal!,
q!Removing the rear steering!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2452753.0848!,
q!BigMal!,
q!00001176!,
q!BigMal!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!09:29 AM!,
q!2452758.0929!,
q!BigMal!,
q!00001176!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Walbro 190lph fuel pump opinions?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452756.2325!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452823.1409!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Why can't anything simple work as planned?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!10:42 AM!,
q!2452753.1042!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!Beemer!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452758.0004!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!Aftermarket Seat Fitment!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!01:18 AM!,
q!2452757.0118!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!01:18 AM!,
q!2452757.0118!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Factory Spec wheel alignment!,
q!5!,
q!30!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!05:35 AM!,
q!2452757.0535!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!number3!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!07:53 AM!,
q!2452808.0753!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147of1000!,
q!nasty oil leak!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452757.1258!,
q!147of1000!,
q!00000861!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452757.2208!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!The Venom 400 from Python Injection!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!03:08 PM!,
q!2452757.1508!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!msaskin!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2452757.1546!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Lifters ticking little. How to remove ticking?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452757.1915!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2452760.2226!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!changed lifters and now the car won't start!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2452757.2206!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!00000987!,
q!Beemer!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452759.2252!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!is my engine going bad???!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!10:50 AM!,
q!2452758.1050!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!Beemer!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!11:08 PM!,
q!2452759.2308!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q~Exhaust Modification Help!!~,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452758.1521!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!Beemer!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!08:07 PM!,
q!2452778.2007!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!help..question about boost drop!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2452750.1223!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!raceman77!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!07:46 PM!,
q!2452750.1946!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~i can se clearly now, the freaking marks are PAINTED!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!02:14 PM!,
q!2452750.1414!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!sleeper!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452750.2329!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!Stock fuel pump part number!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2452750.1557!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!00000521!,
q!Ash!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2452750.2012!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!alternator/ac compressor/water pump!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!04:04 PM!,
q!2452750.1604!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!joec!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2452751.1434!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!heating up.!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!04:07 PM!,
q!2452750.1607!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452760.2139!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!timing belt break in!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452750.1609!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2452750.1704!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!battery re-locate.!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452750.1625!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!03:48 AM!,
q!2452758.0348!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Idle Surge!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!05:12 PM!,
q!2452750.1712!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2452750.2110!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ConquestCat!,
q!Thinking of Konis with my sportlines.  Any negs?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2452750.1842!,
q!liquidgvr4!,
q!00000268!,
q!sleeper!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2452752.1412!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Weight reduction numbers...!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!11:06 AM!,
q!2452753.1106!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!WhiteOut!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!12:27 PM!,
q!2452762.1227!,
q!WhiteOut!,
q!00001486!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Rubbing noise in rear drivers side wheel!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2452750.2234!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!Matticus!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2452751.2032!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!InStG8tR!,
q!Intercooler question !,
q!5!,
q!18!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!02:29 PM!,
q!2452753.1429!,
q!InStG8tR!,
q!00001237!,
q!229of1000!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!12:16 PM!,
q!2452875.1216!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!CAS position!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!04:02 PM!,
q!2452753.1602!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2452753.1912!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!How Many Bolts (Fuel Pump)!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452753.1612!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2452753.1805!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!Sparco Sprint...rails?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452753.1758!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!Pappy!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452753.1856!,
q!Pappy!,
q!00000327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!alternator!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!08:09 PM!,
q!2452753.2009!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!02:36 AM!,
q!2452760.0236!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Double syncros!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!08:44 PM!,
q!2452753.2044!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!08:45 PM!,
q!2452760.2045!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Pondering IC setups!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452753.2109!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!curtis!,
q!07-06-2003!,
q!08:26 PM!,
q!2452827.2026!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!trans leak!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452753.2126!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!joec!,
q!04-24-2003!,
q!11:56 AM!,
q!2452754.1156!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!Used 14b turbo opinions requested...long!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452753.2147!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!Beemer!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452757.1405!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Who rebuilds ISC's here....!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452751.0031!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!sleeper!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!12:55 PM!,
q!2452751.1255!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mark k!,
q!mass translator? a new vpc-like unit? !,
q!8!,
q!7!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2452751.0032!,
q!mark k!,
q!00001338!,
q!mark k!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452753.0004!,
q!mark k!,
q!00001338!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!anyone tried Intercooler Techniques Chiller?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!10:42 AM!,
q!2452751.1042!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!04:11 PM!,
q!2452751.1611!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Lancer EVO 8!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452751.1126!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452751.1126!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!tunerstein registration!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!01:21 PM!,
q!2452751.1321!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!01:21 PM!,
q!2452751.1321!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q~battery re-locate. question need answer asap!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2452751.1328!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!03:25 PM!,
q!2452751.1525!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
};

1;
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A||||8||16GVR4||JDM tranny swap||||1||||16GVR4||00000521
Z||000000||16GVR4||04-18-2003||09:29 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I have a 23-spline USDM tranny/transfer case on my 1991 Galant.<br /><br />I recently need to find a replacement for my tranny. Will I be able to swap in a 23-spline JDM GVR4 tranny and retain my transfer case ?<br /><br />The JDM tranny is numbered differently than the USDM ones, and I wasn't able to find the naming convention in VFAQ or search.<br /><br />Will I be able to use a JDM tranny with C51PH code ? It is a non-switchable tranny.<br /><br />Thanks in advance.||64.165.200.134||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-18-2003||10:10 AM||||you need to use the search.  however, i refuse to allow another person to get hosed on one of these jdm transmissions.  on your bellhousing, STAMPED, right below the cylinder head where it bolts to the block, is a letter/number.  W5M332NQBK or NQBM.  the W5M332 means it is an awd TURBO(stronger gears than non-turbo) trans, and the last 4 letters are CRITICAL to your drive.  the first of the 4 letters MUST match yours.  so, if you have a NQBK/NQBM trans, which you should, you MUST get a trans with N---.  WATCH OUT for WQ--, THEY WILL NOT WORK, the final drive is different, it will lock up at speed-i am talking ALL 4 WHEELS. if someone is trying to sell you a trans with a transfer case attached, it is probably a jdm trans, and you'd better make sure the numbers match.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||ctm||04-18-2003||06:00 PM||||All -- <br />Ken is right, however, only the first two letters after w5m332 is enough to determine compatibility.  <br /><br />w5m332 means they are for turbo AWD 4g63 powered 1G, GVR4 and evo 1-3 (don't know about evo iv and beyond, anyone?). <br /><br />nq -> is for the GVR4 (US and JDM)<br />np -> if the the US 1G and some 2G cars (up to 96; in '97 MMC switched from np to mu for the 2G)<br />c50ph -> is the switchable tranny (2wd/4wd)<br />c51ph -> if for the 88-89 JDM ZR4 (early GVR4s) and select foreign market (a specimen was reported in Australia for example) GVR4s <br /><br />All of the above are compatible with the GVR4 3 bolt and the 1G 4 bolt rear diffs.<br /><br />wq -> is for the GVR4 RS and the evo1<br />evo2 and evo3 -> trannies each have letters that are different from all of the above and from one another.<br /><br />The wq and evo2 and evo3 trannies DO NOT work with the US GVR4 3 bolt nor the US 1G 4 bolt rear diffs.  The above data was gathered from multiple lists over a period of two years.  I have found no exceptions to date.<br /><br />So 16GVR4 and Ken, the c51ph will work.  I know it was in my car for nearly a year with the stock 23 spline TC and 3 bolt rear diff, until the car went on the jacks because I needed to rebuid the engine.<br /><br />Regards -- <br />Norm<br /><br />PS -- As an FYI there are some wierd ones, for which I cannot comment about their compatibility with US cars.  I'd stay away from these.  They are:<br /><br />nr -> unknown<br />f5m332sp -> unknown<br />w5m33?nn -> unknown<br />w5m33?mn -> unknown||66.91.247.141||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes
Z||000003||ctm||04-18-2003||06:13 PM||||Test||66.91.247.141||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes
Z||000004||ctm||04-18-2003||06:23 PM||||Test||66.91.247.141||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes
Z||000005||16GVR4||04-18-2003||09:37 PM||||Thanks Ken. I did a search and already saw the previous post on the WM5332-xxxx tranny code. Sorry for not being specific.<br /><br />The one that I wasn't able to find from search is whether JDM tranny code C51PH would work.<br /><br />Ideally, I would get the WM5332-NQxx tranny so I would still have the longer 1st gear. But I would settle for a NPxx right now.<br /><br />Currently in dsmtrader, I see several jdm trannies with C51PH code for sale about 5 hours from where I live. I would like to get that if it works. <br /><br />I talked to one member of this board and he was able to get his stock rear diff and stock transfer case to match with a C51PH tranny. Maybe he got lucky on that one.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000006||16GVR4||04-18-2003||09:39 PM||||Thanks Norm for the explanation. The board is kinda weird right now. I didn't see your reply when I posted my previous reply.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000007||AWD4DR||04-19-2003||07:56 PM||||Also,with JDM trannies,at least mine,I had to swap the shifter cable bracket from the USDM unit because it was different..I also noticed the JDM tranny gave me slightly shorter throw and different gear change locations..It was almost like the gears were closer together on the shifter (i.e. you don't have to go as far over to the right for 3rd,5th,and R)..I liked this transmission much better then my USDM even though I managed to break the shift fork..It was not the kind that had the 2wd/4wd diff either,just regular 4wd..||67.193.140.84||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000008||AWD4DR||04-19-2003||08:12 PM||||Also,with JDM trannies,at least mine,I had to swap the shifter cable bracket from the USDM unit because it was different..I also noticed the JDM tranny gave me slightly shorter throw and different gear change locations..It was almost like the gears were closer together on the shifter (i.e. you don't have to go as far over to the right for 3rd,5th,and R)..I liked this transmission much better then my USDM even though I managed to break the shift fork..It was not the kind that had the 2wd/4wd diff either,just regular 4wd..||67.193.140.84||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
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A||||8||hecdws||egt ?||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||04-18-2003||09:42 PM||hecdws@aol.com||waiting on my ecu plus data logger set up will also be installing a greddy egt gauge what tmp. should i be looking for 1300, 1400 any help appreciated. thanks hector||205.188.208.167||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||vr4door||04-22-2003||09:46 PM||||I think that I read some where that after the engine is warmed up, at idle it should be around 1200 to 1300,  and while driving should go up to about 1400 to 1500 max.  I will see if I can find where I read that at, and post it.||208.143.136.121||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||10:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> waiting on my ecu plus data logger set up will also be installing a greddy egt gauge what tmp. should i be looking for 1300, 1400 any help appreciated. thanks hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ever since my 2G GSX, I've lived generally by the rules of this VFAQ'd page:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.myzero.com/gauges/egt.html" target="_blank">http://www.myzero.com/gauges/egt.html</a><br /><br /> Idle after warm-up: 1000 - normal for my car<br /> Normal constant speed (~3000 RPM): 1350 <br /> Danger: 1700+ <br /><br />Conversely, I've noticed both in my car, as well as in research, that 1G's and GVR4's tend to run a lil bit lean in comparison to the 2G's - in other words a bit hotter.  I've found that while using my Defi EGT along with a TRE fast acting probe, that my cruise temps tend to run around 1400*F...  I tune for max EGT's of 1600*F, but hardly ever hit that unless I'm in a looooong run on the highway.  Many have mentioned on other boards/lists that for max performance, you should be tuning for max 1650*F, but as this VFAQ states, you should never go past 1700*F.  Part of the reason I tune only for 1600*F is cus I once ran my car not knowing that there was no FPR vacuum signal, and amidst high boost WOT runs, I managed to slowly but surely melt down the rings in my #2 cylinder by leaning it out to the tune of 1800*F peak temps during a quarter mile run...  Nowadays I'm more than happy to run a bit "fat" in my fuel trims to assure my engine is well in the safe zone...<br /><br />HTH||165.121.65.33||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||04-23-2003||12:25 PM||||once you get your logger, and learn to tune by it, the egt becomes near useless.  tuning by egt is so dark ages now.  there are too many variables.  the logger will give you exact readings, and i hardly look at my egt now.  even the jumptronix a/f is near useless.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||04-23-2003||12:40 PM||||Another thing to keep in mind is the placement of the EGT probe.  I thought I had mine where most people put them in the #1 runner, but mine is just past the square bump and so reads a bit cooler than the majority.  I put it where I had seen some others install theirs and thought that was ok, but now I just know that 1500 on mine, might be closer to 1600 on others.  Even on mine, I've never seen over 1550 and that is normally on the highway.  <br />I agree with Ken, but still keep an eye on mine since it's always on, unlike my logger.  Just a nice "safety" gauge.||167.142.21.157||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||JAYGVR4||04-23-2003||01:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Another thing to keep in mind is the placement of the EGT probe.  I thought I had mine where most people put them in the #1 runner, but mine is just past the square bump and so reads a bit cooler than the majority.  I put it where I had seen some others install theirs and thought that was ok, but now I just know that 1500 on mine, might be closer to 1600 on others.  Even on mine, I've never seen over 1550 and that is normally on the highway.  <br />I agree with Ken, but still keep an eye on mine since it's always on, unlike my logger.  Just a nice "safety" gauge. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know I'm going to start a big sheote storm with this, but I'll throw in my .02 anyway...  The consensus among the faster DSM Guru's in my DC camp, state that the hottest cylinder in the 4G63's is in fact the #2 cylinder.  I heard this from Brad Brooks who used to work at Extreme Motorsports (#15 in fastest AWD DSM's in the country), and I believe confirmed this when I melted down my own #2 cylinder with lean conditions this past season...  Mind you all 3 other cylinders remained just fine when I blew my motor up - even #1.  So, I dunno if any of you guys care to do so on your cars, but I'm gonna keep runnin my probe in #2 Cylinder, based on my findings.  Oh and I'll add that I never saw any probe that came with any EGT Gauge act as quickly as those K-Types that TRE has!  They literally sweep as fast as my stinkin tach!  I truly thought my bling Defi gauge heavy duty probe would be better, but when I replaced it with the TRE one, I was astonished how much quicker it read!  It makes me wonder how much hotter I was probably running since my old probe didn't react as quickly...  Oh and just like Ken, I tune mostly with knock and timing readings based on my Pocketlogger as well.  The EGT readings is just a nice thing to monitor when your leaning stuff out.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||04-23-2003||01:29 PM||||I won't disagree with you... I wouldn't have put my probe where I have it if I did it today. <br /><br />Regarding the probe, <br />I threw original one I got with my VDO's in a dark dusty corner of the garage and also ordered the TRE one and it's the only one I've used.  Nothing to compare it against, but it does react VERY quickly.  I've heard some cases of the thin ones having a tip break and get into the turbo, but so far so good on mine (although I haven't had it off in ages).||167.142.21.157||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||boostboy51||04-23-2003||02:09 PM||||Dan at MACHV once told me there is a shit ton of power to be had between 1600 and 1650. Just how lucky do you feel? I only feel lucky enough to hit 1625 and i get out.<br /><br /><br />#327/2000||67.66.236.1||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||04-23-2003||03:07 PM||||I use the Autometer race probe ($160.00) from day one in the number one runner after the bung.<br />It's very quick reacting. Never ever seen anything faster. It read 1550 cruising around 80mph.<br />Flooring it at that point always brought the temps down. Now if I race and in 3rd gear I shift, if it's up to where the rev supposed to be or when my Autometer gauge needle reaches the 6 o clock position. Different story on the street though with 93 octane.<br />This is how I do it and it's not a reccomendation to anyone with only one car to drive, just in case it blows. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
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A||||9||Romanova||Installing exhaust...||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||04-18-2003||09:45 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Any one got some tips for installing a turbo back exhaust? Going to attempt it tomorrow and I will have the car on a lift, so it shouldn't be too bad.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||04-18-2003||10:14 PM||||It's easy Tyler....But have fun putting the 19mm nuts back on to connect the downpipe to the o2 housing. The 3" pipe leaves little clearance. You may have to pound the socket onto the nut after its threaded on by hand and then crank on it with the ratchet.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||04-18-2003||10:42 PM||||yeah its not hard at all its all held up by rubber hangars that pop right off. so what system did you go with?||65.227.217.235||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||04-18-2003||10:44 PM||||The 3" SS Certified that Rob was selling.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||04-18-2003||11:19 PM||||oh cool tell me how it turns out for you.||12.251.226.141||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||04-19-2003||12:38 AM||||That setup is easy to install.  Make sure you torque the heck out of the downpipe bolts or they will leak, even with a new gasket and rtv (mine did).  Also that setup hangs kind of weird in the back.  The muffler hangs at an odd angle due to the piping going below the rear diff.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||04-19-2003||01:26 AM||||I've understood that you shouldn't overtorque exhaust flange bolts.  This causes the flange to bend and the gasket no longer has a flat surface to seal.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||04-19-2003||02:11 PM||||Just finished installing... totally easy... would have been a pain in the ass without a lift. <br />Car is much faster now... suddenly she runs 11psi instead of 9. <br />Overall, very pleased!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||04-28-2003||01:41 AM||||could you pm or email me a linky to rob's site?  I have been trying to get one for a while, but have had no luck.<br />thanks<br />dave<br />#1244/you know<br />2x 1990 gsx.  No rear steer, gotta luv em...||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||04-28-2003||02:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> could you pm or email me a linky to rob's site?  I have been trying to get one for a while, but have had no luck.<br />thanks<br />dave<br />#1244/you know<br />2x 1990 gsx.  No rear steer, gotta luv em... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can buy the system directly from Certified. <a href="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com" target="_blank">www.certifiedmuffler.com</a><br />or from this guy that posted.. <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001225" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001225</a>||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
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A||||3||Akidosigh1||New Dual Guage Pod||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||04-18-2003||11:11 PM||||I am trying to find out who would want something like this so let me know what you all think...<br /><br />would anyone be interested in a dual guage pod that mounts behind the rear view mirror with 1 guage on each side? <br /><br />it would be easier to look at it near the rearview than somewhere on the dash since everyone is used to looking at victim's hopelessly trying to catch up to them...<br /><br />let me know||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-18-2003||11:18 PM||||thats a pretty clever idea. but if it were me id want something more at eye level. with that id keep having to look up to monitor my gauges.||12.251.226.141||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||04-18-2003||11:27 PM||||ok, well instead of having 1 on each side, what about 3 on the bottom of the mirror? even though it would take away from the view out of the windshield...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||04-19-2003||01:07 AM||||I dunno if the local troopers would care for such a setup.  I've often tossed around the idea of mounting gauges in a pod that would sit on top of the instrument panel, yet sat back towards where the dash meets the windshield...  That'd be kinda cool...||64.24.90.112||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
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A||||1||LunarShadow||Front brakes do not release||||1||||LunarShadow||00000031
Z||000000||LunarShadow||04-19-2003||09:31 AM||Stubbfus@aol.com||I am looking for some ideas about my brakes.  If I drive my car for about 1/2 mile, he front brakes slowly clamp down by themselves.  Actually the brakes are not retracting and the rotor slowly warms and expands into the pads until the car slows.  If I let the car sit for about 1 1/2, the brakes cool and I can drive again.  My first thought was that the front calipers had seized, yet I was able to move the pistons very easily. I lubed the mechanism, put on new pads and hoped for the best.  The only thing the new pads achieve is quicker heating and expansion of the front rotors.  <br /><br />I then thought that the rear calipers may be stuck and they are forcing extra fluid pressure to the front.  The rear brakes function fine.  They compress and release normally.<br /><br />I thought something might be wrong with check valve in the brake booster line.  After a test run, I removed the booster line.  There was some vacuum in the booster, and the car rolled backwards as the pressure was released.  I drove the car with rubber fuel line in place of the booster line with check valve.  This did not help.  I think the check valve allows you to retain some assistance to braking if the car suddenly loses power. Anybody know for sure?<br /><br />What could cause this? Anybody have a similar problem?  I think I will have to pull the master cylinder apart.  I can't think of one other thing that might cause this problem.  Maybe a bad spring in there.<br /><br />This problem has nothing to do with ABS, so it is not a factor.  <br /><br />Thanks||172.157.212.75||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||04-19-2003||09:41 AM||||It could be the brake hose (one or more). Get the brakes to be 'tight' again preferrably in a shop or the driveway and open a bleeder on the calipers. One at a time. If it releases the caliper that is the problem. On many GM cars (firebirds/camaros) this was a very common problem.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/002108.cgi
A||||2||vr41662||oil leaks.. ||||1||||vr41662||00000790
Z||000000||vr41662||04-19-2003||11:16 AM||||i recently changed my valve cover gasket and all the related gaskets(spark plug rings, half moon, etc.. followed the instructions, cleaned everything good applied rtv silicone.torqued everthing to spec with a torque wrench, 2-3lb ft.. still leaks.. its coming from the humps where the cams come through or through the cam gear seals.. is there such a gasket?? i don't know.. its coming from there and its annoying.. its running down the side of the motor and wetting the timing belt, alternator and so forth.. any ideas..||141.157.250.114||reg||1||vr41662||00000790||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||04-19-2003||11:28 AM||||cam seals do exist and they do leak. Not an easy task to change. If your timing belt is wet with oil, then it should be replaced when you do the seals (along with the rest of the seals on the front of the motor, and the water pump). If your timing belt has just a drop of oil, then you might get away with just replacing the cam seals. That can be done without removing the timing belt, but it is very important to know all about how that is done before it is attempted. You must have the long bolt that compresses the hydrolic timing adjuster. <a href="http://www.VFAQ.com" target="_blank">www.VFAQ.com</a> is a great resource.<br />If you are not comfortable with doing timing belts, then I would not suggest this be done.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||sk8bored||04-19-2003||11:48 AM||||you should also be careful when you remove the cam sprockets as the locating dowel pin on the cam's can shear off or bend. it suck's having to wait a week for a .75¢ part from the dealer so you can put your car back together.||209.181.55.114||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
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A||||6||raceman77||turbo blows oil,replace with stock or 16b..||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||04-19-2003||01:38 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||my turbo blows major oil once it warms up under boost.l`m planning to replace the manifold(as soon as l port the 2g l have)so while l`m at it l may as well replace/port the 02 housing and bad turbo.l wasn`t planning on getting a bigger turbo,but since l`m in there should l get a 16 to support future mods? l`d like to build the motor to 275hp,about the same as my 911...||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||04-19-2003||01:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> l wasn`t planning on getting a bigger turbo,but since l`m in there should l get a 16 to support future mods? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is how it starts  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .... Same thing happened to me and that is how I started modding my car. The 16G was like the first mod to my car because of a bad stock turbo. Considering they're low price you may as well upgrade if you can afford it IMHO.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||04-19-2003||02:39 PM||||Turbo Magazine&#8217;s Galant VR4 modded by Doug's Dynopower, made 327hp/354 ft-lb. at the wheels with a 16G at 19psi, using 550cc injectors,K&N filter, upgrade MAS, frontmount I/C, SAFC, 3" downpipe/exh. system<br /><br />Power Realization Chart Round 1 <br />  	Hp	Torque 	Gain Hp 	Gain Torque<br />Baseline 	190.6 	198.2 	-- 	-- <br />K&N Filter 	201.8 	220.3 	11.2 	22.1 <br />DDP Exhaust 	215.5 	243.6 	13.7 	23.3 <br />DDP Downpipe 	220.7 	254.1 	5.2 	10.5 <br />Total Gain 	--	 --	 30.1	 55.9 <br /><br />Power Realization Chart Round 2 <br />  	Hp	Torque 	Gain Hp 	Gain Torque<br />Previous Power	220.	7 54.	1 -- --  <br />Spearco I/C 	251.3	286.4 	30.6 	32.3 <br />DDP Cat 	259.9 	304.1 	8.6 	17.7/td> <br />TeamRipMassAir 	271.5 	302.7 	11.6 	-14 <br />Total Gain 	-- 	-- 	50.8 	48.6 <br /><br />Power Realization Chart Round 3 <br />  	Hp	 Torque	Gain Hp 	Gain Torque<br />Previous Power 	271.5 	302.7 	-- 	-- <br />TD05-16g turbo 	299.1 	322.4 	27.6 	19.7 <br />APEXi AFC 	307.2 	334.6 	8.1 	12.2 <br />BoostControl 	319.8	348.7 	12.6 	14.1 <br />Total Gain 	-- 	--	48.3 	46.0 <br /><br />Power Realization Chart Round 4 (16G turbo at 19 psi)<br />  	Hp	 Torque	Gain Hp 	Gain Torque<br />Previous Power 	319.8 	348.7 	-- 	-- <br />RC Injectors 	327.2 	354.6 	7.4 	5.9 <br />Crower Cams 	339.3 	367.8 	12.1 	13.2 <br />Crane Ignition 	342.4 	371.5 	3.1 	3.7 <br />Total Gain 	-- 	-- 	22.6 	22.8 <br /><br />Power Realization Chart Round 5 Garrett Turbo <br />  	Hp	 Torque	Gain Hp 	Gain Torque<br />Previous Power	 342.4	 371.5	 --	 -- <br />T3/T4 (15psi)	 355.2	 n/a	 12.8	 -- <br />T3/T4 (18psi)	 378.1	 391.7	 22.9	 20.2 <br />Venom Intake	 397.3	 412.8	 19.2	 21.1 <br />Nitrous Express	 436.7	 447.6	 39.4	 34.8 <br />Total Gain	 --	 --	 94.3	 76.1||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||AWD4DR||04-19-2003||05:18 PM||||You can still get 300hp out of a 14b,at the crank..Albeit,it's alot easier with a 16G,but a decent used 14b can be had for 100 bux..||67.193.140.84||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000004||bopropucope||04-20-2003||10:00 PM||||I have the same problem.  If you have a real light foot and don't hit boost it won't smoke but anything with boost and you send out the blue cloud of death to everyone behind you.  I am interested in doing a few mods (turbo, O2, Manifold etc.)too.  Email me at bopropucope@hotmail.com and maybe we can get some discounts if we buy together.<br />Bruce||65.56.6.199||reg||1||bopropucope||00000288||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||04-20-2003||11:58 PM||||If you can find a known good 14b for a cheap price, go for it. It will easily make 275 crank horsepower. The 16g wont net you a huge improvement until you get a better IC,fuel control,injectors,ect. IMO -but if thats whats in the plans,go with that. Also, with a new 16g,you wont be taking a chance on a 100,000 mile part.||129.71.115.45||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000006||MiSTER2||08-03-2003||07:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> Turbo Magazine&#8217;s Galant VR4 modded by Doug's Dynopower, made 327hp/354 ft-lb. at the wheels with a 16G at 19psi, using 550cc injectors,K&N filter, upgrade MAS, frontmount I/C, SAFC, 3" downpipe/exh. system </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought they used 2.5inch exhaust system?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum2/002110.cgi
A||||0||gvr4tunr||blow thru upper ic pipe||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||04-19-2003||03:22 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||dejon tool makes this mod:<br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.web.aplus.net/images/DSM-1g%20FIC/UIP-1gC2.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.dejontool.web.aplus.net/images/DSM-1g%20FIC/UIP-1gC2.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.web.aplus.net/DSM-1g%20FIC.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dejontool.web.aplus.net/DSM-1g%20FIC.htm</a><br /><br />is this mod straight bolt-in or is there some tuning involved (assuming you have the GM MAF and translator)?||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes



ubb/Forum2/002111.cgi
A||||6||hecdws||turbo timer install ?||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||04-19-2003||05:33 PM||hecdws@aol.com||just picked up a new greggy turbo timer and installed it myself everything was going good till i got to the purple wire wich goes to the vehicle speed wire at the ecu can anyone tell me what wire that is and yes i know i should have a manual by now. thanks hector||152.163.188.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-19-2003||11:56 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=310" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />please put periods in your sentences if you wouldnt mind. it may be a bit easier for us to read.||67.200.121.110||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||04-20-2003||12:04 AM||||Haha...that's funny. At least there's a period at the end of the huge run on sentance. <br /><br />You should be able to find some pinout diagrams on the DSM site or on vfaq.com I think. I don't remember the pinout off the top of my head.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||04-20-2003||12:22 PM||||yeah i just looked on vfaq.com and there was a turbo timer install on a 2g. it may help you. just try doing a search.||65.227.204.120||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||Jose||04-22-2003||12:07 AM||||Yo HEC, I will call Emir tomorrow to get you the speed sensor wire color for you.<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||05:22 AM||||i have heard different things about what turbo timer do.someone told me when you shut off the car it runs the oil out of it slowly.is that true?and is letting my car idle for quite a bit bad for my turbo?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||number3||04-22-2003||05:08 PM||||Basically idea behind the TT is that it allows the car to run and allow the oil to run out of the turbo. <br /><br />Dino oil will burn or (coke) on the bearings if allowed to sit on them and that in turn is what  destroys the bearings.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002112.cgi
A||||29||229of1000||Fuel Pump Hell||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||04-19-2003||05:56 PM||||So I decided to put in my Walbro today.<br /><br />The hard line that goes into the top of the sending unit is trying to break off outside of the tank.  The top fitting is rusted into one big piece.  I need some ideas on what to do with this ASAP.  I was supposed to be driving somewhere tomorrow   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   .  <br /><br />My question is, can I fix this temporarily, (Ala JB Weld) or does it have to be permanent?  What are my options?  I'm sure others have had this problem on a rusty car.<br /><br /> <img src="http://orl.dsmforum.com/attachment.php?s=&postid=26682" alt=" - " />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Martin Chilcote||04-19-2003||06:51 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  She-it, that's a mess.<br />If you "have to" glue it, AutoZone (or others) sell gas tank repair epoxy.<br />Do clean it up before trying to glue it though.||66.139.167.28||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||04-19-2003||06:54 PM||||Dayum boyee! I thought mine was rusty! I sprayed the shiot out of mine with wd40 and it broke it up somewhat, and the nut happened to break so i was lucky..||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||AWD4DR||04-19-2003||07:14 PM||||I had the same thing happen to me..Ended up breaking the hard line on the sending unit,and even after that it was a total bear to get that fitting loose..I even had it soaking for like 2 days..I had to use some huge channel locks and vice grips since the flare nut wrenches stripped out the fitting,it was THAT bad..Luckily I had another sending unit sitting around..Good luck||67.193.140.84||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||04-19-2003||07:18 PM||||i would replace it.  this is a safety issue now.  i just bought a used one, and it was rusty, too, but nowhere near that one.  a new one is big bucks, and you have to buy the pump, too.  yours is toast.  do it now, leaky gas tanks scare me.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||04-19-2003||07:19 PM||||id say find another sending unit, break that line off near the 2 flare ends, and use PB on it then a deepwell socket/impact (like a 3/8")(while holding it w vice grips) the shock will losen it and you at least will save the rubber sides fitting. id be more worried about those other nuts on the cap there coming off than anything.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||dsmjay||04-19-2003||07:20 PM||||there is a fix if you break the line. I think that I foud it on <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a><br /><br />    Jason||152.163.188.33||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||04-19-2003||09:46 PM||||I busted the line off because it was already mostly broken.  The nuts are so rusted I don't know how I am going to get them off.<br /><br />If anyone has another sending unit that isn't too rusted up, I'd be very interested in buying it from you.  <br /><br />My main concern now is that I'm not going to be able to get those nuts off without busting the studs too.  I'm considering doing the fuel line fix covered on vfaq.com, but since my junk is so rusted up, it would probably be in my best interests to replace it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||04-19-2003||10:01 PM||||I have found using a small brass brush and simply getting the rust off the threads will help to allow the nuts to back off things id say use plenty of pb and tighten them just a bump before backing them off usually helps||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||92GVR4#333||04-19-2003||10:04 PM||||I would spend the cash to get new from dealer..just my 2cents..||152.163.188.33||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||04-19-2003||10:06 PM||||I would like to get a new one too, but it comes with a new fuel pump and I hear they are like $300.  Not what I want to spend.<br /><br />A used one in good shape should be fine.<br /><br />Thanks for the tips guys.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||vrpower||04-19-2003||10:38 PM||||I am going through the process myself as well, good luck. I did go to the Mitsu dealer, and they would only sell the entire assembly - $500, so that was out of the picture.||205.185.2.103||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000012||hibrn8||04-19-2003||11:45 PM||||i went through this same shit except i stopped trying before i broke the line on the sending unit. i agree with ken and the others when they say to pick up anohter one. check your junkyard and the trader.<br /><br />the easiest way to perform the fuel pump install is to drop the tank. it took me only 20 min to drop it and the rest was cake.||67.200.121.110||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000013||Ash||04-20-2003||06:44 AM||||I know AWD would be sweet on a boatramp but....     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Are the sender assy's the same on other Galants?  It may help Paul find a replacement.||203.221.152.108||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||04-20-2003||07:46 AM||||As far as I know, the Galant GSX and VR-4 both use compatible units.  The FWD DSMs use a unit that goes in sideways (from what I've seen at least) so the FWD Galants may also.<br /><br />The AWD DSM unit can be made to fit, but a GGSX or GVR4 unit would be much easier if it was in good shape.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||04-20-2003||08:24 AM||||Damn... that is some rusty shit.  What a mess.  This is gotta be the first time I'm glad I got a Cali car...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||04-22-2003||09:26 PM||||Well patience pays off.  I sprayed these with PB Blaster morning and night since Saturday.  Went out today with the dremel and cutting wheels, along with a brass brush.  The brass brush didn't seem to do a whole lot.  I made the most progress by using the cutting wheel to seperate the edges of the washer under the nut from the surface of the plate.  I cleaned up around it as much as possible, PB blasted it some more, and I've already got three of those off no problem (the rest are still soaking). <br /><br />That dremel is about the best tool I ever bought.<br /><br />I've got another unit on the way (thanks ken!) and I found several online for under $100 that I will probably end up getting just to stay rust free.  Dealer wants $519 list, $346 w/ discount.  Ouch.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000017||229of1000||04-22-2003||10:07 PM||||Got the other 3.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000018||number3||04-22-2003||10:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br />That dremel is about the best tool I ever bought.<br /><br />[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have owned a Dremel for over 10 years and I have only used it once. I find it very useless. But I have heard many agree with you line of thinking and have talked to other that think the way I do.  I only bring this up because it is interesting to see different peoples perspective on things and I thought I would share...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||gtluke||04-22-2003||10:56 PM||||lol you are using a dremel cutt off wheel at the opening to the gas tank? <br />dont blow yourself up man<br />those things can throw some sparks||141.153.164.64||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000020||smokindav||04-23-2003||08:21 AM||||I gotta tell you to go get a fire extinguisher and keep it within arms reach with all of the jackassing around you are going to have to do with those fuel lines and stuff.<br /><br />About 2 years ago, before I got married and I was rooming with two of my gearhead friends we had a "little" fire.<br /><br />My friend has an '86 Jag V-12 that was in our garage where my 911 was, 3 sets of tools, tool boxes, 3 motorcycles, etc., you get the picture.  So my friend starts up his Jag after a long winter and plans on driving it to work.<br /><br />He fires it up an starts to back out when smoke starts coming from under the hood.  Of course he is only about half-way out of the garage and he stops and pops the hood thinking it's an electrical problem, being an English car and all.  Nope, fuel leak and it's burning!<br /><br />He dashes to the house to grab the garden hose, while yelling at my other roommate that his car's on fire and get the fire extinguisher from inside the house.  We've all had firefighting training since we all used to work on ships, where it is required, so we have a clue about how to put out fires, especially fuel fires since we all have engine room experience, where most fuel fed fires occur on ships.<br /><br />He's dragging the hose to the garage when roommate #2, Ed, comes hauling ass to the garage with the chemical fire extingisher.  By this time, they tell me, the flames where up to the ceiling of the garage - maybe 15 seconds or so since Jeff popped the hood.  So Ed hits the fire with the extinguisher and puts it out.  Chemical extinguishers make a mess but they put the fire out like no other.<br /><br />The conclusion to this little story was that after the insurance got done paying to get Jeff's Jag fixed the bill came to just over $6k.  And he was lucky not to burn up his car, my car, Ed's motorcycle, my bikes, tools, garage, etc.  Scary stuff, so be careful.  A $15 fire extinguisher could save your ass.  Carry it your car and put one in the garage.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.87.117||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000021||talontsi||04-23-2003||10:10 AM||||Glad to hear you got it off Paul. That is most of the work right there.<br /><br />I know mine was a real PITA.||65.32.23.201||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000022||229of1000||04-23-2003||01:29 PM||||I was using the dremel at its slowest speed, with the really wimpy cut off wheels.  I basically only used it to remove rust, not cut metal.  I think it only made a tiny spark once or twice.  Believe me, I was worried too!  <br /><br />My brother was getting pissed because he thought I was going to burn down his Laser.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />A friend of ours burnt down an entire house 10 or 20 years ago while working on the fuel system on his car.<br /><br />There's a fire extinguisher in the Laser, but the one that we keep in the garage is gone now that I go to look for it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   There's a hose about five feet away from the car though (whatever that's worth.)||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000023||229of1000||04-23-2003||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br />That dremel is about the best tool I ever bought.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have owned a Dremel for over 10 years and I have only used it once. I find it very useless. But I have heard many agree with you line of thinking and have talked to other that think the way I do.  I only bring this up because it is interesting to see different peoples perspective on things and I thought I would share...<br /><br />Harry [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can see how it might be useless in most projects.  But when you need it you need it, and without it, I *never* would have gotten this fuel assembly out.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000024||spoulson||04-23-2003||02:50 PM||||Dremel use #10349393478:<br /><br />Ported the exhaust header of my HPI RS-4 .15 nitro engine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000025||229of1000||04-23-2003||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Dremel use #10349393478:<br /><br />Ported the exhaust header of my HPI RS-4 .15 nitro engine.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are those HPI cars as awesome as they look?  I keep drooling over them but don't know if I want to shell out the cash.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000026||spoulson||04-23-2003||04:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>Ported the exhaust header of my HPI RS-4 .15 nitro engine.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are those HPI cars as awesome as they look?  I keep drooling over them but don't know if I want to shell out the cash. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />I would say yes and no.  Yes, they are awesome cars, pretty easy to build, and the engine is very durable (albeit ugly looking).  However, I had to modify a few parts to get it running right.  I would recommend the Associated Nitro TC3 or Mugen or something.  If you have a buy an engine separately, just get the pullstart OS Hyper 12 or 15 with the correct crankshaft (Associated or whatever).<br /><br />I built an Associated RC10GT truck with a basic OS 12CVX engine.  The build and design quality of Associated is much better than HPI.  If you like the mariad of pretty HPI bodies, you can probably mount them on non-HPI cars as long as the width and wheelbase is the same (usually 200mm).||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000027||229of1000||04-27-2003||01:29 AM||||Well I got my new unit.  Swapped over the float assembly, new gasket and nuts, put a plug on the wires, blah blah blah.  Long story short, it works!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />So then I put in my two stage MBC.  Set it at around 1.2 bar (18psi) and she's running strong!  I did one test launch and it broke all four loose with a 5k launch!  Gotta love it.  The car pulls *noticeably* harder going from 14 up to 18psi.  The weather was pretty cool tonight though.  It wasn't knocking at all tonight in pulls through 4th gear, but I'm afraid in this Florida heat I'm going to have to aim more conservatively, maybe 1.1 bar.<br /><br />So despite all of the crap seen above, I love this car!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000028||number3||04-27-2003||07:54 AM||||Very nice.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||Oztek||04-27-2003||09:30 AM||||Well, the other option is to get some steal braided hose and just create another neck for yourself.||67.38.19.203||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum2/002113.cgi
A||||3||Jon-Lee||Damn Radiator!||||1||||MaximusDestruction||00001112
Z||000000||Jon-Lee||04-19-2003||06:01 PM||totalracer1@aol.com||Just remember when you read this that there is no such thing as a stupid question.<br /><br />Does anyone know if the gvr-4 radiator is different then the regular galants, the reason i ask is i found a great deal on one at Radiator.com but doesnt specify vr4 or not, just 2.0.<br /><br />One other thing, my gvr4 is starting to vibrate in the rear wheni give her lots of gas, if i am crussing she is fine just when i am starting to give her some gas.<br /><br />Thansk alot<br /><br />352/1000||152.163.188.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||04-19-2003||06:56 PM||||A friend of mine has a g gsx and its the same type of radiator (rad. cap on radiator not thermo. housing)||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||AWD4DR||04-19-2003||07:08 PM||||The vibration is most likely from the carrier bearings that hold the driveshaft in place..Its usually more of a thumping type sound and vibration though,usually occours during heavy accel in 1st or 2nd gear..And I believe the rad. is the same but I'm not 100% on that one..||67.193.140.84||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||04-19-2003||07:20 PM||||yep, same radiator, even fits automatics.  i bought a modine off of ebay a while ago that did not have the automatic trans cooler.  one of my future projects.  got it for 39 bucks.  even a blind squirrel can find a nut now and then.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002114.cgi
A||||10||ken inn||dont use blue windshield washer fluid||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||04-19-2003||07:27 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i noticed my water injection was not working, so i bought another pump, and today i took the old one off, and took it apart to see why it had quit.  first off, i had one o dem glass filters to filter the water(even tho i use distilled), and it was all clogged and corroded with the blue stuff. big chunks, and the filter was toast. then, the rubber seal inside was all deformed to hell from the alcohol.  the filter had done it's job, there was no junk in the motor, a lot of blue stains, but the seal must have died from the alcohol.  i had read somewhere that the shurflo pump dont like alcohol.  now you know.  i am sure they are not using distilled water in the windshield washer fluid.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||04-19-2003||08:44 PM||||After some of the posts on the WI Yahoo list, I've been running almost straight RO water. They say pure water is best for removing latent heat. The only downside is it doesn't clean the windows as well, especially with it being "Love Bug" season.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.158.190.72||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||16GVR4||04-19-2003||09:34 PM||||I just switched to use the blue washer fluid.<br /><br />I have the aquamist "race" pump.. I wonder if the aquamist pump can sustain the 50/50 water/methanol mixture better than the shurflo pump.<br /><br />Anybody knows ?<br /><br />I guess I can just "purge" my water reservoir by getting my windshield squeaky clean    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.166.23.177||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||04-20-2003||08:31 AM||||I think I use my windshield squirters about twice a year, same as AC.  How often do you guys refill the gas?  Is it that hard to just get out and wash the windows then?  Then your WI can have a built in dedicated tank underhood, and you don't have to drill holes in your nice new CF hood...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||mark k||04-21-2003||12:25 AM||||what is wrong with a little non suddsing soap in the water?||24.175.8.194||reg||1||mark k||00001338||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||04-21-2003||04:59 AM||||Your engine may not like ingesting it.  They're discussing using the windshield squirter tank as the reservoir for their water injection system, which injects water (fancy that) into the intake stream to help lower fuel consumption and reduce knock.  Plus steam clean your engine internals.  As well as lower NOx emissions.  WI rules.  Except when you use the blue stuff apparently.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||joec||04-21-2003||10:22 AM||||So what are the options for those of us who have real winters?  Pure water's going to turn into a block of ice, not to mention possibly damaging the pump, nozzles or valves as it freezes and expands...||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||04-21-2003||12:48 PM||||someone posted on one of the other groups about different seals and diaphragms, but i cant find the post any more.  i am just going to disable it when it gets cold, and adjust the afc.  i got all my settings w/out the water injection, and i am still tuning down for with it.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-21-2003||07:00 PM||||im using straight water.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||04-22-2003||05:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> So what are the options for those of us who have real winters?  Pure water's going to turn into a block of ice, not to mention possibly damaging the pump, nozzles or valves as it freezes and expands... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just put some alcohol in it.  I hear it works better w/some alcohol in it anyway.  No more alcohol than water however.  So water:alcohol is 70:30, 60:40 etc. but stop at 50:50.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||04-22-2003||09:38 AM||||nope, i was mixing alcohol with the water, and the ww fluid is about 50% methanol.  in the shurflo, the valve seals are toast from the alcohol.  the filter did it's job, and was just about crudded shut, i went and bought a new one.  the blue stuff got thru, and is all over inside the pump internals, but there is no crud.  but, like i just said, the rubber valves are all deformed from the alcohol.  talking to shurflo, the valves are supposed to be ok for alcohol use, but i wont use alcohol until i am sure it wont eat up the valves again.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002115.cgi
A||||3||PRE-EVO||FIAV, ISC and bypassing the coolant lines to the TB...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||04-19-2003||07:42 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I'm begining to believe the seal around the coolant lines going to the TB that warms the FIAV is leaking and getting on my ISC. Reason is I can smell a slight smell of burning coolant and my ISC kept acting funny yesterday and I kept getting intermittent fast idle symptoms. I was wondering if there is any negative to bypassing those coolant lines other than the FIAV apparently will make the car harder to start when cold (because the wax whatever has to melt or something like that).When I logged it and tried to reset everything to a base after the car warmed my ISC would display 0 then would jump back to 70 then 130 steps then the lowest I could get was @25-40 but it would jump back up. <br /><br />Now other than the ISC probably needign to be rebuilt I'm also tempted to do that FIAV block off. Please let me know what you think as I plan on working on it later tonight or tomorrow.||199.182.14.171||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||04-20-2003||04:16 AM||||Guess I used to many acronyms for people in my subject line  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||199.182.14.196||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||04-20-2003||07:52 AM||||1. The car will not have a fast idle before it warms up, causing it to die easily if you drive off right away.<br />2. Car will probably have a pulsing idle when warm (mine did.)<br /><br />It's an OK mod for racers, but I suggest you find and fix the real problem rather than do this work-around.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||04-20-2003||02:09 PM||||That's the answer I was looking for. Thank's Bob.||198.211.96.231||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/002116.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||does water injection work?||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||04-19-2003||08:37 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||since i fixed the shur flo pump, i went out and did some runs.  i had the afc hi side settings:<br />4k  +4<br />5k  +5<br />6k  +7<br />7k  +8<br />this was giving me about 1-3 counts of knock, and full timing, 23+.  BUT, the water injection was not working.  so, after repairing it:<br />+2<br />+3<br />+5<br />+6<br />rpm    knock  timing  duty cycle<br />7093     0      25      85<br /><br />then, <br />+2<br />+2<br />+3<br />+4<br />6531     0      25      79<br /><br />what the heck, all back to 0<br /><br />7031     0      25      78<br /><br />so, i am back to all 0 on hi, and still no knock and max timing.  also, i can tell it is really working, cause now the fluid resevoir is going down again.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||16GVR4||04-20-2003||12:02 PM||||Question regarding SAFC. I have the old-style SAFC with no separate setting for lo and hi throttle. Do I need to upgrade to the newer SAFC with the hi-throttle setting ?<br /><br />I have water injection as well, and between runs with the wanter injection turned on and off, I don't see much difference, if at all, on my pocket logger.<br /><br />I have tested to trigger the nozzle while the car is idling, and I don't see any leak.. The rpm would drop ever so slighly, when the nozzle sprays..||64.165.200.5||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-20-2003||12:53 PM||||i dont like the old style afc.  i had one a while ago, and it is very limited.  what is your duty cycle at wot with the 660's?  i have 560's, at wot 7k, duty cycle is down to about 77%, and i am spraying a .6 and a .7 nozzle.  perhaps you arent spraying enough.  i believe the aquamist site has a formula for figuring out how much you need to spray.  dunno how big the biggest nozzle is, but maybe you need 2.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||04-20-2003||11:41 PM||||I have both a .8 and a .4, and I can definitely see the difference in my knock counts. I was afraid that would be too much water, but it doesn't bog one bit.<br />16GVR4: with 660's maybe you're adding enough extra fuel to suppress knock. What do you mean when you say your not seing any difference? In knock sum? In being able to lean the car out with the AFC? In O2 readings?||216.77.205.16||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002117.cgi
A||||13||Vr4in'||fog lights||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-19-2003||09:01 PM||nohad43@aol.com||i dont know how to turn on my fog lights.can you help me out?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||04-19-2003||09:19 PM||||all right, you see the a/c /heat vent next to the steering wheel... its going to be the closest button to the vent....it has a little pic of a light bulb  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||Jon-Lee||04-19-2003||09:21 PM||||To the left of your steering wheel should be a button with some squiggly lines, try pushing it up or down||152.163.188.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||04-19-2003||10:10 PM||||Or it could be like mine, and neither light works, and you can flip the switch a lot wondering why they won't turn on.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||04-19-2003||10:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Or it could be like mine, and neither light works, and you can flip the switch a lot wondering why they won't turn on.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha same with me, mine don't work either (never have since Ive owned it)||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-19-2003||10:14 PM||||Try replacing the bulbs.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||04-19-2003||10:22 PM||||or mabey try the swich  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||04-19-2003||11:47 PM||||or check the fuse||67.200.121.110||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||04-19-2003||11:48 PM||||or get rid of them to make room for some nice big ic pipes||67.200.121.110||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||04-20-2003||08:26 AM||||Or make sure they're actually there and not stolen.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||Vr4in'||04-20-2003||03:59 PM||||thanks for your replies guys.ill try it out now and ill see if mine don work like you two or thhey arent stolen.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||04-20-2003||06:56 PM||||Yea, mine dont work either. But they are still there.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||Vr4in'||04-20-2003||08:37 PM||||yeah i got them on,thanks for your help guys,they arent stolen either.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000013||jonvr4||04-20-2003||08:51 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||7||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum2/002118.cgi
A||||9||blacksheep||Replacing e-brake cable ???||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-19-2003||10:01 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone have the e-brake cable break on them ???<br /><br />"green bean" seems to suffer from this. I always seem to have to leave it in gear everywhere.<br /><br />Is the part expensive from the dealer or will one from a TEL work? <br /><br />Please advise. Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||04-19-2003||10:09 PM||||Mine had originally busted in the back by where it's held onto the spring.<br /><br />I think the new lines from the stealer are around $15 each.  I can't tell you about the install because I had my car in a shop for something else and had them put the lines on while it was in there anyway.<br /><br />After sitting for a month while my car was transmissionless, the spring in the back that returns the line siezed up also, so now I don't have an e-brake again.  And my brake lines are in questionable condition.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||AWD4DR||04-19-2003||11:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Anyone have the e-brake cable break on them ???<br /><br />"green bean" seems to suffer from this. I always seem to have to leave it in gear everywhere.<br /><br />Is the part expensive from the dealer or will one from a TEL work? <br /><br />Please advise. Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had to do this also..It's and under the car job so having a lift would be good..I think I paid 45 bux for both cables..kind of a PITA,but what isn't? I know you would want a few zip ties since you have to cut the ones that keep them with the other brake lines,plus I think they are fastened with the other brake lines on different spots with the ABS lines but I could be wrong..||67.193.140.42||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||07-02-2003||02:12 PM||||Update: I ordered these from Josh @ Conecellifor about 58 bux and installed them.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-02-2003||03:58 PM||||Haven't you ever heard of selling a vehicle in "AS-IS CONDITION"?  What's all this replacing the radiator, t-stat and e-brake cable?   WTF is the new owner going to do?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||helmach||07-02-2003||05:48 PM||||I am the new owner. As we all know, when it comes to DSMs, there is always something to do.||68.16.100.6||reg||1||Helmach||00001860||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||07-02-2003||05:54 PM||||welcome aboard man !||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||07-02-2003||06:03 PM||||Welcome!||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||07-02-2003||08:03 PM||||Lucky bastard!  Congratulations on your new ride; KC knows the meaning of customer service.  Welcome to the board!||198.88.145.211||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||07-03-2003||07:23 AM||||LOL...I just dont wnat Chris having any problems with it after he buys it coz it can be demoralizing. Plus, I will be driving out to meet him, so I dont want to take a chance with the radiator. Better, safe than sorry. I wish I had the time to bolt everything on like the turbo etc etc and hand it over to Chris. Working 55+ hours a week and all this wedding planning leaves me no time for the cars. PLus, with the wedding etc, I need make my costs more fixed, so I cannot keep buying mods etc etc...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />But, he has had DSM's before, so I am sure he will do just fine. Plus, the plethora of parts he is getting will keep him busy for a while   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Once its done, it should be pretty bad ass. Maybe, even a readers ride.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002119.cgi
A||||1||jonvr4||recalls...||||2||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||04-19-2003||10:43 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://www.alldata.com/TSB/39/92391614.html" target="_blank">http://www.alldata.com/TSB/39/92391614.html</a>  this says all the recalls we have||12.235.229.244||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Marcus||04-19-2003||11:10 PM||||So does this mean i can roll into my dealer and get a new o2 sensor put in?  <br />Marcus||205.188.208.167||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes



ubb/Forum2/002120.cgi
A||||5||raceman77||help..question about boost drop||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||04-20-2003||12:23 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||l`m up here at 7000 feet,20% less 02 then sea level(sucks for power)but since l just got the car l really don`t know what`s normal..at about 5-5500 RPM the boost drops right off to about 5psi and over 100 mph l can`t seem to get boost over 5psi.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  Out here in the desert life begins at 100 mph,this is bad  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  l`ve got a MBC and setting it to 10 or up to 15 doesn`t seem to make a difference.l`ve heard about the dreaded fuel cut,is this it? or is it normal ECM programming?or both..any input appreciated.||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||04-20-2003||03:27 PM||||well while everyone was thinking of a reply l decided to start the diagnosis by checking the plugs,NGK-R`s.Generally good plugs but l found what looks like blow by where the insulators meet the plug body on all the plugs.l replaced them with Bosch platinums,a plug l rarely use.The result? a definite improvement with boost not dropping off until past 6000 RPM.As l put in a few more runs to test my findings the boost started to drop off earlier though,detonation?Any help appreciated  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||04-20-2003||05:07 PM||||Ive had vac/boost leaks before and my psi dropped off just the same.. Check you vac line connections..||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||04-20-2003||06:39 PM||||i used the bosch platinums, wr8dp, for a long time, and never had problems.  but boost was never over 15.  then, i switched to the +4 platinums, and they seemed fine.  just for grins, i switched back to my old standby, the bosch w8dtc, which is used on a lot of the older audi turbos.  these come factory gapped at .28, and i felt like they were better.  it is a copper core triple electrode.  the ngk equivalent is bp6et.  i am running them now.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||04-20-2003||06:55 PM||||I had the same problem. My solution was to replace the vacuum lines and clamps to the MBC. The install of the MBC needs to use as little vacuum line as possible.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||raceman77||04-20-2003||07:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> Ive had vac/boost leaks before and my psi dropped off just the same.. Check you vac line connections.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah,good advice.l checked all those first but l`ll go over them again,and the MBC also.l`m thinking boost leak though...let`s see..car three weeks old: one alternator,one turbo,bought a manifold and o2 housing,exhaust...so far right in line with every other car l`ve bought lately  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes



ubb/Forum2/002121.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||i can se clearly now, the freaking marks are PAINTED!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||04-20-2003||02:14 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||after years of squinting and cussing, i finally jacked it up, and painted the dang timing marks white.  both on the harmonic balancer, AND on the cover.  not exactly technical, but it sure is easier to see now.  of course, i used summit white, so the marks would match the color of the car.  good thing the car aint black.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||Ash||04-20-2003||08:08 PM||||Ha ha, good to know I'm not the only one.||203.221.153.201||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||number3||04-20-2003||08:49 PM||||I did this four years ago during the restore. I used white out. Recommend it to anyone.<br /><br />It is a real good tip. Good to bring it up Ken.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||04-20-2003||11:29 PM||||I do this all the time when somebody brings their car to me.<br />Stole a nice bright pink fingernail polish from the wife and have been using that for the last few years. She only questioned me about it once.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.171||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/002122.cgi
A||||2||16GVR4||Stock fuel pump part number||||1||||16GVR4||00000521
Z||000000||16GVR4||04-20-2003||03:57 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I'm trying to look up the following part number:<br /><br />MB658446<br />101961-2020<br />12V ND Denso Japan<br /><br />What fuel pump is this ? Is this the stock galant vr-4 fuel pump ? I tried roadraceengineering website, and the first 6 numbers is different. However, the last four number -2020 seems to match the 1G TEL/GVR4 part number<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumpflowrates.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumpflowrates.htm</a><br /><br />Thanks.||64.165.200.5||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000001||16GVR4||04-20-2003||04:45 PM||||BTW, I did a lookup in CAPS program for the part number MB658446, and it didn't return a match.||64.165.200.5||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000002||Ash||04-20-2003||08:12 PM||||Sorry, why do you want a stock fuel pump?<br /><br />I think from another thread that the pump comes with the whole sender assy as one bit.||203.221.153.201||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/002123.cgi
A||||7||Vr4in'||alternator/ac compressor/water pump||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-20-2003||04:04 PM||nohad43@aol.com||on my car either the alternator,water pump or the ac compessor is making a little ringing noise like the bearing in one of them are going out.im gonna find out tomm. what it is.when i find out im gonnabuy a differ one.can i get either one of these off a t/e/l?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||04-20-2003||05:05 PM||||Yes you can get all 3 off of a TEL||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-20-2003||06:40 PM||||the water pump is the same, the t/e/l alternator is 75 amp, ours is 90 amp, and the a/c compressor is different.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-20-2003||06:46 PM||||so do i get an alternator and ac compressor from a non turbo?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||04-20-2003||09:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> the water pump is the same, the t/e/l alternator is 75 amp, ours is 90 amp, and the a/c compressor is different. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Right forgot about the alternator, and I thought the ac compressor was the same?||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||04-21-2003||11:18 AM||||Most high mileage GVR4s will have the rubber part of the crank harmonic dampener start to separate. This could also cause a squeal from the pulleys due to mis-alignment of the belts as the harmonic pulley wanders from its correct position. Worth checking out, too.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||04-21-2003||12:32 PM||||the noise i have is more like a ringing noise like a bearing out of one of those are going out.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||joec||04-21-2003||02:34 PM||||Might also be one of the timing belt related pulleys (balance belt tensioner, timing belt idler or timing belt tensioner pulleys)<br /><br />These tend to lose their grease over time if they aren't replaced with each timing belt change.||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/002124.cgi
A||||12||Vr4in'||heating up.||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-20-2003||04:07 PM||nohad43@aol.com||my car is heating up.i just drove it to the store to get some food for easter dinner and the damn thing heated up on my ass.on my previous post i put that either the water pump,ac comprssor,or alternator was making a noise.do you guys think the water pump is mking the noise and is going out and causing my car to heat up?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||04-20-2003||04:09 PM||||Do you have a logger to see what the coolant temps are? Replaced the thermostat latley? Is the fan coming on?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-20-2003||04:23 PM||||my fan is kicking on,i have no thermo in the car,radiator is in decent condition.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||04-20-2003||10:52 PM||||why the heck are you not using a thermostat?  at best, the car stays in warm up mode, and you run rich.  eventually, the o2 sensor and the cat go south.  it may be possible that the car never goes close loop.  if you are not running a thermostat, and it is overheating, either the water pump aint got no impeller, or the radiator is shot.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||04-21-2003||12:50 AM||||w/o a t-stat, the coolant will flow out of the engine too quickly and cannot pull any heat from the jackets. Put a t-stat in!!!||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-21-2003||12:29 PM||||yeah,ill buy a thermosatat right now,are they the same off t/e/l's?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||04-21-2003||12:30 PM||||Yes.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-21-2003||06:40 PM||||thanks Howard.i'll get one now.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||04-28-2003||01:00 AM||||I wonder what his cylinder walls look like with all that extra fuel washing the oil off...ewww...<br />Not to mention his exhaust housing on his turbo.  mine shelled due to the factory tstat falling apart into two pieces.  not an isolated incident either.  both my 90 gsx's had tstats in two pieces and so did the gvr4 when I bought it.  Cyl walls were decent, but lots of carbon...lots of it on the piston heads.  I had to rig up a water injection system using a saline IV bag and needle, along with the drip clip, to clean it all out.<br />dave||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000009||JAYGVR4||04-29-2003||02:49 AM||||Quite a few guru's run not necessarily with NO stat, but rather with a gutted one.  I intend on doing this myself.  The idea is to get better flow all the time and hopefully faster heat transfer.  With no stat the coolant probably will run a lil too quickly through the motor but with a gutted one, there is just enough resistance to let it do its job...<br /><br />Ask around...  My engine builder does this and he runs a daily driven 11 second car(1G Talon) shooting for 10's...||165.247.91.94||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||04-29-2003||09:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong> Quite a few guru's run not necessarily with NO stat, but rather with a gutted one.  I intend on doing this myself.  The idea is to get better flow all the time and hopefully faster heat transfer.  With no stat the coolant probably will run a lil too quickly through the motor but with a gutted one, there is just enough resistance to let it do its job...<br /><br />Ask around...  My engine builder does this and he runs a daily driven 11 second car(1G Talon) shooting for 10's... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For the cooling obsessed, I'd worry just as much about dropping oil temps as coolant temps.  Buy an air-oil filter housing and a large head exchanger, and you'll see a big drop in oil temps.  <br /><br />As for gutting the thermostat, just drill some holes in it if you want more bypass flow.  <br /><br />Jay, who is your engine builder?||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||JAYGVR4||04-30-2003||09:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br />[qb] For the cooling obsessed, I'd worry just as much about dropping oil temps as coolant temps.  Buy an air-oil filter housing and a large head exchanger, and you'll see a big drop in oil temps.  <br /><br />As for gutting the thermostat, just drill some holes in it if you want more bypass flow.  <br /><br />Jay, who is your engine builder? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, drilling it is a good idea as well.  I'm thinkin about going with a Setrab Oil Cooler since I've been sittin on a 90 style Oil Filter housing, but buying such things isn't as fun as buying stuff that makes the car go faster.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />My engine builder is Rich Glorioso from the Capital Area DSM club, of which I'm part of as well.  He's #26 on the Worlds Fastest DSM's list.  Pretty good considering he does all his own work and research.  He's a mechanical engineer by day, and a diehard engine geek by night!  Great guy too!||64.24.83.123||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||04-30-2003||09:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br />[qb] For the cooling obsessed, I'd worry just as much about dropping oil temps as coolant temps.  Buy an air-oil filter housing and a large head exchanger, and you'll see a big drop in oil temps.  <br /><br />As for gutting the thermostat, just drill some holes in it if you want more bypass flow.  <br /><br />Jay, who is your engine builder? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, drilling it is a good idea as well.  I'm thinkin about going with a Setrab Oil Cooler since I've been sittin on a 90 style Oil Filter housing, but buying such things isn't as fun as buying stuff that makes the car go faster.  I am a lil fan obsessed lately though, incase you haven't seen my review of the Mr. Gasket fan I just got.  When I was looking through the Jegs catalog I saw an oil cooler with a built in fan and thought about ditching the sandwich cooler yet again...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />My engine builder is Rich Glorioso from the Capital Area DSM club, of which I'm part of as well.  He's #26 on the Worlds Fastest DSM's list.  Pretty good considering he does all his own work and research.  He's a mechanical engineer by day, and a diehard engine geek by night!  Great guy too! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||64.24.83.123||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum2/002125.cgi
A||||1||Vr4in'||timing belt break in||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-20-2003||04:09 PM||nohad43@aol.com||i had just put in a timing belt in my car 2 days ago,with a re-worked head.do i have to let any of these break in,if so how many miles?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||04-20-2003||05:04 PM||||I just got my head fully rebuilt, I mean the works, Im driving under 4k rpm and under 5psi for 500 miles..||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/002126.cgi
A||||7||Vr4in'||battery re-locate.||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-20-2003||04:25 PM||nohad43@aol.com||can i use heavy duty red speaker wire,the ones used fo systems to re-locate my battery?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||04-20-2003||05:03 PM||||Yes, All power wire is the same. I used 2 gauge power wire (such as one for a system)||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-21-2003||05:05 AM||||The size is what matters, not whatever they call it or suggest a use for.  I don't have much experience in ICE, but of what I've seen a lot of it is 10awg.  This is not big enough.  It's good enough for a fuel pump, but not a battery.  I wouldn't go smaller (in size, or bigger in number) than 4awg. for a battery.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||04-21-2003||12:35 PM||||I would not use that red speaker/amp wire to relocate the battery.  I used 2 gauge cable that came in my generic battery relocation kit, and I wouldn't go any smaller than that.  I know some people use welding cable (even cheaper), but it's usually not as flexible.  <br /><br />Just buy a battery relocation kit, they're like $40-50 from any decent speed shop or Summit Racing.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||04-28-2003||01:10 AM||||I respectfully disagree.  Welders cable is fine strand like jumper wire/extension cord wire, and it is flexible but for its thickness.  the copper isn't the issue.  It is the insulation that isn't flexible.  I use 00 welders cable at a minimum due to voltage drop across that long a wire.  Measure your voltage/amperage drop and you will believe me if you live in a cold winter area.  where I live we can get -80 F with wind chill.  I always start.  You don't put out a 5 alarm fire with a garden hose.  Now using 12 gauge romex style solid core wire would be a bitch to bend.  (I mean the thickness of 12 gauge wire, stranded together like power pole aluminum wire).  The biggest problem I found is getting ends and finding someone to crimp them properly or solder them with high temp solder.  (something higher than the melting point of lead)  That way, you can run anything you want from the connector at the front of the car and not worry about voltage drop across the wire.<br />dave||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||#1459 VR-4||04-28-2003||01:39 AM||||I know this topic comes up over and over, but I've searched and couldn't come up with an answer... <br /><br />I'm running a 2 gauge cable from the trunk and I'm going to attach the 2 gauge to the stock (8 or 10 gauge?) cable.  Will the difference in cable size give me problems w/ starting?  As most of you can geuss Maine has rough winters and I'll need all the help I can get, will the change in cable size be kinda like a weak link in the chain?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||04-28-2003||02:30 AM||||the stock cable under the hood is 4 guage. you can run a new wire all the way to the fuse box if you feel more comfortable doing that. A stereo shop can replace the 4 with the 2 at the fuse box.<br />Since stock 4 guage is supposedly good enough to last this long.I think u can attach it to the 4 guage wire safely...<br /><br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-28-2003||03:48 AM||||after re-locating my battery.i used some heavy amplifier wire.works great so far.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002127.cgi
A||||2||gvr4in||Idle Surge||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||04-20-2003||05:12 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Before I put on my new head (yesterday) I was getting idle surge from 1250-1500, after i put the new head on its now surging from 1000-1500, so its a little annoying! But DAYUM my car runs good and doesn't smoke or leak! Anyone have any things I could possibly check?||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||04-20-2003||05:31 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html</a><br /><br />This should help.||24.218.30.95||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||04-20-2003||09:10 PM||||Very helpful, thanks alot!||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/002128.cgi
A||||7||ConquestCat||Thinking of Konis with my sportlines.  Any negs?||||1||||liquidgvr4||00000268
Z||000000||ConquestCat||04-20-2003||06:42 PM||brooks_tim@yahoo.com||I currently have Eibach sportlines with gr2's.  the gr2's are dead.  This car is not a daily drivin car, not autocrossed, but is heavily modded.  From experience, the gr2's don't last.  I'm told the AGX's perform better, but I heard they don't last all that long either.  I was told the best choice (for $800 or less) was konis or Gab's.  Are there any negatives to konis?  and also, who has the best deal on them?||66.156.5.115||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000001||turbofreek||04-22-2003||09:53 AM||||I have nothing negative to say aboutr koni's. I had them on my 1998 Maxima SE 5spd ,and till this day that was my best handling car. If you can afford them get them. gabs are a bit harsh, and i beleive you will have to order them from Japan, no in the US readily carries them. Check with <a href="http://www.alamomotorpsorts.com," target="_blank">www.alamomotorpsorts.com,</a> i know you can get it there. I have brand new AGX's know and so far so good, but when they go i might go with Tein, or maybe try the Koni Yellows. If i correct you will have to use the inserts of teh koni's on your stcok struts, that is what i had to do for my Maxima. The only that felt better than Koni's was the Tein SS i had on my 95 GST.||149.68.172.43||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||04-22-2003||09:58 AM||||liquidgvr4 - how long did it take the GR-2s to die? I plan on running them with the pro-kit, a drop of about 1.5 inches max. So, you think they could handle that?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Martin Chilcote||04-22-2003||10:08 AM||||I'm looking to replace my GR2s (using w/ H & R springs) also. Cox Imports has 4 AGXs for $360 shipped. In another post Ken Inn says Koni may have a "new" 2 tube" unit to fit our cars. I haven't found any info on them yet. Then there is Ground Control coil overs that several people in the past used w/ the AGXs. The Tire Rack sells a Koni setup for our car that is a cartridge for the front OEM housing (I think it comes mounted in a OEM housing) and a rear w/ an adjustable spring platform. would solve the "tail high" look of what I'm using now. 8 week waiting time though. Not sure whats the best way to go but Teins is too rich for my budget.<br />     I shouldn't have thrown out my OEM units years ago when I got the springs & GR2s. I didn't know to save everything from these cars back then.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||66.139.166.156||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||04-22-2003||10:17 AM||||Also Ken Inn mentioned Bilsteins as an option. He said they may be discontinued as well, but I wonder if they are replacments or can handle lowered springs.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||04-22-2003||12:33 PM||||The part number for the bilstein are on here but I believe they are inserts like the koni just non-adjustable. They had like 7 or 8 sets in stock I think. Cost I think is @$600. <br /><br /> Also Koni still makes struts for the GVR4 apparently but it's an 8-10week wait through tirerack and there @$600-700 a set.||199.182.19.162||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||04-22-2003||01:33 PM||||Martin informed me that RRE does a modification to the KYB's where they cut the shaft and re-thread it so the strut does not have to travel as much and nor does it have to be compressed a lot to put the lowering spring on. This may also increase strut life ???? <br /><br />I am curious if anyone has more opinions. I need to call Mike Welch about this or something!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||04-22-2003||02:12 PM||||I had KYB AGX on my GSX first then moved on to the Koni Yellows. the different is day and night.<br />I just put KYB AGXs on the Galant and the setting at 1 front 1 rear it's kind of bouncy like my GSX was. I would pay the extra price for the Koni's if it's available for the VR-4.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/002129.cgi
A||||5||Matticus||Rubbing noise in rear drivers side wheel||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||04-20-2003||10:34 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I have seemed to develop a rubbing type noise when I turn my car to the left.  It sounds like it's coming from the drivers side rear wheel. I can not hear the passenger side making noise, so I think it is coming from the drivers side.  I was doing some searching and it sounds like this may be a case of a bad bearing.  But I do only notice the noise when turning left.  I plan on taking the wheel off tomorrow and digging deaper, just wanted to see if anyone had any things to look for while I am in there. <br /><br />Thanks||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||AWD4DR||04-20-2003||10:52 PM||||make sure the lug nuts are tight first..||67.193.140.179||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000002||Pappy||04-21-2003||01:31 AM||||Hmm... is it like a circular metal on metal noise?  I think I have the same thing in the rear driver side wheel.  It's when making an extreme angle turn sometimes.  I'm not sure if it's only left or both directions.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||04-21-2003||04:08 AM||||I had this happen to me once...it turned out that the non stock rims I was using were too wide and the inner edges were rubbing against the control arms during 4ws turns...||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||04-21-2003||10:29 AM||||Yes, it does sort of sound like a slight grinding of metal. It does only seem to happen when I turn left either sharply or gradually like in a left hand turn on the street.  I will delv into today to see if it something I can see. Thanks for the replies.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||04-21-2003||08:32 PM||||Well it was a pretty easy fix. I took off the wheel and looked around behind it.  I discovered the cover that site behind the rotor was slightly bent in making contact with the rotor, causing my rubbing/grinding noise.  I bent it back into place and the noise is gone.  I have no idea how it got bent, but oh well.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/002130.cgi
A||||6||PRE-EVO||Who rebuilds ISC's here....||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||04-21-2003||12:31 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I recall seeing a post by I believe Gabor saying he can rebuild ISC's. Or if anyone knows someone who does please let me know mine appears to be on it's last leg.||199.182.59.88||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||04-21-2003||01:26 AM||||$50.00 plus $4.00 USPS priority mail shipping.<br />30 day warranty.<br />You can paypal money to my email address.<br />gabor@dsmdecals.com<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.171||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||04-21-2003||02:11 AM||||Is that for a rebuilt one from you Gabor or a direct exchange type thing where I send you mine and you rebuild it and send it back?<br /><br />If so I may 2 day air it to you.<br />Rich||199.182.25.228||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||04-21-2003||10:57 AM||||No exchange needed. I have a bunch of cores.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||04-21-2003||11:06 AM||||Gabor is the man, he got me one looks like new OEM!||205.166.229.102||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||04-21-2003||12:31 PM||||Cool deal I'll paypal you shortly. Also do you want me to return the core to you since I'll have no use for it?||207.220.136.109||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||04-21-2003||12:55 PM||||No thanks. I don't need it.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/002131.cgi
A||||7||mark k||mass translator? a new vpc-like unit? ||||8||||mark k||00001338
Z||000000||mark k||04-21-2003||12:32 AM||mark@yellodyno.com||i heard of some new VPC-like product  but a month old . can't really even vouch for the name of it, but maf or mas translator may be it , replaces air sensor and does piggy back eng. mgmt. voodoo to your liking.  DOES ANY BODY KNOW ABOUT THIS AND PLEASE DIRECT ME.? thanks , mark  thunder racing has something i found but i don't see the DSM connection hep me hep me||24.175.8.194||reg||8||mark k||00001338||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||04-21-2003||12:38 AM||||There's 2 posts about it with some good info if you do a search they've been posted to recently.||199.182.59.88||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||GVR4N||04-21-2003||04:27 AM||||Yep! It uses a Gm MAF 3" from an Impala or a 3.5 from a LS1. You can install it in minutes blow through or draw through. Of course you will need the necessary piping. Comes in two flavors with a 1g plug or a 2g plug You are supposed to remove your AFC because it has tuning capabilities also. They say, "set it and forget it". Somebody needs to be the guinea pig and try it out. The price is $199 and $149 for the MAF and that is just a bit more expensive than the AFC by itself.<br /><br />This thing is too good to be true everything about it is cool, except being a GM part you will need to carry along a spare. It has been said that it flows more than twice what a 2G MAF does. It's width from entrance to exit is short. We might be able to stuff it in without a battery relocate... The claim is that it will offer a quicker spool up, someone posted a 750 rpm increase with their set up along with that the turbo is supposed to just sing while spooling.<br /><br />It won't be until next year that I will be able to try this set up out. My car is getting painted and I have plenty things to buy to get it back up and running.<br /><br />I would love to know if this is all true stuff.<br /><br />There are over 400 posts on <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com." target="_blank">www.dsmtalk.com.</a>||209.124.134.50||reg||14||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||04-21-2003||06:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Raggedy GVR-4:<br /><strong> ! Comes in two flavors with a 1g plug or a 2g plug You are supposed to remove your AFC because it has tuning capabilities also. <br /><br />This thing is too good to be true everything about it is cool, except being a GM part you will need to carry along a spare. <br /><br />.[/URL] </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.DSMtuners.com" target="_blank">http://www.DSMtuners.com</a> has a huge thread on the subject also. The company is <a href="http://ramchargers.com" target="_blank">http://ramchargers.com</a><br /><br /> The 2g and 1g translators have different software as well as the plug. For the 1g guys who've already converted to the 1g plug,it was posted once that they could accomodate by making a 1g unit with a 2g plug as well.<br /><br /> You arent "supposed" to remove the AFC,it just isnt nessasary to use it. You can keep the AFC to fine tune. Its reccomended to zero out the AFC,tune the translator,then make the small fine adjustments if nessassary with the AFC.<br /><br /> You can pick up the "3 mas sensors used  all day long for less than $15 on <a href="http://car-part.com" target="_blank">http://car-part.com</a><br /><br /> Two words in response to GM electronics being unreliable: Mitsubishi ECU... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.88||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||mark k||04-22-2003||05:28 PM||||wow, this chat idea works THANKS SO MUCH FOR THE HELP ON THIS both  from alaska and  wva. don't quit get the comment about GM electric reliability, but am guessing you mean not good and stick with mitsu ecu?  400 link on dsm talk is alot of reading,  I know auto motosport in chicago is in the next week or so going to do in car datalog type comparison of new and old mgmt  type sytems.||24.175.8.194||reg||1||mark k||00001338||yes
Z||000005||Martin Chilcote||04-22-2003||06:52 PM||||Go here and join and find out more...run by the Ramcharger guys I think.<br /><a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/dsmtranslator/messages" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/dsmtranslator/messages</a>||12.110.136.92||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000006||Ian M||04-22-2003||11:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mark k:<br /><strong> don't quit get the comment about GM electric reliability, but am guessing you mean not good and stick with mitsu ecu?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, the GM electronics are plenty reliable. At least as reliable as the Mitsubishi stuff. The ECU dosent really have anything to do with the Translator discussion itself,I was just making reference to the reliability of the Mitsu electronics,with ALL their ECUs having/had leaking caps ect.  Ask any ECU remanufacturer,Mitsubishi doesnt have a rep for having the best ECUs..     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.27||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000007||mark k||04-23-2003||12:04 AM||||talk about leaky caps! my head is toast with all this info but so glad I've  NOT tuned up 1420/2000 yet 'cause translator looks like the best yet.$ /benefits and it just hit market, buying used GM sensor making your own pipe and not moving battery are all plus' not  to mention the unlimited air flow handling and consequent non-triggering of fuel cut ...  I am just getting on board on this site  and it is one of the few that has let me post , others i register and can't. THE POINT IS IT IS NICE TO  have you point the way.  <br /> what can i do to get up to speed on tuning from the ground up,process ,dataloger or othe stuff needed and what to measure and what and how to adjust to finese engine as I go ahead with HP increases.? thanks again mark||24.175.8.194||reg||1||mark k||00001338||yes



ubb/Forum2/002132.cgi
A||||11||JAYGVR4||anyone tried Intercooler Techniques Chiller?||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||04-21-2003||10:42 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.intercoolertechniques.com" target="_blank">http://www.intercoolertechniques.com</a> <br /><br />Thinkin it'd be a nice-to-have until I can get my whole FMIC setup, and maybe a nice addition with a revised hoop once I do get a FMIC...<br /><br />The maker is a DSMer that can be found on DSMTalk and DSMTuners...<br /><br />Just think, you could keep the stealth look of your front bumper too...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||04-21-2003||11:58 AM||||looks good,and at the price why build your own? Downside is that there`s not many uses in a bottle,enough for a getaway or two.||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-21-2003||12:46 PM||||intercooler sprayer is a waste of time.  build a water injection system for under 200 bucks, and cool that sucker down whether it needs it or not.  the sprayer aint gonna work unless you got a LOT of air flowing thru the intercooler, so at a stop, you can immerse the intercooler in water and it STILL wont do anything.  if i rev the motor to about 2k rpm, engage the water injection, it will get 10 times colder than any intercooler sprayer-FROM THE INSIDE OUT.<br /><br />here's another:<br />Aquamist (the ONLY way to go IMHO) <br /><br />2 nozzles, 5mm and 6mm <br /><br />5mm pre-intercooler <br />6mm pre-throttle body <br /><br />If you had a big front mount I/C you could just go with one big nozzle pre-throttle body, but I'm running a side-mount so I put one before the I/C to reduce heat soak, and it really works! <br /><br />The math says the car can use larger nozzles, but I was worried about stressing the pump too much so I thought I'd start with smaller nozzles - which are working fine. <br /><br />For years I ran an "intercooler sprayer" where it sprayed on the outside of the intercooler. Let me tell you there's no comparison. Injecting inside the I/C (instead of on the outside of it) is like a night and day difference.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||04-21-2003||01:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> looks good,and at the price why build your own? Downside is that there`s not many uses in a bottle,enough for a getaway or two. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, you can get 3-4 passes on the 20oz bottle it comes with, but I'm thinkin about running a 20lb bottle...  I'd mostly use it at the track on hot nights...  Ok, maybe MOST runs at the track.  hehe.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||04-21-2003||01:14 PM||||Ken, I don't think he's talking about intercooler sprayers that spray water.  Those CO2 and Nitrous sprayer setups have actually been shown to give pretty impressive gains.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||04-21-2003||01:20 PM||||CO2 Sprayer + Water Injection =   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.165.18.67||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||04-21-2003||01:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> For years I ran an "intercooler sprayer" where it sprayed on the outside of the intercooler. Let me tell you there's no comparison. Injecting inside the I/C (instead of on the outside of it) is like a night and day difference. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken, for the record, I am considering wawa injection as well, but I'm not sure if your confusing this with a water intercooler sprayer or not.  Have you seen what one of the NX CO2 kits can do yet?  I personally just saw my bud CJ's Green powered, Shannon FMIC'd, NX Chilled, ass whoopin GVR4 run 427AWHP on the dyno, and the IC was still ice cold after the run, and he held the button in for middle of the run.  That to me is pretty darn tootin impressive.  I know WI may chill things out but I doubt as much as CO2.  Perhaps the two in conjunction would be an interesting idea...  Liquid CO2 is rated at -100deg F.  Spraying that onto the intercooler vs. spraying water inside of it can't even be comparable don't you think?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000007||Doug Thomas||04-21-2003||02:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> For years I ran an "intercooler sprayer" where it sprayed on the outside of the intercooler. Let me tell you there's no comparison. Injecting inside the I/C (instead of on the outside of it) is like a night and day difference. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken, for the record, I am considering wawa injection as well, but I'm not sure if your confusing this with a water intercooler sprayer or not.  Have you seen what one of the NX CO2 kits can do yet?  I personally just saw my bud CJ's Green powered, Shannon FMIC'd, NX Chilled, ass whoopin GVR4 run 427AWHP on the dyno, and the IC was still ice cold after the run, and he held the button in for middle of the run.  That to me is pretty darn tootin impressive.  I know WI may chill things out but I doubt as much as CO2.  Perhaps the two in conjunction would be an interesting idea...  Liquid CO2 is rated at -100deg F.  Spraying that onto the intercooler vs. spraying water inside of it can't even be comparable don't you think? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry to go off topic, but what times did your friend run with 427hp with a green, Shannon IC and IC spray? How much torque did he make? Is your friend's name CJ Moses?||12.10.219.45||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||04-21-2003||02:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong> I know WI may chill things out but I doubt as much as CO2. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You might be suprised.  Water atomizes right before entering the combustion chamber, and that steam cools things off very well.  Just like on very humid days when you car picks up a few psi, and runs like a dream.  But like I said both would be very interesting.||65.165.18.67||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||04-21-2003||03:27 PM||||i think we are talking apples and oranges here.  although the co2 will probably cool, and cool well, the MAIN reason i use water injection is cleaning.  it keeps the valves, combustion chamber, and plugs like new clean, even exh valves, and the turbine wheel.  when the hot humid air hits carbon, it immediatly blasts it off, so all of your metal surfaces stay clean, which to me means a stable burn area, and consistency.  the other reason is to protect from bad gas, since the effect of water injection can raise the octane level 4 points.  tuning with water injection, i have lowered the duty cycle of my injectors 12%, and i am not finished yet.     also, one other point that no one seems to use yet, if i were going racing, right before a launch, i would rev the motor and engage the water injection, and in a couple of seconds, the entire inlet tract would be cold.  <br />     once the water injection system is set up, all you do is make sure you got water in the container.  no buttons to push, and water is a lot easier and cheaper to get than nitrous or co2 making it perfect for street use.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||JAYGVR4||04-21-2003||04:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong>    [QUOTE]</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry to go off topic, but what times did your friend run with 427hp with a green, Shannon IC and IC spray? How much torque did he make? Is your friend's name CJ Moses? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn Hijackers.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Yeah I'll have to get back to you on that.  CJ isn't online right now but I'll ask him.  and yes, it is CJ Moses - he recently posted 12.5@112, on the fastest list <a href="http://www.dsmtimes.org/galant.htm," target="_blank">http://www.dsmtimes.org/galant.htm,</a> but when he got it dialed in at the dynoday we went to, he knew he had an 11 second pass in it somewhere.  He's been to the track once since then and still is frustratingly hittin 12's...  I'm gonna see if he's going this Friday cus I'm going to be running my car as well for the first time since the winter rebuild...  Maybe he'll hit 11's...  He's a bit cautious since he is still on his original bottom end, and he has a block standing by for when his stocker lets go...  BTW, when he hit that 427HP, his wideband was only registering 10.5:1 and he had low EGT's, so he may just have 450 in that thing!  Wish I had the moolah for a Green...  OH and did I mention he has the NX CO2 spraybar rigged on his Shannon FMIC!?!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000011||JAYGVR4||04-21-2003||04:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i think we are talking apples and oranges here.  although the co2 will probably cool, and cool well, the MAIN reason i use water injection is cleaning.  it keeps the valves, combustion chamber, and plugs like new clean, even exh valves, and the turbine wheel.  when the hot humid air hits carbon, it immediatly blasts it off, so all of your metal surfaces stay clean, which to me means a stable burn area, and consistency.  the other reason is to protect from bad gas, since the effect of water injection can raise the octane level 4 points.  tuning with water injection, i have lowered the duty cycle of my injectors 12%, and i am not finished yet.     also, one other point that no one seems to use yet, if i were going racing, right before a launch, i would rev the motor and engage the water injection, and in a couple of seconds, the entire inlet tract would be cold.  <br />     once the water injection system is set up, all you do is make sure you got water in the container.  no buttons to push, and water is a lot easier and cheaper to get than nitrous or co2 making it perfect for street use. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Point Taken...  Believe me WI is still in the running for me.  So while I have you on the subject, are you still going to run the blue stuff after that one guys post on it eating his seals/clogging filter?  If not, what are the other options?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum2/002133.cgi
A||||0||mixx2001||Lancer EVO 8||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||04-21-2003||11:26 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||What are the IC dimensions?||65.165.18.67||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/002134.cgi
A||||0||gvr4tunr||tunerstein registration||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||04-21-2003||01:21 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||does anyone know how to get all the features for the laptop version? it requires rgistration of some sort, but i'm not sure how to accomplish this||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes



ubb/Forum2/002138.cgi
A||||2||a_santos||Small or Big 16g? How can you tell?||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||04-21-2003||04:40 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />I just picked up a TRE ported 16g. How do I tell just by looking at it if it is a Big or Small 16g? I tried searching the internet and the usual sites, but could not get a straight answer. <br /><br />Thanx||198.111.38.128||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||04-21-2003||04:52 PM||||This is the best I can find that compares the two:  <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/turbos/16g-big16g.jpg" target="_blank">pic</a>||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||04-21-2003||06:25 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Turbo-compare.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Turbo-compare.html</a>||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002136.cgi
A||||7||Vr4in'||battery re-locate. question need answer asap!||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-21-2003||01:28 PM||nohad43@aol.com||when you do bat relocate?do you run the wirs through the driver or passenger side.if on either side can anyone tell me where to run them and detailed info.on my passenger side i cant a damn spot to run it.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-21-2003||01:44 PM||||well i think we discussed this like 5475798392732 times so try searching next time. <br /><br />but to answer for you quickly, there is a grommet on the drivers side kinda behind the brake pedal. that is a bitch to run. the easiest thing to do would be to drill a hole in the firewall on the passenger side and runs your wire through and along the sill on the passenger side.||65.227.204.177||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||04-21-2003||02:27 PM||||Damn it Ken it was 5475798392733 times.  Get it right!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.165.18.67||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||04-21-2003||02:37 PM||||Actually, Including this post it would now be 5475798392734 times   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||04-21-2003||02:49 PM||||i foud this doing a search....<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000887" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000887</a><br /><br />wtf is an inner fender ?can some1 explain this better?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-21-2003||03:05 PM||||that's inner fender LINER.  take off the right front wheel.  there should be a thin plastic liner, protecting the inside of the fender from splash.  take that off, and up towards where the corner of the windshield is, there is a huge rubber grommet, remove it, and it goes into the cabin, comes out right above where the ecu is.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||04-21-2003||03:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> that's inner fender LINER.  take off the right front wheel.  there should be a thin plastic liner, protecting the inside of the fender from splash.  take that off, and up towards where the corner of the windshield is, there is a huge rubber grommet, remove it, and it goes into the cabin, comes out right above where the ecu is. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's how I did mine.  And there is another grommet on the other side of that fender (towards the headlight) that will come out right near the stock battery area.  Running the wire is easy.  Mounting the box is the hard part.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-21-2003||03:25 PM||||thanks for your replies.now i can get to work.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002137.cgi
A||||6||evol||Electrical Problem. ||||1||||evol||00000360
Z||000000||evol||04-21-2003||02:31 PM||||Hey guys and gals--<br /><br /><br />Had a mild (or major) electrical problem today. While I was driving down the highway, I looked down and noticed that my abs light went on. No big deal, my battery terminal had come undone the day before and I figured it was jsut a bad connection  or something. I tightened it back down and went on my way. The ABS light was still on and a few minutes passed, then my radio started cutting out. Slowly, then turning on and off over and over. I pulled over again and checked all of the under-hood fuses. Nothing was blown. I started driving again, hoping to be able to make it all the way home without my battery going dead (at this point I figured it was a bad alternator. After another mile or so, I noticed that whatever electrical device I used (lights, etc.) was making the car jerk and lose power. I got it up to speed on the highway after turning everything I could think of off and started driving home again. By the time I hit my exit ramp a mile or two down the road, I used my brakes and the car died and would sputter and fire, moving it a foot or 2, but after a few seconds, it completely died in the middle of an intersection. All wheel drive is heavy to push by yourself. The accessories still worked, but by this time, the clock had dimmed substantially and the lights I'm sure didn't work. I have to go to work tonight and I need to know if anyone has had a problem like this and perhaps confirm, the bad alternator that I think it is. If it is a bad alternator, how much does that run? (no labor, of course)<br /><br />Thanks in advance,<br />Ben<br /><br /><br />edit: forgot to mention that the car doesn't turn over, either, and all the belts are in tact.||172.136.38.176||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000001||dsmjay||04-21-2003||06:00 PM||||That happened to me, all the same things exactly. Yes the problem was a bad alternator. a rebuilt bosch alt. which was all i could find in stock was about $160. I called to see how much to rebuild the bad one, they wanted $165!!! But the alternator was the problem.<br /><br /><br />     Jason||152.163.188.33||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-21-2003||06:57 PM||||yeah mine is doing that also.i was going to ask you guys what it was but now i know.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||04-21-2003||10:28 PM||||bad alternator,l just had the EXACT same thing happen to me just last week-$100.00 for a 90 amp @ autozone.l know,l know but l had them test it first.Should take just over an hour to replace if you`re really in a hurry||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000004||HKS VR-4||04-22-2003||01:58 AM||||Make sure that it's a 90 AMP alternator!!!!! A lot of those places such as Pep Boys, Kragen, Autozone will give you the one for Eclipse or Talon which is only 75 AMP. I believe on the their computer, it says that the 90 AMP is an "optional" alternator high output one. GVR4 requires the 90 AMP.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.81.114.32||reg||2||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||05:08 AM||||i've been through 1 battery,and this one is on its way too.wht really pisses me off is that it was only in the past 4 days.but my had has a car lot and a mechanic shop,i usually get them free.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||lance||04-22-2003||10:24 AM||||Bad alternator..I had the same exact problem recently.||63.136.118.79||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes



ubb/Forum2/002139.cgi
A||||2||gvr4tunr||RnR Racing Exhaust||||4||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||04-21-2003||05:06 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||i emailed Ryan at RnR and he claims they don't make a GVR4 exhaust. i've heard that with an 18" extension on the "test pipe" section, the 1st gen TEL exhaust can fit the GVR4. is this true?||150.216.129.132||reg||4||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||04-21-2003||05:18 PM||||Ryan Fellows (RnR) makes awesome everything, whether its his turbo kits, intercoolers or exhaust...And he's a great person to deal with! And yes 1g exhaust will fit with some minor modification to the length of the piping.||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||04-21-2003||06:59 PM||||I have his 2.5 downpipe.  I dunno if he makes full exhausts for out cars.||216.175.99.216||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes



ubb/Forum2/002140.cgi
A||||4||KenGVR4||Front end bushings||||1||||KenGVR4||00000138
Z||000000||KenGVR4||04-21-2003||05:36 PM||kman940@earthlink.net||Well, I'm sick of my car feeling like a 12 year old car.  So, as one of the first steps toward making the car feel somewhat newer, I am thinking about rebuilding the front suspension with new bushings/balljoints,etc.  I found a front end kit from Performance Suspension Technology for a TEL, and I was wondering what will and will not work in my car.  At 180 dollars for a front end kit that includes balljoints and tie rod endlinks, I can't seem to find a better deal going.  Plus, the bushings are Poly/Graphite, so they're self lubricating.  <br /><br />Maybe a URL would be helpful too... <br /><a href="http://www.p-s-t.com/" target="_blank">http://www.p-s-t.com/</a> and click on the Online Catalog, and go to the Sports & Imports catalog.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ken Keilman<br />461/1000||12.207.243.144||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||04-21-2003||07:27 PM||||I thought everything from a TEL would work on our cars suspension wise. Do a search... I know this has been discussed before. <br /><br />You been going to the races on Friday Ken?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||KenGVR4||04-21-2003||07:37 PM||||I'm not going racing until I get my motor mount inserts.  I get wheel hop pretty fierce when I launch hard, and I don't feel like breaking anything.  I may cruise out to the track though.||12.207.243.144||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000003||Oztek||04-23-2003||10:58 AM||||If you're looking for replacement polyurethane bushings, drop me an email at aehlert@oztek.us.  I've got the full set of Noltec replacement bushings for the Galant VR-4.||67.38.19.203||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||04-28-2003||12:12 AM||||Moog ball joints list the same part # for a 90 gsx and the 91 gvr4.  I just used a spare for my gsx on my gvr4.  Don't know about the tie rods, but I do know that gvr4 left and right outers are the same part # from moog.  Don't know if they cross over to gsx though.  Find someone that sells moog parts and get part #s for both models.  If they match, obviously, you're in there!<br />dave||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002141.cgi
A||||23||Vr4in'||anti-freeze||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-21-2003||07:01 PM||nohad43@aol.com||im using straight water now for my cooling system.can that be the reason im heating up?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||04-21-2003||07:15 PM||||Use 50/50 and a bottle of WaterWetter and you will be set.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||04-21-2003||08:41 PM||||no||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||04-21-2003||09:54 PM||||Water has better cooling capabilities than anti freeze due to heat transfer characteristics.  Anti-freeze is in there simply so the water won't freeze in the winter.  So, I highly doubt that running only water is your problem.  I don't see why it would be.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||04-21-2003||10:23 PM||||Water boils at much lower temperatures than coolant. This creates hot spots where the water is not even touching the metal. <br /><br />Coolant temperatures cannot exceed 224°F for pressurized water before boiling. The ethylene  glycol in conventional coolants raises the pressurized boiling temp to 250°F. Boiling is also known as overheating. <br /><br />The best way to go is with  <a href="http://www.evanscooling.com/main25.htm" target="_blank">Evan's Cooling Systems</a>||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||04-22-2003||12:01 AM||||You need to at least use a rust inhibitor in the cooling system if you are only using water. Straight water is not a good idea for very long.<br /><br />dp||68.115.165.212||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||number3||04-22-2003||12:25 AM||||Any special coolant and or mixture for a Alum. radiator?  I know some of the newer cars on the road use a different type of coolant.<br /><br />I have only ever ran distilled water and watter wetter in the past.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||05:05 AM||||yeah,im gonna change my thermostat today.ill tell you guys if it is still heating up.if so,ill take pictures of my radiator and maybe one of you guys know what a shot radiator looks like.doesnt look like its shot to me.if its not the radiator,its my damn water pump.but,thanks for your replies.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||04-22-2003||05:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Any special coolant and or mixture for a Alum. radiator?  I know some of the newer cars on the road use a different type of coolant.<br /><br />I have only ever ran distilled water and watter wetter in the past.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, there is a special coolant when using aluminum and iron in combo.  You should be using this anyway, not just because of the aluminum radiator, but because our engines have aluminum heads.  If you had an all iron engine and a brass radiator, you could get away w/just water.  Aluminum and iron will react when placed in water.  I'm no chemist, so if I'm botching this explanation someone please speak up and correct me.  And water wetter is a bunch of crap.  I'm not saying that it doesn't work, but it's basically just soap.  Biggest automotive scam ever.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||06:06 AM||||would anyone happen to know the name of the coolant newr cars are using?i tried doing some research,but no luck.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||04-22-2003||08:49 AM||||I think it's DEXCOOL or something like that. Here's a website with some interesting info:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.penray.com/hd2000/" target="_blank">http://www.penray.com/hd2000/</a>||68.115.165.212||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||04-22-2003||08:52 AM||||Here's another good one:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.delanet.com/~pparish/antifreeze.htm" target="_blank">http://www.delanet.com/~pparish/antifreeze.htm</a>||68.115.165.212||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||08:58 AM||||thanks g-vr4.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||04-22-2003||09:31 AM||||the newer coolants are phosphate free.  coolant is one of the most overlooked areas in automobile ownership, right up there with brake fluid.  bmw, because of the use of very sensitive sensors, have found that if the coolant is not changed often enough, it eventually becomes like an electrolyte, and actually throws off the sensors because the coolant MAKES small amounts of voltage, so the ecu gets false readings, and does strange things.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||turboflanagan||04-22-2003||12:20 PM||||DON'T USE DEXCOOL!!! What ever you use, don't put GM type pink, orange or other colored coolant in your car.  If you want you can just send your car to me and I'll fill the cooling system with some of our fine Georgia red clay and it will be about the same as Dexcool in a few thousand miles.<br /><br />And if you drive a GM product it should be high on your priority list to get that crap flushed out of your cooling system.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000015||PJGross||04-22-2003||04:23 PM||||The sludge that forms in some GM cooling systems using dexcool is not dexcool's fault.  GM places clay tablets in the heater cores to fill potential leaks.  The clay tablets can (and do) clump up and clog in some systems where many people have had to replace heater cores.  This is very common with my Impala SS buddies.  Symptoms include a waterfall sound from the dash (heater core partially plugged) to no heat.  While many people swear by going back to green stuff, that's not really why they haven't had problems, it was flushing out the clay that kept them from having further issues.  I flushed my clay tablets out of the system years ago and have not had any issues after 7 years of using dexcool without clay tablets in my Impala.<br /><br />When changing from dexcool to regular or back, completely flush the system with water as the two types should not be mixed.<br /><br />-PJ Gross||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000016||ken inn||04-22-2003||04:42 PM||||the "clay" might be casting sand.  bmw had this problem in the late 80's, lots of reddish brown silica like stuff left in the blocks, and found it's way all thru the cooling systems.  the way we could tell was a reddish brown coating on the inside of the coolant resevoir, then we would pull the radiators, and at least the bottom third would be all clogged with the casting sand.  also caused rapid failure of the water pumps, and clogged heater cores.  we even cut open a couple of radiators, and man, that stuff is brutal.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000017||turboflanagan||04-22-2003||09:32 PM||||I've heard of "clay" tablets and such, but have seen in my Chrysler dealerships 7 different GM vehicles with TOTALLY stopped up radiators, and heater cores.  Pulled the cap and chissel out redish brown clay out of everywhere.  This was on vehicles with 60-120K miles.  It's supposed to be 100K mile coolant right?  I don't see too many GM vehicles even on trade in so 7 to me in 3 years is a very high number.||209.86.135.172||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000018||PJGross||04-22-2003||09:47 PM||||here's an article on dex-cool:<br /><a href="http://www.imcool.com/articles/antifreeze-coolant/dexcool-johnbrunner.htm" target="_blank">http://www.imcool.com/articles/antifreeze-coolant/dexcool-johnbrunner.htm</a><br /><br />GM used sealer pellets in several models.  Impala SS guys with plugged heater cores who got theirs replaced under warranty had the same problem less than 2 years later, then articles like this started appearing and everyone began to request that when a heater core was changed or the system was flushed that no pellets were to be re-added to the system.  This has limited the issues.<br /><br />I'd say no matter which fluid you go with, treat it as a maintanence item and replace at regular intervals and you'll be good.<br /><br />-PJ||64.53.227.103||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000019||slvrblt||12-25-2003||12:17 AM||||So what is the verdict ? How is DexCool in our cars ?<br /><br />I need to flush and such soon and I have a gallon of Dex Cool here that I would like to use. <br /><br />Should I just make sure to get out all the old stuff first ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000020||curtis||12-25-2003||12:27 AM||||I've been running orange in mine for 3 years along with water wetter.  The only time it got hot is with the ac on high and running the shit out of her but after I cut the opening on the bumper that ended that.  Its not the radiators fault its the drivers that put a hugh front mount in the way.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.34.219||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000021||turboflanagan||12-25-2003||09:56 AM||||Last month one of my DaimlerChrysler instructors told a class of techs that of the new "red" coolant, Ford had the best, Chrysler was the second and that GM only continued with theirs for some contract reason.  GM wishes they didn't use their coolant.<br /><br />I'm sticking with the green stuff in the cooling system and putting some Chrysler pink stuff in my air/water intercooler system so if a leak does happen, I'll know which one to look at.||64.63.212.96||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000022||slvrblt||12-25-2003||01:18 PM||||I think I will be taking my DexCool back to Autozone in exchange for some other prestone coloant (green stuff).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000023||DongeR615||12-25-2003||01:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Last month one of my DaimlerChrysler instructors told a class of techs that of the new "red" coolant, Ford had the best, Chrysler was the second and that GM only continued with theirs for some contract reason.  GM wishes they didn't use their coolant.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">toyota has been using red for the longest. <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> You need to at least use a rust inhibitor in the cooling system if you are only using water. Straight water is not a good idea for very long.<br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">not if you use distilled water(non-mineral water)||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/002142.cgi
A||||0||Dan D||Injector Dry Fire||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||04-21-2003||07:50 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Is it detramental to a fuel injector to fire it with no fuel flow?  ie. hook it up to a pulse generator to test it.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/002143.cgi
A||||12||mromik||What gasoline and oil are you using?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||04-21-2003||11:59 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||I use Texaco Havoline Energy 5w30 in winter<br />(we have -30 here) it is semysyntetic<br />is it good?<br /><br />What octane gasoline to use?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-22-2003||12:01 AM||||Synthetic is good.  Don't forget it goes through your engine and your turbo.<br /><br />The most octane gas you can get, the better.  I don't know what rating system is used in Russia.||68.75.63.5||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||smokindav||04-22-2003||08:56 AM||||I use Mobil 1 5W-30 in the winter and Mobil 1 10W-30 in the summer.<br /><br />I use whatever gas is the cheapest - usually in Iowa it's 89 octane ethanol blended.  I've got the boost set at 12 psi.<br /><br />Obviously, if you have the boost much higher than I do you will want to use the highest octane fuel you can get at the pump.  Since I know what I'm doing I just run the cheap stuff with the boost turned down (the wife drives the car everyday, she doesn't need high boost and high octane), if I want to turn it up I go with the good stuff.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.85.4||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||09:00 AM||||5-50 synthetic is good.gets to the top of the engine the fastest.i think it uses 50 wt idling and 5 wt running.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||04-22-2003||09:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> 5-50 synthetic is good.gets to the top of the engine the fastest.i think it uses 50 wt idling and 5 wt running. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no, what that means is it will POUR and FLOW like a 5 weight when it is COLD.  when it heats up, it will then pour and flow like a 50 weight, which is hard on turbo oil seals.  what they do is take a base 5 weight and use modifiers to make it act like a 50 weight when hot.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||04-22-2003||05:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> 5-50 synthetic is good.gets to the top of the engine the fastest.i think it uses 50 wt idling and 5 wt running. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude, correct me if I'm wrong here, and I don't mean to be an ass.  I keep seeing you give uninformed answers to people's questions like you know.  And then you have to ask what a launch is. <br /><br />Ever heard the saying, "It is better to keep your mouth closed and let people think you are a fool than to open it and remove all doubt." -- Mark Twain <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />And back to the topic at hand:<br /><br />I use Mobil 1 10w-30 and 93 Octane gas.  Both work fine.||209.208.44.228||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||mromik||04-22-2003||06:44 PM||||We have 76 92  95 and 98 gasoline<br />98 is 0,5 USD -1 liter||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||04-22-2003||09:17 PM||||98 at the pump!  Nice!<br /><br />We are doing good to find above 93 where I live.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||04-22-2003||10:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> We have 76 92  95 and 98 gasoline<br />98 is 0,5 USD -1 liter </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's not too bad... about $1.892 per gallon.  I paid $1.85/g for 93 here in Chicago just two days ago.||68.75.59.153||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||number3||04-22-2003||10:50 PM||||Mobil one and C-16||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||04-22-2003||11:42 PM||||same here mobil one synthetic and 93. then gas city has nice 105 that i put in the car for race days.<br /><br />give me the low down on oil viscosity. i onyl drive the car in the summer. 5w30 or 10w30?||65.227.204.104||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||04-23-2003||12:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]]That's not too bad... about $1.892 per gallon.  I paid $1.85/g for 93 here in Chicago just two days ago. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, we're at $2.05/gal. for 92 octane here in OR.  At least the last time I filled up we were.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||Pappy||04-23-2003||12:40 AM||||mobil 1 10w-30 synthetic during the summer. 5w-30 in the winter.  mobil 1 seems to cause a bit of lifter tick, but I'm not sure what other brand to try that's good.<br /><br />93 octane only for my baby.  I go to name brand gas stations.  I shy away from mom&pop stations.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes



ubb/Forum2/002144.cgi
A||||21||Ferrari F50 GT||Head Gasket||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||04-22-2003||12:32 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||My head gasket is leaking pretty bad.  It leaks oil on the outside of the engine and I burn a little too.  I also burns coolant under load at higher RPM's.  I checked the turbo for shaft play and it is very solid.<br /><br />Here is my dilema, I have very little money (being a student and a GVR-4 owner doesn't mix well.)  <br /><br />For a temparary fix would one of those coolant additives fix the leaks in the gasket for a short time?  I have heard that the additive that you have to drain your coolant and use it with water works pretty good.<br /><br />Any advice would be great.  Thanks!||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||evol||04-22-2003||12:35 AM||||Ian--<br /><br />I'm in the same boat you are (no money)and I just found out today that my alternator is toast. I feel your pain, believe me. If I were you, I'd start saving money now, but not before I turned down the boost. As for the gasket repair bullshit, I don't trust miracle fixes like that.  good luck<br />Ben||172.166.219.97||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||04-22-2003||01:54 AM||||Sorry dude, none of those additives work. I've tried that before. My water pump seized and I had to change out everything...timing belt and etc. My head gasket was leaking bad under the intake side. The shop messed up my valves when trying to redo my timing so I got lucky and they replaced everything for free. <br /><br />Ben is right, start saving now. I'm in the same boat too...poor college student and a GVR4 definately don't mix at all.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.81.114.32||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||04-22-2003||02:33 AM||||Alright, thanks guys.  Guess I will have to start saving.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000004||lance||04-22-2003||10:28 AM||||No easy fix for this problem..You will have to replace the head gasket.||63.136.118.79||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000005||beavis||04-22-2003||11:23 AM||||are you experienced enough to replace the head gasket yourself?  if so it is not as expensive as you think.  if your not save now and drive the car as little as possible.  don't try to find the cheapest shop to do the job.  spend the money at the right shop and you shouldn't have to do it again.||138.23.116.105||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||04-22-2003||03:17 PM||||You can get lucky & replace it for under $100. If nothing else breaks. The Fel-Pro is $35 & new bolts are $60. You can reuse everything else, pending that nothing doesnt break.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||AWD4DR||04-22-2003||03:46 PM||||I had luck with a product called block seal or something like that with my old 280zx turbo..It was the kind that you dran the coolant,flush with water,add water,add the additive,run for 20 min or so,then drain and let it sit for while,then flush,then add coolant..it was a pita but it worked like a charm,drove the car for awhile after that with no more burning up coolant..The stuff looked pretty nasty,not sure if you wanna put it into your engine,but in my case I didnt care..It was a great temporary fix after nonne of the regular seal products worked..it was in one of those silver metal cans BTW..<br /> Pete||67.193.140.164||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||04-22-2003||04:54 PM||||I would at least use a Mitsu head gasket, many have had pretty bad experiences with the Fel Pro gaskets.  IMHO, might as well buy an upper engine gasket kit to cover everything you have to take apart anyways.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||1312VR4||04-22-2003||06:16 PM||||I've used Fel-Pro for years( as do many of my other friends), on both domestic & imports & never had any trouble. Copper seal or Aluminum spray paint also helps the seal. <br /> I've heard people say that Fel-pro head gaskets are bad also( Yet they are the highest selling gaskets in the states, go figure). I asked them how they installed them & they said that they retorqued them( as a common practic for some people, why I dont know). You DONOT retorque them. I also wouldnt recommend running 24psi either. (But if you are on a tight budget you dont need to be doing that anyways). Maybe why thats why they had trouble?||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||04-22-2003||11:02 PM||||Would this work?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/sale.htm" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/sale/hgask.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />OEM 1993 1G NEW Head Gasket Still sealed $15.00<br /></a>||68.75.59.153||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||raceman77||04-22-2003||11:26 PM||||l can`t recommend this but l have in the past used Block Seal with great success on several turbo and non turbo vehicles,some of which have seen many hard miles since the "fix".Follow directions though,it makes a big difference.That and lower boost might buy you a little time to save some $$$ to really fix it right,which l can recommend  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000012||chadhayashi||04-23-2003||12:37 AM||||I used one of the Mitsu metal head gaskets on my new engine. Had to deck the head .007" due to the brinnelling<sp?> caused by the original gasket. That will no longer be an issue.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000013||DongeR615||04-23-2003||02:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> I asked them how they installed them & they said that they retorqued them( as a common practic for some people, why I dont know). You DONOT retorque them.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DO NOT retorque the head bolts? uhh care to explain why?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||04-23-2003||06:43 AM||||They stretch when you torque them, so you can only torque them once, then you throw them away and replace them.  A perfect excuse to upgrade to ARP studs.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||DSSA||04-23-2003||08:25 AM||||Two things...<br /><br />Do NOT use the Fel-Blow headgaskets.  Yes, they may be the "best selling ones in the nation", but not for these cars if you want them to last.  There are literally tens of people who have had issues with these gaskets.  I'll pay the extra $10-$15 for the stock Mitsu one that doesn't have issues blowing on stock and almost-stock cars.<br /><br />Also, the headbolts on the Galants are *NOT* stretch bolts, and can be reused if within spec. (found in the manual).  The stretch bolts that need to be replaced  are found on the 7-bolt motors.||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||04-23-2003||09:54 AM||||Oops, my bad.  Thanks for the correction.  Still, a perfect opportunity to upgrade to ARP.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||evol||04-23-2003||10:23 AM||||When I put a new head on I used ARP studs and the Mitsu metal HG. I'd definitely go with the ARP's in case you have to remove the head again. those things absolutely rule.||134.124.18.7||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000018||joec||04-23-2003||11:00 AM||||So, should the headbolts be retorqued on a 4G63 (after 500 miles)?<br /><br /><br />Also, the cost in replacing the head gasket is all the "might as wells."  Since you've got it apart you might as well replace all the timing belt parts and pulleys, crankshaft dampener/pulley, ditto for water pump, oil seals on the timing belt side, maybe an engine mount or two.  Might also want to replace the valve stem seals or even a valve job since it's already apart.  Head might have to be resurfaced if it's not flat.<br /><br />The Mitsu topend gasket kit is only about $160 from Conicelli Mitsubishi ( <a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">http://www.partznet.com</a> ).  Includes almost all the gaskets that you'd need (except for throttle body and fuel injectors I think).  Of course all the other "might as wells" ran me many hundreds more  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />You'll need some specialized tools: a torque wrench, hex wrench socket for the head bolts, and a timing belt tensioner tool.||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000019||ken inn||04-23-2003||12:07 PM||||the reason fel pro sells so much is because they are cheap.  when you go to places like pep boys, autozone, etc.  they have a central buying place, and all they do is send out bids for parts.  nowadays, it is all bottom line, whatever is cheapest, and highest profit maker is what is bought.  these buyers dont know NOTHING about cars, they only look at numbers.  as i have stated before, the biggest problem i have with retail customers is that they ALL think quality is the same, therefore just go for price.  for instance, in the german parts world, india and taiwan have NO copyright laws, and all kinds of bogus stuff is coming from those places.  they even have the mercedes star and the bmw logo on the stuff, and they are JUNK.  hey, which car sells the most in the united states?  ford f150 outsells every other car.  does that make it the best?||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000020||howard_GVR4||04-23-2003||01:36 PM||||I'm with DSSA, why bother with a Fel-Blo when you can get a Mistu gasket for $10 more.  <br /><br />I also like the copper spray, it helps to keep the gasket tacky and stuck to the head or block during reassembly when you're trying to line the head up properly.  <br /><br />As for reusing stock non-stretch head-bolts, they works fine, without retorquing.  I reused my stock 200K mile head bolts without retorquing, and I occasionally run 22psi on pump gas.  The stock gasket still hasn't blown, and it hasn't pushed any coolant out either.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000021||Invader||04-23-2003||03:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by evol:<br /><strong> When I put a new head on I used ARP studs and the Mitsu metal HG. I'd definitely go with the ARP's in case you have to remove the head again. those things absolutely rule. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Amen...  I had ARPs, and they're probably the reason my factory composite gasket lived as long as it did.  When the stock HG blew, in went the Mitsu 4-layer metal gasket and I havn't had any repeat issues.  The Mitsu metal gasket is well worth the $60...and the ARPs made short work of the HG swap.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
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A||||7||JAYGVR4||Anyone have an installed Boostcoolers IC?||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||12:42 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||I've read smatterings of folks buying this EBAY dudes extremily affordable IC's, but I'm waiting to see how folks do routing before I'm sold...  <br /><br />Oh and if it makes any diff, I'm lookin at either his:<br /><br />32 X 8 X 3 overall "Eclipse" Spearco <br />EBAY Item 2412167569<br /><br />or<br /> <br />31 X 8 X 3 overall middle inlet Spearco<br />EBAY Item 2412218139<br /><br />Anyone?  <br /><br />TIA||165.247.108.174||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||KenGVR4||04-22-2003||02:02 AM||||My friend and I fabbed up piping and installed one of those IC's on a 1G.  It's a fairly nice piece, but you can tell he's buying larger cores and cutting them down to make smaller IC's.  I don't know if that's good or bad, I'm just reporting what I saw.  The welds and everything else were pretty nice though.  The outlets are even beaded.||12.207.243.144||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||05:13 AM||||i think 31 or 32" is a little bit too much if you have the stock turbo and your not running high boost.id say 26-28"x9-11"x3-3.5" will do the trick.im not sure of this but i heard too big of i/c will take longer to get to your motor and not get there on time.but thats what i heard.maybe someone on the board know more info about that.but,whatever you get,goodluck and show us how it turns out when you are finished.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||04-22-2003||09:09 AM||||Do more research before you buy. There's only about 34" between the "frame" where the bumper bolts up. If you get too wide with the intercooler, (depending on inlet/outlet placement) it won't fit.<br /><br />dp||68.115.165.212||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||04-22-2003||10:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> i think 31 or 32" is a little bit too much if you have the stock turbo and your not running high boost.id say 26-28"x9-11"x3-3.5" will do the trick.im not sure of this but i heard too big of i/c will take longer to get to your motor and not get there on time.but thats what i heard.maybe someone on the board know more info about that.but,whatever you get,goodluck and show us how it turns out when you are finished. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude, you need to do more research before posting.  Big FMIC does not equal big lag.  Stock turbo or otherwise.  My 14b actually spooled quicker with my 2-120 FMIC and 2.5" piping.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||10:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong> My friend and I fabbed up piping and installed one of those IC's on a 1G.  It's a fairly nice piece, but you can tell he's buying larger cores and cutting them down to make smaller IC's.  I don't know if that's good or bad, I'm just reporting what I saw.  The welds and everything else were pretty nice though.  The outlets are even beaded. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Interesting find on how he may be cutting down bigger cores.  It at the least explains how he sells them soooo cheaply...  I'm glad your happy with the welds.  On the screen they look pretty well done.  I have heard of one person having some pinhole leaks around the endtanks but I can deal with that if need be...  I'm lookin at the overall package.  Thanks for the reply.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||10:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Do more research before you buy. There's only about 34" between the "frame" where the bumper bolts up. If you get too wide with the intercooler, (depending on inlet/outlet placement) it won't fit.<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually I have done quite a bit of research, and 34" total width with couplers seems to be the magic number to get to.  I'm basing this on other GVR4's in my area that have monster FMIC's like the one seen here:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/samfmic.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plymouthlaser.com/samfmic.htm</a><br /><br />Which is why I'm resolved to the fact that I can hopefully get that with a 28-32" inlet to outlet IC combined with a couple inches give or take for 45* silicone couplers.  I just will have to cut a pass through to the left of the radiator as your facing it.  See the bottom two pictures of the given URL...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000007||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||10:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> i think 31 or 32" is a little bit too much if you have the stock turbo and your not running high boost.id say 26-28"x9-11"x3-3.5" will do the trick.im not sure of this but i heard too big of i/c will take longer to get to your motor and not get there on time.but thats what i heard.maybe someone on the board know more info about that.but,whatever you get,goodluck and show us how it turns out when you are finished. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK what happens when your boost doesn't get to your motor on time?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Sorry for not including this, but I am currently running a small 16G that will be boosting up to 22lbs at the track or whenever I happen to have some C16 in the tank.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   There is a theory that "too big" of an IC can cause some pressure drop, but I'm not too concerned about that right now.  This 16G is only the beginning...  I'm thinking that if I'm going to be keeping with the DSM or GVR4 Joneses round here I'm eventually going to need to upgrade to something along the lines of a 50 Trim...  Hmmm  Perhaps an SBR-G57 is in the cards...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
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A||||12||pudhed||car won't start, doh!||||9||||pudhed||00000339
Z||000000||pudhed||04-22-2003||03:27 AM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||I just did my timing belt, and it took a long time. Now that I'm done the car won't start!<br /><br />It will crank over, and almost starts, but after it turns over once the car loses electrical power. The dash lights go dim and the ECU and AFC reset themselves. As it's cranking the power comes on and off.<br /><br />My guess is that the alternator is messed up and has a short? I pulled the 100A alternator fuse but the problem is still there. Beyond that I'm kinda stumped what to look for. <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||209.213.198.25||reg||9||pudhed||00000339||no
Z||000001||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||05:17 AM||||i think my car needs an alternator.when my motor turns it turns like a rotary engine.it will go slow and fast.can that be my alternator?and PUDHEAD,if you have a good battery it should start up if you have a strong battery until it dies if the alternator goes out.if ot you may have something in your engine's ignition system interfering with you cars electrical system.because if it gets ready to start and all of the sudden it dies out.thats what it sounds like.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||smokindav||04-22-2003||08:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by pudhed:<br /><strong> I just did my timing belt, and it took a long time. Now that I'm done the car won't start!<br /><br />It will crank over, and almost starts, but after it turns over once the car loses electrical power. The dash lights go dim and the ECU and AFC reset themselves. As it's cranking the power comes on and off.<br /><br />My guess is that the alternator is messed up and has a short? I pulled the 100A alternator fuse but the problem is still there. Beyond that I'm kinda stumped what to look for. <br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">First thing I would do is charge the battery and try and start it.  If it starts, you can put a volt meter on the battery and see how well the alternator is charging.  If the alternator is charging you should see the voltage go UP as you have your friend rev up the engine.  13+ volts is what you'd like to see during this test.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.85.4||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000003||pudhed||04-22-2003||02:44 PM||||Yeah, I swapped in a good battery, but no luck. The car will crank over but won't start. <br /><br />Can a starter get shorted just from sitting? Power cuts off and on once every time the engine turns over. It seems that there's a short that's only shorted when the engine is in a certain position..||66.218.52.237||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||04-22-2003||06:53 PM||||hey pudhead check you cam angle sensor. it could be trashed or could have a wire that has grounded out somewhere. i had my boost control solenoild plug ground out, and it did the same. it ended up being a fuse on the passanger side, i think it was ignition.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||04-23-2003||05:57 PM||||whoa thats a long time for the timing belt. I remember you said you were doing a water pump awhile back. did you do this together?  make sure your spark plug wires are attached. I had this same problem on my first timing belt job. Oh yea, if you did the fuel pump wire upgrade make sure its getting a good connection too. If the car cranks over then its not the starter.<br /><br />Let us know<br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||pudhed||05-03-2003||09:44 PM||||I did a compression test on the car and it looks like I'm getting 40-40-40-40! So I took off the timing belt cover again and checked, but all the timing marks line up exactly. <br /><br />Can sitting for several months make the valves stick open or something? I don't think the valves could have bent themselves while sitting, and they were fine when I started..  <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.218.52.237||reg||9||pudhed||00000339||yes
Z||000007||raceman77||05-04-2003||01:34 AM||||this has happened to anyone who wrenches...are you REALLY sure the timing marks are right?  And when you did the compression test did you have the gas pedal depressed? Keep checking everything,l know from too much experience just how frustrating it can be but hang in there,it`s just a car and you will get it fixed  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||05-04-2003||01:40 AM||||Could it be possible the timing marks weren't lined up and he had valve-piston contact that jammed the starter?<br /><br />Secondly, how can you do a compression test if you can't crank the engine?  It takes several rotations for a cylinder to come up to pressure.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||pudhed||05-04-2003||07:15 AM||||The engine cranks fine, the car just won't start.. I did eventually remember to keep the gas down, though I forgot the first time.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />It's possible the compression tester could be bad, it's one of those $15 ones from pep boys I bought a few years ago. <br /><br />timing marks: <a href="http://meatchunks.dhs.org/~smaug/timing.html" target="_blank">http://meatchunks.dhs.org/~smaug/timing.html</a>||66.218.52.237||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||05-05-2003||01:12 PM||||If the car sat for a while, try putting a teaspoon of oil in each cylinder. I've heard of this happening to other guys, and it happened to me when I replaced my rod bearings last year. All the oil got scraped off the cylinder walls, and I couldn't build enough compression to start the car.<br />Oh yeh,...and it does smoke like hang, so be prepared for that.||68.155.187.38||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||05-05-2003||01:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by pudhed:<br /><strong> The engine cranks fine, the car just won't start.. I did eventually remember to keep the gas down, though I forgot the first time.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />It's possible the compression tester could be bad, it's one of those $15 ones from pep boys I bought a few years ago. <br /><br />timing marks:  <a href="http://meatchunks.dhs.org/~smaug/timing.html" target="_blank">http://meatchunks.dhs.org/~smaug/timing.html</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You are suppost to do a compression test on a engine warmed up to operating temps.  Your going to get a low reading regardless.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||pudhed||05-09-2003||07:05 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Jeff, you're the best! <br /><br />I put some oil in the cylinders and it started right up. I'd never heard of that, I probably would have ended up parting out the car if it weren't for you!||209.213.198.25||reg||7||pudhed||00000339||yes
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A||||2||Vr4in'||oil in intake pipe||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||05:19 AM||nohad43@aol.com||my intake pipe going to the turbo has a little bit of oil in it.whats that mean??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-22-2003||05:30 AM||||That your car is working just as Mitsu intended, with their shitty emissions equipment.  There are two possible sources:  the valve cover breather and the charcoal canister.  The latter is bolted to your firewall, and fuel vapors from the tank pass through the tank and then into the intake pipe to be sucked in and burned.  It's unlikely this leaves oil, but might leave a wierd petroleum-y residue.  The valve cover breather is the likely culprit for this.  It vents positive pressure in the valve cover into the intake pipe as well, and this air is usually full of oily vapor droplets.  Nasty stuff; it reduce your efficiency by coating the inside of all your IC pipes and the IC itself, not to mention slowly eroding the compressor blades.  The solution to all of this is a catch can.  I would recommend stuffing the inside of the can w/window screen when you get it as it helps prevent the oily crap from simply blowing straight through the can under high load/velocity situations.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||06:09 AM||||thanks jon.i guess ill have to deal with it when i get more mods.right now,i was making sure there was no engine damage because it has just gotten the head gasket done.thanks again bud.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
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A||||12||Martin Chilcote||16&quot; Tire Choices||||1||||Martin #1064/2000||00000028
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||04-22-2003||10:23 AM||chilcote@swbell.net||I'm set up in the Rota group buy (16" dia x 7) and so now I'm thinking about tires. I'm looking to stay as close as possible to stock diameter. 205/50/16 are right on, 225/45/16 is a p-hair smaller. I'm currently using Faulken zeix 502 v rated all season. Comfortable driving in wet or even snow but not the greatest handling.  Tires I'm considering (w,y,or z rated summer type) Bridgestone S-O3, Toyo T1S,  Yokahama ES-100, Kumho 712. Any one using these or offering other suggestions?<br />Thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.139.166.156||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||04-22-2003||12:14 PM||||I'm using the yoko avs es100's, in stock size though. They were great at autocross (although thats comparing them to the 3 different all-seasons I was running on before) and they seem pretty good for a summer tire in the rain.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||04-22-2003||12:16 PM||||i have used both the falken ziex ze502 and the kumho ecsta supra 712. the kumho are decent but they are really sticky tires i noticed.||131.193.15.139||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||04-22-2003||12:27 PM||||Uhh, I don't think the Kumho 712's are sticky at all.  I've done autocrossing on my set for the last year and they have pretty poor grip in the dry.  Don't get me wrong, for the price, they're hard to beat, and they're a great wet tire. <br /><br />I may try the Falken Azenis out next time, since I'm pretty sure it has much more grip than the Kumhos.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||04-22-2003||12:42 PM||||If your looking for something more sticky and not too costly go either Kumho MX or the Azenis. 712's will last a while and are decent all around tires. S-03 are much better than most but not quite as sticky as the MX/Azenis but will last longer. Even the dunlops SP9k's are great and cheaper than the S-03. I have azenis on my GVR4 and they have lasted almost 12kmi and I still have 1/2 tread left which no one can believe (maybe I don't drive hard enough LOL). If your looking for all weather I would look into the Dunlop SP5k's.||199.182.19.162||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||04-22-2003||02:43 PM||||I've been very happy with 225/45/16 Dunlops SP-9000 for past three years.  Great overall tire for everyday driving- rain in, rain out. My next choice would be B'stones Potenza S-03. But here in snowbelt, I swap over to Blizzaks for the winter (Dec. 15 - April 7.)||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||04-28-2003||12:43 AM||||Kumho has a couple of new tires out.  Check out the reviews at tirerack.com and see.  Truthfully though, every car is different.  I have a set of wheels with goodrich comp ta r1's on them, stock size 15's in a 205/60 tire, and they work pretty well at the autocross track.  I pull a little trailer to the track with my tires and a gas powered air compressor.  I am running Kumho 716's on the street.  not real good handling due to sidewall flex, but grip is ok.  The 4ws hits the pucker factor way earlier than the tires lose grip at high speeds (100 mph sweepers).  Shaved r1's do quite well on my polished gsx wheels, which the jdm gvr4 came with stock btw.  You have tradeoffs on street tires. Ultimate grip means hydroplaning in the rain/snow.  Actually, blizzaks and the michelin snows don't do too badly at the autocross due to their soft compounds, although again, soft sidewalls take their toll.  You trade tire mileage for stickiness.  With the kumhos, you don't invest a lot of dough.  I got my 716's for 188 for the set delivered to my door from tire rack.  Minimal balance weights and a smooth ride.  I drive 33 miles each way to work every day in my gvr4.  While not ideal, I rack a lot of miles every year, so a durable tire is foremost in my mind.  I have 716's on one of my gsx's as well, and coope cobras on my other one.  the cobras are stiffer and handle better, but cost 3 times as much, with half the tread life.  You be the judge.<br />dave||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||Rasko Da Gama||04-28-2003||01:16 PM||||I don't understand something. I have Falken 205/50/16's on my 16"x7,5" rims and the front two wheels are "pointing out" from the car if you know what I mean. Like the rims would be too wide?<br />Does it mean that I have to get rims that are 16"x7" and would that be O.K. on the sam e tires?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />Thanks for help...||217.72.93.159||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000008||bob in chicago||04-28-2003||01:59 PM||||The trick here is get wheels with the proper offset/backspace. See page 2 on this informative reference:     <a href="http://f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/QIitPptBDEOULFg2wLELNKnXrXzqbuxi4nRk_7pKa9Y36X_U15Te7FnKkdmnOt1oMfLCYkDBXeoQq_el/Galant%20tire%20and%20wheel%20chart.pdf" target="_blank">http://f1.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/QIitPptBDEOULFg2wLELNKnXrXzqbuxi4nRk_7pKa9Y36X_U15Te7FnKkdmnOt1oMfLCYkDBXeoQq_el/Galant%20tire%20and%20wheel%20chart.pdf</a>||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000009||Martin Chilcote||04-28-2003||02:52 PM||||Thanks all for the replies......Bob...couldn't open your above referenced location.||66.139.166.84||reg||9||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||04-28-2003||07:06 PM||||Yes, but don't our cars have a wider front track anyway?  I have the same problem; the wheels protrude from the front wells but the rears are nicely tucked.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||bob in chicago||04-28-2003||09:17 PM||||Martin, Sorry that you cannot open that URL. <br /><br />It is part of the GVR4 Yahoo group which may require you to register in order to access resources beyond just the message board.  Start by going here: <a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/</a><br /><br />See if you can click on "files" on the left margin of choices.  If you can get through, scroll down to " Galant tire and wheel chart.pdf "||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000012||Martin Chilcote||04-29-2003||01:51 AM||||OK Bob, Thanks....I'm a member of both Yahoo GVR4 groups and already have that file, I guess the "f1.grp.yahoofs.com........" threw me, normally clicking on the file would at least take you into Yahoo group land with a request to sign in or sign on, I got a can't find that site message.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.139.167.220||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
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A||||27||Jon-Lee||Why do i bog!||||1||||MaximusDestruction||00001112
Z||000000||Jon-Lee||04-22-2003||12:52 PM||totalracer1@aol.com||Hey all. I dont know if it is my driving style or what. I have had a 600 Hp 2nd gen rs-with a gst motor transplant and before my gvr4 i had a bone stock 91 FWD.Whenever i try to launch at a higher rpm to get out of the whole quicker it just bogs and goes down to like 2000rpm and starts from there.<br /><br />My car is bone stock except for the ACT2100 clutch. Thanks||152.163.188.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||04-22-2003||12:55 PM||||What rpm are you revving to?....<br /><br />And are you just dumping it?...Or doing a little slip and then dump technique?||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||04-22-2003||01:16 PM||||600hp?  Would you mind posting pictures or dyno charts?  That's quite a claim.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||Jon-Lee||04-22-2003||01:22 PM||||I just dump it for the most part! Maybe that is the problem?<br /><br />To the other question, no i dont have pics or the car anymore. But if you doubt my honosty i can tell you you can find my old time on i believe jim hecks website, i dont know the URL sorry.||68.69.27.183||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||04-22-2003||01:25 PM||||So what was the time?  How am I supposed to look you up on Heck's old list?  Your GVR4 board profile doesn't even give your name.  <br /><br />600hp?  Sorry, gonna need proof for a claim like that.  So what were your 1/4 mile trap speeds?||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||04-22-2003||01:36 PM||||Bone stock? Any free mods?<br /><br /><br />Wait, wait, wait, how old are you?  Not flaming just curious.||65.165.18.46||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||04-22-2003||01:42 PM||||I'm going to venture a guess (and avoid the obvious "mad powa" references :-) that you just not used to launching an AWD.  <br />IF you had a high HP RS/GST combo thingy, then you had wheel spin...duh.  If you have a stock or slightly modded GVR4/AWD, then you don't have wheel spin... duh #2.<br /><br />If you just dump it: 1) car will bog  2) clutch will spin freely making a lovely fragrance to accompany the winding rpm's....duh#3<br /><br />EDIT:  feeling nicer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />your car doesn't make enough power to just dump it in stock form...slip the clutch to keep the rpm's in the power band and turbo spooled.<br /><br />As to the previous claims:  most here will not make such claims w/o having established credibility and/or showing evidence.  Mentioning a name w/o a url is kind of lazy.  If I had made the claim and had the friend who had my info on a website, I'd post the URL (at least look it up and offer it in a post)<br /><br />Everyone is more than willing to offer help and suggestions and their is plenty to be gained from here...just offering a nice FYI.  Use the search button and ask good (new) questions and you'll enjoy this site immensely.||167.142.21.137||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||04-22-2003||01:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Originally posted by MaximusDestruction: <br />Now a new problem. Last night after about a 20 minute ride i checked under my hood and my exhaust manifold was glowing. This didnt seem normal, and my check engine light is on. I was thinking i might be running lean. Any body have a thought?? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you had a 600hp RS, you'd probably be pretty familiar with a glowing mani.||65.165.18.46||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||04-22-2003||02:23 PM||||He must of had headers on the RS thats why he never seen a glowing manifold.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I have a car just like Bushur except it's a front wheel drive and running a full second faster, but he seems to be a nice guy and I don't want to embaress him with it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||04-22-2003||02:43 PM||||Sleeper, I've got a spare after-burner in the garage if you wanna go ahead and take it to the next level.  You'll have to run in an outlaw class though.<br /><br />PS: Maximus, don't take any of this the wrong way.  We're just having a little fun.  If your from LA, then there's definatly a very good chance you had a 600hp RS.  A lot of people build crazy fast cars and sell them for no reason out there.  It's just that with out a dyno sheet, video, or a time slip we will probably never belive you.  My best friend came up to me the other day and said he beat a RSX Type-S in his stock Celica GT A/T, and I said he was an idiot.  I flat out don't belive him.  When he proves it I'll belive him.  It doesn't matter if your bench racing, street racing, or at the track everyone wants proof.  If you prove it we'll shut up, trust me.||65.165.18.46||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||DSSA||04-23-2003||08:34 AM||||600 h.p.?  Which ass-dyno was this recorded on.<br /><br />If you car had 600 h.p., and was listed on Heck's old DSM page, I'd think we'd have heard something about it by now. <br /><br />600 h.p. and running 12s?  I don't think so...||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000011||Matticus||04-23-2003||06:20 PM||||Maybe he means 600 Hp, as in Hare Power, rabbits.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000012||Vr4in'||04-23-2003||11:49 PM||||well you guys gotta remember,our cars arent no hondas or whatever.our engines arent that hard to get that much power out of,600hp is alot,but maybe at 30 lbs.if he had the right internal engine mods,and a good fuel system,you can get 600 easily.but at the same time your gonna need proof.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||04-23-2003||11:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> well you guys gotta remember,our cars arent no hondas or whatever.our engines arent that hard to get that much power out of,600hp is alot,but maybe at 30 lbs.if he had the right internal engine mods,and a good fuel system,you can get 600 easily.but at the same time your gonna need proof. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Grammar and spelling and run-ons, oh my!||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||DSSA||04-24-2003||06:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> well you guys gotta remember,our cars arent no hondas or whatever.our engines arent that hard to get that much power out of,600hp is alot,but maybe at 30 lbs.if he had the right internal engine mods,and a good fuel system,you can get 600 easily.but at the same time your gonna need proof. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If I can read this correctly, you're stating that getting 600 h.p. out of these cars is easy?<br /><br />Ask those handful who actually have put 600 h.p. down what they've had to do.  It's not done "easily"  as you state.<br /><br />Either way, I highly doubt that any "proof" will be coming from this guy anytime soon, so the point is moot.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||04-24-2003||09:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> well you guys gotta remember,our cars arent no hondas or whatever.our engines arent that hard to get that much power out of,600hp is alot,but maybe at 30 lbs.if he had the right internal engine mods,and a good fuel system,you can get 600 easily.but at the same time your gonna need proof. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't say it's easy until you've done it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||hibrn8||04-24-2003||10:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> well you guys gotta remember,our cars arent no hondas or whatever.our engines arent that hard to get that much power out of,600hp is alot,but maybe at 30 lbs.if he had the right internal engine mods,and a good fuel system,you can get 600 easily.but at the same time your gonna need proof. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Grammar and spelling and run-ons, oh my! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">not again! i was laughing while reading that. "they arent no hondas or whatever". we you wasted while writing that post?||131.193.10.205||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000017||mixx2001||04-24-2003||01:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /><strong> moot. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now that's one funny word.||65.165.18.210||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000018||Vr4in'||04-24-2003||09:18 PM||||im not saying it is fucking easy as in "simple".ofcourse it is hard to get 600 out of a four banger or a six.at the same time.i doubt he has 600,because if i had a 600hp car,especially a  4 cylinder,it would be on a lot of sites and i would have a lot of pics.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000019||number3||04-24-2003||10:48 PM||||Two very important keys on a standard keyboard are the shift and space bar. Please feel free to use them.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||DSSA||04-25-2003||09:30 AM||||OMG...<br /><br />What is this world coming to when Harry actually posts legible posts and corrects others?<br /><br />Up is down, right is left...the world no longer makes any sense!||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000021||number3||04-25-2003||10:38 AM||||I am full of surprises, I guess.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||Jon-Lee||04-26-2003||04:54 PM||||I am sorry some of you out there think i must prove my self. I didnt say my car is faster or bigger or better so there is nothing tro claim, and yes it is quite easy to build a 600HP car if the people building it have been doing it to hondas. My car had a distributor on it for god sakes. The reason you may have never seen it is one, this was about 4 years ago and the car is long gone, second, the car only took about 6 passes and was getting a new motor and third who the hell made any o you DSM gods. <br /><br />Thanks, and this is all i will comment on this.<br /><br />I still remail a loyal member of this site||205.188.208.166||reg||8||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000023||DookGVR4||04-26-2003||04:58 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000024||spoulson||04-27-2003||01:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MaximusDestruction:<br /><strong>I am sorry some of you out there think i must prove my self. I didnt say my car is faster or bigger or better so there is nothing tro claim, and yes it is quite easy to build a 600HP car if the people building it have been doing it to hondas. My car had a distributor on it for god sakes. The reason you may have never seen it is one, this was about 4 years ago and the car is long gone, second, the car only took about 6 passes and was getting a new motor and third who the hell made any o you DSM gods.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No one <b>has</b> to prove themselves.  But if you make such a grand claim of 600hp as if it were an unimportant detail, when there are really very few 600hp DSMs, one would ponder the integrity of the post.  No one's playing god here.<br /><br />Btw, 4g63's didn't have a distributor.  If you dumped a V8 in it, why don't you just say so rather than brushing us off?  You got us interested.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000025||DSSA||04-27-2003||03:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MaximusDestruction:<br /><strong> Hey all. I dont know if it is my driving style or what. I have had a 600 Hp 2nd gen rs-with a gst motor transplant  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A GST motor with a distributor?  Right.<br /><br />You're story is full of holes, yet you expect to have us believe you on your word?<br /><br />Do you realize that David's RWD car (running low 8s) and Shep's car (ran mid 9s last year) both put down upper-600 h.p. levels last year?  <br /><br />But you did it 4 years ago with a GS-T motor with a distributor.  <br /><br />I will bet one of two things. <br /><br />1) You didn't have anywhere *CLOSE* to 600 h.p. (this I would lay my life on)<br /><br />and/or<br /><br />2) You're a west-coast guy that had some Honda shop tune your DSM and told you it was making 600 h.p.<br /><br />Either way, I, and everyone else on here calls bullshit on someone who claims to have had a 600 h.p. car 4 years ago when 2-3 people actually did and it *WAS* a huge deal...yet can't figure out "Why my car bogs".<br /><br />Please.  Go back to AOL where stories like this are bought left and right.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000026||Jon-Lee||04-27-2003||08:32 PM||||DSSA, whomever you are, i dont feel it neccesary to have to justify my car to you or anyone. Oh, and by the way, i am a proud "westcoast guy" and you are right, a honda shop did build my car a tunning was done by this little company calledJG ENGINE DYNAMICS, ever heard of them. This is my last reply as i state once again i know what i have accomplished and have nothing to prove to anyone. So have a nice day.Bye Bye<br /><br />P.s. if you were to read like the first paragraph you would see were i said i have never had an AWD and didnt know its chracteristics.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000027||Jon-Lee||04-27-2003||08:35 PM||||Not a V-8, since it was a honda a shop, they werent familiar with DSMs, actually mine was the first they had ever did such a build up on so they didnt know coil packs but since hondas ran ditributors they new that so they used a vw distributor with an excel dfi engine management system.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes



ubb/Forum2/002150.cgi
A||||1||lance||What is Viscous Coupling LSD rear ||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||04-22-2003||01:18 PM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||On the back of my car is written, Full Time 4WD, VCU & Center Diff.<br /><br />Can someone explain?||208.157.147.206||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||04-22-2003||04:24 PM||||It's a LSD that uses a silicone based fluid that thickens to make the diff lock. Clutch type use clutch discs that spin a certain amount till they lock both wheels together. Viscous are cheaper to make but clutch are more effective. I believe <a href="http://www.howstuffworks.com" target="_blank">www.howstuffworks.com</a> has a good explanation on this.||199.182.12.247||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/002151.cgi
A||||10||mromik||What is the difference between 1G and 2g mafs ||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||04-22-2003||06:46 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||What is better?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||04-22-2003||06:49 PM||||2g  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||mromik||04-23-2003||05:59 PM||||From what engine should I use MAF (are 6a11 and 6A12 compatible with 4G63)?<br /><br />Is it possible to use NON-TURBO MAFs?<br /><br />What Should I do to use 2G in 1G VR4?<br /><br />What is the real  difference?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||04-23-2003||07:01 PM||||use search, covered before.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||04-23-2003||11:34 PM||||in order for yo to put that 2g mas,you will need an intake pipe that will hold it,likea dejon tool intake.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||04-24-2003||12:40 AM||||The newest product to hit the market is a GM MF translator. The GM maf is available in 3" or 3.5". It flows way more than a 2g mas. Also the translator lets you tune your engine. <br /><br />Here are some links<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ramchargers.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/CategoryDisplay?cgrfnbr=29841&cgmenbr=541&cat1=29839&cat2=29840" target="_blank">MAF translator retailer</a> <br /><br />Click on the link and click on more info. <br /><br />You can also run the MAF after the turbo with this setup. Between the intercooler and the throttle body.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||04-24-2003||12:57 AM||||how do you program this system?||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||Telecaster||04-24-2003||01:10 AM||||Get the MAFT if u can afford it.  Its better than the 2G, it out flows it and has fuel control.||216.175.107.26||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||04-27-2003||11:14 PM||||You are all correct.  the gm mas is available on a huge variety of cars.  Here's the list of gm cars you can use.  (this is one long ass list, so bear with me...)  The translator is available at this site:  <a href="http://www.ramchargers.com/" target="_blank">http://www.ramchargers.com/</a><br /><br />Here's the long ass list....<br />GM Part # 25180303  <br />AC DELCO  PART # 213-352   <br />2003 BUICK CENTURY CUSTOM V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2003 BUICK CENTURY LIMITED V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2003 BUICK RENDEZVOUS V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2003 CHEVROLET ASTRO V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />2003 CHEVROLET IMPALA V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2003 CHEVROLET MALIBU LS V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2003 CHEVROLET MALIBU V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2003 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO LS V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2003 CHEVROLET S10 BLAZER V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />2003 CHEVROLET S10 PICKUP V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />2003 CHEVROLET VENTURE V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2003 GMC S15 SONOMA V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />2003 GMC SAFARI V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />2003 OLDSMOBILE ALERO V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2003 OLDSMOBILE SILHOUETTE V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2003 PONTIAC AZTEK GT V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2003 PONTIAC AZTEK V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2003 PONTIAC GRAND AM V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2003 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2003 PONTIAC MONTANA V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2002 BUICK CENTURY CUSTOM V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2002 BUICK CENTURY LIMITED V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2002 BUICK RENDEZVOUS V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2002 CHEVROLET IMPALA V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2002 CHEVROLET MALIBU LS V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J  <br />2002 CHEVROLET MALIBU V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2002 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO LS V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2002 CHEVROLET S10 BLAZER V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2002 CHEVROLET S10 PICKUP V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2002 CHEVROLET VENTURE V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2002 GMC S15 SONOMA V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2002 OLDSMOBILE ALERO V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2002 OLDSMOBILE AURORA V6 3.5L 214cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = H <br />2002 OLDSMOBILE INTRIGUE V6 3.5L 214cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = H <br />2002 OLDSMOBILE SILHOUETTE V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2002 PONTIAC AZTEK GT V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2002 PONTIAC AZTEK V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2002 PONTIAC GRAND AM V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2002 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2002 PONTIAC MONTANA V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 BUICK CENTURY CUSTOM V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2001 BUICK CENTURY LIMITED V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2001 CHEVROLET ASTRO V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 CHEVROLET IMPALA V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 CHEVROLET LUMINA V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2001 CHEVROLET MALIBU LS V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2001 CHEVROLET MALIBU V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2001 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO LS V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 CHEVROLET S10 BLAZER TRAILBLAZER V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 CHEVROLET S10 BLAZER V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W  <br />2001 CHEVROLET S10 PICKUP V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 CHEVROLET VENTURE V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 GMC S15 JIMMY ENVOY V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 GMC S15 JIMMY V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 GMC S15 SONOMA V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 GMC SAFARI V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE ALERO V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE AURORA V6 3.5L 214cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = H <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE BRAVADA V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE INTRIGUE V6 3.5L 214cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = H <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE SILHOUETTE V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 PONTIAC AZTEK GT V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 PONTIAC AZTEK V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 PONTIAC GRAND AM V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2001 PONTIAC MONTANA V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2000 BUICK CENTURY CUSTOM V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 BUICK CENTURY LIMITED V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 CHEVROLET ASTRO V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2000 CHEVROLET IMPALA V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2000 CHEVROLET LUMINA V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 CHEVROLET MALIBU LS V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 CHEVROLET MALIBU V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO LS V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2000 CHEVROLET S10 BLAZER TRAILBLAZER V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W  <br />2001 CHEVROLET S10 PICKUP V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 CHEVROLET VENTURE V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 GMC S15 JIMMY ENVOY V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 GMC S15 JIMMY V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 GMC S15 SONOMA V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 GMC SAFARI V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE ALERO V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE AURORA V6 3.5L 214cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = H <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE BRAVADA V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE INTRIGUE V6 3.5L 214cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = H <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE SILHOUETTE V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 PONTIAC AZTEK GT V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 PONTIAC AZTEK V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 PONTIAC GRAND AM V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2001 PONTIAC MONTANA V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2000 BUICK CENTURY CUSTOM V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 BUICK CENTURY LIMITED V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 CHEVROLET ASTRO V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2000 CHEVROLET IMPALA V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2000 CHEVROLET LUMINA V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 CHEVROLET MALIBU LS V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 CHEVROLET MALIBU V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO LS V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2000 CHEVROLET S10 BLAZER TRAILBLAZER V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W  <br />2001 CHEVROLET S10 PICKUP V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 CHEVROLET VENTURE V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 GMC S15 JIMMY ENVOY V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 GMC S15 JIMMY V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 GMC S15 SONOMA V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 GMC SAFARI V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE ALERO V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE AURORA V6 3.5L 214cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = H <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE BRAVADA V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE INTRIGUE V6 3.5L 214cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = H <br />2001 OLDSMOBILE SILHOUETTE V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 PONTIAC AZTEK GT V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 PONTIAC AZTEK V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 PONTIAC GRAND AM V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2001 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2001 PONTIAC MONTANA V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2000 BUICK CENTURY CUSTOM V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 BUICK CENTURY LIMITED V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 CHEVROLET ASTRO V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />2000 CHEVROLET IMPALA V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2000 CHEVROLET LUMINA V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 CHEVROLET MALIBU LS V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 CHEVROLET MALIBU V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = J <br />2000 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO LS V6 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />2000 CHEVROLET S10 BLAZER TRAILBLAZER V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W  <br />1998 CHEVROLET S10 PICKUP V6 LF6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1998 CHEVROLET VENTURE V6 LA1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />1998 GMC S15 JIMMY V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1998 GMC S15 JIMMY ENVOY V6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1998 GMC S15 SONOMA V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1998 GMC S15 SONOMA V6 LF6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1998 GMC SAFARI V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1998 OLDSMOBILE ACHIEVA V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1998 OLDSMOBILE BRAVADA REGIONAL V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1998 OLDSMOBILE BRAVADA V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1998 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1998 OLDSMOBILE SILHOUETTE V6 LA1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />1998 PONTIAC GRAND AM GT V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1998 PONTIAC GRAND AM SE V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1998 PONTIAC GRAND AM V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1998 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX SE V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1998 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1998 PONTIAC TRANS SPORT MONTANA V6 LA1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />1998 PONTIAC TRANS SPORT V6 LA1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />1997 BUICK CENTURY CUSTOM V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 BUICK CENTURY LIMITED V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 BUICK SKYLARK CUSTOM V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 BUICK SKYLARK GRAN SPORT V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 BUICK SKYLARK LIMITED V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 CHEVROLET ASTRO V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W  <br />1997 CHEVROLET LUMINA LS V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 CHEVROLET LUMINA V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 CHEVROLET LUMINA LTZ V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 CHEVROLET LUMINA LTZ V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1997 CHEVROLET MALIBU LS V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 CHEVROLET MALIBU V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO LS V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO Z34 V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1997 CHEVROLET S10 BLAZER V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1997 CHEVROLET S10 PICKUP V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1997 CHEVROLET S10 PICKUP V6 LF6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1997 CHEVROLET VENTURE V6 LA1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />1997 GMC S15 JIMMY V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1997 GMC S15 SONOMA V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1997 GMC S15 SONOMA V6 LF6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1997 GMC SAFARI XT V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1997 OLDSMOBILE ACHIEVA SC V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 OLDSMOBILE ACHIEVA SL V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 OLDSMOBILE BRAVADA V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1997 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS GLS V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME SL V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 OLDSMOBILE SILHOUETTE V6 LA1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />1997 PONTIAC GRAND AM GT V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 PONTIAC GRAND AM SE V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M  <br />1997 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX SE V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1997 PONTIAC TRANS SPORT V6 LA1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />1996 BUICK REGAL CUSTOM V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 BUICK REGAL GRAN SPORT V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 BUICK ROADMASTER LIMITED V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1996 BUICK ROADMASTER LIMITED WAGON V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1996 BUICK ROADMASTER V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1996 BUICK SKYLARK CUSTOM V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 BUICK SKYLARK GRAN SPORT V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 BUICK SKYLARK LIMITED V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 CHEVROLET ASTRO V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1996 CHEVROLET BERETTA Z26 V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 CHEVROLET BERETTA V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1996 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC V8 4.3L 265cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1996 CHEVROLET CORSICA V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 CHEVROLET IMPALA SS V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1996 CHEVROLET LUMINA LS V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 CHEVROLET LUMINA V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 CHEVROLET LUMINA LS V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1996 CHEVROLET LUMINA APV V6 LA1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />1996 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO LS V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO Z34 V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1996 CHEVROLET S10 BLAZER V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1996 CHEVROLET S10 PICKUP V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W  <br />1996 CHEVROLET S10 PICKUP V6 LF6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1996 GMC S15 JIMMY V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1996 GMC S15 SONOMA V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1996 GMC S15 SONOMA V6 LF6 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1996 GMC SAFARI XT V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1996 OLDSMOBILE ACHIEVA SC V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 OLDSMOBILE ACHIEVA SL V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 OLDSMOBILE BRAVADA V6 L35 4.3L 262cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1996 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME SL V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME SL V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1996 OLDSMOBILE SILHOUETTE V6 LA1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />1996 PONTIAC GRAND AM GT V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 PONTIAC GRAND AM SE V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX SE V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1996 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX GT V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1996 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX GTP V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1996 PONTIAC TRANS SPORT V6 LA1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = E <br />1995 BUICK REGAL CUSTOM V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1995 BUICK REGAL GRAN SPORT V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1995 BUICK ROADMASTER ESTATE V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1995 BUICK ROADMASTER LIMITED V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1995 BUICK ROADMASTER V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1995 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1995 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC V8 4.3L 265cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1995 CHEVROLET IMPALA SS V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P  <br />1995 CHEVROLET LUMINA LS V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1995 CHEVROLET LUMINA V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1995 CHEVROLET LUMINA LS V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1995 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO LS V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1995 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO Z34 V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1995 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME SL V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1995 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1995 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME SL V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1995 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1995 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX SE V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1995 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX GT V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1995 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX GTP V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1994 BUICK REGAL CUSTOM V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1994 BUICK ROADMASTER ESTATE V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1994 BUICK ROADMASTER LIMITED V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1994 BUICK ROADMASTER V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1994 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1994 CHEVROLET CAPRICE LS V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1994 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC V8 4.3L 265cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1994 CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC LS V8 4.3L 265cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = W <br />1994 CHEVROLET IMPALA SS V8 LT1 5.7L 350cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = P <br />1994 CHEVROLET LUMINA EURO V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1994 CHEVROLET LUMINA Z34 V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1994 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS CIERA SL V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1994 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME S V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M  <br />1994 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME V6 L82 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M <br />1994 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME S V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1994 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1994 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX SE V6 LQ1 3.4L 207cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = X <br />1994 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX SE V6 3.1L 189cid GAS FI N Engine VIN = M  <br /><br />Told ya it was a long ass list.  See ramchargers.com for details on tuning.<br />cheers<br />dave||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||04-28-2003||03:56 AM||||i got a little tired reading that.but thanks for that information.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||04-29-2003||11:37 PM||||told ya it was a long ass list.  However, the point of it all was that just about any v6 and up gm product has that mas.  One went on ebay for over 50 bucks and that is way too much.  You can find it at a u-pull it type place much cheaper.  Just shot the list in there so you would know what cars would work.  That list is very comprehensive, so you should be able to find one parting out on ebay super cheap now that you know what to look for.<br />dave||12.83.146.82||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
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A||||10||blacksheep||What materials is the Scott Evans battery tray made of?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-22-2003||06:53 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone know what kind of steel it is made of and where it might be readily available? I am planning on replicating one soon and would like to get all the stuff lined up to do it, so its easier when I get it...<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-22-2003||07:14 PM||||well, mine is made of angle iron.  but, how about this?  call scott and ask him.  214 544 7160, or <a href="http://www.forcedperformance.com" target="_blank">www.forcedperformance.com</a>||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||04-22-2003||10:46 PM||||Beutiful Idea!<br /><br />My buddy is an amature welder....he is gonna love this project.  <br /><br />So i am gonna pick up some angle iron....Any suggestions on what battery to get?...I want to put it where the airbox is currently.<br /><br />Thanks,Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||04-22-2003||10:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /> <a href="http://www.BatteryWeb.com" target="_blank">BatteryWeb.com</a>  877-746-2288<br /><br />Best price found to get the Odyssey sealed battery for the "Scott Evans" battery tray. You want model PC925. <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.75.59.153||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||raceman77||04-22-2003||10:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>So ....Any suggestions on what battery to get?...I want to put it where the airbox is currently.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">l`ve been playing around with battery placement lately and l found that you don`t have to fabricate anything-just move the stock metal battery tray to the air can mounts,it fits right on.lf you`re looking for a small battery check out the Geo Metro battery-very narrow and 525ca too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000005||DookGVR4||04-22-2003||11:00 PM||||SO if i put it where the airbox is, is it necassary to get a smaller battery or would the stock battery work?...<br /><br />I am doing this to make room for a intercooler upgrade down the road||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||04-22-2003||11:13 PM||||My stock battery fit where old air can was.<br /><a href="http://mcoc-whoopass.recongamer.com/images/P4190164.jpg" target="_blank">underhood 1</a><br /><a href="http://mcoc-whoopass.recongamer.com/images/P4190166.jpg" target="_blank">underhood 2</a><br />(ew, my engine bay is so dirty)||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||04-22-2003||11:35 PM||||time for some simple green and a hose in that engine bay  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.227.204.104||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||raceman77||04-22-2003||11:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> SO if i put it where the airbox is, is it necassary to get a smaller battery or would the stock battery work?...<br /><br />I am doing this to make room for a intercooler upgrade down the road </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you know this mod is soooo easy.the stock battery tray is held down with three bolts and it fits right on the air can mounts-drill one hole.you can use the stock hold downs if you drill two more holes in the tray.stock battery works great.l have pics but l`ve now mounted my battery in the trunk to really open things up.l`ll figure out how to post the pics someday...maybe..l`m challenged at computer stuff||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||04-23-2003||12:44 AM||||hey Charles what are you using for your air controller unit??? MAF translator or VPC or what? That looks like an easy install.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||chucklesas||04-23-2003||07:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> hey Charles what are you using for your air controller unit??? MAF translator or VPC or what? That looks like an easy install. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's just the stock MAF, so no fine tuning of air right now.  It wasn't a bad install, just getting the right hoses was causing me some trouble.<br /><br />    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> time for some simple green and a hose in that engine bay </strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking of trying one of those sears steam cleaner things, but $100 for something that may or may not work seems like a gamble, but I'll try something the next time I go home to Cleveland.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
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A||||10||blacksheep||Peak oil pressure ???||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-22-2003||11:27 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, I cannot remember and wanna make sure, so I apologize for the silly question:<br /><br />What are peak oil pressures we can see at WOT or hard accelaration? I thought it was 120-130 psi...over 100 psi, but most electric oil pressure gauges only go to 100 psi or so. I know greddy, apexi, blitz etc can read higher, but I was more concerned about psi.<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||04-23-2003||01:15 AM||||I have the same concerns myself.  My garbage Autometer electric oil pressure gauge pegs at 100 psi on startup.  I'm switching to a 150 psi VDO unit soon though.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-23-2003||06:48 AM||||Isn't this normal at startup?  What does your gauge read not at startup, such as cruising, part throttle, and WOT?  I'm considering purchasing an Autometer Phantom electric oil press. gauge, which only reads to 100 psi, so would like to know before dropping my clams.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||smokindav||04-23-2003||08:02 AM||||A good rule of thumb is 10psi of oil pressure for every 1000RPM, when the engine is warmed up.  When the oil is cold, obviously the oil pressure will be higher as the oil is thicker and harder to pump.<br /><br />I'm not sure what the relief valve is set at, but above a certain pressure it will open and that's a high as she was designed to go.<br /><br />So at idle you'd probaby want to see about 15psi, give or take depending on how worn your engine internals are.  And use the 10psi/1000rpm rule of thumb from there on up.<br /><br />Later,<br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.87.117||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||04-23-2003||11:03 AM||||At idle, I have seen 15 psi or so on my VDO gauge.<br />I dont remember looking at it when I pegged the gas. <br />According to smokindav's formula:<br /><br />roughly at idle (1000 rpm):    15 psi<br />roughly at 7000 rpms:( 7 x 10) 70 psi<br /><br />So, at redline - 90 psi ????? Then, I assume a 100 psi gauge is enough! (or is it not ???)||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||04-23-2003||12:05 PM||||Typically the 4g63 pushes the 10 per 1k rule Dave stated.  At least for my car it's more like 12-15 per 1k. At a 3500-4000 rpm cruise I see between 65-70psi,  WOT 6k-7k I see ~90psi.  Cold start I don't break 100 because of excess wear, it's about that time.  I idle right at 12psi.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000006||ron||04-26-2003||01:28 AM||||where are you guys putting your oil pressure senders?  I have mine(VDO) at the 90 TEL oil filter housing (where RRE recomends to put the turbo oil feed)  when its warm it is at around 15 psi and about 130psi at WOT.  Is that right?<br /><br />also anyone have an oil temp gauge?  I have an external oil cooler and it shows around 190 degree<br /><br />ron||198.81.26.105||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000007||BluFalcon||04-26-2003||06:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Isn't this normal at startup?  What does your gauge read not at startup, such as cruising, part throttle, and WOT?  I'm considering purchasing an Autometer Phantom electric oil press. gauge, which only reads to 100 psi, so would like to know before dropping my clams. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well let me clarify that, with a new sending unit it pegs to about 100 psi or so on start up.  I then would have to wait for the oil to warm up before giving the car any serious gas, as the gauge would peg to 100 with very little throttle input.  Over the course of a few months, the gauge would start to read lower and lower at statrtup and during norml operation, which I'm assuming is due to the repeated pegging of the gauge/sending unit at startup.  All sending units have an acceptable operation range, and I feel the continual high pressure starts are causing damage to the sending unit.  This is the second sending unit I've gotten for this gauge and it's lasted a lot longer, because I've been babying it on startup.  <br /><br />  I'm switching to the VDO gauge with a 150 psi sending unit to provide a bit of a "cushion" for the unit, so that on startup the sending unit isn't forced to the extreme upper operating range on a continual basis. <br /><br />  Currently the Autometer Phantom Oil Pressure  gauge I'm using in my GVR4 reads about 62.5 psi at 75 mph cruise in 5th gear, which is something like 3000-3500 rpm (I'm not sure, I'll have to look, the next time I drive the car.)  When I first got the gauge, it would read 75 psi at 75 mph in 5th gear.  Brand new gauge and sending unit, the car would idle at a rock solid 12.5 psi after the oil would warm up to normal operating temps.  Now after about 6 months or so, the needle barely clears the zero mark on the gauge.  I'm not too worried since the idiot light sender would have gone off if the oil pressure were REALLY that low @ idle.  I'm using a 91 DSM oil filter housing on my GVR4, with the Autometer sending unit in the factory sending unit location.  Seemed like the easiest way to go about it.  I just had to tap the metric threads in the housing out to 1/8 NPT for the Autometer sending unit, and I retained the warning light sender as well.  I'm not sure, but I think using any other ports on the filter housing would cause false readings.<br /><br />  I hooked up a mecanical gauge and checked my readings at idle recently when the Autometer gauge starting acting up, and it confirmed that the sending unit is reading low...again.   I'm not shelling out another $30 for a sending unit that's just going to go south on me again in 6 months.<br /><br />  Anyway, I'd go with the VDO 150 psi Oil Pressure gauge if I were looking for one for the GVR4.  Even if the engine isn't supposed to make more than 100 psi during operation, I think the 150 psi will be a more reliable choice as the sender has a greater range of operation to protect it during cold startup.  This is just my opinion though  Does anyone else have anything to add or dispute?||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000008||DongeR615||04-29-2003||12:40 AM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412891116&category=26451" target="_blank">vdo sender unit at ebay</a> <br />is this one okay to get?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||04-29-2003||10:14 AM||||that add looks gay.  0-400 psi?  24 volt?  sounds like an airplane.  then, in the pic, it shows an 80 psi gauge.  wtf?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||DongeR615||04-30-2003||02:53 AM||||darn...it was at a good price too..||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/002154.cgi
A||||4||mark k||EDUMACATION in tuning 4g63||||4||||mark k||00001338
Z||000000||mark k||04-23-2003||12:43 AM||mark@yellodyno.com||GROUND ZERO and let the upgrades begin, but   where does one learn the details of tuning from the ground up. I mean ,engine measurement and appropriate responce with meters etc.  THIS MUST   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   BE A REDO  QUESTION A THOUSAND TIMES OVER||24.175.8.194||reg||4||mark k||00001338||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||04-23-2003||01:55 AM||||<a href="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/" target="_blank">http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/</a><br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org" target="_blank">www.dsm.org</a><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a>||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-23-2003||06:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mark k:<br /><strong> GROUND ZERO and let the upgrades begin, but   where does one learn the details of tuning from the ground up. I mean ,engine measurement and appropriate responce with meters etc.  THIS MUST     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     BE A REDO  QUESTION A THOUSAND TIMES OVER </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, it has been asked a thousand times over.  If you're reading this, hit the "back" button on your browser to take you back to the technical questions section.  The very first post, which stays on top so it's the first you see, says "read me first."  Which you clearly did not.  This is your first strike.  You can only post again after reading everything in that post.||134.10.23.206||reg||12||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||04-23-2003||10:06 AM||||I've found RRE's & Hahn's suggested list of upgrades informative. <br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm</a><br /> <a href="http://www.hahnracecraft.com/hahn/upgrades/onegen.htm" target="_blank">http://www.hahnracecraft.com/hahn/upgrades/onegen.htm</a> <br /><br />I think Buschur has something similar, too.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||04-23-2003||10:44 AM||||Something not listed in the "read me first" is to download this:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.twingles.com/manualcd/dsmgift/" target="_blank">http://www.twingles.com/manualcd/dsmgift/</a><br /><br />the tech manual for 1g's and read it cover to cover. <br /><br />So, Read me fist stuff, tech manual. Do all of those things and you'll find yourself having to ask very few questions here.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/002155.cgi
A||||2||147of1000|| gsx fuel injectors in a 95 n/a eclipse?||||1||||147of1000||00000861
Z||000000||147of1000||04-23-2003||01:26 AM||||my friend has a 1995 eclipse rs and we were wondering if the gsx fule injectors would make a difference on his engine. He has 2&1/2in. cat back exhaust and an aem cold air intake. he is curently rinning 15.6 in the 1/4 and he would like to get a little more out of it without anyone knowing that he has dun anyting to it. Will the injectors add anything to his car or would it hurt his hp.???????||12.218.65.121||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-23-2003||06:47 AM||||Probably hurt it.  With those mods, there is no friggin' way he is coming close to maxing out the stock injectors.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||04-28-2003||12:20 AM||||I agree.  He'll just run rich all the way thru the rev range, and his ecu will melt down trying to figure out who shoved the potato up his exhaust.  Plus, if it is a 420A, he would probably be better off to drop the injector size by about 20cc and see what happens when he runs high octane fuel.  Even the na 4g63 runs rich as do the stock turbos.  Mitsu runs rich to avoid warranty claims from folks doing free mods.  Old saying:  If it ain't pinging, don't mess with it."  He would probably benefit more from a K&N filter, new plugs and wires, and running a set of 14" 205/60 14 bf goodrich comp ta r1 tires, as the smaller diameter would increase his numerical gear ratio, but the compound would let him hook up better.  (Yes I know there are better tires out there, like drag radials, but I autocross...)<br />dave||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002156.cgi
A||||6||Fonzo||Transmission Gone?||||11||||Fonzo||00000681
Z||000000||Fonzo||04-23-2003||04:16 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||Last week I was very VERY boost happy because I had M --> T gasket done. And #806 was finnaly working fine again. Then after about 3 hours beating down some hondas I... ahh nvmd well I start smelling something funky and I didnt know what it was and it wasnt an oil leak either so i was somewhat confused. When in gear i would hear a slight whistling sound...somewhat how the turbo sounds too but coming from the lower right of the car (seated in drivers seat) and until i got home i set it to neutral and release the clutch and the car turned off. Then I start it again and it would turn off if i release the clutch. putting it into 1st gear was very hard but it wasnt grinding. I tried to get it to my house which was like 3 blocks down but i didnt make it more than half a block because it was shaking badly. I didnt hear any loud noises of any kind. Just a weird smell. I dont know whats going on. After everytime I have it fixed it breaks the next day. exactly the next day.<br /><br />please give suggestions.<br /><br />thanks,<br /><br />Fonzo<br /><br />P.S Sorry for making it so long||64.161.213.91||reg||11||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000001||Fonzo||04-25-2003||04:20 PM||||WOW!!!! This was soooo helpful. Its AMAZING!!!!<br /><br />Thanks!!!!<br /><br /><br />P.S: yes im being sarcastic||67.118.120.145||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||04-25-2003||06:57 PM||||hope it's just your clutch.<br /><br />NASTY SMELL IN MY BOOK = SMOKED CLUTCH<br />(I've smoke 2 clutches already) <--- not<br />proud of that.<br /><br />Mine was ok yesterday too,<br />Today she's broke.<--- not<br />proud of that.<br /><br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||04-25-2003||09:31 PM||||Not sure about the smell, but the other symptoms are VERY similar to when I broke my 3rd/4th gear shift fork.  The tranny was stuck in 3rd gear as long as the shifter was in the "neutral" position.  However, if I put it in 1st, it was actually in two gears at once.  It would shake VERY badly when trying to drive like that.  If I put the shifter in neutral, I could drive it.....just had to ride the clutch like a mother to get it moving.  Good luck, hope it's nothing major.||63.188.97.250||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||04-25-2003||11:09 PM||||Well I have seen it on 2 clutch discs now so I will put this possibility out there.  If you were launching the car you may have broken a spring out of you disc and it may be holding the Pressure plate out and making your clutch slip.  The first disc that did this the spring went to the flywheel side and just made a light metal on metal sound and made the clutch act funny.  The second one went to the PP side and locked it up so you couldn't get it into gear at all.  He hadn�t done a lunch recently when it locked up (at least a day).  Both discs were from NAPA,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   avoid these.||63.228.6.56||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000005||Invader||04-25-2003||11:25 PM||||Ever checked the Transfer Case for leaks?||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000006||Fonzo||04-26-2003||04:01 AM||||WOO HOOO!!! Replys ...Thanks guys I knew you guys wouldnt let me down.<br /><br />I think its the fork!...sounds exactly as what Turbo4door1 described. Neutral feels like its in gear. 1st goes in but it shakes like a mofo. Reverse goes in but I try to give it some juice and it doesnt move anywhere. I hope it might just be a fork.<br /><br />Thanks once again guys. Sorry about the sarcasm.<br /><br />fonzo||64.161.212.34||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes



ubb/Forum2/002157.cgi
A||||3||mixx2001||Fuel Pressure.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||04-23-2003||08:20 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||Well I'm not really sure what to ask here.  I have a Adjustable Rising Rate Fuel Pressure Regulator, modeled after the one made by Cartech.  Our stock fpr's are also RR, and do this at a 1:1 ratio.  There's no way to set a specific ratio, and I'm going to be increasing the boost soon so I can't ask for a suggestion on fuel pressure for any specific boost level.  How about this: What is the max fuel pressure you guys would run at say 17psi with a 3KGT Pump and stock inj's?||65.165.18.111||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||04-23-2003||03:29 PM||||Here's a pic.<br />  <img src="http://www.mvpvolvo.com/content/cartimages/rrfpr.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.153||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||04-23-2003||04:01 PM||||The fuel pressure at 17psi should be 17 lbs higher than whatever it is at idle with the vacuum line disconnected. That is what the ECU's are calibrated for. Thats not to say you can't tune it though. Our cars usually like to be leaned out on the high end a little, so you could lower the pressure slightly. But, watch your O2's and knock sum.||68.153.105.84||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||04-23-2003||04:30 PM||||You don't think it would be advantageous to raise the fuel pressure?||65.165.18.153||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/002158.cgi
A||||6||BigMal||Removing the rear steering||||1||||BigMal||00001176
Z||000000||BigMal||04-23-2003||08:48 AM||||Hello,<br />I have noticed that my rear rack is playing up on my '88 VR4.  Going over 80km/h it seems to turn on and off giving a unwanted tail waggle when cornering.  I figure I will just remove the rear rack and make the car 2ws like most normal cars.  I also plan to circuit race this car and after reading the responses it seems that removal is a must.  I have searched the archives and all the results are expired.<br />I tried google but found no details only people saying that the 4ws should be removed.<br />Can anyone please point me to a how-to to remove or disable the rear 4ws system.<br />Thanks<br />BigMal||211.28.96.5||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||04-23-2003||10:00 AM||||We have lots & lots of posts on this, just use the search function on this site at top of page.  Look under "AWS" also "4WS"||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||mromik||04-23-2003||06:14 PM||||But Why people removes AWS<br />Mitsubishis constructors are not silly  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||04-23-2003||08:10 PM||||Because removing the rear steering actually improves handeling.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||04-28-2003||12:09 AM||||Just try going thru a couple of fast sweepers with the rear steer working will give you enough excitement to want to WELD the damned thing permanently.  A half second into a hard turn at 100 mph or so will make you see the light..if you survive the experience.  Your rear tires go positive camber and it leaves about half the tread on the ground, not to mention kicking the ass end out when you least expect it.  Especially when you are used to a gsx.  Not funny chasing your ass thru a corner at 100 mph, when you took the same corner in your gsx at 120 the day before and were rock solid all the way thru it.  Made a believer out of me that 4ws belongs on trucks, not cars.  Try autocrossing a prelude with that hicas 4ws.  Name = cone magnet.  Nuff said<br />dave||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||04-28-2003||08:43 AM||||Right-on, Beemer!  Sounds like you are my kind of driver. Road racers rule....||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000006||BigMal||04-28-2003||09:29 AM||||By Welding do you mean the high pressure lines or do you mean the rack.  All the info I have read points to leaving the rack installed and disconnected.  Is this the best option ?<br />I plan on doing the blockoff this weekend, but I am worried about leaving the rack installed and also worried about running the pump dry.<br />Any comments ?<br />thanx<br />Mal||211.28.96.5||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes



ubb/Forum2/002159.cgi
A||||5||spoulson||Why can't anything simple work as planned?||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||04-23-2003||10:42 AM||spoulson@rcn.com||I'm doing a coolant flush/fill and now I'm screwed because as I was putting the intake back onto the car after doing some work around the EGR, a damn connector just fell off the wiring.  It connects to the bottom of the thermostat housing and has two pins.  The wires look pretty worn and possibly already repaired.<br /><br />Does anyone have a section of wiring harness I can use to replace this connector and wiring and possibly the other two connectors to the thermo housing?||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-23-2003||11:20 AM||||Tell me about it. I was reinstalling (trying) my oil return line when I managed to cut my hand with a razor blade when it broke. A full one inch across the top of the hand between my pointer and thumb. Atleast I now know what the inside of my hand looks like     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     That was more than enough to call it a night.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br />I am getting down to the wire as it is to get this car back on the road for Carlilse. FUCK!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />I might have the connector for you but not the other stuff.<br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||04-23-2003||11:51 AM||||And I wanted to make it to the Mitsu Shootout at Englishtown this weekend, but forget that now.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||04-23-2003||03:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I'm doing a coolant flush/fill and now I'm screwed because as I was putting the intake back onto the car after doing some work around the EGR, a damn connector just fell off the wiring.  It connects to the bottom of the thermostat housing and has two pins.  The wires look pretty worn and possibly already repaired.<br /><br />Does anyone have a section of wiring harness I can use to replace this connector and wiring and possibly the other two connectors to the thermo housing? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same thing happened to me! I was doing some minor stuff around the thermo. housing and I heard the wires 'crack' if you may, and saw it fall off, These wires were the ones going to the coolant temp sensor, so i just traced down the old wires until they were not as firm (or crisp) and as easy to snap as they did (which was only a few inches down the black wire cover loom that you potentially have to cut with a razor blade) and used butt connectors, 12 ga wire and some female connectors that fit right up to the coolant temp. sensor. I have no problems! It worked great for me so I went ahead and replaced all my old wires around my thermo. housing to prevent future problems!<br /><br />Maybe you can make it to that shootout?<br /><br />-Terren||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||04-23-2003||03:17 PM||||I did the same thing that gvr4in' did.  My wires to that sensor got very brittle and broke, so I crimped on some fresh wires and female spade connectors.  Just keep track of which wire went where, and it's an easy fix.  <br /><br />If I could buy a brand new non crusty wiring harness for the engine (for a reasonable amount), I would be ALL OVER that.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||04-28-2003||12:04 AM||||Guess what?  That isn't just a gvr4 problem.  My gvr4 (1244/2000) and both my 90 gsx's had it happen.  No idea why, but I think the insulation on those wires is different than the rest.  Otherwise, the O2 sensor wires would be crapping like that from the heat much sooner.  I did the same, butt connectors splicing in wire with two female skinny ass speaker wire ends.  I don't think it matters much which wire goes on what terminal either.  I was worried there was some kind of resistor or bimetallic switch in there, so I pulled it apart.  Just a switch.  Cut it back, put some heat shrink tubing on, then solder it together, get the hair dryer, shrink it and you're done.  I even used a dental tool to use the original connectors on one of them, though I found the cheap ass wires from my jensen speakers with the itty bitty connectors were perfect fits.  Volvo 244's had the same problem, only theirs was with the ALTERNATOR plug, which presented all kinds of problems..including FIRE.  Fords had it happen on the distributor connectors and the harness for the voltage regulators (electronic).  Older aircraft also have this insulation disintegration problem (boeing 707 and 747 models, maybe more)  Seems that the insulation doesn't like ozone, which seems to be created anywhere there is constant electrical power being applied.  Most automotive connections are intermittent or short lived.  Wiper motors, radios, turn signals, headlights, etc, usually don't get affected wiring wise.  Something to be said for oxygen free copper wire.  <br />Better your car shorting out at speed versus the aircraft you are flying in...<br />dave||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002160.cgi
A||||20||tplesko||Weight reduction numbers...||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||04-23-2003||11:06 AM||||Hey everyone,<br /><br />Here is a list of some things I've removed from the car to lighten it.  My goal is 3000 lbs with me in it. Some are easy to do only at the track. Others are more permanant.  Total I've saved about 180 lbs with quite a bit more still left to remove.  I will weigh the car when I get to the track next. Feel free to make comments or suggestions and remember the numbers were measure on a bathroom scale so they are +/- a little bit.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com" target="_blank">www.shiftedthinking.com</a> -> Pivvay -> Weightloss<br />or directly at<br /><a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/weightloss.html" target="_blank">http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/weightloss.html</a>||128.138.253.169||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-23-2003||11:23 AM||||I pulled the ABS block out the other night and it weighed 12-14lbs.<br /><br />FYI||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-23-2003||11:27 AM||||these evo recaros i bought are REALLY light.  i bet less than half the regular seat.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||04-23-2003||11:31 AM||||ah yes i forgot about ABS.  I will add that to the to do list.<br /><br />Ken- The sparco evo's weigh 14 lbs each...you said the recaro evo's are lighter but don't work with 5 point harnesses right?  BTW the Sparco evo's are very comfortable for my (31" waist)||128.138.253.169||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||1101||04-23-2003||12:04 PM||||If you switch to the 89 glove box, drivers side kick panel, and console you will lose about 5-10 more pounds.<br /><br />You can get a few pounds with an aftermarket steering wheel. The stock steering wheel frame is heavy gauge steel. Many new wheels have aluminum frames. The Altezza wheel I got is about 1/2 the weight.<br /> <a href="http://home.attbi.com/~karns10/pictures/Altezza1.jpg" target="_blank">http://home.attbi.com/~karns10/pictures/Altezza1.jpg</a><br />  <br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||04-23-2003||12:44 PM||||you say you want to get rid of the bumpers for the track only, just take them off and hack away most of the metal support and put the bumper back on. i couldnt beleive how much those things weighed.||65.227.204.160||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||04-23-2003||11:58 PM||||or...you can try to replace as steel or other metal parts with aluminum.aluminum muffler.i know a kid around here that has a 4dr neon (pos),tries to make it quick but i dont think its going too far,he removed his rear doors and got them replaced with fiberglass or some shit and i bet he took a good amount of weight off doing that.you can also get plexi glass windows,that will reduce alot of weight.good luck<br /><br />robby||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||teet||04-24-2003||12:28 PM||||take the mirrors off and feel them.  then feel a viatoni mirror...<br /><br />if you have no rear seat...no need for the rear door beams...this obviously is a permanent safety-loss modification.<br /><br />when pulling the AC, pull compressor, heat exchanger in the front...AND the one under the dash.  Take the plastic part off and you can easily removed the heavy aluminum/brass heat exchanger.<br /><br />I can make composite hoods and trunk lids, but don't like to do it...I have the molds.  I really don't want to figure out how to ship them.<br /><br />4 bolts don't weigh much more.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||04-24-2003||06:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by teet:<br /><strong> <br />I can make composite hoods and trunk lids, but don't like to do it...I have the molds.  I really don't want to figure out how to ship them.<br />john </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well why didnt you say this a long time ago? lets get it going im interested.||65.227.204.211||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||number3||04-24-2003||06:58 PM||||He has.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||Pappy||04-24-2003||08:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> He has. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, he has.<br /><br />I thought about it, but I wouldn't want to ask him to since I'm sure it's a pain.||24.218.198.28||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000011||kartorium31||04-24-2003||09:16 PM||||I didn't see any hood or trunk stuff but the cage in the galant in his garage is freakin beef.  It looks like it could roll 50 times and be ok.  Any way, seems like he is very thorough, his hood is probly just as hardcore.  Good guy to deal with.||12.144.137.61||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000012||teet||04-25-2003||01:49 PM||||There was a smashed hood(stupid trees) that is OK quality and a damaged trunk lid that was there that is ok quality.<br /><br />I still don't have it down...it is not super easy to make really nice BIG parts.  I really don't want to get into the buisness for sure...but if someone wants one for racing applications...ie if it isn't perfectly straight...and not perfect edges...etc...  I can make them.<br /><br />I also have been thinking about taking the molds down to a local mfg and asking how much they would charge to pop out a few from the molds.  <br /><br />the hood molds have vents.  Big vents.  I laid them out for my rally car...not copied from anything.  it is custom.<br /><br />the trunk lids are stock, but have the little rubber black molding part "filled out."  I didn't want to mess with it.  On a black car, you can't tell.  On a white car...a piece of electrical tape strung across it would make it look good.  Remember...race car...not show car stuff here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000013||Mr. Thorsen||04-28-2003||03:05 AM||||Nice of you to write it all down and compile the net change.  Most people just start tearing everything out, go to town, and then end up with a big pile of junk.  By that time, they say screw it and just write, "I pulled a bunch of junk out."   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.8.234.113||reg||1||Mr. Thorsen||00001349||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||04-28-2003||08:28 PM||||Thanks Mr. Thorsen ,<br /><br />That was the idea behind the page.  I'm going to rip a lot more out but it's nice to know what benefit you get for each additional step along the way.  I'm going to weigh the whole car soon and pull the bumpers as well.  We'll see if the new exhaust is lighter too.||128.138.240.91||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||305VR4||04-29-2003||07:59 PM||||I scraped the asphalt sound-detaning shit out from under my rear seat and on the wheel wells. I also removed a little bit from my trunk.  I used (don't remember name of tool) one of those tools you use to remove a section of wood from a doorway to fit in a door hinge.  Or you could use a wide flathead screwdriver.    Total weight savings: 7.5 lbs.  Not bad for a 1 hour diet!||12.211.202.100||reg||3||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000016||number3||04-29-2003||08:08 PM||||"Wood Chisel"||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||WhiteOut||05-01-2003||11:49 PM||||Teet:  How much would you charge for 1 hood for a racing application, and would you mind posting up a pic or 2?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     I need to loose weight, if you guys know where to find a carbon fiber hood, or who can make one, that would be great!  Thanks in advance for any and all info!||12.237.251.49||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000018||uno||05-02-2003||11:26 AM||||Be patient Matt and see what comes from the guy in Denver who's working on a CF mold with the vents. Hopefully he's more accurate and honest than the kid from Cal. that made the last one though.<br />Micah.||216.187.161.194||reg||1||uno||00000228||yes
Z||000019||teet||05-02-2003||11:30 AM||||the fiberglass ones I have been thinking would be 450 plus shipping.<br /><br />I could make a carbon fiber one...theoretically...but it would be more like 850.  true 100% carbon, vacumm bagged with epoxy resin.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.oregonrally.com/gallery/?display=2001%20Wild%20West%2F264_morning_prep.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.oregonrally.com/gallery/?display=2001%20Wild%20West%2F264_morning_prep.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.oregonrally.com/gallery/?display=2001%20Wild%20West%2F264_parc_expose.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.oregonrally.com/gallery/?display=2001%20Wild%20West%2F264_parc_expose.jpg</a><br /><br />That hood is the same design...but out of a different mold...I made one mold...and one hood and it sucked.  I made another mold...and another hood and it sucked.  I made ANOTHER mold...and another hood, had an issue with the layup.  I will be making a carbon hood in a month or so for the new car.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000020||WhiteOut||05-02-2003||12:27 PM||||Where can i find more info on this carbon fiber hood?  Any kind of ETA? Thanks again!||135.214.42.162||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes



ubb/Forum2/002161.cgi
A||||18||InStG8tR||Intercooler question ||||5||||InStG8tR||00001237
Z||000000||InStG8tR||04-23-2003||02:29 PM||rgrelinger@cox.net||This is a question directed at anybody who's done a custom sized intercooler on their Galant.  I just wanted to know if anyone has had one sized up that didn't require cutting or downsizing the radiator. I was thinking that if I got one that is twice or three times as long as stock, but has the inlet and outlet straight out the sides like stock, you could get away with not cutting anything?  <br /><br />I've mainly read in posts about how to modify and cut, but I really don't want to do that.<br /><br />My car run 13.50's with all the stock I/C piping, stock 14b (17lbs of boost), and the stock I/C so I figured that a good sized I/C sure couldn't hurt. <br /><br />Thanks!!||68.102.62.161||reg||5||InStG8tR||00001237||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||04-23-2003||04:13 PM||||there are a lot of intercoolers and methods of installation that don`t require cutting the rad.l think most of the cutting needed to do a good sized front mount is done on the bumper and sheet metal,not the rad.lf you don`t want to cut ANYTHING then you will have to get creative though.Measure the area that the stock unit occupies and go from there.l think the stock unit is limited by more then it`s small size-it`s just plain restictive and inefficient,airflow is another concern also.Most people just get cutting though..||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-23-2003||04:16 PM||||Buy the AMS setup.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||04-23-2003||04:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Buy the AMS setup. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ANyone actually seen that setup in the flesh?  The core is too small for my taste, but just wondering how they did their routing...  Perhaps under the supports?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||04-23-2003||07:51 PM||||I looked at that setup on a friend's car, but not in too much detail.  It uses totally stock routing, even the UIC.  The core is not too small, but it's not huge either.  The way it hangs under the bumper is not so bad as people make it sound.  It might hang below an inch or so.  I liked it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||GVR4458||04-23-2003||10:21 PM||||I've got one of the AMS intercooler kits.  There's a thread about the kit (search AMDX front mount and my member number).  More important than the specifics about that kit are the additional comments about general gains from IC and piping.  The picture link doesn't work anymore unfortunately.<br />If you want easy and no cutting, this is the way to go.  If you want low cost or big, you'll have to check other options as well.  The upgrade is definitely worth the cost (no matter which way you go).<br /><br />EH||68.73.83.124||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||04-27-2003||11:52 PM||||Try an intercooler from a 98-02 volvo.  I had a deal on the saab viggen fmic which was 30 inches center to center on the outlets, but it was 2 inches too small.  For 150 bucks brand new, it is still a steal, considering that is what folks are getting for a decent conquest fmic nowdays.  but the volvo fmic is 32" and clears, and sits nicely in the airflow in the gap below between the lower lip of the front spoiler and the bumper.  This thing is 700 new from the dealer versus 150 for the saab, but you can find them in the junkyards reasonable if you look hard enough.  Email me and I will send ya a pic of both of them<br />dave||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||modified toys||06-18-2003||11:19 AM||||hey<br />can i use the fmic from a 760gle turbo intercooler? it measures around 23 x 17.5 x 2 1/4<br />or the 18x16x1.5???||12.22.48.133||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000008||modified toys||06-18-2003||02:11 PM||||anybody using volvo intercoolers?||12.22.48.133||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000009||modified toys||06-18-2003||04:35 PM||||bump?||12.22.48.133||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000010||number3||06-18-2003||05:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Buy the AMS setup. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ANyone actually seen that setup in the flesh?  The core is too small for my taste, but just wondering how they did their routing...  Perhaps under the supports? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The greatest gain from a newer/better FMIC and hard pipes system is that you gain back the PSI and response that the OEM unit wastes. The stock pipe flexes and cracks so much, making it very poor for consistent and hassle free power making..<br /><br />Whether the core on the AMS is too small or not (I am not arguing either way, but I think it fine) it fixes the big problems of the stocker system and allows you to make real power! Anyone&#8217;s hard pipes and better flowing IC will accomplish this goal but only AMS has done it with out cutting anything.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||06-18-2003||06:28 PM||||nate of dsmotorsport is doing a kit now.<br />we just finished putting it on his galant last night. it requires no cutting of anything but the little flap of metal than for some reason hangs under the side marker light on the pass side. you cannot see this part at all with the bumper on.<br />he speced out a custom spearco intercooler, that fits flawlessly with the AC, no bending or anything. and the kit is going to come with aluminum mandral pipes and silicone hoses and a custom 2.5" throttle body elbow.<br />you should email him sales@dsmotorsport and ask him about the kit.<br />you could buy the intercooler from him and do your own pipes too.||138.89.76.150||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||DSMotorsport||06-19-2003||11:25 PM||||Yeah...DSMotorsport GVR4 kit will be available very very shortly...more or less..im waiting for my home computer (that has the files and software that i update the website with) to get fix'd and buy a new dig camera (ran the old one over with my sRT-4 at the track  arg)<br /><br />it uses the 120 core (24 wide,7" tall, 3.5 thick) same core as the "street" setup for 1g.<br />endtanks are custom for GVR4, as are mounting.<br /><br />bolts on with no cutting, ac, ps, and metal bumper, foglights stay put. true bolt up.  core sits abore the front frame rail so 100@ of the core can have air flowing through it...none of the rear of the IC sits against solid frame metal.<br /><br />the pipes I made for my own car should work on any gvr4.  turbo to Ic pipe is 2", ic to TB is 2.5"  pipes are 6061 AL mandrel bent. Follow stock routing (no altering radiator, battery, ac lines. you will have to use a dejon intake pipe (or similar) and do something with the battery. (trunk best)<br /><br />kit is not cheap.  it's 100% quality..no comprimise (other than the "mid size" core vs something huge).  Core is going to be $700 alone.<br />Pipe set in 6061 AL is going to be ~$425 with silicone and SS Tbolts.<br /><br />also need 2 new fans @ $90-$100 each to make it work.<br /><br />willhave pics and final pricing up as soon as I have working Home PC and new dig camera.<br /><br />also don't expect to sell many of them, so they are special order at this point.||208.17.75.67||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000013||Akidosigh1||06-21-2003||03:50 AM||||Could you make 2.5" pipes for the DSMotorsport intercooler kit by request? i think it would help the people trying to run a blow threw configuration out. are there silicon hoses available that go from 2" to 3" to fit the GM MAF?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000014||scooter||06-21-2003||03:59 AM||||the ic to tb pipe is 2.5, so i think it would be straight.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000015||gtluke||06-21-2003||12:51 PM||||The upper pipe is 2.5" so shoudn't be a problem to just use two 2.5 to 3" couplings.  There is a long strait section from the shifter cables up to the TB that would be ideal.||66.82.9.28||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000016||hecdws||06-21-2003||07:20 PM||||i was looking at a turbocharged civic si(2000) and the intercooler looked like it would fit perfect in a vr4. it comes with some pipe that will have to be modified to match the vr4 and uses 2.25" pipe so stock routing should be really easy. definetely an improvement over stock.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000017||hecdws||06-21-2003||07:22 PM||||sorry forgot to mention it was a greddy front mount.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000018||229of1000||08-23-2003||12:16 PM||||Any update on the DSMotorsport FMIC kit?  I tried emailing but no response.  It's been two months since this post about it and I haven't heard a word.  Luke or Nate?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002162.cgi
A||||3||gvr4in||CAS position||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||04-23-2003||04:02 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ok so I understand that the position of the cas relates to base timing, and check vfaq's before I ask questions. But is it necessary to use a timing light to adjust the CAS ? Or should I just move it to a certain position?||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-23-2003||04:17 PM||||NO! NO!  TIMING LITE.  you MUST use a timing lite.  you can "earball" it to start, turn it slowly till you get the highest SMOOTH rpm, then back it off so the rpm drops off a bit, then check it with the lite.  you need to ground out 2 places, one inside, one outside the car, and adjust the base idle while you are there.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||04-23-2003||04:46 PM||||Yea I wasn't planning on doing anything bad, hehe. Time to pull out the timing light!||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||04-23-2003||07:12 PM||||To set the base timing, you have to ground a wire which is on the firewall in a plastic connector. I dont know where yours will be specifically, but mine was almost in the center, slightly on the drivers side. Grounding this, as I understand, stops the computer from adjusting timing. I read that in one of the vFAQs, I think.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002163.cgi
A||N||2||dsmsleeper||How Many Bolts (Fuel Pump)||||5||||dsmsleeper||00000483
Z||000000||dsmsleeper||04-23-2003||04:12 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||Over the weekend, I swapped out my fuel pump and broke one of the studs    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />     (that holds the fuel pump assembly to the tank).  I used a new gasket.  Is it an issue?<br /><br />Thanks!||63.146.62.141||reg||5||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||04-23-2003||05:44 PM||||I would leave the top cover plates off so you can see the pump cover if you pop the trunk and take it for a spin around the block.  If no leaks drive it harder and see if it leaks.  With a new gasket you shouldnt have a leak. But I have been wrong before.||65.42.49.167||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-23-2003||06:05 PM||||when you do this, make sure you have a full tank of gas.  to be sure, it should be really full.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002164.cgi
A||||2||1667 VR4||Sparco Sprint...rails?||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||04-23-2003||05:58 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Im getting a Sparco Sprint drivers seat for a good price...where can i get a set of rails that would work for my car? Would I have to get some custom made or what? I dont want to have to pay a whole lot. <br /><br />--john||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||04-23-2003||06:13 PM||||Do a search for Recaro seat brackets... this has been covered. You will have to fabricate something...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Pappy||04-23-2003||06:56 PM||||Pivvay, if you read this, are you selling aluminum seat rails for sparcos?||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes



ubb/Forum2/002165.cgi
A||||12||Vr4in'||alternator||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-23-2003||08:09 PM||nohad43@aol.com||if the battery keeps dying and its not the alternator,what is the problem?plus i have a new battery.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||04-23-2003||08:17 PM||||Take your battery to it's place of purchase and have them test it. Places like Schucks/Checker/Kragen will test your battery, starter, and alternator for free. Could be your new battery is shot. <br />Or maybe something is drawing power?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-23-2003||08:37 PM||||that is my 2nd battery,i doubt it is the battery.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||04-23-2003||11:06 PM||||Do you have your battery in the stock location or did you move it to the trunk?||65.42.49.167||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||04-23-2003||11:16 PM||||i moved my battery to the trunk yesterday.i think it got a little worse then it was.actually it wasnt that bad when i had it up front.but i dont see how that is a problem.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||04-23-2003||11:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> i moved my battery to the trunk yesterday.i think it got a little worse then it was.actually it wasnt that bad when i had it up front.but i dont see how that is a problem. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If its worse now with the batt. in the trunk, make sure it has a good ground..||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||VR4coop||04-23-2003||11:24 PM||||check your 4 fuses in the front where your old positive termial used to hook up. had the same problem today and that is what it was.||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-23-2003||11:37 PM||||ill check them tomm morning,how can you tell if they are blown?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||04-27-2003||11:39 PM||||Tell us all this, does it just die if you let it sit for a few days, but if you drive it every day it stays charged?  (or every few hours?) If it bleeds down overnite, your alternator can be putting out current just fine.  Problem is, there are these nasty little electrical faucets called one way diodes.  Three of them to be exact, that convert the current from AC (Alternator comes from ALTERNATING current) to DC.  Only the old fashioned GENERATORS put out DC power.  Alternators convert ac power to dc by means of a rectifier and these three diodes.  AC current is very different from DC.  AC kinda works like a paddle ball paddle.  The energy flows back and forth thru the wire.  DC, or direct current, flows like water thru a hose.  (very oversimplified)  And for all the electrical geeks out there, I am still waiting for proof on which way dc flows, from positive to negative or is it negative to positive?  Diodes are essentially one way electrical valves, kinda like an anti-drainback valve for sprinkler systems in theory.  It cuts the returning power from ac out of the line, only letting power exit the source.  If one of those diodes is bad, power will flow from the battery thru the alternator with the key off. Depending on what circuits can get to ground, it can take from a few hours to several days to kill the battery.  A clamp on inductive ammeter put around the batt terminal wire on the back of the alternator will show current flow if a diode is bad.  (remember that your alternator has battery power to it all the time, key on or off) but it will still charge fine.  You take your alternator into pep boys or oreillys or whereever you choose, and 9 out of 10 they only test the charging circuit, which will show the alternator as good.  If they have a good tester, it will have a diode checker on it.  Chances are, nobody will know it is there or how to use it though.  (I had to teach my local parts store guys how to use THEIR machine...)<br />Plus, basic electrical maintnenace.  Check and sand all grounding points, check where the wire enters the battery terminals for corrosion, corrosion on the terminals that bolt to the battery terminals, bright lead on the battery and terminals, etc.  We all assume that you have a basic understanding on how DC current works, and a general knowledge of automotive electrical systems.  If this was too basic, you wouldn't be asking the question.  And it might have gotten worse depending on the cable gauge you used when you stuck the battery in the trunk.  You should be using at least double ot welders cable.  Fine stranded, like jumper wire, but about as big around as your thumb for the WIRE ITSELF, not the wire and insulation.  (like those thick ass jumper cables that, when you strip the insulation off, is about as big around as an extension cord conductor wise).  If you don't know why, find an electrical manual and learn about resistance and VOLTAGE DROP before you ask the obvious question.  You should have run a ground wire straight from the motor back to the battery, as well as a positive wire, in 00 gauge wire or bigger.  Remember if you grounded it in the trunk, that your electricity is going thru every stupid spot rivet in your body to get there.  I saw, believe it or not, rear auto tranny bearings in GM rear wheel drive cars getting eaten away due to arcing because of a bad ground.  The ground was going to the body thru the drivetrain, arcing where the driveshaft met the bearing in the tail housing of a turbo 350 or 400 tranny, going back up thru the springs holding up the rear end, and back to the battery through the frame.  Talk about a tough time tracking down the cause of those bearing failures....<br />dave||12.83.144.23||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||04-28-2003||03:55 AM||||it was the starter.i could start the car 2 or 3 times after another but after that,i saw that the starter would get weak and tur the motor slowly as if the battery was dying.but hey,i got an extra good battery  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  .||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||04-29-2003||11:19 PM||||If it is the starter, let me know how you got the damned thing out without jacking the motor.  I spent 3 days changing my last one out in my 90 gsx.  Now, when I pull a head, I change the damned starter out of spite while I am there.  Get to the bolts just fine, but getting it out of there is a real pain...  Luckily #1244 hasn't had a problem yet.<br />dave||12.83.146.82||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||04-30-2003||01:30 AM||||Maybe '90's are somehow different?  It wasn't exactly easy, but I pulled mine just fine when I did my clutch...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||DongeR615||04-30-2003||02:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong>I am still waiting for proof on which way dc flows, from positive to negative or is it negative to positive?dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">negative to positive on cars<br />   <a href="http://www.electronicstheory.com/html/e101-39.htm" target="_blank">http://www.electronicstheory.com/html/e101-39.htm</a><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> check your 4 fuses in the front where your old positive termial used to hook up. had the same problem today and that is what it was. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uhh what was?||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/002166.cgi
A||||4||jonvr4||Double syncros||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||04-23-2003||08:44 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||how much does it cost to put double syncros on 1st 2nd and 3rd gear?||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Dr. On Point GVR4||04-23-2003||10:14 PM||||parts go for about 400. U can't double syncro first....Costs rom 200+ to put it together...<br /><br />Here is a list of the parts and the dealer numbers....<br /><br /><br />MD739795	1992 3-4 Rail<br />MD742728	1992 3rd Gear<br />MD742729	1992 4th Gear<br />MD742777	3-4 Synchro Keys<br />MD747646	1992 3-4 Hub/Sleeve/Synchro Kit<br />MD741558	1992 3-4 Fork<br />MD723439	1998 1-2 Fork<br />MD726235	Taper Bearing, Input Shaft Endcap Side<br />MD737652	Needle Bearing, Interm Shaft<br />MD745477	1998 1st Synchro<br />MD746435	1998 2nd Dual Synchros<br />MD748577	1998 2nd Gear<br />MD749414	1998 1-2 Hub/Sleeve<br />MD736638	1992 Taper Bearing, Interm Shaft Endcap Side<br />MD726326	1992 Taper Bearing, Interm Shaft Clutch side<br />MD738053	2G Trans Filter<br />MD742051	1992 Reverse Brake Synchro<br />MD732314	1992 Taper Bearing, Input Shaft Clutch Side<br />MD742775	1998 1-2 Synchro Keys<br />MD742445	1998 1-2 Synchro Springs<br />MD742441	1992 3-4 Synchro Springs<br />MD701722	Roll Pins||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Dr. On Point GVR4||00001288||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||04-23-2003||11:45 PM||||So the total cost of all those parts is $400 ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||04-24-2003||12:10 AM||||<a href="http://www.teamrip.com" target="_blank">TRE</a> can double synchro the first gear, but I imagine there is some custom machining going on there.<br /><br />I'm not sure if Jon will, or if it is worth the time/$ to have them do just synchros.  They're pretty much geared (haha) towards rebuilding an entire transmission into "race quality".||68.75.185.62||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||04-30-2003||08:45 PM||||I noticed that there is no part number listed for a 1st. gear ? Was that done purposely or does that not apply ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002167.cgi
A||||22||crucible||Pondering IC setups||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||04-23-2003||09:09 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Does every one need a huge cooler?I would think that moving the stock to the front would help.Maybe a slight larger IC in front would  work without cutting or extensive hose mods.Just thinking about drivers that aren't interested in track times.||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||04-23-2003||09:34 PM||||I'll let someone that has more experience in this answer you for sure, but from my research the majority of gains come from the piping, which is the complex part of the IC upgrade.  The stock cooler, while small, is vastly improved with bigger pipes.  And it is already right in the front, so I don't know where you'd be moving it to.<br /><br /><br />Any "slightly" larger IC is going to require some sort of fabrication to install. A starion IC is not *that* big, and they take a decent bit of work.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-24-2003||06:02 AM||||The stock one is already in front.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||number3||04-24-2003||07:32 AM||||It is about flow in the system as well as out. <br /><br />The OEM unit and pipes are not the best at their job. (flow and cooling) When replaced, your car will pick up performance with everything else being equal. <br /><br />It is estimated you will gain 2-3 pounds of boost just by replacing the system. You don't need a "HUGE" IC you just need a better flowing one.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||04-24-2003||11:39 AM||||you should do a quick search on this board on this topic. there is a plathora of info here.  and a lot of will answer some of your future questions to.  <br /><br />actually i like this topic a lot, so it never bothers me when it comes up again. <br /><br />another thing i guess you can think of is a way to cool down the charge of air that you are getting with a system you decide on.  co2 can be sprayed on it (people use nitrous too, but i think its sort of a waste, especially if you are not running nitrous), or water/alcohol(i'm thinking its something elso, but i want to say alcohol) can be sprayed into the pipes. <br /><br />i still think you should change the ic out for something else.  a starion would be perfect for you in my oppinion. you'll still have to do some cutting. if that was what you were avoiding. <br /><br />but perhaps i've said too much.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||04-24-2003||01:16 PM||||I would love to hear some feed back on the car pictured on the Mofugas website.  He has a very thick high flow IC mounted next to the radiator, which is a custom unit (shorter side to side and thicker to allow room for the IC).  The pipe from the turbo to the IC (lower) is about 2' long, and the upper to the TB is only about 2'.  It is the shortest IC piping setup I've ever seen.  About half of the system is IC.  Spool up must be incredible, and the turbo must not have to work hard at all.  I'll see if I can find a pic.||65.165.18.210||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||04-24-2003||01:18 PM||||Huge pic!<br />  **Edit that's just too damn big***<br /><br />           <a href="http://www.mofugas.com/images/rr07a.jpg" target="_blank">Click here.</a>||65.165.18.210||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||04-24-2003||01:20 PM||||If he made some sort of heatsheild that even enclosed some of the compressor side of the turbo, I imagine it would be even better.||65.165.18.210||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||joec||04-24-2003||01:49 PM||||This is a lot like some of the stock intercooled turbo dodge systems.  They had a radiator and I/C side by side.  I've always wondered if they'd be the right size to fit on a GVR4.<br /><br />Here's one on ebay, with the radiator and I/C, but the picture's not that great:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412097485&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412097485&category=33742</a><br /><br />This one is just the I/C<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412610692&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412610692&category=33742</a>||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000009||number3||04-25-2003||08:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> I would love to hear some feed back on the car pictured on the Mofugas website.  He has a very thick high flow IC mounted next to the radiator, which is a custom unit (shorter side to side and thicker to allow room for the IC).  The pipe from the turbo to the IC (lower) is about 2' long, and the upper to the TB is only about 2'.  It is the shortest IC piping setup I've ever seen.  About half of the system is IC.  Spool up must be incredible, and the turbo must not have to work hard at all.  I'll see if I can find a pic. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it was a great idea. For a race car that would be the way I would go!<br /><br />You can also see a SSSS in that shot.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||bob in chicago||04-25-2003||09:01 AM||||When I visited Mofugas, I studied Rob's car for ideas. That IC/radiator set-up was on a car he was building, not for daily driving, but for road racing. <br /><br />The set-up assumes that 99% of the time will be at 50mph or higher where cooling air is always strong. Unfortunately, he never had a chance to finish it, thanks to SCCA having banned modified AWD/turbo cars from their club racing.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||04-25-2003||09:26 AM||||That is one of the only Galant IC setups I've seen that I thought was truly awesome.<br /><br />So having the radiator that much smaller, even though it is a better, aluminum radiator, would probably be impractical on a daily driven car, right?  I think that setup is really awesome, but I figured the cooling might not be adequate for city driving.<br /><br />What about a thicker radiator or something?  Better fans?  Is there any way for it to work?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||Oztek||04-25-2003||11:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> That is one of the only Galant IC setups I've seen that I thought was truly awesome.<br /><br />So having the radiator that much smaller, even though it is a better, aluminum radiator, would probably be impractical on a daily driven car, right?  I think that setup is really awesome, but I figured the cooling might not be adequate for city driving.<br /><br />What about a thicker radiator or something?  Better fans?  Is there any way for it to work? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">As has been said, Rob was making this as a RACE CAR.  If you take a look at the picture there is absolutely NOTHING left under the hood.  No wiring harness, not power steering, no AC, no nothing.<br /><br />On a street car this would be a poor setup.  You would get poor cooling driving around town because of where the intercooler is located.  There are better solutions.<br /><br />AMS has an intercooler setup that just bolts right in.  I'll have mine up for sale in about a month because I'm moving onward and upward.<br /><br />I think I've settled on the Indy Race Core 221 setup.  I'm going to have them build a radiator that will squeeze inbetween the intercooler so that I can run the end-tanks straight back into the engine compartment.<br /><br />Don't try to do what Rob was working on on a street car.  It won't work out too well.  We never even got a chance to run the car, so we don't know how well the setup actually would have worked in the field.  It was a lot of theory.||67.38.19.203||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||04-25-2003||03:57 PM||||I figured there was no way for that actually to work on a street car.<br /><br />Don't worry. I wasn't going to try it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||04-25-2003||10:01 PM||||You can still have a FMIC w/nearly identical piping, though.  Get the RRE top to bottom Griffin core w/the Spearco endtanks that's intended for the 1G DSM, ie the endtanks point the same way.  On the GVR4 FMIC setup from RRE, the endtanks point in opposite ways and the piping follows the stock routing.  Using the 1G FMIC will require you to make your own piping though, but that shouldn't be too hard.  This setup will most likely require a shortened radiator to fit the pipes by on the side.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||mofugas||05-08-2003||05:09 PM||||Sorry I didnt see this post sooner, I would have commented!<br /><br />Actually, the radiator in the picture is bigger than a stock radiator, (thicker) and it is actually a double pass.  I am pretty confident that it would work fine in a street car.  <br /><br />As for the intercooler, I feel with the right ducting you could get this to work in a street car as well.  After all, Dodge did it for years.<br /><br />Next year when I rebuild my motor in the current car, I will try this setup again.||63.174.44.56||reg||12||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000016||mixx2001||05-08-2003||05:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> He has a very thick high flow IC mounted next to the radiator, which is a custom unit (shorter side to side and thicker to allow room for the IC). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just as I thought.  I want to do it now.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />I just quoted myself............I feel dirty.||65.165.18.119||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000017||Duc Hunter||05-08-2003||05:38 PM||||Just remember bigger is not always better. The bigger the pipes/intercooler are the longer they take to pressurize. This time is called turbo lag.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I had a chance to talk to a Ralliart engineer from their Rallye team one time. He said you want good spoolup and throttle response for everything (street, road race, Rallye...) except drag racing. Therefore you want the smallest intercooler and pipes that will work. So when are they not working? When larger does not net you a gain in cooler temps or less boost loss across the intercooler. Basically if it is big enough to not restrict the flow of your turbo (boost loss is a great measure of this) and you are not able to heat soak it then it is big enough. On my car the RRE Spearco/Griffin is great. I had temp gauges on both sided of the FMIC and it never heat soaked, even with 22psi.||205.166.229.116||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000018||1420mark||07-04-2003||07:31 PM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br />[QB] Just remember bigger is not always better. The bigger the pipes/intercooler are the longer they take to pressurize. This time is called turbo lag.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    I had a chance to talk to a Ralliart engineer from their Rallye team one time. He said you want good spoolup and throttle response for everything (street, road race, Rallye...) except drag racing. Therefore you want the smallest intercooler and p<br /><br /><br />in this design the short direct path is intended  and does i beleive reduce air volume of pipe snaking here and there, it avoids turbo heat off manifold,provides opportunity to shield even more from eng . bay heat, is very compatable with gm mas translator, battery could stay ,  but what happens to a/c condenser in street machine||24.175.9.140||reg||1||mark kaufman||00001743||yes
Z||000019||turboflanagan||07-04-2003||08:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mark kaufman:<br /><strong> [what happens to a/c condenser in street machine </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Street machine or luxury cruiser?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.69.79.52||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000020||raceman77||07-06-2003||04:38 AM||||you know guys l`ve been listening to all the talk about cutting for a big cooler...well,you don`t have to.l`ve been building crazy machines for a while now,l measure a lot.A LOT..boostcoolers has a l think 24" /3" /6"....it will fit.right between the factory hoses.Yeah,you`ll tweak it,cut the plastic for flow,but IT WILL FIT.l don`t even think it hangs down either.1/2 $ and l`ll make you one to prove it can be done.Add a set of 2.0" hard pipes and my patented intake set up and you are there amigo.for less then,say,$700.00   TOTAL.check my history on Ebay  raceman77   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  2.0" pipes are pleny big when insulated with the shuttle stuff,and l route the intake up between the rad and headlight(much shorter)||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000021||howard_GVR4||07-06-2003||02:29 PM||||huh?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000022||curtis||07-06-2003||08:26 PM||||with a 16 g 2 inch is big enough but with a Garrett thats a different story I just replace my 2 inch stuff with 2 1/2 and the car feels and runs total different its like a changed turbos most people run out of fuel but mine was falling on its face at 4800 with the little pipes now it pulls all the way to red line. can't wait to get a set of cams.||65.142.59.169||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/002168.cgi
A||||6||GRV4726||trans leak||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||04-23-2003||09:26 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey guys. i just got back from a 5 day trip. and i before i left i was fixing the driver cv boots. replaced them. so thats done. but now there's another problem.  <br /><br />i have a leak from the transmision but it only started leaking when i had it no jack in the front.  i was wondering if anyone has had this before. i seached and didn't find what i was looking for. so anyone have any ideas? i will look at my car some more but i have to go out now, so when i get back i will check it some more. i just wanted to put this out as soon as possible <br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||04-23-2003||11:47 PM||||Can you see where its leaking from exactly ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-24-2003||12:06 AM||||Were you jacking it up by the transmission?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.75.185.62||reg||10||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||04-24-2003||01:29 AM||||actually i like to jack the car up by the down pipe. heh.<br /><br />  no i can't see exactly just yet but i will take a really good look this weekend cause i have a lot of school work from being out of town. i know its a little bit vague just to say "something's leaking... derr.." but i was just wondering if someone has had this happen to them. mainly so that i can find out what i'm dealing with here.  oh yeah and its not leaking from the frount (front of car) its leaking from the back. i think i saw some oil on the inner cv boot but it may have been something else.  <br /><br />once again i'm sorry about the lack of precision in my question.  <br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||Nate||04-24-2003||01:39 AM||||Make sure the passenger's side axle popped all the way back into the trans when you put it back in.  If it doesn't pop in, it will leak fluid.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||04-24-2003||11:21 AM||||hmm... but would that cause it to leak only when its jacked up at the front? because i didn't repair the passenger axle, someone else did. so did they do it incorrectly? if so i have a couple of phone calls to make...<br /><br />i think i should also get a punchin bag because i would be really angry! i haven't driven my car for a couple of weeks, and if thats because of someone's fuck up, well i wont be a happy camper.<br /><br />i want to drive her...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||joec||04-24-2003||11:56 AM||||Maybe they damaged the seal where the axle goes into the tranny?<br /><br />If it's only leaking when the front is jacked up, it might be because the leak is on the rear upper part of the tranny.  When jacked up in front, the fluid moves to the back and rises to a higher level and then leaks out from some point that normally is above the oil level...||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/002169.cgi
A||||5||Martin Chilcote||Used 14b turbo opinions requested...long||||1||||Martin #1064/2000||00000028
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||04-23-2003||09:47 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||I set up a deal to sell a member my 14b that I replaced last summer..... I had it stored in my garage , in a closed box. Last night after work I was doing a cleanup on it........ I've had both water line holes and both oil line holes plugged w/ a small rolled up piece of cotton cloth since I removed the turbo. Well, I thought I'd remove one oil plug, squirt squirt it full of oil, and let it seep out through the other plugged hole, spinning the wheel to really get it lubed up inside. Well I go inside for a while....... I go back out to the garage several hours later, about half of the oil chamber has seeped/drained out, and the wheel spins real slick. Pull the plug, rest of the oil comes out onto a rag, I turn over the turbo and WTF, oil is coming out of the exhaust housing where it would attach to the exhaust manifold. Obviously it leached through some seals. It never blew oil smoke on me. I don't know if the seals dried out somehow over the last 9 months, or if the turbo oil chamber is suppose to "hold full of oil", or what. I was thinking oil normally runs through the turbo but the chamber doesn't fill up. Did this turbo go bad sitting for 9 months?? Is it  shot ??? I'm posing this get opinions..    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.139.166.77||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000001||Martin Chilcote||04-24-2003||08:16 AM||||Another note....is it typical for a 78,000 mile turbo to have exhaust housing cracks ?||66.139.166.228||reg||14||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-24-2003||09:34 AM||||if it was leaking oil into the turbine, you would be able to tell from the deposits all over the wheel, and the color.  if it's a real light tan, it was ok.  and yup, cracks all over the place, although not considered normal for a turbo, unfortunatly, for our cars it is.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Martin Chilcote||04-24-2003||01:06 PM||||Ken,<br />The turbo is on the bench, I plugged the oil inlet hole, filled up the oil chamber in the center section w/ fresh out of the bottle oil, let it seep thru the plug and some seeped into the exhaust side, nothing went to the intake side. Does this mean the seals are bad and the turbo is shot?||12.110.136.92||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||04-24-2003||03:47 PM||||dunno on that one.  i dont think turbos have a shelf life, so if oil is actually leaking out the exh turbine side, it cant be healthy.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||04-27-2003||02:05 PM||||My guess is that the seals were coked up with carbon.  Sitting that long might have dried out the carbon, cracking it.  When you put the new oil into it, it literally ran thru the cracks.  When I bought my first dsm (white 90 GSX) i bought it out of a junkyard for 1100 bucks with a blown timing belt.  After putting on a brand new head, started it up, purred like a kitten until the head of the crank bolt broke off and went skittering across the shop floor...  Bad news.  I just touched the key when the lower gear and balancer came off..  So, one more head and a new bolt, and I find out that the turbo is locked up solid.  Being a stubborn soul, I pull the turbo, take off the inlet and exhaust housings, block the lower oil return passage, fill the oil hole up with liquid wrench, and take a half inch air impact to it.  The wheels break loose.  Whoohoo.  So I flush the L/W out of the hole, and it is black as asphalt.  Hmm...not knowing a damned thing about turbos, I decide to flush it some more.  So then we move up to the 3/8 inch air ratchet.  Again, black as tar.  Flush again.. This time hit it with the die grinder... tar again.  After about 2 hours of this the L/W comes out clean.  Put it back on the car, promptly find out the tranny is junk, but it drives.  Only problem is, under boost, it blows oil like crazy, like a mosquito fogger.  No boost, no smoke.  So I take the turbo back off and tear it down, only to find that the exhaust side seal literally isn't there anymore.  What IS there is a ton of carbon from oil coking due to the previous idiot owner not idling it down before shutdown.  Realistically, for the price of the rebuild kit you can find a good 14b here or on ebay.  Newly rebuilt turbos shelf life is pretty much infinite as long as it is stored properly.  Let any corrosion hit that shaft and it will be toast the first time it spins.  Just my .02 cents worth<br />dave||12.83.159.220||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002170.cgi
A||||12||spoulson||Idle doesn't settle or keeps rising||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||04-23-2003||09:55 PM||spoulson@rcn.com||I broke out and started working on the car again.  I fixed the broken connectors to one of the sensors on the thermostat housing (bottom one, two-prong deal) with two spade connectors.<br /><br />Now to do the coolant flush/fill.  As I was running the car to clean the system w/ flush, I noticed my idle kept increasing from 2k and up.  Once it got past 3k, I shut it down.  I try again, same thing.<br /><br />Now I'm running on a Talon ECU.  I just got my 'keydiver special' repaired ECU back today, and put that in.  Now it idles steady at about 2k, give or take a hundred, even when engine came up to full temp.<br /><br />This sounds like my wiring job isn't doing its job.  However, why would the car keep raising the idle on the Talon ECU?  That can't be ECT failure alone, could it?<br /><br />The only other thing I changed was I took off the block-off plate and installed an EGR, but the hoses are not connected.  They were, but in the troubleshooting process, I removed them and capped the lines.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-24-2003||01:01 AM||||Wouldn't you need to reset your BISS and idle after changing the EGR like that?||68.75.185.62||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||04-24-2003||07:46 AM||||You do?  But the EGR is normally closed, such as when it's disconnected, right?<br /><br />Wouldn't the car want to stall if the EGR were opening at idle?||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||04-24-2003||11:39 AM||||Have you logged the car to see if the coolant sensor is working? The idle maps are based on coolant temperature.||67.35.4.47||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||number3||04-24-2003||01:25 PM||||psi test?||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||04-24-2003||03:23 PM||||I can't really log because my laptop's display is busted and my dog chewed up my palm.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />However, the temp gauge does register correctly.<br /><br />I haven't considered an intake leak because we're talking about the stock rubber hoses, which aren't too complicated.  I'll give them another look-see.<br /><br />It just seems strange to me that the Talon ECU slowly rises in rpm, and the Galant ECU is steady betweek 2k-2.5k.  After another look last night, it appears that it idles cold at 2.5k and settles down to 2k when it's warm.<br /><br />I'm really not comfortable playing with the BISS because that could be a bandaid.  I'll remove the EGR and replace the blockoff to see if that really did it.  If so, I'll tinker with the BISS.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||04-24-2003||03:43 PM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by spoulson:<br />[QB] I can't really log because my laptop's display is busted and my dog chewed up my palm.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Plug the dog into the diagnostic port and count the barks/yelps  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Sorry Shawn, it's not really funny, but damn that's bad luck and a mischievious dog!  <br /><br />I'm just wondering if with the previous Talon ECU in there and don't know what the history was before you got the car, has the idle ever been set correctly with a good ecu in the car?||65.101.166.67||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||number3||04-24-2003||04:04 PM||||I bet your IC system has a boost leak and I'll bet your TB seals are shot.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||04-24-2003||04:28 PM||||This is just like how my car sat for a month on jackstands while I put on new brakes, tires, and stereo.  Then it would only run on 3 cylinders.  I sent the ECU out to keydiver and he repaired all the damage.<br /><br />Meshwork lent me a talon ecu that I was driving on for a couple weeks before I started this work.  The Talon ecu worked with only a slight idle surge, but not as bad as the Galant ECU was before it ran in 3cyl mode.  I didn't have to set idle at any time.<br /><br />The only work I did on/around the TB was with the vacuum lines.  If this is the second time the car breaks when it sits for a few weeks, then I'll be damned.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||04-24-2003||10:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> However, the temp gauge does register correctly.<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This doesn't have ANYTHING to do with the gauge. The engine has 2 coolant sensors, one for the gauge and one for the ECU. The one you broke is the one for the ECU, I'd bet. Can you borrow a Palm or Notebook from some one? Or, try to check to voltage on the 2 wires. The one should be ground, but the other one should vary with temperature of the engine. I think when the connection is open the ECU thinks the engine is cold, REAL cold.||68.158.173.21||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||04-24-2003||10:09 PM||||I got a line on a $50 replacement for the dog toy edition Palm.  Yeah, she's a intermittently mischievous dog, but she's so <a href="http://users.rcn.com/spoulson/pictures/DSCF0561.JPG" target="_blank">cute</a> (for a 120lb puppy).<br /><br />I'll report back what I find.  Hopefully it is just a poor connection there.  I just think it might not be that since the idle DOES settle down about 500rpm as the engine warms up, in line with the temp gauge.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||04-25-2003||08:51 AM||||You should still test your car for leaks in the air piping.  Everyone should.  Even if you haven't noticed a problem, go do it.  I would almost guarantee that you'll find leaks, even if you thought everything was peachy keen.  And I agree with Harry about the TB seals, if you haven't replaced them yet.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||joec||04-25-2003||10:48 AM||||If the connection to the coolant sensor is bad it should throw an error code (I think it's code 21).  I had a flaky connection on mine and the check engine light would come on while driving.  Not sure what the actual conditions are before the ecu throws the light -- i.e. how long you have to be at cruising, etc.<br /><br />Do you have enough slack/freeplay in the throttle cable?<br /><br />Try disconnecting the connector for the idle on/off switch (it's on top of the throttle body, single wire).  Does the idle drop from 2000 rpm?  Mine would idle at 1500 rpm when the switch was bad.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/002171.cgi
A||||2||rizzla-||springs specs||||1||||rizzla-||00001270
Z||000000||rizzla-||04-23-2003||11:25 PM||galantdsm@hotmail.com||anybody know where i can get technical data on stock galant sohc,dohc and turbo springs, i have a 4g63 dropped in a sohc galant with the stock springs... now i really need to drop it lower  but i think sohc springs and strut aren't the same as dohc and as awd turbo... i need to find a setup that would lower about 2 inches in the front and about 1 in the back... any idea? because aren't much info on mitsubishi here in canada...yet<br />thanks||24.201.102.244||reg||1||rizzla-||00001270||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-24-2003||12:54 AM||||Hopefully I'm reading this right... (I'm a little confused on the Galant FWD fronts, there were two columns without headings, perhaps "high line/premium" whatever that is...)<br /><br />1G (TEL) specs:<br />Front AT: 146 lbs/in, 13.1 in tall<br />Front MT: 146 lbs/in, 12.9 in tall<br />Rears: 140 lbs/in, 13.1 in tall<br /><br />Galant FWD:<br />Front AT: 112lbs/in, 14.4 in tall or 14.8 in tall<br />Front MT: 112lbs/in, 14.1 in tall or 14.8 in tall<br />SOHC Rears w/o ECS: 117.6lbs/in, height varies:<br />"High line: 1989: 13.48 in tall, 1990-: 13.76 in tall" -- "Premium Line: 1989: 13.76 in tall, 1990-: 14.05 in tall)<br />SOHC Rears w/ ECS: n/a<br />DOHC Rears w/o ECS: 117.6lbs/in, 14.04 in tall<br />DOHC Rears w/ ECS: you don't want these <br /><br />Galant AWD:<br />Front MT: 134lbs/in, 13.9 in tall<br />Front AT/Turbo: 134lbs/in, 14.2 in tall<br />Rear up to 1992: 112lbs/in, 15.3 in tall<br /><br /><br />Oh, and to answer your question -- yes, we do know where to get technical data.  Get your hands on the <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/index2.htm" target="_blank">service manual.</a><br /><br />Now give me some stars, because it took me fucking 15 minutes to get this together!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.75.185.62||reg||2||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||rizzla-||04-24-2003||09:12 PM||||thanks a lot, appreciated...||24.201.102.244||reg||1||rizzla-||00001270||yes



ubb/Forum2/002172.cgi
A||||7||gvr4tunr||power steering removal||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||04-24-2003||02:04 AM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||if i were to remove the power steering:<br /><br />1- would the handling [steering accuracy] improve?<br />2- would it be  <i>that</i> much harder to drive at slow speeds?<br />3- how much weight would i remove?<br />4- would it be difficult to do?<br /><br />any other comments? i am looking for a nice "connected" feeling and maybe reduce weight. i am only worried about the adverse affects while driving at low speeds and the actual removal, etc.||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||04-24-2003||02:59 PM||||the car is basically inoperable if you remove the power steering. might be able to go forward, but what the heck will you do when a turn comes up?||132.198.165.39||reg||4||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||04-24-2003||03:01 PM||||I personally disagree.  I like the feel without power steering.  Jon put in a 1.8 liter DSM rack.  It is tough for parallel parking and in some parking maneveurs...but other than that it is fine.  If I live in a big city and always had to park on the street I might feel different about it.  Course...everyone has their opinions.||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||04-24-2003||03:06 PM||||if you notice, he didnt say ANYTHING about putting in a manual rack. i just like to play with people's assumptions.  lol<br /><br />i am going to remove my pwer rack in the summer, and yes, ill be placing a manual rack in my car. no shortages of 1.8 dsm's up here, and they all have the 4' wing for some reason.||132.198.165.39||reg||12||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||broke down||04-24-2003||03:28 PM||||I can tell you from experience that taking out the ps will give you better feel, but your forearms will be the talk of all the ladies!!!Just kidding.  It is considerably harder to steer, especially in tight parking lots etc., but I love the way it feels now that i'm used to it.  One thing though.  Try to find some kind of plugs for your original rack, if you leave it in.  It seems that mine collects water in the winter and freezes...till I find some plugs||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||04-24-2003||08:17 PM||||What did you do with the rear racks lines?  Can you block them off with some kind of plug, or do you just have to let them run dry and burn out the rear pump?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||04-25-2003||09:34 AM||||I thought we answered your same question, last month. <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001937#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001937#000000</a>||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-25-2003||10:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt Wenger:<br /><strong> I personally disagree.  I like the feel without power steering.  Jon put in a 1.8 liter DSM rack.  It is tough for parallel parking and in some parking maneveurs...but other than that it is fine.  If I live in a big city and always had to park on the street I might feel different about it.  Course...everyone has their opinions. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's the steering ratio difference between the manual and power racks?  In other words, how many turns lock to lock?  I think our cars, w/the stock power steering, is 2.7, but could be wrong.  I would assume you would have to turn the wheel more w/the non-power rack, due to less leverage...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002173.cgi
A||||9||Ash||Bent clutch fork - how to tell...||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||04-24-2003||07:37 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||...with it in the car?  I saw a small sheet metal looking plate behind the transfer case, is this some sort of inspection hole?  Can the fork be bent but still working?  I'm just a little worried that maybe this might be causing a problem with my shift quality cause its never been as good since my last clutch swap.<br /><br />thx in advance<br />Ash||203.221.152.15||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-24-2003||09:38 AM||||I think you need a second pal to push your clutch in while you inspect the fork under load.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||04-24-2003||09:39 AM||||Wear eye protection.  That bitch could go at any moment.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||smokindav||04-24-2003||10:21 AM||||That clutch fork is a cast iron piece.  It won't bend much if at all.  Typical failure mode will be for it to break in two.<br /><br />You could have air in your clutch system causing your problems.  <br /><br />Won't hurt to pull off that inspection cover and take a look.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000004||Ash||04-24-2003||10:58 PM||||Well ive bled & rebled the clutch, had the flex hose replaced & both cyls recoed.  The clutch is a Daikan Excedy unit modified for more clamp load, 40% more than stock which should put it at roughly ACT2600 sort of specs.  (Remember I'm an Aussie and Yank brands aren't available).  Just to drive it I had fitted a longer rod to the slave cylinder & then had the cylinder sleeved a size down to increase travel.  The friction point isn't high enough still & I'm contemplating getting the slave made another size smaller again.  From the outside everything seems peachy, the slave/rod take up & push the fork straight away.  I have adjusted the master rod as far as I can without sealing the system.<br /><br />I just want to make sure I'm not barking up the wrong tree.   Is there anything else I can try easily without pulling the trans or is re-sleeving the slave another size down my best option?||203.220.202.229||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||04-24-2003||11:20 PM||||Was the flywheel machined to the correct step height for the clutch? If the step height is too far off, nothing will get the clutch to release correctly. <br /><br />Check to see if there is any wear in the pedal assembly. I know the Galant is a bit different, but on an Eclipse the pedal is attached to the master cylinder with a shaft with a bolted on arm. The arm strips, so that master cylinder doesn't get pushed in far enough. I think that can happen on a GVR4 too, but I'm not sure.||68.134.172.12||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000006||Ash||04-25-2003||03:25 AM||||The whole pedal assy seems in good nick, Its been that long I've got buckleys finding out what step they used.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I'll try the shrinking slave again I guess, it helped a bit before, just not enough.||203.221.19.249||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||04DrBlur||04-25-2003||06:47 AM||||I had similar problems with my trans.  I even had it rebuilt before realizing that the clutch fork simply wore out. It wears out where it rides on the little fulcrom ball(pivot).  If it has never been replaced you are simply goin to have to drop the trans and replace it.  It is well worth the pain.||64.108.84.77||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||04-25-2003||02:24 PM||||I belive my clutch for was flexing at it's weak spot before it broke in two.  You could see if you have that problem.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||Beemer||04-27-2003||01:51 PM||||Here's a trick I used.  If the pivot ball is a bit worn, you have two choices.  1-replace it of course.  2-put a 1-3mm washer under the pivot ball.  Even with a brand new pivot ball I always put at least a 1mm washer under it.  Why?  Because it moves the lever closer to being 90 degrees to the throwout bearing so you are not going over center so much.  Plus, as the ball wears into the lever, you still have some adjustment left, and can actually use the disc up completely before running out of travel/adjustability.  This way, you actually have room to play with the engagement point.  If you like it to engage/disengage right off the floor, you can.  If you like to have it engage and mid pedal travel, you can.  Personally, I have mine set at around 1/3 of travel off the floor, with full engagement at 1/2 travel.  I just wish the stupid seats would go back as far as my 90 gsx does.  I feel like grandpa sitting that close to the steering wheel<br />dave||12.83.159.220||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002174.cgi
A||||1||broke down||idle sticking when warm||||9||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||04-24-2003||03:32 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I rebuilt my throttle body this winter, according to the vfaq page.  I followed all of the instuctions to the letter.  However the plate seems to be sticking open a little when the car gets warm.  I know this is the problem, and if I blip the throttle really fast and hard, idle will come down. Any suggestions for a good lube that will keep the shaft from sticking?  I'm going to try high temp anti-sieze for now... Thanks||12.135.202.66||reg||9||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||04-24-2003||03:41 PM||||Best method I found was to tighten both end bolts of the shaft before screwing the plate back down. That way the throttle body has deformed from the torque before the plate is fixed in place.  I found it to move nice and smooth after doing it that way.  Also be sure to use some dielectric or similar grease on the seals.||128.46.97.122||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/002175.cgi
A||||2||Kamekaze||Corner lights||||1||||Kamekaze||00000633
Z||000000||Kamekaze||04-24-2003||09:03 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||I know its really easy and blah blah but I was wondering if anybody knows somewhere with instructions on installing the stock corners on our our cars, I wanna make sure I dont miss anything and I cant find it on my CD.<br /><br />Thanks in advance!||66.69.201.172||reg||1||Kamekaze||00000633||yes
Z||000001||Kamekaze||04-24-2003||09:43 PM||||Okay, I know how the install goes, I was just wondering what the hell do I do with the spring??||66.69.201.172||reg||1||Kamekaze||00000633||yes
Z||000002||1101||04-24-2003||10:22 PM||||Pull the spring hook a little and slip the reverse hook off the sheet metal notch. Then you can pull the corner light assy forward out of the fender. Not too far, as you have to disconnect the bulb harness (rotate). <br /><br />Reverse to lock the assy. into the fender.||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum2/002176.cgi
A||||4||REDLINEGVR4||Rack and Pinion removal||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||04-24-2003||09:46 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Can any one give me instructions on the easyest way to take out the rack and pinion in the front of the car? thanks for the help||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||Nate||04-25-2003||10:14 AM||||1. Put car on a lift.<br />2. Remove both front wheels.<br />3. Undo cotter pins, loosen and remove bolt outer tie rod bolts.<br />4. Reach behind the engine to where the rack meets the steering column, and remove the 12mm bolt that holds the column to the rack.<br />5. Pull the hose off the rack that is right next to the 12mm bolt you just removed.  Prepare to be covered in disgusting red fluid.<br />6. Take socket and remove the nipple from the rack that you just removed the hose from.<br />7. Take 17mm flare nut wrench and remove the lower power steering fitting from the rack in the same location as steps 4-6.<br />8. Once fluid has drained, press outer tie rods in and out, and watch even more disgusting fluid come out.<br />9. Unbolt the swaybar endlinks from the swaybars on both sides of the car.<br />10. Go under car, remove long crossmember that goes along outer side of oil pan on driver's side, and remove small bracket behind trans that is held in with 5 bolts.<br />11. Unbolt and remove brackets and bushings that hold swaybars to subframe.  (Have new upgraded bushings ready to install)<br />12. Now you can finally unbolt the rack from the subframe.  4 17mm bolts, two on each side.<br />13.  To remove the rack from the car, I unbolted the driver's side control arm and let it hang by the ball joint.  Then I could let the rack fall down enough to pull it out the driver's side.<br /><br />Have fun, this job SUCKS.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||04-25-2003||10:36 AM||||Yep, Thats about it. Be sure to remove the bolt and not just loosen it, I learned that the hard way. I didnt undo the control arm though.||67.31.244.181||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||REDLINEGVR4||04-25-2003||08:50 PM||||Thanks NATE for your help!!||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||04-28-2003||10:52 AM||||zach, remove the bolt? what bolt or is this just a warning for all bolts||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/002177.cgi
A||||10||blacksheep||7 cm housing on a 14B....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-24-2003||11:06 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone try this? My 14B is shot. I checked for shaft play tonight. Nothing - and no blowby as well so far. So, I am assuming exhaust housing is all cracked.<br /><br />Teamrip sells 7cm housing for 225 or so, should I just get one of these and slap it on and see what happens? Technically, it should spool quicker, I would guess !!?? Any cons to this setup?<br /><br />Or am I just sitting on a 14b that will go out anytime and I need to just buy a 16G and get this over that.<br /><br />Please advise which route to go. I dont wanna mod "green bean" up, just make her reliable, a little extra oomph is good for now while the black car gets all the goodies.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Nate||04-24-2003||11:43 PM||||My Dad's Galant has a 7cm housing with the 14b.  The car pulls very well, much harder than a stock turbo/IC/MAS/injector car has a right to...<br /><br />Although, I can't say to just get the housing, until you KNOW that the 14B you have is worth buying just an exhaust housing for.  double check.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||04-24-2003||11:50 PM||||Nate<br /><br />Whats the best way to check that the 14B is shot for sure? I am not 100% sure unless I take it off all the way..Hmm...Dunno if thats worth the effort.<br /><br />I could just buy another 14B and slap the 7cm housing on instead again if it goes out.<br /><br />Any idea how much a 16G compressor housing and wheel will run me? Maybe I can throw that thing in there when the 14B does...<br /><br />decisions, decisions!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||04-24-2003||11:56 PM||||I bought a big 16g compressor and bearing section from MachV last yr. You just swap on the turbine housing. It cost me $475 back then, I think they've gone up a little.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||04-25-2003||12:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Nate<br /><br />Whats the best way to check that the 14B is shot for sure? I am not 100% sure unless I take it off all the way..Hmm...Dunno if thats worth the effort.<br /><br />I could just buy another 14B and slap the 7cm housing on instead again if it goes out.<br /><br />Any idea how much a 16G compressor housing and wheel will run me? Maybe I can throw that thing in there when the 14B does...<br /><br />decisions, decisions! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im not nate..But you dont have to take the whole turbo off if its extremely screwed up..Like my old one! Just take off the exhaust manifold and look at the inlet..<br />here's a pic of my screwed up inlet :<br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid57/p60c7408dc8fd18b402bf7acf983b8b3d/fc70500d.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />If its not noticable that you're housing is screwed up and you want to take the time to take off the turbine housing, this is what it should not look like..<br />Pic of my old turbine housing also (same as above) Hmmm thats why I didnt spool till 4600!!<br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid57/p9e00cfcf46ae2b2333951e7772c7f6db/fc705011.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />You could just buy a stock 14b turbine housing and port the hell out of it for cheaper than it would be to buy a 7cm housing, alot cheaper. I got a practically factory fresh turbine housing off a guy on the trader for 45 shipped!||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||04-25-2003||12:07 AM||||Terren<br /><br />I have been trying your method. Most guys want 175-200 bux for their 14B's. So, I havent been lucky enuf to score one for what you did. So, thats why I wanted to just swap housings for that price. <br /><br />I dont know if I can trust many of the trader guys, seem shady -  like the email that says "Have a 14B with 1200 miles, but slight cracks in the exhaust housing" - WTF ever! 1200 miles and exhaust cracks, sounds highly unlikely.<br /><br />Well, lets see what happens...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||04-25-2003||12:14 AM||||Its extremely hard to find an exhaust housing (unless its fresh) that has little to no cracks, I on the other hand lucked out. Just keep looking and I'll definitely keep an eye out for you! It's just the turbine housing you're looking for right? Or do you want a complete 14b?||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||04-25-2003||12:19 AM||||Well, complete 14B in decent shape, else turbine housing.  <br /><br />Curious, can those hairline cracks be welded and then smoothed out with porting?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||04-25-2003||12:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Well, complete 14B in decent shape, else turbine housing.  <br /><br />Curious, can those hairline cracks be welded and then smoothed out with porting? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll keep an eye out..I may have someone down here that has one thats ported with no cracks, boosts quick, bla bla (I had it on my car the last few months, I'll talk to him!)<br /><br />Hairline cracks won't do much at all, just as long as air doesn't get pasted the flapper when its not supposed to    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   . If they're very small I think you can eliminate them by porting, someone else will have to take this one though, I dont want to tell you some wrong info!||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||1quickvr4||04-25-2003||09:53 AM||||I have only seen one 14b houshing that wasent cracked, It was on 14b I bought from Ken at IRC. I didnt like what I had to pay at first but I was amazed when I got it, For the most part 14b ex. housing are just paperweights.||67.29.233.23||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||04-27-2003||02:12 PM||||I've seen quite a few on ebay go for less than 100 bucks.  Just do a search on 14b.  One guy a couple of weeks ago had something like 45 14b's.  here's his email:  C2ETalon@aol.com <br /><br />Dunno what he has right now, but he deals in a lot of used dsm turbos<br />dave||12.83.159.220||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002178.cgi
A||||6||chadhayashi||headlight lens polishing...||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||04-25-2003||12:37 AM||||Can it be done? If so, What do I use?||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||04-25-2003||12:47 AM||||I hear aluminum polish works well.||24.218.198.28||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||04-25-2003||02:20 AM||||there are a lot of plastic polishes out there-check your local auto supply.For really damaged plastic you need to take it down with super fine wet/dry paper first.l know that sounds crazy but it works,then power polish to finish.Rubbing compound,aluminum polish,even toothpaste can work.Eastwood sells a kit actually and another kit for glass polishing.Good luck with it,like a paint job it requires dedication to get the good results  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||rizzla-||04-26-2003||07:12 PM||||Autosol works great, the longer you do it the better it looks... you rub a little then you polish, that's it!||24.201.102.244||reg||1||rizzla-||00001270||yes
Z||000004||number3||04-26-2003||07:21 PM||||Our headlights are glass if I am not mistaken.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||04-26-2003||07:44 PM||||Its called "rare earth" or "cerium oxide" I have used it to remove scratches from windshields for years . You have make a slurry of it using water (it comes as a powder) and a special packed cotton wheel (put on a drill) I'd check a vendor called Somaca for a catalog of the 2 products .. you should be able to find them on line. Do not breathe the fine dust from this prodcut it has been more or less proven to do lung damage . It is very fine, but is the industry's standard for buffing . Its completely safe in a liquid state. Scotty||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||04-27-2003||12:38 AM||||I just ordered a kit of Novus #1,2,3 plastic polishes to try to get the wiper scratches out of my T/A windshield.  I want to try it on the Galant headlights also.  I'll keep you posted when I try it.<br /><br />This seems to be the stuff that all the Yahoo online stores stock for plexiglass and similar materials (such as in tanning beds, storefront displays, etc.).  Since automotive windshields are plastic coated (PolyVinyl Butyline (sp) ), this may be ideal for my repair as well.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum2/002179.cgi
A||||3||MrEd||preserving rubber parts &amp; weatherstrip||||1||||MrEd||00000068
Z||000000||MrEd||04-25-2003||11:02 AM||res122@psu.edu||Is there something better than silicone spray to apply to sun-exposed rubber & weatherstrip?  I'd like to apply something good to my sunroof seal & the rubber at the tops of the doorframes.<br /><br />-Ed<br />GVR4 #963/2000||146.186.116.57||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||yes
Z||000001||RayH||04-25-2003||12:05 PM||||I've used STP Son of a Gun with good results.  Keeping the weather stripping clean and soft will help prevent wind/speed induced air leaks.  Make sure you also clean the car body that's in contact with the rubber.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||04-25-2003||01:47 PM||||the best stuff l`ve ever used is Wurth Rubber Protectant.The Wurth products are top notch but a little pricy,the rubber stuff comes in a spray can and it`s $12.00 l think.Try it once and you`ll see the difference though,it really has no equal.l`ve brought some plastic and rubber parts back from the dead with that stuff,it`s amazing.l think you can get it from Eastwood..||68.35.24.131||reg||14||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||04-25-2003||02:24 PM||||This isn't preventative, but I've had good luck using Meguiar's Back to Black to take the faded crap off of palstic and rubber trim, door handles, etc.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum2/002180.cgi
A||N||2||91GVR4||Center Vent Removal||||5||||91GVR4||00000884
Z||000000||91GVR4||04-25-2003||03:42 PM||||Hi all, this is my first post so take it easy on me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I have been searching and can't seem to find this covered anywhere. I want to remove my center A/C vent grill but can't seem to get it out of the dash.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   I am sure a few of you know how to do this so clue me in. Thanks||12.64.67.107||reg||5||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||04-25-2003||07:39 PM||||You really can't just get it out.It is part of the dash. If you remove the radio, and the hvac controls, you canget right in behind it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||rizzla-||04-26-2003||07:09 PM||||it took me about 1 hour to figure out how to remove it... you have to unscrew two bolts that keeps the grill in place...  you have to reach by the sides (remove the panel under the steering and the the glove box). there one bolt on each side of the grille.  after you removed them (be sure they're the right ones,) you need to bend it to get it out... it's very hard, almost look like it's never going to come out, but it will...||24.201.102.244||reg||1||rizzla-||00001270||yes



ubb/Forum2/002181.cgi
A||||6||wishman||antifreeze hose leak -- near oil filter||||1||||wishman||00000432
Z||000000||wishman||04-25-2003||03:45 PM||john@lukonline.com||Hi, Does anyone know the name of the hose that is right under the oil filter?  It is leaking antifreeze right to the manifold.  I can see the one end it held on with a clamp but I can't even see where the starting point is.  Is there an easy way to replace this? <br />Thanks,<br />John||24.239.170.20||reg||1||wishman||00000432||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||04-25-2003||04:04 PM||||How can a hose located under the oil filter leak onto the manifold?<br /><br />I don't remember seeing any coolant lines down around there anyway.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-25-2003||04:36 PM||||it's probably the sandwich oil cooler inlet/outlet.  having removed this system a LOOOOONG time ago, i dont quite remember, one is short an easy to get at, the other is longer and a real beyatch.  normally, with me, it is always the beyatch hose.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||wishman||04-25-2003||04:39 PM||||spoulson -- it was spraying up towards the exhaust manifold under pressure. <br /><br />I'll try to take a picture of it and post it.||24.239.170.20||reg||1||wishman||00000432||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||04-25-2003||09:01 PM||||yeah that ones a fun one to replace not impossible, i reccommend the use of very long reach needle nose pliers, get a dealer hose if possible, if not make sure the sizing is correct as the use of screw on clamps makes it even trickier,||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||04-26-2003||03:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  normally, with me, it is always the beyatch ho's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||AWD4DR||04-28-2003||01:23 AM||||I had to replace this hose at the track a few years back with a pair of pliers and some fuel line..It was a pita for sure at the time..It shouldnt be too bad though, its the oil cooler coolant hose I guess you could say..||67.193.140.9||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes



ubb/Forum2/002182.cgi
A||||2||broke down||battery cable mount||||5||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||04-25-2003||04:21 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I was just wondering what people have used for a bracket to hold their battery cables(this applies to those who have relocated battery to trunk).  Obviously, I don't want to use anything metal, or mount it to the shock tower...any suggestions on materials that have worked well for you guys?||12.135.202.66||reg||5||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||04-25-2003||06:24 PM||||$16 J.C. Whitney's kit: <a href="http://www.jcwhitney.com/product.jhtml?CATID=14741&BQ=jcw2" target="_blank">http://www.jcwhitney.com/product.jhtml?CATID=14741&BQ=jcw2</a><br /><br />Radio Shack or any autoparts store has them too.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||broke down||04-25-2003||11:01 PM||||gracias||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/002183.cgi
A||||8||smokindav||What is the stock spring length?||||1||||smokindav||00000400
Z||000000||smokindav||04-25-2003||09:56 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I want to take my Whiteline springs off and put the stock springs back on.  I got the stock springs for the guy I bought the car from, but I have a question about what the spring lengths should be.<br /><br />Front spring:<br /><br />I have two (actually 3) springs, one is about 12.5" tall (unloaded, off the car, off the strut)the other is about 13.5" tall.  Which one is the right height for a GVR4?<br /><br />I suspect one is a T/E/L spring and the other is a GVR4 spring.  The reason I have two different ones is because the previous owner hit a curb and replaced some suspension parts with some from a T/E/L.  He didn't use the Talon springs though, so I have two springs the same height and one that is a different height and I can't tell which is the right height to use on the car.<br /><br />The rear springs are about 15" tall.  Is this the right height for a GVR4?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.87.52||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000001||1101||04-26-2003||12:51 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002171#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002171#000000</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001112#000007" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001112#000007</a><br /><br />maybe others||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||04-26-2003||12:54 AM||||Dave<br /><br />My stockers will be coming off in a couple of weeks, I can just give them to ya if you have any problems at all..Just lemme know...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||smokindav||04-26-2003||08:33 AM||||Thanks guys.  Guess I should have searched like we always preach to newbies.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />KC,<br /><br />I have to take one of the springs off of the strut and see if I have a match for the rears.  I'll let you know.  Do you want to buy the whitelines that are on my car now?<br /><br />Dave||64.6.87.228||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||04-26-2003||09:07 AM||||Dave <br /><br />how much do they lower the car? I have a set of eibach pro-kits right now that I may try to put on the gvr4 along with used KYB's...Please let me know asap! Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||smokindav||04-26-2003||09:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Dave <br /><br />how much do they lower the car? I have a set of eibach pro-kits right now that I may try to put on the gvr4 along with used KYB's...Please let me know asap! Thanks!<br /><br />KC </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">KC,<br />They are the Whitelines that drop 1.6" inches.<br /><br />Dave||64.6.86.40||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||04-26-2003||10:45 PM||||Dave<br /><br />You have PM...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||04-26-2003||11:25 PM||||i have the koni inserts in the galant struts, and for a while i had the gsx stock springs.  then, i put the galant springs on.  if i were you, i wouldnt put the galant springs on, unless you have stock galant shocks.  the car ride is a lot harsher with the galant springs, i know that when i put them on, i had to compress the crap out of the spring, so now i think the preload is way too much.  the gsx springs are going back on when i get the time.  i used the galant spring on the rear, and they seem to be ok.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||smokindav||04-27-2003||06:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i have the koni inserts in the galant struts, and for a while i had the gsx stock springs.  then, i put the galant springs on.  if i were you, i wouldnt put the galant springs on, unless you have stock galant shocks.  the car ride is a lot harsher with the galant springs, i know that when i put them on, i had to compress the crap out of the spring, so now i think the preload is way too much.  the gsx springs are going back on when i get the time.  i used the galant spring on the rear, and they seem to be ok. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken, thanks for the info.  I'm not sure how tall the third spring I have it.  I think I have two GVR4 front springs and one T/E/L front spring.  Have to get the other spring off the strut and measure it but the spring compressor at Autozone is out on loan.<br /><br />Dave||64.6.87.216||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum2/002184.cgi
A||||8||Rasko Da Gama||H&amp;R springs from 1G Eclipse||||1||||Jan||00000835
Z||000000||Rasko Da Gama||04-26-2003||06:14 AM||crazyrasko@hotmail.com||I already know that 1G Eclipse H&R springs would fit onto my 1991 AWD Galant. <br />Which springs do I have to cut then - front or rear? And by how much - to even it out?<br />I steel have stock suspension...<br />Thanx for help guys.||217.72.93.13||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||04-26-2003||09:09 AM||||Jan<br /><br />You would have to cut the front springs..How much does that H&R lower the TEL? If its 1.2 icnches or so, you'll be OK coz it'll put the gvr at about 1.5 inches in the rear atleast...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Rasko Da Gama||04-27-2003||06:41 AM||||By the catalog - they should lower for about 2" (45 milimeters). <br /><br />And - What did you mean with "TEL"? <br />Talon, Eclipse, Laser???<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Jan||194.249.11.88||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||04-27-2003||09:04 AM||||Yes, I meant talon, eclipse, laser <br /><br />If they lower the TEL 2", the galant will be waaay slammed and I wouldnt advise that you do that at all. Like the guy who put on intrax springs. You will have sever camber issues, strut issues as well coz that thing will be compressed like no other.<br /><br />I have some eibach prokits for sale that will work a little better if you are interested.<br /><br />PM me if interested.||12.214.212.206||reg||13||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||turbofreek||04-27-2003||02:49 PM||||I did not like them. I had them on my car and i hate the way it drove, not to mention i did not like the ride hieght. I have Eibach Sportlines, it lowers the car about 2 inches, and i love the way it looks and ride, if you get the KYB AGX, its really a nice compliment.||141.149.54.252||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000005||Rasko Da Gama||04-27-2003||03:01 PM||||Do you guys have any "Part numbers" from Eibach kit that works on AWD 6'th G Galants?<br />Do Eibach steel have springs for AWD Galants?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />I know that some Whiteline springs would fit, but we don't have a dealer located in our country  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks...||217.72.68.120||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||04-28-2003||12:31 PM||||You can order directly from Whiteline <a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au" target="_blank">www.whiteline.com.au</a> .||67.243.218.186||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||Rasko Da Gama||04-28-2003||12:58 PM||||Thax a lot... E-store - cool...<br /><br />What do you think is the best "combination" to get from Whiteline?||217.72.93.159||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||04-28-2003||03:10 PM||||i have whitelines, the stiffest. great springs.  i have agxs too and those are nice.  <br /><br />i just wanted to say hat my rear agxs crapped out on me and i've only put 5000 miles on them. my brother has agx's too and he's put loads of miles on em and they are still fine. <br /><br />my question... did i just get a bad bach of the rears? is there a way to get kyb to send me from free rear   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   ... haha that would be nice. i haven't even had them a full year... and it can't be my spring combination, even though the rear struts are so long that the spring can be moved up and down a couple of inches when jacked up<br /><br />i just want some conformation on what i have stated so far. thanks||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/002185.cgi
A||||2||Duc Hunter||Clutch mast/slave swap||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||04-26-2003||01:40 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Well it happened. after 3 months or so with my ACT2600 my master cylinder, that has 173k miles on it, began to leak into the footwell. Obviously this meant there was not enough hydrolic pressure to disengage the clutch etc. I have a brand new master/slave cylinder that I am going to be changing out today. It looks pretty easy but, are there any tricks to this one?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-26-2003||03:16 PM||||I did this about a month ago; not too difficult.  Here's a tip:  where the new master cylinder's piston shaft connects to the pedal assembly, disconnect (unscrew) it.  Do the same on the one in the car.  Then all you have to do is screw the new one in, instead of trying to monkey it on there which took me quite a while.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||04-26-2003||05:42 PM||||Well thanks guys, the replies were too slow.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I am done took about an hour from start to test drive. I actually removed the cotter pin and left the master intact when I removed it. My tip would be loosening the clamp on the master cylinders reservoir and twist the reservoir so the hydraulic lines� fitting is easily accessible with a flare wrench. The other thing I did was put an old towel below the master one it was loose. This was to catch the fluid that WIL come out. Brake fluid eats paint so spilling it is not nice. <br /><br />I also replaced the slave cylinder while I was at it. My ACT2600 now feels like a light, stick clutch. WILD!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/002186.cgi
A||||1||Romanova||Tranny seal part numbers?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||04-26-2003||03:05 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Anyone have the part numbers for the tranny axle seals? Planning on replacing my front axles here soon and all the writeups recommend replacing these and I can't find them on the CAPs.<br />Thanks.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Arty||04-27-2003||03:54 AM||||They are listed on CAPS under main=22 sub=110.<br /><br />22616 MD719710 (Left)    (NOK BH3340E)<br />32268 MD707184 (Right)   (NOK AH6109G)||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/002187.cgi
A||||8||crucible||Intake pipe from air box to T/C options||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||04-26-2003||03:47 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Anyone make this upgrade pipe?Heard that this would make a great improvement even after I chop the canister.<br />Seems like theres not much out there for VR4s other than having things custom made and I certaintly can't afford that.<br /><br /><br />crucible(#14/1000)||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||04-26-2003||04:24 PM||||i don't know how many will even want to answer this...  just search on this web and look around. you'll find there are plenty things you can do to the vr4 that aren't custom. and custom stuff isn't expensive when you make it yourself.<br /><br />i'll start you off. our engine is shared with a couple of other cars. all turbo t/e/l's have em (Talon's, Laser's, and Eclipse's). and the lancer too.  there are some variations. like the 6 (older 91 to 93) and 7 bolts (94 and up), turbo and non turbo models.  the engine is call the 4G63 and with a turbo that becomes the 4g63t.<br /><br />so start your searching, and welcome to a life maintance worries. haha<br /><br />but seriously be proud because you are one of the few how own these great cars||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||04-26-2003||04:26 PM||||oh yeah for your intake pipe. look for some mandrel bent pipe. the mas side is 3 inch but you'll need to reduce it somehow to fit the turbo.<br /><br />many people on here have "custom" built intake pipes||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||crucible||04-26-2003||04:41 PM||||BTW, Im not new to GVR4s.Had a 91 way back.Ive been researching for awhile now so Im fairly up to date but definitely no wiz.<br />Seems to me a lot of these vendors are more concerned with 1/4 mile  than "normal" everyday street driving.Im not looking for extreme performance just some basic mods or upgrades that wont tap me wallet.<br />Im going to start looking for a competent shop in my area<br />Oh yeah, wifes not to happy that I got another VR4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />crucible||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||04-26-2003||05:40 PM||||dejon tool makes one, and so did raptor racing, dunno if they are still around.  you will have to get creative with the bov outlet(one person says a washing machine hose works perfect), and you will have to make a support bracket for the mas.  i dont think either of them will fit unless you move the battery.  i had the raptor racing(actually, i still have it), but have since gone to the 2g mas and a dejon intake.  makes the turbo spool up quicker, and you can really hear the bov scream.  i dont think you can use the whole stock air can, i used a k&n and used just the ring around the bottom of the air can.  the clearance was tight, part of the air can touched the radiator at times.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||number3||04-26-2003||06:34 PM||||I wouldn't chop the canister. Just use it as is. If you must have more hot air enter the filter element, remove the canister all together.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||04-26-2003||11:07 PM||||A cold air box is even better than the canister; it promotes more even flow through the filter.  The intake snorkel on the aircan directs the majority of the air through about a quarter of the filter.  If you've moved the battery out of the way, and the filter is now in approx. the same place, on the flat piece of metal below there's a plastic square.  Pull it out, and there's a hole in the metal there.  You can build a cold air box around the filter, remove the passenger fog light, and get a piece of dryer hose of something similar so you have a ram-air feed to the cold air box.  It will quiet down the turbo and BOV some, but the difference in intake temps is dramatic.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||04-27-2003||12:21 AM||||hey. i'm sorry about that, i guess i didn't really get what you were asking, at least not correctly.  <br /><br />what am i planing to do? well since you asked   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   ... i'm going to order 180 degree 3 inch mandrel bend. cut it in half so that i end up with two 90 degree bend. basical make and s shape out of it and have it welded up (or weld it up myself if take a class). pretty simple. the really beuty of it all is the batter turned sideways like Jeff O. got the idea from and and i think its the perfect thing for me.  <br /><br />about the air can. well i plan on getting rid of the mas and go with the maf translater set up, and go with the blow through system. so i wouldn't have any use for the air can any more. but i actually want to built a shield for the filter. and i'm pretty sure you could keep the mas but i really want to go with the maf translater cause, it doesn't cost much in comparison to the other options and i've heard a lot of good things about it.<br /><br />you may want to keep it stock now but from what i heard from people who have tuned these cars that its like a crack pipe... search crack pipe...you'll find it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||bob in chicago||04-27-2003||08:51 AM||||Go to  <a href="http://dejontool.com/" target="_blank">http://dejontool.com/</a>   I think their stuff is well made and priced reasonably.<br /><br />See their 1G "comp intake pipes"  The ones for VPC would be perfect for the GM MAS. You can add fittings for the BOV hose and the small one for the charcoal canister.||216.65.161.230||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/002188.cgi
A||||22||GRV4726||steering leak from passenger boot||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||04-26-2003||03:49 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||while looking for a leak from my trans i found a leak from the boot on the steering linkage. the boot is entire riped in half (vertically)and theres fluid all around it.  my question.. what's the parts number for the boot and the seal? i searched and only found that like one person talked about it and one person got it fixed for them.  <br /><br />i checked the vfaq but i didn't find anything. anyone ever do this before or will i need the manual for this. i know shame on me for not having one yet, but i had problems setting up the paypal every time i tried. kept on saying i already have an account...  anyway<br /><br />thanks for any help||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||04-27-2003||03:08 PM||||anyone?  i would like to get this sorted out as soon as possible, and for that to happen i need your help.  i'm at your mercy.  help me please.  <br /><br />ok that enough sounding pathetic. anyone?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-27-2003||03:23 PM||||i have never done this, but i do sell a LOT of racks for bmw's.  you CANNOT just install a seal and be done.  you have to remove the rack, and even then, just a reseal is not really a permanent fix.  i would think the same applies to our cars, but they seem to go a lot longer than bmw.  every now and then, i suck out as much p/s fluid i can, and replace it with synthetic.  looking at what has to be done, like nate says, NOT a fun job.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||04-27-2003||04:37 PM||||remove the whole steering rack?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   not cool<br /><br />crap. the whole thing? is there really not an easier way to do this.  has anyone done this? anyone had this problem at all?  how much did it cost to get it fixed by someone else? (how much did ralliart charge?) i really don't enough time to remove all that and then tear it apart and then put it all back together.<br /><br />i guess i have a lot more trouble on my hands than i thought.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||absolootbs||04-27-2003||10:35 PM||||sounds like the same thing i just found on mine.  two different mechanics said the whole rack would need to be replaced, and one is pretty willing to ghetto rig stuff (ie. i trust him and he's not just trying to make money).  the one who will work with people a lot said he probably <i>could</i> replace the boot but (like it sounded from master ken) it's pretty much not worth it.  if nothing else, look at it this way: if you have to take the whole rack out to replace the boot and seal, whether it's a temporary fix or not, you might as well just replace the whole rack anyway at that point.<br /><br />oh, and ps - both mechanics said around $600 - $700 parts and labor to replace the rack||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||04-28-2003||12:54 AM||||again not cool. i thought that i would soon be able to drive her.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />so i looked up an old post. and it looks like you might be needing this too. <a href="http://www.tpmpinc.com/steering_racks.htm#MITSUBISHI" target="_blank">http://www.tpmpinc.com/steering_racks.htm#MITSUBISHI</a><br /><br />311$ and then when you send back the core you only end up spending 125$.  sounds like a good deal to me. they aren't new. they are remanufactured, so i look at it as being as close to new as i'm going to get.<br /><br />if you find good instructions on how to replace it post em. i'm going to look, because i want to try and do this myself to lower the amount of money i'm dishing out.  i just replaced my cv boots on the driver side. so this is just one after another.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||04-28-2003||10:24 AM||||well, nate pharr just posted on how to remove the rack, and at the end, he stated it was not a fun job, and he hated doing it.  so, if nate dont like it, it's GOTTA be a beyatch ho.  just for that, i'm gonna go out and change out the fluid again.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||04-28-2003||10:55 AM||||wow! fun.  i'm a novice at working on the car. so this is sort of a big step for me. thanks for all the replies. i search and found what you were talking about and asked a new question||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||absolootbs||04-28-2003||08:17 PM||||actually i'm pretty sure that's $311 <i>plus</i> a 125 core charge.  you pay them the sum of the two, then when they get your old rack, they give back the $125 and all you wind up spending is the price, $311.  i'm not 100% sure that that's what the page is sayin, but thats how i've seen every single other core charge work.  another thing that backs up my reasoning is that i've contacted a few different parts places and they all quoted me end prices right around $3xx.  if this place was offering the rack for an end price of only $125, that would certainly be one hell of a deal, which usually means something isn't right.||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||04-28-2003||09:47 PM||||well poo.  <br /><br />i guess i read it wrong, which really sucks because that would have been really cool.  sorry for post the wrong shit then.  <br /><br />if anyone finds a better deal than this. please let me know, cause the less money i spend the happier we all are. sigh||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000010||MrEd||04-29-2003||09:36 AM||||Quick fixes generally aren't worth it, but you might look at Lucas "power steering stop leak" & read some of their testimonials:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.lucasoil.com/Products_List.cfm" target="_blank">Lucas product list</a><br /><br />Everything I've read says their stuff works as advertised, but YMMV.  I found some at Advance for one of my other cars, but I haven't used it yet.<br /><br />-Ed<br />GVR4 #963/2000||146.186.116.57||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||04-29-2003||09:51 AM||||well i have heard good stuff about lucas... the thing really isn't leaking any more, but there was a nice little puddle of red fluid on my garage floor. maybe i'll give it a try. does anyone know the part number for the boot then. so that i can replace it, then use the leak stop stuff. <br />thanks||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000012||Beemer||04-29-2003||10:28 PM||||unfortunately, replacing the boot won't solve the problem.  The boot is just there to protect the seal from road dirt.  Kinda like the boots on a set of forks on a motocross bike.  All the new boot will do is act like a bucket.  When it fills up, you will have a bigger puddle to clean up.  But, as long as you keep the fluid level up, at least you won't kill the ps pump (front AND rear, unfortunately...)  Keep searching for a new or rebuilt rack, and check with the guys parting out cars as well.  Racks aren't big sellers due to the amount of work it takes to replace them.  I know M&S recycling has a couple of them.  However, I don't know their prices.  If you like, call Jose at 800.695.4700 Ext. 10.  He's an up front guy that works there and knowledgable about gvr4's.  Tell him I sent you.  A T/E/L rack or a standard galant rack may fit as well, you never know.  I can't see mitsu making a special rack for the gvr4.<br />good luck<br />dave||12.83.146.82||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000013||GRV4726||04-29-2003||11:25 PM||||thanks for the reply, very concise.  <br /><br />don't wory i wasn't planning on replacing the boot and thinking that i would be done with it. i read previous post before posting, i've learned. haha.  <br /><br />what i was thinking, was that since people have such good experience with lucas products that i may try there power steering leak stop, but in ordre to actually drive the car i will need a new book. i don't want more dust and crap to get in and ruin the seal even more.  <br /><br />don't worry i know that the boot is not the problem.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000014||GRV4726||05-02-2003||12:25 PM||||um... guys i really need the part number.  i guess i could go to mitsu this weekend but it would be nice if i didn't have to. got lots of stuff to do.  <br /><br />thanks||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||05-02-2003||03:00 PM||||I just bought these for my car, and I could look at them tonight in the garage to be sure, but CAPS says MB501711 is the number for either boot.||68.158.113.241||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||GRV4726||05-02-2003||04:32 PM||||thanks a lot jeff.  do we have a member of the year or something.  i nominate jeff as mvp for the gvr4 board.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000017||keydiver||05-02-2003||06:17 PM||||No, please don't do that! I prefer to drift back into obscurity. My life is WAY too hectic lately.||68.158.185.151||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000018||GRV4726||05-03-2003||12:07 AM||||heh... sorry.<br /><br />jeff. jeff who? he does what? nothing. oh ok. i heard he likes to keep peoples ecu's    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />he's a punk...<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />better?<br /><br />to be honest, i think you need some slack too.  that's why i haven't asked you think like "how about this, can you do that for me. can you do this to mine, and that. oh yeah and while you're in there do this this and that too."<br /><br />maybe i'll talk to you about it this summer.  <br /><br />and by the way, thanks for the battery idea.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000019||absolootbs||05-03-2003||05:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A T/E/L rack or a standard galant rack may fit as well, you never know. I can't see mitsu making a special rack for the gvr4</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">when i was under my car discovering that the center boot on mine was torn, i thought i saw (but i'm not absolutely certain) that some of the rear steering lines come off of the front rack.  this would mean that they <i>did</i> in fact make a special one for our cars.  can someone who knows the answer to this for sure, one way or the other, please comment here.<br /><br />i went around looking specifically for a gvr4 rack to fix mine. if i could have gotten a t/e/l one, i probably could have found it a lot easier and cheaper.||128.210.107.93||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000020||GRV4726||05-03-2003||07:32 PM||||go with t/e/l. the only thing that you will be changing for it to work propperly is that you'll have to block off the high pressure lines on the rear rack (the ones that come from the front rack) and you'll need to loop the low pressure lines at the reservoir in the front and the loop the low pressure lines at the back, so that you don't run the pump dry. (although i think people have and without any problems.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000021||GRV4726||05-04-2003||06:18 PM||||hey jeff, or anyone else. do you think it would be a good idea to clean off the seal with some crc brake cleaner or throtle body cleaner before i put new boots on and after i put some lucas power stearing leek stop. ?<br /><br />i thought i might as well clean it up but i was just wondering if that would just make it worse.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000022||GRV4726||05-05-2003||07:41 PM||||anyone?  i think it should be fine but i just want to check||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/002189.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||1g turbo DSM ECU on gvr4?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-26-2003||05:12 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Howdy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I should know the answer to this but I found out that 'green bean' has an ECU outta a 90 FWD Laser Turbo. This should work, irght ? <br /><br />I havent had any issues yet, but wanna make sure I wont in the future. I guess the rotten CAPS ate my the stock eprom ECU...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-26-2003||06:30 PM||||One would need to switch pin #6 wire with pin #14 wire for a 90 ECU to work in a 91-94.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||04-26-2003||08:33 PM||||Harry is correct.  <br /><br />I had this issue on my first Galant.  It would idle funky and after several minutes idling it would die.  Finally I figured out I had a 90 DSM ECU.  <br /><br />You could always sell it and use the money to buy another, or swap the pins.||68.24.200.243||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes



ubb/Forum2/002190.cgi
A||||13||msaskin||vpc question||||1||||msaskin||00001429
Z||000000||msaskin||04-26-2003||08:04 PM||matt@saskin.net||Question for all...<br /><br />Is it recommended to go with the VPC if you're going to be upgrading the turbo (esp. to a larger one such as an FP Green).  On that note, if you have a VPC w/ 550 chip and use 660 injectors, that is when needing an SAFC comes into play, correct?<br /><br />~matt||128.113.197.54||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||04-26-2003||08:26 PM||||A VPC is simple and eliminates a huge restriction from a MAS.  You can go with a 2nd gen MAS for larger air flow.<br /><br />People have gone really fast with a MAS and a VPC.  Depends on what you prefer.<br /><br />If you want to use 660cc injectors with a VPC you can get a 660 chip.  That is what I am going to be doing.  Buschur and Turbotrix sell 660 VPC chips.||68.24.200.243||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||number3||04-26-2003||09:36 PM||||Yes, we use the S-AFC to help lean out the 550 settings when using 660 injectors. It work quite well. I love the VPC.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Oztek||04-27-2003||09:32 AM||||Just to add to Harry's post.<br /><br />An SAFC is really essential to the system.  It will give you far more tunability out of the system.<br /><br />I wouldn't even bother with the GCC for additional control.  I tried two different units over a span of 8 months and was never happy with it.<br /><br />With the SAFC you can actually run larger injectors an a smaller chip.  IE, you can run 660 injectors using a 550 chip.||67.38.19.203||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000004||turbofreek||04-27-2003||02:47 PM||||If you have a GCC, would you use that or geta SAFC. Which one do you htink is really better. I had a VPC/GCC combo on my 95' GST and that worked really well with my my Frank 6. I want to know which one to get i am going to be my swap in about a week.||141.149.54.252||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000005||AWD4DR||04-28-2003||01:19 AM||||You will get slightly more tunability with the AFC vs the GCC..The question to ask yourself is,are you going to use that extra window of adjustment it has to offer, and are you going to get sick of looking at that big bright blue riceboy style display  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||67.193.140.9||reg||5||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000006||Oztek||04-28-2003||09:56 AM||||You get more than just slightly more tunability.<br /><br />The GCC really only allows you to tune for either street, or strip, but not both.<br /><br />Every time I raised boost and added more fuel, my idle screwed up because I couldn't take out enough fuel.<br /><br />The GCC allows for -12 to +16 over it's trims.  Even at -12 on the gcc and -12 on the idle, my car was still pig rich.  I was also getting tons of phantom knock because the fuel was off.<br /><br />Now, I spent 8 months of solid logging and tuning with two GCCs and was unable to get rid of the problem.  I put on the SAFC and all of the problems disappeared.<br /><br />Take it for what it's worth, but I wouldn't suggest that anyone use a GCC.  They just don't work that well.||67.38.19.203||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||04-29-2003||11:12 PM||||Speaking of VPC chips, does anyone know if the vpc and fcon chips are interchangeable?  I have a bunch of f'cons and would really like to find someone with the fuel maps to burn proms to.  I have had zero luck with the vendors listed on the hks site.  None have the maps anymore.  My gvr4 is one of the hks specials, and has the f-con from the "factory"  It is out of the car now, but I still have the harness and all and would like to use it if I can find a prom.  Thanks<br />dave||12.83.146.82||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000008||turbofreek||04-30-2003||08:46 AM||||You should try to call Paisely Performance. I know he should most likely have it if the other people do not carry it. I say this becasue in NYC, most if the Turbo people still use the VPC/GCC combo, and they go to Paisley for the parts since its so close.||149.68.172.43||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000009||Oztek||04-30-2003||09:15 AM||||Don't talk to Paisley about burning customer VPC chips though.  They have some sort of arrangement with Buschure racing.  Buschure has the market on DSM VPC chips.||67.38.19.203||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||04-30-2003||10:54 PM||||What about F-Con chips though.  I need to know if they are interchangeable or not.  I cannot find anyone to burn an F-Con chip.  All the hks dealers have no clue that I can find, just stock chips, and what good is that?  My fcon/gcc worked wonders, but I really don't have the motor to need a vpc yet.  My gvr4 came stock with the fcon.  It was an "HKS Special Edition" or something like that.  I pulled it because the prom went south.  I should just throw it on ebay and buy the 89 dollar prom the guy is selling there and solder in the socket.  I've been trying to get a prom for 2 years now with no luck.  They used to make the big 16g/510-550 prom from an hks program done up at authorized dealers, and could burn anything you wanted.  Bummer.||12.83.144.225||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000011||AWD4DR||05-01-2003||12:41 AM||||How do you know your car was sold with the HKS hardware??Did it come with anything else??I've never heard of a factory HKS GVR4..||67.193.140.93||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000012||sk8bored||05-01-2003||01:30 AM||||If i remember right there was a HK$ galant built for the one lap race, and i think it was yellow.||209.181.55.114||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||05-01-2003||02:18 PM||||I think I recall Rick R saying he knows where that particular HKS Galant is in New Mexico.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002191.cgi
A||||8||blacksheep||Walbro 190lph fuel pump opinions?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-26-2003||11:25 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Is the walbro 255 necessary even when someone is just turning up the boost on a stock 14B? Wouldnt the 190lph be enuf unless someone swapped to a 16G or bigger? <br /><br />Most upgrades always suggest the walbro or supra. I figure 190lph wouldnt cause base fuel pressure issues either...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-27-2003||03:39 AM||||I'm using a 190 and it seems to be fine (the 550's are for the 2G MAS, honest!).  You're right in that it's probably a better match for the smaller turbos, but they're harder to find and for the price you may as well go 255.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||04-27-2003||09:09 AM||||I was worried about fuel pressure issues with the 255 also.  I put it in last night, and while it is a little rich, there are really no problems to speak of.  I would get the 255HP just to avoid possibly outgrowing your 190 in the future.  Who knows what route you might go with the car.  Go all out the first time (it's like ten more dollars) and you won't have to redo it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||04-27-2003||09:38 AM||||Paul<br /><br />This thing is a daily driver and I wanna avoid modding it up if possible...LOL. <br /><br />I know what you mean, though.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||04-27-2003||09:47 AM||||Mine is a daily driver too, blacksheep.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />But I'm not avoiding modding it up.  We just have different goals.  The 190 should do you fine, but I still would get the 255.  You never know when you might have a change of heart with those plans.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||04-27-2003||10:42 AM||||Paul<br /><br />oh, 'blacksheep' (my other gvr4) has a more "spirited" fuel setup. I am running the supra pump, russell filter, -6AN feed and return lines, billet fuel rail, aeromotive FPR and 750cc ball and disk injectors.<br /><br />'Green bean' on the other hand I dont wanna mod..She will have intake, exhaust, MBC, gauges and other little stuff.<br /><br />I am also planning on testing the MAF translator on the green gvr4 and then move it to the black gvr4 when she has a new engine put in her. So, I want higher fuel delivery for the 14B||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||04-27-2003||11:12 AM||||I guess a 190 makes sense then.  If you are doing your main stuff on a different car, then you probably won't ever need the 255.<br /><br />I noticed when I bought my 255HP from <a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.autoperformanceengineering.com</a> that they now have a 190HP (high pressure).  You might want to get that one.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||04-27-2003||11:44 AM||||Yep, thats the one I plan on getting and from that site. It is owned by Ron Gregory I think. He is a former gvr4 owner as well... Thanks, Paul.<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||07-02-2003||02:09 PM||||Update: I purchased this from Ron, Awesome and he even provided me with fuel hose to fit up||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002192.cgi
A||||0||Martin Chilcote||Aftermarket Seat Fitment||||1||||Martin #1064/2000||00000028
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||04-27-2003||01:18 AM||chilcote@swbell.net||Found this while web surfing yesterday, may solve the "mounting" questions some have have had: <a href="http://www.mmrusa.com/seatbrackimports.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mmrusa.com/seatbrackimports.htm</a>||66.139.166.210||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum2/002193.cgi
A||||30||HKS VR-4||Factory Spec wheel alignment||||5||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||04-27-2003||05:35 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Does anyone know what's the factory spec wheel alignment? Like the degrees for camber, toe, etc.||12.81.120.162||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||dlpinckney||04-27-2003||08:18 AM||||Front:<br /><br />Camber between 0 and 1<br />Caster between 1.44 and 2.44<br />Toe between -.13 and +.13<br /><br />Rear:<br /><br />Camber between -1.50 and -.50<br />Toe between 0 and .25||63.188.128.236||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||04-28-2003||12:13 PM||||Why is the front camber positive???? I just got my alignment from the dealer and they told me the same thing. Isn't it better to have 0 - (-.5) degree camber in the front??? My front tires look kind of tilted and the outer treads are getting rounded out a bit. Should I take it back and have them redo it???||12.81.73.45||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000003||bob in chicago||04-28-2003||02:06 PM||||Sorry, but I don't think front camber is adjustable on stock GVR4s.  You getz what you getz.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||markrieb||04-29-2003||12:28 PM||||You can get some negative camber from the stock suspension.<br /><br />Try the following for performance street driving.  This should not be hard on tires, but if it is, add some toe *in*.<br /><br />Front camber: -1 to -1.5 degrees each side<br />Front Caster: Non adjustable from the factory, but do yourself a favor and get the cheap (~$35) Whiteline offset caster bushings and get as much Caster as possible<br />Front Toe: 0.  If your tires can stand the wear and you want quicker turn-in, go with about 1/16" of toe out.  If you start to see feathering of the inside edges of the tires, you can go to 1/16" of toe *in*.<br /><br />Rear Camber: -1 to -1.5 degrees<br />Rear Toe: 0<br /><br />These numbers are just inside the factory specifications.<br /><br />Make sure you bounce the car a couple of times after setting the camber and toe, then double check the numbers.<br /><br />Also make sure the tech follows the technical service bulletin on the rear about disconnecting the AWS rams to set the rear.  If it doesn't show for the GVR-4, have them look in their book for the 3KGT VR-4 as it is nearly the same system.<br /><br />For autocrossing, increase the front camber to around 3 degrees or more and toe the front out about 1/16".  If you need to loosen up the rear a bit, you can toe it out some too.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||04-30-2003||02:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> <br />Also make sure the tech follows the technical service bulletin on the rear about disconnecting the AWS rams to set the rear.  If it doesn't show for the GVR-4, have them look in their book for the 3KGT VR-4 as it is nearly the same system.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">aw crap where can i find a tsb printable version of this? I just got an alignment today and im off in the front left camber.||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||number3||06-03-2003||09:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> You can get some negative camber from the stock suspension.<br /><br />Try the following for performance street driving.  This should not be hard on tires, but if it is, add some toe *in*.<br /><br />Front camber: -1 to -1.5 degrees each side<br />Front Caster: Non adjustable from the factory, but do yourself a favor and get the cheap (~$35) Whiteline offset caster bushings and get as much Caster as possible<br />Front Toe: 0.  If your tires can stand the wear and you want quicker turn-in, go with about 1/16" of toe out.  If you start to see feathering of the inside edges of the tires, you can go to 1/16" of toe *in*.<br /><br />Rear Camber: -1 to -1.5 degrees<br />Rear Toe: 0<br /><br />These numbers are just inside the factory specifications.<br /><br />Make sure you bounce the car a couple of times after setting the camber and toe, then double check the numbers.<br /><br />Also make sure the tech follows the technical service bulletin on the rear about disconnecting the AWS rams to set the rear.  If it doesn't show for the GVR-4, have them look in their book for the 3KGT VR-4 as it is nearly the same system.<br /><br />For autocrossing, increase the front camber to around 3 degrees or more and toe the front out about 1/16".  If you need to loosen up the rear a bit, you can toe it out some too.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mark,<br /><br />What would you change (above) with TEINS?  I would like to get this setup this week.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||06-04-2003||11:41 AM||||Harry, I don't think I'd change anything for normal street use.  Open track settings fall between the street and autox settings.  A car optimized for autox will be twitchy and jumpy on a larger, higher speed track.<br /><br />For as few miles as you put on your car, and if you are willing to put up with a little tire wear for better performance (or if you drive hard enough for it not to make a difference...), I might go a bit higher on the camber, maybe 2 to 2.5 degrees negative in front, but stay around 1.5 to 2 in the rear.<br /><br />You can also toe out the front about 1/16".  This will really sharpen turn in, but will make the car a bit twitchy and it will want to trammel/follow the grooves in the road.  If the car is too much on an open track, turn the toe back down to zero.  Leave the toe in the rear at zero.<br /><br />I don't know how much caster the Tein's allow, but pretty much go for all you can get.<br /><br />If you are real serious, find somebody with some wheel scales and use them to set your coil over heights/corner weights.  Mike C. at DSS had some numbers somewhere on where to set your corner weights.<br /><br />These setting will be a bit hard on tires if you do much highway driving, but should balance things out nicely on the track.<br /><br />Mark||68.129.21.137||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000008||DookGVR4||06-04-2003||02:00 PM||||Mark,<br /><br />  I just installed a set of H&R / AGX combo (GVR4 Specific) I am going to get my car aligned soon should i follow factory spec?....<br /><br /> I am looking to get even tire wear as my car is my daily at this point<br /><br />And in order to get my vehicle in spec am i going to need camber hardware for the front and the back as well?...<br /><br />I had my eye on this for the front <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/camber_Kit_1g_dsm.htm" target="_blank">eibach front camber bolts</a> <br /><br />and this for the rear <a href="http://http://www.dsmparts.com/whiteline_galant_vr4.htm" target="_blank">whiteline rear bushing camber kit</a>  but they are currently out of stock on the rear's   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br />should that hardware do the trick?...Or can i get by without them?...<br /><br />Thanks,Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000009||number3||06-04-2003||02:00 PM||||I plan to corner weigh the car (the reason for the Teins). Do you think you could round up those numbers for me that Mike published? <br /><br />I also can not seem to get the front of the car to come down. It seems to want to stay at 15 1/2" from hub to fender.  Any ideas why?<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||06-04-2003||04:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> <br />Also make sure the tech follows the technical service bulletin on the rear about disconnecting the AWS rams to set the rear.  If it doesn't show for the GVR-4, have them look in their book for the 3KGT VR-4 as it is nearly the same system.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">aw crap where can i find a tsb printable version of this? I just got an alignment today and im off in the front left camber. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Try this link:<br /><a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/gvralign.pdf" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/gvralign.pdf</a><br /><a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/gvr4_tsb.pdf" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/gvr4_tsb.pdf</a><br />Jeff O.||68.158.160.80||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||markrieb||06-05-2003||11:24 AM||||Dook,<br /><br />Follow my original settings 1 to 1.5 degree of negative camber all 4 corners, zero toe at both ends.  You shouldn't have any unusual tire wear at these settings.  But, make sure you bounce the car between settings and double check them and use the TSB for the rear AWS.<br /><br />Harry,<br /><br />I'll dig for the info, but I'm restricted to a phone line at work.  Give me a day or so.<br /><br />Mark||68.129.21.98||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000012||number3||06-05-2003||05:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Harry,<br /><br />I'll dig for the info, but I'm restricted to a phone line at work.  Give me a day or so.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No problem. I am taking the car on Monday to have the work done.<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||markrieb||06-06-2003||04:30 PM||||Harry,<br /><br />I couldn't find anything easily.  Your best bet is to call Mike at DSS.<br /><br /> For Order & Tech Calls: (805) 541-4483  Fax Number: (805) 541-7165  <br /><br />Sorry,<br /><br />Mark||4.47.228.42||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||06-06-2003||05:00 PM||||sorry to hijack: (I am totally ignorant with the suspension knowledge)<br />Had the wifes aligned a few weeks ago and it sucks.  After replacing the tie rod ends, alignment shop did there work and it pulls to the left very noticeably.  They rotated the tires and said it was set to factory spec.  It still pulled to the left (less but still noticeable) and the rear camber or castor (always get those confused) looks like a 400lb person in the back it angles in so much!  Funny that it doesn't pull so much to the left when on the throttle firmly...I'd bet that's how the tech test drove it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  so he didn't notice it as much...  <br />I need to take it back, but I don't know jack about the specs and was just going to put one of the guys in the car and let it vear left towards oncoming traffic while he tells me it's o.k.!!!||167.142.21.177||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||06-06-2003||05:10 PM||||Question is, did they do the rear correctly?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||GVR1643||06-06-2003||05:12 PM||||Ignorant me...I don't know if they did any of it correctly.  It drove better from the "guestimate" after the R&R on the tie-rods in the garage.||167.142.21.177||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000017||iceman69510||06-07-2003||12:57 AM||||Kevin,<br /><br />Major contributors to pull are:<br /><br />Uneven caster (fore/aft angle of front susp),one side may have been pushed back.<br />Uneven camber (called cross camber on alignment equipment) with measurements too far from nominal in opposite directions or out of spec one side,<br />Rear thrust angle causing rear steer input (incorrect or biased one side rear toe-in usually)<br />Bad tire.<br />Were the rears brought to the front possibly?<br />( I had this on my minivan with one dodgy tire that made its way to the left front).<br /><br />Typically, with front camber and toe "not adjustable" from the factory, most alignment techs will leave them where ever they are, even if not very good.  Since the car was tweaked (this is the one from the deer incident, correct)you may need some "abnormal" settings or adjustment equipment to make it work right.||204.246.220.205||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000018||GVR1643||06-08-2003||10:27 AM||||Thanks David,<br />This was right before the 'deer adjustment", but who knows, maybe the car had previos adjustments.<br /><br />The tires are fairly new.  <br /><br />I guess I'll have to see if they can set it where it works for just this car or maybe another shop that can.  <br /><br />Are some of you guys doing this yourself?  If so, how involved of a process is it...special tools, etc.  Uggh, it maybe one of those other things I have to learn to do myself only because I don't trust a local shop to do it!<br />TIA again.||167.142.21.132||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000019||ken inn||06-08-2003||12:25 PM||||yo, kevin, i KNEW my car was slightly off, and i took it to a body shop with a laser frame machine.  just to put it on the machine costs 45 bucks, then it is hourly from then on.  they verified the frame was off, and they could not pull it straight.  they ended up putting ingalls kits on the front, and trued it to spec.  huge difference.  total was 350, but from now on a total alignment is only 70 bucks, because now they know the settings.  they gave me back all kinds of printouts on what was done, and what is supposed to be there.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000020||number3||06-13-2003||05:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I plan to corner weigh the car (the reason for the Teins). Do you think you could round up those numbers for me that Mike published? <br /><br />I also can not seem to get the front of the car to come down. It seems to want to stay at 15 1/2" from hub to fender.  Any ideas why?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well here are the figures...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />LF <br /><br />Camber -.03<br />caster 3.26<br />toe     .07<br /><br />RF<br /><br />Camber -.33<br />caster 3.32<br />toe     .06<br /><br />FRONT <br /><br />cross camber  .29<br />cross caster -.07<br />total toe     .13<br />wheel base difference .07<br />track width diff -.42<br />track width 60.5"<br />ride highth 13.64"<br /><br />LR<br /><br />camber -1.12<br />toe      .42<br /><br />RR<br /><br />camber -.68<br />toe     .42<br /><br />REAR<br /><br />Total toe       .82<br />thrust angle    .00<br />set back        .14<br />axle offset     .00<br />track width   59.7"<br />ride height   13.24"||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000021||turbowop||06-13-2003||06:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong><br /><br />I also can not seem to get the front of the car to come down. It seems to want to stay at 15 1/2" from hub to fender.  Any ideas why?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry I didn't reply to this earlier. I didn't see this thread. It's the tall bumpstop that Tein uses in the front. I ran into the same problem. I trimmed half of it down. I'm not sure the reason for the big ass bumpstop but with it there it really limits travel when you lower the car substantially. With the shocks off the car I tested to make sure the shaft could go all the way into the body without the bumpstop and sure enough it did so I don't think that trimming the bumpstops will hurt the shocks.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000022||markrieb||06-14-2003||10:20 AM||||Harry, <br /><br />I'd like to see the right and left sides more balanced, i.e., you should have nearly the same camber on the right as the left, both front and rear.<br /><br />I'd also like to see a little less toe in the rear.<br /><br />Where did your corner weights end up?<br /><br />Mark||68.129.21.228||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000023||number3||06-14-2003||04:41 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002501" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002501</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000024||Minjin||06-14-2003||08:06 PM||||Those corner weights are close enough to ideal that I wouldn't mess with them. <br /><br />However, if you really do want to mess with them, you need to corner weight the car with YOU in it and the amount of gas you race with (probably 1/2 tank or more).<br /><br />Obviously, ideal is equal weight on all 4 tires. Since this won't happen, go for equal weight side to side. If you can't achieve that, go for equal diagonal weights. Though the car won't handle as well turning one direction vs the other, it'll feel the same.<br /><br />Mark (the other one)||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000025||number3||06-14-2003||10:24 PM||||...with a someone about 20lbs heavier than me in the driver seat and still very little gas.  <br /><br />1038        937<br /><br /><br />797         732<br /><br /><br />Thanks Marks I am very interested in your comments if you have more. I really want to start to understand more on this aspect of the car.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000026||markrieb||06-16-2003||12:18 PM||||Harry, <br /><br />Without taking up an apprenticeship with a NASCAR team, buy a book called "How to Make Your Car Handle" by Fred Puhn.  My local Barnes and Noble usually keeps a copy on the shelf, list price is around $20, usually found for less.<br /><br />Quite a bit of time is spent explaining all of the suspension terms, what the different numbers should be, how the car is affected if they are not what they should be, et..<br /><br />A couple of other books that have been recommended, but I haven't read are:<br /><br />Performance Handling/How to Make Your Car Handle Techniques for the 1990's or High-Performance Handling Handbook by Don Alexander<br /><br />Chassis Engineering/Chassis Design, Building & Tuning for High Performance Handling by Herb Adams (of F-Body fame)<br /><br />Tune to Win by Carroll Smith<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.197||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000027||number3||06-16-2003||03:40 PM||||Thanks Mark,<br /><br />I have the Adams book and I will pick up the Puhn.<br /><br />Number3 can finally be driven again.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000028||number3||06-16-2003||10:34 PM||||Well I drove number3 today for some break in miles and the car seems to handle pretty well, so far as I can tell.<br /><br />The rear top nuts on the Tiens keep coming loose. I think I have a fix though.  I need to soften them up (currently on #8) the car bounces real hard over bumps. They are much stiff than the AGX/H&R combo.<br /><br />Harry<br /><br />I started a new thread for better search archives.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=2&t=002579" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=2&t=002579</a>||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||Minjin||06-17-2003||12:13 AM||||Here's my page on book recommendations. Its probably outdated (along with everything else).<br /><br /><a href="http://www.minnstech.com/books.htm" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/books.htm</a><br /><br />Strangely enough, I highly recommend the Mustang book. They use mcpherson struts in the front same as we do and it details their ways to overcome its inherent disadvantages. The other books tend to give more info on race track suspensions like doube wishbone and SLAs.<br /><br />I do disagree with the book on one aspect. It talks about how the only reason that Macpherson strut is used is for cost reasons. IMHO, mac strut is superior for rally and notice that the 911 has used this design as well for the past 30 years. Obviously, cost is not a concern with that car.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000030||number3||06-17-2003||07:53 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />I have the Mustang performance, because of my V8 Miata and I love that book. I have it marked and highlighted all over the place. <br /><br />It is written so well but nothing on the suspension. Maybe that is what book two is about. I will gladly check it out. Thanks.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002194.cgi
A||||5||147of1000||nasty oil leak||||1||||147of1000||00000861
Z||000000||147of1000||04-27-2003||12:58 PM||||i recently had a new water pump installed on my car (it finnaly went out after 162k miles)and the guy that did it did not put the ballance shaft belt back on. the engine now makes some nasty noises, i plan to put the belt back on but will it cause and damaga while its off? also every since the water pump install the car has had a really bad oil leak i dont know if it has anything to do with the water pump but it leaks really bad (4 quarts a day) any ideas or suggestions on why the oil leaks that bad would be VERY helpfull expecially since the gvr4 is my only means of transportation.||68.18.115.41||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||04-27-2003||01:04 PM||||get under that car immediately!  Find where that oil is leaking from.  For one thing, you said all you had done was the water pump, right?  You don't need to take the balance shaft belt off to do that!  Secondly, the only thing in there that can really leak that much oil is the front crankshaft seal or the oil pump seal.  I had the back step of my oil pump drive pulley shatter, sending oil out everywhere and killing the timing belt, costing me a complete cylinder head!  At least take the upper timing belt cover off and check to see if there is oil on the belt.  I would have the person's ass who did this work.  If it was a shop, take it back pronto, threaten to sue, call the better business bureau, take an ad out in the local paper, whatever you have to do to get it fixed!  They are trying to set themselves up for more work, and will probably deny everything.  Honestly, I don't see why they didn't replace the timing belt and all the pulleys while they were in there.  This couldn't have been a mitsubishi dealer.  Whatever you do, DON"T DRIVE IT till you find the source of that leak!  If you do, you are asking for a new motor.<br />dave||12.83.159.220||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-27-2003||07:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 147of1000:<br /><strong> it leaks really bad (4 quarts a day) any ideas or suggestions on why the oil leaks that bad would be VERY helpfull expecially since the gvr4 is my only means of transportation. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Wow!  Don't drive it!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||4||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||04-27-2003||09:03 PM||||My car recently has developed a nasty leak as well. Maybe 1 quart per week, or 350-400 miles. I looked under the car and the oil was all over the oil filter housing, the thing the oil filter mounts to. The filter is tight, but it has come loose once. I had to tighten it. There is also oil almost all the way around the oil pan gasket. I really hope it is not the crank seal of the oil pump seal.<br /><br />Any ideas?||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||147of1000||04-27-2003||09:41 PM||||well i finnaly jacked the car up and after looking around for a little while i found that the oil line to the turbo had a big ass crack in it which was the source of the leak. after trying a few parts stores ( i didnt think they would have one but i tried anyway) and finding nuthing i cut the flex section off where the crack was and clamped a rubber hose in its place. i think it will work at least untill i can get a new line. just thought i would let u guys know how it went and that i didnt blow my moter. just to let u know the leak started out slow and slowely got worse so if u have a mysterious oil leak it wouldnt hurt to check the oil line the goes to the turbo.||68.18.101.233||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||04-27-2003||10:08 PM||||Hmm, oil was leaking from the line that feeds the turbo... might wanna check out that turbo.  Hope it doesn't seize on you a few thousand miles.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002195.cgi
A||||1||crucible||The Venom 400 from Python Injection||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||04-27-2003||03:08 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Curious if someone knows anything about these performance computer boxes.Saw it in a Jegs catalog under the sport compact section.I also checked it out on the web.Its listed for TELs so I would assume it can be used for VR4s.||198.8.3.35||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||04-27-2003||03:46 PM||||from their site:<br /><br />Q. Okay, How Does It Work?<br />A. The Venom400 activates at 25 % throttle angle. When it does it modifies the input signals going into your computer, in particular the Manifold Absolute Pressure and Throttle Position sensor signals.<br /><br />basically, it makes the ECU think that you're pushing the pedal down more than you really are, resulting in the placebo affect of gaining power.<br /><br />it does nothing.||128.113.197.54||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes



ubb/Forum2/002196.cgi
A||||10||mromik||Lifters ticking little. How to remove ticking?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||04-27-2003||07:15 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||How to determine what lifter is ticking?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||04-27-2003||09:41 PM||||If you are goin to open up your valve cover to replace 1 or 2 lifters simply replace all of them.  You can get them for like 7-8 bucks a piece and as soon as you replace just 1 or 2 you are goin to be listening to another 1 ticking a few weeks from now and say damn I wish I would have just done them all at once...||64.108.84.77||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-27-2003||09:54 PM||||if you want to shut them up temp. there is this stuff you can get from your local parts store,dont know what it is called.bt if you want them gone completely do what he said.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||04-28-2003||05:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> if you want to shut them up temp. there is this stuff you can get from your local parts store,dont know what it is called.bt if you want them gone completely do what he said. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, it's called an oil filter with an anti-drainback valve.  AKA a Mitsubishi OEM filter.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||mromik||04-28-2003||07:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> You can get them for like 7-8 bucks a piece </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> your local parts store, </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't forget that I live in RUSSIA and we have no MMC dealers or services here. Only some in Moscow and European part of Russia. <br /><br />We have JDM parts shop here but prices are very high for new. I do not want to buy used lifters.<br /><br />We have Korean parts store here.<br />Are the Hundai Sonata non-turbo lifters the same <br />(4G63 non turbo)?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||04-28-2003||10:21 PM||||Click on the link below Hertz's signature in the post above.  (Ryan's website is awesome to bookmark anyway...great info and links)  Look in the "Retailers" section for 16 new lifters.....  I am sure you could probably arrange shipping to Russia through them.  If for some reason you can't find it on Hertz's page, here is the contact info:<br /><br />email:  primewarehouse1@hotmail.com<br />phone:  1-888-855-9712 or 1-214-441-1500<br /><br />The lifters through them are about half the cost of dealer pricing.||63.188.81.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||04-28-2003||11:47 PM||||Another possible filter choice: Puralator Pure1 filter (pn 10193) or Mobil 1 (sorry, don't know part number)||68.75.164.35||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||04-29-2003||11:15 PM||||saw a guy on ebay selling 3rd gen lifters for 12 bucks apiece.  Can that primewarehouse guy beat that?  If he can, he has 64 lifters I need to buy...maybe 128 with the spare shop motors I have.<br />thanks <br />dave||12.83.146.82||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||04-29-2003||11:21 PM||||$7.74 apiece -- that shop (Valley Engine Parts) has been selling them for quite sometime.  They are reportedly identical to the 3G lifters.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />These lifters are made by the same company that manufactures them for Mitsu!!!<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.75.59.120||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||305VR4||04-30-2003||09:40 PM||||The K&N oil filter has an anti-drain back valve too.  Part # 1005.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||04-30-2003||10:26 PM||||Heavier oil will quiet them in most SOHC engines, but I have never tried it in a DOHC engine. I dont think there is a difference in the basic oil flow of those engines.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002197.cgi
A||||12||snakedelong||changed lifters and now the car won't start||||1||||snakedelong||00000987
Z||000000||snakedelong||04-27-2003||10:06 PM||||Okay I changed my lifters and now my car won't start.  It turns over it just won't start.  I checked the fuel pump, injectors, spark plugs, and wires.  Also the 100a fuse blew but I replaced it.  It started for a minute but it was loud, and then It quit.  Could I have messed up the timing somehow?  I didn't take the timing belt off so I don't see how that could have happened.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000001||smokindav||04-28-2003||12:03 AM||||It might take awhile to pump up the new lifters since you probably installed them dry.  Keep trying and let us know what happens.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.87.10||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-28-2003||03:52 AM||||try to wet lube them from the top.take off the valve cover and pour a little oil over them to get them started up.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||snakedelong||04-28-2003||07:55 AM||||I ran some oil through them before I put them in, and then I pumped it out so there would be a film of oil on them, then I put some oil in on top of them already.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||04-28-2003||11:20 AM||||I hate mentioning this..Has anyone heard that the lifters need pumped before putting the cams back on and that if this is not done, there is a chance, that valves could get bent. I was wondering if this was an urban DSM legend   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-28-2003||11:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I hate mentioning this..Has anyone heard that the lifters need pumped before putting the cams back on and that if this is not done, there is a chance, that valves could get bent. I was wondering if this was an urban DSM legend    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds cooky to me.  Picture how the valves are.  What would bend them?||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||04-28-2003||11:46 AM||||actually, i think it is to NOT fill the lifters with oil prior to installation, this could overextend the lifters, and bend valves.  but, i think now you need to do a compression check, and see if you bent any valves.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||vr4play||04-28-2003||12:28 PM||||Actually you soak the lifters in oil to pump them up so they don't tap horribly bad for the first 10-20 min. If you pump them up you need to let the car sit for at least a day to let the lifters have time to collapse enough so that there isn't any valve contact.  I normaly do it with the head off. I assemble it one day and all the valves are open from the lifters being pumped up too much, and by the next day they have all shut. If you try and start the car right away you can bend all of the valves. It is always a good idea to turn the motor over by hand first, take out the spark plugs and if you find a spot that feels hard to turn stop. It could be a valve touching the piston. If they are dry then it maynot start becuase the valves aren't opening enough. Like everyone else said. Keep tying.||65.24.254.99||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000008||snakedelong||04-29-2003||07:42 PM||||help no compression in the first cylinder, but the rest are fine.  Any possible reasons other than bent valves. I just cleaned the injectors that were in the car. Oh and when I cleaned the injectors and put them back in I didn't put them back in the same spot. Kicking myself in the butt now. please help||24.154.134.208||reg||11||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||04-29-2003||07:59 PM||||When I did mine, I just unplugged the MPI fuse and cranked it over for about 20-30 seconds.  That seemed to work good enough.<br /><br />btw, has anyone not changed lifters?  I put doing mine off for a long time because it can be a cost I didn't want to do.  It's not a upgrade.  Well, I'd tell anyone who hasn't done it to do it.  My car was faster because the damn lifters didn't set off the knock sensor.  A must if you want to go fast.  You could have all the mods in the world, but if your lifters tick, it is going to slow you down.  That is if you have your knock sensor plugged in.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||04-29-2003||08:17 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/lifters.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/lifters.html</a>||68.75.59.120||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||DookGVR4||04-29-2003||10:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> When I did mine, I just unplugged the MPI fuse and cranked it over for about 20-30 seconds.  That seemed to work good enough.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000012||Beemer||04-29-2003||10:52 PM||||Absolutely no compression or around 35 pounds?  I somehow had all the ring gaps line up on every piston at once.  (go figure, it was right after my blonde wife drove it and broke both door handles in the 90 gsx this winter).  I had the timing cover off, checking everything.  Everything was fine until I did a compression check.  35 psi in each cylinder...  In a random act of desperation, I shot a ton of oil in each cylinder, and it started!  After a week I did another compression check (about 1200 miles) and she was reading 150 across the board.  So shoot some oil into that dead cylinder and see if it comes up.  If you bent valves, trust me, no amount of oil will bring it up.  Pull the timing cover and check the timing to be sure though.  Loosening the cam towers to get the followers out so you can change the lifters could allow one of the cam gears to slip a tooth. Also take a pry bar and compress all four lifters on #1 cylinder and then try to start again.  sometimes new lifters stick/overextend due to bad springs inside.  I just pull all my lifters and soak them in that canned dip type carb cleaner every other year and they are fine. That stuff eats varnish and gunk like nothing else...<br />dave||12.83.146.82||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002198.cgi
A||||5||4G63_GSR||is my engine going bad???||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||04-28-2003||10:50 AM||vlee14@hotmail.com||ok guys first off, my engine was replaced about almost a year ago (t-belt). almost at the same time my ICS motor started to punk out on me... the real concern started just last week... now when i make a turn or (sometimes) slow down and make a complete stop, my engine makes a very disturbing noise... (sorry, i cannot explain how the noise is but the closes it seems to me would be like it's moaning)... i'm not even sure if it's the engine, but that's my guess... any help please...||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-28-2003||11:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong> ok guys first off, my engine was replaced about almost a year ago (t-belt). almost at the same time my ICS motor started to punk out on me... the real concern started just last week... now when i make a turn or (sometimes) slow down and make a complete stop, my engine makes a very disturbing noise... (sorry, i cannot explain how the noise is but the closes it seems to me would be like it's moaning)... i'm not even sure if it's the engine, but that's my guess... any help please... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do a compression test.  If your engine is only 1 year old, I would hope you would be in the 160psi range.<br /><br />Is your clutch slipping?  I found that slipping clutches can make some funky noises that sound like engine noise.  I think it is due to flywheel and clutch spinning at different speeds.  That kinda sounds like a moan or something.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||04-28-2003||11:46 AM||||Check your harmonic dampener for damage or wear.  It might moan or make some strange noise on the belt if it is about to come off.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||broke down||04-28-2003||01:58 PM||||power steering pump?  It is belt driven.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000004||Yao||04-29-2003||10:56 AM||||Water pump?||208.253.246.92||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||04-29-2003||11:08 PM||||ggrrrreeeeeaaaaawwwwwwww.  Power steering pump.  Does it happen at idle when not moving or just off idle?  Just listen to any mustang from around 1982-1999 when it starts up cold.  They make more noise than the engine does.  Easy way to tell?  Pull the ps belt off and see if it still makes the noise.  (sometimes you can just loosen the pump up until the belt has so much slack it isn't turning the pump anymore.  Only for short distances though, unless you want to replace the belt)<br />You didn't mention if you had replaced all the belts lately either.  Alternator, believe it or not can moan as well.  When you come to a stop and drop below around 1k rpm, watch your lights at night.  If they seem to shift brightness, but come back up if you blip the gas, the alt may be going south.. (mine is, and I have a brand new alternator in the trunk with the tools to change it just in case)<br />dave||12.83.146.82||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002199.cgi
A||||15||gvr4tunr||Exhaust Modification Help!!||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||04-28-2003||03:21 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||so i ordered a 3" turbo back from RnR for a 1g TEL because they no longer make one for our cars. has anyone had experience modding TEL exhausts to fit our cars? supposedly it only needs to be elongated in the "test pipe" section by about ~18". anyone?<br /><br />chris||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-28-2003||03:50 PM||||The turbo back needs about 3" in one section.  Any muffler shop should be able to add the section you need and make it fit your car.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||mark k||05-01-2003||01:16 AM||||I am looking into eahausts for my gvr4, and have seen mention of this type , but don't understand the name or who exactly carries it, cost and what it' key desirable feature are . Is there a post # in part reviews?||24.175.8.194||reg||1||mark k||00001338||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||05-01-2003||01:25 AM||||arent the bends of the dp around the oil pan different?||65.227.204.176||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||gvr4tunr||05-01-2003||01:41 AM||||check the rnr out at <a href="http://www.rnrracing.com" target="_blank">www.rnrracing.com</a> <br /><br />i don't know if the downpipe will fit...i hope it will, i already ordered it. i assume that because the engines are mostly identical, that wouldn't be a problem. i think the actual demensions of the car will cause the problems, hence an extention on the length of the exhaust||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000005||BluFalcon||05-01-2003||04:47 AM||||I'm kind of in the same boat.  I currently have a 3in SS Turboback Mofugas exhaust on my GVR4.  I'm buying a 2.5 in pressbent Turboback from a 92 Talon AWD.  The plan is to remove the 3in SS from my GVR4 and have it modified to fit my 92 AWD Talon.  Take the 2.5in pressbent exhaust and modifiy it to fit on my GVR4, which is being demodded to serve as a daily driver.  So is that all that's required for an AWD exhaust to fit on a GVR4 and vice versa?  The addition or removal of 3in of piping?  Any AWD 1st gen downpipe should fit on a GVR4 with no problems, as the only differences occur in the catback section of the piping.  I knew someone with a Mofugas downpipe on his 93 Talon AWD, which fit without any problems or issues.||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||05-01-2003||07:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> arent the bends of the dp around the oil pan different? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The DP will fit as long as your ordered a TEL AWD one and not a FWD.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||05-01-2003||10:25 AM||||yo, ed, wanna swap for my 2.5" system?  archer 2.5 ss downpipe, mofugas 2.5 cat, hks pos catback, bobby gentry WELDED cat to the catback, and i replaced the pos hks muffler with an ultra flo.  plus money.  MONEY, MONEY, MONEY. $$$$$$$||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||dlpinckney||05-01-2003||10:40 AM||||I'm not going to swear to it, but I think you need to add more like 10 inches to the exhuast.  I as well, will find out soon.  I have a full 3" mandrel bent 1st GEN. aluminized steel exhuast that has been sitting in my garage for about 8 months now....!!!!  I'm upgrading from a 2.5" Mofugas downpipe and 3" press bent,||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000009||SLO GVR 4||05-01-2003||05:18 PM||||I too thought that the exhaust would be easy to install.  I had purchased a Hahn Racecraft Full 3" stainless steel O2 Housing and downpipe.  Look at the modifications I had to make so that the d/p would clear the front cross member.  On a side not none of those pictures were taking while the turbo was bolted to the exhaust manifold (since doing that i have more clearance but still a tight fit. Sorry just dumped the pics in a directory.<br /><br /><a href="http://mygalant.com/images/Exhaust/" target="_blank">http://mygalant.com/images/Exhaust/</a>||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000010||gvr4tunr||05-06-2003||09:46 AM||||i'm hoping the RnR doesn't require such modification. it might just be the dp you're using. my guess is, considering that he sells a gvr4 dp (i think), that he just makes one that fits both the gvr4 and 1g TELs. in that case, i'm in the clear for that much of it.||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000011||dsmsleeper||05-06-2003||10:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SLO GVR 4:<br /><strong> I too thought that the exhaust would be easy to install.  I had purchased a Hahn Racecraft Full 3" stainless steel O2 Housing and downpipe.  Look at the modifications I had to make so that the d/p would clear the front cross member.  On a side not none of those pictures were taking while the turbo was bolted to the exhaust manifold (since doing that i have more clearance but still a tight fit. Sorry just dumped the pics in a directory.<br /><br /> <a href="http://mygalant.com/images/Exhaust/" target="_blank">http://mygalant.com/images/Exhaust/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have the 3" HRC downpipe on my galant.  It came unflanged, but was later flanged.  Mine touches the crossmember (helps with cabin noise) but fits.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000012||BluFalcon||05-06-2003||01:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> yo, ed, wanna swap for my 2.5" system?  archer 2.5 ss downpipe, mofugas 2.5 cat, hks pos catback, bobby gentry WELDED cat to the catback, and i replaced the pos hks muffler with an ultra flo.  plus money.  MONEY, MONEY, MONEY. $$$$$$$ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken,<br />  Sorry but I'm gonna use the 3 incher on my new Talon Project car...once I get the core support straightened out that is....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000013||Duc Hunter||05-08-2003||05:42 PM||||I went through this with an Apexi N-1 System (3 inch) and it was not simple at all.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||205.166.229.116||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000014||dsmsleeper||05-13-2003||03:30 PM||||Would it hurt to notch out my crossmember for the downpipe?  I need to tak about a 1"w 2"d piece out.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000015||Beemer||05-18-2003||08:07 PM||||I have a thermal research s/s cat back and an apexi n-1 dp for a 90 eclipse gsx that I would be willing to possibly trade you for that mofugas turbo back exhaust if you are interested.  The n-1 is new but not stainless, never been on a car.  The thermal was used for two months.  I just got it off ebay and it is extremely clean, although it was kinda rigged where it hit the guy's stock cat, so his adapter needs to be cut off and a flange welded on to match the N-1.  The N-1 I believe eliminates the cat.<br />dave||12.83.159.8||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002200.cgi
A||||9||dsm_rally||Looking For Online Source For Mobil 1||||1||||dsm_rally||00001254
Z||000000||dsm_rally||04-28-2003||06:53 PM||||Hey guys....anyone know of a good place to buy Mobil 1 online?  Even if it's not a whole lot cheaper it'd be a bunch easier to have it delivered to the house.  Any ideas?||65.31.148.136||reg||1||dsm_rally||00001254||yes
Z||000001||Martin Chilcote||04-28-2003||07:56 PM||||How much easier than going to a Walmart ?||12.110.136.92||reg||4||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000002||dsm_rally||04-28-2003||08:39 PM||||Well, for starters, I try to stay away from Wal Mart at all costs.  I absolutely detest that place.  <br /><br />The whole point was to get it delivered.  So does anyone know of a good place to order it from?||65.31.148.136||reg||1||dsm_rally||00001254||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||04-28-2003||09:06 PM||||Can't beat Wal*Mart for the 5 quart jugs of oil...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Can't stand the white trash though...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||04-28-2003||09:35 PM||||can't stand wall mart either... but ordering only seems like a bit much considering gas stations even carry it. <br /><br />but i'm sure you have your reason's for wanting it delivered. i have never run across anything but i also have never looked.  <br /><br />i might help in the search...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||04-28-2003||09:43 PM||||<a href="http://shop.store.yahoo.com/rodi/oil44877.html" target="_blank">http://shop.store.yahoo.com/rodi/oil44877.html</a><br /><br />good?||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||04-29-2003||12:54 AM||||Odd but I remember seeing a place who offered Mobil1 and Amsoil on the same website. I'll let you know if I find it.<br /><br />About Wal-mart. I work with a guy who theory is.<br />If you can't get it at Wal-mart you don't need it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.186.180||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||dsm_rally||04-29-2003||09:11 AM||||Thanks for the opinions and for the link, GVR4726.||63.174.7.252||reg||1||dsm_rally||00001254||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||04-29-2003||09:14 AM||||I met my second, no -- third wife at Wal-Mart.  She was beating her step kid in the parking lot.  ...or did I meet her on AOL?  Hmm... can't remember.||68.75.175.154||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||TLT||04-29-2003||04:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Can't beat Wal*Mart for the 5 quart jugs of oil...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep!  Unfortunately, they don't sell the 5 quart jugs year round.  I always buy as many as I can afford.<br /><br />The price recently has been $17.88.  They usually end up with extra stock and I have seen them as low as $13.88 on clearance.||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
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q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!click click click.. help!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-03-2003!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452763.1702!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452764.1222!,
q!Josh B!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!ECU Speed signal wire:  Which one is it?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452767.1639!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!keydiver!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2452767.1716!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!S-AFC II wont work right!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!02:26 AM!,
q!2452764.0226!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!07:43 PM!,
q!2452765.1943!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Where can I get tunerstein ?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2452767.1933!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!08:31 PM!,
q!2452767.2031!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!co172!,
q!Help with 2 ECU codes and glowing manifold!,
q!4!,
q!15!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!04:07 PM!,
q!2452764.1607!,
q!co172!,
q!00001380!,
q!Beemer!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2452778.2100!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!2.4 Mighty Max turbo conversion How Do-able?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2452767.1956!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!09:04 AM!,
q!2452768.0904!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Normal TPS sensor reading?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2452767.2120!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452770.1453!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!AEM Standalone!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452767.2151!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!JUNIORAWD!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2452771.2032!,
q!JUNIORAWD!,
q!00000278!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!Rev Counter!,
q!8!,
q!1!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452767.2219!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!00001190!,
q!keydiver!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452767.2300!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Dummy alert:  Changing coolant!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452767.2249!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!Beemer!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2452778.2011!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!Bigger and more efficience Intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452767.2313!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-06-2003!,
q!11:52 AM!,
q!2452827.1152!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MatTau!,
q!Great paint colour for Galant VR4!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452767.2352!,
q!MatTau!,
q!00001515!,
q!1101!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!12:45 PM!,
q!2452776.1245!,
q!1101!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Housing differences.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2452768.0016!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2452779.0028!,
q!CamZR4!,
q!00000312!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsm_rally!,
q!Looking For Online Source For Mobil 1!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2452758.1853!,
q!dsm_rally!,
q!00001254!,
q!TLT!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2452759.1623!,
q!TLT!,
q!00000705!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thetuna909!,
q!Radiator Help!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452758.2151!,
q!thetuna909!,
q!00000729!,
q!number3!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!10:20 PM!,
q!2452758.2220!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q~Can't go below 16psi on MBC!!!~,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452758.2313!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!Compressed!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2452762.1225!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!MAS-- Blaha or 2G?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!01:49 AM!,
q!2452759.0149!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452759.1702!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!Sound from AGX's!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452759.0924!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!04:01 PM!,
q!2452759.1601!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Dejon Intake and BOV pipe location...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452759.0950!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!09:22 PM!,
q!2452759.2122!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!Brake caliper rebuild!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!10:30 AM!,
q!2452759.1030!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!00000596!,
q!joec!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452761.1147!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!front mount w 90 oil filter housing/cooler?? !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2452759.1941!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!09:23 PM!,
q!2452759.2123!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!stock stereo install!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452764.1703!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!00000031!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!04:46 PM!,
q!2452767.1646!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!00000031!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Mitsubishi Thermostat part no's...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!12:44 AM!,
q!2452760.0044!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452760.0950!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!H&amp;R Spring?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452764.1741!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2452914.1257!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Engine is getting hot...what ALL could it be?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!10:48 AM!,
q!2452760.1048!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!rimreaper!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!03:27 AM!,
q!2452824.0327!,
q!rimreaper!,
q!00001863!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!How to tune???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2452764.2032!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452764.2242!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Broken center diff.!,
q!8!,
q!11!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!10:25 PM!,
q!2452764.2225!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452765.1727!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!Love MY TRANNY!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452764.2335!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!TLT!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!09:34 AM!,
q!2452766.0934!,
q!TLT!,
q!00000705!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!Stereo Kit help!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!02:47 AM!,
q!2452765.0247!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!229of1000!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2452766.2018!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!JDM Transfer case?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!10:13 AM!,
q!2452765.1013!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!12:01 PM!,
q!2452765.1201!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Shift kit woe!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!10:20 AM!,
q!2452765.1020!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452785.1222!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!exuast size question!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!02:02 AM!,
q!2452768.0202!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!02:01 AM!,
q!2452772.0201!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!Eric So need some help!,
q!14!,
q!2!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2452765.1225!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!00000026!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2452766.0120!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!00000026!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!which bov ?!,
q!1!,
q!32!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2452768.1511!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!03:01 PM!,
q!2452773.1501!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000032!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!WhiteOut!,
q!Smallest Wheels on GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452764.1727!,
q!WhiteOut!,
q!00001486!,
q!Minjin!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452765.2157!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q~Aftermarket steering wheels!!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2452768.1535!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!10:17 PM!,
q!2452770.2217!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Odyssey Battery and Stereo Equipment ???!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452768.1758!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!08:46 AM!,
q!2452769.0846!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!Skyline R32gtr IC vs RRE/Spearco/giffin etc Intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!02:29 AM!,
q!2452769.0229!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452769.2057!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!How to tell if turbo seals are &quot;shot&quot; by looking?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!09:51 AM!,
q!2452769.0951!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!01:44 PM!,
q!2452769.1344!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!engine holder!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!11:42 AM!,
q!2452769.1142!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!broke down!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452780.2353!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!bigger alternator wire and dump tube!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452769.1644!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!07:17 PM!,
q!2452773.1917!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!msaskin!,
q!threw a rod....question!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2452769.1722!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2452770.1951!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!Tire selection!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452769.2212!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!12:19 PM!,
q!2452770.1219!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Oil press light flashes at iddle / intermitent!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452760.1128!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2452761.1154!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!question about intercooler piping!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!04:37 PM!,
q!2452760.1637!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!number3!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2452760.2257!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!a little help is want'd plz!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!05:08 PM!,
q!2452760.1708!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!00001190!,
q!MX4!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!10:06 AM!,
q!2452762.1006!,
q!MX4!,
q!00000093!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!power to palms!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!07:54 PM!,
q!2452760.1954!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!Dan D!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!04:54 AM!,
q!2452761.0454!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Replacing Fog lite bulbs!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2452760.2127!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!08:39 PM!,
q!2452764.2039!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!3diamonds!,
q!4 bolt?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452760.2204!,
q!3diamonds!,
q!00000796!,
q!joec!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452761.1125!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Dr. On Point GVR4!,
q!Eclipse GSX and GVR4 axles the same?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452760.2221!,
q!Dr. On Point GVR4!,
q!00001288!,
q!Dr. On Point GVR4!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!11:50 AM!,
q!2452761.1150!,
q!Dr. On Point GVR4!,
q!00001288!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!hunting problems!,
q!9!,
q!5!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!10:33 PM!,
q!2452760.2233!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!00001190!,
q!Beemer!,
q!05-03-2003!,
q!12:49 AM!,
q!2452763.0049!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Quick boost question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!02:28 PM!,
q!2452765.1428!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452765.1654!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Help with TT wiring!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452760.2330!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2452761.1520!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!control arm!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2452765.1655!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452773.1033!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!teet!,
q!jdm front lsd!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452760.2346!,
q!teet!,
q!00000049!,
q!ctm!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452761.2328!,
q!ctm!,
q!00000315!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!data-logger help !,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2452765.1951!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452767.1717!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!L2R turbos!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452765.2300!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!Compressed!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2452766.1251!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MatTau!,
q!White Line sport spring !,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2452766.0015!,
q!MatTau!,
q!00001515!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!07:23 AM!,
q!2452770.0723!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!downpipe bracket!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!01:33 AM!,
q!2452766.0133!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!00000026!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2452767.1728!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!00000026!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kevinj110!,
q!RRE's Long Down Pipe!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!02:22 AM!,
q!2452766.0222!,
q!Belize#1692!,
q!00001490!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2452769.1922!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!00001484!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KenW!,
q!Bell Intercooler install!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!09:07 AM!,
q!2452766.0907!,
q!KenW!,
q!00000403!,
q!KenW!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!08:08 AM!,
q!2452773.0808!,
q!KenW!,
q!00000403!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Anyone running a Profec B with the &quot;race-only&quot; vacuum line elimination?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!10:46 PM!,
q!2452769.2246!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2452770.2206!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Numberless!,
q!4WS...disconnect rack rod ends?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!12:41 PM!,
q!2452766.1241!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!T!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!06:24 PM!,
q!2452771.1824!,
q!Theo!,
q!00001534!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q!TB Change, What Do I Need?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2452769.2332!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!07:30 AM!,
q!2452770.0730!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!Tunning question!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2452766.1557!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!Yao!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!01:38 AM!,
q!2452767.0138!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!quick welding question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!01:33 AM!,
q!2452770.0133!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!markrieb!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452771.2315!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!boost gauge problem!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452770.1437!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452771.2033!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4wsRyan!,
q!What to check first when car wont start??!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452770.1505!,
q!4wsRyan!,
q!00000908!,
q!4wsRyan!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452774.2328!,
q!4wsRyan!,
q!00000908!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!DSMparts.com!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2452770.1807!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!Beemer!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!08:53 PM!,
q!2452778.2053!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!steering rack question!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2452771.0050!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2452771.0050!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4door!,
q!A/F???!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!06:55 PM!,
q!2452771.1855!,
q!vr4door!,
q!00000880!,
q!vr4door!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2452772.1645!,
q!vr4door!,
q!00000880!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!How should I drive?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452771.2255!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!Beemer!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!08:39 PM!,
q!2452778.2039!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147of1000!,
q!balance shaft belt location?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!11:36 PM!,
q!2452771.2336!,
q!147of1000!,
q!00000861!,
q!147of1000!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!09:04 PM!,
q!2452772.2104!,
q!147of1000!,
q!00000861!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!joec!,
q!Sidemount intercooler on a GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2452761.1354!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2452761.1410!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Calling all doctors!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2452761.2010!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!Ash!,
q!05-03-2003!,
q!10:56 AM!,
q!2452763.1056!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!exhaust manifold!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452761.2047!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!11:29 AM!,
q!2452762.1129!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!motor swap question!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!09:03 PM!,
q!2452761.2103!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452762.1258!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!00000687!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!Battery relocation/kill switch-NHRA rules!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452761.2326!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!Ian M!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452761.2326!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!4WS elination...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452762.0115!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!00000687!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2452762.1251!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!00000687!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!weird smell......!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!05:24 AM!,
q!2452762.0524!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!00000890!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!03:39 AM!,
q!2452766.0339!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!00000890!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbo2liter!,
q!super afc intsall!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!08:43 AM!,
q!2452762.0843!,
q!turbo2liter!,
q!00001491!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2452762.1446!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!1G exhaust on a vr4!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!11:14 AM!,
q!2452762.1114!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452762.1521!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!00000760!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Finally replaced  front shocks and brake rotors/!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452766.1905!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452766.1905!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#258!,
q!Mystery part #!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2452762.1403!,
q!#258!,
q!00000439!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2452762.1900!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!Indy Race core!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!08:42 PM!,
q!2452766.2042!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!00000528!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452766.2318!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!head gasket!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452766.2134!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452766.2320!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!cam bearing torque!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452766.2209!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452766.2221!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Help me find an aeroquip fitting!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452766.2327!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!12:21 PM!,
q!2452768.1221!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Trunk battery Q!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452766.2343!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!Kibo!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452770.1747!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!JDM Mirrors!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2452766.2354!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2452911.2232!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gboy412!,
q!Pacesetter shifter?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!10:28 AM!,
q!2452767.1028!,
q!gboy412!,
q!00001114!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2452767.2054!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!question for people with 2G mas!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2452767.1102!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!sleeper!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2452768.1100!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!DSMotorsport GVR4 project!,
q!2!,
q!23!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2452767.1354!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!00000574!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2452788.0943!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!wheel bearings!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452762.1437!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!05-03-2003!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452763.1012!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Walbro 255 installed...easy!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452762.1812!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!04:38 PM!,
q!2452765.1638!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!air intake!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2452762.1827!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!00000890!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!06:41 PM!,
q!2452762.1841!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!Noise from rear bearings?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452762.1919!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2452766.0943!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!GVR4#933!,
q!New owner with part time A/C problem!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2452762.1933!,
q!GVR4#933!,
q!00001375!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452764.1634!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Top of head thought!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452762.2112!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452765.2056!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!New Fuel Pump installed last night!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-03-2003!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2452763.1257!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!keydiver!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!01:05 PM!,
q!2452765.1305!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/002201.cgi
A||||1||thetuna909||Radiator Help||||1||||thetuna909||00000729
Z||000000||thetuna909||04-28-2003||09:51 PM||thetuna909@yahoo.com||I need some help, I don�t know weather to go with the Modine or the Indy race core radiator. I am going to keep my stock A/C, and I am making my I/C piping to go up along the side of the condenser. <br /> The Modine is 27x18 and is 1.5� thick, it heavy but it has very tuff fins.  The Indy is 25x17.5 and is 1� thick and very light, but very easy to damage the fins. Both hold the around the same amount of water. Cost is not a problem, what do you guys think?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.146.13.68||reg||1||thetuna909||00000729||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-28-2003||10:20 PM||||I just installed an Indy Core Radiator:<br /><br />My thoughts...<br /><br />If you run a 20G or larger you will probably need to relocate the "drain" plug on the radiator. I had to drill and weld a drain into the bottom of the tank.<br /><br />If you plan to run the OEM radiator fan you can't effectively. You will need to step down to a 13" fan.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I wish the top mounting pins would have been more accurately placed.<br /><br />You are right about the fins but just be careful. <br /><br />I do love the fact that the radiator is thin (like the OEM). I allowed me to upgrade my radiator with my 4" intake filter pipe.<br /><br />I polished up the top tank and it loooks real good under the hood, too.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002202.cgi
A||||19||a_santos||Can't go below 16psi on MBC!!!||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||04-28-2003||11:13 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />I just installed a dejon tool MBC, after I had installed my boost gauge. I have the screw backed out all the way and boost won't stop until I hit 16psi. I loged it today and the injector duty came out to be 80%, and knock was at 25.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-28-2003||11:43 PM||||Did you put it in backwards?||68.75.164.35||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||04-28-2003||11:47 PM||||No, unless it was labeled wrong from the vendor. I really don't think it is in backwards. The air comes in thru the chanel where the spring and ball are, that is hooked up to the tube that tees off to the niple right after the turbo, and to the one on the pipe after the intercooler, just like stock. The other opening goes to the wastegate.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||04-29-2003||12:08 AM||||Instead of teeing right after the turbo with that one line, tee into the line going to the bov||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-29-2003||09:18 AM||||<img src="http://www.darklightning.com/gi/mbc_inst.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.75.175.154||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||04-29-2003||12:23 PM||||does anyone have any installed pics of a mbc?<br />I would just like to see how/where they were mounted. Thanks<br />~Aaron<br />ps: that pic above helps alot!<br />Just got a hallman es.||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||04-29-2003||03:49 PM||||Sorry no pic of mine, but I can tell you that I have a small bracket (actually it is designed to hold a safety flag on a bicycle) clamped around where the vacuum line attaches to the controller body (like a hose clamp) with the other end screwed into the radiator fan using the stock screw (just to the left -- facing firewall -- of the radiator filler cap).<br /><br />I have a small problem with rust (Joe P. MBC) on the lock nut and screw, not sure if it is caused by the mounting location... but I do believe having it near that constant heat source helped me maintain the setting all year.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||04-29-2003||09:23 PM||||I used a dejon tool dual stage MBC and it didn't  work well at all.<br /><br />I have a hallman MBc in right now. I will get some pics in a little bit and post them.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||04-29-2003||09:35 PM||||The Red line goes to the WG actuator. The Green one goes to a boost source; either the compressor nipple (If you have one) or somewhere on the intake tract (Mine is on the stock BOV flange).<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.gravityradio.com/S/red-green.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.gravityradio.com/S/red-green1.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||04-29-2003||10:02 PM||||Strange.<br /><br />You better just upgrade your fuel pump  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||04-29-2003||11:28 PM||||Guess what guys,<br /><br />The jackasses at Dejon Tool had miss labeled the hoses. I never installed a MBC before and was way too excited and did not think it thru. Today I switched the hoses, and it is working properly, but it still spikes to 15 or so and then comes back down to around 12. I assume that my MBC is not very good. Anyone have better results with theirs? Less boost spike?||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||04-30-2003||12:12 AM||||I've never been able to get a smooth boost level with a MBC.  I'm running a greddy B now and it is much better.  I ran a MBC on my Galant and my old Talon and they both spiked high and fell off.  I didn't care for it too much, it made it hard to set my boost.<br /><br />I love the greddy b.  You don't look like a fool pulling over to set your boost  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   That and you don't break out is a sweet in the summer time opening your hood to set the boost.  Burning your fingers.....||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||04-30-2003||01:15 AM||||I'm using a MBC that I believe John Teeter (teet on this board) made.  It was on the car when I bought it from him.  It works very well... no dial to turn; you have to unclamp one hose and turn one end to adjust the boost, but I've never had any spiking issues.  Rock steady.  Go Teeter.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||slvrblt||04-30-2003||08:37 PM||||I used the DSMBC from Dejon Tool and it did not work well for me at all. I ended up selling it to someone who thought they could get it to work right. Now that Im thinking about it, I didnt get my money yet...||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000014||a_santos||04-30-2003||10:23 PM||||My Dejon MBC still does not work right. In first and second gear it will control the boost, but in third or forth or fifth, no control, it goes untill the BCS controls it because of knock, around 16psi, knock count of 25. I still have my BCS hooked up because I have a TMO stage three and it will allow you to do that. <br /><br />Anyone have a electronic boost controller they want to sell?||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||04-30-2003||10:31 PM||||Your MBC doesn't know what gear you're in.  Something might still be wrong.||68.75.175.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||number3||04-30-2003||10:34 PM||||Are your guys running internal gates and have you replace you O2 housings lately?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||a_santos||04-30-2003||10:42 PM||||I know, I think that maybe because boost builds up more slowly when at higher gear, engine revving slower, that it does not open the wastegate. At lower gears, the instant rush of air opens the MBC like it is supposed to. That is the only thing I can think of. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Your MBC doesn't know what gear you're in.  Something might still be wrong. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000018||04DrBlur||04-30-2003||10:44 PM||||My XBC from Extreme has held rock steady boost from the day I installed it.  I do have pretty extensive port work that probably helps out.  Even under extreme high temps and low temps it still holds just fine.  Right at 16 psi at the moment.||67.39.148.54||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000019||Compressed||05-02-2003||12:25 PM||||I have a bleeder type mbc, it works but with lots of creep.  I get around 10 lbs in 2nd, then like 15 in 3rd, probably around 16-16.5 in 4th and 5th.  I'm sure some porting would take care of that creep.  I need to get a new manifold and o2 I know mine has cracks and is leaking, so I'm just living with the creep until I get the new parts.<br /><br />I found that I get the most consistent boost when I tap the boost source from the nipple on the j-pipe and then go straight to the wastegate.  In doing this I was finally able to adjust from ~ 7lbs on up.  The previous owner was a F-stick and was just relying on the restriction of the stock downpipe to control boost  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />When I get my 2g manifold and tubular o2 housing and downpipe I will get a different boost controller.  Maybe ebc, but probably just a decent ball spring mbc.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes



ubb/Forum2/002203.cgi
A||||7||1667 VR4||MAS-- Blaha or 2G?||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||04-29-2003||01:49 AM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||I currently have a 2G waiting to go in, but i've been reading a little about the Blaha and im wondering if I should go that route instead? Heres my setup:<br /><br />550's<br />Small 16G<br />No AFC (yet..)<br />Walbro 255<br />misc other supporting mods...<br /><br />The way I see it, with the Blaha i wont have to worry about adapting the filter, moving the battery, rewiring and all that other BS. However, the 2G is still bigger. I've got the 550's in it right now with the stock MAS and of course, it runs like *shit*....breaks up in boost, horrible idle, just wayyy too rich and in need of a MAS. So basically, here's the question:<br /><br />Go through the hassle of putting the 2G in because its worth it, or ditch it and buy an Al blaha? <br /><br />thanks in advance guys...||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||JAYGVR4||04-29-2003||02:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1667 VR4:<br /><strong> I currently have a 2G waiting to go in, but i've been reading a little about the Blaha and im wondering if I should go that route instead? Heres my setup:<br /><br />550's<br />Small 16G<br />No AFC (yet..)<br />Walbro 255<br />misc other supporting mods...<br /><br />thanks in advance guys... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I essentially had the same setup on my GVR4 and it came with a Blaha.  Never had fuel cut, or poor idle.  I upgraded with an SAFC and happened to go with a 2G MAS when I did my rebuild.  I never knew the difference.  My understanding is that they both go for about the same price, but is is harder to find 2G MAS's with plugs...  So I guess it boils down to what you can find and what you'd be willing to spend.  I will preface that my Blaha had the flapper door thingy, and when a couple guru's looked at it before I sold it, they mentioned that it was a well made one.  There are appearently varying degree's of quality in some of the Blaha's made out there, and some are better than others, so it could be a crap shoot finding a good one.  Another possible reason to go with a 2G MAS is the fact that there is always more support for them when you have issues...  I sold my Blaha for $150 and bought my 2G with the plug for $150, so I fee like I broke even, with some peace of mind that if I have issues, I'd get more feedback from those with 2G's as opposed to Blaha's...<br /><br />HTH||165.247.91.94||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000002||crucible||04-29-2003||07:55 AM||||Did you try modding the 1g MAS?Theres a plastic screw that blocks some unmeasured air from entering the rectangular channel.Try backing it out.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||Rasko Da Gama||04-29-2003||09:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Did you try modding the 1g MAS?Theres a plastic screw that blocks some unmeasured air from entering the rectangular channel.Try backing it out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm - I could try that too. Can you be more specific, or is there any tutorial of modding the 1G MAS?<br />THNX||212.30.71.133||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000004||Marcus||04-29-2003||09:47 AM||||If you are in the market for a blah ha, I had one with 550's, big 16g and i couldn't tell a difference b/w that and my 2g.  So since I have a 2g, I'll sell my blah MAS 100shipped or 120 with a k&n shipped.<br />Marcus||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-29-2003||10:08 AM||||i had the blaha mas, with the flapper door.  stock injectors, big 16g, 2.5" turbo back, and it was fine.  UNTIL i installed the rre pipes and the starion.  then, it started being wierd.  at freeway speeds, the system would go open loop.  low end power right off of idle was non existant.  at that time, i had no afc, but i was running the cyclone.  fuel economy sucked, 16-18 mpg.  then, i upgraded to the 2g mas, 560's, and the afc, and got a pocketlogger to tune.  there was a huge difference in response off of idle, the car will pull cleanly from 1500 rpm to redline.  midrange response is much better, and fuel economy is way up, 20-22 city, 28+ hwy.  i think overall the performance of the 2g is way better.  to be fair, when i had the blaha, i had no afc or logger.  it did feel like top end improved, and it certainly took away mas overrun.  but it seemed like the stock ecu could not quite tune it in, and you may need fuel control.  i later on replaced the blaha with the stock mas, and got a lot of mas overrun, but driveability was better.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||04-29-2003||10:18 AM||||I have wondered about this as well.  I'm running the Blaha w/o the flapper, but do have the AFC to tune.  I've wondered if the 2G MAF would help vs the Blaha, but have decided to hear some feedback on the newer GM MAFT setups first.  This seems like a better option that doesn't need an AFC, although many have mentioned the AFC might offer the finer adjustments (not sure if this applies to the old school AFC though).  <br /><br />$150 for 2G MAF vs $200 for the GM MAFT converter.  I'd be o.k. with $50 more for a much better set-up if it proves to be one.<br /><br />BTW - my low end throttle response (below 3K) sucks, but I've attributed that to crappy stock IC pipes and old motor.  Not sure if the Blaha factors into that or not...||167.142.21.168||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-29-2003||05:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jan:<br /><strong> Hmm - I could try that too. Can you be more specific, or is there any tutorial of modding the 1G MAS?<br />THNX </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/1gmashacking.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/1gmashacking.htm</a>||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002204.cgi
A||||1||silly4turbo||Sound from AGX's||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||04-29-2003||09:24 AM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||after installing them, I noticed that when I go over speed bumps or something like that, I hear a sound coming from the shocks... I can hear the gas being compressed, does anyone else with these shocks hear that sound ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||04-29-2003||04:01 PM||||Yep.  Thats completly normal.  Drive a new car over a speedbump, they pretty much all do it.||65.165.18.166||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/002205.cgi
A||||6||blacksheep||Dejon Intake and BOV pipe location...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-29-2003||09:50 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone running stock FMIC pipes with a dejon intake pipe ? I think their BOV tube pipe is more specific for TEL's. <br /><br />I would like to order one with the BOV tube at a alternate location and was wondering if anyone has done this or even what the best location would be so maybe I coud ask them?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-29-2003||09:56 AM||||someone posted about using the 180 deg washing machine hose, i think it would work fine.  the only possible problem would be once attached, the hose may push the intake forward, and it may not clear the fan shroud, or the radiator, or both.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||04-29-2003||10:58 AM||||I'm the washer drain hose guy. I have the 3" Dejon intake with RRE front mount intercooler piping which follows stock path. No problems with fit with my set up...||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||04-29-2003||01:29 PM||||Bob<br /><br />can you email me a pic, please? Thanks||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-29-2003||03:42 PM||||Yeah Bob, when are we going to scan your photos, eh?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||04-29-2003||04:42 PM||||I have the Dejon 2G MAS in a 1G pipe, 3", and also have the RRE FMIC piping.  I had to put an extender pipe between the turbo (16G) and the pipe, in addition to the reducing coupling, in order to clear the fan shroud and get the BOV dump tube to line up, sort of.  The 2G MAS pipe is a lot wider near the fan shroud, due to the larger MAS, so is like 5" wide there instead of 3.  A regular 1G or VPC pipe should not have this problem.  The BOV dump tube was also too tall, putting the hose at an angle and bending it shut.  (I'm using bulk radiator hose, btw)  I cut about 1.5" off the dump tube and it fits fine.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||04-29-2003||09:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Anyone running stock FMIC pipes with a dejon intake pipe ? I think their BOV tube pipe is more specific for TEL's. <br /><br />I would like to order one with the BOV tube at a alternate location and was wondering if anyone has done this or even what the best location would be so maybe I coud ask them?<br /><br />Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, after installing my Dejon Intake, I would say the best placement for the BOV tube hole would be closer to the filter and on the bottom, then the BOV on the UIC pipe and the BOV tube hole would basically be right on top of each other.  So all you would need is a very short peice of hose to connect the BOV.<br />PM me and I'll try to send you a pic of where I'm talking about.  BTW I used the  Dejon 2.5" Long, BOV.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum2/002206.cgi
A||||11||sk8bored||Brake caliper rebuild||||1||||sk8bored||00000596
Z||000000||sk8bored||04-29-2003||10:30 AM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||I just ordered new porterfield pads and stainless lines from rre and figured i would also rebuild the calipers since i am in there. has any one had any luck with aftermarket rebuild kit's? or should i just call josh?||209.181.55.114||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-29-2003||11:32 AM||||Just call Josh.  You KNOW the rebuild kit will work right.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||RayH||04-29-2003||11:50 AM||||I did mine last year and just used the Mitsubishi kit.  If you want to replace the cylinders or guide bolts, you'll need to order them separately.<br /><br />Just be warned that getting the retention clip for the cylinder boot in place correctly can be a real pain.  Also I think the service manual shows putting grease on the cylinder seals which I think is incorrect; I used a light film of brake fluid.  When you pull the old seal out don't use a screwdriver or anything that can scratch the cylinder walls.  You can poke a pin into the rubber to pull the old one out since you'll be replacing it anyway.<br /><br />  If you don't have an air compressor, you can pull the calipers from the car, leave the brake line connected and pump the brakes until the cylinders almost pop out.  If the cylinders are coming out unevenly (which will happen if one is seized) prop a wood block against the free one which will transfer the pressure to the seized cylinder.<br /><br />I've got an extra 2 brand new cylinders if you're interested.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||04-29-2003||12:15 PM||||FWIW, I bought two rebuilt calipers for the wife's GVR4 from Advance for $50 a piece.  I haven't personally rebuilt a set so not sure if it's worth it compared to the rebuilt units that are working great.||167.142.21.168||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||04-29-2003||12:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> FWIW, I bought two rebuilt calipers for the wife's GVR4 from Advance for $50 a piece.  I haven't personally rebuilt a set so not sure if it's worth it compared to the rebuilt units that are working great. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You lucky bastard!  They don't go for that cheap.  Someone must have mispriced them.  You stuck oil with that deal.||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||04-29-2003||01:06 PM||||I think it's their normal pricing. Another local DSMer told me to go there for them.  Also that was after my core exchange.  It was the exact same dual piston set-up yada yada and fit perfect, worked great, looked the same except like new.  I was going to get another set for the rear on mine since they are hanging.||167.142.21.168||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||04-29-2003||06:45 PM||||I believe brand new Mitsu calipers are around $100 a pop or so...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||04-29-2003||10:56 PM||||I think I will be hitting up advance tomorrow.  That's half what others are asking.  What's their price on abs rotors?  PM or email me if you know.  My supplier is through the roof on rotors.  Just because they have the stupid hall effect ring for the abs...which I also am not ready to give up just yet...<br />dave||12.83.146.82||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000008||sk8bored||04-30-2003||10:48 PM||||thank's for the opinions, I just went ahead and ordered fron josh. time for the car to go back on jackstands||209.181.55.114||reg||9||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000009||mofugas||05-01-2003||08:25 AM||||ABS rotors?  Our vehicles dont use any special rotors for the ABS.  The front ABS sensor wheel is an aluminum "hat" that mounts to the hub, and the rear is a sprocket mounted in the trailing arm.||63.174.44.11||reg||5||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||05-01-2003||08:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mofugas:<br /><strong> ABS rotors?  Our vehicles dont use any special rotors for the ABS.  The front ABS sensor wheel is an aluminum "hat" that mounts to the hub, and the rear is a sprocket mounted in the trailing arm. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I always wondered about that.  I never saw how a non ABS and ABS rotor could be different, but venders sell ABS and non ABS rotors, so it can be confusing.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||joec||05-01-2003||11:47 AM||||On my 92 Eclipse GSX (small 1G brakes) the ABS rotor had several extra small holes drilled in it.  These fit over several small bolts (10mm head?) on the hub.<br /><br />I believe the bigger 1G brake rotors (93-94) had those holes on all rotors so they didn't have to have separate parts for ABS and non-ABS rotors.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/002207.cgi
A||||3||atsiauto||front mount w 90 oil filter housing/cooler?? ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||04-29-2003||07:41 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||front mount w 90 oil filter housing/cooler ,<br />Will it work ?> I may have went this direction too quickly before considering my options, I have a starion front mount available and i may add 2 1/4 pipes to this. but is the oil cooler in the way ?i mounted it like they do in a talon, i dont want the car off the road for weeks i just want to make it go as quick as possible. ( the project)||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-29-2003||07:53 PM||||I have both and they fit. I have 3" IC pipes and AC to boot.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||04-29-2003||08:21 PM||||Me too. Same as #3||24.148.88.72||reg||14||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||04-29-2003||09:23 PM||||i had a starion/rre pipes, and the oil cooler assy from a talon, easily all fit.  i had the ic tilted forward a bit.  orginally, the oil cooler fit in there with the stock bumper, i had it that way for a long time, before i cut it up.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002208.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||Mitsubishi Thermostat part no's...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-30-2003||12:44 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I remember on the gvr4list how we found there were 2 mitsu thermostats that could be used and I cannot remember why one was preferred over the other. Also, it was recommended to use a mitsu thermostat over the NAPA, Autozone, etc run of the mill ones? Why?<br /><br />The archive searches dont work so well for me on yahoogroups and I didnt find the info here...<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-30-2003||01:05 AM||||KC, I looked through all my records but couldn't find the part number of the Mitsu T-stat.  Sorry; it must be at home in the tool box...  Anyway, yes, there are two Mitsu's.  One is colder, a 180* t-stat.  That's the one I'm using.  The Mitsu ones are preferred over the aftermarket as the interior opening is noticable larger, thus flowing more coolant easier.  Call Conicelli and they'll hook you up; it's where I got mine.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||04-30-2003||01:40 AM||||Definately use the Mitsu part. I just replaced a generic parts store thermo because it would always keep the car 5 to 10 degrees warmer than the factory one. Now with the new Mitsu one my temps are back to normal.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||DSSA||04-30-2003||08:47 AM||||MD997608 (stock)<br />MD997607 (180 degree)||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||04-30-2003||09:39 AM||||JOshua will be gettin a call from me (again)<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||04-30-2003||09:50 AM||||I thought I remember reading somewhere that you should use the stock 195 degree thermostat due to some issues with the car reaching "normal" operating temperature for the ECU to act correctly.  I have always used the stock one, just wondering if there is any validity to this...???||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/002209.cgi
A||||11||blacksheep||Engine is getting hot...what ALL could it be?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-30-2003||10:48 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, "Green Bean" has been acting very funny. I drive to work - 2.5 miles from home and the temp gauge climbs over the halfway mark, but not into the the last 1/4 before the red. I refuse to drive it any further coz I dont want to cook the engine. I just use it to get to work and back. This in itself is unsafe IMHO, so I will be swapping the radiator and t-stat(need to order asap)<br /><br />Symptoms that could be causing this:<br /><br />1) Bad radiator - The radiator on it was patched in several places and I bought a modine to drop in<br /><br />2) Water pump ??? - I bought the car just after a head-re-work. It was brought back to factory specs, I was told. Maybe the waterpump wasnt replaced and it could be the cause of this ??? I looked for leaks (from weep hole) but nothing there.<br /><br />3) Thermostat stuck shut - ??? - I drove to work, popped the hood and touched each of the radiator hoses. The lower radiator hose was plenty hot, the top was a little hot, but not as hot as the bottom one, I figure this is normal. Overflow bottle is half-full like it was. <br /><br />4) Temp gauge is kaput - The dufus before me had white-faced gauges and had pulled the needles. The tach sticks at time, so the gauge may be bad ??? I will throw in the cluster Abhay gave me this weekend.<br /><br />5) Air in the cooling system - I have heard of this happen, but dont know much. Any quick way to check this and could it cause problems?<br /><br />I think I have exhausted all my options. Anything I am missing out on here? Anyone had the same problems and have ideas on figuring this out. Thanks!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||joec||04-30-2003||12:40 PM||||Do you have a datalogger?  If so, you can use that to read the coolant temp that the ECU sees -- this uses a different sensor than the dash guage.  If they're both reading high (dash guage and ECU) then chances are you're really overheating (i.e. not the sensor or the guage that's bad).<br /><br />Also, take off the radiator cap and see if it's full.  It's not enough to check the overflow tank.  If there's a leak in the hose between the radiator cap and overflow tank it's possible to lose fluid from the cooling system and still have that tank be at the right level.||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||04-30-2003||01:43 PM||||The top rad hose should be hotter than the bottom with the engine warmed up and thermostat open.  Sounds like you may have a t-stat stuck closed like you thought.  With the vehicle warm, run your hand over the rad top to bottom.  It should gradually get cooler toward the bottom.  If it is really hot, then really cool in a perticular spot, I would say drop in that new radiator.  If that upper hose dosn't get hot or as hot as the lower one, put in the thermostat.<br /><br />How big is your intercooler?  Are the fins on it and the radiator in good shape?  Not that it should cause that kind of overheating, but you gotta have flow through the whole stack of coolers up front.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||04-30-2003||02:32 PM||||Another thing to note.  Have you changed your coolant since last winter?  and what is your weather like right now?  I was told by my engine builder that now that it is warmer, that we should run a 30%/70% coolant to water mixture, since coolant doesn't transfer heat as well as water does...<br /><br />Bottle of Water Wetter works wonders as well!<br /><br />Are you using an aftermarket T-stat?  I've heard that the OEM ones actually have better flow than the aftermarket counterparts....||208.254.3.3||reg||3||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||04-30-2003||03:06 PM||||i go with the flanagan.  lower hose should be cool.  i say stuck thermostat, or water pump no pumpee.  if it was me, it would be the water pump, cause it is the hardest, messiest, more expensive, and more hated of the 2.  the easy stuff never happens to me.  then, right after it takes me 3 days to do it, someone always posts a shortcut.  replace the hoses, too.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||raceman77||04-30-2003||03:48 PM||||hows the 02 read?is it lean? check for vacuum leaks.Feel the rad-all over-this will tell you if the coolant is circulating.Waterpumps rarely stop pumping (just a spinning impeller)unless they`re pretty bad,that`s why there`s a weep hole to tell you the bearing is wearing out-time to replace.Does the aux.fan come on?When the guage reads hot have you tried the heat?is it instantly super hot?check the coolant with a thermometer...ah,what else...take the rad cap off and rev the engine a little,hows the flow?...best of luck with it||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||04-30-2003||10:47 PM||||Every factory thermostat I have had (the ones with the little brass shield on them) has separated into 2 pieces within 20k miles, but falls apart OPEN, so the motor runs way cool during the winter.  Not missing, so there is enough restriction to keep it cool during the summer.  I would NOT recommend a new factory mitsu thermostat myself.  I have had 3 go bad so far, replaced them all (3 different cars, 2-90 eclipse gsx's and #1244) and the aftermarkets are still fine after 60k plus miles each||12.83.144.225||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||05-01-2003||12:43 PM||||Sorry, been busy with work, so I will try to answer these questions:<br /><br />- No logger, will have Kevin try to help me with that in the near future.<br /><br />- Checked radiator when cool and filled to full. It didnt take much coolant. No leaks in the overflow or the line to the overflow tank.<br /><br />- Top hose is cooler, I have ordered a mitsu T-stat from Josh<br /><br />- Havent changed coolant since winter, will do this when new modine and t-stat go in together. Will try to buy a bottle of watter wetter.<br /><br />- fan comes on quick. <br /><br />- Turn the heat on. By the time, I start her back out and head out to the first set of lights - nice and HOT, car warms up super fast.<br /><br />- havent checked 02's yet, no logger. <br /><br />- Havent checked radiator surface either.<br /><br />- no pressure test either.<br /><br />Thanks for all the advice. I will do the swap and let you know||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||07-02-2003||02:07 PM||||I installed the modine radiator and mitsu thermostat this weekend and she runs awesome. Warms up by the time I am 2 blocks away and needle is rock steady as well..<br /><br />So, I would suggest changing out old stock radiator and new thermostat to anyone who searches the archives with the same symptoms||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||1667 VR4||07-02-2003||03:47 PM||||this is pretty obvious, but have you noticed any leaks? Mine started overheating twice...the first time, the heater core hose had a tiny punture in it that was barely visible, and the second, the shitty 11-year old hose clamps connecting the upper rad. hose had worn out and stopped sealing. <br /><br />Just some easy stuff to check if you havent already||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||07-02-2003||03:53 PM||||Since I saw no mention of how to check, and you mentioned water pump, there is an obvious way to get the answer that I didn't see posted...  <br /><br />with a COLD radiator, open the radiator cap, start the car and LOOK for flow.  If the fluid isn't moving, it's dead.  Of course you can also FEEL the firmness of the hose.  (i.e. a flacid hose doesn't have fluid in it.)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||rimreaper||07-03-2003||03:27 AM||||i OWN A "89 vR4 AND IT HAS Recently overheated. I stopped after a 100 metres and let radiator water go the heat of the engine was unreal.<br />After checking t stat (and discovering there wasnt one) I started to check flow and had sweet F All out top radiator hose. Have now turned to waterpump and the belts have completly worn I think maybe this is cause of water flow probs as my powersteer is heavy and the worn belt runs the 2. Does anybody else know what it could be.||202.27.176.157||reg||1||rimreaper||00001863||yes



ubb/Forum2/002210.cgi
A||||4||a_santos||Oil press light flashes at iddle / intermitent||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||04-30-2003||11:28 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||OK guys,<br /><br />Sometimes my oil press light flashes when I am iddling after a long drive, 20 minutes or so. As soon as I rev the engine, the light goes away, and comes back when it is a iddle again. I checked the oil and it is definetly not low. Is my oil pump bad? Is this even possible? I also have oil all over the oil filter housing and cooler, and all around that, and also around the oil pan gasket.  <br /><br />Is my oil getting to thin? <br /><br />I use Amsoil 10w30. This only happens when it is hot outside, above 70 degrees or so. <br /><br />I need help asap, as i don't want to permanently damage the engine. <br /><br />Thanx||198.111.38.137||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||04-30-2003||11:51 AM||||Abhay<br /><br />First thing, check that sensor for the idiot light. Its right there at the bottom by the alternator (mine was coated with oil and all messy too). Try cleaning it off or replacing it first and see if that fixes it. The car went on jackstands shortly after, so I never tried the fix myself.<br /><br />I am not sure if its your oil pump either, but try the sensor first and see if it causing the problem. Cheapest fix, by far.<br /><br />When older engines see this problem, they say its time for a re-build as the oil pressure is low and I am not sure if a compression test will actually pick this problem up.<br /><br />hope this helps and let us know !!!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||04-30-2003||11:57 AM||||Abhay,<br /><br />I agree with KC,<br />check the idiot oil light sensor at teh bottom, <br />sometimes a loose connection will make the light flash or the sensor is just bad.<br />Good luck<br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />White 1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||04-30-2003||02:44 PM||||You might have a loose bolt that holds your oil-water cooler-oil filter sandwich on. I go to a 10W-40 or -50 oil once the snow melts...||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||05-01-2003||11:54 AM||||I third the "idiot light" located on the oil filter housing. Mine broke off and what came off was the screw that attached to the spade to the oil pressure sender/switch. Its ~13 dollars at kragens/pepboys. cheap fix but a bitch to take off and on. I had a hoist and the Mitsubishi's sender uses a 1" wrench but the Niehoff brand from kragen is a wierd size the 1 1/16 and 1 1/8 wouldn't go on. I ended up using a cresent wrench. So after this fix no more oil light flickering whenever. <br /><br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/002211.cgi
A||||3||sleeper||question about intercooler piping||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||04-30-2003||04:37 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I did the search on this subject and found lots of good info but some confusing ones too.<br /><br />I have Shannons core and like to make piping for it something similar to Harrys.<br />Howard said he bought 5 90degree bends for the upper pipe and 2 bends for the lower pipe.<br />The 5 upper pipes sound like he might ended up with some extras there.<br />How many bends should I get? What size? I don't think it would make much sence to buy anything bigger than the stock throttle body. Right?<br />Even though the upper being 3" would look good with the 3" GM MAF.<br /><br />Throw out some ideas for me so I don't buy a bunch of extra bends I don't need.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||04-30-2003||05:05 PM||||Gabor<br /><br />My GUESS is:<br /><br />UIC pipe - 3 90's (Harry style)<br />LIC pipe -  2 90's (with compressor pointing down)<br /><br />Also, you would could run your intake pipe like Harry going down and into the fender well hole. <br /><br /><br />Above will be my setup as well, I am hoping. I dunno about 3" though. My end tanks are 2.5 inches and the stock TB is 2.5 inches.<br /><br />Harry has 3" end tanks and mentioned that his UIC pipe went gradually from 3" to 2.5 Inch at the TB...<br /><br />Hope this helps!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||04-30-2003||09:05 PM||||The upper pipe have to run next to the radiator because my filter will be in the front of the fenderwell.<br />Thanks KC<br /><br />Anybody else?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.61.9||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||number3||04-30-2003||10:57 PM||||My piping actually has a total of 2 90s (3 if you include the rubber connector off the turbo) and 1 45. (not including the end tanks)<br /><br />My end tank design makes this possible. <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=362" alt=" - " /><br /><br />The tank on the driver side takes the air in like a big funnel and turns 90 degrees (from 3" hole to 11" x 4" opening through the core.) The passenger side does the same thing but funnels the air UP and out at a 45 degree to meet the UIP near the headlight.  <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=363" alt=" - " /><br /><br />The goal was to make as few turns as possible and makes those turns as large and sweeping as possible.<br /><br />The reason for 3" Aluminum piping was to be the first, prove that it could be done (even with AC intact and OEM radiator) and to be different. Plus they look bad ass under the hood.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=364" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Old picture.<br /><br />2.5" is just fine performance wise. <br /><br />Harry<br /><br />PS. I am sorry for the bitmaps. I don't know why they are loading as such. I thought they were JPEG.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002212.cgi
A||||9||Sleepin Giant||a little help is want'd plz||||1||||Sleepin Giant||00001190
Z||000000||Sleepin Giant||04-30-2003||05:08 PM||||i am running a td05h big 16g with 510 cc injectors all in my VR4.<br /><br />the question is can i run my old 450 cc injectors with this turbo as i am trying to save on the amount of fuel i am useing. this is only for my normal day to day driving so there no hard and fast driveing.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||165.84.100.16||reg||1||Sleepin Giant||00001190||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-30-2003||06:00 PM||||the 450's are fine if you leave the boost down. if you plan to turn it up, then leave the 510s in.||131.193.156.122||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-30-2003||06:36 PM||||me thinks it goes a bit deeper.  were the 510's stock, if so, your ecu is thinking you have 510's in there.  so, the 450's will be about 13% leaner, and the ecu MIGHT be able to compensate.  where it wont be able to compensate, is open loop running, generally above 4k rpm, when it goes open loop, and runs on set fuel maps.  there are better ways to save fuel.  for one, you can pump the crap out of the tires.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Sleepin Giant||04-30-2003||10:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> for one, you can pump the crap out of the tires. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i like that one <br /><br />the 450cc were the standerd ones so i should be sweet with them and at 10 psi. i am keen to hear other ideas 4 fuel saving.||165.84.100.16||reg||10||Sleepin Giant||00001190||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||04-30-2003||10:05 PM||||interested in selling the 510's||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||04-30-2003||10:27 PM||||Less rolling resistance -- thinner tires, new wheel bearings, make sure your brake calipers aren't dragging, change your transmission and xfer case fluid... uhm, tuneup?  New plugs, wires, etc.?<br /><br />How about this... what's your fuel economy now?||68.75.175.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||05-01-2003||11:40 AM||||yes. Norm ran with big 16g, 450's, FPR but also a evo 5 intercooler and for the longest, ran up to 18 psi tuned properly with a logger and a s-afc.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong><br />How about this... what's your fuel economy now? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will post mine with my 550's and .9 bar(~12-13psi)with 20g. i get about 290 miles (probably past 300 if i push it) on a full tank on freeway but city driving i can get about 240-250 on a full tank. <br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000007||TLT||05-01-2003||05:02 PM||||I've got a friend who ran 450's with a Hahn Super 20G, Supra SMIC, Walbro 255 lph fuel pump, and S-AFC.  Not a good idea, but he did manage a 10.4x 1000' time (in a 2G Talon AWD), which is comparable to about a 12.5x 1/4 mile.  He ran at least 20 lbs of boost most of the time.<br /><br />I'm certainly not recommending that anyone do this   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000008||Sleepin Giant||05-01-2003||08:39 PM||||at the mo i can get 300 km per tank of 96 octain<br />with town driving<br /><br />on the motorways i get 500 km<br /><br />the fact i am after a better fuel economy is because i am a student again with very small bank a balance||165.84.100.16||reg||1||Sleepin Giant||00001190||yes
Z||000009||MX4||05-02-2003||10:06 AM||||You need the 510s as you are slow enough as it is.....you just dropped me home by the way....im still smashed!||64.208.86.56||reg||9||MX4||00000093||yes



ubb/Forum2/002213.cgi
A||||6||gvr4tunr||power to palms||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||04-30-2003||07:54 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||is there a way to log with a palm and NOT run it off of batteries, but rather a power cord?||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||04-30-2003||10:26 PM||||If you had a guitar you could use a power chord.<br /><br />But I have yet to see a palm with a 12V power adapter, or any power adapter other than a cradle.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||GVR4458||04-30-2003||11:12 PM||||I dont remember where i saw them, but someone makes car mounting accessories for palm.  One of them had a built-in dc power supply.  It basically replaced the batteries with a charge pack that was built into the mount, allowing you to still use the connector for other things (like logging).  The hell if I remember where it was, but I was searching for car mounting options for my handspring.  The website was almost exclusively car mounting stuff for pda's, phones, etc.<br /><br />Hope this helps.  They are out there.<br /><br />EH||68.73.84.122||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000003||number3||04-30-2003||11:27 PM||||<a href="http://shop.store.yahoo.com/laptopsforless/pdacharacad.html" target="_blank">http://shop.store.yahoo.com/laptopsforless/pdacharacad.html</a><br /><br /><br />And for our Russian friend (I hope its Russian)<br /><br /><a href="http://www.respect.ru/palm/access.htm" target="_blank">http://www.respect.ru/palm/access.htm</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-30-2003||11:42 PM||||It looks as though it hogs the port, so you could charge, or log, but not both... without some modifications.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.75.175.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||gvr4tunr||05-01-2003||01:37 AM||||i've been looking for a powered car mount and i found one that works with the Palm m500, m505, m515, Tungsten T, and Tungsten W.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.expansys.com/psionproduct.asp?code=CM541" target="_blank">http://www.expansys.com/psionproduct.asp?code=CM541</a>||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||05-01-2003||04:54 AM||||If you're the electrically inclined type:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.fastlight.demon.co.uk/jg/palm.html" target="_blank">http://www.fastlight.demon.co.uk/jg/palm.html</a>||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/002214.cgi
A||||11||crucible||Replacing Fog lite bulbs||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||04-30-2003||09:27 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||How the hell do you get the passengers bulb out?The IC pipe is right behind it!Do the lites pop out or what?<br /><br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||305VR4||04-30-2003||09:35 PM||||There are 2 screws on the top of the foglight holding it to the metal bumper support.  Remove those, then it should pop out from a "snappy thing" from the back of the foglight.  Hope this helps.<br /><br />Chris.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||04-30-2003||09:53 PM||||And man did i think the driver side was a biotch.....I did it without removing the assembly, Sounds like it is not possible for the passenger side.||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||04-30-2003||10:21 PM||||I actually just did this yesterday. I removed the assembly (1 minute each) and opened the back up to remove the bulb peice. The only problem I had was that damn snap "pole" on the back of the assembly not aligning right and not going back in place. I just took the "pole" out and screwed the assembly back in. Took about 10 minutes to do in the AutoZone parking lot.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||04-30-2003||10:25 PM||||I replaced both without removing the assembly. First I did the driver side, then after getting the hang of, I did the passenger side, it took less time then the driver's side.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||05-01-2003||08:24 AM||||just hope those screws arent rusted in both mine were, took almost an hour to repair extract etc...||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||05-01-2003||08:49 AM||||I thought you just screwed off the cover and pulled the bulb out.  Maybe I'm wrong on that, it's been along time.<br /><br />I'm going to do it again this weekend though as one of mine are out.  <br /><br />I'm a peepin tom.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||smokindav||05-01-2003||10:04 AM||||Tip- replace the phillps head screws that hold the fog light on with hex or allen bolts (stainless).  Much easier to get out the next time.||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000008||dlpinckney||05-01-2003||10:16 AM||||I've replaced them both in the car before.  The passenger side requires a little "artful bending of the fingers and hand"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   but can be done.  As stated above though, it is MUCH easier to take the two screws out and pull the whole assembly out the front.  I agree with having some spare screws handy and/or replacing them.  The first time I took mine out, they were a BIOTCH..!!  Also, I tried using 100 watt bulbs and would not recommend it, unless you like changing those bulbs.  They just burned out twice as fast.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000009||ayvr4||05-01-2003||11:50 AM||||mine are rusted like no other. I bought the<br />bulbs about a year ago.... they are still not<br />in.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000010||jazzguy||05-04-2003||06:18 PM||||I live in Maine, so rusty screws is pretty common.  I <br />just drilled the two screws out, and used rivets in the screw holes to secure the lights.  That was a year ago.  If I need to replace the lights again, I'll just drill out the rivets(it's easy), and repeat <br />the process.<br />ryan||65.235.133.165||reg||1||jazzguy||00000786||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||05-04-2003||08:39 PM||||my plastic covering is cracked. can they be easily replaced? where can i find new ones?  i don't want to have to by new fog lights just for the plastic covering.<br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/002215.cgi
A||||2||3diamonds||4 bolt?||||1||||3diamonds||00000796
Z||000000||3diamonds||04-30-2003||10:04 PM||adriancraig69@hotmail.com||hey, i'm just wondering if anyone has a pics of the 4 bolt rear driveshafts they use in the US? as i have a 4 bolt jdm evolution vr4 driveline and can't get any spare shafts(just incase i break a shaft)so i would like to findout if they are the same? <br />Adrian||61.95.22.181||reg||1||3diamonds||00000796||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-30-2003||10:39 PM||||I don't have a picture but the chances of "breaking one" is very small.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||joec||05-01-2003||11:25 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/4bolt.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/4bolt.html</a>||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/002216.cgi
A||N||5||Dr. On Point GVR4||Eclipse GSX and GVR4 axles the same?||||1||||Dr. On Point GVR4||00001288
Z||000000||Dr. On Point GVR4||04-30-2003||10:21 PM||generation2teg@cs.com||I got a junk Eclips GSX lyin around and my glanant needs a new front axle. Will the Eclipse axle fit?||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Dr. On Point GVR4||00001288||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||04-30-2003||10:23 PM||||One would think so since the only diff. with the trannys are internal (gearing). If there is a Mitsu. dealership available to call, call and ask thme for part numbers. If they match, it will fit for sure. If they dont match, they might fit too. Dealerships are weird like that.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||04-30-2003||10:43 PM||||You wouldn't happen to have a black drivers side door handle sitting on that junk gsx, would ya?  I just got a handle from M&S and it is junk.  Functional, but it looks like it was painted with a brush.<br />thanks<br />dave||12.83.144.225||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||Dr. On Point GVR4||04-30-2003||10:46 PM||||I have one but its not in the greatest condition||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Dr. On Point GVR4||00001288||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||05-01-2003||10:50 AM||||The axles are the same. I have T/E/L fronts in my Galant now.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||Dr. On Point GVR4||05-01-2003||11:50 AM||||sweet! ur the man||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Dr. On Point GVR4||00001288||yes



ubb/Forum2/002217.cgi
A||||5||Sleepin Giant||hunting problems||||9||||Sleepin Giant||00001190
Z||000000||Sleepin Giant||04-30-2003||10:33 PM||||i have just installed a 1990 vr4 rs motor into my 89 vr4 with the TD 05h and 510cc injectors but now i have another little problem<br />the dam car wont idle when warm it hunts big time and will stall after about 30 sec  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />but when the car is cold it will run fine.<br /><br />i belive when cold there is more air but when she has warmed up there is less air <br />am i rite if so how do i fix my little problem||165.84.100.16||reg||9||Sleepin Giant||00001190||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-30-2003||10:36 PM||||Please do a search on this. You will find the answer. There are many.<br /><br />PSI test and fix the leaks. It would be the first thing I would perform.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||04-30-2003||10:41 PM||||Does it kind of rev up, then almost die and then rev up again?  If it does, the closed position throttle sensor isn't grounding and telling the ecu that the throttle is closed.  When it is cold, the ecu is in open loop and ignores that signal since the ecu is in fast idle mode anyways.  When it warms up, it looks for that signal.  Since it isn't there, the ecu looks to the tps signal, and as the revs drop past 700-600 rpm (sometimes as low as 5-400) it will rev the engine thinking there is something wrong.  The closed position throttle sensor is the single wire sticking almost straight up, doubled over with a zip tie, on the left hand upper side of the throttle body.  Just use a continuity tester or just sand the tip and the mating surface down.  To check it, just pull the connector off and ground it at idle and see what happens.  Might not be it, could be the idle air control motor has crap on the rubber tit, so pull it out and do the rubbing alcohol cleanout of the bore, seating surfaces, and rubber tit.  Also, go to the vfaq and check the stepping motor voltages to be sure it is operating ok.  let me know if this works.  Also, check the egr valve.  If it is leaking it can cause all sorts of weird crap.<br />dave||12.83.144.225||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||Sleepin Giant||05-01-2003||08:44 PM||||very sorry i havent mastered this site yet   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br />i'll have a look but hay thank you for the leads.<br /><br />Beemer yes that sound like the problem down to a t<br />i'll be reading ur replay carefully and trying to fixz my hunt.||165.84.100.16||reg||1||Sleepin Giant||00001190||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||05-02-2003||08:29 PM||||I had that same problem and the problem was my cam angle sensor (CAS). Grabbed one from a salvage yard (off a 1G DSM) and now my car runs fine.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||05-03-2003||12:49 AM||||All the closed position sensor does is ground the wire, so just use an ohmmeter to check it.  If it shows much resistance just sand the thing and it's connection on the throttle body arm down to bright metal and it should be ok.  I don't know how the sensor could break seeing it is a solid piece of metal.  also check the wire connector and make sure it isn't corroded.  mine was due to the rubber sealing boot falling apart.<br />dave||12.83.146.131||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002218.cgi
A||||5||a_santos||Help with TT wiring||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||04-30-2003||11:30 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||My TT does not have a harness  [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=365" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=365&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] <br /><br />How the heck do I wire it in?<br /><br />Pic of TT HKS type 0  [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=366" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=366&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-30-2003||11:40 PM||||<a href="http://www.google.com/search?sourceid=navclient&q=Greddy+Turbo+Timer+install" target="_blank">these might help</a> though some of the wire colors seem to differ.  Get your service manual out, too.||68.75.175.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||AWD4DR||05-01-2003||12:36 AM||||Here is my guess going by wire thickness..Red/power,yellow and green should be the start wires,ign power should be either gray or blue but my guess is blue,same for the ebrake shutdown,gray or blue most likely gray,black is ground..As far as the wire harness on the car,look for the heavy gauge harness under the kick panel,start wire should be black with yellow stripe,ign power should have a white stripe,and power should have a red stripe..I could be wrong so dont quote me on this..Good luck||67.193.140.93||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||05-01-2003||12:52 AM||||I bought the adapter clip. I figured it would make it alot easier and fool proof to install.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||03:16 PM||||give hks a call,they should be able to tell you or send you an instruction manual.or if you bought it off someone ask him if he knows.good luck.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||03:20 PM||||give hks a call,they should be able to tell you or send you an instruction manual.or if you bought it off someone ask him if he knows.good luck.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002219.cgi
A||||1||teet||jdm front lsd||||1||||teet||00000049
Z||000000||teet||04-30-2003||11:46 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||norm<br /><br />can't reply to the private message for some reason...<br /><br />No, I don't have a spare passenger side axle.  In fact I supposedly have one on the way that I found by sheer luck.<br /><br />Mike from RRE gave me:<br /><br />That is a viscous front diff. You need a special longer right front <br />axle<br />joint/cup to run it.<br /><br />Try Conicelli or Norco, it will take a while to get. MR166160 23,300 <br />yen.<br /><br />Mike W<br /><br />I have found that a lot of the gearing and synchros in the JDM RS and e1-3 trannies are variations on the standard US stuff.  You kinda take it apart and count the teeth.  Bearings are all standard stuff.<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000001||ctm||05-01-2003||11:28 PM||||Excellent John -- Thanks!||66.27.117.246||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes



ubb/Forum2/002220.cgi
A||||1||joec||Sidemount intercooler on a GVR4?||||1||||joec||00000698
Z||000000||joec||05-01-2003||01:54 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||Does anyone know the details on this car?  It appears to be running a sidemount 1G intercooler:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/ccars/thill_gvr4.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.turbotrix.com/ccars/thill_gvr4.shtml</a><br /><a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/ccars/thill_gvr42.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.turbotrix.com/ccars/thill_gvr42.shtml</a>||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||05-01-2003||02:10 PM||||email Jeff Hill..its his wife's (??) car, I think. He should know...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002221.cgi
A||||17||crucible||Calling all doctors||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||05-01-2003||08:10 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Finally installed a boost gauge and took it for a ride.Unfortunately, its only seeing 8-9 PSI.UGHHH.Whats up with that.Car seems to pull nice but I dont have anything to compare it to.I tried teeing into the P port of throttle body and also the fuel pressure solenoid(I made sure it wasnt the pressure regulator vac line).Am I tapping into the right thing?The fuel solenoid is on the air canister oppisite the WGS, right?<br />Theres a pic in the manual but its impossible to tell where its located in the pic.<br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||08:52 PM||||this should help you some if your not sure where to run the vac line.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a>||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||05-01-2003||09:16 PM||||Why would you expect it to register more than 8 or 9?||68.75.188.31||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||natec||05-01-2003||09:19 PM||||because if he's running the factory turbo it should be boosting to 14 or so||65.29.96.16||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000004||crucible||05-01-2003||09:19 PM||||Is that what it should read with a stock car except open air filter?If it is my bad.Just learning<br /><br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||crucible||05-01-2003||10:24 PM||||Something else bugged me after I installed the gauge.The boost meter on the dash wouldn't go to the last led.When I got the car I never really looked at it so I'm not sure if something happened after I installed the gauge.I know I shouldnt trust the stock indicator.I dont want to invest in a boost controller if theres something wrong with my stock boost.<br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||05-01-2003||11:21 PM||||check to see if you have an intake leak somewhere. you should have like 1 or 2 psi more||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||05-02-2003||12:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by natec:<br /><strong> because if he's running the factory turbo it should be boosting to 14 or so </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Err...  it is the JDM VR-4s that ran 8 or 9, USDM is 10 or 11 -- a solid 11 if you remove the BCS restrictor.  Sorry about that.<br /><br />Don't know where 14 comes from, I have a "factory turbo" and it wants to go far past 14.||68.75.188.31||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||05-02-2003||09:58 AM||||i think that's the first stage of timing/boost being pulled because of knock.  try resetting your ecu and take it for a fast drive, if you get full boost(10.5 stock) then it is pulled, you got knock.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||TLT||05-02-2003||10:29 AM||||I haven't installed my boost gauge yet (this weekend), but I was fooling around and was trying to remove a vaccuum line from the BCS restrictor but the plastic nipple broke off.<br /><br />I bypassed the BCS and now the car is boosting noticeably harder.  I suspect the BCS was stuck or the ECU wasn't allowing it to re-open.  Maybe this has happened in your case?||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||05-02-2003||03:35 PM||||As Ken said, the ECU OPENS the BCS when it detects knock. Bypassing the BCS when you have no way to monitor knock can be a bad thing. The ECU is just trying to do its job: saving your engine.||68.158.113.241||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||joec||05-02-2003||04:08 PM||||Hmm, bypassing the BCS and no boost gauge?  How do you know what boost you're running?  The BCS acts as a "bleeder" valve, it has a small hole inside that "bleeds" off some of the pressure to the wastegate.  It's used to maintain a certain boost setting.  Now that you've bypassed it you've most likely increased boost dramatically.  You might be running 14psi, or 20psi -- you really don't know without having a boost gauge    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||05-02-2003||04:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> As Ken said, the ECU OPENS the BCS when it detects knock. Bypassing the BCS when you have no way to monitor knock can be a bad thing. The ECU is just trying to do its job: saving your engine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stock boost is 11psi, open BCS is 7.  Do you have bad lifter tick?  On a stock car, that should be the only thing that retards boost.  Unless you are crazy enough to run cheap gas or not have it tunned.  You know, stuff a BAD driver would do to a car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||joec||05-02-2003||05:35 PM||||Guess it depends on how the BCS is bypassed.  <br /><br />If you remove the tee and line going to the BCS and route the line  straight from the turbo outlet to the wastegate, then it should boost to whatever the wastegate is set to (7psi?).  <br /><br />If you leave the tee in and connect the input and output hoses of the BCS together (or just take the input hose and connect it directly to the air filter can) then you are bleeding off LOTS more air and the boost will go higher than the 11psi stock.<br /><br />Also, I think the definition of "open" and "closed" BCS is a little confusing (or reversed).  I would expect that "open" means that air can flow through the solenoid (bleeds air so higher boost setting).  "Closed" I'd expect to mean that no air can go through the solenoid (full pressure to wastegate so lower boost).<br /><br />Using the above definitions I'd consider the ECU as CLOSING the solenoid to reduce boost...<br /><br />Does any of the above make sense or do solenoids use some sort of reverse definition of open and closed?||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000014||crucible||05-02-2003||05:49 PM||||Found the problem.He's all better now.Bad vacuum connection.Duh.Feel lucky though it was just that.<br /><br />Now reading 10.5 to 11.<br /><br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||05-02-2003||06:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> As Ken said, the ECU OPENS the BCS when it detects knock. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry guys, my head was full of novacaine when I wrote that. The BCS CLOSES when the ECU detects knock.||68.158.185.151||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||Beemer||05-03-2003||01:02 AM||||When I broke my bcs valve (the top fitting broke off due to a careless elbow on my part) I found that my bov suddenly activated at 6 grand. Pulled hard as hell till that, but at 6 grand under boost the bov opened fully and the first time it happened I thought I blew the motor, or 3 plug wires suddenly died.  I know that isn't typical, but that's what happened to me.||12.83.146.131||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000017||Ash||05-03-2003||10:56 AM||||On my car bog stock I tried running with the wastegate disconnected, it got 18psi until it hit fuel cut at about 5500-6000rpm.<br /><br />I think that's exactly what's happening to you beemer, its not a wise idea to leave it like that.  If the BCS is stuffed just hook a line up directly from the post intercooler boost source directly to the wastegate and block the nipple on the turbo outlet pipe.  At least this way the car won't go bang in a hurry.  Next step is a boost guage and a MBC if you have a full exhaust and at least a re-wired fuel pump.  If in doubt consult the upgrade path.||203.220.203.142||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/002222.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||exhaust manifold||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||08:47 PM||nohad43@aol.com||i have a crack on my exhaust manifold.would this hurt my performance at all?||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||05-01-2003||08:50 PM||||Yes it would.  That is exhaust gas that doesn't make it to your turbo to help spool it up.||24.218.198.28||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||09:01 PM||||on those 2g's.i did a search on them and it says they dont crack.is that true?||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||05-02-2003||09:33 AM||||I had crapy idle and a way laggy turbo till I replaced my mnifold with a ported 95', man what a difference, the idle is smooth, and the turbo come on strong...when I looked at my old manifold there were many cracks, more then I though there would be.  also for good measure, I replaced the caps and plugs and wires and just had the timing belt replace ...||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||05-02-2003||11:29 AM||||mine would idle like shit sometimes.that is probably th problem,i changed everything in a tune-up except the plug wires,which im doing as soon as i get some money.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002223.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||motor swap question||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||09:03 PM||nohad43@aol.com||will a t/e/l 4g63 engine drop right into ours without any ecu,or any other work?||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||05-01-2003||09:25 PM||||Yes, If its out of a FWC remember to chamge the flywheel and backing plate, asuming its a 6 bolt 1g motor.||67.31.251.129||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||number3||05-01-2003||09:37 PM||||For more info <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||joec||05-02-2003||10:31 AM||||If it's a 1990 TEL then you may have to mix or swap a few parts:  Oil cooler is different, and I think the throttle body also (different vacuum connection, maybe different style switches?).  <br /><br />Nothing major, you should be able to just use your original GVR4 parts -- though many people believe the  1990 style oil cooler is more reliable than the later water cooled design...||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||91TSi_AWD||05-02-2003||12:58 PM||||motors are the same... there are slight differences in mounting from FWD or AWD and like Joec said 90s are a little different.<br /><br />between AWD and FWD here are the differences<br />backing plate<br />Flywheel<br />Front motor mount bracket that bolts to the motor<br />346 for FWD and 347 for AWD<br /><br />as for 90 motors<br />coil<br />power transistor<br />throttle Body<br />fuel rail<br /><br />The air cooled oil cooler can be used but the two discrepancys you will run into is blocking off 1 water line at the thermostat housing and mounting the oil cooler.||172.146.206.67||reg||1||91TSi_AWD||00000687||yes



ubb/Forum2/002224.cgi
A||||0||Ian M||Battery relocation/kill switch-NHRA rules||||1||||Ian M||00000361
Z||000000||Ian M||05-01-2003||11:26 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Since battery relocation questions come up a lot,I decided to dig out the 2003 NHRA rule book and post the rules regarding the battery and switch. Some more info for the archives... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />**** 8.1 BATTERIES<br />"All batteries must be securely mounted. Batteries may not be relocated into the driver or passenger compartment. Rear firewall of .024 inch steel or .032 aluminum (including package tray)required when battery is relocated in trunk. In lieu of rear firewall,battery may be located in a sealed .024-inch steel,.032-inch aluminum,or NHRA accepted poly box. If sealed box is used in lieu of rear firewall,box may not be used to secure battery and must be vented outside of body. Relocated battery(s) must be fastened to frame or frame structure with a minimum of two 3/8 inch diameter bolts. (J-hooks prohibited or must have open end welded shut) Metal battery hold down straps manditory. Strapping tape prohibited. A maximum of two automobile batteries,or 150lbs combined maximum weight is permitted."<br /><br />****8.4 MASTER CUT OFF<br />"Mandatory when battery is relocated,or as outlined in class requirements. An electrical power cut off switch (one only) must be installed on the rearmost part of each vehicle and easily accessable from outside the car body. This cutoff switch must be connected to the  <i>positive</i> side of the electrical system and must stop all electrical functions including magneto ignition.The off position must clearly be indicated with the word "OFF". If the switch is push/pull type,"push" must be the action for shutting off the electrical system,"pull" to turn it on. Any rods or cables used to activate the switch must be minimum 1/8-inch diameter. Plastic or keyed switches prohibited."||129.71.115.16||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/002225.cgi
A||||2||91TSi_AWD||4WS elination...||||1||||91TSi_AWD||00000687
Z||000000||91TSi_AWD||05-02-2003||01:15 AM||dyrain3@aol.com||someone's probably gonna yell at me... or sigh in utter disbelief. I have searched and searched... and from what I can see... to remove the 4WS from my galant. I need to get to short oil plug bolts and plug 2 outlets on the rack. these are left and right pressure lines? and then the return and supply lines can just be rerouted to themselves. now.... the other part. I have access to a rear setup from a 92 GSX, I want to remove the rack. I also want to see about getting new bushings or energy suspension bushings. should I use the GSX rear subframe... or since i wanna get new bushings anyways... just rebushing my rear end with TEL bushings that wont have the play that allows the 4WS on our cars. I want to remove the rack and lines. my lines leak outta the rack as they head back to the rear of the car... and I am trying to lighten the car as much without making it ghetto... I also want this thing to handle awsome. I dont like the idea of sloppy bushings, and want everything firm. as well as working power steering again.. lemme know if all im correct on... or if an even easier way is to get a FWD power steering rack and just reroute the supply and return lines for the resevour.<br /><br />sorry to beat the dead horse one more time.||172.175.26.99||reg||1||91TSi_AWD||00000687||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||05-02-2003||09:21 AM||||Hey, no problem!<br /><br />Yes, you are correct in what you need to do. As for swapping out the rear subframe...my (wordy)thoughts are: <br /><br />1. Take advantage of the opportunity to put in poly suspension bushings first into the GSX rear subframe while it's off and easy to work with. You'll have to burn out some of the old rubber bushings to install the poly ones. Don't forget to install adj. camber bushings.<br />2. Also have the GSX diff. refreshed with new seals, bearings if needed, proper gear/clearances, etc.<br />3. Even better, install a 4-bolt LSD, too.<br />4. Get a 24mm rear sway bar<br />5. Drop the old rear subframe & diff; remove all the AWS (pump, pipes, control valve) and old sway bar.<br />6. Install the 24mm sway bar<br />7. Install the GSX rear.<br /><br />Then, you'll have a much better handling car. It'll still have a less than perfect rear suspension geometry, since the GSX rear was designed to have some passive rear steer. Eliminating the AWS, adding poly bushings, lowering with stiffer springs and some neg. camber will maximize what you have, but only a major re-configuation of the suspension can fix it. <br /><br />Finally, get a 4 wheel alignment and go find some curvy roads.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||91TSi_AWD||05-02-2003||12:51 PM||||well I already have the suspension. I put AGXs and Eibach Pro Kit on it. sits low in the rear... like all others... sigh. this is kinda one other reason i wanna remove this stuff from the back so there will be less weight. Ill see about scoring the rear setup. I have a TEL rear sway bar, cause i dont really have the cash for aftermarket ones right now. mabye later. Ill go score the rear subframe and im gonna get a 3 Bolt LSD for it. no $ for a 4 bolt. and my current rear end has a wild wine to it... no idea why.||172.146.206.67||reg||1||91TSi_AWD||00000687||yes



ubb/Forum2/002226.cgi
A||||14||Sabwafare||weird smell......||||1||||Sabwafare||00000890
Z||000000||Sabwafare||05-02-2003||05:24 AM||||HI,<br />Just got my GVR-4 running about amonth ago. I have had this problem ever since the first time I drove it. Sometimes when I rev up the motor while I am letting the clutch out there is this really bad smell, the only way I can describe it is like a dead cat decaying in my motor or something.||65.56.250.126||reg||1||Sabwafare||00000890||yes
Z||000001||91E39A||05-02-2003||05:51 AM||||omg that is funny   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.210.74.80||reg||10||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||05-02-2003||06:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> rev up the motor while I am letting the clutch out  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Burn baby - burn   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||128.46.214.108||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||05-02-2003||08:07 AM||||Maybe it's a dead cat.  Really, if it sat long enough, something prolly tried to make a home out of your engine bay.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||suprflewus||05-02-2003||08:48 AM||||have you replaced the caps in the ECU??  My car smelled like rotting yak before i did this.  I think the smell is the capacitors leaking out their electronic goodness.<br /><br />lates<br />dale||64.12.96.102||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||05-02-2003||09:56 AM||||reminds me of a girl i dated a loooong time ago.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||05-02-2003||10:54 AM||||hehe, there was a dude that I knew that restored an old audi quattro coupe that had a ridiculously hard clutch that we used to rag on all the time!  well, he moved away, but e-mailed me not long ago that when him and his father finally got the clutch to slip and decided to swap it out, that there was a rats nest in there complete with burnt up dead rat and everything!  nuts!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||05-02-2003||11:12 AM||||Have you tried bean-o?  Works wonders for some of those awkward odors  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  j/k<br /><br />Are you sure it's not the clutch?  Is it slipping?  I'm assuming you've smelled a burning clutch before.  <br />Otherwise, I'd have to go with the ECU caps also, mine weren't too bad, but a close sniff reminded me of a really bad strip joint I went to once...||167.142.22.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||05-02-2003||11:27 AM||||if its only doing it while letting off the clutch,then it is pretty much your clutch,but if not,you have the sam problem ken had.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||Sabwafare||05-02-2003||05:49 PM||||well, I now the smell of burning clutch, I owned a honda once. I checked the ECU and everything looks fine. Any other Ideas? BTW I just replaced the clutch and rebuilt the tranny||64.158.133.14||reg||1||Sabwafare||00000890||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||05-02-2003||11:13 PM||||How's the ECU smell?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||1312VR4||05-02-2003||11:42 PM||||This should cure your problem  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /> <a href="http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=2299&prmenbr=361" target="_blank">fuel</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000012||91 #680||05-03-2003||03:36 PM||||i had that exact same problem a few months ago.   All I did was clean the oil that accumulated in the spark plug well from my leaky cap up and the smell went away.  I also threw in two new oil cap seals....no more oil buildup and no more smell.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000013||turboflanagan||05-03-2003||09:15 PM||||Is it exhaust?  My manifold is cracked so bad that especially cold when I get on it at all I get a nasty exhaust smell in the cabin.  <br /><br />Anybody got a 2G mani laying around?||209.86.140.235||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000014||Sabwafare||05-06-2003||03:39 AM||||well, when we got the exhaust manifold off it kinda crumbled..... Got a new one, thx for the replies||65.58.135.208||reg||10||Sabwafare||00000890||yes



ubb/Forum2/002227.cgi
A||||1||turbo2liter||super afc intsall||||1||||turbo2liter||00001491
Z||000000||turbo2liter||05-02-2003||08:43 AM||turbo2liter@hotmail.com||i need help with the install for the super afc.  i got power going to the unit but it doesn't light up.  i also think it was wired correctly, but i can't find the diag. anywhere.  please shoot me an e-mail.<br /><br />thanks<br />turbo2liter@hotmail.com<br />-patrick||136.181.195.17||reg||1||turbo2liter||00001491||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||05-02-2003||02:46 PM||||Took me 2.2 seconds to find this...........................................................................................................................................................<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660</a>||24.209.153.18||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum2/002228.cgi
A||||7||boostx||1G exhaust on a vr4||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||05-02-2003||11:14 AM||boostx@hotmail.com||Can a 1G (Eclipse/Talon/Laser )3�cat back exhaust work on a VR4 galant||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-02-2003||11:19 AM||||it will work throughout the beginninngof the car but fro th middle of the car on,its different.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||05-02-2003||11:23 AM||||Doesn't dsmparts.com sell GVR4 exhaust now?||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||91TSi_AWD||05-02-2003||12:47 PM||||I took my exhaust from my Talon to a shop and had them put it on.. they cut it in 1 place and added about a foot. works great.||172.146.206.67||reg||1||91TSi_AWD||00000687||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||05-02-2003||01:31 PM||||Do a search, please. We have talked about this before...<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Sam Sayes||05-02-2003||01:35 PM||||<a href="http://www.diamondstarspecialties.com" target="_blank">www.diamondstarspecialties.com</a> sell a GVR-4 exhaust.<br />I believe they only offer it in 2.5inch mandrel bent aluminized<br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000006||joec||05-02-2003||02:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91TSi_AWD:<br /><strong> they cut it in 1 place and added about a foot. works great. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where was the extra length added?  Between the cat and first exhaust hanger?  Between the two exhaust hangers?  Or in front of the muffler?||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||SLO GVR 4||05-02-2003||03:21 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002199" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002199</a>||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes



ubb/Forum2/002229.cgi
A||||2||#258||Mystery part #||||1||||#258||00000439
Z||000000||#258||05-02-2003||02:03 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||Cant find in caps the part # for the wiring harness for the alternator. Anyone?  Buler? Buler?||151.198.226.2||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||05-02-2003||04:17 PM||||Perhaps it's not sold as a separate part.  Just cut one off a junk car, that's what I did.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||05-02-2003||07:00 PM||||call the dealer and ask for the part number||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002230.cgi
A||||3||driftin galant||wheel bearings||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||05-02-2003||02:37 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||i was wondering since my wheel bearings are shot if the regual galant front wheel brearings will work or maybe the TEL ones?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||05-02-2003||04:29 PM||||Did they make any strange noises before they went?  There's a strange kind of metal to metal squeal that comes from the front left of my car under severe right handers intermidantly.  Just wonering if your car was doing anything like that.||65.165.18.97||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||driftin galant||05-03-2003||01:06 AM||||no before i got the car some jack-ass towed the car with out fron axels in causing the wheel bearings to fail. but is you need to check jack the car up and move the wheels side to side and grab the top and bottom of the wheel and shake and if it wiggels then you need the replace them.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||05-03-2003||10:12 AM||||Yhea, I did that.  There was no play.  I guess I'll just keep looking.||65.165.18.124||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/002231.cgi
A||||6||slvrblt||Walbro 255 installed...easy||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||05-02-2003||06:12 PM||||I have been reading about how much modification is need with the 1G DSM walbro pump for it to fit in our cars. I just got finished with the install and it was cake. It took me about 1 hour to complete and get running. <br /><br />The only mod. I had to do was to the brass colored "pump holder". To remove the pump I had to unscrew the retaining screw at the bottom of the assembly. This removed a 90 degree elbow lookin' thing that held the bottom of the pump onto the assembly. The very bottom of the assembly has an elbow that has to be bent straight down for the longer Walbro 255 pump to fit. Thats it. I took the old pump off, put the new one in place and used a hose clamp to hold it in place. My instructions (I actually glanced at them) said to use a plastic zip tie! wtf ? I like using the hose clamp much better. <br /><br />When I put it all back together it worked fine. Its very simple to do.<br /><br />The Walbro part # that I used was GSS342. It was for a 1G AWD T/E/L.<br /><br />This will cause my car to run a bit rich for now since I dont have an AFC. Even the use of an AFC with the stock FPR may not solve the problem. We'll see how it drives.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||05-02-2003||08:31 PM||||Tell me how it drives, as I have the same pump and am ready to install it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||05-03-2003||12:46 AM||||How lucky can you get?  Obviously this guy got a gvr4 from a not snowy area.  Most of the sending units are so rusty you ruin them getting them out.  ask around.  Congrats on an easy install.  you are one of the few.  GVR4's are not really corrosion prone, but the sending units are on all of them.  You live in a desert or the southwest?<br />dave||12.83.146.131||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||05-03-2003||01:59 PM||||Well, I took it out last night and it runs great. Its a little rich and for a while I felt a power loss. That power loss is gone now and I dont know why. I do live in New Mexico where its pretty dry so the rust was not a major issue. I like it and mine is a bit loud. The noise surprised me as it seemed to have gotten louder (as I got more tired) later in the evening. I think it was just my perception.<br /><br />Overall, the car runs great now. 18psi on stock exhaust with no fuel cut is kinda cool.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||uno||05-04-2003||01:00 AM||||On a similar note, is it quite normal to have a little more boost in third gear, than say first and second. It seems about a pound more. Just got done installing the JoeP MBC. And I tuned it to 13psi to start.<br />Micah.||216.187.162.32||reg||1||uno||00000228||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||05-05-2003||02:44 PM||||Some speculation...<br /><br />Did you also rewire the fuel pump?  I read once that excessive noise can actually be caused by a lack of voltage as the pump is straining to keep pressure.  I would imagine that more voltage = higher pump rpms = different frequency, so perhaps a higher pitch would be less audible.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||05-05-2003||04:38 PM||||Nope, I didnt rewire the pump. I dont have a AFPR so I dont want even more fuel over-running my stock FPR.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002232.cgi
A||||2||Sabwafare||air intake||||1||||Sabwafare||00000890
Z||000000||Sabwafare||05-02-2003||06:27 PM||||any suggestions on a good ready made air intake system?||64.158.133.14||reg||1||Sabwafare||00000890||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||05-02-2003||06:33 PM||||Home Depot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||05-02-2003||06:41 PM||||Home Depot has a good assortment of intakes||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002233.cgi
A||||6||gvr4tunr||Noise from rear bearings?||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||05-02-2003||07:19 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||when i let off the gas and remain in gear, or engine brake, i get a strange "drone" coming from the rear passenger's side wheel. bearings of some sort maybe? ball joint? it isn't a constant sound, it sounds like its cause by rotation, meaning it occurs once during each rotation of wheel. hope that makes sense. any ideas?||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-03-2003||01:05 PM||||Seized brake caliper?||68.75.171.53||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||gvr4tunr||05-04-2003||11:38 AM||||i don't seem to have any problems with braking other than a slight shake from a warped rotor or two...any other thoughts?||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000003||crucible||05-04-2003||07:50 PM||||I have a similar sound when I let off the throttle.I actually get a bouncing effect occasionally.Might be driveshaft(u-joints) wear which Im going to get checked out.You could look into that for yours.||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||gvr4tunr||05-05-2003||11:12 PM||||i'll be home finally on friday [at college]...i'll look into it saturday. what am i to look for, anything visible without too much labor?||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000005||crucible||05-05-2003||11:21 PM||||Since Im not a mechanic and dont know what to look for myself as far as drive shaft play, I cant really help ya there but it might be worth a look yourself since its free.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />When I get mine checked Ill let ya know.If this is your daily driver,I wouldnt let it go too long without being checked.You might get bad news but hopefully it wont leave you stranded.<br />BTW, if its wheel bearings it would usually make noise no matter what you're doing whith the tranny.||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||gvr4tunr||05-06-2003||09:43 AM||||i was afraid it was drivetrain...hopefully its not major repair to the driveshaft or even a replacement. let me know what your situation is||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes



ubb/Forum2/002234.cgi
A||N||10||GVR4#933||New owner with part time A/C problem||||1||||GVR4#933||00001375
Z||000000||GVR4#933||05-02-2003||07:33 PM||javi_lb20@hotmail.com||hi:<br />i'm a new 1991 gvr4 owner #933/2000 my problem is that the air conditioner works intermitently, it's only work when the car is fully warm and only for a short time then the compressor stop working.<br /><br />please, any info on this.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.50.155.177||reg||1||GVR4#933||00001375||yes
Z||000001||gvr4tunr||05-02-2003||07:58 PM||||take it out. you'll lose some weight, and gain some power.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||05-02-2003||09:47 PM||||expansion valve.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||GVR4#933||05-02-2003||10:45 PM||||ken inn:<br />what and where is the expansion valve?<br /><br />thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||66.50.155.177||reg||1||GVR4#933||00001375||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||05-03-2003||12:43 AM||||The expansion valve is located inside the dash with the evaporator.  First and foremost, make sure the a/c has a full charge of R12.  If it has been converted to R134a, they probably didn't change the valve.  Also, moisture (water) in the a/c system can cause this. Reason:  when freon goes thru the expansion valve it goes from a liquid to a gas.  Like nitrous, it gets cold doing that.  If there is moisture in the system, the expansion valve builds ice up to the point that it freezes closed.  Obviously, it stops the flow of freon.  Once the heater core warms the expansion valve up thru radiated heat thru the housing, the valve reopens and passes freon till it freezes up again.  So you have two options, or three.  Have the system evacuated and purged and refilled.  Make damned sure there is an accurate scale inside the evacuation system.  newer models have a scale.  with freon at 100 bux plus a pound for R12, they will say it isn't useable, which is bullshit, because the evacuator recycles it.  2, you could have it evacuated, replace the expansion valve as a precaution and have it charged, or 3, have it converted to r134a, have the expansion valve replace with the proper R134a valve, and then go buy your freon at the parts store if it ever needs topping off and do it yourself.<br />If the system has a sight glass on one of the lines, look for bubbles flowing past the sight glass while the system is working.  that means air is in the system.  If you don't see anything flowing, the expansion valve is frozen or the system is way low on freon.  My experience only, but I doubt anyone will diss me on my diagnosis.<br />dave||12.83.146.131||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||GVR4#933||05-03-2003||09:40 AM||||thanks Dave, your diagnosis make sens to me so i will give it a chance<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||66.50.155.177||reg||1||GVR4#933||00001375||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||05-03-2003||11:29 AM||||i did the conversion last year.  if your system is still holding pressure, all you need to do is get a kit(pep boys, 45 bucks), evacuate the r12, put on the new hi and low side fittings, and charge er up.  the kit will contain everything, new fittings, charge hose, oil charge, and r134.  but, i still think you need an expansion valve, and you gotta open the system to change it.  just to be safe, i would then suck it down and throw a drier on it.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||05-03-2003||09:01 PM||||The low pressure switch keeps the compressor off below 30deg F.  If your system is low on freon, it may have just enough in it to reach this pressure when the under hood temps get high.  Then your compressor comes on once or twice and the pressure is again too low and won't come on again.<br /><br />Best way to start is to see if you have a full charge of freon.  Know anybody that has a set of gauges to put on it?  <br /><br />I use a r12-like-product called Freeze-12 that does just about as well as r12 and saves the hassle of converting.  Just add it straight to r12 to top the system off, but the best thing to do would be find the leaks, fix them, put a vacuum on the system for about an hour, add some a/c dye, and recharge with freeze 12 or whatever.<br />Freeze12 is about the same price as r134a too.||207.69.82.109||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||05-04-2003||03:04 AM||||Where can you buy freeze 12?  Never heard of it.  My system is still r12 and holding, but I only have one can of r12 left out of the 4 cases I bought before it became a bad thing.  (lots of cars charged though)  Do they use the same style of top or do they use the 134a screw type?  I know lotsa questions...  Just never heard of anything that WASN'T propane or something just as flammable being available. We have Oreilly's, Champion, Autozone, Carquest, Pep Boys, and a few others around town.  <br /><br /> Thanks<br />dave||12.83.159.89||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000009||HKS VR-4||05-04-2003||05:08 AM||||meeh!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   my A/C is still fried...i know the controller box behind the glove box keeps shorting, but I don't know why. <br /><br />Any inputs???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.81.87.96||reg||9||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000010||turboflanagan||05-04-2003||04:34 PM||||I don't think that the national stores around here have had it, but I got it at a local mom&pop type parts place.  We use it at work if working on r12 vehicles.<br /><br />I also don't remember if it has the small screw-type top (I think it does), my adapter just punches a hole in the side of the can.||207.69.70.99||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/002235.cgi
A||||15||gvr4ever||Top of head thought||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||05-02-2003||09:12 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Has anyone ever busted the engine block of a 4g63?  I've never heard of anyone doing that.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||05-02-2003||09:56 PM||||Oh yeah, its quite easy to do. I did it by a balance shaft bearing sezing. I've seen it done with connecting rods many times. They can overheat & crack the block. Or completely freeze it, (but most of th time the freeze plugs will pop out of it).<br /> Putting cold water into an overheating/ hot but running engine.<br /><br /> Many many, ways to do it.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||05-02-2003||11:50 PM||||Or running 32PSI or 34psi from a 20G with a race gas mix, crack it right in half.  Mike Burgs(sp?) did it to his 2G.||63.228.6.56||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||05-03-2003||12:33 AM||||Roger that on the balance shaft.  If one of them siezed, it breaks the block right around the shaft.  There are some pics around somewhere on dsm.org that show a few.  not hard to do at all.  a good timing belt snap at 7800 can kill a block quite easily, as I can personally attest to in my old 97 talon tsi awd.  17k miles from new and mitsu tried to screw me while it was under warranty.  they replaced the entire engine top to bottom.  cost them over 6 grand, because I had a buscher head, and my lawyer made them replace it because his head wasn't the cause of the balance shaft bearing failure.  Oh you should have seen the look on the service managers face when the bill came in...<br />dave||12.83.146.131||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||05-03-2003||11:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> 17k miles from new and mitsu tried to screw me while it was under warranty.  they replaced the entire engine top to bottom.  cost them over 6 grand, because I had a buscher head, and my lawyer made them replace it because his head wasn't the cause of the balance shaft bearing failure.  Oh you should have seen the look on the service managers face when the bill came in...<br />dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">NICE!||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||05-04-2003||12:10 AM||||was is something like this?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.227.204.177||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||05-04-2003||12:13 AM||||Hee hee...<br />I work at a local Chevy dealership. Should see the bills for installing a new Northstar motor in a Caddy...<br />Break out the KY...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||broke down||05-04-2003||10:51 AM||||ought to see the cost for transmission fluid for a Jaguar xj220.  over $400 dollars for a couple of quarts.  no crap.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000008||1312VR4||05-05-2003||07:46 PM||||Speaking of <a href="http://www.illz.net/E46_M3_VS_Eclipse_GSX.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.illz.net/E46_M3_VS_Eclipse_GSX.wmv</a><br /><a href="http://sys12.cs.jmu.edu/hawleycj/vids/aftermath-low.WMV" target="_blank">http://sys12.cs.jmu.edu/hawleycj/vids/aftermath-low.WMV</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||05-05-2003||07:52 PM||||That's just horrible.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||05-05-2003||08:08 PM||||Damn!  What did he do to that engine?  It didn't sound right bouncing off the tack and the whole car was shaking.  I think he had a problem before that run.  Was that a stock 7 bolt?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||1312VR4||05-05-2003||08:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>   Was that a stock 7 bolt? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you see the 2nd vid? It was by no means stock. I think he was putting down like 400HP.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000012||DSMotorsport||05-05-2003||08:19 PM||||I blew up a block pretty good a few years ago on PRuven's dyno.<br />was a 95 piston rebuilt 6 bolt...stock rods.<br /><br />it was making about 450hp ish, (400ft-lb torque at the instant it blew up).<br /><br />machinist who "balanced" the pistons drilled little holes to even out the weight and one cracked through the centers of those little holes.  stress point.<br /><br />one rod came out of the bore and jammed the crank @ 4900rpm. litterally tore the crank out of the block, snapped main bolts.  block was cracked end to end in 2 spots along the balance shaft "bubbles" and had splits between all the bores in the thin spot.<br /><br />Im guessing when the crank wasn't held strait in the block, the other 3 pistons shattered and thier rods came flying out also.  one went out the pan, dented the dyno floor, and was stuck in the wall accross the room.<br /><br />when it finnally came apart for inspection, there was 4-5 handfull's of piston parts all in little 1" dia or smaller pieces in the pan...picture 4 pistons crushed up into 200 little peices.  nuts.<br /><br />the head off that car is still in use on another buddies dsm...without a rebuild...the head was PERFECT!  somehow.||65.164.23.247||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000013||DSMotorsport||05-05-2003||08:32 PM||||oh yeah...<br />just from watching the vid...<br /><br />stock 7 bolt rods/pistons, rod bolts, stock flywheel<br /><br />looked like 1G style thermostat housing and water pipe...so 1g head/intake <br /><br />Had some sort of garret hybrid turbo with 3" inlet, aftermarket 02 housing with polished tial external<br /><br />oh yeah...whoever was talking during the video...<br />#1 didn't know what a wrist pin looked like<br />#2 didn't know that pistons have steel "jackets" inside them when they are cast<br />#3 sighed alot like he was the one who suffered the loss....ie I think it was his car.<br />#4 has the "addict-pinkynail"||65.164.23.247||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||05-05-2003||08:35 PM||||I was told he was running a Green.<br /><br />So Nathan, what is the right way to balance a piston then?  I've seen the same done to flywheels and frankly it doesn't look safe.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||1312VR4||05-05-2003||08:56 PM||||Here is the Story. I know some of you arent part of the supra forum so I copied & pasted it for you.<br /><br /><br />The story: <br /><br />I was headed to work yesterday morning with my friend Brian. We spotted a new E46 M3 up ahead on the highway. He was turning right at a stoplight, so we decided to take a detour. <br /><br />As we followed suit, I gunned it and got up next to him in the left lane. I paced him for a couple seconds and gave him a big smile. Just then a stoplight turned red in front of us and we slowed to a stop. I looked over at the M3 owner and pointed forward. He acknowledged with a head nod so I knew it was on. <br /><br />Brian had grabbed the video camera minutes before and had been taping the entire event. He kept the camera low so the driver wouldn't see it. We didn't want to spook the guy out of the race. M3 owners never seem to race me up here in Northern VA. <br /><br />The traffic signal for the opposing turn lane turned yellow, then red. I pressed the accelerator to the floor and my launch limiter kept the revs at a very noisy 5500 RPMs. I wasn't looking at the M3 owner's face at this point, but I'm assuming he was getting a bit nervous. <br /><br />The light turns green and I let the clutch up quickly. I didn't sidestep it, as I was still worried about my new transmission (I had just shattered my center differential two weeks before). The clutch slipped ever so slightly, all four tires gripped the pavement, and I was off with zero wheelspin from my brand new 225/45ZR17 Kumho Ecsta Supra tires. <br /><br />The M3 driver was just as alert. He had been inching forward the entire time and actually began accelerating a fraction of a second before me. This didn't help him much though. By the end of first gear, which winds out almost immediately, the M3 was just behind my front bumper. <br /><br />After a loud backfire (running rich as hell) I granny shifted into 2nd (still babying the tranny) and wound out 2nd gear. The M3 was falling back fast and was about two cars behind at this point. Third gear was coming up and I was excited, because it is definitely my power gear. I found 3rd and began to pull away even harder, and then it happened. <br /><br />Screws were thrown into my exhaust pipe. At least that's what it sounded like. My heart sunk to the bottom of my chest. I knew what the horrible sound really was. My completely stock shortblock with 78,000 miles finally gave out. <br /><br />I hadn't gotten my car to the dyno yet, but conservative estimates were somewhere just above 450 bhp at the flywheel, untuned. That's about 112 hp per piston/rod. If you have any doubts about these numbers, just watch the video of the destruction.  <br /><br />I knew it was going to happen sometime, but I sure didn't expect it at that moment. I had tuned the car conservatively and was running rich. My EGTs had only peaked at about 880 deg C, I had no detonation, I was running only 18 psi, and I had not even added any additional spark timing advance. (Mods are listed in my sig and on my webpage.) I guess 78,000 miles of hard driving, 50 or so clutch dumps, around 10 drag strip runs, a few road racing events, ten or so autocrosses did it in. <br /><br />I limped over to the side of the road as the M3 driver passed me by    with an astonished look on his face. I got out of the car and sat on the grass for a few minutes, contemplating what had just happened. In retrospect, that was a good thing to do. I didn't need dents in the side of my door, and I definitely didn't need a broken foot. <br /><br />So the flatbed came and towed the car back to my house. The beast had left a lake coolant and oil where she rested. Brian and I went back to the scene of the disaster later in the day and discovered the bottom portion of a connecting rod and a thumb-size chunk of iron block. These two pieces were only a small hint of the destruction we would uncover later in the day after we removed the cylinder head. <br /><br />Once we got home from work, we removed the head in just over an hour. What we uncovered was easily the worst carnage we had ever seen as a result of a bent connecting rod. The entire engine block and all its internal components literally disintegraed. <br /><br />Schrapnel from exploding pistons and bearings was shot out the back of the iron block into the firewall (which was the loud sound we heard inside the car). The balance shaft was smashed through the rear of the block, creating a hand-size hole through which the crankshaft was easily visible. Multiple connecting rods were bent, twisted, melted, etc. Pistons were completely mangled and cylinder two had a silver-dollar size hole in the cylinder wall. <br /><br />All in all, it could have been much worse (really!), as the damage was localized to the short block. Surprisingly, the cylinder head was untouched, except two very small nicks on the exhaust valves of the number one cylinder. No significant metal fragments exited my exhaust, as my exhaust turbine fins were untouched. <br /><br />In goes the race block w/ forged internals. This sure was a learning experience. I was hoping the stock block would hold up for a bit longer, but oh well. <br /><br />If you got this far, thanks for reading. Please do not start saying anything about the validity of any of my comments. Everything happened as I stated it (to the best of my recollection), and the M3 driver was definitely racing me. I'm sorry if you don't believe me for some reason. <br /><br />Anyway, I hope you all enjoyed that! I will post again when we get the block out of the car and we can remove more pistons/rods/bearings from the oil pan! Yay!!! I will also post the install of my new motor if anyone is interested. Let me know if you all have any problems downloading or viewing the videos. I will be posting them in different resolutions and formats (hopefully MPG) tomorrow, along with pics of the carnage. <br /><br />Chris||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/002236.cgi
A||||7||galantvr4||New Fuel Pump installed last night||||1||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||05-03-2003||12:57 PM||galantvr4@aol.com||So also installed a new fuel pump as well, A Denso BMF out of an older supra turbo. This thing totally dwarfes my old pump. The sending unit was pretty corroded but all the nuts cae off no prob. Its a CO car. The fuel line however was a bitch. Previous expiriance with frozen/rusted/corroded parts suggested putting heat to it, then i woke up and realised yeah no Bad idea. I soaked it up with some WD40 and it came apart fine. The install  took a little thinking because this pum was a lot longer so i had to modify the pump and the holding bracket. it only took about an hour and a half. The pump went back in fine. I have to fuel tuning capabilities so she runs alittle rich, ran rich b4 the install anyway. So heres my questions, what fuel pres do are cars run @ stock? Is it a good ideah to rewire the whole assy with larger wire? And Nowthat thispump is installed it takes like 2 starts to get it running, like its not holding pressure in the lines when not running any body els have this prob? Is this a bad thing.||198.81.26.105||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-03-2003||12:59 PM||||Did you check for fuel leaks?||68.75.171.53||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||05-03-2003||01:56 PM||||I beleive that we should have a base fuel pressure of 30psi at 0psi vacuum (unplug the vac. hose from the regulator). I have no problems starting my car and im not quite sure what would do that to yours. Try turning the key to "on" to get the pump started, and then wait a sec before starting it. Kinda like priming the fuel line.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||05-03-2003||02:03 PM||||fp is 37 static, 27 with the vacuum line attached at idle.  when i rewired my pump, with no other mods, idle pressure jumped to 29-30, and i retuned some of my lo settings on the afc.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||raceman77||05-03-2003||02:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong>( Try turning the key to "on" to get the pump started, and then wait a sec before starting it. Kinda like priming the fuel line. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">this would be a good idea on a less sophisticated fuel system but the Gvr4 pump will run only for a few seconds when CRANKING the engine.lf you continue to crank the engine the pump will not nessasarily be pumping unless the engine has started.This occurs for safety,and because once you have fuel pressure needed to start the engine you don`t need fuel flow until it actually starts.||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||05-03-2003||02:37 PM||||cool. good to know. thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4||05-04-2003||11:19 AM||||cool thanks for the help||198.81.26.105||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||05-05-2003||01:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Did you check for fuel leaks? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I repeat what Hertz said: Did you check for fuel leaks? If it takes longer to start now, thats a good sign that the fuel is leaking back into the tank while it sits, so the entire fuel line must be primed again everytime you start the car. This usually indicates that you have a leak where you spliced the new pump into the old fuel line.||68.155.187.38||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002237.cgi
A||||2||gvr4in||click click click.. help||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||05-03-2003||05:02 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Im getting a clicking sound from my rear pass. tire area, the sound is very similar to a bad cv joint up front. It clicks in a straight line, and in turns.. thanks!||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||05-03-2003||05:32 PM||||Mine clicked like that because of a stuck caliper.  When rolling down the road when you hear the clicking pull the E-brake very slightly and see if it quits.  If so take your caliper off cause the boot is torn and stuck..||68.21.139.50||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||05-04-2003||12:22 PM||||Indeed, this is correct. I wasn't entirely sure what the cause was, but just reading this post made me remember that i just replaced my rear calipers and the sound is gone  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.196.223||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum2/002238.cgi
A||||5||slvrblt||S-AFC II wont work right||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||05-04-2003||02:26 AM||||I have searched and not been able to find anything about my specific problem, so...<br /><br /><br />I installed it as per the instructions included with the unit. I also referenced the ECU pin-outs and the Vfaq's method of installation. The only way I can it to power up is to use the 2 ground (brown and black) wires on the same ground (i.e. a screw or wire). They will not work when hoked up to the ECU ground wire as specified in the directions. I have it rigged to power up by using both wires on one ground right now. It doesnt read my THR (Throttle pos.) correctly, it just jumps around sporadically.<br /><br />Im not sure whats wrong with it. Has anyone had similar experiences with this happening ?<br /><br />Thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||05-05-2003||12:35 AM||||Well, I got the grounding issue fixed. I also rechecked all mty connections. I made every one of them better than I had before. It still wont read RPM at all and the TPS is at 4.xxx volts at idle. I think that is wrong. The S-AFC reads 100% THR because of the 4.xxx volts. I used a DVM ohm selection to test all of my connections and the volt meter to test the voltage of the TPS wire that I tapped into (as per the ECU pin-out and the Apexi manual) to make sure the unit was reading correctly. I think one problem Im having is that I hooked up the wrong wires for the MAS. I found the right wires on a web site tonight and then lost it. Anyone know what those are ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||05-05-2003||02:31 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660</a><br /><a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/safc.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plymouthlaser.com/safc.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafc-print.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafc-print.htm</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||05-05-2003||04:36 PM||||Yup, used those for my install. I am about to get back out there and mess with more wires to see if I can get it to work. I think my TPS may be bad, would that affect the drivability of my car ? I dont know if its bad yet, but I have the "Simple Test" page and am going to use that test (resistence).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||05-05-2003||04:47 PM||||my TPS went bad and it had lots of bucking and everything, i dont think it will hurt it but dont expect a nice smooth ride when it starts to go||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||05-05-2003||07:43 PM||||Well, I got it figured out. My problem was that the wiring diagram I used (the ECU pin-out) seems to be wrong. The install instructions writen by John Lambert are correct (Thanks for writing that if your reading this). The Apexi book is a bit wrong. I was surprised that the majority of docs I used were wrong, but whatever. I got that pin-out from <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ecu-harness-1G.html." target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ecu-harness-1G.html.</a> That one does not correspond to the wires I had to se for the S-AFC II. The wires I used for the s-afc had different labels on that pin-out.<br /><br />It works, but now I need to do some tuning.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002239.cgi
A||N||15||co172||Help with 2 ECU codes and glowing manifold||||4||||co172||00001380
Z||000000||co172||05-04-2003||04:07 PM||||My Check Engine Light (CEL) has been acting up.  Sometimes after starting the car it just stays on for my entire drive.  Usually after shutting the car off and then starting it again, it will go off like it should.  Recently it has come on while driving a few times also.  <br /><br />I pulled the ECU codes and got a 21 (Engine coolant temp sensor) and a 44 (Ignition coil, ignition power transistor unit).  I should also add that under normal driving conditions (car is bone stock) when I get home, the exhaust manifold is glowing brightly.  <br /><br />Can anyone tell me what sort of problems these symptoms stem from?  My idle doesn't really seem to be out of wack at all, so I'm wondering why I have the code 21.  I don't believe that the manifold should be glowing like that either. Any advice would be appreciated.||12.230.222.12||reg||4||co172||00001380||no
Z||000001||crucible||05-04-2003||07:52 PM||||Hmmph!||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||05-04-2003||07:59 PM||||My buddy had a 93 Talon TSi AWD auto that had a glowing exhaust manny, and we never figured out the problem.  No ECU codes, and it had updated lifters in it.  He doesn'thave the car anymore as he could never get it to run right, but the best I could figure was the auto tranny must have had problems because my buddy even tried a different engiine.  That car was cursed and never ran right.<br /><br />I hope you figure out your problem.  Make sure your ECU is not seeing knock.  I think that should be step one.  I think that should be step one in any DSM problem, but thats just me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||05-05-2003||01:25 AM||||A glowing exhaust manifold is normal.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.178||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||05:30 AM||||glowing exhaust manifold usually is a clogged cat usually.thats if it is red.and in order for you to ruin your cat is if it has gotten old or if your not combusting all of your gas causing it to get damaged.good luck.<br /> <br />                   Robby||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||05-05-2003||07:42 AM||||my manifold was glowing when my turbo went... maybe it is a sign of Impneding doom  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||05-05-2003||10:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> A glowing exhaust manifold is normal.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It shouldn't be under normal driving.  I have to race around for mine to get hot at night.  If it's glowing red when your barly using the turbo, then something isn't normal.  <br /><br />I'm comparing to my stock 14b, my current big 16g, and my Talons stock turbo.  None of them had glowing red exhaust mannys without some hard driving.  I even tested it one night with my friend who had the problem.  I really had to open it up and run it hard to make mine glow where as my buddys Talon would glow even hotter without any hard driving.  Thats just not right.  He had the problem with two turbos too so, it wasn't just the stock 13g, he had the same problem with a 16g.||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||Jon||05-05-2003||10:26 AM||||Sounds like you haven't replaced the caps in your ECU and your ECU is about to die.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||05-05-2003||12:18 PM||||Does the car feel like its missing/holding back? It sounds for sure like 1) you have an ECU problem, and 2) something else is perhaps making the engine work a lot harder than it should. The only time I've ever seen my maniflod glow is at night after I've been boosting hard. If you have too much backpressure from a clogged exhaust, I could see where that could do it too. Can you log it? If the coolant sensor is bad, the ECU may be running in limp mode all the time, which definitely makes it work harder.<br />Everyone should have a logger  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.35.5.208||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||05-05-2003||12:28 PM||||Well my car did it with the stock turbo and it does it with the current turbo too.<br />Cruising 80-85mph on the highway with or without the cat. Look at it in the dark. Not just pulling in to the gas station and opening your hood under the lights. <br /><br />I drove my 2G 10 hours to Atlanta and the manifold<br />was glowing all the way and egt's at 14500-1500,<br />same thing driving it back.<br />Put 30k miles on the car like that and it's running strong. I mean was, till I sold the engine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||05-05-2003||01:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Well my car did it with the stock turbo and it does it with the current turbo too.<br />Cruising 80-85mph on the highway with or without the cat. Look at it in the dark. Not just pulling in to the gas station and opening your hood under the lights. <br /><br />I drove my 2G 10 hours to Atlanta and the manifold<br />was glowing all the way and egt's at 14500-1500,<br />same thing driving it back.<br />Put 30k miles on the car like that and it's running strong. I mean was, till I sold the engine.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where your runners glowing a little, or glowing RED\ORANGE?  I think maybe I'm confused as to how much glowing co172 is having.  My exhaust mannifold will glow a little if I open the hood at night after diving across town, but for it to glow alot takes me a hard drive up to 100 at full boost or something like that.  I remember back in my street racing days with the local club we would all pop our hoods and the whole exhaust manny was glowing big time.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||05-05-2003||01:35 PM||||Glowing enough to make a person not familiar with it go, whoa dude your exhaust is red.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000012||co172||05-06-2003||01:24 AM||||Well, from what I could see under the heat shield, it was a brilliant orange.  There was a little light from a nearby streetlight.  Probably not the way it should be.  The car feels strong.  It doesn't seem to be missing or holding back at all.  I do have the 'whub-whub' problem with my drivetrain (carrier bearings/u-joints problem), but I don't see how this might be related to my other problems.<br /><br />With the lack of idle problems, does anyone think that my coolant temp sensor needs replacing?  I've ordered the caps to do the ECU replacement in case it hasn't been done (I bought this car from another DSM enthusiast).  What about the ignition transistor error code - any ideas?  More opinions would be appreciated!  Thanks.||12.230.136.152||reg||1||co172||00001380||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||05-06-2003||01:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by co172:<br /><strong>  when I get home, the exhaust manifold is glowing brightly. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Brightly to me means more than just orange/red glowing. I'm not sure what his "normal driving conditions" are, but it still sounds to me like his exhaust temperatures are WAY too high, unless his "normal" is >100 mph  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Can you borrow a logger? I'd love to know what your engine coolant sensor is saying. That could be key to both problems. Have you monitored the O2 while you're cruising?<br />  Code 44 could be either a coil pack, transistor, or ECU problem. Until you clean up the acid damage in the ECU its hard to rule it out.||216.77.204.18||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||DynStatic||05-06-2003||12:15 PM||||Check the connectors on the thermostat housing. The two on the front when looking at them are: (I could be wrong)<br />Left is ecu coolant temp (big plug, two prongs) *Check this one<br />right is in car dummy temp gauge. (one prong)<br /><br />I dont know what the tab on the back of the housing is, or what the one on the top is either.<br /><br />Anyone know?<br /><br />Anyways, if you unplug the ECU temp plug youll get that check engine light. I know cos I did it then checked the logger. Check the wires, they may be old and crappy like mine.||216.174.25.29||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000015||Beemer||05-18-2003||09:00 PM||||I agree with the plugged cat.  Also, if you are running lean, believe it or not, that can cause it as well.  I saw a customer's car that glowed cherry red all the time.  Believe it or not, we replaced the fuel filter and it stopped.  Normally though, running lean or a plugged exhaust is usually the culprit.  Obviously if you replace the turbo and it doesn't stop, it's not the turbo.  This happens on N/A cars as well.  I had a 1985 buick electra t-type with factory s/s headers that did this right before the fuel pump died.<br />dave||12.83.159.8||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002240.cgi
A||||3||LunarShadow||stock stereo install||||1||||LunarShadow||00000031
Z||000000||LunarShadow||05-04-2003||05:03 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||Anybody still have the stock stereo?  I am trying to reinstall my the stock stereo.  The stereo is the tape player with EQ and port for a portable CD player on the face.  I have figured out the wires by trial and error and using the wiring diagrams.  Howvere, I can not figure out which wire gose where on the back of the unit.  The stock wires are persent, but the plug end has been removed.  <br /><br />I am trying to figure out what connects to the square plug to the far left.  Also, I need to know which wire (color and stripe) connects to each the plug connector.<br /><br />Ok, I tried to make a reprsentative diagram, but it didn't work. Still the question remains<br /><br />I can't seem to figure it out with the diagram in the manual.||172.139.246.8||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||05-04-2003||07:14 PM||||I still have my factory plug.  It will be at least a couple of weeks before my new head unit comes in and some thief has my old one so if you want to come look at mine you will have perfect access.<br /><br />Other wise.. if the connector was plugged into the radio the wires coming out would be top left=#1, bottom right = #9 with 1-4 across top.<br /><br />  1----2----[   ]--3-----4<br /> GW--BY--[   ]---YR---WR<br /><br />  5-----6-----7----8-----9...    4,8&9 each have <br />  L----RB----YL----WL----BR...      two wires<br /><br /><br />Small connector:<br /><br />  1-----------2<br /> BL-----------GrL<br /><br />  3-----4-----5<br />BR&B--WB--GrR....     3 has two diff wires||207.69.64.147||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||05-04-2003||11:16 PM||||my suggestion would be to go to a junkyard and cut one out of the car and resolder it on. what you are doing sounds like a bitch to do.||65.227.217.40||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||LunarShadow||05-07-2003||04:46 PM||||Thanks Flanagan,<br /><br />Hopefully this thing still works!||64.238.107.49||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes



ubb/Forum2/002241.cgi
A||||14||GalantVR-4||H&amp;R Spring?||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||05-04-2003||05:41 PM||||Can someone pls direct me to a site that sells lowering springs for the vr-4 I have had the hardest time finding springs.  The only spring i know of is Ground Control coilovers.  I would like to go with H&R or somthing like that.<br /><br />Thanks||67.121.126.17||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||05-04-2003||07:17 PM||||H&R is not made anymore as far as I know.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||05-04-2003||08:02 PM||||You can try here.  It's the GVR-4 section at DSMparts.com.   <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/galant_vr4_part_specific.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/galant_vr4_part_specific.htm</a>   I think Whiteline is one of the few companies that still makes GVR-4 specific springs.||65.179.97.231||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||91GVR4||05-04-2003||10:51 PM||||I have H&R's on mine and boy do they ride like crap. I guess the look is good enough, very raked down in front. Very litte fender clearance in front. They will slam the bump stops on any moderate dip or pothole. I already have one dent in my 3" down pipe from them. They were on the car when I got it last fall. I was told they drop the car 2.5" in front and 1" in rear. I am looking at replaceing them this summer with something far better like Tein or JIC. <br />Well that is just my .02.||12.64.67.3||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||05-05-2003||12:33 AM||||91GVR4,<br /><br />you are the first to complain about the H&Rs! Did you buy the one specific for the galant VR4? If you used the TEL ones, then I can understand.<br /><br />They lower the gvr4 1.8 inches in the front and 1.6 or so in the rear. They work extremely well with KYB AGX's (may be crappy with GR-2 or stock shocks as they dont have the capacity to handle lowering springs). I hope others who have them chime in. <br /><br />Also, did you cut the bumpstops in half? Again, necessary when you use lowering springs that drop the car like the H&R's...<br /><br />I loved them. I sold mine off just recently and switching to coilovers or teins if I can afford them in a year or so    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||05-05-2003||12:35 AM||||91GVR4,<br /><br />If they are gvr4 specific and you still hate them, then sell them to me. I want a set of H&R's.||65.227.217.40||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||05-05-2003||12:50 AM||||91GVR4, if they dropped your car 2.5" in the front, then you installed them wrong.  You say they ride like crap... what shocks are you using?<br /><br />I have the H&R + AGX combo, and it works great for as little as it cost me.  Even with the AGX's on the softest setting, and living in one of the bumpiest towns in Texas (ask ken), I have NEVER hit the bumpstops in my GVR4.  <br /><br />My car isn't ridiculously raked, and I haven't cut the rears to even it out.  I have plenty of ground clearance, and my DP and exhaust almost never scrape on anything.<br /><br />  <img src="https://people.unt.edu/had0006/vr4_side.jpg" alt=" - " />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||91GVR4||05-05-2003||11:32 AM||||well here is the story. I bought the car in Nov and know only what the guy told me about it. I have looked at the springs but can't tell if they are really H&R or not. The car has KYB GR-2s which explains some of the ride problems. I was thinking of going with AGX but may just save my money and go with Tein. I may just have some crappy T/E/L springs under it for all I know. It is very raked tho, with about twice the fender clearance in rear as front. Is there any way to identify H&R springs that are on the car? If I do get a new set up I will be sure to offer up my springs to anyone on this site.||12.64.66.8||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||05-05-2003||12:19 PM||||well that would explain it! either they are not H&R or the previous owners cut off 4 coils on the springs||65.227.204.111||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||turboren||09-30-2003||01:58 PM||||Sorry to dredge up this old post, but I was trying to find out some info on the H&R/AGX combo, which I now have on my car.  It does ride nice, but I am a little disappointed in the way it looks.  I have the same rake problem that 91GRV4 mentioned.  They look mean as hell in the front, but the ass end is way up in the air.  Ok, well, not WAY up in the air, like they were when I had just replaced the fronts (about a week ago, and just replaced the rears this past weekend).  That looks funny, I will have to post pics.  Interesting handling characteristics, too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Actually, the springs are KC's old ones, and according to James, who I just bought them from, KC said his car sat level with them.  I can't imagine this being a problem, because the weight would even out either way, but is it possible I have them installed upside down?  I have the softer (closer) coils mated to the upper strut mounts.  That looked right to me, based on the way the numbers were printed (they, like the fronts, are readable normally, not upside down), and the way they fit into the upper mount and lower perch.  <br /><br />Assuming they are installed correctly, which end of the spring do I remove one coil from?  I would guess the soft side, so that I don't lose any stiffness.  Please correct me if I am wrong.<br /><br />Another concern I share with 91GVR4 is that the fronts seem to bottom out quite a bit in potholes.  This is especially noticeable because I currently have no bump stops in the fronts (the old ones were gone, literally, as in not present when I removed them).  I have looked at the lower part of the mounts and the upper part of the strut bodies, and can't see any evidence of metal-to-metal contact, but I am still concerned.  I have the fronts cranked all the way up (4) until I get the bump stops (this afternoon, hopefully).  They still seem to bottom out on potholes, though.  Not on railroad tracks or road imperfections, but, as 91 GVR4 said, on medium and large potholes.  I do believe that they would still bottom out on the bumpstops if they were there.  Are these new shocks defective?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.189||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000010||hecdws||09-30-2003||03:14 PM||||"I may just have some crappy T/E/L springs under it for all I know"   well i have a set of t/e/l springs on my car with agx's in the front and god knows what struts in the back, my car rides and looks very nice. no complaints whats so ever. i do keep the agx's at 4 since i run around on 205/50r15 tires. my car is the green and white one next to joses in the amg bumper pics. <br /><br />hector||205.188.208.166||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000011||91GVR4||09-30-2003||06:40 PM||||Well I guess someone else has my problems too now. I run 205/50/15 tires and my front struts are KYB GR2 with no bump stops, persumibly because these springs distroyed them. My struts are now shot after about a year of use, probably from all the pounding they take. Well soon my troubles will be over when I install my coilovers. Hope you find a good solution to your problem.||12.64.48.83||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000012||turboren||09-30-2003||11:32 PM||||So nobody knows which end of the spring to cut?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />I got new boots/bump stops today, not bad, $27 for the pair.  Install is scheduled for tomorrow afternoon, after this friggin water pump job I have to do on this guy's Jetta (not fun).<br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.189||reg||5||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000013||rigd||10-01-2003||01:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboren:<br /><strong> Sorry to dredge up this old post, but I was trying to find out some info on the H&R/AGX combo, which I now have on my car.  It does ride nice, but I am a little disappointed in the way it looks.  I have the same rake problem that 91GRV4 mentioned.  They look mean as hell in the front, but the ass end is way up in the air.  Ok, well, not WAY up in the air, like they were when I had just replaced the fronts (about a week ago, and just replaced the rears this past weekend).  That looks funny, I will have to post pics.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have this setup on my car also. The rear of my car does not sit up high at all. It's even all the way around. It definitely needs camber correction in the rear though. The ride is not bad at all.||67.121.91.16||reg||1||rigd||00000677||yes
Z||000014||Beemer||10-01-2003||12:57 PM||||From what I remember, aren't H&R springs dark blue, and whitelines a light whitish blue?  Maybe if he could tell the color of the spring we could identify it...unless it's black..<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002242.cgi
A||||2||chucklesas||How to tune???||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||05-04-2003||08:32 PM||||Alright, so I have a Pocketlogger, EGT gauge, and Boost gauge.  I also have an MBC, but still haven't installed it.  My question is, can I "Tune" my car without using a S-AFC, VPC, or Translator?  Are there ways to tune my car mechanically to get the most potential out of the modifications I have done to it?  (See signature for list of mods, boost at 11PSI.)<br />Looks like in open-loop my pocketlogger says I get about .86V O2.  Duty-cycles never get above 60%.<br />Thank you,||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||05-04-2003||10:21 PM||||Don't bother tuning by the o2 values of the logger. It always shows low numbers. Turn up the boost with your MBC until your logger starts showing knock. When you start seeing more than 10 counts you may want to back the boost down some. Knock and timing are the best tuning parameters IMHO. You can't really do any fuel tuning yet but you can definately up the boost some.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||05-04-2003||10:42 PM||||That's what I figured, I'll probably try to put on my MBC this weekend when I go back home for mother's day and go from there.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum2/002243.cgi
A||||11||mixx2001||Broken center diff.||||8||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||05-04-2003||10:25 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||So I'm out on a spirited drive when I come to a stop light.  When the light turns green I roll into it.  The shift to second is follwed by a clunking noise.  A noise I would normally dismiss in a DSM as the driveshaft.  Only this car has never done this before.  When I go to pull into the next parking lot, the "locking diff" feeling I've spoke of before on here under low speed full lock turns, was gone.  My next thought was "there goes the diff".  This was confirmed when I gave it some gas in 1st and the result was the immediate incineration of the rear tires.  Oddly there are no funny noises or vibrations.  My question is: Is the car safe to drive?  I drove it home and noticed nothing other than the RWD smoke-out upon small throttle inputs.||66.26.138.153||reg||8||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||05-05-2003||01:29 AM||||DO NOT DRIVE THE CAR.<br />You can drive it but you'll cause more damage to the transmission if the boken parts fall out of the differential.<br />Time to upgrade to this.<br /><a href="http://members.core.com/~gabor/pictures/4%20gear%20diff.jpg" target="_blank">http://members.core.com/~gabor/pictures/4%20gear%20diff.jpg</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.178||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||AWDpower||05-05-2003||05:25 AM||||I wouldn't drive the car, it's definitly your center diff. It's funny, both symptoms you mention as before and after, resemble two different cars I've seen with broken diffs.<br /><br />One of my friends broke his center diff at the track, and it acted like it was locked when turning tight, the front wheels would chatter.<br /><br />At a rallycross, I met a guy who was pretty new to DSMs that was in my run group. He asked me a few questions, and mentioned that his car didn't have the grip he expected, it seemed to be RWD. Sure enough, he would light up the rear tires and hang the tail out all over the course.<br /><br /> <br /><br />Jason K.||68.134.172.34||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||05-05-2003||08:06 AM||||What's the best most economical diff?||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||05-05-2003||09:22 AM||||I've been looking around and I'm seeing a lot of front and center diff's.  Now I'm assuming that I've broken my center diff, the one at the very end of the transmission case, correct?  There is some  <a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/driveline.shtml" target="_blank">4 spider gear diff</a>  for sale on Turbo Trix's site for $400, is this the whole diff or just a spider gear upgrade?  <br />  <img src="http://www.turbotrix.com/images/trans_4spider.gif" alt=" - " /> <br />Is that what you posted Sleeper?  The Kaaz and Quaife units are way too exspensive for me right now @ $1300.||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||05-05-2003||12:20 PM||||This was discussed here before many times.<br />I'll reccomend the Speed Design center diff and here is the reasong why.<br />If you look at that picture real good you posted you can see that two of the ends of the shafts are longer than the other two. What that means is, that is a stock cross shaft, machined down to make the gear fit on it. As anybody knows the cross shaft is hardened. If you machine it down the exposed metal is now soft. So, after a while you'll end up chewing up the shaft with the gears riding on it. Also it only have 2 points where the shaft is supported in the differential housing.<br />The Speed Design center diff is a ground up design with a new cross shaft that is supported on all 4 points and is hardened after it was machined.<br />Speed Design or BM (budget model) you'll get what you pay for.<br /><br />Before anybody throw out there flames here. You better get the hard facts and not just that somebody ran 9's of whatever with one of them.<br />Question is do you know somebody drive extended amounts of miles (50k-100k) with one. <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||05-05-2003||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> This was discussed here before many times.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I understand this.  But times change, new vendors and products become availible.  I guess I should have said "What's an economical diff, since the last time it was disscussed" as not to upset you.  After seeing the prices, of the units availible (even the stocker from TRE for $550) I think I'll just pick up a used tranny and rob it.  At least that way I'll have some spare tranny parts.  Thanks for the help though.||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||05-05-2003||01:33 PM||||Nobody can upset me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />That is your best/cheapest way to fix it. Go to a you pull it junkyard and take one out of a tranny.<br />They won't know what a hell it is so it will be cheap.<br />You're better off upgrading though. Check out Speed Designs website for current pricing.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||05-05-2003||01:40 PM||||Actually I'm probably going to get the whole tranny.  You can never have too many driveline peices laying aroud when you drive a DSM.<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Nobody can upset me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You don't have a wife/girlfriend then do you?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||05-05-2003||01:46 PM||||Haha you're right. I have 4 spares. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||05-05-2003||02:17 PM||||Is there a difference in the center diffs between 22 and 23 spline trannys?  Are there different center diffs for up to 91's and 92 and up's?  I called Mitsu Graveyard and he said some were different.||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||05-05-2003||05:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong>  I have 4 spares. <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that trannies or wives/girlfriends?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/002244.cgi
A||||1||Marcus||Love MY TRANNY||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||05-04-2003||11:35 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I live in KY and we have a 1/8mi track that has a import event on the first sat. of every month.  To sum things up, last month i ran 9.3 with a 50 trim, fmic, 660's, afc, 2gmas, 2.5 turbo back.  This month i'm running 16g, 550's, and keydrivers ecu, 5000 stutterbox.  <br /><br />I'm running 18psi on 93 octane, cutting 1.7 60ft thanks to keydrivers ecu.  I was 4th fastest with a 8.5@80mph, I ran 3 8.6's, the 8.5.  My last pass I kept trying to get this single turbo supra and had him until 3rd gear came along.  Went to slide it in and no gear, I managed to get home without the aid of 3 or 4 gear.  So i guess i finally broke a shift fork. <br /><br />Before I messed my tranny up, it shifted like butter.  I'm no stranger to rebuilding them, but it's been a while and was wondering if there are any new things out I should invest in while fixing my problems.  Maybe a taller 5th gear, maybe a VCE, weld the diff, I'm open to all ideas.  Does anyone have experience with steel shift rails and steel shift forks?  I've heard good and bad things about them, but I want to hear your guys thoughts.<br /><br />Thanks for the help, and lets hope I'm up and running soon.<br /><br />Marcus||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||TLT||05-06-2003||09:34 AM||||Check out these websites for ideas:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.teamrip.com" target="_blank">www.teamrip.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.bmtranny.com" target="_blank">www.bmtranny.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.shepracing.com" target="_blank">www.shepracing.com</a>||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes



ubb/Forum2/002245.cgi
A||||16||GalantVR-4||Stereo Kit help||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||05-05-2003||02:47 AM||||Hi there I was looking for a stereo kit today so i can install my head unit.  However what wire harness did you guys use? i only found the one for a 95 up mitsubushi, will that work?  Also What kit did you guys get to hide the hole of the stock eq?  I hope you know what i mean when i say stereo kit.  I found a universal mitsu kit for 85 and up or sumthing also found the 95 and up kit to.   Thanks||64.175.35.206||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||Gvr4-330||05-05-2003||03:01 AM||||I'm not sure which harness adapter I got.  I just went to Best Buy and got it from their install department.<br /><br />As for covering up the hole, one of my cars has 2-1/16" gauges in the lower section using plexiglas to fill in the void, and the other car has a pocket that I ordered from Mitsubishi.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||05:27 AM||||i dont think you really need a specific harness.just go to best buy like he said and get one from there and you will be all set.good luck.<br /><br />            Robby||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||evol||05-05-2003||09:32 AM||||I had mine installed professionally, I didn't want to mess around with wiring in my dash. Mounting was no big deal, but for some reason I had a hard time with the wiring. This was a few years ago so I don't remember exactly what was wrong, I just remember that it sucked and I said F-it.||134.124.18.12||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||05-05-2003||10:06 AM||||I typically found good deals and selection by going to <a href="http://shopping.yahoo.com" target="_blank">shopping.yahoo.com</a> and searching there.  I found a vendor that sells both the proper harness and mounting kit that I used to do my stereo.  It's really not that hard if you have some basic electrical skills.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||05-05-2003||12:22 PM||||there is no dash kit made for this car. so what i did was i made a piece out of abs plastic and my afc is mounted below the radio. <br /><br />there is a harness made and is very common to any install facility. if i remember correctly it is Metra part #70-7001.||65.227.204.111||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||05-05-2003||02:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> there is no dash kit made for this car. so what i did was i made a piece out of abs plastic and my afc is mounted below the radio. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think I can contend that, however, it might be that there isn't one made any longer...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Don't forget that we're identical to any other same-year Galant.  I saved the dash kit from my '91 Galant GS -- it was purchased in '93.<br /><br />As far as the harness is concerned, you might also just try <a href="http://www.crutchfield.com" target="_blank">Crutchfield</a>.  If you purchase the head from them they give you the harness, not sure if you can buy just the harness, however.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||dlpinckney||05-05-2003||02:33 PM||||The harness you should be able to buy from any local car audio shop.  That's where I purchased mine.  For the "install" or "dash" kit, you really don't need one.  If your car had the factory CD/tape player, then you use the same metal tabs that mount the factory stereo (you just unscrew them from the stock stereo, and screw them into the new), and the same dual din front plate.  If it had the dual din tape/eq, then you will need to get the dual din front plate from mitsu.  The only other thing you would need to do, is call Conicelli or go by your local Mistu. dealer and get the plastic pocket that was available for the lower model Galants and mounts in the second DIN hole below the stereo.  I just ordered some parts from Conicelli and got one of these for a friend that needed one.  The dual din front plate is around $7 and the pocket is a little over $12.  I can post the part numbers for both later if needed.||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||05-05-2003||03:15 PM||||<a href="http://www.discountcarstereo.com/search_results.asp?txtsearchParamTxt=bkmm1&txtsearchParamCat=ALL&txtsearchParamType=ALL&iLevel=1&txtsearchParamMan=ALL&txtsearchParamVen=ALL&txtFromSearch=fromSearch" target="_blank">This</a> is what I bought.<br /><br />I didn't know Mitsu sold brackets that worked with aftermarket stereos.  However, this one fit very well and gave me a pocket, which is where my remote control goes.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||05-05-2003||03:29 PM||||If your GVR-4 had the factory stereo in it (either the dual din cassette/eq, or the optional two single din tape/cd/eq) then you do not need to buy any aftermarket or accessory brackets to mount the new stereo.  When you remove your factory stereo, there are two metal brackets screwed to the factory radio (one on each side that you removed the four screws from to get the stereo out in the first place).  These two brackets unscrew from the stock stereo, and will screw directly into the side of the new stereo.  You just have to find the correct holes on the new stereo to properly align it.  (there are usually quite a few to choose form).  Then all that is needed is the factory two single din trim plate (standard with the cd/tape/eq cars) and the plastic pocket for the bottom.||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000010||GalantVR-4||05-05-2003||07:58 PM||||I have no idea how you guys got your single dins to fit.  I used the 2 brackets that were on the stock stereo, I mounted the single din deck to the top holes( now i have a space where the eq used to be.  Everything seems to be going great then.....  Stock square trim will not fit anymore.  I have the Sony MEX-HD1 which is normal size..   I also bought a dash kit that seemed to work but the mounting holes didnt match i think i can get around that tho but the stock square trim is the most important.  Did you guys cut yours?    If i go buy a double din stereo it should fit PERFECT right?   man im gonna miss having the head unit tho its the best headunit its got the harddrive with all my songs still recorded on there  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   oh well ill see whatsup.||67.121.124.135||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000011||Gvr4-330||05-05-2003||08:41 PM||||Use the 2-hole din trim piece from the galants with the 2-piece stereo.  Using that piece, a single din unit fits perfectly using the stock metal bracket/tabs.<br /><br />Part number is: MB716801  It's about $15.<br /><br />The pocket is (I think): MB424422<br /><br />I know it works, because the stock square trim piece didn't fit over my radio, but the 2-hole trim piece did.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000012||GalantVR-4||05-05-2003||10:32 PM||||yes!!  i got the stereo in along with the eq cover piece from the kit i got.  I think i will just trim the stock square.  Shouldnt be to noticeable since you would be looking at it from top down.  Oh well i least i get to use the stereo.  Thanks for the help guys.||67.121.124.135||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||05-05-2003||11:43 PM||||im sorry let me rephrase my comment.....there is no AFTERMARKET dash kits made for this car. yeah you can get the pocket from mitsu and use your stock brackets.<br /><br />sorry for the unclear statement.||65.227.217.136||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||Gvr4-330||05-06-2003||12:33 AM||||I think the pocket and the 2-hole din mount is definately worth it.  You get some extra storage space, and the install looks factory.<br /><br />Here are my 2 stereo installs:<br /><br />With pocket:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=397" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=397&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />With gauges:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=398" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=398&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000015||#1459 VR-4||05-06-2003||07:58 PM||||I spent today fitting the double DIN trim piece from a t/e/l into my Galant.  Required quite a bit of cutting (God Bless Fein Saws) more then I would have liked to, but it fits good and looks great.<br /><br />I'm planning on mounting my cd player in the upper spot and 3 gauges in the lower spot, I'll post some pics when I finish the project...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||05-06-2003||08:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong> I think the pocket and the 2-hole din mount is definately worth it.  You get some extra storage space, and the install looks factory.<br /><br />Rob </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is the same Kenwood unit that I have.  My install looks godawful.  I will have to get those parts to install it, because yours turned out great.  I used the stock brackets, and I didn't think the holes lined up so I drilled some holes in them.  Anyway it sucks.  I did this like a year ago and haven't bothered to fix it.  Looks terrible.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002246.cgi
A||||2||mixx2001||JDM Transfer case?||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||05-05-2003||10:13 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||Is there any difference between the USDM T-case and a JDM one?  If so how can you tell?  I just blew up my center diff and was wondering if maybe I had a JDM T-case that was fuckin' shit up.  I was under the impression that some JDM trannies had different ratios that could burn up your rear diff, but although my motor is JDM the tranny in out of a USDM 1G.  And the only driveline part that I am unsure of it's origin is my T-case.||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||Jon||05-05-2003||10:23 AM||||The JDM t-case should be the same even if it came from an auto GVR4.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Trannies.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Trannies.html</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||05-05-2003||12:01 PM||||Thanks Jon.||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/002247.cgi
A||||4||crucible||Shift kit woe||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||05-05-2003||10:20 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Just installed the bushing kit.I took my time checked everything out over and over.The only difference Ive felt is now Im getting "kerplunks" in between shifts.Just wondering if maybe I F'd something up or is this normal.Shifting was way better before the mod.<br /><br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||number3||05-05-2003||12:05 PM||||Did you adjust the cables?||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||fred||05-23-2003||12:45 AM||||unless the 2end owner took it out the bushings had been replaced with a shift kit already. I'm pretty sure I had the solid bushing shift kit in it.<br />I was owner #1 had the car until last year.||65.150.32.116||reg||1||fred||00001621||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||05-23-2003||12:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Just installed the bushing kit.I took my time checked everything out over and over.The only difference Ive felt is now Im getting "kerplunks" in between shifts.Just wondering if maybe I F'd something up or is this normal.Shifting was way better before the mod.<br /><br /><br />Crucible </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You need to be much more specific on yuor "shift kit" did you get the syborski, the brass cable end bushings, did you remove the bushings from the shifter, did you remove the bushings where the cables bolt to the tranny, did you get the extreme aluminum plate to replace the bushings on the cable on the tranny, did you put in a dsm shifter, a mofugas shifter, did you put in the energy suspension bushings on the shifter bottom, you get my drift. I can only help you out if you tell me what you did.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||crucible||05-25-2003||12:22 PM||||All I installed was the Symborski kit.I dont understand why it would be worse right now.Though I havent tried moving the plate around.There seems to be alot of play in the shift rod.Sometimes it shifts fine but most of the time it's clunking.Going to replace the tranny fluid with BG goo.||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/002248.cgi
A||||2||merikgvr4||Eric So need some help||||14||||merikgvr4||00000026
Z||000000||merikgvr4||05-05-2003||12:25 PM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||Hi bud, I need a bit of help.  A friend from the PI suggested this timing belt.  Power-S Super Strong kevlar timing belts, buddy said I could get em in HK.  Longer intervals between tbelt changes.  TIA for any help.<br /><br />Erick||67.112.203.91||reg||14||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||05-05-2003||01:47 PM||||<a href="http://shopctc.site.yahoo.net/pwrsusttibe.html" target="_blank">http://shopctc.site.yahoo.net/pwrsusttibe.html</a><br /><br />CTC Motorsports Has them.  One of the local guys with a 6 bolt swap in his 99 GSX is using one right now.||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||merikgvr4||05-06-2003||01:20 AM||||Hey BF, thanks for the linky.  Pretty good price too.  What is the verdict on these tbelts?||67.112.201.82||reg||1||merikgvr4||00000026||yes



ubb/Forum2/002249.cgi
A||||18||WhiteOut||Smallest Wheels on GVR4?||||1||||WhiteOut||00001486
Z||000000||WhiteOut||05-04-2003||05:27 PM||mack_daddy_ng99@yahoo.com||I would like to know whats the smallest diameter wheels anyone has squeezed over the stock dual piston calipers.  I think the answer I am gonna get is 15inch.  I wonder if I go down to single piston GST calipers you could get 14inch wheels on?  Thanks in advance for any and all info!||135.214.42.162||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||05-04-2003||08:32 PM||||Well, you can't go smaller then the stock size to clear the brakes.  Ever notice how close it looks?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||05-05-2003||06:42 AM||||Why would you want to put smaller rims on the car?||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||WhiteOut||05-05-2003||08:30 AM||||Vr4in' :  U know, i already apologized for that, not paying attentin whil i was at work.  sorry, Again. I tried to move it but it says only moderators can do that.  <br /><br />Smaller wheels can be lighter. I found some 14's that are like 7lbs each!||12.237.251.49||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||05-05-2003||08:36 AM||||Lighter doesnt mean stronger. I can get some 6lb rims for our cars But they cant handle the power. I tested out a few sets that the co. gave me & broke BOTH of the sets at the mounting surface. Damn near shattered one set. <br /> I hit a 6K rpm launch & BOOM!!! the lug studs just spun around the center of the rims & destroyed eveything.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||WhiteOut||05-05-2003||10:31 AM||||I am looking at some forged volks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I was told that you could get them in 14s, but i havent had any luck finding them so 15s will have to work. Thanks!||12.237.251.49||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000008||Jon||05-05-2003||01:11 PM||||15" wheels are the smallest you can have on a GVR4 with the stock front calipers.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||05-05-2003||01:13 PM||||I wanna get 14's so I can turn my car into a Lowrider holmes! happy Cinco De Mayo Gringo!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||Martin Chilcote||05-05-2003||01:39 PM||||Centerline has a newly advertised 15" version of their Impulse (previously only 17" available @ around $290 ea)<br />Forged & Polished (like Number 3's) Advertised retail price $164.00, 11lbs........depending on the outcome of the Rota Group Buy, I may get these.<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=390&width=400" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=390&width=400</a>||66.139.166.200||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000011||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||02:21 PM||||those volk wheels are pretty tough.you ca n have them in 14",but again they wont clear the brakes.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000012||WhiteOut||05-05-2003||03:18 PM||||I appreciate the serious replies. I dont care about looks as much as I do about extreme weight loss, and rotating mass is a great place to loose weight.  15s will have to do it with out changing the calipers.  And no, I am not making it  a lowrider  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||135.214.42.162||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||05-05-2003||03:41 PM||||matt you dont apperciate my reply????  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000014||joec||05-05-2003||05:35 PM||||Some of the low end 1G DSM's came with 14in wheels.  You could use the brakes from one of those but you'd also need to switch to a 5 bolt hub.  Maybe something from one of the Mirage/Colts would work for smaller rotors/calipers and let you keep the 4 bolt hub?||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000015||WhiteOut||05-05-2003||05:48 PM||||yes, that would probably work.  Thanks for the idea!||135.214.42.162||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000016||raceman77||05-05-2003||07:22 PM||||lowering unsprung weight and getting rid of rotational mass is a great idea for performance reasons but are you then going to go to a higher aspect ratio tire to maintain the diameter?Those tall sidewalls are going to flex.And if you go the low profile you`ll effectively lower your gearing(could be good) but you`ll have BIG space around the fenders...l think if you price out all the mods needed to change over to 14`s you may find that just mounting the lightest 15`s and shaved tires is cheaper and just as good performance wise.Smaller brakes don`t sound too performance oriented...good luck with it though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000017||WhiteOut||05-05-2003||07:35 PM||||Well, That makes sense. As far as the brakes go, i will be running manual brakes with whatever i end up using.  This car will be a trailer queen, although I wouldnt mind taking it out on the street to kindof relive the Jason Krum Legend, lol.    Thanks again for all the info guys!||135.214.42.162||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000018||howard_GVR4||05-05-2003||07:44 PM||||The Jason Crum legend?  You mean the Jason Crum curse.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000019||turboflanagan||05-05-2003||09:13 PM||||I got some 13"ers in the basement off of my Colt with the same bolt patern.  Heck, you can even have the front disk and rear drum brakes if you want them.||207.69.89.232||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000020||Minjin||05-05-2003||09:57 PM||||Brakes? Who needs brakes? Just pop some 13x8s on there and rig up a parachute like all the other bling bling drag race pros. Gotta be cool right?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/002250.cgi
A||||3||Louters91GVR4||Quick boost question||||1||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||05-05-2003||02:28 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||I have stock 440's and stock fuel pump. I am putting my gauges and boost controller on today, how much boost can I run??? How much if I get a new fuel pump??? Thanks<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-05-2003||02:38 PM||||Lots of variables...<br /><br />Got a logger?  You can boost up to the point where you start getting bad knock.  :-)  Try 13 lbs. <br /><br />Do you have colder spark plugs?  Maybe 14. <br /><br />Have you rewired your pump?  You could safely squeak out some more.  Try 15.<br /><br />After that you can boost as much as you like so long as you don't run out of injector and you're not knocking.  The car will tell you how much you can run, if you're listening.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||05-05-2003||02:58 PM||||WATCH the logger.  My car is similar to yours right now and I can boost great in the lower gears but I'm leaning out up top.  Probably pump or filter problem.  Just watch knock and 02s on the logger  and you'll see how much you can run.||128.138.124.120||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||05-05-2003||04:54 PM||||sounds good, i will strap her on tonight, and see whats up.<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes



ubb/Forum2/002251.cgi
A||||8||comfy||control arm||||1||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||05-05-2003||04:55 PM||||i bent my front right control arm and maybe a few other things drifting. i was dumb, it was my fault, now i have to fix it.  so i know the T/E/L suspension is different, and i suspect the normal galant suspension is different, but will any of the peices work? should i just order the parts through mitsu?||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||05-05-2003||05:03 PM||||I was also dumb and bent mine as well. I am currently using a TEL control arm. Same piece. Everything is the same except for the shock and spring, shorter.||198.111.38.126||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||comfy||05-05-2003||05:09 PM||||AMS said that they were different, but if you are using it then i might also.  did you compare the part numbers or at least compare the parts by sight?||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000003||joec||05-05-2003||05:31 PM||||They have a different part number.  According to "teet" in this thread <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001890#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001890#000000</a><br /><br />"the difference in the caps is due to the rear big bushing that comes with the lower control arm. nothing to do with the dimensions."<br /><br />So it sounds like it will fit, but not sure if the handling might be affected by having softer bushings on one side than the other.  Would probably be a good time to just upgrade to poly bushings....||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||05-05-2003||08:48 PM||||the arms are identical.  the difference is the large bushing on the rear of the control arm, that bolts to the frame.  this is also the bushing that is replaced by the whiteline castor bushing.  since the arms come with the bushing, hence the different part numbers.  i bought new control arms for my car, thinking the ball joints were bad.  they werent.  however, the ball joint on the gsx WAS.  i bolted up the galant arm on the gsx, using the proper bushing, and it was fine.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||comfy||05-05-2003||10:36 PM||||rock on thanks, you guys just saved me a shit ton of money||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000006||comfy||05-13-2003||03:35 AM||||the new control arm is supposed to arrive at 10am so i am doing that in the afternoon, does anyone have any advice on that? it seems pretty cut and dry but so far nothing i have done on this car has been as easy as it looks.||12.222.39.112||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||05-13-2003||09:21 AM||||the ball joint is a beyatch to separate, i finally bought the factory tool, howard got this little tie rod separator to work.  i also used a "pickle fork".  you gotta really whack it with the fork.  the factory tool has really long jaws and can get in there really nice.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||05-13-2003||10:33 AM||||I had good luck with the "pickle fork".    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum2/002252.cgi
A||||14||hecdws||data-logger help ||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||05-05-2003||07:51 PM||hecdws@aol.com||ok i finally got my datalogger running, thanks keydiver. my vr4 has the following mods,K&N air filter, fuel pump upgrade, turbo xs mbc set to 17 lbs of boost. running on 94 octane pump gas did a few 3rd gear pulls to 7k rpm and these where the resultd from the logger:<br /><br />injector pulse 25.1 ms<br />knock sum 13<br />o2 sensor .43 volts<br />t.p. sensor 95% <br />timing advance 12 deg.<br /><br />can someone help me understand these better, maybe give me a few tips.and again thanks to keydiver for taking care of my ecu. <br /><br />thanks<br />hector||205.188.208.166||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||05-05-2003||08:02 PM||||Those are really strange numbers.  What RPM is that snapshot from?<br /><br />My initial guess is that the car has some issues to work out.  You shouldn't be getting that much knock on a 14b @ 17psi.  12 degrees timing advance is also very low, and inj pw of 25ms is insanely high.  .43 volts from the O2 sensor is extremely low, and there HAS to be a problem if you're seeing readings that lean at WOT.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||DarkDevilMMM||05-05-2003||08:02 PM||||O2 only .43V?? wasn't our car at WOT should be around .8-.9? <br />the injector is 25 ms?? I am around 11-12ms at WOT also.... oh well||64.165.69.67||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||05-05-2003||08:06 PM||||yea im not really sure about the #'s thats why i asked. i will have to do another run to get the actual engine speed forgot that one. forgot to mention the car has 3" downpipe no cat and 3" exhaust. i did read thad the the o2 voltage should be higher.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.166||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||05-05-2003||08:42 PM||||assuming the log was a true flat out run to 7k rpm, the first problem is you are not getting 100% throttle position, which will make everything lean.  second, the o2 reading is just about worthless on a wot log.  if your inj pulse width was 25.1 at 7k, that would put the duty cycle at like 150%.  i suspect instead you now have mas overrun.  knock sum is not bad, but timing sucks.  another possible mas overrun.  first off, you should lower your boost to about 12, and then do some runs.  max timing should be well above 20.  the last run i did got me 28 deg @ 0 knock, the next one will get me 29, which is max. the fuel maps get a lot better once the tps is at 100%.  so, imho;<br />boost too hi<br />mas overrun<br />tps not getting 100%, ecu not giving enough fuel<br />you also need to upgrade to the latest  version, where inj duty cycle is now shown converted to percentage.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||05-06-2003||01:51 AM||||Hector,<br />Which software are you using? I think the logging speed of the Palmenstein and that Russian program are pretty slow, so you want to turn off as many items as you can while logging. Like Ken said, turn the boost down and work your way up, watching the knock sum and possibly the O2, but the O2 voltages seem to vary alot from car to car and with temperature of the sensor. With the ignition turned on, but without the engine running, try to find out why you can't get 100% tps. <br />Good luck.||216.77.204.18||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||hecdws||05-06-2003||04:35 AM||||im using the tmo program. i will work on the tp sensor tonight and see whats up with it. does tmo have a newer program that will show the inj. pulse in percentage instead of Ms. well thanks for the replies.<br /><br />hector||152.163.188.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||05-06-2003||10:20 AM||||at 7k rpm, 100% duty cycle is 17 ms.  25 ms is gay.  when i had the stock injectors, running 18 lbs boost, i was getting mas overrun at about 5500.  water injection had NO effect on it.  turn your boost down, fix the tps, and i bet everything becomes normal.  it's the mas, you've overflowed it.  you can hack it, but you need bigger injectors and fuel control.  you can 2g mas it, which is what i did, HUGE improvement, or maf translator.  but you will still need injectors and fuel control.  also, if dont have an adjustable fpr, the tuning is harder because of inconsistent fuel pressures.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||05-06-2003||02:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> does tmo have a newer program that will show the inj. pulse in percentage instead of Ms. hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think the only newer version is one that allowed you to log boost by connect a MAP sensor to the (unused) EGR temp sensor input. But, it was real buggy. I think Ken was referring to the Pocketlogger new version.<br />As Ken said though, at 7000 rpm anything over 17ms and the injectors are maxxed out. If you can, post a short log that we can look at. As the rpm's climb, watch what the O2's and knock are doing. At wide-open-throttle, the O2's should remain fairly flat at .91 or .92 volts. Try to keep the knock under 10. Do you have any way of tuning the A/F? Like an AFC, or adjustable fuel pressure regulator?||68.158.106.11||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||hecdws||05-06-2003||09:52 PM||||i will be getting a maf translator and running either 550 or 660 injectors. once thats done i will be trying to figure the logger out some more.<br />thanks for the help guys.hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||05-06-2003||11:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> i will be getting a maf translator and running either 550 or 660 injectors. once thats done i will be trying to figure the logger out some more.<br />thanks for the help guys.hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good luck with that.  I guarantee you, if it don't run right with stock parts, it REALLY ain't gonna run right with aftermarket parts.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||05-06-2003||11:23 PM||||Howard's right Hector. You really should familiarize yourself more with the logger now. The translator is a wild card that throws in a whole bunch more variables. The better you can get it to run now, the easier it will be when you swap to the translator.<br />Jeff O.||216.77.204.70||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||absolootbs||05-06-2003||11:59 PM||||since you don't have a version of software that shows duty cycle as percentages, you may find this page extremely helpful... i know i did.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/dutycyclechart.html" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/dutycyclechart.html</a><br /><br />for what it's worth (personal satisfaction, in most cases) a little searching on either this board or dsmtalk (can't remember which one i found it on) will leave you with the formula for calculating the percentages yourself.  i wish i could remember it by heart, but my brains not functioning at the time.  what it amounts to is using rpm to figure out the maximum possible time for the injector to be open, then dividing duty cycle by that.||128.210.86.150||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||05-07-2003||12:54 PM||||From <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/Tuning-Tips.htm" target="_blank">Tuning Tips using the TMO Datalogger</a> on VFAQ.com...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Duty cycle is roughly defined as the ratio of the amount of time a signal is "active" to the amount of time available for the signal to be active. A couple examples. In the examples that follow, the amount of time available for the signal is 20ms (milliseconds).<br /><br /><br />Signal is never active   =  0ms/20ms=   0% duty cycle<br /><br />Signal is always active  = 20ms/20ms = 100% duty cycle<br /><br />Signal is active for 8ms =  8ms/20ms =  40% duty cycle<br /><br />Now, for the question of injector duty cycle.  Well, the logger spits out how long the injectors are being opened in ms.  What we need is the time available to the injector. <br /><br />One might think the max amount of fuel an injector can squirt into the cylinder would be limited to the time that the intake valve is open. But that is a very short time relative to the entire four-stroke time that is really available.  The injector can squirt fuel onto the back of the injector while it is closed and let it pile up there.  This is actually done almost all the time at RPMs over 5000 (maybe lower, too) and is the reason why the intake valves get all crudded up over time with an accumulation of carbon.  This is also why you should check and clean your intake valves occasionally.<br /><br />Anyway, if we decide to use all four cycles of the engine and call that the max time period, we need to find the period of four cycles.  That is simply equal to 1/RPMs times two, because it takes two rotations of the crankshaft to complete four cycles of the engine (1/RPMs because period is the inverse of frequency).<br /><br />An example - what is the time available for the injector at 6000 RPM? Now, charting the time in terms of minutes just isn't convenient, so we first convert RPMs to rotations per second. <br /><br />6000 RPM = 100 rot/sec<br /><br />Inverting and multiplying by two, we get <br /><br />0.010 seconds * 2 = 20ms<br /><br />So, at 6000 RPMs, the time available to your injectors is only 20ms. But that isn't the whole story - it gets worse. There is a thing called injector dead time.  This is the time it takes for your injector to respond to an "open-sesame" command from the ECU. It gets complicated because this time varies with the voltage at the battery.  The ECU has a lookup table of dead-time vs. battery voltage and really is the main reason the ECU looks at battery voltage in the first place (there are other less important reasons).  This time can range from 0.65ms to 2.1ms.  Anyway, you have to subtract this from the time available to get the true time available to the injector.<br /><br />Note: subtracted from this dead time is the time it takes to turn off the injector. But, when people talk of injector duty cycle, they never include this time.  Well, they do, but they say things like, "Never run an injector over 80% (or 90%)."  But such a thing is really kind of silly to say, as duty cycle is a ratio that doesn't take into account the times involved. <br /><br />For example, would you want to run at 90% duty cycle at 2000 RPM? <br /><br />1(2000/60) * 2 = 60ms<br /><br />90% of 60ms = 54ms<br /><br />Now, 54ms of fuel would probably be ridiculous for most applications. But I'm just using it as an extreme example.  54ms would probably also burn out the injector - I do not think you are supposed to keep them on that long.  They do have a limit.  You need to watch for that, too. <br /><br />It just so happens that at 6000 RPM, 90% gives you 18ms, which leaves you 2ms of available "dead time", which is probably a good thing.  At 8000, you only 15ms available, so 90% gives you a paltry 13.5ms (dead time of 1.5ms still probably okay on a good battery).<br /><br />Of course, what is missing from this is what does 13.5ms mean, in terms of fuel?  Not easy on the first generation, because 450cc/min injectors are further derated by the 1G low fuel pressure.  That 450 rating is at 42.7 psi, not the 36.3 psi that the 1G fuel regulator uses.  450cc/min * sqrt(36.3/42.7) = 415cc/min injectors!  Multiply this by 13.5ms = 0.093375cc of fuel.  You need to figure out if this is enough for the air you are pushing through the engine.<br /><br />Multiply this number by, say 11:1 A/F mass ratio and the mass of 1cc of fuel, and you get the mass of the air this amount of fuel will support. Now, if I had a way to flow-bench the MAF, I could figure out what the actual air-mass/sec rate is, and I could log it.  And you could figure out if you are getting enough fuel into your engine to match the air.<br /><br />Either that, or you could look at your O2 sensor readings!<br /><br />BTW, by using the injector pulse width number along with the RPM value, I should be able to produce a nice duty cycle plot.  I will add this data type in the future.  But keep in mind what it really means. Personally, I find pulse width a hell of a lot more useful because it directly correlates to the amount of fuel entering the engine - duty cycle does not. -todd-<br /><br />I have personally run my 450s on my 1g up to 27+ms and have a calculated duty cycle of 130% from 4K to 7500rpms. This seems confusing but it works. If you look at all the available charts and formulas we as DSMers may be running our injectors way too hard on PUMP gas. <br /><br />450cc's @ 80% = 275hp, @ 100% = 342hp<br /><br />550cc's @ 80% = 335hp, @ 100% = 419hp<br /><br />650cc's @ 80% = 396hp, @ 100% = 495hp<br /><br />720cc's @ 80% = 439hp, @ 100% = 548hp<br /><br />This is using a B.S.F.C (Brake Specific Fuel Consumption) of .50lbs/hr/hp (that is .50lbs of fuel per hour for every horsepower it produces). It is recommended turbocharged engines run a B.S.F.C. of .60 or more which means even lower numbers. This is with PUMP gas. If you run race gas you can go with a lower B.S.F.C. but who knows how low, maybe .40 or .45. As you can see, if you are trying to run fast times off of 550's and PUMP gas you are probably running them too hard. Most people are probably running their 450's and 550s too hard on the street and are running them past 80% duty cycle. Is this a bad thing? Maybe, but you can't argue with success.<br /><br />The one thing I will add is at WOT you want a value to be a smooth, straight curve. If the value is jumpy at all your injectors are not squirting a smooth pattern and you will get detonation from this. If you add fuel through your VPC, AFC etc. and you notice the injector open time did not increase at high rpms, you might be in need of bigger injectors as you're probably pushing the ones you have to the max.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.75.58.83||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||05-07-2003||05:17 PM||||Howard and Jeff-<br /><br />It sounds like he has no way to tune the car and that's why he's getting the translator. If that's the case, what do you guys suggest?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/002253.cgi
A||||1||chadhayashi||L2R turbos||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||05-05-2003||11:00 PM||||Anyone using one? If so, how is it, and did you happen to have a 20G prior to that? How do they compare in spool up? I would assume the L2r is superior. The 20g is fully streetable in my experience w/ them on T/E/L's, even up here. And...If so how did you keep oil pressure below the recommended 60 psi?||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||Compressed||05-06-2003||12:51 PM||||I would look on dsmtuners.com  There are lots of guys who have run this turbo.  From what I have heard its not the best pump gas turbo, but it loves race gas.  Bottom line about all the AGP L?R series turbos that I have heard is they all are very nice.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes



ubb/Forum2/002254.cgi
A||||11||MatTau||White Line sport spring ||||1||||MatTau||00001515
Z||000000||MatTau||05-06-2003||12:15 AM||Taufik@uniten.edu.my||Hi there in State<br /><br />I'm Taufik from Malaysia. currently I'm using Galant VR4 1991 , 220 HP (JDM).<br /><br />I would like have all of you comment about white line sport spring.<br /><br />Actually , Ive been looking sport spring for drive comfort and control? any idea?<br />It's t this spring suitable for track or normal street + bouncies street?||202.184.182.8||reg||1||MatTau||00001515||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-06-2003||06:33 AM||||people who have them say it rides well but the car is too low and they say the muffler hits the ground every once in a while.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||GalantVR-4||05-06-2003||11:46 AM||||how low is the whiteline drop?||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||05-06-2003||03:23 PM||||Low as a MoFo.  <br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=373" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />As you can see, no, not really.  I have Whitelines and the car almost looks stock.  But it certainly doesn't handle like it.  I can out handle my buddies 3rd Gen RX-7 which is heavly modded in the suspension dept.  Plus he Autocrosses it.  My GVR4 is the best handling car I've ever driven.  And being a Fixed Operations Manager for the second largest Automotive Group in the Nation, I've driven a lot of cars.  Now I do have the older Whiteline springs I've heard the set availible now is different.  I also have AGX's, Poly mounts, and a Whitleline rear sway bar.||65.165.18.121||reg||4||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||05-06-2003||03:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Low as a MoFo.  <br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=373" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />As you can see, no, not really.  I have Whitelines and the car almost looks stock.  But it certainly doesn't handle like it.  I can out handle my buddies 3rd Gen RX-7 which is heavly modded in the suspension dept.  Plus he Autocrosses it.  My GVR4 is the best handling car I've ever driven.  And being a Fixed Operations Manager for the second largest Automotive Group in the Nation, I've driven a lot of cars.  Now I do have the older Whiteline springs I've heard the set availible now is different.  I also have AGX's, Poly mounts, and a Whitleline rear sway bar. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have the 20-30mm drop springs?  I thought thats what I wanted, but hitting the muffler?  Has anyone else on this list hit the muffler running whiteline springs and AGXs?  Thats not what I want at all!||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||05-06-2003||03:39 PM||||I have no idea which whitlines are on the car.  I'm guessing the older ones.  They were on the car when I bought it.  But never once has the car scraped anywhere, and NC roads are shitty as hell.||65.165.18.121||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||05-06-2003||03:46 PM||||I have Whiteline springs (the drop springs) and AGXs.  The car is pretty low.  I can't say I have ever hit the muffler on the ground, but I have smacked the part of the exhuast that goes under the rearend and then turns up toward the muffler a few times (with 3" exhaust).  If I had to guess, I would say that by the stance of the car pictured above, they are not the lowering springs.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||05-06-2003||04:45 PM||||Could someone post a pic with the Whiteline 20-30mm drop and AGXs?  I thought it was a small drop, guess not.<br /><br />Also, do you need any of the whiteline alingment parts for this setup?||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||MatTau||05-07-2003||04:48 AM||||How about the output of the ride if we put whiteline spring with stock shock?..<br /><br />which one is the best (comfort + control)<br />GAB (soft hard Adjustable) + Stock spring (2 coils cut)  or<br /><br />AGX (soft hard adjustable) + stock spring  (2 coils cut)<br /><br />Both shock as I mentioned above, which one is the best? I heard for GAB event we put to softest point still stiff?||202.184.182.8||reg||1||MatTau||00001515||yes
Z||000009||RayH||05-07-2003||11:50 AM||||I've been using the GAB's with stock springs for the past 9 years.  It's definitely firm even on the softest setting though you'll want to use at least one setting higher than the softest on the rear to keep the back end from getting twitchy.<br /><br />On the hardest setting you will feel it if you ran over a dime.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||05-08-2003||05:27 PM||||Do a search, I posted extensive results from mine. Bottom line I love it. Also, there are pics of my car on the board with BBS wheels and the Whitelines.||205.166.229.116||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||05-10-2003||07:23 AM||||I put some whiteline lowering springs on my car and they raised it.  Well, I only put the front ones on, and now I'm not so sure I want to go to the effort of putting the rear ones on for that way cool raised 4x4 look.  I'm only slightly irked.  (how do you convey sarcasm by typing??)  Plus the car leans to the driver's side.  Thinking of scrapping the whole setup and going w/some coilovers.  *sigh*  Mo' money...<br /><br />Has anyone put the dropzone coilovers on?  Sure, they're cheap as shit, but I put a set on a friend's civic and the quality seems fine... and that car handles incredibly well after the install!!||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002255.cgi
A||||11||merikgvr4||downpipe bracket||||1||||merikgvr4||00000026
Z||000000||merikgvr4||05-06-2003||01:33 AM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||Good evening, I am gonna work on the ex man to turbo gasket for the 4th time.  I have the 3" Mofugas exhaust and wanted to ask if anyone has added a bracket to their dp like the stocker.  My buddy is thinking this is needed to help out with the bolts backing out.  TIA for any help.||67.112.201.82||reg||1||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||05-06-2003||02:40 AM||||I don't use any bracket like the factory dp and I have no problems with my bolts backing out. You shouldn't have a problem if you use the factory bolts torqued to the correct specs.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||05-06-2003||08:29 AM||||The guys at TAD routinely safety wire those four bolts to prevent backing out due to extremes in heat cycle.||216.65.164.153||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||merikgvr4||05-06-2003||01:28 PM||||wop, which washer do you use?  1g or the 2g style?<br />bob, don't know how to go about using those safety wire.  Anyone here wanna do that to my bolts?<br />thanks for the replies.||156.39.169.104||reg||1||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000004||DynStatic||05-06-2003||01:48 PM||||Personally, after having my bolts back out, having a major exhaust leak and all that jazz... I would say that having that "giganto bolt" and bracket is very very important. I didn't have it. It's been 300 miles since I've fixed my problem and they are still too torque specs with the "giganto bolt" in the bracket. You can bet your bottom dollar that I'm putting a new bracket on this 3inch downpipe I just bought...<br /><br />The downpipe will wiggle your turbo off if you dont have it.||216.174.25.29||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000005||DynStatic||05-06-2003||01:49 PM||||Also the rounded washers have been discontinued, at least thats what Rockville said when I tried to order some.<br /><br />Anyone know what the deal is with them?||216.174.25.29||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000006||merikgvr4||05-06-2003||07:02 PM||||Try Conicelli Mitsu.  That is the place to get parts from when I frequented the VR4 list.<br />Hey, lemme know what you plan on doing for the bracket.  <br />Thanks in advance.||156.39.169.104||reg||1||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||05-06-2003||08:35 PM||||Hmmmm......I'm trying to think. I don't remember there being any washers on the turbo to manifold bolts. They're shouldered if I recall. But don't quote me on that...the car isn't outside for me to look at at the moment. I just used antisieze on them to lubricate during torqueage and for ease of taking them back out. They haven't backed off for the last 4000 miles or so with no bracket on the downpipe. <br /><br />When I first installed the 16g my original bolts broke taking off the 14b and in a pinch I had to use some bolts from a local fastener store. Those damn things backed out within a week so I ordered the factory ones and haven't had a problem since.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||joec||05-07-2003||09:40 AM||||I've also heard that using the downpipe bracket reduces the chances of breaking the exhaust manifold studs (the ones that go into the head).  It helps by supporting the heavy exhaust manifold, turbo, 02 housing assembly.  Otherwise all that weight is transferred to the studs.  Not to mention the exhaust that's hanging off of it and bouncing around on it's rubber bushings...||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000009||merikgvr4||05-07-2003||11:21 AM||||Good point, bracket it is then.  thanks everyone.||156.39.169.104||reg||14||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000010||RayH||05-07-2003||11:36 AM||||If you have a custom tubular exhaust manifold, not having the downpipe bracket greatly increases the chances of the flange on the turbo side breaking off entirely from the collector.  The bracket ensures that any change in engine position relative to the car chassis (like under hard acceleration) is taken up by the flex section and also helps take some of the weight of the turbo off the manifold and turbo studs.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000011||merikgvr4||05-07-2003||05:28 PM||||Any tips on how to go about making this?  Any donor vehicles to look for at the jy that has 3" pipes that have those brackets so modification is minimal?  Thanks in advance.||156.39.169.104||reg||5||merikgvr4||00000026||yes



ubb/Forum2/002256.cgi
A||||7||Kevinj110||RRE's Long Down Pipe||||1||||Belize#1692||00001490
Z||000000||Kevinj110||05-06-2003||02:22 AM||floodedpoopy@aol.com||I was just wondering if anyone on here has used any of the downpipes made by RRE i know they start out as a 2.5 inch and then go to a 3 inch after the bend does this hinder anything? I thought it might help torque but I dont know. Just looking for some feedback on em||172.164.202.23||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000001||vrpower||05-06-2003||08:27 AM||||I have the RRE downpipe. The flex is pretty helpfull. I also have the RRE cat, which i connected to a custom 3" cat back. I had some trouble installing the custom part and had to cut off a flange and reweld it to make it shorter a bit. I would recommend finding out the most compatible cat back with the RRE downpipe/cat, in order to save yourself some time.||207.56.0.2||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000002||TLT||05-06-2003||09:15 AM||||I have the RRE "long" downpipe (which includes the cat section so you don't need a cat or test pipe).<br /><br />Its going on the car this week along with an EVO III manifold and EVO III O2 housing.  I expect everything to fit perfectly, but I'll report back  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000003||Kevinj110||05-06-2003||09:23 AM||||Hey thanks let me know how it goes and I do plan on just goinmg with the 3 inch Apexi N1 exhaust because that is what it says it was designed to match||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000004||TLT||05-06-2003||09:29 AM||||That N1 should fit perfectly.<br /><br />I'm cheap so I'm going with a 3" pressbent catback from a local exhaust shop  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />What O2 housing are you going to use?||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000005||Kevinj110||05-06-2003||08:49 PM||||Most likely evoIII since we are getting evoIII exhaust manifold but i am not totally sure.||216.148.246.70||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000006||KenW||05-08-2003||10:51 PM||||I use the Evo O2 housing and manifold with an 18G sandwiched in between. The long RRE pipe fit perfectly. The flange is spaced for the Evo O2. <br /><br />The rest of the system is a custom pressbent done locally.  It has two resonators and a Borla XR1 inline. I put a large cat on it to tone it down (living in a conservative neighborhood) but it didnt help all that much so it's coming off. I think i'll stick another resonator in its place. <br /><br />Overall, i'm happy with the exhaust system. RRE DP is good piece.  I bought the cheapo dual tip to keep a stock look ... waste of money.  it rusted in no time - of course, RRE tells ya that.||68.58.114.69||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes
Z||000007||fast_gvr4||05-09-2003||07:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Belize#1692:<br /><strong> I was just wondering if anyone on here has used any of the downpipes made by RRE i know they start out as a 2.5 inch and then go to a 3 inch after the bend does this hinder anything? I thought it might help torque but I dont know. Just looking for some feedback on em </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The hotter the air the quicker it travels. By expanding the size of the exhaust, you will cause the air to lose speed,(due to the expansion which would cool the expelled gases).<br /><br />If as soon as the air exits the exhaust housing, you expand the tubing size, you lose speed due to<br />1.the cooling of the air(due to the expansion)<br />2.the bend of the downpipe.<br /><br />On the other hand, if the air is expelled at let's say 2.5" downpipe <br />1.the difference between the exhaust housing and downpipe would be less(less cooling of air) <br />2.plus you could route the exhaust further away from the oilpan(which would heat your oil less) and that in turn would allow for higher boost levels(lower oil temp= lower piston temp= less chance of detonation= more boost permitted= more  <b>HP</b>) <br />3.You could expand the exhaust to 3" after the oil pan where there would be no further restriction(exhaust bends)<br /><br />You don't have to agree with me but then again I ran 11.59 on stock internals.||172.166.193.117||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes



ubb/Forum2/002257.cgi
A||||9||KenW||Bell Intercooler install||||1||||KenW||00000403
Z||000000||KenW||05-06-2003||09:07 AM||kbwilliamson@earthlink.net||This is an extension of the thread  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002026#000032" target="_blank">here.</a> <br /><br />It seems some  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001087#000000" target="_blank">other folks</a> have found this brand before.<br /><br />Anyway, here is the intercooler test mounted to the front of the GVR4.  The IC dimensions are 24" x 8" x 3". Bell claims 1.5 psi drop for this IC - ostensibly because of the end tanks.  The core is rated at 1 psi drop.<br /><br />Note the impressive lower support in blue...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=399" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=399&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The two front grille brackets had to be cut to make this fit.  I haven't figured out how i'm going to support the bottom part of the grille, but we'll get to that. <br /><br />passenger side cut :  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=400" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=400&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />driver side cut:  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=401" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=401&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I DID find a clearance issue between the endtanks and the steel bumper -- nothing that a BFH wont cure though.<br /><br />passenger side clearance:  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=402" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=402&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />driver's side clearance:  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=403" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=403&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I will post more to this thread as the project progresses.<br /><br />btw: Does anyone have a suggestion for a slim 12" opr so fan that will fit between the IC and the AC condensor?  there is about 2.5" clearance.<br /><br />KenW||68.58.114.69||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes
Z||000001||Tondar||05-06-2003||07:09 PM||||so how much was that beast?||68.41.153.152||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||05-06-2003||07:33 PM||||It's in the other thread he posted above -- $750 shipped.<br /><br />Very nice IC by the way!  Quite a chunk of change though.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||05-06-2003||09:00 PM||||looks good.good job.<br /><br />those are some weird looking endtanks,but they wouls ure work for me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||05-06-2003||10:11 PM||||I think the end tanks are very nice.  I love the design.  Most of the vertical flow ICs I have seen have huge end tanks that I don't like.  Very nice job with the custom design.<br /><br />Any chance that we could get them slightly cheaper on some sort of group buy for the exact same thing?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||05-06-2003||11:58 PM||||Flexalite has 12" fans that are somewhere in the 2.5" range||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||KenW||05-07-2003||08:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> ...<br /><br />Any chance that we could get them slightly cheaper on some sort of group buy for the exact same thing? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I bought the IC at almost retail - he relented and gave me 5% off just cuz I asked.  He sells them to performance shops for 20% off and said he would make a better break for a quantity.  did not say how much better.<br /><br />There are a few minor things I would change in the next version, mainly rounding the endtanks more where they meet the bumper so that i would not have to hammer a dent for clearance.<br /><br />kw||68.58.114.69||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes
Z||000007||KenW||05-07-2003||08:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> Flexalite has 12" fans that are somewhere in the 2.5" range </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I found a Spal 12" slimline here in town for $100.  it's about one RCH over 2" depth.  870 CFM in push mode.<br /><br />I'm wondering how best to mount it. Plan on using the wire anchor type mounts that instert thru the fins in the IC/ AC condensor. It is a "pull" type fan but is reversable.  <br /><br />Any suggestions whether to mount it on the AC condensor to push thru it (the stock config) or on the IC to pull thru it?  I plan on wiring the two fans together and perhaps putting them into the fog light switch since i wont have the lights anymore.<br /><br />k||68.58.114.69||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||05-07-2003||05:31 PM||||Well the stock fan mounts a lot higher than where your IC is.  Are you planning on moving the fan down to get it more behind the IC, or have it sticking up in the stock position?  It doesn't seem like there is enough IC there to mount a fan on.<br /><br />As far as flow goes...<br /><br />Since pull through fans are more effective, it would seem like mounting it to the IC as a pull through would make sense.  It would suck fresh air through the IC, cooling your intake charge more effectively than having no fan, and then blow what is sucked through back onto the condensor.  It would probably get nearly as much air to the condensor as stock if its a good fan, but pulling it through the IC would heat it up.<br /><br />It seems to me that leaving the fan up high in the stock position, mounted to the condensor as a push through would work best, bringing fresh air in through the grill, unmolested by that beast of an intercooler.  The IC probably doesn't need any additional air flowing through it.  It's nice and big, and you can always go with WI to further enhance your cooling.||12.92.27.243||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||KenW||05-13-2003||08:08 AM||||Here's a few more pics to document the install. <br /><br />Note that with the slim Spal fan, the PS cooling coil fits nicely between the fan and the intercooler. Almost in the stock position. The fan mounts with one of those slide-in bracket clips. I mounted it backwards in the center of the fan on the top and used the stock hole with a self tapping screw into the plastic. <br /><br />Also note the two brackets on the bottom of the fan. These are also from the mounting bracket kit I purchased with the fan. I simply bent the brackets 90 deg. and angled them to fit under the IC mounting tabs. This way, when the IC is mounted, the tabs to double-duty holding down the fan. I used a stock clip to hold the PS coil. Note how the angled section fits nicely under the fan.<br /><br />fan and PS coil mounted:  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=425" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=425&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />To finish off the IC, I took four of the mounting grommets from a 2G side mount - a friend had several of them. It took a 3/4" drill bit with a little die grinder reaming to make them fit right. Very simple. The tabs are thicker than the grommet allows so the holes need some radiusing in.  Note the cuts in the top tab to clear the hood latch movement.<br /><br />IC grommet mounts:  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=426" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=426&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />If you look closely you can see the measurements for the top tab written in the cardboard cover. Many thanks to <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_profile;u=00000024" target="_blank">Dan D</a>  for his help at this stage.||68.58.114.69||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes



ubb/Forum2/002258.cgi
A||||8||Numberless||4WS...disconnect rack rod ends?||||1||||Numberless||00000739
Z||000000||Numberless||05-06-2003||12:41 PM||||Just a quick question here.  We dropped the entire rear subframe last week and I was taking a look at the steering system.<br /><br />I understand how to remove the 4ws by capping/welding the lines/front rack, but I'm wondering what would happen if you just removed the rod ends off of the rear steering rack.<br /><br />So basically the rack would still move and all the lines would stay connected, but the rack would not be connected to the lower arm, thus not being able to move it.<br /><br />Just a hypothetical here...any comments?||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000001||jazzguy||05-06-2003||02:22 PM||||Would you do this to keep 4ws as an option?  If you are never going back to 4ws, I would say to remove everything from the rear.  I did this with my car.  The pros are that there is less weight in the rear, and everything else is easier to reach without all the 4ws parts in the way..........that's what i got.||65.235.133.84||reg||1||jazzguy||00000786||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||05-06-2003||04:31 PM||||Here's another perspective:  If you immobilize the rack, keeping the rod ends hooked up, you can tighten up the rear suspension's tendancy to toe-in/toe-out in turns.  Some folks have welded the rods to keep them from moving in/out of rack. Others have made spacers which do the same.<br /><br />Slightly better handling might justify the extra weight.||24.136.17.7||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||Numberless||05-06-2003||05:33 PM||||Ok I gotcha...I had read from an old post of yours Bob about welding those together, getting rid of the passive rear steering altogether and getting a bit more oversteer out of the car.<br /><br />So in theory the rod end removal would work, but the question is why do that instead of either:<br />a) capping the lines<br />b) capping the lines and removing the entire system<br /><br />My thought is that I'm really not sure how long I'm going to keep the galant, and therefore not sure I want to completely disconnect the system permanantly by welding the lines.  I just can't stand the 4ws and was looking for an alternative.<br /><br />Maybe I'll just try it out and see what happens.  <br /><br />There's no consequences to removing the rod ends though right?  I mean, those two lower arms don't "need" to be connected to each other via the rack, correct?<br /><br />J||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||05-06-2003||06:35 PM||||A Galant VR4 without the rear rack hooked up is essentaily the same as a TEL AWD rear.<br /><br />As another approach, Rob at Mofugas was blocking the inlets of the rack which locked the rack hydraulically (assuming no air bubbles, yeh!)||24.136.17.7||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||Numberless||05-07-2003||09:29 AM||||That's what I thought, thanks a lot Bob.<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||05-07-2003||09:39 AM||||I've mentioned this several times over the years...<br /><br />Disconnect the rod ends. Zip tie them up out of the way. Shouldn't take more than 5 mins. Now go for a test drive. If you like the way it handles now, then remove the 4ws, if you don't, then that 5 mins was very much worth it.<br /><br />No 4WS makes for a more stable, more predicable handling car...but a more understeering car.<br /><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||16GVR4||05-08-2003||11:33 AM||||I have my 4WS removed: no rear steering rack, LSD diff with no 4WS pump, removed lines, etc.<br /><br />I kinda feel that the rear of my car is a bit loose whenever I'm on a high speed turn, e.g. freeway overpass junction.<br /><br />Am I just imagining things, or do I need to reattach my rear steering rack, and have the rack locked. I have read that you can do that easily with washers.||64.165.199.57||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000008||T||05-11-2003||06:24 PM||||I've noticed from these replies that everyone has neglected the fact the 4WS works in conjunction with the deflective bushings in the rear control arms if u remove these and replace them with the bushes from an NA galant then u can get rid of that loose feeling from the rear when cornering at high speeds it makes the whole car feel more stable aswell. I've done this to my '88 VR4 aswell as removing the rear rack and its made a huge difference, it also gets rid of the huge amount of negative camber on the rear that u get when u lower your car.||203.98.17.29||reg||1||Theo||00001534||yes



ubb/Forum2/002259.cgi
A||||5||Yao||Tunning question||||1||||Yao||00000044
Z||000000||Yao||05-06-2003||03:57 PM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Hello everyone,<br /><br />I've just got my 94 GSX running very good and run into a problem or potential problem.  The basic setup is 9.1 compression, stock cylinderhead, RRE intercooler, pocket logger, E-management, small 16g and 17psi with 850cc/inj, 190gph.<br /><br />My problem is that I have it tuned to a point that it has no knock and timming staying around 18-22 at 6000rpm, which is very good, a little bit rich to get no knock, but playing save.  Here is where it gets weird, I would have to run the inj. duty cyle up to 90ish range on my 850cc to get ride of the knock!!!!!  My Maf HZ readings are 1606 on the logger from 4500 on and stayed solid, am I having MAF overrun??  no bucking or any weird behavior from the car, just that I am maxing out my 850cc and at the same time my Boost solenoid LED mod. would come on!!  Keep in mind that I have no knock, 850cc injec. is at 90+ D/C and the LED would come on like the ECU wanted to turn the boost down??!!      Now is that weird to what!||208.253.246.92||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-06-2003||04:56 PM||||maf overrun.  mine did exactly the same thing, led would come on about 5500 rpm, it was like a perfect shift lite, cause by the time you reacted, the revs would be about 6500.  another poster has the same problem, maf overrun, and the timing/knock goes nuts.  you should have a LOT more timing.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Yao||05-06-2003||06:40 PM||||Thanks Ken, I have a 2g Mas sensor ready to go, But I want to make sure before proceeding.  That only leaves one question left.  From what I read about MAF overrun is that the car would run very unsavely lean and would be jerky at the time of overrun, but I don't have neither of those symptons, is it because I am running 850 at it's maximum duty cycle that I am not seeing it??  oh and by the way, by the time I am at 7000rpm from 6000rpm I would go from zero knock to 40+ knock count at 100% D/C!!||208.253.246.92||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||05-06-2003||06:55 PM||||the best way to convince you, is drop your boost back to about 10 psi.  i think those injectors are gawdawful huge, so you will have to cut them back a bunch.  but, after that, do some wot runs, and you will see your knock/timing come back into line.  it looks like when the mas goes overrun, it also appears to make knock.  maybe some sort of a safety feature.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||05-06-2003||11:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Yao:<br /><strong>  From what I read about MAF overrun is that the car would run very unsavely lean and would be jerky at the time of overrun, but I don't have neither of those symptons, is it because I am running 850 at it's maximum duty cycle that I am not seeing it?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats what I've always heard/seen too, lost counts of airflow, which would cause the ECU to lean things out, you do have a strange one. What are your O2's doing while this is going on? Running too rich will cause knock too. How does the E-management correct for the 850's? What fuel pressure are you running?||216.77.204.70||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Yao||05-07-2003||01:38 AM||||Okay, I've got more questions and answers.  First of all Keydiver, My O2's doing the run from 3500rpm to 6000rpm on fourth gear is all the way rich at .96 until 6000rpm which I have E-management turned way up to 50+% to combat the knock which then the knock would still shoot pass 40+ counts and timming would drop from 20 to 9.  E-manage actually have a built-in injector conversion that would allow you to run what ever size you want and would change the 16X16 fuel map accordingly. The Big 850 inj wasn't planned, it was from fuel injection clinic at $400 shipped is hard to resist, but neverless, they idle perfectly. Fuel pressure I am running at is 46 PSI before hooking up the vacuum hose.  <br /><br />I've slapped on the 2g mas tonight and went out for a test drive, first note: I do have to turn up roughly 20% more fuel across the board which probably made sense, becuase my old 1g sensor had lower honeycomb removed and screw backed out, there for am loosing air count.  I then went wide open throttle on 3rd gear from 3000rpm and guess what!, the Boost Solenoid LED still came up at even earlier rpm than before! even though there is no Knock!!  <br /><br />I am starting to think it is an actual limit of my fuel octane, which is only 91 at Mile high and with compression of 9.1 and 17psi made things really bad....  the only way to find out now is to put in some racing gas and see what happens, or put on the water injection that has been sitting in my garage for over a year!  and as for the Boost Solenoid LED comming on could be that ECU is seeing too high the air flow and is trying to reduce the boost to be within guideline of the program.  Can't believe I am running into all these problems with a small 16G  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />PS I am running HKS 264/264 cams.||12.211.212.94||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
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A||||0||mromik||Finally replaced  front shocks and brake rotors/||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-06-2003||07:05 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Finally I put used JDM stock shocks  from N43  AWD MMC RVR (or Chariot) They are the same as exept the upper handhold with bearing. I put mine.<br /><br />Also changed rubber bushing and links on stabilizer.<br />The result is ---exellent!<br /><br /><br />A week ago I polished spare rotors from non VR-4 90 galant.  Installed them to my VR-4. And noticed that mine  (vr-4's) has bigger dia (3 mm) .<br />They work fine, no wheel shaking while breaking<br />but i need to polish mine and to install them back.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002261.cgi
A||||3||BlitzVR4||Indy Race core||||1||||BlitzVR4||00000528
Z||000000||BlitzVR4||05-06-2003||08:42 PM||killertsi@yahoo.com||Someone a while back posted buying a intercooler for their GVR4.  There was no follow up on the install.  I just want to know if anyone elese is using their core.  My plan is to use their race core made for the 1G.  Any input is welcome.  <br /><br />Jonas <br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000001||Kevinj110||05-06-2003||08:47 PM||||Ken came down to take alook at Jareds galant and we plan on using the street core it fits nicely but shows alittle of the end tanks if you cut out the grill for it. But I will be honest they are the same as the Spearco Cores you see on ebay. Ken is gonna hate me i Hope he doesnt see this ha ha.||216.148.246.70||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000002||comfy||05-06-2003||10:18 PM||||i have been researching FMIC's recently in preperation of an instal and i have heard some mixed oppinions about indy race cores, i think i am going to go with AMG's set up. they have done quite a few galants and i tend to trust them fairly well.||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||05-06-2003||11:18 PM||||Ken Bacon seems like a nice enough guy, but it took literally several months and at least 20-30 phone calls, instant messages, and emails to get a response on the status of my order.  I think it took 3 months to get all the pieces I ordered.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002262.cgi
A||||1||Vr4in'||head gasket||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-06-2003||09:34 PM||nohad43@aol.com||what do you guys think about felpro head gaskets?<br /><br />        thanks<br />           Robby||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||05-06-2003||11:20 PM||||search search search search search!<br /><br />We just covered this a few days ago in a different thread.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
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A||||1||broke down||cam bearing torque||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||05-06-2003||10:09 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I've had some different opinions on whether one foot pound is equal to twelve inch pounds.  The factory manual I have states 14-15 ft/lbs for the cam bearings.  I have an inch/lbs torque wrench, so can someone who knows for sure, please tell me how many inch/lbs are equal to 15 ft/lbs?  Thanks a bunch.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-06-2003||10:21 PM||||Yeah, it's 12.<br /><br />180in/lbs or ~20 Nm.||68.75.63.49||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002264.cgi
A||||3||hibrn8||Help me find an aeroquip fitting||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||05-06-2003||11:27 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||ok guys from what someone said before the stock oil feed line to the turbo is a 10mm bolt in the head. I belive the stainless line i have feeding my turbo is 6AN line so i need a fitting to convert that 6An to 10mm to fit in the head. I will take a picture of my ss line to make sure it is that size. <br /><br />I checked all over summit for the part and couldnt even find the right one? Can someone tell me where you got yours?||65.227.217.147||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||05-07-2003||11:45 AM||||My best source for this stuff is Pegasus just over the border into Wisconsin. <a href="http://www.pegasusautoracing.com" target="_blank">www.pegasusautoracing.com</a> 1-800-688-6946<br /><br />They have a variety of banjo bolts and AN to metric adapters. Example, a banjo bolt (part # 3242-3) with metric 10mm by 1.0 thread is $4.99 plus crush washers at $0.79 each. This might be the most flexible way (giving you more clearance)to pair with a 6AN banjo fitting.||24.136.17.7||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||teet||05-07-2003||12:51 PM||||<a href="http://www.anplumbing.com" target="_blank">www.anplumbing.com</a><br /><br />i have ordered from them before and was pretty impressed.<br /><br />they have most everythign listed on their site...<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||05-08-2003||12:21 PM||||awesome guys that helped alot.||131.193.12.103||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/002265.cgi
A||||12||crucible||Trunk battery Q||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||05-06-2003||11:43 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Does mounting the battery in the trunk pose any hazard?Batteries emit hydrogen and just wondering if its safe especially if one has stereo equiptment in there.<br /><br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||05-06-2003||11:48 PM||||i noticed no problem with all my stereo equip back there. just make sure that battery is mounted in a box in case it were to burst...||65.227.217.147||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||05-06-2003||11:52 PM||||Batteries must be securely mounted to the frame or body (on unibody). If you ever plan to run the 1320, it will need to be mounted in an "NHRA approved, sealed, battery box". That box must vent to atmosphere with a seperate vent line. If you're gonna move the battery to the trunk, I'd follow those guidelines. I know I wouldn't want Hydrogen gas roaming my interior. Make my bling bling go bang bang. Sorry, had to do it... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||05-08-2003||12:29 AM||||It dosent have to be mounted in a box,unless there isnt a firewall between the trunk and the passenger compartment. Without a firewall,it must be in a NHRA approved sealed externally vented box-like the blue one Moroso sells in Summit and Jegs. <br /><br /> The black marine boxes with the strap arent totally sealed and arent NHRA approved,but for a street car or daily driver Id run one to at least protect from acid damage from stuff you have in the trunk flopping on it or around it,not to mention the battery exploding. For a true sealed vented box,you'll need something similar to the Moroso box.||129.71.114.215||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||05-08-2003||12:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong>  The black marine boxes with the strap arent totally sealed and arent NHRA approved,but for a street car or daily driver Id run one to at least protect from acid damage from stuff you have in the trunk flopping on it or around it,not to mention the battery exploding.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah i just use the marine box. Plus it makes it look a bit cleaner in the trunk.||65.227.204.93||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||05-08-2003||10:20 AM||||the summit boxes are fine for us because we have a trunk.  If you have a trunk your box doesn't have to be sealed per NHRA||128.138.195.23||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||05-08-2003||01:01 PM||||even though our trunk has the pass through door (for ski's or whatever)?  I thought this presented a potential problem for 1/4 tech.  <br />Also the battery shut-off tends to be an issue with the trunk mount (except at the "relaxed" tracks with a lesser inspection, so I've heard)||167.142.21.234||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||PJGross||05-08-2003||05:06 PM||||Just read the NHRA rules on this topic.  You must have a firewall separating the trunk area from the cabin to avoid using a vented battery box.<br /><br />Firewall can be made of aluminum or steel (different thickness requirements) and the the battery hold downs must be 3/8" dia min and if it uses J hooks they must be welded closed.<br /><br />The important thing I got from it was a few inexpensive pieces of metal to make a firewall would allow more flexibility in the battery mounting area (plus look cool if I get a couple sheets of stainless through work)<br /><br />Don't forget your exterior activated kill switch if you're trying to pass NHRA tech!  It must be labeled and must kill the car.  Haven't decided how to wire mine yet so the computers and radio don't get their power cut but the car dies instantly.  I don't want SAFC settings, fuel trims, or my radio presets disappearing all the time!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-PJ Gross||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000008||91gvr4mainer||05-08-2003||10:54 PM||||Wire it to the ignition coil.  Therefore it will kill the car but not kill the power.  That is the best way to do it.||68.69.158.78||reg||1||91gvr4mainer||00000598||yes
Z||000009||crucible||05-08-2003||11:12 PM||||You could also wire a pig tail fuse from the battery to the side of the kill switch going to the rest of the car.When you kill the switch yould have a path still going through the fuse to keep radio,etc still powered.If you tried to start the car the 5 or 10 amp fuse would blow before the car starts(then you would lose power to your radio,etc||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000010||Ian M||05-09-2003||09:34 AM||||Technically,the kill switch should kill ALL electrical functions of the car. I dont know if any tech official would ever check radios and such though. Most of the time,the tech guys here havent even asked to even see the battery install or kill switch. Another advantage of having a car that looks like a 17 sec ride.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.44||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000011||PJGross||05-09-2003||10:30 AM||||Thanks for the suggestions.  I've never actually teched a car with battery in boot, just looked up the rules, so I didn't know if they made you show them the kill switch worked or not.  Yeah, I should have been consistent, rules do say all power.<br />Tomorrow new engine buildup will run (fingers crossed).  I will try to get pics and post that I actually have a running GVR4 after 2 years of being down.  The kill switch won't be installed for a while, though!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000012||Kibo||05-10-2003||05:47 PM||||Here at Bandimere, home of the Mile High Nationals, they definitely check for a master cutoff switch if the battery has been relocated to the trunk.  What's more, they also check for functionality.  They let me run anyhow since my car's only in the 13's, but I was told to get it fixed before next time.<br /><br />The "proper" way to do it is to run the alternator wire all the way back to the battery side of the cutoff switch; otherwise, the alternator will supply enough juice to keep the car running when the battery is disconnected.  I knew this beforehand, but ran out of time before my first track day of the season.<br /><br />So much for saving weight with my gel cell... <sigh>||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/002266.cgi
A||||2||Jose||JDM Mirrors||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||05-06-2003||11:54 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||For anyone that wants to wire up JDM power folding mirrors, here's you do it. First you need four relays, a dual momentary switch and at least 7 rolls of different color wires. You will be pairing up the relays and wiring them like this:<br />OPEN <br />30 to brown wire on mirror<br />85 to orange wire on mirror<br />86 momentary switch<br />87 12volt positive constant<br />87a ground<br />CLOSE<br />30 to red wire on mirror<br />85 to green wire on mirror<br />86 momentary switch<br />87 12volt positive constant<br />87a ground<br />Once you have wired both pairs of relays  you can connect the two wires from the open relays that go to the switch and the two from the close relays that go to the switch. Most momentary switches ave three terminals. The open pair of wires go to one side and the close pair of wires goes to the other. The center terminal on the switch gets 12volts positive constant. Doing the wiring like this will make the mirrors one touch open and close.<br />Jose......||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||09-28-2003||11:09 AM||||old post but it came in handy for me<br />thanks!||138.89.87.126||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||Jose||09-28-2003||10:32 PM||||Hey GTLUKE did you change the glass from the JDM mirrors?<br />Jose........||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum2/002267.cgi
A||||1||gboy412||Pacesetter shifter?||||1||||gboy412||00001114
Z||000000||gboy412||05-07-2003||10:28 AM||blower442@aol.com||I was talking to a guy and he said that i could use a pacesetter shifter for my VR4 but i would have to order the shifter for a 90-94 T/E/L.  Is this really possible?||172.158.208.194||reg||1||gboy412||00001114||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||05-07-2003||08:54 PM||||You can use any  stock shifter arm from a 91-94 DSM in a GVR4.  The 90 shifter's are different and will not work.  The stock 91-94 DSM shifter will bring it down quite a bit, I don't know how an aftermarket 91-94 DSM shifter will work in a GVR4 though.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum2/002268.cgi
A||||9||sleeper||question for people with 2G mas||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||05-07-2003||11:02 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Can somebody tell me the colors from their 2G plug to the GVR4 colors?<br />Ever since I installed my AFC I get a barometric pressure sensor code and now when I was looking at my wiring at the mas it seamed liked I mixed up the two green and yellow wires.<br />I swapped the two around and now I get 2 codes Barometric pressure sensor and air teperature sensor.<br />I check the circuits and they are fine. No breaks in the wire anywhere.<br />This thing is driving me nuts. The car runs fine but I'm sure it's not allowing me to tune it properly.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||05-07-2003||11:20 AM||||Under the <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> "intake" section there's this; it looks better on their site:<br /><br />Here's a look at the 1G plug. It should be the same for 1G TELs and GVR4s, except for one wire (#1). Note the pic is looking at the terminal side of the plug (wires facing away from you) on the left and top right. However, you need to pay attention to the "Wire side" part of the diagram on the bottom right, since that is what you will be looking at as you cut the wires. 1G TEL <br />1 - GW 2 - GL 3 - R 4 - GR <br />5 - NONE 6 - GB 7 - GY 8 - GO <br /><br />GVR4 <br />1 - GY 2 - GL 3 - R 4 - GR <br />5 - NONE 6 - GB 7 - GY 8 - GO <br />NOTE that the GVR4 has two GY wires, so you need to be careful when connecting the wires - it is best to cut/splice them one at a time to make sure you have the right GY wire. It's not hard if you do them one at a time, as the 1GY wire is the top corner of the plug, the 7GY is not the bottom opposite corner, it is 1 wire in from the corner.||24.136.17.7||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||05-07-2003||11:52 AM||||I looked at that site a million times and it's no help for me.<br />The plug is long gone and all I have is the color of wires to work with.<br />somewhere else I saw that one of the green/yellow wires should have 7 volts. Well one have 0.3v and the other have 4.88v<br />It's got to be more than just those two wires since I got 2 codes and one is not even related to those wires.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||05-07-2003||05:13 PM||||Gabor,<br />Believe it or not, with the connector unplugged I don't really read anything on either wire. But, when its plugged in I get 7.5 volts on the one that is spliced to a blue wire to pin 7 of the 2g MAS (airflow reset), and the other one has 4 volts on it, spliced to a pink wire to pin 2 of the 2g MAS (barometric pressure). So, evidently I have the "mystery" harness they mention in the FAQ. If I were you, I'd just ohm out one of the 2. When I shorted the first wire to ground, the one connected to pin 7 of the 2g MAS, I found that pin 6 on the ECU was shorted, just as it should be. When I short pin 2 of the MAS, I see a short on pin 16 of the ECU connector. That should be real easy to test.<br />Jeff O.||67.34.34.204||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||05-07-2003||08:33 PM||||Well I did the test and it's just like you said yours is. Volts are fine, continuity is fine on all the wires. I still get the check engine light.<br />Tried another ECU and another MAS and I get the same thing.<br />Those wires run from the plug directly to the ECU, right? Can I just add a new wire in there, to see if maybe the wire is fine but as the car starts moving it breaks the connection somewhere?<br />I want to fix this thing before I even intend to put in the mas translator and blame that for being a pos.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.61.222||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||05-07-2003||11:08 PM||||Yep, thats all they do, go straight to the ECU. The only ones you might want to leave connected in parallel are the +5 volt sensor supply and the sensor ground, so all the rest of the sensors still get power. I just had another GVR-4 owner, who will remain nameless, that got a couple wires reversed doing the 2g upgrade, and it fried the circuit trace inside the ECU that provides the grounds for the sensors. That created all kinds of error codes! If you felt inclined, you could pull all 7 new wires, and start out fresh. I remember Martin Copping fought with intermittent errors on his MAS for months, finally gave up, went Haltech, then found the broken wire when the Haltech wouldn't work either. The cars ain't gettin' any younger.....<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||216.77.204.159||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||05-07-2003||11:52 PM||||Jeff thanks.<br />Now what would happen if I get the GM maf translator?<br />As I read, it doesn't use the barometric pressure sensor neither the temp sensor.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.200.185||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||joec||05-08-2003||09:56 AM||||I'm sure it's like the VPC.  Even though it doesn't use the sensors, it sends a "hardcoded" value to the ECU.  The ECU has to see some sort of value or it would most likely flag an error.||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||05-08-2003||10:01 AM||||Yep, thats correct. It feeds a constant fake signal to the ECU's barometric pressure and intake temperature inputs, and the GM MAS corrects the Karmann value according to temp and pressure automatically.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||65.80.9.150||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||05-08-2003||11:00 AM||||It's fixed. No more check engine light.<br />I give up last night and left the wires loose at the 2G plug (didn't wrapped them together with tape because I was going to continue with it today)<br />So I guess it is screwed up right at the 2G plug.<br />Thanks guys.<br /><br />The car pulls a lot harder now. It used to stutter at 4000rpm. First I thought it was the turbo/intercooler combinaton problem. Oh hell no.<br />Well  the intercooler still needs to be upgraded but ohh my gosh this turbo is bad ass.<br />20psi on 93 octane, no knock with 19 timing.<br />Don't want to do a full pull on it yet because the stock intercooler will heat up pretty fast I'm sure.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/002269.cgi
A||||23||DSMotorsport||DSMotorsport GVR4 project||||2||||DSMotorsport||00000574
Z||000000||DSMotorsport||05-07-2003||01:54 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||We are moving to a new shop in the early fall, so in consideration of the new morgage payment, we have decided to not rebuild the talon racecar untill next season.<br /><br />What we are going to be doing might be of interest to this board because of the new parts that will come out of it.<br /><br />We are going to take the shop's dailey driver GVR4 (92 white) and attempt to turn it into a simple-effective street bruiser without losing ay of the gvr4's niceness.<br /><br />plans are to swap in the 2.4L motor that's sitting in the talon now.<br /><br />2.4L race block...ross/eagle/arp's<br />ported head,1mm valves,272 cams<br />AEM EMS, 650's, supra pump, DSMotorsport AFPR kit<br />PTE 50 trim bolt on t3t4<br />for standard stuff.<br /><br />GVR4 specific parts:<br />FMIC and pipe set...||66.82.208.1||reg||2||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000001||DSMotorsport||05-07-2003||01:58 PM||||der..for got the rest..<br /><br />will also be working on 4WS blockoff kits<br />GVR4 specific dejon intake pipe<br /><br />we have the gvr4 specific ground control coilovers in stock, along with a "soft" GC coilover kit for the gvr4.  Those are on the car already with agx's and the ride is real nice.  <br />springs are "longer than dsm" and 250/200lb<br /><br />Probobly will have a J pipe and Ic pipe to replace the stock ones also soon, as we bought a pipe beading machine and a LOT of mandrel bent pipe.||66.82.208.1||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||05-07-2003||02:14 PM||||Will look forward to keeping tabs on the progress. I'm real curious to see how the 2.4's are going to stand up to the abuse and how the drivetrains will stand up to the additional torque.||167.142.22.3||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||DSMotorsport||05-07-2003||02:32 PM||||Well...this 2.4 has been bored .020 using ross pistons, eagle rods.  I assume the block should be fine at rediculus power levels, and probobly fine past 7500rpm.  I don't expect to have to rev it past 7000 anyway.<br /><br /><br />this car has no rollbar, so we are hoping to be able to run 12.0's with it  easy driving, pumpgas, no crazy boost or tuning. At full weight with AC, stock gvr4 seats, interior ect. basicly as it drives to the track.||66.82.208.1||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000004||PhilthMonger||05-07-2003||02:59 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||170.146.91.6||reg||10||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||05-07-2003||05:18 PM||||Keep us posted!  Any projects that result in new GVR4 parts are always great.  Maybe you could use  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002257" target="_blank">this</a> intercooler and sell it through your shop as a kit so that we can get a better buy on them than the $750 KenW paid.  It's really the first intercooler designed specifically for our cars that I like.||12.92.27.243||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||DynStatic||05-07-2003||08:45 PM||||I dont like that core. Mainly the look of the up and down tubes and the end tanks. I like the Shannon IC and pipes better. I guess it's just prefrence anyways||68.57.49.82||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000007||BluFalcon||05-07-2003||08:50 PM||||Nathan,<br />  I'll be following this project of yours closely as well, especially the intercooler kit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    That's one of the main reasons I decided to build up a DSM rather than my GVR4, the lack of readily available kits and the amount of "kludging" required to get things to work.  When do you get started?||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000008||DSMotorsport||05-07-2003||09:45 PM||||Project is starting this week.<br />Im planning on starting to remove the priginal 175k mile drivetrain this weekend, and hopefully swap in the 2.4.<br /><br />fresh tranny won't be done till next weekend, so Ihave about a week to do major cleaning, and figuring out all the little stuff.<br /><br />the FMIC I have options.<br />I have a used FMIC 178 core I bought off this board that should bolt right up, but the pipe routing is real long (stock type) and the cores is small 20 x 7.8" x 3.5<br /><br />I have lots of DSM 120 and 216 core's in stock, I would prefer to use one of these, but the issue is radiator width.  <br /><br />once the car is apart for the week, Ill try mounting up both and see what I can figure out.<br /><br />seems from the posts on this board most guys are concerned with:<br />not cutting the radiator<br />cutting up the metal bumper<br />fmic not hanging below the frame<br /><br />will see what I can come up with.<br /><br />I plan to have the car running for motor breaking with stock ecu and 450's in about 2-3 weeks.<br /><br />this is going to be a crazy test of the 2.4L block, the PTE 50 trim, and the AEM EMS in one project at the same time.  also Forrester racing intake manifold too!||65.173.80.161||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||05-07-2003||11:14 PM||||i'm sort of exited about reading up on your project. i like what you're trying to do and i hope that everything turns out how you wanted them or better.  <br /><br />for the fmic, if anyone would be considering the set up, the bell one, i would just run mandrel bent pipe to the end tank instead of having the end tanks bend like that. so it would be just a like the spearco endtanks but with sort of s curve.  i don't think i said that clearly...<br /><br />anyway, nice project.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000010||Compressed||05-08-2003||12:58 PM||||I will be watching this as well, I will really be looking at your FMIC solution.<br /><br />WHat I want or dont mind doing.<br />2.5" piping.<br />the apability to run the MAFT in a blow through config.<br />I dont mind cutting the bumper<br />dont mind cutting some of the framework (I need an excuse for a sawzall)<br /><br />What I dont want. <br />to have to shorten my radiator.<br />a kit thats over $1000||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000011||SPEEDFIEND||05-18-2003||12:48 PM||||If you don't mind me asking, which 2.4L block did you use, the 4G64 or the 4GCS.  I found a 4G64 block in a 91 Expo Van and was wondering if this is the right block?  It is a 6 bolt motor and it  looks just like our 2.0 block including the engine mounts, water pump and neck. The bell housing measues the same also.  I was going to pull the head later this week to check all the passages.  Any help you can offer would be great.  Thanks, Kris||206.214.57.58||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000012||DSMotorsport||05-19-2003||10:25 PM||||4GCS block with ross pistons (special) 87mm bore. standard eagle rods. Cometic head gasket  for 87mm bore.<br /><br />Im using 94 galant dohc cam gears and the Tbelt from that motor.||65.173.80.226||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000013||DSMotorsport||05-19-2003||10:32 PM||||oh update on the project:<br />Complete drivetrain is out.<br />2.4L is built and on stand waiting to get installed. PTE 450 is in stock.<br /><br />the FMIC issue.  we tried both the 120 and 216 cores for 1g, the 2g greddy kit, and none of them seemed to be a good way to go.<br /><br />I designed new tanks and mounts specificly for GVR4 with a 120core.  24" wide, 7" tall, 3.5 thck.<br /><br />it's positioned so it seems to not need any metal bumper cutting, and will bolt up to existing holes.<br /><br />Did have to replace the ac fan with a spal.<br />remove the power steering cooling loop<br />ditch the hood latch brace.<br />ditch the foglights<br /><br />the pipes will follow stock route. didn't want to go 1gdsm style since have to chop the radiator, and the AC lines are right in the way.  Seems most of you gvr4 guys are most interested in keeping the functionality and no chopping these limited cars up too much over a 2% gain in performance.  I don't see the "longer" stock pipe routing to be any big problem.<br /><br /><br />We should have the piping in AL done once the first corefrom spearco shows up. (late next week)<br />BTW we got a BeadForm tool...this thing rocks!||65.173.80.226||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000014||BlitzVR4||05-19-2003||11:48 PM||||Now for the big question HOW MUCH?  Or a rough estimate.  Thanks.<br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000015||Bigfoot200200||05-21-2003||04:06 AM||||I've plotted my 2.4 on the 50 trim map. Same build as yours except I'm running a 264 intake cam. If your going to use a VPC or GM-MAF you will see full spool around 3K, agreed? How do you think surge will affect us? Thanks for being a test mule.||64.233.106.10||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000016||SPEEDFIEND||05-21-2003||06:09 PM||||Did your 4GCS come out of a Hyndau Sonnota?  I've found two of these in the yard with 2.4L motors.  One is a 90' and the other I'm not sure about yet.  Where is 4GCS stamped at?  It's not on the firewall, is it on the block somewhere?  Thanks for your time on this.  Later man, Kris||206.214.57.55||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000017||Bigfoot200200||05-21-2003||09:11 PM||||The Hyundai 89-91 4GCS is the same block as The Mitsubishi G64B that I used. Just Google them.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/mitsumotorapplications.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/mitsumotorapplications.htm</a>||64.233.106.10||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000018||229of1000||05-27-2003||06:38 PM||||Any sign of the core yet Nathan?  There is another thread in general about getting a group buy on intercoolers.  Our only option really is RRE, and perhaps your new kit could open up something else.  I'm not wild about the core RRE uses and others have had problems with the pipe fitment.  <br /><br />Thanks!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000019||Akidosigh1||05-27-2003||07:05 PM||||Nobody wants to buy that $1500 intercooler kit from Extreme Motorsports?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||05-27-2003||07:07 PM||||Dude, even p-diddy wouldnt buy an FMIC for $1500....daomnnn!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||SPEEDFIEND||05-27-2003||09:30 PM||||Hey Bigfoot thanks for the help dude.  I didn't even know that page existed on there site.  Later, Kris||206.214.57.108||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000022||Bigfoot200200||05-28-2003||03:15 AM||||No prob. BJ's has done quite a few 2.4's. Align boring, decking, assembling.||64.233.106.10||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000023||howard_GVR4||05-28-2003||09:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> No prob. BJ's has done quite a few 2.4's. Align boring, decking, assembling. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wouldn't buy them from BJ though, seems to be having some quality control issues lately.  <br /><br />I just installed a head for someone, rebuilt by BJ, and he had reassembled half of the cam caps backwards and in reverse order, torqued way down.  He also didn't return any of the studs that were on the head, for the cam sensor and thermo housing.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002270.cgi
A||||1||lance||ECU Speed signal wire:  Which one is it?||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||05-07-2003||04:39 PM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||Which wire controls the speed signal that goes to the ECU?  I need to install a speed cut defencer but I do not know which wire to connect it to.  It's a Pivot speed cut defencer.  I need the location and color of the wire.<br /><br />Thanks||63.136.113.170||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||05-07-2003||05:16 PM||||Lance, we don't have speed cut on our US models. However, our speed sensor comes in on ECU pin #18, which shows as being a Yellow wire with a white stripe.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||67.34.34.204||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002271.cgi
A||||3||slvrblt||Where can I get tunerstein ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||05-07-2003||07:33 PM||||I have searched and found no working links to the Tunerstein software. Anyone know where I can get a copy ?<br /><br />Thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||mromik||05-07-2003||08:13 PM||||Yesterday it did!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||05-07-2003||08:23 PM||||I have used the link to the IP for it and also the URL tunerstein.com. I will search again.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||05-07-2003||08:31 PM||||I know why it didnt work earlier. The way that site is setup was so that directory browsing is disabled. The links I used have been changed. I did get the software just now. The <a href="http://www.tunerstein.com" target="_blank">www.tunerstein.com</a> still is not working.<br /><br />thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002272.cgi
A||||3||atsiauto||2.4 Mighty Max turbo conversion How Do-able?||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||05-07-2003||07:56 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Does the 2.4 in a mid 90's M-Max take the head from our cars? or do I have to get a galant eng ? I have been considering the earlier conquest eng in a 2.6 powered M max I know the 2.6 real good and Im not afraid of the swap . Im curious as to what all is involved with such a 2.4 conv. may go that route....||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||05-07-2003||10:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong>  2.6 powered M max I know the 2.6 real good </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">2.6's are real good? Do you mean the bottom end is strong? Because they are one of the crappiest motor I can think of the valve are to big for the head so there is little room in between so the crack all the time. The was a special section in the Isuzu book for the 2.6 NA motor for the cylinder head's. They have 2 injector for fuel which is okay I guess for non turbo but are you kidding me for forced induction. Those are the exact reasons I did not buy one. Oh and the injector wiring harness is common to go bad.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||05-08-2003||12:04 AM||||I have been thinking of somthing simaler, a Mighty max 4g64 with a DOHc 2.0 head and a turbo conversion in a starion. Maybe ask <a href="http://www.barnonemotorsports.com" target="_blank">www.barnonemotorsports.com</a> Kim might know, Hey you notice our cars are the same numbers?||67.31.241.52||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||05-08-2003||09:04 AM||||Better luck asking here: <a href="http://www.starquestclub.com/" target="_blank">http://www.starquestclub.com/</a>||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/002273.cgi
A||||17||spoulson||Normal TPS sensor reading?||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||05-07-2003||09:20 PM||spoulson@rcn.com||I think I found the problem with my overactive idle on my car.  It wants to idle around 2.5k on startup and then settle around 2k when warmed up.<br /><br />I just got a Palm VIIx with Palm'n'Stein installed.  It says my TPS is reading 9 or 10 at idle.  I blip the throttle and it goes up and settles again at 9 or 10.  I played with the throttle body.  If I tried to force the TB closed against the stop, the idle would then settle down to around 750 or so where it's supposed ot be.  But as soon as I let go, it's back up at 2k.<br /><br />Is this a faulty TPS or should I need to adjust it?  If so, how?||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||05-07-2003||09:26 PM||||I just put new throttle shaft seals in and adjusted my TPS tonight.  I used this site to do it:  <a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tps.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tps.htm</a>  I haven't driven the car anywhere yet, but seems to be good.  That thing is VERY sensitive.  Just the slightest movement, and it chages a good bit.  There is also a way to do it with the voltage when the key is on, but I don't remember the specs for it.||65.177.105.25||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||05-07-2003||10:09 PM||||Cool!  I will have to use that to check my adjustments.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||05-07-2003||10:44 PM||||I think I've found my problem.  For some reason the accelerator cable between the cruise box and TB was too tight, so when I loosened it the idle dropped and it revved normally.  I didn't bother checking the voltage on the TPS because the cable was pretty tight, which didn't seem right.  How that changed?  I don't know.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||05-07-2003||10:57 PM||||I think 9 or 10 on the TPS is correct. Thats what I always see. It sounds like the cable was your real problem.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||216.77.204.159||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||05-07-2003||11:32 PM||||I too have noticed differences in TPS %. I have the pocketlogger software and a Sony Clie SJ30. When I am watching actual values, my TPS reads 6% at idle and only 89% at WOT. I KNOW these figures are wrong because I have an AVC-R and I can see TPS and they are correct. 0-100%. I actually diagnosed a bad TPS a few years ago thanks to my AVC-R. I had a bad intermittent bucking under load and was able to see the TPS signal going to 0% for a moment. Anyone else had bad TPS values from their logger?||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||05-08-2003||09:22 AM||||if i remember correctly, the afc is adaptive, maybe the avc-r is also?  so whatever the tps max is, eventually it will be come 100% according to afc.  i would bet the avc-r has the same function.  but the logger is showing what ecu is seeing, and i would think it would be more accurate.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||05-08-2003||09:59 AM||||Thats why you really need to check it with a voltmeter. It should be .48 to .52 when closed, and I think it should be at least 4.5 volts wide open, but I can't find that spec right now. I know on the TMO logger you can see the sensor as either a percentage or as a voltage. .89 sounds a little low to me.<br />This FAQ shows how to check the resistance of the TPS:<br /><a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tps.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tps.htm</a><br />Good luck,<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||65.80.9.150||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||05-08-2003||01:40 PM||||I thought that 11% was base according to Pocketlogger.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||05-08-2003||01:54 PM||||After adjusting throttle linkage, it dropped to 7.8% according to MMcd (the russian thing, which is actually pretty nice)||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||05-08-2003||06:35 PM||||The voltage between pin 3 (in my mind it goes from the top down) and a ground or the neg. battery should be jsut as posted above, .45~.50 and WOT is about 4.5+ volts. I just ran through these test while trying to get my AFC II installed as the pinout I had was wrong. That was a pita.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||Nate||05-08-2003||09:15 PM||||TPS should sit at 10-11% at idle if it's adjusted correctly.  This should work out to about .5 volts.  Full throttle according to the voltmeter should be just under 5 volts, like 4.98.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||05-09-2003||08:37 AM||||Ok, so I guess I didn't fix it?<br /><br />So how are you measuring voltage to a harness that's plugged in?  The web site describes measuring resistance across pins, but not voltage.<br /><br />So if the TPS/throttle cable was adjusted right before to sit at 10, then what could be my idling problem?  I suppose it really could be that the TPS was adjusted incorrectly and the cable was too tight, so it read 10 but the throttle was very slightly open?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||Nate||05-09-2003||03:33 PM||||I use a probe to poke into the wires while the harness is plugged onto the TPS sensor.  You could also use the closed throttle position switch to "adjust" the tps's "closed" position, but that's kind of half assing it.  I've done it, but I usually end up adjusting it correctly at some point after that.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000014||Arty||05-10-2003||02:27 AM||||You need some long sharp probes for your meter, you can either pierce through the insulation on the wire or run the probe along side the wire into the back of the connector until it contacts the wire terminal.<br />I could never find what I thought were suitable probes, so a few years ago I made some probes out of 10cm long sewing needles, empty ballpoint pens and some epoxy glue. They are invaluable.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000015||ken inn||05-10-2003||08:25 AM||||using radio shack connectors, you can build yourself a nice test link.  just get male/female ends, make a short length of wires to connect the cas and the harness, and on the + and - ends, run an extra wire and use that wire to probe.  takes about 10 minutes, i then used mini alligator clips for the probes to the meter.  when done, unplug the test harness, and plug in the connector.  you probably got the stuff lying around.  it's only 3 wires.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||05-10-2003||01:39 PM||||I use wig pins, sewing "t's", they have a bunch of different names.  Got a whole bag full from my mom, but they can be found at fabric stores.  Looks like a needle with the top bent into a T.  Stick that into the backside of the connector and attatch test lead to the wig pin.||207.69.81.188||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||slvrblt||05-10-2003||02:53 PM||||To test the voltage on the TPS, just stick the probe into the rubber boot around the #3 wire and check it against the neg. battery terminal.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002274.cgi
A||||5||Akidosigh1||AEM Standalone||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||05-07-2003||09:51 PM||||does anyone have the AEM standalone computer? does anyone have a standalone computer period? what does everyone think of them?||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||05-08-2003||03:55 AM||||I have a SDS  in my Galant and a Haltech in my Talon. SDS I like, it uses the crank to find timing, no laptop needed, draw back no data logging ability and you will need to build a bracket to hold the crank sensor and drill the dampner for magnent placement. Haltech is nice, has data logging, only thing I don't like is having to have a laptop to tune it. But for ease and if you haven't used a standalone before I would go with either the AME becasue of the easy instal or just the "tried and true" combos like: AFC/VPC, TMO ECU, MAF Translator, ect<br /><a href="http://www.sdsefi.com" target="_blank">www.sdsefi.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.haltech.com" target="_blank">www.haltech.com</a>||24.209.154.30||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||05-08-2003||05:24 PM||||I have an AEM that I ahve played with. It is currently out pending a new O2. What did you want to know about it?||205.166.229.116||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||05-08-2003||05:33 PM||||how easy is it to tune the stand alone?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||ron||05-11-2003||01:03 PM||||I tried out this stand alone call LINK.<br /> <a href="http://www.mrtrally.com.au/performance/link.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mrtrally.com.au/performance/link.htm</a> <br /><br />It was real easy to use.. The guy who let me try (distributor for Nor Cal) wired up a harness to an old fubar ecu I got from keydiver(thanks jeff) so it was plug and pay for me. It started right up and idle very well. <br />It can data log, control boost (with optional part) control:fuel,timing,fan and etc.  Also have knock control (i don't think Haltec has that) and it will run closed loop with the O2 and they are about to come out with the WideBand O2 set up in about a month. I also have dual rev limiter, boost limter. and comes with its own map sensor to boost up to 1.5 bar or you can use a GM 3bar map sensor to boost up to 2 bars. Also have out puts for Intercooler water spray or water injection.<br /><br />It retails for $1250.<br /><br />I would've bought it if I didn't already have:<br />S-AFC<br />2g MAS<br />TMO<br />Techedge Wide Band O2<br />Blitz SBC-ID<br />and also MAFT.<br /><br />I may still try to sell all those and get the LINK w/wideband O2||198.81.26.105||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000005||JUNIORAWD||05-11-2003||08:32 PM||||Easy and AEM dont belong in the same sentence. I have setup AEMs and all I can say is that unless you have a DYNO and a wide band, its not going to be fun.   I have tuned a few links on wrxs and I can say that I do like the system. Like anything though, if you dont have a basic know how, you will more thn likely do more damage than good.||68.36.127.193||reg||1||JUNIORAWD||00000278||yes



ubb/Forum2/002275.cgi
A||||1||Sleepin Giant||Rev Counter||||8||||Sleepin Giant||00001190
Z||000000||Sleepin Giant||05-07-2003||10:19 PM||||I have a little problem my rev counter has stop working.<br /><br />Can any one plz give me a few ideas on how to fix it , as this device helps me a little when i am draging on the 1/4 as i keep hitting the rev limmiter||165.84.100.16||reg||8||Sleepin Giant||00001190||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||05-07-2003||11:00 PM||||Are you referring to the factory tachometer in the dash? I think it gets a direct connection off of the coil pack, a white wire if I remember.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||216.77.204.159||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002276.cgi
A||||9||spoulson||Dummy alert:  Changing coolant||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||05-07-2003||10:49 PM||spoulson@rcn.com||Ok, so in the process of troubleshooting (and hopefully fixing) one problem, I noticed that the datalogger was giving me engine coolant temp of 270.  Yet the temp gauge reads normal.<br /><br />Mind you, the fans had kicked on not long before I noticed this.  270 is awfully high.  The upper radiator hose is hot enough to burn.<br /><br />Now I recently changed my coolant due to a burst line.  I think I did something wrong because this is the first time I've done this particular maintenance.  Could someone point it out?<br /><br />What I did:<br />- Drained it all out of the radiator petcock.<br />- To do a flush, I closed the petcock and filled the radiator with water and flush solution<br />- Capped it, ran car for ~5 min.  Let cool.<br />- Drained system again<br />- I pre-mixed 50/50 coolant, and refilled radiator<br />- I understand it should take ~1.7 gal or so.  I only put in just over a gallon before the radiator filled.<br />- I filled the overflow bottle to between the lines<br /><br />I think I have an air pocket that's not letting the water flow well.  Any suggestions as to what I should do?||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||suprflewus||05-07-2003||10:53 PM||||do you know for sure that the t. stat is operating correctly?<br /><br />i would check that first-<br /><br />lates<br />dale||64.12.96.102||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000002||number3||05-07-2003||11:12 PM||||Shawn,<br /><br />You should let the car run with the cap off and top off as the air bubbles are released.<br /><br />Squeezing the upper hose to helps too. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||05-07-2003||11:26 PM||||There are more than 1 coolant temp sensor. Test them.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||05-09-2003||10:53 PM||||I pulled the car out and drove it around for an hour.  It's been real nice having to drive it and being stable for once.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   It did not overheat on me the whole time and the temp gauge was rock solid once up to temp.  I did monitor engine temp with the Palm on MMcd.<br /><br />But what I didn't notice in the beginning is that before I started the car, the temp read 100*F, when my outside thermometer clearly read 60*F.  So taking a 40*F inaccuracy, 270*F I was reading before was really ~230*F, which isn't great but it's ok I guess.  The highest I read during my drive was 280*F.<br /><br />Also to note, I checked the thermostat and it had some aftermarket 160* thing.  I got a new OE from Conicelli and the open is visibly larger than the 160 unit.  To be safe, I went with the OE unit.<br /><br />So is this high reading a fault of MMcd or of the sensor?<br /><br />Is the ECT sensor the two-pin sensor on the bottom of the thermo housing?  The top sensor doesn't seem to affect the dash gauge or the ECT reading.  Then there's the one-pin connector there, which I imagine is the dash sensor.  I didn't pull it to test because its wire is fragile.  I ask because the two pin unit on the bottom is what I had to replace the connectors on.  If there's resistance in the butt connectors I used, would it cause the temp to read high like that?||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||05-10-2003||02:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>I started the car, the temp read 100*F, when my outside thermometer clearly read 60*F.  So taking a 40*F inaccuracy, 270*F I was reading before was really ~230*F, which isn't great but it's ok I guess.  The highest I read during my drive was 280*F.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um hate to burst you bubble butthe 100 degree temp you saw on the datalogger was from the temp sensor in the maf used for a/f purposes it is not a outdoor temp gauge. This is the reason people like cold aitr intakes you can easily take 30 degrees off that 100 degree temp.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||05-10-2003||11:41 AM||||Actually I was under the impression it was engine coolant temp.  When the engine is cold, I expect it to be at or close to ambient temp (60*F).  so if it read 100* before I started it, something doesn't seem right.  And I can't see the air meter coming across 280* air, because that wouold be an oven.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||05-13-2003||09:09 AM||||Update (for anyone who cares).  I've driven the car around a few days and no problems whatsoever.  The Palm reads exaggerated values for coolant temp and air intake temp.  This may be an issue with MMcd perhaps?  When I buy pocketlogger I can compare values.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||DarkDevilMMM||05-13-2003||11:57 AM||||hmm, the MMCd pocketlogger software have problems with the temperature conversions, I have notice it long ago and I have talk to the owner already, he stated that he's using liner conversion for the data, while the thermostat/thermoresistor should not have linear graph at all, so the higher temp u get, the worse data u will get, if anyone know the conversion of the temp data, like keydiver, please contact the MMCd owner, he said he didn't know how the data should be, and hope someone could help.||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000009||Beemer||05-18-2003||08:11 PM||||when he first said 270 degrees I thought he had a brain fart and put the thermostat in upside down...don't laugh, I've seen lots of people not paying attention and doing this, and promptly blowing a head gasket or warping the head.<br />dave||12.83.159.8||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002277.cgi
A||||19||bujang_hensem||Bigger and more efficience Intercooler||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||05-07-2003||11:13 PM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||hai guys...from what i know bigger IC can give more power...because of cooler air....can this IC give us better fuel consumption...anybody....i'm thinking of to get a r32gtr skyline to put in my car..very nice look...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||05-08-2003||08:39 AM||||Bigger IC = Cooler Air = More Dense Air = More Air = More Boost = More Fuel = Less MPG.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.165.18.119||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||05-08-2003||09:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Bigger IC = Cooler Air = More Dense Air = More Air = More Boost = More Fuel = Less MPG.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not exactly.  Only if you drive the car harder.  My gas mileage is actually better with 550's and higher base pressure than it was with the 450's and no fuel control.  It's all about how you drive it (and how part throttle is tuned).||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||bujang_hensem||05-08-2003||10:03 AM||||yeah i aggree with howard...because it much more better and the combution chamber get more cool air so the fuel burn much more efficient<br /><br />any comment from other....?<br /><br />how about Skyline Gtr IC...anybody has tried it...||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||05-08-2003||11:25 AM||||Well of course if you stay outta the boost you will get better fuel economy.  That's obvious.  But one would assume if you were buying a larger FMIC you were going to be driving the car hard.  And my point was if you upgrade to a larger and more efficent intercooler you usually see a 1-3 psi boost increase, due to the cooler more dense air.  And with the more fuel your car will add your gas miledge will suffer.||65.165.18.119||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||05-08-2003||11:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bujang_hensem:<br /><strong> yeah i aggree with howard...because it much more better and the combution chamber get more cool air so the fuel burn much more efficient </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That really has little to do with your fuel economy.  How efficent the burn is depends on how much of the fuel that is already injected into the combustion chamber is burned.  <br /><br />X amount of fuel is injected into the CC, and 100% is burned  = efficent<br />X amount of fuel is injected into the CC, and only 70% is burned = unefficent<br /><br />Same amount of fuel either way.||65.165.18.119||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||05-08-2003||12:27 PM||||Ok, here's what I'm saying.  <br /><br />I have a big FMIC, a 120 Spearco and 2.5" piping.  I also have 550 injectors, walbro 255, adjustable FPR at 45psi.  <br /><br />I also have a much larger than stock turbo.  Is my gas mileage worse?  No.  The name of the game here is compensation.  <br /><br />The other thing you got wrong is more boost does not equal more fuel.  Mixx, remember, for every percent larger my injectors are, I compensate by subtracting that with the SAFC.  I can get my fuel trims just like stock, which = gas mileage just like stock.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||05-08-2003||12:40 PM||||Our fpr's raise fuel pressure 1psi for every 1psi of boost, and I'm sure yours does the same (although maybe at a different ratio), that's what I was referring to.  And this was a basic response to a simple question.  Had you maybe started this post I would have responded with something a little more technical and elaborate.  Understand?<br /><br />    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I can get my fuel trims just like stock, which = gas mileage just like stock.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not if your running that larger than stock turbo at anywhere near it's full potential.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.165.18.119||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||05-08-2003||01:08 PM||||Again, gas mileage is NOT related to size of turbos, size of intercoolers, etc.  <br /><br />You think I'm not using it to its potential?  My 550's are at like 120% duty cycle.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||05-08-2003||02:11 PM||||Ok maybe I don't understand.  550's flow more fuel than stock right?  So if your running them at 120% how are you not using more fuel?  And a bigger turbo does equal more fuel indirectly, again I was simplifying my response.  I find it hard to belive that your driving around with a bigger turbo and 550's @ 30% throttle so you don't make any boost and get same as stock fuel economy.  If you were running a bigger turbo at the factory boost level, you would get better gas mileage than stock via a turbo that is more efficent.  But at the boost levels required to max out your 550's to 120% duty cycle (which is a good way to burn out your injectors) how can you be anywhere near factory fuel economy?||65.165.18.220||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||05-09-2003||01:31 AM||||mixx, I apologize for coming off a bit harsh, my replies probably seemed kinda terse.  I read back through them and didn't mean to come off like a jerk.<br /><br />Anyways, I generally don't drive around mashing the throttle everywhere I go.  122 perf O2 Dump tube + FP turbo = too much noise and attention in this small town.  <br /><br />So even though I go full throttle and max out the 550's occasionally, I usually cruise around without going WOT.  By closely monitoring my fuel trims, I can tune them to inject the same amount of fuel as stock at part throttle, any RPM.  <br /><br />In a way we're both right.  If I drove around WOT all the time, my mileage would be worse because my car has the potential to deliver 20% more fuel at WOT.  Since I drive around fairly gently and stick to my corrected part throttle range, MPG is the same/better than it was when my car was stock.  <br /><br />I did some additional tuning tonight, and I got my WOT inj PW down to about 103% max, with little to no knock, and about 20 degrees of timing at 6K RPM.  I don't think I'll burn these injectors out, they won't be in the car much longer.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||mixx2001||05-09-2003||12:27 PM||||We were just arguing the same point from diffrent angles.  I agree 100%.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.26.138.153||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||05-09-2003||12:31 PM||||actually, i have also gotten better fuel economy with larger injectors.  and, howard and i live in the same town.  i think it's the water.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||sleeper||05-09-2003||02:12 PM||||I get 40 miles to a gallon on the highway with 660s<br />In the city I don't even want to find out, but I have to fill up after every 200 miles.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||05-09-2003||02:22 PM||||i am the same with stock injectors.  30-40mpg on the highway...in town don't ask...it's bad and directly related to my right foot always being on the floor  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.253.169||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||1420mark||07-04-2003||08:38 PM||||getting over 30/gal. is a bit suprizing where ever it occurs. i am not saying what i get but you can bet i'm going to look into this.  the subject of gas milage with changes in flo of air, injector size, fuel pressure  and turbo and result on horsepower  is one i have often wondered about. so often people assume milage  will go down with upgrades . the same % throtle will produce more hp, so the issue really is efficiency of the burn - x amount of fuel is same- x=x, regardless whether it came from one size inj or another||24.175.9.140||reg||1||mark kaufman||00001743||yes
Z||000016||James||07-05-2003||08:09 AM||||As far as R32 GTR intercoolers go,they are very good. In Australia, guys pay around $900 AUD for 2nd  hand ones.(a bit over 600 bux U.S.||203.87.94.178||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000017||ken inn||07-05-2003||09:12 AM||||a while ago, and i no longer have the link, a guy with a merkur xr4ti put intercooler systems on his non intercooled car, and ran thermocouples before and after.  he had air to air, air to liquid, and water injection.  the water injection was superior to either intercoolers, not by a whole lot, but clearly the temps were lower.  the additional cleaning benefits of water injection make it far superior to, or in conjunction with, and intercooler.  you can build a very good system for under 200 bucks.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000018||raceman77||07-06-2003||04:20 AM||||ken,l`ve always benn impressed with your development of the water injection system you use,but l think you have to agree it takes a qualified effort to pull it off without long term problems associated with a simplified hack job.l usually use Porsche technology as my brass ring,l feel they make the best cars in the world  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   drive mine someday after you jump out of your Mitsu  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  and they never fooled with water injection that much...but really what l`m finding for our"ralley " cars,they`re really 1/4 milers,that`s where the economy is to have your car capable of being on top in any competion.no need for brakes,suspension,etc.l could spend 10-k on my supension and my 911 would walk away on any track...except a drag strip.l think it`s faster now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000019||ken inn||07-06-2003||11:52 AM||||different strokes....etc.  haveing worked in a shop(s) that serviced porsches, and having been basically a bmw fanatic for most of my life, i like the sedans.  i went the weber sidedrafts-forged pistons-cams route, then i got into turbocharging. i had 2 2002's with turbos on them, both had water injection.  i had a mazda 323gtx for a long time, but no water injection.  one of my accounts, active autowerke in miami, is george's imports biggest customer for aquamist.  another customer, david nikolas, of nikolas motorsport, had a tricked out to the max 2002 fueled by a mercedes v8 fuel distributor, running 2 injectors per cylinder, a huge front mount, and water injection.  he consistently beat out the ruf porsches at places like mid ohio.  his inlet temps at the t/bdy was always within 10 deg of ambient.  brad schaffner of georges imports mentioned someone with a talon running 42 lbs of boost, with 2 wi nozzles in each intake runner.  you can feel the difference, the turbo outlet pipe will get cold within a few seconds of the nozzle being activated.  and, the cleaning effect is amazing.  i can see the tops of the pistons, they look like new, all the casting numbers and markings are clearly visible.  spark plugs never get dirty.  the only drawback is i need a larger resevoir for my water, and using the blue ww fluid stopped up my pump.  i dont think there is a better setup to eliminate knock, at least not for the money spent.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002278.cgi
A||||13||MatTau||Great paint colour for Galant VR4||||1||||MatTau||00001515
Z||000000||MatTau||05-07-2003||11:52 PM||Taufik@uniten.edu.my||Hi outhere!!<br /><br />I'been confusing to paint new color on my galant.<br />Anyone can susgget for me which color is the best.<br />which one is the best like list below:<br /><br />1) Metallic black glossy<br />2) Metallic peral black glossy<br />3) Dimond black glossy<br />4) Solid balck glossy<br /><br />thanks||202.184.189.16||reg||1||MatTau||00001515||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||05-08-2003||12:12 AM||||I love pearl clearcoats. I may respray my belize green w/ a similar shade green, more metalflake and a blue pearl clear.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||SleepinGVR4||05-15-2003||01:37 AM||||any type of black metallic looks great!||152.163.252.33||reg||6||SleepinGVR4||00000860||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||05-15-2003||06:51 AM||||get a black with a lot of clearcoats.it would look bad ass.then if you dont have wheels yet get some gold ones,and you will be ready to go.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||boiwunder||05-15-2003||01:03 PM||||Am I the only one that thinks changing the color of a limited production numbered car is kinda retarded?||204.193.117.81||reg||1||boiwunder||00000659||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||05-15-2003||02:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Am I the only one that thinks changing the color of a limited production numbered car is kinda retarded?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I dont know, Ask Nate or Harry.||67.30.25.214||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||05-15-2003||03:21 PM||||Kris<br /><br />I dont think it would matter. Changing the color would make it more unique..to the right buyer. A JDMaholic would love Nate, Lambert or Shannon's gvr4's since they would get the JDM color and can get the JDM accesories to match easier. <br /><br />GVR4 values dont seem to be appreciating as well. Maybe in 2027, the gvr4 would be worth something to someone. Right now, several people are selling their gvr4's for the EVO, STI etc etc. Also, most have their fair share of door dings, faded paint esp on the door trims, rust etc etc from age make it almost worth it to re-paint. <br /><br />A full color change is more expensive, but it depends on what one is try to achieve, I guess.<br /><br />Personally, If I had the cash, I would get both the gvr4's re-painted a different color.<br /><br />KC<br /><br />PS - You didnt send out my pod, did you?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||GVR4458||05-15-2003||03:27 PM||||I'm siding with Kris on this one.  I am having my car completely repainted back the the boring white that it came with.  <br /><br />After seeing the obnoxious yellow VR4, I can only hope to offset that act by keeping my car stock.<br /><br />EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000008||number3||05-15-2003||05:27 PM||||I changed the color of my car completely. I did not like the Metallic Black.<br /><br />As for resale, it my car and I doubt the color would change what it worth to someone.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||05-15-2003||09:20 PM||||How would putting aluminum shavings in the paint look ? Assuming black paint and lots of clear coat ? I think that would look nice in the sun, sparkling and gleaming (aluminum and clear coats) and all.<br /><br />Thoughts ?<br /><br />I know little about paint, so this could be very common.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||05-15-2003||10:05 PM||||GVR4458 <br /><br />who said the stock color was boring? I didnt - it doesnt matter - its all about personal preference.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||MatTau||05-15-2003||11:45 PM||||yup<br /><br />it's depend to personal.Like me, my galant stock colour is silver which is look like old people.<br />Need to change the colour to look aggresive and lurid   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||202.184.189.17||reg||6||MatTau||00001515||yes
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||05-15-2003||11:45 PM||||I wanted to do mine in blue like a dark mettalic blue kinda, that or a green, but not belize green, a nice forest typr green with a l;ittle more brightness to it, or redo the white cause I love the way a white car looks.<br />kinda like this  <img src="http://www.flashoptions.com/i_prod/flash4g63enfronit.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000013||1101||05-16-2003||12:45 PM||||Dean,<br /><br />My 89 GGS is that original color. It is not metallic and not clear coated. It has not lasted very well IMO. It soaks up heat in the summer just like a black car too.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum2/002279.cgi
A||||4||chadhayashi||Housing differences.||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||05-08-2003||12:16 AM||||I've been looking for a bigger turbo for awhile. What is the difference between a T04"B" and "E" housing?||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||05-18-2003||10:25 PM||||Anyone?||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||305VR4||05-18-2003||10:46 PM||||I know a TO4 "E" is massive.  My one-time friend had one on Wells Fargo's personal Integra (repossesed). I'd assume a "B" is smaller.<br /><br />Chris.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000003||Nate||05-19-2003||12:25 AM||||B housing is just slightly smaller outer diameter than a 20G style compressor housing.  E is much larger.  E flows more, obviously.  If you're contemplating buying a turbo that has a B housing, from experience, try to find one with an E housing instead.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000004||NZGZR4||05-19-2003||12:28 AM||||Yes the TO4B housing is smaller than a TO4E,  both physically and in the flow capacity,  ie the same wheel will flow a bit less in the B housing than in the E,  by how much I'm not sure.<br /><br />Cam||219.88.129.86||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes



ubb/Forum2/002280.cgi
A||||15||GalantVR-4||exuast size question||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||05-08-2003||02:02 AM||||Hi there, what size piping is good for the exuast?  2.5 or 3.0 inch?||67.116.236.238||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||05-08-2003||02:04 AM||||go with the 3"||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||05-08-2003||02:07 AM||||3"     .   (PERIOD, END OF DISCUSSION)||63.207.141.130||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||05-08-2003||09:34 AM||||Depends on:<br /><br />A) how fast you want to go<br />B) how loud you want the car to be<br /><br />3" obviously has more potential, but 2.5" is still good enough to go 11's.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||GalantVR-4||05-08-2003||12:09 PM||||how loud will a 3in be? i will order the universal n1 style off ebay, custom mandrel bent piping cat back.  I heard that turbo cars make less exuast noise than NA.  is this true? <br /><br />thanks||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||05-08-2003||12:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR-4:<br /><strong> how loud will a 3in be? i will order the universal n1 style off ebay, custom mandrel bent piping cat back.  I heard that turbo cars make less exuast noise than NA.  is this true? <br /><br />thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hehe, you bought an N1?  It's going to be loud.  :-)<br /><br />Yes, the turbo acts as a muffler since it's definitely in the exhaust path.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||05-08-2003||02:33 PM||||Another thing I thought about, what is the rest of the exhaust setup like?  I may be wrong here.  I read about alot of folks that have a stock setup, non-ported turbo and O2 housing. They then go and buy a 3" turbo back exhaust and now are dealing with major boost creep. So you are now tasked with pulling the turbo and porting the wastegate in order to keep it at bay. That is why I haven't gotten a turbo back exhaust. Someone please prove me wrong, because I really want a turbo back exhaust but don't want to port out my 120,xxx mile 14b turbo.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||05-08-2003||02:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> Another thing I thought about, what is the rest of the exhaust setup like?  I may be wrong here.  I read about alot of folks that have a stock setup, non-ported turbo and O2 housing. They then go and buy a 3" turbo back exhaust and now are dealing with major boost creep. So you are now tasked with pulling the turbo and porting the wastegate in order to keep it at bay. That is why I haven't gotten a turbo back exhaust. Someone please prove me wrong, because I really want a turbo back exhaust but don't want to port out my 120,xxx mile 14b turbo. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought boost creep was caused by having a turbo that out flows the stock exhaust and wastgage flapper.  A bigger exhaust should help prevent boost creep.  Either way, it shouldn't be a problem with a stock tubo anyway.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||GalantVR-4||05-08-2003||02:58 PM||||well i havent bought it yet, i want that style tho.  i have a 16g on mine, 3.0 inches would be nice but i have to make sure the muffler shop can do 3 in piping.  if i go with 2.5 inches with a resonator will i still be capable of say a 12 slip?  thanks||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||05-08-2003||03:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR-4:<br /><strong> well i havent bought it yet, i want that style tho.  i have a 16g on mine, 3.0 inches would be nice but i have to make sure the muffler shop can do 3 in piping.  if i go with 2.5 inches with a resonator will i still be capable of say a 12 slip?  thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Like I said, there have been DSM's with 2.5" exhaust running 11's.  So yes, it will get you a 12.  I have a turbo back 2.5" exhaust, and I'm sure I can get a 12 out of it.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||raceman77||05-08-2003||03:39 PM||||l just went through this same process,asked the same question about exhaust.l ended up getting a custom made system with 2.5" downpipe (just past the curve for clearance) to a press bent 3.0" bck to a non-baffeled muffler.No cat,no resonator.l have a stock turbo/02,intake mods etc and 15lbs boost.l get no boost creep and don`t ever expect any with such a free flowing set up.Noise? at idle it rumbles,at WOT it screams  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  the power increase was nice and the whole thing cost $250.00 At 3.0"Dia. the difference between mandrel bends and pro press bends would be miniscule and not worth it(for me) and out here in the desert rust/corrosion/emissions are non-issues..ahhh,the old west||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||05-08-2003||04:11 PM||||search the archives!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||05-08-2003||05:20 PM||||Actually larger exhaust can induce boost creep.  This is because the larger pipes create more pressure differential before/after the turbo.  The exhaust gasses will find it easier to go through the turbine than the wastegate because the wastegate is too small.  In other words, the exhaust flows more than the wastegate can support.  The fix is to hog out the internal wastegate or use an external.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||bob in chicago||05-09-2003||03:45 PM||||Here's a dyno comparison of 2.5" vs. 3" cat-back systems by AMS (on an Evo 8) which has credible implications for Galant VR4s.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/evo4_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/evo4_test.asp</a>||24.136.17.7||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||05-10-2003||12:25 PM||||Good lord, that is quite an increase!||68.75.51.192||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||AWDpower||05-12-2003||02:01 AM||||"Here's a dyno comparison of 2.5" vs. 3" cat-back systems by AMS (on an Evo 8) which has credible implications for Galant VR4s"<br /><br />The stock EVO exhaust is pretty crappy. There a a couple sections with fair sized piping, but there are some pretty bad restictions and neck downs throughout the system. The muffler itself is probably a huge restriction. The inlet enters the can at a 90 degree angle, when there is plenty of room for a straight shot. I'd bet that a good 2.5 system would provide a large increase for the EVO as well.||68.134.172.96||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum2/002281.cgi
A||||32||GalantVR-4||which bov ?||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||05-08-2003||03:11 PM||||which bov do you guys use that can run recirclated and still be heard.  Or just tell me what you have installed that will also work. Im thinking about the HKS ssqv, but on their website it only shows 95 and up eclipses.<br /><br /><br />thanks||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||05-08-2003||03:24 PM||||I would think if you wanted that BOV, you would have to get the flange (or a flange) welded onto the upper IC pipe.  My friend has it in his 2G, and I think he's gonna be recirculating it very shortly.  I know...I know...it should be recirculated now, but he's gonna get to it.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||05-08-2003||03:40 PM||||with the 1g mas, i had a raptor racing intake pipe, and with the 2g mas, i have a dejon intake pipe.  on both, you can hear the stock bov quite well.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||05-08-2003||05:31 PM||||My 2G MAF/K&N/Greddy Type S is very loud. Everyone thinks it is vented out but it is recerculated. I am not 100% satisfied with the valve but it is there.||205.166.229.116||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||Telecaster||05-08-2003||11:39 PM||||The loudest one recirculated is the Type S and the SSQV sounds almost like the 1G bov when routed back to intake.  The SSQV gave me lots of compressor surge for some reason so i went back to the Greddy.  I have the MAFT on so i'm venting atmosphere.||216.175.110.73||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||05-08-2003||11:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> The loudest one recirculated is the Type S and the SSQV sounds almost like the 1G bov when routed back to intake.  The SSQV gave me lots of compressor surge for some reason so i went back to the Greddy.  I have the MAFT on so i'm venting atmosphere. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I also had some surge issues w/ the HKS SSQ. I'm am now using the SSQ and my crushed 1g. Surge is gone.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||05-08-2003||11:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>I also had some surge issues w/ the HKS SSQ. I'm am now using the SSQ and my crushed 1g. Surge is gone. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so you are using 2 bov's?||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||05-09-2003||01:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]so you are using 2 bov's? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats what im reading. I never had luck with the greddy type s so i just went back to the stocker bov.||65.227.204.242||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||GalantVR-4||05-09-2003||11:55 AM||||does anyone have the xs engineering one?  the one that says if you have to ask its to loud for you?  will that work on our cars and is the statement exaggerated? and will that fit fine<br /><br />thanks||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||05-09-2003||02:23 PM||||I just thumbed through the latest issue of TURBO and there's a review of BOVs. And I think SPORT COMPACT CAR did a review in their latest issue. Take a trip to Books-a-Million or Barnes and Noble and check them out for free.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||GRV4726||05-09-2003||02:34 PM||||do you mind me asking why you need a loud one? if i were you i would get a new intake pipe, look into dejon, or just fab one up yourself.  that will give you more power and you will hear the bov more, and you would have used less money than buying a new bov. or get the maft, and go blow through.  maft is 200$ a gm maf 60+ $. then you need pipe and hoses, but its much more worth the cash.||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000011||gvr4in||05-09-2003||02:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> do you mind me asking why you need a loud one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">To scare innocent children of course! haha||63.202.235.185||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000012||GalantVR-4||05-09-2003||05:11 PM||||i just want it loud becuase its intimidating to hear that from a car.  Espiecially from a 4door sedan.||67.116.237.194||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000013||Vr4in'||05-09-2003||06:31 PM||||MY TURBO XS SCARES THE HELL OUT OF PEOPLE.<br /><br />I LIKE IT   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||05-09-2003||09:10 PM||||I think you're talking about the Turbo XS Type H-RFL. And yes, it lives up to its name...<br /><br />A buddy of mine has one on his Audi Quattro Turbo and it was insanely loud. Even with the horn removed, its still 4x louder than I would allow on my car. He's not running much more than 14 psi either. I can't imagine how rediculously loud it would be at 20+.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||Xan||05-09-2003||10:21 PM||||only one I'll recommend and still hear - GReddy Type R, NOT S||12.245.69.28||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000016||gtluke||05-10-2003||12:13 AM||||isn't the 1g BOV crushed good for like 500hp+?<br />why in the hell would you spend good money on a perfectly functioning part?<br />carbon fiber bling bling chrome! AAHHH it lights up so its MO FASSUH! weee bling!!!<br />where's my lighted exhaust tip and tire valve caps<br />-luke-||138.89.11.145||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000017||Kibo||05-10-2003||05:42 PM||||I'm running a TurboXS Type H34 Reversible RBV recirculated on my car, and I'm told it's pretty loud (my exhaust and stereo drown it out...and I'm used to it).   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />When I first installed the reversible version, my recirculation hose accidentally blew off because the outlet is smaller than the non-reversible version I had been using.  Scared the living daylights out of me, as well as the poor driver of the Explorer that was next to me when it blew off!  I was looking in my rearview mirror for parts tumbling behind my car...the Explorer driver had slowed down to a crawl, presumably to mop up the driver's seat.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Mine came with an RFL horn that I can swap on if/when I switch to speed-density.  My god, that's going to be loud...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000018||ken inn||05-10-2003||06:11 PM||||how bout running a bf dump tube, and pipe it to  a set of diesel air horns.  then, get a bov activated switch to a bf amplifier with a bf speaker and a sound track of your choice.  then, run straight pipes, no muffler.  you could scare people in the next county.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000019||GRV4726||05-10-2003||07:23 PM||||really do that. i did. and now i have the respect of all my honda buddies.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   heh...<br /><br />personally i would just do what i said in my previous post, but to each his own.  and like xan said, don't get the type s, i have read many posts on how the diaphragm goes bad and you having to replace them and thats something that happens often and shortly after you install the bov.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000020||turbogalant||05-11-2003||04:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> isn't the 1g BOV crushed good for like 500hp+?<br />why in the hell would you spend good money on a perfectly functioning part?<br />carbon fiber bling bling chrome! AAHHH it lights up so its MO FASSUH! weee bling!!!<br />where's my lighted exhaust tip and tire valve caps<br />-luke- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm with luke why waste your money on stupid crap that you don't need my car's (stock) bov is real loud if you ask me It sounds cool sometimes but most of the time I wish it would shut the hell up. If yours seems quiet then check for vac leaks if no vac to it them it will be real quiet and check to make sure it's sealed real good when I put a 1g bov on my daytona it leaked and was real quiet. To give you an idea my mom was behind me with windows up ran it to like 6 grand 15 psi so I was what ever distance 1 gear takes and when I got home she ask what was that "sound" you car made? Also I got stuck behind some guy going super slow fallowing my friend to a party and had to catch up so I did and he said he saw the guy turn and then heard the VR4 spool up and he could hear every shift.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000021||spoulson||05-11-2003||09:35 AM||||I'm not crazy about crushing the stock BOV.  I had a 1G BOV in my 2G I had and later crushed it.  Drivability was down a bit and I had to always watch how I released the throttle if there were any level of boost because sometimes the BOV wouldn't open in time due to the modification and cause the car to jerk.<br /><br />If I were to redo it, I would've gotten a MAFT and HKS SSQ||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000022||DSMotorsport||05-11-2003||10:02 AM||||If any of you are considering an atmospere dump bov...I think you are completely retarted if you would pick any HK$ or greeedy product over a USA made Tial bov.  The tial blows all of the other ones out of the water when it comes to quality, workmanship, and leakage/durability.<br /><br />the tial is 100% billet, has a V band clamp/oring seal that is incedibly strong (although wicked pita to get together)<br /><br />Tial is also 50mm valve.<br /><br />comes in blue, red, polished, purple, grey @ $225 with choice of mild,stainless, or ALum flange.||65.164.206.78||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000023||a_santos||05-11-2003||10:43 AM||||I wish tial had a bov the recirculated   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   They are the best BOVs, no comparison at all to any other one. Made in MI with pride.  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSMotorsport:<br /><strong> If any of you are considering an atmospere dump bov...I think you are completely retarted if you would pick any HK$ or greeedy product over a USA made Tial bov.  The tial blows all of the other ones out of the water when it comes to quality, workmanship, and leakage/durability.<br /><br />the tial is 100% billet, has a V band clamp/oring seal that is incedibly strong (although wicked pita to get together)<br /><br />Tial is also 50mm valve.<br /><br />comes in blue, red, polished, purple, grey @ $225 with choice of mild,stainless, or ALum flange. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000024||phaderlanx||05-11-2003||10:54 PM||||most BOvs on stock turboed engines are re-circulated correct? SO is it bad to have--- lets say an Sr20 with minor bolt-ons run a Blitz BOV vented to atmos? I know that my 3sgte should never be vented to atmos in stock or near stock form, due mainly to the AFM restriction/metering characteristics. (on my car aftermarket BOV's cause ECU to run rich/hurts gas mileage, plus most all aftermarket BOV's have a design that is slower then the stock By-pass valve) DSMs Dont have an AFM but MAF. Does this matter? Or is unmetered air still messing wiht the ECU? Also how would this work with a SR20DET?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   (unmetered air to engine) Appreciate (smart) responses  guys. Thanks||12.82.81.18||reg||1||phaderlanx||00001518||yes
Z||000025||GRV4726||05-12-2003||12:01 AM||||a "smart" one word responce...<br /><br />search||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000026||Kibo||05-12-2003||02:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> a "smart" one word responce...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would've been even "smarter" if "response" were spelled correctly...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />(Just razzin' you...no offense intended.)||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000027||phaderlanx||05-12-2003||01:17 PM||||hahaha, i usually type this stuff when im really tired or distracted, so my spelling is usually riddled with typos also, so anyways, i have searched before (other forums) know the answer to BOV's aobut my car, just wondering if anyone can give me realted (or not) info about 4G63 set-ups, since were on the topic of BOV's.....anyone know? just curious||204.169.23.246||reg||1||phaderlanx||00001518||yes
Z||000028||Hertz||05-12-2003||02:06 PM||||It isn't unmetered air, it is metered air.  The ECU expects that air to be vented back into the system, as it is injecting the right amount of fuel for that air calculation.  If that air escapes, you have too much fuel.  Too much fuel can mean bucking/hesitation on shifts.<br /><br />If your target is to have a loud blow off changing the configuration of your intake can do that (Dejon pipe, open filter, etc.) or you could additionally get a MAFT setup in blow-thru (upper IC pipe/throttle body area) so that your BOV is before the meter.<br /><br />And then there is the conservative take -- hey, you sucked that air in and filtered it, why waste it on the atmosphere?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000029||Vr4in'||05-12-2003||11:56 PM||||so if i were to go get a 1g bov and put it in,and then vent it to the atmosphere with a dejon intake with a 2g mas.it would be pretty loud?i thought someone on here said it sounds like a ssqv.i believe it was ken and he said it is a nice high pitch sound.if it is you,what you have done to make it like that?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000030||ken inn||05-13-2003||09:33 AM||||no, if you get a dejon intake, and route the bov back into the intake like it is supposed to, you will be able to hear it.  kinda sounds like a cat when you step on it's tail.  if you left the hose off, i bet it would be as loud as the loudest ones out there.  it would be like the car was in pain every time you shifted.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000031||AWD4DR||05-13-2003||01:00 PM||||Just get one of those "Electronic BOV sound machines" they sell in the back of the magizines..They come with all wiring,a speaker,and like 10 different bov noises that can be manually activated or set to activate with the gas pedal!!||67.193.140.191||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000032||ken inn||05-13-2003||03:01 PM||||yah, get one that sounds like a wet fart.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002282.cgi
A||||5||chhuong||Aftermarket steering wheels!!||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||05-08-2003||03:35 PM||sirrealracer@attbi.com||Just wondering what hub you guys are using??  I was wondering if the 95-99 eclipse ones will fit, or do i have to get the galant one specific to our years??  Cuz I found a couple cheap ones for the eclipse and none for the galant.||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||05-08-2003||06:42 PM||||Use one for a 1st Gen Eclipse/Talon.  That's what I'm using for my car and the Momo wheel on it.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||vr4play||05-08-2003||07:15 PM||||I am using one for a 95-99 eclipse and have had no problems. It works just fine. <br /><br />Jeremy<br />816 of 1000||65.24.254.99||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000003||chhuong||05-09-2003||06:04 AM||||so the 2g eclipse works fine!!  that's what i needed to know!!  So the horn works fine, and how about the thing that resets the blinker??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000004||Marcus||05-10-2003||09:18 PM||||Who is the cheapest place to get a hub from?  I would like to put my MOMO on that's been sitting for years now.<br />Marcus||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||05-10-2003||10:17 PM||||i want a momo steering wheel...but i might be getting a grant one. what are your oppinions on them?<br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/002283.cgi
A||||3||blacksheep||Odyssey Battery and Stereo Equipment ???||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-08-2003||05:58 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||OK, I have a Scott Evans replica tray and an brand new Odyssey battery in box I am planning on putting in the daly driver. But, my daily driver will have some stereo equipment in it mainly:<br /><br />- a 4 channel amp<br />- a 2 channel sub amp<br />- 2 12's in the trunk<br />- JL components up front<br />- Rockford CD player<br /><br />Other electronics will include 3 gauges and a turbo timer and s-afc maybe later.<br /><br />I am afraid the Odyssey will have to work very hard to handle these extra requirements  OR<br />can it handle this stuff well?<br /><br />Can anyone suggest? If it wont work, my choice is to sell this stuff and use a trunk mounted optima instead!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-08-2003||08:38 PM||||Well for the most part your battery is only there to start the car and absorb voltage fluctuation -- right?  The alternator takes care of the rest.  So unless your amps are huge, you're probably okay.  Maybe a giant capacitor would help for the amps?||68.75.174.166||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||05-09-2003||01:19 AM||||id say add a 1 farad cap in line before both of your amps. this way they can draw the current from the stored power from the cap rather than from your battery the whole time, as im sure you know. this way you can run all your stuff with no worries.||65.227.204.242||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||05-09-2003||08:46 AM||||Ryan is right, unless your electronics are using more than about 14V while the car is running, you won't be draining the battery.  I don't know how long the batt would last with the car off and running the stereo.||65.82.82.72||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/002284.cgi
A||||5||bujang_hensem||Skyline R32gtr IC vs RRE/Spearco/giffin etc Intercooler||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||05-09-2003||02:29 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||hai guys just to check ...because the easy and bigger and cheapers FMIC that i can get at my home country i think R32gtr,GTO and JDM VR4 ic. Currently i'm using stock JDM 200hp vr4 IC. So far i think my car can fit in with R32gtr FMIC. My question are how good this stock R32gtr IC compare with my JDM VR4 ic or spearco or giffin etc after market IC.||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||bujang_hensem||05-09-2003||02:54 AM||||guys how about if i put a high speed fan at the back of the IC....will it be better let say i put it at my JDM FMIC....<br /><br />here some info about high speed cooling fan for intercooler....<br /><br /><a href="http://www.alltrac.net/tuning/intercooler.html" target="_blank">http://www.alltrac.net/tuning/intercooler.html</a>||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000002||bujang_hensem||05-09-2003||02:58 AM||||here are the other intresting part to read<br /><br /><a href="http://www.alltrac.net/tuning/intercoolerfaq.html" target="_blank">http://www.alltrac.net/tuning/intercoolerfaq.html</a>||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||05-09-2003||02:30 PM||||Well let's see, the charge is only getting hot when the turbo is spooled... the turbo only spools when you're under load... if you're under load you're probably accelerating/going fast... <br /><br />why do you need a fan on the IC?<br /><br />The reason there is a fan on the radiator is to provide airflow when the car is not moving or moving too slow to provide adequate air.<br /><br />I would look into water injection long before I would even think about fans.  BTW -- that Alltrac example is a water-to-air IC.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||05-09-2003||04:51 PM||||Well, I could maybe see having one if you are concerned about heat soaking a big FMIC during a bunch stop-n-go driving.  <br /><br />My spearco 2-120 is like 24" long, and the inlet side feels really hot after a hard pull, but the outlet is still pretty cool.  If I did add a fan, I'd put it on the entry side rear, pulling through.  <br /><br />But then again, Hertz is right, more trouble than it's worth.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||bujang_hensem||05-09-2003||08:57 PM||||well i'm think of fan because both of my fan are inside the engine bay...it is because i'm using galant 1995 with big engine bay...that why the manufacture put it both inside....not like galant vr4 or T/L one fan on the inside and one at the ouside....that why i'm thinking of high speed fan at the rear of my IC...||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes



ubb/Forum2/002285.cgi
A||||4||blacksheep||How to tell if turbo seals are &quot;shot&quot; by looking?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-09-2003||09:51 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||OK, I took me my 14B and split her open last nite. Took the exhaust housing off and noticed the exhaust side of the wheel was oily. Is this normal or is it supposed to be dry?<br /><br />There is no shaft play at all. Is there some sort of inspection I can do to the center cartridge that confirms that it is actually leaking?<br /><br />Also, I see that a huge c-clamp holds the compressor side on. Will taking the c-clamp off split it up and leave me just the cartridge? <br /><br />I wonder if I can get the compressor side ported?<br /><br />Thanks||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-09-2003||12:37 PM||||exh is supposed to be really dry.  the color should be a very light tan.  there is a big snap ring holding on the compressor side, it is a bit of a beyatch to remove, then the housing separates from the cartridge.  tre ported out my compressor side really nice, but he doesnt port any more.  so it can be done.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||05-09-2003||12:52 PM||||Yeah, I meant snap ring, not c-clamp...I hope to get this done if possible.<br /><br />I need to get my 2nd gen manny, 02 housing and all this stuff ported and slap it all back on.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||05-09-2003||01:27 PM||||hey,l just went through the same process,took my 14b apart and shipped both housings to be ported along with 2g ex.mani and o2.Be careful of tapping the impellers(balance).My porting is done and being shipped back now but l haven`t seen it yet and l`m using a new guy.So far though the guy has acted totally professional with correspondence/emails  and turnaround has been 2/3 days.He flow benched the parts also which is nice.l`ll post the results and if l get some time l`ll figure out how to post the pics...||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||05-09-2003||01:44 PM||||Mind sharing his name and website or other info?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002286.cgi
A||||5||VTGVR4||engine holder||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||05-09-2003||11:42 AM||defnick@yahoo.com||will most engine holders(i dont know the proper term this minute) bolt up to the 4g63? (all we have here are really $$ and rather big V8 equipment)<br /><br />what does everyone use for holding these engines while working on them? (yes, outside of the car)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||05-09-2003||11:49 AM||||Just set her on the ground, Nick  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Actually, I think most will work. Ebay has quite a few engine stands that are affordable and worth looking into, thats my plan for the future.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||05-09-2003||11:52 AM||||lol, its on the ground.. sorta the problem. the ice has melted, and the weight of the engine is starting  to press the makeshift board i have it propped on, deep into the mud. after i rebuild the block, i wanted to assemble it all on an "engine stand" (thanks) and then hopefulyl woudlnt have some of the problems others have trying to assemble the engine while its in the car.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||05-09-2003||02:27 PM||||Summit sells engine stands. As do most 'Farmers Market' type places. For less than $100 including shipping, it makes the job lots easier. HarberFrieght had them for $40 a couple of weeks ago.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||05-19-2003||11:29 PM||||I bought a 4 legger at a garage sale a couple of years ago and have had everything from a 454 to a dsm on it, and both it and my 25.00 3 legger have dsm motors sitting on them right now.  I would go with the 4 legger tho.  I have had the 3 leg tip over on me 4 times now while rotating the motor.  Kinda like the wisdom of standing on a 3 legged stool...  If you have a cummins tool dealer or a cheapie tool shop somewhere near, they all are about the same.  Just look for the load capacity, and get a good stock of grade 8 or better LONG bolts, plenty of washers, and some anti sieze for where the mount goes into the stand.  Makes for much easier turning without that flipping thing once the paint wears off and it gets rusty.  I just throw the motor on the stand and off to the car wash I go, before I touch anything.  I hate working on a slimy motor.  Makes your hands hurt when the greasy hands slip on the wrench and you play connect the dots with blood<br />dave||12.83.145.115||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||broke down||05-20-2003||11:53 PM||||Usually you can get engine stands at places like advanced auto for not much money.  I don't see the point in guys like us spending much on one to get the 'Very best thing money can buy" because hopefully you won't be using it that much  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  Mine has worked well.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/002287.cgi
A||||12||howard_GVR4||bigger alternator wire and dump tube||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||05-09-2003||04:44 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Well, a week ago I broke one of the O2 housing-to-turbo bolts, so I ripped the turbo off and pulled the alternator while I was in there.  <br /><br />I had been going through alternators like twice a year, so I gave everything a thorough once over.  I found that the stock alternator feed wire was frayed and burnt, and kinda small.  I also replaced the 6 month old AutoZone reman alternator with a new (reman) Mitsu piece.  I also spliced in a fresh alternator harness (the upper smaller wires with the connector).  I ran 4 gauge high-strand-count copper cable from the fuse-box to the alternator, and routed it behind the radiator and shorter than stock by a foot or two.  <br /><br />I also added a 2.5" tubular O2 housing from Andy @ 122performance.  It fits so damn nice that the stock heat shield works with it just fine and hides it.  Nice work, Andy!<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=411" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=411&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>  crappy stock wire<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=416" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=416&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>  good condition oem wire vs 4 gauge<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=412" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=412&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> new wire attached<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=413" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=413&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> new wire crimped<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=414" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=414&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>  new wire routed<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=415" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=415&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>  new wire routed 2<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=410" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=410&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>  back together||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||05-09-2003||04:46 PM||||Also, for posterity, here is my 13" Spal Hi-flow fan attached to the radiator.  This sucker can seriously move some air when it kicks on high.  I wired it in plug-n-play style with the stock resistor pack so that it still operates on 2 speeds.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=417" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=417&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>  rad and big spal<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=418" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=418&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>  nice and thin!||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||05-09-2003||07:01 PM||||Very nice! BTW, what turbo are you using? And isn't that dump tube pretty loud for the po po?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||05-09-2003||09:24 PM||||Howard, good idea on the alternator wire and thanks for posting.<br /><br />To answer the other poster's question, as long as your flapper is well sealed (not all are), you won't have any exhaust coming from that tube and hence no crazy noise unless you're at or near full boost.<br /><br />If you pass a cop at or near full boost, you're probably violating other stuff anyways.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||Jose||05-09-2003||11:16 PM||||Hey Howard, do you have the part number of that Spal fan?<br />Jose....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||05-10-2003||11:56 AM||||no, I don't know the part number, but it's the 13" High Flow Spal, 1710cfm.  <br /><br />Peters!  Yes, the dump tube is very loud, but that's ok since I can't drive WOT around this small town all the time anyways.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||05-10-2003||12:20 PM||||when i go to the hardware store and I want to crimp 4 guage or 2 or 1 or 0 guage wire. do i ask for any crimper or do i ask for a special kind? the crimpers i've seen/used don't really do the job. got a pic of it?<br />thanks<br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||05-10-2003||12:55 PM||||Where did you order that fan from and how much was it?  I need one.  That dump tube looks very nice as well!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||05-10-2003||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> when i go to the hardware store and I want to crimp 4 guage or 2 or 1 or 0 guage wire. do i ask for any crimper or do i ask for a special kind? the crimpers i've seen/used don't really do the job. got a pic of it?<br />thanks<br />DongeR </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DongeR, I don't have a big crimper or anything, I used <a href="http://www.hand-tools-online.com/tl1289.html" target="_blank">6" linesman pliers</a>  (half pliers, half wire cutters).  I got like 9 feet of this nice high strand 4 gauge power wire from a local stereo shop for about $10, including gold terminals.  Just find one in your area and ask.  They'll usually crimp one end on for free if you want. <br /><br />Paul, I ordered the Spal fan from Indy Race Cores, for a little over $100, but it took forever to receive.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||atsiauto||05-11-2003||12:38 PM||||dumb question but does this wire go right to the battery +? why did you get 9 feet ? I like that dump setup and where did that dipstick come from might save a few fingetips (heat)||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||05-11-2003||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> dumb question but does this wire go right to the battery +? why did you get 9 feet ? I like that dump setup and where did that dipstick come from might save a few fingetips (heat) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sort of... the alternator wire goes to the fuse box that's mounted to the battery.  I popped the fuse box back off (clips on), removed the 10mm bolt that holds the stock wire on, and the 4 gauge terminal fit up in there pretty nicely.  <br /><br />For more info on the tubular O2 housing, see <a href="http://www.usionline.net/122.htm" target="_blank">http://www.usionline.net/122.htm</a> or talk to Andy on this message board.  <br /><br />The dipstick is a new 2G DSM part that I installed, which does keep my fingers from getting burned now when I check the oil.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||#258||05-13-2003||06:28 PM||||Not to be an a-hole, But I would not use feed wire from a audio store. Go to an electrical supply store and ask for 4ga. THHN or THHW wire and lugs for the connectors. The wire is rated for gas and oil exposure, UV and ozone stable and has a much tougher jacket. Also has a higher ampacity than common insulated so you should be able to use 6ga. Just my 2 cents.||151.198.226.2||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000012||dlpinckney||05-13-2003||07:17 PM||||Howard -- have you driven the car much with that O2 dump on it?  Just asking because a friend of mine (Ian M on this board) installed a very similar dump setup, and with only a few hard passes, it was starting to melt the wires that run along the lower core support, as well as the drain plug on the bottom of his almost new Modine radiator.  He ended up welding an elbow to the bottom of it to direct the air back beside the downpipe.  Just curious.||63.188.80.170||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/002288.cgi
A||||10||msaskin||threw a rod....question||||1||||msaskin||00001429
Z||000000||msaskin||05-09-2003||05:22 PM||matt@saskin.net||Question for everyone.<br /><br />Car I bought threw a rod (methinks), but I'm not totally sure.  Question is as follows: if the damage is not major (i.e.; no block damage), is it possible to just replace the one damaged rod, ALL bearings (main and rod), and have the crank turned?<br /><br />Is there anything wrong with doing this, or is my only real option a total bottom-end rebuild/drop in an imported engine.<br /><br />~matt||128.113.197.54||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||05-09-2003||07:09 PM||||You could in theory do that.  But since you will have the motor apart replacing bearings etc... you should just get 4 new rods.  As far as turning the crank, from what I have read about the other DSMs that is something you should only do if the crank is really messed up.  Mitsu does some kind of metal treatment to it to harden it, can't remember the name of it, and turning it removes that layer of treatment.  Depending on the amount of downtime you can afford, rebuilding the bottom end may be good, but will take longer. And buying a JDM motor will take less time, but you never know how long it will last. And it will need a few things done to it, timing belt, balance belt (if they are still in place) various pulleys before you drop it in.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||msaskin||05-09-2003||07:44 PM||||well, the thing is the engine was rebuilt about 800 miles ago.  don't know why it threw a rod, but that aside, all the internals are brand new OEM, which is why I was just contemplating replacing the one rod.<br /><br />it is possible to do, and there isn't anything "wrong" or "incorrect" with just pulling the oil pan and replacing the one rod, riiight???<br /><br />~matt||128.113.197.54||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||05-09-2003||09:16 PM||||If your wheel falls off while you're driving down the road, you don't just bolt it back on and keep driving; you try to find out why it fell off in the first place!<br /><br />How much is your time worth? Will it be worth it when the engine throws another rod after you fix the first? This stuff doesn't just happen. You most likely have assembly problems or oil problems. I doubt the rod failed just because it wanted to. Tear it all down and inspect, but expect to rebuild it all.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||msaskin||05-09-2003||10:17 PM||||threw a rod due to lack of oil.<br /><br />I knew that the engine was burning oil in the #1 cylinder (leaky valve seal).  It's just a matter of whether some underlying internal problem led to oil starvation, or whether <i>that</i> much oil really got burned (when I got the car towed and back home I was able to drain ~1qt. of oil out of the crank-case.  not good  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||128.113.197.54||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||05-09-2003||10:44 PM||||A leaky valve seal wouldn't cause a thrown rod.  Did you intake water or something sprayed into the engine (other than oil)?  Oil starvation happens at the bottom end to induce a thrown rod.<br /><br />Like the rest said, do the research and get it done right.  Chances are, if one rod broke, then the other 3 are next in line if you don't do something about it.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||msaskin||05-09-2003||11:01 PM||||No to the above.  I was just stating what is known (that there was oil leaking from the head).  I figured that there was no way enough oil would burn to cause the bottom-end failure, but that is all the info I have.<br /><br />Unfortunately for me, I'm living at my fraternity house over the summer, and as such don't have a garage to work in nor any proper tools to undertake an engine rebuild/swap myself.  This means I more than likely have to find a mechanic in the area and get raped on the cost of either repairing or installing a new engine.<br /><br />It looks to me like it's going to be most cost-effective to pick up a JDM engine from one of the importers (best price I've found is ~1600 shipped), and then bend over for the raping that will come from having a mechanic do the engine swap for me.  Then when I have the old engine out, I'll take it apart at my leisure, and either sell off the parts (pistons should be good, etc.), or rebuild it and sell it eventually.<br /><br />That is, unless someone in the upstate NY area wants to lend their garage/tools and a helping hand  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||128.113.197.54||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||05-10-2003||08:20 AM||||well, the thing is the engine was rebuilt about 800 miles ago. don't know why it threw a rod, but that aside, all the internals are brand new OEM, which is why I was just contemplating replacing the one rod.<br /><br />rebuilt 800 miles ago, and it throws a rod?  i would be in somebodys face.  a valve seal went, so it's sucking oil?  this, with new internals?  how much did you pay for this "rebuild"?  and, just for the record, who did the "rebuild"?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||msaskin||05-10-2003||03:07 PM||||Well...here's the entire story.<br /><br />Bought the car from a guy in Minnesota.  He rebuilt the engine (he's got a dealers license, basically, all he does is buy DSM's at auctions, fix them, and resell them).  Car was good, started driving it home.  About halfway home (~800 miles on the engine) it threw a rod.  The guy I bought it from has been more than easy to deal with...he admits that it was most likely his fault, and has already offered to pay as much as possible to get the car running again.  This is the first time something like this has happened to him (so he says), but he's being easy to deal with, so that's settled.  As for the leaky valve...he didn't rebuild the head, a machine shop did.  I bought the car knowing there was a leaky head (he took ~500 off the price because of it), with plans to fix it when I got around to it.<br /><br />Basically, I now have a galant in excellent condition (flawless interior), with an engine w/ about 800 miles on it, with a leaky valve seal and a thrown rod.  I'm going to be purchasing an imported engine (from noyan usa, based on the recommendations of a few people on this board) in the next few days, and installing it when I get around to it.  When the old engine is out of the car, I'll take it apart at my leisure to try and discover what went wrong (possibly one of the journals on the crank is blocked???).  Then, I'll either sell the parts that are still good from the engine, or rebuild it and sell the whole thing.<br /><br />Thanks to all of those who responded and offered advice...what started as a simple question has led me to a lot of research, and as a result, I know light years more about engine internals than before   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Hopefully I can get the car running ASAP, then it's on to making it faster   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||05-10-2003||05:49 PM||||I'll buy your three pistons for $5.  They'll look nice as decorations in my garage.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Maybe I'll make lamps out of them.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||GRV4726||05-10-2003||07:51 PM||||... sorry but that was funny||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/002289.cgi
A||||4||comfy||Tire selection||||1||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||05-09-2003||10:12 PM||||I have seen several posts on tire choices, however none seem to address all season tires.  i wish to use the stock rims and dont want to have different rubber mounted at the first snow. does anyone have any suggestions on an all season performance tire?||12.222.39.112||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||05-09-2003||10:47 PM||||I recently bought new tires and ended up going with 205/55 Dunlop SP5000's.  They are Z rated and not all-season.  In the beginning I really wanted all season but nothing was sold with a high enough speed rating.  It's the 15" wheels; you can't get V or better speed rating out of a tall profile without going straight to Z.<br /><br />I've had a lot of driving experience with Dunlop SP8000's and I love them.  They are useless in snow (AWD or not), but dry traction is awesome and wet is still good.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||05-09-2003||11:01 PM||||I have Michelin Pilot XGT H4 on the car in stock 195-60-15 size.  In my opinion for good all around, all weather tires, they are great.  Good snow traction, awesome wet weather traction, they have a quiet ride, and balanced very well.  One of these days I am going to get aftermarket wheels, and I have no idea what tires I am going to go with for performance...!!!||63.188.129.137||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||05-09-2003||11:21 PM||||I just bought 4 205-55 R15 Bridgestone Potenza S-03 Pole Positions.  They are truely awesome. I have scared the crap out of my wife on several occasions with the grip of these tires. Yes they are only summer tires, but I really don't mind switching them out.  I need to buy a set of cheap wheels for my winter set to make change overs an hour driveway job.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||05-10-2003||12:19 PM||||Well since the question IS for all-season tires, I will put my vote in for Dunlop SP2A.||68.75.51.192||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002290.cgi
A||||1||hibrn8||Anyone running a Profec B with the &quot;race-only&quot; vacuum line elimination?||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||05-09-2003||10:46 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||so i checked out the diagram on taboo's website. i see they have a MBC in thier diagram. now i take it i can run my Profec B's brain similarly to the routing of the MBC but i wanted to check wiht you all first.<br /><br />i also take it that it will work with an external wastegate right?||66.19.39.92||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||05-10-2003||10:06 PM||||apparently not.||12.251.226.141||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/002291.cgi
A||||3||305VR4||TB Change, What Do I Need?||||1||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||05-09-2003||11:32 PM||||I bought my car at 116k miles, don't know when the Timing belt was changed, therefore I'm doing it now.  I have 149k miles.  What parts do I need to replace and what do I not need to replace?<br /><br />Here's my replace list so far:<br /><br />-Timing Belt<br />-Balance Belt<br />-Timing Belt Tensioner<br />-Balance Belt Tensioner<br />-Water Pump<br /><br />Anything else I NEED to replace?<br /><br />Thanks guys!||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||sk8bored||05-09-2003||11:49 PM||||cam seals since you are in there||65.100.1.6||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||05-10-2003||01:23 AM||||You need, but its not obvious to everyone:<br /><br />-water pump gasket<br />-water pump o-ring<br /><br />Nice to do at same time<br /><br />-thermostat + gasket<br />-accessory belts (al/water, A/C, P/S) if they look worn<br /><br />Of course, you want to check all your pulleys for play and roughness when spun. Check your crank pulley to make sure its not on its way to coming apart. Check your front main for leakage. Check your engine mount while you have it off.<br /><br />You mentioned that you're getting a b-belt tensioner and a t-belt tensioner. If you order that, there's a good chance you'll end up with two pulleys. A helpful hint is to call it a hydraulic timing belt tensioner if thats what you actually wanted.<br /><br />And you thought this was a simple little t-belt change... ; )<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||05-10-2003||07:30 AM||||I would HIGHLY recommend that you replace the harmonic balancer (aka crank pulley) while you are in there.  They are notorious for coming apart, and it would suck to put nice fresh belts on, have the pulley seperate, and lose it all.<br /><br />Getting rid of the balance shafts is a little extra work, but makes future T-belt changes much easier.  Plus allows for one less belt to worry about.||63.188.129.236||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/002292.cgi
A||||3||GRV4726||quick welding question||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||05-10-2003||01:33 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||is welding 316 ss pipe to 304 ss pipe possible?   i can't see why it wouldn't be but i just want to make sure.  is there anything needed to do this?  is it harder?<br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||Ash||05-10-2003||03:16 AM||||We did it for the piping in my car, the mandrel bends all came in 316 but the straight bits were 304, no problems at all (this was with a MIG)||144.137.164.244||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||05-10-2003||12:59 PM||||thanks. i just wanted to make sure before i go buying shit.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||05-11-2003||11:15 PM||||Yes, you can weld 304 to 316 SS.  Use either 309 rod or 316 rod.  Within a series (say 3XX) you can weld from one alloy to another, but you must either use a special rod, or the rod for the higher numbered alloy.<br /><br />If you use the lower alloy, you run the risk of cracking/corrosion.  Not much of an issue with exhaust pipe, but the SS piping systems I usually work with are for things that are a bit more dangerous than automobile exhaust....<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.237.147||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/002293.cgi
A||||3||gvr4tunr||boost gauge problem||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||05-10-2003||02:37 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||i tapped my boost gauge off the "P" valve on the throttle body...no pressure at all. suggestions?||172.139.105.65||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||05-10-2003||11:19 PM||||<a href="http://www.myzero.com/gauges/boost.html" target="_blank">http://www.myzero.com/gauges/boost.html</a> <br /><br />Are you sure you installed it correctly?  Check out the above link.||171.75.74.64||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||05-11-2003||10:39 AM||||Your boost gauge is bad or you have a kink in the line that is plugging it. I just installed mine about 2 weeks ago and tapped off of the "P" port and my pressure is good. Both boost and vacuum. That is the only thing I can think of. Maybe there is a leak on the line and no pressure is getting to the gauge. Make sure that every brass fitting has teflon tape or paste. They will leak otherwise.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||gvr4tunr||05-11-2003||08:33 PM||||i ended up tapping the fpr, and found out that there was a kink in that shitty plastic tubing autometers sends with their gauges...it works fine now, i just need to reconnect the p hose, although it runs fine without it||172.161.128.19||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes



ubb/Forum2/002294.cgi
A||||5||4wsRyan||What to check first when car wont start??||||1||||4wsRyan||00000908
Z||000000||4wsRyan||05-10-2003||03:05 PM||Ryanryanboy19@aol.com||My 92 vr-4 wont start. I put some gass in it just incase the gauge broke but thats not it. The car cranks but just wont start. Im suspecting the fuel pump. Is there a fuse or relay anywhere to check? Anyway what are the first few things I should check first. Thanks||205.188.208.166||reg||1||4wsRyan||00000908||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||05-10-2003||03:38 PM||||Turn it over alittle then take out a spark plug. Is it wet with gas or is it dry. If wet your getting fuel. If its dry check for spark. Plug in the spark plug to the wire hold the wire and plug with a pair of plyers close to a ground scource and have someone turn the key and look for the spark. Try this stuff first.||206.215.11.198||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||05-10-2003||03:40 PM||||if it cranks then it might be the pump or the timing belt or something to do with the spark. <br />if you got a logger. it'll test the fuel pump or u can use a volt meter and check if its getting adequate power. <br />check the spark plug wires too and the connections. or it might be a fluke like pudhead car and maybe u need to add some oil.<br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||05-10-2003||03:41 PM||||I said that wrong if wet check for spark||206.215.11.198||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||05-10-2003||11:09 PM||||Fuel Pump relay is by the ECU.  Check the connector to make sure its snag in there.  Mine came loose.  Have you done your CAPS?||171.75.74.64||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000005||4wsRyan||05-14-2003||11:28 PM||||I turned it over and checked a plug and it was dry. I have not done the caps. I looked for the relay but couldnt find it. I didnt know it was by the ecu so ill look around there.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||4wsRyan||00000908||yes
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A||||2||Bobbo||DSMparts.com||||1||||Bobbo||00000641
Z||000000||Bobbo||05-10-2003||06:07 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||I was wondering if anybody had ordered parts from dsmparts.com. I was looking through their website and they offer a good variety of products for our VR4s. I was looking into their 2.5" MAS intake pipes and they look like they're built to good quality. They state that you need to relocate the battery either parallel or in the trunk. Now, is there a kit for mounting the battery or would I have to fabricate one myself. Also, has anyone tried their MAF translator? They say that you don't even need to use a s-afc. One last question, since the vr4s motor and the 1G TELs are basically the same, (except I/C and electronics), i am wondering if the bov are the same since the I/C set up is different. I keep hearing the 1G bov is real good, but i never hear about the VR4's bov. Is it just assumed that the 1G and the VR4's are the same then?||216.148.246.134||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||05-10-2003||07:22 PM||||Do a search, this has been covered before.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||05-18-2003||08:53 PM||||mastaminds and dsmparts.com are basically the same company.  I have known justin, the guy there that owns a gvr4, and they are good guys to work with.  Just email justin and tell him dave beem from beemer's racing engines sent ya.  the translator you are talking about works with the 3" gm MAS?  if so, ramchargers.com makes it and it is a great system.<br />dave||12.83.159.8||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
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A||||0||GRV4726||steering rack question||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||05-11-2003||12:50 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so its the weekend and i finally have a little time to do some work on my car.  and after spending 40 removing a fucking nuck from the tie rod, i notice that the ball that pivots is greased, and so i was wondering where exactly is the seal?  and if the things has stopped leaking, i added some of the lucas stop leak, but i was wondering if since i have leaked fluid, and then added, do i now have air in the system? i think that only half a cup leaked out... it was bellow the min mark in the resevoir but there was fluid up to above the yellow ... thing that looks like a bushing (i don't know what it's called)<br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
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A||||4||vr4door||A/F???||||1||||vr4door||00000880
Z||000000||vr4door||05-11-2003||06:55 PM||brtnrush@yahoo.com||I am installing a autometer A/F gauge and I have no instructions, I know where two of the three wires go, but the third wire that goes to the ecu?? I have done a search and have found no luck so if someone could quick tell me what wire it is on the ecu that would help me out a lot, I have a 91 gvr4.    Thanks..||208.143.136.185||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||05-11-2003||07:10 PM||||If you remove the panel that is below the glove box/under the dash, and then look up sort of behind the glove box, you will find a single wire that ends in a white colored plastic connector.  It will be taped to the wiring harness that runs behind the glove box.  This single wire is the third wire you need.  It is the oxygen sensor voltage wire.  You might do a search on this site.  There used to be a FAQ with pictures floating around for this.||63.188.129.136||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||05-11-2003||08:05 PM||||There are good instructions for the install at <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||#1459 VR-4||05-12-2003||12:30 AM||||This is probably going to be the easiest mod on the car.  I found mine with no problem, I was actually worried that I was doing it wrong due to its simplicity: remove the passenger's side kick panel and it will be the only wire with a plastic clip on the end.  I just attached a male connector and pluged it in... voila tons of annoying lights that tell me nothing!||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000004||vr4door||05-12-2003||04:45 PM||||Thanks for all of your responses, I have it hooked up and it works great..  Thankyou again.||208.143.136.108||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
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A||N||6||Marcus||How should I drive?||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||05-11-2003||10:55 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I would like some of your advice on how much boost to run on my car and where to shift it.  I'm aware that I could go make 30passes but was hoping you could make my next passes worth while.  Please don't laugh at my current times, my GVR4 has a FMIC, 550's, 2gmas, 2.5 turbo back no cat, ported 95mani/02 housing/16g, SAFC, shaved head 8:1cpr, denso rewired pump, keydriver ecu and I believe that's about it.  My current times are 8.55@80mph, I am running 18psi on pump 93oct. gas and shifting at 7500ish, with 1.77 60ft's.  I figured next time I would run 110 oct. and turn the boost up to ????? 24psi, what do you think/recommend, also where do you think that I should shift?????  If you could help me with my ?'s and perhaps even give some recommendations, I would be greatly in your debt. <br />Thanks <br />Marcus||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||05-11-2003||11:11 PM||||Personaly I would shift at 6500rpm<br />I would also turn the boost up to 20psi on pump gas if it's nice and cool out there.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.186.2||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||Kibo||05-12-2003||02:37 AM||||I agree with shifting around 6500.  I took a dyno plot from my car and plugged it into Excel, then graphed out the force being delivered to the wheels in each gear (yes, I'm a geek).  Ideal shifting point for my setup was 6600rpm, at which point the force in the next taller gear would exceed the current gear.<br /><br />As for the race gas, make sure you reset your ECU after you've let it circulate around a bit and mix with what's in your tank--that's usually good for another 1-2mph in the traps here (at 5280'), since the ECU will then be giving you maximum timing advance (the 'octane number' is reset).  If you really know what you're doing, you can play with advancing your base timing on race gas--re-read the first half of that sentence if you have any doubts.<br /><br />[Edit]  I forgot to mention that I'm running a 14b and not a 16G, but the limiting factor in both of our cases is that the stock intake manifold really chokes off power above ~6200rpm.  My 1/8 time is 8.632, so I think we're putting down similar amounts of power.||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000003||Marcus||05-12-2003||08:36 AM||||Yeah it sounds like we are on the same power, cept i have a damn 16g and you don't.  This sucks, do you have other mods similar to mine or are you wanna of those guys with downpipe and a k&n running this time.<br />Marcus  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||05-12-2003||11:59 PM||||with pump gas 25 is a little bit too much buddy.try 19 - 22psi.god luck<br /><br />   Robby Cheaib||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||05-13-2003||01:21 AM||||Who said anybody is running 25psi with pump gas?<br />That guy must be crazy. I only run 22psi  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.179||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||05-18-2003||08:39 PM||||Well, I was at the track last nite in my butt stock $1,000 gvr4 with the new tranny and an act 6 puck unsprung hub disc on a stock pressure plate and a k&n with an hks vvt mbc, which didn't do crap.  My best 60 foot time was 2.0 flat, best et in the 1/8 was 9.742, and best mph was 73 on pump gas.  datalogged 4 of the 28 runs before the damned laptop ate its battery.  I took down a brand new mustang gt convertible due to my r/t, which was a .510, and the crowd went wild.  Very few people at the track knew what a gvr4 was, and they just loved an unknown, beat to crap 4 door blowing away a new mustang.  So his times don't seem too far off the mark for his mods, as they match my 90 eclipse gsx at that stage in its development.||12.83.159.8||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
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A||||6||147of1000||balance shaft belt location?||||1||||147of1000||00000861
Z||000000||147of1000||05-11-2003||11:36 PM||||this may be a stupid question but where exactly does the b/s belt go?||68.18.115.69||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000001||Ash||05-11-2003||11:46 PM||||Closer into the block behind the timing belt.  Looking though the LH wheel well with all the covers removed it goes from the crank to the front balance shaft, up to a tensioner & back again.  I'm sure there was a pic of it all on <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> somewhere.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||joec||05-11-2003||11:55 PM||||Bottom left of this picture:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/Tbelt/Tbelt5.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/Tbelt/Tbelt5.jpg</a>||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000003||Ash||05-12-2003||12:34 AM||||Oops, I described it wrong.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||Kibo||05-12-2003||02:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Oops, I described it wrong.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Gee, I don't have a belt there...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000005||Ash||05-12-2003||06:04 AM||||Did you get what I meant though?  with the engine in the car still & the timing cover off.||203.220.89.27||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||147of1000||05-12-2003||09:04 PM||||thanx for the help i couldnt figure out where the hell that thing went. and the pic really helped||68.18.118.105||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
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A||||3||blacksheep||Turbo re-build kits, center cartridges etc?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-11-2003||11:57 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi guys<br /><br />Anyone know of a place that sells a center cartrdige for a big 16G?<br /><br />I found turbocity.com online and need to contact them, but I was wondering if anyone had a ood source with reasonable prices.<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||305VR4||05-13-2003||12:15 AM||||Maybe try turbochargers.com, they seem to have a stockpile of Mitsu. turbos for sale.||12.211.202.100||reg||3||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||05-13-2003||09:30 AM||||your problem is more than price, it is FINDING one.  i had to special order one, no one stocked it, and i had to pay 466+ shipping.  total was 480.44.  got it from tec turbo, in golden, co.  AND, i had to prepay for it.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Martin Chilcote||05-13-2003||09:43 AM||||Hey KC,<br /><br />For as long as you've been involved w/ GVR4's, it seems you sometimes ask for info that you've given answers too in the past.  I think Turbo Trix (http://www.turbotrix.com/)  Forced Performance (http://www.forcedperformance.net/), Extreme Turbo (http://www.dsm-performance.com/), and Mach V (http://www.machv.com/) have all sold compressor-side/cartridge sets in the $400 range.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.139.166.239||reg||10||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
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q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!05:03 AM!,
q!2452774.0503!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!Metal Head Gasket!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!01:08 AM!,
q!2452776.0108!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!Ian M!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!12:24 AM!,
q!2452780.0024!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!Good Trany Rebuilders!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!07:06 PM!,
q!2452772.1906!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452780.2358!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!2.5 inch Lower IC pipe GVR4 routing questions ...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!10:25 AM!,
q!2452776.1025!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2452776.2100!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!head bolts!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!06:25 PM!,
q!2452776.1825!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452776.2057!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!Getting an ecu chip?????!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2452776.1912!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!Ian M!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!07:43 PM!,
q!2452776.1943!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Installed new cluster..boost LED is dead !!!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452776.2236!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1101!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!10:47 AM!,
q!2452778.1047!,
q!1101!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Robert Duncan!,
q!Front balance shaft oil seal popped out?!,
q!8!,
q!3!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2452776.2324!,
q!Robert Duncan!,
q!00001390!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!05:24 AM!,
q!2452778.0524!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!Got a question...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-17-2003!,
q!03:24 AM!,
q!2452777.0324!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!00000159!,
q!number3!,
q!05-17-2003!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452777.1002!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!Light weight wheels!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452781.0030!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!ctm!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!12:02 PM!,
q!2452782.1202!,
q!ctm!,
q!00000315!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!talon vs. gvr4 oil lines!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-17-2003!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2452777.1502!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!05-17-2003!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452777.1744!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!idle problems..........!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452781.1542!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!starwrist!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452783.0012!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!fuel trim/ecu relearn time period?!,
q!2!,
q!7!,
q!05-17-2003!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452777.1727!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!broke down!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452778.1453!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!Help w/ Part Numbers!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452781.1700!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452795.2128!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!NEW motor, what's wrong?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2452781.1743!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!Beemer!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2452781.2244!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!How to make 16g a 20g?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2452781.1745!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!phez!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2453070.1902!,
q!phez!,
q!00002585!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!Transfer case?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!07:10 PM!,
q!2452781.1910!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2452783.1251!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Anyone use MMCd for Palm?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!07:53 PM!,
q!2452781.1953!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!spoulson!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!07:53 PM!,
q!2452781.1953!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!General tranny inquiry!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!09:07 PM!,
q!2452781.2107!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!curtis!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!12:09 PM!,
q!2452782.1209!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!swapping bumpers!,
q!3!,
q!14!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452782.0013!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452796.1812!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!HKS antiques, !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2452772.1941!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452772.2357!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Pocket Logger question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452772.2250!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452772.2339!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Driveline loss question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!12:26 AM!,
q!2452773.0026!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!pudhed!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!04:41 AM!,
q!2452773.0441!,
q!pudhed!,
q!00000339!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!Oil on the top of the valve cover??!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!01:08 AM!,
q!2452773.0108!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!02:54 AM!,
q!2452773.0254!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!Big 16g Enough to walk an LS1? !,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!01:19 AM!,
q!2452773.0119!,
q!evol!,
q!00000360!,
q!1fast4door!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!03:05 AM!,
q!2452780.0305!,
q!1fast4door!,
q!00001194!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!JDM Front clips Questions!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!09:42 AM!,
q!2452773.0942!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!12:10 AM!,
q!2452776.0010!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Wastegate Function??!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!10:44 AM!,
q!2452773.1044!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!RayH!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452775.1347!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!slipping clutch with translator!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-17-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452777.1816!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2452778.2120!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!00001314!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!2g exhaust manifold!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2452773.1407!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452774.1753!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!Hey guys Who does good port work!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!02:12 AM!,
q!2452778.0212!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!00000571!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!02:12 AM!,
q!2452778.0212!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!00000571!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q!losing boost power!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2452773.1959!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!cevic!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2452773.1959!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!Wider 15&quot; wheel &amp; 225/50/15!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452778.1123!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452778.1123!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jazzguy!,
q!headlight upgrades?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!01:26 PM!,
q!2452778.1326!,
q!jazzguy!,
q!00000786!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452778.1915!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Interchangeable Driveshaft parts!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!02:44 PM!,
q!2452778.1444!,
q!Josh B!,
q!00001340!,
q!curtis!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452781.2256!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Brake Fluid Level switch!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452778.1848!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!01:33 AM!,
q!2452781.0133!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!starwrist!,
q!Strange flapping noise.....!,
q!13!,
q!17!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452778.1851!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!10:19 AM!,
q!2452783.1019!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Front Seats!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452779.0005!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452779.0005!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!darren!,
q!Power loss, oil consumption...pls help!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!01:25 AM!,
q!2452782.0125!,
q!darren!,
q!00001577!,
q!darren!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2452782.1623!,
q!darren!,
q!00001577!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Queestion about Fuel pressue and ECU!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!02:31 AM!,
q!2452779.0231!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!keydiver!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!12:05 PM!,
q!2452781.1205!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!Compression Ratio help!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2452782.1223!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!00000159!,
q!keydiver!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!10:57 AM!,
q!2452783.1057!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Car wont hold boost ?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!03:36 AM!,
q!2452779.0336!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!09:11 PM!,
q!2452779.2111!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Clutches?? HELP with your advice???!,
q!2!,
q!13!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452782.1254!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!06:23 PM!,
q!2452782.1823!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q~ALTERNATOR SMOKING?!?!~,
q!4!,
q!3!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452782.1448!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2452783.2324!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Drive shaft!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2452782.2048!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!08:03 AM!,
q!2452784.0803!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Numberless!,
q~1G GSX stock springs on the Galant VR4.  Pictures, measurements, information....here!~,
q!1!,
q!30!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!12:49 AM!,
q!2452783.0049!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2452911.1822!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!00002409!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!darren!,
q!Where can I find out how to change the TPS??!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2452783.0102!,
q!darren!,
q!00001577!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452783.1839!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!chareoal canaster?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!01:05 AM!,
q!2452783.0105!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!scooter!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!07:46 AM!,
q!2452783.0746!,
q!scooter!,
q!00001604!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!timing tool!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!04:43 AM!,
q!2452783.0443!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!10:33 PM!,
q!2452783.2233!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q!Crank-Scrappers?!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2452783.1342!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452783.2329!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Any body repair techs?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452773.2137!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!markrieb!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452774.1017!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!Pocketlogger results!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452773.2208!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!peterlsmith!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452776.1545!,
q!Peter Smith!,
q!00001351!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Best place to re-build 16G?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452773.2259!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452860.0945!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Bigger housing on a small 16g ?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452774.0130!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452774.0130!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!one thing after another!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!07:02 AM!,
q!2452774.0702!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!comfy!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!07:02 AM!,
q!2452774.0702!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mofugas!,
q!Question about LSD's!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!08:03 AM!,
q!2452774.0803!,
q!Mofugas!,
q!00000022!,
q!mofugas!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!07:59 AM!,
q!2452787.0759!,
q!Mofugas!,
q!00000022!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!JDM FWD/AWD Switchable Tranny!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452774.1620!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!05:37 AM!,
q!2452778.0537!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!BPR6EY Plugs!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452774.1801!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!10:37 AM!,
q!2452776.1037!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!turbo outlet pipe...!,
q!2!,
q!6!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!06:41 AM!,
q!2452779.0641!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!broke down!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452780.2357!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Yesterday I socketed my ECU!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!07:43 PM!,
q!2452774.1943!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!markrieb!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!11:59 AM!,
q!2452776.1159!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Valve Problems!,
q!11!,
q!5!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452779.1220!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!Beemer!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!10:54 PM!,
q!2452781.2254!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vrpower!,
q!Starting Suggestions?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!07:46 PM!,
q!2452774.1946!,
q!vrpower!,
q!00000547!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452774.1957!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Rear brake noise after brake job.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2452779.1224!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!08:53 AM!,
q!2452780.0853!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!How do you shave the rear decals without hurting the paint???!,
q!2!,
q!12!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2452779.1441!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!229of1000!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2452780.1412!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!16g wheel in a td04 ?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452779.1612!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!sleeper!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!12:38 AM!,
q!2452782.0038!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!tonydav!,
q!How much boost should I run!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!05:37 PM!,
q!2452779.1737!,
q!The Happy Golfer!,
q!00001599!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452779.1748!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4door!,
q!oil pressure gauge!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452779.1756!,
q!vr4door!,
q!00000880!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!06:22 AM!,
q!2452780.0622!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Blow off vavle needs 2b connected?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2452779.2038!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!08:05 AM!,
q!2452781.0805!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!clutch will go in this weekend...some questions!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2452779.2223!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!09:18 AM!,
q!2452780.0918!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!3&quot; GM MAF!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!11:47 PM!,
q!2452779.2347!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!Beemer!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452781.2328!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!carbon monoxide!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!03:31 AM!,
q!2452775.0331!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Minjin!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452776.2253!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!wgs help!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!04:02 AM!,
q!2452775.0402!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452775.1254!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!4G64/4G63T hybrid!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!06:58 AM!,
q!2452775.0658!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!00000519!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!03:09 PM!,
q!2452776.1509!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Can JB Weld be used on an exhaust manifold crack? !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!10:04 AM!,
q!2452775.1004!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!DSSA!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!08:56 AM!,
q!2452776.0856!,
q!DSSA!,
q!00000454!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!How do I remove the Four Wheel Steer!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!12:33 PM!,
q!2452775.1233!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!lance!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2452776.1653!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Compressed!,
q!A/C question, Tensioner?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2452775.1320!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!Compressed!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!10:25 AM!,
q!2452776.1025!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Question to keydiver!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!06:49 PM!,
q!2452775.1849!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!06:49 PM!,
q!2452775.1849!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/002301.cgi
A||||9||bujang_hensem||Intercooler piping size||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||05-12-2003||02:48 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||hai guys....just want to know...what are the best size for intercooler piping for my gvr4. Currently i'm running stock Vr4 rubber piping + original steel piping with JDM intercooler....Do i need to change it to bigger one? because i think standard inlet and outlet of JDM 200hp IC about 2"...or just remain the same size with new stainless steel piping + old bend oem piping... I don't wanna to go bigger becouse i'm still using 14b turbo...bigger mean more lag....||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||05-12-2003||09:03 AM||||I would match the size if your IC pipe with the inlet and outlet size of your IC.  You will get a faster spool up, not more lag.  Also, you can cheaply upgrade to a 2g tb elbow intake.  <br /><br />There are instructions on what needs to be done on vfaq.com.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||DynStatic||05-12-2003||09:55 AM||||Different size piping have different flow characteristics.<br /><br />2.5 inch pipes are good for most street cars. I wouldn't go any bigger then this.||216.174.25.29||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||05-12-2003||09:42 PM||||i think mostly solid tubing would help spool up because the factory hoses expand under boost whre pipes don't||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||MX4||05-12-2003||09:59 PM||||I ran a huge intercooler on a 14B with 2.5" piping. Didnt seem to lag any different at all.||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000005||raceman77||05-12-2003||10:09 PM||||good topic,l was wondering about the benefits of upping the piping size.l know the engineers spend some time on this and seem to use pretty small tubing from the factory...why is that?We in the tuner world change everything to stovepipe preportions,but how big is too big? lf you look at WRC cars their intercooler piping doesn`t look that big and they seem to generate some HP..There is a point of diminishing gains and with the stock turbo that would be,what, 2.5"? l believe the rule of thumb is keep the tubes as small as possible without hurting power/drivability.l`d be interested in seeing some comparison numbers if anyone has any.||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000006||andy||05-12-2003||10:41 PM||||2.25" is a good size for the under 400whp range, 2.5" is good for 400+whp range. Now that being said, you probably wont see many adverse affects by using 2.5" on a stock turbo car, and cars have made well over 400whp on only 2.25" piping. <br /><br />Sheperd was still using 2.5" pipes well into the 9's, but uses 3" now for obvious reasons. 3" would be a waste if you are still running a stock TB.||64.4.103.62||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||05-12-2003||11:40 PM||||you should go with 2" inlet so it builds up velocity.then run 2.5" from i/c to intake.thats what i would do.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||05-12-2003||11:42 PM||||I think that the standard physics applies as well -- think that your hot/less dense air is going into the intercooler, where the cold/thicker air is coming out post-intercooler.  So a 2.25" in and 2.5" out or such variations seem to make sense to me.||68.75.49.236||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||305VR4||05-13-2003||12:13 AM||||My current setup has 2 inch pipe from turbo to the intercooler, 2.25 out to the throttle body. The last intercooler I had on my car had 2.5 inch inlet and outlet.  Then when I installed my new Spearco with 2 inch inlet and 2.25 outlet, my 20G spooled WAY faster.  Probably best to keep the pipe size exactly what tht inlet and outlet size is.  Just my 2 cents.<br /><br />Chris in Colorado.||12.211.202.100||reg||2||305VR4||00001096||yes



ubb/Forum2/002302.cgi
A||||6||turbofreek||Antifreeze exits through Exhaust||||1||||turbofreek||00000683
Z||000000||turbofreek||05-12-2003||08:33 AM||ybelmont@yahoo.com||The swap on my car is complete. Everything went where it was suppose to go, but when thge motor was ignited, antifreeze was coming out of the muffler. What do you think itr could be, the car runs, well i should say idle likes new, its breathikng correctly, and motor is running great, only problem is that antifreeze coming out the exhasut. Do you think the head needs to be retorked, i put new everything in that motor, so please if you have anyidea let me know.||149.68.172.43||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||05-12-2003||09:00 AM||||Is coolant in the oil?  Have you done a compression test?||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||05-12-2003||10:22 AM||||are you sure its antifreeze and not just condensation from exhaust, or (if you still have a cat,) by-products of the cat converter cleaning up the exhaust..||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||turbofreek||05-12-2003||03:27 PM||||Im going to drain the oil, and see if the guy who did the swap put coolant in the oil.||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||05-12-2003||06:04 PM||||Oil in the coolant indicates a blown (or at least not sealed) head gasket. So does a cylinder leaking down. Like gvr4ever said, check the oil and do a compression test.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||05-12-2003||11:44 PM||||if you are positive its anti-freeze,it sounds like you have a bad head gasket.do a compression test.Good Luck||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||turbofreek||05-13-2003||03:19 PM||||Thanks guys, ill do the compresion test. I am positive it is antifreeze, so ill do that, but the mechanic told me it might be a headgaskit, but ill do the steps and keep you guys posted.||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes



ubb/Forum2/002303.cgi
A||||4||spoulson||Knock reading||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||05-12-2003||09:54 AM||spoulson@rcn.com||For those who have the keydiver ECU with the knock display on the stock boost gauge, does anyone know the number range that it reads?  If I have one block or all blocks lit up, what is the knock valve?<br /><br />Also, has anyone noticed how the knock sensor moves around even under normal driving conditions?  I've had it fully lit up just trying to get the car moving from a stop.  I wonder if this is ok or if it's caused by no balance shafts or noisy lifters.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-12-2003||02:10 PM||||I believe Jeff said 5 counts per segment.  43 is max value the ECU counts.<br /><br />Part throttle knock?  It happens.  Probably lifter tick as I would bet a nickel that you're not pinging while just cruising around.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Ash||05-12-2003||07:57 PM||||I've got the car tuned with a max of 1 led lighting up at 15psi (95 RON fuel, so probably 90 Oct)  Never have <b>any</b> LEDS came up without putting the engine under a fair whack of load.  I'd be guessing the lifters, can balance shafts (or lack there of) cause knock?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||05-12-2003||08:26 PM||||I just replaced all of my lifters, and I still see a little bit of knock in daily driving, even when I'm not getting on the boost.  Sometimes just starting off in 1st gear it will knock some.  What else could cause knock other than pinging with silent lifters?<br /><br />Although before the lifters, it would go to max knock count taking off, crusing, getting on it, whatever.  It just knocked like crazy.  You could be having that problem.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||05-13-2003||12:00 AM||||I thought I heard a theory that even the injectors firing may be heard as knock...<br /><br />Even some of the water injection guys here (shouldn't see ANY) get a few counts of knock.  I guess knock is okay as long as I have full timing.||68.75.49.236||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002304.cgi
A||||19||229of1000||Why you should replace your stock lifters.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||05-12-2003||09:58 AM||||My car's lifter tick had quickly gone from bad to worse.  More than a nuisance, it was causing phantom knock, pulling my timing *contstantly*.  While racing my brother's 1G AWD, which I just might have beat (but probably not), it started phantom knocking like crazy in 3rd and 4th and I had to let off and watch him fly by.<br /><br />So I got around to installing the lifters I purchased a month ago.  I ordered them from Brian at Valley Engine Parts (you can find the number by searching).  These new lifters are waaay better than stock.  The hole is literally like 10x bigger.  It was a very easy install.  It probably wouldn't have taken more than an hour to do if I hadn't been running from deerflies the whole time (I'm super allergic to them).  I still got bit and my hands and feet are all swollen now but that's beside the point.<br /><br />My car used to squeak like mad, click, rattle, all kinds of engine noise.  I always thought my belts and pulleys were all about to go from all the squeaking.  Turns out it was my lifters!  After I did the job, there is almost zero engine noise while standing at the front of the car at idle.  Just a nice low rumble from the 3" exhaust.  Best of all, there's no more phantom knock.  Also had a chance to clean up the valve cover and replace the gaskets.  <br /><br />Easy install, totally worth the time, and I would recommend it to anyone still using 1g lifters if they give you the slightest crap.  These babies are silent.<br /><br />One more thing - Brian was great to deal with.  He forgot to ship out my order (which I had placed a week and a half prior) so when I called and inquired he shipped them immediately via overnight at no charge to make things right.||12.92.28.104||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||05-12-2003||10:09 AM||||I forgot to add:<br /><br />Here's why you don't let your less mechanically inclined friends "watch".  One of my friends has been begging me to let him help me work on my car.  My usual friend that works on my car with me couldn't make it, so invited him over.  I was taking the screws out of the valve cover, and I had already pulled the spark plugs.  I hadn't stuffed paper towels down the wells yet because I knew I wasn't going to drop anything in, and I would've had to pull them back out to take the VC off anyway.  Well my friend grabs a ratchet and starts "helping" since there are so many screws.  <br /><br />I'm sure you've already guessed what happens.  He says, "I dropped one."  I say, "then get it."  He says, "no, down in there," and points to the #1 plug well.  I look, and don't see a screw, which means it lying in there on top of the piston. I say, "You've got to be freaking kidding me!!"  So I'm freaking out thinking I'm going to have to pull the head.  I called up a friend of mine (20 year ford mechanic, yeehaw!) and he came and got it out with a magnet in like one minute.  <br /><br />Moral of the story - work by yourself!||12.92.28.104||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||05-12-2003||12:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong><br />Moral of the story - work by yourself! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have learned two people who know what they are doing can finish a job in half the time. It also helps to have the same automotive beliefs. Sometimes when a person is learning from me; the best thing to remember is patience..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||05-12-2003||01:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sometimes when a person is learning from me; the best thing to remember is patience.. <br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL thats the same thing that I go through in my banquet kitchen! You might think some one is sooo stupid and will never be able to do it... but in the long run they become just as good as you.....  I will be in the same boat in a lil while hopefully as soon as I learn to weld from my girls Uncle! I am sure I will catch on fire a few times and make some bad welds but I will get it.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||05-12-2003||01:58 PM||||Anybody have a tip as to where to look for one of those telescoping magnet tools?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||05-12-2003||02:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Anybody have a tip as to where to look for one of those telescoping magnet tools? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">http:www.harborfreight.com  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||05-12-2003||03:30 PM||||sears had them, several kinds.  i also bought some of the neato magnetic parts trays, round ones, oval ones, bf round ones, rectangular ones, i got about 6 diferent ones.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||04DrBlur||05-12-2003||05:37 PM||||Sears has several.  They have different weight capabilities, I believe the strongest was 5 lbs.  I bought the 1 lb. magnet and boy is it usefull.||65.42.51.152||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||05-12-2003||06:15 PM||||Yeah, I probably could have had a little more patience.  But he's one of those hyper types, and I like to take my time when I'm working on the car to make sure I don't screw anything up.  That and the damn deerflies already had me in a bad mood.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||05-12-2003||06:35 PM||||Sears has several telescoping magnets, but if you have access to a Snap On truck, they have tons! I've purchased 4 different ones... perfect for retrieving stuff from even the most tricky of places...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||05-12-2003||07:34 PM||||I got mine from Carquest, for a few bucks.  That sucker can pick up ratchets, pliers, you name it.  Good quality too.  Any car store you go to will carry them, and probably most hardware stores too.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||05-12-2003||08:23 PM||||I should rename this thread "Where to buy magnets."     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||05-12-2003||11:52 PM||||Sorry!  I now remember why I blocked Harbor Freight from my memory...  yeah I went in looking for a fucking 2.99 magnetic part retriever but came out with 10x as much.<br /><br />I've been throwing the Valley Engine Parts information around for a few months, but honestly haven't purchased yet.  I'm no stranger to cold morning knock and part-throttle knock.  My favorite is driving along parked cars with my window down -- I get that nice ticking reflected intermittenly off of the cars along side me.  Drive-throughs are nice too...  <i>Would you like to try the ultra-value-menu?</i>  No thanks, I'm just hear to mow the lawn...<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.75.49.236||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||chadhayashi||05-13-2003||12:34 AM||||I made one in the past using a generic magnet epoxied to a piece of plastic vac line. Nice and flexible. You can move it around in the cyl hole. Make sure it's secure though, it could lead to a bigger problem if it came off and stuck to the cyl wall...||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000014||Compressed||05-13-2003||12:14 PM||||lol @ Hertz  <br />I've got some tick after this latest oil change, figures the one time I dont do a flush I get tick.  I might have to do this job now too.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||05-13-2003||12:18 PM||||I have an assortment of various strength and size magnets.  In addition, the little grabber is a handy tool.  The long flexible metal kind with the thumb plunger at the top and the 4 metal grabby fingers at the other end.  Good for retrieving non metallic items.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000016||spoulson||05-13-2003||03:07 PM||||Back on topic...<br /><br />How do you know for sure if the lifters are causing the phantom knock?  I'm finding revs over 5500 at WOT are causing bigtime knock and drastic loss of power.  Now it could be lots of other things, too, but I wanted to know how likely my noisy lifters could be causing it.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000017||229of1000||05-13-2003||04:06 PM||||Here's how I knew it was lifters.  Next time you are cruising on the interstate or something, watch your knock.  My car, with cruise control on or not, would go to full knock count on constant throttle (holding 55, it would knock).  Let off the gas a bit, take it back to where it was, and it will go back to knocking like before.  But if you push in the clutch and rev it, then go back to your cruising speed, it won't knock any more.  That's what my car did, and it doesn't do it anymore with the new lifters.  (Note that this isn't constant.  It happens when it wants to, so you might have to watch it for a few days or take a trip somewhere to really diagnose it.)<br /><br />As for say, WOT above 5500, I don't know.  If my car was going to knock, it would start knocking as soon as I punched it and would not go away until I let off.  Going above a certain RPM didn't affect the knock.  I would say maybe you are running too much boost or not getting enough fuel?<br /><br />(I'm still interested in the RC car!  I haven't been working much at all due to finals so I'm waiting for my graduation money.  My party is next weekend!)||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000018||JAYGVR4||05-15-2003||01:07 PM||||one last thing on magnets...  i saw that sears has a handy dandy one that has an end with a lil led flashlight on the end!  nice addition!<br /><br />btw:  you ever beat that 1G?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000019||229of1000||05-15-2003||02:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong> <br />btw:  you ever beat that 1G? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wish.  He's got a much nicer setup than I do.  16G, VPC/GCC, Water Injection, Alamo SMIC, yadda yadda.  He had the WI off and was only running 14psi and was still beating me, and I was running 17psi.<br /><br />He bought it new, so he's had plenty of time to get it tweaked.  I'll get him one day though, when I have my L2R.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002305.cgi
A||||3||blacksheep||Driver side  mouse belt is not working !???!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-12-2003||11:09 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone have any ideas why? I dont really care since I hate those damn things, but I have to get in and connect up the shoulder belt and forget to do this. I was paced by cops atleast twice this weekend and am afraid I'll get pulled over and get a ticket either for faulty equipment or no belt   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Does anyone know where I need to start to diagnose this issue? <br /><br />Does one piece go out more often than the other like the track or the motor ?<br /><br />Are there fuses that control the drivers side seperately? The passengers side works just fine.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||05-12-2003||11:35 AM||||I had the same problem and was told to check both sensors.  There's one inside the door (where it latches shut) that if you activate will control the seat belt.  If you try it on your passenger door you will figure it out.  I have no idea how to replace it though and I haven't bothered.  I'm used to it now.  <br /><br />The 2nd one on the car just controls the lights.||12.92.28.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||05-12-2003||01:43 PM||||mine did that for a while and I smacked the shit out of it and swore a few times and it worked, I think in my case it was dirty and I knocked some dirt loose.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||05-12-2003||06:10 PM||||KC, mine does the same thing. I have posted about it before but got no solution. I has to be the sensor, there is a sensor just for the seatbelt, not the one for the done light. I think it is in the door. I am putting on a new door so that might fix it. If it does I will let you all know. <br /><br />Damn problem pisses me off as well, there is the "click it or ticket" law in MI, but I have never gotten pulled over for it yet. I always wear my lap belt though.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/002306.cgi
A||||3||tplesko||turn signals not working||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||05-12-2003||11:47 AM||||Hey everyone,<br /><br />Recently my taillights stopped working except when you hit the brakes.  I replace a fuse and they seem to be working fine again but I still have no turn signals.  Any idea of where to look to start troubleshooting them?  You can move the stalk all you want but they don't make a sound or light up. <br /><br />Thanks||140.172.144.123||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||Compressed||05-12-2003||01:04 PM||||Blinkers are usually operated off a relay.  Have you tried a new relay yet?||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||05-12-2003||01:48 PM||||Blinker Fluid.... 29.99 at any pepboys! As for that, I noticed that my reverse lights doesnt work excepts for when I rock the car back and forth. the car has been sitting for about...... 4 months maybe a corroded wire or something????||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||05-12-2003||01:59 PM||||No sound?  I would guess the relay.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002307.cgi
A||||9||DRIFT N VR-4||saab intercooler question||||1||||DRIFT N VR-4||00001159
Z||000000||DRIFT N VR-4||05-12-2003||01:21 PM||all4g63@aol.com||does anyone know about the saab 9000 intercooler? i picked one up at the local junkyard for $35, do you think it will flow better than the stock intercooler.. ? im not sure what the size is but i know its pretty much the size of a radiator but not as thick||12.221.198.245||reg||1||DRIFT N VR-4||00001159||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-12-2003||02:00 PM||||Flow better?  Probably.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||05-13-2003||12:42 AM||||Is that the kind w/ plastic endtanks? If so, it may burst at higher boost levels. There is an old school Saab racecar here that runs twin sabb fmic's because only one i/c had to much pressure drop and would burst under boost.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||DRIFT N VR-4||05-13-2003||09:59 AM||||yea it has plastic end tanks. there pretty thick though. do you think it will hold up to 20 psi? the only reason im asking is because the fins on my stock i/c are all mangled up and i think im getting heat soaked to fast with 16 psi||12.221.198.245||reg||1||DRIFT N VR-4||00001159||yes
Z||000004||AWDpower||05-13-2003||05:24 PM||||I bought one of those for my GVR4. I haven't installed it yet, but it looks like I'll only have to move the A/C fan to get it to bolt in. <br /><br />I haven't been able to find any info on it. It "looks" like a well designed I/C from the outside. I'll pressure test mine first before I install it.||68.134.172.198||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||05-13-2003||07:32 PM||||Does it look like the one here:<br /><a href="http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/intercoolers.html" target="_blank">http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/intercoolers.html</a>||209.86.130.89||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||raceman77||05-13-2003||09:41 PM||||wow,that is a great link,thanks turboflan!||198.81.26.105||reg||14||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||05-13-2003||10:29 PM||||Ahh, Turbo Gus. R.I.P.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.31.232.206||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||MatTau||05-15-2003||11:49 PM||||Why don't you get JDM 240 hp Vr4 intercooler?||202.184.189.17||reg||1||MatTau||00001515||yes
Z||000009||AWDpower||05-16-2003||02:36 AM||||I haven't seen too many JDM VR4's in my local Pick n' Pull.||68.134.172.234||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum2/002308.cgi
A||||10||atsiauto||boost leak at butterfly on TB ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||05-12-2003||02:36 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I have boost leakage, you can hear it seeping through the throttle body , anybody know the fix or do i have to go buy a whole TB ,. used Justins hommeade deal again to find the leak .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||05-12-2003||02:47 PM||||VFAQ<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ca.dsm.org/faq/tb-shaftseals.html" target="_blank">http://www.ca.dsm.org/faq/tb-shaftseals.html</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tbor.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tbor.htm</a> <br /><br />Search Function<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001154" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001154</a>||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||05-12-2003||03:11 PM||||<a href="http://store.yahoo.com/machv/throtbodseal.html" target="_blank">http://store.yahoo.com/machv/throtbodseal.html</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||05-12-2003||03:53 PM||||The CR seals are about $11 each, follow the VFAQ. Very nicely written.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||05-12-2003||04:24 PM||||I just did this last week.  I purchased the seals through Mach V.  I believe they were $10.00.  Very nice pieces.  They replace the factory metal ring/rubber o-ring deal completely.  Which is a good thing, because I completely buggered up one of the metal rings getting it out.  I followed the faq, and didn't have any problems at all.||63.188.105.141||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||05-12-2003||04:51 PM||||did you replace any TB gaskets as well ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||05-12-2003||05:21 PM||||I had two of them, so I did replace the gaskets from the throttle body to I/C pipe, and the throttle body to intake manifold.  You really could just use RTV in a pinch.  Other than the two throttle shaft seals, that is all I replaced.  I haven't pressure tested it since I put it back together, but it seems to be much better.||65.179.105.171||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||05-12-2003||05:31 PM||||thanks everybody , I just ordered 2 sets e nuff to do both cars  , I didnt realize they were so close,||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||05-13-2003||12:26 PM||||Do you think the $10 (plus shipping) MachV o-rings are worth it? <br /> I have the #7 (1/2x3/8x1/16) o-rings at work (free).||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||05-13-2003||02:39 PM||||Joe -- <br /><br />Yeah, I think it was worth it.  They completely replace the stock metal ring / O-ring combo.  I think the outer edge of them are still metal, but they are completely enclosed with rubber and have grooves on the sides to help with sealing.  I completely messed up one of the stock metal rings when trying to pry it out, so it was a good thing that they replaced it...!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   As a side note, if you order online through them, it automatically will charge you 6.00 for shipping.  They adjusted the shipping accordingly when I actually recieved them.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000010||turbogalant||05-14-2003||05:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> Do you think the $10 (plus shipping) MachV o-rings are worth it? <br /> I have the #7 (1/2x3/8x1/16) o-rings at work (free). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes they are worth it.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/002309.cgi
A||||18||91GVR4||Good Trany Rebuilders||||1||||91GVR4||00000884
Z||000000||91GVR4||05-12-2003||07:06 PM||||Okey, I am looking for some input on good rebuilders of tranys. So far I am considering Team Rip beause they are close and their work looks great or perhaps Buschur because I have had great service from them in the past. <br /><br />The story is this, on friday night after taking a hard right corner I hear a loud bang and some serious shaking comming from the right front. Turns out I blew the inner C/V and in turn the axle put a hole in the trany case.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  To make matters worse this distruction was caused by my two trany mount bolts stripping out. I guess the guy I bought the car from stripped them when he put them in.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyway looking for your thoughts on who to rebuild it.||12.64.66.182||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000001||Oztek||05-12-2003||07:18 PM||||I'd put my vote in for John Shepherd at <a href="http://www.shepracing.com" target="_blank">www.shepracing.com</a> .<br /><br />I just had John put my mangled trans back together and it looks great.  I haven't had a chance to put it back in the car though.||68.21.39.163||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||05-12-2003||08:35 PM||||I just e-mailed John yesturday about building one for me.  I would love to have an extra because it makes me feel a leetle bit better having spares.  I havn't heard back from him yet.  Don't know if he was racing this weekend and hasn't gotten back up to speed or not.||207.69.82.84||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||05-12-2003||08:43 PM||||seems like decent prices, do the output shafts go out on these much ?for the awd ..||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||John Horak||05-12-2003||11:23 PM||||From the local word being that I live in between the two, Shepard is the way to go as far as trannies go.<br /><br />My 2 cents...John||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Ho||00000642||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||05-12-2003||11:38 PM||||Jon @ TRE has some custom parts that may (or may not) suit your needs.  Specifically some custom machined gears, synchros, etc.<br /><br />I know Jon personally and his work is definitely top in the area -- no fear there -- however, it might be important to balance pricing.  TRE's  services are not wallet-friendly... but what is?<br /><br />When something "dies" on my car, the last thing I want to do is replace it with something stock-spec and reset the ticking bomb.  YOU could rebuild your own tranny inexpensively, but can you rebuild it to withstand heavy abuse?||68.75.49.236||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||05-13-2003||09:39 AM||||scott evans IS da man.  however, he is here in texas(forced performance).  this trans he just did on my car is really nice.  i never had a new one, so i cant say it is better than new.  BUT, it is eerie quiet, buttah smooth, i can shift down to first with NO resistance, just goes right in.  i never realized how much difference the trans would make.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||91GVR4||05-13-2003||04:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> When something "dies" on my car, the last thing I want to do is replace it with something stock-spec and reset the ticking bomb.  YOU could rebuild your own tranny inexpensively, but can you rebuild it to withstand heavy abuse? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is what I am talking about exactly. If I am going to spend the money having my Trany replaced I don't want to be pulling it out again in a few years. That is why I am considering TRE. It sounds like they can give me a wicked strong trany that will shift like a true sports car and last a long time. As a bonus Jon said he can weld my trany case  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> , so I won't need a new case. Of course the price is a bit high, but so is just about every other good piece of performance upgrade. All in all I feel you get what you pay for. Buy the way, where is shepard racing located?||12.64.67.129||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||05-13-2003||05:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> scott evans IS da man.  however, he is here in texas(forced performance).  this trans he just did on my car is really nice.  i never had a new one, so i cant say it is better than new.  BUT, it is eerie quiet, buttah smooth, i can shift down to first with NO resistance, just goes right in.  i never realized how much difference the trans would make. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what kind of prices did you get form him ken? hit me off line if you dont want to post it here. thanks||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||Oztek||05-13-2003||05:19 PM||||Shepard Racing is in eastern Ohio.  He also strengthens the trans.  You can get billet shift forks, 4 gear spider diff, etc., etc.<br /><br />If his transmissions can put up with his abuse, then it should be good enough in my car.||68.21.39.163||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||05-13-2003||06:34 PM||||something to consider that i never thought of, but scott did, was that a LOT of the stuff done to the transmissions by tre, shepard, etc.  he said i really didnt need, unless i was going racing.  stuff like the steel forks, 4 spider diff, even the dual cones on 3rd(he did do the dual cones on 2nd), he said he would put them in, but i really didnt need it.  also, some of the stuff in my trans was still in excellent condition, like some bearings, i think even the shift forks were reused.  everything was measured and checked, and i did get a new first gear, and some other new stuff, but he knew the car wasnt going racing, so he built the trans to better than new, and stronger than new, but not race.  so, i ended up paying a lot less than like a full tre trans, but still got some goodies making it better than just getting a new trans.  the downside to this was time.  i ended up taking the car there, and he took out the old trans,  then, he had to wait on parts from mitsu.  even tho i am from the old school where if you take it apart, put new stuff back in.  scott has enough experience with transmissions to know what needs to be replaced.  and, he installed it, too.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||05-14-2003||12:37 AM||||That brings up another big minus for TRE.... don't even THINK of bringing your car there except to drop off a tranny.||68.75.172.13||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||Louters91GVR4||05-14-2003||10:19 AM||||john shep or tre for sure<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000013||Jon||05-14-2003||10:46 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001663" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001663</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000014||iceman69510||05-14-2003||01:18 PM||||I had Jon at TRE do some of mine, and I did the rest.  He treated me more than fairly, and I think he will do a rebuild to whatever level you want.  He did not impose any upgrade parts on me that we did not discuss or agree upon.  Made some suggestions and modifications for improved synchro life.  I have no intention to race mine, but I did incorporate some improvements to durability and performance.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000015||ken inn||05-14-2003||03:48 PM||||i think ALL the above mentioned shops/guys are the best in the business.  scott is easily as good, BUT, the main advantage with me is that i could TAKE the car there, and have him do it.  i was going to get a tre, but i am a bit apprehensive about shipping a trans all over the us.  i hear tre has lost 5 transmissions to fedex.  and who knows if they drop that sucker, and it has internal damage, you wont know till you install it.  scott has been doing this for years, he races the car, and knows what works and how to make it work better.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000016||iceman69510||05-14-2003||04:39 PM||||Valid point Ken and one of the reasons I dealt with TRE.  He was in range of me, and I went there with my parts while on a business trip.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000017||Doug Thomas||05-14-2003||05:14 PM||||If anyone is the NY/NJ/PA area and needs a transmission rebuilt you should give BM Tranny a call <a href="http://www.bmtranny.com/." target="_blank">http://www.bmtranny.com/.</a> They do excellent work on transmissions.||12.10.219.27||reg||14||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000018||91GVR4||05-20-2003||11:58 PM||||Well I have desided to go with TRE for my new, or make that rebuilt trany. Jon is close, can send me a box to ship my trany in, can build it however I want or can afford  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  , and does real good work(just like all the other guys) from what I have read. <br /><br />I will let you guys know how it goes and give a good review when I get it back together in a few weeks.||12.64.67.148||reg||3||91GVR4||00000884||yes



ubb/Forum2/002310.cgi
A||||2||atsiauto||HKS antiques, ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||05-12-2003||07:41 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I have this mess in my car to run 550's<br />any ideas? like how to get rid of it?, the ecu is also an e-prom no teling what its functions are. [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=421" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=421&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=422" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=422&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||05-12-2003||08:15 PM||||It's a PFC-FCON a Fuel Cut "defenser" and the wiring adapter. The PFC-FCON uses a MAP sensor to make fuel and timing adjustments and supposely also eliminates fuel cut (why they have a FCD in there I have no clue). Also it allows you to modify or hack your MAS also and not have idle issues. It's a decent piece as I had one but decided to go a different route and sold it.||207.220.133.40||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||05-12-2003||11:57 PM||||No useful advice here, but I gotta say, that graph on the case is cool... but I don't know if it represents anything real.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Scotty, if you haven't investigated yet, perhaps the MAFT is the way to go.  I don't know of any electronic gizmo that will solve such a problem )and others) for less $$$ with a cleaner (plug-n-play) install.||68.75.49.236||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002311.cgi
A||||1||VR4coop||Pocket Logger question||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||05-12-2003||10:50 PM||coop529@aol.com||Hi, Yes i have researched this before asking so please dont yell. I went to the tunerstien site to try and dl their free programs. i kno im not great with computer but i just cant figure out why my palm m100 wont connect to my computer so that i can dl the program onto my palm, If someone could help me out that would be helpful||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-12-2003||11:39 PM||||Can you synchronize your Palm at all?<br /><br />Firstly, the Palm desktop software has to be installed.||68.75.49.236||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002312.cgi
A||||1||chadhayashi||Driveline loss question||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||05-13-2003||12:26 AM||||I'm  curious about driveline loss figures and would like some of your opinions.<br />Lets say for example that w/ 100 bhp and a 20% loss through the driveline, you now have 80 whp. I can accept that. A 20hp loss is believeable. But...how come when you now make 320 whp, you really have 400 bhp due to that same 20% loss? Why would the same transmission/transaxle, now consume 4 times the power? This has never made any sense to me. I've yet to see anything to back this up, aside from it being a "generally accepted" theory. To me, this has always just sounded like a way to inflate power fugures.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||pudhed||05-13-2003||04:41 AM||||Here's some articles on that: <br /><br /><a href="http://www.vishnutuning.com/dyno_myth.htm" target="_blank">http://www.vishnutuning.com/dyno_myth.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.speeddemonmotorsports.com/Tech/articles/drivetrainloss.html" target="_blank">http://www.speeddemonmotorsports.com/Tech/articles/drivetrainloss.html</a><br /><a href="http://www.pumaracing.co.uk/power3.htm" target="_blank">http://www.pumaracing.co.uk/power3.htm</a><br /><br />"Crank" hp numbers are generally just the measured wheel hp x whatever drivetrain loss percent the stock car had. It's basically so people don't feel bad when their car makes only 190whp after a new turbo and IC. 280 "crank" hp sounds so much more impressive   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.218.52.237||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes



ubb/Forum2/002313.cgi
A||||2||chhuong||Oil on the top of the valve cover??||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||05-13-2003||01:08 AM||sirrealracer@attbi.com||I've fixed my oil cap and i know that's not leaking anymore.  But there still is oil all over the valve cover like it was.  But i know it's not leaking anymore becuz you can see the drip marks from it before and now its gone.  Now i have no idea where it's coming from.  There's no oil in the spark plug holes.  So i don't think it's the the o rings for the spark plug holes.  Any help is appreciated!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||05-13-2003||01:12 AM||||I had the same problem.. new vc gasket and spark plug well seals solved it||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||05-13-2003||02:54 AM||||You may have a crack in your VC. I had a small crack in mine, and over time it would leak a fair amount. Check all of your bolts to make sure they aren't over tightened (supposed to be only 2-3 ft lbs) and carefully inspect for cracks!||63.202.234.253||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/002314.cgi
A||||10||evol||Big 16g Enough to walk an LS1? ||||1||||evol||00000360
Z||000000||evol||05-13-2003||01:19 AM||||I am geting a promotion at ups and a 300 dollar bonus, so I am going to buy a new turbo, but I wanted to know if anyone has had any experience witha big 16g against ls1's? I have heard that many people like their 16g for a week, but then want something bigger. As far as my setup goes, just the basics: 550s, fuel pump, head-back exhaust. <br /><br />I was thinking abo0ut that new turbo ams is putting out--the t3/t4 mitsu hybrid. it a bit pricey, but I have also heard that mitsu turbos are inferior to a t3/t4 or equivalent turbo...<br /><br />thx in agvance for the input.<br /><br />ben||172.137.98.17||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||05-13-2003||07:32 AM||||I think so.  I had a big 16G in my 2G and my newly aquired 98 T/A just doesn't seem as fast.  If you have the money, call up forced performance and ask them about a 'sleeper 16G'.  It's more or less a 20G in a 16G housing.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||TLT||05-13-2003||10:32 AM||||If your car is running well and is tuned properly, you shouldn't have any problem with stock LS1's.  <br /><br />Modded LS1's are a different story  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000003||Compressed||05-13-2003||12:08 PM||||Do you have a good intercooler setup?  You will need that before you can walk any ls1 powered car.  With that and if the car is tuned and running well you could walk stock ls1's.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000004||evol||05-13-2003||04:02 PM||||nah. right now and for a while I'll be using the stock i/c. my turbo is crappy and old, so that's the first thing to be replaced.||24.207.250.27||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||05-13-2003||04:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by evol:<br /><strong> nah. right now and for a while I'll be using the stock i/c. my turbo is crappy and old, so that's the first thing to be replaced. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Define crappy.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||evol||05-13-2003||05:16 PM||||Crappy = cracked exhaust housing & wastegate flap (not lined up all the way) and full boost at about 4500... on a 14b. Also, still being beaten up on at 15-16 psi and using a little bit too much oil. <br /><br />I know, I know, I shoud've taken care of the problem when the car was parat, but my replacement pos' tranny started going out, so I had to get my car done in a hurry and was running out of $$...||24.207.250.27||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||05-13-2003||10:26 PM||||I would check out the Percsion Turbos at <a href="http://www.ctcmotorsports.com" target="_blank">www.ctcmotorsports.com</a> . But you will need mods before you can use that turbo though, But at that price you cant go wrong. From experance you can walk LS1s with a 14b and a 6cm16g. IF you dont plan a being too radical down the road get a 16g, If you like to F stuff up get the Percsion, Its a internal gate T3/T4 with a custom cast turbine housing to fit a mitsu manifold. The smallest one is about a 50 trim and they all retail for about 995.00.||67.31.232.206||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||Marcus||05-13-2003||11:08 PM||||stay away from the PTE turbos, i've heard bad things about them.  I'd deal with FP, AGP, or SLOWBOY racing hands down.<br />Marcus||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||05-14-2003||12:06 AM||||depends on the driver i think<br />i've seen modded LS1's run 14's<br />i've also seen an all stock parts (but wheels and tires) run an 11.70 with an automatic.<br />it had alot of weight taken out... but thats crazy fast.<br />i'm very much on the up and up of how fast people can go on stock parts. its my favorite type of racing<br />-luke-||138.89.11.145||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000010||1fast4door||05-20-2003||03:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> stay away from the PTE turbos, i've heard bad things about them.  I'd deal with FP, AGP, or SLOWBOY racing hands down.<br />Marcus </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why?? I just got finished staring at my beautiful new PTE 50 trim for over an hour.  It is identical to my buddies "Innovative Turbo" T3/To4e except his is water cooled, and obviously the exhaust housing is different.  Other than that, in some respects its better that the Innovative one.  The comp. inlet is much more aggressive (meaning tapered).  Now if only it would fit with my stock radiator and fans and the FMIC i want to use.  Not much room in GVR4's compared to a 1g.  <br />Oh, and by the way....doesn't AGP now sell PTE turbos rebadged??||152.163.252.33||reg||1||1fast4door||00001194||yes



ubb/Forum2/002315.cgi
A||||6||DeanCouchey||JDM Front clips Questions||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||05-13-2003||09:42 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I remember someone says somethign like if you get a JDM yellowtop engine that it wont work as good cause you have to use the ecu.. Is that true? Cause I was thinking if I could find one then I would have a big IC, a 16G bigger injectors and so on..... So is it easy to swap? cause I can find a yellowtop for about $2000 and swap the IC and engine and save some money.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||05-15-2003||02:54 PM||||Why would you have too use the ECU? Just use an AFC. The JDM ECU is diffrent anyway, I you realley wanted too you coulde swap over the harnees and ecu and all but it would put the ecu by the drivers foot.||67.30.25.214||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||05-15-2003||03:35 PM||||Dean,<br />I believe that was just to control the bigger 510 cc injectors and maybe for the cyclone intake.  Wouldn't make a difference with our ecu if you have some type of fuel control and either got rid of the cyclone or hooked it up like Ken has described.  Or do the 550cc injectors/2Gmaf, GM translator, etc.  <br /><br />Usually the front clips have the tranny & t-case that won't be of use unless you use the rear from the clip as well.  I've seen some list that as well.  If you're not planning on getting all of that stuff and utilizing it, it almost seems like a waste to not just buy a blue top or yellop top one for 1000-1300.||167.142.21.216||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||05-15-2003||04:49 PM||||the jdm ecu is going to have different fuel and timing maps.  i think they have 98 octane.  also, i think that once you get to about 15 lbs boost, you are very close to mas overrun with the 1g mas.  there is a front clip on ebay that also has the rear diff, so if you got like the rs close ratio gearbox, it might be fun.  imho, i would just get a jdm from an automatic, and get a better turbo and bigger injectors.  510's are just not quite enough.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||teet||05-15-2003||06:56 PM||||98 RON<br /><br />to go from RON to (MON+RON)/2 octane rating(or whatever the acyrnom is) that the US uses...you pretty much subtract 5 octane points.<br /><br />so 98 becomes 93.  Still need a good premium...but its not earth shattering.<br /><br />also the trannies hooked to yellow top motors require the matching rear diff..they won't match your US rear diff.<br /><br />John||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||05-15-2003||11:53 PM||||<a href="http://www.flashoptions.com/product.asp?prodID=132" target="_blank">Flash options RS versoin front clip</a> <br />I saw this... 1680 w/o shipping seems a bit much, well auctually it seems alright, I can get my IC and atleast a bigger turbo for that much and sell the headlights... Ken does have a good point, but i cant seem to find a JDM for less then 900 bucks w/o shipping and with this I get the whole damn front of the car... I am not sure if it comes with the tranny and all.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||05-16-2003||12:10 AM||||Oh one more question.... how hard is it to switch to that climant control??? I would wanna do that but if it is hard then its not worth it.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum2/002316.cgi
A||||6||chucklesas||Wastegate Function??||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||05-13-2003||10:44 AM||||How exactly is the Wastegate actuated, as in: where does it get the source to open the wastegate?  What helps control the wastegate?<br /><br />I'm trying to figure out if maybe I can make a temporary Boost controller by putting a Tee in the Wastegate line which would bleed off a little of the pressure that is used to open the wastegate.  (I broke my MBC, lost the spring)<br />The way I would do this is use a 3/16,3/16,1/8 Tee.  I also have some 1/8" caps and figure I can put small holes in the caps to get the desired amount of boost I want out of the turbo.<br /><br />Anyway, if someone could answer my questions above, I would appreciate it.  Thanks...||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||Ant||05-13-2003||11:27 AM||||The wastegate gets a pressure source usually from the IC piping.  <br />The stock outlet piece for the turbo on the GVR4 has a little nipple on it.  You run a hose from that nipple to the nipple on the wastegate and it provides the wastegate with a pressure source.  This pressure source will then actuate the wastegate when it reaches a high enough value.  <br /><br />Yes you could use a bleeder between the two as a sort of boost controller.  You have the right idea.  Try different tee sizes to see which one will provide a stable amount of boost.<br /><br />Ant||67.83.203.69||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||05-13-2003||10:03 PM||||Well, I put the Tee in the Wastegate Pressure Source line and with the extra cap I have on the 1/8" nipple, I am getting a solid 17PSI of boost, still a little high for my current mods and no boost control, but when I get on it (WOT) it ups to 17PSI then slowly works it's way back down to 10PSI.  I'm thinking either knock is pulling the boost, or the bleeder is not able to bypass enough pressure to keep the wastegate closed as I rev it up more.  I'll try it again tomorrow when I, hopefully, go the the track for the first time and will try to log it too.||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||05-13-2003||11:10 PM||||<a href="http://auto.howstuffworks.com/turbo4.htm" target="_blank">http://auto.howstuffworks.com/turbo4.htm</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||05-15-2003||06:59 AM||||how does that little vacuum line open it up though?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||05-15-2003||01:05 PM||||when a wastegate has VACUUM it sucking the wastegate actuator. when we are in BOOST (+) it releasing. i think thats the correct explaination. someone correct me...||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||RayH||05-15-2003||01:47 PM||||There's a spring in the actuator which holds the wastegate closed.  Pressure coming through the line during boost counteracts the spring and opens the wastegate.  In addition to adjusting the pressure the wastegate sees I think some people have had some luck bending the arm, effectively shortening it, to preload the spring.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum2/002321.cgi
A||||11||dlpinckney||Pocketlogger results||||1||||Turbo4door1||00000938
Z||000000||dlpinckney||05-13-2003||10:08 PM||turbo4door@earthlink.net||Ok, I am sure someone wants to post the link to TMO's tuning site, or tell me to do a search to find my answers.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     I did that, and have come to my own conclusions.  I would just like to get the input of some others.  I have only had my logger for a couple weeks.  I logged Sunday during a full 3rd gear and almost full 4th gear pull.  Some other relative data on car:  450cc injectors, stock un-hacked MAS, open K&N filter, starquest I/C with 2.25" RRE I/C pipes, Denso TT-Supra fuel pump with stock regulator, ported 16G, ported O2 housing, 2.5" downpipe, 3" downpipe back (no cat), running 16psi on 92 pump gas.  Ambient air temp was about 83, intake air was reading 109.  Results for top of 3rd just prior to shifting:<br /><br />RPM: 6969<br />Knock: 16<br />Timing: 15<br />O2: .80<br />Airflow: 1606Hz<br />Inj. Duty Cycle: 99% (P/W when file converted says 17.179)<br />TPS: 100%<br />Coolant temp: 194<br />Barometer: .97<br />Fuel Trim HI: 121<br />Fuel Trim MED: 109<br />Fuel Trim LOW: 120<br /><br />Sorry for the long post, just curious what others make of the data.  As a side note, I have pretty noisy original lifters and the log indicated some sporadic knock.  I have 16 of the new style lifters (as well as a 2nd gen MAS, AFC, and EGT gauge) sitting in the garage, just trying to decide on injectors and possibly an AFPR before installing.  Thanks for any input.||63.188.80.252||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-14-2003||12:34 AM||||You might be running a little lean and running out of injector.  Did you rewire the pump when you swapped it?||68.75.172.13||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||05-14-2003||01:54 AM||||IMHO, you could benefit from a 2g mas and some 550's. The fuel pump is probably fine. I have a Walbro 190 unrewired and it does fine so far. With the ic piping, 16g, and that exhaust you're probably experiencing some mas overrun.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||05-14-2003||10:06 AM||||yah, i agree on the mas overrun.  when it starts to overrun, you get all kinds of crazy readings.  i think around 15 psi on a stock system, it is near max.  with the fmic and pipes, you are well past that.  also, you should definetly get an adjustable fpr, without it, your tuning is never going to be correct.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||joec||05-14-2003||10:12 AM||||I'd be curious as to why your fuel trims are so far off.  Considering that it's stock injectors and unhacked MAS that doesn't seem right.  I thought you might be overrunning the FPR with that big pump, but doesn't a number greater than 100% mean that it's running lean?  Especially weird for low fuel trims.  How long has it been since you changed the fuel filter?<br /><br />Do you have a lower temp thermostat?  194 seems a bit low for stock (I think stock is a 195 thermostat, but I've always seen higher numbers using a TMO datalogger on a 1G DSM).||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||05-14-2003||12:25 PM||||i think that when the mas goes overrun, you CANNOT rely on accurate readings on knock, timing, and pulse width, and probably a lot of others, too.   pull back your boost to like 10, then do a wot log.  if knock, timing, and inj pw are reasonable, up the boost to 12, and do another.  then, go 1 lb until you get all kinds of crazy readings, check your afc/logger, and i bet it is showing mas overrun at that point.  the fimc/pipes really brings mas overrun sooner.  with the mas overrun, at 16 lbs, you will never get it right.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||05-14-2003||12:30 PM||||Thanks for the responses and input.  I haven't rewired the fuel pump yet, and I just replaced the fuel filter last week.  The thermostat is a factory Mitsu. 195 degree.  I am positive that I am over-running the MAS.  I don't think I indicated in my original post, but I also have a 3" intake pipe.  Even with the TMO stage III chip (which I believe is supposed to raise the threshold), I have been able to hit MAS cut at about 18psi.  My plans are to install 660cc injectors, the 2nd gen MAS, S-AFC, EGT gauge, and an adjustable pressure regulator and go from there.  I have all of the above ready to go except for the AFPR and the 660's.||65.177.112.74||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||05-14-2003||12:45 PM||||Wouldn't the 550's be enough?  Aren't quite a few people running 550's with b16g's and tuning them to run fine? Just throwing that out there...||167.142.22.198||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||absolootbs||05-14-2003||12:48 PM||||i agree on the mass overrun also, so the 2g mas would obviously help with that.  one way to tell for sure is if, on the log, the karman reading goes to max of 1606, then has sporatic dips (at wot) and goes right back up to 1606.  but, none the less, i'd get the 550s, fpr, and afc on there before doin anything for anymore air.  that pump flows like 3 million lph, and i'd say (in accordance with roadrace) that you're overrunning your stock fpr.  if that .8 o2 is anything near a valid reading (ie. not goofy cause of mas overrun) you'll benefit greatly from the injectors when combined with that pump.  then, like ken (who knows a shit ton) said, you'll never really properly tune fuel without an fpr.  remember, you can run a little rich all day, but you can only run way too lean once.||216.196.145.83||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||05-14-2003||03:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Brad:<br /><strong> remember, you can run a little rich all day, but you can only run way too lean once. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Killer quote...!!!  I plan on going with 660s for a couple of reasons.  For one, to leave a nice margin and secondly, a bigger turbo is likely in the future (once I get to the limit of the small 16G).  I've also read that by utilizing bigger injectors and tuning them down with the AFC, that it makes the ECU much happier due to it not running "on the edge".  After reading the TMO tuning site before posting last night, I checked the Hz reading for the whole log.  It doesn't "bobble" at all.  Almost instantly after going WOT in 3rd and 4th, it pegs 1606hz, but it stays there steady.||63.188.137.211||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000010||Invader||05-15-2003||09:43 PM||||The datalogger can't log Karman values greater than ~1600Hz...it's a limitation of the ECU's diagnostic interface.||169.139.115.111||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000011||peterlsmith||05-16-2003||03:45 PM||||I wouldn't bother logging coolant temp, barometer, or the fuel trims during WOT runs - you'll get better resolution on the other parameters. <br /><br />Over-running the MAS will often show up in the Injector PW/DC, even if you can't see it in the Airflow reading. If the duty cycle is nice and steady, you could stop logging that too, since you already know you're maxing them out :-)<br /><br />Does the knock only occur at higher rpm, for example, suddenly when you hit around 6000rpm? Or is it there throughout the run. If you can get that knock down, your timing is going to improve and you'll find a bit more power.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.81.25||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||no



ubb/Forum2/002318.cgi
A||||4||ayvr4||2g exhaust manifold||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||05-13-2003||02:07 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||would it hurt, help, or make no differance to put a 2g exhaust manifold on my car with the stock exhaust?.<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||05-13-2003||02:28 PM||||I will say it will only help.....<br /><br />You wont get TOO much performance gain with a stock exhaust...(Depending on how many or large the cracks are in the mannifold itself...Or how many broken studs there are)<br /><br />But once you put on an exhaust system you will see the gain....and before you put it on port match it to the turbo you are going to mate to it.||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||05-14-2003||01:47 PM||||Have the stock turbo on my car,<br />is the port matching a must when putting the 2g mani on?<br />also, for downpipes, i want to go with a 3 inch.<br />If i do get the 3 inch, will it just bolt on (fit the flanges), or will i have to do anything to make it fit?<br />Thanks.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||05-14-2003||05:51 PM||||the whole exhaust topic has been discussed many times. so search and you'll find load of info and some stuff that can give you some neat ideas||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||05-14-2003||05:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> Have the stock turbo on my car,<br />is the port matching a must when putting the 2g mani on?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is not a must, but it is so easy to do....all you have to do is put the gasket up to it and take away any excess material.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> should show pics to what i am referring to if you are not familiar.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong><br />also, for downpipes, i want to go with a 3 inch.<br />If i do get the 3 inch, will it just bolt on (fit the flanges), or will i have to do anything to make it fit?<br />Thanks.<br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">3 inch downpipe shouldnt be a problem....although i dont speak from experience because i bought this downpipe <a href="http://www.exhaustdepot.com." target="_blank">www.exhaustdepot.com.</a> it starts out at 2.5 then goes to 3" (all stainless steel).||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes



ubb/Forum2/002319.cgi
A||||0||cevic||losing boost power||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||05-13-2003||07:59 PM||||My car is losing power for some reason that I can't figure out. It happened several days after I ran the engine to ~6k rpm for a while when practicing drift. I have a TD04 turbo in my car. the boost gauge that I tapped into the "p" outlet of the TB reads the peak boost same as before(~11psi). But the car doesn't push as hard as before. I am thinking maybe a leak in somewhere. If so, how can I find out where is the leak? Can the lose of power cause by the transmission?||24.124.95.48||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes



ubb/Forum2/002320.cgi
A||||2||Akidosigh1||Any body repair techs?||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||05-13-2003||09:37 PM||||I need an estimate... my car is on jackstands right now but after the engine is back together, I need to put my car in a body shop. I need a drivers side quarter panel, rear bumper anc cover and a drivers side taillight for a 92 gvr4... Can anyone estimate the cost for me? Just to help me see how much more i need to save up... my brother tried to fix it as much as he could with a hammer and its almost worse...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||05-13-2003||10:33 PM||||Can you provide any pictures of the damage? Where is the quarter damaged, and are you sure it needs a new quarter? The taillight, if new would probably be in the $100-$200 range, the bumper is around $210 (if I remember correctly from looking one up for myself a while ago), the quarter panel is up around $350-$400 (if I remember correctly from looking up parts for 4g63t's car). <br /><br />I'm an appraiser at a body shop, and I can hook you up with a body guy that could do it on the side. But I'd need pictures to show him. I'd imagine that in all it'd cost over a grand, but I'm not totally positive it'd be that low. Hanging a new quarter panel is a pain in the ass, the bumper and taillight are easy.||151.197.92.235||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||05-14-2003||10:17 AM||||I just recently got my car back from the shop from getting rear-ended.  The car that hit me was a Jeep Cherokee, our bumpers hit, then her jeep went up over the bumper of my car and took out the tail lights and buckled the trunk lid and part of one rear quarter panel<br /><br />The insurance paid around $3k for the repairs, low bid was around $2.2k.  They replaced the trunk lid, new tail lights, new VR-4 emblems and repaired the bumper cover.  They repainted pretty much everything aft of the back of the rear doors.  Repairs took about 10 days from the time I dropped it off till I picked it back up.<br /><br />Having it done on the side can cut that cost by half.  Body work is not particularly difficult, but is very time consuming.  Painting now takes special equipment and environmental permits.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/002322.cgi
A||||6||blacksheep||Best place to re-build 16G?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-13-2003||10:59 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi gang<br /><br />Anyone know a good affordable place to re-build a big 16G ?<br /><br />This guy I know blew his up in a 92 talon. The genius takes it apart and figures out the shaft is worn out or something. Now, he wants it re-built. I did some searches online, but cannot find any good info.<br /><br />I could call around, but I figured someone hear can certainly tell me some place affordable that will do a good job! <br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||number3||05-14-2003||10:24 PM||||Have you tried AGP turbo?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||05-14-2003||11:39 PM||||dunno about a rebuild, but a new center cartridge cost me 480 shipped.  you can almost buy a good used one for that.  ported.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||05-14-2003||11:58 PM||||check out turbo engineering, they are bad ass. they are in colorado, they have a website <a href="http://www.turboengineering.com" target="_blank">www.turboengineering.com</a> they do good work, and are usually have a pretty quick turn around||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||Slugshot||08-08-2003||04:29 AM||||The owner of TEC is the biggest asshole. I would recomend not useing TEC if it's possible. Even if not. Friends of mine have missed races do to incopetent welding. I know this is an old post but I would stay away from there.<br /><br />Scott||65.102.230.143||reg||1||Slugshot||00000479||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||08-08-2003||08:32 AM||||<a href="http://www.forcedperformance.com" target="_blank">Forced Performance</a> is always available.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||Martin Chilcote||08-08-2003||09:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Hi gang<br /><br />Anyone know a good affordable place to re-build a big 16G ?<br /><br />This guy I know blew his up in a 92 talon. The genius takes it apart and figures out the shaft is worn out or something. Now, he wants it re-built. I did some searches online, but cannot find any good info.<br /><br />I could call around, but I figured someone hear can certainly tell me some place affordable that will do a good job! <br /><br />Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">To quote a one time multi GVR4 owner from Iowa......."Do a search"<br />This is from your similar question in May.... <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002300" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002300</a><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.139.166.157||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum2/002323.cgi
A||||0||slvrblt||Bigger housing on a small 16g ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||05-14-2003||01:30 AM||||I have in my car a small 16g in the td04 (not td04h) compressor housing. Can I get a td05 housing and put my wheel in it ? Will this fit and will it give me any advantages ? Will it cause more lag time for spool up ?<br /><br />Thanks, any thoughts are be appreciated.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002324.cgi
A||||0||comfy||one thing after another||||1||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||05-14-2003||07:02 AM||||Put in the new control arm and buy did i wish i had air tools to take the old one off, but i got it done buy dawn and took it for a test drive.  now it is having difficulty going into 2 4 and reverse.i have allways had a slight issue with this but now it is exceptionally difficult. i gave it a good run through shifting at about 6.5 and it acted better but at lower rpm it didnt want to go in or it wanted to pop out.  i am going to check the linkage tommarrow, but now i am going to sleep. does any one have any ideas?<br /><br />*Ken - you were right the ball joint wasnt fun to take off and i had to run over to a friends house to get the special tool.||12.222.39.112||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes



ubb/Forum2/002325.cgi
A||||10||mofugas||Question about LSD's||||5||||Mofugas||00000022
Z||000000||mofugas||05-14-2003||08:03 AM||rob@mofugas.com||Hey gang-<br /><br />Heres a question for those of you with front and rear LSD's...Does your car have a "difficult" time turning tight corners at slow speed?  I finally took the car to work today and when I turned in and out of parking spaces it feels like the car is really straining.  And if I take my foot off the accelerator (while pulling into the parking space), the car stops dead in its tracks, with no brake!  The car does not feel labored at all in straight line motion.  I'm going to have to bulk up on Wheaties if I'm going to be driving this thing daily   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />By the way, heres the drivetrain mods: JDM spec AWD/FWD tranny & transfer case, TEL LSD 4-bolt rear, Quaife front LSD, manual steering rack.<br /><br />I suspect alot of you are thinking: wrong gear ratio between tranny and rear end.  I am not convinced of that as the car does not feel labored what so ever in the straights.  I figured it would be more difficult with LSD's front and rear but damn, I had no idea!<br /><br />Any thoughts?||63.174.44.10||reg||5||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000001||Jon||05-14-2003||09:28 AM||||Are you sure it isn't the center diff?<br /><br />"Rear wheels don't want to turn going around tight low speed right or left turns."<br /><br />"Car feels like it's being held back, may even die, when trying to backup and turn left or right."<br /><br /><a href="http://www.geocities.com/spencerhut/talon/center_differential_repair.htm" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/spencerhut/talon/center_differential_repair.htm</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||05-14-2003||09:34 AM||||thats exactly how my mustang drives. i have a full out spool in the rear (no lsd, its locked solid)  its fine in the straights, but when you turn, its like it slams on the brakes.<br />i would check out if either your front or rear diff is locked up. jack up one side of the car and make sure you can turn the wheel by hand while the other stays still.||138.89.11.145||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||number3||05-14-2003||10:22 PM||||Rob,<br /><br />I have a LSD (TEL) rear and Quaife center and front LSDs and my Galant does not do what you are describing. When I busted a center diff (before the Quaife) it did what you are describing.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||mofugas||05-15-2003||09:29 AM||||Well, I put the car in FWD mode last night and it drives like a dream (other than no AWD    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   )  I checked the rear axle and everything rotates fine, its not locked, it doesnt bind, and yes....I made sure I put the axles in right.<br /><br />Not sure what my next step is as I had TRE go through the trans last year before I put it in the car (he put the quaife in for me).  I was looking over the VFAQ's and it doesn't look like it's that big of a deal to tear into the tranny and see whats up.  I guess I can do that this weekend.<br /><br />Oh hum....<br /><br />On a side note, its rather interesting driving the Galant in FWD mode, in the rain, with a front limited slip    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.174.44.42||reg||9||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000005||mofugas||05-17-2003||09:15 PM||||Well, well, well...tore into the tranny today and everything looked fine.  I pulled out the center diff and a 1/4" ball bearing fell out?!?!?!  WTF??  I tore the center diff apart and checked all the gear teath for brinells...everything looks good.  Good thing I didn't beat on it too bad or I am sure that little ball would have made a mess of things.<br /><br />And besides, where the hell did it come from?<br /><br />I'll have to wait until next week to try her out as I f*cked up the fifth gear sync pulling the gear out.<br /><br />I'll keep you all posted.||206.71.120.1||reg||5||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000006||GalantVR41062||05-18-2003||01:10 AM||||The metal ball your are talking about holds the output shaft into the transmition.  There are two holes in the CD top that the viscous coupling goes over, the ball goes in one of the two holes and goes into a machined grove in the top of the out put shaft, thus holding the out put shaft into the tranny, because the viscous goes over the hole.  And if the CD is not broken I dont know what would cause the hard stearing besides the LSD's/ manual stearing.  Good luck<br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000007||mofugas||05-18-2003||05:38 PM||||Ah, I didnt see the little bearing in the manual for the tranny....I'll have to have a closer look.||206.71.120.1||reg||9||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||05-19-2003||12:41 PM||||Oh, it's definitely there.  "Best look again at the disassembly instructions.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||mofugas||05-20-2003||08:03 AM||||Well, the mistake I made was to just use the vfaq.  No mention of it in there.  I did look up the tranny in the manuals and yes, I did find it.||63.174.44.56||reg||3||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000010||mofugas||05-27-2003||07:59 AM||||Alrighty then....the problem was the viscous unit.  When TRE took my tranny apart to put in the front LSD they ended up putting the FWD/AWD selector on backwards which would keep the viscous unit locked all the time...ie. true AWD all the time!  <br /><br />I was describing my problem to my brother the other day (a Jeep guy) and he told me that his Jeep does the same thing on pavement when it's locked in 4WD.  So I tried doing a few sharp turns in my driveway so my brother could watch and sure as shit, the outer wheels were skipping across the pavement.<br /><br />Well, now that I am an expert on center diff removal and inspection...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.174.44.26||reg||14||Mofugas||00000022||yes



ubb/Forum2/002326.cgi
A||||6||gixxer||JDM FWD/AWD Switchable Tranny||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||05-14-2003||04:20 PM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||i was reading about this on the vfaq page and i am very interested in learning more about it!  does anyone run one of these and perhaps have any info to share about it?||65.27.94.59||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||05-14-2003||04:23 PM||||finding a switchable tranny in the USA is like winning the lottery. LOL. They are hard to find and very desirable. NO, I don't have one; sorry.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||05-14-2003||04:26 PM||||I know very little about it, but from what I understand, you need the tranny and the transfer case combo.  There are pins on both the tranny, and transfer case that have to be moved in order to convert it from AWD to FWD.  I would imagine that it would be nice for fuel economy, however, a friend of mine had a welded center diff and broke a rear axle at the track.  He drove it home in "FWD" version and it was basically worthless.  Even at 50mph, almost any boost at all, would ignite the front tires.||63.188.97.166||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||AWDpower||05-15-2003||01:26 AM||||You wouldn't gain any fuel economy. The entire drivetrain is still turning. Old 4x4's that had manual hubs could get better fuel economy if the t-case was in 2WD and the hubs were unlocked. You would need to unlock the rear hubs to get the slight benefit of 2WD on a GVR4. You still have a lot more weight then a FWD though.||68.134.172.106||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||05-16-2003||03:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong>  He drove it home in "FWD" version and it was basically worthless.  Even at 50mph, almost any boost at all, would ignite the front tires. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That fucken cool as long as you can switch back to AWD when you need it. Imagine pulling up to some one doing 50 and burning the brigestones.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||05-16-2003||03:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> You wouldn't gain any fuel economy. The entire drivetrain is still turning.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I disagree yes the drive train is turning but it take the rwd and takes it from rotating weight to dead weight yes their is going to be more drag but it takes far less power to "pull" the drivetrain than actually power it.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||05-18-2003||05:37 AM||||"I disagree yes the drive train is turning but it take the rwd and takes it from rotating weight to dead weight yes their is going to be more drag but it takes far less power to "pull" the drivetrain than actually power it."<br /><br />My point is that the entire drive train is still turning. There will be zero difference in fuel economy. The car will not be any faster from a roll. The rotational mass still has to be accelerated, it still requires the same energy to do so. It doesn't matter if it is being turned by the engine or the ground. Here's a good example. Lets take a FWD Honda, equiped with the popular wheel package... skinny 13inch steel wheels up front, big heavy pep boys 18's in the rear. Say the rears are 10 pounds heavier. Will it make a difference in economy which wheels are mounted where? No. They must all be accelerated. Unless Honda boy left the parking brake on again.||68.134.172.150||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum2/002327.cgi
A||||8||dsmsleeper||BPR6EY Plugs||||5||||dsmsleeper||00000483
Z||000000||dsmsleeper||05-14-2003||06:01 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||I just walked out of Auto Zone with a set of BPR6EY (v-power copper core) plugs.  They didn't have the BPR6ES.  Has anyone used these?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||69.14.25.202||reg||5||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||05-14-2003||07:22 PM||||Joe -- not sure whether you remember Billy (from Winchester) or not, but he runs those.  I went to Advance Auto one time, he was with me and talked me into getting a set.  They seemed to work just fine.||65.177.113.183||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||05-14-2003||08:57 PM||||Danny,<br /><br />Thanks for the info.  I'll give 'em a try.||69.14.25.202||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||91E39A||05-15-2003||02:01 AM||||Joe,<br /><br />Which autozone did you go to?  I went to Passen on Dublin-Granville, and they sent me to International Parts Store across the street from Autozone on Westerville.  Those guys are pretty cool too.  They had the BPR6ES in stock and could order the BPR7ES in a day or two.<br /><br />-Dan<br /><br />(2) 91 Galant VR-4<br />(1) 93 Mazda RX-7 (13,270mi odo) for sale||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||05-16-2003||03:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> I just walked out of Auto Zone with a set of BPR6EY (v-power copper core) plugs.  They didn't have the BPR6ES.  Has anyone used these?      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's interesting concedering that autozone does not sell NGK plugs.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||05-16-2003||06:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I just walked out of Auto Zone with a set of BPR6EY (v-power copper core) plugs.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Joe I hope you at least paid for them before walking out..  If not good deal. hehe||68.76.178.20||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||05-16-2003||10:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I just walked out of Auto Zone with a set of BPR6EY (v-power copper core) plugs.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Joe I hope you at least paid for them before walking out..  If not good deal. hehe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Phil,<br /><br />I stopped by the cash register on my way out of the store.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||05-16-2003||10:37 AM||||Advanced Autoparts sells NGK plugs and wires.  The cooler range doesn need to be ordered, but they can get the quickly.  They are so cheap, I just buy 8 at a time.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||05-16-2003||10:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> I just walked out of Auto Zone with a set of BPR6EY (v-power copper core) plugs.  They didn't have the BPR6ES.  Has anyone used these?       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's interesting concedering that autozone does not sell NGK plugs. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmm...they even had them listed in their computer.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum2/002328.cgi
A||||2||mromik||Yesterday I socketed my ECU||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-14-2003||07:43 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||JDM Vr-4 Monte Carlo edition 1990<br />Big 16G 510cc<br /><br />ECU number is MD165808<br />              E2T37275 E<br /><br />On the back is written 5808<br />                       E2T37275E<br />On the EPROM (27128)   E952 <br /><br />in the afternoon I will copy my EPROM source/<br />if you want I can mail it.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||mromik||05-15-2003||06:43 PM||||I've burned  2 EPROMS and intalled them<br /><br />One TMO stage 3 and another keydiver's with knock <br />sensor.<br />First TMO's works but have some questions<br /><br />1 Oxygene sensor (0...1 volt) <br />When i started i got 0, then after 4-5 minutes and diving 500m-1km it becomes 0.45 -0.5 at idle,<br />sometimes less.<br />while hard driving always 0.8...1 or more,<br />When stoppin at intersection first becomes 0, then 1, then 0.45..0.5<br />Is it shoud be so?<br /> Or Dead O2 sensor (never changed it)<br /><br />2 Advance degrees <br />at idling 1 lamp<br />at driving 3 or 4<br />Is it ok?<br /><br />3 Oktane gauge<br />Seems as not working. Why?<br />After 5-7 km driving is still maximum<br /><br />4 Inj Duty cycle <br />Seems Ok<br />at 3 gear at 6000-7000 is about maximum<br /><br />5 voltage<br />ok<br /><br />6 Magnified oxygen sensor<br />What is voltage interval?<br /><br />Also blinker shows 2 ECU errors (i,ll read them today)<br />Not connected clutch pedal (should I?)<br /><br />Exaust  temp lite shows something (blinking when driving at the beggining of pedalling) What does it mean?<br /><br />So many questions?<br /><br /><br />Keydivers prog chip does not work (may be dead Chip)<br />I will burn new one today.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||05-16-2003||11:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> 1 Oxygene sensor (0...1 volt) <br />When i started i got 0, then after 4-5 minutes and diving 500m-1km it becomes 0.45 -0.5 at idle,<br />sometimes less.<br />while hard driving always 0.8...1 or more,<br />When stoppin at intersection first becomes 0, then 1, then 0.45..0.5<br />Is it shoud be so?<br />Or Dead O2 sensor (never changed it)<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is normal to a bit slow response.  The O2 sensor won't really start to respond until it gets hot, which takes a few minutes.  At idle or steady state cruise, the O2 voltages should bounce between 0.4 and nearly 1.0 slightly more than once per second.<br /><br />At WOT, the O2 should read steady around 0.9v.  Some cars will run a bit leaner, some a bit richer.  You really need to tune this value using the knock sensor feedback or timing advance feedback rather than just O2 voltages.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> 2 Advance degrees <br />at idling 1 lamp<br />at driving 3 or 4<br />Is it ok?<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is roughly what I see on my TMO modified ECU.  Zero to maybe one bar at idle, 4 bars or more at steady state cruise, down a bit to 3 bars at WOT.  It will light up all 6 bars on deceleration.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> 3 Oktane gauge<br />Seems as not working. Why?<br />After 5-7 km driving is still maximum </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Typical response if your fuel is good and you are not getting detonation/knock.  The TMO ECU and I think Keydiver's ECU reset the octane value to max everytime you start the car.<br /><br /> Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/002329.cgi
A||||1||vrpower||Starting Suggestions?||||1||||vrpower||00000547
Z||000000||vrpower||05-14-2003||07:46 PM||darian85@msn.com||Hi all,<br />I installed a new turbocharger and exhaust system about a ago month. Back a few weeks ago when i finished the install, my car would not start. I found out that there was a fuel leek in the sender unit fitting, at the tank. Since i had a Walbro 255 laying around, i put it in with a new assembly. It still would not start. I checked the pump with an electrical unit and it was operating, but when trying to start the car there was almost no electricity going to the pump from the engine bay. I checked the fuses and they seem fine, is there an ECU problem? Any suggestions??!!||199.35.155.196||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||05-14-2003||07:57 PM||||Go on vfaq and look at the fuel pump rewire. Once that is done, you should have correct voltage to fuel pump. If there is 'some' voltage going to fuel pump; I would say it is wiring problem or low battery. Fuel pump relay or ECU if NO voltage to pump; or low battery.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/002330.cgi
A||||10||Vr4in'||carbon monoxide||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-15-2003||03:31 AM||nohad43@aol.com||whats it mean when there is carbon monoxide in your cooling system?please reply a/s/a/p.thanks a lot.<br /><br />Robby||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-15-2003||03:32 AM||||oh yeah,can that result into overheating?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||05-15-2003||04:44 AM||||<a href="http://www.pioneerthinking.com/ara-homesnug.html" target="_blank">http://www.pioneerthinking.com/ara-homesnug.html</a> <br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  4. Have your system checked for carbon monoxide. A good contractor will also offer to test your system for hazardous carbon monoxide, which can be produced by a dirty or malfunctioning gas or oil furnace or water heater.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">water heater..Clogged = overheating = bad = $$$<br /><br />drain radiator water completely and get about 3 gallons of viniger from your local store. fill the reservior and the radiator complete, turn on car to warm up with the heater on full blast, turn off car after it has warmed up. let it sit for a few days(the more days the better) but do not drive the car. top off the fluid with viniger after car has cooled down.  then turn on car again after cool down and let it warm up. do this process over the next few days and it *should unclog your water heater and all the corrosion in the engine*. <br /><br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||05-15-2003||06:49 AM||||yeah,but how is the carbon monoxide getting in there?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||05-15-2003||06:59 AM||||Last time I checked Carbon Monoxide was a gas. Unless you are putting spicy Taco's in your radiator. Its pretty much impossible.<br /><br />You are talking about your car & not your home central air system right?||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||joec||05-15-2003||10:12 AM||||Head gasket leak, cracked block.  What makes you think there's CO in the coolant?||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||05-15-2003||12:52 PM||||there is this little tool my dads mechanic has and it goes over the radiator cap and it has little layers on it and it is filled with some fluid and then it sucks up a little water out and and reads off what kind of condition the water it is in.and it read out to the last layer which mean carbon monoxide.||24.129.160.231||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||joec||05-15-2003||01:56 PM||||Have you done a compression test?  Sounds like a head gasket, especially if you're overheating or blowing coolant out the tank    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000008||DongeR615||05-16-2003||01:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> Unless you are putting spicy Taco's in your radiator.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that made me laugh  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> yeah,but how is the carbon monoxide getting in there?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would figure if your dad had the tool then he would know. i would also say headgasket. I'll ask someone later on about this and get back to you||63.201.88.74||reg||10||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||05-16-2003||07:28 PM||||yeah,the mechanic said that it was the headgasket,but i wanted a second opinion because i just put like a brand new head on it 2wks ago with new everything and its still acting gay and running hot.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||05-16-2003||10:53 PM||||Did you check the head and block for flatness with a straight edge? <br /><br />Its not hard to mess up a head gasket job...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/002331.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||wgs help||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-15-2003||04:02 AM||nohad43@aol.com||i know where my wgs is but the thing is i dont know exactly where it is.i know what it looks like but there is another piece that is identicle and i dont know which one it is because i just bought this car and both of those pieces are just lying around in the comartment.they have the hoses and plugs in them,but im trying o figure out which one is what.a picture of a wgs will help a lot.ccan anybody help me out?<br /><br />          Thanks<br />              Robby Cheaib||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||05-15-2003||04:46 AM||||wastegate solinoid?||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||05-15-2003||05:25 AM||||yeah||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||05-15-2003||06:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> i know where my wgs is but the thing is i dont know exactly where it is.<br />           </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ummm, yeah. <br /><br />You dont have a WGS .I know we have a BCS(Boost control solenoid). Its on your aircan right? Its the only thing connected to the Wastegate. Just follow the vac lines from the gate & you should be able to find it near the filter.<br /><br />Or am I on the wrong page here?||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||05-15-2003||12:54 PM||||Correct 1312VR4. The boost control solinoid is on the air can. What you can do is follow the vacuum line from the wastegate actuator and it will lead you to the boost control soliniod. If it leads you back to the turbo compressor housing. Go back and follow it the other way at the T fitting. <br />DongeR<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a>||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/002332.cgi
A||N||9||JSTYLE||4G64/4G63T hybrid||||1||||JSTYLE||00000519
Z||000000||JSTYLE||05-15-2003||06:58 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Heys,<br /><br />What parts do i need? I know i need a 4g64 block.. how many hp do these hold stock etc..internally...?<br /><br />Also how hard is the conversion?<br />Where can i get a hold of a 7g block?<br /><br />Any other information would be great!<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000001||Jon||05-15-2003||08:51 AM||||Try these guys.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.magnusmotorsports.com" target="_blank">http://www.magnusmotorsports.com</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||JSTYLE||05-15-2003||08:56 AM||||thanks for the reply, but they dont tell you what you need and stuff, they sell a kit.. i need a article to tell me what parts i need and where i can get them from etc..<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||05-15-2003||01:25 PM||||<a href="http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64swap.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64swap.html</a><br /><a href="http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64.html</a><br /><a href="http://monkeywrenchracing.com/mitsubishi_4g63_2_3l_stroker_kit.html" target="_blank">http://monkeywrenchracing.com/mitsubishi_4g63_2_3l_stroker_kit.html</a>||24.209.155.7||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||05-15-2003||01:27 PM||||I think that <a href="http://www.4g64.com" target="_blank">www.4g64.com</a> or org has it but it is in reverse order, I have a 96 galant so I wanted to see what it would take to turbo it||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||05-15-2003||02:46 PM||||You need the shortblock out of a Hyundi Sonata late 80s early 90s. They made them with 2.4s and V6s. You will need at the least aftermarket pistons, The rods are 1g big style rods. The stock pistons wont work becouse they are for a funky 3 valve head. Also you will need adjustable cam gears or cam gears from a 90s galant 2.4 DOHC and I think they are on backorder from Mitsu, Dont forget the 2.4 spec. t belt and headgasket. Where you gonna find all this in Aussie land is another story, I do know yall atleast have hyundis.||67.30.25.214||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||05-15-2003||02:47 PM||||Also dont use the Galant,(new model block) its a 7 bolt motor, The hyndis a 6 bolt.||67.30.25.214||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||05-15-2003||11:47 PM||||Zach you post isnt as long as your damn car list!!!!!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||watchdoc||05-16-2003||11:03 AM||||I have a 4G64 SOHC 8valve (1g style) 1992 Eagle Summit AWD that I want to do something similar with.  Will the 4G63 head fit on this motor???||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000009||1quickvr4||05-16-2003||03:09 PM||||I think it would, I would check out <a href="http://www.barnonemotorsports.com" target="_blank">www.barnonemotorsports.com</a>  E-mail Kim, He is a good freind of mine and does nothing but research strokers.||67.30.24.65||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/002333.cgi
A||||3||Scott Y||Can JB Weld be used on an exhaust manifold crack? ||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||05-15-2003||10:04 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||My ported 2G manifold is cracked on the bottom, between the runners for cylinders 2 and 3. The crack is fairly small, between 1 and 2 inches long, and is slightly larger in width than a 'hairline' crack.<br />If I put a bead of JB Weld on/in the crack, will it help preserve the manifold?  I understand that welding it will weaken it, but feel free to correct me if I'm mistaken.<br />Maybe these types of cracks are considered normal and i'm worrying about nothing.<br /><br />thanks,<br />Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||05-15-2003||10:13 AM||||JB Weld won't hold up the temps of the exhaust manifold.  I think (I am not a welding expert) you can probably get it welded, but it can be tricky.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||RayH||05-15-2003||11:57 AM||||I've used <a href="http://www.aremco.com/p_index.html" target="_blank">Pyro Putty</a> which works pretty well for small cracks though I wouldn't rely on it to hold any mechanical stress.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000003||DSSA||05-16-2003||08:56 AM||||Have the manifold welded. <br /><br />1) It's cracked.  Hard to "weaken" something that's already broken.<br /><br />2) Pre-heat the manifold before welding it, use the correct filler wire/rod and make sure you have a convex weld on it.  You should be fine with this.||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes



ubb/Forum2/002334.cgi
A||||2||lance||How do I remove the Four Wheel Steer||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||05-15-2003||12:33 PM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||I am about to install my new four bolt rear end but I first need to know, how do I remove or disconnect the four wheel steer from the rear diff.||208.157.148.132||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||05-15-2003||05:00 PM||||Did you try doing a search?<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001658" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001658</a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||lance||05-16-2003||04:53 PM||||I got it.<br /><br />Thanks||63.136.114.12||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes



ubb/Forum2/002335.cgi
A||N||2||Compressed||A/C question, Tensioner?||||1||||Compressed||00000566
Z||000000||Compressed||05-15-2003||01:20 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Is there a tensioner in the air conditioning system?  The previous owner took the belt off my car, so I just picked up a new belt to get the A/C going before summer hits.  I took a look at the condenser area before installing and noticed no way to add tension to the a/c belt.  I did see two holes on the back of the block that look like they would be used for a/c.  <br /><br />Is there a tensioner in the a/c system and if so, does it mount to the block above the condenser where these holes are?<br /><br />Thanks!||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||05-15-2003||08:31 PM||||Yup there is.  I believe there is 3 bolts that hold it in place.  2 are almost directly above the condenser (I think it's the condenser, the spinning unit) And another bolt goes slightly to the right above the crank pulley.  The tensioner actually has a pulley within it and the stock sized AC belt will not work without it.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||Compressed||05-16-2003||10:25 AM||||cool, I figured there had to be some kind of tensioner that was part of the a/c system.  Even if I could find a belt that would fit, there would be no way to get enough tension on it to make it grip the crank pulley enough to spin the a/c condenser.  <br />Thanks man.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes



ubb/Forum2/002336.cgi
A||||0||mromik||Question to keydiver||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-15-2003||06:49 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Can you make prog for ECU with Selectable gauges<br />on  E952 based EPROM.<br /><br /><br />1 Oxygen<br />2 Knock<br />3 Real boost<br />4 octane<br />5 advance<br /><br />+ Error blinker<br /><br />Please email me<br />I have some questions||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002337.cgi
A||||3||mromik||What is Yellow top engine?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-15-2003||06:58 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||I thought 4G63 is RED (with turbo)<br />and silvew (w/o turbo)||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||05-15-2003||06:59 PM||||'yellow top' is in reference to JDM engines, but more specifically the injectors.  The 'yellow top' injectors I believe are 510cc injectors as opposed to the stock 'blue top' 450cc||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||turbofreek||05-15-2003||07:59 PM||||Also, the motors that come with the yellow top injectors, come with a big 16g||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000003||mromik||05-15-2003||09:27 PM||||Mine has stock 510 inj. and big intercooler||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002338.cgi
A||||6||vr4door||Blitz TT||||1||||vr4door||00000880
Z||000000||vr4door||05-15-2003||10:04 PM||brtnrush@yahoo.com||I just bought a Blitz turbo timer from a friend and he does not have the wiring diagram for it so I was wondering if anybody is running a Blitz Dual action turbo timer and could help me out with wiring it. I have a 91 gvr4.  Thanks||64.235.128.188||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000001||BlitzVR4||05-16-2003||12:25 AM||||Save yourself some headaches.  Buy a harness.  <br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000002||vr4door||05-16-2003||07:01 AM||||where can I get a harness at???||64.235.128.143||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000003||BlitzVR4||05-16-2003||08:50 AM||||You can get a harness from dsmparts.com.  You can use the ones from HKS or Greddy.  They are all the same.  I used to have a HKS turbo timer in my 1G until someone decided to borrow it and never return the timer.  Then I bought a Blitz TT with harness and found out I didn't need the harness because the HKS ones work.  So hope this helps you.<br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||05-16-2003||10:44 AM||||I have a Blitz FATT and am using an HKS harness.  Like they recommended, save yourself the headache and just get a harness.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||modified toys||05-16-2003||12:54 PM||||hey guys.. i can get some brand new blitz harnesses for $18 shipped<br /><br />also.. turbo timers too..<br /><br />blitz fatt dc2 $89.00 with harness shipped <br />blitz dual t/t dc 2 $125.00 with harness shipped<br /><br />blitz sbc id $475.00 shipped brand new in box..<br />blitz dsbc spec s $290.00 shipped<br />blitz dscb spec r $360.00 shipped||12.22.48.133||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000006||vr4door||05-17-2003||07:24 PM||||Thanks for the info on the harness, I have one on the way.||64.235.128.176||reg||10||vr4door||00000880||yes



ubb/Forum2/002339.cgi
A||||0||Kamekaze||1G DSMlink||||1||||Kamekaze||00000633
Z||000000||Kamekaze||05-15-2003||10:41 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||thought you guys might find this interesting:<br /><a href="http://206.124.12.138/dsmlink1g/index.html" target="_blank">http://206.124.12.138/dsmlink1g/index.html</a>||66.69.201.172||reg||1||Kamekaze||00000633||yes



ubb/Forum2/002340.cgi
A||||2||mromik||Here is bin file of Monte Carlo ' 90 ECU (16kb)||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-15-2003||11:55 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||<a href="http://www.mromik.narod.ru/files/1990_Monte_Carlo_EPROM.bin" target="_blank">www.mromik.narod.ru/files/1990_Monte_Carlo_EPROM.bin</a>                -Eprom file<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mromik.narod.ru/files/EPROM_info.txt" target="_blank">www.mromik.narod.ru/files/EPROM_info.txt</a> --info file||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||05-17-2003||06:28 PM||||is anybody able to provide me with the vr4 bin file with removed fuel cut?? <br />im maxing out at 15psi.. cant rev over 5000 rpm on that boost level.. and dont want to waste money on a FUEL CUT DEFENDER..<br /><br />thanks!||203.166.63.249||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||mromik||05-18-2003||07:11 PM||||email me||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002341.cgi
A||||6||Gvr4-330||Metal Head Gasket||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||05-16-2003||01:08 AM||roby827@hotmail.com||Hey,<br /><br />Quick question... assuming everything else is stock, how much does the Mitsubishi Metal Head Gasket drop the compression by?  I'm trying to decide whether to go for the stock head gasket because I already think 7.8:1 is low, or to go for the metal gasket.<br /><br />BTW, the part number is:<br />MD349347 - 4 Layer Metal Mitsu Headgasket<br /><br />Thanks!<br />Rob<br /><br />PS - Where is a good place to buy ARP head studs?||68.100.207.65||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||Ian M||05-16-2003||07:03 PM||||Summit (and probably Jegs too) have the ARP studs in stock for a good price,and would have them to you in 2 days.||129.71.115.39||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000002||T||05-18-2003||07:06 PM||||if u can get hold of a standard evo 4 steel headgasket, these will fit a vr4 with slight modification to the oil and water gallery holes and work quite well. They also bump your compression up slightly to 7.9:1||203.98.17.29||reg||1||Theo||00001534||yes
Z||000003||Gvr4-330||05-18-2003||07:47 PM||||Hey thanks!<br /><br />What's the difference between these two kits?<br /><br /> <a href="http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=ARP%2D207%2D4201" target="_blank">207-4201</a><br />Mitsubishi: up to 1994, 2.0L, 16 valve, 12mm, 4G63, chromemoly steel, black oxide finish, 12-point nuts, head stud kit<br /><br />and<br /><br /><a href="http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=ARP%2D207%2D4701&view=1024" target="_blank">207-2701</a><br />Mitsubishi: 1994 and earlier 2.0L 4G63, 4-cylinder, 16-valve, 12 mm, 12-point nuts, head stud kit<br /><br />Rob||68.100.207.65||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000004||bujang_hensem||05-19-2003||04:18 AM||||guys, let say i want to set the boost up to 1.2 bar and with big 16g, 510cc,etc...est hp 300-400hp...do i need this metal head gasket...can i used the oem that come with the engine....can it hold so much of power stock?||203.82.91.241||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000005||MatTau||05-19-2003||05:17 AM||||Bujang..<br /><br />better you buy a VR4 RS engine block the second one, the engine stcok come with head metal gasket.<br /><br /><br />heheeh muaahhahah||202.184.189.16||reg||1||MatTau||00001515||yes
Z||000006||Ian M||05-20-2003||12:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong> Hey thanks!<br /><br />What's the difference between these two kits?<br /><br /> <a href="http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=ARP%2D207%2D4201" target="_blank">207-4201</a><br />Mitsubishi: up to 1994, 2.0L, 16 valve, 12mm, 4G63, chromemoly steel, black oxide finish, 12-point nuts, head stud kit<br /><br />and<br /><br /><a href="http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=ARP%2D207%2D4701&view=1024" target="_blank">207-2701</a><br />Mitsubishi: 1994 and earlier 2.0L 4G63, 4-cylinder, 16-valve, 12 mm, 12-point nuts, head stud kit<br /><br />Rob </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">207-4201 is what most people run. 207-4701 has undercut studs-Its supposed to equalize the stretch between the long and short studs.||129.71.114.110||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/002342.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||2.5 inch Lower IC pipe GVR4 routing questions ...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-16-2003||10:25 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, I have seen in a few signatures that people are running 2.5 inch lower IC pipes with 14B, 16G etc. I am curious how they transition this pipe !?!<br /><br />The TD05H flange is about 1 7/8 " in diameter. RRE goes to 2" which is understandable and going to 2.25" also may be possible, but 2.5 inches is a stretch. <br /><br />Is there special pieces of pipe one can buy to do this ???<br /><br />I would like to see pics of how this is cleanly done? Its hard to just use a silcione adapter as the compressor outlet has the flange built in for the bolts?<br /><br />Also with 2.5" piping, how does one access the bolts to tighten the outlet pipe on? <br /><br />Pics would be helpful. Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Ian M||05-16-2003||08:01 PM||||I had a muffler reducer I used that worked perfect. It had a HUGE step,it was under "2 OD on one end,and slipped perfectly into 2.5 pipe. I ended up modding it to use on 2.25 pipes. I have no clue where I got it from,I had it laying around from another project. It was small enough to fit perfect into the RRE tdo5 flange,and I welded it on the inside (the hole in the flange is WAY bigger than the outlet of the compressor),I dont have a problem with bolt cleareance. <br /><br /> Burns Stainless makes some nice looking tapered transitions,they make a nice "1.75-"2.5 one. The 1.75 pipe should work,you'll probably have to neatly dimple for bolt clearence. Pretty costly at $20 for mild steel(Burns is pretty high,someone might make something similar for less..)or so-which is comparible to a silicone transition,but if you are wanting a nice looking piece thats one way to go.||129.71.115.39||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||05-16-2003||09:00 PM||||You can run the 2 in. rre pipe right off the compressor flange and use a 2-2.5 in coupler from say Extreme or RRE and your done right to 2.5 in IC piping. <br />  As far as the bolts, go to LOWE's and in some  bins where the fastners are located you will find metric bolts that require an allen wrench or L wrench what ever you want to call it. Take in your factory bolt and match it up. I can send you a pic if you want to see how I did it.||68.76.178.20||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/002343.cgi
A||||2||broke down||head bolts||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||05-16-2003||06:25 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Do our head bolts need to be re-torqued after heat cycling the engine?  Help please, thanks||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||05-16-2003||06:39 PM||||ARP is the way to go if you have not already. But No, the stock head bolts don't have to be retorqued. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||05-16-2003||08:57 PM||||i retorqed mine after the cyl head job.  i think as long as it aint a torque to yield, or angle torque, you should retorque.  and the stock headbolts are fine.  look at the guy in puerto rico who is running a stock motor.  it's the later head bolts that stretch.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002344.cgi
A||||1||GalantVR-4||Getting an ecu chip?????||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||05-16-2003||07:12 PM||||Hi i know that the audi 1.8ts have a chip that boost the power by a ton, i think its the Apr chip or something.  So i was wondering do the chips for our cars boost power by alot?  and can i make the car faster with the S-afc.   thanks||67.124.38.24||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||Ian M||05-16-2003||07:43 PM||||Most of the chips availible right (ie, TMO) now dont really add any power,they just remove the factory restrictions in the ECU such as fuel cut. <br /><br /> In the case of the 1.8T,the boost is electronically controlled,the chips for those cars increase the factory boost which is the reason those cars see such a gain from chipping. <br /><br /> I know that a few folks are experimenting with chips for our cars with different fuel maps and such,but the gains really havent been proven yet. Most custom chips Ive seen proposed are for compensating for larger injectors w/o having piggy-back fuel control,and/or using a 2g MAS in a 1g,for example.<br /><br />As for the AFC,it just depends on your combonation and your tuning skill!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.39||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/002345.cgi
A||||6||blacksheep||Installed new cluster..boost LED is dead !!!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-16-2003||10:36 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Everything else is working fine. I took the old busted one apart trying to figure out how to replace it and it looks like I have to take the tach needle off, that makes me nervous as I dont wanna break it or have it work all wrong.<br /><br />Anyone have any advice if it could be something else, maybe?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||RayH||05-16-2003||11:46 PM||||If I recall correctly, the tach and speedometer needles should pull straight off.  They're a little tight but it should be ok if you don't rock or twist as you pull.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||05-17-2003||12:27 AM||||UPDATE:<br /><br />OK, I took the tach needle off, swapped the LED piece and tried it in the car. It still doesnt work.  <br /><br />Also...<br /><br />I took what I thought was bad and slapped it on my old busted cluster and tried it in the car. The LED's lit up just fine. <br /><br />WTF is goin on ????!!!!!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||1101||05-17-2003||01:05 PM||||Need more info to help diagnose. Remember, LEDs are polarity sensitive.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000004||DarkDevilMMM||05-17-2003||07:29 PM||||as Ward said, please give more detail what you have done to the LEDs, did u get the new ones off and put them onto the old ones? did u check the new cluster boost LED wiring? maybe there are just some loose connections, as u said when u pop it back to the old one it works.<br /><br />oh and yeah, u took the needle off the tach, u know what, take it off isn't hard, put it back on is kind of tricky, coz u need to make sure it's pointing at the right RPM.... it took me a few try to get it point to the right RPM before, and becareful, sometimes u may break the little coil at the back when u are getting it right, good luck||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||05-18-2003||10:16 AM||||Hi Guys<br /><br />I did nothing to the LED's. There are on a little circuit board. I thought they were bad in one, so I swapped them out to the other. There are 6 wires in total - all held on my screws which are nice and tight. <br /><br />I diagnosed yet another issues with the cluster - Cruise control doesnt work. I think the speed pickup sensor (?) is kaput as well...<br /><br />Just my luck    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||1101||05-18-2003||10:47 AM||||I would try to up a voltmeter on the terminals under boost and see if yo are getting voltage there.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
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A||||3||Robert Duncan||Front balance shaft oil seal popped out?||||8||||Robert Duncan||00001390
Z||000000||Robert Duncan||05-16-2003||11:24 PM||||I did a timing/balance/water-pump change last year.  I replaced the crank/oil-pump/balance shaft seals.  I have about 2,000 miles on the car after the change.<br /><br />Yesterday the front balance shaft seal backed out and produced a massive oil leak.  I had put a thin film of RTV on the seal when I pressed it in.  I am now forced to replace the belts again.<br /><br />Anyone seen this problem before?  I am considering using Aviation Permatex to secure the seal this time.<br /><br />BTW, when I now try to re-seat the "old" new seal, it pops out within 20 seconds.  I have a new seal on order with the new belts.||24.247.213.27||reg||8||Robert Duncan||00001390||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||05-16-2003||11:32 PM||||You might want to consider that this happened for a reason. Often times, when I see seals popping out, there are other oil leaks as well, and the culprit is excessive crankcase pressure. Check on your valve cover connections and look for blockages.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||05-16-2003||11:34 PM||||Alright, you updated your post while I was typing. Sounds like you have a bad seal.<br /><br />BTW, I don't use any sealant.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||AWDpower||05-18-2003||05:24 AM||||It happened to a friend's car. I helped him change the T-belt and seals, and that seal popped out after about a year. It was installed with a thin coat of RTV, as have all of the many seals I've replaced. My guess is that it didn't dry enough before he drove the car home. The seal also was slightly different then the one we took out. It was the same size, but had a different number molded on it. Maybe it was the wrong seal?||68.134.172.150||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum2/002347.cgi
A||||1||DarkDevilMMM||Got a question...||||1||||DarkDevilMMM||00000159
Z||000000||DarkDevilMMM||05-17-2003||03:24 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||please look at this link<br /><a href="http://www.rnrracing.com/cgi-bin/ccp5/cp-app.pl?usr=50X6024091&rnd=552997&rrc=N&cip=64.165.68.147&pg=prod&ref=edp1g&cat=downpipes" target="_blank">http://www.rnrracing.com/cgi-bin/ccp5/cp-app.pl?usr=50X6024091&rnd=552997&rrc=N&cip=64.165.68.147&pg=prod&ref=edp1g&cat=downpipes</a><br /><br />it's a O2 eliminator downpipe, do u guys think it will fit our car? and another question is, I believe this is very stupid and will get most of u guys laught your ass off, it said O2 eliminator, it means eliminate O2 housing, not eliminate O2 sensor right? hehe, just making sure, coz I saw the pic there, the golden look one, don't have a bung for the O2 sensor, so it got me start thinking... anyways, thanks guys||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000001||number3||05-17-2003||10:02 AM||||The only problem with that type of set up is... every time you need to drop the transfer case for related work the pipe needs to be removed. That can be a real PITA. If you cut it so that the flex section and 02 are two pieces it will make working on the car so much easier.<br /><br />The 02 sensor stays. The term 02 eliminator comes from the fact you are removing (eliminating) the cast iron housing and replacing it with exhaust piping. Good question.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002348.cgi
A||||1||mr.mitsu||talon vs. gvr4 oil lines||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||05-17-2003||03:02 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||do you guys know if a 91 talon's oil lines are the same as a gvr4's. (just like the subject states)<br /><br />i grabbed one from a talon for my conversion and was wondering if they're compatible.<br /><br />thanks for your help.||209.226.9.2||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||05-17-2003||05:44 PM||||they shoud be the saem for it is the same motor.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/002349.cgi
A||||7||broke down||fuel trim/ecu relearn time period?||||2||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||05-17-2003||05:27 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Just got everything back in enginewise, and I've put about 50 miles on it, with probably 20 starts.  I would have thought by now that the ecu would have started playing with fuel trims on the pocketlogger.  Am I wrong?  BTW, just installed 2g mas, and new lower/upper ic pipes and '88 starquest ic.  O2 sensor seems to be cycling well, and I assume that the 02 is what the ecu uses to determine fuel trims.  Again, am I wrong?  Thanks for any help!||68.51.68.201||reg||2||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||broke down||05-17-2003||06:06 PM||||oh yeah, I also have new 550's, and the logger is showing 99% on hi, mid, and low trims.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||05-17-2003||07:58 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  What exactly is the question?  The engine runs, O2 cycles, umm... I say it works.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||broke down||05-17-2003||08:22 PM||||I know it works, I was just wondering about how long it will take for the ecu to start adjusting fuel trims.  Sorry for the confusion.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||05-17-2003||10:08 PM||||Well if you have an AFC make some adjustments and see how long it takes.  If you dont have some sort of piggyback computer than you will watch those values for a long time till they change.  Oh yeah and watch the O2 trim and not the O2 sensor itself unless under WOT.  Just my opinion.||12.226.217.138||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||broke down||05-17-2003||11:58 PM||||I don't have any other fuel control.  I was just wondering how long it typically takes for the ecu to start adjusting fuel trims.  Right now i'm seeing 99% on hi, mid, and low trims.  I just thought it was kind of odd that they would all be exactly the same for this long, and that close to perfect.  I know everyone says that a 2g mas and 550's make a good combination, but I really doubt that they are that close to "perfect".  Anyone else have any idea of how long it typically takes for the ecu to start adjusting fuel trims?||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||05-18-2003||09:02 AM||||with that combo, your fuel trims are so far out, the car is not in close loop.  that is why the fuel trims are not changing.  if you watch your o2 SENSOR on view, you will see it stop cycling, most probably during idle.  anytime it stops cycling, it is running on factory set fuel maps.  i think that when you reset the ecu, it doesnt IMMEDIATLY start changing your fuel trims, not sure on this, but i think it takes inputs from all sensors for a short time, and if all sensors input continually, then it starts to change them.  the ecu wants to see certain conditions, or within a certain range, then it adapts these conditions to meet factory settings.  these settings are on the rich side to be safe.  if it cant adjust within a certain range, then it goes open loop(or stays there, in your case), until the conditions come to the levels that the ecu CAN bring to factory specs.  on my car, i have to lean the crap out of it at 1k(-17) to get my low fuel in the ball park.  even at this setting, when it goes full idle at 800, it REALLY gets rich.  but, the o2 trim is able to keep it in line.  at 2k rpm, my settings are 0.    my hi fuel settings(4-7000 rpm) were all +4 to +7, and even at that level, i was still getting a hair of knock, and timing was only at 23(max is 29).  HOWEVER, the car start, ran, and pulled very strong.  inj duty cycle was 87%.  so, on my car, the 2g mas was rich at low rpm, and slightly lean up top.  <br />     what you are hearing, besides the many posts that are to the contrary, is the 2g mas/550's are a close match, and the car does run with no further tuning.  tuning just makes it run a lot better.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||broke down||05-18-2003||02:53 PM||||thanks ken.  I expected you would probably be the one to answer that.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/002350.cgi
A||||6||autobahntom||slipping clutch with translator||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||05-17-2003||06:16 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||I just put the translator in on Thursday with a 3 1/2 GM airflow sensor. Have a GT12 bb turbo, supporting motor work, 3" exhaust, FMIC, 660's, SAFC, Teins, 4-bolt rear.<br />The problem is now the clutch (ACT 2600); which has 900 miles on it (same as motor), is now slipping in 2nd gear. A good feeling, but when it is slipping, forward motion is slowed considerably.<br />Running 22psi on the street currently. <br />Any suggestions other than the ACT 2900 or 3200? <br />EGT's are only at 1400 at 125mph (from a dead stop. No pulled timing. Will do more datalogging to get it right. Runs very strong though, and makes nice sounds.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||05-17-2003||06:48 PM||||even 2600 slipped? are u sure? I mean I am no mechanic, but I am going to run a AGP L2 soon, and thinking to get translator also, I would like to know what your problem is, coz I am thinking to get 2600 also...||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||05-17-2003||11:23 PM||||don't count out or bash the 2600, it's a proven clutch that can wear out like any clutch.  Just get you a new disk and go on, i'm sure you'll be fine.  By the way, my L2 never slipped my 2600.<br />Marc||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||05-18-2003||03:45 AM||||A rear main seal leak will do what you describe, did you clean the disk, pressure plate and flywheel real good?  Also make sure the clutch is disengaging fully driving 900 with the clutch partly disengaged wil do that also. And did you torque the pressure plate bolt and flywheel bolt to spec and lock tight them did any of the bolts seem streched?||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||05-18-2003||08:29 PM||||I understand step height on the flywheel is super critical if the clutch is to function properly.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||05-18-2003||09:11 PM||||Clutch/PP/lightened stock flywheel all have the same miles (from RRE). No mistorqued bolts. No oil leaks. Boost (set at 22) goes to 23 in top of third gear. Knock goes to 12 above 6300 rpms. Inj pulse width is 18.6 ms. Fuel trims still all read 100 (not sure the ECU has had time to adjust). O2 readings are on the low side (.84). Just feels like too much power too me. Car feels wonderful to drive. Will have to play with the translator more to get it tuned right. <br />Tom<br />1172/2000<br />974/1000||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000006||AWD4DR||05-18-2003||09:20 PM||||Is the pedal pressure lighter then it should be??COuld be a bad pressure plate..||67.193.140.119||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes



ubb/Forum2/002351.cgi
A||||0||brandongvr4||Hey guys Who does good port work||||7||||brandongvr4||00000571
Z||000000||brandongvr4||05-18-2003||02:12 AM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||I have a Big 16G that i would like the Compressor<br />and Exhaust Housing ported and polished. I also would<br />like my O2 Housing Ported And Polished. Do you guys know who does good work? <br /><br />Thankx||67.124.40.200||reg||7||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
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A||||0||Martin Chilcote||Wider 15&quot; wheel &amp; 225/50/15||||1||||Martin #1064/2000||00000028
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||05-18-2003||11:23 AM||chilcote@swbell.net||Just wondering if anybody is running 7" to 8" wide 15" wheels w/ 225/50/15 tires? I'd seen where some have used the wider tires on stock wheels but suggested a wider wheel. Any opinions?||66.139.166.80||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum2/002353.cgi
A||||3||jazzguy||headlight upgrades?||||1||||jazzguy||00000786
Z||000000||jazzguy||05-18-2003||01:26 PM||ryanellis420@excite.com||I have a question about lightbulbs.  I've searched the forum archives to find out which headlight set-up is the best for the least amount of money.  The results were far from conclusive.  I stumbled across the idea of changing the stock wiring harnesses to larger gauge,and using 100w 9005 lights for highs, and 80w 9006 lights for the lows.......Any thoughts?<br />Would these be way brighter than the stock set-up?<br />What about the simultated hid lights with 30% xenon gas in the filament.....A clear opinion what be helpful.<br />thanks,<br />ryan||65.235.133.13||reg||1||jazzguy||00000786||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||05-18-2003||02:35 PM||||If you use like 10 gauge wiring and some relays, your headlights will be substantially brighter... even with stock wattage bulbs. With the larger wiring and relays, you could then add higher wattage bulbs and it would be even brighter without risk of melting any wires. <br />I have stock 60/55w H4 bulbs in my Scirocco with 10 gauge wire and a relay for each bulb and it is bright enough for my needs, yet the setup is overkill so I could run any bulb I wanted to in the future. <br />If you do it, do a voltage test before and after... amazing what you can pick up with the use of relays.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||jazzguy||05-18-2003||02:53 PM||||Thanks for your help||65.235.252.13||reg||1||jazzguy||00000786||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||05-18-2003||07:15 PM||||I got some of those stupid zenon bulbs because I ignorantly thought that they would be brighter and "whiter" instead of the yellow of the stockers.  Well, I didn't think they were brighter and though I've heard of ice blue, these should be called Rice Blue.  Got rid of them for the stockers again.||209.86.135.65||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/002354.cgi
A||||8||josh91vr4||Interchangeable Driveshaft parts||||5||||Josh B||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||05-18-2003||02:44 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Does anyone know if i can use the front 1/3 section from a T/E/L of the driveshaft? As stated in a previous post, the shmuck that had the car previously managed to kill the xfer case, and decided to remove the driveshaft. With a hacksaw. (for the record, he cut off one of the 2 pieces that hold the front (yoke?) in place, where it connects to the mass of the front piece of the shaft. On a lighter note, the 2nd and 3rd pieces are in pretty good shape, the bearings seem good still.<br />Anyhow, i need only the front 1/3 section of the driveshaft, but i'm gettin a new tranny/xfer case put on soon, and have to come up with something ASAP. Or, T/E/L shafts are completely interchangeable with ours, that would be cool. I'm thinking this isn't the case though. Any thoughts would be appreciated. Thanks! ~Josh||24.56.210.121||reg||5||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-18-2003||03:40 PM||||talk to howard.  he pulled a t/e/l awd driveshaft, and it was too short.  ALSO, i just had a reman one put on, and i left my old one(which scott says was still in excellent condition) at forced performance for howard to get rebuilt.  then, the one in howard's car would be available.  even if you just replace the front part, you still have to get it balanced.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||05-18-2003||05:35 PM||||I heard it was impossible to balance 3 pc shafts <br />here on this board.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||05-21-2003||11:24 AM||||Umm WHere's forced performance? And who is howard? I want that driveshaft  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.93.18.226||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||05-21-2003||11:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Josh B:<br /><strong> Umm WHere's forced performance? And who is howard? I want that driveshaft   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">FP is in Mckinney, TX, and I'm howard.  :-)<br /><br />I should be picking up that driveshaft (and your seats, ken) this week.  I just got back from a beautiful one week tour to Maine and back.  My god it's pretty up there.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||number3||05-21-2003||04:29 PM||||The North is typically prettier than the South    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Green trees are a good things have around.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||05-21-2003||05:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> The North is typically prettier than the South     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br />Green trees are a good things have around.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, hey, hey, I'll have you know that our trees are green all year round!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   They may be ugly, but they Are green.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.69.91.162||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||05-21-2003||05:25 PM||||Yeah, but your dirt is the wrong color, and you have that kudzu stuff hanging from all your trees.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||curtis||05-21-2003||10:56 PM||||There's a place called <a href="http://www.the" target="_blank">www.the</a> driveshaft shop in Nj or NY that sells an aluminum front section sweeeeeet big dollars  715.00  but loses big weight and weight is HP||67.25.36.116||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/002355.cgi
A||||1||Arty||Brake Fluid Level switch||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||05-18-2003||06:48 PM||||How does the brake fluid level switch in the master cylinder work ?<br />The switch seems to sit completely outside the reservour, with no contact with the fluid at all.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||Arty||05-21-2003||01:33 AM||||I figured it out, the switch is a reed switch, and the float must have a magnet inside it.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/002356.cgi
A||||17||starwrist||Strange flapping noise.....||||13||||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||05-18-2003||06:51 PM||starwrist@hotmail.com||Hey all,<br /><br /> I recently bought a '92 GVR-4 (870/1000). <br /><br />Anyway, I was driving the other night when all of a sudden I started hearing a strange flapping sound coming from underneath the hood. I got to work and popped the hood with the engine running and it sounded like it was coming from the cams. So I freaked out, thinking that it was the timing belt, and I shut the car off and let it sit. The next day I took the cam casing off and looked at the timing belt. It's pretty much brand new and still looks to be on time, but I'm not too sure, I can't really tell.<br /><br />So I talked to a few people and they think it's the balance-shaft tensioner pulley. Either it's gone which could have caused the belt to go flapping, or the pulley is about to break. <br /><br />I checked every other belt to see if one was off a pulley, but they all seem find.<br /><br />The noise is definately coming from underneath or right by the cams. <br /><br />Any ideas to what it could be?||68.112.68.31||reg||13||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||Arty||05-18-2003||07:15 PM||||Maybe the Crank Pulley (harmonic balancer) is falling apart. The thin rubber layer that holds the two parts of the hub together, invisibly tears away from the metal parts.<br />Grab the outside edge of the crank pulley and see if you can wobble it.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000002||starwrist||05-18-2003||08:58 PM||||Sorry....I'm new to Mitsu's engines...<br /><br /><br />Where's the crank pulley located at?||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||05-18-2003||09:17 PM||||Many people (either ones who don't know/care or want to spend the money) install new timing belts without putting on a new adjuster. Some people even do the big belt without doing the little one.<br />When the adjuster is bad (or not adjusted correctly), the timing belt will make noise. The noise is caused by the belt hitting the cover, and will go away  almost exactly 3000 rpms. The noise will usually be the loudest when the engine is cold. If this is your problem, it needs to be addressed immediately if not sooner. Consequenses are the belt skipping; which is never a good thing.<br />Tom<br />1172/2000<br />974/1000||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||Arty||05-18-2003||09:25 PM||||You can look at <a href="http://www.vfaq.com." target="_blank">www.vfaq.com.</a> under Engine \ 1G DSM Timing Belt instructions. The 1G DSM engine is the same as the GVR4.<br /><br />I grabbed this image from the Backup Manual on CDROM.<br /> [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=439" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=439&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000005||starwrist||05-18-2003||11:56 PM||||Well, I'm having the timing belt, timing tensioner, balance shaft belt, and balance shaft tensioner replaced tomorrow. <br /><br />Any other suggestions while I'm in there?<br /><br />I'm just praying that the belt didn't jump time and all the valves are good.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000006||sk8bored||05-19-2003||12:11 AM||||replace the valve cover gaskets and cam seals||65.100.1.6||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000007||bob in chicago||05-19-2003||08:58 AM||||replace the water pump while they're in there.||216.65.162.135||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||05-19-2003||10:17 AM||||If your new to Mitsu engines... Is it a flapping noise or a tapping noise?  Sounds like it could be a simple lifter tick problem.  Could you record the sound?<br /><br />How many miles are on the engine?||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||starwrist||05-19-2003||10:33 AM||||There are 101300 miles on the engine.<br /><br />It's more of a flapping noise, like a belt is hitting the cam casing. But I took the top half of the casing off, and the timing belt doesn't appear to be hitting the case. <br /><br />I know the lifters were reserviced by Mitsu at like 70000 miles, so I don't think it's them...||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||05-19-2003||12:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I grabbed this image from the Backup Manual on CDROM  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">backup... riiiiiiiight<br />As for the tensioner I had mine just disingrate when driving.... made a flapping noise then snapped. so good idea to get the belts done and the pulley. As bob said replace the water pump to cause they will have to do the timing belt if the water pump goes so get it replaced now and save the time and money.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||starwrist||05-19-2003||04:48 PM||||Som if it's flapping, it has necessarily snapped yet, correct? <br /><br /><br />I reeeaaalllly don't want to rebuild my engine.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000012||starwrist||05-21-2003||12:36 AM||||Found out it was the hydraulic tensioner. It went and cause slack in the belt. Thankfully, I caught it before I had some serious head-work...||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000013||Arty||05-21-2003||01:39 AM||||Can you describe how it failed for our info.<br />Does all or some of the oil leak out, so that the plunger can be pushed back and forth easily, or does the plunger jam in the retracted position ?||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000014||autobahntom||05-21-2003||07:52 PM||||Why the hydrolic adjuster fails is mostly due to age. It MUST be replaced at 60k with the timing belt(s). However, I have heard (but don't have any concrete evidence to back it up) that once the plunger is extended it is never the same. Since this is just 'pressure' and fluid, I don't understand why this would/could happen. The best practice is to buy a new one, install it, get the timing belt correctly installed and then remove the pin. Save the pin. If you have to remove the adjuster later, the pin will go back in (provided it was installed correctly the first time) with no problem BEFORE you take the timing belt loose. <br />The adjusters are not that costly, but not replacing them can be very costly, so it is just better to replace them if you are not sure of the age. (especially if you redline the motor-not that anyone on this list would ever do something like that). lol.<br />Mine sees 7k every time it is driven.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000015||starwrist||05-21-2003||10:18 PM||||Well... I just got the car back. Turns out, the timing belt was getting about due for a change as it was dry-rotting and showing some threads. Not too serious. The balance-shaft belt wasn't any better. I went ahead and replaced the tensioner pulleys for both the t-belt and bs-belt. <br /><br />The hydraulic tensioner hadn't gone yet, but it was well on it's way. You could literally push the plunger down with your finger without any problem. It came back up slowy, considering there was still a little pressure in it.<br /><br />I lacked the funds to do the water pump though, which turns out to be what was causing the strange noise. The bearings are getting bad in it. So this weekend, I have to strip everything back out and put in the water pump...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  Poopy. <br /><br /><br />But I shouldn't complain too much...at least I'm not doing any head-work.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000016||starwrist||05-23-2003||12:20 AM||||Here's the whole rundown:<br /><br />It wasn't the timing belt that was causing the sound. Even though it was starting to dry-rot.<br /><br />It wasn't the hyrdaulic tensioner. Even though you could push the piston in with your finger.<br /><br />It wasn't the balance shaft belt. Even though it was just as bad as the timing belt.<br /><br />It wasn't either of the tensioner's on the timing belt of balance shaft belt. Even though they were pretty worn down.<br /><br />----<br /><br />It was my freaking water pump! My water pump! Just decided that it was going to go. But oh no, I get the timing belt and all the junk done, just to have the very nice man who helped me say it's the water pump. <br /><br />I'm cruising down the road today. Stop at a stop sign, go to turn left and discover all power steering null and void. Great. Then on comes the battery light. Super. And to top is all off, the temperature gauge is on a nice rise. Absoulutly fantastic. I pull over, and see that the belt driving all three aforementioned components is off. No problem, put it back on.<br /><br /><br />Not so. The pump has failed. It is shot. No more. Ceased to be.<br /><br />That's one very valuble lesson I've learned and I hope everyone else will adhire to. If you're going to do something, do it all! Even if you think you don't have a enough money! Beg, borrow, steal the money. Just get it and get it done.<br /><br />Over and out.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000017||ken inn||05-23-2003||10:19 AM||||well, be prepared to change out the harmonic balancer, too.  but at least that you can do outside the timing covers.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002357.cgi
A||||0||Jose||Front Seats||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||05-19-2003||12:05 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Does anyone know if 3000GT front seats bolt into Galant?<br />Jose....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum2/002358.cgi
A||||2||mromik||Queestion about Fuel pressue and ECU||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-19-2003||02:31 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||How the Ecu reads fuel pressue? <br />I now to control it Ecu has fuel pressue solenoid||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||1101||05-19-2003||11:13 AM||||Ecu only has control of solenoid at cold starts. (increases pressure by cutting off vacuum to the fuel pressure regulator I believe).<br /><br />The rest of the time the fuel pressure regulator contols the fuel pressure by itself.<br /><br />Keydiver has some good posts on this board about it. You can search for them.||12.235.99.210||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||05-21-2003||12:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1101:<br /><strong> Ecu only has control of solenoid at cold starts. (increases pressure by cutting off vacuum to the fuel pressure regulator I believe).<br /><br />The rest of the time the fuel pressure regulator contols the fuel pressure by itself.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, its just the opposite: the ECU closes the fuel pressure solenoid during HOT STARTS, to increase the idle fuel pressure, so as to help with any vapor lock issues. I've never seen it help much, and most of us have bypassed it. Otherwise, the ECU has no idea what the fuel pressure is, its purely mechanical. The 1:1 factory FPR makes sure the differential fuel pressure across the injector stays the same (36-37psi) no matter what the vacuum or boost is.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||68.17.211.37||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002359.cgi
A||||5||slvrblt||Car wont hold boost ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||05-19-2003||03:36 AM||||My GVR4 wont hold boot. It pegs about 16-17psi and drops to about 9-11 depending on how long the gear is. It drops slowly while RPMs are rising. I dont think its the Internal WG flapper being blown open as I understand those effects. Wouldnt that cause the car to make low boost no matter what the setting of the MBC ? I dont feel a whole lot of drop, just that the RPMs are raising and getting out of my powerband, so I dont know if its the gauge. I dont know if I have experienced boost leak from an IC pipe yet, but I have been told that it does not show a difference on the boost gauge. Is that always true, or conditional as to where the gauge is tapped ? My gauge is tapped at the back of the manifold right off the brake booster vacuum. What other causes are there for these readings ?<br /><br /><br />Thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||05-19-2003||10:13 AM||||What kind of turbo are your running and what RPMs are you shifting at?||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||05-19-2003||02:25 PM||||well,l just diagnosed the same problem on my car-cracks in ex.manifold.l reduced my MBC to 10psi and the problem went away for the most part.l removed the heat sheild in the exhaust mani to take a look and you could almost see into the engine through he cracks.Before l did that l went throught the intercooler routing and repaired all leaks there.Now l`m waiting for my ported turbo housings,2g mani and o2 housing to get back from the porting guy and that should seal it all up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||05-19-2003||04:09 PM||||Im running a small 16g (td04). I tried to lower the boost, but it falls from 9psi to about 6psi before I shift. When I get in it, I dont shift until about 6500-7k, depending on why Im punching it. It drops even at half throttle. Everything related to the engine is stock except that 16g.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||silly4turbo||05-19-2003||04:13 PM||||I had a similar problem before I replaced my mani, but it's odd to replace the turbo before any other mods ? unless the turbo was going, so that's why you replaced that first ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||05-19-2003||09:11 PM||||Well, I bought it with what I was told was a 16g. Today I really looked at it and I dont think its a 16g. Its a td04 housing with the wheel that has all the same heigth blades. I dont know what turbo it is. I thought that the 14b came in a td05 housing, is that right ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002360.cgi
A||||6||Vr4in'||turbo outlet pipe...||||2||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-19-2003||06:41 AM||nohad43@aol.com||Who makes a bigger turbo outlet pipe for a stock 14b turbo?thanks||65.32.218.225||reg||2||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||05-19-2003||08:15 AM||||road race engineering makes one||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||TLT||05-19-2003||12:14 PM||||Also <a href="http://www.dejontool.com" target="_blank">www.dejontool.com</a>||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||05-19-2003||12:20 PM||||Do remember, these pipes dont do much good unless you upgrade your IC pipes as well. The IC is one of the biggest restrictions on the gvr4.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||05-19-2003||03:07 PM||||Dont forget that a TEL turbo outlet wont work on a GVR4, They are to short and will hit the manifold.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||05-19-2003||05:49 PM||||thanks for your replies.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||broke down||05-20-2003||11:57 PM||||save money.  Make your own.  Cheap.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/002361.cgi
A||||5||HKS VR-4||Valve Problems||||11||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||05-19-2003||12:20 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||My valves are ticking at every startup. I run full Castrol Syntec all the time. I have no idea what's going on. Seems to be getting worst and worst. Also, my car smokes everytime boost kicks in. Can that be the valve seals??? I checked the turbo, no shaft play, spins freely, I can get 15psi at around 3000-3500rpm depending on load. Any ideas????  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.81.87.35||reg||11||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||autobahntom||05-19-2003||08:48 PM||||Usually valve seals leak when the car idles (because the engine is pulling max vacuum-just sucking oil past the seals). That is why a cloud of oil after idling. <br />Check the pcv valve, it should rattle. If the crankcase cannot vent some of the pressure, it will go out the tailpipe as smoke. (that is the least expensive problem it could be).<br />Next is to do a compression check (you say the turbo has no shaft play and spins free). Follow the VFAQ for the comp check. Leakdown is next. That should pinpoint the problem for you.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||broke down||05-20-2003||11:56 PM||||Bad valve seals ure usually most evident at start-up.  this is because the oil has time to leak down into the cylinders overnight.  When you fire the car up in the morning, you should get noticable amounts of white smoke, if the valve seals are bad.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000003||1667 VR4||05-21-2003||12:31 AM||||i have poor valve seals and my car acts as the first guy stated above-- after a few minutes idling, it will start smoking (blue). have you had someone check the smoke color when you accelerate? if its black, youre just running rich, which is common (and a heck of alot safer than running lean)<br /><br />have someone make sure the smoke is blueish and not black, then youll be able to better diagnose it.||4.47.96.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||05-21-2003||01:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong> Bad valve seals ure usually most evident at start-up.  this is because the oil has time to leak down into the cylinders overnight.  When you fire the car up in the morning, you should get noticable amounts of white smoke, if the valve seals are bad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not so sure about this. When the valve seals on my car were bad it never smoked at startup, only at idle or just after accelerating from idle. I wondered why mine never smoked on startup as I expected it. When replacing them I noticed that the seals don't actually sit in a pool of oil when the engine isn't running. With the engine running at idle with vacuum present oil will be drawn through bad seals.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||05-21-2003||10:54 PM||||Well, you have two choices to look at.  Either your exhaust side oil seal on the turbo is bad...(mosquito fogger) or the rings are bad (doesn't smoke much until you hammer the boost) easy way to check it is to wire the wastegate actuator arm wide open so the turbo won't spool, then go out and nail it.  If you still get tons of oil smoke, or the dipstick is popping out all the time, you have blowby past the piston rings, which equals at least pulling the head and throwing new rings and bearings in and honing the cylinders with a dingleberry hone (ball type hone versus the flat 3 stone style).  You can basically do an in car cheap ass rebuild by doing just that.  If it is blowby, you better pull your timing cover, because if the blowby is really bad, you will have oil all over the timing belt.  Bad blowby pressurizes the crankcase, and the tiny little tit on the valve cover can't handle boost pressure blowing past the rings.  So it will go out of any available seal, including the dipstick, cam seals, and the crank seal.  You might want to purchase some U/V dye for a/c systems and put some in your oil, then use a black light to see where the oil is going.  If you find some on the timing belt, FIX IT ALL!<br />dave||12.83.158.80||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002362.cgi
A||||2||gvr4ever||Rear brake noise after brake job.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||05-19-2003||12:24 PM||||Has anyone ever heard a clinking noise from the rear brakes?<br /><br />I replaced the calipers, rotors, and pads using metal masters.  I used plenty of anti squeak compound on the back of the pads.<br /><br />I think it is only a problem at lower speeds and light braking.  At least that is when I hear it.  I had the same problem with my Talon too, only it had the problem before I changed the brakes.  <br /><br />This is starting to drive me nuts.  The e-brake is adjusted right, everything is new and I can't think of any reason that would cause the problem.  With a visual inspection, everything looks fine.||12.34.246.36||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||broke down||05-19-2003||07:40 PM||||how did the pads fit in thier slots?  I had a bmw at our shop a few months ago with an annoying rattle when going over bumps.  I checked everything i could think of, but found nothing.  Finally when I was about to give up, I hit the caliper to find that the crappy parts store pads didn't fit the slides in the caliper.  Factory pads fixed that one.  Hope this helps!||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||05-20-2003||08:53 AM||||They seem to fit fine.  Today I didn't notice the noise.  I don't know if it was the fix or not, but I regreased everything that holds the caliper on and the bottom rear bolt and it seems to have gone away.  I hope it stays away.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/002363.cgi
A||||12||Louters91GVR4||How do you shave the rear decals without hurting the paint???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||05-19-2003||02:41 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||I think that look is awesome. How do you get the decals off without hurting anything?? Anyone done this??<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||05-19-2003||02:58 PM||||I used glue-be-gone, I think that's the name, or something similar, to take off all the badges, <br />including the one on the dash .. it worked well<br />and no scratches on the paint ... although you can see  the slight outline of the trunk badge<br />when you look up close||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||Yao||05-19-2003||02:58 PM||||Take a Hair dryer and pick the hottest day to park the car under the sun, then go out there with a strong L shaped pick, and pull at the edge of the badge without touching the paint.  It might take a couple of try, but chances are with our cars 10+ years the glue should loosen up.||208.253.246.92||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||05-19-2003||03:03 PM||||I used a plastic shaping tool like comes with Bondo to cut the tape, and then removed the residue with solvent and elbow grease.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||05-19-2003||04:48 PM||||I have used fishing line to get behind the badges and sort of saw them off.  It can leave some glue behind, but that can come off pretty easy.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||#1459 VR-4||05-19-2003||06:53 PM||||I went behind mine with a razor blade and then used some orange cleaner to remove the left over adhesive.  I would probably go with a different method though... I'm getting the car repainted in a couple months so I wasn't all that worried about scraping paint.<br /><br />I've got pictures if you want.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000006||nrvous||05-19-2003||08:30 PM||||I have heard of people using piano wire or something thin to cut through there, the fishing line seems like a safer bet.  Or there is this...<br /><a href="http://www.eastwoodcompany.com/aspfiles/itemdy00.asp?UID=2003051920264566&T1=43325&Dep_Key1=" target="_blank">http://www.eastwoodcompany.com/aspfiles/itemdy00.asp?UID=2003051920264566&T1=43325&Dep_Key1=</a><br /><br /><br />steve||24.24.50.108||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000007||1101||05-19-2003||11:48 PM||||I was told dental floss works very well.||12.235.99.210||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||05-20-2003||01:13 AM||||How bad of a "tan line" does it leave, taking the badges off an 11 year old car?  I might just wait until I get my JDM bumpers and have it repainted.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||silly4turbo||05-20-2003||01:17 AM||||took my badges off and you can only tell if you really look at the trunk lid closely, I'd take a pic, but it prolly wouldn't show up ... the "tan lines" that is||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000010||Louters91GVR4||05-20-2003||10:55 AM||||thank for all the tips.<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000011||VTGVR4||05-20-2003||01:52 PM||||when you are all done, its a good idea to go over the area with a polishing compoound, or anything that "restores" paint finish. what they do is lighly sand off the surface of the paint which removes the layer with the grime/adhesive. it should look brand new after that.<br /><br />if you were 18 and just got a gvr4 for the first time, you'd prolly have enough time on your hands to do the entire car, and would get the "showroom" effect. (get some clay bars)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||05-20-2003||02:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> when you are all done, its a good idea to go over the area with a polishing compoound, or anything that "restores" paint finish. what they do is lighly sand off the surface of the paint which removes the layer with the grime/adhesive. it should look brand new after that.<br /><br />if you were 18 and just got a gvr4 for the first time, you'd prolly have enough time on your hands to do the entire car, and would get the "showroom" effect. (get some clay bars) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm 18 and I barely have enough time to keep it washed, much less polish the whole thing.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002364.cgi
A||||5||slvrblt||16g wheel in a td04 ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||05-19-2003||04:12 PM||||When I bought my car I was told that it had a 16g turbo. I havent seen or read about a 16g in a td04 housing. I have a td04 housing. What turbo do I have ? Can a 16g wheel be put in a td04 ? how can I tell if I have the 16g wheel ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||05-19-2003||05:29 PM||||Easiest way is to see if it has alternating fin depth. ie one high, next low, and so on.  14b is all even||167.142.21.248||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||05-19-2003||09:09 PM||||nope, I checked the heigth of the blades..all the same. I thought that the 14b came in a td05 housing ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||05-19-2003||11:43 PM||||The tdo4 housings were on the smaller automatic 13b turbos. Its likely at some point in your cars life that the engine was replaced,and someone swapped in a engine out of an automatic TEL.<br /><br /> The 14b and 16g housings are different;the inlet is larger on the 16g housing to fit the larger inducer on the 16g wheel.||129.71.114.110||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||05-21-2003||09:39 PM||||Well, its turns out that the part number 49177-01900 is for a 13g, the auto turbo. The shitty one at that. The previous owner said the turbop was a 16g. I dont know if he riped me or if he was lied to. Ohh well, Live and learn||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||05-22-2003||12:38 AM||||Some kid brought a turbo to me the other day, asking if I would put this 16G (he just got a killer deal on) in his car. I looked at it and then looked at it again and turns out somebody put a t-25 wheel in a 14B housing.<br />Some people have crazy ideas to rip people off.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.226||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/002365.cgi
A||N||1||tonydav||How much boost should I run||||1||||The Happy Golfer||00001599
Z||000000||tonydav||05-19-2003||05:37 PM||||I have a 91 VR4 with about 190,000kms.  In good order  and always looked after (I'm lucky enough to have had it since new).<br /><br />Following mods have been made:<br /><br />Evo III Manifold (other one cracked)<br />RS VR4 Intercooler<br />Much upgraded fuel pump (not sure exactly what)<br />K&N<br />2.5" turbo back exhaust<br />Reprogrammed ECU Rom chip<br /><br />At them moment I'm running 13psi.  What is the recommended maximum boost without taking too many risks with the turbo and engine?<br /><br />This is my weekend "sleeper" car so it doesnt' do high kms anymore.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />tony||210.50.228.5||reg||1||The Happy Golfer||00001599||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-19-2003||05:48 PM||||i'd say no more than 16lbs if you wanna be on the safe side.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002366.cgi
A||||1||vr4door||oil pressure gauge||||1||||vr4door||00000880
Z||000000||vr4door||05-19-2003||05:56 PM||brtnrush@yahoo.com||I just bought a autometer oil pressure gauge and it did not come with any instructions.  I did a search and could only find info on mechanical gauges, mine is and electrical one.  So if any one could help me with directions, advise, or pics that would help me out.    Thanks||64.235.128.187||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-20-2003||06:22 AM||||<a href="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/gauges.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/gauges.htm</a><br /><br />this will probably help you out a little bit.Good luck buddy!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002367.cgi
A||||3||crucible||Blow off vavle needs 2b connected?||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||05-19-2003||08:38 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Probably another silly question<br />I just painstakingly installed a hard intake pipe to Turbo.The only connection open is the BO hose and the hard pipe cuz I need to get a crazy hose bend.Well, I just tried to start the car to make sure electrically it worked with new small battery.It starts and then imediatedly dies over and over.Is this from the open BO connection or did I eff something up?<br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||05-19-2003||09:00 PM||||if you are refering to the dump tube yes hook it back on. unless you use teh hks vpc, then its needed. some people run w/o it but the cars runs lean......... or rich, i cant even remember.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||05-19-2003||10:12 PM||||Well, when I over boost my car I blow the BOV tube off, but I usually stay running even when I come to a stop.  That may be different for different cars though.  As far as getting the bend, I just went to NAPA and had them find me a peice of 90 degree hose or a hose that had several different bends in it (cut it up and put it back together)  It works okay for me now (temporary), but that's just until I can relocate my UIC Pipe.||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||crucible||05-21-2003||08:05 AM||||Well, looks like the open BO connection was the culprit.Hard to understand that much air is getting through to cause idling problems but maybe its because the o2 sensor hasnt kicked in yet.||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/002368.cgi
A||||3||1667 VR4||clutch will go in this weekend...some questions||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||05-19-2003||10:23 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Myself and a couple of friends (one of whom is a mitsu tech) will be doin my clutch over the weekend. I wanted to know what, if anything, there is to do differently than an AWD eclipse or talon, and if theres any shortcuts you guys have picked up that will make the process go smoother.<br /><br />thanks in advance!!||4.47.96.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||05-20-2003||07:00 AM||||Replace your clutch fork and pivot ball while they are right there.  If not it will haunt you later down the road....||68.76.178.20||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||05-20-2003||08:48 AM||||I second that.  You might also want to put in a new/rebuilt slave cylinder, SS lines, those brass cable bushings.  I used the VFAQ to guide me.  I put all the parts in labeled ziplocs as they came off; made installation a whole lot easier.  I also took notes on the vfaq printout as to which parts went where in the pics...  As you can tell, I'm not the most experienced modder and this made the whole project a whole lot easier.<br /><br />I did a lot more during my clutch job too... FMIC, piping, moved the battery, catch can, 2G MAS, dejon intake, 2.5" DP & no-cat, & misc. other stuff... but not the clutch fork.  I'm stupid, and now I have to go back in to fix it.  Don't be me.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||05-20-2003||09:18 AM||||yo, jon, did the brass bushings do anything?  i got the symborski kit already.  how hard?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002369.cgi
A||||3||gvr4ever||3&quot; GM MAF||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||05-19-2003||11:47 PM||||Does anyone of have a full list of compatible GM MAFs for use with a translator?<br /><br />I'm looking to use a 3".||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||05-20-2003||09:58 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a><br /><br />The info you want is on Ryan's web page. The bottom right. Lots of other useful information and pictures there also.<br /><br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||05-20-2003||10:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a> <br /><br />The info you want is on Ryan's web page. The bottom right. Lots of other useful information and pictures there also.<br /><br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Perfect.  Thanks||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||05-21-2003||11:28 PM||||I posted the full list here not too long ago.  It was a ramchargers question, and the damned list was about 5 miles long.  Basically anything gm with a 3.1 liter or higher motor, from 1995 on up would work.  There's one on ebay under dsm when you search.  print a copy and go to your local u-pull-it style junkyard and find one.<br />dave||12.83.158.80||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002370.cgi
A||||5||mromik||Want to change MAF||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-20-2003||01:07 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||If I Want to install 2g MAF<br />Should I use only 4g63 dsm MAF<br /><br />or I can use non turbo 7g (6a11/6a12/4g93) Galant MAF?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||05-20-2003||08:05 AM||||If I am not mistaken, all of the 1995 and later Mitus vehicles use the same MAS.  I have one from a 1997 Mits. Montero.||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||05-20-2003||12:40 PM||||You should be able to find mafs in Russia from a Pajero or a Sigma. Make sure it's not from a diesel.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||mromik||05-20-2003||06:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> You should be able to find mafs in Russia from a Pajero or a Sigma. Make sure it's not from a diesel.<br /><br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mitsu Chariot (Space Wagon), RVR, Sports Gear,<br />Diamante, Libero..... <br />Does Galant E5x E7x has the same?<br />We have lits of them at every junkyard!<br /><br />sometime I will take a camera and make small movie<br />to show you our town and how much JDM cars do we have.<br /><br />10-12 jdm cars to 1 other (Russsian+Korean+...)||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000004||bujang_hensem||05-21-2003||09:49 PM||||yeah i just wanna to ask the same question...at my country...most 1995 front cut  only can be found on NA version...6A12,6A12T,4g93,4g93t,4g92 are all the MAF are the same....it hard to find evo MAF here and it is so expensive....can i used the NA version.....||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||05-21-2003||11:34 PM||||I know the E56 Galants here in the US (2.4l 4G64) had the same MAF, the one ending in "609" I believe.  I don't know about the E7x series.  <br /><br />4g93 motors may have the same ones as well.||204.246.220.151||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/002371.cgi
A||||2||Tangent||TB coolant bypass &amp; miscellaneous||||1||||Tangent||00000258
Z||000000||Tangent||05-20-2003||03:22 AM||akrofft@mountainbike.com||performed the coolant line bypass mod and i am wondering if there is any simple way to help minimize the idle hunting even after the eingine is warm?  if not i am just going to reconnect the hoses.<br /><br />i have also recently changed all the belts, waterpump, and pulled the balance shafts. she screams now and makes much more engine noise. strangly, there seems to be a very very slight boost/engine blip at high rpm's when wot.   almost like the wastegate can't keep up then opens and quickly closes. what's up with that?  'course the ecu could still be learning since i have driven it only about 5 times since mods.||64.40.54.77||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000001||Tangent||05-20-2003||03:48 AM||||and what the h does imho mean?||64.40.54.77||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||05-20-2003||08:03 AM||||IMHO = In my humble opinion<br />I tried this bybass mod and couldn't get rid of idle hunting, so I went back to stock. IMHO concentrate your efforts on getting cold air in to the MAS.||216.65.164.61||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/002372.cgi
A||||0||Vr4in'||cooling systems question....||||3||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-20-2003||05:37 AM||nohad43@aol.com||will the radiator off a t/e/l work on our cars?<br /><br />how about the water pump??<br /><br />fan???<br /><br />      Thanks<br />           Robby||65.32.218.225||reg||3||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002373.cgi
A||||4||Todd TCE||TCE Brake Kits are 'up'||||1||||Todd TCE||00001174
Z||000000||Todd TCE||05-20-2003||09:05 AM||toddandchris1@cox.net||For the record, Chicago Bob has helped out a lot in getting the fit down for the Galant kits and his custom RR kit is on the way to him soon (waiting for pads).<br /><br />The Street kits are ready to be assembled per order and more of the Road Race kits are in the works with some custom hats that are slightly different than the ones used for Bob. <br /><br />Never the less, if you have been thinking about all of this over the past couple of months it's time to think harder. This won't be a 'limited run' thing, but Summer is coming and now's the time to get those upgrades under way. <br /><br />To help get the ball rolling, from now until June 15th any Galant kit ordered will get FREE ground shipping in the USA. Sorry you Canadian guys....post office is a pain- I'll try to work with you however.<br /><br />By months end there will be some minor price adjustments on the web site on all the DSM kits again as the hats have added to the price and complication of the kits. Act now and what you see is the price you pay.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||05-20-2003||10:09 AM||||Hey todd, can you say whats on the street kit, does it have new calipers, pads, rotors etc?? And what is the basic price?||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||Todd TCE||05-20-2003||10:25 AM||||Try this: <a href="http://www.tceperformanceproducts.com/brakeMIT.html" target="_blank">http://www.tceperformanceproducts.com/brakeMIT.html</a>||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000003||1667 VR4||05-21-2003||12:35 AM||||will you need to swap to 5-lug and bigger wheels for these brakes?||4.47.96.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000004||Todd TCE||05-21-2003||09:40 AM||||No on the studs. <br /><br />Wheel fit remains to be seen completely. Wheels with ample caliper clearance will be the norm. Flat faced wheels or multi piece ones are out. Many, many of the aftermarket wheels with the narrow spokes and curved shapes will be required. <br /><br />Based on the Eclipse kit, there are ample ones out there that seem to fit just fine. 16s min, and larger are better as the curve of the spoke will aide in clearance to the caliper.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes



ubb/Forum2/002374.cgi
A||||20||ken inn||exh system||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||05-20-2003||09:28 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||ok, i am bringing this up again.  i still want to get another exh system, and so far, i still dont know which is quieter.  dynomax, thermal, or magnaflow(i have a walker ultra flo now).  so, does anyone have one of these on your car, and is it quiet?  does anyone have the certified one, if so, is it quiet?  and lastly, if i go to 3", does anyone have the certifed 3" downpipe, does it have clearance problems?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||BlitzVR4||05-20-2003||11:41 AM||||I have the whole Apex-i N1 on my car.  It is really quiet.  The only problem I have is the middle pipe hangs really low.  The guy who installed my exhaust wasn't that experienced.  I will have to go back to get it fixed, so I can lower my car.  Right now the pipe sits about 3" off the ground.  But I love the exhaust.  It looks a bit ricey.  But is sounds great.  A really deep throaty sound.  Even at WOT its not loud.  If you plan on going this route be sure to find an experienced installer.  There will be a lot of cutting and rewelding.  <br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000002||Nate||05-20-2003||12:46 PM||||I have a magnaflow muffler on the white car.  It's not too bad, in my opinion.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||05-20-2003||01:11 PM||||I've got the Certified 3" setup with the magnaflow muffler.  I don't find it too loud.  Although I will say that I have set off probably five alarms on purpose, and plenty more by accident, so it can't be *too* quiet.  <br /><br />It has a nice low tone though, even at high rpms.  I think it's decent.  It is loud enough to tend to limit conversation a bit on a long trip but it really does not drone.  Once again I am not pleased with the fitment of the certified 3" setup though.<br /><br />My brother has a dynomax muffler on a 2.5" setup and drones much worse than mine (although has is in a 1g so the back hatch is open into the car, which probably makes it louder).<br /><br />The Certified 3" DP didn't have any clearance problems.  I will say that it is VERY close to the transfer case (maybe 1/16" clearance) but it doesn't rub and that's what counts.  It bolted to the O2 housing easy enough too.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||91 #680||05-20-2003||02:21 PM||||I have heard the thermal 3inch makes the most power out of any other aftermarket exhaust, but they're the loudest as well.  I had a magnaflow muffler on my turbo se-r, and I have to say that it was very quiet.  Also that was w/out a resonator.  Magnaflows have a very nice exhuast note.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||05-20-2003||09:06 PM||||My 3" dp had plenty of clearance all around. But it was a pain in the ass to tighten the nuts to the o2 housing. You need like a super thin wall socket. I also love the fit from the dp back. I have zero complaints about Certified's stuff. I have the Dynomax muffler. It likes to set off plenty of alarms, but it sounds good. On the freeway it is a tad drony.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||05-20-2003||11:00 PM||||I have the 3" SS Certified System with a test pipe. I had no problems with the nuts to the 02 housing... just use a impact gun and a long extension.<br />I have the Magnaflow muffler and I was amazed at how quiet it is. At idle, it is a little deeper in tone, but barely louder than stock. At full throttle it sounds good, but it doesn't draw attention.<br />Overall, A+!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||Forced Style||06-01-2003||06:41 AM||||Sorry if this is an old topic but WHERE THE HECK DO YOU GUYS FIND EXHAUSTS FOR GALANT????  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  i've been all over the web the last couple days, i need a 3in cat back and the only place i could even find a cat back was DSS and it was 2.5 in, any info would be greatly apprieciated!||208.231.176.71||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||06-01-2003||08:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Forced Style:<br /><strong> Sorry if this is an old topic but WHERE THE HECK DO YOU GUYS FIND EXHAUSTS FOR GALANT????   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   i've been all over the web the last couple days, i need a 3in cat back and the only place i could even find a cat back was DSS and it was 2.5 in, any info would be greatly apprieciated! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001225" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001225</a>||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||josh91vr4||06-01-2003||05:48 PM||||Hey Forced Style - Where in Michigan are you from?||24.56.210.121||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000010||CCDSM69||06-01-2003||06:23 PM||||I modified an 3" ATR turboback exhaust to fit onto the galant. I have to admit its probably the best sounding exhaust I've heard on any galant. Unfortunatly it's also the loudest exhaust I've heard on a galant. Magnaflow makes Thermals mufflers for them so the exhausts are going to sound almost the same. However I don't believe they make an exhaust for a Galant VR-4. Certified muffler makes a great exhaust for the galant and is the one I would recommend.||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000011||curtis||06-01-2003||09:28 PM||||ken I had a 2.5 inch system with a dynomax super turbo. restrictive. fine for little turbo but not the garrett. I searched around a got a 3 inch ultraflow dynomax 6" round it flows around 1200 cfm redid the whole exhaust turbo back with a 3 inch system is only a few db's louder than the super turbo got it at advance auto parts for like 80 dollars (dynomax # 17223)       love it||67.25.39.233||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||Forced Style||06-01-2003||11:37 PM||||Thanks guys! <br />hey josh, I'm Josh, im from Niles michigan (southern by southbend indiana -notre dame-)||208.231.176.7||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||06-02-2003||10:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> ken I had a 2.5 inch system with a dynomax super turbo. restrictive. fine for little turbo but not the garrett. I searched around a got a 3 inch ultraflow dynomax 6" round it flows around 1200 cfm redid the whole exhaust turbo back with a 3 inch system is only a few db's louder than the super turbo got it at advance auto parts for like 80 dollars (dynomax # 17223)       love it </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That 3" ultraflo muffler is insanely loud, I'm pretty sure Ken would hate it.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||curtis||06-02-2003||11:55 PM||||I have a different one than you think its 6' round and 18 inch long its not like the 4 1/2 x 9 ovals that sound like ass.  I also put a 3 inch (inside dia) glass pack in line after the flex pipe before I put on the new rear section on, but it didn't make much differance with the old muffler so it shouldn't make much difference on this one||67.25.35.101||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||06-03-2003||01:46 AM||||Curtis, you just described exactly what I had.  A 6" round ultraflo, just like what Buschur uses on his 3" exhausts, right? <br /><br />I've heard it on too many cars (like Blufalcon's GVR4), and it is way too droney for my tastes.  I'll take an oval 3" muff any day over the round ones.  <br /><br />To each his own.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||06-03-2003||08:34 AM||||I've got a 3" turbo back to oval Magnaflow w/ 4" tip -- having a resonator + cat helps keep most exhaust noise down, but one thing to note is that the larger exhaust really exentuates any "abnormal" noise your car makes.  i.e. the better the car is running, the smoother it sounds.  There are definitely more abnoxious exhausts out there but I've considered (but not been able to locate) a removable "silencer" for daily commuting and long trips.  If I could do it over I might opt for a dual-tip 2.5" muffler.  I assume that it would be quieter but might change the note to a higher pitch...  it would still definitely flow enough, however.  All things considered, I'm happy with the deep tone and I've certainly grown accustomed to it.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||vr4play||06-03-2003||12:17 PM||||I have the certified 3" with a ATR pitbull muffler. It is really loud but it sounds awsome. It fits good. Certified will put whatever muffler you want on your exhaust, you just have to send them the one you want. It fits pretty good, just kind of low to the ground where it goes under the rear diff. The car is lowered well over 2" and the exhaust doesn't really drag on anything. <br /><br />Later,<br />Jeremy||65.24.254.99||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000018||JAYGVR4||06-03-2003||09:28 PM||||Anyone ever tried a Flowmaster, or one of those Spintech mufflers that some of the V8 guys run to get quiet power?  I'm thinkin of cutting off the Magnaflow pass through muffler from my Buschur 2.5" exhaust and putting a 3 chamber flowmaster in its place to see if I can get quieter without sacrificing too much power...||64.24.83.33||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000019||Dan D||06-03-2003||09:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> putting a 3 chamber flowmaster in its place to see if I can get quieter without sacrificing too much power...<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Quieter indeed it will be, but turbos and chambers don't get along well.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000020||markrieb||06-04-2003||11:39 AM||||As I recall, Mark Minns used a SpinTech with some success.<br /><br />Any other comments Mark?<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.137||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/002375.cgi
A||||3||absolootbs||help me with headlight removal||||1||||Brad||00000774
Z||000000||absolootbs||05-20-2003||01:10 PM||schaferb@purdue.edu||ok, the things i have off are the grill, the front bumper, and the metal trim bar between the bumper and the headlights (they're not all off just to get the headlights off, but they're off, none-the-less).  i've taken out the two bolts on the "center of the car" side of the headlight.  i realize that there is (at least) one more on the "corner of the car" side, covered by the corner/parking light.  how the hell do you get that corner light off to get to that bolt?  after that bolt comes out, am i done, or are there still more i'm not seein?  i know plenty of you have the 93 headlights (anyone wanna sell them to me? ha ha.) or have had these off at one time or another.  all help is appreciated.<br /><br />ps - if it's easier to get the headlight itself off of the black assembly, feel free to tell me how to do that.  that would suffice just fine for what i need.||66.117.220.50||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-20-2003||01:14 PM||||Remove the washer fluid bottle, pull the metal loop and unhook it. Corner light pulls straight out.  Reach into the stock air box, pull the metal loop and unhook it.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||absolootbs||05-20-2003||01:22 PM||||crappy stock airbox isn't even there, so that shouldn't be too tough.  i'll give it a shot.  thanks for the help.||66.117.220.50||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||05-20-2003||11:04 PM||||I had trouble pulling out the corner lenses the first time I tried it...<br />Once you get the hang of it, it's super easy.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/002376.cgi
A||||4||hibrn8||In regards to HKS 40mm external gate.||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||05-20-2003||02:55 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Anyone run this or an external gate at all. My question is in regards to the hookup. The top nipple i have hooked up to the profec, and there is also another nipple on the bottom of the diaphragm. any clues to hooking that up and where that goes to? i checked greddys install page and it shows into the intake mani but i dotn know if this is really necessary.||128.248.172.61||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||AWD4DR||05-20-2003||03:22 PM||||Hook your BC to the nipple on the side not the top..You can just leave the top one open..The other hose for the BC goes to a pressurized scource on the intake side,i.e. inbetween BOV and intake manny..Or you can use both nipples if you have your BC set up for external..If its set up for internal you can just use the side fitting no prob.||67.193.140.226||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||05-21-2003||03:36 AM||||yeah thatw what i have. the one port of the profecs brain i have going into  a T fititng into the vacuum line for the BOV. So i should remove the line from the top nipple on the external gate, leave that open, and put it on the side nipple. got you! so how should i have the settings on the back of the unit set up? external is like down-up-up-down(on-off-off-on). <br /><br />Pick which diagram for me from the website below so i dont mess this up please. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.greddy.com/technical/profec_frame.htm" target="_blank">http://www.greddy.com/technical/profec_frame.htm</a>||128.248.172.126||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||AWD4DR||05-21-2003||01:07 PM||||Thats right,down up up down..Looks like if you do it this way you want to run a hose from the side of the WG to a pressurized intake scource,the top of the WG to the "out" on the stepper motor of the BC,and a hose from pressurized scource to the in just like before..||67.193.140.216||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||05-22-2003||02:15 AM||||ok.<br /><br />looks like im going to have to put another T fitting on the BOV vacuum line then and run that to the nipple on the side of the gate.<br /><br />Appreciate your help man.||128.248.170.145||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/002377.cgi
A||||8||Ash||Where exactly is the vehicle speed sensor?||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||05-20-2003||11:13 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I rang the local dealer & they didn't know what I was talking about, the insturment cluster itself is a discontinued item.  Is the speed sensor in the cluster or is it somewhere else?<br /><br />Edit:  The car is stalling on deceleration and the cruise control doesn't work, it was intermittant but now its constant.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||WhiteOut||05-20-2003||11:18 PM||||If you are refering to the speedo gear, it is bolted to the tranny with 1 long 10mm bolt.  hope  this helps  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.67.170.251||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000002||Ash||05-20-2003||11:23 PM||||Nope, the speedo & tacho work fine.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||broke down||05-20-2003||11:41 PM||||If i'm not mistaken, the vss is located on the transmission case, which should have an electrical connector plugged into it.  They typically work in a similar manner to an abs sensor, which uses a toothed ring passing a magnet to generate a voltage signal.  I may be wrong about ours, but that's how most work.  I think the sensor is the one right near the shifter cables.  Hope I could help.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000004||Nate||05-20-2003||11:52 PM||||VSS is located in the gauge cluster.  Wheel speed sensors are at each hub, and speedo drive gear and cable are "joined" at the rear of the trans casing on the driver's side.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000005||Ash||05-21-2003||01:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> VSS is located in the gauge cluster.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks Nate, I'm pretty sure this is the one I'm haing trouble with.  I just wasn't sure if it was behind the cluster on the cable or in the cluster.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||Ash||05-21-2003||08:13 AM||||Well I got the cluster apart & found the prick, and it looks just like one available from out local equivilent to "Radio Shack"   <br /><br /><a href="http://www1.jaycar.com.au/productView.asp?ID=SM1002&CATID=&keywords=reed+switch&SPECIAL=&form=KEYWORD&ProdCodeOnly=&Keyword1=xxxxxxxxxx&Keyword2=xxxxxxxxxx&pageNumber=&priceMin=&priceMax=&SUBCATID=" target="_blank">Click here</a> <br /><br />I'm going to chance the $2.80 and see if this fixes my issue.  I couldn't find a Vfaq on this either, should I perhaps make one or at least get it documented somewhere?  Everything I found only refered to it being "in the cluster", not something any bum with a soldering iron could replace for next to nothing.  I'll let ya'all know how I go.<br /><br />Cheers<br />Ash||203.220.89.148||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||joec||05-21-2003||10:35 AM||||I'm pretty sure this was discussed in the past on the  old "talon-digest".  I think Todd was messing with it when he tried to hook up some sort of rally computer.  I remember him mentioning that he was able to fix a broken one with a part from some electronics store.  However, the dsm.org search doesn't seem to work anymore   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Maybe someone has old digests around in a format that can be easily searched?  Mine are probably on 5 1/4in floppies   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000008||Ash||05-25-2003||10:38 PM||||Argh, it didn't work - turns out the original reed switch works.  Is there a pin on the ECU that the signal should come to or some other way to trouble shoot it?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/002378.cgi
A||||11||Louters91GVR4||Je, Ross, Arias. Do you have to let these pistons &quot;warm up&quot; before driving your car?||||1||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||05-21-2003||10:09 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||My buddy who has built a few 4G63's said that with forged pistons you have to let them warm up to "form" to the cylinder wall. Is this true? If so how good are forged pistons for daily use???<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||dsmsleeper||05-21-2003||10:18 AM||||With my JE's, I try to let them warm up a little before I drive and let the engine get up to operating temperature before I get on it.  But I do about the same with the other cars.  Hail, Mitsu suggests that the Evo be warmed up before ab-use.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||05-21-2003||10:26 AM||||I think thats just JEs becouse they provied some screwy specs.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||05-21-2003||11:51 AM||||forged pistons have a MUCH different rate of expansion over cast.  in the old days, you had to run much higher clearances.  so, when cold, you could really hear them slap.  as they warmed up, they would expand and seal nicely.  what you can do now, is get them with a high silicon content, that makes the rate of expansion very close to cast, and you dont need the bigger tolerance.  ask whatever company that makes them about doing this.  <br />     i just got off the phone with a bmw engine builder who is also a metallurgist.  he says wiseco and je are now owned by the same company, and wiseco puts silicon in all of their pistons.  wiseco has it's own forging plant, je does not.  arias and venolia also do not, and they get their blanks from a common supplier, probably alcoa.  he also says that the forged non silicon pistons are marginally stronger, and are used in monster race motors using a ton of forced induction.  for a street car, there is no need, and that the silicon pistons are way better because of the smaller clearances.  he builds a lot of supercharged motors for bmw.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||05-21-2003||12:46 PM||||Martin at AMS was giving me a tech lesson couple of years ago, when he mentioned JE and piston slap. ( I plan on using weisco or ross and the crower rods. I have some mention issue with eagle rods build quality.)||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||number3||05-21-2003||04:27 PM||||Martin at AMS, put JE pistons on crower rods in my motor this year.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||05-21-2003||04:32 PM||||Really - know what that means !?! -  you got bent over and screwed good. Best ask for a refund ...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Just kidding ! Maybe, I remember wrong.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||05-21-2003||09:19 PM||||What should I know about my Ross 9:1 forged pistons?||64.233.106.10||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||Nate||05-22-2003||01:25 AM||||Know that Ross makes great pistons.  Yours are a little higher in compression that I would personally prefer, but some people like higher comp motors.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||05-22-2003||11:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">some people like higher comp motors  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uhhh Honda... whats the ITR's comp ratio like 11.5x1 or something???||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||Nate||05-23-2003||02:14 AM||||That doesn't count.  Hondas aren't meant to be turbocharged.  10:1 is very high when talking turbo motors.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000011||Bigfoot200200||05-23-2003||03:26 PM||||So do I have to warm up Ross pistons? This is a street car.||64.233.106.10||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum2/002379.cgi
A||||18||gvr4ever||Rehash the car stereo stuff.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||05-21-2003||11:52 AM||||I installed the Alpine APN CDA9805 last night.  LOVE IT.  Anyway, I can tell the stock speakers are weak on the low end and they don't like to be turned up too much.<br /><br />I wanted to know what size speakers to get.  I know this was talked about before, but I don't remember anyone comming up with a clear answer.  I hope I don't pour salt and lemon on a open cut bringing this up again.<br /><br />What size speakers fit in the stock location without a kit?  I'm looking to replace all of them.<br /><br />Also, I wanted to hear some ideals from the car audio freaks to what speakers would be a good match for my deck.  I don't plan to run a external amp.  I'm very happy with the unit as it is.<br /><br />I was thinking maybe Rockford Fosgate in the rear for bass and maybe infinity up front for a clear sound.  Thoughts, ideals?||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||05-21-2003||02:20 PM||||From my recent install...<br /><br />Door speakers: 5.25"<br />Rear deck: 6.5"<br />dash speakers: not sure, no larger than 3" I think.  Perfect for ~1" tweeters with an adapter plate.<br /><br />I still had to make adapter plates for all my speakers because mounting holes didn't line up.  My method was to buy a 2x4 sheet of 1/4" hardboard from Home Depot, trace out your speaker and mounting holes then cut with jigsaw.<br /><br />I will note that the door speakers were remarkably spaceous compared to some cars.  I did not have to hack anything to make things fit.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||AWD4DR||05-21-2003||07:38 PM||||I have infinity reference 6.5's in my door..Just needed to trim alittle bit from the stock bracket..||67.193.140.233||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000003||DarkDevilMMM||05-21-2003||08:10 PM||||hmm..... maybe it's just me then, coz I recall, last time I opened door up, my Boston Acoustics PRO6.5 won't fit in there, not because of the openning, it's because the depth isn't enough, when I put the speakers in there, my windows can't go down all the way, so I need to put a spacer in between, but putting a spacer in between, the door will hit the speakers, blar blar and blar blar blar, lots of work, so I said forget it, and I haven't looked at it since, I don't know.....||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||05-21-2003||08:36 PM||||I put those Bostons in mine.  Had to trim the door, make a spacer, bolt them in.  Door panel just clears and all is good.  Fortunately, the theives didn't know they were in there when they took all my amps, subs... out of the back.  Didn't even touch the crossovers under the seats.||207.69.83.226||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||Jose||05-21-2003||08:48 PM||||The dash takes 4inch, the front doors take 6.5inch, and the rear deck holds 6.75inch. These are the correct sizes for the Galant, and are the sizes I have in my own car.<br />Jose.....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000006||mromik||05-21-2003||09:30 PM||||I had 6' 6ohm in doors<br />10cm in dash<br /><br />door speakers were blown when installed new SONY!!!<br /><br />Installed 6'5 Ultimate titanium in door but they do not fit well ue to big magnett.<br />want to install smaller 5'5 they will fitt better<br /><br />also have Ultimate TS1200 sub at back!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||05-21-2003||09:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> I put those Bostons in mine.  Had to trim the door, make a spacer, bolt them in.  Door panel just clears and all is good.  Fortunately, the theives didn't know they were in there when they took all my amps, subs... out of the back.  Didn't even touch the crossovers under the seats. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That really sucks.  Like the GVR4 itself, I'm into the stealth stuff.  My speakers are all behnd the stock unmodified grilles.  Hopefully I won't have a problem keeping them there.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||Jose||05-21-2003||09:49 PM||||They all fit behind the factory grilles.<br />Jose...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||05-22-2003||09:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> That really sucks.  Like the GVR4 itself, I'm into the stealth stuff.  My speakers are all behnd the stock unmodified grilles.  Hopefully I won't have a problem keeping them there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I think that it was some lower class neighbors that were renting a house down the street.  They got evicted a week or so before my car got broken into.  The only people that knew that I had anything in the car were a couple of guys at work and whatever neighbors saw me put the stuff in.  I don't have a garage.<br /><br />The worst part of it is that they stole my sunglasses that arn't made anymore.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    I'm still pissed about that everyday.||207.69.75.158||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||05-25-2003||05:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> The dash takes 4inch, the front doors take 6.5inch, and the rear deck holds 6.75inch. These are the correct sizes for the Galant, and are the sizes I have in my own car.<br />Jose..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The dash is 4" for sure.  I have 6.5" in the rear.  Unless someone makes a round 5.7, then I don't see how that could fit.  Well I'm back to take some 3.5" dash speakers back and get some 4".  Perhaps it depends on the brand, but even crutchfield said the dash on a 92 Galant took 3.5", but the stock speaker is bigger.  I'll try a 4".  Hey barly bigger sound.  I won't complain.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||05-25-2003||06:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> The dash takes 4inch, the front doors take 6.5inch, and the rear deck holds 6.75inch. These are the correct sizes for the Galant, and are the sizes I have in my own car.<br />Jose..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The dash is 4" for sure.  I have 6.5" in the rear.  Unless someone makes a round 5.7, then I don't see how that could fit.  Well I'm back to take some 3.5" dash speakers back and get some 4".  Perhaps it depends on the brand, but even crutchfield said the dash on a 92 Galant took 3.5", but the stock speaker is bigger.  I'll try a 4".  Hey barly bigger sound.  I won't complain. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Moron mode off.  I mean, I don't know anyone who makes a 6.7" speakers, only 6x7".  I don't see how a 6x7" speaker would fit.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||05-26-2003||02:14 PM||||Anyone thought about hacking up their rear deck for 6x9's?<br /><br />If I ever get an alarm for my car, I'll be installing:<br /><br />Alpine CDA-7845 Head Unit<br />Infinity 255A amp - 4x50 + 200<br />Infinity Kappa Perfect 10.1 sub in a custom box<br />Unknown separates - probably Alpine or Infinity full range speakers for the doors/rear deck<br /><br />In the past I've run the sub and amp off of a Pioneer head unit and Infinity Kappa 5.25 separates with 1 inch tweets in my previous 2G GSX, but it sounded like it was missing something in the middle - all high's and lows, which is why I'm thinkin about 6x9s to round out the middle to mid/low frequencies.  I'm no car audio pro so I don't build my system around frequency tables er anything...  Guess in the past I've just been lucky enough to have rounded out sound.  I am still debating on selling everything for more go fast goodies though...  Ahhh what to do what to do...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||64.24.91.69||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||05-26-2003||05:35 PM||||In my experience, you don't need a whole lot of middle.  I don't think 6x9's will get you much more than a good 5.25" or 6.5" coax or separates.<br /><br />In fact I don't think 6x9's can be considered better than a good set of round speakers.  They're just a convenient form for average wide-range of frequency response.  And don't go for those speakers with 3 tweeters hanging off the front.  A good speaker only needs basically 2: woofer and tweeter.  More than that and you're throwing in too many sound sources.<br /><br />Sounds more like you need a good crossover for your speakers.  Playing with my high-pass filter on the amp will render much different sounds, but it takes some tweaking to get it where you're comfortable and not flowing too much bass to the speakers.<br /><br />I just make sure the front speakers are a good quality speaker that come with passive crossovers.  The rear doesn't really need crossovers unless you're finnicky.  It costs quite a bit more than some run of the mill Pioneer coax, but you can be guaranteed the woofer and tweeter are getting the proper ranges.  All you need to do is set the amp's high-pass to limit bass to the speakers so you don't blow them to hell from distortion.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||cevic||05-27-2003||12:19 AM||||the best size for the rear speakers should be 6-3/4".||24.124.95.48||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||05-27-2003||01:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong> Anyone thought about hacking up their rear deck for 6x9's?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have 6x9's in my rear deck -- no hacking.  My Galant GS (from the previous owner) had the speaker holes unskillfully sawzalled to size, but had the 6x9 "tops" from a speaker box (carpeted particle board) or something over the holes.  When I "upgraded" to the VR-4 I took the tops with me.<br /><br />When I decided to try the 6x9's in the VR-4 I almost reproduced the mistake of cutting the holes, but luckily discovered that they fit without any cutting whatsoever.  The 1" additional rise allows the 6x9 speaker basket to easily clear the stock hole.  Also all the appropriate holes lined up and I was able to secure them with the long screws/washers/nuts that came with the speakers.<br /><br />The only downside (maybe) is that it partially covers two of the car seat tie downs.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||05-27-2003||02:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong> Anyone thought about hacking up their rear deck for 6x9's?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have 6x9's in my rear deck -- no hacking.  My Galant GS (from the previous owner) had the speaker holes unskillfully sawzalled to size, but had the 6x9 "tops" from a speaker box (carpeted particle board) or something over the holes.  When I "upgraded" to the VR-4 I took the tops with me.<br /><br />When I decided to try the 6x9's in the VR-4 I almost reproduced the mistake of cutting the holes, but luckily discovered that they fit without any cutting whatsoever.  The 1" additional rise allows the 6x9 speaker basket to easily clear the stock hole.  Also all the appropriate holes lined up and I was able to secure them with the long screws/washers/nuts that came with the speakers.<br /><br />The only downside (maybe) is that it partially covers two of the car seat tie downs. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you sure your rear grills were not pre hacked by someone else?  When I did mine, the rear grill covers had a round mold that fit on top of 6.5" speakers.  I think the Infinity's I got would not have fit under the stock cover if they were any bigger.  Then again, it might just be the speaker that I choose to go with.  I can only account that the different sizes that everyone is going with has a huge facter on what kind of speakers are being used.<br /><br />I'm going to take a 2nd look tonight because I um kinda forgot to put the foam strip that goes on the bottom part of the speaker on.  I was in a hurry and I missed that step.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||slvrblt||05-27-2003||06:09 PM||||For definite answers, check out <a href="http://www.crutchfield.com." target="_blank">www.crutchfield.com.</a> They have a configurator for almost every car (incl. ours). It will tell you what fits where.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||05-28-2003||01:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Are you sure your rear grills were not pre hacked by someone else?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oops, sorry, I used the 6x9 grills that accompanied the 6x9 speaker.<br /><br />By the way, I have 4 rear speaker grills if anyone buggers theirs while trying to force 6x9's into them.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002380.cgi
A||||12||Bobbo||Light weight wheels||||1||||Bobbo||00000641
Z||000000||Bobbo||05-21-2003||12:30 AM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||Are there any manufacturers that make good looking light weight wheels for our VR4s? I've been looking around and the rims that are available are either butt ugly or they weigh a ton. The only wheels that looked decent were the 5zigen super six or Fighter at tires.com, but they look heavy. I have a charcoal gray VR4 and I'm trying to find either some gunmetal or black wheels with a silver lip that are lightweight. Any leads?||170.224.224.102||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||05-21-2003||12:55 AM||||Centerline RPM's... or look at the Rota line-up they all seem to be of a reasonable weight, ecspecially the Slipstreams.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||05-21-2003||01:42 AM||||<a href="http://www.mspmall.com/bogart/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.mspmall.com/bogart/index.html</a><br />if your looking for lite racing wheels.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||05-21-2003||09:35 AM||||I think the best value for lightweight wheels right now is the current GB (group buy) for Rota:<br /><br />16"x 7" Slipstream (13.5 lbs) $468/set +shipping<br />17x7.5" Subzeroes (16 lbs) $481 (I'm buying them)<br />15" are $398/set<br /><br />Also I like these at Tire Rack, but more expensive:<br />ASA LW5 16x7.5" (16.7 lbs.) $616 +shipping<br />OZ Crono Evo 17x7" forged (17 lbs.) $1,154 yikes!<br /><br />The best bargain (but 20 lbs) for a daily driver year-around wheel, with covered lugs, is Ronal's R-34 16"x7.5" for $340/set. Clearance sale at <a href="http://www.ronalusa.com" target="_blank">www.ronalusa.com</a> under Mitsu Lancer. I would paint this wheel's spokes black, leaving the outside rim silver.  Just my 2 cents..||24.148.88.19||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||05-21-2003||10:08 AM||||Moderator - move post to general discussion or technical questions, please.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Martin Chilcote||05-21-2003||10:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Moderator - move post to general discussion or technical questions, please. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">look at the top of this page, this IS Technical Questions !  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.139.166.15||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000006||Martin Chilcote||05-21-2003||10:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> I think the best value for lightweight wheels right now is the current GB (group buy) for Rota:<br /><br />17x7.5" Subzeroes (16 lbs) $481 (I'm buying them)<br />............ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">bob in chicago: what is the offset of these ?||66.139.166.15||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||05-22-2003||12:46 AM||||45mm offset.||199.182.59.29||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||Bobbo||05-22-2003||01:08 AM||||Thanks for the help. I like the slipstream the most, especially since they offer it in black an gunmetal. But they look a lot like the spoon wheels that are for the Hondas. They're replicas of those, correct? Does anyone know what lug nut size our car has, because I was thinking of getting a set once I get the wheels.||216.148.246.134||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||05-22-2003||01:13 AM||||the size is 4x114.3||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||PJGross||05-22-2003||09:38 AM||||I know these are a little pricey, but has anyone seen/used Velox pg-rev10? 17's look pretty decent to me and at 11.5lbs with a decent load rating they seem like they would help reduce unsprung weight quite a bit?<br /><br />Somebody just had a pic of VX-8's on their galant that looked nice, too, but I'd be interested in the light weight of the pg-rev10s.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000011||Numberless||05-22-2003||10:12 AM||||I just wanted to clarify that the 16" slipstreams do not weigh 13.5lbs.  It seems that rota took some liberties when it comes to advertised weights....when I bought them for my gsx we weighed them in the lab here at GE and they were 14.5lbs each...still really light, but I just thought I'd mention it since I seem to see that 13.5 number thrown around online a lot.<br /><br />If you convert to the eclipse 5x114 pattern, the 93+ stock rx7 16x8's are a great wheel...light and wide.<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000012||ctm||05-22-2003||12:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Numberless:<br /><strong> ... If you convert to the eclipse 5x114 pattern, the 93+ stock rx7 16x8's are a great wheel...light and wide.<br /><br />Jon </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In case anyone is interested... I still have the 5 bolt hub swap setup with complete set of parts incl. turned rotors, knuckles, spindles.  Let me know.||199.106.16.3||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes



ubb/Forum2/002381.cgi
A||||8||curtis||idle problems..........||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||05-21-2003||03:42 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||I'm new to the board but not new to the Galant VR4.  I've had my Galant for about 3 years. Durning this time I've tryed alot of different things on the car. Right know the car has the following mods.<br /><br />Ported cyclone with vacuum accuator to open at 4 psi<br />Ported head polished valves<br />Ported exh. manifold with CNC cut adapter for the Garrett<br />T3/T4 Hybrid V1 comp/.63 stage 3 turbine<br />3" down pipe and exhaust<br />K&N<br />2nd Gen Mass Air<br />Mazda RX7 550 injectors<br />HKS Blow of valve <br />Big front mount intercooler(3 thunderbird cores)<br />255 pump hot wired<br />aluminum flywheel and crank pulley<br />6 puck clutch<br />JDM switchable xmsn<br />5 knob afc <br />Profec A<br />cross drilled rotors/ stainless lines<br />subframe connectors 1"x2" square steel(help alot for corner exit speeds and straight lanches total cost 8 bucks) and other little things.<br /><br />Now for the questions. the car has a crazy idle it comes and goes.  The car can be cold or hot and the ambient air temp can be cold or hot.  I removed one of the side screens and this helped alot but it still does it, also when it gets up into boost some times the car fills like a bike and sometimes it's just flat feeling. I've got a 3000 VR4 mass air meter to try but I've been told that it want work.  I'm going to upgrade to a holley fuel rail and external regulator next week and am wondering what kind of static base pressure I need to run. Right now I have an Automatic 1st gen fuel pressure regulator on the car because it has a static base pressure that is 5 pounds higher. It seams to have helped on off idle performance but maybe hurting me on top I'm not sure.  I have a friend that is helping me datalog it after I redo the ic piping (2" to 2.5") (had a small Garrett before)but i want to have the other thing fixed before we do it. Also if anyone has a conection on JDM evo hood vents or an evo 8 hood vent or even a part # please email me at morepsi1@msn.com <br /><br />Any help with my problems would be of great help<br />Thanks Curtis<br />92 Belize Green #475/1000||67.25.38.14||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-21-2003||03:52 PM||||you need to get an adjustable fpr.  i would also lose the old style afc, and get a new later style, or go maf translator.  on my car, at 1k rpm, i have the afc at -17 just to get my low fuel trim lean enough.  i also have the screw in the mas backed out flush.  all honeycombs are still there.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||curtis||05-21-2003||04:07 PM||||thanks Ken||67.25.38.14||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||05-21-2003||04:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> subframe connectors 1"x2" square steel(help alot for corner exit speeds and straight lanches total cost 8 bucks) and other little things.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have and pics of the these?  They sound interesting.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||number3||05-21-2003||04:36 PM||||Have you PIS tested the IC system for leaks? <br /><br />Have you replaced the throttle body shaft seals? <br /><br />Have you replaced the CAPS in your ECU?<br /><br />If any of the above leak, your idle will be on an off and will be enough to drive a person crazy!!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||05-21-2003||07:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong>  also when it gets up into boost some times the car fills like a bike and sometimes it's just flat feeling. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats what mine did before I flushed the engine to clean out the lifters that were ticking.  My idle was fine, but I believe that the "knock" from the lifters caused the computer to pull timing to the point that I think that a N/A Civic could smoke me.  I'm mostly stock though.||207.69.83.226||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||05-21-2003||10:43 PM||||You might try pulling the isc motor and taking rubbing alcohol and a rag to the tit and the sealing surface in the tb.  You might also want to check the voltage stepping on the isc motor while it is out.  vfaq has the procedures.  carbon builds up from the stupid PCV system dumping oil into the intake all the time from even minimal blowby around the piston rings.  Plus if your turbo is even minimally leaking oil on the intake side at idle, the crap builds up quickly.  Check for that and of course the standard vacuum leaks.  Every single vacuum line should be replace just out of spite.  One damned bellmouthed hard vacuum line can drive you nuts.<br />dave||12.83.158.80||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||curtis||05-21-2003||10:50 PM||||I've smoke checked the ic piping, and changed the caps and no leaks around throttle shaft.       <br />Sub frame connectors I've been putting these on unibody cars for about 10 years  you take 1x2" square steel tubing and weld them from as far forward as you can to has far back as you can on the sub frame one on each side. I think they are about 7 or 8 feet long, total weight is like 10 pounds maybe.  This is an old Mustang and Camaro trick because the torque from the v8's will put spider web cracks in the floor under the back seat from body twist.   You can weld in steel plate around the control arm and rear arm mounting points and on the rear arms you can take round steel tubing and place inside the arms and weld them in to make them solid this will held control deflection.||67.25.36.116||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||starwrist||05-23-2003||12:12 AM||||Yeah Curtis... Drew here.<br /><br /><br />Man, when ever you get the idle thing fixed, you gotta let me know.<br /><br />My car, when I first start it up in the morning, will idle up in the low 2's. After about 1 minute or so, it'll drop it's revs to 1. But the problem is when I'm driving and shift into neutral, my revs fluctuate from 1100 to 1400. Up, down, up, down, up, down...until I come to a complete stop. Then is sits at 1000. <br /><br /><br />By the way, the belt didn't just slip off. The water pump failed!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  Which then threw the belt off. So Spanky is fixing it for me Friday morning...which is really bad. I wish I had just freaking put the water pump in there when he had the car apart. Oh well, you live and learn.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes



ubb/Forum2/002382.cgi
A||||3||#1459 VR-4||Help w/ Part Numbers||||5||||NorthernGVR-4||00000618
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||05-21-2003||05:00 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Can somebody with CAPS help me find the part #'s for the gasket between the throttle body and the intake manifold and the gasket between the intake manifold and the head?<br /><br />I'm going to be removing the intake manifold so if there are any other gaskets I would need please let me know, thanks.||24.147.242.56||reg||5||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000001||s_firestone||05-21-2003||11:02 PM||||Here are the gaskets if I remember correctly.<br /><br />MD340327 Throttle Body JPipe Gasket(TB Elbow<-->TB)<br />MD146399 Throttle Body Gasket (TB <--> Intake)<br />MD117728 Inlet Manifold Gasket (Intake <--> Head)<br />MD088604 EGR Valve Gasket (EGR Valve<-->Intake)<br /><br />There are also 2 coolant lines running into the throttle body that have to be disconnected.  I just cut them to speed things up and replaced them with equivalent size rubber hose.<br /><br />Once you remove the throttle body you will be able to easily access the EGR valve.  Some people buy a block off plate in place of the gasket.  After you remove the intake/throttlebody you'll know why.<br /><br />Someone else will have to comment on replacing the intake while the head is on the engine in the car.  I only swapped intakes from one head to another.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1K||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000002||#1459 VR-4||05-22-2003||12:28 AM||||Thanks a bunch, I'm actually having second thoughts about going through with it now... I've been told it isn't a fun job.  (The only reason I was going to remove it in order to paint it along w/ my valve cover.)<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by s_firestone:<br /><strong> Stephen Firestone</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you related to the <b>Bachelor</b>?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000003||s_firestone||06-04-2003||09:28 PM||||BWAHAaahaahaahaahaaa!!!  I suppose I am related to the bachelor.  If I had a 10 dollars for every person who has asked me that since that show came on I could afford a new 16G.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 Galant VR-4 <br />#918 of 1K||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes



ubb/Forum2/002383.cgi
A||N||2||Marcus||NEW motor, what's wrong?||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||05-21-2003||05:43 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||My buddy just put a motor he rebuilt in his galant and today while i was driving it the dipstick shot out and blew oil everywhere.  This isn't anything new to use guys who own 4G63's but then the tach started going crazy, up, down, past 9k everywhere.  I figured that oil got on something and is causing the problem, but what did it get on?  What else could cause this problem.  <br />Thanks<br />Marcus||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||Marcus||05-21-2003||06:47 PM||||Ok, already fixed the problem.  The wire going to the coil pack had began unplugging itself.  Stuck her back in and all was good as new.<br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||05-21-2003||10:44 PM||||if it wasn't for the misfire I'd have said someone lined up the ring gaps on all the pistons and it had so much blowby it shot the dipstick out...<br />dave||12.83.158.80||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002384.cgi
A||N||4||Marcus||How to make 16g a 20g?||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||05-21-2003||05:45 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||How can I do this, I have the 7cm housing and someone said for a couple hundred I can buy the 20g wheel and just take mine apart and replace it with the big daddy one.  Can anyone suggest a good place to do or purchase such a part?  <br />Thank<br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||05-21-2003||06:14 PM||||Extreme has this on their site, but its $400.<br />Call or email one of the turbo places like Forced performance, etc etc...<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||bob dole||05-21-2003||06:29 PM||||I have the 16g to 20g. It in my opinion it is ok. I am in the about to upgrade to something better soon. I plan on changing everthing fuel system and turbo.||24.73.70.215||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000003||Marcus||05-21-2003||06:46 PM||||Hey BOB do you still have the 16g TD05H housing or do you have a 20g TD05H housing with the 2" outlet on it.  Is this a mod that you would do again or go with something else?<br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000004||phez||03-05-2004||07:02 PM||||I have a TD06 compressor housing with 20G wheel. I wanted to match this with my stock TD05 14B turbo. Can I remove the compressor housing from the TD05 and install the TD06 compressor housing wheel myself or do I need to go to a turbo specialist to get it done?||218.214.61.252||reg||1||phez||00002585||yes



ubb/Forum2/002385.cgi
A||||4||GalantVR-4||Transfer case?||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||05-21-2003||07:10 PM||||Hi there, i have a small oil spot that leaks in the location or around the area of the cat i believe, is this where the transfer case is located? the drip is on the driver side of the piping. Can someone please let me know if the recall has been done on mine the vin is <br /><br />ja3cx56u3mz007511 <br /><br />thanks.||67.124.37.164||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||Tangent||05-23-2003||02:03 AM||||send a pm to iceman69510 under the directory link.  the transfer is about two feet in front of the cat.||66.109.201.204||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||05-23-2003||09:31 AM||||It was done 7/12/2000 on this car, at 91,607 miles. BUT...it was inspection only, no parts changed. You may still have a problem.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR-4||05-23-2003||11:59 AM||||so do i still qualify for a changeout???  thanks for your help tho||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||05-23-2003||12:51 PM||||The dealer would have to determine that based on Mitsu policy.  Also depends if that is really the source of your leak.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/002386.cgi
A||||0||spoulson||Anyone use MMCd for Palm?||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||05-21-2003||07:53 PM||spoulson@rcn.com||I've been doing some datalogging in my GVR4 with my Palm IIIc and MMCd.  So far I really like the interface and capabilities.<br /><br />I already know that coolant and air intake temps are bogus numbers.  According to Dmitry's web site timing advance is also a bogus number.  Has anyone seen this?<br /><br />I'm getting 6.5* advance at 6000 rpm WOT at 7psi.  I'm not sure if I can trust this number.<br /><br />Would anyone happen to have information that could help correct the timing and temp calculations?  Dmitry shows his formulas on his <a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">web page</a>.<br /><br />FYI, I'm working on a report utility that'll export datalogs into CSV or Excel format.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum2/002387.cgi
A||N||3||s_firestone||General tranny inquiry||||5||||s_firestone||00000502
Z||000000||s_firestone||05-21-2003||09:07 PM||s_firestone@yahoo.com||I am replacing my transmission (failing intermediate bearings). I looked all over the trader and then found the RRE article on japanese<br />importers.<br /><br />I must have called 15 companies and the majority wanted between $895~$2100.<br /><br />I found one company called Soshin/Soken/Soko Trade Corporation in Southern CA and they had a transmission for $500+ $140 shipping and by sheer stroke of luck the tranny ID is W5M33-2-NQBK. Typical 30-40K mileage claims but has a 90 day warranty. (Which is way better than a 30 second, 30 foot warranty from the Trader or a lifetime warranty from PayPal...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  )<br /><br />Has anyone ever dealt with Soshin Trade on motors/transmissions?  Good, Bad, Ugly?<br /><br />Any recommendations, criticisms, and/or killer<br />tranny deals would be welcomed.<br /><br />Of course I absolutely wish I could send my tranny to TRE or BMTranny but it is a daily driver and I can't afford the downtime much less the premium of their expertise. I have about $1000 to do the whole<br />job(tranny/clutch/all clutch parts).<br /><br />I am still opposed to taking it to any mechanic or shop here in Mississippi. Here they think an import is a car that comes from Alabama. If you even say DSM here they ask you what kind of Mustang that is...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks a Giga,<br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 GVR4 #918 of 1K||24.242.82.225||reg||5||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||05-21-2003||10:31 PM||||i think rre only charges around $850 for a stock rebuild, or was it buscher?  damn...  I have 1 spare and one that needs shift forks and bearings and god knows what else.  Know anyone who wants a gvr(original) core?  I'm keeping the good spare tho...<br />dave||12.83.158.80||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||Nate||05-22-2003||01:23 AM||||What do you want for the core?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||curtis||05-22-2003||12:09 PM||||on RRE web site I got the number for all of these companies and the one that says skn is part of this group of companies.   I got my tranny and tranfer case for 532 to my door took about 6 days truck freight.  the transfer case has an aluminum case and will only fit on the JDM box because the size of the shaft was like .050 different in dia.  the tranny has the switching lever to lock the front diff but the transfer can didn't have the switch to release the rear.  But you cares I like AWD... hope this helps||67.25.38.14||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/002392.cgi
A||||13||Louters91GVR4||Clutches?? HELP with your advice???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||05-22-2003||12:54 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||I want a clutch that will be able to serve as not only a last lasting reliable clutch, but as one that can handle the duties of autocross and drag style racing, and of course everyday driving.<br /><br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||05-22-2003||01:02 PM||||ACT 2600.  Not too stiff for everyday use, but still good enough to hold up to lots of launches and aggressive driving.  My brother and I both use them, and I know it's the popular choice with most people these days.<br /><br />Check out:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchpressure.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchpressure.htm</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/ecldrivetrain.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/ecldrivetrain.htm</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||05-22-2003||01:14 PM||||I second that opinion.  The ACT 2600 is a a great choice.  Things to consider/replace with any higher pressure clutch:<br /><br />clutch release fork<br />pivot ball<br />stainless clutch line<br />clutch slave cylinder<br />while your at it, the 11/12 year old clutch fluid (if it hasn't been replaced before.)||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||05-22-2003||01:49 PM||||I third that.  The ACT 2600 is a great clutch, and like Danny said, replace all of the associated wear items at the same time.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||05-22-2003||02:18 PM||||(ACT 2600) You might want to do one-legged squats for your right leg though.  I really like the pedal feel on my centerforce DF.  It's lasted a while for me, but I have only launched it a few times.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||05-22-2003||02:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> (ACT 2600) You might want to do one-legged squats for your right leg though </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">... and consider moving your clutch to the left where it belongs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||05-22-2003||02:56 PM||||I love the ACT 2600 as well.  Sometimes I get tired of pushing in the heavy pedal in stop and go traffic, but I think the 2600 is a great choice.  I don't think the 2100 would hold up to my abuse.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||05-22-2003||03:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> (ACT 2600) You might want to do one-legged squats for your right leg though </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">... and consider moving your clutch to the left where it belongs.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think he meant to even things out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||Louters91GVR4||05-22-2003||03:50 PM||||i guess there is no choice but the 2600, thanks for all the help as usual guys!!!<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000009||dsmsleeper||05-22-2003||03:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> (ACT 2600) You might want to do one-legged squats for your right leg though </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">... and consider moving your clutch to the left where it belongs.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uhhh....the right leg so that it is as developed as the left will be from using the 2600.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||12||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000010||curtis||05-22-2003||04:01 PM||||If you want a real clutch that will hold 400 hp without slip 7000rpm dumps contact eddie at south bend clutch       just type in southbendclucth or dxd clutches on the net I got a 6 puck and alum flywheel for 630 delevered and have had no problems you can get full ceramic/metalic or metalicon one side and organic on the uther aslo will build what ever spring rate you want||64.159.108.104||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||05-22-2003||04:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> If you want a real clutch that will hold 400 hp without slip 7000rpm dumps contact eddie at south bend clutch       just type in southbendclucth or dxd clutches on the net I got a 6 puck and alum flywheel for 630 delevered and have had no problems you can get full ceramic/metalic or metalicon one side and organic on the uther aslo will build what ever spring rate you want </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...and if you want real English speaking/writing skills, go  <a href="http://www.departments.bucknell.edu/russian/ru125/english.html" target="_blank">here</a>.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||05-22-2003||05:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> If you want a real clutch that will hold 400 hp without slip 7000rpm dumps contact eddie at south bend clutch       just type in southbendclucth or dxd clutches on the net I got a 6 puck and alum flywheel for 630 delevered and have had no problems you can get full ceramic/metalic or metalicon one side and organic on the uther aslo will build what ever spring rate you want </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...and if you want real English speaking/writing skills, go  <a href="http://www.departments.bucknell.edu/russian/ru125/english.html" target="_blank">here</a>. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha!  A six puck clutch probably isn't what he is looking for either.  Not to mention an ACT 2600 won't have any trouble holding 400hp.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||dlpinckney||05-22-2003||06:23 PM||||When I replaced the slave cylinder, and added the stainless clutch line, the pedal pressure was not that HUGE of an increase over my stock clutch, or the ACT2100 that I had prior.  Using the Mitsu throw-out bearing, with the plastic insert, seems to help a lot with the smoothness as well.  Back when I purchased mine, I think Buschur had the cheapest price on the 2600 set (pressure plate, street disk, T-O bearing, and alignment tool), but never had it in stock, so I ended up paying like $15 extra and had it from Extreme in like 2 days.  Extreme always seems very pricey to me, but they aren't too far away, had it in stock, wasn't much more money, and shipped it quickly.<br /><br />Oh, and about the 6-puck or using an un-sprung disk, I don't think it is needed by most people.  I do some pretty abusive launches, and have NEVER had my 2600 slip.  For that matter, I had an ACT2100 that I put about 70K ABUSIVE miles on, and never had a problem with it.  I took it out when I put the 2600 in, and a friend is still using it in his daily driver..!!!||63.188.129.144||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/002389.cgi
A||||14||henrok||swapping bumpers||||3||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||05-22-2003||12:13 AM||alvihen@aol.com||hey i was thinking.....how about a wrx bumper on a galant?  just brainstorming on what other (dsm or not) bumpers could fit on a galant||64.12.96.102||reg||3||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||05-22-2003||12:45 AM||||why would you even think of doing this? this post has ricer written all over it! if you post things on this forum you should make it worth while. seriously this forum is for people who enjoy building, driving, and owning galant vr4's. however this forum isn't for those who want to put neon glow under their cars, or have 50 tanks of nitrous under the back seat. i think the moderators need to be a little more strict on people who post this kind of shit. it should be more like teamnabr.com where this would be your final warning, and next time you are gone for good!||12.235.229.244||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||05-22-2003||12:14 PM||||And how is this any different from the topic you posted four minutes prior?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||05-22-2003||02:44 PM||||This is the <b><i>only</i></b> appropriate bumper replacement besides a Mitsubishi bumper:<br /><br />  <img src="http://tomsquotes.amhosting.net/movies/vacation/truckster.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||05-22-2003||08:57 PM||||Are those the '94 headlights?!  I need to find a set of those.||207.69.75.158||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||05-22-2003||09:00 PM||||lol....thats one of my fav movies.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000006||henrok||05-23-2003||10:55 PM||||hey hey heyyy, no need to get upset. i was just wondering what happens to those who have problems finding a bumper when they  mess theirs up in an accident.  i was also trying to see what other options i have in trying to make my car lighter. ok so chill out , relax... everything is gonna be alright!||152.163.252.33||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||05-23-2003||11:00 PM||||You can get another Galant bumper.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Ian M||05-23-2003||11:51 PM||||Ive been working on '78 Ford Fairmont bumpers for my car. Being aluminum,they should be a substantial weight reduction. Once Im done,I can do a VFAQ for others who are interested.<br /><br /> I think a rear '74-77 Thunderbird bumper with the cool optional rear mounted "continental" spare would be sweet too,but they're heavy,and really hard to find these days. I think they are a little too wide also.||129.71.115.144||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000010||dsmsleeper||05-24-2003||10:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> Ive been working on '78 Ford Fairmont bumpers for my car. Being aluminum,they should be a substantial weight reduction. Once Im done,I can do a VFAQ for others who are interested.<br /><br /> I think a rear '74-77 Thunderbird bumper with the cool optional rear mounted "continental" spare would be sweet too,but they're heavy,and really hard to find these days. I think they are a little too wide also. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll be looking forward to the VFAQ.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.14.25.202||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||05-24-2003||03:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> why would you even think of doing this? this post has ricer written all over it! if you post things on this forum you should make it worth while. seriously this forum is for people who enjoy building, driving, and owning galant vr4's. however this forum isn't for those who want to put neon glow under their cars, or have 50 tanks of nitrous under the back seat. i think the moderators need to be a little more strict on people who post this kind of shit. it should be more like teamnabr.com where this would be your final warning, and next time you are gone for good! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think you're overreacting a little...||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||jonvr4||05-25-2003||12:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> why would you even think of doing this? this post has ricer written all over it! if you post things on this forum you should make it worth while. seriously this forum is for people who enjoy building, driving, and owning galant vr4's. however this forum isn't for those who want to put neon glow under their cars, or have 50 tanks of nitrous under the back seat. i think the moderators need to be a little more strict on people who post this kind of shit. it should be more like teamnabr.com where this would be your final warning, and next time you are gone for good! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think you're overreacting a little... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">over reacting? nope sorry just trying to keep this an area where people can learn about the cars, not try to put a  <b>SUBARU WRX</b>  bumper on a  <b>MITSUBISHI GALANT VR4</b>. sorry but this is just like the guy who put the fugly eclipse on ebay and asked 30k for it. this is just silly and should stay the hell out of a rice-free environment! i think you are under reacting||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000013||UndergroundVR-4||05-26-2003||11:58 AM||||You guys need to lay off the ricer comments and giving this guy a hard time.  He said bumper.  I'm assuming he didn't have intentions on putting a WRX bumper cover on his car.  I had no bumper on my chassis when I first bought it and had a similar question.  Of course I wasn't looking for a Subaru bumper,  but was told that an 89-92 galant bumper or somewhere around those years will fit the VR4 chassis  as well.||67.84.216.211||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000014||MatTau||05-27-2003||04:20 AM||||I think,when spare part is hard to find, people will look to another options to fix theirs problem.||202.184.189.17||reg||1||MatTau||00001515||yes
Z||000015||henrok||06-05-2003||06:12 PM||||hey has anyone tried putting 90 gsx bumper covers on a galant?  i think they would look awesome. and they dont stick out as much as the galants.  i love galant vr4's, but we must find a way to make them lighter and look different so that they would be sleepers even more sooo.||64.12.96.102||reg||3||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/002390.cgi
A||||9||darren||Power loss, oil consumption...pls help||||1||||darren||00001577
Z||000000||darren||05-22-2003||01:25 AM||||Does anyone have any suggestions why my 91 has hesitation, and serious power loss under any amount of throttle. This happens about 80% of the time the other 20% the problem seems to completely dissappear but always comes back. I ran a test on the ecu and it is throwing a code for the "volume air sensor"(MAS). I was advised by a mitsubishi parts clerk to unplug the battery to reset the ecu, and also to disconnect the MAS for 15 minutes. This actually made a difference, now the power loss problem only happens about 20% of the time compared to 80% prior. When I reset the ecu, the code dissapeared. Also I am losing oil (about a quart every 100 miles or so) but it is not leaking, I know its coming out of the exhaust because I can see the blue smoke but mostly black smoke. The motor was rebuilt 25,000 miles ago. Also the dipstick is popping up all the time. Any suggestions on what to check would really be appreciated. This problem has been happening for a few months. The only mods I have is a boost gauge and removed the aircan But I only did both mods yesterday. Also my boost gauge was reading 8.5 psi all day yesterday then at nighttime the boost went up to 10 psi.||24.184.33.106||reg||1||darren||00001577||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||05-22-2003||01:28 AM||||the engine is fucked. you have too much blowby so the dipstick keeps popping out. my guess would be that you have a ring that has failed. you might want to do a compression check, but i guess at this point in time you should start searching for a new engine or look to rebuild.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||darren||05-22-2003||01:37 AM||||The car still pulls hard 80% of the time especially over the past few days after I reset the mas and the ecu. Would this be the case if the engine is shot. Could it possibly be something else?||24.184.33.106||reg||1||darren||00001577||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||05-22-2003||02:12 AM||||like i said try a compression test, and that'll give you a better understanding for what is going on. my galant pulled hard while it smoked pretty bad, but when i did a compression test the #3 cylinder had 80psi, which is half of what it should be. turns out i had detonation and the #3 piston's ring landing was crushed. you might want to check it out, you may have a good reason to pull the engine a do a nice build on it.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||05-22-2003||07:56 AM||||i agree with jovr4, do a compression test. its entirely needed to tell whats going on in your situation.  the oil dipstick does pop out because of to much blow by, but it also pops out if its a crappy dipstick. a good motor can pop as dipstick too. so repalce that while you're at it, considering its so cheap||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||05-22-2003||09:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> i agree with jovr4, do a compression test. its entirely needed to tell whats going on in your situation.  the oil dipstick does pop out because of to much blow by, but it also pops out if its a crappy dipstick. a good motor can pop as dipstick too. so repalce that while you're at it, considering its so cheap </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine popped out when I first turned the boost up.  I replaced the dip stick and it never happend again.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||darren||05-22-2003||10:04 AM||||Thanks for the help Im going to get a compression test done todayI will post the results.||24.184.33.106||reg||1||darren||00001577||yes
Z||000007||darren||05-22-2003||04:16 PM||||I did a compression test today,the results were 175 in all 4 cylinders. I went to mitsubishi today and the parts guy told me that its probably the TPS or the ICS. My mechanic thinks it may be the fuel pump. Has anyone else had this problem?||24.184.33.106||reg||1||darren||00001577||yes
Z||000008||darren||05-22-2003||04:18 PM||||I did a compression test today,the results were 175 in all 4 cylinders. I went to mitsubishi today and the parts guy told me that its probably the TPS or the ICS. My mechanic thinks it may be the fuel pump. Has anyone else had this problem?||24.184.33.106||reg||1||darren||00001577||yes
Z||000009||darren||05-22-2003||04:23 PM||||I meant ISC||24.184.33.106||reg||1||darren||00001577||yes



ubb/Forum2/002391.cgi
A||||6||DarkDevilMMM||Compression Ratio help||||1||||DarkDevilMMM||00000159
Z||000000||DarkDevilMMM||05-22-2003||12:23 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||Hi guys, I don't know how to calculate the compression ratio, I mean I do have the formula but I just can't get the numbers together, don't know if anyone can help me. <br /><br />Compression Height 1.378<br />Bore Size 3.3470<br />Ring type 1mm x 1.2mm x 2.8mm<br /><br />I just want to double check what's the compression ration of this piston, are those numbers enough to determine? Thanks for the feedback.||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||05-22-2003||12:36 PM||||Stroke?||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||DarkDevilMMM||05-22-2003||03:35 PM||||hmm... stroke... that I don't know, I think I am using 1G rods, that's all the data I have for the piston, where I can find the stroke?||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000003||1101||05-22-2003||03:40 PM||||stock motor specifications<br /><br />bore					85mm<br />stroke					88mm<br />displacement				1997.4 cc<br />Comp Ratio				7.8:1<br />Rod Length				150mm<br />Rod journal (crank)			48mm<br />Rod journal (Piston 1g)			21mm<br />Rod journal (Piston 2g)			22mm<br /><br />Rod length to stroke ratio = 150/88 = 	1.70<br />The combustion chamber volume =		293.68 cc<br />1mm ovrbore pistons gives displacement 	2044.64 cc<br />2mm ovrbore pistons gives displacement	2092.46 cc<br />material between bores (measured)	8.03mm<br /><br />For 1G motors, the combustion chamber volume would be<br />	7.8 = (1997.4cc + Vc) / Vc then solve for Vc.<br />	7.8Vc = 1997.4cc + Vc<br />	6.8Vc = 1997.4cc	<br />	Vc=293.73 cc||12.235.99.210||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||05-22-2003||08:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1101:<br /><strong>  the combustion chamber volume would be<br />	7.8 = (1997.4cc + Vc) / Vc then solve for Vc.<br />	7.8Vc = 1997.4cc + Vc<br />	6.8Vc = 1997.4cc	<br />	Vc=293.73 cc </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How did you get 6.8Vc?||207.69.75.158||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||1101||05-22-2003||09:49 PM||||This might be more clear<br /><br />7.8 = (1997.4cc + Vc) / Vc then solve for Vc.<br />7.8Vc = 1997.4cc + 1Vc<br />7.8Vc - 1Vc = 1997.4cc<br />6.8Vc = 1997.4cc <br />Vc=293.73 cc||12.235.99.210||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||05-23-2003||10:57 AM||||In case that cumbustion chamber volume seems a little big to you, remember that is the TOTAL of all 4 chambers, plus the head gasket, plus the dish and offset of the piston. What is the piston diameter and compression height of the pistons you have in mm? Is it stock, or overbore? Then, use the calculations 1101 gave you, and work backwards.<br />Here was a rather indepth thread from last year where we discussed this:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001013" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001013</a>||68.153.86.144||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002393.cgi
A||||3||gvr4tunr||ALTERNATOR SMOKING?!?!||||4||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||05-22-2003||02:48 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||so i'm an idiot and i left my lights on while at work. i get out and the car is completely drained, won't even turn over. i hook it up to my friends 87 bmw to charge/jump it and after 3 minutes, the alternator is smoking fairly heavily. the car has had no problems with retaining power and has a fairly new battery. i'm praying its just the alternator that needs to be replaced. my fuses were all fine, nothing else seemed to be harmed.<br /><br />any ideas about why this would happen and what else i should look for? i've never done an alternator replacement, but it seems simple enough. will i be able to do it in the parking lot of my work in a couple of hours without too much trouble? please, i need help, i'm low on cash and i need to be driving to work. and comments/advice/suggestions would be greatly appreciated.<br /><br />chris||172.202.200.48||reg||4||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||mromik||05-22-2003||08:41 PM||||I blown my alternator on the 23 of june last year.<br />I've installed 100/130 Watt lamps to headlights and fogs and also put additional foggs.<br />I was driving to Vladivostok (900 km) that night?<br />listening music<br /><br />50 wattx4 +250 watt sub<br />+ heater etc.<br /><br />Total 100x2 =200 low beam<br />      130x2 =260 hi beam<br />      100x2 =200 foglights<br />      100x2 =200 add foglights<br />      average 300  stereo<br />Total 1160 watt /13.5 volt =85 amps<br />on 75 amp alternator<br /><br />I burned 4 from 6 diodes.....<br />It was not smoking, just smelling like smoke<br /><br />I changed diodes in Vladivostok and everything was ok.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000002||gvr4tunr||05-23-2003||08:48 PM||||so 2 days without my car and $270 later my car is back with a refurbished alternator. turns out my idle problem was caused by the bad alternator and my cd player is even louder now that it has been replaced. i guess with 159k on the alternator, it was it's time to go.||64.222.81.170||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||05-23-2003||11:24 PM||||Chris, glad to hear it.  Keep an eye on that alternator, though, lots of reports of duds.<br /><br />This stuff cracks me up... gotta love the global village, but it's something I never imagined I'd hear... probably sounds just as strange as saying I replaced my caps in Kalamazoo.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> I changed diodes in Vladivostok and everything was ok. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.163.58.52||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002394.cgi
A||||3||hibrn8||Drive shaft||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||05-22-2003||08:48 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||I took off the t-case today to tighten the bolts on the oil pan......the source of the oil leak. anywyas in regards to the driveshaft, it seems to short. i was pulling on that mutha f'er towards the front of the car so the lip of the sahft fit over the t-case properly. but it seems to retracts back towards the rear of the car. is this normal or what?||65.227.217.131||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||05-23-2003||04:53 PM||||no one elses drive shaft is like this.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||05-23-2003||11:38 PM||||Don't know, maybe we should have a Chicagoland meet and compare.<br /><br />Ooh.. I feel dirty now -- wanna come over and compare shafts?  Hmm, yours is shorter than mine.||67.163.58.52||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||05-24-2003||08:03 AM||||Here's my guess... <br /><br />The shaft is designed to slide a bit (in and out) on splines to take up variations as motor & rearend mounts flex, etc. You compressed the shaft when you removed the end; now it is stuck or resisting sliding back. <br /><br />I say just keep yanking on your shaft||24.148.88.19||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/002395.cgi
A||||30||Numberless||1G GSX stock springs on the Galant VR4.  Pictures, measurements, information....here!||||1||||Numberless||00000739
Z||000000||Numberless||05-23-2003||12:49 AM||||Ok well, I finally got a chance to put some 1G GSX stock springs on the GVR4.  I've seen a lot of discussion about this on here, but it seemed like there was a lot of confilicting information or just more questions than answers.  I wanted to change that so I documented the whole swap here for you.<br /><br />Note:  This thread is only about springs, not shocks.  Since my GVR4 came with GR2 springs from a DSM, I have no way of seeing what these springs will look like with the "correct" Galant VR4 shocks.  But since most of us are using shocks designed for the DSM's, I thought this might be useful anyway.<br /><br /><br />I'll skip a lot of the discussion and get right to the numbers and the photos:<br /><br /><br />Spring Lengths:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/VR4Springs/FrontSprings_compare.jpg" target="_blank">www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/VR4Springs/FrontSprings_compare.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/VR4Springs/RearSprings_compare.jpg" target="_blank">www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/VR4Springs/RearSprings_compare.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/VR4Springs/Springs_all4.jpg" target="_blank">www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/VR4Springs/Springs_all4.jpg</a><br /><br /><br />GSX vs. GVR4 springs, before and after:<br /><br />The GSX springs lowered my 92 GVR4  3/8" in the front, and 1" in the rear.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/VR4Springs/VR4_springs_compare.jpg" target="_blank">www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/VR4Springs/VR4_springs_compare.jpg</a><br /><br />Photos of the GVR4 with GSX springs:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/VR4Springs/GSXsprings_rearangle.jpg" target="_blank">www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/VR4Springs/GSXsprings_rearangle.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/VR4Springs/GSXsprings_frontangle.jpg" target="_blank">www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/VR4Springs/GSXsprings_frontangle.jpg</a><br /><br /><br />Ride, Handling:<br /><br />I can't comment too much on this since I have maybe 20 miles on this setup.  The car shown has GR2 shocks, crappy tires, and of course the GSX springs.  I can say that my first impression is that it's really not too different in terms of ride.  It is perhaps a bit softer over bumps, but overall not terribly different.  But like I said, I haven't really had a chance to really drive around a lot with these on there.<br /><br />Ok, that's it, I hope this was helpful.         <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />       <br /><br />Jon||24.209.130.130||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000001||Numberless||05-23-2003||12:55 AM||||OK great well I guess the [ IMG ] tags are disabled for some reason.  Sorry guys, you'll have to click on each link.<br /><br />J||24.209.130.130||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||05-23-2003||01:33 AM||||John,<br />Great information. Update this info, after you put some miles on the car, with this setup.<br /><br />BTW. You have a NOPI sticker on your deck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.186.217||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||05-23-2003||01:44 AM||||i guess i know my next cheap mod||12.235.229.244||reg||14||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||Numberless||05-23-2003||09:27 AM||||LOL Yeah that bench is behind the shop near the dumpster....hence the NOPI sticker location.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyway, glad I could help.<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||05-23-2003||10:06 AM||||the springs are only PART of the equation.  you MUST consider overall shock/strut length, and compression/rebound.  with the gr2, you basically have installed gsx suspension on the car.  the gr2 is matched to the gsx spring.  the konis i have on my car(also gsx)  are even shorter than the gsx strut, which is shorter than the galant strut.  also, to compress the galant spring(which is longer, but softer rated), on the koni strut took a hell of a lot more force than the gsx spring, which, imho, rides a LOT better than the galant spring on the koni.  i am talking eclipse gsx here, not galant gsx.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||05-23-2003||10:09 AM||||I just put these springs on my new AGX, but the car has not made it off the jackstands yet.  I like how it looks on yours, because I am not a huge fan of the raked stance.  I didn't compare the springs for length because I did not even disassemble the original struts/springs because I used all new mounts/springs/struts, etc. <br /><br />Next time turn the vehicle side towards the sun in the picture to get better definition.  It would have helped see the tire to wheel gap better.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||silly4turbo||05-23-2003||12:06 PM||||cool pic, thanks for the info ... I've got AGX's<br />now but can't stand the raked look... the GSX<br />springs seem to even the car out, without being<br />slammed||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000008||starwrist||05-23-2003||01:02 PM||||How much did you pay for the GSX springs?<br /><br />How easily did they compress over the GVR4 struts?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />---<br />870/1000||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000009||Numberless||05-23-2003||01:56 PM||||The springs compressed over the struts like "normal" I guess...because like Ken said you're basically putting together a stock eclipse GSX suspension.  Now that you explain it like that, it makes sense why the ride seems better now than it did with galant springs on eclipse struts.<br /><br />I paid a local dsm guy $50 for the springs.<br /><br /><br />I have a bunch of pictures from the side that show the gap better, but didn't have them on the right computer when I uploaded stuff last night...I agree it's tough to see in that picture.||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000010||s_firestone||05-23-2003||10:40 PM||||I was talking to one of the guys at Talahassee Mitsubishi about replacement spring and he mentioned that he thought that Eclipse 2G rear springs were the same as our GVR4 rear springs.  They might have even been the same part number.<br /><br />If this is true then it might be possible to mix aftermarket DSM 2G rear springs and aftermarket 1G DSM front springs to eliminate the raked look.<br /><br />Can anyone else comment on this?||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||05-23-2003||11:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Next time turn the vehicle side towards the sun in the picture to get better definition.  It would have helped see the tire to wheel gap better. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Try to adjust your monitor contrast/brightness -- it seems pretty damn sharp to me.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=450" alt=" - " />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||iceman69510||05-24-2003||03:09 PM||||2g rear springs may have similar dimensions, but they are not the same part numbers.<br /><br />Ryan,  I only meant that the wheel-tire was in shadow.  But I will try what you said.  Never have a problem with anything else though.||204.246.220.28||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000013||curtis||05-24-2003||11:27 PM||||I've been running 1st gen awd talon springs on monroe replacement shocks for about two years they are alot sponger than the GVR4 springs but under hard acceleration the front jumps up alot more and the back stay about the same. I didn't notice any more body roll with these over the GVR4 springs the only draw back is going into parking lots or potholes if you hit them hard the shocks hit like there bottoming out.  I grew up in the mountains of N.C. were all the roads are curver than hell. My parents road is 16 miles long and has close to 100 curves some of them are 15 mph curves around drop offs cliffs etc..  If I still lived ther I would have coilovers , fat swaybars and a cage, but here in tenn. I live in town with straight 4 lanes everywhere   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   no need for a drift machine...||67.25.36.58||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000014||JAYGVR4||05-25-2003||12:47 AM||||For anyone interested, I have a set of 1G AWD stock springs for sale.  $50 + shipping from MD/DC/VA area.||64.24.90.54||reg||4||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000015||Vr4in'||05-25-2003||04:33 PM||||hey jay..i am interested in your springs..email me at nohad43@aol.com.thanks||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000016||Vr4in'||05-25-2003||04:35 PM||||Actually,nevermind...i dont think i need them now..thanks||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000017||JAYGVR4||05-26-2003||01:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> Actually,nevermind...i dont think i need them now..thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tease...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    Well, their available if anyone wants them...||64.24.91.69||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000018||absolootbs||05-27-2003||02:15 AM||||jay, how many miles on the springs?  also, let me know what shipping would be to 45013.  cheapest kind.  there's a good chance i'll take these off your hands.||216.196.149.193||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000019||JAYGVR4||05-27-2003||11:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Brad:<br /><strong> jay, how many miles on the springs?  also, let me know what shipping would be to 45013.  cheapest kind.  there's a good chance i'll take these off your hands. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No idea as to the mileage on the springs - I had bought the from someone on the partstrader.com that happened to have a parted out 1G GSX <br /><br />Cheapest shipping would be around $15:<br /><br />Parcel Post           - 13.03<br />Insurance             -  1.30<br />Delivery Confirmation -   .55<br />                       ------<br />                        14.88<br /><br />If you want them, mail me at white95gsxpress@yahoo.com and we'll make arrangements k.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||05-27-2003||12:18 PM||||JB<br /><br />do you like em H&R's, boy ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||JAYGVR4||06-03-2003||04:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> JB<br /><br />do you like em H&R's, boy ?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haven't gotten them on just yet!  Buying a house put a monkey wrench in my mod schedule!  Hopefully here in about a month!  Dohhhhhhh!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />BTW: 1G stock springs still for sale.  LOTS of nibbles but no bites!  How bout I drop the price $10 to $40 + shipping!  I'd hate to just let these sit in the basement...  Surely someone can use these...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000022||silly4turbo||06-13-2003||09:21 AM||||Hey numberless, hows your setup with the gsx springs ? likes dislikes ? I got a set of gsx<br />springs cheap and I'm going to install them<br />next weekend.||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000023||Martin Chilcote||06-14-2003||11:44 AM||||Numberless,<br /><br />Excellent post. I've ordered the Koni's from Tire Rack and plan to do measurements, pics,<br />etc. I actually prefer post with picture links only. Thanks for the good info.||66.139.166.141||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000024||1420mark||07-13-2003||10:49 AM||||sounds to me like this post is saying !st g TEL springs are definitely softer up front than gvr4 springs and perhaps shorter. and it sounds like no appreciable diff using 1st g springs on rear over the stock gvr4's. you get the same thing?<br />...........................<br />curtis <br />Member <br />Member # 1503 <br /><br />Member Rated:<br />   posted 05-24-2003 11:27 PM                        <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />I've been running 1st gen awd talon springs on monroe replacement shocks for about two years they are alot sponger than the GVR4 springs but under hard acceleration the front jumps up alot more and the back stay about the same. I didn't notice any more body roll with these over the GVR4 springs the only draw back is going into parking lots or potholes if you hit them hard the shocks hit like there bottoming out. I grew up in the mountains of N.C. were all the roads are curver than hell. My parents road is 16 miles long and has close to 100 curves some of them are 15 mph curves around drop offs cliffs etc.. If I still lived ther I would have coilovers , fat swaybars and a cage, but here in tenn. I live in town with straight 4 lanes everywhere  no need for a drift machine... <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------||24.175.0.198||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000025||04DrBlur||07-13-2003||07:34 PM||||I just installed GSX springs on the Galant last weekend and yes the rear sits lower than factory.  The car sits dead level now.  next nice day I will post some pics before and after the install and you will see.||68.76.183.91||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000026||JAYGVR4||07-14-2003||09:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> I just installed GSX springs on the Galant last weekend and yes the rear sits lower than factory.  The car sits dead level now.  next nice day I will post some pics before and after the install and you will see. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You the guy who bought my 1G's?  If so, definatly want to see how they look!  Ironically, I'm fearing that my H&R's will sit too high in the rear after seeing some pics...  Hmmm, to cut, or not to cut...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000027||GalantVR-4||07-20-2003||01:51 PM||||can you use aftermarket 1g awd springs?  Or will that just drop it too low, i wanted to get some whitelines but it seem like they take forever to arrive.  I might go with the stock awd 1g spring, if i cant use aftermarket ones.  Will 1g awd coilovers work on our galants?<br /><br />thanks||67.121.126.6||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000028||PRE-EVO||07-20-2003||04:46 PM||||1g AWD actual coilovers will work but aren't optimized for our weight differential. Coilover sleeves will not work as you will need different lenght springs at least for the rear. If you look for a post I made when I was MPREZYAVR4 I go over the height differences with using some of the 1G dsm springs and trust me they will all pretty much slam your car except teh Eibach sportlines and H&R but it will still be LOW.||65.148.166.80||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000029||Forced Style||09-28-2003||06:33 AM||||Alright, hate to throw another curve ball in the mix here.. sorry for the added headache ahead of time..<br /><br />I have a 90 Galant GSX<br />instead of using stock TEL springs to lower it..<br />I bought Eibach Pro kit (1in TEL drop)<br />I'm using stock struts.. but this is the twist<br />they are stock GALANT gsx struts.. <br />does anyone know if this is different?<br />the engine/transmission is out of my car right now.. this is the only pictures i have of it with the springs on...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />  <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/members/josh/galant_PS.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/members/josh/galant_PSR.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Mind you.. the engine bay is basically stripped in this pic...<br />thanks for any help guys...||208.231.176.101||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000030||Clean92GVR4||09-28-2003||06:22 PM||||Man i need to get some gsx springs too....oh wait...thats my car he's talking about! Hey Jon(numberless), i was wondering if you still had all the parts you were wanting to get rid of with the car before you sold it to James Summey.||204.95.228.189||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes



ubb/Forum2/002396.cgi
A||||2||darren||Where can I find out how to change the TPS??||||5||||darren||00001577
Z||000000||darren||05-23-2003||01:02 AM||||I am having trouble trying to find out how to change my Throttle position sensor. I looked on VFAQ but could only find out how to test it. It seems pretty easy to do but I want to know if there is any adjusting that I will have to do once the new one is installed. Any help is appreciated.||24.184.33.106||reg||5||darren||00001577||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-23-2003||10:12 AM||||they are easy to change, only 2 8mm wrench bolts, but one of them is a real beyatch to get at.  i had to remove the fuel rail to get at it, then, in order to adjust it, you have to leave the bolts loose, and the switch is really sensitive.  a digital voltmeter is really handy here.  since you have to get at that beyatch holt, you have to leave the fuel rail loose so it can be tightened down.  i think possibly an 8mm curved with a swivel box end(flex head) would enable you to get at it without removing the fuel rail, but only snap on makes one even close.  to adjust it, i made male/female connectors out of short wire and ends from radio shack, and on one end i put 2 wires, so i could clamp the probes from the voltmeter.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||05-23-2003||06:39 PM||||<a href="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Downs/7678/dsmtests.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Downs/7678/dsmtests.html</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/002397.cgi
A||||1||driftin galant||chareoal canaster?||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||05-23-2003||01:05 AM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||is it really that nessacery?  have you guys gotten rid of it, if so what did you do to get around it?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||scooter||05-23-2003||07:46 AM||||i took mine out awhile back.  the line that comes from the tank just hang down outta way to help vent the fumes. i guess if you have a stock intake tract you will have to plug the hole. if your state has no emissions testing you can just take it all out.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
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A||||12||Vr4in'||timing tool||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-23-2003||04:43 AM||nohad43@aol.com||Do you really need one of those timing tools to set the timing on our cars?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||05-23-2003||08:42 AM||||Do you mean a timing light? Yes.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||05-23-2003||11:07 AM||||ON VFAQ THERE IS A ONG SCREW LOOK A LIKE THING.<br /><br />IS THAT NEEDED?||24.129.160.231||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||05-23-2003||11:15 AM||||thats a real good question b/c m dong my timing belt on saturday.||64.107.9.18||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||sk8bored||05-23-2003||11:20 AM||||yes the tool is used to compress the timing belt tensioner. I just made mine out of a section of threaded rod and welded a nut on thr end||65.100.1.6||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||05-23-2003||11:41 AM||||I always use a curved end needle nose plyer, that I ground the end off, to fit in the adjuster pulley.<br />Setting the belt only takes a few seconds compared to messing with the bolt.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||05-23-2003||11:59 AM||||if you havent done the belt before, or if you have very little experience doing it, and it looks like you dont, i would get this tool.  even after it is all assembled, if you have to go back and adjust it, this tool is VERY handy.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Matticus||05-23-2003||12:27 PM||||Agreed, the tool is handy.  I was first timer and had to reset the belt about half dozen time until I figured out what I was doing wrong.  It made it very easy to do.  Pretty cheap too, 8 bucks shipped or something.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||05-23-2003||12:53 PM||||would i still need it if i didnt take ff the tensioner?all i did was loosen up the tensioner to remove the blt.would i still need it?||24.129.160.231||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||05-23-2003||02:02 PM||||Yes.<br />Save yourself some time and money. Have somebody else do it, or at least somebody who have done it before help you with it.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||Matticus||05-23-2003||02:20 PM||||At the very least, read the VFAQ about 12 times until you can almost recite it from memory.  Then read it some more, if you follow it step by step you can do it yourself. And save yourself the trouble, replace the auto tensioner, bad, bad things could happen if you don't.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||05-23-2003||02:43 PM||||on our cars, this is a murphys law type of deal.  first off, the car is old.  stuff has been in use for years.  if it moves, replace it.  look at the prior post about the water pump.  unless you like doing the timing belt, replace everything, then you dont have to go in there for years.  i had the timing belt replaced under warranty, they wanted 900 bucks for the water pump, too.  i told them no.   6 mo later, i had to do it myself because the water pump went bad.  i had 2 mazda turbos, when i did the belt on them, right after, i was talking to my dealer friend, and he was surprised i didnt do the crank seal, too.  4 months later, i had to do it all over cause the freaking crank seals leaked.  wanna save money, and reuse the tensioner and the pulleys?  a roll of the dice.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||s_firestone||05-23-2003||10:33 PM||||To get the tensioner pulley around far enough I used an L allen wrench inserted into one of the little holes with the socket wrench on the pulley bolt.  The allen wrench uses the socket for leverage and you just pull it around until and tighten then check the tension.  It still took me 5 times retensioning to get it just right.  <br /><br />The timing belt replacement is a very intimidating looking procedure when reading the VFAQ.  It's really not that bad once you actually do it.<br /><br />Definitely replace *ALL* the components around and under the timing belt.  Talahassee Mitsubishi sells a pre made kit with all the parts(timing, balance and accessory belts, water pump, gaskets, idler and both tensioner pulleys, hydraulic tensioner and seals).  <br /><br />Even if you get someone else to do the work, get all the parts.  The water pump for me was actually the toughest part because of having to remove the old gasket.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 Mistubishi Galant VR-4<br />#918 of 1000||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
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A||||4||305VR4||Crank-Scrappers?||||5||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||05-23-2003||01:42 PM||||Anyone tried or even heard of these "Crank-Scrappers?  Here's one on E-bay.  What are everyone's thoughts?<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2415793293&category=6770" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2415793293&category=6770</a><br /><br />Chris in Colorado.||205.157.110.11||reg||5||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||05-23-2003||02:05 PM||||I say it's a total waste of time and money.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||number3||05-23-2003||05:49 PM||||I have heard otherwise... but I don't really know either way.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||gixxer||05-23-2003||06:32 PM||||i'd say its one of those goofy v8 tricks, like filling a blocks coolant passages, welding material into heads, knife edging cranks, putting aluminum studs through the blocks to strengthen them, etc.  it would only be needed if you were making retarded amounts of power and were looking for every last possible horsepower.||65.27.92.80||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||05-23-2003||11:29 PM||||Wow... "retarded amounts of horsepower"... sounds good to me, but in one of those <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001890#000000" target="_blank">"I probably shouldn't do this"</a> kind of way.||67.163.58.52||reg||10||Hertz||00000536||yes
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q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!11:19 AM!,
q!2452795.1119!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!01:58 PM!,
q!2452795.1358!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!3&quot; GM MAF and translator question.....!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!05:09 PM!,
q!2452795.1709!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!00000159!,
q!Hertz!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!12:02 AM!,
q!2452800.0002!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Stock clutch vs. Aftermarket clutch!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452795.1730!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!spoulson!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452795.2152!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!S-AFC or  MAF Translator!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!06:25 PM!,
q!2452795.1825!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!00001198!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2452796.1933!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!00001198!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!SPECS FOR GVR4...pLEaSe!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!02:32 AM!,
q!2452785.0232!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!00001548!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!02:32 AM!,
q!2452785.0232!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!00001548!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Door light switches...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!11:14 AM!,
q!2452785.1114!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!09:56 AM!,
q!2452787.0956!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tolerant!,
q!new galant vr4 owner with some questions?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2452785.1121!,
q!4u2nv!,
q!00001516!,
q!tolerant!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!01:26 PM!,
q!2452788.1326!,
q!4u2nv!,
q!00001516!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!engine lifting points!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452785.1523!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452785.1523!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Custom wheel size question!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452785.1619!,
q!Josh B!,
q!00001340!,
q!markrieb!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!02:20 PM!,
q!2452787.1420!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!Car won't start!,
q!9!,
q!7!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2452785.1655!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!Minjin!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452788.0047!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!blowing ignition switch  fuse!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!06:36 PM!,
q!2452785.1836!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!03:56 PM!,
q!2452787.1556!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!transmission refill plug!,
q!4!,
q!5!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452785.1907!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452786.2204!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!drivers side glove box!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452785.2135!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!mofugas!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!08:06 AM!,
q!2452788.0806!,
q!Mofugas!,
q!00000022!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!Rear Brakes swap....I hate rust!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!10:27 AM!,
q!2452792.1027!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452796.2358!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!emergency fan switch!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2452785.2145!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!crucible!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2452788.0925!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!External Wastegates!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2452792.1116!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452792.1200!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!evo tranny!,
q!3!,
q!1!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!12:19 PM!,
q!2452792.1219!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2452792.1228!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!light weight wheels!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452792.1222!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452792.1253!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboBuddy!,
q!Engine Blown??!,
q!8!,
q!2!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!12:41 PM!,
q!2452792.1241!,
q!TurboBuddy!,
q!00000901!,
q!keydiver!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!06:18 PM!,
q!2452793.1818!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!stock wheels!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!12:44 PM!,
q!2452792.1244!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!06:06 PM!,
q!2452796.1806!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KEVINTYPER!,
q!www.yahoo.co.jp Auctions!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2452792.1520!,
q!KEVINTYPER!,
q!00001076!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!01:56 AM!,
q!2452793.0156!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Queestion about Logger!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452795.2109!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!01:39 AM!,
q!2452796.0139!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4EVER!,
q!2.4 mas!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452792.1544!,
q!VR4EVER!,
q!00001407!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452793.1920!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!dsmotorsports!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452795.2249!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452795.2249!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!HUGE oil leak!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452792.1718!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!smokindav!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452795.2056!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q! Clutch Line lock!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452796.0004!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452796.0004!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4play!,
q!Cutting out after installing performance chip!,
q!9!,
q!10!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452796.0013!,
q!vr4play!,
q!00001418!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-06-2003!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452797.1430!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!half shaft removal!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452796.0031!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!Romanova!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2452796.0848!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!MBC problem - a bit long!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!09:56 AM!,
q!2452796.0956!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!07:14 AM!,
q!2452802.0714!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!How do I remove the carrier bearing housing from the driver's side axle?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!11:38 AM!,
q!2452796.1138!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!12:05 PM!,
q!2452796.1205!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Are the free logger programs website down?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452796.1208!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452798.1003!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!oil pump!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!03:36 PM!,
q!2452796.1536!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452796.1851!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!Wheel Bearings!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2452796.1739!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2452796.1739!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!tranny refill !,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452785.2353!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452785.2353!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!starwrist!,
q~Help! Idle problems!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452786.0059!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!starwrist!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2452788.1441!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!drivetrain noise!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452786.1033!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2452786.2113!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!How to use these?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!01:13 PM!,
q!2452786.1313!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!08:40 PM!,
q!2452786.2040!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Flywheel is missing dowel pin - mistake to reassemble without them?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2452786.1411!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!Nate!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452786.1618!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Rear main seal replacement...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452786.1432!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!09:22 PM!,
q!2452787.2122!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Recommended boost level for me .. !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2452787.0016!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!12:37 PM!,
q!2452787.1237!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Pictures!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452787.0047!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!229of1000!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!01:26 PM!,
q!2452787.1326!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!remove ecu???!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!01:40 AM!,
q!2452787.0140!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452787.1120!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Wiring JDM healights and fender tops!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452792.1734!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452792.1734!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!This isn't good...!,
q!8!,
q!2!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!05:07 AM!,
q!2452787.0507!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!12:41 PM!,
q!2452787.1241!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q!4WS...Keep it or junk it?!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452792.1816!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452825.1034!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!00001869!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!about stock amplifier!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452792.1924!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452792.1924!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!engine question!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452792.1940!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!10:22 AM!,
q!2452793.1022!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Where can I buy a brake line ASAP?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452792.2101!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452793.1521!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!fuel filter adapter!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452792.2334!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!11:04 PM!,
q!2452795.2304!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!What to do?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!01:31 AM!,
q!2452793.0131!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!00000681!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!06-03-2003!,
q!01:19 AM!,
q!2452794.0119!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!00000681!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!stock 450cc vs stock 510cc standard regulator!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!02:44 AM!,
q!2452793.0244!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!Hertz!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!03:25 PM!,
q!2452793.1525!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!Could mean trouble...!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2452793.1743!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!06-08-2003!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2452799.1716!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!engine parts swap!,
q!3!,
q!2!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452793.1935!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!1101!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452793.2212!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Where can I get the 3 dowel pins that go in the flywheel?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!09:20 AM!,
q!2452787.0920!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!10:39 AM!,
q!2452787.1039!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Stuck Driver side seatbelt issue revisited....!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!10:38 AM!,
q!2452787.1038!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!teet!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!01:37 AM!,
q!2452788.0137!,
q!teet!,
q!00000049!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!Found a switchable Tranny!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452787.1506!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!gtluke!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2452886.2319!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!wheel drone ?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!04:33 PM!,
q!2452787.1633!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!08:21 PM!,
q!2452787.2021!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!something popping @ wfo!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2452787.1755!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!00000274!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2452787.1755!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!00000274!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!Weird Noise After 4-Bolt Swap!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!07:14 PM!,
q!2452787.1914!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!Oztek!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452795.1141!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!Downpipe Fitting issues!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452787.2250!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!12:55 AM!,
q!2452788.0055!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!00001481!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/002400.cgi
A||||5||meng||what does ecu in the trunk do||||1||||meng||00000837
Z||000000||meng||05-22-2003||06:10 PM||mengberserker@yahoo.com||i have a 1991 galant gsr and i swaped the none turbo 2.0 doch with a turbo 2.0. i want to make the car as light as possible so i'm removing everything that is not needed to run the car. i did research but i cant find any about the ecu in the rear i want to remove it if its not needed. any one know what it does. thanks||208.12.112.109||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||05-22-2003||07:10 PM||||Ummmmm.  Where is it?  It might be a amp.  I think that was located by the intenna.  The engine ECU is in the front right of the car.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||05-22-2003||09:03 PM||||You are probably looking at the abs control unit.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||05-23-2003||03:54 PM||||Could it be the control unit for the electronic suspension?  I could be wrong, but I was looking at one in a junkyard and I think that's where it was...||198.88.145.240||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||1101||05-23-2003||05:43 PM||||On a GS with ECS, the control unit is in the RH side of the trunk well. It is behind the cardboard panel and a bracket that goes from the top of the fender to the floor of the trunk.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000005||mromik||05-25-2003||12:19 AM||||I Have An ABS ECU in the left and also stock amplifier there..||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002401.cgi
A||||11||galantvr4||Crazy Knock @ 3000rpms@Cruise Speed||||1||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||05-23-2003||05:28 PM||galantvr4@aol.com||Hey guys been a while, I Have one of keydivers New chips in my car W/ a datalogging cable and noticed my knock sesors picking up 20 to 30 counts of knock Right aroung 3000 rpms under little or no load only at cruise speed  or light thottle, Im getting pleanty of fuel O2 reads between stoich and a little rich. I thought it may be my lifters wich tick @ every startup then go away, But not sure, I reved the engine and tapped the head w a screwdriver and got no counts of knock so i dont understand what it could be. If I punch it i dont get any counts, but if i slowly accelerate i do, weather i run 10 or 16 psi, doesn't seen to chang it.If i use My I/C water/alcohol sprayier it still doesnt seem to change anything. Whats the testing proceedure of the knock sensor, is it possable for those things to just wear out?||198.81.26.105||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||AWD4DR||05-23-2003||06:11 PM||||Usually when the knock sensor goes,all the goo leaks out..You might want to check it out,make sure its snug and has not lost all of its goop..||67.193.140.92||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000002||Oztek||05-23-2003||11:32 PM||||You may be running too rich.  Too much fuel can cause knock also.<br /><br />I was getting tons of knock with my vpc/gcc because I was running too rich.  When I switched to the vpc/afc I was able to take enough fuel out to fix the problem.||68.21.39.163||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||05-23-2003||11:34 PM||||I get a similar "phantom knock" -- I have a new knock sensor and ticking lifters (even though it is quiet most of the time)...  Of course you should investigate the knock sensor, but it probably is some type of engine noise that is being read as knock. <br /><br />I didn't think you'd be able to whack your engine and get any knock to register.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||05-23-2003||11:36 PM||||Oh, that's a good point Oz.  Intake leaks?  TPS right?  Dying O2 sensor?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||05-24-2003||01:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I didn't think you'd be able to whack your engine and get any knock to register. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You absoutly can hit the engine and make it register knock the only prob. is that hitting the valve cover is to far from the knock sensor since it is not looking for knock in that area, if you hit the back of the cylinders than it will register. Also if you are 02 redings are not fluctuating ie .6-.2-.8-.3-.7-.4 or something like that under light load ie less than 75% throttle that IS a prob.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||05-24-2003||01:30 PM||||Sounds like the lifter tick problem I was having.  Next time you're driving and it starts doing that, push in your clutch, rev it up to 6 or 7k, and then resuming cruising.  If it stops knocking it is probably your lifters.  Check out this thread:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002304#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002304#000000</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||Marcus||05-25-2003||09:18 AM||||My car does exactly the same thing.  I'm not to concerned about it.  I've heard that if you watch your EGT's that you don't need a knock sensor and you can unplug it.  What do you guys know about that?<br />Marc||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||05-25-2003||12:50 PM||||You would have to be CRAZY to unplug your knock sensor.  There are too many variables with your EGT to rely soley on that, and knock/detonation happens much faster than you can react to.  When you're going WOT and start knocking, and it shoots up there, but you're going 90mph, you can't sit there and stare at your EGTs.  Dont' do it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||Marcus||05-25-2003||04:33 PM||||Paul,<br />   I will listen to your advise, however there is a local fella who has taken many DSM's and had great luck.  Putting down over 400 hp with more then one daily driven car.  Not trying to make disagree with you, just letting you know that it can't be all bad.  Also, he isn't running a stand-alone, just basic tuning tools.<br />   Hey, how do you like your 911, always wanted to drive one.  My friend really loves those cars.<br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000010||galantvr4||05-25-2003||08:35 PM||||ok im getting correct o2 volts but im guessig its the lifters, Wheres the cheapest place to buyem and how much could i expect to pay. Thanks for the help dudes.||198.81.26.105||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||05-25-2003||09:03 PM||||The number is 1-888-855-9712.  The company is called Valley Engine Parts and you want to talk to Brian.  You may want to mention Club DSM.  They are $7.xx apiece.  It comes out to around $130 shipped.  Well worth it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002402.cgi
A||||5||henrok||ecu||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||05-23-2003||07:42 PM||alvihen@aol.com||where is the ecu in the galant?  and how do i know if its leaky capacitors are leaking without taking it out?  last night my cars instrument lights started to dim and come on bright while i heard the door buzzer come on and sounded like a siren.  before this, the passenger side automatic seat belt got jammed and didnt budge.  what the hell is going on.  oh also my cars shifter got really rough all of a sudden. shifting on all gears it got rough.  when the day before it was really smooth.  can anyone figure this out for me?||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||05-23-2003||08:19 PM||||You've got grimlins, BAD too.<br /><br />The lights and seat belt sound like a weak battery to me.  <br /><br />Power and the ECU would have nothing to do with your tranny.  You probably have a worn master or slave cylinder that just happend to bust a seal the same time your other problems started.  What clutch are you running with?<br /><br />You just needs to have your ECU caps changed if they havn't been.  Don't wait till it is too late.  No one will feel sorry for you.  You can't tell if they are leaking without taking them out.  At that point, you put new ones in.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||henrok||05-23-2003||10:30 PM||||i just drove my car again. it seems ok now, but the shifter is kinda grindy shifting to all gears.   would low tranny fluid do this? if so then where do i check for its level?  also need to check the transfer case since the recall was not done<br />thanks dude||152.163.252.33||reg||11||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000003||henrok||05-23-2003||10:32 PM||||oh wait i forgot that dimming is still there now it makes a buzzing sound when i press the electric window buttons up with the window all the way up and it sounds like a surge of some kind with the lights really dimming low and the car wants to shut off. hmmmm||152.163.252.33||reg||9||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||henrok||05-23-2003||10:34 PM||||damn i forgot again, im running the stock clutch||152.163.252.33||reg||8||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||05-23-2003||11:08 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">You need to do some research</a>... sounds like you'll be busy for a little while.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002403.cgi
A||||2||Romanova||4 bolt question||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||05-23-2003||11:10 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Found a Talon TSI at the yard with a four bolt rear end. Car was BEYOND trashed, except for the rear. Door jam was destroyed so I couldn't find a LSD tag. Any other way to tell if it is a LSD equipped rear? <br />Also, can't really even tell if the car had a manual or automatic tranny... any way to tell? The car did have the shift cables... are the auto ones different from the manual ones? <br />Thanks!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||05-24-2003||01:04 AM||||You will have to go under and look at the diff, there should be a flat spot  above or below the fill plug wipe it clean, it should be silver and say LSD on it and mabey some japanese writing.<br /><br />As far as the AT vs MT, I don't realy know but I would think that the AT's would have only one cable. Does it still have the shifter base in the car? An AT will only move front to back and not side to side.||63.228.4.36||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||05-24-2003||07:17 AM||||The automatic LSD rears have a differnt gear ratio - 3.307 (Don't ask how I know..!!!).  The sticker is on the back of the diff, dead center above the fill plug.  It should say VISCOUS LSD at the top, a few BIG letters in the middle, and then some Japanese symbols and the gear ratio at the bottom of it.  Make sure the ratio is NOT the one listed above...!!!||65.179.64.130||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/002404.cgi
A||||2||s_firestone||JDM rear ends||||1||||s_firestone||00000502
Z||000000||s_firestone||05-24-2003||11:52 AM||s_firestone@yahoo.com||I'm sure this has been hashed at some time or another but...<br /><br />Has anybody been able to import or try importing JDM rear differentials or JDM rear diff gears that would allow us to use the JDM tranny's that have differing drive ratios?<br /><br />Think of all the cheap transmissions (currently unusable that importers can't move) we would be able to mount to our cars.<br /><br />I found one place that says they have 50+ AWD  4G63 Turbo transmissions but none with USDM gear ratio that they could sell me.  If we could get rear diffs we could likely get transmissions dirt cheap.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />Owned by <br />1992 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-24-2003||02:30 PM||||seems to me that if they are smart enough to know the difference, they would get the rear diff, too.  they could get a premium for lsd diff, both trans and rear diff.  they are probably making so much money on the engines that the trans are just throw aways.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||NZGZR4||05-24-2003||06:25 PM||||How do they find all these g'boxes?<br />They are not that common,  even in Japan.<br />there must of been about 5 VR4's made with 3.545 final drive ratio to every one with 3.909.<br />Tell them to sent them all over to NZ,  where they can actually be used   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Cam||219.88.129.235||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes



ubb/Forum2/002405.cgi
A||||2||Vr4in'||oil pump question||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-24-2003||09:22 PM||nohad43@aol.com||i am currently doing the timing on my car and is there a special way the oil pump sha'll be hooked up or aligned with something while doin it.if so can you please explain.thanks a lot.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||05-24-2003||09:54 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a><br />Spelled out very well there. Yes though, if you have balance shafts. No, if they are removed.<br />The vfaq is a great place to learn. If this is your first timing belt job on a 4G63, you really should read the entire vfaq several times, and take your time. Then when you have the timing belts all lined up, take a break and then when you return to the car, look at it with a refreshed mind. The timing is VERY critical (understatement). It is also very costly if done wrong. ($400 if you do everything yourself and up to $1800 if you pay satan/dealer).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||05-24-2003||10:15 PM||||actually, the best way to do it is when you have the covers off, before you remove the old belt, turn the motor until all of the marks line up, and verify tdc.  then remove your old belts, pulleys, pump, etc. when you get it all lined up, turn the motor by hand at least 6 times, and bring it back to where all the marks line up, THEN take your break.  at least 10 minutes, and when you return, check your tensioner clearance.  if it is still within specs, you can button it up.  if it is out of spec, redo it, turn it over again, break, yada, yada.  removing the plugs makes it easier to turn the motor.  the most common mistake is advancing the exh cam one tooth.  because of the valve tension on the ramp of the lobe, the cam wants to turn clockwise as you line up everything.  a trick to keep the exh cam in it's place is to put a wrench on it(there is a place on the cam that is hex sided for a wrench) and prop the end of the wrench so the cam wont turn.  some of the tool places sell a tool to keep the cams in place.  also, you can jam an old piece of hose to keep the belt on the crank sprocket, or it wants to slip off and back up.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002406.cgi
A||||23||04DrBlur|| Wacky Fuel pressure ||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||05-24-2003||10:05 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||I just installed my fuel pressure gauge and the damn thing wont sit still.  It constantly fluctuates between 40-45 psi.  We also hooked the same gauge up on my buddies GSX and it holds steady.  He has a 190 lph pump and I have a 255 walbro. Is this due to air in my line? or because I am still running the stock regulator?||12.226.217.138||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-24-2003||10:10 PM||||it's because of your stock regulator.  now you know why i keep harping on adjustable fuel pressure regulator, especially for high output fuel pumps.  the walbro is not only high output, but also hi pressure.  you cannot tune the car properly, because your fuel pressure is all over the place.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||05-24-2003||10:30 PM||||Ken I realize you said get a regulator so I listened and ordered one on Feb. 25 and still havent got it.  Damn that Chargedair.fuckincom.  Also I have the 255 low pressure pump if it makes any difference.  Thanks for the info.  Is it goin to affect my car on the track?  Headin there in the morning...||12.226.217.138||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||05-25-2003||12:39 AM||||the best way to see is with a logger.  the car can run just as bad rich as lean.  there are so many variables, like octane and boost, to name a couple, you need to control as much as you can to make the tuning consistent.  that charged air sure sounds like a lousy company.  i was lucky to get my afpr from spoolinup, and it only took a week.  i think my chinese accent scared them.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||05-25-2003||12:50 AM||||I agree about needing a regulator.  I am going to order one this week.  I have been running a walbro 255HP with the stock reg, and it's running extremely rich.  Losing power, killing my gas mileage... I wouldn't recommend a 255 to anyone not wanting to get an AFPR!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||05-25-2003||12:07 PM||||At WOT, the stock regulator is fine.  For normal day to day drivng, having the stock regulator makes it nearly impossible to tune completely with a high pressure/high volume pump.  (I'm running the Denso TT-Supra pump, so I am definitely having this problem.)  Marty G. still uses the stock regulator (which surprised me when I saw his car at our Northern VA GVR-4 get together).  He not only drags the car, but frequently road races it and dynoed over 400HP at the wheels - closer to 450 if I recall correctly.  Probably runs very rich at idle and part throttle. but under boost, he says it is more than sufficient.  I as well ordered an AFPR from ChargedAir, but got tired of waiting and not getting a response to my emails and phone calls, so I just reversed billed it through my credit card.  I heard that Ramchargers is getting ready to make a bolt on one for DSMs, but I'm not sure I want to wait any longer.  Looks like Buschur will be recieving a phone call for one of his modified Aeromotive units.  Should have went that route in the first place, and not tried to save a few bucks....!!!!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.188.104.186||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||bujang_hensem||05-26-2003||12:17 AM||||hai guys...currently i have change my fuel pump to nissan skyline pump...but don't know which model...because i need bigger pump...but i think it is not the skyline rb26det pump...previously i'm using my standard 4g63NA pump...and not enough fuel....well my problem are...after changing the pump my idle has problem...at idle my car idle not smooth anymore....like not enough fuel/ruiing to rich...and computer box tried tried fix it...that why my idle is suffer....i'm still running stock fuel regulator....can rewiring fuel pump solve this problem...||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000007||Arty||05-26-2003||12:39 AM||||The orifice inside the stock FPR is only 2mm diameter. It can't flow enough fuel to regulate the flow from a larger fuel pump.<br />That's a 2mm drill bit sticking out of the orifice.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=456&width=400" alt=" - " />||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||05-27-2003||01:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bujang_hensem:<br /><strong> hai guys...currently i have change my fuel pump to nissan skyline pump...but don't know which model...because i need bigger pump...but i think it is not the skyline rb26det pump...previously i'm using my standard 4g63NA pump...and not enough fuel....well my problem are...after changing the pump my idle has problem...at idle my car idle not smooth anymore....like not enough fuel/ruiing to rich...and computer box tried tried fix it...that why my idle is suffer....i'm still running stock fuel regulator....can rewiring fuel pump solve this problem... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rewiring ensures that a consistent voltage reaches your pump.  This is more of a "fix" for higher-rpm problems, whereas a new adjustable fuel pressure regulator is more of a "fix" for lower-rpm/idle problems.<br /><br />You should do both.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||05-27-2003||05:36 PM||||Since I am in a pinch and need a FPR I want to go get the B&M commandflo until my chargedair unit comes(if it ever will...).  I need to know how big to drill out the orifice in the stock regulator.  I have a spare and am goin to drill it out and get it ready so I can just bolt it up.||68.76.176.84||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||Arty||05-27-2003||06:17 PM||||The orifice is a hardened insert. Myself, and others before me, have tried drilling it, but the drills won't cut it.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||05-27-2003||06:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Since I am in a pinch and need a FPR I want to go get the B&M commandflo until my chargedair unit comes(if it ever will...).  I need to know how big to drill out the orifice in the stock regulator.  I have a spare and am goin to drill it out and get it ready so I can just bolt it up. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just in case you didn't know, you can't lower pressure with the B&M unit, so if you are trying to rectify a rich condition it's not going to help you.  My brother has one.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||04DrBlur||05-27-2003||08:10 PM||||I have a full machine shop where I work. And a good friend whom works for a steel factory.  I can assure you that I can drill it out.  Just need to know how big I should make it.  <br />  If I had the whole drilled out why would the B&M not lower fuel pressure when it claims it is adjustable from 25 psi- 60psi?||68.76.176.84||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||05-27-2003||08:21 PM||||when i did my fuel pump, i installed the 3kgt vr4 pump, and WITH NO OTHER CHANGES, my jumptronix went from .91 clear to .99.  even after a couple of weeks, it never came down much, i was still getting .94-.96 wot.  after i got the spoolinup afpr, i adjusted it to 36 psi static, 27 at idle with the vacuum attached.  then, i rewired the pump, idle jumped to 29, and i had to retune the afc for low throttle.  i am convinced that the adjustable fpr enables a much finer tuning, no matter what pump you have.  even stock.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||Arty||05-27-2003||11:28 PM||||When you are successful at drilling it out, I'd really appreciate the details on how do it.<br /><br />I was thinking that I could grind it out but I'd need a 3mm diameter grinding tool of some sort ?<br />I don't know, maybe there's some kind of diamond encrusted tool as small as 2mm, that you can pick up or borrow, for less than a AFPR ?||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000015||bujang_hensem||05-27-2003||11:49 PM||||so far with my new fuel pump , 14b with boost level 15psi.450cc...my car still running rich (with autometer A/F meter)...is it normal..at 180kmh also still running rich...is it normal?||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000016||keydiver||05-28-2003||10:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> I have a full machine shop where I work. And a good friend whom works for a steel factory.  I can assure you that I can drill it out.  Just need to know how big I should make it.  <br />  If I had the whole drilled out why would the B&M not lower fuel pressure when it claims it is adjustable from 25 psi- 60psi? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would be fantastic if you could figure a way to drill that orifice out. I've tried several times to drill out my GVR-4 or 3000GT regulators, but did nothing but break off drill bit after drill bit. As far as the size, let me give you one point of measure: the AEM regulator comes with 3 different orifices, .100, .150, and .200. The stock orifice is <.100, if I remember correctly. I think I tried to get mine up to about .125", but .150 would be even better if there is enough material there. <br />Good luck!||68.158.102.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000017||Ant||05-28-2003||11:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> it's because of your stock regulator.  now you know why i keep harping on adjustable fuel pressure regulator,  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a rewired walbro 255 with a B&M FPR and the gauge still bounces around from 46-50psi with the hose on.<br />With the hose off I can set it to 50psi and it only bounces about +/- 1psi<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000018||keydiver||05-28-2003||01:36 PM||||Another option I know someone on here mentioned before is the AEM fuel rail and universal fuel pressure regulator. It looks like, with some smart Web shopping, you can get the pair for justa  little over $300, if you can get past all the Toonerzzz who stock Honduh-only stuff   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br />With the selectable orifices, it should be a nice system.||68.158.102.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000019||ken inn||05-28-2003||02:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ant:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> it's because of your stock regulator.  now you know why i keep harping on adjustable fuel pressure regulator,  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a rewired walbro 255 with a B&M FPR and the gauge still bounces around from 46-50psi with the hose on.<br />With the hose off I can set it to 50psi and it only bounces about +/- 1psi<br /><br />Ant </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ok, whatever you are saying has gone well over my head.  please explain.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000020||dsmsleeper||05-28-2003||03:06 PM||||Did you drill out the hole in the replacement banjo bolt?   If you compare them, the factory hole is larger.  I drilled mine out when I installed it and mine doesn't flutter.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> <br /><br />I can post pics when I get home.||63.146.62.141||reg||3||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000021||Ant||05-28-2003||03:45 PM||||[/QUOTE]ok, whatever you are saying has gone well over my head.  please explain. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Let me clear it up a bit.<br />Someone mentioned that their fuel pressure was fluctuating a bit and you said it was due to the stock FPR and that with an aftermarket FPR the fuel pressure would be much more stable.<br /><br />My situation is the following<br />A rewired Walbro 255lph pump with a B&M Commandflow FPR.  With the hose off my FPR I attempt to set the base pressure to 50psi however the needle on my fuel pressure gauge still fluctuates approximately +/- 1psi.  However when I put the vaccum line back on the FPR the fuel pressure gauges fluctuates much more to a degree of +/- 4psi.  <br /><br />This should not be the case according to your statement about the FPR stablizing the fuel pressure.  I am now thinking that due to the B&M utilzing the stock diagphram from the stock FPR that may be the reason why it is fluctuating.  I had a SpoolinUp Unit on my car for a short period of time and I do not recall the fluctuations on the fuel pressure gauges.<br /><br />So basically I think I just answered myself but add your comments if you like.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000022||04DrBlur||06-01-2003||09:21 AM||||Thanks Joe I drilled out the hole to stock size and now the gauge reads within 1 psi. That makes me feel a little better.<br />  Now with my 255 low pressure pump and all stock fuel system with the vacuum line off it is right at 44-45 psi.  With the line connected it drops to only 40-41.  I thought it should drop more but that is probably cause of my pump huh?||68.76.186.3||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000023||markrieb||06-01-2003||11:00 AM||||The B&M unit that modifies the stock FPR is only able to *raise* the base fuel pressure not lower it.  <br /><br />i.e., the B&M unit is worthless if you have an upgraded pump.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.231.77||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/002407.cgi
A||||3||REDLINEGVR4||Running real rich||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||05-24-2003||11:21 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Hey all for some reason i am running really rich i am only getting 150 to 175 miles per tank of gas. can any one tell me a possiable fix for this problem?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-25-2003||12:30 AM||||possible fix(es)<br />tps-telling ecu to add lots of fuel<br />fpr-too high, spring all wasted, too much fuel<br />o2 sensor-dead, in open loop<br />ecu-not getting all inputs, in open loop, or it thinks it is in warm up, so runs really rich<br />injector(s)-not closing, stuck open<br />brake(s)-caliper(s) dragging<br />timing-too retarded<br />clutch-slipping<br />cat-clogged<br />turbo-dead<br />combination of above, mix and match.  probably a couple more; anyone?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||05-25-2003||12:12 PM||||I/C piping leak, intake leak, throttle body shaft seals, BOV seal.  Anything that could cause all of the air read by the MAS to not make it to the engine.  Clogged air filter, clogged fuel filter.  I'm sure there is more, Ken pretty much covered it though.||63.188.104.186||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||05-25-2003||04:25 PM||||or a nice little tune up..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002408.cgi
A||||5||DongeR615||pedal to the floor then up?||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||05-24-2003||11:40 PM||||My clutch pedal went to the floor while shifting and stayed down. I checked the reservoir and it was full.  I physicially lifted the pedal back up and it came back up.  I drove home wondering what was dying on my car...<br /><br />DongeR||64.160.49.54||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||AWDpower||05-25-2003||12:19 AM||||If there are no leaks, I'd guess your master cylinder is bad. It can fail without leaking much or any fluid.||68.134.172.136||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000002||starwrist||05-25-2003||02:55 AM||||Try bleeding the clutch.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000003||Arty||05-25-2003||03:03 AM||||Same symptom can occur when the release bearing moves into a position where there is either no gease or only old "gunked" up grease. It may start intermittantly, and get worse over time.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||05-25-2003||11:25 AM||||That happened when my clutch disk had absolutely no more material on it....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||number3||05-25-2003||10:15 PM||||Pedal assem. could be worn out as well. Mine was and had to be replaced. Do a search for more details.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002409.cgi
A||||2||curtis||carbon fiber||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||05-25-2003||12:50 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||found a sweet site its <a href="http://www.carbontrix.com." target="_blank">www.carbontrix.com.</a> dash pods, hood vents and of course carbon fiber 1st gen spark plug covers.  there part of road race enginering||67.25.39.56||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-25-2003||04:31 PM||||Do you know if they make custom carbon pieces for different cars?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||fazzt73||08-20-2003||05:31 AM||||Yes we do pls e-mail us with your request!<br /><a href="http://www.carbontrix.com" target="_blank">www.carbontrix.com</a>||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes



ubb/Forum2/002410.cgi
A||||0||jay_vr4||SPECS FOR GVR4...pLEaSe||||5||||jay_vr4||00001548
Z||000000||jay_vr4||05-25-2003||02:32 AM||||HEY DOES ANEONE HAVE ANE SPECS AT ALL FOR A 1988 MITSUBISHI GALANT VR4???||203.87.118.188||reg||5||jay_vr4||00001548||yes



ubb/Forum2/002411.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||Door light switches...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-25-2003||11:14 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, seems like all four of my switches dont seem to be working right. Some just turn on the dome light while the others dont turn on the dome light , but turn on the door light. The bulbs ae not fused. I seem to have to jiggle the switch and then it will trip the door light on. I took 2 of them out, tried to clean them up and put them back in. No luck..<br /><br />Anyone have these problems? What was the fix? Maybe, I need to buy from the dealer - Anyone buy these and have a price/ prat no. for me?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||05-25-2003||04:18 PM||||you`ve got a ground problem with those switches.Ground the switch feed wire to the metal of the door frame with a jumper to check continuity..those style switches are problematic but l`ve had good luck cleaning with a dremel..or you could hit the salvage yard,l don`t think they`re Gvr4 specific  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||05-25-2003||06:42 PM||||They look like the ones that were on my Talon, but I wouldn't sware to it.  I replaced the ones in my talon, but not the Galant yet.<br /><br />I second your ground problem.  Make sure you don't have dirt or rust on the back of the switch and on the frame where it mounts.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||05-26-2003||10:30 AM||||Shiat, this car is a rust bucket, man. Taking the seat bolts off was a hassle i itself. Previous owner broke one off and  "forgot" to mention it.<br /><br />example - The door sill plate screws are so rusted to shit, I cannot use a screw driver on them to take it off as it starts to powder when I try to loosen.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||teet||05-27-2003||01:38 AM||||when you emailed me about these long ago...I looked at them.  I am amazed more people don't have more problems with them in the salt belt...they are really cheap.<br /><br />they have to be next to nothing brand new from the dealer...nothing to them at all...<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||05-27-2003||09:56 AM||||Thanks, John. That was for another gvr4, but yeah I need to fix this. <br /><br />I will contact Joshua Jones at Conecelli - Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002412.cgi
A||||8||tolerant||new galant vr4 owner with some questions?||||1||||4u2nv||00001516
Z||000000||tolerant||05-25-2003||11:21 AM||turbopheinVR4@yahoo.com||now i don't want to piss you guys off with old questions already answered but i have a few new ones as well. i am a t/e/l owner for the last 4 years, still have one to.<br /><br />just got a 92 with 90,009 miles and i plan on making the car stop and handle fantastic and still add some power.<br /><br />suspension:<br />not to sure here, i read alot of post but i am still unsure, i really wanted the agx with gc coil overs but there kinda pricey, so i figured agx with stock springs (i hate the raked look) then upgrade to the gc's later, hows that sound? i also heard that agx in the rear and gr2 in front is a awesome setup from t/e/l guys.  now i heard lots of talk about rear sway bars but were do you get them, i checked mofugas.com there not in business anymore, correct?  any help[ is appreciated.<br /><br />Brakes: <br />need some good slotted rotors, nice pads and SS brake lines, do t/e/l lines work?<br /><br />Exhaust:<br />i already have a 2.5" dp just need a nice cat-back any suggestions<br /><br />Engine:<br />i have a 16G, 2g manny allported with a evo o2 housing ported, fidanza flywheel, act 2600, extrude hones intake manny, buschur afpr, i want the Group Buy radiator but i am not sure if my te/l fluidyne works?  and other supporting mods<br /><br />Interior:<br />momo wheel, s-afc, bosst, air fuel , and oil pressure gauges<br /><br />sorry about the long post but i am looking for opinions from the guys who have this car, i am really worried about the suspension, any help would be greatly appreciated thanks<br /><br />Turbophein<br />matt fernandes<br />508-889-2030<br /><br />ps i also have a vpc for sale needs a injector chip $650||24.91.240.164||reg||1||4u2nv||00001516||yes
Z||000001||tolerant||05-26-2003||10:52 AM||||can anyone help me? i just want some info. before i mess with a car i don't know about, i am really worried about the suspension, please someone help!<br /><br />thanks turbophein<br />#407/10000||24.91.240.164||reg||1||4u2nv||00001516||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||05-26-2003||11:03 AM||||What I know (or think I know):<br /><br />Suspension:<br />For suspension a lot of people try to find Whiteline sway bars.  I think they're out of production so they're not too easily found.<br /><br />A lot of people found that swapping TEL suspension (stock or aftermarket) gives a funny sitting because the GVR4 suspension is longer in the rear, which causes the car to sit with the rear squatting a little.  Do a search, I remember reading about some people who've found good components.<br /><br />Exhaust:<br />You can easily order all kinds of exhaust for GVR4 from <a href="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com" target="_blank">certifiedmuffler.com</a>.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||91GVR4||05-26-2003||07:07 PM||||You can find lots of info buy using the search. If you look up the post list there is a open topic on t/e/l springs and strut swapping. There are even some pictures. You will find that swapping these parts only works if you swap both springs and struts do to the longer lenth of our springs and struts. Like I said just do a search on it. <br /><br />As far as whiteline you can buy it at <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/galant_VR4_part_specific.htm" target="_blank">www.dsmparts.com/galant_VR4_part_specific.htm</a><br />Hope that helps||12.64.66.65||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000004||1667 VR4||05-26-2003||07:08 PM||||RM Racing (i think) makes a 24mm rear swaybar for the galant.<br /><br />check out slowboyracing.com for one...they go for about $175||4.47.96.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000005||tolerant||05-26-2003||07:35 PM||||well i was thinking gc coil overs and gr2's, anyone have this setup or should i just go for the agx's and stock springs and save for the GC's.<br /><br />thanks<br />turbophein||24.91.240.164||reg||1||4u2nv||00001516||yes
Z||000006||markrieb||05-27-2003||02:32 PM||||Some discussion on suspension stuff can be found here at: <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001674#000003" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001674#000003</a><br /><br />Isn't the search tool a wonderful thing...  Whiteline products are still available, just not through Mofugas.  Generally if it works on a 1g T/E/L it will work for a GVR-4, exceptions are springs and brake lines and some rear swaybars may not clear the AWS pump.<br /><br />Don't bother with slotted or cross drilled rotors unless you really want them for the looks only.  There is little to no performance benefit to slotted, dimpled or cross drilled rotors.<br /><br />Do get good pads (Porterfield R4-S's are suggested), braided stainless brake lines (must be GVR-4 specific, T/E/L units will not fit) and some good fluid.  Flush all of the calipers until the fluid runs clear.  This might take a couple of pints of fluid.<br /><br />Certified Muffler makes cat backs, search the archives here and on the yahoogroups for a post by Martin for good prices on the Certified Muffler setup.<br /><br />Unless your existing radiator is shot, it is sufficient for the mods you have.  The T/E/L unit can be made to work, but it will require some fab and the thermostat/radiator cap housing from a T/E/L<br /><br />Have you upgraded the fuel pump?  Do you have boost and EGT gauges?  Do you have a data logger/pocket logger?  Why not reuse your VPC?<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.23||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||05-28-2003||12:56 AM||||I highly recommend upgrading swaybars. Its one of the cheapest, easiest, and most effective mods you can do. RM Racing 24mm for the rear and the Whiteline for the front.<br /><br />Of course, good wheels and tires come before that...<br /><br />We need to start directing people to a GVR4 Suspension FAQ. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||tolerant||05-28-2003||01:26 PM||||i have done every search i can possibly do and i am still not convinced what suspension to get, but i do like the stance of the 400hp vr4 for sale with gr2 and eibach springs,  how come have the search links are not available anymore?<br /><br />where do i get the braided lines for our cars?<br /><br />i do have a 255hp fuel pump, tmo logger, and all the gauges needed and i might just throw the vpc in, i need a 550cc chip though, anyone have one?||24.91.240.164||reg||1||4u2nv||00001516||yes



ubb/Forum2/002413.cgi
A||||0||driftin galant||engine lifting points||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||05-25-2003||03:23 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||i forgot were to lift the engine up at, it has been to long.  i feel so retarded for asking.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum2/002414.cgi
A||||6||josh91vr4||Custom wheel size question||||1||||Josh B||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||05-25-2003||04:19 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||okay - i've searched through the posts, can't seem to find all the answers... I'm looking to get 17" wheels, I've found the offset should be around 38~45mm, but I'm having trouble figuring out if it's a 4x100 or 4x114.3mm bolt pattern. Also, any recommendations on tire sizes? (17x7 or 17x7.5" rims) - I'm leaning toward some yokohama AVS ES100s, though i'd much rather get the Parada Spec-2 series.... not sure if i can get them in 225/45/17 though.. Any help is appreciated, thanks guys!<br />~Also note, my car is finally getting a new transmission!||24.56.210.121||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||05-26-2003||09:12 AM||||4x 114.3mm is correct. Most high perf. tires are available in 225/45/17 which is perfect for 17 x 7.5 wheels||216.65.161.228||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Martin Chilcote||05-26-2003||09:56 AM||||225/45/17 are used by several people on this board but it is quite a bit larger diameter than stock......215/45/17 also works and although not as wide a tread, it's closer to stock dia.||66.139.166.216||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||05-26-2003||11:19 AM||||For the record, I love the 225/45/17 size because it gets me better highway mileage and a little more speed out of every gear.  I used to have 215's, but I also feel like I get slightly more rim protection with the 225/45's.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||JAYGVR4||05-26-2003||01:46 PM||||Is there any variation on the speedometer reading with that rim/tire combo?  I always wondered if there was...||64.24.91.69||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||05-26-2003||03:53 PM||||I guess I'll be the odd man out again. I run 235/40/17s on 17x7.5s. Works just fine. I like a slight amount of tire to stick past the rim on a street setup. Helps protect the wheel.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||markrieb||05-27-2003||02:20 PM||||Check the files section of either the GVR4List or GVR4 yahoogroups.  There I have pasted a .pdf file that lists all of the tire and wheel combinations that fit.<br /><br />I sent that file to Jon some time ago for posting to the top of the Tech forum, but it hasn't made it there yet.<br /><br />I also run a 235/40/17 for a race tire, and a 225/45/16 on the street.  Previously I ran a 245/45/16 race tire, and I've run 205/55/15 for the street.<br /><br />*IF* you can find a 16x8 wheel that fits, the best bang for the buck is a 245/45/16.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.23||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/002415.cgi
A||||7||Franckypoo||Car won't start||||9||||Frankypoo||00000740
Z||000000||Franckypoo||05-25-2003||04:55 PM||||Well it was working perfectly yesterday, but now it's just dead.<br /><br />As soon as I put my key in the ignition, the buzzer that goes on when you open the door with the keys in, starts. Also the auto seatbelt on the drivers site won't clip in place.  It keeps going back and forth a the end of the rail while making a clic clic sound and flashing the setbelt light in the dash.<br /><br />When I turn the key it would not crank, nothing, just a clicking sound that seems to come from the ECU.<br /><br />Every electric component seems to be working as they should and I did not find any blown fuse.  The battery is in good shape so I don't suspect that (anyways the belts and radio would not work if it was that) but the startor might be suspect.  Still I beleive it's not the problem.<br /><br />Anybody ever had a similar problem?  I have no clue what to check next and would prefer not to take it to a garage to have them try to find the problem.<br /><br />For any changes it might make it's a 91 VR4 Galant with around 109k.<br /><br />Thanks in advance!||24.200.149.211||reg||9||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-25-2003||05:00 PM||||chalk up another to the caps.  power to the ecu goes thru the caps, the caps are dead, probably eaten thru the boards on the ecu, so power is intermittant.  jeff o MIGHT be able to bring it back to life, if not, start looking for another ecu.  1100 bucks new, FREE if you do it BEFORE the caps are gone.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||05-25-2003||06:40 PM||||Have you tested your battery?  I might seem fine being able to work your seatbelts and radio, but you might not have enough power to crank her over.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||05-27-2003||11:05 AM||||If it won't even crank the engine, its not the ECU. Start by checking all the battery terminals and connections, like the ground strap and the leads on the fusible link box. What does the battery voltage do when you attempt to crank? Do the headlights stay nice and bright, or get real dim when you crank? Have you checked the clutchswitch, I know one guy on here had that problem recently that caused his not to crank?||67.34.54.29||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Franckypoo||05-27-2003||11:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> chalk up another to the caps.  power to the ecu goes thru the caps, the caps are dead, probably eaten thru the boards on the ecu, so power is intermittant.  jeff o MIGHT be able to bring it back to life, if not, start looking for another ecu.  1100 bucks new, FREE if you do it BEFORE the caps are gone. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why do pple always say it's the caps when they have no clue....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />Btw they have been already changed.... <br /><br /><br />Thanks for the help!  but I've just found it's the starter that just dying... IF I keep cranking, even if there is no sound, it will eventually beging cranking and starts.<br /><br />Well, another day at the shop for the galant, and a couple more days of delay for the rallye car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||05-27-2003||12:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Frankypoo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> chalk up another to the caps.  power to the ecu goes thru the caps, the caps are dead, probably eaten thru the boards on the ecu, so power is intermittant.  jeff o MIGHT be able to bring it back to life, if not, start looking for another ecu.  1100 bucks new, FREE if you do it BEFORE the caps are gone. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why do pple always say it's the caps when they have no clue....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ouch, that's harsh... kinda like people posting for help before they examine all the possibilities themselves or posting without all the relevent informaiton.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Franckypoo||05-27-2003||12:48 PM||||Well, my reply was not directly to Kenn, it's just that I've heard that one too many times, when it was almost impossible that bad caps could have been the cause.<br /><br />Sorry if it sounded harsh, I'm just tired of spending my rallye budget on the daily driver.||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||05-28-2003||12:47 AM||||Plenty of people around here are willing to help. A little bit of understanding and kindness goes a long way. You'll find that just as there are people who are willing to take the time out of their busy schedule to try to help you out, there are plenty of people (like myself) who have extra starters sitting around in their garage just taking up space.<br /><br />Don't be that rude person that noone wants to help...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/002416.cgi
A||||2||autobahntom||blowing ignition switch  fuse||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||05-25-2003||06:36 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||Yesterday, while driving, accelerating semi-hard the car died. Everything died. Coasted to a stop. Found a blown ignition switch fuse. Replaced it and about three seconds after turning the key on, it blows again. The dash lights that light when you turn the key to on position are not as bright as they appear to be. The door open buzzer and lights work as normal. Brake lights work as normal. NOTHING else works (cannot even shut windows-took about three fuses to get them up). Got the car roll backed back and have been fooling with it today. <br />Problem is electrical 'stuff' is not my thing. I have pulled the fuse box from behind the battery and found two wires coming out of the 'cold' side of the ign switch fuse. Tracing them would be my guess as to what to do next. However, since this problem occurs when the key is turned on, it really could be anything (that does not have a dedicated fuse/relay) that works when the key is on. <br />Car is a 91 GVR4, 237,000 miles<br />about 1000 miles on rebuilt motor, has GT12 turbo, fmic, MAF translator, 660's, 3" exhaust, etc. Car has run very well up to now (such a joy to have 20psi). Alt, Starter have been replaced a few times over the car's life.<br />It has been suggested that I unplug EVERYTHING on the car that plugs in (from the 02 sensor to the radio), then assuming the fuse holds with the key on plug one thing in a time and see what blows the fuse. <br />Anyone have any other suggestions or prior experience with a problem similar to this?<br />Thanks in advance,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-27-2003||01:23 PM||||Have you relocated your battery or rewired your fuel pump?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||05-27-2003||03:56 PM||||Battery was moved, and then put back when I put the translator in. Fuel pump was rewired long ago. <br />Problem has been narrowed down to the number 4 wire from the ignition switch out to various items under the hood and in the passenger compartment. Have not found the short yet, but I will. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/002417.cgi
A||||5||henrok||transmission refill plug||||4||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||05-25-2003||07:07 PM||alvihen@aol.com||today i was checking my rear axle, transfer case and tranny for fluid levels and i found the tranny refill bolt lose.  i could remove it with my finger since it was excessively loose.  when i looked at it all the threads except a few on the tip are stripped. i also looked inside the tranny refill hole and it was also stripped except the very inside. what can i do since i did manage to put the bolt back and tighten it somewhat but im afraid it will loosen up.  please help.||64.12.96.102||reg||4||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-25-2003||08:17 PM||||a PRIME example of the shithead with the airgun.  he probably just rammed it in, stripped all the threads, backed it off, and then hand tightened it.  fucking tune and lube.  you can tap it and put in a bigger plug.  whatever shavings that fall into the trans will get ground up, no big deal.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||05-25-2003||09:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> today i was checking my rear axle, transfer case and tranny for fluid levels and i found the tranny refill bolt lose.  i could remove it with my finger since it was excessively loose.  when i looked at it all the threads except a few on the tip are stripped. i also looked inside the tranny refill hole and it was also stripped except the very inside. what can i do since i did manage to put the bolt back and tighten it somewhat but im afraid it will loosen up.  please help. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey hey hey||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||05-26-2003||02:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> hey hey hey </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Stripped sucks...I was replacing the differential fluids and found out the filler was replaced with a heli-coil only to realize the heli-coil was old and brittle. so I replaced with a freeze-plug. I would go with someone who knows how to properly tap and install a heli-coil. <br /><br />DongeR||66.125.173.67||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||05-26-2003||03:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey hey hey </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you supposed to be fat albert or something.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||05-26-2003||10:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey hey hey </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you supposed to be fat albert or something. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Buwahhh!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/002418.cgi
A||||16||curtis||drivers side glove box||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||05-25-2003||09:35 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||I found a 89 Galant in the junk yard last fall with a small glove box panel next to the drivers left knee. I purchased the whole panel with flip open box for five dollars. its the same color as the old panel and is flat instead of a bulge toward your legs its a direct bolt in except for two steel brackets that have to be removed and make sure you get the air tube because its different.  Makes a great place for boost controllers and afcs.  The beautiful thing is that it can be closed and no ones the wiser great for the 4 door sleeper||67.25.32.248||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||05-25-2003||09:37 PM||||Pics?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||curtis||05-25-2003||09:47 PM||||Man I just learning the board Ive got to learn how to load pictures still||67.25.32.248||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||curtis||05-25-2003||09:59 PM||||romanova just email you pics reply back to the board if you got them or not||67.25.32.248||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||05-26-2003||02:02 AM||||Awesome setup! Gotta find me one of those...<br />Thanks for the pics.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||#1459 VR-4||05-26-2003||02:05 AM||||Could you post the pictures he sent you here?  I'd like to see...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000006||VR6 Eater||05-26-2003||03:45 AM||||Yeah, post the pictures.||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000007||curtis||05-27-2003||12:44 AM||||[img]c:/windows/carpictures/afc1.||67.25.36.244||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||curtis||05-27-2003||01:16 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=461&width=400" alt=" - " />||67.25.36.244||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||curtis||05-27-2003||01:18 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=462&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />sorry about the dirty ass carpet||67.25.36.244||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||starwrist||05-27-2003||02:29 AM||||Yeah, when I rode with you, and you turned the boost up, I was wondering where my little driver side dash was. <br /><br />But now I know.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||05-27-2003||12:43 PM||||That kicks ass.  So it mounts in where we have that 1"x6" snap out panel?<br /><br />What do you suppose the actual purpose of that piece is?  Fuse box?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||05-27-2003||01:25 PM||||That's awesome!  Perfect place for my new VPC...<br /><br />Were all the '89-ish Galants equpped with this glove box?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||1101||05-27-2003||03:27 PM||||Yes, any Galant with the manual seat belts will have this glove box in the drivers side kick panel. Don't forget about the pass side box too. Its a few pounds lighter. You do have to worry about color. There are some blue and I believe brown interiors out there.<br /><br />Ward <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> That's awesome!  Perfect place for my new VPC...<br /><br />Were all the '89-ish Galants equpped with this glove box? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.99.210||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||05-27-2003||03:58 PM||||I hope my VPC cables are long enough to go from the far left to the far right of the car though.  Might have to put it in the center after all.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||curtis||05-27-2003||04:09 PM||||The panel is the whole panel from the door to the center of the car not just the little panel.||67.25.35.38||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000016||mofugas||05-28-2003||08:06 AM||||That is seriously cool....I gotta get one of those!||63.174.44.42||reg||1||Mofugas||00000022||yes



ubb/Forum2/002419.cgi
A||||5||curtis||emergency fan switch||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||05-25-2003||09:45 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Theres a sensor on the back bottom of the thermo housing just remove the wire and attach a blade connector to it run a wire to a switch, and a wire to a ground, inside the cockpit for an emergency fan controller.  I used a econ/power switch from an automatic that mounts just rear of the shifter where the coin slits are.  The switch will turn on both fans with is great for long red lights really helped mine because I'm running a big bar and plate intercooler (25x12.5x3 inches)that blocks everything. the sensor is there for an emergency but never kicks on I'm not sure at what temp it cuts on from the factory but I always watch my gauges..You could just splice in a wire in line.||67.25.32.248||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Tangent||05-27-2003||10:24 PM||||cool, this is just what i am looking for.  i was considering adding an additional relay over the radiator fan or the ac fan so i could turn on the fans when i let my turbo timer shut the car down.  i already have wire splices, but what is a blade connector?  also, is the sensor just a switch or does it actually cary the main power for the fans?  is the emergency sensor switched acc or always on?  i would like the fans to turn off if i leave the switch on and let the tt do the work.||64.40.46.66||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||05-27-2003||11:20 PM||||Does the cooling fan kick on when the thermostat opens and hits the little wires on the top where the two wires are and is that was triggers the fan to kick on?If not what does make it kick on when the temperature reaches a certain point?Thanks...<br /><br />         Robby Cheaib||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||curtis||05-27-2003||11:37 PM||||everything works as normal.... the sensor/switch whatever it is just makes a ground when the temp goes way high.  I took a lighter to mine and the thing never open ,so it was bad..  I took a blade connector which is the thing that plugs into the stock wiring,crimbed on a peace of wire and run it to my switch ,  I took an other piece of wire and run it to a bolt that connected to the e brake mounting bolt (ground ).  When I push the switch it closes the circuit and by passes the ballasts that are mounted on the fan.  I know this because it turns at a much higher rate than normal.  When I wired up the slim line fans on my car I just spliced into the plug that was on the stock fans wiring harness. The great thing about the switch is that both fans come on.||67.25.34.21||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||curtis||05-27-2003||11:38 PM||||the fans will cut off if the key is off.||67.25.34.21||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||crucible||05-28-2003||09:25 AM||||True, fans will cut out.But the rad fan will still kick on even when car is off I believe.Watch where your hands are when working around it.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/002420.cgi
A||||0||henrok||tranny refill ||||3||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||05-25-2003||11:53 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey i was wondering if there was a way of adapting an elbow to fit where the tranny refill is and running a similar set up as on automatics so that i wont have to lift the car to check the level, just pop the hood.||205.188.208.166||reg||3||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/002421.cgi
A||||5||starwrist||Help! Idle problems!||||1||||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||05-26-2003||12:59 AM||starwrist@hotmail.com||It's driving me insane! My car cannot idle properly for the life of me.<br /><br />It fluctuates between 1200-1400rpms. <br /><br />I was told to take some throttle body cleaner and clean out the IC pipes. But could that be it?<br /><br />Please help.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||05-26-2003||01:20 AM||||i had the same problem a while back. <br />all you have to do is play with the idle screw on the intake manifold   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||MatTau||05-27-2003||12:07 AM||||or just check your air flow sensor||202.184.189.17||reg||1||MatTau||00001515||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||05-27-2003||10:55 AM||||Can you log the car and see what the ISC is doing?||67.34.54.29||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||number3||05-27-2003||03:33 PM||||Did you PSI check the IC system? Leaks will cause erratic idle.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||starwrist||05-28-2003||02:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> i had the same problem a while back. <br />all you have to do is play with the idle screw on the intake manifold    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks jonvr4, that's all it took! Figured it'd be more complicated than that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes



ubb/Forum2/002422.cgi
A||||3||hecdws||drivetrain noise||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||05-26-2003||10:33 AM||hecdws@aol.com||im hearing and feeling a vibration that i suspect is coming from the driveshaft. the problem is it only happens in the rain above 25 mph. i havent had a chance to look at it beacause its been raining for like 10 days here in jersey. can anyone shed some light on this problem or any hints.<br /><br />thanks hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||05-26-2003||06:36 PM||||Not sure if you have an aftermarket exhaust or not, but it sounds like classic exhaust symptoms.  My girls stock exhaust on her Celica even does it.  My 3" does it real bad when I go through a puddle and water splashes on the exhaust.  The first time it did it after I put the 3" exhaust on, it scared the $*#@ out of me.  I thought the rear end was coming apart.  The problem is, the exhaust heats up (obviously) when you drive, then when you splash water on it, it cools in that one particular spot, and actually causes the piping to bend slightly hits parts of the body and or carrier bearing mounts.  Since you said it only occurs in the rain, that would be my guess.||63.188.81.77||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||05-26-2003||08:46 PM||||i dont get it how will the exhaust bend if its cooled by the water. the noise and vibration is really disturbing. i plan on lifting the car and taking a look to see if the driveshaft is cool or not. <br />hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||05-26-2003||09:13 PM||||I'm not real good with physics, but as the exhaust heats, it expands.....probably very slightly, but it still does.  When water splashes on one section of the exhaust, it cools that particular spot, which causes it to shrink.  Now, if it just cools one side of the pipe, that side is going to shrink, while the other side stays expanded, which will cause the exhaust to slightly bend.  I don't mean bend like 90 degrees or anything, but it is often enough to hit an exhaust hanger, or carrier bearing mount...etc.  The next time it does it, push the clutch in and rev the engine.  If the noise changes with the RPMs, the exhaust is probably the culprit, and not the drive-train.||206.134.176.223||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/002423.cgi
A||||3||Romanova||How to use these?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||05-26-2003||01:13 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33563&item=2416307631" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33563&item=2416307631</a><br /><br />Would look nice on our cars...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||05-26-2003||01:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Would look nice on our cars... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes||64.169.232.6||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||05-26-2003||01:59 PM||||The look the same as the US ones.  Besides, they have the GTO anyway.<br /><br />I've never heard of a DSM 3000 GT VR4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mofugas was working on this.  From what I remember, it was not cheap for everything you needed.  Not to mention, you need monster rims to clear the 4 piston calipers.  A upgrade for a hard core racer that needs multiple high speed braking.  I think it would be over kill for most of us.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||05-26-2003||08:40 PM||||but still really cool! haha. sounds like fun to me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />i want to see those on a gvr4.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/002424.cgi
A||||1||Scott Y||Flywheel is missing dowel pin - mistake to reassemble without them?||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||05-26-2003||02:11 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Hi.<br />I had my flywheel resurfaced, and I didn't notice until right now that the 3 dowel pins have been removed from the flywheel.  They were there when I took it in.<br /><br />I'm guessing that it's a mistake to reassemble everything with those pins missing, but if anyone has other opinions, please share.  <br /><br />The car's been off the road for a couple of weeks now, and the pressure to get it in one piece and on driving again is increasing. <br /><br />Thanks,<br />Scott Y||64.233.218.162||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||Nate||05-26-2003||04:18 PM||||If you put the clutch on without those dowels, the 12mm bolts that hold the pressure plate to the flywheel have to do all of the work of holding the clutch in place.  With the dowels in there, the bolts just have to hold the disk in place, and don't have to deal with any shearing forces.  <br />     <br />I've gone without these dowels before, but I was also changing clutches every 3 months at that point, along with a new flywheel.  I would *recommend* that you get the dowels before you reinstall the clutch and trans.||141.150.124.192||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum2/002425.cgi
A||||5||GVR-4||Rear main seal replacement...||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||05-26-2003||02:32 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Sorry if this has been asked before (I didn't find an answere by searching): Does the oil pan have to be removed to replace the rear main seal?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||05-26-2003||03:25 PM||||no, but two of the oil pan bolts do. The two directly under the seal.  The trans/clutch/flywheel do have to be removed though. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||05-26-2003||07:08 PM||||yeah this job is a big bitch||65.227.217.233||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||05-26-2003||08:17 PM||||Yeah, tell me about it. I'm doing the clutch and driveaxles and I just got done stabbing the tranny. BIG pain. I left the rear main seal alone. It looked good and the car only has 80k on it. Eventually I'll have to rebuild the tranny and I'd like to rebuild the engine someday too. I can replace it then. I'm gonna machine some brass pieces to replace the rubber bushings on the shift cable eyelets and where the cable housing anchors to the tranny. I hope that will help the sloppy feel of the lever.<br /><br />Thanks for the responses fellas.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||05-27-2003||01:08 PM||||If you're successful with your machining and can offer same quality/cheaper price than what's on the net, you should make some extras to sell here.  I'd buy.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||05-27-2003||09:22 PM||||Sorry, but it would take too much of my time. And it wouldn't be cheaper. I have to machine each piece individually, change cutters, drill the hole, etc. The guy or place that sells the others probably has a computer controlled lathe. He can just whip them out. I've got too much on my plate at the moment: finish getting the car back together, finish a kitchen remodel, and build a deck. Maybe sometime down the road...<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/002426.cgi
A||||3||gvr4in||Recommended boost level for me .. ||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||05-27-2003||12:16 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||What psi would you run with my mods? I am currently running 17-18psi.<br /><br />-Titanium guides, SS valves, 3 angle valve job<br />-ARP head studs<br />-3" turbo back with straight pipe<br />-3" cold air intake<br />-hacked stock MAS (looking for 2g plug for my 2gmas)<br />-3000gt VR4 pump - rewired<br />-660cc Injec's<br />-APEXi S-AFC<br />-Hallman mbc<br /><br />Thanks in advance for any input!||64.169.232.6||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||curtis||05-27-2003||12:32 AM||||dump the boost controller and go with an electronic one          you want regret it<br />Im not sure what you pump puts out  <br />Im having fuel problems right now with a 255 lph and 550's and 2nd Gen meter  my regulator and filter are to resrictive but thats soon to change.<br />Boost is only a measure of back pressure with an electronic boost controller you can turn it up until it starts to fall off. you should be safe at 21psi.  some turbos only make alot more noise at big boost.    when setting up my profec I floored it when trying to teach it P2 the car was pulling like a bitch then I looked down at the gauge to witness it at 28 psi and climbing with a T3/T4.....I'm not doing that again but it chirped into third gear felt sweet.||67.25.36.244||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||05-27-2003||09:30 AM||||gvr4in, run as much boost as you can till you get knock and timing gets pulled.  <br /><br />Curtis, there is no reason for him to ditch the Hallman MBC besides cockpit adjustability.  I have a Profec A, and I wouldn't recommend it over a Hallman or Profec B to anybody.  <br /><br />Also, how can you say it's safe for him to run 21psi?  Some cars knock at 14psi, some at 22psi, it's all about the tuning possibilities of each individual car.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||05-27-2003||12:37 PM||||You should be logging.  I suspect that you might encounter some knock very soon if you're still using the stock IC.  It's likely got some oil and crap in it and not cooling very well.  Everything else you have is pretty stout!||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002427.cgi
A||||5||curtis||Pictures||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||05-27-2003||12:47 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||How he !@#$ %^&*&(( do you put images ,pictures etc..... on a post  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||67.25.36.244||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||curtis||05-27-2003||12:48 AM||||sorry How the !@#$%^&*( do you put images,pictures etc on a post  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||67.25.36.244||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||05-27-2003||12:50 AM||||In the very first sticky post in Technical is a thread on pictures.<br /><br />The easy way:<br /><br />Go  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">here</a> .  Click the browse button, find the picture on your computer.  It will upload the picture, then follow Hertz's instructions for posting it on the web.  <br /><br />Pretty straightforward.  Good luck.  I don't know how you guys do things up there in Tennessee.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||curtis||05-27-2003||12:58 AM||||Thanks Paul||67.25.36.244||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||curtis||05-27-2003||01:21 AM||||Figured it out. the pictures of the drivers side glove box are now posted for you guys to see. In my other post.     Thanks again Paul...||67.25.36.244||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||05-27-2003||01:26 PM||||No problem.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002428.cgi
A||||3||jonvr4||remove ecu???||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||05-27-2003||01:40 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||what is the fastest way to take the ecu out? i have a key diver chip that i want to put in||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||05-27-2003||06:44 AM||||Pull the passenger side kick panel off, remove the three wiring harnesses.  Then unbolt the ECU. I have always pulled the glove box also but not sure if it is really necessary.||68.76.176.84||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||dsmjay||05-27-2003||07:06 AM||||no need to pull the glove box.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||05-27-2003||11:20 AM||||if you have never pulled the ecu before, removing the glovebox will really help a lot.  however, you also have to remove the lower plastic shield, no big deal, two screws and a couple of plastic clips.  then, there are 2 screws holding the lower hinges on the glovebox, and they are a beyatch.  i used a hand impact, then i neversiezed them back on.  after removing the glovebox, you now can see the ecu.  also, there is a little corner trim that i like to also remove, it kinda gets in the way of the ecu as it tries to slide out.  one nut, one bolt, both 12mm wrench size on each front corner of the ecu, then it slides out.  every time i take out the ecu, i like to remove the glovebox so i can see.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002429.cgi
A||||2||BluFalcon||This isn't good...||||8||||BluFalcon||00000366
Z||000000||BluFalcon||05-27-2003||05:07 AM||muttski@comcast.net||I just tore down a motor from a 92 TSi that I bought initially as a new project.  Came to find out it had some unibody damage, so I decided to part it out.  I checked the compression before I yanked the motor, and came up with 155, 155, 130, 120.  Pulled the head off tonight and this is what I found in the #3 cylinder:<br />    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=465" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Nice, huh? Here's another picture:<br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=466" alt=" - " /><br />  I'm wondering if that's all from detonation or was there valve contact damage as well.  I suppose it doesn't really matter, since the engine is still screwed no matter what.  I was supposed to sell this motor to a local guy who needed it, and try to make some of my lost money back.  So much for that idea.  The previous owner drove this car around like that for who knows how many miles and didn't seem to have a problem with it.  If I were an unscrupulous sort, I'd send the head out and slap it back on and say: "Here ya go."  I know some people who wouldn't have a real problem with pulling a stunt like that.  Thankfully, I'm not that kinda guy.  The damage on the outer top edge is definitley detonation, but what about the large chunks in the center?  The motor must have really been pinging if detonation caused all that.  Oh well, at least I still have someone buying my 4 bolt out of the car. Pisser....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.163.100.216||reg||8||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||05-27-2003||10:22 AM||||20g,Sidemount,Texas,Stock fuel.||67.30.24.74||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||BluFalcon||05-27-2003||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> 20g,Sidemount,Texas,Stock fuel. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't get me started......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum2/002430.cgi
A||||2||Scott Y||Where can I get the 3 dowel pins that go in the flywheel?||||5||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||05-27-2003||09:20 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I had my flywheel resurfaced, and when I didn't notice that they removed the 3 dowel pins when they machined it until I tried to install the flywheel.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Are they available through Mitsubishi? Do they just press fit in?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Scott Y||64.233.218.162||reg||5||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||05-27-2003||10:14 AM||||MF472404.<br /><br />Press or tap in gently.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||Scott Y||05-27-2003||10:39 AM||||Thanks, that's exactly what I need.<br /><br />Scott Y||64.233.218.162||reg||7||Scott Y||00000132||yes



ubb/Forum2/002431.cgi
A||||11||blacksheep||Stuck Driver side seatbelt issue revisited....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-27-2003||10:38 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||OK guys, As Teet pointed out to me, this may have something to do with the ignition switch as well ??? <br /><br />I thought turning the ignition key off made the drivers side belt retract as well as opening the door? Could this be a problem as well? <br /><br />My belt seems to work on and off and everytime I am in a hurry to get out, it never fails to piss me off by not working and I 'clothesline' myself. <br /><br />Its getting old, someone on here has to know what the fix is. This whole click it or ticket law makes me not wanna drive with it off.  HELP!<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-27-2003||12:31 PM||||Turning the car off does NOT make the belts retract.  Opening the door makes the belts retract ("open"), turning the ignition on makes them "close".||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||05-27-2003||05:55 PM||||KC,<br /><br />There are "open" and "close" switches at either end of the seatbelt track.  Also, the door opening is what triggers the belt to move forward and release you.  You mentioned in another post that your door switches do not work properly for the dome light.  Perhaps a bad contact there is also causing your seatbelt malfunction?  I'm not certain if there is also a switch contact located in the door latch mechanism itself, and I don't have the manual here to check. Test the door opening switch affect on the system.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||05-27-2003||06:08 PM||||There is a switch in the door latch mechanism.  Open your door on a working seat belt, and take a screw driver and trick the latch into thinking you closed the door.  Your selt belt will go back.  Pull the handle to open it and it will retract the belt.<br /><br />The question is how to replace the sensor?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||05-27-2003||06:26 PM||||Hertz and Dave- you both probably wont believe me, but since my belts work intermitently, it just did on my drive back from work. I pulled into my driveway, shut off the ignition and the belt retracted all of a sudden. <br /><br />I had to manually click it in this morning and on my way back. But, it was stuck in the closed position all day long since it didnt work this morning. Dunno WTF is wrong with it. I dunno if the dome light trigger could be related. Josh said it was like 7 bux a piece. I am gonna order all 4 just so I dont have to deal with this over and over.<br /><br />Paul - I tried what you said on my passengers side door, but could not replicate this like you mention. <br /><br />Thanks to all!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||05-27-2003||06:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong>Paul - I tried what you said on my passengers side door, but could not replicate this like you mention. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Was the car on when you tried?  Just checking.  I know I could make the seat belt go by doing what I posted above.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||teet||05-27-2003||07:54 PM||||Mine always retraced when I turned the key off.    <br /><br />Only the drivers side.<br /><br />I am 99% sure of that.  it always bugged me when I would be just sitting in the car and turn the key off to read or something...whirr....then it would be in my way.<br /><br />I don't live in the salt belt so my car was actually quite un-rusted.  it was pretty dang fresh.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||05-27-2003||08:24 PM||||my driver's side will not retract unless i take the key out of the ignition, or open the door.  the passenger side will not retract unless the door is opened.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||05-27-2003||08:43 PM||||I'm on the same boat. I have posted about it before, but could never find a solution. I have a spare door that will be going on my car shortly, I will try to find this sensor by the latch. Any guidance on how to get to it. I get nervous every time a cop drives by b/c I don't have my seatbelt on. <br /><br />There must be a seperate switch besides the ignition switch. If I manually pull my seatbelt back to the closed position, where it should be when you are driving, and open the door with the car on, the belt will not retract, but it will retract when I remove the key from the ignition. This tells me that there are multiple switches that control the actions of the seatbelt, one at the door and one in the ignition. <br /><br />Really hope we can get this sorted.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||05-27-2003||08:46 PM||||Mine is as Ken said.  Passenger only if door open.  Driver if pull the key out or open door.  Can you lock your doors with the drivers open and car still on?  That feature has helped me out a few times.||68.76.176.84||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||05-28-2003||01:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Hertz and Dave- you both probably wont believe me, but since my belts work intermitently, it just did on my drive back from work. I pulled into my driveway, shut off the ignition and the belt retracted all of a sudden. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay, so I think we all agree that in a normally operating VR-4, with the door closed, <b>ignition on</b>, the driver's seat belt retracts when you either a) <b>open the door</b>, b) <b>remove the key</b>.  The passenger seat belt retracts only when the door is opened, regardless of key.<br /><br />Both seatbelts only close when the car is on and the respective door is closed.<br /><br />So at no point should you be stuck with the seatbelt closed and your key removed and the door open because either of those conditions should cause the belt to retract.<br /><br />I think it is unlikely that BOTH switches/sensors would fail -- so the obvious condition would be that the ETACS <i>thinks</i> that the seatbelt is retracted.   Figure out the position sensors on the track itself (if they exist?) and you'll find the cause of the problem.<br /><br />If you can open/close the door with the ignition on and the seatbelt doesn't move it could be the door switch (likely).  If turning the car on/off/on/off with the door closed doesn't move the belt it could be the ignition switch (unlikely).<br /><br />If you're KC it is neither of the above and you're cursed to be tortured by a sadistic car.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||teet||05-28-2003||01:37 AM||||humm...maybe it is if the key is pulled out.  I definitely remember having the seat belt retract before I opened the door.<br /><br />I don't have a galant vr4 to test it on...at least not one that has a auto seatbelt  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes



ubb/Forum2/002432.cgi
A||||12||s_firestone||Found a switchable Tranny||||1||||s_firestone||00000502
Z||000000||s_firestone||05-27-2003||03:06 PM||s_firestone@yahoo.com||I found a switchable tranny with the ID C50PH-FJ1461. Will this<br />tranny work with our rear end? The only AWD switchable transmissions<br />I have seen listed so far are from Alexander Grabau's page:<br /><br /><br />C50PH-EK1420 1991-1992 Switchable JDM Galant<br />C5JPF-FL8420 Same FWD/RWD switchable (different final drive?)<br /><br />How do I test that (or inform someone how to) to see if it would work?<br />How many turns in what gear from input to output? Do I have to take<br />the transfer case off to tell or can this be checked from the back of<br />the transfer case?<br /><br />Even with a different final drive can't we just switch our final drive<br />gear from the center differential?<br /><br />Thanks as always,<br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 Galant VR-4 #918 of 1000||169.135.104.101||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000001||s_firestone||06-04-2003||09:19 PM||||Ok, I had mentioned that I found a switchable tranny with a model number of C50PH-FJ1461.  I searched high and low and could not find any info on it whatsoever.  Since initially I couldn't get the company to test the tranny ratios, I went ahead and ordered a regular Galant VR-4 transmission model W5M33-2-NQBK from them.  Metric Motors in Utah.<br /><br />As luck would have it the shipping company dropped it and shattered the bellhousing(DOH!) so that transmission is a writeoff.  Unfortunately that was the only correct AWD turbo transmission the company had.<br /><br />Since they were still obligated to give me a transmission or a refund they offered to test the ratios on the switchable tranny.  Whoohoo they matched the Galant VR-4 ratios on the VFAQ.  So I guess I am getting the JDM switchable transmission of destiny.  hehe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I am still slightly confused about the secondary/transfer case = rear ratio but I'll figure it out when it gets here.<br /><br />I'm going to take pictures of the transmission when it comes in.  The guy looked at it and said it does not appear to have the "vent holes" which are supposed to be characteristic of the DSM AWD Turbo transmissions.<br /><br />Can anyone else verify this info because another company I spoke to when searching mentioned this same thing as how they tell the turbo from the non turbo transmissions.<br /><br /><br />Thanks as always,<br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 Mitsubishi Galant VR-4<br />#918 of 1000||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||06-05-2003||12:06 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001442" target="_blank">Transmission IDs</a> <br /><br />I think you found a winner.  The last digits can vary... you should be okay with C50PH as far as ratios are concerned.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||06-05-2003||09:46 AM||||i just GOTTA ask, why would anyone want a switchable transmission?  i would never want to drive my car in fwd mode.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Nate||06-05-2003||11:02 AM||||Dynojet.  Not everywhere has AWD dynos.  Yet.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||06-07-2003||06:47 PM||||One of the other benefits of the switchables is if you do any rally / offroad work. You can lock the center diff so that it runs a 50/50 torque split full time. Handling and traction will be more consistent than when the diff is open and torque is moving front to back and vice versa.<br /><br />And the other benefit is that you can do burnouts w/o breaking the trans.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.60.150.236||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000006||s_firestone||06-08-2003||11:36 AM||||It came in with the bellhousing intact(Whoohoo!!!).  I wonder if there is a version with an engagement lever in cars with this tranny in Japan.  Like a 2WD/4WD switch in a 4X4 Jeep.  I might try to make one.<br /><br />Ken I got this tranny by default...  The thought did cross my mind to put it up on Ebay as it would likely get $800 +shipping.<br /><br />On a different note... How can a transmission so small shunt so much power to 4 wheels.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   From the pictures I expected it to be bigger and more intimidating...||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000007||s_firestone||07-24-2003||08:15 PM||||This is to post an update.  We can add the following transmission ID as an exact replacement for the 91-92 GVR4.<br /><br />C5OPH-FJ1461 Switchable 2WD/4WD w/Xfer Case<br /><br />The gear ratios are identical to the USDM Galant VR-4 transmission.<br /><br />I got mine from Metric Motors in Utah for $650 shipped.  <br /><br />The forward<--->back shift arm was shorter than the USDM Transmission.  I had to swap the lower shift cable bracket from the USDM Tranny in order to attach the cables at the same angle.<br /><br />The upper portion of the JDM bracket had an offset that was about 1/2" larger and would likely have required longer cables.  It would have caused the forward<--->back centering to be centered 1" forward at rest which would be bad.  The JDM bracket also had about a 10 degree higher down angle.<br /><br />The end result with the shorter arm is that the shifter throw is about 1/2" shorter than it was.  right<--->left is still the same distance.  I am shifting real careful until I can look at the shifter bump stops and make sure they are making contact as I do not want to bend a shift fork by shifting too far.<br /><br />One difference I have found is that this transmission is missing the 2 rubber Vents on the top of the transmission that I am told are characteristic of the turbo DSM transmissions.  There are no holes cut into the bellhousing to accomodate the rubber vents either, they are just missing.<br /><br />The 2 upper mount bolt holes are in the proper location.  However, there is one extra mount stem/bolt hole on top of the transmission approximately 1" tall.  It did not cause any clearance problems.<br /><br />I had to swap the speedometer gear assembly from the USDM transmission but because the JDM one was severly rusted.  The gear looked identical and my speedometer works.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I changed the output shaft seals, and the X-fer case seals, but not the primary input or center diff output shaft seal. <br /><br />I really wanted to change the cranshaft seal seeing as how I went to all the trouble to order it and all but did not know there was a single use gasket on the cranshaft seal cover.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />I also changed the following parts at the same time:<br /><br />clutch master cylinder<br />clutch slave cylinder <br />flywheel<br />pressure plate<br />clutch disk<br />throwout bearing (Mitsubishi OEM plastic sleeved)<br />clutch fork <br />clutch pivot ball<br />GM Synchroshift<br />all skin on my knuckles<br /><br />If I didn't know better my clutch disk has been replaced with a baby's butt because it shifts so smooth.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />As for the clearances while putting the transmission in all I can say is I really really really hate that lower suspension arm.  If a woman having a baby is a complicated procedure, then this was like putting the baby back.  Ughhhh.<br /><br />Other than that it was a piece of cake (weighing 150lbs and frosted with grease)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 Mitsubishi Galant VR-4<br />#918 of 1000||24.170.27.47||reg||14||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000008||Marcus||07-25-2003||10:18 AM||||How does that tranny seem to be shifting and holding up?  I'm sorda in the need for a tranny, and I've been kicking the idea around of a cheaper then a rebuild JDM tranny.  Would you do it again?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||07-25-2003||11:08 AM||||having been badly boned on this, i have some advice.  <br />1.  do this by charge card, you can get your money back.<br />2.  make THEM read you off the numbers/letters on the trans to MAKE SURE you dont get and rs trans.  remember, the rs trans has a different final drive, and it will grenade at speed.<br />3.  dont do a lot of phonecalling.  get responses on stuff like warranty and serial numbers by email, that way you have a record of all of this, for later if the deal goes sour.<br />4.  make sure you have a camera ready for when it is delivered, to take pictures of it.  mine was hammered when i got it.  try to get them to take pics and email them to you of the trans before shipping, and boxed up.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||s_firestone||07-27-2003||12:45 PM||||Follow Ken's advice.  He is a very wise man!<br /><br />My transmission is shifting fine.  <br /><br />Found a leak though.  Still trying to determine exactly where its coming from.  Might the tranny casing seal.  Might be the passenger axle seal which gave me problems in the past on the previous transmission.  I suspect the actual axle which came from carquest.||24.170.27.47||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000011||Ska-TAY||09-03-2003||04:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by s_firestone:<br /><strong> I really wanted to change the cranshaft seal seeing as how I went to all the trouble to order it and all but did not know there was a single use gasket on the cranshaft seal cover. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">FYI for next time the transmission is off:<br />1. Carefully drill a small hole in the rear main seal.<br />2. Screw in a small machine screw into the seal.<br />3. Using a pliers, pull on the screw head to remove the seal.<br />4. Grease up the new seal and side into place. Using the old seal as a buffer, tap the new seal until it seats properly.||24.209.151.5||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000012||gtluke||09-03-2003||11:19 PM||||cool.<br />and if you think that suspension arm is bad....<br />do a clutch job on a 2g dsm.<br />you'll start loving your galant in a whole new way  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.151.130.246||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum2/002433.cgi
A||||4||silly4turbo||wheel drone ?||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||05-27-2003||04:33 PM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||at speeds more then 45 mph I get this droning sound from the rear drivers side ? I also noticed that while on the highway, when going around right hand bends, the sounds seemed to get softer ??? I'm thinking wheel bearings, but just wanted to get some oppinions before I start hacking away at things ...  plus if it is wheel bearings, what am I getting myself into ? any and all help is greatly appreciated    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||05-27-2003||05:36 PM||||Wheel bearing. maybe? One of my gvr4s did this, it was on the passeneger side rear wheel. It got louder and louder. When took the wheel apart and got ready to replace it, the old bearings fell out in pieces. I would think its this causing the noise.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||05-27-2003||05:56 PM||||Only other cause I have had for this has been extremely worn rear tires.  Unless that is your case and one side is worse than the other, I would suspect bearing also.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||#258||05-27-2003||07:28 PM||||Thats exactley the sound my car made before it blew out BOTH rear bearing while running a rally in MD. this weekend. Very hard to drive back to N.J. at 40 mph.||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000004||silly4turbo||05-27-2003||08:21 PM||||yea, the tires are new, so I'm guessing the wheel bearings too, just wanted some input from people, Thanks all   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     now, since this would be something I haven't done before, how difficult would this job be ? I know I need a few tools I prolly don't have ect ... or would replacing the axl be better ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum2/002434.cgi
A||||0||boostboy51||something popping @ wfo||||1||||boostboy51||00000274
Z||000000||boostboy51||05-27-2003||05:55 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||feel somthing popping when i get on it. it comes from the rear. it makes no noise. but i feel it in the seat of my pants. even worse if i am rounding a corner. what is my fate. it is the factory rear end. it is #327/2000.||66.139.108.24||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes



ubb/Forum2/002435.cgi
A||||12||Oztek||Weird Noise After 4-Bolt Swap||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||05-27-2003||07:14 PM||aehlert@oztek.us||We just swapped a 4-Bolt into the GVR4 this weekend. Everything appears to be okay except for a weird sound that I'm hearing when I get the car above 55 mph. <br /><br />It kind of sounds like a weird harmonic. It is a deep "wha-wha-wha-wha" sound. It goes away if I lift up off of the gas and increases with frequency with acceleration. There aren't any vibrations that I can feel, so I don't think that anything is out of balance. We did a full alignment on the car also.<br /><br />Any thoughts?||68.21.39.163||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||05-27-2003||08:09 PM||||Andy<br /><br />I had this wha-wha-wha noise after replacing my struts and springs recently. I had my transfer case recall done as well. When I pulled into my driveway, one of lug nuts from the front passenger wheel fell of. The other 2 were loose. I think it was my wheel doing this. I re-mounted my wheel and it went away, <br /><br />could be something simple like that, maybe?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||05-27-2003||09:48 PM||||! good lord, imagine if your wheel had fallen off! <br /><br />i've only heard of the case being the other way, where you lift the pedal and get the wub wubs. either way i guess you've got something thats worn out in the 4bolt, which sucks considering you just put it in. i think i will rebuild mine before putting it in. whenever i get one.  my car's got the wubs wubs too. sort of louder now though.<br /><br />ah the reliability, i know thats why i bought the car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR41062||05-28-2003||12:59 AM||||Nice description of the noise  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  It leaves a few questions.  Fluid level, ALL bolts tight, worn propeller shaft carrier bearings, wheel bearings, wheels, t-case, tranny, etc.  A location of noise would help.<br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||05-28-2003||01:56 PM||||was it out of an automatic or stick T/E/L?....<br /><br />maybe an obvious/stupid question...but you never know..||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||Oztek||05-28-2003||07:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> was it out of an automatic or stick T/E/L?....<br /><br />maybe an obvious/stupid question...but you never know.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I bought it from ctm, so I'd assume that it was correct.  Besides, the car doesn't buck or do things that you would expect if the gears were wrong.||68.21.39.163||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000006||ctm||06-02-2003||10:05 AM||||Andy - The rear diff gave me no problems when it was installed in my car.  Ran it for about 10k miles before I put the car back to stock.  During this time I've had the car multiple times above 55 and as high as 95 and I did not experience what you describe.  Any other symptoms?  Regards - Norm||66.27.124.64||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes
Z||000007||Oztek||06-02-2003||01:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ctm:<br /><strong> Andy - The rear diff gave me no problems when it was installed in my car.  Ran it for about 10k miles before I put the car back to stock.  During this time I've had the car multiple times above 55 and as high as 95 and I did not experience what you describe.  Any other symptoms?  Regards - Norm </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The only other symtom is that the gear whines.  It's not vibrating or anything.  I'm not sure the LSD is LSDing.  If I spin one wheel, the other goes in the opposite direction.  I'm kind of at a loss.  We had it up in the air this weekend and everyting looked okay.  I re drained the fluid and it looked okay.  I filled her up with a heavier weight gear oil and it still does that..."wah...wah...wah..." soudn.  It's a little less than before, but it still there.<br /><br />Anyone know how much it costs and wether there is a kit for rebuilding a LSD rear?||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||06-02-2003||02:03 PM||||Mine did a same thing after I put the 4 bolt in there and it didn't sound like that in the GSX it came out off.<br />I would blame the driveshaft before I blame the 4 bolt. After a few hundred miles my noise went away.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||Forced Style||06-03-2003||07:20 AM||||Good point sleeper, it wont hurt to check everything for tightness but a lot of the tranny jobs we've done and various other driveline work resulted in that piece whining or 'wha-ing' as you explained it, a lot of times it's due to refilling the tranny, xfr case, rear end with synthetic fluid or thinner fluid, the fact that you said you put in heavier oil and it quieted makes me think it is in fact the 'thin' clean fluid, probably just needs to get used to it, find out what CTM put in it when he installed and try to get your hands on some of that, or just wait for it to break in.<br /><br />Josh||208.231.176.32||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000010||ctm||06-04-2003||08:41 AM||||I always use BG in the tranny and shockproof in the TC and rear diff.||199.106.16.3||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes
Z||000011||BlackHole||06-04-2003||08:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The only other symtom is that the gear whines... Anyone know how much it costs and wether there is a kit for rebuilding a LSD rear? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A reshim kit for the gears is ~$70 for the whole set from Mitsu [I need to reshim my 4-bolt 4WS]. If the LSD is hosed, get another used one. They are non-rebuildable and cost >>$1000 from Mitsu.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000012||Oztek||06-04-2003||11:41 AM||||I've got Royal Purple in there now. (They didn't have shock-proof in stock).<br /><br />I had the car up again and I'm thinking the LSD is shot.  If I spin one of my rear wheels the other goes in the opposite direction.<br /><br />Everything looked tight and there's no leaking.  CTM is sending me a spair unit.  I'll bolt that up and hopefully that will fix the situation.  If not, I'll just take it out back and shoot it.<br /><br />Let this be a lesson to everyone.  Don't modify your daily driver.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum2/002436.cgi
A||||1||psycopyro182||Downpipe Fitting issues||||1||||psycopyro182||00000548
Z||000000||psycopyro182||05-27-2003||10:50 PM||psycopyro182@hotmail.com||I know that the eclipse AWD 3" downpipes will fit The galants,<br /><br />what are the Differences between the AWD and FWD downpipes, and could i make a FWD 3" downpipe fit on my car?||66.233.138.149||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||05-28-2003||12:55 AM||||For some reason it is cool and the norm to put 2 or 3 more bends in the DP then required.  So the FWD DP will want to become one the the T-case if not work at all.  I would just buy a nice and bendy exaust made for the GVR4 or at least an AWD vehical.  I made exaust that only had 4 bends, that included the O2 housing.  And with a saw and a welder anything is possibe, and will fit.<br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum2/002437.cgi
A||||3||bujang_hensem||4G63T head Swap to 4G63NA increase power?||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||05-27-2003||11:34 PM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||Guy i has been told by my friend that swapping the turbo head with 4G63NA head will increase the power at lease 20hp...is it true? so far what i know NA head inlet port are bigger than turbo so no need to do a porting on the inlet side...<br /><br />Anybody has tried this? anymore difrences between this two head? cam etc?||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||05-28-2003||12:41 AM||||With the american spec 4g63 weather its turbo, or NA has the same head, but the turbo head has differn't cams.  The stock ports are fine for stock cars, but if you want power a little casting imperfection removal will only help.  So unless the turbo cams are good for more power in a NA I dont see any gains.<br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||bujang_hensem||05-28-2003||02:17 AM||||i don't know about american spec...but like mine here all are come from JDM spec...and my friend has look into it and he said that JDM NA head had bigger intake port...all are cyclone for turbo and no cyclone for NA. Does this NA head will bolt on directly into turbo block? will it increase the compression?||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||05-28-2003||09:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bujang_hensem:<br /><strong> i don't know about american spec...but like mine here all are come from JDM spec...and my friend has look into it and he said that JDM NA head had bigger intake port...all are cyclone for turbo and no cyclone for NA. Does this NA head will bolt on directly into turbo block? will it increase the compression? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No and no.  There have been cyclone NA's, right, like on the AMG Galant?<br /><br />Also, no, it will not raise the compression.  FYI, cyclone runner exits are the same size as the standard intake manifold, so the JDM NA heads most likely are no different.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002438.cgi
A||||14||curtis||Intercooler pictures||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||05-28-2003||12:22 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||every ones always talking abouut intercoolers and at high dollar amounts.  I built mine from 3 thunderbird units out of the junkyards in my area.  One I had , One  a friend gave me and the other I paid ten dollars for. They are Blackstone bar and plate the only thing thats wrong with them from the factory is the inlet size (which I didn't use) I cut both tanks off of one and the inlets off the other two.  It cost me 50 to get them welded together.  I know butting them up like I did is a resriction but It can't hurt that much.  The total unit is like 22 x 12.5 x 3. I built a support that runs from bumper mount to bumper mount takes to ford they placed two bolt holes on top for me to use. I have 2.5" rubber connectors on the inlet and outlets.  John Deer has great radiator hose in stock, stands up to temp and is pressure tested for way more than I'll ever need.<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=480" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=480&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=480" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=480&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=477&width=400" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=478&width=400" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=479&width=400" alt=" - " />||67.25.34.21||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||curtis||05-28-2003||12:32 AM||||another great place to get intercoolers is from the truck junk yards. A ford 9000 has an intercooler that are like 3'x 4' can be cut into four cores. usually can get them for around 100 to 200 dollars  They also have a lot of t4's they give away for about 50 bucks||67.25.34.21||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||05-28-2003||12:34 AM||||nice job,many have proven that you don`t need to spend a lot of money to go fast...but it sure helps  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||curtis||05-28-2003||12:55 AM||||I always tell V8 boys  that it easy to suck off two doors but their going to have problems sucking off four.<br /><br />This is not Gucci racing...||67.25.34.21||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||05-28-2003||01:46 AM||||thats a great line. no its not gucci racing, haha, that should be your sig.<br /><br />i'm going with a spearco. i have the do once, do it right mentality.  i hope that i set it up well enough that i will be a do it once, do it right sort of thing.<br /><br />core size: 22L 8.5H 3W   bar and plate<br /><br />i hope to do it this summer. a long with maft conversion, and a rebuilt head.  (sounds like fun)||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||starwrist||05-28-2003||01:51 AM||||Hey curtis...<br /><br />If you have any free-time this week, I want to smoke-test some of my pipes to see if I have any leaks. Give me a call.<br /><br />Thanks. <br /><br />BTW, the intercooler looks better in person!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000006||curtis||05-28-2003||08:23 AM||||Drew, chad down at small car,is off from work at the airfield today and friday, he'll be down there.  they have the machine to test with see if you can get with him.||67.25.34.18||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||Numberless||05-28-2003||09:48 AM||||Nice job man<br /><br />Hey is there a cheaper place to get the NPR isuzu intercoolers other than Ebay?...I'm damn sick of losing auctions.<br /><br />J||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||05-28-2003||10:35 AM||||Jon<br /><br />Are those NPR's worth it? I havent heard good things, but I could have heard all the wrong things  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||05-28-2003||10:54 AM||||While on the topic, I just found another decent setup, but I dunno how well it will flow.<br /><br />Dejon tools sells this FMIC assembly which should be decent for a smaller turbo, I would think.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dejontool.web.aplus.net/DSM-1g%20FIC.htm" target="_blank">Pics of the kit on a 1G....</a> <br /><br />I am going to contact Dejon and ask them if the upper tank can be placed on the other side and have the outlet point to the top instead. Lets see...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||05-28-2003||02:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> While on the topic, I just found another decent setup, but I dunno how well it will flow.<br /><br />Dejon tools sells this FMIC assembly which should be decent for a smaller turbo, I would think.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dejontool.web.aplus.net/DSM-1g%20FIC.htm" target="_blank">Pics of the kit on a 1G....</a> <br /><br />I am going to contact Dejon and ask them if the upper tank can be placed on the other side and have the outlet point to the top instead. Lets see... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow thats an awesome deal .. please keep me informed on what they say! Im interested in buying one.||64.169.232.6||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||Compressed||05-28-2003||02:18 PM||||Yeah the Denon looks interesting.  It would be nice to be able to use their uicp that is configured for a blow through maft setup.<br />  <img src="http://www.dejontool.web.aplus.net/images/DSM-1g%20FIC/UIP-1gC2_small.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Definitely let us know what they say.  Maybe time for a groupbuy through Denon?||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000012||tolerant||05-28-2003||07:30 PM||||i definitly would like a fmic for our cars that would be that price||24.91.240.164||reg||1||4u2nv||00001516||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||05-28-2003||07:42 PM||||I talked to them for a little bit. They use 2G SMIC cores to make those and he said that woul have to check how many they had available. I will see if I can send him a pic od how I would like the fmic to be and go from there...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||199of2k||05-28-2003||11:34 PM||||Id be down for the GB.....||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes



ubb/Forum2/002439.cgi
A||||2||curtis||clutch slave restrictor||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||05-28-2003||12:37 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||I saw on faQ on the DSM site that 2nd Gens had a restrictor in the clutch slave cylinder. so I went and checked mine by pulling off the bango bolt.  I had been told that It was a 2nd gen problem and didn't apply to the galants . well it does, theres a small spring and a small metal peice with a hole in it that restricts flow. I removed it and noticed alot quicker response in and out especially out.  hope this helps.||67.25.34.21||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||05-28-2003||12:46 AM||||The 2gs have a restrictor in the line between the master and slave cylinder.  I will have to check on the slave, when I had mine apart I don't remeber having a restictor.  I will have to look when befor it runs again.<br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||05-28-2003||11:42 AM||||I just bought a new one (slave) and it has a restrictor. The one for the 2g is not IN the slave cylinder, it's a separate component. I think most people with 2g's just get an extra long braided hydrolic line and remove the restrictor completely.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/002440.cgi
A||||3||gsxtasee||Gvr4 measurements||||1||||gsxtasee||00000189
Z||000000||gsxtasee||05-28-2003||09:35 AM||skyline_kudasai@hotmail.com||Guys, I am looking to buy an enclosed trailer and I need to know what the dimensions are from the outside of your tires side-side width, and the width form tip of mirror-to-tip of mirror...also from front bumper to back bumper.  I don't have my car with me and won't be able to get the measurements in time.  anybody able to help me out??  TIA<br /><br />Jason||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-28-2003||03:42 PM||||<img src="http://www.mofugas.com/images/dealer06a.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||05-28-2003||03:50 PM||||Ryan, you're useless.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||gsxtasee||05-28-2003||05:57 PM||||thanks a ton!!||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes



ubb/Forum2/002441.cgi
A||||6||lance||Transmission Problem||||8||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||05-28-2003||10:05 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||I installed an ACT 2600 kit about 3 weeks ago, the car ran ok for about a week, I took it to the track for the first time, did a hard run, when I return to the starting line, the car would not go into reverse.  Since then there is a girt when trying to select 1st gear.  Under high pressure, it will not go into 3rd.<br /><br />To actually get the car into reverse I first have select it then start the car.  Does the new clutch need some adjustments or have I bent something in the gear box?||208.157.147.234||reg||8||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||05-28-2003||10:31 AM||||Lance,<br />That seems to be a frequent complaint on here, and you might find more information if you do a search. A lot of guys put an extra washer under the pivot ball that the clutch fork sits on. Did you have the flywheel resurfaced, and if so, are you sure they put the correct step in it for an ACT 2600? Did you replace the clutch fork with the newer model while you were in there? How far is the pedal off the floor before the clutch starts to engage?<br />By the way, how did the 4-bolt work out?||68.158.102.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||lance||05-28-2003||11:36 AM||||Keydiver<br /><br />This is what I did.  I replaced the stock unit with an ACT 2600 kit with a Fadanza flywheel.  I did not change anything else.  Are you saying that I might have bent the clutch fork etc..?  My mechanic believe its something in the gear box.<br /><br />OH!  The four bolt worked out lovely, the car even feels better now on the launch.  I recently bought a rebuilt ECU from Foreign Auto Supply in Florida, this ECU has and Eprom  etc, the only differece is, its for a 1989 Eagle Talon AWD turbo etc.  Will this ECU work in my Galant?<br /><br />Anyway, my main concern now is my transmission.. I need help as soon as possible||208.157.147.234||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000003||lance||05-28-2003||11:49 AM||||OH! The clutch pedal is about 3 inches from the fire wall.  Some how the clutch does not feel right.  I have to press all the way down to the fire wall before 1sr, 2nd, 3rd and reverse can be engaged.||208.157.147.234||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||05-28-2003||03:48 PM||||First you could try to adjust the clutch <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm</a><br /><br />If you only drove it for a week, you may have toasted the clutch.  ACT says very specificly to drive for at least 400-500 miles "regularly" to mate the clutch to flywheel.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||05-28-2003||04:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by lance:<br /><strong> Keydiver<br /><br />This is what I did.  I replaced the stock unit with an ACT 2600 kit with a Fadanza flywheel.  I did not change anything else.  Are you saying that I might have bent the clutch fork etc..?  My mechanic believe its something in the gear box.<br /><br />OH!  The four bolt worked out lovely, the car even feels better now on the launch.  I recently bought a rebuilt ECU from Foreign Auto Supply in Florida, this ECU has and Eprom  etc, the only differece is, its for a 1989 Eagle Talon AWD turbo etc.  Will this ECU work in my Galant?<br /><br />Anyway, my main concern now is my transmission.. I need help as soon as possible </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lance,<br />I personally cannot tell you if the Fidanza has the correct step in it for an ACT clutch, but you might also try reading these tips:<br /> <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/clutch.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/clutch.htm</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/ACT.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/ACT.htm</a> <br />As I said, many guys find it helps to shim the pivot ball slightly, to get the pedal up off the floor a little. You should have put a new design clutch fork in too, they often fail under the pressure of an ACT 2600. It doesn't sound to me like anything's wrong with the transmission, the clutch just isn't fully disengaging. Read the RRE page, and adjust the threaded rod under the dash that pushes on the master cylinder.<br />Also, about the ECU, it will work, but you need to switch pins 6 and 14 around. '89 and '90 ECU's are different than '91-'94 DSM's and GVR-4's. If you ship it to me, I can switch the wires internally, install an EPROM socket, install new caps, and burn a performance EPROM for you based on the GVR-4 code, so it should run perfect, all at no charge.||68.158.102.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||lance||05-28-2003||04:35 PM||||I have now noticed that the car has a slight vibration coming from the transmission when ideling.  I am trying to convince my mechanic that it is'nt the transmission but he beieves otherwise.||208.157.147.234||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes



ubb/Forum2/002442.cgi
A||||1||Vr4in'||Number one piston???||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-28-2003||10:07 AM||nohad43@aol.com||which piston or cylinder is the number one piston.i was told a couple months ago that it was the side opposit of the yiming belt but im just making sure now..thanks<br /><br /><br />               Robby Cheaib||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||05-28-2003||10:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> which piston or cylinder is the number one piston.i was told a couple months ago that it was the side opposit of the yiming belt but im just making sure now..thanks<br />               Robby Cheaib </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope, it's right next to the timing belt.  <br /><br />RTFM!||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002443.cgi
A||||2||hibrn8||power to the pocketlogger||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||05-28-2003||11:28 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah so i read the diretions on where to plug this in to the fuse panel under the dash, but for some reason all of the fuse holders seemto be filled or not working right. can someone please tell me where they plugged in for power to the pocketlogger in the fuse panel by the drivers side kick panel area.||64.107.9.81||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||05-28-2003||12:11 PM||||I just use an empty spot on mine.  Only one of the two sockets has power when there is no fuse installed.  On the one I use, it is the bottom of the two sockets which has power.  You might have to test to make sure it is the same on yours.  If all of your spots are full, you should be able to install the spade connector beside the leg of a fuse.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||05-28-2003||12:23 PM||||Make sure you are pushing the connector all the way in.  You should have a few empty spots unless you filled them all.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/002444.cgi
A||||3||mikey||a/c recharge||||1||||mikey||00000063
Z||000000||mikey||05-28-2003||02:59 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||hey all,<br />do you know what kind of freon we have in our car because i called to see if i can get a recharge and the lady said that if i have the old stuff it cost $1000 for 3lbs.  any ideas?||141.233.234.74||reg||1||mikey||00000063||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-28-2003||03:36 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001422#000000" target="_blank">read this</a> -- you can find this and other posts by using the  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search;search_forum=2" target="_blank">search link on the upper right of every page</a>.||67.163.58.52||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||05-28-2003||03:45 PM||||What underground black market shop did you go to?<br /><br />It is illegal to sell freon anymore.  If you already own it, you can use it, but you shouldn't be able to buy anymore.  You have to convert to the new coolant.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Robert Duncan||06-01-2003||08:59 AM||||It is not illegal to "sell" R12, it is illegal to produce new R12.  Since there is something like 54 million pounds of existing R12 in storage, I have seen it estimated we have a 50 year supply (assuming decreasing use as more units convert to alternate refrigerants).||24.247.213.27||reg||1||Robert Duncan||00001390||yes



ubb/Forum2/002445.cgi
A||||2||cevic||Where is the MPI fuse?||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||05-28-2003||04:21 PM||||Does anyone know where is the MPI fuse located?||24.124.95.48||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||05-28-2003||05:10 PM||||I think it's in the black box off the battery.  It's been awhile.||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||05-28-2003||05:33 PM||||It is in the larger fuse box mounted on the passenger fender.  It has a few silver relays in there, and a handful of fuses.  The cover for the box will tell you which one is the MPI.||12.92.28.165||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002446.cgi
A||||1||henrok||tranny, rear axle and transfer fluid||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||05-28-2003||06:49 PM||alvihen@aol.com||what is the best fluid for my tranny rear axle and transfer case?||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||05-28-2003||07:09 PM||||I just used BG syncro shift in the tranny and redline heavy weught shock proof in the diff and x-fer case ... shifts great||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum2/002447.cgi
A||||1||DookGVR4||Alignment  (after suspension upgrade)||||1||||DookGVR4||00000632
Z||000000||DookGVR4||05-28-2003||09:01 PM||dook@adelphia.net||I just installed my H&R / AGX combo yestarday. Weel tonight i brought it to PEP-Boys to have an alignment done. Well I just got back and they tell me they were unable to align it because it was lowered and the only #'s they have to go by is stock #'s<br /><br /> Then he proceeded to ask me how much it was lowered and he directed me to some place locally that could plug in the drop (say 1.5" Or whatever the amount it was lowered) and align it.<br /><br /> I know on the T/E/L's, people use a bolt in the back to adjust camber. The guy at pep-boys said my camber was off all over the place and it was not adjustable<br /><br />  Just need a little help guys....With this combo.<br /><br />Do i need some sort of camber correction?<br /><br />Is any of the shit i got fed there make sense?..<br /><br />Thanks,Dave<br />10/1000||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||05-28-2003||09:06 PM||||From the factory, the rear IS adjustable for camber.  The fronts are not.  You will need to get at minimum, camber correction bolts for the front.  They replace one of the bolts where the bottom of the strut attaches to the spindle.  The factory specs is still what they would go by, whether the car is lowered or not.  Just depends how far off it is, as to what they need to do to get it back in spec.  My car with Whitelines and AGXs, was just able to get back in to spec for the front camber with the bolts.  Everything else (rear camber, toe..etc..) all came within spec no problem.  Also, make sure whoever does the alignment follows the TSB for how to do the rear.  If they can't find it for the GVR-4, it is just about the same as the rear for a 3000GT VR4.  You have to disconect the ends of the rear steering arm from the trailing arms before doing the alignment.  Then turn the ball joints for the steering in or out to line them back up prior to reconnecting.  I think there is a VFAQ or something somewhere to show this.||63.188.176.223||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
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ubb/Forum2/002451.cgi
A||||7||gvr4tunr||Rear Brakes swap....I hate rust||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||06-01-2003||10:27 AM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||so changing rear rotors and pads, i descovered a problem...the upper caliper bolt on my passenger side snapped off leaving about a 1/2" piece in the unit. how might i resolve this problem? is this a definite shop run?||172.140.104.40||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-01-2003||12:49 PM||||Dont 2 bolts hold the caliper asembly on? Take the other one off, then take off the e-brake cable etc etc and take the whole assembly out. You will have to drill and tap - thats my best guess.<br /><br />Look at the post I have about my brakes. Both rears were siezed and rusted. I am replacing all 4 rotors, pads and my rear calipers.<br /><br />I got some rear reman ones online and will have them tommorow.<br /><br />But, I also have 2 rear calipers from the junkyard in Ohio that had that gvr4 without sliders (without the parts that hold the pad on) laying here. Lemme know if you want one. $45 each + shipping. <br /><br />Good luck!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||gvr4tunr||06-02-2003||10:36 AM||||what about the lower stud bolt? mine seems to be counter sunk into the slider assembly and my socket's walls aren't thin enough to reach them. is there supposed to be movement of some sort?||64.222.106.36||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||06-02-2003||11:28 AM||||Not sure which part you are looking at here, but let me try to describe it.  <br /><br />To remove the caliper body (part with the piston) from the mounting bracket, you only remove the lower bolt.   The upper is a pivot guide only.<br />The caliper body can be pulled off once the lower portion is rotated upwards.<br /><br />The mounting bracket attaches to the trailing arm assy with two bolts, with the threads in the mounting bracket.  You can take it off the car and drill/retap it easily when off.  I had to do the same when I did my brakes initially last year.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||joec||06-02-2003||02:26 PM||||That countersunk bolt that your talking about does NOT have to be removed.  It is not what's holding those parts together -- they are rusted in place.  The part that's recessed (where you see the bolt) is actually supposed to slide in that tube.  When it seizes the brake caliper doesn't slide properly and you end up with ineffective rear brakes that wear only one side of the pads (wedge shaped).<br /><br />I was able to remove the caliper (remove with the mounting bracket) and then bang that piece out (a press should also work).  I supported the bottom of the recessed "tube" with a block of wood and then placed a socket wrench extension inside the tube (resting on top of that recesed bolt).  Then I used a hammer to pound the extension until that piece came out the other end of the tube.  Then I wirebrushed that inner part and used a lot of high temp brake grease and put it back in.  Oh yeah, I also sprayed it with a lot of PB Blaster (rust penetrant) beforehand.<br /><br />It's hard to describe the process, really need a picture to see how those parts go together...||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000005||gvr4tunr||06-02-2003||05:13 PM||||is there a resource somewhere online where i can see a diagram of my exact setup? i have a manual, but its not gvr4 specific, so the illustrations are poor||172.174.121.88||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||06-02-2003||10:52 PM||||<a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/gift/dsm/index.html" target="_blank">maybe here</a> but you really should get a service manual (CD).||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||gvr4tunr||06-05-2003||11:58 PM||||where do i get this bolt...its an 8mm and NO ONE has one long enough...do i have to go to the dealer?||172.145.117.201||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes



ubb/Forum2/002452.cgi
A||||3||229of1000||External Wastegates||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||06-01-2003||11:16 AM||||I have pretty much decided that my new turbo setup is going to require an external wastegate.  I don't know what size is enough though.<br /><br />A 35mm tial is only $225, but a 40mm is $365.  Do I need the extra 5mm?  How much of a difference will that make, and what advantage is it to have the larger size?  <br /><br />The turbo I am looking at is the AGP RS49:<br />-49 lb/min compressor<br />-50 trim T04E compressor<br />-76 trim T31 turbine wheel<br />-T04E (3" inlet, 2" outlet) compressor housing<br />$900<br /><br />Also, I can get that turbo with an internal wastegate (15lb spring, they say it's good for 25psi) for $100.  Is this the way to go, or will I have a less efficient setup?  $100 beats the hell out of $400 or so.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||06-01-2003||11:20 AM||||35mm is discontinued.  Replaced by the new 38mm Tial with the 40mm style top piece.  $215 if you look hard enough.  Should work fine for that turbo.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-01-2003||11:50 AM||||It seems like the RS49 sounds similar to the old AGP L2 turbo he sold. I have one from him sitting here brand new in box with the polished compressor housing (super bling) and the garrett 15 psi internal wastegate.<br /><br />From talking to him at length, I seem to remember him advising me that if I wanted to run just 15 psi all the time, then it would be smarter to go external, but with plans of running 18-20psi or higher, then the internal will be just fine.<br /><br />Do you have a manifold and 02 housing already? If not I would strongly advise that you buy one of his t3/t4 kits, decent price and re-building a straight t3/t4 or upgrading is much cheaper in the long run.<br /><br /><br />Also, "Uncle Benny" carries the tial wasteagtes as well. Maybe, he can make a package up for you or something. Its Ok to pay 10 or 20 bux more for excellent service and support, thats just my humble opinion. Ben is a great guy and I would surely buy from him again as soon as he has some huge Ball bearing turbo come out next  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Anyway, from his website:<br /><br />TiAL 38mm External Wastegate <br />Price - $245 w/steel flanges <br /><br />Also, those flanges are expensive when bought seperately, so keep that in mind when shopping around. Some guys dont sell those WG's with the flanges.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||06-01-2003||12:00 PM||||I have a ported 2g manifold on right now.  I haven't touched the O2 housing, I was going to get one when I get the external gate.  <br /><br />I only paid $120 for my 2g mani, so I could probably get that much back out of it.  The kit sounds nice.  I like the idea of using a manifold specifically designed for the external wastegate and the turbo it's being used with.<br /><br />Base Price - $1650 - Includes: AGP/SFP T3 manifold, TiAL 38, Stainless Steel dump tube, 57 or 60 trim T3/T4, 2.5" Stainless Steel O2 housing, oil feed line, oil drain tube, gaskets, nuts, and bolts.<br /><br />That sounds like a pretty good price.<br /><br />Of course, an internally gated RS49 for $1000 on my 2g manifold is a better price.  It's just a matter of cash.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002453.cgi
A||||1||henrok||evo tranny||||3||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-01-2003||12:19 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey i just read that the evo trannies were switched on the evo iv, but that the evo i-iii would fit on our galants.  this guy put an evo ii or iii on his along with the transfercase. does anyone know the possibility of this and the differences between our tranny and the evo iii's||64.12.96.102||reg||3||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||06-01-2003||12:28 PM||||yah, you'd better make damn sure the final drive AND the rear diff match, or it will lock up ALL 4 WHEELS at speed.  makes for a LOT of screaming.  what was that saying?  "when i die, i want to go peacefully, in my sleep, not screaming, like the passengers on grandpa's bus".||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002454.cgi
A||||1||henrok||light weight wheels||||1||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-01-2003||12:22 PM||alvihen@aol.com||does anyone know what are the lightest/strongest wheels available for the galant?  im looking for some gunmetal ones.  also when people consider the weight of the rims they buy, they dont consider the weight of the tire.  does anyone know good tires that are light?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-01-2003||12:53 PM||||Do a search - it was discussed a bit back. Subject was light wheels. User was gvr4-330. Rob Yu...<br /><br />bottom line:<br /><br />- Light and cheap - Rota<br />- Light and expnsive - Volk,Spoon, Advan, SSR, Regamaster, Centerline and other JDM brands.<br /><br />PRe-Evo had thee group buy for Rotas. Jump on it!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002455.cgi
A||||2||TurboBuddy||Engine Blown??||||8||||TurboBuddy||00000901
Z||000000||TurboBuddy||06-01-2003||12:41 PM||Mike7361@aol.com||My friends gvr4 had a bad clutch,and it wasnt getting any better with him driving it around.so with the anticipation of installing a new boost gauge at his house,we decided to drive the galant home.On our way home,the clutch would just stop working,he couldnt even shift.and stalled out alot.Finally the car was acting a little weird it started to backfire a little and the rpms would just shoot up.i think he said the clutch wasnt gripping the engine,So finally where driving and it stalls for the last time.we had to get pushed by another car of the road and once we got it off.we started it and drove off.after about 30 feet the car just went insane. jumping around rpms,making loud banging noises and then it just just shut off.had to push it off the road again,when we where in the car we saw smoke coming out from the glovebox area.so we loked under the hood and saw it was coming from the tranny.we know the clutch is gone,but then we took off the oil cap on the valve cover and it was letting out alot of really smooth,white looking smoke.is that normal?or is the engine blown..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.32.220.27||reg||8||TurboBuddy||00000901||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||06-02-2003||01:06 AM||||Anyone have an idea???||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||06-02-2003||06:18 PM||||Did you get a CE light? Was it raining at the time? A bad clutch won't cause misfiring, but water in the CAS will, or a problem with the ECU, coil pack, or transistor.||67.34.179.130||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002456.cgi
A||||7||henrok||stock wheels||||1||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-01-2003||12:44 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey does anyone know the weight of stock alloy 92 vr4 wheels?  any ideas how to remove all the stock paint off?  mine are badly scratched and i was thinking of removing/repainting them black or gunmetal. all help is appreciated.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-01-2003||12:50 PM||||airplane Paint thinner or something, basically a stripper. It has been discussed before. Do a search. Then I would see if they can be beadblasted esp the lip area, the re-painted and clear coated - you'll be set!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||199of2k||06-01-2003||02:35 PM||||Dont do it like I did, by HAND.  I still have the blisters...||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||06-01-2003||03:00 PM||||i was gonna do that, too, but i heard rumors that hair would grow on your palms, and you go blind.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||curtis||06-01-2003||09:20 PM||||With a 205/60 the stock wheels are 35 pounds each(bald tire)||67.25.39.233||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||henrok||06-04-2003||10:44 PM||||u said with tires the stock rims weigh 35lbs. i meant without tires. any one know?  no one ever talks of light weight tires. i wonder because if one person has expensive rims and heavy tires weighing 25 lbs and the other has cheap ones with light tires weighing the same, then tires would make a big difference.||152.163.252.33||reg||12||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||06-04-2003||11:47 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001863" target="_blank">Stock Wheel Weight</a>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||henrok||06-05-2003||06:06 PM||||hey hertz, thanks a bunch dude! its great when someone does a little work to help someone else out. thanks again.||64.12.96.102||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/002457.cgi
A||||4||KEVINTYPER||www.yahoo.co.jp Auctions||||1||||KEVINTYPER||00001076
Z||000000||KEVINTYPER||06-01-2003||03:20 PM||KEVINTYPER@JUNO.COM||hi<br /><br /> Does anyone know how to read japan and bid on yahoo auction of japan? Yahoo of japan has a section call auction and they have people action off lot of galant vr-4 and amg parts and 4g63 parts. They are oem jdm parts for japan. All i know that when i type in galant vr4 or e39a or amg or 4g63 in the auction section i find lot of stuff being auction off with pictures. The adress is <a href="http://www.yahoo.co.jp" target="_blank">www.yahoo.co.jp</a> and find the auction section and type in the key words above and you will see.<br /><br />thanks||24.188.244.97||reg||1||KEVINTYPER||00001076||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||06-01-2003||04:18 PM||||<a href="http://world.altavista.com/" target="_blank">http://world.altavista.com/</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||199of2k||06-01-2003||09:50 PM||||Jdm Front bumper: <a href="http://page2.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/b33646668?u=garage_hobby" target="_blank">http://page2.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/b33646668?u=garage_hobby</a><br /><br />Jdm AMG Sidemarkers: <a href="http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/urltrurl?lp=ja_en&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpage.auctions.yahoo.co.jp%2Fjp%2Fauction%2F56195535" target="_blank">http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/urltrurl?lp=ja_en&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpage.auctions.yahoo.co.jp%2Fjp%2Fauction%2F56195535</a><br /><br />Little bit O rice:<br /><a href="http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/urltrurl?lp=ja_en&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpage.auctions.yahoo.co.jp%2Fjp%2Fauction%2F56193369" target="_blank">http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/urltrurl?lp=ja_en&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpage.auctions.yahoo.co.jp%2Fjp%2Fauction%2F56193369</a><br /><br />wow there's a bunch of stuff there...||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||06-01-2003||10:03 PM||||BRIDE SEAT RAIL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<br /><a href="http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/urltrurl?lp=ja_en&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpage3.auctions.yahoo.co.jp%2Fjp%2Fauction%2Fc37488906" target="_blank">http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/urltrurl?lp=ja_en&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpage3.auctions.yahoo.co.jp%2Fjp%2Fauction%2Fc37488906</a><br /><br />Wrong side, but still...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||06-02-2003||01:56 AM||||Man, this is like teasing someone who's starving with a nice juicy steak dinner.  It doesn't look like these guys will ship parts to the U.S.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum2/002458.cgi
A||||4||VR4EVER||2.4 mas||||1||||VR4EVER||00001407
Z||000000||VR4EVER||06-01-2003||03:44 PM||honda_ho@hotmail.com||will the mass from the 2.4 eninge work it looks like the 2g mas? just wondering i can pick one up real cheap.||12.228.209.142||reg||1||VR4EVER||00001407||yes
Z||000001||VR4EVER||06-01-2003||03:50 PM||||it was from the 93 expo. jsut thought that might be helpfull.  BEcause i read the other posts and it said nothing about the expos even though they had the same 2.4 eninge as the last galants.||12.228.209.142||reg||1||VR4EVER||00001407||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||06-02-2003||10:25 AM||||What numbers are on it?  609?||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||driftin galant||06-02-2003||07:19 PM||||yes||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000004||driftin galant||06-02-2003||07:20 PM||||sorry i was over at the girls this week end and she has a membership. so vr4in is me also but when i forget to change it.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum2/002459.cgi
A||||9||Romanova||HUGE oil leak||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||06-01-2003||05:18 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Just changed the oil in my car. Turned the car on and oil started gushing out. Quickly turned the car off. There was a huge puddle under the car. <br />Drain plug is tight.<br />Oil filter is tight. <br />Oil cap is tight.<br />Dipstick is tight.<br />Oil seems to be spewing out in front of the oil filter assembly. My only thought is that the tube the dipstick goes in is loose? Is that easy to get to? I've peeked around and can't really tell. Spent most of the time cleaning up all the oil thats all over the garage floor. <br />Any thoughts?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||91E39A||06-01-2003||05:22 PM||||take off the filter and see if the bolt behind it is loose.  another dsm horror story.  Good luck man.<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||06-01-2003||06:35 PM||||Just took off the filter and the bolt is tight. <br />Car still pukes oil. Can't seem to pinpoint where it's coming from because there is so damn much oil gushing out. The area behind the radiator but in front of the oil filter seems to be the orgin. Could it be the oil pump? I'm at a loss here.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||number3||06-01-2003||07:01 PM||||Is the rubber seal on the filter still present? It is where it belongs? I have seen them blow out.<br /><br />I would replace the entire filter just in case there is hole in it or the rubber seal is shot.<br /><br />A cheap thing to try.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||06-01-2003||07:07 PM||||I've got a pile of oem filters here, so I will go try that. If not, I guess I'll be calling a tow truck to take her down to the dealer.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||06-01-2003||07:45 PM||||Is your pressure switch still in its hole?||12.144.137.61||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||06-01-2003||08:47 PM||||Harry hit it right on the head. Threw a new OEM filter on and no more oil spewage. <br />Guess the next modification will be an oil pressure gauge...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||number3||06-01-2003||09:19 PM||||Good, I am glad to hear it was something simple.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||06-01-2003||10:11 PM||||I've had a couple of filters lately that came missing the sealing ring.  Also, ALWAYS look to make sure the old sealing ring came off with the filter.  Double gasketing them will usually have them blowing out pointing forward, and it will dump oil in a hurry, like 5 quarts in 30 seconds or so.||12.83.158.25||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000009||smokindav||06-04-2003||08:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> I've had a couple of filters lately that came missing the sealing ring.  Also, ALWAYS look to make sure the old sealing ring came off with the filter.  Double gasketing them will usually have them blowing out pointing forward, and it will dump oil in a hurry, like 5 quarts in 30 seconds or so. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dave, what brand were you seeing this with?  I always use OEM filters on the GVR4 and Miata.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty (former Iowan)||208.63.163.231||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum2/002460.cgi
A||||0||1quickvr4||Wiring JDM healights and fender tops||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||06-01-2003||05:34 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Ok, How do I do this, I have the plugs for the headlights but the wiring is diffrent colors and there is also an extra wire their. Also what about hooking up the city lights? Do I just wire my fender tops to the side markers?||67.30.24.2||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/002461.cgi
A||||23||Craig91||4WS...Keep it or junk it?||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||06-01-2003||06:16 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||The guy I bought my car from noticed that while finishing it up the 4WS light is on.  He did mention to me the option of removing it to reduce the weight, and he said I wouldn't have any adverse affects from removing it.  I think down the road I'll be upgrading to the 4bolt rear, as it's on the stock 3bolt right now.<br /><br />Question is...<br /><br />Should I remove it now, and cut down the weight, time, and possible complications of it down the road, as well as making the 4bolt swap easier down the road?  Or should I have him take care of it now, and fix the problem w/ the 4wheel steering?<br /><br />Thanks in advance<br /><br />-Craig||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-01-2003||07:31 PM||||It may just be low on power steering fluid, bro.<br /><br />- do you have the cash for it?<br />- do you trust his work?<br />- are you sure you will be modding it to that point?<br />- are you sure you wont regret it someday since 4WS was unique, cool, blah blah blah...<br /><br />If you answered YES to all of the above, hell yeah, have him throw it in.<br /><br />Else, worry about it when you have to.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||vrpower||06-01-2003||08:03 PM||||I have my AWS and am happy that i have it. Simply put my car is unique and i intend on keeping it that way, plus my galant wont be a big race car or anything so there. Guess it boils down to what you will be going with your car.||199.35.141.215||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||06-01-2003||08:17 PM||||I already own the car.  I bought it last month from him, and he's been finishing up a couple things for me.  Yes, I trust his work.  He's probably the most well known DSM mechanic in Connecticut, aside from Pruven.  The only trouble has been it's been word of mouth business until now.  He's opening a shop in about 2-3 weeks.<br /><br />Like I said, I'm not sure down the road if I plan on upgrading it anymore.  As it is right now, he freshly rebuilt the motor w/ 2G pistons and 1G rods, as well as a 16g.<br /><br />He's gotta track down some of the electrical things, and he knows it could be just the low fluid, but he mentioned to me previously about removing the 4WS.  I just wasn't sure if it would alleviate any problems down the road that may be more likely happen due to the 4WS.  <br /><br />I was looking for some possible recommendations from you guys, because I just can't really decide on where I wanna go from here.  Any more feedback is greatly appreciated.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||06-01-2003||08:44 PM||||When Scott and I owned the car all the power steering lines running to the back of the car (which also control the 4WS) were rusted/rotted and a hole developed towards the front of the car and rusted through. It'd be a super pain in the ass to replace those lines so I'd recommend just getting rid of it. I believe you said before that you weren't going to have powersteering in the car so with the power steering eliminated the 4WS gets eliminated too (they share the same fluid). <br /><br />The 4WS is removed in my car as well as the power steering, I haven't had a single problem with it. I never really noticed the 4WS when I had it anyways.||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||06-01-2003||10:17 PM||||Thanks for the response Lisa.  I know Aaron had found a leak power steering line that he just got the new one to replace it with.  He told me that he could remove the lines to the rear, and then cap/plug the lines from the pump(??) to the rear leaving the power steering operational in the front 2 wheels.  I am kinda leaning towards removing it, just to alleviate some of the potentail problems down the road, as well as the hassle it may or may not cause Aaron to fix.<br /><br />By the way...I saw Scott yesterday at Circuit City and Best Buy.  He was right behind me and my girlfriend leaving Circuit City in her light blue Camry.  Your car is sooo friggin loud!!  I read you guys were having a tough time w/ things up at LVD as well at your Dragday.  Were you planning on going to Kevin's Dragday either on June 27th or the one he is doing in August?  Maybe I'll have to catch up w/ you at some point when I get the car from Aaron.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||CCDSM69||06-01-2003||10:49 PM||||I say if you're going to get rid of power steering get rid of it all together. After about a week you don't even notice that its gone. I prefer my car without power steering. <br /><br />Ya, Scott was at Circuit City last night buying me a new laptop  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I was with him at Best Buy earlier in the evening but not when he went to Circuit City. <br /><br />My tranny was grinding pretty bad from the first day I installed it. I hurt my back not too long after I installed it so there was no chance for me to change it. I also couldn't make it to get it dyno tuned because my back caused me to be bed-ridden when I wasn't at work for a good part of the past 2 months. So we went up to LVD with a tranny that was grinding but still working from 1 to 2 and 2 to 3 and an untuned car. After the first pass 1 to 2 was basically gone but he kept driving the car to tune it. The tuning got completed by about the 3rd pass but by that point 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 were basically non-existant. Maybe the 6th run down the track 3 to 4 were destroyed. So we called it quits and drove home with 1st and 5th working fine and having to hold it in 2nd gear so it didn't pop out. <br /><br />We got home at like 4:30 and my new tranny was in the car and we were driving it by about 7. Unfortunately yesterday I noticed that my master cylinder is leaking pretty bad and I need a new clutch pedal (where the clutch pedal attaches to the rod is worn pretty bad and thats reducing the travel to the rod that pushes the master cylinder). So I'll be replacing both of those on tuesday. <br /><br />When the turbo spooled the car hit hard and the mph on the runs were consistant with a mid 12 second car. Unfortunately the bad tranny prevented us from seeing the car at its full potential. Until I get up to the track again I'll have to stick with my best time of 13.91 @ 110mph||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000007||Craig91||06-02-2003||06:01 PM||||Anyone else have any thoughts on keeping it, or getting rid of it?<br /><br />Just trying to see if you guys have any other recommendations based on experience or from what you've heard.<br /><br />Thanks||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||06-02-2003||10:49 PM||||As far as street driving is concerned: It makes for some spectacular "emergency" lane changes...  but I've also had the rear tire kiss a few curbs unexpectedly on higher speed corners.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||raceman77||06-03-2003||02:17 AM||||this is a pretty unique car and although l modify everything on every car l`ve ever owned l`ve thought twice about actually removing the very features that make this car what it is.As far as performance gain from the weight loss you`re not going to notice it unless you intend to gut the car completely,then it adds up.lf you want to take off some weight that you`ll actually feel get lighter wheels-lose 10 lbs a wheel and you`ll feel that.These cars came loaded with features that some modern cars don`t even have.As for me? l just took the rear doors off,l never sit back there anyway  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000010||turboflanagan||06-03-2003||12:49 PM||||I hate the rear wheel steering.  It makes really strange handling issues at higher speed sweepers.  It may be cool to say that it has 4 wheel steering, but when the rubber meets the road and it makes you say WHOA! What the heck did it just do that for?... I would rather not have it.  I haven't noticed any effects good or bad during tighter turns, but I will be getting rid of mine soon.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||BlackHole||06-03-2003||03:27 PM||||I echo the other sentiments - it is part of what makes the car unique so I kept it when I installed the 4-bolt LSD rear. Honsetly, I don't even notice that it is there.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000012||Tommyquest||06-28-2003||02:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> I echo the other sentiments - it is part of what makes the car unique so I kept it when I installed the 4-bolt LSD rear. Honsetly, I don't even notice that it is there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That was the question I had. Can you keep the 4ws when installing a 4-bolt rear? I just bought my car last monday and it needed a power steering line to the rear rack. Part #MB631725 $55.00 from the dealer.||151.205.178.61||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000013||Craig91||06-28-2003||08:50 AM||||From what I understand, you can keep the AWS when you switch to the 4bolt, but it's a little more work.  You can do a search for something like "AWS" or "4WS" and find it.  I found something about it last week when I was searching.<br /><br />I actually decided to yank the rear steering afterall.||66.212.209.106||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000014||Matticus||06-28-2003||09:24 AM||||I think I will be removing mine shortly. I too notice the rear end of the car feeling really strange on some corners. I can feel the rear of the car turn, it is very un-nerving, almost feels like the ass end will keep coming around and turn into a spin out.  It is a cool feature in theory, especially the sticker on the back window. Here is a question, would it be considered rice if I removed the 4WS and kept the sticker?||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000015||vrpower||06-28-2003||04:33 PM||||Matticus: <br />Consider someone asking you about the 4WS if he/she would notice the sticker? What would you reply? Personally, I would remove the sticker if removing the 4WS.||63.155.152.44||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000016||slvrblt||06-28-2003||06:48 PM||||When I get around to replacing the current 3 bolt rear, I will try to keep the 4WS with the 4 bolt rear. "Try" being the key word. If its a lot of work, I may not keep it, but I'll see when i et around to it.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000017||SteveHebert||07-03-2003||11:11 PM||||Craig - You mentioned the Mechanic from Ct. Well I am from Mass - have a 92 VR4 (original owner)and not done a single mod to it yet. I would love to talk to someone that could possible do all the work for me. You said he is opening shop in near future. Any phone number? Or if you have other neame I would also be interested. Any help appreciated.||24.151.136.2||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000018||Craig91||07-04-2003||12:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SteveHebert:<br /><strong> Craig - You mentioned the Mechanic from Ct. Well I am from Mass - have a 92 VR4 (original owner)and not done a single mod to it yet. I would love to talk to someone that could possible do all the work for me. You said he is opening shop in near future. Any phone number? Or if you have other neame I would also be interested. Any help appreciated. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Steve,<br /><br />His name is Aaron Victor and he the grand opening to Victor Research is going to be this Saturday.  I should be attending that for a little while and I'll talk to him and let him know there may be another VR4 owner looking to do business w/ him.  The shop is located in East Hartford about 2 min from 91.  I'm not sure if the phones are working there yet, but I'll get you a number when I talk to him again.<br /><br />There is also Pruven Performance in Milford, which is quite a way from Mass.  Alot of people have heard of Pruven and are very aware of their accomplishments.  The guys down there really know their stuff.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000019||Gvr4-330||07-04-2003||07:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vrpower:<br /><strong> Matticus: <br />Consider someone asking you about the 4WS if he/she would notice the sticker? What would you reply? Personally, I would remove the sticker if removing the 4WS. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I still have the sticker even though I don't have the 4ws.  I plan on getting another sticker made, kinda like the no-smoking sticker that would go over the 4ws.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000020||SteveHebert||07-04-2003||07:24 AM||||Graig<br />I would love to visit his place. I may even be able to go down this weekend. I am in Central Mass (Sturbridge area) and Hartford is only a hope and a skip. Do you have directions ?<br />Thanks||24.151.136.2||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000021||number3||07-04-2003||08:19 AM||||Its been at least 4-5 years since I had the 4WS removed from number3 and I still have the sticker. To be honest I have never really thought about it.<br /><br />When I get asked about the AWS I just tell them it has been removed but it did come factory with it along with AWD etc etc etc||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||Craig91||07-04-2003||08:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SteveHebert:<br /><strong> Graig<br />I would love to visit his place. I may even be able to go down this weekend. I am in Central Mass (Sturbridge area) and Hartford is only a hope and a skip. Do you have directions ?<br />Thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Steve...I'll be talking to him today and I'll get the address and info about the Grand Opening.  I know they were having food, and giving you the chance to win a $200 VR gift certificate if you show your car or something like that.  Later that night are the Riverfest fireworks which he said you can see right from the shop.<br /><br />What's your email? I'll email you the directions and info later today.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000023||SteveHebert||07-04-2003||10:34 AM||||My Email - SHebert@mail.usa.com<br /><br />Also I plan on removing my 4 wheel steering, We are original owners and have never been able to see the difference, then about 4 years ago my mechanic told me they were no longer working. I will probably remove it along with the 3 bolt - when I put on a 4 - but I will keep it. I have owned the car 11 years and have never had anyone ask me about the AWS sticker. I usually have to bring it to their attention when I try to explain to them why this car is so unique. Well I figure with the right modifications I will no longer have to 'explain' anything, will just let them see (from behind) for themselves.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.151.136.2||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes



ubb/Forum2/002462.cgi
A||||0||mromik||about stock amplifier||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-01-2003||07:24 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||I have stock amplifier at the back .<br />How much power is it<br /><br />do you know the wiring?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002463.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||engine question||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||06-01-2003||07:40 PM||nohad43@aol.com||Will a talon 2.0 non turbo bottom end work with our cylinder heads?are they the same bottm end?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||number3||06-01-2003||07:46 PM||||The 2.0 non turbo bottom end lacks oil squirters. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Nate||06-01-2003||08:02 PM||||And has different, higher compression pistons.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||06-01-2003||10:14 PM||||You can use it, but why?  A 14b and mild boost can live with the 9:1 compression ratio, but you MUST have the oil galley machined to put the piston cooling oil jets in.  Otherwise, your pistons will turn to slag in no time at all.  That was the problem all the 420A guys were having when they turboed neons and n/a 2g eclipses.  If you look closely, the pads are there for the squirters, they just aren't machined.  It would just be easier to find a decent turbo block.<br />Dave||12.83.158.25||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||06-02-2003||10:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> You can use it, but why?  A 14b and mild boost can live with the 9:1 compression ratio, but you MUST have the oil galley machined to put the piston cooling oil jets in.  Otherwise, your pistons will turn to slag in no time at all.  That was the problem all the 420A guys were having when they turboed neons and n/a 2g eclipses.  If you look closely, the pads are there for the squirters, they just aren't machined.  It would just be easier to find a decent turbo block.<br />Dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, several people have eliminated their squirters (particularly 7-bolt motors, see crankwalk theories) and had no adverse problems.  <br /><br />Of course, I personally still would not use an NA DSM block, especially when turbo 4G63 blocks are so plentiful and cheap.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002464.cgi
A||||9||keydiver||Where can I buy a brake line ASAP?||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||06-01-2003||09:01 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||My left rear brake line is leaking REAL bad. Has anyone ever had any luck with anyplace STOCKING such an item? Discount Auto said 2 business days to get it from Tennessee, and Pep Boys was closed. I'll have to check NAPA in the morning. Mitsubishiparts.cc says 4-10 days! Help! Driving it to work with just my emergency brake is just plain stupid, but what can I do?||68.153.83.230||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||06-01-2003||09:16 PM||||Jeff,<br /> The metal line? No big deal, just make it. Any brake shop can make you almost any line you need. I have the tools, but not that close. Just needs to be double flared on the ends (with correct fittings). <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||number3||06-01-2003||09:17 PM||||Rent a car. Much cheaper than an accident or killing yourself.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||06-01-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> Jeff,<br /> The metal line? No big deal, just make it. Any brake shop can make you almost any line you need. I have the tools, but not that close. Just needs to be double flared on the ends (with correct fittings). <br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, I haven't pulled the wheel off to get a closer look, but it appears to be the flexible (inner) line, just before it connects to the other line on the bracket.<br />Thanks Tom.||68.153.83.230||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||06-01-2003||11:38 PM||||DO NOT DRIVE YOUR CAR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<br />I had a line blow out on my Scirocco awhile back. Long story short, I destroyed my super rare european front bumper with headlight squirters. <br />Just hit the brakes and the pedal sank. Rear line was gone. Replaced with SS lines... all better. Need to do this on the Galant. <br />Don't drive your car.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||06-01-2003||11:55 PM||||The back right line went out on me while driving through a McDonald's drive through.  Luckily I was the only car and coasted through and e-braked it to a stop in a parking space.  Just think if that would've happened driving down a highway.  Not fun.  Check the condition of ALL your lines.<br /><br />I got my replacement line from Conicelli within a couple days.<br /><br />By the way, I still walked up to the drive through and got my breakfast (I had already ordered)    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||06-02-2003||10:59 AM||||Didn't someone tell me about a Mitsubishi dealer over on the Florida west coast that gives a good DSM discount. If I could find it here in Florida, I could have it overnight. Not to spite Josh, because I use Conicelli all the time, but overnight from PA would be about $25.||68.211.134.32||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||06-02-2003||12:31 PM||||You want Ft. Myers.  They get stuff to you FAST, I order all my parts from there.  Used to do Conicelli, not anymore.  I forgot you were from Florida or would've told you that in the first place!  <br /><br />Here's some info:<br /><br /> <a href="http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=2416" target="_blank">http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=2416</a><br /><br />Speak to Rob, Howie, or Josh.  I usually deal with Josh.  Make sure you mention the club DSM discount.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||06-02-2003||01:08 PM||||I wouldn't mind replacing them with the good steel braided lines while I'm at it, but haven't I heard on here several times that some of the aftermarket (like Goodrich) ones are too short for our GVR-4's. What about the RRE ones? Anyone have any recommendations, preferably someplace that has them in stock?||68.211.134.32||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||06-02-2003||03:21 PM||||Mofugas used to sell the Technafit ones, specifically for the VR4.  Check their web site.<br /><br />Also, I just put the RRE lines on my car.  They SEEM ok, but I have not driven it yet.  The short ones in the rear seem a little tight, but follow the same path as the originals (just less flexible).  One of the front ones (I think the lower) also SEEMS short, but that is with the suspension at full droop on the jackstands.<br /><br />RRE lines were the cheapest of the ones I shopped. The set is 8 lines, so more than many other cars.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/002465.cgi
A||||11||curtis||fuel filter adapter||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||06-01-2003||11:34 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=483&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />I built this last week its a 12mm x 1.25 x25mm long bolt and a (8AN)1/2" JIC 37 degree weld on fitting I got from a friend that has a tubes and hoses shop here in town. We welded on and then brazed it to make sure it didn't leak it pressure tested to 600psi. I'm going to build my lines next week. I'm installing a holley rail and a aeromotive FPR. Post pics when its done. Just thought this might save you guy so money on a fancy filter that isn't needed. I'm going by a truck parts place in Nashville to see if there is a larger filter I can get from an industral forklift or japanese truck if so will seen part numbers for you all.||67.25.36.176||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Marcus||06-02-2003||06:44 PM||||Curtis,<br />  Does that replace the bolt on top of the fuel filter, so you can run new hose to the fuel rail?  If so, you wouldn't consider making me 1 or 2 would you?  <br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||06-02-2003||07:41 PM||||...or you could also buy a Aeroquip/Russell/Earl's banjo bolt to AN adaptor and just use the stock banjo bolt and fuel filter, right?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||GroceryGetter||06-02-2003||09:15 PM||||I respect the level of fabrication and time you took to make that but Earls makes a -06an to 12x1.25 fitting already that bolts up to the stock filter.  I think it's around 4 or 5 dollars.  <img src="http://jaxson.spazmonkey.com/albums/album01/Gaylant_Underhood_05_23_2003_03.sized.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.35.4.225||reg||1||GroceryGetter||00000430||yes
Z||000004||curtis||06-02-2003||11:43 PM||||I checked at a circle track car shop in town they have a huge selection and didn't have it in stock.  Plus I'm going to do the system with -8 AN it was real easy to make.  Any place in your town that makes lines and hoses for ac, ps, or hydralics for big equipment have fittings called 37 degree JIC, the 3/8 is -6 AN, 1/2 is -8, 5/8 is -10. They will have 45's, 90's, 180's etc.The bolt I got at Oreily's auto parts for 1.30 with tax and the fitting lists for $.83.||67.25.35.101||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||curtis||06-02-2003||11:48 PM||||Fabio I noticed on your picture the Ic pipe. I was wondering what size piping you are running and if you can send a picture of the set up.  Im going to redo some of my IC piping with alum thin wall that I have and am always open for ideas.||67.25.35.101||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||GroceryGetter||06-03-2003||12:20 AM||||Oops, I missed the part where you stated that you wanted -08an fuel lines.<br /><br />My pipes are 2.5" aluminum tubing.  I really don't have great pics of the setup but these are the ones I do have.  If you would like better pics I can take them tomorrow for you. <br /><br />  <img src="http://jaxson.spazmonkey.com/albums/album01/Gaylant_Underhood_05_23_2003_01.sized.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://jaxson.spazmonkey.com/albums/album01/Gaylant_Underhood_05_23_2003_04.sized.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.35.4.225||reg||1||GroceryGetter||00000430||yes
Z||000007||curtis||06-03-2003||12:49 AM||||When I first put on the garrett I had a truck compressor and a standard .48 ar turbine I ran 2 inch to the IC and 2 inch up from the IC to the top pipe which is 2 1/2that goes into the thottle body. I was woundering if you noticed a big performance jump going to the 2 1/2 pipes or did you do everything at once like I did. Im running a stage 3 63 turbine and a V1 To4B compressor. ive got alot of lag until about 4500 then she flys I'm going back to a stage 3 48 if the pipes dont help thanks Curtis||67.25.35.101||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||GroceryGetter||06-03-2003||11:22 AM||||Yeah, when I replaced the stock intercooler with a front mount, I went with all 2.5" piping so   it felt like a huge gain in power and spool up. It was probably  more from replacing the crappy stock intercooler than anything else.||65.35.4.225||reg||1||GroceryGetter||00000430||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||06-03-2003||01:11 PM||||2.5 inch piping will work. I am making a set of 5 (maybe) . It will follow stock routing. See my post for details...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||Marcus||06-04-2003||11:00 PM||||Hey fabio, where did you get the -06an adapter that fit onto your fuel rail, I've been looking for a couple or should i just weld some on there?  Thanks<br />Marc||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000011||#1459 VR-4||06-04-2003||11:04 PM||||<a href="http://www.autoalchemy.com/" target="_blank">http://www.autoalchemy.com/</a>||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes



ubb/Forum2/002466.cgi
A||||2||Fonzo||What to do?||||1||||Fonzo||00000681
Z||000000||Fonzo||06-02-2003||01:31 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||After about 1 thousand miles i need to replace my clutch disk. What shoul I do, to my setup. Resurfacing the flywheel and what else?<br /><br />I have an ACT 2600 and Fidanza Flywheel<br /><br />Thanks in advance,<br /><br />Fonzo||63.207.12.79||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||06-02-2003||06:52 AM||||Did you have the step height checked?||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Fonzo||06-03-2003||01:19 AM||||nope, didnt get a chance to do that...didnt get to read your reply in time.<br /><br />Turns out it wasnt even the clutch disk even though it looked like crap.<br /><br />problem with something else.||64.165.209.63||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes



ubb/Forum2/002467.cgi
A||||2||bujang_hensem||stock 450cc vs stock 510cc standard regulator||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||06-02-2003||02:44 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||guys is there any different between this two stock fuel regulator..from what i know 510cc fuel pump supply at 120lph vs 450cc at 100lph...currenty i got an offer for stock 510cc injector with fuel rail and stock 510cc regulator...do you think using 510cc regulator will solved my idle because of high fuel presure||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||bujang_hensem||06-02-2003||07:06 AM||||guys any update? One more question..does because of lost control of stock fuel regulator...my lower rpm drive eg 1000rpm-1500rpm will suffer to? currently for normal driving after installing new fuel pump, i cannot drive my car smooth anymore from 1000-1500rpm there will be a bit jerking and after 1500rpm it back to normal, and i will go the other way around if i off the trottle at 1000rpm-1500rpm and the it will jerking again....any idea...||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||06-02-2003||03:25 PM||||You're running too rich -- you need an adjustable fuel pressure regulator to cope with your new pump.<br /><br />Either that or you have an intake leak.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002468.cgi
A||||13||gvr4tunr||Could mean trouble...||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||06-02-2003||05:43 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||i am getting a sound that scares me. it doesn't happen all the time, maybe 60%. when i increase throttle, whether WOT or not, i get a "raspy" sound from the car. it is really only pronounced when the windows are all up. the sound is hard to explain, but it peaks in volume at about 4k and i'm worried it is an internal engine problem. my hopes are my new turbo back will eliminate it (caused by heat sheilds and/or hangers), but i think its unlikely. anyone?||172.174.121.88||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-02-2003||10:50 PM||||You'll have to be more specific.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||gvr4tunr||06-03-2003||01:00 PM||||its definitly from the engine bay area. is sounds like with every rotation of the crank, something is hitting.rubbing, making a loud ticking noise. its not constant and is louder at certain rpms.||172.201.250.248||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||06-03-2003||01:49 PM||||Crankshaft pulley separation.  Better check that.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||broke down||06-03-2003||02:12 PM||||also, I know this will sound stupid, but I did it, and felt stupid.  Check to make sure that there aren't any electrical connectors rubbing against the other belts.  I had on do this, and didn't see it for a while.  It was so easy it was dumb , I know...Just something to check||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000005||gvr4tunr||06-05-2003||11:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Crankshaft pulley separation. Better check that. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how do i check, and what am i looking at if thats the problem...$$, labor, parts, etc.<br /><br />chris||172.145.117.201||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||06-06-2003||11:44 AM||||By now EVERYONE should have replaced their crankshaft pulley! The pulley is actually 2 pieces, held together by a layer of rubber glued between them. Mine went by 9X,000, most by 100,000. If you see any wobble to the pulley while its turning, or it is rubbing the plastic timing cover, replace it now. Do a search, and I'm sure you'll find alot more info. I think it was around $85 from Conicelli, but its an easy job. Pull the driver's side wheel off, loosen the belts, remove the 4 12mm bolts that hold the old pulley on, reverse procedure.<br />Please do it if you haven't. There have been some rather disastrous reports from people who didn't, and it took out their timing belt, or caused other costly damage.||67.34.6.39||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||s_firestone||06-06-2003||09:30 PM||||On my car the heatshield on the upper part of the downpipe rattles like what you describe.  My downpipe bracket is broken so there is nothing to hold it steady.  Real raspy sound only at around 3500RPM when letting off the gas...<br /><br />Another thing to check is your cam gear cover.  It has so little clearance that if its loose it could be hitting the belt.<br /><br />I would also check your timing belt.<br /><br />What about the tensioner...doesn't it make a ticking sound when out of adjustment?<br /><br />I would *definitely* check the pulley though... Scares me to think what that chunk of metal could do if it cut loose.  I may go check mine...<br /><br />Has anyone ever just had their pulley drilled and riveted or spot welded?||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000008||91GVR4||06-07-2003||11:04 PM||||Check your timing belt. My '90 Talon had about 110,000 mile on it when it started making a "wuuring" or "buzzing" noise at about 4k rpm. It was comming from the left end of the engine and was my timing belt flapping cuz the tensioner was shot. <br /><br />Just my 2c||12.65.19.114||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000009||Arty||06-08-2003||04:18 AM||||Welding the pulley would remove it's dampening function.<br />A re-design which incorporated some kind of loud noise before total failure would be good, like the metal tines on some brake pads.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000010||gvr4tunr||06-08-2003||10:03 AM||||well, i checked the pulley and it seems to be in good shape. the timing belt was done before i bought that car about a year ago, and i've inspected it. i just had a 3" turbo back from RnR put on, and it still makes the noise occaisionally, so it's not a heat shield. i'm thinking because it only happens so often that it's dirty valve lifters due to the changing viscosity of the oil and pressure in the engine. thoughts?||172.175.8.102||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000011||s_firestone||06-08-2003||10:58 AM||||Try getting a doctors stethoscope and replacing the end with a straight hollow 1/8" metal tube(like steel brake line) about a 8" or longer.  This creates a highly directional microphone that can allow you to pintpoint sounds without contact unlike "mechanic stethoscopes" which use strictly vibration and physical contact to pinpoint sounds.  Plus it's safer around moving parts like belts and pulleys as there is no physical contact involved.<br /><br />You said this is strictly noise not accompanied by a discernable vibration correct?  If vibration that can be felt is involved then some rotating mass somewhere is likely involved.  You could remove the accessory belts and start the car from cold to see if the noise goes away but remember not to run it for long as the water pump is run off the alternator belt.  <br /><br />If the noise goes away then there are 2 likely culprits one a bearing on either the alternator, power steering pump, A/C compressor or (dreaded) water pump.  The other possibility would still be the crankshaft pulley itself.<br /><br />As a general rule of thumb we change the waterpump when replacing the timing belt components.  It's behind the timing belt and a general pain to replace.  Not all shops or mechanics replace it.  If you have the maintenance documentation check what was done when the timing belt was replaced.  <br /><br />The one other belt that cannot easily be checked for wear is the balance shaft belt behind the timing belt.   Not all shops replace it and failure  usually means goodbye timing belt.  Also the timing belt can look perfectly goog and still fail.  Mine did at 90K miles as I assumed it had been done at 60K as the marks were on the pulleys.  The belt was pretty clean, then it failed and wala 9 bent valves.<br /><br />I'm not trying to scare you, just throwing ideas out there to check.<br /><br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 Galant VR-4 #918 of 1K||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000012||cevic||06-08-2003||01:37 PM||||I think I had the same problem a while ago, the sound came on when my car reach 65+mph. It sounded like from the tires. However, last time when I took my car to check the tranny and the guy pulled the whole tranny out and back on, then the sound disappeared. Check and see if it is from the tranny.||24.124.95.48||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000013||gvr4tunr||06-08-2003||05:16 PM||||ac compressor bearings sound right. there is a slight oil leak around that area and it causes MAJOR idle drop when i turn it on. i was planning on removing it anyway, so lets hope that is it. i will also verify the last timing belt replacement if at all possible. the alternator is brand new, but it may be the alternator pump, too. but, like i said, i have had problems with the ac compressor already, so that coud be it.||172.171.108.159||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes



ubb/Forum2/002469.cgi
A||||2||henrok||engine parts swap||||3||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-02-2003||07:35 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey i dont know much about engines, but are the sigma engine parts interchangeable with ours? what i mean is can we interchange our parts with the sigmas to make a larger (3.0) displacement engine for our galants, with the same strength and durability as ours?  i was just wondering since in the project vr4 he is using a 2.4 engine.||152.163.252.33||reg||3||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||mromik||06-02-2003||09:18 PM||||also have the same question.<br />I have another 2WD Galant for experiments<br />And can easyly buy used JDM parts<br />so how can i enlarge diceplasement&||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000002||1101||06-02-2003||10:12 PM||||4g64 2.4 6bolt crank in a 4g63 block and custom pistons, or 4g64 6bolt short block with DOHC head and custom pistons. Do a search for DSM stroker motors.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum2/002470.cgi
A||||3||Todd TCE||Brake talk or break time?||||1||||Todd TCE||00001174
Z||000000||Todd TCE||06-02-2003||10:17 PM||toddandchris1@cox.net||Ok, we've moved into the parts necessary to do up the Galant kits (as requested by a number of folks) and the parts are nearing completion. (that's the custom hats for the wider rotor packages) <br /><br />It's time to speak up. <br /><br />You guys pushed for the kits for this car and I've responded with a couple of offerings and some custom work to support it. Now the ball's back to you. I'm ready to get started on final delivery plans and build sheets for those who expressed interest.<br /><br />I'm going to be quite disappointed if after all the calls over the past three years and emails from the forum that this turns into a bust. Let's see who walks the walk.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-02-2003||10:46 PM||||I had the opportunity to see a the TCE setup beta test that Bob (in Chicago) has plans on using for his fronts... unfortunately they're not installed (wheel clearance, was it?).  I'm looking forward to seeing a TCE setup installed and hearing about the install and results.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Todd TCE||06-03-2003||12:02 AM||||That's correct. BUT, the wheel clearance issue was related to Bobs choice of the wider 1.1 rotors over the base .810s. That's fine, just remember that the wider kits require 'real wheels'.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||06-03-2003||08:31 AM||||Here's an update on my TCE brakes. Their kits are super professional, clearly designed for years and years of service. When you really investigate what the other suppliers are asking for light-weight 4-pot calipers, TCE's price is a great value. TCE's hefty mounting brackets and custom rotor hats are key to making it fit our cars perfectly with our stock 4-bolt hubs.  <br /><br />Their 12.2 street kit easily fit my 16" x 7.5" wheels; I predict they'd fit nearly all aftermarket 16" wheels.  That kit uses 12.2" dia. by .81" thick vented rotors and Superlite billet aluminum 4-pot calipers, which are more than adequate for everything except SCCA pro rallyes on pavement or 30-minute sessions at full race speeds on slicks on road courses. <br /><br />I have the Road Race kit with 1.1" thick 12.2" dia. rotors and forged aluminum 4-pot calipers; TCE recommends 17" wheels. I'm trying to squeeze these monster brakes inside my 16" wheels and it's tight. In comparison, the new Subaru WRX STi uses 12.7" rotors inside roomy 17" wheels.  I have a set of 17" x 7.5" Rota Subzeroes and Falken Azenis coming that I'll test fit before I decide if I need spacers.  I want to be able to swap pads and put on the Subzeroes/Falken Azenis when I go the the track (road course).<br /><br />If you total up the cost of redoing your front brakes with slotted/x-drilled rotors, rebuilt stock calipers, stainless steel lines and top quality sport pads, you'll be close to $600 and not much better than OEM. TCE is only $400 more for the best brakes around. Just my opinion.||24.148.61.71||reg||14||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/002471.cgi
A||||8||mromik||About Fuel Pressue Valve||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-02-2003||11:44 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Is it possible to use FPValve from non-turbo Galant?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||06-03-2003||03:24 PM||||Sure. Just realize that your base fuel pressure will go up quite a bit. The ECU will adapt to the added fuel, but realize that at high boost you may be pushing the limits of the fuel pump.<br /><br />NT FPR 49psi + 21psi boost = 70psi fuel pressure. A lot of fuel pumps don't flow too well up there.<br /><br />I use an A/T FPR [43psi].<br /><br />Kyle "BlackHole"||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||mromik||06-03-2003||06:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> 1482 <br /><br />Rate Member   posted 04-06-2003 06:24 AM                     <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Sure. Just realize that your base fuel pressure will go up quite a bit. The ECU will adapt to the added fuel, but realize that at high boost you may be pushing the limits of the fuel pump.<br /><br />NT FPR 49psi + 21psi boost = 70psi fuel pressure. A lot of fuel pumps don't flow too well up there.<br /><br />I use an A/T FPR [43psi].<br /><br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why should the pressue go up?<br />I think that non turbo is working with lower pressue.<br />I took the valve for 5 bucks from junkyard<br />it was from VX-S  1990 Galant.<br />thak car has 240cc denso injectors.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-03-2003||06:49 PM||||Hey look!  It's Kyle!||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||06-04-2003||09:05 AM||||Who? What? Never heard of him!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Base pressure for Mitsu FPRs:<br />1G M/T turbo: 36psi<br />1G A/T: 43psi<br />1G NT: 49psi<br /><br />Now the Russian Galant might be different, but in the US it uses the same FPR as the 1G NT cars.||130.36.27.130||reg||6||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR41062||06-04-2003||11:24 AM||||and they are not rising rate FPR ither, I dont think they give 1pound of fuel for every pound of boost.  Just buy a real FPR $200 for a airomotive and all fittings and lines.  E-mail me for more info.<br /><br />~John<br />GalantVR41062@yahoo.com||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||06-04-2003||11:56 AM||||Yes, all of the 1G Mitsu FPRs are 1:1 rising rate.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||06-04-2003||04:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong>Why should the pressure go up?<br />I think that non turbo is working with lower pressure.<br />I took the valve for 5 bucks from junkyard<br />it was from VX-S  1990 Galant.<br />thak car has 240cc denso injectors. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Most non-turbo Mitsu cars run 49-50 psi base pressure, who knows why? Probably to save money on larger injectors  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />They're still rising rate 1:1, so some guys use them as a cheap way to stretch their injectors a little further. They still have a tiny orifice, so I don't consider that to be an upgrade.||68.158.160.80||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||mromik||06-04-2003||06:29 PM||||I Changed FPR<br />My was ND 1382<br />I installed ND 1262<br /><br />Get more stable idle,and higher torque at 2500-3000rpm<br /><br />BUT ....  seems like  it decreased dynamics at higher rpms (may be bad gasoline)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Also seems like Injector duty cycle lowered.<br /><br />How can I examine actual fuel presue?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002472.cgi
A||||1||mromik||Electrical problems with my fathers Galant||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-03-2003||12:00 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||It is not Vr-4 but GSX.<br />Clock, interior light and some other stuff is began working after the car is started.<br />Last time when it happened i replaced the big fuse on acc battary/<br />I have not examined his car yet only had phone call.<br />What to say to him before I will come (at least till friday).||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-03-2003||08:54 AM||||My GS had some issues with the interior fuse box -- the radio fuse was loose (would not seat) so I fixed it by shimming it with some cardboard.  Worked reliably for years afterwards.  Seemed as though when voltage was lower (car not running) it couldn't arc through the fuse... once voltage was up (car running, alternator at ~14v) it was more inclined to flow.<br /><br />(This was, of course, after replacing the stock stereo only to have the same issues..)||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002473.cgi
A||||1||bujang_hensem||Is it a fuel cut or boost cut||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||06-03-2003||08:37 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||guys my car currenty have this problem when i set my boost more than 0.7 bar... at 0.9bar sometimes my engine stop about 1 sec and back to normal...this thing happen only sometimes when I floor my pedal at WOT and boost at 0.9bar..is it a boost cut...well my lifter already got some sound...||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-03-2003||08:49 AM||||Probably fuel cut.  Don't imagine that if you have the ability to control your boost that your BCS is still installed, therefor your ECU has no method of cutting your boost.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002474.cgi
A||||11||Dan D||broken bolt suggestions||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||06-03-2003||12:20 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Water pump bolt #4 (closest to ground) snapped. My own stupidity and <br />hurriedness caused it. It is not flush, but there is not enough to <br />get vice-grips on it or cut a slot with a dremel. I have helicoils <br />in the right size, but how in the hell could I get a drill in there? <br />I don't even think a right angle drill would fit with a 21/64 bit.<br /><br />Does anyone have any miracle suggestions?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||06-03-2003||12:47 PM||||If you're a good enough welder, you can weld a nut onto the remainder sticking out and just back the nut out.  Personally, I would heat the whole area up with a torch to help also.  <br /><br />I've had those water pump bolts break during a rebuild, thank god the engine was on a stand.  They seem pretty soft to be reusing for 150K+ miles.  Needless to say, I bought all new ones after that.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||broke down||06-03-2003||02:14 PM||||kudos on the welded nut, also try some P.B. Blaster.  The miracle rust buster.  One hundred times better than wd-40.  Get it at parts stores.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||06-03-2003||03:15 PM||||it's not rusted. I have 6 or 7 cans of pb blaster sitting around.  I Don't, however, have a welder.  I'm trying somthing right now..fingers crossed.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||06-03-2003||04:18 PM||||turn..turn.  SNAP.  HAHAHAHA....F-You Sucker.<br /><br /><br />This message brought to you by easy-outs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||curtis||06-03-2003||04:23 PM||||when in doubt break out the jb weld put it on a nut that is a little to small and hammer it on let it cure and give it a try. dont laugh, Im a aircraft mechanic and have had to do it before.  some times you have to try crazy things.  If there is enough sticking out to drill through the side drill a small hole and a small hole through the side of the nut put in a roll pin then JB weld together cure and remove||67.25.34.82||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||06-04-2003||03:17 PM||||Well that sure was fun.<br /><br />Step 1.  Yell and scream at your car until you're out of words to say.<br /><br />Step 2.  Pull drivers side axle, leave hub hanging out of the way.<br /><br />Step 3.  Leak tranny fluid all over the place because you forgot to drain some first.<br /><br />Step 4.  Place floor jack #1 with block of wood under oil pan.  Place floor jack #2 under the transmission.  <br /><br />Step 5.  Unbolt everything you can, including all the motor/tranny mounts, frame supports, alternator, ac compressor, head was already off, turbo was off, oil psi sender, ect.<br /><br />Step 6.  Slowly lower jacks, little at a time alternating jacks.  Soon, before the tranny gets stuck, the lower water pump bolt will clear the wheel well by an inch.  Enough room that with the top of the drill planted against the inner wheel well, it's a straight shot at the bolt.<br /><br />Step 7.  Use dremel to extract broken easy out from previous failed effort.<br /><br />Step 8.  Convince titanium drill bit that it likes boring through metal bolts. Go deep, almost all the way through.  Keeping a rag inside the block to catch chips if you do go through.<br /><br />Step 9.  Pound #3 screw extractor into hole with hammer.  Pray hard while turning.<br /><br />Step 10.  Run laps around the house with t-handle and broken bolt in hand.<br /><br />Step 11.  Curse the car out once more, grab a beer, and take a break.<br /><br />#410's always a barrel of fun.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||06-04-2003||03:56 PM||||After a hard Memorial Day weekend thrashing on my rear suspension changes and having to use the sawz-all to remove an inaccessible seized trailing arm bolt (8 blades, 2.5 hours), I had all but 2 digits of my hands displaying some kind of wound.<br /><br />I love working on cars, I really do.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||06-04-2003||05:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> Well that sure was fun.<br /><br />Step 1.  Yell and scream at your car until you're out of words to say.<br /><br />Step 2.  Pull drivers side axle, leave hub hanging out of the way.<br /><br />Step 3.  Leak tranny fluid all over the place because you forgot to drain some first.<br /><br />Step 4.  Place floor jack #1 with block of wood under oil pan.  Place floor jack #2 under the transmission.  <br /><br />Step 5.  Unbolt everything you can, including all the motor/tranny mounts, frame supports, alternator, ac compressor, head was already off, turbo was off, oil psi sender, ect.<br /><br />Step 6.  Slowly lower jacks, little at a time alternating jacks.  Soon, before the tranny gets stuck, the lower water pump bolt will clear the wheel well by an inch.  Enough room that with the top of the drill planted against the inner wheel well, it's a straight shot at the bolt.<br /><br />Step 7.  Use dremel to extract broken easy out from previous failed effort.<br /><br />Step 8.  Convince titanium drill bit that it likes boring through metal bolts. Go deep, almost all the way through.  Keeping a rag inside the block to catch chips if you do go through.<br /><br />Step 9.  Pound #3 screw extractor into hole with hammer.  Pray hard while turning.<br /><br />Step 10.  Run laps around the house with t-handle and broken bolt in hand.<br /><br />Step 11.  Curse the car out once more, grab a beer, and take a break.<br /><br />#410's always a barrel of fun. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You've gone mad.<br /><br />And I thought having to do a tranny was a drag.  Accualy I really enjoyed last night.  I'm not rushed, so it is kinda fun.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||s_firestone||06-04-2003||07:58 PM||||You also might try a flexible drill extension with the small collet from harbor freight.  They also make a real small right angle collet.  Both are cheap, under $20.<br /><br />A flexible shaft dremel tool might get closer but would take a while to drill or even notch hardened steel.<br /><br />If you can get even a small hole drilled you can sometimes hammer a or pry a right angle allen wrench or flathead bit in there and turn it.<br /><br />I think the jbweld is the best idea.<br /><br />Be careful with easy-out and extracting bits as they push outward to get grip and can expand the bolt if the wall is thin from drilling, making it harder to turn out.||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000010||Dan D||06-04-2003||10:12 PM||||firestone - thanks, but read above..it's out.<br /><br />I thought about the flexi-stension things, but didn't really have enough room for one of those either.  The jbweld didn't work, it just cracked this morning when I tried to turn it.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||06-04-2003||11:51 PM||||Yeah, don't go to Harbor Freight -- your wallet will regret it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />On a side note, I bought a parts grabber and magnetic grabber from there.  Very nice.  I <i>also</i> bought a garden hose (nylon, <b>very</b> cheap, flat, roll-up kind) and it sprung leaks almost immediately and repeatedly.  OH well.  The nozzles are good, though!||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002475.cgi
A||||5||gvr4tunr||just springs ok?||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||06-03-2003||01:14 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||are new shocks required as well?||172.201.250.248||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||06-03-2003||01:16 PM||||for a nice set up... yes. kind of an odd question? maybe you can elaborate? what are your intentions for the car?||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||06-03-2003||02:48 PM||||it would be a good idea...As stiffer springs will wear out shocks/struts hella fast not to mention your stockers probably have some good miles on them to begin with....<br /><br />dont do it twice...do it right to begin with.||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000003||gvr4tunr||06-05-2003||11:52 PM||||are the kyb gr2 very "stock" feeling and will i get a good stiff feel and a lower stance with a combo of the gr2's and whiteline springs?||172.145.117.201||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000004||1420mark||07-16-2003||03:49 PM||||gr2 are spongy  vs sport but supposed to be 15% stiffer than stock. My bets are on ethe koni for quality, their sport model is sport. u will feel it||24.175.0.198||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||07-17-2003||07:33 AM||||If you are considering GR2s, I would not use Whiteline springs since IMO they are too stiff for the shocks to properly damp. But that will give a you a stiff, jarring ride but not great wheel control.<br /><br />I would suggest 1G DSM AWD springs for GR2s - they'll drop the car ~3/4" and the GR2s will have an appropriate amount of damping for the spring rate. As a bonus you can get the springs for ~$20 on the trader.<br /><br />just my $.02...||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/002476.cgi
A||||2||Vr4in'||4 Wheel Steering Question||||2||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||06-03-2003||02:18 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I saw that post below on the scrap it or keep it..but i was wondering on four wheel steering aree all the tires supposed to turn when the front tires turn.if so...mine arent turning in the rear.what could that be or mean?thanks<br /><br />     Robby Cheaib||65.32.218.225||reg||2||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-03-2003||02:24 PM||||How do you know they don't turn?  It's quite a complicated process to test them on a lift.  I suppose you mean you stuck your head out the window while running a slalom and can identify 1.5&deg; of rotation?  It's a hydraulic system dependant on the front steering -- so if it wasn't working (i.e. fluid leak) not only would your 4WS light be on, you'd probably have a hard time parking.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />The Galant VR-4 provides exceptionally responsive driving control with Mitsubishi's four-wheel steering system, which is activated at speeds above 31 mph. Once engaged, the four-wheel steering system directs the rear wheels to turn up to 1.5 degrees in the same direction as the front wheels -- depending on the speed of the car and how quickly the driver turns the steering wheel.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||06-04-2003||09:50 PM||||Oh ok,thanks a lot.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002477.cgi
A||||9||Vr4in'||Clutch||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||06-03-2003||02:21 PM||nohad43@aol.com||alright guys..my clutch is fried.im planning on doing it myself.i have done a clutch before but not on my galant.does the whole tranny have to be dropped in order to do it?is it too big of a bitch to do it myself or have a mechanic do it.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-03-2003||02:27 PM||||Dude: <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/clutch-1G.html" target="_blank">VFAQ.com Clutch Swap</a>||67.163.58.52||reg||2||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||06-03-2003||04:50 PM||||Go for it.  The first time will take awhile but after that you got it licked.  On a side note make sure to order the clutch fork and pivot ball.  You will thank yourself for doin this or kick yourself if you dont. And dont buy some off the shelf clutch from a parts store. Spend the $$ and get something that will hold up.||68.76.179.87||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||06-03-2003||08:04 PM||||I just ordered my ball pivot and fork ive had enuff of grinding gears , probably get an act as well .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||06-03-2003||10:16 PM||||I'm dropping my tranny right now.  It is alot of work, but nothing beyond anyones ability who can read and use tools.<br /><br />Dropping the DP solo kinda sucks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />It really sucks when it's your daily driver.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||06-03-2003||10:24 PM||||Dropping the DP by yourself should be no sweat. I just supported mine on my shoulder, then hit the two bolts with the impact gun. Came right off.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||06-03-2003||10:34 PM||||do you guys have lifts??? i sure as hell don't but would like to take a stab at the clutch when i come to it. but i figure that with out a lift its going to be nearly impossible? am i right?<br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||06-03-2003||10:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> do you guys have lifts??? i sure as hell don't but would like to take a stab at the clutch when i come to it. but i figure that with out a lift its going to be nearly impossible? am i right?<br /><br />thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I use jack stands backed up by two hydrolic jacks.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||06-03-2003||11:22 PM||||I work at a car dealership, so I can use a lift whenever I want... but all of my tools are at home, so I usually end up putting her on jackstands. <br />With the tranny, just use a floor jack to 'catch it'. Or bench press it if you want to be hardcore.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||06-04-2003||09:37 AM||||Yeah, I "eased" my tranny down by myself, without the aid of a jack. If you think the downpipe is tough, try the tranny. Get the car as high off the ground as you can and have a floor jack there to "catch" it. Getting it in is tougher than getting it out. Especially by yourself. Of course I used the jack to get it in. It's a tough job, but it's very possible. Keep researching 'til you feel ready. You don't want to mess up and have to drop the tranny again.<br /><br />My $ .02...<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/002478.cgi
A||||3||91 #680||cutting bumper support||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||06-03-2003||05:03 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I need to cut up my suport to fit this intercooler I got...(it's a starion for now untill I get the cash for a larger, better one...my question is; can I cut the bumper in two places and remove the entire middle piece or do I need to keep it together and just cut a portion of it so that the intercooler fits snug?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||06-03-2003||05:10 PM||||You don't even really need to cut the bumper support for a starion.  If you want to do it, you can cut out the middle (like an upside down "T") and most FMIC's will fit.  My 2-120 Spearco fit perfect this way, and I retained the entire upper bumper support bar.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||06-04-2003||12:01 PM||||I'm running an EVO III FMIC [same core as Starion] and Howard is right on. I did the same - cut out the middle section and trimmed the plastic for max airflow but left the main bar intact and welded a plate to cover up the hole where the T was. The FMIC fits perfectly, just like Mitsu designed it. :-)||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||06-04-2003||12:24 PM||||i have a jdm vr4 fmic also, slightly larger than the starion, and internally finned.  when mounted to the factory mount points, i had to cut the hell out of the support.  the top part is cut to the seam where those thousand or so nuts are that hold the cover on, and the lower part is also cut like howard said, except more.  originally, i had the rre converted starion on there, but when i installed the jdm, i had to cut more out.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002479.cgi
A||||4||slvrblt||5th gear bolt issue||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||06-03-2003||05:33 PM||||I have posted my tranny woes in the past and I just blew up another one. This time I blew it up internally with 203k on it. This is the stock tranny that cracked near the center diff. I had it welded up and put back in after I had another tranny crack in the same place. I have read about the 5th gear nut coming loose in the tranny and it would, of course, exit through the case. Well, I think this may have happened to cause the cracking. How can I tell without taking the tranny apart if it did happen ? There has been no shifter movement in 5th gear when I get on and off the gas in any of these trannies.<br /><br />btw, this tranny (the stock one welded up) is the one that just took a dump on me yesterday. It seems to be stuck in 3rd. Clutch disengages fine. Had to tow it while I sat on the clutch.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-03-2003||06:51 PM||||Is one of your clutch forks bent and perhaps overextending your shifts?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||06-03-2003||07:26 PM||||If your fifth gear nut came loose and cracked your tranny it probably would have put a hole in your tranny at the end of the case towards the passenger fender.  Your fifth gear would have been acting up if the nut was loose in the first place. The center diff is in towrds the clutch housing. <br />  As far as being stuck in third it sounds like a broken shift fork.||68.76.182.91||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR41062||06-04-2003||11:29 AM||||or shifter cables.  And if your case as cracked buy the CD area why weld it and not see what the problem was?  Or take it apart and find out.<br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||06-05-2003||08:41 PM||||When it cracked I didnt open it up and figure it out because I dont know enough about transmissions. Now I understand where the 5th gear nut is. Its definately not that nut causing the problems. I checked the hifter cables and they are ok. I think it may be a broken shift fork as suggested. <br /><br />This tranny was on the way out but I just made it happen faster. I tried to get into thrid quickly and it wouldnt go. It just ground. Well, I put it in third anyway...the hard way. I got the shifter out of third gear position and no other gears worked except 4th which I used to pull into an Arby's lot. I definately caused it to die faster than it would have. ohh well. shitty.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002480.cgi
A||||1||henrok||galant sigma 3.0||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-03-2003||06:57 PM||alvihen@aol.com||i was still wondering if the parts on our 4g63t are interchangeable with the ones on the sigma?  can we make a turbo 3.0?  that would be great on our galants||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||06-03-2003||07:24 PM||||the 3.0L is a V6||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/002481.cgi
A||||5||04DrBlur||Tach needle needs viagra||||5||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||06-03-2003||07:50 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||For the past couple weeks I noticed my tach needle is slow responding to my engine rpm's. The needle will drop as it should but when giving it gas it is alright till about 3 grand then jumps to 3800 then jumps again to maybe 4300.  It has always been fine and the AFC and logger both are showing nice smooth rpm value. ? Any ideas what might be wrong?||68.76.182.91||reg||5||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||AWDpower||06-04-2003||02:42 AM||||Mine does the same thing. At about 3k, it hangs up for a second then jumps up. My guess is that the needle on mine is scraping the face at that point, I'll take it apart to check.||68.134.172.134||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||06-04-2003||07:52 PM||||Hey guys, make sure that your coil pack is pluged in good.  Right behind the timing belt, sometimes it will work itself loose causing the problems you both described.<br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||06-05-2003||10:02 AM||||And, also make sure you still have the round, metal capacitor connected to the top, righthand side of the intake manifold. It filters the +12 volts at the coilpack, and can make the tach do funny things if its not connected.||68.158.96.27||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||DynStatic||06-05-2003||12:56 PM||||Jeff is right, I got a newer one when Tom Miller sent me a wire harness. (Thanks Tom) I put it on and while, it still does it, it's no were near as bad. I tried to find it in CAPS t give you a part number, but I cant find it. I'll keep looking....||68.57.49.82||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-05-2003||01:03 PM||||Not to hijack, I have a unique problem with the gvr4 which may be related or not...My tach seems to be sticky as well...<br /><br />When the key is turned on to the last click before starting the car and the boost gauge lights up to 3 bars from L to R, I hear a corresponding loud click for each from under the hood as each bar lights up. Its a "tick tick tick" for each bar. Weird.<br /><br />Also, when I have the key on in the same position and am looking under the hood, every now and then I hear this "ksssshh" "ksssshh" sound like something is reseting itself. This comes from the coil pack area. Could it be ISC or something?<br /><br />When I back my car up on the driveway, idle jumps from 800 to 2000 rpms always, dunno why. Is this supposed to happen?<br /><br />Any ideas, people? Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002482.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||wires disconnected from relay underhood and shorting out...please help!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-03-2003||08:53 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I got off work and was measuring up under the hood for the FMIC pipes etc etc when I notice that by the drivers side headlight, there is a bracket attached to the radiator/lower IC bracket that should be holding 2 relays(??) but these 2 relays are laying on the bottom on the AC evap can. <br /><br />I go to pick them up and connect them and sparks go everywhere ..WTF??? 2 wires seems to have come off from under the harness plugs that attach to the relays or whatever and are shorting on the bracket. <br /><br />I taped these up asap and am now curious what those 2 relays do and if these wires need connected asap. <br /><br />Do they control the fan or headlights ???<br /><br />The disconnected wires are blue with black stripe and greenish blue with red stripes on it. I dont know which wire goes to which harness either!<br /><br />Please advise! Thanks a ton!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||06-03-2003||09:19 PM||||I believe they are for the A/C fan.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-04-2003||01:30 PM||||Anyone else, please lemme know coz I dont wanna hurt something on the car and pay out the nose to get it fixed.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||teet||06-04-2003||04:18 PM||||one is definitely for the AC fan.  not sure what the other one is for.<br /><br />fog lights maybe?<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-04-2003||05:38 PM||||foglights work, though. I checked, couldnt check AC visually coz other fan was running at that time...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||VR4coop||06-05-2003||12:20 AM||||The one that has a metal bracket on it is def for the fan. if that is any help||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum2/002483.cgi
A||||14||GalantVR-4||I need help guys..........||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||06-03-2003||11:32 PM||||Hi there today i noticed somthing really wrong.  ok i have always had a little bit of black carbon like stuff on my rear bumper always near the muffler tips.  i thought that it was just runiing rich.  however i am losing a lot of oil like at 1500 miles after an oil change i have added about 3-4 quarts.  Then today i was told that when i punch the gas in first gear at higher rpms i get a cloud of black smoke.  Now, is this the head gasket? or what can it be? if it is the head gasket how long b4 i blow the gasket.  As far as gas mileage i get about 20 mpg with a 16g(small i think)  <br /><br />Please Help me is it the h.g or is it somthing else, if it is the h.g will this mess up my compression and stuff.  thanks||64.175.32.71||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||06-03-2003||11:46 PM||||have you checked your plugs to see what they look like?lf you`re going through 3-4 quarts of oil in 1500 miles then it sounds like your engine is in dire need of a rebuild,that is serious oil usage.The oil has to go somewhere and if it`s not leaking out then it`s being burnt.With that much oil use l`d say that if someone were to follow behind you they`d see a dark colored exhaust at all times.Time to buy a JDM clip  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||GalantVR-4||06-04-2003||12:14 AM||||Hey there, the plugs i have changed about 2 weeks ago.  I have no idea where the oil goes other than being burnt.  the car only has like 108,xxx miles on it.  Yeah but the black smoke is only at high rpms so im pretty sure its not always there.||67.124.37.164||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000003||driftin galant||06-04-2003||12:26 AM||||the oil rings tend to get stuck in the piston and then oil will creep up the walls and will get burned, or the valvees seals are getting old and worn and then oil will leak down into the chamber, or the turbo is burning the oil.  i know beacuse my car was doing all three, talk about oil consuption.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||06-04-2003||12:27 AM||||oil in coolant?<br />coolant in oil?<br />compression test results?<br />is the turbo in good condition?<br /><br />Answers to those questions may lead to answers to your problems.<br /><br />A leakdown test is probably the easiest way to diagnose head gasket or ring problems.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR-4||06-04-2003||12:42 AM||||yeah ill probably get a diagnositc.  either that or find a 1g shortblock replacement.||67.124.36.46||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||06-04-2003||08:57 AM||||A leakdown test is a very good idea. You are at the age for valve guide seals to go south. My car didn't visibly smoke, but a qt every 600mi or so had to be going somewhere and leakdown on the rings was <1%...||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||06-04-2003||09:30 AM||||If you don't have a engine problem, I'd say it's your turbo.  108K miles is a little young to have trashed valve stem seals.  Just my .02<br /><br />Also, how is your valve cover gasket?  You can loose alot of oil through a leaky one.  Also the 4 spark plug well gaskets that go along with a valve cover gasket.<br /><br />Unless you turned up the boost too high or over heated your car, your engine should be fine.  She's a tough bitch.||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||GalantVR-4||06-05-2003||12:34 AM||||the turbo was supposedly replaced last year, 16g.  if that much oil leaked out it would probably end up on the floor once in a while right?  i check under my car often, never see any oil.  Thanks for the help guys, keep em ideas comming hehehe.||67.116.236.161||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000009||Family4Door||06-05-2003||01:40 AM||||Look at the valve cover mine lost some oil due to the valve cover being loose(which resulted in the motor locking up). Just a thought.||12.238.127.189||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000010||Dan D||06-05-2003||09:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> would probably end up on the floor once in a while right?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No.  That's not how turbos leak oil unless you have bad banjo's or crush washers.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||06-05-2003||09:45 AM||||My car has used a quart of oil every 500-600 miles since I bought it (75,000 miles). Like Erik said, alot of this is because the rings and valve seals just aren't doing their job as well anymore. I used that BG Purge a little while back, in an attempt to loosen the rings a little, and I think it helped some.<br />The black smoke and the crud on the bumper is also normal for my car. These cars are just calibrated WAY too rich from the factory. If you don't see tons of black crud on your spark plugs, its not burning oil that bad. I usually just add 1/3 of a quart with each fillup.||68.158.96.27||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||GalantVR-4||06-05-2003||04:37 PM||||someone just needs to see my car and drive it and tell me whatsup.  Anyone in cali, bay area?||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000013||DongeR615||06-05-2003||04:46 PM||||come to the mt hamiliton run this saturday||153.18.20.7||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000014||GalantVR-4||06-06-2003||12:01 PM||||yeah ill be there tommoroo, 10 am right?||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes



ubb/Forum2/002484.cgi
A||||8||Vr4in'||Engine wont start....||||8||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||06-04-2003||10:22 AM||nohad43@aol.com||My clutch is gone,and now my egine wont start.When i turn the motor it has a slight backfire.What could that be..like every once in a while,while its turning it will throw a little backfire and it wont start.What could that be?thaks a lot.<br /><br />  Robby Cheaib||24.129.160.231||reg||8||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||06-04-2003||10:28 AM||||Verify cam/crank timing is all correct, make sure plugs get power and fuel is squirting, and check compression.  Is the fuel pump relay energizing?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||06-04-2003||11:03 AM||||Did your starting problem start with your clutch problem?  If so......<br /><br />Is your clutch gone, or the ablility to push the PP off the flywheel?<br /><br />Make sure your clutch isn't stuck on the flywheel.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||06-04-2003||05:14 PM||||hey gvr-4ever...can that stop the car from starting?if so,how can you tell if the pp is stuck to the flywheel.||24.129.160.231||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||06-04-2003||06:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> hey gvr-4ever...can that stop the car from starting?if so,how can you tell if the pp is stuck to the flywheel. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, it could if your clutch has enough grab to hold on. <br /><br />I guess one way to tell is throw her in 1st and try and start her.  If your car jolts foward with the clutch pedal in, then that would tell you.<br /><br />I don't know if thats your problem, but you mentioned that your clutch went and and then you couldn't start your car.  They might not be related at all.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||smokindav||06-04-2003||08:50 PM||||How long has the car been sitting?||208.63.163.231||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||06-04-2003||09:48 PM||||the car has been siiting since i fried it,which was last friday,and it has been sitting since.but before it shut off it was making a slight backfire noise and when it stalled out when the clutch went it made a lud air noise and it just shut off.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||06-04-2003||09:51 PM||||i also just did the timing belt last wednesday.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||06-04-2003||10:30 PM||||when i try to start it,all you hear now is the crankshaft turning fast.and if you hold the ignition it will let out a little backfire sometimes...||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002485.cgi
A||||11||RayH||Reversing 4WS||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||06-04-2003||10:59 AM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Just a thought:  Wouldn't reversing the 4WS lines make for an interesting autocross setup?||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||06-04-2003||11:18 AM||||Then it would be set up like the 3000 GT/Stealth RT TT units, I would think it would work because if you switch the controll lines instead of when you turn the wheel to the left and the rear tires turning to the left the rear wheels would go right(above 31mph of course).  I thought of this a few weeks ago myself.<br /><br />~John<br />when my car is up and running again I will try it.||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||06-04-2003||04:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> Then it would be set up like the 3000 GT/Stealth RT TT units, I would think it would work because if you switch the controll lines instead of when you turn the wheel to the left and the rear tires turning to the left the rear wheels would go right(above 31mph of course).  I thought of this a few weeks ago myself.<br /><br />~John<br />when my car is up and running again I will try it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stealth/3000GT VR-4's work exactly like our 4WS. They ONLY turn the SAME direction above 31 mph.<br />I think the Honda Prelude 4WS system did both.||68.158.160.80||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||RayH||06-04-2003||06:27 PM||||I've been in one of the old Honda Preludes with 4WS and they worked directly off of steering angle.  If the front steering was only turned slightly the rears would move in the same direction but as you turned the steering angle further the rears would straighten out and then start pointing in the opposite direction.  At full lock it felt like the rear end was sliding out from under you.  Makes for some dramatic parking manuevers for people that aren't used to it.  Always wondered if two Preludes with 4WS were sided by side at a stop whether their backs would crash if the one on the left turned left and the one on the right turned right.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000004||turbophein||06-04-2003||07:43 PM||||what would the benifits be from this???||24.91.240.164||reg||1||turbophein||00001655||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||06-05-2003||12:11 AM||||Tighter turning radius and easy entry into donuts...<br /><br />I think  it would be actually fairly simple to reverse the lines, HOWEVER, since it only comes on at 31mph+... think about what would happen if you cranked the wheel at 100mph.  I think the car would be inclined to scrub, spin out, or worse: flip!||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||RayH||06-05-2003||01:00 AM||||I'm thinking it would make the rear feel really twitchy when initiating a turn.  Might make the car easier to get into a drift which may or may not be a good thing.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000007||GalantVR41062||06-05-2003||01:09 AM||||No the 3/S cars turn opposit, why do you think 5 or so people have fliped their cars.  And thats only the ones I have heard of around the cities here.  One being a guy I knew with a 99 VR-4 that has a flat top now, and junkyard parking spot.<br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000008||UncleDonut||06-05-2003||08:15 AM||||The Stealth/3000 GT rear wheels turn in the same direction as the front wheels.  I will bet large sums of cash on this fact.  <br /><br />-Dave<br />91 Galant VR-4 #797/2000<br />91 Stealth R/T TT||209.48.172.23||reg||1||UncleDonut||00000467||yes
Z||000009||starwrist||06-05-2003||01:58 PM||||I almost bought a 4WS Prelude, and I'm pretty sure the rear wheels turn opposite the front.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||06-05-2003||04:15 PM||||Quoted from <a href="http://www.racinghonda.com/prelude/" target="_blank">this site</a> -- I'm not claiming any of this to be true, but...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />The 3rd generation Honda Prelude was endowed with the world's first 4 Wheel Steering system. The four wheel steering system (4WS) provides limited steering of the rear wheels, in addition to the normal steering of the front wheels. The system is "steering angle dependent." That is, depending on how far the steering wheel is turned, the rear wheels are steered in either the same or the opposite direction of the front wheels.<br /><br />When the steering wheel is turned a moderate amount, up to approximately one half turn, the rear wheels are steered in the same direction as the front wheels. For example, during lane changing and on gentle curves, the front and rear wheels steer in the same direction. This eliminates almost all roll and makes lane changes smooth at considerable speeds.<br /><br />When the steering wheel is turned more than approximately one half turn, the rear wheels are steered in the opposite direction of the front wheels. This reduces the turning circle of the car for easier parking, U-turns and maneuvering in confined spaces.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And the 3/s cars are ALSO same-phase steering.  Read <a href="http://www.gate.net/~dhaupert/3000faq.html" target="_blank">this</a>, <a href="http://www.team3s.com/archive/V00-n318.htm" target="_blank">this.</a>, <a href="http://www.linkline.com/personal/amahoser/firstgenturbo.html" target="_blank">this</a>, and <a href="http://www.team3s.com/~matthews/stealth.html" target="_blank">this</a>.<br /><br />And so you know what <a href="http://www.itsdocs.fhwa.dot.gov/%5CJPODOCS%5CREPTS_TE/3RB01!.PDF" target="_blank">the DOT thinks of 4WS, read this.</a><br /><br />Let's try and get a little more signal and a lot less noise, okay?||67.163.58.52||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||GalantVR41062||06-07-2003||06:03 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />what ever.<br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum2/002486.cgi
A||||2||Scott Y||I can't find BG 75W-90 gear oil for the t-case. I found BG 75W-140, can I use it?||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||06-04-2003||11:19 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I want to use BG fluid in my tranny (SynchII) and t-case.  I have the synchII, but I cannot find the BG 75W-90 that I was running before; the stuff that's available is 75W-140,GL-5 spec.  Think that there would be any problems running it in the t-case?<br /><br />-Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||06-04-2003||12:49 PM||||I just use mobil 1.  That stuff is easy to find.<br /><br />btw, I used it in my tranny as well just to try it.  I thought it was a little smoother then GM Syncromesh.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||06-04-2003||01:58 PM||||I would think the 75w-140 will be fine in either the transfer case or rear end. I used the same thing in my rear diff to try and quiet it down.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/002487.cgi
A||||21||DarkDevilMMM||3&quot; GM MAF and translator question.....||||1||||DarkDevilMMM||00000159
Z||000000||DarkDevilMMM||06-04-2003||05:09 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||<b><i>This setup is compatible with first and second generation DSM�s and the 3� is perfect for those who would like to run the MAS in a blow through setup meaning having the MAS located after the turbo/intercooler and right before the intake manifold resulting in more accurate air/fuel delivery allowing your to vent your blow off valve to the atmosphere and so you can finally forget about pre manifold boost leaks.</i></b><br /><br />I got this off an ebay ad, is that true? can we run that MAF right before the intake manifold? if that's possible, so I can have a straight through intake to the turbo, right? I know I need the MAF translator also. Thanks for answering.||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||06-04-2003||05:27 PM||||That is apparently true.  There has been much discussion about it on the Yahoo dsmtranslator group.  Check it out.  Mike, who makes and sells them thinks that blow through will only benefit a very small percentage of people performance wise.  If you just want to vent to atmo, then give it a shot.  I have a 3.5" maf.  Just waiting to collect some other parts, but I don't plan to vent to atmo.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||06-04-2003||06:45 PM||||telecaster(norm has it), im going to do it soon and run a filter (no piping) off the turbo. Dr. ziplock has it and his crushed 1g bov vented back into the intake. I couldn't believe it was a 1g bov...it sounded aftermarket like a greddy...Then norm reminded me it was a curshed 1g bov. i was like   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.124.151.82||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||Marcus||06-04-2003||07:34 PM||||There was a bunch of talk about these MAS translators when they came out, but I've never heard anyone say how much they loved them.  I've heard more compliants about them more then anything.  Also, 99%of people using them don't do away with GGC or AFC which I think defeats the purpose of buying one.<br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||06-04-2003||09:36 PM||||i don't have the $ for a vpc so its a very nice mod for me. <br /><br />turboflanagan (sorry i don't your name), is there any reason why you chose the 3.5" over the 3"? what intercooler piping size are you running? i was just wondering because i am thinking of going with a 3"<br /><br />also why you going throught the bother on venting back in to the intake? is it for sound reason, or is it already set up that way?  it sounds strange to me because i would prefer not to have to deal with the hassle of returning the bov to the intake (i'm going to build the intake and ic piping)<br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||06-04-2003||10:17 PM||||I bought the translator and going to set it up between the BOV and the throttle body.<br />I got a 3" mas ($5.00) but looking at it a little closer it is real small inside. I might get a 3.5" to see how big the different is.<br />The reason I'm goind to blow thru because I'll be using a Tial BOV with 2.5" piping.<br />I also have the AFC and will keep it for a while just to see what the translator can accomplish by itself or would it need the AFC's help to fine tune.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.174||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||DarkDevilMMM||06-04-2003||10:48 PM||||thanks for everyone's answer, ok, then I will sell my 2G MAF and get the translator instead, coz I got the HKS BOV and I really don't want to vent it back, I don't care about the sound, louder the better.... j/k, and I was thinking to get the filter on the turbo directly also, and in the summer time, I am thinking to get a cold air pipe to the turbo, I always afraid that the rain will damage the MAF, so right now I don't need to care about that part, anyways, soemthing for me to think and do now, thanks.||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||06-04-2003||11:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong>  I've heard more compliants about them more then anything. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One could say the same thing about the VPC.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||DynStatic||06-05-2003||01:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> There was a bunch of talk about these MAS translators when they came out, but I've never heard anyone say how much they loved them. I've heard more compliants about them more then anything. Also, 99%of people using them don't do away with GGC or AFC which I think defeats the purpose of buying one.<br />Marc  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">While one purpose may be for tuning, i think a greater purpose of this unit is to flow better. What people are finding out is you cant run the same boost as before the unit. It just flows more. More flow = more power. It makes the whole intake system more efficient.||68.57.49.82||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||06-05-2003||02:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><strong>What people are finding out is you cant run the same boost as before the unit</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">can you elaborate on this? before the unit as in before getting it or before air reaches the unit???<br /><br />are you saying that the mass can't take the boost pressure?||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||06-05-2003||03:50 PM||||I'm not sure how much this affects the MAFT setup, but here's the general idea... It's pressure vs. volume, aka <a href="http://www.google.com/search?q=Boyle+Law+pressure+volume" target="_blank">Boyle's Law</a><br /><br />Take a 6" long coffee straw, pressurize it to 10psi.<br />Take a 6" long piece of garden hose, pressurize it to 10 psi.<br /><br />They're both the same length, same pressure, but which one has more air in it?  Which one will move air the fastest?  The garden hose.<br /><br />One major benefit of this is that less-compressed air is cooler than compressed air.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||06-05-2003||04:11 PM||||I don't know, but my compressor always blows cold air.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||06-05-2003||04:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> turboflanagan (sorry i don't your name), is there any reason why you chose the 3.5" over the 3"? what intercooler piping size are you running? i was just wondering because i am thinking of going with a 3"<br /><br />also why you going throught the bother on venting back in to the intake? is it for sound reason, or is it already set up that way?  it sounds strange to me because i would prefer not to have to deal with the hassle of returning the bov to the intake (i'm going to build the intake and ic piping)<br /><br />thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The reason I "am going" with the 3.5" is because I got it free from a body shop off a wrecked truck.  I still don't know if it is good, but the damage was to the back and frame so it should be fine.  3" would probably be easier and more effective due to reducers and such.  I haven't even thought about intercooler piping yet.  This is a back burner deal due to trans and body issues.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000013||DarkDevilMMM||06-05-2003||07:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>One major benefit of this is that less-compressed air is cooler than compressed air. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I understand your garden hose theory, but that sentences quoted there have a little problem isn't it? I always thought compressed air is more cooler, due to the law of particle movement, what was that law called agian, forgot... anways, the more space the particle can move, the higher the frequency they will get, the higher frequency they get, the hotter they will be, on the other hand, the less space it is, the more pack the particle will be, there will be no space for them to move, so every thing will slow down, that's why they will be cooler. and that's the main reason why all gas in solid form is VERY COLD, i.e. e.g. solid carbon dioxide, aka dry ice, is at -80 C, it's very cold..... I don't know if I am wrong, but that's how I always thought... thanks a lot...||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000014||369of1000||06-05-2003||08:58 PM||||Time for my 2 cents.<br /><br />Unfortunately, it would appear some are comparing apples and oranges. DarkDevilMMM and Hertz are both right. But in this situation Hertz is more right.<br /><br />DarkDevilMMM: the theory you stated is absolutly true. However, you left some key points out. It is true that if you have a solid and a gas with the same molar mass, the gas will take up way more space. This is because the molecules have more energy and can travel farther. If you were to take some of that energy away, by cooling it, the molecules will move closer together. They will take up less space, and eventualy change state.<br /><br />However, if you compress that same gas by applying more energy to it. The gas will become smaller in size but heat up do to the increase in energy.<br /><br />Therefore, hypotheticaly speaking, If in the coffee straw, you have to have 15psi to flow 10cfm, you would only need 1psi in the garden hose to abtain the same 10cfm. The garden hose would acheive the same goal but do way less work and run way cooler.||24.127.112.179||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000015||DarkDevilMMM||06-06-2003||03:42 AM||||well said, after I was driving 100+mph in my gf's MB, I finally remembered.... it's the ideal gas law, PV = nRT, if we keep the volume constant, the pressure and the temperature is proportion to each other, that explain why the more pressure u added, the higher the temperature u will get, I totally forgot about the molar mass, and I forgot about the external energy exchange... what was I thinking, man... now I remember why, I was always playing the stupid "dust-off" compressed air can, and the air it blow out is cold, so I thought compressed air is cooler..... I am SO DAMN STUPID, the reason why the air out from a compressed air can is cold is because the pressure inside can is high and pressure out is low, heat energy is transfered to the air particle for it to change from liquid state to gas state, that's why it's cold! conservation of energy.... what is up with my engineering degree... man... sorry guys.... now I need to go out and drive my gvr4 till 100+ mph.....||63.205.10.127||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||06-06-2003||05:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DarkDevilMMM:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>One major benefit of this is that less-compressed air is cooler than compressed air. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I understand your garden hose theory, but that sentences quoted there have a little problem isn't it? I always thought compressed air is more cooler, due to the law of particle movement, what was that law called agian, forgot... anways, the more space the particle can move, the higher the frequency they will get, the higher frequency they get, the hotter they will be, on the other hand, the less space it is, the more pack the particle will be, there will be no space for them to move, so every thing will slow down, that's why they will be cooler. and that's the main reason why all gas in solid form is VERY COLD, i.e. e.g. solid carbon dioxide, aka dry ice, is at -80 C, it's very cold..... I don't know if I am wrong, but that's how I always thought... thanks a lot... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, Oops, sorry, I meant that in the literal, turbocharger sense of the word.  The act of compressing the air adds heat (hence the need for an intercooler)... running less boost means that the incoming air is cooler.<br /><br />Of course it is all irrelevent if you're using water injection, or IC spraying, or spraying nitrous.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||GRV4726||06-06-2003||10:02 PM||||ok sorry but now everything is clear. i was on the same wavelength (small physics pun intended) with hertz on the temp discusion<br /><br />PV = nRT, man don't remind, that was 10th grade hell. my physics teacher was a drunk hick.<br /><br />speaking of physics, i took my final today. and a lot of the stuff i studied wasn't on there. looking though it was like where the fuck is the centripetal accel. stuff and the universal gravitational crap. i spent a long time studing for that. also nothing from the bio-med options was on it. grr. i studied for like 6 hours total. maybe a little more.<br /><br />ok i'm done. i can't believe i'll be a senior next year.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000018||curtis||06-06-2003||11:46 PM||||Im working on my engineering degree as we speak.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   I just finished two semesters of physics. Took my final on monday.  I go on an accelerated semester, 8 weeks, My physics classes were 2 1/2 hours on monday and 5 hours on tuesday and thursday.  If I see one more damn formula on this site I'll thrash you and take all your speed parts home with me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.159.109.248||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000019||GRV4726||06-07-2003||01:43 PM||||haha.  i feel your pain, even though i don't take nearly as much physics as you do.  5 hours in one day! god damn. <br /><br />i'm very tired of getting problems were you have to manipulate quite a few equations in order to come up with an equation some physician had a bitch of a time discovering. i HATE proofs, they just seem like a waste of time to me. i can understand learning about it in class, but don't put it on the test.<br /><br />my physics teacher is really tricky. he gives way harder tests than the IB (International Bacheloriate) does.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000020||DynStatic||06-08-2003||10:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />What people are finding out is you cant run the same boost as before the unit<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />can you elaborate on this? before the unit as in before getting it or before air reaches the unit???<br /><br />are you saying that the mass can't take the boost pressure?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I ment as in before getting it. The stock maf is a huge restriction that doesnt flow as well as the MAFT so when you go that route you get more flow at the same boost level. Since people try to always run the most boost they can, they find they have to turn the boost down.<br /><br />I never said the maft cant take the boost pressure. It can.||68.57.49.82||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||06-09-2003||12:02 AM||||There was a question raised about going blow-through and the chances of oil (from leaks/blowby) sticking to the hotwire and altering it's readings...  but Mike @ Ramchargers stated that 1) it shouldn't be a problem 2) there was no performance reason to go that route.<br /><br />Of course: 1) you shouldn't blow oil anyway (get a catchcan, be tuned, etc.)  2) at least in a VR-4 it means you can run a filter straight off the turbo and have a lot more room to move/not move your battery, IC pipes, etc.<br /><br />At least, that's what I'm hoping.  I've always liked the VR-4s with VPC setups.  Since mine is a daily driver, I sometimes need all the space I can get in the trunk.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002488.cgi
A||||5||Vr4in'||Stock clutch vs. Aftermarket clutch||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||06-04-2003||05:30 PM||nohad43@aol.com||For you guys that have an aftermarket clutch.Do you feel a difference in shifting,taking off,or any big difference?thanks<br /><br />Who makes an sftermarket clutch that is yellow?My bro-in-law said my galant has a racing clutch and it is yellow and it is fried now.just wondering who makes a racing clutch that is yellow.thanks.||24.129.160.231||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||06-04-2003||05:53 PM||||The yellow clutches are from ACT.  Very nice clutch.  (Advance Clutch Technologies) I think.||68.76.178.89||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||06-04-2003||05:55 PM||||is there a way when i rip it out i can tell what series it is?||24.129.160.231||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||06-04-2003||06:56 PM||||on the back side of the fingers the model# is scribed into one of them||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||06-04-2003||09:45 PM||||ok thanks...anyone have an aftermarket that can tell me if there is a big difference in performance or driving?thanks a lot..||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||06-04-2003||09:52 PM||||My previous 2G had stock clutch.  It is not a whole lot different than the ACT 2600 in my GVR4 now.  That is, except the pedal is a lot stiffer, but engagement is pretty close to stock.<br /><br />If you went overkill with an unsprung disc, or puck disc, then you'd probably have a pretty on-off style engagement.<br /><br />Road Race Engineering did a study on clutches.  At the end is an example of the physical side-effects of a 2600.<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchpressure.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchpressure.htm</a>||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum2/002489.cgi
A||||8||AWDnot2||S-AFC or  MAF Translator||||1||||AWDnot2||00001198
Z||000000||AWDnot2||06-04-2003||06:25 PM||Frogger22m@aol.com||For those of you that have the S-AFC,MAF Translator or both, Which one do you like better? Lets hear the pros and cons of both.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000001||vrpower||06-04-2003||07:55 PM||||Quote: <br />Remember: A Galant VR-4 is not a DSM. Therefore it's not a POS. He He.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />I don't have either of them, but I do have a con: I think that your signature is lame.||199.35.213.150||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||06-04-2003||08:59 PM||||Use both.  I have my MAFT set to my 550's and i tried fine tuning but the unit's a bit twichy.  Fuel trims like to jump around a lot without the SAFC. One click on the base idle knob and the low fuel trims can jump a range of 15-25%.  It's the same with WOT tuning.  I use to get little counts of knock, but i zero'd it out with the SAFC.  But don't forget that there's a update from Ramchargers.  I haven't recieved mine yet.||216.175.105.104||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||06-04-2003||09:03 PM||||They're really two different devices.  Their purpose overlaps a little, but realistically you could want to use both.<br /><br />The MAF-T is merely an adapter for hotwire MAF to output stock-level Karman Hz readings, with the adjustiability for injector size.<br /><br />The SAFC is for tuning of a/f mixtures depending on RPM.  It is typically used for compensate for larger injectors, but whose SAFC reads the same % adj across all settings?||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||AWDnot2||06-04-2003||09:57 PM||||VR.. quit acting like a child.  If you have something to say, say it at the shootout this year, in my face,  and keep it off of the board.<br /><br /><br /> and thanks for the info guys.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||06-04-2003||11:55 PM||||I don't think that either a VR-4 or a DSM qualify as a Point of Sale system.<br /><br />Ramchargers likes to tell people that an AFC-type device is not necessary.  Theoretically, it <b>isn't</b>, if all you were doing is going hotwire and using larger injectors.  <b>BUT</b> if you're doing anything else that would make the factory curves wrong, you'll need that fine-tuning.||67.163.58.52||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||vrpower||06-05-2003||03:00 AM||||AWDnot2 - I did not mean to offend you in anyway, but Galants are obviuosly related to DSMs and neither cars are a POS. <br />Sorry for any confusion   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />well then say what was in your sig to any dsm owners face and I'll share my feelings with your sig as well||209.109.238.99||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000007||Nate||06-05-2003||11:05 AM||||I was lucky enough to run the dyno at BM for a guy who came in with the MAF translator and a latest style AFC.  He had 660s in the car, a FMIC, and a 16G.  The car dyno'd the best with the AFC zeroed out.  The MAF T seems to do a pretty good job of managing the injector sizing changes.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000008||AWDnot2||06-05-2003||07:33 PM||||yeah VR, i guess your right.  its all good.<br /><br /><br />my friend finally got v1.3 for the MAFT. only thing we can tell is the green led went out at idle. not that it made a difference. and just a tad eaiser to tune.||205.188.208.166||reg||12||AWDnot2||00001198||yes



ubb/Forum2/002490.cgi
A||||2||mromik||Queestion about Logger||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-04-2003||09:09 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Do you know if it is possible to run  palm logger software  on laptop under palm emulator?<br /><br />I know it wil work, but will it log?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-05-2003||12:07 AM||||What would you plug the cable into?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Maybe you should consult the author of the emulator software for the answer to that.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||mromik||06-05-2003||01:39 AM||||Plug into RS232 port||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002491.cgi
A||||0||henrok||dsmotorsports||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-04-2003||10:49 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey any updates on the galant vr4 project by dsmotorsports?||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/002492.cgi
A||||0||curtis|| Clutch Line lock||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||06-05-2003||12:04 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Was talking to a friend of mine last week and he told me about the linelock system he had on his drag bug. Just thought I would pass it on.  He would do his burn out then pull to the line.  He would go deep into the pre stage almost against the stage light. Then Hit his 4 wheel line lock then he would start to let up on the clutch to lock everything together. Then the cool part. He hit the line lock for the clutch , he would let go of the button for the brakes because it was wirethrough it.  Now he would sit at the line holding the clutch line lock and wait to bump in. he then waited for the other car to stage. Then he would stand on the revlimiter(MSD) this would start to push him in. Then when the light came down he would release the botton to release the clutch and the brakes at the same time.  The car ran high 6's in the eight at over 105. Once I saw it lift 3 tires it hit the wheely bars so hard. Since this isn't like side stepping the cluch theres not as much slap to the driveline because everything already locked together and it is the most consistant way to let oout of the clutch pedal for bracket racing.  Hope this helps you die hard drag guys||67.25.34.150||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/002493.cgi
A||||10||vr4play||Cutting out after installing performance chip||||9||||vr4play||00001418
Z||000000||vr4play||06-05-2003||12:13 AM||vr4play@yahoo.com||I installed one of those mitsubishi specialties chips in last week and the first time I went to the track the car acted like it had a fuel cut going through the lights in fourth gear. The car has ran great for a week with the chip installed. It sat for a while last week because the next pass I broke the transmission. But now that I have another trans in there I was getting on the freeway and it did it again. I hooked up the data logger and went for a cruise. While cruising in 5th gear it did it again. The only thing I noticed when I went back through is that the injector pulse went to zero. Has anyone ever had this happen before or should I check the soldering job on the chip. I thought about installing the stock chip back in and seeing if it still happens. Kind of annoying, not mentioning that it kind of slows my times down at the track. <br /><br />Thanks,<br />Jeremy||65.24.254.99||reg||9||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||06-05-2003||12:33 AM||||I have no ideal about your problem, but I want to know what performace chip you used.<br /><br />What does it do?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||curtis||06-05-2003||08:37 AM||||I've got a 92 Galant VR4.<br />I got a phaze2 chip from a friend of mine he saw them on the net and got one for me. We soldered in the plug and put the chip in. It wouldn't start then we checked the numbers it was for a talon . We gave them a call and said they sent the wrong chip they though it would work a few weeks later they sent another one this one was for a 89-91 GVR4 the car wouldn't start but the fuel pump came on with the switch. Kinda crazy. I emailed Mitsubishi specialties and asked if I could get a phone number to talk to them about the problem and wanted one of there chips, they email back and said if I had any questions just email them and wouldn't give me a number so I desided not to give them my buisness or money. Later this summer I'm going to get a TMO chip and not try any more black market companies. You can buy a chip burner and software for under 100 dollars and blank chips for 7 dollars a piece.  I'm not going to trust any more so called computer programers with the fuel and timing tables, just to big of a pain in the ass to rebuild an engine because I'm to cheap to by a proven performance chip.||67.25.32.192||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||06-05-2003||09:34 AM||||i think you guys are nuts to put in a chip.  the only thing the tmo chip does is up or get rid of fuel cut.  it does nothing for injector cycles, or timing, why?  cause todd knew better than to mess with these maps. probably all they do is fool the barometric pressure sensor to think it is at a higher altitude, then you get more timing and a leaner mixture, and no fuel cut.  this can be deadly to our cars. if you think a chip is going to make more power in a vr4, and you dont know nothing about tuning, you are in for a surprise, or a broke motor, or both.  there is NO cheap, quick route to more power.  otherwise, we would already be there.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||06-05-2003||09:38 AM||||Well, see, thats the problem with buying the "Mitsubishi Specialties", or the "Phaze2" chip, neither of those guys know what they're selling. The "Mitsubishi Specialities" chip is a ripped off TMO, and probably isn't even intended for our GVR-4's. From his ads, it sounds like it should be a TMO3, which normally eliminates fuelcut, but your symptoms, 0 pulsewidth, sure sounds like fuelcut. Perhaps the EPROM is corrupted?<br />  The "Phaze2" chip comes off of one of those CD's you can buy, 100's of EPROM's for different cars for $XXX, which makes it SOOO easy for any bozo that wants to set up a website to get into the chip business. All he has to do is buy a burner.<br />  That particular chip is intended for a GVR-4 from a different year and market than our cars, so I doubt if it would run correctly. It was supposedly modified by some tuner shop called RPT, I believe. I bought 3 different versions for $50 at one time, just to compare the fuel and timing maps, and see how they modified other things. But, I've never had the guts to actually stick one in my ECU.<br />  Thats why I prefer to stick to the stock E943 US GVR-4 code, remove the fuelcut, raise the rev limit, add my features, and go. There's alot fewer complications that way. I actually hate to sell my chips on Ebay, because it associates me with numbnuts like these guys.||68.158.96.27||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||vr4play||06-05-2003||11:17 AM||||Keydiver, What do you charge for your chips. I only bought it for the two step lauching rev limiter and the no lift shift rev limiter. Would you be willing to take a look at my chip. The data logger says it is for a 1993 eclipse awd. I would think it would still work, just need to know why my injectors are shutting off while I'm just cruising. Could it be there is a cold solder. I will be checking for that when I get home.||65.24.254.99||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||06-05-2003||05:46 PM||||My GVR-4 chips have been, and always will be, FREE! Sure, I'll take a look at the chip, contact me directly. If it was a cold solder joint from you soldering in the socket, the whole ECU would die, and logging would just cease. I'll be able to tell you more once I compare the chip.||68.158.96.27||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||henrok||06-05-2003||06:03 PM||||there is a quick way to more power. that is light weight .  lets all get together to find or make parts to make our galants very light and we could go on to 10's without all the mods.||64.12.96.102||reg||7||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||06-06-2003||10:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> there is a quick way to more power. that is light weight .  lets all get together to find or make parts to make our galants very light and we could go on to 10's without all the mods. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Light = expensive.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||06-06-2003||11:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i think you guys are nuts to put in a chip.  the only thing the tmo chip does is up or get rid of fuel cut.  it does nothing for injector cycles, or timing, why?  cause todd knew better than to mess with these maps. probably all they do is fool the barometric pressure sensor to think it is at a higher altitude, then you get more timing and a leaner mixture, and no fuel cut.  this can be deadly to our cars. if you think a chip is going to make more power in a vr4, and you dont know nothing about tuning, you are in for a surprise, or a broke motor, or both.  there is NO cheap, quick route to more power.  otherwise, we would already be there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken, I hear what you're saying, but the stutterbox for launching is a plus, as well as the fuel cut, and the other things Jeff does: like the little gauge features, etc.  <br />Do they directly make you faster, no (other than the stutterbox should help).  But they are tools and aides to get faster I believe.  If someone doesn't know what they are doing, then removing the fuel cut is a bad thing; anytime you remove a "safety" feature it can be dangerous.  <br /><br />No way would I utilize one of these no-name people off the internet even if their chips were free.  Jeff knows what he's doing and has been a great asset to the community!||167.142.22.41||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||06-06-2003||02:30 PM||||jeff's chip is not changing any fuel/timing maps.  what it is doing is allowing better use of what is there.  these guys want more performance, more fuel/timing.  that takes a LOT of r&d.  and yeah, the BLANK chips are cheap, but what goes on(if it is any good) is a result of MANY long hours of tuning.  look at all these ninnies who want the jdm rs motor, or evo motor, cause of all the power.  not without the ecu it wont.  AND, not without the 98 octane fuel it wont.  it's really quite simple.  if there was something out there that would really work, dont you think everyone would know about it now?  AND, do these chip burners KNOW what they are doing?  i think it was autoauthority, years ago, bought a whole bunch of porsche 944 turbo motors after their chip grenaded like 30 cars.  thier chip worked really well on the n/a 944, then, when the turbo came out, OOPS.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002494.cgi
A||||5||gvr4ever||half shaft removal||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||06-05-2003||12:31 AM||||I personaly think the hardest part of the tranny drop is getting the half shafts out.<br /><br />I'm stuck on that right now.  Any tricks?  I have a wonder bar, but there isn't much to pry on.  I spray lithum greese on them every time I put them back in.  Fu&*ing bastards.<br /><br />Get these mother fu*&ing things out of my tranny.  I'm behind where I wanted to be right now.  I want the tranny out tomorrow n stuff.  I got to have it on it's way to Shephard Racing this weekend.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||06-05-2003||01:17 AM||||You can spray lithium grease all you want but that snap ring on the end of the axel is what holds it in.  And it would only be the passanger side, which you need to remove the triangle brace right below and behind the axel, 5 14mm bolts, 3 long, 2 short then with your flat bar get under the car and pry like hell.  <br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||06-05-2003||01:31 AM||||Put a big screwdriver in there and rather than pry, twist it, and it should pop out. I kicked my self in the ass for an hour after I figured out how much easier that made it.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||06-05-2003||07:22 AM||||I took a small flathead screwdriver, stuck it in from the underside, and tapped it into the gap with a hammer until I saw the axle come out a little bit. Then a gigantic flathead screwdriver to pry it the resy of the way out. <br /><br />And you're right, thats the biggest pain in the ass.||151.197.216.225||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||06-05-2003||08:02 AM||||Thanks for the tips.  I'll try them when I get home from work.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||06-05-2003||08:48 AM||||Do yourself a favor and get a prybar set from your favorite tool retailer. Screwdrivers were meant for driving screws, prybars were designed for prying. <br />Snap On makes a real nice set.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/002495.cgi
A||||12||crucible||MBC problem - a bit long||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||06-05-2003||09:56 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||I installed a TurboXS MBC and cant get less than 17 psi and I havent even gone full open since I dont want to over boost and detonate the engine.I have the MBC side nip going to turbo nip and the bottom MBC nip going to the WG which also tees off to the BCS.I had the MBC dialed out CW and got a min of 17 PSI.I disconnected the MBC to see if I had leaky hoses but got 10 PSI so it looks like the hoses are okay(All the hoses are new).I put the MBC back in and dialed in 3 turns CCW like the manual says for a 1-2 psi gain thinking that I had to dial something in to get it to work properly.No such luck.Any Ideas what the problem could be other than a possible faulty MBC?<br /><br />Thanx, Crucible||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-05-2003||04:38 PM||||The only other thing I can think of is that it is installed backwards.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||06-05-2003||05:42 PM||||You have it backwards. The nip under the knob is the one that goes to your pressure source. The other one goes to the wastegate. The air comes in, pushes on the ball and spring, wich is regulated by the knob, then flows thru and into the wastegate.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||06-05-2003||08:48 PM||||The Red line goes to the WG actuator. The Green one goes to a boost source; either the compressor nipple (If you have one) or somewhere on the intake tract (Mine is on the stock BOV flange).<br /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.gravityradio.com/S/red-green.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.gravityradio.com/S/red-green1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />That is how mine is setup and works fine.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||crucible||06-09-2003||07:32 AM||||Thanx for the info.I thought I had swapped the lines before and still got the same results but Ill try again.<br />I believe the instructions that came with it must be wrong unless Im reading it in error.Ive stared at the diagrams over and over and installed it as written but who knows.Thanx again<br /><br />Crucible #14||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||crucible||06-09-2003||11:28 AM||||Well, just swapped the lines and still getting the same thing.Im sending it back.Damn,damn,damn.<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||06-09-2003||12:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Well, just swapped the lines and still getting the same thing.Im sending it back.Damn,damn,damn.<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Before you do that, connect a line directly from the wastegate to the pressure source (i.e. - turbo outlet nipple).  See how little boost it makes then.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||RayH||06-09-2003||02:12 PM||||The stock lines have two T's hooked up so that the base of the T's are hooked together and the branches go off to the intake nipple near BOV, wastegate, turbo outlet nipple and BCS.  <br /><br />You should probably get rid of the remaining T between the MBC and wastegate and hook up the MBC directly to the wastegate; it's probably bleeding enough air that it's not allowing you to lower the boost any further.  Then block off the nipple on the air can and also make sure the other nipple near the BOV which used to hook into the T's is also blocked off.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000008||crucible||06-10-2003||07:43 AM||||Ive tried connecting lines both ways.Still wont make less than 17 even with it dialed completely out(IN=OUT).Not sure why it doesnt work.Took the fittings off to look inside and then put back on using some teflon on the threads for better seals.Like I said in the beginning, I make about 10 to 11 with the MBC out of the loop which seems normal.This is a basic Turbo XS model which doesnt use a ball and spring but uses a needle valve.I took it to work and hooked it up to a constant air source and it seemed to work fine.Anyway, its going back if and when I can get a hold of the people at DSMparts.<br />Anybody recommend another brand?<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||06-10-2003||10:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Ive tried connecting lines both ways.Still wont make less than 17 even with it dialed completely out(IN=OUT).Not sure why it doesnt work.Took the fittings off to look inside and then put back on using some teflon on the threads for better seals.Like I said in the beginning, I make about 10 to 11 with the MBC out of the loop which seems normal.This is a basic Turbo XS model which doesnt use a ball and spring but uses a needle valve.I took it to work and hooked it up to a constant air source and it seemed to work fine.Anyway, its going back if and when I can get a hold of the people at DSMparts.<br />Anybody recommend another brand?<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Talk to Nathan at TurboXS, he's a good guy and may be able to help.  <br /><br />Also, Cruce, did you ever take my advice and hook up a line directly between the wastegate and boost source?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||06-10-2003||01:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Ive tried connecting lines both ways.Still wont make less than 17 even with it dialed completely out(IN=OUT).</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In equals out?  <b>What?</b>  The tighter the spring/ball, the more boost you'll develop.  Turning the knob CLOCKWISE (right/tight/in) = more boost.  Turning the knob COUNTER-CLOCKWISE (left/loose/out) = LESS boost.<br /><br />Sure sounds to me like you're turning it the wrong way.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||RayH||06-10-2003||04:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Ive tried connecting lines both ways.Still wont make less than 17 even with it dialed completely out(IN=OUT).Not sure why it doesnt work.Took the fittings off to look inside and then put back on using some teflon on the threads for better seals.Like I said in the beginning, I make about 10 to 11 with the MBC out of the loop which seems normal.This is a basic Turbo XS model which doesnt use a ball and spring but uses a needle valve.I took it to work and hooked it up to a constant air source and it seemed to work fine.Anyway, its going back if and when I can get a hold of the people at DSMparts.<br />Anybody recommend another brand?<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If this is a needle valve controller than you probably want to hook it up on another T bleeding off to atmosphere instead of between the boost source and wastegate.  Ideally you want to route it back to the air can but the nipple is so restrictive you probably wouldn't make more than stock boost.<br /><br />boost source<br />   |<br />   +---MBC---<br />   |<br />   +---BCS---air can<br />   |<br />wastegate||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000012||crucible||06-11-2003||07:14 AM||||Ahhh.Talked to a tech at TurboXS and low and behold it was the BCS causing the problem.Dont know how it was causing infinite boost but taking the BCS out of the loop worked.<br /><br />Now on to fix my leaking rear steering lines.Ugh<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/002496.cgi
A||||1||Scott Y||How do I remove the carrier bearing housing from the driver's side axle?||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||06-05-2003||11:38 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I beat on that thing like crazy, but it does not budge. I put the splined end of the axle on the garage floor, hold the bearing housing and whack the 'arm' of the housing with a mallet. It never budges. Is there a clip behind the axle seal or something? I didn't want to remove the seals in case I tore one, but if I have to I'll remove it  <br /><br />I've been fighting with this for a while, so if anyone has any insight I'd really appreciate the help,<br /><br />Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||06-05-2003||12:05 PM||||hold the axle by the outer part, pointing up.  give the inner part a couple of good whacks right where the outer axle goes into it, and WATCH FOR TOES!  sucker should drop right quick.  took me like 2 or 3 whacks, then i had to jump out of the way.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002497.cgi
A||||10||VR4coop||Are the free logger programs website down?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||06-05-2003||12:08 PM||coop529@aol.com||i cant seem to get into the website? any one else having this trouble? and where can i dl it somewhere else||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-05-2003||04:26 PM||||Yeah, it went away.  I did a Google search on Tunerstein, the page is gone, but Google still has a cached version (http://216.239.39.100/search?q=cache:b6rMf6PqgZEJ:206.124.12.138/codsm/tunerstein/webpage/download.html+tunerstein&hl=en&ie=UTF-8).  The good news is that the files are still there.  I've reproduced the page below for the archives.<br /><br />    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />TunerStein download page<br /><br />This page includes download links and instructions for the <b>Tunerstein</b> programs and associated libraries. <br /><br />The page is divided into four sections:<br /><ul><br />  <br />[*]Palm'n'Stein<br />[*]<b>TunerStein</b> Logger<br />[*]<b>TunerStein</b> Player<br />[*]<b>TunerStein</b> libraries (required for the Logger and Player)<br /></ul><br /><br />Each section consists of a download link, and installation instructions for <br />  the component.<br /><h2>Palm'n'Stein</h2><br /><br />To install, use the Palm Desktop to install the following files from the CD-ROM <a href="http://206.124.12.138/codsm/tunerstein/webpage/download/pnstein.zip" target="_blank">downloaded zip file</a>: PNStein.prc and Reg.pdb<br /><br /> In addition, 2g owners should install the DTC library found in the file: Dtc.pdb. <br />  This requires Palm OS 3.5 or later, but NOT 5.0 or later. It also is meant for <br />  REAL Palm brand PDA's. Half ass POS clones like the Visor won't work.<br /><br />To run the logger: <br /><ul><br />  <br />[*]1) Choose Palm'n'Stein from the menu <br />  <br />[*]2) Press &quot;page up&quot;, then choose the appropriate interface. DO  NOT select test mode! "Chart Frames" will put a "box" around the graphs during logging & play back. Press "f1". <br />  <br />[*]3) Choose the items you wish to log. Log ONLY those items you really need to see. The more items you log, the less resolution in the log files. Press &quot;f1". <br />  <br />[*]4) At this point, make sure you have taken the guided tour! <br />  <br />[*]5) Connect the Palm to the logger cable/interface, and then plug the adapter into the interface under the dash. <br />  <br />[*]6) Start the car.<br />  <br />[*] 7) Press "F1". In a few seconds, logging will begin. If the Palm is not  connected properly, you will get an error message. Resolve the problem and  press "F1" again. During logging, you may press pause. No items will be written  to the log file while you are "paused", and charting will stop. To resume  logging, press "F1" again. Press "Stop" when you are done logging. You can  then save or discard the file. <br />  <br />[*]8) To play back, use the menu drop down and choose "Play back". Select a log file and press play. Choose the items to chart, use the buttons at the  bottom to play the file. If you touch a point on the chart, data value for  that point will be displayed on the right. <br />  <br />[*]9) You may delete (but not rename) log files. <br />  <br />[*]10) To transfer the file to a desktop/laptop system, you must have the <b>Tunerstein</b>  Player component installed on the p/c. <br />    <ul><br />      <br />[*]Run the Player Run Palm'n'Stein Connect the Palm to the P/C using the SERIAL sync cable. A USB Sync WILL NOT work! <br />      <br />[*]On the Palm, press F4 Select the log file to transfer On the P/C, click  the green Palm'n'Stein button and follow the instructions. <br />    </ul><br />  </li><br /></ul><br /><h2><b>TunerStein</b> Logger</h2><br /><ul><br />  <br />[*] 1) Create a directory to contain the software (you can name it as you see  fit). In Windows 2000 and later, the user must be defined as a &quot;power user&quot; for this process to work properly.<br />  <br />[*]2) Copy the files from the distribution CDROM or <a href="http://206.124.12.138/codsm/tunerstein/webpage/download/logger.zip" target="_blank">download</a> them into this directory <br />  <br />[*]3) Install the <b>Tunerstein</b> library files as documented elsewhere on this  page<br />  <br />[*]4) Locate the directory SNJ2Home that was created in step #3.<br />  <br />[*]5) Copy SNJ2TNTCLIB.DLL into the directory that CONTAINS SNJ2Home. Do NOT  copy it into the SNJ2Home directory itself!<br />  <br />[*]6) Take the guided tour, and have fun!<br /></ul><br /><h2><b>TunerStein</b> Player</h2><br /><ul><br />  <br />[*]1) Create a directory to contain the software (you can name it as you see  fit). In Windows 2000 and later, the user must be defined as a &quot;power  user&quot; for this process to work properly.<br />  <br />[*]2) Copy the files from the distribution CDROM or <a href="http://206.124.12.138/codsm/tunerstein/webpage/download/tp.zip" target="_blank">download</a> them into this directory <br />  <br />[*]3) Install the <b>Tunerstein</b> library files as documented elsewhere on this  page<br />  <br />[*]4) Locate the directory SNJ2Home that was created in step #3.<br />  <br />[*]5) Copy SNJ2TNTCLIB.DLL into the directory that CONTAINS SNJ2Home. Do NOT  copy it into the SNJ2Home directory itself!<br />  <br />[*]6) Take the guided tour, and have fun!<br /></ul><br /><h2><b>TunerStein</b> libraries</h2><br /><ul><br />  <br />[*]1) Run SNJRT30.EXE (found on the CDROM or <a href="http://206.124.12.138/codsm/tunerstein/webpage/download/snjrt30.exe" target="_blank">downloaded</a>) to install and register the support DLL's. In Windows 2000 and later, the  user must be defined as a &quot;power user&quot; for this process to work properly. <br />    <ul><br />      <br />[*]It will put some DLL files into the system directory and the register them. <br />      <br />[*]You must be logged on as adminstrator if you are running NT. <br />      <br />[*]DLL's are put under the windows/system32 directory by default. <br />      <br />[*]For Windows 95, you MUST install them into the /windows or /windows/system   not system32 directory. Under some circumstances you will get the error  "Can't open results file" at the end of program #1. <br />      <br />[*]Ignore this error. <br />    </ul><br />  </li><br />  <br />[*]2) You can delete SNJRT30.EXE after step 1 is complete <br /></ul><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't recall where the Russian logger is at -- I'll leave that up to someone else.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||06-05-2003||04:26 PM||||Are talking about Tunerstein?<br /><br /><br />*Edit* Thanks Hertz *Edit*||65.165.18.232||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||mromik||06-05-2003||05:56 PM||||Russian logger<br /><a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/</a>||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000004||VR4coop||06-06-2003||12:18 AM||||I dont understand what to do once downloaded all these things. do i have to dl the player, logger and libraries to make it work? This is my first logger and palm, im a bit confused||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000005||VR4coop||06-06-2003||12:43 AM||||ok i think i figured out the palm n stien one. I just need to kno if i use the DRB 1st Gen DSM or the OBD II multiplex engineering T16||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||06-06-2003||11:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> DRB 1st Gen DSM </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.34.6.39||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||06-06-2003||03:37 PM||||wait... you can't use it with 5.0 or later??<br /><br />than what can, the non free one (it says on their site os something (maybe 3) or later.<br /><br />just want to clear this up before i buy a pda<br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||06-06-2003||03:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> Russian logger<br /> <a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This works in PalmOS 3.0+.  And please, call it MMCd, not "Russian logger".  That's such an awkward name.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||06-06-2003||09:23 PM||||Ok I tried the Palm'nstein and it's loaded onto my Palm.  I'm at the "choose your interface" screen, I check the DRB 1st Gen and the charts frames, but then what do I do?  How do I start logging?||66.56.186.137||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||06-07-2003||10:03 AM||||Ok I figured out how to get past the "Interface screen" but I'm not getting any values.  How do I know if it is connected properly.  I just bought a cable from DSMParts.com.  How would I know if the cable was bad?  It did'nt come with a wire to run over to the fuse panel like my old Pocketlogger did.  The guy at DSMParts said it wasn't nessasary for the newer cables.||65.165.18.148||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/002498.cgi
A||||2||Vr4in'||oil pump||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||06-05-2003||03:36 PM||nohad43@aol.com||on our cars..how d you set the oil pump at proper timing.last time i did timing i put the mark up and i kept turning it until when i put the point up it will roll back to timing mark,it worked last ime but not this time.how else can  set it..i cant find that damn bolt for the balanceshaft.thanks.||24.129.160.231||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||06-05-2003||05:13 PM||||the bolt for the balance shaft is easy to find. crawl under the car and look on the back sid eof the block. you will be looking between the firewall and the axle shaft. their is a flat square area that you easily notice probalby 1 inch x 1 inch. the bolt sits right on that square area. cant miss it.||12.251.226.141||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||06-05-2003||06:51 PM||||my screw is supposed to go in 2.4" or more right?if so,mine is staying in more ten 2.4" the whole time i turn it.what can that mean?||24.129.160.231||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002499.cgi
A||||0||TinyVR4||Wheel Bearings||||1||||TinyVR4||00000831
Z||000000||TinyVR4||06-05-2003||05:39 PM||Tiny44094@yahoo.com||I think it is time for new wheel bearings.  Odd noise comming that sounds like a bearing failing...in preparation for the fix...I would appreciate any help on replacing the wheel bearings...stuff like what tools (special ones) i need if any and the best way to go about it.  Thanks!||65.43.145.42||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
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A||||0||turboflanagan||Trans part #'s||||5||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||06-05-2003||05:41 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||The trans I just got has KW5M33 and I forget the last 4 but it looks like it came from a T/E/L.  What is the "K" in front of W5M33?  I don't see it in the list on the cd manual either.||207.69.80.223||reg||5||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
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q!driftin galant!,
q!mas question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452807.0020!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!03:10 AM!,
q!2452811.0310!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!gear box problem!,
q!9!,
q!5!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452801.1749!,
q!Sleepin Giant!,
q!00001190!,
q!gvr4tel!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2452804.1457!,
q!gvr4tel!,
q!00001121!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!yet another s-afc question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2452807.0043!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!keydiver!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!01:04 AM!,
q!2452807.0104!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Manifold to turbine housing bolts!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452807.0936!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!markrieb!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!11:52 AM!,
q!2452808.1152!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!Best Ignition wires!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452807.1634!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!Minjin!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!01:46 AM!,
q!2452811.0146!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q!Air conditioning!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2452807.1719!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!kazin!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452808.2152!,
q!LastOne!,
q!00001152!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!yellow 510cc injectors ?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2452807.2017!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!07:32 PM!,
q!2452808.1932!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Do I have 390s or 450s ?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!08:50 PM!,
q!2452807.2050!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!keydiver!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!10:10 AM!,
q!2452808.1010!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!XM!,
q!cevic!,
q!Where to buy a wastegate actuator?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452807.2204!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452807.2243!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!max boost for big 16g with stock 450cc injector!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2452807.2218!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!08:07 AM!,
q!2452808.0807!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!&quot;Tein Spirit&quot;!,
q!1!,
q!29!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452807.2236!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!Kibo!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2452947.2004!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Trans part #'s!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452796.1741!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452796.1741!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!light weight galant!,
q!7!,
q!30!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2452796.1847!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!Ian M!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!02:25 AM!,
q!2453044.0225!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!The worst tranny drop ever.!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!09:30 PM!,
q!2452796.2130!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2452802.0110!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Why wont the galant start????!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2452796.2207!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2452798.1713!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Using just one radiator fan on gvr4 ???!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2452796.2257!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2452798.1928!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gboy412!,
q!Halfshaft!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-06-2003!,
q!05:58 AM!,
q!2452797.0558!,
q!gboy412!,
q!00001114!,
q!markrieb!,
q!06-06-2003!,
q!04:29 PM!,
q!2452797.1629!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!New version of MMCd available (v1.1)!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!06-06-2003!,
q!08:54 AM!,
q!2452797.0854!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2452873.1011!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Question on wheel offset/width/ and DSM hubs!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!06-06-2003!,
q!11:43 AM!,
q!2452797.1143!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!markrieb!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452925.1720!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!ACT 2600 ?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!02:34 AM!,
q!2452802.0234!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!tplesko!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452802.1422!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!vr4 ecu??!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-06-2003!,
q!12:45 PM!,
q!2452797.1245!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!keydiver!,
q!06-06-2003!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2452797.1342!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Timing!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!09:22 AM!,
q!2452802.0922!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!09:22 AM!,
q!2452802.0922!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!intercooler piping size!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-06-2003!,
q!01:26 PM!,
q!2452797.1326!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!06-06-2003!,
q!02:04 PM!,
q!2452797.1404!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!help with stereo,any audiophiles out there?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!02:33 PM!,
q!2452802.1433!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!raceman77!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2452803.0043!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keythe!,
q!1st gen elbow on a gvr4?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452802.1545!,
q!keythe!,
q!00001619!,
q!Nate!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2452802.1631!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Minjin!,
q!Need turbo advice please!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452802.2153!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1fast4door!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452823.1332!,
q!1fast4door!,
q!00001194!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!T-belt whining!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2452802.2356!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!Dan D!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2452804.1306!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!Quick head question...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452802.2358!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!12:22 AM!,
q!2452803.0022!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!GM Mass Air conversion!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2452803.0050!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!curtis!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!12:48 AM!,
q!2452805.0048!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!16g elbow!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452807.2327!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1101!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!01:52 PM!,
q!2452809.1352!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!EGT temps and tuning to max...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!01:14 AM!,
q!2452803.0114!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452803.2057!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr41662!,
q!alternater crapped out!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2452807.2332!,
q!vr41662!,
q!00000790!,
q!sleeper!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452812.1545!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!msaskin!,
q!The ultimate &quot;Understanding EGT's&quot; thread!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!09:39 AM!,
q!2452803.0939!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452804.2227!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!fitting rims/wheels for gvr4!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!03:33 PM!,
q!2452808.1533!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2452810.2309!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!1520/2000!,
q~car starts after 1.5 years sitting, runs for 4 days, now won't start?! help!~,
q!4!,
q!15!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2452808.1831!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!00000134!,
q!brian's90tsi!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452815.2205!,
q!brian's90tsi!,
q!00001795!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!need answer quick!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2452808.1948!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452809.1141!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!00001481!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!Wiseco stroker piston experience?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!09:57 AM!,
q!2452809.0957!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2452809.1651!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!will these parts fit?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452809.1324!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452809.1812!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!darrel_ll!,
q!transmission question!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452809.1432!,
q!VirtualReality4!,
q!00001744!,
q!darrel_ll!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!01:10 PM!,
q!2452812.1310!,
q!VirtualReality4!,
q!00001744!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Weird tapping noise!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452809.1821!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!agrabau!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!08:54 AM!,
q!2452838.0854!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!felpro gaskets!,
q!14!,
q!3!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2452809.2136!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!10:45 AM!,
q!2452810.1045!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Notchy transmission fix!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-06-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452797.2329!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!06-06-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452797.2329!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!AFPR ?!,
q!2!,
q!1!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!12:10 AM!,
q!2452798.0010!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!02:15 AM!,
q!2452798.0215!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!00000159!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Boost gauge!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2452798.0102!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2452798.1412!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Stroker Kit Question!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452798.1406!,
q!Josh B!,
q!00001340!,
q!Oztek!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2452800.1952!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Running again - Issue!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452798.1542!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!keydiver!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2452798.1755!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q~high idle rpm >13mph!~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2452798.1933!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2452830.1149!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbophein!,
q!Wing Question?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-08-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452799.1714!,
q!turbophein!,
q!00001655!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2452801.1738!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!k&amp;n  filter problems!,
q!11!,
q!2!,
q!06-08-2003!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2452799.1805!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!06-08-2003!,
q!08:15 PM!,
q!2452799.2015!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!ignition coil problems!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2452803.1440!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!RayH!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!04:29 PM!,
q!2452803.1629!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr41662!,
q!biss screw has fallen out!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-08-2003!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2452799.1931!,
q!vr41662!,
q!00000790!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!06-08-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452799.2056!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!msaskin!,
q!vaccum line question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452803.1843!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!Dan D!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!07:04 PM!,
q!2452803.1904!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q~New turbo time!~,
q!14!,
q!14!,
q!06-08-2003!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452799.2311!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!number3!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452802.1648!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Questions about building an engine. !,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452803.2204!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!12:24 AM!,
q!2452804.0024!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!Recall - Front Seat Belt Buckle!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452803.2340!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1101!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2452804.2019!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Guys with VPC/AFC, I need help with wiring...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!08:54 AM!,
q!2452804.0854!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!Jon!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!08:58 AM!,
q!2452804.0858!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4wsRyan!,
q!Whats a good repair manual?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2452804.1745!,
q!4wsRyan!,
q!00000908!,
q!number3!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2452804.2332!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q~HELP! Crank seal replacement.~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452804.1839!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2452805.2043!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!Jdm headlights??!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452804.2135!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2452807.0003!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!car idle in morning!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2452810.1615!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!number3!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!01:14 PM!,
q!2452811.1314!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Bushing question...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452805.0021!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Romanova!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452805.0021!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!Suspension for GVR4's-links &amp; future Koni shock/H &amp; R spring!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!12:27 PM!,
q!2452805.1227!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2452819.0052!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akgvr4!,
q~no pschhhhhhhhh!!!! turbo question~,
q!8!,
q!5!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!01:40 AM!,
q!2452811.0140!,
q!akgvr4!,
q!00000963!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!03:42 AM!,
q!2452812.0342!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!clutch engagement!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!03:09 AM!,
q!2452811.0309!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2452836.1922!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!hacked 1G mas screw to match with 510cc injector!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!04:58 AM!,
q!2452811.0458!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!06:00 AM!,
q!2452811.0600!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!GM MAF &amp; BOV?!,
q!2!,
q!2!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2452811.1605!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452811.1635!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q~wastegate setup..whats best?!?!..~,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452811.1747!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!09:34 AM!,
q!2452814.0934!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!hose line re-routing/elimination!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!06:42 AM!,
q!2452812.0642!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!bazeng!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2452814.2245!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q~Idle Surge Please read!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452812.1957!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!keydiver!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!10:39 AM!,
q!2452814.1039!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!buick!,
q!cruise control!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2452812.2010!,
q!gransport!,
q!00001769!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452930.2224!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!drivetrain oils !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-08-2003!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452799.2326!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!boostx!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2452800.1116!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!Another ECU Question.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!01:04 AM!,
q!2452800.0104!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!10:32 AM!,
q!2452802.1032!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!big 16g with 6cm turbine housing !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452800.0116!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!12:05 PM!,
q!2452801.1205!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!serial number for 2G MAF!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2452800.0120!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!Ant!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!08:17 AM!,
q!2452801.0817!,
q!Ant!,
q!00000415!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Adj cam gear help please . !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!08:01 AM!,
q!2452800.0801!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!keydiver!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!11:12 AM!,
q!2452800.1112!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!turn on idle!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452800.1033!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!05:40 PM!,
q!2452800.1740!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!turbo gasket..!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!11:52 AM!,
q!2452784.1152!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-30-2003!,
q!03:39 AM!,
q!2452790.0339!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Need to change T-belts (116000 km now)!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!06:28 PM!,
q!2452800.1828!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!Romanova!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2452800.1832!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!No Turbo????!,
q!8!,
q!14!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!02:24 PM!,
q!2452805.1424!,
q!Josh B!,
q!00001340!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!08:32 AM!,
q!2452807.0832!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Where to order parts in japan?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452800.1833!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!Romanova!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452800.1940!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q~Engine swap!!!! ~,
q!10!,
q!4!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!08:28 PM!,
q!2452805.2028!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!henrok!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452806.1220!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!run at idle fixed?!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452800.2351!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452800.2351!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!modified toys!,
q!blitz intercooler?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!11:03 PM!,
q!2452805.2303!,
q!modified toys!,
q!00001373!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452808.1131!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!driveline ? !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!01:33 PM!,
q!2452806.1333!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!number3!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2452807.2230!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q!Mofugas Crankshaft Tool?!,
q!11!,
q!5!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452806.1723!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!305VR4!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452812.0059!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!Mounting FPR on firewall!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452806.1821!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!00000530!,
q!number3!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452806.2247!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Have problems with power How to solve?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452806.1851!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2452807.0023!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Guess my fuelpump died. What to buy?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!07:09 PM!,
q!2452806.1909!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452807.2224!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Fuel Trim readings?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2452806.1948!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2452809.1051!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!Weird boosting problem!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!08:14 PM!,
q!2452806.2014!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!03:30 AM!,
q!2452811.0330!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!battery relocator?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2452800.2354!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452804.0027!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!Speed Bleeder sizes?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!01:34 AM!,
q!2452801.0134!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!00000528!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!02:43 PM!,
q!2452802.1443!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!00000528!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!weird shifter problem!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!08:12 AM!,
q!2452801.0812!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2452801.1302!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!where to buy a rear camber kit and what kind?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452801.1017!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!vr4play!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!01:04 AM!,
q!2452802.0104!,
q!vr4play!,
q!00001418!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Would these Mopar performance Injectors work???!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452801.1400!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!curtis!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452801.2139!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!car wont go into gear!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452801.1449!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452805.2158!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Stock Truck Muffler for Quiet Power?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!03:00 PM!,
q!2452801.1500!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452801.1751!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
};
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ubb/Forum2/002501.cgi
A||||30||henrok||light weight galant||||7||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-05-2003||06:47 PM||alvihen@aol.com||IVE MENTIONED THIS TOPIC OVER AND OVER AGAIN, LIGHT WEIGHT IS THE KEY TO US GALANT OWNERS. LETS ALL FIGURE OUT HOW TO MAKE OUR CARS REALLY LIGHT AND MODS WILL TAKE US INTO THE 8'S .  LOL||64.12.96.102||reg||7||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||number3||06-05-2003||07:01 PM||||Light weight GVR4 = T/E/L.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Oztek||06-05-2003||07:04 PM||||Well, how about a plasma cutter and a blow torch?  I bet we could really lighten up the car with those.||68.21.39.163||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||06-05-2003||07:07 PM||||i think it was sport compact car did an article on a nissan sentra a while back where they removed like 900 lbs.  it was quite informative.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||number3||06-05-2003||07:09 PM||||Ken,<br /><br />I loved that article. Basically a seat, 4 spares and an engine.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||06-05-2003||09:07 PM||||About that nissan..they lightened it from like 4k lbs. to like 3k lbs.it ran 17.3 bone stock,and when they removed the thousand lbs. he was running mid 13's.an it was a four door.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||06-05-2003||09:11 PM||||Here is my GVR4 weightloss page. I still haven't got to a scale but i've got 170 lbs out already and a bunch more is coming out soon when I do the bumpers and get PREEVOs vented CF hood.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/weightloss.html" target="_blank">http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/weightloss.html</a>||12.203.230.54||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||04DrBlur||06-05-2003||09:29 PM||||" "Relocated" emissions equipment<br />-Brackets, purge, hoses - 6 lbs "<br />   <br /><br />   That made me laugh so hard.  All I could think about is relocated to where?  hmmmmmm  And just by moving it we gained 6 lbs huh I want to rearange mine if it is goin to save some weight.||68.76.182.185||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||06-05-2003||09:32 PM||||You should definitely relocate yours  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  It's easy and simplifies things significantly. I believe mine were relocated to the area near the circular file...do you know where that is on the car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.203.230.54||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||raceman77||06-05-2003||10:53 PM||||one of the things l like about the Gvr4 is that it`s fully loaded with all kinds of cool features and creature comforts,and it`s fast out of the box.Easy to make it very fast..l see people totally stripping the car to improve the acceleration when it would be so much easier to buy a cheepo Galant stripper and add the powertrain.l did start modding my car the day l bought it though and removed all the emissions/vacuum lines and it`ll never be finished but l`ll buy another one before turn it into something it`s not.l`ll see you at the finish line(l`ll have my A/C on)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000010||369of1000||06-06-2003||02:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> one of the things l like about the Gvr4 is that it`s fully loaded with all kinds of cool features and creature comforts,and it`s fast out of the box.Easy to make it very fast..l see people totally stripping the car to improve the acceleration when it would be so much easier to buy a cheepo Galant stripper and add the powertrain.l did start modding my car the day l bought it though and removed all the emissions/vacuum lines and it`ll never be finished but l`ll buy another one before turn it into something it`s not.l`ll see you at the finish line(l`ll have my A/C on)    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree 100%||24.127.112.179||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000011||curtis||06-06-2003||08:40 AM||||Dead weight is good , install of aluminum bumpers , brackets etc but rotating weight is better(wheels, tires, driveshafts, flywheel, crank pulley). If you remove 100 pounds of dead weight its worth a tenth in the 1/4 mile but if you remove ten pounds of rotating weight its worth the same. Adding sructural weight is sometime better though for strater lanches and harder hook up, (cage and sub frame connectors).||67.25.33.246||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||Jon||06-06-2003||12:35 PM||||AC<br />bumpers<br />ABS<br />emissions crap<br />spare <br />jack<br />stereo<br /><br />The car will be under 3100 even if it still has a sunroof.<br /><br />Get a car without a sunroof and remove the door beams from the back doors.  Plus remove the extra seats belts in the back.  That will probably get the car below 3000 lbs.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||06-06-2003||05:21 PM||||No body ever thinks I'm serious, but I'm <i>telling you</i> fill your tires with Helium.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||Kibo||06-09-2003||05:53 PM||||How many of you have weighed your car?  My first time at the track, my car weighed 3320 with me in it (I'm only ~145lbs.)--spare, jack, tools, personal tool chest, box o' parts, and bag o' work stuff still in car.  No sunroof and the gas tank was empty, but doesn't that seem pretty light for a stock GVR4?<br /><br />It seems to have gotten heavier since then...either that, or the track's scale isn't very repeatable.  It's Bandimere Speedway (home of the Mile High Nationals), though...||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000015||Kibo||06-13-2003||05:30 AM||||Sheesh...just call me the "thread-killer"!  Every time I post in a thread, it drops off the face of the planet...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||06-13-2003||10:07 AM||||I think the "stock weight" is supposed to be full tank with passenger.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||Nate||06-13-2003||10:48 AM||||The maroon car weighs 3230 with me in it.  <br /><br />I've removed the AC, power steering, cruise control, the front bumper is hacked to fit around the FMIC, the rear bumper is a custom aluminum piece, and I'm usually using TE37s on it.  It still has all of the door beams in it, along with the 6 point chromoly cage.  <br /><br />I weigh about 160, so the car is still 3070 without me, and it's usually weighed at Etown or Maple Grove with about 5 gallons of C16 in it.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000018||GVR1643||06-13-2003||11:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong> How many of you have weighed your car?  My first time at the track, my car weighed 3320 with me in it (I'm only ~145lbs.)--spare, jack, tools, personal tool chest, box o' parts, and bag o' work stuff still in car.  No sunroof and the gas tank was empty, but doesn't that seem pretty light for a stock GVR4?<br /><br />It seems to have gotten heavier since then...either that, or the track's scale isn't very repeatable.  It's Bandimere Speedway (home of the Mile High Nationals), though... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've weighed all of mine and listed it at least 5 times on here...<br /><br />GVR4's were 3270 w/o me in there, but with maybe a 1/2 tank of gas (no weight reduction)<br />90 AWD Talon was 3250 w/o me and don't remember how much fuel (also no weight reduction).<br /><br />I'm still puzzled when people say the TEL's are lighter than the GVR4.  The AWD seems to be the same.  I used the same scales each time.<br /><br />As far as weight reduction: don't forget those heavy ass tow hooks in the rear that come off easily.  I don't want to give up any of the creature comforts and like the stock look, so mine will stay "heavy".||167.142.22.197||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000019||Numberless||06-13-2003||01:19 PM||||Switch to wilwood brakes...when the box came in the mail with the kit for my eclipse, I couldn't believe there could possibly be brakes in it, it was so light.<br /><br />Get some rotas (or volks if you wanna hang with nate   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  ).  Get some track tires or at least lightweight street tires.  Tire weight fluctuates a lot between manufacturers and brands...Pirelli seems to be light, Bridgestone is one of the heaviest.  Racing tires generally have fiberglass or other non-steel belts instead of typical steel belted radials, so they weigh in quite a bit less too.<br /><br />For example:  <br />Pirelli P6000 215/55/16  21lbs.<br />Bridgestone S-03 215/55/16 25lbs.<br />Hoosier race tire 215/55/16 18lbs.<br /><br />In this case if you were to go from the bridgestone to the hoosier, you'd save 7 lbs per wheel of rotating mass.  Granted, you're not going to drive around on the street with race tires unless you want to buy new ones every couple months.<br /><br />It's important to remember this because a lot of people go nuts to get some wheels that are very light, then put a heavy tire on them and come out even.  <br />Tire rack can give you tire weights on every tire.<br /><br />An alternative to the CF hood that some people have done is to simply cut out all of the bracing on the underside of the hood, then using hoodpins to help hold your newly-weakend hood down.  <br />Not endorsing it, just mentioning that people have done it successfully.||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000020||bob in chicago||06-13-2003||03:01 PM||||I'll be posting a photo of my TCE/Wilwood track brakes in the next couple of weeks.  <br /><br />I agree, boy do they have lightness. For info see<br /> <a href="http://www.tceperformanceproducts.com/brakeMIT.html" target="_blank">http://www.tceperformanceproducts.com/brakeMIT.html</a>||24.148.88.90||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000021||1quickvr4||06-13-2003||04:04 PM||||Mine should be pretty lite when I get it done.<br />Heres what I have done<br />Relocated legal stuff<br />No AC<br />No PS<br />Non power antenna<br />all under carpet and trunk tar removed(What a pita)<br />No cruise<br />No winsheild washer<br />no radio<br />no spoiler<br />no 4ws(4 bolt)<br />trunk carpet<br />rear seatbelts<br />89 dash conversion<br />JDM headlights,All plastic and lighter<br /><br />Heres whats left<br />CF race hood<br />CF trunk or remove supports from mine<br />remove ABS<br />rear door bars<br />remove ABS<br />2 Sparco sprints<br />2 racing harness<br />Light wheels<br />Rear bumper support or JDM rear<br /><br />Im hoping for 2800 or less with out me and that seems doable, maybe lighter. The cars still gonna have carpet,door panels and rear seats||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000022||number3||06-13-2003||05:12 PM||||I just had my car weighed and corner weighed.<br /><br />number3 weighs 3278 lbs.<br /><br />945 LF   915 RF<br /><br />721 LR   697 RR<br /><br />No gas to speak of in the tank w/o driver.<br /><br />I still have rear bumper, AC and power steering.<br />Battery in the rear of the car. No power seat belts. Stock seats. Wheels and tires are roughly the same as stock (with in a few pounds)<br /><br />Cage, FMIC, turbo, and WG are the major weight add ons that I can think of.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000023||henrok||06-13-2003||06:20 PM||||hey number three, maybe u should move the trunk battery to the right to sort of equalize the weight.  your car seems to be heavier on the driver side (without u in it).||205.188.208.166||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000024||number3||06-13-2003||08:56 PM||||It is under the floor just right of center.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000025||VR4orce CJ||02-07-2004||11:04 AM||||TCE Wilwood 6 piston, 13" Brakes on the race car.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2765" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2765&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.48.117.69||reg||1||VR4orce CJ||00002726||yes
Z||000026||bob in chicago||02-07-2004||12:13 PM||||From Number3's corner weights, it seems that right-hand drive would make for a better handling car.||24.136.3.207||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000027||turboflanagan||02-07-2004||01:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> From Number3's corner weights, it seems that right-hand drive would make for a better handling car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha!  Not with Me driving!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.63.213.154||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000028||VR4orce CJ||02-07-2004||07:32 PM||||This past Oct I had my car corner weighed and came up with the following:<br /><br />538 weighs 3040 lbs. (10lbs lighter than SCCA legal, guess I'll have to add some ballast)<br /><br />924 LF 929 RF<br /><br />780 LR 607 RR<br /><br />This was with me in the driver seat and a full tank of 112  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   So total weight with me (200lbs) was 3240.<br /><br />Since the cross weight was off (right cross 52.8, left cross 47.4) I adjusted the coilovers a few turns and ended up with a perfect cross.<br /><br />I still have the bumpers, ABS and power steering, but nearly everything else is stripped.<br /><br />The 8 Point cage with additional cross bracing weighs a lot.||68.48.117.69||reg||6||VR4orce CJ||00002726||yes
Z||000029||BlackHole||02-07-2004||10:25 PM||||Harry had:  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">number3 weighs 3278 lbs.<br />945 LF 915 RF<br />721 LR 697 RR<br />No gas to speak of in the tank w/o driver.<br />I still have rear bumper, AC and power steering.<br />Battery in the rear of the car. No power seat belts. Stock seats. Wheels and tires are roughly the same as stock (with in a few pounds)<br />Cage, FMIC, turbo, and WG are the major weight add ons that I can think of.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just for perspective, my mostly stock Talon AWD corner weights w/ no weight reduction, 3/4 tank gas and no driver weighed in at 3142lb:<br />978 LF 916 RF<br />625 LR 623 RR<br /><br />So there's 136# difference not counting the substantial fuel load the Talon was carrying or Harry's weight adders. That jibes pretty well with the factory manuals which spec the GVR4 @ 3296# curb and the Talon AWD @ 3097# curb, a difference of 199#. Sounds about right to me.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000030||Ian M||02-08-2004||02:25 AM||||My car (everything is intact,and has sunroof) weighed 3335lbs without me,and 3550 with me in it.<br /><br />The first thing the guy running the scale said was "Holy shit,do you have a big toolbox in the trunk or something?" Years back,the guys there got a kick out of my VW when I weighed it too,it came in at 1640lbs without me.   <br /><br />Our cars are actually  <i>heavier</i> than your average Nova,Camaro,Mustang,ect. I like to remind my v8 freinds of that.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />A freind of mine weighs almost 370lbs (He's 6'8),his 11 sec Galant was 3690 with him in it...Talk about a tranny breaker. <br /> <br /><br />They were weighed at our local track,Mason Dixon Dragway. However,I dont know how close scales are calibrated from track to track,or even the same scale from one time to the next.||129.71.115.24||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/002502.cgi
A||||13||gvr4ever||The worst tranny drop ever.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||06-05-2003||09:30 PM||||This is the 3rd tranny drop for my car and it gets harder every time.<br /><br />I've been in the same spot for two+ hours now.  I left work, stopped and got some pry bars(thanks for the tip).  Went home, got the pass side drive shaft out in like 5 minuets.  Ah haa, things are moving along.  maybe I'll be done in a few hours.  Ya right.<br /><br />Driver side of the car.  Take hub off shock.  This is a job that has always been easy.  Something happend to the driver side of the car.  It took about 45min just to get the tie end off with a fork.  The bottom bolt that holds the hub to the shock is frozen.  When I say frozen, I mean FROZEN.  The nut is off, that was easy, but the bolt will not move.  I can't even turn the other end.  I broke a craftsman 17mm socket just tring to get the thing to turn!!!!  I've saturated the floor with BP blaster, and I've rounded off the  top of the taperd bolt with a hammer.  WTF gives?  God does not want to me take my tranny out.<br /><br />Well, I just had to rant.  Hopefully with a beer and being away from the car for awhile will help. Ya right.<br /><br />I'm one drive shaft and tranny bolts from getting this bitch down, and it isn't happening.  This sucks.  It has to be out tonight or like I'm going to skip work Friday to get it out.  F*&K!||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||06-05-2003||10:44 PM||||Would some heat work? Break out the port-a-torch and heat it up a bit... not too much though... don't want to melt it or anything around it...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||06-05-2003||10:55 PM||||Ya, I know I need heat.  I'm stuck without a car.  My wife is going to grab something on the way home from work.<br /><br />What really sucks is I broke my deep socket because I couldn't find my regular one.  <br /><br />I know I have it, I could not have gotton this far without it.  I havn't seen it once today.<br /><br />I'm done for the night.  I'm so pissed, I've had at least 4 beers and hardly feel a buzz.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||06-05-2003||11:46 PM||||Oh yeah,with that craftsman..mail it to them their tools have lifetime warranty.so mail it back and get a new one buddy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||06-05-2003||11:55 PM||||just go to sears with the broken socket and theyll give you a new one right there.||65.227.204.158||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||06-05-2003||11:57 PM||||use a jack under the ball-joint area of the control arm to raise and lower the hub. start from all the way down.  take a swing with a hammer onto the end of the bolt.  jack it up a little, another swing,  jack it up a l...and so on.  It'll bust loose as soon as you get to the point where you've taken all thrust load off.  use a small, but metal hammer.  none of this rubber mallet shit.<br /><br />please excuse my typing, I now have stitches and a splint on my index finger (f#@king car).||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000006||Invader||06-06-2003||12:04 AM||||Want another fun method?  Learned this from a friend of mine...  You can pull the front bolt on the lower control arm.  If you pull the bolt out, you can swing the lower control arm out and toward the rear of the car and pull the axle out of the tranny (assuming the half-shaft is unbolted).<br /><br />You can do both sides that way...  And you don't need a jack to help lift the hub (since the hub pivots on the rear mount of the lower control arm)...saves some time if you are trying to do a tranny swap quickly.||169.139.115.108||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||06-06-2003||12:46 AM||||I don't take the driver side hub off. It's a little harder to put the tranny back in, but saves a lot of time.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.185.37||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||06-06-2003||08:51 AM||||Meshwork and I just pulled my trans this week.  We didn't remove hubs on either side.  We undid the axle bolt and clevis bolts, and was able to slip the axle out of the hub without too much effort.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||06-06-2003||09:12 AM||||dont take the bolts out of your struts anyway.<br />take off the ball joint and the tie rod end.<br />this way you wont lose your alignment.<br />it will then move enough to get the axle out.<br />and like someone else said, you dont even have to take the axle out of the driver side.. just yank it out with the transmission.||138.89.76.27||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||06-06-2003||10:16 AM||||VICTORY IS MINE!!!!<br /><br />Never ever start a big project without heat.  Bitch came off in no time with a nice torch to it's ass.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||06-06-2003||10:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> dont take the bolts out of your struts anyway.<br />take off the ball joint and the tie rod end.<br />this way you wont lose your alignment.<br />it will then move enough to get the axle out.<br />and like someone else said, you dont even have to take the axle out of the driver side.. just yank it out with the transmission. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm replacing my tie ends anyway, so alingment isn't a problem.<br /><br />I need to go buy a lottory ticket.  I wish I could replace everything with whitline shiz while I'm in there.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||06-06-2003||04:01 PM||||Well it's out.  In the trunk of a rental car and ready to leave town.<br /><br />I can't wait till I get to put it back in.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||16GVR4||06-11-2003||01:10 AM||||Just curious.. are you rebuilding your tranny, or are you buying another used/new tranny ?||64.166.22.160||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
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A||||3||Vr4in'||Why wont the galant start????||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||06-05-2003||10:07 PM||nohad43@aol.com||My clutch went out,but the galnt wouldnt start after that.so i took off the tb cover and it just killed me.i thought i roasted my valves again,i had just did them last wednesday.anyways my belt ..about 3 inches the damn belt was like split in two halve....i was like holy shi*.So i changed it.reset the timing because it jumped from where the crankshaft sprocket was.but thanks god the cam part where it went around the cam gears stayed around them.the valves are still good.but anyways i set the timing and it is doing what i was doing before.id turn it and pop...backfire..and it would just sit there and turn without starting backfiring every once in a while.What could that be?can my ecu be damaged or anything i should take a look at?i dont think my oil pump sprocket is alligned right because,on vfaq it says "if the screwdriver goes throught the plug hole 2.4" or more it is at the right spot..but on my lucky ass car its always going in all the way all the time.so i just threw it on.can that be the reason it isnt starting?its also making a ticking noise while im turning it..im not sure from where though.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  .any kind of help would be appreciated thatnks a lot.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-06-2003||05:30 PM||||How's your battery?<br /><br />Oh, and ticking?  Could be the fuel pump relay going on and off?  You have replaced the capacitors in the ECU, right?  Does the fuel pump run when you energize the relay?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||06-07-2003||02:20 PM||||The ticking isnt the fuel pump relay.Its coming i think from the silent shaft or oil pump whatever because i dont think it is set up right.I havent changed my ecu caps.i dont really know what those are.And the fuel pump is pumping gas because you can smell it good.Do you think its the ecu?i set the timing and its still doing what it was doing.On our motors if the timing isnt right,the motor wont turn all the way when your doing it by hand right?And i had my dp dropped..so i put my hand on the dp while it was turning..it will backfire a little bit then it will blow out air..then like suck it back and its burns my hand.what can that be guys.help would be appreciated.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||06-07-2003||05:13 PM||||I would throw a compression gauge on that thing, pronto.  I've been present for mis-timed motors being started, and the valves can make a nice ticking sound when they hit the pistons repeatedly.  The T-belt belt should never slip on the crank sprocket, unless you left the tensioner de-tensioned.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002504.cgi
A||||9||blacksheep||Using just one radiator fan on gvr4 ???||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-05-2003||10:57 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||When I bought blacksheep from Mike Miller, it had AC, but ran only 1 fan.  Mike said it didnt heat up and ran fine. This makes me think our stock fans must flow some cfms !?! Anyone have a rough idea of what they are. <br /><br />I find spal 1250cfm and 1710cfm fans. The price difference is about 40 bux. I figure the spal 1250cfm one will do, but I am not sure...<br /><br />OR<br /><br />Can I buy 1 1710 cfm fan and just run it all the time? <br /><br />Sorry for the stupid questions!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||06-06-2003||12:01 AM||||i think you would be ok with the 1250cfm. 1250cfm is a big movement of air.||65.227.204.158||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||06-06-2003||12:03 AM||||i just put on a new radiator, and put 2 hayden puller fans, a 12" 1100cfm right in front of the turbo, and a 14" 1450cfm.  both are wired into the stock fan controls, and the car runs the same if not cooler, even with the a/c on here in the texas heat.  for more than 2 years, i had a 12" and a 10", no problems, 100+deg heat.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||06-06-2003||06:46 AM||||I think the spal fans are kind of expensive. The Perma Cool fans flow more and aer way cheaper. Just my opinion.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||raceman77||06-06-2003||08:52 AM||||give it a try,whatever works.The factory does tend to over engineer some things to have safe operation in "worst case scenario" situations.lf the car gets a little too hot for you,add another fan.Both mine run all the time,the car was like that when l bought it.l intend to fix that before winter though.||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000005||Jon||06-06-2003||12:32 PM||||The second fan is for AC only.  It doesn't kick on if the car is overheating.  So really, one fan is needed in the car to keep it from overheating.  <br /><br />If you want cold AC, then you need that second fan for long stops at traffic lights.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||06-07-2003||12:07 PM||||the '90 and '91 mk3 supra's have two smaller fans about 6 inches in size that are stock on there. so if you want cheap look for those.  Im thinking about doing this too.  <br />DongeR||67.127.59.198||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000007||199of2k||06-07-2003||12:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> The second fan is for AC only.  It doesn't kick on if the car is overheating.  So really, one fan is needed in the car to keep it from overheating.  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No AC= No second fan right?<br /><br />wonder how much weight savings....||68.9.135.193||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000008||number3||06-07-2003||02:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 199of2k:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> The second fan is for AC only.  It doesn't kick on if the car is overheating.  So really, one fan is needed in the car to keep it from overheating.  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No AC= No second fan right?<br /><br />wonder how much weight savings.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Correct.<br /><br />The fans isn't very heavy (4.5lbs) but any weight taken off the front of the car (foward of the front wheels) is a big help.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||06-07-2003||07:28 PM||||Hmm..I may just do 2 pushers, although pullers are better. Depends, I wanna see what clearance issues I will have with the big 16G...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002505.cgi
A||||1||gboy412||Halfshaft||||1||||gboy412||00001114
Z||000000||gboy412||06-06-2003||05:58 AM||blower442@aol.com||I was wanting to know if there are any companies that make lighter and stronger Halfshafts||64.12.96.102||reg||1||gboy412||00001114||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||06-06-2003||04:29 PM||||These guys make much stronger, lighter and expesive drive shafts, they might be able to make the half-shafts.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.acpt.com/" target="_blank">http://www.acpt.com/</a><br /><br />I would also try:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.prodriveusa.com/products.html" target="_blank">http://www.prodriveusa.com/products.html</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.nitrodriveline.com" target="_blank">http://www.nitrodriveline.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.driveshaftshop.com/MITSU.ivnu" target="_blank">http://www.driveshaftshop.com/MITSU.ivnu</a><br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.228.42||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/002506.cgi
A||||21||spoulson||New version of MMCd available (v1.1)||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||06-06-2003||08:54 AM||spoulson@rcn.com||FYI, the MMCd palm datalogger has been upgraded some.<br /> <a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/</a>||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||supasigma||06-21-2003||01:30 PM||||im interested in the program...how do i downoad and get it running..which palm models can it be used on?m130 series?palm zire? zire 71?thanks for any help that u can offer..i owned a jdm eci multi 4g63t that has been converted to rwd in a 19777 galant.||210.195.228.103||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000002||darrel_ll||06-21-2003||01:52 PM||||supa^^, i think you OWN a JDM bla bla bla...1977 galant/sigma, no offense dude, just pulling your legs, or wheels, lets go grab a drink and some grub  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||210.195.228.120||reg||1||VirtualReality4||00001744||yes
Z||000003||Ash||06-22-2003||04:58 AM||||There isn't a windows version of this program at all is there?  I may be getting a laptop through work but I'm too broke to afford either a palm or to buy a datalogger||203.220.202.135||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||06-22-2003||12:23 PM||||There was some speculation that it would run on a laptop with Palm emulator software.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||BossGVR4||06-22-2003||06:19 PM||||Where do you get the cable to hook into the Palm ?||68.98.172.108||reg||1||BossGVR4||00000008||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||06-23-2003||12:44 AM||||MMCd works well on PalmOS 3.5 or newer.  I don't know how it works on PalmOS 5.0, but I don't see why it wouldn't.  I have a Palm IIIc (color) and VIIx (mono) and they both work perfect.  I've heard of very minor problems with Sony Clie but they've been fixed.  I don't know how a Handspring Visor runs, so you'd have to ask around.  I also don't know about newer models.  If you ask, Dmitry might be able to publish a list of known working Palm models on his web site.<br /><br />And yes, 1977... forget it.  Cars weren't even fuel injected, let alone computer diagnostic capability.  Nice try.  I believe the year range is 89-94 Mitsu's, possibly older depending on car model.<br /><br />You can use the web site to build your own, or I've seen cables for sale on <a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com" target="_blank">www.pocketlogger.com</a> and somewhere else I've seen it around.  You could also have your ECU modified by keydiver, if you ask him nicely, to put a serial port on it, so the hotsync cable plugs right in.<br /><br />There is no windows software yet, but I'm currently halfway through developing a Palm conduit to download logs to Excel format.  If there's any interest in it, I'll keep everyone posted.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||06-23-2003||12:48 AM||||"Cars weren't even fuel injected"<br /><br />Ah, but BMW's were.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000008||#1459 VR-4||06-23-2003||12:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> "Cars weren't even fuel injected"<br /><br />Ah, but BMW's were.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">'74 2002 tii?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000009||Ash||06-23-2003||06:28 AM||||The guy with the 1977 model Galant has fitted a JDM VR4 motor & possibly the loom & ECU as well to the old RWD car so in theory if it runs for a JDM car it should for his, "IF" he has the whole shebang transferred over.||203.220.202.57||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000010||gvr4tunr||06-23-2003||09:33 AM||||is there a resource other than the link above for determining the acronyms of the ecu parameters in MMCd? there are some that are obvious, but others i've yet to figure out.||172.200.210.21||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||06-23-2003||10:08 AM||||Ask us, we'll tell you.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||06-23-2003||10:12 AM||||Have you read this:<br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/</a><br />and this:<br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/Tuning-Tips.htm" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/Tuning-Tips.htm</a><br />Alot of the values read by the logger are discussed there. Any that aren't, just post them here and we'll see if we can figure them out.||67.34.213.83||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||supasigma||06-25-2003||01:31 PM||||yes....everything from the head ligths sockt to the overflow tank was transplanted over...the dashcluster went over as well.||210.195.228.3||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000014||crucible||06-27-2003||09:41 AM||||Whats the meanings of O2F and O2R?<br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||06-27-2003||10:19 AM||||Well, thats a different one! I'm not sure where you found that, but it sounds to me like its a parameter for the 3000GT's or 2g cars, the front and rear O2 sensors.<br />Thats my guess....||68.155.181.97||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||spoulson||06-27-2003||04:17 PM||||Yes, it's a new feature Dmitry added by request of 3si guys.  Read about the development <a href="http://www.3si.org/portal/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=150998&highlight=Datalogging+Freeware" target="_blank">here</a>.<br /><br />Yes, it's front and rear for the transverse mount V6.  For us, O2F is only important.  I'm not sure what O2R will give us, but it's not the after-cat O2.<br /><br />MMCd is now currently up to 1.3d due to changes like this.  If you use it, get the latest.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000017||gvr4tunr||06-28-2003||12:21 AM||||if you click MMCd while in the program and then click options and the "i", you can read what each parameter means.||64.222.102.83||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000018||crucible||06-29-2003||07:00 AM||||Okay, so O2F is for front sensor.How come O2R is the one that works on my m130? O2F just sits and reads 3V<br /><br /><br />cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000019||VR4coop||08-21-2003||12:16 AM||||how the hell do u dl mmcd||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000020||slvrblt||08-21-2003||04:33 AM||||Via the download link, of course.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/files/mmcd-1.4c.zip" target="_blank">http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/files/mmcd-1.4c.zip</a><br /><br /><br />It says "MMCd binary v1.4c"<br /><br />Just giving you shit man. lol||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000021||VR4coop||08-21-2003||10:11 AM||||thanx man, idk i must be stupid or something||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum2/002507.cgi
A||||16||meshwork||Question on wheel offset/width/ and DSM hubs||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||06-06-2003||11:43 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Ok, I have come to the conclusion that instead of selling the brand new AEM big brake kit I got for my scrapped Talon project, I am going to swap over the hubs (eventually), and put all the brakes on the Galant. <br /><br />A few questions first though...<br /><br />-I can swap over the hubs and keep the GVR4 calipers, right? In this case I'd have to use GVR4 brake pads (since DSMs are different). <br /><br />-If a hub fell apart (it got towed without front axles in it and the hub fell apart) I can have it put back together with new bearings and it'd be fine, right? <br /><br />-This is the most important question...I am looking at 17" 5Zigen wheels and they have two models available in a 17"*9" wheel. One is Offset +15+38, 114.3, the other is +48 and 114.3. I know nothing about wheel offsets or tire sizes...but would one of these work with the Galant? And if they would, what size tire would you recommend? <br /><br />Thanks for the help!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||06-06-2003||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> A few questions first though...<br /><br />-I can swap over the hubs and keep the GVR4 calipers, right? In this case I'd have to use GVR4 brake pads (since DSMs are different). <br /><br />-If a hub fell apart (it got towed without front axles in it and the hub fell apart) I can have it put back together with new bearings and it'd be fine, right? <br /><br />Thanks for the help!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes you can use the Galant calipers.  They are the same as the big brakes used on the 93-94 AWD TELs, thus the pads are the same also.<br /><br />The hub is probably fine. Check it for any damage, especially on the stub that presses into the bearings.  Reassemble with new bearings and seals, make sure you have the bearing retainer clip.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||06-06-2003||01:42 PM||||Great, thanks for the info on that. What do you think about the wheel offset and size?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||Sam Sayes||06-06-2003||01:52 PM||||Ryan,<br /><br />The AEM swap is 100% possible on your Galant and I agree with Iceman regarding the hubs,<br />now here is the thing, you can get the hats drilled on the AEM rotor to fit the stock GAlant hub which i think is easier than doing a 5lug conversion(unless you really want to)<br />I ahve the AEM 2G big brake kit on mine and it stops great, now i have some pretty stiff ass suspension and the car dipped forward really hard after applying the brakes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Good luck<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000004||Sam Sayes||06-06-2003||01:57 PM||||<a href="http://www.26liter.us/DUgallery/cat.asp?iCat=64" target="_blank">http://www.26liter.us/DUgallery/cat.asp?iCat=64</a><br /><br /><br />Ryan, go here and click on picture # 8<br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||06-06-2003||02:14 PM||||HOLY CRAP! THATS KILLER!!! <br /><br />What about the ABS, is that still operational? I had to drill two holes in it to get it to clear those bolt heads that hold the ABS ring on to fit on the Talon. <br /><br />So all I need to do is get those holes redrilled...any tips on getting that done? <br /><br />And if I keep it 4-lug, what 17" wheels do they make that are 8"-9" wide?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||Sam Sayes||06-06-2003||02:32 PM||||Ryan,<br /><br />I had my AEMS drilled at Road Race engineering,<br />the kit bolted in perfect and since I had the RRE brake lines, you have to fabricate a bracket to extend the line forward a little,<br />Its a great kit for the money and our 2 POT calipers work fine and stops great, the ABS was fine as well, you have to either trim the dust shiled or remove it, i removed mine. I also run the EBC Greenstuff pads up front<br />If you need more help ring me up<br />sgsayes@progressivenursing.com<br /><br />Sam  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||06-06-2003||02:44 PM||||Quick question on this topic.  I have a set of RRE front 2G SS brake lines.  Do those fit the stock GVR4 brakes?||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||Sam Sayes||06-06-2003||02:46 PM||||Where the line fits into the caliper, i believe it will fit, now as far as the length between the a GVR-4 line and a 2G line, i'm not 100% sure there Shawn<br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000009||silly4turbo||06-06-2003||04:47 PM||||is that aem set up just the front's or all 4 corners ?  what did the kit include ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000010||meshwork||06-06-2003||04:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> is that aem set up just the front's or all 4 corners ?  what did the kit include ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its just the front rotors, and all it included was a braket to relocate the caliper and assortded harware (bolts and washers).||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000011||markrieb||06-07-2003||01:01 AM||||Take a look at the tire and wheel chart I put together some time ago.  The chart is posted at either of the GVR-4 yahoogroups lists under the files sections.<br /><br />A 17x9 is a big rim.  I have record of a couple of 1g Talons/Eclipses running a 17x9 with 25mm of offset and fitting either a 245/45/17 or a 255/40/17.  If it fits a Talon/Eclipse it *should* fit a GVR-4.<br /><br />38 and 48 mm of offset is too much, and 15 may be too little.  The 15mm offset would probably fit, but stick out of the fenderwells a bit.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.228.42||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000012||meshwork||06-07-2003||06:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> <br /><br />38 and 48 mm of offset is too much, and 15 may be too little.  The 15mm offset would probably fit, but stick out of the fenderwells a bit.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mark, how far would it stick out with a 15mm? I guess you mean that the 38 and 48 would probably rub something in the wheel well, right? Would wheel spacers work?<br /><br />PS, I'm not going to go ghetto, I just need to see what I want to point my attention towards.||141.151.73.93||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000013||markrieb||06-07-2003||07:07 PM||||Spacers give you less offset rather than more.<br /><br />You could use the 38mm offset wheels with a 10 or 15mm spacer.  I kind of hate to use spacers as too many of them are poorly made.  H&R makes some nice spacers.<br /><br />The large offset wheels would rub on the front spring/strut and probably the rear lower trailing arm.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.228.42||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||06-09-2003||12:15 AM||||<a href="http://www.tirerack.com/wheels/tech/offset.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tirerack.com/wheels/tech/offset.htm</a>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||1420mark||10-11-2003||01:30 PM||||what is the impact for street use - and a little auto-X  for a 17  , 7   with 40mm offset?  Is this considered to be Or found to be enough to torque on bearings so much it is NOT a wise choice ?  what are the limits -  how far from 46mm prescribed setting can one go ?||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000016||markrieb||10-12-2003||05:20 PM||||Ideally you'd like to keep the centerline of the new tire/wheel combination the same as stock.<br /><br />The only people I know of that has problems with wheel bearings are the 2g T/E/L.  They are pretty much annual maintenance items if you drive the car hard, even with stock wheels/offset.<br /><br />7", 40mm offset should not prove to cause problems, but remember that these cars are at least 12 years old.  I'd just check the wheel bearings every year, or before each race.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/002508.cgi
A||||1||chhuong||vr4 ecu??||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||06-06-2003||12:45 PM||sirrealracer@attbi.com||What ecu's are compatible with our cars??  IF any??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||06-06-2003||01:42 PM||||Pretty much any '91-'94 Turbo DSM:<br /><a href="http://www.tmo.com/prod/eprom/faqs.shtml#compatibility" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/prod/eprom/faqs.shtml#compatibility</a>||67.35.26.72||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002509.cgi
A||||3||91 #680||intercooler piping size||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||06-06-2003||01:26 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||what size piping are you guys running with your 14b's.  I dont plan to modify my car heavily....the most I'm ever going to upgrade to in terms of the turbo is a 16g and I'll be using the RRE Griffin core.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-06-2003||01:34 PM||||We have been discussing this. I have been building a kit.<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||06-06-2003||01:53 PM||||l`m glad you asked that question amigo.l installed a JDM Gvr4 intercooler and custom made the tubing with mandrel bent mild steel 2.0" in/out.l have the exit line coming out above the pass.sd headlight to shorten it`s path.This system will be for sale shortly as l`m going 2.25 in/2.5 out to a 3.0" section before the t/body for my GM maf,blow through design.Bigger intercooler also.The present system l have provided a very noticable improvement in power and throttle response.l`ll have a better idea about the effects of larger tubing once l upgrade but l still wonder which diameter tubing is optimal for the 14b...||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||06-06-2003||02:04 PM||||91 #680 I'm using the JDM 2 1/4" piping and modified starion with a 14b at the moment. It definetly makes a good improvement. I would go with something that size if your looking at going with similar to stock routing. Otherwise I think 2.5" would probably be the best while while still maintaining some room in the engine bay. <br />BTW 91 #680 are you still interested in my wheels and tires? If so contact me on IM or PM me here or sddsm.org .||65.148.102.208||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/002510.cgi
A||||0||curtis||Notchy transmission fix||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||06-06-2003||11:29 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||I bought this additive form the local dealership I had to order it it took about a week to come in and is around 5 or 10 dollars a bottle its only and ounce but it works. The number is ME 581050 Friction Modifier. It can also be used in the transfer case and rearend.||64.159.109.248||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/002511.cgi
A||||1||Marcus||AFPR ?||||2||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||06-07-2003||12:10 AM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I bought a AFPR from a fella on here.  Now I'm just trying to figure out all the fittings to order.  I've thought about buying the DSMotorsport fittings that go on the fuel rail to simplify things.  But do you all think that it justifies 55dollars in fittings vs. 10 and a little welding.  If anyone can give me a good solid parts list of what fittings I need to get and line, that would be great.  The AFPR I got came already with a plug in one side and a fitting on the bottom and other side.  The bottom is smaller then a dime in size -06an I guess.  And one side is big, maybe the size of nickle -08an?  Do I need -06an or -08an?  Why not just put barbed fittings on everything and use black fuel line and clamp everything.  Is there something special about SS braided line?  Do I just cut the return line and clamp on some line from the bottom of the AFPR?  My car thanks you all.<br />Marc||64.12.96.102||reg||2||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||06-07-2003||02:15 AM||||sorry dude, I can't help u with the parts, but my advice would be $55 vs $10 + work, I will choose the $55, coz it's not really a big difference, and at least I know that $55 will definitely work and I can bitch someone if it don't, but $10 + work, man, god knows how much work that would be, maybe that's just me....||63.205.10.127||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes



ubb/Forum2/002512.cgi
A||||5||Vr4in'||Boost gauge||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||06-07-2003||01:02 AM||nohad43@aol.com||For you people with boost gauges..where do you run your boos gauge vac line?(from motor to in the car)?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||06-07-2003||01:21 AM||||Through the same grommet as the throttle cable.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||DarkDevilMMM||06-07-2003||02:19 AM||||poked a little hole on the rubber of the steering shaft, I ran most of the cables and stuffs through there, I don't know if that is called the steering shaft, at least I understand it does something like that....||63.205.10.127||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||06-07-2003||09:27 AM||||Same here. <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DarkDevilMMM:<br /><strong> poked a little hole on the rubber of the steering shaft, I ran most of the cables and stuffs through there, I don't know if that is called the steering shaft, at least I understand it does something like that.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||199of2k||06-07-2003||09:45 AM||||Same as above.||68.9.135.193||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||06-07-2003||02:12 PM||||alrite.thaks guys.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002513.cgi
A||||11||josh91vr4||Stroker Kit Question||||1||||Josh B||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||06-07-2003||02:06 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Has anyone here ever used the Stroker kit from Forced Performance? I believe it's for the 4G63 - They claim it'll spool up bigger turbos faster. Hence, a "race" turbo might spool up like a street turbo, with more power. Anyhow, my engine is going to need a rebuild soon enough, was curious what all i should do to it. I was looking at either the FPRed or maybe even be stupid and go for the FP3065 (If you're gonna do something, do it right the first time, right?)<br />Besides, i want to be able to smoke a 'Vette from a 50mph Rolling start  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.56.210.121||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||06-07-2003||04:13 PM||||Personally I would go with the Monkey Whrench Racing stroker kit. <a href="http://monkeywrenchracing.com/mitsubishi_4g63_2_3l_stroker_kit.html" target="_blank">http://monkeywrenchracing.com/mitsubishi_4g63_2_3l_stroker_kit.html</a><br /><br />I personally know the owner. He is an extremely knowledgeable guy. And the price is very good.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||06-07-2003||05:15 PM||||Leave the stroking to your GF, most stroker kits aren't worth the money.  If they were all that great, people wouldn't be using 2.0 to get into the 9's.  To top it off, it puts out more torque, which is known to cause breakage with driveline parts.  Save your money and get a good hybrid from AGP, Slowboy, or PTE.  AGP claims 30psi by 4k rpm on their 60trim.  That's moving, and you could take the extra money and put it towards a SM intake manifold and cams!  GOOD LUCK||205.188.208.166||reg||7||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||06-07-2003||06:39 PM||||But for a street car torque rules.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  That's why I'm building my dead 2.0 into a 2.3. And it doesn't hurt that it'll only cost me ~$300 more than rebuilding the 2.0. I'm not going racing so I'm not worried about parts breakage. If I want to pound on a car, that's why I still have the beater Talon.<br /><br />It just depends what you want to do. If you want to race and rev it high, stick with the 2.0.<br /><br />Just my $.02...||65.60.150.236||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||06-07-2003||10:21 PM||||check this out:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a><br /><br />notice the hks 264 cams gave the SAME performance as the stock cams, but torque increase was a whopping 38 ft lbs.  cost is more than 300 bucks, but a heck of a lot easier.  i think it's incredible that cams give such a huge increase in torque.  usually cams make more horsepower.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||06-07-2003||10:36 PM||||Now imagine those cams on a 2.3L which starts out with even more torque. There is only one [minor] problem with that great AMS test - all the cams flow the same up top. I suspect this is because the 16G turbo is maxed out. I'd love to see the results with a turbo big enough to show the full abilities of the cams.<br /><br />If I didn't have to rebuild a motor I wouldn't go to the effort of making a 2.3L. But since I have to, why not? When I get it done hopefully I will be able to repeat the AMS test. Now if I could only afford the cams, FRH intake and turbo I think that would be one hell of a combination for power everywhere in the rev band.<br /><br />Did I mention that someone razed all the trees at my house and I need a machine to pull out the stumps?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.60.150.236||reg||10||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000006||Marcus||06-07-2003||11:43 PM||||All I'm saying is there is a local fella who has/had a 2.3 with a RED, it's broken the crank twice before hitting 5k miles.  If you do it, don't use a mitsu crank from a 2.4.  Get a good one from Crower or FP.<br />Marc||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000007||Nate||06-08-2003||02:19 AM||||You must be joking.  You don't think FP is using Mitsu cranks in their stroker kits?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000008||Marcus||06-08-2003||10:42 AM||||I don't know if they are using a different crank or not.  I do know that crower makes one that is forged and made of stronger material then stock mitsu ones.  I wouldn't even waste my money on one, but it's a matter of opinion, do what you want. <br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000009||BlackHole||06-09-2003||08:51 AM||||I'm not worried about the forged Mitsu cranks, they'll be fine for what I'm doing. I'm not going to be running a Red or any extreme hp - just 400whp which is a very mild tune for these motors.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||06-09-2003||10:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> check this out:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a> <br /><br />notice the hks 264 cams gave the SAME performance as the stock cams, but torque increase was a whopping 38 ft lbs.  cost is more than 300 bucks, but a heck of a lot easier.  i think it's incredible that cams give such a huge increase in torque.  usually cams make more horsepower. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know, Ken! I want a set of those 264's so bad I can taste 'em. I ALMOST had a set in my hands, until some bastard at the Post Office stole them. For a street car, with a 16g, they look like the perfect cam. Imagine them with one of those "sleeper" 16G's. Mmmmmmmm......||65.80.11.209||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||Oztek||06-09-2003||07:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> check this out:<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a>  <br /><br />notice the hks 264 cams gave the SAME performance as the stock cams, but torque increase was a whopping 38 ft lbs.  cost is more than 300 bucks, but a heck of a lot easier.  i think it's incredible that cams give such a huge increase in torque.  usually cams make more horsepower. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know, Ken! I want a set of those 264's so bad I can taste 'em. I ALMOST had a set in my hands, until some bastard at the Post Office stole them. For a street car, with a 16g, they look like the perfect cam. Imagine them with one of those "sleeper" 16G's. Mmmmmmmm...... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You'd want 272's with the sleeper16g.  It is alot bigger than a 16g.||68.21.36.105||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum2/002514.cgi
A||||3||Dan D||Running again - Issue||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||06-07-2003||03:42 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||She's up, the little whore! Running, based listening and logging for <br />a short drive, pretty well. I kept it out of boost and watched <br />everything closely. I have one issue and one question.<br /><br /><br />ISSUE:<br />I have an rpm dependant sqeel/whine from the belt side of the motor. <br />Sounds like a supercharger. Almost nonexistant at idle, but gets louder and increases in pitch with rpm.  Is there a good, safe way to diagnose <br />who's making the noise when listening isn't good enough. Does too <br />much tension cause things like this?<br /><br />Question:<br />I went with stock head bolts and gasket being that arps are expensive <br />and I really have no need for them at this time. What is the <br />recommended practice concerning retorquing them after heat cycles? <br />Is it neccassary? When should you do it? <br /><br />Everythings I've found on the subject concerns arp hardware and not <br />the stock bolts.<br /><br />It felt good to drive it again    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Fingers crossed that it stays good.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||dsmsleeper||06-07-2003||03:55 PM||||One of the belts could be too tight.  My TB was too tight once and it whined.||65.60.143.46||reg||5||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||06-07-2003||05:18 PM||||Yeah, I've overtightened the alternator or AC belt and had whining before.  Pull on them and see if they're too tight.  <br /><br />On the headstud issue, I also wondered about that before I built my motor.  I reused my stock bolts with a new stock gasket, torqued to 170-175 ft. lbs, never heat cycled or re-tightened them.  <br /><br />The headgasket is still holding strong after 30k miles and 2 years of ~20psi daily.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||06-07-2003||05:55 PM||||The only time I heard a whine like that was when they gave me the wrong waterpump for my Mazda 626GT Turbo (they changed the design mid-year). The new belt was shreaded within a week  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />I would definitely check the tension again, and check the belt for signs of damage.||216.77.205.2||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002515.cgi
A||||11||keydiver||high idle rpm >13mph!||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||06-07-2003||07:33 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||OK guys, its your turn to give me some ideas:<br />Between all the things I've done/had problems with lately, I don't know what could have caused this, but whenever the car is >13 mph the ISC sets itself to a very high setting, like 120 or 130! Usually, the ISC does go up to about 60 while cruising, if I remember correctly, but now it stays at 130 until I slow down to <13 mph. I don't know if its related at all, but I did have the brake problem last week, I had the A/C problem that turned out to be a bad sensor wire, and of course I've been testing several people's flaky ECU's lately. I've logged all the sensors, and everything looks OK!! I even looked at address C6 in the ECU which is the speed sensor, and it seems to be behaving the same as I remember it before. Has anyone heard of such a weird problem? What else could cause the ECU to want to crank the ISC up so high???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.211.135.69||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||curtis||06-07-2003||09:48 PM||||When you find out let me know because Ive had a surging idle problem for about a year 900 to 1800 idles sometimes and sometimes it doesn't. Ive checked timing, change four different idle motors, played with the idle screw, played with the closed loop idle sensor, TPS, pulled screens out of the meter, upgraded to a  holley fuel rail and aeromotive regulator played with fuel pressure, vented the HKS blow off back in ,etc...Nothing seems to work I heard theres some kind of wheel sensor/vehicle speed sensor but I'm not sure where it is or I would have changed it.||67.25.39.13||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||06-07-2003||09:52 PM||||The speed sensor is in the speedometer. KC is gonna send me one, so I can play with it and document (hopefully) how to replace it with a cheap Radio Shack reed switch.<br />But, I don't think that is my problem, because I logged memory location C6 using the MMcD logger, and it appears to be working OK. It starts out at 226 when you aren't moving, and QUICKLY drops, until its only like 7 or 8 at 45 mph.<br />  Plus, the car still does idle up about 200 rpm whenever its moving, which is the way its supposed to when the speed sensor is working right.<br />Thanks, and keep the ideas coming.||68.211.135.69||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||06-07-2003||10:05 PM||||yo, jeff, i got a spare instrument cluster that i KNOW works.  it is in my car right now.  i can send it if you need it.  i also got a spare ecu that i KNOW works.  maybe all the ecu switching has got your car confused, it might think it's back up north.  you know, like jet lag.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||07-08-2003||10:06 PM||||OK guys, for the records, I finally figured this one out: In case you ever have the weird symptoms of high idle until your car drops below 13 mph, check the 20 amp ABS fusable link. I had robbed it to replace my main ECU power fuse I blew while working on someone's ECU. Once I plugged a 20 amp fuse back in, the problem vanished! I thought it was ABS related, because I had noticed before, when the ABS was working, that everytime the ABS kicked in my rpm's went up.<br />   Curtis, here's something else for you to try, that will tell you if it is ECU/ISC related: the next time it is idling fine, put the A/C on to raise the rpm's slightly, and then unplug the ISC connector. Try driving the car for a while with the ISC locked in that permanent position, and see if it stays low. It will be a hassle when you do cold starts, it may be too low, but it will tell you if the ECU or ISC is raising the idle. I did this to troubleshoot my problem, and it went away. Also, when I was testing an ECU that wasn't made to be ABS aware, it went away too, which lead me back to the ABS fuse.||67.34.25.204||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||07-08-2003||10:37 PM||||I just picked up my GVR4 yesterday and I have the same idling problem.  My ABS light is constantly on, but the guy I bought it from who just opened his shop and is a very well known DSM mechanic in the area said he unplugged the ABS fuse cause the ABS was kicking in when it shouldn't have.<br /><br />I dunno what to do about that problem, but now that you related it back to the 20amp fuse, I might have an idea.  I still have the fuse, but where exactly did you pull it from?..the kickplate or underhood?  Like I said, I just got the car and am very unfamiliar w/ it right now.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-08-2003||10:44 PM||||Under the hood, near the battery.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Craig91||07-08-2003||10:57 PM||||Thanks alot...I'll give that one a shot tomorrow morning.  The guy I bought it from said he pulled the fuse because the ABS motor was kicking in even when it shouldn't be, how would I go about fixing that problem?  Is there another ABS fuse I could pull or disconnect it from the motor in the trunk?<br /><br />Again, I apologize about the newbie questions...I'm just trying to get everything all squared away on the car.  Just a couple other things to try to take care of as well.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000008||Doc_Seuss||07-08-2003||11:16 PM||||ok well it seems like you guys are responding to this topic so i will throw out my question....<br /><br />ok usually my idle is about 850-1100 depending.. well i put my a/c on and idle drops to 650-800. enough to make my car shake and not normal.  I have played with my BISS and dont really have any other ideas.  I have also changed my ISC motor with still no avail, just looking for some ideas...<br /><br />thanks alot<br />dave||24.161.91.11||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||07-09-2003||12:39 AM||||The ABS computer could have been faulty. I had the same problem a few years ago. Unpluged the ABS computer and it went away. It's located behind the left trunk liner. You can access it through the jack opening.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||dlpinckney||07-09-2003||08:33 AM||||Dave (Doc_seuss) -- I was having very similar problems to you, and I did a couple things all at once that fixed it.  I'm not sure exactly which one fixed it, but one (or all) of them did.  I replaced the ISC unit with one I got from Gabor, replaced the throttle body shaft seals (which were basically not there anymore), re-adjusted the Throttle Position Sensor, and reset the base idle speed (properly, by grounding both of the pins that need to be).  My ISC was testing good, but I replaced it anyway just to eliminate that as a problem.  Just throwing some ideas out there, hope one of them might help.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||07-09-2003||11:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doc_Seuss:<br /><strong> ok usually my idle is about 850-1100 depending.. well i put my a/c on and idle drops to 650-800. dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dave,<br />Do you have a logger? It would be interesting to see what the ECU *thinks* the ISC is doing. I find that about 50% of the ECU's I get for repair do NOT have a funtional ISC, usually due to the cap acid eating an ISC trace right below the 47 uF capacitor. If you can log it, and the ECU *thinks* the ISC is at 60 or more all the time, you probably need to get the ECU fixed. If you have any electronic experience, I can tell you how to ohm out the traces on the board by memory, I test EVERY ECU that I get, and it is VERY common.||67.34.85.170||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002516.cgi
A||||2||turbophein||Wing Question?||||1||||turbophein||00001655
Z||000000||turbophein||06-08-2003||05:14 PM||mfernandes52283@yahoo.com||would a 142cm wing fit our cars, the screw holes are 131cm apart, i am looking at something a little custom, i don't know the measurements off hand, and my car is at a garage i rent!||24.91.240.164||reg||1||turbophein||00001655||yes
Z||000001||turbophein||06-09-2003||08:35 PM||||anyone that could help, please!!!!||24.91.240.164||reg||1||turbophein||00001655||yes
Z||000002||91GVR4||06-10-2003||05:38 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  Unless you are running on a track, eg. high speed, our cars have no need for a wing. Not to many rice mod fans here, spend your money on speed not looks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.65.21.212||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes



ubb/Forum2/002517.cgi
A||||2||henrok||k&amp;n  filter problems||||11||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-08-2003||06:05 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey i have an idle problem. i removed the air unit and the vacuum hose and two electrical connectors to sand and repaint the air filter unit. when done, i reinstalled it and noticed that the idle stays at 2500 now and doesnt go down.   i then noticed there were two plugs that connect to the connector coming i believe is the wastegate.   i forgot if they were both connected so i tried one then the other.  neither connections resolved the problem. what should i do now.  please help!||152.163.252.33||reg||11||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||henrok||06-08-2003||07:21 PM||||i removed the airflow sensor connector, the boost hose and the solenoid valve connector, the wire that connects to the solenoid valve connector has two wire connectors . on my car, they both could fit on the s0lenoid plug. i tried both and turned on the car, none worked in bringing the idle to normal.  does anyone know the color of the wires that connect to the solenoid valve connector?  one has a plastic coating just like the o2 sensor wire and its long and the other is short. these two connectors are exactly the same and both will fit on the solenoid valve connector. i just cant remember which one it was and i cant find where the other goes or if it was disconnected (duh). if someone could look at the wire and direct me to where they go on their car and the color of the wires, i would appreciate it very much.||152.163.252.33||reg||11||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||06-08-2003||08:15 PM||||same problem i had....Mine is a federal car and i live in cali...so i can't find anyone here that has this setup but on the other hand, i did have a fpr so thats why it made it a lil tricky. Your best bet is to follow the vacuum diagram under the hood because solinoids do the same thing. They open and close.<br /><br />DongeR||67.127.59.198||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/002518.cgi
A||||2||vr41662||biss screw has fallen out||||1||||vr41662||00000790
Z||000000||vr41662||06-08-2003||07:31 PM||||i was wondering if there is an alternative replacement for the biss screw on our cars.. mine was loose and walked out on me today on my way to the track (Atco Raceway), i found out when i got off the exit ramp and put the clutch in and the car shut off.. I pulled over and rigged a rubber band and zip tie to fill the whole.. I heard that there is an alternative replacement to the biss screw that the dealer sells..  does anyone know the dimension of the screw?? help.. my bootleg set up idles at 600 rpms, and the car runs not very good like this...||141.157.205.94||reg||1||vr41662||00000790||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||06-08-2003||08:25 PM||||Look at VFAQ.com under the BISS adjustment.  Tom Stangl lists the Mitsu part number for the screw and the O-ring there.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.228.42||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||06-08-2003||08:56 PM||||you can order one from machv <a href="http://www.machv.com/newbasidsets.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/newbasidsets.html</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/002519.cgi
A||N||14||Marcus||New turbo time!||||14||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||06-08-2003||11:11 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||Time once again to replace my turbo, and I want some feedback.  For those who don't know, I have all necessary supporting mods.  So do I go with a RS46trim or RS50trim from AGPturbo.com.  Or should I get a similar model from Precisionte.com, they have bundle of options it seems like.  I'm just looking for the best turbo to run pump gas, REPEAT, this turbo will never see race fuel.  My GVR4 is my DD and I don't like abusing it, but I need a turbo and these are as cheap as any but make big power.  Thanks for any advice in advance.<br />Marcus||152.163.252.33||reg||14||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||06-09-2003||01:00 AM||||If you're not going crazy on the build-up, then I wouldn't get a crazy turbo.  Go with a proven combination.  i.e.:  big 16G, FP sleeper 16G, 20G, or whatever.  The last two can be had from <a href="http://www.forcedperformance.com" target="_blank">Forced Performance</a> and with internal gates.<br /><br />I had a big 16G on my old 2G and it was a ton of fun to drive compared to the stock T-25.  Just make sure it has a 34mm wastegate flapper and you won't have boost creep.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||06-09-2003||10:57 AM||||I'm begining to think that I should play it smart and save a little money.  Instead of getting a 50 trim and upgrading my injectors again, I oughta get a big16g and some HKS cams.  Keep my injectors and not as many headaches or money, what do you think?<br />Marc||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||06-09-2003||01:46 PM||||From experience:  You need at least 550's for a big 16G.<br /><br />From reading: HKS 264/264 should be what you need on that size turbo.<br /><br />You will get a pretty easy 300hp+ with a big 16G and supporting mods.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||curtis||06-10-2003||10:32 PM||||Check out extreme turbo Ete42 My friend just got one for his 2nd gen its a t04E garrett adapted to a 7 cm housing. sweet||64.159.109.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||06-11-2003||01:20 AM||||What are you doing with your old turbo ? My car had an engine swap with an Automatic engine and I dont like this 13g I have. If you have even a 14b, I would be interested in buying it (in good shape of course).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||Marcus||06-11-2003||01:23 AM||||It's a ported 16g that spools great and has no problems.  IF my buddy doesn't buy it, you'll be the first to know.<br />Marcus||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000007||Nate||06-11-2003||01:29 AM||||If you want cams, stick with 264s.  I love my 272s, but they're not going to help unless you're going to run 26+ psi and race gas.<br /><br />A buddy's car ran 360 to the wheels with only a vpc, 550s, a 50 trim turbo, and a front mount.  Cams aren't really needed.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000008||Marcus||06-11-2003||01:36 AM||||Tell me what turbo you buddy was using, and tell me why if cams are worth it YOU HAVE THEM?  Just curious.  360 at the wheels would be all I ever ask for.<br />Marc||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000009||Louters91GVR4||06-11-2003||11:14 AM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by Marcus:<br />My GVR4 is my DD and I don't like abusing it, but I need a turbo and these are as cheap as any but make big power.<br /><br /><br />Trust me, if you are going to make big power, you will abuse your car.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000010||Nate||06-11-2003||12:55 PM||||>>Tell me what turbo you buddy was using, and >>tell me why if cams are worth it YOU HAVE THEM?<br /><br />He was using a Green, which uses a 50trim compressor wheel.  Pretty close to AGP's RS49, I believe is their nomenclature now.<br /><br />272s are worth it if you're going to be spending a lot of time doing high rpm stuff.<br /><br />264s will give more torque lower in rpms.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000011||number3||06-11-2003||01:38 PM||||FWIW I made 376 with stock cams. On a DD I would stick with the 16g and VPC etc. and have a blast. It is good for 12s and is fairly easy combo to tune and keep on the road.<br /><br />The next major mod would be FMIC.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||Marcus||06-11-2003||03:30 PM||||You didn't make 376 with a 16g did you?  Did you hit this number on pump gas, and if so what size injectors were you using?  The only question I have about the 50trims is: The green always seems to make good power, no matter what.  Is this due to their matting the TD06 housing instead of other companies using TD04E's?  What does anyone know about PTE's housings?  <br />Marc||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000013||Nate||06-11-2003||04:35 PM||||It has nothing to do with the compressor housing, The TO4E comp housing is a little bit bigger than the TD06, which doesn't really matter; either will work fine.  The green uses a nice big fat exhaust wheel, which is why it tends to make good power.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000014||number3||06-11-2003||04:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> You didn't make 376 with a 16g did you?  Did you hit this number on pump gas, and if so what size injectors were you using?  The only question I have about the 50trims is: The green always seems to make good power, no matter what.  Is this due to their matting the TD06 housing instead of other companies using TD04E's?  What does anyone know about PTE's housings?  <br />Marc </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No it was with a Frank 3 from Turbochargers.com back in July of 1999.<br /><br />The octane of the gas was suspect. It was labled as race gas but no one at the track ran well with it that year at the Shootout. So that is an unknown.  <br /><br /><br />I did not mean to lead you to think a 16G put down 376hp on my car but that the OEM cams did not hurt the power. And that a 16G is a killer turbo for a DD (365 day) car.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002520.cgi
A||||2||boostx||drivetrain oils ||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||06-08-2003||11:26 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||i did a search on what oil to use in the X case,tranny and the rear end and i am lost ..<br /><br />now guys please give me your input||162.84.208.93||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||06-08-2003||11:31 PM||||BG Syncro Shift of Syncro Shift II in the tranny<br />Redline Heavy Weight Shock Proof Gear Lube in T-case and Rear Diff<br /><br />you can find both at road race engineering<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfluids.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfluids.htm</a>||12.203.230.54||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||boostx||06-09-2003||11:16 AM||||thank dude||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum2/002521.cgi
A||N||6||EvilGalantGSX||Another ECU Question.||||1||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||06-09-2003||01:04 AM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||I have been trying to fix my car and i havnt had much luck. <br /><br />It all started one day last year when My car wouldnt idle, so i had the car looked at and we adjusted the Idle on the throttle body, Ran like a dream, But one day going home My car died and i just thought i ran out of gas. We put some gas in it and tried to start it and the battery died, so i broke out the jumpers and tried to start it and no luck. i had it towd to a Garage i know and we started working on it and it seemed to us that the feul pump died. opon inspection of the pump awe noticed  the line comming out of it was rusted and leaking presure. SO about $500 buck later in a new pump and assembly it still wouldnt start, tried to hook up a scaner to it and couldnt get a signal from the ECU. <br /><br />When you try to start it I hear clicking from under the dash,ECU, and the check engine light flash and dimms. It turns over and might sputter once or twice but wont start. After cranking with the key in the on position the tach will jump up and down by its self.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   ... So doing some resurce I decided to replace the caps......  didnt help one bit.<br /><br />So now im stuck. im gonna to try a differnt ECU and see if that will fix it and ive order a datalogger to see if it will help figure out problems.<br /><br />Is there any thing else i can check, I need help.||208.133.247.1||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-09-2003||01:12 AM||||Just a guess, acid damage from the leaking capacitors had eaten away a trace on the ECU's circuit board.<br /><br />Sorry, you could have tested the pump by energizing the relay... it might have been okay.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||06-09-2003||11:18 AM||||Yep, replacing the caps AFTER the acid has eaten your ECU is worthless.||68.158.198.58||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||EvilGalantGSX||06-09-2003||06:51 PM||||The board was clean and the caps didnt look like they even leaked, but i had all the signs, not idle, clicking.<br /><br />Its confusing the hell out of me.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000004||EvilGalantGSX||06-11-2003||01:29 AM||||Well today i put in a new battery sence the other was bad, it wouldnt hold a charge and was swelled.<br /><br />With the new battery the ECU didnt click, tach didnt jump and check engine light didnt flicker so i decided to start checking out fuel, spark and making sure the timming belt didnt jump.<br /><br />To my surprise the timming belt was in really good shape after sitting so long, new spark plugs and spark seemed good. The gas was realy bad smelling. I took the return line off of the fuel rail and cranked the motor, gas poored out and the funk of bad fuel filled the air.<br /><br />When i hook up the return line and craked it over it ran for a split second. <br /><br />So i started draining the tank but ran out of day light, tomarrow if it dosent rain too much ill finish the tank and try to figure out how im gonna get the fuel out of the line.<br /><br /><br />I think My problem was that the battery was shot and water/bad gas.  The new caps might have fixed my ecu but the bad battery and the fact i was trying to jump start it didnt help any.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000005||joec||06-11-2003||10:20 AM||||Don't forget to replace the fuel filter after draining all the bad gas out of the tank.||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000006||EvilGalantGSX||06-11-2003||10:32 AM||||Well. no luck. <br /><br /><br />I drained the tank and put about 1,1/2 gallons of gas in it and I disconected the banjo fitting on top of the fuel filter and stuck a long peace of vacume line in the top of the filter and ran it to a bucket. I cranked the motor until good smelling gas started to come out of the line. <br /><br />I reatached every thing and bouple checked the lines and tried to start her and still didnt run, not even a single hit.<br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />I guess ill wait for the spair ECU and datalogger to come in the mail this week and hopefully that will fix it before sunday.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes



ubb/Forum2/002522.cgi
A||||3||bujang_hensem||big 16g with 6cm turbine housing ||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||06-09-2003||01:16 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||guy ..im planing to upgrade my current 14B compressor to big 16g compressor. Do i need to do some porting at my current turbine housing from 6cm to 7cm...any lag if i stay with 6cm...do my 16g turbo produce 550cfm with current 6cm turbine housing....||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-09-2003||12:54 PM||||Honestly, if you are going to the big 16G compressor housing, I would suggest going with its 7cm housing that they come stock with. The trubo would be inefficient running the 6cm housing. A ported 6cm housing may work, but a ported 7cm housing would work better.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||bujang_hensem||06-10-2003||03:04 AM||||i got this info from <a href="http://www.machv.com" target="_blank">www.machv.com</a> <br /><br />Note: The factory 90-94 turbine housing is a "6 cm" housing, NOT the "7 cm" housing that comes with a full 16G turbo. The 16G turbine wheel fits in, but the 6 cm housing's smaller internal dimensions will make for less top-end power (although better spool-up) than a true 16G. If you want the full power-making potential of a 16G, get that. If you want the least expensive effective turbo upgrade you can get, get this.<br /><br />well i don care about top end...just wanna better spool up to 15 psi only....i think better just change the compresor only...at my place they quote me around RM650=$171 for porting and replacing the compressor and replace all the necesary part||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||06-10-2003||12:05 PM||||Thats what I meant by the turbo being inefficient. Yes, like mach V says, it can be done as a cheaper fix.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002523.cgi
A||||7||bujang_hensem||serial number for 2G MAF||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||06-09-2003||01:20 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||guys,Can I have 2G MAF serial number? I want to change my curent 1G MAF to better one. There are a lot of 2G MAF's at halfcut shop over here, but I don't know which one to buy! Does the  VR4 RS,  Evo 0 use  a 2G MAF ? Over here most of the 2G MAF come from NA cars like 4G93,6A12,4G63NA. Which one should I buy ?<br /><br />2) <br />Guys - Do I need to change to 2G MAF ? I just want to achive 300hp at crank - not more than that. How do I know I am over-running my 1G MAF ?<br /><br />Current setup:<br />stock VR4 200HP JDM Cyclone motor<br />JDM FMIC<br />stock ic piping<br />K&N filter<br />2.5" downpipe<br />3" exzos no cat..trust Dunk mufler<br />stock 14B<br />boost set at 14psi<br />Nissan Silvia 180lph stock fuel pump(my idle suffers hehehe) <br />stock 450cc injector<br /><br />Don't know how many hp I get from this setup     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     <br /><br />Future Plan:<br />additional 8" high speed fan for my 16"x8"x2" JDM FMIC...<br />Big 16G compressor<br />2" IC piping<br />510cc vr4rs injector<br /><br />Can I achieve 300hp with the above setup ?<br /><br />3)<br />I also plan on using safc for tuning    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />***Merged into 1 post and cleaned up post a bit - blacksheep***<br /> <br /> <small>[ 06-09-2003, 10:27 PM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||06-09-2003||12:29 PM||||use the search button....<br />2G MAS - MD183609<br />Same part number is shared with:<br /><br />9302.1 - 9802.3 Galant 2.4L 4-valve<br />9206.1 - 9603.3 Diamante<br />9306.1 - 9805.3 3kGT (non-turbo)<br />9308.1 - 9805.3 Montero 3500||67.127.59.198||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||bujang_hensem||06-09-2003||09:46 PM||||oo ok...sorry about that..i'm just a new guy....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  well how to edit the treat..<br /><br />thanks for the MAF info||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||06-09-2003||10:20 PM||||No problem, Its the second icon from the right on the top of your post where it says the time posted is.  <br /><br />I have done it for you this time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I just cut and paste your stuff into 1 post and cleaned it up a little. Hope you dont mind   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||bujang_hensem||06-09-2003||11:32 PM||||thank man....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000008||Arty||06-10-2003||01:04 AM||||Some suitable MAS I have seen have a silver coloured sticker on them with either of these numbers written on the sticker E5T05071 or<br />E5T06071||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000009||bujang_hensem||06-10-2003||05:27 AM||||guys do i need SAFC for 2G MAS and 510cc injector...will i running lean that way..without safc tuning.. i know for 550cc the mapping will be match with 2G MAs ...||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000010||Ant||06-10-2003||08:17 AM||||You should get an S-AFC.  You will run a little lean with the 510's.  You will definately need it later when you get a bigger turbo.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
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A||||1||atsiauto||Adj cam gear help please . ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||06-09-2003||08:01 AM||atsiauto@comcast.net||heres a pic of what I see apparently the previos owner has retarded the timing on the ex cam  . take a look I wonder if this is why my car falls on its face @6k ? anybody ? what is an acceptable setting for HKS 264's ive heard many say set em straight up ... <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=543" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=543&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||06-09-2003||11:12 AM||||Scotty,<br />I would call Martin at AMS. It seems to me that when those cam results were originally posted:<br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a><br />Martin also played with the cam timing. It seems to me he did get a little more by retarding the exhaust cam a couple degrees.||68.158.198.58||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002525.cgi
A||||6||henrok||turn on idle||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-09-2003||10:33 AM||alvihen@aol.com||my car stays at 2000 rpm since start and doesnt kick down to 900-1000  what could be causing this. any ideas?||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-09-2003||11:02 AM||||BISS, intake leak, bad ISC, FIAV, blah blah blah.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||henrok||06-09-2003||01:43 PM||||the car was fine until i removed the aircleaner cover. i have the set up where the k&n is open and clamped to the cover (open air) i disconnected the air filter the intake hose and removed the air cleaner cover for sanding and repainting since it was getting really rusted. when i put everything back, the car is now this way. i checked everything and it seems i connected it all ok. dont know why its now doing this.  can removing the airflow sensor assembly do this. any ideas?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-09-2003||02:46 PM||||What did you do with the vacuum connection to the boost control solenoid (mounted on the aircan)?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||henrok||06-09-2003||03:13 PM||||ok ,i put the vacuum hose coming from the wastegate solenoid  on a small nipple that comes out of the cover.  however on the plug that goes connected to the wastegate solenoid there is another plug that fits there also. i think this plug was eliminated but im not sure which of the two goes plugged there.  i connected the one that is long and has a plastic cover similar to the o2 sensor wire. i really didnt have to disconnect that many vacuum hoses just the wastegate solenoid one and  the purge vacuum hose, loosen the clamp on the air intake hose , the one to the air cover, remove the k&n filter. and unplug the plugs ,one for the air flow sensor and one on the turbo wastegate solenoid thats it.||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||henrok||06-09-2003||03:18 PM||||OH SORRY, YES THE VACUUM FOR THE WASTE GATE SOLENOID IS CONNECTED TO THE CAN, A SMALL NIPPLE THAT COMES OUT THE BACK OF THE AIR FILTER COVER OR CAN. ITS NEXT TO THE PLUG FOR THE AIR FLOW SENSOR. THE PLUG THAT IS CONNECTED TO THE SOLENOID IS WHAT COLOR?  MINE IS I BELIEVE RED AND ORANGE.  THERE IS ANOTHER PLUG THAT IS JUST LIKE THAT ONE AND IS RITE NEXT TO IT. THE PLUG IS THE SAME I BELIEVE THAT ONE IS RED AND WHITE. WHICH ONE GOES ON THE SOLENOID? DO U KNOW? AND WHICH ONE GETS ELIMINATED? THANKS A BUNCH.  DAMN THIS IS A B....TCH||205.188.208.166||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||henrok||06-09-2003||05:40 PM||||hey when i took off the k&n one of the clamps that hold it in place (from the air cleaner cover) was loose/not clamped and the filter was slightly loose. can this cause the car to idle differently due to more air entering the passage.  can i play with the screw on the manifold to adjust the idle that stays constant at 2000 rpm?||205.188.208.166||reg||3||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/002526.cgi
A||||7||Vr4in'||turbo gasket..||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-24-2003||11:52 AM||nohad43@aol.com||i need the gasket coming from the manifold to turbo.part store dont hold it.mitsubishi get their in on wed if i need it.where should i look to get one,a website would be good because i can alway overnight it.thanks guys.<br /><br />                   Robby Cheaib||24.129.160.231||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||s_firestone||05-24-2003||12:36 PM||||Tallahassee Mitsubishi ships overnight and are way cheaper than my local dealership.  There is also Concelli Mitsubishi.  They should still be open today.  Problem you are probably going to run into is that Monday is Memorial Day.<br /><br />Have you tried your local Eagle or Plymouth dealerships?  Should be the same part for the 1G AWD Turbo Eagle Talon or Plymouth Laser.  As long as it has a 14B turbo...||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||05-24-2003||01:25 PM||||Get the extra thick stainless gasket from road race.  Don't bother with the factory gaskets.<br /><br />Use the 4-layer head to exhaust manifold gasket, and the thick steel turbine housing to exhaust manifold gakset.  Give them a call and tell them you need the exhaust manifold gasket combo.  That's your best bet.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||05-24-2003||01:35 PM||||The main reason you need to use the RRE gaskets is because if you are putting on a ported manifold, the factory 6CM gasket is going to create a restriction, making all that port work a waste.  You need to use a 7CM gasket to match your manifold (and hopefully you will port the turbine housing while you are at it).||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||05-24-2003||04:46 PM||||Just an FYI, I bought an RRE manny-to-turbo gasket about two years ago. Just recently I removed the turbo and the gasket was cracked to the point it was almost in two pieces. I'm just posting this so people don't think these things last forever.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||05-24-2003||09:24 PM||||ok thanks guys..i called tallahassee mitsubishi,and they were closed at around 4:00 today when i called,and i couldnt get a hold of rre.so thanks for your help and replies.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||05-24-2003||11:46 PM||||I have a spare RRE 7cm gasket that never got used.  PM if you want it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||05-30-2003||03:39 AM||||I bought one from my local mitsubishi dealership.Thanks god no more freakin lag..it was killing me.Just wanted to thank you guys for your offered help and suggestions.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />    Thanks<br />       Robby Cheaib||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
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A||||1||mromik||Need to change T-belts (116000 km now)||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-09-2003||06:28 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||The belt already has scratches and damages...<br />Already have original MMC belts<br />What else will i need?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||06-09-2003||06:32 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Tbelt-checklist-pre.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Tbelt-checklist-pre.html</a>||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/002528.cgi
A||||1||mromik||Where to order parts in japan?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-09-2003||06:33 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Now one of my  good friends there.<br />He will return in august.<br />But he had lack of free time to find parts,But he can buy them there, and I can give him money later.<br /><br />May be some of you know links to Japanese local junkyards?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||06-09-2003||07:40 PM||||Tell him to try the dealer. It's been awhile since I've been to Japan, but there should be Mitsubishi dealerships everywhere... though some might cater only to SUVs, others to regular cars, others to sporty cars. <br />Nissan has there dealerships like this... they have 'RedStage' and 'BlueStage' dealerships all over. <br />Not sure on the junk yards... tell him to check the phonebook or ask around at some of the local speed shops... they would probably know since I'm sure their customers have drift accidents all the time.<br />GL||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/002529.cgi
A||||0||henrok||run at idle fixed?||||10||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-09-2003||11:51 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey i think i fixed my problem with the idle. upon reading that u can adjust the idle with the screw on the intake manifold, i adjusted the throttle body cable to lower the idle and then i adjusted further with the screw. it seems to be working so far. does anyone know if this is correct?  i just remembered that on my talon that i had, i had charging problems and all i had to do was adjust the idle by adjusting the throtle body cable.  i hope it works well.  as a matter of fact, before the car was kinda jumpy and now it is smoother.  lol. damn i hope in doing the rite thing.||205.188.208.166||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/002530.cgi
A||||9||henrok||battery relocator?||||1||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-09-2003||11:54 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey i wanted to relocate my battery to my  trunk. does anyone know where i can get a kit for this?  im trying to move my intake to the right hand corner and to encase the filter and isolate it from the hot air in the engine.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-10-2003||12:26 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search_tng&d=results&record=2452801-122446-B2T2" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search_tng&d=results&record=2452801-122446-B2T2</a><br /><br />55 results by searching for "trunk battery".    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Summit sells a kit with a crappy marine box, or you can pay twice as much for a Moroso sealed kit (what you want).  I scored a Moroso Aluminum box for $40.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||henrok||06-11-2003||05:46 PM||||hey thanks. where can i find those moroso kits ur talking about? what are they called?||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||06-11-2003||05:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> hey thanks. where can i find those moroso kits ur talking about? what are they called? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">damn, I know I'm cranky today, but I think Paul was nicely suggesting a search button for you and then gave you some additional information... <br />I did a google search for "moroso battery box" and got 29,xxx hits.  <br />Have you tried that?||167.142.22.196||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||06-11-2003||09:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> hey thanks. where can i find those moroso kits ur talking about? what are they called? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">damn, I know I'm cranky today, but I think Paul was nicely suggesting a search button for you and then gave you some additional information... <br />I did a google search for "moroso battery box" and got 29,xxx hits.  <br />Have you tried that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I think some are just search illiterate.  <br /><br />I believe Summit carries the Moroso boxes also.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||henrok||06-12-2003||06:33 PM||||ok guys i think u get a little carried away sometimes when criticizing others.   i do have a job and dont spend time all day on the computer, sooooo please some of us rather ask. im sure u were at my stage once. lol. thanks for the info.||152.163.252.33||reg||8||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||06-12-2003||10:22 PM||||Not to be a smart ass, but searching for five or ten minutes takes a lot less time than the three days this post has been going on.<br /><br />Since you are working you should understand this concept of "efficency".       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />And BTW I'm sure we all have jobs here, how else would we support this habit?  I work 9-5 just like the rest of us.<br /><br />< /vent><br /><br />Since I got that moroso box, I've got the summit marine battery box here if you want it.  You can have it cheap since it's just in my way.  You'll have to supply your own wire, but this box comes with all its own mounting hardware.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||curtis||06-12-2003||11:10 PM||||cheap way ..... Get a battery box form K-Mart and go to a farm suppy and or hardware store and get some heavy cable like welder wire that as a billion wires in it or a stereo shop that does installs. run your hot up to the front and don't fall into the trap of just grounding it to the bottom of the trunk floor. You will be asking for crazy intermittant problems. run a ground back up front connect it to the engine and to the frame. Ive got 6 or 8 grounds on my engine and noticed after I did it that, the car has a crisper throttle response.||67.25.34.244||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||06-12-2003||11:20 PM||||It is a good idea to ground your battery to one of the strut tower bolts.  Electicity wants the shortest way out when it goes to ground, not to run all the way back up your car.  This is the grounding point most people have used, from my reasearch, and what I am using.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||VR6 Eater||06-13-2003||12:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> ?  I work 9-5 just like the rest of us.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />I wish I got to sleep in late every day like you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum2/002531.cgi
A||||3||BlitzVR4||Speed Bleeder sizes?||||1||||BlitzVR4||00000528
Z||000000||BlitzVR4||06-10-2003||01:34 AM||killertsi@yahoo.com||Does anyone know what size Speed Bleeders do we get for our cars?  I think the front and rears are different.  Thanks.<br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||06-10-2003||02:15 AM||||You should check each one individualy.  Especially if any of your calipers are rebuilds.  The bleeders break and get drilled and tapped to the next larger size.  So you could have an assortment of sizes.  On my front calipers I use a 8mm wrench and on my new/rebuilt rears I have to use a 10mm.  The rears used to be an 8mm also.  But I don't know the thread size.||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||06-11-2003||07:44 AM||||SB7100? and SB1010. Check your bleeders, but if they are small they are 7x1.0mm, if they are big they are 10x1.0mm.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||BlitzVR4||06-11-2003||02:43 PM||||Thanks. <br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||216.9.78.74||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes



ubb/Forum2/002532.cgi
A||||9||Forced Style||weird shifter problem||||1||||Forced Style||00001652
Z||000000||Forced Style||06-10-2003||08:12 AM||wickedlikwid@hotmail.com||So i bought this galant not to long ago and decided i would put one of my spare TEL shifter arms in it, when i tried the shifter arm would bottom out.. so i thought maybe the whole thing had to be swapped, i was wrong it fits different, then i noticed the throw of the TEL arm was about the same as the galant one.. now the guy that owned this car before me had it set up and running pretty close to 12's and the shifter arm/body looks a LOT cleaner then the base.. so im guessing it might be a short throw, can some of you post pictures of your short throws before installation.. im thinking it is but i'd like to verify, i wish it wasnt the TEL is a much shorter shifter arm and more suits my long arms. oh well, maybe someone will want to trade a short throw for a normal, i'll post pictures of it later on.||208.231.176.28||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||06-10-2003||08:53 AM||||A shifting problem with your tranny?  You're crazy, that never happens.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />What year did you grab the shifter off of?||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Forced Style||06-10-2003||08:59 AM||||lol, which one? i've got both of the TEL ones, neither fit. <br /><br />i was going to post the pics here but i guess i have to host them somewhere..||208.231.176.28||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||06-10-2003||09:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Forced Style:<br /><strong> lol, which one? i've got both of the TEL ones, neither fit. <br /><br />i was going to post the pics here but i guess i have to host them somewhere.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not sure what ones you have.  You can only use a 91-94.  If it doesn't fit, then you don't have the stock base.  The stocker is rather tall with a long truck style throw.  If you don't have this, then you probably already have a short throw shifter.||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||06-10-2003||12:22 PM||||The shifter in the middle is the one you need to use (91-94 TEL).  Left is a '90, right is a shortened TEL.<br /><br />I don't have a picture of GVR4 shifter but I know when I switched mine it was a good three inches longer than the TEL.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/shifter/different/shifter-diffs-06.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Forced Style||06-10-2003||12:40 PM||||My Galant one on the left and the 91-94 TEL on the right <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=557" alt=" - " /><br />the Galant base.. <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=558" alt=" - " />||208.231.176.28||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||06-10-2003||12:44 PM||||So what exactly is the problem?<br /><br />You're saying the TEL shifter bottoms out?  If that is so, then your base must have a problem or you are putting it in wrong.  My stock TEL shifter went in with no glitches and shifted perfect from the beginning.  Try picking up another TEL arm from a junkyard if you think that yours is messed up or has been modified, although it looks fine to me.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||Forced Style||06-10-2003||12:56 PM||||no see the problem is, im thinking the arm and base are a short throw, so the pin is lower so the TEL arm wont fit on, im not putting it on wrong and i have 4 of them including a 90, none fit. i was hoping someone with a real short throw kit would recognise mine or be able to post a picture of theirs...||208.231.176.28||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||06-10-2003||01:00 PM||||I have never seen or heard of a short throw base for our cars.  All of the kits (to my knowledge) only modify the arm.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||Forced Style||06-10-2003||01:02 PM||||hmmm... any chance of gettin a pic of that stock base??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.231.176.28||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes



ubb/Forum2/002533.cgi
A||||6||blacksheep||where to buy a rear camber kit and what kind?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-10-2003||10:17 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, since "GreenBean" has been lowered with whiteline sport springs, the rear has some serious camber. I am driving on my crappy (compared to the 17's atleast) wheels and tires so I am not too worried. But, I would like this fixed. I know I need a camber kit, but am not 100% sure which brand to buy etc etc, lots of people have complained about ingalls, so I also wanted to make sure there were some alternatives out there....<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-10-2003||01:32 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/camber_Kit_1g_dsm.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/camber_Kit_1g_dsm.htm</a><br /><br />DSM Parts has a Whiteline rear camber kit in addition to the Ingalls.  Significant price difference, too.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||06-10-2003||01:39 PM||||Hey KC where are you so I can verbally backhand you... <a href="http://www.whiteline.co.au" target="_blank">www.whiteline.co.au</a>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||199.182.25.142||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||06-10-2003||01:49 PM||||Whoa...Those Ingalls Arms are mucho expensivo. I did some searches online to find this stuff, but no luck yet. Need to see if someone is selling them used, maybe.<br /><br />The whitelines are better priced allright, but being a bushing, it may actually take more work to get that sucks pressed out and back in.<br /><br />Thanks, Hertz and Pre-Evo!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||06-10-2003||01:56 PM||||Well you missed out on mine as I just sold them but I know that something good better come of them. I would suggest if you aren't in DIRE need of it at the moment to hold off alittle while  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||199.182.25.142||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||joec||06-10-2003||02:26 PM||||You can also modify your rear upper control arms (or buy the kit from Taboo Speedshop):<br /><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/</a><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/brackets.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/brackets.htm</a>||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000006||vr4play||06-11-2003||01:04 AM||||I would just replace the rear bushings in the upper rear control arm. It is the second easiest bushing to replace on the suspention. The easiest is the big one on the front control arms. All you need to make it easy is a propane torch and a BFH (Big Fucking Hammer). The poly bushings where a really nice upgrade anyway. I have all the bushings all the way around. It just gives it a more sporty feel. I really like the response it has now.||65.24.254.99||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes



ubb/Forum2/002534.cgi
A||||5||PRE-EVO||Would these Mopar performance Injectors work???||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||06-10-2003||02:00 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2418540557&category=33554" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2418540557&category=33554</a><br /><br /><br />They are @550's or ~53lb/hr at 55psi or would I want something more inline of 53lb/hr at 43psi (stock fuel pressure rate). I keep seeing these and the look like they will fit and the impedance is right. There is a couple other auctions for them also but the price is pretty good for a set of 8.<br />Rich||199.182.25.142||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||curtis||06-10-2003||03:43 PM||||not sure but you can get 4 secondary injectors from a 87 mazda turbo II that are 571 cc they cost me about 215 dollars. There barney purple on top.||67.25.32.78||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||06-10-2003||03:54 PM||||Not sure if they would or not, but I'd ask them for a pic w/o the plastic covers on the end.  It almost looks different on the end which could be a problem.  Also, those are rated at a higher FP, haven't done the math, but how does that flow rate compare on our normal base FP? <br /><br />At least they are new so you shouldn't have to get them cleaned and flowed like the RX7 injectors would need.  And you get 8 of them to boot.<br /><br />If you're needing 550's and that doesn't work out, dig up my old post about the reman 550's I bought.  They work great!||167.142.22.83||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||06-10-2003||06:43 PM||||Without seeing the ends of the injectors, it's hard to tell if they'd fit. Based on this specific ad, they are pretty much the same size as stock [45# @ 3bar = 43.5psi]. 3bar is the industry standard pressure for testing fuel injectors.||65.60.150.236||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||06-10-2003||08:47 PM||||Rich is a lahooser .. Buy denso's.. And why buy 8? Goin to put 4 secondary injectors in your intercooler piping? Lol ... Weee||68.70.232.169||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||curtis||06-10-2003||09:39 PM||||The injectors I purchased from the RX7 were brand new not remans I got them from a place here in clarksville, tenn. the rx7 only have a primary and a secondary injectors and the 550 are only in the 87's I believe.||67.25.33.58||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/002535.cgi
A||||23||1667 VR4||car wont go into gear||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||06-10-2003||02:49 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||had the clutch replaced this weekend by my roommate (mitsu tech)..act 2600 and act ss disc. also did a new slave cylinder. everything is bled, plenty of fluid, etc. however starting today it is very reluctant to go into gear, pretty much grinds every one even with the clutch way depressed. any ideas??<br /><br />need help asap!! thanks --john||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||06-10-2003||03:25 PM||||Did you replace the pivot and the clutch fork, and shim the pivot?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||1667 VR4||06-10-2003||07:05 PM||||what do you mean get a new pivot and shim it????||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000003||1667 VR4||06-10-2003||10:02 PM||||when the tranny fluid was filled up, 85w 90 was used..could this be the problem for the poor shifting? it shifts ok when in the first minutes of driving, but then quickly almost freezes up. i had BG Syncroshift in in before and it shifted fine. the cables seem to be moving fine.<br /><br />i figured i would go get some GM Syncromesh tommorrow and see if that helps it. any more ideas???||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000004||number3||06-10-2003||10:03 PM||||Another thing to check Is if the shifter cable bracket is tight on the trans?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||06-10-2003||11:37 PM||||I am goin with Howard on this one.  Definitely should have spent the extra $$ and replaced the shift fork and pivot ball.  Same thing happened to me and looks like you are droppin the tranny again to put in the new fork.  A mitsu tech did the install huh?  Well if you ask me he should have known this was a problem area.||68.76.177.213||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||06-11-2003||12:06 AM||||I had the same problem years back with my Talon. Howard is right, but I had to learn the hard way and drop it three times before I even thought about it.||151.197.116.185||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||16GVR4||06-11-2003||01:02 AM||||Hmm.. if he didn't have problem with shifting before the clutch job, I don't see why he would need a new clutch fork now.<br /><br />I just recently replaced my tranny with a TRE rebuilt unit. I did not put in new shift fork and pivot ball, but I did shim the pivot ball, and new TOB + TOB clip. <br /><br />No problem so far.. And the TRE tranny shifts very well. It only took Jon 2 days to do the rebuild.||64.166.22.160||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000008||1667 VR4||06-11-2003||01:51 AM||||the thing i dont understand is that it worked fine at first..i was out of town, friend did it while i was gone, even picked me up at the airport in it. drove fine. then today, it got progressively worse to the point that it doesnt want to go into any gear after a couple minutes of driving.<br /><br />if the clutch fork was the problem, wouldnt it just flat out refuse to go into gear period, from the get-go?<br /><br />car shifted perfectly before the clutch job.<br /><br />i think the system may need to be bled again and possibly throw in some Syncromesh...I really dread the thought of dropping the tranny again.<br /><br />any more tips??? besides do everything the first time? already got that point   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000009||gvr4tel||06-11-2003||02:16 AM||||What was the step on the flywheel cut to? I<br />believe for Act PP and disks the flywheel has to<br />be cut to .610 . RRE has a info on this on their<br />site.||63.187.193.119||reg||1||gvr4tel||00001121||yes
Z||000010||1667 VR4||06-11-2003||02:19 AM||||im not sure about the flywheel..i bought another one that was already resurfaced from a friend to kill the downtime. i dont think that has much to do with it though.||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000011||04DrBlur||06-11-2003||06:26 AM||||Crawl under the dash and tell us if the master cylinder is leaking fluid... You will know it if it is leaking.||68.76.177.213||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000012||meshwork||06-11-2003||07:27 AM||||Its not the fork itself...its the way it pivots on the ball. Beforehand you probably had a stock clutch or one that was lighter, so it wasn't as much of a deal. Now you have a heavier clutch, so when that fork tries to push and gets that extra resistance it falls off to the side instead of pushing the TOB straight ahead. <br /><br />And do check the master cylinder too. Maybe you got lucky and its just that.||151.197.207.68||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||06-11-2003||08:53 AM||||The same thing happend to me when I installed a ACT 2600.  I got about 6 months without having problems.<br /><br />After rebuilding the master and slave cylinder, I still had a problem.  I was starting to get really pissed.<br /><br />Then one day I tried to downshift going around a corner and the clutch pedal stayed on the floor.<br /><br />The stock clutch fork has a weak spot on it and I belive it will flex before it breaks.  Have a friend push your clutch in while you look at it.<br /><br />With the 2600 everything has to be working right, and a new fork and fulcrum should be installed.  Also a SS clutch line helps too.<br /><br />There should be a how to on this.  This gets brought up alot.  <br /><br />ACT 2600 = rebuilt/new slave and master cylinder, new clutch fork and fulcrum, and SS clutch line.  It should work fine after everything is ready for the heavy PP.  A 12 year old stock system is not going to be able to handle it.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||turboflanagan||06-11-2003||09:19 AM||||There seem to be issues with the clutch pedal assy getting play in it that will not allow the clutch to be fully released.  I haven't seen it though.  <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm</a><br /><br />Lots of clutch info here.  Check and see if it applies to you.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000015||1667 VR4||06-11-2003||11:17 AM||||the master is leaking slightly||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000016||Ant||06-11-2003||12:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1667 VR4:<br /><strong> im not sure about the flywheel..i bought another one that was already resurfaced from a friend to kill the downtime. i dont think that has much to do with it though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think the flywheel needs to be have a precise step hieght for the ACT 2600.  Was the flywheel you bought machined for an ACT ? <br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000017||spoulson||06-11-2003||12:40 PM||||This seems to resemble my experience with a leaking master in my 2G.  Just one day while leaving work, I go to depress pedal, start car, ok.  I depress again to put in gear and it just drops a lot easier and I just barely got 1st in.  I learned to shift without a clutch after that.<br /><br />Strange part was this was all stock clutch parts on a 3y/o car.  Oh well.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000018||1667 VR4||06-11-2003||05:06 PM||||ok here are the facts. Iam his roommate, the one that installed the clutch. the flywheel was not resurfaced for a act clutch. 2cd the master is leaking Slightly. 3rd i put new syncromesh fluid in it and it dident do anything. I adjusted the clutch pedal nothing really. it works fine for a littlre then when it wharms up it works for shit. Has anyone had this happen before with this clutch set-up.||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000019||meshwork||06-11-2003||06:01 PM||||Get the flywheel stepped correctly. The master cylinder is either leaking or its good. So replace that. While you have the trans off to do the flywheel, change the fork/pivot/TOB.||151.197.121.82||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000020||number3||06-11-2003||06:15 PM||||<a href="http://www.teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html" target="_blank">http://www.teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000021||GRV4726||06-11-2003||07:22 PM||||my bet is on your master cylinder. thats what it was for me. if you can put into gear while your car is off but not while its on, then my bet would be the master cylinder. you might as well check that anyways, since its leaking.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000022||1667 VR4||06-14-2003||01:09 PM||||Well, it looks like we're going to have to pull the tranny again. All new slave syl, rebuilt master, new GM tranny fluid and fully bled system have done nothing except make it worse. So time for a new clutch fork i suppose. <br /><br />On the bright side, at least i shouldnt have to worry about ANY clutch-related parts going bad for a long time, since theyre all brand new!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000023||turboflanagan||06-14-2003||09:58 PM||||I will personally be surprised if it is your clutch fork, but a new one is a very good idea.  I put one in mine, just to be sure.  Double and triple check the step height of that flywheel.  In fact, you have an extra now don't you?  Have it surfaced and cut to the correct height.  <br /><br />It really sounds like a clutch/flywheel problem.  As the clutch warms up and gets more "grippy", if that step height isn't right then they would drag and make it difficult to get into gear.<br /><br />However, if there was air in the line, would it expand as it got hotter?  And therefore take more compression from the master to move the slave the same amount due to the air compressing?  Who has a good answer to that?||209.86.129.246||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/002536.cgi
A||||3||JAYGVR4||Stock Truck Muffler for Quiet Power?||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||06-10-2003||03:00 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||So I'm at a GMC dealer getting my state inspection done, and when I go to get my car from the lot, I notice that its next to what looks like a replaced 2.5" - 3" HUGE muffler from what I'm guessing is a full size pickup - think Silverado, 1500, big ass super duty diesel pickup.<br /><br />Right now I have a 2.5" turbo back buschur exhaust with a 1.5' long magnaflow resonator welded in after my cat.  I like my exhaust since for the most part its not too loud, not too soft, and when I open it up, its pretty sweet sounding! but I'm looking at doing more hwy driving here soon on a longer commute, and I must say, now that the weather is nice, I like to drive will all the windows open, but I HATE the drone that leaves me feeling like my hearing is at a loss once I get home.  <br /><br />So.......  What I was wondering is if anyone on the off chance has thought about using a larger diameter OEM truck muffler on thier GVR4 for some quiet power action?  I'm not even talking performance muffler, but rather just a large 2.5" - 3" stock muffler from a truck/RV?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||06-10-2003||03:24 PM||||IMHO, if it's not straight through and unlouvered, I wouldn't use it.  It may end up being big, quiet, and restrictive.<br /><br />I have a 2.5" with an oval 14" long Ultraflo, and it does not drone on the highway.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||curtis||06-10-2003||03:40 PM||||I've got a 3 inch 6 inch round 18 inch long dynomax ultraflow that is as quiet as a 2 1/2 dynomax super turbo.  It flows almost 1300 cfm and is good to about 550 hp. the 2 1/2 super turbo flowed 410 cfm and was good to 215 hp a 3 inch super turbo is good to 255 hp.  These numbers came from a dynomax enginneer i talked to on the phone.||67.25.32.78||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||06-10-2003||05:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I've got a 3 inch 6 inch round 18 inch long dynomax ultraflow that is as quiet as a 2 1/2 dynomax super turbo.  It flows almost 1300 cfm and is good to about 550 hp. the 2 1/2 super turbo flowed 410 cfm and was good to 215 hp a 3 inch super turbo is good to 255 hp.  These numbers came from a dynomax enginneer i talked to on the phone. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cool, any pics by chance?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum2/002537.cgi
A||||17||gvr4tunr||ecu shutting off?||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||06-10-2003||04:12 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||so i was driving around last night and i pushed my car to WOT and randomly the ecu clicked off and my car stopped getting fuel. all indicator lights came on and there was no power. i took the car out of gear, revved it, and put it back in gear. i could drive for about 30 seconds before it happened again. i have my glove box off for cleaning, so i disconnected the ecu, check out the harnesses, and reconnected it. problem solved. then today, the same thing happened. the ecu appears to be fine and the caps do not look like they have damage to them. suggestions?||172.171.112.82||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-10-2003||04:20 PM||||Have the caps been replaced?  You really can't tell if they are damaged or not without pulling them off.  Do they smell bad?<br /><br />If your caps haven't been replaced, change them whether you think they are bad or not.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||gvr4tunr||06-10-2003||04:45 PM||||<- is stupid...i was looking at the wrong electrical unit. i took what is actually the ECU out and noticed first off the black stains on the inside of the ECU cover. next, 3 components are completely fried. my guess is when my alternator blew, so did these. they aren't caps, but i think it can be repaired. can anyone help with this? the are long and thin black components located at the top of the ECU if the harnesses are on the left.||172.171.112.82||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-10-2003||04:52 PM||||<img src="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/ecucapmarks.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||gvr4tunr||06-10-2003||04:55 PM||||right where it says "100uF" is where the damage is, and below that. do i need to replace it? i would rather not mess with it if i can just replace the entire unit. anyone have one kicking around? averages prices?||172.131.85.72||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||06-11-2003||10:41 AM||||You can swap it for another one from an ECU remanufacturer, $300-$650. But you'll probably just get another one that had acid damage just like yours, but has been fixed. I see you've only been a member of this board for 3 months, so I won't yell at you too loud for not replacing the caps as soon as you got the car. I'll fix the ECU for free if you ship it to Florida. Or, I'll give you $100 for it so I can fix it to have another spare. Its your choice.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||68.158.210.15||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||06-11-2003||10:49 AM||||It's clear your ECU needs attention anyway, but have you checked your battery?<br /><br />I guess it is the shock of all the mad powwa, but at least once a year or so, my battery connections come loose on me.<br /><br />Just a few months ago, my car was shutting off and turning back on.  I knew my caps were replaced, so I checked the battery first thing.  Yup, the negative likes to get loose alot.  I had the same problem with my Talon too.  <br /><br />I've learned to just check the connection every time I do a oil change.<br /><br />Anyone else get this?||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||gvr4tunr||06-11-2003||12:53 PM||||thanks for the offer jeff. i found a few on dsmtrader.com that i might pick up for under $100 or i might get one from my local evo/galant rally team if they have a spare. if i can't get one, i will contact you. the only problem is that the caps are fine, its other components on the ecu, so i don't know if its fixable.<br /><br />battery is new, firmly attached, and not the cause of my problems.||172.175.172.195||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||06-11-2003||02:53 PM||||I see now, I misunderstood, your's is damaged where the lettering that says "100uF" is, not where the 100uF is. That is the fuel injector driver circuitry.<br />I'll still buy it. Original GVR-4 ECU's are hard to come by. Let me know. <br />Or. is it something like this?:<br /><br />[IMG]  <a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/burnecu.jpg" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/burnecu.jpg</a><br /><br />[/IMG]   <br />That is one of the ISC drivers smoked in that picture. This is usually caused eitehr by 1)a shorted ISC, 2) acid under the 47uF cap, or 3)water in the ISC from the FIAC leaking.||67.34.221.107||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||gvr4tunr||06-12-2003||01:37 PM||||that is where it is burned. i ordered a new ecu, should be here soon.<br /><br />jeff, you can have mine if you'd like. send me a PM if you're still interested.||172.146.120.63||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000011||turboflanagan||06-12-2003||02:48 PM||||Pay very close attention to what Jeff just said.  If it was 1 or 3 of what he said, your Problem will remain even though you have a new computer.  Then your new computer becomes trash like your old one.  Check the ISC for a short or water in it.  Do a search for ISC and you should find coverage of these problems.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000012||gvr4tunr||06-14-2003||12:04 PM||||i recieved my new ecu today and its NOT THE RIGHT ONE!! i specifically told the seller turbo awd. anyway, it is missing the large chips on the right side of the picture above and some other stuff, i'm not sure where it is from. most likely a non-turbo. i need one, can anyone get me one asap?||172.147.197.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||06-16-2003||12:34 AM||||Chris,<br />You can tell if it is for a Turbo car or not by whether it has that large, elevated PC board in the bottom right corner, with the black donut in the middle. That is the knock sensor board. If you don't have the chip in the top right corner, that just means it is a non-EPROM board, so you can't play with any of my free chips. What is the actual model and part numbers on the label? And, does the number stamped in black on the white connectors match the last 4 digits of the model number? From the info on the VAQ you should be able to tell exactly what year and type car it came from.<br />By the way, I just Paypal'd you for your old ECU.||216.76.180.161||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||gvr4tunr||06-16-2003||01:00 PM||||year: 1991<br />part number: MD165810<br />model number: E2T37378<br /><br />the numbers on the connectors match the model number. this ecu looks exactly like the one pictured above, so i'm guessing its an eprom board. i'll send it out to you, i just need to know what will work on my car. i've recieved two other ecu's and niether has worked, the car idles at 300 rpm and bucks.||172.172.167.123||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000015||gvr4tunr||06-16-2003||01:45 PM||||i have 2 ecu's. both are missing the top most 2 chips on the right side, and one is missing a white board under the CAPS. i don't have an afc to help with fuel flow, so what do i do? i thought that 91-94 turbo awd ecu's will work perfectly. was i wrong?||172.202.59.60||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000016||keydiver||06-16-2003||02:17 PM||||Chris,<br />The number you posted is correct for a GVR-4, but I meant the numbers on the replacement ECU's you have gotten. If the one is missing the one white board, it may not even be a '91-'94 ECU. I need to cross the MD numbers in CAPS to be sure.<br />If you don't have an AFC, the idle *should* improve as the ECU raises the lower fuel trim. GVR-4's don't have the lower honeycomb in the MAS, so without the correct ECU you will run leaner at idle. Anyone have a lower honeycomb they can send him if it doesn't improve?||68.211.219.135||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000017||gvr4tunr||06-16-2003||02:25 PM||||i put back in the ecu i bought and revved it until the idle started to improve, but then the ecu started smoking and my ISC caps were blown again. you mentioned something about a shorted ISC? please help me troubleshoot this, i just wasted a $90 ecu...||172.154.170.217||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000018||keydiver||06-16-2003||06:12 PM||||I warned you......<br /><a href="http://dmtalon.v8eaters.com/ISC.html" target="_blank">http://dmtalon.v8eaters.com/ISC.html</a><br />There were also some posts on here about 6 months ago about the problem with the gasket in the FAIC section of the throttle body leaking and the coolant getting into the ISC. <br />Its real easy to pull the ISC out and look for moisture.||67.34.8.228||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
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A||||7||henrok||vacuum hoses||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-10-2003||04:54 PM||alvihen@aol.com||HEY, IM LOOKING TO REPLACE ALL THE VACUUM HOSES WITH BETTER QUALITY ONES. I HEARD THAT THEY SELL COLORED ONES.  ANY ONE KNOW WHERE I CAN GET EM. ALSO WOULD LIKE TO KNOW ABOUT ELIMINATING AS MUCH VACUUMS AS I CAN.  I HEARD THAT U CAN SAFELY ELIMINATE LOTS OF VACUUMS. CAN SOMEONE TELL ME HOW?  WOULD ELIMINATING THE VACUUMS MEAN I COULD ALSO ELIMINATE THOSE PARTS/ PIECES UNDER THE HOOD? HOW WOULD MY CAR RUN AFTER THE ELIMINATION?||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||joec||06-10-2003||05:05 PM||||Goto the end of this page for the hoses:<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newproducts.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newproducts.htm</a><br /><br />vacuum hose removal/cleanup:<br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a>||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||06-10-2003||05:08 PM||||<a href="http://www.hosetechniques.com/" target="_blank">http://www.hosetechniques.com/</a>||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||06-11-2003||01:10 AM||||no caps please.<br /><br />i have a stupid question. what size of silicone hose should i buy? i don't know if the Xmm is for inside diameter or what... i figure it should be but i don't want to end up with some hose i will never use.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||06-11-2003||04:11 AM||||Ditch the majority of them. All you need is like three or four vaccum hoses, one for your fuel pressure regulator, one for boost sence and one to the BOV. Oh and you may need one from your turbo to the wasegate/boost controller or actuator depending on your setup. The fuel pressure regulator doesn't "require" a vac hose, so you could get away with one less vac line total. Me personally I would just goto you local car parts place (Nappa, Bumper to bumper) and hand them a piece of the size you need, and just get some nice thick black generic vac hose. Or buy the :kit" from RRE or something like that. Also you will not need the purge tank, egr valve and all that crap either. Just remove it and plug the holes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  But if your in smog land do not do this, and forget what I have said.......||24.209.152.80||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000005||number3||06-11-2003||06:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> no caps please.<br /><br />i have a stupid question. what size of silicone hose should i buy? i don't know if the Xmm is for inside diameter or what... i figure it should be but i don't want to end up with some hose i will never use. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well you should use CAPS at the start of a sentence.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/hoseandclamps.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/hoseandclamps.htm</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||06-11-2003||07:30 PM||||haha. Yes, i agree.<br /><br />sorry about the last post i really wasn't clear. my stupid question was for the size to fit on the boost gauge. (i have an spi but will be change to an autometer because the spi does not light up entirely...is there a way to modify the gauge for better lighting?)<br /><br />RRE has good prices on small silicone hose! i never noticed that. i though i may have to resort to ebay for hose.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||06-11-2003||10:04 PM||||I've fixed problems on people's cars by removing the silicone vacuum line and replacing it with regular rubber stuff. Some brands of silicone line collapse easily. Waste of money IMHO.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
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A||||5||Sleepin Giant||gear box problem||||9||||Sleepin Giant||00001190
Z||000000||Sleepin Giant||06-10-2003||05:49 PM||||each time i use 1st gear it jumps out with a bang.<br />any ideas plz||165.84.100.16||reg||9||Sleepin Giant||00001190||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||06-10-2003||06:05 PM||||synchros , worn shift cables ,misaligned shift cables, bent shift fork bad engine mounts . etc etc .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||Nate||06-11-2003||01:31 AM||||Worn bearings in the trans.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||Sleepin Giant||06-13-2003||06:30 AM||||Ouch !!!!!<br /><br />ok new  question for all to answer plz<br /><br />will a evo 3 gear box blot straight up to my 89 vr4. <br /><br />i do i have to do any mods to make it fit?||210.55.151.210||reg||1||Sleepin Giant||00001190||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||06-13-2003||10:05 AM||||Read <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002042" target="_blank">this</a> and  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001442" target="_blank">this</a> ... the ratio is probably different, so you'll need the rear dif too.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||gvr4tel||06-13-2003||02:57 PM||||The tip of your 1-2 shift fork is broken.  Check your tranny fluid for aluminum particles. If you<br />see any, it's probly the fork.||65.176.65.101||reg||1||gvr4tel||00001121||yes
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A||||4||slvrblt||ACT 2600 ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||06-11-2003||02:34 AM||||Who all here is running either the ACT 2100 or 2600 clutch ? I am using the 2600 right now (came with the car) and I am wondering what everyone elses experiences have been with this specific clutch. When it finally dies, should I get another 2600 or the 2100 ? I love the pedal pressure and it grips great. <br /><br />What are your thoughts guys ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||06-11-2003||06:24 AM||||Really I would think it would depend on what you use your car for.  If you see alot of track time then 2600 but if it is mainly street use with a possibility of seeing the track than I would stick to the 2100.  That is what I use.||68.76.177.213||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||06-11-2003||07:49 AM||||I've run a 2100, 2600 and 2900 with the ACT street disc. IMHO, don't bother with the 2100 as it isn't much better than stock. For all-around abuse, the 2600 is hard to beat. The clutch is a little heavy, but it is very driveable even with a lightened flywheel. For a lighter feel on the street, I'd try the Centerforce 2500BB. RRE has a good clutch chooser on their website with the plusses and minuses of each.<br /><br />just my $.02...||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||06-11-2003||01:43 PM||||What kind of drivetrain (tranny/tcvase/3 bolt rear end) wear does the 2600 cause ? Anything detrimental ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||06-11-2003||02:22 PM||||with enough power to match, the 2600 causes 3bolt rear end breakage for most...but that is just a good reason to get the 4 bolt LSD||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
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A||||0||Vr4in'||Timing||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||06-11-2003||09:22 AM||nohad43@aol.com||Could one tooth off timing stop the car from starting?how about two?is that true if i can turn my my motor 6 revolutions by hand the timing is right?thanks||24.129.160.231||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
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A||||7||raceman77||help with stereo,any audiophiles out there?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||06-11-2003||02:33 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||here`s the situation;l just installed the stock cd/tape stereo/amp combo replacing my stock tape/stereo.Kind of a beeatch to wire the amp to the trunk...but the real problem is sound-l get sound from the right rear and left front only.l checked all the connects a couple of times and the speakers themselves check out okay.The balance/fade EQ is in the tape/stereo unit,could this be bad? or the amp? My old unit played through all speakers,it sounded bad but it worked..any ideas?l don`t want an aftermarket system (yet).thanks for any help here||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-11-2003||04:30 PM||||Sounds like you wired it wrong.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Can you determine the affect of turning the balance control?  Fader?  This will help you isolate exactly what wires you have working.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-11-2003||05:16 PM||||Rick<br /><br />I do know it was playing thru all of mine when it was pulled out, but that was a while ago.<br /><br />did you have to splice wires etc or did it all just plug in? I would think it just plugged in, right?<br /><br />Did the previous owner of the car have a custom deck and mess with wiring ?<br /><br />Also, Can you connect the old deck to the amp? If you can and it plays thru all 4, then its the head unit like you said. Thats really wierd.<br /><br />Lemme know!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||number3||06-11-2003||05:55 PM||||I don't remember for sure but I think the 91 and the 92 stereo wiring maybe different. Is the head unit from the same year of GVR4?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-11-2003||05:57 PM||||Harry<br /><br />I sold him my head unit and amp from the 91 gvr4, I am not 100% sure if he has a 91 or a 92. <br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||number3||06-11-2003||06:00 PM||||Well his sig states he has a 91 so it sounds like that idea is out.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||06-11-2003||10:42 PM||||Umm..yeah, I think I am blind and oh whats this - hairy palms ??? Agh...<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||raceman77||06-12-2003||12:43 AM||||hmmm,thanks for the input.My 91 still has the stock wiring,which is the same wiring as 92.The difference is that there`s an extra plug for the amp in the upgraded system,it`s not possible to misswire it.l checked balance/fader controls,that`s how l discovered that R/F and L/R speakers were inop.The amp seems to be suspect,it`s showing strong signs of having spent some time in the ocean AND tapping it eliminates ALL remaining speaker noise...so l think l need an amp..anyone have an amp?||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
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A||||1||keythe||1st gen elbow on a gvr4?||||1||||keythe||00001619
Z||000000||keythe||06-11-2003||03:45 PM||mrwhitefolks616@hotmail.com||I want to put a 1st gen elbow off my turbo on my galant to relocate the intercooler pipe. Has any one ever heard of this . Do you think it will work. E mail me with your thoughts. Thanks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.32.196.202||reg||1||keythe||00001619||yes
Z||000001||Nate||06-11-2003||04:31 PM||||It'll obviously bolt on but it'll also point the elbow right into the radiator fan.  You're stuck either cutting and re-welding the elbow at a different angle or going with a much thinner fan for a rad fan.<br /><br />Or, if you're hoping to point it in the same orientation as your stock outlet elbow, I can't help you.  I don't know if the stock GVR4 Ic hose that goes over the exhaust manifold will reach the shorter outlet elbow from a TEL.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
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A||||27||Minjin||Need turbo advice please||||1||||Minjin||00001036
Z||000000||Minjin||06-11-2003||09:53 PM||minnsjr@eudoramail.com||Last week I sent my BR20g to Forced Performance to have it rebuilt. Today, I received a call from Brian @ FP. In a nutshell, he said that the shaft has been damaged and because of shaft movement, the compressor wheel is slightly damaged as well. So I need a new shaft with the 05H wheel, clipped, and a new compressor wheel. And this is in addition to having it rebuilt. He quoted me 790 or thereabouts and after I mentioned how cheap a new 20g was, he said he could do 690 with some creative parts swapping. So for that much money, I'd end up with: my old 20g compressor housing with a new compressor wheel, my old center section with new internals, new shaft with new clipped 05H wheel, and my old turbine housing. My question is thus...what would you guys do or recommend?<br /><br />My finances are limited. I'm quite poor and have been saving to get the Galant on the road for a while, buying piece by piece when I had the money. This turbo was bought off of the trader as a used BR20g that needed rebuilt. It obviously needs more than that. If I have FP rebuild the turbo as above, I'll have about a grand into it, and a turbo thats half new and half used. I talked to Brian about the 06 wheel option and he said that thats another good choice. I don't recall exactly but I think the wheel/shaft was the same price. There would be no clipping charge, but obviously the turbine housing would need to be enlarged. Brian said that an 05H clipped wheel will spool quicker due to its less weight, but it'll all come on at once. I believe he said that the 06 wheel will start making boost earlier but it will take longer to spool up and it will have better topend. So do I go with the 06 option or not?<br /><br />I want a turbo 20g size or maybe a little larger. Not too much bigger because I still need quick spool with the kind of racing I do. Brian @ FP said that the 20g with clipped 05H is about what I need based on what I'm looking for. He said its about the fastest spooling combination in that size.<br /><br />Or should I just forgo rebuilding the turbo altogether? Sell the parts that are still good and buy a whole new turbo for a hundred or two more than the rebuild turbo. I've seen Greens do rediculously low prices on the trader. However, I'd be buying an unknown used turbo again. And I'm not entirely sure I want a turbo thats quite that big. But maybe I won't know until I try it...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm looking for any and all suggestions. Just please don't recommend some Super-Duper-Extreme turbo that costs 1500 bucks because I simply can't afford it. I don't even have the 690 budgeted into getting my car ready for Shootout but obviously I'm going to have to come up with something. I really don't want to go back to a 14b, even temporarily because that means making another IC pipe to fit it and I'd like to have this be a install and don't mess with for a long while.<br /><br />Alright enough rambling. <br /><br />Thanks in advance.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||06-11-2003||10:04 PM||||Man, so guess everyone who ever told me to never buy a used turbo was right.<br /><br />But anyway, it's all about what you can afford and what you really want.  If you're getting new internals where it matters, what's the big deal?  A shiny new turbo won't be too shiny in a week of driving.  As long as the turbine housing isn't cracked, keep it.<br /><br />Between 05H and a free 06 upgrade, get the 06.  You might kick yourself when you get tired of the 05H and think that a free 06 was right there for you.  But you don't say exactly <i>what</i> kind of racing you do, so I can't recommend.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||06-11-2003||10:12 PM||||bullshit. They do this all the time .that play on shaftplay makes em 50-150 a rebuild .I searched the starion forum but could not find the posts,this has been a major problem w dealing with them. I just have to say be careful.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||06-11-2003||10:50 PM||||Well, Mark. The 20G is the best street turbo, other than that a ball-bearing of some sort is the only best bet.<br /><br />With a bigger turbo, you need several supporting mods, so keep that in mind. That may cost extra as well...<br /><br />Could you sell the 20G and step back to a brand new big 16G? Darksideracing.org sells them for $550 shipped ported on dsmtrader and on ebay. This is a good price. They have improved from the past as well or so I have heard. Slowboyracing sells big 16G's for $599 and porting may be extra, buts thats another vendor option.<br /><br />AGP has a new ball-bearing turbo for auto-xing etc, Ben is an absolutely cool guy to deal with, so look into that.<br /><br />Whats your budget, if I or we may ask? May help make better recommendations then.<br /><br />Good luck!<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||06-11-2003||10:58 PM||||I've had a big16g for a long long time, time for bigger. And trust me when I say that I have all the supporting mods for 20g. As for budget, like I said, I'd rather just pay 300 bucks for a rebuilt, but thats not going to happen. I can dredge up 690 somehow if I have to. But if you guys think its worthwhile, I might be able to dredge a a hundred or two more than that. Thats what this post is all about. Whats really worth it?<br /><br />A high dollar ball bearing may be in my future, but not my immediate future at their 1000+ price.<br /><br />As for what racing I do, it involves turning the wheel.<br /><br />Thanks so far guys.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||KenGVR4||06-11-2003||11:29 PM||||Have you looked into the PTE turbos at all?  They're just under a thousand bucks, use Garrett internals and have a bolt on turbine housing.||12.207.250.84||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||06-11-2003||11:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> bullshit. They do this all the time .that play on shaftplay makes em 50-150 a rebuild .I searched the starion forum but could not find the posts,this has been a major problem w dealing with them. I just have to say be careful. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What?  You sure did call "bullshit" fast.  A standard mitsu cartrdige rebuild (for any turbo, even 14b's) is like ~$350.  Call any major turbo vendor, and they'll quote you about the same price.  $50-150 my ass, especially with a shaft/turbine wheel replacement (plus clipping if using 05H), plus cost of a new Mitsu comp wheel.  <br /><br />I'm sure I'm biased because I know these guys and they're local to me, but they do damn fine work and stand behind it.  They are not in the business of ripping people off and not delivering.  <br /><br />Mark, call Brian back and ask how much to convert to a sleeper 16G?  It still may not be a very good deal because of the needed rebuild and turbine wheel, but it's worth asking about.  <br /><br />Personally, I wouldn't spend that money to get it fixed.  I would rather spend more on an unused turbo that is guaranteed to work.  Heck, cut your losses and get whatcha can for that BR20G, and buy a new turbo (Green, PTE, etc.)||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||andy||06-11-2003||11:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong> Have you looked into the PTE turbos at all?  They're just under a thousand bucks, use Garrett internals and have a bolt on turbine housing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you are looking for bang for the buck, these turbos seem to be doing really well for lots of people, you just have to figure out which one you want. I am not big into trying new products, I like using things that are proven, but it appears the PTE turbos are doing great for those who are cost conscience. Plus you will be getting a brand new unit.||64.4.103.144||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000008||Marcus||06-12-2003||12:02 PM||||I'd try to save par, sell that turbo and get you a new one.  It sounds like we are looking for the same amount of power out of our cars.  I've been looking at PTE turbo's a lot, and AGP is always in my mind as well.  I like the RS46 from AGP, everyone thinks it's nuts to spend the same amount of money on the 46trim when a 50trim is the same cost.  Well, I would like to think that the 46trim will spool a little quicker and it's bigger then any 20g combo. I think!!  So why wouldn't this work for me, or YOU?  I have sold and bought injectors so many times that i'm sick.  So I'd like to keep my 550's and get a turbo that will match them pretty good.  Only problem I have with PTE is: I get confused with all the options you can get on a turbo.  Then it's back to, which to buy since they are all the same cost!  GOOD luck<br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||06-12-2003||01:19 PM||||I have a PTE turbo but it's the Buschur picked one.<br />Talking to PTE a few times I found out he (Buschur)<br />did test PTE's turbos and ended up buying the ones he liked best on the dyno. So he ended up with the br500 and br580 wich makes sence because to many options confuse people. I got the br580 but didn't have full use of it yet because my stock intercooler. The 20G I had before spooled up a little faster. This thing just keeps pulling. It doesn't have that kick like smaller turbos do.<br />So far I like it. Easy to install and it's cheap.<br />Makes the car sound like the big over the road trucks. You can't lie anymore that your car is a non turbo. It's loud.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||06-12-2003||01:59 PM||||Gabor, got any pics of the install?  I was curious how well the PTE turbos would fit on a GVR4.  Did you rotate the comp housing upwards again?  <br /><br />All I know is prices sure are getting cheap for decent turbos these days.  Especially between FP/AGP/PTE, you really don't have to spend as much anymore.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||06-12-2003||02:54 PM||||Here you go. I just remembered. It's not a direct bolt on to the Galant. The motor mount is in the way and needs to be cut.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/gvr4enginebay.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />16G, 20G, BR580<br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/16g20gbr580.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Here is the mount I had to cut. It's cut a little bigger than it really needs to be. Cut it round and not square as I did for less stress.<br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/motormount.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000<br />[||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||06-12-2003||03:30 PM||||Damn, Gabor, that's exactly what I wanted to see!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />When you rotated the comp housing upwards, did the WG still bolt on just fine with no fabrication?  <br /><br />Also, do you think the BR580 is the 60-1?  I was considering ordering the 50-trim PTE.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||markrieb||06-12-2003||03:38 PM||||Not to hijack the topic, but...<br /><br />Gabor, when are you going to have the SS heat shields ready for sale?<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.95||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||06-12-2003||04:37 PM||||The wastegate bolts right up when you rotate the housing. I didn't measure the wheel but I asume it is a 60-1 it's pretty big.<br />Buschur won't tell what's in there. PTE won't tell wich turbo Buschur buys. So, I have a ported head getting ready to go on the car sometime soon, when that happens I measure the wheel in the turbo.<br /><br /><br />Soon as I saw that picture, I knew somebody would ask about the covers.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  It's done, but not at my house. So keep your fingers crossed. I just bought a house so I can't bring more junk to the old house before I sell it.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||06-12-2003||05:10 PM||||I dont know much about turbo's - so is it a ball-bearing? what is spool up like ? I know the 60-1 takes a bit to spool on a stock 2.0, about 4000 rpms or so||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||bazeng||06-12-2003||08:36 PM||||hey<br />im just wonder what exhaust housing are you using on that turbo??<br /><br />i have a tdo6 25g..<br />with evo3 070 ex housing<br /><br />aint the internal gate toooo small?? <br />shouldn't u be using an external gate for a turbo that size??<br /><br />or is it ported and the flap has been increase??||203.166.63.152||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000017||sleeper||06-13-2003||12:28 AM||||It's a custom cast housing. Garrett stuff with a mitsubishi flange so it bolts to the stock manifold. Non ball bearing.<br />It's got a 15lbs wastegate. It doesn't creep or spike. Holds anywhere it's set dead steady. I don't thing the flapper is that big. I'm using a EVO O2 housing with it.<br /><br />I takes some time to spool (4000rpm is about where it gets happy) I'm sure ones the front mount is on this will change a little. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.166||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000018||Minjin||06-13-2003||12:51 AM||||Great info guys. One thing to remember with the PTE turbos is that you need to convert all the oil and water lines as well. This definitely adds to the cost and PITA factor. I'm starting to lean more towards just having FP rebuild the turbo. Whats you guys' take on 05H clipped vs 06? Is 06H an option too? Isn't that what the sleeper 16g uses?<br /><br />Who sells new 20gs for the cheapest nowadays? If its any cheaper, I'd like to get it sans wastegate since I run an o2 mounted external.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000019||howard_GVR4||06-13-2003||02:09 AM||||I have an FP turbo with the 6H turbine wheel, and it's got really good topend (despite the fact that I don't have cams or a sheet metal intake).  <br /><br />I think I'd see a broader power band and quicker spool on a smaller exhaust wheel, but this is just incentive for me to get cams and use that 8.5K redline that Oberholtzer put on this chip.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I think the 6 wheel might be a good balance if you don't plan on putting in cams and SM intake anytime soon.  <br /><br />Gabor - does your PTE exhaust housing have the divider wall machined out between the WG and turbine outlet?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000020||Kibo||06-13-2003||05:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Here you go. I just remembered. It's not a direct bolt on to the Galant. The motor mount is in the way and needs to be cut.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What part of the turbo runs into the motor mount?  Is it the WG actuator?||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000021||Minjin||06-13-2003||07:40 PM||||For the curious people, here's what my engine looked like tonight. Awaiting a turbo...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/Galant_recent/" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/Galant_recent/</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000022||GRV4726||06-13-2003||09:17 PM||||i must say thats pretty hot...||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||06-14-2003||09:42 PM||||Nice, Mark. Let us know on how your turbo purchase goes and wht you landed up with. I am sure others will be just as curious  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000024||sleeper||06-15-2003||12:31 AM||||Eric,<br />The motor mount is right under the oil return line.<br /><br />Howard,<br />No the exhaust housing is noth machined out between the exhaust and the wastegate ports.<br /><br />The PTE turbo doesn't use water so you have to plug the water lines. You do need a SS oil line to the turbo because the stock one won't fit.<br />The oil return line can be made from your stock one, by cutting out the flex section from it and replacing it with a rubber hose atached with a couple of hose clamps.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.56.62||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000025||Marcus||06-15-2003||10:39 AM||||Does the turbo have the option of the water cartridge?  I know most of AGP's turbos only come with a oil cartridge, but you can get the turbo setup like our stockers if you perfer.  What is the benefit/drawback  of just oil vs. water/oil?<br />Marc||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000026||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||03:27 AM||||In a nutshell, longevity.  With a water/oil cartridge, the duties are divided:  water cools, oil lubricates.  In an oil only cartridge, the oil has to do both (cool and lubricate) and thus has a slightly greater tendency to coke up.  Sure, the oil does some cooling in an oil/water setup as well, it's just that the water is there to absorbe even more heat.  This shouldn't be a deal breaker, but it might be more incentive to get a turbo timer with an oil only cartridge.  I'm no turbo expert though, so you may want to seek a second opinion and if I flubbed on anything someone please correct me.||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000027||1fast4door||07-02-2003||01:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Here you go. I just remembered. It's not a direct bolt on to the Galant. The motor mount is in the way and needs to be cut.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/gvr4enginebay.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />16G, 20G, BR580<br />  <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/16g20gbr580.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Here is the mount I had to cut. It's cut a little bigger than it really needs to be. Cut it round and not square as I did for less stress.<br />  <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/motormount.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000<br />[ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">These picks aren't coming up for me and they are exactly what i need to see also.  how do you have the turbo clocked? I too am running into the motor mount the way i have it right now.  Before i begin doing the IC piping it would be nice to see a pic.  can anyone help me out?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||1fast4door||00001194||yes



ubb/Forum2/002545.cgi
A||||8||Dan D||T-belt whining||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||06-11-2003||11:56 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I took off the accessories and timing cover to re-check the tensions on the b-belt and t-belt in search of the cause of the supercharger like whine I mentioned in an earlier post.  The tensions were dead on spec as is.  I measured using the FSM method and some of the VFAQ shortcuts.  All is well.  <br /><br />I started the car with no accesories and it still whined.  I now know for sure it's the t-belt/b-belt area making the noise.<br /><br />Auto tensioner and tensioner pullies are all new.  The idler pulley is the only thing I did not replace because it looked to be in good condition when I inspected it.  <br /><br />There are no signs of rubbing on the covers or belts.<br /><br />What could be the cause of the whining if not the belt tensions?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||06-12-2003||12:56 AM||||searching for operational noises on engines can be tricky, nobody likes a whiner  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  check  some of the ancillary components and make sure nothing is caught down in the covers.l`ve done the same search many times and often found the source nowhere near my initial target.How`s your power steering fluid?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    you`ll find it eventually,best of luck.||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||06-12-2003||01:13 AM||||You sound like you've eliminated most of the possibilities. Only a couple remain now. Next step for me would be to start car up with timing belt covers off and use a spray bottle to mist some water onto the belt. If its the belt or outer surface of a pulley, the noise will go away. If it doesn't, then its most likely bad bearings in a pulley.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||06-12-2003||01:32 AM||||Good idea Mark.  I'll give that a try tommorow.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||06-12-2003||06:36 AM||||If it is the outer surface of a pulley then the writing on the belt probably wore off already which would mean a pulley is too tight.||68.76.181.186||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||06-12-2003||01:51 PM||||Well, it was the balance belt.  It was too tight.  I tensioned it using the oil pump case spacing method and re-checked the deflection.  It should have been fine.  My guess is that there was just a hair to much tension for the tired oil pump bearings.  I loosedned it just a tad and the whine was gone.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000006||curtis||06-12-2003||11:00 PM||||reach down and rub your hand on the from of the AC clutch if it is oily or there is a black melted plastic goo around the front or rear of the clutch or if it wobbles around thats your whinner.  This happened to one of my project car once. I notice that it was flining crap all over the inside of the hood.||67.25.34.244||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||06-13-2003||12:59 AM||||Dan, the balance shaft belt has nothing to do with the oil pump gears. Its only turning the front balance shaft. So, if your front BS is starting to develop bearing noise, you're in for a world of hurt. You really don't want this to lockup, snap the BS belt, and probably take the timing belt with it. Check that BS belt tensioner to make certain that its bearings feel very smooth. This is a whole lot easier and cheaper fix than the front BS.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||Dan D||06-13-2003||01:06 PM||||Doh.  Brainfart!  Don't know why I said oil pump.  I only loosened it a little bit.  Deflection is now ~6mm instead of 5mm and the noise ceased.  The pulley is new and smooth.<br /><br />At 172k miles I doubt there's a bearing in the car without some wear.  When spinning the front balance shaft sprocket by hand, it was smooth and did not wobble.<br /><br />I really think I may have just cranked down a little too hard the first time.  I'll keep my ears open though just in case it comes back.  Then I'll worry.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/002546.cgi
A||||2||Gvr4-330||Quick head question...||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||06-11-2003||11:58 PM||roby827@hotmail.com||What size bolts hold the head to the block?  I thought I read they were 13 or 14mm hex head bolts, but it looks like mine are 10mm allen wrench screws.<br /><br />Is this normal?  My head shouldn't have ever been off before.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||06-12-2003||12:12 AM||||Yes those are the normal stock 6-bolt head bolts.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||Gvr4-330||06-12-2003||12:22 AM||||Cool thanks... guess I have to pick up a 10mm allen wrench socket tomorrow.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum2/002547.cgi
A||||16||jayru||GM Mass Air conversion||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||06-12-2003||12:50 AM||||Hi All,<br />       Has anyone installed or familiar with the 3" GM Mass Air conversion? I know it  needs the MAF Translater but is it hard to tune. Does it alow you to ajust only for injector size or can you tune through the rpm range like an AFC? Any info would be appreciated.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||06-12-2003||09:19 AM||||Try  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search;search_forum=2" target="_blank">here</a> and  <a href="http://www.ramchargers.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ExecMacro/RCSales/main.d2w/report" target="_blank">here.</a>||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||06-12-2003||05:33 PM||||Yes and yes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.175.86.225||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||jayru||06-12-2003||07:58 PM||||thanks for the site's. I already know how the thing works and prices, But what i really wanted was some live testimonial from people who have used the thing. likes, dislikes, greavences stuff like that. thanks anyway though.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||06-12-2003||11:53 PM||||hmm. thats what the search was for   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />yeah, i haven't tried it but everything i have heard only makes me want to get one. this has been talked about in the past few weeks on this board. look it up.<br /><br />one thing i can definatly set you straight on is relating it to an s-afc. for beginner's, it is nothing like the s-afc. you can not tune through the rpm range like on an s-afc. from what i understand its a little similar to an fpr(of course not really similar in affect but similar in the basic concept, this is hard for me to put into words). basically you put it on, and tune it so that its running all nice and dandy at idle. then you drive and tune it a litte more.  <br /><br />its definantly not fine tuning like the s-afc, so personally i think that you should run both. or simply run the maft till you can afford to get an s-afc to  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br />you have to realise the main purpose of the unit. it allows you to run a much less restrictive mas, wich alone is worth the 200. and it also allows for a little brute (keyword) tuning.<br /><br />i may be not right on the money, but i don't own the damn thing and haven't read everything there is on it, so at least someone is answering your question.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   and please us the search function, thats why its there.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||jayru||06-13-2003||01:16 AM||||Three things,<br />1) Thanks for the answer your info was greatly appreciated.<br />2) I have used twinturbo.net for years and they use post and reply setup, so i am still getting use to the way you dsm'ers do it around here.<br />3) Mabye i am doing it wrong? But when i use search only my post shows up? <br />Thanks again though.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||06-13-2003||01:56 AM||||<a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/dsmtranslator/messages" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/dsmtranslator/messages</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000033" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000033</a>||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||06-13-2003||01:58 AM||||try searching for different things. like maft, or translater, etc..<br /><br />don't worry, we're very helpful. at least most of us are   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  . haha<br /><br />i don't think any other comunity helps each other out like we do. just wait and get used to it, and then you notice how many members offer their services||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||06-13-2003||10:09 AM||||Jayru -- try joining the Yahoo group for the translator.  You'll see all the opinions you could ever want...  but I do believe that it mostly people who are having trouble tuning rather than those who aren't having any problems.  (It's more of a support group than a discussion group.)||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||Marcus||06-13-2003||10:44 AM||||Everyone talked real big about these MAFT's when they first came out.  But after they did not many people are saying how great they are.  So I would just stick to the proven 2gmas.  People have made over 400hp no problem with these.  Good luck<br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000010||jayru||06-13-2003||11:51 AM||||Thanks everyone! All of the info has been great. Although the more i inquire, the more it seems this setup has alot of bugs in it!||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||06-13-2003||03:21 PM||||i've read up to post 125 (starting from the very first post)<br /><br />it seems that the main problem in tunning (so far.. (up to #125) is that the tuning must first be done with maft. and once it was running as well as you can get it, then you can go on and tune with the s-afc. from my understanding this is because the tuning the s-afc will amplify and problems that haven't been faced with the translater first. it seems to make more sense when realizing howt the s-afc works.<br /><br />i still think i will be trying this, because it's alot cheaper than any other alternative...<br /><br />still 600 more posts to go||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||06-13-2003||03:31 PM||||You can stop reading right there. Just go to the end and start reading from todays date forward.<br />It's the same boring question and answers all the time.<br />The main thing you need to know about is, if you have 550s you set the knob to 660s. If you have 660s then set it to 720s and so on.<br />That little trick worked for 99% of the people.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||GRV4726||06-13-2003||03:45 PM||||hm.. yes i was seeing that trend already. thanks<br /><br />what i was wondering is what is with setting the translater to 3.5 with 3".  i guess i may find out by reading more.<br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||06-13-2003||04:01 PM||||That's a bandaid for people who a) have the wrong MAF, b) have intake/ic/tb/biss leaks, c) generally can't figure out tuning before they bought the MAFT.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||dsmsleeper||06-13-2003||04:43 PM||||also, people have been removing the screen and porting them like the would a 1g MAS.  Some have also had success by flipping the switch to 3.5".||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000016||curtis||06-14-2003||12:48 AM||||From work Ive done on vetts and camaro's porting and removing the honeycomb is a no no on GM's also have a friend in town with a 3000 VR4 big turbos, nos wet system, etc. He installed the Converter box and a 3 1/2 meter the car is have a bad off idle stubble with the big meter his going to switch out to a 3" to see if it makes a difference. I will keep you posted.||67.25.39.177||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/002548.cgi
A||||4||chucklesas||EGT temps and tuning to max...||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||06-12-2003||01:14 AM||||I'm not sure if I really even have a problem, but when driving down the highway at about 75 or so my avg EGT temps are about 1400 F or so.  Isn't this a little cool compared to where I would want to be for a more efficient burn?  <br />My o2 volts on the logger look like they are around .88-.92V.  I'm running boost at about 15PSI and see, at most, a knock count of about 16 and that's not even at WOT.  During WOT it seems to stay down, like as much as 9 count knock.<br />I haven't updated my lifters so I figure I might be getting phantom knock, but I didn't see much knock just during normal cruising that might be caused by noisy lifters.  <br />So I feel I can get more potential out of my car by turning the boost up even more, but I am on a stock fuel system, any thoughts???||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||06-12-2003||01:25 AM||||another EGT tunner....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   I will never understand, my EGTs would sit at 1500 crusing and go down to 1300 during WOT...  Mo boost, unless that stock "intercooler" is being used, although I did run 18psi for a while(not stock fuel system).||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||06-12-2003||06:41 AM||||Use the logger and check your timing when you are getting knock.  Chances are turning up boost isnt goin to do much good cause with knock counts that high timing is holding or even gettin pulled.<br />  And then you are back to the point where without changing your fuel pump you are dancing on a thin line turnin boost above 16 psi.||68.76.181.186||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||06-12-2003||09:52 AM||||Charles,<br />EGT are a nice secondary tuning tool.  You don't want them too high, but it doesn't tell you everything.  16 counts of knock is going to pull your timing and start to slow you down a bit.  You have to find the "sweet spot" for your setup that you get the most out of it before it starts to retard (timing) and before you take it to the danger zone.  more than 15psi on the stock fuel system probably isn't going to do anything productive on pump gas.  You've already got the air flowing with the turbo and intake, but need the fuel to flow.  <br />Do a search on the tuning here and it should give you a little better insight.  <br /><br />At wot, you're EGT might even go down because (as Ken explained a few times)you're injectors get to a point where they are just dumping fuel and the extra fuel is basically cooling your cylinders a bit.  That's one of the many reasons he runs H2O injection.  <br /><br />Without any fuel control, doing the rewire will give you more fuel, but you'll have no way to fine tune it and while you might be able to turn up the boost a little afterwards, I'd bet that with the stock IC and piping,you won't see much much of a difference from where you're at now...although it may be just enough to get your knock down and keep your timing advanced - it's about finding that "sweet spot".<br />good luck...and don't fret too much, you're setup will not have any problem with that GTP where you're at now.  Trust me on that one- I already did it with similar set up to where your at  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.21.157||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||06-12-2003||08:57 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum2/002549.cgi
A||||8||msaskin||The ultimate &quot;Understanding EGT's&quot; thread||||1||||msaskin||00001429
Z||000000||msaskin||06-12-2003||09:39 AM||matt@saskin.net||I don't know how many of you browse the DSMTuners Forums, but I came across this thread last night.<br /><br />Basically, if you read the comments by 95GSXRacer and a few others, it gives the most in-depth "What EGT means" and "How to tune" description i've ever read.<br /><br />It certainly has helped me...hope it helps others too.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=41270&highlight=egt" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=41270&highlight=egt</a><br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||06-12-2003||10:27 AM||||I had an EGT in my previous 2G and have observed all the things he pointed out.  However, that doesn't make him less of an arrogant prick.<br /><br />But anyway, an EGT is not the best way to tune.  The best way (and most expensive) is to datalog with wide-band O2.  Any other way is really guessing.  Some of the best information you can log on a car is knock, spark advance, and wide band O2.<br /><br />But since wide bands are ~$700-1000 in most places, you're pretty good with watching just knock and spark adv.  These two can be logged using most 1G dataloggers.  I used MMCd on a color Palm IIIc with a keydiver modified ECU that includes a datalogger port.<br /><br />EGTs come with a general risk that they will fail within a year or two, and that they could possibly break off and go flying into your turbine wheel.  In most cases they just melt away slowly until there's not enough sensor to read correctly and the needle jumps around.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||06-12-2003||01:13 PM||||hence the reason to install it post-turbo, if you can.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||06-12-2003||01:39 PM||||Post-turbo is no good.  The exhaust has cooled too much to be a usable reading.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||06-12-2003||02:26 PM||||ok so i finished page one. yahoo!!<br /><br />good stuff, but now i'm wondering if an EGT is really worth the cash. from what i understand its only good to verify other values that can be seen on a pocketlogger only once the car is actually tuned. if it is not tuned then it seems like you will be using the pocketlogger to decifed the egt. and honestly, i don't car about tuning a my car and having the reward of my gauge runing correctly. it just ends up being another gauge in the car that does hold much worth, so why bother?<br /><br />because i am just beginning to really learn about this, i figure that other people with more experience may want to eleborate. come on you know you're just dying to wow us!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />from reading that it seems like everything i have heard about the egt was just a waste of time. i'll read the rest later. it's like a small egt novel.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||chucklesas||06-12-2003||09:17 PM||||Looks like a Boost Gauge, Knock Box, and Datalogger are the only useful tools then...  Besides super expensive Wideband 02.<br />That's what I gained from the post anyway.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||06-13-2003||12:47 AM||||Waste of time to tune with by itself?  Probably.<br /><br />Not useful?  It is very useful...  How else are you going to know what your exhaust gas temperature is?<br /><br />As Bob pointed out to me today, it can certainly alert you to problems after you've tuned.<br /><br />It isn't just a DSM thing... I've seen plenty of turbocharged trucks, for example, with EGT gauges.  Maybe they don't have knock sensors.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||1312VR4||06-13-2003||07:43 PM||||I've always checked my timing with a timing light.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />Guess no one uses those any more. I didnt notice that anywhere in that thread.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000008||Gvr4-330||06-13-2003||10:27 PM||||Damn.  And I just bought an EGT because people were saying how useful they were...<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum2/002550.cgi
A||||5||BiggiB42||ignition coil problems||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||06-12-2003||02:40 PM||||i've been having some problems. AGAIN. (on the never-ending dsm maintainence schedule) i drive my vr-4 for about 10 minutes then starts putterin. it idles rough and it goes very slow. it used to be alright from 3 grand and up but now its pretty bad through most of the powerband. me and friend (who drives a 12 1g talon tsi) thought it was the o2 sensor. but when we hooked up his pocketlogger it said it was the ignition coil.does that sound right<br /><br />how much do these cost<br />could i get one from a junkyard<br />are there aftermarket ones<br />would a talon or eclipse coil work||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||06-12-2003||02:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BiggiB42:<br /><strong> pocketlogger it said it was the ignition coil.does that sound right<br /><br />how much do these cost<br />could i get one from a junkyard<br />are there aftermarket ones<br />would a talon or eclipse coil work </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Aftermarket ones aren't worth it, unless you plan to do some SERIOUS racing.<br />Any '91-'94 Turbo DSM ones will work<br />Be aware also, that I have seen some ECU's with acid damage do this too, if the new coil doesn't fix it. Was that code 44?||68.211.192.229||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||BiggiB42||06-12-2003||02:52 PM||||i do have that clicking associated with the cap. problem in the ecu but i dont have the smell.  and yes it was a code 44||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||06-12-2003||03:46 PM||||Ahhh, the infamous Code 44, aka Ignition Coil.<br /><br />Search the archives on the old Talon Digest (if you can...) and look for some posts there by me.<br /><br />The code is thrown by the ECU if the coils don't fire properly.  Usually when the car throws a Code 44, the car feels like it is running on two cylinders.  The three things you can replace to try and fix this, in order are:  Crank Angle sensor (especially if you have washed under the hood recently), the ignition coil and the ignition power transistor.  Of course all of this assumes you have replaced the ECU caps.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.95||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||06-12-2003||04:20 PM||||What Mark implied but should have said in big CAP letters (no pun intended)<br /><br />CHANGE YOUR CAPS NOW IF YOU HAVEN'T<br /><br />They don't have to smell to go bad.  If they're the originals, they're bad, get them out now!||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||RayH||06-12-2003||04:29 PM||||I had the same intermittent problem which got fixed when I disconnected and reconnected the coil harness a couple times.  I think the pins there are a good candidate for some DeoxIT.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum2/002551.cgi
A||||1||msaskin||vaccum line question||||1||||msaskin||00001429
Z||000000||msaskin||06-12-2003||06:43 PM||matt@saskin.net||Just got my car back from the mechanic after having him swap an engine, and I've got a question...<br /><br />When all was said and done, he had one vacuum line that he couldn't connect anywhere.  If you follow the vacuum lines from the wastegate actuator, they T off and split to the wastegate (obvious) and another one runs into the turbo (at least according to his diagram), but there is no nipple for a vacuum line on the turbo.  Can anyone think of where this line is supposed to go, or can it just be plugged?<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||06-12-2003||07:04 PM||||Is this stock boost control and hose routing?  If it is then <br /><br />Hose from wastegate solenoid connects to T #1.  T#1 also goes to the wastegate and to T#2. <br /><br />T#2 goes then to both the nipple on the turbo outlet elbow and the nipple on the upper intercooler pipe.<br /><br />Make sense?  There should be little hose barbs on the outlet elbow and on the IC pipe.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/002552.cgi
A||||7||229of1000||Questions about building an engine. ||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||06-12-2003||10:04 PM||||My plans for my car keep getting bigger and bigger.  Even with my current setup I feel like I am pushing the car pretty hard, and I haven't touched the intercooler, injectors, or turbo yet (but they will all be replaced within a month or so).  This added strain has made me want to pick up and build an extra 4G63 to put in when this one gives out.<br /><br />Now, there is nothing wrong with my current engine.  It needs a timing belt ASAP (53,000 on this one), but aside from that it's pretty good.  Decent compression, burns a quart of oil or two per oil change, but no real problems.  However, I'd like to have a built one that I can swap in if this one gives me any crap or hopefully before it has a chance to.<br /><br />So here's my questions:<br /><br />What is a good basis for building an engine?  Should I try to find one with a trashed head from a bad timing belt, or one with a spun bearing, or what?  There are a few different types of "bad engines", and I'd like to know what I would be best off building.<br /><br />My friends are capable of assembling the engine, but what parts do I "really" need?  I'm not looking to build a stroker, or make monster power.  I'd like to be able to run 25 or so PSI "reliably" on a 50 trim T3/T4.  Will '95 pistons be enough, or should I run more expensive forged pistons?<br /><br />I will probably have any head work done by a DSM shop, and have the bottom end done local.<br /><br />Excuse me if I sound ignorant in any of this.  I just haven't had any experience with internals yet, and I've gotta learn it somewhere.  Preferably with an extra engine where time isn't an issue.  Also this topic doesn't seem to get much coverage.  Thanks guys!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||number3||06-12-2003||10:39 PM||||You have about 23,000 miles on that timing belt more than you should.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />I had my engine built by AMS so I trusted their judgement. I know home built engine can be reliable but I have also seen the not be reliable. The machine work (getting good machine work) is the tricky part. I choose to go the way of the warranty.<br /><br />A search of this site should help you out. There are many different opinions of hardware to use. I used JE pistons, Crower rods, and ARP hardware for example. <br /><br />In the end it comes down to budget really.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||06-12-2003||10:58 PM||||If you don't plan on making a ton of power, then go with a standard 4g63 with 95 pistons.  Otherwise, the sky's the limit.  If I were to build a second one, I'd try builing up a 4g64 block with some Ross of Wiseco pistons or something.<br /><br />If you're burning more than a quart per 3000mi, then I'd definitely say either the engine's tired (that early?) or you've got bad valve stem seals or turbo seal.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||curtis||06-12-2003||11:26 PM||||If you want some sweet pistons contact Diamond racing pistons. They are a small business and only do high performance work. They been in business for like 40 years and build pistons for everything from pro stock to circle track and now their doing the street car thing.  I had a friend that just had a custom set done for his 2.3 Merkur they call him like once a week at tell him how the project is going super company. He sent him his wisecos and a stock piston for them to measure and they copyed the stock chamber and improved the design of the wisecos, tall ring land, doubled the oiling holes, custom light weight pins and lighted the pistons also he had them built for a custom long rod setup and for you that dont know long rod motors make shit loads of torque. The pistons and pins were like $320 a set.  Since then the turbo ford website guys have been doing big orders I'm sure they would do a group buy for the Galants maybe something crazy like a long rod stroker with 9.5 to 1 and gas ports and ring land supports with tapered wall pins and material underneth remove to get the weight down super light. Ive seen some very nice pistons for car, bikes and airplanes in my life and these are the best looking yet.  He suppose to be checking on a set for me this week. I'll post a price when I get it.||67.25.34.244||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||06-12-2003||11:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  If you're burning more than a quart per 3000mi, then I'd definitely say either the engine's tired (that early?) or you've got bad valve stem seals or turbo seal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The engine itself has 120k miles, the belt was last replaced at 67k.  I wish the engine only had 53k total!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||06-12-2003||11:37 PM||||I've read up on this subject as much as I could on this site.<br /><br />From other's opinions, Ross pistons sound like a popular choice with no complaints.  The cost of machining '95 pistons and our rods to work together evidently comes close to the cost of just getting forged pistons to begin with.  <br /><br />Stock rods are good enough for my application?  I read that they are good for 500whp.<br /><br />As far as oil consumption goes... I am adding approx. 2 quarts per 3k miles, easy.  I'm replacing the turbo soon, so if that's the culprit I will find out.  However the car doesn't smoke at all, so I dunno.  The compression wasn't wonderful, but within spec.  The numbers were okay but I had the max amount of variance between cylinders (i want to say as much as 14psi difference) so there's gotta be a problem somewhere.  I just worry about my engine and want another one before this one develops any real issues.<br /><br />I don't want to build a 4G64 or 4G63 stroker, as I'd like to avoid driveline breakage as much as I can.  I'm a broke kid.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br />Curtis, keep us posted on what you find out.<br /><br />So what is my best option as far as finding an engine to build up?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||06-12-2003||11:38 PM||||all this talk makes me really want to rebuild mine so that it can really take a beating. but i really don't have the cash<br /><br />by the way, Shawn, what do you mean by a ton of power?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />i really wish i had the money to get a fresh motor and do things right. (even though i do plan on getting an intercooler, and a rebuilt head...that should help her out some)<br /><br />maybe i'll win the lotto... in math class we figured the probability of getting it and it came out to being nearly FUCKING IMPOSSIBLE. <br /><br />oh well||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||06-13-2003||12:24 AM||||The crank maybe able to handle 500HP, but I don't know about the rods.  That would be pushing it.<br /><br />Ahh, the goodness of a 6 bolt.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/002553.cgi
A||||3||DynStatic||Recall - Front Seat Belt Buckle||||1||||GalantVR4-1229||00000841
Z||000000||DynStatic||06-12-2003||11:40 PM||||I was looking at alldata.com today cos my parents are having problems with thier 01 Jetta VR6. o2 and Maf stuff..<br /><br />Anways I looked up my 91 vr4 and say the recall fro the front seat beat. Whats the deal with this? I Do Have problems with my front seat belt. The lap belt wont buckel sometimes. I'm scared about it. Whats this TSB have to do with? I may end up buying a new buckel for the car.||68.57.49.82||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-13-2003||12:41 AM||||Hmm...  In my old Mighty Max the seatbelts were recalled too at about the same time.  A little piece of plastic surrounding the hole (receiving buckle) was prone to (and did) break and fall inside the buckle.  It caught me once -- had to wiggle out of the seatbelt (had to piss, of course) and later took it apart and "fixed it" myself.<br /><br />My guess is that the Galant's recall is the same situation -- however my lap belts look fine.  I don't have any indication that a recall was performed from the previous owner's service records.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||06-13-2003||05:09 PM||||Note that a TSB and a recall are different. The dealer has to perform the recall at their expanse and thbe TSB is just an advisory and that work does not have be done at the dealers expense.<br /><br /><br />I haven't heard about this one. If you have the page handy, you should post it so we can all see it easily.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||1101||06-13-2003||08:19 PM||||Humm, I know my 89 GGS manual belts were recalled and was done at dealer expense. I was not aware of the later mouse belts having a recall. Are you sure the recall your looking at is for the 91-92 belts? <br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum2/002554.cgi
A||X||1||meshwork||Guys with VPC/AFC, I need help with wiring...||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||06-13-2003||08:54 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I need to wire up the AFC to the VPC harness, could someone out there hook me up with some directions or a link where I could figure out how its supposed to get wired? I bought the VPC used and the guy was also running an AFC, so the harness already has connectors on it, I just need to see what color wires on the AFC harness go where. <br /><br />Thanks a ton! Hopefully I'll have the 20g and IRC FMIC in action next week!||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||Jon||06-13-2003||08:58 AM||||Look at the post in this forum of "READ ME FIRST"||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||



ubb/Forum2/002555.cgi
A||||5||4wsRyan||Whats a good repair manual?||||1||||4wsRyan||00000908
Z||000000||4wsRyan||06-13-2003||05:45 PM||Ryanryanboy19@aol.com||Just wondering what everyone likes for a repair manual. I heard something about one on cd for dsm's that was suppose to be real good. I plan on pulling the turbo off my car to send it out to get rebuilt and i have no experience at it.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||4wsRyan||00000908||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||06-13-2003||07:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4wsRyan:<br /><strong> Just wondering what everyone likes for a repair manual. I heard something about one on cd for dsm's that was suppose to be real good. I plan on pulling the turbo off my car to send it out to get rebuilt and i have no experience at it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Factory Galant manuals rule, engine/drivetrain, rebuild manual, and technical manual.  Ignore all others: Haynes, Chilton, etc.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/index2.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/index2.htm</a>||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||06-13-2003||07:23 PM||||Oh, and for specific repair instructions like pulling the turbo, go  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">here.</a>||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||06-13-2003||08:37 PM||||There is also another repair manual, Harry has the best access to him...he is called Nate Pharr   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||06-13-2003||10:33 PM||||Ryan, if your 14b is shot, now is a good time to upgrade it.  Get the supporting mods to go w/ it, and have a ball.  I can't wait till I get my car from Victor Research.||66.212.209.106||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||number3||06-13-2003||11:32 PM||||...And if you don'r rent a room to Nate then I suggest...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/</a><br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002556.cgi
A||||5||Gvr4-330||HELP! Crank seal replacement.||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||06-13-2003||06:39 PM||roby827@hotmail.com||Hey,<br /><br />I'm in the middle of a timing belt job, and right now all that's holding me back from getting it all back is the crankshaft seal.<br /><br />Any hints on getting the old one out?  I'm trying to pry and grab at it, but it just falls apart and I'm worried that little bits of it are going to remain stuck in there.<br /><br />Also, I also have a replacement balance shaft seal.  Any hints on that?  I didn't remove the gear yet, which may be a problem.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||06-13-2003||11:52 PM||||get something that can be used as a hook, the dentist store sells them, local flea market sells them, auto parts store sells them. it looks like something that the dentist scrapes off the plaque with. its pretty common. You can also take a flat head and dremmal/file it down so it makes a hook.  The balancer shaft..I wouldn't know cuz I got none. <br /><br />Donger on telecasters comp..||64.166.156.113||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||06-14-2003||10:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> get something that can be used as a hook, the dentist store sells them, local flea market sells them, auto parts store sells them. it looks like something that the dentist scrapes off the plaque with. its pretty common. You can also take a flat head and dremmal/file it down so it makes a hook.  The balancer shaft..I wouldn't know cuz I got none. <br /><br />Donger on telecasters comp.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">exactly they make tools called hook picks. sold any where . i just used one of these and hooked the seal out. that should do the trick. (Good call Telecaster)||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Gvr4-330||06-14-2003||07:02 PM||||Ok.  Just picked up one today.  Trying it now.  Any other suggestions if I'm too imcompetent to make it work?<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||06-14-2003||08:16 PM||||Most of the time, the seal will come out easily with a hook of some sort. Reason being it is old and dried out. I always use a high temp grease in the back of the seal before installing. For two reasons, must not be a dry start, and it holds the spring in place during the installation.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||Gvr4-330||06-14-2003||08:43 PM||||thanks for the hints...<br /><br />I already got the new one installed before I read the part about the grease  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   but I did oil it before it went in  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Once I realized it was a metal and rubber seal, I pried away at the metal ring first with the hook, and then a small flathead screwdriver, and this popped it out.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum2/002557.cgi
A||||13||chhuong||Jdm headlights??||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||06-13-2003||09:35 PM||sirrealracer@attbi.com||does anyone have experience with installing these??  Also how about links to pictures of an install or something of that sort!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-13-2003||10:29 PM||||I dont know, I need it too. Nate and PRE-EVO have them..||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||06-13-2003||11:01 PM||||Since the JDM lights are H3/H4 I believe, you just have to figure out what wires are ground, power, and signal. <br />Perfect time to add relays too.<br /><a href="http://www.humanspeakers.com/audi/headlight-simple.htm" target="_blank">http://www.humanspeakers.com/audi/headlight-simple.htm</a> <br />That site has some good info. Good luck. Slip some highwattage bulbs in there too while you're at it.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||Telecaster||06-13-2003||11:10 PM||||There's only two connections i think, i dont remember.  Just figure out the neg and pos.  Did you also get the connectors?  I just cut the old connectors off and soldered on the jdm ones.||64.166.156.113||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000004||AWD4DR||06-13-2003||11:11 PM||||I have mine wired so that when low beams are on,both hi and low are on with the h4 outside lamps,and when I hit hi beams,the inside lights kick on..It's pretty bright but if you have them aimed well,which takes some time,will not bother other drivers terribly..You can also have it so the high beam on the h4 outside lamp only kicks on when you hit the hi beams by splicing the pwr wire from the inside (hi) lamp and running to the hi beam prong on the outside h4 lamp..The H4 has 3 terminals,low,hi,ground.You can buy the connectors for like 3 bux a pop at a parts store..ITs best to just splice factory wires that way you keep the factory connectors on there if you decide to go back to stock at a later time..Not terribly difficult..But if you want to install the relays,that a very good idea also,if I was planning on keeping this car I would do that for sure..Heres what they look like..<br />     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=625&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.80.248.151||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000005||chhuong||06-13-2003||11:48 PM||||Yeah i looked at the connectors, and the lowbeams have 3 wires, so obviously it is a dual filament bulb, but then the other one has 2 prongs and some weird type of connector, not really sure what those are all about daytime running maybe!!  if someone knows can you please explain???  also what type of bulbs are used for the city lights??  And i'm missing the plug for the highbeam side or what used to be the highbeam side??  is there some type of replacement plug i can get from another car or something??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||06-14-2003||12:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> I dont know, I need it too. Nate and PRE-EVO have them.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually I've got 93's which I think are a much better headlight design.||65.148.96.215||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||06-14-2003||10:38 AM||||What about the city light hookups? I still think the JDMs are nicer, The 93 look um,  too new or somthing. I also like how the JDMs adjust. All internal.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||chhuong||06-15-2003||01:10 AM||||i was gonna get the 93's but they are glass and too clear, don't match with any corners out there for the gvr4!!  What type of bulbs go in that inner socket??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000009||Telecaster||06-15-2003||06:53 AM||||I got a pair of JDMs for sale btw if anyone wants them.  All you have to do is find two connectors for the highbeams.||64.166.156.20||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||06-15-2003||01:06 PM||||i've got them too<br />i also wierd the outside high and low together<br />the low beam is WAAAAY too low to use for driving. i have no idea how its supposed to work.<br />i wired the city lights to the park lights too.<br />i like them<br />and that crap about them being pointed incorrectly for right side driving is BS. its totally fine||141.153.162.118||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||AWD4DR||06-15-2003||10:52 PM||||BTW not all JDM lamps come with city lights,my first set I had has them but the set I have now dosen't..I really actually likes those city lights  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.248.151||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000012||gtluke||06-15-2003||11:07 PM||||i was almost tempted to be a ricer and put some blue bulbs in my city lights  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />i DO have some green autometer "light condoms" for the penut bulbs. then it would at least match my car. ha, green is really cheezy though<br />-luke-||141.153.162.118||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||06-16-2003||12:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chhuong:<br /><strong> i was gonna get the 93's but they are glass and too clear, don't match with any corners out there for the gvr4!!  What type of bulbs go in that inner socket?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually I had the Euro corners and they matched nicely but unfortunately one fell off and got destroyed. But the good news is they have DEPO part numbers on them so we may be able to order them which would make them cheaper and easier to obtain. I plan on looking into that soon.<br />Rich||207.220.145.172||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/002558.cgi
A||||0||Romanova||Bushing question...||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||06-14-2003||12:21 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Rear lower inner control arm bushings... which ones are these? Are they the ones on the upper arm by the differential? Wanna make sure I rip out the right ones when I go to install the new Whiteline ones I got. <br />Thanks!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/002559.cgi
A||||13||Martin Chilcote||Suspension for GVR4's-links &amp; future Koni shock/H &amp; R spring||||1||||Martin #1064/2000||00000028
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||06-14-2003||12:27 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||(1) Excellent Post-------><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002395" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002395</a><br />(2) Another good one------><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000824" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000824</a><br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">PRE-EVO  posted 06-04-2003 04:40 PM                        <br /> On a side note has anyone tried the red koni's that tirerack is showing for our cars                    that are 8-10 week special orders? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just ordered the red Koni set f/ Tire Rack, and 2 used front GVR4 units f/ M & S Recycling.<br />My GR2s/H & R springs lowered the front too much, the car slopes, the shocks are shot & the ride sucks. I was told the Koni reds are GVR4 specific, hince the 8 week lead time. For those that haven't seen the Tire Rack page, the fronts are a cartridge thats inserted in the oem stock housing, the rears are a complete shock with a coil-over type adjustable spring perch.<br />My hopes are I end up w/ a "sporty" but comfortable handling package that is level. <br /><br />For those interested, Tire Rack ordered 4 sets of fronts and rears, I'm getting 1 set, some "other ???" GVR4 owner has spoken for a set, a 3rd set is available, the 4 set is backordered.<br />ETA is July 2.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.139.166.141||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||06-14-2003||12:45 PM||||Those koni have had my eye for a while now. It's tempting to get them but I just don't know if the $600~ for struts alone is worth it when coilovers aren't that far from it.<br />Rich||65.138.132.96||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Martin Chilcote||06-14-2003||05:27 PM||||$470.56 shipped. So the way I see it, $70 more than The usual GroupBuy.com diacount price on AGXs and most people posting about them say they suck worse than GR2s because they cost more. I'm just not ready to give up on the H & R springs. I've kicked myself over having thrown out my original OEM shocks but who woulda known I'd ever need the front housing>>>>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.139.166.107||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||06-14-2003||05:52 PM||||That's part of the reason why I got a set of stockers as the Bilstein are inserts for the front also. That and hopefully they will help me to get an idea of what the stock car rides like and what I should look for as improvement. I already get the feeling that like 2G's lowering them too much really reduces the ride quality if you just use springs and shocks.<br />Rich||199.182.14.147||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||Martin Chilcote||06-21-2003||11:00 AM||||UPDATE:<br />Ordered the Koni's on 6/13 from Tire Rack w/ a listed 8+ week lead time....received a order confirmation later that day that had an ETA of 7/2....wow 3 weeks, not 8.....Tuesday I did a check on line and the ETA had changed to 7/11.....WTF @!#$&......got a 2nd confirmation e-mail Thursday and they have shipped to me.....less than a week after the order....I'm not complaining at all. There may be a set or 2 not spoken for sitting there.<br />Also got my 2 stocker fronts yesterday, ready to gut out. The suspension mod will take place next Thur when my "helper" is free.  510cc injectors going on too, as well as these 2 items:<br />17x7.5 @37 offset & 215/45/17      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=674&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=675" alt=" - " />||66.139.166.225||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000005||Martin Chilcote||06-26-2003||10:55 PM||||Update: Wheels, tires, 510 cc injectors, front Koni inserts into oem housings went good. Rear<br />shocks: problem. Talked to Koni tech support: Tire Rack is selling wrong Koni shocks for GVR4's. There's also a typographical error in the Koni catalog re galants.  So I'm temporarily screwed until Koni & TireRack decide who's fault it is. <br />The Koni front inserts and the old rear GR2s I reinstalled, along with the new tires & wheels did however result in a nearly level stance, a very smooth ride, good handling too. I'm actually happy with what I got. I'm hoping TireRack will refund the $$, reimburse me for my helper's time, and take back the unmounted, wrong, rear units. I'll hopefully know tomorrow.<br />I'll post pics tomorrow.||66.139.167.52||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||06-27-2003||03:56 AM||||Good info, Martin.  Those wheels look/sound sweet; got any pics mounted?<br /><br />Interesting suspension combo you have there, and you say you like it?  So are you going to put the Koni rears on, or just accept the refund and leave the GR2's?  I didn't quite understand your post...||198.88.145.215||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||1219's Brother||06-27-2003||05:07 AM||||Damn those are nice looking wheels...how many duckets did they set you back????||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||06-27-2003||01:06 PM||||Martin sorry to hear about this. Is there anyway you took or can take pictures of them? I know it says the rear spring perches are height adjustable according to tirerack.com. What all was wrong in the fitment of them?<br />Rich||65.148.165.150||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||Martin Chilcote||06-27-2003||03:58 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=730&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=731&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=732&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=733&width=400" alt=" - " />||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000010||Martin Chilcote||06-27-2003||04:13 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=734&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=735&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Team Dynamic Mirage wheels in 17x7.5, highpower silver<br />Goodyear Eaglr F1 GS D3 in 215/45/17<br /><a href="http://www.teamdynamicsusa.com/" target="_blank">http://www.teamdynamicsusa.com/</a><br />I got mine for a bit less from a my "mechanic helper's" company but here's a website.<br /><a href="http://washingtontire.com/wheels/team/" target="_blank">http://washingtontire.com/wheels/team/</a><br /><a href="http://washtire.powerfulhosting.com/prod.itml/icOid/9726" target="_blank">http://washtire.powerfulhosting.com/prod.itml/icOid/9726</a>||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||06-27-2003||07:17 PM||||Your car looks good. So I take it the issue is with the bottom bolt hole being waaay to small for that 17mm bolt? You should ask them if they can compare them to the 1g AWD rears they have instock as they should be the same design exterior wise.<br />Rich||65.148.163.243||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||Martin Chilcote||06-27-2003||10:37 PM||||Bottom mounting hole was to small, the shock body & rod were too short, not for GVR4s period.<br />There are 2 grooves about 1.5" from the top that the spring perch would slide down to and twist/lock into place. The perch could be face up or face down=4 positions/levels. Koni said they have no actual fitment for our cars; the tech I spoke to could recomend a possible fit based on certain measurements I could take from a stock setup and give him but I don't have a stock set-up. He mentioned the yellow TEL AWD 1st gen has been used. Tire Rack did call with several decent options; I'm going to take a refund for the returned rears plus some $ to cover original shipping and my friends time. I wasn't interested in the AGX offer, I don't want to take<br />a chance w/ Koni red front & yellow rear combo. I've run the this new suspension/tire/wheel combo on the highway, sweeping highway entrance ramps, neighborhoods w/ speedbreaks and and 0 complaints.  I'll post more pics in the gen'l discussion or member's ride section. My photographer's camera was set on its highest res and all the pics are 1-2 megs in size and 3-point rejected them.||66.139.166.86||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||06-28-2003||12:52 AM||||Hmm have you tried whiteline as they carry Koni for our cars and maybe you can get part numbers from them and can give them to tire rack to see if they can get Koni USA off their arses. Actually can you give me the part numbers for the struts you were sent?<br /><br />Rich||65.148.164.97||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
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A||||14||josh91vr4||No Turbo????||||8||||Josh B||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||06-14-2003||02:24 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||MMmkay - Just got the car back with a new trans (4wd finally!) And had it for about a week. This morning, i get in the car, run it for a minute to warm it up (it's 70+ out) and get going. I don't push it too hard before it warms up a bit, after a few miles anyhow. So about 4 miles out, some truck pulling a trailer at like 23mph waves me by - so i drop to 2nd and do a quick flyby - turbo (14b) working nicely, considering the car's still stock. Shifting at around 5k RPM into third, then hitting about 62, shifting to fourth, then shortly after, to fifth. Turbo still seems to be working. I go to merge on the highway, a relatively sharp right, I do this in 3rd and rev the engine to wherever it is (70mph in 3rd) and then to 4th, hit 80 (my cruising speed) and go to 5th. Turbo still working all the while. A couple miles out, two cars pass going ~90. I like to follow cars speeding (in hopes that a cop won't bust the 4door) So i give it a little gas and.... Nope. It'll accelerate, but barely. The turbo LEDs won't go up past 3 LEDs. It's like it has no boost anymore. This happened 6 months ago, and fixed itself after a few days. I didn't hear any weird noises or anything, it just feels like the turbo is seized, and i'm running a NA car now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br />For the record, my gas mileage improves from 17mpg to about 27mpg when the car is running like this. As far as i know, the stock intercooler holds pressure fine. Anyone know if there's a sensor that might do this? I just got the oil changed yesterday, and I always use premium. I did put in some Fuel Injector cleaner as well. If i recall, last time i did this was after using a tank full of 87 octane ... anyone else have a similar incident that can shed some light? Sorry for the long post -<br />~Josh||24.56.237.5||reg||8||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-14-2003||02:29 PM||||I can bet your wastegate actuator arm fell of the wastegate flapper door, check to see if the cotter pin is still holding the arm onto the gate.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||06-14-2003||02:40 PM||||"last time i did this was after using a tank full of 87 octane."<br /><br />why are you using 87?  do what blacksheep said. and don't place any trust in those led's. they are no way related to boost, so get an actual boost gauge. and don't use 87...<br /><br />i would never put anything lower than 91 in my car, and thankfully we get 93 over here||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||06-14-2003||05:47 PM||||Sounds like someone better disconnect the battery and put in some octane booster. I had the same thing happen after running 3 tanks of 100 in a row and on the last one it was a mix of ~3gal of 100 and the rest the cat piss 91 we get here. Knock hit over 10 and timing was pulled like a mutha.||199.182.14.147||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||06-14-2003||06:56 PM||||Thanks for the advice guys - I'm looking into what i've been told so far. As far as the 87 octane goes, that was the first (and last) time i ever used 87. I normally put in 91-93 octane. I think a few Amoco stations have 94, which is fun, but i stick with one gas station most of the time, and it's 92 there. <br />*keeping fingers crossed*<br />Did i mention this board rocks, because everyone is always willing to give advice - and quite promptly, i might add.<br />Okay - Update. Took the batter off for a bit, but this wastegate actuator valve thing - I'm pretty sure i found the right one. One piece attaches to the brass thing on the turbo - the other attaches somewhere on the exhaust mani. Should this be easy to move or no? Mine is like, unmoveable.||24.56.237.5||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-14-2003||09:40 PM||||OK, I will try to explain this best I can without a picture, Hertz or someone else will do the pic...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />On the front of the turbo, below where the intake attacheds to the turbo, you will see that there is an funny shaped object that looks like a ball (Sort of) with a vaccum line coming out of it. To it is attached the wastegate actuator arm. <br /><br />Follow that arm upwards towards and on the right hand side of the turbo assembly, more towards the top side, there will be a little protrusion which is sticking out on the exhaust housing of the turbo. That is the wastegates flapper door that this arm attaches to and the cotter pin will go thru the same protrusion holding the arm on.<br /><br />I would disconnect a line from a manual boost controller and blown air thru it (above 11 psi and the arm will move). While blowing air thru,  push the arm back on the flapper door. It should stay there. Now, slide the cotter pin on and make sure to get it on there good. <br /><br />People have improvized using a paper clip stretched out and then used like a cotter pin.<br /><br />Look on faq.com etc for pics of a turbo install and you will see how this arm connects te flapper from different pics etc etc.... <br /><br />Hope this helps!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||josh91vr4||06-14-2003||10:34 PM||||Thanks KC - the arm is still attached, i'm going to try to take it off tomorrow and see if i can move the flapper manually - while still attached, that thing wouldn't budge. I think i melted my flapper in the 'open' position or something  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br />Time for a new exhaust manifold, i think. Heck, time for a new everything   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.56.237.5||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000007||number3||06-14-2003||10:34 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/20G/WGactuator-09.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/20G/WGactuator-09.jpg</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||06-14-2003||11:40 PM||||refer to what number three just gave you, it is very usefull. there is a lot of great stuff there and will really help clear a lot of things up. and there is a lot of stuff on the there that will cover many of the operations you will develop questions for.<br /><br />enjoy, and welcome to the road to becoming a mechanic. the road isn't yellow, and you may be encountering some rust... and well it some times really bumpy. but we all still like it just the same.<br /><br />yeah. i'm going to continue eating..||69.22.11.252||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||06-15-2003||02:21 AM||||Harry - thanks for posting the pic.<br /><br />Hmm...I dont think it will budge that easily, bro. Use compressed air and past 11 psi, you will see it move. If thats not it, I am out of ideas. I would check vaccum lines etc etc, but when I lost boost like you did all of a sudden after I turned a corner - the WG arm was the problem.<br /><br />Good luck and let us know!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||raceman77||06-15-2003||11:57 AM||||okay,remove the rubber air intake from the turbo-see if the impeller spins.||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||06-15-2003||01:09 PM||||that was my guess. i bet its locked up.<br />i'm on my 3rd used turbo on this car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||141.153.162.118||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||josh91vr4||06-15-2003||07:55 PM||||Well, i'm entirely not sure what it is(was) - but it's cleared up now. 90 seconds of WOT (going from 70-85) and as i was letting off the throttle, the boost jumped in and i literally <br />screamed and cheered .. probably scared the piss out of the people next to me. <br />Overall, i'm thinking the WG was the problem - not the arm, it was attached fine, something else. At lower RPMs, it acted like it had a little boost (too much power for a totally seized turbo) - But as i'm not sure what a 2.0 puts out w/o turbo, i could be mistaken. Again, thanks for your help guys. I think it's just time for a new turbo  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.237.5||reg||10||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000013||DarkDevilMMM||06-16-2003||03:53 AM||||did u replace the caps? if u did, nevermind, so u are saying after that incident, it's running good now? or still no boost at all the whole time, u said 6 month ago it happened also and it fixed itself, now that's weird, anyways, coz I am having kind of the same problem also, when I am on freeway crusing, sometime it just start bulking suddenly and just feels like no boost anymore and won't past 1 PSI on my boost guage, will do this a while and then it will be alright again, weird huh? after I change the caps, it's fine now, but I think there are a large area on the ECU have been eaten away, and it's not fixable anymore, so right now, the no boost seems less and less, but I got another problem now, whenever I push the gas, it will go to around 5000rpm and will start jerking, something feels like fuel cut or the slipping clutch, but after I shift, everything went back to normal, it's weird, I don't have time to diagnose, but I am thinking is the ECU again, my max boost on the car is 4PSI and the new clutch have been changed for around 12k miles.... don't know, well good luck to you||64.168.13.34||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000014||BlackHole||06-16-2003||08:32 AM||||Josh,<br /><br />How old is that turbo? I bet it is all coked up and on it's way out. It just gets stuck now and again [like a bad starter]. My friend's Talon was notorious for doing this, and it just kept getting worse and worse until the turbo siezed.<br /><br />It does help the fuel mileage though, doesn't it?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/002561.cgi
A||||4||REDLINEGVR4||Engine swap!!!! ||||10||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||06-14-2003||08:28 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||OK I bought Glen(talontsi)'s car w/o engine and tranny. I am about to do the swap from the Galant I wrecked a few weeks back. I have a buddy of mine who runs a talon tsi awd in the scca pro rally helping me with the swap. I have never done anything like this but my buddy does this stuff all the time on his talon. Anyway has any of you done this before and how easy or hard is this to do. I know taking the engine out of my old Galant is gonna be the easier of the two evils. But how long should this take and does anyone have a VFAQ that might help me if I have to do some work alone without my friend. Thanks alot.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||10||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||06-14-2003||08:44 PM||||be patient is the important thing. Make sure you have all connections off before lifting motor/trans (pull them and install them together). I normally leave the a/c on the car so it does not have to be vacuumed and refilled. It does require a couple more hands that way though. The knock sensor plug and wire are hidden near the firewall, but make sure to unplug it and tuck away. <br />In a car not wrecked, and reusing everything, WITH a lift, about 2 hours or so to have it out. If it is your first time without a lift, allow about 4 or 5 hours. Not sure how bad the wrecked one is, but that could make it easier or harder depending on the hit the car took.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Scott Y||06-15-2003||12:34 AM||||I just did this. I swapped my engine for a JDM that already had a U.S. spec intake manifold and such. I did the clutch at the same time.<br /><br />This was my first major automotive undertaking, and I borrowed a friend's engine hoist. I pulled the engine/tranny/transfercase out as a unit. I left the a/c on the car, and when the replacement engine went back in I did it w/o the transfercase and bolted that up afterwards. The whole thing took me 2 weeks of evenings to get it done, but I spent a ton of time cleaning up parts and making it look as good as possible. I didn't want to put a dirty engine in and not be able to tell if it leaks, etc.<br /><br />Here's my advice:<br /> - you can't have enough Simple Green cleaner. Get a squirt bottle and a couple of refill containers, as well as a bunch of paper towels.<br /> - get a shop manual on CD. I didn't and I sure wish I had.<br /> - take a ton of pics. It sure helped me when I couldn't figure out the orientation of parts or hoses to have digital pics of what it's supposed to look like.<br /> - take your time<br /> - I have a computer in my garage so I have access to vfaqs while I'm working on the car. I can't point you to specific ones, but I was looking stuff up every 15 minutes it seemed.<br /> - drop the exhaust. Mine is welded from the downpipe all the way back, and I spent more time swearing and fussing with it as it kept getting in my way. I should have just spent the extra 20 min and dropped it completely.<br /> - make a parts list, and make ONE trip to the dealership for parts, such as transaxle and transfercase seals, gaskets, exhaust studs, turbo bolts, etc. I spent way too much time running for parts.<br /><br />In retrospect, the idea of swapping an engine by myself scared me to death. I was hugely apprehensive about screwing something up or forgetting to do something.  Now that it's done, I'm glad I did it.   I took my time, and when I was unsure about something I searched until I found an answer, or I asked someone on this board or in my local club for guidance.<br /><br />There's not a ton of detail here, but at the very least I hope I'm offering encouragement.  <br /><br />Have fun with it,<br />Scott Y||64.233.218.162||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||06-15-2003||09:57 AM||||<a href="http://www.vallotton.com/engineremovala.asp" target="_blank">http://www.vallotton.com/engineremovala.asp</a>||68.14.148.120||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000004||henrok||06-15-2003||12:20 PM||||hey what colors are the wires to that plug hes taking off the wastegate solenoid? on the second picture from that link given above this response?||64.12.96.102||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/002562.cgi
A||||5||modified toys||blitz intercooler?||||1||||modified toys||00001373
Z||000000||modified toys||06-14-2003||11:03 PM||sales@modifiedtoys.com||hi.. will a 24x10.5x2.5 intercooler fit the GVR4?<br />any opinions on the Blitz ???||67.123.242.161||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-15-2003||10:47 AM||||Almost anythng can be made to fit with the right tools, some hacking and creativity   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Post pics of it if you want more help!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||modified toys||06-16-2003||11:28 PM||||blacksheep: thx for replying.. <br />here are some old pics.. this core was used on a turbo Is300 project<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.advtechsport.com/images/DSC00285.JPG" alt=" - " />||63.201.88.205||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||06-17-2003||08:38 AM||||Looks doable, with the right end tanks you can get it to work, I would think. Again, bumper hacking, massaging etc required of course. It wont be a plug and play type of thing.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||modified toys||06-17-2003||11:13 AM||||or maybe i should use their evo kit ??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.22.48.133||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-17-2003||11:31 AM||||If you have the money, go for it ? all of it will need modifying of course somehow or another   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002563.cgi
A||||4||hecdws||driveline ? ||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||06-15-2003||01:33 PM||hecdws@aol.com||just finished looking thru 50 post after search so heres my ?. after trying to race the vr4 at englishtown saturday i broke something. at first it sounded like a rear axle (number 3 i still want those. i ripped them out neither was broke, so i ripped the rear diff apart look good nothing broken or missing. put it back together now the car feels like its in neutral, then you hear a banb and it drives again im guessing the x-case is gone.can anyone shed some light on this?<br /><br />thanks hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||number3||06-15-2003||07:45 PM||||Usally the center diff goes before the Xfer case. I have broken all three at one time or another.<br />(rear axle, center diff, xfer case)<br /><br />Does you car "hop" when you turn it?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||06-16-2003||04:55 AM||||yea it does a little hop. looked thru vfaq and did find a center diff article that the symptoms are the same as mines, so looks like ill have to pull the trans out also. looks like after i fix it i will keep it on the street only. it really had no problem spanking the local hondas. <br /><br />thanks hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||06-16-2003||10:12 PM||||well i destroyed the center differential damn its ugly. managed to also break the gear that on top once you pop off the first cover(5th i think. is worth rebuilding or should i just look for a used trans to put in?  thanks hector.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||number3||06-16-2003||10:30 PM||||Sure it worth rebuilding.  BMtranny.com is in NJ. Teamrip.com is worth a serious look as well, they rebuild mine, before BM was around.<br /><br />If you race your Galant VR4 you will eventually blow a center diff. I ahve one of those too in the garage however it is in no better shape than yours.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002564.cgi
A||||5||305VR4||Mofugas Crankshaft Tool?||||11||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||06-15-2003||05:23 PM||||I need a Crankshaft Sprocket Tool, to remove the crankshaft sprocket of course.  Mofugas used to have these for $19 I believe.  It's about 12 inches tall, 1.5 inches wide with 2 holes for the crank, and one hole up top.  Where can I find one?  I need it ASAP.  <br /><br />Thanks,<br />Chris||12.211.202.100||reg||11||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||sk8bored||06-15-2003||05:25 PM||||<a href="http://www.dejontool.com" target="_blank">www.dejontool.com</a>||65.100.1.6||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000002||305VR4||06-15-2003||06:34 PM||||I could of sworn I searched Dejontool's website inside out for that tool!  Well, now I know where to get it.  Thanks!||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000003||305VR4||06-20-2003||03:34 PM||||Got the crankshaft sprocket bolt out, now (no surprise at all) the sprocket won't slide off like it's supposed to.  Anyone know how to get the crank sprocket off?  This is getting annoying!<br /><br />Thanks.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||06-20-2003||03:59 PM||||rubber mallet||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||305VR4||06-21-2003||12:59 AM||||I decided to just pry at it with a large flathead screwdriver, regardless of the damage I would do to the flemsy backplate.  I bent the shit out of it, but the sprocket and backplate finially slid off!  My friend had an extra backplate that I got from his tonight, so I'm set!  Good ol' 305 is finially going to be stalking the streets again after a 3 1/2 month slumber!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks everybody for all your input.<br /><br />Later,<br />Chris in Colorado.||12.211.202.100||reg||14||305VR4||00001096||yes



ubb/Forum2/002565.cgi
A||||1||UndergroundVR-4||Mounting FPR on firewall||||1||||UndergroundVR-4||00000530
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||06-15-2003||06:21 PM||undergroundr32@hotmail.com||I've been told that this is against regulations on an AWD car.  However,  I see that Nate has his mounted there.  What regulations apply for what classes when it comes to the FPR||67.84.216.211||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000001||number3||06-15-2003||10:47 PM||||Boy I hope not... mine has been there for years but according to this  <a href="http://www.nhrasportcompact.com/2003/rules/GenReg.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.nhrasportcompact.com/2003/rules/GenReg.pdf</a>  it appears to be still legal. <br /><br />I only mounted it that way because I used what I had in -AN parts and line and to be a little different.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002566.cgi
A||||3||mromik||Have problems with power How to solve?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-15-2003||06:51 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||the prob. is:<br />when driving at WOT at 4000-5000 rpms the car actuates like it has loss of fuel. Just no power, no speed increasing at all.<br />Sometimes (not often) it has bad idling. And can't fix the 41 Error of the ECU.<br /><br />During the loss of power the TMO chip  in ECU shows the learning of the engine.<br /><br />I think it is a fuel pump.<br />12.06 I opened the tank and examined tht pump.<br />noticed no strange...<br /><br />What to do? How to examine the pump?<br /><br />Might it be the coils or the spark plugs or spark wires?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||06-15-2003||07:24 PM||||so you've replaced the injectors?<br /><br />if its not the injectors next cheapest thing to replace is fuel filter. <br /><br />DongeR||64.166.156.20||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||06-15-2003||10:17 PM||||Swap the cam sensor for a spare one.  <br /><br />Isn't error 41 the ignition coil pack error?  I got that all the time before I replaced my CAS with a sealed one.  <br /><br />Have you replaced the spark plugs?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||mromik||06-16-2003||12:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  <br />so you've replaced the injectors?<br /><br />if its not the injectors next cheapest thing to replace is fuel filter. <br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have stock 510 yellow injectors<br />what may be wrong with them?<br /><br />My filter already been changed but non-turbo version<br />I will try.<br />Tomorrow i will connect fuel pressue meter to examine fuel pressue.<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <br /><br />Swap the cam sensor for a spare one. <br /><br />Isn't error 41 the ignition coil pack error? I got that all the time before I replaced my CAS with a sealed one. <br /><br />Have you replaced the spark plugs? <br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had some thaughts about CAS, sparks and spark wires.<br /><br />I will change them too.<br /><br />Found here HUNDAI spares for good price from the local dealer.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002567.cgi
A||||11||mromik||Guess my fuelpump died. What to buy?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-15-2003||07:09 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Is it a good choice:<br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.com/Fuel.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dejontool.com/Fuel.htm</a><br /><br />Or may be some of you have used, but good one<br /><br />Do not want to buy stock/||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||06-15-2003||07:22 PM||||get a denso fuel pump from a 1993+ supra<br />you can find one here for about 200 <a href="http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html" target="_blank">http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html</a>||64.166.156.20||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||06-15-2003||11:57 PM||||Or you can try and get one from a 3000 GT VR4 (GTO in your neighborhood). Do you think you could take pics of your fuel pump and assembly as it wouldn't suprise me if it's different compared to ours as I know the Impreza fuel pumps are different depending on nation for most.<br />Rich||207.220.145.172||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||mromik||06-16-2003||12:10 AM||||You think Walbro 255 is not a good deal?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||06-16-2003||12:23 AM||||The walboro isn't bad I had one in my Impreza with a custom turbo kit but they lack flow under higher pressures compared to most. If you can find a GTO turbo in a local j-yard that pump would make a decent difference at a lower cost.<br />Rich||207.220.145.172||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||06-16-2003||12:45 AM||||Perhaps you could try an FTO? Those are probably a little more available in the yards over there...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||mromik||06-16-2003||01:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Perhaps you could try an FTO? Those are probably a little more available in the yards over there...<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How much they cost in US?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000007||Whistler||06-16-2003||03:05 AM||||Roma, your choice of fuel pump really depends on your goals with your car.  <br />The Walbro 255 is a good pump but, if you decide to get it, I suggest that you also install a fuel pressure regulator since this pump will overwhelm your stock FPR at idle and cruise.  This will result in a high base fuel pressure and un-linear response to load.  The up side is that this pump will support 500+ whp on race gas.  If that�s the power level you are looking for, the Walbro or the already mentioned Denso Supra pump is the way to go.  (The supra pump costs more but it is much quieter in operation)<br />If you are looking for a better then stock pump, without having to replace your FPR, then your best bet is a Denso -0990 or Denso -0740.  The later is a stock pump for the MCC GTO turbo, and also the Toyota Celica Turbo.  The earlier one can be purchased from various vendors and is a common upgrade.  Both of these pumps will be plenty for a moderately modified car.  Unless you plan to upgrade the turbo with something much larger, this would be my choice.<br />Good luck,<br />Mike||12.86.88.46||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||06-16-2003||10:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Perhaps you could try an FTO? Those are probably a little more available in the yards over there...<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How much they cost in US? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">FTOs were never available in the US... and that's good because they are hideous.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||TLT||06-16-2003||11:51 AM||||FWIW, I was able to purchase a used 3000GT VR-4 fuel pump for $30 shipped from <a href="http://www.3si.org" target="_blank">www.3si.org</a>||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000010||04DrBlur||06-16-2003||09:52 PM||||<a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/" target="_blank">http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/</a>||68.76.183.228||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||06-16-2003||10:24 PM||||Buy from Ron Gregory at the link above. He owned a gvr4 and knows about modding them.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002568.cgi
A||||8||VR4coop||Fuel Trim readings?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||06-15-2003||07:48 PM||coop529@aol.com||hi, I just got a logger and i was reading up on the fuel trims and what they should be. I tested mine and they were as follows. Low-179-med-162-high-162. My car doesnt seem to be running right tho. It seems to sort bog when the boost comes in. but when at full boost pulls ok. It does this intermitatly. Any help would be appreciated.<br />Thanx Coop||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||06-15-2003||10:15 PM||||You're way lean, dude.  I'll bet it's mostly your part-throttle fueling being too lean.  <br /><br />You can get a serious bog if it's too lean and then dumps in a ton of fuel for WOT.  I had the exact same problem before I tuned it properly.<br /><br />Best advice is to print out those instructions on tuning via pocketlogger that Ken posted before, and follow them.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||06-15-2003||11:29 PM||||If you are using the Palm N Stein those numbers are way off.  Need to use Pocketlogger, or the Russian program. TMO datalogger is right also.||68.76.183.228||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||VR4coop||06-16-2003||12:05 AM||||i am using palm n stein. its the only program i can get to work on my comp. Where can i dl the other programs?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||06-16-2003||12:54 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002506#000000" target="_blank">MMCd</a>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-16-2003||07:56 PM||||Hertz<br /><br />how does one install that software on the link provided? Yes, yes I am in IT, but not into this savvy palsm psalm stuff   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||BluFalcon||06-16-2003||08:45 PM||||Check out this link: <a href="http://www.racingknowledge.org/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=1011" target="_blank">http://www.racingknowledge.org/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=1011</a><br /><br />Also the TMO website has a nice detailed listing of all the parameters that the TMO logger can monitor and what they mean.  Check it out, the info on the fuel trims is very interetsting.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||06-18-2003||10:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> how does one install that software on the link provided? Yes, yes I am in IT, but not into this savvy palsm psalm stuff    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/files/mmcd-1.3b.zip" target="_blank">Download the binary zip</a>, unzip it somewhere cool, open the Palm desktop application, and uh, add the file somehow (sorry, don't have it in front of me), synch the Palm.  You can figure it out.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||06-18-2003||10:51 AM||||Thanks, Hertz. I already did but am having problems with my POS palm||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002569.cgi
A||||4||1667 VR4||Weird boosting problem||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||06-15-2003||08:14 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||For some reason my car has started to do the following lately:<br /><br />When i get on the throttle (more than normal driving, between half and WOT) it will sputter and act as if its wayyyy rich. I have done nothing differently to the car, and this has just started since my clutch was installed. I cant figure it out.<br /><br />Also, both the factory boost gauge and my greddy will show far more boost than i should be getting at the given rpm, i.e. at 3500rpm or so, at light throttle where i would be normally building only 3-5lbs of boost or so, the factory bar boost gauge will be pegged to the max and the greddy will show about 10psi. It then proceeds to buck and cut out until i let off, the exact same way it did when i had larger 550cc injectors in and no tuning (i.e. VERY rich).<br /><br />The first thing i thought of was that the lines on my MBC may have been crossed somehow during the clutch install, but they are connected in the right places. I've been focusing on my tranny problems but now this has me agitated as well.<br /><br />Any thoughts?||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||REDLINEGVR4||06-15-2003||08:24 PM||||does this happen after you drive the car for about 30 or so minutes? If so it could be your o2 sensor. I had the same promlem you are haveing but mine went away after a few weeks.||65.32.80.108||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000002||1667 VR4||06-15-2003||10:31 PM||||no it does it all the time. no ECU codes either.||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-15-2003||11:56 PM||||Bigtime air leakage.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||03:30 AM||||Hmm, I'm tempted to agree with Ryan, except for the fact that your Greddy gauge shows 10 psi.  However, it could also be that the leak only shows up at 10 psi.  In any case, it's worth checking for leaks.  I've said it before, I'll say it again:  everyone should do this.  Read the VFAQ, make an adapter, find an air compressor, and find those leaks.  I'm betting you'll find more than you expected (or at least I did).||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002570.cgi
A||||1||driftin galant||mas question||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||06-16-2003||12:20 AM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||how do you modify the air intake so it makes the albla mas. i saw the mas hacking on the v-faqs, is that it? if not what do i need to do? any help would be great.<br /><br />erik||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||03:10 AM||||I'm not exactly sure, as I've never seen an Al Blaha MAS, but I've read much about them.  I think you basically hog the hell out of the lower passage, I mean really gut your MAS.  Then, put a little hinged flap over it, with a very mild spring to hold it shut, so that it blocks it at low air speed (ie, no boost, idle, etc.) and all the air flows by the sensor, but when the turbo is really sucking in air the flap opens and allows the huuuuge lower passage to bypass air by the sensor so you don't get MAS overrun.  There's also a resistor put inline with the barometric pressure sensor, but I don't know any more about that.<br /><br />Why not just go with a 2G MAS?  The same MAS is used on a variety of Mitsu models, so should be readily available and cheap in junkyards.  I wish I'd known that before ponying up to M&S, but hey, live and learn.  Good luck.||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002571.cgi
A||||2||driftin galant||yet another s-afc question||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||06-16-2003||12:43 AM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||ok i need as much info as possible. I think that i screwed my self with the galant. here is the story, i tore down the intire engine and then stared to build it up after a complete rebuild now i need to start tuning but i do not know were to start.  i have the following:<br /><br />.20<br />s-afc<br />rc550 injectors<br />big 16g ported and clipped<br />front mount intercooler<br />afpr<br />b/s removed<br />250 fuel pump<br />soon to be alba mas<br />staight intake pipe<br />ported 2g exhaust manifold and o2 housing<br />3inch exhaust<br /><br />i think that is everything.<br />But i know some of you guys have most of the same mods and i was just looking for a good starting point on the S-AFC.<br />thanks for all your help.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-16-2003||12:47 AM||||Try  <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafc.htm" target="_blank">this</a> or  <a href="http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317" target="_blank">this.</a>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||06-16-2003||01:04 AM||||Those 550's will make you about 18% richer, so I'd start by lowering all the AFC settings to -15. Watch your fuel trims over a few days time, and tune the low settings from there. Tune the high settings from 4k up while watching the O2 and knock on your logger.<br />Hacking the MAS will lean out the low rpm's more than the higher rpm's.||216.76.180.161||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002572.cgi
A||||13||GVR-4||Manifold to turbine housing bolts||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||06-16-2003||09:36 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Is it a bad idea to put lock wahers on these bolts? Obviously the temp change here is great, so I don't want to risk having them break if I put lockwashers on them. Has anyone had them break trying to loosen/tighten them?<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-16-2003||09:44 AM||||Some people have complained of these bolts loosening themselves after install. I hav heard that loctite helps from keeping them from coming undone. <br /><br />Maybe this could be an alternative to lockwashers<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||06-16-2003||09:54 AM||||Yeah, I thought about locktite. But I'm not sure it would take the heat cycling very well. And I'd rather have some type of mechanical option that I could "undo" without much trouble. I may try drilling a hole in the heads of the bolts and using wire to keep them tight. This is very common among Harleys because they always vibrate all the nuts/bolts loose. <br /><br />Thanks for the response.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||06-16-2003||10:05 AM||||Get the washers from Mitsu for those bolts.  They are a form of lockwasher.  If I remember right, you use two washers per bolt.  Each washer is slightly concave to form a locking mechanism.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||06-16-2003||10:06 AM||||I use doubled up new OEM washers on each bolt, with nickel based anti-seize.  Then I go out and drive the car hard, getting them nice and warm.  <br /><br />I pull in, pop the hood, and re-tighten all 4 bolts, which all tighten up quite a bit when warm.  <br /><br />Using that method, I've never had one loosen up.  I have seen people drill holes and saftey wire all 4 together.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-16-2003||01:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I have seen people drill holes and saftey wire all 4 together. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Howard<br /><br />I had that done on my buell headers actually. But, thats mostly coz its got a harley motor and the vibration is a major factor in coming loose.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||06-16-2003||01:36 PM||||Its all about the saftey wire....||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||BluFalcon||06-16-2003||08:51 PM||||I have 4 brand new bolts drilled for .032 saftey wire.  All I need are some new washers from the dealer and get my EVO manifold ported a bit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||06-16-2003||09:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BluFalcon:<br /><strong> I have 4 brand new bolts drilled for .032 saftey wire.  All I need are some new washers from the dealer and get my EVO manifold ported a bit   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can vouch for Ed's saftey wiring abilities, they're good enough for Jet's, good enough for me.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||Kibo||06-16-2003||11:30 PM||||I think you've got enough to go on, but I thought I'd point out that conventional spring lock washers won't work--after being heat cycled, they lose their "spring".  Go stock or wire 'em.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||06-17-2003||12:04 AM||||I'd also like to point out that most anti-sieze's wont't cut the mustard...<br /><br />I've completely burned away Permatex 1600 deg nickel based 'seize before. I'm currently trying out some copper based thats rated to 2000 deg. If this doesn't work, I'll finally go with the good stuff and get (the Pure Nickel):<br /><br /><a href="http://www.bostikfindley-us.com/products/index.asp?fa=subCategories&divisionId=6&categoryId=9&subCategoryId=16" target="_blank">http://www.bostikfindley-us.com/products/index.asp?fa=subCategories&divisionId=6&categoryId=9&subCategoryId=16</a><br /><br />Loctite is of course worthless at these temperatures.<br /><br />Anyone have the part number for the 2g washers handy? My last order, I got a bunch of flat washers instead of what I wanted so I must have given them the wrong number. I seem to have misplaced the correct P/N and the VFAQ is wrong. I've had this happen to me in the past. This time I'll put the P/N on my website so I don't lose it.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||06-17-2003||08:09 AM||||Yeah, definitely enough to go on. I didn't consider that the conventional spring type lock washers would lose their tension because of the heat cycling. I'll have to order some OEM washers as well. <br /><br />After doing a search, I realized the biggest reason the bolts were coming loose is that I left the downpipe brace off after doing my clutch. I reshaped it with the bench grinder for a better fit and put it back on. How many of you guys have no downpipe brace?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||06-17-2003||08:45 AM||||My 2G had no downpipe brace for at least a couple years.  No harm, but I probably should've put it on since it did come with my downpipe.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||markrieb||06-17-2003||11:52 AM||||We have been using some white ceramic anti-seize at work that is rated to 2500 degrees.  When I get back to the shop I'll post a manufacturer and where we got it.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.141||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/002573.cgi
A||||12||galantvr4||Best Ignition wires||||1||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||06-16-2003||04:34 PM||galantvr4@aol.com||Who makes a really good set of wires for our cars but that will work with the cyclone ignition coil location||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||06-16-2003||04:38 PM||||Search the archives, Ken Inn posted something a few months ago about a Kingston (?) wire set that he had made for the Cyclone intake.  Included price, phone number, etc.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-16-2003||07:47 PM||||wow - 119 posts, need to use that search button, brau   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyways, the stock ignition system is pretty good on DSM's upto 11's easily, so you dont have to worry too much about spark. <br /><br />- Magnacores are most popular, but people have complained about them arcing etc etc...<br /><br />- NGK's make some 8mm plug wires which are also good...<br /><br />- Taylor and Accel also make wires, some people on here use them as well, hopefully they chime in.<br /><br />- Ken mentioned Kingsborne, I will try them. Here is the link for their site!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.kingsborne.com/800.htm" target="_blank">http://www.kingsborne.com/800.htm</a>||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Gvr4-330||06-16-2003||09:14 PM||||DON'T GET BOSCH!!!<br /><br />They do have a lifetime warranty, but everytime I unplug them, they fall apart and I have to get a new set.  However, they are longer than the stock wires.<br /><br />The original NGK wires were great.  The Cyclone manifold I bought came with a set of wires.  I'm going to try and use those.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||06-17-2003||12:15 AM||||I like my Crane Cams Firewires...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Wish I would have bought more sets. Hindsight and all that.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||06-17-2003||12:19 AM||||I have the Kingsbourne wires. They have been great so far (6 months or so). Shipping was a little slow... thats my only complaint with them.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||Invader||06-17-2003||12:34 AM||||I have no complaints about the Accel wires, other than their color...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||169.139.115.104||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||BlackHole||06-17-2003||07:05 AM||||Magnecor has an application specifically designed for the Cyclone intake. It's not in their catalog, but just ask. They're not cheap but they work.<br /><br />Knowing Ken, I'm sure his setup works fine but a much more reasonable price. I had no luck using the US NGK wires, but others say it worked for them. I won't use Accel again - worst set of wires I've ever owned [misfired all the time].<br /><br />just my $.02,||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||06-17-2003||01:12 PM||||I have NGKs, I had Nologeys at one time and the just plain sucked. The only problems is that its hard to find NGKs. Accels you can get at PepBoys no problem, But I tend to boycott that place.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||galantvr4||06-19-2003||05:59 PM||||I checked with Kingston and they looked up the specs that ken used and i went with his same lenths. 39.00 shipped sweet deal. they will be here next week||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000010||Kevinj110||06-20-2003||01:03 AM||||I have a set of Neuspeed wires 8mm they work great really low resistance maybe to low i think when I checked em last tehy were about 145 ohms of resistance for a piece close to a foot long. But there is the color issue yellow its like 50000hp for yellow isnt it?||170.224.224.38||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000011||#1459 VR-4||06-20-2003||01:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> I like my Crane Cams Firewires...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Wish I would have bought more sets. Hindsight and all that.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is what I have, did they stop making them or something?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000012||Minjin||06-20-2003||01:46 AM||||Yeah, they only made the FireWires for a short time. When CC decided to get out of the wire business, they had a big clearance sale. I think my black 8.5mm set was about 20 bucks and smaller or off colored sets were even cheaper. I distinctly remember Stangl posting about it on the Talon Digest and a bunch of people got in on the deal...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/002574.cgi
A||||8||cevic||Air conditioning||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||06-16-2003||05:19 PM||||Does anyone know how to recharge the air conditioning system. Autoparts stores sell the recharge kits that cost about $15. Do they work?||24.124.95.48||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||06-16-2003||05:34 PM||||it will work<br />but you really should vaccume out the system.<br />just dump 2-3 cans in for a cheap fix though.||138.89.76.150||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||06-16-2003||05:56 PM||||Use a can of stop leak too so you can try and seal whatever leak caused the original coolant to leak out.<br /><br />Ya you "should" have someone vacume out the system.  However, if you don't get ANY cool air what so ever, then all the coolant is probably gone anyway.<br /><br />So, who all has a original working AC?  I do, I do  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||06-16-2003||07:21 PM||||I have the working system, but I think its out of R12. I will be converting it to R134a in a week or two.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||06-17-2003||12:18 AM||||This is an area I'd really recommend taking it to a pro for. You don't want to end up buying a compressor too because you messed it up by not putting enough oil in or whatever.<br /><br />And don't use stop leak!! <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||06-17-2003||07:13 AM||||I used to agree with Mark, but now I'm not so sure. I've done one R134a job the right way [change all the seals, drier, expansion valve, evacuate the system, lube & recharge], one the sloppy lazy way [replace the drier, lube and recharge]. I can't tell the difference between the two cars A/C operation.<br /><br />Since I have two or three spare A/C compressors, if one goes out I'll just swap another one in. If you don't have the spares and equipment and have to buy an expensive rebuilt compressor then I'd lean more heavily towards having a pro do it.<br /><br />just my $.02||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||06-17-2003||08:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> This is an area I'd really recommend taking it to a pro for. You don't want to end up buying a compressor too because you messed it up by not putting enough oil in or whatever.<br /><br />And don't use stop leak!! <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not the product "stop leak".  They do have stuff made for your AC system.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||06-17-2003||11:55 AM||||Work for what?  For your car?  Maybe, maybe not.  Most are for r134a systems.  IF yours hasn't been converted it is r12.  Not the same by any means.<br /><br />The evap is really the only real difficult part to change out.  Everything else is relatively simple.  If you have a leak, fix the leak!  Don't put some crap in there that will clog whatever in addition to the leak.<br />If you have moisture in the system it needs to be boiled out.  That is the reason to vacuum the system down.  Water boils at a lower temp under a vacuum.  Vacuum the system, leave it for a while, the water boils out of the system.  Then you can recharge it with new refrigerant.  I use Freeze12 to replace the r12.  It works great for me and I don't have to change any components or worry about getting all the oil out that isn't compatible with the r134a.  Just my lazy preference.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||kazin||06-17-2003||09:52 PM||||My original AC system (at 205,000 miles) was accidentially drained by the previous owner as we were removing the engine.<br /><br />I had it recharged with R-12 once the engine was back in, and it works great.<br /><br />Up to 230,000 miles now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.252.159.64||reg||1||LastOne||00001152||yes



ubb/Forum2/002575.cgi
A||||6||slvrblt||yellow 510cc injectors ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||06-16-2003||08:17 PM||||I just had a thought about the yellow top injector engines. Do they have a different ECU ? Our USDM cars have the 450 or 390 (for autos) and when we upgrade to 550 or larger injectors we use a AFC to compensate. I know that the AFC is not necessary for the 550s, but it helps. So I think it woiuld stand to reason that the cars withs the 16g and 510cc's would have a different ECU or at least different base fule maps, right ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||06-16-2003||08:24 PM||||Supposedly most modern ECU's can compensate 10-15% differences in flow either fuel or air wise. The 510's are only 10% larger injectors 550's are 20% and probably out of the range of control for the ECU at idle which is why you need to at least have hacked your mas or run a 2g and an SAFC is reccommended.<br />Rich||65.151.221.11||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||06-16-2003||08:40 PM||||Cool. That works in my mind.<br /><br />Thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||BluFalcon||06-16-2003||08:49 PM||||I tried running the yellow tops in my GVR4 with no fuel control, and it didn't work out all that great.  Car ran pretty much pig rich the whole time.  o2's refused to cycle at idle/part throttle.  I had a small ported 16G, Walbro 255 lphpump, and a stock GVR4 MAS with the screw backed out flush.  I installed an AFC eventually, which is what i was trying to avoid.  Oh well I'm happy with it now.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||06-17-2003||10:14 AM||||Yes, the JDM 510cc engines had an ECU that was calibrated for 510's. I think the extra 13% is more than our ECU's can compensate for, because I've heard at least 5 or 6 guys, and now BluFalcon, complain that it always ran way too rich without some kind of fuel control.<br />Of course, I could also do some compensating in a modified chip for you.||68.158.236.47||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||06-17-2003||07:17 PM||||Ok. I figured that the JDM ECU might be different in that respect. I do have an AFC, so I wont ahve any problems with installing the 510s.<br /><br /><br />What are the other known differences in the ECUs (USDM and JDM) ? Anyone know ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||06-17-2003||07:32 PM||||keydiver,<br /><br />That's really odd. I've run 550s on both of my cars and had no problems with the stock ECU adjusting just fine, which should be within the ECU -20 to +40% fuel trim adjustment range. In fact, I had to use an AFC to <b>add</b> fuel in both cases.<br /><br />slvrblt,<br />The main differences that I know of in the JDM ECUs are different fuel & ignition maps for the different injectors and different fuel. Some of the Galants that came with the Cyclone manifold have circuitry to control the secondary runners.||65.60.150.236||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/002576.cgi
A||||2||slvrblt||Do I have 390s or 450s ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||06-16-2003||08:50 PM||||I dont know which injectors I have on my engine. It is a 5 speed, but it has an engine swap and the engine has the 13g turbo. I dont know if this turbo came with this engine since the previous owner did the swap. Do the 390cc injectors look any different than the 450cc's ? How can I tell the difference ?<br /><br />Thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||cevic||06-16-2003||09:55 PM||||450 has a blue top and 390 has a gray top...I believe.||24.124.95.48||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||06-17-2003||10:10 AM||||If you can read the small printing molded into the injector, I believe my 450's even had "450" in the part number, or at least a "45". But, the color is the quickest way to tell.||68.158.236.47||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002577.cgi
A||XM||2||cevic||Where to buy a wastegate actuator?||||1||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001540">This topic has been moved to For Sale.</a>||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||06-16-2003||10:04 PM||||Does anyone know where to buy a wastegate acculator?<br /> <br /> <small>[ 06-16-2003, 10:43 PM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||24.124.95.48||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||06-16-2003||10:08 PM||||What is so technical about that?  Figuring out what a Actulator is??  If not try the "For Sale" or "General Discussions"||68.76.183.228||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||06-16-2003||10:43 PM||||Moving to For Sale/Wanted Section||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002578.cgi
A||||4||bujang_hensem||max boost for big 16g with stock 450cc injector||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||06-16-2003||10:18 PM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||guy well my engine going out....8 of my valve are out..and i'm going replace it with new head..finally get those head cheap...about $60.00 only...since the head all out...i'm going to upgrade my turbo compressor to big 16g with my stock 6cm turbine housing...i have crack manifol..going to replace it with vr4rs manifol i think...what are the limitation of stock 1G...i know the flow are better with 2G but what are the limitation with 1G...top end power lost? it hard to find 2G manifol over here in malaysia....most of them are 1G...ok the final question how many boost i can put with my stock 450cc and big16g...do i need to upgrade it with 510cc..well i have found it one..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  about $70.00 only...it hard to find 550cc injector here....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||06-16-2003||11:00 PM||||I think the 2g manifold is just thicker material wise, not that it flows that much more air.  Yeah it flows more but most of us that bought one hogged it out.  As far as how much boost I would think it would depend more on your fuel system being able to keep up.  Like what fuel pump you have, or you mention the 510 injectors.  You say its hard to find 550 but dont the older Mazda RX-7 come with 550 stock.  I am sure you have those in junkyards over there.||68.76.183.228||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||bujang_hensem||06-17-2003||12:12 AM||||yeah there is a older rx7 injector over here...but it hard to find...i have to search one by one on the junkyard..and it it more expensive...well i think i will be replace the exzos manifol with 1G stock...much more cheap and easy to find....as for fuel pump i'm using stock 180lph nissan fuel pump...i think it is enough for now...just use stock boost it will be fine i think....||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||06-17-2003||07:18 AM||||Stock boost should be fine on 450s + big 16G. But I'd be hestitant to run much more since I was out of injector capacity at that same point.<br /><br />The 2G manifold does flow a good bit more air than the 1G unit since the runners are bigger, or if you can source EVO III parts that will work too. At the level you are talking about the 1G manifold will work fine.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||06-17-2003||08:07 AM||||With a walbro, big 16G, 2.5" turbo back, I can run 15psi without knock.<br /><br />I turned it up to 16 and floored it to the top of 3rd and got 8 knock count.  Still safe, but I'm running 15 till I get injectors.<br /><br />Thats on 93 pump.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/002579.cgi
A||||29||number3||&quot;Tein Spirit&quot;||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||06-16-2003||10:36 PM||||Well I drove number3 today for some break in miles and the car seems to handle pretty well, so far as I can tell.<br /><br />The rear top nuts on the Teins keep coming loose. I think I have a fix though. I need to soften them up (currently on #8) the car bounces real hard over bumps. They are much stiffer than the AGX/H&R combo.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||06-17-2003||12:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> The rear top nuts on the Teins keep coming loose. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You mean the ones inside the trunk on top of the strut tower?<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> the car bounces real hard over bumps. <br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine seemed to soften up a bit after a few miles.  I usually ride around town with mine on 8-10 front and about 4-5 rear.  I don't have any other suspension mods like sway bars or strut bars.<br />I never did have it aligned because I had Really crappy tires on it, but that will need to change in the next couple of weeks.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||number3||06-17-2003||12:27 PM||||Yeah, the one on the very top, the next thing in line after the dial/knob that adjust the ride.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||06-17-2003||12:27 PM||||Just an FYI to you guys. If there is a place local to you that can corner weight your car and align it do it. BUT you must be done modifying your car as if you do anything that can upset the weight balance (like moving the battery to the rear, removing the bumper beams, etc) you throw off the balance. With coilovers it will make a world of difference between non-weighted and weighted cars. <br />Rich||205.186.172.161||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||number3||06-17-2003||01:45 PM||||I just had my car weighed and corner weighed.<br /><br />number3 weighs 3278 lbs.<br /><br />945 LF 915 RF<br /><br />721 LR 697 RR<br /><br />No gas to speak of in the tank w/o driver.<br /><br />I still have rear bumper, AC and power steering.<br />Battery in the rear of the car. No power seat belts. Stock seats. Wheels and tires are roughly the same as stock (with in a few pounds)<br /><br />Cage, FMIC, turbo, and WG are the major weight add ons that I can think of.<br /><br /><br />...with a someone about 20lbs heavier than me in the driver seat and still very little gas. <br /><br />1038 937<br /><br /><br />797 732<br /><br /><br />Tint on the windows is about all I have left to do to the car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||06-17-2003||02:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong><br />Tint on the windows is about all I have left to do to the car.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Must be nice!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||06-17-2003||03:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong><br />Tint on the windows is about all I have left to do to the car.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Must be nice!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well when you put as much time and money into your car as #3 then even the tint is a last item  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . BTW Harry what alignment settings did you get for your Tein?||207.220.135.82||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||number3||06-17-2003||03:14 PM||||LF <br /><br />Camber -.03<br />caster 3.26<br />toe .07<br /><br />RF<br /><br />Camber -.33<br />caster 3.32<br />toe .06<br /><br />FRONT <br /><br />cross camber .29<br />cross caster -.07<br />total toe .13<br />wheel base difference .07<br />track width diff -.42<br />track width 60.5"<br />ride highth 13.64"<br /><br />LR<br /><br />camber -1.12<br />toe .42<br /><br />RR<br /><br />camber -.68<br />toe .42<br /><br />REAR<br /><br />Total toe .82<br />thrust angle .00<br />set back .14<br />axle offset .00<br />track width 59.7"<br />ride height 13.24"||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||DookGVR4||06-17-2003||05:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  They are much stiff than the AGX/H&R combo.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow i couldnt even imagine that.....and i only have these agx's on setting 5||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||06-17-2003||10:06 PM||||Oh yeah!  I put mine on in my driveway and they were on full stiff.  I just pulled it out of the driveway and it felt like I just installed a steel rod with a decrative spring design around it.  Even the crack between concrete sections was really rough.||207.69.84.213||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||number3||06-27-2003||01:38 PM||||Car rides real nice with the front at 8 and the rear at 10. Still may need some tweeking (still alittle bouncey) but so far so very good.<br /><br /><br />Double nutting the rear nuts on top seem to have fixed the problem of them loosening up.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||Nate||06-27-2003||05:52 PM||||That's surprising that the passenger's side of the front of the car is only 30lbs lighter than the side that has the engine on it.  I didn't think those scattershields weighed THAT much. ;-)||68.83.230.117||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000012||number3||06-29-2003||09:57 PM||||They (SSSS) only weight 7lbs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Maybe that is why Mitsu but the battery over there...||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||number3||07-08-2003||04:03 PM||||I currently have the fronts and rears now at level 8 and the car handles the bumps much nicer but still has a killer feel. The tire psi is 34 front 32 rear. <br /><br />The turn in and feel the car has now is incredible. <br /><br />The car does seem to push though. <br /><br />Only 200 miles or so and I can open her up!||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||markrieb||07-09-2003||11:11 AM||||Check out:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.wtrscca.org/tech.htm" target="_blank">http://www.wtrscca.org/tech.htm</a><br /><br />for some suspension tuning tips.<br /><br />Sometimes dialing out a little bit of understeer (a little bit of push is good on the street!) is just a matter of driving harder.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000015||Clay||07-11-2003||01:29 AM||||which tein suspension do you have?||24.73.44.135||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000016||number3||07-11-2003||07:20 AM||||I have the setup made for an E39A.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.tein.com/hadamp.html" target="_blank">http://www.tein.com/hadamp.html</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||Clay||07-11-2003||08:38 PM||||is that the HA's?||24.73.44.135||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000018||turbowop||07-11-2003||09:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> is that the HA's? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yes sir  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000020||Clay||07-13-2003||04:53 PM||||those look gorgeous, ive got a friend that has a wholesale account with them, might have to go with that over the agx/pro kit setup||24.73.44.135||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000021||number3||11-01-2003||11:29 PM||||Upate:<br /><br />I drove number3 for over an hour today... and I enjoyed every min. of it! <br /><br />(It has been many years since I have driven number3 that much)<br /><br />So far so VERY good. <br /><br />And even at 11-12 psi the car pulls HARD. (still breaking in the engine, the clutch and it IS a 60-1) <br /><br />The Teins ride very well on the PA Turnpike... They were grumpy on the roads of Norristown...<br /><br />They seem to have quieted down and are staying tight now.<br /><br />number3 tracks SO nice! She just never gives up in a turn. The Quaife LSD diffs just do an incredible job and the cage keeps the car flat and stiff. <br /><br />Amazing for a 11 year old car!!!!  Bring on the EVO8      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     <br /><br />The only "problem" so far is that number3 is so comfortable at speed that 95 MPH feels like 30MPH.  No really!?<br /><br />My speed alarm (my wife) went off and that was the only reason I looked at the speedo and kept me from a possible encounter with the law.<br /><br />That is it for now.<br /><br />Harry<br /><br />P.S.  I still need to get that tint job done.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||turboflanagan||11-02-2003||01:12 PM||||I took mine through the mountains a couple of weeks ago and it was most enjoyable!  I am mostly done with the suspension stuff now that I have the Teins, Whiteline swaybars and polybushings.<br /><br />With these mods and some decent tires this thing is quite a blast to drive.  Very neutral, though I couldn't really push the car because it developed some kind of funky problem that felt like fuel cut anytime I would build more than 3# of boost.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||64.63.212.115||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000023||bleck||11-02-2003||05:57 PM||||Harry, watch those cops man.  Btw, I just put 50% on #135 and it looks sweet.  Not obnoxious, classy, and just right with the dark interior, and if I'm not mistaken, the cops in PA are just as anal as those in NJ when it comes to tint.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000024||Jon||11-03-2003||08:02 AM||||Sounds great Harry.  Have you removed the door beams since you have a cage in there?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000025||number3||11-03-2003||08:23 AM||||When I had the car ALL apart I looked at removing the door beams. They are "glued" to the outside skin so I abandoned the idea.<br /><br />The one big improvement that could be made it weight. number3 is still heavy (3278 w/o me) but I didn't remove a whole lot and added some so that is to be expected.<br /><br />If it can pull a mid 11 at full weight I would be very happy with that. But than again I am already estatic so that would just be the icing.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000026||tplesko||11-03-2003||10:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> When I had the car ALL apart I looked at removing the door beams. They are "glued" to the outside skin so I abandoned the idea.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmm...could they be removed without hurting the exterior door and paint?  I was planning on pulling mine out but am interested in your thoughts since I haven't yet seen them with my own eyes||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000027||nrvous||11-03-2003||10:27 AM||||I think we need to get some real track time on that suspension.  Next year you better come up and run Watkins Glen with me.  I can't be the only 4 door passing the porsche club.<br /><br />Yes the car does handle that good at 120 as well.<br /> <a href="http://www.stephenjburke.com/gallery/view_photo.php?set_albumName=album19&id=DSC02029" target="_blank">187 at the Glen</a> <br /><br />steve||64.179.30.10||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000028||number3||11-03-2003||12:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> When I had the car ALL apart I looked at removing the door beams. They are "glued" to the outside skin so I abandoned the idea.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmm...could they be removed without hurting the exterior door and paint?  I was planning on pulling mine out but am interested in your thoughts since I haven't yet seen them with my own eyes </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I highly doubt it. There is so much shit in the doors as well.  I was working on a friends Audio A4 (replaced the power window assem) and the door beam unbolts and comes right out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Figures...||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||number3||11-03-2003||12:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by nrvous:<br /><strong> I think we need to get some real track time on that suspension.  Next year you better come up and run Watkins Glen with me.  I can't be the only 4 door passing the porsche club.<br /><br />Yes the car does handle that good at 120 as well.<br /> <a href="http://www.stephenjburke.com/gallery/view_photo.php?set_albumName=album19&id=DSC02029" target="_blank">187 at the Glen</a> <br /><br />steve </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll be there. Just remind me.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000030||Kibo||11-03-2003||08:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> When I had the car ALL apart I looked at removing the door beams. They are "glued" to the outside skin so I abandoned the idea.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmm...could they be removed without hurting the exterior door and paint?  I was planning on pulling mine out but am interested in your thoughts since I haven't yet seen them with my own eyes </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I highly doubt it. There is so much shit in the doors as well.  I was working on a friends Audio A4 (replaced the power window assem) and the door beam unbolts and comes right out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Figures... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've heard of them being removed successfully w/o external damage on 1G TEL's, so it *might* be possible to remove them on a GVR4.  For me, it's not worth it.  Even with door bars on a roll cage, I'd like that extra bit of protection if a 3-ton SUV driven by some soccer mom on her cell phone decides to park itself in my car's door.  I'd wager to guess that the TEL beams are much heavier by virtue of the larger span they have to cover (monstrous doors).||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/002580.cgi
A||||7||GVR-4||16g elbow||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||06-16-2003||11:27 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Will the Buschur Racing compressor outlet elbow work on our cars (since our intercooler routing is different than T/E/L's)? BTW, I have a big 16g.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.buschurracing.com/cat_images/3014lg.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.buschurracing.com/cat_images/3014lg.jpg</a> <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-17-2003||09:43 AM||||Didnt Nate or someone just say using the 1G comp outlet would hit something on the gvr4 ? Do a search, it there in a recent post around here.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||06-17-2003||10:16 AM||||Yeah, it points totally the wrong way.  It's not useful unless you plan on reverse routing your IC piping, which I've only seen people do with the top-down Spearco 2-221 cores.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||06-17-2003||12:16 PM||||I found Nate's post and many others. Thanks.<br /><br />Soooo...does anyone carry a 2" elbow that turns toward the driver side, or will I have to fab something myself? All I found was the Buschur in 2" and nothing for the Galant (2" or other).||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-17-2003||04:02 PM||||Its fab-up time. I am making a 2.5" one right now!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||06-18-2003||09:43 AM||||KC,<br /><br />Sign me up for one of the 2.5" elbows.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Do I smell another group buy? All profits will go to the marriage fund.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||06-18-2003||09:58 AM||||Well, I am fabbing one up for the kit I am making...It involves a 1.75" to 2.5" short transition from Burns Stainless. <br /><br />I bought the 1.75" flange from RRE and plan to open it up just a little bit, so I can slide the 1.75" pipe down as far as possible, cut the part that sticks past the flange and weld. Voila, its a quick 2.5" outlet pipe.<br /><br />One issue I do see is with the bolts or the allens, I am still to research this issue out.<br /><br />Now that my "trivial" method of making them is out here in the open anyone can do it now and make millions    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />No group buy yet, I am having a hell of a time with the kit and pipes as it is   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I need a wedding fund, though. Sold the bike yesterday, it starting to happen, bro!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||1101||06-18-2003||01:52 PM||||I just got a 1.75" GVR4 elbow from Dejon tools. $50.00 inc shipping as I recall. I sent him a stock part for a pattern.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum2/002581.cgi
A||||4||vr41662||alternater crapped out||||1||||vr41662||00000790
Z||000000||vr41662||06-16-2003||11:32 PM||||today i washed my engine down with some engine degreaser because, i had an oil leak coming from a cracked valve cover.. i sprayed it down with Engine Bright degreaser, and afterwards i rinsed it off with minimal water then, started it up. there wasn't to much water involved but the oil leak made a mess of all my accessories(alternater,power steering,AC compressor).. Any way after letting the car idle for like 20 minutes to make sure it was dry, i drove it like an hour later.. now the car had no signs of trouble, when the Abs light and battery and brake light come on all at once, then go away.. Fading out.. i figured maybe the car was still wet and water was interfering with battery connections.. when i got home later in the evening, the wouldn't start back, battery was dead.. i checked the voltage with the key off. it read 12.5volts.. now the car started up after 20 minutes and then as it idles the volts began to drop to 11.5 then into the 10.7 volts range.. when i gave the car a boost after the battery was dead the volts continued to drop.. someone told me that the crud around the alternater was pushed in from the engine degreaser and clogged up the alternater, but wouldn't the car idling and driving spin all the excess water out.. has this ever happened to anyone????||141.157.244.182||reg||1||vr41662||00000790||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||06-16-2003||11:46 PM||||Nope but I've had similar happen when the alternator died on me. Occasionally you can luck out and find one on ebay for like $50 for our 95amp alternator but most you'll find are the 75 amp DSM model. <br />Rich||199.182.59.8||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||06-17-2003||11:50 AM||||I've not damaged an alternator that way, but I have killed the crank angle sensor...<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.141||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||06-21-2003||02:57 PM||||Damn, so using the power washer on my engine isn't a good idea then? (I don't have an oil leak. I have a special line that goes directly from the oil pump and sprays all over the engine and everything else under the hood - so that it runs cooler. Really.)||24.56.237.5||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||06-21-2003||03:45 PM||||This never happened to me before and I wash my engine all the time. I usualy keep the car running while I'm spraying it with water.<br />I have an alternator that came off a JDM Galant.<br />Sell it to you for $40.00 plus shipping<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.66||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/002582.cgi
A||||9||henrok||fitting rims/wheels for gvr4||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-17-2003||03:33 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey does anyone know the name of the post in the yahoo gvr4 list for  the list of wheels that will fit on our cars?  ive just spent three hours searching for that list. cant find it. i know its there cuz i saw it before. just cant find it now (figures).||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||06-17-2003||03:36 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001662" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001662</a><br /><br />You tried too hard.||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||06-17-2003||03:36 PM||||isn't there a list of matching wheel sizing in the "read me" section of the tech section||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||henrok||06-17-2003||03:39 PM||||THANKS A BUNCH!||205.188.208.166||reg||6||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||06-17-2003||04:50 PM||||On a side note what happened to the offset list that Mofugas once had. I need that asap as I have some numbers I need.<br />Rich||207.220.135.82||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||markrieb||06-18-2003||11:07 AM||||Look in the files section of the yahoo groups.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||67.225.136.204||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000006||GalantVR41062||06-18-2003||11:23 AM||||4x100 bolt pattern, I have seen rims with this bolt pattern have a offset of 45 or 40, the lower the off set the farther the rim will stick out.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||06-18-2003||11:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> 4x100 bolt pattern, I have seen rims with this bolt pattern have a offset of 45 or 40, the lower the off set the farther the rim will stick out.<br /><br />~John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ummm we're 4x114.3 (4.5") not 4x100.||65.148.174.44||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||henrok||06-19-2003||10:44 PM||||hey i heard that the ssr integral rims will fit onto our cars. is this true? where can i find them? i did a search and found other models.||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||06-19-2003||11:09 PM||||yes, ssr rims are made to fit on our cars. Harry #3 has them on his car. Check tire rack !!!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002583.cgi
A||N||15||1520/2000||car starts after 1.5 years sitting, runs for 4 days, now won't start?! help!||||4||||1520/2000||00000134
Z||000000||1520/2000||06-17-2003||06:31 PM||l_damiani@hotmail.com||mods: K&N filter in unmolested air box<br />      ACT 2600 <br />      Tranny and ecu rebuilt while at BM Tranny <br />      Big 16g<br />     (New battery)<br />     (Fuel pump kill switch installed by prev owner)<br /><br />car ran until i dropped it at mechanic who deals with the rest of our cars then wouldn't start the next day. checked spark, full tank of gas, charged battery. played with tps harness- unplugged it and it fired up but died. plugged that back in- crank but no start. unplugged mas harness and plugged back in and it starts. i drive it back to my house after and let it sit overnight. next morning (raining out) won't start. try same order as before but now won't start at all. <br /> could my ignition switch be the culprit? fuses are all good and i in my limited mechanical experience can't think of anything else. how would i test this? i did search but maybe i'm just retarded cause nothing useful turned up. anyone?||66.236.220.4||reg||4||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||06-17-2003||06:55 PM||||Is there anyone near you that you could have log the car for you? Is it giving you a CE? Have you replaced the caps in the ECU?||67.34.81.47||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||1520/2000||06-17-2003||09:38 PM||||i don't know anyone up here to log for me. there is a vfaq about a chart for a buzzer for those who don't have a logger but i haven't tried that yet. when i took the car to BM they replaced the caps using some place i didn't know of. i never physically pulled the ecu out to look at it after that so when i do what should i look for? if they weren't replaced i'm sure they'll be leaking by now but if it is new what else should i look for?<br /><br />edit: no ce lights||66.236.220.4||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||06-17-2003||09:47 PM||||Dropped it off at the mechanic for what?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||06-17-2003||10:00 PM||||Is the fuel flowing while you crank?  I know you said "full tank of gas", but you also said fuel pump kill switch.  Make sure you have fuel pressure to the fuel rail.||207.69.84.213||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||1520/2000||06-17-2003||10:05 PM||||i dropped it off to get it's first PA inspection baby, yea! love having no emissions up here...<br /><br />i guess there's a vfaq about checking pressure to fuel rail? the switch for the pump is in the live position so if that's what you are referring to....||66.236.220.4||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000006||suprflewus||06-17-2003||10:50 PM||||im with turboflanagan -<br />check if the fuel is getting to the rail.  You can supply +12v to the fuel pump check connector.  Or just listen when you crank the car over - you should hear the injectors prime in the start position, and the pump running wile cranking.  Either terminal should have system voltage.  This will determine if the fuel pump is bad.  Make sure that system voltage is available at the injector harnesses - either terminal should give system voltage.<br /><br />Is the CAS plugged in and functioning??  The ecu must have a crank signal to keep the fuel pump operating (it will run for a few seconds when first cranked).  If the CAS is suspect, and you have access to a spare, you can plug the spare CAS in and spin the cas by hand - you should get fuel pump activity.<br /><br />try these, there are alot of other things it may be as well - give me an idea of what is going on and maybe i can help...<br /><br />lates<br />dale||152.163.252.33||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||06-17-2003||10:52 PM||||does it crank over? What is the voltage of the battery when the car isn't on?||67.127.59.198||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||1520/2000||06-17-2003||10:58 PM||||wow you guys are awesome- i'm closing my shop now at 11 and won't have a chance to check it all out till tomorrow night- thanks for the ideas and i'll see what i can figure out.||66.236.220.4||reg||6||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000009||1520/2000||06-19-2003||11:59 AM||||ok without trying anything suggested to me i figured i would give it one more try at starting before going nuts and so after letting it sit all weds i started it on first attempt. i was able to restart it 4 times in 3 hours so now what should i be looking at?||216.108.200.97||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||06-19-2003||04:07 PM||||Loose wires?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||06-19-2003||08:06 PM||||i think its a bad ecu||141.153.174.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||MX4||06-22-2003||07:42 PM||||Has that tank of fuel sat for the 18 months or is it fresh?<br /><br />That could be the culprit if its old, fuel does go off!||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000013||gtluke||06-23-2003||12:06 AM||||it should still start with old gas.<br />sometimes when cars sit for a really long time, the gas tank will rot and rust will clog up the fuel filter. THAT could be a problem. my friend started his 68 mustang with 15 year old gas in it.<br />-luke-||141.153.174.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000014||1520/2000||06-24-2003||12:51 AM||||yea i agree with the rust and fuel filter deal. in the meantime i'm sending my ecu out to keydiver to fix acid damage. appears to have new caps but still slight acid damage from old ones so that will be sent to our friend in florida. thanks...<br />luke d||66.236.220.4||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000015||brian's90tsi||06-24-2003||10:05 PM||||I agree with the ECU problem.  I had a 92 Stealth R/T TT bone stock and one day decided to not crank again.  Replaced fuel filter, hooked up datalogger from my Talon, no luck.  Sometimes would crank but not run, sometimes just turn over.  So, i bought a refurb ECU from Foreign Auto Computer in Florida, fired right up.  Come to find out it had leaky caps.  Hope this helps. <br /><br />Brian||152.163.252.33||reg||1||brian's90tsi||00001795||yes



ubb/Forum2/002584.cgi
A||||12||driftin galant||need answer quick||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||06-17-2003||07:48 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||i am puttin gthe s-afc in what do i do with to two extra wires, i read somewhere that the s-afc could read boost is that ture? i need an answer quick.<br /><br />thanks<br /><br />erik||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||06-17-2003||08:03 PM||||I don't know if this will help, but it's a start:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafc.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafc.htm</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafcsetting.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafcsetting.htm</a><br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-17-2003||08:16 PM||||The read me first has this listed under it....search button is your friend, use it Anyways...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660</a>||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||driftin galant||06-17-2003||08:23 PM||||i know about that thread but is says nothing about the two extra wires you have at the end i just want to make sure they could not be conected to somthing else.<br /><br /><br />P.S i always use the search button||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-17-2003||09:06 PM||||Sorry, didnt mean to come off like a prick, lotsa redundant questions nowadays, trying to mkae sure everyone knows how to find answers to their questions faster, thats all.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||06-17-2003||09:19 PM||||What colors are they?||67.34.81.47||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||06-17-2003||09:49 PM||||If you follow the aforementioned instructions correctly then the extra wires will be the same as I had.  I taped them out of the way.  They are for cars with speed-density systems (supras, ect.).||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||driftin galant||06-17-2003||10:02 PM||||ok thanks.  is what i read true can you read boost with the afc? beacuse that would be cool<br /><br />Erik||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||06-17-2003||10:24 PM||||YOu can read 02 voltage with the blue wire mod, but people do not recommend it. <br /><br />Also, there is hack somewhere where it can use a MAP snesor as well...<br /><br />Dunno about boost, bro!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||06-17-2003||10:47 PM||||I believe the SAFCII (the newest version) is able to read boost, if your car is MAP sensor equipped.  If you have the regular SAFC, as seen in the Road Race instructions and those on this site and in the VFAQ, then no, it cannot read boost.||198.88.145.246||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||BlackHole||06-18-2003||07:38 AM||||You can read boost with the AFC if you want to add a MAP sensor to the car since the 1Gs don't have one. There are a ton of sites out there that will show you how to convert the AFC to MAP operation on our cars if you so desire. I find that it is much easier to tune this way.<br /><br />Kyle "BlackHole"||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||06-18-2003||10:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> YOu can read 02 voltage with the blue wire mod, but people do not recommend it. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Apparently if you do that direct blue-wire mod you'll be leaching too much voltage (right?) and the ECU won't see good values.  Someone somewhere posted a method of using an amplifier or some such...  Probably a waste of time...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||GalantVR41062||06-18-2003||11:41 AM||||When you use a MAP sensor with the AFC it does not allow you to read boost(as psi or anything).  It takes a 3BAR map sensor that outputs a 5volt signal(same as TPS) and you connect the MAP out put to the wire that is for TPS on the AFC.  This then allows you to set up your High/Low maps based on vacume and boost threshold instead of throtle postion.  I did not read up on what %'s to set it to so that you get vac/low boost less than 5psi as low throtle, and  greater than 5psi as high throtle.  And if you did some converting on volts from the 3BAR MAP sensor you could read boost but it would take some thinking, just buy a real boost gauge and be done with it(unless you wanted to log boost or somthing).<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum2/002585.cgi
A||||5||BlackHole||Wiseco stroker piston experience?||||1||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||06-18-2003||09:57 AM||blackhole@pipeline.com||Does anyone here have a 2.3L stroker with the Wiseco pistons? How is piston slap? Any wall scuffing due to the shorter compression height? What kind of piston / ring gaps did you have to run?<br /><br />My one concern with building a 2.3 is piston slap due to the forged nature of the Wiseco pistons. For a daily driven street car, piston slap is just not acceptable to me. Wiseco has not returned my emails on whether these are made from 2618 or 4032 alloy.<br /><br />I have search the Archives here and on NABR and not found any specific references to Wiseco stroker piston experiences.<br /><br />Thanks!||130.36.27.120||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||06-18-2003||11:53 AM||||I think they are 26XX or 28XX alloy.  I have 20tho over 2.0 wiseco pistons in my block, and I am running a 50tho piston clearence(no torque plate with boring) and what I have read you will have a slight(did I say slight) per upon cold start up for less than a min, and should be hard to hear.  But if you use a torque plate you can run as low as a 35tho clearence without problems(DSmotorsports ran that last year with a 50trim and a shot of juice).  As for piston ring gap, the spec sheet says run .004per inch of bore, but run a wider gap on turbo motors(well how much more, they dont say on the spec sheet.)  I read that .006per inch of bore with a turbo I4 is the way to go.  So I gapped my top ring to .020 and my 2nd ring to .025 and my oil rings are not supposed to be filed(directions) so there at .016.  The 2nd ring gets the same or larger gap as the 1st.  Piston slap is way better then the motor locking up when it gets hot, and if you are putting in a 2.3 I would not think wear and tear would be a big deal, because your car is ither raced a lot or has a HUGE turbo(spooling a T-66 with ease).  Or at least thouse are the only reasons I would go 2.3.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||06-18-2003||12:10 PM||||Thanks for the feedback. Since I have a dead motor to rebuild, I figured I might as go 2.3 since it will cost me only ~$300 more than going 2.0. It's good that you can't notice the piston slap. I figured they'd use the stronger 2618 but wasn't sure. I think I'll order a set using 4032 for the lower thermal expansion. Since I'm not making huge hp [shooting for ~400whp], the 4032 should be plenty strong.<br /><br />This is purely a street motor, no drag racing, always on pump gas, stock rev limit. In my heavy-ass Galant more torque can only be better around town and spooling up a "small" Garrett GT30 shouldn't be a problem.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks!||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||06-18-2003||12:20 PM||||sounds cool, I haven't heard of anyone using a stroker kit on thier gvr4, so I think many of us will be interested on how your project comes out ... the only thing I heard, and I'm sure I heard it on this board, was that with the stroker kit, you'll be more prone to breaking drivetrain<br />parts ?  and with a goal of 400 WHP, isn't that possible with the 2.0 ?  for a few hundred for dollars, instead of the stroker kit, why not get a bigger turbo ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||06-18-2003||01:56 PM||||High torque levels are what is hard on a drive train, not really high horsepower levels. That's why strokers will tend to break things: they produce more torque.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||06-18-2003||04:51 PM||||silly 4 turbo,<br /><br />> I think many of us will be interested on how<br />> your project comes out ...<br /><br />So am I.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />> with the stroker kit, you'll be more prone to<br />> breaking drivetrain parts ?<br /><br />Yeah, but since I'm not drag racing the car and putting those huge shock loads on the drivetrain I'm guessing that I won't have too many problems.<br /><br />> with a goal of 400 WHP, isn't that possible<br />> with the 2.0 ? for a few hundred for dollars,<br />> instead of the stroker kit, why not get a<br />> bigger turbo ?<br /><br />Sure, 400hp is certainly possible on a 4g63 but what I'm really after is more torque to get this heavy car moving. On paper, the 2.3 will make about 40hp / 40 ft-lb more than the 2.0 below 4000rpm. Most of the big turbos really don't kick in until ~3500-4000rpm, a bit higher revs than I typically drive around town, so the added bottom end will be a good thing.<br /><br />For a drag car, I would not choose the 2.3. But for a street car I'm thinking it will be just about right. I guess I'll find out the hard way if it isn't.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/002586.cgi
A||||1||driftin galant||will these parts fit?||||5||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||06-18-2003||01:24 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||just wondering if an o2 sensor form a 90 talon turbo will work along with the alternator?||67.160.6.224||reg||5||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||06-18-2003||06:12 PM||||One easy way to know for sure is to call AutoZone or Napa (or any parts house) and ask them to get you their part numbers. If the numbers are the same, then the part fits.<br /><br />As for those 2 parts, They are interchangeable. The CAS is an item that is touchy engine to engine. Some of those have pig tails and some dont.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002587.cgi
A||||13||darrel_ll||transmission question||||1||||VirtualReality4||00001744
Z||000000||darrel_ll||06-18-2003||02:32 PM||||hie ppl, i'm new around here, so a quick intro: chinese male/21/malaysia/student/1984 galant with 4g63(92). what i'd like to know is, what other mod is compulsory when you change from a/t to m/t? have currently done the tranny change, but the engine's not revving as hard as it used to, is there a problem? any suggestion would be much appreciated  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" /> )||210.195.228.66||reg||1||VirtualReality4||00001744||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||06-18-2003||02:36 PM||||What do you mean by revving 'as hard'?  Revving higher?  Accelerating harder?  what?<br /><br />Did you do an engine swap or what?  '84 Galant is old.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||darrel_ll||06-18-2003||02:48 PM||||hey, thanx  for the reply  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  yeah, i did an engine swap and originaly it came with an a/t.now that i've changed to m/t the engine wont rev as high as it did when i was using a/t. i'm experiencing fuel cut at very low rpms <car is old but its got sentimental value, grew up with it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  >||210.195.228.66||reg||1||VirtualReality4||00001744||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||06-18-2003||04:16 PM||||Did you change ECU's when doing the engine swap? You're flowing a LOT more air now, so perhaps the original ECU thinks you're past your limits. What engine was in the car originally? Did you upgrade the fuel pump?||12.41.167.67||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||06-18-2003||06:58 PM||||With the 92 engine, you will need a newer ECU. there are some discrepancies as to the years which ECU's will work with no modifications (just switching wires). I dont remember the years, but I think it is only an issue when trying to use a T/E/L ECU. If you get a GVR4 ECU, then you should be fine.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||darrel_ll||06-19-2003||04:45 AM||||yeah,thanks guys  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  i changed the ecu during when i swapped the engine, i'm using the original gvr4 ecu that came with the front cut. maybe there's a difference between an a/t and m/t ecu? as far as i know, a/t gvr4s have an additional ecu for the ect. anymore suggestions?||61.6.153.115||reg||1||VirtualReality4||00001744||yes
Z||000006||darrel_ll||06-19-2003||04:48 AM||||the engine was from a JDM spec 92 GVR4 and i'm currently using a bosch fuel pump for mercs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||61.6.153.115||reg||1||VirtualReality4||00001744||yes
Z||000007||number3||06-19-2003||07:36 AM||||Have you... <br /><br />...replaced the CAPS in the ECU<br /><br />...PSI test the IC system<br /><br />...installed new plugs and wires<br /><br />Is the MAS plugged in (dont laugh I have seen it before.<br /><br />Did the engine you swapped in ever feel strong?<br /><br />I would find a M/T ECU to try.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Nate||06-19-2003||11:21 AM||||I'd make sure you're using the correct sized injectors for the ECU, and also make sure that you're using the correct airflow sensor for that ECU.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000009||darrel_ll||06-19-2003||02:05 PM||||thanks guys, i havent done any of those, but i thought i wouldnt have any problems with those since it was running fine with the a/t. i am gonna change the plugs though. i've tried unplugging the MAS before so i know its ok  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  the engine was stronger before i had the tranny changed, didnt experience this before, except once when the wastegate actuator hose came off but even that time there was lots of power before i hit fuel cut. i'll try my friend's ECU, he has the same engine except is m/t. but are ECUs/injectors/air flow sensors for m/t and a/t supposed to be different?||61.6.153.34||reg||7||VirtualReality4||00001744||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||03:43 AM||||Yes.  The autos use 390cc injectors instead of 550's, they have different cams, but I think the rest is the same.  Well, the ecu is different as well, but that goes hand in hand w/different injectors (for different fuel maps).  They also had different turbos.  Or, at least the DSM's did, I'm not entirely sure about auto GVR4's.<br /><br />Also, thank you Harry for providing that good quick check list.  Everyone should follow it.  It seems that every time I read this board I'm thankful you're on it.  Now don't let that go to your head or anything.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||darrel_ll||06-20-2003||03:34 PM||||hey, thanks for the enlightenment pal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  i'll go check all those things and see how it goes. but there's this 4g63 that somebody wants to sell cheap. he's upgraded the ecu, cams, pistons, and transmission(evo3) so i think this might be the smarter solution to my problem but i'll have to check the engine out first, just to make sure its in good condition. if i do decide to buy it then maybe i can play around with one engine and the other for parts. what do you guys think, the way to go, or not?||210.195.228.14||reg||1||VirtualReality4||00001744||yes
Z||000012||supasigma||06-21-2003||12:59 PM||||hey...i have a m/t ecu u could borrow...just get your car over to my place.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||210.195.228.103||reg||6||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000013||darrel_ll||06-21-2003||01:10 PM||||hey there little one, i know who you are, and your offer, how could i refuse??   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||210.195.228.120||reg||1||VirtualReality4||00001744||yes



ubb/Forum2/002588.cgi
A||||15||slvrblt||Weird tapping noise||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||06-18-2003||06:21 PM||||I seem to have a weird tapping noise from my engine. I have no idea what this is. Its not a lifter, injector, or a rod knocking. It sounds a little more pronounced than a lifter. The noise is coming from the top end of the engine and may be from near the intake manifold. It comes and goes. It has a pattern of being audible for about 6-8 seconds and then silent for about 2-3 seconds. This noise is driving me batty and I have no idea what it is. Any one have some ideas ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||06-18-2003||07:00 PM||||Faulty injector?||67.25.95.4||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||06-18-2003||10:19 PM||||Lifter tick can be very loud.  Check your oil level.<br /><br />Got the stock lifters?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||06-18-2003||11:01 PM||||Sounds like a lifter. Mine does the same thing. Try using 5w-30 next time you change your oil.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||06-18-2003||11:05 PM||||I'd try 15w 50 for summer.  Check the owners manual.<br /><br />Even with new lifters I get a hint of tick with my 5w 30 winter oil in the spring time.<br /><br />That reminds me.  Time to change the oil.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||06-18-2003||11:52 PM||||Yea, I will be doing a chenge this weekend and will put a quart of heavier stuff in their too. I have never heard a lifter tap on a 4 banger before, only on V-8s. It sounds a little different to me. We'll see.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||06-19-2003||09:48 AM||||Hmm.. must be the horizontal lash adjusters. <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||06-19-2003||10:33 AM||||I am having the same issue - its very loud on start-up first thing in the morning or after the car has sat a while. It sounds like loud chatter. Sounds kinda like the noise crankwalk makes, RRE used to have it on their site.<br /><br />It is not lifter tick as if it was lifter tick, it would do it all the time. <br /><br />Nor it is leaks from the exhaust as that would sound different. <br /><br />It seems to do this only till the car gets fully warmed up. What I am worried about is that before I got the car, it had gotten the head reworked. Could anything have been done incorrectly that could cause this problem?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||06-19-2003||10:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I am having the same issue - its very loud on start-up first thing in the morning or after the car has sat a while. It sounds like loud chatter. Sounds kinda like the noise crankwalk makes, RRE used to have it on their site.<br /><br />It is not lifter tick as if it was lifter tick, it would do it all the time. <br /><br />Nor it is leaks from the exhaust as that would sound different. <br /><br />It seems to do this only till the car gets fully warmed up. What I am worried about is that before I got the car, it had gotten the head reworked. Could anything have been done incorrectly that could cause this problem? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lifter tick can go away once the car warms up, or when the oil pressure goes up.  It can come back when you come to a stop.  I bet is starts to go away when you rev it up too.<br /><br />If anyone hears tapping, rapping, whatever and has stock lifters.  It is probably your lifters.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||06-19-2003||10:49 AM||||I'd just like to add that replacing my lifters with the upgraded ones was probably the best thing I could have done for my car.<br /><br />You can have all the supporting mods, but if loud lifter tick is setting off your knock sensor, it will slow you down alot.<br /><br />When the timming is pulled all the way, it feels like your turbo just failed.  It's not a good thing.<br /><br />Updated lifters give you performance all the time because you are not sending false knock to the knock sensor.<br /><br />I lived with lifter tick for about 2 years and it SUCKS.  We shouldn't have to even bother installing new lifters, but it's a flaw are cars came with.  Just add it to your to do list.  You will never be sorry you did it.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||06-19-2003||04:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I am having the same issue - its very loud on start-up first thing in the morning or after the car has sat a while. It sounds like loud chatter. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does the oil filter have an anti-drainback valve?  (ala OEM)  Sure sounds like lifters to me.  Does it go away/come back sometimes when you hit a bump?  Or when you goose it?   I've lived with lifter tick for 8 years in my GS before the VR-4 and it is certainly affected by sitting, oil viscosity, oil level, pressure, etc.<br /><br />Next time you are ready to change the oil, run some cleaner through it first.  It helps sometimes, of course, other times it may dislodge some blobs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||MX4||06-22-2003||07:44 PM||||how about the Big End Shell. I saw the same thing a couple of weeks back. Sounded like tappets and car drove normally.||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000012||curtis||06-22-2003||11:45 PM||||Mine used to do the same thing.  During the rebuild while I was doing balance shaft elimination I noticed that the bearings that the shafts ride on were shot and the shafts were flapping around..  As far as I know theres no way to check with out pulling the pan. If you plan on checking it just be prepared to eliminate the balance shafts while your there. Pulling the pan, exhaust and transfer case is half the battle.  Good luck||67.25.37.36||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||06-23-2003||12:12 AM||||Curtis<br /><br />hmm...my car is supposed to have the balance shafts eliminated, but in some way different. They take the haft out and put in back in backwards or something...That may be why I hear that noise. Interesting...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||92GVR4519||07-17-2003||08:39 AM||||This is what I found in the manual<br />David<br /><br />LASH ADJUSTERS CHECK<br /><br />Soon after the engine IS started or while it is running,abnormal noise (clattering) which may be attributed to theadjuster sounds but does not stop. <br />In this case, check the following.<br />(1) Check the engine oil, and refill or replace oil if necessary.<br />NOTE:<br />0 If the oil amount is small, air will be sucked from the oil strainer and mixed in the oil passage.<br />0 If the oil amount is excessive, the oil will be stirred by the crank and mixed with a large amount of air.<br />0 Air and oil can not be separated easily in the deteriorated oil, and the amount of air mixed in the oil increases.<br /><br />If such mixed-in air enters the high pressure chamber in the lash adjuster, the air in the high-pressure chamber will be compressed while the valve is opened, the lash adjuster will be excessively compressed and abnormal noise will be<br />produced when the valve is closed.<br /><br />This is the same phenomenon which occurs when the<br />valve clearance is improperly adjusted to be excessively large.<br /><br />However, it will return to be normal if the air entrapped in the adjuster is released in this case.<br />(2) Start the engine, and slowly race* it several times (10 times<br />or less).<br />If the abnormal noise is eliminated by racing the engine, it means that the air is released from the high-pressure chamber of the lash adjuster and the function of the lash adluster is returned to normal.<br />l Gradually increase the engine speed from the idle speed to 3,000 rpm (for 30 seconds), and then<br />gradually slow down the engine to the idling speed (for 30 seconds).<br />NOTE<br />0 If the vehicle is parked on a slope for a long time, the oil will be sometimes reduced in the lash adjuster, and air will enter the high-pressure chamber when the engine is started.<br />l After the vehicle is parked for a long time, the oil will go out of the oil passage. Since it takes a little time to supply oil to the lash adjuster, air sometimes enters the high-pressure chamber.<br /><br />(3) lf any abnormal noise IS not eliminated by racing. check the lash adjuster.||64.94.14.70||reg||3||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||07-17-2003||08:54 AM||||I'll bet you a beer that it's the timing belt tensioner. <br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/002589.cgi
A||||3||comfy||felpro gaskets||||14||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||06-18-2003||09:36 PM||||a buddy of mine works at a speed shop in the area, and the other day felpro sent him some gasket sets for the 4g63,  since he didnt order them he called his contact at felpro who told him, that the gaskets were unreleased and that they would like him to test them out.  being as that my friend sold his talon last year, the GVR just got a new valve cover gasket and the exhaust manifold gaskit will go on soon.  the kit is real nice and fits perfectly. two big thumbs up.||12.222.42.189||reg||14||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||06-18-2003||10:07 PM||||<a href="http://www.importperformanceparts.net/imports/felpro_gasksetmitsu.html" target="_blank">www.importperformanceparts.net/imports/felpro_gasksetmitsu.html</a>||24.209.155.178||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-19-2003||10:38 AM||||Hmm..I have used felpro re-usable vlave cover gaskets for the last 3 years. Is this something different your friend got?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||06-19-2003||10:45 AM||||YEah there cam cover gaskets rock the party. Iwouldent use their Head gasket though.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/002590.cgi
A||||4||GalantVR-4||car idle in morning||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||06-19-2003||04:15 PM||||in the morning like at 7:30 am i turn my car on for the first time, it will idle at 2000 for a bit is this normal.||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-19-2003||07:51 PM||||Try it at 7:47 or 7:48 am, it won't. Its all about the 7:30 am.<br /><br /><br />Just Kidding!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <br /><br /><br />Dunno, if it is exactly at 2000 rpms,, but yes, this is normal. It will idle high for a bit and then drop down. Thats what the Idle Speed Control motor on your throttle body does. Helps warms the car up quicker or something like that. Kinda like starting a harley with the choke on    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Invader||06-20-2003||02:07 AM||||Do you have your throttle body coolant lines hooked up?||169.139.115.106||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR-4||06-20-2003||12:59 PM||||umm i think so, would it be really messy under the nood if it wasnt?||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000004||number3||06-20-2003||01:14 PM||||Well you can loop them to bypass the TB but from your answer it sounds like a NO.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002593.cgi
A||||17||slvrblt||clutch engagement||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||06-20-2003||03:09 AM||||I think I may be having a problem with my clutch not disengaging properly. It seems kinda hard to get it into gear while stopped and also grinds (slightly) when going in gear sometimes. Not always the same gears repetedly though. So I am wondering 2 things:<br /><br />1.) Where is everyone elses engagement point (how far from the floor is your foot when it disengages/engages?)<br />2.) How can I raise this point in my car (pref. w/o pulling the tranny) ?<br /><br />Thanks for your thoughts||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||03:35 AM||||With the last clutch, it never fully engaged, even when floored.  I ate the clutch and 2nd gear before switching to an ACT 2600.  It seems to be better, but I still have to floor it, so I have issues to solve.  I'm thinking worn clutch fork (always replace this when in there!  don't be me!) and probably worn pedal assembly.  There was a great post on the NWDSM list about this; if you email me I'll dig it up.||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||06-20-2003||06:46 AM||||I would like the post on the clutch pedal assembly as I am goin to swap out mine next weekend.  Last thing in the clutch system to be brand new.||68.76.182.6||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||06-20-2003||06:59 AM||||First:<br /><br />Check for leaks on your slave cylinder. If it leaks, it will act like what you describe.<br /><br />Second:<br /><br />Just to be safe after you replace your slave cylinder, if it leaks, weld another nut on top of the nut that the rod comming out of the slave cylinder threads into. This will give you more adjustment. <br /><br />That should solve your problems.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||06-20-2003||10:23 AM||||Of course you may want to investigate your shifter cable adjustment.  Best test for this is to disconnect the cable and if it is under tension (twists) or doesn't line up to "neutral" you should adjust it.  (This is all under the center console/shifter boot)...<br /><br />Also I experience a lot of "mush" because of malformed/worn/cracked bushings at the transmission shifter arms (under hood).  You can get machined brass bushings for this (as well as "Symborski" bushings for under the shifter base) but we've heard good things about new OEM (rubber?) bushings.<br /><br />If you already know these things just consider this fodder for the archives.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||06-20-2003||11:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> First:<br /><br /><br />Just to be safe after you replace your slave cylinder, if it leaks, weld another nut on top of the nut that the rod comming out of the slave cylinder threads into. This will give you more adjustment. <br /><br />That should solve your problems. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It sounds like you're getting the slave cylinder and the master cylinder confused. The slave bolts to the tranny and its rod pushes on the release fork. The master cylinder is bolted to the fire wall and its rod interfaces with the pedal assembly.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html" target="_blank">http://www.teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/installationtips.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/installationtips.htm</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm</a><br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||06-20-2003||04:26 PM||||Good info. Thanks everyone. I will be going through that stuff in depth this weekend, some of it today.<br /><br /><br />Thanks.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||06-20-2003||05:56 PM||||Ok, well I just adjusted the clutch rod under the dash behind the gas pedal. It was almost all the way adjusted when I got there and I put it to the max. I think it helped a little bit, but my third gear still grinds a little. Second gear is better though. Has anyone ever replaced this rod with a longer one ? Will all the fluid spill into the car if I screw this rod all the way out to put a longer one in ? Or would it be easier to do it by taking the slave cylinder off the firewall ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||06-20-2003||07:00 PM||||You cant screw it out.  It is held into the master cylinder with a sort of "c" clip.  The master needs to be removed and if you are adjusted all the way out then your problem is elsewhere.  Porbably faulty clutch pedal, or clutch fork.||68.76.182.6||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||07-13-2003||03:23 AM||||Oops, sorry I didn't respond with the post sooner... but the post was DSM specific anyway, not GVR4.  I found this out after ordering the wrong clutch pedal lever; d'oh!  Anyone wanna DSM clutch lever?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Anyway, the part you want to replace is a piece of steel about 7" long, with a slight "s" bend in it, sort of like the shifter shaft.  It has a pivot point welded on one end, a hole in the middle, and a "D" shaped hole on the other end (the top end).  This is a machined part, it attaches to a shiny rod that goes across above/behind the brake pedal, and attaches to the master cylinder.  This "D" shaped hole is the part that wears, so that it's "O" shaped instead, and thus doesn't rotate that shiny rod as much.  Call up Conicelli and they'll hook you up.||198.88.145.239||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||07-13-2003||09:13 PM||||theymightbegalants, I think I know what your talking about. Are you referring to the little 'clip' that uses a steel pin secured by a cotter pin to connect the pedal assembly to the rod going through the firewall ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||kartorium31||07-14-2003||03:37 AM||||I'm going through these problems right now.  Check your slave and make sure its not leaking and operates properly, bleed the clutch line, and somehow make the slave rod longer.  Either by buying one or making your own.  You can also try shimming the pivot point, and getting a new fork and point setup.||12.144.137.196||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||07-14-2003||04:20 AM||||It's not a clip... It's a large piece of metal, maybe 1/8" thick, and like 7" long and 1" wide.  It has a slight "s" curve in the middle... well, I can see I'm just about to repeat myself.  I don't know how to make it any clearer.  If you don't understand what I'm talking about, look up under your dash, and if you don't see the piece I'm referring to, then I guess I'm fired.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.88.145.226||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||07-14-2003||11:00 PM||||This?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/clutch_pedal_assembly.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/clutch_pedal_assembly.htm</a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||07-15-2003||04:11 AM||||Yes!!  That's it, but in our cars, it's at least twice as long.  So, don't be me and go ordering the DSM part.  Use CAPS like a good boy.||198.88.145.217||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||07-15-2003||11:12 AM||||Damn, those Taboo guys are sharp.  I need to add their link to my site.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||07-15-2003||01:39 PM||||Read their "secrets of the ACT 2600" or whatever it's called.  "ACT explained" maybe?  Anyway, pretty sharp guys.||69.59.219.191||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||slvrblt||07-15-2003||07:22 PM||||Thanks. I see the light now. I will use CAPS to find the right one.<br /><br /><br />btw, anyone have an updated CAPS program ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002592.cgi
A||||5||akgvr4||no pschhhhhhhhh!!!! turbo question||||8||||akgvr4||00000963
Z||000000||akgvr4||06-20-2003||01:40 AM||wtye@hotmail.com||hello all. i own #12/1000 and have a question about my bov. well. what i have going on is when the car is at a stand still, and i rev the engine, my bov is not activating. it happeded about a week after i changed out my factory fuel injectors to 580cc injectors. whats going on. it use to go pschhhhh when it is stopped, but not no more. i noticed that my car is not pulling as hard as it was when i ran my 13.215@106mph a week before. but as far as mods go, i have a 255cc walbro fule pump, fmic, greddy profect b, and 16g big.afc is currently in progress. the turbo does not spool as fast as it use to also. my boost guage slowy climbs to 5,then a little faster to 10, then fast at 15, then it stops at 18 where i have it set.  please help.||24.237.118.166||reg||8||akgvr4||00000963||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||03:02 AM||||This sounds completely normal to me.  I believe some load is required to build boost, so at idle in neutral at a light, with no load, how could you build boost to get the BOV to open?  Also, I don't see what injectors would have to do with that.  The pattern on the boost gauge you describe also seems normal, in that as more boost is built it builds up more rapidly.  In other words, boost increases exponentially, or accelerates.  Also, putting in huge injectors without appropriate tuning could cause your car to run too rich and thus not operate at peak power potential, perhaps causing the slow sensation you are now noticing.||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||06-20-2003||03:59 AM||||Do you have black puffs of smoke when you shift?||24.209.155.178||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||akgvr4||06-20-2003||06:43 PM||||i dont get black puffs of smoke, but i get back fire alot. with a little throttle when excelirating, my boost guage stays at 0. it seems only to build boost untill its about 4800rpm at full throttle. it feels like a n/a car.  it does not accelarate as fast as it use to. i think that the turbo went bad.||24.237.118.147||reg||1||akgvr4||00000963||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||06-20-2003||08:45 PM||||first i think you should resolve your fuel issues as the bov thing would not rob you of power. (if its not functioning right then you should be hearing a sort of fluttered sound... people say it sounds like pigeons... that if its not opening)<br /><br />test for leaks in your piping system.<br /><br />i hope you have an afpr because you didn't list it.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||06-21-2003||03:42 AM||||my BOV used to vent when i was in neutral revving up... nice and loud too...||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002594.cgi
A||||3||bujang_hensem||hacked 1G mas screw to match with 510cc injector||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||06-20-2003||04:58 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||hai guys can i used the MAS screw to adjust my  A/F ratio. I know SAFC is the best way but currently i will change my 450cc to 510cc because i already change my TD05 6cm 14B compressor with Garrett T3 compressor (inside TDO5 compressor housing - bore a bit) during my turbo service. The compressor are a little small compare with big 16g but tip is teller than big 16g...do i need to change 450cc to 510cc because i already have buy my 510cc and i don't know the turbo CFM flow becouse it is custom. Can i use the screw at 1G mas tu adjust the air flow and monitor it with haltech o/2 sensor meter..not enough money to buy SAFC..my car spec are JDM vr4 cyclone...can my JDM comp box detect the extra fuel||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||05:36 AM||||Ugh, a bit hard to decipher your post.  So you put a T3 wheel into a stock compressor housing, are installing 510cc injectors, and want to know if you can unscrew the MAS to compensate?  Sure, I guess.  I don't know exactly how much more air your hybrid turbo will flow, but I'd guess 510's might be enough if you backed the screw out all the way and maybe did a mild port job to the lower passage of the MAS.  Also, rewire the fuel pump, even if it's the stocker.  Ok, especially if it's the stocker.  You have a Haltech in your car?  Than what do you need an SAFC for?||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||bujang_hensem||06-20-2003||05:47 AM||||nope i don't have a haltech but my friend does...he has haltech o/2 meter to read my a/f mixture....do you mean i can take out the screw at my 1G mas and run safely 510cc without lean condition....well that good....may i know how many % extra undetect air will enter the engine by having the screw out. What do you mean by "stocker"||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||06:00 AM||||Stocker meaning the stock fuel pump.  And don't go betting your engine on what I say, or if you do and it doesn't turn out so well, don't come crying to me.  I'm not saying for sure that if you back out the screw and run 510cc injectors you won't run lean (the opposite really; you're more likely to run lean w/the screw backed out, but you're also less likely to hit MAS overrun).  You need to monitor your engine yourself, and tune slowly and carefully.||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002595.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||GM MAF &amp; BOV?||||2||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||06-20-2003||04:05 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||can i install my bov after the gm maf if it is being used as the blow through system? i need to know asap, because i am going to get it all welded tonight!||12.211.242.195||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Compressed||06-20-2003||04:26 PM||||You want the BOV before the maf in a blow through system.  With the maft you still do not want to vent any metered air, hence the bov must be before the maf.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||06-20-2003||04:35 PM||||thanks, that's all i needed to know!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum2/002596.cgi
A||||13||bazeng||wastegate setup..whats best?!?!..||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||06-20-2003||05:47 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys<br />i have a tdo5/6 25g<br />tdo6 comp cover + 25g wheel<br />tdo5 centre and exhuast housing + turbine..<br /><br />need an external wastegate mounted somewhere..<br />which place do you recommend?<br /><br />i have an evo 3 exhaust manifold..<br />most ppl mount it off the manifold but i dont want to chop my one up.. so im thinking about putting the external gate on the dump pipe..<br /><br />use the old/stock wastegate port, but open it up to flow more.. then exten the pipe and put a wastegate on..'<br /><br />has anybody done this?? how does it perform??!<br /><br />in australia and nz.. they do it off the manifold..<br /><br />its a 35mm audi external gate...<br />thanks guys.. =)<br /><br />turbo is the one on the right<br /> <img src="http://forums.melbccr.com/uploads/289858-td06-gt3540r-2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />this is the wastegate<br />  <img src="http://forums.melbccr.com/uploads/289859-32mm%20external%20gate.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />this way?!?! (the way i want to do it) <br />but not sure of performance<br />  <img src="http://forums.melbccr.com/uploads/289861-custom_o2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />or the usual way<br />  <img src="http://forums.melbccr.com/uploads/289862-bensevo2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />thanks again..<br />any experience welcome..<br />i just want best performace/setup<br />for boost control and flow||203.166.63.206||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||Bloodline||06-20-2003||09:01 PM||||What turbine housing do you have.  I am guessing it is the standard mitsu 4 bolt 7 or 8cm.  If so, I would recommend mounting the gate off the 02 housing (dump pipe) .  This allows for better boost control by drawing exhaust gases equally from all 4 cylinders instead of having the gate biased to one side.  <br /><br />jeff||12.9.217.229||reg||1||Bloodline||00001539||yes
Z||000002||bazeng||06-20-2003||11:13 PM||||yeah<br />its the 070 evo 3 one..<br />tdo5..7cm...<br /><br />is there a 080???<br />8cm one?!?!||203.29.144.63||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000003||Bloodline||06-21-2003||01:15 AM||||Yes there is an 8cm version as well.  IMO it would be better suited to your application.  If thats a TD05H turbine wheel mated to that 25G compressor, its probably gonna surge its ass off.  <br /><br />jeff||12.9.217.229||reg||1||Bloodline||00001539||yes
Z||000004||Nate||06-21-2003||01:58 AM||||Put the gate on the manifold.  In theory it isn't as good as mounting it to the O2 housing, but in practice it causes a lot less hassle.  I've had a gate on the manifold for about 6-7 years now and it's never provided anything except rock steady boost control.  Mounting it on the O2 housing tends to lead to cracked wastegate mounts.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000005||bazeng||06-21-2003||06:30 AM||||really??!?<br />so whats the best thing to do with the exhaust housing?!?!<br />i mean how should i make the dump pipe??<br />also how should i block the wastegate port?!?!<br /><br />and also.. just wondering how mounting the wastegate on the dump pipe would cause it to crack more<br /><br />thanks... coz alot of ppl tell me to do it off the manifold.. but yeah.. like u said.. wastegate off the dump is much much easier...||203.213.103.238||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000006||MX4||06-21-2003||06:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> turbo is the one on the right<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">AYE??? How can that be your turbo??? I just brought it!!||202.180.83.7||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000007||bazeng||06-21-2003||08:08 AM||||nah<br />im referring to the size / tdo6..tdo5..||203.213.103.238||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000008||Nate||06-21-2003||09:12 AM||||Wastegate off of the dump pipe tends to crack more because it's usually stainless steel, and stainless tends to crack under severe heat/vibration.  Don't get me wrong, there are a lot of people running around with O2-housing mounted wastegates that are just fine.  In my opinion, it's just fine to mount it to the manifold, and in my opinion it's easier.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||06-21-2003||03:45 PM||||what other options are there if I wanted a wastegate off the o2?||67.127.59.198||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000010||Bloodline||06-21-2003||05:38 PM||||Nate and his giant wastegate   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />jeff||12.9.217.229||reg||1||Bloodline||00001539||yes
Z||000011||bazeng||06-21-2003||10:24 PM||||excellent..<br />thanks for that guys..<br /><br />think ill try the dump pipe way first.. then see how it goes..||203.166.63.158||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000012||a_santos||06-22-2003||09:19 AM||||The only wastegate I would use would be Tial. If it's good enough for the Audi LeMans cars, then it is definetly good enough for us. I have seen on in person, many actually, and have seen other ones, and you just cannot compare the quality. I would go with 35mm, if you want to splurge get the 50mm LeMans. <br /><br />Simply the best wastegates made, no question about it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||06-23-2003||09:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br />I would go with 35mm, if you want to splurge get the 50mm LeMans. <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's no 35mm anymore, they've been replaced by the newer 38mm which has the top like the 40mm.  Inlet flange is the same as the previous 35mm.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002597.cgi
A||||7||bazeng||hose line re-routing/elimination||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||06-21-2003||06:42 AM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys.. just pulling apart my engine.. getting ready to fit my turbo..<br /><br />just wondering if taboo's line modifications work well?! <br /><br />how does it affect the cars performance?!?.. also if the stock ecu works alright..<br /><br />what can/cant/should be done?!?!<br />coz the vr4 has soo many stooopid hoses runnin all over the place.. and im gonna change em all to silicon lines.. so help me ppl!!>..<br /><br />thanks.. baz||203.213.103.238||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||TWEAKD4||06-21-2003||07:37 AM||||I did the "Race Only" vacuum line elimination from <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm." target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm.</a> and have had no problems whatsoever.||63.233.221.94||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000002||bazeng||06-21-2003||08:06 AM||||stock ecu also?!!?<br />well.. i must try it..<br /><br />also.. is it worth blocking the EGR?!?!||203.213.103.238||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||06-23-2003||07:27 AM||||hey<br />i have just done this...<br />basically ripped all the hoses out .. just like the diagrams..<br /><br />a couple of questions.. the hoses that run down underneath the tb/plenum (near the egr) which feels like there are 4 hose connections.. just wondering if i need to block them up from both sides.. also.. regaurding the egr, i heard that only activates when on 0 pressure (cruising speed) not constant.. so would blocking this really make a difference?!?!<br /><br />thanks ppl.. appreciate the help!||203.166.63.150||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||06-23-2003||10:21 AM||||I think you are referring to the 4 metal tubes that run behind the engine. They are only there as a way to route the vacuum from one side of the engine to the other, so as long as you have disconnected the vacuum lines from each side, you don't need to plug the tubes themselves. For example, one of them takes the vacuum from the intake manifold on the right side, routes it to one metal tube, which takes it to the left side to the fuel pressure solenoid. Then, it routes it back to another metal tube, to return it back to the right side again to the fuel pressure regulator. If you have connected the vacuum from the intake manifold DIRECTLY to the fuel pressure regulator, there is not need to block off the metal tubes, because there is no longer vacuum getting to them.||67.34.213.83||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||06-23-2003||10:35 AM||||Just curious what you guys use for plugs...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||06-23-2003||10:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Just curious what you guys use for plugs... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can buy vacuum hose plugs (any size) at any auto parts store.  If you're desperate/lazy, you can stick bolts in cut hoses.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||bazeng||06-23-2003||10:45 PM||||ahhh<br />yes<br />thats what i thought<br /><br />thanks for confirming...<br />appreciate it<br /><br />i use vaccumm plugs, stuff made for blocking that stuff i guess.. looks like a plastic globe condom thingy...<br />haha||203.166.63.188||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/002598.cgi
A||||6||jayru||Idle Surge Please read!||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||06-21-2003||07:57 PM||||Anyone please help me out! I have a 92 GVR4 and it had idle surge. I used the self help diagnostics found on this site and many other sites and determined it was a bad isc motor (even though all self tests worked). Once i replaced it it still surged, it wasent until i ajusted my Biss screw down that it brought idle under control and she purred at 750rpm. Isc responds beutifully now on pocket loger. (on a side note my tach reads at 150rpm when it is really at 750(pocket loger) is the factory tachs off in these cars?<br /><br />But now for my main question<br />My friend has an 94 awd tsi and it is doing the same thing. we have followed all the internet checks and even replaced almost all the sensors in the car, but the damn thing still surges wildly. Any one have an idea? (Also the biss dosent do anything on his car in or out the idle stays the same. And putting the a/c on steadies the idle at 1200. Any help would be apreciated, we have been at this thing for 2 months and nothing seems to work.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||curtis||06-21-2003||09:35 PM||||My car has been doing it for about a year I just changed the speedo dash cluster which has a vehicle speed sensor inside it helped alot but still has a small idle problem now but I can live with it. Like you I changed and set every sensor I could with a multimeter even went with a full aftermarket fuel system and this is the only thing that helped.||64.159.108.90||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||06-22-2003||07:44 AM||||Jayru:  might be bad EGR.||216.65.162.221||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||06-22-2003||10:20 AM||||yup, could be egr, or maybe a dirty throttle body.||24.218.30.95||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||jayru||06-22-2003||11:17 AM||||Thanks for the advice guys. But unfortunately we have checked both of thoes as well. EGR is blocked off and the top end of the motor was freshly redone about 6 mon ago(TB nice and clean). As you can see this is really perplexin us. Anyone else ever hear of the speed sensor in the cluster?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||number3||06-22-2003||11:19 AM||||PSI test the IC system?<br /><br />Even a small leak will fuck with your idle not to mention your over all power.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||06-23-2003||10:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Also the biss dosent do anything on his car in or out the idle stays the same.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This part makes me wonder if maybe your FAIC is bypassing too much air? The ISC, BISS and the FAIC basically do the same thing: they let air get past the throttle plates. I would check to make sure he hasn't bypassed the coolant to the FAIC, which will make it even worse if it is the FAIC. I would also look for anything that can leak air into the intake system, like bad vacuum lines, etc.<br />Does his ISC seem to be working correctly, according to a logger? If its revving that high, the ISC should be close to zero. ISC problems are often ECU related in my experience. I've never tried it, but I remember someone posting on here that he took his ISC out, turned the shaft manually until it was fully extended, and then put it back in without plugging it into the harness. This will completely close off the ISC's air port, so you can then check if the BISS can control the idle.||67.34.213.83||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002599.cgi
A||||8||buick||cruise control||||5||||gransport||00001769
Z||000000||buick||06-21-2003||08:10 PM||johnsminibike@webtv.net||I just bought my first gvr4 everything works perfect except the cruise control. When you turn the knob the lite goes on and when you press the button the word cruise lites up but it does not engage.The hose going to the pump was cracked on the end so I cut it back still no good.Any suggestions plus What kind of hose do you replace the vacumn hoses with.           Thanks                  johnsminibike.com||64.12.96.102||reg||5||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-22-2003||12:27 PM||||Rubber or silicone.<br /><br />The cruise control is problematic.  Many VR-4 owners have removed theirs as it "cleans up" the engine bay, and also gives better throttle response.<br /><br />My cruise "works"... it activates but then "hunts" for the right speed... usually with on-boost lunges for acceleration.  Some people drive like that normally.  It make me motion sick.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||06-23-2003||08:48 AM||||I too hate the passive-aggressive way the stock cruise cycles. Being very careful about throttle cable slack will help, especially adjusting the cables in the cruise unit. But it still isn't great.<br />What is interesting to me is that it gets better on long trips. I have a 90 setup I may try to swap in, but it is a lot of work since they are very different setups.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||10-16-2003||09:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gransport:<br /><strong> I just bought my first gvr4 everything works perfect except the cruise control. When you turn the knob the lite goes on and when you press the button the word cruise lites up but it does not engage.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you ever resolve this? Mine just started doing the same thing!!! Piss me off! I was cruising along fine, and it just released, and now turns off everytime I try to set it.<br />I mean, the red light even goes out!<br />Oh, and the reed switch is fine, I tested that.||67.34.213.138||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||10-16-2003||10:40 PM||||I solved mine.  I removed it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Sorry keydiver. I know that didn't help.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||10-17-2003||04:03 AM||||Our cars have cruise control?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   Just kidding mine went to the landfill over a year ago. But I would check the brake and clutch pedal sensors. I would suspect the cluch one first.||65.177.241.242||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||10-17-2003||05:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gransport:<br /><strong> I just bought my first gvr4 everything works perfect except the cruise control. When you turn the knob the lite goes on and when you press the button the word cruise lites up but it does not engage.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you ever resolve this? Mine just started doing the same thing!!! Piss me off! I was cruising along fine, and it just released, and now turns off everytime I try to set it.<br />I mean, the red light even goes out!<br />Oh, and the reed switch is fine, I tested that. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Clutch, brake or e-brake switches will kill the cruise control.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||number3||10-17-2003||09:39 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33595&item=2438086179" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33595&item=2438086179</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||10-17-2003||10:24 PM||||I know the 90 setups are way different, but #1244 hunts a little, and I have no clue what it will do with the venom, but my 90 eclipse gsx will pop the cruise every time you hit a bump.  Turns out I know what it is..I just have to drive with one foot holding the brake pedal UP..<br /><br />Jeff, I'd be looking for vacuum lines, and of course, all the popoff switches.  I know for a fact #1244 gets HUGELY CRAPPY fuel mileage with the cruise engaged..  Even on a mildly hilly interstate, the turbo is constantly spooling up and down and surging.  You'd be better using an old manual choke cable and just setting the throttle open and just leave it there..fast down the hill, slow up the hill equals better gas mileage than slam the throttle closed downhill, and wide open uphill.  Seriously.  I had never gotten 15 mpg in any of my awd's until I used the cruise in hilly terrain..Shut it off, back up to 22-23.  And yes, that run along tenessee international speedway with the 3K-GT-VR4 I was using the accell feature of the cruise at 125 to pass people, just so you know.  My knees were throbbing so bad by then that I didn't care, didn't want to stop, and the painkillers were in the trunk.  Did keep me awake though..until the overheat anyway.  Wouldn't she get a suprise if I met her on the way back?||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002600.cgi
A||||6||buick||full power||||5||||gransport||00001769
Z||000000||buick||06-21-2003||08:35 PM||johnsminibike@webtv.net||The gvr4 I just bought runs well shifts well just passed n.y.s. inspection today with no problem.My question my brotherinlaw has same type of car since new. His car at 3500 rpms will plant you in the seat his is all stock my car just doesnt pull as hard grew up driving hot rods and muscle cars this is my first turbo car and I love the car but want it to feel like my brotherinlaws what do I do to check out what is holding it back????       Thanks   johnsminibike.com||64.12.96.102||reg||5||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000001||scooter||06-22-2003||04:21 AM||||how many miles are on the car?  i would start off checking for cracks in the exhaust housing or manifold. maybe a boost leak or something.  at what rpm does it hit full boost?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||06-22-2003||05:00 AM||||First off, are you sure his is stock?  Even if he spent no money on it, the car could still not be stock (ie, gutted cat, the free mods, etc).  Also, you could have a boost leak.  Go to <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> and read up about it.  I think it's in the misc. section.  You need to make an adapter to hook up an air compressor to your turbo, and then listen for air leaking out of the system.  You could also have noisy lifters or phantom knock causing the timing to be pulled.  Pulled timing, when retarded all the way, can almost make it feel like there is no turbo.  Do you have a lot of extra weight in your car?  Does his still have the spare and jack in the trunk?  Were your fuel tanks equal?  Do you have heavier rims or tires?  The point of all this is that there's a lot of little things that can add up to make a huge difference.  And if you don't have one, get a real boost gauge.  The stock one isn't worth beans.||198.88.145.245||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||buick||06-22-2003||12:58 PM||||My brotherinlaws car is all stock. The motor and tranny was just done in my car but it almost feels like the turbo really isnt doing what its supposed to do full power.Can a turbo be working but not at full power this is y first turbo gvr4 and ifI didnt drive my brotherinlaws car for a month before I bought mine I wouldnt have noticed that much of a differance.    Thanks  John  johnsminibike.com||209.240.198.62||reg||1||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000004||number3||06-22-2003||03:23 PM||||John,<br /><br />Welcome.<br /><br />First pull the heat shield off the manifold and retighten the turbo/manifold bolts (careful don't snap them off) I am sure they are probably loose.<br /><br />Next buy one of theses      <a href="http://www.machv.com/macvleaktes.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/macvleaktes.html</a>      and use it to find and fix all your boost leaks. Yes you have them trust me.<br /><br />Replace the knock sensor and o2 sensor if they have not been in the last year. <a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">www.partznet.com</a><br /><br />or      <a href="http://www.machv.com/oemknocksensor.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/oemknocksensor.html</a>           <a href="http://www.machv.com/oxygensensor.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/oxygensensor.html</a>    <br />    <a href="http://www.machv.com/denoxsen.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/denoxsen.html</a>    <br /><br />Also replace the caps    (    <a href="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm</a>     )in your ECU and get a real boost gauge ASAP.  Send it to Keydiver on this list or buy these and do it yourself using the above info      <a href="http://www.machv.com/ecucaprepkit.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/ecucaprepkit.html</a>     <br /><br />Plugs and plug wires are always a good idea too.<br /><br />    <a href="http://www.machv.com/ignitionsystem.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/ignitionsystem.html</a>    <br /><br />    <a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/misc.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/misc.shtml</a>    <br /><br /><br />That should get you started.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||06-22-2003||09:18 PM||||Once again, Harry to the rescue!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.88.145.241||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||Ian M||06-22-2003||10:25 PM||||Check base timing as well,an amazing abount of these engines over time has had the timing monkyed with. If you didnt do the rebuild,or dont know the person who did,I definatly would check it regardless. It should be set at 5 degrees BTDC. If its far enough off,it'll run like a pig.<br /><br /> Since the engines been redone,Im assuming the turbo has been inspected,the exhaust housing isnt cracked around the wastegate flapper,or the flapper lever hasnt worked its way outwards in the bushing;partially uncovering the wastegate hole.||129.71.114.215||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
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q!11:49 PM!,
q!2452824.2349!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!&quot;TEL&quot; Shifter?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2452813.2354!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!00000592!,
q!sleeper!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452814.1445!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!Oil Cooler!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452814.1140!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452814.1322!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4#1373!,
q!intermediate shaft trouble!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452814.1213!,
q!GVR4#1373!,
q!00001753!,
q!GVR4#1373!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!06:58 PM!,
q!2452814.1858!,
q!GVR4#1373!,
q!00001753!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!JDM bumper installation questions!,
q!1!,
q!31!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!12:43 PM!,
q!2452814.1243!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1101!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2453066.1410!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000031!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4!,
q!where's the knock sensor?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2452814.1605!,
q!GVR4!,
q!00000358!,
q!keydiver!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2452819.1746!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1219's Brother!,
q~Transfer case leaks....again!~,
q!9!,
q!21!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452814.1732!,
q!1334 Jim!,
q!00001727!,
q!1219's Brother!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!03:24 AM!,
q!2452818.0324!,
q!1334 Jim!,
q!00001727!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWDpower!,
q~A/C fixed!~,
q!6!,
q!1!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!08:35 PM!,
q!2452814.2035!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!a_santos!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2452814.2133!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q~Did a lifter clean, now it's worse!!~,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!08:59 PM!,
q!2452814.2059!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1219's Brother!,
q!06-26-2003!,
q!05:40 PM!,
q!2452817.1740!,
q!1334 Jim!,
q!00001727!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon-Lee!,
q!Still Vibrating!,
q!1!,
q!29!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!03:49 AM!,
q!2452819.0349!,
q!MaximusDestruction!,
q!00001112!,
q!Jon-Lee!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!01:52 AM!,
q!2452825.0152!,
q!MaximusDestruction!,
q!00001112!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Tranny install.!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2452814.2124!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452816.1053!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Removing Power Steering/Brakes!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452819.1126!,
q!Josh B!,
q!00001340!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452819.1126!,
q!Josh B!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!grannyracing!,
q!Need some help!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452814.2235!,
q!grannyracing!,
q!00000702!,
q!grannyracing!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452814.2235!,
q!grannyracing!,
q!00000702!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!Tire Rack Recall!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!12:01 PM!,
q!2452819.1201!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!12:01 PM!,
q!2452819.1201!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!Stupid spark plug question.!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2452819.1507!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!Nate!,
q!06-29-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452820.1518!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!Power steering cooler!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2452819.1631!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!08:00 PM!,
q!2452819.2000!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!Vacuum pressure?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!05:21 PM!,
q!2452819.1721!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!01:36 AM!,
q!2452823.0136!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Question About Blaha MAS!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452819.1812!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!keydiver!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2452819.2055!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!imracing!,
q!Need Some Input About Rear Steer!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!06:57 PM!,
q!2452819.1857!,
q!Chris G!,
q!00000759!,
q!imracing!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!06:57 PM!,
q!2452819.1857!,
q!Chris G!,
q!00000759!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Am I Fucked???!,
q!4!,
q!14!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452825.0030!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!07-06-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452827.2329!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!00000760!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!60cfm more ?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!07:42 PM!,
q!2452819.1942!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!199of2k!,
q!06-29-2003!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2452820.2218!,
q!199of2k!,
q!00000323!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!can i plug it?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!05:48 AM!,
q!2452825.0548!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!number3!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!08:15 AM!,
q!2452825.0815!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!RIMS!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452819.2302!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!curtis!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452819.2334!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!Anybody willing to come help me out!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!10:48 AM!,
q!2452825.1048!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!00000987!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!07-05-2003!,
q!07:09 PM!,
q!2452826.1909!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!00000987!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon-Lee!,
q!When it rains it poors(another F@#$in problem)!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452825.2326!,
q!MaximusDestruction!,
q!00001112!,
q!Minjin!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!02:18 AM!,
q!2452828.0218!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!larger tires!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!07-05-2003!,
q!03:04 AM!,
q!2452826.0304!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!07-06-2003!,
q!09:34 AM!,
q!2452827.0934!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Don't have to pull tranny!,
q!3!,
q!4!,
q!07-05-2003!,
q!11:08 AM!,
q!2452826.1108!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!07-05-2003!,
q!01:27 PM!,
q!2452826.1327!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!2G MAS on 1G car!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!07-05-2003!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452826.2237!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!Ian M!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!10:29 PM!,
q!2452828.2229!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Car running a bit hot-a bit long sorry-!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-06-2003!,
q!12:27 PM!,
q!2452827.1227!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!07:20 AM!,
q!2452829.0720!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!stock suspension??!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-06-2003!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2452827.1335!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!01:38 PM!,
q!2452828.1338!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!tire size!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-06-2003!,
q!02:18 PM!,
q!2452827.1418!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!07-06-2003!,
q!02:18 PM!,
q!2452827.1418!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q~tdo5 060 or tco6 080 exhuast housing?!?!~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452814.2248!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!aladdin11!,
q!06-29-2003!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452820.2126!,
q!aladdin11!,
q!00001683!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jmartin827!,
q!Oil case cover!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452814.2335!,
q!jmartin827!,
q!00001500!,
q!jmartin827!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452815.1618!,
q!jmartin827!,
q!00001500!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!HELP fluid leak,can`t find it!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!02:25 AM!,
q!2452815.0225!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!number3!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2452815.1735!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Exhaust problem or not?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!09:04 AM!,
q!2452815.0904!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1219's Brother!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!11:46 AM!,
q!2452818.1146!,
q!1334 Jim!,
q!00001727!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meng!,
q!can't remove center piece help!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!12:27 PM!,
q!2452815.1227!,
q!meng!,
q!00000837!,
q!mromik!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2452815.1745!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Hub Removal...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452815.1430!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!Beemer!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2452818.0015!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!Turbo options!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2452815.1434!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!10:00 AM!,
q!2452816.1000!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!OIl leak from behind Cam Angle Sensor?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2452815.1735!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!mromik!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!08:26 PM!,
q!2452815.2026!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!a/c compressor!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452816.1625!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452818.1730!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!oil cooler question!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-29-2003!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2452820.1451!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!number3!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!08:56 AM!,
q!2452821.0856!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!Attn:Keydiver!,
q!4!,
q!1!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452816.1747!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!00000134!,
q!keydiver!,
q!06-26-2003!,
q!10:48 AM!,
q!2452817.1048!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Transmission troubles Questions..!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-29-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452820.1812!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1219's Brother!,
q!07-01-2003!,
q!03:45 AM!,
q!2452822.0345!,
q!1334 Jim!,
q!00001727!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Boost not the same in all gears?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-29-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452820.1924!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!Minjin!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452821.0053!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!darren!,
q!Will the TPS from my VR4 Fit a 91 Talon N/T?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2452821.0009!,
q!darren!,
q!00001577!,
q!darren!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452821.2227!,
q!darren!,
q!00001577!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Replacing tie end.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!09:11 AM!,
q!2452821.0911!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!markrieb!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2452823.1116!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q~s-afc tuning-help me Ken Inn!, you're my only hope~,
q!8!,
q!5!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!09:22 AM!,
q!2452821.0922!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!03:16 PM!,
q!2452821.1516!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!knock count with sensor unplugged?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452821.1307!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!broke down!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452828.1330!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!turbo18!,
q!New B questions looking to buy!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2452821.1318!,
q!turbo18!,
q!00001844!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-01-2003!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2452822.1018!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Fan question...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!09:43 PM!,
q!2452821.2143!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!07-01-2003!,
q!02:49 AM!,
q!2452822.0249!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MrEd!,
q!Lazy brake pedal?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452821.2300!,
q!MrEd!,
q!00000068!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-01-2003!,
q!09:58 AM!,
q!2452822.0958!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Can I tell if I have a 23 spline transfer case without pulling it?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452816.1808!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!1219's Brother!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452824.0030!,
q!1334 Jim!,
q!00001727!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Installing clear corners!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!11:04 PM!,
q!2452816.2304!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!06-26-2003!,
q!04:07 PM!,
q!2452817.1607!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Is it possible to change 3rd gear syncro myself?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452816.2357!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!01:00 AM!,
q!2452818.0100!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q~Help! Separating bumper cover from bumper~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-26-2003!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452817.0031!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!229of1000!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!11:17 AM!,
q!2452818.1117!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!new lifters - anything else?!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!06-26-2003!,
q!01:08 AM!,
q!2452817.0108!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!06-26-2003!,
q!07:27 PM!,
q!2452817.1927!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!do you run a logger??? (ABS light)!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-26-2003!,
q!04:08 AM!,
q!2452817.0408!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!Mario Germain!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!03:08 PM!,
q!2452818.1508!,
q!Mario Germain!,
q!00000791!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Rossco!,
q!boost lights!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-26-2003!,
q!04:33 AM!,
q!2452817.0433!,
q!Rossco!,
q!00001807!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!06-26-2003!,
q!08:41 AM!,
q!2452817.0841!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/002601.cgi
A||||1||grannyracing||Need some help||||1||||grannyracing||00000702
Z||000000||grannyracing||06-22-2003||12:38 AM||njshorecar@aol.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />     Any advice will be greatly appreciated.   My vehicle sat awhile about 3 months.  When I started and began to drive it, the car got a miss, slight surge, and when I gave it gas, it would have power, and then all of a sudden loose all power.  All this in first gear, isnt even drivable.  Any ideas.  I am going out of my mind.<br />Eddie||68.37.199.221||reg||1||grannyracing||00000702||yes
Z||000001||scooter||06-22-2003||04:26 AM||||i would try the gas first.  then i would try the plugs and wires.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes



ubb/Forum2/002602.cgi
A||||5||theymightbegalants||corner light removal||||5||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||06-22-2003||05:06 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Could someone enlighten me as to the proper procedure?  My CD is MIA after the move... d'oh!  I'm trying to put some single bulb jdm corners in, and they have two pins and two tabs pointing towards the rear of the car; they just slide in and have a large hook on a spring to hold them in.  I pulled the bulb out of the ones on the car, and felt around in there but I couldn't find this spring setup.  Are they bolted in?  I didn't see any obvious bolts... my bumper cover and fender liner aren't on either, and I looked up from below and couldn't see anything.  All tips and suggestions are appreciated.  Oh, and does anyone know what kind of bulb the jdm lenses take?  It's a lot larger than the US ones...<br /><br />Thanks!||198.88.145.245||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-22-2003||12:14 PM||||Driver's side:  remove the coolant bottle.  You should be able to then see the hook -- pull it towards the windshield and release it through the hole (it's springy).  Corner light pulls straight out, away from the car.<br /><br />Passenger side: stick your hand (ouch) in the little air box (if you have it still... open the door) and feel around for the hook, skin your knuckles, pull it out and release it through the hole.  Light pulls straight out.<br /><br />Save your passenger side corner and make it into a vent (ala Bob in Chicago) for track days.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||06-22-2003||12:30 PM||||Check this link that garfield made<br /><a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/bumpers.htm" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/bumpers.htm</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||06-22-2003||12:33 PM||||The first time is kind of tricky... after you get it, it's easy. Push/Pull/Shimmy and it should come out...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||06-22-2003||09:37 PM||||Thanks for the replies and thanks for the site, Garfield!  I guess I just didn't do a good enough job fingering around inside that hole.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   That's a first, haha.  All right, lewd jokes aside, I'll go tinker w/it and let ya know how it goes.  I think the clear corners will compliment my new '90 grill nicely.||198.88.145.241||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||06-23-2003||05:54 AM||||Ok, got the buggers off.  It was waaaay more simple than I thought; once again, overthinking the situation.  I thought those hook springs were attached inside that hole somewhere... not right in front of my face.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Ok, now my new question is, what kind of bulb does the single bulb jdm corner light use?  It's at least twice the size of the us spec bulb.  I guess I'll just cut the plug off and solder a new one on, but if someone knows of a bulb with the proper plug I'd love ya to death.  If you have a part number, I'd love ya back to life again.<br /><br />I suppose I should clarify on what plug I'm looking for, and that would be the turn signal plug.  I'm going to use my corners as turn signals, the turn signal holes in the bumper for fog lights, and the fog light holes for brake ducts.  Simple enough.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.88.145.253||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002603.cgi
A||||3||Marcus||WHAT TO DO?||||9||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||06-22-2003||06:27 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I have to buy a turbo ASAP.  I don't know if I should get a new 16g/B16g for 525-565 plus some HKS cams or go with a 50trim/stock cams/ and upgrade my 550's.  My motor has 141k on it and seems fairly strong, 175psi all 4 due to new head.  I just don't want to put a lot of money in a turbo and then blow my motor and possible destroy my new turbo also.  Money is tight, but I like to do things as good as I can.  Give my your thoughts on this?  Lastly who makes the best 50trim for the buck?  There seems to be a million options and different companies selling them.  <br />Marcus||205.188.208.166||reg||9||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||06-22-2003||07:02 PM||||i really like the new precision turbo 50 trim.<br />its a real garret 50 trim, but with a custom hot side that bolts to a mitsubishi exhaust manifold. all you need is the turbo, and the oil return kit. <br />nate has them in stock here:<br /><a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/turboparts.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/turboparts.shtml</a><br /><br />my personal feeling is that cams are not worth the money. the gains arn't that great.<br />buying the correct turbo for your weight/fuel system/engine management is the best way to go fast.||141.153.174.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||06-22-2003||09:15 PM||||Don't bother with the cams, especially with that turbo.  Unless you're really making power up top, such as 20g or larger, the gains aren't worth it.  Personally, I would say go with a big 16g and use the rest of the money to build up the rest of your system, fuel and such, in preparation for a bigger turbo down the road.<br /><br />Any thoughts, anyone else, on a 16g killer or a Sleeper 16g?  Are these worth it?||198.88.145.241||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||06-22-2003||10:18 PM||||Jon - The sleeper 16G is well worth it, If Victor could run a 11.46 and Dale or Howard is running 12's or 11's with that turbo, thats proof enuf.<br /><br />Oztek will tell you about that turbo - its a bit laggy, but when boost hits, oh yeah, it HITS !||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002604.cgi
A||||3||PRE-EVO||I need a part number again and some install answers...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||06-22-2003||07:25 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Okay this better not become a yearly thing as it's already pissed me off. The two seals between the tranny and transfer case are leaking like an F'ing sieve and I'm back to trying to put RTV on to keep some fluid in there till I can get them replaced. I replaced these pretty much exactly a year ago has anyone else had a problem with these seals or is it just me? Also should I use RTV on some of the mating surface to keep the fluid from possibly getting past them again? It's begining to piss me and my wife off as she is starting to think the car does nothing but break down and she wants me to get rid of it (I almost gave in).<br />Rich<br /><br /><br />BTW I need the part numbers for them as my original post that had them is long gone.||65.148.171.193||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||curtis||06-22-2003||11:53 PM||||The seals will cut into the shaft by only a few thousands and polish the matting area, then when you replace the seals they make contact in the same worn area. then over time the seal loses it elastisity and begin to leak.  When you replace them try to line up the contact area over a non worn area by tapping it in further or not as much.<br /><br />And for you people that just said bullshit look at any type of used drive shaft and see if it has a polished line....||67.25.37.36||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||CKA||06-23-2003||05:53 AM||||The trany/Xfer case seal number is MD723202, the Xfer Case/drive shaft seal number is MD701430.||66.84.245.113||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||06-23-2003||01:43 PM||||Thanks I just picked it up this morning. I have a feeling the transfercase on mine may be from a j-yard as there is some marking on it with a paint pen (typical j-yard practice). I plan on working through the night to get that and swapping suspensions taken care of.<br />Rich||67.25.91.46||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/002605.cgi
A||||11||mromik||Troubles with my tranny,clutch.. HELP.||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-22-2003||08:21 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||yesterday I drowe to the river threw the deep sand. (Not very deep, 2WD cars drove easyly too).<br />While driving everything was OK.<br />But when i stopped and tried to begin driving it failed  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> .<br />Tried to start at 1800 rpms slowly pulling the clutch pedal, but... it acted like the car is on the parking brake or it has no power.. <br /><br />If to give more rpms the clutch begin smoking hard! Then the car begin moving slowly with smoking clutch and SMOKING BLACK from the muffler.<br /><br />On the road everuthing is ok.<br /><br />What to do? what to look for?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||06-22-2003||09:23 PM||||Is it the original clutch?  This sounds very believable to me on a car with a tired original clutch.  It's trying to send power to all 4 wheels, which have the resistance of the sand against them.  A 2wd car with a similarly tired clutch may not notice any of this as with half of the resistance against it, it could briefly spin the tires to take the load off the clutch, allowing it to hook up and push the car out.  Did you try dropping the clutch to briefly spin all 4 of yours?  This could get you out, but if your clutch is as tired as it sounds you could also easily toast it doing this.  You probably just need a new one.<br /><br />Are the Monte Carlo clutches or flywheels different than regular vr4's?  God I'm so jealous of you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.88.145.241||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||mromik||06-22-2003||11:43 PM||||Thanks theymightbegalants!<br />In march I had to replace the clutch disk.<br />When I opened the clutch I saw that the Cluth plate (Not the  disk or the flywheel)is a bit damaged (had scrathes and some parts where blue)<br />I had no new plate so I put old one.<br />Then I had to make the slave cylynder rod longer for proper working of the clutch.<br /><br />I don't know if MONTE CARLO is the same as yours, I bought at that time clutch disk from 4D68 (Hundai's one)<br /><br />But want to know if something could be wrong with Visco coupling.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||06-23-2003||05:36 AM||||Hmm.  When you say that parts were blue, what parts?  To me, this is a problem, in that they were exposed to great heat and were left in.  Something could have broken maybe?  You should be hearing awful things, I would think, from broken pressure plate parts.  My advice is to put in a new pressure plate, and see if anything else got damaged.  Did you have your flywheel resurfaced to the correct step height for the clutch you put in?  Also, I'm not familiar with Hyundais or that number (engine block code?) that you listed.  Are you sure this is a compatible part?<br /><br />I doubt the viscous coupler is to blame.  This would present itself when cornering, ie when the speeds of the front and rear axles are different, not when travelling in a straight line or attempting to start from a stop in a pretty much straight direction.  Your car would not drive right if the vc was screwed up.||198.88.145.253||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||mromik||06-23-2003||06:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">To me, this is a problem, in that they were exposed to great heat and were left in.  <br />You should be hearing awful things, I would think, from broken pressure plate parts<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea, I think the plate was overheated.<br />The plate is not broken.<br />No strange noise at all.<br /> <br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Did you have your flywheel resurfaced to the correct step height for the clutch you put in? Also, I'm not familiar with Hyundais or that number (engine block code?) that you listed. Are you sure this is a compatible part?<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">why i have to resurface the flywheel? The disk is the same. I put my old and new in front of me and there where no differences.<br /><br />Thanks||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||06-23-2003||06:35 PM||||Friction surfaces that wear down are intended to wear into each other from a fresh start, so if you replace one, you replace the other.  If you put in a new friction disk, you're supposed to get the flywheel resurfaced so that you have two new surfaces.  Also, the surface of the flywheel could have heat damage, so without removing this metal you're just more likely to crack it in the future.<br /><br />The big reason to have it resurfaced is the step height.  The step height is the distance between the friction surface of the flywheel and the mounting points for the pressure plate.  This differs from clutch to clutch (depending on model and manufacturer) and at the very least should be checked everytime you do a clutch job.  So, for example, if the machinist removes 0.010" from the flywheel due to blue-ing of the metal, he should remove the appropriate amount (0.010" if you're using the same type of clutch) to keep the same step height.<br /><br />Did you only have problems in the sand?  I mean, once you left the river, have you had this problem since?  I wonder if the pressure plate surface is also worn out?||198.88.145.215||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||mromik||06-24-2003||02:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> The step height is the distance between the friction surface of the flywheel and the mounting points for the pressure plate. This differs from clutch to clutch (depending on model and manufacturer) and at the very least should be checked everytime you do a clutch job.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess my clutch was repaired with BAD machanic before I bough the car<br />Because when i bought the car It bagan moving at the almost pushed clutch pedal, I thaught the disk was new, then in 3000-5000 km I had to replace it. I just wanted to replace Plate but didn't do it.<br /><br />How to determine if the step heihgt is correct or not with my new clutch?<br />Should I replace the flywheel?<br />What the height shoul be?<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So, for example, if the machinist removes 0.010" from the flywheel due to blue-ing of the metal, he should remove the appropriate amount (0.010" if you're using the same type of clutch) to keep the same step height.<br /><br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">REMOVE FROM WHAT? from the mounting points ?  <br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Did you only have problems in the sand? I mean, once you left the river, have you had this problem since? I wonder if the pressure plate surface is also worn out?<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had that prob twice on the sand/<br />no problems on good road <br />Twice a heared tht strange whistling sound for 1 sec when at night I put mu car to garage.<br />I asked my friend what was it but hi did not noticed anything strange.<br />(the floor of the garage is 10 cm upper then the road)||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||06-24-2003||07:04 AM||||I don't think it was a bad mechanic, and it's normal for a wornout clutch to engage with very little pedal motion.  A new full clutch should engage closer to the floor.<br /><br />The 0.010" is metal removed directly from the surface of the flywheel, as well as from the pressure plate mounting surfaces.  That meaning, the machinist shaves 0.010" of metal off the flywheel.  I guess you could say that everytime you get a flywheel resurfaced you get it lightened... a very small, small amount.<br /><br />I don't know what your step height is because I don't know what type of clutch you have.  Contact the manufacturer of your clutch, tell them what car/clutch model you have, and they'll tell you the correct step height.  You should have a machine shop check the step height.<br /><br />Good luck.||198.88.145.214||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||mromik||06-24-2003||09:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  I don't know what your step height is because I don't know what type of clutch you have. Contact the manufacturer of your clutch, tell them what car/clutch model you have, and they'll tell you the correct step height. You should have a machine shop check the step height.<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did not know, that everuthing is so serious||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000009||mromik||06-25-2003||01:16 AM||||Today I have clutch troubles on good road.<br />I drove 80 km\hour then pushed the gas pedal, in a few sec I tryed to change the gear into 5 and noticed that it became VERY DIFFICULT to change gears. I decided to cool the clutch.<br />In a few minutes everything begin working fine.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000010||mromik||06-25-2003||07:00 PM||||finally my clutch died..<br />fotos will post here:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=newtopic;f=3" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=newtopic;f=3</a>||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000011||Beemer||06-27-2003||12:20 AM||||the correct step height is .610-.612 of an inch.  This is measured from the bolt pads for the pressure plate to the friction surface on the flywheel.  Mitsu wouldn't give this info out, but I got it from a friend that works for centerforce.  Also, I recommend putting a 1mm hardened steel washer behind the clutch fork pivot ball anytime you have the tranny out.  It makes for an almost perfect 90 degree angle between the clutch fork and the throwout bearing, and keeps the pedal off the floor a bit when the clutch is brand new.<br />Dave||12.83.159.222||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002606.cgi
A||||3||blacksheep||startup noise when rod bearings are going out ????||||5||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-22-2003||10:15 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone heard of this? Do our bearing makes a noise or coz something else to make a noise esp. on startup? I just heard of this and wanted to confirm with the gurus on here ?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||5||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||06-22-2003||11:09 PM||||I've only heard strange noises when my clutch was slipping once.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-23-2003||12:16 AM||||Hmm...Curtis mentioned on another post that he had heard weird noises and when he was doing a re-build, he found that the bearings that the Balance Shafts were worn and they were flopping around.<br /><br />My car is supposed to have the BS eliminated but in some different way. Something like they take it out and use the shaft itself as an eliminator by putting it back in bacwards or something...I need to find out the exact details.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||06-23-2003||05:21 AM||||check out this link for rod knock<br /><a href="http://www.turbo4wd.com/movies.html" target="_blank">http://www.turbo4wd.com/movies.html</a>||67.127.59.198||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/002607.cgi
A||||6||JAYGVR4||Brake Issue||||4||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||06-22-2003||10:29 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||I was getting a quick wash after filling up the tank tonight, and when I pulled into the washbay, I stopped precisely when the stop light asks you to and pull the parking brake....  Get washed up, and when I step on the brake pedal again to release the parking brake, I notice that the pedal kinda sunk a bit more than when I usually depress it.  So I pull out of the bay, and when I proceed to the next stop sign in the parking lot, I notice again that my pedal is sinking again just short of the floor, and this time I even lock up the brakes to a screeching halt.  I drive to a deserted parking lot and under the streetlights, I look for leaks, but since I just got washed, it was hard to notice much under the now damp engine bay.  No noticable leaks, and I even pulled forward and looked for any brake fluid leaks in the puddles of water left behind.  Nothing evident, but again, it was dark.  So I limped it home.  I noticed that I have limited braking, and my parking brake light is constantly on.  I'm guessing I'm dragging one of my rear brakes from when I put on the parking brake - hence why parking brake light is constantly on?  Frozen caliper?  Need guidance!<br /><br />Why couldn't this happen on the way to the DC Get Together, where there were tons of Guru's present!  =(<br /><br />TIA,||166.90.29.65||reg||4||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||06-22-2003||10:58 PM||||If your brake light is on then you are probably low in fluid.  If your caliper was stuck it would drag and not give a pedal to the floor situation.||68.76.181.87||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||06-22-2003||11:15 PM||||Yeah, I bet you're low on brake fluid.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||Arty||06-22-2003||11:38 PM||||You are low on fluid.<br /><br />Brake fluid was pooling! under my car when it sat for a few days. The master cylinder had fluid dripping from the underside of the cylinder. I replaced the 4 cups on the pistons and an o-ring under the blanking plug in the side of the cylinder.<br /><br />I re-installed it and bled the lines and ABS. Fluid hasn't leaked out again, but I haven't been driving it either.<br /><br />On inspection I think the real cause of the leak was one of the seals that seal the reservoir to the master cylinder, which I only removed, inspected and re-installed. Now when I look really closely,  and gently move the reservoir I can see a thin layer of fluid squishing around between the top of the seal and the bottom of the barb. I'm going to renew those two seals too.<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000004||JAYGVR4||06-23-2003||02:23 PM||||yeah some local guru's are telling me that sicne i can't find any leaks, its probably cus my pads/rotors are worn, which they most likely are.  i haven't done a brake job on this car since i got it about a year ago, so its about due.  <br /><br />thanks for the replies both on and off list!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000005||1219's Brother||06-24-2003||12:56 AM||||Look for evidence of brake fluid leaking out of the master cylinder in the rear where it meets the brake booster, if your master is leaking, then thats where you will be able to see it.  It could just mean a brake job, but the all of a sudden pedal feel seems to point to something more.  Good luck!||192.91.147.35||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000006||DookGVR4||06-26-2003||11:52 PM||||Have a related problem,<br /><br />  I was in need of a brake job a few weeks ago...pedal would vibrate so it pointed me to warped front rotor.<br /><br />I let it go for about 2 weeks, and the other day i lost all pedal pressure but was able to stop the car. When i got home (was not far) i noticed a buzzing from under the hood(even after the car was off), I looked around and pinpointed the abs unit. I pulled the front most blue colored plug and plugged it back in and it hasnt made the noise since.<br /><br /> Today i put new rotors and pads in to put this whole brake issue to bed. Well all seemed fine for a bit..then after driving around for a few I started to lose pedal pressure. After a few stop and goes (I was only able to really stop by pumping the brake pedal to get pressure )I pulled into a parking lot. I was checking my wheels for brake dust to and i noticed the rear wheels to be much warmer than the fronts.<br /><br /> My brake reservoir is full...but i have yet to check out the master cylinder as i am not really familiar with it.  But apparently my car is stopping on just the back brakes???<br /><br />Oh and before all this i think...I was pulling up my E-brake and i lost all tension like i stripped it out.<br /><br />What could possibly be the problem?..I dont think i am losing fluid, ABS went bezerko on me that one day, and my e-brake is fubared. But why no pedal pressure and apparently only rear brakes are functional?<br /><br />Sorry for long post<br /><br />Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes



ubb/Forum2/002608.cgi
A||||11||EvilGalantGSX||Fuel System Question||||5||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||06-22-2003||11:43 PM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||Ive finaly got my Galant GSX on the Road.<br /><br />But i am having some problems.<br /><br />1. Doesnt seem to hold fuel pressure after shuting the car off. It will crank  and crank and star to idle real rough with out giving it any gas. But if you give it gas while cranking it will fire right up and rev but wont idle for the first 15 seconds. <br /><br />I think the fuel injectors are leaking pressure off becouse while cranking the exhaust smells like fuel or running realy rich. I have a new fuel pump and the assembly it goes on that mount to the top of the tank with the line running out of it and the line is tight with no leaks.||208.133.247.8||reg||5||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||06-23-2003||08:44 AM||||Did you change the fuel pump itself? If the o-rings that seal the pump to the fuel line don't seat right, the pressure will bleed off and act like you describe.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||06-23-2003||04:30 PM||||I had a similar problem with my GVR4. It wouldnt idle for a minute and then it would be fine. It also had the "hot start problem" in conjunction with that idle issue. It turned out that my cam angle sensor (CAS) was crap. It also smelled like the car was running rich (since it wasnt sparking at the right time, no gas was being ignited).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||06-23-2003||04:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I had a similar problem with my GVR4. It wouldnt idle for a minute and then it would be fine. It also had the "hot start problem" in conjunction with that idle issue. It turned out that my cam angle sensor (CAS) was crap. It also smelled like the car was running rich (since it wasnt sparking at the right time, no gas was being ignited). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ditto on the flaky cam sensor symptoms.  Mine had problems with hot restarts, especially with any humidity in the air.  Those diodes in the cam sensor don't like moisture clouding things up.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||EvilGalantGSX||06-23-2003||11:24 PM||||Well on the way to work the Check Engine light came on agin and it started bucking a little but would smooth out. Ill try to round up a CAS soon and try a differnt one.<br /><br /><br />I think i might swap out injectors soon too. Ive been looking around and found some larger injectors and resistor pack for a good price. Would i have any major issues Running Larger injectors on a Non Turbo motor.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000005||EvilGalantGSX||06-24-2003||08:07 PM||||UPDATE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<br /><br /><br />ITs not the CAS, My data logger finaly came in today so i hooked it up and came up with 3 codes.<br /><br />13, 14 and 21.   The Throttle position Secsor is going bad.   It would run like it was on 2 cylinders and showing 0% TPS. Then it would kick on to 4-8% and it n idle like normal.<br /><br />13 I think was the Air Temp sensor. When the TPS was reading 0% it would be reading like 380 degrees. But when the TPS was working it would read ~113 Degrees.<br /><br /><br />14. I think was the Coollent Temp Sensor. Iw would read 380 Degrees all the time.<br /><br /><br />Well What am i looking at on replacing the TPS???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||06-24-2003||11:57 PM||||The TPS is a bit expensive from AutoZone and Napa and such. I would try to find one on the trader or a salvage yard.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||06-25-2003||11:45 AM||||All 3 of those sensors rely on the 5 volt source from the ECU. I highly doubt if you have 3 sensors all going bad simultaneously. Are you SURE you don't have an ECU or wiring harness problem??? Check the +5 volts on pin 23 of the ECU.<br />Warning!!!: If the +5 volts in the ECU is unstable, it WILL kill the processor, and your ECU will be FUBAR!||67.34.227.103||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||EvilGalantGSX||06-25-2003||08:05 PM||||Ok,<br /><br /><br />How do i check the 5volts on the ecu. I replaced the caps on the orginal MD153303 and it didnt help and I decided to try this one MD 16##### and it worked. But now its dieing again.<br /><br /><br />This car is giving me such a head ach.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000009||Minjin||06-25-2003||09:48 PM||||This is why I leave my SAFC displaying hertz and throttle percentage...<br /><br />Car acts very interesting when the TPS connector falls off because you lost the spring clip.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000010||EvilGalantGSX||06-26-2003||05:16 PM||||Im about to just give up.<br /><br /><br />Ive been working on this car since 730 this morning. I have taken off the throttle body 4 times to adjust the TPS after i cleaned all the connections. Ive got it to idle nice but it miss when driving, abouts snaps your neck of surging,<br /><br />I still get an occisonal TPS code. <br /><br />I tried checking the ecu's like Keydiver said. <br /><br />I set the volt meter to check the resitence/ the Omega symble/ and set it to 20K, The new ecu MD 162255 got high numbers/18K?/ and the old one didnt read well/400?/  <br /><br /><br />I tried to hook up the old one and get a reading off of the datta logger and it wouldnt connect or start the car. So i put the new one back in and it started back up. <br /><br />I was walking by the motor when the key was in the on position and I herd random clicking comming from around the throttle body...<br /><br />Maybe i should just sell the damn thing... well see if tomarrow brings any new parts in the mail and maybe a good running car.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||06-26-2003||05:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by EvilGalantGSX:<br /><strong> Ok,<br /><br /><br />How do i check the 5volts on the ecu.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You put the voltmeter on "Volts", not "ohms". Put one meter lead on a good ground (or pin 24 of the ECU), and the other one to the wire on pin 23 of the connector. Try to monitor it for a while. It should be ROCK solid on +5 volts. If you see it rising or falling, you probably have an acid issue.||68.158.200.73||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002609.cgi
A||||3||jonvr4||Need basic  #'s for gm translator!||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||06-22-2003||11:50 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||ok i searched and couldn't find the post i read a few weeks ago....so i have to ask agian. I need to know where i should start my throttle %'s on the gm translator. i have an fmic, fp green, 3in exhaust, 255lph pump, 660cc injectors and i live at 5,800ft elevation. please help i need to know because the galant is coming back after 8 months of being on the DL.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-23-2003||10:57 AM||||If you have questions you may call us toll free at 888 293 7267 or send an email question to us at <a href="mailto:mailto:mlicht@ramchargers.com">mailto:mlicht@ramchargers.com</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||06-23-2003||06:48 PM||||it would also help if anyone has instructions they could scan or type in. i got my maf-t from slow gvr4 and now i need instructions to set it.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||06-24-2003||12:11 AM||||Go to the Yahoo groups site,and search for the dsmtranslator group. The instuctions are in the Files section,or you could do a search there.||129.71.115.212||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/002610.cgi
A||||11||Ryan136||&quot;TEL&quot; Shifter?||||1||||Ryan136||00000592
Z||000000||Ryan136||06-22-2003||11:54 PM||||Im looking for a new shorter shifter for my car so I looked it up under search. All I found was some posts talking about a "tel" shifter. Im guessing that stands for talon, eclpise and laser. So whats the deal is it shorter then the galants shifter?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Ryan136||00000592||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||06-22-2003||11:57 PM||||Little shorter and a little shorter throw. I like mine...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||06-23-2003||12:18 AM||||i have pics of them side by side, but for some reason i can't put the up.<br />i can email them to you if you want. the bottom half is the same length but the tops are very different. the tel is almost half as short on top. so the shift is significantly smaller (and the knob is ALOT lower.<br /><br />i like it.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||06-23-2003||02:37 AM||||The lever is exactly 3 inches shorter. This of course lowers the shift knob and shortens the throws.<br /><br />Its too low IMHO. One of these days I'm going to make spacers to put under it to raise it the three inches I lost.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||GalantVR-4||06-23-2003||03:01 AM||||what brand do you guys recommend, also did you have to change the stock shift boot?||64.175.32.197||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||06-23-2003||05:20 AM||||The brand I think that most would recommend is Mofugas, which has since gone out of business.  It's not really a brand anyway, since it's a Mitsu part that they stocked, and now someone (Josh I think?  DSSA maybe) else is selling.  If you go to <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> and spend a few seconds looking around, you'll find a very comprehensive comparison of various shifters and installation instructions.  Excellent pictures.  No, you don't have to change the boot, but several on the list (myself included) have switched out the stock accordian style for a leather shift boot.  It looks great, and if you go too short of a shifter, the stock boot can bind up.||198.88.145.253||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||1219's Brother||06-23-2003||06:22 AM||||Okay. I'll bite...where the heck do we get the leather boot now, it makes me sick to look at this accordian thing and longer...I've only had the car for a month  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||192.91.147.35||reg||11||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||06-23-2003||08:50 AM||||The boot and shifter you need can be found in a '91-'94 TEL.  You can't use the stock boot as the new shifter is just too low and bunches up the boot, making it way too hard to shift.  The TEL boot is pretty simple to put in (although getting the center console out is a PITA).<br /><br />I don't see how anyone could want the old tall shifter back after using a TEL shifter.  I don't know how I lived without it.  I think it shifts great.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||BluFalcon||06-23-2003||09:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> The lever is exactly 3 inches shorter. This of course lowers the shift knob and shortens the throws.<br /><br />Its too low IMHO. One of these days I'm going to make spacers to put under it to raise it the three inches I lost.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm using the shift knob out of an Integra GSR   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   on my TEL shifter in my GVR4.  With a 2G shift knob, I had to use a lot of leverage to try and get the car to shift right.  The GSR knob is leather, weighted and slightly taller.  It's still shorter than the the stock GVR4 shifter, but a lot easier to use.||198.26.126.13||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||06-23-2003||10:33 AM||||Have fun taking off the center console. It's a pain in the ass...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||GRV4726||06-23-2003||02:23 PM||||vr6eater made boots and they were beautiful. i think he would still you one (and hopefully one for me too) trust me, once you see his work, you'll cave in.<br /><br />i too would like the shifter to be a little bit higher but i think i will be able to get used to it. if you don't want to do get a tel shifter, another option i thought of was cutting the 's'part out and welding it back together.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||06-23-2003||02:45 PM||||His head is going to be pretty big from all the compliments. C'mon guys give credit where it's due.<br />His wife does all the work.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Good job!!!<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/002611.cgi
A||||1||markrieb||Oil Cooler||||1||||markrieb||00000010
Z||000000||markrieb||06-23-2003||11:40 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I was helping a friend on Sunday and was eyeballing his spare parts pile and had an idea.<br /><br />Has anybody every tried using the T/E/L automatic tranny cooler for an oil cooler?<br /><br />It is about 8" square, bar and plate type.  It looks to be a good size to put behind a fog light hole and can be gotten pretty cheap.<br /><br />I can't imagine the heat load from the engine oil being any more than the heat load from the tranny.<br /><br />This particular cooler worked on his mid 12 second FWD auto car without any problems.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.105||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||06-23-2003||01:22 PM||||I would guess that it would work fine, seeing as how the popular B&M oil coolers are also sold as ATF coolers.  I would clean it out REALLY well, since any particulates could ruin the party. <br /><br />I have a nice little Setrab, and it cools the oil to about 60 degrees F less than my stock sandwich cooler did.  It now stays right abou 200 F during the hot Texas summer, which is right where I want it.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002612.cgi
A||||9||GVR4#1373||intermediate shaft trouble||||1||||GVR4#1373||00001753
Z||000000||GVR4#1373||06-23-2003||12:13 PM||chris_lt1@hotmail.com||I just bought my GVR4 off a friend of mine and he recently had a JDM engine installed.  Whoever put the motor in really screwed it up in there, one of the bolts on the intermediate shaft is sheared off in the block and another bolt is really loose but they welded a nut to the block for some reason so the shaft wont go flush up against the block.  Any ideas on how this will affect the drivability of the car, Im thinking its not a good idea to drive around on it since the bolt could give way and let the mount on the shaft slap against the block.  Am I right here guys? If anyone knows how hard it would be to tap that sheared bolt out of there and what would be the best approach short of yanking the motor I would appreciate it.  The bolt that's sheared is the top most bolt and there is a clearance issue between the firewall/engine/alternator/ and subframe.....it's really pissing me off having to baby the car around and take it extra slow   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||171.161.96.10||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes
Z||000001||Nate||06-23-2003||02:11 PM||||You're gonna have to try again and explain it more completely.  For example, when you say "intermediate shaft" that to me means the shaft in the transmission that carries first and second gear.  <br /><br />Do you mean that one of the motor mount brackets that bolts to the block has a broken bolt sheared off in the block?||68.80.10.55||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||GVR4#1373||06-23-2003||03:57 PM||||you've got it, its the intermediate/half shaft that bolts to the block and goes into the tranny casing in the diff and the axle slides into on the other side of the shaft||171.161.96.10||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||06-23-2003||04:14 PM||||I think he's talking about the axle intermediate shaft.  It has 3 bolts I think that hold it on...  What you should do is go to <a href="http://www.vfaq.com," target="_blank">www.vfaq.com,</a> find the clutch swap writeup, find the appropriate picture, highlight the bolt in question, and post it here with a new explanation and then we'll try to help.||198.88.145.228||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||GVR4#1373||06-23-2003||04:19 PM||||your link didnt work but you're right, I mean the axle intermediate shaft, it has 3 bolts in a triangular pattern that bolt to the block to hold it in place.  The top bolt is sheared off in the block and the bolt next to it by the transfer case has a nut welded to the block so the intermediate shaft wont go flush against the block.  What I need to know is if I can drive on it like that or should I park it until I can fix this issue, also, how much of a hassle is this going to be to get fixed?||171.161.96.10||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||06-23-2003||04:21 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||GVR4#1373||06-23-2003||04:31 PM||||didnt see the picture in the vfaq||171.161.96.10||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||06-23-2003||04:34 PM||||I do know that if they have changed the goemetry at all, it will effect the driveablity. If the nut has pushed the axle away or pulled it toward the block much, it could cause the CV joints to be at an odd angle and cause vibration. A friend of mine had this problem with a minivan he bought that had an engine transplant. <br /> If they haven't effected the geometry, if they did it right, and the weld job is real good, I would give it a try. But, you MUST replace that broken off bolt, and get it so that the other one will tighten up. I remember one guy on here that totally trashed the axle, and more, when those bolts got loose.||67.34.213.83||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||06-23-2003||06:38 PM||||A quick fix, just so that you can drive it, that you might try is an axle from a fwd dsm.  They don't have an intermediate shaft, just one long axle.  I don't know if this will fit or not, but you could probably get one from a junkyard or a local dsm'er for cheap.  I wouldn't drive long on it, just long enough until you get this other problem fixed.||198.88.145.215||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||GVR4#1373||06-23-2003||06:58 PM||||Jonathan from M&S recycling is gonna take a look at it this week sometime, hopefully he can fix it without having to yank the motor and without me having to sell a kidney to afford it (the dealership and local shop I called quoted $1000 to yank the motor and tap out the bolt)<br /><br />yeah, $1000 for a bolt to be tapped out isnt happening||171.161.96.10||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes



ubb/Forum2/002613.cgi
A||||31||iceman69510||JDM bumper installation questions||||1||||iceman69510||00000038
Z||000000||iceman69510||06-23-2003||12:43 PM||||This is for those with JDM bumpers-front or rear.  Some questions:<br /><br />Easy or difficult?<br />Retained stock support with styrofoam removed or used JDM one?<br />Needed all the brackets to do it, or stock ones?<br />Bumper chrome molding insert able to be reused?<br />Any pictures/FAQ info?<br /><br />I am contemplating this as I need a new front anyway, and want to know what all to order.<br /><br />Thanks.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||06-23-2003||01:51 PM||||You use a JDM inner beam which is literally not much of anything. If you look at your bumper and see where the raise line that goes around it is you will know where the JDM bumper stops. It's about 2" thinner than the US one. I'm not sure if there is a s'foam core for it but you need atleast the beam and bumper support.<br />Rich||67.25.91.46||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Nate||06-23-2003||02:08 PM||||There isn't any foam inner support in the JDM bumper cover, at least the front one.  It has a rebar support that bolts into the frame rails and the bumper cover bolts to this.  I can't imagine trying to make a bracket, you'd have to do a pretty good job and make it pretty complete or it looks like the bumper cover would sag in places.  Best of luck.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||06-23-2003||06:52 PM||||<a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/bumpers.htm" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/bumpers.htm</a>||68.14.148.120||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000004||dc_style||02-18-2004||09:37 AM||||hmm... the link does not work. does anyone have any more info on the jdm bumper? will a custom support have to made in addition to what is given? thanks.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000005||yiutsang||02-18-2004||10:40 AM||||There isn't any foam inner support in the JDM bumper cover for rear bumper either.  Both front and rear are bare metal<br /><br />Checkout the pictures on this link for information on how is the JDM bumper installed<br /><br />Good luck<br /><br />Yiuwa||219.77.170.167||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000006||yiutsang||02-18-2004||10:43 AM||||Oops<br /><br />Here is the link<br /><br /><a href="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity/3773/ic_change.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity/3773/ic_change.html</a>||219.77.170.167||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000007||dc_style||02-18-2004||12:13 PM||||any other links? any of you with jdm bumpers take pictures? thanks. that site basically only has pictures.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000008||1101||02-18-2004||02:52 PM||||The bumper is fairly easy to install if you have the right parts. As was already said the jdm metal bumper support under the urethane shell is thin but complex, it has provisions for holding the fog lights also. Fabrication of it would be difficult even if you had a shop.<br /><br />There also two right angle jdm brackets that replace the the USA bumper support brackets . You could fabricate those but it would require a lot of fixturing to get the bumper positioned and then measure for the brackets. Get the jdm brackets if you can and save a lot of work or just one to use as a pattern. They are mirror image parts.<br /><br />You will have to drill two holes on each side of the frame to mount the JDM angle brackets. There are two half punched out holes on the outside of the frame where the USA bumper brackets mount. I found the ideal place to drill for my jdm bumper was about 1/4 in above the half punched out holes. I drilled right on the half punched out holes and had to slot the holes in the angle brackets to move the bumper upward the 1/4 inch.   <br /><br />The chrome USA trim strip could be reused if you can get it off the USA bumper without cracking the clear overcoat on it. The adhesive makes it very tough to do this.<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~karns10/pictures/467bum.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000009||dc_style||02-18-2004||03:23 PM||||what is the biggest ic i could fit with the jdm bumper? thanks alot. i appreciate it.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000010||Garfield Wright||02-18-2004||08:18 PM||||No foam support for front or back on the jdm bumpers.  The rear is a piece of cake & can be done in 1/2 hr.  The front, if you have the 2 brackets that mount to the frame, is about 1 - 1 1/2hr project.  But if don't have the front brackets, you're shit out of luck & must invest some time to research them. <a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Wrightouch/garfields_galant/Garfield/bumpers.htm" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Wrightouch/garfields_galant/Garfield/bumpers.htm</a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000011||1101||02-18-2004||08:46 PM||||I am trying figure that out. It depends on what you want to cut and hose route. 3in thick with max height (10 in. looks OK, 11 in. maybe) looks like you have to do some mods on the lower hood latch support and power steering lines. Width is biggest variable depending on if you want to lose the fog lights.<br /><br />Ward  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dc_style:<br /><strong> what is the biggest ic i could fit with the jdm bumper? thanks alot. i appreciate it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000012||dc_style||02-18-2004||09:44 PM||||so what's the biggest ic that any of you jdm bumper guys have on besides the jdm ic. garfield, do you have any pics of the install? thanks.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000013||Garfield Wright||02-18-2004||10:08 PM||||Sorry, I had some pix of the install but lost/deleted them when I re-did my site pix. I believe the Dave Brode sticky on the Parts For Sale page has some discussion on the largest size intercooler that will fit behind a jdm bumper.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000014||dc_style||02-27-2004||12:29 AM||||does anybody have pictures of these two  brackets?||24.118.123.37||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000015||turbowop||02-27-2004||12:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dc_style:<br /><strong> does anybody have pictures of these two  brackets? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll take some pics of the brackets tomorrow.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000016||dc_style||02-27-2004||01:20 AM||||thanks alot. so does this replace our bumper core that everyone has to cut to fit in their fmic?||24.118.123.37||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||02-27-2004||02:44 AM||||Yes.<br />Literally it's just a beam that supports the skin.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||turbowop||02-27-2004||04:13 AM||||It's kind of funny really. I had to cut the shit out of my stock bumper support to fit the intercooler core I have. When I went to fit the JDM bumper with it's internal support fully intact it slipped right over the intercooler almost as if it were meant to be. I'm just waiting for the bumper cover to be painted and I will take some pictures. Hopefully the cover will be done tomorrow.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||02-27-2004||08:08 AM||||hey whopper - what is the thickness of your FMIC? over 3.5"?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||dc_style||02-27-2004||09:32 AM||||hey, turbowop.. my car is going to look almost exactly likt yours... besides the huge rims.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />i'd also like to know the dimensions of your fmic and if the fog lights plug right up. thanks.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000021||blacksheep||02-27-2004||09:54 AM||||dc_style: Except for the E32 JDM clear corners which are 2 bulb design like the USDM ones and taillights, will need to re-wire.<br /><br />This includes projector foglights, the ugly foglight/turnsignals, fendertops, JDM headlights and e39A clear corners.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000022||dc_style||02-27-2004||10:00 AM||||so how would i rewire? difficulty of this task? thanks.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||02-27-2004||11:03 AM||||Multimeter, common sense and very carefully. Or have a stereo shop do it. Anyone competent with electronics.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000024||dc_style||02-27-2004||06:48 PM||||anyone have pictures of the brackets? thanks.||24.118.120.109||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000025||turbowop||02-27-2004||10:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dc_style:<br /><strong> anyone have pictures of the brackets? thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My intercooler piping didn't get powdercoated today so I had no reason to go work on my car. That means no pics of the brackets until tomorrow or sunday sometime.<br /><br />My intercooler core is the "large" 2g Greddy core. It is roughly 2.75" thick.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000026||dc_style||02-28-2004||06:43 PM||||hmm... anyone?||66.41.62.1||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000027||hecdws||02-29-2004||11:16 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2971" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />sorry guys i didnt read this thread till today. as you can see the holes are oblonged to allow for adjustment. there is also a stop on the back for when you slide the bumper in and the grooves you see match the mounting area on the body.<br /><br />hector||64.12.116.200||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000028||dc_style||02-29-2004||03:20 PM||||those two peices are it? that replaces the whole bumper core and holds up the bumper? wow... impressive. no cutting for me i guess.||24.118.123.37||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000029||dc_style||02-29-2004||03:22 PM||||oh yeh.. forgot. any pictures of the brackets actually on the car? thanks.||24.118.123.37||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000030||229of1000||03-01-2004||12:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2971" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />sorry guys i didnt read this thread till today. as you can see the holes are oblonged to allow for adjustment. there is also a stop on the back for when you slide the bumper in and the grooves you see match the mounting area on the body.<br /><br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Part numbers?  I made mine out of some unistrut type stuff, and am not entirely pleased with the results.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000031||1101||03-01-2004||02:10 PM||||2 bumper stays mb549501 & 02,<br /><br />Ward||216.233.209.226||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum2/002614.cgi
A||||10||GVR4||where's the knock sensor?||||1||||GVR4||00000358
Z||000000||GVR4||06-23-2003||04:05 PM||spyder_gsr@hotmail.com||where's the knock sensor? And how do I get to it. Trying to replace mine. Thanks<br /><br />Tim||66.25.4.28||reg||1||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||06-23-2003||05:06 PM||||Its screwed into the block, right behind the intake manifold, just a little right of center facing the engine from the front, if I remember correctly. Its a little tight, betwen the engine and the firewall, so I found it easier to get to from underneath the car. Just be sure to disconnect the battery first, as it is REAL close to the starter, and it makes a nice arc welder when your wrench handle bumps the starter terminal.<br />I think I moved the accelerator cable out of the way up top so I could see things better to get the connector apart. You can't miss it: a big hex-shaped thing with black goop running out of it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.34.213.83||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||06-25-2003||04:34 AM||||What exactly is a knock sensor?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.200.124.127||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||number3||06-25-2003||08:09 AM||||It is a microphone that "hears" uneven and/or dangerous burning in the cylnders of an engine. Usally only used in turbo engines. The ECU will ajust timing based on what the Knock sensor hears.<br /><br />If this sensor fails you could damage your engine and/or loose power due to false readings.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||06-25-2003||01:42 PM||||I've heard it described (perhaps more accuractely) as a transducer.  And to clarify what it is listening for, it picks up pinging (or lifter tick, hehe).||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||06-25-2003||09:56 PM||||Just lean across the fender and stick your left arm down behind the engine. Use a large adjustable to crack it free since a wrench that size won't fit easily. I've never had to do it from below or ever had to remove parts to reach it.<br /><br />Try it.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||06-26-2003||12:59 AM||||How does knock usually occur?Can timing be off trigger it?thanks||68.200.124.127||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||number3||06-26-2003||08:15 AM||||<a href="http://auto.howstuffworks.com/question90.htm" target="_blank">http://auto.howstuffworks.com/question90.htm</a><br /><br />Bad timing<br />Too hot of a plug choice<br />bad gas<br /><br />are a few reasons I can think of off the top of my head.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||1219's Brother||06-28-2003||04:19 AM||||You forgot really big turbo, and really small injector  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000009||msaskin||06-28-2003||10:47 AM||||or a dying o2 sensor leading to running lean!<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||06-28-2003||05:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong> or a dying o2 sensor leading to running lean!<br /><br />~matt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, the O2 sensor is not involved at wide open throttle, where you're most likely to encounter knock. The O2 sensor is only used to maintain closed-loop 14.7:1 stoichometric while cruising or idling. Whenever you stomp on the pedal, the ECU goes into open-loop mode, and runs strictly by the fuel and timing maps, which are airflow and rpm based. So, knock is usually caused either by the ECU getting bad information about how much airflow there is, or, due to some defect, is not injecting as much fuel as it thinks it is. Of course, running too much boost causes knock also, because the combustion chamber pressure exceeds what the pump gas can handle.||68.155.181.245||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002615.cgi
A||||21||1219's Brother||Transfer case leaks....again!||||9||||1334 Jim||00001727
Z||000000||1219's Brother||06-23-2003||05:32 PM||james.r.colosimo@lmco.com||The GVR-4 that I just bought has a transfer case leak.  The transfer case recall was done at 55K from the previous owner and now has 73K on it.  When I approached Mitsu about it, they told me that the recall only allows the x-fer case to be resealed (or whatever) once.  I have now spoken with the NHTSA and Mitsu USA and they say the same thing.  Has anyone else dealt with this?  Is is possible to get the recall done again???<br />I await your wisdom.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.232.112.164||reg||9||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-23-2003||05:39 PM||||I heard from a LOT of people that it can be done more than once.  But a few months ago, when I tried it, the dealer, Mitsubishi HQ, and NHTSA said not so.<br /><br />I was basically told that the recall covers "premature" leaking/wear and that our cars are of an age where nothing is premature.  Bottom line, buy the parts and do it yourself.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||06-23-2003||05:45 PM||||If the first recall was done in less then a year(of todays date), you are shit out of luck.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||1219's Brother||06-23-2003||05:49 PM||||Well, based on the noises coming from the case, and the fact that I am "shit out of luck"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  then I am looking for a 23 spline case, anyone got one?||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-23-2003||06:48 PM||||Well, Gvr4s are 22 spline. But, I have 2 23 splines I can get to. Lemme know, Sir!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||1219's Brother||06-23-2003||06:53 PM||||According to my VIN in CAPS, I have a 23 spline.<br />I thought that 91's were 22 or 23 spline.  Am I wrong?||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||06-23-2003||09:43 PM||||Nope, you're right.  My '92 is 23 spline.||209.86.149.243||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||number3||06-23-2003||10:43 PM||||Actually it varies... The only way to know for sure is to pull it and count the splines.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||06-23-2003||10:50 PM||||just for you to look at.<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2420740053&category=46104" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2420740053&category=46104</a>||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||06-23-2003||11:10 PM||||My bad. I thought they were all 22's..sorry for the brash statement.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||1219's Brother||06-24-2003||12:48 AM||||No problem, hell I don't know, just trust what I see on my CAPS program  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ...maybe I shouldn't.<br />How much you want for one????||192.91.147.35||reg||14||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000011||1101||06-24-2003||01:02 AM||||Trans case leaks usually are not hard or expensive to fix. Read:  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/transfer-print.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/transfer-print.html</a> <br /><br />EDIT<br />OPPS my bad, didn't see the other post about the noises.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000012||natec||06-25-2003||11:10 AM||||Yea I fixed my own leak in my transfer case.  It was just the driveshaft yolk connecting to the transfer case. the part was only about 45 dollars new (right from Mitsubishi) and only took a few hours to put it in.<br /><br />         Nate||67.38.25.180||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||06-25-2003||11:23 AM||||haha... yolk.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||iceman69510||06-25-2003||01:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> haha... yolk. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's why some leak, they are so darn runny!||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000015||natec||06-25-2003||01:21 PM||||did i spell it wrong or something?||68.73.4.56||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||06-25-2003||01:37 PM||||You spelled yolk correctly -- it's a phoenetic thing.  It's the yoke that you replaced.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Guess you can't expect any slack from this board.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||natec||06-25-2003||01:47 PM||||when i was writing my original post i could not decide if it was yolk or yoke.  I knew one of them dealt with yolk of an egg but wasnt sure which one! haha I guess not!||68.73.4.56||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000018||atsiauto||06-25-2003||04:20 PM||||man you got Yoked!!!! haha  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.57.152.6||reg||6||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000019||1219's Brother||06-26-2003||01:56 AM||||Well, I have to say that I've been registered hear (just kidding) HERE   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  for a couple of weeks now and NEVER thought that the first thread that I started about transfer cases would end up being about eggs.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />You guys rock, hey thanks to all for the help!||192.91.147.35||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000020||Numberless||06-26-2003||09:54 PM||||Can you describe the noises?<br /><br />I'm pretty sure my xfer case has crapped the bed too but I just want to compare what mine's doing to someone elses.<br /><br />On mine, I get a leak about the size of a quarter after parking overnight.  The noise is at part throttle, around 3K rpm's usually, and is like a bad harmonic vibration....like there is slack somewhere and it's kind of bouncing around each end of being tight.  If that makes any sense.  Also, when I let off the gas while keeping it in gear, the car seems to almost "bounce" a bit in the same way.  All I can describe it as is that it feels like a gears should be meshing, but the teeth on one gear are too narrow so it bounces around between the teeth of the other gear.  Make sense kind of?<br /><br />I don't run yolk in mine, I just use the whites, BTW.||65.29.183.137||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000021||1219's Brother||06-27-2003||03:24 AM||||The noise that I hear is gear whine.  It makes it usually at light throttle and on decel.  If you want to go above 85mph, damn, its gets loud and vibrates a little.  Yours sounds like it might be missing a tooth on the gear.  Try this, run about 3000rpms and shift gears, and then get back on the throttle the same as the previous gear.  If the noise is the same then its most likely the transfer case...well, if its coming from the front.  Also, look for play in your carrier bearings and U-joints.<br /><br />Hope this helps!||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes



ubb/Forum2/002616.cgi
A||||1||AWDpower||A/C fixed!||||6||||AWDpower||00000680
Z||000000||AWDpower||06-23-2003||08:35 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||I finaly got the A/C working on my GVR4. It hasn't worked since I've had the car, which isn't good in 100 degree heat. If you remember, I bought the car for cheap after a "mechanic" from hell did his best to destroy it. I figured he must have ruined the a/c too, since one of the hard lines was kinked. It still held freon, but the compressor wouldn't run. My pocket logger didn't show any signal from the clutch switch or a/c switch. I figured it was the compressor controller behind the glovebox. I replaced it with one from the junkyard, and sure enough, the A/C blows cold. Too bad that was the only reason my wife wasn't driving the car. Maybe I'll have to "break" it again.||68.134.172.138||reg||6||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||06-23-2003||09:33 PM||||My A/C works great, still the original, and it gets really hot and really humid here in MI. Temperatures close to 100 and humidity around 90%, it's like hell on earth. Cold as hell in the winter, hot as hell in the summer. <br /><br />Just glad my A/C an heat work.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/002617.cgi
A||||14||Ash||Did a lifter clean, now it's worse!!||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||06-23-2003||08:59 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I did the lifter removal & clean as per VFAQ & now they make more of a racket than before!<br /><br />I did a search on this site (as in here) & heard about collapsed lifters being able to be pushed in by hand.  Well after cleaning them they all can be squeezed about 1/4 of their total unlocked movement by hand!!  Does this mean all 16 are stuffed?  thanks for any replys||203.221.18.211||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||1219's Brother||06-23-2003||09:12 PM||||You don't have any oil in them, thats why you can compress them.  You can either set them in a bath of oil and depress the plunger until all the air bleeds out, or you can run them in your car for awhile until they pump themselves up...although the 1st is the preferred method  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||192.91.147.35||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000002||Ash||06-23-2003||09:41 PM||||will driving around on them damage anything?  It's just easier tham removing them.||203.221.18.211||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||06-23-2003||09:43 PM||||Do not put them back in full of oil.  It is possible to cause valve-piston contact if you do.  You want to prelube them in the oil, then make sure to pump it all back out before installing. <br /><br /><br />Let them re-adjust themselves.  The ticking should cease on its own||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||06-23-2003||09:55 PM||||When I replaced my lifters, I pumped each new one full in a cup of Mobil 1, then pumped it back out.  When I got everything back together and started the car it was VERY loud, but as the car warms up, you can tap the gas a bit and it should quiet down each time.  Take it for a drive, come back, and they should be silent.<br /><br />At least that's what mine did.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />If you don't have any luck I'd say ditch the crappy stock lifters and get new ones.  Do a search for lifters and you'll find info on where to buy.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||06-23-2003||09:59 PM||||You did mark the lifters & put them back in the same hole you took them out of right?||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||Ash||06-23-2003||10:46 PM||||I didn't mark them, none of the faq's I read said to.  <br /><br />EDIT:  bugger, I just re-read it - in the lower section by the 2nd guy it says to.<br /><br />By the time I read this I've already taken it for a gentle drive, it didn't help.  I did fill the lifters after cleaning them but then I drained them as per what Dan & Paul said - If it doesn't go away then I guess I'm up for the new ones.<br /><br />So will I have done any damage to the engine or am I just up for the lifters?||203.221.18.211||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||06-23-2003||11:18 PM||||The lifters are universal parts, not cylinder or side specific.  If there's no abnormal wear, they can go into any hole.<br /><br />Don't scare people by making them think they f'ed up when they didn't||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000008||Ian M||06-23-2003||11:30 PM||||Sometimes it takes a while for them to up. Mine in particular took what seemed like forever. I ran it like 10-15 at a time 2 or 3 times clattering like hell,finally they suddenly quieted down. Its not going to hurt anything,they might be like mine were and take a few times running it.<br /><br /> It doesnt really matter which hole they go in;unlike a Chevy or Ford they dont make actual contact with the cam lobe. Dont sweat that.<br /><br />About 3000-4000 miles later,a couple of them started to tap again. I replaced them with the revised style lifters and never looked back. <br /><br />Ive seen the cleaned lifters work out on other cars though,and its free-I guess as usual YMMV ..    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.212||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000009||Ash||06-23-2003||11:59 PM||||surely a drive to full operating temp should have quietened them down though, well they are quiteter now but still as loud as they were prior to pulling them out if you know what I mean.<br /><br />I've got some shopping to do, should I take her out for a 1/2 hr drive instead of 5 min?<br /><br />Thanks Dan, I didn't see how they could possibly wear differently, thats why I wasn't too worried.||203.221.18.211||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000010||1219's Brother||06-24-2003||12:47 AM||||I've seen them take more than 50 miles to shut up, so don't worry about it, its not going to hurt anything regardless if you have them filled with oil from the beginning or empty.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||06-24-2003||01:59 AM||||Why would they take so long to stop making noise?  I installed new ones and they shut up after seconds.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||Ash||06-24-2003||05:53 AM||||Thanks for the help guys, they just wanted longer I suppose.  I'd always heard it was like 5 min tops for them to shut up, took mine 2 lots of 20min||203.221.153.49||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000013||joec||06-24-2003||11:30 AM||||There's actually directions in the Mitsu shop manual for this.  I think it involves slowly reving the engine up to 3k rpm and then back to idle.  Do this about 10 times.  It should be in the hydraulic lash adjuster (HLA) section...||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000014||1219's Brother||06-26-2003||05:40 PM||||If you installed new style lifters, the oil entry hole is about twice the size.  They only clack until they are about 85% full of oil.  Try filling your engine oil up with a straw    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes



ubb/Forum2/002618.cgi
A||||9||gvr4ever||Tranny install.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||06-23-2003||09:24 PM||||Well, I have a rebuilt tranny, and I can't get the damn thing in.<br /><br />Any tips?  I'm going solo.  And don't tell me to bench press it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||06-23-2003||10:27 PM||||What? You don't have a tranny jack?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Try a floor jack...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||06-23-2003||10:46 PM||||Did you use the centering tool for the clutch disk? Did you remove the small brace on the passenger side behind the driveaxle? Use a floor jack and some help. I did mine solo, but it would've taken less time with a buddy there to help.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||joec||06-23-2003||11:06 PM||||I saw a web page (of course I can't find it now) where someone took some pieces of wood (2x4's?) and put them along the top edge of each fender (in the crease by the engine compartment).  They then ran a piece of wood perpendicular to those pieces.  They then used one of those ratcheting tie-downs wrapped around the tranny and the cross-beam of wood.  This allowed them to ratchet the tranny up most of the way so they only had to muscle it a short distance into position.  Make sure you use a strong ratchet tie-down and a solid beam of wood!||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||06-24-2003||12:26 AM||||Good luck!!  You'll need it.  I'm no shrimp, but couldn't imagine doing it by myself.  I seem to remember someone on the board a while back saying they jacked the car up really high, then got on their back underneath with their legs on their chest, and muscled the tranny onto their legs.  Then they used their legs as a scissor jack and their arms to maneuver the tranny into position.  Not that I'd want to do it, but if you're desperate...<br /><br />The tranny does need to be "twisted" a bit to get it on right.  I know I'm not making sense, but it's sort of like putting a square peg into a round hole.  Some clever rotating of the tranny needs to be done to get it up in there.  Well, at least mine did.  I had two friends lift either end of a 2x4, with a length of rope tied around the tranny in the middle of the board.  I crawled under the car and helped lift and maneuver.  If you have some sort of ceiling beam, that might work also.  We used a floor jack on my friend's Civic tranny, but that required way less twisting than the Galant tranny.||198.88.145.211||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||06-24-2003||01:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Good luck!!  You'll need it.  I'm no shrimp, but couldn't imagine doing it by myself.  I seem to remember someone on the board a while back saying they jacked the car up really high, then got on their back underneath with their legs on their chest, and muscled the tranny onto their legs.  Then they used their legs as a scissor jack and their arms to maneuver the tranny into position.  Not that I'd want to do it, but if you're desperate...<br /><br />The tranny does need to be "twisted" a bit to get it on right.  I know I'm not making sense, but it's sort of like putting a square peg into a round hole.  Some clever rotating of the tranny needs to be done to get it up in there.  Well, at least mine did.  I had two friends lift either end of a 2x4, with a length of rope tied around the tranny in the middle of the board.  I crawled under the car and helped lift and maneuver.  If you have some sort of ceiling beam, that might work also.  We used a floor jack on my friend's Civic tranny, but that required way less twisting than the Galant tranny. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, I got the tranny up, with the help of boards, jacks, and tie straps.  I'm just not getting the rotation right.  After throwing a bunch of shit around, I just came in and chilled out.  I'll go at it again once I clear my head.<br /><br />Every time, I think, I'm going to write down how it went in cause I forget every damn time.  I think by the time I do get it in, I won't even know I how did it.  I really wish we had a little more room.  Thats the biggest problem.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||06-24-2003||10:42 PM||||Well a friendly local gave a helping hand and the fucking piece of shit is in.  Good thing cause I was running out of things to throw.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||06-25-2003||10:12 AM||||There is something I figured out last night, that I have never done before.  Also, I've never heard of anyone suggesting this of giving this tip.  So if everyone else does this, then I am stupid for not figuring it out earlier.<br /><br />Remove the reverse switch.  It gives you over a inch to play with.||12.34.246.36||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||06-25-2003||10:12 AM||||There is something I figured out last night, that I have never done before.  Also, I've never heard of anyone suggesting this of giving this tip.  So if everyone else does this, then I am stupid for not figuring it out earlier.<br /><br />Remove the reverse switch.  It gives you over a inch to play with.||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||06-25-2003||10:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><br /><br />Remove the reverse switch.  It gives you over a inch to play with.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...and it's less likely to get broken when removing the tranny.  <br /><br />FWIW - if you have any problems dropping the PS axle or are in a rush, you can drop the tranny with it still in there.  Just be careful to not tear the boots on anything.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
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A||||0||grannyracing||Need some help||||1||||grannyracing||00000702
Z||000000||grannyracing||06-23-2003||10:35 PM||njshorecar@aol.com||Member Rated:<br />   posted 06-23-2003 09:41 PM                        <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />My other car, not my vr4, is a 89 colt gt, I swapped a 4g63 in it. Ran well, motor rebuilt and brand new head etc. Weird thing, car began to stumble at idle, erratic, so I changed a few things I had spares of, the throttle body, mas, coil pack, regulator, wires, plugs, ecu, still no change, unplugged mas, and it runs perfect at idle. Never had this happen before, if I am correct car shouldnt even run with mas. anyone have any ideas.||68.37.199.221||reg||1||grannyracing||00000702||yes



ubb/Forum2/002620.cgi
A||||9||bazeng||tdo5 060 or tco6 080 exhuast housing?!?!||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||06-23-2003||10:48 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys.. im just wondering what would better suit a tdo6 hybrid..<br /><br />i have a tdo6 front/25g wheel..<br />tdo5 centre cartridge..<br /><br />and exhuast housing can be negotiated..<br />just wondering what you guys reccommend...<br /><br />080 or 070?!?!<br />what are the toss ups?!? lag for top end etc etc..<br />any experiences welcome.. thanks<br />baz||203.166.63.188||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||06-23-2003||10:58 PM||||Do you still have the old 14b laying around ? I need one.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||06-23-2003||11:13 PM||||shipping might kill you <br />loc: mel||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||Nate||06-24-2003||12:24 AM||||I have a couple 14bs that are for sale.  Email me offline.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000004||bazeng||06-24-2003||05:11 AM||||nah<br />sorry 14b was sold for $450.00 au..<br /><br />anyone?!?! are 080's any good?||203.166.63.164||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||06-24-2003||09:29 AM||||What exhaust wheel do you have?  The 8cm turbine housing is going to be more laggy for street driving.  The 7cm will respond quicker, but have less overall topend potential.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||06-25-2003||05:20 AM||||well i have just found a tco6 here..<br />$40.00 au.. bargain..<br /><br />well the wheel is a tdo5 wheel.. 070... so they are the same anyways.. i think they are smaller than the tco6's..<br /><br />if they are.. might get the tco6 wheel put onto the turbo and use the exhuast housing..<br /><br />its hard to find a 070 housing over here.. <br />well i guess im looking at 11's.. hopefully.. so top end would be better i guess...||61.9.128.173||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000007||aladdin11||06-25-2003||08:41 AM||||Could ya let me know if ya find any more cheap tco6's...Could use one for a rebuild, mine's gettin tired.||202.6.138.34||reg||6||aladdin11||00001683||yes
Z||000008||bazeng||06-25-2003||09:33 AM||||what parts are ya after??<br />im only making use of the exhuast housing.. so i dont really need the rest of the turbo..<br />where are you located??<br /><br />got a few more guys.. but they want to sell it whole.. one guy has a t3/tco6 turbo.. newly rebuilt...from a starion..||203.166.63.206||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000009||aladdin11||06-29-2003||09:26 PM||||thanks...I've since been offered a tdo5 hi flow for $450 AUD.||202.6.138.34||reg||1||aladdin11||00001683||yes



ubb/Forum2/002621.cgi
A||||2||jmartin827||Oil case cover||||5||||jmartin827||00001500
Z||000000||jmartin827||06-23-2003||11:35 PM||jmartin827@hotmail.com||Ok here s the deal.  My oil pump seems to be froze up which in turned ripped the timeing belt, A buddy is helping me with all the timeing and other belts on the car, but we can not figure out how to get the front oil cover off.  I have removed all of the pullies and studs holding the case on.  also removed a few of the oil pan bolts that were connected to the case and also a altenater bolt that looked like it might of been holding it up.  We can not get this cover to move---can anyone help me get this cover off  thanks jason||207.191.207.98||reg||5||jmartin827||00001500||yes
Z||000001||Ian M||06-23-2003||11:52 PM||||What actually seized was the rear balance shaft. The oil pump itself  is attached to it,you'll have to remove the oil pan to get to it and get it freed up and work it out of the bearings.<br /><br /> There might be some bearing/metal particles circulating around in the oil... <br /><br /> When you rebuild,Id consider doing the BS elimination..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.212||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000002||jmartin827||06-24-2003||04:18 PM||||yes it was the rear balance shaft.  Should I even wast my time trying to get the front case off?  is there anyother easy mods I should do while Im in there besides the bs elemination??||207.191.207.98||reg||5||jmartin827||00001500||yes



ubb/Forum2/002622.cgi
A||||5||raceman77||HELP fluid leak,can`t find it||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||06-24-2003||02:25 AM||raceman77@comcast.net||hey amigos,well l was idling the car with the A/c on for about 20 min-temp was fine-all of a sudden white smoke started pouring out from the engine compartment.l shut down the car and took a look...l could hear a hissing noise also from behind the engine/firewall,and this noise was also present with the engine off.Beneath the car l could see what looked like oil on the downpipe.Oil line from turbo is new/sealed.Smoke was white.l have a new rad.There seems to be fluid on/around the transfer case also..l topped up the oil and coolant and drove it 20 miles with no problem but l didn`t use the A/c..l just did the conversion to r-134.l know that operates at a higher pressure,maybe l blew an A/c hose...any other ideas from the front of the class? come on,you know who you are,what`s wrong with the car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    thanks in advance for any help here. OH,and l suppose l should post this elsewhere but l may have found some dual piston Brembos for our cars-$150.00 a set,used.l`ll keep you posted ,there`s no shortage of them either  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||06-24-2003||07:32 AM||||well<br />i have no idea what the leak is...<br />but im very interested in those brembo's!!<br /><br />goy any extra info?||203.166.63.209||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||06-24-2003||10:57 AM||||So are you saying the problem only occurs when the A/C is running?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||06-24-2003||04:54 PM||||Was the oil dripping or did it look like it had been sprayed out of something with pressure?  You could have blown a line, but my guess is that you may have over filled the a/c and too much pressure built up and the compressor high-pressure-safety-valve opened to release extra pressure.  This would cause a white smokey condition and oil would be blown out of the valve too.  I don't know the location of the valve on the compressor, but it is probably on the back of the compressor pointing right where you say the noise and smoke came from.  <br /><br />Did you use an oil that was compatible with both r12 and r134a refrigerant?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||06-24-2003||05:04 PM||||Didn't you just do the exhaust manifold?  Maybe the stud that is also into an oil passage is leaking some. Or one of the oil lines.<br /><br />Or, I'm confused and it wasn't you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||number3||06-24-2003||05:35 PM||||Sounds like a "freon" leak to me.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002623.cgi
A||||5||crucible||Exhaust problem or not?||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||06-24-2003||09:04 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||After getting a custom 2.5 cat back incl large cat I noticed that where the pipe runs underneath the driveshaft it was flattened for about 8 to 10 inches to supposedly keep the 2 from hitting.<br />Do you think this is enough to hurt exhaust performance?The guy did a real nice job and I hope he doesnt take an aittude when I ask.I dont track race and Im basically stock except for hard intake pipe,rewired pump, and running 15 psi.<br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-24-2003||10:56 AM||||<i>I'm not an expert on flow</i>, but I think it is safe to assume that if the inside volume hasn't changed, you'll be just fine.  The change of shape will likely not slow down the flow enough to hurt noticibly... especially since it is back a ways on a straight section.  It could be worse, it could be a flattened bend.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   And depending on how you drive, you might have ended up flattening it eventually, anyhow.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||1219's Brother||06-27-2003||05:03 AM||||On my '75 Scout II, they had to crush the pipe so that it didn't interefere with the transfer case.  Yeah, STOCK...whatever.  It will definately bottleneck your system, because any time you reduce the inside diameter you reduce the flow by a factor of pi...will this really matter, well, thats up to you.  If your always running high rpms, it will hurt you, but if you spend more time driving normal, he actually increased your torque.  How much is it bashed in, if its a little, don't worry about it, if its a lot...well, I would be kinda bent too.||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000003||crucible||06-27-2003||07:11 AM||||Hey Jim.<br /><br />So you have a Scout!Nice. I have a 69 Scout-304,33,power steering/brakes,mint body.<br />Anyway, the section he crushed is only about 8-10 inches long,probably about a 1/2 inch.Not sure why because it looks like it would fit but he said he wanted to tuck the pipes as far up as possible so it wouldnt hang.Dunno, I guess eventually Ill get it fixed and put a higher flow muff on.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||06-27-2003||10:25 AM||||One thing you have to keep in mind is that the gasses are cooling as they travel down the exhaust system, which means they are also contracting in size. So, the further back the "flattening", the less the impact it will have. Personally, on a 2 1/2" system, I doubt you could measure the HP difference, especially since it is only for 8-10 inches, and the fact that you aren't building a 400 HP monster.||68.155.181.97||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||1219's Brother||06-27-2003||11:46 AM||||Oh yeah!  I just pulled the top off the Scout yesterday...going to do some wheelin' tomarrow!  Mines white with a 4" suspension/3" body lift/345 w/4.09 gears..oh yeah, 33's and twin lockers.  When I'm not at the gas station or broken I love it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Used to have a '62, that body styles awesome with the V304!<br /><br />Hey, is your exhaust press bent or mandrel bent?  If its press bent then you have more than a 1/2 restriction in it anyway.  Keydiver is correct, you need to be pushing a bigger turbo/more mods before your restricted anyway..||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes



ubb/Forum2/002624.cgi
A||||2||meng||can't remove center piece help||||1||||meng||00000837
Z||000000||meng||06-24-2003||12:27 PM||mengberserker@yahoo.com||i got a 92 trunk and want to put in 91 center piece. but i can't seem to get the center piece off the trunk of my 91. i took all the bolts off but something is holding it on the top. i don't want to crack it. any body know how to get it off?<br /><br />                                thanks, meng||208.12.112.32||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||06-24-2003||02:41 PM||||You have two 10mm ones that hold the trunk latch and the center peice in place. That should be it.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||mromik||06-24-2003||05:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> You have two 10mm ones that hold the trunk latch and the center peice in place. That should be it.<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea. I did thre same  some 2 days ago.<br />It is very difficult to screw out them!<br />(I mean the 2 ones that are screwed from the bottom of the piece)||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002625.cgi
A||||6||chucklesas||Hub Removal...||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||06-24-2003||02:30 PM||||I'm trying to get my hub off to replace a stripped wheel stud.  I looked at the manual for it and it doesn't really look like there's much holding it on there, but it shows a special tool for removing it (the hub).  Anybody have any tips for removal? I don't want to have to get the special tool.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-24-2003||07:00 PM||||<a href="http://co.dsm.org/vault/list_archive/2001/09/16/004.txt" target="_blank">web page</a> ?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||06-25-2003||11:08 AM||||That method doesn't seem to work too well.  I think the ABS rotor is in the way, I can wiggle the stud around some, but I can't push it out the back.  Anyone else???  Do I really have to remove the entire knuckle???  Or should I just get a really big hammer...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||06-25-2003||11:31 AM||||by the way... It's the front passanger side hub if that makes any difference.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||06-25-2003||01:11 PM||||I've not done this, so I'm not certain.<br /><br />You can try unbolting the ABS wheel, and see if that gives you enough room.  Otherwise you will have to press the hub out to get the stud replaced.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||06-25-2003||10:02 PM||||Yep, hub must be removed and pressed apart. Do a new wheel bearing and seals while you are in there. Also, don't replace one stud. Replace all four. Or if you plan on running crazy wheels in the future, get the longer wheel studs that RRE sells. Now would be the perfect time to install them.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newproducts.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newproducts.htm</a><br /><br />Tell them that you have a GVR4 and only need 16 and they'll give you a better price. Or get the 20 and have a couple spares...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />If you have no ABS or have intentions of ditching it, leave the ABS ring off and wheel stud replacements will be a 5 min affair in the future.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||06-27-2003||12:15 AM||||Just hit the stud with a bfh until it pops out.  you might take a little chunk out of the abs wheel, but it doesn't hurt anything.  There are holes in the abs wheel for the studs, but the abs wheel covers up about an 1/8 of an inch of the stud.  Smack it and it will just self clearance it and knock a tiny chunk out of the abs wheel flange.  I later replaced the bearing in said hub and couldn't even tell it was chunked until I looked really close at it.  BTW, trying to get the abs wheel bolts out is a total pita, so I just smacked it.  It helps tremendously if you take the rotor off first, but if it has welded itself to the hub like mine did, a punch and a bfh works great.<br />Dave||12.83.159.222||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
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A||||9||Sam Sayes||Turbo options||||1||||Sam Sayes||00000657
Z||000000||Sam Sayes||06-24-2003||02:34 PM||samgvr4@hotmail.com||Hi Guys,<br /><br />has any one ever hear or try the SBR GT10 Turbo?<br />Thats gonna be my next turbo, so i thought i caould get soem advice from you guys first.<br /><br />Cheers<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||06-24-2003||02:40 PM||||Who makes it?  I've never heard of SBR.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||06-24-2003||03:01 PM||||<a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com/" target="_blank">Slowboy racing</a> <br /><br />I don't know anything about them, but I think Crisman sells the SBR TD06 20G at Diamond Star Motorsport.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||Sam Sayes||06-24-2003||03:20 PM||||They say its a Ball Bearing Turbo,<br />any ideas? some people love the BB turbos and some people hate them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />Any inputs?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||06-24-2003||04:03 PM||||I have the GT12 on 1172. Spoolup noticably longer, but it pulls nicely (at 22psi) to say the least. Makes nice sounds also. Put my test pipe on the other day and made no adjustments and the boost now spikes at 25 psi (which is a bit much for stock rods-my only regret on my motor rebuild). Car has 2 1/2 down pipe and 3" Thermal exhaust. <br />With the GT12, the front motor mount has to be redesigned if you are going to make the outlet point down. When pointing up, it hits the manifold (mitsu). I have the Mitsubishi center section and internal wastegate. <br />When you shut the car off, from idle; it takes a bit over a minute for the turbo to stop spinning. It is quiet, but you can hear it.<br />One advantage of the BB turbo is the small amount of oil it requires. Stock oil feed location is a must (as opposed to the RRE and 2G setup).<br />I would buy one again, or one step bigger maybe with better rods.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||06-24-2003||08:45 PM||||Read this about BB turbos.  Good info.<br /><br /><a href="http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=5275&highlight=ball+bearing" target="_blank">http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=5275&highlight=ball+bearing</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||06-24-2003||11:09 PM||||Is your car for drag racing or street use?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||Sam Sayes||06-25-2003||08:48 AM||||thanks guys,<br /><br />Well the car hasen't seen the strip yet,<br />it mostly stays in the garage, its a GQ (Garage Queen)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />As far as price is concerned, i decided to go with a hogged out 20G internally gated with the 34mm wastegate flapper with the micron filter on the oil feed line, the price is cheaper than a GT10<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000008||number3||06-25-2003||08:56 AM||||You will be very happy with your choice. That is a greta turbo. Make sure the seller recommends the in-line filter. Some have stopped recommending it.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||Sam Sayes||06-25-2003||10:00 AM||||Already done Harry, actually i was the 1 that asked him about it.<br />Thanks for the advice my friends.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum2/002627.cgi
A||||3||blacksheep||OIl leak from behind Cam Angle Sensor?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-24-2003||05:35 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Greenbean seems to have sprung a leak from behind the Cam Angle Sensor on the head and trickling down onto the tranny. <br /><br />Is it possible even or is the leak from somewhere else like the heasgasket area? <br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||1667 VR4||06-24-2003||06:08 PM||||it is very possible i would check the head stud maybe retourque them get a new valvecover gasket and cam seal. you should be straight then.||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000002||AWDpower||06-24-2003||07:11 PM||||The cam angle sensor has an o-ring on it that can leak. My Talon has the same leak that I need to fix. It drips off of the tranny, usually when making hard left turns.||68.134.172.100||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000003||mromik||06-24-2003||08:26 PM||||I do not know where it leaks on your car, but on my old 1.8 Galant and on my friend's Eterna it was leaking from the head gasket at the left side of the engine.<br /><br />On both cars we just tightened the head bolts||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002628.cgi
A||||10||ken inn||a/c compressor||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||06-25-2003||04:25 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||anyone out there ever pulled the a/c compressor out the bottom?  i am going to do this, and it will be on a lift, scott evans said he always pulls them out from the bottom.  i dont think it will come out the top, because of the cyclone.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||06-25-2003||04:34 PM||||yeah, i think you need to pull out the jackshaft though||138.89.12.248||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||06-25-2003||04:42 PM||||Ken,<br /><br />With the Cyclone there they might fit with the coilpack moved but it'd be really tight. I was going to try this but since my motor is hosed it all comes out. With no motor, working on the A/C should be pretty easy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />With a std intake they'll clear. If Spott says they'll fit out the bottom, I'd believe him.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Gtluke is probably right that the halfshaft carrier bearing needs to be at least moved, I bet you need to pull the downpipe too, then there is a good bit of room to work with on the backside of the block.<br /><br />Good luck!||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||06-25-2003||06:04 PM||||i did this once and i'm trying to remember.  i have a cylone intake on mine as well, and i KNOW last summer i had the compressor out. i can't remember if i had to actually remove that axle or not.||138.89.12.248||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||06-25-2003||09:50 PM||||The two times I've replaced compressors, I've waited till it was time for a clutch/tranny job and did it while the tranny was out. I think you have to pull the axle too. Or at least the two bolts and let it sag.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||91E39A||06-26-2003||01:59 AM||||I had to disassemble the compressor to let it drop out. The previous owner took out most of the ac components besides the compressor.  It was a total pita.<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||06-26-2003||03:07 AM||||i pulled it out of the top. dont ask me how, just alot of tugging and swearing at the damn thing.||67.200.121.92||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||06-26-2003||11:49 PM||||our cars have about 4 inches of extra room over an awd 1g eclipse.  However, the room in front of the motor takes up the slack.  Our cars are perfect for a venom intake though...  But that's why they put the fan in front of the radiator on our cars, as it wouldn't fit like it will on the eclipses.  You can get the a/c compressor out from the top or bottom on a GVR4.  Just depends on how thick the skin is on your knuckles is, and how much beer you have on hand.  Going out the bottom, for ease and room to work if you have big hands, i'd personally pull the axle and stub shaft out, and drop the exhaust.  Extra work at the start, but you won't get as pissed off later.  Popping a lower ball joint out just gives you a reason to replace it while you have it apart, and the tie rod end, and throw in a set of ingalls camber bolts.  and if you need a new axle, you're already there.  Just did all that to mine (#1244).  <br />Dave||12.83.159.222||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||06-27-2003||03:35 PM||||f**ka wucka, i looked, and looked, and looked.  i cant see how that sucker can come out the bottom, especially with the whiteline swaybarin there.   even then, it looks marginal.  there aint NO way that sucker is coming out the top, the cyclone is too big.  so, i got it out, and the new one is in, and i am taking a break, i am FAAAAR from finished, why? CAUSE I PULLED THE INTAKE.  i had forgotten that to pull it off, you gotta take it apart.  so, i had to make new gaskets.  F**KA WUCKA!  of course, in the process, i notice my clutch master is leaking.  f**KA WUCKA!  so, i gotta change that, too.  then, the hks cams, the lsd rear, finish the interior from the manual seatbelt swap, new tie rod ends, noltec upper strut mounts, sheesh!  how much is that evo again?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||dsmsleeper||06-27-2003||03:47 PM||||I'm getting ready to swap my cyclone in and put the A/C compressor in at the same time.  Are you saying that I'll need to put the cyclone in two pieces to install it?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||06-27-2003||05:30 PM||||HOLD IT!  do yourself a favor.  the cyclone consists of 3 pieces.  on the center piece, the one that goes 180 deg(about), there are 2 studs.  remove those studs, and replace them with bolts.  if you EVER have to remove the cyclone on the car, these 2 studs will make it so you will either have to remove the a/c lines, or the a/c compressor to get the manifold off.  also, if you install/remove the manifold with the motor in the car, it is a real bitch to get at the lower intake to head bolts.  i have had to take the manifold on/off 3 times already, and i always take apart the manifold.  and yeah, with the manifold off, the ac compressor is a piece of cake.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002629.cgi
A||||1||1520/2000||Attn:Keydiver||||4||||1520/2000||00000134
Z||000000||1520/2000||06-25-2003||05:47 PM||l_damiani@hotmail.com||could you give me details on how to get my ecu to you? minor acid damage so i want to play it safe here. would like to do this asap if you have time in your schedule- thanks!<br />luke d||66.236.220.4||reg||4||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||06-26-2003||10:48 AM||||All ECU repairs should be shipped to:<br />Quality RF Services, Inc<br />Attn: Jeff Oberholtzer<br />850 Parkway St<br />Jupiter, FL 33477<br /><br />Make sure you include a note with all the options you want, and a good return UPS address.<br />You can contact me directly at keydiver@yahoo.com||68.153.97.124||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002630.cgi
A||||15||Scott Y||Can I tell if I have a 23 spline transfer case without pulling it?||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||06-25-2003||06:08 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Just like it asks in the subject, is there a way I can tell if my transfer case is a 22 or 23 spline?  It's the original piece from '92.<br /><br />thanks,<br />Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||natec||06-25-2003||06:37 PM||||not that I am aware of.||67.38.30.109||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000002||number3||06-25-2003||09:52 PM||||same here||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-26-2003||12:43 AM||||Perhaps any stamping/serial numbers would be a clue?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||1219's Brother||06-26-2003||01:53 AM||||I just went through this.  You can punch your VIN into CAPS and it will tell you, but I think that EVERY 1992 is a 23 spline.  The key word is THINK...My 1991 is a 23 spline, as is my brothers.   Good luck!||192.91.147.35||reg||3||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000005||number3||06-26-2003||08:21 AM||||In theory the VIN would work however with the shit boxes the trans are most have been replaced. So even if the car left the factory with a 23 it may now have a 22 or visa versa.<br /><br />The only way to be sure is to pull it and count the suckers.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||06-26-2003||10:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Scott Y:<br /><strong>  It's the original piece from '92.<br /><br />thanks,<br />Scott Y </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But his IS the original, so the VIN check *should* work in caps.||66.156.243.200||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||1219's Brother||06-26-2003||05:31 PM||||gimme your VIN, I'll check it||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000008||Scott Y||06-26-2003||09:03 PM||||cool, here's the VIN:<br />JA3CX56U6NZ011666<br /><br />-Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||06-26-2003||09:10 PM||||According to caps, all GVR-4's manufactured after 9007.1 are 23-spline, so, of course, your's comes up as "MD758205, 23-spline".||68.158.200.73||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||1219's Brother||06-27-2003||03:26 AM||||Oops, I got beat too it, yeah, its a 23 spline..<br />Your cars b-day is 7-03-1991.  Thats a year newer than my brothers 1219/2000...funny||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000011||Kibo||06-27-2003||09:08 AM||||Scott, you lazy punk.  Get under the car, get dirty, and take the 10 minutes to pull your downpipe and drop the transfer case.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />OT: Any chance I can get my logger cable back from you?||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000012||1219's Brother||06-30-2003||05:56 PM||||Well, CAPS sucks!  I just pulled out my transfer case today (CAPS said is a 23 spline) and was so happy that it was a 22 spline.  Oh yeah!  Bottom line is that you should just pull it if you have a '91.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000013||number3||07-02-2003||12:24 AM||||Hmmm how 'bout that... You can't say someone didn't tell you so.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||07-02-2003||11:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> According to caps, all GVR-4's manufactured after 9007.1 are 23-spline, so, of course, your's comes up as "MD758205, 23-spline". </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Serves me right for arguing with Harry  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.156.247.111||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||1219's Brother||07-03-2003||12:30 AM||||Yeah, we suck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||192.91.147.35||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes



ubb/Forum2/002631.cgi
A||||3||Romanova||Installing clear corners||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||06-25-2003||11:04 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Anything special involved with this? Any wiring involved, or do they just clip in? <br />Thanks!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||06-26-2003||01:18 AM||||Physically, it's super easy, the housing just pops back in same as stock.  Haha, I asked this a few days ago.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />As to the wiring, there is a bit of creativity involved, as the US ones are two bulb, and the clears are one.  You can either ditch one, or get creative.  I'm choosing the latter.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I'm still trying to find a bulb that will fit, but like I said in the other thread, mine might be F'ed up and missing a part or something.||198.88.145.249||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||06-26-2003||11:42 AM||||Is it possible to make a hybrid?  Combine the "back" of the USDM lights with the clear front of the JDMs?  Lots of JB Weld, super glue, etc?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||06-26-2003||04:07 PM||||Probably... it looks like the two pieces are just glued together, so maybe get a heat gun and soften the glue and separate them?<br /><br />But why would you want to do this?  Especially as jdm clears aren't exactly growing on trees, so if you screwed up you might be out your clears...||198.88.145.219||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002632.cgi
A||||7||mromik||Is it possible to change 3rd gear syncro myself?||||5||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-25-2003||11:57 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||How to open the gearbox?<br />How much time i will need?<br /><br />I decided to repair the clutch , so have my gearbox already removed||212.16.192.65||reg||5||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||06-26-2003||01:15 AM||||I've worked on some trannies, but never a DSM one...  Do you have a factory manual CD?  This might be in there.  I'd look, but can't figure out where I packed the bugger.<br /><br />You need a press at the least.  If you don't have one, this isn't worth it, especially for your first time.  If you were in the US, I'd tell you to go find a local DSM'er that does tranny work.  Since you're not, I don't know... try to find a cheap shop maybe?  Go get a tranny from another car?||198.88.145.249||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||06-26-2003||11:44 AM||||If someone is going to be fixing it I would suggest that you consider DOUBLE synchros for 2nd and 3rd...  (if anyone in Ru can do that)||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||06-26-2003||06:17 PM||||TRE, BM Tranny, and Sheperd sell double-synchro 2nd gear parts, but only TRE sells them separately without installation.  It's pretty expensive (and probably near useless) to upgrade to double-synchro on any other gear unless you are doing 9k rpm shifts with lots of power.<br /><br />Check <a href="http://www.teamrip.com" target="_blank">TRE's site</a> for details on these kinds of parts.<br /><br />I plan on doing a rebuild eventually and plan on doing it myself to learn the process.  I know I'll be needing a press and a large socket (don't know size offhand) to get off a large nut on a shaft. (no pun intended)<br /><br />I've seen the innards of the FWD trans I blew up in my GS-T Spyder.  Once you see how it works, it's really not such a big complicated thing anymore.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||mromik||06-26-2003||06:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> If someone is going to be fixing it I would suggest that you consider DOUBLE synchros for 2nd and 3rd... (if anyone in Ru can do that)<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Explain more about it.<br /><br />So I opened my gearbox.<br />found nothing why the 3 speed is shifting with grinding sound.<br />What to examine?<br />Anybody know?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||06-26-2003||07:30 PM||||The mitsubishi dealers sell the second and third gear double synchros for about $50-70. You dont have to go through TRE or nyone else to get those seperately. The 93 AWD tranny has double synchro 2nd, but the TELs of that year have the 7 bolt block, so theres always a catch to buying one of these cars.<br /><br />Just FYI...||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||06-26-2003||10:49 PM||||I suppose that's true, but you need more than the synchro.  TRE sells:  modified 2nd gear, 1st/2nd hub & slider, 1st & 2nd gear synchros, keys and springs, the end taper roller bearing and snap ring.  So, something must be different to retrofit that gear/synchro.<br /><br />I have a quote from TRE of ~$590 for all normal rebuild parts plus double-syn 2nd.  I could order from the dealer all the normal parts but, again, I've never done this before, I wouldn't know what to order.  TRE sells at discounted prices anyway.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||06-27-2003||01:00 AM||||The prices at TRE may be cheaper than the deal, given. But I dont think there is any work done to the second gear to fit the double synchros. I dont remember what I read about how he does the work, but I could be wrong. TRE does good stuff from what I've heard, I wouldn't mind getting my box built by them. I think I will actually do that in a few months when I get money setup aside specificaly for the tranny. That will probably be after I kill this tranny from using a Big 16g or 16g...||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002633.cgi
A||||6||tplesko||Help! Separating bumper cover from bumper||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||06-26-2003||12:31 AM||||Hey everyone,<br /><br />Well I blew the 14b to pieces so the 2-216 core and 20g are going on. I have the bumper off the car and I took off the million little 10mm nuts. I also took off the side metal holders. Along the bottom of the bumper cover are ~6 screws? I am unscrewing them but they are hard to get to and don't seem to unscrew. How do I get them off? Do they just pry off?||12.203.227.31||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-26-2003||12:47 AM||||Does the cover just pull out from them (notched?) or is that just mine?  (It is off the screws and hangs down thanks to the previous owner and a few curbs)    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||06-26-2003||01:12 AM||||I know what you're talking about.  When I was taking mine off, it was at the end of a long hot day and sitting there turning a screw forever was not what I needed.  I just grabbed some pliers and ripped the SOB's off and threw 'em as far as I could.<br /><br />I think they're those little interior trim jobs, that widen as you tighten the screw, but years of crap apparently prevented them from unwidening maybe?  My bumper cover's not back on yet, so I haven't replaced them yet...||198.88.145.249||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||06-26-2003||09:15 AM||||To remove the plastic clips that have the phillips head, you sometimes have to squeeze the clip portion that is on the other side of the surface it is holding through, if you can reach it.  They are designed to push in and screw out.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||Scott Y||06-26-2003||09:17 AM||||Here's how I got mine out. Keep in mind that sometimes I'm unresonably patient with the car. <br />I used a pair of vice grips to hold a philips screwdriver bit at a 90 degree angle, and I loosened the fasteners that way. It took a long time, but I was able to preserve most of them.<br /><br />-scott Y||64.233.218.162||reg||6||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||06-27-2003||10:08 AM||||Sorry I didn't return your phone call sooner, Chris.  There are two sets of these attachments if I remember correctly--one at the bottom edge of the bumper cover, and another set attaching the grille to the bumper.  The first set should be relatively easy to remove/pop out using one of the aforementioned methods.<br /><br />For the grille attachments, I attempted something similar to what Scott described at first...then I realized that I was going to be cutting away that portion of the bumper anyway to mount my FMIC (grille intact), so I just backed them out a bit and then pulled them with pliers.||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||06-27-2003||11:17 AM||||Let me know how the 2-216 install goes.  Mine's on the way.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Any pictures or tips would be great.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002634.cgi
A||||10||theymightbegalants||new lifters - anything else?||||5||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||06-26-2003||01:08 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||So my lifters tick, and I've finally decided to bite the bullet and get new ones.  My question is what if anything else should I replace while I'm in there?  A new VC gasket, bolts, washers, switch to studs, anything?  Or is all the stock stuff ok to throw back on?<br /><br />Thanks!||198.88.145.249||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||KenGVR4||06-26-2003||01:13 AM||||A new valve cover gasket is pretty nice to have, mine never seem to reseal right after I take them off the first time.  I would also change oil at the same time you replace the lifters, no sense putting old crud into new lifters.||12.207.250.84||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000002||mromik||06-26-2003||01:30 AM||||I am going to replace T-belts and lifters at the same time. I have only one ticking.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||06-26-2003||03:05 AM||||something weird happened after i ran the car recently.. when i turned it off, it was ticking... it sounded like a knocking sound (not that i mean knock, but knock as in you knock on a door...)<br /><br />its was weird and i think happened a few other times...but failed to ever mention it. <br /><br />is this a lifter thing?<br /><br />did i even explain it well it enough?||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||1219's Brother||06-26-2003||04:06 AM||||Was it hot outside when it knocked?||192.91.147.35||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||06-26-2003||06:07 AM||||That's a normal sound, it's hot parts cooling down.  Different materials used throughout the engine bay have different thermal expansion rates, and where they touch, as they expand/contract these different rates cause slight amounts of motion, rubbing, vibration etc. that can cause those noises.||198.88.145.238||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||06-26-2003||10:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> So my lifters tick, and I've finally decided to bite the bullet and get new ones.  My question is what if anything else should I replace while I'm in there?  A new VC gasket, bolts, washers, switch to studs, anything?  Or is all the stock stuff ok to throw back on?<br /><br />Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think the valve cover gasket set includes these, but just to make sure: replace those rubber grommets in each spark plug hole. Mine were hard as a rock.||66.156.243.200||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||06-26-2003||04:11 PM||||Good call, Jeff.  Thanks!||198.88.145.219||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||06-26-2003||04:37 PM||||Follow the vfaq.  Someone posted awhile back about maybe bending the valves from having too much oil in the lifters or something like that.<br /><br />Pull the MPI fuse and prime the lifters by cranking it over for awhile.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||06-26-2003||07:23 PM||||Right... that happens when you "prime" the lifters by filling them up with oil, which you're not supposed to do.  You're supposed to lube them with oil, but not fill them up.<br /><br />So nothing else to buy, swap, clean, etc. before I put in my order for parts?||198.88.145.215||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||06-26-2003||07:27 PM||||Just oil them lightly while installing them. They will tick like mad when you start it, but let it idle for a bit and they will fill them selves up to the correct levels and quiet down.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002635.cgi
A||||6||hibrn8||do you run a logger??? (ABS light)||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||06-26-2003||04:08 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i finally started my car up today and the ABS light stays on constantly. I did alot of searching to find out that if there is something plugged in to the diagnostic connector next to the fuse box then the ABS light will stay on. So for those of you running some type of logging device, does the same happen to you with the ABS light in the dash cluster?||67.200.121.92||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||06-26-2003||06:04 AM||||Yes.||198.88.145.238||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||06-26-2003||09:17 AM||||on 92 yes, for 91 it's off. unless you have a problem with the ABS system||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||06-26-2003||10:15 AM||||The problem is that when you ground the pin to initiate the ECU's diagnostic mode, you also put the ABS ECU in diagnostic mode. On '92's, and most DSM's, this disables the ABS, and makes the light come on. The only way to avoid this problem is to isolate the two circuits from each other.    <br />   Here is how one GVR-4 owner did it:<br /><a href="http://www.hywell.org/archives/00000149.html" target="_blank">http://www.hywell.org/archives/00000149.html</a><br />With my logger port, since I install it INSIDE the ECU, I just install a diode on pin 2 of the ECU so that putting the ECU into diagnostic mode does not put the ABS ECU into diagnostic mode.       <br />   You could do the same thing with any of the "home-built" logger circuits. Just install a diode inline with the wire going to pin 2 of the ECU, and then ground the wire AT THE ECU, not at the diagnostic connector, when you want to log. Or, like some DSMer's do, you can just install a switch inline with the ABS computer's diagostic wire, so it doesn't go into diagnostic mode either.||66.156.243.200||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||06-26-2003||11:36 AM||||You don't want ABS anyway.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||06-26-2003||11:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> The problem is that when you ground the pin to initiate the ECU's diagnostic mode, you also put the ABS ECU in diagnostic mode. On '92's, and most DSM's, this disables the ABS, and makes the light come on. The only way to avoid this problem is to isolate the two circuits from each other.    <br />   Here is how one GVR-4 owner did it:<br /> <a href="http://www.hywell.org/archives/00000149.html" target="_blank">http://www.hywell.org/archives/00000149.html</a> <br />With my logger port, since I install it INSIDE the ECU, I just install a diode on pin 2 of the ECU so that putting the ECU into diagnostic mode does not put the ABS ECU into diagnostic mode.       <br />   You could do the same thing with any of the "home-built" logger circuits. Just install a diode inline with the wire going to pin 2 of the ECU, and then ground the wire AT THE ECU, not at the diagnostic connector, when you want to log. Or, like some DSMer's do, you can just install a switch inline with the ABS computer's diagostic wire, so it doesn't go into diagnostic mode either. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks, I might leave mine plugged in now.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Mario Germain||06-27-2003||03:08 PM||||You can also check the VFAQ I made for my old Talon.<br /><br />The ABS is not working on my "new" Galant now so I won't have to "work around" the abs light problem!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://mario.germain.com/abs.html" target="_blank">http://mario.germain.com/abs.html</a>||142.217.188.89||reg||1||Mario Germain||00000791||yes



ubb/Forum2/002636.cgi
A||||2||Rossco||boost lights||||1||||Rossco||00001807
Z||000000||Rossco||06-26-2003||04:33 AM||law253@yahoo.com.au||i was looking at my mates VR4 and noticed the boost lights inside the tacho.<br /><br />i own a stock Galant NON turbo and also a turbo skyline. i was wondering could i buy the boost light set from a wrecker or a swamp meet.  and find a way of installing it in my turbo skyline<br />any advice ideas  welcome.<br />thanks<br />Rossco.||203.27.69.51||reg||1||Rossco||00001807||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||06-26-2003||06:03 AM||||Of course you can!  Would it work?  No!<br /><br />You see, it doesn't even "work" in our cars, in that it doesn't actually display boost.  Instead, it displays what the ecu thinks boost SHOULD be, after looking at things like airflow, throttle position, rpm, etc.  If your car has a map sensor, or hell, you can just go buy one, you can get a chip that will incrementally output the voltage and power up a series of LED's that you can put anywhere, yes, in your tach if you want.||198.88.145.238||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||06-26-2003||08:41 AM||||You bastard.  You have a skyline!  Drool.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/002637.cgi
A||||7||atsiauto||low idle when a/c is on ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||06-26-2003||07:23 AM||atsiauto@comcast.net||gets lo enough to make the oil light come on . should i try the biss screw ? any procedures for this . ..||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||06-26-2003||09:40 AM||||Check / reset base idle. It's in the shop manual. If you don't have one, get one. If the base idle is set ok, any vacuum leaks and how's your ISC? It controls idle when the A/C is on.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||06-26-2003||09:58 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html</a><br />Do you have a logger to see what the ISC is doing?||66.156.243.200||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-26-2003||11:38 AM||||Should the idle be faster when the AC compressor is running?  I always sound like I'm trying to race when I pull up to a stop light and the AC kicks in.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||06-26-2003||12:31 PM||||Mine initially kicks up when the A/C cuts in, but it usually settles back down around 1000 or so.  When the compressor is not running mine sits right at 850ish.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||06-26-2003||01:57 PM||||The stock ECU shoots for a base idle of 800rpm but when the A/C goes on it increases to ~950rpm to account for the added load on the engine. What Danny is seeing is what should happen.<br /><br />If your idle shoots way up when the A/C is turned on then your base idle is off.<br /><br />just my $.02||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||06-26-2003||03:20 PM||||A/C?  Did our cars come with A/C?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||josh91vr4||06-26-2003||05:04 PM||||My Idle is sometimes around 1300. Then when the engine is nice and hot, usually around 1000. Kick the A/C on and it's down to 600. Damn near stalls when i push the clutch in on decel - i've seen it go below 400 before it bounces back up to ~600<br />Anyone wanna buy a GVR4?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.237.5||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum2/002638.cgi
A||||6||turbofreek||Breaking up||||1||||turbofreek||00000683
Z||000000||turbofreek||06-26-2003||12:38 PM||ybelmont@yahoo.com||I keep breakingup when i hit 4500-5000 rpm. I have 550's and an upgraded pump, and i do nothave a fuel presure regulator. Do you think itis defineltly a fuel problem, i have a a vpc butits not installed on the car yet. I have new plugs and wires, please let me know what it could be.||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||06-26-2003||12:59 PM||||i'd say your wires suck.  what brand?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||199of2k||06-26-2003||01:06 PM||||Vac leak?||68.14.148.120||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||06-26-2003||01:39 PM||||How are you correcting for the 550's? Running too rich will cause sputtering/breaking up too. What are your O2's?||67.34.0.49||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||1219's Brother||06-26-2003||05:27 PM||||Are you outflowing the Mass air sensor? Does it run hard and then just fall flat on its face around there?||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000005||turbofreek||06-27-2003||12:36 PM||||I do not have a fuel pressure regulator yet, my a/f indicates that i am running way to rich, and the idle is horrible, it goes up, and than just falls flat down, as if i have cams but worse. I plan to hook up, my VPC next week, i am getting the 1g harness from my mechanic, and plan to purchase a regulator very soon, but io think that the mass and stock ecu cannot manage the fuel tat is why i think that the car is running like that.||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000006||turbofreek||06-27-2003||12:44 PM||||I am using Magnecore race plugs, the 8.5 mm ones. Everyone at the shop is telling that the NGK wires are much better so i will also pick up a set, i had the swap sone in may and installed new everything so i dont think it would be the wires, but ill change them just to be safe.||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes



ubb/Forum2/002639.cgi
A||||3||92vr4#971||Rattle when going over bumps and car shakes when going faster than 85||||5||||92vr4#971||00000532
Z||000000||92vr4#971||06-26-2003||03:30 PM||george@ou.edu||hello<br />Since i bought my gvr4 last august i have noticed that when i drive over 85 the front left side of my car shakes very badly. At about 70 mph there is a slight shake, but as soon as i get to 75 the car starts shaking bad. As i speed up past 75 to 80 or even 85 the shaking gets worse. It feels like my car is going to vibrate apart. I just changed my struts recently to kyb agx, hoping that the vibration was caused by the severly blown struts that were on the car before, and changing the struts would solve most of the vibration problem. It did not. But it did let me know that  the struts were not the cause of the vibration. I thought that it was the springs after that, because i had been driving on blown struts for so long i figured that it may have reduced the ability of the springs to perform correctly. Similarly there is also an decrease in steering performance recently. When i turn my wheel to the left i hear noises that sound like something that would be under a lot of tension, like a rubber band almost at its breaking point. ITs not a click or anything like that but it sounds like maybe a whine...or like something rubbing against something else. Also, when i am going over bumps i hear a loud rattle in the front, and generally on the left side. And i also feel like there is a lot more play in the steering wheel when i am driving down the highway. The steering response when i am trying to turn the wheel to the left is kinda rubbery...it seems like i have to turn the wheel farthere to the left than the right to get the car moving in the  direction i want it to go.<br />So, my question is..<br />1. Could this be a cv problem<br />2. Could this be a steering rack problem<br />3. could this be a tie rod problem<br />4. all of the above?<br />PLEASE HELP||129.15.160.50||reg||5||92vr4#971||00000532||yes
Z||000001||driftin galant||06-26-2003||03:43 PM||||have you checked your wheel bearing.  that might cause it or a wheel that is very unblanced or maybe bent?  any happen to that side like a fender bender way back?||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||06-26-2003||04:37 PM||||Good call Erik,<br /><br />Also check your wheel, you might have a bent wheel,<br />also check your outer tire rod, check them on both side.<br /><br />Goodluck<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||1219's Brother||06-26-2003||05:35 PM||||Have your wheels rebalanced.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||12.232.112.164||reg||14||1334 Jim||00001727||yes



ubb/Forum2/002640.cgi
A||||6||1quickvr4||need a quick answer on wheel sizing...||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||06-26-2003||04:50 PM||caspa69@juno.com||I was wondering if a +23 offset would work on our cars, I Realley want this set of 15 by 6 1/2 wheels but Im not completley sure if they will fit.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||06-26-2003||05:07 PM||||It might work.  I think stock wheels are 15 x 6 with 46mm offset, so you would have them moved toward the outside of the car about 13 mm or so.  That should still clear the fender I think.  Do a test fit if they are available.  I have used a cardboard template in the profile of the tire attached to the wheel, bolt on the wheel then spin it to check clearance.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||06-26-2003||05:08 PM||||They are on ebay, They are 240 style wheels so Im not sure but they are all the same offset and width.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||06-26-2003||06:13 PM||||bump,Any one else?||4.60.243.143||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||06-26-2003||07:25 PM||||Sounds like you'll rub possibly and you will notice some difference in the handling due to the big difference in offset.||204.30.199.14||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||jayru||06-26-2003||08:03 PM||||If the wheels are +23mm ofset and the stockers are +46mm then the wheels will sit In not out. Im shure that much of a diffrence will result in clerance issues. their are aprox 24mm in an inch so look to have your wheel pitched in about an inch.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||Martin Chilcote||06-26-2003||09:01 PM||||I agree w/ iceman69510, there heading toward the 0 or negative numbers from stock which means an outie, not an innie.||66.139.167.44||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum2/002641.cgi
A||||4||jmartin827||dropping the oil pan||||1||||jmartin827||00001500
Z||000000||jmartin827||06-26-2003||06:20 PM||jmartin827@hotmail.com||Hey I m pretty new with this car.  Is there any way to drop the oil pan without removing the front drivers axil.  Please reply quickly I m stuck right now on it and want to get it done tonight||207.191.207.98||reg||1||jmartin827||00001500||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||06-26-2003||06:58 PM||||I don't see why you shouldn't be able just unbolt the carrier bearings from the block and pull the axle out of the way when you need to.  I've never tried it though.<br /><br />Removing the whole thing really isn't hard though.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||06-26-2003||07:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> I don't see why you shouldn't be able just unbolt the carrier bearings from the block and pull the axle out of the way when you need to.  I've never tried it though.<br /><br />Removing the whole thing really isn't hard though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly wht he said. It takes about an hour or 2, depending on how bad the RTV on the pan is to get off. That is the only real hard part.( Used to be for me), but if you have a mini grinder & some scouring pad bits, it takes all but 5 minutes.<br /> Once the pan is unbolted you need to rotate the rear of the pan toward the front of the engine to clear the pick up.( That is what I have had to do). Otherwise it will not drop straight down.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||06-26-2003||07:49 PM||||nope i dont remove the axle it came right off fine. just take off the downpipe, the xfer case, then unbolt the oil return from the turbo. after this just take out the pan bolts and yuo should be good. <br /><br />the part about angling it to get it off the oil pickup is also true. good luck.||12.211.165.5||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||06-26-2003||11:40 PM||||Just did mine.  A hint:  Use a putty knife or skinny drywall knife to break the seal of the rtv on the radiator side of the oil pan.  You might have to jack the engine up a bit to get it all to clear, but I got mine out, and the oil pump/front cover, without removing the axle.  You might have to jack the engine to the limits of the wiring harness to get it out though, and you may still have to take out the two bolts holding the stub shaft to the block, depending on how brave you are.  <br />dave||12.83.159.222||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002642.cgi
A||||18||slvrblt||quick question about 16g||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||06-26-2003||08:22 PM||||So does the 16g have the same turbine wheel as the 14b ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||06-26-2003||09:02 PM||||No, the wheel is substantially bigger, and the big 16g wheel is even bigger as well. I have a ported 16g and I spool up sooner then with my unported 14b.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||06-26-2003||09:04 PM||||turbine is the same, compressor is diffrent.||4.60.243.143||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||06-26-2003||10:03 PM||||Oops, was thinking if compressor wheel. Same size turbine wheel but bigger housing.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||06-26-2003||10:03 PM||||Ok. So the 16g exhaust wheel is the same as the 14b exhaust exhaust wheel, right ? I know that the compressor side has a larger wheel   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  .||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||06-26-2003||10:04 PM||||ok||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||Akidosigh1||06-26-2003||10:10 PM||||i really wanted to go for a much bigger turbo for my first upgrade but i think i will save that for a built engine... is the Big 16g a lot better than the 14b? or should i get a 20g?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000007||BlackHole||06-26-2003||10:30 PM||||IMHO the small 16g is enough turbo for 95% of all the DSM/GVR4s out there. Properly tuned it will put out 350 <b>wheel</b> horsepower, enough to run low-mid 12s in a GVR4. It is an excellent first upgrade and very affordable. The big 16g in real life is not much different than the small 16g.<br /><br />Don't fall into the bigger-is-better mentality unless you really can justify the supporting mods & expense.<br /><br />just my $.02...||65.60.170.2||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000008||josh91vr4||06-27-2003||11:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I have a ported 16g and I spool up sooner then with my unported 14b. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Abhay - is that a big 16g or small?||24.56.237.5||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||06-27-2003||06:58 PM||||Small 16g, ported by TRE, and ported 02 housing. <br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Josh B:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I have a ported 16g and I spool up sooner then with my unported 14b. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Abhay - is that a big 16g or small? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||Marcus||06-30-2003||01:17 AM||||Buy which ever you can get a better deal on.  I just sold my 16g, and bought a new b16g from darksideracing ported/shipped for 565.  Best deal on the web as far as I've found.  I would of only saved 25bucks by going with a 16g and I felt like splurging!  Good luck.<br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||06-30-2003||07:26 PM||||Marcus, how is that turbo ? Have you run it yet ? might buy one of those from that guy.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||chadhayashi||07-01-2003||12:38 AM||||Some local DSM guys here are selling now too. They have b16g's for $560 or so as well as some big turbos as well.<br />turbogarage.com||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000013||MiSTER2||08-03-2003||04:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> IMHO the small 16g is enough turbo for 95% of all the DSM/GVR4s out there. Properly tuned it will put out 350 <b>wheel</b> horsepower, enough to run low-mid 12s in a GVR4. It is an excellent first upgrade and very affordable. The big 16g in real life is not much different than the small 16g.<br /><br />Don't fall into the bigger-is-better mentality unless you really can justify the supporting mods & expense.<br /><br />just my $.02... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How much boost do we have to run through this turbo to get low-mid 12 sec?  Does this mean big 16g can run high 11 - low 12 sec?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000014||gvr4in||08-03-2003||05:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Small 16g, ported by TRE, and ported 02 housing. <br /><br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Josh B:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I have a ported 16g and I spool up sooner then with my unported 14b. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Abhay - is that a big 16g or small? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a big 16g ported by RRE, ported evo III o2 and ported 2g man, I get full spool (18psi) at about 3100! WAY faster than my 14b!||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000015||number3||08-03-2003||08:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> IMHO the small 16g is enough turbo for 95% of all the DSM/GVR4s out there. Properly tuned it will put out 350 <b>wheel</b> horsepower, enough to run low-mid 12s in a GVR4. It is an excellent first upgrade and very affordable. The big 16g in real life is not much different than the small 16g.<br /><br />Don't fall into the bigger-is-better mentality unless you really can justify the supporting mods & expense.<br /><br />just my $.02... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll though in another nickel and agree with that.<br /><br />I loved my 16G and you will too.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||MiSTER2||08-03-2003||08:55 AM||||Hmmm so the answer to my question is.......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000017||number3||08-03-2003||09:19 AM||||I ran 22-23 PSI on a small 16g to run a 12.50 @ 110.<br /><br />I had other supporting mods of course.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000018||DeanCouchey||08-03-2003||09:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll though in another nickel and agree with that  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you have alot of nickels tonight dont you! One to KC and one here and prob some others that i missed.||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum2/002645.cgi
A||||6||VR4coop||Timing?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||06-27-2003||02:17 PM||coop529@aol.com||where does everyone set there timing at. I just checked mine and it was 12 degrees before, i changed it to 7 ? just want to kno what everyone else runs||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||06-27-2003||03:08 PM||||Checked as in with a timing light in base timing set mode, or with a logger?  12 "base" is holy shit high for normal driving.<br /><br />Mine is at 5 deg btdc like it should be.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||06-28-2003||12:50 AM||||10 at idle.||66.125.172.152||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||06-28-2003||02:42 AM||||Mine is at 10* BTDC at idle.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||VR4coop||06-28-2003||01:44 PM||||i set it at 7 degress at idle and about 700-800 rpms.||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||06-28-2003||07:29 PM||||are you getting any excess knock with 7* ? Also, are you at 7* ATDC or BTDC ? BIG difference.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||VR4coop||06-28-2003||11:44 PM||||7* BTDC||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum2/002644.cgi
A||||12||theymightbegalants||trunk hacking (battery relocate)||||5||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||06-27-2003||04:20 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I'm putting my Odyssey battery and Scott Evans tray in the trunk, and was wondering where ok places to drill or cut through were.  I'm thinking of putting it just behind the passenger side wheel well in the trunk, and drilling through that raised area between the tire well and the far edge of the trunk where it drops off.  I won't hit the gas tank, will I?  Or anything else important?<br /><br />Also, I really hate the humped floor of the trunk, and want to ditch the spare and put a flat piece of plywood or something back there.  Problem is, that huge mound the spare sits on pokes up higher than the surrounding trunk floor.  Can I just cut all that crap out, and build a little storage space there, for maybe an air compressor and some jumper cables?  Again, will I hit the tank or something?  Should I put a piece of metal back in, flat, welded or something to restore structural stability?<br /><br />Sorry for the long post, just want to do it right the first time.  (measure twice, cut once, etc. etc.)||198.88.145.215||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||06-27-2003||07:26 AM||||I'll give you $20 shipped! (...cause you're in for sale...and its not a for sale ad...and...uh...)<br /><br />But no, the area from the edge of the spare hump to the back of the seats, you won't pole the gas tank as long as you are using reasonably sized screws. You can cut the hump out, but I would suggest having a pro weld something like that in. In order to do that too you'd have to remove everything underneath (gas tank, drop rear, etc). Why not just build something up then lay your own carpet to clean it all up?||151.197.180.234||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||curtis||06-27-2003||02:03 PM||||Cut the hump out and forget the jumper cable and air compressor thing. try mounting 3 10 lbs nos bottles   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.135.142.252||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||number3||06-27-2003||02:28 PM||||<a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/number3_trunk.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/number3_trunk.jpg</a><br /><br /><br />I felt the same way you did...  If you are serious I can post more details and of course digital photos.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||06-27-2003||03:22 PM||||Yes, I've seen your setup Harry, and love it!!  However, I'm not about to bump #3 off its pedestal anytime soon.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Besides, it's still a street car, so I'm not about to put in a fuel cell soon.  And I don't really want to build anything "up," as the whole point of this is to get some more trunk space back from that stupid hump.<br /><br />So, yes Harry, if you could please share some tips or details, that would be excellent.  Maybe pics of what you cut out where, etc.  I'd really like to not drop the gas tank if possible, or is this easier than I imagine?<br /><br />Thanks!||198.88.145.217||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||teet||06-27-2003||04:34 PM||||once you decide what you want to cut...I can plasma cut it out for you in 5 minutes...assuming you don't want to cut to the bottom of the well.  <br /><br />if you just want to cut the say top 2-3 inches out of the top of the hump...you won't need to do anything but pull the spare out and carpet.<br /><br />if you want to cut all the way to the bottom of the well...that will be more invovled to have clearance to the fuel tank.<br /><br />if you're still in portland, you can swing by and look at the rally car for thoughts...I haven't molested the rear sheet metal yet.  Soon though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />john||134.134.136.3||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000006||number3||06-27-2003||05:35 PM||||It has been a while but I am pretty damn sure the gas tank follows the hump in the trunk floor. So cutting just the floor hump will not gain you much.<br /><br />Forgive the quality of the pictures. They are going on 4 years old and good digital camera were unheard of or very expensive.<br /><br />      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=737" alt=" - " /><br /><br />My first time using a plasma cutter.<br /><br />      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=738" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Added metal back (boxed in) to the rear structure (above the diff)  I was using the square stock to check eveness and for reference points it is not part of the trunk     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     Ralph O'neil the guy who welds the mounting tabs to my SSSS' did the awesome welding/bending work.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=739" target="_blank">      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=739&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Added square chromoly stock to create frames to add stiffness and mounting points for the two storage containers, fuel cell and of course the new flooring.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=740" target="_blank">      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=740&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Here is the battery compartment.<br /><br />      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=741" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Here is the custom made 14 gallon fuel cell I designed just for number3 including a OEM sender.<br /><br />      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=742" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Here is my custom fuel pump mount and you can see the 2 storage compartments (the fuel cell is removed in this shot) that hold my battery, my helmet bag, a CD changer, and a can of fix a flat.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=743" target="_blank">      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=743&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />This shows the lack of the fuel door thanks to the days of work by my friend and bodyman Bob Brown.<br /><br />I hope that was helpful. I can let my imagination get wild sometimes but in the end it was worth it I think.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||curtis||06-28-2003||11:49 PM||||harry sweet job,  a man after my on heart when in doubt cut it out.  Why buy it when you can build it.  My friends are always dogging me I'll spend a week building something that cost 50 bucks and run all over finding parts and pieces. Just finish my 2 1/2 IC pipes in cost me a total of 68 dollars and 16 of that was the T-body plate from RRE. Oh I forgot about HKS's damn 35 dollar BOV adapter. Shit that puts me over a hundred.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||65.144.94.39||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||06-29-2003||06:38 PM||||Good info guys, thanks, especially Harry for loading up all those pics.<br /><br />I'm not looking to redesign my trunk floor here, just inside where the spare goes.  I was simply going to chuck the spare and that cardboardy cover over it and put in a flat board, cut to fit the "footprint" of the trunk floor.  Viola, flat trunk.  Then I realized that the hump that the spare tire straddles sticks up above the rest of the trunk.  That's the part I'm talking about, just that dome of metal in the spare well.  Just to have space for some jumpers, fix a flat, etc.  The battery is going elsewhere.<br /><br />Thanks for the offer John, I may take you up on it.  No, I'm back in Albany now, but I'll be in Portland for much of this week, working on sister's house, blood tests, a bunch of errands and whatnot.  Plus, the galant's down right now, waiting on it's Oberholtzered ecu, for my lazy butt to remove a bolt from the head, etc.  Maybe next week?  But I would LOVE to come see the rally car in person.  That cage must be delicious, cuz it had me drooling.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.88.145.235||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||06-29-2003||07:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> My first time using a plasma cutter.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Arn't those things Great!  I wish I had one to "play" with.<br /><br />Harry, it would be _great_ if you could add more pics to the yahoo board files so they would all be in one place and accessable any hour of the day for that might-just-be-perfect-minus-window-tint GVR4 fix that I sometimes need.  I have a terrible lack of imagination (which you seem to have plenty of) so I love seeing what some creativity can do to our cars.<br /><br />Jon F, I have not dropped the tank, but it should be really simple to do.  Just drain the gas first to make the tank lighter.||209.86.139.88||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||number3||06-29-2003||08:41 PM||||Thanks. On Yahoogroups GVR4 I have a bunch of photos, as a start for your fix. If someone could show me how to do a web site I would do one. I am sure it can't be that hard. I am serious if someone wouldn't mind helping me.<br /><br />In case you missed it...<br /><br />"the gas tank follows the hump in the trunk floor. So cutting just the floor hump will not gain you much."||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||06-29-2003||10:20 PM||||Thanks Harry, I just wanted to verify that we were talking about the same area.  It just makes no sense to me whatsoever why the tank would bubble up like that, as that's not where the filler is located.  Hence, that space can never hold gas (just an air bubble) so why bother to make the tank shaped that way?<br /><br />Man, I really need to find that CD... maybe it's got some good diagrams of the tank.  Well, off to search before I ask any more stupid questions.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Thanks again guys!||198.88.145.253||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||number3||06-30-2003||08:52 AM||||Like I said it has been a while so double check it. I asked Nate and he seemed to rememeber there being a hump in the tank too. He has my old tank in his car. <br /><br />Let us know when you find out for sure.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002646.cgi
A||||18||1667 VR4||I think my ACT 2600 pressure plate is bad...listen:||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||06-27-2003||04:31 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Well, after the first install seemed to be wrong, i went through and replaced all components of the clutch system with new ones in the hopes that it would be solved. So, right now, all of the following parts on the car are brand new:<br /><br />ACT street disc<br />ACT 2600 pp<br />Slave cyl.<br />Master cyl.<br />Clutch fork<br />Throw-out bearing<br />New machined longer M/C pushrod, clutch pedal adjusted all the way out.<br /><br />And, well, all of this worked perfectly. For 2 days. Just like before. Today, the third day since i got the car done, it has started not wanting to go into gear, i.e., clutch not disengaging, and the car moves forward even with the clutch all the way in.<br /><br />Which leads me to believe the pressure plate is fucked, for lack of another word....thanks ACT, for screwing me.||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||1667 VR4||06-27-2003||04:34 PM||||And oh yeah, i bought the 2600pp "new" from an individual locally, not a shop, so i have no receipt.<br /><br />Guess now i know why he "decided" to go with another pressure plate   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000002||1667 VR4||06-27-2003||04:42 PM||||And one more thing:<br /><br />I think my car should be rebadged the "VR3"<br /><br />Very Reliable for 3 days<br /><br />cant seem to ever get to the fourth.||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||06-27-2003||04:48 PM||||I don't see the fulcrum in that list.  I'm sure it's plenty worn if it is the stocker.<br /><br />The only problem is to change it, you need to um drop the tranny.<br /><br />Also a SS clutch line could help.<br /><br />However with the list of stuff you have already replaced, I bet you have air in the line or a hole in the line.  Check the rubber flex line on top of the tranny for dammage.<br /><br />Get a speed bleeder kit and have someone help you bleed it really well.  Drain the whole system and add new fluid.||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||1667 VR4||06-27-2003||04:57 PM||||Possibly, to me it just seems like another band aid though...i dunno<br /><br />My priorities for this car have changed since this whole ordeal. A stock PP will do me fine. I have a new one on the way from Mitsubishi for $60, so i'm not complaining.<br /><br />I'm just a little pissed with the whole thing, although its nothing that wasnt brought on by myself. The ACT is, frankly, a bitch to daily drive. Even when it was working fine, the clutch is a total bear to use and takes all the fun out of driving. I'd rather enjoy my VR4 on the street than have it prepped for the track, which i never go to.<br /><br />sorry. end rant.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||06-27-2003||05:30 PM||||Probably already checked but it is worth a shot.  Are the two bolts that hole the shifter cables to the tranny tight?||68.76.181.106||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||06-27-2003||05:32 PM||||Oh yeah I forgot reciept or no reciept send the plate to ACT.  Jim will check it out and he will pay for the shipping back to you.  He is a good guy.||68.76.181.106||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||number3||06-27-2003||05:45 PM||||The last thing in the world ACT does is screw people. They have always been very good to me. They even replaced a disc that was not their problem, for me.<br /><br />Give them a shot. <br /><br />BTW I don't think GVR4ever's suggestions are band aids but very good advice. If you have air in the line or a worn part you will have problems.<br /><br />I had the same problem once and the clutch pedal pivot point was worn and was the problem that no amount of adjusting could ever fix. Do a search for more details.<br /><br />Good luck,<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Nate||06-27-2003||05:50 PM||||Be very careful when bleeding the system to push the rod back into the slave cylinder before re-tightening the bleed screw.  Unfortunately, thye bleed screw isn't the lowest point in the system, the actual slave cylinder piston is.  <br />     Also, if you want a lighter effort with your clutch but still want to hold power, try the 2900 pressure plate.  It's about 1/2 as heavy as the 2600, and holds more.  No, I can't explain this.<br />     The last suggestion I have for you is to shim the pivot (fulcrum).  Stick a turbo bolt washer behind thye pivot; it'll push the throwout bearing closer to the clutch disk.||68.83.230.117||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||06-27-2003||10:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong>  try the 2900 pressure plate.  It's about 1/2 as heavy as the 2600, and holds more.  No, I can't explain this. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What?!  I think those boobs have gone to your head.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Do you have a 2900 in your car?  Is there much driveability differences between the 26&2900?  I wish I had heard that a year ago.<br /><br />Also 1667, make sure that with the master cylinder rod adjusted that you can still push the slave cyl in by hand.  If you have that rod adjusted out too far the master cyl will keep the return hole blocked so all the fluid can't return to the reservoir.||209.86.128.27||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||Nate||06-28-2003||12:20 AM||||What boobs would you be referring to?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> <br /><br />I have 2900s in all three cars.  I keep putting 2600s in customer cars and mine are definitely lighter pedal pressure.  Harder to find, though.||68.83.230.117||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000011||curtis||06-28-2003||12:55 AM||||I got a clutch set up from south bend clutches there called DXD they will build a custom clutch for your needs, materials for the pucks, spring rates, sprung or non sprung disk etc.  Not sure was just a pressure plate would run I payed 630 for throw outbearing, clutch disk, pressure plate and aluminum flywheel.  They started years ago by building pull tractor clutches for 2 to 3 thousand HP rigs.  ask for eddie their on the web.||65.135.143.220||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||Forced Style||06-28-2003||02:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I got a clutch set up from south bend clutches there called DXD they will build a custom clutch for your needs, materials for the pucks, spring rates, sprung or non sprung disk etc.  Not sure was just a pressure plate would run I payed 630 for throw outbearing, clutch disk, pressure plate and aluminum flywheel.  They started years ago by building pull tractor clutches for 2 to 3 thousand HP rigs.  ask for eddie their on the web. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">South bend clutch is some pretty amazing stuff, im getting ready to buy my 3000# pressure plate and havent decided on the disc yet but two of my friends have 3000# pressure plates and 6 puck copper discs, amazingly the driveability is still good and the clutch peddle isnt crazy hard to push down, the best part about south bend clutch is they're 20 minutes from my house  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  South Bend, Indiana.||208.231.176.75||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000013||1101||06-28-2003||02:29 AM||||Do the 2900s have about the same engagement as the 2600s, or do they grab faster?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Ward <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br />[I have 2900s in all three cars.  I keep putting 2600s in customer cars and mine are definitely lighter pedal pressure.  Harder to find, though. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000014||Nate||06-28-2003||09:00 AM||||I would say the same, if not a little bit lighter of engagement.  I'm sure it depends on what disk you use.  I only use 97 GSX disks since they're soft and cheap.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000015||turboflanagan||06-28-2003||10:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> What boobs would you be referring to?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry Nate.  I was thinking of the pic of Josh and somehow mentally filed it under your name.  <br /><br />What kind of milage do you get out of the GSX disk with the 2900 pp?  Or are any of these cars really driven on the street?||209.86.143.9||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||06-28-2003||12:49 PM||||Sorry you're having bad luck with the 2600.  When my transmission and clutch were having problems I hated my car, but when you get it all sorted out you will be happy again.<br /><br />As far as the 2600 being a "bear" to daily drive.. I love my 2600 and the pedal effort isn't really that bad.  I hate wussy clutches (my friends 2.5RS for example, I can hardly drive it).  I guess the people that gripe about 2600s are the same people that gripe about the Walbros being too loud.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000017||GVR-4||06-28-2003||01:20 PM||||I doubt it's the clutch. Keep trouble shooting. It could be a number of things: flywheel (was it resurfaced correctly?), pedal linkage, pivot ball, air, no stainless steel line, wrong slave cylinder, throw out bearing, blah blah blah. It's probably NOT the clutch itself. ACT makes good stuff. Also, I just put a 2600 in my car and it gets better as it breaks in (200-300 miles). Don't bust on the clutch 'til you've checked ALL the other variables.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000018||Nate||06-29-2003||04:37 AM||||I get about 70 passes out of a GSX disk, and mileage depends on how many miles I put on the car during those 70 passes.  My white car has about 50K on one of these setups, and the maroon car has about 5-7K on its most recent setup.  The Colt has maybe 2 tenths of a mile, but my original colt was the car I started using street disks in, and I put about 35K on that car in 9 months.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum2/002647.cgi
A||||25||msaskin||log analysis help||||1||||msaskin||00001429
Z||000000||msaskin||06-27-2003||05:38 PM||matt@saskin.net||So I just got my pocketlogger, and I need a little bit of help understanding just what it's telling me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />The car is bone stock at the moment.  Listed below are some questions, and a link to the log.  I'd like as much advice as possible, as well as any information that you can offer from looking at the log.<br /><br />link to log:<br /><a href="http://www.saskin.net/~matt/msaskinlog.pdb" target="_blank">http://www.saskin.net/~matt/msaskinlog.pdb</a><br /><br />-I know the o2 voltage seems WAY low, so I assume I just need a new o2 sensor?<br />-Is the knock I'm getting phantom knock, or is there something to look into?<br />-As RPMs go up and knock stays down, timing gets increased, correct?  in addition, timing gets pulled as the knock count goes up?<br /><br />Lastly, one strange thing with the car.  When driving around I noticed that in any rpm above about 2K or so, when I push the clutch in (like when going to shift), the rpm's stay up for a second or two, then drop down...any ideas?<br /><br />Thanks for any help you can give.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-27-2003||10:10 PM||||In my opinion, the first problems you see with the O2 sensor will be slower cycling or a temperature influence (if the heater dies).  Low voltages doesn't always mean it is bad -- it can mean that you're running lean, but every O2 sensor in every car does vary.<br /><br />It could be real knock.  Bone stock?  How's your fuel filter?<br /><br />I believe that the timing is based on more than rpms -- air volume is in the mix as well.  But yeah, that's the general idea.  You won't get full advance on the timing if you're idling.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />What does the TPS (throttle position) read when you do that?  With the car "on" but not started you can monitor your TPS by working the accelerator pedal.  Lowest the Pocketlogger will show is 10% max is 100%.  You should be able to see that full range.  I'm wondering if your throttle cable sticks, otherwise could very well be the throttle body sticking.<br /><br />Ooops -- just read you have a Walbro 255 and a Profec B -- that's not bone stock.... uh...||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||06-28-2003||08:49 AM||||what is a defi link control?<br />with the walbro you need an adjustable fpr.  i never care about o2 voltages any more, i tune for knock and timing.  for low speed i tune with o2 trim and low fuel trim.  do a search on this board and look for mike jackson's article for tuning the afc with a logger, and print it out.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||msaskin||06-28-2003||10:50 AM||||walbro and profec are not installed yet, just sitting on my desk.<br /><br />when i say i'm bone stock, i mean the car is bone stock.<br /><br />also, the defi-link control is the control box for the boost & egt gauges.  you run the electrical sensors for the gauges to the control unit, and piggy-back the gauges off the control unit.  you can get info here <a href="http://www.defi-shop.com/" target="_blank">http://www.defi-shop.com/</a><br /><br />as for the possibility of running very lean, is there any other sort of restriction (such as fuel filter) that could lead to that?  i'm not sure if the o2 sensor is bad or not, but if it isn't, there has to be some reason i'm running lean.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||06-28-2003||12:36 PM||||Tired, old stock pump?  Any indication on the age of the O2 sensor? (Service records?)||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||06-28-2003||12:51 PM||||you should do a wot run, and log tps, knock, timing, and inj duty cycle.  a wot run to redline in 2 and 3rd gear, then see what your readings are.  fuel pumps do not just die, they slowly die.  also, every set of fuel injectors i have had cleaned improved by about 20%.  make sure you have fresh plugs, or at least have them gapped correctly, and good gas.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||06-28-2003||05:39 PM||||What are your fuel trims?||68.155.181.245||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||msaskin||06-29-2003||06:14 PM||||well, i'm going to go out tonight probably and do a WOT run in 2nd and 3rd gear logging everything and post the results later.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000008||msaskin||07-01-2003||10:45 AM||||well, here's some more info:<br /><br />o2 trim - steady at 100%<br />fuel trim hi - steady 98%<br />fuel trim med - steady 100%<br />fuel trim lo - steady 118%<br /><br />max o2 voltage at ANY time is still barely above .8v (maybe .82 or so)<br /><br />any ideas?<br /><br />also, the knock sensor and o2 sensor are getting replaced as part of the standard 60K.  combination of a JDM engine with unkown history, and me not trusting the shop that did the engine swap for me after seeing how much stuff they did half-assed for lack of a better term.<br /><br />~matt||24.97.5.30||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||07-01-2003||10:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br />max o2 voltage at ANY time is still barely above .8v (maybe .82 or so)<br /><br />any ideas?<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wouldn't worry too much about the O2 sensor values, since grounding issues can greatly affect the resulting voltage.  I have added ground wires all over the place, and my O2 voltage is still only ~.75 at WOT, even though my EGT's are fine and there is little to no knock.  As long as my O2 sensor cycles quickly, I don't care what the max value is.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||07-01-2003||11:26 AM||||if your o2 trim is not cycling about 3 times a second, something is wrong. if it is stuck, it would be on like 60 or 159.  stuck on 100 would mean there is no input to the ecu from the o2 sensor, and i think then it is defaulted to a set fuel map.  if your logger shows the o2 voltages cycling, it is being picked up by the ecu.  try an ecu reset, and immediatly view your o2 trim again.  also, after a reset, all your trims go back to 100.  if after a short time, one of the trims change, then maybe the o2 trim is working but not being picked up by the logger.  i kinda doubt this, cause the logger is just reading out what the ecu is seeing.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||msaskin||07-01-2003||01:16 PM||||yeah, the o2 trim is definitely just a straight line.<br /><br />since i'm new to this, how exactly should the o2 voltage look when cycling/when should it be cycling.  only at WOT, or at partial throttle cruise/idle??<br /><br />~matt||24.97.5.27||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000012||msaskin||07-01-2003||03:25 PM||||correction, the o2 trim was a straight line at WOT.<br /><br />at a partial throttle cruise on the highway, o2 voltage cycles between .20 and .65 volts fairly consistently.  o2 trim cycles between 130% and 150%.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||07-01-2003||04:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong> well, here's some more info:<br /><br />o2 trim - steady at 100%<br />fuel trim hi - steady 98%<br />fuel trim med - steady 100%<br />fuel trim lo - steady 118%<br /><br />max o2 voltage at ANY time is still barely above .8v (maybe .82 or so)<br /><br /><br />~matt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, the ECU doesn't seem to think the O2 sensor voltage is too low. It is actually reducing the trim on your HIGH Trim setting. How are you reading it, and at what rpm, that you think it is too low? The trims look fairly good to me. Its indicating a little lean on the LOW end, but that may be typical I think, or the O2 sensor may be getting a little tired.<br />The O2 trim should go flat at 100% when WOT, because the trims only effect idle and cruising.||67.34.180.149||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||msaskin||07-01-2003||06:49 PM||||jeff, since my o2 trim is on the high side of things (cycling between 130 and 150%) at partial throttle cruising, wouldn't that indicate that i'm running lean?<br /><br />also, when at partial throttle (o2 cycling) i'm cycling between .20 and .65v<br /><br />ideas?||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||07-01-2003||07:12 PM||||Cycling is normal -- you want it to cycle quickly.  Pocketlogger doesn't do a good job of adequately showing you voltages (analog to digital, slow sample rate) for something like the O2 sensor which should be oscillating a few times per second.<br /><br />I noticed this winter that my O2 cycles were slowing down, and just yesterday it finally threw a code 11.  (I've been trying to "creatively" remove the O2 sensor for 6 months)...  hopefully going to Autozone in a few minutes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <i>Thanks for the Crow's foot Bob!  We tried!</i>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||ken inn||07-01-2003||07:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong> jeff, since my o2 trim is on the high side of things (cycling between 130 and 150%) at partial throttle cruising, wouldn't that indicate that i'm running lean?<br /><br />also, when at partial throttle (o2 cycling) i'm cycling between .20 and .65v<br /><br />ideas? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yes, you are running lean, but it is well within the range of correction by the ecu.  no need to worry.  a couple of things you can do, rewire the fuel pump, and get the injectors cleaned and flowed.  this means taking the injectors off the car, and having them professionally done.  change your fuel filter, maybe even the fuel pump.  run a can of the total fuel system cleaner thru a couple of times, too.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000017||msaskin||07-01-2003||07:22 PM||||well, this weekends plans are to do a 60K, o2 sensor, and fuel filter, and i may as well hotwire the fuel pump while i'm at it.<br /><br />does anyone see a problem with the following to hotwire the pump: i already have a 4ga. wire running from the battery to the trunk to a distribution block for my stereo stuff, with 2 8ga. wires from the distribution block to amps.  should i be ok running a 10ga. wire off that distribution block to the fuel pump?<br /><br />also, since the large (4ga.) wire is fused near the battery, should i fuse the small 10ga. to the fuel pump near the back?<br /><br />or should i just forget it and run 10ga. all the way.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000018||keydiver||07-01-2003||07:54 PM||||Matt,<br />I would use the original fuel pump wire to pull in a relay that would bring the power over from your 4 gauge wire. That is basically how I have mine, so that the ECU still turns the fuel pump off whenever the engine is stopped, for safety reasons. I think that is covered in some of the many "fuelpump rewire" FAQ's out there. It would be best to put a separate fuse in the line coming off the 4 gauge.||68.158.168.36||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000019||msaskin||07-01-2003||08:01 PM||||thanks jeff.  the relay is a given (as you mentioned, documented in EVERY faq on the fuel pump rewire), so i didn't mention it.<br /><br />i guess i'll just pull a 10ga. wire off the distribution block, put a fuse (20a?) somewhere on the 10ga. wire, and of course, put the relay in line.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||07-01-2003||10:29 PM||||Ken, maybe I'm a poor searcher, but I couldn't find Mike Jackson's article anywhere.  I tried so many variations of his name, and combinations of afc, logger, and tuning.  Do you remember his screen name, or which forum it was in?  I'd really like to read this article, but gotta find the sucker first...<br /><br />TIA!||198.88.145.251||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000021||msaskin||07-01-2003||10:32 PM||||<a href="http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317" target="_blank">http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317</a><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||07-01-2003||11:08 PM||||While we're still (kindof) on the subject of O2 sensors....  I <i>finally</i> broke down and purchased an O2 sensor socket.  I figured my previous attempts failed due to using the wrong tools...<br /><br />I can't get the O2 sensor off even with the correct socket!  I've tried soaking in WD-40... various methods of increasing my leverage... tried to break it free in ANY direction...  tried tapping ratchet with a hammer.<br /><br />Any advice?  Or should I bear the crappy mileage and just replace the exhaust manifold and O2 housing?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000023||GVR1643||07-02-2003||12:20 AM||||Just a tip to try Ryan...heat usually works for me if you haven't got it too flamible from WD40, try a torch or try it after the car is warm if you want to chance smelling burning flesh.  I see you already tried to tighten and loosen which usually helps too.<br />good luck, they suck sometimes.  Most I've pulled with it off and then you're trying to get leverage (or a vise) to hold the housing!||167.142.22.23||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000024||theymightbegalants||07-02-2003||05:25 AM||||Thanks Matt!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||198.88.145.242||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000025||ken inn||07-02-2003||09:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> While we're still (kindof) on the subject of O2 sensors....  I <i>finally</i> broke down and purchased an O2 sensor socket.  I figured my previous attempts failed due to using the wrong tools...<br /><br />I can't get the O2 sensor off even with the correct socket!  I've tried soaking in WD-40... various methods of increasing my leverage... tried to break it free in ANY direction...  tried tapping ratchet with a hammer.<br /><br />Any advice?  Or should I bear the crappy mileage and just replace the exhaust manifold and O2 housing?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i also went out and bought a box/open end wrench, i think it was 27mm to use with the sensor tool.  if you cant get enough torque on it with that, then you can use a bf box wrench on the open end as a torque extender.  last would be to just cut the end off of the sensor, and use either a deep socket and an impact, or, a deep socket with a really long cheater bar.  i have a front shock tube from an old motorcycle that has NEVER failed.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002648.cgi
A||||1||eclipspeed||transmission install problem||||1||||eclipspeed||00001817
Z||000000||eclipspeed||06-27-2003||07:01 PM||ryanbrownlee@hotmail.com||I have a 90 gsx eclipse that has a jdm galant 4g63 in it. i went to put in a jdm galant tranny and transfer case and my stock front drivers side driveaxle was about an inch to long. Are the drivers side driveaxles on the galant shorter than the ones on the 1st gen eclipse awd? I'm guessing that they are, but im not sure? Anyone know anything about this issue?||68.162.152.122||reg||1||eclipspeed||00001817||yes
Z||000001||1219's Brother||07-01-2003||03:48 AM||||They are the same on my talon and galant, so yours should be too.  Are you sure that the base is an inch too long, and not that one is pulled out of the boot a little bit more???||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes



ubb/Forum2/002649.cgi
A||||2||vr41662||air conditioning problems||||1||||vr41662||00000790
Z||000000||vr41662||06-27-2003||10:59 PM||||i've had my car for 2 years now 1991 vr4 with 126000 miles.. i have never had a problem with the a/c until yesterday.. i was driving in traffic and it kept getting warmer.. i assumed it didn't have any freon.. got someone to fill it.. they said that there wasn't much left.. anyway same situation.. i found the fuse for condensor was blown and replaced it.. car still has no a/c.. when i turn it on, the idles does what it is supposed to by dropping about 300 rpm.. but still no cold air..there is 2 relays in the engine fuse panel..i am going to try changing them out .. also could it be the a/c temp sensor on the top of the thermostat housing??????||68.161.197.173||reg||1||vr41662||00000790||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||06-28-2003||08:36 AM||||if the freon was low, you got a leak. about 1/2 lb in a year would be acceptable for a car our age, but your leak is too fast.  you will have to find the leak, and either fix it, or replace whatever is leaking.  i am right now replacing the a/c compressor.  i was quoted 1400 parts and labor for a reman unit.  i bought a reman unit for 189, and a drier for 18, and i just got the compressor on yesterday.  i had to pull the intake manifold, and a whole bunch of other stuff to get at it.  when i am done, i take it to a friend's shop, and charge it up.  total cost to me is 207, and a whole bunch of labor.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||06-28-2003||02:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vr41662:<br /><strong> i found the fuse for condensor was blown and replaced it.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I assume that you mean the fuse was for the compressor and if that is the case, you may have a shorted clutch coil.  Check that fuse to see if it blew again.  If it did, you most likely have a coil gone bad.||209.86.138.192||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/002650.cgi
A||||29||Jon-Lee||Still Vibrating||||1||||MaximusDestruction||00001112
Z||000000||Jon-Lee||06-28-2003||03:49 AM||totalracer1@aol.com||Hello all. A while back i wrote i was having heavy vibrations in 2nd 3rd and a little bit in fourth when flooring it. Someone recommended changing the 2 bearings that hold the drive shaft up. I just completed that a few minutes ago and i still have the f@#$in vibrating. Any other suggestions?<br /><br />One other thing, how many pounds of boost would our cars be running if you are full throttle, stock and have no wastegate?<br /><br />Thanks everyone||64.12.96.102||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-28-2003||12:44 PM||||Wheel alignment, tire balance, wheel bearings...<br /><br />No wastegate???  Are you sick?||67.163.58.52||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||06-28-2003||12:50 PM||||If you have no wastegate, "maximusdestruction" is right!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Jon-Lee||06-28-2003||01:52 PM||||I have a wategate but when i took my car in the shop to have the timing belt changed they drive it and found it a little lagging in the HP dsept do they checked the boost. They came back with an astonishing 5lbs. I knew it was a slug but that was f'd up. So to see if he problem was with the turbo or the wastegate(it hasd a slight ding on it) i took the line from the wastegate and blocked it off and i blocked off the T connector it went into and magic, i have boost. I just dont know how much and i have a heavy foot.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000004||James||06-29-2003||05:03 AM||||I would suggest over 20psi. Beware.It could be your pistons vibrating in the bores next!||210.48.131.26||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||06-29-2003||12:00 PM||||Hook the wastegate back up until you get a boost gauge.  And then take it easy to test it out.  You're probably doing 25 psi or so on the highway while accerating a little, or if you're giving it WOT in any of the gears.  Be VERY careful.<br /><br />And what kind of vibrating is it?  Is it the whole car, coming from the engine bay? please describe.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||Jon-Lee||06-29-2003||09:02 PM||||The vibration is tha same ass it was when i had no boost. It seems like it is comming from the rear ednd. It is like running over tiny speed bumps continuously untill you get through the power band or untill you lay off the gas. Cruising on the strets and freeway you cant feel it, just from 3000-4000 rpm area. What do you think?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000007||number3||06-29-2003||09:51 PM||||HAve you replaced your timing belt lately?<br /><br />You may have you balance shafts out of phase.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Jon-Lee||06-29-2003||10:07 PM||||I just had my timing belt replaced and they replaced the balance shaft or should i say they removed it. robert @ road race was supposed to do it but he is busy so i had some friends at another shop who built my first eclipse do it. The only thing is they hate working on eclipses.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||06-30-2003||02:10 AM||||So could it be the lack of balance shafts?  I don't think you're being too clear about these details.<br /><br />My GVR4 lacks balance shafts as well.  It vibrates a little at idle.  All other vibrations are often overlooked as it's not very noticable.<br /><br />Think it could be a rear driveshaft carrier bearing?||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||Jon-Lee||06-30-2003||07:44 PM||||If the rear carrier bearings are the 2 mounts that hold the driveshaft up, i replaced that and it still vibrates the same||205.188.208.166||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||06-30-2003||08:00 PM||||My shifter vibrates a little in 4th gear. Im sure its not good but Im not sure how to solve it nor what the cause is.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||Jon-Lee||06-30-2003||11:14 PM||||This is massive vibration from 3000-5000 when flooring it and moderate vibration when doing "normal" acceleration.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000013||Jon-Lee||06-30-2003||11:15 PM||||Oh yeah, put wastegate back on becasue i have a heavy foot and know i wwill blow my motor. Now no More boost. sniff sniff||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||07-01-2003||10:25 AM||||I had some vibration under hard accleration at first -- got new tires, balanced, an alignment and it's gone.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||1219's Brother||07-01-2003||01:55 PM||||Okay, did this shop just leave the belt off, or did they actually remove the balance shaft?  Cause if they just left the belt off, it'll vibrate at about (can exactly remember) but 2800-3500 rpm and then like a mutha around 5200-6300.  These are the engine harmonics that are being amplified because you are running with one balance shaft still attached.||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000016||ken inn||07-01-2003||02:52 PM||||i think what he has is rear axle tramp.  because of the power, and weak springs/shocks, the axle loads up the spring, then it releases, and it does this many times a minute.  it kinda sounds like someone is beating the rear wheel well with a blunt instrument.  could also be from poor traction and a bald tire.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000017||Jon-Lee||07-01-2003||08:44 PM||||I have never had a car vibrate this much myself due to bad tires during acceleration. I do need an alignment and balance for the tires. I am going to do that next before i spend more money on stuff i dont know is wrong. <br /><br />Also, i was tryin to order floor mats from mitsu. Does anyone know if they are plain or do they have anything on them??<br /><br />Thanks||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000018||Jon-Lee||07-01-2003||08:47 PM||||HAnother thing, has anyone seen molded carpet kits for our car to replace the whole thing. I asked mitsu and they didnt make it and no one on the web has it. The only thing i can think of is to have it custom made. <br /><br />Also what do you guys think about a black headliner vs our (what i think is nasty) white checker crap. I know it may be hotter in the summer but how would it look. I am contemplating doing this if i keep my car.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||07-01-2003||11:11 PM||||There is an "organized purchase" in the For Sale Section on floor mats.<br /><br />You could dye the carpet black.  Or pull it out and have new carpet cut.  (Number3 did that).<br /><br />White checkerboard?  What kind of freaky headliner do you have? :?:  Try carpet cleaner on it.  I took about five shades of yellow off of my upholstered surfaces using Resolve.  Formula 409 took care of the yellow plastic bits.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||Jon-Lee||07-02-2003||12:06 AM||||I am not smoking crack, my headliner is white and has black dots weaved throuout, black would give it a clean look.<br /><br />I got a price of 450 installed by stitchcraft for the carpet and 200 for the headliner, if i want suade to match the door inserts its 450||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000021||number3||07-02-2003||12:29 AM||||Actually I bought the very last OEM carpet in the country a couple years back from a Mitsu dealer. I think Josh found it for me.<br /><br />The headliner is a crosshatch weaver (checker like) but it should be all ivory (white) no black specks from the factory.<br /><br /><br />Do a search for floormat under the for sale section.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||Jon-Lee||07-02-2003||01:09 AM||||So i guess everyone is S.O.L. if they want a new carpet. How much did you pay if you dont mind me asking. Do you think Mitsu Japan would have it, Hummm||205.188.208.166||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000023||spoulson||07-02-2003||03:41 AM||||Not to be an authoritarian, but could we please keep to the subject?||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000024||Jon-Lee||07-02-2003||11:31 AM||||YES FATHER||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000025||number3||07-02-2003||12:29 PM||||I paid roughly $250.00 if I remember correctly.<br /><br />Shawn he IS the one that started the thread in the first place.<br /><br />Take the car to Mike @ RRE and get it fixed already!<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000026||Jon-Lee||07-03-2003||10:32 PM||||You will never guess what the problem was??<br /><br />I had Robert Garcia @ RRE take a look at it and he found that it was the wrong tranny for that car. It was an evo 1 tranny which has the wrong final drive gear or something. I will keep you posted after he replaces it to ensure it was the problem<br /><br />Thanks for the input||68.69.27.183||reg||8||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000027||number3||07-03-2003||10:36 PM||||Your right! We would have never guess that. You never told us you installed a JDM tranny.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Glad you got it figured out @ RRE.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000028||curtis||07-04-2003||12:11 AM||||must be nice to live in a place that has shops to go to and places to find parts without taking months of searching||65.135.143.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000029||Jon-Lee||07-04-2003||01:52 AM||||I didnt know it was a jdm tranny!! And your right curtis, it is nice to have these experts close, god knows i jack enough sh!& up trying to do it myself. Did i also mention i have a mitsu dismantling yard 1.5 miles from my house. Now i am rubbing it in.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes



ubb/Forum2/002651.cgi
A||||0||josh91vr4||Removing Power Steering/Brakes||||1||||Josh B||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||06-28-2003||11:26 AM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Hey guys - I'm bent on removing all power steering. (Possibly Brakes, but that's another thing)<br />The bloody system keeps leaking, and I don't really care about PS that much. Does anyone know what all is involved in doing this? I checked the vfaqs to no avail :/||24.56.237.5||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum2/002652.cgi
A||||0||Martin Chilcote||Tire Rack Recall||||1||||Martin #1064/2000||00000028
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||06-28-2003||12:01 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||Due to my recent fitment problems with some suspension components as detailed in<br />this post:     <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002559" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002559</a>    <br />Tire Rack has removed the Koni "special fitment for GVR4" shock selection from their on-line catalog. Maybe this will clear my reputation as a "wanker and f#@ker" on the Yahoo groups and show I'm really a serious GVR4 owner.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_next.asp?id=754" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_next.asp?id=754</a>||66.139.166.79||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum2/002653.cgi
A||||8||EvilGalantGSX||Stupid spark plug question.||||1||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||06-28-2003||03:07 PM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||Does it take a special thin wall socket to get the plugs out?? None of my sockets fit.!!||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||06-28-2003||03:29 PM||||It takes a spark plug socket.  It is a special socket that has a little rubber plug in it.  Most tool sets will come with one.  you can probably buy one pretty cheap at the hardware store.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||06-28-2003||03:38 PM||||see if the company hazet is still around.  i got a nice one from them that is magnetic, and is click stop at 18 ft/lbs.  one of my favorite tools.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||EvilGalantGSX||06-28-2003||03:56 PM||||Ive got a 5/8th spark plug socket and it wont grab it. seems too small. so i tried a 5/8th, 11/16ths and 3/4th deep well sockets and none of them will grab the spark plug.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||06-28-2003||04:04 PM||||its a 21mm deep you need||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||EvilGalantGSX||06-28-2003||04:42 PM||||Thanks Dan D.<br /><br /><br />I went out and got one fit loke a glove. But my spark plugs look fine. so thats not my problem.<br /><br />I replaced the TPS and i think the idle control it going bad. its clicking,||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000006||curtis||06-28-2003||07:08 PM||||looks don't mean anything if there old replace them. the porcelen can be cracked or the metal can break down from heat I change mine every three months. I use to work on fixed wing general aviation aircraft and the plug have to be cleaned and spark checked everytime you change the oil.  We bead blasted them and had a machine that we built that had a magneto and a set of wires and wwe loked at the color of the spark to make sure they were good.  The plugs are 25 a piece and 2 per cylinder if you drop one the mechanics replace them out of their pocket.  Their cheap change them..||65.135.143.91||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||EvilGalantGSX||06-29-2003||11:22 AM||||I replaced them last year a week before the car broke. So they have less than 500 miles on them.<br /><br />I pulled my ISC and tested it and it looks bad.<br /><br />so ill pick a new/used one up later this week after i get paid.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000008||Nate||06-29-2003||03:18 PM||||The reason sockets up to 3/4 wouldn't fit the plugs is because the plugs are 13/16ths.  Get a special spark plug socket though, normal sockets tend to get caught on the way out on the spark plug valve cover gaskets.||68.83.230.117||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum2/002654.cgi
A||||4||driftin galant||Power steering cooler||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||06-28-2003||04:31 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||who here has hacked there PSC?  mine is in the way.  thanks||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||06-28-2003||07:10 PM||||Here's my power steering cooler.<br /><br /><a href="http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=PRM%2D1003" target="_blank">http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=PRM%2D1003</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||curtis||06-28-2003||07:11 PM||||three years ago mine went bye bye    have had no problems. used per bent hose that loops around not sure what it was off of just went thru the hoses at auto zone until I found on that fit.||65.135.143.91||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||06-28-2003||07:28 PM||||If you really insist on defeating this factory feature, one of the PS cooler lines can be turned around to bypass it. No extra hoses or parts needed.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||driftin galant||06-28-2003||08:00 PM||||i would rather keep it but it is in the way i will show you guys why later when i take some pics.  thanks for the help.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum2/002655.cgi
A||||19||GalantVR-4||Vacuum pressure?||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||06-28-2003||05:21 PM||||Hi there, i have an autometer boost guage with the vac side.  when i turn on the car and it idles the vac is like 1.  As i drive but not boosting it will drop to like 15-20 vac side.  then as i boost it goes onto the boost side.  my question is when im idleing should it be at o-1 or 20???  thanks||67.124.36.133||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||06-28-2003||05:32 PM||||It sounds like you have it tapped into a ported vacuum source. Try using the "P" port on the throttle body, or "Tee" into the FPR line.||68.155.181.245||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||GalantVR-4||06-28-2003||10:24 PM||||I tapped into the black hose with the red dashes.  it was the one closer to the firewall tho.  ill try the p on the tb.  thanks<br /><br /><br />hey keydiver, can you post me a way to get ahold of you for info on your ecu stuff.<br /><br />thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||06-28-2003||10:56 PM||||My email is right there in my profile: <br />keydiver@yahoo.com<br />Or, you could call me at work, (800)327-9767, but you'll have to pretend you're calling from a Cable TV company  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.17.219.133||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||06-28-2003||11:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR-4:<br /><strong> I tapped into the black hose with the red dashes.  it was the one closer to the firewall tho.  ill try the p on the tb.  thanks<br /><br /><br />hey keydiver, can you post me a way to get ahold of you for info on your ecu stuff.<br /><br />thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you look at page 2 of this pdf:<br /><a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf</a><br />you will see why the red striped vacuum line does that. It is BEFORE the throttle plate, so it only sees vacuum once you have the throttle opened up a little.||68.17.219.133||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR-4||06-29-2003||03:14 AM||||i moved the T tap to the "p" on the thottle body and now everything is good. at idle it is at about 15-16 on the vac side, is this normal?  max boost is 10 psi<br /><br />thanks||64.175.35.213||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||06-29-2003||12:25 PM||||It is usually a little higher, 18-20, but you may have accessories running that are pulling it down, like the A/C, headlights, cooling fans, etc. All of these pull the vacuum down a little.||67.34.23.226||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||curtis||06-29-2003||02:31 PM||||Max boost is 10 try max boost of 17 the stock injectors will run 17 fine and fuel pumps are cheap it needs to be changed anyway. the stock pumps are crap.||65.135.143.51||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||06-29-2003||04:18 PM||||with the stock intake, i was always about 16-18.  with the cyclone, i get 20-22||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||GalantVR-4||06-29-2003||07:03 PM||||i would love to try running like 13-14 psi. I thought 14 was max on stock injectors.  I got this other wierd problem.  only when starting the car first time in morning the idle is really jumpy.  from 1500-2000 prm or sometimes lower like 1000 to 1500.  then if i drive it for like 1 minute the idle becomes fine for the rest of the day.  You guys got any ideas for that?||67.121.124.51||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||06-29-2003||09:26 PM||||Yeah,<br /><br />How about letting the car warm up? Then the iddle will be steady. <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR-4:<br /><strong> i would love to try running like 13-14 psi. I thought 14 was max on stock injectors.  I got this other wierd problem.  only when starting the car first time in morning the idle is really jumpy.  from 1500-2000 prm or sometimes lower like 1000 to 1500.  then if i drive it for like 1 minute the idle becomes fine for the rest of the day.  You guys got any ideas for that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||GalantVR-4||06-30-2003||03:13 AM||||nah it will do it past warm up||67.116.236.202||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000012||Dan D||06-30-2003||06:24 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html</a><br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html</a> <a href="http://dmtalon.v8eaters.com/ISC.html" target="_blank">http://dmtalon.v8eaters.com/ISC.html</a> <br /><a href="http://www.ca.dsm.org/faq/tb-shaftseals.html" target="_blank">http://www.ca.dsm.org/faq/tb-shaftseals.html</a> <br /><a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tbor.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tbor.htm</a>||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||06-30-2003||09:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html</a>   <a href="http://dmtalon.v8eaters.com/ISC.html" target="_blank">http://dmtalon.v8eaters.com/ISC.html</a>  <br /> <a href="http://www.ca.dsm.org/faq/tb-shaftseals.html" target="_blank">http://www.ca.dsm.org/faq/tb-shaftseals.html</a>  <br /> <a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tbor.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tbor.htm</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That first link should fix it for you. You need to turn in the BISS a half a turn or so. My FAIC is hyperactive, so I need to readjust my BISS seasonally. I hate to imagine how bad it would be if I still lived in PA.||65.80.235.216||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||GalantVR-4||06-30-2003||11:39 AM||||see this morning when i first started it it didnt do it, only while reversing but i think thats normal.  Ill check the links tho thanks||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000015||Matticus||06-30-2003||12:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR-4:<br /><strong> i would love to try running like 13-14 psi. I thought 14 was max on stock injectors.  I got this other wierd problem.  only when starting the car first time in morning the idle is really jumpy.  from 1500-2000 prm or sometimes lower like 1000 to 1500.  then if i drive it for like 1 minute the idle becomes fine for the rest of the day.  You guys got any ideas for that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have this same problem, if I am reading it right.  If I attempt to drive the car right after start up, my idle will jump between 1500-2000.  However, if I stop the car and let sit with out moving, the idle drops to the normal 1000 RPMs until the car warms up.  Once it is warmed up, the idle is a steady 800-850 RPMs.  It is weird, I really haven't tried much to fix it.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000016||GalantVR-4||06-30-2003||04:30 PM||||oh mine will still do it after it has warmed up||65.164.228.82||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000017||GalantVR-4||07-01-2003||03:41 AM||||ok so all i got to do is find that black cap and and turn the screw right gently correct?.  Do you really have to dissasemble the thottle body and tps?  Noone really said anything about those when i was looking around.  Thanks||67.116.239.197||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000018||1219's Brother||07-01-2003||03:58 AM||||On my talon, I got crazy and ripped out the FAIV in the throttle body and plugged the passages.  It stays rock solid ALL the time, but you idle at 800 or so when your cold....not something for you cold weather people.  For everyone else, clean the hell out of the throttle body.  Pull off the ISC and clean it (and the passage where it goes) and then ground the timing connector and set your idle (make sure you run all the cleaner out of the car before this).  That will fix almost all of the hunting problems.||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000019||AWDpower||07-02-2003||01:36 AM||||"idle it is at about 15-16 on the vac side"<br /><br />Check to see if the lines to the EGR valve are hooked up properly. If they are backwards, the EGR valve will stay open at idle, bringing down the vacuum.||67.24.198.33||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum2/002656.cgi
A||||2||Ferrari F50 GT||Question About Blaha MAS||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||06-28-2003||06:12 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||When you put the Blaha MAS on your car.  Does it usually throw a MAS code?  When I got on the dataloger, it showed that the car was throwing a MAS code.  Just checking to see if I am going to hafve to replace it.  Thanks!||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||06-28-2003||07:40 PM||||Well, if the car runs right (no bog when you punch it) the MAS sensors are fine. Other than that, I dont know.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||06-28-2003||08:55 PM||||No, it shouldn't throw any codes. You're getting #12?||68.155.181.245||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002657.cgi
A||||0||imracing||Need Some Input About Rear Steer||||1||||Chris G||00000759
Z||000000||imracing||06-28-2003||06:57 PM||imracing@msn.com||I just install the 92 tel rear with LSD.<br />my question is witch lines do I block off <br />I see the 2 that are coming the old pump<br />Then the 2 that are feeding the block above the rear end. So what can I do?<br />Need some good old tech help<br />Thanks for all the help||68.53.77.117||reg||1||Chris G||00000759||yes



ubb/Forum2/002658.cgi
A||||5||slvrblt||60cfm more ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||06-28-2003||07:42 PM||||What would 60CFM more do for our engines ? I talking about going from a 13g rated at about 360cfm to a 14b (stock unit) rated at 430cfm. Is it worth $125 and then in a few months get the big 16g for about $550 (new) ? Opinions ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||06-28-2003||07:45 PM||||If you're goin to get an upgraded turbo in a few months, just stick with what you got until you get the new one. It'll save you money.||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||06-28-2003||07:46 PM||||Well, what Im also thinking about doing is upgrading the 14b to a 16g instead of buying the whole 16g.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||06-28-2003||10:18 PM||||How did you end up w/ a 13g anyway?||68.14.148.120||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||06-29-2003||06:56 PM||||The previous owner somehow got the 13g on there and thought it was a 16g. I have no idea how he did this, but I think he bought it from someone with the td04 13g cold side and the td05h turbine.<br /><br />I hope thats what happened, since the td04 exhaust manifoold is different than the td05h exman.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||199of2k||06-29-2003||10:18 PM||||I figured that you swapped in a 1gAuto engine...||68.14.148.120||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes



ubb/Forum2/002659.cgi
A||||1||henrok||RIMS||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-28-2003||11:02 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey the other day i was driving and my tire emptied out completely. luckily i was near home.  well ive been filling my tires on a daily basis because the rims are bent.  now the question, anyone know a good set of rim and tire combo (not expensive) that weighs at least below thirty pounds each tire with rim inflated and balanced? today i weighed my rims with tires balanced and half full. they weighed 35 lbs each.  i need to know of a good combo 16 or 17 inch.  what do u think about yokohama tires? i saw a very well rated set in tirerack for 50 bucks each.  in the mean time does anyone know how much it will cost to fix bent rims (stock 92) and does anyone know how to remove all of the old paint/scratches?  im thinking if its cheaper to do this and safe to fix them without blowing out a tire like the other day, then ill do this.  what type of stripper can i use to remove all the paint and should i sand it?  i want to paint them either black or gunmetal.  thanks a bunch.||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||curtis||06-28-2003||11:34 PM||||any deep cuts can be filled with epoxy or JB weld then sand off and if only the lip is bent you can heat the lip yith a propane torch and tap it with a hammer using a block of wood so not to scar up the metal. the best thing to buy is a 90 degree die grinder its small and you can get sanding pads and scotch brite pads. Remove the tire and put it on a spin balancer to see what is bent and mark it with a marker. also after spripping the wheel with chemicals check for cracks they can be welded and blended off with the die grinder||65.144.94.39||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/002660.cgi
A||||6||sleeper||oil cooler question||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||06-29-2003||02:51 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||This might sound stupid, but if I take the oil cooler off a 90 dsm and pug the lines.<br />Does the oil still flow inside the housing?||66.136.184.118||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||number3||06-29-2003||03:31 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/turbooilsupplysource.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/turbooilsupplysource.jpg</a> <br /><br /><br />Appears that it may pass through the bypass valve if the cooler is plugged. So I would say yes. A good idea? Probably not. But that is just a educated guess.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||06-29-2003||03:54 PM||||Thanks Harry,<br />It's going to be temporary, till the kid gets enough money to buy a cooler. I'm swapping a JDM motor in to a 2G and that's my only option right now.<br />He don't wanted to go with a 91 DSM housing.||65.66.61.191||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||06-29-2003||07:29 PM||||Gabor, I don't think that will work. When you first start up the car, the thermostat is closed, causing oil to go around the cooler, through the oil filter housing itself. However, when it opens, I think it actually blocks off the internal passage or at least seriously restricts it.<br /><br />I have one of these sitting at work. I'll take a look at it and get back to you tomorrow if you don't have an answer by then.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.142||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||number3||06-29-2003||08:44 PM||||Mark,<br /><br />My thoughts exactly. I think the passage would be very restricrive at best.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||06-30-2003||01:24 AM||||So I guess I need to get the oil cooler right away or get a 91-92 housing.<br /><br />Thanks guys.||65.65.201.169||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||number3||06-30-2003||08:56 AM||||No. Just don't run the car up to temp and you will be fine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I didn't know you wanted to actually drive the car. I thought you want to just start it and make sure everything was working in the engine until the cooler came in.<br /><br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002661.cgi
A||||1||mromik||Transmission troubles Questions..||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-29-2003||06:12 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Finally I got another VR-4  for 200  bucks from junkyarg with no headlights and bumpers.<br /><br />took off and installed to my Monte-Carlo VR-4 The fywheel, plate and disk.<br />Because of my 3rd gear syncro I decidet to switch the gearbox. I opened them both (my transfer was under the car) counted the final gears (differentials) and they are the same.<br />I installed another gearbox and...<br />When i tryed to install my transfer i noticed, that the axle for the thanfer has only 22 teeth,<br />instead of 23 of mine.<br /><br />Questions.<br /><br />What is capable for thanferring the torque (visco unit, differencial or the tansfer)?<br /><br />I want to change the axle (to put mine) I guess it is possible quite easy.<br /><br />A am waiting for your advice and info.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||1219's Brother||07-01-2003||03:45 AM||||the transfer case is not geared (well it is) so that its 1:1, the spline count is independent of anything else.  Just use the transfer that came with the tranny, it won't affect you gear ratio.||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes



ubb/Forum2/002662.cgi
A||||3||VR4coop||Boost not the same in all gears?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||06-29-2003||07:24 PM||coop529@aol.com||My boost seems to be about 13lbs in first and about 15-16 in second and third. Is this right?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-29-2003||07:38 PM||||Mine's the same way.  1.1 bar in 1st and more like 1.3 in the other gears.  Good 3 psi difference.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||curtis||06-30-2003||12:10 AM||||Boost is a measure of back pressure and load.  In first gear there is more load than in second and third.  This is normal.  Happy Boosting.||65.135.143.135||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||06-30-2003||12:53 AM||||You mean less load. The engine has a larger mechanical (gearing) advantage the lower the gear you are in, making it easier for the engine. Plus, you don't have as much TIME in first gear to develop as much boostas the others.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.142||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/002663.cgi
A||||2||darren||Will the TPS from my VR4 Fit a 91 Talon N/T?||||1||||darren||00001577
Z||000000||darren||06-30-2003||12:09 AM||||Will a TPS from my 91 VR4 Fit a 91 Talon Non-Turbo?||24.47.241.232||reg||1||darren||00001577||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-30-2003||10:19 AM||||if its a 2.0 na||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||darren||06-30-2003||10:27 PM||||Thank you||24.47.241.232||reg||1||darren||00001577||yes



ubb/Forum2/002664.cgi
A||||6||gvr4ever||Replacing tie end.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||06-30-2003||09:11 AM||||I am replacing the tie ends on my car.  I got one side done in like 5 minuets, but the driver side, well.<br /><br />I've been working on it for days.  It sure seems to be a permanamt part of the car now.<br /><br />Any tricks?  I've tried heat and just about everything else.  I ran out of ideals and I am sore as hell from working on it.  It's keeping me from being able to drive the car and it's been pissing me off big time.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-01-2003||12:12 PM||||Anyone?  If you guys have not ever replaced them, then they are way past due.  My car has 99K miles and mine were shot.<br /><br />I talked to a buddy who's brother is a mechanic.  He mentioned they had a air tool for this.  Anyone know what it's called?||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||07-01-2003||12:35 PM||||You could always unscrew the whole tie assembly with the inner portion from the rack.  Then you could separate (if possible) the outer rod.  <br /><br />I replaced both inner and outers at the same time to avoid this last year.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||MrEd||07-01-2003||01:19 PM||||I replaced outers in the spring.  They came apart OK.  If I remember, the originals had a castle nut & a cotter pin.  With some penentrant I managed to remove the nut & after some hammer whacks the ball joint stud popped out.<br /><br />The generic replacements didn't have any way to lock the stud while tightening down the nut, but I got it tightened & torqued.<br /><br />Are you talking about "pickle forks" ??<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.toolking.com/images/products/SmallW1204P.jpg" alt=" - " />||146.186.116.57||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||07-01-2003||02:47 PM||||have you tried a tie rod separator?  the pickle fork can work, but you gotta really beat the hell out of it.  the separator looks kinda like a clamp, with a threaded bolt going thru the center.  as you tighten it down, it pushes against the threaded part of the tie rod end, and forces it out.  i have done these where i had to tighten it all i could, and it still would not pop, so i either just let it sit there, or, if you are really brave, heat it with a torch.  when it does cut loose, it can fly across the room||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||07-01-2003||03:48 PM||||I guess I wasn't clear enough.<br /><br />I got the thing off the hub.  The problem is I can't get it off the rod comming off the rack.  I got the lock nut loose, but the tie end is stuck.<br /><br />It's holding on for dear life.  I am unable to screw it off.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||markrieb||07-02-2003||11:16 AM||||Try some good penetrating oil/rust breaker.<br /><br />My favorite is Kroil (http://www.kanolabs.com)<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
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A||||5||broke down||s-afc tuning-help me Ken Inn!, you're my only hope||||8||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||06-30-2003||09:22 AM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I was told that Ken Inn had a really informative post on tuning the s-afc.  I've searched for it but haven't come up with it.  Can someone tell me where it is?  Or at least a better place than road race's to get tips on tuning.  First timer here, so I need very basic instruction until I get more familiar with it.  Thanks a lot.||12.135.202.66||reg||8||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-30-2003||09:33 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">on this page</a> scroll down, right-hand side under "Datalogging/Electronics" or some such.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||06-30-2003||09:59 AM||||Someone else wrote this FYI<br /><br />Basic tuning theory<br /><br />The factory Engine Control Unit (ECU) employs a narrowband Oxygen<br />sensor to check the results of a closed-loop fuel ratio control process.<br />The ECU<br />comes with fuel maps that are based on the input from several engine<br />sensors: The Intake Air Temperature sensor, Barometric Pressure sensor,<br />Engine Coolant Temperature sensor, and Knock/Detonation sensor. The details<br />could fill a large book, but the easiest way to think of it is that once the<br />engine is at a normal operating temperature, the Fuel Injectors are opened<br />for a certain amount of time, which is determined mainly from the Airflow<br />reading. DSMs use a Karman Vortex style of Mass Air Flow sensor (MAF) that<br />the<br />air filter assembly attaches to directly. It is important to note that the<br />airflow value is determined BEFORE the air is pressurized by the turbo,<br />and that any air leaks in the piping between the MAF and the throttle-body<br />will skew the airflow reading. A leak before the turbo will result in the<br />ECU<br />getting a smaller airflow reading than it should, and a leak after the turbo<br />will result in the ECU getting a larger airflow reading.<br /><br /><br />The ECU operates in two modes. The first mode referred to as "Closed-Loop"<br />is what the ECU uses for part throttle and cruising operation. In<br />closed-loop operation the ECU cycles the air fuel ratio between a little<br />rich and a little lean using the Oxygen Sensor Feedback Trim as shown on a<br />datalogger. In this mode the actual Oxygen Sensor Voltage is unimportant,<br />but the fact that it is cycling up and down is useful since it means the ECU<br />is operating in closed-loop properly, allowing the ECU to fine-tune the<br />Air/Fuel Ratio (AFR).<br /><br /><br />The second mode of operation is called "Open-Loop" and is used mainly<br />at full throttle or whenever the engine RPM is over 4500. The ECU also uses<br />Open-Loop if the fuel trims are out of range (I.E. you don't have it tuned<br />right). In this mode the ECU adds fuel based on a direct lookup of the<br />airflow on a fuel map. No fuel trims are used to adjust the base maps in<br />this mode. The oxygen sensor voltage output will be fairly constant in<br />this mode and can be used to determine whether the AFR is rich or lean. In<br />short, if the O2 voltage is cycling up and down several times a second<br />then it is in Closed-Loop, and if the O2 voltage is steady then it is in<br />Open-Loop.<br /><br /><br />The fuel trims are adjusted by the ECU automatically to provide the<br />"proper" AFR during all cruising/part throttle situations. This process<br />works very well and the stock ECU is able to compensate for most sensor<br />calibration problems. The ECU cannot compensate for larger injectors, or a<br />crazy big fuel pump, or a modified MAF, this is where the AFC becomes<br />useful.<br /><br />---------------------------------<br /><br />How the AFC Works<br /><br />The AFC is a simple device that alters the airflow signal that the ECU<br />reads. The AFC sits between the airflow sensor (MAF) and the ECU, and<br />works similar to an EQ for a stereo. The AFC adjusts the airflow value that<br />the<br />ECU reads up, or down based on RPM, and switches between a LO and HI<br />adjustment map based on throttle position. On a DSM the MAF changes the<br />frequency of the output signal based on airflow, so the more airflow the<br />higher the frequency. The AFC takes the frequency input from the MAF,<br />looks at the engine RPM, then looks at what the setting is on the AFC for<br />that<br />RPM. Since the AFC has a limited number of RPM points, the AFC<br />interpolates the values when between two RPM points. So if the 4000 RPM<br />setting is +15% and the 5000 RPM setting is +12%, and the engine is running<br />at 4500 RPM then the AFC would adjust the frequency that the ECU sees by<br />averaging the two values. In this case it would be (15 + 12) / 2 = +13.5%.<br /><br /><br />There are two maps on the AFC. One is called the LO map and the other<br />the HI map. Which map it uses is determined by the throttle position.<br />When the AFC is initially set up, the throttle position for the LO and HI<br />map is configured. The default is something like 30/60. This means the LO<br />map values will be used exclusively from 0-30% throttle, then it will<br />interpolate values between the LO and HI maps from 31-59%, then use the<br />HI map exclusively from 60-100% throttle position. For a DSM application,<br />it is easier to tune if the maps are either on or off, instead of mixing<br />the values between them. Set the Th-Point to 69/70 so it uses the LO map up<br />to 69% throttle and then goes to full HI map beyond that. This separates<br />the<br />maps into closed loop and open loop maps, making it easier to tune.<br /><br />--------------------------------<br /><br />Initial AFC Setup<br /><br />A few installation tips first. Be sure to use the Pink and Orange wires<br />for the airflow signal wires, and NOT the Yellow and White wires. The AFC<br />is<br />a universal device and is setup to handle both Speed-Density and<br />Mass-Airflow type systems. The Pink and Orange wires are for Mass-Airflow<br />systems like DSMs.<br /><br /><br />In the Setting Menu, set the Th-Point to 69 for Lo and 70 for Hi. Set<br />the Ne-Point so the RPM points are 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 4500, 5000,<br />6000, 7000 for stock rev limiter, or 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000,<br />7000,<br />8000 for raised rev limiter.<br /><br /><br />In the Etc Menu, set the Sensor Type to "Karman" for a DSM. The Car<br />Select should be set to Cyl 4 with the Thr arrow pointing up meaning a<br />rising rate throttle position sensor. Set the GRPH Scale to 30,<br />Initialize will reset everything to factory defaults so it should be set to<br />No.<br /><br />------------------------------------------------<br /><br />Usage Tips provided by Road Race Engineering:<br /><br />1. Monitor<br /><br /><br />For monitoring gauge functions, we like the following settings:<br /><br /><br />1 Gauge RPM<br />2 Gauges RPM and Karman<br />3 Gauges RPM, Karman and Correction<br />4 Gauges RPM, Karman, Correction and Throttle Position<br />You will not be able to see any values for "Air Flow" or "Pressure". Why?<br />Because you don't have an air flow meter or a pressure sensor to monitor.<br />These are for other cars.<br />If you push briefly both "Prev." and "Next" at the same time, you jump<br />from which ever screen that you are on in Monitor to the last screen you<br />were<br />in on Setting. It allows you to jump directly from monitoring throttle<br />position and RPM directly to the Lo-thrtl setting menu for adjustment.<br />When on the Lo-thrtl menu, push "Next" to jump to Hi-thrtl. By pushing<br />"Next" you can jump back and forth between Hi and Lo.<br /><br />2. "Blue Wire Mod"<br /><br /><br />Huh? Blue wire mod? This allows you to read Oxygen Sensor Voltage on the<br />AFC display. On the wire harness for the AFC there are three wires that<br />normally not used on an Eclipse. These are White, Yellow and Blue. The Blue<br />wire is meant for the second Air Flow Meter on a Nissan 300ZX. You will<br />connect this wire to the O2 sensor wire right at the ECU. See the Jumptronix<br />Install instructions for info on where to get the O2 sensor signal. To read<br />the O2 sensor voltage, scroll down to and select the "etc." menu. Select<br />the "Sensor Check". Of the three readings, O2 voltage will be the middle one<br />(#2)<br /><br />3. Common Problems:<br /><br />-RPM Signal off by half (1G)<br />Because of the way that Mitsubishi triggers the ignition coils, this is<br />normal. To fix it, just set the Cylinders to "2"<br /><br />-Car runs like crap, wont rev past 2-3K rpm, No change in the Hz reading<br />on the Karman display<br /><br /><br />You read the wrong section in the manual and chose the yellow and white<br />wires to modify the airflow signal. Wrong, you should have used the pink<br />and orange wires.<br /><br />You have a bad connection on either the pink or orange wire.<br />You have the pink and orange wires reversed.<br />You didn't select "Karman" for the air flow meter type.<br /><br />-No display or other power problems<br />You have been swinging the AFC around by the wire harness. This will pull<br />the harness out of its internal socket. To check it or fix it, carefully<br />unscrew the back cover with the proper small size Phillips screwdriver.<br />Make sure the little connectors are plugged in all the way.<br /><br />------------------------------<br /><br />Actually tuning the thing<br /><br />So hopefully at this point the AFC is installed and the car starts up and<br />at least sort of runs. The first thing to do is to figure out where to<br />start. The main factors are the type of Airflow sensor and the injector<br />size. If the injectors aren't the factory size, first determine the<br />difference in the size of the injectors between the upgraded injectors and<br />the original injectors. The original injectors will be 450cc for 1G and 2G<br />turbo models, and 380cc for 1G automatic turbos. If you upgraded from 450cc<br />to 660c injectors for example, take 450 / 660 and it works out to roughly<br />30% bigger than the stock injectors. If the MAF is stock then you just need<br />to worry about the injector sizing. If the car is a 1G with a 2G MAF, the<br />MAF alone will read about 20% leaner than the stock MAF, add the Injector<br />sizing and MAF differences together and those are the starting points on<br />the AFC. For example, a 2G with stock MAF and 550cc injectors would set the<br />AFC to -18% from 1000-4000 RPM to start. A 1G with a 2G MAF and 660cc<br />injectors would use -30% for the injectors and +20% for the 2G MAF, so that<br />works out to -10 on the AFC from 1000-4000 to start.<br /><br /><br />Start the engine and let it warm up to full operating temperature.<br />Turn off the motor and reset the ECU by pulling the fuse for 10 seconds.<br />This<br />is accomplished by pulling up on the yellow fuse holder in the fuse block by<br />the BOV on 2Gs, or by removing the lower-right corner fuse labeled ROOM on<br />1Gs. This will clear the fuel trims that the ECU is currently set with.<br /><br />Tuning without a Datalogger<br /><br />Life is much easier with a datalogger, but not everyone has one. To tune<br />right the car will need some way to view O2 sensor voltage (see Blue Wire<br />info above), and an Exhaust Gas Temperature Gauge with the probe<br />preferably mounted somewhere in the #1 or #2 exhaust runner. For the LO<br />map, start at idle with the engine fully warmed up, and set 1000 RPM until<br />the O2 voltage is cycling up and down and not holding a fixed value.<br />Usually the O2 voltage will be switching back and forth between .3 and .7<br />volt. This as discussed above is referred to as Closed Loop operation.<br />Once the O2 voltage is cycling, reduce the AFC setting until it stops<br />cycling, then increase the setting until it starts cycling again, then add<br />another 2 clicks on the AFC setting.<br />With the Idle now set, cruise at a constant low throttle for each of the<br />remaining RPM points and do the same. Cruise along at 2000 RPM until the<br />O2s are cycling, then lean it out until the O2s stop cycling, then add<br />fuel again until it starts cycling and then go another 2 clicks up. Do this<br />for 2000-4000 RPM. With the cruising area set, take the 4000 RPM value and<br />use that for 5000+, all on the LO map.<br /><br /><br />For the HI map, copy all of the settings from the LO map over so the<br />HI map is set the same from 1000+. With the boost set at a conservative<br />level, around 10-13PSI, do 3rd gear pulls from 3000-7000 RPM until the O2<br />voltage is pretty even at a constant value. The value should be .85-.88 for<br />1G<br />pistons, and .92-.94 for 2G pistons. Watch the EGT gauge and let off the<br />throttle if it exceeds 900C. Adjust the AFC as needed until the O2<br />voltage is in the ballpark and the EGTs are staying under 900C. This is the<br />baseline setting and you can adjust up or down from there based on best<br />judgment.<br /><br />Tuning with a Datalogger<br /><br />Set the logger to monitor RPM, Timing, Knock Sum, O2 Voltage, Lo Med and<br />Hi Fuel Trims, and O2 Feedback trim, Throttle Position, plus whatever else<br />you like. With the engine fully warmed up and the ECU recently reset, set<br />the<br />Idle 1000 RPM on the LO map until the O2 Feedback trim is averaging in the<br />middle of the scale. While cruising around at part throttle, hold the RPM<br />steady at each set point on the AFC from 2000-4000 and do the same until<br />each of the RPM points have the O2 Feedback trim averaging in the middle<br />of the scale. Pay attention to the Fuel Trims and if they are adjusting<br />then<br />compensate with the AFC. If the Fuel Trims are going leaner, then reduce<br />the setting on the AFC and vice versa. The goal is to have the O2 Feedback<br />trim averaging in the middle of the scale while in closed loop operation,<br />and have the Fuel Trims right in the middle of the scale or slightly<br />positive. Try to avoid having the Fuel Trims in the negative part of the<br />range since that means the AFC is set too rich. Once the baseline<br />settings are done, monitor the Fuel Trims over the next few days without<br />making<br />changes to the AFC and see where the Fuel Trims wind up. If they are<br />within +30% of the middle of the scale then that is close enough. Set the<br />4000+<br />RPM range the same as 4000 for the rest of the LO map.<br /><br /><br />For the HI map, copy over the settings from the LO map to start with.<br />Ideally the car will have an EGT gauge for reference purposes. This is<br />not to exceed 900C while tuning. Let off the throttle should the EGTs get<br />too<br />high or the Knock Sum gets really high on the logger. With the boost set<br />at a conservative value in the 10-13PSI range, make 3rd gear pulls from<br />2000-7000 RPM until the O2 voltage is in the .85-.88 range for 1G pistons<br />or .92-.94 range for 2G pistons. Adjust the AFC until the O2 voltage is<br />even<br />across the whole RPM range at full throttle, and within the proper voltage<br />range. Pay attention to the knock sum value and if it is high, try<br />adjusting the AFC settings higher and see if that reduces the knock sum.<br /><br /><br />After the baseline values are set for both the LO and HI maps, turn up<br />the boost slowly and monitor the EGT and Knock Sum. Ideally the EGTs will<br />peak at 880C and the Timing on the logger will be above 15 degrees.<br />Adjust the AFC up or down until this occurs. Keep in mind that if the boost<br />is<br />too high for the fuel octane, no matter how high you crank up the AFC the<br />EGTs<br />will still be really high. It is better to have less fuel and less boost<br />than to have to add lots of fuel to control the EGTs.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||06-30-2003||01:53 PM||||DUDE! I didn't know we could post something that long.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||06-30-2003||02:06 PM||||<a href="http://www.racingknowledge.org/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=1011" target="_blank">http://www.racingknowledge.org/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=1011</a><br /><br />AFC Tuning Guide||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||06-30-2003||03:16 PM||||here it is.  print it out, and keep it<br /><br /><a href="http://members.rogers.com/mrjackson9/FAQs/SAFC_Tuning.htm" target="_blank">http://members.rogers.com/mrjackson9/FAQs/SAFC_Tuning.htm</a>||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
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A||||9||broke down||knock count with sensor unplugged?||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||06-30-2003||01:07 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I have noticed latley that I get crazy counts of knock at part or full throttle.  I know it's not real knock.  This morning, I drove a few minutes and it was doing it every time I give more than about 25% throttle.  So I stopped for doughnuts, came back out and unplugged the sensor just to see what would happen.  Now I see no knock at cruising at little or no throttle, 9 counts at mild throttle to WOT, and c.e. light is on, which I expected.  What I didn't understand is the 9 counts of knock.  Is this part of a limp mode?  Also the knock count was either 9 or 0, nothing in between.  Any thoughts?  I have changed the caps, albeit about 4 years ago.  I just installed a s-afc, but havent tried adjusting it yet, other than inputing the car type...etc.  The knock sensor is a couple of years (2 ?) old, and appears normal.  I would really appreciate some thoughts/suggestions.  I really just want to drive the car.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-01-2003||10:28 AM||||What's your O2 trims?  Fuel pressure?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||07-01-2003||11:37 AM||||probably the ce lite means the ecu dont see the knock sensor, and it has gone to default.  not really a limp home mode, but it is probably inserting knock based on throttle position, and probably has pulled timing and maybe boost.  try giving it a doughnut, too.  crispy creme triple chocolate.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||broke down||07-02-2003||12:11 PM||||o2 trim cycles back and forth quickly between 80-120.  Fuel trims aren't adjusting, and never have since I put the 2g mas in.  Now, when I drove the car this morning, my ce light came back on, indicating code 12, which I think was airflow sensor, and my newly installed safc isn't giving any reading of airflow.  And, the knock sensor starting going crazy, more than it ever has before.  I was barely giving it any throttle, just limping it to work a few minutes away.  O2 reading, with the code, was stuck at .92 volts, so I wasn't really concerned with any real knock, especially keeping it under 2500 rpm.  I know everyone always says "Hey I bet it's your computer!", but I'm really starting to wonder now.  Does these sound like symptoms of a ecu taking the big crap-ola?  I know symptoms vary.  Also, do the replacement capacitors seem to have problems leaking like the stock ones?  I know I have some major problems here, and it's hard to diagnose withour seeing it, but I would really appreciate opinions.  Thanks||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000004||broke down||07-02-2003||12:13 PM||||Oh, yeah Hertz, I don't know about fuel pressure.  I haven't had the car running very long, and just got married, so my time has been very limited.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000005||broke down||07-02-2003||02:02 PM||||I think maybe the caps that were replaced a couple of years ago have leaked.  I noticed some corrosion on the solder points, and it has a very faint smell, but I can't really see any other signs.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-02-2003||04:01 PM||||Try running with your 1G MAS.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||broke down||07-02-2003||04:08 PM||||I'm going to tonight.  What kind of voltage should I be getting on the airflow sensor wire?  If I'm not mistaken, according to the vfaq, wire number 3 is the wire for the airflow sensor.  I got my connector from a late 90's galant, so the wire is white, with a black stripe, which is not the same color as a 2nd gen plug.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||07-02-2003||05:39 PM||||1) usually the replacement caps are good for at least 5 years or more, so that shouldn't be your problem.<br />2) You should NOT be using a 2g MAS without also upgrading the injectors (unless you have one of my new chips with the 2g MAS compensation). It will run WAY too lean, which is why you can't get it to cycle in closed-loop mode. Did you have this problem before installing the AFC? You do have the AFC set for Karman, right? Check it again. Then, set your controls at 5% at 1000 rpm, ramping up to about 20% at 7000. That will get you close with the stock 450's and a 2g MAS.<br />3) If you have no airflow, it is probably just a bad connection. You are now running in "limp-mode", since the ECU doesn't see the Karman signal, and it will run like crap. How did you splice the 2g connector on? The wire you mainly want to check out, if you aren't getting a barometric pressure or air temp code, is the one from pin 10 of the ECU, one of the Green/Light blue striped wires. It sounds like you have the "mystery" plug, so pin 3 is white/black striped, and that is the right wire for the airflow. It isn't really a voltage on that wire, it is a 5 volt pulse wave, so I would think it may average around 2.5 volts, depending upon the frequency and the meter you are using.<br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/2GMAF-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/2GMAF-1G.html</a>||66.156.247.111||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||broke down||07-07-2003||01:30 PM||||Thanks, keydiver.  I got most of my tech information from shopkey, which is pretty comprehensive.  I traded knock sensors, put my stack mas back in, then tried a different ecu, out of Jon Roberts' white car, which my buddy now owns.  The problem seems to have been the ecu, because everything seems to be pretty normal now.  logger shows pretty good numbers, fuel trims are finally adjusting, and the knock count is about what you would expect (no more than a few counts, and thats very occasionally).  I was wanting to send it to you if possible, to test.  Can I do that?  I will pm you.  Thanks for everyone's help!!!!||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/002667.cgi
A||N||9||turbo18||New B questions looking to buy||||1||||turbo18||00001844
Z||000000||turbo18||06-30-2003||01:18 PM||vwnuts@yahoo.com||Hello everyone,<br /><br />I am looking to buy a g-vr4 and had a few questions.  I looked at one recently & drove it.  There was a slight clunk in the driveline the felt kind of like a bad U-Joint.  Is this the sign of a bad drive shaft/transfercase?  <br /><br />Also, what else should I look for beware of for problems with this car?  How Rugged are the drivelines.  It seams as though many vr4 owners had to replance transmissions/transfer cases.  <br /><br />The car was very clean  & un modded.||207.190.201.234||reg||1||turbo18||00001844||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||06-30-2003||01:35 PM||||The clunking is most likely the carrier bearings. The trans/driveline is pretty rugged to an extent, but the trans and the t-case are the weakest link, if thats what you are asking.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||turbo18||06-30-2003||01:43 PM||||Ok, thanks.  How much of the driveline is interchangeable with the talons/eclipes/lazers?  <br /><br />How hard/expensive are parts to find?  I'd am little with only only 3000 cars sold.  How is parts availability?||207.190.201.234||reg||1||turbo18||00001844||yes
Z||000003||1101||06-30-2003||03:00 PM||||The driveshaft is longer but most of the drivetrain parts are shared with talons/eclipes/lazers (DSMs)of similar years.<br /><br />VR4 trans has longer first gear but the whole AWD trans will interchange with DSMs. The biggest pain is the VR4 transfer case input shaft is 22 or 23 spline depending mostly on build date (but not always).<br /><br />Performance parts are OK, not like hondas though. Many body parts interchange with generic galants of those years. Leather interior is unique to GVR4s. <br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000004||mromik||06-30-2003||06:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <br /><br /><br />The biggest pain is the VR4 transfer case input shaft is 22 or 23 spline depending mostly on build date (but not always).<br /><br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wish I knew it before.<br />I put another gearbox, tryed to install transfer and... it has 22splines instead of 22.<br />So i had to remove visco unit ann change the shaft.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000005||turbo18||07-01-2003||07:43 AM||||any other thoughts or things to look out for?||207.190.201.234||reg||1||turbo18||00001844||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||07-01-2003||08:25 AM||||When was timing belt and water pump last replaced?  Belt lasts almost exactly 60k mi on most and water pump a little longer.  But since the water pump is on the timing belt, you end up redoing the timing belt just to replace the pump.  This can be costly if you have someone do it for you, so make sure it was done recently.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||turbo18||07-01-2003||09:06 AM||||How difficult are they to work on?  I am an avid DIYer and hate to have to bring my car somewhere to have it worked on.  I have a good selection of tools & a pretty decent mechanical ability...<br /><br />Also, how well do these cars hold up to high mileage.  I have friends with audi's that have 200K.  How does the Galant drivetrain hold up.||207.190.201.234||reg||1||turbo18||00001844||yes
Z||000008||curtis||07-01-2003||09:39 AM||||Mine has almost 200000 and running hard, when looking for transmissions get on road race enginnerings website and look up the link to JDM transmissions which are better. I got a JDM trans and t case for 530 to the door also watch some JDM have 23 splines just like our but the shaft is smaller by around .100 make sure you get the matching case plus they can have manual locking diff's and a on/off selector on the transfer case to go from 2 to 4 wheel drive.||65.142.59.178||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||07-01-2003||10:18 AM||||Just turned 170k!<br /><br />The capacitors in the ECU must be changed from the stockers and the board needs to be inspected/repaired for acid damage.  Those 11-12 year old capacitors eventually begin to leak and will cause nightmares.  You may not even be able to see the damage.  Often times you can smell it (fishy) or hear it (power cycling on ECU, click click click).  "Keydiver" (Jeff O.) will fix them for free.<br /><br />The timing belt is hella important because the 4G63 is an interference design -- lots of parts sharing the same space -- so if your timing belt breaks, slips, etc. you can put valves and pistons in the same space (repeatedly).  Look for smoke.  Look for smoke on boost, too.<br /><br />The lifters (horizontal lash adjusters) are prone to tapping.  Their oil holes are a bit tight and tend to get clogged.  Solutions include everything from using an OEM oil filter (or one with an anti-drainback valve) to flushing, to replacing with the newer designs.  Mostly an annoyance, the tapping doesn't really hurt the engine much.  However, the ECU can hear it as knock and pull your timing (slow you down).<br /><br />The factory "boost gauge" is not a boost gauge (there aren't any numbers on it, are there?)  And is merely eye-candy -- it is produced by the ECU and is an approximation of turbo spool based on airflow and rpm.  If you're going to change your boost in any way you must get a boost gauge to properly monitor it.<br /><br />The fuel pump has been dying slowly for 11-12 years.  If you're going to raise your boost a bit, you must at least re-wire the pump so it is getting all the voltage it deserves.  If you replace it with a higher-flowing unit you'll need to upgrade your fuel pressure regulator.<br /><br />You'll probably have intake leaks of various types... base idle set screw (BISS - on throttle body), throttle body butterfly shaft seals, various hoses and gaskets... your intercooler has been collecting years of oil and would love to be cleaned out (nah, replace it with a huge IC).<br /><br />You don't need all those vacuum hoses.  You can eliminate a number of vacuum lines, block the EGR, send the crankcase vent to a catch-can, throw out your charcoal canister, etc. (for offroad use, mmkay?)<br /><br />Replace your knock and O2 sensors.<br /><br />Your 4WS (four wheel steering) may develop a leak in those many hard lines running back there.  If they're the low-pressure variety, you can replace them with brake line, I believe.  Many owners will remove (block) their 4WS rather than battle leaks.  You can save a ton of weight and space by removing that stuff.  Or keep it and be a good purist.  If your 4WS light comes on, you need fluid.  Check the manual -- I don't think it takes power steering fluid.  Seriously.<br /><br />You really need 4 of the same tires, with equal wear to avoid stressing the VC.  Balanced.  Get a 4-wheel alignment... make sure they do it right (because of the 4WS).<br /><br />ABS.  Nowdays ABS is ubiquitous.  In 91-92 it wasn't so hot.  You may find that the ABS will malfunction and scare the crap out of you (uneven braking, loss of braking power).  You can easily pull the fuse (engine bay) and be done with it.  Or also remove all the parts.<br /><br />Speakers.  If you have stock speakers, they're garbage.  I poured my door speakers out.  They sounded better than they looked.<br /><br />Factory alarm.  If you unlock the car using the pull (inside) it will honk the horn until you "unlock" the car using the key.  Or if the door opens and you didn't unlock it it will honk.  (i.e. the door switch contacts are dirty and the ECU thinks the door was opened).  This same thing will cause problems with:<br /><br />Seatbelts ("mousetrap").  The auto belts can freak out if the door switch is malfunctioning.  Also there are position sensors in the track that get dirty and can cause bizarre strangulation attempts.<br /><br />Tranny.  Adjust your shifter cables or replace.  Replace the bushings in the tranny shifter arm.  Replace the bushings in the shifter base.  Shim the shifter pivots and/or replace with a shorter Talon/Eclipse/Laser (TEL) shifter.  Fill the tranny with BG Synchroshift/mesh/royal purple/redline whatever.  Transfer case, too.  (has your recall been performed?)<br /><br />Rear end.  If you make massive power, your 3-bolt rear will suffer.  Upgrades to a 4-bolt usually accompany removal of 4WS, swap to 5-lug hubs and removal of ABS.  That all comes later, of course.<br /><br />...  I guess that about covers everything I know.  Anyone else?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Oh yeah, check out <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">my web page</a> for some helpful links.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002668.cgi
A||||5||Romanova||Fan question...||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||06-30-2003||09:43 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||The fan on my car stops working when I turn the car off. Shouldn't it run untill it is cool, even if the car is off?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||06-30-2003||10:22 PM||||Not if you take the key out.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||06-30-2003||10:30 PM||||I thought that on most cars the fan would run untill the motor was cool, even if you turn the car off and take the key... or is that just my VW?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||06-30-2003||10:45 PM||||My Z28 would run the fans until it was cool, but the GVR4 shuts them off when the key goes to ACC.<br /><br />But since I have a turbo timer (as everyone should) they stay on for 3 minutes after I leave.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||06-30-2003||11:15 PM||||Nope thats a VW (and Audi) thing. Most cars are the opposite, i.e. no power to fan when key is off.<br /><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.142||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Gvr4-330||07-01-2003||02:49 AM||||I know our Honda Accords turn the fans on if they were shut off extra hot.  IE, hot summer day with the A/C on, the fans will stay on to continue cooling the car with it off.  But if it's within a normal temperature range, it shut off when you shut off the car.<br /><br />I would have hoped our cars did that, but when my alternator belt broke, and my car started running hot, the fans didn't stay on to cool it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum2/002669.cgi
A||||3||MrEd||Lazy brake pedal?||||1||||MrEd||00000068
Z||000000||MrEd||06-30-2003||11:00 PM||res122@psu.edu||I just did a thorough brake job- new front discs, re-used pads that are a couple months old, bought rebuilt rear calipers w/ new pads, re-used rear discs (that have never been cut), & SS flex lines.<br /><br />I flushed & refilled with a mityvac.  I think the rears properly adjusted during my first hard-braking test drive (the p-brake takes fewer clicks than before the first drive).  It brakes fine- all 4 wheels were plenty hot, so I assume all 4 corners are doing their thing now.<br /><br />The pedal rests up where it should, but I still have to press about halfway down until I feel resistance & braking begins- this is no better than before.  Pumping the pedal makes no difference.  I was expecting a tight responsive pedal after all this work...<br /><br />The car is stock & I don't have a boost guage so I don't know my vacuum.  Could poor vacuum cause this?  Master cylinder?  What's left??<br /><br />TIA, -Ed<br />GVR4 #963/2000||68.70.115.126||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000001||bob in chicago||07-01-2003||09:38 AM||||Viagra for the Pedal-- I got the biggest improvement in "hard pedal" when I replaced my tired, old rubber brake lines with stainless steel teflon lines. Given the age of these rubber lines on almost all GVR4s, they have become flacid.  <br /><br />Next, go to a harder street/sport front pad like EBC/Green or Porterfield 4S.||24.148.12.46||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-01-2003||09:40 AM||||Is there a definitive answer on the presence of a restrictor in the slave cylinder on a VR-4?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||07-01-2003||09:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Is there a definitive answer on the presence of a restrictor in the slave cylinder on a VR-4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">all 3 i have ever installed have them.  the new one i have for a spare in my toolbox has one.  or HAD one.  makes a huge difference without it.  kinda like holding a rag over your wanger and pissing, then remove it.<br /><br />oh, yeah, on the brake pedal, i bet you still got air in the lines.  after all the stuff to "help" bleeding, all i do now is take a clear line, attach to the bleeder screw, loosen, and make sure the line goes up before it goes down to the drain resevoir, that way, when you pull the pedal back, it dont suck air, only fluid.  also, i find that on a tandem system, like we got, it really dont make a lot of difference WHERE you start to bleed.  if your fluid in the resevoir changes color to dark quickly, your master is dying.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002670.cgi
A||||2||mromik||Is it possible to repair turbine myself?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||07-01-2003||12:40 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||I got turbine for free examined it and noticed, that it's bearings are not good.<br /><br />I do no know if it smokes or not.<br />probably it should be/<br /><br />is it possible to repair it myself?<br />what should i need?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||curtis||07-01-2003||09:43 AM||||Ive rebuilt the turbo myself and didn't have to balance them.  Make sure you mark the wheels with a permanent marker so they will line back up and use a t handle breaker bar so the shaft doesn't bend. clean up and reinstall good luck.||65.142.59.178||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||mromik||07-01-2003||06:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Ive rebuilt the turbo myself and didn't have to balance them. Make sure you mark the wheels with a permanent marker so they will line back up and use a t handle breaker bar so the shaft doesn't bend. clean up and reinstall good luck.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have any fotos?<br /><br />where did you buy repair kit?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002671.cgi
A||||1||1219's Brother||More on transfer case!||||13||||1334 Jim||00001727
Z||000000||1219's Brother||07-01-2003||03:41 AM||james.r.colosimo@lmco.com||First off, let me say DON'T listen to CAPS if you have a '91!  It told me that I had a 23 spline.  I don't.  Well, I do, just the car needs a 22 spline.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />     I bought the 23 spline for $80 from a guy here in the bay area that is a mitsu tech, and he goes through transfer cases.  Pretty cool.  If anyone needs a 23 spline, he has another for $80 (local pick up)...been gone through.  But my question is this.  Can you change the output shaft on the trans to match the 23 spline? (yes, with the tranny still in the car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   )||12.232.112.164||reg||13||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-01-2003||06:51 PM||||I know that you can do it. But I doubt it can be done with the tranny in the car. Call the dealership and ask them.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002672.cgi
A||||3||stockvr4||Stock Galant Wheel Question >>||||1||||stockvr4||00001837
Z||000000||stockvr4||07-01-2003||06:49 AM||||Hello all...<br /><br />I have a question.  I am looking to buy a 1991 GVR4, and the wheels on it do not look like most other stock wheels i have seen. It is a white car and it has white wheels, but they appear to be 5 spoke style...the spokes are more rounded shape....was this a factory wheel, or was there only one choice of wheel with the car....Thanks!||12.87.129.191||reg||1||stockvr4||00001837||yes
Z||000001||mcedar44||07-01-2003||07:13 AM||||The 5 spoke wheels were stock for the 92 year.  91 had an 8 spoke wheel.  Those were the only one's offered for the vr4. hope this helps.<br /><br />Darren<br />196/1000||68.82.143.165||reg||1||mcedar44||00001043||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||07-01-2003||10:24 AM||||Yes, it sounds like someone put 1992 wheels on it. Are you sure its a 91? Is it number X out of 2000, or X out of 1000? <br /><br />Also, check in the Vin #. If the 10th digit is a "M", then its a 91, if its a "N" then its a 92.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||robb||07-01-2003||11:09 AM||||Couldnt get to my password at work so had to reregister...<br /><br />My bad, it is a 1992 #831||12.149.100.21||reg||1||robb||00001853||yes



ubb/Forum2/002673.cgi
A||||6||JohnNK||Engine swap||||1||||JohnNK||00000485
Z||000000||JohnNK||07-01-2003||09:00 PM||jnkilbourn@yahoo.com||What is involved in swapping a 4g63 formerly mated to an auto transmission into my 91 GVR4 with a manual?<br />  Any advice is greatly appreciated.||69.2.251.2||reg||1||JohnNK||00000485||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||07-01-2003||09:54 PM||||Just the engine?  The drivetrains are staying in their respective cars?  Well, then all you really need is the auto car's ECU.  Ideally, you should just put the manual car's head on the auto car's block, and put that in.  Then you can keep your manual ECU and whatnot.<br /><br />The auto cars have different camshafts, smaller injectors, a smaller turbo, and a different ECU for all the engine differences.  The shortblocks are the same, though.||198.88.145.251||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||07-02-2003||12:25 AM||||Jon, I think he want's to put a 4g63 FROM and auto TO his GVR4.<br />If it is a 4g63T then it is fairly straight forward.  As Jon mentioned the cams in the auto are different and the turbo is a smaller 13g, otherwise should be the same (oh, except there is something different on the output shaft for the auto tranny - I know Ken knows this one, but I can't remember what it was...||167.142.22.23||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||07-02-2003||09:42 AM||||if it is a jdm automatic motor, it will have the smaller 13b turbo, but it will have 450cc injectors, and the same cams as the manual.  there is a sheet metal plate that goes between the trans and the block, the automatic is different, you need to use the manual one or the starter will not bolt up.  the big ducky is the spacer in the back of the crank, which centers the flex plate.  i had a heck of a time getting it out.  some have said they just used pliers to get it out.  not me, i visegripped it, cold chiseled it, cussed it, that sucker wouldnt move.  i finally used a carbide bit on my dremel, cut a groove in it, and whacked it with a hammer, and it came out.  then i beat it to death with a 5 lb sledge.  you can still see just the top of it in the road out in front of the house.  <br />     while the motor is out and on the stand, treat yourself to the luxury of changing the timing belt and all associated parts.  it is SO easy, it's almost fun.  you will NEVER be able to do it so easy again.  do it all, pulleys, tensioner, water pump, then fageddabouted for a long time.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||07-02-2003||10:56 AM||||I did the same as Kenn with my JDm auto motor. Thatt little thing in the cranks a bitch.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||mromik||07-02-2003||06:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> the big ducky is the spacer in the back of the crank, which centers the flex plate.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was difficult and AT FIRST GLANSE i thought that motor has another crank<br /><br />(It was on my crashed automatic 1.8l galant)||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||07-02-2003||09:01 PM||||The 'little thingy' in the crank is actually easy to get out. (without cutting). NOW I tell you right? lol. That is the where the touque converter rides and MUST be there for an automatic or the trans will last about 5 miles. <br />The way to remove it is to make a sort of plastic 'filler' that is the size the hole. Then take a grease gun and fill the hole with grease. The grease will force the 'shim' out. That works almost every time. Not every time though, as I have cut one out of a Colt; once. <br />As for the auto motor into a manual car. The only thing to change is the exhaust manifold/turbo, injectors, and cams. Unless it is JDM, then what Ken said is right. Several years ago, before the ECU's started to be a problem people bought manual ECU's to put in their automatic cars to get the 5 hp back. (autos were rated at 190 and manual at 195=and the 2G were 205 and 210). Then computer wizards like Jeff came along and if you had an eprom, it does not matter as the ECU could be fixed.<br />One other thing that was mentioned is the flex plate. AWD manual is different than FWD manual, same for AWD auto and FWD manual. You need to have the correct one. Some years may be the same, I am not totally sure. All of these have numbers on them (309 is one I think), so just either mark yours or get one with the same number. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/002674.cgi
A||||3||fazzt73||JDM ECU||||9||||fazzt73||00001740
Z||000000||fazzt73||07-02-2003||03:36 AM||fazzt73@yahoo.com||Hey guys anybody know if there are any problems when installing a jdm ecu on our cars?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||200.56.105.43||reg||9||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||07-02-2003||09:42 AM||||Well, I know a TMO-style chip won't work on it.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||getboosted||07-02-2003||10:08 AM||||It have one.  It does not work right.  I sent it to Jeff and he converted it into a US spec ECU.  <br /><br />-Tuan-<br />'89 Colt GT<br />'91 GVR-4 #1421<br />Charlotte, NC||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000003||mromik||07-02-2003||06:31 PM||||I have JDM ECU<br />The TMO works, but I have the EGR lamp flashing at some time .||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002675.cgi
A||||1||natec||tranny rebuild kits||||1||||natec||00000940
Z||000000||natec||07-02-2003||01:01 PM||ncrankshaw_2000@yahoo.com||does anyone know of a place that sells rebuild kits for DSM AWD transmissions??  <br /><br />       thanks,<br />          nate||68.74.14.172||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes
Z||000001||comfy||07-03-2003||12:14 AM||||TRE<br /><br />you can either send it to them or order a kit from them. they are expensive but they are the best.||12.222.42.189||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes



ubb/Forum2/002676.cgi
A||||6||1667 VR4||cutting out after launch...?||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||07-02-2003||03:26 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||I've had to re-learn how to launch on my recently installed ACT 2600, but the car is acting strangely right after i launch...here's the scenario:<br /><br />rev up to 5-6k<br />slip clutch out<br />once under way the car will cut out (feels like fuel cut, aka hitting a brick wall) at about 5.5-6k rpm's.<br /><br />However, if i go from a roll in first, i can go from 4000rpms+ all the way from first through third gear without it cutting out. I've also been having trouble with it at part-throttle as soon as it goes into boost, as the car will buck and hesitate. Feels way rich but i havent done anything different to the car since the clutch was done and it never did this before.<br /><br />Any ideas?||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||1667 VR4||07-02-2003||03:48 PM||||Also- <br /><br />has new plugs<br />new wires<br />and a 255 wally||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-02-2003||03:55 PM||||Sounds like boost leak.<br /><br />Do you have a FPR for that Walbro?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||07-02-2003||05:41 PM||||Do you have a chip with a 2-step rev limiter?||66.156.247.111||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||07-02-2003||05:51 PM||||What kind of bov do you have? My stock crushed leaks at partial throttle in first gear at high rpms.. time for a type s at the least!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||Nate||07-03-2003||12:49 AM||||You have enough gas in the tank?  That problem has cost me prize money once or twice....||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000006||1667 VR4||07-03-2003||03:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> You have enough gas in the tank?  That problem has cost me prize money once or twice.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">haha! very interesting...ill have to check on that. if its something that simple ill be in heaven. <br /><br />keydiver-- dont have the chip yet hopefully ill be able to track down a spare ecu to send out to you.||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes



ubb/Forum2/002677.cgi
A||||10||atsiauto||harmonic balancer vs aluminum underdrive. ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||07-02-2003||07:43 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||there was a link to why you should not do this, I for the life of me after searching this site,can find the thread or the link to the very informative page that explained in detail "harmonics" and why we might want to stay away from such things. I thank anyone who can link me.. Scotty .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||07-02-2003||08:24 PM||||Didnt alot of the stuff get deleted when we switched servers or something like that, a while back?<br /> I know we have discussed this & I cant find it either. Oh, well. Now we will.<br /><br />If you replace it with an aluminum unit. It WILL NOT dampen the vibrations.(The job its supposed to do). It sends those vibs to the engine, you know what vibrations do to an engine right?||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||07-02-2003||09:09 PM||||yeah , I was just trying to substantiate the findings to a bunch over on another website I deal with regularly , some guy is amping to make a bunch and sell them , I just wanted to play devils advocate as to why these were so bad, the article was so good i though to link it to them ,if possible.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||07-02-2003||10:15 PM||||I have had alot of experience with this on our ALL MOTOR HONDA engine. If you replace the stock pulley with a light one it will cause some nasty harmonics to occur in the crank shaft. We learned the hard way when we changed ours a few years ago and all most lost an engine. The oil pump on Honda is around the crank and the harmonics kills them in a hurry. We now run a stock pulley and have for three years now. Our motor revs to 10,000 rpms so harmonics matter. As for my 4G63 it doesn't rev anywhere near 10,000 but I still wouldn't use a light weight pulley.||63.159.36.136||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||curtis||07-02-2003||11:59 PM||||the problem is from having a light underdrive and a heavy flywheel.  The stock pulley is 6 pounds the underdrive alum is 15 oz. the stock flwheel was around 12 pounds more than my aluminum one by lowering them both you counter act the problem.  for those of you that have never drove a car with both aluminum pieces I would like to say there great fun.   I saw a dynotest artice when Fidanza first released the Mustang unit it make 20 more hp on a 302 cid and 38 on a 347 cid. they work I can under stand if we were shifting at 10000 but at 6500 I personal have never heard on any problems.  The only problem i have ever had is off idle because the inertia isn't there from all that extra weight you have to change your driving style by just tapping the gas a little more when pulling out   no big deal.||65.135.143.19||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR41062||07-03-2003||01:17 AM||||I know of 2-3 people that rev there car to 10k, and one thats almost 12k, the motor will go and go but the tranny will not shift well, if at all, at that RPM level.  I will end up with somthing around the 9k for a revlimiter.<br /><br />~John<br />Rotations Per Minute(RPM), not Rotations Per Minutes(RsPMs)||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||07-03-2003||10:15 AM||||<a href="http://www.pacarsearch.com/stealth/udp.htm" target="_blank">http://www.pacarsearch.com/stealth/udp.htm</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dinanbmw.com/html/danger_of_power_pulleys.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dinanbmw.com/html/danger_of_power_pulleys.htm</a><br /><br /><br />RPM= Revolutions per minute||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||Martin Tolentino||07-03-2003||10:35 AM||||the way I see it is dampened for the street and underdrive for a race car.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000008||GalantVR41062||07-03-2003||10:51 AM||||rotations revolutions, it was late sorry.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000009||GVR4458||07-03-2003||05:57 PM||||Not to fuel the debate, but I had a unorthodox unit on my car for about 50k miles before I replaced the flywheel with a JUN chromolly unit.  Everything seems to be ok (now a total of 70k on the pulley and about 20 on the flywheel).  For what it's worth, my car accelerates quite nicely with the combo.<br /><br />I believe someone actually made a light aluminum dampener (maybe at machv or soemthing).  Was supposed to be the best of both world, damping and lighter.||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||07-03-2003||10:15 PM||||BUschur has one. UNDERDRIVE DAMPER PULLEY about 2/3 of the way down: <br /><br /><a href="http://www.buschurracing.com/cgi-bin/ez-catalog/cat_display.cgi?0X376545" target="_blank">http://www.buschurracing.com/cgi-bin/ez-catalog/cat_display.cgi?0X376545</a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
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A||||8||dsmsleeper||Which Optima are You Using?||||5||||dsmsleeper||00000483
Z||000000||dsmsleeper||07-02-2003||11:08 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||After over 4 years, my red top optima is going so I need to get another.  If the small red top is plenty or if I should get the bigger (heavier) one again?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   The small one is 5lbs lighter but has 80 less CCA and would leave even more room in my box.||65.60.143.46||reg||5||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||07-03-2003||03:56 AM||||You know they have a warranty for 7 years right? IIRC it's pro-rated after 3 or 4 but still no reason to hastily get rid of it.  <br />I have the larger redtop (880cca) that I'm trying to get rid of with a custom battery box so I can go Odyssee so I can either do the Evans tray or move it to the trunk in a much smaller box.||199.182.59.135||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||07-03-2003||11:08 AM||||I don't have the receipt.  It was in the car when I bought it 4 years ago.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||07-03-2003||12:36 PM||||Call your local dealer and see what they can do as you may be able to get the pro-rated warranty for it and get a new one for 40% retail.||199.182.20.137||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||number3||07-03-2003||03:32 PM||||Have you given it a good trickle charge?||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||07-03-2003||04:04 PM||||NO, not for more than a few hours.  The annoying thing is that it will start in the morning, take me to work, and then when I leave at the end of the day, it doesn't have enoughjuice to start the car!  I've have to use jumper cables twice so far.  <br /><br />Would the smaller red top be enough?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||number3||07-03-2003||04:14 PM||||Charge it for 24 hours or at least over night.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||dsmsleeper||07-03-2003||04:19 PM||||Thanks!  I'll try it tonight.||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||07-03-2003||08:08 PM||||Check your charging system. Put a voltmeter on the battery and turn on every accessory and battery consuming feature in the car. The voltage should still look good.<br /><br />I've had my red top Optima in three different cars now. I guess its been about 7 years or so. I've let it sit for 6 months with no activity and it never loses a charge. Its also saved my ass when I lost an alternator 20 miles from home. No way in hell one of those small Odyssey batteries would have made it home. I like losing weight as much as the next person, but this is one thing where I want the biggest and baddest.<br /><br />Here's an old picture of mine:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/battery_amp.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/battery_amp.JPG</a> <br /><br />Get another big red top.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.142||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/002679.cgi
A||||2||Todd TCE||Big Brake Kits?||||1||||Todd TCE||00001174
Z||000000||Todd TCE||07-03-2003||08:34 AM||toddandchris1@cox.net||A reminder to everyone who called or emailed me WANTING this offering for your car, I've got six sets of custom hats and a couple of sets of rotors on the shelf to build up this kit. YOU asked for this and I made the investment in parts to build it, I'm hoping that someone is seriously planning on purchasing one. <br /><br />Two rotor diameters<br />Three (or more) caliper coices<br />Two rotor thicknesses<br />Multiple pad choices<br /><br />Priced $900-1200 depending upon options.<br />Shipping depending upon options: a couple of days||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||07-03-2003||12:43 PM||||Todd I seriously want a set but can't swing it at the moment but I hope to in then next couple months. Also I need to see if they will clear my wheels as I am planning on running 16's (45mm offset). Is there anyway you can make a template like stoptech or some other does to check fitment and clearance? Also do they include SS brakelines or is that additional?||199.182.20.137||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Todd TCE||07-03-2003||10:02 PM||||Lines are included, as for templates I've attempted but never finished them. I can either look at your wheel selection and make a best guess from experience or the best bet it to have one wheel sent (bare) to me and I can mock it up on the bench. No charge but for the return shipping. No guessing, it fits, doesn't or we make it fit.<br /><br />Thanks.||68.2.64.250||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
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A||||6||SLO GVR 4||JDM Clear Corner Bulbs||||1||||SLO GVR 4||00000760
Z||000000||SLO GVR 4||07-03-2003||10:04 AM||djl@dls.net||I recently installed JDM Clear Corners and the bulbs burnt out in less than a week.  Does anyone know of a bulb that I can use that wont burn out so quickly or possibly wire a resistor?? I'm not very technically inclined when it comes to electrical issues so please forgive me.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Dave||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-03-2003||11:04 AM||||What type of JDM corners do you have? The single bulb or the dual bulb style. The dual bulb style is the one I would put on the car and have on all my gvr4's. All you would have to do is swap the contact tape thingy to get both bulbs to light up.<br /><br />Did the bulbs come with the corners? If so, god knows how long they have been on it, man! So, try throwing another one on and see if it goes out too. <br /><br />If it was new, was it a piaa, catz bulb or something expensive or like a nokya type cheapy bulb ? <br /><br />Else, This may be an urban legend - but, I have heard its also good practice not to touch the bulb with bare fingers as I have heard oil from skin etc sticks to them and its not advisable and coz them to blow out.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||SLO GVR 4||07-03-2003||11:16 AM||||Single bulb and I am not sure what kind they are.  Just installed which ever came with them.<br /><br />They came from you    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     I believe they came with the car you sold to Arne at AMS who then sold it to Kris at AMS.||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||07-03-2003||11:20 AM||||LOL....Another gvr4 of mine....That just cracks me up. <br /><br />I got those from Teemu on the old gvr4list board in Finland. Lots of people on here who got in on the buy should have the same.<br /><br />Throw another bulb in it and see what happens...<br /><br />BTW - Whats your name? Are you an AMS shop monkey? If so, I may have met you.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||SLO GVR 4||07-03-2003||11:26 AM||||Dave: and I would hardly call myself a shop monkey more like a permenant fixture.  I dont think that we have ever met.<br /><br />btw your old galant had a fun trip down to florida a month back  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Funny side note:  Kris and I raced a mod'd S4 while down in florida and beat it to our surprise.  So I pulled the intake off to see if it might have been a 14b hybrid or something of sorts and to my surprise found it to be a mangled 14b.  Runs strong though.||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||07-03-2003||12:07 PM||||Oh yeah !?! Hmm...I dont remember the 14B being bad on that thing Arnie bought it from me 2 years ago, didnt he? <br /><br />That grv4 is the AMS slut, its been passed along like a "blunt" within that shop   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />In all actuality, its the nicest one I have ever owned. So clean inside and out, low miles plus the grey paint....||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||SLO GVR 4||07-03-2003||12:26 PM||||Yeah that car is in excellent condition.  Not to mention the JDM goodies and the LINK PLUS ECU.  I need me some jdm bumpers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes



ubb/Forum2/002681.cgi
A||||7||Louters91GVR4||High pitch whining noise from the turbo???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||07-03-2003||10:42 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||When I ease into boost the turbo makes a very high pitch whining noise. It does not do it when I hammer the throttle and go heavy into boost. There is no power loss. What do you guys think the noise is??? BTW - This is a stock 14b with 165K on it.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-03-2003||10:45 AM||||Umm...If you search on google, you will find info regarding the "whine of death". This is actually the turbo taking a crap on you. I could be wrong...my 14B does the same thing. It wont smoke etc etc and sounds actually cool..Another thing you can impress the high skool chics with  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Louters91GVR4||07-03-2003||10:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Umm...If you search on google, you will find info regarding the "whine of death". This is actually the turbo taking a crap on you. I could be wrong...my 14B does the same thing. It wont smoke etc etc and sounds actually cool..Another thing you can impress the high skool chics with   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Interesting, hmmmmm. So it is going to go anytime or what??? I have a spare 14B, maybe I should put it on when I port my 2G Manny and O2.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||07-03-2003||10:53 AM||||Whining is indicative of worn bearings in the center cartridge and/or damaged (bent, chipped) fins. <br /><br />Check for shaft play also when you get a chance to re-confirm. Also check the manifold to tubro bolts and 02 housing to turbo bolts and everything is tight. <br /><br />Depends on what you wanna do with the car, if you have a spare manny, 02 housing and 14B, get everything mega-ported and throw it on there at once and you'll see better boost and less creep.<br /><br />Else, buy a small 16G, big 16G etc if its time you wanted to go bigger.<br /><br />Mine has started getting louder just recently.<br />I am sure the new owner of greenbean will be throwing the big 16G on asap so its not a major concern.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||number3||07-03-2003||03:55 PM||||BOV could be leaking...<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||josh91vr4||07-03-2003||04:12 PM||||Hey, mine did the same, till it just died  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Stock 14B with 178k miles. (176k before it died)<br />but i got my new turbo in today!||24.56.237.5||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000006||curtis||07-04-2003||12:23 AM||||years back two months after I bought the car mine did the same thing for about two weeks. the car was bone ass stock   Then May 7, 2000 at the first outing at the track  I added a vacuum t to the wastegate hose the boost was at 12 and the car was laying down 9.1 and 9.2 1/8th mile times for a few then slower then slower the 10.2's then I started spraying for mosqutoes     Looked like a city bus   babied it home told the wife then 3 hours later went to the hospital with the wife and left three days later with wife and a one month early little girl    The car strested her into child birth  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.135.143.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||Louters91GVR4||07-04-2003||04:58 PM||||You guys were right. I have some sad news. On our nations birthday at 4:00pm EST my stock 14B, who was 166,000 miles old has passed away  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Time to tear that shit apart  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  The most embarrassing thing about it was I was smoking a Prelude then when she went, the Prelude pasted me, and my car sounded so bad.<br /><br />Tom||140.254.112.129||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes



ubb/Forum2/002682.cgi
A||||13||Louters91GVR4||Another question - How much boost is a 14B good for???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||07-03-2003||10:44 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Stock 14B with a ported housing, how high can you go boost wise with this turbo and still be efficient??<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-03-2003||10:59 AM||||Well, people run 12s with them, so they are efficient enough as long as you have the supporting mods like fuel, fmic etc and good tuning, you can turn the boost up. You can run 17-18 psi on a 14B easily....<br /><br />The stock FMIC and pipes should be upgraded to make a major difference esp with the boost turned up. With a bigger turbo and more boost, it makes it even worse. Else, consider water injection.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-03-2003||11:36 AM||||I'm running around 18psi with the stock FMIC and 450's on a 14B with a turbine housing port job (that is probably hurting performance, you should see it) and I see very little knock if any at WOT.  What a difference those few PSI make!||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||07-03-2003||11:37 AM||||Oh yeah, Paul's 14B has extra "whining" too..its special   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||07-05-2003||03:21 PM||||mine accidentally hit and held at 23psi before i blew my piston rings.....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-05-2003||10:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Oh yeah, Paul's 14B has extra "whining" too..its special    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you calling me a whiner or something?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Kibo||07-05-2003||11:09 PM||||Ever seen a compressor map for the 14b?  Most of us are quite a bit off the map...  I've found that 18psi seems to be the "knee", in that higher boost pressures are just heating up the air too much.  Keep in mind that I'm at a mile high, so my pressure ratio at a given boost is higher than it is for most of you.<br /><br />Even with a large FMIC (28x10x3), the trade-off at higher PR's isn't worth it for street driving (from a reliability point of view) IMO.  At the track, on race gas, I run between 18-20psi.<br /><br />Maximum boost achieved on the 14b:  28.6psi   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Left off one hose when I put the car back together...guess which one.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   No damage done, fortunately.||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000009||Ian M||07-06-2003||12:30 PM||||Originally posted by Ian M:<br />On race gas,you can push the 14b a bit harder. On race gas,you can run one WAY out of its map and make more power.<br /><br />Ive run 20-21 psi on CAM 2 with good results. Some guys have pushed them to 24-25psi and made more power.<br /><br /> A lot depends on the car and setup. I agree with everyone else on pump gas though,Id say 16-18 psi generally is about it on pump gas.||129.71.114.200||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||07-06-2003||01:10 PM||||Check out my setup in the link, I run 18 psi daily.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||gvr4tunr||07-06-2003||01:18 PM||||<a href="http://www.geocities.com/racing_talons" target="_blank">www.geocities.com/racing_talons</a><br /><br />the bible for boost from a 14b<br /><br />he ran nearly 30 #s on race gas   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||172.136.149.39||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||07-06-2003||02:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4tunr:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.geocities.com/racing_talons" target="_blank">www.geocities.com/racing_talons</a><br /><br />the bible for boost from a 14b<br /><br />he ran nearly 30 #s on race gas    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, his web page says he runs 25psi on race gas.  No way a 14b is holding 30psi on anyone's DSM. <br /><br />I prefer Leon Reitman's car as the epitome of a 14b maxed out... 11.9!||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||07-06-2003||05:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Are you calling me a whiner or something? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL...since you made that ebay auctions like posting comment, I wanted to give ya crap about it...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||gvr4tunr||07-08-2003||08:42 AM||||i spoke with him personally after this site was last updated....21 #s on street gas and 30 #s on c16||172.138.255.214||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000015||chadhayashi||07-09-2003||12:56 AM||||Like Erik said, altitude changes everything. I'm running 20 psi on a big 16g and it feels like it runs out of breath. I'm thinking of installing an intake temp sensor just before the TB. I'll bet even w/ my FMIC I'm still over 250 degrees on a moderate day.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/002683.cgi
A||||3||Matt379||suspension changes||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||07-03-2003||12:27 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Tonight I'm going to be installing my 24mm swaybar, camber adjustments for front and rear, and front caster bushings.  I have a VFAQ for the swaybar, but I was wondering if anyone can give me advice/tips/FAQS/ for installing the camber/caster bolts/bushings. <br /><br />Thanks in advance.<br /><br />Matt||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||07-03-2003||12:47 PM||||You'll know when you pull the wheels off and look at it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . Now get back to work (what happened to what you were supposed to do?).||199.182.20.137||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||07-03-2003||12:49 PM||||LOL!  must be nice to be a stay-at-home dad and surf the internet all day looking at car stuff<br /><br />I can't find anyone who is interested in my mission   so....||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||07-03-2003||01:06 PM||||LOL just wait I may have a job that will make you hate me even more. <br /><br /><br />Oh and on a side note Super Autobacs (the Japanese automotive superstore aka:Wal-mart for import parts) is soon to open not far from me.||199.182.20.137||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/002684.cgi
A||||3||JohnNK||Evo II Pistons||||1||||JohnNK||00000485
Z||000000||JohnNK||07-03-2003||01:23 PM||jnkilbourn@yahoo.com||Will pistons from an Evo II work in a USDM 4g63 motor?||69.2.251.2||reg||1||JohnNK||00000485||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-03-2003||01:52 PM||||I was thinking more EVO III.  The last EVO 6 bolt right?<br /><br />Anyone know the specs on them?  Will they fit on our rods without modification?||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-03-2003||02:01 PM||||All EVO's are 7 bolt.  The EVO I made its debut in '93 which was also when the DSMs switched to 7 bolt.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||07-03-2003||02:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> All EVO's are 7 bolt.  The EVO I made its debut in '93 which was also when the DSMs switched to 7 bolt. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess that makes since.  I guess the EVO III was the last year for the engine to not be reversed.<br /><br />turbotrix sells EVO pistons.  They are lighted then 2Gs and have higher compression.||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/002685.cgi
A||||10||229of1000||7 Bolt Reasoning||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||07-03-2003||02:04 PM||||Hopefully I am not the only one with this question.<br /><br />What was Mitsubishi's reasoning for switching to the 7-bolt engine?  They had a good thing going from 90-92.5 and everyone (now) knows that the 6 bolt is optimal for high power.  Was it a cost issue?  There was no power difference (like going from the underworked 14B to the overworked T25) so I don't get it.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-03-2003||02:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Hopefully I am not the only one with this question.<br /><br />What was Mitsubishi's reasoning for switching to the 7-bolt engine?  They had a good thing going from 90-92.5 and everyone (now) knows that the 6 bolt is optimal for high power.  Was it a cost issue?  There was no power difference (like going from the underworked 14B to the overworked T25) so I don't get it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm going to guess to save weight.  They over engineered the 6 bolt way out of factory spec HP.  Good for us, but it wouldn't be needed in the eyes of any auto maker.||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||07-03-2003||05:14 PM||||i bet it was obd-II compliance.  bmw did the same with some of their motors, redesigned the whole thing with compliance in mind.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||07-03-2003||06:31 PM||||I beleive that the 90-92.5 engines were manufactured in Japan by Mitsubishi and the latter years were made by Daimler Chrysler.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||07-03-2003||07:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I beleive that the 90-92.5 engines were manufactured in Japan by Mitsubishi and the latter years were made by Daimler Chrysler. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nope.||209.86.131.222||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||msaskin||07-03-2003||09:05 PM||||daimler didn't partner with chrysler in 92.5, so that theory goes out the window.<br /><br />i believe they partnered in the late 90's<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||07-03-2003||09:14 PM||||I could swear that the 7 bolts are domestic mnotors and the 6 bolts are from Mitsu. Im positive that is the case, but my dates on the partnership are likely wrong.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||07-03-2003||09:54 PM||||Then why are the EVO motors 7 bolt if they are a Mitsu engine?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||07-03-2003||11:51 PM||||If you look at the actual structures of the engines, you will see that the surface areas of the rods and mains are smaller.  The main goal was increased fuel efficiency due to lower internal friction losses and lighter rotating masses.  <br /><br />As far as I know, OBDII did not play a role, but I am certain that Chrysler had nothing to do with it.  That was the na motor in the 2g.||204.246.220.109||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||07-04-2003||03:38 AM||||Chrysler was involved to release the Plymouth Laser RS Turbo, but I wouldn't go as far as saying they manufactured the engine.  It was more of a swap of trim and badging.<br /><br />I'll vote for smaller cheaper construction, possibly more fuel efficient.<br /><br />Likewise, anyone know why the CAS was moved from the cam to front main?||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||AWDpower||07-05-2003||10:32 PM||||In my opinion, the 7 bolt motor is the better engine for most uses. That is if it weren't for crankwalk. The 6 bolt engine was overkill for the power levels it was tuned to from the factory, and even the power levels most are modded to. So they replaced those big heavy rods and crank with lighter pieces for less rotating mass. This makes for a more responsive engine and more power with the same mods. Did you ever notice that '93-'94 DSMs are usually respond really well to mild and moderate mods? the drawback is they can't handle as much power as the six bolt motors.||67.25.107.140||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum2/002686.cgi
A||||7||josh91vr4||New(used) Turbo Install||||1||||Josh B||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||07-03-2003||04:20 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Hey guys, i'm going to be removing the old(dead) turbo and re-installing a new(used, but still good) stock 14B, hopefully within the next couple weeks. I got a good deal on the turbo, and i'm planning an engine rebuild when i save up a few grand, just wanted to get some boost back before then. <br />I've already got the VFAQ, and it looks pretty good, but if anyone has any 'expert' advice or pointers, i'd be sure glad to hear them.<br />I have never done anything this major to my car, and don't want to mess it up if at all possible, but i can't get ahold of the guy that normally does this stuff for me.<br />Thanks in advance||24.56.237.5||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-03-2003||05:10 PM||||yep.  be prepared to/for:<br />cuss a LOT<br />broke exh man studs<br />hate the one stud on the turbo, replace w/bolt<br />cracked exh manifold<br />cracked turbine hsg, esp. around wastegate<br />stuff to be rusted/welded on there<br />use a lot of 6 pt sockets<br />get the o2 sensor tool, that sucker is ON there<br />neversieze the crap out of everything.  use nickel based, any other will become a threadLOCKER<br />j pipe coolant line to turbo is a bitch to get off, and it can kink when you bend it.  and you WILL bend it. <br />get new crush rings<br />get new hoses, especially the ones behind the turbo<br />use new washers on turbo bolts<br />remove radiator.  dont even THINK about it.  take it out.<br />lots of brake cleaner<br />you should also get a 2g exh manifold||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||07-03-2003||05:17 PM||||ditto   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||07-03-2003||05:59 PM||||Josh, <br /><br />I had mine put in because I knew it would be a bitch. It cost me $150, that included all of the little gaskest, washers, new ex mani gasket, helicoil on one of the studs. It was alot of work for the guy who did it, I am glad it wasn't me. <br />I had it done at Monkey Whrench Racing, in Commerce Township, about 45 min from you. I would highly recommend the place. He also ported my 02 housing and gasket to match, and ported around the wastegate flapper area, the rest of the turbo was already ported. <br /><br />Let me know if you still want the turbo, if you do and you would like to get it installed at Monkey Whrench, I could take the turbo up there for you.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||bujang_hensem||07-03-2003||08:58 PM||||yeah mine also the same....have to replace everything like ken inn said..cracking all over the place..a lot of invesment over there during my engine head replacement...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000005||vrpower||07-03-2003||11:01 PM||||Josh<br />When installing my new turbo, I had to buy a rethreading kit for three broken exhaust manifold studs. Be prepared for those, its a big time hassle! Get all of those new gaskets too. How many miles does your car have if I may ask?||63.155.152.4||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000006||josh91vr4||07-04-2003||01:29 PM||||Wow, thanks for all the responses. It looks like i'll be having someone else do this work, then   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />Abhay - I've got a replacement for the moment, so i'm ok. <br /><br />Car has ~178k miles<br />Thanks again for the replies   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.237.5||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||07-04-2003||06:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Josh B:<br /><strong> Wow, thanks for all the responses. It looks like i'll be having someone else do this work, then    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />Abhay - I've got a replacement for the moment, so i'm ok. <br /><br />Car has ~178k miles<br />Thanks again for the replies    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wrong answer.  because of the possible problems, this is EXACTLY why i would rather do it myself.  depending on the shop, you may end up with some half-assed temporary solution just to get the job out, and your money.  when i had my first exh manifold done, i took it to a shop, cause i just did not have the time.  later on, i discovered 2 studs had been replaced with bolts, they had lost my bracket that is needed to lift the motor out, and one exh nut was cross threaded.  they reused the exh gasket, and probably the turbo gasket, too.  there are bound to be other parts that are broke, or need to be changed.  do it all now, by yourself, and then you can be sure it was all done RIGHT.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
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A||||16||slvrblt||Which Turbo, MHI or Garrett ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||07-03-2003||06:52 PM||||I am feeling the need to replace my current 13g, but it doesnt seem like it will happen this month. I have this recurring problem call insurance payment and it sucks. It just used all of my extra turbo cash to pay off. So anyway I will be getting a new turbo this next month. <br /><br />I want to be able to run (with supporting mods) in the high 12s or low 13s here in Albuquerque @ 5800ft. That will take (at this altitude)approximately 300WHP. I want to get a garrett turbo since they are great units and cheaper than the Mitsu turbos. But then I want the Mitsu turbo since the install is much easier. I may start out using an adapted plate for the garret turbo if I choose to use one of theirs. This plate is not the best way to go, but it will allow me to use the 2g exman (almost as good as a tubular manifold with T3 flange). Im not sure which Garrett I want, but it will be relatively small. It will be a T3/T4, but I dont know a whole lot about these turbos and I dont know which trim and exhaust wheels to get that will be good for this 2 litre. If I went for a MHI turbo, I think it would only be a ported Big 16G with (for now) and internal WG.<br /><br />What experiences have people had with Garretts on our cars ? How does the outlet to the IC pipes line up to the stock locations ? What are good sources for accurate flow numbers ?<br /><br />Thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Marcus||07-04-2003||11:02 AM||||Hey I've had big turbo's, but no full Garrett's.  I've sold them all in favor of a new B16g ported from darksideracing for 565shipped.  Great deal!!!  WIth the right mods you will have no problem hitting your hp #'s.  Take the money you saved from not going garrett and spend it on supporting mods or take your parents out to dinner!  Good luck||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||07-04-2003||11:41 AM||||I am very happy with my really ported 16g. If I had to buy new, I would go with the big 16g and get it ported really well. It would be very easy to make 300whp with a ported big 16g. After that get a good intercooler, and free flowing exhaust, maybe some water injection, and your good to go. That should put you in the low 13s high 12s no problems. My friend ran 12.8 in his 2g with a ported  FP big 28, upgraded side mount and pipes and 2.5 inch exhaust.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||07-04-2003||04:56 PM||||Marcus, were all the parts of the big 16g ported?  Also, does the turbo come with a 34mm flapper?  And what is Darksideracing's web site?  Thanks!||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||07-04-2003||05:16 PM||||check ebay for darkside, they said 550 shipped fully ported when I talked to them...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||07-04-2003||08:13 PM||||Has anyone actually received the turbo from DarkSide ? I have heard a few bad things about them, but they do have pretty good feedback.<br /><br />BTW, their site is:  <a href="http://www.darksideracing.org" target="_blank">http://www.darksideracing.org</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||07-04-2003||08:17 PM||||DONT CLICK THAT LINK.<br /><br />That WAS thier site. I clicked it to check my link and its now porn shit.<br /><br /><br />The site was down yesterday and today that is there. That would make me very nervous if I had bought a turbo from them and have not yet received it.<br /><br />So has anyone received thir turbo yet ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||Marcus||07-05-2003||11:21 AM||||Here is my story, ordered on 6/23, called on 7/3 and they said there ported was in a accient and was out of the shop for a few days.  Confirmed with me that it was shipped on the 1st.  So I should see it sometime this week at which time I'll give a full review(not much to review) of the port work and quality of the turbo.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||07-05-2003||07:29 PM||||Please post your opinion of their turbo and service here when you do get it in. Maybe even start a new topic on this new vendor.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||199of2k||07-05-2003||10:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> DONT CLICK THAT LINK.<br /><br />That WAS thier site. I clicked it to check my link and its now porn shit.<br /><br /><br />The site was down yesterday and today that is there. That would make me very nervous if I had bought a turbo from them and have not yet received it.<br /><br />So has anyone received thir turbo yet ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually the site is back up.  Alot of the RI DSMers go through Darkside, Ive got nothing but good things to say about them(Im going drinking w/ some of the employees tomorrow so I guess im biased  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )||68.14.75.56||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||07-06-2003||09:27 PM||||Cool, but who has done internet bussines with them ? I realy want to know how the are over the net otherwise I will be buying the B16G from SBR, who I have zero trust issues with.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||DynStatic||07-06-2003||11:05 PM||||I have a slow boy raceing small 16g. fully ported and polished, 38 mm wastegate flapper. "It's so big!" Haha<br /><br />I like it, but havent turned the boost up more then 13 psi... I'm geting a fuel pump this week.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.57.52.135||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000012||slvrblt||07-07-2003||04:08 PM||||What exhaust do you have ? Hows the boost creep ? Do you still have the stock O2 housing ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000013||BlackHole||07-08-2003||07:42 AM||||If all you need are 12s, the small 16G will do just fine, is cheap and bolts right up. The big 16G isn't worth the extra $100 IMHO. Heck with the prices the way they are on 16s, you'll probably have enough money left over for another upgrade.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />With the 34mm wastegate flapper, TRE ported 95 O2 housing + 7cm turbine housing and 2.5" exhaust I have zero boost creep.<br /><br />just my $.02...||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000014||chadhayashi||07-09-2003||01:18 AM||||If you want a Garrett, but bolt on ease, you might check out the turbos available from ramchargers.com. They have 7 or 8 different trims available. All for $995, last time I looked, and all available w/ an integral wastegate. I myself will likely try one of these. I'm at the same elevation as you and my big 16g doesn't cut it. I have driven my car w/ a small 16g at sea level and... I hated that I lived in Denver for 6 months after I got home.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Boost threshold was approx 1800 rpm. Had 19"Hg at idle opposed to 14"hg here on a new engine.  I hit fuel cut on an old MAF at 16psi down there and could still pull on alot of V8's. ---> back on track...At high elevation, you'll probably want a 20g at least. Only one 14b'd 1G, (out of many) has ran a 12 at Bandimere (5600 ft)(12.97).||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||07-09-2003||01:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br />If you want a Garrett, but bolt on ease, you might check out the turbos available from ramchargers.com. They have 7 or 8 different trims available. All for $995</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">FYI - those are the PTE turbos being resold by every DSM vendor on the block.  Prices vary slightly, and you can find them even cheaper than that.  <br /><br />However, I'm predicting that the advent of the PTE Garrett turbo convenience factor is going to have a bunch of slow cars running huge PTE turbos pretty soon.  Now everybody wants bigger than a 50 trim.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000016||BlackHole||07-09-2003||11:52 AM||||[nostalgia]<br />Howard makes me think of the old days... Remember when a 20G was a radical monster turbo? Injectors bigger than 550s were unbelievably large and the original Buschur front mount was stunning overkill. I fondly recall when Tym was the first to run a 10 sec 1/4 mile.<br />[/nostalgia]<br /><br />Now all those are par for the course. Heck my next motor will likely be using a PTE casting w/ Garrett ball-bearing turbo.<br /><br />Sorry, I'm showing my age again... I have to go back to the old DSMers home.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
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A||||2||bujang_hensem||T3 &quot;60&quot; compressor vs 16g compresor in TDO5 Housing||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||07-03-2003||09:45 PM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||hi guy, just to get info about this.<br /><br />Compresor inducer exducer trim Housing<br />T3         1.830   2.367   60  TDO5H-16G<br />small 16g  1.830   2.365   60  TDO5H-16G<br />the differences are garret has taller blade with higher degree design position<br /><br />Turbine are the same using TDO5H <br /><br />compressor flow rate<br />T3  490cfm at garret T3 <br />16g 505cfm at TDO5H housing<br /><br />just to know:- <br />1. will t3 flow more than 16g at TDO5H housing?<br />2. from some info on the internet t3 will flow <br />   more CFM in TDO5H housing compare using T28 or <br />   T3 housing, is it true?<br />3. which turbo give better performance?  <br />4. T3 compressor will perform better in T28 <br />   housing compare with using T3 housing, is it <br />   true?<br />5. Do all garret compressor give whining  <br />   sound...same like 14b at high boost but this <br />   compressor make it at low boost to high<br /><br />well guy, i'm asking this because i already rebuild my old 14B, <br />1. trade in my 14b housing for used 16g housing<br />2. replace my 14b compressor with T3 "60"<br />3. Replace all seal, ring.<br />everything for $157.00 only, compare with used 16g $210.00 with unknown condition.<br /><br />well has anybody over there has done the same thing, I still not test the new rebuilt turbo because of my car still run in, boost only set to 7 psi, but it run smooth and better than my old 14B. Will I get the same performance as small 16g can give? better else?||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||07-07-2003||11:32 PM||||hey<br />i've had this done<br />a t3 comp wheel..<br /><br />the guy who did this for me said it would be just like a big16g.. slightly better..<br /><br />so it'll be good for around 350hp..<br /><br />much better than 14b...<br /><br />anyways.. for that price do it..<br /><br />there are 2 ppl that i know of that have this.. one guy on his cordia (1.8l) and lancer (1.6l) both say its laggy for them compared to a tdo4 and a tco6...<br /><br />so its up to you but i think it would be worth the effort..||203.134.13.194||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||bujang_hensem||07-08-2003||06:59 AM||||oh yeah.wow...nice to know that...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  i've already test my turbo but only for 7psi...i will test to turn my boost up a bit, scare to up more than 14psi because my injector still 450cc and you said it flow same as big 16g   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   but compare to my old 14b at 10psi it kick same this turbo at 7 psi...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.186.54.22||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
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A||||1||mromik||Some vibrsation.||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||07-03-2003||11:39 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||After I had troubles with my clutch I bought another parted out GVR4 and took the gearbox,flywheel,clutch disk. Intalled all the parts (My Monte Carlo flywheel is much lighter that original JDM 1989 VR4)<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=778" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=779" alt=" - " /><br />A also install my visco unit And had to put another transfer case shaft in gearbox. (my was 23 tooth and that was 22).<br />The car runs almost perfectly, but the clutch became much harder. I do not like the gear ratio (my gears were much closer, so i had not to change gears much times as now) <br />the main prob, that mow I have noticable vibration of the engine at high rpms<br />I think it is due to the flywheel.<br />What do you think?<br />Is it a good idea to put a new lightened flywheel?<br />Is it possible to buy it for cheap in the USA?<br /><br />some other photos<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=780" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=781" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=782" alt=" - " />||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||07-03-2003||11:49 PM||||Wow....my car cringes at the site of those RR tracks in the middle of that road.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=781" alt=" - " />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/002690.cgi
A||||14||jonvr4||Am I Fucked???||||4||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-04-2003||12:30 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||ok, so today i take the galant out for the second time after the rebuild. It has 8 miles on the engine, and I take it to the highway to start the break in. I am on the highway cruising at 55mph and all of a sudden I loose all of the engine's power. I drive to a side street and the fucker stops dead in it's tracks. Before it dies the engine is making a slight low thud sound. I get it home and it don't even crank. I pull the drivers side wheel and try to turn the crank by hand with a ratchet. I check timing and it's all dead on. It is locked in it's position. I had it bored 40 over, could the machine shop not have done it right, and when the je pistons heated up all the way they got stuck in the cylinders? it's been about 2 hours and the engine is still somewhat hot so i think when it is cooler the engine will crank. Please help, i don't want it to be this after it is runing for the first time in like 9 months.||12.211.242.195||reg||4||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||07-04-2003||12:37 AM||||s**t jon that sucks.  What clearances did they/you use in the bores? What does JE recommend?  Who did all the machine work assembly? I hope it's not really bad...i'll keep my fingers crossed for you.||12.203.230.54||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||number3||07-04-2003||12:56 AM||||My fingers are crossed too. <br /><br />Good luck.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||07-04-2003||09:22 AM||||Before you try and crank it again, put a 1/2" drive ratchet on the crank and try turning it by hand.  Also pull the upper T-belt cover and verify that timing is still intact.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||number3||07-04-2003||10:07 AM||||He did howard   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   didn't he...||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||07-04-2003||10:24 AM||||Do you happen to leave the car in gear when you park it? I know it sound stupid, but I have done that before. A friend of mine said his car wouldnt start & I did some inspections & tried to turn it over by the crank & I was like WELL SHIT!!!. You motor is locked up. But then, something told me to see if it was out of gear. Needless to say it was in 1st with the  E-brake on. <br /><br />Also, were you running stock boost & did you prime the oiling system before staring it up?||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||07-04-2003||12:39 PM||||doh, my foot sure does taste bad!||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||cevic||07-04-2003||05:01 PM||||This sounds like your crankshift is broken. I had the same experience last year when I was driving on the highway. My car didn't show any sign of problem until all the sudden the temp gauge jumped to the maximum and it died. I took it to the mechanic and the guy told me the crankshift was broken and the connecting rods had made a big hole on the block. Hope this won't happen to you. I am crossing my fingers. Good luck.||24.124.95.48||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||07-04-2003||05:53 PM||||for all those crossing your fingers, you should have also crossed your toes! the engine is fucked! just as i had suspected the pistons are froze in the block. It seems that the mechine shop didn't measure correctly and when the pistons expanded for the first time they ended up destroying the cylinder walls. also the timing belt was all lined up correctly so it also leads me to belive that the power loss was the crank staying stationary while the cams would rotate so i made contact with all 8 intake valves, and it must have simply been a coincidense that it landed on the correct timing. I think this because i rotated the engine numerouse times and never had any contact with the pistons.I guess my 8.5:1 je's aren't anything but mere paper weights now. So it seems that i will be getting together a 2.4l stroker at the cost of the machine shop. I am raging right now and i don't really want to discuss the matter anymore for the time being!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rmdsm.org/photopost/showphoto.php?photo=229&papass=&sort=1" target="_blank">http://www.rmdsm.org/photopost/showphoto.php?photo=229&papass=&sort=1</a> <br /><br />here is a pic showing scortch marks on the top and vavle impressions on the piston.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rmdsm.org/photopost/showphoto.php?photo=228&papass=&sort=1" target="_blank">http://www.rmdsm.org/photopost/showphoto.php?photo=228&papass=&sort=1</a><br /><br />more scortch marks on the bottom of this cylinder.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||07-04-2003||11:25 PM||||That sucks man!  Sorry to hear it.  I hope the machine shop will make things right.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||curtis||07-04-2003||11:49 PM||||The only thing I can say is diamond racing pistons their way cool and the grand national guys swear by them.  It will get to the point that these guys will annoy you they will call you at work or at home to inform you of every step in the build.  My friend had a set custom built for his merkur 2.3 ford for long rod custom dome and compression for 320 he told all the guys on the turbo ford board and now their down to the low 200's    get with them and you might get a group buy together for a long rod set up or stock or  whatever    I also have a good 1st gen head that I pulled off mine and alot of other parts   under the forsale section under GARAGE SALE everything must go||65.135.143.219||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||07-05-2003||12:01 AM||||That's a real bummer, to say the least. <br /><br />If the crank runs the timing belt and your valve timing is still correct, then the head and valve train should be fine. The cams stopped turning when the crank stopped turning. Those divots in the shape of the valves are usually machined into the pistons. I would think the pistons are toast and the block will have to be bored out if the walls are scored. Did the machine shop assemble the bottom end? I think I heard a reputable machine shop will not bore a block without having the pistons. <br /><br />Good luck and keep us posted.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||jonvr4||07-06-2003||05:20 PM||||thanks to the lazy ass machine workers this is what i found on the bottom of the oil pan.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.rmdsm.org/photopost/showphoto.php?photo=234&papass=&sort=1" target="_blank">http://www.rmdsm.org/photopost/showphoto.php?photo=234&papass=&sort=1</a> <br /><br />here is what i found on the bottom of the pistons when i took the pan off, by the way the blocks on a stand and upside down<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.rmdsm.org/photopost/showphoto.php?photo=232&papass=&sort=1" target="_blank">http://www.rmdsm.org/photopost/showphoto.php?photo=232&papass=&sort=1</a> <br /><br />what's that? you can't see the piston? well that's because it has that much metal shavings on the bottom!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000013||curtis||07-06-2003||11:16 PM||||dude send these photos to the local newspaper and put the machine shop out of business dude to lack of customers.  just tell the facts and let the pictures tell the rest of the story.||65.144.95.36||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000014||SLO GVR 4||07-06-2003||11:29 PM||||Jon please check your PM in regards to the S-AFC you sold me||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes



ubb/Forum2/002691.cgi
A||||2||GalantVR-4||can i plug it?||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||07-04-2003||05:48 AM||||If it remove the dump tube from my galant and plug the return side, will the car still run funny?  some of the 2g guys make it seem as tho you can.  thanks||64.175.35.94||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||07-04-2003||08:04 AM||||That's a pretty vague question.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||number3||07-04-2003||08:15 AM||||I assume you are talking about the BOV return hose. Yes your car will run funny if you do that. It will run rich and stumble alot.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002692.cgi
A||||3||snakedelong||Anybody willing to come help me out||||1||||snakedelong||00000987
Z||000000||snakedelong||07-04-2003||10:48 AM||||I am doing a timing belt change and I am beyond tired of messing with it.  If someone will please come and help then I will (show you the money).  I live in South Point, Ohio.  If you don't know were that's at then you might know where Huntington, West Virginia or Ashland, Kentucky.  It is only like 5 minutes from either of these places.  My # is 304-416-0134.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000001||Marcus||07-04-2003||10:57 AM||||Is this Jimmy?  How's the GVR4 doing?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000002||snakedelong||07-04-2003||11:55 AM||||Yeah it's me.  I haven't had this thing running right yet.  I found out that somebody had snapped a timing belt and they put a new one on and it wasn't put back in time.  To top it off it had bent 8 of the valves and the other 8 were just worn out.  I just got the head back last week from being rebuilt and now I am trying to get this timing belt on and make sure everything is right.  I am looking for someone to help me do this so I don't mess up the new head.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000003||snakedelong||07-05-2003||07:09 PM||||Nobody wants to help me out.  Come on, Somebody has to be willing to help me out.  The galant needs to run again.||24.154.134.208||reg||9||snakedelong||00000987||yes



ubb/Forum2/002693.cgi
A||||6||Jon-Lee||When it rains it poors(another F@#$in problem)||||1||||MaximusDestruction||00001112
Z||000000||Jon-Lee||07-04-2003||11:26 PM||totalracer1@aol.com||I seem to be cursed with  my GVR4s. This is myy second one and it seems just as i fix the problem at hand another one pops up.<br /><br />I have a weird hesitation or studder with my tachometer. It is the stock one, i have no mods other than the restrictor (doughnut" removed and no air can. I have new spark plugs and wires with correct gapping(RRE did it so i safely assume that). When i rev the motor in neutral it is fine. When iam going through the gears, second and third only i beleive it studders. The negine doesnt just the needle as far as i can tell.<br /><br />Anyone have a clue??||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000001||1101||07-05-2003||01:45 AM||||Try tightening up the ground to, or replacing the capactor on top of the intake manifold.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000002||peterlsmith||07-06-2003||06:40 PM||||VR4s come cursed from the factory at no extra cost!<br /><br />Sticking tachs is, I believe, quite common. Mine does it from 2700 to around 3000 rpm, but it has no impact on the engine (the PocketLOGGER shows no problem with the ECU rpm signal). So long as it shows when you're going into the red zone, I wouldn't worry about it.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.100.226||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000003||Jon-Lee||07-06-2003||08:26 PM||||It may have no effect, but what if you are an anal retentive A-Hole when it comes to your car??||205.188.208.166||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||07-06-2003||09:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It may have no effect, but what if you are an anal retentive A-Hole when it comes to your car??<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am an anal retentive A-hole and it doesnt bother me that much... thoguh sometimes when I have a bad day it does   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||07-07-2003||12:55 AM||||Ive never seen a GVR4 that doesnt do it. <br /><br /> Ive learned you cant be a anal retentive A-hole,or just a automotive hypochondriac with one of these cars-you'll go crazy..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.95||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||07-07-2003||02:18 AM||||You guys must not be loving your cars enough because mine never has any of these problems. 182k on it too. Most reliable car I've ever owned.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/002694.cgi
A||||4||henrok||larger tires||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||07-05-2003||03:04 AM||alvihen@aol.com||the other day my tire blew out and today i bought me some michelins pilots xgt's.  what will a larger tire do to a cars performance?  since one of my tires blew out and they didnt have the size i wanted 205/55/15's  i got me 205/60/15.  ive noticed a more gentle ride now.  how will these larger tires affect my car?||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-05-2003||09:20 AM||||they will give you a more gentle ride.  OH!  actually, because of the increase in sidewall(distance from the outer lip of the wheel to the tread) there is more cushion, that is why the ride is better.  but, the tradeoff is now the tire is more flexible, so you will lose some handling, steering becomes less precise.  i replaced dunlop d60's with the michelin pilots, first thing i noticed was a smoother, quieter ride.  tires were exact same size.  i just recently went to falken ziex 205/55-15, and the handling really improved.  as the tread wore on the pilots, i felt like i lost a lot of traction.  in all fairness, during the time i had the michelins, i also went to the 2g mas and 560's.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||07-05-2003||03:19 PM||||you will be able to go faster... i don't want to do too much math right now but for example, if u had a 24" circumference and now u have a 25" circumference, the top speed will be higher, at 5000 rpms with a 24" tire, u are moving at 10,000 feet perr minute... with a 25" tire, u are moving at 10,416 feet per minute... your new tire size isn't really that much of a difference though. but tire size can also affect horsepower #s because of the changed ratio. if you put smaller tires on your car, you will move quicker... taller tire move can go faster. i'f never tested it at the track but i know i dropped my tires on my old car from 205/65R15 to some 195/55/R15 and my tires would chirp or break lose in 2nd gear where they never did before.... it didn't take as much to spin them||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||07-05-2003||07:27 PM||||I assume you replaced all the tires, right ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||henrok||07-06-2003||09:34 AM||||yes i replaced all four tires. i had 195/55/15 before now i have 205/60/15.  the car has a more cushioned ride now.  small holes and bumps i felt before have seemed to dissapear.  also ive filled the wheel wells.  the other tires made the wheels look tiny and the car huge.  now it looks ok, next time ill try new rims with new tires.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/002695.cgi
A||||4||jonvr4||Don't have to pull tranny||||3||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-05-2003||11:08 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||is it at all possible to not have to pull the tranny to get the engine out? i was thinking if i take the transfer case off, and put a jack under the tranny i won't have to pull it. if this is the case i'll have the engine out and stripped in like 2 hours.||12.211.242.195||reg||3||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||07-05-2003||11:22 AM||||I've taken engines out (through the top) with the tranny still attached.  It's a bitch to get the right angle without a load leveler on the hoist, but it's doable.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||07-05-2003||11:23 AM||||yeah me too. i have done a few engine removals on TEL and my galant. but my question is do i NEED to pull the tranny? i was thinking i could leave it in the car because it takes so much time to pull the axles and drive shaft.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||07-05-2003||11:32 AM||||you'll still have to pull the axles and remove the transfer case||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||07-05-2003||01:27 PM||||it is technically possible, but not recommended. What you spend in extra effort to get the motor off the input shaft, (sweat, cursing and nicked fenders) would be better spent just to pull it as a unit. <br />When I pull them, the only thing I leave is the a/c compressor. (no vacuuming and recharging necesary then). If you try and leave the a/c compressor AND the trans, it will be very tight to say the least.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/002696.cgi
A||||19||Notorius||2G MAS on 1G car||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||07-05-2003||10:37 PM||||so i keep reading about this 2G mas on a GVR4 setup that is apparently reall good as an intake mod. the only problem is i dont understand what all is required to get it to work properly. different sites say different things are required. some say you just need the 2G mas and proper piping, some say you need a fuel controller, some say you need the maf translator. so can someone explain it? ive looked all over and just get more non-answers. what do i need to do this setup properly. is there a site that sells the entire thing, with everything needed, somewhere? like filter, mas, piping, fuel controller/translator/whatever, etc in a package?<br /><br />i dunno if it helps to know or not but my car is pushin 15PSI with port/polished heads, turbo wastegate actuator disconnected, the idle bypass valve connector disconnected, and the heating/coolant lines to the throttle body removed. otherwise its stock cept new stiffer motor mounts and a boost gauge.||68.168.159.137||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-05-2003||10:54 PM||||Before messing with the intake (aside from a K&N) you may want to go with a higher flowing exhaust setup, then a fuel pump.  You won't start overrunning the stock MAS until you've done this stuff and are running 18 or so psi.  <br /><br />Also, you might want to knock your boost down a tad if you don't have any sort of logging device (pocketlogger) to count knock.  With stock fuel I consider 15 pushing slightly over borderline.<br /><br />When you do get ready for a new MAS you have a few possibilities:<br /><br />2G MAS with 550's, preferably with an S-AFC to tune it up.<br />GM MAS sensor with the ramchargers GM MAS Translator.<br />VPC with no MAS (speed density).<br /><br />The additional flow from the 2G mas is fairly balanced out by the larger injectors.  The GM setup has much less restriction and is simpler to install.  The VPC has no restriction but your injector sizes are limited to 660's and under.<br /><br />Additionally the VPC and GM MAS setups can be configured to vent the BOV to atmosphere if that is your thing (more top end, less torque, a lot more noise  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ).<br /><br />Any of these setups will work best with a new intake pipe.  Try <a href="http://www.dejontool.com" target="_blank">www.dejontool.com</a> for lots of different choices for each setup.<br /><br />Hope this helps.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-05-2003||11:02 PM||||As far as finding all the stuff in one place goes, you probably will have to piece it all together.  You can buy the GM MAS translator, MAS, intake pipe, and filter from dejontool, but you can certainly get the mas cheaper at a junkyard and save yourself a minimum of $50.  <br /><br />With a 2G MAS you will pretty much be buying it off of another user or once again from a junkyard.<br /><br />There really are not any kits because there are so many different ways to do your intake that most people never have an identical setup.  You are best off piecing things together yourself.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||07-05-2003||11:05 PM||||what fuel pump do you recommend? ive heard the walboro 255 is loud but does the job. anyone know how loud it actually is? i dont want to hear it from inside the cabin.<br /><br />and what would be a good exhaust setup? ill prolly go custom made instead of name-brand.||68.168.159.137||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||07-06-2003||12:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> what fuel pump do you recommend? ive heard the walboro 255 is loud but does the job. anyone know how loud it actually is? i dont want to hear it from inside the cabin.<br /><br />and what would be a good exhaust setup? ill prolly go custom made instead of name-brand. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So far my car has consistently run high 12's/low 13's with the Walbro 190. It's not that noisy, but that's a matter of opinion, I guess. With the 255 you will need an adjustable fuel pressure regulator which makes it a more expensive upgrade. As far as exhausts go, good luck finding a name brand setup for our cars other than JIC anyway. Nobody makes one. A lot of people run a setup from <a href="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com" target="_blank">www.certifiedmuffler.com</a> which work well. I love mine. Good luck and have fun....||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-06-2003||12:34 AM||||I'm running a 255.  If you stand outside the car it is quite loud, and you can even hear it in the car a tiny bit, but you would have to be super picky to care.  It's not that bad, people just like to bitch about it.  An AFPR is definitely a good idea for it though.<br /><br />I've got a Certified Muffler 3" setup.  It gets the job done.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Notorius||07-06-2003||12:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So far my car has consistently run high 12's/low 13's with the Walbro 190. It's not that noisy, but that's a matter of opinion, I guess. With the 255 you will need an adjustable fuel pressure regulator which makes it a more expensive upgrade. As far as exhausts go, good luck finding a name brand setup for our cars other than JIC anyway. Nobody makes one. A lot of people run a setup from <a href="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com" target="_blank">www.certifiedmuffler.com</a> which work well. I love mine. Good luck and have fun.... [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how hard are you pushing the 190? is it nearing upgrade time if you wanted to go deep 12s?||68.168.159.137||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||07-06-2003||01:08 AM||||QUOTE]how hard are you pushing the 190? is it nearing upgrade time if you wanted to go deep 12s? [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />I don't think deep 12's are out of the question. With the new intercooler on I'm hoping for mid 12's. It definately pulls harder and the 190 is doing just fine so far. My goal for the car is to get into the 11's. To do that my next step is probably going to be a PTE 50 trim turbo and to do that I will upgrade to a 255, adjustable fpr, and some 660cc injectors.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||thetuna909||07-06-2003||01:25 AM||||I would go with a 190lph, I have seen dsm dyno more than 450hp, with 660 denso injectors. And it was with a turbo bigger than a 50 trim garret. What ever fuel pump you go with, it is very important that rewire it.||64.12.96.102||reg||7||thetuna909||00000729||yes
Z||000009||Ian M||07-06-2003||12:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> <br /><br />i dunno if it helps to know or not but my car is pushin 15PSI with port/polished heads, turbo wastegate actuator disconnected, the idle bypass valve connector disconnected, and the heating/coolant lines to the throttle body removed. otherwise its stock cept new stiffer motor mounts and a boost gauge. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im amazed no one has asked this yet but,WHY do you have the ISC and wastegate disconnected? <br /><br /> Disconnecting the wastegate is NOT the way to control boost! It sounds to me like you have a cracked exhaust housing/leaking wastegate flapper,cracked manifold,boost leak,ect limiting you to 15 psi. Otherwise,without a wastegate,it would boost way past 20 psi. You need to figure out what's going on there and install a proper boost controller! Id bet you would see a big improvement in spoolup and power too.<br /><br /> I dont understand the purpose of dissconnecting the ISC at all.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   Please enlighten me.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.200||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000010||Notorius||07-06-2003||01:37 PM||||i didnt do it. the guy i got the car from did it. ive known him for several years and from what ive seen no one in CO knows as much as him about VR-4s so im gonna trust his judgement. ill ask him about the ISC and see what he says tho. and yea, the wastegate is stuck open slighty. were fixing that and a oil return line leak sometime this week (prolly wednesday). and im ordering a hallman MBC as well.<br /><br />i havent noticed spoolup time/rpms tho, ill check it when i go out for a drive today. what RPMs should i be expecting in relation to initial spoolup and full 15PSI?<br /><br />*edit*<br />tested the car, got 15PSI at about 3900ish in 3rd gear with the car being warmed up.||68.168.159.137||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000011||Ian M||07-06-2003||11:08 PM||||3900rpm with a 14b is too high. Even with the stock exhaust,it should be around 3000 or so. <br /><br />On my car with hogged out exhaust housing,3" exhaust,IC and pipes,ect.,it spools to 16 psi around 2700-800 rpm or so. <br /><br /> Exhaust makes a big differnce in spoolup,as well as a proper boost controller. A ball/spring controller like the Hallman (good choice) makes a noticible differnce over a bleeder type. Fixing that wastegate is going to be huge! If you have to pull it apart,nows a good time to do some porting.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /> I still dont understand disconnecting the ISC;no performance improvement there. Maybe it was bad, causing idleing problems who knows. If you still have AC,it might not be a bad idea to check it via the VFAQ,if it needs replaced,Gabor (Sleeper) rebuilds them,or you could try a junkyard one,even Hyundais use the same one.||129.71.114.95||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000012||Notorius||07-06-2003||11:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> 3900rpm with a 14b is too high. Even with the stock exhaust,it should be around 3000 or so. <br /><br />On my car with hogged out exhaust housing,3" exhaust,IC and pipes,ect.,it spools to 16 psi around 2700-800 rpm or so. <br /><br /> Exhaust makes a big differnce in spoolup,as well as a proper boost controller. A ball/spring controller like the Hallman (good choice) makes a noticible differnce over a bleeder type. Fixing that wastegate is going to be huge! If you have to pull it apart,nows a good time to do some porting..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /> I still dont understand disconnecting the ISC;no performance improvement there. Maybe it was bad, causing idleing problems who knows. If you still have AC,it might not be a bad idea to check it via the VFAQ,if it needs replaced,Gabor (Sleeper) rebuilds them,or you could try a junkyard one,even Hyundais use the same one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what would i port w/ the wastegate? im guessing youll say turbo in which case is 350$ for a 16G a good deal? <br /><br />and for whatever reason ISC never registered in my head so i just skipped answering about it. i believe the reason its disconnected is to help keep the car cooler. ive seen some DSM guys say to disconnect it in the summer or before going to the track. i also know the domestic V8 guys do it to help their cars keep cooler, so thats my guess.||68.168.159.137||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000013||jayru||07-07-2003||12:06 AM||||Notorious, i think you have the IAC confused with the fast idle control valve which has coolent lines connected to it. Removing these lines can theoreticly cool the intake air temp by eliminating the hot antifreeze from circulating through the throttle body (although if your EGR is still connected it benifits you BCS antifreeze temps are cooler than exaust temps, alot of people don't realise this). The ISC just allows more/less air through the intake to regulate idle, a/c on, stuff like that.<br /><br />Also, I myself am in the proscess of converting to a 2G sensor. I admit the info out there is so confusing, i.e. some people love the 1G ported, some love the 2G meter, and some say screw em both and get a MAF translator. All of these people argue for or aginst their method and you don't know which way to turn. From my research (only my opinion) the 2G seems the way to go. Just buy 550cc's and you are almost tuned perfect right out of the box. The 1G ported is plaigued with problems from idle serge to MAS overrun, and the MAF translator (my origonal intended route) seems to be plagued with software problems (Their are tuns of sites with people who have it rippin it a new one, saying their car runs like crap and so forth).  Whatever route you choose, Good Luck||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000014||Ian M||07-07-2003||12:23 AM||||You can port out the inlet of the exhaust housing and the outlet (collector) of the manifold. Factory,there is a fire ring that gets left out when you port. the resulting ridge in the manifold and turbo gets removed when porting. You also smooth out the short turn radius of the runner as it drops into the collector.   If your manifold is cracked-and it probably is,a 2g unit is an upgrade.<br /><br /> Porting the wastegate flapper hole (enlarging) helps with boost creep,once you install a larger exhaust.<br /><br /> You can port the o2 housing out also.<br /><br /> Check out <a href="http://vfaq.com" target="_blank">http://vfaq.com</a>  There is a good porting VFAQ on there,as well as pretty much anything else you can do to one of these cars.<br /><br /> If its a good 16g,yeah thats a pretty good deal! It may or may not be already ported,either way if it has a 7cm housing (it should) ) you will have to port the manifold to match the larger opening in the 7cm housing.<br /><br /> Actually,all the ISC does is bump up the idle when the AC compressor kicks on,ect. Its basically a valve that opens or closes by comand of the ECU to allow air to bypass the butterfly and control idle speed. All its going to affect is idle quality. You can have it hooked up and functional even with the coolant hoses to the TB bypassed. <br /><br />The bypassed coolant hoses IS considered a free mod,however some folks experience with it vary. Some folks dont consider the decrease in idle quality on cold starts worth it,theres a pretty small gain to be had,its a personal choice thing .||129.71.114.95||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||07-07-2003||11:24 AM||||The 2g MAS upgrade was one of the best things I've done to my GVR-4, but I'd have to rank it down the list, at least 3rd or 4th. The best 2 upgrades you can make is the exhaust work others have mentioned, and a larger intercooler and pipes. Those 2 things are the biggest restrictions, and you won't see much performance improvement by just upgrading the MAS as long as those restrictions are in there. <br />Even without hacking, the 1g MAS is good for >300 HP. There are several advantages to using the 2g MAS:<br />1) along with a Dejon(or other) shortened hard intake pipe, it makes a VERY low restriction intake system.<br />2) along with 550's it will push fuelcut off another 18% or so.<br />3) its a tried-and-tested system, without any of the tuning headaches some guys are having with the MAFT.<br />Another option, that I personally would like to offer, is running the 2g MAS along with 450's and a special chip I can make with the 2g MAS compensation in it. It should fire up, idle, and run just like it was made for our cars.<br />  On a related subject: is there anyone on here still running a 1g MAS, unhacked, with stock 450's, and a datalogger? I would like to know what your fuel trims look like. Any input from you guys would be appreciated.<br />  Most of my R&D lately has been focused on tuning the 2g MAS to work 100% without an AFC, and I'll be looking for some more guinea pigs to test these new chips on shortly. I will be including injector deadtime and pulsewidth correction for larger injectors too.||68.155.176.217||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||ken inn||07-07-2003||11:50 AM||||i dont think the 2g mas/550's is an exact fit.  yah, if you like loose clothes.  at idle and up to about 2k rpm, i bet the ecu goes open loop cause it is too rich.  on my afc, i have 1k at -13,  1.5k at -6, 2k at -2.  at wot, with 560's, i had +4 up to +7, inj duty cycle was at 87%, i was getting 3 knock, and only 23 timing.  before the 264's my 1k was -17.  i also have the screw backed all the way out.  the water injection killed the knock, upped the timing, and brought the afc hi settings to 0, dropping inj duty cycle down to 76%.  the car runs much better with the 2g mas, and i am getting better fuel economy.  same thing with the fuel pump.  you CAN run the stock fpr with the walbro 255, but it dont run as well as it can if you have an adjustable fpr.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||07-07-2003||12:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">On a related subject: is there anyone on here still running a 1g MAS, unhacked, with stock 450's, and a datalogger? I would like to know what your fuel trims look like. Any input from you guys would be appreciated.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jeff I can get you my fuel trims if you want. I just went through smog and passed and want to keep the car stock for the time being since I have no hood on it. This is with the only mods being a cat back (2.5"-3") and JDM 2 1/4 IC piping and modified Starion IC. Last I checked they were in the mid 90's to low 100's .||207.220.137.86||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||229of1000||07-07-2003||12:39 PM||||Jeff I sent you a PM about it also.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000019||Ian M||07-07-2003||10:29 PM||||Definately IC pipes are a big improvement in these cars,drivability and power is WAY better. My 14b car made a  5/10th,5 mph improvement (13.50s@ 100-12.96@105)with just pipes and IC at the track too. Another freind of mines GVR4 made a 3mph,4 10th improvement as well,both examples are with just a 2 1/4 pipe,Starquest IC setup-even a budget setup can yield big gains.<br /><br /> Like Keydiver said,The 2g mas/AFC is the way to go IMHO unless your going VPC (more $$$)-once the other restrictions are taken care of. Its proven to work. I recently got around to moving my battery and making the switch from a unhacked MAS and 450s,drivabilty and power seems to be better,we'll see what happens at the track.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> Jeff,My fuel trims usually varied from 100-110% with the unhacked 1g mas (screw backed out). I dont know if that is specific enough to help you or not.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.108||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/002697.cgi
A||||7||crucible||Car running a bit hot-a bit long sorry-||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||07-06-2003||12:27 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Im not sure whats happening with #114.My gauge has been reading over the half mark and occasionally goes to 3/4 and then shoots down to norm.Recently Ive been dumping coolant through the overflow tank.I just replaced the thermostat with a stock 192 one.The one I pulled out said 195.Rad is only 20k old.My gauge hasnt gone up to the 3/4 mark but still reads higher than norm.My logger reads approximately 100c to the ecu.The car seems to run fine and it has been hot out lately.<br />Oh yeah, my logger gives me a code for oxygen sensor but engine light doesnt light.I noticed my log readings show it cycling all the way down to zero and up and back to zero again.Would this make the car run hotter?And whats a sign that the gauge sensor is f'd?<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||07-06-2003||01:30 PM||||If you're loosing coolant you need to find the leak.  Can you pressure test the radiator?  Is the cap new?  I have seen a lot of caps loose coolant under pressure as steam.  You won't notice it till the reservoir or radiator are empty.<br />Sounds like the o2 is working properly, but the computer thinks otherwise.  I don't know if the computer on these "old" cars cared about how many "big slopes" the o2 produced for a specific period of time or not.  Either way, it wouldn't cause your engine to overheat.||209.86.143.185||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||crucible||07-06-2003||06:58 PM||||I dont think there's a leak at the moment.The overflow tank overflowed twice in the last week.What would cause that to happen?<br />Also my logger ecu reading over 100 deg C makes me wonder whats in store for me in the very near future.I just read a recent post about engine getting too hot and Im going to check the hoses for temp and leaks.<br /><br />BTW, is the T stat supposed to be rotated a certain way or just dropped in?I noticed the sensor is not centered.<br /> <br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||curtis||07-06-2003||08:17 PM||||do a compression test and a leak down while doing the leak down check for bubbles and oil in your coolant. water in the oil doesn't always show its ugly head.  Both are tell tell sign of a blown head gasket. also did you just replace your head with a ported one mine did the same thing after I put on the ported head it had a small pin hole that leaked about 6 oz an hour into the chamber total screwed up the o2 reading. Had to remove it and get it welded up.  Thats what I get for getting gredy with the die grinder. It may be that its just hot weather.  Have you been running the ac?  mine moves up but never fills anything into the overflow with the ac on.  After I cut the front bumper vents out the car always runs cooler and especially with the ac on.  If the leak down turns out good try some red line water wetter its worth its weigh in gold also you can buy some coolant tablets from the GM dealer parts dept .  there a type of stop leak but want clog things up like that shit from auto zone and advance if you do have a coolant leak.  It will buy you some time so you can prepare to replace the head gasket.   Best of luck.   Ive been there more than once.||65.142.59.169||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-08-2003||12:05 AM||||The ECU is reluctant to throw a code for the O2 sensor.  It takes some significant failure to get #11 -- and the ECU is quick to forgive the O2 sensor if it falls back into line.  It is normal for the ECU to store a code and not have the CE light on.<br /><br />If you have a #11 O2 sensor code I would believe the ECU and replace the O2 sensor.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||UncleDonut||07-08-2003||12:30 AM||||Please don't take this as a condescending question.  Are you sure that the orientation of the thermostat is correct?<br /><br />-Dave<br />#797/2000||24.128.102.224||reg||1||UncleDonut||00000467||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||07-08-2003||01:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> I dont think there's a leak at the moment.The overflow tank overflowed twice in the last week.What would cause that to happen?<br />Also my logger ecu reading over 100 deg C makes me wonder whats in store for me in the very near future.I just read a recent post about engine getting too hot and Im going to check the hoses for temp and leaks.<br /><br />BTW, is the T stat supposed to be rotated a certain way or just dropped in?I noticed the sensor is not centered.<br /> <br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just had the same thing happen in 1643 and I think it was just the tired old radiator cap that didn't hold enough pressure to keep excess from being pushed to the overflow.  Try a new cap and see what that does.  They need to hold pressure for 2 reasons (you probably already know this) <br />To keep the overflow blocked up to 13 lbs of pressure<br />To keep the fluid from boiling (won't boil as easy while under pressure.<br /><br />Mine wasn't really running past the 1/2 mark unless I sat in horrible traffic with the A/C on...<br />I don't think the orientation makes a difference if the t-stat is right side up.||167.142.21.193||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||crucible||07-08-2003||07:20 AM||||Well, thanks for the info.Since replacing the stat I got rid of my inital warm up problem which was gauge swinging all the way up to 3/4 and then shoot down to about norm.But Im still getting a higher than norm reading while easy driving with no A/C on.Checked the rad cap and the rubber looks worn.Definitely a cheap fix there.Rad is about 30k old.<br />I will change the o2 also.Ive been getting peaks of 194 percent on my o2 trim and getting #11 code.<br /> <br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/002698.cgi
A||||4||gvr4tunr||stock suspension??||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||07-06-2003||01:35 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||when i bought my car, it recently had its shocks replaced...i find my ride height unsusally high, is it possible that this is the incorrect suspention on my car?<br /><br />  <img src="http://personal.ecu.edu/cbm0303/000_0027.jpg" alt=" - " />||172.136.149.39||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-06-2003||01:44 PM||||The front looks close to stock, but the rear is higher than stock.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||07-06-2003||01:48 PM||||HOLY SKYJACKER SUSPENSION BATMAN!<br /><br />Yeeee Haw!  Get you some Crager 5 stars and that bad billy's gooood to go!<br /><br />Kick dem switches homey, you's needs to get dat sled rollin on da down low, shake yer tail feathah after burnin a spot to g....<br /><br />OK sorry, I HAD to get all that out of me!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Dude, are you sure it was just the shocks that were replaced?  The front looks normal fr stock, but that rear is INSANELY outta whack!  Crazy whack even.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Seriously though, if I were you, before driving it anymore, you need to get that thing up in the air and make sure for 1, that your springs are seated correctly, and for 2, if those are the right springs at all.  There are a few threads on here on stock spring height.  Do a search on them, and take measurements for comparison for when you pull the wheels.<br /><br />Good Luck!||171.75.59.22||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||gvr4tunr||07-06-2003||01:57 PM||||my thoughts exactly. the mechanics who worked on it must be handicapped to have made that mistake...i'll check it out. maybe some TEL springs from my buddy's 91 gsx will do me some good||172.129.247.154||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000004||JAYGVR4||07-07-2003||01:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4tunr:<br /><strong> my thoughts exactly. the mechanics who worked on it must be handicapped to have made that mistake...i'll check it out. maybe some TEL springs from my buddy's 91 gsx will do me some good </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That'll level you out...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum2/002699.cgi
A||||0||gvr4tunr||tire size||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||07-06-2003||02:18 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||just realized that the new tires i got put on my car turned out to be 205/50 r15....too small?||172.129.247.154||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes



ubb/Forum2/002700.cgi
A||||4||Jon-Lee||Educate me on Wastegates please||||1||||MaximusDestruction||00001112
Z||000000||Jon-Lee||07-06-2003||08:31 PM||totalracer1@aol.com||Yes me again with another problem. I dont seem to have boost. When they replaced my timing belt they noticed loos of power and they put a boost gauge on her and they only got 5 pouds(boohoo, might as well be a galant gsx then, no offense meant). I had robert @ RRe look at it and he noticed the flapper part where the actuator i beleieve hooks up to with the cotter pin was sticking out so the flapper couldnt open or close fully. <br /><br />My question is this. If it is not closing fully, and i unhook and block off the wastegate vaccume line and the line it goes into, am i still getting full boost or not??<br /><br />Thanks again||205.188.208.166||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-06-2003||09:26 PM||||I doubt that vacuum is the problem with your flapper door not closing properly. Something else is wrong. Maybe just replace the WG actuator...There is one one eBay right now I think. Make sure that the rod going from the WGA to the flapper door is clear of any obstructions. Also check if it will close by hand by pulling the rod. There is normally a good bit of preload on the WGA rod so that the flapper door wont blow open. Just buy a 16g and scrap that little turbo (although your 14b is bigger than my 13g, but I will have my B16G soon   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Ian M||07-07-2003||12:43 AM||||I think what he means is that the flapper lever has worked its way outwards in the bushing it swings in,causing the flapper not to be centered over the hole. With out it centered,there is a gap left for the exhaust gasses to go past.<br /><br /> You can tap the lever back in,but with the radiator in the way,it might be hard to get a good swing on it-it takes a little force.<br /><br /> Disconnecting the wastgate actuator is NOT a good idea!||129.71.114.95||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||07-07-2003||01:35 AM||||Hmm...ok.<br /><br /><br />Yea, the hammer just might do the trick. If not, try using a long ass screw driver and a hammer on the end of it.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||07-07-2003||03:29 AM||||BTW sence you mentioned the power loss, check the timing marks and cam alignment.....||24.209.155.14||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
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q!2452835.1931!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!01:52 PM!,
q!2452839.1352!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!? on o'2 housings!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2452835.1944!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!00001897!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452836.1331!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!Another Issue...!,
q!8!,
q!9!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!09:30 PM!,
q!2452835.2130!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!07:07 AM!,
q!2452838.0707!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!egine weight!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2452835.2140!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!02:09 AM!,
q!2452836.0209!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!00001481!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!GN turbo on 4G63 !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452835.2256!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!curtis!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452836.0000!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!ok, time to upgrade from 16g!,
q!10!,
q!21!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!03:56 AM!,
q!2452836.0356!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!00000026!,
q!turbowop!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!09:56 PM!,
q!2452836.2156!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!monsterbishi!,
q!Boost Control Solenoid!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!05:33 AM!,
q!2452836.0533!,
q!Monsterbishi!,
q!00001886!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2452836.1401!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon-Lee!,
q!Educate me on Wastegates please!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-06-2003!,
q!08:31 PM!,
q!2452827.2031!,
q!MaximusDestruction!,
q!00001112!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!03:29 AM!,
q!2452828.0329!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!which bov to get?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!07-06-2003!,
q!08:51 PM!,
q!2452827.2051!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!07:13 PM!,
q!2452828.1913!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!control arm removal (rear) and poss. forward!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-06-2003!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452827.2302!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!Romanova!,
q!07-06-2003!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2452827.2305!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!monsterbishi!,
q!Big 16g upgrade Q's!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!03:00 AM!,
q!2452828.0300!,
q!Monsterbishi!,
q!00001886!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2452830.0103!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!Wheel studs: VR-4 same as N/T Galants?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!12:30 PM!,
q!2452828.1230!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!199of2k!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!09:23 AM!,
q!2452829.0923!,
q!199of2k!,
q!00000323!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q!1g throttle body on Cyclone manifold?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452828.1307!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2452911.2048!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Engine Swap Help!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!03:17 PM!,
q!2452828.1517!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!03:39 PM!,
q!2452828.1539!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!How to seal turbo oil return?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452828.1753!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!markrieb!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2452829.1041!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Talon top speed?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!08:46 PM!,
q!2452831.2046!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Minjin!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!07:34 PM!,
q!2452832.1934!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsmjay!,
q!Speedometer Reading Off ...Help!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!06:04 PM!,
q!2452828.1804!,
q!dsmjay!,
q!00000745!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452829.2250!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bobbo!,
q~CAR WON'T START!!!~,
q!9!,
q!13!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452831.2138!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!Romanova!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!12:12 PM!,
q!2452835.1212!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!Whoops!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452828.2144!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!Notorius!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452828.2340!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon Bush!,
q!JDM front cut - tranny question!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452832.0047!,
q!Bushy!,
q!00001570!,
q!aladdin11!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!02:48 AM!,
q!2452832.0248!,
q!aladdin11!,
q!00001683!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!How the hell do I......!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!04:46 AM!,
q!2452832.0446!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!05:03 AM!,
q!2452832.0503!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!logger Qs!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2452832.0848!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2452836.1320!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!helmach!,
q!Manual Steering Rack!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2452832.1154!,
q!Helmach!,
q!00001860!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!12:22 AM!,
q!2452833.0022!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!Strut Boots!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!12:32 PM!,
q!2452832.1232!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!RayH!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!02:35 PM!,
q!2452832.1435!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!fuel pump install question!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452832.1307!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452832.1307!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Dam, still running hot!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!07:27 AM!,
q!2452836.0727!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2452851.1259!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Another Timing question....!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452832.1544!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452832.1544!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Anyone have a VCE?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!10:08 AM!,
q!2452836.1008!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452837.1213!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!starwrist!,
q!What clutch should I purchase?!,
q!5!,
q!20!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2452832.1716!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452833.2001!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Need Help on Exhaust Manifold..!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2452836.1922!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2452837.1051!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!00000528!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q~If you need dealer items!!!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2452836.2004!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!00001897!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452839.0041!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!EVO III swap?!,
q!2!,
q!16!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2452837.0233!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!01:18 AM!,
q!2452839.0118!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Fuel System Q's!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!01:05 PM!,
q!2452837.1305!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!08:13 AM!,
q!2452838.0813!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4#1862!,
q!GVR4 motor mounts VS TEL Mounts !,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!03:08 PM!,
q!2452837.1508!,
q!GVR4#1382!,
q!00000733!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2452838.1528!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Oil pump..please read..i need help!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!03:14 PM!,
q!2452837.1514!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!03:39 PM!,
q!2452837.1539!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Normal Coolant Temps!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!04:11 PM!,
q!2452837.1611!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!Dan D!,
q!07-19-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452840.1347!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!weird vibrations!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2452837.2048!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!curtis!,
q!07-19-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452840.2224!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Turbo Question!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452828.2342!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452828.2342!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!Questions on datalogger (mmcd)!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!08:21 AM!,
q!2452829.0821!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452835.1053!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Is a TR0759 a T25?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!09:29 AM!,
q!2452829.0929!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452830.1211!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!buick!,
q!Tires brake pads boost control!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452829.1003!,
q!gransport!,
q!00001769!,
q!markrieb!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452830.1128!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!cyclone intake controller!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!10:46 AM!,
q!2452829.1046!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!10:46 AM!,
q!2452829.1046!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Anyone know Part #'s for rear Brake Lines?!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452829.1409!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452829.2248!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!240sx wheesl on a Vr4!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!02:16 PM!,
q!2452829.1416!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!Beemer!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!11:50 PM!,
q!2452829.2350!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1fast4door!,
q!PTE on GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!02:24 PM!,
q!2452829.1424!,
q!1fast4door!,
q!00001194!,
q!jared #1187!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452831.2353!,
q!jared #1187!,
q!00001760!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!I'm stumped. (Long)!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452832.1718!,
q!Josh B!,
q!00001340!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452832.2302!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!timing retarded with no knock? help!,
q!9!,
q!17!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452829.1427!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!broke down!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!06:23 PM!,
q!2452856.1823!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Anyone know of these guys?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2452832.1853!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!10:38 AM!,
q!2452833.1038!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!starwrist!,
q!Front corner bulbs?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2452829.1704!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!12:33 AM!,
q!2452830.0033!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Greddy turbo Question!,
q!2!,
q!3!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!11:08 PM!,
q!2452832.2308!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!04:29 AM!,
q!2452833.0429!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!carbon fiber valve cover!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!01:35 AM!,
q!2452833.0135!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!James!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!08:15 PM!,
q!2452833.2015!,
q!James!,
q!00000017!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Guys using IRC setup...I need help!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!12:21 PM!,
q!2452833.1221!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452833.1703!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!How much HP is the 2-120 core good for?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!12:26 PM!,
q!2452833.1226!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!06:10 PM!,
q!2452833.1810!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mofugas!,
q!Rota center cap issue!,
q!9!,
q!7!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!01:21 PM!,
q!2452833.1321!,
q!Mofugas!,
q!00000022!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452837.1331!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147of1000!,
q!stupid CAPS question !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452833.1544!,
q!147of1000!,
q!00000861!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452835.1040!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!ac and power steering removal tips?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!08:50 PM!,
q!2452837.2050!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2452838.1739!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1219's Brother!,
q!Driver's seat movement!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!04:32 PM!,
q!2452833.1632!,
q!1334 Jim!,
q!00001727!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2452835.1011!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!firewall and hood!,
q!5!,
q!14!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452837.2208!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!bazeng!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2452849.1941!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Clutch fork pivot washer thickness!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!02:41 AM!,
q!2452838.0241!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452842.1751!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!XM!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!91 Taillights.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!02:47 AM!,
q!2452838.0247!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!scooter!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!05:01 AM!,
q!2452842.0501!,
q!scooter!,
q!00001604!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!Test Pipe!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!04:27 AM!,
q!2452838.0427!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!scooter!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2452839.0039!,
q!scooter!,
q!00001604!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!supasigma!,
q!mmcd connections!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2452838.0943!,
q!supa^^!,
q!00001181!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2452838.1546!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Idler pulley...Tensioner pulley!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452838.1448!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2452838.1623!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jmartin827!,
q!stroker motor!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452838.1619!,
q!jmartin827!,
q!00001500!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!07:09 PM!,
q!2452927.1909!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Crank puley question...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!04:47 PM!,
q!2452838.1647!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!02:10 AM!,
q!2452839.0210!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Another Fuel Trim question!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!05:40 PM!,
q!2452838.1740!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!Matticus!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452838.2209!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Do you need a tach adapter to run MSD dis 2 on a galant?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452829.1816!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!jayru!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2452830.1627!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!s-afc with or w/o ecu!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452829.2335!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!09:53 AM!,
q!2452830.0953!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!hks tt install ques.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!11:36 PM!,
q!2452829.2336!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!03:16 AM!,
q!2452830.0316!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!AC/ heater blower fan!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!08:50 AM!,
q!2452830.0850!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!boostx!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!01:43 PM!,
q!2452830.1343!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sr71sss!,
q!vr4 wheel hub vs. NA galant wheel hub Q...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!09:00 AM!,
q!2452830.0900!,
q!sr71sss!,
q!00000133!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!11:46 AM!,
q!2452830.1146!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Bat. reloc question!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!01:50 PM!,
q!2452830.1350!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452834.2301!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Fuel Pump!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!02:14 PM!,
q!2452830.1414!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!12:04 PM!,
q!2452831.1204!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!leather!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!04:28 PM!,
q!2452830.1628!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2452831.1257!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Lumbar support poppes out.!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!06:00 PM!,
q!2452833.1800!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2452833.2010!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q!ABS light/motor...and Idle surging questions!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452830.1905!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!Craig91!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452832.1749!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!blow-thru air temp vs draw-thru temp!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2452833.1938!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!03:46 AM!,
q!2452836.0346!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TomekP21!,
q!4 ws Removal!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!08:00 PM!,
q!2452830.2000!,
q!TomekP21!,
q!00001902!,
q!markrieb!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452831.1035!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!A\C compressor clutch...not.!,
q!8!,
q!9!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452833.2317!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!00000679!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!08:43 AM!,
q!2452883.0843!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!translator?!,
q!5!,
q!13!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452834.1702!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!01:31 AM!,
q!2452836.0131!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!confusing knock!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2452834.1822!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!turbowop!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2452834.2136!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr41662!,
q!battery,abs light on periodically!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452834.1844!,
q!vr41662!,
q!00000790!,
q!vr41662!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452835.2252!,
q!vr41662!,
q!00000790!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Funny after efect( did my fuel pump rewire today)!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452834.1940!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!jayru!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2452837.2052!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!madman!,
q!1990 GSR strut conversion!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!11:36 PM!,
q!2452834.2336!,
q!madman!,
q!00001059!,
q!gsr_4g63 nt!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2453031.2012!,
q!gsr_4g63 nt!,
q!00003369!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!1991 Galant VR4 Modification!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2452835.0043!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!02:15 PM!,
q!2452836.1415!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Any advice on installing H&amp;R's - possibly cutting rears!,
q!4!,
q!12!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!11:09 AM!,
q!2452835.1109!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2452836.2234!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!how to break in my engine?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!08:23 PM!,
q!2452830.2023!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Dan D!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2452832.1342!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Pistons!,
q!3!,
q!7!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2452830.2133!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!10:08 AM!,
q!2452831.1008!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Fuel Setup - Pictures and Questions!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2452830.2332!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2452831.1009!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!high amp alternator!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2452830.2341!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2452831.0018!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Car not boosting properly...kinda long but please read!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!02:20 AM!,
q!2452831.0220!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!09:51 AM!,
q!2452837.0951!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!two other little electrical related probs!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!02:32 AM!,
q!2452831.0232!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!11:06 AM!,
q!2452831.1106!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!ACT 2600 install for Saturday, ANY TIPS???!,
q!2!,
q!8!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452831.1053!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!09:22 AM!,
q!2452832.0922!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/002701.cgi
A||||13||GalantVR-4||which bov to get?||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||07-06-2003||08:51 PM||||Hey there guys, after some research i think that i will get either the greddy type s or the t-xs h43 or somthing like that.  does anyone here have the greddy s with stock boost and have it recirclated.  which one is louder and does the greddy type s really leak?<br /><br />thanks||67.124.37.244||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||07-06-2003||09:12 PM||||why waste the money on a BOV?  the stocker is good to 18 or so psi, and a crushed stocker is good to mid-20's+ psi.<br /><br />unlike most other turbocharged cars, our stock BOV's (technically a CBV, compressor bypass valve) are actually fairly decent (darn near excellent actually)<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||07-06-2003||09:46 PM||||I run 18 psi daily and am rocking the stock cbv (bov). Its crushed and leaks at partial throttle sometimes, which is the only reason why im replacing, but WOT runs it gives me no problems. A greddy type-s is something most all the dsm guys down here have, some have it recirculated and some dont, the recirc guys are still loud if thats what you're worried about. Type-s's are adjustable too. I know lots of people with type-s's and stock boost, I havent heard any stories of them leaking.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||curtis||07-06-2003||10:06 PM||||the stock ones can leak even crushed.  I went with a HKS super seq. and have it vented back in to keep the turbo spooled up between shifts also a stock one can't vent off enough air with an aftermarket turbo and what your left with is a turbo that has super sonic air flowing backwards (reverbing)into the blade this is the major cause of thrust plate wear.||65.135.143.9||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||GalantVR-4||07-07-2003||02:29 AM||||i think the greddy type s is somewhat compatible with the stock flange also.  i read that you have to redrill the holes and it bolts right down.  so even recirclated the type-s is loud right?  thats what i want.  how can i run uncirclated?  im so confused about the gm sensors and stuff.  i have seen someone with a "maf t"  or something and it works fine.||64.175.32.144||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||07-07-2003||03:54 AM||||You can run it uncirculated if you cap off the hole in the intake pipe. You'll run rich in between shifts, and coming down from higher rpms to a stop, sometimes you'll die or just go as low as 350-400rpms, so give the gas a little tap when you get below 1k.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||07-07-2003||08:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> You can run it uncirculated if you cap off the hole in the intake pipe. You'll run rich in between shifts, and coming down from higher rpms to a stop, sometimes you'll die or just go as low as 350-400rpms, so give the gas a little tap when you get below 1k. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bad idea.  Why not to vent with a stock MAS has been beat into the ground.  You are just losing power and the car is barely driveable.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||07-07-2003||09:41 AM||||Tial.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||Martin Tolentino||07-07-2003||10:29 AM||||another option is the dejon 1g BOV (Air Bypass Valve) Leak Stop Kit<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.com/dsm-misc.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dejontool.com/dsm-misc.htm</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||07-07-2003||02:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> You can run it uncirculated if you cap off the hole in the intake pipe. You'll run rich in between shifts, and coming down from higher rpms to a stop, sometimes you'll die or just go as low as 350-400rpms, so give the gas a little tap when you get below 1k. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bad idea.  Why not to vent with a stock MAS has been beat into the ground.  You are just losing power and the car is barely driveable. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He asked how he can run it uncirculated, I didnt imply that it was a good idea, I was just telling him what are the consequences of venting (rich in between shifts and possibly bad idle), he asked, I answered.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||Martin Tolentino||07-07-2003||03:12 PM||||if you vent it'll stall, been there done that, unless you have a speed density like a VPC then no problem venting it.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000011||ayvr4||07-07-2003||04:02 PM||||I have a TURBOXS type H bov. I have had no problems with it, it is  pretty loud too.<br />its the deeper PATUSHHHHHHHH sound. after i got it, i kind of wished i just crushed my stock one.<br />oh well, anyone wtb an uncrushed bov???<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000012||GRV4726||07-07-2003||05:21 PM||||i think someone should close this topic...<br /><br />i don't mean to be rude, but man 'galantvr4' you really don't know what you're talking about. maft is one system. vpc is another. 2g mas needs more fuel (550s) but could benifit a lot from tuning (safc).<br /><br />you can vent with the maft but this is because you can set it up as a blow through. so it goes bov, gm mas, then throttle body. but if you run it as a draw through (like how our mas is set up) then you have to recirculate. (because the bov is after the mas... you getting this?)<br /><br />once more i don't mean to be rude, or a hypocrite because i have asked stupid questions too. but don't just through terms around even if you are confused. i know the alphabet soup take a while to get used to (i didn't know what t/e/l was for the longest) but just read more on it.<br /><br />and just stick with your setup as it is for now, and learn more about it. get a new intake pipe from dejon and you will have more power and you will hear the bov better.<br /><br />oh yeah... and the type s isn't worth it. i have heard many stories of it leaking||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000013||GalantVR-4||07-07-2003||07:13 PM||||ok check it out, ive read around alot about bov's.  I have tried the venting to atmosphere thing b4 so i just ignore those comments.  i know its undriveable.  (However thanks for the input from the guys who are telling me to do this)Thats why i am asking which of the 2 bov's are louder when circulated. However, as another option i asked about the setups that are used to run uncirclated.  Some dude at a meet once showed me his setup and he said he had a "maf t" thats why i asked about it.  if its a totally differant thing then nevermind that i brought it up||67.124.37.41||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes



ubb/Forum2/002702.cgi
A||||1||Matt379||control arm removal (rear) and poss. forward||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||07-06-2003||11:02 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I'm installing rear and front caster bolts/bushings, and cannot seem to get the rear control arm off so I can put the camber bushing in.  I have a pickle fork and have hammered the thing all evening with a giant hammer, and still no budging.  I've used PB blaster and still no luck.<br /><br />Any suggestions for getting this thing off?  <br /><br />I figured the 24mm rear sway bar was going to be difficult, but that was really pretty simple.<br /><br />thanks||68.24.230.97||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||07-06-2003||11:05 PM||||Heat?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/002703.cgi
A||||4||monsterbishi||Big 16g upgrade Q's||||1||||Monsterbishi||00001886
Z||000000||monsterbishi||07-07-2003||03:00 AM||||In a few days my Big 16g and 7cm Manifold off a Lancer Evo 3 arrive, and I have a few questions:<br /><br />1. Fuelling - To start with, I'll be sticking with whatever stock boost it runs at, probably 10-12psi will my 14b ecu and 450cc injectors run alright in the short term?, to be on the safe side I can always wind my afm screw right in to richen it up somewhat.<br /><br />2. Boost creep - I'll be running a 3" downpipe running through a 3" flexi, two resonators and a suitably large muffler with a 3-4" tip will boost creep be a issue?||203.97.2.242||reg||1||Monsterbishi||00001886||yes
Z||000001||Ash||07-07-2003||07:12 AM||||I ran 10psi no worries with the stock fuel system, other than a rewired upgrade pump.  It had a ported wastegate passage though so there was no boost creep issues at all.<br /><br />Edit:  Oh yeah, I had a bigger front mount & 2.5" pipes, a custom O2 eliminator & a full 3" system||203.221.18.192||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||07-07-2003||11:30 AM||||yup, you will get monster boost creep.  your real problem will be if you upgrade the intake, then with that setup, you will get boost creep and mas overrun.  you should send out the turbo and get it ported and the bigger wastegate installed, get the o2 housing ported, too.  with the bigger wastegate flapper, you should be able to run 14-15 lbs boost with no creep.  rewire the fuel pump, too.  to be safe, you should log it right after you upgrade, then you will see what boost levels it will be safe to run.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||monsterbishi||07-08-2003||05:14 AM||||Bump - Anyone else care to comment?||203.97.2.242||reg||1||Monsterbishi||00001886||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||07-09-2003||01:03 AM||||I have a big 16g. 3" turbo back. Reused a 7cm housing from my old small 16g(rally-x + gravel =  compressor damage ---> upgrade). Stock wastegate flapper. I have never had any issues w/ creep. I run approx 20 psi on the street. Haven't been to the track yet this yr. Just finished break in of a new engine, w/ a trans failure thrown in the middle for fun.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/002704.cgi
A||||3||pisces_0||Wheel studs: VR-4 same as N/T Galants?||||5||||pisces_0||00000768
Z||000000||pisces_0||07-07-2003||12:30 PM||pisces_0@yahoo.com||I decided to be a tough guy the other day and snapped off a front wheel stud while tightening it.  Everywhere I look locally shows that the VR-4 wheel studs are "order only." <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Just wondering if the VR-4 wheel studs are the same as standard N/T Galant wheel studs.  Thanks y'all...||64.199.239.224||reg||5||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-07-2003||02:40 PM||||Just buy a whole new set for that wheel. Find ones that match up and shove 'em in there. Knock one of the good ones out and take it in to match up to a NA Galant or other DSM car.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||pisces_0||07-07-2003||11:11 PM||||The lug nut is still good, but I'll probably just knock another out and match it up.  Anyone know for SURE if an N/A Galant wheel stud will work in a VR-4?||64.199.239.151||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||07-08-2003||09:23 AM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newproducts.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newproducts.htm</a><br /><br />near the bottom of the page.||68.14.75.56||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes



ubb/Forum2/002705.cgi
A||||8||cevic||1g throttle body on Cyclone manifold?||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||07-07-2003||01:07 PM||||Can I use the TB from a 1g or 2g on Cyclone manifold?||24.124.95.48||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||07-07-2003||01:59 PM||||Yea, I used my stock GVR-4 TB on my car. I've assisted in about 4 other JDM swaps and we used the stock USDM TB's on all the cars.||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||curtis||07-07-2003||11:49 PM||||the stock throttle body works good you can build a vacuum accuator from junkyard parts to control the butterflies.  you need two vacuum switchs one that always open and one thats always close you also need a pressure switch (hobbs) I got mine off a suburu it non adjustable but it activates at 4 psi and you need the white vacuum canister/ check valve that is on the cyclone intake rear intake mount.  I drew a layout for the vacuum line routing on Autocad I'll try to enlarge it and take a picture of it to upload in the next few days if I forget email me for it. I just tryed it and cant get it to load like a picture.||65.135.142.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||boostx||07-08-2003||09:26 AM||||hi curtis u got mail/pm||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||09-26-2003||06:44 PM||||What's the advantage of the USDM TB over the jdm one?  Does the jdm TB play a role in controlling the cyclone's runner butterflies?  In other words, what is different between the two TBs?||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-26-2003||06:49 PM||||Jon, I think the differences are only in the number of ports on the top for vac lines. The diameters of the plates are the same. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||09-26-2003||07:22 PM||||how about a JDM throttle body on a US manifold? I was going to do that as the seals are leaking in the US throttle body I have (and they are not that old).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||09-26-2003||08:26 PM||||I resurrected this post while searching for info on cyclone intakes, and one of the other posts I found by Ken Inn said that the jdm TB port only opens above 3k rpm.  Ken, if I'm misquoting you here please step in!  So, does the jdm TB only have the one port, or another "normal" port like the P one on the us spec TB?<br /><br />I know the basic TB setup is the same, ie same plate size, bolts right up, etc. but I want to know any differences in the vacuum ports, sensors or sensor placement, in other words the "accessories" on the TB.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||09-28-2003||08:48 PM||||the jdm t/bdy has only ONE port, and it does NOTHING below about 3k rpm.  no vacuum, no boost, nothing.  other than that, they are the same.  i am currently using one on my cyclone.  it came with the motor, and because everything looked so new, i just figgered the t/bdy wouldnt have any slop in it.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002706.cgi
A||||2||REDLINEGVR4||Engine Swap Help||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||07-07-2003||03:17 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Hey all.<br /><br /> As most of you know from reading posts on this site i wrecked my car and bought glens (talontsi's) vr4 w/o an engine and tranny. So I am gonna swap my engine out of my wrecked car  into my new car. A Friend of mine who is suposed to help me do this swap is taking way to long to get back to town and help me. My dad wants to pay some one to do the swap but dont want to let him. He has no faith that i can do it with another one of my friends. Neways how hard is this to do and can anyone give me some any kind of instructions on doing this cause my dad wants "deatled instructions" cause he thinks i am not capible of doing this. Any help would be much helpful.<br /><br />Thanks all.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-07-2003||03:35 PM||||reminds me of the time my dad didnt think i could swim back to shore, either.  hardest part was getting out of that bag full of rocks.  HEY!  maybe howard has a gig out that way!  or, glen is back in town, maybe he might help.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||07-07-2003||03:39 PM||||<a href="http://www.vallotton.com/engineremovala.asp" target="_blank">How to remove old engine</a> <br /><br />Re-installing the engine is cake once its out. I couldn't find a link to a webpage about installing an engine, maybe someone else will have better luck.||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum2/002707.cgi
A||||9||a_santos||How to seal turbo oil return?||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||07-07-2003||05:53 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I just got my turbo replaced  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> , and know oil is leaking from where the turbo oil return line enters the oil pan. I have heard that this is somewhat tricky to seal. <br /><br />I know many of you guys have done this before, so what is the best method to seal it properly so it does not leak?<br /><br />Thanx||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||dsmjay||07-07-2003||05:57 PM||||I always use a new gasket and some high temp. RTV and have never had a problem w/ it leaking. Hope this helps.<br /><br />Jason||205.188.208.166||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||07-07-2003||07:26 PM||||Mine is leaking too, make sure the flex section isn't leaking because mine was also cracked right there.||12.144.137.196||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||07-07-2003||07:55 PM||||Clean the tube and pan really well.  Brakleen and an old toothbrush works.  Use a new mitsu gasket and tourque to factory spec (7 ft-lbs).  If it leaks, something's wrong.  Either one or both surfaces are warped, or somethings cracked.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||07-07-2003||08:33 PM||||I helped with a turbo change once and the owner didn't buy a new gasket.  I used red RTV.  Not sure how long it lasted, but that stuff seems to work good for making rubber type gaskets.<br /><br />I used it on the intake on my Talon and it worked well.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||GVR4ZUM||07-07-2003||09:17 PM||||I use a new gasket and some high temp. RTV as well.||171.75.75.207||reg||14||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000006||curtis||07-07-2003||11:12 PM||||some times it cracks in the flex section.  Cut the flex section out and replace with some high heat oil line from a place that builds hose or a heavy equipment facility. also sand the mounting flanges with a belt sander.  Don't repeat don't use a heater hose it will swell and blow out by the time you relize what is happening its two late. the turbo is feed about a 16oz bottle full a minute in just a few minutes your out of oil.||65.135.142.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||07-08-2003||12:42 AM||||I think the RTV is just ok, although a lot of folks use it succesfully.  The key is to clean the crap out of it and sand the mounting spot on the oil pan and the return line until they are perfectly clean (of course they would need to be dry of oil) and use a new mitsu gasket. They have the little rubber seal in them that works well.  <br />BE CAREFUL NOT to overtighten the bolts to the pan - they suck and the nuts inside the pan are IMO poorly tack welded in there...too easy to strip them.  I also put a little RTV on the threads of the bolts to seal as the bolt hole actually passes all the way through to the oil (it's really the only place I put the RTV).||167.142.21.193||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||SLO GVR 4||07-08-2003||12:47 AM||||I have known quite a few people to do the trick where they actually replace the center flex section with a piece of Stainless steel welded in. Of course this is only if you have some time and money.  Other than that just stick with the old brake kleen and rtv||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000009||markrieb||07-08-2003||10:41 AM||||The hardest place to get the oil return tube to seal is around the bolts that go into the oil pan.  You must use new factory (dead soft aluminum) washers there.  Be careful not to over tighten those bolts as you can easily strip out the threads in the oil pan, then you are really screwed.<br /><br />Be very careful with the RTV.  I know of at least two motors that have been lost due to a piece of hardened RTV getting loose and blocking a bearing oil feed hole.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/002708.cgi
A||||7||dsmjay||Speedometer Reading Off ...Help||||1||||dsmjay||00000745
Z||000000||dsmjay||07-07-2003||06:04 PM||||Just got my car out after a winter of working on it,and had only driven it 2 times before this. But I have noticed that the speedometer reads 10 mph faster than I'm actually going. The wheels are stock with the stock size tires. I have pulled an error code of vehicle speed sensor from the ecu, and my cruise control won't work. Would this also cause the speedometer reading to be off like this? Any input would be appreciated.<br /><br />Jason||205.188.208.166||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||07-07-2003||10:10 PM||||I believe the speedometer is mechanical. If the teeth are lined up incorrectly that might cause what you are describing. I really don't know for sure but that is my best guestimate. <br /><br />Are you going to the shootout? If you are you could ride down with me and some other dsm guys. I will be going down saturday morning.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-07-2003||11:45 PM||||The vehicle's speed is determined by the <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search" target="_blank">"reed switch"</a> in the instrument cluster.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||dsmjay||07-08-2003||06:31 AM||||Abhay, Yes I am going to the shootout, probably won't be driving the car though,It still needs some attention. But we should definitely meet up, I'm not sure what day we plan on leaving but I'll let you know.<br /><br />  So to fix this problem from what I understand the whole cluster must be replaced? Or can the reed switch be replaced seperately? Thanks for the help.<br /><br />Jason||205.188.208.166||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-08-2003||10:23 AM||||Keydiver was working on a Radio Shack fix, but I don't remember if he was successful or not.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||07-08-2003||12:44 PM||||I wouldn't think that a bad reed switch would keep the speedometer from reading right. Most people with bad reed switches don't even know it. It only comunicates with the ECU, to let it know how fast the car is moving. The rest of the speedometer is purely mechanical I believe.<br />I should have more info on the reed switch replacement soon. KC sent me 2 clusters to play with, and I'll document the replacement of the reed switch.||68.158.249.85||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||dsmjay||07-08-2003||05:32 PM||||Thanks guys. I guess I'll try checking out the speedo cable and anything linked to it. Kind of a stange problem I guess.<br /><br />By the way, Thanks again for the ECU work Jeff, it's much appreciated!<br /><br />Jason||205.188.208.166||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||07-08-2003||10:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> The vehicle's speed is determined by the <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search" target="_blank">"reed switch"</a> in the instrument cluster. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Clarification: the ECU uses the reed switch to get the vehicle speed, which affects cruise control operation.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002709.cgi
A||||7||Notorius||Whoops||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||07-07-2003||09:44 PM||||accidentally dropped it into 2nd today on the highway doing 70+. now something in the engine bay or behind the dash is making a rattling sound. only does it above 4000RPMS. only tested it in 1st and 2nd gears. does it reguardless of what PSI im at (did it at -10 vacuum). any guesses? im guessing (and hoping) its just the clutch and not the tranny (or mebe something is loose and just rattling!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  )||68.168.159.137||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||07-07-2003||10:16 PM||||How high did the rpms go before you realized your mistake?<br /><br />If you let all the way out, you more than likely floated valves resulting in them being bent.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||07-07-2003||10:19 PM||||i caught a glimpse of 7000RPMs as my foot was puttin the clutch back in and was coming off the gas. dunno exactly how high tho. would bent valves only be audible above 4000RPMS tho? the car idles and revvs fine below 4000, getting in gear is normal its just once u hit 4000 the noise appears. the guy i got the car from is coming over tomorrow evening to take a look at it for me. <br /><br />if it turns out to be the valves should i upgrade since im there anyways (seems to be the DSM theme) ive found SS replacement valves from RRE for 8 bucks each, or SS Swirl Polished valved for 14 a piece. turbotrix has roughly the same prices or "Nitrate coated SS valves" for 17 a piece. all are the standard size, not oversized.||68.168.159.137||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||07-07-2003||11:08 PM||||i bet it's the balance shaft belt. anyway where are you from notorious? i am in nothern colorado right off of I-25 & 104th.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||07-07-2003||11:09 PM||||I've done that. My guess is it's prob'ly just somethin' rattling around.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||curtis||07-07-2003||11:16 PM||||I've done it to but I've seen valve springs break from doing it. do a compression test it couldn't hurt.||65.135.142.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||07-07-2003||11:36 PM||||Cheack your clutch,mine did that and thats what it was...good luck man.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||172.170.115.129||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||Notorius||07-07-2003||11:40 PM||||man, im really hopin its the valves to tell you the truth. i just found my tax return checks (hahahaha, only i could lose money like that) and i can afford titanium retainers and new valve springs now and would have myself a nice little sleeper engine going...<br /><br />anyways, i live in monument, between castle rock and colorado springs. i was out testing the car in castlewood canyon (can you say 3.4 mile straightaway on a closed road?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    and survived that just fine. then i jumped on I-25 and did this. btw jon, do you know any of the Speed Injection galants? i think they are all in the 11s or 12s and daily drivers. they are in denver somewhere. and do you know about <a href="http://www.cosr.com?" target="_blank">www.cosr.com</a>? its got some issues w/ stupid people but Hal Landry (just completed his 2.3L GSX) is on there and some other badass car people as well, and its not all about streetracing like the name implies. its also pretty cool since we have CSP and CSPD officers on there to help people out instead of give us shit for racing.||68.168.159.137||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes



ubb/Forum2/002710.cgi
A||||0||Vr4in'||Turbo Question||||2||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-07-2003||11:42 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I am fgoing on a trip pretty soon and im gonna drive the Galant,anyways,while im driving there should i kepp the rpm's low,like should i keep the turbo spooled or try to stay at low rpm's so it isnt spooled up.Thanks a lot guys.<br /><br />Robby||172.170.115.129||reg||2||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002711.cgi
A||||17||91GVR4||Questions on datalogger (mmcd)||||1||||91GVR4||00000884
Z||000000||91GVR4||07-08-2003||08:21 AM||||I just got my palm up and running, m100, and was wondering what the source zip file is used for. I opened the binary zip file and installed the program on my palm and it runs fine except I can't comunicate with my ecu. I am running keydiver's ecu chip with logger cable (thanks a bunch Jeff  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ). Is there anything else I need to do to make this work?||12.65.19.73||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-08-2003||10:22 AM||||The source would be for modifying if you're a programmer-type person.<br /><br />You do need to make sure your Palm has the "infrared send/receive" ON, even though it isn't actually using the IR port.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||crucible||07-08-2003||10:34 AM||||Are you using a serial cable to your palm?<br />Also sometimes the connections from the diagnostic plug to the handheld device is flaky.Palm connections are a crappy design IMO.||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||07-08-2003||04:16 PM||||I would assume you were able to Hotsync correctly with the PC, because you were able to load the MMcD software. So, that only leaves my interface (which I tested) and the adapter (which I may not have). You are using the modular to 9-pin male adapter, right? I can ship you another one. What message do you get when you try to connect?||68.158.249.85||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||91GVR4||07-09-2003||04:04 PM||||yep, I am useing my serial cable to the nine pin male connector. I get a ECU comm error when trying to read diagnostic codes on the test screen. When I try to log I get no readings. I am guessing it is not the cable because wouldn't I just get a serial comm error? Thanks for the help so far.||12.65.18.237||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000005||crucible||07-10-2003||07:14 AM||||You've got a serial connection.Good.I had the same prob when I first installed my logger.I was always getting serial comm errors.Found out it was one of the cables not connecting right.Go through each connection and just unplug and plug over and over and look at the pins or whatever to see if any are bent or loose.Eventually mine just started working and havent had a problem since.<br />BTW, I have mine permanently installed with the cables tucked out of the way and not flooping around.<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||305VR4||07-10-2003||12:38 PM||||I just set up my datalogging a couple days ago using MMCD as well.  I had the exact same problem with it saying ECU COMM Error.  I downloaded tunerstein onto my palm to give it a shot, opened MMCD and It was all of a sudden working!!!  I think MMCD is missing something that Tunerstein has.  Even though I'm not using Tunerstein to log, it must contain a program needed on your palm to run MMCD.  Weird, but it works.  Here's the link.  <br /><br /><a href="http://students.db.erau.edu/~szabafab/stein/download.htm" target="_blank">http://students.db.erau.edu/~szabafab/stein/download.htm</a><br /><br />Good Luck,<br />Chris in Colorado.||12.211.202.100||reg||10||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000007||dm1try||07-10-2003||04:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 305VR4:<br /><strong>I downloaded tunerstein onto my palm to give it a shot, opened MMCD and It was all of a sudden working!!!  I think MMCD is missing something that Tunerstein has.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">which handheld are you using?<br /><br />/dmitry||62.118.157.117||reg||1||dm1try||00001909||yes
Z||000008||305VR4||07-10-2003||09:00 PM||||I'm using the Palm III xe.||12.211.202.100||reg||2||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||07-10-2003||10:30 PM||||Nate,<br />I think I may have just discovered the problem:<br />I was just making up another cable for another GVR-4 owner, and it didn't work! So, I started doublechecking all the wires, and I found that the wires were reversed, all of them! It turns out that the last time I ordered 9-pin male adapters, my supplier sent me RJ-45 adapters, not RJ-11/12. They have 8 pins instead of 6, but I *ASSumed* that the wiring was at least the same. But, it turns out that they are the mirror image, completely reversed. Sooooo, if anyone has an 8-pin RJ-45 Palm adapter they have gotten from me in the past couple months, please let me know, so I can replace it with one wired correctly. Its easy to tell if you have the RJ-45, just look into the phonecord end, and if you can count 8 brass little prongs, you need to get a new one from me.<br />Sorry guys. Hope this helps Nate!||68.153.73.211||reg||8||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||dm1try||07-11-2003||07:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 305VR4:<br /><strong> I'm using the Palm III xe. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">which version of PalmOS does it have? which version of MMCd?<br /><br />i've heard that tunerstein source was available once. anyone has it?<br /><br />/dmitry||81.195.212.130||reg||1||dm1try||00001909||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||07-11-2003||11:21 AM||||Dmitry,<br />Do you mean the Palmenstein, for the Palm, or the Tunerstein, which I think is for notebook computers?<br />I put the Palmenstein here:<br /><a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/pstein.zip" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/pstein.zip</a>||67.34.3.121||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||07-11-2003||02:30 PM||||I archived the old download page to <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002497#000001" target="_blank">this post</a><br /><br />You can follow the download links.   Although the page is gone, you can still access the files this way.<br /><br />It appears that the *'Stein family is no longer "freeware", so consider this "for news/historical/educational use only."<br /><br />Might be a good idea for someone to archive those files (in a foreign country) in case they're moved.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Long live open source!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||07-11-2003||03:47 PM||||I found this in a Yahoo search:<br /> <a href="http://students.db.erau.edu/~szabafab/stein/download.htm" target="_blank">http://students.db.erau.edu/~szabafab/stein/download.htm</a><br /><br />And, although the links to the software don't work here, the tutorial links do:<br /><a href="http://206.124.12.138/codsm/tunerstein/webpage/4.1/palm%27n%27stein.html" target="_blank">http://206.124.12.138/codsm/tunerstein/webpage/4.1/palm%27n%27stein.html</a>||68.158.190.103||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||07-11-2003||04:48 PM||||You could ask the author himself, Hal Landry, hal@thimages.com.<br /><br />Do me a favor and don't say I handed out that email.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||305VR4||07-12-2003||01:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I archived the old download page to <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002497#000001" target="_blank">this post</a><br /><br />It appears that the *'Stein family is no longer "freeware", so consider this "for news/historical/educational use only."<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does anybody read my posts!?  I just posted the link to download Tunerstein for FREE!  Why the hell even post in any topic!?||12.211.202.100||reg||13||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||07-13-2003||10:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 305VR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I archived the old download page to <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002497#000001" target="_blank">this post</a><br /><br />It appears that the *'Stein family is no longer "freeware", so consider this "for news/historical/educational use only."<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does anybody read my posts!?  I just posted the link to download Tunerstein for FREE!  Why the hell even post in any topic!? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry Chris, didn't catch that.  But I have two points to make:<br /><br />1) I posted that first.<br />2) That post will be here forever and (assuming you graduate) your page may not.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />We do all appreciate you very much.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||keydiver||07-14-2003||10:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 305VR4:<br /><strong> Does anybody read my posts!?  I just posted the link to download Tunerstein for FREE!  Why the hell even post in any topic!? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry Chris, mello out. I thought the link you posted had something to do with the missing file problem you were going on about. I didn't realize it was a link to the complete software, nor did I notice it was the same link I posted later. Doh!<br />However, I thought it was nice that I found the tutorial pages, I know I've needed them.||67.34.184.163||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002712.cgi
A||||2||turboflanagan||Is a TR0759 a T25?||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||07-08-2003||09:29 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I have what I think is a t25 laying around and a buddy wants one.  Is TR0759 stamped on the turbine housing?  How do you tell otherwise?<br /><br />And what are the differences in the 14b and t25?  Did Mitsu go to the t25 for quicker spool?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||07-09-2003||12:51 AM||||The T25 is quite abit smaller than the 14b. Yes, Mitsu used that in conjunction w/ smaller intake ports for better low to midrange on the 2G's. Unless you're gonna do some killer compound boost project, I'd just sell it.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||07-09-2003||12:11 PM||||I don't want it for my car, unless maybe the Colt...<br /><br />A friend wants to buy it from me.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/002713.cgi
A||||5||buick||Tires brake pads boost control||||1||||gransport||00001769
Z||000000||buick||07-08-2003||10:03 AM||johnsminibike@webtv.net||My vr4 has pirelli p4000 tires on it my front tires have plugs in them so I want to change them should I put the same type and size 195/60/15 ???                    What are good brake pads for my car???    In everyday language and maybe a picture where does the boost control hook up and also boost guage.And finally where can I get all these things for my car in the new york area.   Thanks  86/2000||209.240.198.62||reg||1||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||07-08-2003||10:21 AM||||if no one has responded by this evening, i'll take some pictures of my boost controller and boost gauge hookups to show you.<br /><br />as for where to get stuff, your best bet is ordering online  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />if you tell us what you want (what type of gauge/brand, what type of boost controller, etc.) i'm sure myself or someone else can suggest where to get them at.<br /><br />~matt||24.97.5.30||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||07-08-2003||10:53 AM||||On the stock rims you can run a 195/60/15 or move up slightly to a 205/55/15.  A couple of people have even tried a 225/50/15, but that tire is a bit too wide for the stock 6" wide rims.<br /><br />Go to the files section of the yahoogroup GVR4 and there is a Adobe Acrobat file there that will tell you everything you wanted to know about GVR-4 tires and wheels<br /><br />Mark Rieb<br />KC, when are you going to post that here...||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||07-08-2003||01:02 PM||||I run 225/50/15s....Too wide? Mot sure but it works fine for me.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||07-08-2003||07:48 PM||||Boost controller installed on my car:<br /><br />The RED line goes to the WG and the GREEN line goes to a boost source (such as the nipple by the BOV). A boost guage is best installed nearest the Intake Manifold as you want to know what pressure is there.<br /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.gravityradio.com/S/red-green.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.gravityradio.com/S/red-green1.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||markrieb||07-09-2003||11:28 AM||||Typically the rim width needs to be greater than 70% of the tire tread width.  The closer to 100% you get, the more vertical the sidewall of the tire.  The more vertical the sidewall of the tire, the quicker the tire responds to steering inputs, the less the tire rolls over in a corner and the better the car handles.<br /><br />That said, some tires with very stiff sidewalls can work OK (but not optimal) on narrow rims.  I have personally run 235 and 245 wide tires on 7.5" rims, a marginal combination.  The tire (and the manufacturer) would really like to see an 8" to 9" wide rim for those tires.  These are Kuhmo race tires with *very* stiff sidewalls, and I can see some uneven wear as the tire rolls over more on the narrow rim than it would on a wider rim.<br /><br />The biggest problem is finding 8" wide wheels for the GVR-4 (4-lug) that aren't $500 each.  If you convert to 5-lug the options open up quite a bit.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/002714.cgi
A||||0||curtis||cyclone intake controller||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||07-08-2003||10:46 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Ok here it is the drawings its just a quicky. I was bored in class one night and needed something to do so I designed this.  I printed the drawing and took a photo for all to see the quaility isn't the greatest but it works.  All you need is a factory mitsu vacuum switch that is normally open and a factory vacuum switch that is normally closed, the white vacuum contianer that comes with the intake if you don't have it no big deal its just a one way check valve.  Some cars have a small vacuum can (fords and VW) and any one way check vave will work .  Also you need a pressure switch adjustable is better (hobbs)(nos system) but I grabed mine from a subaru turbo station wagon it was on the pass side fender well its non adjustable but opens the butterflies at 4 psi.  In my darwing the red lines are hot wires, the blue lines are the grounds and black is the vacuum lines. If you get a non adjustable pressure switch you can also put a restrictor just before the butterfly accuator to slow down the speed of the flapper.  I also wired in a light on the dash to tell me when the system is working.  At first I pluged it into the factory vacuum switches wires on the firewall but popped the fuse so I wired it straight to the battery.  There is a small bracket you can use that is on the firewall of a mirage it holds all the vacuum switches, I also added the canister mount and the pressure switch mount to it.  This system works great and I have less than fire dollars in everything I even used factory vacuum hose from the junk yard to give it a factory apperance. I've had people ask where did I find the controller for the intake. <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=796" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=796&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.144.94.182||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/002715.cgi
A||N||5||JAYGVR4||Anyone know Part #'s for rear Brake Lines?||||5||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||07-08-2003||02:09 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||I'm in need of part numbers for the stock brake lines - upper and lower hoses - for the passenger side rear brakes.  I've tried NAPA and a couple other places, but they only carry the lower.  The lower will work as an upper, but its a bit shorter.  We tried using what was suspected to be a NAPA lower hose replacement for an upper line, and it worked, but we had to use it without tying it into the upper hanger bracket, as it would have been stretched too much.  This morning I made it to work, but now I'm leaking again, probalby from the other line, going out, or the short line getting severed on the hanger.  Anyway, its a long shot, but on the offchance anyone knows these numbers, it'd be great to get them.  We installed a new caliper at the time, so I don't suspect that is it btw...<br /><br />TIA<br /><br />jb||208.254.3.3||reg||5||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-08-2003||03:13 PM||||You could buy SS lines...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||07-08-2003||03:19 PM||||I just bought a pair for my rear driver's side that burst:<br />inner- MR129752<br />outer- MR129755<br />Those are the new, replacement numbers, and they are the same for either side. I actually have one pair, used only 2 weeks, if you need them. I just replaced all of them with the RRE steel braided lines, and Motul 600. Can you say "nice firm brake pedal"?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.158.249.85||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||07-08-2003||04:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> I just bought a pair for my rear driver's side that burst:<br />inner- MR129752<br />outer- MR129755<br />Those are the new, replacement numbers, and they are the same for either side. I actually have one pair, used only 2 weeks, if you need them. I just replaced all of them with the RRE steel braided lines, and Motul 600. Can you say "nice firm brake pedal"?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the offer Jeff, but I actually ordered them from the local dealer already, and they should be in on Thursday if I don't find any locally, so unless you can overnight them to me for tomorrow, I may pass on your offer for now.  In the near future however, if you still have them in a week or two, I may still want them for the drivers side.  If this side broke, perhaps the other side will as well.  Please mail me at white95gsxpress@yahoo.com if you can overnight them...<br /><br />Anyway, lemme know whats up eh.<br /><br />PS - I take it your not doing EPROM's no more?  I had PM'd you on those a while back but no reply.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||07-08-2003||05:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong> If this side broke, perhaps the other side will as well. <br />PS - I take it your not doing EPROM's no more?  I had PM'd you on those a while back but no reply. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That was my thinking too, so I just bit the bullet and ordered the RRE lines.<br /><br />As far as chips and ECU's, you should have received a PM earlier today. I'm finally answering some that piled up from the weekend. I have taken on way too much work, and besides the ECU stuff there is alot of pressure here at work, and the new house to attend to. I was up until 3AM again last night doing chip stuff, and I just can't keep that up. I need to take a break for a while.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.153.123.142||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||07-08-2003||10:48 PM||||I think you deserve to go to Belize, ponder the meaning of Belize Green and dive the Blue Hole.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002716.cgi
A||||4||1quickvr4||240sx wheesl on a Vr4||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||07-08-2003||02:16 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Any Idea how off these are or has any tried it and with what results?||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||07-08-2003||06:54 PM||||I think they work, haven't tried myself. But the wheel guide says they will work, all years, 4 lug.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||SPEEDFIEND||07-08-2003||11:29 PM||||I know the inner hub circle between the lugs is to small on the plan metal rims and won't fit over the hub.  As for the aluminum ones I'm not sure.  Might pay to measure them.  -Kris||206.214.57.145||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000003||bob dole||07-08-2003||11:41 PM||||nope won't fit center bore is wrong nissan is 60 mits are 67||64.12.96.102||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||07-08-2003||11:50 PM||||You could always bolt them up to a brake lathe set up for drum brakes and use the bar to shave the hub opening to 67 though.  Some of the older brake lathes were set up for truck drums that were attached to the hubs, so you could actually use one of the adapters to bolt a wheel to the lathe by the lugs and then get down inside it with the cutter.  I opened up a set of 18" 3kGT vr4 wheels to fit a mustang hub a few years ago when mustangs were still 16".  It was a bitch to mount up and you had to use a bench with a vice to hold the cutting bar, but it worked for me.  Only try this if you are desperate for the wheels though...it ain't easy or fun...<br />dave||12.83.145.55||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002717.cgi
A||||2||1fast4door||PTE on GVR4||||1||||1fast4door||00001194
Z||000000||1fast4door||07-08-2003||02:24 PM||EliseLotusFlwr@aol.com||i'm in the process of getting my car back together after almost two years of it sitting.  I've got a PTE turbo but i'm not sure about how i want to set up the IC pipes (over the mani, under, etc.)  I know there are a ton of people with To4e compressors but most have different manifolds that place the turbo slightly different.  I searched and searched and i only came up with blurry pics that didn't do me much good. Can anyone post some pics of installs w/garrett turbos on GVR4's or direct me to a place where i can view them?  Or if you can describe "how you did it" to give me ideas that would help.  The space in GVR4's is alot tighter than the 1st gen DSM's i'm accustomed to and i'm having trouble fitting a To4e/2.5 IC piping around the Motor/motormount/radiator and fan.  Thanks in advance for the help.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||1fast4door||00001194||yes
Z||000001||number3||07-08-2003||03:59 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002250#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002250#000000</a><br /><br />Here is one but there are more some where.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||jared #1187||07-10-2003||11:53 PM||||you should see my setup.  it clears everything, and the only moving you have to do is cut the 3 rightmost tubes out of the radiator... i went around everything else�<br /><br />call my cell if you wanna talk,  i'm glad to help.||67.241.7.231||reg||1||jared #1187||00001760||yes



ubb/Forum2/002718.cgi
A||||17||broke down||timing retarded with no knock? help||||9||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||07-08-2003||02:27 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I've noticed recently that my logger is showing full knock sometimes, always at low throttle/rpm's, in first and second gear.  Also, when I go full throttle, my timing goes through the floor, usually 15-20 deg., no matter what boost, or rpm's, and even when I'm not getting any knock at all.  It runs like a dog when this happens, obviously, and feels very lurchy (if that's a word).  I've tried a different knock sensor, changed my mas back to the 1gen, and even tried a new ecu.  I'm running out of ideas, and don't really know what else to try.  Anyone have any thoughts.  Feul trims are all about 90-95%, base timing is showing 5deg., tps is ranging from 10-100% like it should, o2 voltage at wot is .90 volts.  Any thoughts?  Thanks||12.135.202.66||reg||9||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||07-08-2003||02:51 PM||||Have you replaced the lifters?||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||07-08-2003||03:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong>  when I go full throttle, my timing goes through the floor, usually 15-20 deg., no matter what boost, or rpm's, and even when I'm not getting any knock at all.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The ECU maintains something Todd called the "octane value", sort of a longterm knock counter. If you have even moderate knock, but for a long time, the ECU will keep reducing the value in this "octane" location, which it factors into the timing and boost control functions. unplugging the ECU will *temporarily* fix that problem.<br /><br />Howard's right, the lifters are the first, prime suspect. What injectors are you running? Do you see anything unusual in your barometric pressure, intake temperature, coolant temps, etc? Any obvious sounds of tapping/knocking/ticking?||68.158.249.85||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||broke down||07-09-2003||03:36 PM||||the lifters are stock, but were cleaned really well a few months ago, and they don't seem to make any noise at all.  The car has sat for a few weeks before, about two months ago, and I never hear any lifter tapping.  I will check on the maf readings though.  Do any of the other sensors have the capability of retarding timing, like the cam position sensor, or anything else?  Right now I am running the following mods...<br />Rebuilt stock motor minus balance shafts<br />Big 16g<br />Full exhaust portwork with 2.5" turbo back<br />1st gen mas<br />starion fmic with custom pipes<br />crushed bov<br />rewired walbro<br />550 injectors-rc's<br />stock fuel rail <br />s-afc<br />If I think of anything else I'll post it.  Thanks||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000004||broke down||07-09-2003||03:45 PM||||Had another thought, for a while I ran a 2nd gen mas, that Ken Inn found online.  Last week I started getting code 12 and something else related to the mas, but I can't remember what it is now.  Cose 12 is for the "airflow sensor", so I put my 1g mas back in, thinking that maybe the 2g mas is taking a dive.  That got rid of the code.  I was thinking that could be related to what was said in the previous post about baro, intake temp...  However I have switched to the new ecu since then...anyway||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000005||broke down||07-09-2003||04:04 PM||||Okay, here are the numbers...<br />rpm 3687<br />knock 0-2<br />timing 15!!!<br />o2 .90<br />airflow 1071 Hz<br />air volume 5<br />air temp 112 deg f<br />throttle pos 96%<br />coolant temp 206 deg<br />battery voltage 13.49<br />barometer 96<br />isc 116<br />or something like that.  Everything seems to be pretty normal,to me.  The eratic knock counts don't seem to be as often now though.  The timing just goes through the floor though.  What is typical at wot?  Also, is there any way to clear the ecu of long term stored memory?  Thanks||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||07-09-2003||04:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong>  Also, when I go full throttle, my timing goes through the floor, usually 15-20 deg., no matter what boost, or rpm's, and even when I'm not getting any knock at all. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">With your O2 values, no knock, trims, it sounds like it is running rich, which would cause the timing to go up to 20.  Some people shoot for between 15 and 18 degrees of timing at WOT.<br /><br />Also, I think that the (pocket)logger assumes a base timing of 5 degrees and computes from there.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||07-09-2003||04:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong>   However I have switched to the new ecu since then...anyway </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What ECU are you running?<br />Also, I see the coolant temp was 206. I think after 204 the ECU begins to remove timing also, maybe even using the limp mode maps, with are VERY low advance. Why is it so hot?<br /><br />I just checked, and the 3500 rpm data point in the 4th limp mode map is 19 hex, which is 25 decimal, and you subtract 10 to get the real value, so it is 15. I think you are in limp mode.||68.211.141.122||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||07-09-2003||06:40 PM||||the tps is at 96%??||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||ijustwant12s||07-10-2003||04:50 AM||||you ought to reset your ecu.  just unplug the battery and let the car sit for an hour or so.  the ecu will take away timing based on air flow and air temp as well.  if your running a b16g and 550s i should hope that your 1g mas is hacked to hell to hide some of that air flow from the ecu.  i would also check the base timing.  the pocket logger will always read 5* base because that is what the ecu tells it to read.  i have my base timing advanced to around 7-8 and the logger still shows 5.  definitely reset the ecu and check the timing.<br /><br />-d||172.195.53.48||reg||1||ijustwant12s||00001437||yes
Z||000010||broke down||07-10-2003||09:03 AM||||thanks a bunch guys, looks like I've got some work to do...||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||07-10-2003||09:23 AM||||to reset, you dont need to unplug the battery.  on the inside fusebox, the lower right corner fuse, it will say something like interior lights, clock, etc.  this is the main power to the ecu.  pull the fuse, wait about 30 secs, and then reinstall.  it will act like the battery has been disconnected, you will need to reset the clock and radio.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||07-10-2003||11:55 AM||||Or, the way I always do it, is just unplug the SMALLEST of the 3 ECU connectors. That is the one that has the +12 volt battery power on it all the time. That way you don't need to reset the clock or radio  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.34.81.19||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||07-10-2003||01:11 PM||||rpm 3687<br />knock 0-2<br />timing 15!!!<br />o2 .90<br />airflow 1071 Hz<br />air volume 5<br />air temp 112 deg f<br />throttle pos 96%<br /><br />i havent logged at 3700 rpm, but i am sure the tps wont be at 96%, unless you are accelerating.  airflo seems right for that rpm.  try seeing what tps says if the car is stopped and you rev it to 3700, and what timing is then.  also, what is tps reading at idle?  wot?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||broke down||07-15-2003||12:07 PM||||I'm sorry, those numbers were kind of a "snapshot" of what is going on, mostly to show timing.  I may sound kind of dumb, but I haven't been able to drive my car for a long time so, I have kind of forgotten a lot about it.  After playing with my afc a lot at low rpm points, I have gotten a lot of that knock to go away.  I do want to thank you guys for all your help.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000015||broke down||08-04-2003||02:56 PM||||just put in new 3rd gen injectors, and the problem is still there.  Any idea of what to do next.  I do not hear any obvious noises that would cause phantom knock.  Anybody ever hear of the knock sensor picking up voltage from the block.  They generate their own voltage, which is very little, so any stray voltage may be enough to cause a funny problem like this, but the engine ground, should take care of that, right?  I am VERY frustrated with this problem, so any suggestions would be appreciated.  Thanks again.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000016||keydiver||08-04-2003||03:02 PM||||Are you sure that you have the correct ECU? That may seem like a dumb question, but I've noticed some strange things when I've been testing a computer from a different car in my GVR-4, like a non-turbo, or even a turbo car that has smaller injectors than ours. The throttle is VERY touchy, like it has tons of lowend torque, but it sucks fuel like theres no tomorrow.||68.153.64.101||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000017||broke down||08-04-2003||06:23 PM||||To the best of my knowledge the ecu is original.  I have also tried the ecu out of Matt Wenger's car, which is Jon Roberts' old white car.  Same condition with both.  How can I tell?  <br />p.s., it is a 93 talon tsi.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/002719.cgi
A||||3||starwrist||Front corner bulbs?||||1||||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||07-08-2003||05:04 PM||starwrist@hotmail.com||Anyone know the quickest way to access the front corner bulbs? I want to replace those dull dingy yellow with some super pretty orange ones. <br /><br />Also, would anyone know if the bulbs have one or two pronges on the bottom? Thanks in advance.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-08-2003||06:03 PM||||The corner assembly pretty much just 'pops out', there is a metal spring that holds the corners in, unhook that and they pop right out.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||07-08-2003||06:06 PM||||step one: open hood<br />step two: locate corner bulb "area" inside the engine bay with eyes<br />step three: will arm and hand unit to move toward set "area"<br />step four: will hand to remove radiator overflow tank (on drivers side) or air intake box (on passenger side)<br />step five: set removed item aside (warning!: radiator overflow tank is attached by hose)<br />step six: locate wire loom going to corner lights<br />step seven: will hand to follow wire loom till you reach the end of it. this should be the corner light<br />step eight: twist the bulb so that it loosens.<br />step nine: pull bulb out<br />step ten: observe stange contraption.<br />step eleven: replace bulb<br /><br />note: if hand or arm do not follow orders. try again later.<br /><br />alternative: remove side corners... but i won't get in to that.<br /><br />good luck?||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||07-09-2003||12:33 AM||||I just replaced mine yesterday. I believe the bulb is labled as a 168. One of the bulbs I took out, and all 4 of the new ones all had a "168" printed on them. (two prongs)||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/002720.cgi
A||||3||jayru||Do you need a tach adapter to run MSD dis 2 on a galant?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||07-08-2003||06:16 PM||||I tried search and the vfaq dosent say.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||jayru||07-09-2003||11:24 AM||||WOW no-one can anser this question for me???||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||07-09-2003||11:38 AM||||hint hint hint hint hint:<br /><br />A) only 1990 style Mitsu ignitions need the tach adaptor<br /><br />B) GVR4's are the 1991 style.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||jayru||07-09-2003||04:27 PM||||now how was i suposto know that, ive only worked on cars for half my life. LOL Thanks for the hint i wasent shure bcs i thought it didn't but the directions that came with it said ya did||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/002721.cgi
A||||7||mr.mitsu||s-afc with or w/o ecu||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||07-08-2003||11:35 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||just picked up an s-afc but i still need a turbo ecu.<br /><br />but, can i use just the s-afc to run my low boost setup??<br /><br />thanks||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-08-2003||11:41 PM||||What is your setup? Do you have a galant gsx (as you said you dont have a turbo ecu)?||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||mr.mitsu||07-09-2003||12:20 AM||||ya, exactly.<br /><br />1991 awd, temp 3" pipe intake.<br /><br />with turbo install, 2 1/4" hard pipe i/c piping.<br /><br />like i said, low boost.  aboot 5-7 psi.||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||07-09-2003||12:55 AM||||Do you have a turbo engine swapped, or is it stock with a turbo install. You can use the nt engine, but you need a knock sensor and enough fuel. You can use an safc on your nt ecu, get a turbo one soon though. You could hook up an afc to practically anything.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||mr.mitsu||07-09-2003||01:28 AM||||no, just n/a motor.<br /><br />i plan on waiting til it blows or something then swap a turbo one.<br /><br />just gonna bolt everything on first.<br /><br />right now i'm just working on getting all the parts and when i picked up th afc i second guessed the importance of the ecu.<br /><br />do you think i can tune it before the turbo install and tune it again after?<br /><br />sorry so long.||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||07-09-2003||03:06 AM||||No real need to tune unless you have upgraded injectors and/or fuel pump. You'll be tuning quite a bit if you want your car at its prime.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||BossGVR4||07-09-2003||08:34 AM||||FYI,<br /><br />The GSX xame with a lighter duty drivetrain than the VR-4 (to compensate for the lower HP engine).<br /><br />I hope you don't plan on ding any drag launches after the turbo transplant !<br /><br />DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||10||BossGVR4||00000008||yes
Z||000007||mr.mitsu||07-09-2003||09:53 AM||||i got a fuel pump and injectors too that i'll be putting in prolly before the turbo.<br /><br />the drivetrain on the awd is stronger than the fwd no?||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes



ubb/Forum2/002722.cgi
A||||3||mr.mitsu||hks tt install ques.||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||07-08-2003||11:36 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||searched for it and couldn't find a thing.<br /><br />can anyone tell me where my turbo timer harness plugs into??<br /><br />thanks for the space||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-08-2003||11:39 PM||||If you have a harness, then its cake. Take off the lower dash part under your steering wheel, and follow the wiring from your ign switch, you'll run into a harness, undo that harness and plug your TT harness in between the two, hide wiring, ground your TT and mount it. You're done!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||mr.mitsu||07-09-2003||01:33 AM||||thanks a lot, sorry for the "newbie" type questions.<br /><br />appreciate it||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||07-09-2003||03:16 AM||||no prob, we were all there.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/002723.cgi
A||||2||boostx||AC/ heater blower fan||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||07-09-2003||08:50 AM||boostx@hotmail.com||how hard is it to get out||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-09-2003||09:48 AM||||the manual says you can get at it by removing the glovebox.  i know you can get the evaporator out that way, and the blower is right there.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||boostx||07-09-2003||01:43 PM||||thanks||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum2/002724.cgi
A||||1||sr71sss||vr4 wheel hub vs. NA galant wheel hub Q...||||1||||sr71sss||00000133
Z||000000||sr71sss||07-09-2003||09:00 AM||sr71sss@aol.com||anyone know if the NA FWD galant hub/knuckle is the same as our vr4 wheel hub/knuckle assy, reason why is that I have a few stripped out wheel studs to replace asap, anyone that has a definte answer please call me on my cell asap since I need to do this soon very soon in fact<br /><br />conrad<br />650-302-5127||198.81.26.80||reg||1||sr71sss||00000133||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||07-09-2003||11:46 AM||||They are different.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/002725.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||Bat. reloc question||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-09-2003||01:50 PM||nohad43@aol.com||For all of you guys who re-locate their batteries to their trunk,i have mina also re-located to the trunk.My question is,when i re-locate it,that black littlr fuse box that went on the positive terminal,what d i do with that when i relocate it,i see people mount it onto their fuse box,what other way is their to put it in a nice spot besides taping the hell out of it with electric tape.thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||number3||07-09-2003||02:27 PM||||You can use a piece/strip of hard plastic or other non conducting meterial and bolt it to the air can mount and to the hole in the little black fuse box. A Piece of bumper cover works real well if you cut out your cover for an FMIC||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||07-12-2003||04:21 AM||||be a pro,get a piece of solid black plastic and mount that to the fenderwell,mount the unit to that with a threaded battery terminal(cap it),that way you can jump or access the power..just my .2C..||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||number3||07-12-2003||08:24 AM||||Isn't that what I said? Just curious?||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-13-2003||11:01 PM||||Does anyone even read my posts?  Why bother posting at all!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.75.199||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002726.cgi
A||||10||HKS VR-4||Fuel Pump||||1||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||07-09-2003||02:14 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I was told that I can use a fuel pump off a 3000GT vr4. Which year off the 3000gt can I use?||12.81.74.205||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||yes
Z||000001||number3||07-09-2003||02:29 PM||||<a href="http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html" target="_blank">http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html</a><br /><br /><br />Use a Supra instead. Same money better pump.<br /><br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||07-09-2003||04:49 PM||||I have a supra pump for sale new in box with strainer. $180 shipped.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||HKS VR-4||07-09-2003||07:13 PM||||thought the 3000GT is a direct bolt on...no modification needed for anything...<br />...I don't have much upgrades, don't plan to do too much, just wanted to turn up the boost a little. Someone told me that the 3000gt is a Denso pump and is a plug and play.||12.81.111.161||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000004||slvrblt||07-09-2003||07:17 PM||||I'd just get the Walbro 190lph pump so you will not have to replace the FPR because of FPR overrun (where the stock FPR can't handle the increased presure and volume of the big pump). The Walbro 190lph is a good bit bigger than the stock unit we have and it shouldn't overrun the stock FPR.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||07-09-2003||08:13 PM||||You do not HAVE to upgrade your FPR to use a TT-Supra Denso pump.  I have been running one for over 3 years, with the stock regulator, and have had little, to no, adverse effect.  Does it run a bit rich at idle and part throttle?  Sure, but it starts, idles, and runs perfectly otherwise.  I am not saying that an AFPR (which I am going to be getting when I install my 660's, S-AFC, and 2G MAS) will not help with fine tuning, I just hate when people say the you HAVE to have one.  I still average around 30 MPG on long highway trips with the A/C on.<br /><br />As a side note, WAY back when I first bought this car, I knew nothing about it, and Nate Pharr did a bunch of upgrades for me.  At that time I had purchased a 255LPH Walbro pump.  Nate installed it, and it died (with him driving...in the middle of traffic) in like 2 days.  He recommended the TT-Supra pump, and I have not regretted the choice.  It is quieter, and will MORE than supply enough fuel for almost any turbo I will ever be running.  I know plenty of people run Walbro pumps with no problems, but that one experience was enough for me..!!!||65.179.80.175||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||07-09-2003||08:51 PM||||the 3kgtvr4 pump is NOT a direct bolt on.  i had to use a hose clamp to keep it on, and bend the bracket.  i was getting close to 30 mpg until reformulated gas.  when i did the fuel pump mod, it was the only thing i did at the time, and i had no logger.  but, my jumptronix a/f went from .89-90 clear up to .98-.99.  even after several weeks, it never came down below .94.  after the spoolinup afpr, it is now back down to .89-.90.  car seemed to run the same, but i sure do like having my fuel pressures where they should be.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||number3||07-10-2003||12:05 AM||||Danny,<br /><br />I remember that day. That was not a good one. Stupid Walmart pumps.<br /><br /><br />Ken is right our pump is smaller any upgrade pump will require some mod so do it right the first time!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||07-10-2003||12:55 AM||||Ok, well I didnt mean to say that it absolutely would overrun the stock FPR. My Walbro 255 is fine with the stock FPR.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||07-10-2003||12:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong>  WAY back when I first bought this car, I knew nothing about it, and Nate Pharr did a bunch of upgrades for me.  At that time I had purchased a 255LPH Walbro pump.  Nate installed it, and it died (with him driving...in the middle of traffic) in like 2 days. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sooo, you're the one. Nate's been telling that story for years   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.34.81.19||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||07-10-2003||12:04 PM||||so, that settles it. Supra pump is better, now anybody wanna buy mine ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002727.cgi
A||||6||ayvr4||leather||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||07-09-2003||04:28 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Is this spot on your leather a bit worn?<br />mine is pretty bad, it sucks because the rest of the leather is fine. what can i do about this?<br />is my only option replacing the whole seat?<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=798" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=798</a><br />(this pic is not my car)<br /><br />~Aaron<br />ps: dont call me a retard for putting this in the technical questions.||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||07-09-2003||04:36 PM||||<a href="http://www.leatherique.com/" target="_blank">http://www.leatherique.com/</a><br /><br />I have heard this stuff works great, and I am planning on doing this to all my leather this winter.<br /><br />It is expensive and hard work, but it looks well.<br /><br />Matt||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||number3||07-09-2003||04:54 PM||||Yes. That spot is a very common point of wear in a GVR4. Even with 40k miles on my car that spot appeared. <br /><br />I had the panel replaced with new leather when I had the slot cut in the seat for my 5 point harness.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/number3_inside.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/number3_inside.jpg</a> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||henrok||07-09-2003||04:54 PM||||You know i think only the seating surfaces are leather on our interiors. so, the sides and every other parts besides the middle seating surface is vinyl. if im correct,  then maybe u can get the sides redone in another texture or real leather.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-10-2003||11:27 AM||||Hmm..  mines leather.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||07-10-2003||11:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Hmm..  mines leather. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does the bottom of your rear seat have AMG imbossed in it?<br /><br />My seats are vinyl wrapped as well.  I'm amazed they have not come apart yet.  Vinyl and leather don't stay stitched together very well.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-10-2003||12:57 PM||||Oops, yeah, just went out and looked.  Because the talk was about the "trouble spot" I was thinking side bolsters...  The non-seating areas are vinyl and yes my back seat does have AMG on the foam.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002728.cgi
A||||7||Craig91||ABS light/motor...and Idle surging questions||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||07-09-2003||07:05 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||I just picked up VR4 that I bought 2 days ago with a complete rebuild (with 16g), clutch, 5 lug conversion, pads/rotors/wheel bearings and I have a few questions that I was hoping you guys could answer/narrow down for me.  Excuse me if they have been covered before, and I've found some information through searching that has helped a couple things.<br /><br />-When I picked up the car, the previous owner (who is also a mechanic/owner of a new local mainly DSM oriented shop) told me that in a test drive of the car, the ABS was kicking in even under light braking.  He then removed the 20amp fuse under the hood labeled 'ABS C/U'.  The light is on constantly on the dash, no flashing.  I found through searching that removing that fuse, also causes the car when rolling to a stop in neutral, the car will "idle" around 3000rpm then drop when the car achieves a speed of 13mph or lower.  This was the case, and this morning I replaced the fuse w/ the one he took out, and sure enough the tach needle will drop like it should when rolling to a stop.  However, the ABS light is still constantly on in the gauge cluster.  Where exactly is the ABS motor so I can just unplug it and not worry about the ABS kicking in w/ that fuse back in place?  Are there any adverse affects other than it disabling the ABS?<br /><br />-Idle surge...typical DSM nightmare.  While driving last night, the idle began to fluctuate from 1200-1500 when coming to a stop, and also while the car was just rolling (up hill or down hill).  Today, it became a little worse.  It is still surging, but now for a longer period of time and takes about 10 seconds or so for it to steady itself.  Does this sound like it is a problem w/ the ISC?  I don't have a logger, but I have access to a friend's multimeter so I can test the resistance in the ISC.  <br /><br />Excuse me for the length, but any help is greatly appreciated so I can began to really enjoy my newly acqured VR4.<br /><br />-Craig||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||uno||07-09-2003||07:53 PM||||Someone else can give better detail, but I unhooked the cables from the silver unit with all the silver solid hoses runing to it in front of the drivers side wheel well. It is labeled ABS right on it. Pretty primitive description, but someone can add to it.||216.187.161.187||reg||1||Micah||00000228||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||07-09-2003||08:12 PM||||It might be the ISC motor but when we owned the car we replaced that and it didn't help. (we eventually sold the car without the motor and the kid who got the motor didn't have any problems with it) We eventually parted it out sold what was left of the "rolling chassis" because after swapping out all sorts of electrical things we decided it was probably some sort of wiring harness issue (not saying that that's definately what it was but we didn't feel like taking the time to figure it out) Not sure if this problem is related to the ABS light coming on but<br />that exact same thing happened right around the time the car started blowing ECU's. We heard that a bad ISC motor could cause ECU's to blow but replacing it with a brand new one didn't seem to save our 3 ECU's. <br /><br />Maybe the ABS light is on from when he did the 5-lug conversion. Possbily he didn't use the hubs from an ABS car. When I did the 5-lug swap I didn't care about the ABS so I just got myself non-ABS hubs (that's all that was available at the time). My ABS light has been on since I got rid of ABS and the ABS system is incomplete.||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||07-09-2003||09:17 PM||||Thanks for the info Lisa.  Aaron told me that he went through a whole bunch of wires following them throughout the car and testing them and found about 10 or so wires that were previously hacked into, or were having bad connections.  He pulled the ECU out and opened up and it looked good.  I just got the multimeter from a friend of mine and I'm gonna try to test the ISC and see if that's bad.  Then just try and go from there and see if I can narrow some things down.<br /><br />I believe he told me he did use the hubs off of an ABS car.  At this point, I think I'm just gonna try and disconnect the motor for the ABS.<br /><br />Anyone else have any more ideas about anything?||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||07-10-2003||04:58 PM||||I just took a look at the car and found the ABS behind the driver's side headlight.  Right above it, there are 3 mounted sensors which I'm not sure where they lead.  I tried to follow them but couldn't move my hand any farther.  Which of them do I unplug..1,2, or all 3?  Also, in my searching as well, people say they have the ABS ECU in the trunk (Which exactly is it in the trunk?).  Would I have to disable both the ones under the hood and/or the trunk?<br /><br />As for the idling, I'm gonna try and test the ISC again now and try adjusting the BISS and see if anything alleviates the problem.  What sort of reading are "OK" when testing the ISC?<br /><br />I appreciate whatever help you guys provide me with.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||07-10-2003||10:53 PM||||Well I tested the ISC tonight and got readings of 30.3, 30.3, 31.7, and 31.7.  I read somewhere that 28-33 is ok.<br /><br />Then I adjusted the idle position screw a little bit.  I had no idea there was a nut on the bottom of it until I searched DSM Talk.  Now, the surging is gone..for tonight anyway. See what happens over the next few days.<br /><br />Next thing is to still unplug the ABS motor.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||07-11-2003||08:23 AM||||I feel your pain!  Here's what you should try:<br />  <br />Put that 20 amp ABS control unit fuse back in.<br /><br />Remove the 60amp Yellow ABS fusible link.  It's bolted in; don't yank it out.<br /><br />Your ABS will be disabled, but the ECU/idle circuit won't know.  Finally, put a piece of black electrician's tape over the ABS dash lite.||24.148.23.133||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000007||Craig91||07-11-2003||05:49 PM||||I put the fuse back in yesterday.  I'll yank out the yellow fuse either later today or tomorrow.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum2/002729.cgi
A||||2||TomekP21||4 ws Removal||||1||||TomekP21||00001902
Z||000000||TomekP21||07-09-2003||08:00 PM||TomekP21@aol.com||Does anyone know how to remove 4ws properly||152.163.252.33||reg||1||TomekP21||00001902||yes
Z||000001||mofugas||07-09-2003||09:27 PM||||Properly...oh boy, here we go   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Cut the AWS lines at the FRONT steering rack.  Remove the lines from the front steering rack (the ones you just cut).  You need these to make proper plugs.  Once you get them out, remove the little o-ring on the end.  Now cut the lines off flush with the nut and weld them shut.  Once they've cooled down, replace the o-ring and then put them back in the steering rack.  This is one of the biggest mistakes people make is that they just cut the lines and weld them right on the rack.  Problem is, you melt the o-ring and then the plug won't seal.<br /><br />Now that you have the front all sealed up, you can remove all the lines and stuff in the rear.  To reduce the risk of having the rear steering pump seize up on you, you should lift it out of the rear and cut off the drive gear.  You can put it back in the rear then to plug the hole.<br /><br />You can do one of several things with the rear steering rack. 1) leave it in there as is, 2) leave it in there and weld up the rack solid, 3) remove the rack and basically mount a bar in its place, or 4) remove it and just leave the rear end the way it is.<br /><br />I currently have the rear of my car setup like #4.<br /><br />Now that all that mess is done, you can cap off the lines and the power steering fluid reservoir in the front of the car.  I am pretty sure if your looking down on the reservoir from the front of the car, the rear steering lines are the two on the left.  You can trace them down the front of the car to be sure.<br /><br />I'll add/make changes to this as I remember them.<br /><br />Good luck!||206.71.120.1||reg||1||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||07-10-2003||10:35 AM||||From my archives you can also use the following Earls fittings to block the steering rack: two each of the following: 14x1.5 to -6 AN adapters, PN 991954, and -6 AN caps.<br /><br />The easy way to get rid of the pump is to swap in a 4-bolt lsd rear...<br /><br />RRE has a VFAQ on how to weld up the trailing arm link so that it doesn't deflect under cornering load (so called passive rear steering) or if you have the money DSS makes a replacement piece (http://www.diamondstarspecialties.com/product.asp?section=Eclipse_Talon&subname=DSM&productid=27-100-300)<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/002730.cgi
A||||6||Akidosigh1||how to break in my engine?||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||07-09-2003||08:23 PM||||My engine is almost put back together. I need to know about the Break in... people tell me no boost, others tell me give it boost, i know someone who is running 10psi for his breakin... any suggestions on the whole process so i don't have to rebuild again?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-09-2003||08:37 PM||||It's a turbo engine, boost isn't going to hurt.  If it was me, I'd keep it under 4K RPMs for a few hundred and not beat the piss out of it untill you have a K on the engine.<br /><br />Thats just me though.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||07-10-2003||04:19 PM||||I don't know dookie about the technical aspects of breaking in an engine.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />But what's worked for me three times is roughly what I read in the Haynes manual [don't laugh!]. After the initial startup / cooldown cycle to make sure there are no leaks / enough coolant etc. Take the car out and once it is warm do about a dozen 3rd gear max throttle / engine brake cycles from ~30-60mph. After 600 miles driving sedately [don't boost unless needed] change the oil, then drive at normal boost levels until 3000 miles. Change the oil again and then beat on it. :-)<br /><br />This is a very conservative method and you can probably get away with a lot less miles and more abuse. I'm just cautious since I seem to be one of those snake-bitten owners that always has problems and the 3k miles lets me get all of the bugs out.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||07-10-2003||07:54 PM||||Remember, no synth oil until after the breakin either.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||07-11-2003||07:56 AM||||I think I've heard about using some type of special oil for the first part of the break in. Maybe it was mineral oil; can't remember.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||Jimmy||07-11-2003||01:31 PM||||Take a look at this<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mototuneusa.com/break_in_secrets.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mototuneusa.com/break_in_secrets.htm</a>||206.38.114.99||reg||1||Jimmy||00000270||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||07-11-2003||01:42 PM||||Regardless of whether you use the "easy" or "beating" method, normal detergent free dino oil 10W-30 or 40 is really important.  Synthetics offer too good of lubrication.  Some friction is essential to sealing the rings during break-in.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/002731.cgi
A||||7||Vr4in'||Pistons||||3||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-09-2003||09:33 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I was wondering,will the 2g pistons go right into our 6 bolt motors without any bore work or anything?How about the rods,will they work with our setup?thanks||65.32.14.163||reg||3||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-09-2003||09:36 PM||||The rods need to be machined down.  I think that would create a weak spot and kill the whole point of having our larger rods, but what do I know.  Lots of people do it, so it must not be that bad of a thing.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-09-2003||10:51 PM||||Um, you don't want 2G rods.  You already have the good "big" rods.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||curtis||07-09-2003||11:06 PM||||The 95  pistons have a slightly larger pin. any macine shop can machine out the little end for the larger pins.  with the larger pins it really becomes stronger. The weight difference is only a few grams and it isn't noticed because of the extra power you will make with the higher compression.||65.135.142.160||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||07-09-2003||11:52 PM||||Do you notice a good power gain with the higher comp pistons?Or only when you turn up boost?thanks again||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR41062||07-10-2003||02:48 AM||||junk yard 6bolts have put down 500+ whp, more than once, and lasted a few months.  or if you want more than that buy real pistons and rods.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||07-10-2003||08:07 AM||||RRE has a page on it, and the FAQs are everywhere. To use a 2G piston on 6-bolt big rods requires the piston pin hole in the rod to be opened up 1mm [0.040"] at the rod end narrowed [2.5mm] 0.100". You can't use the 2G rods since they won't fit the wider 6-bolt crank journals.<br /><br />I've done the 2G piston upgrade twice, and IMHO it's not worth the effort or cost since the performance difference was minor. For the $375 [$250 pistons + rings, $125 rod machining], I could have upgraded to a bigger turbo / injectors / IC etc.<br /><br />My current motor uses 9:1 pistons, now we are getting somewhere. Based on how this motor runs, I am seriously considering even higher compression for my 2.3L stroker. I know that Marco at Magnus has built a number of 10.x:1 turbo motors that reportedly run pretty well on pump gas.<br /><br />just my $.02...||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||07-10-2003||10:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> junk yard 6bolts have put down 500+ whp, more than once, and lasted a few months.  or if you want more than that buy real pistons and rods.<br /><br />~John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree completely.  I rebuilt my motor with stock 7.8:1 pistons and it was easy, cheap, and my car was not any slower than a comparably modded 2G piston car around here.  <br /><br />If you wanna build a better motor, buy real forged pistons and at least you won't have to machine the stock big rods if you keep them.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002732.cgi
A||||5||229of1000||Fuel Setup - Pictures and Questions||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||07-09-2003||11:32 PM||||Okay, here's the deal.  I've been running a Walbro 255 with an otherwise entirely stock fuel system.  Arriving tomorrow are a venom rail with 6AN fittings on each end, and an Aeromotive AFPR w/ liquid filled gauge.  The AFPR is setup to attach to the rail no problem (see picture - these are of the actual parts but not on my car, on the guy's car that I bought them from).<br /><br />  <img src="http://94tsiawd.com/Pictures/installedregulator.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here's my situation.  I don't know jack about these AN fittings and how to adapt them to what I currently have.  The guy selling me this stuff was using full braided lines for his fuel setup.  For the feed side, can I run a braided line from a new OEM filter to the rail with some sort of fittings?  If so, what fittings?  If I can adapt the stock hose to the 6AN rail, how?  Here's how his looked:<br /><br />  <img src="http://94tsiawd.com/Pictures/fuelfilterandfeed.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />After the regulator he is including the piece of hose (1' or so) so can I adapt that to where it needs to go?<br /><br />To make all of this shorter, do I have to go to full braided lines to use this stuff or can I use it with stock lines?<br /><br />Thanks in advance!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-09-2003||11:48 PM||||Did a little more research and found that I can use  <a href="http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=26575" target="_blank">this</a> fitting for the top of the OEM filter to adapt to a 6AN line.  That should make it simple to do the feed side.  Now what about after the AFPR?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||curtis||07-09-2003||11:52 PM||||I just went through the same build up.  Earls makes an adapter for a 12mm x 1.25 metric to 6AN.  Jegs or summit should sell these.  If not a place here in town has them and they will ship one to you.  The place is called scogin enterprises they build and sell circle track cars and parts #931-553-6891.  Its sold under carb. adapters and its for a old delorto carb.  It will screw into a stock filter then your -6 line goes on to it.  I built mine because I went with -8 an stuff.  I put a post about it up about a month ago.||65.144.94.66||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||curtis||07-09-2003||11:55 PM||||ok i was a few minutes to late mine runs out of the afpr and slips over the factory line and has a hose clamp on it .  I'm going to pick up a AN looking piece that slips over then has a clamp inside.||65.144.94.66||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||07-10-2003||03:17 AM||||<a href="http://www.stevetek.com/R-FuelSys.html" target="_blank">http://www.stevetek.com/R-FuelSys.html</a>||24.209.155.14||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-10-2003||10:09 AM||||Thanks for the link.  I am definitely going to do my setup that way.  No sense going with a high flow rail and 680's if the fuel isn't getting there.<br /><br />So my only remaining question is what kind of fitting will adapt from the 6AN braided line after the AFPR to the stock return?  I looked through my summit catalog but I don't know what the heck to buy.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002733.cgi
A||||1||curtis||high amp alternator||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||07-09-2003||11:41 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||found out today that the automatic 1st gen talons have a higher amp alternator than the stick cars.  A friend of mine picked one up at auto zone today for a little over 100 bucks.  This is the first I had heard of this when mine dies thats what I'm going with.  Hope it helps||65.144.94.66||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||07-10-2003||12:18 AM||||Ummm if it's a 95amp then it's the same as ours. <br />Regular DSM's use a 75amp and I doubt the automatics use one higher rated than ours considering all the electronic stuff ours comes with stock.||199.182.12.100||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/002734.cgi
A||||20||hibrn8||Car not boosting properly...kinda long but please read||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||07-10-2003||02:20 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Alright my fellow GVR4'ers. <br /><br />After a long year of gathering my parts and finding the time to get the car built, its now completed with a minor *cough* problem. Well i just dropped the motor back in the car yesterday afte replacing all the seals, front and rear main, oil pump seal, and i also replaced the front case seal. i also removed the balance shafts,did the clutch, but thats all beside the point. while the motor was out i did replace the timing belt and the associated parts, this time gettign the timing perfect even after tensioning the belt. so all of that is out of the question hopefully.<br /><br />ill give you a list of the important mods so you can get an idea. <br />-60 trim t3t4, ported 2g mani, hks 40mm external gate(running a welded end dumptube), 3' o2 housing, 3' turbo back exhaust, crower stg 2 cams, walbro 255, 550's, safc, spearco fmic with custom ic piping and some others i cant even remember. <br /><br />heres the problem, the car idles decently, but when it i begin to boost it seems to sputter as soon as it hits 0.5 bar(~7psi). It feels like i hit the rev limiter on a honda. the turbo spools properly and the car seems to run fine i juat cant figure out what to check. i did make sure all the ic piping and hoses are on extremely tight. im not int he mood to rip it all back apart. <br /><br />Heres a few things i had in mind. <br /><br />1. I am running the 'race' setup vacuum line/emissions elimination from taboos website. So mostly all my vacuum ports are covered on the throttle body etc.... Vacuum leak?<br /><br />***2. I have the profec B with the external wastegate and have it hooked up the way the Greddy site has it diagramed for an external wastegate. However  since i have the race vacuum line elimiantion, i have alot of stuff T'ed off of one vacuum line. I will explain how it is. The one side of the profecs stepper motor goes to the top nipple of the hks wastegate. Then the other side of the stepper motor is where everything is T'ed. The original vacuum port on the intake mani for the BOV goes to the other side of the stepper motor. But 2 things are T'ed into this line, the BOV vacuum line and also the vacuum line from the bottom nipple of the wastegate as well. maybe i should elimate all the T's and put them directly to the throttle body vacuum nipples? (ive been asking many people how i should properly hook up the profec B with the external wastegate and i havent gotten an answer yet)<br /><br />3. The afc tuning for now is all at 0's. Do you think the car may be lacking fuel at 7 psi? hmmmmm.....<br /><br />anything else guys?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.227.204.20||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||07-10-2003||02:41 AM||||fuel cut?? 550s are WAY  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  to small for a 60trim.  Or the line to hook up on to the waist gate from the intake mainifold(pressure) is on the bottom.  boost presure pushes the diaphram which then opens the waist gate, but if you had it to the top it would not open and you would get a little more than 7psi. <br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||07-10-2003||03:06 AM||||yeah i am going to change the 550s to 660s. however i have seen many many people run these turbos with 550s all day long.<br /><br />I think i may have the bottom nipple attached to a pressure/vacuum port on the intake mani instead of pressure only. im gonna try this tomorrow. but any other suggestions are welcome bc i can use the help.||65.227.204.20||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||07-10-2003||03:26 AM||||Turn up the fuel, like +10 or so then drive it, make sure your watching EGT, and or air-to-fuel gauges. But also check the rear-view for smoke when you shift, if it's black turn the fuel down, white turn it up. Get a logger and find out if there is anything odd happing. Oh and pray.....||24.209.155.14||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||07-10-2003||11:59 AM||||Sputtering on my car usually means it is too rich. What MAS are you using? What fuel pressure?||67.34.81.19||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||07-10-2003||12:52 PM||||If all this gets overwhelming and you dont wanna risk doing something bad, can you take it to AMS? They should be nearby, right? The experience may be highly educational too!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||07-10-2003||03:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> If all this gets overwhelming and you dont wanna risk doing something bad, can you take it to AMS? They should be nearby, right? The experience may be highly educational too!<br /><br />KC </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You know what i just called AMS to pick thier brains a bit. I just talked to Chris(boiwunder) from this board and all i have to say is what a nice guy! Gave me some useful tips, now im goign to just try them now.<br /><br />*edit* well i did both things he told me too and still no luck. i rerouted the vacuum lines for the profec and external gate. also i sprayed water on the coil to see if there was any arcing, supposedly if it arcs then that cause the engine to not fire properly with the amount of air/fuel being thrown in. well i had no arc problems. so what next?<br /><br />what i did notice driving the car was the timing according to the logger. the timing at idle jumps around from 8-15*. this was the best setting of the cam position sensor in order for the car to idle right with the cams. but when i took the car out and i was trying for WOT, the timing on the logger jumped to 25-29*. little advanced huh   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />im getting sick of this i want it to run right.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||65.227.204.137||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||Louters91GVR4||07-10-2003||03:54 PM||||I would vote for bigger injectors, that is a lot of turbo for a 60 trim t3t4. my friend had a similar problem and it was the injectors.<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000008||Louters91GVR4||07-10-2003||03:55 PM||||note: he switched his 550's for 660's and it runs pretty well. put down over 400 at the wheels.<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||07-10-2003||04:12 PM||||timing at part throttle can be as hi as 43.  at wot i believe the vr4 max timing is 29.  you need to log some runs.  print this out, it is the best.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317" target="_blank">http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317</a><br /><br />if you log a couple of runs, you can see your knock, timing, and inj duty cycle.  those will tell you if you need injectors.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||07-10-2003||11:41 PM||||*update* <br /><br />i did many things to this car today to try to get it to boost but still had no luck. i did every possible combination of vacuum line routing and switch settings on the back of the profec. <br /><br />also the car is making power. i drove the car in vacuum all the way to redline so the motor is fine. however the problem occurs ONLY UNDER BOOST. as soon as the car hits 4000k rpm it begins to stutter(like hitting the rev limiter) and stops building boost, at this point the max is makes is 0.4 bar or so. <br /><br />so the only thing i can think is maybe the turbos exhaust wheel bearing or something may have a prob. possibly seizing and not letting exhaust flow causing the backup t make the car stutter. or maybe an ignition problem. i cant figure this out. no one seems to have an answer either.||65.227.204.117||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000011||bob in chicago||07-11-2003||08:13 AM||||The instructions for my Greedy ProFec B boost control mentions something that sounds like your problem. They have a "balance" control to adjust the response rate of the waste gate flapper to eliminate flutter.  Just an idea...||24.148.23.133||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||07-11-2003||11:13 AM||||How old are the spark plugs? I had a problem with my Mazda 626GT Turbo one time, same thing. As soon as I would hit the slightest boost it would hit just like fuelcut. After replacing everything else, someone suggested new plugs and that was it. The old ones were "glazed", they had a coating on them from boosting too much while the car was still cold, and the spark would break down as soon as the combustion pressure would rise with boost.||67.34.3.121||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||RayH||07-11-2003||11:52 AM||||Also check the spark plug wire connectors for pinholes which are signs of arcing.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.magnecor.com/magnecor1/techbulletins/tech_mrbishi1.htm" target="_blank">Wire Arcing Info</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000014||hibrn8||07-11-2003||11:47 PM||||well i changed the plugs and wires today....still sputtering. its funny because i can drive the car in vacuum all the way to redline no problem. but 4k rpm in boost.....sputters. i have no clue now. sounds to me like a turbo problem. i may have gotten screwed on the turbo.||65.227.204.45||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000015||chucklesas||07-12-2003||12:09 AM||||Interesting... Sounds like a boost leak that happened to me on my way to Cedar Point on Wednesday.  The car drove fine until I hit 0 PSI, then it started to sputter.  Checked the IC piping Thursday morning and one of my IC hoses had popped itself off; put it back on and retightened the clamp and it was good to go, BUT you said you already checked your piping so that's kinda weird.  I would still say boost leak.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000016||jonvr4||07-14-2003||11:04 PM||||did you ever get this problem figured out?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||07-15-2003||11:48 AM||||My leak (which I caused) was at the turbo outlet elbow gasket.  I have a leak tester home-depot device, but no compressor.  If you're coming up Thursday w/ Bob and have access to a compressor you can borrow it.  OR bring a compressor and help me test mine, too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||hibrn8||07-15-2003||02:53 PM||||no havent figured out the problem. i have no clue as far as what else to check.<br /><br />Hertz-----PM me with all the details about thurs. I dont think i'll be able to bring my car up there but i want to show up and meet all of you.||65.227.204.231||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000019||agrabau||07-16-2003||08:13 AM||||You probably have a boost leak. Check with a leak tester or somthing. That's what I think it is.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||07-16-2003||09:51 AM||||Mr. Dent, I presume?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002735.cgi
A||||2||hibrn8||two other little electrical related probs||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||07-10-2003||02:32 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||I have the optima red top relocated to the trunk. This battery seems to never get charged up right from the alternator. If the alternator was bad the car obviously wouldnt start or run. But since the battery seems to have no juice, its obvious that the car does have trouble starting etc....<br /><br />so i checked the connections, i know the wire from the alternator is bolted well to the wire i have run to the trunk for the battery. at the battery i checked for a good ground and it sparks every time i touch the ground wire back on the ground terminal of the battery. the red top battery is fairly new too so why is it being so retarded. <br /><br />also my greddy EGT is being stupid. I bought it off a member on this forum, i cant remeber who. The damn probe is new and the gauge is as well and the needle dont move an inch. Its all hooked up right too as far as i know. <br /><br />So guys what do you think of this? <br /><br />Sorry for my bundle of probs today but maybe itll help you all stay somewhat busy for the next 5 minutes. <br /><br />Thanks||65.227.204.20||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-10-2003||09:41 AM||||try to improve your ground.  run another ground wire to the block, redo the other ground wires, clean them really good.  lastly, you can take the car to a sears or a pep boys, etc, and they can do a load test for free.  within a minute you will know if there is a bad component.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-10-2003||11:06 AM||||We've heard so many instance of bad ground -- make certain that it is good...<br /><br />...about the EGT:  first, test the probe.  Measure the resistence with an ohmmeter while heating it (lighter, soldering iron).  Most probes react a bit slow, so it will take 30seconds of lighter to get it going.  (hint: the blue part of a flame is the hottest).  If you can't get the resistence to change, the probe is kaput.  This <a href="http://www.rst-engr.com/rst/magazine/egtcht.pdf" target="_blank">PDF</a> might help.<br /><br />Second: most pyrometers need 2 voltage sources, 1 for illumination and 1 for power.  Does the gauge light up when you turn your headlights on?  Does the gauge start working when your headlights are on?  (wired both leads to the same source?)||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002736.cgi
A||||8||Louters91GVR4||ACT 2600 install for Saturday, ANY TIPS???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||07-10-2003||10:53 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||The vfaq's are down and I am going to need a little help. Anyone have a website with pictures or something??? Any tips? I hope I can do this. I did a full turbo swap and put a new 14b on my car. Is is easier or harder than that? My car needs to be ready for Autocross on sunday. thanks in advance!<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||Louters91GVR4||07-10-2003||11:02 AM||||GVR1653, I know you can help me:) You just did one:)<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||07-10-2003||11:34 AM||||With any job, planning and preparation are key. Make sure you have everythying you need all ready to go. Take your time and don't rush it. Be organized so you're not wasting time looking for that one socket that rolled its way under something.<br />Oh, and beer makes everything easier.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||07-10-2003||11:59 AM||||Get a clutch alingment tool.  Remove the reverse switch on the tranny.  You don't need to remove the tranny mount untill you put it back in.  <br /><br />If your CV boots look worn, I'd remove the drive shaft on both sides instead of cramming them up out of the way.  <br /><br />I just put my tranny back in not too long ago.  I learned that bench pressing it in is the best way.  THAT IS, after you get it off the ground and support it with tie straps.  A strut tower brace is great to use with tie straps.  After you support the tranny from smashing your head, go to work and just lift and turn it in place.  I think this method is way easier then tring to get it in with jacks.  It just doesn't go in right.  You need the full freadom of being able to twist it in place by just lifting it up yourself.  It goes is WAY faster this way.<br /><br />A set of pry bars becamse my new best friend.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||07-10-2003||04:56 PM||||well i just did in when the motor was out so it was fairly easy.<br /><br />all i have to reiterate from the above post is that the tranny is REALLY HEAVY. i was having probs getting the damn thing on even with the motor out trying to get the inout shaft to line up. i guess its only worse trying to do it underneath the car. <br /><br />make sure you use threadlocker on the flywheel bolts and also the pressure plate to flywheel bolts. the last thing you want to happen is have those back out after all the work involved in replacing the clutch.||65.227.217.23||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||PhilthMonger||07-10-2003||05:31 PM||||buy a new clutch fork and pivot ball, shim the pivot ball with a small washer. it will give you better adjustment.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000006||hecdws||07-10-2003||06:23 PM||||knock out a few push ups before hand, the trans is heavy. i just replaced my trans and its heavy. i also bench pressed it up. jack the car up as high as possible so youll have enough room to twist the tranny in.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000007||number3||07-10-2003||11:01 PM||||Drive to King of Prussia and have Nate put it in.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Martin Tolentino||07-11-2003||09:22 AM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/002737.cgi
A||||5||147of1000||overheating||||1||||147of1000||00000861
Z||000000||147of1000||07-10-2003||12:16 PM||||i came hime last night at about 12am and turned off my car just like i do every night and i heard a weird noise after listening to it for a few seconds i realized that my radiator fluid was boiling, along with the over flow can. i just installed a new water pump and some prestone coolent that was supposed to be pretty good (i dont remember what it was called) my temp gauge was not reading hot or anyting so why would it be doing this? any ideas as to why its doing this and how to fix it?  p.s. i was not driving it hard and the night weather here is fairly cool||152.163.252.33||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||07-10-2003||12:17 PM||||Did you get all of the air when yhou added the antifreeze? Could be an air bubble stuck in there perhaps...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||crucible||07-10-2003||12:27 PM||||Uh, I recently posted this same problem.Check it out.And Im still not finished troubleshooting the prob<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||07-10-2003||12:45 PM||||Radiator cap.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||curtis||07-10-2003||09:36 PM||||Look at your fuild if you see silver flakes then its your water pump eating on the housing. while your there eliminate the balance shafts.  I waited to rebuild time and got lucky because the balance shaft bearings were toast.||65.135.142.77||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||bazeng||07-12-2003||08:36 AM||||its your radiator cap<br />i have the same problem... its coz the cap isnt sealing properly...<br /><br />so the pressure is basically causing the water to leak out slowly...<br /><br />anyways.. just get new seals or a new cap... and it should be fine...<br /><br />or leave the key in to keep it cooling<br /><br />it would be good if the vr4 fan would turn on even though the car is off....||211.26.6.31||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/002738.cgi
A||||1||uno||Torque split?||||1||||Micah||00000228
Z||000000||uno||07-10-2003||12:46 PM||corona1977@juno.com||Is there a specific torque split for our cars. Is it open and 50/50? thanks.||216.187.161.187||reg||1||Micah||00000228||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-10-2003||12:50 PM||||<a href="http://dsm.org/cars/galant.htm" target="_blank">http://dsm.org/cars/galant.htm</a>||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/002739.cgi
A||||7||starwrist||Turbo going out -- No, I'm just a moron, it's the clutch.||||11||||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||07-10-2003||05:32 PM||starwrist@hotmail.com||Uh-oh guys, I think I have a problem.<br /><br />Whenever I try to give the car any gas, in any gear, the revs will just build, but no boost will. And if I do it really hard, the car will emit a icky little sulphur smell. Is my turbo going bad, or what? I really hope not, because I do not have the money to replace it.||68.112.68.31||reg||11||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-10-2003||06:02 PM||||you sure your clutch aint slipping....That could be it too?<br /><br />Sulphur smell ? hmmm..clogged cat or clutch burning up, maybe?<br /><br />Check for shaft play, excessive oil on the intake side etc etc, common signs of turbo going out.<br /><br />Search on here. There are others who have often brought up the issue of a turbo going out.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||07-10-2003||06:03 PM||||By the description you just gave, I would lean more toward your clutch being shot, over it being your turbo.||63.188.113.8||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||07-10-2003||06:36 PM||||Wastegate arm could have popped off.||68.76.183.91||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||number3||07-10-2003||06:59 PM||||Bad caps smell like sulfur too but it sounds like it maybe a slipping clutch. Does the engine rev but you hardly go anywhere?||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||starwrist||07-10-2003||07:58 PM||||Yeah, the engine's revs will build very quickly, then I'll let off the gas, and then it feels like it wants to go. But after I give it some more gas, it just revs high.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />I really don't have the money to fix my clutch, and I can't work if I don't have a car. The viscious cycle of it all...||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||07-10-2003||08:15 PM||||oh yeah, its the clutch. You can buy a cheaper aftermarket clutch from parts stores or I would recommend this place on the net <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.clutchcityonline.com/mitsubishi_galant.htm" target="_blank">Clutch City online Galant page</a> <br /><br />They are daiken clutches which is the same as Exedy. I used to have a civic I put this clutch in as it was a beater and it held up good. of course, a gvr4 is different as far as power goes.<br /><br />Good luck!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||starwrist||07-10-2003||08:31 PM||||Do those clutchs come with the disc, the plate and the throw-out bearing? <br /><br />How much power do you think I could run on one of those. I'm bone-stock now, but I definately want to run a 16g setup. I don't want anymore than 300hp. Well...I do, but you know...I don't know...||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes



ubb/Forum2/002740.cgi
A||||11||Vr4in'||Talon top speed?||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-10-2003||08:46 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I saw the other thread on gvr4 top speed,and it got me to wonder what the top speed is on 1g awd turbos,anybody know.thanks||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||07-10-2003||09:09 PM||||In theory, if it is an AWD 5-speed, it should have the same top speed as our cars.  They have the same gearing (except first) and the same final drive as our cars, as well as the same engine.  Aerodynamics and weight may play a small role on stock vs. stock, but "mechanically", they should be identical.||63.188.16.224||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||07-10-2003||10:14 PM||||Turbo AWD 1G's weigh less than our cars, but we've got a lower coefficient of drag due to our longer rooflines, or so I'm told.  I'm guessing it'd be about a wash, and the two cars have the same top speed, but I'm not 100% positive.||198.88.145.227||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||07-10-2003||10:18 PM||||The 1g's are much more aerodynamic.  Our car is like a brick with a couple chunks cut out for the hood and trunk areas.  I don't know exact numbers but I have always heard that we are a good bit higher than a 1G.<br /><br />There was a post a while back on the coefficients as well.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-10-2003||11:01 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001713#000017" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001713#000017</a><br /><br />This is not "official" but it sounds pretty fair to me...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> Just played around with the aerodynamic and rolling horsepower calculator at  <a href="http://www.bgsoflex.com/aero.html" target="_blank">http://www.bgsoflex.com/aero.html</a> <br /><br />Made a bunch of assumptions (used the following values:<br /><br /><i>...snipped...</i><br /><br />However, the frontal area and coef of drag make 34hp difference at 150mph, 17hp at 120mph, and 8hp at 90mph. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||07-10-2003||11:39 PM||||i've seen a clip of a 1G doing 172 or 177 on the salt flats... i can't find it though...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||07-11-2003||07:46 AM||||That would be Scott Gray.  And it's the same car that pulled a 3.98 0-60 in the wet, when it was totally dominating all in the FWDvsRWDvsAWD comparo that SCC did awhile back.  With a blow strut mind you.  He's aparently done a lot since then and has entered the Street Car Challenge.  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dsmporn.com/" target="_blank">Scott's web page.</a>||65.165.18.229||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||07-11-2003||08:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Turbo AWD 1G's weigh less than our cars, but we've got a lower coefficient of drag due to our longer rooflines, or so I'm told.  I'm guessing it'd be about a wash, and the two cars have the same top speed, but I'm not 100% positive. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A 1G FWD pulls a lot harder on top end.  I think that would have more to do with the FWD though.  <br /><br />I had mine at 135 and still going.  I let go cause the road was starting to curve.  It was a little modded, but nothing major.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||07-11-2003||10:36 AM||||A 1g AWD was capable of about 147 mph top speed out of the box.  The 2wd was about 143.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||gixxer||07-11-2003||03:46 PM||||maybe indicated on the speedo, but i doubt its truly going that fast.  fwds are usually faster because of about 300lbs of weightloss, less drivetrain loss and longer gears all around||65.27.86.0||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000010||1219's Brother||07-11-2003||04:15 PM||||I have seen 147 on my FWD Tsi, I backed off, but the tach was just at 6000 rpms (I think).  Mine did an indicated 143 stock, and I'm guessing that it would do 155 or so now.  Damn scary at those speeds.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||07-11-2003||07:34 PM||||Weight has almost nothing to do with top speed. Thats why those pig 3000gtVR4's are such great highway cars even though they weigh 4000lbs. Aerodynamics is key though and contrary to popular belief, it starts making a difference long before 100mph. The average chart of rolling resistance vs aero resistance shows the rolling resistance increasing linearly with speed. The exponentially increasing aero resistance catches up and passes rolling resistance around 55-60mph (probably a couple higher with awd). Even VW realized this late in the 70s via wind tunnel testing and did a very subtle redesign of the front of the Rabbit in the early 80s that resulted in a mpg increase.<br /><br />My near stock Laser AWD (best is 145) pulls much better than my modded Galant (best is 140 on snow tires) in 5th gear speeds.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
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A||||13||Bobbo||CAR WON'T START!!!||||9||||Bobbo||00000641
Z||000000||Bobbo||07-10-2003||09:38 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||After a year of owning the car, getting new timing belts, valve seals, water pump, spark plugs, etc... I WAS finally ready to modify my car, but a problem has ensued. Just a few months ago, i get in my car and turn the key, when I hear a click, nothing happens. The lights are gone(check engine, 4WS, etc...). The car doesn't even turn over. I thought I just had a dead battery, so I buy a new one, when after a few weeks, it starts again!! It's like the car is recieving NO power from the battery!! I pop the hood, fiddle with the battery and the lines from the positive and the negative terminals. Turn the key, and it cranks and starts. Well, Now I am gettin PISSED because this problem is happening again every 2-3 days, and I am getting sick of popping the hood and fiddling with the battery!! I talked with Keydiver to see if it was my ECU, but states it is something else, but I accidently erased that e-mail. I am ready to modify and this is the only obstacle (for now) that is getting in my way. I am not too mechanically inclined, but I am a quick learner. Please Help me Out!!||170.224.224.38||reg||9||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-10-2003||10:16 PM||||So wiggling the terminals causes it to start up?  My brother's 1G has been doing this.  The terminals aren't making good contact, so wiggling them makes it work for a while.  I'd say replace whichever wire is giving you the trouble.  My brother hasn't gotten around to fixing his problem yet.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||1101||07-10-2003||10:16 PM||||Did you clean and tighten the battery terminals so you have a good connection to the battery?<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bobbo:<br /><strong>  I pop the hood, fiddle with the battery and the lines from the positive and the negative terminals. Turn the key, and it cranks and starts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000003||Bobbo||07-11-2003||01:10 AM||||It seems like the lines are on there tight, but there is some crusty stuff, like old acid or sumthin on one of them though. Maybe I'll clean it out and see if that works and try to tighten it even further. Any other suggestions?||216.148.244.38||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||07-11-2003||08:09 AM||||I'd check the "big" wire connection on the alternator. The bolt that secures it could be loose or worse.  Our high mileage alternators can be finicky. Put a voltmeter on with engine running, you should see 13.5+ volts.||24.148.23.133||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||07-11-2003||11:16 AM||||You really need to use a voltmeter to QUICKLY tell where the problem is. Just start with the battery terminals themselves, and work your way out while someone tries to start the car, and you will quickly find out where your voltage drop is.||67.34.3.121||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||91E39A||07-11-2003||01:09 PM||||Get a battery terminal cleaning tool.  It is a metal brush that wraps around the head of the terminal.  Spin a few times until the battery terminal is shiny.  If not, just use some sand paper and do the same.  Then also use a wire brush on the terminal connector.  Clean out til shiny.  Doing this will make a better contact for electricity to travel.  When both are ready to go, use bulb grease or some kind of electrical grease to prevent further corrosion.  It will help to insulate the terminal from oxidation.  Tighten the terminal back on to the battery, and give it a shot.<br /><br />Good Luck,<br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||3||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000007||Oztek||07-11-2003||04:14 PM||||Check your ground.||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000008||Bobbo||07-12-2003||02:01 PM||||Thanks for the advice folks. I'll start by buying the supplies to clean the terminals and I will start looking for a voltmeter.||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000009||Bobbo||07-12-2003||02:47 PM||||The cleaning terminal tools I can get at any auto shop, like pepboys or napa, correct? And the voltmeter, are they all the same. I see different kinds and I don't know which one to get. Am I able to get these from the auto shops too or at electronic stores like radio shack?||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||07-12-2003||05:47 PM||||my walmart has a 7 dollar voltmeter same kind that my autozone carried and so on.||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||07-12-2003||07:48 PM||||Walmart carries both the terminal cleaning brush and the voltmeters (DVM, digital multi meter) for cheaper than AutoZone probably.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||07-14-2003||11:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bobbo:<br /><strong> The cleaning terminal tools I can get at any auto shop, like pepboys or napa, correct? And the voltmeter, are they all the same. I see different kinds and I don't know which one to get. Am I able to get these from the auto shops too or at electronic stores like radio shack? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Radio Shack's is WAY too expensive. That Wallmart one sounds like a great deal. Harbor Freight has a $7 digital one too, and I got 2 or 3 of them for around the house.||67.34.184.163||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||Romanova||07-14-2003||12:12 PM||||Snap On has a nice selection of battery tools if you like buying the best.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/002742.cgi
A||||2||Jon Bush||JDM front cut - tranny question||||5||||Bushy||00001570
Z||000000||Jon Bush||07-11-2003||12:47 AM||||Just purchased a front cut and trying to find out what ratio the transmission is so that I can match it with a rear diff. But the number printed on the top of the bell housing of the transmission is a number that has confused me and people I have asked.<br /><br />The transmission number is C51PH with FP6635 written under it. To make things even more confusing the compliance plate has KM225 3545. This KM number is more familiar but do I assume that this is the correct number for the tranny.<br /><br />The compliance plate numbers match to the numbers printed on the chassis so I have assumed that the compliance plate is not dodgy.<br /><br />Looks as though I'll have to take the box apart and count the teeth, thats if you guys can't help me.<br /><br />Cheers||203.10.1.25||reg||5||Bushy||00001570||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-11-2003||01:39 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002042#000022" target="_blank">read this</a>||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||aladdin11||07-11-2003||02:48 AM||||You got any parts to sell? I am chasing front brakes and possibly drive-shafts......||202.6.138.34||reg||1||aladdin11||00001683||yes



ubb/Forum2/002743.cgi
A||||1||EvilGalantGSX||How the hell do I......||||1||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||07-11-2003||04:46 AM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||How in the world do i get the Alt belt off???<br /><br />I need to replace my power steering belt badly and i was wounding what is the easist way to do it.<br /><br /><br />I got a wrench on what i thought was the adjustment bolt /the long one that point down and to the bumper/ and turned it one way to a while and checked the belt and it was still firm so i turned it the other way and i could tell no differnce.<br /><br /><br />Another question??<br /><br /><br />Whats the signs of a vacume leake, i have had to pull the T-body several times replacing and adjusting thing and i was woundering if back fire though the intake when giving it throttle was a sign?||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||07-11-2003||05:03 AM||||<a href="http://www.myzero.com/electrical/alt.html#Brush%20Removal" target="_blank">www.myzero.com/electrical/alt.html#Brush%20Removal</a>||24.209.155.14||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum2/002744.cgi
A||||5||crucible||logger Qs||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||07-11-2003||08:48 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Im sure its been covered but havent been able to find answers to my Qs.My o2 and o2trim flucuate like a mother.I assume this is correct?<br />The o2 dips down to 0 then up to a high of .85<br />The o2trim dips down to 85% to a high of 130%.<br />Most of the time Im not under boost with these #s.Ocassionally Ill get an o2trim reading of 32% and a few times got 192%!Huh?<br />Just replaced o2 sens and I get similar #s before and after replacement.<br />Im still learning how to decipher the logs so any help is appreciated.Ive got write ups on the individual parameters and what they mean but dont understand at the moment what Is normal and abnormal.<br />Basically stock with unhacked 1g mas,hard pipe,2.5 ex,rewired pump,14psi 14b<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||07-11-2003||11:03 AM||||Yes, it is normal for your O2's to swing up and down. It called "closed-loop", where the ECU is constantly correcting the A/F mixture, trying to hit that ideal 14.7:1. But, it deliberately OVER-compensates, and then UNDER-compensates, which makes it swing around like that, instead of just hovering at .45-.50 volts. There are some good tuning tips here:<br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/Tuning-Tips.htm" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/Tuning-Tips.htm</a><br />And, because of this, your O2 trim will also vary constantly, but they should stay around 100% whenever your foot is steady on the gas. When you are decelerating, the O2 trim will temporarily change even more. The O2 trim is useful for getting your LOW AFC settings close while cruising, but you need to watch the longterm fuel trims to really fine tune it. I like to see the longterm fueltrims just a little over 100 personnaly.<br />Also, check out a lot of the questions that are answered here:<br /><a href="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/" target="_blank">http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/</a><br />specifically:<br /><a href="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/answers-O2andEGT.htm#MyO2sensorreadingjumpsaround" target="_blank">http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/answers-O2andEGT.htm#MyO2sensorreadingjumpsaround</a><br />If you want to REALLY understand the ECU's closed-loop and open-loop modes, read this:<br /><a href="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/ECUprimer/index.html" target="_blank">http://members.shaw.ca/costall/ECUprimer/index.html</a>||66.21.130.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Arty||07-13-2003||03:41 AM||||Jeff,<br />what makes you say it deliberately over / under compensates ? Is there an important reason why it would deliberately over shoot ?<br /><br />I've just always assumed the constant swing is due to the characteristic curve of the O2 sensor, with its almost instantaneous (from an electro-mechanical systems point of view) transition from 1v to 0v at 14.7:1 A/F ratio. leaving the fuel injection system always lagging slightly behind the sensor, resulting in the oscillation ?<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||07-14-2003||11:16 AM||||Honestly, I don't know, thats just what I've read somewhere. But, the way this guy describes it, it is more a matter of the sharp knee that the O2 sensor voltage has, or perhaps a function of the minimum adjustment the ECU can make:<br /><a href="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/ECUprimer/ECU_ch3.html" target="_blank">http://members.shaw.ca/costall/ECUprimer/ECU_ch3.html</a><br />Believe me, I wish I knew the code well enough to know the real answer to this. I've also heard that the ECU deliberately adds 7% to the amount it calculates for the injector pulsewidth, as an extra safety factor for component tolerances. I would love to have better control of both these factors, to lean the car out a little, and keep the O2 from bouncing araound to such extremes. Mine normally bounces above .7 volts at cruise, which I think is rather wasteful.||67.34.184.163||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-15-2003||11:59 AM||||Does the O2 sensor work off of changing resistence or actually producting voltage?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||07-15-2003||01:20 PM||||It is a cell that actually produces voltage.||68.158.186.145||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002745.cgi
A||||6||helmach||Manual Steering Rack||||1||||Helmach||00001860
Z||000000||helmach||07-11-2003||11:54 AM||helmach@auburn.edu||I know this has been discussed to some degree, but I need more specific informatiom regarding applications. Which Mitsu manual racks will fit our cars (other galant, eclipse, talon, colt?) I would like to know every one if possible. Thanks.||68.16.100.6||reg||1||Helmach||00001860||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||07-11-2003||02:34 PM||||I've never seen a Galant without power steering, but they might exist.  A manual rack from a base model DSM, with the 1.8L motor, will work.  This will save you weight, and a bit of complexity under the hood, but remember that it will also be harder to turn and it will take more turns.||198.88.145.248||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||07-11-2003||04:43 PM||||Rob (Mofugas) can probably get into more detail, he has removed Power Steering and put in a manual rack. Per my asking him earlier today, he said basically the manual rack out of a 90-93? T/E/L non-turbo will work. Make sure you specify manual steering rack, though. I've seen them used @ junkyards for anywhere from $200 to $65. I would go for $90 shipped  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.225.124||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||07-11-2003||07:21 PM||||Once again, Why???<br /><br />The GVR4 has the quickest steering rack of any DSM. Why go backwards?<br /><br />I would hate to try a track day with manual steering...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||07-11-2003||09:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Once again, Why???<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got rid of mine just because of the damn squeaky belt, gain a little more power becasue the motor doesn't have to spin it, cleans up the engine bay without it and it really isn't that hard to drive; in fact some people would rather have it manual- like me......||24.209.155.14||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||07-11-2003||10:57 PM||||How does having manual steering effect the 4WS ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||07-12-2003||12:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> How does having manual steering effect the 4WS ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It doesn't you have to remove it..||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum2/002746.cgi
A||||2||RayH||Strut Boots||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||07-11-2003||12:32 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Need to replace my front strut boots and was wondering if anyone has tried the KYB boots with integrated bump stops as opposed to the OEM separate boot and bump stop.  I'm guessing the KYB boots should work with other drop in struts like my GABs.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||07-11-2003||02:25 PM||||I have those and I love them, the build quality and design seems to be great.  I haven't had them on very long though, so I can't say anything about how long they last, durability, etc.  One quibble that I had when putting them on my front AGX's is that the bumpstop part of it had to be trimmed.  The hole that the shaft goes through narrows at the top, sort of like a cone, and the AGX shaft wouldn't fit through it at all.  I cut off like the top 1/2" where it's skinny inside and then it fit snugly.  I was putting some lowering springs on (that actally raised the car compared to the sagging stockers, grrr!!) so figured it'd be a good idea anyway.  But yea, they're good stuff.||198.88.145.248||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||RayH||07-11-2003||02:35 PM||||Thanks for the info.  I was planning on trimming the bump stops also so I guess it'll work out.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum2/002747.cgi
A||||0||gvr4tunr||fuel pump install question||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||07-11-2003||01:07 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||i've done 2 installs on friend's cars, and i am about to do my own. as you all know, the fuel fittings SUCK!! wouldn't it be easier to simply cut the rubber hose after the fitting, install the pump, and then use a brass coupler with some hose clamps to piece the rubber hose together again? that way there's less of a chance of the hard line out of the sending unit breaking and it'll save a lot of time. the fitting i'm talking about is here: <a href="http://plumbing.aubuchonhardware.com/copper_fittings/copper_tube_and__pipe/brass_hose_barb-419117.asp" target="_blank">http://plumbing.aubuchonhardware.com/copper_fittings/copper_tube_and__pipe/brass_hose_barb-419117.asp</a>||172.133.33.192||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes



ubb/Forum2/002748.cgi
A||||0||Vr4in'||Another Timing question....||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-11-2003||03:44 PM||nohad43@aol.com||ow many teeth has to be off on our cars timing gears for it not to start.thanks||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002749.cgi
A||||20||starwrist||What clutch should I purchase?||||5||||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||07-11-2003||05:16 PM||starwrist@hotmail.com||Okay, so I'm going to need a new clutch. Which clutch should I buy? I don't want an ACT, but I want to go ahead and get my performance clutch out of the way since it needs replaced. Any suggestions will be greatly appreciated. Thanks.||68.112.68.31||reg||5||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||07-11-2003||05:26 PM||||My advice is dont go with a Clutchmaster 2500lb,<br />I toasted that thing in less than 4 months, i dont know if i got a bad pressure plate or what, but that pissed me off, and set me back some hefty cash!<br />Hope that helps...<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||13||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-11-2003||05:29 PM||||Said it before and I'll say it again.  ACT 2600.<br /><br />Why don't you want an ACT?||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||07-11-2003||07:38 PM||||I just put in my ACT 2600 this morning, feels great!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||07-11-2003||08:40 PM||||Im ghetto, So I run a Sprung 4 puck with a stock pp. I want to get the AMS twin disk, But I will probley end up with some sort of puck, 2100 compo or full 2900 with a street disk. I dont recomend any unsprung puck No mater what the brand becouse I havent found one yet that I cant shear the teeth of of. I like the way pucks feel and they fit the budget fit at the time.||67.30.5.31||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||07-11-2003||09:45 PM||||<a href="http://www.clutchnet.com" target="_blank">www.clutchnet.com</a>||24.209.155.14||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||07-11-2003||09:58 PM||||I've been very happy with my CFDF. Hold the power, not a lot of effort, and it's easy on the drivetrain.||67.25.107.194||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000007||AWDpower||07-11-2003||10:03 PM||||"I want to get the AMS twin disk,"<br /><br />You may want to "hear" what one sounds like in another car first. My friend just put a twin disk set up in his EVO 8, and it sounds aweful when sitting still. The center section rattles really loud with the clutch in. The clutch sure grabs hard though.||67.25.107.194||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000008||1312VR4||07-11-2003||10:47 PM||||I have a RPS clutch kit I want to get rid of. Its the MAX series. 2500lbs PP w/ street disc. Never been installed still in the box. Complete kit. I'll sell it for $350 shipped if you are interested.<br /><br /><a href="http://turboclutch.com/retail-MAX.htm" target="_blank">http://turboclutch.com/retail-MAX.htm</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000009||starwrist||07-12-2003||12:26 AM||||I heard that ACT's spring rate is way too high causing unneccesary ware. But I don't know.<br /><br />I need an entire kit: plate, disc and throw-out bearing for cheap. I have got to get it put in soon too, so my options aren't that varied. I'd love to spend the $500 on an awesome clutch, but...I don't have that kind of cash. Again, my options are very limited. <br /><br />If anyone has a kit for cheap, please let me know. I'm desperate.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||07-12-2003||02:13 AM||||If you want cheap, replace it with a stocker, or I think someone said the 2G setup is a bit better than the 1G (our setup).  If you want performance, than get one, but it probably won't be "cheap."  I say get an ACT 2600 with a street disk, but have heard good things about the 2900 with street disk as well.<br /><br />I think that ACT says to get it stepped to .612", but Taboo Speed says to get stepped to .610", and I liked their explanation of why.  Next time I'll get mine stepped the .002" less.||198.88.145.232||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||Nate||07-12-2003||02:30 AM||||Personally, I would steer clear of the clutch net clutches.  When I put one in the maroon car last year, it started slipping at 10psi or boost, even after I broke it in.  Junk in my opinion.<br /><br />If you want it to hold and have nice light pedal pressure, either get a CFDF if you don't drag race, or a 2900 with a stock 97 GSX disk if you do, bleed the slave cylinder and shim the pivot. You will love it.   I just took out a disk that had about 70 passes on it and it didn't even need to be replaced, there was so much material left.  Please keep in mind that that's roughly 140 hard launches, since I do a burnout before every pass.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000012||Team Ducktape||07-12-2003||04:36 AM||||I've had one in both cars (clutchnet), haven't had a problem yet. Little pricy but you get what you pay for "sometimes." Had a good sales person too. And they can custom make just about any pressure plate you want. I have been using a 6 puck spung disk and a 3800lb pressure plate. Like I said no problems yet, good 15,000 miles on it; saw up to 26lbs. of boost..||24.209.155.14||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000013||Doug Thomas||07-12-2003||06:51 AM||||I never tried a clutchnet pressure plate, but I've tried one of their full-face street disk and it lasted a couple miles on the street and one day at the track. <br /><br />After feeling how the pedal pressure in Nate's car was with his ACT 2900lb clutch I decide to try one for myself. So far it's been best clutch I've tried to date. I have 61 dyno pulls and at least 65 passes at the track and the clutch still feels very strong.||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||07-12-2003||10:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> <br />After feeling how the pedal pressure in Nate's car was with his ACT 2900lb clutch I decide to try one for myself. So far it's been best clutch I've tried to date. I have 61 dyno pulls and at least 65 passes at the track and the clutch still feels very strong. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So is it not that much harder to push than the 2600?||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||Doug Thomas||07-12-2003||11:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> <br />After feeling how the pedal pressure in Nate's car was with his ACT 2900lb clutch I decide to try one for myself. So far it's been best clutch I've tried to date. I have 61 dyno pulls and at least 65 passes at the track and the clutch still feels very strong. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So is it not that much harder to push than the 2600? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No it's not that harder to push to me.||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000016||number3||07-12-2003||01:37 PM||||He is right.<br /><br />It is a little harder but nothing you would notice with out trying them back to back.<br /><br />When your driving Nates car there are a lot of other thing to worry about than the clutch pedal pressure.  The manual steering with 8" wide wheels for one...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||KEVINTYPER||07-12-2003||02:18 PM||||you should go with competition clutch. it is same as clutchnet but chaper.www.competitionclutch.com you can call 718-326-1052.||64.115.248.235||reg||1||KEVINTYPER||00001076||yes
Z||000018||Nate||07-12-2003||03:55 PM||||Honestly, the pedal pressure in the maroon car and white car is lighter than the 2600 that's in the Mirage.  No, I can't explain it, but that seems to be just the way it is, which is fine with me.||68.83.230.117||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000019||howard_GVR4||07-12-2003||04:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KEVINTYPER:<br /><strong> you should go with competition clutch. it is same as clutchnet but chaper.www.competitionclutch.com you can call 718-326-1052. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay, first of all, are you working for all these shops you keep whoring parts for?  <br /><br />Second, why would anyone buy a clutch from some unproven 2-man company with a web page that doesn't even exist?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000020||slvrblt||07-12-2003||08:01 PM||||I have an ACT 2600 + PP and I like it. It grabs great and I have yet to feel it slip. Its taken a good bit of abuse since this is the car that I learned how to drive standard on (except a few years ago in drivers ed). IMO get the ACT 2600 if your gunna be at the track a good bit otherwise get the CFDF. I think that the pedal pressure is a bit much, but its not a big deal. My friend has a CFDF stage 2 (equlivent to the 2600 or so) and his grabs nicely, but it does not have nearly as much pedal pressure.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002750.cgi
A||||4||josh91vr4||I'm stumped. (Long)||||5||||Josh B||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||07-11-2003||05:18 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||And so is Mofugas. On my car, with recently replaced rotors & pads, there is a clicking. We put the car up on the lift, and when i spin the pass/rear tire, there is a click / clunk / some weird noise. It's quite audible (can hear it inside the car, with windows up). We can't see anything clicking or hitting. It is most audible at lower speeds (<20mph) at which point i believe it actually does stop, not just becoming inaudable. <br />The only thing i can figure is that my rotor is already warped, though i'm very careful not to do that. Anyhow, when i spin the tire, there is like a sticky spot. At one point it gets harder to spin by hand than the rest of the rotation. <br />If anyone has experienced a similar problem and can shed some light, please let me know, it's driving me crazy!<br />edit* -I can cause the noise to stop at lower speeds -parking lot- by pulling the e-brake up 2 clicks where it's just barely engaging||24.56.225.124||reg||5||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-11-2003||05:27 PM||||When I did my brakes the same thing happened on my front passenger wheel.  It was clicking and clunking at low speeds.  Come to find out, as retarded as this sounds, the wheel wasn't on completely flush.  I pulled it off to check things out, put it back on, and the problem was gone.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||07-11-2003||05:42 PM||||I had that problem too.  Turned out I had the rear brake lined turned wrong.  Not sure why that would cause the noise, but it stopped when it was installed right.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||VR4coop||07-11-2003||05:45 PM||||make sure ur abs isnt messed up. mine is and it sounds like change rolling down the street at low mph||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||07-11-2003||11:02 PM||||If you cross threaded a caliper bolt you could have it unevenly on there and rubbing a little bit.<br /><br />I assume that it wasn't happening before you did the brake job ???||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002751.cgi
A||||1||crucible||Anyone know of these guys?||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||07-11-2003||06:53 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Somehow came across this site-elprototypes.com<br />Just curious if their ECU mods are worth the pricetag.<br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||07-12-2003||10:38 AM||||If they are using ROM boards then it has a decent chance of being legit. But the question I have is "why?" The stock ECU is damn good and keydiver can alter the EPROM to do a lot of nice things.<br /><br />And for the price, $745 will buy you a lot of performance parts.||65.60.170.2||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/002752.cgi
A||||3||Vr4in'||Greddy turbo Question||||2||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-11-2003||11:08 PM||nohad43@aol.com||My friend is selling his greddy t78 turbo pretty cheap,is that a good turbo,what is spool up on those,should i get it?thanks||65.32.14.163||reg||2||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||07-12-2003||02:32 AM||||No.  That turbo is used for single turbo conversions on Supras, Skylines, and RX-7's.  They have bigger motors, plus a crapload of supporting mods for that big ol' blower.||198.88.145.232||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||07-12-2003||04:26 AM||||Unless you have a standalone, don't even bother. If your luckly you might see boost at 5500rpm's + . Big turbo are nice to look at, but if your not really going to have a "track" only car don't waste the $; for one driving it is a pain in the ass. You can make big HP on just a big 16 and you don't need to sacrifice spool up time, and then you can keep the A/C and the other crap. The other "mods" you need to get any use out of that turbo size aren't worth it for any sort of daily driver....||24.209.155.14||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||07-12-2003||04:29 AM||||=Edit=<br />Depending on the exhaust housing the 5500rpm spool is on the light side.||24.209.155.14||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum2/002753.cgi
A||||4||Akidosigh1||carbon fiber valve cover||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||07-12-2003||01:35 AM||||i was trying top find brand new valve covers and i came across a forum that said something about 4G63 carbon fiber valve covers for RSX's or something... i don't know. but it had this link:<br /><br /><a href="http://forums.clubrsx.com/attachment.php?s=&postid=931996" target="_blank">http://forums.clubrsx.com/attachment.php?s=&postid=931996</a><br /><br /><br />what does everyone think? anyone seen this? i want a new valve cover.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||07-12-2003||02:08 AM||||WTF??  That's... interesting.  Did they just cover it, paper mache style?  The intake mani is obviously just coated metal; you can see the inside of it's metal.<br /><br />The spark plug cover says Injen on it, did they make the carbon stuff?  Wouldn't be surprised; they make a lot of ricey stuff for 2G's, as well as legitimate performance mods.  Man, those carbon things are crazy!<br /><br />This should probably be moved to general discussions, or for sale, but this is not a technical issue.||198.88.145.232||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||07-12-2003||02:39 AM||||I've been reading over at Club RSX after doing a search for "4g63", trying to find the above referenced link...<br /><br />These guys are complete morons. I would seriously like to know why the Honda community has such a large percentage of retards. When it comes down to it, the cars are quite good for their intended purpose (commuter car). Its all the idiots who drive them that make me hate the cars as well...<br /><br /> <a href="http://forums.clubrsx.com/search.php?s=bdc5103f23329ed79d574f72b57f38c2&action=showresults&searchid=789059&sortby=lastpost&sortorder=descending" target="_blank">http://forums.clubrsx.com/search.php?s=bdc5103f23329ed79d574f72b57f38c2&action=showresults&searchid=789059&sortby=lastpost&sortorder=descending</a> <br /><br />Although I'll admit that some of the guys defending DSMs aren't the sharpest pencils in the box either.<br /><br />BTW: Cool valvecover. DG was spouting off awhile back about how he was going to have magnesium valve covers cast for the 4g63. Kind of humorous...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||curtis||07-12-2003||11:28 AM||||Thats that chinky carbon fiber tape that you put on and heat with a hair dryer to get it to form around corners and stuff. If you want a real carbon fiber product look up aircraft spruce on the web (they build kit planes and sell alot of fabrocation parts for the home builder) and build it your sell its just like doing fiber glass but you have to work alot faster the resin dries in a matter of mins instead of hours. I f your doing abig part you need a team of people to help.||65.150.24.209||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||James||07-12-2003||08:15 PM||||I reckon carbon fibre valve cover would look sik-mate. I would like one. (don't laugh)||203.87.94.178||reg||1||James||00000017||yes



ubb/Forum2/002754.cgi
A||||3||meshwork||Guys using IRC setup...I need help||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||07-12-2003||12:21 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I have the IRC street setup that came off a friend's Laser, so its all DSM piping. <br /><br />I have it fitted up, it looks like I am going to have to remove some rows from the passenger side of the radiator, but I am more concerned with the drivers side outlet. <br /><br />I am keeping AC and power steering, but where the outlet of the intercooler puts the lower pipe, it looks like the lines for both are going to be in the way. I kinda wanted to run it under the turbo, like they do with the DSM setup, instead of going up over the manifold. Do you guys have any ideas?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||07-12-2003||01:50 PM||||I couldn't see an easy way to go under the manifold and still clear the AC and PS lines without any fudging, so I went over and it was  <b>really</b>  easy.  <br /><br />On the passenger side, you do not need a shorter radiator to make it work.  I used a 90 up out of the IC past the headlight, and another 90 to aim towards the TB.  Minimal cutting, and works with stock rads and fans.  <br /><br /><a href="http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002831.JPG" target="_blank">http://people.unt.edu/had0004/GVR4%20FMIC/IM002831.JPG</a>||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||Doug Thomas||07-12-2003||01:59 PM||||Going over or under the manifold has no effect on how much power the car will make. I guess it�s just matter of preference (cosmetically) and what you like.||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||07-12-2003||05:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> Going over or under the manifold has no effect on how much power the car will make. I guess it�s just matter of preference (cosmetically) and what you like. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed, the funny thing is that most of the fastest GVR4's all have had piping going over.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I would've gone under if it were as easy as the DSM's, but I actually think it looks better "over" also.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002755.cgi
A||||5||1quickvr4||How much HP is the 2-120 core good for?||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||07-12-2003||12:26 PM||caspa69@juno.com||I picked up an IC that im pretty sure is a 2-120 core, I plan on making about 400 or so whp, Will this be enough IC?||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||07-12-2003||01:29 PM||||You mean this?<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10368&item=2422664718" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10368&item=2422664718</a><br /><br />I like this one a little better...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10368&item=2420988456" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10368&item=2420988456</a><br /><br />Check this page out (scroll down a bit):<br /><br /><a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/fmicparts.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/fmicparts.shtml</a><br /><br />I hope yours doesn't get all bent up in shipment like mine did...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||07-12-2003||01:36 PM||||yeah, Yours was a tad bit cheaper, But they were all cheaper than retail...I guess I need to have him pack it better.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||Doug Thomas||07-12-2003||01:53 PM||||The 2-120 core can support 400hp, but that also depends on the turbo, supporting mods and tuning to make the hp you want.||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||07-12-2003||05:05 PM||||My god those are cheap, I wish those were around when I bought my setup from IRC.  <br /><br />[slap head]||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||07-12-2003||06:10 PM||||Dont worry well compare, I need to look at your setup anyway. You almost ran over me on July 4th out in denton.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/002756.cgi
A||||7||mofugas||Rota center cap issue||||9||||Mofugas||00000022
Z||000000||mofugas||07-12-2003||01:21 PM||rob@mofugas.com||Hey gang, I've had a set of Rota Sub Zeros for a while now and it's just starting to bug me that I can not use the front center caps as the axle nut protrudes out too far.  Has anyone tried using a different set of center caps?  Maybe from a different manufacturer?<br /><br />I'm tempted to take the caps up to Discount tire and see what they will fit and then buy a set of center caps for those wheels.  <br /><br />The Sub Zeros look real nice, and there lite!||206.71.120.1||reg||9||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||07-12-2003||03:18 PM||||Rob I wanna say Rota has a couple different center caps. I can see if the guy I know who works at Rota can tell me if they do. <br />Rich||207.220.135.37||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||mofugas||07-12-2003||09:08 PM||||Please talk to your buddy there at Rota.  I have already emailed them several times and have not gotten a reply   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||206.71.120.1||reg||1||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||07-13-2003||08:56 AM||||Me,too! I'd like a set as well.||216.65.161.96||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||07-13-2003||12:03 PM||||Bob did you find those hub-centric rings?<br />If not I just noticed some guy on ebay is selling metal ones for a decent price (@$20).||207.220.134.81||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||07-13-2003||09:11 PM||||I got a set of plastic from <a href="http://www.machiii.net" target="_blank">www.machiii.net</a> for $20 shipped.||24.148.23.133||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||07-16-2003||12:48 PM||||Okay you guys needing different center caps e-mail Mike at Rota and put Galant VR4 center caps. <br />His e-mail is: michael_rojas@rota-wheels.com.ph<br /><br />Also make sure you mention that you got the wheels from me Rich.<br /><br /><br />He said he will fed ex you some center caps that should work for our cars. This will also let you figure out which ones will fit as he said they have a couple different ones. Remember he is taking care of us on this so please don't abuse him.||199.183.178.135||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||07-16-2003||01:31 PM||||every rota set of wheels ive had i tossed the center caps. i wish i kept them for you guys. for some reason i like them much better with the center open.||65.227.217.186||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/002757.cgi
A||||4||147of1000||stupid CAPS question ||||1||||147of1000||00000861
Z||000000||147of1000||07-12-2003||03:44 PM||||what exactly are CAPS? how do u tell if they are leaking and how do u replace them?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-12-2003||07:52 PM||||There is a lot of good info about this on the VFAQs (http://www.vfaq.com). The 'caps' are capacitors. They function similar to batteries, but have a very short life (they only hold power for a short time). Anyway, the ones that Mitsu used on our ECUs are cheaply made and they leak. The acidic liquid in the caps will eat away at the ECUs board. By this time (11-12 years) they are more than likely leaking and slowly killing your ECU. If it clicks alot, then you have a problem and should get it taken care of immediately before you are forced to replace the whole unit.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-13-2003||10:32 PM||||"caps" is short for capacitor (plural), as in "replace your leaking caps."<br /><br />"CAPS" is the Mitsubishi Computerized Automatic Parts Searching System, as in "anyone with CAPS get me the part number for those giant park-bench wings?"<br /><br />"A cap" is tha shiznit you "bust" in some "foo's" ass, ite?  Blau-blau!||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||07-14-2003||12:36 AM||||true. lol||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||07-14-2003||10:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 147of1000:<br /><strong> what exactly are CAPS? how do u tell if they are leaking and how do u replace them? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1) As they said, it is short for capacitors.<br />2) They are leaking, and you can't tell. Trust me.<br />3) You have a few choices on replacing them:<br />   I can send you FREE capacitors, and you can replace them yourself, or have a local TV repair shop do it<br /><a href="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm</a><br />   You can send the ECU to me, and I will do it all for FREE, as well as socket the ECU for a FREE chip, and clean up and repair any acid damage, which you DO have.<br />   You can send it to TMO or other guys, like Tom Stangl, who will do them for $30-$40.<br />Just do it!||67.34.184.163||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002758.cgi
A||||8||1219's Brother||Driver's seat movement||||5||||1334 Jim||00001727
Z||000000||1219's Brother||07-12-2003||04:32 PM||james.r.colosimo@lmco.com||Every GVR-4 that I have ever driven (okay, only 2) has had the back of the bottom part of the drivers side seat move up and down freely, like it is loose.  I haven't looked to much at this, but was wondering if anyone had fixed this problem, its pretty annoying.||192.91.147.35||reg||5||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||07-12-2003||04:54 PM||||Can't say mine moves freely. I have to move the lever on the side of the seat for it to move.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||07-12-2003||05:36 PM||||I think that is actualy supposed to do that, for a little extra comfort.<br />It's spring loaded but the spring is not strong enough to lunch you back to the original position where it was before you hit the bump.<br />Almost like the over the road truck seats.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.187.226||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||1219's Brother||07-12-2003||05:59 PM||||You know, I might actually buy that.  Its still pretty annoying though.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||192.91.147.35||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||07-12-2003||07:11 PM||||If you're anoyed by it, (I don't care for it much either) cut a piece of two by four and put it under the back of the seat.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.186.61||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||07-13-2003||10:46 PM||||I think it is the height adjustment...  <br /><br />If you drive with the seat on the lowest height...  in times of lesser gravity during a rapid ascent/descent (bump/dip) the momentum of your body upwards decreases the weight on the seat, at the same time the lever and cam for the height adjustment are also on an upwards trajectory and will partially cam up the seat adjustment.<br /><br />A milisecond later your ass is returning to the seat only to find it lightly raised but with little resistence from the broad edge of the cam.  The result is you hit the seat earlier than you left it, but the seat gives way and returns to the fully "low" position.<br /><br />If you've ever driven around with the seat up and found a little roller coaster, often the seat will drop out from underneath you.  The initial sensation is that your shocks have bottomed out and you're now dragging your ass on the ground.<br /><br />Even more fucked up is when you get the car nearly airborne and the height adjustment cams in fully and you find yourself 3" taller than you were a moment ago.  This usually can only happen if your lap belt is not attached or it doesn't "grab" fast enough.  Sometimes it can "grab" and the seat cams up to the sky and you have the piss squeezed out of you.  (very likely if you're driving in such a manner to cause this to happen)<br /><br />I've personally "accomplished" all 3 on a regular basis while driving from Page, AZ to Flagstaff, AZ on Hwy 89 through "the Painted Desert".  To say that the road undulated would be an understatement.  It alternated gouges and oil stains for miles.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||07-13-2003||11:24 PM||||I always drive with my seat all the way low (since I am 6'1 and my hair is always against the ceiling as it is).  One day I felt really uncomfortable and noticed that the seat was in the full high position.  I could never figure it out (since I'm the only one that is allowed to drive the car) but I guess you just solved it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||07-14-2003||04:31 AM||||That's messed up... something must be worn in your seats.  Yes, the back half of the butt part on mine sometimes caves down, but it never ever comes up (ie, farther up than it was), and this is unrelated to the height adjustment anyway.  The seat itself should not come up or down on its own any more than it should recline up or down on its own, or slide forward or back on its own.  Something must be worn/broken/missing for the whole seat to come up or down on its own.||198.88.145.226||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||07-14-2003||10:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> That's messed up... something must be worn in your seats.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, nobody ever said they liked it, or it was normal!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   To clarify in my post, my Galant GS did this, but the VR-4 hasn't.  However, my lumbar does pop back sometimes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002761.cgi
A||||4||autobahntom||blow-thru air temp vs draw-thru temp||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||07-12-2003||07:38 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||I put the GM translator on a few weeks ago (GT-12 turbo with front mount-all supporting mods), and initially put the air filter as close to the turbo as possible. However, this put it right behind the radiator fan (draw-thru configuration). Today, I made a pipe up to move the air filter over into the fender well-still using the draw-thru. <br />The i/c pipe at the throttle body (after a run) is still warm to the touch, but not hot as before. It runs much better over 100mph also (fell off before). <br />My question is that with a draw-thru setup; between gear changes air that is already been thru the intercooler (mine is warm) is going back thru the turbo then the i/c--warming it even more even though it is a small amount of air. This still causes the intake charge to be at a higher temp. Question is how much cooler would that air be if the blow thru set-up was used and the BOV vented to atmosphere?? Cooler air makes more power, but how much 'heat' could be removed by the blow-thru setup? Anyone have any ideas?<br />Thanks,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||07-13-2003||08:05 AM||||I'm not sure how you're equating sensor position with air temperatures.<br /><br />On a stock configuration, the MAF has BARO, AIRT, and MAFS readings that compute out to air mass.  The hot-wire bypasses that and only uses the hot-wire to determine air mass (correct me if I'm wrong). So if you're suggesting the position of the MAF is changing performance because it's seeing different temps, then I would say that's probably not a big deal.<br /><br />However, what might be changing things for you is air flow vortexes created by the honeycombs in the MAF.  Sounds to me like your finding says that the MAF doesn't work best butt-up on the compressor inlet, possibly because the air isn't smoothly into the compressor, causing it to need to spin faster to generate the same boost.  This is probably how you're getting higher air temps.<br /><br />Have you tried blow-thru?  Everything I've heard about this config says it works great to put it up against the TB elbow and then your BOV can vent to atmosphere.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||RayH||07-13-2003||12:53 PM||||If you're worried about the recycled air being hotter than the fresh air, there's really no way to know for certain without taking actual measurements.  Remember that part of the heating is due to compression and depending on the efficiency of your intercooler, theoretically the recycled air may actually be cooler than ambient due to the heat removed from the intercooler and decompression from passing throught the blow off valve.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000003||curtis||07-13-2003||04:16 PM||||I know from working on supercharged mustangs with a hot wire set up you want the air meter to have a straight piece of pipe before and after if you connect the meter to the elbow before the blower you can rotate the meter and it will change the performance of the car because of the vortacies created in the pipe at the elbow. Not just top end either idle will change and part throttle driveablity. You want non tubulent laminar flow and by moving the meter I think you have done that.||65.135.143.93||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||07-15-2003||03:46 AM||||How long of a straight pipe upstream and downstream Curtis? I was planning on building a cold airbox where the battery is, with a 3.5" GMAF reducing to 3" mounted on the outside, and a filter attached in the box. The filter mounted to the MAF sound ok to you? Since I read your post, I might go blow -thru instead.||64.233.105.190||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum2/002760.cgi
A||||5||gvr4ever||Lumbar support poppes out.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||07-12-2003||06:00 PM||||Is there any fix for this?  I'll just be driving down the road and POP!<br /><br />btw racing seats is not a fix   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||07-12-2003||06:07 PM||||Mine only does this after a while of riding...I just move the lever and move it back.  No big deal to me...as long as it's not TOTALLY broken.||66.212.209.106||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||07-12-2003||06:47 PM||||Mine does that too... piece of shit.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||07-12-2003||07:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong> Mine only does this after a while of riding...I just move the lever and move it back.  No big deal to me...as long as it's not TOTALLY broken. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It does it too often.  If one one has a fix, I might just have to take a look.  Drives me nuts.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||07-12-2003||07:44 PM||||wow. I haven't heard of this problem before, but mine is fine. Id suggest getting a new seat, but I dont think thats practical. FWIW, my car has over 200k on it and that thing still works for me.<br /><br />Sorry to be rubbin it in and all.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||07-12-2003||08:10 PM||||mine work great.  they are air bladders, 2 of them, one for lower back, one for middle back.  i just press a button, and they inflate.  press another button, they deflate.  oh, yeah, my seats are made by RECARO.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002762.cgi
A||||9||92GVR4519||A\C compressor clutch...not.||||8||||92GVR4519||00000679
Z||000000||92GVR4519||07-12-2003||11:17 PM||davidnreba@juno.com||Clutch won't pull in when A\C is turned on.  I hot wired clutch and it works.  I have all signals exept ground provided by ECU on pin 65.  I can't get a paperclip in connector at ECU to check signal there because the pin is on the backside of the connector, so I checked this at pin 2 on clutch relay. Either the ECU is faulty, or the connection between the ECU and the relay is open.  There is a connector between the harness and the relay called A-08, but I think it's tucked up under the air filter.  Next step is to ohm out connection between ECU and relay.  <br />David.||209.109.243.9||reg||8||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-13-2003||12:33 AM||||when you hotwired the clutch, did it blow cold air?  turn on the system, hotwire the clutch, and see if the air is cold.  if not, then probably the seal on the front of the compressor took a dump, and you need a new compressor.  i just did this a week ago.  what fun!  i had to remove the intake manifold to get that sucker out.  some say you can get it out thru the bottom.  oh yeah, shop quoted me 1400 to r&r it, i got a reman compressor for 185, and a drier for 18.  used a machine at my friends shop, and now i have cold air.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||07-13-2003||08:53 AM||||I have a 92 gvr4 AC compressor sitting on my desk as a paperweight. If anyone is looking, you know now where to find one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4519||07-14-2003||11:36 PM||||I do get cold air when clutch pulls in.  I ohmed out the connection from ground side of the relay coil to pin 65 of ECU harness and it's 0 ohms, so that's ok.  Next I insulated that pin out of the relay from the clip, so that the ECU could not drop ground if it wanted to.  Then I ran my own ground.  Now when I turn on the blower and A\C switch, clutch pulls in, cold air blows, and dual pressure switch on drier still protects commprssor since 12 volts to relay comes through that switch.  I have electrically bypassed engine temp switch (overheat protection--I'll watch the dash guage) and the ECU ground.  I'm assuming that the A\C control unit does the economy/max control.  The only thing I wonder about is does the ECU or the A\C control unit kick up the engine idle?  Also, during the repairs that Keydiver made for ignition\starting, he socketed one of his performance eproms (thanks again). He stated this chip version may not work with my A\C configuration.  When it gets a little cooler, I'll hook up the jumper on chip, hook up pin on relay to ECU and see if it drops ground.  Right now I'm cheat'n but I'm cool.  David<br /><br />Oh by the way, I'm getting the pegged out knock sensor reading when cruising.  I'm assuming, after reading the knock sensor indicator discussions, that it is the valve/lifter tap.||209.109.241.196||reg||7||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||07-17-2003||11:47 PM||||OK David, I did a little exploring inside an ECU I was fixing this evening, and I have some traces you can ohm out if you have an ohmmeter.<br />1) Print out the ECU connector diagram on the VAQ site, so you can properly identify the right pins.<br />2) If you have one of those alligator clip jumpers, it helps, because you can just clip it on the ECU pin, and the other end to one of the meter leads, so it will free up one of you hands. <br />3) The first pin I'd like you to check is pin 7, so clip your lead there. Now, in front of the knock sensor board there are a bunch of little surfacemount capacitors and resistors. Look for where R9 and R4 connect together. The resistors are the little black ones. There is a small green piece of trace connecting the two resistors together. If you touch either resistor on the end that is connecting them together, you should read almost a dead short out to pin 7.<br />4) The other pin of interest is pin 65, so clip your lead on there next. Now, find the row of 6 vertical driver IC's over next to the edge of the board. The one you want is IC109, the one closest to the edge of the board. When you touch your ohmmeter (on its lowest ohm scale) to the first pin on the left as you face the chip, you should read a short out to pin 65.<br />I won't be surprised if one of these traces is open, because both of them go through an area that often has acid damage.<br />Let me know how this goes.||67.35.10.245||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||92GVR4519||07-21-2003||11:49 PM||||10-4 Jeff, I'll let you know as soon as I get to it.  Right now I am so happy to be driving the car and cool to boot, that I can't bring myself to take it apart right now. Maybe when it gets cooler.  You are really an asset to this site.  Thanks again.  David||209.109.243.46||reg||2||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||07-22-2003||05:13 AM||||I had the same problem on my GVR4. The clutch would not engauge. It turned out to be the a/c controller behind the glovebox. I replaced it and my a/c works again. I know of a couple other GVR4's that had the same problem.||67.24.197.194||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4519||07-22-2003||11:57 PM||||I am getting the 12volts out of the controller.  My problem is the ECU is getting that 12 volts through the pressure switch and the coolant temp switch at one pin but will not drop ground for the clutch relay at the other pin (pins 7 and 65).  David||209.109.240.76||reg||3||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000008||92GVR4519||08-31-2003||01:22 AM||||Well A/C was working fine with my ECU bypass until the other day.  No more cool, no more refrigerant.  Put the guages (R134a) on and put a can in with a little oil, compressor came on then went off.  Put another can in, saw mist coming up from compressor area, thought connector for guage hose was leaking, but it's either the compressor seal or a hose and/or  connector at compressor.  Probably the seal.  BOO! At least it's getting cooler during the days.<br />  Anyway, Blacksheep, you mentioned that you had one as a paperweight.  Still have it?  What do you want for it?<br /><br />David||209.109.229.56||reg||8||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||08-31-2003||08:43 AM||||fwiw, i just did this about 2 months ago.  several have posted that you can get the compressor out thru the bottom, or just get it out thru the top.  with the whiteline front bar, no way that sucker was coming out thru the bottom.  with the cyclone intake, no way it was going to come out the top.  i finally pulled the intake manifold.  big job, took me 2 days, but i take a lot of breaks.  also, to remove the cyclone, i gotta take it apart(3 sections, about 400 nuts and bolts-sheesh!) with the manifold off, it is a piece of cake.  if you can get them cheap, i would also recommend a new drier and expansion valve.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002763.cgi
A||||13||RTS182G-VR4||translator?||||5||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||07-13-2003||05:02 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i have a 91 gvr4 and am modding it. i have a 16g, downpipe and exhaust, boost controller, evolution 3 ported exhaust mani, and other things.  i am looking to vent the bov to the atmosphere and was looking at an apex afc.  then i heard of a translator. what are they?  im sure this is a dumb question, but if it works and may be a cheaper solution(?) then it might be a good idea.  any help appr.||198.81.26.80||reg||5||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||07-13-2003||06:55 PM||||1. Use the search function on here.<br />2. Join dsmtranslator group on yahoo.<br />There has been much discussion about the translator (most of it good).<br />I have it and love it.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-13-2003||10:17 PM||||The Apex'i (Super) AFC will not aid in your quest to vent to the atmosphere.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||RTS182G-VR4||07-14-2003||02:41 AM||||ahh, but it will.  i met someone tonight who uses it to vent to the atmosphere. hes got a 93 tsi.  the air fuel controller, he told me can be set up to allow this.  anyways, who makes the translators?||65.58.59.25||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||07-14-2003||02:52 AM||||"1. Use the search function on here.<br />2. Join dsmtranslator group on yahoo.<br />There has been much discussion about the translator (most of it good).<br />I have it and love it.<br />Tom"<br /><br />can you read?<br />because you're lazy. <a href="http://www.ramchargers.com" target="_blank">http://www.ramchargers.com</a>||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||07-14-2003||04:25 AM||||The SAFC will not aid you venting to atmosphere in the same way that buying a fish Nike sneakers will not help it run any better.  Look, you can vent to atmos with or without the SAFC.  You could vent it now, and your car will run like ass.  You can be like your friend with the TSi, and put in a SAFC and vent to atmos, and it will still run like ass, only your wallet is two benjamins lighter.  Why do you want to vent to atmos anyway?  If it's for the noise, you're barking up the wrong tree, I want to hear a REAL reason.||198.88.145.226||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||07-14-2003||04:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> ahh, but it will.  i met someone tonight who uses it to vent to the atmosphere. hes got a 93 tsi.  the air fuel controller, he told me can be set up to allow this.  anyways, who makes the translators? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha.....noobs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||07-14-2003||01:48 PM||||seriously! <br /><br />i think the real benifit of dumping to the atmosphere is that it simplifies your set up a lot, but if doing it makes your car run like ass, then what's the point? its a waste of time. (tuning your car with an afc so that you can vent is retarded in my opinion, and it still won't run right)||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||RTS182G-VR4||07-14-2003||02:05 PM||||obviously i was mis-informed about the afc, but the guy is far from a friend.  and i may be somewhat new to mitsus, but i know my stuff.  the reason i want to vent is not for the sound, but i want to get rid of the maf.  even with the silencer and lower honeycomb removed, it will not flow as well as an open intake.  no maf and venting go hand in hand, so i was just wondering.  yes, the translator is used with a maf, but mostly with high flowing gm units.  ive been searching more and have found out about speed density.  thanks for your help even if it is rude.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000009||RTS182G-VR4||07-14-2003||02:08 PM||||P.S.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000010||RTS182G-VR4||07-14-2003||02:10 PM||||P.S.  <br />   who makes a turbo intake tube for the vr4 that doesnt require moving the battery to the trunk? thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||07-14-2003||02:15 PM||||The only way to get rid of the MAS altogether and vent with no side effects is to convert to speed density metering (with a VPC).  Any decent intake will require you to relocate your battery under the hood as others have done or else put it in the trunk.  That battery is right where your filter needs to be.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||GRV4726||07-14-2003||05:46 PM||||vpc = $$$<br />maft = a lot less $$$ <br /><br />so its up to you, and for the intake why not just fab one up? its the best way to go if you want to keep the battery under the hood (you should turn it sideways like jeff o. i did, and it clears up quite a lot of room)<br /><br />though you may know some, you still have a lot to learn, like most of us.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000013||RTS182G-VR4||07-15-2003||01:31 AM||||thank you for your help. evetyone has something to learn, thats what these sites are about.  i was talking to a friend who owns a shop here in denver. hes going to bend me an aluminum pipe and weld a bov line right in.  sounds good to me.<br />is the vpc the only speed density available?  thnx.||209.245.7.247||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/002764.cgi
A||||4||turbowop||confusing knock||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||07-13-2003||06:22 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I'm hoping this is from a bad tank of gas.....<br /><br />Last weekend after the install of my new ic I was able to run 19psi with knock counts of 5 or lower and great timing. Last night I went to do some tuning and I was getting knock counts in the teens. I lowered the boost to 16psi but am still getting knock counts of around 10. Even if I add more fuel. WTF!?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   What's really weird is that I am getting knock counts of around 11-13 when leaving from a stoplight but then while just cruising after leaving the light there's no knock. Somebody please tell me they've had the same thing happen to them from bad gas. BTW....my lifters are quiet.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-13-2003||07:40 PM||||bad gas is a possibility.  a while ago, i had a bout with bad gas in a vw rabbit.  cis injection dont like bad gas, especially water in the gas.  after talking to a very good friend who is a chemical engineer, and worked for mobil(now retired) he convinced me to only go to name brand gas stations, and go to the busiest ones.  they will have the freshest gas, and name brand gas will be more consistent than a mom and pop station.  a couple of years ago, driving to new york, i filled up in tennessee at a mom and pop, and got really bad vapor lock between nashville and knoxville.  this was in my galant.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||07-13-2003||07:56 PM||||Back when I drove my car and made logs... I would get knock when starting off from a light and then phantom knock just crusing down the road at 50 in 5th gear.  Just a 20-30 count spike of knock.  Sometimes up to 41.  At WOT I might get about 5-8 counts at the middle to end of third and don't remember having logged fourth.<br /><br />Are your fuel trims the same?||209.86.143.138||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||07-13-2003||08:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Are your fuel trims the same? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My fuel trims have been changing because I've been messing with the honeycombs in the 2g mas. I thought maybe having the lower one out was causing probs so I put it back in last night. My fuel trims are all back to around 100% with all honeycombs in and the adjusting screw backed out flush. Still same knock results. I just went out and finally bought a timing light and checked my timing. It was at 10*. My biss was also way off. As soon as I grounded out the firewall connector for adjusting timing and biss the car died. I backed out the biss a bit and now it idles fine and I changed my timing to 5*. I'll do some logs later and see if all this changes anything. I should have bought a timing light looooong ago. Hopefully I can get all this straightened out for racing this Wed and Fri. I want to see what kind of gains this ic may have gotten me. I imagine putting five gallons of 110 in the tank will help out also.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||07-13-2003||09:36 PM||||Wow!!....nevermind....big difference with the base timing adjusted correctly. All knock is gone and I was actually able to lean it out a bunch. It still shows a tiny bit when leaving from a stoplight but I'm pretty sure that's not slowing down the car any. It pulls like it should now.<br /><br />On another positive note, while I was doing all of this I checked my compression and it was 155 in 2, 3, and 4 and 160 in number one. That makes me happy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/002765.cgi
A||||5||vr41662||battery,abs light on periodically||||1||||vr41662||00000790
Z||000000||vr41662||07-13-2003||06:44 PM||||i had the alternator changed and the battery also .. i came off the highway after cruisin 50 mph.. and 5 minutes later the light s came on for abs,battery.. this is what happened to me when the alternator was bad. i checked the voltage with a voltmeter and it read 14.2v.. i brought the car back to the mechanic who installed it and he checked it also, and he concurred that the alternator was charging.. he said i might be from leakey cam seals allowing the oil to wet the alternator and belts.. the lights come on sometimes and then go away.. any ideas????||141.157.195.188||reg||1||vr41662||00000790||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||07-13-2003||06:53 PM||||Ever replaced your CAPS?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||vr41662||07-13-2003||06:55 PM||||i had the caps replaced in a the rebuilt ecu i got.. that was 10 months||141.157.195.188||reg||1||vr41662||00000790||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||07-13-2003||10:16 PM||||Perhaps something else (another accessory) is eating up your power.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||07-14-2003||10:58 AM||||What were your RPM's when the light came on, still cruising, or were you idling at a light? Its common, at least on my car, for the lights to flicker on if the idle drops too low. If it does it while cruising, you either have a bad connection somewhere, or the alternator's going our again.||67.34.184.163||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||vr41662||07-14-2003||10:52 PM||||the lights come on when the car is either slowing down in gear.. it stays lit then goes away.. also i noticed a heavy hesitation on the upper rev range in 5th gear arounud the 5500 rpm's range in the upper gears 4th,5th, but not in 1,2,3 gear.. maybe its time for new ignition wires,, they are bosch and were changed about 5000miles ago.. the plugs were chnaged around 3000 miles ago.. maybe the ignition wires are causing the lights to periodically appear??<br />has this ever happened to anyone before????||141.157.216.60||reg||1||vr41662||00000790||yes



ubb/Forum2/002766.cgi
A||||7||jayru||Funny after efect( did my fuel pump rewire today)||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||07-13-2003||07:40 PM||||I relocated my battery to the trunk to make way for a nice cold air setup i'm designing(not installed yet), and did my fuel pump rewire; i took the car out and it pulls sooo much harder to redline now, but looking at my o2 volts i expected to see a higher value from the .81-84 i was getting before. Turns out the o2 volts are lower .75-76: what could cause this? the car preforms way better so i know it's not to lean. Any ideas??||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||07-13-2003||07:56 PM||||tuning to the 'edge' is how to make a car fast. The leaner you get, the better it will run (in general). You want to run as lean as you can, without going over the line (knock, detonation,etc). Must have a datalogger to achieve this. <br />Someone said a while back that you can run rich all day long and lean only once. Something to keep in mind when tuning. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||templeton||07-14-2003||12:05 AM||||add a ground wire from the stock ground location under the hood to somewhere on the engine or tranny. I connected to one of the trottle body elbow bolts, you should see your O2 go back up afterwards.||24.190.31.145||reg||1||templeton||00001476||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||07-14-2003||10:39 AM||||when i did my fp rewire, my fuel pressure jumped almost 2 psi.  how are you getting the o2 sensor voltage?  depending on which ground you are using, you can get bad readings.  fuel pumps dont just die, they wear out.  it could be your pump is a bit worn, and the extra voltage allows it to deliver more, bringing it up to normal levels.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||07-14-2003||12:40 PM||||For me I found that the TMO Stage 3 A/F display is alot more accurate than my Autometer especially if any extra accesories are on like headlights etc. I need to replace it with an EGT anyways.||65.148.172.218||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||jayru||07-14-2003||08:26 PM||||Well see, the o2 sensor was putting out more voltage before the rewire, now it's putting out less. Any other sugestions? I have a japtrix o2 volt meter.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||curtis||07-15-2003||12:06 AM||||try running a ground from the batery all the way to the engine. the car builders use so much body puddy and so few welds.  It can't hurt||65.135.142.32||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||jayru||07-16-2003||08:52 PM||||I think i found the problem. I guess the ground in the back is now effecting the japrrix gauge. I hooked up my looger today and the o2 volts are way higher than the gauge says. Humm Just to be safe i think im still gonna run a ground from the battery back to the engine compartment.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/002767.cgi
A||N||3||madman||1990 GSR strut conversion||||5||||madman||00001059
Z||000000||madman||07-13-2003||11:36 PM||a_madman@rocketmail.com||I want to convert a 1990 galant GSR suspension with the air bags to just normal struts so taht I can use normal suspension and lower it.  What is the best thing to do?  should I use a set of 1990 galant SE struts???<br /><br />Thanks.<br /> Anthony.||203.166.57.11||reg||5||madman||00001059||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-14-2003||12:00 AM||||Get some coilovers.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||madman||07-14-2003||12:39 AM||||probably out of my price range... but if so, do I get one that would fit a 1990 Galant SE???||203.20.76.8||reg||1||madman||00001059||yes
Z||000003||gsr_4g63 nt||01-26-2004||08:12 PM||||yes you would get some struts from a galant se and then pick some shocks and srpings to go with it. if not just buy your self a set of coilovers which will fit straight in and you wont need to worry about struts/springs or shocks<br /><br />i have being told to get hotbits coilovers for the gsr galant. around $1700AUD.||210.50.48.74||reg||1||gsr_4g63 nt||00003369||yes



ubb/Forum2/002768.cgi
A||||7||MiSTER2||1991 Galant VR4 Modification||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||07-14-2003||12:43 AM||||Hi all, <br /><br />I just bought a 1991 Galant VR4. I'd like some info on potential of the car. What's the potential of the stock turbo (in terms of kw/hp at the wheels, how much boost can i run through it with FMIC etc.)? I'm also planning to get a full 3inch exhaust system and air filter fitted asap. What power will these mods make? Anything i should know about the factory ECU (will it detune the car to standard if senses any mods)? As i am a galant newbie any additional info on things that i should know will be appreciated. <br /><br />Thanks,||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||07-14-2003||01:14 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm</a>||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||07-14-2003||05:22 AM||||All the info you ever would need:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a>||24.209.155.39||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||MiSTER2||07-14-2003||09:25 AM||||Thanks guys, that's what i've been looking for.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||07-14-2003||04:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Hi all, <br /><br />I just bought a 1991 Galant VR4. I'd like some info on potential of the car. What's the potential of the stock turbo (in terms of kw/hp at the wheels, how much boost can i run through it with FMIC etc.)? I'm also planning to get a full 3inch exhaust system and air filter fitted asap. What power will these mods make? Anything i should know about the factory ECU (will it detune the car to standard if senses any mods)? As i am a galant newbie any additional info on things that i should know will be appreciated. <br /><br />Thanks, </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you own a MR2?||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||MiSTER2||07-15-2003||06:14 AM||||Yeah i used to, until it got stolen  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   So with the money i have left (in other words nothing) I bought a galant vr4.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-15-2003||11:09 AM||||I got lots of nothing -- sure would be nice to trade it in for a few VR-4s!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||MiSTER2||07-15-2003||02:15 PM||||Well compared to $25k mr2 turbo $6K galant is not much in terms of price.  Especially for the condition of the Galant i bought (immaculate) it is extra extra cheap.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum2/002769.cgi
A||||12||JAYGVR4||Any advice on installing H&amp;R's - possibly cutting rears||||4||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||07-14-2003||11:09 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||I'll be installing these with brand new AGX's soon.  Anything I need to know?  Anything on cutting bumpstops down?  etc...<br /><br />Also, I intend on trying them out as they are to see what they look like with the rears uncut to level the car out.  If I end up not likeing it, What would I use to cut the coil?  How much to cut?  1 coil all at once?  Sections of coil?  etc etc.<br /><br />Any advice greatly apreciated.||208.254.3.3||reg||4||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-14-2003||11:17 AM||||My answer again...cut 1/2 a coil and see if it levels out, else take off another 1/4, then another 1/4...so thats the way I would do it.<br /><br />Cut the bumpstops in half...Always worked for me.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||07-14-2003||11:21 AM||||Do yourself a favor and buy new bump stops. The ones on the car are probably shot anyway. Do not cut them.<br />I cut 2 coils off from the rear springs half a coil at a time. First I installed the springs and drove it for about a month, so they settlet in.<br />Use a saws all to cut the springs.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||07-14-2003||11:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> My answer again...cut 1/2 a coil and see if it levels out, else take off another 1/4, then another 1/4...so thats the way I would do it.<br /><br />Cut the bumpstops in half...Always worked for me.<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ok, but what do i use?  torch?  cutting wheel?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||JAYGVR4||07-14-2003||11:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Do yourself a favor and buy new bump stops. The ones on the car are probably shot anyway. Do not cut them.<br />I cut 2 coils off from the rear springs half a coil at a time. First I installed the springs and drove it for about a month, so they settlet in.<br />Use a saws all to cut the springs.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cool thanks Gabor.  Stock bump stops?  Are there both front and rear stops to replace?  And do you mean to say get new bump stops and THEN cut them?<br /><br />TIA||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||07-14-2003||01:37 PM||||I didn't cut my bump stops. Have some other people chime in here what is reccomended. I just don't think it's need to be cut.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||07-14-2003||02:22 PM||||I agree with Gabor. the 1.2 inch will not really warrant cutting the bumpstops, but I did since its a habit of sorts  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Yes, use a hacksaw or a nice sharp cutting wheel. <br /><br />Then, paint the edges with rustoluem or barbacue paint.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||07-15-2003||04:48 AM||||Personally, I would say to protect those nice new AGX's and invest in some new bumpstop/shock boot combos from Tire Rack.  They run $10 for a set of two, IIRC, and are a nice black accordian boot with integrated bumpstop that zipties the bottom around the shock body so the whole shaft is always covered.  The AGX shaft is thicker than stock, or at least that's my guess, as the top part of the bumpstop is too narrow and I cut it off and it fit fine.||198.88.145.217||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||JAYGVR4||07-15-2003||08:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Personally, I would say to protect those nice new AGX's and invest in some new bumpstop/shock boot combos from Tire Rack.  They run $10 for a set of two, IIRC, and are a nice black accordian boot with integrated bumpstop that zipties the bottom around the shock body so the whole shaft is always covered.  The AGX shaft is thicker than stock, or at least that's my guess, as the top part of the bumpstop is too narrow and I cut it off and it fit fine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK cool, thats good to know.  Pretty cheap!  Just $12 for the boots, and $14 for the mounts...  <br /><br />Question though, I'm assuming I could use 4 boots, but I only need 2 strut mounts right - just for the front correct?  Any isolator type parts to replace for the rears?<br /><br />Thanks again!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000009||markrieb||07-15-2003||10:51 AM||||Only use a cutting wheel to cut springs.  If you use a torch, the heat will take the temper out of the steel and the springs won't return to their original shape after a few compressions.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||07-15-2003||01:43 PM||||What are the mounts you're referring to?||69.59.219.191||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||dsmsleeper||07-15-2003||03:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> What are the mounts you're referring to? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think he may be talking about the strut mounts...probably the rears because the fronts are more expensive than that!||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||07-15-2003||10:34 PM||||[/QUOTE]I think he may be talking about the strut mounts...probably the rears because the fronts are more expensive than that! [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Actually, you can check them out at <a href="http://www.tirerack.com." target="_blank">www.tirerack.com.</a>  They look like front strut mounts.  Can't remember what the rears look like, but they don't even need a mount like the front right?  I thought the fronts would be more expensive too...  Just one price though.  Check it out for yourself under suspension specific to the 91 GVR4||171.75.56.149||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum2/002770.cgi
A||||35||TAMBLERAMBLE||MY #1788 OF 2000||||9||||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-14-2003||02:17 PM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||I JUST BOUGHT # 1788 OF 2000 A CHARCOAL 91 VR4. THE MPI RELAY NEXT TO THE COMPUTER WENT OUT AND TOOK THE COMPUTER WITH IT. I JUST REPLACED THE REALY(37$) THE BEST DEAL I CAN FIND ON A COMPUTER IS ELECTRONEERING FOR 375. PART#MD165810  DOES ANY ONE KNOW OF ANY OTHER RECOURCES FOR USED OR REMAN COMPUTERS????????????  ANY HELP WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED.||4.3.41.36||reg||9||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-14-2003||02:52 PM||||By computer do you mean ECU?  How did the MPI fuse take out the computer?<br /><br />I'm sure Key diver will be the most help, but I've never heard of this.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-14-2003||02:52 PM||||WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY KEY DIVER||4.3.41.36||reg||1||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||07-14-2003||02:59 PM||||Keydiver is a username.  He's the board's ECU guru.<br /><br />Please turn your caps off as well.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||07-14-2003||03:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TAMBLERAMBLE:<br /><strong> WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY KEY DIVER </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm going to prescribe you a helpful three step process here, guaranteed to improve your quality of life.  <br /><br />1) Turn off caps lock<br />2) Keydiver is a person, Jeff Oberholtzer, who posts here and can repair ECU's if you send them to him.<br />3) See that search link in the top right?  Use it!||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||07-14-2003||03:07 PM||||I deleted your post in general discussions. Post whoring in every forum wont help you! The search button will, though!<br /><br />- Try car-part.com if you want an used ECU and yours is not repairable. 91-94 Turbo 5 speed will work. <br />- Check ebay, dsmtrader and thepartstrader||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||07-14-2003||04:02 PM||||I don't want to steel this thread, but how often does the MPI relay take out the ECU?<br /><br />Has this happend to anyone else?||12.34.246.36||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-14-2003||04:32 PM||||my friend shawnis a four star diamond tech and has seen this several times  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  has any had their ecu rebuilt by key  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   diver?????????||4.3.41.36||reg||1||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||07-14-2003||04:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TAMBLERAMBLE:<br /><strong> my friend shawnis a four star diamond tech and has seen this several times   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   has any had their ecu rebuilt by key   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    diver????????? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So replacing the relay would prevent this then?  Any other things that can smoke a healty ECU?||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-14-2003||04:37 PM||||JUST CAPACITORS  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  THE MPI RELAY AND ECU ARE LIKE SHOES AND SOCKS   IT IS RECOMENDED YOU PUT BOTH ON! NOT ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER:)        DOES HAVE EXPERIENCE WITH KEY DIVER??????????||4.3.41.36||reg||1||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||07-14-2003||04:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TAMBLERAMBLE:<br /><strong> JUST CAPACITORS   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   THE MPI RELAY AND ECU ARE LIKE SHOES AND SOCKS   IT IS RECOMENDED YOU PUT BOTH ON! NOT ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER:)        DOES HAVE EXPERIENCE WITH KEY DIVER?????????? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">who recommends this?  tiny tim?  the failed ecu took out the mfi relay, not the other way around.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||autobahntom||07-14-2003||04:41 PM||||You really need to shut your cap lock off. Keydiver (Jeff) is THE MAN when it comes to our ECU's. He has helped many (if not all) on this list at one time or another. If you buy a new ECU, donate your old one to Jeff so he can further develop and help all of us with our cars.<br />You really need to shut your cap lock off.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000012||autobahntom||07-14-2003||04:44 PM||||One other thing. As far as 'taking out the ecu' goes. There are many things that can do this. However, as far as stock items the one thing that I have seen is the Cam angle sensor will kill the ECU. Most who have this problem find it out on the second or third ECU (very costly).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||07-14-2003||05:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> One other thing. As far as 'taking out the ecu' goes. There are many things that can do this. However, as far as stock items the one thing that I have seen is the Cam angle sensor will kill the ECU. Most who have this problem find it out on the second or third ECU (very costly).<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've heard of the CAS going out, but I've never had it happen to me even on my high milage Talon (knock on wood).<br /><br />Don't you get a warning though?   Mainly problems with the idle going up and down.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-14-2003||07:37 PM||||i sent out my ecu to jeff in florida today from lafayette in thanks for the help guys and sorry about the caps lock. ill let yall know how it goes then i can start pissing off some of those mustang 5.0's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.222.100.26||reg||1||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||07-15-2003||11:51 AM||||I think a drowning ISC motor has killed an ECU or two.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||keydiver||07-15-2003||01:45 PM||||Leaking capacitor acid has killed more ECU's, in my estimate, than all other faults combined.<br />Lately, I've been seeing more and more ECU's smoked by a bad ISC, which probably has to do most with the age of these cars now. I think we're going to hear of more leaking O-rings in the throttle body taking out the ECU soon. But, by and far the most common reason that the ISC driver chips are smoked is because of the leaking caps. The 47 uF cap sits right on top of an ISC trace, and once the acid starts eating things, the board will turn to carbon, with sets up an ever growing problem with the voltage arcing around in there, sometimes even taking out the main ECU processor due to the voltage instability.<br />   I have NEVER seen the MPI relay driver burned out in an ECU, except in one that I did it to on the bench accidently. Not that it couldn't happen, because I've heard guys on here talking about how their relay was all smoked and charred, but I have not seen it. But, I think that anyone who recommends carte-blanche replacement of both at the same time is "shotgunning" it, just replacing everything so they don't need to figure out what the real problem was. This is especially popular with dealer techs, because they don't want to have to buy you another $700 ECU when you come back the second time because they missed the MPI relay damage the first time. I can't blame them, they're just covering their butts.<br />   As AutobahnTom mentioned, I appreciate all old ECU contributions, as many of the parts in these things are proprietary or hard to come by. So, everytime someone sends an ECU (or 2) in with 2 smoked ISC driver chips, I have to rob them out of another donor ECU, which quickly depletes my spare parts.<br />Thanks again guys.||68.158.186.145||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000017||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-15-2003||02:04 PM||||Key Diver,<br /> I sent my ecu out ups yesterday to you. Everyone on this site speaks very highly of you. Are you interested in ecu's that are out of plain jane mitsu's? I work in a mitsubishi parts dept, and sometimes ecu's are replaced. I have to hold on to them for sixty days but after that I could send them to you. Please let me know if you are interested on here or at klarmanb67gto@hotmail.com<br />Also I want to thank you with my #1788 charcoal vr4 I can't wait to hear her run!  thanks again brian klarman. By the way on the ups label being shipped to you it shows my boss's name jim Holmes. It would be appriciated if you could put my name instead. Either way I will recieve it. Have a good day:)||4.3.41.36||reg||1||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897||yes
Z||000018||keydiver||07-17-2003||09:57 PM||||Brian,<br />Yes, I would GLADLY pay you shipping for any DSM or similar ECU's, whether they're Turbo or Non-Turbo. The Colt and 3000GT ECU's are very similar to ours, and I could rob parts from them too.<br />This would be wonderful if you can work it out for me!<br />By the way, I'm working on your ECU right now, and it has quite a bit of (repairable) acid damage from both the 47uF and 100uF caps. If all goes well, I'll be shipping it tomorrow.||67.35.10.245||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000019||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-18-2003||12:40 AM||||thank you very much jeff. i will send you any ecu's from mitsus that i can. mitsubishi only asks for some of them back  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I just got #1788 buffed and detailed today. I am only the second owner and the car lived most of it's life on oklahoma no rust on this baby! thanks again for your help. talk to you soon.||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||07-18-2003||12:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TAMBLERAMBLE:<br /><strong> my #1788 charcoal vr4 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay, this is the last time I'll tell you, your car is "Nile Black Metallic".<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||8||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000021||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-18-2003||02:06 PM||||Actually hertz, <br /> <br />Mitsubishi calls the color obsidian black to be politically correct  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  thanks for trying though. Wanna race? I bet obsisian black is faster  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.3.41.36||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||07-18-2003||03:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Mitsubishi calls the color obsidian black to be politically correct  thanks for trying though. Wanna </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok, noob. You are totally and utterly wrong...<br /><br /><br />1991 and 1992 USDM Galant VR4 colors are:<br /><br />Kensington grey<br />Belize green<br />Summit white ?<br />Nile Black<br /><br />I dunno where you got the "obiwankinobe" black, but its not a 1991 or 1992 galant vr4.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-18-2003||04:46 PM||||I work for mitsu and nile black is obsidian black for those of you that have done your homework  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.3.41.36||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000024||iceman69510||07-18-2003||04:58 PM||||Please consult TSB 91-51-005 for 92 MY exterior colors before you shoot yourself in the foot anymore Tambleramble.  91 black is the same as the 92 listed, but I don't have the 91 MY TSB # handy.<br /><br />X68 is listed as Nile Black.  There is no Obsidian black listed.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000025||Hertz||07-18-2003||06:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tambleramble:<br /><strong> Wanna race? I bet obsisian black is faster   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your car needs to run first.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000026||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-18-2003||06:28 PM||||Thanks hertz,<br /><br />I needed a good laugh, I am kinda bummed cause of that ecu deal, now I guess I will have to buy a reman from electroneering. There goes 375$ Ouch I will have to buy some K Y  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000027||ken inn||07-18-2003||07:21 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33596&item=2424064763" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33596&item=2424064763</a><br /><br />this one will work fine||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000028||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-18-2003||07:24 PM||||It is not the same mitsu part # will that still work?||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000029||blacksheep||07-18-2003||07:27 PM||||I thought you work at mitsu      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />      <br />Maybe you should do YOUR homework on this ECU like you did on the color, but wait a miunute...judging by the color info that you came up with, the ECU info you find may be just as worthless....     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /><br />If we link something saying it will work, trust us - it will work. That was the point of searching for you and bothering to reply. Else, you need to search.<br /><br />Any 1991-1994 TEL 5 speed turbo will work. Only thing I am not sure of is if the ECU is different for California or not.<br /><br />Update:<br /><br />I checked <a href="http://www.car-part.com." target="_blank">http://www.car-part.com.</a> Look for 1991-1994 Eagle Talon or Mitubishi Eclipse -  engine computer unit and then you can choose the AWD turbo 5 speed California, Federal or Canada.  I would get the federal if I were you since you are not in CA... The prices are from high to low.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000030||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-18-2003||07:36 PM||||I will email you that color sheet on monday after I get home from work. You didn't say whether that part # would work. By CAPS it will not. Is there something that I don't know about? Will any awd turbo manual ecu work?||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000031||keydiver||07-18-2003||08:17 PM||||The ECU on Ebay is a FWD Federal MT Turbo model, according to the MD128625 number on it. But, I would ask the seller 2 things:<br />1) does it have an EPROM? It is worth MUCH more with an EPROM, because you can always modify it if you want, or even convert it into a true GVR-4 model. If you're just in a hurry to get the car on the road, this won't matter.<br />2) has it been inspected for cap leakage? I'll guarantee you after 11 years it has some leakage, but how bad is it?<br />The ECU will run a little leaner than our ECU's, because the 1g DSM's have an extra honeycomb in the MAS that effects the fuel curve, mostly at idle. Most guys can run them without too many issues, especially if you have an AFC.<br />The girls were already printing out the UPS for the day when I got off the phone with you, so your loaner will go out Monday. That should buy you some time, so you can weigh all your options and make sure you get a good ECU.||68.17.211.211||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000032||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-18-2003||08:31 PM||||Thank you again,<br /><br />I am in a hurry to at least har her run and get her home. I am scared to buy a used one for fear I will have the same problem. After I spoke with you on the phone today, I called 23 different yards and none even have a vr4 in the yard.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />I am an adrenaline junkie and I love it when things work out my way at 100 mph  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Never does though. My cell# is 765-426-7687 If you get a few I would be willing to call you back so you don't have to pay long distance. I have couple questions for you. Thanks again. Brian||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000033||mikeyoung00||07-18-2003||10:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tambleramble:<br /><strong> ...Is there something that I don't know about?...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Son, the sum total of things you don't know about may rival the sum total of nickles in the national debt.<br /><br />(J/K...I'm a newbee and I was just trying to fit into the spirit of this thread...Good luck with your ECU replacement.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  )||24.117.166.181||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000034||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-18-2003||10:42 PM||||# 5 How can that be a 92?????????????????????||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000035||Craig91||07-18-2003||10:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tambleramble:<br /><strong> # 5 How can that be a 92????????????????????? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What do you mean how can it be a 92?  It's #5/1000 in 92.  There's a separate #5/2000 for 91 somewhere.  Mitsu didn't carry the numbers over continuously from 91-92||66.212.209.106||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum2/002771.cgi
A||||6||jmartin827||checking my valves||||9||||jmartin827||00001500
Z||000000||jmartin827||07-14-2003||04:39 PM||jmartin827@hotmail.com||Need some help guys.  make a long story short my timing belt broke on the highway.  Now I want to check to see if I bent any valves but I don't want to pay the local shops $250 just to check them for me.  Is there easy way to take them out with out some super expensive tool. Or should I just reassemble and then do a compression check.||207.191.207.98||reg||9||jmartin827||00001500||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-14-2003||04:43 PM||||this is an interference motor.  some of your valves are bent.  if you are lucky, the pistons are ok.  more than likely the motor is toast.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||07-14-2003||06:53 PM||||Like Ken said, 'some' valves are bent. (usually at least 8 of them). <br />Cost to have someone else fix: $1200-$1800<br />Cost if you fix: $600 or so<br />Cost of a JDM motor (which will still need timing belts/water pump/seals/etc): $1200-$1500 plus parts plus installation. <br />Normally there is piston damage, and unless you have popped the clutch to try and start the car the damage is minimal (unless you broke the ends of the valves off-and in that case you will need much more extensive work).<br />With a running car, you would expect to pay between $400 and $500 to have the timing belt job done by a good DSM person (NOT your normal shop).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||07-14-2003||07:08 PM||||when my motor went, i was pulling out from a stop, just gradually, i think i was shifting to 5th, and lost all power.  coasted to a stop, into a parking lot, and it would turn over, but not fire.  i could tell from the sound of the whine it was toast.  a valve dropped, beat the hell out of the piston, part of the valve stem lodged in the turbine.  i bought a jdm motor for 970+206 shipping.  doing the timing belt with the motor on a stand is SO easy.  takes about 30 minutes.  those who saw the jdm motor were amazed at how clean it looked.  runs great, uses little or no oil, and i think i got a great deal instead of going the rebuild route.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||07-14-2003||07:15 PM||||<a href="http://www.noyanusa.com" target="_blank">www.noyanusa.com</a> is where I got the last JDM motor (for a Talon that I sold-and the kid had it eight days and ran a light and totalled it AND did not let me or buy it back so since the damage was to the passenger door; somebody will be getting a nice engine at some point).<br />Noyanusa is in Manassass Virginia, and I went and picked up the motor. They had about 40 in stock so I got my pick. Got one with a usable trans.<br />$1350 no tax or shipping. Very clean, and awesome running motor as I drove the Talon a few weeks before selling it.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||jmartin827||07-14-2003||10:13 PM||||Ok finally got my motor torn apart that I could figure out what the hell went wrong.  One of my oil squirters under the piston went out, heated up my piston rod and the bearing under it. then staped into many pieces. In turn bent the crap out of my rear balance shaft which siezed my oil pump that broke my timing belt. A buddy of mine took pics and will be posting soon. I guess the bottom line is I do need a new engine or would be the best route to go.  I just bought the car three weeks before all this crap.  Sad to say I spent all my money on the car so I need a motor cheep.  A good friend and who is a great dsm mechanic is going to help me make the swap.  thanks for the links guys.||207.191.207.98||reg||1||jmartin827||00001500||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||07-14-2003||11:59 PM||||I really hate it for you.  If something like that happened to mine I would be building a 2.4L stroker motor.  I don't drag race, but I do some autox so the added torque would Really help out.  If interested you can do a search for 2.4, stroker, 2.3... for more info.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/002772.cgi
A||||8||tplesko||aluminum intercooler piping flanges?||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||07-14-2003||06:32 PM||||Anyone out there (harry?) that has aluminum intercooler piping,<br /><br />what did you do about finding aluminum throttle body and bov flanges?<br /><br />I am getting my piping made up this week if I can figure this out...<br />Thanks,||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||number3||07-14-2003||07:10 PM||||You have two options.<br /><br />1) make it from scratch<br /><br />2) use a stock aluminium TB elbow and cut off the elbow, open up if needed and weld your new pipe to it.<br /><br />3) HKS makes an aluminium flange for their SSBOV<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||07-14-2003||07:14 PM||||What about a 2g TB elbow?||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||07-15-2003||02:10 AM||||i'm curious. why do you want to use aluminum? i'm still trying to decide between mild steel and aluminum so i was just wondering. yeah i think you will have to make your bov flange, but cutting your TB should work. thats its for flanges unless your are using a 14b or 16g. i guess you'll have to make that one too (unless thats aluminum too)<br /><br />good luck with your set up||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||GalantVR41062||07-15-2003||02:14 AM||||2G TB elbo is smaller in diameter(out let to TB) than the 1g TB, which is 2.5", and the 2g is like 2-1/8ish".  My IC piping is 2.5" mild steel(4 bends).<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||07-15-2003||03:54 PM||||My ic piping (TAD Motorsports) is aluminum.  I'm using the HK$ TB elbow.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||07-15-2003||07:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> 2G TB elbo is smaller in diameter(out let to TB) than the 1g TB, which is 2.5", and the 2g is like 2-1/8ish".  My IC piping is 2.5" mild steel(4 bends).<br /><br />~John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually I think its the other way around. The 2g TB inlet is bigger than ours. Go look at yours (if its stock) and notice how little it is. Ours suck.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||07-15-2003||11:41 PM||||Our tb elbows are smaller than the 2g's tb elbow,that why we uprade to the 2g's tb elbow.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||07-17-2003||11:45 PM||||thought i'd update this thread<br /><br />well i took harry's suggestion and made them myself. They are almost a perfect match and are 6061 aluminum. Didn't cost me a thing since I got free scrap and tools to use at work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />All I have to do is drill and tap the bolt holes tomorrow and weld them on!<br /><br />If anyone is interested in a set when I'm done I'll post pictures and take an order or two.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/002773.cgi
A||||4||silly4turbo||wheel bearing Q ? ||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||07-14-2003||07:31 PM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||I just recived my wheel bearings which I ordered online. there sealed units and I'm just wondering if there the correct parts ? they where listed as the inner and outer wheel bearings ... anyone have an idea if these are coorect or if in fact we have sealed wheel bearings ?<br />Thanks <br />jon||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||07-14-2003||09:31 PM||||I've replaced my right rear and both the inner and outer use sealed cartridge bearings. You'll need a slide hammer to get the hub apart. Not too tough of a job.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||07-14-2003||11:52 PM||||thanks, just wanted to make sure before I pull it all apart  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||07-18-2003||09:18 AM||||ok, I decided to bring my car and it's worn wheel bearings to a mechanic, but the shop said that they couldn't do it beacuse they didn't have the correct bearing press ... I don't have a slide hammer or this bearing press ... my question is, should I buy these tools if there not that expensive or just bring it to a mitsubishi mechanic ? also, if anyone knows, how many hours should it take to replace the drivers side rear bearings ? <br />Thanks<br />Jon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||07-18-2003||01:52 PM||||WHATEVER! All I had was a rented slide hammer from Autozone, a universal gear puller and a vise. I used the old bearings to press the new ones in. It's been a while, so I don't remember the details, but I don't remember having that much trouble. <br /><br />I hate "mechanics." I suggest you do it yourself. Or try to find a reputable place that doesn't whine about a simple job like this. I think you'll be surprised at how easy it is if you tackle it yourself. Let me know if I can be of any further help.<br /><br />Dave Peter||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/002774.cgi
A||||17||TAMBLERAMBLE||? on o'2 housings||||1||||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-14-2003||07:44 PM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||what is the reason behind replacing the o'2 housings? does blocking off the egr valve lower temps so that more air can be shoved in with more fuel? after buying a higher psi fuel pump, what other mods are needed to go with it? where is a cheep place to buy a good high flow air filter and intake set up? thank you for helping #1788:)||12.222.100.26||reg||1||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||07-14-2003||08:09 PM||||Someone needs to visit the newbie sites and do some searches huh?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-14-2003||08:15 PM||||well dan d that wasn't much help    how about a site instead of a smart ass comment  it would be appriciated. thanks for your reply thou. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.222.100.26||reg||1||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897||yes
Z||000003||TLT||07-14-2003||08:36 PM||||You really need to search.  There is a ton of info out there.  <br /><br />Start at <a href="http://www.dsm.org," target="_blank">www.dsm.org,</a> and also the upgrade progression at <a href="http://www.buschurracing.com" target="_blank">www.buschurracing.com</a> is a good start as well.<br /><br />The O2 housing is located between the turbine housing and the exhaust downpipe.  The stock O2 housing is very restrictive.  Also, if you go to a larger exhaust, you will most likely experience boost creep if you do not upgrade the O2 housing.||66.76.93.250||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000004||TLT||07-14-2003||08:42 PM||||Also, has the timing belt on your car been changed?  If not, you need to do that ASAP.||66.76.93.250||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||07-14-2003||09:46 PM||||Another good source of info for DSMs is <a href="http://www.vfaq.com." target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com.</a> Also check out <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com</a> for another good upgrade path. If you want come good parts, buy them from SlowBoyRacing's eBay auctions as they are being sold cheaper on eBay than their site right now. They have a very good price on a Big 16G turbo (new) on eBay right now.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-14-2003||10:40 PM||||STUPID ? I KNOW WHAT ARE DSM'S?  i HEARD THERE ARE TWO RESTRICTIONS CONCERNING BOOST THAT YOU CAN PERFORM EASILY ONE CONCERNS THE MASS SENSOR HOW DO YOU PERFORM THEM?||12.222.100.26||reg||1||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||07-14-2003||10:46 PM||||First of all your car isn't a DSM.<br /><br />For the fifth time today quit typing in all caps.  <br /><br />If you would take the time to search you could totally find all of this stuff.  Your question doesn't even make sense.  If you want to know something in regards to the MAS, go to the search function, and type in "MAS" and see what kind of useful information turns up.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Also read the "Read Me First!" sticky post in Technical.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||number3||07-14-2003||11:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TAMBLERAMBLE:<br /><strong> STUPID ? I KNOW WHAT ARE DSM'S?  i HEARD THERE ARE TWO RESTRICTIONS CONCERNING BOOST THAT YOU CAN PERFORM EASILY ONE CONCERNS THE MASS SENSOR HOW DO YOU PERFORM THEM? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Advice...<br /><br /><br />1) Stop typing in caps.<br /><br /><br />2) Who called you Stupid?<br /><br /><br />3) Proof read your posts.<br /><br /><br />4) Take it easy with the attitude. It will get you much farther.<br /><br /><br />5) The others are right. You shoudl do a search and read. A GVR4 is not a DSM.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-14-2003||11:37 PM||||what is the reason to not type in caps? i am curious. sorry about typing in caps anyways. thank you to those who gave the link sites. this is all new to me new computer and car i sign the paperwork tomorrow. i have to give them the money too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   what is a dsm??????????????||12.222.100.26||reg||1||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897||yes
Z||000010||turboflanagan||07-14-2003||11:49 PM||||Quite a few of us read quite a bit on the computer and seeing all caps kindof makes our eyes go crossed and it is not easy to read.  Proper punctuation, grammer and capitalization are useful in effective communication.  Please give that respect.<br /><br />DSM stands for Diamond Star Motors.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a><br />Exhaust that site and all the links.  You may learn more than you thought.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-15-2003||12:04 AM||||thabk you very much turbo. do you have a moment to answer a question for me?||12.222.100.26||reg||1||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897||yes
Z||000012||BlackHole||07-15-2003||07:30 AM||||Tambleramble,<br /><br />I would also strongly suggest you do a good bit of reading including  <a href="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/" target="_blank">"Questions you will ask that have been answered a thousand times already"</a>. While it is for DSMs, much of this will apply to GVR4s.<br /><br />While we do support newbies here [we were all one at some point], you'll find the going a lot easier if you do your homework.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||07-15-2003||11:08 AM||||Typing in all capitals is considering yelling.<br /><br />DSMs were assembled in Normal, IL with Mitsubishi and Chrysler parts.  The Galant VR-4 was assembled in Japan and is (mostly) all Mitsubishi.<br /><br />Your official car color is "Nile Black Metallic".<br /><br />Welcome to the board!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||TLT||07-15-2003||11:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong><br /><br />2) Who called you Stupid?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He meant the question mark to mean "question."  He was trying to say "I have a stupid question."   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000015||spoulson||07-15-2003||11:44 AM||||I think this is a fine chance to add the VFAQ and other FAQ links to the sticky...||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000016||number3||07-15-2003||12:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TLT:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong><br /><br />2) Who called you Stupid?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He meant the question mark to mean "question."  He was trying to say "I have a stupid question."    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh? Sorry I speak english.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||jonvr4||07-15-2003||01:31 PM||||hey tamblerambler where are you from? colorado?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum2/002775.cgi
A||||9||Bobbo||Another Issue...||||8||||Bobbo||00000641
Z||000000||Bobbo||07-14-2003||09:30 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||Alright, I would like to thank the folks who gave me some advice on the "CAR WON'T START PROBLEM", it was just the terminal being dirty and loose. Now, ANOTHER problem has insued! Just a few days ago, I'm driving and I see the brake light go on and I hear a rustic kinda grinding noise in the rear. It happens when I accelerate the car slowly or when I ease into a stop. But once the car gets going, I don't hear it any more. Man, I haven't even touch the car and things start to go wrong. Well, that's what happens when buying 10+ year old car. Any advice guys? Is it the rear brakes or what?||66.119.34.39||reg||8||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-14-2003||09:32 PM||||I would just pull one of the pads and see if maybe the indicator is rubbing. The brake light coming on is odd and as far as I know that only happens when there is low fluid, ABS problem, or the e-brake is on.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||07-14-2003||11:10 PM||||One time I got a pebble caught in between the brake dust shield and the rotor. It was noisy.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||07-15-2003||11:42 AM||||The rear calipers are notorious for dragging/seizing... it will cause your ABS to freak out.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||curtis||07-15-2003||04:18 PM||||the o rings in the rear calipers are square and over time swell. The car will brake fine but the caliper want retract. I replaced mine with a plan o ring from advance auto parts.  no leaks and running fine been on there for about 2 years||65.135.143.82||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||07-15-2003||05:11 PM||||Have you checked the brake fluid level? Have you looked for any drips after you park the car? I just had one of my brake lines give out after 12 years.||68.158.203.206||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||Bobbo||07-15-2003||11:38 PM||||Well, I go look at my rear brakes and I noticed that my rear right rotor looks iffy. So, I go and inspect the rotor, and there are circular GROOVES in the rotor!!! I touch it, and the calipers or something is digging into the rotor, leaving that not so smooth feel. Man, I never seen that happen in anybody elses car. If indeed, the calipers do tend to freeze, will the replacement of the O-rings fix that. I checked the brake fluid, and it is at the required level betwwen the min and max line and nothing is leaking.||66.119.33.135||reg||8||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000007||Bobbo||07-17-2003||12:52 AM||||Anyone? I want to fix this rear brake problem ASAP before something worse happens:(||66.119.33.135||reg||9||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000008||RTS182G-VR4||07-17-2003||02:29 AM||||finally i find someone who had a brake line break!  i had a rear one completly let go while im driving, no brakes!  sounds like your pads are not wearing even and are scoring the rotors, mine do it but i have crossdrilled rotors.  i dont think its your problem though.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000009||BlackHole||07-17-2003||07:07 AM||||Replacing the caliper o-ring may help. The grooves in the rotor are probably from a small rock or other junk wedged into the pad - I've had it happen many times.<br /><br />In my experience it is the caliper slides that tend to freeze up. Pull the caliper [you don't need to disconnect the fluid brake line] and make sure that everything slides properly. Clean and lube as necessary. Reinstall and I'm guessing that this will solve your problem. If not, it's time for a real brake job.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/002776.cgi
A||||7||GRV4726||egine weight||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||07-14-2003||09:40 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||can someone tell me how much and engine weighs (without trans)? i searched and all i found was 600 to 700 and that sounds ridiculous. i'm thinking 275?<br /><br />i guess i will buy a scale that goes to 300lbs if nobody can figure it out<br /><br />thanks||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-14-2003||09:45 PM||||Well I know the trans weighs about 130 lbs if that helps in comparison at all. I've never had to lift my engine, lol. Used a cherrypicker!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||07-14-2003||09:47 PM||||The last time I had my tranny out I weighed it and it came to just about 100#. Not that this answers your question, but thats what I have to contribute.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||07-14-2003||09:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> The last time I had my tranny out I weighed it and it came to just about 100#. Not that this answers your question, but thats what I have to contribute. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, I 'weighed' that shit on my chest, and I only weigh 145 lbs!! My friend told me they weigh about 120-130..||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||07-15-2003||12:34 AM||||well i guess that can give me an estimate but i'm looking for the weight of the engine (i guess i was unclear) so i guess 275 is about right then?<br /><br />thanks for your guesses.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||07-15-2003||01:07 AM||||I"d say low to mid 200 lbs range. Two can lift it. But still pretty damn heavy. Maybe I'll convert to a nice alum B18C5  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||07-15-2003||01:43 AM||||Alright, block is around 92 lbs which I remember distinctly because I had a bet with a couple buddies as to how much it weighs. Thats a bare block (might have had caps on it, don't recall). I seem to recall the crank being about 45lbs.<br /><br />I'd love to see someone compile a website with fully accessorized engine weights. I'm curious in particular to know how much a 13b turbo weighs compared to a 4g63...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||GalantVR41062||07-15-2003||02:09 AM||||it took two guys to get my motor(fully assembled minus exaust manifold and turbo) in and out of the suburban.  I would say ~250-275 with the turbo and manifold.  My 60trim weighed ~18 lbs, and my mutt 1 with the mitsu exaust housing weighed ~21 lbs. <br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum2/002777.cgi
A||||4||boostx||GN turbo on 4G63 ||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||07-14-2003||10:56 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||what is the deal with using a stock GN on the 4G63 cars <br />Anyone here is using one on there car||162.83.220.106||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||07-14-2003||11:00 PM||||it's a t3. it's a dated turbo, but for some reason people think it has more potential over the 14b, but instead it's just a waste of time.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||boostx||07-14-2003||11:13 PM||||so is it a waste of time to go from the stock VR4 turbo to the GN turbo ( the GN turbo is free)||162.83.220.106||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||07-14-2003||11:17 PM||||use the 14b to it's full potential, kill it, and get something bigger(16g at least)!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||curtis||07-15-2003||12:00 AM||||John check to see if you can get a gt series wheel to fit in the compressor housing if not you could go ahead and change the compressor housing and wheel to a to4b or to4e either one will fit especially using the three bolt Gn turbo it has a longer neck that drops turbo down lower than a standard style 4 bolt t3 turbine. the adapter will have to be a special one off piece but im sure that someone in the city can cnc one up for you. going from a three bolt to a 4 will be easy. I think turbonetics sells a flange for the downpipe also. I love the garrett I have I had a standard turbine t3 and a to4b that i built using a beer delievery truck as a donar.  It spooled up as fast as the 14 and was flowing about the same air as a 20g, but was very jerky  you could touch the gas and you would be at 8 pounds and not wanting to be and it die after about 18 pounds it was part compressor wheel design and partly because of the restrictive standard wheel.  then I went to a stage 3 .63 housing and a to4b v1 that I got from turbonetics the .63 it's slow to spool but when Its spooled its running. The best thing about the garretts is there cheap to rebuild and you can run the hell out of them.  Mine has seen 28 pounds a few times and sees 21 pounds daily.  It came with a 360 degree thrust and an inconnel turbine wheel that passes more air than a tdo6 with a 15 degree clip.  the V1 wheel flows 48 pounds of air a min where a 20 g flows around 39 pounds a min.  and the garretts balance out better because the turbine and compressor wheels are closer to the same size. This is where the reliablity goes up.  A friend of mine has been through a bunch of them on his merkur and the v1 with a .48 is the right size for a engine in the 2.0 liter range. he's got a long rod 2.3 that has seen 35 pounds and is usually at 21 to 25 on the street  the .63 are slower to spool and the super s v and h wheels just don't run on the bottom end like the v wheels.  the new gt series have a lot faster spool up and with the ball bering option will be at full spin as fast as a 14b and flow over 900 cfm.   we all know how fast the GN's are the turbo may fly on the car with the small compressor it should spin up very quick and will definiatly out run a 16 G it will probably push the same air as a big 16 and its free.<br />John go for it you have it use it.||65.135.142.32||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/002778.cgi
A||||21||merikgvr4||ok, time to upgrade from 16g||||10||||merikgvr4||00000026
Z||000000||merikgvr4||07-15-2003||03:56 AM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||Buddy bought a VR4 and I am getting pumped up to mess with my VR4 again.  I am used to the pull of the 16g.  What is the bad boy turbo now that requires the least amount of mods?  I looked at AGP turbo and they have a complete kit turbo, problem is too many options.  I want a fast spooling turbo and no end to the top end, is there such a thing?<br />Their manifold they say won't crack, anyone here have this setup?  any problems with the welds holding up? <br />What I have now, stock engine, big16g, ND660's, S-AFC, Turbotrix AFR, Walbro 255, starquest ic, 3" full exhaust from Mofugas, water injection setup, will probably have my head ported and get aftermarket cams.  Any other turbo suggestions much appreciated.  TIA.<br /><br />e-rox 1351/2k||64.175.240.158||reg||10||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||07-15-2003||04:00 AM||||Sleeper 16g from Forced Performance.  Looks just like your existing turbo, so nothing physically has to change, just exchange the turbos.  That's it.  If you want to get really crazy, try their FP30 series.  There's a post in the for sale section about a sleeper 16g, and last I checked it hadn't sold.  That thread talks about it's capabilities.||198.88.145.217||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||07-15-2003||04:03 AM||||What about the tried and true 20g? I had one on a Talon and really liked it, many a car has gone fast and had fun with a 20g......||24.209.155.39||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||merikgvr4||07-15-2003||04:04 AM||||Thing is I want an upgrade I can feel as I feel the big16g slow now compared to when I first installed it, I'm sure you know the feeling.  I want to upgrade to the most turbo I can run with the mods that I currently have and plan to acquire in the future.<br />Thanks though, will check out your suggestion.<br /><br />e-rox 1351/2k<br /><br />edit. replied without seeing your post ducktape, I wanted to try out the Garrett hybrids and see what it is all about.  So AGP or FP I think.||64.175.240.158||reg||1||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||07-15-2003||04:11 AM||||Some other style turbos if you want, if your going Garret, go Garret.....<br /><a href="http://www.cheapturbo.com" target="_blank">www.cheapturbo.com</a>||24.209.155.39||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000005||merikgvr4||07-15-2003||04:16 AM||||Much thanks ducktape, I appreciate you staying up till 4 am to help a vr4 brotha out.  Will chek em out in the morning.<br /><br />e-rox 1351/2k||64.175.240.158||reg||1||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||07-15-2003||04:29 AM||||Here are more turbo links:<br /><br />wwww.turbochargers.com<br /><a href="http://www.dallasturbo.com/main.html" target="_blank">www.dallasturbo.com/main.html</a><br /><a href="http://www.precisionte.com/" target="_blank">www.precisionte.com/</a><br /><a href="http://64.225.76.178/main.htm" target="_blank">http://64.225.76.178/main.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.turboneticsinc.com/" target="_blank">www.turboneticsinc.com/</a><br /><a href="http://turborepair.com/" target="_blank">http://turborepair.com/</a><br /><a href="http://www.3tm.50megs.com/catalog.html" target="_blank">www.3tm.50megs.com/catalog.html</a>||24.209.155.39||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000007||BlackHole||07-15-2003||07:20 AM||||You want fast spooling and more top end? Well, that is the compromise of any turbo: spool vs. max flow. Even with the ball bearing units you still have to balance trading one for the other.<br /><br />The stock manifold doesn't flow too well after 6500rpm. Switch to an aftermarket intake manifold like Magnus or FRH.<br /><br />The best bang for the buck on turbos these days seems to be the PTE cast Garretts. It really depends what you you want the car to do and what your definition of "least amount of mods". The only bolt-in turbo upgrade w/ zero changes I know of is the FP sleeper 16G.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000008||merikgvr4||07-15-2003||09:11 AM||||Hi Kyle, not willing to change intake manifolds as that would not make me pass visual come smog time.<br />If there is a trade off, I'd rather have quicker spoolup as opposed to top end.<br />Min amount of mods, not willing to cut up engine mounts or plugging water lines.<br />I will be selling my setup, 2g ex. man and 02 housing and the TRE big 16g. so I will be needing an ex. man and 02 housing. What is the consensus about the turbo manifold of AGP, holding up to the heat?  Or will I need to get the cast ones that Garrett makes?<br />Thanks for all the help fellas.||64.175.240.158||reg||1||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||07-15-2003||09:27 AM||||After getting info off the board about the sleeper 16g I called FP to ask about pricing and the turbo itself. To have my small 16g rebuilt into a sleeper 16g with the tdo5h exhaust wheel is I think $550 and with the tdo6 wheel it is $100 more. I probably would have just bought the one in the for sale section if mine couldn't be rebuilt into one so cheaply. I'm gonna send my turbo off this fall to have it done.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||1quickvr4||07-15-2003||09:35 AM||||The AGP t3/T4 kit is badd ass. The tube header they use does NOT crack. Its made by SFP. I would just get a 50 or 57 trim with a stg 3 wheel and a .63 ar if your set on going garret with this kit. I have looked a long time for a tube header that would not crack and I have never heard of one cracking.  On the other hand dont rule out the sleeper16 , The second fastest VR4 used one to run a 11.4. Dont let the 16g part of the name fool you either, Its a bad mo fo.||209.244.94.246||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000011||BlackHole||07-15-2003||10:04 AM||||merikgvr4,<br /><br />Ah, to live in a land w/o emissions testing. Visual inspection, what's that?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  So how are you going to pass inspection with an AGP kit w/ external WG?<br /><br />This might be a bit off topic, but you want spool? Build a 2.3L and keep the turbo setup you have. A big 16G + 2.3L will rip on the street. Not enough top end? Upgrade the 16 to sleeper16g and you'll have some top end. If you do the 2.3L yourself and the sleeper upgrade, you aren't spending much more than the $1700 AGP kit. You'll give up some top end but get a lot of bottom end power.<br /><br />just another idea...||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000012||merikgvr4||07-15-2003||11:17 AM||||Thanks again Kyle, another angle to my problem.  I'll wait till my engine explodes, then build it up.<br />My smog guy is pretty cool, as long as he doesn't see it up top, he ain't gonna look underneath.<br />Although, I heard we are switching over to enhanced smog so might need to plumb the dump tube back into the exhaust.<br />Ok will look into the sleeper 16g, was really set into the AGP turbo but will keep my options open.||156.39.169.104||reg||1||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||07-15-2003||11:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> The AGP t3/T4 kit is badd ass. The tube header they use does NOT crack. Its made by SFP. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If that's the same header that Gabor (sleeper) has, I wouldn't pay $500 for it.  The build quality seemd kinda iffy, but maybe I'm just remembering it wrong.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||merikgvr4||07-15-2003||01:58 PM||||Gabor(sleeper) please step in.  I just got an email from Ben at AGP Turboes.  he said they have sold around 100 and had 2 manifolds crack.  He also said it cracked even before they put it on the car.<br />I can't find info on the Sleeper 16G btw.  help.||156.39.169.104||reg||1||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||07-15-2003||02:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by merikgvr4:<br /><strong><br />I can't find info on the Sleeper 16G btw.  help. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net/" target="_blank">http://www.forcedperformance.net/</a><br /><br />Call them and ask about the sleeper 16G.  I don't know what else you could possibly want to know about it that wasn't already covered in this thread.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000016||merikgvr4||07-15-2003||02:29 PM||||Thanks Howard.  I'm in the office and they don't want us making personal calls.<br />Also can't I read up on this turbo?  What was covered in this thread?  That the sleeper put the 2nd quickest vr4 on the map?  What were his mods?<br />You know if you are getting pissed with my post then don't help.  You are making me look like a dumb ass, and now an @@#$%% with this post.  I haven't kept up with whats what in the Vr4 world.<br />BTW, I have checked their site and there is nothing there about this turbo.  So no thanks for your link.<br /><br />erick vr4 a...hole<br /><br />sorry everyone else.  can't shout here at work.||156.39.169.104||reg||1||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||07-15-2003||02:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by merikgvr4:<br /><strong> Thanks Howard.  I'm in the office and they don't want us making personal calls.<br />Also can't I read up on this turbo?  What was covered in this thread?  That the sleeper put the 2nd quickest vr4 on the map?  What were his mods?<br />You know if you are getting pissed with my post then don't help.  You are making me look like a dumb ass, and now an @@#$%% with this post.  I haven't kept up with whats what in the Vr4 world.<br />BTW, I have checked their site and there is nothing there about this turbo.  So no thanks for your link.<br /><br />erick vr4 a...hole<br /><br />sorry everyone else.  can't shout here at work. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa, chill the hell out, dude, no offense intended.  Drink a beer and take a deep breath, I wasn't trying to piss you off.  My advice when inquiring about DETAILS of any turbo setup are to go straight to the horse's mouth (in addition to considering message board opinions).  FP has multiple email addresses, so don't bitch about not being able to make a phone call during the day.  <br /><br />I was trying to make the point that much about that turbo has been explained in this thread, and also in the archives of this board.  <br /><br />The build was discussed in detail.  As mentioned, the exhaust side is TD05H-TD06-TD06H and the cold side is a 20G wheel.  Full spool is about 3700 RPM when flooring it in 3rd gear at 3K.  <br /><br />Yes, it got Victor Brant to an 11.47 and 400hp at the wheels.  For his mod list, go  <a href="http://www.victorbrant.com/" target="_blank">here.</a> <br /><br />I love mine, and it screams at 20psi.  At 22psi, it feels worlds better.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000018||Doug Thomas||07-15-2003||03:00 PM||||I know of two Galants have run 11s with a FP sleeper 16G Victor Brant and Dale. Victor did run 11.4 with his, but he drove the car very hard to get those times, 1.59 �60, 4.7 330�, BF Goodrich drag radials and stutter box. I wish I could pull some '60 and 330' like that. I don�t know what Dale set-up was, but he did run high 11s.<br /><br />Curt Brown also ran some crazy mph with one in his 1G FWD DSM, but Curt seems to run fast with any turbo from FP.<br /><br />If I remember right Sleeper 16G from FP goes for $1000-$1100||12.10.219.45||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000019||merikgvr4||07-15-2003||04:24 PM||||Ok sorry bout that.  Just had too much going on at the same time.<br />I emailed FP last night when I posted here and I think Curtis said the same thing, to give em a call.  I emailed back about not being able to call.  So far no reply.<br />Sorry Howard.||156.39.169.104||reg||1||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000020||Akidosigh1||07-15-2003||08:10 PM||||what is required to pass smog? if you use something that has a carb number, does that make it ok to upgrade a part? like if a intake manifold had a CARB number... something like a venom intake manifold...? would u still fail smog in cali?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000021||turbowop||07-15-2003||09:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> what is required to pass smog? if you use something that has a carb number, does that make it ok to upgrade a part? like if a intake manifold had a CARB number... something like a venom intake manifold...? would u still fail smog in cali? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man I'm glad I don't have to worry about smog nazis. I'm pretty sure that every mod for our cars leading up to the Venom intake(if it even has a CARB number) doesn't have a CARB number. Most parts that have the number are name brand parts for Hondas. And it's usually the cheesy stuff like intakes and catbacks. Our aftermarket is mostly from guys who started out in their garage modding and I don't think they've gone to all the trouble to get CARB numbers for their DSM parts.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/002779.cgi
A||||2||monsterbishi||Boost Control Solenoid||||1||||Monsterbishi||00001886
Z||000000||monsterbishi||07-15-2003||05:33 AM||||Just wondering, does the BCS operate at 12v? I'm toying with the idea of just having a in-cabin switch for an extra +/- 2psi...<br /><br />Cheers,<br />Mark<br />'89 JDM GVR4||203.97.2.242||reg||1||Monsterbishi||00001886||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||07-15-2003||07:08 AM||||Yes. This trick will work. The auto/power switch from an A/T car works nicely.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||07-15-2003||02:01 PM||||Yes, one side of the BCS always has +12 volts on it, and the other side gets switched to ground by the ECU. You could just cut the ground/ECU side, and use a manual switch to switch it to ground. I *believe* it opens when grounded, to allow some of the boost pressure to leak away, back into the intake. When ungrounded, it will close, allowing all the boost pressure to reach the wastegate, and lowering the boost ~2psi.||68.153.91.62||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002780.cgi
A||||11||crucible||Dam, still running hot||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||07-15-2003||07:27 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Recently I posted a prob with #114 running hot.After heeding all the advice I replaced Tstat,rad cap,upper/lower hoses.Still the temp gauge will top out a little over the mid point and cycle back under over and over.My logger reads from 96 to 105.Most of my driving is normal meaning little to no boost(my commute has wicked traffic).I did try to bleed the air and Ill try again.<br />Im at the point where the rad is going to get replaced.Just wanted to know if my logger readings seem normal and Im being too cautious.<br />BTW, the TB and water pump are going to be replaced in a few weeks.<br /><br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||07-15-2003||07:36 AM||||What's the problem? Your logger reads 96-105 C [205-221 F] I'm guessing? That sounds about right, if maybe slightly high. As long as the fans are working, I wouldn't be too worried. If you really are concerned about the radiator, just pull it and have a rad shop test it [cheap & easy] and you'll know for sure.<br /><br />Ignore the stock temp gauge, it is worthless as anything more than a warning light.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||07-15-2003||09:13 AM||||is the alt.,crank p/s belt tight, not loose or squeaking?||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||07-15-2003||09:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> Ignore the stock temp gauge, it is worthless as anything more than a warning light. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, mine starts off at about 1/3 hot every morning, even 20*F mornings.  And I still don't have heat till I get half way to work (3 miles).||207.69.85.107||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||07-15-2003||09:59 PM||||My stock gauge usually shows a little over halfway but the logger is consistently between 194 and 199 degrees F. I don't even pay attention to the factory gauge. I've seen it all the way to the 3/4 mark before even with the logger showing only 199 degrees F.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||07-15-2003||11:38 PM||||yea,my gauge goes slightly over the half way mark also,i think these gauges are shit.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||crucible||07-17-2003||07:05 AM||||Well, the moment has arrived a little early.My water pump went and destroyed some acc belts with it.I was going to get it replaced in a few weeks along with the Tbelt but its getting done now.Luckily I was only going about 40 and there was a shoulder to pull off onto.<br />I was quoted 540$ for job and was cool with that.Until I was told that some "dampner" pressed onto the crankshaft fell apart and needed replaced.Anyone vouch for this "dampner" or what ever its called or am I getting hosed.This part is 170$ alone.I told the shop to keep the part so I can see it.<br /><br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||Matticus||07-17-2003||07:28 AM||||There is the harmonic dampner. Or the crank pulley, but it is not a 170 dollar part.  At least not the OE part. When mine broke it was 96$ shipped.  I guess 540 bucks is pretty good for changing the TB and water pump.  Just make sure they know what they are doing, the timing belt is nothing to mess around with.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000008||crucible||07-18-2003||07:15 AM||||Well, I hate to prolong this problem.<br /><br />Got #14 back after new pump,TB,belts,and crank pulley.(170 bucks for the pulley BTW!).It still runs warmer than it should and doesnt feel like its running right.Dunno,hard to describe but seems like the timing is off or missing spark,something though.It idles weird,spitting from the exhaust.I had to raise the base idle because it would barely keep idle steady.Before the work it purred at idle.<br />Besides checking the base timing,any ideas why it runs different after this work was done?<br />The battery was disconnected so I assume the ECU was reset.Would this mess up the way it runs?<br />Any ideas would help when I take it back.Sometimes taking your car back is like sending your entree back to the chef.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||Ant||07-18-2003||07:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> The battery was disconnected so I assume the ECU was reset.Would this mess up the way it runs?<br />Crucible </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If they disconnected your Battery and reset the ECU it is going to take some time for the ECU to relearn the car.  Sometimes my car idles fine after a reset and sometimes it needs a day or two.  <br /><br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000010||Matticus||07-18-2003||08:01 AM||||I can almost bet the exhaust cam is off by a tooth.  It will idle really wierd and seem like it wants to die.  It is too easy to get the exhaust off by one tooth.  It almost makes the car sound like a muscle car with a set of hot cams. Once you get the RPMs up the car should run ok and pull pretty good.  Take the upper timing belt cover off and attempt to line up the timing marks.  That would be the first thing to do.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000011||crucible||07-30-2003||12:59 PM||||Well, what an ordeal this has been.<br /><br />Finally found what was giving me hot coolant readings.I replaced water pump,upper/lower rad hoses,Tsat,cap, and radiator and still same.Them 2 little friggin hoses going to the turbo.One sprung a leak and the other was ready to explode.Even after replacing the leaky one, I was still getting hot readings.The hose that was ready to explode had a 90deg pre bend to it.Tried a straight hose but that kept binding up.Fuck me!What the hell, I tried my local Mitsu and hot damn, they had that short pre bent hose.And I was only charged 11$ for that little fugger!<br />Now I log way cooler readings.Nice to get the Tbelt/water pump/radiator out of the way but I wouldnt be surprised if it was those 2 hoses that were fuckin with me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Im outta here<br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/002781.cgi
A||||5||mixx2001||Anyone have a VCE?||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||07-15-2003||10:08 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||Ok I don't know if any of you remember.  But a while ago I posted some problems with my drivetrain, shortly after rebuilding just about all of it.  It was jerking around low speed turns.  Some suggested a broken Center Diff or a welded VC.  Well I finally pulled the outside cover and with the help of some pictures off the net discovered that I do infact have a VCE.  Most people use this to be able to remove the X-case and driveshaft in order to run FWD for Dyno purposes.  But alot of people leave it in after reinstalling the driveshaft and X-case in order to acheive true 50/50 front to rear power distribution.  My question is how many of you have a VCE and are launching your cars with the 3 bolt?  And how many are launching period with the 3 bolt?  And finally for how long?  Any thoughts will be appreciated.  I have yet to lauch this car (use to launch the shit out of my Talon all the time with no problems) and was wondering how careful I should be.  I do have 17x8 wheels so there is more potential for abuse to the drivetrain than with some over-inflated 15x6's. What do you guys think?<br /><br /><br />I should also add that the VCE has made an already remarkably well handling car even better.  With the 17x8's, the AGX's, and Whiteline Bars this car was already a moster through the twisties.  But the VCE has added this tendency to effortlessly bring the rear out when cornering while still providing tons of control.  Reguardless if it's safe to lauch or not I will adopt a Sheperd school of launching technique in order to keep this mod in the car.||65.165.18.241||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-15-2003||10:47 AM||||As far as launching with the 3-bolt goes, I launch mine way too much and it's given me no problems.   I'm running the stock wheels though and usually spin them the first car length so I'm not too worried about breaking the drivetrain. <br /><br />ACT 2600 + Stutterbox + 18psi =   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||07-15-2003||03:22 PM||||Yeah, I wouldn't be as worried if I had some 15x6's.  I'd just bump em' up to about 48psi and play drift king all day.  But like I said, with the wheel/tire/suspension combo I have now I can leave my buddy in his modded 98 911tt through the eses, and I'm not about to give that up for 4-wheel burnouts (although I do miss em).||65.165.18.241||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR41062||07-16-2003||11:15 AM||||4 bolt and be done with it.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||07-16-2003||11:52 AM||||is the vce actually worth it? i was thinking of getting one in the future.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||07-16-2003||12:13 PM||||I think so.  Like I said I have'nt tried to launch the car yet so, it may blow the 3 bolt right out the back of the car.  But as far as handling is concered it's a Godsend.  I'm tellin you, not since the last time I drove my buddies highly modified Seven have I expirenced handling like this.  It's like magic when you enter a turn and right about the time you normally get the AWD understeer, you instead get and oversteer condition buffered with complete control.  I love it.  Even on low speed hairpins, it's as if the car simply sits and rotates.  If I could just get my IC piping worked out so my Boost wouldn't come in so late, drifts would be no problem.  Of course there is the obvious advantage of being able to remove the driveshaft for Dyno time.  But there is also a price to pay for 50/50 power distribution.  In parking lots and neighborhoods, 90 degrees becomes a hassle.  As the car will buck alittle around turns.  But at 20+mph it's virtually un-noticable.  Lets just say you won't be doing many U-turns.||65.165.18.67||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/002782.cgi
A||||4||Akidosigh1||Need Help on Exhaust Manifold..||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||07-15-2003||07:22 PM||||Does anyone know the thread size for the Turbo-Manifold stud???<br /><br />My brother is about 60 miles away working on my galant... He said that he put the stud into the manifold and the three bolts to hold the turbo on... i don't really know what happened but he said he needs a new nut for the turbo-manifold stud. i told him to take a bolt and get a bolt but he is lazy and wants a new nut... so does anyone know the thread size for that stud?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||GVR4458||07-15-2003||10:11 PM||||Get rid of the stud entirely.  Have him bring the bolt to a mitsu dealer or a hardware store and get a replacement bolt (like the other 3) or a grade 8 steel bolt from the hardware store.  In the future, removing the manifld or turbo is less of a pain.<br /><br />EH||68.73.88.107||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||07-15-2003||10:22 PM||||I had to get the thread and other bolt info for some tranny bolts and I got a guy at the dealership to help me out and look them up. He found 'em and you might have some good luck if you call your local dealers parts or service dept.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||07-16-2003||09:30 AM||||i HIGHLY agree.  replace that stud NOW, or you will really regret it later.  and also, make him use never sieze, and the nickel base, not the aluminum base.  if you use aluminum base, it will act like a threadLOCKER.  also, the factory washers are the way to go.  you should also replace all the exh to cyl head studs with stainless.  if you reuse the carbon steel studs, you will regret it later when they break off inside the head.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||BlitzVR4||07-16-2003||10:51 AM||||12 X 1.25 You should find it at Pep Boys.||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes



ubb/Forum2/002783.cgi
A||||10||TAMBLERAMBLE||If you need dealer items!!!||||1||||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-15-2003||08:04 PM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||I work at a mitsubishi dealership and can do a little adjusting on price. If you prepay by c-card over phone I can ship free of charge  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.222.100.26||reg||1||TAMBLERAMBLE||00001897||yes
Z||000001||curtis||07-15-2003||11:16 PM||||congrats on the purchase of such a low mile car.<br /><br />I'll give you a call sometime because the guys at the dealership here are assholes. Post your dealership name and number If you don't care. The parts manager told me the day the evos arrived that "I needed to quit lusting because I could afford one anyway" I told him I didn't know what he made but with what made I could right him a f   ing check (I wish)but why should I buy a slow car when I could pull it faster than it could go and proceded to try to talk him into a race. He shut the hell up and walked into the waiting room and told a guy in his sixty's that they just finished his engine and put it under warranty but really shouldn't have because he didn't know how to change his oil.  what an ass||65.135.143.53||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-16-2003||10:06 AM||||Curtis, you crack me up when I can understand what you're saying!||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||07-16-2003||10:11 AM||||you didn't post the phone number so we'll just have to make a SWAG.....||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000004||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-16-2003||02:05 PM||||What is a swag? The number is 756-449-2189. Make sure and ask for brian. later||4.3.41.36||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||07-16-2003||03:30 PM||||<a href="http://www.acronymfinder.com/af-query.asp?p=dict&String=exact&Acronym=SWAG" target="_blank">http://www.acronymfinder.com/af-query.asp?p=dict&String=exact&Acronym=SWAG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=swag" target="_blank">http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=swag</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||07-16-2003||04:10 PM||||no shit, thanks.<br /><br />lafayette. Indiana right? not to far from me!||65.227.204.153||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||number3||07-16-2003||04:11 PM||||Is there a problem with <a href="http://www.partznet.com?" target="_blank">www.partznet.com?</a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||07-16-2003||04:47 PM||||isnt a SWAG man a guy who camped beside a billabong, under the shade of a coolabah tree?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||07-17-2003||01:21 PM||||Ken, don't sit under the coolabah tree with anyone else but me.<br /><br />I vote for moving/nuking this thread.  The only technical question had nothing to do with VR-4s.||12.247.128.70||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-18-2003||12:41 AM||||sorry hert. I guess i picked a good subject in the wrong room  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes



ubb/Forum2/002784.cgi
A||||16||RTS182G-VR4||EVO III swap?||||2||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||07-16-2003||02:33 AM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i had an offer a few days ago to buy an evo III engine w/out exhaust mani and trubo.  i already have an evo manifold and 16g (both ported) so i do not need these items.  the engine has somwhere in the blaapark of 25k mi on it.  i understand this engine had 270 hp stock.  what do you think the motors worth and is the swap worth the hassle?||198.81.26.80||reg||2||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing GVR4||07-16-2003||05:35 AM||||on the Evo3 motors, the only upgrades compared to a GVR4 engine is the Turbo, Injectors, Throttle Body? (use US TB) and some internal parts of the transmission. Other that that, its the same. I would recomend buying a regular Gvr4 long block. The evo long block is probably worth 800-1000 if in good condition. Hope this helps  <br /><br /><br />BTW, please correct me if im wrong. Thanks||66.75.46.181||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-16-2003||08:40 AM||||You do NOT want any EVO engine for your car.  It is a 7-bolt engine (weaker, won't work with your motor mounts, i don't think you can use your tranny either).  Get a 90-92 DSM 4G63 or else a GVR4 engine.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||07-16-2003||08:59 AM||||Paul,<br /><br />I'm not sure why people are stuck on this. EVO I-III are 6-bolt blocks. EVO IV+ are 7-bolts with the motor reversed 180 degress.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||07-16-2003||09:11 AM||||Here we go again.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Taken from RRE's website:<br /><br />"EVO Motors: The valve covers of the EVO 1-3 motors will be a kind of titanium color. They are the same as a US 2G motor with nothing fancy. They have the smaller 2G style intake ports, a small runner intake manifold with a larger plenum and a larger throttle body than a 2G motor. Still they are hard to find. Many are from other 4G63 powered cars and can have small 13G sized turbos. They will not bolt into a 1G because there are no provisions for the front roll stopper motor mounts that bolt to the block. Everything in Japan from 94 and up has the front and rear roll stopper motor mounts on the transmission 2G Eclipse style. Many people are running around yapping about how they have an EVO motor in their car. If it bolts into a 1G, it isn't an EVO motor."||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||miturra||07-16-2003||10:48 AM||||I was wondering if anyone has put an Evo I to III in our Galant VR4's. From what I understand, it can be done. But as the web site at RRE brings out, it would take alot of work to make it fit and function in our cars. Is it worth it?||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||07-16-2003||10:59 AM||||Its not worth it, And yeah you can put it in if you dont want to use a front motor mount. There is NO MOUNTING POINT FOR THE FRONT MOTOR MOUNT ON THE BLOCK.||65.56.122.246||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||BluFalcon||07-16-2003||02:20 PM||||All right Zach settle down...  Put the AMG grill down slowly, thats a good guy.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||07-16-2003||02:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I was wondering if anyone has put an Evo I to III in our Galant VR4's. From what I understand, it can be done. But as the web site at RRE brings out, it would take alot of work to make it fit and function in our cars. Is it worth it?<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would you put a 2g motor in your car? Exactley.||64.157.114.106||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||1quickvr4||07-16-2003||02:30 PM||||Ok, You can put that type of motor in your car. If you use the tranny and rear diff. The outlines to make the motor mount are on here. It consists of a big F-ing spacer to run from the tranny to the front crossmember or you can put 2g style mounts on you car. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.vysor.com/lancerproject.htm" target="_blank">http://www.vysor.com/lancerproject.htm</a><br /><br />Its in there, Just look a bit.||64.157.114.106||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||07-16-2003||03:06 PM||||It's a waste of time and money.  2G engines suck.  Why do you think 2g owners swap in 6-bolts?  Just buy the right engine, it's not like they are hard to come by.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||07-16-2003||05:39 PM||||but it's an evo.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||jonvr4||07-17-2003||12:50 AM||||i may have a short block assembly for sale, for the right price.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000013||RTS182G-VR4||07-17-2003||02:16 AM||||how many miles on it?  im worried about my valve seals though.  does anyone know if they tend to leak with higher mi?  anyways, if the evo III engine is a six bolt (which it is)  then it is not a 2g motor.  the evo three engine is the strongest and most capable evo engine built.  i read somewhere this engine can produce more power than any other 4g63 with stock internals.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000014||BlackHole||07-17-2003||07:18 AM||||Paul,<br /><br />I stand corrected about the EVO I-III motors. I was always told otherwise by other reputable sources. If RRE says it, it's probably true - my mistake.<br /><br />RTS182G-VR4,<br /><br />Valve seals age like eveything else and will start to leak oil. Once you hit <1000mi / 1qt oil consumption with good compression it's probably time to redo the head.<br /><br />If RRE says that the EVO III is a 7-bolt, then there is no doubt that it cannot be the strongest 4g63 motor. It may have come with the most stock horsepower, but that is not the same thing. 6-bolt motors are brutally strong which is why all of the racers use them.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000015||bujang_hensem||07-17-2003||09:47 PM||||yeah you are right...7 bolt start from vr4rs 240hp up to evo 1-3 ... most of the guy over here that are using evo engine but want more hp change it to 6 bolt engine..or change the internal with 6 bolt internal ..much more stronger||202.186.54.33||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000016||RTS182G-VR4||07-18-2003||01:18 AM||||i went to the rre site and i stand corrected as well.  if the evo engines are 2g, they must also suffer from crank walk?  never mind that swap...||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/002785.cgi
A||||8||mixx2001||Fuel System Q's||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||07-16-2003||01:05 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||In my previous car (90 Tsi AWD) I could not run anything over 15psi without hitting horendous amounts of Fuel Cut.  So I bought the S-AFC and everything was ok.  I don't seem to have this problem with the VR4.  The MAS isn't hacked, and all I have is a 3KGT fuel pump.  But for some reason theres no fuel cut.  DSM's raise fuel pressure at a 1:1 ratio right?  So as long as you don't hit fuel cut and don't see any knock (and of course have a bigger fuel pump) you really don't have anything to worry about right?  The reason I ask is because I'm thinking of going ahead buying the SMC Alky kit and about 19psi, as long as I don't see too much knock of course.  What do you guy's think?||65.165.18.67||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-16-2003||01:09 PM||||What boost are you running right now to not hit fuel cut?  Also, make sure someone else didn't back out the lower screw on the MAF.<br /><br />The only difference I know is the GVR4 MAF never had a lower honey come on the MAF.  I think that lets more air without creating vortexs.||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-16-2003||02:20 PM||||I used to hit fuel cut running 18 or so psi on a cold day with the stock mas.<br /><br />I would say go for as much as boost as you can get, but monitor knock and O2's on your logger to be sure things aren't getting out of hand.  If you fuel cut, back your boost down 1psi and see how it does.  Or, just have Jeff O modify your ECU and you'll never have to worry about it again.  Oh yeah, watch your injector duty cycles as well.  I know at 18psi I am running 130-140% on the 450's.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||07-16-2003||02:45 PM||||I've still got the lower honeycomb, and the screw's not backed out.  Most boost the car has seen was 17.5psi so maybe I just haven't pushed it all the way.  I have the HK$ Super Mega Flow intake.  That thing doesn't come with a MAS does it?  Everything is pretty much the way it was when I got it.  Only I had to replace the entire drivetrain.  So I don't know if maybe the ECU was moddified already or not.  I don't think so.  I plan on sending Jeff my ECU as soon as I can.<br /><br />Yeah, I will have to keep an eye on those Duty Cycles.  I always thought that my Talon's 450's were being pre-maturely maxed out due to the S-AFC.  And that maybe if I had no fuel cut (Jeff) that I could run close to 20psi without burnin em up.  As long as I had some Alky to keep things safe.  Hmmm, I guess there's nothing left to do but try it.||65.165.18.67||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||jayru||07-16-2003||08:39 PM||||Just a question, your injectors can only operate to 100% correct? so if your duty cycle is over 100 that means your injectors are stuck open and they cant produce any more fuel. Mabye im wrong, but duty cycles in the 140's would mean the car is way lean bcs the injectors can't keep up?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-16-2003||09:28 PM||||All I can figure is that the actual duty cycle must be based on more of a math equation than an actual reading.  I am running those high duty cycles, but my .02's are in the low-mid .90's and I'm not having any leaning out issues.  Of course, as soon as my 680's arrive the 450's will be getting replaced.  I wouldn't run them that hard for too long.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||07-16-2003||10:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I've still got the lower honeycomb, and the screw's not backed out. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If the lower honeycomb is there than that is NOT the factory Galant MAS.  Our Galants came with the lower honeycomb removed.  The Mas you have is probably from a 1st Gen.  Which is just fine.  But at 17.5 psi I would think you should be hitting fuel cut or damn close to hitting it....||68.76.183.23||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||BlackHole||07-17-2003||07:26 AM||||The 91-94 DSM/GVR4 ECUs report the desired injector duty cycle to meet the internal fueling map, not the actual output. So if you are getting >100% DC, the ECU has got the injectors open as much as possible and you need more injector.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||07-17-2003||08:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br />The Mas you have is probably from a 1st Gen.  Which is just fine.  But at 17.5 psi I would think you should be hitting fuel cut or damn close to hitting it.... </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Weird right?||65.165.18.93||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/002786.cgi
A||||6||GVR4#1862||GVR4 motor mounts VS TEL Mounts ||||1||||GVR4#1382||00000733
Z||000000||GVR4#1862||07-16-2003||03:08 PM||caspergsx@aol.com||i having a little problem <br /><br />i just got my motor in the back in the VR4 i swapped out the front mount (the one under the timing belt )<br />and my freind said he change the other two<br />iam having problems gettting a bolt through the front one (the one beside the timing cover )<br />its like a inch or two off <br /><br />is there any diff in the mounts beside's the front one <br /><br />i bet my friend didnt change them out <br /><br />thanks guys||64.12.96.102||reg||1||GVR4#1382||00000733||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||07-16-2003||06:02 PM||||The one beside the timing cover is the same.<br />Either the front or rear (I think the rear) is different.  The difference is in the length. I think the T/E/L ones are shorter. Been a while though. Must be changed or the drivers side mount (by the timing cover) will not fit.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||07-17-2003||07:28 AM||||Both the front and rear GVR4 engine mounts are different than the TELs by about 3/4". While you can make the TEL ones fit, it is a PITA as you've found out. Swap in the GVR4 stuff and you'll be fine.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||07-17-2003||08:09 AM||||I'm confused.  Seems like everyone has a different interpretation of 'front mount'.  As long as I've ever known, the front mount is always on the front of the car.  The sides are named driver or passenger.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||07-17-2003||09:31 AM||||I believe the front and rears are call roll stops.||63.146.62.141||reg||12||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||BluFalcon||07-17-2003||02:07 PM||||I just used my old GVR4 motor mounts to install a motor into my 90 Talon project.  The mounts were already set up for ProThane mount inserts.  Motor dropped in without a hitch.  I ran into a problem with my first motor install into a GVR4 because the donor block came from a 90 FWD Turbo.  I has left the FWD motor brackets on the engine. <br /> <br />It depends on whet you consider the motor mounts.  There's the mounts that bolt to the crossmembers and unibody.  There's some brackets that bolt to the block.  The front and rear roll stopper that bolt to the front and rear crossmembers,  have the same part number in CAPS.  The rubber transmission mount that bolts tot he passenger side unibody has a different part number, but that's because of the extra support for the MAS? that's welded onto it.  The L shaped mount that bolts onto the engine and unibody on the driver's side also has a different part number, but it does fit.  Like I said, it worked for dropping a motor into my Talon, no reason why it shouldn't work in  reverse.  If the block is from a DSM, check to see if the brackets have been changed out.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||07-17-2003||03:28 PM||||I'm sorry, my memory failed me again. Way back when I tried to put a FWD-T block into the GVR4 and those roll stopper brackets are different. I ended up buying both brackets from Mitsu.<br /><br />I'll have to disagree with BluFalcon here: according to my copy of CAPS the rear roll stopper brackets for M/T 1G AWDs / GVR4 are the same: MD136195. But the front roll stopper brackets are different [that does not preclude interchangeability]: 1G AWD MD133347, GVR4 MD133344. The A/Ts and FWD-Ts are different altogether.<br /><br />Is that clearer? Sorry for the confusion.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/002787.cgi
A||||2||Vr4in'||Oil pump..please read..i need help||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-16-2003||03:14 PM||nohad43@aol.com||Im seting the timing on the galant,on vfaq it says,if the screw driver in the hole and goes in 2.4 in,the oil pump timing is right...the thing is,the screw driver is going in more than 2.4" every time,whats that mean?thanks||24.129.160.243||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||07-16-2003||03:23 PM||||The previous owner removed the rear balance shaft.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||07-16-2003||03:39 PM||||i was setting i,then i said screw it im just gonna throw the tb on however the bs is set.And while i was turning it,it had a little metal slapping noise coming from the rear of the motor.whats that?thanks||24.129.160.243||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002788.cgi
A||||13||Matticus||Normal Coolant Temps||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||07-16-2003||04:11 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||What is the normal coolant temp for our car?  I just got my pocketlogger yesterday and I am getting a reading of about 204 degrees. This is with about 88-90 Outdoor temp and high humidity.  204 sounds kinda hot.  I know on my next day off I want to change the T-stat, and coolant. But what is a normal operating temp for this time of year?||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||07-16-2003||04:13 PM||||my logger reads 204 alot too. thats sounds normal to me. i may be wrong.||65.227.204.153||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||07-16-2003||04:40 PM||||Hi guys,<br /><br />the weather in Virginia today is muggy and hot and 95 deg,<br />my coolant temps according to my gauge is 210deg, then when i look at my stock needle, its exactly where its supposed to be right before the middle notch,<br />hope i explained it well<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||number3||07-16-2003||05:19 PM||||Even more proof that chrome does keep an engine cooler in the summer   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||07-16-2003||05:23 PM||||Ok, I am not alone.  Just making sure it is normal. I read some conflicting information on coolant temps.  It just feels sooooo hot under the hood when I am done driving.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||number3||07-16-2003||06:13 PM||||No you are not alone. I had the same concern a few weeks back. It has been, after all a couple of years since I have really driven number3 anywhere. Even coating don't seem to have much effect.  I open the hood when I get home to help give the paint on the hood a break  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .<br /><br />Turbo cars just emmit alot of heat.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||07-16-2003||06:30 PM||||I wonder if I can fabricate a small grill of some kind and mount it on the valve cover.  The heat mixed with a very slight leak from a manifold crack might make some great smoked burgers.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000007||number3||07-16-2003||06:47 PM||||<a href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&q=manifold+cooking" target="_blank">http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&q=manifold+cooking</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||07-16-2003||09:31 PM||||Never seen my car go over 200...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||Sam Sayes||07-18-2003||12:03 PM||||Even more proof that chrome does keep an engine cooler in the summer <br /><br />--------------------<br />0003/1000<br /><br />Well Harry, the chrome just reflects the heat right off  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||07-18-2003||12:09 PM||||The last time I logged I never went over 192, but then again, that was before the warmer temps.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||07-18-2003||12:31 PM||||That's only normal in Normal.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||GalantVR41062||07-19-2003||01:34 PM||||my coolent temps are a solid 185.  And my air temp right befor my TB is 110deg(a long pull thrue 3rd 4th and 5th).  AEM EMS rules all.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000013||Dan D||07-19-2003||01:47 PM||||OEM thermostats will keep the car better regulated around 190-195.  The stant and similar have an opening temp of 195, but don't flow well enough to maintain much better than 200-205.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/002789.cgi
A||||4||jayru||weird vibrations||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||07-16-2003||08:48 PM||||Ok, here's a strange one. I was out today testin out my new logger and noticed when i powershift 1st to 2nd i get a vibration from the tranny tunnel which dosen't stop until i get off the gas. The weird thing is without the powershift their is no vibration, ever, in any gear at any RPM. Any ideas?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-16-2003||09:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Ok, here's a strange one. I was out today testin out my new logger and noticed when i powershift 1st to 2nd i get a vibration from the tranny tunnel which dosen't stop until i get off the gas. The weird thing is without the powershift their is no vibration, ever, in any gear at any RPM. Any ideas? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What clutch are you running?  Maybe a pissed off pressure plate?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||jayru||07-16-2003||11:02 PM||||i believe it's the act 2300? i bought the car with it. I know it slips at launch above 4000 so it's probally on the way out.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||jayru||07-18-2003||06:49 PM||||For some reason i just don't think it's the pressure plate. any one else experience a similar vibration?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||curtis||07-19-2003||10:24 PM||||Do you have a whinny noise in the tranny? A friend of mine went through my tranny about a year ago and after we got it back in it had a whinny noise and a vibration under hard acceleration.  About 700 miles later the bearing went and first gear along with it.  The bearing prelaod was to tight.  Just a thought don't want it happening to anyone else.  check the condition of the fuild in the gearboxes could be smoked fuild and your getting some gear wear.  Good luck||65.144.153.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/002790.cgi
A||||3||tplesko||ac and power steering removal tips?||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||07-16-2003||08:50 PM||||Hey everyone,<br /><br />For those who have taken out the ac or power steering got any tips? <br /><br />Can the compressor fit out the top with the intake mani still on?  Does the AC condensor come out easily? What about stuff under the dash?<br /><br />Can I remove the power steering stuff and drive for a week or so until i swap the manual rack in or do I need to do it all at once?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||07-16-2003||09:13 PM||||I pulled the AC, but I didnt remove the under dash stuff yet. Every thing comes out easey. The AC comps a pita to remove. Also forget trying to save the ac lines.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||07-17-2003||10:23 AM||||ha ha.  i just did the a/c compressor 3 weeks ago, but i replaced, did not remove.  and, i have a cyclone intake.  some say to take it out the bottom.  no way that sucker was going to clear the whiteline swaybar, so i had to take it out the top.  it will NOT clear the cyclone, so i had to remove the intake.  what fun.  but, i was quoted 1400 to r&r the compressor, so i bought a reman one, new drier, and recharged it at a friend's shop.  total ended up being 250, but my labor.  if i had the one piece intake, it would have been easy.  i would say 4-6 hrs, depending on how fast you are.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||07-17-2003||05:39 PM||||haha, I regret takin my AC out!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/002791.cgi
A||||14||henrok||firewall and hood||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||07-16-2003||10:08 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey i have a question. since i dont have enough money to buy that carbon fiber hood u guys were talking about, i thought of cutting the lower part of the skeleton of my hood just the part rite above the firewall.  i figure this should clear the area and allow for heat to escape just where the wipers are. is there anything attached to the firewall that u think might get wet and mess things up for me?  Do u think this to be a good idea?||64.12.96.102||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||henrok||07-16-2003||10:14 PM||||oh by the way, what can i use to cut this part out. i have a drill, is there any way of cutting this portion out with a drill?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||number3||07-16-2003||10:29 PM||||Just pull the weather stripping off.<br /><br />Your not serious about the drill are you?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||07-16-2003||10:32 PM||||You have a drill huh.  Well let us know how it went next year sometime... That would be alot of holes to drill.  Get yourself a sawzall or die grinder.||68.76.183.23||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||henrok||07-16-2003||10:38 PM||||well the last time i cut some metal i used an adapter for circular sanding on a drill bit.  i wonder if they sell the same thing for cutting.  l||64.12.96.102||reg||4||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||henrok||07-16-2003||10:40 PM||||oh and there is no weather stripping i just want to cut the skeleton on the hood for the portion of the hood that goes from one hood hinge to the next, allowing for about an inch gap of space for heat to escape.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||henrok||07-16-2003||10:42 PM||||hey if this works it might work wonders in the winter time for melting ice off the windshield  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||2||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000007||BlackHole||07-17-2003||07:21 AM||||Since I can't afford a CF hood, I was just going to have a "[" cut in my spare hood [plasma cutters are nice] and bend the resulting tab down into the engine bay. Viola, instant hood vent for cheap.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000008||henrok||07-17-2003||05:23 PM||||hey black hole that is a great idea. what is a plasma cutter? are they expensive?  where can i find one?||152.163.252.33||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000009||joec||07-25-2003||11:51 PM||||Aren't there intake vents for the car's interior at the base of the windshield?  If so, any exhaust gases (carbon monoxide) from under hood will have a pretty direct path into the car.  For example an exhaust leak from something rare and unusual like a broken exhaust manifold stud  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||07-26-2003||01:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> Aren't there intake vents for the car's interior at the base of the windshield?  If so, any exhaust gases (carbon monoxide) from under hood will have a pretty direct path into the car.  For example an exhaust leak from something rare and unusual like a broken exhaust manifold stud   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah....or the smoke that comes out of the catch can filter while the car is running. I know from experience but it's not *that* bad. Only when idling through a parking lot do I notice it.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||henrok||07-26-2003||05:14 PM||||those vents go downward into the car. i think before they go down and into the car, the gases will go up into the air and besides how about the bottom of the engine where there are large open areas? why wouldnt the carbon monoxide escape through there.  any ways, im gonna put some vents on the hood besides cutting up this part of the hood. so most likely it will help. i can also just glue some flaps over the vents (open towards the windshield and closed towards the hood) which should help block from the heat and gases. thanks for the suggestion ill put a carbon monoxide detector inside the car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000012||bazeng||07-27-2003||06:51 AM||||hey mate... dont do that<br />if u want to vent hot air out.. just do what i did..<br /><br />take the bonnet off... buy 2 new bolts / plus 2 extra nuts (for both sides)<br /><br />basically u just remove the standard bolts, add the new longer bolt, and have 2 nuts or whatever to increase the gap between the bolt head and the bonnet.. hard to explain sorta.. hahaha..<br /><br />but u should get the idea..<br />basically it will lift the bonnet up a little (slightly giving a slight gap which allows all the hot air out)..<br /><br />if u dont understand.. check out the jap drift cars.. some of em have it...<br /><br />works a charm... all the hot air just flows out.. but 3 negatives about this.. <br /><br />1. people are constantly telling you that your bonnets not closed,<br />2. people think you have hit your car or is damaged<br />3. you cant use the outside air for the aircon/heater as fumes from the engine will go inside the cabin (oil fumes, etc)||203.166.63.172||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000013||henrok||07-28-2003||06:05 PM||||hey thanks.  <br />But i can use the inside air for the a/c-heater correct?  just switch to recirculating inside air.  i  just hope no one farts inside the car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||14||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000014||bazeng||07-28-2003||07:41 PM||||yep thats right...<br />its cheaper than changing your bonnet.. and sleeperish.. so its all good..<br /><br />yeah.. vent inside air strait away... otherwise you'll end up gettin high..||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/002792.cgi
A||||5||Arty||Clutch fork pivot washer thickness||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||07-17-2003||02:41 AM||||What is the recommended thickness of the washer to pack out the clutch fork pivot.<br />Looking at the wear on the old pivot it looks like 1mm would be ample to compensate for wear ?<br />I wonder, are others who have used a washer trying to compensate for wear or are they trying to improve on the original design operation of the clutch fork and pivot, to raise the clutch pedal engagement off the firewall ? In that case would 4mm thick be better ? Is there any harm in going as thick as 4mm ?<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||07-17-2003||07:02 AM||||Arty,<br /><br />You do not want anything more than ~3mm thick to shim the clutch fork pivot otherwise it will contact the pressure plate. Ask me how I know!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />I've found that a normal split lock washer works very well and is just over 2mm thick. I swap one in every clutch job with a new pivot ball and my clutch pedal engagement is adjustable to the middle of the pedal range.<br /><br />Good luck!||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||Arty||07-17-2003||07:48 PM||||Kyle,<br />I supplied the mechanic with some 3mm split lock washers and some flats. He used the worn fork and pivot and one of the lock washers and one of the thin ones, total about 3.5mm. The engagement height is about the same as where the worn one was, which is fine.<br />I can't hear any scraping noises, that may be caused by anything contacting the pressure plate.<br />What was the symptoms of the pivot contacting the pplate ?<br /><br />John||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000003||Arty||07-20-2003||04:25 AM||||For the archives, I measured the left over split lock and flat washers, they were 2.6mm and 1.3mm respectively, so that's a total of 3.9mm packing of the used pivot, with no sign of interference with the pressure plate.<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||07-21-2003||01:48 PM||||At 4.1mm of shim height under my pivot, you could hear the pressure plate grinding against the clutch fork at idle. It was not a subtle sound, you couldn't miss it.<br /><br />You reused the old pivot? You are a braver man than I, mine was pretty worn and they are cheap. I replace them as a standard wear item.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||Arty||07-21-2003||05:51 PM||||Getting any VR4 parts out of the dealers around here is always a pain. If I can avoid going to the dealer I will. Eg. Over 2 months ago I ordered one of the 225mm long 10mm bolts for the gearbox case, the dealer said it is still available and took my order. The bolt still hasn't arrived.<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/002793.cgi
A||XM||3||RTS182G-VR4||91 Taillights.||||1||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001735">This topic has been moved to For Sale.</a>||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||07-17-2003||02:47 AM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i need a set of 91 taillights. if anyone has a pair in good condition or knows where i can find some please let me know.  thanks for the help.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||07-20-2003||02:31 AM||||Jon from Thorton or Northglen (jonvr4, I believe) said he found a 91 at Pull-n-Save. I think it might be the one just west of Peoria at 32nd or 33rd ave.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||curtis||07-20-2003||10:15 PM||||Ive got a set of 92's that are in good shape. If you want them||65.135.142.134||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||scooter||07-21-2003||05:01 AM||||got any pics of the 92's?  mine are pulling apart where it says vr-4 and its starting to look like shit.  cant really read vr-4 anymore.  let me know about pics and price.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes



ubb/Forum2/002794.cgi
A||||4||EvilGalantGSX||Test Pipe||||5||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||07-17-2003||04:27 AM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||Will a test pipe for a AWD TEL fit our AWD Galants?? Or am i better off try to fab one my self?||208.133.247.8||reg||5||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||07-17-2003||05:29 AM||||Yes.  And maybe, depending on how much you get the flanges for and if you have access to a welder.||69.59.219.247||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||EvilGalantGSX||07-17-2003||06:37 AM||||Got the welder,, But no Flanges<br /><br /><br />Might just try to gut my cat...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||07-17-2003||11:53 PM||||I believe that RRE has all the flanges you could possible need.  They might not list them, though, so give 'em a call.<br /><br />Also, you could just snag the flanges from your cat, and maybe bore 'em out a bit to match your exhaust more?||69.59.219.213||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||scooter||07-18-2003||12:39 AM||||if your exhaust and downpipe are the same size you can also just use a peice of straight pipe opened up a little at both ends.  seal it with two band clamps of the same size.  just measure the cat and go to muffler shop and have a pipe opened up.  no welding required or flanges.  you can buy the band clamps from your local truck parts store.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes



ubb/Forum2/002795.cgi
A||||3||supasigma||mmcd connections||||1||||supa^^||00001181
Z||000000||supasigma||07-17-2003||09:43 AM||teostephen@hotmail.com||can i make my own connecting cables..malaysia is too far to order the cable from keydiver....||210.195.228.179||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||07-17-2003||09:56 AM||||Connections from what-to-what? <br />You can make anything.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-17-2003||01:11 PM||||I don't get the connection.<br /><br />There's cable instructions throughout the net, and even on the mmcd page.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||07-17-2003||03:46 PM||||The Colorado DSM one is the cleanest I've seen:<br /><a href="http://co.dsm.org/tech/1G_dl_sch.html" target="_blank">http://co.dsm.org/tech/1G_dl_sch.html</a>||68.158.108.94||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002796.cgi
A||||3||Vr4in'||Idler pulley...Tensioner pulley||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-17-2003||02:48 PM||nohad43@aol.com||How do you know if they are going out?any suggestions?||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-17-2003||03:27 PM||||i've never heard of them going out.  but, they are only about 20 bucks, so i just get new ones and toss the old ones.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||07-17-2003||03:30 PM||||Ever heard a bad bearing spin? When they start making noise they are on their way out. Believe me, you'll know when they are going.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||07-17-2003||04:23 PM||||Ok,thanks alot guys.||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum2/002797.cgi
A||||23||jmartin827||stroker motor||||1||||jmartin827||00001500
Z||000000||jmartin827||07-17-2003||04:19 PM||jmartin827@hotmail.com||I just got done removing a my engine for the first time.  Now I need to decide what to put back in.  I really don't want to just replace the same motor, I figure while I m at it I mine as well upgrade intill the wallet breaks. If anybody know much info about the stroker motors could you pm me or post.  Or if theres any other ideas on what I should do. thanks jason||207.191.207.98||reg||1||jmartin827||00001500||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||07-17-2003||11:46 PM||||Always do a search first. This was just discussed.<br /><br />Here's a bone (or 4) anyway:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=78b37921f235103e287e42a8754d3802&threadid=86231" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=78b37921f235103e287e42a8754d3802&threadid=86231</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=31111" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=31111</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.pro1motorsports.com/pro_1_hybrid.htm" target="_blank">http://www.pro1motorsports.com/pro_1_hybrid.htm</a><br /><br /><a href="http://barnonemotorsports.com/home.asp" target="_blank">http://barnonemotorsports.com/home.asp</a><br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||07-18-2003||12:28 AM||||<a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/stroker.html" target="_blank">http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/stroker.html</a><br /><br />here is some more info as well. i'm just starting my build so it's pretty incomplete now but it's a start.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||07-18-2003||03:43 AM||||Andre (grocery_getter) on the GVR4 yahoogroup just posted that his stroker beast is up and running.  He may be able to provide you with more info.  I believe his address is grocery_getter@yahoo.com, but you're better off going through the group.<br /><br />Maybe if enough info is collected on the subject we could make it a sticky, or add it, or maybe make a "library" of sorts on this site to store info like this?  Would save people searching, or asking where the info is when they can just search.||69.59.219.155||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||07-18-2003||06:17 PM||||2.4s are wierd motors. A couple of things I have heard about them are that it isent a good idea to have them decked very mutch and they seem to run a little hotter. Depending on you HP levels you can use the stock rods(Same as 1g big rods) and forged pistons. There is a GSX around here that has one on a simple setup and the 16g runs out of steam at 5k so a larger turbo is needed. Bar None also has very good prices on Wiesco pistons for the 2.4, They are very cool guys that I have known a while and know more than most people about this swap and arent afraid to help you out.||64.157.118.124||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||07-18-2003||11:11 PM||||When you are searching, just remember that there are two major variants of the stroker motors [and many minor variants] - the 4g64 2.4L and the 4g63 2.3L. While they are similar in concept, they are notably different in execution. The 2.4 swaps in a new block while 2.3 utilizes the stock 2.0L block. Each has its advantages and disadvantages.||65.60.170.2||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||07-18-2003||11:29 PM||||also if you want a 2.4 L (new block) you want a g64b engine as well. The 4g64 engines do not come in a 6 bolt and do not have the correct engine mounts.  I am going to keep the 4g63 block and use the g64b 6 bolt crank.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||10-08-2003||04:19 AM||||So what are the main differences between the two routes, stroking a 4G63 and swapping in a 2.4L?  And you mention using a crank from the G64b, yet the dsmtalk thread says to use a whole engine, the G4cs.  What is the difference between the two, if any?  The G4cs doesn't show up on RRE's list of Mitsu used engines.  Are all the 4G64's 7 bolt?  If the G64b has the "big" rods, could one just have them remachined for 2g pistons and be good to go?<br /><br />Sorry for all the questions, but I just found a G64b engine with 90 day warranty for $400, and trying to decide what route to take...||69.59.219.166||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||mj_rosenfeld||10-08-2003||07:53 AM||||Funny, I actually logged on this morning to post a query as to whether anyone here had actually built and was running a stroker motor, what they did, and how they liked the results. My motivation would be to get better low end torque, as the lack of twist below 3500 RPM is just killing me in autocrosses.<br />  Here are a number of sources for stroker kits for the 4G63 block:<br /><a href="http://www.importperformaceparts.net" target="_blank">www.importperformaceparts.net</a><br /><a href="http://www.crower.com" target="_blank">www.crower.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.vtengines.com" target="_blank">www.vtengines.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.monkeywrenchracing.com" target="_blank">www.monkeywrenchracing.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.strokerkits.com" target="_blank">www.strokerkits.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.twistedperformance.com" target="_blank">www.twistedperformance.com</a><br />Jun also sells one (very expensive!).<br />I would imaging Buschur could sell you one too.<br />Generally these kits run around $2,000 to $2,500. Not inexpensive, though if you were going to spend half that rebuilding a motor anyway, might as well spend a little more. I think you could piece them together from various sources for less. I have not thought through how the increased displacement affects the needs for more air, more fuel, and turbo sizing. Also, keep or ditch the balance shafts?<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||10-08-2003||10:35 AM||||You can also buy stroker motors from Magnus Motorsports and Forced Performance, both of whom have built quite a few of these.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||10-08-2003||05:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong> Also, keep or ditch the balance shafts?<br />Mike R. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ditch 'em.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||galantvr4us||10-08-2003||05:36 PM||||I have a stroker motor PM with questions and I can help you out the best I can.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000012||mj_rosenfeld||10-08-2003||10:31 PM||||Katie,<br />OK let's hear about it: Did you go with the stroked 2.3L 4g63 or the DOHC conversion of the 2.4L? If the stroked 4g63, did you have it built for you (and if so who), or buy one of those off the shelf stroker kits (and if so which)? What rods, pistons, and rings did you use? What compression ratio? Did you keep the stock cams or change them out? What did you do for a MAS, turbo, and fuel system? Did you keep the balance shafts? How much $$ did it all set you back (answer optional)? Do you drive it every day? How many miles are on it? Does it leak or smoke? How is throttle response and turbo lag from 3,000 RPM? Are you glad you did it or would you rather have done something else in retrospect? Don't leave out any details.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.123||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000013||BlitzVR4||10-09-2003||12:33 AM||||Don't forget FFWD Connection.  I bought a Stage 1 short block from him for my 92 TSi and loved it.  His work is top notch.  I plan on either buying an already built stroker short block or just buy the kit.  <br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi SOLD Miss her.||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000014||galantvr4us||10-11-2003||03:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong> Katie,<br />OK let's hear about it: Did you go with the stroked 2.3L 4g63 or the DOHC conversion of the 2.4L? If the stroked 4g63, did you have it built for you (and if so who), or buy one of those off the shelf stroker kits (and if so which)? What rods, pistons, and rings did you use? What compression ratio? Did you keep the stock cams or change them out? What did you do for a MAS, turbo, and fuel system? Did you keep the balance shafts? How much $$ did it all set you back (answer optional)? Do you drive it every day? How many miles are on it? Does it leak or smoke? How is throttle response and turbo lag from 3,000 RPM? Are you glad you did it or would you rather have done something else in retrospect? Don't leave out any details.<br />Mike R. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy Crap...Thats a lot of info.<br />2.3L stroker I was told I was one of the first ones to put it in a galant-whether or not its true..<br />I bought it hole. JE Pistons Crowler Rods I forgot the compression ratio I think 9:1.<br /><br />No stock cams.<br />No balance shafts<br />Mas-AEM EMS<br />Fuel system -10 Line with 2 SX fuel filters and a pump, regulator<br />Turbo Green<br />No turbo lag<br />Miles on the new motor probably 1,000 at best-its had a lot of problems.<br />No leaks-its a new motor same with the smoke-except some black some running it on the rich side to be safe<br /><br />Money all together put in the car-Ha Be prepared to drop your pants and bend over cause it going to cost you- alot......<br /><br />Would I do the same thing over again-don't know how to answer that question, every car is different no matter if you have the excate same setup as joe smoe.  So if I say I should have done this and should have done that-it does not necessarily mean that it would have been better for my setup.  I'll make this setup work intill something goes wrong and decide then if I should tread new ground with something different.  I will only say one thing-the car has exceeded my expectations, I just wish it would have gotten done sooner.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000198.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000199.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000200.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000015||mj_rosenfeld||10-11-2003||06:02 PM||||Thanks for the data dump.<br />The car looks and sounds awesome.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.175||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000016||TsiTalon||10-13-2003||10:34 PM||||Nice C.O.P. set up.  Did you pick that up at Buschur?||216.190.11.87||reg||1||TsiTalon||00002445||yes
Z||000017||thejeebus2002||10-14-2003||12:21 AM||||Shit, your setup might as well look factory.  Extremely clean.  What fmic are u using?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000018||Bigfoot200200||10-14-2003||01:06 AM||||Earlier it was asked if all 4G64's are 7 bolts. I believe the 90-91 Expo vans 4G64 was a 6 bolt. And the 91 Expo 2.4 was the only year that got a DOHC. I might be wrong, but that's the urban legend. As far as the rods, with all the torque your going to make, I'd get Eagle or Crowers anyway.||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000019||TsiTalon||10-14-2003||02:23 PM||||But the Expo 4g64s have the wrong spacing for the clutch housing, I'm pretty sure.  I'd look at the road race page to find out for sure but I'm too lazy.||12.165.116.126||reg||1||TsiTalon||00002445||yes
Z||000020||TsiTalon||10-14-2003||02:28 PM||||Scratch that.  The Expo does have a 12 1/4" bell housing as well.||12.165.116.126||reg||1||TsiTalon||00002445||yes
Z||000021||benwah||10-14-2003||05:01 PM||||<a href="http://www.powerpro2000.com/lb_mitsubishi.htm" target="_blank">http://www.powerpro2000.com/lb_mitsubishi.htm</a><br /><br />This will help clear up what has the 2.4L 6 bolt G64B crank. It's a tough find no doubt about it. I think the most common vehicle to find it in would have to be a might max but good luck! These things are getting older and harder to find. I'm on a mission to find one for my 97 Galant!!||68.60.179.229||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000022||galantvr4us||10-14-2003||05:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> Shit, your setup might as well look factory.  Extremely clean.  What fmic are u using? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Custom.  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000023||Bigfoot200200||10-14-2003||07:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by benwah:<br /><strong>  I think the most common vehicle to find it in would have to be a might max but good luck! These things are getting older and harder to find. I'm on a mission to find one for my 97 Galant!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Most of those trucks got the wide block, but look at the AT versions, I've seen some that were 12 1/4". Didnt your 97 Galant get a 7 bolt 4G64? You could use it, those dont seem to get crankwalk like the 63s.||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
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A||||1||Vr4in'||Crank puley question...||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-17-2003||04:47 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I was wondering if the nt crank pulley will work on our motors.thanks guys.||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-18-2003||02:10 AM||||go to Autozone.com and look up the belts for the NT and T cars. If they are the same, then yes the pulley should work fine. Im not taking into account the bolts, but its the same crank so I doubt those are different. Or to make it simpler, just look up new pulleys for the 2 engines and see if the part numbers are the same.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002799.cgi
A||||4||Matticus||Another Fuel Trim question||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||07-17-2003||05:40 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Should the fuel trims that I view with my new pocketlogger change?  Over the past three days every time I look at them, all three, show 81. I have never seen them change.  My O2 trim does change, it will bounce around from 60-100 somewhere around there.  I did see a code 11 in the diag section of the program. I cleared the alarm last night, we'll see if it comes back.  Would a bad O2 sensor restrict the fuel trims from changing?  I did do some searches and couldn't really find an answer. <br /><br />Thanks,<br />Mat||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||07-17-2003||06:01 PM||||A bad o2 could cause your fuel trims to change erratically. IIRC the range is from 80% to 130% for your fuel trims and you want to have them as close to 100% as possible with tuning. I know I've had an instance where my o2 wouldn't get up to operating temp quick enough and so it threw a code. It also caused a change in my low and mid fuel trims as well.||199.182.59.238||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||07-17-2003||07:45 PM||||Lowest possible trim is 60% and highest is 140%. Mine are usually anywhere from 90 to 110.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||07-17-2003||09:51 PM||||81 seems a little rich to me. Is there any reason you know of why your car would be running rich, like bigger injectors, AFC, wrong MAS, etc? As long as the O2's are bouncing around whenever your idling or cruising, they should update the trims, I would think. Usually, if an O2 sensor is going bad it will put out LESS voltage. The fact that your ECU is leaning things out tells me the O2 voltage is higher than the ECU wants to see, so its probably OK. A good sign is quickly fluctuating voltages. A bad O2 also gets sluggish.<br />You might try unplugging the smallest of the 3 ECU connectors for 15 seconds, which will reset the trims to 100%, and see if they work their way back down to 81% again.||67.35.10.245||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||07-17-2003||10:09 PM||||Thanks Jeff,<br /><br />Other than an open air can, the car is totally stock.  I have been thinking of resetting the ECU to see if it changes.  I am either starting to love my pocketlogger or hate it.  Now it seems I am paranoid whenever I see something odd with the car, but yet I am glad to know what is happening.  I'll see a couple counts of knock and start freaking out, not really, but you know what I mean.  When I monitor O2 voltages it does get into the .90 range, .93 was the highest I think.  I changed the spark plugs about a week ago, and they were white, or too hot.  They could have been the picture for too hot of plugs.  I am running the stock, NGK BPR6ES plugs, gapped at .30.  From the plugs I thought I may have been running a bit too lean. I also changed the fuel filter from the 10 year old stocker(guessing here).  As you can tell I am a big newbie when coming to fine tuning.  I am trying to read and learn as much as possible about these things before I dive in and start running 11's.  Thanks for the patience and knowledge.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
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A||||2||curtis||my ac day of hell  need help||||2||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||07-17-2003||07:36 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||My ac quit yesterday.   so I went and got 2 lbs of 134 and filled it last night at 1 can almost all of the bubbles were gone in the sight glass.  at 1/12 the bubbles were gone and was cool but not cold. at 2 cans the system was over pressurized and the compressor woundn't kick on.  I could run a jumper on the pressure switch to make it come on so I quit there.  went this morning and hooked it up to a set of gauges the pressures were way high so I vented it out until I had 50psi on the low side and 275psi on the high.  It was blowing nice and cold and the temp gauge was saying 61 while the car was sitting in the sun.   I left it running for about 10 mins and come out to see what the temp was and it said 115 degrees.  the compressor had quit   started jumping sensors plugs and nothing would help.   talked to a tech that use to work at mitsubishi and he thought it was the relay over next to the passenger strut tower he pulled the top of of it and pluged it in. the compressor kicked on and was blowing nice and cold,  he then checked the little controller behind the glovwe box and made sure it was set correctly. went back inside the dealership and bought him a drink and walked back outside, put the glove boxback together and was backing out when boom the high pressure blow of went.  all the freon was gone.   came home and replaced the blow off with a plug and put in another relay.  and went back to my friends shop to put the gauges on it and fill it up. The whole time thinking ok the relay wouldn't open because the pressure was to high.  Hooked up the gauges and pulled a vacuum it pulled 25 inches and held it there.  ok were ready I though I began to fill and it took about a pound with the car off,  then I started the car and the compressor wouldn't come on.  I adjusted the screw on the controller behind the glove box   no luck, tryed jumping the plug on the temp switch on the radiator neck no luck , jumped the plug on the pressure switch no luck,   checked the plug that goes to the compressor and it says I getting 5 volts on one of the pins the other two are dead, put the relay in without the top and the compressor kicks on..  I'm afraid to fill it with it acting this way.  I don't know if I need an expansion valve and drier bottle or if I have a blockage  or if there another rely or fuse that is bad or what.  The car never got hot and the fans were working as they should all day.  If anyone has an answer please post a reply.  I need to get this fixed tomorrow because Im about a week behind on projects around my house and school starts back on monday       sorry this was so long but I wanted to tell all the facts so people wouldn't be writing me questions    Thanks curtis||65.135.142.25||reg||2||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-17-2003||09:37 PM||||first off, 134a is really sensitive to moisture. if the system has been open for more than 20 minutes, you need a drier.  then, you need to suck it down for quite a while to get all of the moisture out.  the shop i get to use has a nice machine that does it all, it sucks it down and also measures the moisture, a little green lite comes on when the system is dry.  50 psi on the low side is too high.  i think more like about 30.  rule of thumb is 85% of the r12 for 134, if you fill it till the bubbles are gone, it is too much.  you should fill it just till the low side hose going into the compressor starts to get cold.  sometimes, even with a blown compressor seal, it will still pull a vacuum, but as soon as you charge it, it wont hold the charge.  i think you puked the compressor.  try to hotwire the clutch again, and see if you can hear it click.  if it clicks, and it probably does, you probably popped the seal only if you are lucky.  if not, it has disintegrated inside, and you will need to flush the system, and probably change out the expansion valve.  if it has grenaded, no matter how well you flush it, you will probably go thru a couple of driers and expansion valves, cause they will get clogged up by debris.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||07-17-2003||10:41 PM||||A couple of notes:<br /><br />1. Please use paragraphs. At first I was going to skip reading this post since its a PITA...<br /><br />2. Evacuating down to 25 inHg doesn't do a whole lot. At that pressure, water will boil at about 205degF. Unless you're living on Venus or were actively heating your engine bay, you weren't successful in boiling all of the water out of the system. You want to get at least 29 inHg which yields a boiling point that a good summer day will reach.<br /><br />3. Oil is essential in an A/C system. If your compressor is getting very hot, its from friction due to lack of oil. This will artificially jack up the high and low side pressures making it difficult to gauge how the car is performing. I never saw the word oil mentioned in either of your posts. And of course, run it long enough with it low on oil and you'll definitely be needing a compressor.<br /><br />4. Troubleshooting an A/C system is tough. Leave it to the pros...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
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q!07-30-2003!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2452851.1011!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!229of1000!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2452851.1510!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Can you use the fuel pressure gauge port on the Aero AFPR to get accurate fuel psi?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!12:04 PM!,
q!2452851.1204!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452851.1331!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!my ac day of hell  need help!,
q!2!,
q!2!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2452838.1936!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Minjin!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2452838.2241!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!How much work will it take to fit this intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!03:39 AM!,
q!2452839.0339!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!08:47 AM!,
q!2452839.0847!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!gasket question + ex housing question!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!08:45 AM!,
q!2452839.0845!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!bazeng!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!07:43 AM!,
q!2452842.0743!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!More A/C troubleshooting!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452839.1213!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!Dan D!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!05:12 PM!,
q!2452839.1712!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Is it better to use a ported 6cm EX housing or regular 7cm...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!12:40 PM!,
q!2452839.1240!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!03:22 PM!,
q!2452839.1522!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!18g turbo ?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!06:36 PM!,
q!2452839.1836!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!07-20-2003!,
q!02:28 AM!,
q!2452841.0228!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!vacuum diagram !,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452839.2135!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!07-19-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452840.1848!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Exhaust from a TEL!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452839.2205!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-19-2003!,
q!08:34 PM!,
q!2452840.2034!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!oil temperature sender/sensor!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452839.2215!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!tplesko!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452842.2320!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!Install stereo!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!12:33 AM!,
q!2452846.0033!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!00000621!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452851.1619!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!00000621!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q!Quaife cent. diff.   / fit 91 vr4?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!07-19-2003!,
q!01:18 AM!,
q!2452840.0118!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452862.1903!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Good lights ?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452846.0059!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452846.2155!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!Jap Spec VR4 intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!08:18 AM!,
q!2452846.0818!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!12:04 PM!,
q!2452848.1204!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!wtgvr4me03!,
q~drivetrain noise help!!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!12:15 PM!,
q!2452846.1215!,
q!wtgvr4me03!,
q!00001996!,
q!wtgvr4me03!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!07:46 AM!,
q!2452855.0746!,
q!wtgvr4me03!,
q!00001996!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!RnR 3&quot; 02 eliminator DP!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452846.1544!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!07-26-2003!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2452847.1958!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tangent!,
q!Emissions in WA!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2452846.1805!,
q!Tangent!,
q!00000258!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452846.2057!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q~My rings are on there way out!!~,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2452851.1651!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!RayH!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2452853.1354!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RESON8!,
q!Hooking up Tacho!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-26-2003!,
q!12:02 PM!,
q!2452847.1202!,
q!RESON8!,
q!00001980!,
q!aladdin11!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!11:47 PM!,
q!2452849.2347!,
q!aladdin11!,
q!00001683!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!NOS on our motors?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452851.1725!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!gsxtasee!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2452853.1144!,
q!gsxtasee!,
q!00000189!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!S-AFC decel. air question!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-26-2003!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452847.1542!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!04:58 AM!,
q!2453025.0458!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Exhaust leak fix suggestions.???!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!06:41 PM!,
q!2452851.1841!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2452852.2223!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!adjusting the clutch???!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2452851.1853!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!curtis!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!12:10 AM!,
q!2452857.0010!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!CE Light off, new problem!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452851.2237!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!08:02 PM!,
q!2452854.2002!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!Eclipse Oil Cooler location!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452852.0107!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!02:33 PM!,
q!2452852.1433!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!going to swap to 2G MAS some questions!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!02:13 AM!,
q!2452852.0213!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!agrabau!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452852.1448!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Sonata GLS=2.4L?!,
q!2!,
q!13!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2452852.1325!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452867.1518!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!new turbo timer not worky?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!02:56 PM!,
q!2452852.1456!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!03:32 PM!,
q!2452852.1532!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Replacing CV boots?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!03:53 PM!,
q!2452852.1553!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452854.0059!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!Car stalls.  Why??!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!07-19-2003!,
q!04:03 AM!,
q!2452840.0403!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!00000621!,
q!Dan D!,
q!07-19-2003!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452840.1125!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Clutch issue ?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-19-2003!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2452840.2041!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452842.0027!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!Electrical problems!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-19-2003!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2452840.2305!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!jayru!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!12:26 PM!,
q!2452842.1226!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hartwick!,
q!Front Wheel Alignment Problems!,
q!5!,
q!11!,
q!07-20-2003!,
q!12:42 AM!,
q!2452841.0042!,
q!DirtyDave!,
q!00001757!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!06:04 PM!,
q!2452849.1804!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!What size exhaust system for VR4?!,
q!1!,
q!52!,
q!07-20-2003!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452841.1002!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!02:25 AM!,
q!2452844.0225!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000052!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q~Update! 2G cold air intake side effects new questions on fuel demands~,
q!5!,
q!37!,
q!07-20-2003!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452841.2159!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!jayru!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452843.1753!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000037!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!N/T block vs. Turbo Block...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452842.0011!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2452842.2132!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!O2 Sensor - Heated or Unheated type?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452842.2137!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!10:04 AM!,
q!2452844.1004!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Fuel Pump..!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!03:37 AM!,
q!2452843.0337!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452845.1148!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q!hand brake issue!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-26-2003!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2452847.1830!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-26-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452847.1920!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Installed big16g today... o2 sensor ?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!05:05 AM!,
q!2452843.0505!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2452844.1015!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Messed up electrical problem.!,
q!11!,
q!2!,
q!07-26-2003!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452847.2157!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2452849.0040!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Family4Door!,
q!Clutch Question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!03:08 AM!,
q!2452848.0308!,
q!Family4Door!,
q!00001333!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!03:57 AM!,
q!2452848.0357!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Exh man replacement question!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!12:43 PM!,
q!2452848.1243!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Dan D!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2452848.1653!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Larger Turbo outlet pipe. Where??!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2452848.1303!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!12:45 PM!,
q!2452850.1245!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!00000574!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!rickthehick!,
q!datalogger!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2452848.1348!,
q!rickthehick!,
q!00001839!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!07:09 PM!,
q!2452849.1909!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4!,
q!clutch problems?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2452848.1546!,
q!GVR4!,
q!00000358!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!03:33 PM!,
q!2452852.1533!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!4WS Problems / Dropping the rear subframe!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452848.1839!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!teet!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!02:21 AM!,
q!2452849.0221!,
q!teet!,
q!00000049!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!DSM MAF Translator !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!04:38 PM!,
q!2452852.1638!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!boostx!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2452852.1852!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mcedar44!,
q!Question about rear axle shaft!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452848.2221!,
q!mcedar44!,
q!00001043!,
q!teet!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!02:23 AM!,
q!2452849.0223!,
q!teet!,
q!00000049!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Do I have this PCV thing down?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!05:09 PM!,
q!2452852.1709!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2452853.1835!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ash!,
q!Rear shocks install!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452849.0031!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2452850.1328!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Question about 14b spool up time?!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!06:09 PM!,
q!2452852.1809!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!Dan D!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452853.1222!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mcedar44!,
q!Big 16g vs Evo III turbo!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452852.1924!,
q!mcedar44!,
q!00001043!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452927.1422!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rickthehick!,
q!question about the BOV!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452852.2224!,
q!rickthehick!,
q!00001839!,
q!rickthehick!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452852.2320!,
q!rickthehick!,
q!00001839!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!BIG TIME SCARE!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452852.2255!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452855.2346!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Evo III Turbo ID??!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452852.2339!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452855.0945!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Brake rotors from NA Galant!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452852.2359!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2452853.1348!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!PN MR166160  jdm axle spline stub???!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!02:08 AM!,
q!2452853.0208!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!02:23 AM!,
q!2452854.0223!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Control AWS?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!09:06 AM!,
q!2452853.0906!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!meshwork!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452853.1128!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!strange knock readings!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2452843.1407!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!02:24 PM!,
q!2452843.1424!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q~tranny / axle problems  NEED HELP!!??~,
q!11!,
q!20!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!06:57 PM!,
q!2452843.1857!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452846.1128!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q~I NEED BIG TIME HELP!!!~,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2452843.1959!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!09:55 AM!,
q!2452845.0955!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!Fuel Problems!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452843.2056!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!08:29 AM!,
q!2452851.0829!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!No oil in head!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452844.0047!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!sleeper!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!09:44 AM!,
q!2452844.0944!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!External Wastegate Tips!,
q!14!,
q!6!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!02:59 AM!,
q!2452844.0259!,
q!MX4!,
q!00000093!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2452846.1852!,
q!CamZR4!,
q!00000312!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Boost creep 14B!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!11:56 AM!,
q!2452844.1156!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!jayru!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!02:04 AM!,
q!2452849.0204!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q!Distance between brake and gas pedal!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!02:15 PM!,
q!2452844.1415!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!Carl Morris!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!12:15 PM!,
q!2452845.1215!,
q!Carl Morris!,
q!00000456!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q!2nd Gen AWD Downpipe!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!02:40 AM!,
q!2452849.0240!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!a_santos!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2452849.2004!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4!,
q!radiators!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2452844.1614!,
q!GVR4!,
q!00000358!,
q!meshwork!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2452844.2245!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ash!,
q!How to tell if the Clutch pivot ball need shimming with the trans in the car?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!05:25 AM!,
q!2452849.0525!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!Ash!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!07:01 AM!,
q!2452849.0701!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!AHHHHHHHHHH CLUTCH!,
q!9!,
q!5!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452844.2030!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!00000532!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452845.1907!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!Why off road only?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!02:14 PM!,
q!2452849.1414!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!Kibo!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!03:32 AM!,
q!2452850.0332!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MightyMouse-GVR4!,
q!DSM shifter assembly in GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!03:01 PM!,
q!2452849.1501!,
q!MightyMouse-GVR4!,
q!00000662!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!05:01 PM!,
q!2452849.1701!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!Shifting to second!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!04:43 PM!,
q!2452849.1643!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452851.2300!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!a couple questions.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!07:42 PM!,
q!2452849.1942!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!12:35 AM!,
q!2452850.0035!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Manual Boost Controller!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!10:51 PM!,
q!2452849.2251!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452849.2259!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!what should i expect???!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!12:38 AM!,
q!2452850.0038!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!bazeng!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!01:19 AM!,
q!2452987.0119!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Galant VR4 JDM gearbox code!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!03:37 AM!,
q!2452850.0337!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!03:54 AM!,
q!2452850.0354!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!00001481!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!how do u tighten the water line nut behind the turbo???!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!05:11 AM!,
q!2452850.0511!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!bazeng!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!07:02 AM!,
q!2452856.0702!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!starwrist!,
q!Ticking noise.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2452845.0017!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452845.2335!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!starwrist!,
q!Caps values?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452845.0041!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452845.2328!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!11!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!evo 4 to 8 turbo question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!05:37 AM!,
q!2452845.0537!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!agrabau!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!07:43 AM!,
q!2452845.0743!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Weight diffrence with 89 vs 90+ center consoles!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!08:54 AM!,
q!2452845.0854!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1101!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2452846.1206!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Ok guys i did a search and nothing comes up. Who makes a good AFPR that dosen't ...!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!11:38 AM!,
q!2452845.1138!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!08:22 AM!,
q!2452846.0822!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thermite!,
q!Galant GSX Question!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!01:51 PM!,
q!2452845.1351!,
q!thermite!,
q!00001768!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!02:31 PM!,
q!2452846.1431!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Engine is smoking...why????!,
q!11!,
q!8!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!01:51 PM!,
q!2452845.1351!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!04:47 AM!,
q!2452848.0447!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/002801.cgi
A||||3||GalantVR-4||How much work will it take to fit this intercooler||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||07-18-2003||03:39 AM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2424338007" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2424338007</a><br /><br />I like this one, How hard would it be to fit this?  are the inlets and outlets somewhat close to stock.  I looked at the jdm vr-4 intercooler and the inlet and outlets seem to match.  I dont mind cutting the bumper, the bumper support i may have a hard time cutting, so id like to avoid that unless i have to.  Thanks||64.175.32.46||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||07-18-2003||03:48 AM||||I'm a bit confused... I'm guessing that by "bumper support" you meant bumper, and by "bumper" you meant bumper cover?<br /><br />Anyway, yes, you'd definitely have to cut to get that to fit.  Have to cut the bumper, that is (the metal part, underneath the plastic bumper cover).||69.59.219.155||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||07-18-2003||03:50 AM||||You may have some trouble trying to get the drivers side inlet to hook up to the piping coming thru the core support because of the ic width. It *might* fit if you put a 90* bend right off the inlet facing up at around a 60* angle to meet the piping coming thru the core support.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||07-18-2003||08:47 AM||||This is identical the apexi GT intercooler core. Andy @122 performance has this. The lenght and ends make it hard to route it like IRC or buschur. Severe hacking or some creative routing is in order. Talk to andy beachly if you need more help!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002802.cgi
A||||5||bazeng||gasket question + ex housing question||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||07-18-2003||08:45 AM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys..<br />just got my evo3 manifold ported out...<br />basiaclly its a 7 cm exhuast manifold<br /><br />now i have to decide on using:<br />mitsu manifold to turbo gasket<br />or <br />stainless steel one<br /><br />now.. question.. with the removal of the ring which normally sits inside... will the standard gasket be okay?? or do i need a stainless steel one.. also can i just get it made here in oz..<br /><br />another question.. whats the diff with 070 and 060. as i have 070 but its very very cracked (been welded up and looks like its gonna break up if i use it..<br /><br />well i know inlet sizes differ, and material.. but anything else??<br /><br />otherwise can i port the crack out of the 060 to make it as good as a ported 070?? thanks guys..<br /><br />turbo is a tdo5/6 25g....<br /><br />thanks in advance..||203.166.63.231||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||scooter||07-19-2003||08:36 AM||||i would use a copper one from robert at fp.  the stainless ones do not crush very well, therefore dont have good sealing capabilites. make sure you retorque the bolts after a few hundred miles though.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000002||Ash||07-20-2003||05:53 AM||||being an aussie I don't think Baz will be getting bits stateside too quick  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I got a new stock 7cm gasket that appears to be stainless from ralliart when I got my E3 manifold, works for me.||203.221.18.79||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||07-20-2003||07:00 AM||||ah okay<br />so ash.. u have it ported out an no ring i guess??<br /><br />and how much did u pay for it??<br />would u also know how much a dump pipe gasket would go for?? thanks||203.166.63.149||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||Ash||07-21-2003||06:29 AM||||I honestly can't remember, it was about $420 for the mani and a gasket for either side of it including freight to the sticks (where I live, lol), probably between $10 and $20 each gasket I guess.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />It's ported right out with no ring.  I reused the dump gasket when I made up my stainless dump so I've never bought one.||203.220.203.138||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||bazeng||07-21-2003||07:43 AM||||ah okay<br />kewl.. and no probs ey???<br /><br />really need an exhuats housing... how much does one go for in the states???||203.166.63.154||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/002803.cgi
A||||8||Dan D||More A/C troubleshooting||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||07-18-2003||12:13 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Scenairo:  Five years ago my A/C slowly died on a long trip.  A shop was taking forever to figure out the problem so finnaly I said "Give me back my damn car" and I've had no A/C since.<br /><br />Last week on a whim (after reading another post) I yanked a Comp controller from a junkyard for $3 and plugged it in in place of mine.  Cold air.  Holy Cow! Cold air!<br /><br />Two days later it quit blowing cold air.<br /><br />What I've checked:  <br /><br />-All sensors/switches/relays check fine.<br />-All voltages are what they are supposed to be on the comp controller.<br />-The Comp controller outputs 12V to turn on the relay.<br />-bypassing the coolant switch and/or the dual pressure switch does not seem to make a difference.<br />-I can hear the mag clutch energizing.<br />-the sight glass appears to be clear.<br /><br />Without any "take it to an a/c shop" suggestions Does anyone have any they can think of.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||07-18-2003||12:23 PM||||Could it need a recharge after not working for 5 years?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-18-2003||12:28 PM||||Could it be the actual thermostat controls?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||07-18-2003||01:01 PM||||sounds to me like you blew out the compressor seal.  if you dont use it for a long time, the seal dries up.  if the clutch is engaging, there is probably no freon in the system.  since there are no bubbles, which either means it is nice and full(which would be REALLY strange after no use for 5 years) tells me it is empty.  new/reman compressor time.  i was quoted 1400 r&r for this just last month.  i did it myself, bought a reman compressor and drier for 207, and used a machine at a friend's shop.  pulling the compressor is not fun.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||07-18-2003||01:14 PM||||Ken, have you done a r134 conversion or are you still using r12?  I saw some bubbles in the sight glass when I first turned on the a/c last night and then after I let it run for a minute the glass was clear.<br /><br />Hell, the A/C compressor is a pain with the head off the car.  This is what I'm starting to lean towards since everything else seems to be functioning as it should.<br /><br />Hertz,  I don't think so.  The car was blowing cold as I was driving down the road and it suddenly warmed up.  The thermostat controls never moved.<br /><br />I may just say screw it.  I've lived this long without it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||07-18-2003||03:06 PM||||i did the 134 conversion last year.  the car has 177k on it, i just removed the r12 and charged up with 134.  if the system was sealed, this works.  if the system was open, you need to suck it down, and get all of the moisture out.  actually, i should have done that, too.  anyway, after i replaced the compressor, i charged up with 134.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||07-18-2003||03:43 PM||||Since I can't be entirely certain the compressor is shot and it may just need a realy good charging, I think I may do the r134 conversion, try and charge it up and see what happens.  If it still doesn't work, then the compressor is shot.  If it does work, then all is good and the system is converted to 134, or at least until the compressor does die  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||07-18-2003||03:56 PM||||if you can veify that the clutch is engaging, then the compressor is shot.  if you turn on the a/c, and jump or hotwire the clutch, the system should blow cold.  if not, your compressor is toast.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||Dan D||07-18-2003||05:12 PM||||good point||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/002804.cgi
A||||5||PRE-EVO||Is it better to use a ported 6cm EX housing or regular 7cm...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||07-18-2003||12:40 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||On a 14b. I'm considering seeing how far the 14b can take me while it's still alive. I'm debating having the EX housing ported or just buying a 7cm exhaust housing (which I may have ported at a later date). <br />Suggestions, comments, purple dishwasher monkey bananaphone?||199.35.29.120||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||07-18-2003||12:52 PM||||I too think i am going to see how far the 14b will take me (till it dies), but i have heard that the ex housing would most likely be cracked, not something you want to port(at least the 12 year old one it came with).<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||07-18-2003||01:22 PM||||True it's either find a stock one in decent shape and port it for $50-100 or buy a 7cm for $225 (I've only found one place that says they have them).||199.35.29.120||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||07-18-2003||01:40 PM||||do a search, boyee. I had hashed this same issue and Nate said a 7cm housing on his dad's gvr4 with a 14B pulled like no other.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||silly4turbo||07-18-2003||01:47 PM||||concelli (sp?) has evoIII O2 housings for 165...will those fot our cars ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||07-18-2003||03:22 PM||||He is talking about the turbo exhaust housing, you are asking about 02 housings. Yes, the evo 3 o2 housing and manifold will fit.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002805.cgi
A||||9||slvrblt||18g turbo ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||07-18-2003||06:36 PM||||I think I may have found my new turbo. A friend of mine has a tubo Teg GSR with a MHI 18G. The kit she used (yes SHE) is from HKS. I think it is just a MHI 18g with the factory MHI housings, but I dont know. I dont know a whole lot about these turbos, but I know this one would be FREE. She is willing to trade her 18g for my 13g since she is trading her GSR in for a truck.<br /><br /><br />Any ideas on wether ot not this thing will fit with its current exhaust housing ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||07-18-2003||06:58 PM||||The way I see it, if it's FREE, take it.  If it doesn't fit, you can always sell it and use that money for a different turbo.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||07-18-2003||07:51 PM||||It will most likely not fit...<br /><br />1) The flanges on both ends are likely different to be from ours.<br />2) check how the comp outlet points and if it can be made to work.<br />3) Keeping the above 2 in mind, I am not sure how you will get that 13G to fit on hers unless she is pulling the setup off and parting it out. <br /><br />If its free, ebay it and buy yourself something else!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||07-18-2003||10:00 PM||||How would I not be able to get the 13g to fit on hers ? I guess it wouldnt fit if everything is routed differently, but other than that, is there likely a problem ? I can see trouble if the outlets are different and if the exhaust housing bolt pattern is different.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||07-19-2003||01:47 AM||||A local DSM here has been using a 18g for yrs. He's one of the quicker ones here.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||07-19-2003||07:58 AM||||chad - is that the mitsu version defined to fit on the DSM's or one out of the greddy kit?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||scooter||07-19-2003||08:27 AM||||im pretty sure the 18g from the greddy kit does not work.  the exhaust housing it different. i was thinking of swapping to a mitsu exhaust housing, but ended up selling the whole kit.  i dont really know about the hks though.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000007||Martin Tolentino||07-19-2003||10:36 AM||||I'm running the 18g from turbo trix, great bolt on turbo. FYI it was stamped with FP. got it ported and clipped.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||07-19-2003||08:37 PM||||Actually, I was wrong about the kit. It is a Greddy kit, not an HKS kit. So does that mean it will not fit ?<br /><br />Also, does anyone know the numbers that are stamped on the exhaust housing of a tdo5h ? Is there any way to tell if I have the td05h ex. housing rather than a td04? fyi, I have a 13g compressor and wheel bolted to my car. If I have the td05h housing, then would I be able to fit the 18g and put my 13g on the Teg to complete the trade ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||07-20-2003||02:28 AM||||i believe it was ordered from Turbo Trix or Doug's. It's been a couple yrs.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/002806.cgi
A||||7||boostx||vacuum diagram ||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||07-18-2003||09:35 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||Where can I find a vacuum diagram for a vr4 and one for a Cyclone online?||162.84.199.111||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-18-2003||09:57 PM||||<a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a><br /><br />Yea, the BIG RED SEARCH button is a good idea.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||07-18-2003||10:03 PM||||It's red ?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||07-18-2003||10:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> It's red ?      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Needs to be!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||boostx||07-18-2003||10:18 PM||||thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.84.199.111||reg||14||john||00001419||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||07-19-2003||01:37 AM||||i do think the search button should be larger and red. haha<br /><br />i have a question on the egr. i was figuring since i will be getting jdm engine with a cyclone intake manifold but will be using the us intake manifold. i know the jdm engines do not have the egr valve. but since i live in texas i want to "have" one. just i don't really want it working  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />so my question is do you all think that i can just attach it (of course blocking it off) to the intake manifold so that it appear to be there. would this work, or would it be a bad idea because it wouldn't be fixed at the other end.<br /><br />thanks||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||07-19-2003||09:36 AM||||Inserting a blocking plate between the EGR valve and the engine will look stock and works just fine to stop hot exhaust gases from entering the intake tract. (Not legal for pollution reasons)||216.65.163.11||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||07-19-2003||06:48 PM||||i don't think that answers my question at all but thanks anyway. i know what blocking it will do, but the jdm engines do not come with the egr system, but i want to make it appear as though i have it. i don't want to ruin anything from the torque applied to the bolts and the movement in the engine (vibrations). i was wondering if it would ruin anything. i could just put it on when i go to get it inspected and have it off the rest of the time. i was just curious.<br /><br />thanks||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/002807.cgi
A||||7||slvrblt||Exhaust from a TEL||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||07-18-2003||10:05 PM||||Does anyone know for sure what the length difference is between a 1g AWD exhaust and our cars ?||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-18-2003||10:14 PM||||I remember it being covered more than a few times before, hit up that search feature!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||07-18-2003||10:48 PM||||AAAGGGGHHHH.....The search button is your friend, use it.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||07-18-2003||11:03 PM||||I've got a Thermal exhaust from a 1G on my GVR4.  The guy I bought it from cut it and lenthened it in I think it was 2 places by about 3 inches in each place.  I'll have to get my digital camera and take a few pictures of it, along w/ the rest of the car.||66.212.209.106||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||07-19-2003||05:45 PM||||Yes the galant exhaust is about 5 inches longer. Also, the way the dp curves is quite a bit different, if I remember correctly.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||07-19-2003||06:38 PM||||out of curiousity how many have their exhaust curve behind the rear diff. ? i think that is what i'm going to do, all i want to know is if you actually gain any ground clearance because i think you would but i may be wrong.<br /><br />i know people have done it before, and i've seen pics of it on the vfaq but i'm curious about the ground clearance.<br /><br />thanks<br /><br />ps: i wasn't going to bring this up because i guess i would just find out after it was done but since someone already asked a ... question i figured it wouldn't hurt||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||07-19-2003||07:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> out of curiousity how many have their exhaust curve behind the rear diff. ? i think that is what i'm going to do, all i want to know is if you actually gain any ground clearance because i think you would but i may be wrong.<br /><br />i know people have done it before, and i've seen pics of it on the vfaq but i'm curious about the ground clearance.<br /><br />thanks<br /><br />ps: i wasn't going to bring this up because i guess i would just find out after it was done but since someone already asked a ... question i figured it wouldn't hurt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My 3" is bent behind the rear diff. and the clearance is shit! I can barely fit a fist underneath. But hey, I can't complain for free full 3" turboback exhaust!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||07-19-2003||08:34 PM||||I did use the search button, but most everything I found also had contradictary comments about the length.<br /><br />I just wanted to know more specifically the experiences of people who had bought a TEL exhaust and how much it was lengthened by. I didnt quite ask that, but thats what I wanted to know...from experience, not from them reading other posts which may or may not have been from someones experience.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002808.cgi
A||||6||theymightbegalants||oil temperature sender/sensor||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||07-18-2003||10:15 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I'm installing some Autometer gauges and don't know where to install the temperature sender/sensor.  Yes, I'm sure this has been covered before, and I did search, but came with nothing on several variants.  If I'm searching incorrectly, or you find something when you search for it, please fill me in on what you did so I can stop bothering the list.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyway, do our cars have one stock, that I can just usurp it's location, or is there a plug I can remove, or am I left to make and tap my own hole?  What are my options?<br /><br />Thanks you guys, and PM me for the searching lesson.  To not bother the list.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Actually, you know what, just go ahead and post it.  Apparently others besides me need to know how to search correctly as well.<br /><br />EDIT:  my ignorant ass couldn't find anything on the coolant sender/sensor either, so add it to my "help list."  is there a "forum searching for dummies" book?  hehe.||69.59.219.188||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||07-18-2003||10:45 PM||||I was actually wondering the same thing myself a couple days ago.  At some point I think I'm gonna look into another set of gauges to put below the radio (autometer water temp/oil pressure) to go along w/ my autometer boost/egt on the pillar.||66.212.209.106||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||07-21-2003||12:12 AM||||Fits quite nicely in front passenger side port of a 90 oil filter housing...<br /><br />Many other places you could put it in, they're just not as plug and play. Two things you need to concern yourself with.<br /><br />1. Temperature senders are large. Make sure whatever hole you're sticking it into that the sender isn't blocking an oil passage of some sort. This applies to any of the plugs in the head as well as in the oil filter housing.<br /><br />2. All pipe thread holes on the car are British standard, not National Pipe. Ideally, you should tap it out with the NPT tap first.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||07-21-2003||01:09 AM||||The oil temp sender that I use is a replacement oil pan drain plug made by VDO.  Works well, no drilling required.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||07-21-2003||01:34 AM||||What about the Greddy sandwhich-plate type. Would that work?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||07-21-2003||08:47 PM||||Thanks Mark.  I have the '90 oil filter housing, so cool.  Are there enough extra ports for both a temperature and pressure sender on the housing?  And where have you guys put the coolant temp sender?||69.59.219.175||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||07-21-2003||11:20 PM||||ya where do you put the coolent temp sensor? I've got a Greddy one to hook up here in a couple days.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/002809.cgi
A||||11||1420mark||Quaife cent. diff.   / fit 91 vr4?||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||07-19-2003||01:18 AM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||does the quaife center diff fit our 1991 model transmission? if some mods required to make it work, what are they  ta, mark||24.175.13.144||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-19-2003||01:20 AM||||You must be making a hell of a lot of power to be needing a Quaife?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||1420mark||07-19-2003||02:10 AM||||not yet, but i hear even stock car is noticeably big time improved by the front unit in cornering. I thought for the duarability of quaife as long as i was in there... I have also found out from further searching it seems the center unit is onmly good on later model IE; '92 . Gol darn it||24.175.13.144||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000003||Doug Thomas||07-19-2003||03:21 AM||||If you need a center diff I wouldn't waste my money on a Quaife center diff. You should just get a BM Tranny 4 spider center diff. You would save your self alot of money. I've had one on my car for a few years now and it's very strong and I've had no problems with it.||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000004||number3||07-20-2003||10:08 PM||||Mark,<br /><br />From reading your question your are interested in the Quaife for better handling and durability. <br /><br />The control and feel that the Quaife provides is incredible. Highly recommended! I can be in a turn and let go of the wheel and the car stays on track. (don't try that at home)<br /><br />Not cheap but high quality and definitely not a waste of money.<br /><br />The center will fit car from June 1991 and later and the front will fit all years. <br /><br />I bought mine from Road race and had TRE install it during the upgrade, a few years back.<br /><br />I would call Jon at teamrip.com to see what is involved in making it fit a pre June 91. I have a 94 trans so I don't know the answer to that part of your question.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/quaife.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/quaife.htm</a> <br /><br />If you are only looking for a strong unit for drag racing the spiders gears will work best for the money.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.bmtranny.com/products/bmproducts.html" target="_blank">http://www.bmtranny.com/products/bmproducts.html</a> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||1420mark||07-22-2003||01:30 AM||||thank you all for responces. substanciating a position eve if you may be wrong /mistaken at least provides all readers w/ better understanding of reasoning. <br />   I havve heard and read how the quaife front unit is truly bullet proof. This is apparently NOT TRUE  of the quaife center unit ( only one without warrantee) they took out the warrentee on this one unit in their whole product line. seems they blame 3rd gear breaking and then taking out their center diff in the process.  The date of applicability MAY 3 1991 AND NEWER. any way , I hear a 4 spider is the next best reinforcement, I wish I had not heard the discouraging reports on quaife center diff breakage( see dsmtalk   for more||24.175.13.144||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000006||number3||07-22-2003||05:42 PM||||Huh?<br /><br /><br />BTW how is it the center diffs fault (quaife, speed design, BM tranny, Kazz, etc) if a weak abused third gear breaks apart and fucks it up?<br /><br />We were refering to the strength of the above diffs as they are put under stress during racing.<br /><br />That's like blaming the "weak" TB elbow for break off and the radiator springing a leak when the flywheel explodes.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||Doug Thomas||07-22-2003||06:00 PM||||Harry,<br /><br />They're problems with the Quaife's and it's not the tranny's fault. Call TRE and ask them yourself. Check the link below.<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=166854199df7318cfaa196516c02536a&threadid=93757&highlight=quaife" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=166854199df7318cfaa196516c02536a&threadid=93757&highlight=quaife</a>||12.10.219.45||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000008||number3||07-22-2003||07:26 PM||||I will look into it further. I will talk to both Jon Ripple and Mike Welch and see what they have to say. Then post the findings here.<br /><br /><br />Still waiting for Jon's response but here is Mike Welch's take...<br /><br />I asked...<br /><br /><br />Mike,<br /><br />I was forwarded this info that came from a post on DSMtalk.com <br /><br />   <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=166854199df7318cfaa196516c02536a&threadid=93757&highlight=quaife" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=166854199df7318cfaa196516c02536a&threadid=93757&highlight=quaife</a>   <br /><br /> <br />&#8220;I'd just thought I would send a warning out to you about the Quaife Center Differential you are running. Don't know if you have had any problems with it but I send this as a caution. <br /><br />I run the QCD also in my 97 and I have a TRE tranny with the heavy duty 3/4 gear combo. The Quaife I STRONGLY believe lead to the explosion of my 3rd gear twice in my stock tranny. Thinking it might be the weak 3rd gear in the stock tranny I sent it off the TRE for a full build. <br /><br />Well, about about 10k miles I thought i was safe. Well, NO, i wasn't. Even with the TRE 3/4 heavy duty gears, the Quaife seemed to have broken teeth on it, But this time I knew what the noises were before it got bad. Haven't completely pulled it all apart yet, but maybe I can see what is causing it this time. <br /><br />Jon at TRE seems to believe it is the Quaife causing the problems. Something about the shimming and hardening processes not right. He believes the stock center diff "housing" is stronger than quaife's, just the stock needs upgraded internals. <br /><br />Just thought I would inform you and if you want a followup, I would be please to inform you of when i get it apart. Just don't want to see another tranny blow, lol<br /><br />Later, Tom&#8221;<br /><br />What are your thoughts on this? I don&#8217;t read DSMtalk.com  <br /> <br />If you do agree, is this for all forms of racing etc?<br /><br />Just curious&#8230;<br /><br />Harry<br /><br /><br />Mike responded...<br /><br /><br />"All the power goes out the transmission through 3rd gear. Every shock, launch, bump, power pull... everything goes through third driven gear to the diff housing. It gets all use and abuse all the time, especially in third gear. You can pull a tooth off the stock 3rd gear, that kills the Quaife gear. Hard to tell which happens first. The Quaife tooth or the stock tooth. But it happens to stock diffs and Kazz and Cusco diffs too. <br /> <br /> <br />   <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/deadstuff/scot-deadtrans.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/deadstuff/scot-deadtrans.htm</a>   <br />(dead Cusco) [ ] "<br /><br /><br />I then asked him about the warranty and he responded...<br /><br />"On the AWD, the warranty the guts only. Since so many other tranny blow ups can kill the outer gear and housing that isn't their fault, they don't cover that. Unlimited on the innerards though. If the outer does blow up, it costs $475ish to have it replaced. At least it can be replaced. Cusco and Kazz do not sell the housing separately. Those become a $1400 paperweight.<br /> <br />Full unlimited warranty on the fronts.<br /> <br />Mike W"<br /><br /><br />I am very interested in what Jon has to say. As soon as I hear I will post that as well.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||number3||07-23-2003||03:36 PM||||The last reply is getting long so...<br /><br />Here is what Jon had to say...<br /><br />" I&#8217;m not fond of the Quaife but if you don&#8217;t murder the car with hard launches it&#8217;ll be fine.<br /><br /> <br /><br />Here&#8217;s my old post on that stuff.<br /><br /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=c4638aefecce81fc9021c4d1d64c1993&threadid=75413&highlight=Jon+Ripple" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=c4638aefecce81fc9021c4d1d64c1993&threadid=75413&highlight=Jon+Ripple</a>   " <br /><br /><br />Hope that helps. <br /><br />My trans doesn't wine so I guess I don't have the backlash problem. <br /><br />I also know Nate goes through 3rd gears quite often.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||Bean||08-08-2003||11:00 PM||||Nate wears out 3rd gear(because he drives it like he stole it..LOL!).  He doesn't break the teeth off.  The outer cage on the quaife in my experience is weaker than the stock cage.  Save your money and go with a 4 spider.  They can handle the abuse.  Just ask Nate.  He can tell you what other fun stuff breaks when the center diff won't.||67.80.17.118||reg||1||Bean||00000928||yes
Z||000011||Bigfoot200200||08-10-2003||07:03 PM||||There was a change of transmissions in 91, hard to say what fits until your looking at the parts. I went with a 4 spyder center, Quaife front, and will install a 4 bolt LSD rear. Handling is just awesome, even with the stock suspension, tires. I made a outside pass around a turn at 65 mph on a ricer who was attempting to block me coming back from the coast last week. Accelerating around tight turns, no torque steer whatsoever.||64.233.106.50||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum2/002810.cgi
A||||1||GVR4-COOL||Car stalls.  Why??||||5||||GVR4-COOL||00000621
Z||000000||GVR4-COOL||07-19-2003||04:03 AM||whteo1@yahoo.com||The car starts fine in the morning when I  try to get to work.  Arrive at the office, turn the car off.  Lunch time, start the car.  It idles high and low and die.  Start the car again, same thing happens.  The car stalls.  Start the car and press the gas pedal, idling it above 1k.  Keep it idling/warming up for a few minutes.  When the car is warmed up, no more stalling.<br /><br />Can anybody tell me what is the problem here??<br />Does driving the car without warming up in the morning have anything to do with this?||66.27.221.40||reg||5||GVR4-COOL||00000621||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||07-19-2003||11:25 AM||||look at the 1000 answered questions page under "hot start"<br /><br /> <a href="http://1000q.dsm.org/" target="_blank">http://1000q.dsm.org/</a> <br /><br />It's just one of those wonderful dsm/gvr4 "things"||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/002811.cgi
A||||3||slvrblt||Clutch issue ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||07-19-2003||08:41 PM||||I think I may be having some sort of a problem with my clutch. When I am at a stop light or sign and I put it into first (with the pedal on the floor) then rear end clunks. I have the stock 3bolt with 200k on it, so the looseness (is that a word?) is expected. I dont quite understand how power is being transferred to the drive shaft if the clutch is (thought to be) disengaged. this doesnt always happen, just often enough to make me worry a bit. Is this odd ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-20-2003||05:08 PM||||Carrier bearings and U-joints?||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||07-20-2003||08:07 PM||||I might suspect a u-joint, but how is power getting to them while the clutch pedal is on the floor ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||07-21-2003||12:27 AM||||maybe the clutch isnt disengaged fully. usually with the 2600 you want to adjust the pedal height a bit to prevent many issues, this being one of them.<br /><br />but as stated, this sounds like u joint problems. with 200k on it, its been time to be replaced.||65.227.204.223||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/002812.cgi
A||||8||RTS182G-VR4||Electrical problems||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||07-19-2003||11:05 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i have something wierd going on in my car.  when i step on the brakes, everything dims and my stereo and radar detector turn off.  they turn back on right after.  also, somtimes when i start the car in the morning, the clock has reset as have my stereo settings, like the battery died.  then, today, i was leaving a parkinglot,  when i put my key in, nothing turned on.  i waited a few second then everything came on. i charged the battery and it didnt help.  could it be a bad battery?  this is a very recent problem and i cannot figure it out.  any help is GREATLY appreciated.||65.59.18.117||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-19-2003||11:12 PM||||Sounds like a bad alternator to me.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||07-20-2003||12:44 AM||||Or a simple battery connection.  Make sure all the connectors are tight and clean.  Also make sure you didn't breake the battery tie down.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||henrok||07-20-2003||01:09 AM||||when i had my talon and was messing around with the head i didnt adjust the throttle back to the way it was originally and i had these same symptoms. upon readjusting, it returned to normal.  it is the two screws holding a plate where the throttle cable goes thru.  have u messed with this?  try it and let us know.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||07-20-2003||02:29 AM||||i havent messed with the throttle, but i did take the battery cable off to install my new turbo.  it happened again tonight but worse.  i started the car, turned the lights on and it died.  but after i drove a while, let it sit for a few hours and started it again, it worked fine. i have no idea whats going on.  your help is always appreciated.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000005||RTS182G-VR4||07-21-2003||02:27 AM||||checked the connections and throttle, but nothing worked.  i would think it is the alt. or batt. but theres the strange not turning on, then turning on a few seconds later.  im stumped so im open to suggestions.  is there any way to test if an alternator is bad?  thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000006||number3||07-21-2003||08:30 AM||||Did you check the chassis ground? Not just the ground on the battery end.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||07-21-2003||12:18 PM||||If you go to a local auto parts store, they can test your battery, starter, and alternator for free. <br />Just be careful with reman. alts and starters. Seen more than my fair share of them crap out... then you have to pull em, take them back down, get another one, install, repeat...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||jayru||07-21-2003||12:26 PM||||I know someone said this before but it shure sounds like a bad connection somewhere. when you drive or brake if something is loose it could jiggle around and cause your problem.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/002813.cgi
A||||11||Hartwick||Front Wheel Alignment Problems||||5||||DirtyDave||00001757
Z||000000||Hartwick||07-20-2003||12:42 AM||||My car is stock with the silver KYB replacement struts.  I have been running 17" rims with Kumho tires.  The car tends to pull to the left if not corrected.  Front brakes need replacement, as they give lots of vibration when braking from speed.  I noticed heavy wear on the outside edge of the tread of the left front tire, but couldn't get in to check alignment.  Finally, tire started going flat.  I pulled off the 17's and found even more severe wear on the inside of the tread on both front tires.  It was so bad that the steel belt had been exposed - hence, the air leak.  I put the old stock rims on with the bald tires and took it to "Big O" for alignment and new 15" tires.  They say that the front end is within specs and it needs no alignment!    <br /><br />This car has never been wrecked but I do drive it hard on gravel roads occasionally.  I have the Whiteline caster(?) bushing kit on it and Whiteline antisway bar.  <br /><br />Any ideas?  How can the alignment guys be right when there is such bad wear?  Do I need to visit another alignment shop?  Any likely bent parts or worn bushings?  It all seems tight and looks unabused.  I am stumped and could use some advice.  Thanks!||170.215.54.91||reg||5||DirtyDave||00001757||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-20-2003||12:46 AM||||I wore out my last set of Z rated tires and one tire up front didn't wear even.  I think it was due to too much play in my tie end.  <br /><br />I might be wrong, but I can see how it could cause a problem.<br /><br />If anyone hasn't replaced them yet, they are past due.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Hartwick||07-20-2003||10:28 AM||||Gvr4ever, Thanks for posting to my inquiry.  I will have a look at the tie rod ends when I put the new rotors and pads on the front.  <br /><br />DAVE||170.215.54.91||reg||14||DirtyDave||00001757||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||07-20-2003||11:33 AM||||How often do you rotate your tires?  If not rotated then the fronts will certainly wear out much too quickly.  Did you get a printout of the alignment specs of your car?  If so you can do a search on here for recent discussion of alignment specs and compare.  I rotate my tires every other oil change, so every 5-6000 miles.<br /><br />The pull you felt could have also been a tire problem.  I got three out of four Kuhmo's that had excessive road force variation.  That just caused a vibration, but if there was a belt problem in the tire it can certainly pull to one side.  Does the car still pull with new tires?||207.69.69.184||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||07-20-2003||09:13 PM||||I rotate every 5K NOW.  On my last set of Z rated tires, I went about 8K without rotating.  The tire that was on the driver side front wore out and cupped the tire.  That was the side where the tie rod had a ton of play.<br /><br />Rotate often if you have a high wear tread rating.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||markrieb||07-21-2003||12:53 PM||||Front tires smoked on the inside edges generally points to too much toe out.<br /><br />I'd double check the alignment settings.  You should have zero toe front and rear to maybe 1/16" of toe *in* on the front.  Camber should be minus 1 to minus 1.5 degrees all four corners.  Caster is non-adjustable stock, but should be equal on both sides. <br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000006||Hartwick||07-22-2003||01:45 PM||||Much obliged for your imput.  The car still pulls left with the new tires.  I plan to go to another alignment shop and give them the specs you have provided.  I'll let you know how it turns out.<br /><br />By the way, when I put the new rotors and pads on, I checked the tie rod ends and they are tight.||66.122.182.184||reg||1||DirtyDave||00001757||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||07-22-2003||05:57 PM||||Dave, am I reading this right?  You're only getting a front end alignment?  It stands to reason that if your front is aligned and the car still pulls that your rear is out.  Keep in mind that the rear requires special alignment procedures because of the 4WS.  (If the shop doesn't have it, the 3000GT VR-4 is similar).||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Hartwick||07-23-2003||06:40 PM||||Nah!  We'll get the ol' 4-wheel alignment for the Galant.  Sumpin' ain't right.  We'll see what the alignment people say.||66.122.183.57||reg||1||DirtyDave||00001757||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||07-23-2003||07:26 PM||||Dave, I had a bent hub once.. it stumped everyone. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||Hartwick||07-28-2003||05:05 PM||||Tire pressure.  Yeah, I think the whole problem was with tire pressure.  I had been running the 17's at 30 psi, and I think they should have been at more like 45 psi.  <br /><br />Amazing though, how much more harsh the ride can be when you run 17's at that pressure!  But, boy, does it ever corner on asphalt!<br /><br />Thanks for you input everyone!||64.169.154.140||reg||11||DirtyDave||00001757||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||07-28-2003||06:04 PM||||Uneven tire pressure can cause pull, but 45 is too high for normal street use.  You may get bad treadwear in the center from that.<br /><br />Pull may be due to one of these also:<br />Uneven L-R caster.  Not adjustable normally, but possibly damaged.  You have the Whiteline kit (not familiar with the details of it), so is it possibly installed wrong or different side to side?<br /><br />Poor thrust angle front-rear.  Despite being AWD and having adjustable rear, it can still track poorly if thrust angle is too great.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/002814.cgi
A||||52||MiSTER2||What size exhaust system for VR4?||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||07-20-2003||10:02 AM||||I've already bought a remus 2.5inch muffler with twin tips for my 1991 galant vr4.  I'm wondering if i should get the dump pipe and the rest of the system 3inch going down to 2.5inch after the cat or should go all the way 2.5inch?<br /><br />So far the car is standard but sooner or later a 16g or a 20g will find it's way to the engine bay.  And right after i get the exhaust system a FMIC, air filter, boost increase and ECU mods will follow.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||07-20-2003||10:37 AM||||It sounds like you are still running the 14B stocker.  With a 3" DP you will experience boost creep unless the turbo and O2 housing is ported around the wastegate.  A 2.5" DP won't be as bad, but it will still be an issue.  Keep that in mind, and 2.5" will be plenty big enough unless you really want the car to be a monster.  Plus 2.5" will be a bit quieter too.  Alot of folks will say to just get 3" all the way because that way you want have to replace the 2.5" when it becomes too small.  They, however, don't ever mention the boost creep that comes with the 3"er.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-20-2003||10:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> They, however, don't ever mention the boost creep that comes with the 3"er. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've had no boost creep issues with my 3" turboback setup, even when it was the only real mod the car had.  At stock boost it was fine, and at 18 or so psi it is fine, it never creeps.  All I have ported is the turbine housing where it bolts to the exhaust manifold.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||MiSTER2||07-20-2003||11:12 AM||||Well as i mentioned sooner or later i'll be doing more serious mods to the car so i wouldn't wanna pay twice.<br /><br />In terms of noise level, i picked remus 2.5inch muffler thinking it'll quiten the 3inch system before the gasses come out.  Am i wrong?  I don't want to put a resonator on.  Do i really need one or can the car still be quiet without one? (considering 3inch all the way going down to 2.5inch after the cat converter).||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||07-20-2003||11:18 AM||||That is good to hear.  I need to buy a new downpipe, my stocker one has a small hole near the flex section.  I was afraid of boost creep associated with a larger downpipe.  <br />These cars can be such a pain sometimes, once you start modding, it snowballs into a never ending saga of upgrades. New downpipe, port O2 and turbo, replace cracked manifold, port new manifold.  Replace the clutch becuase it is done from the new power, fuel management....  But it is fun.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-20-2003||11:25 AM||||The never ending upgrades are what makes it fun.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />This topic has actually been covered a lot. Just get 3" all the way back.  Don't put a smaller muffler on, or the restriction will just hurt the power you could be making.  My car is 3" all the way back, with a Magnaflow muffler and a test pipe, and most people comment on how quiet my exhaust is.  Interstate crusing is rough, but around town it is fine.  It really only gets loud when you go WOT, then it really opens up.<br /><br />Even with 3" all the way back, your car is never going to be close to these loud ass Hondas buzzing around.  Inside the car, you will quickly get used to it.  Quiet = power being robbed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||07-20-2003||11:46 AM||||Is boost creep and boost lag getting mixed up?  How could you get boost creep from a 3"?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||07-20-2003||11:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Is boost creep and boost lag getting mixed up?  How could you get boost creep from a 3"? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Neither one is even an issue.  Boost comes on stronger and earlier with better flowing exhaust.  Boost creep would definitely not be an issue.  Boost creep is when the exhaust system can't get the air out fast enough, so excess pressure builds up, raising your boost.  For example, running a huge ass turbo with a stock O2 and stock exhaust, you would boost creep like crazy.  Correct?<br /><br />Bigger exhaust can only help you.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||Matticus||07-20-2003||12:01 PM||||From what I understand, boost creep is when the wastegate can not flow enough exhaust to bypass the turbine.  When this happens, the only place for the exhaust to go is through the turbine, creating more boost.  It can be more common on larger turbos that are running low amounts of boost with no modifications to the wastegate passage.  Most of your bigger turbos should be run with an external wastegate, which nearly eliminate boost creep.  <br />Go to <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums" target="_blank">www.dsmtalk.com/forums</a> and do a search on boost creep, you gets lots of different scenarios of boost creep.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||07-20-2003||12:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> From what I understand, boost creep is when the wastegate can not flow enough exhaust to bypass the turbine.  When this happens, the only place for the exhaust to go is through the turbine, creating more boost.  It can be more common on larger turbos that are running low amounts of boost with no modifications to the wastegate passage.  Most of your bigger turbos should be run with an external wastegate, which nearly eliminate boost creep.  <br />Go to <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums" target="_blank">www.dsmtalk.com/forums</a> and do a search on boost creep, you gets lots of different scenarios of boost creep. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And by opening up your exhaust, you are helping to free that air.  I'm afraid DSMBalk has corrupted you...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||MiSTER2||07-20-2003||12:19 PM||||Coming back to the original topic....<br />Noise level? Resonator? 3inch to 2.5inch?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000011||Dan D||07-20-2003||05:10 PM||||I don't think (?) you need to have taken any fluid dynamics classes to realize whether or not it is good for flow to go 3" into 2.5".  Backpressure anyone?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||07-20-2003||05:38 PM||||SEARCH!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||07-20-2003||06:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> SEARCH! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">word!||65.227.217.26||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||jonvr4||07-20-2003||07:47 PM||||yes damn it||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000015||GRV4726||07-20-2003||07:56 PM||||matticus and 4orced4door are both right, but i think matticus' proposition is occurs more often than 4orded4door. cause 4orced4door's propostion would occur if someone had an upgraded turbo with a stock exhaust. either way, you would benifit a lot by getting a new o2 housing, which we all know will make boost creep a thing of the past. <br /><br />yeah i think that all exhaust questions like this should just be closed after telling them to search and of course telling them why they have to do so.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000016||a_santos||07-20-2003||11:40 PM||||I have 2.5" Dp and cat and 3" from there, and I can honestly say that my car was one of the quietest cars at the shootout. I have a Borla race muffler. <br /><br />I have had a Remus before, not on the Galant, and it is a really good sounding muffler. Go three inch and then reduce before the muffler. I wouls also recommend a high flow cat, I have one even though we don't have emissions testing in MI. It is better for the environment and it will quiet the car down some.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000017||GRV4726||07-21-2003||12:03 AM||||i'm glad i'm not the only one who cares about the environment. <br /><br />a kid i know is removing every cat from his wrx (yes a kid. he's only 17). i say he should at least keep two but whatever. there is no way in hell that he is passing emissions down here in the old Tx. <br /><br />anyway||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000018||gvr4in||07-21-2003||03:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> They, however, don't ever mention the boost creep that comes with the 3"er. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've had no boost creep issues with my 3" turboback setup, even when it was the only real mod the car had.  At stock boost it was fine, and at 18 or so psi it is fine, it never creeps.  All I have ported is the turbine housing where it bolts to the exhaust manifold. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Right now I have a stock ported turbine housing on the 14b and run 18psi daily w/ 3" turboback no cat.. I get no boost creep what-so-ever.<br /><br />As you do a search, you'll find that at the end of each 'exhaust' discussion, it ends up, "GET 3"!"||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000019||scooter||07-21-2003||05:13 AM||||boost creep is caused by the exhaust outflowing the wastegate.  like as in its easier for the exhaust gas to flow out the turbine exit hole and into the downpipe, instead of some flowing out the wastegate hole.  it all just wants to flow out where its easiest to get out.(3in downpipe would be way easier than the 29mm wastegate hole.) with the stock exhaust it would back the flow up and cause some gas to go out the wastegate hole. not everybody will have boost creep, but some will have it bad.  you can port out the wastegate hole and install a 34mm flapper though and you should be fine if you do have it.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000020||Ash||07-21-2003||06:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Well as i mentioned sooner or later i'll be doing more serious mods to the car so i wouldn't wanna pay twice.<br /><br />In terms of noise level, i picked remus 2.5inch muffler thinking it'll quiten the 3inch system before the gasses come out.  Am i wrong?  I don't want to put a resonator on.  Do i really need one or can the car still be quiet without one? (considering 3inch all the way going down to 2.5inch after the cat converter). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got a full 3" system from the turbo back with a ported b16g, no resinator & only a shite lukey straight through 3" muffler, it doesn't sound too loud or droney to me but different strokes for different blokes.  <br /><br />If I was you, I'd go 3" right to the remus seeing as you already have it, the 2.5" will quiet it down & hopefully not get you a defect - I don't really have to worry about exhaust DB testing up here in hicksville but you probably have to be a bit more worried.||203.220.203.138||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000021||spoulson||07-21-2003||06:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>And by opening up your exhaust, you are helping to free that air.  I'm afraid DSMBalk has corrupted you...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think that makes sense.  If the wastegate is already being outflowed, creating less backpressure with bigger pipes is only going to make the problem worse.<br /><br />My understanding:  If the turbo is creeping with high backpressure from stock exhaust, then how could it be any better by putting on high-flow 3" exhaust?  You're only allowing more gasses to make it through the turbine when the turbo is experiencing boost creeping.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000022||gvr4ever||07-21-2003||09:04 AM||||Boost creep is caused by installing a bigger turbo that out flows the wastgate flapper and 02 housing.  The effect is the boost rising for your engine.  You might try and set it at 16, but it will keep going up and you can't do anything about it untill the flow problem is fixed.<br /><br />If you had a 20G with a stock exhaust (just a example) then I'm sure the stock exhaust would play a roll in boost creep too.<br /><br />So how could putting a bigger exhaust on ever cause boost creep?!?!?  It can't.<br /><br />People don't just add external wast gate dumps to scare old people.  Well, it's not the only reason.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000023||howard_GVR4||07-21-2003||09:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Boost creep is caused by installing a bigger turbo that out flows the wastgate flapper and 02 housing.  The effect is the boost rising for your engine.  You might try and set it at 16, but it will keep going up and you can't do anything about it untill the flow problem is fixed.<br /><br />If you had a 20G with a stock exhaust (just a example) then I'm sure the stock exhaust would play a roll in boost creep too.<br /><br />So how could putting a bigger exhaust on ever cause boost creep?!?!?  It can't.<br /><br />People don't just add external wast gate dumps to scare old people.  Well, it's not the only reason. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's not correct.  <br /><br />Boost creep is caused by the resistance in the exhaust being LESS than the resistance going through the wastegate valve.  Exhaust takes the easiest route, which is through the turbine wheel, thus making more boost.  <br /><br />Problem can be remedied by <br />A) larger WG flapper<br />B) proper porting<br /><br />See what I'm saying?  The bigger exhaust can  reduce backpressure so much that exhaust doesn't want to go through the wastegate and bleed off.  W||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000024||GalantVR41062||07-21-2003||11:21 AM||||Howard is correct.  And with larger exaust you will get more lag, untill you get that first pound of boost your motor is NA and needs tuned exaust(not to big not to small).  But when your in boost the best exaust is no exaust at all.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000025||Romanova||07-21-2003||12:15 PM||||I have nothing but praise for my 3" SS Certified system with Magnaflow muffler. Insane quiet at idle, and very moderate at WOT. Crusing at 70 is pleasant... no buzzing or droning. This is also with the test pipe.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000026||BlackHole||07-21-2003||01:40 PM||||I'm not sure you can go wrong either way, but my argument is very simple - IMO until ~400hp, 2.5" is plenty. A 2.5" system can be tucked in nicely with no loss in ground clearance.<br /><br />Shepherd ran high 11s @ ~118mph in his TEL using a BR 2.5" pressbent downpipe, HKS catback and big 16G. When he switched to 3" and 20G he dropped to low 11s @ ~123mph. So if you aren't going deep into the 12s / ~115+ mph, 3" is probably not necessary.<br /><br />just my $0.02...||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000027||howard_GVR4||07-21-2003||03:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> I'm not sure you can go wrong either way, but my argument is very simple - IMO until ~400hp, 2.5" is plenty. A 2.5" system can be tucked in nicely with no loss in ground clearance.<br /><br />Shepherd ran high 11s @ ~118mph in his TEL using a BR 2.5" pressbent downpipe, HKS catback and big 16G. When he switched to 3" and 20G he dropped to low 11s @ ~123mph. So if you aren't going deep into the 12s / ~115+ mph, 3" is probably not necessary.<br /><br />just my $0.02... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I concur, I've had a 2.5" exhaust for many years, and I'm pretty sure it's finally getting close to being maxed out.  I'd really like to use the FP dyno before I switch to 3" to see what happens.  For anyone with a 16G or smaller, I wouldn't bother with a 3".||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000028||GRV4726||07-21-2003||03:35 PM||||this topic is getting ridiculous. a lot of people are saying the same thing just in different ways. i think that everyone realizes that exhaust will take the easiest rout out, which means bypassing the very restrictive wasgate. that being said, please don't say it again. its pretty basic. <br /><br />so i think that you have a good chance of getting boost creep, but if so many others haven't gotten it, then maybe you won't either.<br /><br />because i'm making my own exhaust i'm also going to make my own o2 housing.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     and i'm going to be attaching the downpipe to the block, people who don't usually end up regretting it later on. so for me its 2.5 from turbo to flex section, and then 3 from there on. i think that will be a very nice system once i get it done     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000029||scooter||07-21-2003||03:38 PM||||i guess nobody wanted to take my word for what boost creep is.  im glad some people think the same way i do.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000030||scooter||07-21-2003||03:40 PM||||i think a few people had the wrong idea completly.  thats why other people kept bringing it back up.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000031||gvr4ever||07-21-2003||03:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Boost creep is caused by installing a bigger turbo that out flows the wastgate flapper and 02 housing.  The effect is the boost rising for your engine.  You might try and set it at 16, but it will keep going up and you can't do anything about it untill the flow problem is fixed.<br /><br />If you had a 20G with a stock exhaust (just a example) then I'm sure the stock exhaust would play a roll in boost creep too.<br /><br />So how could putting a bigger exhaust on ever cause boost creep?!?!?  It can't.<br /><br />People don't just add external wast gate dumps to scare old people.  Well, it's not the only reason. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's not correct.  <br /><br />Boost creep is caused by the resistance in the exhaust being LESS than the resistance going through the wastegate valve.  Exhaust takes the easiest route, which is through the turbine wheel, thus making more boost.  <br /><br />Problem can be remedied by <br />A) larger WG flapper<br />B) proper porting<br /><br />See what I'm saying?  The bigger exhaust can  reduce backpressure so much that exhaust doesn't want to go through the wastegate and bleed off.  W </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't want to start a fight, but I've ran with no exhaust before and I didn't get boost creep at all with a big 16G.  So if what you are saying is true about no back pressure = exhaust bypassing the wastgage and going out the exhaust, then why wouldn't I get boost creep running without a exhaust at all?<br /><br />I've never heard anyone suggest that a bigger exhaust will cause boost creep and I've never had that problem with a stock turbo or upgraded turbo.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000032||MiSTER2||07-21-2003||03:55 PM||||Can anybody tell me the logic behind idea of starting the system 2.5inch and going 3 inch after or just before the cat?  Isn't the right way to start 3inch and then going down to 2.5inch as exhaust gas volume decreases towards the end?<br /><br />A 2.5inch might be more responsive in city driving conditions but a 3inch system will definitely perform better in highway racing. <br /><br />p.s. Highways of Sydney are beautiful  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000033||229of1000||07-21-2003||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Can anybody tell me the logic behind idea of starting the system 2.5inch and going 3 inch after or just before the cat?  Isn't the right way to start 3inch and then going down to 2.5inch as exhaust gas volume decreases towards the end?<br />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If that were true, then after-market catbacks would be smaller than stock, no?<br /><br />The point of opening up your exhaust is to get rid of restriction.  By putting 2.5" back there after you've had it opened up to 3" through the downpipe, you are adding in another restriction.  Either go full 2.5", full 3", or 2.5" to 3", but don't go 3" to 2.5"  The exhaust expands as it travels through the system.  When the exhaust gasses are hot, they flow better.  As the gasses cool, bigger helps.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000034||howard_GVR4||07-21-2003||04:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br />I don't want to start a fight, but I've ran with no exhaust before and I didn't get boost creep at all with a big 16G.  So if what you are saying is true about no back pressure = exhaust bypassing the wastgage and going out the exhaust, then why wouldn't I get boost creep running without a exhaust at all?<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll tell you why, because the variables are too different between cars to make a broad generalization that 3" exhaust ALWAYS equals boost creep.  There are way more factors than just the size of the exhaust.  I don't think anyone is saying that big exhaust will cause boost creep in every situation.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000035||gvr4ever||07-21-2003||05:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br />I don't want to start a fight, but I've ran with no exhaust before and I didn't get boost creep at all with a big 16G.  So if what you are saying is true about no back pressure = exhaust bypassing the wastgage and going out the exhaust, then why wouldn't I get boost creep running without a exhaust at all?<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll tell you why, because the variables are too different between cars to make a broad generalization that 3" exhaust ALWAYS equals boost creep.  There are way more factors than just the size of the exhaust.  I don't think anyone is saying that big exhaust will cause boost creep in every situation. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In your own words try explaining how any exhaust (larger then stock)in any variable could ever cause boost creep.<br /><br />Do a google search.  Boost creep is due to not having enough flow out of the wastgate.  The only way the exhaust can play a roll is if the exhaust can't flow enough for the wastgate and engine exhaust.  That's when a external dump is used.  It is also used to scare old people to death.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000036||GRV4726||07-21-2003||10:42 PM||||when gas gets hot, it moves around faster. think back to highschool physics. as the gas cools it slows down (it gets mellow, haha). so thats my reasoning. <br /><br />a counter claim would be "all i know is that when i get cold i get closer to my wife" or was it cat. who said that? i think it was ken in<br /><br />anyway, i'm also going 2.5 to the flex for fitment/ clearance reasons. (i just hope i can get it to be tucked in around the rear diff. i'm not looking forward to trying to squeeze 3 inches of ss pipe there.  <br /><br />by the way anyone looking for some stainless steel pipe?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000037||scooter||07-21-2003||11:54 PM||||for those of you that think exhaust size has nothing to do with boost creep, this came straight from ddynopower.com on the exhaust page.    <br />If a FULL 3 inch exhaust system is used, in most cases, to control the boost level, an external wastegate is needed. Keep that in mind when getting a 3 inch downpipe.<br /><br />ok thats one lets try another. this is coming straight from the pages of buschurracing.com<br /> A 3" downpipe without sufficient port work (see below), and external wastegate can cause boost creep. <br /><br />so i guess david buschur and dougs dynopower have no idea what they're talking about. some of you peeps need to research before you make yourself look dumb.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000038||gvr4ever||07-22-2003||09:20 AM||||You know what, I'm going to admit that I left out a variable( one that I've never seen happen with any DSM), but I still don't think you guys understand why you accually get boost creep.  It has nothing to do with<br /><br /> "Boost creep is caused by the resistance in the exhaust being LESS than the resistance going through the wastegate valve. Exhaust takes the easiest route, which is through the turbine wheel, thus making more boost."<br /> <br />the exhaust not going out the wastgate.  It is because the turbo makes more boost then the wastgate can control.  A 3" could cause the turbo to spin too much because it flows that well, however without major intake and IC upgrades with a stock turbo and 02, wastgate flapper, that probably isn't going to happen.  I think we all know that our stock IC don't flow crap.  <br /><br />I asked you guys to explain why a biger exhaust would cause boost creep and all you can do is post links to what someone else wrote.  Do you really understand why?!?!?!?  I do, but there was a factor I wasn't looking at.  And really a problem I've never known anyone to have.  I've been a 1G person for a long time though, so maybe the garret t too small would spin out of control with a 3" who knows.<br /><br />So before you call me dumb, do you really understand, or just post links that others wrote?||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000039||spoulson||07-22-2003||10:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>In your own words try explaining how any exhaust (larger then stock)in any variable could ever cause boost creep.<br /><br />Do a google search.  Boost creep is due to not having enough flow out of the wastgate.  The only way the exhaust can play a roll is if the exhaust can't flow enough for the wastgate and engine exhaust.  That's when a external dump is used.  It is also used to scare old people to death. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Come on, now you're being naive.  You're comparing apples to oranges.  You're assuming car A with turbo X is comparable to car B with turbo X.  You know what they say about assuming...<br /><br />I think you and scooter have a false view that no one understands the idea.  I understand it perfectly and a few others have concurred with me and you.  The general idea of this argument is whether or not freer flowing exhaust helps or hurts the possibility of boost creep.  There is no absolute.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>I asked you guys to explain why a biger exhaust would cause boost creep and all you can do is post links to what someone else wrote. Do you really understand why?!?!?!? I do, but there was a factor I wasn't looking at. And really a problem I've never known anyone to have. I've been a 1G person for a long time though, so maybe the garret t too small would spin out of control with a 3" who knows.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Heh.  I'll still trying to figure out what the issue is that you have.  What is this 'factor'?  The reason a t25 doesn't boost creep is because it just doesn't flow worth a crap.  A 14B flows more, but I've never heard of creeping on that.  The big 16G on my 2G creeped and I went for the 34mm valve and it was fixed.  In the old days, they said a 20G required an external because an internal gate would creep.  Now there are 20G's with internal gates that work.<br /><br />So is there still a question whether or not anyone 'understands' you?||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000040||spoulson||07-22-2003||10:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by scooter:<br /><strong>some of you peeps need to research before you make yourself look dumb. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You made a good point until I read this part.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000041||howard_GVR4||07-22-2003||10:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br />Do a google search.  Boost creep is due to not having enough flow out of the wastgate.  The only way the exhaust can play a roll is if the exhaust can't flow enough for the wastgate and engine exhaust.  That's when a external dump is used.  It is also used to scare old people to death. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And what happens when enough flow doesn't go out the wastegate?  DING DING DING, it goes out the exhaust, because, as I said, the restriction is less than going through the wastegate.  At the same time, you're contradicting and validating your own theory.  <br /><br />And yes, I know exactly what an external dump is, because I have one on my tubular O2 housing.<br /><br />Your theory is headed in the right direction, but incomplete.  You state "Boost creeps because the turbo makes more boost than the wastegate can control".  A better way of thinking about it is "The wastegate can't bleed off enough boost because it's too small and the exhaust is nice n' big, SO boost rises because not enough exhaust is being bled.  You're thinking excessive compressor side boost pressure causes boost creep, but it's more a fault of the turbine/WG side.  <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  So before you call me dumb, do you really understand, or just post links that others wrote? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A) Who called you "dumb"<br />B) I didn't post any links or reference anyone else's thoughts on boost creep||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000042||gvr4ever||07-22-2003||12:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br />Do a google search.  Boost creep is due to not having enough flow out of the wastgate.  The only way the exhaust can play a roll is if the exhaust can't flow enough for the wastgate and engine exhaust.  That's when a external dump is used.  It is also used to scare old people to death. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And what happens when enough flow doesn't go out the wastegate?  DING DING DING, it goes out the exhaust, because, as I said, the restriction is less than going through the wastegate.  At the same time, you're contradicting and validating your own theory.  <br /><br />And yes, I know exactly what an external dump is, because I have one on my tubular O2 housing.<br /><br />Your theory is headed in the right direction, but incomplete.  You state "Boost creeps because the turbo makes more boost than the wastegate can control".  A better way of thinking about it is "The wastegate can't bleed off enough boost because it's too small and the exhaust is nice n' big, SO boost rises because not enough exhaust is being bled.  You're thinking excessive compressor side boost pressure causes boost creep, but it's more a fault of the turbine/WG side.  <br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  So before you call me dumb, do you really understand, or just post links that others wrote? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A) Who called you "dumb"<br />B) I didn't post any links or reference anyone else's thoughts on boost creep </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry about that, I think it was scooner that suggested I made myself look dumb and posted links to buschurracing.com.  His FAQ says there is a danger is having boost creep when using a 3" exhaust system with smaller turbos that have stock size wastgates.<br /><br />I apologize for getting carried away.  I just though telling someone not to go 3" because of boost creep was lousy advice.  There are many things to over come when upgrading our cars.  We all had to deal with upgrading the wastgate flapper or going external.<br /><br />What really bugged me was no one could explain how I was able to run with a open o2 housing without getting boost creep.  <br /><br />Like I said before, I never heard of anyone getting boost creep when installing a exhaust.  I'm sure it's happend, but I've been around for awhile and have pretty active in local clubs before.  <br /><br />All I wanted was a why to bigger exhaust = boost creep.  What I got was links to other people saying it can happen.<br /><br />There is one thing I've learned over the years is not to quote someone (no matter who it is) if you don't really understand what you are talking about.  We are all guilty of it and I still do it when I get carried away.  I got a little pissed off when I asked why and got cause David Buschur says so.  That faq is so short and doesn't go into any detail.  If we were all lemmings in DSM land we would blow up our engines or something.  If I read something, no matter who wrote it, I always try and find the why to it. After many google searches, I can't find the why behind a bigger exhaust = boost creep. <br /><br />I've read alot on how turbo's work in the past and I read up again since this thread started and on boost creep.  Also I didn't read up on any race sites.  I read up on howthingswork.com (thats always fun to just read again) and some guys paper for collage or something on everything about turbos.  They all talk a little about boost creep.  The wastgate flow is really the cause or fix for boost creep.  I think we can all agree on that.<br /><br />However, what really is the cause for larger exhaust = boost creep with a smaller turbo?  The only known cause I know the reason behind is a bigger turbo with the stock o2 housing and WG flapper.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000043||gvr4in||07-22-2003||01:40 PM||||Its weird that no matter what board you're on, lots of posts end OT questioning intelligence.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000044||Dan D||07-22-2003||02:00 PM||||I posted earlier then removed it because I didn't want to get "involved".  Try this on for size and see how it fits:<br /><br />Begin removing (hypothetical here) sources which add backpressure starting at the tailpipe. Peice at a time. Each piece you remove reduces the effective backpressure which the turbine outlet and wastegate passage outlet see. <br /><br />Once you make it all the way to 02 housing and have everything else off, then you have one possible source adding backpressure at the turbine and wastegate outlets, Agreed?<br /><br />On large turbo's the turbine has a very high flow capacity and in general any turbo's exhaust outlet is larger than the wastegate passage. At 0 psi effective backpressure at the turbine outlet and wastegate outlet, if the wastegate passage is small enough, it can be a less resitive path for gasses to go through the turbine instead of around.<br /><br />Backpressure induces a condition where a significant amount more energy must be used to spin the turbine. The exact amount more dependant on the design of the wheel and housing. With enough backpressure introduced to the turbine and wastegate outlets, the turbine is no longer the path of least resistance. This occurs at the point when simply overcoming the backpressure through the smaller wastegate passage requires less work than spining the turbine against backpressure and overcoming the backpressure throught the larger turbine passage.<br /><br />Scenario:<br />To hold desired boost level, 1/3 of exhaust flow must go around the turbine. Due to wastegate passage size, only 1/4 of the exhaust gasses actually due because it is easier to move the turbine than squeeze throught the hole.<br /><br />Solution 1 (good):<br />Increase the size of the wastegate passage so that it becomes less work to go around than through.<br /><br />Solution 2 (not as good): Introduce enough backpressure at the turbine and wastegate outlets so that it becomes more work to go through and spin the turbine than to go around. <br /><br />If the right combination of conditions/variables exist, going to a 3" exhaust can cause boost creep when it did not exist before.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000045||gvr4in||07-22-2003||02:16 PM||||You should've posted this earlier to prevent the 2 pg's of nonsense! Good job.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000046||howard_GVR4||07-22-2003||02:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  If the right combination of conditions/variables exist, going to a 3" exhaust can cause boost creep when it did not exist before. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is exactly right.  Boost creep has zero to do with large/small turbos and everything to do with backpressure/turbine variables.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000047||scooter||07-22-2003||03:56 PM||||ok, before i ever posted the links, i tried to explain what it was.  actually my first post was trying to explain.  then i was told that was not right.  so i try to post some links of someone you might believe. i was trying to explain it had nothing to do with turbo size, like you said. i also did not call you dumb, i said research before you make yourself look dumb. so yes, im pretty sure i knew what creep was before i posted the links. also, i never said not to get 3in cuz of boost creep.  i never said anything about what to get.  i jumped in on the boost creep part of the thread.  if you ask me, i would get 3in all the way back, then if creep is a prob. i would fix it. what is my false view on boost creep though?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000048||gvr4ever||07-22-2003||09:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by scooter:<br /><strong> boost creep is caused by the exhaust outflowing the wastegate.  like as in its easier for the exhaust gas to flow out the turbine exit hole and into the downpipe, instead of some flowing out the wastegate hole.  it all just wants to flow out where its easiest to get out.(3in downpipe would be way easier than the 29mm wastegate hole.) with the stock exhaust it would back the flow up and cause some gas to go out the wastegate hole. not everybody will have boost creep, but some will have it bad.  you can port out the wastegate hole and install a 34mm flapper though and you should be fine if you do have it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Scooner, I said you had a false view becuase you said that it is easier to flow out the exhaust then the wastgate.  Maybe you do understand, but that is worded pretty badly.  It's because exhaust can't flow out the wastgate, not because the 3" is easier the flow.  Since the wastgate can't slow down the spinning of the turbo, boost creep starts. A larger exhaust will allow the turbo more flow, thats it.  <br /><br />Out of all the " how does a turbo work " pages I read, they all suggest boost creap happens because the wastegate can't flow enough to slow the turbo down.  No one says anything about there not being enough back pressure.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.nwstreetracing.com/tech/turbo_fundamentals.htm" target="_blank">http://www.nwstreetracing.com/tech/turbo_fundamentals.htm</a>||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000049||scooter||07-22-2003||09:35 PM||||i was trying to put it in simple terms. so its because the exhaust can not flow out he wastegate huh?  well i wonder if its because its to easy for it to flow out the turbine hole instead. yep, i believe so. when you have backpressure, its easier for it to come out the wastegate hole. meaning that the exhaust going out the turbine hole is getting backed up, so some pushes out the wastegate, which keeps the wheel from spinning as hard. if its real easy for it to all go out the turbine hole, it just bypasses the wastegate and all goes through the wheel, which makes it build more boost, and this is boost creep. also you never said i had a false view, spoulson did. im not trying to be a dick to you and i know its hard to admit when youre wrong, but im not the only one with this view on boost creep.  you even say the only thing a 3in will do is add more flow to the turbine.  well you think it can add so much that all the exhaust just starts bypassing the wastegate, well i and some others here do.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000050||gvr4ever||07-22-2003||10:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by scooter:<br /><strong> i was trying to put it in simple terms. so its because the exhaust can not flow out he wastegate huh?  well i wonder if its because its to easy for it to flow out the turbine hole instead. yep, i believe so. when you have backpressure, its easier for it to come out the wastegate hole. meaning that the exhaust going out the turbine hole is getting backed up, so some pushes out the wastegate, which keeps the wheel from spinning as hard. if its real easy for it to all go out the turbine hole, it just bypasses the wastegate and all goes through the wheel, which makes it build more boost, and this is boost creep. also you never said i had a false view, spoulson did. im not trying to be a dick to you and i know its hard to admit when youre wrong, but im not the only one with this view on boost creep.  you even say the only thing a 3in will do is add more flow to the turbine.  well you think it can add so much that all the exhaust just starts bypassing the wastegate, well i and some others here do. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I understand what you are saying, and I agree that, according to the law of equilibruim (fluid mechanics), a high pressure source will always exhaust to a low pressure source.  This is what you are referring to with the larger exhaust.  The "back pressure" (which incidentally does not exist, you are referring to a resistance to flow), is reduced because of a larger pipe diameter.  I totally agree.  However, keep in mind that the pressure on the other side of the wastegate is at atmospheric pressure, (1 atm, or 14.7 psi, standard atmospheric pressure at sea lever, which may vary if you live in the mountains). Taking into relation the pressure in the exhaust vs. the pressure outside the wastegate, your exhaust will always first flow out the wastegate.  Now, let's also keep in mind that an outlet can only flow so much volume of air at any given pressure (PV=nRT).  While you increase the volume of air through your exhaust, you have not increased the diameter of your wastegate to allow the excess to vent to the atmosphere.  That brings me back to the earlier point, which was that increasing your wastegate diameter will prevent "boost creep".  The problem arises not because the exhaust "chooses" to flow through the exhaust piping, but rather because the wastegate is unable to vent the proper volume of air.  <br /><br />If anyone thinks this is wrong, please let me know.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000051||mikeyoung00||07-22-2003||10:03 PM||||You guys really know how to pick fly-specks from pepper. You really are saying (more or less) the same thing. I'll try a different tack...see if you both don't agree with this. If not, please reply...<br /><br />Velocity (volume of air per unit of time) through the system (exhaust manifold to exhaust tip) depends on a couple of things...flow rate through the most restrictive component and pressure difference between the manifold and the outside world. <br /><br />Turbine speed depends on the pressure difference between the manifold and the O2 housing (and the rest of the exhaust system).<br /><br />A less restrictive exhaust system increases the flow velocity of exhaust gasses, lowering the pressure within the entire system downstream of the turbine. This means a greater difference in the pressure in the exhaust manifold and the pressure in the downstream exhaust system. The result is a higher rate of flow through the turbo and waste gate...up to the flow limits of each. (Any orifice has a practical limit to the VOLUME of air that will flow through it even if pressure difference is further increased.) <br /><br />So if the turbo housing can flow more volume than the waste gate it is possible that the increased pressure differential that resulted from the less restrictive exhaust will cause flow to reach its limit through the waste gate before it reaches the flow limit of the turbo. Result: boost creep.<br /><br />Obviously, there are a LOT of variables here...like the volume and temp of exhaust gasses being pumped out of the engine, outside air pressure and air temperature, thermal characteristics of the exhaust system, etc.<br /><br />Of course a turbo with a too-small waste gate (whether internal or external) can do the same thing if you pump enough hot exhaust gas into it.<br /><br />And I think the reason you don't hear the term "back-pressure" much in technical discussions is because the term is sort of a misnomer. Backpressure implies that there is some external pressure pushing back up the exhaust system. But the only thing pushing back into your exhaust system is atmospheric pressure and it doesn't care what kind of exhaust you are running. It is probably more accurate to refer to flow limit. A test pipe increases the flow limit of your exhaust system. It doesn't reduce "back-pressure". Driving into a vacuum or sticking a vacuum hose on your tail pipe would reduce atmospheric backpressure.<br /><br />Boy, do I love to hear myself talk. Sorry to run on.<br /><br />Mike||24.117.166.181||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000052||MiSTER2||07-23-2003||02:25 AM||||Looks like i'll have to get either 2.75inch or 4 inch exhaust system.  Otherwise you guys will kill each other.  <br /><br />All i know is i had a full 3inch system in my mr2 turbo when the car was stock standard and when the car had big turbo intercooler boost etc.  I never had that creepy boost creep you guys are talking about. <br /><br />My final decision on my galant vr4 is a 3inch turbo back system with 3inch high flow cat going down to 2.5inch after the cat connecting to 2.5inch remus muffler.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
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A||||37||jayru||Update! 2G cold air intake side effects new questions on fuel demands||||5||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||07-20-2003||09:59 PM||||I designed a cold air intake today using a 2g sensor and 2 1/4 in. pipe. the filter is in the fenderwell and a 90 deg. pvc pipe connects it to the 2g sensor. From there its a straight shot to the turbo. My question is, I had to flip the blow-off valve upside-down and build a u bracket out of pipe to bring the bov where i wanted it. (it was in the way of my intake) When i took the car for a ride it makes a schreeching sound from the bov and only boosts to 10psi instead of 15. It looked like the bov could be fliped but now i have this noise as soon as it spools up. Any ideas??||24.229.174.50||reg||5||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||07-21-2003||12:24 AM||||turning the bov around is ok. id say either a) your gasket should have been chaged or b) it may not be tightened enough.||65.227.204.223||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||jayru||07-21-2003||12:15 PM||||Ok, i took Hibrn8's advice and made a new gasket for the bov. I took the car out and it still makes the noise (although quieter)Is the noise just the turbo sucking because now it's a straight pipe and it resonates?. Boost pins at 10 as low as 2500rpm but dosen't make full 15psi until redline (at 5000rpm the boost will start to climb from 10 sloowly until it reaches 15 at almost 7000rpm). If the bov was still leaking i dont think it would still climb to 15. But why is this happening?? With the old intake it would pin to 15 right away. The only thing i can think of is the lower restriction decreased the boost pressure because before with the stock pipe it was starved for air? The resulting climb after 5000rpm could be the limit of the stock intercooler i am runing(maxing it out and creating a restriction? Anyone please help||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||jayru||07-21-2003||12:20 PM||||Also i still have stock injectors with no afc. My fuel trims are 123low, 102mid, and 103high. O2 volts are in the .78 range, but i get no nock except in 1st gear (everywhere) and after 4500 in all other gears. Here is the weird part. My duty cycke never goes over 88. Are the injectors ok but the fuel pump maxed out?? I have 550's but think the computer could correct on it's own with the 450's if i had more fuel? Let me know what ya think about this one too||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||07-21-2003||12:35 PM||||Did you even do an intake leak test?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||07-21-2003||12:55 PM||||Ummmm doesn't the 2g maf flow 20% more air by itself compared to an unhacked 1g maf? Your starting to run lean according to your fuel trim and it would explain your erratic knock.||65.146.254.86||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||jayru||07-21-2003||12:56 PM||||their are no leaks between the turbo and the mas. The car runs too good to have a leak. idles prrfect and the boost still climbs after 5000 if their was a leak i think it would bleed down<br /><br />Also nothing was touched on the intake side after the turbo except for the bov. And id didn't do it before i put the new intake on.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||jayru||07-21-2003||12:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Ummmm doesn't the 2g maf flow 20% more air by itself compared to an unhacked 1g maf? Your starting to run lean according to your fuel trim and it would explain your erratic knock. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">but the injector duty cycle never goes above 88. Dosen't that mean the injectors have more in'em so it could theoretically add more by itself?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000008||BlackHole||07-21-2003||01:28 PM||||Using a straight pipe will noticeably increase the noise level from the turbo. Given the way the boost builds slowly, I'd guess you have a leak somewhere.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000009||jayru||07-21-2003||08:49 PM||||Thanks to everybody who chimed in with advice. I fixed the problem finally this afternoon. Seems when i was re-hooking the vacum lines for the wastegate i connected the end that went to the old 1g meter to a bung on the intercooler pipe, the other end was on the outlet pipe for the turbo. The wastegate was getting two diffrent boost signals and it caused the previous problem. <br /><br />The car now spools to an unbelievable 20psi and pulls like a raped ape. Goes to show how restrictive our stock intake pipe/1g meter is. I got 5psi just by removing it and using the 2g setup. My air temps are down from 140 before to around ambient.<br /><br />I know i got to put a boost controler on it to get the psi back to around 16psi(i still use the stock turbo), and my injector duty cycles are way past 100 at like 4grand. <br /><br />Injectors are going on tomorow(550's). Anyone ever use them with the stock fuel pump? Will it supply enough fuel?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000010||04DrBlur||07-21-2003||09:02 PM||||Dude if you are runnin 20 psi on the stock pump you better start savin some cash cause something is gonna give....Why would you put a 2nd gen MAS on with 550,s before even thinking about the fuel pump?||68.76.183.23||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000011||jayru||07-21-2003||09:07 PM||||I only ran 20psi for 1 pull because the extra boost was added by the intake efeciency. I have to dial it back with a boost controler. I am not planing on running that much on the stock turbo. I was asking the question about the pump bcs no-one ever talks about it. So i wanted to know if the stock pump (rewired) would handle the fuel demands at a safe boost level of 16 psi with the 2g 550 combo.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||07-21-2003||09:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> I only ran 20psi for 1 pull because the extra boost was added by the intake efeciency. I have to dial it back with a boost controler. I am not planing on running that much on the stock turbo. I was asking the question about the pump bcs no-one ever talks about it. So i wanted to know if the stock pump (rewired) would handle the fuel demands at a safe boost level of 16 psi with the 2g 550 combo. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no.  the stock pump cant handle 15 psi with 450's||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||GRV4726||07-21-2003||09:31 PM||||you don't have an aftermarket pump?!!! and you were running a 2g mas with 450's at 20psi? jesus christ, you need to read before you do shit like that. (mainly so that you don't do shit like that and figure out why)||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000014||jayru||07-21-2003||10:22 PM||||A, humm? does everyone think i am an idiot? I have been working on cars for many years, and was full aware what i was doing. At 20psi with a stock pump and 450's my knock never exceded 5 counts. I was watching o2 volts knock and injector duty cycle the whole time. I appreciate the concern, but the question was simple, and has been answered. I think with a good pump the ecu might re-learn the fuel trims enough that an AFC isn't even needed. Just my 2cents, you cant learn anything without trying (as long as you keep it within safe parameters)||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||07-21-2003||11:28 PM||||Any other mods to your intercooer, piping or throttle body?  20psi with the stock pipes isn't the same as 20psi with 3" pipes.  Where does your gauge measure the vac/boost from?<br /><br />Anyhow, 20psi with a stock fuel system is too much (not "safe parameters").  Depending on various conditions 15-16 is the generally accepted maximum for a rewired pump.  You can run 20psi on the stock turbo, but that's on the edge of it's efficiency.  I can max out my stock injectors with my 1G MAF at 15psi with full timing advance at ~5000rpm.<br /><br />You really need to have those 550's in there with the 2G and then you'll be in a place where the ECU can do a fair job of adjusting itself.  Otherwise I think you'll find that the ECU isn't as smart as you hoped.  Remember that at wide-open-throttle the ECU is not watching the O2 sensor, it's using a fuel map that is based on rpm, air flow, knock and "octane".  How old is your knock sensor?<br /><br />Is this injector duty cycle you're referring to (88) is that a percentage or a time value (ms)?  If you can only hit 88% of your injectors something is very wrong.  If it is 88ms you'd better learn how to do the math, you don't have 20ms to spare at 6000rpm -- but you will be doing some rapid division of parts and some massive subtraction from your wallet.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||jayru||07-21-2003||11:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Any other mods to your intercooer, piping or throttle body?  20psi with the stock pipes isn't the same as 20psi with 3" pipes.  Where does your gauge measure the vac/boost from? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I do have a stock intercooler for now. i'm upgrading to a jdm front mount with some 2 1/4 pipe in the future. I get my boost from a line directly from the intake. Im just happy to see a 5psi jump. now when i lower it back to 15 with a boost controler i know thats way more eficent than the 15psi i got with the old intake setup.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  I can max out my stock injectors with my 1G MAF at 15psi with full timing advance at ~5000rpm. You really need to have those 550's in there with the 2G and then you'll be in a place where the ECU can do a fair job of adjusting itself. How old is your knock sensor?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">will the stock rewired pump support the 550's at 15-16psi?<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>Is this injector duty cycle you're referring to (88) is that a percentage or a time value (ms)? ?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is duty cycle. But that was before when i had the problem. Now they exceed 100% after around 5000rpm. But is this due to lack of pump or injector? I have read some threads with TEL's that run low 12's on stock injectors. Just wondering?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000017||GRV4726||07-22-2003||12:22 AM||||that number for the duty cycle sounds very familiar. VERY!!! but i can't remember from where. i swear it was discussed before. i just can't find the topic<br /><br />oh well||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000018||jayru||07-22-2003||12:55 AM||||I don't want to turn this into a bitch-fest, but please, if you don't have any useful information please don't post.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000019||keydiver||07-22-2003||01:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Does everyone think i am an idiot? I have been working on cars for many years, and was full aware what i was doing. At 20psi with a stock pump and 450's my knock never exceded 5 counts. I was watching o2 volts knock and injector duty cycle the whole time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And, what was your O2 at WOT? Its hard to imagine that with a 2g MAS and 450 they were anywhere close to being safe. .78 is NOT safe. That is the kind of A/F that eats pistons and rings for breakfast. I tried running 450's with a 2g MAS AND an AFC AND an aftermarket FPR, and I could not get a safe A/F without cranking the AFCup about 25%!<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> I have read some threads with TEL's that run low 12's on stock injectors. Just wondering?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That was on race gas. That will not work in the real world outside the track. When you run race fuel, you can run much leaner (~12.5:1) A/F's, so injectors will stretch alot further. Stock, our cars run a 9.5:1 A/F at WOT!<br />Another question: how are you getting 20psi of boost with the stock boost controller? Even if you do all the free mods, you usually only get about 14psi. Either you have something hooked up wrong, or you have massive boost creep, and a new MBC won't fix the problem.<br />Not all of us consider you to be an idiot, but ALL of us our concerned that you will be the next guy on here that melts down his engine because he pushed it too far too soon, doesn't have the bucks to fix it, gets discouraged, sells it too cheap, and ends up with the POS Civic he had 2 years ago. Please don't go there.||216.78.241.194||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000020||GRV4726||07-22-2003||01:43 AM||||hmm... it might be useful, considering i'm talking about a value that you saw before you worked out some kinks from your pvc creation. but ok. i hope you rewire your pump, put the 550's in, and set the boost down soon. i don't know why you would'nt have done all this alread considering it been talked about so many times before. <br /><br />your topic reminded me of this. read it, its interesting. i think we all can learn from his difficult times (ie: don't forget to do something VERY important. not good)   <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/kill.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/kill.html</a> <br /><br />edit: i'm glad keydriver is telling you about his personal experience because i haven't tried anything like this before (because my car is stock mostly). i take a safe approach to planing mods for my car. and those pics should scare you enough to do the same.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000021||jayru||07-22-2003||08:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>And, what was your O2 at WOT? Its hard to imagine that with a 2g MAS and 450 they were anywhere close to being safe. .78 is NOT safe. That is the kind of A/F that eats pistons and rings for breakfast. I tried running 450's with a 2g MAS AND an AFC AND an aftermarket FPR, and I could not get a safe A/F without cranking the AFCup about 25%!</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">o2's were in the .84-86 range but that was before5000rpm, Rember i never shifted above 5000rpm. What is the correct range? I was under the impression that mid to high 80's were good?<br /><br />    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>That was on race gas. That will not work in the real world outside the track. When you run race fuel, you can run much leaner (~12.5:1) A/F's, so injectors will stretch alot further. Stock, our cars run a 9.5:1 A/F at WOT!<br />Another question: how are you getting 20psi of boost with the stock boost controller? Even if you do all the free mods, you usually only get about 14psi. Either you have something hooked up wrong, or you have massive boost creep, and a new MBC won't fix the problem.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was wondering that also, I checked all the hoses and everything is correct. Their is no controler on now and the boost doesent "Creep" it pins at 20 and stays there. The only thing i can think of is the super high flow intake is now feeding the turbo so much air that it is more efficent and makes more boost? I rember years ago when i had a supercharged mustang, we added a    3 1/2" pipe off of the supercharger with a bigmouth filter and saw a 2-3 pound increase in boost. What do you guys think?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||07-22-2003||10:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> will the stock rewired pump support the 550's at 15-16psi?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It can for a few psi, but it's fuel delivery won't be linear.  One thing to consider here is that not only is the pump underpowered, but it also has <i>nnn</i> thousand miles on it and is getting weaker by the mile.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Now they exceed 100% after around 5000rpm. But is this due to lack of pump or injector? I have read some threads with TEL's that run low 12's on stock injectors. Just wondering? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mostly lack of injector.  The ECU needs you to have more fuel than the maximum capacity of the injectors can deliver.  You're fairly matched with a 2G MAS (more air) and 550cc injectors (more fuel), however, beyond that you'll need some type of control because the ECU does <b>not</b> know the flow rate of the injectors (always assumes 450cc, it's time-based, not volume-based.).  That's where the AFC (or similar) comes in -- to trick the ECU into seeing <i>less</i> air to compensate for the <i>more</i> fuel delivered by larger injectors.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> o2's were in the .84-86 range but that was before5000rpm, Rember i never shifted above 5000rpm. What is the correct range? I was under the impression that mid to high 80's were good?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">O2 values are tough to make sense of -- they vary from sensor to sensor.  O2 trim (%) is better to watch, I believe.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Their is no controler on now and the boost doesent "Creep" it pins at 20 and stays there. The only thing i can think of is the super high flow intake is now feeding the turbo so much air that it is more efficent and makes more boost? I rember years ago when i had a supercharged mustang, we added a    3 1/2" pipe off of the supercharger with a bigmouth filter and saw a 2-3 pound increase in boost. What do you guys think? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">20psi is probably the limit of your wastegate and/or BOV (leaking like a sieve).  With stock intercooling and a 14b, 20psi is usually so hot that it doesn't make you any faster than 15psi.  Hot air also means a greater chance of detonation. (boom)<br /><br />Despite all the ranting and raving, I think you'll be on the right track -- just don't ever do that again.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Keep the boost under control and watch that logger.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000023||jayru||07-22-2003||11:44 AM||||Quote: 20psi is probably the limit of your wastegate and/or BOV (leaking like a sieve). With stock intercooling and a 14b, 20psi is usually so hot that it doesn't make you any faster than 15psi. Hot air also means a greater chance of detonation. (boom)<br /><br />Why has it gotten that high? efficency of the intake or a problem with the wastegate?<br />Also where should the o2 trim % values be?<br />Any help is greately appreciated||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000024||Hertz||07-22-2003||12:51 PM||||Typically it means your wastegate isn't opening when it should... or at all.  Did you remove your boost control solenoid?  It's normally mounted on your aircan.<br /><br />O2 trim should bounce around 100%. Greater than 100% means you're running lean (ECU trying to add fuel) and less than 100% means you're running rich (ECU trying to remove fuel).<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/" target="_blank">datalogger FAQ</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000025||GRV4726||07-22-2003||02:54 PM||||<a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a><br /><br />i don't know if you saw this or not, but it should help you set it up right. i don't think your intake would raise the psi like that.<br /><br />anyway, hope you get it worked out||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000026||jayru||07-22-2003||03:23 PM||||Update!!!!<br /><br />Im nearly at my wits end with this damn thing!<br />This is what i found out today. Hertz led me to the waste-gate, i looked it over and thought mabye, when i took the line that went to the 1g mas and unhooked it from the bung that gave me the problem before, i hooked it up to a port on the intake 2g elbow that i hacked for my cold air intake.<br /><br />My theory is, the intake was sucking soo much that mabye it wasent allowing the boost to reach the wastegate (letting the turbo spool to 20psi)<br /><br />I dis-connected it and ran a vacume line from the turbo outlet straight to the wastegate. Now i only have 10psi with the same problem before, at 5000rpm the boost slowly rises to around 14 at about 6700rpm. ARRRRRRRGHHHH!!! Is this boost creep? Should i only have 10 psi with a stock turbo straight connection to the wastegate? If so why did i have 15psi before with the stock intake?  Someone please help as i am ready to snap!||24.229.174.50||reg||11||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000027||ayvr4||07-22-2003||03:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> I only ran 20psi for 1 pull because the extra boost was added by the intake efeciency. I have to dial it back with a boost controler. I am not planing on running that much on the stock turbo. I was asking the question about the pump bcs no-one ever talks about it. So i wanted to know if the stock pump (rewired) would handle the fuel demands at a safe boost level of 16 psi with the 2g 550 combo. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">With an aftermarket boost controller<br />I did not think you could turn the boost level down past the level you were pushing without a controller (only add more).<br />Is this correct or am i misinformed? or is this only for a manual controller?<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000028||jayru||07-22-2003||03:54 PM||||that was a mistake in my earlier diagnosis of the problem. Read the whole thread it shows keydiver talking about it||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000029||GRV4726||07-22-2003||04:02 PM||||i think you should eliminate a bunch of those vac lines. like in the link i posted, that been posted many times before. hook up your mbc and eliminate a bunch of the vac hoses. then you can't get it wrong. keep it simple first. 11psi is what you should be running stock. so 10 is fine. doing the free mods should only put you at 12-13psi.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000030||Dan D||07-22-2003||04:15 PM||||Use a mityvac to test the wastegate actuator first.  Running around changing this, that, and the other thing is no way to troubleshoot.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000031||Hertz||07-22-2003||04:16 PM||||Yes, examine the vacuum diagrams.  Your wastegate line should be attached to either your BCS or a manual boost controller (MBC).  If you don't have either of those things it will either open ASAP or never. (depending on how you do have it plumbed)<br /><br />A un-modified BCS ("boost control solenoid" or "waste gate solenoid") will open the wastegate at around 11psi.  A modified (restrictor removed) BCS will open the wastegate around 12-13psi.<br /><br />Do you have a MBC?  Is your BCS hooked up?  Doesn't sound like you have either.<br /><br /> <a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf" target="_blank">Factory Vacuum Diagram</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000032||ayvr4||07-22-2003||04:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> that was a mistake in my earlier diagnosis of the problem. Read the whole thread it shows keydiver talking about it </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I read it all. I don't have any good input for you at this time.(sorry)<br />But that post just got my attention.. and i was wondering if what i said was correct or not.(for my own referance)<br /><br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000033||jayru||07-22-2003||04:50 PM||||Ok, when i bought the car their was no boost control solenoid. only a vacuum line from the turbo to a tee that went to the 1g mas and the other to the wastegate. The car put out 15psi boost (and it never creeped just pinned at 15 all the way through rpm). <br /><br />    Now their is a vacuum line from my turbo to the Manual boost controler to the wastegate. The MBC is wide open (lowest boost setting) and boost goes to 10 right away, but after 5000rpm it creeps to 14psi. Everything is hooked up right.<br /><br />    So i guess the creep is a result of the stock turbo (now it get's so much air top end mabye the creep is a result?) <br /><br />    The only thing i can't figure out is why the hell did i have 15 psi before with the stock intake?<br /><br />   On a side note the car still pulls way harder with 10 than it ever did at 15psi. and i lowered my intake temps an average of 30 degrees.<br /><br />   I want to know why you need an ajustable FPR with the 255 pump but not a 190lph. I might get the 190 bcs i think the 255 is overkill for me? any thoughts?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000034||Dan D||07-22-2003||05:09 PM||||What you had with the stock intake was basically the same thing people who used to use grainger valves had.  You were bleeding pressure through the end of the hose connected to the intake, thus not presenting the wastegate actuator with the "whole story".<br /><br />255 flows too much for the orifice size in the stock fpr, the 190 does not.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000035||Hertz||07-22-2003||05:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Now their is a vacuum line from my turbo to the Manual boost controler to the wastegate. The MBC is wide open (lowest boost setting) and boost goes to 10 right away, but after 5000rpm it creeps to 14psi. Everything is hooked up right.<br /><br />    So i guess the creep is a result of the stock turbo (now it get's so much air top end mabye the creep is a result?) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would guess that you're seeing some behavior that can be attributed to leaks of various kinds.  Imagine, perhaps, a connection/seal/gasket somewhere that can withstand 10psi fine, but starts to leak above that.  I think that would result in seeing such a boost curve.<br /><br />Recently with the help of Hibern8 (Ken) and Bob in Chicago (Bob) I tried to track down some leaks.  Having already purchased throttle body butterfly shaft seals (a guaranteed leak) I expected to breeze through a few leaks here-and-there and boil it down quickly to the TB shaft seals.  I had leaks everywhere.  Some of them were initially in our testing rig (hehe) but the leaks were/are everywhere.<br /><br />On another note I would beware the PVC piping.  It's melting point is a lot lower than ideal.  If it is anywhere near the turbo it WILL melt.  The plastic of choice for those applications is ABS.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000036||jayru||07-22-2003||05:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> What you had with the stock intake was basically the same thing people who used to use grainger valves had.  You were bleeding pressure through the end of the hose connected to the intake, thus not presenting the wastegate actuator with the "whole story".<br /><br />255 flows too much for the orifice size in the stock fpr, the 190 does not. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Makes alot of sense dan d, i can't believe i didn't think of that LOL. <br /><br />Is their any thing i can do about this boost creep, or do i just have to live with it on a stock turbo?<br /><br />I did a search on fuel pumps and found a website that sells the 190lph, he says on the site you should just get the 255 because you can use it with no problems. anyone else use the 255 with no fpr? My goal is 300 hp with the stock turbo(and its a daily driver)||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000037||jayru||07-22-2003||05:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>     I would guess that you're seeing some behavior that can be attributed to leaks of various kinds.  Imagine, perhaps, a connection/seal/gasket somewhere that can withstand 10psi fine, but starts to leak above that.  I think that would result in seeing such a boost curve.<br /><br />On another note I would beware the PVC piping.  It's melting point is a lot lower than ideal.  If it is anywhere near the turbo it WILL melt.  The plastic of choice for those applications is ABS. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If i had a leak wouldn't the boost fall bcs it is leaking out? the wastegate now gets its boost straight from the turbo i don't think leaks any where else would effect it. if it is leaking out else-where the wastegate still makes what it makes so my boost would fall not rise like it's doing. I think it is a limitation of the shitty stock wastegate not allowing enough exaust to excape at high rpm.<br /><br />Also the pvc is no where near the turbo, only before the 2g mas, i made it aluminum pipe after the mas. Thanks for the concern though.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/002816.cgi
A||||6||Vr4in'||N/T block vs. Turbo Block...||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-21-2003||12:11 AM||nohad43@aol.com||I the block on the N/t 2.0's the same as turbo blocks?I also have another question,did all the cyclone motors come with 16g's?thanks||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||07-21-2003||12:20 AM||||I cant remember the difference between the blocks except for the oil squirters. Maybe another difference. The cyclone 4g63 had the 16g with the 510 yellow top injectors. <br /><br />Did you try to search for these answers? I think they have been covered alot.||65.227.204.223||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||07-21-2003||09:31 AM||||About 15 to 20% of the JDM cyclone motors have 16gs and 510s. The only diffrence with the blocks is the knock sensor boss on the back of the block and the oil squirters. They are just as stong, A local shop just put down over 600 whp with one.||67.30.165.65||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||07-21-2003||09:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> About 15 to 20% of the JDM cyclone motors have 16gs and 510s. The only diffrence with the blocks is the knock sensor boss on the back of the block and the oil squirters. They are just as stong, A local shop just put down over 600 whp with one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Which shop is that?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||07-21-2003||01:43 PM||||I can confirm what Zach said. I've converted an NT block and the only differences are: no oil squirters, higher compression pistons and no knock sensor boss. The remainder of the internal part #s are identical. These differences are all easily resolved.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||07-21-2003||07:36 PM||||BarNone, Clays car put that down. The dyno sheet looks kinda funny but they put it down.||4.72.28.164||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||07-21-2003||09:32 PM||||Dont the turbo engines have lower compression pistons too ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002817.cgi
A||||5||Cybernerd2||O2 Sensor - Heated or Unheated type?||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||07-21-2003||09:37 PM||||Hi,<br /><br />I am wondering whether the Galant VR4 JDM O2 sensor uses the same sensor as the DSM?<br /><br />Is it Unheated type or Heated type?<br />Which BOSCH O2 sensor suitable for replacement to my original Mit. O2 sensor?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||91E39A||07-21-2003||10:40 PM||||I would definitely recommend the DENSO brand Heated O2 sensor.  Part# 234-4007.  It costs about the same as the bosch and the ntk(oem i believe) but supposed to be resistant to lead = Ability to use Leaded race Gas.  Also, I found that the Denso responded to changes in A/F mixture much faster than the old bosch that I replaced.  I purchased mine from MachV.com  Check it out.<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-21-2003||10:59 PM||||I also purchased a Denso O2 sensor.  After finally replacing my factory (assuming it was last changed at recall) O2 sensor (thanks Ken and Bob) we noticed some substantial differences in the design.   I haven't run race gas on it (or ever), but going by looks alone, it seemed a lot beefier -- bigger "shield" with larger holes...  The only annoying difference was that the wires are perhaps an inch too short for my desired routing.<br /><br />In case you didn't know, the easiest way to tell if your O2 sensor is heated or unheated is to count the wires.  You want 4, not 2.<br /><br />I haven't logged the differences yet, but I was definitely suffering from a dead O2 sensor.  I knew it was dying before it ever threw a code -- thanks to the Pocketlogger.  Although I've only run about 100 miles on it, I can tell that my fuel economy has picked up and my idle is a lot smoother.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||07-22-2003||06:31 PM||||So I take it that the ones with 4 wires would be heated then ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||msaskin||07-23-2003||09:50 AM||||yep, 4 wires = heated.  2 wires for the heater circuit, and 2 for the actual signal (iirc)<br /><br />~matt||24.97.5.30||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||07-23-2003||10:04 AM||||dont get a bosch sensor for your car.  it is not near as fast as the factory sensor.  also, on my jdm motor, the sensor was a 2 wire(no heat).  my rule of thumb is unless you are saving a bunch of money, go with the factory stuff.  here in the usa, a factory sensor is i think about 75 bucks, up from 60+, i can get a bosch for about 50, not worth the difference.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002818.cgi
A||||28||Vr4in'||Fuel Pump..||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-22-2003||03:37 AM||nohad43@aol.com||I'm gonna buy a new fp for my car.If i bought a walbro 255/lph fuel pump,what kind of mods will i hav to do to fit it?Or will it just bold to my stock brackets and everything.Thanks alot||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||07-22-2003||09:57 AM||||Install the pump per the VFAQ for "mustang walbro pump in a DSM"  This will save you a lot of headaches about the O-ring leaking and if you use the insulation wrap around the pump it is pretty quiet.<br /><br />With that big pump you will also likely need an adjustable fuel pressure regulator.  Get a good one like Aeromotive or Paxton, don't bother with the B&M.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.86.61||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||07-22-2003||02:20 PM||||Hey,how are the walbro 190/lph?are those loud?Are there any fuel pumps that bolt right up to the stock configuration?Thanks||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||scooter||07-22-2003||04:01 PM||||a supra pump will fit right in.  the 255 fits with just some minor mods.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||07-22-2003||04:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by scooter:<br /><strong> a supra pump will fit right in.  the 255 fits with just some minor mods. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or a 3si VR4 pump ..||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-22-2003||04:51 PM||||I don't know about everyone else, buy my Wally 255 fit in just fine.  I used the piece of fuel hose and clamps to connect it instead of the little o-ring deal and worked really easy.  Now the sending unit itself was a whole other story thanks to rust.<br /><br />Buy your pump from <a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.autoperformanceengineering.com</a> .  Buy the GVR4 pump, obviously.<br /><br />And anybody that claims their fuel pump is too loud is a big puss and shouldn't be driving a performance car.  Yeah sure, it's okay to have a loud ass turbo and exhaust that drones through everything, but that little fuel pump whine that can easily be covered up by the radio or ignored is just terrible!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.92.27.31||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||07-22-2003||04:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> <br />And anybody that claims their fuel pump is too loud is a big puss and shouldn't be driving a performance car.  Yeah sure, it's okay to have a loud ass turbo and exhaust that drones through everything, but that little fuel pump whine that can easily be covered up by the radio or ignored is just terrible!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||07-22-2003||05:49 PM||||I'm curious to know if anyone can debunk this, but I heard it hypothesized that the whining is worse when the pump is not rewired (pump starving for voltage/not up to speed).<br /><br />Has anyone installed a bigger pump before rewiring and noticed any difference in sound level?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||07-22-2003||06:08 PM||||My 255 is not rewired and if I have a full tank of gas I have to pop my trunk lid and really try and hear it running.  When tank is empty I can hear it when I am standing at the rear of my car, but I have never yet heard that thing while sitting in my car.  I even rode in the back seat for the first time a few weeks ago and no noise.||68.76.183.23||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||07-22-2003||06:17 PM||||What kind of fuel pump dropped right in?What year?I have a 1987 supra im parting out,will that bolt right on up on our cars?thanks<br /><br />Robby Cheaib||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||07-22-2003||06:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> My 255 is not rewired and if I have a full tank of gas I have to pop my trunk lid and really try and hear it running.  When tank is empty I can hear it when I am standing at the rear of my car, but I have never yet heard that thing while sitting in my car.  I even rode in the back seat for the first time a few weeks ago and no noise. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can only hear mine standing at the rear of my car or when I pop my trunk. The amount gas  or when It wasn't rewired didnt play a factor in the noise level. I have a rewired 3si VR4 pump in mine. That shit ain't loud! Get an external wastegate and start complaining!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||Vr4in'||07-22-2003||06:31 PM||||What is a 3si?thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||07-22-2003||06:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> What kind of fuel pump dropped right in?What year?I have a 1987 supra im parting out,will that bolt right on up on our cars?thanks<br /><br />Robby Cheaib </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I don't know about everyone else, but my Wally 255 fit in just fine.  I used the piece of fuel hose and clamps to connect it instead of the little o-ring deal and worked really easy.  Now the sending unit itself was a whole other story thanks to rust.<br /><br />Buy your pump from <a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.autoperformanceengineering.com</a> .  Buy the GVR4 pump, obviously.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||1quickvr4||07-22-2003||06:36 PM||||My 255 is semi loud. but then again I dont have any carpet in my truck and all the sound deadning has been scraped up. I dont have have the rubber cusion either. Its a performance car quite your whinning and buy a civic.||67.31.245.4||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||07-22-2003||06:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> What is a 3si?thanks    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.3si.org" target="_blank">www.3si.org</a>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||ken inn||07-22-2003||06:48 PM||||that 3si pump is NOT a direct fit.  i had to bend the bracket, and use a hose clamp.  i have a spare and another stock pump, if anyone wants pics.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000016||gvr4in||07-22-2003||06:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> that 3si pump is NOT a direct fit.  i had to bend the bracket, and use a hose clamp.  i have a spare and another stock pump, if anyone wants pics. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Almost every mod requires a little 'custom fitment'. Hehe. I completely forgot that I had to bend the bracket and then some to make it fit, thats how often that stuff happens!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000017||Minjin||07-22-2003||10:29 PM||||My Supra fuel pump definitely makes some noise. Its uninsulated and unrewired.<br /><br />Some noises add to the car. I gotta admit that I kind of like transmission gear whine. My buddy ran his 944T out of oil once and it has this great racecar-ish gear whine now...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Maybe I'll have to get those TRE straight cut gears.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000018||slvrblt||07-22-2003||10:36 PM||||I installed a 255 a month or 2 ago and it was cake. Its no big deal to install it. The only things you would have to do are to bend the bracket down so that it is straight and use a hose clamp to secure the pump to the bracket. The 255 is just a bit longer than our stock ones. I dont understand where people are putting this peice of fuel hose as that would only complicate things. It took me all of 30minutes to do it and get it running again.<br /><br />My 255 is loud as fuck, but I just ignore it. People are always asking me what that noise is and I just act like I dont know what they're talking about. btw, my 255 is not rewired but my friends is and his is almost silent.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000019||jayru||07-22-2003||11:35 PM||||All you guys runnin this 255 pump, did you need a Ajustable FPR? or just the stocker?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000020||turbowop||07-22-2003||11:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I dont understand where people are putting this peice of fuel hose as that would only complicate things.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, I think it makes it easier with the fuel hose. If you cut off the flare part of the housing that the pump nozzle inserts into with the o-ring you can install the pump without changing or bending any other part of the bracket because this in turn allows you to install a larger (longer) pump. And you also have no chance of a leak at the o-ring since there isn't one. <a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.autoperformcaneengineering.com</a> actually sells their kit with the correct amount of hose and the clamps along with the new fuel sock and pump foam sleeve. The hose just goes on the pump nozzle and then the other side to the metal tube where the flange part was cut off. *Simple*||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000021||Dan D||07-22-2003||11:43 PM||||I have a 255.  It is loud both in and out of the car.  I have run with it re-wired and re-un-re-rewired (huh?).  It makes no difference in noise level.  It was an easy fit.  I had to buy a longer screw and bend a bracket a little.  Not that this hasn't been covered before||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000022||k91||07-23-2003||08:20 AM||||Just buy a Supra pump from Conicelli  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Denso quality and drops right in.||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000023||gtluke||07-23-2003||09:08 AM||||the supra pump does not just drop right in.<br />it takes about 5 minutes of modification to get it to fit though. it works fine on DSM's but our galant tanks aren't as deep and it hits the bottom unless you mess arround with it. not hard to do though<br />-luke-||138.89.97.227||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000024||ken inn||07-23-2003||10:17 AM||||the fuel hose is a good idea, but it will deteriorate in the fuel.  it'll take a while, but it will go.  they use viton and neoprene, and it is expensive.  bmw had intank prepumps for a long time, and they used this design, where the pump is connected to the feed tube by a neoprene hose.  over time, the hose would turn hard and shrink, and split.  then, the pump would pump air with the gas.  this is still common on those cars.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000025||Hertz||07-23-2003||10:19 AM||||I have just a Denso pump (not installed) -- I probably need a fuel sock... anything else?  Would it be a dealer item or Autozone?  Thanks.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000026||Dan D||07-23-2003||10:33 AM||||<a href="http://partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html" target="_blank">http://partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html</a><br /><br />strainer :$5.00||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000027||Minjin||07-24-2003||12:16 AM||||Couple notes. <br /><br />- Luke, I don't know what you're talking about with the Supra pump hitting the bottom of the tank. Hell, I even lowered my pump from the stock location about an inch or two so I could run less fuel when autoxing without cutting out. I now get quite a few more miles after the fuel light comes on full.<br /><br />-Ken, I've yet to hear of someone's fuel hose deteriorating in their tank and people have been doing this for a long time. BMW definitely had some crappy fuel line in the 80s and any that hasn't already been replaced is almost definitely cracked now. That said, their new 8mm fuel line is great and I use that for everything fuel related. Are you saying that the fuel line is made of two different materials? One on the inside and one on the outside? Because if its all one material, it doesn't care if the fuel is inside or outside...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000028||ken inn||07-24-2003||11:48 AM||||-Ken, I've yet to hear of someone's fuel hose deteriorating in their tank and people have been doing this for a long time. BMW definitely had some crappy fuel line in the 80s and any that hasn't already been replaced is almost definitely cracked now. That said, their new 8mm fuel line is great and I use that for everything fuel related. Are you saying that the fuel line is made of two different materials? One on the inside and one on the outside? Because if its all one material, it doesn't care if the fuel is inside or outside...<br /><br />when i was in the shop, i changed out many of these prepumps, and many times it was because of the short hose had split, and the pump output would be way less.  on bmw's with carbs, the fuel hose had an outer cloth coat.  fuel injected bmw's use the same hose they have always used, except in certain cases(see sib 13 01 93) where it is kevlar reinforced.  the reason you have seen different fuel hose is because you probably didnt use an oem brand, which is all we sell.  i have been selling this fuel hose for as long as i have been selling parts(20 years).  i've changed my return fuel line twice.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002819.cgi
A||||13||gvr4in||Installed big16g today... o2 sensor ?||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||07-22-2003||05:05 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey! I just put in a ported big 16g, ported 2g exhaust manifold and an evo III o2 housing today! Whoo! Anyways... I bought a new o2 sensor today(stock one was in there!) and its says its made for 2.0l turbo awd 4g63's, but i guess Its 'universal', it just fits into the o2 housing. There are 4 wires that need to be spliced into the old harness, I believe that there are 2 white, a blue and a grey.. I tried using 'common sense' but didn't quite work out, go figure.<br /><br />Anyone know the proper wiring? Should I take it back and go to mitsu?<br /><br />The o2 sensor is a borg warner BWD.<br /><br />The b16g pulls awesome! No more exhaust leaks!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||07-22-2003||06:12 AM||||Why didn't you buy an OEM O2 sensor?  They come with the harness and no splicing.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||07-22-2003||06:33 AM||||You donot want to splice a 02sensor. I believe they are OHM sensitive, correct? & using a wire connector changes that & can give false readings.<br /><br /> Same thinking here about the OEM sensor.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||07-22-2003||10:18 AM||||I think <i>all</i> O2 sensors are the same size.<br /><br />Can't you match it up to the stock plug?  I would think you'll be okay with nicely soldered and shrink-tubed connections.<br /><br />Otherwise clean that thing up and return it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||07-22-2003||10:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I think <i>all</i> O2 sensors are the same size.<br /><br />Can't you match it up to the stock plug?  I would think you'll be okay with nicely soldered and shrink-tubed connections.<br /><br />Otherwise clean that thing up and return it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The wire colors aren't the same as stock and there are no directions on which to splice to which, otherwise it'd be done!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||07-22-2003||10:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Why didn't you buy an OEM O2 sensor?  They come with the harness and no splicing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How much do those run for? Around $80?||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-22-2003||11:00 AM||||<a href="http://www.machv.com/denoxsen.html" target="_blank">Denso O2 sensor - $84</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||07-22-2003||12:17 PM||||Try mitusbishiparts.cc or conicelli. I think I paid about $50 for mine from Conicelli a few months back...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||07-22-2003||01:12 PM||||Im goin to get the one from machV, or possibly might go to RRE tonight with some friends and pick one up. I just called carlsbad mitsu, and its $140 freakin dollars!!! Screw that~!<br /><br />Thanks guys!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||07-22-2003||05:54 PM||||Not sure if the OEM O2 sensor is exactly the same as the Denso.  I am certain that the circa 1990's OEM O2 sensor is not the same.<br /><br />Conicelli will certainly give you a better deal than 99.99% of dealerships.  You get good prices - 10% GalantVR4.oeg/Club DSM discount.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||07-22-2003||06:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Not sure if the OEM O2 sensor is exactly the same as the Denso.  I am certain that the circa 1990's OEM O2 sensor is not the same.<br /><br />Conicelli will certainly give you a better deal than 99.99% of dealerships.  You get good prices - 10% GalantVR4.oeg/Club DSM discount. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">On that site, do I fill out a part order form? Or is there a part I missed where you can just order specialty parts?||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||07-22-2003||06:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Not sure if the OEM O2 sensor is exactly the same as the Denso.  I am certain that the circa 1990's OEM O2 sensor is not the same.<br /><br />Conicelli will certainly give you a better deal than 99.99% of dealerships.  You get good prices - 10% GalantVR4.oeg/Club DSM discount. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">On that site, do I fill out a part order form? Or is there a part I missed where you can just order specialty parts? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here's the order form:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.trademotion.com/partlocator/index.cfm?siteid=840" target="_blank">http://www.trademotion.com/partlocator/index.cfm?siteid=840</a><br /><br />I used to always use conicelli.  Then Ft. Myers Mitsu started giving locals parts for cost + 10%.  Talk about awesome deals, I've saved as much as 76% off retail before on a large order, no joke.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||07-23-2003||09:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>  There are 4 wires that need to be spliced into the old harness, I believe that there are 2 white, a blue and a grey.. I tried using 'common sense' but didn't quite work out, go figure.<br /><br />Anyone know the proper wiring? Should I take it back and go to mitsu?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you have an ohmmeter, it should be easy to figure out:<br />1) our cars have 2 black wires, both are grounds. The red wire is the +12 volts for the heater, and the white wire is the O2 output.<br />2) ohm out the 4 new wires to each other, and to the housing of the O2 and see if you can find any with very low resistance. The heater is probably only a few ohms, so I would look for that one first.<br />3) the 2 white wires are either a) both ground wires, or b) both heater wires. The ohmmeter should help you figure out which. If they are both ground wires, all you need to do is connect them both to the 2 black wires on our harness, find out which other wire, the blue or gray, has the low resistance to the ground wires, and the other one left must be the O2.<br />4) the O2 sensor is very high impedance, so I'm not sure if you will even see an ohm reading on it.<br />Good luck. Like the guys said though, this is a lot easier if you just buy the stock replacement, not a universal one.||65.80.5.65||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||07-23-2003||10:15 AM||||Does the O2 sensor produce voltage or changes in resistence?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002820.cgi
A||||1||gvr4tunr||strange knock readings||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||07-22-2003||02:07 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||while running 15 lbs on my 16g, i was getting these knock readings:<br /><br />knock: 13<br />rpm: 3062<br />tps: 41.9%<br />tima: 21 degrees<br /><br />isn't it odd to be getting such high knock at less than half throttle and low rpms? my boost at this time was around 3-5 lbs i believe||64.222.93.15||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||07-22-2003||02:24 PM||||What lifters do you have, and what is your base timing set at?||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002821.cgi
A||||20||RTS182G-VR4||tranny / axle problems  NEED HELP!!??||||11||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||07-22-2003||06:57 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||first, let me say your help was a great tool in fixing the electrical problems i was having. no more of those.  now heres a new one:when i accelerate, the car revvs but moves forward very slowly.  i would think its the clutch not engaging, but the wierd thing is the speedo goes up as if i am accelerating.  so the clutch is engaging fine.  so its something else?  the output shaft on the tranny?  inside the tranny?  ive never heard of this problem and hope its not too serious... thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||11||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-22-2003||07:03 PM||||You have a broken axle.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />I had the same problem.  The car would drive fine if you stayed off boost or off uphills, but any load made it slip, and the speedometer slipped as well.  I've had a bad clutch too, and your speedometer doesn't slip when it's that.<br /><br />Don't go through the BS I did figuring it all out, buying another clutch from what other people told me (last time my car ever goes to a mechanic, promise!), and having weeks of downtime.  Mine was the drivers front, FWIW.  Good luck.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||RTS182G-VR4||07-22-2003||07:09 PM||||the tranny was put in 6k miles ago by previous owner.  it is a jdm tranny.  are the axles different for the jdm tranny?||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||07-22-2003||07:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> what was the problem? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The axle was broken...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||07-22-2003||07:24 PM||||P.S.  i heard a wierd squealing last night every time i would give it a little extra gas.  did yours do that 4door?||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000005||hecdws||07-22-2003||07:43 PM||||my car would accelerate and loose power also. after tearing the rear diff. apart, inspecting the rear axles. checking the tranfer case and front axles turned out to be i needed a new trans.my center diff. was completely gone and i mean gone it wasnt there. 3,4 and 5 gear were shot do let bm tranny build me a trans with all the upgrades and new parts needed no probs so far.<br /><br />later hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000006||RTS182G-VR4||07-22-2003||08:18 PM||||not axles, just checked them.  tranny leaking fluid!!!  this ia a new jdm tranny with 6k on the clock.  if the center diff is gone then i dont know what to think. is there any way to check this?  tansfer case seems fine.  im going to check the fluid to see if there are any metallic flakes in it.  any ideas?  thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||07-22-2003||08:28 PM||||I wouldn't be so quick to rule out the axles.  That is likely your problem and an axle costs a lot less than a tranny rebuild, clutch, and flywheel, and then an axle.<br /><br />Where's your tranny leaking from?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||07-22-2003||10:26 PM||||sometimes you can't tell if the axle's broken by looking at it. Put vice grips on both and give em a turn. The boots keep em in place.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||RTS182G-VR4||07-23-2003||01:41 AM||||im pretty sure its not the axles, but i will check again.  it actually could be the transfer case leaking, both the bottom of the tranny and transfer case are covered in new oil.  also, the spot i parked in last night has a puddle of new fluid there.  why would it be leaking, it has never even leaked a drop before.  thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||07-23-2003||10:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> why would it be leaking, it has never even leaked a drop before.  thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Design flaw.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Are you familiar with the transfer case recall?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||scooter||07-23-2003||01:31 PM||||also, not all jdm trannys have the same final drive as the usdm trannys. one of the three you could get comes with a 5.38 final drive.  if you have the wrong final drive, it will cash your viscous coupling out.  it might also do other damage in the tranny.  just a thought.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000012||RTS182G-VR4||07-23-2003||01:53 PM||||i do know about the recall, and the reason the car had the tranny replaced is because the tranfer case and tranny failed before.  the owner performed the swap that had it before me.  i have all the reciepts.  im positive the tranny has the right final drive, although it does have shorter gearing. (i was told this by a shop when i bought the car)what was the recall for specificaly?||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||07-23-2003||03:49 PM||||ok, time to check your trans.  if the gearing is shorter, and the rear diff has NOT been changed, you will really tear up stuff, especially at speed.  on the bell housing you will see STAMPED into it, W5M332----.  there will be 4 letters.  original vr4 trans is NQBK or NQBM.  a gsx is W5M312VQZH and W5M312VQBH.  the important letter is the very first one, N is what you want, W is an rs trans, and has a way different final drive, and will lock up the trans, or waste the center diff, and you will get what your symptoms are.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||hecdws||07-23-2003||04:22 PM||||i would check a 4 axles just to make sure, cause they are cheaper then a trans. if all else fails the vfaq has an article that tells you how to rip the tranny apart to check the center diff., without taking the trans out. good luck.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.166||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000015||RTS182G-VR4||07-24-2003||08:09 PM||||kenn inn:  what is the part number of the rs and where is it located.  what is the usdm final drive and the rs final drive?  had to take the car to a shop and they said the right axle is too short to plug into the tranny properly?  would the rs axles be longer than the usdm galants?  i need to figure out which tranny the guy i bought the car from put in.  any help appreciated.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||07-24-2003||11:03 PM||||Hmm, sounds like you may have a tranny w/a front lsd in it.  There was a discussion about this maybe a month or so back on the GVR4 yahoo group email list.  If you're not a member, go join and search the archives.  Teeter had some great info about that, as did Mike Welch, IIRC.||69.59.219.146||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||RTS182G-VR4||07-25-2003||02:07 AM||||a front lsd?  well, that would be a nice thing to have, i didnt think they came with one.  does the lsd output shaft need a longer axle? thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000018||RTS182G-VR4||07-25-2003||02:54 AM||||found the group, sounds exactly like what i am having problems with.  so, if i do have a final drive ratio different from the stock tranny how long would it take to toast the center diff?  can i get rear gears to correct this?  i have to check the ratios.  ill keep you posted.. thanks for the help||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||07-25-2003||02:59 AM||||Sorry, I really don't know all that much about these trannies, I just remember it being posted.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   The best way to see if it has different ratios, or final drive ratios, is to tag the input and output shafts and compare revolutions of each, in each gear.  There is more complete info on how to do this, try a search.  Norm (I forget his screenname, or even if he's on this list) is the GVR4 tranny god.  Ask him.  I know he's on the email list, but don't know if he moved to the new one (GVR4list@yahoogroups.com).||69.59.219.134||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||ken inn||07-25-2003||11:28 AM||||if you look on the trans bell housing, right below the cylinder head, where it bolts to the block, it will have the numbers/letters STAMPED on it.  W5M332----.  N is what you want.  W=you are hosed.  nate pharr changed out the final drive in one, but the case itself is machined to accept the different final drives, and the close tolerances make it act like a pump, to lube other parts of the trans.  also, if you remove the axles, and look thru the part where the axles go, if you can see clear thru, it is lsd.  if you can see a round post, about 1" in dia blocking the way, it is NOT lsd.  if it is lsd, you need a longer left(i think) axle to go thru and engage the lsd.  these axles are like unobtanium.  from what i understand, the rs trans wont grenade unless you are at speed, and then there is a lot of screaming.  like, all 4 wheels lock up.  scott evans at forced performance also knows a lot about the rs trans.  the only way you can get it to work is to use the rear diff from the rs, also hard to get.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002822.cgi
A||||27||driftin galant||I NEED BIG TIME HELP!!!||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||07-22-2003||07:59 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||ok so here is the deal,i just got my car running after being out of it for about 7 months.  the car had big time oil leaks and the 14b was toast.  anywho i did the following mods to it took the block .20 over added a big 16G ported and clipped, RC 550cc injectors, Warbouro 255 fuel pump, afpr, S-AFC, apex tubro timer, O2 sensor, BS removal, mbc, 3inch exhaust turbo back, 944 intercooler, cusom piping, 3inch intake, K&N, and i think that is every thing.  <br />      OK so here the prob so i start the car for the first time today, and after fixing so little things it seems to ideal kinda hard, but the o2 sensor is reading real lean like .02 and it is fluxing in the ideal about 20 rpms 850 to like 870 the safc is set a 0 all the way acorss the board. So i rev it and all seems good so i deside to try to tune it alittle bit but as i an trying to do so the 02 voltage and the eghaust note stay the same. So i do not know what is up with that, and so i decide to take it up and down the parking lot and it is a dog i can't go anywere past like 30% throttle with out it jsut falling on it's face and dieing (fuel cut?). Also there is a slight inclne and it absoulty dose not want to go up the hill with out die again(to much fuel). The funny thing is that the O2 voltage is  readding lean the intire time? btw the exhaust sounds great. WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON? then i noticed that the  temp was getting hotter, so i stoped and opened the hood and what do i see is coolent just comming out of the bottom on the termastate housing, but i put it on tight wtf, is the pressure for the cap to high or what.  any help would be great. thanks.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-22-2003||08:02 PM||||Sentences are your friend.  That was painful.<br /><br />Is your MAS plugged in?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||driftin galant||07-22-2003||08:07 PM||||sorry i fixed the sentence thing i hope it is better, and yes the mas is plugged in.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||07-22-2003||08:14 PM||||What do your trims on the logger look like?  If you've still got the 1G MAS, or stock MAS, than you have way too much fuel.  You need to lean the heck out of it at idle, or probably anything under 2500.||69.59.219.133||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||07-22-2003||08:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> What do your trims on the logger look like?  If you've still got the 1G MAS, or stock MAS, than you have way too much fuel.  You need to lean the heck out of it at idle, or probably anything under 2500. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah those 550's probably have you richened up pretty good, but I don't know if it's bad enough to do what you said.  Make sure that your AFPR is set to a reasonable pressure, and lean out that S-AFC until your fuel trims start looking good again.<br /><br />Thanks for the sentences.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||driftin galant||07-22-2003||08:30 PM||||But when i and turning down the air fuel mixtures it does not seem to be doing anything. how long does it take for the car to reacte?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000006||driftin galant||07-22-2003||08:31 PM||||oh and the fuel pressure is at 40 psi is that too high?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||07-22-2003||10:19 PM||||Can you log the knock sensor? Don't know why but sounds like you could be running real lean...if the O2 voltage is accurate. That would also account for the increase in EGT. <br /><br />Of course you could also be running so rich that the O2 sensor is now fouled. That might clear itself up with a little driving. It would also explain why you are seeing super lean on the sensor while in fact your setup suggests you should be running very rich.<br /><br />If the sensor is fouled, running the engine for awhile with a good a/f mix could fix things. I just don't know how you tell what your a/f mix is, other than to eliminate soot from the exhaust.<br /><br />On the other hand if you really are running super lean your knock sensor is probably going nutz and retarding the hell out of the timing. If thats the case, leaning further could be pretty dangerous. I wonder if your pump is getting enough voltage to flow decently at 40 psi. Just a thought.||24.117.166.181||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||07-22-2003||10:25 PM||||Forget all this fancypants fuel tuning and check for open intercooler pipes and massive air leaks in the intake. <br /><br />Second, If your Crank angle sensor is messed up (read unplugged) you'll have problems too. <br /><br />If it's not one of those two problems I'll buy you a beer and tell you a story about a Galant I once owned, rebuilt the engine over 3 months and then forgot to put the oil filter on.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||driftin galant||07-22-2003||11:26 PM||||ok so tommorrow i will read knock it sould be a 0 right and i will tell you how every thing went.  and by the way there are no known leaks i checked forever.  and know one has told me how long should it take to s-afc to reacte to a change made in it?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000010||driftin galant||07-22-2003||11:28 PM||||o that reminds me it threw a code for a crank angle sensor, why would it do that?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||07-22-2003||11:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Second, If your Crank angle sensor is messed up (read unplugged) you'll have problems too.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Erik:<br /><strong> o that reminds me it threw a code for a crank angle sensor, why would it do that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||driftin galant||07-23-2003||12:02 AM||||but it is plugged in how should i test it?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||07-23-2003||02:20 AM||||Haha, that was great Paul!  I was laughing as soon as I read his response...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />But Alex has a point, check for air leaks.  You can do a visual check, which is probably good enough considering your car hasn't even seen any boost yet, but for the proper way to do it see the vfaq on how to build a leak tester.  You WILL be surprised.||69.59.219.225||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||driftin galant||07-23-2003||02:29 AM||||we have one at school i have used a smoke machine and propane, is that good enough for you guys.  Btw what do you think would cause the coolent to be so pressureized?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000015||k91||07-23-2003||08:13 AM||||Are your pink and orange AFC wires soldered to the ECU wires?||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000016||driftin galant||07-23-2003||10:17 AM||||no, why? should they be||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000017||agrabau||07-23-2003||11:05 AM||||Erik, you have to check for leaks under boost conditions I don't know what kind of leak tester you're using but make sure it produces 15psi or so.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000018||GalantVR41062||07-23-2003||12:04 PM||||It sounds like you are in over your head little one.  But did you take the cam angle sensor off?  if so there is only one way to put it back on.  Also are ALL of you AFC settings right?, do all you values in the AFC seem right, throtle%, RPM, etc.  And with your AFC you are ither speeding up or slowing down the MAS air count(adding Hz or taking Hz away by a % at 8 rpm points based on throtle, normaly.)  This should affect fuel right away but fuel trims will take a while to ajust unless you reset your computer by disconecting the battery.  Or your o2 sensor is shot, buy a new one anyway.  And sense when did GVR4s have crank angle sensors?<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000019||driftin galant||07-23-2003||12:06 PM||||it does, it makes like 20psi. and would some please tell me how long it takes the s-afc to reacte to changes made with that unit, is it instant or does it take a miunte.||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000020||driftin galant||07-23-2003||12:10 PM||||the crank angle sensor is the cam sensor they are one in the same.  and my settings right now for my s-afc are at 0 all the way across the board, beacuse it just started running and i have not made a base line for it, i am starting from scratch with lots of (varyibels?).  and btw i have a new o2 senor like as of yesterday before i started the car for the first time.||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000021||driftin galant||07-23-2003||12:11 PM||||i also just noticed that my s-afc dose not seem to be reading any hrz what so ever what is the deal with that?||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000022||k91||07-23-2003||12:28 PM||||Check the orange and pink wires like I said.  These connections MUST be soldered.  If your car is not getting a signal from the MAS, which it will not if these connections are bad, it will run poorly, not rev over 3K, etc.  Or you could have the AFC set wrong too, it has to be Karman, throttle up and 4 or 2 cylinder depending on which wiring diagram you followed.  HTH   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000023||driftin galant||07-23-2003||03:13 PM||||ok so i unpluged the mas and nothing changed, so an soding the wiring right now. and i will see what happens next.||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000024||driftin galant||07-23-2003||04:00 PM||||ok i soddered the wires and now i have a mas reading. i try again to change some settings and it still nothing happens, when i try to make the s-afc richer or leaner. why is that? oh and the check engine light is off now.||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000025||GVR-4||07-23-2003||11:57 PM||||Are your plug wires on right? Plugs gapped correctly?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000026||driftin galant||07-24-2003||09:42 AM||||yes they are.  i checked that first||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000027||ken inn||07-24-2003||09:55 AM||||<a href="http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317" target="_blank">http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002823.cgi
A||||9||EvilGalantGSX||Fuel Problems||||1||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||07-22-2003||08:56 PM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||I have been trying to get my Galant GSX to run right for about a month now, I think i am almost there but i am having interment problems.<br /><br />Last week I installed a good TPS, a good ISC, New BOSCH O2, spark plug wires, NGK plugs and a home made EGR block off plate. <br /><br />I did all of this to fix an IDLE/DRIVING surge.<br /><br />I have also tryed to fix some frayed and shot wires going the the temputer sending unit on top of the thermostat housing.<br /><br />Now the car starts kinda hard and has to warm up before going any where but randomly it will act up and start to run real bad.<br /><br />When going down the road some times it feels like 1 or 2 pistons just stop fireing and it will bog down but when i start to give it about 75% to wide open throttle it will jump up and run like a scalded dog but when i let off of it bogs down again. Now i can turn the car off and start it right back up again and it will  run fine for 5 minuets  or even a hour or so before it will start acting up.<br /><br />Im thinking the boging is a fuel injector sticking open.. when its boging the exhaust smells rich. Im guessing when it boging a cylinder is getting to much fuel to fire right at a crusing throttle but when getting near WOT it gets enuf air to fire.<br /><br />Can old injectors run fine and then just out of no where start to stick?<br /><br />Does the ECU tell the injectors to close when you turn the car on. Is this why i can turn the car off when its boging and right back on and it will run fine for a undetermend amount of time?||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||jayru||07-22-2003||10:01 PM||||when you installed your tps did you set it correctly? mabye it isn't regestering throttle response correctly. Also did you check if you have the correct plugs installed. A cooler plug would be hard to start and run like crap until warmed up. the plug would load up so when you step on the gass their would be an inital bog. Just some ideas. Good Luck||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||EvilGalantGSX||07-22-2003||10:48 PM||||I did adjust the TPS just like the VFAQ said.<br /><br />I can pull the plugs thursday and recheck the gap, I wont have time tomarrow....||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||07-23-2003||10:50 AM||||How did you fix the wires to the temp sensor?<br /><br />Yes, old injectors can do all kinds of shitty things.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Is the vacuum line to your fuel pressure regulator still attached?  (d/s on the end of the fuel rail)<br /><br />I know it is a little late now, but some people (Ken) have said that the Bosch O2 sensor is not the greatest.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||EvilGalantGSX||07-23-2003||05:12 PM||||Its still attached. I still got the same problem before and after th new O2. I got it becouse it was the only one i could get localy.<br /><br />Im thinking about getting a vacume gauge off of ebay and installing it. <br /><br />The wires in the sensor were hard and split open and when i touched them they broke in half so i used a wire nut for a temp fix. Tomarrow im gonna cut all of the bad wire off and replace it with new wire. The only problem the orginal wire is bad all the way down to the plug.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000005||EvilGalantGSX||07-25-2003||12:10 AM||||Ok well i got stuck working another shift tonight so i didnt get a chance to check the injectors. I decided to drive the car to work tonight, when i left the house it was running real rich with some black smoke comming out the exhaust and with a idle loop. I went maybe a mile down the road turned it off and and back on and it ran fine all the way to work. So I decide to go out and get some gas and a bite to eat, I got out and its running real rich low idle and a loop like it was running before. <br /><br />So i go to gas station to filler up and start her back up expecting for it to run right like it usualy does after turning off and back on. Well it didnt, Black rich exhaust and doesnt want to idle I heel-toe it to keep it running and it doesnt want to rev over 3000 rpm, I think it was do to the all the fuel being wasted in the open injectors and the pump couldnt build enuf pressure to the injectors that were working to run any faster.<br /><br />So after a little while of doing the i start to hear a noise like a chain saw under the seat while decelerating. It was comming from the cat, I stoped and gave the cat cover a good shake and it didnt budge. I beleve the super rich exhaust burned out the cat and the guts of it is shot.<br /><br /><br />I want to change out the injectors and see if that helps, I want to know if I can run the 450cc 4g63T injectors with out to much problem. A friend has got some i can borrow to test things out.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||07-25-2003||03:08 AM||||The injectors are actually pretty easy to swap out.  You might want to try and empty the fuel rail first... I think someone once said how to do this, but my dumb ass didn't do a search on it when I put in my 550's... I was shouting at my brother to grab a shop towel pretty quick.  Don't be me.<br /><br />Also, USE A TORQUE WRENCH ON THE FUEL RAIL BOLTS.  Can you tell I snapped one off in the head?  Once again, don't be me.||69.59.219.134||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||bob in chicago||07-25-2003||06:59 AM||||There may be better ways, but I pull the MPI fuse while the car is running to safely drain off fuel pressure.||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000008||EvilGalantGSX||07-30-2003||12:49 AM||||Well i finaly got to work on the car. Short version of story i changed the injectors and found a green marked vacume line tourn n two.<br /><br />What does the vacume line with the green markings go to?<br /><br /><br />Ill go in more detail later my cat knocked a glass of water on my key bord and fucked it up, so i hae spent the past 20 minuets using the windows on-screen key bord to type this up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000009||bob in chicago||07-30-2003||08:29 AM||||We generally try to use the "Search" button before posting Q's.  I found this diagram and post by doing a quick search for "vacuum lines":<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001796#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001796#000000</a>||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/002824.cgi
A||||4||sleeper||No oil in head||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||07-23-2003||12:47 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||My brother just just put a fresh head on a 1G<br />Starts it up, let it run for a minute or two to let the lifters pump up. For some reason I tell him to shut it off and I took the oil cap off.  There is oil pressure on the gauge but no oil in the head. Took the turbo feed line off and there is no oil coming out from there either. WTF?<br />I don't think you can put the head gasket on wrong.<br />The head just came from the machine shop after a new valve job.<br />Any ideas?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.44||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||07-23-2003||12:52 AM||||Sounds like the oil pump or oil filter housing is plugged.||24.209.155.217||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||07-23-2003||12:59 AM||||The car was running before the timing belt gave up.<br />"Plugged" You mean clogged right? I guess since the sensor is down there, thats why it reads pressure on the gauge. Anyway I never seen anything like that before.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.44||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||07-23-2003||04:11 AM||||Did you possibly use some RVT to seal anything down there? I had that stuff get into the oil housing and "clog" it up. Didn't have a oil filter housing gasket.||24.209.155.217||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||07-23-2003||09:44 AM||||I was hoping he didn't do what I first thought he did. He put the head gasket on backwards. <br />Thanks for the tips.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/002825.cgi
A||||6||MX4||External Wastegate Tips||||14||||MX4||00000093
Z||000000||MX4||07-23-2003||02:59 AM||||Sup guys,<br />Im about to mount my new external wastegate up to my Evo 3 manifold in the next few days. Just wondering if anyone has any tips at all for doing this? Like where to place the pipe etc.<br /><br />All info appreciated<br /><br />Thanks <br /><br />Ryan||202.180.83.7||reg||14||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-23-2003||03:18 AM||||On galants, the turbo tends to be alot closer to the radiator than most dsm's, so you usually need to mount the external on top of the #1 runner, or mount the external on the o2 housing, like this but closer to the turbine housing (fitment issues):<br />  <img src="http://www.rnrracing.com/ccp5/media/images/product_detail/02ewg.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||bazeng||07-23-2003||09:36 PM||||im using that setup.. got the dump made a couple of days ago..<br /><br />only im using a deltagate. 48mm..<br />looks cool as it bolts on, no need to weld the damn manifold.. also u can keep your heat shield on.<br /><br />hope it performs alright though as not many people have used it here in oz (that setup)||203.166.63.228||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000003||number3||07-23-2003||10:54 PM||||Here is my old (then brand new) manifold with the wastegate flanged welded to it. This should show what you need.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/two.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/two.jpg</a><br /><br /><br />Yes that was taken on my kitchen counter, in my old place. My wife is cool with it now (it was 5 years ago).   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />I love this stuff.  She finds it ok at best.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Ian M||07-23-2003||11:50 PM||||LOL-Years ago, before my father built his garage,MANY an Hi-Po air cooled VW engine was built on the counter (protected by rubber mats of course) in my mothers kitchen!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.71.115.210||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||07-24-2003||11:33 AM||||Dude -- there isn't a coaster under that glass.  WTF were you thinking?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||NZGZR4||07-25-2003||06:52 PM||||Have you seen any of the cars Ohlsen Developments have done?<br />They beld a 90* bend to the top of the collector,  the WG is then horizontal dumping straight down beside the No1 runner.<br />I do wonder about the effects this design may have on gas flow to the turbo,  but you can be pretty sure that boost control will be good.<br /><br />Cam||203.109.204.16||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes



ubb/Forum2/002826.cgi
A||||26||jayru||Boost creep 14B||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||07-23-2003||11:56 AM||||quote:<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Originally posted by Hertz:<br />I would guess that you're seeing some behavior that can be attributed to leaks of various kinds. Imagine, perhaps, a connection/seal/gasket somewhere that can withstand 10psi fine, but starts to leak above that. I think that would result in seeing such a boost curve.<br /><br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Jayru:<br />If i had a leak wouldn't the boost fall bcs it is leaking out? the wastegate now gets its boost straight from the turbo i don't think leaks any where else would effect it. if it is leaking out else-where the wastegate still makes what it makes so my boost would fall not rise like it's doing. I think it is a limitation of the shitty stock wastegate not allowing enough exaust to excape at high rpm.<br /> What do you guys think?<br /><br />14B stock everything except for a cold air intake and 2g mas. The boost goes to 10 but then creeps to 14 after 5000rpm. What can you do to aleviate boost creep on stock setups?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||07-23-2003||12:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What can you do to aleviate boost creep on stock setups? [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm still learning, but won't porting the o2 houseing help get rid of boost creep||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||07-23-2003||12:49 PM||||waitaminutetherereverend.  all you got is a 2g mas?  stock fuel pump?  stock injectors?  pretty soon motor go BOOM! clacka lacka, BOOM! clacka lacka.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||07-23-2003||01:04 PM||||1st: the boost going to 14 shouldn't be too big a deal on stock setup.  You should have a logger to see what your timing and knock is to really know what's going on.<br /><br />2nd: if you're wastegate vac line is leaking, then your wastegate won't operate correctly and you could get your creep that way.  <br /><br />3rd:  There's a big thread on creep under exhaust going right now...and a lot in the archives.  You shouldn't have that big of an issue with the 14b.  <br /><br />Lastly: again...get a logger to tell you more of what's going on.  You need a better idea of timing and knock to know what is happening to your motor.  many run stock setups with 14 or 15 psi regularly with no problems.  You're going to pull a lot more air with the intake and could lean out though.  At that point you should hit fuel cut though.  IF YOU have a modified chip that removed fuel cut - then this would be the perfect example of the wrong time to have one. You would need the data logger to again make sure your not submitting your motor to any potential damage - then you get the boom-clanka etc that Ken describes.||167.142.21.225||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||jayru||07-23-2003||03:36 PM||||I have a logger, my fuel and timing is fine, their are no cracks in the vaccum line for the wastegate. Everyone is so damn worried about my friggin motor that no-one answers my questions. <br /><br />I assure everyone my motor is fine! Again i have a logger, And check my plugs after EVERY drive. I just want to know how to get rid of this boost creep, unless it isn't that (for thats the reason i ask the question in the first place)<br /><br />Edit: i have 550's (not installed yet) and i am ordering a 190lph pump(unless someone can explain if the 255 will work, people say you can/can't run it with the stock regulator?) So the car sits for now until i get the pump (to be safe). However this dosen't fix this problem i have with the Creep.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||07-23-2003||03:54 PM||||14B stock everything except for a cold air intake and 2g mas. The boost goes to 10 but then creeps to 14 after 5000rpm. What can you do to aleviate boost creep on stock setups?<br /><br />I have a logger, my fuel and timing is fine, their are no cracks in the vaccum line for the wastegate. Everyone is so damn worried about my friggin motor that no-one answers my questions. <br /><br />first you say it's stock, except for the 2g mas and the intake, then you say you got this, and basically, piss off unless we can answer your questions?  i hope someone helps you, cause i sure aint gonna.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||jayru||07-23-2003||03:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  <br /><br />first you say it's stock, except for the 2g mas and the intake, then you say you got this, and basically, piss off unless we can answer your questions?  i hope someone helps you, cause i sure aint gonna. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Got what? Im not tryin to piss any-one off. All im saying is please help me to try and diagnose the problem, Not tell me over and over again that my motor will go boom.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||jayru||07-23-2003||04:21 PM||||I want to clarify i am not trying to tell anyone to piss-off. I have had a bad week plaigued with problems on this car, with what should have been an easy intake install.<br /><br />   All i wanted was some help. I appreciate the concern for my motor, i do, really; and understand their are idiots out there that swap parts don't test anything and blow up their car. I just needed some guidance as i am not that fimilar with these cars yet.||24.229.174.50||reg||7||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000008||number3||07-23-2003||04:30 PM||||Your Cast iron parts are all cracked. You should replace them with new ported parts.||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||jayru||07-23-2003||04:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Your Cast iron parts are all cracked. You should replace them with new ported parts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what parts? the exaust manifold? o2 housing? i Would hear exhaust under load if it was cracked?<br />how would this cause boost creep?<br /><br />Also: i neglected to mention i have a 2 1/2 inch down pipe(i think) and a 2 1/2 in. exaust (definetly). My big problem is i bought the car with the exaust done already and can't tell what the down pipe is bcs i don't know what the stock looks like. but it's shiny and new looking and looks to be the same size as the exhaust.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||07-23-2003||04:45 PM||||I'm not an expert, but when I try to offer input, I give what I can.  I also do this with the thought that others will search and find this on the archives and the other information listed as potential causes, fixes and diagnostics might be of use - that's the reason we have archives. <br /><br />Now, I'm not an expert on the BCS (mine wasn't on there long enough to study it), but I believe I've heard it will/can actually pull your boost for various reasons.  As to how your gettting to 14 psi on the stock BCS - well I have a couple of thoughts, but won't digress.<br />Again - you said it's stock, so I assume the BCS is there.<br />2: I also assume you have the STOCK exhaust manny...which would mean there is definately cracks - reason for only 10 psi of boost (until higher RPM's)<br /><br />If I'd KNOWN you had 550's and a logger - then I probably wouldn't have suggested it.  Since your running a basic "almost stock" setup, and asking about creep on the stock 14B, I generalized that you wouldn't have had one.  Good for you. Your one step ahead.  <br />Don't get jumpy about unsolicited advice...one day you may find that's the answer to the question you should've asked on some other topic.||167.142.21.135||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||07-23-2003||04:58 PM||||I got sidetracked with work (go figure) during my reply and didn't see the other replies:<br /><br />exhaust manifold cracked as I mentioned.<br />exhaust housing on the turbo cracked<br /><br />No you probably would not hear them as in an typical exhaust leak.<br /><br />I think you can find additional answers in the other exhaust thread that digressed to boost creep.||167.142.21.135||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000012||jayru||07-23-2003||05:04 PM||||True, i have done a search on boost creep, but to no avail. It seems people argue back and forth on this topic so much that no one ever gets an answer.<br /><br /> To answer your question. The car has had it's bcs removed, it was gone before i got the car. Before i made the intake i got 15 with the stock one + k'n'n air can delete. And i never had boost creep. It just pinned at 15 and stayed there (i discovered how i had 15 w/ no mbc: the vaccum hose for the wastegate blead into the old 1g mas fooling the wastegate to make 15). <br /><br />Now with the new intake and a line going straight to the wastegate from the turbo it makes 10 (no foolin the wastegate) which i believe is stock. <br /><br />But my problem lies in the fact that after 5000rpm the boost creeps from 10 to 14 sloowly reaching this at around 6700rpm. The current setup should only make it boost to 10. That i am shure of. But what is causing the creep, that's what i'm after.<br /><br />I hope this clarify's my problem. Any ideas?<br /><br />Edit: gvr1643 i wrote this before your second reply. How does the crack promote boost creep? i'm having a problem picturing it. Also it didn't creep with the old intake setup 15psi.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||07-23-2003||06:31 PM||||Having a large downpipe can easily cause boost creep, as there is suddenly not a whole lot back pressure immediately behind the turbo.  Thus, the path through the wastegate is not the obvious path of least resistance for the exhaust gas.  You get on it, you're boosting, you hit 10psi and your MBC gives the signal to the wastegate actuator and it opens.  Voila, the gas can now flow through the wastegate instead of the turbine and you no makey no more boost.  BUT, you continue to get on it, the rpms rise, the engine is moving more air now, there is more exhaust pressure in the manifold pre-turbine, and now the turbine isn't looking so restrictive any more because there's this huge pipe on the other side of it, very low pressure area.  So, some of the air starts to go through... the turbine spins a bit faster, making a bit more boost... pusing more air through, etc.  Do you have a cat?  A straight through muffler?  A cat should help this, as well as a larger wastegate.||69.59.219.172||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||jayru||07-23-2003||07:28 PM||||I don't have a cat, and i see your point's, the only thing i cant understand is why didn't i have this problem before with the stock intake setup.<br /><br />  So now that i understand it (somewhat) what can i do about it. By the time i port the wastegate housing and put a ported o2 housing/ ported exhaust housing on i might as well go get a 16g? Or will that make boost creep worse? I wanted to go as fast as i could with a stock turbo. But if that winds up being as expensive as getting a new one(with no miles on it, mine's got 100,000) Man i don't know what the hell to do:( <br /><br />On a side note if i raised the boost back up to 15 would that help by making more pressure in the exhaust, creating less of an effect you speak of? effectively lowering boost creep? Let me know what you think||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000015||GRV4726||07-23-2003||10:25 PM||||if you want to see the cracks on the exhaust manifold. take of the heat sheild. i was very supprised to see 4 VERY visible cracks. <br /><br />get an mbc as soon as possible (they are pretty cheap) i'm sure you can spare 50bucks to have it run correctly. <br /><br />you can still drive your car. all you have to do is just put the 1g mas back on. untill you put the 550's on. and yes you can use a 255 but just get an ajustable fpr, so that you can actually tune your car. do a search on this board about the 255. its not like we need to tell you everything because its already been said. (the main reason why i say this is because, you can read up on it, and look at actual set ups )<br /><br />sorry if you've had a bad week. cool down (i find researching stuff on cars to be a good way to relax)||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000016||jayru||07-23-2003||10:44 PM||||Thanks,  I actually just bought a mbc but it still creeps after 5000rpm. I have to get some time to pull the heat shield and look for cracks i guess.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000017||number3||07-23-2003||10:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> I don't have a cat, and i see your point's, the only thing i cant understand is why didn't i have this problem before with the stock intake setup.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well my guess would be the intake and filter was restrictive and helped keep your boost creep in check, just like a Cat and small exhaust would.<br /><br />When you opened the intake tract the problem arose.<br /><br />Remember an engine is a pump. The more you let in the more that can come out. The best intake int eh world won't work with a shit exhaust and visa versa.<br /><br /><br />Cracked iron (or manifold and o2 housings) can cause funky problems in boost building and porting will help with the boost creeping.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||07-24-2003||09:11 AM||||Can a stock untouched 14b outflow it's own wastgate path if enough flow of exhaust spins turbine too fast?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||Dan D||07-24-2003||09:23 AM||||If it's old, I'd say so.  I wish I had pictures of the 171k mi 14b I took off.  The whole inside of the turbine housing looked melted or caked with some hardened icky looking material.  The wastegate passage was actually deformed to the point of being 2/3 the size it should.  If it wasn't for the cracks everywhere letting exhaust gas go anywhere it pleased, I could see the wg passage being small enough to let it creep.<br /><br />Also, as a reminder not get confused and in addition to what Harry said, X psi is not equal to Y air flow.  The flow resultant at a pressure is affected by everything before, in between,and after the turbo.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000020||gvr4ever||07-24-2003||12:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Having a large downpipe can easily cause boost creep, as there is suddenly not a whole lot back pressure immediately behind the turbo.  Thus, the path through the wastegate is not the obvious path of least resistance for the exhaust gas.  You get on it, you're boosting, you hit 10psi and your MBC gives the signal to the wastegate actuator and it opens.  Voila, the gas can now flow through the wastegate instead of the turbine and you no makey no more boost.  BUT, you continue to get on it, the rpms rise, the engine is moving more air now, there is more exhaust pressure in the manifold pre-turbine, and now the turbine isn't looking so restrictive any more because there's this huge pipe on the other side of it, very low pressure area.  So, some of the air starts to go through... the turbine spins a bit faster, making a bit more boost... pusing more air through, etc.  Do you have a cat?  A straight through muffler?  A cat should help this, as well as a larger wastegate. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You said it right, but the exhaust is not the direct cause of boost creep.  I don't care if everyone hates me      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     <br /><br />The bigger exhaust alows the turbine to spins faster (yes, we all agree).  By alowing less resistance for the turbo to spin, more air needs to go out the wastgate to control the spinning of the turbine.  Yes we all agree. RIGHT?  <br /><br />Aside from Dan D's melted messed up turbo, can the 14b creep if it is working correcly or can the wastgate flow enough exhaust to control the turbine?  If not, why?  Was the wastgate not desinged to vent enough air for it's own turbine?  <br /><br />Does it take a open exhaust, and major engine mods?  Also the compressor side has risistance to flow as well.  Does it take a IC upgrade as well. The turbo shouldn't creep unless it is not the stock turbo and the wastgate was not addressed.  <br /><br />If the stock 14b is creeping, there is probably something wrong with it (wastgate).  If it's not the stock turbo, then you are on your own to make sure the wastgate is addressed. Either way, I don't think the a exhaust should ever be the blaime for boost creep.  A exhaust alone would not cause it.  Like I said before, I ran open turbo once (just to do it) and I didn't get creep.<br /><br />This is the last time I'm going to post on this because I know I've pissed some people off and beat the subject to death.<br /><br />A exhaust can alow the tubine to spin faster, but it is not the cause of boost creep.  The wastgate not venting enough is the cause of boost creep.  I realized that I sorta said the same thing in a different way, but I would like to help kill the saying that a larger exhaust can cause boost creep because thats really not the case.  Just about a month ago my bother n law has a friend who has a 2g. He asked if he should put a larger exhaust on because he heard that it might cause boost creep.  I was like, go ahead, install a cat back.  <br /><br />Putting a ported 2G exhaust manny in and porting the turbo inlet along with a intake and IC setup (because the compressor side has resistance to flow as well) and exhaust might create a boost creep problem, but thats changing the flow of everything(far from stock), so you can only blaim the modder who didn't port the hole to the wastgate flapper and the list of mods.  Please don't blaime the exhaust because it help contibute to the turbine spinning faster.  Thats all I'm tring to say.<br /><br />If you have extensive mods and have changed the intake and turbo configuration, you can always unbolt your downpipe to see if your wastgate is up to par with what want to run before you spend the cash.  Or at least know if you need to make any changes to your wasgate.<br /><br />Closing:<br /><br />When I first read the exhaust changes can cause boost creep, I was like WFT?!?!?  Maybe it is because I hang out in smaller circles, but if you are changing your turbo flow in anyway, you better port the wastgate whole and or go with a bigger flapper, or go external.  If you don't, be prepared for boost creep with or without exhaust changes.  Saying that a exhaust can cause boost creep can\will scare people not to upgrade, or at least maybe fear boost creep.  The statment is missleading and thats why I was so confused to hear it.  The main thing that is going to cause boost creep in the upgrade path is changing the flow to the turbo (going bigger, porting), and not creating more flow for the wastgate.  I thought that was just a the biggest duh in upgrading our cars.  In that thinking (from my crazy ass view) a exhaust would never "cause" boost creep because the wastgate problem would already be taken care of.  Cause hopefully you already upgraded the wastgate when you ported the turbo or whatever.  Right?  Thats what you would do.  I thought that was as normal as breathing.  No Normal jokes please   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000021||jayru||07-25-2003||09:57 AM||||I am reviving this thread to pose a theory of mine i just thought of.<br /><br />Years ago when i was stupid and built mustangs (LOL) i had a supercharged 5.0. It was a stock motor with 12psi boost. Now without changing anything but an intake manifold, i increased my boost to 15. At the time i thought this was a benifical side effect to the intake.<br /><br />Later i realised the true cause. With stock heads the new intake allowed the supercharger to increase the volume; however, once the boost got to the head they became a massive restriction and alowed the boost to build up, efectively rasing the psi to 15.<br /><br />I guess what i am trying to get at here is, could the new intake i created for my vr4 now be taxing my stock intercooler so much that at higher rpm it allows the boost to increase because of the restriction?  I don't think this is a new school of thought but if true, than my wastegate and or exhaust isn't to blame. (which would explain why i didn't have the creep with the stock intake)<br /><br />What do you guy's think?||24.229.174.50||reg||3||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||07-25-2003||11:45 AM||||Where is your boost gauge attached?  Throttle body?  Intercooler pipe(s)?  Stock vacuum "T" madness?   It would be interesting to know how your psi varies throughout.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000023||jayru||07-25-2003||12:12 PM||||right now it comes from the intake itself. But i see what your saying. I wish i had another boost gauge to put at the turbo and watch the difrence.<br /><br />I guess i might have to jump ahead and install my jdm vr4 intercooler i got recently. I wanted to test the added eficency of the intake at the track first, but i can't really do anything anyway because of the boost creep.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000024||jayru||07-27-2003||11:59 AM||||Alright guys, Pulled the exhaust manifold today and NO cracks! So that blows a whole in that theory. I guess my next step is to get a ported o2 housing?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000025||gvr4ever||07-27-2003||05:55 PM||||Is the line from your boost controler to your wastgate controler cracked or dammaged?<br /><br />Check the clamps too.  If your not sure, it's cheap to just replace it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000026||jayru||07-28-2003||02:04 AM||||No, the vaccum line is brand new. I replaced it today and i still got creep. This is just so crazy bcs everyone says i shuldn't have creep with the stock turbo, i guess my intake making skills are just that good. LOL||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/002827.cgi
A||||4||cevic||Distance between brake and gas pedal||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||07-23-2003||02:15 PM||||The distance between my car's gas pedal and brake is about 2.5 inches. Do all the E39As have the same gas pedal to brake distance or only mine does? It makes so difficult to practice toe-heel. Is there anyway I can adjust the distance?||24.124.95.48||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||07-23-2003||03:35 PM||||that sounds about right.<br /><br />just to comment; you do know that heel-toe is actually easier to do with the sides of your foot instead of your heel and toe, correct?<br /><br />that said, it did take a bit of time to get used to heel-toeing on the GVR, but i eventually got the hang of it.<br /><br />keep on practicing...at least it's an excuse to drive  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||07-23-2003||11:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by cevic:<br /><strong> It makes so difficult to practice toe-heel. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats why God made big ugly (but effective) pedal pads. Try some of the wide momos or sparcos.||24.117.166.181||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000003||teet||07-24-2003||12:58 AM||||the gas pedal is just a long bent steel rod held in by a couple of bolts.<br /><br />you could easily take it out and put it in a vise and masage it too where you think you want it.<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000004||Carl Morris||07-24-2003||12:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by teet:<br /><strong> the gas pedal is just a long bent steel rod held in by a couple of bolts.<br /><br />you could easily take it out and put it in a vise and masage it too where you think you want it.<br /><br />john </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, it's even easier than that.  The rod isn't that hard to bend, just grab it and pull hard in the direction you want it, check the position, repeat as needed, and in less than 5 minutes you can have the throttle pedal as high and close to the brake as you want.<br /><br />I found the GVR4 nearly impossible to heel/toe when I bought it, and after a quick adjustment it's been fine ever since.||147.145.40.44||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes



ubb/Forum2/002828.cgi
A||||5||GVR4||radiators||||5||||GVR4||00000358
Z||000000||GVR4||07-23-2003||04:14 PM||spyder_gsr@hotmail.com||Anyone know if the rad. from a regular Galant or a TEL will fit on the GVR4 and work correctly? My nipple for the overflow is broken and leaking. (Thanks to the guys that worked on it last...)<br /><br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Tim Jones||137.144.97.45||reg||5||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-23-2003||04:29 PM||||The TEL radiators don't have the rad. cap on the actual radiator, its on the thermostat housing. Im not sure about normal galants though.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||07-23-2003||04:43 PM||||The NT Galants have their radiator caps on the radiator.<br />Terren is right TELs have their radiator caps on the therm housing.<br />Now a TEL radiator is actually about 2.5inches shorter in length than a GVR-4 radiator.<br /><br />Cheers<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000<br />2002 Dodge Dakota 5.9 R/T(soon to be blown)||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||GVR4||07-23-2003||05:24 PM||||so are the NT galant rad. the same as the GVR4 rad.? Size wise and all?<br /><br />TJ||137.144.97.45||reg||5||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||07-23-2003||05:35 PM||||most of the places that sell aftermarket radiators sell the one for a galant with automatic trans.  they will fit both manual and auto trans cars, they all use the same radiator.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||07-23-2003||10:45 PM||||Theoretically speaking, if I had a TEL thermostat housing and radiator (from my old Talon), it should bolt right up, and be fine, right? <br /><br />(Looking for alternatives to shortening the GVR4 radiator)||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum2/002829.cgi
A||||5||92vr4#971||AHHHHHHHHHH CLUTCH||||9||||92vr4#971||00000532
Z||000000||92vr4#971||07-23-2003||08:30 PM||george@ou.edu||Hello,<br />It seems my transmission clutch has gone on strike, but only temporarily. Sometimes when i get into my car, the clutch sticks to the floor board. but, if i pump the clutch a lot the wonderful clutchiness i am acostomed to returns. <br />Is this my slave cylinder trying to overthrow the master?.. welps any advise/help would be grrrr-eat.<br />thanks||68.97.18.185||reg||9||92vr4#971||00000532||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||07-23-2003||08:38 PM||||hows the fluid level in your clutch master cylinder?<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||07-23-2003||09:10 PM||||a little more history would help<br />-did you bleed it?<br />-any leaks?<br />-miles and is it OE?||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000003||92vr4#971||07-23-2003||09:47 PM||||sorry for the lack of history. I am sure my question was like asking the doctor why it hurt when i got punched in the face. <br />Okay, so, miles on car 111000.<br />do not know if there are leaks.<br />just put fluid in cylinder. so hopefully that was the entire problem. Will post back later with more.<br />thanks||68.97.18.185||reg||1||92vr4#971||00000532||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||07-23-2003||09:55 PM||||If your pedal went to the floor you probably ran it out of fluid and got air in the line.  Look under the dash right above the gas pedal and tell us if there is fluid leaking.  If so your master cylinder is shot.  If you recently had to add fluid I would guess you are leaking somewhere.||68.76.186.201||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||07-24-2003||07:07 PM||||If the fluid is dripping out under the hood, near the battery, your clutch slave cylinder is shot.<br />If the fluid is squirting out onto your best Italian leather right shoe, the clutch master cylinder is shot. I've had both go out within one year, right around 110,000 miles or so.||208.63.255.144||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002830.cgi
A||||6||starwrist||Ticking noise.||||1||||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||07-24-2003||12:17 AM||starwrist@hotmail.com||The problems just keep on coming...<br /><br />Okay, so now I'm hearing this ticking noise which sounds like it's coming from inbetween the valve-cover and the intake manifold. (That approximate area...) <br /><br />So I thought it was just some dirty injectors. I got some injector cleaner and no, that didn't help it. <br /><br />Then it sort of went away, now it's back. And a little bit louder, but this is the thing, it's not constant. It's like "tick, tick, tick, tick........tick, tick, tick, tick, tick......" It's sort of rythmatic, yet not. I don't know. <br /><br />Could it be the caps on the ECU? That's the only thing I can think of. But I'm a mechanical moron, so...||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||07-24-2003||01:42 AM||||No.  The caps don't click anyway.  The ecu is located in the passenger side footwell, up under the glovebox sort of.  And the clicking you hear from that area is the fuel injection solenoid, IIRC.<br /><br />The clicking you describe could easily be the injectors (they are in between the VC and intake mani) but my money's on your lifters.  I bet they're just dirty/clogged and tapping.  You can take them out and clean them, but they'll just do it again eventually.  I suggest buying new ones.  This has been covered a lot.  Do a search, and you'll come across some guy in Texas who has the best deal.  Eagle Automotive or something like that.||69.59.219.152||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||07-24-2003||02:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by starwrist:<br /><strong> The problems just keep on coming... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You DO own a 4g63t.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||starwrist||07-24-2003||05:45 PM||||Nevermind, I did a search and found out all I need to know. <br /><br />So now everybody else doesn't need to flame me, that's what my other current post is going to be for.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||07-24-2003||06:58 PM||||Injectors do make quite a bit of noise, at least mine do.||208.63.255.144||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||07-24-2003||11:06 PM||||Um, sorry if I came off a bit harsh (that was not my intention, btw!) but I wasn't flaming you... just trying to offer a suggestion.  Calm down.||69.59.219.146||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-24-2003||11:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by starwrist:<br /><strong>  That's the only thing I can think of. But I'm a mechanical moron, so... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh you'll be borderline mechanical genious by this time next year...  unless you puss out and sell the car.  Either that or you'll be borderline mental gelatinous.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002831.cgi
A||||9||starwrist||Caps values?||||1||||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||07-24-2003||12:41 AM||starwrist@hotmail.com||47µF @ 50V <br />22µF @ 50V  <br />100µF @ 25V <br /><br />Are these the right values for the caps for our ECUs, or just TELs? <br /><br />Thanks.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||07-24-2003||01:44 AM||||I can't remember the values off the top of my head, but if those values are correct for TELs, then yes they are correct for us.  We use basically the same ecu.  Be sure and get high temp caps though!  Heat kills caps, so if you don't get the high temp ones, they'll fail in a few years anyway and you'll just replace 'em again.||69.59.219.152||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||07-24-2003||01:46 AM||||I can't remember the values off the top of my head, but if those values are correct for TELs, then yes they are correct for us.  We use basically the same ecu.  Be sure and get high temp caps though!  Heat kills caps, so if you don't get the high temp ones, they'll fail in a few years anyway and you'll just replace 'em again.||69.59.219.152||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||starwrist||07-24-2003||05:20 PM||||So, are these the correct values, or not?||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-24-2003||05:25 PM||||<a href="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm" target="_blank">Hello my name is VFAQ</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||starwrist||07-24-2003||05:43 PM||||Wow, look at that. Hmm, maybe that's where I got the values for in the first place. Gee-wizz, that's just simply amazing.<br /><br />Now, answer my question: are these the correct values for the caps for a 1992 Mitsubishi Galant VR-4. I am fully aware that these are the correct values for a 1G TEL, but I want to be absolutelty sure before I purchase them. <br /><br />Sorry for not knowing everything about my car before posting a question on it. Well hell, if I knew everything...maybe I wouldn't need to ask a simple question. Next time, I'll know not to ask for help.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-24-2003||05:54 PM||||Well Jon did answer you twice.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> if those values are correct for TELs, then yes they are correct for us</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you want to be really sure you can take out your ECU and look at it.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||07-24-2003||06:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by starwrist:<br /><strong> 47µF @ 50V <br />22µF @ 50V  <br />100µF @ 25V <br /><br />Are these the right values for the caps for our ECUs, or just TELs? <br /><br />Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Our ECU's are IDENTICAL to the DSM's, except for the EPROM programming. So, the same caps values apply. You can also use 35 volt caps, 50 is overkill, but the most important thing is the 105 degree C temperature rating! Why would you buy caps when I will send them to you free, or even install them for free, and clean up all the acid damage?||208.63.255.144||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||07-24-2003||11:14 PM||||I think starwrist is typing standing up... cuz it must be hard to sit down with that stick in his ass.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    Just kidding!!<br /><br />But seriously, you need to calm down a bit, dude.  We may have been a bit terse in answering, since this is very common knowledge, but we did try to help.  We're not asking for unlimited gratitude from our meager kernels of wisdom, or just the crap that I spew out, but at least don't be rude.<br /><br />All that we ask is that you know, respect, and use <a href="http://www.vfaq.com," target="_blank">www.vfaq.com,</a> as well as the search tool on this board.  Please consult those two sources before asking something, so that we know that you're really interested in the answer.  Because if the answer is already out there, and that's all you care about, then why waste our time?<br /><br />There's a wealth of resources and information on this board.  Don't alienate yourself from it.<br /><br />And just FYI, for all intents and purposes, GVR4's and DSM's (or TEL's, whichever you prefer) are effectively the same.  Sure, there's a few minor differences, (4 vs. 5 bolt hubs, 3 vs. 4 bolt axles, open vs. lsd, yadda yadda) but basically they share the same engine and drivetrain, same mods, same quirks, same faults, same fixes.  And, there are far more of them than there there are of us, so we're more likely to learn from them.  Which is why we all love the VFAQ.<br /><br />Man, did I ramble here.  Sorry if I sounded rude, and sorry for the long post.  And sorry for those other double posts.  I guess I'm just a pretty sorry guy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />So, send off your ecu to keydiver if you can, or just ask him nicely for the correct caps.  Good luck!||69.59.219.250||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||07-24-2003||11:28 PM||||All this talk about acid and caps is making me flashback.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||11||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002832.cgi
A||||1||bujang_hensem||evo 4 to 8 turbo question||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||07-24-2003||05:37 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||hi guy..just to know...how big this turbo compressor and turbine are...from the spec i says TD05HR 16G 6-10.5 something like that depent on evo version. Are this evo using the same big 16g compressor or other design...what i know they are using twinscroll turbo...what are twin scroll  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.186.54.22||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||07-24-2003||07:43 AM||||Twin scroll turbos have an advanced cast housing design that optimizes the gas flow from the manifold through the turbo. The are sometimes seperate banks for paired cylinders, much like on headers when certain cylinders are paired with eachother to prevent gas reversion.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/002833.cgi
A||||3||1quickvr4||Weight diffrence with 89 vs 90+ center consoles||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||07-24-2003||08:54 AM||caspa69@juno.com||I alreadey have the 89 glove box and underdash panel for the drivers side. Is there a big weight diffrence with the 89 vs 90 and up center consoles?||4.72.25.43||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||07-25-2003||09:22 AM||||Come on teet, Someone?||4.72.24.87||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-25-2003||11:50 AM||||You mean the center console as in 'between the seats'?  It's really just a lot of plastic and isn't that heavy.  There's some heavy stuff under it (belt retractors) and a pair of metal brackets at the dash side.  You could remove the "kick" panels along the sides, but that can't be more than 1.5lbs.<br /><br />I can't imagine that any other year's center console would be much lighter and probably not worth the effort of swapping.  You'd be better off removing it altogether.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||1101||07-25-2003||12:06 PM||||The 89 console will not fit the mouse belt retractors. If you delete them for the manual belts (a lot of work due to the differences in trim pieces and belt mounting) you will save about 5-10 lbs.<br /><br />Ward<br /><br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> I alreadey have the 89 glove box and underdash panel for the drivers side. Is there a big weight diffrence with the 89 vs 90 and up center consoles? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum2/002834.cgi
A||||12||jayru||Ok guys i did a search and nothing comes up. Who makes a good AFPR that dosen't ...||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||07-24-2003||11:38 AM||||Require putting fittings on the fuel rail and making lines to use the paxton or others. I see the b+m but saw someone else in a forum bash this one. I want to keep cost down and not go through the pain of making lines getting fittings.<br /><br />   Otherwise im gonna run the 190lph pump but would rather get the 255.  Thanks in advance.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||07-24-2003||11:41 AM||||No one.  Do it once, do it right.  Buy the AN adapters for the rail, make the lines, get an SX/aeromotive regulator.<br /><br />The B&M is a FPR adjuster, not a regulator.  It allows you to increase spring pressure on the current regulator.<br /><br />Also, sometimes searching takes more than one pass:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001482" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001482</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000974" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000974</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001338" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001338</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001677" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001677</a>||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||jayru||07-24-2003||12:05 PM||||Thanks for the awsome info. I know you said do it right but that charged air one looks kinda appealing. I guess if anyone has it, have they fixed the problem with leakage yet?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||07-24-2003||12:15 PM||||People have them, and they seem to be a decent product, but I would not suggest buying anything from Chargedair.  I ordered one, waited about 3 months, could not get phone calls answered, and sent numerous emails.  Finally, I just got tired of waiting, and had my credit card company reverse bill the charges.  I went by Buschur's shop Monday morning, after the shootout, and ordered one of the Aeromotive units he sells that is modified to bolt on to the 1G rail and comes with a gauge and banjo bolt.   <a href="http://www.buschurracing.com/FPR_large.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.buschurracing.com/FPR_large.jpg</a>  Not the cheapest around, I'm sure, but trying to get the cheapest cost me many months waiting on Chargedair.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||07-24-2003||12:33 PM||||The reason I said no one, is because I wouldn't for a second give charged air my money.  I don't consider a picture of something that is not available a product.<br /><br />I forgot about the new buschur one.  If hoses scare you, then buy that one.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||jayru||07-24-2003||01:04 PM||||that looks like the way i'll go. The only thing i'm still wondering is, was the restriction the stock fpr or the hole in the rail? BCS if i get the one that attaches to the rail will i still have the problem of fuel backing up in the rail?<br /><br />Thanks again for all the great info.<br /><br />Edit: Damn that things expensive!||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||07-24-2003||01:12 PM||||The restriction (at least up to a pretty large volume of fuel) is in the factory FPR, and not the rail itself.  At idle and part throttle, it can't bypass enough fuel with a large volume pump.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||07-24-2003||08:53 PM||||I have the Spoolin Up AFPR (now CAS). Its a nice piece and wasn't too terribly difficult to get. It took some time, but when I bought it, they were still developing and making changes. Thats just the way custom parts go. They've obviously decided that other projects are worth more energy than the DSM FPR. People don't whine when they have to wait a month for the MAF Translator because they're backordered.<br /><br />If I had to do it over again, I'd still buy the one from CAS, except that I'd order it way in advance...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I learned in the Navy that often in life you have to pester people to get things done. A weekly, friendly, "just checking on the status" phone call does wonders.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||dlpinckney||07-24-2003||09:16 PM||||Mark,<br /><br />Number 1 - waiting a month is no big deal, that I would understand, especially if contacted by the company to let me know it was going to take that long, shoot, for that matter 3 months would be no big deal if there was some communication. I waited over a month before even trying to contact them, figuring it might take longer than that if it was "made to order."<br /><br />Number 2 - I tried calling them frequently, and even daily, at one point, left numerous messages with no returned phone calls, and NEVER anyone answering the phone.<br /><br />Number 3 - Emailed them numerous times, recieved one response out of about 10 emails, and it was to ask me what I ordered, not to answer me as to when I would recieve it.<br /><br />According to my credit card company, they already had numerous complaints filed against them with the BBB, and they refunded my money on the reverse bill IMMEDIATELY.  Usually there is a month waiting period in which they try to contact the company and settle the dispute, this did not happen due to the immense amount of bad reporting they have gotten with credit card companies.<br /><br />I am not going to try that hard to get a company to TAKE my money.  They should be trying that hard to GET my money.  A few simple phone calls, or even returned emails is all it would have taken.<br /><br />If I lived near them, I would probably have gone there, talked in person, and been close enough to ring their necks if they did what they did to me from 500 miles away.  It was almost worth the drive as it was.  If you would like to support them, than by all means, go for it, but myself, I am going to warn every person I ever hear trying to buy something from them NOT TO.  Especially if they are going to pay by some means other than credit card, and are not going there in person.<br /><br />I'm sure there is plenty of people OUTSIDE of this list that have had the same problem, but one of the members of this board was having the exact same problem as me, AT THE SAME TIME.<br /><br />I didn't bash the product, I know people that bought them from Spoolin Up (before they became Charged Air and quit giving a shit), and said it was a decent product.  I am bashing their customer service and business manner.  I guarantee the one I orderd from Buschur will work perfectly, will be here when promised, and will be backed by some of the best customer service out there.  Did I pay more, sure, but waisting 3 months waiting on some idiots cost me more in the long run.  Good luck.<br /><br />Okay, rant mode off....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.188.17.95||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||07-24-2003||09:31 PM||||I have an aeromotive FPR with the -6AN outlets for sale, email or PM me... See for sale section||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||04DrBlur||07-24-2003||09:35 PM||||ChargedAir.com  please dont ever mention their name again on this board.  I almost put my fist through my monitor just now.  And in case you cant tell yeah im pissed off at that company.  I still have not recieved a refund or a FPR.  I just the other day had to hire some attorneys to help me get something back from them.  I placed my order on Feb. 25 2003. And they are a bogus company try to contact them and you will see how good of a company they are.  Their number is<br />   (847)223-0743.  If any of you guys are board tomorrow give that number a call.  The mail box will prob. still be full but if you get through please ask them where 04DrBlur (Phil) FPR is hidding cause I sure as hell never got it.....||68.76.179.191||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||07-24-2003||10:02 PM||||Tell us how you really feel guys...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />My experience wasn't a bad one, just a slow one. Perhaps they've changed since I purchased mine. I absolutely agree with posting your experiences with vendors, be they good or bad, so as to share info with our fellow GVR4ists. Hence the reason for your post above (I gather) and the reason for mine as well...<br /><br />Danny, you don't need to defend yourself against me. I don't attack anyone (though I sometimes attack the info they post) and your opinion is welcome. This isn't NABR.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000012||dlpinckney||07-25-2003||08:22 AM||||Wasn't meant to attack you if you took it that way.  Just wanted to be very clear that I more than gave them a chance to take my money...!!!  <br /><br />I understand that Ramchargers is working on a bolt on AFPR for the DSM as well.  I would imagine it will be a decent product and probably a cost effective alternative for the the Charged Air unit.  Not sure when it will be out though.<br /><br />It really is a shame about the Spoolin-Up / Charged Air unit.  I know people who got it from Spoolin - Up, and it was a nice unit, especially for the price.  (Hence the reason I tried to get one...!!)  Oh well, live and learn..!!||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/002835.cgi
A||||6||thermite||Galant GSX Question||||5||||thermite||00001768
Z||000000||thermite||07-24-2003||01:51 PM||thermite@comcast.net||Is it possible to drop the turbo engine into the Galant GSX? THe car im looking at is a 5 speed, AWD, no turbo. Its a 90 I believe. Thinking of making a sleeper. Also is the 5 speed tranny the same as the Eclipse GSX/TSI AWD? Assuming the tranny is the same i think this would be fairly easy.||65.115.170.246||reg||5||thermite||00001768||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-24-2003||02:10 PM||||Yes.<br /><br /><b><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search" target="_blank">Search</a></b>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||07-24-2003||03:35 PM||||The tranny is similar to the turbo AWDs, but it is not the same. Just be aware that the GSX drivetrain is geared shorter than the GVR4 and I've seen reports on NABR that the GSX trans is significantly more fragile than the turbo trannies.<br /><br />Unles you do this dirt cheap, you are probably better off just buying a GVR4 since all the work is done for you. That and 90 parts are getting tough to find.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||07-24-2003||05:31 PM||||There's a VR-4 on Autotrader.com for $1500.  It's not listed correctly.||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||thermite||07-24-2003||11:31 PM||||post a link?||68.56.122.114||reg||1||thermite||00001768||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||07-25-2003||12:38 PM||||Uhhh,  where?||64.136.26.45||reg||5||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-25-2003||02:31 PM||||Oh, the price changed, but it is still all f-ed up.  It's a 4-speed manual, driver side airbag -equipped car.  Uhhhhh....  if you're ever in Waco, check it out, let us know.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.autotrader.com./findacar/vdetail.jtmpl?car_id=136813202&dealer_id=4492681&car_year=1992&search_type=used&make=MIT&model=GALANT&transmission=MAN&distance=any&address=60647&advanced=y&certified=n&max_mileage=&max_price=&min_price=&end_year=1993&start_year=1990&drive=&engine=4CLDR&body_style=&advcd_on=y&doors=4&fuel=GSL&color=&cardist=892" target="_blank">web page</a><br /><br />Caveat Emptor||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002836.cgi
A||||8||HKS VR-4||Engine is smoking...why????||||11||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||07-24-2003||01:51 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||My car recently started smoking. It's a puff of white smoke (not really dark gray)...and "doesn't" have that typical oil burning smell. On idle, it's ok...just a little like its cold outside, but when you rev it, you have youself a smoke screen!!!...Yea, it's pretty bad. A lot of condensation in the exhaust too. Engine runs smooth, no unusual vibrations, misfiring or anything. RPMs are stable. Engine sounds fine (besides those stupid lifters ticking!!) Compression is decent. All 4 cylinders are in the upper 140s. <br /><br />A mechanic told me it might be the valve seals or my turbo??????.....I thought "white smoke" is coolant burning...I dunno...I'm so lost....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.81.87.230||reg||11||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||Matticus||07-24-2003||01:55 PM||||White smoke is coolant burning. I would say possibly the head gasket unless it was recently changed.  Somehow coolant is making its way into the combustion process.  The closest place to start would be that gasket.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||07-24-2003||02:15 PM||||When there is a lot of oil burning, it can look whiteish.  If it only happens under load/boost, most likely is the turbo, second most likely is a minor head gasket problem that only shows up under really high cylinder pressure.  If load/boost doesn't have the largest effect on the conditions, then swap first and second most likely.<br /><br />A really good leakdown test that can do high pressure should diagnose if it's the head gasket.<br /><br />Check for water in the oil, oil in the water.  <br /><br />What do the coolant temps do?<br /><br />Have the valve seals ever been replaced?  Does it smoke while you are cruising down the road, or just from the getgo.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||07-24-2003||02:41 PM||||sounds to me like the turbo is done.||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||07-24-2003||03:38 PM||||I vote for head gasket. The condensation in the exhaust is a dead giveaway. Oil smoke is thin, wispy and blue-whitish, coolant smoke is white, billowy and slightly sweet smelling.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||07-24-2003||04:00 PM||||He says it only smokes when he revs, not at idle.. sounds like valve guides and/or seals to me. That was my same exact situation, At stoplights it wouldn't smoke, only when leaving it would cover the 10 cars behind me. When my car was burning oil (bad rings,guides and seals) the smoke appeared whitish.<br /><br />I also agree with blackhole on the headgasket though...<br /><br />I say you find another 14b and swap it, see if your smoke stops. If not, then its head work for you and you'll be replacing your head gasket regardless (you better).||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||92GVR4519||07-25-2003||10:14 PM||||If you are causing that much of a smoke screen, you have to be adding something--either coolant or oil.<br />   A good test for coolant\compression leak--besides using guage--is to remove the thermostat, replace housing, remove radiator cap, start car and watch for cylinder gases bubbling up.  If head gasket is leaking at water jacket, unpressurized coolant system will allow gases to be forced back into jacket and out of radiator. If you can also loosen belt for water pump and run the engine, it is much easier to see the bubbles.  You could also do better by using a coolant system pressure testing guage to see actual flucuation of cylinder compression strokes.<br />David||64.94.14.70||reg||3||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000007||04DrBlur||07-25-2003||10:56 PM||||Kind of off topic but he said compression test yielded high 140s.  When I tested mine I got 167 across the board.  What should it be?  Maybe his rings are goin south?||68.76.178.155||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000008||HKS VR-4||07-27-2003||04:47 AM||||It blows white smoke on idle too and underload. So bascially when engine is running.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  I'm guessing headgasket also. Shop keeps telling me its the piston rings...wtf???...I'm so lost...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.81.87.176||reg||9||HKS VR-4||00000302||no



ubb/Forum2/002837.cgi
A||||4||kartorium31||Clutch replacement||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||07-24-2003||04:20 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Ok, I just got a new clutch setup but for some reason the disk didn't come with it.  I had it shipped 2 day so i could get it in this friday to make it to tricities for the meet.  No disk though, so I have a spare disk that was the stock mitsu one with little wear on it.  What does everybody think about putting in a new pressure plate and flywheel with a slightly used disk?  I'm thinking it's not a good idea, but I was really hoping to make it this weekend.||12.144.137.196||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||07-24-2003||04:44 PM||||Don't try and rush anyting if you aren't sure its going to be right. <br /><br />If you are putting in another stock clutch, you should be ok. If you are putting in an aftermarket clutch I'd advise waiting until you get the right parts.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-24-2003||05:29 PM||||Yeah, you really want the pressure plate and disk to mate.  They mate for life, too.  Like whooping cranes.||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||07-24-2003||05:46 PM||||Look at it this way: How do you feel about doing the job again in less than a year?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||07-24-2003||07:21 PM||||Hahah, well turns out ups lost the disc and road race is sending me a new one overnight.  No big deal, thanks to RRE.  I am doing this for the second time in a year, cause the act i have now broke.  Not sure what happened but it doesn't disengage worth a damn now.||12.144.137.196||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
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A||||4||mr.mitsu||b&amp;g springs-->yay or nay||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||07-24-2003||10:15 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33582&item=2425193395" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33582&item=2425193395</a><br /><br />are these springs anygood?<br /><br />i have a 91gsx, are these more sport or racing springs?<br /><br />thanks for the space.||66.185.84.196||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-24-2003||10:24 PM||||Do you plan on installing these on your gvr4 or is this for the Talon? Dunno how many would have a personal experience using these, esp on a gvr4.<br /><br />Anyways, B&G has some decent coilover setups for hondas. SO, they are much better than the other cheapo brands on ebay||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||mr.mitsu||07-24-2003||10:28 PM||||it's actually a galant gsx.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />well at least they're not a cheapo name.<br /><br />thanks blacksheep, anyone else have feed back.||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||07-25-2003||02:41 AM||||If there is enough interest (@20 people) I can have them possibly make coilovers for our cars. I have a good friend of mine that does some press photos and stuff for them and is good friends with the owner. That is another option we could work to try and get decent coilovers for under $1k.||63.184.97.237||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||mr.mitsu||07-25-2003||10:31 AM||||i think i'll just fork over the 2 bills and enjoy the little drop for now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes



ubb/Forum2/002839.cgi
A||||11||Oztek||Relocating the Power Steering Pump?||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||07-24-2003||10:28 PM||aehlert@oztek.us||Hey guys, I was wondering if anyone had ever relocated their power steering pump?<br /><br />I'm removing the A/C right now and was thinking about putting the pump back there so that I can free up some space up front.||67.38.16.224||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||07-24-2003||10:44 PM||||But if you do that, where will you put your 4 stage dry sump oil pump?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-24-2003||11:38 PM||||What?  No manual rack?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||AWDpower||07-25-2003||04:08 AM||||If I were to relocate the power steering pump, I think I'd check into replacing it with an electric pump. You can find them in a junk yard in some Subarus (XT6 or something like that?) and in the newer Toyota MR2's. A benefit may be that you could probably adjust the amount of assist it provides.||67.24.199.199||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000004||Oztek||07-25-2003||07:38 AM||||Okay guys just piss-off!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />Jeeze.....ask a simple question.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000005||number3||07-25-2003||07:53 AM||||One of the best questions to have come up in a while...<br /><br />I know I am listening.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||teet||07-25-2003||11:01 AM||||the old subaru XT6 powersteering pumps...I hear...are huge/heavy/bulky things.<br /><br />I saw on a commercial the other day that the new Saturn Ion's have electric power steering.<br /><br />new modern car...humm...maybe that would be a possibility.<br /><br />I have also seen the alternator mounted where the AC compressor normally is.  I thought that was a really good idea.  <br /><br />john||134.134.136.3||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||07-25-2003||01:59 PM||||Crap, I was reading some magazine about a week ago, and it listed all the cars in the last two decades or so (including the Ion) that used electric power steering pumps.  If I find/remember it, I'll let ya know...  Might have been SCC?||69.59.219.195||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||Dan D||07-25-2003||02:28 PM||||Buschur's been moving alternators back to the ac location for a while now.  If you fabbed up brackets that bolt into the ac comp holes to hold the pump, why not.  Of course you'd have to do new hoses and such.  <br /><br />Or, move the alternator like Buschur, and just move the PS pump down where the alternator went.  You might be able to use the same hoses then.||63.69.224.3||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000009||Oztek||07-25-2003||06:59 PM||||Well, looks like it's vfaq time.  I'll take a look at it this weekend and see what needs to be done.||68.41.112.153||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000010||04DrBlur||07-25-2003||09:54 PM||||If I were goin to relocate the power steering pump I would put it right in the trash.  I have had two different ones and they both started whinning within a few weeks.  Loosen the belt and all is good but when making turns it squeels.  So tighten the belt and listen to it whine.  I just cant win. Goin to go to manual rack as soon as I find one.||68.76.178.155||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||07-26-2003||12:16 AM||||i think an electric pump would be a good idea, as long as you could find one small enough. you could put the radiator over flow tank where the battery was or where the air can was... and then maybe clear up a bit more room and have the electric pump where the overflow tank was. i think this would be the easiest rout because you wouldn't have to relocate and p.s. lines. i think this is a good idea, and i guess you could also relocate the p.s. pump to the ac pump, as long as you are willing to fabricate adapter plates, and modify it to fit perfectly (i think that require quite a bit of patients but well worth the effort.) i unhooked the p.s. pump today, and i'm sure it could fit back there. <br /><br />i will be keeping my ac so i think i would be more interested in havin an electric pump, but i think that would be preferable by those also willing to get rid of the ac.<br /><br />i didn't even think about this so, i'm in for the discussion too||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
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A||||11||GVR4-COOL||Install stereo||||1||||GVR4-COOL||00000621
Z||000000||GVR4-COOL||07-25-2003||12:33 AM||whteo1@yahoo.com||I finally had a Sony CDX head unit installed in my 92vr4 today.  The installation was pretty easy.  I got a harness ($16.99) from Bestbuy.  Took about 20 min wire up the harness.  Took those 2 brackets off the factory stereo.  It was pain in the A to get those 8 screws off, which were attaching the brackets to the stereo.  Messed up the first one.  Then, learned to take care of them with my drill.<br />There were only 2 screw holes on my Sony that would line up with these holes on the bracket.  Screwed those brackets on my Sony and slide the whole thing into the dash.   Tried to put in the stock trim.  Of course it won't work. (I had standard radio/eq unit) <br />Does anybody know if the trim for double din unit from Mitsu would work with Sony?? I called the dealer up, the trim costs like $12, and the pocket costs $20.  Should I just get an aftermarket one?<br />Any inputs/sharing will be greatly appreaciated!!  Thanks!!||66.27.221.40||reg||1||GVR4-COOL||00000621||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-25-2003||01:04 AM||||It all depends on the size of the deck. I beleive the pocket will work with my kenwood kdc-640 (I think) and it is a single DIN unit. Is your Sony a single DIN or double ?<br /><br /><br />If its a single DIN unit, then just go buy the pocket and see if it fits...if not then take it back to 'em.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||07-25-2003||03:05 AM||||I'm going through this right now with a Jensen unit, and I had the factory CD player (double DIN).  The double opening trim seems to fit fine (just test fit it; not in the car yet).  Also dicking around w/putting gauges in, so probably won't go in for a bit...<br /><br />Oh, does your Sony have a detachable trim around the face?  That doesn't fit through the opening... you have to install the stereo, put the trim on, then put the stereo's mini-trim on.  And yes, those 8 screws are a real PITA to get off.||69.59.219.134||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||GVR4-COOL||07-25-2003||03:05 PM||||yeah... mine is a single din Sony head unit.  I had it installed now without any trim and with a big opening below the stereo.  So it looks kind of ugly for now.<br />I am going to get the double din trim piece from mitsu.  May be a pocket too, so i can put the remote and my cell phone, etc.  I wonder if the double din trim has the same trim width as the factory trim piece.||199.217.251.186||reg||1||GVR4-COOL||00000621||yes
Z||000004||number3||07-25-2003||04:11 PM||||<a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_inside2.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_inside2.jpg</a><br /><br /><br />I have to mount it this way (non flush) due to the rotating face.||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||GVR4-COOL||07-25-2003||11:38 PM||||Thanks, No.3.  Picture worths a thousand words.||66.27.221.40||reg||1||GVR4-COOL||00000621||yes
Z||000006||Gvr4-330||07-26-2003||11:44 AM||||The border at the top is thinner with the single din trim vs the double din trim.<br /><br />A stereo that doesn't fit with the double din trim will fit with the single din trim.  I've personally been through this before  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />With pocket:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=397" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=397&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />With gauges:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=398" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=398&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I posted these pictures previously at this thread:  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002245" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002245</a> <br /><br />The part numbers are posted there too.<br /><br />The install is a lot cleaner with factory Mitsubishi parts than with aftermarket kits.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.35||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||07-27-2003||04:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong> <br /><br />The install is a lot cleaner with factory Mitsubishi parts than with aftermarket kits.<br /><br />Rob </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">unfortunately there is no aftermarket kit made to fit right on our cars. so your only option is to but the oem mitsu pocket of make your own panel as i did with some abs plastic.||65.227.204.119||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||07-27-2003||06:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>unfortunately there is no aftermarket kit made to fit right on our cars. so your only option is to but the oem mitsu pocket of make your own panel as i did with some abs plastic. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ahem.  I hate to nitpick, but the aftermarket bracket kit I used fit just fine.  The OEM has a better pocket area than mine, but otherwise looks great.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||07-27-2003||11:16 PM||||Shawn let me know which kit you used. I have all the dash kit makes sitting in the shop that are supposed to work for this car, however i never had any luck with them. I have Metra, Scosche, AMI, SGate, and a few others. So let me know iI'm interested.||65.227.217.187||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||07-28-2003||03:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> Shawn let me know which kit you used. I have all the dash kit makes sitting in the shop that are supposed to work for this car, however i never had any luck with them. I have Metra, Scosche, AMI, SGate, and a few others. So let me know iI'm interested. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didn't know there were that many.  I don't remember the brand and I can't look in my car receipts folder because I'm 'out of town'.  Well basically I'm only disputing that you said no aftermarket kits fit, while I had no problem fitting the kit.  But I did spend entirely too long trimming off parts of the brackets made for the various cars it can be installed in since it's a universal deal.  If I knew there was an OEM that fit aftermarkets, then I would've gotten that instead.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />Btw, how is it that you car installers make a backstrap for the head unit?||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||GVR4-COOL||07-30-2003||04:19 PM||||I have make up my mind to get the trim and pocket from the dealer.  Will costs me about $40, but will look and fit better.  Right now the car has no shifter boot because i change to a TEL one.  Also has no trim around the stereo.  UGLY!!!!!||199.217.251.186||reg||1||GVR4-COOL||00000621||yes
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A||||6||slvrblt||Good lights ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||07-25-2003||12:59 AM||||I am getting tired of the dim stock low beams and I want some real lighting. I see that the 93 headlights are a common upgrade, but is it because they are clear or are they better in another way ?<br /><br />What have you guys done to increase the lighting w/o going so far as drilling and mounting ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||07-25-2003||01:12 AM||||I think stock lighting is outstanding for its age. You might want to try newer bulbs (all incans gradually go dimmer over time), cleaning the headlight face, and adjusting the aim. There's always room for improvement, but if you think the stock ones are that bad, something is wrong.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||07-25-2003||01:13 AM||||My stock 91 lights are bright as shit. I love them. <br />You could add relays for each bulb as well as 10 gauge wire. Then you could run the high wattage bulbs without worrying about frying the harness. <br />Perhaps you could replace the bulbs and make sure all the connections are clean and free of corrosion?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||KenGVR4||07-25-2003||01:26 AM||||I replaced the low beams with Sylvania Silverstars, they're designed to emulate HID lighting in color and output.  They're really good for just replacement bulbs, a little spendy (usually 20-25 dollars per bulb), but still cheaper than most of the other wannabe ricer HID lights.  But these ones actually work, instead of just throwing shitty blue light.  As for the high beams, they have a really good pattern and cutoff stock, so I just left the standard halogen bulbs in there.||12.207.250.84||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000004||number3||07-25-2003||07:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> I think stock lighting is outstanding for its age. You might want to try newer bulbs (all incans gradually go dimmer over time), cleaning the headlight face, and adjusting the aim. There's always room for improvement, but if you think the stock ones are that bad, something is wrong.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I could not have said it better, so I won't.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||07-25-2003||11:58 AM||||The 93 headlights are less diffused, more spot-like.  I got new bulbs and have been continuously adjusting my aim.  The 91 headlights, because of their diffusal, are difficult to aim well.  I improved my night vision 100% by getting those puppies pointed down.<br /><br />There are definitely cars on the road today with some seriously bright headlights.  I get a little headlamp envy when some Lexus pulls alongside and it looks like daylight.  But I take some comfort in knowing that my headlights are not setting me apart from the crowd.<br /><br />There might be some marginal benefit to repainting the top of the headlamp (the black stuff) as most of the Galants I've seen have started to peel back -- allowing light to "leak" out of the un-lensed top of the glass.  Black on the back of glass is highly reflective.  You might gain a lumen or two by fixing that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||07-25-2003||09:55 PM||||Its not that the lights are horrible, but I would just like them to be brighter. I will do a bit of cleaning and maybe some rewiring and see where that gets me. My new fog bulbs are almost as bright as the low beams. I love the brights, they are great especially for the age of these cars.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
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A||||9||MiSTER2||Jap Spec VR4 intercooler||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||07-25-2003||08:18 AM||||I found a jdm factory vr4 intercooler for a good price.  Should i buy it?  Will it be too small if i upgrade to 16g or 20g from stock 14b in the future?  I just thought that it'll bolt straight on (mechanic will charge less for fitting n labour plus).  I know down here in Australia evo3 intercooler is the way to go but they ask too much for them plus hard to come by.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||jayru||07-25-2003||10:04 AM||||I have just gotten one myself. at first i thought, how could i go wrong, their made for the car and are comprable to the starion ones. But then when i recieved it i realised the stock inlet/outlet, although in the right place, are WAY small 1 3/4". now i have to get a welder to put on larger inlet/outlet's and it's gonna get (Almost) as costly as if i went with some larger aftermarket ones. <br /><br />So i guess it depends what your long term goals are. If mostly stock than i say go for it. It'll be a vast improvement over stock. But if big boost is in your future than it may not be worth your time. Hope this helps.||24.229.174.50||reg||13||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||07-25-2003||11:12 AM||||there are at least 2 different intercoolers for the jdm vr4.  i think there are 3 models, 205, 215, and 240 hp cars.  the 240hp intercooler has 55mm inlet/outlet, and is internally finned, like the bar and plate intercoolers.  also, the tubes are quite large.  i have one on my car, and it works very well for me.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||bujang_hensem||07-25-2003||12:47 PM||||does the 200hp JDM also has internally finned? how good are this intercooler are||202.186.54.22||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000004||MiSTER2||07-25-2003||12:47 PM||||My vr4 is i guess the first type you are talking about.  It is the 144kw-200hp type (i might be wrong with the figures).  So i assume the intercooler i found is the bigger one for high horsepower vr4.<br /><br />it's in this link below:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.hikariperformance.com/used_parts_image/suction_cooling/used%20parts%20%20intercoolers%20%20VR4%20%20460AUD%20.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.hikariperformance.com/used_parts_image/suction_cooling/used%20parts%20%20intercoolers%20%20VR4%20%20460AUD%20.jpg</a><br /><br />i also found this evo6 intercooler but the bottom two cores are damaged and my mechanic adviced me not to get it even though seller says no air leaks.  You can also see it below:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.hikariperformance.com/used_parts_image/suction_cooling/EVO%20III%20intercooler%20$480.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.hikariperformance.com/used_parts_image/suction_cooling/EVO%20III%20intercooler%20$480.JPG</a>||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||07-25-2003||02:10 PM||||i have an old picture of the bigger intercooler and the piping.  from the pic, it is hard to tell, but your intercooler looks to be smaller.  just ask them to measure the o.d. of the inlet/outlet.  should be about 55mm, the smaller ones are 45mm||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||MiSTER2||07-26-2003||04:39 AM||||Ok thanks.  By the way it sounds the safest bet will be to spend bit more and get and evo3 intercooler.  However i'll ask the guys to measure the diameters of the inlet and outlet to see if it's the bigger version because i'll be getting a very good deal on it.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000007||MiSTER2||07-26-2003||04:08 PM||||Just found out that inlet/outlet sizes are 45mm, should i give up on it?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000008||bazeng||07-27-2003||07:02 AM||||where in aus are ya mate??<br />if in melb.. i can hook you up with a good custom intercooler... for a vr4.. or whatever.. i've got a 700x270x65 cooler on mine.. tube and fin..<br />around 500 bux AU... 2.5" inlet and outlet..||203.166.63.172||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000009||MiSTER2||07-27-2003||12:04 PM||||I'm in sydney mate,<br />It's not just about getting the intercooler for a good price, also custom plumbing costs and as far as i know with galant vr4s the battery has to be relocated to the back or something, appearantly custom plumbing is not very simple on vr4s.  But that price for that size intercooler sounds good.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
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A||||6||wtgvr4me03||drivetrain noise help!!||||1||||wtgvr4me03||00001996
Z||000000||wtgvr4me03||07-25-2003||12:15 PM||||I just bought the vr4, when test driving I didn't really notice the noise. This car is the best shifting dsm I have ever drove, so I never even thought about it having tranny problems.  I'm hearing a metal to metal dry grinding sound.  This happens in all gears on or off the gas.  It get much louder when downshifting.  The noise stops if the car is in neutral or I push in the clutch.  I thinking it is a bearing in the tranny.  I hope I'm wrong any other ideas.  Thanks||138.162.0.46||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-25-2003||02:34 PM||||Transfer case leakage?<br /><br />Do you know if the recall was performed?<br /><br />If the x-fer case is empty there is a high likelyhood of it seizing up all four wheels while you're in motion.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||wtgvr4me03||07-25-2003||02:38 PM||||The transfer case was replaced, I have the receipt from the prior owner.  I don't know if it went bad again or not.  It was replaced like two years ago.||68.98.245.22||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||07-25-2003||04:12 PM||||Personally, I would change all of the fluids.  They may be low and/or old.  Then listen after putting a few hundred miles on it.  <br /><br />The transfer case on my Laser locked up on me on the highway (doing about 80mph).  I assumed that since I got it at a dealership, they checked all of the fluids.  WRONG!||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||07-25-2003||04:24 PM||||Could also be the famous "wub-wub"s...get it on a lift, grab the driveshaft, if it wiggles around then replace the carrier bearings (two of them total, $52 each).||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||wtgvr4me03||07-25-2003||06:13 PM||||Thanks for the advice guys.  Hopefully I will have time to get the car on a lift soon.  I will not be driving it until I can check all the fluids and shafts out.  Thanks||68.98.245.22||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000006||wtgvr4me03||08-03-2003||07:46 AM||||I checked the shafts and everything seems fine. I changed the tranny fluid and transfer case oil.   I took the car for another ride.  I'm getting a real dry grinding sound everytime I push the clutch in and let it out.  Also the drivetrain is very noisy anytime I give the car any gas.  Just coasting it is almost silent.  This happens in any gear at any speed.  Is it possible all this noise is just coming from the clutch.  I really don't want to drop the tranny, but I guess I will have too.  Let me know what you guys think.  Thanks||68.98.245.22||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes



ubb/Forum2/002848.cgi
A||||4||RESON8||Hooking up Tacho||||1||||RESON8||00001980
Z||000000||RESON8||07-26-2003||12:02 PM||notca001@students.unisa.edu.au||Can you guys help me out.<br /><br />I have a 1G(late model jap spec) VR4 motor that i have put into a car that used to run i single coil setup.  I am having problems working out how to wire up my stock tacho to the motor as it runs the coil pack.<br />Also engine is running stock VR4 ECU.<br /><br />Any advise, can it be done?<br /><br />Thanks||203.173.250.142||reg||1||RESON8||00001980||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||07-27-2003||06:19 AM||||I'm getting hungry...||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||07-27-2003||12:01 PM||||I like the supreme, soft shell  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> I just ate a grilled stuft( beef).||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||07-28-2003||10:39 AM||||Are you running the stock coil pack and transistor? If so, why are there any issues?||68.158.237.205||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||aladdin11||07-28-2003||11:47 PM||||He's running a VR4 in a Cordia, needs to wire up standard Cordia tacho, which is setup for a single coil.||202.6.138.34||reg||1||aladdin11||00001683||yes



ubb/Forum2/002845.cgi
A||||5||Matt379||RnR 3&quot; 02 eliminator DP||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||07-25-2003||03:44 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I'm going to be getting a 3" downpipe from RnR and was wondering how much of a difference the internal dump vs. external dump makes.<br /><br />I would prefer to keep it as quiet as possible , but if it seriously affects spool/power I will go for external as I need good spool for auto-x.<br /><br />Also, I plan on routing my intercooler piping underneath the manifold, so if the external dump gets in the way...I will go with internal dump<br /><br />Link:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rnrracing.com/cgi-bin/ccp5/cp-app.pl?usr=50X9098689&rnd=3105038&rrc=N&cip=165.139.149.124&pg=prod&ref=edp1g&cat=downpipes" target="_blank">http://www.rnrracing.com/cgi-bin/ccp5/cp-app.pl?usr=50X9098689&rnd=3105038&rrc=N&cip=165.139.149.124&pg=prod&ref=edp1g&cat=downpipes</a><br />thanks for your opinions||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||07-25-2003||03:49 PM||||FWIW...i squeezed my 2.5" IC piping between the dump tube and radiatior||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||07-26-2003||08:36 AM||||I was selling a 02 eliminator dump for half that price, Matt. Where were you?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||gvr4tunr||07-26-2003||11:34 AM||||RnR took over 5 weeks to ship my exhaust...be sure to ask about stock and shipping times before buying from them||64.223.92.96||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||07-26-2003||06:26 PM||||any clearance problems with the downpipe on our cars?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||07-26-2003||07:58 PM||||Ryan at RnR does great work and he's local. He just got a new shop and is moving in august 1st. His product may take a while to get out to you but its well worth the wait. He's gotten an o2 elim downpipe to fit on a friends galant gsx (formerly brandon Z's w/ a fp3055 and an external gate mounted on the o2 housing.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/002865.cgi
A||||6||GRV4726||a couple questions.||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||07-28-2003||07:42 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||first question, when installing a "new" jdm engine, will there be clearance problems with the motor mounts? i mean will it take any special tool to align the motor mounts? my step-dad says it will, because the engine didn't leave the factory in my car. i say bullshit, but i need someone to set us both straight (by the way my step dad is the same man who told me that the lancer has a detuned viper engine in it!!! hence me calling bullshit on everything that comes out his mouth)<br /><br />my next question is about the ac, i read that you have to get the freon discharged by some local ac shop, well i read this after i had drained everything and removed about 50% of the things that need to come out to pull the engine. so is there a way to get around this? do i have to discharge it??? how much harm would i be causing if i just let it vent out on its own? <br /><br />and my final question is why the hell is there some sort of greasy crap in the transaxle. i drained it and nasty goop was in there (i haven't drained it before because a mechanic told me he would change it out for me free of charge since it was no labor and i was supplying the fluid, but i'm guessing he didn't) the greasy crap was dark gray.  is this normal?<br /><br />sorry this was long, and thanks a lot for all your help.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||07-28-2003||08:02 PM||||also whats this: "The tranny code is bks2410-n0bk. I'm not sure if that's what you're looking for or not but that's what it says on the white<br />sticker with a bar code." i probably should have searched before posting<br /><br />sorry in advance i guess. i posted cause i have to go take care of some bullshit, and wanted to post before i forgot||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||Scott Y||07-28-2003||08:14 PM||||To answer 2 of your questions:<br />- I installed a JDM, and I had no issues with the mounts. I'm not sure if there's differences between eclipse/gvr4 mounts, if that's what he's worried about.<br />- you don't have to remove the ac compressor or disconnect any of the lines to pull the engine.  I disconnected the pump from the bracket and used bungee cords to hold the compressor up. I didn't disconnect any ac lines, except for the electrical wiring harness. <br />-greasy goop?  could it be the original transaxle fluid? I've never seen what you're describing, so I can't offer much help there.||205.225.134.251||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||07-28-2003||08:18 PM||||if your jdm motor has the red valve cover, it is a drop in, EXCEPT if you have a cyclone intake.  then, the stock a/c compressor will not clear, and there is no egr on the cyclone.  you will have to use your stock intake, then, no problem.  i put one in last year.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||07-28-2003||08:24 PM||||leave the a/c hooked up. Will save you money in the long run. When the system is vacuumed out by an a/c shop they do not get it all out. Just the way it is, normally at least a pound is left. <br />Does the trans-code say NQBK (it should I think). <br />Tom<br /><br />The following was posted a while back:<br /><br />Transmission model numbers that I know will interchange with my 1991 <br />> Mitsubishi Galant VR4 AWD 5spd turbo:<br />> <br />> Model         Comments<br />> <br />> W5M33-2-NQBK  91-2 Galant VR4 up to 4/92<br />> W5M33-2-NQBM  92 Galant VR4 mfg 5/92<br />> W5M33-2-NPXV  91-94 Eclipse AWD 5spd mfg 6/90-2/94<br />> W5M33-2-NNZT  95? Eclipse AWD 5spd mfg 3/94 [not sure about this <br />one]<br />> W5M33-2-NPZT  95-96 Eclipse AWD 5spd mfg 3/94-6/96<br />> <br />> From my friends with a switchable 2WD->4WD JDM Galant trans that I <br />> would LOVE to get a hold of:<br />> C5OPH-EK1420 or<br />> C5JPF-FL8420<br />> <br />> See <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Tranny-switchable.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Tranny-switchable.html</a> for more <br />details.<br />> <br />>> <br />> FYI: Other Mitsu AWD M/T trans of note that WILL NOT interchange <br />> (supposedly):<br />> <br />> W5MG1-0-FNBR  3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 4/90-5/92<br />> W5MG1-1-FNCR  3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 11/91-5/92<br />> W5MG1-2-FNBR or FCNR  3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 6/92-9/92<br />> W5MG1-3-FNBR or FCNR  3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 10/92-5/93<br />> W6MG1-0-FNBR  3000GT 4WD w/ or w/o 4WS, 6spd mfg 6/93-end<br />> <br />> W5M33-2-NPZS  89-90 Eclipse AWD 5spd turbo mfg 3/89-6/90 [change <br />> shift linkage]<br />> W5M33-2-MUZT  97-99 Eclipse AWD 5spd turbo mfg 7/96-end<br />> <br />> W5M31-2-VQZH  Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 6/89-5/90<br />> W5M31-2-VQBK  Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 6/90-5/92<br />> <br />> W5M31-2-VNXL  Expo-LRV 1.8 AWD non-turbo 5spd<br />> W5M33-2-NNXL  Expo-LRV 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd<br />> W5M33-2-NNXL  Expo 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 6/92-2/94<br />> W5M33-2-NNXZ  Expo 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 5/91-5/92<br />>||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||07-28-2003||09:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> if your jdm motor has the red valve cover, it is a drop in, EXCEPT if you have a cyclone intake.  then, the stock a/c compressor will not clear, and there is no egr on the cyclone.  you will have to use your stock intake, then, no problem.  i put one in last year. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wierd. mine clears fine.||138.89.11.149||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||07-29-2003||12:35 AM||||thanks a lot guys. <br /><br />i couldn't beleive what i saw when i drained the transaxle. i was pissed off. it spread like grease but felt like oily goop. and the fluid had some metal sprinkles in it. i wasn't pleased. you just can't trust some mechanics... though all the ones i know personally are exceptionally nice people. go figure.<br /><br />i remember someone saying (i think it was ken inn) that is it end with NQBK that it will fit, but i've never heard of a trans that started <br />a b. <br /><br />thanks.<br /><br />ps: do you think i should go for the trans?||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/002847.cgi
A||||3||Tangent||Emissions in WA||||1||||Tangent||00000258
Z||000000||Tangent||07-25-2003||06:05 PM||akrofft@mountainbike.com||I have failed emissions twice at idle only, here are the results:<br /><br />           HC(PPM)  CO(%)<br />Idle max     220      1.2<br />Emissions    251      1.48<br /><br />replaced BPR7ES pulgs with old stock ones and reconnected pre intercooler wastgate boost hose all stock except for balance shaft removal<br />Idle max     220      1.2<br />Emissions    258   -->0.35<-- pass<br /><br />I am so damn close!  It passed CA smog last year.  The only thing I have not replaced is the coolant hoses to the tb.  Can this make a difference?  The car idles fine at 850.  The only thing I can come up with is to replace the o2 sensor.  I don't have an AFC to play with.  I am very hesitant to take the car to a dealer ever since they did a sloppy wheel bearing instal.||4.40.1.64||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000001||Tangent||07-25-2003||07:14 PM||||Since I am so close on the hydrocarbons, what about disconecting the egr vac lines/block off plate.  Has anybody seen a measurable difference.  I know these questions may be, "dumb and dead,"  but I feel lazy this weekend and I may go insane if I don't get a break from the car for a while.||4.40.1.64||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||07-25-2003||07:51 PM||||put 1 cup of 99% isopropol alcohol (you can pick it up at most pharmacies) to a full tank, it will fool the sniffer. I failed horribly in my old galant, added this right before I went the next time and passed with flying colors.||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||07-25-2003||08:57 PM||||dry gas and bumping timing up a couple of degrees is also a way. (similar content of alcohol). I have used three cans of drygas before and it went right through.<br />Don't let your car sit and idle while waiting for the emissions though, it loads up on emissions that way. You can also go to the car wash before going to the emission station and spray the crap out of the tailpipe tip to insure it has no particles that might fall of when they hook the hose up (might give a false reading). <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/002849.cgi
A||||4||VR6 Eater||S-AFC decel. air question||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||07-26-2003||03:42 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I've heard people say that it works and doesn't work.  How many people have succesfully had it work while venting to atmosphere?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||scooter||07-26-2003||05:55 PM||||if im not mistaken that feature isnt meant to work on our cars.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||07-26-2003||06:44 PM||||Does not work.  Not functional when Karmen type sensor is selected.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||07-26-2003||10:35 PM||||Thanks guys.  I wasn't sure.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||Cybernerd2||01-20-2004||04:58 AM||||Strange enough, my S-AFC II have this feature enabled in my GVR4 engine.<br /><br />What is wrong here?||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum2/002850.cgi
A||||1||cevic||hand brake issue||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||07-26-2003||06:30 PM||||My hand brake is getting loose. I have to pull it almost all the way up to keep the car stay in 20 degree slope. Is there any way I can adjust the hand brake cable to give a better brake?||24.124.95.48||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-26-2003||07:20 PM||||pull up the center console arm rest, remove the inner compartment.  you will see the adjustment nut, 10mm, i believe.  BUT, you should first check your rear brake pads to see how far worn they are.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002851.cgi
A||||2||gvr4ever||Messed up electrical problem.||||11||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||07-26-2003||09:57 PM||||Does the door switch not trip the dome light?  My driver side door light comes on when I open the door, but the dome light does not.  I checked the dome light settings, looks good. I open the pass door and sunabitch, the dome light comes on.<br /><br />I just noticed it tonight, but I don't like it.  I thought I'd check for a known fix before I try and read the electrical diagrams for our cars.||12.221.228.124||reg||11||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||buick||07-28-2003||12:21 AM||||Check the button between the two map lights on ceiling if the center button is not in the dome lite will not come on.     John                                      86/2000                                   836/1000||209.240.198.62||reg||12||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||07-28-2003||12:40 AM||||Thanks for the tip, but I wouldn't have posted if it where that easy.<br /><br />The dome light comes on if I open the pasenger side door, but not the driver, but I know the switch was tripped because the door light is on.<br /><br />It takes forever to find a electrical problem in our cars.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/002852.cgi
A||||1||Family4Door||Clutch Question||||1||||Family4Door||00001333
Z||000000||Family4Door||07-27-2003||03:08 AM||mercan_gst@yahoo.com||I bought a sprung 4-puck clutch for my galant and I just wondered if that would be okay on the tranny. I've heard that because its sprung it would be okay. Just don't want to break the tranny since i just put over $2000 for a new engine and parts. Any info would be appriciated.||172.200.121.133||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||07-27-2003||03:57 AM||||puck type clutches are always a bit harsh on the drivetrain. personally thats why i dont use them anymore, because of the problems i had.||65.227.204.119||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/002853.cgi
A||||5||Romanova||Exh man replacement question||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||07-27-2003||12:43 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Do I want to use 8mm studs and nuts or 10mm studs and nuts when switching to the 2G manifold?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-27-2003||01:04 PM||||the 2g uses 10mm on the very ends, the rest are 8mm.  change them out to stainless.  do it now, and you will never regret it.  i went back in with all 8mm, and i used the bmw exh nuts with the shoulders and the helicoil inserts.  dont forget to take off the stud on the turbo and replace it with a bolt, and use new factory washers on the turbo to manifold bolts.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-27-2003||01:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Do I want to use 8mm studs and nuts or 10mm studs and nuts when switching to the 2G manifold? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You want to use the factory nuts and bolts for the 1G head.  I don't remember the part numbers, I just asked my local parts guy for them and he gave me the right thing.  Also make sure you get them from the dealer.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||s_firestone||07-27-2003||01:22 PM||||On a 1G engine the default studs on each end are 8mm.  You can go up to the 10mm but you will want to drill out and helicoil each end stud.  You will have to get two helicoil kits if you do, 10mm as well as a 8mm helicoil kit.  The kits when I last bought them run about $30~35 each.<br /><br />If you have not done the exhaust studs before and are changing manifolds(likely due to cracks) helicoil *all* the stud holes.  You will save yourself alot of time and effort in not having to do this job again.  The head is aluminum and the threads have a tendency to strip and pop if torqued more than once or twice.  The studs also have a tendency to corrode and snap.  Use copper or spark plug antiseize.<br /><br />Beware the center bottom stud as it comes out in the oil passage in the head and needs to be sealed well to avoid leaks.  <br /><br />The answer to your question is that you can safely use the 8mm studs with the 2G manifold.  Actually it may be better than using 10mm studs on the end as it gives about 1mm play on each end.  The iron manifold expands quite a bit as it heats(red hot).  Since the head is aluminum it does not expand at the same rate so the manifold actually puts a fair amount of stess on the end studs.  Which are usually the first ones to snap.<br /><br />The most useful tip is to also order a 4th turbo <--> manifold bolt and replace the lone stud on the turbo.  This makes removing the turbo and manifold much easier in the future.  After you replace this stud pulling the manifold becomes a 30 minute job instead of 2 hours.  Even less time if you port the exhaust step on the manifold and turbo exhaust inlet and remove the ring in between the manifold<-->turbo.<br /><br />Follow the VFAQs and search posts for tips and shorcuts.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 Galant VR-4 #918 of 1K||24.170.27.47||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||07-27-2003||04:12 PM||||if you put the factory carbon steel studs back in, no matter what you do, they will eventually crack and break.  this will probably NEVER happen with stainless.  the factory nut is identical to the old style used on bmw, mercedes, porsche, etc. a steel, copper coated 12mm wrench size, that is distorted, so it acts like a lock nut.  later bmw exh nuts incorporated a shoulder, so it is like a washer/nut combo, but one piece.  the very latest(11 62 1 737 171-dont you work at a bmw dealer?) has an even larger shoulder, and an alloy helicoil, very trick.  they fit very nicely, and spread the load much better than the factory nut/washer combo.  also, i think the nickel based anti sieze has a higher heat rating than copper.  do NOT use aluminum based, if you used anti sieze that is too low a heat rating, it will act like a thread LOCKER, and that sucker will be ON there.  if you look at a new oxygen sensor, the threads are coated with nickel based.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||07-27-2003||04:53 PM||||Yes, Nickel is the way too go for antiseize.  If you go with stainless studs, don't use stainless nuts.  Stainless to stainless when heat cycled = unhappy car owner.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/002854.cgi
A||||6||a_santos||Larger Turbo outlet pipe. Where??||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||07-27-2003||01:03 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys, <br /><br />I really would like to get a larger turbo outlet pipe for my small 16g. The outlet is ported as much as can be ported, and it is just getting chocked by the stock outlet pipe. I would like one that is 2.25". Obviously it would have to be allite smaller right when it exits that turbo, my turbo outlet is about 2". <br /><br />Please help   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-27-2003||03:07 PM||||Try RRE and dejon tool...They have 1.75" and 2" going to 2.25, I think!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||07-27-2003||03:51 PM||||I've been looking for the same thing.. and as it looks, the pipes that RRE and Dejon make aren't the same as we're looking for. The outlet pipes on a 1g face the opposite direction (correct me if Im wrong). Take a look at 1g stock piping and the outlet pipe follows a different route, even if flipped around it will face the valve cover on our cars and not go across the exhaust manifold like we need.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||curtis||07-27-2003||11:19 PM||||cut the flange off your outlet and weld on a 2 inch piece off exhaust pipe for an outlet pipe take a die grider and remove the excess material from inside. have the end swelled to 2 1/4 and weld on a mandrel elbow then a straight piece about 12" and an other elbow down by the radiator and so on.||65.144.95.249||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||07-27-2003||11:23 PM||||Contact DSMotorsport.com. They said they were working on a 2" compressor outlet for the VR-4 about a month ago. Here's what their response was when I e-mailed them about it at the end of June:<br /><br />We will be able to make this part as soon as  our stock of 14b/16g<br />compressor outlet flanges comes in.  We have to make this piece anyway for<br />our FMIc kit for gvr4. Will be 304Stainless material. Tig welded.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/" target="_blank">http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/</a><br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||1101||07-28-2003||12:52 AM||||both dejon tool and RRE have a 1.75" for the <br />GVR4 you have to ask for it.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000006||DSMotorsport||07-29-2003||12:45 PM||||Sorry guys, we have been crazy busy here trying to get our GVR4 running.  Hopefully in about 2-3 weeks more we will have the jig setup to make these outlet pipes.||66.82.9.30||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes



ubb/Forum2/002855.cgi
A||N||6||rickthehick||datalogger||||1||||rickthehick||00001839
Z||000000||rickthehick||07-27-2003||01:48 PM||||does anyone have one of these dataloggers? i have a b2k datalogger and i cant get the thing to work, so if anyone has any tips please let me know.||65.103.25.137||reg||1||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||07-28-2003||10:37 AM||||What is a b2k datalogger? Got a link?||68.158.237.205||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||rickthehick||07-28-2003||01:12 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=6755&item=2422289056" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=6755&item=2422289056</a>||65.103.17.86||reg||1||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||07-28-2003||01:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Software (FreeWare) courtesy of TunerStein For Palm Or PC Included On a CD-Rom <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||07-28-2003||01:18 PM||||tunerstien is kind of a pain in the ass. it likes to turn off or not fuction every once in a while. but when it works it's cool, especially if you have color palm. i have a color palm and it turns different colors when you stop and start the log so you could tell which is which.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||07-28-2003||02:42 PM||||I would imagine that with that cable/box setup you could run anything.  Do a search for MMCd on here, you might have better luck.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||07-28-2003||07:09 PM||||<a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/</a>||67.34.47.135||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002856.cgi
A||||3||GVR4||clutch problems?||||5||||GVR4||00000358
Z||000000||GVR4||07-27-2003||03:46 PM||spyder_gsr@hotmail.com||My clutch has been feeling funny after the car sits for a while. Basicly it starts to engage right off the floor. After driving and bit it starts to feel normal. Also when it's cold it seems to stutter a bit when I take off. Can someone point me in the right direction. Sounds like it might be a hydraulic problem but I have no idea. Thanks<br /><br />Tim Jones<br />#226 - 1000||66.25.5.17||reg||5||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000001||GVR4||07-31-2003||02:59 PM||||Anybody?||137.144.97.45||reg||5||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000002||1667 VR4||07-31-2003||03:13 PM||||possibly the slave cylinder...have you been keeping an eye on the fluid level? If it goes down too far your pedal will fall to the floor and stay there...not fun.<br /><br />Also, if you notice the carpeting under the drivers-side dash area getting wet, its your master cylinder.||4.47.99.25||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000003||Sam Sayes||07-31-2003||03:33 PM||||I agree with 1667,<br />mine did the same thing and i have an ACT 2600,<br />so i saw that master slave was leaking so i replaced it and now it good again.<br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/sayes/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/sayes/</a>||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum2/002857.cgi
A||||4||229of1000||4WS Problems / Dropping the rear subframe||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||07-27-2003||06:39 PM||||After my launch-happy night at the track (8 passes, idiot!), I developed a problem the next day.  4WS light came on while I was going to work.  Figured I'd dump some fluid in after work when I got home.  Well I come out of work, hear a weird noise when I start the car.  Turn the wheel, it grinds *bad*.  Check the PS fluid, bone dry.  Walk across the street, get some fluid (which I later learned should have been ATF fluid, not PS), fill it up, and get the car home.  If the car sits more than about two hours, it drains out the entire system.  <br /><br />Put the car up on jackstands last night, put my fluorescent work light under it and got to looking.  It appears that one of the hoses connecting to the pump (large diameter hose coming straight at the rear passenger wheelwell) is leaking the fluid out.  I couldn't determine exactly where it is leaking from.  I've always said if the 4WS gave me any crap it was coming out.<br /><br />I then considered my options:<br />1)  Weld up the front high pressure lines after the first rubber fitting, as described in various posts.  Then cap off the resovoir.  But this would leave the rear pump dry, and it was so rusted up I couldn't even tell where the bolts where to take it off the differential.  I belive they have fused together, like so much else on this car.  Has anyone let the pump run dry?  I'm worried about it seizing.<br />2)  Weld up the front lines, and lock the rear rack hydraulically.  Loop the feed and return fluid lines at the pump to recirculate the remaning fluid.  This wouldn't work because the pump is what's leaking all the fluid out.<br />3)  Drop the rear subframe, take the pump off the diff and attach a plate where it used to be.<br />4)  Get a 4-bolt LSD rear diff.<br /><br />Looks like 3 and 4 are my only viable options, and I am going to have drop the subframe one way or another.  I think I will sand down all the pieces, repaint them, and install all new poly bushings in the back.<br /><br />So what I am getting at is this:<br /><br />Is it as simple as looks to drop the subframe out?  It looks like there are just a few major bolts you remove and it all drops out.  People who have done this, give me tips on what to do and not do.  Is there anything special that needs to be done with the spring/shock?<br /><br />It looks pretty straightforward, plus  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/4bolt.html" target="_blank">this vfaq</a> will probably help out.  TIA.<br /><br />PS - If I do the 3-bolt blockoff I will make a VFAQ of it since so much of the 4WS info is just a bunch of text descriptions with almost no pictures.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-27-2003||06:50 PM||||I guess I should also ask if it is possible to remove the rear pump without taking out the subframe/rear diff.  It looked like there was only about 2-3 inches clearance above the pump, and it didn't look very possible to get a socket wrench up there.<br /><br />If it can be done it would be much easier, faster, and cheaper than dropping everything out.  I'd love to clean up and beef up the suspension, but now's really not the time.  I just need it to work.  I'm going through a half quart of fluid a day.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||07-27-2003||07:08 PM||||There are only 4 nuts and 2 bolts to remove to drop the subframe. Note that dropping the subframe doesn't mean you're removing it or anything. It means you're pulling it down just enough to let  you get in there and work on things. Use a jack under the rear diff to slowly lower it down.<br /><br />If you're intent on removing the 4ws...<br /><br />Rear rack is held in by 4 easy to access bolts. Once removed, the rack will slide out the side in front of the wheel (don't need to remove wheels to do any of this).<br /><br />The hydraulic line block is held on by 3 bolts IIRC. These will likely be dirty and hard to find at first.<br /><br />The diff pump is held on by one bolt to the driver's side of the pump. Once that bolt is removed, you'll need to "persuade" the pump upwards out of the hole.<br /><br />Use lots of never sieze when putting everything back together. Use not only on the threads, but on the shanks of the subframe mounts.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||RTS182G-VR4||07-28-2003||02:12 AM||||i had to drop mu subframe to install a 22mm rear whiteline swaybar and i toughut it would be a pain.  it was incredibly easier than i first suspected.  4 nuts, 2 bolts.  it wont drop all the way out, the shocks should hold it up there, but use a jack under the diff just in case.  i dont know about the 4ws.  mine is fine so ive never messed with it.  souldnt take more than a few hours to drop it then bolt back up.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000004||teet||07-28-2003||02:21 AM||||you can get a freeze plug and put it in the single hole in the top of the diff.<br /><br />you also need to put a bolt in the top that holds the pump in the diff.  fluid will leak out of there if you don't...<br /><br />Most of the connections in the rear are a compression/o-ring seal.  You could just have an o-ring that is split and a 10 cent o-ring will fix your problem.<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes



ubb/Forum2/002858.cgi
A||||1||mcedar44||Question about rear axle shaft||||1||||mcedar44||00001043
Z||000000||mcedar44||07-27-2003||10:21 PM||dmcelroy@hrg-inc.com||Over the weekend I was checking the right rear for a mysterious noise.  In my search for the noise I discovered that the axle shaft was worn away where the outter bearing resides.  Apparently the interference fit between the bearing and the shaft was not very snug.  Anyway my question is for those of you with the caps program.  I myself have the program but my question is do I have to get the whole assembly.  The caps program shows all the parts on the shaft and then one for the whole assembly. I just wanted to make sure the the didn't list the shaft anywhere else.  I really don't need all the other parts.  If anyone could verify this I would greatly appreciate it.  The axle is under 27-210 in the caps program.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Darren<br />196/1000||68.82.143.165||reg||1||mcedar44||00001043||yes
Z||000001||teet||07-28-2003||02:23 AM||||I have a used rear shaft with the single outer bearing that is almost new...I'll sell yah for 40 bucks.<br /><br />you can buy the shaft with the single outer bearing for 120 from the dealer.  <br /><br />I converted to 5 lug and have a bunch of 4-lug stuff I don't really need any more.<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes



ubb/Forum2/002859.cgi
A||N||10||Ash||Rear shocks install||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||07-28-2003||12:31 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hi all, the vfaq page only shows cutting up the front struts to fit Koni inserts in, is there anything tricky about replacing the rear shocks? <br /><br />My car goes down on the rear bumpstops & nearly lifts the front launching, whilst doing a big RWD like skid - it has to be loosing me time.  <br /><br />Cheers all<br />Ash||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||07-28-2003||12:37 AM||||Rears are cake. You need to compress the spring just like you do with the fronts, though.<br /><br />There is, however, one problem area that people run into. The bushing sleeve on the bottom of the shock gets galled onto the mount. I recommend soaking it with penetrant in advance of removal. Heat/sledgehammers/air guns are often required.<br /><br />All it would have taken to prevent this would have been a penny's worth of never sieze. Make sure you use some when putting it back together and don't forget to index the bushing.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||Ash||07-28-2003||12:44 AM||||Index the bushing?  Sorry, I'm a noob with suspension.  I guess its like indexing plugs, it has to be rotated a certian way?  Sorry for sounding like a tool.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||07-28-2003||01:14 AM||||No, what that means is that when you install the shock, don't tighten up the bottom bolt all the way yet. I generally wait till all the parts are installed before indexing. Then you put a jack under the suspension and jack up until the wheel is about where it is when car is sitting on the ground. Now you tighten up the bolt. You do this because the bushing and the sleeve can't rotate. You want no twisting tension on the bushing in normal conditions. As the suspension moves upward for a bum, the bushing will twist one way. As it droops down for a dip, the bushing will twist the other way. This should be done with most suspension bushings.<br /><br />However, a lot of aftermarket polyurethane bushings are "free floating" in that the center sleeve is free to turn. These should be well lubed with silicone grease and don't need to be indexed.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||Ash||07-28-2003||01:30 AM||||Ahh, I get it, thanks heaps.||165.228.131.12||reg||14||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||07-28-2003||06:07 PM||||Rears can be done without a spring compressor.  I did two sets of them without as the spring pressure when out of the car is minimal.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||Ash||07-28-2003||06:37 PM||||I haven't looked at the tops in the boot (trunk) yet, do you just undo all the bolts & pull the shock/spring combo out as one piece?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||GVR4ZUM||07-28-2003||09:58 PM||||Hey Ash,<br />There are 2 nuts on top, one big bolt on the bottom and 1 12mm nut for the brake line. Loosen them all up and it should come out as one piece.||171.75.74.157||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000008||Ash||07-28-2003||10:26 PM||||Sweet.  The only problem is the local Koni/Whiteline dealer won't sell the rear shocks without springs & recons the rear shock needs an insert like the fron and wants to charge me near on $1000AU for just the rear, not fitted even!!!<br /><br />I'm probably just going to go for a regular set instead.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||Ash||07-29-2003||06:55 AM||||well the "regular" ones were pretty "regular" alright - the parts shop gave me the completely wrong part!!  well, it looks right until you sit them side by side & you see that its too bloody short by 4 inches, oh well.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||203.221.153.28||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000010||GRV4726||07-29-2003||01:28 PM||||i don't know much about intalling suspension, but i was wondering if you could tell me why you need to compress the springs because when i put my car up on jacks the springs are no longer compressed at all. i can move them up and down. (only in the rear). i'm guess this is what iceman is talking about. i have white line 50% stiffer with agx (that are shot by the way).<br /><br />sorry i just was wondering if there is any particular reason. also what are the benifits of free floating polyurathane bushings (i'm guess in stiffer) besides not haveing to index them. i've never heard of them.<br /><br />thanks||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/002860.cgi
A||||3||305VR4||2nd Gen AWD Downpipe||||5||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||07-28-2003||02:40 AM||||I searched the archives and just didn't get enough info.  Anyway:<br /><br />Which downpipe fits the GVR4 better?  The 1st gen AWD or the 2nd gen AWD downpipe?  3 inch.  How many people run the 2nd gens?  How's the fitment of both?  All feedback is appreciated.  <br /><br />Thanks guys!||12.211.202.100||reg||5||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||07-28-2003||09:32 AM||||the 1 G fits much better, I have heard of some people using a 2G on their 1G but it was something rigged up cause the oilpan or something is in the way.||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||07-28-2003||01:09 PM||||i have a 2g apexi downpipe on my galant. the only thing in the way is one of the hangers on the dp. all you have to do is get a shop to make a mid race pipe that'll hook the dp to the catback, and have them cut off the extra hanger. also you might have the weld some sort of a spacer on the dp because it hits the drive shaft. i got the 2g dp because when i ordered it the 1g apexi was on backorder for like 6-7 weeks.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||07-28-2003||08:04 PM||||I have one on my car, fits like a glove. Go for it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/002861.cgi
A||N||2||Ash||How to tell if the Clutch pivot ball need shimming with the trans in the car?||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||07-28-2003||05:25 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I have been searching this site for about 1 1/2 hrs to find the info I'm after.  At some stage in the past someone posted on here that when you push the fork by hand to take up the slack behind the TO bearing, that if its to one side the pivot ball needs shimming, if its to the other your problem lies elsewhere.  There was a link to a vfaq type page (that isn't on vfaq) with pics & all making it very clear.<br /><br />Mine sits to the engine side slightly which to me means its shimmed up fine.  Any thoughts?  Am I making any sence?  Should I just go have a beer?||203.220.202.115||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||Arty||07-28-2003||06:11 AM||||Ash,<br />That picture is right down the bottom of this URL<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm." target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm.</a><br />I have just had mine installed with 3.9mm shim, my lever is even closer to the engine than the one pictured on the RRE site.<br />Yours sounds just right to me.<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000002||Ash||07-28-2003||07:01 AM||||Geez I'm a tool, I must have looked at that page 100 times but never scrolled right to the bottom.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   someone shoot me.<br /><br />Thanks John, mine pretty much matches the pic||203.220.202.115||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/002862.cgi
A||||10||TAMBLERAMBLE||Why off road only?||||1||||Tambleramble||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-28-2003||02:14 PM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||Why do they say to run the stright test pipe for offroad use only? Thank you, Brian||4.3.41.36||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||07-28-2003||02:17 PM||||because there is no catylatic converter to turn harful gases inate gases.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||07-28-2003||02:20 PM||||Because it works best in 3" of mud with ATV tires spinning and you in camouflage clothing.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||07-28-2003||02:23 PM||||now thats a good answer.||12.211.242.195||reg||10||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-28-2003||02:41 PM||||So if I don't have to worry about emissions you can use it?||4.3.41.36||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||07-28-2003||02:46 PM||||basically||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-28-2003||02:49 PM||||Thanx guys  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.3.41.36||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000007||curtis||07-28-2003||05:26 PM||||lets hear it for the dirty south and no emissions testing||65.135.142.98||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||07-28-2003||05:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> lets hear it for the dirty south and no emissions testing </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lets hear it for Cali and the smog nazis! Oh and Drag-Net in San Diego! WHooo! anyone?<br /><br />Fuck it! "I Do what I want!" and run a straight pipe!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||number3||07-28-2003||06:41 PM||||You could always get in your car and move to the US of A. <br /><br /><br />Oh wait, I forgot CA. is in the US of A.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||Kibo||07-29-2003||03:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Oh wait, I forgot CA. is in the US of A.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Hasn't fallen off yet!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/002863.cgi
A||||2||MightyMouse-GVR4||DSM shifter assembly in GVR4||||1||||MightyMouse-GVR4||00000662
Z||000000||MightyMouse-GVR4||07-28-2003||03:01 PM||bkwartler@attbi.com||Hey,<br /><br />Does anyone know if I will have any problems shifting my 92 Galant VR4 if I switch to a DSM shifter base and shifter assembly and use Galant VR4 cables?  I did this a while back on my Galant -- and it seems to never want to shift as quick as it should.<br /><br />Anyone have a bit of advice on what's right?<br /><br />--Bruce Kwartler||24.60.168.136||reg||1||MightyMouse-GVR4||00000662||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-28-2003||03:52 PM||||Do you need to use the base?  If you used a 91-94 TEL shifter, you can install it using the stock base you have in your car now.<br /><br />This has been covered with the shifter, but not the base.  Unless you need to use a TEL base, just use the shifter lever only.<br /><br />I'd also like to add that the 3G baseball shifter is perfect with the TEL shifter in the Galant.  1 it's weighted, and 2nd it creates a better height.  You gotta realize that in a TEL you sit lower and the center console is higher, so it works great in a TEL, but it kinda short in our cars.  Some people love how short it is, but I think the new mitsu shifter creates a hight that is better for our sedans.   No matter what you choose, you will probably like the TEL shifter better then the trucker shifter that came with the car.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-28-2003||05:01 PM||||I bought a 91 TEL shifter and couldn't see any major obvious differences in the base.  None that would help me, at least.  Just swap the arms.  I thought it was a little too short at first, but now I love it.  Give yourself a week to get used to it.<br /><br />One surprising (good) difference I found was the bushings on the shifter pivot -- my old Galant shifter had soft, rubbery bushings, whereas the TEL shifter had hard plastic bushings.  It made the side-side slack noticeably less.   And if you feel like there is a lot of slop in your shifter, one advantage of the shorter lever is that the play is less because it is not amplified by the height!<br /><br />I think the stock knob is a good height compliment to the short shifter, but perhaps could benefit from a little added weight.<br /><br />Do a search for PRE-EVO's post on using the TEL shifter boot.  Basically you remove the center console and unscrew the little "frame" from under the console... you can then pull the boot around it and screw it back in.  You'll see what I mean.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002864.cgi
A||||25||TAMBLERAMBLE||Shifting to second||||1||||Tambleramble||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-28-2003||04:43 PM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||Every once in a while when shifting into second, the shifter goes back then goes back a tiny bit further all the way back. It doesn't happen all the time. Do these tranny's have double synchro's? Is this a sign of bad synchro gears (teeth)? Once I was shifting and it did not go all the way back and I let out on the clutch and for an insta second it ground. oops.||4.3.41.36||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-28-2003||04:54 PM||||We've got all single synchros.  You can have a rebuild done and get double synchros for most gears.  Grinding second gear is very common.<br /><br />Putting "better" fluid in helps -- popular brands of tranny fluid includes BG (or Delco) Synchromesh II, Redline, Royal Purple, etc.<br /><br />Also a proper adjustment/replacement of the shifter cables will help.  Do a search, read the VFAQs.  9/10 times the cables are not right (twisted, too long, too short) or worn/stretched.<br /><br />Replacing the tranny shifter arms bushings might help.  Even though you have relatively few miles, rubber parts die regardless of miles.<br /><br />Do these things and you can escape rebuilding your tranny until you break it the right way.<br /><br />P.S. <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search" target="_blank">Search Button</a>, <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">Links Page</a>, your car is Nile Black.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||07-28-2003||05:00 PM||||No, they do not have double syncros (stock), but I do.  Muhahahaha.  Sorry.<br /><br />Well, I don't want to sugar coat it for you, but you will need a rebuild some time in the future.<br /><br />For now, there are ways to maybe improve your shifting.  If it doesn't hapen all the time, you still have some good times left in your tranny.<br /><br />Run GM Syncromesh tranny fluid.<br />Do this, <a href="http://vfaq.com/mods/shifter3.html" target="_blank">http://vfaq.com/mods/shifter3.html</a> .  Now, this is a TEL, so getting to the shifter is defferent (alot harder), but the rest is the same.<br />Is your clutch stock?  Check your clutch hydrolic system for leaks in the master and slave.  If you have never changed the fluid, now would be a good time.  Bleed the system well.||12.34.246.36||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-28-2003||05:34 PM||||Thank you hertz, She is running now if you are ready for that race  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I forgot to mail you that Mitsu color page. I will not forget again. Thanx, Brian||4.3.41.36||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-28-2003||09:46 PM||||[rant]<br /><br />Which color page?  You mean technical service bulletin 91-51-005?  Tell me, is your color code X68? Take a look at the paint color code on the VIN plate under the hood, on the firewall next to the clutch reservoir or on your door frame.  If it is X68 your car is "Nile Black Metallic".<br /><br />I'm sure Misubishi has a color called Obsidian, which is fine, but I don't care because there was a total of <i>ZERO</i> 6G Galant VR-4s (e39a) produced in any year that are not one of "Nile Black Metallic", "Summit White", "Belize Green Metallic", or "Kensington Grey Metallic"<br /><br />You don't get any points for making coffee at a Mitsubishi dealership or for knowing someone who is a Mitsubishi tech.  Most techs can't spell VR-4 let alone tell you what color it is.<br /><br />Now if you still think you know better than the thousands of Galant VR-4 owners who've known exactly what color their car is, I welcome you to bring forward your evidence and support your claims like a real person.<br /><br />P.S.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=260" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=260&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Actual window sticker with actual color code "X68" and color name "Nile Black Metallic"</a><br /><br />Cool?  Glad we had this chat.<br /><br />[/rant]||67.162.75.65||reg||8||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||07-28-2003||09:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Every once in a while when shifting into second, the shifter goes back then goes back a tiny bit further all the way back. It doesn't happen all the time. Do these tranny's have double synchro's? Is this a sign of bad synchro gears (teeth)? Once I was shifting and it did not go all the way back and I let out on the clutch and for an insta second it ground. oops.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Welcome to the world of Mitsubishi transmission problems.||68.76.182.172||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||07-28-2003||09:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>If it is X68 your car is "Nile Black Metallic".</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">AND HOW ABOUT TAKING THOSE CAPS OUT OF YOUR SIGNATURE WHILE YOU ARE AT IT BECAUSE IT IS HARD TO READ AND LOOKS STUPID!!!  <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />PS - Can you tell we're pretty anal around here?  LOL!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||07-28-2003||11:01 PM||||My reverse has the same symptoms as your second gear. It also grinds every time i put it in gear, so I go to 4 and then into R and it doesnt grind.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||curtis||07-28-2003||11:09 PM||||try this stuff you can get it from Mitsubishi "ME581050 Friction Modifier" Its about an ounce bottle but the stuff works. Just remove your backup switch and squirt it in.||65.141.105.123||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||curtis||07-28-2003||11:15 PM||||and whats up with the window sticker 19 and 25 what bullshit try 14 and 18 if I'm lucky . Oh I forgot boost + fuel + awd = HP and grip     To hell with fuel economy if I wanted gas mileage I'd drive a geo  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.141.105.123||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||07-29-2003||09:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> try this stuff you can get it from Mitsubishi "ME581050 Friction Modifier" Its about an ounce bottle but the stuff works. Just remove your backup switch and squirt it in. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did that really work for you?  I guess my tranny was just too far shot.  About 25% lucas oil stabalizer helped out.  It did improve shifting, but if you need a rebuild, there is no bottle fix.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||07-29-2003||01:56 PM||||Haha, I win Ryan!  He took the caps out but it still says Obsidian Black!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.92.28.158||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||07-29-2003||02:46 PM||||Okay Starchild.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.kissfaq.com/members/mb_paul.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-29-2003||03:15 PM||||I will take the color sheet home today and take a dig picture  and attach it to an e-mail to you hertz because I do not know how to post pictures on here. Can someone help me with posting links and pictures?||4.3.41.36||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||07-29-2003||03:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Now if you still think you know better than the thousands of Galant VR-4 owners who've known exactly what color their car is, I welcome you to bring forward your evidence and support your claims like a real person </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good lord,    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    we have gone thru this over and over, Good luck, Hertz.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||GVR1643||07-29-2003||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tambleramble:<br /><strong> I will take the color sheet home today and take a dig picture  and attach it to an e-mail to you hertz because I do not know how to post pictures on here. Can someone help me with posting links and pictures? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just figured out how to post pics here this morning, so I know you or anyone else can.  Took me 3 minutes to figure it out and do it - on a DIAL-UP, so you know I'm not computer literate!  Use the links he provided and if you can order a Happy Meal at McDonalds, then you can upload pics.<br /><br />BTW- mine is Titlest Black... from the golf ball size hail damage.  I've got the papers from the insurance company to prove it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />you guys crack me up!||167.142.21.181||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||07-29-2003||04:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Okay Starchild.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.kissfaq.com/members/mb_paul.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look, I didn't name myself!  I think my mom was a closet KISS fan, although she swears it wasn't on purpose.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.92.28.135||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000017||229of1000||07-29-2003||04:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]<br />1992 Galant VR4 - #710 "OBIWANKANOBE BLACK" (sold 07/25/03)<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You guys ain't got nothin' on KC!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.92.28.135||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||07-29-2003||04:57 PM||||LOL....Yep, I was hoping someone would catch that...May the force be with you!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||number3||07-29-2003||05:19 PM||||The color of my Galant VR4 is GM code 41U.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||GVR1643||07-29-2003||05:31 PM||||What color code was that purple one?  Was it VR4GAZM's||167.142.22.199||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000021||blacksheep||07-29-2003||07:18 PM||||he had the same light purple that some 3000GT's were...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||07-30-2003||01:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> The color of my Galant VR4 is GM code 41U.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, but now you have to give it some completely rediculous name.||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||07-30-2003||02:01 PM||||That's the "Mr. Goodwrench" black, I thought?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000024||number3||07-30-2003||03:37 PM||||"spanked the vette black and blue"<br /><br />Its the best I could do. I am very tired.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000025||blacksheep||07-30-2003||11:00 PM||||I like that....<br /><br />Kevin's galants are "obvious" black and "oblivious" black. I think his window sticker says the same    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002866.cgi
A||||1||REDLINEGVR4||Manual Boost Controller||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||07-28-2003||10:51 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Hey i dunno if this has been asked but can any one tell me how to install one?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-28-2003||10:59 PM||||It has been asked many times and I have posted pics of how to install it in a few topics. Just use the search button in the upper right. <br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002867.cgi
A||||20||bazeng||what should i expect???||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||07-29-2003||12:38 AM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey.. just gettin my car together.. just wondering what i should expect:<br /><br />VR4 91. AUS SPEC<br /><br /> <b>mods</b> <br />* wolf3d engine mangement ver4. (full computer.. australian)(inc. boost controll, sequential injection, and the rest of the stuff)<br />* tdo5/6 hybrid 23g (070 ported the cracp out of)<br />* deltagate 48mm (off dump pipe)<br />* daiken sports organic clutch<br />* 700 x 270 x 65mm intercooler <br />* 2.5" intercooler piping plus elbow<br />* vaccumm line elimation "RACE ONLY SETUP"<br />* 3" mandrel bent exhuast with no CAT (fake)<br />* 2.5" dump pipe.. with screamer pipe for wastegate (ported)<br />* evo3 exhaust manifold (ported)<br />* 720cc injectors <br />* walbro 255 pump<br />* malpassi fuel pressure reg<br />* custom radiator (3 pass)<br />* oil catch can<br />* plumb back blow off valve (turbo smart type 3)<br />* platinum spark plugs<br />* 8mm top gun leads<br />* 240,000 kms on the engine<br /><br />basically.. i dont know what to expect..<br />the turbo is supposably a 600hp turbo.<br />20g is rated at 650cfm at 15psi<br />and this one is bigger!.. <br />20g at 18psi pumps 695cfm..<br /><br />so its quite big..<br />anyways.. engine is stock.. i know i wont be able to run much boost.. just wondering what to expect with a stock motor..<br /><br />im aiming for 11's.. so just wondering what else i need<br /><br />got wiseco forged pistons on the shelf right now.. but not gonna rebuild yet.. save a lil more cash and get the other parts first..<br /><br />thanks guys..<br />baz||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-29-2003||12:43 AM||||If your goal is 11's, I think you'll get there no problem with the proper tuning. That sounds like an awesome setup man! Have fun with it!<br /><br />My friend has a 94' Talon with a small 16 and supporting mods, no engine internals.. He ran a 12.3 @ 110 on 110 octane. Best trap of the day was 112. The other night I was side by side with him till with both let off at about 105 mph on the freeway ... I have a big16g ported with supporting mods and no front mount (next mod!).<br /><br />You'll hit 11's with no internals! Just tune that bitch.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||07-29-2003||12:45 AM||||get rid of the platinum plugs, they foul like in a week. get some good NGK plugs, they are iridium and last forever.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||07-29-2003||12:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> get rid of the platinum plugs, they foul like in a week. get some good NGK plugs, they are iridium and last forever. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Grab som ngk BPR7ES.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||bazeng||07-29-2003||05:08 AM||||i heard that those type of plugs are no good with turbo's (from a workshop) they recommend bosch super 4's... not as fine.. anyways.. <br /><br />was talking to a friend just before from sydney.. he had an 11.7 sec vr4.. (fastest in oz).. basically he had stock internals.. big turbo.. and haltek engine management with 600cc injectors running 26psi..<br /><br />and the car lasted 15months before blowing a piston... <br />well if the 4g63's can handle 26 psi.. damnnnnnnn... ill be happy pushing my engine with 20psi... <br /><br />anyways.. see how we go...||203.166.63.210||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||07-29-2003||11:22 AM||||The point behind the NGK bp7es is that they're a heat range colder (than the stock spec).  It will assist you in running more boost with less chance of a hot plug pre-igniting the combustion chamber.<br /><br />Colder plugs will foul easier (less heat to cook off deposits) but with some diligence, they're worth it.   There is literally hundreds of very fast 4G63Ts with these plugs in them.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||curtis||07-29-2003||02:37 PM||||if your going from stock to this you should expect to shit your pants  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.144.94.12||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||bazeng||07-29-2003||11:58 PM||||haha<br />yeah.. well my previous setup was<br /><br />14b.. 3" exhuast.. intercooler.. 15psi.. air filter.. thats it..<br /><br />hopefully it will work.. almost done.. just raining hard over here... cant do anything and my garage is full!!!!.. oh wellll...||203.166.63.242||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000008||bazeng||07-30-2003||05:15 PM||||just got it running yesterday...<br />still need to put in the <br />* WOLF3D<br />* injectors<br />* fuel pressure regulator<br />* clutch<br />* fuel pump<br /><br />the turbo/manifold/wastegate/intercooler/dump pipe etc is in... was running okay.. sounded a little different to the stock setup (alot more hollow)<br /><br />anyways.. wont be pushing it just yet... <br />but im glad the car is running again..||203.166.63.177||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||07-30-2003||05:40 PM||||Nice man! Keep us posted!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||bazeng||07-31-2003||04:06 AM||||yeah<br />been driving the car today.. damn BOV wont open for some reason... i hooked the wastegate/bov on the same line.. going to the plenum (next to the PCV vavle )... in the centre..<br /><br />anyways.. wastegate opens fine.. but bov doesnt?!?!?.. may it is.. i gotta check.. maybe its jammed..<br /><br />but it should be okay to share the vacumm line aint it?? also with the deltagate.. do i really need to connect up both lines?? the top one goest to the plenum.. the side one goes to the air box or atmoshpere is this correct?!?!?!?!?||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000011||Ash||07-31-2003||06:28 AM||||I recon you should expect broken driveline parts, lol.||203.221.18.115||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000012||gvr4in||07-31-2003||04:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> yeah<br />been driving the car today.. damn BOV wont open for some reason... i hooked the wastegate/bov on the same line.. going to the plenum (next to the PCV vavle )... in the centre..<br /><br />anyways.. wastegate opens fine.. but bov doesnt?!?!?.. may it is.. i gotta check.. maybe its jammed..<br /><br />but it should be okay to share the vacumm line aint it?? also with the deltagate.. do i really need to connect up both lines?? the top one goest to the plenum.. the side one goes to the air box or atmoshpere is this correct?!?!?!?!? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your bov should be connected to your intake manifold, and you can splice a boost source hose from your boost controller into that. <br /><br />Most external setups Ive seen on friends car's only have one line hooked to the wastegate.<br /><br /><br />So:<br />1)Make sure your bov is hooked up to the intake manifold <br />2)External wastegate (deltagate) is hooked up to the boost controller (horizontal to the adjustment)<br />3)Boost controller line parallel to the adjustment is hooked up to a boost source (spliced into line from bov to intake manifold)<br /><br />External setup like so:<br /> <img src="http://www.sddsm.org/pages/cars/jeff/jeff-images/jeff-2.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000013||bazeng||08-01-2003||10:14 AM||||nice setup..<br />well ecu..injectors and fuel pressure reg is next on my list.. then 4 bolt..<br /><br />well bov and wastegate work.. but its just that im not making enough boost..<br /><br />I GET ALOTT of FLUTTER!!..<br />at around 4000rpm im making about 10psi... very smooth power delivery... i hear it really pushes u bak at like mid 4000's...<br /><br />anyways.. im not gonna rev it tooo much.. until it gets tuned... coz i still got 450cc<br /><br />anyways.. its all working.. <br />thanks for the advice..||203.166.63.168||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000014||bazeng||08-02-2003||04:07 AM||||hey guys<br />my bov dont work when i add a T piece to my wastegate like TABOO explains.. my bov just doesnt open...<br /><br />anyways.. is it alright to have my WASTEGATE hooked onto the FPR line?!?!?!?<br /><br />if the bov/wastegate use the same shared line.. the wastegate opens but not the bov.. but once u close the wastegate line.. bov opens fine..<br /><br />are there any other vacuum lines i can use?? bov (centre plenum). FPS, right of plenum.. wastegate???? make a hose from the intercooler pipes maybe??? what about the P port where the gauge goes?!?!?...<br /><br />thanks for advice||144.132.127.204||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000015||gvr4in||08-02-2003||05:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> <br /><br />anyways.. is it alright to have my WASTEGATE hooked onto the FPR line?!?!?!?<br /><br />if the bov/wastegate use the same shared line.. the wastegate opens but not the bov.. but once u close the wastegate line.. bov opens fine..<br /><br />are there any other vacuum lines i can use?? bov (centre plenum). FPS, right of plenum.. wastegate???? make a hose from the intercooler pipes maybe??? what about the P port where the gauge goes?!?!?...<br /><br />thanks for advice </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No you dont want your wastegate hooked into the fpr line. You want your wastegate hooked up to the side of your boost controller horizontal the adjustment screw.<br /><br />You want your bov to the plenum, and the other end of the boost controller tapped in between this line.<br /><br />Do you have the stock blow off valve on this setup? If so I would recommend changing it! If its aftermarket, try loosening/tightening the adjustment screw (if it has one)||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000016||bazeng||08-02-2003||05:30 PM||||okay... well i dont have a boost controller at the moment.. so im depending on the wastegate spring.. which is 15psi i believe.. (havent pushed it yet as i haven't got the aftermarket management in yet) anyways.. <br /><br />does it matter where the t peice goes to???? <br />eg.. plenum to bov to wastegate..<br />or plenum to wastegate to bov.. <br /><br />is there a diff?!?!??!?!?!?.. ill try it out today and see how it goes.. just wondering if anybody else knows??<br /><br /><br />and im not using the stock bov.. all my piping has been changed and im now using a turbosmart super sonic type 3 blow off valve (australian)||203.166.63.226||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000017||gvr4in||08-02-2003||05:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> okay... well i dont have a boost controller at the moment.. so im depending on the wastegate spring.. which is 15psi i believe.. (havent pushed it yet as i haven't got the aftermarket management in yet) anyways.. <br /><br />does it matter where the t peice goes to???? <br />eg.. plenum to bov to wastegate..<br />or plenum to wastegate to bov.. <br /><br />is there a diff?!?!??!?!?!?.. ill try it out today and see how it goes.. just wondering if anybody else knows??<br /><br /><br />and im not using the stock bov.. all my piping has been changed and im now using a turbosmart super sonic type 3 blow off valve (australian) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Use the diagram on Taboo speed shops site.<br /><br />Get a boost controller and do what It says above.||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000018||bazeng||08-02-2003||06:06 PM||||aight<br />well i guess i will find out in a weeks time.. as the electronic boost controller will be fitted next week with the ecu.. and the injectors..<br /><br />i guess ill wait till then hey?!?!...<br />thanks again guys.. appreciate it..||203.166.63.226||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000019||bazeng||12-12-2003||08:12 AM||||hey guys<br />an update on the car<br />everything has been installed for a while now,<br />only addition to the mods list is a rewired fuel pump on the walbro.. and 8.8 top gun pro racing leads, bpr7es irridium leads (gapped at .028).. 98 octane fuel.. electronic boost control (mac valve/3 way solenoid)<br /><br />untuned.. i ran a 13.5 (air fuel ratio of 9:1 / 10:1) throughout most of the rev range (3000 - 6800) it was missfiring like hell.. and wasn't feeling to good<br />found out that plugs were gapped inconsistantly<br />(.030 .032 .030 . 028) and leads were stuffed<br /><br />timing was set on 10degree's adv..<br />20psi<br />1.8 60ft, 101mph<br /><br />1st,2nd felt strong.. 3rd,4th felt weak<br /><br /><br />so i got it tuned again..<br />the dude changed my timing (he used a timing gun on the lead furthest from the right, so basically the left cylinder.. ( i think he was meant to use the 1st cylinder, which is the right)<br /><br />anyways.. got it tuned on the dyno (3hrs) and resulted in a backwards result.. 150kw's atw.. 12:1 / 11.8:1 air fuel ratio.. (timing supposeably advanced to about 10 degrees) after being correctly adjusted via the timing light / ecu..<br /><br />car runs much smoother.. holding boost perfectly.. but there is absolutely no torque compared to the last tune... although the last tune was very rough and rich, it pulled much harder and you really felt the g's.. <br /><br />the current tune feels sorta like VTEC.. very low torque, but quick in the rev range.. sorta doesnt feel like shit, especially during the higher revs(like its not moving or theres no power)<br /><br />idle is terrible also.. i may need to ground the biss as idle is not controlled by the ecu as yet.<br /><br />may need to use the MCCC and BISS stuff..<br /><br />so anybody got any advice on the tuning aspect of the car??.. timing? air/fuel ratio's..<br /><br />(the tuner wants to check the timing again, but if he changes this.. does it mean i require the car to by dyno'd again??)<br /><br />physically.. the car seems quite tough.. sounds okay.. feels okay.. just doesnt go hard.. no weird stuff happening, only idle problems (which may be a result of an intercooler pipe leak, which i will check this weekend)<br /><br />was hoping for 11's.. now just wanting a 12<br /><br />help is needed here.. as im thinking of giving up and selling the car.. this has been a 2 year project, and i dont want to see it wasted.. thanks guys..<br /><br />so questions are:<br />1. if timing light is connected to ignition lead on the right, would it give a false reading (meant to be on the left i believe) and if so, what sort of false reading. (would it be retarding or advancing in general)<br /><br />2. how could i get 160kw's untuned, and 150kw's tuned??.. doesnt make sense.. does it have anything to do with the timing adjustment? or is the tuner just crap<br /><br />3. is there anyway running rich for long periods of time can damage the engine?<br /><br />4. are intercooler pipes an important factor in producing power? (my pipes are mild steel bends, which are clamped together with silicone hoses, they are not welded) should i get it done properly..<br /><br />5. is that mccc the same as INJECTOR cleaners, or CARBY cleaners.. (in australia, i dont think we have this MCCC..) do you know of any substitutes which are internationally known.<br /><br />thats about it guys.. i need some motivation as the car is just killing me.. so any improvment will help see this lil car run some nice times and show the v8 boys a thing or two...<br /><br />thanks in advanced..<br />(btw, know of any way i can upload or post up some pics of my setup??)||203.166.63.237||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000020||bazeng||12-13-2003||01:19 AM||||bump!!||203.166.63.218||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/002868.cgi
A||||1||Cybernerd2||Galant VR4 JDM gearbox code||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||07-29-2003||03:37 AM||||Hi,<br /><br />I would like to find out which gearbox code use in JDM Galant VR4 turbo engine?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||07-29-2003||03:54 AM||||W5M332NQBK.  Needs W5 and NQ in the code(to work in teh US spec GVR4 anyways), also you could have done a search for this.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum2/002869.cgi
A||||6||bazeng||how do u tighten the water line nut behind the turbo???||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||07-29-2003||05:11 AM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys.. i have a problem.. my spanner doesnt fit behind the turbo.. to access the water line nut which goes to the front of the turbo..<br /><br />anyways.. some of u guys have tdo6's.. how'd u do it???? what tool??? pipe spanner???<br /><br />its the size 17 nut..<br />thanks..<br /><br />also another nut problem.. the damn manifold bolt (very last one on the bottom right) what tools do u guys use??? i had problems gettin that one on also.. had to take off the heat shield from the power steering pump... such a pain...||203.166.63.210||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||07-29-2003||07:09 AM||||The only way I know is to take the turbo off.  You could undo the clamp on the turbine housing so you don't have to undo the exhaust bolts.  Remove the water and oil supply lines.  Then you can play with the bolts in the turbo.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||number3||07-29-2003||07:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> <br /><br />also another nut problem.. the damn manifold bolt (very last one on the bottom right) what tools do u guys use??? i had problems gettin that one on also.. had to take off the heat shield from the power steering pump... such a pain... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go to craftsman.com and type "gear wrench" and "flex socket" in the search engine.  These are a must in my book.  Or should I say tool box.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||curtis||07-29-2003||09:03 AM||||The bottom right side nut is a bitch without the right socket.  I took a 1/4 drive 12mm socket and ground down both ends with a grinder to make it even shorter (total of 9/16 long).  I can tighten the nut with this socket and a 1/4 swivel and a 18 inch extension with no problem.  and the waterline can be tighten with a 17mm gearwrench.       Hope it helps.    Curtis||65.144.94.131||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||bazeng||08-03-2003||09:57 PM||||yeah<br />thanks guys.. i just got a pipe socket<br />and it worked fine.. had to angle down a little and to the right.. anyways... i "kinked" the damn water line... do you think that it will be okay?!?!?<br /><br />for some reason i had to bend the water line upwards as it wasnt a direct fit to the new turbo (tdo6/5 hybrid) did the manifold or exhuast housing change the height??  anyways.. do u think i should take it off and "unkink" it?!?!<br /><br />not good to have the water line restricted is it?!?!.. <br /><br />also.. in regaurds to the gasket for the oil line which connects to the sump.. mine is leaking.. dunno why.. the gasket i used was made up with gasket paper... anybody have these experiences?? is there an easy solution?? otherwise im gonna go braided lines or replace the things with new parts.. any feedbak appreciated.||144.132.127.204||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||08-04-2003||03:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong>i "kinked" the damn water line... do you think that it will be okay?!?!?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">First of all, calm down.<br /><br />Second, do we have pictures?  If not, we can't help you much.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>for some reason i had to bend the water line upwards as it wasnt a direct fit to the new turbo (tdo6/5 hybrid) did the manifold or exhuast housing change the height??</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like you got the wrong one or something.  If the center cartidge is the same as a 14B/16G, etc, then water lines are direct match.  Or was the compressor housing in the way or something?<br /><br />So why were you replacing this water line anyway?<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>also.. in regaurds to the gasket for the oil line which connects to the sump.. mine is leaking</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></strong><br /><br />Just use RTV gasket maker.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||08-04-2003||07:02 AM||||might try that..<br />well i dunno.. im thinking the evo manifold is slightly thicker?!?!? or housing is thicker?? but basically the oil line/water line had moved up about 2 cm's offline.. fits fine.. just moved up..<br /><br />well the kink was caused by a screwdriver.. trying to lever the line up a cm or so.. but unluckly kinked the thing.. still flows i guess but not as freely.. what if i cut the line and add a hose?!?!??! u know.. extend it.. <br /><br />and it could also be caused by the comp cover resting on the water pipe located under the turbo (big silver one)<br /><br />anywaays.. does this happen to all the tdo6 guys here??||203.166.63.155||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/002870.cgi
A||||7||fastgvr4||Overheating with the AC on||||1||||Not Fast Enough||00001934
Z||000000||fastgvr4||07-29-2003||08:27 AM||elau18@yahoo.com||Hi,<br /><br />I'm fairly new here and the beast is having overheating problems.  I have 134/1000 and don't have any mods except for a C&R radiator with spal fans.  No datalogger.  The car runs fine with the AC off.  The needle on the temperature gauge remains in the middle.  When I turn on the AC, the temperature slowly rises to the 3/4 mark.<br /><br />What happens to the condenser fan when the AC is turned on?<br /><br />1 AMBER mode - 1st click<br />  A. turns on intermittently<br />  B. Always on<br /><br />2. GREEN mode - 2nd click<br />  A. turns on intermittently<br />  B. Always on<br /><br />thanks for your help!!!||199.43.48.22||reg||1||Not Fast Enough||00001934||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-29-2003||08:42 AM||||The second fan connected to your radiator should turn on when you turn your AC on.  Is it?<br /><br />Also, when was the last time you changed your coolant?  The last thing you want it to be is your water pump (past due?), but since it's only a problem when you run your AC, I'd check up on that fan first.<br /><br />Random thought. It's time to check your upper and lower coolant hose (everyone).||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||curtis||07-29-2003||09:11 AM||||Heres your problem.  The aftermarket fans are design to flow air in one direction. If you have one fan pushing and one fan pulling one of them is wrong.  You have to remove the metal clip and flip the fan blade around not just wire them up backwards.  I believe they are designed to be pushers also the air from one fan can't be in the air path of the other one it will make them cavitate. I have seen this before.   Hope it helps.  Curtis||65.144.94.131||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||07-29-2003||11:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Not Fast Enough:<br /><strong> What happens to the condenser fan when the AC is turned on?<br /><br />1 AMBER mode - 1st click<br />  A. turns on intermittently<br />  B. Always on<br /><br />2. GREEN mode - 2nd click<br />  A. turns on intermittently<br />  B. Always on<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Amber/economy ~ compressor comes on when needed to hold a certain cool temperature.<br /><br />Green ~ compressor is always on.<br /><br />I believe there are more details in the owner's glovebox manual.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||fastgvr4||07-29-2003||05:47 PM||||Hi,<br /><br />For me, the condenser fan turns on intermittently when I select both stages, AMBER or GREEN.  It turns on and off after every minute.  I have new upper and lower hoses and new coolant.  <br /><br />I will check the direction of the fans.<br /><br />Can someone tell me how their condenser fan reacts when the select GREEN?  Does it stay on constantly or turns on and off every minute?<br /><br />thanks again<br />Ed||199.43.48.22||reg||1||Not Fast Enough||00001934||yes
Z||000005||josh91vr4||07-29-2003||06:27 PM||||The fan will only come on as needed to cool the A/C down. The compressor will remain on, but if your car thinks the stuff is cold enough, it won't waste power on the secondary fan. My car actually runs quite cold, according to the stock gauge (never past 3/8, usually just at the 1st mark). I haven't hooked up a logger to it (yet) but i'm willing to bet that the stock gauge isn't particularly accurate. Turbo engines also run quite hot, comparatively. My advice would be to get the coolant temp checked to see if you're actually running hot.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||07-29-2003||07:10 PM||||The condenser fan is on if the AC is on.  The speed of the condenser fan is determined by the pressure switch.  The relays for the fan are actuated directly by the compressor controller output signal (same signal that turns the compressor clutch on).<br /><br />The radiator fan is either off, low, or high depending on coolant temp.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||fastgvr4||07-30-2003||01:07 PM||||Thanks alot guys.  I will look at it this weekend.  Buried at work.<br /><br />thanks!!!||199.43.48.21||reg||1||Not Fast Enough||00001934||yes



ubb/Forum2/002871.cgi
A||||7||gvr4ever||Failing auto tentioner?||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||07-29-2003||09:55 AM||||When I drive the car at lower RPMs (under 3K) and get on the gas a little (normal driving), I hear what sounds like vibrations under the hood.  We thought we fixed the problem when we removed a pair of pliers under the hood ; }  Well, whatever it is, it's getting worse.  Yesterday on the way home from work, I could hear it over the stereo.  I turned the tunes off and it sounds like it's coming from the t-belt side.  Is my auto tenstioner finally failed?  Well, I drove it home shut it down, and it's still sitting there.  I'm going to check it out this weekend, but I was wondering if this is the tale sound of my auto tentioner going out, or something else.  At first I thought I forgot to tighten something when doing the tranny, but the sound seems to be coming from the t-belt side.  It's really hard to tell though because I can't duplicate the sound while parked in the garage with the hood up, only under load.  If I downshift and go to higher RPMs, I don't hear it.  Maybe the sound is just being masked by the engine though, not sure. <br /><br />Well, I'm not going to drive it untill I know for sure and t-belt stuff is in the works cause it's about that time anyway.  I wanted to install a fresh water pump before adding more mods anyway, but I might be able to drive the car at all untill I get it done   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||07-29-2003||10:47 AM||||Have you replaced the harmonic balancer? It may be separating.||68.211.199.37||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||07-29-2003||11:04 AM||||A failing timing hydrolic adjuster is easy to hear. Car must be cold, and it makes noise under 3k rpm ONLY. Over 3k, you will not hear it, and when the car is warmed up you will not hear it.<br />The noise you hear is actually the timing belt hitting the cover due to the slack in it caused by the failing adjuster. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||07-29-2003||11:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Have you replaced the harmonic balancer? It may be separating. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, but I also just hit 100K.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||07-29-2003||01:07 PM||||mine went out on me at around 89k. so change it as soon as possible (like maybe today) i was lucking and the timing didn't slip off, so my valves are ok. but if it goes out while you're on the high way, bam... no more valves. <br /><br />change it even if its not the problem.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||07-29-2003||01:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Have you replaced the harmonic balancer? It may be separating. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stupid question.  Is the harmonic balancer included with a new crank pully, or do I need another PN?<br /><br />I did a little searcing, and I am confused if it is 1 part or two.  Sure they come apart, but are they suppost too?||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||07-29-2003||02:23 PM||||The pulley and the harmonic balancer are integrated together on our cars, part number MD338315. I think I got mine from Conicelli for around $85. <br />However, I hope that I don't mislead you, if in fact you have a slapping noise going on inside the timing cover. Please check that out, because I wouldn't want you to eat any valves over a bad tensioner.||68.211.199.37||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||07-29-2003||02:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> The pulley and the harmonic balancer are integrated together on our cars, part number MD338315. I think I got mine from Conicelli for around $85. <br />However, I hope that I don't mislead you, if in fact you have a slapping noise going on inside the timing cover. Please check that out, because I wouldn't want you to eat any valves over a bad tensioner. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm going to do both a t-belt job and crank pully.  I just wanted to varify that the harmonic balancer was intergrated like I thought they were.  I think the noise I am hearing is a loose t-belt.  I changed the belt at 63K like a good boy (well sorta, I was 3K late), but I didn't change the auto tentioner( I wish I could go back and smack myself).  I've been really worried about it past 80K.  Don't worry, it's not getting driven untill it gets everything replaced.  The good news is, I havn't broken anything.  I just need to not drive it.  At least I got her safely in the garage yesterday.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/002872.cgi
A||||5||keydiver||Alignment help||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||07-29-2003||11:07 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||When I called the local certified "installer" to schedule the mounting and balancing of the Kuhmo 712's I bought from Tire Rack, they asked me if I needed an alignment, which I did. I had planned on having another local garage, with a new Hunter laser alignment system, do it, but this guy claimed his new, "camera"-type alignment was the latest technology, and was better than laser-alignment. So, when I dropped the car off to get the tires installed, I took the factory alignment specs, and the TSB, and he seemed to understand the process.<br />The car has had the tendancy to pull to the right, especially since I replaced the tierods, but now, since the alignment, it seems to wander more than I like, and finds it way to the left, into uncoming traffic, which concerns me more than pulling to the gutter. Here are the before and after alignment specs from the printout he gave me:<br />FRONT - INITIAL - IN DEGREES (LEFT/RIGHT)<br />CASTER - 2.1/2.3<br />CAMBER - -.4/-.7<br />TOE    - .3/.2<br /><br />FRONT - AFTER ALIGNMENT - IN DEGREES (LEFT/RIGHT)<br />CASTER - 2.1/2.3<br />CAMBER - -.4/-.6<br />TOE    - .00/-.05<br /><br />REAR - INITIAL - IN DEGREES (LEFT/RIGHT)<br />CAMBER - -.9/-.7<br />TOE    - .5/.3<br /><br />REAR - AFTER ALIGNMENT<br />CAMBER - -.9/-.7<br />TOE    - .20/.15<br /><br />If anyone has any input as to what I should tell the guy to adjust when I take it back, it would be appreciated. He actually called me to ask how I liked the alignment, but I didn't want to reply to him until after I get some input from you guys. The tires are great, and the car does handle much more neutral with the alignment, but I think it can be improved upon, especially for the $100 it cost me.<br />Thanks!||68.211.199.37||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-29-2003||11:32 AM||||That doesn't look too crazy.  Did he give you thrust angle measurements?<br /><br />I've got my last alignment printout at home, it might help, but it looks to me like yours is in much better shape.  However, it doesn't look like they did much more than adjust your toe... but maybe you're in spec.  Don't know.<br /><br />I don't have a caster kit and my caster is way out of whack (l/r).  They did a good job getting me to drive relatively straight.  At least it looks like your caster is sane.  If you really want it to pull straight, add more caster.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||07-29-2003||11:35 AM||||If I am reading it right, it appears you have some total toe out on the front (the minus value for the right front).  This can contribute to tire nibble (front self-steering) on certain types of pavement.  I think you should have 0 total toe in front, or some toe-in.  No reason they can't set that correctly, as it is the only actual front measure that is adjustable.<br /><br />Under braking front toe-out becomes unstable.  Some like it for quick turn-in on the race track, but I don't like it for the street and Mitsubishis don't seem to either.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||07-29-2003||05:14 PM||||Is your steering wheel straight?  Are those toe #'s degree too?  Looks like too much toe in for the rear and the toe should be split evenly between the two tires Lt/Rt.<br /><br />I hate alignment crap!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||07-29-2003||06:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Is your steering wheel straight?  Are those toe #'s degree too?  Looks like too much toe in for the rear and the toe should be split evenly between the two tires Lt/Rt.<br /><br />I hate alignment crap! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, all readings are in degrees. The spec for the toe is -.15 to +.15 degrees. Which way is plus, and which way is minus? I think you're saying that toe out is minus, right? If I were to get them to set the toe to 0.00 degrees, or maybe slightly toed in, like +0.05, it should tend to pull straighter, right?<br />I do have some more information, quite a nice printout they gave me. There's something called "SAI", "Incrafted angle", and "setback", under "Secondary angles". Do any of those mean anything?||68.158.184.38||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||07-30-2003||10:02 AM||||Jeff,<br /><br />I don't know what "Incrafted angle" might be, but SAI is the steering axis inclination, which is a theoretical angle determined by the computer when the wheels are turned.  I don't believe you can actually measure it on the car.  The set back is the difference fore-aft of the two "axles" of the car, basically if one side if further forward or rearward of the other.<br /><br />The toe setting will not actually make you car pull one way or the other in and of itself, but it does affect how the car reacts to other inputs like tire tread/road surface interface, grooving or ruts in the road, etc.  I believe toe in is usually + and toe out is -.  I would recommend toe in of 0 or plus like you mentioned.  I'm used to working in mm or inches for toe not degrees, because we align the race cars with string and a tape measure in the driveway.  I think front toe spec is +/- 3mm or about 1/8 inch.  I usually go about half that with toe in.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/002873.cgi
A||N||2||g8rvr4||Tranny Bolt Question||||1||||g8rvr4||00000402
Z||000000||g8rvr4||07-29-2003||11:08 AM||mgcopping@hotmail.com||Hey Guys,<br />    I need to know the bolt size and thread pitch for the Tranny Side Engine Mount Bolts (The ones that attach the bracket to the tranny)? I need to heli-coil the bolt holes.<br /> <br />LMK,<br /> <br />Martin||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-30-2003||07:33 PM||||Damn, I knew those about 3 weeks ago. I just called the dealer and they looked them up for me. Sorry.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||g8rvr4||07-31-2003||10:45 AM||||That's no problem, I bought got the NAPA Helicoil Kit to fix my problem.||64.31.145.18||reg||1||g8rvr4||00000402||yes



ubb/Forum2/002874.cgi
A||N||23||Arty||Antenna isn't retracting completely.||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||07-29-2003||07:33 PM||||Sometimes my power antenna doesn't fully retract, it leaves about 2 inches sticking out.<br />Anyone had this problem, what causes this. I haven't opened up a power antenna before, I guess it uses a flexible plastic line that winds around a pulley. Maybe a turn of the line has jumped the pulley ?<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||07-29-2003||07:34 PM||||the line will probably break in a few weeks or so.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||07-29-2003||07:59 PM||||The radio is overrated anyways  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br /><br />My antenna never worked (unless I pull it out manually) hmm that gives me an idea, I'll just get it shaved!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||07-29-2003||08:05 PM||||HAHAHAHAHA how about you replace it TeArin!||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||Arty||07-29-2003||08:24 PM||||A whole new power antenna from the dealer would probably cost more than my car is worth :-)<br />Can I replace just the line that the motor push/pulls on, or do you have to replace the metal mast and the line as a whole ? How hard is it to do ?<br />Overrated, depends what staton you have it on :-)<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||07-29-2003||08:42 PM||||Down in aussieville they probably have good music. Not in the go'ol us of A, we have mainstream pop/rap shit (which Im sure you have some of also).<br /><br />Im not too sure about replacing the antenna lines, But Im sure that other people on this board have dealt with that type of situation before but they're just too lazy to get onto their comps and respond to your thread!<br /><br />And rich how about I 'TeAr' you a new one ! (at the track boyee!)||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||07-29-2003||09:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> A whole new power antenna from the dealer would probably cost more than my car is worth :-)<br />Can I replace just the line that the motor push/pulls on, or do you have to replace the metal mast and the line as a whole ? How hard is it to do ?<br />Overrated, depends what staton you have it on :-)<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it is around $85.  I had to buy one once.  I myself like things like that not busted.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||07-29-2003||09:16 PM||||I replaced mine with a fixed antenna (a rubber "sport" one at that as I've had idiot vandals break them before) for around $15.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||CCDSM69||07-29-2003||09:31 PM||||you can pick up a universal power antenna on eBay for like $65 or so...or you can get a universal rubber antenna off eBay for like $10....||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000009||VR6 Eater||07-29-2003||09:43 PM||||Mine leaves a inch sticking out almost all the time.  It has done it for a couple of years and every once in a while it will retract all the way.  Hasn't broke yet, don't fix it.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000010||AWDpower||07-29-2003||09:46 PM||||It is very easy to replace. You can buy the mast itself, which should be pretty cheap. I don't know what Mitsu charges, but I just bought one from Nissan for my Maxima and it was just $12. Or you could always get one off of another Galant in a junk yard, some had power antennas.||67.25.107.66||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||07-29-2003||11:34 PM||||the replacement mast is like 45 bucks.  and you probably have to take the motor apart to get the old broken part out.  then, you just reassemble it all, without the mast, put it back, and put as much of the plastic teethed line into the motor, and have someone turn the radio on and off, the motor will pull the mast down and stop.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||Arty||07-30-2003||01:49 AM||||Amazing, the dealer wants MR252200 A$90, which is a little more than US$45 but not the usual massive markup. <br />I think I'll inspect it first to see if it is just the mast.<br /><br />Yeah we get a lot of the US rap stuff down here, but guys like "50 cent" have to change their name to A$0.73 to sell CDs over here :-)||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000013||JAYGVR4||07-30-2003||01:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> A whole new power antenna from the dealer would probably cost more than my car is worth :-)<br />Can I replace just the line that the motor push/pulls on, or do you have to replace the metal mast and the line as a whole ? How hard is it to do ?<br />Overrated, depends what staton you have it on :-)<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had the same issue and got a replacement "antenna mast" off of EBAY just like this one:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2425288872" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2425288872</a><br /><br />The replacement was pretty easy, but getting the old one out was a BITCH!  As per the instructions, you should be able to just unscrew the collar, extend the old mast, and pull it out, but my antenna was bent in half from driving through a carwash with the radio on, so we had to pull the whole assembly out from inside the trunk, put it in a vise, and yank really hard on the wedged remaining length of the antenna.  Once that was out, it was a 10 minute process feeding the new one in.  Well worth the $30 I spent on the mast...<br /><br />HTH||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||07-30-2003||01:27 PM||||Treat the symptoms first.  Use some silicone spray, lube that baby up so it slides in real nice.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||EvilGalantGSX||07-30-2003||03:26 PM||||I think about changing mine becouse i think it looks like a realy big RC car when its up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000016||91 #680||12-02-2003||12:46 PM||||so what is the symptom when the antenna just decides to retract all the way out and fall on the floor.  Mine just did this a few days ago...wtf?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000017||thejeebus2002||12-02-2003||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> so what is the symptom when the antenna just decides to retract all the way out and fall on the floor.  Mine just did this a few days ago...wtf? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">GREMLINS!, muhwahahah, or possibly door ding knomes.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||10||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||12-02-2003||03:08 PM||||Try Viagra?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||Z-1 Jon||12-02-2003||04:56 PM||||universal power antenna, $65 from circuit city - I installed it in 1 hour, very simple, just a coupe of wires to splice and a bracket to make (bracket is supplied).  the antenna I got came with about 5 different mounting seals that best match the type of fender/quarter panel shape on the car you install this with - great idea, it looks OEM now and works   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000020||My_GVR_4||12-02-2003||05:54 PM||||My power antenna does the same thing as the "DAMN" Aussies..         <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />IT just hangs up about 1-2 inches about the full retraction point.  Sometimes I just push it down..  the other times..   Eh!<br /><br />Lately.. when I try to push it down.. it just goes down then pops right up.  so.. I just F'n leave it the way it is now.  I don't listen to the radio much anyways.<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000021||s_firestone||12-02-2003||09:45 PM||||Do like I saw on the red green show... Attach the power antenna to the windshield wiper with a white flag on it and then run the horn circuit to activate the wipers... Then when you set the alarm the winshield wipers come on, the antenna extends waving a big white flag so you can find your car in a crowded parking lot.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000022||broke down||12-03-2003||11:24 AM||||try running some fine sandpaper down the length of the mast, and then lubricating it with some silicone spray.  I know it works sometimes on some of the cars I work on.  Good preventive maintenance too.  Sometimes it no workee though!||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000023||91 #680||12-03-2003||02:52 PM||||screw it, I just cut the mast and rammed the antenna back on....I'll just let the motor die out on its own.  I get great reception still.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum2/002875.cgi
A||||5||vr4cordia||oil presure problems||||1||||jasonp||00002042
Z||000000||vr4cordia||07-29-2003||08:11 PM||vr4gsr@hotmail.com||Hi all!,was wondering if anyone knows the base oil pressure for a jap spec vr4.<br />I have on in my cordia and i seem to keep blowing oil filter seals.<br />Also would anyone know where the oil pressure relief valve is located? or have any info(pics) on how to remove the filter block/oil pump?<br />Thanks in advance.<br />vr4cordia.||203.41.31.172||reg||1||jasonp||00002042||yes
Z||000001||number3||07-29-2003||09:02 PM||||Are you using OEM filters?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||vr4cordia||07-30-2003||12:01 AM||||The answer to ur question is no im not using OEM filters,but I know that the problem is not being caused by faulty filters.<br />As I have seen up to and over 100psi of pressure on my AUTOMETER electrical type guage.<br />What do you think might be causing this?<br />I have pulled out a valve which could possibly be the pressure relief valve and it seemed ok,I then cleaned it and put it back in.<br />But it didnt fix the problem,so this is why i want to see if anyone might have had this problem before and if so how to fix it.<br />thanks<br />vr4cordia||203.41.31.133||reg||1||jasonp||00002042||yes
Z||000003||number3||07-30-2003||07:56 AM||||What weight oil are you using? I have seen a big difference in oil pressure when using different weights in my Galant.<br /><br />Are you saying you have 100psi of pressure at idle or just at start up?<br /><br /><br />To help answer your first question. <br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/turbooilsupplysource.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/turbooilsupplysource.jpg</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||curtis||07-30-2003||08:38 AM||||the oil filter housing has what your looking for.<br />The piston that controls the pressure is hanging up. remove the plug and clean out the bore with some steel wool or sandpaper and polish up the piston inside clean it all up and reinstall the housing.  This should help.||65.144.94.187||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||07-30-2003||10:34 AM||||I've heard several guys on here before mention that when cold their oil pressure goes well above 100 psi. So I don't think its a defective pressure valve, unless it does it even after its well warmed up. I can't find an oil pressure spec at the moment in the CD manual though    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.155.91.177||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002876.cgi
A||||9||DuckButterRacing GVR4||GVR4 Suspension||||5||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||07-29-2003||09:13 PM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||Just wondering the comparison to the GVR4 suspension and the T/E/L AWD suspension. I have a set of AWD TEL KYB AGX's, will they work? and what kind of spring should i get. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks||66.75.46.181||reg||5||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-29-2003||09:17 PM||||They won't work at all.  Better send them to me.<br /><br />JK||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||DuckButterRacing GVR4||07-29-2003||09:19 PM||||does that mean the struts will work? what about springs =)||66.75.46.181||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000003||number3||07-29-2003||09:19 PM||||search...<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000933" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000933</a><br /><br /><br />The AGX will fit.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||07-29-2003||09:22 PM||||It will be just like runnin an GSX suspension on your Galant..  I just installed GSX springs on mine a couple weeks ago but the weather has been so shitty I havent got the after pictures yet.  The car sits level now instead of lookin like its "raked".||68.76.187.158||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||curtis||07-30-2003||12:25 AM||||Ive been running talon springs for about three years kind of spongy during launch (front end really climbs and backend stays level)and bottom out in the tennessee potholes but ride very good my problem is that I have shitty shocks and struts.||65.135.143.136||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||07-30-2003||12:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing GVR4:<br /><strong> does that mean the struts will work? what about springs =) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">AGXs are a good thing.  GSX springs have more stories on this forum then I care to talk about.<br /> <br />Whiteline makes springs for the GVR4. dsmparts.com<br /><br />In short the rear springs for a GSX sit lower then the springs for a GVR4.  Some people seem to love them while others hate them.  I myself rather go with whiteline springs.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||DuckButterRacing GVR4||07-30-2003||10:49 AM||||might as well do it right the first time. =)||66.75.46.181||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000008||GalantVR41062||07-30-2003||11:37 AM||||Or buy AGX shocks made for the GVR-4 and you can buy springs made for the GVR4 as well, I got the GCC and I like them.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||07-30-2003||11:46 AM||||To my best knowledge, KYB does not making struts specifically for gvr4s...<br /><br />The ones for a 1G AWD is the same part no's for GGSX and GVR4. They are direct bolt ons.<br /><br />Springs are not, gvr4 have longer springs in the rear. Hope this makes things clearer.<br /><br />There is someone selling whitelines in the for sale section, jump on it!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/002877.cgi
A||||14||Dan D||Signs of bad ball joints||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||07-30-2003||01:17 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Or more specifically, how to tell the difference between a bad ball joint noise and a bad wheel bearing noise.<br /><br />I get a wreah-reah-reah-reah noise from the right front when turning right only.  It get�s more noticeable the faster the car is traveling.  It doesn�t change much in sound with the effort put into a turn.  I can't distinguish for certain, but it doesn't seem to change in rythm with wheel speed.<br /><br />Example: 75 mph on highway, move to right to exit,  wreah-reah-reah-reah.  Slow down for exit ramp, the noise continues but lower in volume, Noise does not change much as I go from a slight right into the exit ramp to a hard right on the ramp.<br /><br />A physical inspection of the ball joint turned up nothing.  The wheel/hub has no excess play or wobble.<br /><br />What should I be looking at or for to make a diagnosis?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-30-2003||01:41 PM||||CV joint?  Boot cracked?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||07-30-2003||02:04 PM||||No, the axles/boots are fine.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||teet||07-30-2003||02:35 PM||||if you get this sound and then lightly apply the brakes...does it go away?<br /><br />I was thinking the brakes were hanging a bit and when turning, things flex enough to make noise.  I had something similar wrong with mine but it was more of a squeek.<br /><br />course the next question is where does the flex come from...back to the original question.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.3||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||07-30-2003||03:42 PM||||I tried playing with the brakes to see how it affected the noise.  I forgot to mention that in the original post.  The brakes were actually my first though because they have been in need of a reapplication of antisqueel.<br /><br />However, In the scenario i gave above, pressing the brake pedal, soft or hard didn't seem to make a difference.  If I pressed hard, the car slowed enough that the noise got quiet. I think it was a function of the speed and not the operation of the brakes that changed the volume.<br /><br />I unfortunately can't get it to happen at low enough speeds to do any parking-lot trials and the interstate isn't the safest place to be diagnosing problems.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||teet||07-30-2003||04:32 PM||||I have also had it where the plastic in front of the wheel gets bent back at speed and contacts the rubber of the wheel when it is turned...and causes that type of noise.<br /><br />wheel bearings typically make noise even in a straight line.<br /><br />ball joints usually thump over bumps.<br /><br />maybe the dust shields are rubbing on the rotors?<br /><br />john||134.134.136.3||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000006||VR6 Eater||07-30-2003||10:07 PM||||I know you said that applying the brakes made it stop because of the speed.  Do you feel any vibration in the brake pedal when applying the brakes at any speed or pressure.  Our cars have the tendancy to warp front rotors.  If one of the pistons is hanging up in the front caliper, you could have warped it easily.  That could also give you the rythmatic speed sound that your describing.  I've had calipers make squeals, click, grinds, and what did you say "wreah-reah-reah-reah".  Just wanted to make sure I got the noises right.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||07-30-2003||10:22 PM||||EDIT: <br />I actually looked too quickly at the caliper, only checked for sliding operation.  One of the pistons dust boots is disentigrating.  Both pads look good, nice even wear, so I don't think the piston is damaged or sticking, but just tack this onto the list of things to fix.  <br /><br />John, <br />I pried on the dust shield a little bit to make sure it had clearance everywhere it needed.  I guess I'll see if that helps.  I don't see any evidence of contact with the plastic in the wheel well though.<br /><br />There is grease on the back of the hub.  It's splattered all about on the shock, tie rod end, control arm.  It's clearish gray in color.  I know the stuff in the cv boots is blue, so it's not from that.  Is there grease inside the caliper that would have leaked out from the dust shield tearing?  <br />EDIT<br /><br />The calipers are fine, and freshly lubed.  The rotors are next to new.<br /><br />Properly torque the wheels and you'll never warp your rotors again. (extreme driving conditions excluded)||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||07-30-2003||11:02 PM||||You said the axle / boots are fine..  How do you know it is not your CV joint that went bad.  Have you replaced the axles.  If it is making a noise when turning and not goin straight then I would bet it is an CV joint.  Your boot can look fine but what is inside the boot might be shot. Pull the boot off and fill that sucker with grease and see if the noise quiets up.<br />  I would think that if it were a wheel bearing that when under load ( turning ) it would get noticably louder.||68.76.187.158||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||Dan D||07-30-2003||11:08 PM||||Yes, I've replaced the axles and cv boots at two seperate times.  Can a cv squeak?  I've only heard them click.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000010||Dan D||07-30-2003||11:58 PM||||Just got back from a check it out drive.  I drove around town, stop and go, sprints up to 60, slow turns fast turns:  Not a noise to be heard. <br /><br />I jumped on the interstate and did a mile and half run at 80mph.  I took it out of gear and moved into the exit ramp lane without braking and the noise re-appeared. I braked for the ramp and the noise did not change.  It did not change in rhythm as the car slowed through the ramp.  If i quickly moved the wheel back toward center the noise would stop and reapear as soon as I moved it back to the right.<br /><br />The noise, think sqeaky shopping cart wheel.<br /><br />So, it wouldn't happen untill I got the car up to high speed for a duration of time.  Brakes did not seem to have any effect on the noise except that the slower I got in speed, the less severe the noise sounded.<br /><br />Any more ideas?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000011||gvr4in||07-31-2003||12:03 AM||||You got a nice stereo man? Crank it! Just kiddin.<br /><br />Im not too sure of what your problem could be. Does it affect the steering/braking aspect at all? (the sound)||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000012||number3||07-31-2003||08:48 AM||||I have a similar problem. I am leaning towards a misaligned brake shield. I have been too lazy/busy to check it out, however.<br /><br />Make sure your wheel lugs are tight. Seems easy enough but I had one wheel start to loosen up on me once and caused a similar noise that you described, as well.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||iceman69510||07-31-2003||12:49 PM||||Dan,<br /><br />The grease you see concerns me.  It may be coming out of the front wheel bearing and being thrown around by wheel rotation.  If the bearing starts to go, this can cause more heat and make the grease thin and bleed out of the seal more readily.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000014||Dan D||07-31-2003||03:05 PM||||That's what I'm thinking.  The fact that I can't get any noise untill I've gone fast for a while (i.e. heated it up really good) makes me think the bearing is starting to go.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/002878.cgi
A||||4||tplesko||Selectable Cooling Fans||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||07-30-2003||10:11 AM||||Hey everyone,<br /><br />I know some of you have done this and yes I already searched.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I want to be able to turn on both fans from the drivers seat at will and still have them work as normal like the 2g fan mod VFAQ. I'd also like them to work if the key was out a la turbo timer. If someone (keydiver  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  where did your fans.pdf go?) would help me out I'll take pictures and make up a little VFAQ for everyone.||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||07-30-2003||10:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> keydiver   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   where did your fans.pdf go</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its baaaaack! I have to watch my web storage.||68.155.91.177||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-30-2003||01:35 PM||||Link?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />On a side-note, thread-jacking...  I pulled my d/s power window switches and started cleaning the contacts (signs of arcing everywhere).  I was contemplating doing the "auto window up" mod but realized how stupid that really is and changed my mind.  This is the kind of shit I do when I don't have any performance mods to do...  sad.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||07-30-2003||03:01 PM||||Hey Hertz no thread jacking!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Anyone out there gonna help? I know some of you have done this before. Who had the nifty carbon panels with the aircraft switches? He did this I think...||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||07-30-2003||03:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Link?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />On a side-note, thread-jacking...  I pulled my d/s power window switches and started cleaning the contacts (signs of arcing everywhere).  I was contemplating doing the "auto window up" mod but realized how stupid that really is and changed my mind.  This is the kind of shit I do when I don't have any performance mods to do...  sad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did the auto up mod as per the 1G vfaq, and it blew the hell out of my switch.  I had to repair a couple traces and fix a couple blown diodes.  So obviously it is different...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002879.cgi
A||||1||jayru||Can you use the fuel pressure gauge port on the Aero AFPR to get accurate fuel psi?||||5||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||07-30-2003||12:04 PM||||Because the AFPR is located after the injectors so does it give you the same Psi reading as before the injectors? <br /><br />Also Does any one make a an fitting that has a barb fitting at the end of it so i can atach the stock hose to it and use a clamp. I can't find it on jegs or doin a search  <br /><br />Update i got the fitting: i made it by adapting a male to male 6an and a twist lok hose end. Just for future refrence (if anyone else does a search in the future) But im still unsure of the gauge?<br /> Thanks in advance||24.229.174.50||reg||5||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-30-2003||01:31 PM||||Yes.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002880.cgi
A||||15||VR4coop||My rings are on there way out!!||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||07-30-2003||04:51 PM||coop529@aol.com||Did a compression test today because car felt like it had been gettin slower by the day for about the last month. First time i check doing a dry test it was 135,120,120,130 sounded a lil low, then did a wet test ( with oil to check the rings), i was 160, 165 on cyl, 2 & 3, no wonder the car felt slow... Just have to rebuild it over the winter and spend more money||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||07-30-2003||07:28 PM||||Have you tried an engine flush first. Sometimes the rings are stuck and gummed up due to the type of oil used. I had probably the worst compression numbers ever and that was almost 20kmi ago and the engine is still running fine and burns little oil.  Try a good flush like BG engine purge first or even the typical "motor flush" . Sometimes it takes 2 flushes to get all the crud out I know the first time I did it I literally had black sludge coming out in a slow small stream for about 10 mins.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||07-30-2003||07:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Sometimes it takes 2 flushes to get all the crud out I know the first time I did it I literally had black sludge coming out in a slow small stream for about 10 mins. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rich you SO dERRty!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||07-30-2003||08:55 PM||||Yeah, that BG engine purge is great stuff.  Cleared up my lifter tick sometime last year and it still hasnt been back.||209.86.144.116||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||VR4coop||07-31-2003||12:15 AM||||Hey Thanx alot for the advice, one question tho. Did it increase your power back to normal, like was the power gain noticable that u got back?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||07-31-2003||12:36 AM||||I noticed the enigne much smoother than before as well as it did seem to run better. This was with the car stock other than free mods and a muffler. I do an engine flush every 3rd oil change now since I'm using regular dino oil not synthetic.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||Ant||07-31-2003||08:27 AM||||I've never heard of this BG engine purge stuff but I can tell you this since we are talking about compression.<br /><br />I got 145-145-135-145  (4,3,2,1) on saturday.  I've been getting these numbers for past 10k miles so it don't bother me.<br />So I proceed to do a boost leak test and I hear a really bad leak, and it's coming from the worst possible place, the blow by nozzle on the mofo valve cover.<br /><br />Leakdown test shows 30%, 30%, 35%, 40%<br />I was pissed so I didn't check to see if I was getting leakdown in other places, will have to do another one this weekend and determine the exact cause.<br />POS car screws me again.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||07-31-2003||11:44 AM||||There was a thread about heavy blowby through the PCV on the NABR public board -- which is closed in observance.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||GalantVR41062||07-31-2003||11:56 AM||||Vice grip and pinch off the PCV valve, or go to a real set up and buy a vacume pump from a junk yard and get up to 15-16 Vac in you crank case.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000009||Ant||07-31-2003||12:13 PM||||Not the PCV.<br />Guess I am not naming it correctly, the nozzle on the side of the valve that should route back into the intake.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||07-31-2003||12:30 PM||||2 things we used to do in the shop, the bg engine purge(i got a qt sitting right here on my desk) and the 44k treatment.  the 44k treatment is you take a can of 44k, and feed it into the intake slowly while the car is running.  they even have a little kit for this.  then, you shut it down, and let it sit for several hours.  change plugs, start it up, and do a couple of wot runs.  both did amazing things, but the 44k was a tad better.  very similar to the mcc deal.  frees up the rings, and compression comes back.  i like the engine purge treatment, cause it removes ALL of the sludge from inside the motor, and after that, the oil stays really clean for a looong time.  <br /><br />1991 153/2000<br />kkk sheet white||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||07-31-2003||02:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ant:<br /><strong> Not the PCV.<br />Guess I am not naming it correctly, the nozzle on the side of the valve that should route back into the intake.<br /><br />Ant </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So that would be honest-to-goodness blow-by, then?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||07-31-2003||02:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> 2 things we used to do in the shop, the bg engine purge(i got a qt sitting right here on my desk) and the 44k treatment.  the 44k treatment is you take a can of 44k, and feed it into the intake slowly while the car is running.  they even have a little kit for this.  then, you shut it down, and let it sit for several hours.  change plugs, start it up, and do a couple of wot runs.  both did amazing things, but the 44k was a tad better.  very similar to the mcc deal.  frees up the rings, and compression comes back.  i like the engine purge treatment, cause it removes ALL of the sludge from inside the motor, and after that, the oil stays really clean for a looong time.  <br /><br />1991 153/2000<br />kkk sheet white </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken is the 44k treatment like an engine detergent?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||07-31-2003||04:21 PM||||the bg 44k is fuel treatment, like the mopar mcc.  we used to call it "car cocaine" cause it would make the cars run really good, no matter how bad it was before.  one day, we took an old exh valve, just coated in carbon and crud, soaked it in a jar of 44k overnite, the next day, it wiped completely clean.  i mean everything came off.  it looked new.  we used to put a can of 44k in each customer's car, no matter what, because we wanted the car owner to feel like they got something.  the stuff is like 15 bucks a can.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||markrieb||08-01-2003||01:45 PM||||Anybody have a particularly good place to buy the engine flush and 44K from?<br /><br />I've checked most my normal DSM and race vendors (DSS, RRE, BR, Baker Precision, Race Central, and Racer Parts Wholesale).<br /><br />Nobody local here carries it either.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000015||RayH||08-01-2003||01:54 PM||||<a href="http://www.bgfindashop.com/" target="_blank">BG Find a Shop</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum2/002881.cgi
A||||12||VR4coop||NOS on our motors?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||07-30-2003||05:25 PM||coop529@aol.com||Was wondering what you guys think about running NOS on our motors. Do you think it would be reliable with crower rods, ross pistons, metal headgasket and rebuilt head? Just wondering that you guys think||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||andy||07-30-2003||05:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> Was wondering what you guys think about running NOS on our motors. Do you think it would be reliable with crower rods, ross pistons, metal headgasket and rebuilt head? Just wondering that you guys think </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You and others might think I am an ass by saying this, but if you have to ask a question like that, you probably dont need to be using it. To answer your question, yes nitrous can be reliable, and yes a Ross/Crower setup can make mondo power and still be reliable, IF you know what you are doing. Its sounds to me like someone has given you the idea that nitrous blows stuff up just because. Its not the nitrous that randomly destroy motors, but the dumb mistakes people make.<br /><br />Stock rods and pistons are good for 500whp. 500whp is a fairly attainable goal with "streetable"(in my opnion) turbo. Work on making 500hp first, then start thinking about nitrous. If you arent worried about making over 500whp, I wouldnt worry about a Ross/Crower setup.||64.4.102.143||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000002||VR4coop||07-30-2003||05:55 PM||||I didnt have the idea that NOS blows every motor up, I was just wondering about the reliabily of it with our motors, and if the ross/crower combo would be a good idea if this is the route i wanted to go. <br />thanx for the help<br />coop||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||07-30-2003||07:00 PM||||NOS is reliable as long as you have spark, fuel and air to match. The right engine is also of course necessary that can hold up to the power and temps etc etc....||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||07-30-2003||07:14 PM||||Another obvious to this, is the AMOUNT of nitrous you plan on feeding through the engine.  Most stock fuel injected engines will handle a 50hp shot with little to no adverse effects.  However, put a 250+ shot on the same engine and forget it.  The nitrous itself wont destory the engine, but the lack of fuel/spark/supporting mods to go along with it most certainly will.||63.188.80.124||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||07-30-2003||07:32 PM||||I hate the word "NOS". That is a brand name, not a product. It is called N2O or nitrous. NOS is a word used (no offense to you guys) by honduh children. Sorry for the rant.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||07-30-2003||11:05 PM||||NOS is easier to type..I dont wanna reach for the 2 key   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Point taken, but I am honduh child, oh well...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||07-30-2003||11:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> NOS is easier to type..I dont wanna reach for the 2 key    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Point taken, but I am honduh child, oh well...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You do have a 4 door GSR.. Hey! At least its not a base model!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||Slugshot||07-31-2003||02:06 AM||||As long as it not Nos. I herd to kids that where not even old enough to drive talking about Nos. I like nitrous, it has taken seconds off my other cars. If used corectly it can be a huge HP advantage.||67.40.36.75||reg||1||Slugshot||00000479||yes
Z||000009||DSMotorsport||07-31-2003||11:21 AM||||I think the main missconception here is that nitrous is destructive in it's own right.  It's the same thing as saying "boost" blows up engines.<br /><br />The engine doens't care how power is made, the only thing that matters is that the engine is strong enought to make XXX HP.<br /><br />a 100HP NA engine with 400hp nitrous shot is taking the same stress as a 500hp turbo engine. (within 98% since Im strictly speaking in mechanical load..not thermal load)<br /><br />Im with andy in the point that if you have to ask about reliability of nitrous systems in general, then you haven't put enough research into how nitrous systems operate, are tuned, and maintained.  <br /><br />Dont use a nitrous kit unless you know yourself all the little pitfalls and how to avoid them.  you should know how to figure out the jet sizes, and have access to a wideband to set them correctly.||66.82.9.42||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||07-31-2003||11:31 AM||||I'm a complete novice on nitrous applications, aside from inhaling it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> , but the cooling properties of N2O make it more applicable to our engines.  However again, the quantity is the question.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/" target="_blank">Turbo magazine's article on DDP Galant VR-4</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||gvr4in||07-31-2003||04:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I'm a complete novice on nitrous applications, aside from inhaling it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whippits huh?||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000012||gsxtasee||08-01-2003||11:44 AM||||if you're in SoCal, there's a place close to me that you can fill N2O bottles w/o the sulfer dioxide... or so I heard on the internet...||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes



ubb/Forum2/002882.cgi
A||||11||neonturbo1995||Exhaust leak fix suggestions.???||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||07-30-2003||06:41 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||ok, I have a TERRIBLe exhaust leak so I took the car to a well known Import repair shop and they said that they would have to order gaskets, etc and that it would cost me about $250 to repair..ouch!  anyway, they said I need a "flange coupler at turbo".....anyone know what the hell they are talking about?  And, I have about $1000 just sitting here, so what should I do...maybe upgrade the turbo, etc???<br /><br />I car has a FMIC, and I was told that it has an EVO III exhaust manifold and ported EVO III O2 housing...and a 2.5" downpipe and 3" exhaust.<br /><br />Should I keep the EVO III parts or go with 2G ported parts?  What would you do here???  I need to fix this like YESTERDAY!!!||65.239.133.170||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-30-2003||06:58 PM||||We told you...."You should have bought a civic"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />Anyways, maybe they mean the manifold to turbo gasket is blown, you should be able to tell by all the dark soot from your exhaust.<br /><br />You probably need the ring and gasket that RRE sells, check their website.<br /><br />The Evo III is much better than stock 2G...you could port the Evo III if you want.<br /><br />what turbo does it have? Remember, just upgrading the turbo wont help, you will need fuel enrichment via pump, injectors and fuel management. <br /><br />Time for you to start using the search button!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||07-30-2003||07:12 PM||||I don't think they mean a gasket at all when they say "flange couplet at turbo", here is what they wrote verbatim:<br /><br />"Needs New manifold gasket, needs gasket from manifold to turbo, needs flange coupler at turbo, and oil return gasket."<br /><br />The car has a 300GT VR4 fuel pump, stock injectors, though.  If i upgrade the turbo, I will only go as big as a Big 16G, but a ported Regular 16G would probably do pretty well, or maybe a FrankJr.<br /><br />car has the stock turbo!||65.239.133.170||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||07-30-2003||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> <br /><br />"Needs New manifold gasket, needs gasket from manifold to turbo, needs flange coupler at turbo, and oil return gasket."<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe by 'flange coupler at turbo' they mean the band clamp holding the turbine housing to the center section. Sounds like they're just charging you for BS parts/labor. <br /><br />If you're local to any DSM'ers you should have them check it out..not some random shop that's going to tear your wallet a new one.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||07-30-2003||07:36 PM||||That sounds kinda flaky to me. I would find some local DSM guys/shop and see if they would look at it for you. Maybe even just take it to another shop and see if they say the same thing.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||07-30-2003||08:47 PM||||Probably talking about the spacer ring from mani to turbo that usually gets ported away.  If it is missing your gasket is more likely to fail and a shop not knowing or not wanting you coming back with the same concern will suggust you replace it along with new gaskets.<br /><br />And you will probably have broken studs when they try to get the mani off and they will charge you to drill and replace them too.||209.86.144.116||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||number3||07-30-2003||10:16 PM||||One thing that would help you is to put where you are from. The US of A is a pretty fuck huge chuck of land. Then once we know the general area (in the US of A) you are from we could recommend someone to help you, in that area.<br /><br />$250 isn't bad if the manifold has never been off, as long as they don't charge you for all the studs that will snap as they do the work.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||07-31-2003||12:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> The US of A is a pretty fuck huge chuck of land.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm laughing so hard I can't think of one smart ass comment to even make.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000008||TLT||07-31-2003||05:28 PM||||I'd recommend taking it to AMS, they are in the Chicago area.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com</a>||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000009||neonturbo1995||07-31-2003||08:54 PM||||yeah, i am going to.||65.239.133.204||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000010||number3||07-31-2003||09:49 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||07-31-2003||10:23 PM||||Chicago, eh?   Join the ChicagoDSM group on Yahoo.  They won't haze you too bad.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002883.cgi
A||||15||neonturbo1995||adjusting the clutch???||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||07-30-2003||06:53 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||ok, the car has an ACT 2600...It was in there when I bought it.  How the hell do I adjust the clutch....right now, you have to try to push it THROUGH the floor to get it into gear, then if you move a hair, it engauges....kind of makes it hard to drive!!||65.239.133.170||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-30-2003||06:59 PM||||check teamrip.com, they suggest on how to adjust the clutch<br /><br />Also, your pedal assembaly could be worn or some other clutch related issues...<br /><br />Do a search on here for ACT2600, clutch adjustent etc and you will find info....||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||TLT||07-31-2003||05:26 PM||||There's no clutch issues, not sure on the wear of the pedal though.<br /><br />It grabs right off the floor. <br /><br />Check out the link at TRE mentioned previously:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html" target="_blank">http://www.teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html</a>||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||07-31-2003||05:34 PM||||sorry to butt in, but were can you buy pedal assemblies from ? I asked the dealer and they had no clue what I was looking for ? Thanks||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||neonturbo1995||07-31-2003||09:07 PM||||I am thinking that if I bleed the system...and basically use thr teamrip steps, this will be ok.  Just a pain!||65.239.133.204||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000005||number3||07-31-2003||09:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> sorry to butt in, but were can you buy pedal assemblies from ? I asked the dealer and they had no clue what I was looking for ? Thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go to <a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">www.partznet.com</a> and call them they will know what you are looking for.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||silly4turbo||08-01-2003||12:08 AM||||"Go to <a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">www.partznet.com</a> and call them they will know what you are looking for.<br /><br />Harry "<br /><br /><br />thanks harry     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||08-01-2003||12:41 AM||||I'd check the master and slave first.  Also, if you have the stock original clutch fork, it can't hold the 2600.  It will flex and break.<br /><br />The 2600 takes alot of new parts to work right.  If anything was skipped, you will have problems pushing that PP in.<br /><br />2600 = working hydrolic system, new clutch fork and fulcrum.  A SS clutch line never hurts either.<br /><br />After 6 months after my 2600 I started to have problems.  I could never get it to work right.  One day the clutch fork broke on me.  A new fork and fulcrum, and SS line fixed everything along with a rebuid to the clutch slave and master.<br /><br />I still don't have any probems and it's been about two years.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||08-01-2003||12:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> .  Also, if you have the stock original clutch fork, it can't hold the 2600.  It will flex and break.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't tell me that!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I dread the day ! <br /><br />I guess Im just waiting?||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||08-01-2003||02:03 AM||||i made a longer slave pushrod out of an old solid mopar pushrod and a grinding wheel. it made my clutch feel much nicer. though, tha act 2600 is stupidy heavy. someone needs to invent a 10.5" clutch for the 4g63  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||138.89.84.28||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||08-01-2003||02:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> i made a longer slave pushrod out of an old solid mopar pushrod and a grinding wheel. it made my clutch feel much nicer. though, tha act 2600 is stupidy heavy. someone needs to invent a 10.5" clutch for the 4g63   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />-luke- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My 2600 feels stock now! Im so used to it its crazy!<br /><br />I hopped into Rich's car the other day and it felt like I was pushing in the accelerator with my left foot! <br /><br />I guess my left leg is like 2" bigger in diameter now, haha!||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||silly4turbo||08-04-2003||01:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> sorry to butt in, but were can you buy pedal assemblies from ? I asked the dealer and they had no clue what I was looking for ? Thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go to <a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">www.partznet.com</a> and call them they will know what you are looking for.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sorry to steal this thread but I <br />concelli mitsu and they don't really know what I'm looking for. they said each bushing or what not is sold sepretly and unless I know which one, they can't help me... I asked if there was a complete kit, they said no...each part is sold seperate. any ideas on what to ask for ?<br />I want to replace whatever's in there that may make a sqeeking noise ?  <br />Thanks <br />jon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||08-04-2003||02:57 PM||||Do you have the DSM Manual CD with CAPS? There are alot of parts in there, because the clutch pedal assembly is slipped inside the brake pedal assembly. You have to look for it under "BRAKE", "BRAKE AND CLUTCH PEDAL ASSEMBLY" in CAPS. If you only want the bushings, they are part numbers MB534210 (QTY 2), MB534211, and  MB058634. While you're in there, you might want to replace the lever that I think Harry says wears, MB844603. If you're real anal about getting rid of the squeak, you could replace every nut, washer, lever, and pedal, but I can't tell you where your noise is coming from.||68.153.64.101||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||silly4turbo||08-04-2003||03:05 PM||||thanks jeff,<br /> I'll start with those bushings and the lever that harry mentioned and go from there ... it's hard to pin point the sound, but's it's coming from the pedal assembly area ... <br />thanks||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||08-04-2003||07:21 PM||||Those bushings are plastic (nylon) and they will wear out. <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/index.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/index.htm</a> has a steel bushing kit (5th item down) that would be better. If you replace the plastic bushings, you'll have the same problem in the future. Do some more research so you only have to fix it once.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000015||curtis||08-05-2003||12:10 AM||||I got that joke luke <br />I'm another born again mustang guy||67.25.38.216||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/002884.cgi
A||||8||Akidosigh1||CE Light off, new problem||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||07-30-2003||10:37 PM||||my check engine light is on. I just got my engine put back together and all that and i had to drive it home which was a 50 mile trek. the light was on before i left and i know 2 things were wrong at that time. I needed a 60 amp fusible link and my brother said something about putting a fitting on the end of a white wire that hooks to the alternator. I did the 60 amp fuse and haven't got to the alternator wire yet but does anyone believe that could be it? <br /><br />at idle, the car is really lean according to my a/f guage and sometimes its so lean it doesn't even show. the idle is lumpy too.... but it is really smooth when driving it. my brother told me it might need a tune up too but we put the old plugs and wires in for the break in... have NGKs and magnecores waiting.... does anyone know what it could be? I don't have a datalogger yet either...  also, would the datalogger tell me exactly why the check engine light is on? <br /><br />someone help cause i don't really want to turn the boost up until the check engine light is off...||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||k91||07-31-2003||09:43 AM||||Yes a datalogger will tell you exactly what error is setting off the CEL  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Try this <a href="http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html" target="_blank">http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html</a> until you get a logger.||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||07-31-2003||10:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> my check engine light is on. I just got my engine put back together and all that and i had to drive it home which was a 50 mile trek. the light was on before i left and i know 2 things were wrong at that time. I needed a 60 amp fusible link and my brother said something about putting a fitting on the end of a white wire that hooks to the alternator. I did the 60 amp fuse and haven't got to the alternator wire yet but does anyone believe that could be it? <br /><br />at idle, the car is really lean according to my a/f guage and sometimes its so lean it doesn't even show. the idle is lumpy too.... but it is really smooth when driving it. my brother told me it might need a tune up too but we put the old plugs and wires in for the break in... have NGKs and magnecores waiting.... does anyone know what it could be? I don't have a datalogger yet either...  also, would the datalogger tell me exactly why the check engine light is on? <br /><br />someone help cause i don't really want to turn the boost up until the check engine light is off... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The A/F gage doesn't work right away after you start your car.  You have to wait for the engine to warm up to operating temps before you can get a full reading.  And since you don't drive it hard untill it is warmed up (RIGHT?), you don't need the a/f gage during warm up.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR41062||07-31-2003||11:59 AM||||Wow flashy light tunners.  You guys are funny, get a wide band O2 sensor and really see what your running for AFs all the time.  $250-300 for a DIY assembled(I think thats what it costs).  Then you only need a dyno to tell you HP numbers.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||07-31-2003||09:51 PM||||i don't tune by the a/f guage... i just look at it, and the car will be warmed up and still be lean at idle...||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||07-31-2003||10:36 PM||||you only need to worry what it reads at WOT.  Even then, it is just a back up tool.  You need a logger.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Akidosigh1||08-01-2003||07:26 PM||||i ordered a TMO logger last night and i went and did the 12v buzzer method to read the engine code... it was a 31... i found out that my brother didn't plug in the knock sensor.... :-\<br /><br />while doing that, i saw my breather had broke and noticed some oil around the spark plug cover... took it off and there was a puddle of oil in it... soad it up and took out my spark plugs and they were black and the #4 had oil on it... so i put in my NGKs and my magnecore wires today as well... <br /><br />My check engine light is off but i still have a problem. my idle is all over the place... starts at 1000 and then drops to 500 and keeps doing it... any new suggestions on what my problem could be now? would taking the little paper silencer behind the MAS mess the idle up?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||08-02-2003||02:55 PM||||What happens when you ground pin #10 to set the idle? Or, what happens when you turn the A/C on? Does the idle settle down, or get worse?||68.158.100.162||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||08-02-2003||08:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> would taking the little paper silencer behind the MAS mess the idle up? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002885.cgi
A||||1||galantvr4||Eclipse Oil Cooler location||||1||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||07-31-2003||01:07 AM||galantvr4@aol.com||where do you guys have this mounted and what AN fittings and Line size do i need||198.81.26.80||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-31-2003||02:33 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001839" target="_blank">Howard install</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002886.cgi
A||||6||mromik||going to swap to 2G MAS some questions||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||07-31-2003||02:13 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||A friend of mine is going to Japan on the 4 th of august.<br />How to explain him what MAS to find there for me?<br />any models, part numbers, type of cars from wich I can use MAS?<br />What else should I change to install  2G MAS?<br /><br />Thanks/||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||07-31-2003||11:10 AM||||good question. the japanese didnt get the eclipse (nor talon im guessing) so i dont even know if there are 2G mas's in japan. mebe the TT V6 galant mas's work.<br /><br />but for the 2G mas you need some kind of connector to connect it to the 1G sensor. dunno much about it tho as i dont have the 2G mas yet (this sunday tho:) and otherwise i think thats about it. i know its a good idea to get a fuel controller and run 550 injectors but its not necessary.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||07-31-2003||11:20 AM||||In the U.S, almost any 1995 through 1999 (I believe) Mitsu vehichle that uses a MAS sensor has the "2G" style MAS.  I would think that elsewhere would be very similar.  The one I have is from a 97 N/A Galant.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||07-31-2003||12:45 PM||||Have him check 93 to 97 Galant 4 cylinder models.<br />Part number you want ends in "609".<br /><br />Japan did get the 2g, but only a few 96 and 98 models, mostly Spyders.  They had the 4g63 turbo in them.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-31-2003||02:24 PM||||Did it come in a few Monteros/Pajeros?||12.247.128.70||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||07-31-2003||02:43 PM||||Check <a href="http://www.vfaq.com." target="_blank">www.vfaq.com.</a>  I think there's a list of model numbers for the MAS, and what cars it came on.  There are actually a few different MAS's that will work; they all function the same.  They just have a few slightly different part numbers.  To make it plug and play, just cut the plug out of a 1G style MAS from a junkyard and solder it into the 2G MAS's harness.  If the MAS he brings you doesn't have a plug/harness on it, use an ignition plug (I think) from a 2G style car, such as the 94-97 Galants.  This is all in the VFAQ.||134.10.12.75||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||07-31-2003||02:48 PM||||You could just get one here, they're easy and cheap enough. I think you'll need one from an EVO 4. <a href="http://www.mitsubishigraveyard" target="_blank">www.mitsubishigraveyard</a> has them with harness for like 100 beans, much easier than shipping or trying to get an electronics box with wiring sticking out of it on the plane.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/002887.cgi
A||||13||jonvr4||Sonata GLS=2.4L?||||2||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-31-2003||01:25 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||which hyndai sonata model has the 2.4L? I located<br />a GLS at a local junk yard, and the short block assembly is $46.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I'll be one happy camper if this is it!||4.18.96.130||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||07-31-2003||01:28 PM||||My mom has a sonata but she has the V-6 one, I think you can get a GLS in 4 and 6 cyl and just a GLS is a 4 cyl and a GLS V6 is of course the V-6||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||07-31-2003||01:29 PM||||it's a four cylinder, dohc.||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Jon||07-31-2003||02:16 PM||||The V6 is supposed to be the same short block as the non turbo 3000GT.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||07-31-2003||02:17 PM||||that may be a 4G63 there--the 2.4 came from 89-91 I beleive...then it went to a 4G63 ..my 2.4 came from a 89 sonata.  This is the block you want to use cause there is no extra machining involved...and besides most salvage yard owners don`t think that a 89 hundai motor is worth much...hehehe the joy of the hybrid...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||07-31-2003||02:22 PM||||Is there also a MightyMax/Ram 50 that is a 2.4, or was that a 2.3?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||07-31-2003||03:10 PM||||the sonata i found is a 91 i think||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||07-31-2003||03:47 PM||||Are we all sure that Hyundai engine parts are interchangable with Mitsu?  I read somewhere, which I cannot confirm, that eventhough they're Mitsu designs, they're manufactured by Hyundai due to some sort of trade restrictions between Korea/Japan.  Does anyone have details on this rumor?||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||07-31-2003||06:38 PM||||<a href="http://cars.msn.com" target="_blank">http://cars.msn.com</a>  or  <a href="http://carpoint.msn.com" target="_blank">http://carpoint.msn.com</a>  for the car info and it also has the engine size and such.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://autos.msn.com/vip/singleyear.aspx?modelid=1363&src=vip" target="_blank">http://autos.msn.com/vip/singleyear.aspx?modelid=1363&src=vip</a><br /><br />The 91 has a 2.4l||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||07-31-2003||07:12 PM||||Thanks a ton, looks like i'll have a 2.4 by the end of the week  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||08-13-2003||09:23 PM||||So whatever happened to this project ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||1quickvr4||08-13-2003||09:39 PM||||Yes we have a winner, I figured everyone knew this by know but this is the shortblock you use for a 2.4 motor, Its the cheapest and easiest to find.||209.245.228.95||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000012||jonvr4||08-15-2003||02:27 PM||||i went to pull the engine and it had a 2.0l bottom end. i think they swapped out the 2.4l after it blew. i was pissed, needless to say. but i am still keeping my eyes peeled for another one.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000013||1quickvr4||08-15-2003||03:18 PM||||They will have a raised 2.4 on the block in the front in plain vew.||67.31.254.84||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/002888.cgi
A||||3||driftin galant||new turbo timer not worky?||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||07-31-2003||02:56 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||i have installed a new apex'i turbo timer and it does not seem to be working when i turn off the car it turns off, is't supossed to keep it on or does it have to be driven hard?||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||07-31-2003||03:01 PM||||you have to drive it so hard that smoke is coming from the engine bay, and the brakes...then it will work<br /><br />it isn't hooked up correctly.||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||driftin galant||07-31-2003||03:29 PM||||how can you not hook it up correctly?  it pluges into the harnes then you hook up the e-brake and a ground it is pretty easy. btw i have not even really driven it hard. like not above 30 an no boost.||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000003||Sam Sayes||07-31-2003||03:32 PM||||Erik,<br /><br />double check on your ground hookup.<br />Also double check where it plugs into the harness of the car.<br /><br />Good luck<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/sayes/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/sayes/</a>||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum2/002889.cgi
A||||7||spoulson||Replacing CV boots?||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||07-31-2003||03:53 PM||spoulson2@comcast.net||Is it generally good practice to replace the boots on axles if they look like their ready to split, but still drive normal (no clicking, etc.)?<br /><br />I just remembered that while pulling my trans, that the axles had some signs of cracking, but not all the way through.  If I repair this now, should I expect the CVs to last?  Or do CV joints tend to wear out eventhough the boot isn't torn?||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-31-2003||04:17 PM||||I can get half shafts for $50-60 and when a CV boot rips/tear I just replace the axle for $20 more. IMO axles are easier to replace then boots (Less messy also).||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||k91||08-01-2003||09:19 AM||||Yeah, just replace the entire axle.  You have to pull the axle out anyways to replace the boot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||08-01-2003||09:23 AM||||I replaced just the boots.  It isn't that bad.<br /><br />Three words.<br /><br />Snap ring plyers.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||08-01-2003||10:32 AM||||Like I said, the axles are already out from the trans pull.  I just read the VFAQ on rebuilding the axles.<br /><br />If I am only replacing worn boots, should I really go through the means to rebuild and pack in new grease?  It does seem like a lot more work and tools than just the boots.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||08-01-2003||10:58 AM||||When I did mine, I didn't know there was a cheap place to get axles.  I do think the v-faq makes it look harder then it really is, but it is messy.||12.34.246.36||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||08-01-2003||04:31 PM||||Avoid the mess and the hassle. Get a new halfshaft.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||08-02-2003||12:59 AM||||i did it. its messy. but i'm glad i did it, it wasn't very hard. just messy. use synthetic grease. i'd just do the boots. as its easy and cheaper  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />good luck||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/002890.cgi
A||||2||boostx||DSM MAF Translator ||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||07-31-2003||04:38 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||how many of you are using DSM MAF Translator <br />and what times or hp <br />can it support 400+hp||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||07-31-2003||05:00 PM||||not sure how much hp it can support ,but i got the MAFT and 3" maf. so far im loving it no problems i just swapped it out for my stock maf and put a universal filter on it. running 17lbs of boost, it spools up quicker i give it that much. ill be going to a blow thru in a few weeks then ill tune it on the dyno, for now its just logged on the highway and tuned.<br /><br />hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||boostx||07-31-2003||06:52 PM||||thanks for the info <br />please keep me posted||162.84.190.24||reg||1||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum2/002891.cgi
A||||9||mixx2001||Do I have this PCV thing down?||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||07-31-2003||05:09 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||Ok the PCV valve opens (not sure when) and vent's to the intake manifold, right?  And the breather hose vents to the intake hose after the MAF.  What discerns what goes through the PCV valve and what goes through the breather hose when the PCV valve is open?  I'm buring a lot of oil and have siginifacnt turbo lag (due to I think some boost leaks).  I know a bad PCV valve will cause extra oil to be blown out the oil cap/dipstick and breather hose, but is that also considered a boost leak?<br /><br />I talked to a couple of techs here and they said that (at least on most German cars) the breather hose is sourced from a specific location via channels in the VC.||65.165.18.9||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||07-31-2003||05:57 PM||||Good post. I think that the breather's always open wheras the PCV valve is vac operated. Since they're both on the valvecover, i have no idea when one works and one doesn't.  If you have oil coming out, the seal on the cap could be bad, the rings could be bad on your pistons too. Is your dipstick blowing out?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Ian M||07-31-2003||09:14 PM||||The PCV is supposed to be closed during WOT boost/heavy load,and idle conditions. <br /><br /> Its basically a one-way check valve. Under light cruising,when theres no vaccum present,the ball inside will drop into into a cavity and allow air to pass. Thats the rattle you hear when you shake a PCV valve.<br /><br /> Once vaccum is present (idle),the ball should be pulled up onto its seat,blocking air passage. If theres a backfire (or boost in our case),the ball will go to the other side of the cavity and seal the other end.||129.71.114.81||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000003||rickthehick||07-31-2003||11:28 PM||||Quote from Bimmubishi:"I think that the breather's always open wheras the PCV valve is vac operated."     the term "PCV" stands for Possitive Crankcase Ventilation, so when the preasure in the crankcase become possitive it blows out of the pcv valve and when it becomes negetive it sucks the pcv valve shut so it can suck FILTERED air through the breather hose.  so yah you hit it on the nose.||65.103.15.67||reg||1||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||08-01-2003||05:37 AM||||Any air going in through the breather or PCV are both filtered.  So what is the difference between air going in/out the PCV versus breather?  i.e. if the PCV is broken or clogged, why does it cause problems when the breather is open all the time?||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||RayH||08-01-2003||11:55 AM||||I think the problem is if the pcv valve is not working, intake pressure under boost will leak into the the valve cover pressurizing it.  This dissipates through the breather and possibly causing enough pressure to push the dipstick out?  So a bad pcv valve ends up being a boost leak.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||08-01-2003||01:53 PM||||Is it reasonable to reloate the PCV hose to a non-pressurized source, such as where the breather hose goes before the turbo?||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||08-01-2003||06:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Is your dipstick blowing out? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My dipstick used to blow out, so I put a little duct tape around the worn rubber where it seals, and that fixed it.  But I was still using a ton of oil.  So I checked the PCV valve and it rattled, but didn't seem to seal, so I replaced it.  That was yesterday so I don't know what effect it will have on my oil consuption problem yet.  I think my rings are probably worn so thats more than likely where most of my oils going.  I have a JDM motor with only about 10k on top of what ever it had to begin with, and didn't rebuild it, so that's a factor.  But it didn't start going through so much oil until recently, like somethings happend.  I always thought blow by due to poor compression was more of a gradual thing.||24.167.179.58||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||08-01-2003||06:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Is it reasonable to reloate the PCV hose to a non-pressurized source, such as where the breather hose goes before the turbo? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There are some guy's over at DSMTalk that use a catch can for the breather and PCV.  Not sure how that works out though.||24.167.179.58||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||08-01-2003||06:35 PM||||I use a catch can.  I have the VC breather and PCV both routed into a brass "T" fitting, which then goes into the catch can.  A line from the catch can then goes to my Dejon intake pipe.  The charcoal canister just vents to atmosphere.  I got my catchcan from RRE, and it came with a filter on the top, but I removed that and closed it off.  The VC breather and PCV were both designed by the factory to see vacuum, so they could vent into the intake, so I thought I'd retain this system, and just put the catchcan in there to remove the oily crap.||134.10.12.78||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002892.cgi
A||||24||jayru||Question about 14b spool up time?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||07-31-2003||06:09 PM||||My car see's boost right away when im on the highway. if i just jive like an 8'th throttle it sees full boost. Is this normal for a 14b because it is really killing my gas mileage.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-31-2003||06:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> My car see's boost right away when im on the highway. if i just jive like an 8'th throttle it sees full boost. Is this normal for a 14b because it is really killing my gas mileage. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I never had a fast spooling 14b (pre turbo exh leaks), but my b16g gets full spool at 3200.<br /><br />Do you have an aftermarket boost gauge? Are you reading 'full spool' off of your stocker?||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||07-31-2003||06:18 PM||||X psi does not equal Y flow of air.  You have a throttle plate yes? It only lets so much air flow at a certain angle. That is perfectly normal behavior, if you're getting bad gas mileage you have A.) a boost leak. B.) a bad O2.  C.) something else wrong that you're not telling us about.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||jayru||07-31-2003||09:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> X psi does not equal Y flow of air.  You have a throttle plate yes? It only lets so much air flow at a certain angle. That is perfectly normal behavior, if you're getting bad gas mileage you have A.) a boost leak. B.) a bad O2.  C.) something else wrong that you're not telling us about. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't believe im "not" telling something. I must have the weirdest VR4 on the planet bcs everytime i post a problem or something no one has ever heard of it; I'll try to clarify. <br /><br />The car has a stock 14b, 550cc injectors, high-flow 255 pump, 2Gmas, True cold air intake(takes air from inside the fender under where the battery usto be; straight shot to the turbo), a 2 1/2" exhaust, and a MBC set at 14psi. <br /><br />When i am on the highway at 75mph the car is at around 3200-3400rpm. as soon as i step on the gas the boost gauge(taken off of the intake after the throttle plate) reads full boost with only very light pedal travel(about an 8'th of the way down). I only get around 12-15mpg even before the pump and injectors. O'2 seems to cycle/read properly. <br /><br />If the throttle is only an 8'th open i don't understand why the manifold get's full boost. Is this normal? Mabye my BOV isn't working properly?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||07-31-2003||09:36 PM||||The reason people seem to look with a cocked head at your posts is because of the ideas that come out of your head. <br /><br />i.e    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">   don't understand why the manifold get's full boost. Is this normal? Mabye my BOV isn't working properly?<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wtf does the bov have to do with anything here?  Everytime someone has mentioned or asked if you have done intake leak test, you never address the isue. Have you? <br /><br />You say as soon as you step <br />on the gas at 3xxx rpm.  Are we talking <br />milliseconds or 2 seconds?<br /><br />p.s. I'm trying to help, not be an ass.  You're questions relating to problems are never stated clearly, so I'm probing for conclusive evidence.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||number3||07-31-2003||09:42 PM||||Your gas mileage blows because you are running a High pressure pump and 550s with a 14b. That is WAY too MUCH fuel for that turbo, esp. for 14psi.<br /><br />Is your 02 sensor new?  Do you have a adjustable FPR? Do you have Fuel pressure gauge?<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||VR6 Eater||07-31-2003||09:49 PM||||A pocketlogger and some form of fuel management is also desperatly needed.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000007||jayru||07-31-2003||09:58 PM||||I ask why does the manifold have full boost because the throttle is only an 8'th of the way open. Ive worked on turbocharged Z cars for years and you could rev it to 6000 while driving if you wanted and make no boost. as long as you didn't put your foot down more than half way. Are mitsuS difrent?<br /><br /> And the bov could possibly have something to do with it bcs if it is working correctly it should recirculate the boost at part throttle back into the intake no? So my question i think is a valid one, why do i have full boost at an 8'th throttle?<br /><br />Everyone gets so nasty right away on this site. Dan D mabye i took your post the wrong way, but all i am trying to do is learn about these cars with a little help from people with experience with them. And your advice is greatly appreciated. and yes i have done a leak test, no lleaks. <br /><br />To answer the other reply. I only installed the injectors and pump recently. the gas mielage was a problem before w all the stock components. An AFPR will be installed this weekend though.<br /><br />Edit: sorry i forgot to mention i do have a logger. The o'2 trim cycles between 140ish and 100. O'2 volts are in the .84 range. I pulled the plugs tonight and they dont look rich but are a little too clean for my taste(mabye a little lean) but then why is my gas mileage so shitty?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000008||number3||07-31-2003||10:04 PM||||Is the 02 sensor new?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||jayru||07-31-2003||10:10 PM||||no, im not shure how old it is it looks very clean though. The guy said he had replaced it about 6 mon before i bought the car(also bcs he said the gas mileage was shity). <br /><br />To address another issue stated before, I never thought i would need this much fuel for my setup as well but the car was just too lean with the stock injectors and then the stock pump couldn't give the 550's enough fuel, so before you know it i got all these fuel components that i thought i wouldn't need but did. I did upgrade to the 2G mas and my intake supply's alot of air so mabye that's why||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||07-31-2003||10:18 PM||||How fast does your O2 voltage cycle?<br /><br />You make no mention of what type of fuel pressure regulation you have (i.e. "not" telling us something.)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    IF you don't have an AFPR you'll certainly be dumping a shitload of fuel.<br /><br />Is your throttle position sensor telling you that your throttle cable is out?  Is 1/8th throttle literally 12.5%?  (minimum shown should be 10, max 100) Tell us what your logger/ECU thinks the throttle is at.  You got the tools, use them!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Also getting spool at 4000rpm, 85mph is not crazy.  I can build some pretty fat boost in 5th gear with 1/4 throttle.  Wait, you said on the highway...  that's about 115mph, right?||67.162.75.65||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||jayru||07-31-2003||10:29 PM||||O'2 cycles real rapidly up and down <br />Logger says tps is at 25 when it makes full boost at 3200-3400 rpm 5th gear. <br /><br />Yes i have no doubt i made the problem worse by installing the fuel component's but the problem was there before the upgrades. Also with all that fuel and stock turbo i thought my spark plugs would be fouled but their clean (almost too clean)||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000012||number3||07-31-2003||10:30 PM||||If your running lean your gas mileage should not be poor. <br /><br />BTW no way you need that much fuel with that turbo. Change out the fule filter lately?<br /><br />Check you gas cap etc to make sure it seals good.  Maybe the gas is evaporating?<br /><br />It does in my monster miata.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||jayru||07-31-2003||10:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> If your running lean your gas mileage should not be poor. <br /><br />BTW no way you need that much fuel with that turbo. Change out the fule filter lately?<br /><br />Check you gas cap etc to make sure it seals good.  Maybe the gas is evaporating?<br /><br />It does in my monster miata.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's exactly what i couldn't figure out? if the plugs show lean why am i wasting gas. I'll have to look into the gas cap thing. The fuel filter is brand new<br /><br />Whats even weirder is with all that fuel i am still getting a little knock like 8 or 10 at the top of the rpm range 3rd and fourth.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000014||Dan D||07-31-2003||10:59 PM||||Shot's in Dark:<br /><br />How are your lifters?  Noisy or quiet.  When my lifters act up enough to trip the knock sensor and the timing goes to shit, I get much worse gas mileage.<br /><br />You pressure tested the intake tract post turbo and no leaks.  Did you try caping off the ends of your turbo intake pipe itself and check for sources of Post MAS, pre turbo leaks.  <br /><br />Unless the bov is leaking out to the atmosphere, which your boost leak test says no it's not,  then anything the bov does is closed loop so therefore should not affect fuel delivery.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000015||jayru||07-31-2003||11:06 PM||||My lifters do act up sometimes (real rare) but the knock dosent go off when im crusin full boost 3200-3400 25 tps. <br /><br />I'll try to save up for an afc and tune it a little. <br /><br />But i guess i still never got my first question answered Is it normal to see full boost with only 25 on the tps?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000016||slvrblt||07-31-2003||11:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> My lifters do act up sometimes (real rare) but the knock dosent go off when im crusin full boost 3200-3400 25 tps. <br /><br />I'll try to save up for an afc and tune it a little. <br /><br />But i guess i still never got my first question answered Is it normal to see full boost with only 25 on the tps? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I do all the time. I have a 14b exhaust wheel and a 13g compressor wheel, but that really makes no difference to your question. I boost to 16psi with about 25-30% tps. It also depends on the gear your in and the RPMs.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000017||josh91vr4||07-31-2003||11:53 PM||||I don't get full boost @ 1/8 throttle, stock, engine needing rebuild. However, cruising at 80, popping the gas down to 1/8 from nothing does pop your head back a bit, and keeps pulling it a little. nothing like full boost though.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000018||Ian M||07-31-2003||11:59 PM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]if the plugs show lean why am i wasting gas. <br />[/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />  With todays unleaded junk gas,reading the plugs is pretty inconclusive. Even running fat (which you are..) the plugs will still look white.||129.71.114.81||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000019||jayru||08-01-2003||12:58 AM||||well here's another thing to throw into the loop. <br />I checked my fuel trims and they are: Low 114, Mid 105, and high 139. <br /><br />How the hell is this possible? Ive got 550's and a 255lph pump and my trims are showing lean?||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000020||GalantVR41062||08-01-2003||01:45 AM||||The 2g mas on the Galant fuel maps/1g with no AFC will make your head spin, get rid of the 2g mas or get a AFC.  Full boost at 1/4 throtle is not un heard of at that rpm range and gear.  Then your going to tell us how your tunning with the AF at .86volts... get a wideband O2 sensor.   <br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000021||keydiver||08-01-2003||10:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>  And the bov could possibly have something to do with it bcs if it is working correctly it should recirculate the boost at part throttle back into the intake no? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, the BOV should only open upon decelleration/high vacuum. It shouldn't be open while you're accelerating at all.<br /><br />You will be very lean at higher RPM's using the 2G MAS with 550's, because, in my experience, the 2G MAS/550 combo is not an even swap for 1G/450's like I've often heard. I've always had to add another 10-15% at 6500 to get a .91-.92 O2. I'm working on a chip now, in my own car, that puts the 2G MAS map into our chip, reduces the injector pulsewidth for the 550's, and puts more injector deadtime in for the 550's too. So far, the trims look very close, but I need more time to tune it. <br />The 14b is a VERY efficient little turbo, so it doesn't surprise me that it winds up so fast. What is the "full boost" you keep mentioning?? How many psi are you running?||68.158.110.241||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||08-01-2003||11:52 AM||||You still didn't say if you have an AFPR...  if you're using the stock fuel pressure regulator, you'll have some problems no matter what.||67.162.75.65||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000023||jayru||08-01-2003||12:18 PM||||yes i mentioned i have an AFPR but it's not in the car yet( im wating for some fittings) So no doubt i made the gas meilage worse, however the problem was there before. My o2 sensor seeems to be fine(i did some research last night and it does what it should cycle quickly ect.<br /><br />Also Keydiver the boost is set at 15 psi but wether it was at 10 or 15 i still get full boost at 3200-3400 in 5th gear 25tps. I guess my understanding of the blowoff valve is diffrent on these cars. All the other stock ones ive used on other cars Recurlate the intake air at part throttle.<br /><br />O and at 10psi the fuel trim was worse hi 140 and the o2 volts were lower My guess is the extra boost raises the fuel pressure giving me a little more fuel up top||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000024||Dan D||08-01-2003||12:22 PM||||The bov sort of does.  It's not supposed to, but they do leak some.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/002893.cgi
A||||5||mcedar44||Big 16g vs Evo III turbo||||1||||mcedar44||00001043
Z||000000||mcedar44||07-31-2003||07:24 PM||dmcelroy@hrg-inc.com||I thought that the big 16g was of a evo III.  Slowboy Racing is selling evo III turbos. <a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/EVO%2016g/EVO16g.html" target="_blank">http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/EVO%2016g/EVO16g.html</a><br />The turbo definitly looks to have bigger openings on the exhaust housing.  And the flange to the manifold is different.  Has anybody ever seen this turbo before or which evo it came from.<br /><br />Darren<br />196/1000||68.82.143.165||reg||1||mcedar44||00001043||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||07-31-2003||07:58 PM||||According to Robert of Forced Performance, the EVO3 version of the 7cm turbine housing has a better wastegate passage design and has a higher nickel content (read stronger/better heat-fatigue resistance).  The compressor wheel is the regular old Big 16g wheel housed in the good-old tod5h housing.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||07-31-2003||08:17 PM||||HAHAHAHAHA!  Sorry, I just about fell out of my chair when I saw Obsidian White for Dan's car color.  I'm still laughing.||209.86.133.160||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||10-14-2003||01:30 PM||||so nobody else has any other opinions on the comparison of these two turbos?  is the evo III really worth the extra money or just a good port job on the big 16g be good enough...???||66.188.114.112||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||10-14-2003||01:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong> so nobody else has any other opinions on the comparison of these two turbos?  is the evo III really worth the extra money or just a good port job on the big 16g be good enough...??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how much are we talking?  the evo3 is a lot lighter, too.  and the turbine housing is a lot more resistant to cracking.  check out the forced performance site, they have it in different stages.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||10-14-2003||02:22 PM||||Tiny bit of difference in overall weights.  However, the exhaust impeller is half the weight of the stock big 16.  So spool up times are about 500 rpm sooner in some cases, depending on your mods.  At between 5 and 600 bucks, you're not getting THAT much over a stock big 16 for the money.  It has a tiny bit bigger wheel as well, but it is still rated at 550 cfm.  If you already have a big 16, not worth the upgrade unless you are autocrossing and need the boost coming in lower and were contemplating a bit T-28 to get your spool times down to around 2500 or so.  Now if you just have a stock 14b, it just depends on if you want to spend that extra money.  You can buy the new 7cm s/s housing from a bunch of shops for around 185, so if you could find a shelled big 16 with a bad housing for cheap and rebuild it yourself, then send it off to be balanced, you'd save around 2-300 bucks.  Personally for the 600, I'd be looking at spending the extra 300 and going with a PTE hybrid.<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/002894.cgi
A||||3||rickthehick||question about the BOV||||5||||rickthehick||00001839
Z||000000||rickthehick||07-31-2003||10:24 PM||||Would be ok to remove the hose off the bov that goes back into the air intake hose? and plug the intake hole and put a breather type thing on the bov so no foreign objects get in there.  i want to do this because i was pulling the air box and i ripped that bov hose, but i didnt know about it until i drove it, it kept dying when i let out of it, but when i got into it, it really threw my head back.||65.103.15.67||reg||5||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||07-31-2003||10:28 PM||||Yes.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||07-31-2003||10:29 PM||||Make sure you cap off the intake pipe and be prepared for some stalling/hesitation.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||rickthehick||07-31-2003||11:20 PM||||cool, thanks||65.103.15.67||reg||1||rickthehick||00001839||yes



ubb/Forum2/002895.cgi
A||||16||driftin galant||BIG TIME SCARE||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||07-31-2003||10:55 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||ok i got the car running, and everything was going great, i was on the freeway going  about 65 when all of a sudden the transfer case, sezied and exploded. i did not hear anything beacuse the exhaust is loud.  so any way i did 3 or 4 spins on the high way it was scary as shit, the galant was not hurt, thank god. so any way if any one has not gotten there transfercase reacall done or any think about getting it done.  if any one has a transfer case i need one, it has 22 splines in and 21 splines out. thanks||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||07-31-2003||10:58 PM||||glad you are ok||65.227.217.199||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||07-31-2003||11:17 PM||||That sucks, i may have one of these also. i have to check what spline count it has, but i'll check as soon as i have a chance.||12.211.242.195||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||07-31-2003||11:31 PM||||Glad you're OK,dude. <br /><br /> I personally know three people this has happened to on the interstate going 70+ mph,fortunatly all of them have avoided having an accident.<br /><br /> CHECK YOUR TRANSFER CASE FLUID REGULARLY!! I look under my car for leaks almost daily,and I check the tranny/transfer case fluids every time I am under it to change the oil. Ill take your/their word to it as to how bad it sucks when it locks up... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.81||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||07-31-2003||11:35 PM||||Erik have you contacted the NHTSA as I highly suggest you do. When you do expect MMOA to call you within 48 hours as they did when I reported my transfer case was leaking like a sieve even after the recall. Trust me it may be worth it for you.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||07-31-2003||11:40 PM||||Its good that you are alright man.<br /><br /><br />Law suit. have a call over to Mitsu and then to a lawyer about it. I know that there is a recaall, but I dont think that recall absolves them of responsibility. Just a semi-serious thought. get some money to mod the car. MAKE Mitsu replace the t-case, dont let them screw you on this.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||driftin galant||07-31-2003||11:41 PM||||"have you contacted the NHTSA as I highly suggest you do. When you do expect MMOA"<br /><br />what are these companys?  i called them and gave them my vin and they said that  there was no recall on the transfer case. but i know there was does any one have the recall number?  so i could show them the service writer is a total flake.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||01:18 AM||||<a href="http://www.nhtsa.org" target="_blank">www.nhtsa.org</a><br />The national highway traffic saftey association<br /><br />MMOA= Mitsubishi Motors Of America<br /><br /><br />Just fill out the NHTSA saftey info sheet they have or even go to <a href="http://www.clubdsm.com" target="_blank">www.clubdsm.com</a> and look in the vfaq for the transfer case recall or anywhere on that site you'll find what you need.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||driftin galant||08-01-2003||04:03 PM||||so called mitsu. and i said they will not replace it. so it looks like i will need one.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||04:38 PM||||Don't call Mitsu call the NHTSA!!!! Trust me when they hear the NHTSA is involved they will jump.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||08-01-2003||04:59 PM||||That really motivates me to get my transfer case recall done...||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||Gvr4-330||08-02-2003||06:46 AM||||It was definately a recall part.  And if I recall correctly (don't quote me on this) if it's a safety recall, they are forever obligated to fix it.<br /><br />So if your Mitsu dealer says there is no recall, try calling another dealer.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.35||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||08-02-2003||02:44 PM||||Its ESPECIALLY a safety recall if your's locked up at 70 mph on the highway! Contact the NHTSA!!! Thats what recalls are all about!||68.158.100.162||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||08-02-2003||08:07 PM||||An "abused" or "abnormally used" transfer case isn't covered.  So I guess you're supposed to constantly monitor your leaks and top it off every day.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||PRE-EVO||08-03-2003||09:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong> It was definately a recall part.  And if I recall correctly (don't quote me on this) if it's a safety recall, they are forever obligated to fix it.<br /><br />So if your Mitsu dealer says there is no recall, try calling another dealer.<br /><br />Rob </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually according to the NHTSA and MMOA they are only required to do the recall once even if it's not fixed entirely. Trust me I was on the phone with both arguing about it for a while though the NHTSA said they will definetly keep track on the number of new complaints about leaking/re-called transfercases for our types of cars under that recall.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||08-03-2003||11:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong> It was definately a recall part.  And if I recall correctly (don't quote me on this) if it's a safety recall, they are forever obligated to fix it.<br /><br />So if your Mitsu dealer says there is no recall, try calling another dealer.<br /><br />Rob </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually according to the NHTSA and MMOA they are only required to do the recall once even if it's not fixed entirely. Trust me I was on the phone with both arguing about it for a while though the NHTSA said they will definetly keep track on the number of new complaints about leaking/re-called transfercases for our types of cars under that recall.<br />Rich </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same here.  Wasted a bunch of time taking my car to the dealer, calling mitsu and the NHTSA, and getting nowhere.  If the recall has been done, then don't waste your time and do it yourself.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||slvrblt||08-03-2003||11:46 PM||||I called the local dealership and asked them if there are any recalls, outstanding or otherwise, on my VIN and they ran it and told me there are none. Are we absolutely positive that this recall is for ALL of the t-cases for GVR4s ?<br /><br /><br />Anyway, dont let the dealer get away with this, make 'em fix it for free.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002896.cgi
A||||19||neonturbo1995||Evo III Turbo ID??||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||07-31-2003||11:39 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||OK, I found what is supposed to be an EVO III Turbo for sale.  How can I tell from a pic that is definitely is (or isn't) an Evo III?||65.239.163.95||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-31-2003||11:41 PM||||Well, SBR (www.slowboyracing.com) sells them, you may be able to reference the pics. Im sure you can call SBr and ask them and they'll help you out.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||08-01-2003||12:40 AM||||The one in the pic is not 100% exactly like the pics on Slow Boy.  I will try to get them in a sec and post them here, along with the Slow Boy ones!||65.239.163.95||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||08-01-2003||01:01 AM||||Here are the pics.  Let me know what you think.<br /><br /> <b>From Slowboy</b> <br />  <img src="http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/Mitsu%20Artwork/EVO/3_2.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/Mitsu%20Artwork/EVO/1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/Mitsu%20Artwork/EVO/5_2.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/Mitsu%20Artwork/EVO/4_2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <b>Supposed Evo III</b><br />  <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/evo3/1.bmp" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/evo3/2.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/evo3/3.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/evo3/4.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.239.163.95||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||neonturbo1995||08-01-2003||01:02 AM||||<img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/evo3/5.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.239.163.95||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||08-01-2003||10:05 AM||||Is it my imagination, or are there dual flapper valves in that wastegate???||68.158.110.241||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||Jon||08-01-2003||10:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Is it my imagination, or are there dual flapper valves in that wastegate??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes it is.  Looks like an EVO IV+ turbo because it is twin scroll.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000007||neonturbo1995||08-01-2003||12:20 PM||||I was told it was out of a 1995 Evo III, but it doesn't look like it.  I am assuming that this turbo will not work with out GVR4's...is this right?||65.239.133.100||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||08-01-2003||12:33 PM||||It wouldn't be a "bolt-on".   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||08-01-2003||12:38 PM||||What else would you need besides the correct exhuast manifold?  Are the oil and coolant lines different?  I could see why the would be with the engine being reversed n stuff.<br /><br />At any rate, we have plenty of good turbo's to choose from that do bolt right on.  No point and doing it the hardway, unless you just enjoy that.  Some people acually do.<br /><br />My turbo kept going out, so I installed a V6.  Problem solved!  No more busted turbo's   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||meshwork||08-01-2003||12:47 PM||||Cold side and hot side are on the wrong sides to fit our cars. <br /><br />Take the motor out, turn it around, and put it back in. Easy.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000011||neonturbo1995||08-01-2003||02:37 PM||||I emailed the guy about the turbo...here's what he said...<br /><br /><br />"Hi,<br />  I really have no idea about the turbo.  I sourced the part numbers on the compressor and turbine housing with Mitsubishi Japan and they both came up as late model Evolution III Lancer TD05H 16G dual scroll.  I listed them according to the information I received from the manufacturer and with some DSM info from a friend.  Other than that I have no further information.  What you see is what you get, that's why I put pictures. If you have any<br />other questions, email me back."||65.239.133.44||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||08-01-2003||03:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>  Other than that I have no further information.  What you see is what you get, that's why I put pictures. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">.<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>  If you have any<br />other questions, email me back. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Huh?? As if that would do any good!?||68.158.110.241||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||KenGVR4||08-01-2003||04:05 PM||||I have the EVO 3 turbo from SBR, and the one you show in the second set of pictures is absolutely nothing like the turbo on my car.||65.116.191.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000014||neonturbo1995||08-01-2003||04:59 PM||||I knew this guy was not correct.  Good thing I didn't buy it, but it looked different and I wanted to run it by someone else!||65.239.133.47||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000015||number3||08-01-2003||05:04 PM||||Just a tip. Buy your turbo from a good turbo shop or someone that you know will not screw you. For example, someone VERY well known in the DSM/GVR4 community.<br /><br />Why not buy one from Slowboy (great guys) or AGP (  <a href="http://www.machv.com/turbochargers.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/turbochargers.html</a>  now sells AGP also great guys) or Turbotrix or AMS...or<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||keydiver||08-02-2003||02:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong> I have the EVO 3 turbo from SBR </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken,<br />How do you like it? What options did you get on it?||68.158.100.162||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000017||KenGVR4||08-02-2003||05:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong> I have the EVO 3 turbo from SBR </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken,<br />How do you like it? What options did you get on it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's ported, no clip, with the 34mm wastegate flapper.  The port work is really nice, I believe the turbo I have is the one from those photos on the website (or at least that's what Mike Huml told me).  Also, the Evo turbo is supposed to have better materials in the turbine housing to resist cracking.  I've put about 10k miles on the car since I put the Evo unit on, and when I replaced the exhaust manifold recently I noticed the insides of the turbine housing were still smooth and unblemished.  <br /><br />Performance with the Evo turbo seems to be on par with a regular B16G.  It seems a little laggy, but I have intercooler piping issues to address before I pass final judgement there.  Once you get past the initial lag, the turbo spools hard and the boost comes on strong.  Part throttle boost is good too, downshifting to accelerate up a grade or pass trucks on the highway is almost totally unnecessary.  I don't have any empirical data as far as horsepower or 1/4 mile times though.  I have a host of other crap to fix (my TMO eprom is being retarded, and I need to do something about my rear axles) before I go drag racing again.  <br /><br />In summary, I'd say it's a good purchase for a daily driven GVR4 (which mine used to be).  Hope that helps!||12.207.250.84||reg||14||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000018||Ian M||08-03-2003||12:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Just a tip. Buy your turbo from a good turbo shop or someone that you know will not screw you. For example, someone VERY well known in the DSM/GVR4 community.<br /><br />Why not buy one from Slowboy (great guys) or AGP (   <a href="http://www.machv.com/turbochargers.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/turbochargers.html</a>   now sells AGP also great guys) or Turbotrix or AMS...or<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah,what he said.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /> You'll find a lot of Trader deals really arent the deals they were supposed to be. You CONSTANTLY hear of folks being screwed.<br /><br /> For piece of mind sake,you'll be far ahead by calling one of these reputible vendors. Besides,It seems most used turbos on the Trader arent much cheaper than going new.<br /><br /> As a side note,Ive personally dealt with Slowboy on more than one occasion,they are a class act.||129.71.115.39||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000019||DeanCouchey||08-03-2003||09:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My turbo kept going out, so I installed a V6. Problem solved! No more busted turbo's <br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Was it a massive 2.5L V-6???? I heard that will blow away any turbo car!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Plus its a reliable chrysler engine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum2/002897.cgi
A||||3||slvrblt||Brake rotors from NA Galant||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||07-31-2003||11:59 PM||||Will the rotors from a 91 NA Galant fit our cars ? I found some for cheap and i really need new fronts. I mean cheap...$60 for OEM replacements (front set).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-01-2003||12:36 AM||||We have a duel piston calipers up front.  I think it is safe to say the NA Galant did NOT get that.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||08-01-2003||08:06 AM||||The NA Galants use rotors about the size of the original 1G TEL rotors. They will not even be close to fitting the GVR4.||65.60.177.41||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||08-01-2003||01:48 PM||||I have some brand new front (and rear) rotors for a VR4. PM me if interested.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/002898.cgi
A||||3||RTS182G-VR4||PN MR166160  jdm axle spline stub???||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||08-01-2003||02:08 AM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i have been looking for the jdm lsd pass. side splines and have come across this PN many times: MR166160  is this the spline, axle or just a rebuild kit?  i have a person who can get it i think, so i just need to know if its the right part. i know some of you have this and youd know better that me.  i just dont want to order the wrong part.  thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||08-01-2003||08:01 AM||||From what I've heard from MikeW and teeter, this is just the inner joint kit and you would have to have it installed on the existing passenger side axle. I looked at the US CAPS and it isn't clear to me which parts come with which joint kit, but it seems very clear that it is not the whole axle.<br /><br />I know Conicelli will order these. Do you know of any other places? My local dealer can't order JDM parts. I'm going to need one when I get my car running.||65.60.177.41||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||RTS182G-VR4||08-01-2003||06:08 PM||||there are a couple of people i can go through. chris at dsmparts can order jdm stuff.  if its not the whole axle, will it at least include the spline stub?  thats all i need.  thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000003||RTS182G-VR4||08-02-2003||02:23 AM||||anyone knoe for sure?  i really need to know before i order this part.  thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/002899.cgi
A||||5||gvr4ever||Control AWS?||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||08-01-2003||09:06 AM||||Well I havn't even cracked open my books yet cause I havn't had time, but about a week ago, I had a ideal.<br /><br />Our AWS comes on at 30 MPH right?  Well, what controls that?<br /><br />If our AWS system has a control on it, then why can't we control when it comes on, if at all.<br /><br />Instead of cutting lines, I was thinking it would be nice to be able to turn it on and off, or even change the speed for when it kicks in.<br /><br />Maybe at low speeds to help you park.  I realize that it only runs like 1.5 degrees, so I'm not even sure it would help, but why can we have the options?<br /><br />Why would I want to do such a thing?<br /><br />The AWS works aginst us when we think we are racing the WRC, but I rather like the AWS when I am crusing on the HWY.  I can feel it kick in and I think it makes the car feel more stable.  I know alot of people don't like it, but the car doesn't feel like it is turning so hard when it is on.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||vrpower||08-01-2003||11:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><br />The AWS works aginst us when we think we are racing the WRC, but I rather like the AWS when I am crusing on the HWY.  I can feel it kick in and I think it makes the car feel more stable.  I know alot of people don't like it, but the car doesn't feel like it is turning so hard when it is on. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And dont forget those lane changes!!||63.155.152.18||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000002||MiSTER2||08-01-2003||11:19 AM||||I agree with you, the 4wd seems to be working for the driver not against the driver except some situations (e.g. when cornering on highway going over a bump the back feels loose).  When i first bought the car i read alot about people removing them which to be honest hyped me up because of the weight reduction and getting rid of complication factors.  However when i investigated further many people complain about increased understeer.  If there is a problem with the handling, suspension, sway bars, strut braces etc. should be done first and if they don't solve the problem than 4ws should be removed.  <br /><br />Gvr4ever if we could adjust the timing, what speed would you like 4ws to kick in?  Does anybody think engineers at mitsubishi decided to let 4ws after 30mph for a reason or they just took a guess?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-01-2003||11:20 AM||||It's mechanical/hydraulic.  You can't really change it, except to make it out-of-phase (swap the L/R lines) which would probably make you crash at higher speeds.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||08-01-2003||11:21 AM||||Line pressure controls it by a gear that dives into the rear differential and spins the pump, mounted on top. Once the gear spins fast enough it builds pressure and pushes the rack which turns the wheels. <br /><br />I never noticed it working. I wish it came stock with an LSD over the 4ws but i bet in the early 90's people were lovin that techology and imagining pulling into the club on a Friday night sideways to listen to A-ha and snort coke.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||08-01-2003||11:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> imagining pulling into the club on a Friday night sideways to listen to A-ha and snort coke. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where the hell did that come from???||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum2/002900.cgi
A||||6||agrabau||Where can I get? ||||5||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-01-2003||11:24 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||A hose coupling that connects the 2Gmas to an oval shaped intake pipe of the same size? Is it a hose with ID of 3.75?  Anyone?||128.197.64.109||reg||5||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||08-01-2003||03:24 PM||||Dave at Dejon tool could probably tell you. He supplies a short section with the adapter pipe I bought from him.||68.158.110.241||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||08-01-2003||03:59 PM||||<a href="http://www.bakerprecison.com" target="_blank">Baker Precision</a> has a selection of all kinds of couplings.<br /> Look under Silicone Hose.  I don't see anything oval, but they have reducers with sizes in the 2"-4" range.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||04:23 PM||||I know Terren used a fernco coupling (3" and was able to get it around a 2g maf).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||08-01-2003||04:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I know Terren used a fernco coupling (3" and was able to get it around a 2g maf). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, I was just going to say that. It took some of my 'manpower' to get that mofo to fit though, I would recommend a larger than 3" fernco coupler if you wanted to go that route. (You can get them at home depot, lowes, etc.)||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||08-01-2003||04:46 PM||||Thanks guys. I just called Dejon and got the coupling. Terren, the diameter's 3.75! You must have stretched that mofo like Mary Lou Retton over Bella Karoli's lap. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||08-01-2003||04:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong>Terren, the diameter's 3.75! You must have stretched that mofo like Mary Lou Retton over Bella Karoli's lap. <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, I stretched that shit alot! I swear one of my friends said a 3" would fit 'perfect'..uhh no! I wired up the 2g mas (still keeping the 1g plug intact) but was too anxious to put in the new mas so I just stretched that bitch! I'll take pics of it, It looks like a reduced coupler its on so tight!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Had to use my 'GUNS'<br />Got a ticket to the GUN show?<br />I need a permit for these GUNS<br /><br />Ok Im done||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
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q~Yes, a car needs an alternator to keep running good!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!06:36 AM!,
q!2452863.0636!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!PJGross!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!06:36 AM!,
q!2452863.0636!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Again about ECU!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!08:00 AM!,
q!2452863.0800!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!08:00 AM!,
q!2452863.0800!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!high rpm sputter ? !,
q!1!,
q!33!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!09:56 AM!,
q!2452863.0956!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452884.2315!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000033!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jared4G63!,
q!leakage in my rack and pinion!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!10:24 AM!,
q!2452863.1024!,
q!jared4G63!,
q!00002047!,
q!jared4G63!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!10:24 AM!,
q!2452863.1024!,
q!jared4G63!,
q!00002047!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AzA*!,
q!at what point is a 4bolt dif needed!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!11:45 AM!,
q!2452863.1145!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!AzA*!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2452863.2354!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AzA*!,
q!What gearbox and dif oil do u guyes recommend !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452863.1147!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!01:11 PM!,
q!2452863.1311!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!helmach!,
q!non-vr4 cluster in vr4!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452863.1250!,
q!Helmach!,
q!00001860!,
q!helmach!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2452863.1354!,
q!Helmach!,
q!00001860!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Where can I get? !,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!11:24 AM!,
q!2452853.1124!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2452853.1656!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!17inch wheels for VR4!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452853.1609!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!number3!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!03:53 PM!,
q!2452855.1553!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Fuel pump question....!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2452853.1958!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!TLT!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452855.1208!,
q!TLT!,
q!00000705!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Glowing Exhaust Manifold!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452853.2302!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2452855.1653!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!JDM Corner light bulb question!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452854.0019!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Romanova!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452929.2236!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q~4ws help!!!!~,
q!4!,
q!1!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!12:01 PM!,
q!2452854.1201!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!02:42 PM!,
q!2452854.1442!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Heat shield!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!12:34 PM!,
q!2452854.1234!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Romanova!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2452854.1916!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!VR4 RS questions!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452854.1449!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!NZ VR4 RS!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!02:30 AM!,
q!2452857.0230!,
q!NZ VR4 RS!,
q!00000115!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!SS clutch line!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!04:36 PM!,
q!2452854.1636!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2452855.0233!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Tranny!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2452858.1320!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!02:14 PM!,
q!2452858.1414!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!vents !,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!04:52 PM!,
q!2452854.1652!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!08:52 AM!,
q!2452864.0852!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91E39A!,
q!Attn: Dale or any 20g style turbo!,
q!5!,
q!15!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!02:19 PM!,
q!2452858.1419!,
q!91E39A!,
q!00000762!,
q!Kibo!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452859.1710!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!slow car sickness?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2452858.1656!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452862.1506!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Stupid question?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452858.1736!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2452858.1745!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!A/C Dead?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452858.1903!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452859.1750!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!wire from knock sensor!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!08:40 PM!,
q!2452858.2040!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!00000987!,
q!number3!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!09:17 PM!,
q!2452861.2117!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!auto vs. manual engines!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!02:05 AM!,
q!2452859.0205!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452859.1905!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!Continental or Michelin..?!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!02:20 AM!,
q!2452859.0220!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452859.2328!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!EGR?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!02:02 PM!,
q!2452863.1402!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!00001825!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2452867.1507!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!question about stock turbo oil feed line!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2452859.1018!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!Matticus!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2452859.1018!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Should I reuse this pressure plate?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2452863.1511!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!08:51 PM!,
q!2452863.2051!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!twin scroll Evo 16G!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2452859.1149!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452859.1715!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!What size of fuel line needed for hack'n'hose SupraTT pump installation?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452863.1529!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452865.1506!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!klo91vr4!,
q!Fuel pump/float/assembly!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!09:30 PM!,
q!2452863.2130!,
q!Kevino!,
q!00002134!,
q!229of1000!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!02:35 PM!,
q!2452866.1435!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!n/a vs. turbo tranny!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452863.2215!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!10:00 AM!,
q!2452864.1000!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!vr4 factory intercooler dimensions?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2452864.0925!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452866.2151!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Transfer Case Splines!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452864.1120!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452864.1339!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!top dead center sensor!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452864.1347!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!broke down!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!02:43 PM!,
q!2452865.1443!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!o2 sensor housing!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452864.1606!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!229of1000!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!02:26 PM!,
q!2452889.1426!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Can I rebuild my shocks ?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2452864.2008!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2452865.0018!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Na galant Rotors ?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452854.2030!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452855.1612!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!crankshaft bolt ??? for the techs!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!03:16 AM!,
q!2452855.0316!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!number3!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452859.1915!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!A/T to M/T?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2452855.1246!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452857.1254!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pete9339!,
q!AEM PROGRAM!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!04:18 AM!,
q!2452855.0418!,
q!sickvr4!,
q!00001514!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!04:02 PM!,
q!2452855.1602!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!Air Filter!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452855.1503!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!08:45 PM!,
q!2452855.2045!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!Best place to go for axles?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!05:08 PM!,
q!2452855.1708!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!08:53 PM!,
q!2452856.2053!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sobes!,
q!Brake upgrade- any ideas??!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!08:28 PM!,
q!2452855.2028!,
q!sobes!,
q!00001649!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452855.2109!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Evo exhaust compared to ours!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2452855.2048!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!04:34 AM!,
q!2452857.0434!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Fog light rewire!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452855.2205!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452856.1751!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!know anything about the 6A12?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!12:48 PM!,
q!2452859.1248!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!gixxer!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452860.1252!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PJGross!,
q!Timing belt rub on stud threads, what to do now...!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!08:56 AM!,
q!2452856.0856!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!PJGross!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!11:27 AM!,
q!2452864.1127!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bones48!,
q!gear ratio!,
q!9!,
q!3!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452859.1330!,
q!bones48!,
q!00002036!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452859.2250!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!overhaul!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!01:34 PM!,
q!2452859.1334!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452859.1445!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!Ported Heads pics!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!04:33 PM!,
q!2452859.1633!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!boostx!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2452860.1528!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!Attn: KEYDIVER!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452859.1718!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!gtluke!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452864.0020!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!blowing fuses like mad!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!10:20 PM!,
q!2452859.2220!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452859.2247!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Throttle position question-maybe caps again!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452859.2249!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!11:35 AM!,
q!2452863.1135!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1219's Brother!,
q!2G MAS honeycombs missing???!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!01:45 AM!,
q!2452860.0145!,
q!1334 Jim!,
q!00001727!,
q!1219's Brother!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!01:45 AM!,
q!2452860.0145!,
q!1334 Jim!,
q!00001727!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q~Your gonna think i am crazy!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!09:11 PM!,
q!2452864.2111!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!09:16 PM!,
q!2452901.2116!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Aeromotive afpr doesn't give me a 1:1 rising rate. What am I missing?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452860.0924!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!Jon!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2452863.1535!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Removing injector connectors!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452864.2155!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452865.2340!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!pulleys!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!10:16 AM!,
q!2452860.1016!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452862.2106!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~Tree hugging debate!  (Was Emissions info)~,
q!1!,
q!65!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!12:33 AM!,
q!2452865.0033!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!number3!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!05:08 PM!,
q!2452870.1708!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000066!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!Fuel pump splice!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!02:20 AM!,
q!2452865.0220!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2452865.1922!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q~HELP!!!  K&amp;N + no zigzag paper = funny idle???~,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!08:42 AM!,
q!2452865.0842!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!04:02 AM!,
q!2452871.0402!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Copper based anti-seize?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!10:00 AM!,
q!2452865.1000!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!08:28 PM!,
q!2452865.2028!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AzA*!,
q!does anyone have diagrams on how to conect all the factory vacume hoses!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!01:40 PM!,
q!2452865.1340!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!joec!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!05:37 PM!,
q!2452865.1737!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!Help...low boost problem!,
q!8!,
q!4!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2452865.1527!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!Notorius!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452865.1957!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Quick ABS disable.!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452865.1718!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!grndsm!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452867.1612!,
q!grndsm!,
q!00000540!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!KYB shocks!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452865.2119!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!12:14 AM!,
q!2452866.0014!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!replaced ICS motor with no luck...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!02:33 PM!,
q!2452856.1433!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!06:06 PM!,
q!2452856.1806!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q~DAMN VALVE COVER!~,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2452856.1900!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!bazeng!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2452929.2012!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Hard vibration occured!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!09:17 PM!,
q!2452856.2117!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!10:46 AM!,
q!2452858.1046!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Got another ECU!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!09:22 PM!,
q!2452856.2122!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452858.1937!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q!Ticking when accelerating..exhaust leak??!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452856.2316!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!Craig91!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!01:58 PM!,
q!2452857.1358!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!aluminum flywheel info !,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452856.2358!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!09:47 AM!,
q!2452858.0947!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Intake Manifold Question!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!01:13 AM!,
q!2452857.0113!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!06:37 AM!,
q!2452858.0637!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!timing belt question!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452857.0115!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452857.2311!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1219's Brother!,
q!Power Antenna missing parts!,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!04:34 AM!,
q!2452857.0434!,
q!1334 Jim!,
q!00001727!,
q!1219's Brother!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!04:34 AM!,
q!2452857.0434!,
q!1334 Jim!,
q!00001727!,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!duralube!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452860.1033!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!12:48 AM!,
q!2452861.0048!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!Fan running with engine off?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!07:56 AM!,
q!2452857.0756!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!Kibo!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452859.1718!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!fuel pressure!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452860.1736!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452861.2315!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Tuning with PocketLogger (Big Pic Inside)!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!08:22 PM!,
q!2452860.2022!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452863.1158!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!VPC and GCC manual!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!09:16 AM!,
q!2452861.0916!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2452861.2019!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Down pipe Flow vs temp vs velocity?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!02:02 PM!,
q!2452861.1402!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!curtis!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2452861.2136!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!oil return line ?!,
q!8!,
q!18!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452861.1630!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!04:06 AM!,
q!2452864.0406!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!00000571!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!question about the DELTAGATE!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452861.1750!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!bazeng!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2452864.1735!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Starter wiring? 2 wire question!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!08:22 PM!,
q!2452861.2022!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!CKA!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!01:17 AM!,
q!2452863.0117!,
q!CKA!,
q!00000435!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Alternator Fuse Blowing!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452862.1947!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!1219's Brother!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452862.2248!,
q!1334 Jim!,
q!00001727!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Oil Light!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2452862.1951!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452865.1718!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!turbo header pipe size!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2452857.1113!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!12:09 PM!,
q!2452864.1209!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!heat sheild!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452857.1158!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452857.1801!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q!Knock Count Tuning!,
q!2!,
q!10!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452857.1730!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!11:07 AM!,
q!2452858.1107!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Hood Louvers for a wanker. !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452857.1924!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!02:18 AM!,
q!2452864.0218!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!00001740!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!heat resistant paint!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452857.2109!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!10:14 PM!,
q!2452857.2214!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q~HELP!!  Is my Transfer  case leaking?? Pics inside~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452857.2135!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!Craig91!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2452861.1928!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Trans selection....!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452857.2311!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!229of1000!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2452857.2312!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
};
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ubb/Forum2/002901.cgi
A||||12||MiSTER2||17inch wheels for VR4||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||08-01-2003||04:09 PM||||I found 17x7 wheels for my 1991 VR4, does anyone have this size wheels?  Do they look too narrow? I know many of you use 17x7.5 is there a big difference in terms of handling and looks?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||08-02-2003||05:59 PM||||Go to yahoogroups.com and look for GVR4 or GVR4List and look in the files section there.<br /><br />There is a Adobe Acrobat file (.pdf) there that I put together some time ago with all of the tire and wheel information you will need.  Wheel sizes, tire sizes, what other people have used etc.<br /><br />17x7's are reall common, 17x7.5 rarer, and 17x8's nearly impossible to find for less than $500 each.<br /><br />17x7's with a 225/45/17 or a 215/45/17 tire will be fine.  If you can find some 7.5 wide rims try a 235/40/17.<br /><br />Hey KC, I thought you were going to post that here and make it stick someplace??<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.86.61||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||number3||08-02-2003||07:20 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005</a><br /><br /><br />I have 17x7 wheels. Take a look and see what you think.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||curtis||08-02-2003||07:38 PM||||Ive got 17 x 7.5 with ugly ass tires 205/40's   they will be changed soon.  I got them from a friend with a 93 accord.  I painted them green to match the car but haven't got any pictures yet.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=960" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=960&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.144.95.44||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||MiSTER2||08-02-2003||11:15 PM||||Thanks for the info boys.  Now i'm comfortable with buying the 17x7s.  Number 3 what size are your tyres?  I'll choose 215/40/17 or 215/45/17.<br /><br />Oh by the way the it'll cost me US$600 for the whole brand new set with brand new falken tyres.  Howz that for a deal   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    But all he has is 17x7s (www.tempetyres.com.au).||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000005||number3||08-02-2003||11:21 PM||||225 45 17<br /><br />As for being a good deal? Depends on what they are I guess. The wheels and tires are very important and not a place to skimp, IMO. They are what keeps you on the road, after-all.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||MiSTER2||08-02-2003||11:33 PM||||Mark thanks for the info it's very useful.<br /><br />Number 3 I don't think wheels are that important, i mean as long as they don't crack or break when driving which i've never heard of.  But with tyres, yes they are very important  You gotta be a moron not to be able to tell the difference when u drive on pirelli or michelin compared to driving on xyz cheapos.  I mean falken tyres aren't the best but i think for the amount that i'll be paying they'll do the job.  <br /><br />By the way number3 do you recommend me to get the same size wheels and tyres as you?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000007||number3||08-02-2003||11:35 PM||||I like mine so yes I recommend them. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Martin Chilcote||08-03-2003||12:52 PM||||I bought some 17"x7.5"x37mm offset from this manufacturer, they have several styles of wheels that fit our car per their fitment chart:<br /><a href="http://www.teamdynamicsusa.com/" target="_blank">http://www.teamdynamicsusa.com/</a><br /><br />This place also has some 17"x7.5" wheels at a reasonable price:<br /><a href="http://www.ronalusa.com/home.html" target="_blank">http://www.ronalusa.com/home.html</a><br /><br />I have 215/45/17 Goodyears like these:<br /><a href="http://www.goodyeartires.com/catalog/products/EAGF1GSD3.html" target="_blank">http://www.goodyeartires.com/catalog/products/EAGF1GSD3.html</a><br /><br />Bought here for a reasonable price:<br /><a href="http://www.treadepot.com" target="_blank">http://www.treadepot.com</a><br /><br />plus I got $50 back because of this:<br /><a href="http://www.goodyeartires.com/promotions/50rebate/" target="_blank">http://www.goodyeartires.com/promotions/50rebate/</a><br /><br />I went with this tire size because it is only a bit larger than stock diameter; what ever you get make sure there won't be any interference with your inner fender, frame, or suspension components as the 225/45/17 is even taller. I just replaced my Faulkens and put them on my wifes Accord wagon, they're OK for regular driving but tended to roll & wear on the edges with any sort of spirited driving. Just my opinion  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||66.139.167.190||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||no
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||08-03-2003||02:08 PM||||I have 225/45/17's on my 17 x 7 wheels and I love this setup.  I really dig the tall gearing from this size tire, and it fills up the wheel wells nicely, without rubbing on anything.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||number3||08-03-2003||02:16 PM||||The gearing is why I went with the size.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||MiSTER2||08-03-2003||02:31 PM||||Could you explain the relation between the gearing and 225/45/17 size tyres?  What are the benefits?<br /><br />I just thought 225s on 17x7 wheels may be a little wide for that size rims.<br /><br />When it comes to tyres i think Falken Azenis Semi-racing tyres stick to the road way better than others. This is my opinion.  I had them on my mr2 turbo and were very impressed.  The only disadvantage is if you use them on an everyday car like me they'll last you 6-8000km max.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000012||number3||08-03-2003||03:53 PM||||With taller tires you gain top speed through gearing. It also fills the fender gap nicely too. It may rub slightly at full lock but nothing major and the offset of your wheel will determine that more than anything.<br /><br />225 is not too wide for the 7" wheel IMO.<br /><br />Harry<br /><br /><a href="http://www.tirerack.com/wheels/tech/wheeltech.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tirerack.com/wheels/tech/wheeltech.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.4lo.com/4LoCalc.htm" target="_blank">http://www.4lo.com/4LoCalc.htm</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002902.cgi
A||||9||neonturbo1995||Fuel pump question....||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-01-2003||07:58 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||ok, I have read everything I can find, including using the search button, and I am still undecided on what injectors and pump to go with.  I want to run a 16G or the EVO III Turbo (haven't decided).  I read the suggestions at most of the places that sell parts for our cars and some say the Walbro 255 reg pressure pump, and 550's and the SAFC (1 or 2...do you really need the 2).  Other ones say 75gph pump (more flow than the walbro), 660's and either the AFC 1 or 2....<br /><br />what is the right way to go for a daily driven car with a goal of low 12's (and maybe dipping into the 11's if I get crazy and use n20 before the turbo really spools up).||65.239.133.238||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||08-01-2003||08:03 PM||||the evo III turbo is the same as a big 16g. Just a newer 7cm housing. For a 16g you only need a walbro 255, 550s and an AFC. But if you want margin for more power get the 660s instead of the 550s. The walbro is more than enough either way.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-01-2003||09:17 PM||||Im running 660s, afc, 3000gtVR4 rewired fuel pump on my big 16g w/ ported 7cm, etc...||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||08-01-2003||09:53 PM||||I bought my GVR4 from TLT and he said it already has a 300GT VR4 fuel pump in there, but it needs to be rewired to flow to it's full potential...anyone know where there is a how-to on this?  Also, if I just get the Walbro 255, should i get the standard or high pressure version?  And, do you suggest anything else when upgrading the turbo that I am forgetting?||65.239.133.93||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||jayru||08-01-2003||09:58 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html</a><br /><br />Everything you need to mod our cars look under fuel||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||neonturbo1995||08-01-2003||10:04 PM||||check this out...from <a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/" target="_blank">http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/</a><br /><br /><br />Walbro just released a new high-pressure 190 ltr/hr pump.  It was designed for cars with smaller engines [sport compact] that need significant flow at high pressure [for N2O or blower].   The 255 ltr/hr pump was great on the top end, but was pushing too much flow at the bottom end.   Check out the flow information and applications on the in-tank page. <br /><br />I have these pumps in stock... ready to ship"||65.239.133.93||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||08-02-2003||12:42 AM||||this is sad.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||08-02-2003||06:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> this is sad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WORD.||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||08-02-2003||02:50 PM||||If all you ever plan on running is the Big 16G or EVO III turbo, the 3000GT fuelpump (rewired), along with 550's will be fine. If you insist on replacing a good fuelpump, the Walbro 190 or the Nippondenso 165 lph like I have will work fine too, but I think the 3000GT was like 180 lph right out of the box.||68.158.100.162||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||TLT||08-03-2003||12:08 PM||||Yep, 3000GT VR4 pump is 180 lph stock, and ~250 lph re-wired.  Stick with that pump, re-wire it if you need to.  If you end up going with a huge turbo down the road, then upgrade the pump at that time.||66.76.93.250||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes



ubb/Forum2/002903.cgi
A||||10||josh91vr4||Glowing Exhaust Manifold||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||08-01-2003||11:02 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Hi guys - Just got home from work, driving totally normally (it's about 60 degrees, kinda chilly)<br />Engine never went over 4k, it's a 22 mile trip. Last 5 miles were <60mph and light driving. Now why the heck is my exhaust manifold glowing??? Is this normal, or is my car about to commit suicide?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-01-2003||11:29 PM||||Are the runners a little orange, or is the thing lit up red?<br /><br />At night time a turbo car is going to have a little glow.  It shouldn't be really red unless you have been out racing.<br /><br />My buddy had a 1G auto and that damn thing glowed like a Christmas tree under normal driving.  I don't know if it was the 13g or what, but it was scary.||198.69.213.33||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||08-01-2003||11:37 PM||||I'd call it a little glow, so i guess i'm ok. I've had it bright orange before, but i was driving like the cops were chasing me that night  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-02-2003||06:01 AM||||Run your car hard in a dark area, Pull over, Turn off your headlights and watch the light show~  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Its completely normal||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-02-2003||08:09 PM||||Of course it is normal -- how do you think your stock manifold got all those cracks in it?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||08-02-2003||11:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Of course it is normal -- how do you think your stock manifold got all those cracks in it?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah wanna see something really cool! Wait til your manny gets really red and throw some nice ice cold water on it! Now thats a good way to crack your manny and tell your GF you need to spend the money on a new one!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||number3||08-02-2003||11:15 PM||||I one laid a paper towel on the manifold of a friends AWD Laser, at a gas station rest stop and it burst into flames. oops  <br /><br />The paper not the manifold...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||DookGVR4||08-02-2003||11:40 PM||||i use my manifold as a ciggarette lighter   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000008||suprflewus||08-03-2003||02:13 PM||||do you have a heat sheild on the manifold??  I would put one on if you dont have one...<br /><br />You might want to check your timing with a timing light.  It could possibly be retarded too much.  <br /><br />lates<br />dale||141.158.75.238||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000009||Ferrari F50 GT||08-03-2003||04:44 PM||||"You might want to check your timing with a timing light. It could possibly be retarded too much."<br /><br />It wouldn't be retarded to much, it would be advanced too much. Being too advanced would create higher egt's which would cause the mani to glow more.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000010||josh91vr4||08-03-2003||04:53 PM||||Well, i know for a fact my car is retarded. It used to think it was a 2wd model  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum2/002904.cgi
A||||9||Romanova||JDM Corner light bulb question||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||08-02-2003||12:19 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Running JDM clear corners with the stock bulbs that came with them. I have them wired up as parking lights. A week after installing them, the right side went out. Took the bulb out tonight to look at it and the damn thing had exploded. Looked inside the lens housing and it was melting the orange plastic. Pulled the drivers side and it was the same. I want to continue to run these as parking lights... are there any other bulbs I could use that won't run so damn hot? Maybe PIAA super cool ice blue halogens?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Jose||08-02-2003||12:28 AM||||Which JDM lights do you have? Single or duel bulbs.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000002||Benzo.||08-02-2003||12:55 AM||||Mine Does That Too, I Change My Bulbs Every Week and a Half... Let Me Know If You Find Anything Out...||171.72.5.240||reg||1||Benzo.||00001657||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||08-02-2003||01:20 AM||||Mine are the single bulb ones. Bulb is fairly large... like an 1156 style bulb.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||08-02-2003||11:53 AM||||Yup, those are 1156 bulb.  I got mine from Jose.<br />I took the orange plastic out. It looks better in my opinion. Totally CLEAR   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.130.150.236||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||08-02-2003||12:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<br /><strong> Yup, those are 1156 bulb.  I got mine from Jose.<br />I took the orange plastic out. It looks better in my opinion. Totally CLEAR    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How did you remove the amber insert? Do you use them for parking lights or turn signals? Thanks!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||08-02-2003||02:50 PM||||you might try some LED bulbs. Very little heat if any.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||GVR4ZUM||08-02-2003||11:51 PM||||I used them as parking lights.  I used a long nose (needle nose) and a cutter. That thing is real easy to break.||68.130.150.82||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000008||Jose||08-04-2003||12:07 PM||||You can use a smaller bulb, like bulb #97. JDM corner lights come with bulb #194.<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||10-16-2003||10:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> You can use a smaller bulb, like bulb #97. JDM corner lights come with bulb #194.<br />Jose.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Digging this one up from the dead... <br />How do you use those bulbs because those are wedge style bulbs and the JDM corners take the 1156 style bulbs... just curious...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/002905.cgi
A||||1||REDLINEGVR4||4ws help!!!!||||4||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||08-02-2003||12:01 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Ok guys hear is the deal. Can some one email me step by step instructions on how to do the 4ws block off. I would really appreciate this cause the lines in the new car are real bad and leaking. I either need to do this or I am gonna sell the car. I dont really want to sell the car I cause  put alot of time and effort into it. So Please send my the how to on the 4ws block off.<br /><br />Thanks <br />Ross<br />REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||64.12.96.102||reg||4||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||08-02-2003||02:42 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001689" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001689</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001209" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001209</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001459#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001459#000000</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001030" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001030</a><br />It looks like many of the other search matches aren't in the archives anymore......||68.158.100.162||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002906.cgi
A||||7||Romanova||Heat shield||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||08-02-2003||12:34 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Could the heat shield that goes over the exhaust manifold be sandblasted, then powdercoated? I know powdercoating is pretty durable, but could it handle that kind of heat? Any opinions?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-02-2003||12:38 PM||||Powdercoating is only good to roughly 600 deg. You can get it Jethot coated though.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.jet-hot.com/" target="_blank">http://www.jet-hot.com/</a><br /><br />There is also Extreme high heat coatings too<br />  <a href="http://www.exhaustcoating.com/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.exhaustcoating.com/index.html</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||henrok||08-02-2003||04:40 PM||||anything wrong with not having a heat shield?||64.12.96.102||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000003||msaskin||08-02-2003||04:50 PM||||i don't think so.  i've had my heat shield off for the past few weeks and haven't experienced any problem.<br /><br />and that's with 85+ degree temps and humidity in upstate NY, plus lots of VERY spirited driving  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||66.42.98.5||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||08-02-2003||04:52 PM||||Nothing wrong with not having one. It just looks TONS better, when it has one thats polished /painted.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||KenGVR4||08-02-2003||04:59 PM||||If you drive around with stock IC piping and no heatshield, the heat coming off the exhaust manifold will cause the the hose crossing the manifold to split.||12.207.250.84||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000006||markrieb||08-02-2003||06:09 PM||||Oh Gabor....<br /><br />When will the SS heatshields be available to the public???<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.86.61||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||08-02-2003||07:16 PM||||Thats the same thing you said at the WA meet...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/002907.cgi
A||||2||1quickvr4||VR4 RS questions||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||08-02-2003||02:49 PM||caspa69@juno.com||1- Did they have power windows?<br /><br />2- Did they have 4ws?<br /><br />3- IS the rumor that some had aluminum hoods true?||67.31.230.139||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-02-2003||04:59 PM||||1.Yes<br /><br />2. Yes<br /><br />3. Depending on the options. Some did & some didnt.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||NZ VR4 RS||08-05-2003||02:30 AM||||the rs had no power windows or 4ws and although there are supposed to be some ali bonnets no one has ever seen one here in new zealand where there are a few of them floating around.<br /><br /><br />check my site for pics of a later model rs that came with the uprated running gear and motor.<br /><br /><a href="http://vr4.co.nz/" target="_blank">http://vr4.co.nz/</a><br /><br /><br />nick||203.97.2.242||reg||1||NZ VR4 RS||00000115||yes



ubb/Forum2/002908.cgi
A||||2||gvr4in||SS clutch line||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||08-02-2003||04:36 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey, Just picked up a SS clutch line..<br /><br />How much fluid am I going to lose in the process? (Taking off old line and installing new one) <br /><br />Should I just bleed the line while Im at it?<br /><br />Im a big believer of the search button so Don't worry, I used it!||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||08-02-2003||04:43 PM||||Doesn't matter how much fluid you're going to lose, it just matters how much air is going to get in, and the answer is "enough."  Yes, bleed the clutch line.||69.59.219.146||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||08-03-2003||02:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Doesn't matter how much fluid you're going to lose, it just matters how much air is going to get in, and the answer is "enough."  Yes, bleed the clutch line. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not to be confused w/ "just the line". Buy yourself a $6 "speed bleeder" and you can bleed by yourself in 5 mins.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/002909.cgi
A||||19||henrok||vents ||||1||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-02-2003||04:52 PM||alvihen@aol.com||i was wondering of the possibilities of making fender side vents like the ones on the bmw's.  does anyone know if they sell a kit of some sort and how much work would it involve.  i was thinking of making the largest yet decent looking fender vents and perhaps cutting a hole from the engine bay and running some sort of vent aluminum piping to guide the heat out. any ideas/info is appreciated.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||number3||08-02-2003||11:30 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   WTF!<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />Please step away from the REAL car before you hurt yourself. Someone give this guy a fucking Honda civic before is does.<br /><br />Maybe you can cut out the floorboards with a can opener and fun tack in some diamond plate for you next mod.  Or oh! oh! I know add some neon purple strobes to the foglights and reverse lights.<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />If you are serious about making the car fast great! We are with you the whole way.<br /><br />If you are only going to butcher it up that is ok too. Just don't tell us about it. Please! I am begging you! Leave us in the dark when your next brain storm hits.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Harry  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||rickthehick||08-03-2003||12:29 AM||||i am with number3!!!!! ALL THE WAY!||65.103.15.67||reg||8||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000003||henrok||08-03-2003||12:45 AM||||well listen, thanks for your insults,but all im trying to do is make the car mine (and i guess that is what it is). i want fender vents on the car and was only wondering if there were any creative people on here.  call it what u like, rice or not, it doesnt matter to me much.  all i wanted to know was if someone was handy with some ideas.  this criticism really gots to go guys. come on creativity is a wonderful thing. i just hope u dont act the same way when your around your kids( that would be awful and limiting to them)  any ways no offense intended. ill just have to figure it out myself.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||08-03-2003||01:47 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  where is the potential in this???||12.211.242.195||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR41062||08-03-2003||01:54 AM||||It seems to me its there way or the highway.  But you look beyond those coments and find what you need.  So I say buy the vents for the BMW or somthing similar(I would not try to make my own).  Then I would plasma cut the body panel and somehow attatch the vent.  You could remove the panel then cut the holes on the panel and into the engine bay, behind the shock tower I would assume, then run a duckt or roll over the edge of the hole and re-install the body panel.  Thats off the top of my head.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000006||curtis||08-03-2003||02:01 AM||||henrok if you want the heat out first thing is to remove the rubber weather strip that runs across the firewall.  also you could hook up some kind of fan to pull the heat out. the apache helos I worked on in the army had some nifty exhaust fans ( about the size of a softball) in the fabs (forward avionics bays ) that flowed around 1800cfm but the aircraft is a 24 volt system so thats out but you can find 12 volt squirrel cage fans,  RV's have 12 volt exhaust fans for the ranges and bathroom vents but I have no idea what they flow. I have noticed that the isuzus in the junk yards have some fans in the engine compartments they might work but I don't know what kind of cfm they pull also watch the current draw on the fans if they cool thats great but if they pull a shit load of amps thats bad.||65.135.142.71||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||josh91vr4||08-03-2003||02:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> henrok if you want the heat out first thing is to remove the rubber weather strip that runs across the firewall.  also you could hook up some kind of fan to pull the heat out. the apache helos I worked on in the army had some nifty exhaust fans ( about the size of a softball) in the fabs (forward avionics bays ) that flowed around 1800cfm but the aircraft is a 24 volt system so thats out but you can find 12 volt squirrel cage fans,  RV's have 12 volt exhaust fans for the ranges and bathroom vents but I have no idea what they flow. I have noticed that the isuzus in the junk yards have some fans in the engine compartments they might work but I don't know what kind of cfm they pull also watch the current draw on the fans if they cool thats great but if they pull a shit load of amps thats bad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude, that is one big friggin run-on.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />And hey guys, everyone wants to do something different to their car, lighten up on the guy already.<br /><br />*edit* and i bet they called Buschur a dumbass when they first heard he wanted to build a RWD tube-frame DSM to drag with, until it whooped their collective asses.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||08-03-2003||03:00 AM||||i think this is an "ok" idea. i wouldn't do it myself. but if i were to do it, i would never use z3 fender vents because they are ugly. and do not fit our cars as far as looks go. so i think what you should go for is something like the galant rs hood vents but mini sized, and stretched out a bit. but without fins. i think what could have some potential to look nice, but you would have to realize that this would take a lot of work, and you would have have to cut in to your stock fenders, so you may end up needing to buy some other fenders to work on, that you can make this as perfect as possible. its certainly no small project, but if its done right i think it has potential. if you want to add some personality to it, then only put it on one side. <br /><br />i think its possible, worth it? well that is up to you. will it get a lot of heat? not really, but at least it would be functional. and if its not then fuck it.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000009||Akidosigh1||08-03-2003||03:47 AM||||i think matrix sells the vents separate so u can mold them to your fender. i remember seeing them at work...||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000010||number3||08-03-2003||08:39 AM||||I thought I was pretty nice and light about what I wrote.<br /><br />Maybe you guys missed this thread.<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002791" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002791</a>  <br /><br /><br />Read it and read it again and then tell me how you feel.<br /><br />BTW I am not against cutting a Galant. My car has more "permanent mods" than anyone else here. (If you are new and want to know what they are just ask and I will tell you) Creativity is awesome. I live my lfe by creativity. But M3 vents on a car is not being creative. (BTW if you look the "frame rails" block the fenders so it is not even possible to do correctly.)<br /><br />You should think before jump.<br /><br />Taking a fucking drill to the firewall is not thinking, IMHO.  I even gave you the answer to you problem in that thread and you dimissed it. Bazeng also gave you a good idea. So why even ask the question if you are not going to listen?<br /><br />As for the guy who thinks "its our way or the highway?" I don't see it that way but I am a old GVR4 owner (both in age and in years of owning the car) so maybe we are a little protective of the POINT of this car. What is the point you ask? <br /><br />The GVR4 maybe plain it maybe even ugly to some other car owners but that all goes away when you kick their fucking ass at the track! Then you can't keep them away. They want to ask you one million questions (which is cool). They want to drive it (I have had instructors fight over it) You hear people say as you pull in "Dude, that one of them Galant VR4s" and you just smile.<br /><br />There is nothing like it. Trust me.<br /><br />Good luck||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||08-03-2003||09:24 AM||||NO! NO! KEEP BUYING THEM BMW PARTS!||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||08-03-2003||10:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> NO! NO! KEEP BUYING THEM BMW PARTS! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will Ken if you get me some angel eye parts from the new 5 series  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||henrok||08-03-2003||12:50 PM||||ive just been experimenting with ideas on how to take the most heat out of the engine bay without spending money.  so this is just an idea.  i dont mind how the car will look, what matters to me is that it will make it uniquely mine.  and most important that it will draw away heat from the engine bay without water getting in.  i thought of making vents just like the ones on an a/c after some one commented on it earlier, but it seems it will be easier to get a piece of metal with the vents on it already and welding in onto the hood itself.  is there an area on the hood that i could cut and put vents on without the worry of water getting in and messing something up?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000014||Martin Chilcote||08-03-2003||01:02 PM||||Wings West 3dCarbonTM Typ1 Carbon Fiber Louvers<br /><a href="http://www.wingswest.com/whatsnew.asp" target="_blank">http://www.wingswest.com/whatsnew.asp</a><br /><br />Carbon vents here:<br /><a href="http://carbontrix.com/" target="_blank">http://carbontrix.com/</a><br /><br />Enought vents here to make you sick:<br /><a href="http://www.ccmotorsport.co.uk/bonnet_vents.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ccmotorsport.co.uk/bonnet_vents.htm</a><br /><br />Vents available off of wrecked Mitsu's, Subi's, etc:<br /><a href="http://www.meade-sports.com" target="_blank">http://www.meade-sports.com</a>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.139.167.190||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000015||number3||08-03-2003||01:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> is there an area on the hood that i could cut and put vents on without the worry of water getting in and messing something up? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes. Pull the weather stripping off the part of the hood near the windsheild. If you want even more air flow then space the rear of the hood higher with washers at the hood hinge bolts.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||kartorium31||08-03-2003||01:35 PM||||When I get my hood done i'll post pictures of it for you,  I think it is one of the best ways to draw heat out of the bay.  I just went and purchased a spare galant hood and took the plasma cutter to it, added some metal, took out the bracing, slapped on some fiberglass and bondo, and now i'm in the process of getting it all smoothed out.  I'm still not sure if i'm going to paint it or have it stay primer, but it's basically just a secondary hood so if it stays primer it's not a big deal.||12.144.137.196||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000017||fazzt73||08-12-2003||03:16 AM||||If you want to lose some heat go with vents if you dont mind a little rain water here and there, i have the carbon trix vents.<br />its much more effective and easy then the fender vents, i support permanent mods guys come on as much as i love my car its not a Ferrari.<br /><br /><br />Paulo.<br />925/2000||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000018||mixx2001||08-12-2003||08:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> ive just been experimenting with ideas on how to take the most heat out of the engine bay without spending money.  so this is just an idea.  i dont mind how the car will look </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Another approach would be managing your heat more efficently.  Custom vents (when done properly) are quite an exspensive method of removing heat from the engine bay.  Check out  <a href="http://speedfreaks.safeshopper.com/38/cat38.htm?745" target="_blank">DEI products</a> and research using these items to use heat to your advantage.  Wraping the turbine housing, exhaust manifold, and downpipe can help reduce engine bay temps without working against exhaust flow.  When you wrap any exhaust component you keep the heat inside increasing the velocity of the air, while at the same time keeping heat away from other areas.  You can also wrap IC pipes with their heat reflective "cool tape" and make heat sheilds for your fresh air supply.  Some people think that their manifolds will corrode and fall apart when wrapped, and I'm sure it's happened to someone, but I know many locals who have been using it for a very long time with no adverse side effects.  Motorcycles, Muscle Cars, and many of my Turbo freinds have seen great results.  I have yet to implement my own plans due to the fact that I'm still unsure on plans for new pipes, but will be putting something together soon.  Just a suggestion.||65.165.18.130||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000019||mixx2001||08-12-2003||08:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fazzt73:<br /><strong> i support permanent mods guys come on as much as i love my car its not a Ferrari.<br /><br /><br />Paulo.<br />925/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No it's not.  It's more rare and unique.||65.165.18.130||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/002910.cgi
A||||7||slvrblt||Na galant Rotors ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||08-02-2003||08:30 PM||||I found a great price on NA Galant (6gen, 11/89 - 93) front rotors. Mine are beyond shot and I really need new ones. AutoZone and Napa want at least $70 EACH and I can get these for about $55 shipped. Well, I dont know if they will fit. <br /><br />Anyone know if the NA's are also the same 4 bolt pattern ?<br /><br />OEM part number of this item is:  MR475330<br />but I cant find it in my copy of CAPS.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-02-2003||08:54 PM||||I think that their smaller. Galant VR4s have Big breaks, The same ones DSM guys upgrade too. So Im sure the NAs are small, I would search it sounds like its been coverd before.||67.30.162.216||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-02-2003||09:13 PM||||Yea, I searched but to no resolve. I guess that does make sense that our cars have bigger rotors.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||08-03-2003||02:39 AM||||Hey, if you know someone that can drill some holes for ya, get some 5-bolt rotors. They're a lot cheaper, and they're the same damn thing. Plus an extra hole, of course. <br />I've got them on my car, they work fine. Of course, i'm an idiot and have no clue what the part number is for them, Hopefully someone else 'round here knows.<br />GL||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||08-03-2003||03:14 AM||||How do you have 5 bolt rotors on there ? I assume you drilled 2 more holes in 'em so they fit, huh ? Did you drill them or have a shop and a drill press do the work ?<br /><br /><br />I know this has been discussed before, but since Im here I'll ask it again....Where can I get slotted rotors for this car ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||08-03-2003||09:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know this has been discussed before, but since Im here I'll ask it again....Where can I get slotted rotors for this car   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got mine at Mofugas but of course that doesnt exsist any more, try TCE.||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-03-2003||12:22 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsmparts.com" target="_blank">dsmparts.com has a Galant section</a>||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||08-03-2003||04:12 PM||||Im actually just looking for stock replacements, but I might get rotors from DSMparts since they are priced very well.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002911.cgi
A||||10||DongeR615||crankshaft bolt ??? for the techs||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||08-03-2003||03:16 AM||||scenario:<br />removing the crankshaft bolt and the top of the bolt shears off leaving the bottom half in the engine. The easy-out broke. what to do next?<br /><br />sounds a little farfetched? maybe..<br /><br />im all assed our of idea's. <br /><br />DongeR||165.76.84.166||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-03-2003||03:29 AM||||Well, you could dangerously drill a hole in the bolt at an angle and then put a pick in it and twist it out. I dont know if that would work (its definately not safe) since the bolt broke to start with. <br /><br />Get a welder in there and put the bolt back together.<br /><br /><br />Hell, I'd like to see some peoples solutions to this as I will soon be breaking other bolts (turbo/manifold).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||08-03-2003||10:10 AM||||Drill a hole in the bolt that is broken so you can use an easyout. Then hit the cank with a torch to get it hot. Becareful not to get it to hot. Use the computer duster in a can( turn it upside down) & make sure you wear gloves because that shit can just about freeze you fingers. Make sure you put the straw on the nozzle & spray the bolt with the Computer duster spray. The extreme temp differences between the two will make getting the bolt out extremely easy.<br /><br /> I have done it like this maky times & it has worked& somestimes it hasnt. Im not sure of the condition of your crank/ pully( rusty, ect...).||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||08-03-2003||02:01 PM||||You can also get reverse cut drill bits, which I've used with success before.  Just put the drill in reverse, and drill away.  When the bit catches in the metal, it just unscrews it right out.  Having a broken easy out in there might make it difficult... can you pull that out?||69.59.219.185||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||08-03-2003||02:07 PM||||see the easy out wont work. he broke it taking the bolt OUT. its not like he overtightened it and the head snapped off. the threads are gouged in there. the torch / cold idea is the best idea. it might be tricky buy you will HAVE to use a torch and i never have done it but try the cold ice crap.<br />if that doest work, you are just going to have to drill and drill and drill larger and larger holes in the bolt untill it just falls apart. then re-tap the crank and go from there.<br />its going to be a pain cause your easyout is stuck in the bolt now. get some GOOD bits and a good drill. probably your only hope<br />-luke-||138.89.70.85||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||08-03-2003||07:14 PM||||I would suggest the carbide or diamond tiped dremel engraver first.  Try to cut out as much of the easy out as you can or else you'll never be able to line up a drill and keep it boring straight.  I ran into that problem when I had a water pump bolt shear in the block.  I couldn't even drill it out because the easy-out kept kicking the drill off to the side.    Once you have most of it gone, then you can use good drill bits to do some work on it||63.69.224.10||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000006||1219's Brother||08-04-2003||01:31 AM||||Good luck.  Damn, the only way to get it out is to get someone with an EDM machine to come get it out.  I had a stud break in my turbine housing and snapped an easy out.  An EDM machine saved it, but finding someone that has one sucks.  It stands for Electro magnetic discharge and burns the bolt out like the opposite of a welder.  Not cheap, but you are SOL without one.  Good luck.<br /><br />JIM  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||08-04-2003||03:22 AM||||Worst case, you drill the whole damn thing out and do a helicoil, timesert, keysert, or whatever.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||CO VR4||08-06-2003||10:41 PM||||It depends on where the existing bolt breaks off.  If it has broken off below the level of the flywheel, I would suggest making a bushing guide at least an inch thick, with a lip on the bottom that would just fit into the hole in the flywheel to locate and center the bushing.  Drill a hole in the center of the bushing, and  use the center hole as your dremel or HSS drill guide to keep the drill on center while you work at drilling out the easy out remains.  That way you stand some reasonable chance of not destroying your crank while you're trying to get the flywheel off.<br /><br />If the flywheel is off, and the bolt is sticking out, you can do the same thing, but drill the back of the bushing the same size as the bolt remains, and the top of the bushing the same size as the drill you want to keep centered.<br /><br />Either way, make sure you use a drill bit depth collar or something similar in function so you don't go too deep.<br /><br />After the easy out has been removed, use the same concept to redrill the bolt with a new easyout, making sure that you keep it going in straight, and not too deep.<br /><br />Best of luck!<br /><br />Mike||64.156.36.234||reg||1||CO VR4||00000514||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||08-07-2003||11:33 AM||||what I wanna know is who the f*** named them easy outs.  i have NEVER had one work, they ALWAYS break off.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||number3||08-07-2003||07:15 PM||||<a href="http://www.sears.com/sr/product/summary/productsummary.jsp?BV_SessionID=@@@@1729451090.1060297969@@@@&BV_EngineID=cchladcjdfdihfkcehgcemgdffmdflk.0&vertical=SEARS&bidsite=CRAFT&pid=00952157000" target="_blank">http://www.sears.com/sr/product/summary/productsummary.jsp?BV_SessionID=@@@@1729451090.1060297969@@@@&BV_EngineID=cchladcjdfdihfkcehgcemgdffmdflk.0&vertical=SEARS&bidsite=CRAFT&pid =00952157000</a><br /><br /><br />These really work unlike easy outs...  as do these...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.sears.com/sr/product/summary/productsummary.jsp?BV_SessionID=@@@@1729451090.1060297969@@@@&BV_EngineID=cchladcjdfdihfkcehgcemgdffmdflk.0&vertical=SEARS&bidsite=CRAFT&pid=00952162000" target="_blank">http://www.sears.com/sr/product/summary/productsummary.jsp?BV_SessionID=@@@@1729451090.1060297969@@@@&BV_EngineID=cchladcjdfdihfkcehgcemgdffmdflk.0&vertical=SEARS&bidsite=CRAFT&pid =00952162000</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002912.cgi
A||N||4||Marcus||A/T to M/T?||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||08-03-2003||12:46 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||My buddy and I made his A/T dsm a M/T and I am hoping to get the ecu reworked by Jeff.  I'm trying to figure out how I can make the clutch cut work.  Any ideas?<br />Marc||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-03-2003||01:08 PM||||M/T ECU?||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||08-03-2003||01:17 PM||||i'm sure they use the same dash harness for both auto and manual cars. the plug is probably there. just get the factory stuff to get the swtich to work and find the plug.||138.89.70.85||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||Marcus||08-05-2003||10:45 AM||||I've switched the A/T ecu to the M/T, that was plug and play, just don't see the switches under there.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-05-2003||12:54 PM||||Think "swap" instead of "switch".||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002913.cgi
A||||1||Pete9339||AEM PROGRAM||||1||||sickvr4||00001514
Z||000000||Pete9339||08-03-2003||04:18 AM||Pete9339@hotmail.com||Does anyone out there have an AEM in their car...? i just got one and i'm trying to get a basic map before i autotune it. can anyone out there help me with this one?<br /><br />basic engine mods<br /><br />highest grind web cams<br />oversize valves<br />knife edged crank <br />alumnium flywheel<br />forged pistions<br />eagle connecting rods<br />750cc injectors<br />supra tt fuel pump<br /><br />and a MAP sensor setup not MAF<br /><br />any help would be much appreciated!<br />Pete<br /><br />11/1000||208.59.249.9||reg||1||sickvr4||00001514||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||08-03-2003||04:02 PM||||I don't have an AEM in my car but I do most of the tuning on the one in my friends car.  My best advice is to just download the most recent MAP calibration from the DSM section on the AEM boards, and then highlight the entire fuel map and correct it for your injector size (right click and the function will be at the bottom, they used to use 660�s, don�t know if its changed).  You should also change the Crank Fuel table, turn it down a bit, but you don't have to.  Also go through and set all the units to the way you like (*F vs *C, ect).  After you have done that all you should have to do is upload it to the ECU and turn the key.  My friend's car started right up the first try! One thing to keep in mind is that they have made a few newer versions of the software, the newest being 1.03, which I haven't got to play around with yet as far at tuning (car with the AEM is stuck in 5th gear).  1.03 is supposed to have simplified idle control and a few extra features, you should consider downloading it from AEM.  If any of this is confusing sorry.||63.226.181.208||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum2/002914.cgi
A||||9||MiSTER2||Air Filter||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||08-03-2003||03:03 PM||||My mechanic told me not to change the standard air filter with an open air filter on VR4s unless i fit an aftermarket computer.  He thinks it upsets the car and sucks hot air.  Instead he recommended me to get a K&N replacement filter which looks like an open air filter anyway.  Is this the case with VR4s?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-03-2003||03:49 PM||||Just get the replacement K&N and remove the air can to give it access to more air. Use the clips to hold the filter onto the MAS and you'll be ok.<br /><br />Of course hot air is bad, but it does go through the intercooler and a few degrees (at the filter) wont make a difference.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||number3||08-03-2003||03:49 PM||||Your mechanic is right.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||jayru||08-03-2003||06:08 PM||||when i purchaced my VR4 it had an open element KnN filter. On the logger my intake temps were in the 140 degree range VERY BAD. The car sucked in so much hot air their were no benifits. <br /><br />I wouldn't do it ynless you fab up some type of cold air box or something.||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||MiSTER2||08-03-2003||06:22 PM||||i guess the mechanic knows what he's talking about.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||08-03-2003||06:39 PM||||I guess I dont know what Im talking about then. Ok, I'll shut up now. sorry.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||MiSTER2||08-03-2003||06:48 PM||||Don't need to be sorry that was your personal opinion that's what forums are for. <br /><br />Anyway i'll definitely rip the paper section after the airfilter where the honeycomb of the sensor is.  Any ideas on this?  Turbo magazine did the same on their project galant.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000007||jayru||08-03-2003||06:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I guess I dont know what Im talking about then. Ok, I'll shut up now. sorry. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No need to shut up, everyone differs in theory's and applications that is what these forums are for, to get your idea out and compare it to others.<br /><br />Although it usualy results in a bitch fest where everyone argues for supremacy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Edit: i wrote this before the other guy posted  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||08-03-2003||08:13 PM||||Yea, well i was just wrong for once. jk.<br /><br />I still dont think that a few degrees difference at the filter would make a lot of difference in comparison to the additional air being sucked in. but I also dont knwo what the difference in temperature is inrelation to the new amount of air. <br /><br />ohh well.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||08-03-2003||08:45 PM||||This is what I meant and below is an excerpt from the 'Stage 1 Mods' pinned in the tech section:<br /><br /><br />1.2<br />K&N Air Filter<br />$45<br /><br />Remove the air box and just put the K&N over the MAS.<br />Remove the air silencer, this is the paper filter located behind the MAS. <br />It's round and has a zig-zag type of pattern to the material inside.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002915.cgi
A||||3||1667 VR4||Best place to go for axles?||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||08-03-2003||05:08 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Where do you guys buy axles? Im tired of hearing "click click click" everytime i make a turn. I need both fronts. <br /><br />My local discount auto cant get them for some reason. So tell me, where did you get them and whats a good price?<br /><br />thanks-- john||4.47.99.25||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||08-03-2003||05:15 PM||||Raxels<br /><a href="http://www.raxles.com/index1.htm" target="_blank">http://www.raxles.com/index1.htm</a>||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||08-04-2003||08:50 PM||||Yeah. You can get them cheaper than Raxles, but I have decided in working on my car (and my house) if it makes the job easier and/or prevents me from doing it ever again, but is more expensive, then it's worth the extra money. NEW outer CV joints: seems worth it to me. <br /><br />One time I went through two Autozone "lifetime warranty" brake master cylinders on a car. Sure they gave me another one each time. But they didn't offer to come to my house and remove the defective rebuild, bench bleed the new one and install it and bleed the brakes. TWICE! Sometimes trying to save money costs you more in the long run.<br /><br />Just my $ .02...<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-04-2003||08:53 PM||||Indiana Rack and axle has good warranties and are very cheap. They are in Indianapolis IN. They will ship as well. If you want their # pm||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes



ubb/Forum2/002916.cgi
A||||2||sobes||Brake upgrade- any ideas??||||1||||sobes||00001649
Z||000000||sobes||08-03-2003||08:28 PM||||Hey guys, I'm looking for ideas on brake combinations (pads & rotors) that work well with VR-4's. Mine is experiencing the notorious rotor warp and I figure I might as well update the pads. Has anyone used napa/autozone cheapies with sucesss, or should I go with something from RRE?<br />Thx!<br /><br />Mike<br />(111/1000)||172.128.71.197||reg||1||sobes||00001649||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-03-2003||08:42 PM||||I use the AutoZone pads since they have a lifetime warranty and you cant beat that. They are ok, nothing special. I am about to get new rotors too, put probably from <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com</a> as they have some good prices. I dont know if they under price RRE; i havent looked yet. When I do get new rotors I will probably get some Axxiss Metal Master pads to go with 'em.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||DynStatic||08-03-2003||09:09 PM||||I ordered slotted rotors and axxis metal master pads from dsmparts.com. I still havent go them, but i was informed that it can take up to 2 weeks of time to get them. The rotors they have arnt brembro. You can get the drilled and slotted if you want, but i am just getting slotted. They are machined on an as-need basis.<br /><br />I also ordered 1g SS brake lines from RRE. And I'm getting royal blue brake fluid and speed bleeders from mach V.<br />I'm also likely going to rebuild my calipers while they are off the car. <br /><br />I plan on really doing a brake overhaul so I feel safe in this car.<br /><br />The best way to make sure your rotors dont warp is to use a torque wrench on the lug nuts. 80 ft lbs.||24.30.242.160||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum2/002917.cgi
A||||5||slvrblt||Evo exhaust compared to ours||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||08-03-2003||08:48 PM||||How does the EVO 8 exhaust compare to ours ? Are the DPs similar and are the Cat Back systems compatible. I was just looking at Buschurs site and I see exhaust for the EVO, but not for us.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-03-2003||08:55 PM||||Not many shops have our aftermarket exhaust in production. They usually make it when its requested. <br /><br />Certified has it in production. I know down here that <a href="http://www.rnrracing.com" target="_blank">RnR Racing</a> and <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">Road Race</a> can custom make them upon request.||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-03-2003||08:57 PM||||Do you happen to know the price of their exhausts ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-03-2003||09:44 PM||||Basic turboback at RnR is 550 for 3", But you most likely want a straight through muffler with a tip (looks great for about 100-150 more). And Ryan also offers o2 eliminator downpipes, bla bla bla. Check out the website and contact Ryan.||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||08-04-2003||03:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">AWD Standard Turbo Back Exhaust<br /><br />Choose Generation:: 1g; Please select:: 3'' Standard Turbo back; Turbo Back options: SS Bullet Muffler (Highly Recommended)<br />Straight through design  $550.00   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats from there website. not bad!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||08-05-2003||04:34 AM||||RnR does awesome work! Alot of my friends have exhaust that Ryan (RnR) made and they ended up with great performance gains, great looking exhaust, great fitment and big smiles  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/002918.cgi
A||||2||slvrblt||Fog light rewire||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||08-03-2003||10:05 PM||||I used the VFAQ and it did not work right. I want to be able to have my fogs on at any time without having the headlights or corner lights on too. I also want them to shut off when the car is off in case I forget to shut them off myself. I tried a few different things and all I could get to happen was make day time running lights out of the low beams.<br /><br /><br />Has anyone else done this mod ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-04-2003||11:37 AM||||No, but I was thinking about it.<br /><br />You could always rewire the whole mess with a new relay.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-04-2003||05:51 PM||||Bah! I dont wanna rewire the whole circut just for boredoms sake.<br /><br /><br />Hmm... I really wanna figure this out. Im sure someone on here has done it, but who ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002919.cgi
A||||11||PJGross||Timing belt rub on stud threads, what to do now...||||1||||PJGross||00000666
Z||000000||PJGross||08-04-2003||08:56 AM||pgrossjr@yahoo.com||I searched several places and couldn't find another example of this phenomena so I'll post here:<br /><br />I just got my VR4 going after 2 yrs down for an engine rebuild and new turbo setup.  I did not install the engine or timing belts, just finished IC piping when receiving the car back.<br /><br />After initial 30 mile break in, I popped the upper T-belt cover just to view the belt since I had a small oil leak and wanted to check if it was originating inside the T-belt cover and getting on the belt.  It wasn't BUT:<br /><br />I saw a lot of rubber dust and found that the tooth side of the T-belt closest to the engine was ground down about 1/4" inch from the edge, and the depth was just enough to take off the teeth of the belt, not into the cords.<br /><br />No more driving for a while!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Yesterday I tore down the front to find that there is a stud/bolt at about 1:00 position in relation to the the T-belt tensioner pulley that I think holds the motor mount bracket to the block.  This was the culprit!  My guess is one of two things happened:<br /><br />1.  Stud removed during engine block machining process, not screwed in far enough when re-installed and so too much thread sticks out past the nut now.  However, even if I were to cut off the exposed threads, the belt would be mm from the nut so this may not be the reason.<br /><br />2.  All the T-belt FAQ's I've seen say to tighten slack from the T-belt by turning the tensioner pulley in a CC position.  Since the pulley is eccentric, the largest radius of the pulley would end up in the 3:00-6:00 position.  Currently the pulley appears to have been tightened in a clockwise rotation putting the largest radius of the pulley in the 1:00-2:00 position, which happens to be directly aimed at that stud/nut.<br /><br />If that didn't make sense, currently the holes in the pulley are at roughly 12:30 and 2:30 position where I'm thinking if they were at 4:30 and 6:30 the the belt would have plenty of clearance by the stud/nut.<br /><br />In looking up info, I've actually seen pics of pulley holes in the position mine are in, but I don't know if there is a difference between 1 and 2G motors in that area or not.<br /><br />Any hints or suggestions on how to get around this would be great.  Though this is my first timing doing a timing belt, my current plan is:<br /><br />Mark all timing marks on old (30 mile) belt, loosen tensioner, tensioner pulley, remove old belt (everything at TDC), mark new belt from old one, install new belt, tighten tensioner with pin in, adjust pulley in CC orientation, tighten down pulley bolt, etc, etc.<br /><br />After waiting 10 minutes and turning the engine by hand several times, should I go by proper tension being where you can insert the pin back into the tensioner freely as I found in several write ups, or go by measurement of the tensioner engagement?  I'd guess that they must relate but since this is the first time doing it I wanted to check.<br /><br />Thanks for any help or suggestions,<br /><br />-PJ Gross||12.44.48.59||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||08-04-2003||09:25 AM||||Check the oil pan bolts nearest the T-belt.  There are one or two that are shorter than the rest near the T-belt, and if long ones are used during the rebuild, they can contact and shred the belt.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||PJGross||08-04-2003||09:40 AM||||Thanks for the input, but I've identified the culprit in the above post.  The rubbing is on the inside (toothed side) of the T-belt, not the outside.  No rubbing or contact from the Oil pan bolts.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.59||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||08-04-2003||10:43 AM||||Sorry, I didn't read well enough the first time.  <br /><br />I would not rotate the pulley CC.  What TB faq's say to do that?  I'm pretty sure that the eccentric pulley will swing down and make the belt hit the bracket below if you rotate the pulley CC.  Another benefit of rotating clockwise and using the proper factory tool is that it tightens the bolt just a tad, which makes it easier to hold the pulley in place while you're tightening it.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/timingbelt-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/timingbelt-1G.html</a><br /><br />You can see the proper orientation of the two small holes in the manual diagrams.  <br /><br />Sounds to me like your TB was waaaaay over tensioned, the eccentric part should not be pointing to the right.  Have you measured the tensioner rod extension distance?  I'll bet your tensioner rod is still forced way down in the body.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||PJGross||08-04-2003||11:02 AM||||Howard,<br />Ok, I didn't read thoroughly enough.  That was a dumb mistake.  Can we edit posts?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Sorry about that.<br /><br />If the proper direction for the tensioner pulley is clockwise, that explains why all the pics I saw were oriented that way!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />So, I will measure the tensioner gap when I go back to work on the car this weekend.  However, the block was decked and the head shaved so perhaps there is now more slack to take up by the belt?If this is the case, I'm back to trying to mess with the stud and nut at the 1-2:00 position from the tensioner pulley.<br /><br />I would think my only option is to remove the existing nut, get a thinner nut installed, and then cut off the excess thread material on the stud with a cut-off wheel?<br /><br />I can't be the only person to have this problem, right?  <br /><br />Steps I am going to take:<br />Measure tensioner gap.  If zero or less than spec, breath sigh of relief and swap in new belt and tension properly so culprit stud/nut do not interfere.  If gap is in spec, then I know I have other issues.  Not only with the stud and nut but I'm guessing if the dimensions are that far off then I will need adjustable cam sprockets just to get my cams properly degreed, right?  This could be a can of worms.  At least it will be correct when finished!<br /><br />-PJ Gross||12.44.48.59||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000005||PJGross||08-10-2003||11:03 AM||||Well, at least I read right, just not in the right spot.  The VFAQ for 2G's says tighten the tensioner pulley counterclockwise, that's where I saw that.<br /><br />Ok, so the pulley was too tight.  However, on my car if the hydrolic tensioner tightens up a stretched belt, there is enough travel in the tensioner arm that my belt could still hit the threaded stud for the motor mount located about 1:00 from the tensioner pulley.<br /><br />From the position of this stud/nut, I can't believe no one else has had this problem.  I'm going to take the nut off, get a slim line nut, put that on, and cut off the rest of the exposed threads on the motor mount stud.  That will give me all the clearance needed if the tensioner arm pivots that far back.<br /><br />Will update when done.<br /><br />-PJ||198.109.216.41||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||08-10-2003||01:50 PM||||if you had the head shaved, AND the block decked, you are probably OVER THE LIMIT on the minimum distance between the crank and the cams.  the distance is now too short, so the tensioner cannot take up the slack.  the timing is going to be off, and the compression ratio is going to be a lot higher, AND, you should check clearance of valves to pistons.  i bet if you use a thicker head gasket the tensioner ends up in the correct position.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||1219's Brother||08-10-2003||10:45 PM||||Your pulley was tensioned correctly, the problem was the bolt was not properly tightened.  I had this happen on my talon. Torque it to spec and your done.  You could put a little loctite on it if you want.  If you do have to redo the timing belt, just make sure you don't move the balance shaft belt seperately.  Double check all you torques....this is why I do all my own work!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />JIM||192.91.147.35||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000008||PJGross||08-11-2003||06:09 AM||||Final update on this (maybe).<br /><br />The tensioner was too tight.  Zero clearance on the hydrolic tensioner pin.  It was cranked down tight.  After buying a die and an 8" 5/16 bolt, I made my own tensioner tool.  Ok, since this was my first time doing a timing belt I did fight with the setup for a while before giving up and going and getting the bolt, but I was a little stubborn.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Also, used an allen wrench to hold the tensioner pulley while tightening.  Took a few trys, but got it.<br /><br />Anyway, now the two holes averaged point at about 11:35, and the tensioner pin has right at 4mm clearance.  I set it there, then turned cranked the engine by hand several times, then let it sit.<br />Looked good on return.  So now that the tensioner pin and tensioner pulley are both in the proper positions, that stud would have still hit if I didn't dremel it off, though.<br /><br />Ken Inn, you may be right about being under spec, but the engine ran fine during break in, even idled smooth at 850 rpm with 272 cams, so I don't think I slapped any valves.  Compression check next on list to make sure.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Could probable benefit from adjustable timing gears in the future, though.<br /><br />Thanks for the help on this topic, I will do a search and post my next topic on a new thread!<br /><br />-PJ||69.14.56.54||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000009||PJGross||08-11-2003||09:38 AM||||Ok, it was at 11:30, not 11:35!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I remember when I bought the galant the T-belt had some slight fraying on it.  I think that motor mount stud has just been too long on my car.<br /><br />Even with the tensioner pulley at 10:00 average of the two holes, the belt would hit the stud in question.  This is with the tensioner arm set for 4mm hydrollic pin clearance still.<br /><br />As it is, I think my tensioner pulley is not overly tight since I'm not even straight up.<br /><br />Let me ask anyone this:<br />Does your motor mount stud protrude out from the block far enough to even be in plane with the timing belt?  Mine did by at least 1/4".  Maybe it isn't supposed to.<br /><br />Thanks for all the help,<br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||08-12-2003||01:31 AM||||Mine wasn't touching but it was close enough to make me take preventive action. I ground the stud down severely.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||PJGross||08-12-2003||11:27 AM||||Cool.  At least someone saw the same issue, I'm not alone!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />And actually, once adjusted properly, it didn't look like the belt would hit until the tensioner reached max extension, but I ground down that stud any way just for good measure!  Needed to justify the $100 Dremel purchase to my wife!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks,<br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||14||PJGross||00000666||yes



ubb/Forum2/002920.cgi
A||||5||4G63_GSR||replaced ICS motor with no luck...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||08-04-2003||02:33 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||hello, i just replaced my ics motor this weekend and the idle still remains the same.  did i get a bad ics motor or is there a whole different problem?||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-04-2003||02:54 PM||||There are a number of things it could be.<br /><br />Do a search on FIAV and BISS.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||08-04-2003||03:05 PM||||What does the logger say the ISC is doing? Did you ohm out the ISC from the harness inside at the ECU? I see a LOT of acid damage that causes ISC problems. If your ISC was bad, it could have destroy one or both of the ISC drivers in the ECU.||68.153.64.101||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||watchdoc||08-04-2003||04:36 PM||||I've done several of these and you should follow Terry's idle tips page.<br /><br />I've had several now that the FIAV was leaking or damaged and interfered with the idle.  You can simply remove or block off the lower half of the Throttle body and avoid this issue ever again!!||65.41.41.194||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000004||Jon||08-04-2003||05:04 PM||||Misadjusted TPS seems to always be the main problem on cars I've fixed the idle on.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||4G63_GSR||08-04-2003||06:06 PM||||thanks guys...||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes



ubb/Forum2/002921.cgi
A||||26||Akidosigh1||DAMN VALVE COVER!||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||08-04-2003||07:00 PM||||So i'm still breaking in my engine, have 75 miles on it so far. I'm driving up and down the street and i stopped to turn around and i smelled burning oil... i pull in the driveway and pop the hood and see a little oil on the valvecover and head and exhaust manifold... at first i though it was the gasket but i wiped it and there wasn't anymore oil... <br /><br />looking from the front, next to the far right corner bolt is a small hole the size of a pellet... i put a paper towel to it to see if it would dry up and it didn't... i tried 3 times and it didn't... so i take off the spark plug cover and there is oil in there... and directly opposite the one small hole is another small hole with oil in it. and there is a crack elsewhere but no oil on or near the crack... so these 2 small holes that are perfectly round are leaking out oil... are these supposed to be here? is there supposed to be a plug or something? does anyone have anything to say? do i need a new valvecover?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-04-2003||07:04 PM||||If there is oil coming from those holes, then your spark plug o-ring are leaking. The hole on the front right is to drain that oil. Are you spark plug o-rings fresh?||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||08-04-2003||07:15 PM||||i assume they are fresh, i would have to ask my brother since he put the engine back together... how hard is it to fix? can it be fixed? is the oil coming from inside the valvecover? where exactly is it flowing from?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-04-2003||07:18 PM||||They are not hard to fix. Replace the o-rings and your valve cover gasket together. If you want to do that, I work in a mitsu parts dept and if you pay by c-card I can ship them to you for free. We have them in stock. I just replaced mine a created a stocking policy on the part #'s<br />The number to the parts dept is 765-449-2189, just ask for brian||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||08-04-2003||07:29 PM||||Just called my brother, he told me they are new o-rings and the valve cover gasket is knew, he told me to go an try to tighten the bolts a little... u think that would fix it since they are already leaking?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-04-2003||07:30 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=969" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=969&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||08-04-2003||07:35 PM||||The valve cover bolts are not supposed to be torqued down very tight.  I think it is like 24-36 inch pounds or something crazy like that.  If they were tightened too much then the valve cover cracked and that is where the oil is coming from.  That little hole you see is a drain for such oil laying on the valve cover.  Ask your brother how tight he put the bolts on.  If he used a socket wrench and really snugged them up than he probably cracked the cover.||68.76.183.204||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||08-04-2003||09:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tambleramble:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=969" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=969&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">huh?  WTF does this have to do with his valve cover...||167.142.22.102||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||08-04-2003||09:31 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-04-2003||09:50 PM||||It has to do with his valve cover about as much as your helpful comment does  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000010||Ian M||08-04-2003||10:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tambleramble:<br /><strong> I work in a mitsu parts dept.The number to the parts dept is 765-449-2189. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just dont call for GVR4 black touch up paint...||129.71.115.224||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||08-05-2003||09:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tambleramble:<br /><strong> It has to do with his valve cover about as much as your helpful comment does   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />Your first 2 replies were right on target. I just starred at the pic and didn't get it's relationship to the question.  I don't mind digressing now that he has his questioned answered:<br />I appreciate how you noticed my comment was helpful.  It was an attempt to clarify the meaning of your picture and it's relevance to the question, and you obviously understood that and pointed out my helpfulness with your follow up post. Thank you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.136||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||08-05-2003||09:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tambleramble:<br /><strong> It has to do with his valve cover about as much as your helpful comment does   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OMG, TOPIC!!!!<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||08-05-2003||09:54 AM||||i've never seen o rings in the valve cover.  are you talking about the round seals for the 4 spark plug holes?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||08-05-2003||10:10 AM||||Ken, I'm pretty sure that's what he's talking about.  The same ones you told me about a while back that leak on my motor that's coming out.<br /><br />Correct me if I'm wrong but, shouldn't the only way for oil to get into that area be from: 1) those rubber seals for the spark plug wells 2) cracked cover as listed above.  <br /><br />If you end up with a cracked cover I might have an extra I'd let go. Just saving it as a backup...||167.142.21.136||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||08-05-2003||11:41 AM||||On-topic comments:<br /><br />The teeny tiny round "weep" holes on the valve cover are normal and supposed to be there. There are 1 o2, maybe more, cannot remember for sure...<br /><br />I have always used the felpro valve cover gasket kit and it comes with these 4 round valve spark plug hole gaskets to keep oil out of them. They work great. <br /><br />I always use piles of RTV while putting the valve cover back on just to be safe.<br /><br />Last but not the least, do NOT over-torque them bolts when putting the valve cover on, they will crack the valve cover super easily.<br /><br />TEL valve covers are good replacement, but you lose the red "JDM" gvr4 valvecover.<br /><br />Off-topic discussion:<br /><br />Its great someone has a low mileage gvr4, but I see no point posting it in a technical discussion post about valve covers. Please do it in general discussion or have your post deleted. Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||Akidosigh1||08-05-2003||11:55 PM||||i have a crack in the valvecover but there doesn't appear to be oil coming from that particular crack... from the front of the car, it is in the far right corner next to the spark plug. i believe it is leaking from the o-ring for the far left spark plug. and i think my brother stripped out one of the bolts too...||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000017||slvrblt||08-06-2003||12:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tambleramble:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=969" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=969&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">huh?  WTF does this have to do with his valve cover... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YMMV ?<br />I think anyway.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000018||bazeng||10-15-2003||05:30 AM||||im just in the process of replacing my gasket/seals..<br /><br />anyways.. I CANT GET THE VALVE COVER OFF!!!..<br />its driving me crazy!!!..<br /><br />how do u do it guys??.. all bolts are undone.. but its still stuck.. <br /><br />any tips on taking it off without damaging it??..<br />screw driver?? hammer??? drill?? hack saw?? heheeh..<br /><br />thanks..||203.166.63.250||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000019||ken inn||10-15-2003||09:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> im just in the process of replacing my gasket/seals..<br /><br />anyways.. I CANT GET THE VALVE COVER OFF!!!..<br />its driving me crazy!!!..<br /><br />how do u do it guys??.. all bolts are undone.. but its still stuck.. <br /><br />any tips on taking it off without damaging it??..<br />screw driver?? hammer??? drill?? hack saw?? heheeh..<br /><br />thanks.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">veeery carefully.  it will crack very easily.  also, if you use tiny screwdrivers, you can nick the head, or the valve cover, and it will not seal.  i got pissed at the valve cover weeping, so the last time i hylomar'd the gasket to the head, and it has not leaked a drop.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000020||psycopyro182||10-15-2003||10:17 AM||||i know its been said. but be verry careful when takeing the cover off.<br />i cracked mine, in a bunch of places.<br />now i cant put the sparkplug wire cover on because some of the holes where the bolts go into are cracked.<br />i dont think i noticed this hole you guys are talking about. its to drain oil (well thats what ive read.) mabey someone can take a picture of it? that would help alot.<br />-max||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000021||geoff@machv||10-15-2003||02:21 PM||||If you can't find a crack, than more than likley you have worn spark plug well seals......<br />If it's NOT seals then yes it's cracked and the oil is NOT coming from the weep hole at the lower <br />right of the valve cover....<br /><br />Either way, I have a spare one for you......<br />Since I'm local to you, let me know what you wanna do and I'll get you squared away. <br /><br />PM me and I'll give you my cell phone number. <br /><br /><br />Geoff<br />Mach V||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000022||Tangent||10-15-2003||04:52 PM||||I thought I had a bad valve cover gasket too at 100,000 mi.  I would get a little puddle of oil in the cover and down the sides.  I simply put some high temp RTV on the bolt threads for the cover and lightly bolted them back in.  Now I still have a clean cover 10k later.  The crack does scare me though.  Might want to try RTV first.||4.47.129.250||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000023||bazeng||10-15-2003||07:15 PM||||so there a no tools or anything to take it off??<br /><br />the only thing that ppl have told me are:<br /><br />1. use a broom handle and lever it out (by sticking the broom stick into the oil hole<br /><br />2. use a screw driver and just pry it out (but will destroy the gasket)<br /><br />oh wells... i guess i just have to try it myself..<br />hope it doesnt crack!!.<br /><br />wish me luck guys..||203.166.63.230||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000024||number3||10-15-2003||08:31 PM||||Use plastic mallet and tap upwards on teh 90 degree fitting that is on the end of the cover.<br /><br />Or use a pry bar and gently pry up on the 90 degree fitting.<br /><br /><br />Be careful and make sure you removed ALL the fasteners.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000025||1520/2000||10-16-2003||03:05 PM||||blacksheep- is there anything not included in the felpro set that we would need? i'm in the same boat as far as having oil puddles up top by the wells. thanks||216.222.232.251||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000026||bazeng||10-16-2003||08:12 PM||||yay i got it off!<br />basically i just pushed a screw driver through the 1/2 moon piece and levered it up until the cover popped off.. (before that i tried tapping the cover with a rubber hammer to break the seal.. i also tried levering it off the 90 degree bend..) but i think slicing the gasket with a stanley knife helped a bit before levering it out..<br /><br />got it painted and cleaned.. smeared a tiny bit of glue on the whole gasket just to be safe..<br /><br />lookes like its working!!..||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/002922.cgi
A||||4||mromik||Hard vibration occured||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||08-04-2003||09:17 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||I have hard tranny vibration at sped of 80-100 km/hr ONLY UNDER THE LOAD<br />when pedalling.<br />What might it be?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||no
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-04-2003||11:11 PM||||Check your fluids asap.  I'd be more worried about your t-case.  I don't know what would make your tranny vibrate like that.  Not to say it can't, I've just never heard of that.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||08-05-2003||11:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> <br />when pedalling.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that one of thsoe "FlintstoneMobiles" ?||68.211.225.234||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||mromik||08-05-2003||09:12 PM||||The beginnin was so:<br />I changed  the gearbox, My T-case was 23 pin and another was 22.<br />I hanged the visco unit with  output axle to fit my T--case and installed everything/<br />I noticed vibration on the third day.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||08-06-2003||10:46 AM||||Are you sure the transmission is the same gear ratio as your rear differential? It sounds to me like you get quite a mix of JDM stuff over there, so you have to be careful what combination you end up with.||67.34.206.3||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002923.cgi
A||||8||mromik||Got another ECU||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||08-04-2003||09:22 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Some Days ago I got another ECU from a wrecked VR-4<br />It is Eprom ECU <br /><br />MD 150427 E2T36173<br /><br />It HAS E769 EPROM <br />And slightly different incide appearance.<br />I changed Caps /<br />It works, and seems the car has more power and worse mileage!<br />It is from 195 HP VR4 (may be I am wrong)<br />I Have 25 and 14 errors with it.<br />What do you think about it?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||08-05-2003||12:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Are you sure that you have the correct ECU? That may seem like a dumb question, but I've noticed some strange things when I've been testing a computer from a different car in my GVR-4, like a non-turbo, or even a turbo car that has smaller injectors than ours. The throttle is VERY touchy, like it has tons of lowend torque, but it sucks fuel like theres no tomorrow. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jeff posted this in another thread; it sounds sort of similar to your issues.  Perhaps he has some insight.  Try PMing him.  Good luck!||134.10.12.78||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||08-05-2003||11:29 AM||||Actually, I just bought a JDM ECU from Gabor that is that same model, and has that same chip in it! Maybe he can shed more light on what injectors/turbo came with that model. What injectors do you have? <br />  Also, be aware that this is an '89-'90 ECU, so pins 6 and 14 are reversed compared to our '91 and up cars. But, it should play perfect in your 1990 Monte Carlo. Have you checked the voltages on the barometric pressure and TPS? Those are the errors you're getting, at least on a US car. Both of those sensors rely on the +5 volts supplied by the ECU. Nice find! Very nice ECU! It is just like our '90 Turbo Eclipse ECU's, except it is setup for the Cyclone intake and no ABS.||68.211.225.234||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||mromik||08-05-2003||09:03 PM||||My Car has E952 chip yellow injectors and big turbo. Ant the car from wich I took the ECU has 450 injectors and I do not know about the Turbo.<br />It was 1989 JDM VR-4<br />The trottle is very touchy .<br />The car runs better then on my ECU but has bad mileage.<br />Also I have FPR from non-turbo Galant||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||08-06-2003||12:12 AM||||FPR = Fuel Pressure Regulator, correct ?<br /><br />If so, then you have the wrong one and you need to get one from a turbo model. The non turbo regulator is different than ours and probably wont work correctly.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||08-06-2003||02:19 AM||||N/T FPRs work just fine on turbo cars. They just have a higher base pressure than the turbo item. This will, of course, richen the mixture if the fuel pump can handle the extra pressure demand... <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||08-06-2003||09:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> N/T FPRs work just fine on turbo cars. They just have a higher base pressure than the turbo item. This will, of course, richen the mixture if the fuel pump can handle the extra pressure demand... <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...and some sort of compensation is in order, via piggyback or standalone.  I've seen what happens on cars that add the NT regulator and no fuel control.  They end up way too rich with the fuel trims all way out of wack.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||08-06-2003||10:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> My Car has E952 chip yellow injectors and big turbo. Ant the car from wich I took the ECU has 450 injectors and I do not know about the Turbo.<br />Also I have FPR from non-turbo Galant </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Roman,<br />Between the larger injector size, and the higher pressure from the NT FPR, you have to be running WAY too rich, like the other said. Also, I looked at the E769 last night, and the MAS map is also quite a bit richer at lower airflow than our calibration is. So, they must have the MAS hacked even more than on our GVR-4's, which are missing the one honeycomb. I would try backing the MAS adjustment screw out as far as possible, but even that won't be enough I'm sure. Do you have access to any kinds of piggyback computers, like the Apexi AFC to lean it out a little? Do you have the ability to burn chips? I could email you a modified chip that would remove some fuel.<br />  I might also add: the chip has much leaner maps at WOT, and a lot more timing advance, so I'm sure it was made for higher octane fuel than we have.||67.34.206.3||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||08-06-2003||07:37 PM||||Ok, well I knew there was an issue with the N/A FPR, I just didnt remember what it was. Sorry to be unclear in that post.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002924.cgi
A||||4||Craig91||Ticking when accelerating..exhaust leak??||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||08-04-2003||11:16 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||This just recently started early last week.  A little background on the car first...I bought it fully rebuilt by a very well known local DSM'er.  All 1000 miles since the rebuild were done by me.<br /><br />Now last week I noticed that under acceleration I could hear a slight ticking sound coming from what sounds like, directly under the front seats.  A friend of mine and I changed my oil last week and we tried to listen for the sound thinking it may be lifters ticking.  However, this noise sounds completely separate from the motor, which I would think eliminates it being the possibility of lifter tick.  The faster you accelerate, the faster the ticking gets.  My cousin's Mustang makes a very similar sound and his is an exhaust leak from somewhere along his header.<br /><br />Tonight I decided to step on it a little bit getting on the highway in a slight tunnel and the ticking is now louder than before.<br /><br />Are there any sure tests that I could do to see where the exhaust is leaking, if in fact that is it?  I have the car pulled in the garage tonight to let it cool, and I was possibly thinking of unbolting each section of the exhaust that joins to another (2.5" DP-test pipe-3" back) and rebolting it together to see if that eliminates the noise.  If I do so, do I have to replace each gasket as well?  I think they are new gaskets, so they are 1000 miles old then.<br /><br />Or...is it possible that this is not an exhaust leak but something else??<br /><br />Thanks in advance.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||curtis||08-05-2003||12:07 AM||||could be your turbo mounting bolts look for black residue on the water pipe below the turbo thats a tell tell sign also the manifold maybe missing the corner nut.  You can test for leaks with a smoke tester some automotive shops have one you just plug the tail pipe and run a hose into the exhaust and it fills the pipe with smoke and it will show exactly where the leak is also you can get a radiator test plug and put it on your tailpipe and pressurize the system with an airhose.   hope this helps.||67.25.38.216||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||08-05-2003||10:07 AM||||I would guess an axle/CV joint if it is ticking.  The drivers side, since the sounds are coming from underneath the drivers side seat.  Or perhaps it is a loose heat shield rattling against something.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-05-2003||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> could be your turbo mounting bolts look for black residue on the water pipe below the turbo thats a tell tell sign also the manifold maybe missing the corner nut.  You can test for leaks with a smoke tester some automotive shops have one you just plug the tail pipe and run a hose into the exhaust and it fills the pipe with smoke and it will show exactly where the leak is also you can get a radiator test plug and put it on your tailpipe and pressurize the system with an airhose.   hope this helps. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did some intake/injector purge yesterday -- another good way to smoke test.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||08-05-2003||01:58 PM||||It shouldn't be an axle/CV joint because the guy did the 5lug conversion and replaced everything up in front.  I don't have any heatshield (have a testpipe).<br /><br />I'm gonna crawl under the car in a few hours and try tightening down the bolts of the exhaust and check for any visible signs of leaking.  I'm hoping a bolt or something just came a little loose and that should fix it.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum2/002925.cgi
A||||15||curtis||aluminum flywheel info ||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||08-04-2003||11:58 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||I've had an alum flywheel in the car for about a year and when the shift fork broke last week I ordered a new clutch  and pressure plate.  This morning I pulled the clutch and was going to take the flywheel to get turned until I found this .   The steel disk is warped to hell and has some groves cut in in it about .050 deep or more.  when I pulled the ring off I found that it had a pattern of dust between the plate and the flywheel that is probably .020 thick.  so if any of you have a aluminum flywheel be prepared to change the steel ring when you replace the clutch.  Its costing me 75 for the ring and have to pay for shipping because I didn't order it with the clutch.  Now the car will be down even longer.  Oh well shit happens. I guess I'll live with it because I love how the car rev's with it.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=981" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=981&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.25.38.216||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-05-2003||12:05 AM||||Well that sucks.  At least your fixing it before it breaks.  What kind of clutch were you running?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-05-2003||12:21 AM||||That sucks.  What brand flywheel is that?<br /><br />I'm running the SSG I got from DSMotorsport.  He told me it was better than the Fidanza which he wasn't carrying anymore.  So far so good...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-05-2003||08:40 AM||||Why does that suck? I thought that was the point of the replacable ring. You need to machine a flywheel with every clutch change so why not just replace a ring instead.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||08-05-2003||09:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Why does that suck? I thought that was the point of the replacable ring. You need to machine a flywheel with every clutch change so why not just replace a ring instead.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly, I would count on replacing the steel lining with every clutch change.  <br /><br />I can see why they warp so easily, Al doesn't dissipate heat nearly as well as steel (which doesn't shed as much as iron).  I'll bet the lining ends up retaining quite a bit of heat and warping.  <br /><br />What clutch disc were you using?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||Doug Thomas||08-05-2003||09:44 AM||||If that's a Fidanza flywheel RRE sells the replacement friction surface $50. It's probably better to just replace the friction surface with new one than to get it cut.||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||08-05-2003||12:17 PM||||Wow, well, what brand clutch and what brand flywheel?  I'll make sure to stay away from that combo!  As far as replacing the ring, granted thats the point, but after a year? How many miles did you rack up during that year? Unless you put an inordinate amount of miles on it, that kind of wear wouldn't sit well with me. I'm not trying to replace that ring every year under normal driving conditions. Just my .02||64.136.26.45||reg||9||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000007||Nate||08-05-2003||12:31 PM||||It just became more attractive to buy a good flywheel like Fidanza or ACT, since stock flywheels are close to $200 now.  Replaceable friction surfaces are a good thing.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000008||number3||08-05-2003||12:42 PM||||Chris,<br /><br />If you can wear a clutch out every year then you should expect to machine your OEM flywheel or replace the ring on a Fidanza as well.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||GroceryGetter||08-05-2003||06:07 PM||||I was actually a little dissapointed when my new ACT flywheel arrived and it doesn't have a replaceable lining, but then I remember I only paid $200 for it.  <br /><br />I wonder how difficult it is be for a machine shop to surface a chromoly flywheel?||65.35.2.203||reg||1||GroceryGetter||00000430||yes
Z||000010||curtis||08-06-2003||12:57 AM||||Well I got the new ring today from Fidanza and found out the reason for the warpage.  The hardware isn't up to standard.  the instuctions told me to torque to 84 inch pounds which is nothing at about 55 I started breaking the 10-32 screws.  and before anyone says the torque wrench is off I used two different ones and even did some with a snap-on ratching screw driver with a socket on the end and broke them.  the old  screws I pulled out of the inter ring were accually elongated.  I have a friend thats bringing me some aircraft turbine engine bolts to class on thursday hope  there the right lenght.||65.144.94.60||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||08-06-2003||01:49 AM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by howard:<br />[ Al doesn't dissipate heat nearly as well as steel<br />Not trying to be a dick, just noting that this is not a correct statement.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||Cybernerd2||08-06-2003||01:52 AM||||number3,<br /><br />when you say "machine the OEM flywheel", how exactly is that being done?<br /><br />Is it the same way as skimming the disc rotor?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000013||number3||08-06-2003||07:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Michael:<br /><strong> number3,<br /><br />when you say "machine the OEM flywheel", how exactly is that being done?<br /><br />Is it the same way as skimming the disc rotor? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm</a><br /><br />Let me know if that doesn't help you out.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||08-06-2003||09:41 AM||||It's not that you would be replacing the ring every year, but that you should replace it with every clutch. Has anyone ever seen a good looking flywheel when they've pulled the pressure plate off? They all look thrashed. But can you tell from driving the car? I can't.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||08-06-2003||09:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Originally posted by howard:<br />[ Al doesn't dissipate heat nearly as well as steel<br />Not trying to be a dick, just noting that this is not a correct statement. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Doh, foot in mouth.  So, is it more like Aluminum dissipates heat very well, and steel/iron tend to hold onto it?  Maybe that would explain why steel and iron flywheels heat spot more.  Wouldn't that also imply that the steel friction lining on Al flywheels end up holding more heat than the flywheel itself?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002926.cgi
A||||6||Vr4in'||Intake Manifold Question||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||08-05-2003||01:13 AM||nohad43@aol.com||I was wondering if it was hard at all to chng the intake manifold whil it is still on the car.thanks a lot<br /><br />Rob||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-05-2003||04:25 AM||||The bottom bolts may be a little hard to get to, but its not that big of a pain. And its sure a hell of alot easier with the engine out, but not many people have theirs out.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />So to answer your question:<br /><br />No its not that hard to change at all. Just make sure you get everything off thats neccesary (fuel rail, injectors, all vac lines, wiring harness', coil pack, etc.)||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||08-05-2003||10:05 AM||||yep, them bolts on the lower part are sumbitches, especially the one closest to the timing belt.  what i do is remove all but 2 top bolts/nuts, and back off the 2 you leave, but leave them in far enough to support the manifold.  then, loosen the lower ones as much as you can, they will not come all the way out, they hit the manifold.  that front one i think i used a really thin, flat box end to break it loose, then 1/4" drive either flex head socket, or a u joint.  you will have to remove the surge tank bracket, and that is a bitch, too.  plus, if you still have all your egr/vacuum lines, hoo boy, they all go together on that surge tank bracket, and you may have to disconnect them.  make sure you disconnect the battery, cause sparks will fly.  also, the knock sensor clips to the surge tank bracket in a really strange way, be careful removing it, and dont get mad.  cussing does not help here.  after you have the bracket removed, and the lower bolts loose, tilt the manifold upward and towards the front, then you can remove the lower bolts.  i have never put that bracket back on, it is too much of a problem.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-05-2003||03:38 PM||||Oooo, I forgot about that bracket! F That thing!!||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||08-05-2003||07:03 PM||||Label everything you unplug with a marker and duct tape. I forgot to label a few things on my Z28 and I was pissed because a few days later the things I thought I would remember....I forgot.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||08-06-2003||02:27 AM||||You guys are using GearWrenches right? Intake manifold is cake with 12 and 14 gearwrenches. If you don't have them, buy them now...thank me later.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||08-06-2003||06:37 AM||||i wish i had proper tools. that would cut off SO (i really me SO) much time on every removal/ install. with the right tools, everything is much easier.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/002927.cgi
A||||5||BiggiB42||timing belt question||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||08-05-2003||01:15 AM||||my buddy works at a mitsu dealer and gets parts at cost and quoted me $54 for a timing belt. i went to autozone and they said $15. i told my buddy and he said that i should get oem cuz its better and he sortof laughed at me. i asked my other friend who knows his car stuff and told me a belt's a belt as long as its changes when its supposed to be. im short on cash and would like to save money. but i dont want it to snap 10,000 miles after i put it on. is their a difference?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||08-05-2003||03:59 AM||||if it were me, i would go with the oem belt. this is one of the most crucial pieces on the motor. if you have a crappy belt you increase the risk of it breaking and causing you alot in repairs. Definately for future reference, always use an oem timing belt and headgasket. The 40 extra now will save you $1000 later.||65.227.204.184||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||BiggiB42||08-05-2003||06:02 PM||||thanks for the advice||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||08-05-2003||07:05 PM||||welll...the only genuine timing belt i have ever had on the motor is the one mitsu put on for the recall.  all the others have been continental.  i am sure mitsu dont make their belts, they get them from another vendor.  sometimes, other companies buy the oem part, and rebox it in their box.  for example, i bought a 3kgtvr4 fuel pump from bosch, open the box, and a denso pump falls out.  a while back, i bought a head gasket set, the brand was stone, made in japan.  the whole headset cost me 71 bucks.  i was nervous about the head gasket, so i went to mitsu and bought a genuine one, it was identical.  cost me 43 bucks.  the gmb water pumps i have used look identical to the genuine one, and they have the same markings.  i got a brake master for howard a while back, came in a tokico box, also identical to the genuine one, i think cost was 125.  i have been dealing with parts for a long time, and it is possible to save a lot of money, and also possible to really get screwed.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||08-05-2003||07:22 PM||||I've seen two belts break, one was mine and all the gears sheared off it. Both were OEM. <br /><br />I switched to continental and never had a problem after. In Germany, conti warrants damage against broken belts up to 1K. not bad.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||08-05-2003||11:11 PM||||I also used a Conti belt from Ken on my old beater Talon.  Nice quality, it's been on that car for 3 or 4 years now and hasn't had any problems.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002928.cgi
A||||0||1219's Brother||Power Antenna missing parts||||13||||1334 Jim||00001727
Z||000000||1219's Brother||08-05-2003||04:34 AM||james.r.colosimo@lmco.com||I was just wondering if anyone that has taken their power antenna apart, and remembers what it its supposed to look like in there...I think someone rigged mine, and left some pieces out.  Theres no bolt through the center, and no cover over the gears...is there supposed to be?   There has to be pieces missing....<br /><br />Thanks||12.232.112.164||reg||13||1334 Jim||00001727||yes



ubb/Forum2/002929.cgi
A||||14||bob in chicago||Fan running with engine off?||||1||||bob in chicago||00000069
Z||000000||bob in chicago||08-05-2003||07:56 AM||||Is the radiator fan supposed to continue to run with the engine off when the radiator temp is still hot?||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000001||Ant||08-05-2003||08:18 AM||||Don't think so.<br />However if you have the key to "on" position and the engine is hot then the fan should spin, even though the motor is not running.<br />Anyone else agree with that?<br /><br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||08-05-2003||08:50 AM||||Ant is correct.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-05-2003||12:58 PM||||Also the secondary A/C fan will run if the engine is cool, car is on, and A/C is on.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||08-05-2003||03:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Also the secondary A/C fan will run if the engine is cool, car is on, and A/C is on. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry to hijack, but when I sit idling for more than 5 mins or so (drive thru's, etc) my car starts to overheat, Ive heard if you turn the AC on, the AC fan will go on, but mine doesnt and just heats up. I don't have the compressor or lines, but the fan and wiring is still intact.<br /><br />Im thinking about splicing the wiring from my radiator fan to my AC fan.||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||08-05-2003||05:19 PM||||My accords have always done that...Dont remember my gvr4's doing that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||08-05-2003||05:22 PM||||turning on the a/c aux fan wont help that much, and it will put more of a load on the elec. system.  fix the problem, which is probably the radiator or the tstat.  first, with the motor idling and hot, is the upper hose firm like a woodie?  if it is, good, you got pressure.  then, if you can feel the lower hose, it should be a lot cooler than the upper one.  if it is, then the radiator is probably still good, and you should change out the thermostat.  also, check where you are parking the car, if the seal on the water pump is bad, coolant will drool from the weep hole, and if this is happening, it will leave a spot on the ground, and also possibly cause the timing belt to jump timing.  if the cooling system is ok, the car will idle forever and not overheat.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||08-05-2003||06:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /> is the upper hose firm like a woodie? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">waaaait, those are supposed to be firm?||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||08-05-2003||07:00 PM||||So how can I make my fan w/o the car being on ? My Z28 did it like that an I think its a great feature.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||Kibo||08-06-2003||05:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Also the secondary A/C fan will run if the engine is cool, car is on, and A/C is on. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The primary fan turns on as well.  This is a good trick for cooling things down under the hood in the staging lanes--shut the engine off, turn the A/C on (interior fan speed must be something other than 'off'), and let the turbo timer do its thing while you shoot the breeze with the other folks in line.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Personally, I also recommend removing the inline resistor pack so that the primary fan is always on 'high' when it turns on.||65.121.121.206||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||08-07-2003||12:38 PM||||I discovered yesterday that if you lightly depress the AC switch you can turn the fan on without starting the compressor (car on).  It's a PITA to hold it at the "sweet spot" but what it means to me is that there is obviously a simple method to get control of just the rad fan from the switch.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||jayru||08-07-2003||01:56 PM||||will the fan burn out prematurley by removing the resister?<br /><br />Also someone else was talking about a wire, when grounded, turns on both fans. Where is this wire? on the thermostat housing or the fan... I tried to find it but don't see it anywhere||24.229.122.186||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000012||MrEd||08-07-2003||02:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> So how can I make my fan w/o the car being on ? My Z28 did it like that an I think its a great feature. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I want to do this too, so I don't have to park, switch off the engine, switch back to ign, & turn on the AC... I know its designed to take it, but all that heat soak under the hood bothers me.<br /><br />I figure a timed relay, that would keep power available to the fans (in case the temp switch activates) for 5-10 minutes after switching off the ign, would be ideal.<br /><br />I haven't looked at wiring diagrams lately, but it should be fairly easy.<br /><br />Ed<br />GVR4 #963/2000||146.186.116.57||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||08-07-2003||02:49 PM||||I'm thinking that a spare rear defrost switch has a ~10 minute timer in it.......||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||Kibo||08-07-2003||05:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> will the fan burn out prematurley by removing the resister? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I sincerely doubt it, since the fan isn't running any faster than it was designed to run--it's just that it's always on "high" speed.<strong> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Also someone else was talking about a wire, when grounded, turns on both fans. Where is this wire? on the thermostat housing or the fan... I tried to find it but don't see it anywhere </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not aware of a way to do this; looking at the diagram, it looks like you could supply *power* to one wire to do this, though.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/002930.cgi
A||||12||boostx||turbo header pipe size||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||08-05-2003||11:13 AM||boostx@hotmail.com||does anyone know the tube size that they use on the SS turbo headers||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-05-2003||12:53 PM||||Who is they?||12.247.128.70||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||boostx||08-05-2003||03:59 PM||||any turbo header in general , i am planning to make my own||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000003||andy||08-05-2003||05:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by john:<br /><strong> any turbo header in general , i am planning to make my own </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So there is a "universal header tubing size"?<br /><br />If you dont know what size to use in the first place, you dont need to be making a header. <br /><br />2G manifolds have carried DSMs to 9 sec slips at over 145mph, but people feel they need a header for their own car. How many 11 and 10 sec Galants run headers? None that I have ever seen.||64.4.102.166||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||08-06-2003||09:47 AM||||Don't be such a tool, Andy. If he wants to make a header, let him make a header.<br /><br />Dave Peter<br />Asheville, NC||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||boostx||08-06-2003||02:12 PM||||i just got my driver license , dont know what car to buy so i should not buy one andy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Andy you kinda answered my next question about the 2G manifolds, i think i will just get a 2G manifolds or a EVO III<br />which one (decision decision )<br /><br />thanks anyway||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||08-06-2003||06:21 PM||||1.5 inch tubing is fine. Inconel is the best for manifolds but very expensive. <br /><br /><a href="http://Www.burnsstainless.com" target="_blank">Www.burnsstainless.com</a><br /><br />- <br />Al||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||08-07-2003||01:29 AM||||I think alot of the Honda equal lengths use 1 and 7/8" primaries. 1.5" would probably yield less gas expansion and thus possibly help w/ lag. I don'think flow would be an issue unless you're doing some Rod Millen Celica, 80psi action.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  The exhaust manifold is partially integral to the turbine housing on the new twin turbo V-12 from Mercedes, for this very same reason. You'd never think that 500+ lbs ft from a turbo engine would be so seamless.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||andy||08-07-2003||06:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Don't be such a tool, Andy. If he wants to make a header, let him make a header.<br /><br />Dave Peter<br />Asheville, NC </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im not being a "tool", just trying to save someone some much wasted time. This board is here to help people get going in the right direction. Whenever you see someone making a mistake, dont you usually try to point them in the right direction?||64.4.102.209||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000009||andy||08-07-2003||06:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by john:<br /><strong> i just got my driver license , dont know what car to buy so i should not buy one andy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Andy you kinda answered my next question about the 2G manifolds, i think i will just get a 2G manifolds or a EVO III<br />which one (decision decision )<br /><br />thanks anyway </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">An Evo 3 requires less overall porting, but cost more. 2G manifolds can be had for cheaper, but requires a little more porting to get the same result. They are both equally the same when ported correctly.||64.4.102.209||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000010||boostx||08-08-2003||11:08 AM||||thanks all||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000011||a_santos||08-08-2003||07:14 PM||||If you want a header, get the one from dnperformance.com. They had a booth at the shootout and their headers were top notch. The runners were realy beefy, not thin. It goes for $500 and it keeps the turbo in the stock location. You can get a Mitsu, Garrett, or Holset flange as well. The inside of the runners and the manifold flange and turbo flange have a high temp coating on them as well. Their race manifold, with a pipe for an external wastegate had much larger runners, very big. The welds were excellent and the price is reasonable. <br /><br />I know alot of guys swear by cast manifolds, but there are other ways as well. Just because someone ran 9s with a certain part does not mean it is the best part for the job.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000012||GVR-4||08-12-2003||12:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by andy:<br /><strong> [QUOTE] Whenever you see someone making a mistake, dont you usually try to point them in the right direction? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, but more kindly than you usually do.||63.164.104.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/002931.cgi
A||||6||ayvr4||heat sheild||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||08-05-2003||11:58 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||is the lower heat sheild on the turbo really needed?<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||08-05-2003||01:24 PM||||If you don't like getting new alternators often, then I'd leave it there.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||08-05-2003||01:42 PM||||I took off both the heat sheilds, the one on the exhaust manifold, and that lower one on the turbo... I just put the one back on the manifold because my ic pipe was blazing hot after a drive!!!!<br />Thanks for the input, will put it back on asap.<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||08-05-2003||04:32 PM||||Also, the extreme temps of the turbo and manifold do not mix well with cool water.  The heat sheild will take most of the water if it happens to get up there.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||08-05-2003||05:02 PM||||anyone know where i can get a nice shiney new one??? at least the ex mani sheild????<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||08-05-2003||05:11 PM||||It's just a dealer item.  I think I paid like $40 through Partznet.  I don't remember the number off hand.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||08-05-2003||06:01 PM||||I didn't use my lower heat shield for the last 3-4 years.  In that time, I went through at least 5 alternators (including a new mitsu unit).  My alternator wire also eventually got pretty cooked and crappy.  <br /><br />I now use the lower heat shield again, and it even fits over my 122perf O2 housing that Andy Beachly made.  (external dump, non Buschur lower IC piping).||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002932.cgi
A||||10||305VR4||Knock Count Tuning||||2||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||08-05-2003||05:30 PM||||I recently got a datalogger and eliminated my knock count throughout the powerband at 17 psi with the AFC.  However, the car feels slower and I've recently LOST 2 races!  The car feels naturally aspirated in 3 gear and up!  I think I'm running too rich. <br /><br /> Anyway, I've read that some DSM guys tune their cars to have 3-5 counts of knock, so they know they aren't running too rich, while not having enough knock to retard timing.  It sounds logical if you think about it, thats probably the fastest our cars would run.   But, how bad is 3-5 counts of knock in the long run?  If the ECU doesn't retard timing until 7 or 8 counts of knock, around 5 is probably safe, especially since the ECU is most likely conservative about retarding timing before it damages the engine.  <br /><br />Does anyone understand me?  <br /><br />What does everybody think?||12.211.202.100||reg||2||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||wtgvr4me03||08-05-2003||05:36 PM||||I have always tuned to around 7 counts of knock at the top of 3rd.  This is pretty safe, unless you do a lot of 4th gear pulls, then you would want to tune your car for 7 counts or less by the top of 4th.||68.96.197.156||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000002||305VR4||08-05-2003||05:46 PM||||Isn't it like this:<br /><br />KNOCK COUNT<br /><br />5 or less = timing advances<br />6 - 7 = timing holds<br />8+ = timing retards<br /><br />So, 5 would be ideal, Is this right?||12.211.202.100||reg||5||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||08-05-2003||05:58 PM||||I personally like to aim for zero knock at max boost in 3rd  and 4th, because if you run right on the edge of massive knock, several variables could put you over the edge. I'd say 5 or less, preferably zero in 3rd/4th is pretty safe.<br /><br />I do seem to get an occasional spike when I shift, indicating some sort of rattle or drivetrain noise that the knock sensor is detecting.  <br /><br />On that note, has anyone used the new AFCII with the knock monitoring feature?||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||08-05-2003||06:04 PM||||1-3 adv<br />4-7 - hold<br />+7 - pull||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||08-05-2003||06:18 PM||||Also, the correct answer should be zero.  As one of the race-engine builders in Indy put it when asked the same question: <br />"The amount of knock to run for max horsepower is zero.  If you do everything right, it won't knock"<br /><br />That being said, some people might make more HP or run faster times running higher boost at the sacrifice of timing advance, but it just doesn't seem smart to me?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000006||GroceryGetter||08-05-2003||06:40 PM||||What kind of timing are you seeing?||65.35.2.203||reg||1||GroceryGetter||00000430||yes
Z||000007||305VR4||08-05-2003||06:50 PM||||I'm getting 22 degrees throughout.  I can only think of one other reason my car feels different.  I did the ol' catch-can method right before I started messing with the AFC.  I replaced the pcv valve with a fitting, blocked off the intake manifold vacuum hose, and run the two valve cover fittings to the catch-can.  Could that affect my performance THAT much?||12.211.202.100||reg||12||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000008||GroceryGetter||08-05-2003||08:21 PM||||Nah, I have my setup like that for as long as I've had the car and it never effected performance.  If I were you first I would pull the plugs to see what they look like, then I would check my base timing and finally pressure test it to check for boost leaks.<br /><br />I actually ran my best time with 17 counts of knock, but I still try to tune the car for less than 3 counts.||65.35.2.203||reg||1||GroceryGetter||00000430||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||08-05-2003||09:31 PM||||before i fixed my water injection, at 7100 rpm i got 3 knock, and 23 timing, inj duty cycle was 86%.  after i fixed the wi, i leaned it out a lot, knock went to 0, timing was 28, inj ds fell to 77%.  i was thinking about finer tuning, but got lazy.  and, it's too freaking hot now to do any tuning.  i really couldnt tell the difference from 23 to 28 timing.  <br /><br />153/2000<br />BUCK NEKKID WHITE||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||08-06-2003||11:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> On that note, has anyone used the new AFCII with the knock monitoring feature? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine will be here on friday.  Prostreetonline has some good info on the SAFC-II.  They said you have to set up the knock monitor feature.  You rev the motor to a window of like 3000 to 3500 and then again to a different range.  The SAFC-II then listens to what noises are present at those RPM's and calls knock based on that.  It also reads out as a percentage, so they don't know how accurate it will be yet.  But they will be posting a "How to tune the SAFC-II" soon, with more info on it accuracy.  I will post a review as well.||65.165.18.173||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/002933.cgi
A||||3||agrabau||Hood Louvers for a wanker. ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-05-2003||07:24 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Hood vents? Anyone know where to get tasteful, yet functional ones? I need one for the back right of the Bimmubishi's hood. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||number3||08-05-2003||08:43 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002909" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002909</a><br /><br />Third post from the end it think.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-05-2003||09:21 PM||||Thanks Harry- I know Meadesports. He's my friend's buddy from CT. <br /><br />One link has a ton of nice vents but you cant purchase online cause the site's broken. Carbon vents sound nice. <br /><br />Anyway, thanks again. <br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||fazzt73||08-12-2003||02:18 AM||||Check this ones out...<br /><a href="http://www.carbontrix.com" target="_blank">www.carbontrix.com</a> <br /><br />Paulo<br />925/2000||200.76.240.28||reg||14||fazzt73||00001740||yes



ubb/Forum2/002934.cgi
A||||2||henrok||heat resistant paint||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-05-2003||09:09 PM||alvihen@aol.com||anyone know a good paint for my stock 92 rims.  i was originally thinking of black or gunmetal, but i saw a white car with bronze rims and it looked awesome.  i know i can just get a paint remover and apply it, then get a good heat resistant paint. any particular brand?||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||GVR4458||08-05-2003||10:10 PM||||You don;t really need heat resistant paint.  You need good paint and good prep work.  You can paint an engine block with auot body paint if it's prepped correctly.  Take you time, clean,clean, and then clean again.  A good body shop might give you actual pointers...<br /><br />EH||68.78.111.187||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||08-05-2003||10:14 PM||||Right you really dont NEED high temp paint for your rims but if you insist than VHT is good shit.  It is designed for brake calipers.  Just make sure when your done you use a few coats of clear so that pesky brake dust doesnt dig into your paint.  Dont ask me how I know..||68.76.183.204||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/002935.cgi
A||||10||Craig91||HELP!!  Is my Transfer  case leaking?? Pics inside||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||08-05-2003||09:35 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||About an hour ago, I got underneath my car to take try and track down what I thought was a exhaust leak causing the car to tick while accelerating.  I started to check all the bolts along the exhaust and came upon fluid on the bottom of my testpipe.  I followed the trail and it appears that it's coming from the transfer case.  However, I just want to know if you guys have any prior experience with seeing your own, or another person's, leaking transfer case.<br /><br />These are the best pics I could do while underneath the car.  They are located here at <a href="http://www.imagestation.com/album/?id=4289479171" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/album/?id=4289479171</a> .  Here are a few though just to give you an idea.  There are 7 pictures I took.<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid73/pc40d4367433b38e06462c14c7a541143/fb785dfd.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid73/p339fe6bf6e16c88d422f9a95e4df717f/fb785df8.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid73/p23ee8519e7063e95ad0543acfeea7f77/fb785df3.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />If you'd like to see larger versions, just add  ".orig.jpg" to the end of the file name.<br /><br />It looks to me that the fluid is being oversprayed like it shows at VFAQ.  There is a think black oily type residue on the underside of the car.  Now that would mean the case is probably low on fluid.  I talked with someone else and we think that its possibly the ticking noise is coming from inside the transfer case because of the low amount of fluid.  The ticking gets faster the faster I accelerate...causing the t-case to spin faster inside...correct??  I've been hearing the noise over the past week or so and it does sound like it is coming from directly underneath me, which is right where the t-case is located.<br /><br />Does this seem to be correct?  Last I had checked the transfer case recall was still open on my car but I'm gonna give Mitsu a call tomorrow to verify that it is in fact open and hope that they can replace it ASAP.  Until I can verify for sure, I don't wanna risk driving the car and having the t-case lock up on me.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||dsmjay||08-05-2003||09:54 PM||||just check the fluid level in the transfer case and fill if needed. That does appear to be a transfer case leak by looking at the pics. Check vfaq.com to see how to fix tis yourself if you can't get it fixed under warranty. It's really not that hard to fix it yourself using the vfaq method.<br /><br />Jason||152.163.252.33||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||08-05-2003||10:17 PM||||Definitely check that fluid before driving that car on the interstate..  Bad things can happen.  If unsure check it anyway it takes all of about 5 min.||68.76.183.204||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-05-2003||10:50 PM||||Mine looks nearly that bad.  I pulled the drain plug to check the level, and fluid poured out!  I figure whoever filled up the xfer case last must have filled it slap full intsead of to spec and it's been spraying out the excess fluid?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Jon||08-06-2003||09:26 AM||||What is your VIN number?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000005||Craig91||08-06-2003||10:35 AM||||JA3CX56U6MZ009396||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||Craig91||08-06-2003||11:24 AM||||Well, I called Mitsu and they said I do in fact have an open recall on the transfer case.  Now I have to bring it down there on Tuesday morning for inspection of it (and replacement if necessary)<br /><br />Now I just have the dilemma of constantly checking the fluid level and driving the car ONLY when I NEED to...or...just to leave it in the garage.  I'm definitely gonna do whatever I can to use another car in the meantime and only take it out on Tuesday when it has to go to Mitsu.<br /><br />AAARRRGGGHHH||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000007||Martin Chilcote||08-08-2003||02:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Mine looks nearly that bad.  I pulled the drain plug to check the level, and fluid poured out!  I figure whoever filled up the xfer case last must have filled it slap full intsead of to spec and it's been spraying out the excess fluid? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you pull the DRAIN plug, it will pour out. Next time check the xfer casefluid level at the fill plug   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.139.167.219||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000008||199of2k||08-08-2003||07:29 AM||||Bring it down NOW, Two days ago #181's t-case locked on the highway! Thankfully no one was hurt, but it could have been tragic.||68.9.133.9||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||08-09-2003||02:05 AM||||Damn the underside of my car looks exactly the same.. if not worse! I need to take it down to mitsu..asap||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||Craig91||08-09-2003||07:28 PM||||It's definitely going down Tuesday morning.  I still haven't driven since I noticed that.  Hopefully, I'm gonna give it a shot for the 8 mile trek and hope everything goes well.||66.212.209.106||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum2/002936.cgi
A||||1||neonturbo1995||Trans selection....||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-05-2003||11:11 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I searched the faq with no definitive answer...what is the best strret/race transmission to go with for the GVR4???||66.2.65.168||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-05-2003||11:12 PM||||A different transmission?  You mean a transmission rebuilt for racing?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.shepracing.com" target="_blank">www.shepracing.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.teamrip.com" target="_blank">www.teamrip.com</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002937.cgi
A||||2||Vr4in'||Externale wastegate question||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||08-05-2003||11:14 PM||nohad43@aol.com||hey,i have this guy who is offering me a 2g maifold that is ported and it has a turbonetics flange welded onto the manifold which was a turbonetics 35 mm,Im thinking about getting it from him.I had just bought a 2g manifold for you guys who havent read my topic.But i want this manifold.I was wondering if another wastegate or different typ will fit on this flange that this gy made for his deltagate wastgate.Thanks a lot<br /><br />Robby Cheaib||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-05-2003||11:19 PM||||Wow, that was hard to understand.         <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />       <br /><br />If you are asking if you can use a larger wastegate than the 35mm it's flanged for, your only option is to go with a 38mm Tial.  If you go up to a 40mm you need the 40mm flange.<br /><br />If you've already got a good 2G manifold, why on earth would you a buy another one flanged for a wastegate that is evidently smaller than what you want to use.  Just use your 2G mani and mount your wastegate off the O2 housing, use an internal gate, or have your manifold flanged how you want it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||number3||08-05-2003||11:25 PM||||Tial 35mm uses the same bolt pattern (flange) as the turbonetics, however if you friend had a T/E/L the manifold may not work depending on the WG placement.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002938.cgi
A||||1||curtis||clutch and flywheel pictures||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||08-06-2003||09:38 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=986" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=986&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />This is the heavy duty set up they sell it has the same friction liners on both sides and the presure plate has the fulcrum point moved for the added pressure.  It has 2450 pounds of seat pressure and will hold some of the fastest dsm's in the country.  They have a version that is for the 650+ hp cars that ams and unortadox are testing right now.  They go for 430 for the HD unit and 550 for the big boy. <br />They can be contacted at south bend clutch<br />1-574-256-5064 ask for eddie<br />He said he would lower the price for you guys if you wanted to do a group buy<br /><a href="http://www.dxdracingclutches.com/home.html" target="_blank">http://www.dxdracingclutches.com/home.html</a>||65.144.153.248||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||08-06-2003||09:43 AM||||MMMMM...Beefy!||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/002939.cgi
A||||7||mixx2001||Another tranny issue.  (Haven't heard of this one before)||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||08-06-2003||10:18 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||Ok, while driving first thing in the morning (after a routine warm up) there is this grinding noise as I drive slowly in 1st.  Kind of like a bad bearing or something.  When I put in the clutch and the motor quites down I can hear it real good as long as it's still in 1st gear.  Well just recently I've noticed I can also hear it with the hood up while reving the motor to about 3 grand and holding it.  And it's definatley coming from the tranny.  What do you guys think?  Bad bearing in the trans?  <br /><br /><br />Bonus Problem:<br /><br />Also why the hell does my ABS itermitantly engage when coming to a slow normal stop?||65.165.18.173||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||08-06-2003||12:18 PM||||ABS sucks on our cars   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br />It's 2 channel, when it really should be 4. One of your sensors is probably taking a crap on you. You can get it fixed, or be a 'real man' and just take out the big ABS fusible link (the light will come on, and it won't engage your ABS, but hey, you can stop safely) - and it's bolted in, so don't just try to rip it out.<br />It takes quite a bit to lock the tires on good pads / rotors, IMHO. I've nailed them hard at 90 and came to a dead stop with only minimal squeeling. This of course, was a hot, dry day. I don't have any trouble without ABS. As far as grinding, get your fluid levels checked. Mine did that for about a day, then i blew something out the side of the trans   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||08-06-2003||12:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> Mine did that for about a day, then i blew something out the side of the trans    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The opposite happened on my old Talon.  I blew a chunk out of the bottom of the Tranny, and didn't know it.  It was making awful noises for about a week.  When finally checked it out I discovered the hole.  I didn't have the money to buy a new trans so I JB Welded a quarter over the hole and filled her back up.  Good as new!  Infact that was a year ago and the guy I sold it to hasn't had any trouble.  Crazy luck I guess.  Let's hope it's still with me.||65.165.18.117||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-06-2003||05:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> Mine did that for about a day, then i blew something out the side of the trans     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The opposite happened on my old Talon.  I blew a chunk out of the bottom of the Tranny, and didn't know it.  It was making awful noises for about a week.  When finally checked it out I discovered the hole.  I didn't have the money to buy a new trans so I JB Welded a quarter over the hole and filled her back up.  Good as new!  Infact that was a year ago and the guy I sold it to hasn't had any trouble.  Crazy luck I guess.  Let's hope it's still with me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That great. I cracked my tranny and it drove fine, even though something had come OUT of it. I got it welded...not JBed. Although my first thought was some JB Weld.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||08-06-2003||06:45 PM||||Remind me never to buy a car from either of you   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||6||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||08-06-2003||08:21 PM||||Hey if it works it works.  If I kept the car, of course, another avenue would have been pursued.  It was a classic "quick fix".  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.26.143.202||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||08-06-2003||08:37 PM||||lol i've fixed a jetta like that. piece of soda can and some JB weld  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.70.85||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||08-07-2003||01:17 AM||||I also recently had a trans issue. One of the teeth from 1st on the intermediate shaft sheared off and then got caught between the ring gear of the front diff and the case. It took out a wedge shaped piece approx 160 degrees around the circumference.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/002940.cgi
A||||3||ayvr4||Tranny||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||08-06-2003||01:20 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||ok, had my tranny out when we did my ACT 2600 clutch.... anyway, when we drained the tranny, there was some metal shavings that come out as well....<br />My tranny seems fine when driving, what is the cause of this??? just from the occasional grind?? or is this a sign that my tranny is on its way out?<br /><br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||08-06-2003||02:00 PM||||Everytime I've changed my fluid, it comes out nice and silvery. What does that tell you? I think these things are in a perpetual state of self destruction   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.34.206.3||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||08-06-2003||02:03 PM||||haha. the blocker rings are designed to wear. dont worry about it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />if any chunks come out... run.<br />-luke-||138.89.70.85||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||08-06-2003||02:14 PM||||Thanks GuyZ!!!<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum2/002941.cgi
A||||15||91E39A||Attn: Dale or any 20g style turbo||||5||||91E39A||00000762
Z||000000||91E39A||08-06-2003||02:19 PM||sansuchat@hotmail.com||Dale,<br /><br />Was curious how you got around the bottom engine mount near the turbo.  Since the 20g style turbos go downwards, did you run into problems or does it go left of the engine mount?  Also did you and can you rotate the compressor side of the fpred or fp30 so that it angles a little foward from center bottom?<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.80||reg||5||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000001||drew||08-06-2003||02:28 PM||||I have my 20G clocked pointing out in the 3 o'clock location. In order to get it to fit that way, I had to modify the water pipe that runs alongside the block.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||305VR4||08-06-2003||02:50 PM||||I have a BR20G, I had to cut about 1 inch or a little more (don't remember exactly how much) off the outlet, then had a 90 degree elbow welded on, fit PERFECT.  I probably couldn't sqeeze a quarter ($.25) between the elbow and the motor mount.  It's  a tight sqeeze.||205.157.110.11||reg||2||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000003||91E39A||08-06-2003||02:55 PM||||I heard you can rotate garrett compressors, but how hard is it to do?  Do you have to dissasemble the whole turbo to rotate the compressor or what?<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000004||drew||08-06-2003||03:51 PM||||I bought it clocked by Jon @ TRE. All you should have to do is remove the band clamp that holds the two sides of the turbo together, and pin that "sets" the clock,. You will have to weld on a new wastegate actuator mount unless you go external.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||08-06-2003||04:10 PM||||FYI - TRE will not do this anymore, I had called them asking a while back...Another reason why I went AGP   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||drew||08-06-2003||04:32 PM||||Well TRE stopped working on turbos a while back, no?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||08-06-2003||05:12 PM||||no problem pointing down on my 20g. I just welded a tight 90* elbow on it and I don't hit the motor mount. I'll get pictures tonight.||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||suprflewus||08-06-2003||09:58 PM||||mine is clocked up pretty high because of my ghetto ic pipes.....<br />i had to REALLY bang the crap out of the water pipe to get it to clear though.<br /><br />the turbos are easy to reclock with the right tool - find or make a set of c-clip pliers which contract with the rotation of a t bar or similar....the clip is hard to remove with a handsqueeze type of pliers, although it can be done (wear goggles!)<br /><br />lates<br />dale||68.162.150.139||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000009||curtis||08-06-2003||10:36 PM||||to clock a garrett you just loosen the six compressor bolts and turn as long as your running an exhernal if your staying internal you have to rotate until the flapper acuator is lined up.||65.142.59.156||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||08-06-2003||11:03 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=989" alt=" - " /><br />here is a pic of my setup. this works well if you want to make custom piping, it's a lot of time. but what you could do to turn the housing is just get a set of Circlip pliers, then you could set up the  compressor housing any way you want to.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000012||91E39A||08-06-2003||11:11 PM||||Jon, nice setup.  What core did you use?  Where's a good place to get mandrel bent pipes like yours?<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000013||jonvr4||08-06-2003||11:13 PM||||i bought it off of ebay, from boost coolers. it is a spearco, 24x10x3. i bought the bends from napa and had them all welded up to work the way i wanted them to.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000014||91E39A||08-06-2003||11:18 PM||||Wow.  I didnt know napa sold mandrel bends.  Good thing the Napa Warehouse is 10 minutes from my house.<br /><br />Thanks to everyone for your help.<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000015||number3||08-07-2003||02:32 PM||||I had the mount moved so my turbo point straight down.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||Kibo||08-07-2003||05:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I had the mount moved so my turbo point straight down.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Seriously?!  Surely you have a picture of that--I'd like to see how you did that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />The outlet of my turbo sits *right* next to the engine mount.  I cut away a good portion of the "arm" that attaches to the block, but not so much that it would make it sketchy (IMO).  I'm also using Prothanes, though.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/002942.cgi
A||||17||RTS182G-VR4||slow car sickness?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||08-06-2003||04:56 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||ever since ive had my galant ive talked to lots of owners around the area.  they take a look at the car and tell me it should be much faster than it is. i ran it at bandimere with the 14b (cracked wastegate.  7 psi max boost) and did a 16 sec.  SLOW.  the car would bog every time i launched, probly due to the wastegate.   i have on the car now:<br />16g ported (14b had a cracked wastegate.  ever heard of that?)<br />evo III mani ported.  <br />2.5 catback<br />3 inch downpipe.<br />K&N<br />boost controller. i will run 14 psi<br />free mods are done<br />what should the car be running? the 16g made it much faster. i can beat mustang gt's running 9psi (street setting)  i plan on a fmic,  intake tube, s-afc, and fuel pump.  what else should i do?  im shooting for low 14s in colorado||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-06-2003||05:16 PM||||Why is your boost so low?  Crank that bitch up to 14 or so, even on stock fuel.  Keep an eye on knock counts.<br /><br />9psi is why you are slow.  That's like 2psi under stock.  I don't understand how you are making less boost than stock unless you have a major boost leak somewhere.  Can you do a pressure test?||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-06-2003||05:55 PM||||Well, the 14b is gone now and I think that solved his boost issues.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Well, look at it this way, if you ran a 16 with the broken 14b, you should be getting about 100 CFM more than a good 14b, so you probably gained around 80hp. But then Im not a turbo expert by any means. I would guess you will run (with a good short time and good shifting) a low 14 at least, maybe a 13.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-06-2003||06:05 PM||||Just found this:<br /><br /><br />Max output from various turbos <br />TD05-14B (stock 1st gen)     275-300hp @ 21 psi <br />TD05-16G (small) 345-365hp @ 22 psi <br />TD06-16G (large) 365-385hp @ 22 psi <br />TD06-20G 430-450hp @ 22 psi <br />T25 (stock 2nd gen) 235-250hp @ ?? psi <br />T3 (super 60)/T2.5 hybrid 265-280hp @ ?? psi <br />T3 (super 60)/T2.8 hybrid 270-320hp @ ?? psi <br /><br />It was in the VFAQs, so I think my post above is wrong.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||08-06-2003||07:31 PM||||one word- detonation.  i know 9 psi is very low, but its fast enough on the street for me.  still havent cranked it past 11 psi with the 16g.  that 14b was a joke.  the thing would start to boost at 4500-5000 rpm.  no boost leaks, i can just turn the boost down for some reason.  for emissions i ran it at 5-6 psi.  what should i do next?  im thinking intake pipe and afc, cause more airflow needs tuning to work right, right?  thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||08-07-2003||01:23 AM||||at least a 190 liter per hr fuel pump. I use a 255 lph currently. I would do a pump before you try messing w/ injector pulsewidths.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||RTS182G-VR4||08-07-2003||01:31 AM||||if i do a pump dont i need the afc then?  or can the ecu handle the higher flow?  is an intake pipe to the turbo a good idea? ive heard it lets you spool faster.  thanks<br /><br />ps.  which pump should i do?  255 just to be safe?||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||08-07-2003||01:36 AM||||An AFC will not control the pump, it only manipulates the amount of air the ECU thinks is coming in through the MAS. The ECU has no idea how big the fuel pump is, so that wont matter to it.<br /><br />To control a fuel pump, you need an adjustable FPR. The Walbros dont seem to need a AFPR (in most cases). The pump selection should be based on how much fuel you will need in the end. A 190lph pump is sufficient for high 12s on a 20g turbo, so that is more than enough for many people and you wont need to get an aftermarket AFPR with it either. Dont pay more than around $100 for one; dont get ripped off.<br /><br />As for spooling faster with a bigger fuel pump, I dotn know about that. I didnt notice a difference when I put in my 255. I also regret install the 255 as I am having a little bit of FPR overrun, but not enough to really concern me. I should have bought the 190lph instead.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||RTS182G-VR4||08-07-2003||01:58 AM||||so the 190lph?  sounds right for me, im not gunna be running faster than 12s.  i meant did the intake tube affect your spool up.  also,  wont the car run rich with just the fuel pump?  ive been told you need an afc to fully tune the air/fuel mix right?<br />thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||08-07-2003||11:09 AM||||anyone that puts in a bigger pump, and doesnt use an afpr will not have a fully tuned motor.  you WILL run rich.  the absolute best mod i have done so far is the fmic/pipes.  boost will hit so hard and fast it will amaze you.  most people do this last, because of the cost.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||RTS182G-VR4||08-07-2003||11:50 PM||||ive been looking at the ams front mount.  kinda stealthy, black powder coated.  what setup do you have?  which is the best, or is there one?  i figured a pump would make you run rich.   thanks||67.166.43.89||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000011||Notorius||08-08-2003||12:33 AM||||is the FMIC powder coated or is it ionized?<br /><br />im pretty sure what u have now will get you somewhere past a 14.5 at bandi. i dunno how low of 14s ur looking for but with the intake and fuel mods id be looking more for 13s if i were you. a friend of mine with nearly the same setup you are planning on ran a 14.0 at PMI a few weeks ago w/ a stock fuel pump that was going bad and no water in his water-air IC.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000012||RTS182G-VR4||08-08-2003||02:27 AM||||i was told it was powder coated.  im not sure though, ill email them and see.  14.5?  thats not bad at all.  i couldnt  believe how i ran last time.  the 120 degree track temp and stock intercooler didnt help either.  anyone know of ways to temporarily get better cooling with the intercooler before i get a front mount?  does a t/e/l one fit?.  are they even different?.  thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||08-08-2003||10:19 AM||||cheapest IC upgrade is the starion but you might need to cut some bumper but they can be had for cheap or look for a JDM VR4 one with the pipes and should work fine.||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000014||RTS182G-VR4||08-08-2003||03:28 PM||||do the pipes on those ic's work with the stock vr4s pipes?  where can i get them?  ebay doesnt have any for sale. i know the stock pipes are restrictive, but im in the hole cause of my axle problem.  thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||08-08-2003||05:54 PM||||I agree with Ken, a bigger IC is the best bang for the buck for my money too. Wasn't Nick or somebody just selling an AMS cheap? Is there an RRE group buy going on too? Just watch the For Sale section, occasionally I see one for a great deal less than I paid. But I do like my RRE setup.||67.35.11.249||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||RTS182G-VR4||08-09-2003||02:21 AM||||i heard the rre pipes dont fit too well.  some people had to modify them.  that group buy is from july,  is it still going on?  said it had a deadline of july 1st.  i think that ams went quick, and i still dont have too much cash.  you think i could get a core and some mandrel bends and have a custom one made for cheaper?  thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000017||slvrblt||08-10-2003||03:06 PM||||Intercooler ?  <a href="http://www.eBay.com" target="_blank">http://www.eBay.com</a><br /><br /><br />I beleive that "boostcoolers" sells a lot of, what Ive heard to be, good stuff.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
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A||||1||mixx2001||Stupid question?||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||08-06-2003||05:36 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||If my oil cooler is not getting enough airflow, you know like because it's behind my FMIC.  Could that cause me to burn more oil?  Viscosity breakdown?||65.165.18.117||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||08-06-2003||05:45 PM||||Unless you have changed your oil cooler, the original GVR-4 cooler is WATER cooled, so I don't think air will have much effect on it.||68.17.211.76||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
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A||||4||josh91vr4||A/C Dead?||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||08-06-2003||07:03 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Hey guys, i was driving my car today, then i turned the A/C on and it was blowing nice cold air for a while. Stopped at a friend's house for a bit, when i went to leave i turned the car on for about 10 minutes with a/c on and when i got in, warm (almost hot) air was blowing out. Its like it has no cooling power at all anymore. <br /><br />One more thing, i thought i read that GVR4s came with the MAS lower honeycomb removed, but i swear mine is still in there. Any thoughts?<br />Thanks<br />~Josh||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-06-2003||07:11 PM||||Is your ac belt still on the compressor? Did you check the valves on the hoses for pressure? The hoses are like valve stems on tires, you can push in and should hear pressure relieving. Turn your ac on and see aluminum hoses are cold or not.||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||08-07-2003||11:21 AM||||ya, check ur belts. a friend of mine had his AC stop working then 3 days later the belt snapped, hit stuff and went flying everywhere, eventually ending up in his timing belt and destroyed his built engine.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||08-07-2003||11:57 AM||||Make sure the engine temp wasn't getting too warm.  At about 3/4 the a/c won't be cold anymore.  Don't ask me how I know...<br />Might be a big DUH, but just wanted to state the obvious  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />GVR4's didn't come with the lower honeycombs in there at all.  Maybe somebody switched your's with a TEL unit.||167.142.21.206||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||08-07-2003||05:50 PM||||I win the dumbass award of the week. I think it just got too hot or heatsoaked, or whatever the technical term may be.. I turned it on today and it worked just shibby. Inspected all the belts and they appear to be in good shape (save for my timing belt - see other post) but who needs valves anyhow?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
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A||||9||snakedelong||wire from knock sensor||||1||||snakedelong||00000987
Z||000000||snakedelong||08-06-2003||08:40 PM||||Okay I finally found out why i keep getting a code 31.  The wire running from the knock sensor has been cut.  It is the wire coming from the sensor itself and not the part that plugs into it.  I have about 12 inches of wire and I can't find where it should run to.  Someone please help.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000001||number3||08-06-2003||09:03 PM||||The O2 sensor plug snaps into a clip under the thermostat housing on the pass. side of the engine.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||snakedelong||08-06-2003||09:16 PM||||I just want to make sure we are talking about the same wire.  I am talking about the wire running from the part of the knock sensor that is attached to the intake manifold.  And if I am understanding you right then it should run over to something that plugs in just below the thermastat housing.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||08-07-2003||01:19 AM||||There is a mount underneath the int manifold to hold the connector that you are looking for. Look carefully, there are not many connectors back there. Hopefully it is not missing.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||08-07-2003||01:38 AM||||Knock sensor and O2 sensor are very different and are in very different locations. Th O2 is right by the EXHAUST manifold and the wires run accross the manifold heat shield. The O2...well I dont know where it is.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||08-07-2003||11:29 AM||||DANG!  after reading all these posts, I'M confused.  under the intake manifold is a bracket that has the rats nest for all the vacuum lines.  the KNOCK sensor plug clips on this bracket, right about where the rats nest is.  it goes on in a really wierd way, and it will piss you off trying to remove it the first time.  the wire is quite taught, there is no slack to help out.  it unclips from the harness really easy, but it just dont like to come off of the bracket.  oh, also, to be safe, disconnect the battery, or sparks may fly.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||snakedelong||08-09-2003||12:54 PM||||I must be a freakin moron.  I keep looking and I can't find where this wire goes.  It is an all black wire that shoots out by itself from the bottom of the knock sensor.  It has a insulation wrap around it.  I have looked everwhere.  Someone please give some more detail  and let me know if we are looking for the same freakin wire.  thanks||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000007||1312VR4||08-09-2003||01:18 PM||||How long have you owned the car? Also how long has the CEL been on?<br /> It may have the wrong sensor in it( possibly a 2g sensor). The knock sensor is only supposed to have 1 wire, thats it only 1 & it connects to the intake, where then it connects to the engine harness.<br /> I can show you a pic of what its supposted to look like if needed.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000008||snakedelong||08-09-2003||02:24 PM||||Okay I am a freakin moron.  I have been overlooking it for an hour now.  I found it.  thanks for the help.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000009||number3||08-09-2003||09:17 PM||||I completely mis read the question. Sorry about that.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
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A||||9||VR6 Eater||auto vs. manual engines||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||08-07-2003||02:05 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||First it is to late to go searching.  If I remember right the only difference between the auto 4g63t and the manual 4g63t is the camshafts.  Am I right or not?  If not, what else?  Beside the torque converter and the flywheel.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||08-07-2003||02:19 AM||||dont forget the dust shield behind the flywheel.<br />turbo is smaller, and so are the injectors||141.153.149.201||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||08-07-2003||02:21 AM||||Yeah if anybody wants some 390cc injectors let me know.  Is there anything else.  I think I remember somebody saying that they were running a 4g63t auto in there galant.  Correct me if I'm wrong.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||08-07-2003||03:10 AM||||yeah i've got one. problem is i can't remember if i switched cams when i put the motor in.  i'm doing another t-belt job (has it been that long? damn) and i'm going to put a set of manual cams in just in case  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   i had that little tiny turbo in for a while too, DAMN did that thing spool like CRAZY<br />-luke-||141.153.149.201||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||08-07-2003||09:40 AM||||It depends on if its a JDM or US auto motor. The US had diffrent cams,390s, and a 13g. The JDM auto motors have 450s, the same cams as a mt and a 13g. The pilot thingy is hard to remove but other than that it might be in nicer shape since you cant beat them up as bad.||209.246.128.107||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||08-07-2003||09:51 AM||||my jdm auto engine came with smaller injectors||141.153.149.201||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||08-07-2003||10:04 AM||||Also the exhaust manifold is different for the US spec auto.  It has a very small outlet on it.  I think the runners are the same.  I don't see why it couldn't just be ported.||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||08-07-2003||10:06 AM||||mine and Kenns had 450s. Maybe you got an eterna motor or somthing.||209.246.128.107||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||08-07-2003||11:03 AM||||yup, mine had 450's and mt cams.  sucker looked brand new.  not a spec of dirt.  the few drops of oil that came out looked fresh.  looking in the oil filler hole, i thought it had never been run.  but, when i changed out the exh manifold, i could see it had been a running motor, and one exh stud was broke.  the steel plate between motor and trans is different, dont use it on a mt car.  and the "thingy" in the back of the crank was a mf to remove.  i agree that it appears the at motors probably havenet been beat on.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||VR6 Eater||08-07-2003||07:05 PM||||I picked up an 92 auto US 4g63t yesterday for 450 bucks.  I don't know if it runs or not.  I bought it from a guy in Lowell Wisconsin.  It would make sense that the exhaust manifold outlet would be smaller since the 13g when compared to a 14b is smaller.  I should have taken pics of the 13g.  The compressor wheel had about half of the fins shaved off from extreme shaft wobble.  There was almost no gap left between the fins on the exhaust wheel.  They were filled with who knows what, mainly oil from the turbo.  The engine got swapped for another one since he thought it was blown.  All he needed was a new turbo.  His loss is my gain.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
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A||||8||Bobbo||Continental or Michelin..?||||5||||Bobbo||00000641
Z||000000||Bobbo||08-07-2003||02:20 AM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||I am going to get some new tires for the vr4 and I came across two prospects, the Continental ContiExtreme Contact, and the Michelin Pilots. Both of these are Ultra High performance All-Season tires, which are good because the galant is my daily driver and I live in Minnesota. I am wondering if anyone has tried these tires before? I checked tirerack, and they rate them really closely, plus they are the top two under the performance category. I have the stock wheels and both of these brands offer them in 205/55-15 VR. This tire size should fit the stockers, correct? I have the stock suspension if that helps out. I did a search for them in here, but didn't come out with anything.||66.119.33.135||reg||5||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000001||91E39A||08-07-2003||02:58 AM||||I vote michelin pilots.  I got mine from DiscountTire for $450 with tax and got a free Palm Pilot Zire from Michelin($100 value).  So basically I got them for $350.  195/60/15 Pilot xgt h4.  Good all season tires.  I have always been happy with michelins.  I had Yokohama avid v4s on the car and they are no comparison.  my.02.<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||08-07-2003||08:24 AM||||Out of those two choices, I second the Michelin vote.  I run the Pilot XGT H4 as well, and they have been great.  Very good wet weather traction, good ride, and balanced better than any tires I've had on the car.  One wheel didn't even require any weight.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||08-07-2003||09:07 AM||||If you live in Minnesota, I would not rely on all weather tires to keep you safe in the winter time.<br /><br />Maybe I am just spoiled rotten, but the best way to go is summer only, winter only.  If you have harsh winters, I highly suggest winter only tires for winter.  <br /><br />If you don't mimic WRC, you won't loose control of your car.  You have to drive stupid to cause a wreck with a good set of winter tires.<br /><br />Seeing we have US spec rally cars, it is only fair to our cars to give them tires for each type of driving condition    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Tire choice:<br /><br />I'm sure the Michelin Pilots are great tires.  I had them on my Talon.  I was not blown away by them myself, but that was on FWD, not AWD.  Also, I had trouble in the winter time with them.  I never ran off the road, but I came really close once, and I couldn't drive any slower.  Maybe the metal master pads where to blaime for the hard control and no ABS.<br /><br />The 03 Spec V comes with Z rated Continental tires.  When I first saw that it had Continental tires on it, I thought to myself, oh great.  Low end tires.  Well, I have been more then happy with them.  Great dry and wet traction and I havn't touched the side walls.  I've slid my car a little on dry roads.  I won't mention how they drive on the snow.  Let's just say, I don't recomend it.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||08-07-2003||10:05 AM||||I vote Michelin Pilots, I have some of them on my integra and they grip like all hell and are good in the rian, dont thik they would do to good in the snow. I had a set fo winter Haks and summer tires (BF) worked out great!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||08-07-2003||10:36 AM||||I second the Winter only and Summer only. That way you get the best performance out of both sets. I have Bridgestone S03 Pole Positions for my summer tire and I absolutely love them.  I have about 1500 miles on mine and they still look brand new.  My winter set consist of Bridgestone Blizzaks, a very good winter choice.  They kicked ass in the big blizzard we had in the Mid-Atlantic region last year.  I am just not a big fan of all-season tires. Both of my sets are 205/55-15 on stock wheels.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||08-07-2003||11:00 AM||||For performance all-seasons, I just don' think you can beat the dunlop SP-5000's.  I'm on my second set now.  I got 44k miles out of the first set and only because I hit something and punctured the sidewall.  <br /><br />They work well in snow (not snow tires, but enough for confident driving with the AWD) and you won't even know it's raining except for your windshield wipers.<br /><br />I've never had straight summer tires on the car, but the dry grip and sidewall stiffness is as much as my semi-stock supspension can handle.<br /><br />maybe not what you want, but that's just my $.02||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-07-2003||12:18 PM||||For a small step down (price), I recommend the Dunlop Sport A2.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Bobbo||08-07-2003||11:28 PM||||Thanks for the advice. I would like to get a set for summer and a set for the winter, but my budget doesn't allow that due to me buying all these performance parts (MBC, 2.5" turboback, ported small 16g,EVO III manifold, etc...) recently. Seems like the Michelins is getting more votes, but none for the ContiExtreme. Maybe I should be the first on this board to try it out since it is very close to the Michelins, plus it has a better winter rating. Any objections?||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
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A||||0||Matticus||question about stock turbo oil feed line||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||08-07-2003||10:18 AM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I am going through a little bit of oil lately. I have a couple of spots that are slightly leaking.  One is coming from the turbo.  When looking from the bottom, I can see a drop of oil gathered at the bottom of the center cartridge area.  There also seems to be alot of wet looking oil on the compressor housing, while the turbine housing looks clean and dry.  The oil return line seems dry, but I will be replacing the gaskets and a new line in a few days.  But how ofter does the oil feed line leak? I will get a better chance to look at it in a few days, but just looking for any comments before hand.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Mat||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
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A||||8||GVR1643||twin scroll Evo 16G||||5||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||08-07-2003||11:49 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||OK, my google searching has not netted me a wealth of information today.<br />Maybe a couple of turbo guys can enlighten me a bit.  <br />It seems that the twin scroll set up uses a larger housing, different exhaust manifold and O2 housing.  This is supposed to net a quicker spool up with the top end still being there.  <br />Wouldn't this setup be compatible with ours if we had the different manifold or tube headers and different O2 housing?  Is it just not even worth looking into with the huge variety of other turbos out there.  Just seems like the 1, 2 punch of the quick spool and the top end.<br />Sounds like they kept stepping up the housing size and then went backwards just a little.<br /><br />Mute point for me since I still have other stuff to address, but curiosity was getting to me.||167.142.21.206||reg||5||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-07-2003||11:56 AM||||It flows in the wrong direction.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||08-07-2003||12:11 PM||||yeah, I know the direction is wrong on the newer ones.  I forgot the earlier ones that match our setup weren't twin-scroll.  DUH.<br />Rode the short bus to work today. That and all the allergy meds today.  I'll just go back to staring out the window  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.206||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||Jon||08-07-2003||12:58 PM||||Give it some time and I bet FP or the like will come out with a twin scroll exhaust housing for the 6 bolt 4G63.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||08-07-2003||01:02 PM||||Well that's what got my medicated mind started.  Wondering how hard it would be to get these set-ups available for the pre-EVO 4G63's.  <br />I was wondering if any of the vendors would go after that or if it's worth it with the other BB turbos and what not out there.  <br />I guess I don't know jack about the twin-scroll design and haven't researched hard enough.  I was coming up with all kinds of BS on google.  oh well.||167.142.21.206||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||08-07-2003||02:48 PM||||Kevin, put down the crackpipe, buddy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||08-07-2003||03:32 PM||||I think there are twin scroll turbine housings for the full T4 Garretts, right?  Of course, they're huge.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||08-07-2003||04:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Kevin, put down the crackpipe, buddy    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">say no to crack...it's heavy duty sinus meds today!!||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||08-07-2003||05:15 PM||||medicine is wearing off  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Anyway - here's Garrett's explanation of the twin-scroll that sheds a little more light on it for me.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.egarrett.com/technology/tech_twin_scroll.jsp?justlist=1&l1id=1&l2id=2&l3id=2" target="_blank">http://www.egarrett.com/technology/tech_twin_scroll.jsp?justlist=1&l1id=1&l2id=2&l3id=2</a><br /><br />interesting setup.||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/002950.cgi
A||||10||gixxer||know anything about the 6A12?||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||08-07-2003||12:48 PM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||i *think* its the TT V6 found in later gaylants.  i have heard they are robust little fuggers and i thought i'd try and learn more about them. anyone know anything at all?||65.27.83.38||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||drew||08-07-2003||01:20 PM||||from the top of this site:<br /><br />This site does not cover topics on the second generation Galant VR4 that is powered by a twin turbo V6 engine. This version was never sold in the US and most of the board members are in the US. <br /><br />Not trying to be a jerk. Just dropping the 411.<br /><br />BTW, the TTV6 GVR4 was the 3rd generation VR4 wasn't it? There was a VR4 in between the two no?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-07-2003||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>BTW, the TTV6 GVR4 was the 3rd generation VR4 wasn't it? There was a VR4 in between the two no? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, the E84A.  93-98, and they were V6 TT as well as far as I know.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-07-2003||02:51 PM||||Take a visit to the Galant Center website... wherever that is.  Google it.  I even think there is an hourly short bus that goes there.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||gixxer||08-07-2003||04:43 PM||||wow.........so creative   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.27.83.38||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||08-07-2003||09:55 PM||||A little uptight are we? It was still a VR-4 question. Relax,||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||number3||08-07-2003||10:08 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantspeed.com/" target="_blank">http://www.galantspeed.com/</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.clubtgc.org/forum/portal.php" target="_blank">http://www.clubtgc.org/forum/portal.php</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||08-07-2003||10:49 PM||||A link i found tonight on Hertz's site:<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.fax.com.ru/vr-4.html" target="_blank">http://www.fax.com.ru/vr-4.html</a><br /><br /><br />Its just some pictures and the text is in Russian. I guess you could use babblefish to translate it.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||08-08-2003||10:13 AM||||the 6A12 is a V-6 2.0l TT form the second generation galants, like the 94-98 we have here. think it has like 150 HP, they didint seem very popular in Japan cause I have only seen a few links and not alot of front cuts. I think they are about 250 HP or so but dont take ot mods very well.||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||drew||08-08-2003||12:50 PM||||um... so it has 150hp or 250?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||gixxer||08-08-2003||12:52 PM||||upon further reading <a href="http://www.autospeed.com/cms/A_307/article.html" target="_blank">http://www.autospeed.com/cms/A_307/article.html</a><br /><br />it looks like the 6a12 is the little revy 2.0 v6 in the FTO, and the 6a13 is the 2.5L TT motor i was actually looking for info on. mitsu sure has an odd engine designation system!||65.27.83.38||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes



ubb/Forum2/002951.cgi
A||||3||bones48||gear ratio||||9||||bones48||00002036
Z||000000||bones48||08-07-2003||01:30 PM||bones48@dr.com||hey guys...do u have any ideas to mix up any gears from other's gearbox to produce better torque and more reliable power||210.195.30.141||reg||9||bones48||00002036||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-07-2003||02:53 PM||||Don't know about anyone else but my gearbox produces neither torque nor power (let alone reliable power).||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||08-07-2003||09:59 PM||||The T/E/L transaxles have the same ratios as the GVR4. Except for 1st gear, which is taller in the GVR4.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-07-2003||10:50 PM||||If you start messing with gears and dont put the right ones in, you will blow shit up, starting with the center diff and t-case. You can use a TEL tranny, and I think thats the only option other than a 5th gear mod for higher speeds and mileage.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002952.cgi
A||||5||BiggiB42||overhaul||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||08-07-2003||01:34 PM||||im ordering a gasket kit , a knock sensor, an o2 sensor, a water pump and a timing belt this weekend. what other belts do have on my car that i should do while im down there. or what other parts should i replace||152.163.252.33||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-07-2003||01:37 PM||||If it's never been done you might as well change your fuel filter while you are changing things.  I'd also be sure to replace the balance shaft belt, and all the pulleys and tensioners and whatnot so that you don't leave a chance of something failing.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||08-07-2003||01:38 PM||||either add to that: balance shaft eliminator kit or new belts for the shafts.||167.142.21.206||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||BiggiB42||08-07-2003||02:03 PM||||how much is an elimanator kit||152.163.252.33||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-07-2003||02:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I'd also be sure to replace the balance shaft belt</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> either add to that: balance shaft eliminator kit or new belts for the shafts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man you did ride the short bus to work today! LOL!<br /><br />Or were you just suggesting eliminating them instead of replacing the belt?||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||08-07-2003||02:45 PM||||yes and yes <br />Short bus and the rest of what you said...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I got board staring out the window and decided to ramble more on here!||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/002953.cgi
A||||13||boostx||Ported Heads pics||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||08-07-2003||04:33 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||can i see some pics of ported heads <br /> thanks||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||08-07-2003||06:20 PM||||you're in the deep water now.  porting is an exact science.  if you just go in there and start grinding, you can end up with the motor running a lot worse.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||08-07-2003||08:14 PM||||Pics of ported heads will show 5% of what you need to know about porting heads.  <br /><br />Well, that, and stock heads are good for 10's, even in a GVR4.  Right, Dale?||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-07-2003||09:52 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=991" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=991&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=992" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=992&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=993" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=993&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Good luck. <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||curtis||08-08-2003||12:46 AM||||picture of exhaust port on the car. I've talked to john on the phone he has a bad ass GN probably one of the cleanest.    I think he can handle a simple clean up.  John post a picture of the black buick for all to see<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=995" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=995&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />This is what the exhaust is feeding<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=996" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=996&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.144.153.248||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||CKA||08-08-2003||04:36 AM||||These are the work of a local shop (AME near Milwaukee), Intake and exhaust.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1000" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1000&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1001" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1001&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||66.84.245.178||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000006||number3||08-08-2003||06:49 AM||||Mine was done by AMS (forrester) <a href="http://www.automotosports.com" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com</a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||boostx||08-08-2003||11:03 AM||||thanks for the good words  curtis <br />i am not going wild on the heads i just going to clean it up<br /><br />here is pics on the GN <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.shutterfly.com/osi.jsp?i=67b0de21b32583a845d6" target="_blank">http://www.shutterfly.com/osi.jsp?i=67b0de21b32583a845d6</a>||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000008||dlpinckney||08-08-2003||11:38 AM||||Man, that IS about one clean ass Grand National.  Nice car.  I have always liked those.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||08-08-2003||11:40 AM||||NICE, very nice, that is a sweet looking GN.  Is it fast?||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||SLO GVR 4||08-08-2003||12:28 PM||||<a href="http://mygalant.com/images/head.jpg" target="_blank">http://mygalant.com/images/head.jpg</a>    I have more pics of the actual port work if you are really that interested but like everyone has said leave it to the professionals if that is what you are considering.||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||08-08-2003||02:51 PM||||one long time customer of mine does bmw heads.  he has a flow bench.  he says just a half of a degree difference in the valve seat angle will make a difference in flow.  he does a triple angle valve cut, and he says the second angle is critical.  he also says there is a huge difference in what type of valve is used, especailly where the stem joins the head.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||boostx||08-08-2003||03:10 PM||||hey SLO GVR 4  can u email me the pics <br />to robertsjo@nychhc.org<br />keep them pics comming  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||209.2.173.2||reg||6||john||00001419||yes
Z||000013||boostx||08-08-2003||03:28 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  thaks for all the complements   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.2.173.2||reg||7||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum2/002954.cgi
A||N||5||Marcus||Attn: KEYDIVER||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||08-07-2003||05:18 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I've had a ecu that you re-chipped for me in my car for 3-4 months.  Today I noticed that my S-AFC isn't shutting off, NEVER.  Also, I never hear the MPI clicking like it should, somewhere about 5 seconds after turning of the car.  Do you think it's my MPI relay or perhaps something wrong with my ECU?  I've also noticed that my TPS isn't functioning properly.  It reads wide open throttle, but not much in between, under normal driving, it doesn't go higher than 10% of throttle if that.  After I reinstall my pocketlogger program, I'll hook it up and provide more information if I can.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||08-07-2003||05:58 PM||||Hey - Marcus. 2 things. You could always try looking @ his profile and emailing him, or private messaging him. And it's KeyDiver. Not Driver. No R. As in, he likes sleeping with the fishes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Oh yah, get a new TPS too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||08-08-2003||12:05 AM||||Josh, thank you so much for the hand holding while i cross the street.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||08-08-2003||10:57 AM||||Marcus,<br />Yes, it sounds like acid damage. I've seen those symptoms before, and its caused by acid eating away at one of the traces to the IC that controls the MFI relay.||68.158.209.232||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||08-10-2003||10:02 PM||||Hey, Josh...quit playing mama. Some of us are interested in these questions and answers. Thats why we have a forum.<br /><br />The sleeping with fishes part was funny, though...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />TOF<br />formerly known as...||24.117.166.181||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||08-12-2003||12:20 AM||||yup you have a bad ECU<br />yours is stuck on, mine was stuck off. i could jump mine to run the car, but it would only run for 2 minutes. it was really wierd<br />-luke-||141.153.213.205||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum2/002955.cgi
A||||3||Notorius||blowing fuses like mad||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||08-07-2003||10:20 PM||||aight, so since last saturday ive blow the sunroof/dome lights, windshield wiper, and clock fuses in rapid succession (every other day one goes out) and i think the automatic seatbelt fuse is on its way out. i havent touched anything in terms of electrical stuff and in fact the car doesnt even have a stereo in it. any ideas what could be causing this stuff to go? <br /><br />also the dome lights went out before the sunroof did. and the winshield wiper was only broke on the Auto setting, 1 and 2 both worked. replacing the fuses fixed both of them tho.<br /><br />lastly, only the clock fuse appears visibly blown. the other two look fine.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||08-07-2003||10:45 PM||||Just out of curiousity...is there a separate fuse for the sunroof??  If so, where is it in the fuse box and what amp fuse?<br /><br />I got my car 1000 miles ago, and the sunroof doesnt work and I don't have the owner's manual or the fuse box cover.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-07-2003||10:45 PM||||I think you're having electrical problems. Im not sure where, but I know its not your fuel pump.<br /><br /><br />jk<br /><br />Maybe the voltage regulator is going out ? What voltage do you get at the battery terminals with the car running ? and with it off ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-07-2003||10:47 PM||||Craig, from memory I beleive that the sunroof is a 20amp and (starting at the bottom fuse closest to the seat) is the..I wanna say 4th ? maybe its the 3rd one. I know its on the bottom row for sure though and almost positive its a 20amp.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002956.cgi
A||||7||VR6 Eater||Throttle position question-maybe caps again||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||08-07-2003||10:49 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||My afc and logger only show 51.7% throttle at full throttle.  Checked TPS.  Good.  Checked it as per vfaq to see whether it is good or bad and the resistance when in the open or closed position.  Both good.  Tried another tps that checks out good.  Same thing.<br /><br />Anybody have any suggestions.  I replaced this ecu 2 years ago.  I bought it from Foreign Auto Computer Repair.  They said that they new about the capacitor problem and replaced them on all ecu's for the dsm's.  <br /><br />Keydiver do you think this is capacitor related?  Maby the guy I talked to didn't no what I was talking about and bullshitted me assuming it would be obvious that they needed to be replaced, and thought they were.  It's too late to check now but I will take out the ecu tommorrow and crack it open.  Besides capacitors does anyone have any ideas?<br /><br />I know this started within the last 3 weeks.  I logged it 3 weeks ago and it was fine.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||joec||08-08-2003||12:07 AM||||Is the throttle cable/cruise cable adjusted so that the throttle opens fully?||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||08-08-2003||12:35 AM||||Yes.  Even opening the throttle by hand and having my wife watch the afc the readings are the same.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||08-08-2003||10:54 AM||||Have you checked to see if you have a good +5 volts feeding out pin 23 to the TPS? <br />And, yes, its a VERY good chance that it is caps/acid related. Even if they replaced the bad caps, there's always a very good chance the ECU already had a lot of acid on the board (how do you think they got the ECU in the first place?), and that acid will continue to do damage for years to come.<br />Thats why I'm so pushy about guys replacing those caps now. The damage is permanent.||68.158.209.232||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||08-08-2003||08:08 PM||||Well it started working correctly today, and I didn't do anything to fix it.  I'm going to check the ecu tommorrow and check for the 5 volts.  Maybe just a bad wire. I don't know.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||EvilGalantGSX||08-08-2003||08:38 PM||||What excatly should you be looking for when testing the 5volt pin 23.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-09-2003||01:48 AM||||About five solid volts.||67.162.75.209||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||08-11-2003||11:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> About five solid volts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Yes, this voltage should be almost EXACTLY 5.00 volts on a digital multimeter. If it jumps around much, or is lower than about 4.9 volts, that could indicate acid damage in the ECU. I've seen many cases where this ends up blowing the main processor, which needs a VERY stable 5 volt source.<br />Many of the sensors, like the MAS, barometric pressure, engine temp, etc, need this 5 volts also.||68.158.101.126||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002957.cgi
A||||0||1219's Brother||2G MAS honeycombs missing???||||9||||1334 Jim||00001727
Z||000000||1219's Brother||08-08-2003||01:45 AM||james.r.colosimo@lmco.com||Thought that I would through this out.  Say you bought a 2G MAS that was *missing* all of the honeycombs, even the big one you aren't supposed to mess with.  Is there anywhere that I could get one????||192.91.147.35||reg||9||1334 Jim||00001727||yes



ubb/Forum2/002958.cgi
A||||7||Scott Y||Aeromotive afpr doesn't give me a 1:1 rising rate. What am I missing?||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||08-08-2003||09:24 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I'm diagnosing a weird fuel delivery problem, and I need help.<br />I have a TT Supra pump (not rewired), 680 injectors, MAF Translator and aeromotive afpr. I can't run more than 10lbs boost without horrendous knock. I watch my fuel pressure (intellitronix digital fuel pressure gauge and vdo boost (afpr and boost gauge tapped off of fpr vacuum line to the intake) and i don't get a 1:1 rising fuel pressure rate. Fuel pressure peaks at approx 51, with the base pressure set for 42.<br />So here's the weird problem:<br />1. fuel pressure never goes above 51<br />2. I can set my base pressure to 42 or 46, but nothing in between. I see 42, then I turn the hex screw on the afpr and nothing changes until the gauge jumps to 46.  When I slowly let the boost level rise while driving I can see the gauge increment from 42..43..44..45..46, so I know that the gauge sender is working. What gives?  The afpr is a brand new unit.<br /><br />The car runs perfectly under low boost conditions, and fuel trims are around 100%.<br /><br />any ideas?  could an intake leak cause something like this? My boost is set to 15, and my boost gauge reads 16hg vacuum at idle and 15-16lbs at full boost. The car has 130+ compression across all 4, burns no oil and makes no funny noises.<br /><br />I replaced the stock fuel filter about 3 months ago, and the gas tank is super clean, so I don't believe the problem is being caused by a dirty fuel delivery system.  Before the afpr I was spitting black gunk out of the exhaust, so I'm pretty sure the TT Supra pump is pushing enough fuel.<br /><br />-Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||08-08-2003||10:51 AM||||Are you sure there are no leaks in the tank? Perhaps the fuel pump has problems maintaining that high of a pressure because of a loose clamp in the tank that really lets loose under pressure???<br />What happens if you clamp off the return line temporarily? The pressure should go WAY up. If it does, then the problem could be with the FPR, or the boost signal feeding it.||68.158.209.232||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Scott Y||08-08-2003||11:13 AM||||I plan on checking the pump this weekend to check its connections. <br /><br />To test the afpr, could I just turn the adjustment until the diaphram is essentially closed, indicating the maximum pressure that the afpr will permit? If not, I'll close off the line.||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000003||Jon||08-08-2003||12:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Scott Y:<br /><strong>I watch my fuel pressure (intellitronix digital fuel pressure gauge and vdo boost (afpr and boost gauge tapped off of fpr vacuum line to the intake) and i don't get a 1:1 rising fuel pressure rate. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Intellitronix makes one terrible digital fuel pressure gauge.  I mean, it is really, really bad.  I had one for a while and it made me so freaking mad because it always gave me incorrect readings.<br /><br />The best thing to get is still an mechanical gauge but that requires some extra stuff so that you aren't running fuel into the engine compartment.<br /><br />You'll need a mechanical fuel pressure gauge isolator.<br /><br /><a href="http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=ATM%2D5282" target="_blank">Autometer</a><br />or<br /><a href="http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=MAA%2D29806" target="_blank">Mallory</a> <br /><br />And you'll need the gauge.<br /><a href="http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=ATM%2D2612" target="_blank">Autometer 2 1/16in Gauge</a> <br /><a href="http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=ATM%2D3412" target="_blank">Autometer 2 5/8in Gauge</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||08-08-2003||05:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> Intellitronix makes one terrible digital fuel pressure gauge.  I mean, it is really, really bad.  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats not the one you sold me, is it?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Oh well, it got burned up in the fire last year anyway.||67.35.11.249||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||08-08-2003||07:21 PM||||I agree with starting with the basics and questioning the odd guage readings. Get a small fluid filled fuel pressure gauge to mount directly on your AFPR. Set the pressure with that gauge. For your in-car gauge, mount the sender at the fuel filter banjo bolt. See if the two gauges agree.<br /><br />Use your MityVac to add pressure to the AFPR and see if fuel pressure goes up.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||curtis||08-08-2003||11:35 PM||||a 3000 vr4 a friend of mine worked on had the same problem it turned out that the o ring seal that seals the fuel pump would pass fuel under high pressure.  He cut the tube and installed a piece of hose and no more problems.||65.135.143.100||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||Jon||08-11-2003||03:35 PM||||<a href="http://www.twingles.com/ett/newest/fp_isolator/" target="_blank">http://www.twingles.com/ett/newest/fp_isolator/</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum2/002959.cgi
A||||6||henrok||pulleys||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-08-2003||10:16 AM||alvihen@aol.com||what would changing the pulleys on the engine to lighter aluminum ones do to our cars?  i read somewhere that this wouldnt be a good thing.||64.12.96.102||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||08-08-2003||10:21 AM||||are you talking undersdive pulleys or just light weight alumnum?||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||henrok||08-08-2003||10:31 AM||||they have kits that are to make the engine bay look nicer and also help the engine rev faster. they include the underdrive crank pulley, alternator, waterpump etc..||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000003||henrok||08-10-2003||12:34 PM||||ive gotten no other responses on this.   Does anyone else have info on this?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||number3||08-10-2003||01:03 PM||||Only the undrive crank pulley is good for performance. The others are for dress.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||08-10-2003||03:01 PM||||I wouldnt put any pulley on the car that is not balanced.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||08-10-2003||09:06 PM||||Are you saying that there's absolutely no gain whatsoever to be had from lighter weight aluminum pulleys?  That it doesn't take less energy to rotate their lesser mass?  I'm not saying that they'll drop a second off your quarter mile, or that you can even notice the difference by the seat of your pants, but basic physics tells us that they use less energy.  Energy that the engine is creating anyways, so that tells me that it's going to the wheels.  Again, I'm not saying that it's a worthwhile purchase from a dollar-per-hp point of view, I just think it's misleading to say that they don't do anything.<br /><br />EDIT:  I must have been in a bad mood when writing this, cuz it sure sounds like a rant.  Sorry Harry.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Yes, they're primarily for dress... but when you've done every other power mod/weight reduction method in the book and then some, you might consider these.||69.59.219.151||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002960.cgi
A||||7||henrok||duralube||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-08-2003||10:33 AM||alvihen@aol.com||what would duralube do to my car?  its burning oil and needs a head rebuild.  would this help?||64.12.96.102||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||08-08-2003||10:36 AM||||don't waste your $$ not worth it. try the high mileage quaker oil.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||08-08-2003||01:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  try the high mileage quaker oil.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't try that shit!  Ever lit a candle?  It has parafin in it, that waxy melty stuff.  So does Q-state high mileage.  Try melting a candle into your turbo's oil line and see how long it lasts afterwards.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||08-08-2003||01:36 PM||||Sheet. Do all high mileage oils have that? or just quaker? i lost a turbo recently, and i'm wondering if that was the reason. I used Valvoline Max Life stuff.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||08-08-2003||02:01 PM||||More than likely.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||08-08-2003||07:31 PM||||Mobile 1 is always the best.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||08-08-2003||09:25 PM||||I also agree with full synthethic. My car had over 110k and the head is absolutely clean, the color of aluminum, not yellow or orange, and my car burns no oil. I use Mobil1 and sometimes Amsoil. I have tried Royal Purple, but it seemed like it was really thin compared to Mobil and Amsoil, and I had more lifter tick with it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||08-09-2003||12:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> Sheet. Do all high mileage oils have that? or just quaker? i lost a turbo recently, and i'm wondering if that was the reason. I used Valvoline Max Life stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I used to use heavy duty stop smoke stuff on my Talon. It never killed my turbo.  It had almost 200K on it.  I know it was the original because the wastgate acuator looked like shit and all the lines and turbo were sprayed by oil.  The thing still pulled very well.  I had a turbo on stand by, but it never went out.<br /><br />Lack of oil kills the turbo.  They need to be used only when the oil has reached operating temps and the turbo must be cooled back down by letting the oil cycle through the turbo before shutting the car down after a hard run.  Also I personaly belive the turbo last longer when the car has 4.5 qts of oil in it.<br /><br />A older turbo can be sneaky about loosing oil.  Check the oil level often.<br /><br />I think it is safe to say that a clean oil without additives like Mobil 1 is the best, but the higer milage oils shouldn't be the direct cause for turbo failure.  I used that stop smoke stuff for 80K miles on my car running 15psi on a turbo that already had 140K miles.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/002961.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||fuel pressure||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||08-08-2003||05:36 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yo, jeff, i am about to raise my base fuel pressure to 43-45.  do you have any info on how much i gotta lean out?  like percentage, or something?  also, what are the limits of the afpr, do i have to use the stouter spring?  i cant find any info on the afpr any more.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||08-08-2003||05:43 PM||||Ken,<br />I find that once you get that high, the SpoolinUp FPR's adjustment screw is in about the whole way with the light spring, so I use the heavier one. With the screw in the whole way, it REALLY limits how far the orifice can open, because the spring has almost no compression left in it.<br />As far as percentage, what is your original psi? A change from 37 to 45 is about 10% more fuel. I run mine at 43 all the time.||67.35.11.249||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||08-09-2003||11:15 PM||||ok, i did the swap.  i had to buy a torx driver to take off the screws.  who the f*** invented torx shit, freaking commie pinkos.  upped the base pressure to 43, and weelll dogies, had to lean the crap out with the afc.  at 1k, it went from -17 to -25.  up top, i was at +2, now it is at -6, and just a tad of knock.  timing is still pulling 25-26.  i'm gonna move it to -5 for a while.  i think the evo injectors i have probably also use a base of 43.  too dang hot to do a lot of tuning.<br /><br />     btw, jeff, what is your pressure at idle?  vac line attached, of course||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/002962.cgi
A||||9||josh91vr4||Tuning with PocketLogger (Big Pic Inside)||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||08-08-2003||08:22 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Just got the datalogger, here's one of the graphs. I'm quite interested in why my O2 Sensor readings & TPS go crazy while it just idles. <br />(Went to the store, logged it)<br />I'm going to go check the prices for a TPS & new O2 Sensor, but if anyone has ideas, please feel free to post!<br />Also, my Injector D/C maxed at 63%! I'm assuming this is normal for a mostly-stock car.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1002" alt=" - " />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-08-2003||09:26 PM||||Am I seeing this right?  Your throttle position goes sky-high yet your rpm doesn't?<br /><br />Your O2 looks fine.  Best indicator of death I found was very slow cycling.  Hard to judge what the time scale is, but it looks okay aside from freaking out when your throttle position goes through the roof.||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||08-08-2003||09:36 PM||||The timescale on that is 9:30<br />The car idles from 1:32 till 5:28<br />The TPS jumps at 2:17 until 3:13<br />After that, though, the TPS appears to report properly most of the time, except toward the end where i'm slowing down (rpm dropping) and the TPS is increasing. I was just curious why the O2 / TPS correlated during that minute of craziness at 2:17<br />~josh||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||08-08-2003||09:57 PM||||Not trying to hyjack, but were did you get the pocketlogger viewer program.  I haven't seen it before.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||08-08-2003||10:13 PM||||From Pocketlogger.com  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br />It's a free Download.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||08-09-2003||12:16 AM||||I was just on their wite a couple of days ago and didn't see it.  Maybe I didn't have my contacts in.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||josh91vr4||08-09-2003||12:22 AM||||<a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com/?page=support" target="_blank">http://www.pocketlogger.com/?page=support</a><br />Go to "Utilities" - it's the 2nd group of info.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-09-2003||01:43 AM||||Well I always thought the open loop/closed loop behavior on O2 was riggered by engine rpm -- but it certainly looks like it is influenced by the throttle position.  The ECU thinks you went wide-open-throttle.  Of course since your rpm didn't change I think it safe to assume you weren't revving.||67.162.75.209||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||08-11-2003||11:40 AM||||Replace the TPS first, it definitely looks bad. All those little spikes indicate a dirty/bad TPS.||68.158.101.126||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||08-11-2003||11:58 AM||||Ok, how did the o2 voltage peg at the top with the injectors sleeping?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/002963.cgi
A||||3||number3||VPC and GCC manual||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||08-09-2003||09:16 AM||||FYI<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rit.edu/~sjb2096/dsminfo_pages/vpc-gcc.html" target="_blank">http://www.rit.edu/~sjb2096/dsminfo_pages/vpc-gcc.html</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||91E39A||08-09-2003||11:06 AM||||Harry, thanks for posting those up.<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||08-09-2003||12:17 PM||||<a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com" target="_blank">www.taboospeedshop.com</a> also has the copies of the HKS manual.<br /><br /><br />Thanks Harry I just got mine in and idling last night.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-09-2003||08:19 PM||||I am glad it is of some use. It has been there for years and I thought I would share it with the new guys.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002964.cgi
A||||6||1quickvr4||Down pipe Flow vs temp vs velocity?||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||08-09-2003||02:02 PM||caspa69@juno.com||I have been thinking, Why in the DSM world do we tend to run 2 1/2 inch down pipes and 3 inch back after that or just full 3 inch. I thought that hot air expands so there for we would want a bigger down pipe than  2 1/2 or 3inch. Do we use the smaller size for velocity or what? On my can I was gonna use a 2 1/2 down pipe the after the flex section go to 3 inch with a resonater then to a  3 1/2 Borla XR1 at the bumper. Do the supras go with 4 inch down pipes to 3 1/2 cat backs becouse of the turbine outlet size. Why dont we use 3 1/2 inch down pipes for when the air is hot then neck it down to 3 inch when the air is cooler further back, or does it come down to velocity? Sorry for the long post but this has been bugging me for a while. I know theres a lot of smart people on this board that can answer this so help me out.....||67.30.165.14||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-09-2003||02:32 PM||||Supposedly it's better to use a 3"-2" style exhaust as that will maintain the velocity as the gases cool.<br /><br />But more or less you want the exhaust that will offer you the least restriction with minimal back pressure. I'm only planning on running 2.5" o2 elim dp to 3" muffler because my JDM Apex'i exhaust is that way. Keep in mind also that Supras are a larger displacement engine with 2 more cylinders so They may feel the need to go larger (though no one has really proven much use to going larger than 3.5" on most street cars).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||08-09-2003||02:34 PM||||oooh, zach, you opened the proverbial can of worms.  check this out:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=17541" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=17541</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||08-09-2003||02:49 PM||||Yeah, I think a bit off a bit more than I can chew or know about. Maybe I will understand this....||67.30.165.14||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||NZGZR4||08-09-2003||05:14 PM||||my opinion is that bigger is better (if you are after power)<br />One of the major limitations on our cars is space, it would be a mission to fit a 3.5" dump pipe off the turbo.||219.88.128.46||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000005||bazeng||08-09-2003||05:42 PM||||and the outlet of the tdo5's are only 2.5" anyway (evo3 070) where as the vr4 (060) and (evo1,2 070) only use 2.1/4" i think..||203.166.63.211||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000006||curtis||08-09-2003||09:36 PM||||ugly but effective.  Its 3 1/2 for the downpipe and 3 inch all the way back.  The first piece of pipe I welded (high nickel rod) to the internal flapper housing for the garrett and ported it out to fit, it is a thick pipe elbow they use to plumb gas lines through city streets total cost 8 dollars <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1003" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1003&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.141.105.121||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/002965.cgi
A||||18||91 #680||oil return line ?||||8||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||08-09-2003||04:30 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I just replaced my return line as it was cracked at the flex section....and know the damn thing is cracked again.  Is there any aftermarket return lines out there that I can use or did I screw up putting the oem one in?  I used the new paper flanges, cleaned the surfaces really well, and torqued the bolts to about 7lbs.  Is the part a pos? I really dont want to spend another $70 on this return line and have it break on me again.||68.7.184.83||reg||8||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||08-09-2003||05:44 PM||||get some braided lines!!<br /><br />i used the same paper gaskets.. THEY SUCK!!!<br />its LEAKING!!... im gonna try that MAX BLUE GASKET MAKER thingy... hopefully that works out.. <br /><br />i just put the turbo in.. now i have to take it out again.. =(... i hate doing things twice..||203.166.63.211||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||08-10-2003||06:04 PM||||Be very careful with the bolts that go into the oil pan as you can strip out the threads in the pan very easily.<br /><br />Also you *MUST* use new crush washers on the bolts that go into the oil pan or you will leak around the bolts.<br /><br />Be very careful about using RTV on the oil pan.  I know of at least two people that have lost motors from a piece of RTV that has gotten loose and blocked an oil passage.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.86.61||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||08-11-2003||12:00 AM||||The return line does not have washers of any kind on the bolts, pan or turbo side.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||08-11-2003||12:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> The return line does not have washers of any kind on the bolts, pan or turbo side. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was going to say the same thing.<br /><br />I use rtv every time I take the return line off/put back on and have never had problems. I dont see any potential problems in using rtv unless you use half the tube and overtighten the bolts.<br /><br />How can you actually justify that rtv clogged up the oil passages?<br /><br />Anyway.. Im sure you can find a used oil return line for cheap, post a WTB add in the sale section here, and also at <a href="http://www.dsmtrader.com" target="_blank">DSM Trader</a>||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||bazeng||08-11-2003||12:57 AM||||i guess the only way u can stuff it up if u over apply and the stuff sets inside your engine.. <br /><br />is it a good idea to apply only on the outside edge??<br />also should i apply around the bolt holes??<br /><br />do this for both turbo and oil sump sides??||203.166.63.152||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||08-11-2003||03:25 AM||||Use the RTV as a gasket, or on top of the gasket for extra leakage protection.<br /><br />I always apply RTV to the whole gasket (around bolt holes, etc), not just the outside.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||08-11-2003||04:29 PM||||Hmmm, I thought the manual showed the washers, but they are not there.  I know if you call Josh at Conicelli he will send you the right parts.  I also know that the washers are there.  I bought my car new off of the showroom floor and I was the first person on my car to take the drain tube off.  The washers are made from dead soft aluminum, they will deform and stick to the bolts and they are on the drain pan end of the tube only.  I had to use a pair of wire cutters to remove the orignals.  The washers help seal the bolt threads from the oil pan.  The stock bolts have a bit of a shoulder just below the hex head to help with sealing the washers.<br /><br />The motors that died were disassembled and the oil passages were chased/cleaned with bottle brushes and a couple of small bits of RTV were removed.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||08-11-2003||06:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> <br />The motors that died were disassembled and the oil passages were chased/cleaned with bottle brushes and a couple of small bits of RTV were removed.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats what I was lookin for   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||autobahntom||08-11-2003||06:30 PM||||Slowboyracing sells ready to bolt on braided oil return lines. I think $75.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000010||Dan D||08-11-2003||07:00 PM||||Mark, '91 or '92.  Now I don't know for certain, but in the six years my car existed before me, I don't belive the turbo/exhaust section was ever worked on.  The car was bone stock and I have mitsu and 3rd party service records from the first owner.  My car has no washers, just the shouldered bolts.  Interesting eh?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000011||meshwork||08-11-2003||07:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> Slowboyracing sells ready to bolt on braided oil return lines. I think $75.<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didn't see any on their site, do you have pictures?||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||08-11-2003||07:23 PM||||I have the oil return line off my 14b. Make me an offer and i'll go pull it off.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||bazeng||08-11-2003||08:05 PM||||yup .. mine had spring washers...<br />just found one of the bolts today... lost the other...||203.166.63.131||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000014||autobahntom||08-11-2003||08:21 PM||||Ryan, <br />  Call Mike Huml at Slowboy, he did have them on his website. Nice looking piece. When I bought my turbo from him; I had just bought a new OEM return line so did not opt for the nicer return line.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000015||meshwork||08-11-2003||10:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> Ryan, <br />  Call Mike Huml at Slowboy, he did have them on his website. Nice looking piece. When I bought my turbo from him; I had just bought a new OEM return line so did not opt for the nicer return line. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I emailed him and he got back to me right away.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000016||Kibo||08-11-2003||11:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> Mark, '91 or '92.  Now I don't know for certain, but in the six years my car existed before me, I don't belive the turbo/exhaust section was ever worked on.  The car was bone stock and I have mitsu and 3rd party service records from the first owner.  My car has no washers, just the shouldered bolts.  Interesting eh? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hehe...sorry, I got a kick out of that.  Those aren't shouldered bolts!  That's the washer squished up around the bolt head.  Try cutting off the "shoulder" with some diagonal cutters and you'll see what I mean.<br /><br />The washers are p/n MF660031 and should cost about $.06 each from the dealer.  Might want to pick up a few extra to have around...||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000017||Minjin||08-12-2003||01:29 AM||||On a Ford 351, when diagnosing a recurring low oil pressure problem, I found the oil pump pickup screen mostly clogged with bits of RTV. The one valve cover was leaking pretty good and you could see where someone had tried using lots of RTV to seal it...<br /><br />As for sealing bolts, I use and recommend Permatex No. 3, Aviation Form-A-Gasket. It comes in a can with a brush built into the screw on lid. I put this on stuff like water pump bolts, valve cover bolts, oil pan bolts, and basically anywhere a bolt goes into a fluid passage. Its good stuff and a can will last you forever.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000018||brandongvr4||08-12-2003||04:06 AM||||Hey can you post the info on the Slowboyracing  braided oil return lines that you were e-mailed.<br />Thankx||67.121.152.232||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes



ubb/Forum2/002966.cgi
A||||11||bazeng||question about the DELTAGATE||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||08-09-2003||05:50 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys.. im sorta confused with the deltagate..<br />where do i plug in the vacuum line from the plenum.. the top barb or the side barb?!?!?!?!?<br /><br />many pics i have seen use the side.. but when i do that it doesnt open at all..<br /><br />the top is much better.. (but my idle is screwed) and it opens...closes...opens...closes...<br /><br />WHAT DO I DO?!?!?!??!?!<br />by the way.. its the deltagate mach II 48mm...<br /><br />thanks in advance!<br />and is it supposed to sound like a freaking truck?!?!?!?||203.166.63.211||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||number3||08-09-2003||08:20 PM||||What do the directions say?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Ian M||08-10-2003||01:21 AM||||Should be the side...Where are you getting the boost signal from? If its used,has someone put a different spring in it? Boost Controller?||129.71.115.102||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||08-11-2003||01:17 AM||||top says vacuum...<br />thats it...<br /><br />just thought that since its a US brand.. would be widely used over there...<br /><br />ppl here use jap brands and a few DELTAGATES.. but still doesnt help just looking at pics..||203.166.63.152||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||08-11-2003||03:32 AM||||When an external gate opens up its un-restricted (no cat, resonators) exhaust straight from the manifold so, yes it will be loud as fuck (like a truck as you say). <br /><br />You've tried both the side and the top barb? Im not sure if deltagates are different but everyone I know who runs an external gate (usually a tial) runs it with the top barb.<br /><br />Do you still have your vacuum line issues?||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||bazeng||08-11-2003||06:07 AM||||no its fine...<br />i used the PCV return line...where the PCV usually connects to the plenum... that solved the problem...should gates shake or make sounds when u shake it?!?!?!||61.9.128.173||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||08-11-2003||06:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> no its fine...<br />i used the PCV return line...where the PCV usually connects to the plenum... that solved the problem...should gates shake or make sounds when u shake it?!?!?! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you hook up your pcv to a catch can of some sort? <br /><br />I REALLY hope you did the line coming off of the plenum and not the pcv itself. I wouldn't really even recommend using that line, just connect the barb of your DELTAGATE into the line goin from your BOV to the plenum.. leave the pcv alone.<br /><br />It should work fine.<br /><br />And if you shake your external gate and it makes sound.. that doesn't sound right. Maybe your ext. gate is shot and my way actually works?      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||08-11-2003||07:01 PM||||Or you don't have it adjusted tight enough and you hear the spring shaking around in there.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||Ian M||08-11-2003||07:04 PM||||Every Deltgate Ive seen has used the side port. I have a Deltagate I got from a freind used ( I havent used it yet),It was being used side port as well.<br /><br /> I dug it out to take a look, On the casting,the top port is labeled "vaccum" and the side is "boost" which confirms using the side port.<br /><br /> It shouldnt rattle...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.37||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000009||bazeng||08-11-2003||08:13 PM||||yeah.. PCV from the plenum.. not the rocker..<br /><br />i dunno.. but it works fine..<br /><br />i just opened the gate.. and the nut came off (which holds the metal plates and the diaphram together.. the nut actually STRIPPED itself!??!?!<br /><br />so i gotta get it rethreaded... <br /><br />so from the side hey??<br /><br />but mine doesnt say boost on the side?!?!?!??!?!...<br /><br />wierd?!?||203.166.63.131||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||08-12-2003||10:21 AM||||The nut stripped?  Get a new nut.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||bazeng||08-12-2003||05:35 PM||||yeah.. looked at it carefully and the person i bought it off put the wrong size nut on...<br /><br />it just came off... funny...<br /><br />anyways.. will be together today...||203.166.63.202||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/002967.cgi
A||||8||agrabau||Starter wiring? 2 wire question||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-09-2003||08:22 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Can someone please take a look at their starter for me and tell me which terminal is +? <br /><br />If you don't consider the small wire (solenoid signal) there are two large ones, one terminal also has a jumper that goes from the solenoid into the case where the motor is, one stands alone. <br /><br />Is the one terminal with the jumper the +? <br /><br />Thanks a lot. I can send a pic if there's confusion about my description. <br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-09-2003||11:36 PM||||Bump.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||08-10-2003||07:39 AM||||Sorry Alex, but I just came in from a longass session in the garage and I'm pooped.  I'm headed out again tomorrow though, so I'll take a look.  Was putting my battery in the trunk.  My clumsy ass saw his first short in his car tonight; was pretty spectacular, sparks everywhere, ground wire INSTANTLY glowing red hot, and the door lights noticably dimmer afterwards.  Guess who's buying a fuse tomorrow.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Which reminds me, got any suggestions on fuse strength?  Wow, I'm a lowdown hijacker.  But I will look tomorrow.||69.59.219.207||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-10-2003||08:29 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001853;p=2" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001853;p=2</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||CKA||08-10-2003||01:56 PM||||The fat cable that is on one of the two terminals and is jumped to the case of the starter motor is the ground wire.  The ground for the starter is fastened through one of the two bolts that bolt down the starter (the top, or smaller bolt matches the length of the ground cable the best).  The remaining terminal of the two is the positive hook up, and the small single terminal is the trigger hook up like you had mentioned.||66.84.245.103||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||08-10-2003||03:12 PM||||Jason, Thanks so much! <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||08-10-2003||09:02 PM||||Hehe, thanks as well; saved me the trouble.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||69.59.219.151||reg||10||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||08-10-2003||09:22 PM||||Jon, thank you too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I knew you'd have looked for me. I hope my car turns over tomorrow. (dead battery on the charger)||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||CKA||08-11-2003||01:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Jason, Thanks so much! <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just thank my dead starter that I replaced last week    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   .||66.84.245.171||reg||12||CKA||00000435||yes



ubb/Forum2/002968.cgi
A||||1||Ferrari F50 GT||Alternator Fuse Blowing||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||08-10-2003||07:47 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||Problem solved. Hehe.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||1219's Brother||08-10-2003||10:48 PM||||Just out of curiousity (I didn't read any other posts) was it grounding out on the exhaust manifold under boost?<br /><br />Mine did for the longest time, I would win the race, but loose all my electrical...||192.91.147.35||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes



ubb/Forum2/002969.cgi
A||||9||Akidosigh1||Oil Light||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||08-10-2003||07:51 PM||||Ok, so my valve cover is cracked and leaking. My oil light just started blinking on and off and hasn't really stayed on solid yet. my oil is halfway between the 2 notches.... if this right? there is still oil in the system if it is half filled up so should my oil light be coming on? opinions?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||08-10-2003||08:12 PM||||Is it just coming on at idle?  If so, there has been a few people with this problem lately, including myself.  I haven't checked mine out because I've been doing body work and it has not been driven much at all.  My GUESS though, is that your oil pressure sending unit has gotten a bit weak and needs to be swapped with a new one.  You should certainly check your oil pressure with a gauge though.  I will be.||64.63.209.44||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||08-10-2003||08:55 PM||||Could one just ditch the stock sending unit and replace it w/aftermarket if one is putting in an oil pressure gauge anyway?||69.59.219.151||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||08-11-2003||05:18 PM||||yeah, it just started yesterday, i know my valvecover is leaking but the oil level on the dipstick is in the middle... i was coming to a stop and the light started to come on but was dim at first. then it started getting lighter and i started to move and it went off, then i stopped again and it was blinking on and off...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||08-11-2003||05:20 PM||||How many miles on the car?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||08-12-2003||05:04 PM||||about 116,500 on the car.. rebuilt the bottom of the motor||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-13-2003||10:43 AM||||Synthetic or dinosaur?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Jon||08-13-2003||11:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> Ok, so my valve cover is cracked and leaking. My oil light just started blinking on and off and hasn't really stayed on solid yet. my oil is halfway between the 2 notches.... if this right? there is still oil in the system if it is half filled up so should my oil light be coming on? opinions? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The oil pressure sending unit is bad.  $15 part.  Buy a new one.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||08-13-2003||05:07 PM||||dino oil.... and $15 isn't that bad but what else could be causing low pressure?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||08-13-2003||05:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> dino oil.... and $15 isn't that bad but what else could be causing low pressure? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, first of all, you don't  <b>actually</b> know if you have low oil pressure, unless you have a real oil pressure gauge installed.  <br /><br />Personally, I would just replace the sender first, then see if the light is still on.  Hell, pull the valve cover and verify that the top of the motor is getting oiled, since it's last in the chain.  I've had a couple of those idiot light senders go bad in the past, and oil pressure was fine the whole time.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/002970.cgi
A||||1||jonvr4||question on fpr.||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-10-2003||10:41 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||so i bought a adjustable fuel pressure regulator from some fag on the trader. he tells me he got it from extreme motor sports, and shows a pic of it. i got it in saturday and its a cosmo regulator. i saw these on ebay for like 100 and i bought it for 170, because this guy is a queer. does anyone know if it will work, or is it just a piece of junk? here is a link to the item on ebay<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2426282561" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2426282561</a><br /><br />i would appreciate any help what so ever.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||08-11-2003||01:02 AM||||if it looks like the shiney chrome one. I bought one from Extreme and it didn't work. it was junk and I ended up just returning it. the other one is an aeromotive, that works fine.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/002971.cgi
A||||1||co172||Parts needed for ECU repair - M5269L||||1||||co172||00001380
Z||000000||co172||08-11-2003||03:03 AM||||Hello,<br /><br />I went to go replace my ECU capacitors this weekend (car was stalling at stops), only to find that several parts were blown.  The most needed parts are the M5269L current drivers (8 pin SIP).  I need 3 of these.  If anybody has any of these available or an old ECU that they are willing to part out, please contact me.  This is fairly urgent as this is my daily driver.  Thanks!<br /><br />Colin||66.235.18.147||reg||1||co172||00001380||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||08-11-2003||06:05 AM||||Contact Jeff Oberholtzer (keydiver on this board) as he has all the info/parts/skills you need.||69.59.219.193||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/002972.cgi
A||||5||slvrblt||CEL &amp; codes||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||08-11-2003||05:02 AM||||My car was acting wierd like the MAS was unplugged at random tonight. I would be cruising alon in 5th gear and it would just lose power for an instant. It also did it while stopped at a sign and it would just bog. It did pick up in a minute after trying to accelerate. The CEL came on, but it went off when the car started acting normal. So what I want to know is if after the light is off, can I still pull the code with a buzzer ? I tried it and got a 11, O2. But Im not sure since the light was gone.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-11-2003||09:23 AM||||Yes, the ECU stores all CEL codes until cleared.<br /><br />O2 is a weird one -- it takes a very specific failed condition to trigger the CEL and it can go away very quickly.  The ECU seems to be very forgiving on the O2 sensor, but you shouldn't.  Replace it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-11-2003||05:58 PM||||Thats what I figured. Thanks.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-12-2003||07:46 PM||||I just realized that this O2 sensor only has about 18k on it. Can it have gone bad already. btw, it is an OEM replacement 4 wire unit.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-13-2003||10:38 AM||||There is a possibility that the code has been stored for quite some time.  Oh wait, you said you saw the light come on?   You running leaded fuel or anything?<br /><br />I don't remember the exact conditions that trigger the O2 CEL, but it could be something else that made the ECU think the sensor is bad -- like perhaps it was trying desperately to give you a stoich air/fuel mixture and couldn't, so it assumed that it wasn't able to measure O2 correctly.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||08-13-2003||06:26 PM||||Hmm...I dont remember any way to test the sensor, is there ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002973.cgi
A||||0||PJGross||Yes, a car needs an alternator to keep running good!||||1||||PJGross||00000666
Z||000000||PJGross||08-11-2003||06:36 AM||pgrossjr@yahoo.com||Ok, a very novice question regarding electrical:<br />My galant was down for engine/turbo R&R.  When getting it going, I did the initial 30 mile break in and car idled pretty decent.  However, power windows, doors, etc, would not work.  No dumby lights on the dash.  Checked all fuses, the only one visably blown was the 100A alternator fuse.  I'm guessing old/heat aged alt wires got cracked in the engine R&R and now there is a short.  Running on new Red Top Optima battery.<br /><br />My Question is:  If the only fuse to blow is the 100Amp alternator fuse, the short is between the alternator side of the fuse and ground, or anotherwords there is a short somewhere in the alternator to fuse box feed, right?  I will bring my multimeter to the car next to see for sure.<br /><br />Thought maybe the fuse was blown just in the R&R so got another fuse and it blew as soon as the batt cable was attached.  Wierd that car would still start and run during break in!  even idled pretty decent.  4 weeks later, it would still start, just sounded like it was not getting good fire.  Voltage on pocketlogger: 10V.  Optima is a strong battery!  Trickle charged the battery and won't touch the car until new alt wire on.<br /><br />Hopefully this is the last gremlin for a while.<br /><br />I searched and found howard's alt wire post, this answered my next question:  can I just replace the Alt to fuse box wire and be done with it? Yes.<br />(unless that isn't the culprit)  I will try to find this wire: 4ga. THHN or THHW wire, and go from there.<br /><br />-PJ||69.14.56.54||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes



ubb/Forum2/002974.cgi
A||||0||mromik||Again about ECU||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||08-11-2003||08:00 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Finally I changed an ECU (I wrote later)<br />socketted it and put my E952 chip<br />now tha idling is ok , but I have bad mileage.<br />At the end of this week I will log mu car ang I guess will have more questions.||80.237.80.118||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/002975.cgi
A||||33||silly4turbo||high rpm sputter ? ||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||08-11-2003||09:56 AM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||hey all, <br /> I just put in new plugs and the wires are only a few months old + the 02 is less then 4 months old too ... I checked for boost leaks, and I have none that I could find using my home made pressure tester.. well at WOT around 5000 rpm I get a loss of power, it kinda stutters and boggs, ... I don't have a logger, hopefully soon though, so does anyone have any ideas or helpfull insights ? or anyone in the area wanna with a logger wanna meet up ? I thinking possibly the fuel filter, but not sure ? I know it prolly could be a number of things, but any thoughts are appreciated.<br />Thanks||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-11-2003||10:45 AM||||Clogged injectors?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||GVR4458||08-11-2003||10:49 AM||||May sound stupid, but I thought I was hitting fuel cut (which was "turned off").  It was like a hesitation at around 4500 rpm.  I bought new wires and when I went to install them, I realized that one of my pugs was LOOSE.  I tightened it and the problem went away.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||08-11-2003||10:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4458:<br /><strong> May sound stupid, but I thought I was hitting fuel cut (which was "turned off").  It was like a hesitation at around 4500 rpm.  I bought new wires and when I went to install them, I realized that one of my pugs was LOOSE.  I tightened it and the problem went away.<br /><br />EH </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I do get the hesitation and I though maybe I didn't gap the plugs correctly, so I took them out, checked the gap + made sure both ends of the wires were snug, and the problem is still there ?<br /><br />I was thinking of throwing in some injector<br />cleaner to see if that helps any||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||PJGross||08-11-2003||11:22 AM||||What gap, though?<br />.028?  Been a while since my galant has run but I remember best results with .028.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||08-11-2003||11:23 AM||||I find that often high speed sputtering is caused by running too rich. Do you have an AFC? What injectors? Fuel pressure?||68.158.101.126||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||silly4turbo||08-11-2003||11:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PJGross:<br /><strong> What gap, though?<br />.028?  Been a while since my galant has run but I remember best results with .028.<br /><br />-PJ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">gapped at around .32 ... would regapping to .28<br />make a difference ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||08-11-2003||11:58 AM||||Umm, you need to err on the side of "small-gap".  <br /><br />Definitely gap down to .28", even with an MSD, I can sometimes get misfires at .35".  Nobody can say for sure if it'll make a difference, but I would try going smaller on the gap until you figure out the root cause.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||PJGross||08-11-2003||03:55 PM||||right, err on the "small" side, 0.028", not 0.28"<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000009||silly4turbo||08-11-2003||05:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Umm, you need to err on the side of "small-gap".  <br /><br />Definitely gap down to .28", even with an MSD, I can sometimes get misfires at .35".  Nobody can say for sure if it'll make a difference, but I would try going smaller on the gap until you figure out the root cause. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">aaight, I'll regap tonight and let ya know how it turns out... man, if it ain't one thing, it's another <br />thanks all !||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||08-11-2003||06:00 PM||||Do you have a logger ? Maybe you are getting some knock and its pulling timing ??? Just a thought.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||Ian M||08-11-2003||07:20 PM||||A buddy of mines GVR4 would hit what felt like a rev limiter at 5000-5500 intermittatly. <br /><br /> It drove fine driving normally,it only acted up under WOT.<br /><br /> After about a month,replacing plugs and wires,fuel filter,checking fuel pressure,trying spare ECUs,ect ect and a bunch of head scratching,the CEL finally came on. His turned out to be a bad MAS.||129.71.115.37||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000012||04DrBlur||08-11-2003||08:47 PM||||What kind of boost are you runnin?  Could this be MAF overrun?||68.76.177.137||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000013||silly4turbo||08-11-2003||10:11 PM||||I'm running stock boost, well a lil' more since I took out the restrictor, have a hks mega flow...everything else is stock.new timing belt done about 2000 miles ago.. it's been running great, now all of a sudden, I get this stuttrer after I put in the plugs about 400 miles ago... I have replaced all boost lines, cause I had a similar problem before I had the timing belts done.. but it went away when the work was done.  till now, she's been pulling strong all the way to 6500..this all happened since the plugs, so that's why I thought the problem was related to them. I don't have a logger, which is stupid, and will be my next purchase. I'll try injector cleaner, since it's cheap and I haven't used any in a while, can't hurt..... I can regap the plugs to .028 and see what happens. I'm using ngk's bpr6es I think is the part number ... anyway, thanks for all the responses... it does kinda feel like it's not getting enough air or fuel is the best way to decribe how it's acting||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000014||silly4turbo||08-12-2003||03:32 PM||||ok, I rechecked the plugs, there at .028 and I still have the hesitaion right around 5000 + rpm. I rechecked all the boost lines to make sure their tight. could a dirty fuel filter cause this ? the air cleaner is a lil' dirty but not enough to choke the engine ... actually, that's another way to describe what's happening, it feels like it's getting choked at high rev's...||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000015||silly4turbo||08-12-2003||03:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> A buddy of mines GVR4 would hit what felt like a rev limiter at 5000-5500 intermittatly. <br /><br /> It drove fine driving normally,it only acted up under WOT.<br /><br /> After about a month,replacing plugs and wires,fuel filter,checking fuel pressure,trying spare ECUs,ect ect and a bunch of head scratching,the CEL finally came on. His turned out to be a bad MAS. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how can I check for a bad MAS ? would I need a logger ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000016||Ian M||08-13-2003||12:27 AM||||To tell you the truth,Im not totally sure. It seemed the the car would never do it when I had my logger hooked up (Of course..),so I dont really know what the episode would have looked like on the logger. I imagine the airflow #s would have jumped around erratically similar to overrun,or maybe went to zero with the MAS not reading at all.<br /><br /> The CEL light clued us into what was going on.||129.71.115.126||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||08-13-2003||01:24 AM||||Well I wasn't going to suggest this, but it doesn't sound like the problem has been solved.<br /><br />Check your alternator. <br /><br />My Talon started to have problems with loss of power on the top end.  I didn't have a logger at the time, but I didn't have any CE codes stored.  That rulled out alot, but I couldn't figure out the problem.<br /><br />Turned out my alternator was weak.  Later it failed, but it didn't just fail all at once.  I bet it was going out over a period of two weeks.  Anyway, replacing it fixed my high RPM power loss.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||silly4turbo||08-13-2003||09:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Well I wasn't going to suggest this, but it doesn't sound like the problem has been solved.<br /><br />Check your alternator. <br /><br />My Talon started to have problems with loss of power on the top end.  I didn't have a logger at the time, but I didn't have any CE codes stored.  That rulled out alot, but I couldn't figure out the problem.<br /><br />Turned out my alternator was weak.  Later it failed, but it didn't just fail all at once.  I bet it was going out over a period of two weeks.  Anyway, replacing it fixed my high RPM power loss. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had the altenator replaced recently, and when it was going, I had similar hesitaion...so that was replaced, then a week later, it died again, bad altenator, so I had it replaced again and it's been good since, so I'm hoping that's not the problem...||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000019||Sam Sayes||08-13-2003||09:35 AM||||I agree with gvr4ever,<br /><br />check you alternator and make sure it is in tip top shape,<br />then think about replacing that fuel filter and run a can of BG44K in our fuel tank<br /><br /><br />goodluck<br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000020||silly4turbo||08-13-2003||10:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong> I agree with gvr4ever,<br /><br />check you alternator and make sure it is in tip top shape,<br />then think about replacing that fuel filter and run a can of BG44K in our fuel tank<br /><br /><br />goodluck<br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm going to have the alt checked tommarrow, and I'm going to replace the fuel filter, can't hurt... is the BG44k a fuel injector cleaner ? I just put another brand of injector cleaner in last night||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000021||ekschulz||08-13-2003||11:08 AM||||Good luck with the alternator.  I'm having the same issue right now with sputter above 5500-6000 rpm.  I just replaced the alternator and it didn't have any effect (and I just checked to see if it was still working).  Certainly feels like a fuel issue.  Gonna check the fuel filter next to see if it helps.  Anyone have other ideas?||208.151.249.254||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000022||gvr4ever||08-13-2003||11:46 AM||||Silly4turbo, where did you buy your alternator?  I've heard a rebuilt Mitsubishi is the best way to go.<br /><br />My friend got one from Autozone.  Damn thing lasted about 12 hours.  He got stranded on the same stretch of HWY he got stuck the first time.  I was around for this barral of fun too.  It is not fun to have your 285lb friend all pissed off.<br /><br />Anyway, I think it took him like three tries to get a good alternator.  I know autozone offeres a cheap version and one that cost more.  Don't get the cheap one.<br /><br />If you didn't get it from Mitsubishi, I wouldn't rule out your new alternator.<br /><br />Other causes could be a dirty fuel filter, worn fuel pump or injectors.  I don't know what your list if mods are, so you might have all the injectors and fuel pump taken care of.  If they are original, it is a good time to upgrade.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000023||silly4turbo||08-13-2003||12:10 PM||||gvr4ever, first of all, your right, it's not good to piss of a 270lb dude ! watch yourself  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />with regards to the altenator, it's from mitsu, the first one crapped out in one week, this one seems to be working fine, but I'm still going to have it checked anyway ... I'm still using the stock injectors and fuel pump ... I can't rememebr if I've ever replaced the fuel filter, so I'll prolly replace that since it's cheap and it could prolly use a new one anyway... I have a new fuel pump, I just haven't gotten around to installing it... it's a 3KGTVR4 pump. I'll pick up a fuel filter and start with that...I hope to have get a logger cable soon, so that may help find out what's going on||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000024||gvr4ever||08-13-2003||12:23 PM||||Well, if you can't remember replacing your fuel filter, I'd start there.<br /><br />I'm almost 100% sure it is due every 40K miles.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000025||ekschulz||08-16-2003||10:56 PM||||Silly4Turbo..did you ever get this problem fixed?  I would DEFINITELY try replacing your fuel filter!  This completely solved the sputter problem I was having.  It now wraps all the way to redline without any problems.<br />These cars are just plain wrong how fast they are!||66.93.40.47||reg||6||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000026||silly4turbo||08-18-2003||09:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ekschulz:<br /><strong> Silly4Turbo..did you ever get this problem fixed?  I would DEFINITELY try replacing your fuel filter!  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ekschulz and everyone that helped out, I changed the fuel filter and that seemd to clear up the sputter...when I took off the olf filter, it leaked dirty brown fuel. which I assume means it's clogged ? One word of advice, use teflon tape on the fuel line on the bottom of the filter.. I didn't at first and it leaked ever so slightly, so I had to go back and put some tape on it. now she back to pulling strong ! Thanks for everyones thoughts   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />Jon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000027||silly4turbo||08-22-2003||12:10 PM||||aaauuuugggg ! the sputter is back, it seems that sime times I can pull fine, and sometimes it sputters ? I'm going to log tomarrow, thanks galantvr4, and see what I come up with .. again, my car is basically stock, free mods , HKS mega flow, ported 95' manifold ... what should I be looking for with the logger ? could my fuel pump be the cause ? I have a 3Kvr4 pump, just haven't installed it yet.||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000028||hibrn8||08-22-2003||01:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> I find that often high speed sputtering is caused by running too rich.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">same here||65.227.204.55||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000029||Beemer||08-29-2003||09:44 PM||||This is just a wild guess, but you don't have platinum tipped spark plugs, do you?  Those tips get so hot under boost at high rpm that they will cause detonation big time.  They turn into glow plugs for a diesel.  Every single time I've had a problem like that with customer cars, they've done the fuel filter, filter sock on the fuel pump, pulled and capped the vacuum going to the FPR (which by the way will alleviate mild fuel cut at high rpm on a bone stock motor, I can't even run an eighth mile pass without doing that) and even plug wires, coil, and all the other stuff mentioned.  When I ask what plugs they had, every single one had bosch or nd platinum or iridium plugs.  they went back to plain old ac or ngk and it was fine, and ran better due to the maintenance they had performed.  Many folks don't realize that the fuel filter sock on the end of the pump in the tank gets plugged up as well.<br />Dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000030||silly4turbo||08-30-2003||01:45 AM||||I recently installed ngk bpr6es, I don't belive their platnuim plugs, I did just recently get a logger, so I'm hopping that might shed some light on the problem. I'm going to re-install the bcs restrictor and see if that helps ... but I got in an accedent and busted my radiator...the fun never ends||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000031||Invader||08-30-2003||02:33 AM||||I don't know how much boost you're running, but you may want to grab a set of BPR7ES's if you start raising it..||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000032||silly4turbo||08-30-2003||02:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> I don't know how much boost you're running, but you may want to grab a set of BPR7ES's if you start raising it.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">other then the bcs restrictor removal, stock boost||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000033||keydiver||09-01-2003||11:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong>  pulled and capped the vacuum going to the FPR (which by the way will alleviate mild fuel cut at high rpm on a bone stock motor, I can't even run an eighth mile pass without doing that) Dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you explain this mod, Dave? You aren't saying people should remove the vacuum line going to the fuel pressure regulator, are you???||67.34.89.33||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002976.cgi
A||||0||jared4G63||leakage in my rack and pinion||||1||||jared4G63||00002047
Z||000000||jared4G63||08-11-2003||10:24 AM||jaredjirad1021@yahoo.com||which is much better just change the rack and pinion with a surplus assembly or just use a repair kit instead. I'm in the philippines using a 91 galant gti powered also buy a 4G63 efi engine with no turbo.also any body has a spare original intercooler turbo kit for sale,my mom is in san diego and i'm a vr4 fan since i got my galnt last year and was happy to have discovered this website through a friend w/ a the same car make and model.pls help me,thanx a lot guys||203.76.211.205||reg||1||jared4G63||00002047||yes



ubb/Forum2/002977.cgi
A||||3||AzA*||at what point is a 4bolt dif needed||||1||||AzA*||00002136
Z||000000||AzA*||08-11-2003||11:45 AM||||Just wondering at what 'hp' output would a 4 bolt dif be needed i have heard the stock 3 bolt drive tran will support up to around 350 hp which is good for a low 12 sec pass||211.28.96.70||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000001||Nate||08-11-2003||12:33 PM||||I was going 12.40s with the stock rear in the car, and had never broken it.  I just wanted the LSD 4 bolt in the car before I actually broke an axle, since it's not fun to get the rear diff clean once there are chunks in it.  Anyway, the next time I went to the track, with no other changes, the car ran 12.0, and it was consistent.  Switching from an open rear diff to an LSD rear diff knocked 4 tenths from my ETs.<br /><br />I am sure you can run 11s on a 3 bolt, people have done it, but it made my life easier to just switch before I was snapping axles constantly.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||NZGZR4||08-11-2003||08:13 PM||||I ran an 11.9 in my Lancer with a 3 bolt VR4 rear end,  it's 1250kg with driver.<br />Once I put on some sticker and taller tires and welded the center diff, I started breaking axles real easy (if the clutch was dumped at high revs the axle would snap)<br />Car had been dynoed at 222kw @ wheels (298hp)<br /><br />Cam||219.88.244.132||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000003||AzA*||08-11-2003||11:54 PM||||thanks for ur help||211.28.96.70||reg||12||AzA*||00002136||yes



ubb/Forum2/002978.cgi
A||||1||AzA*||What gearbox and dif oil do u guyes recommend ||||1||||AzA*||00002136
Z||000000||AzA*||08-11-2003||11:47 AM||||yea as topic sayes just wondering what brand and thickness dif and g/b oil do u guyes use ...||211.28.96.70||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-11-2003||01:11 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">vfaq.com</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002979.cgi
A||||2||helmach||non-vr4 cluster in vr4||||1||||Helmach||00001860
Z||000000||helmach||08-11-2003||12:50 PM||helmach@auburn.edu||I was wondering if the standard Galant cluster will work in our cars.<br /><br />1. I am aware it only goes to 135. I don't drive that fast. I just want to make sure it would be accurate within its range. <br /><br />2. My car doesn't make power above 8000 rpm. I only want to know if it would be accurate within its range. <br /><br />3. I am not worried about our 1980's LED boost gauge. <br /><br />Thanks guys!||69.15.33.50||reg||1||Helmach||00001860||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-11-2003||01:07 PM||||I'm not sure if it would with our gearing being different.<br /><br />I have a spare VR-4 gauge cluster if you're interested.  I want to repaint my gauge needles and bought a spare in case I break anything.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||helmach||08-11-2003||01:54 PM||||The gearing was my main concern. I will let you know if I need that cluster. Thanks.||69.15.33.50||reg||1||Helmach||00001860||yes



ubb/Forum2/002980.cgi
A||||9||BlingBling||EGR?||||1||||BlingBling||00001825
Z||000000||BlingBling||08-11-2003||02:02 PM||||Ok, I have been having this problem for about three weeks and can't figure out what it is.  My car stutters when I reach full boost, but only from 3000 - 4500 RPM's.  After that my car runs fine to redline.  I have thrown a couple of check engine lights, but they only come on after I have been driving for atleast 45 min+ on a freeway.  When I chekc the error code I get 43 - EGR.  What does this mean?  I am about to install a EGR block off plate, will this fix it?<br /><br />BTW I have replace the spark plugs and wires, the only other thing I can think of is the coil pack.||64.172.62.87||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||08-11-2003||02:54 PM||||No, the blockoff plate will make it worse  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />The CA ECU will throw that code if the EGR temperature sensor isn't in the right range (hot enough?). If you are going to do the blockoff, you MUST solder the missing 1K resistor (R129) inside the ECU. This will make the ECU think it is in one of the other 49 states, and will stop checking the EGR temperature. Just a reminder: You will also fail a visual inspection.||68.158.101.126||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||BlingBling||08-11-2003||02:56 PM||||What is this resistor you speak of?||64.172.62.87||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-11-2003||04:12 PM||||A resistor is an electrical component made of material that opposes flow of current and therefore has some value of resistance. R129 is a location, 1K is the size of resistor.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||08-11-2003||05:28 PM||||What does the EGR do when unhooked?  I pulled all my vacuum lines a few days ago, and only replaced the ones I thought necessary.  I left the EGR in, but am planning on blocking it off sometime in the future.  In the meantime, what will it do with no vacuum signal?||134.10.12.65||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||08-11-2003||06:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlingBling:<br /><strong> What is this resistor you speak of? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go to this page:<br /><a href="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/checkeprom.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/checkeprom.htm</a><br />Scroll down, and you'll see a picture of the ECU where 2 resistors are circled, and labeled "Configuration resistors", or something like that. The one, R129, is missing on CA ECU's. Just go to Radio Shack, buy a pack of 1K, 1/8 watt resistors, and solder one in.||68.153.93.153||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||BlingBling||08-14-2003||09:48 PM||||So the only problem is the engine will throw a CEL?||64.160.177.29||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||08-15-2003||12:53 PM||||I don't know, I live in the US of A   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />I don't *think* the engine will revert to "limp mode" or anything like that, but CA people tend to be a little anal about CE light being lit when they go in for emmisions testing, don't know why. <br />I would solder it in, just so I didn't have to see the lamp lit all the time. Come on, its only a 25 cent part!||68.155.88.244||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||BlingBling||08-15-2003||02:29 PM||||Yea, but I can't sodder.  So...<br />Anyway's I will try to get that resistor soddered in.||63.207.100.85||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||08-15-2003||03:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlingBling:<br /><strong> Yea, but I can't sodder.  So...<br />Anyway's I will try to get that resistor soddered in. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ANYONE can solder a resistor in! Its only got two leads. If you want to make it even easier, clean the conformal coating off the board with acetone (or nail polish remover) at the two solder pads, top and bottom. C'mon, you must have at least one friend with a soldering iron.||67.34.26.147||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/002981.cgi
A||||5||jonvr4||Should I reuse this pressure plate?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-11-2003||03:11 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i have had this pressure plate for approximently 30 miles. it looks pretty messed up. should i reuse it?<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1007&width=400" alt=" - " />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||08-11-2003||03:43 PM||||Hows it have heat spots after 30 miles?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||08-11-2003||03:47 PM||||i have no idea. i talked to act and they said it is ok to use it again. they said it is still in good shape, and have have gotten heat spots from the clutch not being adjusted properly.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||08-11-2003||04:08 PM||||As long as its not gouged up, I would say its ok to use again.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||08-11-2003||05:36 PM||||Did you have the flywheel machined?  Seems like a localized condition on the plate, maybe because the plate or the flywheel is/are not flat.  If the clutch were slipping everywhere, would it not have heat spots distributed more evenly?<br /><br />Is there any cracking of the pressure plate?||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||08-11-2003||08:51 PM||||I would send it back to ACT for an inspection.  They will check it out for free and ship it back to you.  Then you will know if it is safe to reuse it.||68.76.177.137||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/002982.cgi
A||||7||Scott Y||What size of fuel line needed for hack'n'hose SupraTT pump installation?||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||08-11-2003||03:29 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I have to redo my supra fuel pump installation, and I can't for the life of me remember what the correct size of fuel line is to put in the tank between the pump outlet and the hard line.<br /><br />I have a foot of Aeroquip (sp?) blue line, 3/8".  Will this work, or is the line 5/16" (7.9mm) ?<br /><br />thanks.||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||Kibo||08-11-2003||11:29 PM||||I was going to guess 3/8", but now I'm not sure.  Why not just pick up some 5/16" line and have it around just-in-case when you pull the pump?  Then let us know...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />FWIW, I've never had problems with the o-ring leaking on my Supra pump--even when I accidentally cranked my fuel pressure up to 110psi while pressure testing the system (engine not running, thankfully!).   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   At least I know it doesn't leak...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000002||Scott Y||08-12-2003||12:20 PM||||Well,I managed to find some fuel injection hose. I have 1/4", 5/16", and 3/8".  It's a little expensive buying all this hose that will end up unused, but it's better than being stuck without the correct parts I suppose.<br /><br />I'll let you know what fits best.  I hope it's not the 1/4", because then I'll be worried that I'm starving my fuel system.  We'll see what we'll see.||205.225.134.251||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||08-12-2003||02:02 PM||||It'll probably be 1/4 That's what my bosch uses. Fuel line's $$$ hunh||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Kibo||08-12-2003||07:04 PM||||Expensive?  Why is that?  Fuel hose should be cheap and readily available at your local Checker/AutoZone/whatever.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||08-12-2003||09:47 PM||||Fuel injection hose is quite different from regular fuel hose. The former is several times the cost. I'm not saying that it'll break the bank, but its certainly more than you would think.<br /><br />As for what size...I'd bet on 8mm.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||Scott Y||08-13-2003||01:37 PM||||Well, I reinstalled the fuel pump last night.<br />The size of the hose is <drumroll.......> 5/16"!!!<br />The outlet on the supra pump has a larger diameter than the hard line, and a 3/8" hose was perfect on the pump, but too loose on the line. The 5/16" hose was pretty tight on the pump, and was only snug on the hard line.<br />I used gator clamps for my original install, and I found that the clamp on the hard line was stripped (! - I don't remember stripping it) and was very, very loose.  I replaced the clamps with t-bolt clamps, and ensured that the connections are tight this time.<br />Before, my fuel pressure would drop to 12# on my intellitronix fuel pressure gauge about 5 seconds after I shut the car off. Now, the gauge reads 38# after I shut the car off, sinks to 34# after about 3-4 min, and slowly drifts down from there. I didn't have the time to watch it last night, but it is obvious to me that my fuel pressure was way out of whack before.<br />(Kibo - you nailed my fuel delivery problem a week ago, so step up for your prize)<br /><br />The fuel hose was from Carquest, and it cost $6/foot. They gave me a slight discount, and 4 feet of different diameters cost me $22. The hose was harder to find than I thought it would be, and I had to call/visit about 8 different stores before I found someone with stock on the shelf.<br /><br />The weird thing about fixing this problem: Before fixing the pump/hose, I have horrific knock above 10lbs boost.  I thought that fixing my fuel pressure issue would fix the knock, but it made absolutely zero difference.  Over 10lbs = knock through the roof. Looks like troubleshooting fun continues.......<br /><br />Scott Y||64.233.218.163||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-13-2003||03:06 PM||||You might want to reset your ECU.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002983.cgi
A||||11||klo91vr4||Fuel pump/float/assembly||||1||||Kevino||00002134
Z||000000||klo91vr4||08-11-2003||09:30 PM||k.obee@sbcglobal.net||I am so glad I found this site.<br />I love my 991/2000 GVR4 that I've had since '95 with 32,000 mi.  Many problems and miles(126,000 now) later, I still love it....tho my wife thinks I'm crazy for keeping it and putting more money into it. It has been down longer than it ever has(3 weeks) because I can't find a Fuel pump/float assembly.  One wire on top shorted which blew the ignition fuse.  I found an assembly out of a Talon GSX but it is about 1.5" too long. <br />Can that be shortened or do I have to get one from another GVR4?  Does anyone know of one available?  I'm in Illinois but the my car was originally from Cal.  Does that make a difference?<br />Thanks!||66.72.171.57||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-11-2003||09:54 PM||||I don't know if you can mix and match the parts you need or not, but I've got a sending unit here that is complete except for where the hard line out of the top broke off.  If you can swap the guts off this one over to yours and make it work you can have it for shipping costs.<br /><br />If you want to buy a whole new (used) unit, <a href="http://www.msrecycling.com" target="_blank">www.msrecycling.com</a> can generally get them for under $100.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-12-2003||10:18 AM||||Hi Kevin -- I think I sent you over here from the ChicagoDSM list.   You've got about 5 brothers from Illinois on here, so you've got a built-in support group if you ever need it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I think you might be taking a "dealer" approach to this.  Your assembly is probably fine, except for a little rust, right?  You should consider simply rewiring the assembly.  Provided you use shrink tubing and good seals you'll be golden.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/pump-relay.html" target="_blank">This link</a> details rewiring the pump (new relay, from battery) and touches slightly on the wiring at the top of the assembly.  (The "rewire" is a good idea if you're modding your car... plus it gives you the opportunity to put a fuse inline  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> )||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||klo91vr4||08-12-2003||10:48 PM||||Hey Ryan -- I haven't done any of the work on my car myself...I wish I could but have not had the time to learn or tackle the projects myself.  There are 2 guys here in town that I use but the one that has my car now is not too sure about rewiring because of potential problems and he's not sure if any of the parts were damaged due to the short.  I wouldn't think so but what do you think?  I think with rewiring diagram he can do it, I will talk to him tomorrow.<br /><br />Hey Paul -- I may need your sending unit if my parts are bad.  I will let you know.  Do you know if all the parts work?||66.72.170.222||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-12-2003||11:22 PM||||No, I switched over the stock guts that I knew worked so I wouldn't have to potentially take it all apart again.  I don't see any reason why these parts wouldn't work, but I have not tested them so I can't say for sure.  The guts that are on it are of unknown origins, the donor assembly was a gift from Mr. Inn.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-13-2003||10:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kevino:<br /><strong>  I found an assembly out of a Talon GSX but it is about 1.5" too long. <br />Can that be shortened or do I have to get one from another GVR4?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am of the opinion that you can build/rebuild that assembly any way you want.  The important thing is that everything is done carefully.<br /><br />Do you know that the fuel pump works?  Our pumps, at this age, are getting continually weaker.  Was it the "lid" rusting that caused the short?<br /><br />You can clean up the assembly top plate (remove all the rust) rewire it (use shrink tubing only in the tank) make sure the wires are very isolated from any metal bits, cut off the metal fuel lines, flare them and replace with fuel injector lines and clamps and modify almost any assembly to be the right height.  The only thing that would be hit-or-miss to setup is the float level that turns on the "idiot light".||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||CCDSM69||08-13-2003||11:30 AM||||Honestly don't use the fuel pump out of the talon. I am currently using one and have had the worst time trying to adjust the fuel settings to work for my needs. Not only have the fuel settings been a B%$@! but the fuel gauge doesn't read correctly (the dummy light does work). If you can find an assembly out of a Galant VR-4 or GSX (its really hard and I'm still looking) pick it up because that's the one that you need.||24.53.192.43||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000007||klo91vr4||08-13-2003||01:30 PM||||Thanks for all the info guys.  I think at this point my best option is to bite the bullet and buy a new assembly.  My top is extremely rusted and the hard line is probably half as thick as new.  This is my daily driver and I need it ASAP...my wife doesn't like having to cart me around so she can can have her van.  <br /><br />Can anyone tell me where I can find a dealer part for as little dough as possible?||64.108.40.11||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||08-13-2003||03:07 PM||||<a href="http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html" target="_blank">Call Conicelli</a> ask for Josh.  Tell him you're on the GalantVR4.org board and Chicago DSM Club.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||08-13-2003||04:26 PM||||You will be out in the ballpark of $350 to $500 depending on how much of a discount your dealer gives you.  Ouch.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||jared #1187||08-14-2003||01:42 PM||||hey paul- your sending unit and  bracket arent done... mine was the same way.  <br /><br />i used 5/16" brake line to make the tube come out the top... a compression fitting to mate the brake line with the tube the fuel pump neck fits into (the bell lookin thingy).  they are the exact same size.<br /><br />no kinks, no leaks.  the flare nut on the stock line out of the bracket is still used on the brake line...  fits perfectly<br /><br />Use a liberal application of JB WELD around the hole where the new brake line goes thru, just to seal it.... i guess silicone can be used, but the line will still move...<br /><br /><br />works well.||67.217.89.224||reg||1||jared #1187||00001760||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||08-14-2003||02:35 PM||||Yeah Jared, I think there is a vfaq for that.  Mine was so rusty and in bad shape I just wanted a better one overall rather than trying to fix it.  On a side note, the unit on my '91 doesn't have any rust at all... man is that beautiful!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002984.cgi
A||||3||mr.mitsu||n/a vs. turbo tranny||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||08-11-2003||10:15 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||is there much of a difference between the gsx and vr4 tranny and driveshaft?<br /><br />thanks.||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-11-2003||10:20 PM||||The drive shafts should be the same.The tranny and rear end have diffrent ratios and are weaker, I would search for this one.||64.157.126.52||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||mr.mitsu||08-12-2003||08:46 AM||||hmmm, thanks.||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||08-12-2003||10:00 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Trannies.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Trannies.html</a><br />VFAQ - better than wheaties.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum2/002985.cgi
A||||10||MiSTER2||vr4 factory intercooler dimensions?||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||08-12-2003||09:25 AM||||Hi there,<br /><br />Does anybody know the factory dimensions for Aussie spec vr4 intercooler(small black one on the side)?  I made a search but the only dimensions i could found were for the jap spec fmic.<br /><br />Thanks||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-12-2003||10:26 AM||||If it is off to the side, it sounds very much like the US spec intercooler.<br /><br />Ours messure short x thin x small.<br /><br />I hope this helps.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||MiSTER2||08-12-2003||10:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Ours messure short x thin x small.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry to hear that, my advice is see a doctor ASAP   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Enough joking around.  Somebody is interested to buy the us/aus spec intercooler that i'm selling but he wants to know the dimensions to see if it's good for his application.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||08-12-2003||11:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Ours messure short x thin x small.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry to hear that, my advice is see a doctor ASAP    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />Enough joking around.  Somebody is interested to buy the us/aus spec intercooler that i'm selling but he wants to know the dimensions to see if it's good for his application. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't need to see a doctor.  It is Mitsubishi who left me wanting something bigger to fullfill my needs.<br /><br />Sorry for wasting space.  Lack of sleep is getting to me.  Who knows what I will post next.  I'll try to keep it to myself.<br /><br />If you are selling it, then you have the IC right?  Just messure it.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||MiSTER2||08-12-2003||09:36 PM||||It's on the car right now, if the buyer wants it i'll take it off and go buy a bigger intercooler.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||08-12-2003||10:26 PM||||Yeah, <br /><br />I now what dimension it is:<br /><br />too small       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||Ash||08-13-2003||06:44 AM||||its way to effing small!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />the aussie one is the same as the US one.<br /><br />great for a 1.2l motor, or a bike||203.220.89.152||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||08-13-2003||04:57 PM||||maybe 8x8x1||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||08-14-2003||06:41 PM||||10 tall x 8 wide x 2 depth.<br /><br /><br />Although this is an older topic and may have been dealt with already, but I figure why not contribute...||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||08-14-2003||07:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> 10 tall x 8 wide x 2 depth.<br /><br /><br />Although this is an older topic and may have been dealt with already, but I figure why not contribute... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dang I was close!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||MiSTER2||08-14-2003||09:51 PM||||Thanks boys, now let's see if i can sell it.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum2/002986.cgi
A||||4||drew||Transfer Case Splines||||5||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||08-12-2003||11:20 AM||||It is my understanding that there are 2 different transfer cases that DSMs  came with:<br /><br />1) early model with 23 splines(?) on the input side - some were aluminum some were cast iron<br /><br />2) later model with 22 spline(?) on the output side - all cast iron<br /><br />My understanding is that all USDM GVR4s came with the 22 spline transfer case.<br /><br />Yes, No?||64.1.187.234||reg||5||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||08-12-2003||11:40 AM||||i think it's the other way around.  the aluminum case was the 22 spline, i know the one i got was.  my car has a build date of 7/90, and it had a 23 spline cast iron.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||08-12-2003||11:49 AM||||If I remember correctly we had a post about this long ago and I think it varied from car to car. I think the cars had both. But I could be wrong.||65.227.204.134||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||curtis||08-12-2003||12:29 PM||||Ive got a aluminum case with 23 splines but the shaft size is smaller than the us version||65.135.143.227||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||driftin galant||08-12-2003||01:39 PM||||mine is also aluminum and it has 21 splines going in and 22 splines going out..||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum2/002987.cgi
A||||8||broke down||top dead center sensor||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||08-12-2003||01:47 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||ok, correct me if I'm wrong please, but the top dead center sensor is part of the cam position sensor, right?  I don't know of any other sensor that could measure this, and I've never really thought about it before.  I noticed yesterday that on the diagnostic screen on the pocketlogger, the indicator for it was flashing somewhat erratic.  At a constant rpm, while cruising in say fourth gear, where a fast change im rpm's is unlikely, as compared to idling, shouldn't the sensor be flashing at a very consistant rate?  The way mine was flashing seemed odd to me, it would flash quickly a few times, then not flash at all for a few seconds, then maybe flash consistantly for a while.  This just didn't seem normal to me.  And, if the pocketlogger is seeing this, the ecu would be too, which in theory would cause timing/injector/spark irregularities, right?  I'm having a few issues with low end knock, around 2k rpm when taking off from a light, and have worked out most of it with fuel control, but am thinking now that this could also have something to do with my problem.  Any suggestions would be helpful.  Thanks||68.51.105.33||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||08-12-2003||01:56 PM||||I think our motors would measure TDC with the Crank Angle Sensor.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.165.18.130||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-12-2003||04:56 PM||||MMm.. don't know what you'd expect to be able to see.<br /><br />At 4,000 rpm, TDC comes around 66 times a second.  Then you have the interference factor the data transfer rate to the logger (lets say 30/sec) so the logger doesn't see 36 TDCs per second.  Then you gotta wonder what the refresh rate of the Palm screen is and what 1/30 second of liquid crystal looks like... <br /><br />i.e. ignore the TDC light on the Palm.  If your rpm graph is relatively smooth you're probably okay.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||broke down||08-12-2003||06:41 PM||||I'm not trying to be a jerk, but where is the crank angle sensor?  I just assumed that it was determined by the cam sensor, since the two are really measuring the same thing.  Anywaym, thanks for clearing that up, I hadn't even thought about the Palm's inability to display the information that fast, and I'm getting really tired of this nagging "knock" problem.  Thanks||68.51.105.33||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||08-12-2003||07:38 PM||||Common terminolgy is CAS (cam angle sensor) or CPS (Cam position sensor).  The service manual calls the CAS a crank angle sensor even though it measure via the cams.  It's simply the same thing with too many names||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||08-12-2003||08:24 PM||||Speaking of those..how do you know how to set it on the exact right spot?i cant find my exact spot on mine..when i move it too much too one side it revs high but no power when driving and i cant set it to where it will meet its peak power..can someone help me please?i am not trying to steal this thread..sorry||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||BluFalcon||08-12-2003||08:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> Speaking of those..how do you know how to set it on the exact right spot?i cant find my exact spot on mine..when i move it too much too one side it revs high but no power when driving and i cant set it to where it will meet its peak power..can someone help me please?i am not trying to steal this thread..sorry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats what you use to set the base timing on the engine.  Go to vfaq.com and check out the vfaq for setting the base timing.  Pretty easy to do with a timing light and a test lead.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||08-12-2003||10:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong> I'm not trying to be a jerk, but where is the crank angle sensor?  I just assumed that it was determined by the cam sensor, since the two are really measuring the same thing.  Anywaym, thanks for clearing that up, I hadn't even thought about the Palm's inability to display the information that fast, and I'm getting really tired of this nagging "knock" problem.  Thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, BOTH sensors are inside the CAS housing. I've never had one apart, but according to the schematic it looks like there are 2 interrupters, with 2 separate outputs to the ECU.<br />It is NORMAL for it to blink erratically on the PDA.||68.158.174.100||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||broke down||08-13-2003||02:43 PM||||In one of the previous replies, it is stated to use a timing light and a test lead.  What is the test lead for?  Do you mean a test lead to groung the connector?  Or, did you mean a test light used for something else.  Also, the cas doesn't have to move very much at all to change the timing, so a test light is a MUST.  After that is done, or maybe during, the biss screw may have to be adjusted to keep the car running, does on mine sometimes.  I've found it is much easier to see the timing mark with the gun if you put some white model paint on the mark on the timing belt cover, and on the pulley too.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/002988.cgi
A||||6||ken inn||o2 sensor housing||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||08-12-2003||04:06 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||has anyone removed the o2 sensor housing on the car?  either from above or below, and kept the radiator in?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-12-2003||07:52 PM||||I've swapped turbo's in my car at least 6 times and I've never had to take the radiator out. Although that does make sense, becuase it would make about just as much room as having a 1g dsm engine compartment.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  And you may also possibly avoid taking off the exhaust manifold by taking the radiator out.<br /><br />But to answer your question, YES I've taken out the o2 sensor housing without taking the radiator off numerous times.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||09-05-2003||09:10 PM||||hi just want to add;  is it  possible to take that o2 housing without removing the exhaust manifold?||12.206.219.251||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||09-05-2003||09:54 PM||||Ken, I did it last year but it was a PITA. The bottom bolt (or is it a nut?) closest to the radiator is what made it so difficult for me. Open end wrench is what I used. I just remember a lot of swearing and cursing. I pulled it out from the bottom. Only other items pulled off the car were the downpipe and the heatshields on the mani and o2 housing.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||09-06-2003||12:10 AM||||I just pulled the turbine housing tonight with a friend of mine.  Prior to tonight, I hadn't ever done it before.  We didn't have any real problems, and didn't have to remove the fans, radiator, or the manifold.  The only thing we had "move" was...we pushed the dipstick closer to the alternator and out of the way.<br /><br />We undid the 4 bolts on the manifold holding it to the turbo (you will have 3 bolts and a stud if you haven't ever taken the stud out).  Removed the wastegate actuator arm and dropped the downpipe.  Then we lastly removed the band clamp, and pried the 2 housings apart and CAREFULLY maneuvered the housing out from underneath the car.<br /><br />Both the turbine housing and O2 housing came off as one.  If you go to <a href="http://www.vfaq.com," target="_blank">www.vfaq.com,</a> under "turbo" there is a pretty basic, explanatory writeup how to remove the housing.<br /><br />Good luck||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||09-06-2003||01:49 PM||||FYI: I NEVER remove just the o2 housing on a DSM. If I ever want to change out the o2 housing, I remove the turbine housing with it and do it on the bench. Easier and quicker to me.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||09-06-2003||02:26 PM||||Also if you are taking off the O2 housing to put on a tubular or ported housing, then you are doing yourself a favor taking the turbine housing off with it.  That way you can port it to match your new o2 housing.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/002989.cgi
A||||3||Arty||Can I rebuild my shocks ?||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||08-12-2003||08:08 PM||||The standard front shocks are under damped on my car, I guess from wear, but I don't see any significant oil on the outside of the shock.<br /><br />Can the shocks be dismantled and the seals replaced and re-fill with more and/or heavier oil ? I have seen older shocks that were easy to rebuild, they has a threaded cap. Even if ours are welded shut I would be happy to cut the top off, cut a new thread to take a cap, replace the oil and seals and seal the whole thing with a threaded cap.<br /><br />Do our shocks have gas in them ? If so how is the gas retained, I would have thought that no ordinary sliding seal would stay gas tight ? Do they put the gas inside a sealed bladder ?<br /><br />I admit I haven't even looked closely at the actual shocks. I have searched the archives and found nothing about this.<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||08-12-2003||08:39 PM||||New regular or performance shocks are pretty cheap.  I wouldn't rebuild shocks not meant to be rebuilt.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||08-12-2003||08:49 PM||||No you cannot rebuild unless you cut them open  and then weld them back together.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||Arty||08-13-2003||12:18 AM||||I have zero knowlege about this stuff at this stage. As for installing aftermarket dampers, I looked at this VFAQ <a href="http://vfaq.com/mods/Konis.html" target="_blank">http://vfaq.com/mods/Konis.html</a><br />for installing Konis in the front, and you have to cut the top off the stock shocks to fit the Konis, So I figured if you had to go that far, I may as well make it so I can re-seal the strut with a threaded cap. I recently drove a 23yr old car, before and after the shockes were re-built, and they felt as good as when the car was new. It cost $3 for the seal and a few bucks for the oil. I can't get any dampers for that money.<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/002990.cgi
A||||8||REDLINEGVR4||Your gonna think i am crazy!||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||08-12-2003||09:11 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Well my good buddy ramon who is a mitsubishi mechanic came over today and he looked at my power steering problem. the verdict.... Well we are gonna rebuild the WHOLE DAMN THING! YUP I AM CRAZY IT IS GONNA BE A TON OF WORK BUT WITH MY FRIENDS HELP I SHOULD BE FINE(I THINK) ne how if anw of you have any of the extra power steering lines laying around that are in real goon shape let me know (i need lines off a southern car) I need all the lines but the two long ones the go from front to back.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-12-2003||09:14 PM||||I posted on the trader when I need PS lines and got immediate responses. Good luck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||08-12-2003||10:23 PM||||Why not make it a manual rack? If the power steering went on my car, it would be manual rack all the wat. Imagine ho much easier it would be to work under tha hood without all that crap in there. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-12-2003||11:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Imagine ho much easier it would be to work under tha hood without all that crap in there. <br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Word!  I ripped out every bit of the emissions system tonight!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />And I already thought you were crazy Ross! LOL!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||08-13-2003||12:09 AM||||If you guys don't want your stock, working GVR4 power steering racks, I'll take em.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||1101||08-13-2003||12:44 AM||||I have the lines you are looking for and the rear steering rack also. CA (SF area) car 80k miles on the parts, all in good shape no leaks. PM me if you want to buy them. Selling cheap.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||08-13-2003||05:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Imagine ho much easier it would be to work under tha hood without all that crap in there. <br /><br />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Word!  I ripped out every bit of the emissions system tonight!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />And I already thought you were crazy Ross! LOL! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OT: Yea everyone is amazed at how much space I have under my hood with the A/C, cruise control, battery, vac lines, stock intake, etc. out! Cops won't be too amazed though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br /><br />I drove around for about 5 days without a PS belt cause I was too anxious to drive my car with the new head (cracked PS lines), It wasn't bad, parking was just a bitch. I got new lines and it wasn't a hassle to put them in, so I went ahead and did it up!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||Akidosigh1||09-18-2003||07:43 PM||||driving a car that has power steering that is not working is harder than driving a car with a manual steering rack||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||09-18-2003||09:16 PM||||So what happens in relation to the rear steering when the pump is gone ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/002991.cgi
A||||7||crucible||Removing injector connectors||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||08-12-2003||09:55 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Uh, just like to know how to take off those pesky wire snap thingies that hold the connector on.I replaced inj on my other NA Galant and all 4 flew off never to be found.Thanx<br /><br /><br />crucible||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||10:09 PM||||I used O-ring removal picks. They worked really good. They look just like the picks your dentist uses.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||08-13-2003||10:55 AM||||Mike from RRE did a post on this a long while back, with very good, and funny, instructions. The only thing I can remember right now was his tip to partially insert the connector on an injector when putting the clip back on. That worked real slick. He also suggested RTV'ing the spacers onto the intake so they don't get lost.<br />I think a small tool, like #1692 suggested, is the trick. I used a very small screwdriver, and held my finger on the clip while I pryed on it, to keep it from flying off to neverland.||68.153.116.244||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||Scott Y||08-13-2003||07:24 PM||||i had a magnetic dish close by, and if one of the metal clips started to fly away, the dish would stop it and the clip would end up stuck to the magnet.||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||08-13-2003||07:26 PM||||dont pull them off<br />just use a small screwdriver and lift half of it off and yank.||141.153.195.152||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||08-13-2003||07:27 PM||||Upgrading to the 2G connectors is nice, no more pesky metal clippies.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||number3||08-13-2003||11:27 PM||||I don't put the clips back.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||08-13-2003||11:40 PM||||Clips? What are those? Lol.. I never use mine just like #3.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/002992.cgi
A||||65||229of1000||Tree hugging debate!  (Was Emissions info)||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-13-2003||12:33 AM||||While I was working on eliminating the emissions BS on the '91 tonight, I found a great article on how to do this on a GVR4.  I am just posting the info in here in case the site ever goes away.  This beats the heck out of diagrams (even though we got it done that way before I found the article). Good luck!<br /><br />Let me go thru what I did on my GVR4. Start at the throttle body and yank all 4 vacuumn lines. Cap them off nicely to ensure no leaks. If you have a real boost gauge, plug it into the "P" port. <br /><br />Two of those lines are for your charcoal canister and two are for the EGR. Both systems have lines that go to a solenoid at the firewall and to a thermo switch at the thermostat housing. Just unplug the solenoids from the wiring harness and remove the vacuum lines from the thermo switches. While your at it, remove the EGR valve from the intake manifold and install a block off plate. This keeps your intake cleaner and ,in theory, gives you better response since exhaust will no longer be injected into the intake air. <br /><br />Next you can remove the charcoal canister but be careful on how as I've seen many people do stupid sh!t here. The canister takes the gas fumes (extremely dangerous) and stores them until the engine is warm and then vent them into the intake for the engine to burn up. Removing the canister will leave you with a vent line from your tank with nowhere to go. I ran mine half way back along the bottom of the car so that the gas fumes don't collect in the hot engine bay and blow up my car! Also, there is a roll over check valve. DON'T REMOVE THIS. If you do and roll the car, your gas tank will drain into your engine bay and probably kill you and anyone else within a block. make sure you plug the port in the intake tube.<br /><br />Next, look at the fuel pressure regulator on the driver side on the engine. The vacuum line from it goes to a solenoid on the firewall and then to the intake manifold. Unplug the solenoid and run the vacuum line straight from the regulator to the manifold. This solenoid raises the fuel pressure for a maximum of 24 seconds when starting a hot engine to prevent vapor lock. Under manifold vacuum, the regulator runs less than base fuel pressure. What the solenoid does is bleed the vacuum so that the regualtor see close to atmospheric and cranks the pressure up. The problem is with age, the solenoid leak when it should be closed and you run into two problems. Under manifold vacuum, the engine will run richer than it already does due to higher fuel pressure. While under boost, fuel pressure drops and you could run leaner than normal (bad). After doing this and starting my engine while hot, it may stumble for the most 5-8 seconds and then clear up ( but I do have a big fuel pump).<br /><br />Next, move to the boost control solenoid and give it the same fate as the others by unpluging it and running the line from the boost tee straight to the port on the air filter can. This will give you 12-13 psi. A word of caution here. this solenoid alows the ECU to drop the boost if it sees knock. If your engine is in a good state of tune and you use premium fuel, this soleniod should never have to do anything. <br /><br />Lastly, if you are really looking for that last bit of engine bay simplicity you can remove the throttle body coolant lines. Just remove the shorter line and route the longer one to it's port on the coolant hardpipe. The theory behind these lines is that they speed up engine warm up and may prevent icing of the throttle plate. The problem is that they constantly run hot coolant and warm up your intake air (bad)after you went thru the effort on intercooling it. After all, I've never had a problem with icing a throttle, especially since a turbo puts out alot of heat. You may encounter some idle fluctations until the engine heats up and may see marginal performance gains<br /><br />So by now you should have 4 solenoids, a maze of vacuum lines and a coolant line on the floor. Open my hood and there is enough room to throw a party in there. Simplicity helps maintain a clean engine and makes working on ita breeze. If you still aren't sure, swing by the shop and I can do it.<br /><br />Happy yanking!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br />Andy Coombs........Rallispec<br /><br />PS - Here's the link.    <a href="http://sjdsm.com/mods/1gvacremove.htm" target="_blank">http://sjdsm.com/mods/1gvacremove.htm</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||08-13-2003||01:01 AM||||Its too bad Andy defected...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||AWDpower||08-13-2003||04:24 AM||||Why? How much power could any of the emissions equipment actually cost? That's a lot of work to gain about zero hp and save probably less then ten pounds. Then it screws with the driveability, increases emissions, reduces gas mileage. The only plus I see is that it simplifies service, but how often does any of that stuff get in the way?||67.24.197.66||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-13-2003||05:33 AM||||I think a big deal of eliminating vac lines is to eliminate vac leaks. Well In my eyes anyway, I always had leaks So I just use the only two real vac lines you need (bov -> intake mani, fpr -> intake mani .. MBC, boost gauge tap, wastegate actuator, etc .. )||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-13-2003||10:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> Why? How much power could any of the emissions equipment actually cost? That's a lot of work to gain about zero hp and save probably less then ten pounds. Then it screws with the driveability, increases emissions, reduces gas mileage. The only plus I see is that it simplifies service, but how often does any of that stuff get in the way? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go buy a Honda Prius.  Or a bicycle.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />It really isn't a lot of work.  10lbs over the life of your car will save more fuel than the (underhood) emissions would save.  Especially since your charcoal canister is probably near saturated.   Cooler intake temperatures can increase your gas mileage.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||08-13-2003||11:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> That's a lot of work to gain about zero hp and save probably less then ten pounds. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, but ripping and tearing and throwing stuff away type work is fun.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />I ripped it out in the name of simplicity.  I'm not too worried about the side effects, good or bad, since I know it's not that big of a deal.  They just put all that in there to confuse us.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||HKS VR-4||08-13-2003||02:11 PM||||Live in California, can't do it! Stupid smog is getting strict!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   By Oct. 1, it is manditory that cars are dynoed as part of the smog check. Smog is going to be like $150-200.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Don't what they're going to do about 4WDs though, perhaps we're lucky and exempt from they dyno.||12.81.85.137||reg||11||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000008||driftntouge||08-13-2003||02:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<br /><strong> Live in California, can't do it! Stupid smog is getting strict!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    By Oct. 1, it is manditory that cars are dynoed as part of the smog check. Smog is going to be like $150-200.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Don't what they're going to do about 4WDs though, perhaps we're lucky and exempt from they dyno. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I live in NY, and we also have dynos for inspection.  Heres the best part...no AWD dynos, which means that all we have to do is a sniff test (check the car at idle).  Im sure thats the way Cali will do it also, as AWD dynos are expensive.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||08-13-2003||02:53 PM||||I think a good running GVR4 will pass the smog test with a cat, and none of the other stuff.<br /><br />I passed with flying colors, and I had the charcoal can disconnected, EGR blocked, FP and boost solenoids gone, and all TB ports blocked off except for P.  <br /><br />Even more, I had dirty old RC550's and higher base fuel pressure, but I tuned the fuel trims for about 100 and breezed right through the idle and part throttle sniffer tests.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||08-13-2003||03:03 PM||||I passed without any underhood garbage.  Exhaust is 3" w/ cat.  Illinois only has 2wd dynos so I get a tailpipe sniffer, gas cap check and the "black box" on the hood which I believe listens for knock.<br /><br />In 12 years from August 8th my car will be an antique -- I think that gives me some legal excemption.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||gvr4in||08-13-2003||04:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<br /><strong> Live in California, can't do it! Stupid smog is getting strict!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    By Oct. 1, it is manditory that cars are dynoed as part of the smog check. Smog is going to be like $150-200.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Don't what they're going to do about 4WDs though, perhaps we're lucky and exempt from they dyno. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Smog is getting strict everywhere. If you're going to be modifying a car, most likely more than half the parts you're going to be using are illegal. Get over it and pay someone off  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000012||AWDpower||08-14-2003||04:56 AM||||"Go buy a Honda Prius. Or a bicycle."<br /><br />??? It's one thing to be a tree hugging, car hateing freak. But my point is removing all of that stuff increases pollution without benefit. There really is no trade off, you are just choosing to pollute your enviroment. Cool huh? Then you piss off the real tree hugging, car hating freaks who push for even stricter laws. Thanks a lot. Don't forget to pour your used oil down a storm drain too.  <br /><br />"Live in California, can't do it! Stupid smog is getting strict!!!  By Oct. 1, it is manditory that cars are dynoed as part of the smog check. Smog is going to be like $150-200.  Don't what they're going to do about 4WDs though, perhaps we're lucky and exempt from they dyno." <br /><br />I do live in CA, in the strictest smog check 2 area. They don't dyno AWDs (well they will try if you don't warn them) but they still charge $40-$70 for the test. <br /><br />"I think a good running GVR4 will pass the smog test with a cat, and none of the other stuff."<br /><br />Yes and no. It will pass the tailpipe test. It won't (shouldn't) pass visual. Why? Because most if not all of the stuff you ripped out doesn't effect tailpipe emissions at idle or 2500rpm. That's why they visually check and seperately test those systems. Yanking the charcoal canister won't show anything out the tailpipe. But evaporating gas is one of the worst causes of pollution. I'm pretty certain that a car without a charcoal canister will emit more sitting parked in a driveway for a day then another would emit running down a drag strip. The EGR system also only functions under certain conditions at part throttle and actually lowers combustion temps. It doesn't open at WOT. <br /><br />"Smog is getting strict everywhere. Get over it and pay someone off"<br /><br />It sure is, and living in CA I get to deal with it first. And it sucks. We have test only stations that you have to take your car to if you fail smog. They are very strict. You can't pay them off. There is no way around it. They also select cars with "high emmitter profiles" to go to these places. My Talon got selected... Luck of the draw?... My GVR4 got selected. Wait a minute, this isn't fair!... Then my Eclipse got selected. Even though these car have always passed with flying colors, they got picked. It seems they single out popularly modded cars, allong with models that fail more frequently. Lots of local DSM guys are getting these notices now. Can anyone guess why? <br /><br />I just wish people would stop, think, and do a little research before they start needlessly pulling emissions equipment. If they knew how much harm they were doing for so little gain, I belive they would reconsider. I'm used to seeing honduh boyz "free up the power" on their 90hp super cars, but I though DSMers, especially GVR4 owners, had more sense. What happened to "fast with class?"   <br /><br /><br />"If you're going to be modifying a car, most likely more than half the parts you're going to be using are illegal."<br /><br />This is a totally different matter. Most mods, while illegal, do not increase emissons. There are a lot of stupid laws out there regarding mods written by people that don't know what they are talking about. Intakes, larger turbos, FMIC's. etc. don't increase emissions like removing smog equipment. My cars are all modified, yet are clean. Even the strict test only centers will overlook many mods as long as all emissions equipment is in place and the car passes the test.||67.25.106.60||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000013||1312VR4||08-14-2003||10:27 AM||||Or you can just put plugs in the lines off of the Throttle body. Keep all the lines intact & run your boost gauge off of the fuel pressure regulator line.<br /><br />It take's approx 2 minutes to plug the lines, & you are done. You will pass the visual test because all lines are in place. PLUS you have the benefit of NO emissions.<br /> Just my thoughts.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||08-14-2003||02:54 PM||||So what is it that keeps you CA drivers living in your silly state?  I mean, it's not like they give you excellent bike/walking trails as an alternative...||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||08-14-2003||03:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> <br />I just wish people would stop, think, and do a little research before they start needlessly pulling emissions equipment. If they knew how much harm they were doing for so little gain, I belive they would reconsider. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't see the big deal in removing emissions equipment.  It's not like a few of us doing this is going to make any difference in the grand scheme of things.  I suppose you don't want any of us to take our catylytic converters out either, right?<br /><br />Ever been behind a semi that is just POURING smoke out?  I have, plenty of times.  When they make those bastards fix their engines, I will put my emissions equipment back in.  Until then, simplicity will prevail.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||gvr4in||08-14-2003||03:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> <br />"Smog is getting strict everywhere. Get over it and pay someone off"<br /><br />It sure is, and living in CA I get to deal with it first. And it sucks. We have test only stations that you have to take your car to if you fail smog. They are very strict. You can't pay them off. There is no way around it. They also select cars with "high emmitter profiles" to go to these places. My Talon got selected... Luck of the draw?... My GVR4 got selected. Wait a minute, this isn't fair!... Then my Eclipse got selected. Even though these car have always passed with flying colors, they got picked. It seems they single out popularly modded cars, allong with models that fail more frequently. Lots of local DSM guys are getting these notices now. Can anyone guess why? <br /><br />I just wish people would stop, think, and do a little research before they start needlessly pulling emissions equipment. If they knew how much harm they were doing for so little gain, I belive they would reconsider. I'm used to seeing honduh boyz "free up the power" on their 90hp super cars, but I though DSMers, especially GVR4 owners, had more sense. What happened to "fast with class?"   <br /><br /><br />"If you're going to be modifying a car, most likely more than half the parts you're going to be using are illegal."<br /><br />This is a totally different matter. Most mods, while illegal, do not increase emissons. There are a lot of stupid laws out there regarding mods written by people that don't know what they are talking about. Intakes, larger turbos, FMIC's. etc. don't increase emissions like removing smog equipment. My cars are all modified, yet are clean. Even the strict test only centers will overlook many mods as long as all emissions equipment is in place and the car passes the test. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know if you noticed, But I live in California too.<br /><br />And yes you can pay people off. You just need to know the right people. <br /><br />If you're going to be 'fast with class', you're not the owner of a DSM/GVR4.. Sorry no matter how clean your gvr4 is, it won't measure up to luxury vehicles. I just got a job at lexus, and parked my clean ass GVR4 next to some IS300s.. When I walked back to my car, I was like shit, my car doesn't look so clean next to this..<br /><br />Yes thats true that most mods (which most are illegal) don't increase emissions, but if a REF see's your shiny TiAL external wastegate, greddy typeS and the polished compressor housing on your upgraded turbo he's going to suspect something and possibly fail your ass.<br /><br />Having your EGR and charcoal canister intact and hooked up is a plus when you're at the smog tech but he won't feel bad when he writes "FAIL" on your smog sheet because you have "illegal engine modifications".<br /><br />Heres some info on modifications from the ARB, and our cars are even in the list (whoo!):<br /><br /><a href="http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/aftermkt/devices/amquery.php" target="_blank">http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/aftermkt/devices/amquery.php</a>||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000017||gvr4in||08-14-2003||03:47 PM||||And a list from the CHP:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.chp.ca.gov/html/streetlegal.html" target="_blank">http://www.chp.ca.gov/html/streetlegal.html</a>||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000018||AWDpower||08-14-2003||08:26 PM||||"If you're going to be 'fast with class', you're not the owner of a DSM/GVR4.. Sorry no matter how clean your gvr4 is, it won't measure up to luxury vehicles. I just got a job at lexus, and parked my clean ass GVR4 next to some IS300s.. When I walked back to my car, I was like shit, my car doesn't look so clean next to this"<br /><br /> To me, fast with class means building a nice car without giving the finger to everyone else in the process. It doesn't have to be expensive. Think of it as the anti rice. No unreasonably loud fart can exhaust. No flashing neon lights. No booming stereos at 3a.m. No stripping your "street" car to save weight. Those of you who have been around long enough remember that the DSM camp constantly proclaimed being "fast with class," which was actually borrowed from the Buick GN guys. Many would also claim that not removing smog equipment as part of that list. While some of you may think it's cool and your right to piss all over everyone else, just remember you are a minority. And those people that you gave the finger to and pissed on make laws and vote...<br /><br /> <br />"I suppose you don't want any of us to take our catylytic converters out either, right?"<br /><br />Not if you are running pump gas, on the street. There is no point, a high flow cat will not rob any noticeable power. If you run your car at the track on leaded race gas, then it's worth it. That's what I do, and the cat goes back on when the car goes in the street. You may think that's hypocritical, that I'm preaching about emissions, yet running race gas without a cat at the track. But the difference is that there is a payoff at the track, not so on the street. I've run my car at the track with and without the cat, and there is no difference without the race gas. The other thing is around here the fine is something like $1500 for no cat, why risk it for nothing? <br /><br />My point is if you are going to tell us why it's great to remove all of your smog equipment, tell us why. What do you gain out of it? Not much, a little more room in the engine bay. What do you lose? Quite a bit more then you think. You may not care, but think about it, and the consequenses. Theses cars are getting cheaper, the buyers are getting younger. They see others do something, they copy it without understanding. If you know what you are doing, and do it anyway, then I'm pretty sure I'm not going to talk you out of it. But if you are considering it without understanding the implications, find out all the info first, then decide.||67.25.111.135||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000019||slvrblt||08-14-2003||09:13 PM||||I just read the CHP article and I think all states should adopt the laws pertaining to lighting and illegal lowering. I, of course, dislike the audio and performance laws on there.<br /><br /><br />Make Rice Illegal!||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000020||229of1000||08-15-2003||02:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> They see others do something, they copy it without understanding. If you know what you are doing, and do it anyway, then I'm pretty sure I'm not going to talk you out of it. But if you are considering it without understanding the implications, find out all the info first, then decide. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have read up on this plenty and don't see it to be a big issue.  I like the benfits from it and am not worried about the downsides.  I like venting my BOV to atmosphere because it helps keep my intake clean.  I don't want my $1000 intercooler setup getting full of oil and crap.  I like having the EGR blocked off.  I like re-routing the coolant lines so that they don't pass through the throttle body, heating it up.  And ripping out the charcoal canister and venting it under the car doesn't bother me as long as I don't smell any gas.<br /><br />Sure, Mitsu designed it all this way to help with emissions.  But I can guarantee that my 69k mile car, as long as it is tuned good and running well, produces less harmful gasses than the tons of stock DSMs/Galants/whatever else I see *regularly* blowing blue smoke out the back.  I am sure that all their emissions equipment is intact, but who is the worse polluter?  At least I am doing it for a reason, not just letting my car be a POS.<br /><br />If we ever have emissions testing here, then I will go back to stock.  Until then, I'm not worried.  Sorry if I sound like some anti-environmentalist or something, but I think this is becoming a bigger deal than it is.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000021||229of1000||08-15-2003||02:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> While some of you may think it's cool and your right to piss all over everyone else, just remember you are a minority. And those people that you gave the finger to and pissed on make laws and vote...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Eliminating emissions equipment = pissing on all the other wonderful people who made the stupid laws in the first place.  <br /><br />Let's see them get rid of everything that polutes our environment.  Looks like they haven't managed to stop ozone depletion or global warming!  What good is it to be strict on emissions in one state and not care somewhere else?<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000022||gvr4in||08-15-2003||03:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> They see others do something, they copy it without understanding. If you know what you are doing, and do it anyway, then I'm pretty sure I'm not going to talk you out of it. But if you are considering it without understanding the implications, find out all the info first, then decide. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have read up on this plenty and don't see it to be a big issue.  I like the benfits from it and am not worried about the downsides.  I like venting my BOV to atmosphere because it helps keep my intake clean.  I don't want my $1000 intercooler setup getting full of oil and crap.  I like having the EGR blocked off.  I like re-routing the coolant lines so that they don't pass through the throttle body, heating it up.  And ripping out the charcoal canister and venting it under the car doesn't bother me as long as I don't smell any gas.<br /><br />Sure, Mitsu designed it all this way to help with emissions.  But I can guarantee that my 69k mile car, as long as it is tuned good and running well, produces less harmful gasses than the tons of stock DSMs/Galants/whatever else I see *regularly* blowing blue smoke out the back.  I am sure that all their emissions equipment is intact, but who is the worse polluter?  At least I am doing it for a reason, not just letting my car be a POS.<br /><br />If we ever have emissions testing here, then I will go back to stock.  Until then, I'm not worried.  Sorry if I sound like some anti-environmentalist or something, but I think this is becoming a bigger deal than it is. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There should be a *clapping* smilie.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Here I'll do it :Clap clap clap:||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000023||229of1000||08-15-2003||10:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>There should be a *clapping* smilie.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Here I'll do it :Clap clap clap: </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why thank you "Tearin."  LOL!||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000024||meshwork||08-15-2003||11:49 AM||||I owned one of the anti-mosquito Talons back in the day. The valve seals were pretty much nonexistent and I left smoke screens wherever I went. It failed emissions miserably and it stunk all the time. <br /><br />Compared to a good running engine with emmisions removed, this car was ten time worse.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000025||AWDpower||08-16-2003||03:28 PM||||"I have read up on this plenty and don't see it to be a big issue. I like the benfits from it and am not worried about the downsides. I like venting my BOV to atmosphere because it helps keep my intake clean. I don't want my $1000 intercooler setup getting full of oil and crap. I like having the EGR blocked off. I like re-routing the coolant lines so that they don't pass through the throttle body, heating it up. And ripping out the charcoal canister and venting it under the car doesn't bother me as long as I don't smell any gas."<br /><br />Okay, so you understand, you just don't care. I don't know if that's any better or worse though.||67.24.199.25||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000026||gvr4in||08-16-2003||03:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>There should be a *clapping* smilie.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     Here I'll do it :Clap clap clap: </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why thank you "Tearin."  LOL! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha look what rich has done!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000027||AWDpower||08-16-2003||04:33 PM||||"I like venting my BOV to atmosphere because it helps keep my intake clean. I don't want my $1000 intercooler setup getting full of oil and crap."<br /><br />I assume that was a typo, you meant the valve cover breather. If so, it does in crease emissions quite a bit. But at least you can justify it with a pretty good reason.<br /><br />"I like having the EGR blocked off."<br /><br />Hey, whatever makes you happy. But it doesn't do anything performance wise. It will keep your intake manifold clean, if you removed it and cleaned it at the time. Not that it would affect performance. <br /><br />"I like re-routing the coolant lines so that they don't pass through the throttle body, heating it up."<br /><br />This doesn't affect emissions. It normally leads to idle surge, but may not since you live in an area with not much of a range of temps. It can be dangerous in some cars and in some areas. It also serves to keep the throttle plate from accumulating frost and freezing. This can happen even at above freezing temps, at part throttle there is a lot of vacuum in the TB that lowers the temp. I don't think it happens often with DSMs, and certainly not in FL. At WOT, the air charge is not at the throttle body long enough to heat significantly. Just like the turbo doesn't heat the air because it's hot. So you are not gaining anything, but not really hurting anything either, though driveability may be affected. <br /><br />"And ripping out the charcoal canister and venting it under the car doesn't bother me as long as I don't smell any gas."<br /><br />Your otherwise pretty clean car is not polluting a lot more, to gain a few cubic inches of space in the bottom back corner of yout engine compartment. What was it in the way of?  <br /><br /><br />"Sure, Mitsu designed it all this way to help with emissions. But I can guarantee that my 69k mile car, as long as it is tuned good and running well, produces less harmful gasses than the tons of stock DSMs/Galants/whatever else I see *regularly* blowing blue smoke out the back. I am sure that all their emissions equipment is intact, but who is the worse polluter? At least I am doing it for a reason, not just letting my car be a POS."<br /><br />I guess you don't understand. So you think an old POS beat down DSM pollutes more then your 69k mi car. That means you need to catch up? And what makes you think that smoking POS is polluting more then your car? Because you can see or smell it? If that was the case, you could smog a car by looking at it. Like I said, your car, with the charcoal canister removed, pollutes more PARKED then many other cars being driven. You just can't see it. And I don't think it's okay to drive around in a smoking POS. But they most likely didn't make their car smoke on purpose.  <br /><br /><br />"Eliminating emissions equipment = pissing on all the other wonderful people who made the stupid laws in the first place"<br /><br />The laws that set the emissions standards aren't that bad. They are not that strict. Look how many very fast cars are available today that are clean. Emissions equipment today does not kill horsepower. It's very different from the 70's and early 80's. I don't agree with all of the hassle there is about modding your car, and enforcement is a pain, but I'm starting to understand where it came from. The air quality in CA is much better then it was a couple decades ago, even with a lot more cars driven many more miles.  <br /><br />I know my opinion is not the popular one, but I think it's important. I'm not saying don't mod your car. I'm not saying NEVER remove emissions equipment. I'm saying you are giving up something when you do it, so make sure you are getting something in return. Also realize the more attention our cars and other enthusiest cars receive, the more crap we all will have to deal with. You may think you are immune now, but it's comming.||67.24.199.25||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000028||Matt379||08-16-2003||05:44 PM||||<a href="http://www.oism.org/pproject/s33p36.htm#Message50" target="_blank">http://www.oism.org/pproject/s33p36.htm#Message50</a><br /><br />some interesting reading...||68.30.177.108||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000029||turbowop||08-16-2003||06:41 PM||||My two cents? I don't give a rats ass about emissions.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  It may not help performance but it sure as hell helps out working under the hood when there is no mess of vacuum lines to have to deal with. Also not having the valve cover breather connected to the intake keeps ic piping clean. I haven't got any oil film whatsoever in my piping or ic core. <br /><br />Big deal. Like the few of us having emissions removed is gonna deplete the ozone layer any faster than the shit coming from the industrial areas of the big cities we live in. Besides, mother earth does a good job taking care of herself. I remember reading an article that said as global warming causes polar ice caps to melt intern causes colder currents in the oceans which causes a cooling effect over the earth to bring it back to normal (whatever that is). I'm not sure if that is all true but I do know that in the last ten years in my area we have seen some record setting snowfalls during the winter months, so I think we'll all be alright.<br /><br />Hmmmm.....long post, I think I'll go drive my ozone depleting gvr4.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000030||ken inn||08-16-2003||07:16 PM||||i think we should give the land back to the indians.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000031||1quickvr4||08-16-2003||07:17 PM||||I dont care about smog,Nuff said. About the go fast with class. Its go fast with glass now get over it. DSMs and some VR4s have outlived whaterver time they were supposed to do and they should be driven hard and used for the reason they were built. Too haul ass.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000032||gvr4in||08-16-2003||07:27 PM||||I've seen studies lately that say the ozone is getting alot better, So people eliminating emissions equip. isn't going to make much of a difference in the atmosphere. Its unavoidable shit is going to be polluted.<br /><br />Elim. emissions stuff can either be weight reduction (a whopping 10lbs), make more room in the engine bay, make the engine bay more appealing for engine dressup (if you're into that) and other things BUT SHIT does it really matter if you're taking it out? I think this thread should've stopped when AWDPower said, "..Why?..Then it screws with the driveability, increases emissions, reduces gas mileage.." Ok now we are informed, but like hertz said, "Cooler intake temps can increase gas mileage", and I dont think it messes with driveability..maybe hot start ups can be a problem without the fpr solenoid but normal drivability? no.<br /><br />It is much easier to fondle around in your engine bay with emissions equipment removed, etc. and didn't expect any sort of performance gain. I had vac leaks, oil in my intake tract, so I just took them out. Now Im happy that vac leaks are pretty non-existent being that I only have about 2 vacuum lines (4 included mbc).<br /><br />What kind of fast cars are available today, and for a somewhat reasonable price? Z06, 03' Cobra?<br /><br />Most <b>fast</b> cars today are illegal, no matter what you get fresh off the factory floor. Whether emissions illegal or 'illegal engine modifications'. <br /><br />Once again.. Get over it, cars are illegal (in whatever way) and most always will be.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000033||turbowop||08-16-2003||07:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>and I dont think it messes with driveability..maybe hot start ups can be a problem without the fpr solenoid but normal drivability? no. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh yeah....I forgot about that stuff. The two weeks in a row we had in my area of over 100 degree temps and I had zero trouble with hot starts. I also have zero driveability issues caused by removing the emissions stuff. And with all my mods included and no emissions I actually get better gas mileage (when the accelerator pedal isn't to the floor) than the car did when it was stock.<br /><br />$.02<br />"dirty" Mark||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000034||Matt379||08-16-2003||08:24 PM||||The main thing I find interesting is how this "global warming" idea is basically a bunch of BS according to REAL research, and not the research of special interest groups who have a lot to gain by saying the earth is getting so much hotter. <br /><br /><a href="http://mises.org/fullarticle.asp?control=1240&month=57&title=Global+Warming%3A+Nature+or+Nurture%3F&id=59" target="_blank">http://mises.org/fullarticle.asp?control=1240&month=57&title=Global+Warming%3A+Nature+or+Nurture%3F&id=59</a>||68.51.70.148||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000035||gvr4in||08-16-2003||08:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>and I dont think it messes with driveability..maybe hot start ups can be a problem without the fpr solenoid but normal drivability? no. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh yeah....I forgot about that stuff. The two weeks in a row we had in my area of over 100 degree temps and I had zero trouble with hot starts. I also have zero driveability issues caused by removing the emissions stuff. And with all my mods included and no emissions I actually get better gas mileage (when the accelerator pedal isn't to the floor) than the car did when it was stock.<br /><br />$.02<br />"dirty" Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ive always had starting issues (whether it has to do with electrical/whatever) and starting with the car hot has little effect. I just used the 'hot start' thing as a reference to what little driveability issues it may have to remove emission stuff.<br /><br />Ive never had driveability issues with emissions removed, and just like you it 'upped' my gas mileage.<br /><br />Yea Im not into the whole global warming phase, I just heard it was getting better on the news or some shit.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000036||curtis||08-16-2003||10:07 PM||||You guys just helped me to name the color of my car Thanks    Curtis||65.142.59.202||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000037||229of1000||08-17-2003||01:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> You guys just helped me to name the color of my car Thanks    Curtis </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL!  Yeah this thread is getting out of hand.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000038||AWDpower||08-17-2003||02:40 AM||||"LOL! Yeah this thread is getting out of hand."<br /><br />I'd say so. Everyone has something to say, but no one has proved a thing. Just say you don't care, don't make up some b.s. to rationalize it. You are only fooling yourself. <br /><br />"Big deal. Like the few of us having emissions removed is gonna deplete the ozone layer any faster than the shit coming from the industrial areas of the big cities we live in. Besides, mother earth does a good job taking care of herself. I remember reading an article that said as global warming causes polar ice caps to melt intern causes colder currents in the oceans which causes a cooling effect over the earth to bring it back to normal (whatever that is). I'm not sure if that is all true but I do know that in the last ten years in my area we have seen some record setting snowfalls during the winter months, so I think we'll all be alright.<br /><br />Hmmmm.....long post, I think I'll go drive my ozone depleting gvr4."  <br /><br /><br />I'm still trying to figure out what this topic has to do with global warming or the ozone layer. Neither has anything to do with the emissions of your car. Only an idiot like soon to recalled gov Gray Davis thinks CO2 is a pollutant. It's a by product of combustion, and will come out the tailpipe of even the cleanest car. It's a direct function of how much fuel is burned. Davis called it a pollutant in order to legislate it. The state cannot set fuel economy standards, but CA wanted to. So they tried to demand a reduction of CO2 in exhaust, which is the same as demanding cars use less fuel. The ozone layer was hurt by CFC's from spray cans and refrigerant, not auto emissions. Unless you are running around with a leaking a/c and refilling it with r-12 every week, you aren't hurting it.   <br /><br /> What kind of fast cars are available today, and for a somewhat reasonable price? Z06, 03' Cobra?<br /><br />Those are fast, but not really affordable. Here are a few fast, affordable cars...<br /><br />Neon SRT4<br />WRX<br />Forester XT<br />Nissan Altima, Maxima, Z<br />EVO<br />Honda Accord<br /><br />There are tons more, and a lot more coming. Neons and Forresters that can run high 13's stock!?! 240+hp family four doors from quite a few makes. This is the new muscle car era, and the cars are clean. <br /><br />Doesn't anyone have a good arguement in favor of 86ing the emissions equipment? Some facts (about actual emissions, not about beached whales or rain forrests) to back up the "It only a few of us, it won't do any harm" arguement?||67.24.198.208||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000039||229of1000||08-17-2003||02:42 AM||||What cold hard facts do YOU have that unhooking our emissions is all that harmful?<br /><br />I'm starting to hate this thread and fucking environmentalists.  Like arguing with a vegan about eating beef.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000040||Hertz||08-17-2003||03:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong>  don't make up some b.s. to rationalize it. You are only fooling yourself. </strong><br /><br /><strong>I'm still trying to figure out what this topic has to do with global warming or the ozone layer. Neither has anything to do with the emissions of your car. Only an idiot like soon to recalled gov Gray Davis thinks CO2 is a pollutant. It's a by product of combustion, and will come out the tailpipe of even the cleanest car.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Excuse me?  Hello?<br /><br />Oxides of carbon <i>are</i> greenhouse gases.  They may not deplete the ozone layer, but they do promote containment of solar radiation in our atmosphere.  This means increased average temperatures which means more air conditioning, burning more fossil fuels... all the way down to melting polar ice caps.<br /><br />(I'm all for this, by the way.  I'll move to the mountains and I'll need the increased water to water my rediculous lawn.)<br /><br />So, there is your missed connection with emissions and global warming.||67.162.74.201||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000041||AWDpower||08-17-2003||04:22 AM||||"What cold hard facts do YOU have that unhooking our emissions is all that harmful?"<br /><br />I made it all up. You can actually breathe the stuff that comes out of yout tailpipe, try it. Or you could read this...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.turborick.com/gsxr1127/gasoline.html" target="_blank">http://www.turborick.com/gsxr1127/gasoline.html</a><br /><br />There is a lot of info out there, you could even start with your repair manual. Most of the sites I found were more geared to tree huggers though, this one is more geared towards the enthusiest. Plus there is a lot of other good info about gasoline from a performance stand point. It tells you some of the problems auto emissions cause. But the main fact I wanted to point out was that the 50% of total automobile pollutants come from only the 10% worst cars, even more then I thought. If you pulled all of your emissions equipment, you are one of them. So you do make a difference. And before you write back claiming to have a car with no emissions equipment that is as clean as stock because you are so great at tuning, go call Mitsubishi. They could hire you and save a lot of money on emissions control parts. <br /><br />"I'm starting to hate this thread and fucking environmentalists. Like arguing with a vegan about eating beef."<br /><br />So I'm a fucking environmentalist now? LOL. Go ahead and hate. It doesn't make you right any more then it makes me a fucking environmentalist. Or is it being proved wrong that you hate? You started this thread about "Excellent emission elimination info." I must have missed the excellent part. <br /><br />"Like arguing with a vegan about eating beef."<br /><br />I don't doubt it. You would probably deny it's beef. Or want them to prove it's beef. Where's the beef?   <br /><br />"Excuse me? Hello?<br /><br />Oxides of carbon are greenhouse gases. They may not deplete the ozone layer, but they do promote containment of solar radiation in our atmosphere. This means increased average temperatures which means more air conditioning, burning more fossil fuels... all the way down to melting polar ice caps."<br /><br />We aren't talking about greenhouse gasses. CO2 is harmless and not a pollutant. Were are talking about the generation of ground level ozone (not the depletion of the ozone layer, a different and unrelated subject) and the resulting smog. Besides, cars only contribute a small fraction of a percent to global CO2 levels, way down on the list of producers. And the only way to reduce CO2 is to combust less gasoline, you can't clean it.||67.24.198.208||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000042||turbowop||08-17-2003||04:53 AM||||WTF!?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    I give up. I'll go put all my emissions stuff back on to save the environment. Sheesh...what was I thinking?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />AWDpower, you're entitled to your opinion and that's fine but as far as I'm concerned, you're an idiot. That's my opinion.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I could argue my views on this topic forever and you wouldn't change your view so I won't. Especially on the internet. It's way too much to write. Keep the cat and your emissions stuff on your car. All us pollutant emitters won't mind, and obviously your hippy, tree hugging, save the world propaganda isn't going to change our views.<br /><br />*edit* Sorry guys...I don't usually get this involved in a post like this but this environmental crap really gets to me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000043||gvr4in||08-17-2003||06:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong><br />Those are fast, but not really affordable. Here are a few fast, affordable cars...<br /><br />Neon SRT4<br />WRX<br />Forester XT<br />Nissan Altima, Maxima, Z<br />EVO<br />Honda Accord<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry man, but fast isn't low 14's/high 13's .. I dont know about you but thats sluggish IMO..<br /><br />Im sayin the Z06 and 03' cobra are more affordable fast cars than european supercars (ferrari's, etc)... You're talkin about fuckin maxima's and v6 honda accords here..<br /><br />YES the STi, Evo VIII and SRT-4 have had some somewhat impressive numbers stock (way more than our cars) but for you to say that they're <b>fast</b> is kinda iffy.. depends on what your opinion of fast is. <br /><br />" Look how many <b>very</b> fast cars are available today that are clean. "<br /><br />We can sit here ALL FUCKING WEEK and be judgmental about every fucking thing we say to whomever on this board, and ya know what? We're getting no where! I don't think there can be an ending post to this thread, no matter how much its needed. Hell its only 2 pages long.. The CF GB thread is like 7. OVer it!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000044||Forced Style||08-17-2003||09:45 AM||||Ok theres only a few technical spots i'd like to adress.. <br />1) removing coolant lines causes surge until warmed up.. NOT if you do it right<br /> <a href="http://www.vallotton.com/fiavblockoff.asp" target="_blank">FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS and you won't have surge. NONE (assuming you adjusted your BISS properly after this)</a> <br />2) removing coolant lines doesnt affect emmisions<br />WRONGO buddy, what is the EPA's main problem with turbocharged cars? COLD START turbo cars have a problem of having EXTREMELY high emissions upon cold start, so by removing that 'pre-heater' for the throttle body, the car stays cooler and richer for longer, not a real problem if you have an SAFC but on a basically stock car it will make it run a little rich, a little longer then usual.<br /><br />Now, all that said.. The enviroment and racecars are not a good combination, you like one or the other, if you are more the enviroment, sorry if other people dont care, go cry for the dying world..its not going to change, if you're a racecar builder, deal, go throw the future of this planet away for your childrens grand children etc etc.<br /><br />I have zero emissions controls on my car, i removed them LONG ago and im a very happy guy, never tracing vac/boost leaks, not dealing with the clutter, removing all those vac lines increases throttle repsonse a lot as well and spool time.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.231.176.116||reg||7||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000045||MiSTER2||08-17-2003||11:05 AM||||In this link:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001655" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001655</a><br /><br />it says:<br /><br />Bypass coolant lines<br />free<br /><br />Mitsubishi designed the throttle body to have 2 coolant lines run to it in order to have a smooth idle. <br />During the summer, this feature really isn't needed.<br />The problem with running coolant lines to the throttle body is that it heats up the throttle body with engine coolant.<br />Bypassing these lines and basically have the lines loop around the throttle body will help keep the intake charge cooler and thus making more power.<br /><br />During the winter, this mod makes the idle surge until the car is warmed up. <br />I suggest doing this mod before trips to the track or during the summer.<br /><br />---------------------------------------------<br /><br />I live in Sydney and during winter it's reasonably cold.  So should i wait till summer to do this mod and put it back to normal during winter?  Or not do it at all?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000046||229of1000||08-17-2003||12:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> WTF!?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />     I give up. I'll go put all my emissions stuff back on to save the environment. Sheesh...what was I thinking?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <br /><br />AWDpower, you're entitled to your opinion and that's fine but as far as I'm concerned, you're an idiot. That's my opinion.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    I could argue my views on this topic forever and you wouldn't change your view so I won't. Especially on the internet. It's way too much to write. Keep the cat and your emissions stuff on your car. All us pollutant emitters won't mind, and obviously your hippy, tree hugging, save the world propaganda isn't going to change our views.<br /><br />*edit* Sorry guys...I don't usually get this involved in a post like this but this environmental crap really gets to me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">NOW we need a clapping graemlin.  LOL!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000047||number3||08-17-2003||07:26 PM||||I heard a good one to today on XM radio CNN Headline News...<br /><br />The BANANA enviromentalist tree huggers.<br /><br />IIRCC it stands for:<br /><br />Build<br />Almost <br />Nothing<br />Anywhere <br />Near<br />Anything<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000048||Forced Style||08-17-2003||09:28 PM||||"During the winter, this mod makes the idle surge until the car is warmed up. <br />I suggest doing this mod before trips to the track or during the summer."<br /><br /><br />Sorry man, i live in michigan and the winters here are INSANE, my car didnt surge at all in the winter, as long as you know how to tune your car will be fine.||208.231.176.23||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000049||meshwork||08-17-2003||11:17 PM||||Heal the world, make it a better place<br />Put the emissions crap from your 12 year old car back in its place. /Jacko<br /><br />Its an outdated design, and I don't think its as beneficial to the environment as your're making it out to be. On a new SRT4, yes, because it is tuned to be fast with that stuff on it. Ten years ago, we didn't have legislation for airbags or for protecting the environment.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000050||AWDpower||08-17-2003||11:31 PM||||"AWDpower, you're entitled to your opinion and that's fine but as far as I'm concerned, you're an idiot. That's my opinion.  I could argue my views on this topic forever and you wouldn't change your view so I won't. Especially on the internet. It's way too much to write. Keep the cat and your emissions stuff on your car. All us pollutant emitters won't mind, and obviously your hippy, tree hugging, save the world propaganda isn't going to change our views."<br /><br />I know I'm not going to change YOUR veiws, I wrote that about 20 posts ago. You are two narrow minded. I find it ironic that you call me the idiot. Any intelligent person who reads this thread will see that all of my arguements are based on fact, well thought out, and well written. You've done nothing but state your opinions as fact without anything to back it up whatsoever. The closest thing to a rebuttel anyone has posted were some grasps at straws that were not even on topic. They may not agree, or like what I have to say, but it's a hell of a lot more convincing then the crap you write. The best you can do is call me some kind of hippee tree hugging idiot? Wow, that sure is witty! Did you think that up all by yourself? You must be a real masterdebater.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />To clear things up, I'm pretty far from one of those save the planet loonies. I don't think many of them own GVR4's. Or cars for that matter. But that doesn't mean I think it's cool to pollute just for the hell of it. If you want to do it, fine, I'm not going to judge you on it. Do what makes you happy. But if you want to tell me that you are doing no harm, or your car is still clean, I'll tell you you are full of shit, and prove it. This started with a simple question. Why? Some of you were honest, and said that you know it's not good, but it makes things easier for you. Fine, I can understand that. But make shit up and tell me I'm wrong, unless you are willing to prove it. Now if you all are driving racecars, then I'm sorry, obviously emissions aren't a big concern. I just didn't realize there were so many racecars on this list. Unless you are talking about racing to the grocery store.<br /><br />I'm done, unless someone wants to add something well thought out and has some proof. (Cheers!Clapping!) But if you really want to reply with something stupid, I may not be able to resist proving you a fool, fair warning.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.25.109.247||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000051||turbowop||08-17-2003||11:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> I may not be able to resist proving you a fool, fair warning.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think the only person here you proved a fool is yourself, and I still think you're a tree hugger.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000052||ken inn||08-18-2003||12:11 AM||||are we having fun yet?  the process and equipment used in mining the elements used in a catalytic converter produce way more pollution than a catalytic converter will ever eliminate.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000053||AWDpower||08-18-2003||12:18 AM||||"I think the only person here you proved a fool is yourself, and I still think you're a tree hugger." <br /><br />How so? everything I wrote is there for all to see, please highlight anything I said that was foolish. Why do you keep taking? You don't have a clue. It's simple, I'll start. Let's see what insightful info you added to this topic...<br /><br />"My two cents? I don't give a rats ass about emissions." <br /><br />Wow, that's great. Your parents must be proud.||67.25.109.247||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000054||turbowop||08-18-2003||12:29 AM||||I keep "taking" as you say because it's funny to read your replies. You're so goddamn hell bent on proving to us all why we should keep our emissions equipment on the car but we don't care. You keep spewing the "facts" and we'll keep not caring. <br /><br />Wow....you're a tree hugging hippy,  <b>your</b> parents must be proud. I hope this is witty enough for you. It's the best I could do.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br /><br />Man, I'm gonna fall off my chair laughing if you post a pic of yourself in the thread started under general discussions called 'the face behind the name' and you have dreadlocks and a bunch of hemp necklaces.<br /><br />BTW, Ken.....we're having fun now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000055||AWDpower||08-18-2003||01:02 AM||||Sorry, I'm not done yet, just getting started. You aren't getting off that easy...<br /><br /><br />"Big deal. Like the few of us having emissions removed is gonna deplete the ozone layer any faster than the shit coming from the industrial areas of the big cities we live in."<br /><br />You are absolutely right. You know why? Auto emissions have nothing to do with the ozone layer, you don't know what the hell you are talking about.  <br /><br /><br />"Besides, mother earth does a good job taking care of herself."<br /><br />How did you come to thet brilliant deduction? Unless you have any facts, your just talking out your ass. <br /><br /><br />"I remember reading an article that said as global warming causes polar ice caps to melt intern causes colder currents in the oceans which causes a cooling effect over the earth to bring it back to normal (whatever that is)." <br /><br />Admit it, you read some of that off the back of a cereal box, didn't you? Honestly, I don't have a clue what you are trying to say, and it isn't even relevant to the discussion. <br /><br /><br />"I'm not sure if that is all true"<br /><br />I'm pretty sure it isn't either, but why did you write it if you can't even convince yourself?<br /><br /><br />"I do know that in the last ten years in my area we have seen some record setting snowfalls during the winter months, so I think we'll all be alright."<br /><br />Im glad Yakima, WA is getting snow, the world is saved. <br /><br /><br />"Hmmmm.....long post, I think I'll go drive my ozone depleting gvr4."  <br /><br />Why not just remove your A/C? You don't need it with your record snowfall. <br /><br />"this environmental crap really gets to me."<br /><br />Yea, clean air sucks. I miss the old days. Nothing says summer like smog. <br /><br /><br />"I hope this is witty enough for you. It's the best I could do."  <br /><br />You are gonna need to do better if you want to take me on. Who's the fool?<br /><br />"Man, I'm gonna fall off my chair laughing if you post a pic of yourself in the thread started under general discussions called 'the face behind the name' and you have dreadlocks and a bunch of hemp necklaces."<br /><br />LOL, I'll give 1/2 credit for this one because it's funny... but just like everything else you said, wrong, and you have no fact, evidence, or proof. See a trend here? I'll post a pic, gimme time to find one.||67.25.109.247||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000056||turbowop||08-18-2003||01:11 AM||||Jesus Christ!.....I can't believe you took the time to copy and paste all my comments. I guess there aren't any big hippy rallies going on right now so you have a bit of time on your hands. Man, you're something else. You got me. You are the all great, all knowing, prover of fools.<br /><br />I suggest nobody else try to debate with AWDpower. He won't let you off that easy, he's no fool, and he's only getting started.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000057||AWDpower||08-18-2003||01:58 AM||||"I guess there aren't any big hippy rallies going on right now so you have a bit of time on your hands."<br /><br />Here's me at one of my rallies...<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1082" alt=" - " />||67.25.109.247||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000058||1quickvr4||08-18-2003||02:08 AM||||Ok, Thats it you changed my mind. Im gonna put all the smog back on my car, become a vegi-head and join PETA so I can fuck that Angela chick who drives the civic.  Have a nice day  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.72.29.188||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000059||229of1000||08-18-2003||02:22 AM||||Buncha smartasses!  I was just trying to post some relevant info for those who ARE NOT BOTHERED BY REMOVING THEIR EMISSIONS AND THEREFORE WANT TO DO SO.   Not for the people who ARE WORRIED A 2.0L MOTOR MIGHT DESTROY THE WORLD!<br /><br />Mods, how about deleting all but the first post and locking the thread?  K, thanks!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000060||AWDpower||08-18-2003||03:16 AM||||"Man, I'm gonna fall off my chair laughing if you post a pic of yourself in the thread started under general discussions called 'the face behind the name' and you have dreadlocks and a bunch of hemp necklaces"<br /><br /><br />Okay, I promised...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002807;p=1#000029" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002807;p=1#000029</a><br /><br />"Mods, how about deleting all but the first post and locking the thread? K, thanks!"<br /><br />Why?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.109.247||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000061||hibrn8||08-18-2003||03:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> My two cents? I don't give a rats ass about emissions.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   It may not help performance but it sure as hell helps out working under the hood when there is no mess of vacuum lines to have to deal with. Also not having the valve cover breather connected to the intake keeps ic piping clean. I haven't got any oil film whatsoever in my piping or ic core. <br /><br />Big deal. Like the few of us having emissions removed is gonna deplete the ozone layer any faster than the shit coming from the industrial areas of the big cities we live in. Besides, mother earth does a good job taking care of herself. I remember reading an article that said as global warming causes polar ice caps to melt intern causes colder currents in the oceans which causes a cooling effect over the earth to bring it back to normal (whatever that is). I'm not sure if that is all true but I do know that in the last ten years in my area we have seen some record setting snowfalls during the winter months, so I think we'll all be alright.<br /><br />Hmmmm.....long post, I think I'll go drive my ozone depleting gvr4.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Amen!||67.200.121.63||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000062||gvr4in||08-18-2003||04:49 AM||||Damn it! Only 2 pages and its over??? We're a pathetic excuse, some arguments can go on for thread after thread.. <br /><br />But It always ends up..<br />Guy 1: " The diffibulator actuator switch is triggered by spontaneous..." <br />Guy 2: "You're an idiot/moron/add comment here where did you get that bogus info ..."<br />Guy 1: "NOO you're the moron! Look at what you posted here, its evident that..." <br />Random observer (whom's comments have no effect on the argument): "Yes, You're correct about the spring rate of the actuator releasing pressure at the rate of 1 JiggaWhat per second (1jW p/s)... But guy 2 is an idiot.."<br />Guy 2: "WHY?!? I can't believe you're calling me that, you have no factual..." <br />Guy 1: "Back on the diffubulator topic, You're a moron!"<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Im so bored! Can't you tell?<br /><br />Lets keep this bitch goin..||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000063||number3||08-18-2003||08:15 AM||||I for one do not have the emmisions equipment on my Galant or my V8 Miata but they are not my daily drivers. Both see 4,000 miles a year at the most. In fact the Sate of PA does not require them to be tested if driven under 5,000 miles.<br /><br />However,<br /><br />you can not relise how bad a poorly tuned car with not cat can be until you go to a car show that is full of old muscle cars. I can't image sitting in a traffic jam with a 1000 of these cars back in the late 50, 60, and 70s. <br /><br />Your eyes water, your throut burns... A lot like eating in a restaurant was when smoking was allowed back in the day.<br /><br />Now I am far from a tree hugging hippies and I want to be the first invited to the party when CA cracks off and floats out into the Pacific, but common sense does need to be used.<br /><br />If you removed the CAT from your daily driver. FINE, I understand, just make sure you have a FPR and a fuel computer to make sure your car runs clean and strong. It is that simple!<br /><br />Rememeber to check your tire pressures to save fuel.<br /><br />With that said, I cut down a tree this weekend. It was in my way. I need the space for my second garage to store my other gas guzzling car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000064||iceman69510||08-18-2003||10:21 AM||||Basically, it's smart to do basic things for the health of the planet, like recycling, driving less if you can, leaving emission controls on carst that are daily drivers.  That said, the majority of cars on the road are newer and cleaner.  Harry's comment on the emissions of older cars is right on the mark.  Newer cars actually clean the air in some places that they operate.  California regulations have reached the ridiculous where cost far outweighs the actual pollution benefits anymore.  <br /><br />Cars that drive few miles, or activities like racing are small in compared to miles used by the everyday driving population.  Therefore the effect is minimal.<br /><br />Balance is where it is at, not name calling.  We all like performance and ease of maintenance, but we need a world to live in as well.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000065||AWDpower||08-18-2003||02:45 PM||||"Basically, it's smart to do basic things for the health of the planet, like recycling, driving less if you can, leaving emission controls on cars that are daily drivers. That said, the majority of cars on the road are newer and cleaner. Harry's comment on the emissions of older cars is right on the mark. Newer cars actually clean the air in some places that they operate. California regulations have reached the ridiculous where cost far outweighs the actual pollution benefits anymore. <br /><br />Cars that drive few miles, or activities like racing are small in compared to miles used by the everyday driving population. Therefore the effect is minimal.<br /><br />Balance is where it is at, not name calling. We all like performance and ease of maintenance, but we need a world to live in as well."<br /><br />This post is perfect, well said. I agree 100%. It's all about balance. <br /><br />California regulations on new cars are out of control. New cars are so clean, they've long passed the point of diminishing returns. It takes a lot of money to make very small gains that are pretty insignificant when you look at the big picture. Cars get more expensive, and people hold onto their old ones longer. They are starting to realize this and are now turning their attention to the bigger source of emissions, older cars. That's the other main point I've been trying to get across. I don't know about you guys, but I don't want any more attention. I'd love to argue that we are being unfairly picked on, but that's hard to say with a strait face when everyone is ripping out their emissions equipment. Right now, many of us just have to go through the hassle of de-modding our car every two years for a smog check, then swapping everthing back on. A big waste of time, but at least it's every other year. Now there is talk of yearly inspections, road side smog testing, cops popping hoods, etc. I do not want to go there.||67.25.109.5||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000066||number3||08-18-2003||05:08 PM||||Glad I could help.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Now about CA cracking off the mainland... anyway we could speed up the process.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/002993.cgi
A||||4||Bobbo||Fuel pump splice||||5||||Bobbo||00000641
Z||000000||Bobbo||08-13-2003||02:20 AM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||Keydiver and I were having a discussion on fuel pump mods, since he did the fuel cut mod to my ECU and told me that some of you guys have avoided the nightmares of trying to removing the stocker fuel lines buy cutting the line and splicing it with a piece of FUEL INJECTION hose and clamps. Now, keydiver doesn't remember what the size of the hose was, maybe 5/16", but I want to make sure if that is correct. Also, does anyone have a diagram or pic of the splicing? I don't want to goof anything up and want to make this is easy as possible. I plan on installing a walbro 255, if that helps.||66.119.33.170||reg||5||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000001||AWDpower||08-13-2003||04:07 AM||||I used the pump assembly from a Galant GSX. I originally picked it up from a junkyard because I didn't want to hack my stock part. I was pleasantly suprised to find that instead of the metal hood, it came from the factory with a short piece of hose connecting the pump to the hardline. My 1G DSM Walbro 190 fit right in without modification.||67.24.197.66||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-13-2003||10:17 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/pump-WB-1GAWD-print.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/pump-WB-1GAWD-print.html</a><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/pump/1GAWD/newpump05.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Good luck.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||08-13-2003||10:58 AM||||I was actually talking about cutting the line OUTSIDE the tank, since those connectors were totally seized on my car. I'm thinking that line was 5/16", but it has been too long for me to remember.||68.153.116.244||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Scott Y||08-13-2003||07:22 PM||||I had to use 5/16" to connect my fuel pump and hose to the hard line inside the tank, so unless the line changes diameter outside the tank (I doubt it), 5/16" is it.||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes



ubb/Forum2/002994.cgi
A||||26||MiSTER2||HELP!!!  K&amp;N + no zigzag paper = funny idle???||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||08-13-2003||08:42 AM||||Hi all,<br /><br />Today i put a K&N replacement air filter and ripped the zigzag shaped silencer paper behind the honeycomb and now the car idles crazy, i drove home in peak hour traffic idling in between 1500-2000 revs, when i came home i screwed the idle adjustment screw all the way in and now it idles at around 1200-1300revs   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  What's going on?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||08-13-2003||08:48 AM||||Removing the silencer should cause no such problem. <br /><br />- Check if the filter is on tight<br />- check if maf asembly is on tight<br />- check if the intake pipe (gvr4 style) has any leaks)<br />- check if the intake pipe is tight where it attaches to your turbo<br />- make sure no vacum lines were disconnected<br />- check your BOV return line<br />- make sure MAF plug is attached well to assembly<br /><br />Your base idle may be off. Check that as well...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||08-13-2003||08:56 AM||||If you have cruise control, make sure you did not pinch the throttle lines underneth the new air filter. I did that once, make sure the lines are above the filter.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||MiSTER2||08-13-2003||08:57 AM||||Thanks blacksheep.  It was normal when i first drove off the mechanic then on the way it went up and up.  When i called my mechanic he said it's a common case with VR4s some get affected by K&N even though it's replacement and some are ok.  Appearantly same thing happened with his car, however one of his customers car is idling perfect.  He said he doesn't recommend air filter changes with stock computer on galants.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||08-13-2003||10:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Thanks blacksheep.  It was normal when i first drove off the mechanic then on the way it went up and up.  When i called my mechanic he said it's a common case with VR4s some get affected by K&N even though it's replacement and some are ok.  Appearantly same thing happened with his car, however one of his customers car is idling perfect.  He said he doesn't recommend air filter changes with stock computer on galants. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WHAT A CROCK OF SHIT!  do NOT use this "mechanic" ever again.  if your biss is all the way in, and it is still idling hi, i would say air leak.  there are a couple of hoses that connect to the intake tube, after the mas and before the turbo.  i would check there, because they are the most suspect if the air can was fooled with.  grab the throttle body cable attachment, where the end of the throttle cable is attached, and try to force the throttle body closed.  if it does close, and the idle drops, the cable needs to be adjusted.  how did you ever find this idiot?  if he has an add, you should sue him for false advertising.  SHEESH!!||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-13-2003||10:04 AM||||That's nonsense.  Better airflow may reveal other existing problems, it certainly doesn't cause them.<br /><br />You should buy some new <a href="http://www.zigzag.com/" target="_blank">zig-zag paper</a>.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||08-13-2003||10:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Thanks blacksheep.  It was normal when i first drove off the mechanic then on the way it went up and up.  When i called my mechanic he said it's a common case with VR4s some get affected by K&N even though it's replacement and some are ok.  Appearantly same thing happened with his car, however one of his customers car is idling perfect.  He said he doesn't recommend air filter changes with stock computer on galants. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WHAT A CROCK OF SHIT!  do NOT use this "mechanic" ever again.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is a load of BS if I ever heard one.  I'd take Ken's advice and stay away.  Be your own mechanic.  It will save you lots of money and headaches.  There is no reason a K&N and removing the silencer would hurt idle.  It is more likely something else that got pinched/disconnected when you were doing the swap.  Check the other guys suggestions.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||MiSTER2||08-13-2003||10:15 AM||||Ok, tomorrow i'll check all the connections.  I hope it's one of the things you guys mentioned.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000008||MiSTER2||08-13-2003||11:30 AM||||OK, before i go crazy at my mechanic tomorrow tell me if these make sense:<br /><br />I just drove to the local 24hr kebab shop, and all the way to the shop it idled at 600-700revs. Hanged around there for a bit and headed to local petrol station the car idled 1100-1200revs consistently on the way.  Read few car magazines at the petrol station and did not buy any  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  headed home and the car idled 1000rpm consistently.  How come each time i turn the car off for a while and start it back, it picks certain revs and stays like that until i switch it off again?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000009||ayvr4||08-13-2003||12:45 PM||||Quick question, how much did you pay your "mechanic" to swap air filters and remove the silencer???? just wondering..<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000010||MiSTER2||08-13-2003||12:49 PM||||I didn't pay him to fit the air filter seperately, i had a major service done and air filter change was the part of it.  When the air filter box was out i ripped the silencer myself.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000011||ayvr4||08-13-2003||01:05 PM||||What is the major service you had done?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000012||MiSTER2||08-13-2003||01:11 PM||||Well, oil, oil filter, timing belt, gearbox oil, transfer case oil, coolant, spark plugs, air filter, disc machining, brake pads, brake fluid, power steering fluid etc. etc. plus the complaints.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000013||MiSTER2||08-13-2003||11:32 PM||||Today i checked everything, everything is connected properly   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   The idle feels a bit better today, it changes in between 800-1100 revs. It doesn't go crazy like yesterday but still makes me uncomfortable as it should be steady at 850rpm   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000014||gvr4in||08-13-2003||11:41 PM||||I think you have a lil' something called idle surge. Possibly a bad ISC.. Do a search on 'idle surge'||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000015||MiSTER2||08-14-2003||04:47 AM||||Thanks the tip it has been very useful. The symptoms are very similar. I found this link:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html</a><br /><br /> However it mentions about too much air getting through but it doesn't mention about air filter and ripped silencer paper, can these be the reason for the excess air upsetting the sensors n ecu?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||08-14-2003||01:50 PM||||No, no, no get that idea out of your head.  The K&N air filter and silencer removal inthemselves won't cause erratic idle.||12.247.128.70||reg||11||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||bazeng||08-14-2003||07:22 PM||||sounds EXACTLY LIKE MINE!!!!<br />its sooooo annoying... as everybody looks at you.. they think u are revvin it urself...<br /><br />and the exhuast doesnt help...<br /><br />mine happened after playing around with the AFM.. i took both honeycombs out.. (OOOPS)..<br /><br />but got worse over time.. now its up to the point where it revs to 1000 - 1200... constant.. even when driving it tries to rev... <br /><br />also screw doesnt do anything...<br />but the thing is everything in my car has basically been modified (almost anyways) except for computer...<br /><br />so hopefully after the computer gets installed it should all be fixed..||203.166.63.208||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000018||slvrblt||08-14-2003||08:00 PM||||I would bet it is a bad ISC. Check out  <a href="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Downs/7678/dsmtests.html" target="_blank">this page</a> for some tests on various components. The ISC test is at the top of the page.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000019||MiSTER2||08-14-2003||09:38 PM||||OK i'm getting the idea of K&N and silencer removal causing the fault out of my head.  It's just that the problem started after i fitted them but i guess it was just a coincidence.  I hope it's the ISC otherwise i'll go crazy.  Idling like this must be bad for the engine and fuel economy right.   Thanks guys i'll perform the tests on ISC related stuff and let you know how it went.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000020||mikeyoung00||08-14-2003||09:43 PM||||Exactly what slvrblt said. Improving intake air flow won't increase your idle. The idle speed is limited by the flow in the idle passage around the throttle plate which is fully closed. That flow is, in turn, controlled by the ISC. (At least I guess it is...in the Honda world its called the IAC or Idle Air Control.) (Just starting to learn DSMese.)||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000021||number3||08-14-2003||09:46 PM||||To start...<br /><br />Do a PSI test to check for vac. leaks.<br /><br />Have you replaced your Caps in the ECU?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||MiSTER2||08-14-2003||11:26 PM||||I didn't touch the ECU.||129.78.64.101||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000023||bazeng||08-15-2003||02:02 AM||||hmmmm.... i might have to check mine...<br /><br />since i have the exact same problem..<br />its not the cap (as mines been repaired)<br />not vacuum leak.. (intercooler pipes have been redone 3 times)<br />maybe be t/b cable<br />i also dont have BISS plug<br />MAF is a big possibility as it happened after playing with it.. (screw)<br /><br />what my concern is.. would i still need to replace the ISC if im gettin a full management ecu in!??!!||203.166.63.207||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000024||MiSTER2||08-16-2003||01:37 AM||||Yesterday and today the problem did not occur.  Maybe it solved itself. I hope it did.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000025||MiSTER2||08-19-2003||02:56 AM||||Update for people who has the same problem, the idle surge problem no longer exists without me fixing anything, however every once in a while if i'm in stop n go traffic and it's hot the revs at idle go up.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000026||Hertz||08-19-2003||04:02 AM||||Leaking TB butterfly shaft seals.||67.162.74.201||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/002995.cgi
A||||3||turboflanagan||Copper based anti-seize?||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||08-13-2003||10:00 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Will a copper based antiseize work on exhaust mani's?  Temp range up to 2125*F.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-13-2003||10:23 AM||||Yes but over time it looses it's effect.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||KenGVR4||08-13-2003||03:16 PM||||Use the High Temp Nickel based antiseize that's made by Locktite.  You can get it at Grainger.  It's way better than any crap copper based stuff that you can buy at Napa.||65.115.175.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||08-13-2003||08:28 PM||||Grainger, huh?  Will call them tomorrow.  Thanks bunches.||64.63.211.203||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/002996.cgi
A||||8||AzA*||does anyone have diagrams on how to conect all the factory vacume hoses||||1||||AzA*||00002136
Z||000000||AzA*||08-13-2003||01:40 PM||||im wondering if anyone has a diagram for conecting all the factory vacume hoses on 4g63||211.28.96.70||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||08-13-2003||01:45 PM||||It's in the 1G factory service manual.  There's a web site somewhere that you can download it, but I don't have the URL handy.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||91E39A||08-13-2003||01:59 PM||||<a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a><br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||08-13-2003||02:21 PM||||Hose one-to-trash<br /><br />Hose two-to-trash<br /><br />hose to charcoal canister-to trash<br /><br /><br />Hose number three to boost gauge<br /><br />Hose 4 to hallman boost control<br /><br />Hose 5 to fuel pressure reg<br /><br />Hose 6 to trash<br /><br />all others connect to trash||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-13-2003||03:04 PM||||Look under your hood.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||crucible||08-13-2003||03:42 PM||||I second that-look on the underside of the hood.Should be a white(if you wipe it) vac diagram <br /><br /><br />cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||08-13-2003||04:20 PM||||See my post on getting rid of it all.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||08-13-2003||04:56 PM||||<a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf</a>||67.35.6.230||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||joec||08-13-2003||05:37 PM||||From under the hood of 1630/2000:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1015" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1015&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/002997.cgi
A||||4||mikeyoung00||Help...low boost problem||||8||||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||08-13-2003||03:27 PM||||<b>Background:</b> <br />Car was purchased in Pa and driven back to Mississippi. Engine was recently rebuilt from the crank up. New hoses and lines were installed as needed and a new (possibly rebuilt) ecu was installed. At least some of the high pressure intake plumbing was replaced as was the O2 sensor.<br /><br />All this was done for the previous owner less than 2000 miles ago. <br /><br />The car was inspected at the seller�s local Mitsubishi dealer by a certified mechanic (who is also a DSM enthusiast�he is building up a 1st gen eclipse GSX.)<br /><br />Turbo was questionable�dealer thought it might be leaking oil�so I had a ported (but not clipped) big 16G sent up from Turbotrix and installed by the dealer.<br /><br /><b>Symptoms:</b> <br />My GVR4 is only producing 7-7.5 lbs of boost.  Boost comes up starting around 2000 RPM and hits 7 by 3000 RPM. Then stays at 7 right up to 6K when it starts to drop off.  I think the drop may be a combination of the 16G and a nasty cat, so that doesn�t really worry me. <br /><br />Part throttle acceleration is a little uneven�not dramatically jerky but you can definitely feel it surge and lag a bit. This may or may not be related to the boost limit issue but I include it here fyi.<br /><br /><b>Big Hint:</b> <br />Last Saturday evening after the car sat most of the day at work it seemed to be running better on my way home�a 10 minute drive over local streets. Then driving over to the next town (average 50-60 mph with a few lights) I noticed I was getting about 10 ½ lbs boost at wot. And part throttle operation was much smoother. <br /><br />The next morning, the car was back to �normal�, producing a max boost of 7 lbs or so with the same uneven part throttle response.<br /><br />I have looked for boost / vacuum leaks without finding anything suspicious. I have cleaned out the factory inter-warmer�er�cooler and will check the TPS voltage within the next day or so. (Which wire is it? If you know off hand it would save me a search)<br /><br /><b>Many thanks in advance for ideas on what else to look at.</b><br /><br />-Mike||139.177.224.101||reg||8||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-13-2003||03:31 PM||||You could be getting boost pulled back from knock. Do you have a MBC or is it still using the stock solenoid? Also do you have a logger or someone in your area?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||08-13-2003||05:43 PM||||There are no mods such as mbcs installed that would affect boost. Sorry...no datalogger. It is very high on my "To Purchase" list along with a laptop.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||08-13-2003||06:03 PM||||Try unplugging the smallest of the 3 connectors to the ECU for 15 seconds when the boost is low. This will reset the ECU, and if the problem goes away, at least you know it is the ECU deciding to take away your boost.||67.35.6.230||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Notorius||08-13-2003||07:57 PM||||what PSI are you expecting? and the car is stock w/ the exception of a 16G turbo?<br /><br />the "surge and lag", would randomly do this or just when you got on the gas and the turbo spooled? i know that my car surges to 10ish PSI and then settles back down to 7 when i dont have an MBC controlling things. until i got my MBC on i had the regular vacuum hose connected to the wastegate actuator and had 7PSI around town, then id pull the hose off and had infinate PSI (dangerous, but fun) to kill the ricers with on saturday nights. now ive got an MBC on there and it ended my 7PSI woes.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes



ubb/Forum2/002998.cgi
A||||13||mixx2001||Quick ABS disable.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||08-13-2003||05:18 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||I think Keydiver once said that the wire on a Datalogging cable that jumps from the lower right hand pin (on the diagnostic port) up two pins, actually sends the car into a "daignostic mode".  When these pins are grounded out, that allows information to be read when the proper device is plugged in.  <br /><br />Well my ABS is acting funny, it's engauging right before I come to a complete stop.  And it's doing this intermitanly, lot's of fun at every third traffic light.  Not to mention the incredible "cool" factor when you pull up in front of some hottie, and your cars stops three feet of where you intended, all the while duplicating the wonderful sound of flatulence.  So anyway, could I (if I have this whole wire thing right) just hook up a small wire with two female terminals to the above metioned pins and  temporarily disable the ABS?||65.165.18.55||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-13-2003||05:37 PM||||Plug in a pocketlogger and that will take care of it.  Hell mine quit working on my '92 even after I took the logger plug out (it was plugged in for 6+ months).  Good excuse to buy a pocketlogger if you don't have one.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||08-13-2003||05:56 PM||||I'm getting one very soon...  but alas I want to fix this tonight!||65.165.18.55||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||08-13-2003||06:01 PM||||This only works on '92 GVR-4's. My '91 does not disable the ABS when I'm logging.<br />I think someone (Bob?) posted recently that removing the 60 amp ABS fusable link will do it too. I think that is a bolted-in fuse in that little fuse box on the positive battery terminal.||67.35.6.230||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||08-13-2003||06:20 PM||||no power = no ABS<br /><br /><br />Unplug the fuse.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||08-13-2003||08:26 PM||||Simulating logging, per small wire with dual female terminals, does the trick!||66.26.137.32||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||08-13-2003||09:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> no power = no ABS<br /><br /><br />Unplug the fuse. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup.very simple||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||08-13-2003||10:10 PM||||Not as simple as reaching down a pulling a wire off (while driving) to re-engauge ABS.  When it rains/ices/snows I don't want to have to get out of the car, when all I have to do is unplug a wire.  The title says "quick ABS diable", not "same ABS disable mentioned in numerous threads aquired through a basic search".     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.26.137.32||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||jazzguy||08-14-2003||10:59 AM||||It's easy....find the abs relay under the drivers side kick panel, and install a switch between one of the power wires (not the control wire)....make sure to fuse the switch in case of human error.<br />that's all...||216.195.153.235||reg||1||jazzguy||00000786||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||08-14-2003||11:43 AM||||Yes that too, is easy.  But since I'm getting a logger soon, this is quick and easy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.165.18.232||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||08-14-2003||01:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Not as simple as reaching down a pulling a wire off (while driving) to re-engauge ABS.  When it rains/ices/snows I don't want to have to get out of the car, when all I have to do is unplug a wire.  The title says "quick ABS diable", not "same ABS disable mentioned in numerous threads aquired through a basic search".      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're saying that your ABS is acting up, yet you want to turn it back on when conditions are slick?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   You'll be in for a treat.  Then you are going to reach down to the diagnostic port and unplug the logger?  Sounds safe.  I don't know about you, but I'm 6'1" and can't reach the port while sitting in the car without eating dashboard.<br /><br />Disable the ABS for good and learn how to pump the brakes like a real man.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||mixx2001||08-14-2003||01:55 PM||||Everybody from the North thinks they can pump the brakes like a Rally Superstar when things get slick, and everything will be ok.  And for the most part, their right.  But let me tell you on ice...  ABS is your friend.  Ice don't care if your Tommy Makinen or Tara Lapinski.  When it snows I'm all about the drift, but when it ices, I'm all about just getting there.  It's a whole nother world.  <br /><br />I spent many a winter in Chi town.  Dangerous?  Yes.  But southern Ice disaster it will never be.        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />PS: I'm 6'5, sit in the backseat most of the time, and can change a headlight bulb from the drivers seat.  I can reach the Diag port just fine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.165.18.232||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000012||jazzguy||08-15-2003||12:40 AM||||It took a whopping ten minutes for a permanant fix!||216.195.149.194||reg||1||jazzguy||00000786||yes
Z||000013||grndsm||08-15-2003||04:12 PM||||I had the EXACT same problem on my �92!  I too, had to disable quick while I was at work (didn�t want to risk driving home this way).  I just unplugged the power from ABS control unit (large gauge white and red wires) and never had it act-up again.<br /><br />I also took out the ABS light in the instrument cluster to get rid of that annoying light.<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
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A||||2||slvrblt||KYB shocks||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||08-13-2003||09:19 PM||||I have 200k mile stock shock on my car and I think its about time to get some new ones. ok, maybe not 200k, but they have a lot of miles on 'em. The KYB gr-2s are very cheap (like $65 a set, shipped). How much stiffer are they than the stock ones ? Or should I just get the better AGXs for $97 ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||08-13-2003||09:59 PM||||With stock springs, the GR-2s are probably fine.  I personally have the AGXs and have been very happy with them.  Check here   <a href="http://www.groupbuycenter.com/buy.aspx?id=11530" target="_blank">http://www.groupbuycenter.com/buy.aspx?id=11530</a>  for AGXs.  $340 shipped for the set of four.  Pretty good deal.  I think there is also a listing on that website (  <a href="http://www.groupbuycenter.com" target="_blank">http://www.groupbuycenter.com</a>  ) for GR-2s as well.  Not sure on the price though.  Oh yeah, make sure if you order the AGX's from them you tell them you have a 91 Eclipse.  For some reason they have the Galant AWD listed for $375.  They are the same part number though..!!!||63.188.81.1||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-14-2003||12:14 AM||||lol.<br /><br /><br />I was looking at them on <a href="http://www.overnightautoparts.com" target="_blank">http://www.overnightautoparts.com</a><br /><br />But $340 isnt bad. 'Cept I will only be buying the fronts right now and the rears later.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
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A||||5||crucible||Wierd overheating? prob-a bit long||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||08-13-2003||10:08 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||This has been nagging me for a month now.Before I did any maintenance my car was reacing 3/4 on the temp gauge and I verfied the gauge was working with my logger.Then it would go back to normal mid scale and then go back to 3/4 and then back again over and over.Well eventually my pump went.Got that replaced along with TB.Still did same thing but not as often.Decided to check all rubber coolant hoses and found some bad ones but just replaced them all.Still same result.Put new rad and Tstat in and VOILA!I fixed it or so I thought.Now it runs a tad below midpoint for say a 1/2 hr then all of a sudden it rises close to 3/4 again.It stays there for awhile and then shoots down to normal.Doesnt seem to matter how hot its outside or whether Im driving hard or in traffic it always does this.WTF!<br />My compression checks out as 160 across give or take a few.Theres no leakage or smell or white smoke that I can tell.New rad cap and Im on my 3rd Tstat.I replaced the fan motor relays too.Ive tried burping the system but maybe Im not doing it right.Ive asked a few gear heads at work and they say I probably have an air pocket but Ive bled it many times.<br />Its bugging me big time so if anyone has any insight on what the hell is going on shoot away.<br /><br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-13-2003||10:45 PM||||There's a loose wire on your thermostat housing, i think it's the single stranded one on the front. Erratic temps are usually faulty senders (in your case I think it's wiring) especially when it moves so fast. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||08-14-2003||01:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> There's a loose wire on your thermostat housing, i think it's the single stranded one on the front. Erratic temps are usually faulty senders (in your case I think it's wiring) especially when it moves so fast. <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just like he said. There are 3 coolant temp sensors on our cars, one is for the gauge. The one you saw while datalogging is the ecu input.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||08-14-2003||09:28 AM||||Good point. We have separate senders for the gauge and ECU, so if the two don't agree, you're probably not really overheating. Do you have a logger? The quick movement of the gauge is a good indicator too, as Al mentioned.||68.211.201.24||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||crucible||08-14-2003||04:29 PM||||Well,my gauge isnt moving around "quickly" just gradually.During my maintenance I found all my wires on the thermo-housing were brittle and frayed so I respliced new wire with new connectors.My logger shows high temps also so I figured the guage and/or sender is working correctly.<br />Anyway, on my way home from work one of my rear steer lines broke and had to top off the res every five miles for 35 miles.Damn, it never ends  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Cruce<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> In search of reliability...NOT! </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||08-14-2003||04:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Well,my gauge isnt moving around "quickly" just gradually.During my maintenance I found all my wires on the thermo-housing were brittle and frayed so I respliced new wire with new connectors.My logger shows high temps also so I figured the guage and/or sender is working correctly.<br />Anyway, on my way home from work one of my rear steer lines broke and had to top off the res every five miles for 35 miles.Damn, it never ends    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <br /><br />Cruce<br />    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> In search of reliability...NOT! </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im having the same problem, only when I sit for a period of time with the engine running (staging lanes at the track, drive thru, traffic, etc.). This shit sucks and haven't been able to track it down.<br /><br />My gauge gradually goes up, and I shut the car down if it gets near the first mark (before red). Doesn't 'bounce' around, that shit would scare me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />I too have respliced my thermo housing, but didn't do me any good    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
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[
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q!!,
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],
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q!!,
q!raceman77!,
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q!5!,
q!3!,
q!08-19-2003!,
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q!71! => 
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],
q!72! => 
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q!A!,
q!!,
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q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!04:53 PM!,
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q!Ryan136!,
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q!08-19-2003!,
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q!Hertz!,
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q!Hertz!,
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q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!74! => 
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q!!,
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q!9!,
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q!08-19-2003!,
q!04:58 PM!,
q!2452871.1658!,
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q!00001340!,
q!smokindav!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!03:16 PM!,
q!2452872.1516!,
q!smokindav!,
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q!1!,
q!!,
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],
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q!!,
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q!MMCD???!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452871.2201!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!08-20-2003!,
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q!2452872.1828!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!76! => 
[
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q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
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q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!01:36 AM!,
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q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!Hertz!,
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],
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q!08-20-2003!,
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q!00000530!,
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],
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q!A!,
q!!,
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q!1!,
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q!08-20-2003!,
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q!neonturbo1995!,
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q!08-23-2003!,
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q!!,
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],
q!79! => 
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q!!,
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q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-20-2003!,
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q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!10:50 AM!,
q!2452873.1050!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Wierd overheating? prob-a bit long!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452865.2208!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452866.1634!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!GM injectors?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452865.2224!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Romanova!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452866.0116!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q~Craving Boost!~,
q!1!,
q!35!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452865.2344!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2452886.1348!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
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],
q!03! => 
[
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q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Two quick questions???!,
q!2!,
q!6!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2452866.1130!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452866.1649!,
q!keydiver!,
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q!1!,
q!!,
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],
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q!gvr4in!,
q!08-15-2003!,
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q!2452867.2104!,
q!gvr4in!,
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q!!,
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],
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],
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],
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],
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q!08-15-2003!,
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],
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],
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],
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q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452869.2208!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452869.2208!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Replacing Tie Rod Ends!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452872.1816!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!smokindav!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452874.1642!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!no fuel pressure!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2452869.2226!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!gixxer!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!04:42 AM!,
q!2452871.0442!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Stupid wiring question.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2452872.2118!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2452872.2118!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!RS intake manifold!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452869.2314!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Kibo!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452870.0950!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!New turbo.... no boost...!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!02:19 AM!,
q!2452873.0219!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452873.2215!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Painting Chrome..!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!03:14 AM!,
q!2452873.0314!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!curtis!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!03:14 PM!,
q!2452873.1514!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mirage2LTurbo!,
q!4g63 Crankwalk!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!11:36 AM!,
q!2452873.1136!,
q!Mirage2LTurbo!,
q!00002175!,
q!Beemer!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452881.2155!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Recharging the air conditioning (R134A conversion)!,
q!8!,
q!2!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!11:46 AM!,
q!2452873.1146!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452873.1542!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q~Exhaust Depot is ok after-all!~,
q!14!,
q!16!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!01:58 PM!,
q!2452873.1358!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!91 #680!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!04:16 AM!,
q!2452878.0416!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!headgasket R&amp;R question!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2452873.1719!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!dwatters@sisna.com!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2452885.1752!,
q!GVR4*1990!,
q!00000935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!Brake Pads!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452873.1935!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!00001825!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452878.0013!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!00001825!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q~7 LB Boost Problem...Solved! (Thanks, Keydiver)~,
q!4!,
q!10!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!09:23 PM!,
q!2452866.2123!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452867.1732!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Damn it. I spoke too soon.!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452866.2208!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!01:41 AM!,
q!2452867.0141!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!in and out pipes!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452866.2219!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!bazeng!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!02:13 AM!,
q!2452867.0213!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!high knock!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2452866.2232!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2452867.2322!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Keydiver...!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452866.2339!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!229of1000!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!02:28 AM!,
q!2452870.0228!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!Galant GSX grill (maybe JDM too)!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!06:40 AM!,
q!2452867.0640!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!01:41 AM!,
q!2452868.0141!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jared4G63!,
q!stock 4G63,NO TURBO!,
q!3!,
q!2!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!08:11 AM!,
q!2452867.0811!,
q!jared4G63!,
q!00002047!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!09:03 AM!,
q!2452867.0903!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!EGR cooler.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452869.2320!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!jayru!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!01:44 AM!,
q!2452870.0144!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Stupid F'ing question....!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!11:57 AM!,
q!2452867.1157!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!01:21 PM!,
q!2452867.1321!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Rebuild questions!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!01:32 AM!,
q!2452870.0132!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2452873.0009!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!GM synchromesh!,
q!5!,
q!24!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!02:31 PM!,
q!2452867.1431!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!11:34 AM!,
q!2452878.1134!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mirage2LTurbo!,
q!4g63 base timing map!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!11:19 AM!,
q!2452870.1119!,
q!Mirage2LTurbo!,
q!00002175!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!11:38 AM!,
q!2452870.1138!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Blocking off coolant lines for those &quot;special&quot; turbos ???!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452870.1148!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!meshwork!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!12:34 PM!,
q!2452870.1234!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Turbo balancing ?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2452870.1325!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452870.1409!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Wider stock wheels ?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2452870.1329!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!markrieb!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452877.0116!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Turbo going out??!,
q!11!,
q!5!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!02:43 PM!,
q!2452870.1443!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!03:40 AM!,
q!2452871.0340!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!joec!,
q!New small Optima battery in GVR4 size!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452870.1449!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!joec!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452870.1449!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Found a mystery wire.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452873.1957!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2452874.0056!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!automatic turbos and manual turbos!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452870.1734!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!03:37 AM!,
q!2452871.0337!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!What's your experience with CF-DF Clutches!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!10:51 PM!,
q!2452873.2251!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452880.2126!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sir Revalot!,
q!Oil Temperature/Pressure sender thread size!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2452870.1933!,
q!Sir Revalot!,
q!00002030!,
q!bazeng!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!03:10 AM!,
q!2452871.0310!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Upgraded exhaust manifold bolts??!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2452873.2349!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!drew!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452931.2159!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!headlamp hell!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2452874.0052!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!10:28 AM!,
q!2452874.1028!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Temp sensors!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!02:41 AM!,
q!2452874.0241!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452874.2033!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!Clutch master interchange!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452874.1033!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452874.1033!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q~Front bumper removal/ Installing front mount today!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2452874.1507!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!Craig91!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!05:29 PM!,
q!2452874.1729!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q!AFC Settings...550 injectors?!,
q!5!,
q!11!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452875.0036!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!Dan D!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452875.2248!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!tubular O2 pipe?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!02:20 AM!,
q!2452875.0220!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452875.1432!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!My Car Wont Start All The Time!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2452875.0233!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2452877.1936!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!grndsm!,
q!DSM Power Steering rack in GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452867.1641!,
q!grndsm!,
q!00000540!,
q!grndsm!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452885.2313!,
q!grndsm!,
q!00000540!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!problems with acceleration!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!06:02 PM!,
q!2452867.1802!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!00000987!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2452867.2120!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slackr!,
q!o2 sensor test lead!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2452867.2132!,
q!slackr!,
q!00000595!,
q!slackr!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452867.2213!,
q!slackr!,
q!00000595!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q!Creeking when turning the wheel...!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452867.2157!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!Craig91!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452868.2057!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~Lo-Tek gauge pod warning - can kill your seat belts!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2452867.2230!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452869.2205!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Stutterbox launching?!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2452867.2239!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!12:38 PM!,
q!2452895.1238!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!Front Strut Tower Bar!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2452868.0015!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!10:02 PM!,
q!2452869.2202!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!18&quot; 3KGT VR4 wheels on a GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!01:44 AM!,
q!2452868.0144!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!08:17 AM!,
q!2452869.0817!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Oil Cooler Install!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!04:06 AM!,
q!2452868.0406!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!Kibo!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452870.1544!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!size of oil pressure sender threads !,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!07:43 PM!,
q!2452870.1943!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!jayru!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452871.2200!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!almost done with my motor swap....!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!04:21 AM!,
q!2452868.0421!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!03:25 PM!,
q!2452868.1525!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!Fuel Pressure leak, Where to start looking.!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452871.0130!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!bob dole!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!11:31 PM!,
q!2452872.2331!,
q!bob dole!,
q!00000223!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q~Squeal like a belt, boy!~,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!01:51 AM!,
q!2452871.0151!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!08-30-2003!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2452882.2008!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!00000437!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!Whats normal oil pressure for a vr4???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!03:14 AM!,
q!2452871.0314!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!03:59 AM!,
q!2452871.0359!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q~I made the logger cable!!! Questions.~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!09:23 AM!,
q!2452871.0923!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452871.1014!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!My friend's Galant errors.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!09:30 AM!,
q!2452871.0930!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!10:38 AM!,
q!2452872.1038!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Again  troubles with clutch /tranny.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!09:37 AM!,
q!2452871.0937!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452872.1034!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!SPARK PLUGS!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!11:09 AM!,
q!2452871.1109!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!12:37 PM!,
q!2452871.1237!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!o m f g!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2452871.1354!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!smokindav!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2452872.1512!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!Looking for the fuel pump check terminal..!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452871.1417!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!00000592!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452871.1609!,
q!Ryan136!,
q!00000592!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!About dataloggrr cable!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!09:44 AM!,
q!2452868.0944!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!Invader!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!01:46 PM!,
q!2452869.1346!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jared4G63!,
q!stock 4G63,specs to add turbo!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452868.1128!,
q!jared4G63!,
q!00002047!,
q!jared4G63!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452868.1128!,
q!jared4G63!,
q!00002047!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Alternator Wires &quot;L and S&quot;!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2452868.1309!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452870.1122!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!Random Misfire!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2452868.1713!,
q!Ant!,
q!00000415!,
q!Ant!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452869.2201!,
q!Ant!,
q!00000415!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jonny22!,
q!None turbo 2 turbo!,
q!14!,
q!1!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452868.1840!,
q!Jonny22!,
q!00002138!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2452868.2019!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Another Logger Question!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452868.1924!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!Invader!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452870.1600!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q!timing belt ,intermittent slack between gears!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452868.1924!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!Dan D!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2453013.1853!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/003001.cgi
A||||3||Romanova||GM injectors?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||08-13-2003||10:24 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I've got 16 injectors in front of me. 8 are from a Cadillac Northstar motor, the other 8 are from an Oldsmobile Aurora. Are these usable on our cars? They look similar to the DSM injectors. Not sure what the capacity is on them.<br />Just curious.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||08-14-2003||12:15 AM||||Try searching napa or autozones site for part numbers for those and see if anything matches up.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||08-14-2003||01:12 AM||||they probably will work if you unwire the injector resistor. problem is, they are about half the size if not less than a stock DSM injector.<br />even mustang injectors are only 19lbs per hour, most cars are about 15.  DSM injectors are a whopping 52.<br />the only stock upgrade injectors you are going to find are off of a 2 injector non turbo RX7. i'm not positive on the year or exact model though. they are equivelent to a 550 i think.<br />i think if i took 8 DSM injectors i can save some money on my mustang. i need some 50lb injectors anyway to step up to the 550RWHP mark withe the twin turbo's<br />-luke-||141.153.195.152||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||08-14-2003||01:16 AM||||Guess I will put these on ebay then.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/003002.cgi
A||||35||MiSTER2||Craving Boost!||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||08-13-2003||11:44 PM||||I have a near stock VR4 except the air filter and the 3" exhaust system that i'll get next week.  <br /><br />Can i boost my car without any ECU mods?  If so how many pounds of boost will be safe?  Has anybody done this before without touching the ECU and other stuff like injectors pump etc.?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-13-2003||11:50 PM||||12psi should be fine stock with no fuel mods with 14psi max as the fuel pump won't do much after that.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||08-13-2003||11:50 PM||||Do you have a datalogger?  Get one of those first then a MBC. Let knock be your guide...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||MiSTER2||08-13-2003||11:57 PM||||I was more like thinking to connect an air/fuel ratio sensor/meter to the exhaust tip and take it for a drive and boost it gradually up to the maximum safe air/fuel level.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||08-14-2003||12:02 AM||||I wouldn't but it's your engine.  Boost isn't free. You need to be able to monitor knock.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||MiSTER2||08-14-2003||12:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>  Boost isn't free.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is when i eat baked beans  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||08-14-2003||08:14 AM||||Because you have a exhaust upgrade, you need a logger.<br /><br />If you can't get a fuel pump yet, at least do the wire upgrade.<br /><br />I have a winebro 255 and I can only run 15psi right now with 0 knock count.  At 16psi I get about 8-9 knock count at the top of 3rd.  Still safe, but.....<br /><br />Why can I only run 15psi with 0 knock?  Cause I have a exhaust upgrade, big 16g, ported everything, and stock injectors.<br /><br />With a stock turbo and IC and exhaust, things are alot different.  Once you upgrade the flow, you needs to know what is going on with a logger.<br /><br />Also due to the age of our cars, fuel filter, pumps, and injectors can play a big roll.  They are not all equel like a new car would be.  I don't think it is safe to asume that you can just run x amount of boost because someone else did at the same level and didn't have any problems.  I used to run 15psi with a fuel pump  wire upgrade only when everything was stock.  Probably not the best thing, but I was a stuid newbie and I went by what everyone else said was okay.  Luckly I didn't dammage anything.  My car was younger, so everything was probably working really well on the fuel delivery side.  I would never do that today.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||08-14-2003||09:22 AM||||Have you done the "free mods"? If you remove the boost restrictor in the BCS, and change the vacuum lines so that the wastegate ONLY sees boost from AFTER the IC, not both before and after combined, that will give you 2-3 psi more. You REALLY need to get a logger. Do you have a notebook or PDA? Then all you need is a cable, which several guys on here can supply for about $35, and the software is free, so you really have no excuse for not doing this safely.<br />You already have an O2 sensor, which you can log, so connecting one to the exhaust tip won't help.||68.211.201.24||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||MiSTER2||08-14-2003||11:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Have you done the "free mods"? If you remove the boost restrictor in the BCS, and change the vacuum lines so that the wastegate ONLY sees boost from AFTER the IC, not both before and after combined, that will give you 2-3 psi more. You REALLY need to get a logger. Do you have a notebook or PDA? Then all you need is a cable, which several guys on here can supply for about $35, and the software is free, so you really have no excuse for not doing this safely.<br />You already have an O2 sensor, which you can log, so connecting one to the exhaust tip won't help. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes i have a laptop, how much is this logger anyway.  I know everybody is talking about it but i've never seen one.  And plus i don't know if there are any here downunder.  Who sells them there?<br /><br />I'm not very familiar with abreviations yet but i assume BCS is boost control solenoid???||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000009||MiSTER2||08-14-2003||11:22 AM||||Is there a link showing how to do the free mod you are talking about?  Do i block the vacuum lines?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000010||admsr||08-14-2003||11:33 AM||||After reading this thread, I'm not sure whether I should be asking a million questions because I'm stupid or kicking myself in the ass because I'm still stupid.........<br /><br />I'm running 16 PSI with what appears to be no problem. I have a couple of MODS but nothing that I've done to Fuel Delivery side of the house.<br /><br />I also tried to use the Tunerstein logger with a cable that I bought for $60.00 from DSMParts.com. I had to return the F#@!ing thing because I could't make out my ass from my elbow.<br /><br />I guess my whole point is I would love is someone could provide some useful information on logging and does anyone think that I'm going to blow my car up if I keep running it the way I am.<br /><br />Alex.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||134.65.2.117||reg||8||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||08-14-2003||11:58 AM||||Alex,<br /><br />Checkout <a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com" target="_blank">www.pocketlogger.com</a> or <a href="http://www.tmo.com." target="_blank">www.tmo.com.</a>  Turn the boost down to 12 psi until you get it. People you need a logger to boost! Otherwise don't complain when the car feels slow at XX psi or the engine is toast.  In addition to the basic mods you should get a fuel pump or at least a rewire and a logger if you want to boost 16 psi.  Loggers are cheap compared to exhaust. I know most people don't want to buy all the gauges they need because it doesn't make them faster but at the very least you should be able to log. It will help you spot all sorts of problems before things break.||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||08-14-2003||12:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> After reading this thread, I'm not sure whether I should be asking a million questions because I'm stupid or kicking myself in the ass because I'm still stupid.........<br /><br />I'm running 16 PSI with what appears to be no problem. I have a couple of MODS but nothing that I've done to Fuel Delivery side of the house.<br /><br />I also tried to use the Tunerstein logger with a cable that I bought for $60.00 from DSMParts.com. I had to return the F#@!ing thing because I could't make out my ass from my elbow.<br /><br />I guess my whole point is I would love is someone could provide some useful information on logging and does anyone think that I'm going to blow my car up if I keep running it the way I am.<br /><br />Alex.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd turn the boost down to 13-14 untill you can log.  As far as logging, I have a pocket logger and I don't have any problems.  I'd recomend them.  However you can't beat free software and a $35 cable.  If you can figure that out, go for it.<br /><br />There is one thing I forgot to throw at Mister2 and that is gas octain rating.  It adds yet another variable when turning up the boost.  When I was running 16psi back in the day, I was running 93 pump, but in some places in the US, you can only get 91.  I have no ideal what you can get in Sydney.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||08-14-2003||01:29 PM||||Hmm, truly bizarre -- TMO has a great big announcement that he's no longer modifying ECUs, don't send them, don't send money, etc.... but then he still has all the ordering pages up.  Stupid.<br /><br />Anyhow..<br /><br />Alex: <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">Go to this page</a> and scroll down to "Datalogging/Electronics" on the left.  There some good info there.<br /><br />MiSTER2: <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">Go to this page</a> and read everything.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||MiSTER2||08-14-2003||09:45 PM||||Oh Ryan i've been to that page before, i think you are a legend.  Lots of useful info for a vr4 newbie like me.  I'll read it more carefully this time.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000015||MiSTER2||08-14-2003||09:46 PM||||Oh by the way all these sites say the logger is for 91-93 galantvr4???  My galant is a 1990 model???||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000016||MiSTER2||08-14-2003||09:49 PM||||GVR4ever in Sydney we can get 98RON(i guess it's the same as 98octane) fuel, bp ultimate, shell optimax and mobil synergy8000.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||08-14-2003||10:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> GVR4ever in Sydney we can get 98RON(i guess it's the same as 98octane) fuel, bp ultimate, shell optimax and mobil synergy8000. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In that case, your 16psi should be no problem.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||MiSTER2||08-14-2003||11:22 PM||||Man i didn't realise how expensive that datalogger thing you guys are talking about. US$300 at TMO!!!  I rather go buy Greddy E-manage for the same amount and get a professional tune my car.  At least than i know the car will make more power and no need the data to try to boost the car myself with no ecu mods.||129.78.64.101||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||08-15-2003||02:07 PM||||Greddy e-manage for E39A gvr4 ? I did not know they made one..do you have a link to a site? Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||PRE-EVO||08-15-2003||02:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Greddy e-manage for E39A gvr4 ? I did not know they made one..do you have a link to a site? Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The e-manage is universal you dolt!<br /><br />You hardwire it in.<br /><br /><br />KC get on IM so I can smack you now!||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000021||keydiver||08-15-2003||03:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Man i didn't realise how expensive that datalogger thing you guys are talking about. US$300 at TMO!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Build your own interface for a few bucks, and use this freeware:<br /><a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/</a><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> I rather go buy Greddy E-manage for the same amount and get a professional tune my car.  At least than i know the car will make more power and no need the data to try to boost the car myself with no ecu mods. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeh, and what are you gonna do as soon as you change one part, pay the "professional" again to retune it?<br />Why not learn how your car works, and tune it yourself? Plus, you will have the ability to pull CE codes and repair it yourself.||67.34.26.147||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000022||MiSTER2||08-16-2003||01:34 AM||||Keydiver,<br /><br />You have a point, on the other hand i have a point because everyone does not have the same amount of free time and priorities vary.  <br /><br />Is this the system you are using on your car)did you build it)?  Or did you buy an already made datalogger?<br /><br />Is my 1990 Galant VR4 a E33A or E39A?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000023||keydiver||08-16-2003||03:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Keydiver,<br />Is this the system you are using on your car)did you build it)?  Or did you buy an already made datalogger?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I build my own.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Is my 1990 Galant VR4 a E33A or E39A? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why don't you look at the VIN plate on the firewall, and tell us. All our GVR-4's are E39A's.||67.35.6.48||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000024||Notorius||08-16-2003||07:25 PM||||its been said a lot in here already but seriously, either buy a logger setup or find someone that can loan you the stuff for an afternoon. even just logging once and seeing exactly what is going on is infinately better than just guestimating based on what other people have had experience with on their own cars. <br /><br />heres an example of why other peoples experiences dont matter: ive read in this thread that 14PSI should be the max a stock fuel pump is capable of. i however know for a fact my car was pushing 20+ PSI last weekend and was seeing 3 counts of knock as the MAXIMUM in any gear, at any throttle amount, at any RPM, with 91 octane fuel and a stock (not even rewired) fuel system. not only that but i was getting awsome o2 readings that were just a tad on the lean side, not the blow-shit-up lean but the dyno-tuned-datalogged-lean-is-better-than-rich kinda lean. so there goes that 14PSI max thing. i do know just how i accomplished this but it doesnt matter. the point is that ur car is unique and u need to know what exactly it's doing. just going by "its supposed to do this, so ur safe to do this" isnt going to sound so good when u have a hole in a piston cause the car wasnt doing what it was supposed to.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000025||MiSTER2||08-17-2003||06:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Keydiver,<br />qb] Is my 1990 Galant VR4 a E33A or E39A? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why don't you look at the VIN plate on the firewall, and tell us. All our GVR-4's are E39A's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's just that the link you recommended says the logger is for a E33A.<br /><br />It's tough to be a newbie in this galant world  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000026||MiSTER2||08-17-2003||11:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Greddy e-manage for E39A gvr4 ? I did not know they made one..do you have a link to a site? Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The e-manage is universal you dolt!<br /><br />You hardwire it in.<br /><br /><br />KC get on IM so I can smack you now! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, as far as i know different e-manages for different cars, i've seen some for sale saying will fit skyline etc.  And i know there is one listed for vr4s but i don't know the product number.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000027||gixxer||08-17-2003||01:04 PM||||yeah, the emanage uses the stock harness, you dolt!  hehe j/k<br /><br />one of my buddies bought one for his mr2, it plugged right in||65.27.89.102||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000028||MiSTER2||08-17-2003||02:29 PM||||Can anybody tell me the exact address to download the free datalogger software to my laptop for a  <b>1990 Galant VR4</b> ?  <br /><br />Also is the cable  <b>ONLY</b>  thing i need to purchase after i install the software??<br /><br />Who sells the cheapest cable for vr4s?<br /><br />Do i need to install driver for the cable etc.?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000029||MiSTER2||08-19-2003||02:52 AM||||????????????????????   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000030||Hertz||08-19-2003||04:03 AM||||I think I found the answer  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">on this page</a>, but didn't you say you've read it all already?||67.162.74.201||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000031||EvilGalantGSX||08-19-2003||07:01 AM||||Be careful I beleve 98RON gas is the same as the 91 octaine gas here in the US, I rember reading on a old VW site and there was questions of people asking why the owners manual listed them to run at lest 93-94 grade gas in there VW fox..<br /><br />It turns out that some countrys use a differnt gas grade rateing  and that 93 or 94 RON gas was = to 87 or 89 grade US pump gas.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000032||MiSTER2||08-19-2003||09:15 AM||||Yeah i read it but did not memorise it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Where in your website is a  <b>free</b>  datalogging software for  <b>laptops?</b>||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000033||MiSTER2||09-03-2003||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Because you have a exhaust upgrade, you need a logger.<br /><br />If you can't get a fuel pump yet, at least do the wire upgrade.<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is the max boost i can run if i do the wire upgrade?  Is it ok for 17psi or at least 15psi (stock pump wire upgrade)?<br /><br />Also i used the datalogger for the first time the other day and got really annoyed when driving in stop n go traffic it shows knock, i think the engine is old and i have to get a tuner to de-sensitize the knock sensor.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000034||Hertz||09-03-2003||01:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> What is the max boost i can run if i do the wire upgrade?  Is it ok for 17psi or at least 15psi (stock pump wire upgrade)?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">15psi is probably the max you can run.  The real answer will be told by your logger.  If you're running out of fuel or knocking, turn the boost down.  That's the REAL "simple" answer.  There's no magic number.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong><br />Also i used the datalogger for the first time the other day and got really annoyed when driving in stop n go traffic it shows knock, i think the engine is old and i have to get a tuner to de-sensitize the knock sensor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What?  You're daft.   <br /><br /><i>At home, my smoke detector would go off whenever I burnt something in the oven -- so I unplugged my smoke detector.</i>  That doesn't sound foolish, does it?<br /><br />I know you're a busy man and don't have time to research everything thoroughly... but you should do some reading.<br /><br />Knock can be detected for 3 reasons:<br />1) You're knocking and you will destroy parts.<br />2) Mechanical noise is being interpretted as knock, aka "phantom knock" (get an oil flush, fill with good oil, use a filter w/ an anti-drainback valve -or- get the updated lifters/HLAs that are less prone to tapping)<br />3) Old knock sensor malfunctioning.<br /><br />I'd bet a nickel that you've got at least #2 and maybe #3.  If you run 17lbs of boost on a rewired stock pump you'll probably get #1 too.  Of course, if you desensitize your knock sensor you'll not be running any amount of boost for very long.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000035||MiSTER2||09-03-2003||01:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> What is the max boost i can run if i do the wire upgrade?  Is it ok for 17psi or at least 15psi (stock pump wire upgrade)?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">15psi is probably the max you can run.  The real answer will be told by your logger.  If you're running out of fuel or knocking, turn the boost down.  That's the REAL "simple" answer.  There's no magic number.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong><br />Also i used the datalogger for the first time the other day and got really annoyed when driving in stop n go traffic it shows knock, i think the engine is old and i have to get a tuner to de-sensitize the knock sensor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What?  You're daft.   <br /><br /><i>At home, my smoke detector would go off whenever I burnt something in the oven -- so I unplugged my smoke detector.</i>  That doesn't sound foolish, does it?<br /><br />I know you're a busy man and don't have time to research everything thoroughly... but you should do some reading.<br /><br />Knock can be detected for 3 reasons:<br />1) You're knocking and you will destroy parts.<br />2) Mechanical noise is being interpretted as knock, aka "phantom knock" (get an oil flush, fill with good oil, use a filter w/ an anti-drainback valve -or- get the updated lifters/HLAs that are less prone to tapping)<br />3) Old knock sensor malfunctioning.<br /><br />I'd bet a nickel that you've got at least #2 and maybe #3.  If you run 17lbs of boost on a rewired stock pump you'll probably get #1 too.  Of course, if you desensitize your knock sensor you'll not be running any amount of boost for very long. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Come on Ryan  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  , i'm not as bad as it sounds.  I try to research as much as i can.  Ok this is the full story.  Firstly de-sensitising the knock sensor was just an idea i heard from someone, i wasn't going to run and get it done straight away.  <br /><br />After i made some research, i suspected #2 the old engine being noisy and also found out most of the time lifters may cause this knocking.  I just had the car serviced and already have very good quality oil in it.  <br /><br />#3 was not something i thought about but you may be right there.  <br /><br />First day i got the datalogger cable with all the excitement i begged my pregnant wife to drive the car for a while and sat next to her.  We drove for more than 30min, and it was peak hour traffic so max revs we hit were around 4000rpm.  The car behaved normally and mostly graphs were smooth (mind you i'm just learning about tuning graphs)  however everyonce in a while when we were taking off in 1st gear there were movements in the TMO knock sum graph. First as a newbie i scratched my head trying to figure out how it was nocking at so low revs with no boost than made few phone calls, searched few forums and found out some ppl actually de-sensitize their knock sensors as their cars get old.  It was just an option but now that you told me it's not a good idea i'm going to look for other solutions.  I guess it will be costly to change lifters at this stage, also as far as i know solid lifters won't work with my stock engine setup.<br /><br />I'll have to find a cost effective way to fix this problem otherwise even if i boost the ecu will retard timing and car won't make power.  <br /><br />One thing for sure datalogger is good stuff.  I still don't know how to set triggers etc.  It's like reading japanese or chinese to me.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum2/003003.cgi
A||||6||Louters91GVR4||Two quick questions???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||08-14-2003||11:30 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Power steering belt broke last night, and the BRAKE, BATTERY AND ABS light all came on. Normal??? how hard is that to fix?<br /><br />problem #2 - High whining noise when the air conditioner is on??? what is it? hard to fix??<br /><br />Thanks my awesome co-owners.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||admsr||08-14-2003||11:38 AM||||I think that the belt that drives the powersteering also drives the alternator. If the alternator is not running then it won't charge the battery. If the battery doesn't get charge then it doesn't supply the appropriate power to the ABS system which triggers all of those idiot lights.<br /><br />Your fix should be just changing the belt. It's a pain in the ass because of the cramped space (I<br />m talking from experience) but otherwise a simple task. <br /><br />Hope I was able to help.<br /><br />Alex.            <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.65.2.117||reg||6||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||08-14-2003||11:39 AM||||Alt & PS belt are seperate.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||admsr||08-14-2003||11:39 AM||||.....I also forgot to mention that the ABS Control unit senses that there's not enough juice as well which is why that light came on as well.......<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||134.65.2.117||reg||6||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||08-14-2003||12:49 PM||||Separate belts, but maybe it took out both.  Check your crank pulley also.  That does sound like low voltage though.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-14-2003||01:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<br /><strong> problem #2 - High whining noise when the air conditioner is on??? what is it? hard to fix??<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Could you be a little more specific?  Otherwise it is impossible to fix.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />My initial guess is that it is another belt slipping if it is underhood.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||08-14-2003||04:49 PM||||My money is on a separated crank pulley:<br />MD338315<br />About $85 from Conicelli<br /><br />When the pulley starts wobbling, it will eat belts, and slip and squeal like a pig.||66.21.129.40||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003004.cgi
A||||13||1312VR4||Oil filter housing.||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||08-14-2003||02:23 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||Just a quick question, because I cant remember.<br /> On the housing there are 2 "sending units" 1 in the front & 1 in the rear. what are each one for? I remember that the rear senses oil pressure right? What does the front one do? I only have the front on hooked up right now. <br /> Thanks & sorry for the dumbest question in the world.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||08-14-2003||07:10 PM||||If I think we are talking about the same thing; the front one(towards the radiator) is the oil pressure sensor, the rear or "plug" looking thing in the rear is actually the pressure relief valve.||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||08-14-2003||09:11 PM||||the galants dont have 2 senders.  the tel's do.  it is possible you have a tel motor, or a jdm motor, dunno if the jdm motors have 2 senders.  on my car, the front sender is the oil press/idiot lite, and the rear is oil temp sender.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-14-2003||09:20 PM||||Well now I have a question about the filter itself.<br /><br />When I bought this car the previous owner said that I would need to get a different filter than the one specified for the GVR4. It has a JDM engine, so I assume I will need one from a TEL most likely ? Or do the JDM GVR4s have a different front crossmember where the USDM oil filter would hit ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||08-14-2003||09:37 PM||||I guess I should have mentioned its a JDM short block from a RS galant.<br /> Okas long as I got the idiot lite one correct. Thats all that matters right now.<br /> BTW the FRAM 3950 fliter fits on there fine.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||08-15-2003||09:28 AM||||your jdm "RS" short block is the same as a us short block.  what probably happened is the jdm motor uses and external air to air oil cooler, so the oil filter head has fittings for the lines.  the person who installed the motor was either too cheap or too stupid to put the oil cooler on, so they got an oil filter head from a tel.  the air to air oil cooler is VASTLY superior to the sandwich cooler, and a LOT safer.  the sandwich cooler will eventually give you oil filter problems, and lots have lost all their oil from this pos design.  both sensors are oil pressure, i think the rear one is smaller, i dont remember.  the front one is the one our cars use.  the stock oil filters fit fine.  the oem mitsu filter is superior to the fram, and probably the same price.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||08-15-2003||09:37 AM||||oooohhh JDM... RS... I heard that the RS block comes with forged pistons and a Ralliart Billet crank, titanium fasteners and deep sump oil pan.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||1312VR4||08-15-2003||10:25 AM||||Bimmubishi, why such a smart ass?<br /><br />Trust me I know all about oil filters, ect.... I was just asking a simple question, because I couldnt remember about a simple extra sensor.<br /><br />The question has been awnsered. Thank you for your help.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||08-15-2003||11:34 AM||||the sarcasm comes from most of us knowing there is no significant difference between the motors.  also, even if there was, you need the supporting cast to make it work.  for instance, you need the jdm ecu with the jdm fuel and timing maps, and THEN, you need the jdm 98 octane fuel, the fmic and bigger piping, the bigger turbo, etc.  it's a subject that keeps popping up again and again, like the fram oil filter arguement, i am surprised no one has taken any shots at you over that one.  and the galant uses the same oil filter as the t/e/l's, unless you are using the later style small one.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||08-15-2003||12:58 PM||||1312Vr4 I was just busting your balls. Lighten up my man.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||08-15-2003||02:27 PM||||Alex has forged pistons and a Dinan Billet crank in his car.  How's that AC Schnitzer tissue holder working for you?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||1312VR4||08-15-2003||06:33 PM||||Bimmubishi, sorry about that. I just hate this shit. I post 1 fricking problem & people talk to me like i'm a child.<br /><br />  All I wanted to was was about a f**king sensor.<br /> Geeze. <br />Trust me I know what i'm talking about. I just forgot what the damn sensor went to, thats all. <br /> I was refering to the Fram's bigass size that is all. I dont use them. Never have never will.<br /><br />Dont talk to me like i'm a f**kin ricer that bought a "JDM" engine because its JDM. I got the damn short block for $50 that why I have it.<br />I still have my head, cams, ECU, ect...<br /> <br />Ok, i'm done. The car works fine & i'll make sure to not post anymore problems.<br /><br />Thank you for the help.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||08-15-2003||08:26 PM||||Hertz, I have "official Ralliart Tissue box" and several Pokemon in my car, mostly tossed about the rear speaker deck.<br /><br />1312VR4- there's a ton of stuff I don't know. I didn't think your question was dumb. It just took me two days to get the Bimmubishi to crank over! (disconnected the ground post and all'o'sudden the starter motor worked like a DTM Schnitzer spec German Domestic M (G'dam) starter from World Rally Superbike Motorcross Super Championships.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||gvr4in||08-15-2003||09:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Hertz, I have "official Ralliart Tissue box" and several Pokemon in my car, mostly tossed about the rear speaker deck.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have the 'JDM' air fresheners on your dash too?||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/003005.cgi
A||||3||GVR1643||aftermarket 2g exhaust manny||||5||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||08-14-2003||02:52 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Spoke to Mitsubishi Graveyard about a 2g manny and he didn't have one, but suggested an aftermarket brand new one for about $99.  Said they are made with the same casting as the 2g. <br />Never heard of that one...anyone familiar with them or heard of them?<br />Thanks||167.142.21.189||reg||5||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||08-15-2003||09:34 AM||||FWIW the place that sells the aftermarket exhaust manny's is calle <a href="http://www.stevensparts.com." target="_blank">www.stevensparts.com.</a><br />I just ordered a 2g used one since we all know those work.  <br />Again the guy at Mitsu Grave yard "said" they are made with the same casting as OEM.  On the website they only list up to 94 TEL's, so it sounds like another 1g...lovely.  BTW - you have to go into the imports section to find them - nothing specifically from the start page for DSM.<br /><br />Im just throwing this out for the archives at this point...||167.142.22.205||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||08-15-2003||12:24 PM||||Is that this guy?<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2427689754&sspagename=ADME%3AB%3ARECO%3AUS%3A2" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2427689754&sspagename=ADME%3AB%3ARECO%3AUS%3A2</a>||68.155.88.244||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||08-15-2003||03:03 PM||||looks like different people but the product looks the same.  The one I was referred to was:<br /><a href="http://www.stevensparts.com/MISC%20EXHAUST%20MANIFOLDS.htm" target="_blank">http://www.stevensparts.com/MISC%20EXHAUST%20MANIFOLDS.htm</a><br /><br />I had concerns over only listing 1G applications and from no feedback about them, so just bought a used 2g one.||167.142.22.205||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/003006.cgi
A||||6||GVR4||vacuum readings||||5||||GVR4||00000358
Z||000000||GVR4||08-14-2003||03:36 PM||spyder_gsr@hotmail.com||After getting my boost guage in I noticed that it...<br /><br />1. doesn't have any readings right away. After a min. it will start to work but not right when I start the car... <br /><br />2. I'm seeing vac. readings of about 15-16 at idle<br /><br />Does this sound right or do I have a leak somewhere? (possibly the hoses that I hooked up for the gauge)<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Tim Jones||137.144.97.45||reg||5||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-14-2003||03:54 PM||||Where do you live? You get lower readings at higher elevation.<br /><br />At sea level (where I live) Its about 17-18.. In Lake Tahoe (where I used to live) It was about 12-13 (6500 ft).<br /><br />Your gauge should immediately read vacuum right when you start the car, make sure you have no leaks.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||08-14-2003||04:40 PM||||Where do you have it tapped in at?||66.21.129.40||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||08-14-2003||07:10 PM||||mine reads 20... <br />at idle.. but my idle fluctuates like crazy..<br /><br />but yeah.. happens as soon as you start the thing||203.166.63.208||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||08-14-2003||07:55 PM||||I have about 18psi vac at idle at 5500ft elevation.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||GVR4||08-15-2003||10:13 AM||||Tapped into the "P" port. I'm in houston so I would think I'm pretty close to sea level...||137.144.97.45||reg||6||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-15-2003||12:21 PM||||Look for kinks in the hose, especially coming through the firewall.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003007.cgi
A||||13||dsmsleeper||Losing Power ||||8||||dsmsleeper||00000483
Z||000000||dsmsleeper||08-14-2003||04:30 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||Recently when accelerating, my car will lose power.  The radio will cut out, the voltmeter reads 0, the CEL light comes on but does not leave a code.  <br /><br />I've checked the battery cables.  What else could it be?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />I was wondering if my red top might be getting too weak after 4 years of service.||63.146.62.141||reg||8||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||08-14-2003||04:32 PM||||Check and see if your alternator is in good healt, test and see what charge out put its giving out, also check the plug connection on the alternator it self.<br /><br />Goodluck<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||08-14-2003||04:43 PM||||Thanks for the reply.  I had went to AutoZone last week and had them check the alternator (which is only a few years old) and the battery. <br />They said it was OK.  The volt on my TT show around 12.7 after it's warmed up.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||08-14-2003||04:58 PM||||This is probably not it, but if everything checks out okay, make sure your battery tray is still secure, or the battery tie down is still tight.||12.34.246.36||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||08-14-2003||05:05 PM||||Thanks for the reply.  I've checked the connections on the battery.  They battery itself is securely mounted in a battery box in my trunk.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||08-14-2003||05:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> Thanks for the reply.  I've checked the connections on the battery.  They battery itself is securely mounted in a battery box in my trunk. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well then damn.  Thats a tough one.  What about the ground wire?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||08-14-2003||06:06 PM||||I checked and the gound is tight as well.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    When I accelerate, the voltage drops and goes to 0 for a second or a few.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  It's gotten worse.  It used to happen at WOT after 5800rpms, now it will do it sooner.||65.60.143.46||reg||9||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||dsmsleeper||08-15-2003||08:55 AM||||I may have fixed the problem.  I noticed an exhaust leak.  Inspected and found that leak was coming from my flanged O2 eliminating DP.  It was leaking onto the alternator.  I tightened that last night and it seems better this morning.  *fingers crossed*||63.146.62.141||reg||6||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||09-11-2003||09:12 AM||||Well, it's still happening, but not consistently.  Last night after work, I was line up next to a ram air firebird.  The light changed, I TRIED to accelerate (no launch) and the power cut out, I was still on the gas so the exhuast poped/backfired.  Needless to say, I didn't represent well.  I have swapped my ecu w/ #955 and still have the problem.  I also put in a new Yellow Top.  Last night I triple checked the connections to the battery and found that the ground was crimped losely and fixed that.  I STILL have the problem this morning.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000009||crucible||09-11-2003||10:17 AM||||This is a guess but check the ALT belt?||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000010||dsmsleeper||09-11-2003||10:48 AM||||I've checked the tension on the belt.  It just loses power for a few seconds.  There are some things that I may check in the topic: CAR DIES!!! WHAT THE FU...!!!! like the relay for the alternator.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000011||GalantVR41062||09-11-2003||10:56 AM||||If your that upset pay someone to fix the problem.  Also there are at least 5 ground wires in the engine bay you will want to check, and where is your ground wire from the battery hooked up in the trunk?  if you bolted it down did you strip the paint off to get a good connection.  Also what gauge wire did you run for the battery?  And when did the problem start, how long ago, what did you change recently.  And buy a gasket for your o2 housing.  And where is this volt meter?<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||09-11-2003||11:04 AM||||I would suspect the main feed from the battery positive terminal that goes through the fusible link, then feeds down to the alternator, and then on to the fuse box. You should probably temporarily bypass them one at a time until the issue goes away, and then replace that wire.||67.34.243.157||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||dsmsleeper||09-11-2003||11:21 AM||||Thanks for the reply.  The battery has been in my trunk for over 4 years with the same wiring (maybe 2 gauge).  The only thing that was changed there was replaced the breaker with a new one because the old one was damaged.  The voltmeter is in my turbo timer.  I have also added additional grounds at the intake manifold, valve cover and alternator case.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum2/003008.cgi
A||||6||bazeng||tdo5/6 hybrid.. max boost on stock engine?!?!||||5||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||08-14-2003||07:36 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys<br />just wondering what the engine is good for?!?!?<br />stock internals.. healthy engine.. never missed a service..<br /><br />bit here and there have been replaced.. in cv.. harmonic bal.. belts..<br /><br />just need to know what boost is it capable of?? or what power should i limit it to?? as its getting tuned very soon and i dont want to blow the thing..<br /><br />oh yeah.. the cam belt.. does it tighten itself?? as when the car wasn't running for about 2 mnths, the belt was quite loose.. now its tight again.. do i need to worry at all??<br /><br /><br />thanks for advice..||203.166.63.208||reg||5||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-14-2003||08:23 PM||||With stock components I wouldnt go above 14psi. But with mostly everything upgraded (fuel system, induction, etc) Stock engines can handle up to 24 psi I'd say. I ran 20-21 psi on race gas with the 14b, and will run 24 on race gas with the 16g. I have ARP head studs mind you. I've had friends run 28 psi with HKS 272 cams and ARP head studs.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||bazeng||08-15-2003||02:23 AM||||yeah.. <br />780cc's and walbro 255 with malpassi..<br /><br />hmmmmmmm... so 24psi.. how old was the engine??<br /><br />i think for me.. i may go only 20psi.. to be safe||203.166.63.207||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-15-2003||02:46 AM||||I have a brand new head (arp head studs, titanium guides, SS valves, 3 angle valve job) with a rebuilt block.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||fast_gvr4||08-15-2003||03:07 AM||||I have a internally stock engine with 83lb injectors, T3/T4 Hybrid, Haltech E6K, Spearco FMIC, Etc...<br /><br />I've Made 478HP @ 6250rpm and 434 ft/lbs of torque @ 5750rpm. Boost is set at 30 psi with a peak of 31.3 on C16.<br /><br />Best run to date is 11.59@119.9mph<br />What's most impressive? Stock pistons, rods, cams, intake and exhaust('95) manifold...<br />Honda guys, do that with one of your engines!<br /> <br /><br /> Watch my GVR4 go head to head with a friends, both running 11.5's<a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/videos/11second_battle.wmv" target="_blank"> video</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=388" target="_blank">Photo of 762/2000</a>||172.163.165.89||reg||7||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||08-15-2003||03:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fast_gvr4:<br /><strong> I have a internally stock engine with 83lb injectors, T3/T4 Hybrid, Haltech E6K, Spearco FMIC, Etc...<br /><br />I've Made 478HP @ 6250rpm and 434 ft/lbs of torque @ 5750rpm. Boost is set at 30 psi with a peak of 31.3 on C16.<br /><br />Best run to date is 11.59@119.9mph<br />What's most impressive? Stock pistons, rods, cams, intake and exhaust('95) manifold...<br />Honda guys, do that with one of your engines!<br /> <br /><br /> Watch my GVR4 go head to head with a friends, both running 11.5's<a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/videos/11second_battle.wmv" target="_blank"> video</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=388" target="_blank">Photo of 762/2000</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Props man! Good times! Especially with stock internals. Props!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||08-15-2003||05:56 PM||||very nice..<br />what about on road fuel.. over in oz we have optimax.. dunno about in the U.S<br /><br />but thats the best fuel you can get out of the pump..<br /><br />98 RON or OCTANE...<br /><br />and how many km's has the engine done??||203.166.63.214||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/003009.cgi
A||||2||comfy||vent fan ||||1||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||08-14-2003||08:05 PM||||My cigarette lighter did not work when i got the car and i was unable to track the problem, so i decided to run it off of the rear defrost.  last weekend a friend tried to run his laptop off of it and i lost power.  i rear defrost and vent fans have no power, and i am thinking it is probably a blown fuse some where along the line.  however i do not know the location of that fuse and have been unable to find it. can any one help me out with a diagram or what not.||12.223.232.81||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||08-14-2003||09:25 PM||||<a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf</a>||66.21.129.40||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-15-2003||12:44 PM||||Hijack!<br /><br />I killed my cigarette lighter filling an air tank with a wimpy compressor running on the cig.  I assumed that I killed the pump (it was trying hard to get 100lbs).  But then I discover that my scanner wouldn't power up when plugged in there.  The cig. lighter fuse is intact and I have power to everything else.  What should I look for?||12.247.128.70||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003010.cgi
A||||10||mikeyoung00||7 LB Boost Problem...Solved! (Thanks, Keydiver)||||4||||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||08-14-2003||09:23 PM||||Well, it probably isn't solved but at least it is less mysterious than it was before I received some sage advice from keydiver. <br /><br />To see the symptoms I am referring to, click  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002997" target="_blank">here.</a> <br /><br />If you read the entire thread you saw that Jeff suggested unplugging the small ECU connector for 15 seconds. I admit to being skeptical. After all, keydiver is an ECU guru. And when your primary tool is a hammer, every problem tends to look like a nail.<br /><br />But you were right, Jeff ...and now I know (maybe) why my car made a full 10.5 lbs boost and ran so well (for awhile) last Saturday. Friday night, I swapped the battery. If the small ECU plug contains the ECU power lead and if removing power from the ECU resets it, that�s exactly what I did during the battery swap as well.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />So now, Keydiver, what does it mean? I expect, based on last weekend, that I will be back to 7 lbs soon. Where do we go from here?<br /><br />Any lingering thoughts I may have entertained about sending my EProm to TMO are vanishing as quickly as the traffic in my rear view mirror tonight.<br /><br />Thanks, Jeff. At the risk of sounding like a drunken red-neck at the Masters', let me add: "YOUDAMAN!!!"<br /><br />--Mike||24.117.166.181||reg||4||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-14-2003||10:52 PM||||Let me suggest you e-mail Jeff and discuss your Options as I think you will be plesantly suprised.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||08-15-2003||09:30 AM||||Good call...I plan to contact Jeff to get on the Eprom list anyway. But I thought it might be good to troubleshoot this problem in a forum for future reference by others.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||08-15-2003||09:33 AM||||Also, go read the 1000 questions pages and vfaq's to help avoid future confusion and prepare you for the other little suprise the car will provide.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-15-2003||12:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Any lingering thoughts I may have entertained about sending my EProm to TMO are vanishing as quickly as the traffic in my rear view mirror tonight.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Especially because Todd doesn't apparently do this anymore.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Get a cheap Palm Pilot, the $35 cable and the free logging software.  It would benefit you greatly to know if you're getting knock and what your fuel trims are.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||08-15-2003||02:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> Also, go read the 1000 questions pages and vfaq's to help avoid future confusion and prepare you for the other little suprise the car will provide. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Read 'em...twice...will probably read 'em again. And I wasn't confused...just puzzled. <br /><br />What is the other little surprise you are referring to?||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||08-15-2003||02:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> ...Get a cheap Palm Pilot, the $35 cable and the free logging software.  It would benefit you greatly to know if you're getting knock and what your fuel trims are. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Already in the master plan. Thanks for the very good suggestion.<br /><br />-Mike||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||08-15-2003||02:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Originally posted by Dan D:<br />[qb] What is the other little surprise you are referring to? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He was probably referring to the fact that, when compared to the TMO, you will save, hmmmmm, like $300! Money that I feel is better spent on things that will actually make your car go faster, like exhausts, IC's, or turbos!<br />My GVR-4 chips have always been, and always will be, FREE! Now, isn't that a nice surprise?||68.155.88.244||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||smokindav||08-15-2003||03:43 PM||||Where can I get free logging software and the "$35 cable"?<br /><br />thanks,<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||172.155.210.28||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||08-15-2003||03:55 PM||||Dave, <br />I believe you have to "build" your own cable for about $35 with parts you acquire.  If you are good with that stuff you can do that, get the free (as in no cost and no support) logging software from a couple of different places (they're in the archives here) and a cheap Palm. M100's can be found for $50 (mine was).<br /><br />Pocketlogger was the only choice for me back then and what I'd still choose today since I suck at electronics.||167.142.22.205||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||08-15-2003||05:32 PM||||Free PDA software:<br /><a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/</a><br /><br />$35 cables:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001854" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001854</a><br />I know there's one or 2 other guys on here, besides me, that sell a $35 interface.<br />Those who are a little handier can build their own for just a few dollars using the schematic on the MMcD page.||67.35.26.228||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003011.cgi
A||||7||1312VR4||Damn it. I spoke too soon.||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||08-14-2003||10:08 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||Ok here is what the car is doing, what I have done( parts wise) & what I troubleshot.<br /> I'm tring to figure this out quick, because I need the car to go to work on Monday, but the weekend I'm all tied up s tomorrow is my only hope. So I need some assistance from you folks if at all possible.<br />  OK here is the deal. The car was running great up until this morning. I go to start it & it cranks up, but doesnt start immediatly( which it always has). I will crank it for about 10 secs & it will fire up for about all of 2 sec's. I go to crank it again & it gets better about 5 sec's...same results. After about 2 minutes of doing this it finally fires up & runs like complete ass for about 30 sec's BUT to keep it running I have to keep my foot on the gas pedal for those 30 sec's. After that it will idle @ 500rpm. BUT it idles smoothly UNTIL I go to give it gas, (very little mind you or else it will stall) it stumbles & backfires until I get it up to 2K rpm then it smooths out. I let off of it & it drops to 500rpm & stays there idling fine altough abit low.<br /> After about 10 minutes of idling it will start surging BAD it will go down to 200rpm & swing up to 1300 for about 30 sec's & they resume a nomal idle & not do it again. But remember at high idle it runs GREAT. Its just the start up & low idle/hesitation deal also the F**KING EGT temp's <br /> Vac is at 16@ idle <br /> Here is the kicker for me if I let it sit at idle the temps will reach 1,000 deg..JUST FROM SITTING THERE!!!!!!!!!!!<br />Ok, it DOES have a CEL light right now. But I dont have a logger now to find out what it is.<br /> I have done a pressure test & it checks out fine, no leaks. Also, the fuel system looses fuel pressure after sitting. <br /> I am still using the rest of the 116 octane that was in it ( still have 1/2 tank)<br /> The car has NEW plugwires, coil, plugs, timing belt, water pump & 02 sensor.<br /> I have the ISC bypassed, BUT it has been since day 1 & has never thrown a CEL. I no longer have a MBC, SAFC, TMO ECU, ect. The ONLY thing that isnt "stock" on the car right now is the starion fmic & piping, boost & EGT gauges.<br />   I'm suspecting a faulty 02 sensor ALONG with a fuel pump problem( a loss of pressure after shut down). <br />Any thoughts would be greatly, appreciated.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-14-2003||10:26 PM||||Fuel pressure could be an issue, but if the EGT temps are insane for idle then the timing is probably the problem. I had a similar problem a few months ago... The car would not start when it was hot (it progressed to not starting warm either) and when it did start it would sputter and then finally catch and drive normally. It was my cam angle sensor (CAS). I dont think that a faulty O2 would make the car behave that way, but I could be wrong. As for not having a logger to pull the code with, just go to radio shack and buy a little buzzer or LED. Attach 2 small gator  clips to the wires and hook them up to the opposite (diagonally opposite) terminals on the diagnostic port attached to the fuse box. Read this:    <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html</a>  <br /><br />A long pulse = 10 and a short pulse = 1<br /><br />Good luck.<br /><br />Pull the codes and then pull the fuse for the ECU to reset it. Drive it and see what codes come back. The ones that come back are the pertinent ones and any other were stored for an unknown amount of time.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||08-14-2003||10:33 PM||||Are you still running the stock MAS.  I had similar problems when mine went out.  It ran great until I shut it off, when I went to restart it, it ran like shit. Then when I revved it, it would get better.  I limped it home, but on the way if it would build boost it ran great.  The guy following me said I was throwing 2 foot flames out the tailpipe, and when I stopped the inside of the muffler was glowing red.  I checked everthing, then out of the corner of my eye I noticed the karmen counts were 300+ with the key on but the engine not running.  Replaced with a different MAS and it fixed everthing.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||08-14-2003||10:35 PM||||I'm thinking boost related intake leak, perhaps a loose pipe somewhere... that's my suspicion.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||08-14-2003||10:55 PM||||My guess would be your o2 sensor is dying or dead because you were running a full tank of 116 leaded. Take it out and see if it's coated with gunk then supposedly you can use a torch and burn all the lead and stuff off and it will work fine again.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||08-15-2003||12:17 AM||||I was running the 166 for atleast 7 months with other 02 sensors with no trouble what so ever. But i'm going to check it tomorrow.<br />I  took out the wally & am running a stock pump.<br /> Just to reconfirm. It takes about 2 minutes to loose all fuel pressure after I shut off the car.<br /><br />I know without a doubt that there is NO intake leaks, as stated earlier( I said leaks so sorry I didnt clarify with "leak" I was talking about). <br /><br />I do have the stock UNHACKED MAS,....BUT come to think of it I got it from a Eclipse( I heard they are diffrent but not sure how). I have my hacked VR4 MAS( that I know for a fact is good) that i'm going to put in it tomorrow, to see if it improves it any.<br /> I was shooting flames out the exhaust( about 4-5 foot as per the neighbor's scared child  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )<br />  <br />slvrblt, thank you for the "quick" CEL diag. <br /><br />I'm in the process of working on the car, so i'll post any updates/problems that I find.<br /><br />Thank you for all the help.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||08-15-2003||01:21 AM||||The easiest thing to do would be to start with the CEL, that should point you in the right direction. <br /><br /><a href="http://vfaq.com/index-main.html" target="_blank">http://vfaq.com/index-main.html</a><br /><br />My guess would be that the wire to the coolant temp sensor broke on the front of the t-stat housing. That can make the car hard, if not impossible to start when cold. If you crank it too much, and can cause some of the other symptoms you described, since it's dumping fuel. It's very common since the wire gets hard and brittle, and snaps. Good luck.||68.134.172.1||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||08-15-2003||01:41 AM||||Just try your old MAS before you do anything, since you have one it's probably the easiest thing to try.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum2/003012.cgi
A||||1||slvrblt||in and out pipes||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||08-14-2003||10:19 PM||||I have searched (maybe not good enough) and found nothing that I thought would help me so here goes...<br /><br /><br />I need exhaust and IC pipes. <br /><br />I want to run 2.25 Ic pipes (I will have a b16g soon) and a 3" DP with a cutout for racing. Where can I get the IC pipes ? How do I measure the angles of mandrel bends of any pipes (specifically on my car if I decide to do a full custom exhaust) ? I have read on here that the 1G DP does and does not work. I have also read that the 2G DP does and does not work. So which is it ? I would think the 1G looks like it would fit better, but some have had issues with it.<br /><br />Thanks for your thoughts.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||08-15-2003||02:13 AM||||cooler pipes.. i guess u can just go to an exhuast shop and ask them for bends.. if ur gonna follow existing route... just count the type of bends you need etc..<br /><br />eg. 2x 45 degrees<br />    4x 90 degrees etc.. <br />(makes it much easier if u plan it first)<br /><br />then you can connect them via <br />* WELDING<br />* HOSE + CLAMPS <br /><br />i cant weld so i just clamped mine..<br /><br />as for down pipe.. 3" DP is quite a tight fit.. i would rather a 2.5" (current setup).. best thing to do is get the dump pipe made on a rig from an exhaust shop.. and get them to have the wastegate pipe running down about 30cm for best flow.. then connect into the exhuast there.. this would be most effective..<br /><br />but for ease and savings.... get an evo dump pipe and port it..<br /><br />in australia we dont have 2g's.. but from what i've read.. 2g's use t25's.. therefor different turbo altogether..<br /><br />so only 1g's would work..<br /><br />hope i got that right.. hope it helps..||203.166.63.207||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/003013.cgi
A||||7||kartorium31||high knock||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||08-14-2003||10:32 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Here's the deal, she is getting high knock counts.  Counts sometimes in the 20s but mostly under like 19.  I have a 190 pump, stock boost and ic, k&N and 2.5" catback.  At wot my o2 goes to about .92 and it seems like the counts might even be worse at part throttle.  I just need some ideas about getting this straightened out.  BTW my fuel trims are like 119 or so.  Any thoughts on how to decrease these counts would be nice.||12.144.137.196||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-14-2003||10:41 PM||||Do you hear tapping under the hood?  Lifter tick?<br /><br />The the fuel you are running, I don't see how you could ever get real knock unless you had a rock in your fuel filter. Or maybe a bad injector.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-14-2003||10:50 PM||||For reference, how much boost are you running ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||08-15-2003||12:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> For reference, how much boost are you running ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Quick, delete your post before anyone else reads it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||08-15-2003||12:55 AM||||Well, I see in his signature it says 12psi, but most peoples signatures are not up to date on that kinda thing.<br /><br /><br />ummm ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||RTS182G-VR4||08-15-2003||01:03 AM||||it also says stock boost and ic in his post, just to let ya know.  asked my mechanic and he says it is most likely lifter tick or something else, not real knock though...||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||08-15-2003||09:40 AM||||Is this happening on various tanks of gas?  For example, last friday I filled up with 8 gallons of what was supposed to be 93 at a really reliable shell station nearby.  I couldn't get the car into positive manifold pressure without shooting to 20-25 counts of knock.  0 counts pulling into the station, 20 pulling out.  Needless to say I was pissed.  It took 4 1/2 gallons of leaded 110 on a half a tank to get back to the fuel adjustments I was using prior to filling up.  I must have gotten the bare bottom of the tank or something.<br /><br />Just an example of how bad - bad gas can be.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||08-15-2003||11:22 PM||||It looks more like just massive heat soak during the hot days, cause this mornin i got on it and she was only getting 1-3 counts in 3rd.  It's odd because i can't hear anything that could be phantom knock and my boost is at stock level.  Could boost leaks cause excessive knock, like maybe the extra heat fromt the weather combined with the extra spooling just makes to much hot air?||206.66.62.76||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum2/003014.cgi
A||||15||chadhayashi||Keydiver...||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||08-14-2003||11:39 PM||||do you have a list of everything you can modify w/ your ECU changes?||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-15-2003||01:53 AM||||I don't get why people can't just send Jeff a PM.  Every other post is "Hey keydriver!"||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-15-2003||03:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I don't get why people can't just send Jeff a PM.  Every other post is "Hey keydriver!" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL. His PM's are probably full from all the people.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||dsm_rally||08-15-2003||09:20 AM||||I don't get why people always have to be so critical on message boards.  So he didn't PM Jeff, get over it.  Maybe instead of criticizing him you could just suggest he try a PM.||63.174.7.252||reg||1||dsm_rally||00001254||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-15-2003||10:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsm_rally:<br /><strong> I don't get why people always have to be so critical on message boards.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't get why people have to be such little girls and cry about a little criticism on message boards.  I didn't say, "Why didn't you send him a PM, clownshoes!"  I merely questioned why all those people that like to make a post for our friend Jeff can't send him a PM like the rest of us do to get people's attention.<br /><br />If the shoes fit, wear them.  Otherwise STFU.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-15-2003||12:23 PM||||I think that's hillarious.  It's only "critical" if you're lacking a sense of humor.<br /><br />Anyhow, I think I can answer the question...<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> do you have a list of everything you can modify w/ your ECU changes? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, he does.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||08-15-2003||12:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> do you have a list of everything you can modify w/ your ECU changes? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK, I'm going to answer this question publicly, because it seems alot of people are asking lately. Hopefully, in the future, more people will try the search function   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />1) rev limit change (7500 is stock)<br />2) stutterbox/clutchcut rpm - you can only choose ONE rpm for BOTH<br />3) octane reset<br />4) A/C cutout at 90% throttle for 3 seconds, although the percentage and the time are variable<br />5) factory boost gauge can be changed to an O2 or knock sum gauge. The scaling can be customized, but the knock sum is typically 5 per LED.<br />6) fuelcut removed<br />7) injector/MAS compensation (still under construction, but available shortly) - this will make the car run like stock on a 2G MAS, or with whatever injectors you have.<br />I think thats it, but I'm always working on new stuff   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.155.88.244||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||08-15-2003||12:51 PM||||Okay, I'll be the first to get flaimed.<br /><br />What is the octain reset?||12.34.246.36||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||08-15-2003||01:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> What is the octain reset? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you get a tank of bad gas the ECU will lower your timing for several hundred miles to compensate for the bad gas (knock).  This means a loss of power even after the bad gas has run its course.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||08-15-2003||01:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Okay, I'll be the first to get flaimed.<br /><br />What is the octain reset? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a value used by the computer to determine the amount of Timing advance allowed. Jeff has it so it is always reset to max value upon startup of the car. <br /><br /><br />If for some reason I'm wrong about this may I be banned by the search gods  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||mikeyoung00||08-15-2003||02:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsm_rally:<br /><strong> I don't get why people always have to be so critical on message boards.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't get why people have to be such little girls and cry about a little criticism on message boards...<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">heehee...you mean like the criticism of your criticism? Is that you being a little girl and crying about a little criticism? I'm just a newbie here and you have those five stars and all, so maybe I should stick my clown foot in my mouth and stfu. But I always get a hoot out of people who whine about whiners.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />I know when I ask Jeff a question via post its because I already did a search, couldn't find an answer, and figured if I had this particular question now somebody else might in the future. Just trying to save old Jeff (who must be busy as hell with this crowd) a little time and effort downstream.   <br /><br />Hey, Ryan...your post was pretty hilarious, too!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||08-15-2003||04:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> ]heehee...you mean like the criticism of your criticism? Is that you being a little girl and crying about a little criticism? I'm just a newbie here and you have those five stars and all, so maybe I should stick my clown foot in my mouth and stfu. But I always get a hoot out of people who whine about whiners.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wasn't whining about it - I was telling dsm_rally to keep his suggestions to himself, since I wasn't even being critical in the first place, and I already told the original poster to send a PM!  LOL!||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||iceman69510||08-15-2003||05:34 PM||||So, back to topic...<br /><br />How many of these can be combined on one chip, all/any?<br />I am real keen on the 2g mas and the LED knock count upgrade when available, plus some others.  Probably 1, 5, 6, 7 together.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||08-15-2003||08:50 PM||||Yes, all are available simultaneously!<br />But, just ONE gauge, and just ONE stutterbox rpm.||67.35.26.228||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||chadhayashi||08-18-2003||12:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I don't get why people can't just send Jeff a PM.  Every other post is "Hey keydriver!" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||08-18-2003||02:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I don't get why people can't just send Jeff a PM.  Every other post is "Hey keydriver!" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No problem.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/003015.cgi
A||||5||Forced Style||Galant GSX grill (maybe JDM too)||||1||||Forced Style||00001652
Z||000000||Forced Style||08-15-2003||06:40 AM||wickedlikwid@hotmail.com||My 90 GSX hasnt had an emblem on the front grill since i got it, when i was lining up a small emblem for it, i noticed the outline of a rather large mitsu star, then got online, found a picture of a JDM galant with the same black finned grill and a LARGE chrome diamond star, its blingin and i want one, but i lost the image, the whole page was in japanese and i dont remember what i searched for exactly, if anyone could give me a part number or put up a pic of the grill with a star on it, Thanks for the help!<br />heres mine<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1033" alt=" - " />||208.231.176.41||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||08-15-2003||10:55 AM||||I think that they (big stars) came on 89,90 galants, I saw a few in Poughkeepsie NY and they had that big blinging star.||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-15-2003||12:19 PM||||I swear I saw one on Ebay just yesterday.  I believe I found it wading through pages of a "galant" search.<br /><br />Ah, <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33643&item=2427417338" target="_blank">here it is</a>... enjoy.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||08-15-2003||05:37 PM||||Those huge chrome ones are used on all the new ('03 and up) Mitsus.  Just go to the dealer, find one you like and...uh, order one from the parts guy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||1101||08-15-2003||05:40 PM||||I took that star off my 89 gs when I bought it. I still may have it around somewhere, I will have to look. If I do have it it's red because I just saw one today on another galant.  <br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000005||Forced Style||08-16-2003||01:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I swear I saw one on Ebay just yesterday.  I believe I found it wading through pages of a "galant" search.<br /><br />Ah, <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33643&item=2427417338" target="_blank">here it is</a>... enjoy. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope, thanx but that's the small one, the one from the front grill is like.. 4 or 5 inches.. its BIG and it doesnt stick on, it bolts on from the back..||208.231.176.14||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes



ubb/Forum2/003016.cgi
A||||2||jared4G63||stock 4G63,NO TURBO||||3||||jared4G63||00002047
Z||000000||jared4G63||08-15-2003||08:11 AM||jaredjirad1021@yahoo.com||WHAT CAN I DO W/ MY ENGINE SO THAT I CAN INCREASE THE HORSES?AS I'VE SAID BEFORE I'M IN THE PHILIPPINES AND I HAVE A GALANT GTi W/ A 4G63 ENGINE.GUYS PLEASE GIVE ME THE SPECS SO THATY I CAN INCREASE THE HORSES OF MY ENGINE,I'LL BE IN THE U.S. BY SEPT OR OCT DEPENDING ON MY FLIGHT SCHEDULE.SPECS W/OUT THE TURBO,YES I,LL PORT AND POLISH THE HEAD.B16 ENGINE BY HONDA CAN BEAT ME DUE TO OUR HEAVY BODY,HELP US HERE IN THE PHILIPPINES.THANKS A LOT||202.81.160.17||reg||3||jared4G63||00002047||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-15-2003||08:37 AM||||Jared, unfortunately there's not too much you can do to gain a measurable feel in horsepower. If I were you I'd try to make the car handle better with struts and springs, tires or just sell the motor and install a turbo at which point you'll have a fast FWD car. <br /><br />You can port the head and install high compression pistons, high lift cams and you'll still only be up about 20-30hp at the MAX. which isnt worth the thousands of dollars and time spent on it.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||08-15-2003||09:03 AM||||You might have better luck checking out the non turbo DSM sites.<br /><br />Unless you want to spend wods of cash, there are no simple mods to get you a large gain in power.<br /><br />I have normal asperated car again, and I havn't had one in awhile.  So far, all I have done is a K&N filter in the stock box.  For exhaust you can just replace the muffler with a high flowing one.  No need to get a whole new bigger exhaust.  Also you can install high flow cat(s) too.  Also headers is a nice NA upgrade. I'd like to get one for my car, but they cost $450!!!!!||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/003032.cgi
A||||6||agrabau||Alternator Wires &quot;L and S&quot;||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-16-2003||01:09 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Can someone tell me what these two are for? On the factory harness they're on the plastic connector going into the alternator. I think that the S is to ignition but I'm not sure about the L.. <br /><br />Tank you vebby much. <br /><br />Al||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-16-2003||04:39 PM||||bump||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||smokindav||08-18-2003||10:31 AM||||<a href="http://home.earthlink.net/~davidmflaherty/images/" target="_blank">http://home.earthlink.net/~davidmflaherty/images/</a><br /><br />jpeg and bitmap pix of charging ckt.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||66.32.91.236||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||08-18-2003||10:45 AM||||Thanks Dave!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||number3||08-18-2003||10:54 AM||||Just to let you know I spent 45 mins. looking for my CD rom to find the answer. Fucking things grow legs. I am on my 3rd CD manual...<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-18-2003||11:11 AM||||Make a backup.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||08-18-2003||11:22 AM||||Thanks for lookin Harry.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003018.cgi
A||||5||neonturbo1995||Stupid F'ing question....||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-15-2003||11:57 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||Alright, I do not have a factory manual with my GVR4, so I am going to ask a very stupid question because I do not have time to research it.  Flame away!<br /><br />What is the engine oil capacity on the GVR4?  I need to change the oil and this is kind of an important piece of info!||66.2.65.216||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-15-2003||12:08 PM||||4.5 Qts.  (more or less)||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||08-15-2003||12:14 PM||||here's your soft flame: <br /><a href="http://WWW.manualcd.com/gift/dsm" target="_blank">WWW.manualcd.com/gift/dsm</a><br /><br />Usually get almost 5 qts in.  <br /><br />Additional mild flame: until it hits the upper notch on the dipstick   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  j/k<br /><br />I always buy 6 qts and filter. Get almost 5 in there and add the rest over the next 2 weeks! Thirsty motor.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.205||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-15-2003||12:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> until it hits the upper notch on the dipstick    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Ant||08-15-2003||12:25 PM||||You guys get 5 qts in your engine ?<br />My car has always taken 4 qts and it's filled to the top line on the dipstick.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||08-15-2003||01:21 PM||||With filter change I get about 4.5 in there, but usually add just a touch extra, so I'm over the top notch. <br /><br />Neon, I know you were just wanting to know how much to buy...just ribbing you a little - nicely. Just in fun.  <br />How goes the exhaust leak?||167.142.22.205||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/003019.cgi
A||||24||GVR1643||GM synchromesh||||5||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||08-15-2003||02:31 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I know there were/are a few people running this. How do you like it and have you run BG before or after to compare to.  I can pick the GM up local vs ordering.  My white one shifts like crap, so this is step one: new and better fluids.<br />TIA||167.142.22.205||reg||5||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-15-2003||04:21 PM||||I used the GM fluid in my tranny rebuild.  It's been 15k miles and this tranny is super awesome.  I think I have missed like one shift, ever.  I'd recommend the fluid, but I don't know how much bearing it has on the shifting compared to having the rebuild itself done right.<br /><br />I haven't used it but my brother says the BG and Redline fluids sucked in his tranny.  I'm not sure what he is using now, I kinda quit paying attention after enough tranny rebuilds and swaps.  LOL!||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||08-15-2003||04:39 PM||||At about 120k my tranny was shifting horibbly, missing gears, grinding, sometimes just not going.  Since then I've used gm syncromesh (non-synthetic kind) and it's licky-split shifting.  It shifts as well as I think you can expect an untouched gearbox, especially one with 174k miles.<br /><br />Sorry I don't have comparo info for your actual question, but the stuff does work well.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||08-15-2003||05:23 PM||||Hey thanks for the input...I'll probably just pick some up this w/e and try it. Only out $20 and some labor if it doesn't improve things.  Just the easiest and cheapest step to begin with.  This thing probably has 130K on the original gear oil!!!||167.142.22.205||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||08-15-2003||08:57 PM||||When I did my 2600 and flywheel I put in GM synchromesh and it works great! No missed shifts, grinded gears, etc.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||08-15-2003||09:33 PM||||To clarify, is this made by General Motors, or not?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||08-15-2003||10:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> To clarify, is this made by General Motors, or not? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oddly enough, it is.  Looks like they got something right!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Although I wouldn't be too sure that is actually *manufactured* by them...||12.92.28.231||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||08-15-2003||10:58 PM||||They also got something else right - its called a Z06 !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||1312VR4||08-15-2003||11:25 PM||||Syncromesh all the way!!!!!<br /><br />Oh, Z06...me love you long time   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||08-16-2003||09:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> To clarify, is this made by General Motors, or not? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">this is made by pennzoil for gm.  you can find it at autozone, o'reillys, i dont think pep boys has it.  some have mentioned a synthetic version out, i have not seen it, and there is no mention of it on the pennzoil web site.  the reg stuff costs 5$/qt||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||dlpinckney||08-16-2003||01:07 PM||||Last time I checked, everyone's favorite place - Wal-Mart, even had the Pennzoil version.  It's even called Synchromesh.  My local Cheverolet dealer charges like $11 a quart for the GM version, and like Ken said the Pennzoil version is around $5.  I have always used the GM Synchromesh, however I won 3 qts of the BG Synchroshift at the Capital Area DSM meet, so I will be trying that next time around.||63.188.81.95||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||08-17-2003||12:02 AM||||Yikes, I was going to the local GM dealer tomorrow to buy their version at $9 a quart. Guess I'll make a trip to Wally world.||167.142.21.168||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000012||Romanova||08-17-2003||12:07 AM||||Luckily I work for Chevy... so I get everything at cost. Anyone need new MAFs?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||08-17-2003||12:10 AM||||I was thinking of tring some in the Nissan Spec V.  I'm not 100% happy with the shifting.  While it never grinds, it does seem just a little notchy.<br /><br />Anyone forsee any problems with this?<br /><br />btw, I agree it does improve the Mitsu tranny.  I'm running it right now in my John Shepherd tranny rebuild.  It shifts like a dream.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||08-17-2003||02:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Luckily I work for Chevy... so I get everything at cost. Anyone need new MAFs?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Since you started thread-jacking...  what IS the cost of a 3" or 3.5" GM MAF? (MAFT compatible, of course)||67.162.74.201||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||Romanova||08-17-2003||10:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Luckily I work for Chevy... so I get everything at cost. Anyone need new MAFs?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Since you started thread-jacking...  what IS the cost of a 3" or 3.5" GM MAF? (MAFT compatible, of course) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Have to check on Monday...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000016||Tommyquest||08-17-2003||07:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Luckily I work for Chevy... so I get everything at cost. Anyone need new MAFs?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Since you started thread-jacking...  what IS the cost of a 3" or 3.5" GM MAF? (MAFT compatible, of course) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Have to check on Monday...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, please check  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.44.48.131||reg||10||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000017||GVR1643||08-18-2003||01:38 AM||||Well I got some Synchromesh in the tranny today (it's 96 degrees here today!!) and I wouldn't have belived it if I hadn't driven it myself, BUT it works 1000x better!<br />I was assuming the fluid in there was original and it was black as crude oil.  This GM stuff scared me it seem so thin and ran down the fill tube real quick.  <br />The tranny went from having to really force it into gear sometimes (almost ready to use my right foot and hand to shove it in) to just sliding into gear nicely. Tranny is still a little notchy, but not bad at all. I let the wife drive it and she said it felt better than hers - guess I need to put some in hers now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />So, I for one and a VERY happy user of this and would defininately give it 2 thumbs up.||167.142.22.95||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000018||slvrblt||08-21-2003||02:56 AM||||I just might replace my BG SS (2, the new stuff) with the GM stuff. The BG SS II I have in the car now did not change anything from gear oil that was previously in there.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000019||atsiauto||08-21-2003||08:40 PM||||went to wally world here in Va today they aint have the pennzoil version for shit , anyone got that hook up ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000020||wtgvr4me03||08-21-2003||10:55 PM||||autozone in va has it.||68.10.180.219||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000021||atsiauto||08-22-2003||06:35 PM||||your right I bought 5 liters of it . made a difference thanks.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000022||cevic||08-25-2003||11:38 PM||||There are two kinds of GM Synchromesh GM12345349 and GM9985648. Which one should I use for GVR4? What about Pennzoil Synchromesh?||24.124.42.112||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000023||Dan D||08-26-2003||01:20 AM||||which ever specifies non-synthetic||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000024||Sam Sayes||08-26-2003||11:34 AM||||The non synthetic would be GM12345349<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/sayes/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/sayes/</a>||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
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A||||5||grndsm||DSM Power Steering rack in GVR4||||1||||grndsm||00000540
Z||000000||grndsm||08-15-2003||04:41 PM||grndsm@yahoo.com||Guys, I am know that the general topic of AWS removal has been beaten to death, but I do have a quick question on a related issue.<br /><br />My Galant has a severe leak from one of the rusted through high pressure lines on the rack.  Unfortunately, it is not one of those lines that going to the rear (or I would have removed and plugged them).  Replacing those lines involves removing at least one of the brackets that hold the PS rack in the frame, if I am going to do that, I may just as well replace the entire rack with a nearly new DSM rack that I have sitting around.<br /><br />So my question is this: will I be able to �bolt on� a DSM PS rack?  Will the PS lines to the pump line up or am I in for a surprise?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000001||grndsm||08-17-2003||09:55 PM||||Come on guys, someone must have a DSM PS rack in their Galant or at least know of someone else who has it!<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||141.157.187.40||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-17-2003||10:00 PM||||Bump.. comon Leon's helped thousands of DSMers someone has to know this!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||08-17-2003||10:10 PM||||Hey just seen the post and YES a DSM power rack will work if you have deleted 4WS.  The DSM rack doesn't have the second set of lines coming off of it.  Good luck man, Kris||65.152.107.235||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000004||teet||08-18-2003||01:00 AM||||I've got one bolted in my rally car.  granted its never turned a wheel...but everything bolted up fine.<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000005||grndsm||09-02-2003||11:13 PM||||For the achieves, this as many have mentioned, this ended up being a direct fit!  Minus the AWD system of course  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .<br /><br />So no surprises, just one heck of a PITA job!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Leon<br />RR||151.199.29.79||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
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A||||4||snakedelong||problems with acceleration||||1||||snakedelong||00000987
Z||000000||snakedelong||08-15-2003||06:02 PM||||Okay I finally got everything up and running good for 1 day, and now she's back down.  The bearings on the water pump were beyond shot.  In fact I was sitting in the driveway and the bearings just fell on the ground.  Anyway, I changed the water pump, which of course means taking off the timing belt and everthing else.  Well I have it all back together and now evertime I give it gas it is really rough.  If I drive down the street and try to boost it just starts to sputter really bad.  I don't know what it is.  I Read that if your off by one tooth on the timing then it will cause you to either idle bad or when you start to boost things get bad.  I guess that the timing could be an issue, but it is not consistent.  The problem just keeps getting worse.  If I just push the gas peddle it sputters.  Please give me some suggestions.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000001||BlingBling||08-15-2003||06:52 PM||||Sounds like maybe you don't have your timing right.  Make sure it is exact, because if it's not, well I think you know.<br /><br />Just to clear things up, if your timing is off, then your cams are off causing your valve to open at incorrect times.||63.207.100.85||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000002||snakedelong||08-15-2003||07:28 PM||||The only reason that I am not so sure that it is the timing is because it got worse.  If it was the timing then wouldn't it tend to do the same thing?  Like when I first got it back together it ran great until the boost started to come on.  Now it is just crappy all around.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000003||snakedelong||08-15-2003||07:34 PM||||Oh and I also flushed out the radiator while I was doing changing the water pump.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||08-15-2003||09:20 PM||||i'd check plugs and plug wires.  sounds like the wires are breaking down internally, so it breaks up under less and less load.  if your exh cam is off one tooth, and this is the most common scenario, it will idle like doodoo, but above about 3k, it will pull really hard, and be very smooth.  if the intake cam is off, it will idle very smooth, but have no power.  if both are off, you will not be able to wipe your butt clean.  ever.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
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A||||2||slackr||o2 sensor test lead||||1||||slackr||00000595
Z||000000||slackr||08-15-2003||09:32 PM||slackrr@earthlink.net||where is the o2 sensor test lead located?||128.175.241.182||reg||1||slackr||00000595||yes
Z||000001||number3||08-15-2003||10:06 PM||||It is located near the ECU under the glove box area and the wire is green.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||slackr||08-15-2003||10:13 PM||||thanks thats were i thought it was||128.175.241.34||reg||1||slackr||00000595||yes
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A||||7||Craig91||Creeking when turning the wheel...||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||08-15-2003||09:57 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||This noise I noticed started happening yesterday.  When moving at very low speeds (from a stop or coming to a stop) and even at a complete stop, when I turn the steering wheel, a creeking type noise comes from what appears to be the front left wheel.  It sounds just like if you were to walk across a creeky wood floor in your house.  I would hope it wouldn't be anything like a CV joint, or wheel bearing, because they were replaced when the previous owner did a 5-lug conversion 1100 miles ago.  He told me 2 days ago that when I brought the car for him to change fluids, that he noticed that the front left ball joint is starting to go.  I'm getting that replaced early next week, but is that a possible cause of the noise?<br /><br />I just wanna try and eliminate whatever it could be with anything you guys suggest to look at.  I'm hoping it's nothing serious, but I'm gonna take a better look around tomorrow early afternoon when I get out of work.<br /><br />Thanks in advance!||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||08-16-2003||03:56 PM||||No one has any ideas???||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||08-16-2003||03:59 PM||||If it makes any difference, I have the exact smae problem.  I spent about 30 minutes under the car last night and couldn't see anything wrong.  However, I am no professonal mechanic, so that doesn't mean there isn't anything wrong.  My creaking noise sounds like it is coming from the PS unit itself.  I was a bit low on fluid and topped it off, but that didn't make any difference.  I am at a loss as to what it is.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||08-16-2003||04:14 PM||||Well mine makes the noise even with the car off I found out earlier.  If I push down on the fender or hood the car will make the noise.  So that leads me to believe it's gotta be suspension related.  I got the idea from someone else it could be that balljoint, just making noise now.  It only makes the noise on the driver's side of the car.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||08-16-2003||04:15 PM||||Tie rod end. Jack front of car up and put your hand on the end. Have someone else turn the steering wheel.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||08-16-2003||04:26 PM||||I'll try to do that later, but I don't know if I will have a chance to.  If it is that..do you have any idea what the cost of the part is, as well as typical cost of repair?||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||08-16-2003||08:11 PM||||Twenty bucks, takes no more than 30mins if you are slow. Measure the rod length several times before you change anything. Make sure you adjust new rod end to that same length and you won't have to get an alignment.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||Craig91||08-16-2003||08:57 PM||||Hmm...I'll look into it more tomorrow after I get outta work.  Is it something I can get at Advance Auto, or Autozone, or should I go stricly OEM?<br /><br />And this is a really newbie type of question, but where exactly is it and are there any specialty tools I need?  I looked on <a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com" target="_blank">www.plymouthlaser.com</a> and is it the same process?||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
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A||||5||229of1000||Lo-Tek gauge pod warning - can kill your seat belts!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-15-2003||10:30 PM||||I figured out something quite interesting tonight as I removed more parts from the '92.  If you have the lo-tek (www.gaugepods.com) dual gauge pod for our cars, DON'T use the screws and holes they provide.  The screw in between the gauges is not long enough to hit the frame of the car, and it is not a self tapping screw so it wouldn't go in anyway.<br /><br />Here's the important part - if you screw in the top screw, you will be screwing it directly into part of the seat belt system.  Lo and behold, as I was got the screw half out, my "dead for six months" seat belt flew forward and about clocked me in the head.  When I got the trim panel off it was obvious.<br /><br />So basically if you mount this thing up the way they tell you to, it's screwed into A) nothing and B) your seat belt wiring.  Lovely!  I would suggesting removing your a-pillar trim and perhaps attaching it with some sort of adhesive.<br /><br />I hope this helps somebody!||12.92.28.231||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-15-2003||11:22 PM||||I just used a smaller screw(1/4") & screwed it into the plastic pillar & have had no trouble.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||08-16-2003||01:57 AM||||I tried to just screw the top one into the trim, but it hit some black metal box at the end of the seatbelt track.  I just drilled a hole into the box and screwed the pod down again.  No problems so far, the seatbelt works fine, but YMMV.||64.75.2.10||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-16-2003||04:43 AM||||3M adhesive and velcro work wonders.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||number3||08-16-2003||06:46 AM||||This subject just came up pn the the GVR4 list, actually. (maybe by the same guys) I used pop rivets to hold mine on. I am using a TEL piece they didn't have GVR4 specific peices at the time.<br /><br />I also don't have the track belts! (yeah) One of my best mods was to remove them.<br /><br />Here is a picture.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_inside.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_inside.jpg</a><br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||08-17-2003||10:05 PM||||Nice, Harry!  Yea, that was me over on the list as well.  Sorry for not responding to your post, but the digest has no attachments, so I didn't know what your post was.  Anyway, nice job.  Did you just cut the bottom off that TEL pod?||69.59.219.239||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
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A||||16||crucible||Stutterbox launching?||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||08-15-2003||10:39 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||After reading some posts about Keydiver chip mods I dont understand what the stutterbox option does or how you use it.I dont have the mod chip yet but just curious about how this functions <br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||number3||08-15-2003||11:07 PM||||It allows you to build boost at the starting line.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||08-15-2003||11:09 PM||||Turn the key on. Then you push in the clutch and hit the gas pedal. You will notice the stock boost gauge going up every time you hit the gas pedal. When there are no segments lit up the rev limiter will be set to 4000 rpms. Each time you hit the gas pedal the limiter will rise 500 rpms all the way up to 6000 rpm. When you are sitting still with the clutch pushed in it will only rev to the set limit. When you launch it will return to the top rev limit. When you hit the clutch to shift it will only rev to 6000 rpm making it eaiser to speed shift. I hope that helps.||63.159.36.52||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||08-15-2003||11:09 PM||||When the clutch is depressed you can floor the gas and the RPM's will bounce at a set RPM.  Then you either (A) slip the clutch and take off or (B) you dump the clutch and hold on for dear life...  either way you take off like a bat out of hell.||68.76.176.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||91GVR4||08-16-2003||12:06 PM||||I have Keydiver's chip an it is great! Here's how it goes. You sit at the line with the clutch pushed in and the gas pedal on the floor. Your RPM holds at what ever you have him set it at, in my case 4k rpm(you should see the looks I can get at stoplights  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ). When you let the clutch out your engine is free to rev to the set upper rev limit. I find the best part of this mod is shifting. See, when I push the clutch I get a 4k limit, so if I am at say 6k rpm and go to shift the car tries to drop my rpm to 4k. So you can power shift with out ever lifting on the gas, the ECU now does all the work for you. It lets you do high power shifts lightning fast, if your trany can take it of course.||12.65.19.150||reg||14||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||08-16-2003||12:17 PM||||My tranny can take the shifts just fine, but I find that the speed shifting often causes knock in the next gear.  At the track I could only speed shift 3-4 because the 1-2 made the clutch slip a little bit through 2nd and the 2-3 caused knock.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||08-16-2003||07:19 PM||||The knock you mention, Paul, brings to mind another question I have had about stutter box launches and shifts. How does the rev limiter do its job? <br /><br />I ask because Honda uses a fuel cut. And when you are boosting the last thing you want is fuel cut and an instant lean condition. Bouncing a honda with forced induction off the rev limiter for any time at all is a pretty sure way to create enough detonation to break piston corners, rings, etc. Maybe the Mitsu engines are different?||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||08-16-2003||11:50 PM||||Keydiver's mods remove the fuel cut.  You need to make sure you can log what's going on with you motor before you get to this step.<br /><br />EDIT:<br />Wow I must have been drinking before I posted this one!!! Ignore - not relevant!||167.142.21.168||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||crucible||08-17-2003||12:25 AM||||Uh, so every time Im stopped and have the clutch out my engine will always rev to that setpoint?That doesnt sound useful for normal daily driving or am I missing something?<br />I have a logger but I dont have any plans on using this mod yet.Way too many things to fix right now.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.3.36||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||08-17-2003||02:34 AM||||Clutch IN.  Engine won't automatically rev to the set point, you'll have to have your foot on the go pedal.||67.162.74.201||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||turboren||09-12-2003||09:04 AM||||Maybe this is just a dumb question because I have never driven a car with one, but isn't the stutterbox kinda superfluous?  I mean, it isn't that hard to hold a specific rpm while at the line.  Am I missing something here?<br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.101||reg||8||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000011||14bCrazy||09-12-2003||09:19 AM||||You think its easy to hold the exact RPM every time you go to the line? I geuss your a better man than me. To me it one less thing that you have to worry about.||162.83.78.40||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000012||turboren||09-12-2003||09:29 AM||||It's not like the tach is tiny on our cars.  And after a while you get used to the sound of the engine.  I don't race for a living, though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Does this help you build more boost (because you are at WOT) than you could by simply holding the throttle?<br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.99||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000013||14bCrazy||09-12-2003||09:37 AM||||Yes it does build boost. The thing is that you just floor it and thats it. If you spin lower the limit. If you bog raise it. You don't have to wonder if you left at 5000 or 5300. If you look at Pro drag cars (Except Nitro cars) you will notice they all use a two step.||162.83.78.40||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||09-12-2003||10:13 AM||||Yes, IMHO it is much easier to launch with the stutterbox, because you can keep the car floored for the whole pass.  Not only that, the only variable you'll change during launch is how you come off the clutch pedal.  I'm still not a good drag driver (need much practice), and I launch much more consistently with the stutterbox.  <br /><br />I plan on using the Keydiver 2-step for launching and the MSD limiter (on the cruise switch) for WOT shifting.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||09-12-2003||11:11 AM||||Howard,<br />I finally caved in, and wrote the extra code to make the GVR-4 chip have a separate clutchcut and launch rpm. Most guys were finding that the 5000 or so launch rpm was a little too low when flat-shifting between gears. Let me know if you want to try it.<br />So, basically it is now a 3-step limiter:<br />1) the lowest limit (typically ~5K) is when you are at the line (not moving) and have the clutch pushed in<br />2) the next limit is whenever you're moving and have the clutch pushed in (typically 6K)<br />3) the highest limit is the normal rev limiter, whenever the clutch is NOT pushed in. Stock is 7500, typical is 7800 or 8000.||67.34.18.39||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||psycopyro182||09-12-2003||12:38 PM||||ive never gotten to acctually launch a car with a stutter box but ive seen it done, and ive also seen some of my friends (who cant launch at all, and can barely drive well for that matter) get in a car with a stutterbox and Launch beautifuly. it really helps and it lets you keep you mind on other things. <br />they sound really cool too||204.196.73.118||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
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A||||9||markrieb||Front Strut Tower Bar||||1||||markrieb||00000010
Z||000000||markrieb||08-16-2003||12:15 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||A year or more back we had some discussions on front strut tower bars.  Specifically will an STB for a Talon/Eclipse fit the GVR-4.<br /><br />I had bought a front STB for a Talon/Eclipse.  The bar is the correct length and angle, the problem lies in the mounting plate that bolts to the strut top.  My bar had a 1/4 arc plate with two bolt holes.  One of the bolt holes lines up with a strut bolt, the other over the black rubber plug/hole in the strut tower.<br /><br />I had originally done a drawing for a full circle mounting plate here and Mark Minns then modified it to make it fit.  My plate was round, and the strut top is oval shaped.  My fault for trying to use the 1/4 arc plate to model my plate and not actually  checking the fit.<br /><br />I had some free time at work and access to one of the fabricators from work, so we actually made the plates this week.  Attached are a couple of pictures of what things look like now.  It is amazing what you can accomplish with some scrap laying around the shop and a couple of hours of a craftsmans time.<br /><br />Here is the before picture with the Talon/Eclipse plate.  You may need to go to the full sized picture to see the details on the bar, Warning the original is pretty big.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1035" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1035&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Here is just the plate on the floor, before I mounted the bar.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1036" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1036&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Here is a closeup of what your welds should look like. If you can spend 1000 hours a year for the last 25 years welding...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1037" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1037&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />And finally the end product mounted to the car.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1038" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1038&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />If somebody else wants the drawing, yell at Mark Minns...  I'll also dig through my archives and try to post it to the files section here.  I'll make it a .pdf, but just make sure you print it 100% and check to make sure it fits before you cut it out of metal.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.86.61||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-16-2003||01:20 AM||||Interesting... the TEL bar I have just flipped right over and worked on my GVR4.  Unfortunately I have no idea what brand it is or where it came from, but I can provide pictures if anyone cares.<br /><br />[edit] Doh - that IS my bar.  I didn't look at your pictures before you modified it closely enough.  What kind of handling gain do you expect from having it go all the way around the tower?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||08-16-2003||01:32 AM||||the trust/GReddy bar fits like a charm.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-16-2003||02:41 AM||||The bar in the top pic looks exactly like the one on my car and I also have an extra sitting in my garage (brand new). The guys I bought it (only paid for one) from sent me the wrong size (thickness) 3 times and I finally gave up on getting the right one. I used one on my car, one is for a Integra (I think), and the other is in my garage waiting for a new home...??? $20+shipping if anyone wants it.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||markrieb||08-16-2003||11:35 AM||||Any strut tower bar is supposed to tie the strut towers together to keep them from flexing.  Better yet is a strut tower bar that also ties in/triangulates to the firewall.<br /><br />the full circle plate allows tighter/firmer connection to the towers as now I have three bolts anchoring each end of the bar rather than the one I had before.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.86.61||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||08-16-2003||12:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong><br />the full circle plate allows tighter/firmer connection to the towers as now I have three bolts anchoring each end of the bar rather than the one I had before.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mark,<br /><br />You know you can feed a bolt through that hole underneath the strut tower, through your plate, and then screw a nut on the top right?  My bar is held in by two bolts, not one.  Certainly a lot less work too.  Or does it not do any good because it is not actually attached to the strut?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||markrieb||08-17-2003||12:46 AM||||I never could get my fat fingers to feed the bolt up through that hole.<br /><br />You are trying to tie together the strut towers, so the bolt through the extra hole should be as good as what I did.<br /><br />I was trying to do it "right".  And all it cost me was a six-pack.<br /><br />Mark||4.5.86.61||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-17-2003||02:21 AM||||Hey, I'll send you a 12 pack for a copy of those.||67.162.74.201||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||08-17-2003||09:58 PM||||But why not just flip the bar around?  So the two holes actually line up?  Just put the mounts on the firewall side of the strut tower.||69.59.219.239||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||08-17-2003||10:02 PM||||Cruise box is in the way for those that have retained it.||65.73.152.165||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/003027.cgi
A||||7||1quickvr4||18&quot; 3KGT VR4 wheels on a GVR4?||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||08-16-2003||01:44 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Im doing a 5 lug conversion on my car and Im wondering if they will fit and what mods will need to be done to make them fit. I think they are 18*8 or 8.. Im getting a good deal on them so if they CANT work I can always sell them, But I would like to use them. If you say they cant fit,please tell me why.||67.29.229.54||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-16-2003||01:46 AM||||sorry, I forgot to add that they are 95 year model wheels.||67.29.229.54||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||08-16-2003||08:50 AM||||Stock wheel/tires have about 24" diameter. If the wheel offset is around 35mm then a 225/35/18" tire should fit since they are 24.3" diam.||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||Doug Thomas||08-16-2003||09:54 AM||||Not sure if you know, but those wheels weigh 25lbs each.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||08-16-2003||12:20 PM||||These are gonna be me bing bling street wheels. I have a set of Talon wheels with drag radials for play time. But those things are freaking heavey, But for 2 bills i cant complain. I can always ebay em.||67.30.162.219||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||08-16-2003||03:41 PM||||I'll say thats a good deal! Everytime I've seen 18" VR-4 chrome wheels for sale on Ebay, they end up going for >$1000! I've thought about upgrading my wife's puny 16"ers on her '95 3000GT SL.<br /><a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/3000gt.html" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/3000gt.html</a>||67.35.6.48||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||08-16-2003||04:19 PM||||Around here, the bling bling of 18in wheels translates to bend bend...<br /><br />Although if any wheel is capable of resisting that, the 18in chrome VR4, cast out of molten lead wheel would be the one. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||BlackHole||08-17-2003||08:17 AM||||Clearance is going to be very tight on these wheels - 18x8.5", +46mm offset. Check for rubbing before installing [especially in the rear], you may need a wheel spacer.||65.60.177.41||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/003028.cgi
A||||8||BluFalcon||Oil Cooler Install||||1||||BluFalcon||00000366
Z||000000||BluFalcon||08-16-2003||04:06 AM||muttski@comcast.net||I have a 119-8 Setrab oil cooler that I'm trying to install.  I was wondering if anyone had any pictures online of the install in their vehicles. I've been searching posts on the board, but not having too much luck finding pics.  I was mostly interested in seeing how people fabbed brackets to mount the cooler and how they routed their lines from the filter housing to the cooler.  If anyone has any pics, I'd sure like to see them.  Thanks.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||08-16-2003||08:31 AM||||I don't have a good photo, but my oil cooler is mounted on the front of the A/C radiator with some trick plastic "push through" tie mounts. They go in between the fins of the A/C rad and are terminated on the other side with a side-on washer.  Four for $7, sold by Summit (part #SUM-G4990) and J.C. Whitney.||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Kibo||08-17-2003||08:19 AM||||I have some photos, but nowhere to host them currently.  I'll see if I can shrink them down and email them to you--drop me an email.  I also have a 119 Setrab; mine is currently installed in the passenger's side wheel well.  (It's going to be replaced soon by a water/oil cooler integrated into a custom radiator, though.)||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-17-2003||11:43 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">Free GalantVR4.org image hosting</a>||67.162.74.201||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Kibo||08-18-2003||09:45 AM||||Whoa...cool!  Thanks, Ryan.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />These aren't the best pics, but hopefully they help.  (Click to enlarge)<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1084" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1084&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1085" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1085&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1086" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1086&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I basically whipped up the brackets (three corners are mounted) from some aluminum bar stock with the intention of 'just getting it running', but it actually turned out pretty nice.  I also bought some aluminum louvered vents from the local race shop (Lowe's) and planned to install them in the tattered remains of the dust shield in front of the wheel (it was like that when I bought the car).  Since I'm buying a custom radiator with a built-in oil cooler, though, that's a moot point now.<br /><br />I used socketless AQP hose because I thought it would be easier than sizing SS braided hose and installing the ends.  I was wrong--these socketless fittings are TIGHT!!  (The ends you see with hose clamps on them are store-bought fittings; all the rest are Aeromotive, and were so tight that I bruised my hands badly installing them.)  As you probably know, SS also has a tendency to cut *anything* that it rubs against, and I didn't want to have to deal with that.  Costwise, it works out about the same.<br /><br />Before anybody gives me a hard time about relocating my oil filter, let me assure you that there was no other viable option (no clearance--you can see the WG dumptube in the one photo).  As for why it's a Motorcraft filter, it's because the relocation kits only seem to come in SAE threads and the Motorcraft is basically a less expensive copy of a Purolater.<br /><br />Unfortunately, I mounted the adapter and sized everything based on the height of a stock Mitsu filter.  As you can see from this photo, the new filter is quite a bit taller--and as a result, it sticks out from beneath the bumper a good 2-3"!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I plan to find a shorter version of the filter with the same inlet thread; barring that, I'll have to make my own thread adapter so I can continue to use OEM filters.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||08-18-2003||11:59 AM||||I used socketless hose too but with AN fittings, I tapped the oil cooler housing for NPT 1/2 with a pipe tap. <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.dentsport.com/e30web/pages/Oil%20Filter%20Housing_jpg.htm" alt=" - " />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||BluFalcon||08-18-2003||02:11 PM||||Looks nice.  Thanks for the pics.  It's given me some new ideas.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-18-2003||03:19 PM||||This is Alex meant to post, but failed because he doesn't actually own a VR-4...<br /> <br /> <img src="http://www.dentsport.com/e30web/images/Oil%20Filter%20Housing_jpg.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Kibo||08-18-2003||03:44 PM||||That's the way to do it, and what I had planned originally (although you can buy the exact metric-to-AN adapter from Earl's...).  Once I got to assembling my downpipe and WG dump tube, however, it became clear that I needed the extra clearance gained by using the stock oil filter housing w/o the sandwich cooler.  So, I had to make do with what I had on hand.<br /><br />I'll have to re-do the plumbing when I install the custom radiator / oil cooler, so perhaps I'll switch over to AN fittings at that time.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/003029.cgi
A||||8||gixxer||almost done with my motor swap....||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||08-16-2003||04:21 AM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||just one last thing....i found through trial and error that the front and rear motor mounts are different. so i changed the front one out, the rear i have yet to change and that brings me to my next question....does it NEED to be changed?<br /><br />also, the fpr solenoid on our cars is in the most retarded place evar, although i'm sure a lot of you already know that. oh well||65.27.89.102||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||number3||08-16-2003||06:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> just one last thing....i found through trial and error that the front and rear motor mounts are different. so i changed the front one out, the rear i have yet to change and that brings me to my next question....does it NEED to be changed?<br /><br />also, the fpr solenoid on our cars is in the most retarded place evar, although i'm sure a lot of you already know that. oh well </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The rear mount is the same.<br /><br />I relocated my FPR solenoid to a better place, my spare parts bin.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||gixxer||08-16-2003||12:03 PM||||sorry, i forgot to mention the important fact that i am dropping in a talon motor, so thats why the mounts were different.  is the rear mount still the same?||65.27.89.102||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-16-2003||12:51 PM||||Yes, it is still the same (99.9%) of the time.<br /><br />Just a tip to all, if you need answers like this in a hurry, next time use the search feature and it will give you the answer you seek, in hurry.<br /><br />Try it for shit and giggles...||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||gixxer||08-16-2003||01:13 PM||||thanks!||65.27.89.102||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000005||gixxer||08-16-2003||01:19 PM||||oh and one last quick question, the 20g i installed has no clearence whatsoever to fit an intercooler pipe onto. the turbine outlet faces directly into the front motor mount. is it common to weld an elbow onto 20gs in gvr4s?||65.27.89.102||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000006||number3||08-16-2003||01:26 PM||||The elbow is by far the most common solution. I personally had the mount moved but that is not for the faint at heart.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||gixxer||08-16-2003||02:10 PM||||yea.....damn! looks like i'll be driving around for awhile on 3 motor mounts. oh well<br /><br />i also picked up a victory performance 02 dump from one of my 2g friends, i test fitted it and it ran square into the front crossmember. looks like i'll need to cut some of the dump off.<br /><br />maybe i shouldn't have tried to do the TEL motor swap, 20g install, supra sidemount, afc, fuel pump, blah blah blah, all at the same time. and to think i have to be down in Tempe, AZ for school in 10 days!  what did i get myself into    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.27.89.102||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||08-16-2003||03:25 PM||||Nah man you'll get that shit straightened out by then!<br /><br />You got yourself into good times once you get all of it together and done!<br /><br />I love doing mods all at once, because you have SUCH a big difference in every aspect of it. But then again, doing little by little, you can feel each individual thing you do.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum2/003030.cgi
A||||4||mromik||About dataloggrr cable||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||08-16-2003||09:44 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||anyone have the schematic?<br />Any one knows how to make datalogger port in the ECU ?||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Invader||08-16-2003||01:17 PM||||<a href="http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=2409" target="_blank">http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=2409</a>||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||08-16-2003||03:37 PM||||<a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/</a><br /><br />In our US ECU's there is a missing IC, IC102, where the JDM cars often have a Cyclone controller board. I make a version, similar to the schematic above, that gets the +5 volt power and ground from that IC socket, which simplifies the circuit a little, because you don't need the 5 volt regulator. Then, I just run a jumper wire from the board over to pin 1 of the ECU to get the data in and out of the board. There are a lot of other places you can pick up the + and - 5 volts in the ECU, like across the 100uF capacitor. Then, just switch pin 2 to ground to start logging!||67.35.6.48||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||mromik||08-17-2003||08:31 AM||||Thanks to all, but everywhere I see the same scheme on Max233. I have mo Max 233 here/<br />only Max 232 or Hin 202 cp they need capacitors.<br />Do you know how to use them correctly?<br /><br />Keydiver, are using the same scheme?||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000004||Invader||08-17-2003||01:46 PM||||Here's a similar circuit using a MAX232...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.andywhittaker.com/ecu/aldl_hardware_cont.htm" target="_blank">http://www.andywhittaker.com/ecu/aldl_hardware_cont.htm</a>||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/003031.cgi
A||||0||jared4G63||stock 4G63,specs to add turbo||||1||||jared4G63||00002047
Z||000000||jared4G63||08-16-2003||11:28 AM||jaredjirad1021@yahoo.com||thanx mimubishi,i have decided to add an intercooler turbo in order to get the right horses.mimubishi,what's the right specs for my car,starting from the engine right down to the suspension in order to a nice handling.right now my rear coil is cut but dont know how many coils,got the car already like that.i want to put it back to the right height cause it's a family car to.anybody can input there suggestions,please the least way.i'll be in the states by sept or latest will be oct,just visiting.pls give me contact numbers,i'll be in LA or san diego.thanx guys again,your all a big help||203.76.219.187||reg||1||jared4G63||00002047||yes



ubb/Forum2/003033.cgi
A||||3||Ant||Random Misfire||||1||||Ant||00000415
Z||000000||Ant||08-16-2003||05:13 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I did my search and came up with a few suspects.<br />Here is the problem:<br />I was cruising last night in 5th at about 3k rpm, I notice the car hestitate and my Tach is only showing 1k rpm ? A second later is shoots back up to 3k then back down to 1k rpm.  I realize the car is misfiring and I pull over and everything seems fine.  The misfire goes and comes but luckily I am a mile from my house so I baby it home.<br /><br />Plug in the datalogger this morning and get a "Crank Angle Sensor" Error before starting the car.  Start the car and it is fine, code disappears.  Swapped out a spare CAS at the shop and get the same problem.<br />I am thinking it can be:<br />1. Plug Wires<br />2. Igniter<br />3. Coil Pack<br />4. ECU <br />5. Wiring to/from ECU for CAS<br /><br />My ECU caps were changed before I bought the car but the little capactior that is surface mounted "C21" is showing a little decay on it. Also it appears some of the acid damage from before ate up some of the green coating on the board but the copper traces below seemed unharmed.  I am only getting the problem when the car is warmed up.  <br /><br />Tommorrow I am going to swap Plug wires, igniter, and coil pack and see if I get any success.  If not I will contact keydiver to see what he suggests about the ECU.  Hopefully he'll read this.<br /><br />Any help would be appreciated.<br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||08-16-2003||06:27 PM||||this is why keydiver is so valuable to this group.  just changing out the caps is not always enough.  if the stuff that leaked out is not cleaned, it will keep eating up the board.  if you can see it still, you really need to have jeff clean it.  i bought a spare ecu, and it had light damage on the board, and it also had idle problems.  i sent it to jeff, he changed out the caps and cleaned it, and i cannot tell that there was damage before.  it works perfectly now.  before we knew about jeff, howard had an ecu that the acid had eaten a hole in it, we sent it to a good friend who repairs bmw ecu's, and he fixed it, and it works perfectly now, too.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||08-16-2003||08:38 PM||||sounds like just the ECU to me. The trace damage can do strange things. Best bet would be to send the ECU to Jeff to be cleaned and repaired. I would not even change any of the parts that you were going to until you get the ECU back. Even if someone put new caps in; if the acid from the old ones was not totally cleaned, it is still on your board doing damage. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||Ant||08-17-2003||10:01 PM||||For the archives:<br /><br />Swapped out spark plug wires - nothing<br />swapped out spare ECU - nothing<br /><br />Next time the random misfire occured I Pulled over and pulled out wires to determine if coil pack was problem.  Sure enough wires 2 and 3 were getting no spark which led me to conclude that one of the individual coil packs was dead.  Swapped it out with a spare one and so far it's all good.  <br /><br />Thanks for the help.<br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes



ubb/Forum2/003034.cgi
A||||1||Jonny22||None turbo 2 turbo||||14||||Jonny22||00002138
Z||000000||Jonny22||08-16-2003||06:40 PM||jonnys303@yahoo.com||Hey Guys, <br />Anyone know what it would take to add turbo to my GS I was thinking about just doing a motor swap from reg 4g63 to 4g63t but I wanted to see if anyone had any ideas I bought this car 4 years ago not realizing that it's not very upgradeable I want a real vr4 but they are so damn uncommon that I can't ever find them 4 sale anyways if you have any suggestions let me know.<br />Thanks Jon||63.227.41.168||reg||14||Jonny22||00002138||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||08-16-2003||08:19 PM||||Go through the for sale section of this forum. There is usually at least one for sale. There are several currently.<br />As for upgrading your GS; it would be better if it was a GSX (all wheel drive) because if you spent all the money to upgrade it is still only FWD<br />. You would be better to sell it and buy a GVR4. Yours is very upgradable (add turbo ECU, knock sensor wire, turbo motor/FWD trans, fuel pump, turbo MAF sensor, exhaust changes, and maybe more); but NOT very cost effective. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/003035.cgi
A||||8||josh91vr4||Another Logger Question||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||08-16-2003||07:24 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||This time, i'm showing some horrendous knock while barely accelerating. You can see it twice in the pic. I get over it by pushing in the clutch, revving the engine, and letting it back out. It also sputters and has no pickup while the knock is really bad. You guys think it might be bad gas, or something else?<br />PS - Just got timing belt changed, and with the exception of this, it's running same as before. Also removed the pre-IC vacuum line that ties into the wastegate actuator. However, that's all i've done. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1041" alt=" - " />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||08-16-2003||08:19 PM||||DSMs have tought me this reflex...<br /><br />If you are ever accelerating and the car just doesn't seem right, get out of the throttle. As we all know, knock causes timing pull back which causes that loss in power. This isn't a carburated car where you keep it floored to clear things out and get past the bad spot. If you keep the throttle down, the knock will keep getting worse until you could cause some damage.<br /><br />Knock can sometimes be hard to track down. Its not always real...<br /><br />HLAs are a good first place to check normally. Although, in this case, your TPS graph looks very erratic. Was this how you were actually driving? Don't drink so much coffee.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||08-16-2003||09:45 PM||||From looking at that hairy tps voltage, and the fact that the barometric pressure voltage is changing too, I still think something screwing is going on with the +5 volts that feeds those sensors from the ECU. Has your ECU been gone over?<br />Your barometric pressure should be rock solid, unless you're in the eye of a hurricane. I would start monitoring some voltages at the ECU while you drive.||67.35.6.48||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||08-17-2003||12:40 AM||||I'm getting C/E errors on both TPS and Barometric Sensor. As far as knock - someone earlier said it could be a bad fuel filter, i should probably check that before too long.<br />Thanks for the input, still listening if anyone else has some input of their own!<br />PS - Jeff, the current ECU is a Non-Eprom version from a 91 Talon    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> <br />Mark - HLAs? (sorry to sound like a moron) - The TPS is bad or something, i drive sorta normal.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-17-2003||01:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong>HLAs? (sorry to sound like a moron) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hyrdraulic lash adjusters.  Lifters.  I'd replace them, phantom knock from my old lifters on the '92 did the same thing till I put in the new ones.  Search, I know where to buy them has been listed here before (Brian from valley engine parts but I don't remember the number offhand).||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Invader||08-17-2003||01:58 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=42413" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=42413</a>||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000006||josh91vr4||08-17-2003||02:41 PM||||Wow, $125 for them, not bad at all. HLAs are your lifters, so replacing those will get rid of lifter tick entirely? I have some nasty lifter tick but usually when I hear it it doesn't register on the palm. (Of course, its only at idle that i can hear it, but my neighbors can hear it too.)||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||08-17-2003||02:56 PM||||If your lifters are as bad as you say they are, I'd replace them.  My car did the same exact random full knock crap -- lifters fixed it.  It's an easy job.<br /><br />Might want to replace that TPS too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||Invader||08-18-2003||04:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> Wow, $125 for them, not bad at all.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think the price has been raised to $8.65/lifter which is like $145 shipped...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com/Imports/Mitsubishi/4G63_Prices.htm" target="_blank">http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com/Imports/Mitsubishi/4G63_Prices.htm</a>||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/003036.cgi
A||||6||1420mark||timing belt ,intermittent slack between gears||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||08-16-2003||07:24 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||<a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=5;t=002838#000000" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=5;t=002838#000000</a><br />same subject different thread, different forum.<br /><br />when the cam gear cover was removed ,I found slack enough to worry , in the belt between the cam gears. vertical play with very light pressure of thumb and finger pinching it -  lift it and push it down.  about 3/4 inch play above and 3/4 inch below the straight line postion.   1.5 " total play MAX.  could slide belt out as if taking it off the gears about 3/8 ths inch with little effort.<br />  took off timing cover and in process moved/ rotated engine back and forth for pulley hole access and when I got the whole timing cover off - there was no slack anywhere on the belt. could not slide it back and forth on cam gears . rotated engine some more to attempt to find the slack, no evidence of any slack. Car had been sitting for a couple days before the first inspection,  so it was not warm / hot having just been shut down.  <br />  I am redoing the hydraulic tensioner with a new part, as I suspect original was hanging up for some reason and not pressing out the slack.  or????????????    6000 miles on total redo of timing belt.  thoughts???||24.175.9.8||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||08-17-2003||08:49 AM||||i had the same worry<br />but a friend who rallies vr4's said they do that if the car has been sitting for a while...<br /><br />once started it should tighten.. if not then u should worry...<br /><br />just what i've heard..||203.166.63.165||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||bujang_hensem||08-17-2003||11:16 PM||||last time my car do that, i have to replace my engine head to new one...i hate that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||194.42.63.2||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000003||AWDpower||08-17-2003||11:44 PM||||It's hard (impossible?) to determine the tension by checking between the cam gears. Depending upon the position, the Valve springs may be rotating the cams toward or away from each other. But I don't think it should slacken enough to be able to move the belt. I'd measure the clearence between the tensioner arm and the body. New it should be between 3.8 and 4.5mm, I don't know what the used limit is, but I wouldn't want it much over 4.5mm. If it's well over, I'd guess a bad tensioner, or the t-belt was not adjusted properly when installed. Look at the two holes in the cam shaped tensioner pulley. They should be pointing up, about between the 11'o clock and 12'o clock position. If it is set a lot less, I'd say the t-belt wasn't tensioned properly when new, stretched, and lost tension.||67.25.109.247||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000004||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-18-2003||05:13 PM||||Spec is 10 millimeters of travel for a newly installed belt||4.3.46.127||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000005||1420mark||01-08-2004||02:32 PM||||quoted from above <br /><br /> I'd measure the clearence between the tensioner arm and the body. New it should be between 3.8 and 4.5mm, I don't know what the used limit is, but I wouldn't want it much over 4.5mm. If it's well over, I'd guess a bad tensioner,<br /><br /><br />when you say tensioner arm and body I am not exactly sure where you mean ?<br />I am finding the slack re- occurs when car sits and is taken up by slight rotation of engine crank pulley w/ a 1/2" ratchet. say ,turn it 20* and back to start point and slack is gone  . I replaced the hydraulic tensioner , just in case when I was in there . it is still not a well documented phenom this  variasnce in tension safgter carsits a couple days but it is noted by at least one other in my searching.<br />  the slack I note is easily seen in area between cam pullies, and quite notable - though it is not clear to me if it stayed there all the time - if it would be enough to allow  belt to skip a notch in position.||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||01-08-2004||06:53 PM||||"This is why you're supposed to check tensioner protrusion at exactly TDC comp. stroke and let it sit for a few minutes- exh. cam will pull the slack to the tensioner side of the belt because the rocker is sitting on the closing ramp for #4 cylinder. If you check at a position where an exh. rocker is on the opening ramp, it will pull slack from the tensioner side, thus compressing it, and leave the slack between the gears."<br /><br />Quoted from <br /> <a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=5;t=002838#000000" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=5;t=002838#000000</a> <br /><br />and said by:<br />Grocmax <br /> <br />So you may take it as the gospel truth.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
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A||||7||GalantVR-4||Whiteline springs installed.  Hella Wierd||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||08-16-2003||09:02 PM||||Hey guys im not sure if its "normal"  but i just had whiteline springs installed on my car.  Now the rear has no gap while the front has a gap, it looks as tho the car is tilted up. I think the car sits somewhat even however.   Is this normal?  Plus what kind of shocks go good with whitelines.  Thanks<br /><br />ps.  i did a search but nothing about sitting strange.||67.121.125.143||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000002||drew||08-16-2003||09:42 PM||||for you to say "hella" you must be from Northern California. Anyways, it's *kinda* normal. The front wheel wells are bigger than the rear, kinda like the e36 BMW 3 series. So I would expect there to be less gap in the back fender. However, does the car look level?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||08-16-2003||10:03 PM||||When I installed my Whiteline/AGX combo, I had the same problem.  It "appeared" that the back was sitting lower than the front based on fender gap.  So, what did I do?  The biggest rice thing I could: cut a partial coil off the (brand new) front springs, and it pretty much took care of the problem.||63.188.96.15||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||08-17-2003||04:11 AM||||CARTMAN QUIT SAYING HELLA! <br /><br />Kyle||64.233.106.137||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR-4||08-17-2003||04:55 AM||||Ok guys i've solved the problem.  The springs are for sure installed right.  However, the arch on the fender in the front is much higher than the rear.  the rear fender seems to just cut across instead of arching so high.  The car sits totally level, infact the front bumper is lower than the rear.  Performance wise is night and day, (once you get over the wierd wheel well look)  The car is more responsive when moving the wheel, it feels/is more stable when turning fast.  I also noticed that the car barely dips now, When you downshift to slow down the front stays even, when you brake also (unless you brake hard).  Im not sure but i think that it reduces understeer when turning so fast.  <br /><br />Thanks||64.175.33.71||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000006||MatTau||08-18-2003||02:57 AM||||Turbo4door1<br /><br /><br />when you  cut one coil at front, how about the  comfort and control?||202.184.189.17||reg||1||MatTau||00001515||yes
Z||000007||dlpinckney||08-18-2003||08:38 AM||||Honestly, I really didn't notice any difference between how it is now, and before I cut it.  I keep the AGXs set relatively light.  I had to get camber bolts to get the alignment back in spec, but would of had to even without cutting the partial coil.  It ended up being just over a 1/2 coil, probably closer to 3/4.  Obviously it is not the best way to "level" the car, and probably ruins a few of the good qualities of the springs.  At the time, it was the easiest for me to do, and doesn't seem to have affected the ride/control.  Handles WAY better than stock anyway.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000008||beavis||08-18-2003||04:57 PM||||i had the same problem so i put the stock rear springs back on.  i will probably put the whiteline rear springs back on next week.  hopefully after eight months of driving the fronts have settled enough.  if not i'll probably cut half a coil.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
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A||||5||Gabe||No Start||||9||||Gabe||00000050
Z||000000||Gabe||08-16-2003||10:00 PM||||Here we go, My VR-4 will not even turn over! Put the key in turn on the ignition all the lights come on I hear three "clicks" and when I turn the key- nothing. Checked the ECU and it "looks and smells" fine. Any ideas would sure help, Thanks in advance||152.163.252.33||reg||9||Gabe||00000050||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||08-16-2003||10:15 PM||||A few quick thoughts come to mind.  Bad/weak battery.  Bad ground.  Bad starter.  The first thing I would check, is the voltage of the battery with a voltmeter.  If it reads 12+ (usually 12.6v or so), it is probably fine.  If it is less than that, try either push starting the car, or getting someone to give you a jump start.  The second thing I would do is disconnect the two terminals from the battery and clean them VERY well.  Make sure there is no crud or buildup in or around the terminals/battery posts.  I'm not real sure how to check the starter to see if it's bad.  Sometimes if it is the solenoid going bad, you can give it a good thump with a hammer and it will then turn over.  If the CAPS have never been replaced in the ECU, I would not rule it out as being bad either.  Good luck.||63.188.96.15||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||08-16-2003||11:20 PM||||Check the battery voltage, if it reads 12.2 or above, try cranking the car & read the voltage while cranking. If it goes below 11, get a battery.<br /> Check the battery terminals &  the ends to the engine & firewall. <br />Also like stated above, check the starter. Its only 2 14mm bolts to take out & have a parts store check it.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||08-16-2003||11:22 PM||||If the above doesn't pan out, you might also have a bad starter selenoid. Not sure how you check that or where it is on a GVR4, though. You could also have a bad battery cable. That turned out to be the problem on a chevy van I was once driving (company vehicle) when it had similar symptoms. Lights but no starter. Good luck!||24.117.166.181||reg||8||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000004||Gabe||08-17-2003||10:00 PM||||Thanks for the inputs. The Battery is brand new, the thing will not even turn over. When I turn the key to ignition, thats when I get the three little clicks. When I turn to START, nothing, lights don't dim or any other sign that there is a load on the batt. I'll try some of the other things offered here. Thanks so far!||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Gabe||00000050||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||08-17-2003||10:02 PM||||You need one hell of a good ground, check that, maybe MPI fuse, engine grounds, check the battery too. Just cause it's new doesn't mean it's working well.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
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A||||9||229of1000||VPC Question &amp; Coolant line question||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-17-2003||01:50 AM||||The VPC is in but full throttle creates a good half second to full second delay before the car accelerates.  If you slowly increase the revs it is fine.  If you stomp it, it stumbles a second then shoots up.  The response knob does not seem to be making any difference.  Is the knob supposed to spin all the way around indefinitely (there is still resistance) or should it stop when you get it full left or full right?  Maybe it's busted (hope not!).  Could I have a vac leak?  The VPC pressure sensor is teed into the P-port on the TB along with the boost gauge.<br /><br />FWIW the fuel system is stock and the VPC has a 450 chip in it for the time being.  As soon as I get enough money to buy some 6AN lines it will be running Walbro 255HP, 680's, venom rail, aeromotive AFPR, 6AN feed and high flow filter, 680 chip and S-AFC.<br /><br />Next question -- the hard coolant line next to the turbo (skinny one held in place by that annoying clamp on the stock compresser outlet) started spewing tonight.  Looks like the previous owner thought he could fix 'er up with some silicone!  Good one.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />How hard is this to replace?  Do I need to pull the turbo to do it?  If I do then it sounds like its porting time.  Doh - I just want to drive this car so bad! LOL!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-17-2003||02:40 AM||||My brother just told me that the 450 chip I am using (which I got from him) was programmed for an upgraded fuel pump. How does this compare to stock? I'm afraid if I throw the walbro 255 in (before I revise the rest of the setup - see my other post) that I will be outflowing things. He bought this chip many years ago when an upgraded buschur pump was all you could really get (and VPC's were new). Neither of us know the LPH of the pump.<br /><br />Should I just hurry up and redo my fuel system and throw the 680 chip in? I do have a backup car for now...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Whistler||08-17-2003||03:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> The VPC is in but full throttle creates a good half second to full second delay before the car accelerates.  If you slowly increase the revs it is fine.  If you stomp it, it stumbles a second then shoots up.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Paul, sounds like the car is either very rich or very lean.  To take the guessing out, connect your data-logger and watch your low fuel trim.  Using your gain knob, try to get the trim close to 100% through the low rpm range.   <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong><br />The response knob does not seem to be making any difference.  Is the knob supposed to spin all the way around indefinitely (there is still resistance) or should it stop when you get it full left or full right?  Maybe it's busted (hope not!).</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The response knob does rotate all the way around.  If you look carefully, there are numbers around the knob to indicate the setting.  I have mine set at the 6 o'clock position, which is the most positive setting.  Other than a litter faster spool time, I have not really noticed any changes from messing with the response.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>Could I have a vac leak?  The VPC pressure sensor is teed into the P-port on the TB along with the boost gauge.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A leak does not really affect the VPC the way it does a MAS.  The VPC uses a pressure reading to estimate air flow.  A leak should not affect the pressure or vacuum reading.  I would however recommend that you give the MAP sensor its own designated vacuum source, and keep the vacuum line as short as possible.||12.86.88.75||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000003||Whistler||08-17-2003||03:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> My brother just told me that the 450 chip I am using (which I got from him) was programmed for an upgraded fuel pump. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The 450 chip should work fine with the factory pump.  The upgraded pump will only make a difference at higher boost where the stocker runs out of steam. It sound like your problem occurs off boost, where the stock fuel pump should be adequate.  While the pump is probably not causing your problem, I would not run a lot of boost with the factory pump and would at least rewire it, until you upgrade.||12.86.88.75||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-17-2003||03:44 AM||||Thanks for the info.<br /><br />The logger was showing 100% for all three fuel trims at idle, but I don't think I watched it when I was revving on it.  I will check that tomorrow afternoon.  <br /><br />About the pressure source, I was unsure about if it was okay to tee the boost gauge off the same source as the sensor.  I will move the boost gauge to the FPR source tomorrow and leave the sensor on its own.  I'm assuming the P source is okay for it?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||08-17-2003||02:57 PM||||Paul I have the same VPC setup as you and stock fuel system at the moment. <br />My settings are response at -4,  gain and idle at -8. <br />I did that and the car is just stupid smooth and fast with no hesitation or stumble from being too rich. Last I checked my trims are @90% low, @100% mid and @80% high (which without the GCC or AFC will be hard to get adjusted). <br /><br /> The only back side I've noticed is I still get mini-poping/backfire with quick liftoff after full throttle (aka still running rich).<br /><br />Trust me you really need a GCC of AFC to get it running awesome.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||08-17-2003||03:28 PM||||As soon as I get the money I will be getting an S-AFC and the 6AN lines so I can revise the whole fuel system.  Unfortunately I have been next to broke lately.  I don't need the setup to be totally perfect right now, I just want to be able to drive it.<br /><br />Anybody know anything about that coolant line?  I need to dig up the shop manual.  I'm thinking JB weld.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Also the car has been throwing an O2 Sensor code.  This relates to fuel trims, right?  Could that be hurting me?  I will try another O2 sensor today, I think I've got a couple around.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||meshwork||08-18-2003||12:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Anybody know anything about that coolant line?  I need to dig up the shop manual.  I'm thinking JB weld.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Unscrew it from the hard line that runs along the block, take it to Home Depot, adn get a bolt that'll thread into it. Insert bolt into large coolang line along engine block and take off leaking coolant line altogether.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||08-18-2003||02:26 AM||||I got her running tonight.  After some more VPC tuning and driving around, drivability seems great and there is no longer any hesitation.  The car is hauling butt on stock boost.  Datalogger took a shit again so I can't do any tuning yet.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />I traced the coolant line down under the compressor housing.  It feeds into another soft line, then goes back into a hard line which goes into the oil cooler.  The line looks like it would be pretty easy to replace so I am just going to do that.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||08-18-2003||03:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I got her running tonight.  After some more VPC tuning and driving around, drivability seems great and there is no longer any hesitation.  The car is hauling butt on stock boost.  Datalogger took a shit again so I can't do any tuning yet.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I traced the coolant line down under the compressor housing.  It feeds into another soft line, then goes back into a hard line which goes into the oil cooler.  The line looks like it would be pretty easy to replace so I am just going to do that. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did those settings I used work for you as well. I'm running 12psi on my MBC with the Bling Bling APC red fast and furious filter since I don't want some ass passing by and taking the $100 HKS filter I have since I don't have a hood.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
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A||||11||VR6 Eater||Stubborn crankshaft sprocket||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||08-17-2003||06:30 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||First let me clarify that I'm not talking about the crankshaft pulley, harmonic balancer.  I am trying to get the sprocket off of the end of the crankshaft.  I have been trying everything since I started taking this engine apart.  I thought that once I got the oil pan off I could block the crankshaft with a peice of wood so it wouldn't spin and then I could get it loose.  Does anyone have a good idea on what to try next.  The only other thing I could think of is that it's reversed thread.  I tried searching but alot of the posts that came up are unavailable now.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-17-2003||06:34 PM||||Let me also say that I made a crankshaft tool and me and another guy still cannot get it loose.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||08-17-2003||07:50 PM||||I feel for you.  I had the same problem.  We tried I pretty high torque impact gun with no success.  I ended up having to drop the oil pan, jam a piece of wood (just like you said) between the crank and whatever part of the block I could get it to grab on, hook on a 1/2" breaker bar, and basically do a leg press on it.  Sat up, grabbed something solid under the car, and blew both nuts out pushing with both feet on the breaker bar.  I snapped a friends Snap-On (or Snap-Off as my girl-friend started calling them after she witnessed it) breaker bar in this manor.  The crank was actually breaking the piece of wood we had stuffed in there.  I then resorted to an old Craftsman breaker bar, and it finally came loose.  It was a WHORE.  Good luck.<br /><br />It's not reverse thread.||63.188.128.244||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||08-17-2003||08:15 PM||||Thanks for the info.  I think the easiest way to get it loose while the motor is still in the car is to use the starter trick.  Kind of ghetto but it works.  I broke my crank tool, so I guess I'll make a stronger one tomorrow at work.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||AWDpower||08-18-2003||03:34 AM||||I had the same problem with my Talon years ago. I didn't have an air compressor at the time, so I called out a mobile auto repair guy to come out and zap it off. He tried with his impact wrench, which he claimed could deliver 800ft.lbs. of torque. The bolt didn't budge, and he twisted and jammed his socket in the tool! No luck. <br /><br />I went and got a good craftsman 2ft extension, 22mm socket, and a four foot pipe to fit over my breaker bar. I put a jack under the extension to support it, and litterally hung and jumped on the pipe until the nut broke loose. I put a allen wrench in the flywheel teeth, behind the lower dust shield to hold the engine. But a better way is to put the car in 5th gear and have someone stand on the brakes.||67.25.109.247||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||08-18-2003||03:44 AM||||Well i guess i was lucky I removed it when the motor was on the engine stand. However i had the 1/2" drive socket wrench in there and i still had a 6 ft piece of exhaust pipe left in the garage and used that to break the bolt free with no probs at all. <br /><br />Anyways i dont know if this would work to remove the bolt but if you put the car in gear wouldnt that prevent the crank/flywheel from rotating? or is that only in the clockwise direction? if you can do that then it shoul dbe easy then.||67.200.121.63||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||08-18-2003||03:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong>  But a better way is to put the car in 5th gear and have someone stand on the brakes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um ya im retarded and didnt read the full post.||67.200.121.63||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||KenGVR4||08-18-2003||12:49 PM||||If the sprocket is just stuck on the crankshaft, you can use a steering wheel puller or pulley remover to take the sprocket off.||67.168.112.83||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000008||VR6 Eater||08-18-2003||05:49 PM||||I can't get it loose.  But I made a 4 foot crank tool today at work out of some angle iron, so hopefully I can some leverage on that bitch now.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000009||VR6 Eater||08-18-2003||07:22 PM||||FINALLY BROKE THAT BITCH LOOSE.  I can't believe how tight that thing was.  Had that 4 foot piece of angle iron bolted on and wedged to the floor.  Then damn near picked myself off the ground with a 2 foot 1/2 drive breaker bar and a 2 foot pipe on it.  Anyways, it sure is alot easier when the engine is in the car.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000010||Arty||08-18-2003||07:41 PM||||I don't have air tools. I used a long socket wrench, I lay under the car and pushed with my foot while my dad wacked the wrench with a small sledge hammer a couple of times to break it loose.<br />We took a photo the two of us, with hammer, wrench and bolt, to commemorate our success :-)<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000011||Martin Tolentino||08-19-2003||02:14 AM||||-spray it with wd-40.<br />-use a 1/2 electric impact wrench to snap it off.<br />-this always works for me, use massive quantities<br />of liquid wrench or wd-40.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/003041.cgi
A||||2||Matticus||Adjusting the fuel trim levels||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||08-17-2003||02:18 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||How does the ECU adjust fuel trims?  What values does it look at?  The reason for my question is my trims will not move from 81%.  I reset the ECU and they went back to 100%, they stayed there for a couple of days, and even got a bit higher than 100, but after about 2 weeks they were back at 81 again.  My car is basically stock, with 118K miles, except for a K&N open filter, and the pre-IC vacuum free mod.  Is the car just craving more boost or something?  I think the car has the VR-4 ECU, and the previous owner had an electronics place replace the caps.  One more question, I replaced my spark plugs a little while back and looking at them they were blistered white, or too hot. They were the same as stock.  I figured with my trims bottomed out, the plugs would be fouled from too much fuel.  Anyways, thanks fo listening.<br /><br />Mat||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-17-2003||03:02 PM||||It looks at the signal from the o2 sensor (in the logger it's called the o2 trim) and adjusts richer (lower than 100%) or leaner (higher than 100%) . Either you have an o2 that may be going out, possibly a vaccum/boost leak. When is the last time you replaced the fuel filter also out of curiosity?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||08-17-2003||04:02 PM||||Fuel filter was replaced by me about a month ago.  I really need to make a intake leak tester. I have been meaning to do that.  I have seen a O2 sensor code come up once but I cleared it and it hasn't come back, that could be on the way out the door.   Hmmmm, thanks for the Ideas.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/003042.cgi
A||||2||Ryan136||Stripped nut trying to remove fuel pump||||8||||Ryan136||00000592
Z||000000||Ryan136||08-17-2003||03:27 PM||||Ive been trying to take the fuel pump out now for about an hour. The nut for the fuel line is stripped. I took my time, soaked it in wd-40over night, had two flare wrench's on both nuts and the small one stripped like it was butter.<br /><br />Any ideas? If you have done a pump before im sure you know what nut im taking about.||205.188.208.166||reg||8||Ryan136||00000592||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-17-2003||04:01 PM||||hmmm...I did change my fuel pump a while back , but Im nto sure what your talking about. Have you tried using some vise-grips on it ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Ryan136||08-17-2003||06:57 PM||||Nevermind, got it out. What fun!!!||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Ryan136||00000592||yes



ubb/Forum2/003044.cgi
A||||7||91GVR4||Heater Core Removal||||5||||91GVR4||00000884
Z||000000||91GVR4||08-17-2003||07:03 PM||||I did a search and found nothing about this. So has any of our valued memebers ever done this? Mine is leaking slowly and I need to do something about it, but i realy dread taking out the dash to pull my core and have it tested. Anyone have insight into this?<br />thanks||12.65.18.172||reg||5||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||08-17-2003||08:17 PM||||BAHAHAHAHAHA!  sorry, couldnt resist.  you have to remove the dash to get it out.  you are in for a treat.  someone on this board posted that they could get it out in a couple of hours.  myself, it took me 2 days to r&r it, after i blew up the heater core with one o dem prestone backflush kits.  what i did was just bridge the 2 hoses, and wait till it gets a lot cooler.  you gotta take half the car apart.  i also had another car to practice on, i took the core out of another car, and then put it in mine.  it's kind of a feng shui thing, you and the dash will become one.  seats, console, steering wheel, instrument cluster, glovebox, all the lower panels,speakers, millions of screws, bolts, nuts, oh, but here's the silver lining.  now you can EASILY get to the clutch master, throttle cable, speedo cable, or the whole pedal cluster.  oh, you dont need to change any of that?  well, forget about the silver lining thing.  oh, and dont forget about all the coolant that has leaked out onto the floor, probably mostly on the passenger side.  and coolant dont like to evaporate like normal stuff.  this is one of those car/owner bonding things.  oh, and make sure you get another heater core, and get it checked out for leaks.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||08-17-2003||08:46 PM||||i've never done one on a galant, but look and see if you can losten the dash enough to get behind it and drop out the heater box. i know i ususally do that on my customers cars. i've never had to actually remove teh dash from the car.  try lifting it or twisting it.<br />who knows<br />-luke-||138.89.101.125||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||08-17-2003||09:24 PM||||never happen, G.I.  if i remember correctly, the heater core sits in the main air box, the heat is mixxed by blende doors, and you gotta take out the main box, then the heater core slides out.  now, i cant quite remember, so someone jump in here, BUT, at the dash end of the console, there is this metal frame that MUST come out to get at the heater box.  you will cuss this frame, you will use every word you know, and then some.    also, underneath the box, is that crazy gizmo(white plastic, for sure) that is controlled by the lever on the lower right side, and you can split the front foot air to all left, or all right, or anywhere in between.  that sucker was a beyatch to get out, and about as useful as tits on a boar hog.  it's really not bad, it just takes a loooong time.  now, there may be shortcuts, i just dont know any.  one way to find out is if you know a shop that has all data(or no data as we fondly call it), and it will tell you labor flat rate.  if it is only a couple of hours, then have them print out the procedure, because it will have the short cut.  but, if it says it pays like 10 hrs, you'd better at least double that the first time.  heat in the winter is wonderful.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||08-17-2003||09:24 PM||||I have done it in 2 -2 1/2 hours. The easiest way to do it is to evac the A/C & pull the 3 boxes(heater blower/evap case/heater core case & in that order). They all "interlock" with one another & in order to move the evap case even slightly you need to disconnect the A/C lines.<br /><br />You can get away with just pulling out the dash slightly, BUT you still need to loosen the whole thing. Metal brackets. center console & all. If not you wont be able to get to the very top bolts that are on the heater core case.<br /><br />I'll try & write in detail a little bit later. I dont have engough time right now. But like Ken said you will become one with the car. <br /> If this is you sole means of transportation. Take a small vacation from work   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||08-18-2003||12:30 AM||||HOLY COW, BATMAN!!  2 1/2 hrs, YOU are a better man than i, gunga din.  however, being able to evacuate and recharge the a/c is not an option in my case.  i gotta drive 30 miles to a shop to get THAT done, or pay someone else to do it.  but, like most of the stuff i have done on the car, after i do it, i find there is an easier, faster way.  heck, i just changed out the a/c compressor, and i took off the intake manifold to get to it.  and, to get to the dang charge port, i gotta remove the coil(cyclone intake)||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||91GVR4||08-18-2003||12:32 PM||||It is as I expected, a royal PITA! Yes I have coolant on the floor, that is how I found it(soaked clothes on the rear pass floor). Then I traced it to the heater when I pulled my carpet up on that side for my battery cable re-route. Man this sucks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  . Well maybe I will tie the coolant lines together for now and just live with it in the winter. It leaks less in the summer, but realy bad when it is like -20. Must be shrinkage from the cold. Thanks for the help.||12.65.21.193||reg||9||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000007||1520/2000||08-18-2003||08:14 PM||||i'm no expert on this so i just felt my way along and ended up taking the 3 "boxes" apart one by one. damn squirrels built a colony in them while my car was sitting fo 2 years so when you put fan on all you heard was little sticks and acorns blowing all around and fur shooting out the vents! oh yea, that was fun. <br />  so the point of this post is to ask how to disconnect the evap from the lines going into the engine compartment? i have the actual box completely loose but is it worth it to pressure check it? never had any problems before but while it's out i guess it couldn't hurt, right? if anyone wants pictures i can get them... thanks||66.236.220.4||reg||5||1520/2000||00000134||yes



ubb/Forum2/003045.cgi
A||||1||gixxer||motor swap complete.........one problem||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||08-17-2003||07:20 PM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||i can't get the motor to turn over! it clicks, like you are trying to start a car with a low battery. where is the starter fuse? i can't seem to find it.  everything is hooked up i believe.  gah, just the usual motor swap troubles. i'm sad though.  any ideas?||67.104.219.45||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||08-17-2003||07:24 PM||||Are the crank sensor and coolant temp sender connections good?  Both of those can result in clicking but not starting.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003046.cgi
A||||6||atsiauto||front wheel bearing replacement? need Vfaq or help||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||08-17-2003||09:21 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I believe the rt front wheel bearing is on its way out , I have 13 inch baer brakes and can hear the rotor(?) badly at slower speeds. I jacked the car up and tried to move the wheel , but its probably a lot more obvious moving on the ground. Anybody have any ideas ? are there any better replacement bearings than the dealer?<br />Thanks ,Scotty||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Ant||08-17-2003||09:58 PM||||If it's the wheel bearing then you are hearing the bearing itself making a noise not the rotor.  If the brake rotor is making noise then that is a different problem.  <br /><br />I just changed my front driver wheel bearing last week.  I used SKF brand.  To do it you need to remove the entire hub and have a machine shop or auto parts store press in a new bearing for you.  Here is the process.<br />1. remove wheel<br />2. remove calipers, brakes, rotors<br />3. take off bolts that hold hub from front strut<br />4. unbolt hub from outer tie rod<br />5. unbolt hub from control arm<br />6. follow wheel speed sensor wire to top of wheel well and unplug<br /><br />You should have the hub completely free now.<br />Have the old bearings pressed out, new ones pressed in, you may want to change the seals also, I changed mine.  <br /><br />Put back together in reverse order.<br /><br />Done, and no more annoying grinding wheel bearing.<br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||08-17-2003||10:12 PM||||thanks ant . My bud has like a 10 tone press at the shop should be able to handle the job . t||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||08-17-2003||10:17 PM||||Not sure of any "better" replacements but I got 130k miles out of my wheel bearings so I think factory bearings would be the way to go.  Not too pricey either.||68.76.176.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||09-09-2003||01:08 PM||||aw crap..what seals?||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||09-09-2003||01:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> aw crap..what seals? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The seals that keep water/crap out of the bearings.  They should always be changed with the bearing.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||09-09-2003||02:23 PM||||um do they have a specific name?||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/003047.cgi
A||||0||neonturbo1995||Evo manifold question!!!||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-17-2003||10:08 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||OK, I took the manifold and 02 housing off the GVR4 and I was told they were Evo III's.  The O2 sensor housing definitely is...I went to SBR website and looked at the differences...that one is right.  I measured the opening on the manifold, but it is not 7cm, so I was a little worried.  How can I tell???  The only numbers on it are "115", the letter "N" and I can not read the other number it is too rusty.||66.2.66.9||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum2/003048.cgi
A||||5||gixxer||no fuel pressure||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||08-17-2003||10:26 PM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||just got done with my swap, car makes spark, and will run on starter fluid. it will not run on its own fuel. it seems to have no fuel coming out of the pump.  the car's front end is on jackstands, and the tank is about 3/8 full.  would it be possible that the car is at such an angle that fuel would not be able to get to the pump?  isn't there a fuel pump check terminal you can jump a wire onto from the battery to see if it will pump?<br /><br />sorry about all of the questions lately, i'm almost done i swear!   this problem just has my brain rotting though<br /><br />thanks<br /><br />-joe||67.104.219.45||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||08-17-2003||10:46 PM||||why not take it off the jackstands and see?<br /><br />do u have any logging software taht lets u turn the fuel pump on w/ the car still off to see if the pump is in working order to begin with? (TMO Datalogger does it if u have it)||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||gixxer||08-17-2003||10:51 PM||||i just lowered it and put some more gas in it<br /><br />still nothing out of the fuel line. the guy i bought it from drove it up until the engine crapped out (ran w/o oil), so i see no reason why the fuel pump would die from then to now.  i do not have a logger or a TMO, isn't there a way to bridge as i said earlier?||67.104.219.45||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||08-17-2003||11:17 PM||||Sounds like the fuel pump is not wired right.  Check you're work.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||08-18-2003||12:16 AM||||there is a fuel pump lead in the engine bay, right by the clutch master.  if you apply power, the pump will run.  i use this to set my static fuel pressure.  ign does not have to be on.  you need to have someone show it to you, it is really hard to describe.  but, i has a cover on it, and i believe the wire is green/yellow.  pull the cover, and you will see a female spade connector.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||gixxer||08-19-2003||04:42 AM||||the bastard hard-wired the fuel pump and bundled it with the amp wires for the stereo!! gahh!  <br /><br />problem solved though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.104.219.233||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes



ubb/Forum2/003049.cgi
A||||4||jonvr4||RS intake manifold||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-17-2003||11:14 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||what is the difference between the RS galant vr4 manifold and the standard cyclone? i got one off of ebay last week, but i wanted to know the benefits between the two. here is a pic comparing the two side by side<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1078" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1079" alt=" - " />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||08-18-2003||12:21 AM||||i hve the "cyclone" on my car now, and before i had the "eci multi" on it.  or it might be the other way around.  it's late, and i got my jammies on, or i would go look.  but there aint no difference.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||08-18-2003||12:32 AM||||it seems that the rs mani has bigger runners. if you look at the top pic it seems that they are wider. also the seller said the plenum is a little bigger, but i can't really tell.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||08-18-2003||09:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> it seems that the rs mani has bigger runners. if you look at the top pic it seems that they are wider. also the seller said the plenum is a little bigger, but i can't really tell. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i dont think so.  i have the old gaskets off of each, and they are both the same.  if the runners are larger, the innards are both the same size.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Kibo||08-18-2003||09:50 AM||||Hmmm...clearly the difference is that the TB mounting studs are on the opposite two holes for an RS manifold...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Seriously, though--there appears to be an extra 'stub' sticking out from below the rear driver's side of the RS plenum.  Does the non-RS Cyclone mani have that as well?  It's been a while since I've looked at mine (in a box in the garage).||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/003050.cgi
A||||3||gvr4ever||EGR cooler.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||08-17-2003||11:20 PM||||Has anyone ever put a EGR cooler on a GVR4?<br /><br />Why or why not?<br /><br />I thought of doing this.  I got the ideal from looking at a truck engine.  It seems like a better deal the blocking it off.  I have a California car, and I want to use the unburned fuel.  Why not cool it some how?  On a truck engine, it used a air to air cooler.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||08-18-2003||12:00 AM||||You may know this already, if so, do not be offended. But the pupose of EGR is to dilute the intake charge w/ exh gases to keep EGT's cooler to avoid NOX formation. It is not a recirc for unburned HC's. From a performance standpoint, you are much better off w/ fresh air than trying to gain some fuel by recirculating burned exh. gases. This would effectively be like running less boost.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||08-18-2003||12:03 AM||||does the ecu use the egr to help reduce knock? i know on a mustang, you are better off leaving it hooked up (on relativly stock applications) because its an actual gain in performance.||138.89.101.125||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||jayru||08-18-2003||01:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> does the ecu use the egr to help reduce knock? i know on a mustang, you are better off leaving it hooked up (on relativly stock applications) because its an actual gain in performance. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">? what do you mean by this? I had fast supercharged mustangs that went deep in the 10's for years and never heard of the egr being a performance gainer. On relitavely stock mustangs the egr delete is worth a good 5-10 hp, Dyno proven.||24.229.149.72||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/003051.cgi
A||||16||VR6 Eater||Rebuild questions||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||08-18-2003||01:32 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I still haven't gotten the crankshaft sprocket off but, I have other things on my mind right now.  I am going to have the head cleaned and inspected by a machine shop, but what should I do with the block.  Is it nescesary to have the block decked and bored over?<br /><br />After pulling the pistons out, I can still see crosshatch marks in all the cylinders.  The crankshaft has no visible defects and I cannot feel any scoring.  What options are there for oversized rod bearings?  Will I even need them?  The bearings on the rods are spotted but no scoring.  What experiences has everyone else had?<br /><br />I've pretty much decided to stay with the 1G style pistons since I don't have the money to pay for the machining of the rods.  I am going to eliminate the balance shafts though.<br /><br />I have seen the front engine cover with the oil pump already installed for sale, but do I have to buy that whole thing?  Can't I just replace the oil pump?<br /><br />One more thing.  RRE has stainless steel replacement valves for 8 bucks a peice.  Not swirled or oversized, I assume.  Anyone have any experience with these?<br /><br />Okay, that's enough stupid questions for one post.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-18-2003||12:23 PM||||Nobody has any opinions or personal experiences?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||08-19-2003||02:00 AM||||if i were you i would get the block bored like 30 over and put some high silicon content je pistons in it. i would probably do lik 8.5:1. also i would probably have the head rebuilt using crower springs and titanium retainers(which is what i have). but as far as decking goes, you don't need to do it. i would also use a 4 piece metal head gasket. don't get the crank machined, it'll remove the nitrate coating and cause crank walk. you won't need oversized rod bearings. that is just my .02 cents though.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||08-19-2003||02:08 AM||||-replace the front case and oil pump gears, wear item.<br />-locally my machine shop would only go 20 over with the 2G piston upgrade.<br />-bottom end only rebuild 2g piston upgrade was ~750, no front case ect.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||08-19-2003||10:01 AM||||How fast do you want to go?  How much power do you want to make?  <br /><br />If you don't plan to run low 11's/high 10's, I would recommend a stock rebuild, since it's good enough for 10's and a lot harder to screw up than if you change the internals to aftermarket parts.  <br /><br />I recommend a simple balance shaft elimination, check to see if cylinders are OOR, then either 95 pistons or new stock 1G pistons, one size over.  I would also replace the front cover/oil pump entire assembly.<br /><br />If you're seeking over 400whp, then I would consider forged pistons, nicer rods, etc.  <br /><br />You need to get with your machinist and talk about your options, and get his opinion on the block condition (OOR, warpage, etc), and see if he can use a torque plate when he bores it over.  As for the SS valves, I wouldn't bother, that money is better spent elsewhere.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||08-19-2003||06:48 PM||||Rods and pistons sounds good, but I don't have that kind of cash for that stuff.  So I am going to have the head rebuilt with new lifter and 3 angle valve job on it.  Pressure tested and cleaned.  $280<br /><br />He looked at the block and the cylinders are not OOR.  He was surprised by how much crosshatching was still there.  He told me if I wanted he could deck the block.  But there was no reason to bore it over.  Just bead hone it and use stock rings.  Is he crazy or is that still going to be reliable?  I have heard of people doing this alot.  Even with the engine still in the car.<br /><br />I'm not really trying to build a high performance engine right now either.  I need to get this done as soon as possible so I don't end up  stuck on the side of the road one day.  I'll be really fucked if that happens.  This is my only car.  I want to take alot more time and build the shit out of the original engine.  Then hopefully I can sell the stock rebuilt one with 20-30 thousand miles on it and make some money back.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||08-19-2003||08:41 PM||||What's OOR? Is it "out of round?"<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||08-19-2003||09:47 PM||||Yes.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000008||chadhayashi||08-20-2003||01:51 AM||||I am currently running a fresh 7 bolt in my car. I had to rebuild the entire head but the block was in similar condition to yours by the sound of it. If you look on the piston tops there are some numbers (under the layer of carbon  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  ). If it has a "25" or an increment of that you have oversized pistons already fitted. "25" means 0.25mm or 0.010" and so on. If no markings (25,50, etc), yours pistons are standard bore. I just honed my cylinders and cleaned the pistons and installed new rings. I used stock Mitsu rod and crank bearings. The price was good. The expensive part was the head. I put all new valves, guides, springs, and the updated lifters in. Had to have the head decked 0.007" to remove the brinneling caused by the fiber headgasket. I used one of those hairbrush looking honing tools and it worked great. I used a 50/50 blend of tranny fluid and solvent squirted into the cyl as I was honing. It made a mess but it worked very well.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000009||VR6 Eater||08-20-2003||02:25 PM||||What kind of compression did you get after the rebuild.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||08-20-2003||02:57 PM||||Just throw it together with the stock, non oversize parts. You should be fine. That's how i did mine a couple years ago and it worked out well. All that stuff expands with heat anyway so it's good to have a little extra tolerance in there with a turbo car or a race car. Be careful with the oil pump assembly.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||08-20-2003||04:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Just throw it together with the stock, non oversize parts. You should be fine. That's how i did mine a couple years ago and it worked out well. All that stuff expands with heat anyway so it's good to have a little extra tolerance in there with a turbo car or a race car. Be careful with the oil pump assembly. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think that's the best idea, because it's the most cost effective and practical option for VR6eater.  <br /><br />I also did a stock rebuild (with no bal shafts) and I couldn't be happier.  It pulls very well, knocks very little, and I have had less complications than most around here that experimented with forged piston/rod combos.  I wouldn't deck the block if it's flat, since it's always nice to maintain the proper head to block clearance for timings sake.<br /><br />The next motor I'm building will most likely be much nicer, but that's because my power goals keep going up.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||autobahntom||08-20-2003||07:47 PM||||I redid my motor (actually had another one done so no down time) about four months ago. My only regret is that I kept the stock rods. (would have only been $400 or so more at that time-and while everything was apart). Now, I worry about going over 25psi, but it is tempting. Forged pistons are a great upgrade. Better valves are also. It was mentioned in another thread, but stock valves are two piece. Better ones are one piece and the stem area is much stronger. <br />There are many reasons for going 'all out', but there is also no end to the amount of money you could spend so your own goals should be your guide. My goal was mid 11's. Not sure that goal was reached but the car runs very well. Have not been beat on the street yet either, but I have no doubt that I will; it is just a matter of time. The fun is in the boost, and the awesome sounds that the ball bearing turbo makes (along with bruising the egos of drivers of much more costly cars).<br />If you keep it stock, my only .02 would be to NEVER consider reusing the balance shafts, and use new oil pump components along with new style lifters. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000013||VR6 Eater||08-20-2003||10:55 PM||||What do you mean by 2 piece valves?  Is it 2 pieces that are welded together or something?<br /><br />I am not going to reuse the balance shafts and I do want to replace the lifters also.  My goals for this engine is just to have a good running reliable engine.  People go pretty fast with out rebuilding, until they blow it up.  <br /><br />Thanks for the tip on not having the crankshaft ground.  I did go and look at the top of the pistons closer for the numbers.  They are the stock size.  But I noticed that they have valve impact marks on them.  Must have broken a timing belt sometime in the past.  Is Mistubishi going to be my best bet on new pistons?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000014||curtis||08-20-2003||11:29 PM||||sean<br /> hit the junkyards for a 2nd gen motor and grab the pistons and lifters out of it.  I re-ringed my motor in the car and replaced the rod bearings.  Mine had blow by because of all the build up around the rings.  have the head milled and check the deck on the block.  You can cut the end off the rear balance shaft and tap the hole out and install a longer bolt to block the oil passage.  buy a new timing tensioner and pulleys the bearings do go out and also a new water pump. Do not buy cheap ass valve seals get the good ones from the dealer.               Curtis||65.135.142.97||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||Mirage2LTurbo||08-20-2003||11:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong>  don't get the crank machined, it'll remove the nitrate coating and cause crank walk</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">is this on all 4g63's or just 7bolts?||12.223.109.91||reg||1||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175||yes
Z||000016||jonvr4||08-21-2003||12:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> --------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Originally posted by jonvr4:<br />don't get the crank machined, it'll remove the nitrate coating and cause crank walk<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />is this on all 4g63's or just 7bolts?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">on every 4g63 crank.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum2/003052.cgi
A||||1||Mirage2LTurbo||4g63 base timing map||||1||||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175
Z||000000||Mirage2LTurbo||08-18-2003||11:19 AM||creceveur@smartboxllc.com||With Honda's, Hondata has somehow extracted the base timing map from the stock ECU's.  Is there any way to do this, or has someone done this, with the 6bolt 4g63?  I have a full standalone on my car, and want to compare the base timing map I have to the numbers in the stock ecu.  Thanks||12.223.109.91||reg||1||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-18-2003||11:38 AM||||Keydiver used to have one up<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001964" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001964</a> except it looks like it was removed from his server.<br /><br />Jeff?  Still got this?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003053.cgi
A||||3||blacksheep||Blocking off coolant lines for those &quot;special&quot; turbos ???||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||08-18-2003||11:48 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi gang<br /><br />what is the BEST way to block-off the coolant line that goes to the stock mitsu-style turbos when switching to a PTE, AGP style turbo that has the non-water cooled center section?<br /><br />I assume that the line is taken off and then a bolt of some sort is used to block it off? Can anyone provide what kind of bolt etc etc?<br /><br />Any help regarding this would be greatly appreciated !!!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||08-18-2003||12:02 PM||||I had an extra water pipe (the one that runs along the block). I took the extra pipe to Home Depot and found the plug I was looking for in the plumbing section.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||08-18-2003||12:30 PM||||Would having a 90 style water pipe make a difference - I am thinking not atleast for the turbo, right?<br /><br />Thanks, meshwork!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||08-18-2003||12:34 PM||||I'm not exactly sure what the 90 pipe looks like. I know that I also had a non turbo engine that we yanked out of a junkyard, and it didn't even have the barb on it. If you wanted to go real professional you could get one of them and install it. <br /><br />Wait wait wait...I just remembered why I didn't use it, it is also missing a barb thats over closer to the driver's side. <br /><br />The plug I got is a small hex-head thing. You wouldn't even notice it, it sits nicely right inside the barb part of the pipe. I spent about a half hour opening all the bags of plumbing supplies that Home Depot had until I found the perfect fit. (and still none of the employees asked if I needed help)||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum2/003054.cgi
A||||1||slvrblt||Turbo balancing ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||08-18-2003||01:25 PM||||I am thinking of buying a 16g wheel and the td05h compressor housing. Do I need to get it balanced when I put the wheel on or only when I mess with the CHRA ?<br /><br /><br />btw, my current turbo has a 13g comp. and wheel with a td05 exhasut wheel and housing.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||08-18-2003||02:09 PM||||i dont think it would hurt to get it looked at after you do the work and get it balanced. it could prolong the turbo life.||65.227.217.44||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/003055.cgi
A||||7||slvrblt||Wider stock wheels ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||08-18-2003||01:29 PM||||I like my stock wheels, but they dont accomidate the tire size I want (255/40/17). Are there any wheels very similar to ours in a 17x8 or 17x7.5 ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-18-2003||01:30 PM||||Ummm don't you mean your aftermarket wheels?<br /><br />The only wheels I've seen in our bolt pattern that are 17x8 or more would be Volk, Advan and some other "JDM" makers. But the offset will be more for the Silvia/240sx.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||08-18-2003||02:39 PM||||I have Panasport 17x8's (17lbs) with 235/45/17, and they are just about as wide as I would go on the front.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.panasport.com/" target="_blank">Panasport's Site</a> <br /><br /><strong> Bottom right: </strong><br />    <br />   <img src="http://www.panasport.com/Street%20wheels.gif" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><strong> Handles like a wet dream too: </strong><br />    <br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1060&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br />       <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1062&width=400" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.30||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-18-2003||03:53 PM||||Yea, I guess I do mean aftermarket wheels.<br /><br />Thanks.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||markrieb||08-21-2003||05:28 PM||||A reasonably priced 8" wide (or wider...) wheel of any diameter is the holy grail.<br /><br />I've looked long and hard and the choices are very few and very expensive.  Volk, Advan, Racing Hart, Kinesis, Compomotive, and a very few others.  In the 8" width, the wheels are all forged aluminum, serious racing wheels.<br /><br />The other option is to convert to the 5-lug pattern, then lots of options open up, inlcuding Mustang Cobra R rims.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||08-22-2003||10:35 AM||||Mark,<br /><br />How is the offset with the Mustang wheels?  I have converted to 5-bolt, and plan to run Eclipse wheels-but they are only 6.5 wide.  Are there various Mustang wheels that will work and fit correctly?<br /><br />These wheels seem real common on ebay.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||08-22-2003||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Mark,<br /><br />How is the offset with the Mustang wheels?  I have converted to 5-bolt, and plan to run Eclipse wheels-but they are only 6.5 wide.  Are there various Mustang wheels that will work and fit correctly?<br /><br />These wheels seem real common on ebay. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've seen a AWD DSM w/ 4.6L Cobra wheels. It actually looked kinda cool.||63.227.117.137||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||08-25-2003||01:16 AM||||The ones I have listed are 17x9 Konig Villans for a 95+ Mustang with 25mm of offset, running 255/40/17's.<br /><br />An 8" wide wheel should run around 30 to 35mm of offset.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.78.146||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/003056.cgi
A||||5||HKS VR-4||Turbo going out??||||11||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||08-18-2003||02:43 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Lately, I've been experiencing huge turbo lag. Boost doesn't come on until around 3500-4000rpm. I've checked all the hoses and they seem good, but I haven't done a pressure test yet. I see oil on the pressure side hoses by the BOV and etc. and sometimes, the engine just blow smoke out the pipe. I know the exhaust housing is cracked. Are all these signs of my turbo going out????||12.81.75.99||reg||11||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-18-2003||02:58 PM||||You may have a pre-turbo exhaust leak which can cause later spool.<br /><br />You say your exhaust housing is cracked? That can cause irregular boost also.<br /><br />Check to see if the play is minimal. Take off the snorkel and see how much play side to side. If it goes in out/in out.. thats very bad.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||08-18-2003||05:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> You may have a pre-turbo exhaust leak which can cause later spool.<br /><br />You say your exhaust housing is cracked? That can cause irregular boost also.<br /><br />Check to see if the play is minimal. Take off the snorkel and see how much play side to side. If it goes in out/in out.. thats very bad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pre-turbo exhaust leak, possible...the exhaust manifold is cracked, but repaired...<br />...Play is minimal, no side to side, in out/in out is not much, maybe able to slide it 1/16" of an inch???....but what about the oil in the piping???...is the seals on the turbo bad????....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.81.125.90||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000003||dlpinckney||08-18-2003||05:43 PM||||If you have the stock intake and the valve cover vent hose is still being vented back into the intake, then oil in the piping is completely normal.  <br /><br />With the boost coming on so late, I would say a pre-turbo exhaust leak is the prime candidate. (as others mentioned) If the manifold has been off anytime recently, I would pull the heat shield off and check the manifold to turbo bolts.  They tend to like backing out when re-used a few times.||63.188.104.251||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||08-18-2003||10:26 PM||||i have another idea on the lag.  my car had huge lag, 4500 rpms was where i was getting boost.  i had a cracked wastegate.  that could be the problem.  my turbo also smoked. replaced it with a 16g, and never looked back.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000005||HKS VR-4||08-19-2003||03:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> i have another idea on the lag.  my car had huge lag, 4500 rpms was where i was getting boost.  i had a cracked wastegate.  that could be the problem.  my turbo also smoked. replaced it with a 16g, and never looked back. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hmmm, sounds like my stituation and thats exactly what I'm thinking (16g)...hehehe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.81.87.191||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no



ubb/Forum2/003057.cgi
A||||0||joec||New small Optima battery in GVR4 size||||1||||joec||00000698
Z||000000||joec||08-18-2003||02:49 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||Hmmm, looks like Optima is making a smaller/lighter battery now. <br /><br />Check out the Optima yellow-top D51 battery on this page <br /><a href="http://www.1st-optima-batteries.com/" target="_blank">http://www.1st-optima-batteries.com/</a> <br /><br />500 CCA, 26lbs. I think the BCI 51 size is the stock Galant VR4 size.<br /><br />Might be a good choice for a street car. Enough CCA to start the car in winter, somewhat light and small, holds up well to heat and vibration of turbo cars (based on the bigger Optimas) and can handle deep discharging for cars that spend a lot of time sitting up on jackstands    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Interestingly enough, I couldn't find the battery listed on Optima's own site...||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/003058.cgi
A||||5||HKS VR-4||automatic turbos and manual turbos||||1||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||08-18-2003||05:34 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I wanted to know the difference between the turbos off the auto and manu. I mean, I know that the autos have the TD04 while the manu. has the larger TD05. <br /><br />Reason I'm asking is I have a chance to get a fresh auto TD04 14b. I know it's smaller so I can't go boost crazy, but I keep my car fairly stock so I guess it doesn't really matter too much. I've heard that it has slightly less lag, but what else? Any more advantages or disadvantages (besides boosting high)?<br /><br />THANKS||12.81.125.90||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-18-2003||05:51 PM||||I thought that the auto one's were desiganted as 13b's or 13g's.  I don't remember which.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-18-2003||05:56 PM||||Autos are 13gs, Sticks are 14bs. The 13g is tiny and nothing changes over with the two. They are td04s||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||08-18-2003||06:29 PM||||i put a 13g on mine when i first got the car cause it was the only thing i had.  it sure made my car torquey as hell, and pretty fun to drive the back roads, but man it really fell on its face trying to drag race it. it had NOTHING over 5k rpms<br />the 14b and a 2.5" exhaust made it about 100 times more fun everywhere  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />if you really want to do it, i can give you the automatic manifold and the hard lines that you need for like $20<br />-luke-||138.89.85.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||08-18-2003||10:35 PM||||You need 13g oil and coolant lines.  Other then that, it should bolt up, but I don't know why anyone would want one.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||HKS VR-4||08-19-2003||03:37 AM||||nah, I'm don't want one...someone that lived around me offered me a 13b just rebuilt and I wanted to hear the stories behind a 13b. Looked interesting though...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.81.87.191||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no



ubb/Forum2/003059.cgi
A||||1||Sir Revalot||Oil Temperature/Pressure sender thread size||||5||||Sir Revalot||00002030
Z||000000||Sir Revalot||08-18-2003||07:33 PM||||Hi all!<br /><br />I'm a new Aussie member.<br /><br />I have already performed a search on this topic, but unfortunately have no definitive answers as of yet!<br /><br />I have an '87 Japanese Import Galant VR4 (Cyclone motor). I will soon be installing an Autometer Oil pressure gauge and perhaps also an Oil temperature gauge. I have an Oil filter housing with the stock sender unit on the side that I will be removing (it doesn't work anyway!)<br /><br />If I end up purchasing both gauges, I will be installing a 'T' fitting in place of the original sender so that the sender doesn't block the flow of oil, and also to allow for the other gauge to be installed.<br /><br />Just wondering if anyone knows what the thread size is on the oil temperature sender? It will be in Metric, I know that much!<br /><br />Thanks in advance..<br /><br />Sir Revalot.||211.28.96.71||reg||5||Sir Revalot||00002030||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||08-19-2003||03:10 AM||||where abouts in australia??<br />im melb.. i went to a gauge shop located on whitehorse road.. maroondah hwy..<br /><br />cost me 11 dollars..<br />t piece..<br /><br />they know what you need..||144.132.127.204||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/003060.cgi
A||||6||agrabau||size of oil pressure sender threads ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-18-2003||07:43 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||1/8 NPT if I'm not mistaken<br /><br />(i started a new topic by accident trying to answer someone's question.. )||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||08-18-2003||08:55 PM||||Actually, its 1/8 BSPT, just like most of the oil passage plugs on the engine. Some water temp sensors, PCV valve, and most screw-in air nipples are the same thread as well.<br /><br />Be careful when threading NPT fittings into something they don't belong...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||jayru||08-18-2003||10:47 PM||||I don't mean to jack this thread but on a related topic, where do you guys mount the oil pressure sender for a autometer gauge? the oil filter has a few plugs in it but the area is not big enough for the sender( so i mounted my oil temp sensor down there).<br /><br />I tried to thread it into the plug by the turbo oil feed pipe but the threads look the same but it only goes 2 turns and starts to distort the threads a little. Any ideas? Or do you know the thread size in the head so i can get an adapter or something.  Thanks in advance||24.229.148.168||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||08-19-2003||03:09 AM||||i have the same gauge.. electric sender<br /><br />just goto a gauge shop.. and ask them for a Y piece.. (more like an I piece with a hole in the side)<br /><br />u basically remove the old sender (near the oil filter base), has a wire connected to it.. unscrew that.. then put the y piece in.. then put the sender in.. (sender on the side, original on the end,).. and thats it.. make sure u use teflon or something to seal it.. (but only at the top)..<br /><br />hope it helps||144.132.127.204||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||jayru||08-19-2003||10:05 AM||||bazeng, thanks for the advice, but my problem is around these parts the parts shops might as well have monkeys working in there bcs they know jack shit about anything, let alone fitting sizes.<br /><br />If anyone knows the thread size or where i can get an adapter Part # from jegs or summit ect.... it wold be greately appreciated||24.229.148.168||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||08-19-2003||02:27 PM||||I have a vdo gauge and I decided to forego the stock light so I didn't need a Y "t fitting" The VDO went in no problem, that's why i said the threads were 1/8 npt and not BSPT but Mark could be right about that. <br /><br />Try Jegs.com or summitracing.com you'll need to decide on BSPT or NPT though. It'll be Male-1/8npt (into filterhousing) to female (2) npt at the Y. But, it could be BSPT (British standard pipe thread I think??) and not NPT.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||jayru||08-19-2003||10:00 PM||||what is the fitting size on the pressure sender itself? I think it's 1/8npt on the autometer so that would mean that the sender thread would be diffrent? <br /><br />I guess i'll check the instructions for the senders thread size||24.229.148.168||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/003061.cgi
A||||7||EvilGalantGSX||Fuel Pressure leak, Where to start looking.||||1||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||08-19-2003||01:30 AM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||Well, while trying to figure out all of the problems on my car i decided to go ahead and get a B&M fuel pressure gauge just so i can  keep a eye on it.<br /><br />Well after I installed it It worked fine, went up to about 48 PSI (Just guessing I cant rember exactly) with the fuel pump on. Well after letting it sit for a little while maybe 15-20 minuets the pressure was back down to 0...<br /><br /><br />It will be a few days until i can work on the car agin but i just want to know where the first place to look to figure out where it loosing pressure. A friend said that i need to check the fuel return line and posible change the gas cap.<br /><br />Im not leaking anything around the Gauge or fuel filter.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-19-2003||01:34 AM||||Was the pump still running when the pressure dropped?||67.162.74.201||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||EvilGalantGSX||08-19-2003||06:16 AM||||When the car is running, or i turn the pump on via datalogger, the pressure is steady. I cant rember excatly where it was at at idle.<br /><br />But after turning the car off it will slowly loose pressure takes about a half hour to go  down to 0. <br /><br />This might be a stupid question but does the gas tank pressureize with the rest of the fuel line, or is only the line from the pump going to the injectors and FPR suspose to be pressurized.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-19-2003||07:18 AM||||Your fuel pressure will drop when the pump/car is turned off.  Mine actually drops to 0 right away.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||08-19-2003||11:29 AM||||Is it the stock pump?  Harry probably has no check valve to hold pressure due to his big aftermarket pump.  If the pressure only drops with the pump off, and takes about half an hour to do so, don't worry about it.  That's normal.<br /><br />The gas tank should Not pressurize.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||EvilGalantGSX||08-19-2003||08:33 PM||||Thanks for the answer. <br /><br />No its not the stock pump but its not a heavy duty race pump, its just a plain jane replacement.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||08-19-2003||08:46 PM||||Fuel leaks back through larger fuel pumps which have larger clearances and aftermarket adjustable fuel pressure regulators. <br /><br />Stock setup should hold fuel pressure for a while. I think it should hold for more than 15minutes (per your post). If its not, I'd suspect two places. First is that the injector(s) may be leaking into the cylinder while engine is off. Second is that the fuel pump may be leaking at the pipe junction in the fuel tank (since you said you replaced the pump).<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||bob dole||08-20-2003||11:31 PM||||The fuel prssure will not drop right away. The system should hold fuel pressure and them slowly decrease. The question is does you car take a longer time to start than normal. If so then you have a fuel leak.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes



ubb/Forum2/003062.cgi
A||||10||Hertz||Squeal like a belt, boy!||||5||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||08-19-2003||01:51 AM||rhertz@baits.com||I've been battling a squealing belt for a few weeks.  First attempts at fixing it involved tightening with the alternator because the squeals are definitely power-draw related.  (10s after starting, starting at traffic lights with headlights and A/C on, etc.)  I've tried different tensions, not knowing exactly what the right tension is.<br /><br />After work the squealing went away for ~50 miles, but when I wanted to take the car out for a spin this evening, it did not want to go away and I never made it out of the garage.<br /><br />After tracing some newly apparent shiny edges on the belt I found the alternator pivot bolt (square end) was sticking out!  The square edges were nicely polished and a bit rounded.  I'm guessing that it protruded slightly and the rotation of the belt was removing the bolt for me.  The recent lack of noise was likely when the bolt head was then clearing the belt.  Yikes!  I imagine the nut on the other end of the bolt is long gone, couldn't get a look at it.<br /><br />However, after tapping the bolt in to clear the belt the sound persisted!  Could I have over-tightened the alternator belt?  One pulley (on the "bottom") looked polished and there is some wear on the underside of the belt.<br /><br />Next issue...  the "other" belt (lower, not timing belt, <i>sorry I'm a belt rookie and haven't looked it up yet</i>) had some wear on the inside edge and I traced that back to what I believe to be the lower timing belt cover (plastic).  The belt was rubbing the cover and I was able to tighten the firewall side bolt (9 or 10mm, was hard to get socket on it).  I gained about 1mm of clearance.<br /><br />I still have a slight squealing but I don't think that the belt rubbing on plastic would actually make much of a noise.   Any advice?  Loosen the alternator?<br /><br />Thanks in advance..||67.162.74.201||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||08-19-2003||02:03 AM||||could it be that one of the pulleys bearings are going out?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||Forced Style||08-19-2003||06:57 AM||||first let me give you a piece of hard learned advice.. don't ever let a squealing belt go for long, my eclipse had a squeaky belt, it was the A/c and i knew it, well i was lazy and didnt cut the belt off like i planned too, and the next day, belt snapped, wrapped around the crank pulley, bye bye timing belt and head.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />as far as that bolt, get a nut on it ASAP, its not too hard to get down there unless you have an external wastegate on runner one of the exhaust manifold or an o2 dump tube.<br />and the a/c belt can be squeaking because of the plastic, check the bolts that hold the timing cover on (10mm) that could be causing it, or just remove the a/c belt if you dont use it..||208.231.176.19||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||08-19-2003||12:40 PM||||i'd check the harmonic balancer.  it may be in the very first stages of separation.  if that sucker goes, it could take the engine with it.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||08-19-2003||11:38 PM||||I am thinking it is a pulley of somesort also, I had that same problem and I got a new belt had it tightened and everything, squeeled like a little pig then my acc pulleys went and took oput a few others with it, got the pulley and new belts and it is gone now.||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||08-29-2003||10:15 PM||||When I was a new dsm'er, I had squealing belts, less than a year old.  Not knowing the crank pulley separation issue, I cranked and cranked until the alt belt was tight.  Unfortunately, I didn't know to tighten the a/c belt and alt belt equally, so the tension isn't pulling the crank pulley to one side.  Long story short, I was at the strip, the crank pulley rubber center sheared due to being pulled off center, and shot straight thru my hood, shredded the timing belt cover, and snapped the water pump pully right off.  The belt is 15 bucks max.  The crank pulley is 300 from the dealer.  Also, check that alternator.  Mine just screeched when the motor was cold.  The pulleys do wear out.  Sometimes even a new belt will screech on a worn out pulley.  My alts on all three of my dsm's have a lifetime warranty, so I replace them every two years anyways.<br />Dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||08-30-2003||08:43 AM||||use conti(continental) accessory belts, you will never have to tighten them up again.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||turboren||08-30-2003||03:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> The crank pulley is 300 from the dealer.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man, where did YOU go to get a crank pulley?  The most expensive one I could find here was $147.  I paid $121 for mine, because I didin't have the time to wait for Conicelli.<br /><br />Anyway, yes, I would check that crank pulley and replace it if necessary.  It it's got over 100k on it, it's probably due for replacement.  The newer pulley (MD376608) is supposed to have an improvement in the design of the rubber, so it's less likely to come apart, but I don't think anyone has had a redesigned pulley for long enough to be able to verify that.<br /><br />As for belt tension, when I worked at the Infiniti/Benz/Porsche dealer in Charleston, SC, I was taught by the head Infiniti mechanic how to properly tension mutli-rib (serpentine) type belts without a tension gauge.  He said to tighten the belt until you get a fair amount of resistance when you try to twist the belt PAST 90 degrees, with your fingers.  This twist would be perpendicular to the belt run, not inline with it.  Like if you would have the belt off the car, laying flat on a table top, you would twist the width of the belt towards the table top.  Sorry if that's hard to understand, it's easier to show someone than try to explain it.  You should check this on the longest straight section of the belt (between the two consecutive pulleys that are farthest away from each other).  On the 4g63, that would be between the a/c compressor and crank pulley for the a/c belt, and between the alternator and crank pulley for the alt/wp belt.  <br /><br />For the ps belt, I just tightened it until I felt enough tension on it.  I've been a mechanic for 13 years, now, though I pretty much have a feel for it.  Basically you want to feel that it's firm if you thump it or press on it.  If you pluck it like a guitar string and it really sings, it's too tight. It should have a dull sort of sound to it.<br /><br />Hope that helps.<br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.189||reg||4||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000008||klo91vr4||08-30-2003||03:22 PM||||I don't know much about belts, but my expience was a squealing and sometimes rattling belt that ended up being the from a separating harmonic balancer.   Since being replaced, I have had no more sqealing.||64.109.19.27||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||08-30-2003||04:24 PM||||Pulleys are fine with just over 95k miles on them... probably next year.<br /><br />The squealing was caused by the alternator belt rubbing on the alternator pivot bolt which was backed out.<br /><br />Thanks for all the advice!||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||SPEEDFIEND||08-30-2003||08:08 PM||||Man that altenator bolt backing out must be a problem.  Check this out, last year I drove to Lawton, Ok. to pick up what I thought was a green 92' car.  So long short when we arrive the car turns out to be 92' Kensington Gray Car(SWEET), really made the 20hr one way trip worth it.  So I look the car over and purchase it.  Well the next day I check everthing over and I see that same bolt backed out and it had actually torn pieces from the belt.  So we made a trip to Advanced Auto where I pickup 3 belts just in case, tapped the bolt back in, and then tightened the hell out of the belt.  Every gas stop we made on the way back I had to tap the bolt back in and just hope it didn't fall out.  Crazy trip, the car had 172,000 miles and I'm driving it half way across the US.  I'd definately do it again though.  These  cars are bad ass.  A word of advice, what ever you do don't let that bolt stay loose very long.  The mounting hole were the bolt goes the altenator and bracket is about two times as big as it needs to be now.  I have to replace the bracket and the altenator know.  Yeah!  Good luck man.||65.130.110.226||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes



ubb/Forum2/003063.cgi
A||||2||bazeng||Whats normal oil pressure for a vr4???||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||08-19-2003||03:14 AM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys.. just wondering if this is tooo low...<br /><br />at idle my cars oil pressure is 25..<br />cruising 50...<br />hard driving.. 75 - 80<br /><br />sound normal or something wrong??<br /><br />using autometer electronic oil pressure gauge.<br />thanks||144.132.127.204||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||CKA||08-19-2003||03:59 AM||||That sounds almost identical to what I saw tonight on my way home from work, with a bit higher numbers within the first 5 minutes or so of start up.  I would say everything is A-OK.||66.84.245.116||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-19-2003||03:59 AM||||From <a href="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/" target="_blank">1000 already answered questions page</a><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Oil pressure is directly related to <br /><br />the ambient temperature <br />the engine temperature <br />the amount of oil in the engine <br />the engine speed <br />When changing the oil you often end up with a slightly different amount of oil in the engine then you had previously.  Less oil means less oil pressure - add a little more oil and the pressure will rise. <br />Also, the oil pump is driven by an accessory belt. Operating the engine at higher speed runs the oil pump faster, raising oil pressure. Consequently, oil pressure is lowest when the car is idling (and hot), and will rise during cruising. <br /><br />Normal oil pressure on these cars is between the Low and Mid mark when idling, and between the Mid and High marks when cruising. These marks, unfortunately, do not correspond to any known psi rating. <br /><br />Limited testing by DSM owners with mechanical oil pressure gauges indicate that DSMs tend to have around 70-90 psi of oil pressure while cruising, and only 10-20 psi while idling. Cold starts can generate oil pressures of over 100 psi, a fact verified by the DSM manuals when discussing proper oil filter selection. <br /><br />Consistently low oil pressure while driving could be an oil leak, or a bad oil pressure sending unit. Be careful. <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.162.74.201||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
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A||||1||mromik||I made the logger cable!!! Questions.||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||08-19-2003||09:23 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||And made the first logs with MMCD<br />Now I am interesting What are the nane of logged arameters?<br />How to read the diagrams?<br />How to copy logged data to my PC and to work with it?<br />I want you to say a fiew words about my log files.<br />I have 14  error how to repair it?<br />Also I am going to buy 2G MAF will it be useful?<br />So many questions.<br /><br />Where to get theinstruction how to work with MMCD and Palmstein?<br /><br />Is it possible to log '93 Galant with 6A12?||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||08-19-2003||10:14 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/</a><br />Also, follow the link you find on that page for some great tuning tips.||68.155.88.12||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003065.cgi
A||||3||mromik||My friend's Galant errors.||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||08-19-2003||09:30 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||He say that very often he have his CE light ON and tha lack of power. When he was at diagnostics and they told him about bad MAF and error  12.<br />We swapped MAF with my car and a had no error, exept of mine 14-TPS. His car acted the same with my MAF. Then I took a voltmeter and get 25 error at his car.<br />Again swapped MAF, and no results... 25 error<br />(PS he have his caps changed 3 years ago)<br />What might it be?<br /><br />Now I have logger . what to do?||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-19-2003||11:07 AM||||The CEL errors stay until you remove them/reset the ECU.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||mromik||08-20-2003||09:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> The CEL errors stay until you remove them/reset the ECU.<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am not so silly.<br />All tests done after reseting the ECU||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-20-2003||10:38 AM||||I think I got some MAF-related errors when I had a intake/IC leak.  I'm guessing that if too much air bypasses the MAF and the ECU can't correct enough fuel it assumes that the MAF is bad.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003066.cgi
A||||3||mromik||Again  troubles with clutch /tranny.||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||08-19-2003||09:37 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||I desided to buy good Racing ctutch.<br />Where to buy cheap? May be used. Also later goind to change the flywheel.<br />Who sells world wide? Or may be somebody know how much will be shipping to Russia?||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||08-20-2003||05:34 AM||||What do you mean by changing your flywheel?  Like using a lightened one?  Maybe I'm just lazy, but I hate dropping my tranny and I'd do it all at the same time.<br /><br />I really don't know what clutches are available in Russia, but I'm sure it's not worth shipping one from the states to you.  What about Japan?  It's a lot closer; would shipping be different from there?  They have quite a few clutch options over there that we don't have.  I'd at least see what it'd cost to ship from Japan.||69.59.219.213||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||mromik||08-20-2003||09:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Maybe I'm just lazy, but I hate dropping my tranny and I'd do it all at the same time.<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I an thinking of it, but really I have lack of money now for it..<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> . I'd at least see what it'd cost to ship from Japan.<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wish I knew anybody in Japn or Japaneese...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Everything in Japaneese in Japan/<br />Am I correct?||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-20-2003||10:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> I wish I knew anybody in Japn or Japaneese...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />Everything in Japaneese in Japan/<br />Am I correct? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For the most part, yes.  But you might find a few English-speaking Japanese.<br /><br />Good luck.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
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A||||2||henrok||SPARK PLUGS||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-19-2003||11:09 AM||alvihen@aol.com||does anyone know which spark plugs are good for our cars?  its time for a tune up and id like some really good ones.  It seems the stock ones cant stand the heat and are all yellow.  yesterday i took them off and cleaned them and noticed a real improvement.  id like some that will take the heat since the stock ones arent. the ones on are the ngks 6bkepy? something like that.||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||08-19-2003||11:16 AM||||I use NGK BPR7ES and haven't had a problem||24.53.192.66||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||08-19-2003||12:37 PM||||i like the bosch w(R)8dtc, or the ngk equivalent, bpr6et.  remove the "r" if you want non resistor plugs.  since the install of the hks cams, i have gone to a colder wr7dtc.  the dtc series is the correct reach for our cars, but is used in audi turbos, and some slaabs.  it is a triple electrode copper core, pre-gapped to .028. the triple electrodes insure long life, and accurate spark gap.  i have NEVER had problems with plugs, even the old bosch platinums.  i have also use the bosch +4 platinums, but i could not get the gap correct, so i switched to the dtc.  i think the plug problems come from those whose cars are not tuned properly.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
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A||||11||gixxer||o m f g||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||08-19-2003||01:54 PM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||oil was leaking from the oil "in" line into the turbo where the line bolts to the head.  so i started the motor and turned the bolt about an eigth turn at a time. little by little, then boom, oil starts gushing out! OHHHHH HELL NO!!!   <br /><br />backed the bolt out, there were aluminum thread pieces in the thread of the bolt.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />i couldn't find the torque spec for that particular bolt, but i mean hell, i was using a 3/8 ratchet and 2 fingers!<br /><br />so now what, do i have to go buy a tap? or do i need to go one size bigger? but i don't see how that will work if the banjo fitting stays the same size   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />          <br /><br />help please?||207.218.44.138||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-19-2003||02:10 PM||||The only thing you can realley do is TAP the head for a larger bolt and run the feed line from the oil filter housing, The not strip out the oil filter allen head, Use a propane torch on the housing. Or you might be able to Helicoil it,I feel your pain, that realley sucks.||67.31.232.165||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-19-2003||02:23 PM||||Bullocks. I'd try the Loctite website. They make some really cool stuff, maybe you can find something to epoxy it back in. Are there any remaining threads? Helicoil might leak. Man, that's a whole world of pain. Does RRE make a line that changes the location? Perhaps a pipe tap and drill are in your future my friend.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||08-19-2003||02:34 PM||||The best thing to do is tap it,plug it and go with a RRE feed line .||67.31.232.165||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||KenGVR4||08-19-2003||03:25 PM||||When I bought my car, it was leaking from the same spot.  Some idiot had RTV'ed the banjo bolt to try and stop the leak, instead of fixing the stripped thread like they SHOULD HAVE.  Anyway, I helicoiled it as a fix.  That was 3 years ago.  It hasn't started leaking yet.||65.115.175.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||08-19-2003||03:30 PM||||The loctite thread repair works wonders.  I've used it on compressor housings before, and it was stronger than the original Al.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||curtis||08-19-2003||03:44 PM||||repair the treads and put a plug in it.  You can get one off of any 1.8 or 2.0 na car in the junkyard.  buy the -4 AN line kit and run the turbo oil straight from the filter housing it is a better supply of oil and it gets there faster at start up.  It also gives a better supply of oil to the head because your not using it in the turbo.||65.144.94.158||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||smokindav||08-19-2003||07:36 PM||||I have successfully used heli-coils on that banjo bolt.  Those mothers are easy to strip aren't they?  Ask my how I know.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   You have to have it perfectly aligned to get the threads started w/o cross threading and then what I would do is get it finger tight, start the car and tighten with a wrench until it doesn't leak any more and no tighter!<br /><br />Just be cautious when you are drilling the hole out before tapping and installing the heli coil that you don't drill too deep into the head.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||66.32.91.236||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000008||Dan D||08-19-2003||07:47 PM||||When you fix it and put it back in, its 12ft-lbs.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000009||gixxer||08-20-2003||03:14 AM||||so far i like the idea of running a line from the oil cooler (which is a 1990 unit btw)<br /><br />so all i would need to do is clean the hole in the head of any debris, and then plug it. but how does one go about cleaning that area w/o removing the head? its an oil galley isn't it?  do i just run the motor and make sure it has enough oil in it and hopefully let it push out some more oil, and hopefully the debris with it?<br /><br />thanks for the replys||67.104.219.162||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000010||Kibo||08-20-2003||03:59 AM||||My advice is to Helicoil it.  I'm personally not a fan of taking the oil supply from the filter bracket, due to the higher pressure.  Turbo bearings don't like high pressure, and DSM's tend to have pretty high oil pressure (especially if the balance shafts are removed).  Oil pressure from the stock feed location is regulated by the valve body (oil pressure regulator) in the head.<br /><br />Do as you see fit, though.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000011||smokindav||08-20-2003||03:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> so far i like the idea of running a line from the oil cooler (which is a 1990 unit btw)<br /><br />so all i would need to do is clean the hole in the head of any debris, and then plug it. but how does one go about cleaning that area w/o removing the head? its an oil galley isn't it?  do i just run the motor and make sure it has enough oil in it and hopefully let it push out some more oil, and hopefully the debris with it?<br /><br />thanks for the replys </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Use a shop vac to suck out any debris.||66.32.91.236||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum2/003069.cgi
A||||3||Ryan136||Looking for the fuel pump check terminal..||||1||||Ryan136||00000592
Z||000000||Ryan136||08-19-2003||02:17 PM||||Im going to be running a wire from the battery to the fuel pump check terminal. I know its on the firewall but im not sure where. I think its right next to the master cylinder. I see a black wire comming out of the fire wall gong up into a female connector, then a male connector with what i think is a yellow/green wire comming out of it. <br /><br />Is that it?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Ryan136||00000592||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||08-19-2003||03:04 PM||||the yellow green wire is it.  it should have a cover on it, and it is right next to the clutch master.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Ryan136||08-19-2003||03:27 PM||||Ok, When facing the firewall inbetween the clutch fluid and brake fluid reservoir i see a yellow/green wire. Also I see another one to the left of the clutch resevoir. Again this is looking straight back at the firewall. The one thats to the left of the clutch resevoir seems to be taped to another connector. In the manual is says that it will be taped to the fiewall. Im guessing thats the one.<br /><br />How hard would it of been to show a small pic on the manual with a arrow showing where it is.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Ryan136||00000592||yes
Z||000003||Ryan136||08-19-2003||04:09 PM||||Found it and tested it and the pump came on but it doesnt when you turn the key. So from what ive read its a relay or something. Im still learning as im going.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Ryan136||00000592||yes



ubb/Forum2/003070.cgi
A||||3||raceman77||is this a worthwhile upgrade?||||5||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||08-19-2003||03:49 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||l`ve held back on mods since l installed the huge front mount and ported 2nd gen ex.mani,ported 14b,O2 housing,custom pipes,etc.Today l found a low miles 95 Eclipse and scooped the ex.mani and complete turbo assy. along with the intake plumbing,mass flow and airbox.All parts in excellent condition..l`ve seen pics of these A/R turbos before but never examined one.lt seems like a fairly easy install,clock the intake housing and redirect the outlet...any ideas on what to expect performance wise? Or should l just keep my current set up?As usual,any help appreciated....rr||68.35.11.237||reg||5||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||08-19-2003||03:53 PM||||Stock 2g turbo is a downgrade from the 1g.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-19-2003||04:25 PM||||The T25 is tiny... many 2G's install a 14B (1G stock) as a cheap upgraded turbo.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||08-19-2003||04:31 PM||||downgrade? thanks for the info,l don`t need no stinking downgrade! So Ebay awaits me then.l really wasn`t looking forward to all that fabbing/wrenching anyways,l`ve got mega hours into the car as it is and l know l`ve really just scratched the surface.l now know why some potential buyers look for modded cars...rr||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes



ubb/Forum2/003071.cgi
A||||1||curtis||ac question||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||08-19-2003||03:52 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||theres a sensor or temp switch or something in the end of the ac compressor. I'm wondering what it is because I just retro fitted a talon ac compressor and lines for the Galant and the talon compressor doesn't have this thing mounted on it.  I found out my compressor was shot and I had a talon compressor that is good so it was a no brainer.  The talon bracket and lines cost me 20 bucks out of the junkyard instead of 300 for a reman compressor.  I have a friend that has a shop that builds lines and he's going to splice the galant car ends to the talon compressor ends.  This should cost me at the most a 12 pack of Busch.   Any help would be appretiated       Curtis||65.144.94.158||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||08-19-2003||05:40 PM||||It's a refrigerant temp sensor.  It shuts down the compressor clutch in the event the the temperature reaches harmfull levels.  I suppose if you don't care about the protective failsafes, you can solder a resistor on the connector (ecu side) and fool the ecu.  80kohm is the standard value at 77 ambient temp.  I don't know how much that changes under normal operation, or what value coresponds to 347 degrees (shutdown temp), but I think the 88kohm should suffice.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/003072.cgi
A||||5||Ryan136||Progress with fuel probs, relay location??||||1||||Ryan136||00000592
Z||000000||Ryan136||08-19-2003||04:53 PM||||Well awhile ago my galant wouldnt start. The pump doesnt come on after turning the key. I checked the mpi fuse and it was fine. Just a little while ago I ran a test wire from the battery to the fuel pump test fitting and the pump worked. I tried to start it with the wire in but it wouldnt start, however im not sure if that could of been done in the first place. <br /><br />So now im looking for the fuel pump relay to check it. I dont know how to check it but ill worry about that after i find it. I know its somewhere under the glove box but I see alot of wires and connectors. Where exactly is it, color? size? about how many wires into it? Any numbers or writing on it?<br /><br />I dont have a good manual to go buy, just a Hanes for a talon/eclipse and a galant one. The galant one is 99% useless and the talon one has been a little helpful.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Ryan136||00000592||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-19-2003||05:38 PM||||That is a sign that the ECU is going south on ya. I believe the relay is the ECU. I dont remember the car having one.<br /><br />Imeant to say. The relay is in the ECU.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Ryan136||08-19-2003||05:47 PM||||I didnt know that. Any suggestions anyone? I thought I was getting somewhere but now im back to start.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Ryan136||00000592||yes
Z||000003||Ryan136||08-19-2003||05:48 PM||||So if the relay is the ECU then how would I go about checking that?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Ryan136||00000592||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||08-19-2003||07:13 PM||||The MFI relay is a little gold box up behind the glove box, not in the ECU. But, often times the ECU is the problem when the relay won't engage, so the two are sort of related.||68.155.86.193||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Ryan136||08-19-2003||07:16 PM||||Oh ok, thanks for clearig that up.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Ryan136||00000592||yes



ubb/Forum2/003073.cgi
A||||11||talontd||Starter Location||||1||||talontd||00002090
Z||000000||talontd||08-19-2003||04:56 PM||talontd@hotmail.com||Tried starting my car this morning and it won't even turn over..... <br />I"m assuming it's a starter problem.... I remember hearing that if you hit that starter, it might start to work again..... <br />Can anyone tell me where the starter is??? I know it's on the tranny somehwere but I can't seem to find it.....  <br /><br />Thankx in advance||24.78.80.69||reg||1||talontd||00002090||yes
Z||000001||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-19-2003||04:58 PM||||The starter is on the engine, not the transmission. It is located at the bottom of the fly wheel. Does your selenoid tick when you turn the key over, have you checked the battery yet?||4.3.46.127||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||08-19-2003||05:27 PM||||Just to make sure, you checked things like relays, fuses, and battery terminals yes?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||08-19-2003||05:32 PM||||Located at the bottom of the flywheel??? Whats that mean?<br /> The starter is underneath the intake manifold. Its bolted to the tranny with 2 14mm bolts. <br /> If you are looking at the engine from the passanger side. there is a hard coolant line that runs along the block. Beneath that you can see a hump in the tranny towards te rear. That is where the starter is bolted. Not anywhere under the car.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||talontd||08-20-2003||04:54 AM||||Thankx....<br />"Just to make sure, you checked things like relays, fuses, and battery terminals yes?"<br /><br />I have checked the fuses/relays already.... I"m assuming my battery is ok because the radio/light/powerw windows/etc are all working fine and it shows 11.5 on the logger but I will double check the terminals again....<br /><br />"Does your selenoid tick when you turn the key over"<br />Yes, I can hear the starter click when I try to crank it....<br /><br />Any other heads up????<br />Thankx in advance guys...||24.78.80.69||reg||1||talontd||00002090||yes
Z||000005||number3||08-20-2003||06:53 AM||||Have you changed the caps in your ECU? (I sound like a broken record.) Where is the clicking noise coming from. Behind the glove box area by chance?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||08-20-2003||10:49 AM||||The ECU will not stop the starter from cranking. You should try checking the voltage AT the starter while you try to start it, both on the heavy battery terminal, and the smaller solenoid wire. If the voltage is holding solid >10-11 volts, its probably the starter. If it drops real low, you either have a battery or connection problem.||68.211.243.85||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||08-20-2003||11:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Have you changed the caps in your ECU? (I sound like a broken record.) <br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">: </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Have you changed the caps in your ECU? (I sound like a broken record.) <br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Have you changed the caps in your ECU? (I sound like a broken record.) <br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.227.117.137||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||talontd||08-20-2003||04:22 PM||||Problem solved... it was the connection to the battery... I couldn't tell till I took off the positive terminal... The main termainal was fine... it was all the stuff that was bolted to the side of it that was all rusted and nasty... Cleaned her up and now she's all fine again....<br /><br />Thankx for all the tips guys....||24.78.80.69||reg||14||talontd||00002090||yes
Z||000009||number3||08-21-2003||07:09 AM||||You still didn't answer my question.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||talontd||08-21-2003||06:57 PM||||Nope.. havn't changed the caps yet..... but that will be the next maintenance move.....<br /><br />There is a clicking noise coming from the ecu area but it does seems more like a relay of some sort and not the ecu itself....||204.209.209.129||reg||1||talontd||00002090||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||08-22-2003||10:34 AM||||Hint: the ECU controls some relays.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003074.cgi
A||||5||josh91vr4||Timing off? or somethin else?||||9||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||08-19-2003||04:58 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Okay guys, had the Timing belt changed sunday. While that was going on, i dropped a crushed BOV in there, and removed the extra lines that combine the pre/post-IC pressure to the BCS and WG (now it's only post-IC pressure, pre-ic is capped)<br />And, it's running like Iraqi Camel shit.<br />I get some serious sputtering from 2000-3500rpm in any gear, especially bad in 1st, all the way to 6k there. pulls great in 2nd-5th as long as i'm over 3500rpm though. Is the TB off a tooth (maybe advanced?) or did i mess something else up? any help would be GREATLY appreciated, cuz i'm about to get fed up and sell it so i can get a start dealing drugs, or something   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||9||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||08-19-2003||07:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> And, it's running like Iraqi Camel shit.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMFAO!!!!!||65.227.204.92||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||smokindav||08-19-2003||07:26 PM||||Does the engine vibrate NOTICEABLY more than it used to?  What you describe as rough running may actually be a vibration due to your balance shaft being out of phase.  Check out <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> and let's see if we can solve this after you read the t-belt faq on that site.<br /><br />Who did the timing belt?  It sounded like someone else did it for you?<br /><br />Dave Flaherty<br /><br />edit:  Direct link to VFAQ  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/timingbelt-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/timingbelt-1G.html</a>||66.32.91.236||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||08-19-2003||10:26 PM||||Lets just say, the guy who did it knows his stuff. Would a bad intake leak do the same as described? (does the 1G BOV have a gasket? I didn't see one)<br />The engine isn't vibrating any more than it used to, it still won't pull (easily) to over 6k (isn't redline @ 7k, with shutoff @ 7500?)||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||curtis||08-20-2003||01:07 AM||||The vacuum lines sound fine I use to have mine like that.  Its probably your blow off valve gasket or its crushed to far and want hold under boost (bad diaphram).   I've seen this before.  I had one on my car a few years ago that wouldn't hold over 3 pounds in fifth gear on the interstate.  <br />Double check your belt by pulling off the cover and checking the marks.  You could be off 1 tooth and this is a bad thing if its not, your only out a few hours and not a new head and pistons. <br />   Also check the flux capacitor while your in there  it needs to be at 1.2 giga watts  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.144.153.140||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||smokindav||08-20-2003||03:16 PM||||Well, here's what I suggest doing.  First, put the blow-off valve and vacuum lines back the way they were before the problem.  Then you will know if they caused the problem or if it is a timing belt issue.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||66.32.91.236||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum2/003075.cgi
A||||6||14bCrazy||MMCD???||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||08-19-2003||10:01 PM||acuradude@msn.com||In the third set of parameters what sensors are FTO2, FLGO and FLG2. I did a search and checked the web site for the software and found nothinf that tells me what they are or what they read.||63.159.36.198||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||08-19-2003||10:37 PM||||FTO2 = O2 sensor trim, not sure what it does<br /><br />FLGx contains various flags that signal when certain things are on or off, i.e. air conditioning.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||08-20-2003||08:21 AM||||So are you saying that they are not important sensors?||162.83.82.145||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||08-20-2003||12:48 PM||||I suppose.  It depends on what you're looking for.  Why do you ask?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||08-20-2003||01:21 PM||||Well their on the screen and I just wanted to know what they are.||162.83.82.145||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||91GVR4||08-20-2003||06:08 PM||||I am not sure on the FLGx values, but the fuel trim O2 is used to adjust your cruise fuel and part throtle response. You can read a good write up on it here: <a href="http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317" target="_blank">http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317</a>||12.64.67.96||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000006||14bCrazy||08-20-2003||06:28 PM||||Thanks for the info||162.83.82.145||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum2/003076.cgi
A||||7||chadhayashi||1606 Hz||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||08-20-2003||01:36 AM||||This is the airflow value that my pocket logger is maxing out at and giving me as soon as I hit full boost(20psi, big 16G). This is w/ a hacked MAF. Yet I don't hit fuel cut. I'm up high so my barometric pressure says 82. I would assume that should mean .82 bar or kg/cm2, which is what I would expect at this elevation. Anyway, any thoughts?||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||08-20-2003||08:24 AM||||From the info I read on the TMO site. That is normal the peg that reading. He says that when the reading starts to jump around thats when your your mas sensor is not giving the motor enough air.||162.83.82.145||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||08-20-2003||08:42 AM||||The max value the ecu gives to the diagnostic port is 1606.  Since the factory intention in not for WOT tuning, they apparently saw no need to go higher.  You'll be hard pressed to view a MAF overrun event on a palmlogger, simply because the sample rate is just too slow.  You'll need something along the lines of an S-AFC to see higher karmen readings and to view overrun events.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||08-20-2003||11:07 AM||||I get an avg sample rate of 50/sec. If I encounter overrun is this when you experience fuel cut? Will the flow reading drop?||63.227.117.137||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||08-20-2003||12:40 PM||||No.  Not related to fuel cut.  50/sec is too slow.  This is a very erratic event when too much air flows through MAS, disrupting the formation of the votices and thereby causing the ultrasonic sensor to miscount the airflow.  You may pick up evedience of the event on a log, but it will not be a clear example like the graph on an s-afc would be.<br /><br />Also, 50/sec is divided between all parameters being logged.  The only way you get 50/sec sampling rate for airflow is to only log airflow.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||08-29-2003||10:20 PM||||actually, if I remember right, the 1606 is actually as high as the ecu will recognize, not the max that the MAF will send.  True, it will get erratic, but the 1606 is an ecu induced limit.<br />You can always do the cheapie 2g maf and score a set of RX-7 turbo II 550's or 660's from the junkyard and be done with it.<br />Dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||Invader||08-30-2003||02:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> actually, if I remember right, the 1606 is actually as high as the ecu will recognize, not the max that the MAF will send.  True, it will get erratic, but the 1606 is an ecu induced limit.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe I'm being picky or maybe I'm not reading that right, but the ECU is capable of reading Karman values well over what any Mitsu MAF is capable of sending.  The 1606Hz limit is imposed as a limitation of the diagnostic port as was earlier mentioned...internally the ECU is capable of much higher counts.<br /><br />If you have an SAFC you can recall the high values...the graphing feature is pretty much worthless in my opinion.||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||09-04-2003||12:24 AM||||To add to the archives...<br /><br />The max value the diagnostic port sends for anything is 255.  That's 256 values counting zero (two hexadecimal bytes? 00-FF).  The logger multiplies the value by 6.29 yielding the 1606 maximum.  Any value is +/- 6.29 then and the reason why you'll never see 1605.<br /><br />Mitsubishi could have decreased the resolution: say multiplied by 7 and we'd be talking about the 1785 limit.  I haven't the slightest clue why they used 6.29 as it seems rather purposeful and specific.  I'm sure they never expected people to be driving around with hand-held computers listening to the diagnostic port.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003077.cgi
A||||4||UndergroundVR-4||Aftermarket Momo steering wheels.  Which fit?||||1||||UndergroundVR-4||00000530
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2003||10:53 AM||undergroundr32@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.ltbmotorsport.com/steeringwheel.html" target="_blank">http://www.ltbmotorsport.com/steeringwheel.html</a>  Which of these wheels would fit on my 92 VR4?  My stock one is shot. I don't know what the bolt pattern is.  I haven't had the car long and it's not with me right now so I can't check.  Thanks.||216.179.75.177||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-20-2003||11:01 AM||||You use the same hub as a 1g DSM.||209.245.227.173||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2003||11:08 AM||||Thank you||216.179.75.177||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000003||MiSTER2||08-20-2003||12:13 PM||||All would fit, you need to buy a boss kit.  I have a 350mm Momo Monte Carlo.  Suits the interior fine.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000004||Martin Chilcote||10-03-2003||08:17 PM||||I'm looking at aftermarket Momos too. I found hub kits for 89-93 Galants and 1G's. The model numbers are different. Which is it?<br />What is a boss kit? Didn't see anything like that on the <a href="http://www.ltbmotorsport.com/" target="_blank">http://www.ltbmotorsport.com/</a> site.<br />I have seen spacers though but no info on when there needed. Anybody know?<br /><br />Thanks||66.139.167.93||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum2/003078.cgi
A||||21||neonturbo1995||S-AFC/Gauge/Palm Mounting locations...I need ideas||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-20-2003||11:28 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||Where do you all have these items mounted in your GRV4'S.  I am just curious to see how credtive everyone is, and also to get some ideas that maybe I haven't thought of.  Pics would be great as well.||68.164.230.161||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-20-2003||11:35 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002219" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002219</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||08-20-2003||11:42 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1147" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1147&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||08-20-2003||01:04 PM||||i dont have one in my car right now but i was thinking about getting a leather case for it, putting a velcro sticker on the back of the case and then another sticker near the vent on the drivers side near the door so it could hang in the case and be visable, then i could detatch it and go.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||08-20-2003||01:16 PM||||That will work.  I did that for a while before I used the afc mount to put it where it is in the above pic.  I don't use it for anything else, so it just stays in the car.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||08-21-2003||03:03 AM||||Hey Dan,<br />How did you get your AFC to stay in? Just a tight fit and some silicone/rtv?||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||DuckButterRacing GVR4||08-21-2003||07:44 AM||||im building a ABS Plastic panel for the glove box to hold 2 gauges (greddy EGT + boost), ProfecB, Greddy Turbo Timer, and a SAFC. Im kind of curious how exactly it will turn out, ill share pics if it turns out good.||66.75.57.246||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000007||gvr4tunr||08-21-2003||10:52 AM||||where do you get plastic for fabbing mounting plates?||64.222.101.171||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000008||Dan D||08-21-2003||11:12 AM||||It just an interference fit.  I had the plexiglass (avabilable at most hardware stores) machined by a friend in the pre-production model shop at the company I used to work for.  It was so exact, that it just stays put on its own.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000009||neonturbo1995||08-21-2003||11:13 PM||||I am trying to go with something trick like this here....<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/500/3222IM000131.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/500/3222IM000133.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.164.11.210||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000010||neonturbo1995||08-21-2003||11:15 PM||||Basically, I have to mount a head unit (half the size of the opening for the factory radio), Boost Gauge, EGT Gauge, A?F Gauge, S-AFC II, and Palm m100.  Any suggestions on how to do this and make it look awesome and still be functional?||68.164.11.210||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||08-21-2003||11:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> I am trying to go with something trick like this here....<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/500/3222IM000131.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/500/3222IM000133.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I miss my talon. Sniff sniff, but not the work.<br /><br />That thing made for the vents is very common on a TEL, not so common for a GVR4.  You would have to make a custom one.  while it is cool looking and a great place for a s-afc, would you really want to bock your vents?  I would only install it for a racing aplication, not on a daily driver.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||neonturbo1995||08-21-2003||11:41 PM||||I really do not want to lose my vents, but I just wanted to show an example of how clean and sick I want it to look....just a general idea.  Now I need to figure out places to mount ALL my stuff!!!||68.164.11.210||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000013||BluFalcon||08-22-2003||04:15 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1166" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1166&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Here's how I had mine set up in the car.  I replaced the white faced gauges, but the AFC is stil in the same place.  Someone had a picture of one that was mounted at an angle in the same location, but with a molded plastic "hood" for it.  Looked really clean.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000014||turbowop||08-22-2003||04:57 AM||||Mine:<br /> <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/505/6219IMG_0003a.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000015||neonturbo1995||08-22-2003||10:53 AM||||Where is a good place to get some of the hard plastic to mount these items in like you all did?  Stereo shop maybe??||68.164.15.220||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000016||RayH||08-22-2003||02:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> Where is a good place to get some of the hard plastic to mount these items in like you all did?  Stereo shop maybe?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go to  <a href="http://www.partsexpress.com" target="_blank">Parts Express</a> and do a search on 'textured abs sheet"||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000017||Dan D||08-22-2003||04:31 PM||||If you have the tools to cut it cleanly, plexglass works great, and it's paintable.  I painted the backside of a clear plexi panel with a black metal flake.  You can't tell in the picture, but it gives a subtle dimesional look to the panel.<br /><br />Most hardware stores sell sheets of plexi, clear, green, and black.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000018||Kibo||08-22-2003||07:57 PM||||This has worked really well for me:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1175&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Makes it a piece of cake to tune while driving without taking your eyes off the road.  Not that I would tuen on a public road...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Never quite got around to finishing it off as I planned, though.  I made a nice clear shield for it, but I wanted something tinted and the window tint I tried didn't quite cut it...||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000019||neonturbo1995||08-22-2003||09:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong> This has worked really well for me:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1175&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Makes it a piece of cake to tune while driving without taking your eyes off the road.  Not that I would tuen on a public road...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Never quite got around to finishing it off as I planned, though.  I made a nice clear shield for it, but I wanted something tinted and the window tint I tried didn't quite cut it... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where did you get this little mounting pod?||68.165.60.210||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000020||Bigfoot200200||08-22-2003||10:07 PM||||I got a chunk of structural foam. I'm going to start carving and stop when I have a normal looking dash. I never liked the trays anyway. I'll inset the gauges to get them off the A pillar, and still have plenty of room. How to finish it off, I'm not too sure yet, if I do a nice carving job I can paint it. Mount it with Velcro.||64.233.106.105||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000021||04DrBlur||08-23-2003||01:24 AM||||Like said before you need the right tools to cut plexi..  Plexi is funny and breaks easily when you hit it with a saw or cutting tool.  With plexi you need to score it and snap it.  Lexan is much stronger and easier to cut with everyday tools such as jigsaws or table saws.  You can cut plexi with saws but it is a hit or miss situation.  I cut plexi and lexan almost everyday at work for my glass shop.  If you have some crazy ideas hit me with an email and well get them taken care of.||12.226.218.47||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/003079.cgi
A||||6||gvr4tunr||gas smell||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||08-20-2003||12:22 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||i removed my evaporative emissions crap and now i get a strong gas smell. does anyone else experience this? is there a way to stop it? i have a 17 hour drive ahead of me in 2 days and i'll kill all of my brain cells on the way down with these fumes...||172.156.234.251||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||08-20-2003||12:25 PM||||The smart-ass response:  put the charcoal canister back in...!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     The easy fix:  run a piece of hose off the end of the fuel tank vent line where it comes up by the firewall (where it used to go to the charcoal canister) and make sure the open end is UNDER the car.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-20-2003||03:02 PM||||[open]floodgates[/open]||12.247.128.70||reg||2||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-20-2003||03:30 PM||||Wow.<br /><br />Guess you missed my emissions post huh?||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||gvr4tunr||08-20-2003||04:49 PM||||thanks for those who helped...sorry if i didn't read your post. i searched and found nothing, i always search. no need to be condiscending simply because i missed it...maybe you could reply with the link...seems pretty simple||64.222.101.171||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||08-20-2003||05:24 PM||||Didn't mean to sound like a dick, it was just that this emissions post got 65 responses and was still on the first page of posts.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002992;p=1" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002992;p=1</a><br /><br />Basically running the vent hose back a few feet will solve your problem.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||gvr4tunr||08-21-2003||10:50 AM||||gotcha...thanks||64.222.101.171||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes



ubb/Forum2/003080.cgi
A||||14||Matticus||Replacing Tie Rod Ends||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||08-20-2003||06:16 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I will be replacing my front left and right tie rod ends tomorrow.  My front end has been making alot of noise lately and from what I read the rod ends my be the culprit to the noise.  Does anyone have any tips?  Is it easier to jack up the car and take the wheel off or would ramps work ok?  I read about taking alot of measurements to hopefully keep the front end somewhat aligned during the change.  Hopefully this goes well and fixes my problem, it is really sounding bad when I turn. <br /><br />Thank you,<br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||08-20-2003||06:24 PM||||you'll want to take the wheel off. Otherwise you'll be trying to reach into the wheel and get a wrench on stuff at weird angles.  I don't even know for sure if you could do it with the wheel on.  It'll certainly be tons easier to do with it off so you get straight at it.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||08-20-2003||07:53 PM||||You definitely will want to jack the car up and take the wheel off.  I would recommend getting an alignment too.  Measuring the "exposed" threads (you can also count how many threads are showing) and setting the new one the same is probably about the best way to get it close. <br /><br />Another possible culprit for the noise could be the sway-bar end links.  You might take a peek at them while you are under there.  Mine were pretty worn out and would make a lot of "clunking" noise when hitting rough spots in the road.  You might want to take a good look at the CV boots too.  If one (or more) of them is torn, that could lead to a lot of "clicking" type noises.  Good luck finding/fixing whatever it is.||65.179.81.72||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||08-20-2003||07:58 PM||||My noise is more of a clunking/creeking noise when turning at slow speeds.  Once I am up to speed, 15-20 MPH the noise goes away.  I have got my fingers crossed, keep the tips coming, Thanks.<br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||ekschulz||08-20-2003||09:15 PM||||Are there any other solutions to the clunking sway bar links (ie poly bushings)?  Or do you just have to replace the links?||66.93.40.47||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||08-20-2003||09:21 PM||||Matticus...that's very similar to my post about front end creeking I put up a few days ago.  I know my front left ball joint is bad, and that's getting replaced, but I did hear it was possible for tie rods as well. I'm gonna have the guy fixing my car, take a look into it and see if they need to be replaced, which I'll try and undertake myself with some help.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||08-20-2003||09:48 PM||||Matticus, take the nut off and spray liberally with penetrant. It'll help you a lot. Also, screw the nut on flush and hammer on the nut instead of the threaded stud if you don't have a pickle fork or puller. It'll come of you just have to talk nicely to it. When i first did mine one was so stubborn it made a train want to take a dirt road. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||08-20-2003||10:04 PM||||Tips when doing tie rod ends...<br /><br />Crack the jam nut free before doing anything else.<br /><br />Don't count the exposed threads as mentioned above. Different brand tie rod ends will be different lengths. Pick a point on the rod (easiest is end of threads) and measure from that point to the CENTER of the tie rod end. This is the dimension that you want to duplicate when you put it back together. I normally count the number of turns it takes to get the tie rod end to fall off to make it close when putting it back together.<br /><br />Seperating the tie rod end from the knuckle isn't that hard. I have access to a pickle fork which is the easy way and I don't even use it 99% of the time. All it takes is a good smack on the end of the knuckle with a large hammer to dislodge the shaft. Put the nut back on the shaft by a couple threads. Wear safety glasses and hit the knuckle HARD on the end. Give it three good whacks and then a slight tap on the nut to see if its popped free yet. Sometimes it will pop and you won't realize it. The more you use this technique, the better you'll get with it. It can be applied to any ball joint. And it damages nothing.<br /><br />Use lots of penetrant when taking it apart.<br />Use lots of never sieze when going back together.<br /><br />Guys, if you don't know what you are doing, please get help or have someone else do it. This is one area of the car where if you mess up, you will have no steering, and more than likely, cause some serious damage to people/property when you leave the road. At the very least, if you're going to have the car aligned afterwards, politely ask the tech to check your work to make sure everything is tight...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||08-21-2003||09:36 AM||||Don't count the exposed threads as mentioned above. Different brand tie rod ends will be different lengths. Pick a point on the rod (easiest is end of threads) and measure from that point to the CENTER of the tie rod end. This is the dimension that you want to duplicate when you put it back together. I normally count the number of turns it takes to get the tie rod end to fall off to make it close when putting it back together.<br /><br />this is critical.  this is the only way to do it, unless you get an alignment immediatly after install. just counting the threads or the turns will not insure the same, as, like stated, tie rod ends are different.  i still think the best tool for this is the ball joint separator, not a pickle fork.  ask matt.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||08-21-2003||09:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> Don't count the exposed threads as mentioned above. Different brand tie rod ends will be different lengths. Pick a point on the rod (easiest is end of threads) and measure from that point to the CENTER of the tie rod end. This is the dimension that you want to duplicate when you put it back together. I normally count the number of turns it takes to get the tie rod end to fall off to make it close when putting it back together.<br /><br />this is critical.  this is the only way to do it, unless you get an alignment immediatly after install. just counting the threads or the turns will not insure the same, as, like stated, tie rod ends are different.  i still think the best tool for this is the ball joint separator, not a pickle fork.  ask matt. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Isn't the first statement that you quoted kind of contradictory?  He says not to count the exposed threads because tie rods differ in length, but then at the end of the same paragraph says to count the number of turns when taking it off.  That would be as much, if not more so, off.<br /><br />I agree though, taking measurements from the end of the tie rod to the center point of the tie rod end is about the best way to get it close.  Getting an alignment shortly after would be the best...obviously.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000010||Matticus||08-21-2003||09:58 AM||||Thank you everyone for such intelligent responses.  I know the tie rod end is a vital cog in the steering system, and there is little room for error.  I would like to try and see if I can do it myself.  I do not like to give up and have someone else do it for me.  But like Mark said, I will have the tech that alligns my car afterwards check my work to make sure it looks like it should.  Again, thanks.<br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000011||dlpinckney||08-21-2003||10:27 AM||||You will do fine.  Getting it separated is the biggest hurdle.  (and is a pretty easy task if you use a ball-joint separater)  Take a few measurements, separate it, then it is just a big bolt.  Unscrew it, screw the new one in. Bolt it back together.  No biggy.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000012||smokindav||08-21-2003||03:42 PM||||Uh, guys, he's REPLACING the tie rod ends, no need to engage in non-destructive removal.<br /><br />Just get a BFH and whack that sucker until it comes out.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000013||GRV4726||08-21-2003||06:12 PM||||get yourself a ball-joint separater. don't even bother whacking it with a hammer. spend a couple of bucks and get it over with. i just sat there for 15 mins staring at it and feeling like a baboon with a hammer in my hand. i just when out and got it and taking it off was ridulously easy. i had a good laugh.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000014||smokindav||08-22-2003||04:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> get yourself a ball-joint separater. don't even bother whacking it with a hammer. spend a couple of bucks and get it over with. i just sat there for 15 mins staring at it and feeling like a baboon with a hammer in my hand. i just when out and got it and taking it off was ridulously easy. i had a good laugh. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know why you had a problem simply whacking the tie rods out with a hammer.  One smack with my 2-pounder and they pop right out.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum2/003081.cgi
A||||0||229of1000||Stupid wiring question.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-20-2003||09:18 PM||||I got a set of JDM corners.  The stock harness plug is a triangular shape, and the stock plus is like a rectangular shape with rounded corners.  Obviously they don't plug right in.  The stock harness has two wires, and the JDM light has two wires in the same pattern.  Should I just hack the harness off, put some spade terminals on the wires, and stick them into the JDM plug?  <br /><br />How did everyone else wire up these things?  I know this is simple but I have a tendency to smoke stuff related to auto wiring (like when I tried to do the auto-up mod as per the 1G instructions).  I consider it a minor miracle my trunk mounted battery works.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/003082.cgi
A||||9||PRE-EVO||New turbo.... no boost...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||08-21-2003||02:19 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Okay after installing my RNR o2 elim down pipe and ported 14b I took it to get the DP welded up to my Catalyst and exhaust. On the way back I got into boost twice (10psi with a MBC) and it felt fine. Then it acted like there was a restriction and I get no boost though I can tell the turbo is spooling. I only have 2 bolts holding the turbo on at the moment due to needing to tap the housing again. I checked those and had no leaks and I can't hear any leaks so I am at a loss. I plan on checking the manifold nuts/studs to maek sure those are tight but this is sort of bothersome.<br />Any suggestions.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-21-2003||02:51 AM||||Is the WG working properly ? The actuators rarely freeze, but it can happen and it may be open. I think that the 14b will still build some boost if that happened though...<br /><br />Well, if you have no leaks and exhaust flow is going to the turbine... Is the comp. wheel tightened down ? exhaust wheel too ?<br /><br /><br />odd.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Invader||08-21-2003||02:59 AM||||If you just installed the 14B, is the wastegate actuator hooked up to the flapper door (I've had the pin come out before and let the flapper door blow open).<br /><br />How about the IC piping?  All clamps are tight and piping isn't leaking anywhere?||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-21-2003||03:01 AM||||I made sure the actuator arm was properly hooked up with the pin last night when I installed it (at 2am).<br /><br />I ran my mid 13 on this turbo, so if the actuator is acting up.. It just started.<br /><br />The lower IC pipe (the only one we touched) is hooked up tightly.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||AWDpower||08-21-2003||05:23 AM||||Check the boost controller. If it's a ball and spring type, there needs to be a small bleed hole somewhere between the wastegate and the boost controller. Some have the hole drilled in the body of the controller, others in a hose barb. Without the hole, pressure will get trapped between the boost controller and wastegate, and it will stick open.||67.24.197.216||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||08-21-2003||12:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> Check the boost controller. If it's a ball and spring type, there needs to be a small bleed hole somewhere between the wastegate and the boost controller. Some have the hole drilled in the body of the controller, others in a hose barb. Without the hole, pressure will get trapped between the boost controller and wastegate, and it will stick open. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a hallman and has the bleed hole. I checked all the nuts and bolts and they are definetly tight. Other than the 2 for the turbo I don't have in I am at a loss. I will check the actuator arm and MBC here soon as I can tell teh turbo is spooling as it's no slouch till it starts to try and build boost. <br />According to my boost guage I get just barely over 1psi and it feels super restricted past 3000rpm at anything other than light throttle.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||08-21-2003||07:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> I made sure the actuator arm was properly hooked up with the pin last night when I installed it (at 2am).</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LIAR!!!!!<br /><br /><br />Found the problem  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  . Terren you owe me now !!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||08-21-2003||08:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> I made sure the actuator arm was properly hooked up with the pin last night when I installed it (at 2am).</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LIAR!!!!!<br /><br /><br />Found the problem   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   . Terren you owe me now !!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey it WAS 3:15am when I left! Maybe that was the actuator arm on your old turbo   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  . LOL.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||08-21-2003||10:00 PM||||Even though it is fixed you really need to get those other two bolts in there.  The weight of the turbo and downpipe are pulling on the two that you have in there.  Why didnt you tap the holes before putting the turbo back on?||68.76.186.119||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||08-21-2003||10:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Even though it is fixed you really need to get those other two bolts in there.  The weight of the turbo and downpipe are pulling on the two that you have in there.  Why didnt you tap the holes before putting the turbo back on? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didn't have a tap and it was the wee hours of the morning. I plan on picking up the correct tap tomorrow and doing it (I think the threads just need a cleaning). Considering putting on a new turbo, o2 eliminator down pipe and doing my transfer case seals took us all in all 6 hours minus the few setbacks I'd say we did okay. I'm just glad my o2 eliminator DP wasn't as much of a pain as Terren was expecting.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
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A||||10||gvr4in||Painting Chrome..||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||08-21-2003||03:14 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey, I HATE hate hate hate the look of my stock chrome grill and my question is, Can I paint right over the chrome? Or do I need to get some fine grit paper, sand off the chrome and then paint? <br /><br />I have some glossy black hi-temp engine paint, will this work ok? Or should I try to make it match a bit more?<br /><br />Rich doesn't know the answer to my query.. So thought I'd ask you guys   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-21-2003||04:37 AM||||I would not recommend painting chrome.  It will be very hard to get any type of coating to stick, well.  If you are going to attempt it, yes you will have to sand the shit out of it.  I would probably start with 100 grit and then 120 grit to finish it.  All the edges and corners you will have to pay special attention to.  Where ever a coating stops or makes a drastic angle change it is an area of potential failure.  Most people do not give enough attention to inside corners.  Unless you are using a 100% solids epoxy, which cures by a chemical reaction, the coating that you will probably use cures by evaporation.  That means that as it dries it will have the tendancy to shrink a little.  If you've ever seen a room with alot of paint on it and the corners have bubbles behind the paint, it was probably applied to thick.  That is why it is best to do multiple thin coats.  I don't know what kind of money you want to invest in this.  But I would go to a paint store, Sherwin Williams will be fine, and get a solvent based epoxy primer.  Most solvent based epoxy primers will stick to alot of things.  We make a primer that will stick to FRP, Fiberglass Reinforced Panels.  Those cheap looking things in gas station bathrooms.  If you can find some other chrome stuff to experiment on first you will have a better chance of this succeeding.  Being in the front of the car it is going to take a beating with bugs, rocks, rain, and anything else you can think of that hits the your car.  I know you'll be real pissed if you put a bunch of time into it and after a month you can see little chrome spots all over.<br /><br />Another thing about the primer is that it will be pretty durable.  Just make sure that it is fully dry when topcoated.  You have to make sure that you don't trap any solvent under the topcoat or it could blister.  But as with all epoxies you should topcoat or recoat within 24 hours for good chemical bond.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||MiSTER2||08-21-2003||10:36 AM||||Must be an easy job because i've seen many galant pics with painted front grill, however i don't know if they came like that from factory or if owners painted them.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||08-21-2003||11:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Must be an easy job because i've seen many galant pics with painted front grill, however i don't know if they came like that from factory or if owners painted them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">92 US Spec GVR4s front grill comes the same color as the car.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||MiSTER2||08-21-2003||11:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Must be an easy job because i've seen many galant pics with painted front grill, however i don't know if they came like that from factory or if owners painted them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">92 US Spec GVR4s front grill comes the same color as the car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well in that case you should buy a 1992 front grille unless your car has custom paintjob.  It'll be the easiest way and cheapest way.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000005||Sam Sayes||08-21-2003||11:34 AM||||Terren,<br /><br />Its just easier to find a used 1992 GVR-4 grille my friend, probably for the amount of money you will spend at the body shop you can find a used 92 grille.<br />PS, post at the for sale section WTB 92 Black grille, i'm sure somebody has an extra 1 around<br /><br />Good luck<br />Sam<br />1706/2000<br /><br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000006||jayru||08-21-2003||11:48 AM||||On a Related topic I Hate the chrome strip that goes around the car! Anyone ever Remove this(whats underneath) or try to fill it with some fiberglass or something to make ti flush?||24.229.156.71||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||08-21-2003||12:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong> Terren,<br /><br />Its just easier to find a used 1992 GVR-4 grille my friend, probably for the amount of money you will spend at the body shop you can find a used 92 grille.<br />PS, post at the for sale section WTB 92 Black grille, i'm sure somebody has an extra 1 around<br /><br />Good luck<br />Sam<br />1706/2000<br /><br /><br />Sam </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">good luck is right...I posted a WTB 92 grille 2 weeks ago with no reply.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Guess I'm off to car-parts.com||167.142.21.228||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||08-21-2003||01:12 PM||||Thanks alot guys! Very helpful as always.<br /><br />I'll post a wtb ad so I don't screw up my grille   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||08-21-2003||01:21 PM||||You can paint it! Just Matte  black that sucker. It's not real chrome.. just plastic. A little sanding with fine grit and you're all set. I did mine back in the day.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||curtis||08-21-2003||03:14 PM||||the strip around the car and the taillights can be covered in vynal tape.  Auto Zone has trim black tape rolls that are about 2 inches wide for about 4 bucks a roll it will take two rolls if you cut it down the middle.||65.135.142.146||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
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A||||11||Mirage2LTurbo||4g63 Crankwalk||||1||||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175
Z||000000||Mirage2LTurbo||08-21-2003||11:36 AM||creceveur@smartboxllc.com||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> --------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Originally posted by jonvr4:<br />don't get the crank machined, it'll remove the nitrate coating and cause crank walk<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />is this on all 4g63's or just 7bolts?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">on every 4g63 crank. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why does the nitrate coating matter?  I am about to take my crank to the machine shop, is tanking it along with the block ok, or will that remove the coating?  When you say machine, you mean hone it in the case that a bearing spun and the crank was damaged?  <br /><br />I've read many other theories behind crankwalk, so I don't want to get off on a tangent of discussing them, rather, just this one theory.||12.223.109.91||reg||1||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175||yes
Z||000001||Mirage2LTurbo||08-21-2003||01:38 PM||||Crank walk is the failing of the thrust bearing, so how does a nitrate coating affect that?||12.223.109.91||reg||1||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||08-21-2003||02:31 PM||||the hard coating is removed off of the crank and that causes the crank to be weak. when it is weak it is more suceptable to heat, and that cuases uneven wear and failure.||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||08-21-2003||03:49 PM||||Never turn a mitsu 2.0 crank. ever.||4.72.31.163||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||08-24-2003||10:46 AM||||From my experience on crankwalk:<br /><br />After seeing my friends rebuilt gvr4 (his developed crankwalk after 500 miles) and rebuilding mine i did a few things different.  First i did take my crank to the machine shop and just had it cleaned up and polished.  However when installing the thrust bearing i torqued the bolts to about 30 ft lbs. and hit the crank a couple times with a sledgehammer.  The last time i hit it it was from the drive side.  Can't tell you how much more play there is when you set that thrust bearing it was amazing.  But just a tip, ive had no problems and have put over 15,000 on the engine already.<br /><br />scott<br />GVR4 #581||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||08-24-2003||10:58 AM||||you did what >?>||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||08-24-2003||11:11 AM||||Didnt you know. You are supposed to hit the crank on a daily basis....LOL<br /><br />I use a 20lb sledge myself. It keeps the crank pushed into the engine. But if you get the revised, crankpulley bearings you dont need to worry about it. They are auto preloading.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||RTS182G-VR4||08-24-2003||09:57 PM||||hold up,  what are you guys saying?  you hit the crank to set the thrust bearing, ive heard of that, but what is the preloading pully?  and why would you have to keep the crank pushed into the block, is there that much play?  i thought i knew engines, but you guys confused me...||198.81.26.80||reg||5||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||08-24-2003||10:34 PM||||I think they are jokin with the new guy.||68.76.188.231||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||thejeebus2002||08-25-2003||09:29 AM||||Joke all you want on the sledge/crank method.  But it's proven and it works.  My friends did not use this method and ended up chewing up their thrust bearing on their brand new rebuild.  I know it sounds archaic but it's a way to prevent the problem.<br /><br />scott<br />#581||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000010||Tevenor||08-25-2003||09:58 AM||||Here I was thinking that all a properly installed crank needed to be positioned for thrust bearing alignment was a prybar, which although less fun than a sledge hammer, now seems somewhat more 'gentle'. Silly me.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000011||Beemer||08-29-2003||09:55 PM||||Most competent racing machine shops have access to nitriding equipment.  Nitriding is a "chemical" hardening of the metal surface.  Usually it penetrates between .005 and .010 of an inch.  You can get away with polishing a crank, but it needs to be retreated if it is ground.  Someday this will be addressed properly.  With 2g's the crankwalk problem is caused more by the piston oilers being fed off the crank bearing oil supply, while the 1g is fed from it's own oil galley.  Remember the thrust bearing is lubed like a briggs and stratton, by splash as oil is forced out of the bearings to the side of the journals.  The lower oil pressure of the 2g crank due to the oil squirters means your indicated oil pressure is NOT the pressure at the crank.  That's why most of the squirters have check balls to shut them down at low rpm in newer engines like the subaru.  I'm not a 2g guy, so I'm not sure if the later motors have check balls or not.  The 2g main web design also lends itself to crankwalk, as it transfers all thrus to all the bearing saddles equally.  The 1g isolated the thrust bearing, allowing the other main journals to flex but leaving the center journal independent.  As for smacking it with a sledge to "set" the bearing, all I could see that accomplishing is making more initial clearance to allow more oil to hit the bearing surface on the sides that the actual "thrust" takes place.  1g motors can crank walk, but are more an assembly issue than a design defect like the 2g.  I know I got off track here, and didn't even go into the 2600 clutch and what IT does to the thrust bearing, but I still use a fairly light pressure plate with a non-sprung 6 puck disc.  Kills 60 foot time, but I haven't broken any trannies or axles either.<br />dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
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A||||2||thejeebus2002||Recharging the air conditioning (R134A conversion)||||8||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||08-21-2003||11:46 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I cant locate the low pressure recharge port on my gvr4.  Is it on the compressor (i thought that was the high side).  thanks<br /><br /><br />scott<br />#581 GVR4||152.163.252.33||reg||8||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||dsmsleeper||08-21-2003||02:15 PM||||I believe the one you are looking for is on the compressor.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||08-21-2003||03:42 PM||||on the front of the compressor, right above and behind the pulley.  it should have a blue plastic cap on it that unscrews off.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
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A||||16||305VR4||Exhaust Depot is ok after-all!||||14||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||08-21-2003||01:58 PM||||I recently purchased their 1G downpipe from Exhaustdepot.com,  it was suppose to be 2.5 inch first bend, then expand to 3 inches.  The actual area inside the pipe is 2.25 on the first bend, fucking bullshit!  I run a BR20G, would anyone else run a 2.25 piece of pipe anywhere in their exhaust?!!!!!  Not only that, they took almost 4 weeks to send it to me, and they overcharged me $17!  Ridiculas!!  I guess I'll be contacting the better business bureau (BBB)! <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.exhaustdepot.net/1genectaawdg.html" target="_blank">http://www.exhaustdepot.net/1genectaawdg.html</a>||12.211.202.100||reg||14||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-21-2003||02:17 PM||||It doesn't say on that link what the pipe diameter is but if it's 2.5 OD you could be looking at 1/4 thk walls and therefore 2.25ID which is reasonable to assume. I get all my stuff from RRE but I can tell you now that you're wasting your time with the BBB. They don't do anything. Trust me on that one.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||08-21-2003||02:20 PM||||I wouldn't say they don't do anything, but they wouldn't do anything for a complaint against a no name small company.<br /><br />Unless you have thousands of complaints to back yours up, then don't bother.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||305VR4||08-21-2003||02:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> It doesn't say on that link what the pipe diameter is but if it's 2.5 OD you could be looking at 1/4 thk walls and therefore 2.25ID which is reasonable to assume.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I personally e-mailed them to make sure the neck was 2.5 inches, they said it was 2.5 inches, then a 3 inch flex, 3 inch pipe back.  I re-measured it, it's really about 2 3/8 inch neck.  Pretty much the same specs as the Apex N1 downpipe. (2 3/8, then 3 inches after.  I think I'd still rather have 2.5 neck.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||08-21-2003||02:31 PM||||I don't see anything specified about sizes.  You can't fault them for you not thoroghly inquiring about the product you purchased.  Sorry for the luck.  I probably won't ever buy their downpipe based on your findings, but I don't think you have anything to hold against them.<br /><br />Of course, if you asked the inner diameter through out the pipe and they told you wrong, then I'd try to get my money back.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||MiSTER2||08-21-2003||02:55 PM||||Before contacting BBB why don't you contact exhaust depot and try the easy way.  Ask for a refund see what they say and then see what happens.  When you call BBB first thing they'll ask is if you tried to solve the matter yourself with the seller.  If you did they'll help you if not they'll ask you to contact the seller before bugging them.<br /><br />I guess if you are persuasive enough they'll refund your money, cause it sounds like you've been mislead, as most ppl would assume a 3inch pipe is a 3inch pipe (if it wasn't a 3inch steel thickness etc. had to be told to you to avoid confusion).||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||08-21-2003||03:16 PM||||I would call and bitch to them about it. But then, 2 3/8 isnt far off from 2 4/8.  I understand the principle as I would be pissed too especially after waiting a month for it.<br /><br /><br />It may just be easier to let it go and get your $17 back.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||305VR4||08-21-2003||03:36 PM||||I e-mailed them and they replyed within an hour, they said when you order an exhaust, HKS, Greddy, whatever, the size is the OD, not the ID.  That is why I had a problem, I thought the pipe would be 2.5 inch on the ID, NOT the OD.  I have a feeling I'm not the only one that thought this.  Now I know, after talking shit on this forum and writing a very nasty e-mail to these guys!  They were very coopertive and were willing to refund my money if I wanted.  Of course now that I know the size is the outside diameter and not the inside diameter, I will be keeping the downpipe, it is very well made.  I measured my current downpipe, which is 2.5 inch, it is 2 3/8 ID as well!  I can't be the only one who thought a 2.5 inch exhaust was 2.5 ID, not OD.  I feel bad for bashing them now.  I've already sent an e-mail to them appologizing.  Well, I can check  "Be an asshole to somebody"  off my to-do list as I've done that already:)   HAHA!  <br /><br />Later,<br />Chris in Colorado||12.211.202.100||reg||10||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000008||josh91vr4||08-21-2003||04:32 PM||||How does it fit?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000009||number3||08-21-2003||05:03 PM||||Did you know a 2x4 stud is not actually 2" by 4" and did you know your 17" computer monitor is not actually 17"?  Just to name a few examples.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />My exhaust is 3" ID but I paid way more that $169.00 for it.  <br /><br />BTW you may want to edit the header if you no longer feel that way about them.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||08-21-2003||05:27 PM||||FYI: Pipe is measured by the ID. Tubing is measured by the OD.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||08-21-2003||06:00 PM||||gvr-4 has a VERY good point. i ordered 3inch ss tubing thinking that it would be the inside diameter, turns out its the oustide diameter, but thats not a big deal. i figure whats 1/8 of an inch anyways. but its a little aggrivating to find out that everyone is lying to us. like harry pointed out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  .  i guess there figure its close enough, who is actually going to check. it looks bigger so they will be happy.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||08-21-2003||06:15 PM||||I know that a lot of makers make downpipes that are 2.5" to the flex, then 3" after.  This relives fitment problems with a fat 3" pipe trying to get by the oil filter and bend over to the O2 housing, which is 2.5" anyway.<br /><br />If you can't get it taken back, then I'd just stick with it.  It doesn't sound that bad.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||305VR4||08-21-2003||06:38 PM||||I'm just gonna keep it, it looks to be very high quality.  After 4 years, I come to find out my 2.5 inch turbo-back exhaust is really 2 3/8 inch!  And my soon to be upgraded 3 inch is 2 7/8 inch!  I feel so used!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I'm having my buddy's dad weld up the catback, I bought all the mandral bends and a magnaflow race muffler.  I'm just going to wait until then to throw on the downpipe.  I'm sure it is going to fit fine, my current downpipe was for a 1G.||12.211.202.100||reg||2||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000014||91 #680||08-22-2003||03:11 PM||||I bought the same exact dp for my galant and it didn't fit.  I had to re-weld the flanges to make it fit correct....the flange position to the exhaust was waaaaaaaay off. I had to actually make the pipe a little longer and turn the flange a lot so that it would mate to the exhaust.  I think they may have given me a front wheel drive 1g dp. Other than that it works fine but the flex pipe still rubs on the front diff.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000015||spoulson||08-22-2003||03:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> I bought the same exact dp for my galant and it didn't fit.  I had to re-weld the flanges to make it fit correct....the flange position to the exhaust was waaaaaaaay off. I had to actually make the pipe a little longer and turn the flange a lot so that it would mate to the exhaust.  I think they may have given me a front wheel drive 1g dp. Other than that it works fine but the flex pipe still rubs on the front diff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you sure you didn't get a FWD downpipe instead of AWD?||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000016||91 #680||08-26-2003||04:16 AM||||I specifically ordered the AWD exhaust and probably got the fwd one.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum2/003089.cgi
A||||10||BlingBling||Brake Pads||||1||||BlingBling||00001825
Z||000000||BlingBling||08-21-2003||07:35 PM||||I was just wondering if I could just go to napa and pick up some pads?  I need new pads really bad and they are the only place around here to carry them.  I know that there are twin caliper brakes on the front and single on the back.  Does this make a difference?||63.207.101.150||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||08-21-2003||08:07 PM||||Yes, you can get brake pads at your local auto parts store.  Just tell them the make and model of your car (make sure they actually listen when you say VR-4) and they will get you the correct ones.  All of the parts stores I have been in actually show a listing for the VR-4 in their computer.  The back ones will be smaller than the front.||63.188.81.41||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-21-2003||11:19 PM||||Well, that is what the Auto Parts stores are for isnt it ? <br /><br />j/k<br /><br />Yea, make sure they know its the turbo AWD model (their computer might say VR-4, but it might not).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-21-2003||11:38 PM||||You might want to take the extra effort to try and get some ceramic pads.  I used metal masters pads this time and would never go back, they are horrible -- tons of brake dust and they squeal like a mofo.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||08-21-2003||11:49 PM||||I went with EBC's in the front and stock ones in the back and have been very happy.||67.20.5.58||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||08-22-2003||12:46 AM||||I've run NAPA pads for a couple of years now with no complaints on my wife's car and mine. I have slotted/drilled rotors on both cars and have had no issues with warpage, cracking, anything. Normal brake dust and good stopping. Can't complain.  <br />As stated above MAKE sure they know it's the VR4...they've pissed me off numerous times with wrong parts!  It just so happens, they are the only place pretty close to me.||167.142.22.216||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||BlingBling||08-24-2003||10:40 PM||||Yea, napa doesn't have them.  Only for GSX models or regular.||63.207.101.19||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000007||Invader||08-25-2003||01:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlingBling:<br /><strong> Yea, napa doesn't have them.  Only for GSX models or regular. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tell them it's for a 94 Eclipse GSX...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||08-25-2003||01:00 PM||||And please don't say you have twin-caliper brakes.  You'll look like a girl.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||Minjin||08-25-2003||08:01 PM||||Unless you own one of these:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.maybachusa.com/" target="_blank">http://www.maybachusa.com/</a><br /><br />The Maybach => Technology => Brakes<br /><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000010||BlingBling||08-26-2003||12:13 AM||||Yea, that's my other car...||64.160.177.115||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes



ubb/Forum2/003088.cgi
A||||5||GVR1643||headgasket R&amp;R question||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||08-21-2003||05:19 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||OK guys, I've got to do a HG repair on the new white one (knew it would need it anyway)<br /><br />Figure while it's off, I'll get the head to a shop for new seals, check for warpage, etc.<br />Will be removing Balance shafts.  Here's my short list of parts. Anything I'm forgetting? (yes I'll have experienced help for this)<br /><br />What all should I be ordering?<br /><br />Mitsu head gasket (isn't it a metal 4-layer)<br />and/or topend gasket set (not sure what all it would consist of and not consist of)<br />BS eliminator kit.<br />New TBelt<br />New Crank pulley would probably be a good idea<br />buttload of various crush washers  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />waterpump<br />?oil pump<br /><br />I already have a 2G manny on the way, ported 14b on the way, and will get my manny and extra O2 housing ported as well.<br /><br />this ones going to hurt in the pocket book!!!!!  :-o<br /><br />Thanks guys/gal.  I'll be giving Josh a call as soon as I get my list together.||167.142.21.228||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||Invader||08-21-2003||05:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> OK guys, I've got to do a HG repair on the new white one (knew it would need it anyway)<br /><br />Figure while it's off, I'll get the head to a shop for new seals, check for warpage, etc.<br />Will be removing Balance shafts.  Here's my short list of parts. Anything I'm forgetting? (yes I'll have experienced help for this)<br /><br />What all should I be ordering?<br /><br />Mitsu head gasket (isn't it a metal 4-layer)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>and/or topend gasket set (not sure what all it would consist of and not consist of)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you intend  to freshen the bottom end, get the entire rebuild gasket set which comes with all the gaskets you would need (oil and water pump gaskets, etc).<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>BS eliminator kit.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Available from Mitsu...cheap...parts are from a 1.6L (and you reuse the bearings, but make sure the oiling holes don't line up when you put them back in).<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>New TBelt<br />New Crank pulley would probably be a good idea<br />buttload of various crush washers    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br />waterpump<br />?oil pump<br /><br />I already have a 2G manny on the way, ported 14b on the way, and will get my manny and extra O2 housing ported as well.<br /><br />this ones going to hurt in the pocket book!!!!!  :-o<br /><br />Thanks guys/gal.  I'll be giving Josh a call as soon as I get my list together. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You might want to consider an underdrive crank pulley if you want it to last (although I haven't had problems with mine, yet...knock on wood).  Also, you'll want more timing belt stuff (tensioner, idler, tensioner pulley).  The crush washers come in the gasket set...<br /><br />I buy all my parts from Fort Myers Mitsu because I live here, and because they'll hook you up with a DSM discount of 10% over cost (which beats everyone's prices that I've dealt with so far...if you find someone cheaper, let me know).  Would be even better for those of you who don't have to pay FL taxes...  Their number is (239) 938-1398 -> talk to Josh, Rob, or Howie...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||08-21-2003||05:57 PM||||Thanks John,<br />I wasn't intending on actually getting into the bottom end other than the pumps, but I follow you. Good tip/reminder.<br /><br />Thanks for the other resource as well.  Josh has been good to me in the past and not let me forget some of the dumb stuff  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .<br /><br />I've replaced the OEM crank pulley before with stock and never had an issue.  <br />Thanks again.||167.142.21.228||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||08-29-2003||10:09 PM||||I hope you are pulling the motor for this...if not, you're gonna have loads of fun getting that front b/s out.  You'd be better off just leaving it sit without a belt on it.  If you're going that far, I'd drop the pan and replace the bearings.  I just did this in my eclipse gsx, and the only caveat was when you drop the pan, take the oil pump pickup tube off before trying to remove the pan..2 bolts, no time.  The other thing is that the thrust (center) main bearing will be an absolute pita to get out of the block, especially if you have all the main caps loose.  You can use a tiny allen wrench in the crank oil hole and rotate the crank to pull the bearings out.  the allen wrench will catch the bearing without scratching the crank.  However, the thrust bearing is fed directly from the block.  Use, believe it or not, a butter knife to knock it out.  Just make sure it doesn't have a serrated edge.  If you have some scoring on the journals, some 1500 grit wet/dry sandpaper and oil will polish them back up easily with almost no metal removal.  If the head is off, pop the pistons and replace the rings.  It took me 45 minutes with a dingleberry hone to hone, clean, clean out the ring lands with a broken ring, rering the pistons, and reinsert them after polishing the crank.  And this was IN THE CAR.  For the extra 100 bucks, it's worth it.  I got my parts from Bruce Roller, who sells on ebay under "parts dinosaur"  He gets oil pump front covers out the door for 169.  They are OEM ITM components, factory pistons and ringsets etc.  I get my parts from him exclusively.  Email him and ask.  Trust me, you're much better off taking the extra 3 hours total to do the swap.  Oh, if you are replacing the front cover, be sure to TAKE THAT FRONT BALANCE SHAFT PULLY BOLT OFF BEFORE you pull the belt.  Aside from the mitsu locking tool, you will not be able to get an impact in there to break it loose...it took me jacking the motor until the block deck was even with the fender to get it.  lesson learned<br />Long post, sorry if the info wasn't wanted.<br />Dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||08-30-2003||09:54 PM||||Dave, I really appreciate the feedback.  I'm leaning on a friend tha's done a lot of these (while in the car) and I belive prefers to do it w/o pulling.  It will be his call since he is my "guru" ;-)<br />Thanks for the input. I do appreciate it.||172.134.130.30||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||dwatters@sisna.com||09-02-2003||05:52 PM||||While were on the subject, I'm doing a HG on #1990, But I cannot find my service manual For the torque specs for the headbolts. Can anyone out there help out?||205.208.177.102||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003090.cgi
A||||4||1312VR4||Found a mystery wire.||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||08-21-2003||07:57 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||Ok I was putting the wire loom back on my car & found a blue w/ black stripe wire bundled in with the coolant sensor wires( the ones that go to the T-stat). As you can see it has a protector tube around it. [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1165" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1165&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]  I dont remember what wire this is or where it goes.<br /> Anyone know? Thanks a million.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||crucible||08-21-2003||10:19 PM||||Was the car from Cali?<br />Could be EGR temp sensor<br /><br /><br />cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||crucible||08-21-2003||10:41 PM||||Make that the wire for the coolant temp sensor that feeds the rad fan motor circuit.I think it feeds to the HI fan relay mounted in the relay box next to battery.<br />Of course I could be wrong so feel free to counter<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||curtis||08-22-2003||12:50 AM||||turn your key on.   Then run a wire from it to a ground your fans both should come on high blast its for emergency overheat protection.  My thermostat housing had a plug where there should have been a switch.  I hooked the wire to a switch and a wire to a bolt to ground it now if I want a 12 volt supply to the fans at anytime I just push the button.   I used a econ/power switch from a na car and got rid of the bullshit coin holder slots behind the shifter.||65.135.143.206||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||BiggiB42||08-22-2003||12:56 AM||||sounds like a good idea but wont that kill your battery juice||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes



ubb/Forum2/003091.cgi
A||||13||mikeyoung00||What's your experience with CF-DF Clutches||||1||||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||08-21-2003||10:51 PM||||I know the ACT 2600 is pretty populer here, but 90% of my driving is stop and go.  I'm thinking in terms of something between the ACT 2100 and 2600. <br /><br />Who has experience with the Centerforce DF clutch?<br />How does it hold up to hard launches...not necessarily a clutch side-step but at least some wheel spin in a 300HP application.<br /><br />I did a search but the info was pretty limited.<br /><br />THANKS!||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||08-21-2003||11:26 PM||||CFDF killed a brand new one. Yes, I broke it in properly. It didn't last even a year. Now, I went back to a ACT 2600.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-21-2003||11:34 PM||||My brother has had about every DSM clutch there is.  ACT 2600 is all that lasted.  CFDF, Clutchmasters, and ACT 2100 all smoked pretty quickly in his AWD 16G setup.  He has had seven clutches in 11 years - go figure.  The ACT 2600 is the way to go.<br /><br />Unless you are a total woman (no offense ladies) the pedal pressure is not intolerable.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||08-22-2003||12:11 AM||||True that. ACT 2600: Do it once, do it right. If you do all the other stuff (master, slave, ss line, pivot ball, release fork) it will be real' nice. Not too firm. My wife doesn't complain.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||08-22-2003||02:01 AM||||I weigh 145 lbs and have a ACT 2600, haven't complained once and sit in traffic at LEAST an hour every day.<br /><br />Love how it grabs! Love everything about it! It feels stock now that Im so used to it.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||08-22-2003||02:26 AM||||I have a CFDF in my Talon for years and I've been very happy with it. The car runs low 13's in the 1/4. I've got about 40k hard miles on it with lots of drag strip launches, and even more autocross, rallycross, and street launches on it. The few people I know that still use them are also quite happy with them. I chose the CFDF because it's easier on the weak drivetrain of my '90. It's also easier to launch. For daily driving it's nice, but I agree that the ACT is not bad either. I've driven DSMs with many different clutches, up to the ACT 3200, and even that was not as stiff as you might think.||67.25.106.34||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||08-22-2003||08:40 AM||||I guess maybe I had just gotten lucky, but I had previously installed an ACT-2100 (was running high 13s at the time) and put it through 70K ABUSIVE miles with no problems what-so-ever.  I am talking full on 6500K rev-limit, side step the clutch launches (on the street and track..!!)  The only time it ever slipped, was once on the track when "I" slipped it trying to be easier on my drive line.  When I replaced it with the current 2600 (which with all of the supporting accessories - new T/O bearing, ss clutch line, slave cylinder, pivot ball..etc.) it actually felt lighter than the 2100.  Funny thing is, a friend of mine installed the 2100 (with a new disc of course), that I had beat to death, in his daily driver VR-4 and it is still doing fine..!!!||63.188.112.149||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-22-2003||10:25 AM||||I believe it was Nate who runs/recommends the 2900 -- said it required LESS pedal pressure than the 2600.  Go figure.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||DSMotorsport||08-22-2003||04:41 PM||||Also, the CFDF gets most if it's additional hodling power from a higher coeffiecent of friction on the disk. (disk material is "stickier")<br /><br />once you glaze the disk with a slip launch, you lose holding power. once the cfdf gets hot it also doen't hold.  hotlapping with slip launch's at the strip kill the cfdf.<br /><br /> I have run both the cfdf and the act 2100 and 2600 in my cars.  I won't ever use anything BUT a 2600 with an act disk ever.||66.82.9.16||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000009||mikeyoung00||08-22-2003||10:31 PM||||Thanks to one and all. I have made my decision. <br /><br />Now, where should I go to get a nice 2600 and all those supporting bits I didn't know I needed (except the to bearing, of course)<br /><br />While it sounds like some of you have had good experiences with the CFDF, I am probably pretty hard on a clutch so the 2600 it is.||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000010||dlpinckney||08-23-2003||07:09 AM||||I would get all of your stock parts from <a href="http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html" target="_blank">http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html</a> That is Conicelli Mitsubishi.  They offer a discount, ship fast, and one of the members of this board works there.  Josh - (DSSA on the board).  I bought my ACT2600 awhile back.  At that point, Buschur Racing had about the cheapest price, but never had it in stock when I called.  I ended up paying about $15 more from Extreme Motorsports, but had it in about 3 days.  I'm sure if you browse around, you can probably find it cheaper.  When you order their "street kit" it will come with the pressure plate, street clutch disk, T/O bearing, and the alignment tool.  I would however, recommend ordering a stock T/O bearing from Conicelli.  One of the plastic lined ones.  Just my opinion, but they seem smoother and seem to last longer.  Extreme also sells the S/S clutch line which seemed to make a huge difference when I installed one.  I would recommend either having your stock fly-wheel turned with the correct "step" put in it, or order a new one.||63.188.104.103||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000011||drifter148||08-28-2003||03:26 PM||||<a href="http://www.prostreetonline.com/pso/pages/details.asp?productsku=PSI-ACT-MB1-XTSS" target="_blank">http://www.prostreetonline.com/pso/pages/details.asp?productsku=PSI-ACT-MB1-XTSS</a><br /><br />prostreet has a killer deal on the 2600||205.144.127.200||reg||1||drifter148||00000614||yes
Z||000012||Sam Sayes||08-28-2003||04:06 PM||||Try here also<br /><br /><a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com/Drivetrain/ACT/2600/ACT2600.html" target="_blank">http://www.slowboyracing.com/Drivetrain/ACT/2600/ACT2600.html</a><br /><br /><br />Good luck<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||08-28-2003||09:26 PM||||Also, read this link. As one would expect with these cars, once you upgrade most of the parts in a system, new "weak links" tend to show up.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/clutch_pedal_assembly.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/clutch_pedal_assembly.htm</a><br /><br />After installing my 2600 (and all the other stuff), I don't think I'm having any trouble with the "square" hole in the clutch lever. But I did tighten the crap outta that nut on the end of the shaft to (hopefully) keep it that way. I do know the nylon bushings on the pivot pin/c-bracket interface are toast now. When I get around to it, I'm gonna try and machine some new bushings outta titanium. $ 60.00 for bushings seems a bit steep to me.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/003092.cgi
A||||15||neonturbo1995||Upgraded exhaust manifold bolts??||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-21-2003||11:49 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I saw a link on here once to a site selling upgraded manifold to head bolts.  Anyone have the link??<br /><br />Also, I have a set of the ones Buschur Racing used to sell a long time ago for a 2G Eclipse Turbo...can I use them or not??||68.164.11.210||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||08-22-2003||12:06 AM||||This one?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ffwdconnection.com/dsm2.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ffwdconnection.com/dsm2.htm</a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||08-22-2003||02:08 AM||||Not the one I was thinking of...the one I remember was related to BMW somehow.  These look goot, too!<br /><br />What are most of you on this board using???||68.164.11.210||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||08-22-2003||02:56 AM||||I found another place for $35.  Thanks!||68.164.11.210||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||08-22-2003||01:42 PM||||I use Nuts off of a BMW. They are cooper with helacoils in them. I wish I could give you a part # but I don't have it.We just did alot of asking around at BMW dealerships.||162.83.80.181||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||08-22-2003||02:56 PM||||AHEM! 11 62 1 737 171 bmwna SUGGESTED list price, 1.39/ea.  YMMV.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||08-22-2003||04:21 PM||||I love them German nuts, they're so much better than the Asian nuts the car came with.  Ken likes German nuts so much, he memorized the part number!  See!!||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||08-22-2003||06:13 PM||||<a href="http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~jpw26/" target="_blank">http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~jpw26/</a>||64.63.212.69||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||neonturbo1995||08-22-2003||09:56 PM||||that's the one, thanks!||68.165.60.210||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000009||KingGalantVr4||10-11-2003||05:38 PM||||<a href="http://www.ssstuds.com/dsm_manifold.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ssstuds.com/dsm_manifold.htm</a><br /><br />I'm looking at these, what is the benifit of copper over stainless?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||10-11-2003||10:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.ssstuds.com/dsm_manifold.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ssstuds.com/dsm_manifold.htm</a> <br /><br />I'm looking at these, what is the benifit of copper over stainless? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i dont think there is an actual benefit of the bmw copper/alloy nuts over stainless, but the bmw nuts have a very large shoulder on them, kinda like a nut/washer combo.  so, it spreads the load very well, and i think the 2 different metals lock the nut down with heat.  they seem to work very well.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||turboflanagan||10-12-2003||01:48 PM||||I'm no engineer and just repeating what I've read.  Stainless on stainless is said to gall together with the high exhaust heat.  Copper on stainless is not supposed to.  And use Nickle based anti-sieze.||64.63.213.36||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000012||KingGalantVr4||10-12-2003||05:23 PM||||What about Turbo to Exhaust Manifold kits?  Any out there?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000013||Beemer||10-12-2003||11:16 PM||||You can go to some of the nut & bolt places on the web.  I had to special order a set of throttle body bolts for my additional injector setup that goes after the throttle body but before the elbow.  Damned things cost me 5 bucks apiece.  Finding grade 10 bolts for the turbo hold down is a PITA, simply because all the bolts I have found have straight ends versus the nice tapered ends from the factory.  The 2g bolts and dual washer setup seems to stay torqued better than the 1g setup does.  I had to use TWO s/s lock washers on each bolt to keep them tight.  Otherwise they'd loosen up within 3k miles, no matter how damned hard I tightened them.  Lots of guys use the studs, but if you need to swap turbos the bolts are better.  Studs are great if you never, ever want to have to take the turbo off without taking the exhaust manny as well.<br />Dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000014||KingGalantVr4||10-18-2003||03:04 PM||||one more question, what do you buy with an evo 3 exhaust manifold on a 1g?  1g bolt kit, or 2g bolt kit?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000015||drew||10-18-2003||09:59 PM||||1G kit unless you put bigger studs on the ends.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/003093.cgi
A||||3||BiggiB42||headlamp hell||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||08-22-2003||12:52 AM||||ok so im driving to my buddys and everythings cool. on the way home from his house i notice my headlights arent workin nor are my foglights. the dash still lights up though.i was thinkin a fuse or relay. the fuse looked good, so i went looking for a relay at pep boys, autozone, advanced auto, and napa  and nobodys got it.is there any other place to go besides the dealer.<br /><br />also anybody know where a good step by step repairing website is or any programs||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||08-22-2003||12:57 AM||||same happened to me and wasnt the fuse of the relay. the dealer is the only place that has it. But first do this, I got the tip from PRE-EVO and it worked. <br /><br />unbolt the 3 10mm bolts that hold that relay box in under the hood. what you want to look for is if you have any burnt up wire or spade connectors that go into the headlight relay. mine didnt look too bad but one of the spades looked a bit charred. so i cut off the spade and put on a new one with a short piece of replacement wire. plug the relay back in and check if that fixed the prob. if not, then the relay is your culprit.||65.227.217.172||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||BiggiB42||08-22-2003||01:04 AM||||thanks       <br /><br /><br />can u help me with my second question||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-22-2003||10:28 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">VFAQ.com</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003094.cgi
A||||6||crucible||Temp sensors||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||08-22-2003||02:41 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Okay, there's a fuck load of temp sensors on this car.I just remembered the sensor thats in the bottom of the radiator.Is this the one thats normally used for fan control?<br />For a few months now Ive exhausted most ideas and solutions as to why my car overheats the way it does.Runs cool for a 1/2 hour and then decides to creep up to 225 and cycles like that for a bit and then decides to run cool with no more high readings.Absolute fucking bannanas.I wonder if this rad sensor is crapping out and Im relying on the emergency high temp sensor to kick the fans on.<br /><br />Cruce [QUOTE]I love this car.I hate this car.I love this car,etc.||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||08-22-2003||05:02 AM||||yep.. well that rad sensor is a 180 degree one i believe...<br /><br />that determines when the fan to turn off/on<br /><br />it wouldnt hut changing it.. maybe even goin for a lower temp one so it cools the water a lil cooler?!?!??!||203.166.63.204||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||admsr||08-22-2003||08:17 AM||||Hey Crucible,<br /><br />My car does the same exact thing. It doesnt exactly overheat but runs hot every now and then. It almost hits the 3/4 point when I really whale on the car.<br /><br />Not sure what it is. I've changed all sensors, put a 180 thermostat and new hoses. New Radiator. Still does it. I'm going to change the Waterpump next year with the timimg belt and add an external oil cooler.||134.65.2.117||reg||5||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||fastgvr4||08-22-2003||08:31 AM||||I also have the same problem and I narrowed it down to the aftermarket radiator fan.  I have a CR radiator with a spal fan (puller). I going to change the radiator fan back to the original stock fan.<br /><br />thanks,<br />Ed||199.43.48.21||reg||1||Not Fast Enough||00001934||yes
Z||000004||moonstation2000||08-22-2003||12:36 PM||||have you guys tried a new rad cap? that's what killed my car (i brought it back to life though).<br />it wasn't holding the correct pressure.||24.186.171.218||reg||1||moonstation2000||00002106||yes
Z||000005||305VR4||08-22-2003||08:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it wasn't holding the correct pressure. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does anyone know the "correct" pressure.  I bought a new cap at Checker a month ago, it says 13 psi for the 90-94 T/E/L.  Is that right?||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000006||crucible||08-22-2003||08:33 PM||||Wow, glad to see others having similar problems!Well, not reaaly glad  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Well, I did notice today that one of my sensors is cracked right where the terminals go into and they're loose.Ill be replacing that ASAP.The ECU sensor is on the left on the front side of housing,correct? Thats the one thats cracked.<br /><br />Crossing my fingers<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
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A||||0||iceman69510||Clutch master interchange||||1||||iceman69510||00000038
Z||000000||iceman69510||08-22-2003||10:33 AM||||After reading old posts, it was stated by some that they had used a 1G clutch master cylinder.  IIRC, the difference is the reservoir.  What is/are the advantage(s) to using this over the regular VR4 one?  I need to order today, so any advice appreciated.<br /><br />It is cheaper-which is one advantage.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
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A||||4||gvr4in||Front bumper removal/ Installing front mount today!||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||08-22-2003||03:07 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Did a search for 'front bumper removal' as well as 'bumper removal'.. Came up with weight reduction threads    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   .<br /><br />Im installing my front mount today and I heard it was a little tricky taking off the front bumper first time around, any pointers? <br /><br />I think Im just going to 'charge it' and see if I can find these "hidden bolts". <br /><br />BTW its a griffin 24x10x2.75 Core with HKS endtanks from RRE. Going to be fun!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks guys!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||08-22-2003||04:28 PM||||if you check the very first post under technical, it has a READ ME FIRST.  in there, is very detailed instructions on removing the front bumper.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-22-2003||04:34 PM||||<a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/samfmic.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plymouthlaser.com/samfmic.htm</a>||12.92.27.198||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-22-2003||04:52 PM||||Haha thanks guys.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||08-22-2003||05:29 PM||||Get up some pics of the core and when you're all done.  I wanna get a FMIC in the next 3-5 months and I was thinking about the possibility of RRE's with their custom endtanks to hopefully make the pipe routing easier, as well as reduce the possibility of hacking alot of the car.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
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A||||11||305VR4||AFC Settings...550 injectors?||||5||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||08-23-2003||12:36 AM||||I have a BR20G and 550 injectors. Ever since I got my datalogger, I've adjusted the AFC at 17 PSI to have no knock.  However, my car is slow as shit now.  4500 rpm is up to + 23. I think I'm running waaaay too rich.  What are everyone elses settings? I know every car is different, but I'd like to see an array of other car's settings.  Anyone have tips to extract the most HP out of the AFC?  <br /><br />Thanks,<br />Chris in Colorado.||12.211.202.100||reg||5||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||08-23-2003||12:41 AM||||Use the datalogger and lean it out till it starts to knock.  Thats how i did it with my car.  +23 does sound pretty rich.  I run both the SAFC and the MAFT.  At 17 psi, what is your injector d/c?  I'm maxed out already at 17 psi on a b16g, 550's, and all supporting mods. I tried 20 psi and there was a point where it was 112% duty cycle.||216.175.95.134||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||08-23-2003||12:50 AM||||Have you upgraded the fuel pump?  A stocker won't handle a BR20G.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||305VR4||08-23-2003||01:03 AM||||Yeah, I have a walbro 255hp, base Fuel pressure set at 42psi.  I came across a good discussion on this topic. How being too rich may cause knock, or base timing should be  lower than or around 7 or 8 for easier tuning?  Check it out. Here's the link:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.machvforums.com/showthread.php?s=45831fbb9823d8298356bc97d9ca9298&threadid=18376&highlight=afc+tuning" target="_blank">http://www.machvforums.com/showthread.php?s=45831fbb9823d8298356bc97d9ca9298&threadid=18376&highlight=afc+tuning</a>||12.211.202.100||reg||2||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||08-23-2003||09:46 AM||||holy cow, batman.  42 psi, and +23 hi side afc?  my setup is similar to yours, 18 lbs boost, 560's, base fp is 43, and hi throttle settings is all around -6.  knock 0, timing 26 at 7100 rpm.  however, i do have water injection.  based on past tuning, without the wi, my hi settings would probably be zero.  OR, maybe your 550's AINT.  btw, my injectors were cleaned and flowed prior to install, which everyone should do if you get used injectors.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Telecaster||08-23-2003||09:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> my setup is similar to yours, 18 lbs boost, 560's, base fp is 43, and hi throttle settings is all around -6.  knock 0, timing 26 at 7100 rpm.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whats the injector d/c at wot?  I did a log this morning and the car felt like it was doing little fuel cuts (impossible fuel cut since keydiver worked my ecu).  I found out i was maxing the injectors again at 17 psi.||216.175.95.134||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||08-23-2003||11:15 AM||||What are you using as a metering device? 1g stock/hacked, 2g, maft?  What is your base timing set at?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||08-23-2003||01:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> my setup is similar to yours, 18 lbs boost, 560's, base fp is 43, and hi throttle settings is all around -6.  knock 0, timing 26 at 7100 rpm.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whats the injector d/c at wot?  I did a log this morning and the car felt like it was doing little fuel cuts (impossible fuel cut since keydiver worked my ecu).  I found out i was maxing the injectors again at 17 psi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">duty cycle is 76-77%.  prior to this, WITHOUT the water injection, hi settings were all +5 to +7, knock 3, timing 23, duty cycle was 85-87%, and base fp was 36.  since the evo injector uses base fp of 43, i upped it to that.  there are 2 VERY good tuning howto's by mike jackson, and another poster, i think is flybux2, who give VERY detailed instructions on tuning the 1g with the logger.  but no doubt about it, you are hella rich.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||08-23-2003||02:48 PM||||What octain fuel are you running?  I only ask because I want to be able to run 18psi with my set up plans.<br /><br />Installed:<br />big 16g<br />walbro 255<br />2.5" exhaust<br />I won't bother you with everything.<br /><br />Going to install:<br />550s<br />FPR<br />key diver chip<br />2G MAF<br /><br />Is 18 PSI realistic on 93 pump?  That is what I was hopping for.  Also, I'm going to do a AMS FMIC kit too.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||08-23-2003||07:45 PM||||93 octane.  even before the wi, and base fp at 36, i got 3 knock and 23 timing.  wi adds about 4 octane.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||Telecaster||08-23-2003||07:50 PM||||I almost have the exact setup as you grv4ever. But instead of a 2g mas, i have the MAFT. 18 psi is realistic on even crappy California 91 octane.  I was running 20 psi, no knock, 02's at 88, 24 deg timing, but injector d/c at 100%. <br /><br />Do you guys think adjusting my fuel base pressure from 37 psi to 40 or 42 would affect my injector d/c's?||216.175.95.134||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000011||Dan D||08-23-2003||10:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Do you guys think adjusting my fuel base pressure from 37 psi to 40 or 42 would affect my injector d/c's?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Directly it won't do a thing.  The ecu makes an assumption about fuel pressure and dictates injector activation time accordingly.  Raising the fuel pressure, however, allows more fuel per pulse. This would in turn allow you to make a reduction with the afc to remove a smidge of fuel.  The reduction via afc is what will lower the duty cycles.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
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A||||6||RTS182G-VR4||tubular O2 pipe?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||08-23-2003||02:20 AM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i know of the O2 eliminator pipes, but do they come with an o2 bung?  i am guessing (actually it seems obvious) that there isnt.  does anyone make these with an O2 bung welded in?  i dont really want to go with the evoIII because i dont want to have to clock the downpipe flange. any help appr.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-23-2003||03:02 AM||||They all come with o2 bungs welded in.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rnrracing.com" target="_blank">www.rnrracing.com</a> (I have their 2.5" o2 elim DP and I think it's a great piece)<br /><br />there are many others you will find out there but I think RNR has the best quality for the best price.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Doug Thomas||08-23-2003||03:20 AM||||You should check out Andy Beachley's O2 housings.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.usionline.net/122/DSMparts.htm" target="_blank">http://www.usionline.net/122/DSMparts.htm</a><br />  <br />I have a Victory Performance O2 housing on my car.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.victoryperformance.com/product/Detail.cfm?ProductID=504" target="_blank">http://www.victoryperformance.com/product/Detail.cfm?ProductID=504</a>||67.87.109.242||reg||14||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||08-23-2003||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> They all come with o2 bungs welded in.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rnrracing.com" target="_blank">www.rnrracing.com</a> (I have their 2.5" o2 elim DP and I think it's a great piece)<br /><br />there are many others you will find out there but I think RNR has the best quality for the best price. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yo, how was the install?  i have one coming soon, and i will have a lift and air tools, i dont want to remove the radiator unless i have to.  can you get at the stock o2 housing from underneath the car?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||08-23-2003||01:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> They all come with o2 bungs welded in.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rnrracing.com" target="_blank">www.rnrracing.com</a> (I have their 2.5" o2 elim DP and I think it's a great piece)<br /><br />there are many others you will find out there but I think RNR has the best quality for the best price. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yo, how was the install?  i have one coming soon, and i will have a lift and air tools, i dont want to remove the radiator unless i have to.  can you get at the stock o2 housing from underneath the car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can remove the stock O2 housing from the top of the car, no real need to remove anything like the radiator.  The O2 eliminator, now that's another story.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||08-23-2003||02:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> They all come with o2 bungs welded in.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rnrracing.com" target="_blank">www.rnrracing.com</a> (I have their 2.5" o2 elim DP and I think it's a great piece)<br /><br />there are many others you will find out there but I think RNR has the best quality for the best price. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yo, how was the install?  i have one coming soon, and i will have a lift and air tools, i dont want to remove the radiator unless i have to.  can you get at the stock o2 housing from underneath the car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I did a ported 14b at the same time so it actually went together pretty easy. You will have to install it from underneath though. It takes alittle moving around but it isnt too bad.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||RTS182G-VR4||08-23-2003||02:32 PM||||the victory performance is EXACTLY what i am looking for.  i still have to be emissions legal and already have a downpipe, so i will probably try the internal dump pipe.  thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
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A||||7||chauffeur1st||My Car Wont Start All The Time||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||08-23-2003||02:33 AM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||Okay I just got may Galant two days ago, and I go to start it and it wont.  It will start in a few minutes after I first try.  It just wont turn over.  The battery is fine, terminals are clean, the alternator is fine.  What could this problemm be, I searched the boards, and have heard things about the ECU etc.  One last thing to let u guys know, is that I hear a click that comes from around the glove box area.  Help me out guys thanks<br /><br />Jason||12.203.75.36||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||08-23-2003||04:13 AM||||Not sure that I understand correctly. It WILL or will NOT turn over??<br />If it does NOT turn over, and all battery connections look good; I would say a ground problem somewhere.<br />If it DOES turn over, but won't start; AND there is no spark but there is clicking under dash (which is fuel pump relay), then the ECU might be at fault.<br />If you don't know the condition of the caps in the ECU, then it needs to be fixed as they all leak. Jeff (keydiver) on here is the master of our ECU's. Emailing him is your fix to the ECU.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||08-23-2003||09:26 AM||||the mfi relay AND the ecu are under the glovebox.  the click you hear is the mfi relay recycling, if it does it more than once, your caps in the ecu are becoming toast, and if you dont change them NOW, your ecu will be toast.  a new one costs 1100, used is anywhere from 100 on up, BUT, you will have a hard time finding one quickly, AND, you run the risk of it having bad caps, too.  you should take out the ecu NOW and get it fixed, even tho it may not be the cause of the problem.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-23-2003||09:38 AM||||Do a search on keydiver and ask him to check out your ecu. He will fix it for free if it is able to be fixed. Your ecu however will not stop the car from turning over. Do you have power to the starter? Do you have a click at the solenoid when turning the key to run position?||4.65.255.23||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000004||chauffeur1st||08-23-2003||04:12 PM||||Yes, when it doesn't start, there is a click when I turn the key.  I would assume that means the spark is there and that the starter has power as you say.  It is an intermittent problem as sometimes the car fires up just like it should.  Because you guys say that the ECU going bad happens over time I will pull it and send it to Jeff before I do any further damage.  Worst case it needs a new starter too...but it sounds like this fix needs to be performed regardless.<br /><br />Jason||12.203.75.36||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||08-23-2003||09:14 PM||||LOL this is the guy that said I sold my car to him and said it didnt start at mcDonalds. But it sounds like a ECU type prob. PS I didnt sell him my car.||24.25.136.151||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-25-2003||10:58 AM||||You say the battery and terminals are fine -- check again anyways.  Remove the clamps, clean the terminals, clean the inside of the clamps...<br /><br />Find out about the condition of your ECU capacitors, too.  If they're original, get them replaced post haste.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||chauffeur1st||08-25-2003||07:36 PM||||Seems to me that the car is also bogging out under boost, but now it has not caused me any problems starting the last 20 starts.  Are these some of the common symptoms of a bad ignition coil pack. <br /><br />Jason||12.203.75.36||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
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A||||0||mixx2001||Can you use a FCD and a SAFC-II at the same time??  ||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||08-23-2003||09:09 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||You guys may not remember but a while ago I posted wondering why my car with a stock 1g MAS wasn't hitting fuel cut at 17+psi.  Well I got my SAFC-II and went to install it and found out why.  The previous owner had installed a HKS FCD (Fuel Cut Defencer) rather poorly at that.  <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/ECU/ecu-harness-1G.gif" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />The FCD connection is as follows:<br /><br />PIN 101 - Ground<br />PIN 102 - Power<br />PIN 21  - Crank Angle Sensor<br />PIN 10  - Air Flow Sensor<br /><br />My SAFC-II connection:<br /><br />PIN 106 - Ground<br />PIN 107 - Power<br />PIN 54  - Coils #1 & #4  (RPM)<br />PIN 19  - Throttle Position Sensor<br />PIN 9   - Detonation Sensor<br />PIN 10  - Air Flow Sensor<br /><br />As you can see the beef is with the Air Flow Signal wire.  The FCD "hacks" into this wire the same as the SAFC-II does.  You cut the wire completly, so that the Air Flow Signal has to pass through the FCD just as it does the AFC.  As it stands right now I have everything on the FCD still hooked up with the exception of the Air Flow Signal wire.  And I'm hitting fuel cut at 16psi in 3rd at around 4500rpm's.  I don't have a Logger (only EGT) and even though things seem ok by EGT's, when it's leaned out to avoid FC with just the AFC, it does feel like it's pulling timing.  So do you guy's think I could wire the FCD in the same Air Flow Signal wire the AFC's using in order to use both. And if so, should I wire it before or after the SAFC-II?||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
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q!pitmac!,
q!00002115!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!08:00 PM!,
q!2452883.2000!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!Internal vs. External fuel pumps!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452879.1003!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!crucible!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2452881.1100!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Tire Recommendations!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!06:00 AM!,
q!2452883.0600!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!markrieb!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!07:32 PM!,
q!2452883.1932!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q~KNOCK!!!!!!~,
q!11!,
q!3!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!09:39 AM!,
q!2452883.0939!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452883.1612!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Oil pressure gauge!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2452883.1401!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jayru!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452883.1957!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!HELP: rusted studs and nuts on fuel pump cover!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2452883.1528!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452883.2030!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!turbo failure????!,
q!11!,
q!9!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2452883.1531!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2452887.0103!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!klo91vr4!,
q!Exhaust Manifold cracks!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2452883.1941!,
q!Kevino!,
q!00002134!,
q!Beemer!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!06:04 AM!,
q!2452890.0604!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Making a logger cable!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!04:12 AM!,
q!2452887.0412!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!Ash!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!08:37 PM!,
q!2452913.2037!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!4 Datalogger wires to where? !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!08:35 AM!,
q!2452884.0835!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!02:02 PM!,
q!2452884.1402!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Motor Rebuild Questions!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!09:13 AM!,
q!2452887.0913!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!Beemer!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!04:58 AM!,
q!2452890.0458!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!peterlsmith!,
q!ECU behavior at idle!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!09:19 AM!,
q!2452884.0919!,
q!Peter Smith!,
q!00001351!,
q!Dan D!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!06:58 PM!,
q!2452884.1858!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Gurgling Coolant!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2452887.1113!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!Dan D!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452888.0936!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!How much gain from cold weather?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2452887.1528!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!12:29 AM!,
q!2452888.0029!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Inside the engine... who can guess the problem!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2452887.1726!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!02:33 PM!,
q!2452888.1433!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!n/a mas on a newly turbo!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452887.2346!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2452888.0050!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Steering!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!02:16 AM!,
q!2452888.0216!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!12:01 AM!,
q!2452889.0001!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Need part number/s for the intermediate shaft (between tranny and x-fer case)...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!04:39 AM!,
q!2452888.0439!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452888.1200!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!GM MAF and translator on a NT?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!07:04 AM!,
q!2452888.0704!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!07:04 AM!,
q!2452888.0704!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!who's running HD radiator hose for IC couplings!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452888.0936!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!Minjin!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!01:46 PM!,
q!2452889.1346!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!aWeX!,
q!Front LSD Question!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!10:37 AM!,
q!2452879.1037!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!03:36 PM!,
q!2452880.1536!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!BISS - base idle set screw - adjusting removing, ISC etc.!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2452879.1511!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!05:06 PM!,
q!2452880.1706!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!HKS Cams question!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452879.1544!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!12:46 AM!,
q!2452919.0046!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bomberbboy!,
q!catalytic converter same for GVR4 and 1G?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2452879.2016!,
q!bomberbboy!,
q!00001150!,
q!bomberbboy!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!12:38 AM!,
q!2452880.0038!,
q!bomberbboy!,
q!00001150!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!is $85.00 a good price for Walbro 255?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452880.0115!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2452880.2322!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!What do yoy think about bilstein Shocks?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!01:36 AM!,
q!2452880.0136!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!10:30 AM!,
q!2452881.1030!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Brake issues!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!01:49 PM!,
q!2452880.1349!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452880.2256!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q!Quick 7cm exhaust manifold-turbo gasket question...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452880.1400!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!Craig91!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452880.1808!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!Sway Bar End Links!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!11:04 AM!,
q!2452884.1104!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!Romanova!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452884.2224!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drifter148!,
q!please help if you can....!,
q!8!,
q!14!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2452880.1401!,
q!drifter148!,
q!00000614!,
q!Nate!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452881.2138!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!here we go again.....!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!11:08 AM!,
q!2452884.1108!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!Whistler!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452885.1748!,
q!Whistler!,
q!00000120!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!2nd gear does not engage under high launch!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452880.1521!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!Beemer!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452881.2126!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbophein!,
q!need help in SE Massachusetts!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!11:43 AM!,
q!2452884.1143!,
q!turbophein!,
q!00001655!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452886.1034!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Need part number for tranny seals ...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!01:08 PM!,
q!2452884.1308!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!04:01 PM!,
q!2452886.1601!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!'normal' O2 readings? !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452884.1727!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!peterlsmith!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2452884.2210!,
q!Peter Smith!,
q!00001351!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!logger readings!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!06:18 PM!,
q!2452884.1818!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!10:54 PM!,
q!2452938.2254!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Chicagoland people.!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2452884.1916!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2452885.2036!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q~help! Valve seals?~,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452884.2249!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2452890.1959!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q~Big problem, many options, need advice, thanks!~,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452884.2334!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!Beemer!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!05:20 AM!,
q!2452890.0520!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gboy412!,
q!belt problems!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!08:26 AM!,
q!2452885.0826!,
q!gboy412!,
q!00001114!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452885.1126!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!00001481!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!DSBC users.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452880.1616!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452880.1616!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Okay anyone with upgraded Brakes (Baer or TCE/Willwood)....!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452880.1750!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!08-30-2003!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452882.2330!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Please help me troubleshoot blowby and oil smoke!,
q!1!,
q!40!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452880.2033!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452884.2056!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000040!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!ABS Help!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!12:25 AM!,
q!2452881.0025!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452881.1222!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!Boost...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!02:28 AM!,
q!2452881.0228!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!00002220!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!03:37 AM!,
q!2452883.0337!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!dejon tool BOV kit!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!09:22 AM!,
q!2452881.0922!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!Matt379!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452881.1715!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Will the 90-94 fluidyne radiator fit our cars?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!12:26 PM!,
q!2452881.1226!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!Kibo!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452881.1545!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/003101.cgi
A||||24||howard_GVR4||Anyone used this muffler?  ||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||08-23-2003||12:33 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.fmsexhausts.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=FP&Product_Code=14835" target="_blank">http://www.fmsexhausts.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=FP&Product_Code=14835</a><br /><br />It's the magnaflow 3" oval muff, which I'm considering to replace the 3" Ultaflow noise monster currently on the 3" exhaust I'm getting.  <br /><br />Any comments on the magnaflow 3" oval??  Loud, quiet, sounds like cows farting?  I'm looking for the quietest SS straight through 3" muff I can find.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||08-23-2003||12:42 PM||||Howard, look into the Borla XR-1. It might fit your needs...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-23-2003||12:44 PM||||Howard, I've got that muffler.  I like it -- it's quiet at idle and crusing isn't too bad.  Once you get into boost it really opens up but still sounds good.  I'd recommend it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||08-23-2003||12:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Howard, I've got that muffler.  I like it -- it's quiet at idle and crusing isn't too bad.  Once you get into boost it really opens up but still sounds good.  I'd recommend it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cool, does it seem quieter than the Dynomax Ultraflow 3" can (like on the Buschur 3" exhausts)?<br /><br />Sounds like what I need, I prolly order one this week.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-23-2003||01:08 PM||||My brother's got a Dynomax, but it's on a 2.5" setup, and it's on a TEL.  We both think mine is quieter than his.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Doug Thomas||08-23-2003||04:11 PM||||If you were looking for the quietest 3' muffler, I would have to recommend the Borla XR-1 muffler. I've had it on my car for a long time now. The muffler was design to be quiet and you�ll not suffer any power loss. Sean Ivey ran 10.9@130 with the same 3" Borla XR-1.||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||08-24-2003||10:05 AM||||Howard<br /><br />I have had just about every muffler on a gvr4. That being said, I ran that very muffler on one of my gvr4s..get it, you wont regret it. Nice and quiet at cruise, no drone, deep and throaty in boost...<br /><br />PS: use bigexhaust.com as they are cheaper than most other places!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||08-24-2003||12:15 PM||||Thanks for all the advice guys, I'm having to choose between the Borla and the Magnaflow now.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||08-24-2003||03:52 PM||||You think the Ultra Flow is too loud huh?<br /><br />My choice is between the Magnaflow and the Ultra Flo. One of the moderators over at Talk said the Ultra Flo was quieter. As far as tone they both sound great but the Magnaflow can get a little raspy if used without a cat or resonator. This is all second hand information, I'm still gathering opinions.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.carreview.com/Exhaust/Mufflers/DynoMax,Ultra,Flo/PRD_31170_2872crx.aspx" target="_blank">http://www.carreview.com/Exhaust/Mufflers/DynoMax,Ultra,Flo/PRD_31170_2872crx.aspx</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.carreview.com/Exhaust/Mufflers/Magnaflow,Universal,Fit,Mufflers/PRD_53445_2872crx.aspx" target="_blank">http://www.carreview.com/Exhaust/Mufflers/Magnaflow,Universal,Fit,Mufflers/PRD_53445_2872crx.aspx</a>||64.233.106.105||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000009||16GVR4||08-24-2003||03:56 PM||||Hi Howard: I recalled you mentioned in previous threads that your ultra-flo exhaust setup is very quiet.<br /><br />What changed ?||64.166.22.183||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000010||CKA||08-24-2003||03:57 PM||||Howard, just to throw my two cents in, you might want to consider throwing on a dynomax bullet muffler in front of you ultraflow.  I have a 3" with an ultraflow and I know what you are talking about being a bit loud, it would resonate ultra low bass around 2800-3200 rpms and trying to be quiet at night was hard.  I threw a 23" bullet muffler in front (any glass pack will do the same job) and was quite happy with the results; it took a good bite out of the heavy bass resonance.  It's cheaper than buying a new muffler and you also get to keep the tuff sounding dynomax, if you don't like the results you can always carry it over to a new muffler.||66.84.245.211||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||08-25-2003||03:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 16GVR4:<br /><strong> Hi Howard: I recalled you mentioned in previous threads that your ultra-flo exhaust setup is very quiet.<br /><br />What changed ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I currently have a 2.5" ultraflow, which is very quiet because it's the oval model.  Soon, I am trading BluFalcon for the 3" exhaust with the ultraflow can, which is 10x louder than my oval ultraflow.  <br /><br />I hate the way the 3" can sounds, so I'm trying to find a muffler for the 3" exhaust before I get it from Ed.  I don't think a resonator alone will quiet it enough for my tastes, the dump tube alone is loud enough already.||129.120.57.103||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||number3||08-25-2003||04:17 PM||||I use the 3" oval straight thu ultraflow, Howard and it sounds great. I have used them on all of the systems installed on number3. Not too loud and low cost. I use a round Z-28 Camaro tip on it.<br /><br />The 3" round is much louder and raspier. Nate has that on his car.<br /><br />A friend of mine stocks them at his custom exhaust shop.<br /><br />Nate likes the sound of the oval as well from his comments.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||08-26-2003||01:39 PM||||Harry, where did you get the 3" oval ultraflow?  I didn't think they made one that big?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||number3||08-26-2003||02:10 PM||||...it is a habit and bad one at that. I call all of Walker's stuff ultra flow.  It is actually from the Race Magnum series. The part numbers are 17220 and 17222.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||08-26-2003||02:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> ...it is a habit and bad one at that. I call all of Walker's stuff ultra flow.  It is actually from the Race Magnum series. The part numbers are 17220 and 17222.<br /><br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ahhh, gotcha, the kinda boxish one, right?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000016||number3||08-26-2003||02:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> ...it is a habit and bad one at that. I call all of Walker's stuff ultra flow.  It is actually from the Race Magnum series. The part numbers are 17220 and 17222.<br /><br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ahhh, gotcha, the kinda boxish one, right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Adjust your monitor  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1203" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1203&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1202" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1202&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||08-26-2003||02:50 PM||||haha, I got out the flashlight and pointed it at the monitor to see the muffler. JK, I can kinda see it...<br /><br />Harry, I love the way tip looks since it's so long, I have a similar 3.5" angle cut truck tip now.  Do you mind if I ripoff your setup?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000018||chadhayashi||08-26-2003||03:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CKA:<br /><strong> Howard, just to throw my two cents in, you might want to consider throwing on a dynomax bullet muffler in front of you ultraflow.  I have a 3" with an ultraflow and I know what you are talking about being a bit loud, it would resonate ultra low bass around 2800-3200 rpms and trying to be quiet at night was hard.  I threw a 23" bullet muffler in front (any glass pack will do the same job) and was quite happy with the results; it took a good bite out of the heavy bass resonance.  It's cheaper than buying a new muffler and you also get to keep the tuff sounding dynomax, if you don't like the results you can always carry it over to a new muffler. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm in the same boat. I was looking at that exact same bullet muffler for the very same reason. Sounds like that's what I'm gonna use.||63.227.117.137||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000019||Nate||08-26-2003||04:10 PM||||I'm actually hoping to change the muffler on the maroon car in the future.  I currently use the old standby, the 3" in/out 6" round Ultraflow.  A friend of mine told me about using a round Magnaflow muffler, 3"in/out, but 7" round.  He said that the thing was DAMN quiet, which would be a nice change for those of use who've lived with droning exhausts for a number of years.  Lord knows I'd love to go back to quiet power. :-)||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000020||Tevenor||08-26-2003||05:00 PM||||I have 2 Bullets in my 3" back on my 96. At idle it sounds almost stock if it had a small hole in the muffler. at cruise its only drony between 2500-2800. At 3200-3500 I can talk comfortably in the cab, and anythign above 4000 you can barely hear. No I am not kidding.<br /><br />Good stuff! All my homebuilt crap will run them. Including the Galant if I ever get around to building it.<br /><br />-Sean Caron||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000021||number3||08-26-2003||06:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> haha, I got out the flashlight and pointed it at the monitor to see the muffler. JK, I can kinda see it...<br /><br />Harry, I love the way tip looks since it's so long, I have a similar 3.5" angle cut truck tip now.  Do you mind if I ripoff your setup?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No. The tip is off a Z28 camaro.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||howard_GVR4||08-26-2003||07:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No. The tip is off a Z28 camaro. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Heh, is that "no" I can't copy your setup?  :-)<br /><br />I currently have a 2.5" bullet-muff test pipe that makes this exhaust super quiet, it's about the same as a stock Evo (until my dump tube opens).<br /><br />I'll just have to decide between Harry's muff and the Magnaflow.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000023||number3||08-26-2003||08:34 PM||||Well technically the Race Magnum is a Magnaflow and so is a Ultraflow. Are we confused yet?<br /><br />The Race Magnum I use is not SS. Being non stainless is what makes it not an Ultraflow series muffler.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000024||TWEAKD4||08-26-2003||10:59 PM||||I had an ultraflow on my old Talon and now have a Magnaflow 3" oval (#14834) on my Galant and I like the Magnaflow much better.  It is much more highway friendly yet sounds good under WOT.  Bought at <a href="http://WWW.bigexhaust.com" target="_blank">WWW.bigexhaust.com</a> for about $125 shipped.||63.233.204.197||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes



ubb/Forum2/003102.cgi
A||||13||henrok||tranny lines leaking corroded HELP!||||11||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-23-2003||01:02 PM||alvihen@aol.com||a metal line that runs along 3 other lines is leaking from a point where it joins to a thick rubber hose which i really cant make out at all since all these lines are really corroded.  it is leaking at a point where it bends.  these lines run along the right side of the car and i believe its for the transmission since while i drove the car jerked slightly and was lazy.  i was wondering if i could get a rubber hose and cut off the rubber portion by cutting the metal lines on both  sides and creating sort of a bypass line out of hose and clamps?  theres no way i can remove it or weld it since the lines are totally rusted.  the only solution besides this would be to replace the whole line.  all help is appreciated thanks.||205.188.208.166||reg||11||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||08-23-2003||01:07 PM||||sounds like the 4WS lines.  <br /><br />RTFM!||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||henrok||08-23-2003||03:13 PM||||yes u are correct. thanks. i just cut off a piece and bypassed it with rubber radiator hose and clamps and ran it the same way.  lets see if its good.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||08-23-2003||04:02 PM||||if thats the pressure side it will not last long. I know.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||henrok||08-23-2003||04:24 PM||||yes u are correct its the pressure side and it didnt last too long. it bursted.  anyways  is there a way to stay with power steering while eliminating the rear steering?  i know there must be galants out there with power steering and no 4ws.  any ideas are appreciated.  i like power steering so id rather not go with a difficult manual one.  thanks.||152.163.252.33||reg||4||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||henrok||08-23-2003||04:31 PM||||just in case... where could i get a manual steering rack to eliminate power steering all together.  how much weight would this eliminate. anyone know how much a new aws lines run? how about the cost of a manual steering rack ?||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||henrok||08-23-2003||05:17 PM||||just another idea, anyone know of maybe stainless steel lines that i could put here instead of the rubber one?  would i be able to slide it on and clamp it down? would it hold the pressure?||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000007||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-23-2003||06:32 PM||||Buy new or remove it, don't put a bandaid on it so that you get to fix it again next week.||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||08-23-2003||08:11 PM||||Ive played at fixong mine 3 times with rated pressurehoses and compression fittings, the whole shebang needs to come off the car. next time mine leaks like this thats what I will do .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||08-25-2003||11:00 AM||||Henrok, do a search dude -- the procedure has been covered a million times before.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||08-25-2003||12:32 PM||||again, RTFM!!!!!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||08-25-2003||01:04 PM||||The rack operating pressure is like 750psi or something. Rubber hose and clamps will never hold. You need hydraulic fittings. If you really want to fix this<br /><br />Get some vernier calipers<br />Measure the fitting size<br />Find what size metric fittings they are<br />call <a href="http://www.hoseexpress.com" target="_blank">www.hoseexpress.com</a><br /><br />tell them what you need for high pressure hose and fittings<br />and they'll make if for you. <br /><br />Or, <br /><br />call mitsubishi and buy new lines<br />remove 4ws cause it's useless anyway<br />Do a search for the word "leak" on this forum and read every post so you're well informed on every facet of the car.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||08-25-2003||02:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong><br />Do a search for the word "leak" on this forum and read every post so you're well informed on every facet of the car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||markrieb||08-26-2003||11:55 AM||||From my archives you can use the following Earls fittings to block the steering rack: two each of the following: 14x1.5 to -6 AN adapters, PN 991954, and -6 AN caps.  These fittings work without any hacking or modification.<br /><br />Summit carries the parts, they will cost you around $25 for the whole lot.<br /><br />This was posted back in July under a message about "AWS Removal"<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/003103.cgi
A||||26||neonturbo1995||JDM Headlamp conversion how-to||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-23-2003||04:39 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I have a set of JDM headlamps that I want to install.  Does anyone know where there is a good how-to on this?  I understand the wiring is a little tedious/tricky.  I am sure I can figure it out, but how-to's are great resources that save time.  Thanks!||68.164.226.17||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||08-23-2003||05:05 PM||||Never installed JDM lights, but I did install euro lights on my Scirocco.<br />When installing them, it is the perfect time to upgrade to larger gauge wires and relays. Best way is to run a relay for each light. You could do one relay for each side, but with one for each light, you add redundancy. You could run a line from the battery with an inline fuse to the relay. You will have to ground the relays... you could use the nearest piece of metal, or ground off the battery.Then you have to figure out which wire is the + signal, then hook that to the relay. <br />Something like that anyways... if you search on the internet for relaying headlights, then can explain it better than I can. Bottom line though, if you use relays with the proper wiring, you can add high wattage bulbs without worrying about toasting your harness. <br />GL!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||08-23-2003||11:29 PM||||hi i just installed jdm headlights. i guess it is safer to install relays to avoid burning of you wiring. however i did not. it seems to be working just fine. i just needed to realign the bulbs cause it looked like it is on high beams. solder two wires together for the low beam bacause it has two filaments. for the high beam it is just a direct hook up. just take note of the positive wire.||12.206.219.251||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||08-23-2003||11:43 PM||||what 2 wires did you solder exactly???  any pics of any of this?||68.164.226.17||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||08-27-2003||01:45 AM||||Very important to run additional relays & upgrade wires while you're at it.  I have the jdm h/lights, foglights & complete front bumper.  I changed my wires 2 times already & have been through many relays which some dealers charge as much as $30 a piece.  They use H4 bulbs & you will need to replace the connector with the 3 prong fitting so it will plug right onto the bulb.  Until I get mine rewired, I can't turn on the fog lamps or it blows the relay.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000005||1101||08-27-2003||07:37 AM||||Garfield,<br /><br />Are you running the two bulb fogs off one switch and relay or did you separate them so you could turn fogs/projectors on individually?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000006||ercp98||08-28-2003||09:41 PM||||i soldered the two outer wires together and the middle wire i connected to the positive. i have a feeling that i might end up rewiring this and putting a relay soon but for now it works.||12.206.219.251||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000007||Telecaster||08-29-2003||05:49 AM||||Now you guys have me worried   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  .  I just soldered the 3 connection plugs as well.  I never had any problems, just a busted foglight bulb which happened months after the install.||64.165.204.113||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000008||1420mark||09-20-2003||11:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 467:<br /><strong> Garfield,<br /><br />=one switch and relay or did you separate them so you could turn fogs/projectors on individually?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />ward </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">when you speak of projectors and fogs as seperate I guess you are indicating a feature unique tothe JDM set ups?  I am trying to figure out what all the interst is in changing lights around ? Certainly it is a good thing to have seperate controls on/off for the driving light on stock USA gvr's seperate from head light- also a nice option is ability to run lows and high simultaneously-  but I have not found reference to that yet - .certainly like to set that up on my car though.  But all the other light switching is  new territiory I don't grasp||24.175.2.66||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000009||neonturbo1995||09-22-2003||11:39 PM||||Someone who has done this successfully should write a How-To (with pics if possible!).||68.164.6.241||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000010||neonturbo1995||09-22-2003||11:42 PM||||could you just use the USDM bulbs in the JDM housings?  Or even just upgrade the whole system witha  HID kit?||68.164.6.241||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||09-23-2003||12:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br />could you just use the USDM bulbs in the JDM housings? <b>NO because the housings won't take the stock bulbs since they are 9003 and H1 bulbs</b> Or even just upgrade the whole system witha  HID kit? <b>That's possible but it still requires wiring them.</b> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wired mine up last night and they are working with no problems including the city lights. I plan on getting a relay though and hard wiring the fog's and projectors since the stock wiring is 16awg and the JDM's use 14awg and I'm sure pull alot more wattage. <br /><br />Seriously it's not that hard to wire them all up at all.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||neonturbo1995||09-23-2003||01:30 AM||||how did you did it to get it to work out so well?  There are some different methods you could do, which one did you use?||68.164.6.241||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000013||Garfield Wright||09-23-2003||01:44 AM||||Garfield,<br /><br />Are you running the two bulb fogs off one switch and relay or did you separate them so you could turn fogs/projectors on individually?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />ward <br /><br />Both fog & projectors are hooked up to the US fog light switch.  I think that's why I'm having this problem.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000014||neonturbo1995||09-23-2003||11:12 AM||||I only have headlamps at the moment, and I just wanted to get an idea on what people did that worked and also what did not work.||68.164.228.50||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000015||Romanova||09-23-2003||12:27 PM||||<a href="http://lighting.mbz.org/tech/relays/relays.html" target="_blank">http://lighting.mbz.org/tech/relays/relays.html</a><br />This site will tell you EVERYTHING.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000016||neonturbo1995||09-24-2003||09:38 PM||||Check this out.  I e-mailed the guy who owns the site above about some suggestions and he e-mailed me this back...that's odd!!<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoops, no. Very bad, very unsafe idea. JDM headlamps are for the wrong<br />side of the road. They create a low beam pattern that throws light <br />ahead<br />and to the left, because in Japan they drive on the left side of the <br />road.<br />If you use these in North America where we drive on the right side of <br />the<br />road, your own seeing will be very inadequate and you will create <br />extreme<br />glare for every oncoming driver. This is not something that can be <br />aimed<br />or adjusted away -- it's how the lamp is made.<br /><br />You got caught up in the hype and bought the wrong thing. You should <br />have<br />bought ECE headlamps for LHD cars, not JDM lamps.<br /><br />DS</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.165.62.80||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000017||Romanova||09-24-2003||11:54 PM||||BUT if you use the relay and some bright fucking H4 bulbs, you will have plenty of light. Just imagine driving down a twisty mountain road with the FUCKING sun in front of you and you will get an idea of how bright properly relayed headlights are. Go buy the shit, take 4-5 hours and wire them up. Solder everything, take your time, go way overkill and you will have no problems.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000018||neonturbo1995||09-24-2003||11:59 PM||||That's what I said!!!!!  This guy was giving me a hard time about this shit.  Well, I guess I need to decide what relays, fuses and wiring I need.  I think I will go 10-12 AWG wire, 30 AMP fuses, and 30AMP Automotive Relays.  That should work well with H4's I'd imagine.  Wiring it up is self explanatory!||69.3.222.211||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000019||neonturbo1995||09-25-2003||12:18 AM||||I e-mailed them again and this is what they sent back.<br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Carl: Don't be an idiot. Many people do dumb things, that doesn't mean <br />you<br />should.<br /><br />I will not help you reduce your safety and that of others, which is <br />what<br />JDM headlamps do. <br /><br />DS</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><b>NICE!</b>||69.3.222.211||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||09-25-2003||12:30 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1383" alt=" - " />||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000021||Romanova||09-25-2003||12:31 AM||||Use a relay for each bulb... make sure you leave a little slack in the wire... take your time and work SLOW. I've done several cars now and it takes time...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000022||neonturbo1995||09-25-2003||12:36 AM||||So, I need 4 relays and inline fuses or 2?  What size fuses, wires and relays did you use?||69.3.222.211||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000023||neonturbo1995||09-25-2003||01:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://renzokuken05.tripod.com//sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderpictures/own3dmm.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's up with this?||69.3.222.211||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000024||neonturbo1995||09-26-2003||01:28 PM||||So, I need 4 relays and inline fuses or 2? What size fuses, wires and relays did you use?<br /><br /><br />I am assuming 20 AMP fuses and 30 Amp relays and at least 12 AWG wire, but 10 AWG is probably preferred.  Right?||69.3.221.221||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000025||PRE-EVO||09-26-2003||03:29 PM||||14awg minimum and 12 would work fine. 10awg is overkill for headlights.<br /><br />I would use a 30amp fuse per side as that should be enough.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000026||i hate fall||09-27-2003||02:01 AM||||if i pull this stuff from a front clip with it have all the relays and such that i need?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes



ubb/Forum2/003104.cgi
A||||13||neonturbo1995||Dejon or 144 Intake??  -  (2G MAF --- filter question)||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-23-2003||04:52 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I am going to be installing the 2G MAF and I keep seeing people with 1G T/E/L's buying the Dejon Tool piping kits becasue of fitment issues under their hoods.  In my GVR4, it looks like I have much more room, and I am not sure what filter/piping to use.  What is a good way to go?  Anyone have any pics of their setups?||68.164.226.17||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||08-23-2003||09:57 PM||||You relocate your battery yet?||216.175.95.134||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||08-23-2003||10:00 PM||||Yes, it is in the trunk already.||68.164.226.17||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||08-24-2003||02:26 AM||||Well, which whould I go with here???<br /><br />Dijon or 144???  Both look pretty killer.  The 144 is only $90 and they guy is like 2 hours from me.  But I have heard nothing about the product.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://144mph.com/intake.htm" target="_blank">http://144mph.com/intake.htm</a><br /><br /><br />Anyone??||68.164.226.17||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||Kibo||08-24-2003||02:38 AM||||I know nothing about the 144 intake, but I've been very happy with my Dejon intake.  In either case, you'll have to be creative (or ask for a custom intake) if you still have your BOV in its stock location...  I used 1.25" Shop-Vac hose, which worked perfectly for my particular setup (2G MAS, Dejon 3" intake, TurboXS H34 RBV).  YMMV.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000005||neonturbo1995||08-24-2003||03:01 AM||||the Dejon says it has the hose for the BOV, right??<br /><br />Maybe they mean the connection is in the same place!  Hmmm.<br /><br />I like the 144 also, it is hella cheap, but I am not sure!||68.164.226.17||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||08-24-2003||10:23 AM||||doesn't dsmparts have a GVR4 intake pipe for a 2G maf?  The BOV return is on the corrent place.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||08-24-2003||11:00 AM||||The 144 piece is a bend that's been cut and welded.  The dejon intake is much nicer.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000008||dlpinckney||08-24-2003||09:36 PM||||I have the Dejon 3" for the 2G MAS.  It is a pretty nice intake.  It too is cut and welded though.  The bottom part is a 3" mandrel bend, but the top part is like a mandrel bend that has been cut, spread, and then re-welded with a couple extra pieces of flat metal welded in.  The exterior finish is very nice, and it does have the BOV return pipe.  All in all, a nice piece.  Also, great shipping, I had in like 3 days.||65.179.97.89||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000009||neonturbo1995||08-25-2003||01:14 AM||||you have the 3"???  Are you running a 20G?  They told me that this will not fit a 14B or 16G.  How does yours fit?  Was it worth it?||68.164.11.135||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000010||dlpinckney||08-25-2003||08:49 AM||||I haven't installed it yet, but I have a small 16G and YES it will fit.  It won't clear the waste-gate actuator if you use the piece of rubber they include to attach it to the turbo.  I already have a "ghetto homemade" 3" intake on there and it clears with no problem.  They include a piece of nitrile rubber that is 3", then has two smaller pieces of hose inside of it to fit the various inlets on the different turbos.  This causes it to be too thick right at the turbo.  If you get a "real" 2-3" reducer (even a sewer coupler from your local home store will work), it sets the 3" portion far enough from the turbo that it clears.  Hope that isn't too confusing, but yes, it will work.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000011||Kibo||08-25-2003||02:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> the Dejon says it has the hose for the BOV, right??<br /><br />Maybe they mean the connection is in the same place!  Hmmm.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The particular intake pipe I have was meant for a 2G (I believe), so the BOV return pipe sits on top.  With the stock IC piping, the BOV hose will have to come up and around the intake pipe, take a 90-degree turn to be horizontal, and another 90-degree turn to attach to the return pipe.<br /><br />You could ask him to place the BOV return pipe on the underside of the intake and perhaps simplify the routing of the BOV return hose with the stock IC piping, but that may limit the placement of your BOV if/when you upgrade your IC piping (not to mention the market of potential buyers if you decide to sell the intake).<br /><br />I used a silicone coupler on my 3" Dejon w/ my 14b.  I had to slightly bend the WGA nipple out of the way so the hose wasn't pinched (be careful--you don't want to snap that off!), but otherwise it fit fine.  I believe the coupler I used was 3"->2.25", but don't quote me on that.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||08-25-2003||02:29 PM||||I'm using a straight 2 3/4" Dejon pipe with my 14B.  This doesn't have a BOV return as I'm using a VPC.  All in all I am very happy with the quality of the pipe.  I did have to pull the wastegate actuator off and grind the hell out of the bracket to get the pipe to fit without any further swearing.<br /><br />That 144 intake looks as cheap as the price is.  Pay a few more bucks for known quality.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||08-26-2003||07:57 AM||||I think I have the 2G-in-a-1G 2.5" Dejon intake, w/a reducing coupler to a small 16G.  I had clearance issues with the stock fan, so put a piece of pipe a few inches long between the coupler that came with it and the reducer to push the filter and pipe towards the passenger side.  I'm using RRE FMIC pipes, so the BOV isn't exactly in the stock location, and I just used heater hose from Carquest to plumb the BOV back in.  Getting it on the Dejon pipe was a royal bitch, and seeing as how I'm going to have to pull it off to do an intake leak test, I'm replacing it with a 1G BOV hose as it's way more flexible and is still long enough.  Get one of those from a junkyard.||69.59.219.228||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003105.cgi
A||||10||neonturbo1995||My take on the EGR blockoff ....||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-23-2003||10:04 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I have seen how everyone (at least everyone I have seen) does this on DSM's.  The mechanism on a Dodge Neon is relatively the same, but the way I did it on that car saved more weight than the way I see it done on the VFAQ (about an ounce probably, but still weight!)<br /><br />Basically, the procedure on the VFAQ calls for making a plate and attaching it to the head with the EGR valve behind it (the way it origianally was installed, just that now it has a solid plate instead of a gasket).  Then you hook the vac lines back to the EGR valve.<br /><br />Why not scrap the valve, put the plate on in its place with bolts and RTV, pull the vac lines from the car and cap the nipples at the source?  That way you get rid of the valve completely.<br /><br />Am I missing something here?  Why keep the valve?||68.164.226.17||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||08-23-2003||10:07 PM||||Do most people do that. I have seen alot that have just made a block off plate and left everything else off. Thats how I did mine. Its so nice to not have emissions testing where I live.||63.159.36.152||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||08-23-2003||10:14 PM||||The only reason to leave the egr on there is so it looks like it works for emissions testing.  They always do a visual under the hood and will even fail me for not having the air filter housing on.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-23-2003||10:16 PM||||Make sure if you do it that way that the plate is thick enough. Mine was leaking like a sive (sp?) and it was one of the thing that was keeping from the 11s. I found out later of course...after I started my rebuild.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||08-23-2003||10:27 PM||||Alot of 1.8 DSMs dont have EGR valves, But have blockoff plates that work on 2.0s. Bolts up, Solid metal and OEM.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||08-24-2003||11:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Mine was leaking like a sive (sp?)  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not trying to be a butt'ole...<br /><br />It's sieve.<br /><br />I only know 'cause I looked it up a few years ago.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||08-24-2003||11:05 PM||||I didn't just use the plate because I didn't have short bolts at the time.  Without shorter bolts, there's no way to get the plate tight without shimming with a bunch of washers.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||neonturbo1995||08-25-2003||01:15 AM||||getting the bolts is no problem.||68.164.11.135||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000008||neonturbo1995||08-25-2003||01:22 AM||||I just found a place that sells block off plates for $10.  I forgot what their site is.  Anyone remember?||68.164.11.135||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||08-25-2003||08:23 AM||||These guys sell one. Look toward the bottom of this page:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ffwdconnection.com/engine.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ffwdconnection.com/engine.htm</a><br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||1quickvr4||08-25-2003||11:28 AM||||Or you can go to the junkyard and get a better part made by mitsu for like free - 2 bucks and not payfor shipping and that crap.||64.63.216.164||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/003106.cgi
A||||7||neonturbo1995||New turbo break in||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-24-2003||03:04 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I have searched EVERYWHERE and nothing on this.  Is there a proper break in procedure?  I know that a fresh motor has a specific break in procedure and you are not supposed to use synthetic oil at first so everything can seat.  Is this true for a new turbo as well??||68.164.226.17||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||Forced Style||08-24-2003||04:37 AM||||This is a much debated topic.. technically there is no 'break in procedure' but some of us care a little more about our components then others, heres a topic that turned into that arguement for a couple seconds, scroll to the last 7 or so posts.<br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001878" target="_blank">Convo in the For Sale section.</a>||208.231.176.67||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||08-24-2003||07:38 AM||||New turbo's dont need a break in. BUT, you should run oil through it( where the oil feed line attaches, not the compressor housing or anything like that JUST the oil feed line) while spinning it over before you install it. EVERY manufacture recommends this.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||08-26-2003||02:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> New turbo's dont need a break in. BUT, you should run oil through it( where the oil feed line attaches, not the compressor housing or anything like that JUST the oil feed line) while spinning it over before you install it. EVERY manufacture recommends this. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">After that...Pull the "MPI" fuse and crank it over for about 10 secs. Will build plenty of oil pressure||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||08-26-2003||10:20 AM||||If you have a new turbo and you care about it. As mentioned above:<br /><br />1. It should be prelubed.  Squirt some oil into the chra (oil holes, not the water ones) and then crank it once installed to help further pre-lube it.  <br /><br />2.  Use synthetic, period.<br /><br />3.  Make sure that your oiling system is clean.  Contaminated oil kills turbos.  Put a feed line filter on if you're really worried.  Just change the filter and oil often and you should be ok.<br /><br />4.  Always cool the turbo, turbo timer or sit and wait.  You'll end up with worn bearings a lot faster if you don't which leads to shaft play, which lead to trashed seals and broken wheels.<br /><br />If you do those things, you can live easily with piece of mind that your turbo is fine and you need not worry.  As I mentioned in the above noted post (and for some reason got yelled at for providing useful information   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   )  Restricting boost levels on the turbo as break in is wholly unnecessary.  "Break In" is for friction surfaces, i.e. oil-rings, that make contact and must seat themselves properly.  If the above are looked after, then it will be fine.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||08-26-2003||06:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> ...4.  Always cool the turbo, turbo timer or sit and wait.  You'll end up with worn bearings a lot faster if you don't which leads to shaft play, which lead to trashed seals and broken wheels.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree about the synthetic and prelubing, etc. But I believe prematurely worn bearings are the result of improper blow-off valve operation. I know that surge will kill thrust bearings. The the main reason for shutting off your engine after running hard relates to oil coking which really should not be a problem with synthetic. I still think it is a good practice to let your engine idle for a minute or two (as recommended by the manufacturer). I'd like to hear some other comments on this from members here.||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||08-26-2003||07:07 PM||||Coking can happen with synthetic, although usually to a much lesser extent.  Coking kills bearings.  It restricts flow and deteriorates cooling ability, ultimately causing a bearing to say "adios".  When the bearing fails to do it's job, the shaft goes all over the place taking out the seals and wheels along the way.<br /><br />(Yes surge does too, but the car's have blow-off valves yes, not a problem then)||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||08-27-2003||06:37 PM||||I hadn't heard of anybody having a coking problem with synthetics. Not that I am doubting the possibility. In fact it sounds like one of those things that if it can happen it will happen to me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Thats why I always idle the car after running hard. <br /><br />Yeah...coking can clog oil passages and of course an unlubricated bearing is a very unhappy bearing. <br /><br />I hope my other post did not give the ipression that cool-down time is not a good idea. Or that you don't ever need to let the engine idle after hard running if you run synthetic. Because it is and you should.||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/003107.cgi
A||||68||thejeebus2002||GVR4 Tranny rebuild.  Difficult?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||08-24-2003||10:22 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I'd like to tackle the job for rebuilding my gvr4 tranny myself but i had a few questions if anyone out there can help me.  I had the transmission rebuilt by a friend, and it's starting to grind again.  However the parts he put in were a mix of tre and evo parts.  The questions im posing are these:<br /><br />1.  Are there part numbers on all the synchros and shift forks.<br /><br />2.  What specialty tools will i need.  <br /><br />Thanks <br />scott<br />GVR4#581||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||08-24-2003||11:03 AM||||I'm about to do the same thing myself.  I bought my parts from TRE.  Jon recommended all the parts I bought, plus I got the double synchro 2nd.<br /><br />I do know you will need a shop press, snap ring pliers, and god knows what else.  I'll know when I start digging into it.  You will definitely need the FSM to guide your rebuild as it will have all the endplay specs and assembly diagrams.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||08-24-2003||11:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I'm about to do the same thing myself.  I bought my parts from TRE.  Jon recommended all the parts I bought, plus I got the double synchro 2nd.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How much did all the parts set you back?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||08-24-2003||11:56 AM||||yeah lets get a list going Id like to rebuild mine as well . and Im not scurred.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||08-24-2003||12:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> You will definitely need the FSM to guide your rebuild as it will have all the endplay specs and assembly diagrams. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You need the overhaul manual.  Rebuild info isn't in either body or mechanical FSM.  I just printed the info from my backup cd manual.<br /><br />The biggest pain for me was the fact that my local Mitsu place doesn't stock ANYTHING!!!  And all the spacers and shims had to be ordered.  Don't use soldier like the manual says!  Use plastigage.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||08-24-2003||02:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong>How much did all the parts set you back? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">About $600 with the double synchro 2nd, and probably about $350 without the upgrade.  This includes synchro rings, 1/2 and 3/4 shift forks, hub springs, bearings, oil filter, magnet, pins, and some other parts I'm not fully educated on.  I did not get spacers or shims.  The upgraded 2nd includes a new hub, slider, double synchro and 2nd gear assembly, which is why it costs so much.<br /><br />My 2nd gear is probably toast anyway, so I didn't see the waste in replacing it.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||08-24-2003||02:31 PM||||What perfect timing! I'm gonna rebuild mine soon too. I've started doing the research to decide on upgrades. I plan on taking mine out and putting a friends spare tranny in for now. Then I can take my time rebuilding mine. So far I want to do a new input shaft, double synchros for 1st thru 4th, 1/2 & 3/4 shift forks, HD shift rails (or possibly just the ends), 10% taller 5th gear and the HD trash magnet. I'm undecided on what to do about the center diff and the 4 spider gear upgrade. I'd like a Quaife, but they're pricey. Eventually I plan on building up a stroker and I want the tranny to be able to handle the torque.<br /><br />I hope we can help each other on our respective rebuilds. It's always good to have a pool of information. A dedicated thread would be awesome (hint hint).<br /><br />Dave Peter||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||08-24-2003||02:47 PM||||I dont think you can double synchro 1,2,3, and 4. There is only room for double synchros on 2 and 3 since they are on different hubs. TRE does 1,2, and 3 with a little machine work. I also have some part numbers that apply for this rebuild:<br /><br />MD739795 1992 3-4 Rail<br />MD742728 1992 3rd Gear<br />MD742729 1992 4th Gear<br />MD742777 3-4 Synchro Keys<br />MD747646 1992 3-4 Hub/Sleeve/Synchro Kit<br />MD741558 1992 3-4 Fork<br />MD723439 1998 1-2 Fork<br />MD726235 Taper Bearing, Input Shaft Endcap Side<br />MD737652 Needle Bearing, Interm Shaft<br />MD745477 1998 1st Synchro<br />MD746435 1998 2nd Dual Synchros    --   $66<br />MD748577 1998 2nd Gear<br />MD749414 1998 1-2 Hub/Sleeve<br />MD736638 1992 Taper Bearing, Interm Shaft Endcap Side<br />MD726326 1992 Taper Bearing, Interm Shaft Clutch side<br />MD738053 2G Trans Filter<br />MD742051 1992 Reverse Brake Synchro<br />MD732314 1992 Taper Bearing, Input Shaft Clutch Side<br />MD742775 1998 1-2 Synchro Keys<br />MD742445 1998 1-2 Synchro Springs<br />MD742441 1992 3-4 Synchro Springs<br />MD701722 Roll Pins<br /><br />That list was posted a while bak on here (sorry I forgot who posted it). notice the various years of the parts. I have NOT checked the accuracy of the list or part numbers.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||CKA||08-24-2003||04:13 PM||||Andre Cardadeiro (dre99gsx) has a rather informative tranny rebuild web sight with good outlined steps and pictures, check it out if you haven't already found it.<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.twingles.com/ideck/rebuild3/dretranny.htm" target="_blank">http://www.twingles.com/ideck/rebuild3/dretranny.htm</a>||66.84.245.211||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||08-24-2003||06:03 PM||||Yeah, all I've done so far is reading, so I don't know if 1-4 double synchros are possible. TRE lists them as options on their website, but maybe not all in combination with one another. I could live with 1-3 double synchros.<br /><br />Thanks for the parts list slvrblt. Are those all available through the dealer?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||08-24-2003||06:19 PM||||They should be readily available, but that depends on the dealer.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||08-24-2003||08:28 PM||||TRE is the only dealer I know of that will sell you just the parts for double synchro modifications.  BM and Shepard will only these parts as part of a rebuild job.<br /><br />I've talked with Jon about the synchros and he really believes there's no reason to overdo the double synchros by trying to put it on every gear.  Are you shifting at 8500rpm in every gear?  2nd gear takes the most abuse in our trannies, so I got it for that one.  It's also extremely cost prohibitive to get the additional double-synchro gears.<br /><br />4-spider center diff is an excellent upgrade for durability.  If you're going to make decent power, it'll be a tranny saver one day.  If I can spare the cash, I'll be doing it, too.  Send it out to TRE, Shepard, or BM for the upgrade, they all charge the same rate.  I don't see a reason to go with an LSD center.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||GVR-4||08-24-2003||10:56 PM||||Thanks for the input, Shawn. <br /><br />Please keep it coming everyone.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000013||Arty||08-25-2003||01:09 AM||||You'll need a 3/16 pin punch to remove the roll pins. Best to have a puller with 2mm thick hooks in case 5th gear is jammed on tight. If you want to remove all the taper bearing races you'll need a puller with thin hooks facing outwards that can fit between the bottom of the bearing race and the gearbox casing. <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1197" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1197&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Long socket to use as a drift, can't remember the size 36mm I think, to remove the drive shaft seal.<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||08-25-2003||10:10 AM||||Could you use a press for gear and bearing removal, too?  I don't think Andre's VFAQ showed any gear pullers for his job.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||Arty||08-25-2003||07:30 PM||||You do need a press and the appropriate sized bearing separators to disassemble the gears and bearings from the shafts.<br />Dre's VFAQ is the most useful resource I've found.<br />You need the puller if the 5th gear is stuck on the shaft, as mine was.<br />The 5th gear pictured in the VFAQ is installed upside down though.When I used screwdrivers to try and lever off the 5th gear, I chipped the corners of its teeth. Then I realised that the 2.5mm groove around the top of the gear is there to attach a puller.<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||08-26-2003||12:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> You do need a press and the appropriate sized bearing separators to disassemble the gears and bearings from the shafts.<br />Dre's VFAQ is the most useful resource I've found.<br />You need the puller if the 5th gear is stuck on the shaft, as mine was.<br />The 5th gear pictured in the VFAQ is installed upside down though.When I used screwdrivers to try and lever off the 5th gear, I chipped the corners of its teeth. Then I realised that the 2.5mm groove around the top of the gear is there to attach a puller.<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, yep, and yep.  Chipped my teeth too.  Don't want to think about how long I cussed that oops.  Didn't have a puller that would fit in that groove.||64.63.212.144||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||iceman69510||08-27-2003||12:56 PM||||I did mine with some help from TRE and some usage of the dealers tools, and it was one of the most complicated jobs I have ever done.  I hope not to have to do it again.  I replaced every synchro and bearing plus two gears doing mine.  Also two shift forks.<br /><br />If you have someone with experience to help you, or have done another tranny before, that helps.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000018||ken inn||08-27-2003||03:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> You do need a press and the appropriate sized bearing separators to disassemble the gears and bearings from the shafts.<br />Dre's VFAQ is the most useful resource I've found.<br />You need the puller if the 5th gear is stuck on the shaft, as mine was.<br />The 5th gear pictured in the VFAQ is installed upside down though.When I used screwdrivers to try and lever off the 5th gear, I chipped the corners of its teeth. Then I realised that the 2.5mm groove around the top of the gear is there to attach a puller.<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, yep, and yep.  Chipped my teeth too.  Don't want to think about how long I cussed that oops.  Didn't have a puller that would fit in that groove. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">blondes HATE vibrators.  it chips their teeth.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000019||turboflanagan||08-27-2003||05:51 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.63.212.64||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000020||spoulson||09-03-2003||03:51 PM||||I have access to a 92 Talon FSM.  Will the tranny overhaul section apply to a 91 GVR4?||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000021||iceman69510||09-03-2003||05:22 PM||||If it has a tranny section covering the W5M33, but I think the '92 manuals don't have engine and trans info in them.  They were in separate books for 92-94 I believe.<br /><br />Maybe that's Mitsu only, and the Chrysler books had it.  Just check for it. (Still not very detailed in my opinion.)||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000022||turboflanagan||09-04-2003||10:48 AM||||I found a '93 Talon manual at work and it has the overhaul stuff in it, but I couldn't find the '92 book.  Check section 21-63, that's where W5M33 starts in the '93 book.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000023||spoulson||09-04-2003||02:13 PM||||I'll be checking out that FSM this week.  He says he has all the books.<br /><br />Here's another couple of links I picked up:<br /><a href="http://www.geocities.com/htamotorsports/rebuild.html" target="_blank">Limited set of pages from Mitsu training manual, rebuild W5M33</a><br /><a href="http://www.projectgst.com/cyclone/Tranny_Clutch/Tranny/" target="_blank">Someone's GS-T rebuild, FWD, but hey it gives a lot of close-up views of parts</a><br /><br />I have a lead on the complete scanned PDF of the Mitsu training manual on the W5M33.  I'll post it when I have it.<br /><br />As far as tools required, I've been recommended to use:<br />- a 12t press, such as <a href="http://www.harborfreight.com/cpi/ctaf/Displayitem.taf?itemnumber=33497" target="_blank">this one</a>. (Harbor Freight = free shipping)<br />- snap ring pliers.  The ones on Harbor Freight won't work, so someone recommended the tool from <a href="http://www.sears.com/sr/product/summary/productsummary.jsp?BV_SessionID=@@@@0453913220.1062698796@@@@&BV_EngineID=ccfkadcjfjgegljcehgcemgdffmdfko.0&vertical=SEARS&pid=00947386000&bidsite=CRAFT&vertical=SEARS&com.broadvision.session.new=Yes" target="_blank">Sears</a> or <a href="http://buy.snapon.com/catalog/pro_det.asp?P65=yes&qt=1&tool=all&catItem=true&INV_ONHAND=&FREIGHT=&qty=1&Item_id=12016&PartNo=SRP5A&Price=49.75&ListPrice=49.75&FORMNAME=11&Desc=Pliers%2C+Snap+Ring%2C+Straight+Tip&SUB_Cat_ID=1622641&SUB_Cat_NAME=Retaining+Ring&Cat_ID=1622445&Cat_NAME=Pliers&group_id=1610&group_NAME=Transmission+Snap+Ring&store=snapon-store&dir=catalog" target="_blank">Snap-On</a>.<br />- <a href="http://www.harborfreight.com/cpi/ctaf/Displayitem.taf?itemnumber=3979" target="_blank">Large bearing separator</a><br />- FSM.  As far as I can tell, as long as it has a section for W5M33 overhaul, that's what you need.  92+ had separate books for overhaul, fyi.<br /><br />I'll post more when I get further into this.  I'll be sure to take a bunch of pictures during the rebuild.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000024||spoulson||09-04-2003||09:27 PM||||<a href="http://www.techmonkeys.org/saskdsm/DSM%20tranny%20manuals/" target="_blank">Mitsu W5M33 Rebuild PDF</a>||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000025||GVR-4||09-04-2003||11:07 PM||||Dude! You RULE! Please keep us all posted on your progress. My rebuild will have to wait at least a few months. But I'm stoked that all these resources are here for when I do tackle it. Thanks for sharing all this stuff.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000026||Hertz||09-05-2003||12:56 AM||||Shawn can I link that on my page?||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000027||Tondar||09-29-2003||09:00 PM||||Have any of you made any progress with your transmissions?  I'm getting ready to start this and would like advice<br /><br />Thanx||68.41.153.173||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000028||GVR-4||09-29-2003||11:30 PM||||Yes, mine's in the basement on the bench in pieces. Advice, huh? Print the PDF instructions, even though it's like 44 pages. Make sure you have a bearing separator, and probably a press. I have two nice pullers that I may be able to make work instead of a press. Time will tell as I'm waiting on the separator from an eBay seller. An impact will be a great benefit. Drain as much oil out as you can before you start cracking the bolts loose to take the case apart. If you deal with Jon at TRE he'll tell you to take the tranny apart before you order parts. You'll need snap ring pliers. That's all I can think of at the moment. Let me know if you have specific questions and I'll try to answere them.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000029||Tondar||09-30-2003||09:04 PM||||Hey Shawn,<br /><br />You don't by chance have a similar manual for the transfer case do you?<br /><br />Thanx||68.41.153.173||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000030||GVR-4||10-08-2003||05:11 PM||||Check this out: I found another spot where the shift linkage develops play. It's in the lever that moves the control shaft in and out of the case. There are two metal (maybe aluminum) bushings that are pressed into the lever that had some play, and a nylon (plastic) block that has developed some slop over the last 11 years. I just got done machining some brass replacement bushings that fit tighter. No play at all now. I won't know how well it worked 'til I get the tranny rebuilt and in the car. Here's a photo of the lever and the old and new parts:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1531" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1531&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||14||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000031||howard_GVR4||10-08-2003||06:06 PM||||Dave, that's pretty sweet.  I just replaced those bushings with new factory ones, and it's still not perfect.  Seriously, make a bunch of those bushings, setup a simple ordering web page that takes paypal, and you're good to go.  The shifter assembly could use 'em too.<br /><br />I'll order the first set!||129.120.56.236||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000032||spoulson||10-08-2003||08:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tondar:<br /><strong>You don't by chance have a similar manual for the transfer case do you?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The FSM also has a rebuild section for the transfer case, too.  But, I don't have it electronically.<br /><br />You guys could order the $35 Backup manual CD from various vendors.  That is a copy of the FSM, right?||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000033||Beemer||10-09-2003||12:36 AM||||While you're in there, pop the $ for the evo shift forks..they make the shifts feel way better.  much more solid because you don't have the aluminum flexing..I'd go with the RRE forks if you have the extra cash.  I rebuilt mine with new aluminum forks, only to have the tranny out 3 weeks later replacing them again with steel..bent one on the first race after the rebuild, and it was brand new.<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000034||spoulson||10-09-2003||08:39 AM||||I've heard mixed reviews about the EVO forks.  Yeah, they're stronger but not necessarily perfect.  Some have complained of the pads on the end of the forks wearing out too fast, or just falling off.  I went with OEM aluminum.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000035||keydiver||10-09-2003||10:32 AM||||TRE's EVO forks now have bronze wear pads that are held on by machine screws and silver solder. Jon seems to think they've worked all the kinks out, and highly recommended them. I think I'm going to try them.||68.153.103.199||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000036||GVR-4||10-09-2003||10:45 AM||||Yeah, the EVO shift forks are just one of the upgrades that will be going in. Jon's got my center diff right now and will be converting it to a 4-spider gear unit. When he sends it back, it will be accompanied by all the other goodies.<br /><br />Howard: I'll kick it around. It's pretty time intensive.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000037||keydiver||10-09-2003||02:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Yeah, the EVO shift forks are just one of the upgrades that will be going in. Jon's got my center diff right now and will be converting it to a 4-spider gear unit. When he sends it back, it will be acconpanied by all the other goodies.<br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yesss! FedEx just picked up my transmission, and its on its way to TRE. I'm getting the 4-spider diff too, the EVO forks, heavy duty synchros on 1,3,and 4, and the dual-sychro 2nd gear (of course). If there's any money left in the bank, I may get the higher 5th gear ratio. Anyone have any feedback on the 10% vs 25% change?||68.153.103.199||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000038||spoulson||10-22-2003||08:34 AM||||I finally got a chance to crack open the transmission last night:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1688" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1688&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Removing viscous coupling unit<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1689" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1689&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />View of ball in the center diff's rear shaft.  Don't lose this!  (I used compressed air to pop it out, then it fell inside the case, but I found it later.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   )<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1690" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1690&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />View of transmission with 'trans case adapter' removed.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1691" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1691&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Transmission case removed.  View of input and intermediate shafts and front diff.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1692" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1692&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Close up of front diff.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1693" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1693&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Close up of center diff.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1694" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1694&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000039||spoulson||10-22-2003||08:36 AM||||Gear selection assembly.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1695" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1695&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Close up of input and intermediate shafts.  1st/2nd gear on the left, 3rd/4th on the right.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1696" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1696&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1697" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1697&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />That's all for now.  Next is to start doing the RnR on the gears and synchros.<br /><br />Btw, does anyone have a suggestion to give the trans case pieces a good cleaning to look like new?  I scrubbed and scrubbed and what you see is the best I can do.  That's caked on old coolant/oil mix.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000040||tplesko||10-22-2003||09:19 AM||||Damn keep the pictures coming! Looks great so far. As for cleaning, maybe send it out when fully disassembled? I dunno...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000041||spoulson||10-22-2003||09:23 AM||||Hmm.. Once clean, I wonder if powder coating is a good idea.  Any recommendations?<br /><br />But yeah, I can get the best cleaning done with all the case pieces bare.  A friend has a sandblaster but I'm not sure that's a great idea.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000042||Hertz||10-22-2003||09:27 AM||||Hot tank.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000043||GVR-4||10-22-2003||09:38 AM||||Yeah, I dunno about the sandblaster thing. Sure would suck to have any sand left in the case after it's all back together. I think I'll just scrub the case pieces with Simple Green and water and leave it at that. As for powdercoating, anything you do is gonna get scratched up when you go to put the tranny back in. I'm just gonna leave mine.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000044||turbogalant||10-22-2003||05:47 PM||||The trans is disassembled and hot tanked the same day. - Taken from team rip<br />Also I would put in md738053 it is a rainbow shaped screen. They have a spot to put it in our cars but did not put them in till 95. And mb001293 it's the drain plug for the transfer case which is the same as the trans only magnetic. md000312 is the gasket for the plug it is a 18mm plug I think mitsu wanted alot for these gaskets.||65.177.240.10||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000045||spoulson||10-22-2003||06:06 PM||||Tell me more about hot tanking.  Where would I go for that?  What exactly is the process?||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000046||GVR-4||10-22-2003||08:55 PM||||This isn't in regard to hot tanking, but keep in mind the case is aluminum and some solvents will damage it.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000047||spoulson||10-22-2003||10:03 PM||||Tonight I started pulling gears off the shafts.  I find that my Harbor Freight bearing separator really sucks.  I think it's made of recycled mufflers.<br /><br />Here's the progress and the damage:<br /><br />This is a hell of a magnetic field around the trash magnet!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1710" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1710&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />1st/2nd gearset removed from intermediate shaft.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1711" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1711&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />This is your synchro.  This is your synchro on drugs.  And yes, 2nd gear grinded a lot.  Notice the decorative brass shard on the gear.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1712" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1712&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />This is the Harbor Freight 12t press.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1713" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1713&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Here's the problem:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1714" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1714&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The bearing separator has a pretty dull clamping edge so I sharpened it with my dremel.  The metal was very soft, which is what causes the problem.  The bearing busts off the rollers, leaving what you see here, and taking some chips off with it (at about 50mph).  So I tried clamping the bearing separator around it and tried again, but this only continued to chip the edges.<br /><br />So I think I need a better method or tool.  What can someone suggest?||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000048||Romanova||10-22-2003||10:24 PM||||With the hot tanks we have at my work, you simply place the parts in it and set the timer. Then it sprays it with extremly hot water. You can add cleaners if you want. Usually if you run it with water for a few hours, it comes out pretty good.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000049||GVR-4||10-23-2003||08:35 AM||||I'm pretty sure you're supposed to put the separator on the back side of the bearing. Will it not fit? I'm still waiting on my separator to be delivered so I can begin pressing the gears/bearings off the shafts. I don't think my parts from TRE will be here in less than another week, so I'm not really in a big hurry.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000050||spoulson||10-23-2003||10:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I'm pretty sure you're supposed to put the separator on the back side of the bearing. Will it not fit? I'm still waiting on my separator to be delivered so I can begin pressing the gears/bearings off the shafts. I don't think my parts from TRE will be here in less than another week, so I'm not really in a big hurry.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I did and it took out the roller cage that you see on the right and all the rollers fall out.  I've been suggested to use a cut-off tool to cut about 80% through the inner race and either chisel or hammer it off.<br /><br />These are on the ends of the shaft where you can't put the separator under a gear.  You have zero clearance.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000051||GVR-4||10-23-2003||02:29 PM||||If that's the case, then a separator isn't gonna be much better than the puller I have.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />Can you get the separator on the small end lip or is too much of it broken off from the rollers?<br /><br />Keep us posted on your progress, Shawn.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000052||16GVR4||10-24-2003||04:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Yesss! FedEx just picked up my transmission, and its on its way to TRE. I'm getting the 4-spider diff too, the EVO forks, heavy duty synchros on 1,3,and 4, and the dual-sychro 2nd gear (of course). If there's any money left in the bank, I may get the higher 5th gear ratio. Anyone have any feedback on the 10% vs 25% change? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got a TRE rebuilt tranny with 10% taller 5th.<br />More than likely you will also have to change the end cover to the updated version to get it to work.<br /><br />However, I love the 10% taller gear. Crusing on highway at 75mph is a comfortable 3K rpm.<br />I wouldn't get the 25% taller gear, as the gear is straight cut. Therefore, it is going to whine.<br /><br />I also got double synchro 1st and 2nd. steel shift rail, evo shift forks, new synchros in all gears. It shifts very nice indeed, especially after about 500-1K miles break-in period.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000053||iceman69510||10-24-2003||06:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I'm pretty sure you're supposed to put the separator on the back side of the bearing. Will it not fit? I'm still waiting on my separator to be delivered so I can begin pressing the gears/bearings off the shafts. I don't think my parts from TRE will be here in less than another week, so I'm not really in a big hurry.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I did and it took out the roller cage that you see on the right and all the rollers fall out.  I've been suggested to use a cut-off tool to cut about 80% through the inner race and either chisel or hammer it off.<br /><br />These are on the ends of the shaft where you can't put the separator under a gear.  You have zero clearance. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Two things for you:<br /><br />Jon at TRE actually uses an impact hammer chisel to push some of the bearings off ( and also to split the cages and roller off some of them first), second, the bearing separator is supposed to go into the zero clearance between the gear and the bearing as you tighten it down.  It is a wedge to drive the two parts apart.  At least that is how I believe it is supposed to work.  I used a dealer tool (borrowed) for mine.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000054||turbogalant||10-24-2003||09:36 PM||||Hey you house looks like mine with tranny parts all over the place. Check you shift shaft seal to see if it shows signs of leakage. Replace it now if it does you have to pull the trans apart to get to it again. I know because mine it apart again because of that. Also while you in there replace all the seal some of them i.e. the input shaft seal is only accessable from inside the tranny. When you go to put it back together tighten down the case to press in the diff and when you go to tighten the pain in the ass 36mm nuts use you foot to hold it so you can torque it without put it on it's side and any left over trans fluid get on the rtv and it leaks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   don't ask how I know. And there is a groove in the input shaft where the one ball is behind the viscous coupling if you put two in it will hold the shaft to the visous coupling much tighter and it makes it feel more like a welded center diff. The nice thing is if you don't like it you can put the side cover off and take it out. Also when you put on the 5/reverse syncro's make sure you have the flat spots in it on the side with the wave washer or else the will lock the trans because there inside diameter is differn't. When you look on the vfaq the one on top doesn't have the flat spots don't ask how I know this either  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .||208.178.23.170||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000055||spoulson||10-24-2003||10:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong>second, the bearing separator is supposed to go into the zero clearance between the gear and the bearing as you tighten it down.  It is a wedge to drive the two parts apart.  At least that is how I believe it is supposed to work.  I used a dealer tool (borrowed) for mine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">See, the problem is the cheap-o bearing separator I got from Harbor Freight is as soft as butter.  Instead of getting underneath, it simply dents.  I sharpen it with a dremel, same result when I try again.  What I need is something made out of steel, not butter.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000056||GVR-4||10-25-2003||10:14 AM||||What has everyone's experience been in dealing with Jon Ripple at TRE? My crap's taking longer than he said and I haven't heard fom him. He's machining the center diff and a new input shaft for double synchro 1st and 2nd, so it's not a complete tranny, just parts. Anyone?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000057||spoulson||10-25-2003||03:21 PM||||I managed to get past the stuck roller bearing.  Using a 3" pneumatic cut-off wheel I was able to make grooves on both sides so that the crappy bearing separator could grip it and they both finally came off.<br /><br />Grooves<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1741" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1741&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I hate you!<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1743" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1743&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />New parts from TRE<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1744" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1744&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />All for now.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000058||16GVR4||10-25-2003||06:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> What has everyone's experience been in dealing with Jon Ripple at TRE? My crap's taking longer than he said and I haven't heard fom him. He's machining the center diff and a new input shaft for double synchro 1st and 2nd, so it's not a complete tranny, just parts. Anyone?<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got my tranny rebuilt actually faster than his original quote.<br />He pretty much did the work for me in two days.<br />One day to take apart and let me know what went wrong.<br />Then, one more day to rebuild according to my choice of mods.||67.113.234.235||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000059||tplesko||10-25-2003||10:26 PM||||Mine took at very very very long time.  He quoted me 2 weeks. I got it back 3.5 months later AND he messed up the output shaft. Plus I had to keep calling and calling him to get it done. And he didn't include my ported manifold.  That being said a new t-case fixed the output shaft prob (John did reemburse me for it and the manifold) and the tranny is great.  I will *never* send it back to him though.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000060||curtis||10-25-2003||11:27 PM||||the best way to pull the bearing that Ive found is a 2 x 12 pine board on the floor.  Just hold the propane torch to the bearings to heat them up then start slamming the f&*( out of the shaft on the end.  the wood will keep the threads from getting damaged.  Just wear gloves the gears are hell on your hands.  When it gets close to the end just hold a 1/2 inch deep well socket against the end and finish it by tapping it off.||67.25.32.217||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000061||Mariner31||10-30-2003||03:31 AM||||Would a 10ton bearing press do the job too?||210.80.155.36||reg||1||Mariner31||00002411||yes
Z||000062||GVR4N||10-30-2003||04:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I managed to get past the stuck roller bearing.  Using a 3" pneumatic cut-off wheel I was able to make grooves on both sides so that the crappy bearing separator could grip it and they both finally came off.<br /><br />Grooves<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1741" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1741&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I hate you!<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1743" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1743&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />New parts from TRE<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1744" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1744&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />All for now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000063||GVR4N||10-30-2003||04:33 AM||||Sorry, I clicked to early on that last post.<br /><br />I rebuild these all the time and for that input shaft bearing I use an air hammer with a thin blunt bit placing it between the gear teeth, at the same angle as the gear teeth and push it off catching the edge of the bearing until the bearing spreader can fit. Takes about 10 seconds and your done. <br /><br />I use a long jawed puller along with a bearing spreader and a step plate set so you don't damage anything for dissasembly, no press needed...<br /><br />I use a Walmart hot plate to install all bearings. They just drop on with a little heat but don't cook them just warm them, no press needed...||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000064||spoulson||10-30-2003||02:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mariner31:<br /><strong> Would a 10ton bearing press do the job too? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Probably, but more importantly you need the space to fit the shaft.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000065||GVR-4||10-31-2003||11:02 PM||||All but two of my parts arrived today from TRE: an intermediate shaft bearing and the 1st/2nd gear shift rail. These two items were overlooked and will be shipped out Monday. Here's the list:<br /><br />Four spider center diff, double synchro 1st and 2nd gears, input shaft, steel shift rails, shift forks w/bronze pads, 3rd/4th gear synchro ring, neodymium trash magnet, oil filter, magnetic drain plug, all needle bearings, all roller bearings, roll pins, snap rings, synchro springs, shaft end nuts, all seals, 10% taller 5th gear, and the nylon block for the shift linkage (which I don't need: I machined a brass one).<br /><br />After $1,886.90, this thing better shift like buttah and NEVER need another rebuild. At least as long as I own it.<br /><br />Here's a photo:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1806" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1806&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000066||spoulson||11-08-2003||12:06 AM||||I spent some more time tonight on the thing.  I got the shafts completely rebuilt and ready for assembly.<br /><br />Now I'm stuck on two things.  Maybe someone has some tips to help me along.<br /><br />I'm removing the old seals:  front diff left/right, input shaft, and rear output shaft.  the rear output shaft just fell apart and that's a problem because it's a U-shaped seal that wedges into position in the bell housing.  I scraped and scraped, and there's still rubber stuck in the groove that won't come out.  Tried a torch too, but that made no immediate progress and I was afraid it might just make things worse.<br /><br />Also, I can't get the input/intermediate shaft bearing races out of the bell housing side of the case.  I also tried torching around the outside of the race and pryed with a screwdriver on the intermediate one, but no budge.  The input shaft is harder, because there's no place to pry at.  Should I just bake the whole thing and hope they'll pop out?  The races on the other side weren't much of a problem.  And before you say, I can't reuse the races because seems that I'm using slightly different bearing sizes that aren't compatible with old races.<br /><br />btw, I found this truck parts place that'll do hot tanking, solvent bath, and whatever else.  They have a machine shop in the back with all the stuff.  Tomorrow I'm going to see what they can do for my ugly trans case.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000067||GVR-4||11-11-2003||06:45 PM||||Shawn-<br /><br />I'm not sure what you mean on the output shaft seal. Mine just presses in from outside the case and it's one piece. Maybe you could elaborate or take a photo of what you're talking about.<br /><br />As for the input shaft race, I just got mine out last night. It was tough. I have two pretty nice Proto gear pullers and I used the legs from the bigger one to get behind the race and "lift" it out. I can send you the pieces of the puller I used if you need them, or at least post photos of what I'm talking about. It's been a while since your post (sorry, I must've missed it) so you've probably got everything worked out by now.<br /><br />What I lack now is an input shaft C-clip, an output shaft seal, a 1/2 upgraded shift rail (from Jon at TRE, who won't return my e-mails!), and some spacers. After I get all that, I should be golden!<br /><br /><br />Edit: I'd also limit the amount of heat you put on that aluminum case. Just my $ .02.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000068||spoulson||11-11-2003||10:55 PM||||Ok, so you press in the output shaft seal.  Now when you want to remove a 12 y/o seal, how do you 'un-press' it?  It just falls apart and rubber is now wedged into the O ridge where the seal goes.  You can't press a new one in because of the rubber that's stuck in there.  Got me now?<br /><br />As for the races, I'm going to give the case pieces to a local guy who I found has a hot tank.  Hopefully the races will fall out for me, which can save me some frustration.  If not, I got a couple ideas.  Nate Pharr suggested for the input shaft race to use a small pry bar or something under the race, then use a 1/2" extension in the input shaft tunnel and bang the extension against the pry bar with a hammer, moving the pry bar around as necessary.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum2/003108.cgi
A||||3||neonturbo1995||Hood struts???||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-24-2003||03:54 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I have a pic of a GVR4 with hood struts instead of the stupid prop rod.  Anyone else done this?  I wonder if the T/E/L hatch struts will work or if I would need to find different ones.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1189" alt=" - " />||68.164.229.140||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-24-2003||04:11 PM||||I belive Lokar makes some that you can install. I am considering doing them at some point.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||08-24-2003||05:15 PM||||Nismo?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||08-24-2003||08:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Nismo? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a Nissan Motorsports Carbon Monoxide detector. Shhhh, listen....<br />BEEP!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/003109.cgi
A||||17||16GVR4||Daily driver wheel choice. 16 or 17||||1||||16GVR4||00000521
Z||000000||16GVR4||08-24-2003||04:06 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||My suspension setup is KYB AGX + the stiffer whiteline springs.<br /><br />With the stock wheel and 195/60/15 all-season tires, the ride had always been very bouncy. No matter how I adjust the AGX, it is always bouncy.<br /><br />A few weeks ago, pudhed lent me his 16x7 rota wheels with 225/45/16 Kumho summer tires.<br />With the exact same setting on the AGX, the ride was significantly better. The bounciness is gone, and the ride feels firm. I attributed my previous bounciness to the taller tire sidewall flexing, and my shocks doesn't even get to do its job.<br /><br />I'm now in the market to get some wheels. I want at least 16x7. My question is whether going to 17 inch would improve the ride even more ? <br />With 17 inch, I'm planning to go with 225/45/17 tires. <br />I daily drive my galant. I don't mind the stiff ride, but just can't stand the bounciness. It feels like I'm in a boat!||64.166.22.183||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-24-2003||04:13 PM||||It's the tires more than the wheels. You could always try some 205/50 azenis for the stock wheels. Or if you can afford new wheels and tires either 16's or 17's with good performance tires should work well.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||16GVR4||08-24-2003||04:22 PM||||So, specifically, as long as the tires have stiff sidewalls, the ride won't be bouncy ?||64.166.22.183||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-24-2003||09:18 PM||||My vote is for 16" wheels for a non bouncy everyday driver. I have 17" and love them but mine is not an everyday driver.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||08-24-2003||09:27 PM||||i have 17 inchers with 215/45/r17 yokohama avid H4 tires with agx shocks and eibach springs.  the ride is stiff, but never bouncy.  you always see these ricer cars bouncing down the street, but ive drivin behind my car and it looks regular.  i think it is coilovers that can make for a more bouncy ride.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||08-25-2003||12:16 AM||||I have 17's and a stock suspension. It doesn't feel or look bouncy.  But it's still a firm ride.  Not harsh unless there's a big bump or pothole that I don't see.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||16GVR4||08-25-2003||12:21 AM||||Hi Harry, what kind of drawback a 17-inch wheel would be for a daily driver ?<br />The difference in cost for rota wheels between 16 and 17 is only 50 bucks. So, cost is not a big issue for me.<br /><br />Keep the suggestion coming guys :-)||64.166.22.183||reg||6||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||08-25-2003||01:37 AM||||I'm surprised the wheel prices are that close.  Now, take a look at the difference in the tire prices...<br /><br />16x7 and a 225/50 or 225/45 is a good upgrade.  You really start getting diminishing returns on 17 and larger wheels.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.78.146||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000008||16GVR4||08-25-2003||11:03 PM||||Thanks guys.. I have decided to get the 16inch rota slipstreams wheel. I'm picking it up tomorrow.<br /><br />Which tires I should get ? 225/50 or 225/45 ?<br />With 225/50, will I get some bounciness ( yikes! ) due to the taller sidewalls ?<br />Sorry, I ask a lot of questions, cuz I'm worried about finding negative things after getting the tires installed. I did a search but nothing specifically like this came out.||64.166.22.183||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||08-25-2003||11:09 PM||||I say choose by how good the roads are.  If you don't have pot holes (I hope not too many in cali), then go for whatever you want.  <br /><br />Rim and tire choice is going to have a lot to do with where you live I think.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||08-25-2003||11:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 16GVR4:<br /><strong> Thanks guys.. I have decided to get the 16inch rota slipstreams wheel. I'm picking it up tomorrow.<br /><br />Which tires I should get ? 225/50 or 225/45 ?<br />With 225/50, will I get some bounciness ( yikes! ) due to the taller sidewalls ?<br />Sorry, I ask a lot of questions, cuz I'm worried about finding negative things after getting the tires installed. I did a search but nothing specifically like this came out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It really depends on what tire you use. The more sport oriented tires have stiffer sidewalls. Heck the 205/55/16 azenis had stiffer than heck sidewalls. It will really come down to how much your looking to spend and what size will fit as one brands 225 maybe thinner than another brands 225 width.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||08-25-2003||11:25 PM||||I hope no one is using anything less then V rated on a modded car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Any nice Z rated tire is going to have a stiff side wall.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||pudhed||08-26-2003||02:14 AM||||There's a lot more selection of tires with 225/50/16, but 225/45 is a little lighter and almost exactly stock diameter. <br />Rotas and Kumhos are by far the best suspension mod I've done to my car.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes
Z||000013||chadhayashi||08-26-2003||02:47 AM||||I have 17" Kosei K1's on mine. I cannot use my stock wheels due to brake rotor size. But I've driven daily on 17's in Denver Since '99. I scored an almost new set of Bridgestone WT-05 snow tires a couple yrs ago. They lasted me 2 Winters w/ 160 mile round trips to Copper Mtn 2-3 times a month. I'm currently running ( a free set of) Bridgestone Potenza S-03's 225/45 front 245/40 rear. I know they are different sizes but that's only 8 rotations per mile difference, which I'm not gonna sweat. I've had no problems. Personally I wish I could swap front and rear but they would rub horribly. Anyway, It's all personal preference. <br /><br /><br />If you took two identical wheels, one 16" and one 17" and mounted 225/40 rubber on both,( identical meaning equal total weight) the 17" will be harder to accelerate and also stop due to the leverage increase.<--food for thought||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000014||16GVR4||08-26-2003||01:16 PM||||I wouldn't mind a free set of S02 myself..<br />Care to tell us how you scored that set ?||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000015||chadhayashi||08-26-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 16GVR4:<br /><strong> I wouldn't mind a free set of S02 myself..<br />Care to tell us how you scored that set ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I work for a Benz dealer. Any Starmark certified car has to have tires w/ at least 4mm of tread. These were replaced under that rule... although they had more than 4mm left (No, it wasn't me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ).||63.227.117.137||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000016||16GVR4||08-30-2003||11:17 AM||||Hi guys.. I just got my wheels. It is 16x7 with 40 offset.<br />Would you recommend 225/50/16 or 225/45/16 ?<br /><br />Looking at the wheel/tires chart in yahoo gvr4 group, the 225/50/16 is indicated in the best fit section.<br />But, I'd like to hear some of your opinions..<br /><br />Thanks guys.||64.165.199.85||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000017||jayru||08-30-2003||12:45 PM||||I just thought i'd ad my opinon to this thread; I have been rolling on 18" Volk's for 3 years on my z and 18's don't even give too harsh of a ride. Everyone seems to be talking about 17's like their 20's or something. 17 are practally like stock if the proper width ofset is used. Just my 2 cents.||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/003110.cgi
A||||15||jayru||Anyone running an S-AFC? Problem with AFC II Please help!!||||5||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||08-24-2003||05:01 PM||||Ok, I'll start at the begining:<br />               When i bought my GVR4 the tach read lower than the actual value of rpm: for example- My tach reads 350rpm when actually the car is at 850rpm. The reason i know this is bcs my logger displays the correct rpm.<br /><br />I never really worried about it until today.<br /><br />I installed my SAFC II and the rpm reads the same as the tach. WTF!! All the wires are correct and the logger still reads the higher rpm ammount. <br />The major problem being- when i use rpm points to correct fuel. they will be at the wrong rpm. Someone please help.<br /><br />Why is this happening?||24.238.78.23||reg||5||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-24-2003||05:48 PM||||Uhh... Last I check the Logger and the AFC both use the same wires to get the rpm signal. The AFc splices in before the ECU and the logger is after the ECU. The AFC may not be set for a 4cyl. car, could that be the problem ? As for the Tach on the dash...I dont know.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||08-24-2003||05:52 PM||||Wouldn't the car about die at 350RPMs?<br /><br />Have you ever reved the car out?  The rev limiter is 7250 or abouts.  Unless you had that changed.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||jayru||08-24-2003||08:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Wouldn't the car about die at 350RPMs?<br /><br />Have you ever reved the car out?  The rev limiter is 7250 or abouts.  Unless you had that changed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactily, that's why i know that the tach and afc are wrong. The car would not run at such a low rpm. The only correct reading comes from the logger. Both the tach and afc read 500rpm off on the low side from the logger.<br /><br />Also the afc is set for a 4 cylinder. This is why i am so puzled. The tach and afc are both dead on within a few rpm, But wrong!  The logger reads correctly. So i cant figure out what is going on.<br />Anyone?||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||08-24-2003||09:04 PM||||Try and change the number of cylinders to 2.  I know my car for some reason was off between the tach and the value on the AFC.  It doesn't seem to have any adverse affects having it on 2cyl, rather than 4.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||jayru||08-24-2003||09:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong> Try and change the number of cylinders to 2.  I know my car for some reason was off between the tach and the value on the AFC.  It doesn't seem to have any adverse affects having it on 2cyl, rather than 4. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good idea, Actually i went outside and did that before i even came in and read your post.<br /><br />It works fine on 2 cyl, logger and afc now display the same rpm. My logic on making the switch was that their are only 2 coil-packs so the computer treats it like a 2 cyl, i guess.<br /><br />I wish they would have included that little tid-bit in the instructions!  <br /><br />However my tach is still off by 500 (on the low side) anyone got any ideas?||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||08-24-2003||11:23 PM||||yeah on coil pack cars you have to set it up as a 2cyl when its a 4.<br />i think the factory tach has a filter in it, maybe yours is broken?||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-25-2003||10:42 AM||||Move the needle.  Carefully.<br /><br />I just repainted my needles and it's taking a few days to get them set exactly right...  not like it was ever exactly accurate.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||dlpinckney||08-25-2003||10:57 AM||||I haven't installed my AFC yet, but I swear I remember reading somewhere that there are two wires you can tap at the ECU to read the RPM.  One will give you the incorrect reading and you have to set the AFC for 2cyl, and one will give you the correct, and you can set the AFC for 4cyl.  I'll have to do some research and see if I can find it again, but I know I remember reading that back when the S-AFC (blue ones) first came out.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000009||jayru||08-25-2003||11:13 AM||||Well anyone else running a S-AFC..... Do you have it set to 2 or 4 cyl?||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000010||dlpinckney||08-25-2003||11:20 AM||||Check here, and see if the wire it references for RPM is the same one you tapped.  I am pretty sure this is the correct wire.  The one that is shown in the manual that came with the S-AFC is different, and I think is the incorrect one.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660</a>||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000011||mixx2001||08-25-2003||12:06 PM||||The link above shows the correct place to tap for RPM's.  The reason people get 1/2 wrong readings is because the instructions for the SAFC show to tap into the Power Transistor for coils #1 and #4, or PIN 54.  The correct place is PIN 21, the Crank Angle Sensor.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/ECU/ecu-harness-1G.gif" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000012||jayru||08-25-2003||05:35 PM||||well since i already installed the damn thing and made all the connections is their any harm in leaving it on 2 cyl setting?||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000013||jayru||08-26-2003||12:19 AM||||bump||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000014||mixx2001||08-26-2003||08:03 AM||||No.  None at all.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||08-26-2003||12:55 PM||||i've got mine set to 4 cyl but 2 cyl is fine if it works on your car. Won't hurt a thing||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/003111.cgi
A||||10||agrabau||Valve cover breather is smoking||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-24-2003||07:14 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||The breather, not the PCV is smoking and I can't describe the smell. it's not really toxic smelling. What does this mean? (I have it vented to a small K+N filter..  I smelled it and there's no discernable smell. Is there blow-by that's causing it? <br /><br />Notes- <br /><br />The engine has run for about 5 minutes total after sitting for a year<br /><br />The compression seems low after an initial test<br /><br />I had trouble starting it in the last few days and suspect that I flooded the engine and washed the oil off the cylinder walls causing that condition. <br /><br />This is in the BMW. <br /><br />My fuel pump doesn't shut off when i turn the car off so I have to switch it or do some furthed wiring investigation and fix it right, this led to having it run for a half minute after I pulled the plugs to stop the motor. <br /><br />So bottom line- what the hells' this smoke out of the L bend breather (not the PVC) on m valve cover? It's venting to a small KN filter. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-24-2003||07:24 PM||||The smell is normal. I've seen it on every 4g engine. Its normal vapors that  get recirced back into the intake tube. no big deal.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-24-2003||07:58 PM||||Motors that sit for a while tend to do that, Mainley older motors. Could you have washed the walls down so the rings arent seating, I dont know what Im talking about but it sounds possible. Maybe the motors pissed for being in a German car...........||64.63.217.103||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-24-2003||08:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> So bottom line- what the hells' this smoke out of the L bend breather (not the PVC) on m valve cover? It's venting to a small KN filter. <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Interesting.  I changed the thermostat last night and when I started the car up to look for leaks, I noticed light smoke in the general area.  I'm also using a small breather filter off that L.  I figured it was just steam from spilled coolant evaporating but this does make me wonder.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||08-24-2003||08:13 PM||||You guys are just boiling off water in the oil. It will go away after the car is fully warmed up.<br /><br />This is one reason why you should never cool your oil too much (oil cooler without a thermostat)...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||08-24-2003||08:49 PM||||Great guys. You've put me at ease. Thanks a lot for the advice. I'm real nervous about pretty much everything at this point. What? What was that noise!? These damn spiders are talking make them stop! <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||Whistler||08-24-2003||09:04 PM||||AL, what you are seeing is a lot of blow-by.  Since your motor sat for a while, I suggest the following:<br />1. Take out your spark plugs<br />2. Get some internal engine cleaner (Motor Flush) and pour some into each cylinder.<br />3. Pull the MPI relay and turn the engine over for 20 seconds (leave the spark plugs out. Place a rag on top of the valve cover to keep the cleaner from splashing.)<br />4. Let the car sit overnight <br />5. Put back the spark plugs and start the car.<br />6. Let the engine run until the smoke clears.(After the car starts, it will smoke quite a bit.  That is the carbon burning off.)<br /><br />This should revitalise the engine provided that it is mechanically sound.  If you stil have a blow-by problem after that, it may be time for a rebuilt.  <br />The product I use to do this procedure is Kreen from <a href="http://www.kanolabs.com">KANO Labs.</a> Also, I usually replace the spark plugs after this procedure.||68.17.139.48||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000007||04DrBlur||08-24-2003||10:44 PM||||Not sure what the setup looks like for your Mitsu motor in a BMW but eventually oil will leak from that K&N filter and in our Galants it drips right onto the temperature sensor wires for the ECU and gauge and makes the wires really stiff and they break. I know this due to personal experience so I suggest running a vacuum line from that L shaped deal and put your K&N on the bottom of the vacuum line,lower in the engine bay.||68.76.188.231||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||08-25-2003||07:19 AM||||Thanks again. I hope to clean it after I fix the oil cooler that I broke. (Apparently tapping for 1/2 NPT into the TEL oil cooler isn't a good idea because it's not meant to take taper threads. The top developed a hairline crack so I think i need to go with a MOCAL. <br /><br />Once it's not leaking I'm going to let it run up to full temp and then test compression again. I think it'll come around. (it better!~) <br /><br />I'll do that engine treatment after I'm sure the bugs are worked out so I don't add anymore variables to the mix. <br /><br />Thanks again, as always <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||Dan D||08-25-2003||11:07 AM||||If it were blowby, it would have that typical oily blowby burning smell.  I'm sure after years of a 4g63 he know's the smell of burning oil:).  I think Mark is probably right.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||08-25-2003||11:21 AM||||I think there's validity to both potential problems. There's a good amount of air flow for the breather suggesting blowby but also since the motor was sitting it could be both. <br /><br />I'm now accepting donations for a new EVO so I can stop this madness.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Familarity with GVR4 (and car work in general) also means, <br /><br />piercing skin with a flathead that slips off IC band clamp or hose clamp for water hose<br /><br />Transfer case coming off spline shaft really fast during clutch swap and having it crush your hand between it and the pavement<br /><br />Cutting your hands on sharp center console shifter opening while swapping cables or installing short shifter<br /><br />being covered in MTL after clutch swap<br /><br />long nights awake worrying about timing belt slippage<br /><br />That's all I can come up with right now. I think I need a fuel pressure regulator that drops pressure.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003112.cgi
A||||7||thejeebus2002||Tuning the Super AFC||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||08-24-2003||08:42 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I've tried and tried to tune this damn thing and i just can't seem to get it right.  I have been told various ways to do it and I was just wondering if someone could give me the best way to do this with a multimeter.  i don't have a datalogger yet so a m.meter will have to do.  Right now I've got it set pretty rich to be on the safe side and my EGT's are 1150 at the hottest.  I have a 2nd gen maf, big 16g, 550 inj., and a 95 piston conversion.  I'm only listing the settings i changed.  Here are my current settings.<br /><br />LO point: 30%<br />HI point: 80%<br /><br />Ne1:1000<br />Ne2:2000<br />Ne3:3000<br />Ne4:4000<br />Ne5:4500<br />Ne6:5000<br />Ne7:6000<br />Ne8:7000<br /><br />DEC. Air:  Default settings<br /><br />Lo curve: 1k=+6, 2k=+15, 3k=+10, 4k=+8, 4.5K=+6<br />          5k=+5, 6k=+4, 7k=+3<br /><br />Hi curve: 1k=-15, 2k=-15, 3k=-15, 4k=-13, 4.5k=-12<br />          5k=-6,  6k=+3,  7k=+5<br /><br />Please if anybody could shed some light on this i'd appreciate it.  I can follow directions fairly well but when it comes to understanding and  calculating fuel trims i'm lost.  Thanks<br /><br />scott<br />gvr4#581||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||08-24-2003||09:09 PM||||I found it very difficult to tune without a logger.  I wouldn't tune without one.||216.175.100.170||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||08-24-2003||09:13 PM||||first off, 4500 is useless.  above 4k, the ecu goes open loop.  second, imho, you are WAY too rich on low end.  3.  your hi and lo should match.  1k lo should match 1k hi, etc.  also, do you have a fuel pump, and an adjustable fpr?  and, i agree, tuning without the logger is pissing upwind.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||08-24-2003||09:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">first off, 4500 is useless  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll entirely disagree with that comment.  4500 rpm is the key to my car's behavior.  Now I'll admit, my car tends to be a bit of a freak, but you'll not find a near stock 14b powered car that pulls much harder.<br /><br />What I do with hi-fuel at 4500 (not 3,4,5k) rpm entirely dictates whether my car flies or falls on its face.  This also, coincidentally (probably not) is the point at which my airflow curve ramps it's slope like crazy.<br /><br />Open loop operation has nothing to do with whether or not you add or pull fuel.  The timing advance and fuel pulse decisions continue to be made based on air volume and knock sensor activity.<br /><br />As for everything else - agreed.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||08-24-2003||09:59 PM||||i appreciate the responses that i've gotten from my post but none of them have answered my key question.  When I'm tuning using a multimeter what exactly am I looking for and how am I supposed to do it.  Ive heard various ways full throttle down the highway and tuning for the high 8's on the multimeter.  However i disagree with the fact that the hi and lo curves should mirror each other.  If someone could just give me an idea on what I need to do to tune it temporarily until  i get a logger i would greatly appreciate it for im getting about 16 miles to the gallon!<br /><br />thanks<br />scott||205.188.208.166||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||Marcus||08-24-2003||10:24 PM||||Pull hi and low settings to -10 and go from there tuning with egt's.  You're gonna need a pocketlogger to do your fine tuning, otherwise like the others stated, you're pissing upwind.<br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000006||thejeebus2002||08-24-2003||10:38 PM||||what should the desired egt's be.  I know leaners meaner and 1650 is opt. but is that for each rpm point on the afc?<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.166||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||08-24-2003||10:42 PM||||You need a logger to tune. Period.<br /><br />IMHO, its foolish to try to tune at WOT until you tune your low map and stabilize your Fuel Trims (preferably at 100). Do this first.<br /><br />Oh, and your settings are way too high. Zero them all out and let the computer keep your car safe until you can get a logger. No long WOT pulls either.<br /><br />Once you get a logger (or borrow one), ask us again.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/003113.cgi
A||||3||mj_rosenfeld||strange electrical problem||||1||||mj_rosenfeld||00001058
Z||000000||mj_rosenfeld||08-25-2003||11:20 AM||mlr@cgate.net||Yesterday while cruising along the freeway at 70 mph the car began "switching off" momentarily over and over at about 1 second intervals. It kept running long enough for me to limp a mile or so to an exit ramp and pull into a gas station. When I stopped, the car just shut off and was dead electrically. I found the main circuit breaker that I installed at my trunk relocated battery was tripped. When I reset it, the car started and has been driven about 75 miles as if nothing was ever wrong. No error codes are being given by the ECM. Anybody experience anything like this? Any suggestions on what caused it? Thanks.<br />Mike Rosenfeld<br />#943/1000||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-25-2003||12:00 PM||||Where did you run the positive power from the front to back?  Possibility could be a shorted wire (rubbed through to the body, etc.)<br /><br />Ever replace the capacitors in your ECU?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||number3||08-25-2003||12:23 PM||||Check you ground connection, too.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||mj_rosenfeld||08-25-2003||02:31 PM||||Ryan and Harry,<br />I ran the cable through the firewall, with several wraps of electrical tape to build up a protective sheathing around the wire and hold it in place -- maybe not good enough after several years. Maybe I'm wrong, but I would expect that problem to cause a circuit trip in a single event, not that cyclic shutting off behavior. Caps were changed maybe 4 yrs ago. How often is it recommended that they be changed? I will also check the ground straps. Thanks for the suggestions.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes



ubb/Forum2/003114.cgi
A||||8||henrok||power steering rack||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-23-2003||11:37 PM||alvihen@aol.com||where can i get a manual steering rack for my galant?  my aws lines are corroded as hell and i got a major leak today. i tried doing a bypass with a rubber hose but the pressure blew it off lol.  anyways what is cheaper,to toss the whole thing and get a new manual rack and if so what parts to i need to order from the dealer?  or is it better to keep my power steering and get new lines (is this cheaper to do?). i kinda like my power steering so id like to keep it. hey is it possible to keep my power steering while eliminating the aws?  i know there are non-vr4 galants out there with power steering.  all ideas are appreciated||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||henrok||08-23-2003||11:44 PM||||PLEEEEEEEESSEEEEE HELP!  I REALLLLY MISSSS DRIVING MY CARRRR.   IM SOOOO ADDDICTEDDDDDD , IM SOOOOO ADDDDICCCTEEDDDDD!   WHAT IS THE QUICKEST WAY TO FIX MY PROBLEM GUYS?||205.188.208.166||reg||4||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||08-24-2003||12:06 AM||||Try these guys.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishigraveyard.com" target="_blank">www.mitsubishigraveyard.com</a><br /><br />Just swap in a front power rack from a TEL, and remove the rear rack.  There is probably something else you have to do to the rear end but I don't know what.  Hopefully someone else can fill in the blanks.<br /><br />Search the archives also.  This has come up many times.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||08-24-2003||01:13 PM||||I'm running a TEL power rack and it bolted right in.  The only difference between them is that this rack doesn't have the high pressure lines that go the the rear 4WS rack.  Then you and delete both high and low pressure 4WS lines that run the lenght of the car and the rear rack.  While your at the yard get a TEL power steering resevoir and swap this as well so you don't have to plug the other set of nipples on the GVR4 resevoir.  Good luck||65.130.111.183||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000004||drew||08-24-2003||04:12 PM||||If the rear 4ws leak is the only issue... what you can do is plug the Front steering rack at the source, disconnect the rear lines, and you're good to go. You do not need to get a TEL rack or a Manual rack.<br /><br />Now if you want to get rid of power steering, you would want to get a manual rack from a 1.8 DSM.<br /><br />IMHO unless your front rack is leaking, or you want to go to manual steering, there is no reason to swap in a DSM front rack||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||henrok||08-24-2003||11:51 PM||||hey guys thanks alot for ur help.  i think the easiest and best thing for me to do is to plug it at the source since i really want to keep my power steering. now if i do this i can remove my rear steering right?  and the lines too ?   is there anything else id have to worry about in the rear steering once its removed?  thanks a bunch||205.188.208.166||reg||7||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||drew||08-25-2003||02:39 PM||||You'll be able to remove everything you've asked about. the only caveat would be that you would have to:<br /><br />1) weld the pw reservoir shut (two nipples for the rear steering)<br /><br />2) Install a ps reservoir from a TEL<br /><br />If you install a TEL PS reservoir, there's less chance for leak, but you will also lose your low PS light||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||08-25-2003||02:44 PM||||I have a TEL resovoir I'll sell for $15 shipped. <br /><br />always movin that product. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||08-25-2003||02:47 PM||||This discussion seems to be more technical than general..moving it.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/003115.cgi
A||||12||raceman77||2g maf install,what do l need?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||08-25-2003||04:07 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||okay,l know this has been asked before but humor me here.l have the following mods already done:3.0" turbo back,ported 14b,ported 2g mani.Keydiver chip with o2 reading,boost guage and MBC,big front mount with hard 2.0" in/out,custom intake with k&n...battery in trunk,rewired fuel pump,emissions removed etc.l have the boost set at 14lbs.The question?well l just picked up a 2g intake/maf complete with plumbing/plug.Where do l go from here? any help appreciated...rr||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||SLO GVR 4||08-25-2003||04:13 PM||||AFC||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-25-2003||04:22 PM||||More fuel (injectors) to make use of the increased airflow... and an adjustable fuel pressure regulator (AFPR) to make sure you have linear fuel pressure.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||08-25-2003||04:33 PM||||hmm,thanks.l figured l`d need the injectors/fuel reg.l`ve heard you can run without the afc though,is this true?||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-25-2003||04:39 PM||||I seem to recall hearing that a 2G MAF and 550 injectors were a decent match (within the range of the ECU to correct for).  YMMV.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||jayru||08-25-2003||05:30 PM||||I have just done the 2g mas/550 swap and although the idle and lower rpm seem to be a good match, part throttle and high rpm it knocks like a whore. the 2G/550 just isn't as close as people say it is.<br /><br />If you really must, get the AFPR and fatten your fuel mixture to around 45 base pressure. This will make you run rich down low but it should eliminate the knock up high until you purchace an afc. My car actually runs fairly well this way. <br /><br />But i just got an afc and would suggest you do the same, unless keydiver can make you a new chip.||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||08-25-2003||06:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> battery in trunk,rewired fuel pump,emissions removed etc. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rewired stock pump wont cut it. get something bigger.||68.76.188.231||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||08-25-2003||08:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> ...But i just got an afc and would suggest you do the same, unless keydiver can make you a new chip. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, he is working on some new code that will run 550s on the stock intake like they were factory...probably will eventually do the same for a 2g maf/550 setup. Of course if you don't feel like waiting or need to fine-tune for climate, etc., that SAFC still would come in handy.||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||curtis||08-26-2003||10:07 AM||||I installed a set of 86 turbo II mazda rx7 injectors (571cc) and a meter from a 2.4 na galant and ran it that was for about 6 months before I put on a 5 knob afc.  The first 3 dials are straight up and the last 2 are at about 10% increase but I can't tell that the afc really helped that much.  I installed a new aftermarket rail, lines and an aeromotive regulator and thats when I noticed a difference in driveablitity and high rpm power.||65.135.143.64||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||mj_rosenfeld||08-26-2003||01:30 PM||||Been running a 2G MAF for about 2 yrs now w/ small 16g, 534 injectors and the SAFC, but stock FPR and rewired stock pump. Boosting at 15 psi street, 20 psig in autocrosses. You should be monitoring exhaust gas temp, digital O2 voltage, and knock sensor activity. Whether you absolutely need AFPR or bigger FP varies with the car. Start by just installing the MAF, the injectors, the AFC, and any instruments you need to monitor things and keep things conservative until you figure out what else is needed.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000010||raceman77||08-26-2003||01:43 PM||||thanks for the input guys,l can tell there`s no short cut here,l`ll just start spending again.l got smoked the other day by an Audi and it  irritated me enough to start planning the next upgrade stage.The Audi? a new RS6 (450 hp)it could have been worse l guess but this guy lives in my area and l really want to show him the tailights some day.l hate it when someone pulls away from me like that,l feel so...helpless  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   has anyone twin turboed the 4g63?||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000011||dsmsleeper||08-26-2003||02:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong>    has anyone twin turboed the 4g63? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No twin, just tuned and a bigger turbo.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000012||DookGVR4||08-28-2003||12:02 PM||||i was just under the hood the other day recutting my aircan....while i had it all removed i was thinking ahead about putting the battery elswhere and installing a 2g maf...when i do this what do i do with the relays on the factory aircan?....keep em...and if so do i keep them hooked up?...<br /><br />Thanks,Dave||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes



ubb/Forum2/003131.cgi
A||||7||PRE-EVO||Okay anyone with upgraded Brakes (Baer or TCE/Willwood)....||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||08-28-2003||05:50 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||What are your impressions of them? I'm wondering as I am faces with the decision of either doing a 5 lug conversion and using a T/E/L BBK or sticking with the stock 4 lug wheels and using one of the two kits available to us (baer or the TCE/willwood kit). Any impresssions by those who actually have them would be greatly appreciated. <br />Also did they include stainless steel braided lines for just the front or all four? Impressions on build quality/performance compared to what you were running before (stock or upgraded pads/rotors?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||08-28-2003||09:20 PM||||I have TCE's race kit (serious 4-piston forged calipers, 12.2" dia. rotors)on the front. My evaluation in one word: fantastic. I test-fitted TCE's street kit and everything was just as well built. The kit comes with front stainless hoses.  I did look into Baer's kit, but did not want their C-4 Corvette caliper with its two pistons on the same side of the rotor (just like the stock GVR4 caliper.) <br /><br />I stayed with the 4 bolt original bolt pattern because I have lot$ of nice 16x7.5" wheels. I strongly recommend stainless hoses for the rear as well.||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||08-28-2003||10:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> I have TCE's race kit (serious 4-piston forged calipers, 12.2" dia. rotors)on the front. My evaluation in one word: fantastic. I test-fitted TCE's street kit and everything was just as well built. The kit comes with front stainless hoses.  I did look into Baer's kit, but did not want their C-4 Corvette caliper with its two pistons on the same side of the rotor (just like the stock GVR4 caliper.) <br /><br />I stayed with the 4 bolt original bolt pattern because I have lot$ of nice 16x7.5" wheels. I strongly recommend stainless hoses for the rear as well. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So the TCE kit only includes front stainless steel braided lines Bob?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||08-28-2003||10:14 PM||||I bought the Baer kit from Rob at Mofugus back in '00. I got the "track" kit w/ slotted rotors. The hats were drilled for both our 4 bolt and a T/E/L's 5 lug. When I buy a '94 Tsi they will probably be transfered to it. I have no problem w/ the 2 piston floating caliper design.I just replaced the pads this past winter and they wore perfectly even between the two.  <br />     I had enough brake force to LOCK them up at 105 mph w/ an old, heavy 17x7.5 wheel and 235/45 rubber.(I have no ABS.) I flat spotted the tires. (don't ask)||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||08-29-2003||09:36 PM||||My money is on a deer at 105 mph and no antilock.  I have found out that if you drill the new rotors for the antilock hub, you can keep it.<br />Dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||Todd TCE||08-30-2003||12:10 AM||||Given the kits are only intended for the front I only supply the front hoses. The addition of the rear hoses over the factory rubber ones is of little value in reality. At this point my attention is still on the fronts only however if one wishes to consider rear kits I'd be happy to look into it. Keep in mind however that the changes here will have nowhere near the same value of the fronts....||68.110.120.200||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||08-30-2003||12:17 PM||||I have the baer' kit from mofugas w RRE lines the car stops so fast its sickening.I have been told by passneger's who were glad to be back on solid ground after a ride around the block that they were very impressed once broken in they allow you to brake very late .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||08-30-2003||11:30 PM||||Is that the same kit as this:<br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/dsm_brakes.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/dsm_brakes.asp</a><br /><br />Near the bottom of the page.||64.63.213.246||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
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A||||6||admsr||Stuttering Tach||||5||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||08-25-2003||06:15 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||OK...I've been refraining myself from asking this question but I have not been able to figure it out myself... My Tach jumps ahead in 100-150 RPM increments at 70% - WOT. It settles back in place when I ease off the throttle but repeats as soon as I get on it again. My engine is running smooth and all so I can't figue it out.<br /><br />Any suggestions?<br /><br />Alex.||24.102.132.36||reg||5||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-25-2003||06:28 PM||||Slipping clutch, supposedly that cap on the intake manifold (little miniture can looking thing on driver side top) or possibly sticking cable drive. Those are probably your main choices. I have similar issues between 3000-3750rpm but I also have a small leak from the driveshaft seal from teh tranny to the transfer case.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||08-25-2003||07:48 PM||||I've been having a similar issue recently, but the strange thing about mine is that it only started after I put a different ecu in. <br /><br />I'm going to check and clean the ecu ground one of these days.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||08-25-2003||08:13 PM||||I'm with Mark on that one.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||admsr||08-25-2003||09:11 PM||||you wanna hear something funny. I could swear that the problem didn't start until I went from the bosch platnum plugs that the car had when I brought it (Pieces of shit) to the beautiful NGK BPR7ES (I think thats right) plugs that I have right now.<br /><br />It's mainly from 3500 to 4500 RPM. I seem to be smooth from 4500 to 7000 (which I have gone up to more frequent then none)......<br /><br />Not sure...got me stumbled....<br /><br />...but I still love her.........lol<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.102.132.36||reg||3||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000005||sub25gt||08-26-2003||12:38 PM||||I had this same problem after going to performance plug wires. After replacing with stock wires things went back to normal. The Car seemed to run fine so I am not sure what it was. Maybe the Coil/Power Transistor is going?||147.177.8.91||reg||1||sub25gt||00001992||yes
Z||000006||gvr4mike||08-26-2003||04:36 PM||||It is the tach capacitor causing the jumpiness. First check that the cap is properly grounded. If the ground is good and you still have a spastic tach, then you need to replace the cap. Either go to the stealer, or search the main dsm.org for a post by me with the correct farad rating for a radio shack replacment. I beleive if is .5 micro farad...just remember that a non-oem cap will simply have two wire leads, not a built in ground lug. So you'll need to crimp on a spade terminal.<br /><br />Mike Jones<br />GVR-4less...||158.140.2.102||reg||1||gvr4mike||00000135||yes
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A||N||12||Marcus||Rotor Choice???||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||08-25-2003||10:48 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||Help me decide based on previous experiences which rotors would work best for a daily driver.<br /><a href="http://www.tirerack.com/brakes/results.jsp?scat=Pads&category=Rotors&scat=Rotors&scat=Lines&autoMake=Mitsubishi&autoModel=Eclipse+Turbo&autoYear=1993&brand=all&x=112&y=6" target="_blank">http://www.tirerack.com/brakes/results.jsp?scat=Pads&category=Rotors&scat=Rotors&scat=Lines&autoMake=Mitsubishi&autoModel=Eclipse+Turbo&autoYear=1993&brand=all&x=112&y=6</a>  <br />Thanks<br />Marc||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||08-25-2003||10:55 PM||||that link isnt working for me, but check these out, I have slotted on the rears and it hasnt eaten through alot of pads yet.<br /> <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/brembo_rotors_galant.htm" target="_blank">Brembo rotors</a>||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||08-25-2003||11:04 PM||||Ugh...<br /><br />Buy OE (from dealer) or unmolested Brembos.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||Marcus||08-25-2003||11:08 PM||||Why just regular rotors when slotted ones or close to the same price?  What constitutes molestation?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||08-26-2003||02:22 AM||||yeah im' not a fan of slotted roters either.<br />i think its just ricey. there really isn't any perfomance gained, its all in the pads<br />-luke-||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||08-26-2003||04:51 AM||||I guess it depends on what your definition of "performance" is.  No, the slotted rotors won't bite any harder, or lower your stopping distances (on "average" brake temperatures) either.  And yes, they can eat through pads quicker than blank rotors.<br /><br />They do improve performance on the track.  Hard used brakes get hot, very, very hot.  They can get so hot that gases that touch these hot rotors can absorb nutty amounts of heat almost instantly, entering into a state of higher energy (thus energy, and less density).  These ever-expanding hot gases can form a boundary layer around a hot rotor, preventing the pad from doing its job.  A slotted rotor provides a gap between the pad and rotor for these gases to escape, thus allowing a hot rotor to work like it's supposed to.  However, this is only likely to ever be an issue when roadracing.<br /><br />So, if you don't roadrace, then you probably shouldn't get slotted rotors.  The only improvement you'll notice is your brakes' appetite for pads.  I think this is what others were trying to say.||69.59.219.228||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||08-26-2003||05:13 AM||||I got some OE rotors for 102.99 shipped from ebayprofessor@yahoo.com . He sells stuff on eBay for pretty cheap which is where I get his e-mail address. I had th rotors within a week, but I havent put them on yet (waiting on my Axxiss Ultimate pads).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||08-26-2003||09:57 AM||||OE 102 for all 4????||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||Marcus||08-26-2003||09:57 AM||||Thanks a lot!  So with the money I've saved on not purchasing $180 rotors, what pads should I purchase to achieve good braking performance?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||08-26-2003||10:09 AM||||NOT Metal Masters.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||markrieb||08-26-2003||10:26 AM||||Porterfield R-4S's.  Look for them at Road Race Engineering <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com</a><br /><br />Don't bother with slotted or cross drilled rotors, you won't notice any difference in brake performance.  Use the money you would have used for the slots/drilling and spend it on braided stainless brake lines (also from RRE) and some speed bleeders.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000011||MiSTER2||08-26-2003||11:01 AM||||DBA (disc brakes australia) rotors are pretty good if you can get them in us.  They come cross drilled, slotted or standard and they are affordable.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dba.com.au" target="_blank">www.dba.com.au</a>||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000012||slvrblt||08-26-2003||04:52 PM||||Sorry. I meant for the front set or rotors for $103 shipped. <br /><br /><br />I bought those since they were much cheaper than AutoZone or Napa.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
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A||||18||MiSTER2||Internal vs. External fuel pumps||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||08-27-2003||10:03 AM||||I've got a Pierburg external fuel pump which was left over from my MR2.  For those who don't know about Pierburg external pumps, it is capable of supporting up to 500hp and used on Porsches as a cheaper alternative to Bosch Racing pumps. I was not very keen to use that on my galant as it was very noisy when i had it on my mr2 (it had a high pitch whistle kind of noise), however some people say that an intank Walbro fuel pump is not much better than what i already have.  The comment i got regarding the Walbro is that even though it is intank it's still a noisy pump.  <br /><br />What are your experiences with different fuel pumps?  I get annoyed when a fuel pumps sounds like an am radio with bad reception.  Should i use the external pierburg pump that i already have or get an internal walbro or some other brand?  If there is not much difference in terms of noise i rather keep what i already have instead of spending more.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||Nate||08-27-2003||10:25 AM||||There are only two pumps I would recommend using:  for reasonable HP levels, meaning 500 at the crank or less, get a Supra pump and rewire it.  For anything over that, get one of the big Bosch pumps; they're THAT much more than the Supra pump, only $100 or so.  More money in fittings and more hassle to install it, but it'll never run out of fuel.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||08-27-2003||10:28 AM||||I believe any external pump you can buy has that highpitch noise. I ran one in my talon and it was loud as hell. We're also running one in our drag civic and it's very loud. Now I only notice it when I go to start the car, the sound becomes muffled when the car is running. <br /><br />I run a walbro fuel pump in my galant and don't believe I've ever heard it make a peep. I've also run walbros in my other civic, eclipse GSX, and supra TT and can honestly say that I've never noticed any noise coming from it. Then again noone has ever stuffed me in a trunk and asked me to listen for noise.<br /><br />I'm not sure why someone would tell you that it could be as loud as an external fuel pump.<br /><br />I agree with rewiring a supra TT pump if you want to get up to around 500hp, they hold their own. Same with the bosch pumps if you want to run high horsepower.||67.20.5.58||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||MiSTER2||08-27-2003||11:01 AM||||These two people that i talked to both had walbro pumps on their cars previously (galant vr4 and 3000gt).  They did not say it is as loud as a pierburg pump, what they said was even intank walbro pump creates certain amount of noise so i might as well stick with the pierburg that i have. Is there any way to make an external pump quiter (wrap it up with something etc.)?  <br /><br />If i could find one for a good price i'd definitely buy a supra pump.  They are hard to come by here downunder and even if you find one price is normally too expensive.  To give you an example, i bought second hand supra 550cc injectors for my mr2 for AU$600 (around U$300-400) a while ago.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||08-27-2003||11:01 AM||||I've got an external Bosch and it's not too loud. Fittings are a pain in the ass but I found a good place for metric-to-AN fittings. <br /><br />I think it's <a href="http://www.fittingsandadapters.com" target="_blank">www.fittingsandadapters.com</a><br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||MiSTER2||08-27-2003||11:18 AM||||Does it make that high pitch whistle noise?  Earl's fitting is the popular choice here downunder.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.earls.com.au" target="_blank">www.earls.com.au</a>||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000006||Doc_Seuss||08-27-2003||12:34 PM||||well i have the walbro 255 and i can honestly say that it is quite loud.  It really isnt noticable when driving, but when stopped or leaving the car running thats all i can hear.<br /><br />I would personally go with a in tank, i know what mine sounds like and it isnt that loud.  then again i havent heard that out of tank pump.<br /><br />dave||128.153.219.64||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000007||number3||08-27-2003||12:38 PM||||My external groans more than it whines...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||MiSTER2||08-27-2003||01:04 PM||||So no tricks to make externals quiter?  Wrapping etc.?<br /><br />Oh and how about in terms of reliability and doing the job, is external ok (i'm asking all these questions coz i already paid about U$180 for it why throw it out the window).||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000009||Bigfoot200200||08-27-2003||10:11 PM||||The information I've gotten from the NABR archives is that a Walbro 255hp or the Supra pump together with an APFR and using the stock fuel lines flows to 510whp. I dont know if this is using the stock banjo bolt and fuel rail or modded using -6AN fittings.||64.233.106.14||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||08-27-2003||10:21 PM||||I mounted mine in Buytl rubber strapping from <a href="http://www.mcmastercarr.com" target="_blank">www.mcmastercarr.com</a> and it's isolated from harmonic vibration but it's outside behind the wheelwell and out of the way so maybe that's why it's quiet.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||08-28-2003||02:35 AM||||I am using a Walbro 255 and its pretty loud. It doesnt really bother me anymore, but everyone else wonders about the noise. I can hear it from the drivers seat and even more so from outside.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||MiSTER2||08-28-2003||05:51 AM||||Soon there'll be a baby sitting at the backseat close to the fuel pump     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />p.s. the sad face isn't for the baby it's for bloody noisy fuel pumps.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||08-28-2003||09:49 AM||||Anybody that bitches about a noisy fuel pump shouldn't be driving a performance car.  This drives me nuts.  It's okay to have loud exhaust, loud bov, loud wastegate dump, but god forbid the fuel pump whines at all!<br /><br />If I pay attention to it inside I can hear my 255.  If I stand behind the car I can definitely hear it.  If it bothers you that much just turn your radio on.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||GalantVR41062||08-28-2003||10:52 AM||||I also dont like people that complane about fuel pump noise, I have had my 255 in for 2 years and I have never been botherd by its small noise.  And do not use the external fuel pump if you hate noise.  <br /><br />~John<br />the walbro made ~700whp on stock fuel lines once.||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000015||MiSTER2||08-29-2003||06:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Anybody that bitches about a noisy fuel pump shouldn't be driving a performance car.  This drives me nuts.  It's okay to have loud exhaust, loud bov, loud wastegate dump, but god forbid the fuel pump whines at all!<br /><br />If I pay attention to it inside I can hear my 255.  If I stand behind the car I can definitely hear it.  If it bothers you that much just turn your radio on. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is a performance car?<br />I guess your galant is and my galant isnt?<br />Have you ever been in  M3, Toyota Supra, Corvette, EV01,2,3,4,5,6,7,8, a skyline gtr perhaps?  <br /><br />I must have selective hearing coz i never heard a single noise from their fuel pumps. Or maybe they are not performance cars. You would drive a car with loud exhaust but you would turn the radio off if you had bad reception wouldn't you.<br /><br />I had a 3inch exhaust on my mr2 and an external pump and a blitz BOV and was lowered.  But by then i wasn't expecting to have a kid.  <br /><br />Now we are expecting a baby so does that mean i'm bitching or looking for a smart performance solution.  Not like there are no quiet fuel pumps. <br /><br />I'm just curious what's cruise control, sofa like seats, climate control, fog lights, rear arm rest, cup holders, power windows doing in such a performance car?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000016||MiSTER2||08-29-2003||06:07 AM||||Now for other bitcy performance car driver like myself out there:<br /><br />I assume supra pump would be quiet am i right? Coz supra pump works quiet quiet (intentional) on a supra. Or should i chase one of an evo if it'd fit as it's was quiet as well when it was in an EVO.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000017||agrabau||08-29-2003||08:42 AM||||What's the problem here? I don't get it.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000018||crucible||08-29-2003||11:00 AM||||Ditto, Bimmi!!!!||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
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A||||6||aWeX||Front LSD Question||||1||||aWeX||00000924
Z||000000||aWeX||08-27-2003||10:37 AM||||I`m trying to find out if my gearbox has a front LSD. I`ve read several places that if you can see through the axle-holes , it is a LSD type. <br /><br />On the GVR4 mailing list , i read the following:<br /><br />"They come in some of the AWD JDM trannies. When digging through piles of them, if you can see clean through the front axle holes, it is a viscous front LSD. If you can see the cross shaft, then it is a plain open diff."<br /><br />I looked into the hole, and i could see straight through it. But, there was a kind of a shaft in the middle hole, not big, but it was there. Does this make my diff an open diff? <br /><br />My car, bu the way, is a JDM-spec VR4 EVO, with the short ratio gearbox.||195.159.184.173||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000001||aWeX||08-27-2003||10:44 AM||||Uuhhmm, couple of typos there... <br />correction is as follows:<br /><br />But, there was a kind of a shaft in the middle OF THE hole<br /><br />My car, BY the way, is a JDM-spec VR4 EVO, with <br />the short ratio gearbox<br /><br /><br />I need an edit-function  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||195.159.184.173||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000002||aWeX||08-27-2003||10:48 AM||||To top it all of, i posted in the wrong forum...<br />Where is my mind today?||195.159.184.173||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-27-2003||11:41 AM||||And there is an edit function, just to the left of the quote marks.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||teet||08-27-2003||01:15 PM||||open diff<br /><br />there will be nothing there all the way through if it is a front lsd||134.134.136.5||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000005||Cybernerd2||08-28-2003||04:49 AM||||Maybe a picture of one with LSD gearbox and another picture without LSD side by side, so we can tell the difference?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000006||Gvr4-330||08-28-2003||03:36 PM||||I think if you pick the car up and spin one front tire... and if the opposite wheel spins the opposite way, it's an open diff, but if the wheel spins the same way, it's a limited slip.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.35||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum2/003121.cgi
A||||8||Hertz||BISS - base idle set screw - adjusting removing, ISC etc.||||5||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||08-27-2003||03:11 PM||rhertz@baits.com||So I decided yesterday to finally R&R the BISS screw with the new OEM screw, o-ring and cap I purchased last year   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  ...  My existing BISS is metal, whereas the new one is plastic!<br /><br />Anyhow, for the life of me I could not remove the existing BISS.  I backed it out of the threads, but it is still recessed 1/16".  I tried all manner of prying and even tried to set a screw into it to pull it out (that's when I realized it was metal).  I stopped short of drilling a pilot hole to help extract it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   It was late and I didn't want to do anything really stupid.   Anyone have any ideas?  The VFAQ mentions when adjusting to not turn it out all the way so it doesn't pop out.  Does that mean if I did this while the car was running there would be enough pressure to kick it out?<br /><br />My other Q involves the ISC.  Even though I didn't replace the BISS, I did adjust it.  I got her to idle at ~850 with 0-5 steps on the ISC (when ungrounded).  That's the target, right? Assuming that, it seemed unnecesary to ground the ISC if you can watch the steps.<br /><br />I'm wondering if anyone knows what purpose the ISC serves when the car is NOT idling?  My ISC steps rise depending on rpm.  Is it to "catch" the idle when shifting/in neutral?<br /><br />Thanks||12.247.128.70||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||1101||08-27-2003||03:50 PM||||I used a screw starter to grab hold of it and twist it out. A straight blade type with the a twistable blade in the center --/-- so it jams into the screw slot. It still took several tries and a gentle touch it get it out.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||08-27-2003||04:01 PM||||l know this is gorilla mechanics but l put a rag over mine and drove at full boost until it popped out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ...l`m not recommending that though,the screw starter seems like a more sensible solution||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-27-2003||06:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> l know this is gorilla mechanics but l put a rag over mine and drove at full boost until it popped out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   ...l`m not recommending that though,the screw starter seems like a more sensible solution </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO, that sounds like something I would do.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||joec||08-28-2003||11:21 AM||||If you're replacing the BISS screw anyway, superglue the head of a small nail to it and pull it out when the glue dries.  Or use a drop of hot melt glue on the nail head if you want something that's more easily removed afterwards.||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000005||Tevenor||08-28-2003||12:13 PM||||Uhm. Maybe you guys haven't heard of this thing we got around here but its pretty popular. It's called "a magnet". It's pretty cool really. Something to do with electromagnetic fields and polarized metal. Damn cool stuff.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-28-2003||01:23 PM||||So you're telling me that the BISS is ferous?  Are you sure about that?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Tevenor||08-28-2003||02:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> So you're telling me that the BISS is ferous?  Are you sure about that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Depend on what you replace the stocker with.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />The other option is to just take a piece of double sided tape (or a looped piece of masking tape or whatever you ahve) and grip it with a pair of needle nose.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||08-28-2003||05:06 PM||||I tried various sticky materials, but couldn't get enough adhesion on it.  Will try my magnet parts retriever and see if that can do the trick...  worst case scenario, there is always hope for the guerilla method.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks for all the ideas.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003122.cgi
A||||27||Sam Sayes||HKS Cams question||||1||||Sam Sayes||00000657
Z||000000||Sam Sayes||08-27-2003||03:44 PM||samgvr4@hotmail.com||Hi gang,<br /><br />okay fro all of you who might know this,<br />for some one running a 50trim, what will be the best cam combo? 264/272 or 272/272?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-27-2003||04:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong> Hi gang,<br /><br />okay fro all of you who might know this,<br />for some one running a 50trim, what will be the best cam combo? 264/272 or 272/272?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I haven't experienced putting in HKS cams into my car (just yet) but I have friends that have had HKS cams in their dsms. From what I've heard.. 272/272's have a little more of a lumpy idle, but I think Ty at RRE dyno'd 264/272 vs. 272/272 and it put out damn near the same numbers.<br /><br />You're still going to get lots of top end either way   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br /><br />Anyone else?||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||08-27-2003||04:08 PM||||AMS has dyno numbers on their website.||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||Sam Sayes||08-27-2003||04:16 PM||||Well in this case if the 264 and 272s are almost close in hp range then i might as well go with the 264/272 combo and still get a smooth idle  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||08-27-2003||04:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong> Well in this case if the 264 and 272s are almost close in hp range then i might as well go with the 264/272 combo and still get a <b>somewhat smooth/ slightly lumpy idle</b>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Changed it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||08-27-2003||05:19 PM||||i have 264's, and the idle is not quite as smooth as stock.  b16g and 2.5 exh.  fuel economy is down quite a bit, about 3-4 mpg, and i have not really been impressed with the power(?) increase.  i paid 400 used.  i dont think the cost of new hks cams would be worth it.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||08-27-2003||06:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i have 264's, and the idle is not quite as smooth as stock.  b16g and 2.5 exh.  fuel economy is down quite a bit, about 3-4 mpg, and i have not really been impressed with the power(?) increase.  i paid 400 used.  i dont think the cost of new hks cams would be worth it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the tip.  I have the same turbo and exhaust as you.  I thought I wanted to get cams, but I'll rethink that.  I should probably spend the money to make the car handle better anyway.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||08-27-2003||07:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i have 264's, and the idle is not quite as smooth as stock.  b16g and 2.5 exh.  fuel economy is down quite a bit, about 3-4 mpg, and i have not really been impressed with the power(?) increase.  i paid 400 used.  i dont think the cost of new hks cams would be worth it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man, just think of all the cool stuff you could buy with the money you'd have if I bought those 264's.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||talontsi||08-27-2003||08:05 PM||||I had the 264's with the 20g and 50 trim.<br />Much better pull on top end and the idle was fine. No lumpy idle either.<br /><br />272's are suppose to be better for larger turbos but I can't say because I never had them.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000009||BluFalcon||08-27-2003||08:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i have 264's, and the idle is not quite as smooth as stock.  b16g and 2.5 exh.  fuel economy is down quite a bit, about 3-4 mpg, and i have not really been impressed with the power(?) increase.  i paid 400 used.  i dont think the cost of new hks cams would be worth it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man, just think of all the cool stuff you could buy with the money you'd have if I bought those 264's.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">GVR4 Vulture Alert.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||08-28-2003||12:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i have 264's, and the idle is not quite as smooth as stock.  b16g and 2.5 exh.  fuel economy is down quite a bit, about 3-4 mpg, and i have not really been impressed with the power(?) increase.  i paid 400 used.  i dont think the cost of new hks cams would be worth it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When did you get those? Did you post about them? Crazy Ken.....you post about everything but then you put on cams and don't post a review. Are you feeling okay?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||08-28-2003||09:11 AM||||actually, i am still testing them.  i only put about 50 mi/wk on the car, and mostly very short shopping trips.  a couple of times i did have some nice wot pulls, and they do seem to have a bit more top end.  also, i have the a/c on max all the time(texas, remember?), so that is where some of my mpg goes.  i think also the cams are for a bigger turbo.  i am getting a new exhaust, i have this pos hks that has been modified all to hell, and it is not quite 2 1/2", so i am waiting for cooler weather and the new exhaust before i make a final decision.  perhaps the cyclone intake has also diluted the midrange of the cams.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||GalantVR41062||08-28-2003||10:59 AM||||I say any turbo smaller than a TD06 20G should not put cams in there car.  But after that go with the HKS 272/272 combo, they idle WAY better than 264/272 and you get more mid range and top end power.  The ramp profiles are the best out there for the 4G63(unless you make custom crower cams).  I have them in my car, lots of top end power, but I choose all my parts to do that.  <br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000013||Kibo||08-28-2003||03:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> I say any turbo smaller than a TD06 20G should not put cams in there car.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I disagree.  On local 2G cars, we've found the Big28 and 16G to be fairly comparable turbos.  Having done a same-day install and before/after comparison of 264's on a friend's car, I was *very* impressed with how much power he picked up--so much so that I thought he hadn't gone WOT on our way to the place where we did the work!<br /><br />We did some informal testing using a GTech Competition, which allows you to collect data and then graph a "dyno" chart on your PC.  Averaged over several runs going both directions on the same stretch of road both before and after, the 264's gained power across the board.<br /><br />Personally, I actually installed my Crower Stage III cams while I still had my 14b turbo--certainly not the recommended path, but I was curious to see if I would gain any top end.  I gained ~2MPH in the 1/4, but obviously the turbo was the limiting factor.  I really don't think the idle's that bad, but that's always a matter of personal opinion.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||08-28-2003||03:39 PM||||the reason i got the cams is from reading the ams article.  i think the exhaust i have on the car is part of the problem, and i have another one coming-i think.  at least, i PAID for a new exhaust.  i think this 520$ i spent on the hks pos exhaust is the worst return on my money than anything i have done on this car.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000015||number3||08-28-2003||06:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> I say any turbo smaller than a TD06 20G should not put cams in there car.  But after that go with the HKS 272/272 combo, they idle WAY better than 264/272 and you get more mid range and top end power.  The ramp profiles are the best out there for the 4G63(unless you make custom crower cams).  I have them in my car, lots of top end power, but I choose all my parts to do that.  <br /><br />~John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second this comment.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||08-28-2003||06:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>i think this 520$ i spent on the hks pos exhaust is the worst return on my money than anything i have done on this car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jeez Ken, my 3" Certified stainless turboback was only $550.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000017||talontsi||08-28-2003||09:16 PM||||BTW I think Ken has my old cams. I used them with the cyclone as well. Used the caniter with vacum assit only and it worked like a charm. <br /><br />I really think you only need cams on a larger turbos as well since you want to get all the top range power possible.<br /><br />The 264's where a great compromise because I never felt any loss of low end power.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000018||Minjin||08-29-2003||12:50 AM||||I like to do things a little differently, so while people like to run the 264(I)/272(E) setup, I figured I'd try something similar just for fun. So now, I'm running a stock intake cam and 264 exhaust cam.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Its kind of like the ricers who buy two wheels at a time...<br /><br />(Yes, the cam was bought used and the engine was in pieces at the time)<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000019||ken inn||08-29-2003||10:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>i think this 520$ i spent on the hks pos exhaust is the worst return on my money than anything i have done on this car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jeez Ken, my 3" Certified stainless turboback was only $550.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yah, but i bought this exhaust a looong time ago, when i first got the car, and did not know where to go for stuff.  AND, i had installed one on the gtx, and it made a HUGE difference.  <br />     back to the cams, i read a lot about different cams, and everything pointed to the hks cams.  i KNEW i didnt want the 272's, and the price i paid for the 264's was more than fair for me.  i would never pay 580 for them, i think it is not justified in my case.  even if i end up changing them back out, i can still sell them and not lose a lot.  i still think a better exhaust will make them better.  i hope i get to find out soon.  everyone has my money, and i got no product.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000020||Sam Sayes||08-29-2003||10:38 AM||||Thanks for the advise every one,<br />I decided with the 264I and 272E<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000021||GVR-4||08-30-2003||01:35 AM||||Keep us posted on how those work out, Sam.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000022||Marcus||08-30-2003||10:48 AM||||<a href="http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a>  , also lets not forget that buschur took a EVO 8 and did minor upgrades and 272 I/E and ran 12.42 on pump gas I believe.  I might be country in my believes, but F@#$ the dumbshit, if you are gonna spend money on cams get the daddies!  As long as my car idles that's all that matters, I don't care how it sounds.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000023||howard_GVR4||08-30-2003||11:36 AM||||With proper cam degreeing, even the 272's can be made to idle like stock, even with a VPC.  I've seen this with my own eyes.  Kudos to Grocmax.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000024||number3||08-30-2003||11:58 AM||||My car with the 272/272 combo idles just as well as it did with the 264/272 combo. <br /><br />BTW it idle very well.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000025||1420mark||10-05-2003||02:34 PM||||if it is not too late on original cam question   <br />Crower cams has a new set  ( three total ) to be considered. new one is a blend of high/low||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000026||1420mark||10-05-2003||02:53 PM||||yeh,  and sday  -- it has been two months ano further cam review news ?  <br />  Ken how do u explain the difference in the exhausts result on the 2 cars -  any cam relationship ?||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000027||Beemer||10-06-2003||12:46 AM||||I've got a set of webs .410 cams that are going into #1244 with the new ported head and the venom drag intake/big16g this week.  Yah, i know, lame turbo for the setup, but I'll let all you guys know how it works.  Anyone near Tyndall AFB is welcome to come and help tuesday and wed. this week<br />Dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003123.cgi
A||||3||bomberbboy||catalytic converter same for GVR4 and 1G?||||1||||bomberbboy||00001150
Z||000000||bomberbboy||08-27-2003||08:16 PM||bomberbboy28@yahoo.com||Is the catalytic converter the same in the GVR4 and 1G TEL? Or only the AWD TEL? I'm looking for a replacement for my car's cat and the online stores only list cats for "2.0L Galant," which is the same as "all models Eclipse," and I'd want to be sure it'll fit. Thanks.||67.123.172.218||reg||1||bomberbboy||00001150||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-27-2003||08:56 PM||||My suggestion is to go on ebay and search for 2.25 (like you really want it),  2.5" or 3" catalytic converters. I got mine for $55 shipped and installed for another $20. Much cheaper than trying to pay so much for a stock cat.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||08-27-2003||11:45 PM||||Yes, all 1G AWD TEL cats/test pipes will fit the GVR4.  <br /><br />I have a 2.5" hi-flow TEL cat I sometimes use on my GVR4, got it from AHP for about $90, fits perfect.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||bomberbboy||08-28-2003||12:38 AM||||thanks for the info guys.||67.123.172.218||reg||1||bomberbboy||00001150||yes



ubb/Forum2/003124.cgi
A||||6||raceman77||is $85.00 a good price for Walbro 255?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||08-28-2003||01:15 AM||raceman77@comcast.net||on Ebay,your friend and mine,Walbro 255`s for $85.00..new.There`s a bunch for sale and it seems l`ll need one with the 2g maf conversion l`m doing.ls this a good price?seems good.l really need to get on the next upgrade stage,l just got beat by a new Infiniti Q.l think l could have taken him if launched off from the light but he took me by surprise.l`ve found there`s not many cars that can beat a properly launched Gvr4 from a light,they may catch up but not until 2nd gear,if at all  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||08-28-2003||02:06 AM||||Sounds good to me. I bought mine back in '99, for $110 plus shipping. That was the cheapest I could find at that time.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||GVR4458||08-28-2003||11:38 AM||||They are a bit loud, but do the job.  If I was going to do it over, I would go with a Denso.  For the price though, I say get one.<br /><br />EH||68.73.82.250||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-28-2003||11:46 AM||||Technically speaking... the price seems fair.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||drifter148||08-28-2003||03:12 PM||||that's about what I paid w/ a group price about a year ago.  <br />My buddy whom is looking for a fp said that that is the lowest price he has found too.||205.144.127.200||reg||1||drifter148||00000614||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||08-28-2003||04:07 PM||||<a href="http://www.fullthrottlespeed.com/Dynamic/items.asp?CartId=109-ACCWARE-75967AJPAC89&Cc=WEBSPE" target="_blank">http://www.fullthrottlespeed.com/Dynamic/items.asp?CartId=109-ACCWARE-75967AJPAC89&Cc=WEBSPE</a><br /><br />Mike has the high pressure 255 on sale this month for $85.99 too.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||08-28-2003||11:22 PM||||yeah thats far. i think i paid 95 shipped a year ago.||65.227.204.83||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/003125.cgi
A||||7||mromik||What do yoy think about bilstein Shocks?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||08-28-2003||01:36 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||MiSTER2||08-28-2003||05:49 AM||||They are the factory items for MR2 turbos, i was really happy with them in terms of everyday driving.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-28-2003||07:05 AM||||I had them and they were my favorite out of all of the 4 sets I had on my car. The AGX have insufficient rebound damping IMHO.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||08-28-2003||10:28 AM||||For one they are very hard to find, They were a Group A rally setup. They were never officialey brought to the US but they are 8 front sets here but no rear sets. They run about 350.00 a peice new.||64.63.216.206||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||08-28-2003||10:32 AM||||Ahhh, the bilsteins, I kinda miss them now.  Ken had em, I had hem, Alex had em...||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||08-28-2003||11:14 AM||||We all had a shot at those babies.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||08-29-2003||12:42 AM||||I have Bilsteins on my 240. I prefer the feel of my Konis.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||08-29-2003||10:30 AM||||i also like the koni's a lot better than the bilsteins.  but again, i got them because they were specific to the E39.  and, another person highly recommended them.  i shoulda known, cause he is a bilstein rep.  bottom line, the bilsteins are better than the factory ones.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003126.cgi
A||||4||jonvr4||Brake issues||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-28-2003||01:49 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i put on a 4 bolt rear diff on monday. after i did this the car's e-brake light has come on and the brake pedal has felt sort of soft. does this sound familiar to anyone?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-28-2003||02:15 PM||||I thought that the e-brake light was triggered only from a switch in the center console.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||drifter148||08-28-2003||03:10 PM||||that light should only turn on when the loop is closed by raising the e-brake handle (which is how the turbo timers work)  <br />I know this sounds like an obvious thing but did you check the fluid?  It sounds low.<br /><br />If that is okay I'd start looking for a leak some where.||205.144.127.200||reg||1||drifter148||00000614||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-28-2003||04:17 PM||||It comes on when the brake handle switch (in the center concole area) is triggered and when the fluid level is low in the resivoir.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||08-28-2003||10:56 PM||||thanks, that would be it.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum2/003127.cgi
A||||2||Craig91||Quick 7cm exhaust manifold-turbo gasket question...||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||08-28-2003||02:00 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||Today I picked up my 7cm stainless exhaust manifold-turbo gasket which is the same one in the picture Mach V sells. <br /><br /> <img src="http://store5.yimg.com/I/machv_1754_3237961" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />My question is... <br /><br />On the other side of the gasket you can't see, there is a ring that goes around the opening. Does it matter which way the ring is facing? Should it be towards the manifold, or towards the turbo, or does it not even matter? <br /><br />I was told that it should seal either way and make no difference, but I just wanted to double check to see if anyone had any prior experience with it doing either or. <br /><br />Thanks guys!||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-28-2003||03:51 PM||||It doesn't really matter.. at all. But it would make sense to have the ring down (in the turbine housing) because thats the way the air is flowing.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||08-28-2003||06:08 PM||||Check out my rant post after this ordeal in the general section...||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum2/003128.cgi
A||||14||drifter148||please help if you can....||||8||||drifter148||00000614
Z||000000||drifter148||08-28-2003||02:01 PM||||I coppied and pasted this off my local board and since no one has new ideas there maybe someone here has an idea.<br />Monday night I finally got my car back together after a weekend of transmission hell.. woo hoo! But wait that was just a little pre-excitement because the car wouldn't go into 2,3,4,5 gear w/o a hard pull! To say the least I was a little pissed. So let me tell you what initially happened and what was done to fix the problem then you guys tell me what I need to do to solve this problem... <br />On 8/1/03, after getting an ecu issue resolved, I went out to tune my car and while at the end of a third gear pull I proceed to let off the gas and shift the car but it won't go into fourth nor third and grinds into fifth. Fifth felt like pushing through cement... obviously not good so I'm thinking I just royally screwed up the shift fork or dropped a couple gears. I decide to continue to the north side and as I go to exit I try to down shift to second and hmmm.... it won't go. long story short the car was towed home. Upon inspection I found that the 4puck sprung disc broke during a shift and that the flywheel contact surface was shot. So I buy a new clutch, this time I buy a Centerforce df, and a contact surface replacement. A week later they both come in and I install them and bleed the slave cylinder just to be safe, now here is where things got weird. When I was bleeding the clutch the clutch would go in just fine but it wouldn't come back off the floor on it's own, my helper had to pull it up each time. But when the slave wasn't purged the pedal would release a-ok. I then proceeded to check the pushrod to the master cylinder and found it was as far as it could be turned toward the m.c. thus I couldn't achieve a higher engagement height. The only gears I can shift into are 1st & 3rd without fighting with the shifter. So Tues. I ordered a master cylinder and a slave cylinder because I noticed that there was a little, and I mean very little, leakage from them. The master cylinder was installed last night and the slave will be today or Friday. I have also tried adjusting the select and shift cables but shifts are still chunky. Does anyone else have another idea I could try? <br />Please don't recommend a new tranny either of anything that involves pulling it out again because those are already my last resorts.<br /><br />Update...Still having problems.<br />After a week of dealing with autozone & advance auto idiots ordering the wrong cylinders I finally got a little farther w/ my problem child.<br />Now I have since checked all of the linkage (which was fine), the clutch master and slave cylinders have both been replaced and I have checked the throw out bearing again. One thing has improved, the car now goes in gear while the car is off! Unfortunately when the car is running I am unable to put the car in gear.. it just grinds. The clutch bled out perfectly this time and i have okay pedal pressure, seems like it isn't engaging the clutch. (not sure what it should actually feel like with this clutch, esp. since my last one was a race pressure plate) I have not lowered the car from the jack stands so I haven't tried to start the car in gear because I have a feeling it would just release into gear as soon as it's started since that's what it did when the prob. initially happened. If anyone has anymore ideas PLEASE let me know!!!!<br /><br />Thanks for your time.<br />Bobby||205.144.127.200||reg||8||drifter148||00000614||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||08-28-2003||02:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drifter148:<br /><strong> When I was bleeding the clutch the clutch would go in just fine but it wouldn't come back off the floor on it's own, my helper had to pull it up each time. But when the slave wasn't purged the pedal would release a-ok. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's normal.<br /><br />Did you replace the release fork and pivot ball?<br /><br />How 'bout a stainless steel line?<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/clutch_pedal_assembly.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/clutch_pedal_assembly.htm</a> <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-28-2003||02:13 PM||||Correct step on the flywheel?<br /><br />Worn pivot on the clutch pedal?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||drifter148||08-28-2003||03:06 PM||||no the pivot ball nor fork were replaced.<br /><br />the car has a ss. clutch line already.<br /><br />If no other ideas arrise I'm going to pull the tranny and have a shop double check the step height.  <br /><br />I'm not sure what you mean with the pivot?||205.144.127.200||reg||1||drifter148||00000614||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||08-28-2003||03:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Did you replace the release fork and pivot ball?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats it. Had the same problem with my Talon. Sorry, but you have to drop the trans again.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||Whistler||08-28-2003||03:21 PM||||Your clutch is not disengaging.  Put the car into 1st gear while the car is turned off.  Carefully attempt to start the car.  Does it creep or jump forward?  I thought so.<br /><br />Bleed the clutch hydraulic system. Since you just replaced the clutch master cylinder, you probably have air bubbles in the system. Adjust the clutch as described <a href="http://www.teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html">here</a>.  <br />With the car turned off, have somebody watch the slave cylinder rod move as you press the clutch pedal to verify its proper operation.<br /><br />If the hydraulic system is functioning properly, remove the transmission.  Check flywheel step. Check release fork for wear or damage.  Check pivot ball for wear. <br /><br /><b>Disclaimer:</b>  Do not try to start your car inside the garage while it is in gear.  It will start and roll into the wall.  Be ready to turn the car off if it starts rolling.||68.17.191.91||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000006||drifter148||08-28-2003||03:34 PM||||Whistler.. I've bled the system.. there are no bubbles now.  did you read my whole post? I have not started the car while it's in gear because it's still on stands. But I do think it will lung if I were to start in 1st gear.  Didn't really feel game to screw w/ the car anymore Mon. night.<br /><br />meshwork thanks for the advice.<br /><br />bobby||205.144.127.200||reg||1||drifter148||00000614||yes
Z||000007||Whistler||08-28-2003||03:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drifter148:<br /><strong> Whistler.. I've bled the system.. there are no bubbles now.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's a bold statement.||68.17.191.91||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000008||Whistler||08-28-2003||04:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drifter148:<br /><strong>  I have not started the car while it's in gear because it's still on stands.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Even better!  This way the car will not run away form you;) Place it in gear and start the car.  If the wheels are turning, the clutch is not disengaging.||68.17.191.91||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000009||drifter148||08-28-2003||06:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> That's a bold statement </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I took plenty of time doing this.. I actually purged it about ten times after the last bubble came out.  <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Even better! This way the car will not run away form you;) Place it in gear and start the car. If the wheels are turning, the clutch is not disengaging.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry I should have stated that the back wheels are on the ground. Which is why I can't start it, well at least while in awd.<br />I will however to put it in fwd and try to start it tonight to see what happens.<br /><br />thanks <br />b||205.144.127.200||reg||1||drifter148||00000614||yes
Z||000010||04DrBlur||08-28-2003||10:20 PM||||Are the bolts that hold the shifter cables to the tranny backed out or tight?  Mine backed out before and car wouldnt go into certain gears.  If they are tight then drop the tranny and put in a new clutch fork and pivot ball.||68.76.180.193||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||08-28-2003||10:42 PM||||I usually pressurize the clutch resovoir with a tied off bicycle tube. The top positive pressure pushes the fluid through. I've been unable to bleed it successfully any other way. It works every time, the first time. Give it a try before dropping the tranny. <br /><br />Bike tube, hose clamp. Cut the tube tie one end off in a tight knot. Wrap the other end onto the resovoir and clamp it with the hose clamp. Fill the tube with a bike pump and then open the petcock. Make sure the res. is full before you start. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||drifter148||08-29-2003||04:01 PM||||Bimmubishi - Right on for the idea. I'll try that.<br /><br />Just checked the cables and they are tight.<br /><br />If anyone else has ideas let me know.<br /><br />thanks all,<br /><br />b.||12.223.219.174||reg||1||drifter148||00000614||yes
Z||000013||PhilthMonger||08-29-2003||05:31 PM||||your clutch fork is bent, did you say you had an ACT 2600? they eat them for breakfast. buy a new one from conicelli, they are a new design and less prone to bend or brake. as mentioned before, you will have to drop your trans to change it. if you're slick about it, lower your trans enough to get to it as the fork and bearing are easy to change, then lift it back up and onto the motor. usually if you drop it and bring it back up on the same jack without disturbing it you can change it quickly without too much drama.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000014||Nate||08-29-2003||09:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I usually pressurize the clutch resovoir with a tied off bicycle tube. The top positive pressure pushes the fluid through. I've been unable to bleed it successfully any other way. It works every time, the first time. Give it a try before dropping the tranny. <br /><br />Bike tube, hose clamp. Cut the tube tie one end off in a tight knot. Wrap the other end onto the resovoir and clamp it with the hose clamp. Fill the tube with a bike pump and then open the petcock. Make sure the res. is full before you start. <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Interesting? How do you add more fluid as you go?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum2/003129.cgi
A||||10||lance||2nd gear does not engage under high launch||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||08-28-2003||03:21 PM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||My car will not go into 2nd gear under high launch.  I have to actually allow the RPM to drop before I select 2nd.  I have also realized that I have to actually floor the clutch pedal sometimes before the car can go into gear smoothly.  <br /><br />I do have a brand new ACT 2600 and a Fadenza flywheel.  Before I installed all of this new stuff, I ran 12.8 on a bad clutch but now I can't even do that anymore.  There is also a squeek sound when I press the clutch pedal<br /><br />Help Please.||208.157.147.53||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||08-28-2003||04:06 PM||||typical 2nd gear stuff.  you've got different things it could be.  <br />Rebuild tranny...<br />Adjust clutch rod out more<br />check clutch fluids.<br />bent/ready to break shift fork<br />slave cylinder worn out<br /><br />mine was a little low on fluid and rod needed adjusting out, now it shifts great.||167.142.21.160||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-28-2003||04:10 PM||||Lance,<br /><br />My car has the same problems (the noise and having to floor the clutch) but I can get into 2nd ust fine (little notchy, but it goes in). If you look around on RREs site they have some good info about adjusting the clutch out so you dont have top push it down so far. I did that mod and it works fine. My clutch noise (clicking) didnt change when I did it though.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||08-28-2003||04:24 PM||||My clutch is adjusted out all about as far as it will go, and I can pretty much forget about shifting into second past 6500.  I can get into thrid at about 7000 (carefully), and fourth and fifth are fine.  It's like no matter what I do it just won't go in.  I fear my clutch fork may be bent.  Taboo Speed Shop has Billet ones for sale.  <br /><br />"6 million ways for our tanny to die!  Choose one."<br />- Dsm Doggy Cube||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||curtis||08-28-2003||04:35 PM||||The clutch forks are cast iron they don't bend .  It probably is your shift fork getting ready to let go.   I just ordered 1/2, 3/4  sliders and hubs and the 4 syncros and 2nd gen filter from tre it was around 250 shipped.  The new forks are around 100 from the dealer.   I didn't order them I all ready had a set.||65.142.59.196||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-28-2003||04:43 PM||||We'll only get so far with a single synchro on 2nd gear.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||08-28-2003||04:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> The clutch forks are cast iron they don't bend.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um No.    <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/search.php?s=14ddaad307ca07e23b9149fa3ca8d15e&action=showresults&searchid=553067&sortby=lastpost&sortorder=descending" target="_blank">Click here.</a> <br /><br />Taboo Speed Shop didn't go through all the trouble of manufacturing a billet one just for fun.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||number3||08-28-2003||05:54 PM||||I think he means they don'T bend out of shape because they are cast.  They snap in half.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||08-28-2003||07:39 PM||||Ah I see.  A thank you sir.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.26.142.181||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||08-28-2003||10:14 PM||||The clutch fork itself doesnt bend.  What happens is that little pivot ball deal rides in a socket on the clutch fork and that little socket gets so wore out and opened up that the clutch fork takes alot of slack before pushing the throwout bearing.  If you do a clutch job always replace the clutch fork. $50 bucks is worth not having to drop the tranny again in a week.||68.76.180.193||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||08-29-2003||09:26 PM||||Or, if you're cheap like me, you just remove the pivot ball and stick a 1-2mm hardened steel washer under the ball and torque it back down.  I've done this on 3 trannies now with no problems.  The noise you have might be the throwout bearing.  Stupid that the shaft it slides on isn't replaceable.  However, I did read somewhere that a sleeve bushing used on certain driveshaft yokes, that is only a few thousandths thick, can be slipped on to provide a new wear surface, or you can use jb weld and sand.  I personally, I have had a few trannys that have had a groove of sorts ground into the tube since the throwout bearing has a tendancy to cock a bit from the angle the arm has when it hits the bearing.  Putting the washer under the pivot ball gets it closer to a perfect 90 degree angle, and reduces wear on the shaft tremendously.<br />Just my "lo buck hi tech" .02 cents worth.<br />Dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
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A||||0||mixx2001||DSBC users.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||08-28-2003||04:16 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <strong> I have a Blitz DSBC and have been playing around with different settings. I'm not sure on how similar the interfaces are for other DS electronic boost controllers, but I was curious as to what some other people had their setting at. From what I've read the Gain somewhat controls how fast the boost comes in, and too high of a setting can cause overboost. While adjusting the Ratio can control the maximum boost level. I presently have my Gain set at 60 with my Ratio at 58. This so far has yielded 17psi soild with fair response. Not quite as quick to boost as my similarly modded Talon, but the 16G in my car now is clipped, so maybe that's where it's coming from (and maybe some boost leaks). <br /> </strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I posted this over at DSMTalk.com.  I did'nt know how many of you guys were using one, but figured what the hell I'll post it here too.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/003132.cgi
A||||40||agrabau||Please help me troubleshoot blowby and oil smoke||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-28-2003||08:33 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||This looks bad, but feels so good. <br /><br />Before I get into it my questions are <br /><br />Bad valve seals? <br />Bad piston rings? <br /> <br />Other? <br /><br />keep those in mind... <br /><br /><br />I just finished, i mean, finished the Bimmubishi. I finally sorted the wiring, installed the lengthened driveshaft and buttoned her up for a ride. I drove it gently for about an hour, getting a feel for it, stopping, looking for leaks, tightening hose clamps etc and on the way home i boosted up a couple times, did one massive urban drift in front of Boston University, raced and smoked a wrx (and with open exhaust I think that kid pooped himself when he saw my 318i badge and thought it'd be an easy kill). Bottom line, the car is silly fast. <br /><br /><br />TROUBLE<br /><br />So, i pull back into my 'hood, and smell some oil. I pop the hood and it's getting dark but I can tell that it's coming out of the breather again, like i posted last time-smells awful.<br /><br />Compression is about 100-120 across the board. This is a jdm engine that i treated like it cheated on me for over a year at like 18psi so I'm only going to be disappointed, not surprised if it's knackered. <br /><br />With low compression and breather smoke, would you guys say:<br /><br />Bad rings? <br /><br />Bad Valve seals? <br /><br />Bad, bad time consuming project? <br /><br />I have to pull the motor to fix it which sucks cause the subframe is in the way of the oil pan on this car and doesn't come off like our galants. <br /><br />Can the valve seals be replaced with the head on? I've never done head work on my own.  <br /><br />What do I do? <br /><br /><br />Thanks for any help, I wanna cry.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||08-28-2003||08:55 PM||||With the compression that low I would guess rings.  Squirt some oil in there and check compression again.  If it goes up substantially... rings, if not, look elsewhere.  Valve seals should blow out the tailpipe instead of in the block.  Doesn't sound like valve seals.  Can you do a leakdown test?  That would tell volumns.||64.63.213.187||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||joec||08-28-2003||08:58 PM||||Valve seals can be replaced with the head on (cams have to come off) but you need a special tool <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Valvestem-seals.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Valvestem-seals.html</a><br /><br />However I'd guess it's rings since the compression is so low.  Does the compression go up if you put a capful of oil in the cylinder and redo the compression test?  If so it rings.<br /><br />Do you have access to an cylinder leakdown tester?  That can be used to pinpoint where you're losing compression <a href="http://www.dsmgrrrl.com/FAQs/leakdown.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmgrrrl.com/FAQs/leakdown.htm</a>||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||08-28-2003||08:59 PM||||I'll try a leakdown test this weekend. I don't have an air compressor here and I don't know how far she's gonna make it in current disability mode. <br /><br />Thanks for the advice.. Keep em coming. <br /><br />I poured some oil into the worst cylinder and it came up about 20psi. Is that about right? What a pisser.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||08-28-2003||09:11 PM||||I hate to ask this since you built up this whole car and everything, but this happend to me once when somoene else was cranking the engine over.  Gave me a scare.<br /><br />Was the gas pedel down?  <br /><br />You could try the good ol engine flush before you start tearing things apart.  See if it helps.  If the engine sat a long time while you were building things up, oil might have gummed up around the rings.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||08-28-2003||09:11 PM||||Don't cry!<br /><br />How 'bout postin' a photo of the intake so we can see how you've got the vent hoses from the crank case routed.<br /><br />I would tend to think the problem is in the head rather than the bottom end (if it's not from the hoses that lead from the valve cover to the intake). Remember guys are running 12's and 13's on stock bottom ends with over 200k on them. The bottom end on these engines is (generally) pretty stout. Valve stem seals would be my first step. And I think you can replace them without removing the head. This isn't a solution for the low compression, but it will probably keep the dipstick reading full longer.<br /><br />The low compression thing probably means you need to have the head rebuilt. But obviously that's a lot of work. Especially after all the time you've put into it so far.<br /><br />Just my $ .02...<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||08-28-2003||09:22 PM||||I'll go get a pic now. Thanks a lot guys. This has been a year of work now. I'm ready to just drive it if you know what I'm sayin'<br /><br />Be right back. My friend Jude mentioned that the breather valve and PCV valve should have vac on them. I have everything mounted as it was in the galant. <br /><br />After driving it for a couple of hours I'd think that the rings would be seated no?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||08-28-2003||09:30 PM||||Maybe you just need a catch can for the oil problem.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||08-28-2003||09:30 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1244&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||08-28-2003||09:31 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1245&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||08-28-2003||09:33 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1246&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||08-28-2003||09:33 PM||||Where's that hose in the second photo goin'?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||08-28-2003||09:46 PM||||You guys could be right about the breather. It obviously wouldn't account for the low compression but what other configuration could I run to end the smoke? and, secondly it's the same setup as on the Galant and I never had this problem. <br /><br />3- I dammit i should have checked the engine's condition before taking all this time<br /><br /><br />4- if I have some vac hose to + (after the throttle body) by accident would it pressurize the valve cover?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||08-28-2003||09:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> <br />4- if I have some vac hose to + (after the throttle body) by accident would it pressurize the valve cover? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would think so. That would mean you are blowing oil vapor (from the crank case) into the intake when under boost.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000014||Dan D||08-28-2003||09:53 PM||||It might not hurt to do some mccc and bg purge.  Probably not, but the oil ring might be gunked up after sitting.  See if cleaning it frees up the rings and lets them seal properly.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||08-28-2003||09:55 PM||||Gvr-4, it's going to the little filter in the third pic. <br /><br />Vac reads -19 at idle||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000016||GVR-4||08-28-2003||09:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Gvr-4, it's going to the little filter in the third pic. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does it then go into the intake from the little filter? Or is the filter the end of the line?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000017||agrabau||08-28-2003||10:00 PM||||I'll pick up come Combustion Chamber cleaner tomorrow and give it a go. it's worth a try. I hate shooting in the dark like this. I really have a gut feeling that the leakdown's going to tell me something I don't want to see. <br /><br />Tomorrow I'll<br /><br />Change vac port location, presently on a brass barb, stock, on the inside of the manifold runners in the intake mani (what the hell, it's worth a try) <br /><br />Pick up some combustion chamber cleaner<br /><br />Try to find leakdown gauge to borrow. <br /><br />sometimes cars suck when you're really into them, it makes it mean more when they don't work.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000018||agrabau||08-28-2003||10:01 PM||||GVR-4, filter's the end of the line.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000019||GVR-4||08-28-2003||10:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> GVR-4, filter's the end of the line. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good deal. The oil's not coming from there then. Unfortuately, you knew that already.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000020||agrabau||08-28-2003||10:15 PM||||Yeah, that would have been too easy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Look, it's sitting in a quart of mobil 1!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks a lot for the help tonight guys. <br /><br />maybe i'll find a quick fix, maybe I'll be doing a lot more motorcycle riding and car work.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000021||Minjin||08-29-2003||12:59 AM||||Don't worry about it and just beat on the car. Seriously. You spent all this time on the project, just go out and have fun. Who needs compression when you have boost?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />If it doesn't fix itself after a couple of weeks, worry then. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000022||Whistler||08-29-2003||03:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I'll pick up come Combustion Chamber cleaner tomorrow and give it a go.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I assume you are going to perform the procedure I recommended in the previous thread.  It may not solve your low compression problem, but it will help.<br /><br />To stop the burnt oil smell, you need to plumb the valve cover breather hose back into the intake, pre turbo.  To keep oil from going into the intake, go to AutoZone and pick up a universal plastic fuel filter for about $1.  Place this filter between the valve cover and the intake.  Replace at every oil change.<br /><br />On a side note, unless the motor is burning an unreasonable amount of oil, do not worry about the compression.  As a reference, John Sheppard ran some 9 second passes with about 110 across the board.  A few years ago, Curt brown ran some mid 10s with low compression as well.  Do less worrying and more driving.||12.86.88.144||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000023||EvilGalantGSX||08-29-2003||05:28 AM||||If you still think its a ring problem you can try a MMO piston soak, MMO is Mothers Mystery Oil.<br /><br />This is a frequently used trick by us Saturn owners, saturn motors have a problem of sticky rings and loss of compresson leading up to light smoke out the exhaust. <br /><br />This "trick" consists of taking out the spark plugs and pouring i think about 4oz of MMO on to each piston and letting it soak over night. In the morning lay a couple of rags over the spark plug holes and make sure you dont power to your spark plugs. Get in and turn the motor over for a second to blow out a good bit of the MMO so you dont hydrolock. Then clean up any mess and put the plugs back in and start her up,, it will smoke like a bitch for a minuet or 2 while the MMO that didnt get blown out burns off.<br /><br />Ive also heard that Diesal fuel will work to but i dont know anybody personaly that has done that.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000024||agrabau||08-29-2003||06:12 AM||||I'll try that today guys. Thanks again. I'll have to pick up some type of combustion chamber cleaner at autozone this afternoon.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000025||ken inn||08-29-2003||10:50 AM||||i also vote for the bg purge.  if you were close, i would give you the qt i have here on my desk.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000026||agrabau||08-29-2003||11:05 AM||||you guys are the best. I'm picking up some MCCC on the way home. I hope it works.. really really hope.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000027||agrabau||08-29-2003||06:47 PM||||The MCCC is soaking as I write. <br /><br />Compression on the remeasured "careful measurement is:<br /><br />138-96-96-101<br /><br />freggin sweet. <br /><br />I checked fuel pressure while I was at it. 40psi with that massive bosch pump.. not bad. <br /><br />Leakdown is next. I have various friends bringing various tools that i can't seem to buy anywhere, like a leakdown tester, no one has those and by no one I mean autozone. <br /><br />I'll keep posting with info. <br /><br />Danke- <br /><br />Grabau||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000028||agrabau||08-30-2003||06:56 PM||||MCCC treatment is finished and my compression is down even more. The car won't even start now. <br /><br />100-60-67-97<br /><br />great. This is on two gauges. I have another motor here, this is like flatout working at this point. I just want to finish this thing. The "new" motor should be in by the end of the week. I need an oil filter housing gasket, an oil pan gasket, maybe B shaft eliminator, timing belt, water pump gasket oh yeah, I'm going to install an uprated clutch while I'm at it. Might as well, this thing's a money vacuum. <br /><br />Happy Labor day!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000029||Hertz||08-30-2003||07:19 PM||||Try adding oil on top of cylinders after the test?||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000030||agrabau||08-30-2003||08:58 PM||||When i did that before the MCCC it went up about 20psi per cylinder. I think I'm dealing with multiple problems, possibly bad rings, maybe a broken one or two, maybe bad valve seals too. It's really baffling though, maybe moisture during it's month long sit outside? It's fubar for sure. The new motor's going in this week. I'm not prepared to spend more time on an engine with smoke shooting from the crankcase breather and compression that's under 100 on two cylinders. Everything so far in this project has been perfect and I didn't settle for anything less. I might as well finish it up right, as much as I dread taking this thing out again. Que sera sera.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000031||GVR-4||08-30-2003||11:17 PM||||Tough break. Good luck with the swap and keep us posted. It will be interesting to find out what's wrong with that engine.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000032||Hertz||08-30-2003||11:58 PM||||Well for one, it's mounted the wrong way and probably isn't too happy about being dumped into a BMW.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Seriously though Alex, your patience, dedication and deep pockets are inspiring.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000033||agrabau||08-31-2003||08:29 AM||||I think that's it Ryan. Thanks for the kind words. I'm learning in my ripe old age of 26 to be more patient. I'll give you the first two but when the third's true I'll be on the 993 Twin turbo list whining about how my seat rails are squeaking and that it should "go in for warranty"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000034||joec||08-31-2003||10:57 AM||||If you just want to start the car again, you might want to try pouring a little oil in each cylinder.  The MCCC probably removed every trace of oil from the cylinder.  I used some on the tops of my pistons when I head the head off and they looked like brand new after an overnight soak (on a 180k motor).  It's some strong sh*t.  Either way it's going to need that rebuild, just figured the oil might let you get it started in case you need to move the car.<br /><br />Best of luck...||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000035||ken inn||08-31-2003||12:43 PM||||yup, oil the cylinders.  the mcc has made it so you lost the seal on the rings.  couple of tbsp of oil in each cylinder should give you the seal to get it started, then the rings MIGHT reseat.  i still say bg motor purge, what have you got to lose?  it only takes a couple hours.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000036||turboflanagan||08-31-2003||01:41 PM||||I agree with Ken.  Purge that MitsuW and see what happens.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000037||agrabau||08-31-2003||05:22 PM||||'motor's out. New one will go in this week once I recover from that one. : ) <br /><br />I know you guys are right about the washing of the cylinders I just figured that now's the time to make it all right rather than driving it for a year knowing that the engine's in need of a rebuild. My hands hurt.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000038||turboflanagan||09-01-2003||12:17 PM||||You know that the other engine is any good?||64.63.213.49||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000039||Hertz||09-01-2003||01:11 PM||||Bite your tongue!||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000040||turboflanagan||09-01-2003||08:56 PM||||Sorry, just thinking I don't want to have poor Alex go through this all over again.  And I know how frustrating these things can be and sometimes we overlook simple things that bite us in the arse.<br /><br />Someone once said to me, "when you assume you make an ASS of U and ME.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.63.212.66||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003133.cgi
A||||1||Jose||ABS Help||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||08-29-2003||12:25 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||I just finished my 5 lug with ABS swap last week, and the ABS light keeps coming on. When I start the car it is off, but as soon as I touch the brake pedal it comes on. Do I need to put the ABS computer from a T/E/L as well?<br />Jose....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||08-29-2003||12:22 PM||||In theory, the ABS computer doesn't care as long as all four rotors/hubs have exactly the same number of teeth.  I'd first check the front sensors' gap to the toothed ring. Also make certain that the sensors' wiring is properly connected. Their junctions could have gotten jerked loose during the install. Finally, check the electical resistance of each sensor. The CD manual has the correct ohm values.||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/003134.cgi
A||||5||makedollarz||Boost...||||1||||makedollarz||00002220
Z||000000||makedollarz||08-29-2003||02:28 AM||trickyniggy@hotmail.com||What is the max psi. the vr-4 runs stock?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000001||Ash||08-29-2003||03:11 AM||||Search is your friend   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />10/11psi||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||08-29-2003||05:42 AM||||If you ever feel like being dangerous, go 15 psi like i did (stock except, MBC, k&n).||64.165.204.113||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||makedollarz||08-31-2003||02:37 AM||||whats the most boost you can run with the stock internals? Is 15psi pushing it?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||08-31-2003||02:47 AM||||LOL!<br /><br />This isn't a Honduh. Stock internals laugh at the horsepower that a 14b is capable of.<br /><br />From the factory, the first thing that limits boost is your fuel pump. Get a better one.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||MiSTER2||08-31-2003||03:37 AM||||Once you change the fuel pump and modify or change the ecu, 17-18psi should create no problems.  Stock injectors max out around 170kw at the wheels.||202.7.77.34||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum2/003135.cgi
A||||6||Matt379||dejon tool BOV kit||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||08-29-2003||09:22 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Anyone have the instructions laying around that they could post on how to hook this up?<br /><br />I've been changing so many things around that I can't remember how it hooks back up.<br /><br />thanks||165.139.149.125||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||08-29-2003||10:50 AM||||So is your new turbo like....woh !!??   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||08-29-2003||10:58 AM||||matt hew, matt hew.  what am i gonna do?  the valve i have is blue, and rectangular.  there are 3 hoses, one is larger than the other 2.  the large one goes to the bov diaphragm.  #1 small goes to boost pressure, i have it teed into the mbc inlet.  #2 goes to the small port on the bov flange.  now get over here and mow my lawn.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||08-29-2003||11:36 AM||||Here's all the Dejon site says:<br />To seal we want no boost pressure under the BOV diaphragm until the TB closes - then we want full boost to open the valve.  The solution is:<br />      1-drill and tap a hole in the side of the BOV flange to intersect the small hole in the valve's flange bottom (which goes vertically to the underside of the diaphragm), insert a 1/8" hose fitting and seal the hole in the flange bottom with a 10-32 set screw.<br />      2- now we have to switch the pressure to this fitting between atmospheric pressure when manifold pressure = boost, and boost pressure when manifold pressure drops.  We do this with a small 3-way - pilot pressure operated valve, using the manifold pressure to operate the pilot. (activate the valve) It requires 15psi to switch.  So with pilot (manifold) pressure less than 15psi the valve sends boost pressure (from a tap in the intercooler piping) to the underside of the diaphragm to operate it normally, and at boost over 15psi the valve switches, venting the diaphragm's underside and sealing the BOV.  Leakage almost completely seals!<br /> _____________________________________________________________________||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||Matt379||08-29-2003||12:32 PM||||thanks,<br /><br />I haven't fired up the car yet.  I am 98% done.  Very easy install, actually.  I was just taking my time, and cleaning up a few other things "while I was in there."<br /><br />tonight I will be driving it.||165.139.149.125||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||08-29-2003||03:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> So is your new turbo like....woh !!??    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whats this new turbo that Im hearing about?||68.70.234.36||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||Matt379||08-29-2003||05:15 PM||||It is an L2 from Agpturbo.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.agpturbo.com" target="_blank">www.agpturbo.com</a><br /><br />They don't sell it anymore, so it is similar to an RS49||165.139.149.125||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes



ubb/Forum2/003136.cgi
A||||4||PRE-EVO||Will the 90-94 fluidyne radiator fit our cars?||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||08-29-2003||12:26 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I'm wondering if it will fit since I can get it for a great price new. <br /><br />FHP11-90MIT *      90-94 Eclipse 38mm Radiator||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||08-29-2003||12:44 PM||||You can make it work with a TEL upper thermostat housing, since the TEL fluidyne won't have a rad cap provision on it.  <br /><br />How good of a deal is it?  And where?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||08-29-2003||01:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> You can make it work with a TEL upper thermostat housing, since the TEL fluidyne won't have a rad cap provision on it.  <br /><br />How good of a deal is it?  And where?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cost and my employer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||08-29-2003||03:24 PM||||Come on rich, you should know this one!<br /><br />You like my name? Its so true!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||Kibo||08-29-2003||03:45 PM||||For the archives, here's a big writeup I did for the GVR4list way-back-when (almost 2 years ago):<br /><br />I needed to replace my radiator a couple of weeks ago when the stock one blew the upper cap, and I decided to upgrade rather than go with the stock radiator. There didn't seem to be much information on using a Fluidyne radiator in a GVR4, so I thought I'd throw this together for the archives. Thanks to Katie for sending me info/pics and Mike at RRE for helping me out and selling me the radiator...<br /><br />The Fluidyne radiator for the 1G TEL is not a direct fit for a GVR4, but it can be made to fit with minor modification. To begin with, the pressure cap on a GVR4 is attached to the radiator; on a 1G TEL, it's on the thermostat housing attached to the head. You'll need to replace the top half of the thermostat housing with one off of a 1G TEL (Mitsu PN MD130457, approx. $20).  While you're at it, replace the thermostat and gasket (available as a kit:  Mitsu PN MD997608, approx. $20).  Your overflow hose will be too short and your upper radiator hose too long as a result.  Replace the former with a silicone hose; cut a couple of inches off both ends of the latter, and it should fit fine.<br /><br />You'll also find that the GVR4 condenser fan won't bolt up to the Fluidyne.  I think most people will probably replace this fan with an aftermarket high-flow slimline fan, which is probably the best thing to do (the Fluidyne is thicker than the stock radiator, 2" vs. ~1.75", so everything will sit a bit closer to your engine.)  Since I didn't have that kind of forethought, I cut off the original mounts and made some custom aluminum brackets (lots of time for little to show--but it looks and works great!)  If you do this, make sure you clearance the shroud around the lower radiator hose opening.  While you're there, don't forget to use a new o-ring (just in case) when you swap the temp sensor.  If you don't use a new o-ring, no whining when you have to drain the system again because it leaks...<br /><br />The last issue is that the Fluidyne is a bit shorter than the stock radiator.  Your two options are to lengthen the top mounting posts or bend the mounting brackets (or fab your own).  Katie bent her brackets as a temporary solution until she can have some custom brackets made.  Since I'm lazy, I simply threaded the upper posts and mounted some SS shoulder bolts (5/16-18x0.5" w/ a 3/8x0.5" shoulder work great!)  This makes the standoffs the same height as the stock radiator, so everything goes together nicely.<br /><br />Removing the stock radiator was a piece of cake.  Since the Fluidyne is a little bigger, though, it got wedged between the battery plate and the IC pipe mount on the driver's side.  So, I had to remove my battery, plastic intake thingy (haven't removed it yet...), and battery plate to install the Fluidyne.  You may or may not have to do this.  I didn't at first, and it scratched the cool gold Fluidyne badge on the driver's side.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I found that the radiator rubs against a raised flange on the driver's side IC pipe mount.  You really should grind this down while you have the radiator off.  I didn't because I didn't know until I put the radiator back on; but the radiator is coming off in a month or two for FMIC & custom piping, so I decided to leave it for now.<br /><br />Be very careful when handling the Fluidyne radiator--the aluminum fins bend VERY easily!  My only other advice is to replace all hoses with new rubber while you have everything apart, and replace the stock clamps with nice SS hose clamps.  If you're really anal like me, use the wave band type sold by Evans Cooling (http://www.evanscooling.com/catalog/C_htc1.htm).  They're expensive, but they work great...<br /><br />Oh, yes--for you weight-freaks:  stock radiator is 12.8 lbs with everything detached; Fluidyne is 12.5 lbs.  Not much of a difference.  The Fluidyne holds a bunch more fluid (I don't have numbers, but I ran out of coolant while refilling the system...), so overall you're adding weight...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Fluidyne equipped (but not entirely by choice),<br />Erik A.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/003137.cgi
A||||4||Ferrari F50 GT||Door Molding Fasteners||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||08-29-2003||12:47 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||I need to re-attach one of my door moldings and I need a few more fasteners to do so.  I haven't really been able to find the right ones that would work aside from Mitsu of course.  But I don't feel like paying $3.50 per SINGLE fastener.  Does anybody know where to get ones that would work?  Thanks.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||Kibo||08-29-2003||03:49 PM||||Quit being cheap and buy the real fasteners!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Do you need the top (white) fasteners or the bottom (black) fasteners?  I'm not sure if I have the colors right, but I have some extra white fasteners from when I attached mine...<br /><br />Make sure you use the correct weatherstrip tape as well, or you'll be pulling it off again to re-do it some time down the road (so to speak).||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||08-29-2003||09:42 PM||||What type of weatherstrip did you use Erik?  I went ahead and got the Mitsu fasteners.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000003||Kibo||08-31-2003||12:59 AM||||Mitsu actually specifies the 3M p/n in the manual; I bought the same stuff at McGuckin's, albeit in a wider width (that was all they had).  It was a real PITA cutting the tape down to size, though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />I think Bert has bought the "real" tape before--maybe ask him where he got it?||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||08-31-2003||01:45 PM||||I bet an auto paint supply shop would have the tape you need.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003138.cgi
A||||3||Doc_Seuss||Issues after install||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||08-29-2003||12:49 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||well ok after some time having my new toy in(big 16g) it seems that im not really getting the power i expected.  most other people that ride with me(most dsmers with at least 16g) agree with me.<br /><br />It seems to pull good in 3rd and up, but lost its psychotic pull in 1st and 2nd.  I dont have a logger as of yet, so tunning is more guess work right now.(afc)<br /><br />It really feel like the turbo is being restricted, like it wants to go.  Could it be really, REALLY restricted by both the intake and intercooler piping.  thats the only real thing i can think of that is holding it back.<br /><br />here are my mods:<br />SBR big 16g, ported, 34mm WG<br />buschur 2.5" turbo back, test pipe<br />walbro 255 hp<br />RC 550's<br />safc II<br />Act 2600<br />Cut air can with K&N<br />MBC set @ ~18psi<br />all gauges(boost, egt, a/f)<br /><br />i think thats about it, could it also be that the 16g is ported to all hell, while the exhaust mani and o2 housing arent?  It feels like a problem of flow more than anything else.<br /><br />right now it feels more of a 14.1 car, not what i was expecting, nor was anyone else<br /><br />thanks<br />dave||128.153.219.64||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-29-2003||01:26 PM||||Is the wastegate flapper shut all the way? <br />You may need to crudely adjust the actuator arm. <br /><br />Also, you have a stock IC?  "How 1991" : )<br /><br />That shouldn't matter for comparison purposes but it doesn't cool much air.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Whistler||08-29-2003||02:09 PM||||1. Pressure test the intake for boost leaks.<br />2. Get or borrow a data logger and tune instead of guessing.<br /><br />In the mean time, turn down the boost.||12.86.89.136||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||08-29-2003||03:45 PM||||You have a 'somewhat similar' setup to mine and my car without the front mount and 2.5 lower IC pipe feels like a low 13 second car. Check out my mods in the link in my sig.<br /><br />Get/make an aftermarket upper intercooler pipe at the least. Also grab a dejon intake pipe or make your own.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/003139.cgi
A||||5||klo91vr4||Electrical Problem - Help||||1||||Kevino||00002134
Z||000000||klo91vr4||08-29-2003||08:43 PM||k.obee@sbcglobal.net||I was driving home last night and my radio started going in and out and I noticed the clock was fading, then the Anti-lock warning light came on. I checked the reading lights and they were very faint. The car ran fine but as idling at 1300 rpms. The alternator belt seemed fine so I replaced the battery and that seemed to work.  But now on the way home tonight the same thing happened as last night.  <br />Any ideas as to what it could be?<br />Thanks for the help.||64.109.19.215||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-29-2003||09:52 PM||||Kevino, your alternator is shot. It always happens that way.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||number3||08-29-2003||09:57 PM||||Definitely the alternator... Good luck because rebuilds are only good 50% of the time.  Have the parts store test it before you take it home and install it.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||klo91vr4||08-30-2003||03:07 PM||||I am getting different answers from the parts stores as to the amps for the alternator.  Do I need 75 amps or 90?||64.109.19.27||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-30-2003||04:25 PM||||T/E/Ls came with 75's, VR-4s came with 90's.  I suppose you <i>could</i> use either.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||rigd||09-02-2003||07:25 PM||||Quick question:<br /><br />Any downfalls in using the 75 AMP Alternator?<br /><br />My alternator just crapped on me an hour ago.||66.125.173.44||reg||1||rigd||00000677||yes



ubb/Forum2/003140.cgi
A||||21||GalantVR-4||Car is having issues please help||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||08-29-2003||11:23 PM||||Lately this week i have had a hard time starting my car.  If i drive then park it then 30 mins later or so i can't start it.  Then if i keep trying then it goes strong as a champ.  The battery is 12.9 or so when car is off.  Car puts out 13.9 or alittle less with the car running.  Today however after disconnecting the positive lead to play with the bov.  when i put everything back  i treid to start it but i get this clicking noise comming from the solenoid against the firewall the one with the "p" tube.  I checked the "alt" fuse or relay under the fuse box, should it be warm even tho the car has not started. what can this be?  i unpluged the clicking solenoid and tried a differant power connector it doesnt click.  I know for sure its just that plug becuase i tried a differant solenoid and that plug made it click. What could it be?  should the relay be warm?  Thanks||67.121.126.202||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-29-2003||11:28 PM||||The way the starter works (as well as the alt) is that there's always constant 12V power to both parts. There's a signal wire (black and yellow) 1.5mm.  to the starter that's low current, connecting the internal switch and then the starter is activated. So, yes. It should have constant power. I'm still not sure what your problem is though. You need to identify this mystery solenoid. (you don't mean "relay" do you?)<br /><br />Start with the basics. If it's not starting, does it have air, fuel and spark?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||GalantVR-4||08-29-2003||11:56 PM||||But why does the solenoid keep clicking?  Its one of the electrovanne Solenoid vavles.  On one end there is the "p" air hose and the electrical plug.  The opposite end of the solenoid has a single hose running from it.  When i turn the key to give the radio power you can hear this solenoid clicking very fast.||67.121.126.202||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||08-30-2003||07:28 AM||||That solenoid, whichever it is, wouldn't ever prevent your car from starting.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Ryan Carey||08-30-2003||10:54 AM||||I had a similar problem and it ended up being the stock security system, which was already bypassed when I bought the vehicle.  I disconnected the battery to reset the ECU and everything worked fine.  The only reason I say this is because I experienced the same clicking noise, but it ended up being a relay to the horn and headlights, not a selenoid.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR-4||08-30-2003||01:43 PM||||How can i tell if a relay is out, what exactly does a relay look like, its those little black boxes that have plugs sitting in the fuse box under the hood right?<br /><br />thanks||67.121.124.199||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-30-2003||04:27 PM||||Is that the stock fuel pump relay?   When randomness is a factor I always gotta ask, "have you replaced your ECU capacitors?"||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||GalantVR-4||08-30-2003||05:40 PM||||Hi there, i have changed the alternator relay, the 100a fuselink.  I havent gotten my caps changed but i will check, how do i remove the ecu, i have seen the lower bolts but there there any on top?  thanks||67.121.125.58||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000008||GalantVR-4||08-31-2003||02:20 AM||||How do i know if the main relay is out?<br />is That the one under the dash near the fuse box and the diagnostic port right, and finally can you guys help me find my cam angle sensor, and ecu controll relay. <br />Sorry for all the questions<br />Thanks||64.175.33.108||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000009||VR6 Eater||08-31-2003||03:10 AM||||When your standing in front of your car with the hood open, the cas is on the back left side of the head.  It is about as round as a soup can.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000010||GalantVR-4||08-31-2003||04:27 AM||||Thanks, is that the one mounted on the left side but sideways.  It has a orange plug comming out of it i think.  How would i go about testing it?  how do i test relays also.<br /><br />thanks||64.175.34.84||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000011||Telecaster||08-31-2003||05:20 AM||||Swap the relays.  Switch it with the headlight one.  If the headlight doesn't work, then its the relay.||64.165.204.113||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000012||GalantVR-4||08-31-2003||02:08 PM||||But they are differant sizes. I remember that i shorted the terminals when i was loosening the battery cable, the handle of the wrench touched the negitive and it sparked.  what could be affected by this.  Thanks||67.116.238.215||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000013||GalantVR-4||08-31-2003||03:39 PM||||I checked the ecu and it is almost perfect.  there is a tiny seepage comming from one of the caps but its hardly noticable.||67.121.126.204||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000014||yiutsang||08-31-2003||04:13 PM||||Can your engine crank when you try to start it?<br /><br />:C)<br /><br />Yiuwa<br />90' JDM VR4||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000015||slvrblt||08-31-2003||04:45 PM||||A test for the CAS can be found here: <a href="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Downs/7678/dsmtests.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Downs/7678/dsmtests.html</a><br /><br />Also, if the timing is way off or the CAS is bad, the car will probably not start (I had that problem).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000016||GalantVR-4||08-31-2003||09:48 PM||||Thanks for the link however it does not show a method to test the cas.  <br /><br /><br />Im not sure if this helps anyone at all but i took a voltmeter and i tested the voltage of the electrovanne solenoid valve plug (  The one that keeps clicking located in the back on the firewall near that 4 inch box with the white lines comming out)  It keeps going 6.XX volts to 7.XX volts.  It only clicks when the car is turned to acc then keeps clicking until you hear the click in the passenger side kick panel, i think thats when the ecu turns off.  Is this normal and what can i check for in this case.  I did the same test for two other plugs and it had 0.00 v  Thanks||64.175.33.177||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000017||GalantVR-4||09-01-2003||02:55 PM||||anyone?||67.121.125.223||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||09-01-2003||09:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR-4:<br /><strong> I checked the ecu and it is almost perfect.  there is a tiny seepage comming from one of the caps but its hardly noticable. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude, your ECU is going to be toast.  That electrolytic seepage will start to etch the board.  Your voltages are probably already fluctuating -- your car is losing it's mind.||67.162.74.196||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||keydiver||09-01-2003||10:33 PM||||It sounds to me like you are describing the purge solenoid, mounted on the firewall:<br /><a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf</a><br />The purge solenoid gets +12 volts on one side of it, and the other side is switched to ground by the ECU. If it IS the purge solenoid, yes, you do have ECU damage. The damage is usually more than meets the eye.||67.34.89.33||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000020||GalantVR-4||09-01-2003||10:39 PM||||Keydiver can you check your pm's please.<br /><br />Thanks||64.175.34.232||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000021||GalantVR-4||09-02-2003||10:06 PM||||it was diagnosed and its the maf sensor||67.124.36.179||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes



ubb/Forum2/003141.cgi
A||N||4||rmarkc||Anyone wanna help a newbie to tune his GVR4?||||5||||rmarkc||00002104
Z||000000||rmarkc||08-30-2003||01:59 PM||||I just got my GM MAF translator and 3" MAF installed and did a couple runs with my pocket logger.<br /><br />The results were pretty inconsistant between logs.<br /><br />Two out of 3 logs look good but it looks like I am running very rich (.92 O2 across the board except at shift points where it gets as low as .27) but the second log has a good amount of knock (as high as 37 in 1st gear but it goes to 0 in 2nd and beyond).<br /><br />All runs were done today a couple hours after installing the MAFT and it is pretty hot here in Charlotte, NC today.<br /><br />My fuel trims concern me a bit too.  81 low 100 mid and 91 high.<br /><br />I'm only running 9psi of boost max.  I was at 14 until the MAFT install.  I haven't changed the settings on my Profec B at all.<br /><br />All of this is on 93 octane pump gas.  That is as high as I can get without getting a loan for 100 octane.<br /><br />If anyone has any suggestions...bring 'em on...please.<br /><br />Mark C.<br />91 GVR4 ????/2000<br />Big 16g<br />2g exhaust manifold<br />2.5" Mofugas DP and exhaust<br />Greddy Profec B BC<br />Stck injectors, IC and pipes<br />And I'm still running the stock intake tube until I get off my lazy butt and relocate the battery.||68.210.96.180||reg||5||rmarkc||00002104||yes
Z||000001||jayru||08-30-2003||03:08 PM||||the decrease in boost pressure concerns me. Did you change your setup ie: a blow thru setup instead of draw thru? you may have a leak somewhere and it is causing your boost to be down. Just using the translator shouldn't change your boost reading.||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||rmarkc||08-30-2003||03:29 PM||||I'm using the pull-through setup.  I don't see a real need or ability to use blow through with my mods.<br /><br />I do need to check all my connections though to make sure I didn't knock anything loose.||68.210.96.180||reg||1||rmarkc||00002104||yes
Z||000003||MiSTER2||08-30-2003||03:42 PM||||What are blow through and draw through setups?  Has that got anything to do with the numbered switches behind the profec b?||202.7.77.34||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-30-2003||04:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> What are blow through and draw through setups?  Has that got anything to do with the numbered switches behind the profec b? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, it has to do with the installation location of the MAFT in relation to the turbo.  Blow through is after the turbo, draw through is before the turbo.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003142.cgi
A||||8||VR6 Eater||Here's another tuning?||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||08-30-2003||04:38 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I am kind of confused.  I have tried tuning this for a couple of hours.  I don't understand why I am getting these numbers at 14 lbs. of boost.  I am just trying to tune it up so it is running a little better before I do my engine swap, hopefully in the next month.  I figure if I really screw this engine up I have a back up.  And I want to learn how to tune it a little bit better.  I have a intake pressure tester and the only leak I have is throttle body seals, and only when the throttle plate it closed.  When I open the throttle it stops.<br /><br />Mods: small 16g ported by me, 95 ported manifold, evo3 02, 2.5 turbo back, walbro, mbc set at 14lbs.<br /><br />Here's my example.<br /><br />rpm     5906<br />inj p/w   21.026   Yeah over 100% d/c<br />knock      0<br />timing    23<br />02       .82  I can never get it above .86<br />air temp 140  stock fmic<br />thr. pos 100<br />o2 trim   99%<br />high trim 81%<br />mid      108%<br />low      107%<br /><br /><br />How am I over 100% d/c with 14lbs. of boost and a 81% high fuel trim?<br /><br />I would think that the high fuel trim would be maxed at 138.  Or 140 whatever it is.<br /><br />Should I be looking at when it starts going from 17ish deg of timing to when it start going up?  Is that the indication that I am leaning out?  I kind of thought that 23 degs was a bit much.<br /><br />I have some 550's in my garage that I need to install, but to be honest I don't think I understand enough of what is going on to tune it correctly afterward.  I've read the whole listen by ear tuning guide and revving in your driveway guide and my neighbors will shit there pants if I try that.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-30-2003||07:24 PM||||Over 100% DC means that you're dumping fuel when the valves are closed, right?  Put those 550's in.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||08-30-2003||08:52 PM||||So is the high timimg numbers what I want or low timing numbers?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||08-30-2003||10:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> So is the high timimg numbers what I want or low timing numbers? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You want as high as possible without knock.  <br /><br />As for the over 100% duty cycle, yours is not that bad.  I was running 135% on 550's with higher base fuel pressure before I put in the 720's.  <br /><br />Anytime you get a PW number over 100%, that's how much the ECU is calulating (read: not actually what the injectors are doing) it wants to inject based on pertinent factors, mainly data from the MAS.  <br /><br />If you're not getting any knock, you can try and lean out some until you're just above the knock threshold, and you should get the least amount of inj PW necessary.  <br /><br />My O2 voltages are super low like yours, and I just ignore them, since they are not reflecting what's actually happening (EGT's fine, knock and timing fine).  <br /><br />As for the tuning by ear, don't do it in your driveway if it'll bother the neighbors.  Drive the car (untuned) to a parking lot or something, then do it.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||08-30-2003||10:34 PM||||Please explain what you mean by tuning by ear and post a link if you have one.||64.63.213.246||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||08-31-2003||12:24 AM||||I always thought that I was running on the edge of the knock threshold since I keep hitting fuel cut.  I guess I need a 2g mas or maft soon.  I think I have been going about this the wrong way.  I will start to lean it out tommorrow a little between 3000rpm and 4000rpm.  That's always were it cuts.  I think that I have only seen knock counts as high as 7 before.  Today was 3.  I used to think it didn't work.  I bogged and almost killed it one time while logging and had knock counts in the 30's.  So I guess it's listening.  I'll go and screw around with it more tommorrow.  It's to late and to many cops are out with this Harley thing going on.  <br /><br />All week I keep getting stuck behind hogs doing 5 or 10 under the speed, everywhere I go.  I always give them a blast from the bov though.  Even though I don't think they can hear it half the time.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||08-31-2003||08:54 AM||||i think you are at mas overrun.  you should pull your boost back to stock, and do some runs.  duty cycle may show up as bouncing around at mas overrun.  low and med trims are right on.  if lower boost shows better duy cycle, then slowly increase it till it does the same.  the ecu favors air flow when the car is moving, so the fuel trims change from when the car is tuned in the driveway.  i also recommend an adjustable fuel pressure regulator, get your fuel pressures correct FOR THE INJECTORS YOU USE, then retune.  the 550's will not fix mas overrun.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||08-31-2003||03:17 PM||||I didn't think a 16g at 14 lbs would pull enough air to get mas overrun.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000008||Ash||09-01-2003||06:16 AM||||Mine did it with 15psi, unhacked with a non-backed out screw||203.221.19.250||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/003143.cgi
A||||6||GRV4726||i'm not liking what i see.||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||08-30-2003||06:54 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||well. took off the timing cover, and what do i see. a ripped to hell balance belt. and i can take a good look at the exhaust cam, and well half of it is cracked. shoud i call up noyan and bitch? i think so but my step brother says don't bother because they won't do this. i don't want to install this engine and find its an extremely heavy paper weight.  <br /><br />is there a way to compression test an engine while it is not in the car? the cam gear is really scaring me<br /><br />thanks||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||08-30-2003||08:23 PM||||The way I see it, you should be going to town on the motor before it goes in the car. Water pump, t-belt, crank pulley, knock sensor, bs removal, etc.<br />Seems like buying a JDM motor is kind of a crap shoot, so you should be prepared for this. <br />GL and any pics?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||08-30-2003||09:00 PM||||well i always intended to replace the timing belt (got a kit) and also the water pump. is replacing the knock sensor really needed? i though about the crank pully and i'll replace that in a few months. i think it should last. oh and yeah i'm doing the bs removal.<br /><br />i don't have a digital so i will have to wait for the pics to be printed. <br /><br />oh yeah i'm sort sure you can't do a compression test before putting it in but thats only on previous knowledge on the proceedure. i was wondering if there was some way that i could do it<br /><br />thanks||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||08-30-2003||09:19 PM||||The way I've always understood it is that when you buy a JDM engine from most places, you are buying a short block (maybe a long block). Every thing else on the engine is gravy and not warrantied. <br /><br />Definitely contact your supplier. If they sold you a short block, then there's nothing they are obligated to do. If they sold you a long block, tell them the cam is wiped and you want another engine or a discount on this one.<br /><br />Guys, you need to complain about stuff like this. This is how customer service works. Its a feedback loop. Without complaints, there's no balance. Its your money and your right to get what you payed for. Don't feel bad about doing it.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||08-30-2003||10:18 PM||||Noyan is a very reputable place for JDM engines. I said in another post that they are the only company I will ever deal with for JDM engines and have had nothing but luck with them in all the engine purchases I did while my business was open. They offer you a 6 month warentee on the engine itself but not the parts you put on it (which is why it is best to call them before you do anymore work). Call them up and ask for Mark and let him know that you were taking the engine apart to change the waterpump and belts and notice that the balance belt is ripped. Tell them that one of the exhaust cams is cracked and that you put oil in the engine and went to manually turn it over and its making a noise like something is definately damaged. (they don't need to know that you didn't do that, or you can say your mechanic was going to install the engine and told you this). <br /><br />I would change the knock sensor on the engine because if you read their warentee they don't guarantee that all the sensors work and a majority of the engines I received had the knock sensor cut(some of the sensors need to be changed in order to work on our galants anyways.) To keep your warentee once you get a good engine you need to do all the "tuneup" maintance anways, sparkplugs, filter, O2 sensor, waterpump etc... ( <a href="http://www.noyanusa.com/usedenginewarranty.html" target="_blank">warentee found here</a> )<br /><br />If you were to tell me that you bought it from Osaka Motors then I'd wish you the best of luck and tell you to get a lawyer involved after they refuse to stand behind their warentee. (I bought 2 engines from them both of which came in damaged and had to get my lawyer involved both times to get them to stand behind their warentee). BUT you bought the motor from Noyan who does stand behind the warentee they have posted online and that they probably sent you with the motor.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||08-31-2003||12:21 AM||||With the knock sensor, it's waaaay easier to change it when the motor is out of the car... pain in the ass when the motor is in the car...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||08-31-2003||05:20 PM||||You can test compression with the engine out of the car. <br /><br />Attach the flywheel to the crank, attach starter to tranny. (all out of car) <br /><br />Make sure that the tranny's in neutral. <br /><br />With jumper cables you can take a battery, attach positive lead to the starter positive pole, negative to the negative.<br /><br />Nothing will happen yet. <br /><br />Have all your plugs out and someone to steady the motor. <br /><br />install compression tester<br /><br />connect the small spade terminal on the starter to the positive lead of the battery. this is the wire that will signal the starter to turn. let the engine crank about 5 times and repeat. You'll need a 14ga wire or around that size with a spade clip (preferrably) on the end to make your life easier. <br /><br />Cheers. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003144.cgi
A||||10||kartorium31||clutchwire mod||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||08-30-2003||08:09 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I don't know if any of you can help me, Jeff you might be able to, but I have been trying to get this stutterbox up and running for a long time now with no success.  I'm pretty sure that I have it wired up correctly but it doesn't want to work.<br />Here is a image showing how I have it wired.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1248" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1248&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Any help is much appreciated, because this has been a problem for quite some time and I'm all out of ideas.  Thanks||12.18.160.218||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||08-30-2003||11:29 PM||||You know, i connect mine the exact same way.  The car doesn't start at all.  So i don't know whats wrong.  Does anyone know the exact specifications of the zener diode used?||67.127.54.156||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||number3||09-01-2003||12:14 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001114#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001114#000000</a><br /><br /><br />Here is a picture I took for that thread but never posted it (I guess).<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1254" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1254&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||09-01-2003||01:59 PM||||Harry, it looks like yours is wired the same way(the picture doesn't show all of it though).  I take it you don't have any problems?  Jeff told me to use an IN4000 series diode, as in 4001, 2 3 4 etc.  Telecaster, you could check to make sure your diode is in so that the line around the diode is going to the switch.  One more thing, is this suppose to flip the park/neutral switch in the ecu?  Therefore my logger should show when i have the clutch in?  If so something is wrong cause the logger doesn't say it's in park/neutral.  Thanks a lot for responding guys.||12.18.160.218||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||09-01-2003||02:08 PM||||After reading that other post I answered my own questions.  So I'm going to try and just not use the diode and direct connect the wire, then if that works I can check connections and troubleshoot from there.  Thanks for the link Harry!||12.18.160.218||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000005||number3||09-01-2003||05:22 PM||||Are you sure you have the right wire tapped?<br /><br />It is the bottom wire in the harness.  You will notice a "butt connector" in my top wire... that is because the TMO directions said to tap that color coded wire and it ended up that I want the other wire (bottom wire). TMO was written for TEL not GVR4.<br /><br />I can't say for certain but I think you DON'T want the black w/ red wire. I can go out and look under the dash if you really need me too.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||09-01-2003||05:27 PM||||Well i wired it up without the diode(to the black/red) and it works!  Now I just have to figure out why it wasn't working with the diode spliced in.  Which shouldn't be to difficult cause it has to be just a bad connection.||12.18.160.218||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000007||number3||09-01-2003||05:35 PM||||Diode are directional (duh) but maybe you had it in backwards.<br /><br /><br />I just went out and looked and mine is tapped into the black w/ white dots wire. Not the Black w/ red stripe. Let me know what happens.<br /><br />I will have to look into this further...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||09-01-2003||05:47 PM||||Kartorium  see if your car will start without pushing in the clutch if it does you have the wrong wire tapped.||68.76.180.193||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||kartorium31||09-01-2003||07:04 PM||||Yeah it does start without the clutch in, but in the link that harry posted Jeff says it will do it if you have the correct wire directly wired(without diode).  So unless Jeff was wrong about the blk/wht wire being the right one, then I should have it tapped to the right wire.<br /><br />In harry's picture there is something contradicting though, he has his tapped into the blk/wht wire.  So maybe I should switch wires, or I could just leave it and have it start w/o the clutch in. hmmmm...||12.18.160.218||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||09-01-2003||10:52 PM||||Its easy enough to figure out Karter:<br />one of those wires is connected to ground, plain and simple. If you unplug the white connector, one of those 2 wires should show a DEAD short to the chassis of the car, because it is bringing the ground connection from the chassis up TO the switch. Normally, the switch will connect this ground wire to the other wire, until you push the clutch in, when it is interupted. <br />Once you find out which wire is the ground, you KNOW that the other one is the one to cut. According to the manual, and the way I did it in MY car, it is a black/red striped wire, and the ground wire is Black:<br /><a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/starter.pdf" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/starter.pdf</a><br />Are you SURE that you cut the black wire loose from pin 104 on the ECU, so that it isn't grounded all the time?||67.34.89.33||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003145.cgi
A||||9||talontd||Emissions: HCO||||1||||talontd||00002090
Z||000000||talontd||08-30-2003||08:22 PM||talontd@hotmail.com||Failed aircare today   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />Only thing is the HydroCarbons.... off by like 0.16 or so.....<br /><br />I've already changed my o2 sensor, spark plugs/wires and checked my cat.....<br /><br />Any insight as what could be wrong and what I can do to pass(my car is vertually stock, havn't even done free mods yet)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Thankx in advance||24.78.80.69||reg||1||talontd||00002090||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||08-30-2003||09:09 PM||||1 cup of 99% rubbing alchohol in a full tank. Worked for me and I think Oregon copied your DEQ.||64.233.106.14||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||08-30-2003||09:10 PM||||If your planning on buying a safc go get one now.  I pass everytime.  I do not have to go on an allwheel dyno though.  They just put that thing on the hood.  As I'm sitting in line to go in, I just lean my 1000rpm setting down real low.  In Illinois the hc limit is 220.  My car-35.  CO limit is 1.2.  My car 0.0  CO2 is N/A but my car was 12.4.  I know plenty of people that pass without a catalyic converter also.<br /><br />There's also those bottles of additives with a money back garauntee that are supposed to make your car pass.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||08-30-2003||10:42 PM||||Did you give it new plugs, wires, o2sensor before your test? or after?<br /><br />A Small vacuum leak should add enough o2 to bring the hc level in spec.||64.63.213.246||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||08-31-2003||12:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> 1 cup of 99% rubbing alchohol in a full tank. Worked for me and I think Oregon copied your DEQ. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Have to try that... kind of nervous with my 3" non cat exhaust...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||talontd||08-31-2003||12:25 AM||||I do have an AFC....<br />I've set it to -2% across the board in the Hi and Lo settings..... <br />I have put in new plugs/wires and 02 sensor already....<br /><br />I will try those additives and run it again...<br /><br />Thankx guys....||24.78.80.69||reg||1||talontd||00002090||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||08-31-2003||01:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> There's also those bottles of additives with a money back garauntee that are supposed to make your car pass. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tried one and it made everything skyrocket. I failed miserably. I just fixed my timing and it passed like new.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||08-31-2003||03:07 AM||||I guess I should've stated that I was being a smart ass with the additive comment.  I don't know of anyone who has passed using that shit.  I know you can mess with afc settings and usually get it to pass.  When I run my car through emissions I lean it out until it starts popping and the ecu can't adjust it out.  Then I richen it up just until it starts to smooth out.  Usually ends up being -5% or -6%.  It just hides your problem.  Mine is the walbro 255 with no fpr.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000008||MidEngine210||08-31-2003||03:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> If your planning on buying a safc go get one now.  I pass everytime.  I do not have to go on an allwheel dyno though.  They just put that thing on the hood.  As I'm sitting in line to go in, I just lean my 1000rpm setting down real low.  In Illinois the hc limit is 220.  My car-35.  CO limit is 1.2.  My car 0.0  CO2 is N/A but my car was 12.4.  I know plenty of people that pass without a catalyic converter also.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can a S-AFC be used to help pass a stock car? Thanks.||64.63.204.114||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000009||peterlsmith||09-01-2003||10:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong>Can a S-AFC be used to help pass a stock car? Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you know what you are doing, yes. At anything other than WOT, the ECU has a great way of cancelling out any changes you make with an S-AFC - also known as the fuel trims.<br /><br />If you lean out your low S-AFC settings by, say, 2%, everything looks great at first. You car is now running leaner, probably with less HC emissions. But at low throttle settings, the ECU is still in closed loop mode, so it detects that the car is running leaner because of slightly lower O2 sensor values. It compensates for this by increasing the low fuel trim - a measure of the adjustment it makes when computing how much fuel to inject. It keeps doing this until it detects that the O2 sensor values are back where they should be, and you're now back where you started from.<br /><br />To really make a difference, you have to keep leaning it out until the point where the ECU can no longer compensate. It's useful to have a logger around when you're doing this, because you can actually watch the ECU changing the fuel trims.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.91.198||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes



ubb/Forum2/003146.cgi
A||||15||MidEngine210||Need Smog help on new VR4||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||08-30-2003||08:27 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||Hey Guys,<br /><br />I just bought a 91 GVR4 a couple of days ago (1890/2000). I tried passing smog today in San Francisco, but it failed on idle. According to the vechile history, it passed the last couple of times in Colorado just fine. Here are the results:<br /><br />Idle (781 RPM):<br />(measured, limit)<br />HC: (452ppm, 120ppm)<br />CO: (1.60%, 1.00%)<br /><br />2.3K RPM:<br />HC: (113ppm, 140ppm)<br />CO: (0.77%, 1.00%)<br /><br />I don't see any records of the cat being changed, but I'm not sure if that's going to reduce idle HCs by that much. I don't have any experience with DSMs. If anybody can help, I would really appreciate it. <br /><br />-Sunny||64.63.204.121||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-30-2003||08:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong> Hey Guys,<br /><br />I just bought a 91 GVR4 a couple of days ago (1890/2000). I tried passing smog today in San Francisco, but it failed on idle. According to the vechile history, it passed the last couple of times in Colorado just fine. Here are the results:<br /><br />Idle (781 RPM):<br />(measured, limit)<br />HC: (452ppm, 120ppm)<br />CO: (1.60%, 1.00%)<br /><br />2.3K RPM:<br />HC: (113ppm, 140ppm)<br />CO: (0.77%, 1.00%)<br /><br />I don't see any records of the cat being changed, but I'm not sure if that's going to reduce idle HCs by that much. I don't have any experience with DSMs. If anybody can help, I would really appreciate it. <br /><br />-Sunny </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If it's on the stock cat then it definetly needs to be changed. Take a peak under the car and see if the cat has weld/cut marks at the ends of it. A new cat will definetly clean a car up but if the car has issues like burning oil or out of tune then the cat will only degrade again over time.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||08-30-2003||09:12 PM||||If your planning on buying a safc go get one now. I pass everytime. I do not have to go on an allwheel dyno though. They just put that thing on the hood. As I'm sitting in line to go in, I just lean my 1000rpm setting down real low. In Illinois the hc limit is 220. My car-35. CO limit is 1.2. My car 0.0 CO2 is N/A but my car was 12.4. I know plenty of people that pass without a catalyic converter also.<br /><br />There's also those bottles of additives with a money back garauntee that are supposed to make your car pass.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||08-30-2003||10:30 PM||||Oh My!  You are worse than pig rich!  That is grossly rich at idle and should be pretty easy to find by a good shop if you are not experienced with that sort of work.  <br /><br />First I would make sure that you have the right spark plugs in there (do a search on here, I don't know the p/n, but NGK's), I also recommend NGK plug wires.  Some have had luck with other brand "performance" wires like Magnacore, Nology, but I would stick with the NGK's myself.<br /><br />Make sure that the o2 sensor is switching from about 0 to 1V.  If not switching you need an o2 sensor.  <br /><br />A cat won't help you one bit to pass, find out why you are rich, probably a misfire, and that should clean you right up.<br /><br />Is the car stock? or modified?||64.63.213.246||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||MidEngine210||08-31-2003||12:34 AM||||Thanks for the replies.<br /><br />The car is completely stock right now. I'm thinking of going the S-AFC way. I might just buy one and take it to a local DSM shop for them to install it. <br /><br />Does anybody know of any reputable DSM shops in the bay area? <br /><br />I'm going to take care of the plugs and wires also.<br /><br />Any other tips are appreciated.||64.63.204.212||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||08-31-2003||12:43 AM||||Installing the afc is pretty easy.  If you can hook up a stereo, you can wire in the afc with no problems.  <br /><br />Go to this website <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/</a><br /><br />Then electrical and look for the installation instructions for a 1g tel and gvr4.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||08-31-2003||06:20 AM||||i learned the ecu sucks nuts for throwing o2 sensor codes. The only time i've seen it throw a code was after a mt. hamilton run. My vr4 gave a code during smog inspection...there is an 02 sensor recall for the vr4's if you had not done so. good luck<br />DongeR||64.165.204.113||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||09-04-2003||02:35 AM||||I would bet its your timing that is causing the problems. I had that issue and I checked and fixed my timing and then it passed like a new engine.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||AWDpower||09-04-2003||03:55 AM||||A new cat will solve most problems. But their are a couple other things you could try. <br /><br />1) Make sure the car is nice and hot when you smog it. Drive it on the freeway for a while before taking it in.<br /><br />2) New plugs, NGK BPR6ES, gapped at the larger end of the stock spec, .030" I believe. <br /><br />3) Raise the idle rpm. The ECU will try to control the idle, you need to slowly turn the adjustment screw until the ECU can no longer lower the idle. Stock is 850. Try 950rpm. Don't go to high, there is a limit that the smog tech will allow.||67.25.109.81||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000009||miturra||09-04-2003||03:32 PM||||Go to search in our forum and type smog. There's alot of information there.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000010||peterlsmith||09-04-2003||06:54 PM||||If you can, beg/borrow/steal a logger from someone. You should check out the low fuel trim, O2 sensor (and O2 Trim) values - these can tell you a lot.<br /><br />I had a similar problem (HC over 900 at idle!) and the ECU was pegging the low fuel trim at 140. The problem seemed to go away once I picked up on the fact that the idle switch wasn't always closing when the throttle plate was closed. You can also check this out on the logger. <br /><br />I've also failed once because the EVAP solenoid failed and was allowing the canister to purge at idle - that pushed the HC count up to 450. Once fixed, it can back down to 80.<br /><br /><br />Peter||165.247.85.105||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000011||MidEngine210||09-04-2003||08:30 PM||||Thanks a lot for the replies.<br /><br />I plan on doing a complete tune-up before heading back to the tester.<br /><br />Here's what I had in mind:<br />1.) new plugs: bpr6es (.030 right?)<br />2.) new ngk wires<br />3.) new o2 sensor (according to the history, it was last changed over 60K ago, but it might be less)<br />4.) new air filter<br />5.) possibly new fuel filter<br />6.) Reset timing<br />7.) new cat if push comes to shove-what is a good non-oem replacement cat to get? Something cheap would be nice since I plan on upgrading the exhaust later.<br /><br />I'm going to raise the idle to about 9.5K to 1.0K and dump some HEET or some of that stuff that DSM people have used to help pass. Any other recommendations would be great.<br /><br />Thanks a lot. This car is really fun to drive.<br /><br />BTW: I failed bad on HC at idle and failed barely on CO at idle. Passed both at 2K rpm.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000012||MidEngine210||09-04-2003||08:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peter Smith:<br /><strong><br />I've also failed once because the EVAP solenoid failed and was allowing the canister to purge at idle - that pushed the HC count up to 450. Once fixed, it can back down to 80.<br />Peter </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where can I find the EVAP solenoid? How can I test it? I don't have a manual yet nor do I have any experience with 4g63s yet (previous 4age(ze) experience only).<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Sunny||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000013||turboflanagan||09-04-2003||09:23 PM||||Find the cause of the high HC (unburned fuel) and correct that and the CO will come down too.<br /><br />Peter had some very good suggestions of things to check.<br /><br />There are a ton of DSMers in the bay area.  Try to find a bay area DSM board and ask if someone would help you out with a log to find your problem.||64.63.212.94||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000014||MidEngine210||09-04-2003||11:50 PM||||Does someone have a pic of the correct configuration of the hoses into the throttlebody? I have read that there may be problems with hoses being reversed. Thanks in advance.||64.63.204.196||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||09-05-2003||12:48 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002996" target="_blank">Lookie here</a>||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003147.cgi
A||||7||ercp98||front axle replcement||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||08-30-2003||09:59 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||hi is it difficult to replace the front axles? the driver side axle, is it two pieces? i want to do on my own, being cheap of course||12.206.219.251||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||08-30-2003||11:12 PM||||It's not too hard. The drive axle nuts are the hardest part. You need an impact or a big cheater bar and a helper. The driver side is two pieces. There should be an FAQ (Frequently Asked Question)on it or try the search. <br /><br />This is not an effort to be a jerk, but since I see you're new to this board I'll offer some advice: Do some research before you post a question. That will keep you from getting your head bitten off by someone less polite than I am or not getting an answere at all. Ryan Hertz's page has a link to pretty much everything you will ever have a question about:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a> <br /><br />Dave Peter||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||08-30-2003||11:29 PM||||thank you for the advice. it will taken seriously.  i only asked because i have my doubts regarding the part that i bought. i thought it was upgraded to a one piece design. i think murray's just made a mistake.||12.206.219.251||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||08-30-2003||11:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ercp98:<br /><strong> the driver side axle, is it two pieces?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is two pieces, but when I got my replacement from Raxles, it was only the outer piece. I think you're expected to use the same inner piece, as it probably doesn't need to be replaced very often. I don't want to mislead you. You may have the right part. Check into it further.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||91GVR4||08-31-2003||10:17 PM||||Yes a rebuilt axle will just be the outer part of the front drivers axle from the hub to the bearing with the two cv joints. It is not two hard to replace, an inpact gun helps with the hub nut but it can be done with a breaker bar. It is explained fairly well in the shop manual. You will also need a vise and rubber hammer to seperate the two axle peices once they are out of the car. Your rebuilt axle will then slip on to the old inner shaft. Good luck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.64.48.237||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||08-31-2003||10:40 PM||||you dont need a vise to separate the 2 pieces.  all you have to do is hold it pointing up, and give the other piece a couple of good whacks with a hammer, and it will fall right out.  watch out for toes.  when you install new one, just turn it so the inner intermediate shaft is pointing down at the ground, and drop it on some soft wood.  1 or 2 times, and it will click into place.  works like a charm.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||ercp98||09-01-2003||10:30 AM||||thank you guys. i actually returned the first axle i got. it was the wrong one. now i'm waiting for the new and hopefully correct part. it is being "special ordered". once i get it i will be a busy man for a while; first time to do this  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.206.219.251||reg||10||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||09-07-2003||06:10 AM||||Just remember that the axle nut is 32mm, not 31.  The only time you need to replace the stub axle on the drivers side is if the bearing that the outer axle slides into is bad.  While you are in there though, get up to where the stub axle bolts to the block.  One bolt goes thru the a/c mount and the other is further toward the center of the motor.  I have found broken bolts on all 3 of my dsm's.  If they both break, you will fry your vc within a mile or two.  The bolts are a huge PITA to get to with a wrench.  However, if you ever take the head off, I highly recommend replacing the bolts.  The more power you shove thru the axles, the more torque is applied to those two bolts.  When they snap off in the block you have maybe a 25% chance of pulling the broken one out.  When I broke both of them, I managed to finesse one bolt out.  The other is still broken off and missing due to my lack of desire to pull the motor to get to it.  Just a word of caution and a little preventative maintenance.<br />Ace||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003148.cgi
A||||6||jayru||Ok, i know this has been asked a thousand times before; but look at my S-AFC #'s.||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||08-31-2003||12:13 AM||||Ok, first a list of my car's mods:<br /><br />True cold air intake(through inner fender)<br />2G Mas, 550's auto alchamey 6an outlet, A-FPR, 255 Fuel pump <br />2 1/4" Straight shot to turbo<br />14B 17 Psi<br />JDM GVR4 FM intercooler<br />2 1/2" turbo back (DP ect.)<br /><br />Ok i think that's everything. I installed an     s-afc II today and tried to tune it.<br /> <br />My car only has knock from around 1500rpm to 4000rpm(20 or so counts)in first gear only! then it stops until around 3rd and 4th gear 6000rpm 4-7 counts.<br /><br />so my afc Low 1000rpm is +12% every other rpm is set to like 20%-30% at every point below 4000rpm to get rid of the knock down low and then around +10% after 6000 to stop the high end knock. <br /><br />High is a few % higher at each point. with TH points at (low)15% (high) 28%. I put the high switch so low bcs i dont want it to run rich down low; so low trims are leaner, then i have it switch to the high earlier otherwise i get knock.<br /><br />I guess my question is; does this sound normal? I cant figure why i have so much knock down low (i thought it was phantom, but the extra fuel makes it go away!) <br /><br />Even with the extra fuel it still wants to knock sometimes (down low)in first gear. What do you guys think?<br /><br />Also, it pull's hard as hell except when i get the knock. So it feels strong.||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||jayru||08-31-2003||09:39 AM||||bump||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||Nate||08-31-2003||10:17 AM||||What condition is the knock sensor in?  If it's going bad I don't care how good your tuning is, the car will read weird knock and run like dookie.  Make sure the sensor is good, double check base ignition timing, and go from there.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||08-31-2003||11:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> bump </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay, in the other thread that Nate responded to, you mentioned that your lifters tick enough for the knock sensor to detect it.  That could be a huge part of the problem, since all that lifter knock detected will put the ECU into major timing retard mode, making the car feel sluggish.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||jayru||08-31-2003||04:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> bump </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay, in the other thread that Nate responded to, you mentioned that your lifters tick enough for the knock sensor to detect it.  That could be a huge part of the problem, since all that lifter knock detected will put the ECU into major timing retard mode, making the car feel sluggish. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes but i have a very speratic lifter tick; it goes away for weeks at a time. their is no tick present when i get the weird 1st gear knock.<br /><br />Also i guess i could replace the knock sensor. i bought the car used and don't know how old it is; however it seems to reproduce the same results at the same rpm. If it was bad i would think knock would be speratic and all over the rpm band.||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||jayru||08-31-2003||08:02 PM||||someone, anyone with a Safc??? what do you guys think?||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||91GVR4||08-31-2003||10:09 PM||||Well I have a SAFCII and lifters that are quite loud most of the time and I get some very weard knock. My TH point is 15% low 50% high as recomended in a good article from the CDSM site. At WOT I get very little knock, 1-3 counts max, around 5k. However from stop in first I some times peg my tach knock counter(thanks Keydiver  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ). I will also get full knock count at times while cruising, it just comes and goes. Mostly I figure it is just fantom knock and I need to get my lifters changed.||12.64.48.237||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes



ubb/Forum2/003149.cgi
A||||2||boostx||bad idle||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||08-31-2003||03:25 AM||boostx@hotmail.com||how do you fix surging idle on the vr4||162.84.152.143||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||MiSTER2||08-31-2003||04:22 AM||||check:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002994" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002994</a>||202.7.77.34||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000002||boostx||08-31-2003||11:17 AM||||thanks||162.83.153.235||reg||1||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum2/003150.cgi
A||||3||pitmac||Car Tracking with low profile tyres||||1||||pitmac||00002115
Z||000000||pitmac||08-31-2003||05:19 AM||||Has anyone been able to conquer the car tracking(following Tracks in the road) when fitted with Low profile tyres. Adding a lot of + caster helps but does not entirely cure the problem.<br />Anyone got any fixes||144.138.15.111||reg||1||pitmac||00002115||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-31-2003||11:31 AM||||With a proper alignment it shouldn't matter what profile the tires have...||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||08-31-2003||11:53 AM||||have you determined that the cause is tire or alignment related? Some tire patterns can cause more tracking problems over tracks then others..low profile tires can give A LOT more feedback,you may just be experiencing that communication.l`d start with a professional alignment by someone who knows these cars.Good luck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||08-31-2003||08:00 PM||||Regardless of your alignment, your wheels offset and tire width can attribute to this. I cannot recall the exact name for the angle, but Dave Coleman of SCC had named it the "dave" point yrs ago in his editorials. Essentially it is the plane thru the ball joints to the point that it would intersect the ground. If this point is not centered w/ in the tire's contact patch, wander will likely occur.<br />I align my own car 2-3 times a yr and I have the same "problem".||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/003151.cgi
A||||5||MidEngine210||Tire Recommendations||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||08-31-2003||06:00 AM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I just got a 91 GVR4. It has snow tires on the stock 15's. What size tires and/or brands do you recommend? Are 205/40/15 the way to go for street?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Sunny||64.63.204.194||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||BiggiB42||08-31-2003||01:54 PM||||i had the bf goodrich g-force 215's they're pretty nice i used to took off-ramps at about 65 and still be stuck to the road but thats  the reason i dont have those anymore||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000002||BiggiB42||08-31-2003||01:57 PM||||i hear the bridgestone potenza's are nice also nitto 555r's, yokohama parada spec 2's, and some decent cheap tires are the kuhmo ecsta's||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||08-31-2003||02:21 PM||||Had good luck so far with the Yokohama ES100s in 195/50/15 that I just got from TireRack. Price was right on em too...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||08-31-2003||04:06 PM||||The Kuhmo 712's are really good in the rain, but just fair performance on dry pavement.  I have some Yokohama es100's coming from tirerack so we'll see how they do.  I wanted some Falken Azenis, but they don't make them in 225/anything/16's.||64.63.212.209||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||markrieb||08-31-2003||07:32 PM||||KC, <br /><br />When are you going to post my GVR-4 tire and wheel chart???<br /><br />Go to Yahoogroups.com and look for GVR4 (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4).  In the files section there, I put a chart that lists all of the tires and wheels that fit our cars.<br /><br />For the stock rims, a decent upgrade is a 205/55/15.  Depending on the tire, you could possibly stretch that to a 225/50/15, but that is really too wide a tire for a 6" wide wheel.  Many choices in that size, depending on how much rain or snow you expect.<br /><br />If the snow tires are in good shape, I'd be inclined to leave them as is and buy a set of 16's or 17s with some 225/45/16's (50 series will also fit) or some 215/45/17's, or if you can find a 7.5" or 8" wide rim, try some 245/45/16's or 235/40/17's.<br /><br />The Tire Rack has a GVR-4 on their Upgrade Garage.  Right now, you can get a set of Borbet Type B's in 16x7.5 for only $105 each, ASA KA3's in 17x7.5 for $155 each.<br /><br />Kumho MX's or Falken Azeni's seem to be the best max performance street tire, but I wouldn't use them if you see much rain and they will be completely worthless on snow.<br /><br />I run the 225/45/16 Kumho 712's on my car.  Good treadwear rating, fair to midling handling, OK in the rain, no good in the snow, best thing about them is the price.  But I also have a set of 235/40/17 Kuhmo Ecsta autox tires and a set of 195/60/15 studless snow tires on the stock rims for when the conditions warrant.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.94.105||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/003152.cgi
A||||3||DuckButterRacing GVR4||KNOCK!!!!!!||||11||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||08-31-2003||09:39 AM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||Ok, heres the deal. I baught 352/1000 a couple months ago. Had a minor wastegate problem, fixed it w/ farely new 14b. It ran....ok. Then a couple weeks ago, it starts cutting out real bad anytime i give it throttle. I datalog it, and there is a TPS code. the "check engine light" is on. So, i proceed to data log it, winds up TPS is bad and its knocking and pulling timing like crazy. so i figure ill replace the TPS. Change it out thinking it was the entire problem...NOPE. Ok, i let it idle, everything is cool. Give it half throttle up to 4k....i get 42 counts of knock, timing changes dramatically. <br /><br /><br />Any Ideas? I do have a bad case of lifter tap so im not sure if its registering as knock or what, but it still cuts out like it did before. Please help me out. Any advise or information would be apreciated greatly. Thanks||66.75.63.242||reg||11||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||jayru||08-31-2003||09:42 AM||||with even the slightest hint of lifter tap my car will read knock. that may be your problem.||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||Nate||08-31-2003||10:19 AM||||Knock sensor.......<br /><br />Make sure the TPS is adjusted correctly, along with the grounding switch on the back of the TB.  If that isn't working, the car will think that it's still idling, and when the rpms go up, timing doesn't shift out of the idle tables, and it'll start knocking like a pig.  If you rev the crap out of it at this point, it should in theory blow nice flames out the muffler if you don't have a cat.  :-)||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||08-31-2003||04:12 PM||||Cool!  Try that and get it on digi film  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .||64.63.212.209||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003153.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||Oil pressure gauge||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-31-2003||02:01 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i am installing a mechanical oil pressure gauge today, and i need to know if it is safe to put the brass fitting in the head where there are plugs near the turbo oil feed line. or am i better off putting it in the oil filter housing?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-31-2003||04:05 PM||||filter housing||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||jayru||08-31-2003||07:57 PM||||I don't see what harm it would be to put it in the head. Actually this is what i planed to do myself. the filter housing can be real cramped down there and i can't fit the sender. <br /><br />If it's put off the head it will read oil psi in the head (ovious) but the added benifit is this would be the first place robbed of pressure if the pump failed. It could give you the extra few seconds in an emergency situation.<br /><br />unfortunately, the head plug size is a strange one. i cant fit the sender in it, (goes in 2 turns then starts to warp the thread) so if you do it, and find out what size it is, or where i can get an adaptor, let me know.||24.238.78.23||reg||14||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/003154.cgi
A||||4||mikeyoung00||HELP: rusted studs and nuts on fuel pump cover||||1||||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||08-31-2003||03:28 PM||||This is what I get for buying a 12 yr old Pensylvania car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  I wanted to install a new fuel pump.<br /><br />The studs and nuts that hold the fuel pump cover to the tank are nasty rusted. So much so that I am afraid that I will either snap the studs or simply round off the nuts trying to get them off.<br /><br />Any thoughts?  Are the studs replacable? Anybody got a used gas tank in good condition?||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-31-2003||04:01 PM||||Drain the tank. Take it out. Bust off the studs that are broken. Take off the pump unit. Grind  down the studs that are broken(both ontop & underneath the mount, because the studs protrude into the tank). Then drill a very small hole in the spaces where the studs had broken. Then use trusty ol' self tapping screws to secure the unit to the tank.<br /> Then reinstall the tank fill with premium & your done.  <br />I wouldnt waist a bunch of time trying not to break them. If they are that rusty they are going to anyway. Just snap away & be done with it. <br />I would also recommend a new gasket.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-31-2003||04:08 PM||||If you give it some time, plenty of PB, and some patience with a dremel, you will be okay.  Check out my thread on this issue:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002112" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002112</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||klo91vr4||08-31-2003||08:24 PM||||Two weeks ago I had to remove mine.  I soaked them with WD40 AM and PM for 4 days (it took a lot of time to find a sending unit, I finally had to buy a new one) I got them off without breaking them using an impact wrench.<br />Good Luck!||64.109.19.28||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||08-31-2003||08:30 PM||||Thanks, guys. <br /><br />Well...the nuts are disintegrating and the stud threads aren't much better. So I am not going to do anything more until I locate or buy a replacement sending unit. Just hope the studs have good thread inside the nuts. I will probably just end up splitting them. But I am certainly looking at dropping the tank. So I guess its a weekend project that will have to wait a couple weeks.<br /><br />Thanks for all the advice and if anybody else has any other thoughts, please add to the post. They might still help me and I'm pretty sure this thread will be referenced by some other poor soul in the future.||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/003155.cgi
A||||9||SearsPointVR4||turbo failure????||||11||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||08-31-2003||03:31 PM||ges1759@aol.com||Okay, I know my old 14b has been on its last legs for a while now, but last night I think it made its last journey.  It's been low on boost and blowing smoke on shifts (blown turbo seals I'm assuming), Anyhow, last night I was driving home and it felt like somone hit the brakes on me during a spirited little piece of road, the car started smoking pretty bad out the exhaust and lost all boost.  I nursed it home for better inspection this morning.  this morning I got in the car started it up. still smoking, I reved the engine a little and it just refused to rev much above 4000 rpm and was smoking very bad, right away I could smell oil burning and the turbo housing was very VERY hot.  I did a leak down and didn't find anything terribly a miss the worst cyl was #3 at 12% mostly past the exauhst valve.  So I'm coming to the conclusion that my turbine shaft froze in the housing?  Is this possible?  I have very little experience with turbo failure so I was hoping somone may be able to shed some light and possibly confirm my susspicions.<br /><br />thanks.<br />Ford.||198.81.26.80||reg||11||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||yiutsang||08-31-2003||04:03 PM||||Why don't you open up the intake pipe connecting to turbo (loosing 1 screw only) and try to spin the turbine wheel with your fingers?  If you can't spin it then your guess is correct<br /><br />:C)<br /><br />Yiuwa||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000002||SearsPointVR4||08-31-2003||09:37 PM||||Well, the turbine shaft is broken I believe.  I took off the intake hose and it's just kind of rattling around in there, I couldn't get it out, but it's definitely floping all over the place.<br /><br />Ford.||198.81.26.80||reg||11||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||08-31-2003||11:46 PM||||Time for a big16g upgrade.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||09-01-2003||12:06 AM||||I've got a 14b for sale if you want it.  PM me and we can talk about it.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||SearsPointVR4||09-01-2003||01:59 PM||||thanks VR6, but since I've known the turbo to be going south I've been stockpiling.  I picked up a big 16g from Forced Performance, Buschur 3" DP and Cat, I'm doing my own stainless cat back, with a 3" magnaflow, I've got the Ramchargers MAF Traslator sitting in a box right here with some injectors and a walbro pump..... it was just bad timing cause I don't really have the spare time this week to do all the work.... oh well, gotta make it happen now.<br /><br /><br />Ford.||198.81.26.80||reg||6||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000006||josh91vr4||09-01-2003||04:41 PM||||If you don't have time or another car, you can still drive it. It sucks but hey, it's wheels. I drove mine like that for a good 3 weeks after the turbine totally seized (i mean, i couldn't move it with pliers)<br />Pre-death symptoms were similar. However, the first 2 times this happened, it randomly came back to life after a few drives. 3rd time's a charm  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000007||SearsPointVR4||09-03-2003||02:39 AM||||I would but the shaft broke rather than freezing and tore the center housing up pretty bad allowing all kinds of oil from the center section into the exhaust and intake.... a little too much of a james bond smoke screen for me.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000008||smokindav||09-03-2003||11:01 AM||||SearspointVR4,<br /><br />It sounds like your leak down is good, meaning that the cold side of the turbine probably didn't hit the housing and make metal.  If it did you would probably have seen some bad leak down numbers, so count your blessings there.<br /><br />If the turbo did make metal and it's in the intake tract you will need to thoroughly, and I mean THOROUGHLY clean out the metal bits and shavings.  <br /><br />If you don't do this one of those little bits of metal will most likely lodge in the valve/valve seat and the valves will no longer close.  Not fun.<br /><br />But like I said, sounds like you are ok in this respect.<br /><br />With respect to the turbo, does that big16G have a bigger wastegate?  With that turbo and a 3" exhaust you'll probably boost creep if it doesn't.<br /><br />Good luck,<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000009||SearsPointVR4||09-04-2003||01:03 AM||||hey dave, thanks for the concern, I got the car taken apart today, things looked pretty ugly, the compressor wheel did shred its self on the housing, so I'll be taking the head off just to be sure, the # ex port looked pretty oily, so I think I'll lap the valves and throw some seals at it if all else looks okay, other than that I'm going to do some other mods while I'm there which I'm going to address in a new post in case anyone has some good advice for me.<br />thanks,<br />ford.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes



ubb/Forum2/003158.cgi
A||||2||agrabau||4 Datalogger wires to where? ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-01-2003||08:35 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||I hope that the long weekend's going well for everyone. <br /><br />I pulled the engine last night and have another lined up here for install but in need new gaskets and all that so it could be a week. <br /><br />I have a datalogger here that belongs to my friend Sam. He lent it to me for some diagnosis and tuning. I don't have the diagnostic plug on my car anymore so I was wondering, with one power, and one ground (presumably) <br /><br />Where do the other two wires interface the ECU from the logger? I was going to hook it up directly. <br /><br />Thanks, <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-01-2003||01:21 PM||||<a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">This link from MMCd</a> shows the detail of the pins at the diag plug, but that's as far as I could get.<br /><br />What happened to your diagnostic port?  Chopped it off for simplicity?||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||09-01-2003||02:02 PM||||Hey - While your engine is out, ship that ECU to Jeff O and get it socketed!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum2/003157.cgi
A||||8||klo91vr4||Exhaust Manifold cracks||||1||||Kevino||00002134
Z||000000||klo91vr4||08-31-2003||07:41 PM||k.obee@sbcglobal.net||Hey Guys,<br />I just discovered I have 3 cracks in my exhaust manifold and wonder if having it welded is a good idea.  Will it hold?  I don't have the money to spring for a new one right now.  In the last 2 weeks I have put in a new starter, a NEW fuel pump assembly and am now putting in a rebuilt alternator as I type!  Way too much at one time!<br />What should I do?<br />Thanks again for the help.||64.109.19.28||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-31-2003||07:59 PM||||There's gotta be a junkyard around there with a 2g manifold that you could pull.<br /><br />Try here.  It's a search engine for junkyards.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.car-part.com" target="_blank">http://www.car-part.com</a>||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||08-31-2003||09:39 PM||||when i first got my car, the manifold was cracked.  i didnt know about the 2g one, so i just got another 1g.  it lasted about a year, and cost more.  get a 2g.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||08-31-2003||09:56 PM||||if you can't find a 2G one I have a 1G one for sale that's in great shape.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||klo91vr4||08-31-2003||11:35 PM||||Thanks for the info,<br />From the search, I found one off a '95 Eclipse turbo not too far away .  Do you know if it will directly bolt on?||64.109.19.28||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||08-31-2003||11:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kevino:<br /><strong> Thanks for the info,<br />From the search, I found one off a '95 Eclipse turbo not too far away .  Do you know if it will directly bolt on? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes it fits, but you will need to grind a little bit away where it interferes with the power steering bracket.  No big deal.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||VR6 Eater||09-01-2003||12:08 AM||||Glad you found one.  Call first and make sure they actually still have it.  I hate it when junkyards waste your time.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||09-01-2003||01:25 PM||||Hey Kevin, get me one too, will ya?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Didn't I tell you that I guaranteed your manifold would be cracked?  Sorry about that.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||09-07-2003||06:04 AM||||The new "chinese" exhaust manny on ebay for 89 bucks isn't bad.  The ports are somewhere between a 1g and a 2g.  The manny I received had ports that were actually bigger than the gasket before I ported it.  The guys out at M&S sell this same one on ebay once in a while as well.  By the time you pay to get the cracks welded PROPERLY, which means throwing the manny in an oven at around 700 degrees plus to get it cherry red before it is welded, and having the job done right so it will last, you can buy the replacement.  I'd recommend it, as I have two running right now with no problems.  Oh, they've got plenty of meat for porting as well, and the throat going to the turbo flange is pretty open to get a die grinder down there.<br />Ace||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003159.cgi
A||||7||peterlsmith||ECU behavior at idle||||1||||Peter Smith||00001351
Z||000000||peterlsmith||09-01-2003||09:19 AM||||Bit of background first. <br /><br />#726/1000 was running very rich at idle (bad enough to fail emmissions) yet the low fuel trim was maxxed out. The O2 sensor checked out, and I even tried a new one, but it made no difference. I could reset the ECU, take the car out for a quick drive, then let it sit there idling and watch the low fuel trim just climb straight back up.<br /><br />After having the entire intake off to install a MAFT (I also had the TB off to clean it up), it still had the same problem. However, I noticed that the idle switch wasn't always triggering at closed throttle. I adjusted the switch and the throttle cable to sort that out, at which point the low fuel trim came back down to what I'd consider to be a normal value.<br /><br />Now I've noticed that under decceleration (closed throttle, car still moving) and WOT, the O2 Trim value goes to 100%, presumably meaning that the ECU is not using the O2 feedback to adjust fuel trims. However, at idle (closed throttle, car not moving), the O2 Trim does oscillate.<br /><br />So my question is this;<br /><br />Why does the ECU think the car is running lean at idle with the idle switch open, when exactly the same O2 values seem perfectly acceptable to it when the idle switch is closed?<br /><br />The only thing I can think of is that the idle switch puts the ECU into a different type of closed loop operation, where it expects lower O2 sensor readings, perhaps because it's at a lower temperature.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.91.202||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-01-2003||10:02 AM||||Peter, good post. Have you checked the idle switch wire's continuity back to the output at the ECU? Maybe the wire's cracked. <br /><br />My other thought would be that the CE light is on and your car is in safety mode. Perhaps a blown CE bulb and you don't know it's on. Temp sender wires also, as the ECU interpretes the running temprature from the temp sensor, not the gauge sender.. but i think it's the one on the front of the thermostat housing.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||peterlsmith||09-01-2003||11:21 AM||||Everything seems fine now. I think the O2 Trim I described is normal behaviour, and the problem with the idle switch was that it, along with the throttle cable, was slightly out of adjustment. It was just at the critical point - if I let off the throttle quickly, the spring would snap the plate closed with enough force to pull the cable tight and close the idle switch. If I let off the throttle slowly, it wouldn't (guess I should learn to be a bit more brutal with the car!). I have a PocketLOGGER which made this all much easier to trace, and all the other sensor values are within normal limits. The idle is also much smoother now the low fuel trim is back down to a sane value.<br /><br />I was mainly curious about why the ECU seemed to behave so differently at idle on the basis of the idle switch - if this is indeed programmed behaviour, rather a problem with the ECU (caps were changed two years ago).<br /><br />With the idle switch closed, the ECU can be perfectly happy with the current fuel delivery, with the O2 trim oscillating around 100%. Yet given exactly the same conditions, except with the idle switch open, the ECU will suddenly act like it's running lean, the O2 Trim goes way up, and it'll start increasing the low fuel trim like gasoline is going out of fashion!<br /> <br />Next time I'm out, I'll run a test by simply pulling the connector of the idle switch while it's at idle. Based on what I was seeing before, the low fuel trim should rapidly start rising.||165.121.67.111||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||09-01-2003||11:42 AM||||Did it pass?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||joec||09-01-2003||11:44 AM||||That idle switch is more than an on/off switch.  It also sets the position of the throttle when closed -- i.e. when you let off the gas pedal the throttle butterfly doesn't actually close completely, there's a slight bit of opening that's based on how far you have that switch screwed in.  If you've moved that switch then you should probably do the full BISS readjustment since you've changed the idle airflow.<br /><br />Also, when the car is moving and you let off the accelerator, the fuel injectors are shut off (if you have an A/F meter you'll see the values go to zero).  I'm guessing the ECU does this to save fuel/reduce emissions.  That switch is one of the inputs the ECU uses to to determine this condition (probably uses the speed sensor and rpms also).<br /><br />If you're stopped and let off the gas the A/F meter will still show cycling (i.e. in closed loop).||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000005||peterlsmith||09-01-2003||05:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> Did it pass? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The emission failure was six months ago - it finally got through with the help of the AFC, but it's only now that I think I understand what was causing the problem. I've got another year and a half before I have to go through emissions again. What I'd like to do is find a friendly test station who will do a test for me without flagging the DMV, since I'd like to know if it really has fixed the rich idle.<br /><br />Peter||165.121.65.156||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000006||peterlsmith||09-01-2003||06:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> That idle switch is more than an on/off switch.  It also sets the position of the throttle when closed -- i.e. when you let off the gas pedal the throttle butterfly doesn't actually close completely, there's a slight bit of opening that's based on how far you have that switch screwed in.  If you've moved that switch then you should probably do the full BISS readjustment since you've changed the idle airflow.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah - I found this when I was had the throttle body in pieces (best way of finding out how things work). I set the base idle after putting it all back together.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong><br />Also, when the car is moving and you let off the accelerator, the fuel injectors are shut off (if you have an A/F meter you'll see the values go to zero).  I'm guessing the ECU does this to save fuel/reduce emissions.  That switch is one of the inputs the ECU uses to to determine this condition (probably uses the speed sensor and rpms also).<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree - during decceleration, the ECU shows a 0 pulse width on the logger. This is also the point at which the O2 Trim switches to 100%, presumably to preserve the fuel trim, since the oxygen sensor itself is reading a lean (0v) condition.<br /><br />Peter||165.121.65.156||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||09-01-2003||06:58 PM||||Read the fuel system sections of the FSM (especially the tech manual) and all will be clear.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/003160.cgi
A||||5||dsmsleeper||Sway Bar End Links||||5||||dsmsleeper||00000483
Z||000000||dsmsleeper||09-01-2003||11:04 AM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||Do the front sway bar end links go bad?  <br /><br />A friend and I just finished putting noltec (caster) and super pro bushings (front)in the front control arm with new ball joints (while they were off).  <br /><br />Would new front links be a noticeable improvement?||65.60.143.46||reg||5||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-01-2003||12:17 PM||||Yes, and yes.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||09-01-2003||02:32 PM||||If they aren't bad, would there be a noticeable improvement? Or is it assumed that they are bad since they are so old.||65.60.143.46||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||09-01-2003||03:59 PM||||Checking sway bar end links is one thing I do to every car I inspect. Just grab ahold of the bar and try to move it up and down. If one of the ball joints is shot, you'll know it.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||09-01-2003||08:03 PM||||When I pull the swaybar up and down the it barely moves.||65.60.143.46||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||09-01-2003||10:24 PM||||Good luck removing them if they are original. I had to use a torch to get my front ones off. Replaced them with Whiteline HD links... smooth sailing ever since...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/003161.cgi
A||||10||1312VR4||here we go again.....||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||09-01-2003||11:08 AM||vttruett@comcast.net||I just copied & pasted this from another board. Didnt feel like typing it all over again.<br />I know some of its a repost fom before.<br /><br />I finally got the VR4 all back together & it just doesnt want to idle. It was running good/fair for a few days & started running like crap again. I believe the injectors may be the cause. <br />It will not start for a good 1-2 minutes after sitting for even 10-15 minutes( looses fuel pressure). It will crank over & fire up for a sec then dies right away. After doing this multipule times ( 10-15 times) it will fire up & run, but not without my foot on the pedal. I need to keep it there( high idle of 3K) for a few minutes before it will even maintain an idle. Once it does it idle @400-500RPM & eventually it will stall out. I will start it back up & if I keep my foot on the gas it will slowly go down in RPM then it will die out, unless I pump the throttle to keep up the RPM's & sometimes that doesnt even work. <br />It DOES have a CEL code 21 coolant temp sensor. But this souldnt cause the idle problem should it? <br />The other interesting thing is that at idle the EGT's WILL rise to OVER 1,000!!!!!! <br />I'm running a mix of 116& 93 octane right now ( I had the 116 in it from before & just added the 93). <br />I have done boost leak test, checked the plugs wires( which are all new BTW) 02 sensor is good. <br />The reason I believe its an injector problem is the fact that when I shut it off I will let it sit for a 1/2 hour & 2 of the cylinders have fuel in them. <br />Also it has a "older" stock fuel pump in it. When its running at a low idle you can hear it surging, but I think that may be fron the low idle= low voltage. <br />What are your thoughts?? <br />Thanks for any input. <br /><br />Oh, BTW the car is completely sotck except for the starion FMIC & HKS Ssqv.<br /><br />I found a place that will completely balance, flow test & rebuild the injectors for $15 each.<br /> What do you all think.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||Whistler||09-01-2003||01:08 PM||||Take your logger and look at the reported coolant temperature.  If the sensor is defective, the ECU defaults to some really low temperature.  This will cause the car to run extremely rich and will give you series idle problems.  <br />In short, I think the CEL is trying to tell you something.||68.159.164.185||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||09-01-2003||01:50 PM||||I wish I still had the logger  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />So you think the coolant temp sensor is the culprit. I'am going to replace it tomorrow, no one here has one for the car so I have to get it at the dealer.<br />I'v never had to deal with bad sensors on these cars( exept for the 02 sensor). <br />Just to make sure the coolant temp sensor is the one with 1 wire( yellow/ green stripe) that is on the front of the housing right?<br /><br />Thanks for your help. Its greatly appreciated.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||09-01-2003||05:21 PM||||OK, I found a spare housing with sensor in it. Got it running & had to adj. timing. Runs like a champ. BUT I got a check engine light again..no big deal. I forgot to plug the MAS back in. Plugged it in & the The car stalls immediatly. It will not run with the MAS plugged in. With it out runs perfect, except for a 2K RPM idle, no missing or hesitation at all( until I try to drive it) I dont know whats up with it. All I did is replaced the head gasket & now all this s**t happens. <br />URGHHHHHHHH.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||AWDpower||09-02-2003||12:39 AM||||The coolant temp sensor can cause all of the problems you described. The car will be hard if not impossible to start when cold, and will run so rich it can foul the plugs. Check the wire to the sensor, it usually gets hard and brittle over time, and breaks right at the connector. My guess is that with the MAS unplugged, it goes lean enough to allow it to run.||67.25.106.128||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000005||Invader||09-02-2003||02:37 AM||||You sure there's not a leak between the MAS and the turbo inlet?  Have you replaced the caps in the ECU?||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||09-02-2003||06:58 AM||||ECU has new caps, just to make sure nothing was afoul I already pulled it & checked it. No boost leak( I do a boost leak test every time time I disconnect something).<br /> Coolant temp sensor is good. I did have a wire that was broke & fixed that also. I dont have a check engine light except now, except for when the MAS is unplugged. If the MAS is plugged in there is no check engine light, but the car will not start AT ALL with it plugged in. I just used it on another car a few weeks ago & it worked fine.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||09-02-2003||10:30 AM||||Timing and BISS?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||crucible||09-02-2003||11:26 AM||||I believe the temp sensor for the ECU is the on the left on the front side of housing.It has 2 wires on it.The other sensor is for the temp gauge with 1 wire.Make sure you get the correct sensor.There's 5 temp sensors on our cars.<br />Correct me if Im wrong on this<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||1312VR4||09-02-2003||05:21 PM||||I swapped out the MAS with another one & the car runs like a dream. Anyone have a 1g MAS they want to get rid of?||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000010||Whistler||09-02-2003||05:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> Anyone have a 1g MAS they want to get rid of? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have one.  Email me.||68.17.140.38||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes



ubb/Forum2/003162.cgi
A||||6||turbophein||need help in SE Massachusetts||||1||||turbophein||00001655
Z||000000||turbophein||09-01-2003||11:43 AM||mfernandes52283@yahoo.com||i need to get rid of my galant but noone is buying it so i need to put it together, looking for anyone that can help and has had experience with vr4's, i also need a cherry picker, thanks<br /><br /><br />matt||24.91.240.164||reg||1||turbophein||00001655||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-01-2003||12:28 PM||||Any rental place should have a picker to rent. That's a start.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||09-02-2003||05:36 PM||||Hey, look!  Alex is from Mass. too!||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-02-2003||07:06 PM||||(hides behind bush)||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||09-03-2003||09:21 AM||||AHA!  so it's REALLY bimmuBUSHi?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-03-2003||10:00 AM||||LOL, Ken, i just got that. (still hiding though) I don't know much about Galants so I probably can't help too much. There are so many experts here that can help you so much more than me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||09-03-2003||10:34 AM||||...but if you ever need someone to help transplant your 4G63 into a Karman Ghia, Al's the man.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003163.cgi
A||||4||PRE-EVO||Need part number for tranny seals ...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-01-2003||01:08 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Specifically the one for the output shaft to the transfer case. Is that the same as the seal for the input on the transfer case?<br />Thanks,<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||#258||09-01-2003||06:01 PM||||MD723202- Transfer Case input seal<br />MD701430-Transfer Case output seal<br />MD741818- trans. input shaft seal<br />MD723202- Trans output shaft seal(same as tc input)||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-01-2003||08:30 PM||||Thank you that's what I thought it was.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||jayru||09-03-2003||03:36 PM||||Wich one is the transfer-case end seal in v-fax?||24.238.66.177||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-03-2003||04:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Wich one is the transfer-case end seal in v-fax? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">MD701430-Transfer Case output seal<br /><br />I have a sheit load of that and the dual matching one. I figured I may have to do this again sometime (resealed my transfer case twice in the past two months.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003164.cgi
A||||4||Scott Y||'normal' O2 readings? ||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||09-01-2003||05:27 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Here's my setup:<br />Supra pump, aeromotive afpr, ball/disk 680s. 10# boost, 38# base fuel pressure.<br /><br />Here's my question:<br />my O2 voltage reads .86 at its highest, and during a 3rd gear pull it falls to .84, with knock counts above 20, someimes above 35.<br /><br />What do you guys normally read for O2?  What I'm seeing sounds low to me.<br /><br />thanks,<br />Scott Y||12.151.50.159||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-01-2003||08:10 PM||||you dont got no fuel control?  i bet you're getting knock from it being too rich.  also, i now think that fuel pressure should be run at whatever the injectors are rated at.  i had my evo 560's at 36-38 base, but now they are at 43 base(which is what they are rated at), and i get better fuel economy, and equal or better performance.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Scott Y||09-01-2003||08:55 PM||||Fuel control is a MAF-T, in draw-through.||12.151.50.159||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000003||jayru||09-01-2003||09:05 PM||||When i first started to do research, most people said to have o2 volts near .9; however, since every car is diffrent, i wouldn't really trust 02 volts. Personally my car's o2 never goes over .86 at WOT with no knock.<br /><br />sinse you don't have any fuel control like an afc i would try boostng the base fuel pressure and see if the knock goes away (always better to run richer first). If that dosen't work lean it out.<br /><br />Ultimately you'll have to get some kind of fuel management||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||peterlsmith||09-01-2003||10:10 PM||||What is the MAFT base setting? Should be something like -25% or -30%?<br /><br />The MAFT has pretty good fuel control. You can try richening up the WOT setting a little. If the knock gets worse, lean it out.<br /><br />I'd have to agree with jayru - don't trust O2 readings. O2's on mine are about 0.76v @ 7000rpm (WOT) - pump gas, no knock, and EGT's below 800C. That will quite happily melt some engines.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.91.198||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes



ubb/Forum2/003165.cgi
A||||10||silly4turbo||logger readings||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||09-01-2003||06:18 PM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||hey all, I'm running stock fuel system, with the free boost mod, and hk$ mega flow ... car runs crappy at high rpms... I'm going to, once I find it, put the bcs restrictor back in and see if that helps, I'm installing a mbc and guage this week. should the tps read 100% at WOT ? I've searched, but only found a few sites that help explain logger readings, so any other links would be helpful too. <br /><br />6187 rpm<br />injp 11.51ms<br />knck 43<br />02-R .11v<br />tps 99.6%<br />isc 33.2%<br />tima 18<br />batt 13.8v<br />FTLR 81.2%<br />FTRM 82.2%<br />FTRH 92.1%||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-01-2003||08:04 PM||||holy cow batman!  i didnt think knock could go THAT high.  call guiness.  i think it's a new record.  have you ever changed the plug wires?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||09-01-2003||08:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> holy cow batman!  i didnt think knock could go THAT high.  call guiness.  i think it's a new record.  have you ever changed the plug wires? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hahaha..funny   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   , and yes I've changed plugs and wires   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />it could be a bad sensor ? I'm new to using the logger, but I've already done some researching on it.  I've also noticed the timing being pulled as mush 38-42 degrees..but knock and timing are related, so one would affect the other, right ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||peterlsmith||09-01-2003||10:29 PM||||Status Quo did a song especially for our cars - "I hear you knocking"!<br /><br />43 is as high as it goes, but 18 degrees of timing seems pretty good for that high a knock count.<br /><br />silly4turbo - have you seem the TMO website?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com/TMO/</a><br /><br />that's a pretty good starting point and the information is not specific to the TMO logger. Do you have any logs we can view?<br /><br />Pulling the timing is the ECU's preferred way of protecting the engine from knock, so yes, they're closely linked. I'd hold off on the MBC until you get that knock under control.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.91.198||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000004||Telecaster||09-01-2003||11:08 PM||||02-R .11v ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.166.156.230||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-02-2003||10:33 AM||||Wouldn't that be the O2 value for the 3/S guys?  You got that logger setup correctly?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||silly4turbo||09-02-2003||10:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Wouldn't that be the O2 value for the 3/S guys?  You got that logger setup correctly? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got the logger from this board. Three wires to coconnect, I'm pretty sure it's correctlt hooked up.<br /><br />I was planning on getting the mbc so I could turn the boost down and see if that helps, since I lost the bcs restrictor ...||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000007||crucible||09-02-2003||11:19 AM||||Sounds like he's using the MMCD program.Its been updated to use 2 o2's if necessary.For some reason the o2-R(for rear sens) is the one that reads.The program needs to be fixed to avoid confusion<br /><br /><br />cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000008||admsr||10-25-2003||07:22 PM||||alright.....check it out!<br /><br />RPM - 4031 RPM<br />INJP - 19.45ms<br />KNCK - 43 <br />02-R 0.87v<br />TPS - 57.0%<br />INJD - 64.8%<br />TIMA - 1DEG<br />COOL - 189.5F<br />AIRT - 74.9<br />BARO - 14.30PSI<br />EGRT - -16.8%<br />BATT - 13.5v<br />ISC - 32.4%<br />FTRL - 100.0%<br />FRTM - 100.0%<br />FRTH - 100.0%<br />FTO2 - 100.0% I dont know what the hell this is?<br />MAFS - 1207.6Hz<br />ACLE - 0.0% I dont know what this is either?<br />FLGO - TSA-1 same as above<br />FLG2 - (blank) "dido"||66.159.147.123||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000009||admsr||10-25-2003||07:25 PM||||oh, forgot to mention.<br /><br />Stock fuel setup<br />HKS S-AFR (disconnected at the time)<br />Keydiver CHIP.....(You the man Key!!!)<br />Dejon Intake<br />15PSI Boost<br />EXtreme MBC<br />2.5 Turbo back with test pipe<br />Hard I/C piping with stock IC||66.159.147.123||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000010||91GVR4||10-25-2003||10:54 PM||||Alex, FT02 is the Fuel Trim from your 02 sensor. It is only used at >4000 rpm or below ?% throtle. You can use it to tune the car under part throtle. Above 4K or over set TH% it goes to 100% as the ECU switches from using the 02 to it's fuel maps. Now feel free to correct me if I am wrong, but that is how I know it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.64.48.11||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes



ubb/Forum2/003166.cgi
A||||7||gvr4ever||Chicagoland people.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-01-2003||07:16 PM||||Do I need a stock (uncut) air box to pass emissions?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||09-01-2003||08:52 PM||||I passed 2 times without it when I lived in Illinois.  They didn't even bother to check under the hood.  If you don't have it on and they fail you, it will be for mechanical failure.  If you have one go out to the parking lot put it on and go back through.  They always check in Wisconsin though.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||09-01-2003||08:57 PM||||Thanks for the tip.  I live in Illinois now, but they only have testing every 3 years.<br /><br />I understand when I move, I will have to get tested as soon as I reregister the car for our new address/ when our plates expire.<br /><br />Is the test the same state wide?  Anyone in Chicago who has been tested?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-01-2003||09:34 PM||||I tested in Chicago.  You get a sniffer, gas cap check and the "black box" on the hood (I think it's a knock sensor).  I had my stock aircan intact, but I can't see how it would make a difference in the test.  They do not look under the hood.<br /><br />If your car idles well and is in relatively good mechanical shape you'll be fine.  If you have a big exhaust with a hi-flow cat, be sure to get it hot before the test.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||BiggiB42||09-02-2003||03:40 PM||||just move to indiana. we dont have to deal with that crap||152.163.252.33||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||09-02-2003||04:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BiggiB42:<br /><strong> just move to indiana. we dont have to deal with that crap </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya because the job market is soooo good right now in Indiana   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I've had better luck landing and holding a job in every other state I've been in compared to Indiana.<br /><br />Besides, I want to tune a street legal car.||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||09-02-2003||07:31 PM||||I failed alot....still have yet to pass a test. Oh well.||65.227.204.26||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||09-02-2003||08:36 PM||||In shitty smog nazi California I passed with a cut can.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/003167.cgi
A||||12||RTS182G-VR4||help! Valve seals?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||09-01-2003||10:49 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||first off, my car has never burned oil.  maybe a small puff here and there, and at 132k i think thats pretty good.  i just got my new axle from japan in, drove the car around, and it ran fine.  today i went to bandimere to race and my third race something strange happened.  as i revved up to launch, my car started dumpun out smoke, but when i launced, the smoke went away all the way down the strip.  didnt smoke again after that.  i was idling for ~15 min before that run cause the staff there took forever and i didnt want to start and stop the car over and over.  i am guessing a valve seal.  the compression was fine a month ago.  i am going to pull the plugs and check them.  any help is greatly appreciated.!||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||09-01-2003||11:32 PM||||easy thing to check: turbo <br />Also do a quick compression check.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||09-02-2003||08:37 AM||||If it pushed a cloud after sitting still for a while, that's a classic valve stem seal symptom.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||RTS182G-VR4||09-02-2003||07:53 PM||||valve seal? thats what i thought.  its not the turbo- new 16g has less than 1000 miles on it.  could it have been caused by the car sitting for a month and a half?  how hard is it to replace the seals?  thanks<br />p.s.  pivvay:  sorry i missed you guys at the meet, i didnt get the car runnin til 2:00 sunday||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||09-03-2003||07:59 PM||||had compression checked.  its well above the service limit.  so its got to be the valve seals right?  anyone know the stock compression specs?  mine were in the 120s.||67.166.43.89||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||09-03-2003||08:10 PM||||standard 165<br />service limit 121<br /><br />limit between cylinders 14<br /><br /><br />With that many miles on it you could just rebuild it.  I would have a leakdown test done to see where your losing compression.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||09-03-2003||08:19 PM||||if you were in the 120s even across the board at altitude then the motor's not doing too bad. Remember altitude lowers our compression readings compared to sea level.  I bet the motor is fine for now...prepare a jdm or full rebuild *eventually*.  Also the sitting and then smoke thing sounds like valve seal symptoms so get a leakdown done or just buy a head core and have it rebuilt...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||RTS182G-VR4||09-03-2003||10:21 PM||||at the vfaqs the service limit is 114 psi.  i am at 127-128-125-128.  the mechanic says altitude does affect compression readings, so i think im in the clear for a while.  i will get on a new head.  maybe i will get a staged head from RRE... pivvay: do you know anywhere i can go in CO for a leakdown?  also, kinda off topic, but how much psi is it possible to run on a stock block?i ran 15 psi and pulled a 15.3 at 58000ft and a bad launch (like a 2.5 60ft time) thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||09-03-2003||10:38 PM||||20+ psi on the stock block on an upgraded turbo IF AND ONLY IF you aren't detonating.  <br /><br />Work on that 60ft and you'll be a LOT faster. But don't worry. I was cutting ~2.5ish 60 fts my first evening at the track. By the end of the night I got them down to 1.83.<br /><br />Don't know about a leakdown. If I spring for a compressor sometime I'll get one for myself but at the moment I don't have one.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||VR6 Eater||09-04-2003||12:27 AM||||I got those number out of a TEL Haynes manual.  It would not surprise me if there wrong.  It says to use a 13mm allen head socket for removing the head bolts.  It's a 10mm.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000010||RTS182G-VR4||09-04-2003||05:38 PM||||how would i know if i were detonating?  the engine ran smooth as can be so i doubt i was. i ran 100 octane to boot, just to be safe.  how can our engines be so different from the T/E/L?<br />strange.  maybe ours are based on japan spec engines?  thanks for the help guys, your lifesavers.||67.166.43.89||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000011||Beemer||09-07-2003||04:22 AM||||If all your valve stem seals were bad (like mine are) then after 10 minutes of idling, the back end of your car would disappear and folks would be throwing veggies at your car.  Mine literally makes those behind me at the stoplight disappear.  Or gag.  However, I just drove #1244 from Omaha to Panama City Fl in 17 hours and didn't use a drop of oil.  Once I got into city traffic it started smoking like a baitch at every stoplight.  Infuriating to say the least.  You can change the seals with the head on the car.  (the mitsu guys at the dealer do this routinely, but then again they have the correct tools).  I think they charge around 2-300 to do this.  Somehow, they take the cams out without moving the t-belt.  I watched them do this, but still don't understand how the cam gears stayed put.  AN adapter maybe?  I might be doing this on mine if I don't have time to put the new ported head on this fall.<br />Ace||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000012||RTS182G-VR4||09-07-2003||07:59 PM||||i think there is a vfaq on it right?  the only thing i am worried about it timing, if i screw up how do i reset it?  im more knowlegable with old car engines.  i think i will just have the shop do it, even though i am really against that.  thanks for the responses.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/003168.cgi
A||||20||neonturbo1995||Big problem, many options, need advice, thanks!||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||09-01-2003||11:34 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||OK, I made a huge folder of mods to do to my GVR4, and I did a lot of them (from removing all emissions per taboo instructions, to removing rear steering, to upgrading lots of electronics and turbo).  One of the items on the list was to remove the broken manifold stud from the head.  So, I was removing the rear steering, and my father decided he will drill out the stud so I can use an easy out...to save me time.  Needless to say, this saved me no time, because a bigger problem was created.  Forst of all he was not dead straight on, so the hole actually went through the stud, and into the head.....all the way to the water passage....ouch.  Now, I have some options here and I want to know what you all would do in my situation.  Keep in mind that I have around $2000 left to spend on the car, but I would like to use it in other places if I can.<br /><br />1) remove head and have it repaired.<br />2) remove head, have it repaired, and ported out.<br />3) replace head with NEW ported head.<br />4) Just rip out the whole engine (runs great 90K on it), and replace it with one with fewer miles, or a JDM motor even.<br /><br /><br />Let me know.  My goal is to maximize the power.  The car is daily driven and will see the track also.<br /><br />I have in my possession: Ported 16G, Ported Evo III manifold and o2 (both jet-hot coated), RRE jet-hot coated DP, SAFC II, 2G MAF,550cc injectors, MBC, Dejon intake and BOV mod, lots of other free mods and misc. small addition like plugs and wires type stuff.||69.3.223.84||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||Whistler||09-02-2003||12:00 AM||||JDM is mad tight in the hissle!<br />I will pay shipping to get your old broken useless motor out of your way.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.86.89.196||reg||12||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||09-02-2003||10:38 AM||||Actually, the motor is not useless.  It ran f'ing hard and is very solid, the head just needs a hole welded up.  Other than that it is fine.  I planned on selling it if I went JDM.  I will let you know.||68.164.231.125||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||09-02-2003||10:41 AM||||What is the most sought after JDM motor for our cars anyway...or is there one that stands above the rest?||68.164.231.125||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||09-02-2003||10:53 AM||||JDM is really the way to go on motors (even though I have a used one that is for sale). The JDM ones most all have low miles, and come with everything. They are just hacked out of the car they were in. Most are six bolt also, all come with cyclone intake manifold, if you get the trans/transfer case also, then you get the clutch assembly. If you do go JDM, go and pick up the motor yourself (if you have a choice and that is an option). Take a list of usable transmissions with you, so you can use the trans. Many of what you buy will NOT work in any american sold cars, as the final drive ratio is different. (talking AWD here)<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-02-2003||10:59 AM||||Just drive the car and don't swap anything until it breaks .||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||neonturbo1995||09-02-2003||11:05 AM||||Alright, so I need to look for a good JDM motor, and what trans shouls I be looking for specifically?  What is the best one for the GVR4?  Thanks for the help!||68.164.231.125||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000007||Whistler||09-02-2003||11:29 AM||||What I posted above was a joke.<br />I would not get a JDM motor or any other motor for that matter.  <br />Remove the head and take it to a competent machine shop.  Have them repair what your dad fixed.  Also have them do a basic valve job.  Do not port the head or get oversized valves or even standard size stainless valves.  Stick to the basics.<br />Purchase a head gasket set from Mitsubishi and ARP head studs from a vendor of your choice.  Reinstall head.  If you are not comfortable doing the work yourself, find a reputable DSM technician in your area.  Or let your dad do it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.86.88.246||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||09-02-2003||11:37 AM||||JB Weld? How big is the hole?||67.34.22.203||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||neonturbo1995||09-02-2003||11:54 AM||||it is like twice the normal size now, and angled.  It will need to have the threads retapped as well.  This kind of sucks.  I am worried about getting the head to seal good when I put it back on as well because it is almost impossible to remove ALL the old gasket material from the head and block without just having them both resurfaced.  Hmmm.  I do not know.  If I pull the motor to heve the head fixed and the block resurfaced, I might as well have forged pistons and rods put in as well....not that I need them now, but you never know.  Man, this can get pretty expensive.||68.164.231.125||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||09-02-2003||12:24 PM||||Just get a rebuilt head and the stuff that whistler said. Why waste the money? Stock everything is fine. Maybe I'm being too practical. If you have 2K burining a hole in your pocket buy some T bills with a 2 year maturity or invest in the high risk bimmubishi help fund.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||neonturbo1995||09-02-2003||12:32 PM||||You are right.  I will just look for a rebuilt head.  Now to find one!!!  Where is the best place to get one?  or should I just have mine repaired?  or repaired and a valve job done?||68.164.231.125||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000012||bob in chicago||09-02-2003||01:43 PM||||I'd look at <a href="http://www.dsmtrader.com" target="_blank">www.dsmtrader.com</a>  Here's a recent posting for a $150 head for sale:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=123907&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=59&set=4&position=72&total_count=2318&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3f54d75f5cdfc482" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=123907&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=59&set=4&pos ition=72&total_count=2318&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3f54d75f5cdfc482</a>||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000013||1quickvr4||09-02-2003||02:36 PM||||This is what I would do, Pull the head, Toss it. Find a used head for 100.00 bucks, do a valve job and put new seals. There is no reason to build the motor, Or do all the fancy stuff to it. Stick with what works. Also the whole JDM low mile thing is bs. Its closer to 65-110k on them, Getting a JDM is just a way to get a running motor if your lazy like me. Get a mitsu head gasket and some ARP, Why build a motor? Do you realley plan on making over 450whp?||64.63.237.231||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000014||bujang_hensem||09-02-2003||09:56 PM||||yeah man...buy that used head...that will be really cheap...last time i do the same thing when my timing belt slip...buy i guy my head for $60 only well that a different story...just grap what you got||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000015||neonturbo1995||09-02-2003||10:19 PM||||What is a reasonable price for  good valve job?  i had a Neon DOHC head done and it was $400, reusing my valves, etc.  Of course this was with the cams in, and it was returned completely reassembled and perfectly cleaned.||68.164.12.110||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000016||number3||09-02-2003||10:34 PM||||Go to <a href="http://www.ebay.com" target="_blank">www.ebay.com</a> Type in "4G63 head".||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||Minjin||09-02-2003||10:39 PM||||Hmm...If you're willing to pay $400 for a valve job, I'll sell you a head for $500, rebuilt with a 3 angle valve job, completely assembled with cams, rockers, and HLAs (old style). You pay shipping.<br /><br />Let me know.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000018||neonturbo1995||09-02-2003||10:58 PM||||My fault, that is a typo....I paid $300 for that stuff, and they threy also fixed some "imperfections" with a welder as well.....I forgot about that!!!<br /><br />Send me some pics and ALL the details (why selling, problems, etc.) in a PM and I will consider buying it.  Thanks!||68.164.12.110||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000019||bob in chicago||09-03-2003||11:13 AM||||Here's a head for sale in Chicagoland..<br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=124172&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=19&set=2&position=22&total_count=2385&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3f5604547e334ced" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=124172&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=19&set=2&pos ition=22&total_count=2385&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3f5604547e334ced</a>||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000020||Beemer||09-07-2003||05:20 AM||||Bramermachine.com has heads for around 300-350 rebuilt "bare" meaning you supply the cams, followers, and lifters etc.  I usually get mine for my customers from there.  They'll take bent heads as well.  I've got four bent heads I'm sending in this winter to get redone for shop stock.  One customer head got bent from shipping because the dolt didn't remove the cam followers before shipping the head and bent all the open valves thanks to UPS.  So one head just needs valves, the other 3 are really bad.  Bramer does  good work though, but only stock.  They really don't specialize in high perf stuff.<br />Ace<br />Ace||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003169.cgi
A||||4||gboy412||belt problems||||1||||gboy412||00001114
Z||000000||gboy412||09-02-2003||08:26 AM||blower442@aol.com||I just got my car running.  Then my alt. belt went out.  Now i got a new belt but im seeing 4 pullies and the belt isn't long enough  It the belt for alt,crank, and water pump.  and i can't find ne more info for it.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||gboy412||00001114||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-02-2003||09:32 AM||||RTFM <br /><br />and<br /><br />Did you detension the alternator bracket?  Where is the belt from?  Did you compare it to the old one?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||gboy412||09-02-2003||11:15 AM||||i was driving down the road when it came off||152.163.252.33||reg||1||gboy412||00001114||yes
Z||000003||gboy412||09-02-2003||11:25 AM||||All i kneed to know is what pullies go with what belt I got the belt for the alt. but what else does it go onto?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||gboy412||00001114||yes
Z||000004||GalantVR41062||09-02-2003||11:26 AM||||crank, water pump, alternator.||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum2/003170.cgi
A||||2||neonturbo1995||KAAZ LSD||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||09-02-2003||11:09 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||Check this out.....this is like 10 minutes from me.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=121443&category_id=&sub_id=&variable_file=&page=159&set=9&position=164&total_count=355&website=default&prev_action=search&session=3f54ae0a47e42136" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=121443&category_id=&sub_id=&variable_file=&page=159&set=9&position=164&total_count=355&w ebsite=default&prev_action=search&session=3f54ae0a47e42136</a>||68.164.231.125||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-02-2003||12:24 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Tevenor||09-02-2003||02:08 PM||||If its really new, that's one hell of a price.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes



ubb/Forum2/003171.cgi
A||||7||mixx2001||What did I break?||||4||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||09-02-2003||12:20 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||Ok, I go to launch the car for the first time.  I never launched the car before, because I had a VCE and 17x8 wheels and figured it would probably be too much for the 3 bolt.  So I tach it up to about 5k, and slowly let the clutch out (so the ACT takes most of the damage).  And after some black smoke and alot of rich popping noises, I blaze across the intersection while liquifing the front tires.  So I'm like "great now I'm FWD".  So I go to work and throw it up on the lift and put it in first.  One front wheel turns, and both back wheels turn, only not as fast as the front.  And if you stop the front wheel that is turning, the other one starts to turn.  So what do you guys think, could the Viscous Coupling Eliminator have broken?  Or (and God I hope not) could it be the Center Diff?||65.165.18.233||reg||4||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-02-2003||01:07 PM||||Everything sounds fine by the post. The front diff is an open diff so that behavior seems normal. If the VCE is fried, or the center diff you'll lock the wheels in a tight turn. <br /><br />I've never heard of a VCE breaking, just wearing out. My center diff broke once and it made a popping and grinding noise under really tight radius turns. <br /><br />I don't know what to tell you, i think that you're probably okay. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||09-02-2003||01:31 PM||||I would be careful if I were you, or maybe consider upgrading to a 4-bolt rear, since that locked center diff is going to make it easier to break rear axles.<br /><br />Do both back wheels spin the same way or different directions?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||09-02-2003||06:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> If the VCE is fried, or the center diff you'll lock the wheels in a tight turn.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Before this happened the car would try to lock the inside wheels during tight turns.  Now it turns easily. <br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> The front diff is an open diff so that behavior seems normal. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It also spins the front tires if I roll into the throttle in 1st, 2nd, or 3rd.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Do both back wheels spin the same way or different directions?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In the past (at least with the VCE) when the car was in the air, and in gear, all wheels spun the same speed, and the same direction.  Just as they do now with the exception of one of the front wheels (and the rears turning slower).<br /> <br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> since that locked center diff is going to make it easier to break rear axles.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have broke an axle once before, but it was a front axle.  <br /><br />Also if the car was in first and I reved to about 3k you could hear a rattling noise, like a bad bearing in the trans.  Any new thoughts?||24.167.179.88||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||09-02-2003||07:04 PM||||Sorry, I didn't realize that you had a locked center diff. Ignore first post of mine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||09-02-2003||11:44 PM||||That's just it.  There has been no modifications to the Center Differential, unless of course intalling a VCE is considered a Center Diff modification.  Does the VCE inhibit the CD from doing it's job?  I have yet to get any "solid" info on the benifits of leaving a VCE in place, after using it as a tool for FWD/Dyno purposes.  I have only heard that it provides 50/50 power distribution to front and rear wheels.  And works the same as a welded VC.  <br /><br />A viscous coupling from what I understand (and corret me if I'm wrong because I'm not sure) is more or less two discs in a fluid that when introduced to friction becomes coagulated and makes the two disc turn as one, there by sending power to the rear wheels.  Welding the VC along the seam, would then create a 50/50 power distribution of sorts.  <br /><br />I guess the only way to find out is to pull the tranny.  I'm praying it's the VCE.||24.167.179.88||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||09-03-2003||12:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> <br />I guess the only way to find out is to pull the tranny.  I'm praying it's the VCE. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd just pop off the end case and take out the VCE and look at it, no need to pull the tranny.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||09-03-2003||12:26 AM||||Yep, I'd say you either broke the VCE or the center diff. Although I'm wondering if the t-case could show symptoms like that as well...<br /><br />Anyways, if you broke the VCE, take some pictures. I've never heard of one breaking. Its just a piece of steel with some splines on the inside.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/003172.cgi
A||||5||BiggiB42||racing||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||09-02-2003||03:36 PM||||this saturday im racing my vr-4 at the track for money.i need some tips on how to get some extra power. i plan on taking everything from the cat and back off. im gonna have a water mister to spritz my intercooler. im gonna turn up the boost a little. ive heard of people taking off there air filter for the day for better flow.is this safe?     any other tips||152.163.252.33||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||305VR4||09-02-2003||03:51 PM||||Use some 104 octane and turn the boost up 2psi more than you run on the street.  Also, remove your rear seats and passenger seat, I personally have dropped 2 tenths by removing the seats.  Only takes 20 minutes or less.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000002||BiggiB42||09-02-2003||03:54 PM||||thanks||152.163.252.33||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000003||number3||09-02-2003||05:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BiggiB42:<br /><strong> this saturday im racing my vr-4 at the track for money...    any other tips </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't race cars faster than yours.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||09-04-2003||02:32 AM||||Put the high octane gas in your car right before you drive to the track, so it has a chance to work its way into the lines and fuel rail.  While at the track, before you race, disconnect your positive battery cable for about a minute.  This resets the octane setting in your ecu to give you full timing advance on the tank of high octane gas.<br /><br />Remove the passenger side headlight and driving light to get more fresh air to the air filter, or intake pipe, whatever.  Also remove the weather strip at the base of the windshield, under the hood, to allow the hot air under the hood to escape.<br /><br />Lower your tire pressure by a few psi.  What are your mods?  If you're close to stock, you probably won't have enough power to spin off the line, and will bog.  I think a very fast slip is your best bet, but others may have better suggestions.  Let the clutch out slowly, and when you feel the car begin to roll punch it while letting the clutch out rapidly, and pray it holds.<br /><br />Remove the spare tire, jack, trunk carpet and cardboardy spare cover thing.  You can also rewire your fuel pump for a few bucks and less than half of an hour of your time; this can let you turn up the boost by another 2 psi.<br /><br />Hehe, for ultimate weight savings you could also drain the windshield sprayer reservoir.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Good luck; let us know how it goes.||69.59.219.249||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||curtis||09-04-2003||11:54 PM||||a cooler full of ice and a co2 fire ex. bottle works well to cool things down.||65.144.153.164||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003173.cgi
A||||1||bopropucope||no shift into first gear||||1||||bopropucope||00000288
Z||000000||bopropucope||09-02-2003||05:04 PM||bchapman@techies.com||While starting to race a very fast Dodge truck I had to downshift into first gear. I know I put a lot of rapid pulse preasure on the shifter (did not want to lose) and bent something.  Still shifts fine 2 - 5.  Any suggestions or better parts to put in when I fix the problem. Thanks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||209.110.234.20||reg||1||bopropucope||00000288||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-02-2003||06:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bopropucope:<br /><strong>   Any suggestions : </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't shift into first unless you're under 10-15mph.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/003174.cgi
A||||7||Carl Morris||Manual front steering rack question||||1||||Carl Morris||00000456
Z||000000||Carl Morris||09-02-2003||06:47 PM||cd2@cdmorris.com||All,<br /><br />I'll be pulling the trigger soon on a 4WS removal/4bolt install project, and need advice on my front rack.  I've seen the archive posts about how to block the connections to the stock front rack, but my rack is leaking and I'll be replacing it.  I'm considering going to manual steering, which I know others have done already.  The question is, does the TEL manual steering rack fit directly in place, or is fabrication required?  I notice that the parts are not listed as compatible, but maybe that's only because of the 4WS connections?<br /><br />Also, can anyone who's done the manual conversion give me an opinion on whether they like it once they've done it.  I've driven some hard to steer vehicles, and I'm not too worried about overall effort...I know it only matters at a stop.  I just wonder whether overall people are glad they did it, or regret the decision.  Thanks...||147.145.40.43||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||09-02-2003||07:03 PM||||I run one, Its great on stock wheels its fine as long as your going above 3 mph. Just get a DSM rack and put it in with the DSM brackets. Also rebuild it....||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||09-02-2003||08:27 PM||||Carl,<br /><br />You going to buy a new manual rack if you get one?  I want to throw a manual rack in as well but they seem to be only ~$125 used.  You said $500 new with our discount?<br /><br />For everyone else, i'm patiently awaiting the same information||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||09-02-2003||08:35 PM||||500, Damn I paid 15 or 20.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||Carl Morris||09-03-2003||11:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Carl,<br /><br />You going to buy a new manual rack if you get one?  I want to throw a manual rack in as well but they seem to be only ~$125 used.  You said $500 new with our discount?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes and yes.  I realize how cheaply they can be obtained used...which is the way to go if you're willing to take the risk of having to do it more than once.  That's not a job I want to do or pay for more than once.<br /><br />Somebody said something on this topic about needing the TEL brackets?  Can anyone expound on that...what's the difference?||147.145.40.44||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||09-03-2003||11:26 AM||||I just said you need the DSM brackets becouse someonelse said you did, I just used the DSM one becouse they were closer on the floor.||64.63.216.167||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||joec||09-03-2003||12:52 PM||||I think you need the brackets from the manual steering vehicle (or maybe just the bushing).  I believe that one of the mounting points is thinner/skinnier than the power rack.||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||Carl Morris||09-04-2003||11:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> I think you need the brackets from the manual steering vehicle (or maybe just the bushing).  I believe that one of the mounting points is thinner/skinnier than the power rack. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks, I'll look into that before I make the decision.||147.145.40.44||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes



ubb/Forum2/003175.cgi
A||||7||ekschulz||Anyone have TMO datalogger software?||||1||||ekschulz||00001648
Z||000000||ekschulz||09-02-2003||11:14 PM||||Anyone have the TMO datalogger software?  The logger came installed in the car but without software.  I could use an instruction manual as well.  Time to take this thing to the track.......and a logger would be handy.<br />Thanks||66.93.40.47||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-02-2003||11:55 PM||||So, you have the cable and nothing else?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||ekschulz||09-03-2003||12:27 AM||||Yep, logger and no software.  It's really not even much to look at.  At least if it was bigger it could be a paperweight.  Is TMO even in business anymore?||66.93.40.47||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-03-2003||08:58 AM||||No they are not.  I don't see why you can't use the same cable for other loggers though.  We still use the serial connector hooked to a hotsync cable for our PDAs.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||Mirage2LTurbo||09-03-2003||08:58 AM||||i have the software<br /><br />creceveur@smartboxllc.com<br />AIM: Mroadster84||12.223.109.91||reg||1||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175||yes
Z||000005||CCDSM69||09-03-2003||11:51 AM||||I can email you a copy of the software too if you need it.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000006||ekschulz||09-03-2003||02:41 PM||||Thanks for the software CCDSM69!||208.151.249.254||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000007||CCDSM69||09-03-2003||02:59 PM||||no prob  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum2/003176.cgi
A||||1||BlackOnBlack||MSD DIS-2 Wiring Diagram||||1||||James Summey||00002073
Z||000000||BlackOnBlack||09-03-2003||12:15 AM||awdhighpsi@yahoo.com||Does anyone know where I can find one of these? There used to be a really nice one on DSMperformance.com but it seems as if that site doesnt exist anymmore.<br /><br />Thanks.||12.220.130.191||reg||1||James Summey||00002073||yes
Z||000001||Invader||09-03-2003||12:57 AM||||It's the same as a 91-94 Eclipse...pretty straightforward.  MSD says you need a tach adapter, but you can just hook the tach feed wire for the ECU to the tach output of the DIS-2.<br /><br />Found this link using Google...<br /><a href="http://www.prostreetonline.com/pso/pages/howto/showarticle.asp?articleid=26" target="_blank">http://www.prostreetonline.com/pso/pages/howto/showarticle.asp?articleid=26</a>||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/003177.cgi
A||||3||jayru||Question- Is the MSD Dis 2 Really necessary?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||09-03-2003||02:20 AM||||I bought one back when i first got the car bcs i got it for a good deal, but ive been noticing not many people have-em (even real fast cars) and my car seems to run great without it. <br /><br />So do i really need to install it?||24.238.66.177||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Ash||09-03-2003||07:47 AM||||I'd like one, more spark energy can mean more potential power, like running better fuel but different.  If you aren't planning on running 11's & can get worthwile money for it, by all means get rid of it||203.221.18.237||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||Invader||09-04-2003||12:27 AM||||I found a little better response/power at lower RPM...  My car actually developed a sputter under boost after the install which turned out to be my plug wires.||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||09-04-2003||01:16 AM||||Stock coilpack/transistor has gone tens.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/003178.cgi
A||||10||Mirage2LTurbo||FP3055, FP3065 Turbo's||||1||||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175
Z||000000||Mirage2LTurbo||09-03-2003||09:03 AM||creceveur@smartboxllc.com||I've decided to go with one of the above series turbo's based on their impressive numbers and fairly good spool times.  I called FP and the 3055 dyno's on their site come from a motor with a sheetmetal intake manifold, mild headwork, and stroked to 2.3.  It makes 300ft/lbs torque at like 3700rpm.  Does anyone have other any dyno's for this turbo?  I'd like to see what I can expect.  If you go to their site, <a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net," target="_blank">www.forcedperformance.net,</a> the boost levels are 14, 21, and 27lbs on that dyno.<br /><br />The FP3065 turbo makes some big power.  Does anyone have any dyno sheets for that one too?  They state on the 65 dyno it is a 'well-prepped' engine on 30lbs boost.  I'm going to call them today and find out details, but does anyone have any other dyno's on it?<br /><br />Thanks in advance for any help||12.223.109.91||reg||1||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-03-2003||09:15 AM||||The 3065 dyno plots are on the same page as the 3055 charts.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net/images/dyno/fp30.gif" target="_blank">http://www.forcedperformance.net/images/dyno/fp30.gif</a><br /><br />Those sale prices are amazing, I'm thinking about selling one of my kidneys to buy an FP30 at that price.  <br /><br />Do you have a built motor?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||Mirage2LTurbo||09-03-2003||05:10 PM||||Yeah i know there on the same page, I'm looking for anyone independent of FP that has dyhno sheets.  Great price on the FP30's, for sure||12.223.109.91||reg||1||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||09-03-2003||05:45 PM||||That dyno sheet did come from an independant source.  Dan at Pruven made that dyno pull, not FP.  (someone please correct me if I'm wrong)||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||Doug Thomas||09-03-2003||06:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> That dyno sheet did come from an independant source.  Dan at Pruven made that dyno pull, not FP.  (someone please correct me if I'm wrong) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think he�s looking for someone that is not affiliated with FP. Dan Cokic�s race is sponsored by FP and that dyno sheet is from Dan�s racecar. Dan is also a dealer for FP. I think he wants to see a dyno sheet from someone who bought the turbo based on what they read and what they dynoed with a FP30.||12.10.219.27||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000005||Mirage2LTurbo||09-04-2003||12:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> That dyno sheet did come from an independant source.  Dan at Pruven made that dyno pull, not FP.  (someone please correct me if I'm wrong) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think he�s looking for someone that is not affiliated with FP. Dan Cokic�s race is sponsored by FP and that dyno sheet is from Dan�s racecar. Dan is also a dealer for FP. I think he wants to see a dyno sheet from someone who bought the turbo based on what they read and what they dynoed with a FP30. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly, any more information anyone can give me about spool rpm's on a 55 vs. 65 is much appreciated.  I've nearly decided on the 55, but if I can get the 65 to spool reasonably on the street, I may still go with it.  That's why I want some more dyno sheets   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.223.109.91||reg||1||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175||yes
Z||000006||Bigfoot200200||09-04-2003||04:13 AM||||The 3055 dyno was with Tex's car, also known as Killwicky, he works at FP. He sent me an email about that run once, it was on C16 gas. I'm getting the 3055. It spools a few hundred RPM's faster than the 65. Here are a couple of review threads that I've got saved. <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&postid=906195#post906195" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&postid=906195#post906195</a> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=96844" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=96844</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=50345&perpage=25&highlight=3055%20spool&pagenumber=1" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=50345&perpage=25&highlight=3055%20spool&pagenumber=1</a>  <br />  <br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=95058" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=95058</a>||64.233.106.14||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000007||Doug Thomas||09-04-2003||08:01 AM||||I don't see any dyno sheets from an independent shop in any of those threads.||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||09-04-2003||09:43 AM||||Well, they're relatively new, so I haven't seen too many non-sponsored folk posting dyno charts, so those are going to be hard to come by.  <br /><br />A local here, Dan Hammans, made 554whp on his FP3065, and he is not sponsored by FP.  You can see his dyno graphs and details at the following link.  He has a .63 Garrett turbine housing instead of the custom FP setup, but I don't know how much that's affecting his results. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.acme-labs.net" target="_blank">http://www.acme-labs.net</a>||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||Doug Thomas||09-04-2003||10:29 AM||||Wasn't that car tuned on FP's dyno? Was it tuned by Scott Evans?||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||09-04-2003||12:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> Wasn't that car tuned on FP's dyno? Was it tuned by Scott Evans? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes and yes.  I know it's not a source independant of FP, but I posted it because it's one of the only non-sponsored FP30 dyno charts I've seen.  Good luck finding those "completely independant" dyno charts on the 3065, AFAIK there are none so far.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003179.cgi
A||||2||91E39A||CAMBER???||||1||||91E39A||00000762
Z||000000||91E39A||09-03-2003||10:39 AM||sansuchat@hotmail.com||I have eibach springs and koni struts.  Went to go have an allignment done today, but they needed to know what I wanted to set my camber degrees to.<br /><br />Any ideas what is a good setting for awd cars or galant vr-4s.  I also installed an adjustable camber kit from whiteline.<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||09-03-2003||10:53 AM||||I've been told by TAD ProRally guys that negative 1 degree in front is good for street driven GRV4's. Road racers run neg. 1.5 or more.  Rears can have more, but I'd stay under 2 degrees negative camber there. Most important to prevent rapid tire wear is the correct toe. (do a search) <br /><br />Just my 2 cents...||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||AWDpower||09-04-2003||03:41 AM||||The front camber is not adjustable from the factory. The easiest way to make it adjustable is to buy a set of cam shaped crash bolts, about $40. They will give you up to about -1.5 degrees. The cheapest way is to slot the holes in the knuckle. You can get more camber this way, but it could possibly slip. Most people don't have any problems, but the potential is there. The best way is to get camber plates, but it's much more expensive. I've used the crash bolts on my 1G and VR4 without problems, but I'd like a little more camber for autocrossing. <br /><br />I set the fronts for -1.5 degrees, maxing out the crash bolts. This seems like a good compromise for daily driving and occasional track use. I set the rear to -.5 degrees to reduce understeer, and the cars are well balanced. Tire wear is actually lessened and more even, since I always wear the outside edges first.||67.25.109.81||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum2/003180.cgi
A||||20||Hertz||I'm starving!  Low fuel trim maxed, knock, o2||||4||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||09-03-2003||10:53 AM||rhertz@baits.com||Monday morning, started the car, rough idle with 3 cylinders.  Quickly shut her down, counted to 10, pinched myself hoping to wake up from a dream, started again -- all 4 cylinders, smooth idle.  *whew*<br /><br />Yesterday quickly started running lean -- first noticed the knock (real knock, counts to 43), checked out my trims and they changed drasticly from days before (low-hi: 139, 126, 109 -- was: 110, 104, 98)<br /><br />It was like night and day.  The O2 voltages dropped like a rock.  I can get stoich for a few seconds and it cuts out.  It is definitely an intermittent problem, I'm swinging heavily between rich and lean, with emphasis on the lean.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Fuel pump (rewired stocker) is pumping fine and judging by the slope of my trims I'd say that increased fuel pressure seems to make things okay.   Is this a clogged injector situation?  I fed her a bottle of injector cleaner on 1/2 a tank last night, 12 babied miles to work did not seem to make a difference...   These are stock injectors (450's).<br /><br />Am I thinking in the right direction?  Anybody got some spare 450's laying around?  *Panic*||12.247.128.70||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||09-03-2003||12:26 PM||||Ryan, I've got my old 450cc stock injectors lying around....<br /><br />Should also put in a new fuel filter while you're doing the injector(s)||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-03-2003||10:37 PM||||Bob, I'd be forever indebted to you if I could borrow those injectors.  Actually, I think I already am indebted to you.  Worst case scenario is that I would at least be able to determine if it was the injectors or the pump that's in trouble.  I've been soaking my fuel pump fittings in anticipation.||67.163.58.94||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Ash||09-03-2003||11:05 PM||||take not of bob's other suggestion, have you ever replaced the filter?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-03-2003||11:59 PM||||13 months/15k miles ago.   Will try that first.<br /><br />About 3 days before this happened I did effectively run out of gas (stalled at traffic signal under braking, restarted and pulled into gas station).  If the inside of my tank looks anything like the ouside.....||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||09-04-2003||10:51 AM||||hmm thats the same thing that is happening to my car..when u find the fix let me know...I almost ran out of gas a few months back and i could hear the fpr struggling to let gas through. maybe the fuel pump sucked up sediments from the bottom on the gas tank?||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||raceman77||09-04-2003||03:19 PM||||l`ve fried fuel pumps by running out of gas...you don`t have a fuel pressure guage? They`re pretty cheap to buy and great for diagnostics.Plumb the guage into the system and tape the dial to your windshield so you can see it as you drive.The injectors can be bench tested also,or use a jar while they`re still on the car to check the spray.Best of luck with it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||09-05-2003||12:43 AM||||Okay, changed the obvious (thanks Bob and Sam) fuel filter.  I was super paranoid about leak potential but it went well, other than being a pain in the back to accomplish.<br /><br />I ran the pump with the logger a couple times for about ~30s each...  pump sounded different at first and could hear some air moving through the rail a few times.<br /><br />I then reset the ECU (old school, disconnected the battery).<br /><br />So here I am with fresh 100 trims across the board.  I start the car, sit and idle for about a minute as the O2 sensor warms up... eventually the O2 trims rise to ~120s and the low fuel trim slowly follows suit.  After about 2 minutes it stabilized at 121.<br /><br />Time for a little drive in this "turbo weather"...  My 30mph cruise around the neighborhood had the low trim climb to ~130.  "Fuck" I'm thinking.  I've had good luck the last few days with carefully easing into some boost and getting the revs up, so I hit the highway.  She pulls hard with 1 count of knock.<br /><br />A few miles of this and I jump into a neighboring neighborhood and cruise around at 30mph again... low trim eventually hits 135.   Well, at least I'm not knocking and it isn't maxed out.<br /><br />As I'm getting off the highway back in my 'hood I see the O2 trims dive into the 90's and my low trims start coming down.  As I'm pulling into the driveway, the car is purring a different note than usual -- quiet.  In 60ft of driveway the trims tick away every second and settle in at 121 as I'm idling in the garage.<br /><br />WTF?  I guess the new fuel filter helped (can't hurt) but it really still seems to me that there is some variable happening.  I'm guessing that I'm not keeping consistent fuel pressure.  Could it be that after 172k miles my stock fuel pump is pissed off?<br /><br />I guess with trims like these I can stand to install my Denso pump (190, I think?) and not worry about an AFPR...||67.163.58.94||reg||2||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||bob in chicago||09-05-2003||09:48 AM||||Yup! Fuel pump time...||12.64.54.56||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||09-05-2003||09:52 AM||||my stock pump just couldn't keep up even with relatively minor mods under boost. It was probably tired at ~160k plus the additional load. I'd say change that pump and be happy!  It's a very easy job apart from breaking the fuel line loose.||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||09-05-2003||10:08 AM||||Update: having less restriction (clean fuel filter) has helped, trims this morning became (low-hi): 125, 110, 110.   A lot more linear.  But low still swings a bunch (117/130), much more than I ever remember in the past.<br /><br />Going to order a sock and O-ring shortly.<br /><br />Thanks for all your help, guys.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||DongeR615||09-05-2003||11:48 AM||||order a sock?||68.122.70.167||reg||5||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||09-05-2003||02:38 PM||||Fuel pump sock/strainer/filter.<br /><br />It's hard to buy just one sock.||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||Jon||09-05-2003||03:38 PM||||It ran on 3 cylinders?  Are you sure?  It was most likely running on 2 cylinders.  This happens when the ECU thinks that a coil is not firing correctly and it will turn it off.  It will eventually throw a check engine light and the code will be 44.  <br /><br />The most likely reason for this is a damaged ECU from leaking caps.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||09-05-2003||06:18 PM||||ECU is new Mitsu stock (thanks P.O., 2yrs old)<br />Caps were replaced last year.<br />ECU voltage is constant.<br /><br />For as long as I was willing to let it run, I think it was ~3 cylinders.  I surmise that my fuel pressure was so low that the last fuel injector was struggling.<br /><br />Edit:  Let's just say it was idling very rough.  Ordered a fuel pump filter/strainer/sock from Conicelli, will hopefully do the pump next week.  I'm about to go check the plugs to see if I happen to discover one cylinder running lean... that way I'll *have* to go get 550cc injectors and a SAFC.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||DongeR615||09-09-2003||12:34 PM||||I searched for this problem up at dsmtuners and no one seems to be able to fix this problem. No one reported to have ran out of fuel when this happened unlike us.  I also get knock at at partial throttle.||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||09-09-2003||01:37 PM||||I've got a slightly lean cylinder (visual on plugs).  The O2 sensor is measuring downstream (think average of all the cylinders) and so now I have 1 lean and 3 rich.   I think much of my part-throttle knock is, in fact, honest to goodness knock.  Praise Jesus.<br /><br />I'm not too comfortable with "testing" my injectors with a jar.  I like fire, I don't like fuel.  But I'm sure the spray pattern is fucked up.  I'm gearing up to replace my pump, which should help with keeping fuel pressure linear and remove one more possibility from the equation.  (I've waited too long for this anyhow).  I wouldn't be surprised if my fuel pump is fading in and out.<br /><br />New fuel filter and a bottle of injector cleaner have helped stabilize things, but I'm sure no amount of distilled petroleum in a bottle will be able to clean up the accumulation of shit in my stock injectors.<br /><br />Again, 172k miles on the fuel pump and injectors, 18k miles on the fuel filter and sucking up some sediment from the bottom of the tank = this.<br /><br />The symptoms are rough idle, part-throttle knocking, rising low fuel trim at low pressure... any mid-high driving or going WOT from idle yields favorable results, probably from increased fuel pressure.  Mid and high trims are normal.  Low trims will fall back to normal after hard pulls or fast idling.<br /><br />I've also found that adjusting my BISS in for more ISC steps helped.  I had it down to 0-5 ISC steps at idle -- 5-10 steps seems to help keep trims from changing as fast (less air/less fuel).||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||DongeR615||09-11-2003||09:15 PM||||this sucks...i get knock from 4k rpms up to 7k up to 27 counts of knock in between. <br />my fuel trims are:<br />hi 91%<br />mid 86%<br />low 82%<br />o2 voltage at a constant .78V.<br />air flow at 1575Hz||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||09-12-2003||03:23 AM||||Check your plugs.  Time for new ones?   Your ECU is trying to remove fuel (running rich) because it is detecting high O2 voltages...  perhaps you have a plug or wire going out.  If it is just one cylinder that is rich (and skewing the average for the other 3) the others may be now running lean and actually knocking.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||KenGVR4||09-12-2003||04:05 AM||||Low trims will always tend to wander, you'll go nuts trying to keep them at 100.  Mine will drift from 90 to 110.  So long as O2 voltage and trim cycles at idle I wouldn't worry about it too much.||66.81.131.107||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000020||DongeR615||09-12-2003||07:08 PM||||i have an s-afc to compensate. if it turn the knob clock wise it would add less air meaning rich or is it more air meaning lean?||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/003181.cgi
A||||1||BiggiB42||boost   baby||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||09-03-2003||12:42 PM||||what do i need to make a boost controller||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-03-2003||01:22 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">instructions?</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003182.cgi
A||||9||gtluke||got my first datalog... help?||||7||||gtluke||00000281
Z||000000||gtluke||09-03-2003||02:31 PM||gtluke@hotmail.com||uh, i can't figure out how to take a screenshot off my palm or how to get the log off so anyone can see it...<br />but at WOT in 3rd gear going up a large hill, this is what i got.<br />everything looked very smooth, i just dont know if this is good or not  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />15psi<br /><br />rp: 5500<br />injp 17.91<br />knck 4<br />02-r .78v<br /><br />rpm: 6500<br />injp 17.15<br />knck 11<br />02-r .80v<br /><br />i have a supra pump, a fuel pressure regulator, 2.5" exhaust (stock 02 and mani) no cat. boost controler and gauge (15psi)<br /><br /><br />i have a AFC2 in the box, i dunno if i need it yet (i only have it cause its a black one and i know i'll kick myself for not grabbing a black one when they were available when i really need it down the line)<br /><br />i also have paid for a front mount kit that i need to go get from a friend.<br /><br />whats my log look like? i'm i okay? should i add more fuel/boost?||141.153.206.160||reg||7||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||09-03-2003||03:10 PM||||Based on rpm and injp, I can see you are running:<br /><br />rp: 5500<br />injp 17.91<br />knck 4<br />02-r .78v<br />Duty cycle: 82%<br /><br />rpm: 6500<br />injp 17.15<br />knck 11<br />02-r .80v<br />Duty cycle: 92%<br /><br />Do you notice any problems other than knock going up?<br /><br />This is telling me you're running out of fuel injector.  Even if you put the AFC in and turn down the fuel, you're still going to be overtaxing the injectors some.  Time for 550's or bigger.<br /><br />What turbo are you running?||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||09-03-2003||05:05 PM||||thats odd<br />the turbo is stock.<br />hmm do i need to crank up the fuel pressure maybe? i think i have it set at 38psi<br /><br />i'd love any pointers, i have 0 knowledge of tuning DSM's  i'd ask my boss nate but his solution to everything is just "bigger bigger bigger"<br />can i really max out the injectors with the stock turbo at 15psi?<br /><br />what should i datalog? there are like 20 things in there and i only selected the 4  that looked important to me.<br />thanks for the help!<br /><br />edit:  oh yeah the knock was the only thing that looked like it was moving. everything else was a very smooth graph.<br />anyone know how to take a screenshot off my palm?<br />-luke-||128.6.30.142||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-03-2003||10:43 PM||||Doesn't seem to be knocking from being too rich (those are perfectly reasonable O2 voltages) and you're not too lean (at least at that milisecond).  Got any lifter tick?  Are you able to "ease" into a WOT pull without knock?<br /><br />What are your fuel trims (low, mid, hi)?||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||09-03-2003||11:07 PM||||i'll try another log in the morning to see if i can ease into the throttle and see how the knock goes.  and i dont have any way to adjust my fuel trim yet, so i'm kinda confused at that.<br /><br />i dont think i have a bad lifter tick, i mean it ticks a bit like every dsm, but not bad at all.<br /><br />i have a 2g maf i need to install, but i have to pick up a dejon pipe from work tomorrow, i have the short battery already so i can relocate that and use a dsm type intake tube.  then i guess i have to put in the AFC, but THEN i guess i have to make some sort of place to put the damn thing (stock radio still  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )  that, and i have one of those remote manual boost controlers i need to mount somehow too.  damn i have alot of parts sitting in my bedroom just waiting patiently to break my car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.151.130.246||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-03-2003||11:56 PM||||To be technical, you can't adjust the trims, the ECU adjusts the fuel trims.  Think of it as the ECU's overall "correction factor" of the fuel maps.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />You know, you're really going to want larger injectors when you install that 2G MAF.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||09-07-2003||05:05 AM||||He might try the old "use a plasma bag from a hospital, complete with the drip clip, fill with distilled water, and let a vacuum fitting suck it up"  He's probably knocking due to carbon on the pistons heating up under load.  That or he's running platinum plugs.  82% duty cycle isn't bad, although it is up on the high side.  Try to score some rx-7 turbo II injectors from a junkyard for cheap before you go spending big bucks for injectors.  THat or some supra 550's off the third gen turbo motors.  The rx-7 injectors can be either 550 or 660's but any of these 3 will plug and play.  Better a cheap way to see if injectors are the problem than spending a ton of money when you don't need to yet.  Done the pump rewire yet?<br />Ace||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||09-07-2003||11:02 AM||||Like Dave said,did you do the fuel pump re-wire yet?Thats the first thing i would check out now before you spend any money on fuel injectors.Good luck buddy<br /><br />Robby Cheaib||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||09-07-2003||02:23 PM||||hmmm i have the supra pump, shoule i rewire that? i thought the pump itself was overkill so i diddn't bother.<br /><br />i've got regular NGK plugs in my car, i could have some carbon deposits.  the motor has about 100k on it.  i would imagine though that the stock intercooler would cause the most trouble here... what a POS. i havn't been able to go pick up my new front mount setup from the guy that has it.<br /><br />yeah i might just pick up a set of injector clinic 550's from work.... there are no good junkyards arround here, and if they have anything, they want WAY too much money for everything.<br />hmf<br />thanks for the advise, i'll be trying stuff  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||141.153.206.160||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||09-08-2003||11:39 AM||||Like others said, post your low, mid, and high fuel trims so we can see what the ECU thinks of your A/F. With .80 O2 voltage, it would appear that you could increase the fuel pressure quite a bit. Is 38 your BASE pressure, with the vacuum line disconnected? Is your MAF hacked? What octane fuel was that on?||67.34.90.244||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003183.cgi
A||||9||udriveu||Battery issues||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||09-03-2003||07:00 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||I left my lights on today while I was in school. Come back out to find my battery dead   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  AAA gets there and jumps it from the tow truck with jumper cables, because they said they had a bad jumper pack or something. Everything seems fine for a while. Then I notice my ABS light on, and every so often my dash lights are getting really bright for a split second, likt they're getting a power surge or something. So I figure, ok, just get it home, not too much furthur. Then i notice that when i put the brakes on the cars power cuts out for a split second and their is an audible click coming from the ECU, like its shutting off. I get home and leave it running for 15 minutes to try and charge it some more. And now it wont start. The power locks wont even work.<br /><br />Mind you everything was fine this morning. I have no mods to speak of. and yes, i've had my caps done.<br /><br />Any help would be greatly appreciated.||64.252.100.174||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||09-03-2003||07:07 PM||||How old is your battery?  They can slowly go bad over time and cause them to seem to die in one day - especially from the draw of leaving your lights on.  If it was completley dead from leaving your lights on, I would have the battery completely charged (using a charger) and go from there.  From the way the dash lights were getting really bright in spurts, and considering the car was losing power WHILE you were driving it, I would suspect the alternator.  The ABS light would be on just from the alternator not producing enough voltage and the battery not being able to keep up.  If you can jump start it and get it running again, check the voltage at the alternator and/or battery.  It should be somewhere in the 13.2v area and up.||209.179.168.35||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||09-03-2003||07:18 PM||||The battery is pretty old. It's been there since I got the car 3 years ago. Also, I seem to have a problem with leaving my lights on, could repeated drainings and re-charges shorten the life of the battery?||64.252.100.174||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||09-03-2003||07:26 PM||||My lights won't stay on without the key in the ignition and turned to the on position. The park lights will stay on when I shut off the car but the headlights turn off. I figured it was normal and some type of failsafe to keep from the battery being discharged if I left the headlights on. Is mine different?||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||09-03-2003||07:32 PM||||Mark,  your car is acting normal.  My car will leave the parking lights, dashlights..etc on when I turn the key off, but will shut off the headlights and fogs.<br /><br />udriveu:  Yes, repeated drainings of a non deep-cycle battery is definitely not good for it.  A new battery just might fix your problems.  If you go that route, I would still check the voltage that your alternator is putting out (or have the people that replace your battery check it) to make sure it is not something else.||209.179.168.15||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||09-03-2003||09:51 PM||||Well, I tried jumping it again, and this time it wouldnt start. But before I did, I noticed that the neg terminal wasn't touching the pole (thanks AAA). Next step, buying a new optima. What cca do we need?||64.252.100.174||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||09-05-2003||09:56 AM||||I just picked up a new battery. I got a duralast gold (8yr warranty). They said they didnt have the optima's in the size that I needed and that they couldnt order them. Whatever, I was in a rush.<br />But when i got home, I noticed that the new battery is about 2 inches thinner, and wont fit in the stock battery tray. They had the right car with the right engine, so I dont know what the problem was. They said the size was 51-DG. Any ideas?||64.252.100.174||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||09-05-2003||10:08 AM||||I think you're going to find out very soon that your alternator's bad. Check it's output.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||09-05-2003||10:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> But when i got home, I noticed that the new battery is about 2 inches thinner, and wont fit in the stock battery tray. They had the right car with the right engine, so I dont know what the problem was. They said the size was 51-DG. Any ideas? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Put it in the trunk?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />It fits, but with slop?  That's fine.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||udriveu||09-05-2003||10:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]<br />It fits, but with slop?  That's fine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They won't like that at auto-x  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum2/003184.cgi
A||||7||#258||Very stupid question? dont laugh||||1||||#258||00000439
Z||000000||#258||09-03-2003||08:15 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||While just in the garage cleaning the engine bay of mystery vr4, I had a wierd thought. There is a butt load of room behind the radiator when the ac condenser is removed. Any reason a large core custom radiator cant be used as an intercooler. I found my Modine custom core book and it shows lots of 2 and 3 core cross flow brass and copper core assemblies that might work. I'd have to remove the hood latch and most of the other bs, but i think it could be done. Also shows a listing for 2 1/2" top inlet end tanks. Total cost works out to be aprox. $275-350. any thoughts or should I just stick my head under a running lawn mower?||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||09-03-2003||08:20 PM||||good idea  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  we're (Kibo and I so far) already having C&R racing make one up to fit there.  It's pretty trick and a lot more than $275 but check out the for sale forums about a custom radiator and you'll find the info.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||number3||09-03-2003||08:45 PM||||The problem with your idea is PSI drop. <br /><br />A radiator is designed to cool pressurized liquid and a IC is designed to cool pressurized air.<br /><br />FWWI... I run a 4.5" thick (3.5" is plenty) IC and still retain the OEM AC condensor, radiator, and hood latch positions. I also have a front mount oil cooler installed. I did relocated the AC fan to the passenger side of the car but it is still on the AC condensor side.<br /><br />The main advantage to remove the AC condensor is to have a radiator installed in it place creating more space between the turbo and the radiator.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||09-03-2003||09:52 PM||||doh... i'm an idiot. I didn't realize he was asking about an intercooler   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||09-03-2003||11:12 PM||||yeah if you pick up a spearco catalog, you can see the difference in the cores. spearco also sells radiators.<br /><br />but yeah you can totally fit a HUGE front mount in a galant without AC. it doesn't really do all that much unless you are pushing like 40psi though. the normal ones most guys use are usually on the quite large side. think about how small all stock IC's are.<br /><br />and its not a stupid question, brainstorming is how we all got into this game  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.151.130.246||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||#258||09-04-2003||07:25 AM||||Thanks for the input. It looks like people have thought about it but not really tried it. The air/liquid issue is not a concern because their both fluids so can be treated the same. Time to hook up the blower and get some flow ratings on radiators I have laying around.||151.198.226.2||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000006||Nate||09-04-2003||10:07 AM||||Why not have said "radiator" made and put it in there, run the coolant lines to it, and then enjoy how much space you have in the engine bay for the turbo, exhaust piping, intercooler piping, wastegate, etc.  Then just stick a big FMIC up front where it belongs. ;-)||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000007||Ash||09-04-2003||08:51 PM||||Listen to Nate & Harry & use it as a radiator - if you ever want something 20G or bigger you will be desperate for the extra space.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/003185.cgi
A||||3||DookGVR4||really annoying noise/vibration front passenger||||1||||DookGVR4||00000632
Z||000000||DookGVR4||09-03-2003||11:09 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Hey,<br /><br />  When i am cruising at 35mph or above and i move the steering wheel the slightest bit to the RIGHT it makes the vibrating/rubbing sound...(like uneven tire wear,but there isnt any it has been going on for almost a month now) The car is also aligned within spec and the tires are balanced.<br /><br />  a friend of mine thought it might be the wheel bearing, but i ran it by the family's mechanic today to make an appointment to have him slap it in and he said what i was describing to him didnt sound like a wheel bearing but more like a Inner CV joint or the transfer case...<br /><br /> I am going to drop it off to him soon to have him take a look but i was wondering what if you guys had any experience with something like this and could possibly speculate/pinpoint the problem.<br /><br />Thanks,Dave||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-03-2003||11:52 PM||||Do you get vibration under hard braking?  (i.e. warped rotors?)<br /><br />Check the torque on the wheel lugs, should be even all the way around.<br /><br />It sucks that with our aging cars there can really be half a dozen wearing suspension and drivetrain parts that can contribute.  I mean, it could even be tie-rod ends or ball joint slop.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||09-03-2003||11:55 PM||||nope nothing under braking.....<br /><br />It seems like a bearing or suspension related....i was just hoping to hear it wasnt the transfer case or the the axle i just replaced axles in the spring.||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||09-07-2003||05:14 AM||||Ok, at any kind of speed over say, 30 mph, do you get a medium roaring sound going straight, but when you turn one way and unload that wheel, does it disappear completely, only to roar like hell turning the other way?  If so, then it is DEFINITELY a wheel bearing.  To check, jack the car up in front and try wiggling the wheel with your hands at the 12 and 6 position.  See any play?  However, the bearing can be making noise even with no play.  CV joint will be a loud clicky/clacky noise, but this will happen when turning left for a right hand joint, or right for the left side joint.  Not possible for the transfer case to make noise on the front side of the driveline.  I have 3 dsm's and all three have needed the right front wheel bearing replaced at around 120k<br />Ace||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003186.cgi
A||||1||driftin galant||i need a question answered||||5||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||09-03-2003||11:20 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||i was wondering i do not have a "dataloger"  i have the snap-on modis, <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1277&width=400" alt=" - " />. this thing is great but it does not read fuel trims it reads injector pulse, is there any way this will work? but it reads fuel trims on differnt cars. do you need somthing specail to read fuel trims or what.||67.160.6.224||reg||5||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-03-2003||11:44 PM||||Try this: up, down, up, down, A, B, select, start.  Then if you finish the level in less than 30 seconds you get the fuel trims.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Fuel trims are stored in  specific memory addresses (low: 0x0C, mid: 0x0D, hi: 0x0E) then multiply that value by .78 -- will that thing be able to do that for you?||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003187.cgi
A||||8||mr.mitsu||so i just installedmy afc...||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||09-03-2003||11:53 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||and everything is soldered on, but when i turn on my car the screen just shows blue   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />has anyone else experienced this?<br /><br />could the unit be f**ked or what?<br /><br />thanks||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-04-2003||12:05 AM||||Double check your wiring before you jump to conclusions.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||mr.mitsu||09-04-2003||12:52 AM||||i even 3x checked them<br /><br />brown-ground<br />black-ground (after brown on same wire)<br />white-air in<br />yellow-air out<br />red-power<br />green-rpm's<br />gray-throttle<br /><br />i had the pink and orange wires for the air (according to the sticky in tech discussions)<br />but motor kept stalling. so i switched with yellow and white and the motor ran fine.<br /><br />i was reading something on the apexi site and said that if there's no display it's a result in a short.<br /><br />feedback?||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-04-2003||02:32 AM||||I had the same problem but I dont remember exactly how I got it working. I remember that the wiring diagram I had for the ECU was wrong and the one on this site is correct. I rewired it and now it works. It took me forever to get it right. Also, if its not working then the MAF signal is not getting to the ECU and the car should barely run. That is assuming you tapped the right wire for the MAF signal.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||mr.mitsu||09-04-2003||08:36 AM||||i'm actually running a n/a mas. but the car runs fine (with afc hooked up) (and running bill gates rich)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000005||91GVR4||09-04-2003||01:45 PM||||I think you should be using the pink and orange wires for control. Pink out to ecu, orange in from harness. That is how mine is hooked up and it works great. However it sounds like you are not getting power to your AFC, when you had the orange and pink hooked up the car would not run probably because the AFC was not turning on. I had power problems at first and it was my ground wires. They too were soldered on but the brown one heated up and came loose. I found this problem by using a multi meter and checking my harness for shorts from the ECU plug to the AFC plug. Also have you held the AFC buy the cord? Some times the cord will unplug inside the AFC and it will not turn on. Hope this helps.||12.64.48.136||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000006||mr.mitsu||09-04-2003||11:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I think you should be using the pink and orange wires for control. Pink out to ecu, orange in from harness. That is how mine is hooked up and it works great. However it sounds like you are not getting power to your AFC, when you had the orange and pink hooked up the car would not run probably because the AFC was not turning on. I had power problems at first and it was my ground wires. They too were soldered on but the brown one heated up and came loose. I found this problem by using a multi meter and checking my harness for shorts from the ECU plug to the AFC plug. Also have you held the AFC buy the cord? Some times the cord will unplug inside the AFC and it will not turn on. Hope this helps. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i'm getting power b/c when i turn on the car the screen lights up. but like i said i only glows blue, the whole screen.<br /><br />and when i shut the car off, the screen turns off. so, i don't think it's a power issue.<br /><br />i'm so frustrated   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||09-05-2003||12:54 AM||||Let's see, there are two ground wires and you're grounding them both to the same wire?  That doesn't make sense.  I'm not an electrical whiz but I would imagine that if there are two separate wires they are not meant to be common ground.<br /><br />Check the instructions on here again.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||09-05-2003||01:50 AM||||Actually it does make sense to use the same wire for both grounds. The distance between the wires to the AFC helps to acertain an electrical frwequency for something or other.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003188.cgi
A||||12||SearsPointVR4||My Upgrade Journal||||1||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||09-04-2003||01:33 AM||Ges1759@aol.com||Okay, I had a thread going about my catastophic turbo meltdown for the last week, I decided it's time to play a bit more seriously.  I got my new turbo today, big 16g from forced performance, along with a 3" burschur dp and cat,  3" gm air meter and translator, walbro pump, 550 rc injectors,,, 24x6 spearco front mount should be here in a day or two...  I'm doing the cat back exhaust myself although I haven't decided on a muffler, leaning towards the magnaflow I've heard good things about its low sound level.  I'll also be doing all the IC and intake piping myself out of 3" and 2.5" mandrel bent steel. <br /><br />So if anyone has any ideas of things I've missed or things to watch out for it would be greatly appreciated,  I'm also a bit curious about running the maf translator without an afc as opposed to with an afc, I've heard that you don't need it, but the translator only has settings for base, idle, cruise and wot,,, seems incorperating an afc would allow for better fine tuning??? also, if anyone can send me to some good threads about data logging and software it would be much appreciated.  Is it possible to datalog with my laptop, I don't have a palm and buying one would seem a little senseless if I can use what I have allready.  <br /><br />Okay, any help would be great, I'll keep posted as of my progress.<br /><br />thanks,<br />ford.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||09-04-2003||01:46 AM||||ive seen 12 second VR4s using only a maf-t to control fuel, so an SAFC would just be to fine tune like u said.<br /><br />TMO Datalogger works on laptops. really good program if u ask me. <a href="http://www.tmo.com" target="_blank">www.tmo.com</a>||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||09-04-2003||01:53 AM||||This is about the best afc tuning literature that I have found, thanks to Hertz, I know it's for the afc but it tells you what the logger is doing.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317" target="_blank">http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317</a><br /><br />This might be something you that could be of use for you since you don't have a logger yet.  Pocketlogger has the Knockbox.  It doesn't show fuel trims, but it shows knock, timing and o2's.  They have 2 versions.  Check it out.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com" target="_blank">http://www.pocketlogger.com</a>||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-04-2003||02:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> TMO Datalogger works on laptops. really good program if u ask me. <a href="http://www.tmo.com" target="_blank">www.tmo.com</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Beware, recent thread says that TMO is out of business but will still take your money.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||09-04-2003||03:10 PM||||When you do your exhaust would you mind posting up the lengths and bends you needed to get the custom peices to fit ? <br /><br />I am about to start buying bends for mine, but I dont want to buy too many peices and waste the money.<br /><br />What is the bend for the DP ? Is it 72* like RRE says ? If it is, then how is the fitment ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||09-04-2003||10:27 PM||||DON'T ORDER OFF THE TMO PAGE! They got my money... I should be getting it back from my bank within 10 days though. I really wanted the TMO. Does anyone know if there any where else we can get it?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||09-05-2003||12:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does anyone know if there any where else we can get it?   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><b>keydiver!!!! jeff will do it for free</b>||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||09-05-2003||12:46 AM||||You can make a cable that will work and if you ask nicely someone might let you borrow a copy of the software.  Though I have to add, other than eating batteries, its tough to beat the convenience of a Palm and MMCd.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||SearsPointVR4||09-05-2003||02:45 AM||||So, I got the top end taken apart today, man, the turbo was really wasted, big cracks in the exhaust port, and I don't see how the wastegate was holding any boost.  I did find some cracks in the exhaust manifold so I went ahead and ordered a new EVO manifold and O2 housing from TurboTrix, so hopefully that will be here next week.  The head looked good all the valves seem fine even with the compressor losing some fin material, I took all the valves out, coated them with machinist's blue and lapped them back in.  I was thinking I may do a little bit of port work while the head was dissasembled, other than a simple port match and casting clean up I don't know what else I should do, if anything?<br />   Somone was asking about the exhaust system and what material I was going to use.  I bought two 6" radius mandrel "U" bends from SPD out of sacramento, they were pretty cheap, around 25 bucks, it should be plenty, I think I may be able to get away with one, but I bought two just incase I need it or botch something in the fabrication process.  If anyone wants more info on this company I'll post it up here, I don't have it handy at the moment, but they're a great supplier for mandrel bent tubing and cnc machined flanges. <br />   I don't know if I'm going to be able to do much this weekend, maybe start mounting the IC if it shows up tomorrow.  I'd like so post some pics up here, but I'm a little unsure of how to go about that, so some pointers there would be rad.<br /><br />ford....||198.81.21.42||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000009||curtis||09-05-2003||08:59 AM||||from rear to front<br />It only takes 4 90's and a long staight piece then 3 inch flex pipe then a 75* bend.  cut your mounting flange off the down pipe and have it swealed to 3 inches. weld this to the bend then the flex pipe goes on then a short piece of pipe.  Try to install a removable flange under the ac compressor so if you have to pull the tranny it will be out of the way.  Turbonetics sells an aircraft style v-band clamp set up that is very trick.  run the straight piece back and start running the bends to the muffler area.  I'm running a Dynomax ulraflow that is 18 inches long and 6 inches round its 3 inches straight through.  its really not bad at all, also I have a circle track 3 inch glass pack under the car that also kills the db's.  someone posted a few weeks ago about a ca company that builds spintech mufflers their what I will go to next.<br />For the IC pipes napa and John deere sells 2 1/2 inch preformed radiator hoses for trucks they work very nice. The one from John deere has a 45*, and 2 90's for 18 dollars and the Napa one was 22 and its about 12 inches a 90 then 18 inches.       Hope it helps good luck||65.144.94.93||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||09-05-2003||03:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong>  The one from John deere has a 45*, and 2 90's for 18 dollars and the Napa one was 22 and its about 12 inches a 90 then 18 inches.       Hope it helps good luck </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not meaning to jack.. but napa sells 90 bend couplers too?||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||SearsPointVR4||09-17-2003||01:42 AM||||Okay, I've been really busy lately, so the upgrade hasn't been going as quickly as I would like it to be.  All the parts have shown up though, I spent a good deal of my weekend match porting my turbo housing to my new EVO O2 housing and EVO exhaust manifold, nothing too drastic, just a basic gasket match on everything, cleaned up the intake runners on the head and polished up the exhaust runners.  I'd like to post some pics up on here, but I'm still not sure how to do that, anyone able to point me in the right direction?||198.81.26.80||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000012||GVR1643||09-17-2003||09:29 AM||||image hosting:<br />go up to Hertz's messages listed above and click on the link in his sig, this one: <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a><br /><br />The top left of that page takes you to his image hosting.||167.142.21.197||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/003189.cgi
A||||2||comfy||wtf?  just slave cyl. or do i have to drop the tranny again?||||1||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||09-04-2003||03:32 AM||||3 weeks ago this friday i smoked the clutch on my first pass at the drag strip. this last weekend i got the parts and took everything apart. the friction surface on the clutch was gone on one side and what was left on the other side looked like a horse shoe stuck on the flywheel, ohh and my starter, bell housing and just about every thing else that was open to the bell housing was furry with clutch material. (I will have pictures soon.) i put in a fedenza flywheel, an excedy street/strip disk, and a new throw out bearing in. got every thing back together last night at about 3 am. on my way to work this morning it started grinding  badly acting as if the clutch would not engage all the way at times. things that came to mind were the shifter linkage and the fact that i didnt bleed the clutch (i know i should have, but i didnt crack it and thought it would be ok). checked everything out and bleed the bastard,(and i noticed i forgot to hook a rubber exhaust hanger back up). clutch pressure felt better, but still the same problem. a buddy suggested that i change the slave cyl. but i thought that i would see if anyone could give me other opinions.  <br /><br />guess im sleeping at the shop tonight, two blocks from work, and im still going to call in.||12.223.232.81||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000001||AWDpower||09-04-2003||04:06 AM||||Start with the easy stuff first, and try adjusting the clutch pedal to get more travel. Have someone push the clutch and hold it while you watch the slave cylinder. Make it is pushing the clutch fork and not bleeding down while they hold the pedal. I'd doubt it's a hydralic problem if everything was fine before the swap, unless your new clutch is so much stiffer that it blew an already weak component. Did you have the flywheel resurfaced? Was it cut to the correct depth? On one car I found that a new Findanza flywheel had been installed without being measured. Not only was it out of spec, but the steps were uneven, and the clutch wore at an angle.||67.25.109.81||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||09-04-2003||07:31 AM||||We are a strange breed.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003190.cgi
A||||14||Ash||Making a logger cable||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||09-04-2003||04:12 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Sorry to be a pain guys, I'm just making a logger cable as per the descriptions on the CO DSM/MMCd sites and have run into a snag.  Firstly, the MAX233 chip specified is not available locally & the goons at the local electronics shops have no idea, is there an alternative?  Secondly, said goons gave me non-polar capacitors to go next to the voltage regulator, will this be a problem or will the just work anyway.  Sorry for the n00b electronics questions.<br />Thanks<br />Ash<br /><br />ps:  The destructions are here -->  <a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/</a>||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||TinyVR4||09-04-2003||08:01 AM||||The best place to find the max232a, is online.<br /><a href="http://www.digikey.com" target="_blank">www.digikey.com</a><br />they are quick, and pretty helpful over the phone.||65.43.168.134||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000002||dm1try||09-04-2003||12:15 PM||||<a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/schematics.gif" target="_blank">here's</a>    the adapter shown in the photos on the web page. U1 is ST232BD (or MAX232 or ADM232), capacitors are 1uF or 100nF depending on the chip. <br /><br />/dmitry||81.195.212.130||reg||1||dm1try||00001909||yes
Z||000003||Ash||09-14-2003||11:15 PM||||Sorry to dredge up an older thread like this.<br /><br />Is there a way of testing the signal side of this prior plugging in the chip/hooking it to the ECU.  I checked the power OK, pin 7 sees 5vdc when 12vdc is applied to the power wire, but I am unsure of how to test the data side prior to getting it into the car.<br /><br />Also, I just realised that this may be a Palm only cable, will it work with a laptop & windows logger programs? eg. TMO?<br /><br />Thanks for any replies.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||5||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||09-15-2003||11:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong>Is there a way of testing the signal side of this prior plugging in the chip/hooking it to the ECU.  I checked the power OK, pin 7 sees 5vdc when 12vdc is applied to the power wire, but I am unsure of how to test the data side prior to getting it into the car.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ash, what I normally do is test 2 things:<br />1) if you put +12 volts on the ECU data pin coming in, you should see pin 18 of the chip, the RS-232 output to pin 2 of the serial port, go high, like +9.5 vdc. Then,<br />2) if you put +12 volts on the RS-232 input, pin 3 of the serial port, which is pin 4 of the MAX233, the ECU data pin should go high, again >9 volts.<br />I use a different chip, the MAX202, so the pins are different, but the results should be about the same.<br /><br /><strong>Also, I just realised that this may be a Palm only cable, will it work with a laptop & windows logger programs? eg. TMO?<br /></strong>[/QUOTE]<br />To make the interface work with a PDA, you must reverse pins 2 and 3, if I remember correctly. Otherwise, I think it is OK for a notebook computer the way it is, i.e. TMO.||68.153.96.79||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Ash||09-17-2003||01:55 AM||||Thanks Jeff   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.221.19.111||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||yiutsang||09-17-2003||09:59 AM||||Hi all,<br /><br />Has anyone tried the data logging setup in JDM GVR4?  I want to try it on mine soon and would like to get some input first before I make the investment<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Yiuwa||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||09-17-2003||10:28 AM||||It depends what year JDM ECU it is. If it is the older, dual-PC board ECU's, I don't believe our loggers will work. However, if it is the newer ('91-'94) style, single PC board ECU, it should work. (Look at the pictures at <a href="http://www.tmo.com" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com</a> to see what a DSM and GVR-4 ECU looks like) If it is NOT a GVR-4, some of the parameters will be messed up due to differences in memory addresses.||67.34.187.230||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||09-17-2003||10:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Thanks Jeff    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ash, I forgot to mention that I also like to check for the +/- 9.5 vdc on pins 14 and 17, which shows that the charge pump is working (on a MAX233). If you use the MAX202, like I do, it is pins 2 and 6.||67.34.187.230||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||Ash||09-18-2003||01:58 AM||||<b>1) if you put +12 volts on the ECU data pin coming in, you should see pin 18 of the chip, the RS-232 output to pin 2 of the serial port, go high, like +9.5 vdc.</b><br /><br />I get -9.5vdc  ????  same as pin 17<br /><br /><br /><b>2) if you put +12 volts on the RS-232 input, pin 3 of the serial port, which is pin 4 of the MAX233, the ECU data pin should go high, again >9 volts.</b><br /><br />I get +9.5vdc on both pin 4 and pin 14<br /><br /><br />Did I screw something?<br /><br />Edit:  I got a MAX233||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000010||Ash||09-19-2003||08:44 PM||||anyone?  please??    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||203.220.88.241||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000011||Ash||09-23-2003||04:53 AM||||Sorry to bring this up yet again.<br /><br />I've rechecked everything I fixed a few screwups. I think I had the transistor in wrong (b & e legs reversed) & I also missed a wire for some bizzare reason.  now my results are... <br /><br />I get +9.5 vdc on pin 14 and -9.5 vdc on pin17 so the charge pump is alright.<br /><br />When I put +12v to the ECU data pin, I get +11.0 vdc at pin 2 of the serial plug.<br /><br />When I put +12v to pin 3 of the serial plug, I get +7.8 vdc at the ECU data pin.<br /><br />Is this because the transistor may be damaged from when I had it in wrong or could the MAX233 chip be damaged? <br /><br />Also, the 3 legs of the transistor give...<br /><br />+9.5vdc on the "c" leg (aka pin14)<br />+7.8vdc on the "e" leg (aka pin19)<br />+7.8vdc on the "b" leg (aka ecu data)  <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  Have I even got the transistor in right this time?<br /><br />Please, can anyone help me? If I was in the US I would have just bought one, but that kinda isn't an option for me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||5||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000012||Ash||09-24-2003||07:19 PM||||Here's another option for a passive design.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />It is supposed to work but didn't for me, I believe it is due to me USB-RS232 converter, I'm going to try an older laptop tonight.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3si.org/portal/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=109452&perpage=15&pagenumber=16" target="_blank">Click me</a>||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||09-30-2003||08:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Sorry to bring this up yet again.<br /><br />I've rechecked everything I fixed a few screwups. I think I had the transistor in wrong (b & e legs reversed) & I also missed a wire for some bizzare reason.  now my results are... <br /><br />I get +9.5 vdc on pin 14 and -9.5 vdc on pin17 so the charge pump is alright.<br /><br />When I put +12v to the ECU data pin, I get +11.0 vdc at pin 2 of the serial plug.<br /><br />When I put +12v to pin 3 of the serial plug, I get +7.8 vdc at the ECU data pin.<br /><br />Is this because the transistor may be damaged from when I had it in wrong or could the MAX233 chip be damaged? <br /><br />Also, the 3 legs of the transistor give...<br /><br />+9.5vdc on the "c" leg (aka pin14)<br />+7.8vdc on the "e" leg (aka pin19)<br />+7.8vdc on the "b" leg (aka ecu data)  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   Have I even got the transistor in right this time?<br /><br />Please, can anyone help me? If I was in the US I would have just bought one, but that kinda isn't an option for me.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ash,<br />Sorry for the delayed response, but I didn't have any of my boards built to test it with. I just did one tonight, and I think I get the same results that I posted earlier. First, just to clarify, this is with a MALE serial plug, setup for a notebook computer, NOT a PDA. If you have a PDA cable, you need to reverse my mention of pins 2 or 3 on the serial port:<br />Normally, when the port is in diagnostic mode, there will be 0 volts on ECU pin #1, the data connection. Also, there will - about -9.0 volts on serial pin #2.<br />Now, if you put +12 volts on ECU pin #1, which is the same as putting it on the data input of the logger interface, you should see serial port pin #2 go to about +9.0 volts DC.<br />Also, if you put the +12 vdc on serial pin #3, you should see ECU pin #1 go to about +8.5 vdc.<br />So, other than a slight difference in voltages, I think we agree Ash. Theoretically, the Maxim IC's should put out >10 volts, but I've never seen that much.<br />Hope that helps.||68.155.183.173||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||Ash||09-30-2003||08:37 PM||||I should have updated too, I got some balls & tested it and it works fine.  Also, that passive design works fine too, can't get much simpler than that.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/003191.cgi
A||||4||agrabau||Motor Rebuild Questions||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-04-2003||09:13 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||Guys, my latest long block fell through. It was again cursed by a scored cylinder wall which made it an inviable choice. <br /><br />So I'm thinking, check the cylinders of the first "low compression" motor for scoring, then if the walls are good, hand hone them and install new rings, new head gasket and go. I have a head off the block that had broken mounts that I can use if i need to. <br /><br />My questions are, <br /><br />What's the bore spec for the cylinder diameter? I hope i can run stock rings. If someone can tell me that it'd be most helpful. <br /><br />Has anyone had a cylinder head tested? How much does it cost? I'd like to ensure that I'm installing a good one. <br /><br />Should I leave the bearings alone? I think yes, but I'd value other's opinions. <br /><br />Thanks, <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-04-2003||09:41 AM||||One more thing. <br /><br />Everyone's out of JDM engines except for the chumps at Street Imports that can sell me one with tranny for 1700 bucks. <br /><br />This thought crossed my mind. What about a stroker block from <br /><br /><a href="http://www.ffwdconnection.com/engine.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ffwdconnection.com/engine.htm</a><br /><br />Has anyone ordered from them? Can I get a 2.3 block for about a G?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||09-04-2003||09:59 AM||||cylinder inner diameter:<br />85.00-85.03 mm / (3.2402 - 3.2413 in.)<br /><br />piston to wall clearance<br />0.03 - 0.05 mm (.0012 - .0020 in.)<br /><br />Boring finish dimension = Piston O.D. +<br />(clearance between piston 0-D. and cylinder)<br />0.02 mm (0008 in.) (honing margin)<br /><br /><br />Rings:<br />groove to ring<br />Standard value:<br />No.1 0.03 - 0.07 mm (.0012 - .0028 in.)<br />No.2 SOHC 0.02 - 0.06 mm (.OOOS - .0024 in.)<br />No. 2 DOHC 0.03 - 0.07 mm (.0012 - .0028 in.)<br />Limit: 0.1 mm (.004 in.)<br /><br /><br />endgap<br />Standard value:<br />No. 1 0.25 - 0.40 mm (.0098 - -0157 in.)<br />No. 2 0.35 - 0.50 mm<br />(.0138 - .0197 in.) 4661<br />0.20 - 0.35 mm<br />LOO79 - .0138 in.) 4663 - SOHC<br />0.45 - 0.60 mm<br />(.0177 - .0236 in.) 4663 - DOHC<br />0.20 - 0.40 mm<br />(.0079 - .0157 in.) 4664<br />Oil 0.20 - 0.70 mm LOO79 - .0276 in.)<br />Limit:<br />No. 1, No. 2 0.8 mm (.031 in.)<br />Oil 1.0 mm 1.039 in.)<br /><br /><br />Is that what you needed?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-04-2003||10:01 AM||||Dan, well.. I think that covers it!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||09-07-2003||04:58 AM||||Or, if you want the easy way, if you can still see the crosshatch honing marks all the way up the cylinders, and the pistons slide right out without the rings hanging up on the ring ridge, meaning you cannot catch a fingernail on the ridge, using a dingleberry hone and a set of hastings rings will do the trick if you're not pushing the motor too hard with mods.  ALWAYS replace all the bearings.  I got a bearing and ring kit from partsdinosaur.com for under a hundred bucks, and he stocks oil pump covers for around 160 or so.  He advertises on ebay, so just find one of his auctions and email him.  Tell him I sent you, as I've been doing business with him for around 2 years now.  he's got 2g pistons with rings for 34 apiece, and they are factory pistons.<br />Ace||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003192.cgi
A||||10||Dan D||Gurgling Coolant||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||09-04-2003||11:13 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||There is a lot of gurgling and boiling type noise from the radiator and overflow after I shut the car off.<br /><br />My temps never budge from normal and the car doesn't appear to be eating any coolant. Can a bad radiator cap cause this?  I just replaced the head gasket 3-months ago.  I'm going to be pissed if it's blowing out into the water jackets.<br /><br />If anyone has suggestions of things to check, let me know.  I'd like to do a leakdown, but my measly compressor's not up to the task.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-04-2003||12:12 PM||||Sounds like typical blown headgasket symptom, but I would try a different rad cap and burp the system first.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||crucible||09-04-2003||12:33 PM||||Had same symptom a few months back.Change your rad cap.<br /><br />Hope it works for ya<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||09-04-2003||12:59 PM||||Has anyone found a usable radiator cap other than oem? i.e. available at autozone\pepboys ect.  If not, I'll just have to wait a week to find out if that fixes anything.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||crucible||09-04-2003||02:43 PM||||Dan<br /><br />I got one from A-Zone.Stant I believe.It had a lever on top that allows pressure relief with out taking cap off.I hope it solves the prob.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||09-04-2003||02:49 PM||||I've heard to many bad things about using Stant radiator caps.  I'll just order up the good-old mitsu one.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||09-04-2003||03:05 PM||||I had a bubbling overheating problem last week. I went to kragen (CSK) and got a radiator cap, 180 thermostat and a coolant flush kit. No more bubbling and no more overheating.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||bazeng||09-04-2003||09:38 PM||||same... just got a rad cap.. fixed it all up =)<br />generic mitsu one fits..||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000008||chadhayashi||09-04-2003||10:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> There is a lot of gurgling and boiling type noise from the radiator and overflow after I shut the car off.<br /><br />My temps never budge from normal and the car doesn't appear to be eating any coolant. Can a bad radiator cap cause this?  I just replaced the head gasket 3-months ago.  I'm going to be pissed if it's blowing out into the water jackets.<br /><br />If anyone has suggestions of things to check, let me know.  I'd like to do a leakdown, but my measly compressor's not up to the task. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is the heat from the turbo radiating and causing the coolant in the radiator to boil. if you time it longer this will reduce. I have a Flexalite fan w/ a temp switch that is wired directly to the battery. It is nice, I always get a nice strong flow of air over the turbine housing after the car has timed out and shut down.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000009||bazeng||09-04-2003||10:55 PM||||another good way to solve this problem is to have the fan on after the car has shut down..<br /><br />as u know, with the turbo timer.. it actually heats up the water.. so if there is a way, when the car has been turned off to keep the fan running it would reduce the bubbling..||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000010||Dan D||09-05-2003||09:36 AM||||New radiator cap seems to have stopped it.<br /><br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> It is the heat from the turbo radiating and causing the coolant in the radiator to boil. if you time it longer this will reduce. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Heat from turbo boiling coolant after it's off.  I doubt it.  Try looking at the heat transfer equations and calculate that with the volume of fluid in the turbo taken into account.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/003193.cgi
A||||8||gvr4ever||How much gain from cold weather?||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-04-2003||03:28 PM||||For people who have cooler weather, I'm sure you've noticed a NICE gain in performance this last week ( in the mid west ).<br /><br />How much do you suspect you can gain just from a cold intake (and cooler IC)?<br /><br />This morning on my way to work, I found myself behind a C5.  I reached down and clicked the old greddy.  11 to 15.  Ohhhh.  <br /><br />Anyway, we both make the same turn and we both get on it.  I am finding myself if front?!?!?  Either this guy wasn't really tring or I really pulled, but I kept ahead about 1/2 a car lenth till about 85. <br /><br />The car felt damn nice, but I didn't think it could do that.  big 16g, 2.5" turbo back, stock IC.....  15psi.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||09-04-2003||03:50 PM||||I have noticed a nice change in wisconsin...<br />watching the logger and the temps are cooler!<br />Always nice.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||09-04-2003||05:20 PM||||yes...much nicer feeling for me and the car!  Mine feels like it's pulling harder than my step fathers new 03 Cobra that I just drove last week (it was hot then and it was in Arkansas - humid).<br /><br />BTW - I really thought that the Cobra would be a night and day difference power wise.  It sure didn't feel that way.  I also didn't "wring" his new car out, but did get into on the highway and it felt good, but the butt dyno didn't see much difference.  <br /><br />colder weather = more fun!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.21.163||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||09-04-2003||09:29 PM||||well in melb.. its pretty cold here.. early morning frosty drives are best... feels like a new car when its cold...<br /><br />hate the summer days where the car runs like crap..<br /><br />hahaha.. anyways.. anyone got a figure HP wise on cold air vs normal air?!?!.. eg 5 degrees C vs 20 degrees C||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||curtis||09-04-2003||11:51 PM||||Its called "turbo weather" and rain and snow is called "drifting weather"||65.144.153.164||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||09-05-2003||12:13 AM||||i hear that curtis! I'm enjoying turbo weather...waiting on drifting weather||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||09-05-2003||12:23 AM||||Back in Tahoe when temps were below 40F it felt as if I was at sea level (up at 6500 ft). Below 15F    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Did I just upgrade my turbo??    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   . Then I went and busted crazy drifts in the High School Parking lot.<br /><br />O do I miss thee...||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||09-05-2003||12:26 AM||||Tonight is nice here in Chicago... approaching 58&deg;F right now.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||09-05-2003||12:29 AM||||I live about a mile from the ocean, wait scratch that, even closer.. At night it gets very cool and my car is IN LOVE, my ass dyno is too   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/003194.cgi
A||||11||agrabau||Inside the engine... who can guess the problem||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-04-2003||05:26 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||I pulled the low compression engine apart, this is the one with the black top and the blowby. It doesn't look good. There's a few scoring marks on the cylinder wall, some strange bearing marks and all but one piston ring were frozen within the ring groove. <br /><br />Tomorrow I'm going to put some of the crap in the ring groove under the microscope at work to see what I can see. <br /><br />I'm man enough to say that i might know the cause of this problem. <br /><br />Here are some pics, then you can read my next post for my conjecture on what might have happened. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1278" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1279" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1280" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-04-2003||05:29 PM||||So what happened? I sandblasted the manifold after welding it. There's a slim possiblity that even after cleaning it with brake clean and degreaser that there was some fine glass beading left somewhere in the manifold. If they were smaller than a few microns, it's possible that they caused the damage by bypassing the filter element. <br /><br />It's a possiblity. <br /><br />Damn.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||09-04-2003||09:26 PM||||Exhaust mani?  Should be blowin' it out, not sucking that stuff in.||64.63.212.94||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-04-2003||09:55 PM||||Intake.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-05-2003||01:01 AM||||Aren't you being a little hard on yourself?||67.163.58.94||reg||11||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||09-05-2003||03:06 AM||||Hey man, Relax. This type of thing happens right when you get somthing like that done. You get respect from everyone here just for having the balls to atempt the swap. then you did it and made it work at 100 percent, Thats amzing. The amount of fab work for all of it to create a working car like that is amzing. Just step back, Look at the result and get a new shortblock in there then beat the hell out of some LS1s and some bikes from a roll.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||4.47.41.72||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||curtis||09-05-2003||08:36 AM||||Mine looked the same way when I pulled it apart.  I cleaned on the ring lands for hours trying to get rid of all that cooked on mess.  What happens is that it starts to build up then the oiling holes become clogged and then it really starts to build up.  Thats carbon shit gets as hard as diamonds and starts cutting the cylinder walls.  Just check the cylinders to make sure there round and if so bead hone and put her back together.  Also make sure the oil holes in the rods and the oil squirter passages are clean.  Best of luck||65.144.94.93||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||09-05-2003||09:43 AM||||Alex, put some calipers on those skirts and measure the tops vs. bottom.  They look collapsed to me.  My original pistons kinda looked like that, so I didn't reuse them.  New ones were so cheap I sprung for 'em, then replaced all rings and bearings.  <br /><br />Do you have anything to measure the bore with to check for OOR?<br /><br />Judging by the concentrated areas of rust, that thing sat somewhere for a long ass time, without the rotating assembly being spun.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||09-05-2003||11:08 AM||||Thanks Howard. It sat in the basement for like 6 months, I thought that'd be okay. I think it would have if i didn't corrupt the intake with media from a sandblaster. <br /><br />I noticed that after doing a google search that this happens a lot. There are even some reputable engine builders using abrasive media to clean pistons. On a diesel manufacturer's website they had a strict warning not to perform rebuilds with any abrasive media (sacrificial) cleaning at all. It's just too hard to get out. <br /><br />I think that there was some lodged in the balancer tube that runs across the 4 runners on the intake, it probably snuck into the oil inthe head, round and round. That would explain why the compression kept going down and down. <br /><br />I ordered a JDM engine this morning. It should be here in 4 days. This is becoming sorta funny. It was supposed to be a budget performance car, now I can compare it to the lancer in monthly cost and speed  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Next week... I keep saying it.. next week it'll be on the road come hell or highwater. <br /><br />So folks, stay away from that beadblaster booth.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||Nate||09-05-2003||01:33 PM||||Josh bought a 5 gallon bucket of carb cleaner from I believe a Napa Auto Parts, and I have YET to see anything that stuff can't clean off, from paint on valve covers (strips it to a BARE finish) to sludge on pistons.  The oiling holes in the pistons take some plunging to get completely clean, but the stuff pushed right out once soaked in the carb cleaner of death.  :-)||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||09-05-2003||01:40 PM||||Serious, the EPA is going to come to my house. There's a barren land surrounding my driveway in a perfect 50 foot radius. Beyond that, a beautiful rainforest. Someone make the vultures go away! <br /><br />MTL, ATF, Carb Clean, brake clean, Mobil 1, MOtul, Brake fluid, Antifreeze, it's like the army chem development lab in my driveway. <br /><br />toxic Avenger, <br /><br />Al||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||09-05-2003||02:33 PM||||I feel your pain, but it seems that some people believe that "chemical x" will clean/dissolve/remove silicates?  I don't think so.  Next time get a good strong acid.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003195.cgi
A||||1||mr.mitsu||n/a mas on a newly turbo||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||09-04-2003||11:46 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||i'm using a n/a mas on my new turbo engine and running REAL rich   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />now i know about the 6 pin n/a vs. the 7 pin turbo mas.  i also know the 7th pin goes into the ecu harness, but the question is...how do i connect it to the mas plug.<br /><br />thanks a lot guys.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-05-2003||12:50 AM||||The answer is somewhere in the service manual, but it would take me hours to trace through all the diagrams.  If you haven't already, get yourself a copy.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003196.cgi
A||||5||neonturbo1995||Steering||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||09-05-2003||02:16 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I am going to remove my rear steering this weekend, and on all the posts everyone always seems to have trouble deciding how the best way is to block the lines, whether it be to weld them or remove them and plug the holes on the front steering rack.  I was wondering if you could just swap out the front steering rack for a 2WS Galant of the same year.  Anyone know?||68.164.225.75||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||09-05-2003||02:37 AM||||I'm not sure, but probably.  Also a PS rack from a DSM will bolt on perfectly, so you could just go that route.||69.59.219.237||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||09-05-2003||11:44 AM||||I wonder why nobody does it this way?  Maybe it is too difficult, or expensine or something.||68.164.2.10||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||09-05-2003||11:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> I wonder why nobody does it this way?  Maybe it is too difficult, or expensine or something. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ummm, swapping the steering rack for a TEL rack is WAY MORE work than blocking off the RWS lines.  It's just easier to block of the lines and keep the stock rack, unless there's a problem with it.<br /><br />Leon Reitman just posted that he swapped in a TEL rack a couple weeks ago.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||09-05-2003||12:05 PM||||It's only a couple of plugs, nothing too hard. It's probably the messiest car job I've done though.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||neonturbo1995||09-06-2003||12:01 AM||||so, the "best solution" is to remove the lines completely and use 2 GVR4 Oil Drain plugs?  They thread right in and do not leak?  Hmmm.||68.164.12.161||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum2/003197.cgi
A||||2||PRE-EVO||Need part number/s for the intermediate shaft (between tranny and x-fer case)...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-05-2003||04:39 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||If someone could give me that part number it would be greatly appreciated for both a 22 spline and 23 spline shaft. I replaced seals on both sides of it and I still get a small leak so mine may be damaged or out of balance causing it to wear out seals prematurely.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||curtis||09-05-2003||08:28 AM||||seals actually wear away at the metal it rides against. when replacing the seals try to line up the lip on the seal on a new area by installing it deaper or not as deep.  As for the numbers, I don't have them but if someone gives you the numbers also check the shaft size around the splines the american 23 spline has a dia of .968 and the JDM 23 spline has a dia of .951.  I found this out when I installed the switchable C50ph gearbox.  It uses the aluminum housing transfer case.  When I put my gearbox together today I'm going to install the 23 spline from the american box and the cast iron housing transfer case that only has 2500 miles on it.  I had it replaced under recall just before my old tranny broke.  Not the numbers you wanted but hope it helps.||65.144.94.93||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-05-2003||12:00 PM||||Well I've replaced the seals on both sides and I still have a leak (not as bad but still there). This is what's leading me to believe it's gotta be the shaft.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003198.cgi
A||||0||EvilGalantGSX||GM MAF and translator on a NT?||||1||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||09-05-2003||07:04 AM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||Ive been thinking about replacing my old worn maf and ive been looking at getting a GM maf and a translater but i dont have a clue if it would work with a NT ECU.  <br /><br />Im just thinking about it, im trying to get parts for my GSX now and can use them on a GVR4 in the future.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes



ubb/Forum2/003199.cgi
A||||10||GVR1643||who's running HD radiator hose for IC couplings||||5||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||09-05-2003||09:36 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I was going to snag some of this from an in-law that works for a large trucking company.  He said it's not a good idea as a coupling because the heat dries it out (in one instance guy came back in 30 days with dried out pieces).  <br />I know some folks here mentioned using this and was curious of the longevity.  <br /><br />(search came up with a few links that weren't good any more - had that a lot lately??)||167.142.22.220||reg||5||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||09-05-2003||09:44 AM||||i'd say get some to keep around for spares/emergencies, in all different sizes. You never know when you or a buddy will need it.  I have a piece of rubber plumbing stuff as a coupler at the moment. It does just fine but it's only on there temporarily until I finish the new 2.5 aluminum TB elbow. But for the long term get silicone. It will be cheaper since you only have to buy it once.<br /><br />Just my $0.02||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||09-05-2003||10:35 AM||||Here's one of the post I was trying to find.<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001352" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001352</a><br /><br />Numberless had mentioned the truck hose and it's durability...<br /><br />The stuff is heavy duty, can take the pressure, but can it take the heat over extended periods. I just want it for the bends/couplings.||167.142.22.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||09-05-2003||11:33 AM||||A lot of the "Nitrile" rubber hoses that the various places that sell I/C assemblies ship with their units are nothing more than big truck radiator hose.  I actually have the I/C pipe kit from the original RRE group buy, and the black nitrile hose is what they included - with the exception of the piece over the heat shield / manifold - which is silicone.  I just picked up some new big truck radiator hose at a local shop near me.  It is still the black nitrile hose, but is wrapped with a blue layer of some sort of other material.  The dude there was telling me that it is a step between the regular hose and silicone, as far as pressure rating and heat durability.  He also was telling me that he didn't have any in stock, but can also get silicone "radiator" hose as well.  If you have a NAPA Truck Store near you, they will carry it.  Just my two cents, but it will work fine.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||09-05-2003||12:09 PM||||Thanks Danny.  He told me that they stock and use aluminum elbows as well. so I might beg a few of those off of him as well.  <br />He also gets some warranty/returns on IC's that I will have to take a look at. I know the whole pressure drop/efficiency thing, but most anything will be better than the stocker!||167.142.22.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||09-05-2003||03:01 PM||||On my IC pipes Im using both nitrile and silicone couplers. I've had nitrile couplers on my upper IC pipe for about 5 months now and NO blowing off problems, etc. It works awesome and is about $10 cheaper than silicone. The only silicone I have is 2 reducer couplers off my front mount and a piece about 12" that runs under my air filter (stock route). <br /><br />Just like everyone says, you can get the heavy duty reinforced truck radiator hose (either 2.25 or 2.5 they carry both) for about $16-18 a foot instead of $32 a foot.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||09-05-2003||03:34 PM||||Thanks again guys.  I knew some folks had talked about using them, and obviously are using them without hot air issues of drying them out.  <br />I've got the low pressure silicone on the intake side and will use the nitrile as couplers for now.||167.142.22.61||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||09-05-2003||03:55 PM||||Im going to switch out my nitrile coupler over my exhaust manifold to silicone just to be safe. I didn't even think of them drying out, but I could see how it could happen with the material.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000008||curtis||09-06-2003||12:18 AM||||Ive been running radiator hose for years with no problems and have never seen a crack even around the hose connected to the turbo.||65.135.143.142||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||NZGZR4||09-06-2003||02:11 AM||||I've always used radiator hose for intercooler piping joins.<br />The one out of the turbo did get cooked and blew out after a few years,  I replacer that one with silicone,  all the rest are still fine some 6+ years on.||219.88.244.24||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||09-06-2003||01:46 PM||||I've seen the radiator hose couplings get severely cracked but I haven't had one blow out yet. Mine were mainly the lower couplings that are more exposed to the elements.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/003200.cgi
A||||2||msaskin||wb o2 question||||1||||msaskin||00001429
Z||000000||msaskin||09-05-2003||11:34 AM||matt@saskin.net||Got a quick question for everyone.<br /><br />Wideband o2 sensors (meaning 5 wires, 0-5v range) are relatively cheap to buy by themselves (the standard bosch unit is about $60 give or take).  Would it be possible to simply use a wb o2 sensor hooked up to a voltmeter to read the 0-5v output instead of buying any of the expensive packages that do logging, etc...?  I know you wouldn't get to see the A/F ratio actually displayed, but if you happen to know the correlation between Voltage and A/F, this could be a very cost effective way of having wb o2 capabilities.<br /><br />discuss, comment,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.195.231.171||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||09-05-2003||12:00 PM||||<a href="http://www.diy-wb.com/" target="_blank">http://www.diy-wb.com/</a>||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||09-05-2003||05:58 PM||||A tech friend of mine made one of those wide bands and gave it to me. I'm going to get the logger software that they talk about on that web site and make the unit portable. I am going to put in an o2 bung on my downpipe and log mine and some friends cars. I'll let you know how it goes. As far as getting a wide band sensor for $60 I think their more like $100+. We are using the sensor off of a certain year Honda and they are hard to come by.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
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q!Repair Manual!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452892.1749!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2452892.2048!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!00001825!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bobbo!,
q~CAR DIES!!! WHAT THE FU...!!!!~,
q!8!,
q!16!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!04:02 AM!,
q!2452893.0402!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452896.0037!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!code 24:  Speed sensor!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!10:37 AM!,
q!2452893.1037!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!sto31920!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!05:01 PM!,
q!2452941.1701!,
q!Turbolag!,
q!00000893!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!cooling fan won't shut-off!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452895.1337!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!talontd!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452897.1620!,
q!talontd!,
q!00002090!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Tranny problem..What does this sound like?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452893.1406!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!Invader!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!02:17 AM!,
q!2452895.0217!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dwatters@sisna.com!,
q!Engine Harness Wiring Question!,
q!11!,
q!1!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!02:42 PM!,
q!2452895.1442!,
q!GVR4*1990!,
q!00000935!,
q!Beemer!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2452901.2245!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!good vendors to buy parts from in Indianapolis area?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2452893.1502!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!broke down!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2452893.1502!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!High Voltage Issues!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!04:38 PM!,
q!2452895.1638!,
q!Ant!,
q!00000415!,
q!Ant!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2452895.2032!,
q!Ant!,
q!00000415!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rickthehick!,
q~problem!~,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2452895.2124!,
q!rickthehick!,
q!00001839!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452897.2315!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Interior lights &amp; sunroof!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2452895.2210!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2452896.1540!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Free yes FREE shifter bushings for everyone!,
q!2!,
q!7!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452895.2249!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452908.2248!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!JDM emblems (pictures)!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!11:03 PM!,
q!2452895.2303!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452897.1720!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q!Oxygen sensor replacement!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!12:10 AM!,
q!2452896.0010!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452940.2316!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bomberbboy!,
q!failed smog in CA!,
q!4!,
q!12!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!12:46 AM!,
q!2452896.0046!,
q!bomberbboy!,
q!00001150!,
q!pudhed!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452900.0047!,
q!pudhed!,
q!00000339!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!Car just dies after logging run, won't start!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!06:47 AM!,
q!2452896.0647!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2452902.1434!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SLedge!,
q!Any trick to changing front sway bar?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452889.0031!,
q!Sledge!,
q!00002035!,
q!SLedge!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2452889.2145!,
q!Sledge!,
q!00002035!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Crankcase breathing?!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!02:26 AM!,
q!2452889.0226!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!00000457!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!06:02 AM!,
q!2452892.0602!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!00000457!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!egt temps!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!11:39 AM!,
q!2452889.1139!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!00002192!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!04:47 PM!,
q!2452889.1647!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dwatters@sisna.com!,
q~Help! I need headbolt torque specs~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2452889.1513!,
q!GVR4*1990!,
q!00000935!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!12:35 AM!,
q!2452890.0035!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Anyone ever make a kill switch for their knock sensor?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452889.1749!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452892.1033!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SLedge!,
q~Took car off jackstands -- key won't turn in ignition!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452889.2134!,
q!Sledge!,
q!00002035!,
q!SLedge!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!09:49 PM!,
q!2452889.2149!,
q!Sledge!,
q!00002035!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!agp's full garret kit!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452889.2134!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!Nate!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!11:51 AM!,
q!2452899.1151!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!what to do next?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!02:58 AM!,
q!2452890.0258!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452890.2057!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!BOV!,
q!2!,
q!4!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452893.1642!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!Mirage2LTurbo!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!07:06 PM!,
q!2452893.1906!,
q!Mirage2LTurbo!,
q!00002175!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!clunking when backing up...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452890.1347!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!bazeng!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2452890.1807!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Help!,
q!4!,
q!2!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452893.1750!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!06:41 PM!,
q!2452893.1841!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!REAR POWERSTEERING REMOVAL!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452890.1619!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!06:36 PM!,
q!2452891.1836!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!Welding the center diff!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452893.1840!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!12:01 PM!,
q!2452895.1201!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!My car cat walks!,
q!8!,
q!7!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452893.1843!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!Beemer!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452903.1731!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pick!,
q!Weird Acceleration Problem ???!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452893.1911!,
q!Pick!,
q!00000697!,
q!Pick!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452897.1751!,
q!Pick!,
q!00000697!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!gvr4 FMIC!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!08:07 PM!,
q!2452893.2007!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!229of1000!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2452894.1231!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JGR_Galant!,
q!need help!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!08:20 PM!,
q!2452893.2020!,
q!JGR_Galant!,
q!00002086!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!08:35 AM!,
q!2452894.0835!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!Brake Pad Help!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!08:34 PM!,
q!2452893.2034!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!00001825!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2452894.1831!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!00001825!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vinster02!,
q!'90 GSX  parts swap to '91 VR-4!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!10:49 AM!,
q!2452896.1049!,
q!vinster02!,
q!00002263!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2452896.1938!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!lightweight exhaust system?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!08:35 PM!,
q!2452893.2035!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2452893.2058!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Race/Driving nomex shoe questions!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2452896.1059!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1101!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!08:02 AM!,
q!2452898.0802!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!i need help!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2452893.2226!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452893.2300!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!TIRES- WHICH ONES?!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452896.1400!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!03:14 PM!,
q!2452900.1514!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!side mounted intercoolers!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452896.1718!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!01:27 PM!,
q!2452897.1327!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q~wierd.. BOOST INCREASES AS HP INCREASES?!?!~,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452896.1756!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!bazeng!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2452898.1922!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q~need help!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452896.2248!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!jayru!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452896.2253!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!chime at high speeds???!,
q!8!,
q!7!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!01:51 AM!,
q!2452897.0151!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!00001548!,
q!Beemer!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2452901.2228!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Axle Trouble!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!12:30 PM!,
q!2452897.1230!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!02:08 PM!,
q!2452897.1408!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!replacement bumpers!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452897.1332!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452897.1332!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q~BOV Mod, not crushing, need advice!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452894.1720!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452896.2256!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!00002127!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Different engines for NT and T ?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452890.1710!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!01:31 AM!,
q!2452891.0131!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!finally datalogged # 441 need some experts.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452890.1720!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2452891.2043!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!help finding info.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452890.1731!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452890.2112!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Head bolt hex size???!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452891.0004!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2452891.1223!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Power Window Malfunction!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!02:57 AM!,
q!2452891.0257!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!08:44 PM!,
q!2452910.2044!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Invader!,
q!Center vent removal?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!03:22 AM!,
q!2452891.0322!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!sleeper!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2452892.1256!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jaakkima!,
q!smt6!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!05:38 AM!,
q!2452891.0538!,
q!dynamic four!,
q!00002246!,
q!jaakkima!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!05:38 AM!,
q!2452891.0538!,
q!dynamic four!,
q!00002246!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!tres preguntas!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!12:43 PM!,
q!2452891.1243!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!01:32 AM!,
q!2452898.0132!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Oil filter part number!,
q!5!,
q!14!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!04:47 PM!,
q!2452891.1647!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!05:29 PM!,
q!2452892.1729!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Brake light on..... Possible causes...!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452893.2317!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2452894.1452!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Why can't everything just work?!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2452891.2113!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!01:38 PM!,
q!2452893.1338!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Extra wire just hanging around... and now it broke!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452893.2358!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452894.1523!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!wet front Diff!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!07:57 AM!,
q!2452894.0757!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!11:37 AM!,
q!2452894.1137!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Air to air oil cooler questions...!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!09:54 AM!,
q!2452894.0954!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!Matticus!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!06:09 PM!,
q!2452894.1809!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Alternator volts!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452894.1339!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!01:52 PM!,
q!2452894.1352!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboren!,
q!Clutch or VCU?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!02:36 PM!,
q!2452894.1436!,
q!turboren!,
q!00002199!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2452894.1507!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q~aaaghhhh! goddamnit!! my clutch went out...~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452894.1606!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!04:37 PM!,
q!2452894.1637!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!Auto to Manual!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2452894.1908!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452894.1925!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!valve seals and guides?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452894.1920!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!02:24 AM!,
q!2452896.0224!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Power Steering Line Replacement?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!07:55 PM!,
q!2452894.1955!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452898.1920!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!supasigma!,
q!no check engine light!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452891.2119!,
q!supa^^!,
q!00001181!,
q!supasigma!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452894.2330!,
q!supa^^!,
q!00001181!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!turbo first due to good price ?!,
q!1!,
q!32!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!09:54 PM!,
q!2452891.2154!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!09:42 AM!,
q!2452895.0942!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000032!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!heater hose part #'s!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!12:29 AM!,
q!2452892.0029!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!12:29 AM!,
q!2452892.0029!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Shifter problems...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!01:14 AM!,
q!2452892.0114!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!11:36 AM!,
q!2452892.1136!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!2G mas on a 1G!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!09:14 AM!,
q!2452892.0914!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!boostx!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!09:16 AM!,
q!2452892.0916!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!rebuilt 1g heads !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2452892.1011!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452892.1449!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!VR4 Piston Compression!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452892.1040!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!Yao!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2452913.1713!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/003201.cgi
A||||7||gvr4ever||Buschur Racing high flow cat.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-05-2003||12:11 PM||||What the hell is this?  I called and asked, but they wouldn't tell me.  Is it some generic one?<br /><br />I was going to have one made for me, but I got side tracked with a tranny rebuild and t-belt job and this and that other thing.<br /><br />Now time is getting shorter and I'd like to just order a 2.5 bolt on.  Who has the best one?<br /><br />Also I need a FPR soon too.  Who makes a good one?  Need for walbro 255, stock fuel system.||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||09-05-2003||12:34 PM||||I got my 3 inch high flow from RRE,<br />give them a call and their prices are excellent.<br />i would try them as well for the FPR<br />Good luck<br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||09-05-2003||12:38 PM||||I believe the high flow cat Buschur uses is the same one that certified muffler sells (for less). If you don't use RRE for the cat give Certified Muffler a call.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||09-05-2003||01:14 PM||||And if you're really frugal (like me), you can get a 3" high flow cat from AHP for less than $100.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||09-05-2003||01:24 PM||||Get a Magnaflow high flow Cat. I got mine on Ebay for $80.00. Its a 3" polished stainless.||162.83.81.191||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||09-05-2003||04:17 PM||||HAH!  i got you ALL beat.  i just forked out 250 for a random technologies 2.5 cat.  but, i am NOT impressed.  i thought the flanges would be fixed, not these crappy 360deg ones.  they dont seal worth a crap.  i hope this sucker flows better than it looks.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||09-08-2003||04:32 PM||||<a href="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/exhaust.htm" target="_blank">http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/exhaust.htm</a><br /><br />Anyone have this one?<br /><br />RRE can custom make me one, but I rather not bother.  <br /><br />Anyone else besides Buschur and Extreme who have them ready to go (with flanges)?  <br /><br />Or does anyone have a PN for certified muffler?  My connection at work blows goats today, pages are not loading too good.<br /><br />It's sad it's so damn hard to hunt down a high flow cat(bolt on).  You would think having a legal exhaust would be easy to get for a DSM.  I only know of two shops that have them ready to go out the door.  I rather not shop from either of them   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||Sam Sayes||09-08-2003||04:37 PM||||gvr4ever,<br /><br />try <a href="http://www.turbotrix.com" target="_blank">www.turbotrix.com</a><br /><br />its worth a shot<br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum2/003202.cgi
A||||17||agrabau||Cleaning engine parts ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-05-2003||12:16 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||What's the best solvent for cleaning engine internals once the engine's disassembled? <br /><br />Items I'm considering:<br /><br />Draino<br />Diesel Fuel<br />Ho-hum degreaser<br />Oven Cleaner<br />Jenna Jameson spooge<br /><br />I've heard that oven cleaner's a little harsh on the old alu. so I might not use that. I'm trying to ensure that the oil/carbon is off the oil filter housing and turbo feed lines, intake manifold.<br /><br />Any experiences? <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Nate||09-05-2003||01:29 PM||||I've cleaned pretty much all engine parts in a parts washer that used kerosene.  If that's not available, I go to Walmart and get a ton of Super Tech carb cleaner and use that.  Sometimes I'll use the kero first followed by the ST as a followup, since stuff with kero on it never seems to dry off.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||09-05-2003||01:30 PM||||Thanks Nate. I'll do exactly that. Kero is good stuff for bike chains cause it has some lubricity to it and cleans really well at the same time. I should have thought of that.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-05-2003||02:34 PM||||Simple green?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||09-05-2003||02:35 PM||||I don't know if it will work for this application, but Simple Green is awesome. And the skin won't peel off your hands from using it.<br /><br />dp<br /><br />PS: Ryan posted while I was writing this.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-05-2003||02:53 PM||||Simple green's good but I want something with a little more balls.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||09-05-2003||03:07 PM||||When I was disassembling my 4g63 I used some badass carb cleaner and it worked wonders! Got everything off I could imagine and more. Must've gone through 10 cans   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  If I remember correctly It got me high as a mofo   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||miturra||09-05-2003||03:35 PM||||How about brake fluid?||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||09-05-2003||08:00 PM||||Well, don't use Drain-o or Liquid Plum'r... that's lye (caustic) and will get really hot when it disolves aluminum bits.<br /><br />I've never used it on an engine, but non-dilute Trisodium Phosphate (TSP) might have the kind of balls you're looking for.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||09-06-2003||04:02 PM||||how about this stuff. not for oil or carbon deposits but for calcium/rust.  <a href="http://shop.store.yahoo.com/flyyourflag/clrcallimrus.html" target="_blank">http://shop.store.yahoo.com/flyyourflag/clrcallimrus.html</a><br /><br />just a thought||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000010||Romanova||09-06-2003||04:47 PM||||BrakeKleen maybe?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||09-06-2003||08:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hondo:<br /><strong> How about brake fluid? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He said something WITH balls, not something that would REMOVE his balls!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||Beemer||09-07-2003||03:56 AM||||1,1,2, Trichloroethelyne will clean those parts right up (aircraft parts cleaner)  Also, simple old RBC (rifle bore cleaner) available at any gun shop works well.  With carb cleaner, you better not touch the pistons with it.  That nice coating that is semi-ceramic will come off in a heartbeat with carb cleaner.  Oh, don't use cotton rags to wipe the stuff down either.  Use paper towels.  I've seen an oil filter completely plug from cotton lint 3 minutes after startup.<br />Ace||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||09-07-2003||01:26 PM||||I think I just read somewhere to use linen rags. They don't leave lint.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000014||GRV4726||09-07-2003||10:28 PM||||so whats a good rust cleaner, for the outside of the block? and whats good to clean the are begine the timing belt cover (lower)<br /><br />thanks||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000015||smokindav||09-08-2003||12:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> so whats a good rust cleaner, for the outside of the block? and whats good to clean the are begine the timing belt cover (lower)<br /><br />thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Naval jelly will remove rust.  Cheap and available at your local Home Depot.<br /><br />I don't know where "begine the timing belt cover..." is.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000016||GRV4726||09-08-2003||06:00 PM||||haha. begine. that's a good one. i'm a fool. i meant behind.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000017||neonturbo1995||09-08-2003||09:46 PM||||Mopar Combustion Chamber Cleaner and Conditioner is seriously the greatest cleaner ever created.  I had a few motors with thick carbon/burned oil and I spreyed it, let it sit a half hour and EVERYTHING wiped out with a shop towel.  It is that good.  Brake fluid is a good alternative, but not as effective...works great if you let it sit overnight.<br /><br />Other than this, DO NOT USE SOLVENT to clean cylinder walls.  Hot soapy water only.||68.164.230.81||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum2/003203.cgi
A||||18||gvr4tunr||have any tried a rwd gvr4?||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||09-05-2003||12:33 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||we're always talking about breaking into single digit ets....why not try to keep up with buschur's talon, or at least the conquest? is there some reason why its never been done?||12.107.200.124||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||09-05-2003||12:45 PM||||gvr4 = unaerodynamic BOX that weighs a lot.<br /><br />With enough horsepower someone "might" get into the mid-low 10's.  9's, I doubt it.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||09-05-2003||01:27 PM||||A couple GVR4's have already broke 10's.  Why not a BR'ed RWD GVR4 for 9's?||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||gvr4tunr||09-05-2003||01:27 PM||||with some SERIOUS weight reduction, one could make a galant run sub 10s or lower. i'm talking tube chassis rwd car.||12.107.200.124||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||09-05-2003||02:11 PM||||I don't see why it wouldn't work but the "Galant" has been taken out of the galant at that point. I think that the only reason Buschur used the talon is cause he wanted to sell 4G63 parts (and his experience with it) Otherwise, it's a diffenent drivetrain, engine configuration and might as well be a different car. <br /><br />My point? i don't have a point. Thank me for writing this. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||09-05-2003||02:12 PM||||If you had the money to build a full tube chassis, RWD, basically fiberglass bodied GVR-4, (like Buschur's car) you could pretty much go as fast as you wanted.  You would basically be building a mid 80s (from the body design/shape) Pro Stock car - with two extra doors...!!!  Easily would go in the 8's.  Just my opinion though.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||09-05-2003||02:13 PM||||It didn't take a tube chassis and RWD to get TEL's into the 9's, just more money, power, weight reduction, and work than anyone has been willing to give so far (to a GVR4).  Noone has gone completely nutzo with a Galant just yet.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||dlpinckney||09-05-2003||02:15 PM||||I'm not saying it did take a tube chassis and rear wheel drive to go that fast, I'm just saying if someone built a car like Buschur's (which was referenced in the first post), except was a Galant body, it would be pretty easy to go fast and be pretty consistent.<br /><br />I agree with Alex though, doing that to a Galant kind of defeats the point of having a Galant in the first place.  At least for me.  If you are really looking to just build a super fast import/sport compact car, a Galant probably shouldn't be your first choice anyway..!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||09-05-2003||02:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  Noone has gone completely nutzo with a Galant just yet. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And rice doesn't count.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||gvr4tunr||09-05-2003||03:37 PM||||i guess i would just like to see a galant keep up with the 9 second tel guys...maybe i'll get to work on #438  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||09-05-2003||03:47 PM||||Does it count when the front diff input shaft stripped on my tranny and my car was RWD?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||09-05-2003||07:30 PM||||Would using a VCE and then taking out the front axles make it RWD ? I dont totally understand the way our trannies/tcases work in relation to using a VCE.<br /><br />A bit of welding would make it RWD I know.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||joec||09-05-2003||09:08 PM||||We just need to make the GVR4 more aerodynamic.  How about something along the lines of the Plymouth Superbird <a href="http://aerowarriors.com/" target="_blank">http://aerowarriors.com/</a>||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000013||mixx2001||09-06-2003||09:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> We just need to make the GVR4 more aerodynamic.  How about something along the lines of the Plymouth Superbird    <a href="http://aerowarriors.com/" target="_blank">http://aerowarriors.com/</a>   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">While very important, the rules of aerodynamics can be pushed.  With a tube chassis, you could construct an exact fiberglass replica of our body and get away with 9's.  Here are some Aerodynamic spoofs:<br /><br />Espace F1    0-60 2.8    194mph    800hp<br />    <img src="http://www.ultimatecarpage.com/large/444-1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Paul Smith 1989 Dodge Caravan 12.6 @ 105 mph <br />   <img src="http://www.thedodgegarage.com/hall/hall_paul_van.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Terry Ryan's '89 Turbo mini  12.9 @ 104 mph<br />   <img src="http://www.thedodgegarage.com/hall/hall_terry_minivan.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />The 85 Turbo K-car known as Relentless  10.41 @ 132 mph <br />   <img src="http://www.thedodgegarage.com/reliant/reliant_1.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000014||Doug Thomas||09-06-2003||11:07 AM||||The quickest and almost fastest 4G63T powered car is not all aerodynamic. Ryan Garcia from Trinidad 1985 Lancer 7.797@174.41<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.urbanracer.com/features/idrcmgr02/0097.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://urbanracer.com/gallery/gallery/event_coverage/idrc/idrc%20_2002_international_finals_day_1_11-23-02/0154.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000015||joec||09-07-2003||12:09 AM||||Well, there's two parts to aerodynamics -- the coefficient of drag and the frontal area.  That 85 Lancer looks *TINY*.  Are those guys standing next to it giants or is the car that small and low?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Wow, 7.797@174.41.  Got any details on that vehicle?||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000016||Doug Thomas||09-07-2003||10:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong>Wow, 7.797@174.41.  Got any details on that vehicle? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here some info on the car. The car makes 750whp. It's now using the Autronic SM2 fuel management system and a bigger Turbonetics T-72 turbo. The car weighs 2200lb, which is heavier than the 6-cylinder cars that it competes against. For comparisons Buschur�s tube frame car weighs 1900lb with driver. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.trinituner.com/skf/" target="_blank">http://www.trinituner.com/skf/</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.nopi.com/ndra/kd_dsp_racer.cfm?vrid=40" target="_blank">http://www.nopi.com/ndra/kd_dsp_racer.cfm?vrid=40</a>||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000017||4drwhore||09-10-2003||08:03 PM||||exactly what is the weight of a 1991 galant vr4, stock full interior?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000018||Team Ducktape||09-11-2003||12:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong>Wow, 7.797@174.41.  Got any details on that vehicle? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here some info on the car. The car makes 750whp. It's now using the Autronic SM2 fuel management system and a bigger Turbonetics T-72 turbo. The car weighs 2200lb, which is heavier than the 6-cylinder cars that it competes against. For comparisons Buschur�s tube frame car weighs 1900lb with driver. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.trinituner.com/skf/" target="_blank">http://www.trinituner.com/skf/</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.nopi.com/ndra/kd_dsp_racer.cfm?vrid=40" target="_blank">http://www.nopi.com/ndra/kd_dsp_racer.cfm?vrid=40</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When did they switch from the t-66 and the SDS?||24.158.7.26||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum2/003204.cgi
A||||4||crucible||Funky idle||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||09-05-2003||02:29 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Ive read up on the idle surge probs and fixes but not sure if mine meets the criteria.<br />When I let off the gas and put the clutch in the tach will go to where my base idle is set and then instantly shoots up to 1200 rpm.Stays stable there for about 10-15 sec and slowly returns to base idle.<br />Checked isc,idle switch.Both SEEM good.Caps changed.<br />Its livable but annoying<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||09-05-2003||02:32 PM||||You said you checked it & they SEEM good. Does that mean you actually took a Voltmeter to them & checked them?<br />If not here ya go.<br /> <a href="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Downs/7678/dsmtests.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Downs/7678/dsmtests.html</a>||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||crucible||09-05-2003||02:39 PM||||Yeah, I took measurements.<br />Thanx for the link cuz I forgot to check the TPS<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-05-2003||08:10 PM||||Shift faster!<br /><br />Does your cruise control work?  Would a failing speed sensor freak the car out?  What is the cars behavior when it isn't moving?  Any different?||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||crucible||09-08-2003||07:54 AM||||My car is most reliable when its not moving  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />It does this every time,its not intermittent.Dont know if cruise works.I measured the idle switch and Im getting 10-35 ohms,never the same reading.The BOOK says if your not getting 0 ohms when the throttle is closed(switch makes up) then replace it.Since this is an open-close switch Im not sure if my readings would require replacement.However, Ill check on the price of a new one.||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/003205.cgi
A||||10||jonvr4||how often do oil pumps fail?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-05-2003||03:46 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i was driving to school this morning and my car started smoking pretty bad. so i checked it out and took off the oil cap and buring oil smell came out along with a shit load of smoke.i just got the valve cover off and it looks as if it had no oil in the head. i am fucking pissed. i have 900 miles and now my low end is fucked yet again.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-05-2003||03:56 PM||||Shit man sorry to hear that. Wish I could help, but I dont know how they fail.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||09-05-2003||04:21 PM||||Damn Jon that sucks. Is it a new oil pump and front case with the new motor? Check the compression and maybe you got lucky and only lost the head and not the bottom end?<br /><br />Let me know   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||09-05-2003||04:27 PM||||i think the bottom end is still ok. also the head looks good, just a little bit of viscosity break down, but nothing serious. i think the smoke was all the low amounts of oil in the cylinders. my friend was telling me since i drove about 6 miles with low pressure it should be fine. he said that since i had je race rings i should be safe. and the crank didn't seize on me either.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||09-05-2003||05:15 PM||||but the pump did fail on you? Good compression still?||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||09-05-2003||05:20 PM||||Damage could still be done.  I would recommend dropping your oil pan and checking the rod bearings for wear.  Hal Landry blew a bottom end from his 2.3L project from a poor oil cooler connection.  It only took a couple seconds, albiet at high rpm.  His inspection found worn bottom-end bearings and he had to start over on it.<br /><br />Or you can just fix the immediate problem and keep driving.  You'll know you got a problem when it's knocking badly.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Good luck.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||09-05-2003||05:32 PM||||yeah i read about hal. but the good thing is is that i didn't go above 3500 rpms.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||09-05-2003||08:57 PM||||That really sucks Jon.  If you have to rebuild *again*... I'd consider finding a new, less aggravating and expensive hobby.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||09-06-2003||02:41 AM||||I've never heard of an oil pump failing and I'm not even sure HOW it could fail. When I just rebuilt my engine, I looked at my gears and housing and checked clearances and decided to reuse them. And the miles on my oil gears and front case? 180k...<br /><br />And yes, she makes PLENTY of oil pressure.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||09-07-2003||01:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Damage could still be done.  I would recommend dropping your oil pan and checking the rod bearings for wear.  Hal Landry blew a bottom end from his 2.3L project from a poor oil cooler connection.  It only took a couple seconds, albiet at high rpm.  His inspection found worn bottom-end bearings and he had to start over on it.<br /><br />Or you can just fix the immediate problem and keep driving.  You'll know you got a problem when it's knocking badly.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Good luck. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Due to this, Hal will not be running IDRC on Sun the 7th.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||09-07-2003||03:47 AM||||The oil pumps almost NEVER fail.  Just two gears spinning together.  However IT CAN lock up due to metal getting crunched in between the gears and actually locking the oil pump gears.  I had one do this due to metal shavings from a thrust bearing piling up.  The bad thing about these motors is that the oil isn't filtered before it hits the oil pump.  Therefore any crap in your oil pan gets sucked up thru the pump before you get it to the filter.  Nine out of ten, that's what happened.  Mine went for just under 15 seconds, and it ate all the mains, all the rods (bearing wise) plus snapped the oil pump pulley on the timing belt in half, and then shredded the timing belt.  Pull the pan and check the thrust bearing, as that is the one that goes first when the oil pressure drops (and of course the rod bearings).  Only thing that CAN happen to these pumps that reduces oil pressure is the surface that the gears ride on in the pump cover get scored up and the extra clearance drops oil pressure.<br />Ace||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003206.cgi
A||||4||jayru||Emergency brake cable ajustment?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||09-05-2003||05:23 PM||||Is their any other place to ajust the cable besides the one under the center console? <br /><br />my left side is draging and when i looked at the ajustment the right side is loose when the brake is down but the left is pulled foreward with very little slack. so the bar that holds both cables is cocked to the right.<br /><br />Is the cable sticking on that side or is their another ajustment point somewhere?||24.238.82.25||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-05-2003||05:26 PM||||That is the only adjustment point AFAIK.  If the assembly on the rear caliper isn't retracting after you let off the e-brake lever(which would explain the length differences), you may be in need of a caliper rebuild.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||09-05-2003||05:26 PM||||There is no other adjustment point.  You may have the rotating part of the caliper sticking in the rear.  I had that problem  with the bearing inside the caliper rusted and seized.<br /><br />It may be possible to lubricate some portions back there.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||jayru||09-05-2003||05:33 PM||||How do i know if the cable is sticking or the caliper? Is their a way to test?||24.238.82.25||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||09-05-2003||05:53 PM||||If your cables are really rusty you could just go ahead and replace them.  I think they are about $15 each.  Cheaper than reman calipers, and if it doesn't fix the problem, at least you have new cables.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Try this:  Jack up the back end, take your wheel off.  Pull the e-brake up, then put it back down so that the cables are off as you mention.  Now take a screwdriver and see if you can pop the little e-brake mechanism back forward.  If you can, I'd say your caliper is sticking.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/003207.cgi
A||||1||V8EATER||LOWERING SPRINGS||||1||||V8EATER||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||09-05-2003||05:32 PM||||I WILL BE REPLACING THE SUSPENSION W/ COILOVERS IN 6 MOS OR SO, BUT UNTIL THEN, I NEED TO DROP THIS MUTHA!  I WANT SPRINGS, PROGRESSIVE RATE, BUT STILL KEEP A COMFORTABLE RIDE.  ANYONE HAVE ANY OPINIONS? DUMB QUESTION.  WHITELINE, INTRAX, EIBACH, H&R?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8EATER||00002192||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-05-2003||06:00 PM||||Run a search on suspension and you will find tons of info.  And turn that caps lock off as well.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/003208.cgi
A||||4||Romanova||Gear oil?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||09-05-2003||09:19 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||What weight oil for the tranny?<br />Thanks!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||09-05-2003||09:48 PM||||Huh? You work at a GM dealer don't you, Tyler. Just go to the parts counter and pick up some GM syncromesh. It doesn't come in different weights. Good stuff!||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||RTS182G-VR4||09-06-2003||02:14 AM||||man i just put syncromesh in mine (the pensoil kind)  and NO more grinding.  that stuff is amazing.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||09-06-2003||02:50 AM||||This was for a friends TEL.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||V8EATER||09-06-2003||11:44 AM||||i found that the redline mtl works as well.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8EATER||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum2/003209.cgi
A||||2||hecdws||head ligth relay keeps going||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||09-05-2003||10:41 PM||hecdws@aol.com||ok my head lights went out, so after some diag.i sourced the problem to the head light/fog light relay.easy fix just purchased a new one popped it in and it worked fine for a month now the same problem again. any one have any ideas or had this happened to their vr4? is this why people put the seperate relays for the lights? thanks in advance.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-05-2003||10:49 PM||||Okay I ran into a problem where my headlights didn't work at all. I HIGHLY suggest everyone unbolt their relay/fuse box in the engine bay and inspect the wiring near the connectors. This has happened to more than two others on here. What you are looking for is any rotting on the wiring to the relay spade. You can't tell from looking at the top of the connection where the relay plugs in (you might but it will look like the plastic around it had melted at least mine did). Check that and replace it with a spade and cover with electrical tape or some insulation. Mine had rotted about an inch down the insulation. <br />Check that first before replacing any relays.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||09-05-2003||11:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Okay I ran into a problem where my headlights didn't work at all. I HIGHLY suggest everyone unbolt their relay/fuse box in the engine bay and inspect the wiring near the connectors. This has happened to more than two others on here. What you are looking for is any rotting on the wiring to the relay spade. You can't tell from looking at the top of the connection where the relay plugs in (you might but it will look like the plastic around it had melted at least mine did). Check that and replace it with a spade and cover with electrical tape or some insulation. Mine had rotted about an inch down the insulation. <br />Check that first before replacing any relays. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yes i listened to Rich here and that resolved the issue.||65.227.204.234||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/003210.cgi
A||||7||SLedge||Any trick to changing front sway bar?||||1||||Sledge||00002035
Z||000000||SLedge||09-06-2003||12:31 AM||||I was just trying to install my new Whiteline front swaybar and I'm stumped.  <br /><br />Disconnecting the end-links and brackets from the old bar was cake, but I just don't see a way to snake it out past the rack and axles.  Is there a trick to it.  Do I have to do something more drastic like disconnecting and dropping the lower suspension arm?<br /><br />Any sugestions appeciated!!!||65.179.232.187||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||09-06-2003||02:51 AM||||Good question... I got a Whiteline front bar sitting in my room just waiting to go on...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||09-06-2003||05:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Good question... I got a Whiteline front bar sitting in my room just waiting to go on... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second that.||69.59.219.217||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-06-2003||08:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> I was just trying to install my new Whiteline front swaybar and I'm stumped.  <br /><br />Disconnecting the end-links and brackets from the old bar was cake, but I just don't see a way to snake it out past the rack and axles.  Is there a trick to it.  Do I have to do something more drastic like disconnecting and dropping the lower suspension arm?<br /><br />Any sugestions appeciated!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You might.  When I was doing my tranny, I wanted a upgrade sway bar on me.  It looked easy with everything off.<br /><br />If you remove the axles, drain the tranny first.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||09-06-2003||10:30 AM||||i did this on a lift, and it was, to me, a MAJOR beyatch.  i remember removing the lower support that is lengthwise underneath on the left side, and another triangular piece on the right side.  i did NOT remove the lower control arms.  however, if you think just getting the old bar out is tough, wait till you get the new one in.  that sucker took us about 4 hrs to install.  the toughest part was getting the brackets on the bar that hold it to the crossmember.  it seemed my bar was just not quite bent correctly.  we could get one side on, but not the other, and we went back and forth several times.  i even hogged out the bolt hole in one bracket to get it on, and the left side keeps eating up the bushing.  getting the end links to bolt up was another problem, i had to jack up each side, and the car was just starting to raise up off the lift, and then i could just barely get the link on.  i dont know HOW you guys can do this on just jackstands.  and rob schwenke did it in his garage.  everyone says the rear bar is more difficult, so i did that one first.  it was a piece of cake, so, naturally, i think, the front bar is gonna be really easy.  WRONG!!  one thing that might help, the brackets that hold the bar to the crossmember have a slot on top.  after you put the bracket in the slot, you gotta bring it down, over the bushing, and bolt it down.  that sucker keeps coming off, and if you use a blade screwdriver in the slot, you can stop it from coming out, and use the screwdriver to force it down and over.  and grease the SHIT out of it all.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||09-06-2003||11:41 AM||||Not looking forward to installing this bar now... thanks Ken. <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||1101||09-06-2003||12:39 PM||||I got my 22mm whiteline front bar in by taking off the wheels, downpipe, transfer case, and if I remember correctly, one steering rack ball joint from the hub assy. You have to rotate the sway bar almost 360 degrees, push and pull it in various directions, angle it and swear at it as it is worked in or out one side. But mine went in without forcing it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />It is like working a Chinese puzzle going in or out.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000007||SLedge||09-06-2003||09:45 PM||||Since swearing didn't help much, I decided to just back-burner the project for now.  Even getting the stock bar back into the brackets took about 15 minutes, so I can definately see it's going to be an exercise in patience when I do try to line up the new one.<br /><br />I was anticipating some major front end work (bushings etc) so I'll try and sneak the bar in when I plan to have stuff largely disassembled already.<br /><br />Thanks for the info everyone.  (Next time I'll first so I don't spend 3 hours to end up where I started!)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.179.224.75||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes



ubb/Forum2/003211.cgi
A||||4||91vr4evolution||Crankcase breathing?||||5||||91vr4evolution||00000457
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||09-06-2003||02:26 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Hi everyone, I recently got around to fitting a reground set of cams, with cam gears, removed the balance shafts, removed and washed out the intake manifold AND fitted a lighter steel flywheel. It all fired up and ran great (eventually!!), and it F++K++G flys!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />However, the course of more power never runs smoothly, and this is the problem : while doing a pressure test to make sure the intake manifold was sealed up properly, I noticed a large amount of air passing the crankcase breathers. Also, every 10 seconds or so, a bubble of air would appear in the radiator. However, there is no trace of oil in the radiator, or water in the crankcase, it's not blowing any smoke, and it goes like snot.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />So, my question is, given that my motor has 144000km ( 90ish thou miles), is this 'normal' leakage on a cold engine, or, have I done a head gasket (to the oil return gallery?), or, broken ring?, or, broke a piston?<br /><br />Thanks for your help in advance,<br /><br />Mike.||203.98.50.21||reg||5||91vr4evolution||00000457||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||09-06-2003||01:42 PM||||If you are getting bubbles of air in your coolant while doing an intake pressure test, you either have: a leaky head gasket, a cracked head, or... never seen it happen, but in theory it could, a leaking FIAV.<br /><br />There is no acceptible amount of head gasket leakage. You may be able to get by for a while, but it WILL gradually get worse.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||09-08-2003||05:50 AM||||What's a FIAV? Do you mean the PCV valve? If so, it can't be that, cause I'm running a breather on both vents?  So, you reckon the head gasket has blown to an oil return hole? And maybe a pinhole to a water gallery?<br /><br />In that case, given that I can't check the condition of the ring lands without pulling out the pistons, if they seem ok from the top, should I just change the head gasket and leave it at that? Money is an object!<br /><br />Mike.||203.98.50.21||reg||1||91vr4evolution||00000457||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-08-2003||08:43 AM||||Is your cam timing correct? I ask because the valves may not be shutting explaining the blowby but not the <br /><br />good power your car's supposedly making<br />or the bubbling coolant <br /><br />which leads to the headgasket or the head<br /><br />or, if you're like me you used abrasive material to clean your intake manifold and gave your engine the old sand-clean procedure.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||09-09-2003||06:02 AM||||Well the cams are set to where the grinder specified, and the vacumm was down about 2" on where it was before the cam install. The grind is supposely like a step above Evo 3 cams and somewhere below hks 264s, but it definitely has a lot more top-end kick than the stock cams. <br /><br />I washed the manifold out with brake-clean and a small nylon bristled brush, so that's not it.<br /> <br />I'm leaning towards the head gasket, as the car has had the last 30000 miles at around 16-18 psi, plus about 100 quarter mile runs at 22-23 psi, so if it has gone, it probably isn't before time!<br /><br />I'm working out of town for a while, so I can't do anything at the mo' anyway, just looking for ideas for when I get home.||203.98.50.21||reg||1||91vr4evolution||00000457||yes



ubb/Forum2/003212.cgi
A||||1||V8EATER||egt temps||||1||||V8EATER||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||09-06-2003||11:39 AM||||what is an acceptable range for temps?  i'm a newbie (no more jokes please- i've turned off the caps, what more do you want?), and i've got the gauge.  what is the red zone?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8EATER||00002192||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-06-2003||04:47 PM||||Thanks.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Try these:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000571" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000571</a> <br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002549" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002549</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002548" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002548</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002104" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002104</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001067" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001067</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search</a>||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003213.cgi
A||||7||dwatters@sisna.com||Help! I need headbolt torque specs||||1||||GVR4*1990||00000935
Z||000000||dwatters@sisna.com||09-06-2003||03:13 PM||gvr_41990@sisna.com||I have 1990's head off and cannot find my manual I need the headbold torque specs for a 7 Bolt (1994) So that I can put it back together.||205.208.177.224||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-06-2003||04:07 PM||||Are you putting a 7 bolt engines head on a 6 bolt engine ?<br /><br />The 1g (6 bolt) heads are better. <br /><br />Anyway, Call AutoZone or NAPA and ask them if yopu cant find them with the search button (hint) or by using the <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com</a> (hint).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||dwatters@sisna.com||09-06-2003||04:21 PM||||Nope, It is the reverse a 6-Bolt head on a 7-bolt block. So I have to use the 7-bolt  headbolts for now. <br /> <br /><br />I checked the Vfaq and did a masive search on the web all that I found was the spec for the 1984 - 1990 NA 2.0l.||205.208.177.44||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||09-06-2003||04:27 PM||||Do you have a 7 bolt in your car?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||09-06-2003||07:53 PM||||well I just redid my HG and i remember reading in my manual that stock head bolt torque is 75-85 ft lbs. this is out of the haynes manual for 90-94 dsms.||65.227.204.89||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||09-06-2003||08:48 PM||||The 7-bolt head stud tightening method is different, since those are stretch bolts (read: not reusable), so I would RTFM to get the exact procedure.  <br /><br />You'll need brand spankin new 7-bolt studs, and I'm pretty sure they need to be torqued in a specific fashion that differes from the 6-bolt stud method.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||dwatters@sisna.com||09-06-2003||09:11 PM||||Yes, I have a 7-bolt in #1990, The engine had been replaced when I bought it.<br /><br />I picked up #201 from a wrecking yard and was going to rebuild its engine. But when I pulled the turbo the other day. I found two large holes in the block. One about where #4 would be, and the other was about #2 and it blew the balance shaft right out of the block.<br /><br />Is the 75 to 85 include the 1/4 turn? Or is it the total spec.<br /><br />On Turbo Dodges it is 75 and then 1/4 of a turn. But the bolt have to be able to hold 90 of there not any good. You can usually get away with 2 uses then they are junk.||205.208.177.50||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||09-07-2003||12:35 AM||||Hell, the dealer will know for sure. They may be willing to help ya with some numbers.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003214.cgi
A||||18||jayru||Anyone ever make a kill switch for their knock sensor?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||09-06-2003||05:49 PM||||I have 1st gear knock in my car that must be phantom because no mater how i tune my car it is always present.<br /><br />It's only in first! no other gear. It kills my launches and times at the track bcs i get 17-25 counts knock and it retards my timing bogging the car down in first.<br /><br />Can i hook up a switch to the knock wire going to the computer to turn it off for 1st gear?||24.238.82.25||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-06-2003||08:45 PM||||We've been over this before.  You said yourself that your lifters sometimes tick.  Well, even when you can't hear it, your knock sensor can.  That's right, even if they ain't clattering, you can still get phantom knock from them.  <br /><br />Trust me, mine did the exact same thing till I put in the new 3G lifters last month.  Voila!  No more part throttle knock, especially in first gear.  <br /><br />I would definitely NOT put a kill switch on the knock sensor, it is there for a reason.  If you want better knock control, get a J&S.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||jayru||09-06-2003||09:31 PM||||But why no knock in any other gear but first, if it is the lifters? And your right it might be, but only in 1st?||24.238.82.25||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||peterlsmith||09-06-2003||09:51 PM||||Out of curiosity, how do you launch? i.e. stutterbox or not, what rpm, etc.<br /><br />I've heard of problems where taking the revs up too quickly to your launch rpm can trigger knock - the solution being to be take the revs up slowly.<br /><br />Peter||165.121.66.237||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||09-06-2003||11:03 PM||||Because in first gear you start from 12psi oil pressure at idle.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||jayru||09-07-2003||02:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peter Smith:<br /><strong> Out of curiosity, how do you launch? i.e. stutterbox or not, what rpm, etc.<br /><br />I've heard of problems where taking the revs up too quickly to your launch rpm can trigger knock - the solution being to be take the revs up slowly.<br /><br />Peter </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually it's any style of driving. Launch, stop light, traffic, anything that involves 1'st gear creates knock. Even if i bring the revs up slowly.||24.238.82.25||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||jayru||09-07-2003||02:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> Because in first gear you start from 12psi oil pressure at idle. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Makes sense, but that's why i figured i'd make the kill switch. I don't have the time/money to replace lifters. If a simple radioshack switch could cure the problem i'd rather do that (for now anyway). <br /><br />Will it through a code in the computer if i put the switch in?||24.238.82.25||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||09-07-2003||02:23 AM||||i don't believe it will throw a code.  It will automatically put knock at 9 counts with no signal though. Just wait and fix the lifters.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||MiSTER2||09-08-2003||12:14 PM||||I'm also having problems with my knock sensor right now.  And mine is not only first gear, it's every gear, even on normal driving, even off boost etc.  I know the car is not pinging so the options are:<br />1- Lifters<br />2- Faulty knock sensor (which i don't think)<br />3- Worn-out engine and other parts (for example even gearbox may have an effect on the knock sensor)<br /><br />Few other vr4 owners here complained about the same problem, so the common agreed conlusion is as 4g63s get old they create way to much vibration and noise, and the vr4 knock sensors are way too sensitive.  <br /><br />The solution: Putting a touch less sensitive knock sensor of another type.  Yes i know many ppl are against this but i think a little less sensitive knock sensor wouldn't hurt and would pick up only the real knock not the phantom knock.  I guess as long as tuning is carefully done it should be ok.<br /><br />This way will be  a lot cheaper than changing lifters or other noisy bits.  <br /><br />p.s. save the in the long run blown engine etc. comments for someone else  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000009||joec||09-08-2003||02:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> 2- Faulty knock sensor (which i don't think)<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What makes you think it's not faulty -- have you looked at it?  Over time they tend to leak out some of the goop that's used to dampen the sensor.  Also, since it's really just a microphone, I've heard that it's sensitive to the installation torque.  If you want to turn down the sensitivity you could try loosening it a bit...||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000010||Invader||09-08-2003||02:43 PM||||I wouldn't recommend it (since it bypasses a safety feature), but you can pull the knock sensor and ground it somewhere where it won't pick up knock (say, at the firewall, etc).  The ECU only complains if the knock sensor isn't grounded (the circuit isn't complete), if the ECU sees a complete circuit, it won't complain.<br /><br />You'll have to have your base timing set conservatively at first since the ECU will advance without any knock.  Might want to datalog and see what the ECU does before advancing the base timing too much...<br /><br />If you're sure you don't have any real knock or you run on race fuel almost exclusively then it's pretty safe.  Could also have 2 knock sensors (one deaf and one plugged in properly) and switch the harness between the two when you get to the track (on race fuel and controlled conditions, etc.).||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000011||MiSTER2||09-08-2003||07:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> 2- Faulty knock sensor (which i don't think)<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What makes you think it's not faulty -- have you looked at it?  Over time they tend to leak out some of the goop that's used to dampen the sensor.  Also, since it's really just a microphone, I've heard that it's sensitive to the installation torque.  If you want to turn down the sensitivity you could try loosening it a bit... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think that it's not faulty because when i datalog my car it behaves normal,  doesn't show any knock at idle and doesn't show knocks like crazy,  just when i'm driving slow or fast it starts picking up knocks here and there, which makes me suspect they are phantom knocks and more to do with the condition of the engine than the knock sensor itself.  But as i said i just assume i'm not 100% sure until i get it checked out.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000012||VR6 Eater||09-08-2003||08:39 PM||||If it's just that you think it's ok doesn't mean it is.  Just go out and stick your hand under the intake manifold and feel around for the knock sensor.  When you find it if there is a trail of gooy shit coming out of it and running down the back of your block, it's bad.  When it leaks it gets oversensitive.  The only way it won't show knock when you log is if it quits working all together.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||09-08-2003||10:19 PM||||I have one last closing comment on whether or not to "rig" the knock sensor vs. addressing the problem at the source.  <br /><br />"Do it once, do it right"||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||09-08-2003||10:25 PM||||I feel that it would be cheaper to replace your lifters and have the knock sensor installed properly, than to rig it and blow your shit up.  Even if the $130 lifters (easy install too) don't fix your problem, at least you have quieted your engine and eliminated an option.  I personally feel everyone should replace the sucky stock lifters if you are going to try to tune at all.  Who knows when phantom knock will decide to rear its ugly head.||12.92.28.111||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||josh91vr4||09-08-2003||10:40 PM||||I read someone used 3G lifters, they fit???<br />Otherwise, sorry if i sound stupid, but do you have to take the head off to change them, or just the cover?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000016||howard_GVR4||09-08-2003||11:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> I read someone used 3G lifters, they fit???<br />Otherwise, sorry if i sound stupid, but do you have to take the head off to change them, or just the cover? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Only the valve cover needs to come off.  It's easily an afternoon (read: 1-2 hour job).  The 3G lifters are available from Eagle Automotive Warehouse for $7.74/apiece.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000017||VR6 Eater||09-09-2003||12:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  The 3G lifters are available from Eagle Automotive Warehouse for $7.74/apiece. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lifters (3rd Generation) ALL  EHT1913 8.65/a piece||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||09-09-2003||10:33 AM||||...FYI, updated my page...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003215.cgi
A||||3||SLedge||Took car off jackstands -- key won't turn in ignition!||||1||||Sledge||00002035
Z||000000||SLedge||09-06-2003||09:34 PM||||Sorry to be such a bother today, but I've got another problem!  Since my front swaybar install attempt was a bust, I decided to replace my tranny fluid w/ some Redline MTL.<br /><br />I jacked up both ends of the car (supported w/ jackstands) so I could keep the body level and still get under it to see what I was doing.  Everything went smoothly, so I lowered the car in preparation for a test-drive.  <br /><br />I get in the car and now the key won't turn in the ignition.  It won't even go into the accessory position.  Is there some inertial sensor that locks out the key in the event of a accident or something?  Does my car get vertigo?<br /><br />What else can go wrong this weekend!.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.179.224.75||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||09-06-2003||09:41 PM||||If your steering wheel is locked (meaning you can't turn it one way or the other), and is under a bind - which could happen when you lowered the car back on the ground after working on it, this will cause you to not be able to turn the ignition switch.  Try pulling on the steering wheel one way or the other while trying to turn the key.  Other than that, make sure you are using the correct key, and it isn't bent..!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.179.168.55||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||09-06-2003||09:41 PM||||I dunno if you've tried it or not...but...<br /><br />Try and turn the wheel as you turn the key and see if that works.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||SLedge||09-06-2003||09:49 PM||||Thanks a bunch!  A simple turn of the wheel while twisting the key and presto!!<br /><br />Now I'll go try it with a bent, wrong, key and see if still starts...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.179.224.75||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes



ubb/Forum2/003216.cgi
A||||22||turbowop||agp's full garret kit||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||09-06-2003||09:34 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Has anybody with a gvr4 installed one of these kits? I'm curious to know if the manifold/wastegate combo has any clearance issues. A friend of mine with a 2g Eclipse went with this kit and it is pretty awesome. He got the 50trim compressor with a .48 exh housing and spoolup is great. After having it on for only two days and not much tuning he ran consistant 12.4's on 92 octane with 660 injectors. That was at 19psi also. I expect him to be in the high 11's shortly.<br /><br />The 16g is coming off my car at the end of this season in lieu of some type of 50 trim. I'm just unsure if I should go internally gated green, agp rs 49 internal, or say screw it and go ext. gate. It just seems like the ext. on our cars is a real PITA. Does an o2 mounted ext. work on our cars without hitting anything? <br /><br />Thanks for any help.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||09-07-2003||07:06 PM||||Nobody knows?||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||KenGVR4||09-07-2003||07:45 PM||||I believe the O2 housing mounted external will work, there's really nothing down there that creates a clearance issue. A manifold mounted 'gate will work fine, so long as you mount the wastegate on top of the manifold, instead of sticking out the front of the manifold like most DSMs with an external are set up.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||09-07-2003||07:57 PM||||But will the manifold mounted external shown in this pic clear the radiator? I guess thats what I really want to know. I know that the HKS (i think thats who makes it) manifold with the flange built in to the number one runner for an external doesnt work because it hits the radiator when mounted. At least that's what I thought was the problem with it from reading past threads. I know on the o2 mounted external it shouldn't hit anything like the accessories but it curves towards the front of the car and wasn't sure if it curved enough to put the gate right at the radiator. <br />Here's the pic of teh AGP setup I was looking at:<br />  <img src="http://www.agpturbo.com/kitcloseup.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Matt379||09-07-2003||09:15 PM||||I won't have a full garret setup or external gate, but I will have results of an L2 (very simliar to RS49--different exhaust housing instead of Mitsu housing) on my car with a 95 manifold and internal wastegate.  I will be posting results of driving/testing it later.<br /><br />Matt||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||09-07-2003||11:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt Wenger:<br /><strong> I won't have a full garret setup or external gate, but I will have results of an L2 (very simliar to RS49--different exhaust housing instead of Mitsu housing) on my car with a 95 manifold and internal wastegate.  I will be posting results of driving/testing it later.<br /><br />Matt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks Matt...I'm very curious to hear how you like the internal. I've been doing a lot of reading of opinions on the internal gated larger turbos and it's kind of hit and miss. Some people have problems and some don't. I took some measurements from my friends setup today and it looks like IF it did work it would be VERY tight. Maybe I'll just do a green with an o2 mounted ext. gate.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||09-08-2003||12:28 AM||||Why not ask AGP?  They have built a 10 second GVR4.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||09-08-2003||12:42 AM||||i am running a hks external gate off the number 1 runner on my ported 2g. similar setup using garrett turbo, and yes Mark, it will clear the radiator. It clears it by a good 2-3 inches.||65.227.204.144||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||markrieb||09-08-2003||01:04 AM||||Good question Mark.<br /><br />I was just looking at the Forced Performance offerings and thought that this setup would probably fit with no problems.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net/dsm_turbo_fp30.htm" target="_blank">http://www.forcedperformance.net/dsm_turbo_fp30.htm</a><br /><br />Specifically, look at this picture:  <a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net/images/products/fp30/fp30_1.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.forcedperformance.net/images/products/fp30/fp30_1.jpg</a><br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.79.105||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||09-08-2003||01:32 AM||||That's a sweet looking setup, but how much will it be for everything though? It does look like it will fit nicely. I wonder what those turbos are like on pump gas or are they strictly high boost, race gas, track style turbos? It's nice that they have an o2 housing that bolts to the downpipe with the stock flange now.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||09-08-2003||02:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Why not ask AGP?  They have built a 10 second GVR4. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wasn't that AMS? I know that Nate has an L2R or at least used to but I don't think he's been in the 10's yet. I'll call AGP and see if they know though.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||turbowop||09-08-2003||05:12 AM||||Hmmmm....so I added up everything needed to install an FP 3055 on my car: 3055, tial 40mm, intake pipe, o2 housing with two hole flange for downpipe, plus the little odds and ends and it came out to around $1800. That doesn't seem *too* bad for what you get. I guess I never really looked at that turbo because I thought it was a tad overkill until Mark Rieb linked it. Hell, even a green with an ext. gate will be at least $1500 and I'd still need a new intake pipe. And that's without me figuring out where the hell to put the ext. gate.<br /><br />Ahhhh....the things I love about the gvr4. Everythings gotta be a super custom fab job when you wanna keep things like power steering and ac and such.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  And the damn radiator can't be just another inch away from the engine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||09-08-2003||09:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Why not ask AGP?  They have built a 10 second GVR4. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They do?  AFAIK, I thought the only two 10-sec GVR4's were the AMS car (garrett T3/T4), and Dale Nardozzi's (FP Red).||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||airpoppoff||09-14-2003||04:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> \ I expect him to be in the high 11's shortly.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.189.204.104||reg||1||Airpoppoff||00001954||yes
Z||000014||VR4 Me||09-14-2003||09:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> Good question Mark.<br /><br />I was just looking at the Forced Performance offerings and thought that this setup would probably fit with no problems.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">woah woah woah... so with the forced performance 3055 setup, we could potentially see in excess of 500whp...while retaining everything as it is right now?<br /><br />sign me the fuck up...who's gonna be the guinea pig to see if this monster fits?||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000015||GVR$in||09-14-2003||09:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4 Me:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> Good question Mark.<br /><br />I was just looking at the Forced Performance offerings and thought that this setup would probably fit with no problems.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">woah woah woah... so with the forced performance 3055 setup, we could potentially see in excess of 500whp...while retaining everything as it is right now?<br /><br />sign me the fuck up...who's gonna be the guinea pig to see if this monster fits? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A former GGSX owner on this board had an FP3055 in his galant. o2 mounted TiAL 35mm wastegate and 3" o2 elim downpipe.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000016||turbowop||09-15-2003||12:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4 Me:<br />woah woah woah... so with the forced performance 3055 setup, we could potentially see in excess of 500whp...while retaining everything as it is right now?<br /><br />sign me the fuck up...who's gonna be the guinea pig to see if this monster fits? [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think a whole lot of supporting mods are needed to reach the 500whp number. It's not a bolt on the turbo and run 10's type of deal.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000017||GVR$in||09-15-2003||12:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> I think a whole lot of supporting mods are needed to reach the 500whp number. It's not a bolt on the turbo and run 10's type of deal.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you serious?!? I only have $999 and was goin to buy an FP30! They told me 500whp!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000018||curtis||09-15-2003||03:50 AM||||As with any race part they are built for racing.  stay away from the tube headers on the street they will warp and begin to crack out only after about six months of street abuse.  You can build support brackets that help but they will crack nothing like an old dependable 2nd gen manifold.  Hahn builds adapter plates to adapt a garrett to a mitsu manifold for 50 bucks.||65.144.95.157||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000019||VR4 Me||09-15-2003||07:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> I think a whole lot of supporting mods are needed to reach the 500whp number. It's not a bolt on the turbo and run 10's type of deal.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no, i understand supporting mods are needed, but the way fp makes it sound, it seems as tho this turbo suffers very little lag for the power that it makes. that's all that I was getting at. that and that there seemed to be very little custom fabrication or readjusting of stock parts. I've never even heard of a 3055, granted I'm a n00b, and am coming from a completely different world of cars.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />anyways, i want the setup...now, please||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000020||Nate||09-15-2003||04:00 PM||||I stuck one of their Garrett kits in the Mirage, and if it'll fit in the Mirage without any clearance issues, it'll fit in a Galant with no problems.  The only thing I could see being an issue would be if you for some reason would still want to run the piping up and over the manifold, since the gate would be sitting there.  you shouldn't have any issues with fitment.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000021||turbowop||09-15-2003||07:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> I stuck one of their Garrett kits in the Mirage, and if it'll fit in the Mirage without any clearance issues, it'll fit in a Galant with no problems.  The only thing I could see being an issue would be if you for some reason would still want to run the piping up and over the manifold, since the gate would be sitting there.  you shouldn't have any issues with fitment. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So is the radiator on the Mirage the same distance away from the turbo, Nate? That's some good info.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000022||Nate||09-16-2003||11:51 AM||||The radiator in the Mirage is even closer than in the Galant.  Probably about 2" closer.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum2/003217.cgi
A||||3||RTS182G-VR4||what to do next?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||09-07-2003||02:58 AM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i dont know what i need to do next to the galant.  fuel pump?  safc?  how much psi can be supported with stock injectors?  im also thinking about an intake pipe from dsmparts and a victory performance o2 eliminator.  any suggestions?  front mount is hopfully in the works.  i just want to hit low 14s high 13s up here.  thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||09-07-2003||03:01 AM||||How about you start by telling us all that's been done to your Galant, and we'll take it from there.||69.59.219.151||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||RTS182G-VR4||09-07-2003||08:20 PM||||2.5 inch mofugas catback and downpipe.  ported 16g.  ported evoIII exhaust mani.  boost controller,  jdm tranny,  free mods.  that would be about it.  i ran a 15.4 at 15psi  on a bad launch and bad shifting (hadnt driven the car for months) at bandimere (5800 ft) 2.5 60ft 87.9 mph trap speed.  thanks.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||09-07-2003||08:57 PM||||Way up there I would think that the best thing you could do would be to add a huge efficient intercooler to get as much o2 in the mix as possible, and more fuel would follow.||64.63.212.115||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003218.cgi
A||N||1||ejectseat||clunking when backing up...||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||09-07-2003||01:47 PM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||only while backing up: in or out of gear, straight or with wheel cut, sounds like it is coming from rear.  Any ideas?||24.154.184.10||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||09-07-2003||06:07 PM||||happens to me..<br />think its something to do with the rear brakes when goin in reverse.. <br /><br />shouldnt be too worried i dun fink||203.166.63.135||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/003219.cgi
A||||6||henrok||REAR POWERSTEERING REMOVAL||||1||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||09-07-2003||04:19 PM||alvihen@aol.com||HEY GUYS I KNOW THIS TOPIC HAS BEEN ABUSED BUT I HAVE ONE QUESTION.  MY REAR LINES ARE LEAKING AT THE PRESSURE TUBE CONNECTION LINE.  I WAS GONNA REMOVE ALL LINES BUT CANT I JUST BLOCK THE FLUID FEEDING FROM THE RESEVIOR NIPPLES THEN JUST PLUG IT THERE. FLUID WILL STILL GO TO THE FRONT JUST NOT THE REAR RIGHT?  THEN LATER I CAN REMOVE THE LINES. JUST LOOKING FOR A GOOD TEMPORARY FIX. THANKS||152.163.252.33||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-07-2003||05:14 PM||||That sounds reasonable to me, but Im not sure.<br /><br />Btw, CAPS SUCK FOR MY EYES.<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||09-07-2003||05:52 PM||||the rear will still be supplied by its pressure source "signal"(the front rack) the reservoir simply keeps a supply to the rear steering,also the lttile pump on the rear will be starved for oil and it will possibly grenade or make lots of noise...||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||henrok||09-07-2003||08:05 PM||||so then, what is the easiest permanent fix without removing all the lines etc...  ive read to block the supply to the rear via the steering rack so i read thru the archives on here and my dsm cd. from the cd i got a page (if u wanna go look its pg. 37a-32) which shows a drawing of the rack. looking at it ull see 13-1 is the aws oil line and steering gear box connection. is this where i have to block/disconnect it?  however i looked at mine and theres only one line coming from the rear connected here and the diagram shows two.  sooo hmmm i am a bit confused as to where to disconnect it.  or maybe im looking tooo hard for an answer ( usually occurs with me lol)||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||Whistler||09-07-2003||09:00 PM||||Search!  <br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001845#000004">this should help</a>||68.17.130.75||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||09-08-2003||01:12 AM||||Get a 1g tel reservior and pull the pump/gear out of the rear diff and cut off the gear or get a block off plate, I believe that tel's had them but could be mistaken. And drain the fluid from the rear lines. I went ahead and got 2 block off plugs for the steering rack there are 14X1.5 oring seat lines I had a shop out here take the fittings put in a ~1.5 inch line in it and crush it and fill it with silver. The guy told me thats what the use for testing the lines they make and they test them to 3000 psi.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  So that should not pose a prob. It cost me $10 to get them made up. And ripped out all of the lines and sold the ones I could get out with out cutting.||65.177.241.161||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||henrok||09-08-2003||06:36 PM||||hey guys thanks for responding.  what i really need to know where is the passenger side block off at?  i went underneath and like i said before i only see one line coming of the rack.  this is the only problem i have now since im gonna try and block it off this way and remove all the lines. thanks again for responding.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/003220.cgi
A||||1||slvrblt||Different engines for NT and T ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||09-07-2003||05:10 PM||||This is new to me, but whats with the bore that is listed on cars.msn.com ?<br /><br />  Engine Specifications <br /> <br /> <br />    2.0L 102hp   2.0L 140hp    2.0L 195hp   <br />HP    102        140 @ 6000RPM     195  <br />  <br />Displacement (cc)   <b>1997   1975   1998</b><br />Turbo/Supercharger   No   No   Turbo  <br />Bore X Stroke 3.35X3.46  <b>3.23X3.68</b>   3.35X3.46  <br />Compression Ratio   8.5   10.3   7.8<br /><br /><br />Sorry its hard to read, the original is  <a href="http://autos.msn.com/vip/engines.aspx?modelid=2061&src=vip" target="_blank">here</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-08-2003||01:31 AM||||So are they right about the different bore and stroke on the 140 HP rated 4g63 in the 91 galant ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003221.cgi
A||||4||atsiauto||finally datalogged # 441 need some experts.||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||09-07-2003||05:20 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I have 3 logs in a zip file it looks as though we overrun the mas every time im at or above 6k where all my problems seem to exist (car stops pulling at like 6k usually )I can e mail those interested the logs. we made 2 of the runs at 1.2 bar .  Thanks a lot to Justin 1229? Gvr4  for installing his ecu into my car and logging it. S.   also see  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002867#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002867#000000</a>  my original help post..||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||09-08-2003||08:29 AM||||is anyone available to look at my logs? Id appreciate..||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||09-08-2003||08:40 AM||||Why don't you just post some of the results at the RPM that you are worried. If you weant to email me the info and i'll look at it for you. I'm new to MMCD but I tune our all motor CRX.||162.84.80.232||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||09-08-2003||09:45 AM||||Why did you swap ECU's?  The logger simply plugs into the stock diagnostic port.  <br /><br />I noticed in the other thread that you have adjustable cam gears.  What are they set at?  If I were you, I'd leave those puppies zeroed out until you A) get them degreed or B) tune them on a dyno.<br /><br />And yeah, if you could extrapolate and post the raw numbers from your datalogs, it would make it easier for the general public to comment on them.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||09-08-2003||08:43 PM||||the ecu from justins car is been modified to have the cable connect to the lapttop by keydiver. Im still waiting on a palm from my friend to run mmcd.I redid the cams to "0" over a week ago w no positive changes.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum2/003222.cgi
A||||2||GRV4726||help finding info.||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||09-07-2003||05:31 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey guys. i'm writing my paper on turbo. the topic is design tech, so i need to explain the desing evolution. i was wodering if you help out. its hard to find info on my topic for some reason. but i have to find something.<br /><br />what i need to find is the design behind the first turbo which was made by Alfred Buchi. i can find this, so my essay is really shitty now. <br /><br />it would be really cool to find a book on this, but i haven't had any luck yet. not even on the internet.<br /><br />so hopefully i missed something. anyway thanks for the help.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||09-07-2003||06:16 PM||||<a href="http://www.corvaircorsa.com/vance.html" target="_blank">http://www.corvaircorsa.com/vance.html</a>  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ucalgary.ca/~csimpson/Articles/JetFire.html" target="_blank">a little more info</a> <br /><br /> [url= http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&q=%22Alfred+Buchi%22]use this google search[/url]||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||09-07-2003||09:12 PM||||thanks i've alread found those though.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/003223.cgi
A||||4||neonturbo1995||Head bolt hex size???||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||09-08-2003||12:04 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I do not have any hex bits anymore, and I was reading the "Haynes" manual on removing the cylinder head and it says I need a 13mm Hex bit.....I went to EVERY damn parts store, tool store, and even Snap-on online store...nobody makes a damn 13mm hex bit!!!!  Is this just a typo??  Let me know, thanks!||68.164.228.148||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||09-08-2003||12:44 AM||||LMFAO!!!!!!!!! I did the same shit a few weeks ago. Pissed me off so much. Yes its wrong in the book. <br /><br />It requires a 10mm allen head socket sold at Sears.||65.227.204.144||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||09-08-2003||01:52 AM||||I just did the same thing 2 weeks also.  I went to the snap-on guys house and got a 13mm hex socket, yes they do make them, got home tried it and had to exchange it the next day.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||09-08-2003||04:59 AM||||You guys should know by now that there isn't a single 13mm head bolt on the car (at least from the factory).<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||neonturbo1995||09-08-2003||12:23 PM||||Kick ASS....10mm I can do!||68.165.56.72||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum2/003224.cgi
A||||19||BluFalcon||Power Window Malfunction||||1||||BluFalcon||00000366
Z||000000||BluFalcon||09-08-2003||02:57 AM||muttski@comcast.net||From the first day I had my GVR4, something has been up with the power windows.  Initially they would only operate when the driver's side door was completely shut, which I dismissed as a "quirk" of the car. Last night however, they stopped operating all together..after I rolled both front windows down.  All the windows are dead, no matter which switch you try to operate.  I pulled the drivers side door panel off and used a spare battery and jumper leads to raise the windows back up.  I've started troubleshooting and this is what I've found so far: 1. The power window fuse in the engine bay is intact and recieving power from the battery. 2.  The power window relay under the dash is clicking, and there is power coming off two terminals in the relay base.  I swapped out relays to no effect.  3.  The connector that plugs into the divers side power window switch is recieving power from one pin on the plug.  I've tried swapping out window switches with a known serviceable one, again with no change noted.  I've looked at the schematics for the window circuit and noticed that the ETACS box is in the circuit..doing whatever it is that it does.  Could the ETACS box be the culprit?  The relay is working and recieving voltage from the battery and the connector is also seeing power as well.  Getting power to the switch doesn't seem to be an issue here.  The switch isn't an issue because I've got one that worked perfectly fine after I borrowed it for troubleshooting.  I'm stumped and this reaffirms the fact that I hate sparkchasing.  If anyone has any ideas or thoughts, they'd be greatly appreciated.  Thanks.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-08-2003||10:03 AM||||Is the ETACS upstream or downstream from the switches?  I would imagine that the window switches are last in line -- so if you're getting voltage to the plug I'd have to guess... uh...  the Window Lock button is broken.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />What switches did you swap?  The driver's master panel?  I know that all the other window switches are downstream from it, so if the master is out the other windows won't operate.<br /><br />I have a working master panel, minus a spring for the window lock button...  perhaps you could turn it into a working unit?   Cleaning the contacts might help too.  <br /><br />I actually had an autoglass installer show me that there is thermal protection on the switches.  I had a window replaced (Galant GS) and it was binding on the way up.  If we held the switch down and the window stuck the switch would cease to operate until it cooled off.  YMMV.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||BluFalcon||09-08-2003||02:09 PM||||It was the window master switch on the drivers side.  The switch I used to try and troubleshoot the problem with was pulled from a friends GVR4 and worked just fine before it was pulled out for testing.  I believe the ETACS is upstream of the switch and relay according to the schematic.  I don't think the switch is the issue here.  Hmm any other thoughts?  Thanks for the reply.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000003||miturra||09-08-2003||03:52 PM||||Is the window motor good?||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-08-2003||07:29 PM||||ETACS fuse?||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||BluFalcon||09-08-2003||08:55 PM||||The motor is still good.  I used a spare battery and some test leads to jumper the windows back into the up position.  Is there an ETACS fuse?  If so, where would it be located?  The main fuse bank in the engine compartment?  My question is, does the ETACS box have anything to do with the power windows?||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||09-08-2003||09:35 PM||||I seem to recall an ETACS fuse off of the battery (underhood).  Unless that was ECS, in which case, pull that fuse because we shouldn't have ECS.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Yes, ETACS does have something to do with the windows -- it lets you operate the windows up to 30 seconds after the ignition is turned off, provided no-one opens a door (which is usually what happens).<br /><br />So, in theory, if ETACS thinks a door is open and the car is off, you'd never be able to operate the windows.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||BluFalcon||09-08-2003||11:06 PM||||I will have to check that tonight when I get home.  Thanks Ryan.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000008||BluFalcon||09-12-2003||05:28 AM||||Well this has been fun.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />  First off the damned windows still dont work.  I've been following the troubleshotting steps from the factory manual with little to no luck.  Here's the steps and the results.<br /><br />Check for power to ETACS unit at terminal 36 of ETACS connector. *GOOD*<br /><br />Check ETACS Harness grounds at pins 29 and 30 on ETACS Connector.  *GOOD* Continuity and resistance on both pins.<br /><br />This shows that power is getting to the ETACS box.  So far so good.<br /><br />Check for ignition switch signal to ETACS unit.  Check for voltage at Pin 3 of ETACS harness. *GOOD*  Shows voltage with ignition switch on and no voltage when switched off.<br /><br />Power Window relay signal.  Check for voltage at Pin 28 of ETACS harness.  *GOOD*<br />Power Window Relay.  Bench Checked. *GOOD*  Shows continuity at pins 1 and 3 on the relay when 12V is applied to pins 2 and 4 of the relay.<br /><br />Front Door Switch Input.<br />Check for voltage at pins 33 and 34 (driver/passenger) of ETACS connector when front door switch is opened and closed.  *FAILED*  No reading whatsoever.<br /><br />Check for continuity between pins 33 and 34 of ETACS connector.  *FAILED*  When the door is opened there is supposed to be continuity between vehicle ground and either pin 33 or 34 (depending on which door is opened).  No continuity was indicated at either pin with both doors opened.<br /><br />Door Switches.  Pulled door switches and checked operation as indicated in manual.  Both switches show continuity when released.<br /><br />  Looking at schematic for the  front door switch signals to the ETACS box, shows a diode inline between both door switches to the ETACS unit.  Could this be an issue?  If the ETACS unit isn't recieving an input signal from either door switch then it isn't going to work right.  <br /><br />  From the manual: "When the front door is closed (the door switch is switched OFF), HIGH level signals are sent to the ETACS.  When the front door is opened (the door is switched ON), LOW level signals are sent to the ETACS unit."<br />  <br />This might explain why my windows would only work with the doors closed.  What it doesn't explain is why all the windows are DEAD now.  If the diode is an issue, then it's going to be a PITA to resolve.  The diode is located on connector C-46-2, under the dash, on the crossbar, buried under about 2 inches of electrical tape.  Nice.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   Even if I manage to locate the right diode, I don't know how to check it to see if it's any good.    I'm still trying to locate a "good" ETACS unit locally to try and swap out, with mine.  Maybe that'll fix it all...yeah right.  <br />  There's power to the relay, and window switch.  The relay checks out, and the motor works when connected to a battery.  Fuses and power aren't an issue since all the required components are seeing power.  The only variable at this point is the ETACS unit, and it's signal inputs.     <br /><br />  I'm pretty frustrated right now, and this car is about ten minutes from being pushed off a cliff for insurance money.  ANYONE with a suggestion, idea or wild assed theory..speak up.  I'm all out of ideas.  Thanks.  Sorry for the long assed post.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000009||BluFalcon||09-12-2003||06:40 PM||||Come on..anyone?||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||09-12-2003||07:01 PM||||yo, ed, you can come over and swap stuff on my car if you want.  and, if you get desparate, i just got a really nice new 12 ga pump.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||09-12-2003||08:30 PM||||1) as far as I know, having the doors open does NOT disable putting the windows up or down, I do it all the time, as long as you have the key turned on. <br />2) The ETACS is only in the circuit to keep the power on for 15 seconds after you turn off the key. If the relay is being pulled in, and you can read +12 volts coming off pin 1 of the relay, ETACS is doing its job. You said "There's power to the ... window switch", so I'm going to assume from here out that the ETACS and relay are doing their job.<br />3) I think you may actually have a ground issue. Here's how the window circuit work:<br />Normally, both motor wires are switch to ground, so there is a common ground wire that ties one side of all the switches together. Thats the connection #2 you see joining the 2 pages of the window schematic together. It gets its ground through C-38. Anyway, if the ETACS is doing its job, and positive voltage is making it through the relay, it goes to the opposite side of the switches from the ground connection, electrically speaking, I can't vouch for what it physically looks like. This is the connection #1 on the schematic. #3 is a parallel feed that supplies the positive voltage to the rear and passenger switch. So, if the motor connections are all grounded, all it takes is for one of the switches to switch one motor lead from ground to positive, and the motor will begin to run. It should be VERY easy for you to verify that the positive 12 volts is actually making it through the switch when you push it, so that leaves you with a bad ground connection to the switches if that works out.<br />4) While your in there, solder in that missing diode in the one-touch circuit, and you should have one-touch up as well as down, unless you hate that feature   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.155.177.204||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||BluFalcon||09-12-2003||08:53 PM||||Kenn,<br />  I just may have to take you up on that offer for the use of the shotgun.  I've got full coverage.<br /><br />Jeff,<br />  Thanks for the reply and info.  I'm not very good at sparkchasing.  I'll take a closer look at the stuff you pointed out tonight once I get off of work.  <br /><br />Anyone wanna buy a modded GVR4 with windows that don't work?  There may be one for sale soon.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000013||number3||09-12-2003||08:55 PM||||The wires are broken and/or shorted. Replace the wires with new ones. Nate just went through something like this with the white car.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||09-12-2003||09:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BluFalcon:<br /><strong> Anyone wanna buy a modded GVR4 with windows that don't work?  There may be one for sale soon.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now come on, this is easy stuff! Like Harry says, I'm betting on a broken ground wire, especially considering that wire has to go through the door, and into the chassis. So, it gets flexed back and forth alot in 11 or 12 years. I'd bet money that if you'd temporarily jumper a wire from the main chassis to that common ground wire buss your windows would work perfect. Remember, you said that this started by the windows not going up when the door was open? Well, everytime you opened the door, you were flexing that ground wire back and forth again. Just look for the heavy black wire.<br />You're almost there!||68.155.177.204||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||BluFalcon||09-12-2003||11:03 PM||||Yeah but in order to get "here" I had to take the dash halfway apart.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    If it's something as simple as your describing, I'm going to kick myself.  Thanks for the help guys, I'll check it tonight after work.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000016||BluFalcon||09-13-2003||06:52 AM||||I owe myself a kick it seems.  There are two black wires coming off of the connector to the main switch.  One is black and the other is black with a blue stripe.  Ran a test lead to one wire and grounded it off a dash panel support and what do you know...3 windows roll down and up.  Grounded the other black lead and the single window that didnt work, will now work along with two other windows.  I'm going to splice into the harness at the plug and run two new ground wires into the drivers side using the same gauge wire.  Then I get to put the car back together. Thanks Jeff, Harry, Kenn and everyone else who helped out.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||09-13-2003||04:33 PM||||More for the archives:<br /><br />There isn't a fuse (underhood, at least) for ETACS.  Sorry about that.<br /><br />I was going to attempt the auto-up mod on my windows (the reason I have a spare master switch unit) but heard from someone on this board that it FRIED theirs.||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||keydiver||09-27-2003||06:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> I'm betting on a broken ground wire</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>I was going to attempt the auto-up mod on my windows (the reason I have a spare master switch unit) but heard from someone on this board that it FRIED theirs.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wouldn't know why, its even shown on the schematic! US cars just didn't have it soldered in.||68.211.193.232||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||09-27-2003||08:44 PM||||Hmm, okay, maybe I will try it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Again, I guess that's why I bought a spare.<br /><br />Perhaps the person in question soldered the diode in backwards.||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003225.cgi
A||||7||Invader||Center vent removal?||||5||||Invader||00000422
Z||000000||Invader||09-08-2003||03:22 AM||jconroy77@yahoo.com||Ok, this may seem like a silly question, but is there a trick to pulling the center vents out?  I don't want to pry too hard and end up cracking anything, and it didn't pop out with slight force.  Before proceeding, I figured someone had removed them and knew the trick...or maybe I should just pull out a screwdriver and pry harder?||68.54.71.129||reg||5||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-08-2003||09:53 AM||||I believe that there's tabs holding it in place, if you can depress those tabs while pulling, should help.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||09-08-2003||10:09 AM||||I thought there were two phillips screws (pointing out the vents) that you needed to remove before the whole vent assembly comes out? <br /><br />I messed with it a little, but ended up pulling the vent slats out one by one, which was easy.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||09-08-2003||02:59 PM||||There are tabs and also 2 screws from behind.<br />To get to them you have to have small hand or a child who's handy with a screw driver.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />The one on the right is easy by opening the glove box and reaching up. The one on the left is the bitch. You need to pull the heater control panel out and reach up from there. Watch not to cut your hand on the sharp metals inside the dash.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||Invader||09-09-2003||03:00 AM||||Thanks...  I knew there had to be a trick...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-09-2003||10:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong>2 screws from behind.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||09-09-2003||11:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong>2 screws from behind.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Must be a Hungarian thing.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||09-09-2003||12:56 PM||||No, it's just Ryans crazy mind at work again.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/003226.cgi
A||||0||jaakkima||smt6||||1||||dynamic four||00002246
Z||000000||jaakkima||09-08-2003||05:38 AM||elttoni@suomi24.fi||ps. sorry my english is shit but hey i living in FINLAND..||194.251.171.104||reg||1||dynamic four||00002246||yes



ubb/Forum2/003227.cgi
A||||10||BiggiB42||tres preguntas||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||09-08-2003||12:43 PM||||i have three questions<br /><br />whats the part number from grainger hardware store for the homemade boost controller <br /><br />will a harness for a 1gen eclipse for the apexi turbo timer work for 92 vr-4<br /><br />does anybody know the horsepower formula. my neighbor told me theres some drag racing website where you enter your topspeed and weight of your car and it tells you your horsepower.<br /> <br /> <small>[ 09-08-2003, 01:29 PM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-08-2003||05:33 PM||||#1. I dont know.<br />#2. Yes. (but 2 wires are witched on the ECU. I <br />     dont know if the Apexi uses those 2).<br />#3. Search google for horsepower calculator.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||09-08-2003||05:33 PM||||I don't know the answer to #1 <br />#2 - More than likely, they have the same ECU wiring.<br />#3 - Umm, no. It would have to take into account the drag, as a talon would require significantly less horsepower than a galant to run the same trap speed. Wedges are much more aerodynamic than boxes   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||09-09-2003||04:59 AM||||Wow.  Ok.  Hmm.  Where to start?<br /><br />First of all, a hardware boost controller doesn't mean you go to a hardware store, ask for a boost controller, and some counter monkey goes "herk, here ya go, yuk."  It means you can go to the hardware store and utilize their parts to construct your own boost controller.  You might need a dozen part numbers, depending on your design, for this one.<br /><br />Basically, if you have to ask this question you shouldn't be doing this.  This may seem harsh, but I'm saying it for you and your engine's benefit.  Use the search engine, do a little research and reading, and when you have more specific questions regarding the boost controller come back.  If this sounds suspiciously like work to you, then just go to some speed shop and pay too much for one of their boost controllers and have them install it, also for too much.||69.59.219.204||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||andkilde||09-11-2003||04:02 PM||||<a href="http://www.dawesdevices.com/" target="_blank">http://www.dawesdevices.com/</a><br /><br />These guys sell an "assembled" Grainger valve for $42 <br /><br />They also sell a nice simple 4 LED A/F guage.<br /><br />Geared toward the chrysler 2.2, 2.5 crowd but applicable to anything. <br /><br />Cheers, Ted||216.8.134.158||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000005||Martin Chilcote||09-11-2003||06:37 PM||||Go here and buy either a Joe-P or Hallman, I have a Joe-P (BC-05 - Joe P MBC XZ $40.00), Lots of people have Hallmans. There are Hallman units that you can control from inside the car. Higher priced but still cheaper than any electronic unit.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.boostcontroller.com" target="_blank">www.boostcontroller.com</a>||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000006||vr4play||09-11-2003||11:35 PM||||part # is 5Z763. It works great, I had one on my car for about 3 years. Has less boost spike than the hallman boost controler I have know. You just can't run more than 20 psi. You need to take the spring and ball out and reverse them. The directions for making it are at <br /><br /><a href="http://pages.cthome.net/gus/mike.html" target="_blank">http://pages.cthome.net/gus/mike.html</a><br /><br />Hope this helps||24.33.64.164||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000007||vr4play||09-11-2003||11:37 PM||||Forgot to metion, you can build this reliable boost controller for under $14.00.||24.33.64.164||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000008||1fast4door||09-13-2003||08:39 PM||||I've made several boost controllers for friends, they all work splendid and they all cost $4.40 including tax.  The trick is finding a spring that is the appropriate strength. get too stiff of one and bubye engine/turbo.||67.73.190.93||reg||1||1fast4door||00001194||yes
Z||000009||91GVR4||09-15-2003||12:51 AM||||For your hp question you can go here:<br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/power2weight.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/power2weight.htm</a><br />If you know your 1/4 mile speed and car weight you can get an estimate of crank hp.||12.64.48.22||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000010||turbogalant||09-15-2003||01:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BiggiB42:<br /><strong> will a harness for a 1gen eclipse for the apexi turbo timer work for 92 vr-4<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes it will I have a HK$ one with the apexi pen style turbo timer they also are the same for the 3kgt. I got my harness from nopi by far the cheapest place to get them. The greddy one was cheaper but they were out of stock on it at the time and if you want it look it up for an eclipse because they have the w/alarm one.||65.177.241.149||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003228.cgi
A||||14||Matticus||Oil filter part number||||5||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||09-08-2003||04:47 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I just ordered a couple of oil filters from Conicelli, and when I got them they looked very small.  They have a part number of MZ690072.  Can someone verify this for me to make sure it will work.  The filters look like they are way smaller in diameter.  Stock 6 bolt motor out of a 91 VR4.<br /><br />Thank you,<br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||5||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||09-08-2003||05:30 PM||||i don't mean to steal your topic but i order a camshaft and got a 4 spoke one that seems to have the same pitch/teath. but it looks different and is 4 spoke, so i was wondering if this is the same as ours. it should be it came from conicelli<br /><br />ok, the part number is MD170799<br /><br />thanks||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||09-08-2003||05:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> I just ordered a couple of oil filters from Conicelli, and when I got them they looked very small.  They have a part number of MZ690072.  Can someone verify this for me to make sure it will work.  The filters look like they are way smaller in diameter.  Stock 6 bolt motor out of a 91 VR4.<br /><br />Thank you,<br /><br />Mat </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the early big filter is md031805.  the little one will work, it's just tiny.  the numbers might superseed, or the small one is optional.  the small one is 2g||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||09-08-2003||07:36 PM||||Thanks, I did more searching and came up with information that basically says all the Mitsu filters are the same, just different sizes.  I was reading that peoples lifter ticking was going away with the 3000GT filter.  Interesting....<br /><br />Thanks Kenn for the help.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||09-08-2003||07:46 PM||||anyhelp for me?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />i want to make sure before i attempt to put it in. it seems to match up but i have never seen one like this<br /><br />thanks||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||09-08-2003||10:14 PM||||I gotta chirp in here... the last batch of Mitsu filters I used were utter shit. I ordered 4 of them from Mitsubishiparts.cc and 2 of them worked, 2 of them didn't seal for shit and sprayed oil everywhere resulting in a huge mess.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||09-08-2003||10:17 PM||||The cheapo (Mighty) oil filters I used on the '92 may have added to (or been the cause of) the oil mess around the filter housing.  What brand does everyone agree on using without any problems?  I want to do things right on the '91.||12.92.28.111||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||09-08-2003||11:58 PM||||Fram are crap in my opinion, but I've never had a problem with them...<br />Kind of gun-shy with OEM ones... maybe I just got a few bad ones...<br />I'm sure it doesn't really matter what filter you use as I am sure that most people here change their oil ever 2000-2500 miles...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||09-09-2003||09:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> anyhelp for me?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br />i want to make sure before i attempt to put it in. it seems to match up but i have never seen one like this<br /><br />thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not enough info in your post to help.  What engine-stock?  What did you tell them when  you ordered it?<br />That part number you gave doesn't show as an E39 camshaft.  Can you provide some more background?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||CCDSM69||09-09-2003||10:07 AM||||I religously use K&N filters in the galant and have never had a problem. I've had tons of problems with Fram filters and don't recommend those. I'd also recommend Purolator filters if you don't want to spend the extra money on K&N.<br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> anyhelp for me?  <br />i want to make sure before i attempt to put it in. it seems to match up but i have never seen one like this </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I looked in the book and come up with that being the part number for Intake and Exhaust cam sprockets from a 1G 4G63 (but I'm not sure if its turbo or nonturbo or if that would make a difference). Try calling your local Mitsu dealer to see if they can get you more info.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000010||dsmsleeper||09-09-2003||10:11 AM||||Purolator PureOne.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000011||DongeR615||09-09-2003||12:17 PM||||<a href="http://www.scuderiaciriani.com/rx7/oil_filter_study/" target="_blank">oil filter study</a> <br /><br />i do not want to believe puralator is one of the best...||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||09-09-2003||03:06 PM||||md170799 is the new superseeded part number for the cam sprockets.  both intake and exhaust are the same.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||09-09-2003||03:28 PM||||I personally use Fram ToughGuard filters.  I'm not sure of the part number... I just go to the store and look it up in the book on the oil filter shelf.<br /><br />I know some say that Fram are crap, but the ToughGuard series has the highest multipass efficiency rating of every filter I've seen.  It's got the necessary anti-drainback valve, plus a second filter over the bypass valve, so that even if the filter gets gummed up and the oil has to around instead of through it, it's still getting somewhat filtered.  It's a pretty beefy filter, and worth the cost IMHO.||69.59.219.203||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||GRV4726||09-09-2003||05:29 PM||||i figured it was just a new one. funky looking. and damn they look a lot bigger when not attached. <br /><br />i've used fram on mine, didn't like it much. <br /><br />the oil filter that i got with my jdm engine was small as hell. and filled with BLACK, yes black, oil. i wasn't pleased at all to see that. and by black i mean black. the oil in my old engine was much cleaner. <br /><br />and i thought we were supposed to change the oil every 5000 miles like my step dad told me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />thanks ken inn||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/003229.cgi
A||||22||229of1000||Why can't everything just work?||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||09-08-2003||09:13 PM||||Ok, I got the S-AFC 2 in.  It won't read the throttle position.  I spliced all of my connections into the VPC harness.  I carefully soldered each one, so I know the connections are good.  Everything else seems to work, except for the TPS value.  (The previous owner of this VPC should not be allowed to use a soldering iron, the connections where he had his AFC has like 1/4" diameter globs of solder on them.  Yes, you talontsi!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   )<br /><br />Do I need to tap it into the stock ECU wiring, not the VPC floating harness?  What difference would it make?  I'm going to pull all that mess back out and double check that the TPS wire.  <br /><br />Another question.  My logger decides today that it doesn't want to work.  The cable is plugged into the diagnostic port, then into the hotsync cable, then into the logger, like it should be.  It's got power from the fuse box.  But it will not connect, and I can't tune this thing without a logger (provided I get the TPS wire working).  It is a pocketlogger cable and software on an M100.<br /><br />If I punched it any, I could get up to 6-8 psi before hitting what feels like fuel cut.  I just swapped in another ECU from Jeff that is supposed to have fuel cut removed.  Am I just running too rich?  I leaned the S-AFC out 10% across the board.  AFPR is at 41psi with hose off.  In case you missed my other post, fuel system is a 6AN feed, venom rail, and 680's.<br /><br />Lastly, here's a classic GVR4 moment.  I drove 5 miles across town wondering why I couldn't boost any before I remembered I never hooked the UICP back onto the TB elbow.  Duh!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.92.28.111||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-08-2003||09:36 PM||||I just realized something.  If I go into the "Etc." menu, and then check sensors, I can floor the throttle and it will show the voltage going from 0.xxx to like 4.8xx or something.  So why the heck won't it show me a throttle reading in the monitoring mode?  What do I have set wrong?  In the setting mode, it will only let me modify high throttle as well.<br /><br />I am also going to lower my base pressure to 38psi from 41psi because I know I'm giving this stock engine/turbo/intercooler way too much fuel.||12.92.28.111||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-08-2003||09:39 PM||||Sorry to hear about the troubles.  Only help I can offer is that it is common for the connection between the hot sync cable and the palm pilot to flake out.  There was a thread a month or so ago with some fixes... mostly involving "band-aids".||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-08-2003||09:48 PM||||Thanks Ryan, searching works wonders.  Someone mentioned that their logger didn't work because when they restored all their stuff after a power loss, the software loaded up as unregistered.  Then it wouldn't connect.<br /><br />I checked mine (which I just lost the batteries to and restored off the computer), and it's doing the same thing.  One problem fixed!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.92.28.111||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||09-08-2003||09:56 PM||||After I installed mine I didn't have any problems (but I've noticed that a lot of other people are). I didn't tap into a VPC harness tho, I ran it the same way I ran my old S-AFC except the knock sensor wire. If it doesn't end up working after you check the TPS wire try running it the regular way and not to the VPC harness.  I'll see if Scott has any advice when he gets back from Miccosukee to save you that trouble tho...||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||09-08-2003||09:58 PM||||no good advice except to hang in there.  All this work takes actual work!  If it was easy...all the honda's would do it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  It will be fast in short order||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||09-08-2003||10:02 PM||||Speaking of short order, I played with the TPS settings on the S-AFC and got it working like a charm.  I lowered the fuel pressure down to 38 like I said, does that sound like a good setting to everyone?  <br /><br />Now I just gotta get my brother to dig up the registration code for the logger, and I can tune!  Oh wait, my O2 sensor is shot.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   New one should be here tomorrow.||12.92.28.111||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||09-08-2003||10:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> no good advice except to hang in there.  All this work takes actual work!  If it was easy...all the honda's would do it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   It will be fast in short order </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have been putting about 6 hours a day three days a week into this car for the last three weeks (I started tearing it down the day after I got it home).  This coming weekend I have to swap the tranny, transfer case, clutch, and flywheel out of the '92 and into the '91, then put the '91 stuff into the '92.  Looks like more actual work is on the way.  Chances of me getting two tranny jobs right on the first try:  slim.<br /><br />I'm tired of the work!  I just want to drive it!  I have my entire parts pile off of the floor and onto the car though, and THAT is an accomplishment.  It's all coming together.||12.92.28.111||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||09-08-2003||10:50 PM||||Haven't alot of people (DSMers) been having problems with the new SAFCII||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||09-08-2003||11:19 PM||||i'll tell you why DSM=dumb stupid mitsubishi's!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||09-08-2003||11:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Haven't alot of people (DSMers) been having problems with the new SAFCII </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hope not!  Mine seems okay so far, but I can't tune any yet until my oxygen sensor gets here.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||talontsi||09-09-2003||03:05 AM||||Hmmm don't call me out Paul.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I solder very well thank you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   I did not do that soldering job on the VPC. I was using a GCC II with it and it worked great and was plug and play.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Can't wait till you get that car sorted it is going to be sweet!||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||09-09-2003||04:42 AM||||Ok, I know this is off topic, but it's been bothering me for way too long.  Why the fuck do you have cars you don't own listed in your sig?  We could all list our previous rides, or ones we want to buy in the future, but then all of our sigs would be fuck ass long and a pointless waste of space.<br /><br />Is it sentimental value, or what?  For that matter, why list vehicles that aren't GVR4 or DSM related?  I drive other vehicles, but something clues me in that the members on this board couldn't give a rat's ass about what they are.<br /><br />Ok, rant mode off.  Sorry, but I feel much better now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.59.219.204||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||09-09-2003||07:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">   'm tired of the work!  I just want to drive it!  I have my entire parts pile off of the floor and onto the car though, and THAT is an accomplishment.  It's all coming together.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did the same last summer with new tranny, clutch, fidanza, afc, brakes, plugs, wires, gauges, profec (there is more) blah blah blah...then i didn't get to really drive it for 9 months   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    I wish you a million times better luck and i didn't doubt the work you've done already.  Can't wait until you get it running good.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||09-09-2003||07:58 AM||||Jon, I agree about that signature thing. So annoying. plus, wait... <br /><br /><br />no one cares.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||09-09-2003||08:42 AM||||On-topic - Tuning is key and doesnt happen easily. Just stick with it, I am sure you will find the fix. Local DSMer's should be able to help. Is there a DSM Tuning shop around - I think Gary Marsh is in that area somewhere, isnt he? <br /><br />Off-topic - Damn it, I wish I remember all 8 gvr4's I have owned and their no.'s so I can list them in my sig, that'll be waaaay cool   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.101.136||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||09-09-2003||10:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Thanks Ryan, searching works wonders.  Someone mentioned that their logger didn't work because when they restored all their stuff after a power loss, the software loaded up as unregistered.  Then it wouldn't connect.<br /><br />I checked mine (which I just lost the batteries to and restored off the computer), and it's doing the same thing.  One problem fixed!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here's my trick...<br /><br />Take your registration code and enter it in the Memo program.  Now sync your Palm -- that memo will be stored on the computer and every time you lose your shit and restore, you'll still have the registration code stored on the Palm itself.<br /><br />Next, when you restore, open the memo, select the registration code and draw "/" from the lower (alpha) input corner to the upper corner.  Then draw a "C".  This is the shortcut to COPY the selected text.<br /><br />Now, go to DSM logger, open the menubar by tapping the proper icon, select "Registration..." and tap on the data entry line.  Draw another command (long "/") and then either draw a "V" or tap the "clipboard" icon to paste.<br /><br />Done.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I can't change the batteries on my Palm without it freaking out (it resets itself, violently), so I have to re-sync and register every time.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||1quickvr4||09-09-2003||12:41 PM||||Ok, About the sig thing. All of his cars listed were DSM related and it kinda gives you a background to what he has done. For god sakes he built a 4g63 powered toyota drag car, If it realley pisses you of I can list about 10 cars I have owned in the last 3 years, Shit I can list my freinds cars too, Fuck it I will list the entire DFWDSM groups car lists. Its like 4 or 5 cars. Not a big deal, It shows the DSMs that he built, The drag car, the GVR4 and now he plans on getting an EVO. IF you have a problem with his sig tell a mod not him.||64.63.216.97||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000018||talontsi||09-09-2003||12:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> Ok, About the sig thing. All of his cars listed were DSM related and it kinda gives you a background to what he has done. For god sakes he built a 4g63 powered toyota drag car, If it realley pisses you of I can list about 10 cars I have owned in the last 3 years, Shit I can list my freinds cars too, Fuck it I will list the entire DFWDSM groups car lists. Its like 4 or 5 cars. Not a big deal, It shows the DSMs that he built, The drag car, the GVR4 and now he plans on getting an EVO. IF you have a problem with his sig tell a mod not him. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Zach is absolutly correct on why I add my previous DSM's to the list.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000019||229of1000||09-09-2003||06:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong><br />I can't change the batteries on my Palm without it freaking out (it resets itself, violently), so I have to re-sync and register every time.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ryan, what kind of batteries are using?  If I use Energizer or Duracells, this doesn't seem to happen.  If I use the blue Rayovac Maximums, it does it every time.  It even did it on my brother's pocketlogger (both m100's).  I am seriously debating getting a new logger that has some sort of backup capaiblity and a better screen.  This M100 cost me a whopping $19.51 off ebay so I'm not too worried about it being a POS.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000020||229of1000||09-09-2003||06:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Tuning is key and doesnt happen easily. Just stick with it, I am sure you will find the fix. Local DSMer's should be able to help. Is there a DSM Tuning shop around - I think Gary Marsh is in that area somewhere, isnt he? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">KC, I'm not too sure about Gary Marsh.  I've heard of him on the Orlando board but I don't know him.  Some of you may know of Vijay Swami (11 sec Talon from Gainesville), he offered to help me tune it when I got everything together.  If the clutch install goes well I may meet up with him at the track next wednesday and get this beast dialed in.  Local DSMers rule.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||09-10-2003||12:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong><br />I can't change the batteries on my Palm without it freaking out (it resets itself, violently), so I have to re-sync and register every time.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ryan, what kind of batteries are using?  If I use Energizer or Duracells, this doesn't seem to happen.  If I use the blue Rayovac Maximums, it does it every time.  It even did it on my brother's pocketlogger (both m100's).  I am seriously debating getting a new logger that has some sort of backup capaiblity and a better screen.  This M100 cost me a whopping $19.51 off ebay so I'm not too worried about it being a POS. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm.. this recent round were Walgreen's -- which are most likely made by Rayovac.  I can't remember if it did this with Energizer or Duracell when I was using them... more often than not I ran the batteries completely out.  (Usually sitting in my glovebox)  Now I datalog constantly and stay on top of the battery situation.<br /><br />I've got an m105 and when I swap the batteries it says something like "to delete all files, press up.  Otherwise press any key"   At first I couldn't figure out what the hell that was.  It's almost like the reset button is tripped when I change the batteries.  Of course, pressing "any key" results in it crashing (flashing the Palm logo)... deleting the files results in a fresh Palm install.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||229of1000||09-10-2003||01:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong><br />I've got an m105 and when I swap the batteries it says something like "to delete all files, press up.  Otherwise press any key"   At first I couldn't figure out what the hell that was.  It's almost like the reset button is tripped when I change the batteries.  Of course, pressing "any key" results in it crashing (flashing the Palm logo)... deleting the files results in a fresh Palm install. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly what mine does.  I think I'm going to get a new Palm.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/003230.cgi
A||||17||supasigma||no check engine light||||1||||supa^^||00001181
Z||000000||supasigma||09-08-2003||09:19 PM||teostephen@hotmail.com||My ecu caps failed a couple of days ago.I changed them and manage to start the engine,but the check engine light does not come on.Im using a jdm eci multi vr4.I would appreciate any help and advice offered..||219.95.162.193||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-08-2003||09:40 PM||||Bulb is burned out.||67.163.58.94||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||supasigma||09-08-2003||11:07 PM||||i swapped bulbs already...when the caps is blown...thecheck engine light wont go off...now ecu is ok...it wont litghs up.ive check the ecu diag with a buzzer...i get short pulses..eg. the ecu is in normal state....wat else is wrong...im stumped.||219.95.162.193||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-09-2003||10:34 AM||||ECU is damaged.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||09-09-2003||01:47 PM||||send the ecu to keydiver...he worked wonders with mine. I had the same problem where the check engine light wouldn't come on for the security code and he fixed it really fast.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||09-09-2003||01:53 PM||||Same thing here. Same problem and Keydiver fix it.||162.83.79.158||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||supasigma||09-09-2003||03:37 PM||||is there anyway i can do it myself....malaysia seems to be quite far from the states...how can the ecu be damage when i can start the engine with it?thanks for the replies...||210.195.228.3||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||09-10-2003||12:06 AM||||If you don't know anything about electronics, don't try fixing it.  Take it an electronics repair shop.  You'll need to clean the board thoroughly (acid can be everywhere and under components).   You probably have burnt out traces (again, they can be hiding).<br /><br />Yes, faulty (or even mismatched) ECUs will allow you to start your car.  Mitsubishi didn't want to leave you stranded, so the car will do it's best to "limp" home.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||supasigma||09-10-2003||01:55 AM||||changed the caps myself....the board was cleaned and the only damage was the hole between the 47 microfarad capacitor...which doesnt seem to be soldered to anything...even though only the 47 micro farad caps was leaking..i changed all of them....i dont want to risk pushing my car home from my street...||219.95.162.193||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||09-10-2003||10:45 AM||||a) if you had a hole under the 47uF cap, most likely the ISC trace that was there is now open, so you should be having idle issues.<br />b) if the CE lamp does NOT light when you first turn on the key, the acid has probably opened the trace to pin 64 on the back of the ECU. Trace it backwards, and you should find a resistor (blue 1 watt unit), and a transistor that control the CE lamp. Keep ohming things out until you find the open circuit.||68.158.244.90||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||supasigma||09-10-2003||12:11 PM||||thanks...ill try that...but with the ecu plugged in...i get 12 v reading from the ce pin(64)||210.195.228.235||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000011||supasigma||09-10-2003||01:08 PM||||erm.....there's a hole that leads to the back side of the board.the acid has corroded it.<br />is this hole suppose to be connected to the other side..<br />?<br />   <img src="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm" alt=" - " /> in fig 7..the hole between legs of the caps...||210.195.228.32||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000012||supasigma||09-10-2003||01:11 PM||||jeff, <br /><a href="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm</a> fig 7...||210.195.228.32||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||09-10-2003||03:53 PM||||Yes, that is the ISC trace I was referring to. Its easier to just install a jumper wire the whole way from the back connector (#68) right to the ISC driver, IC105 pin 1.<br />And, yes, if there is a problem in the CE circuit, you will read 12 volts on it ALL the time. The +12 volts is supplied to the other side of the lamp, and the ECU is SUPPOSED to ground the other side to light the lamp. If it doesn't ground it, the +12 volts travels through the bulb and you will read it on pin 64. The circuit trace from pin 64 goes to a blue, 1/2 watt 3.3 ohm resistor, R142, and then to the collector (middle pin and heatsink) of TR15. I'll bet you can't get continuity there somewhere.||68.153.108.104||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||supasigma||09-10-2003||10:44 PM||||did the jumper wire lastnite...im going to double check the continuity of the circuit b4 plugging in the ecu after work tonite...thanks for ur help....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  i dun wat ill do without jgr ur help...thanks again....||219.95.159.192||reg||6||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000015||supasigma||09-11-2003||08:48 PM||||ur rite ....there is no continuity between the resistor and the tr 15...installl the jumper wire.i have the ce lite now...<br />thank s for all ur advises and help...jeff ...thanks alot...||219.95.170.196||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000016||keydiver||09-11-2003||09:55 PM||||Isn't it amazing what you can learn here?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />I hope you used acetone or alcohol to clean up ALL of the acid laying around on the board. It will continue to do damage for years.<br />A guy in Alaska was just telling me that this capacitor problem again raised its ugly head a few years ago. It seems a worker at a capacitor plant left his Asian employer, and took a recipe with him. Only problem was that the recipe was defective. It got leaked out to several other manufacturers, who all started using it. The outcome is that there are now millions of capacitors out there, mostly in 3rd rate computer and TV power supplies, that will be going bad prematurely.<br />I hate capacitors...||68.153.90.87||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000017||supasigma||09-11-2003||11:30 PM||||hmmm...can the spray type alchohol do the cleaning?isoprophyl alchohol...i think....<br />can the caps be solder on flying leads away from the board?that way when they leak...there wont be any board damage...<br />caps....hate them..but still cant live without them..||219.95.170.196||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes



ubb/Forum2/003231.cgi
A||||32||slvrblt||turbo first due to good price ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||09-08-2003||09:54 PM||||hmm. I was thinking about doing my exhaust this week but I came accross a sale at Hahn Racecraft tonight and I might buy the turbo now and then do the exhaust later.<br /><br />$500 for the super (10cm) 16g or super 20g (again, 10cm) for $600.<br /><br />Shit. I dont know what to do.<br /><br />Also noticed that the 16g is not the Big 16g wheel, but I bet they could upgrade that for me.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-08-2003||10:14 PM||||Super 16's suck.  You're taking a nice, quick spooling 16G, and putting a monster 10cm housing onto it.  Don't do it.  Get a ported EVO 3 16G from <a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net" target="_blank">www.forcedperformance.net</a> or <a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com" target="_blank">www.slowboyracing.com</a> .  Will run you about $630 shipped.<br /><br />Of course, if you haven't even done exhaust yet, I wouldn't think of doing a turbo.  You've got lots more to spend your money on first.  Remember, 14B's have made it into the 11's on a 1G.||12.92.28.111||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Ian M||09-08-2003||11:22 PM||||I agree,the "super" 16 and 20g turbos dont enjoy a very good reputation in DSM circles. Do a search on some of the other DSM boards,and you will see.<br /><br /> Dollar for Dollar,if your 14b is still good,you will be better off keeping it and maxing it out before upgrading anyway IMHO.. Its a good turbo,a lot of folks tend to be in a hurry to ditch it WELL before they have made the power its capable of.||129.71.114.120||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-09-2003||02:48 AM||||A problem Im having is that my "14b" is not a 14b. It has a 14b exhaust side and wheel, but also has a 13g compressor housing and wheel. It sucks. the previous owner did this as an "upgrade." Now this turbo smokes, looses pressure and just sucks all around. In the past it didnt smoke or drop in pressure so I think its dying.<br /><br />I think Im gunna buy this tomorrow:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2430719332" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2430719332</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||09-09-2003||10:28 AM||||not bad 610 shipped and ported, wish I had the money for a turbo||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||09-09-2003||12:47 PM||||If you're going to spend $610, you could spend a little more for the EvoIII big 16G.  I think FP has it on special now.  It's even bigger than the regular big 16G.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net/dsm_turbo_evo3.htm" target="_blank">http://www.forcedperformance.net/dsm_turbo_evo3.htm</a>||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||14bCrazy||09-09-2003||02:05 PM||||Also doesn't the super 16g need an install kit because the 10 cm housing will not fit on a stock manafold.||162.83.79.158||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000007||dlpinckney||09-09-2003||02:28 PM||||If you are looking for an inexpensive good turbo, I would personally just buy a standard 16G.  Like here (499 shipped. 550 ported):<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/SBR16g/SBR16G.html" target="_blank">http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/SBR16g/SBR16G.html</a>  <br /><br />From everything I have read, seen, and understand, the BIG 16G, and the EVO III 16G are not worth the extra money (as far as gained performance) and are actually way less efficient than the standard 16G.  This is not to say they won't or can't make more power.  Guess it is just all in what you are looking for.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||09-09-2003||02:49 PM||||well, i had a 16g on my car, it was ported on the hot side by jeff carpenter.  i replaced it with a big 16g that was ported by tre.  HUGE difference.  felt like 50 hp.  i know it was the turbo, cause i changed it out that day.  some of it had to be from the porting, cause the tre porting was way better.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||09-09-2003||03:00 PM||||So whats the difference between the Evo B16G and a regular B16G ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000010||dlpinckney||09-09-2003||03:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> So whats the difference between the Evo B16G and a regular B16G ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look here, gives a good comparison between the 16G, BIG 16G and the EVO III 16G.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/EVO%2016g/Wheel_comparison.html" target="_blank">http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/EVO%2016g/Wheel_comparison.html</a>||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||09-09-2003||05:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br />From everything I have read, seen, and understand, the BIG 16G, and the EVO III 16G are not worth the extra money (as far as gained performance) and are actually way less efficient than the standard 16G.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How are the two Big16G's "less efficient"?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||MustGoFaster||09-09-2003||05:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br />From everything I have read, seen, and understand, the BIG 16G, and the EVO III 16G are not worth the extra money (as far as gained performance) and are actually way less efficient than the standard 16G.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How are the two Big16G's "less efficient"?      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If I remember correctly an 16G has a max efficiency of 76% or 78% and a Big16G is only 74% at max.  Those are compressor map specs, and as found with a 60-1 they aren�t always the best thing to go off.  If you read a map of the 60-1 on a DSM, it looks like it would suck, in real life it�s pretty darn good.  So just cause a compressor map says it sucks doesn�t mean it will in real life.||156.99.90.177||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||09-09-2003||08:55 PM||||Exactly, the compressor maps can be very misleading, especially some the ones on that 3/S site.  <br /><br />On the DSMTimes site, the big and small 16G's seem neck and neck in the high 11 sec/low 12 sec range.  The 16G is definitely not doing "worse" than the small version, and since the prices are so close it seems like a good deal to me to go for the big one.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||Ian M||09-10-2003||12:42 AM||||A friend of mines GVR4 ran 12.30s @110 with a unclipped Big 16g,with basically seat of the pants tuning. I like the Big 16g,spooled quick,a blast on the street. <br /><br /> I recall a discussion WAY back (Back in the Inside the Web forum days...) comparing the Big 16g to the small 16g,where someone with a small 16g GVR4 running 12.teens (I want to say Doug Thomas..cant remember) swapped for a big 16g,and the car ran pretty much similar numbers.<br /><br /> It pretty much comes down to a personal choice.||129.71.114.144||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000015||slvrblt||09-10-2003||01:57 AM||||So the only differences are a lighter wheel and the inducer on the comp. wheel is about .07 bigger. The housing is also 2 lbs lighter.<br /><br />I dont see that being worth so much more. I do agree that its worth another $40 over the B16G. Too bad SBRs turbos are a bit pricey. I know the history of DSR, but I think I will buy from them anyway. They have a lot of positive feedback on eBay and I think I can trust them. Anyway, a Big 16G for $535 shipped is a good deal.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000016||slvrblt||09-10-2003||12:46 PM||||I just opened my eyes and saw that FP is selling their Evo III Big 16G with a small gasket install kit and included shipping for only $569.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net/dsm_turbo_evo3.htm" target="_blank">http://www.forcedperformance.net/dsm_turbo_evo3.htm</a><br /><br />I will buy this.||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000017||KenGVR4||09-10-2003||01:04 PM||||The EVO3 B16G uses better materials in the exhaust housing than the regular 16G turbos.  I examined the inside of my turbine housing after about 10k miles of use, and it's still unblemished.  They also have a better designed wastegate area which is supposed to allow for better boost control and eliminate boost creep.  The compressor wheel is slightly larger as well.  I've had one on my car since last December, and I really like it.  The boost control is spot-on from 8 psi up to 24 psi.  I have no problems with boost creep, even with a 2.5" DP and 3" exhaust.  <br /><br />I bought mine from SBR, back when he was the only person selling the EVO3 B16G.  I wish I had pictures of the port work Mike Huml did on this turbo, it's really nice.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000018||Doug Thomas||09-10-2003||01:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> A friend of mines GVR4 ran 12.30s @110 with a unclipped Big 16g,with basically seat of the pants tuning. I like the Big 16g,spooled quick,a blast on the street. <br /><br /> I recall a discussion WAY back (Back in the Inside the Web forum days...) comparing the Big 16g to the small 16g,where someone with a small 16g GVR4 running 12.teens (I want to say Doug Thomas..cant remember) swapped for a big 16g,and the car ran pretty much similar numbers.<br /><br /> It pretty much comes down to a personal choice. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I took my the car to track three times with the big 16g and it ran slower than it did with the small 16G. The big 16G is not worth the extra money to me. I don't know about the EVO III 16G though.||12.10.219.29||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000019||slvrblt||09-10-2003||02:08 PM||||I think Im set on the EVOIII B16G, but what about a bigger exman. I know the 2g isnt really that muich bigger than the 1g, but hows the EVOIII ?||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000020||tplesko||09-10-2003||02:14 PM||||2g and EVO III mani's are the same once you port them||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000021||mixx2001||09-10-2003||02:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> 2g and EVO III mani's are the same once you port them </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wrong thread?||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000022||tplesko||09-10-2003||03:56 PM||||nope...see slvrblt's post right above mine   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000023||Ian M||09-10-2003||06:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> A friend of mines GVR4 ran 12.30s @110 with a unclipped Big 16g,with basically seat of the pants tuning. I like the Big 16g,spooled quick,a blast on the street. <br /><br /> I recall a discussion WAY back (Back in the Inside the Web forum days...) comparing the Big 16g to the small 16g,where someone with a small 16g GVR4 running 12.teens (I want to say Doug Thomas..cant remember) swapped for a big 16g,and the car ran pretty much similar numbers.<br /><br /> It pretty much comes down to a personal choice. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I took my the car to track three times with the big 16g and it ran slower than it did with the small 16G. The big 16G is not worth the extra money to me. I don't know about the EVO III 16G though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah,I remember now that is was a bit slower. I did remember that the conclusion was that the big 16g wasnt worth the extra bucks.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.103||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000024||howard_GVR4||09-11-2003||10:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br />the conclusion was that the big 16g wasnt worth the extra bucks.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Really?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000219;p=1#000042" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000219;p=1#000042</a><br /><br />I'd say it's worth it, there's a back to back comparison of small vs. big on Josh Wingell's car.  Hell, for the same price, it's worth it for the weight savings alone, not to mention the vastly superior exhaust housing.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000025||dlpinckney||09-11-2003||11:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>      </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br />the conclusion was that the big 16g wasnt worth the extra bucks.         <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />       </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Really?<br /><br />     <a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000219;p=1#000042" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000219;p=1#000042</a>     <br /><br />I'd say it's worth it, there's a back to back comparison of small vs. big on Josh Wingell's car.  Hell, for the same price, it's worth it for the weight savings alone, not to mention the vastly superior exhaust housing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That comparison is a small 16G to an EVOIII 16G, not a standard Big 16G (that Ian was referring to).  The standard BIG 16G is no lighter, and has the same exhaust housing as the small 16G.  The EVO III 16G is the one with the lighter housing.  In my 3500lb car, +/- 4 lbs means nothing to me.  That little bit of weight reduction could be the difference between whether I took a crap or not...!!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     However, the better alloy/crack resistance would be nice..!!!  My personal opinion is that for even $50.00 more (which most places it is a bigger difference than that), the performance gain is questionable in the standard Big 16G.  I have a lot of other things I could spend $50-$100 on than a turbo that is questionable whether it produces more power.  I know in "theory" it produces 50cfm more air flow, but a good porting job could easily make that difference too.  I know people that have gone just as fast with small 16Gs ported properly, as people with standard big 16Gs.  The EVO III 16G I don't know anything about, or know anyone that has one, so we will have to see.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000026||14bCrazy||09-11-2003||12:26 PM||||I just checked the times on Clubdsm and Danny might be right. I know that Billy ran a 12.2 on his Big16g but there was someone two spots below him that ran 12.4 with small 16g. I have bought a big 16g and Billy is doing some cool porting to it. I would like to go into the 11's with it. I would be happy very happy with low 12's if thats all I can do.||162.84.82.20||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000027||dlpinckney||09-11-2003||12:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> I just checked the times on Clubdsm and Danny might be right. I know that Billy ran a 12.2 on his Big16g but there was someone two spots below him that ran 12.4 with small 16g. I have bought a big 16g and Billy is doing some cool porting to it. I would like to go into the 11's with it. I would be happy very happy with low 12's if thats all I can do. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shoot, with Billy porting that thing, you will have a good shot at high 11's...!!!  As long as you drive it like you stole it.  I can't remember the rest of the mods you have, but the engine is fresh isn't it?  (Due to timing belt breakage)  Look at Ian, he is going high 12's with his 14B.  Granted, that sucker is ported to within an inch of it's life, but it's still holding together.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000028||howard_GVR4||09-11-2003||12:40 PM||||14bcrazy, look at dsmtimes.org too, and the top 16G times are pretty even between Big vs. Small, even into the 11's.  Maybe we'll see the Evo version do even better, hopefully.<br /><br />Danny, I agree, that the standard Big16G was never really more appealing than the small 16G.  The EvoIII 16G has so many things about it that make it cooler that it does seem to be worth getting.  <br /><br />There are pics of the exhaust housing  <a href="http://www.killwicky.com/images/080603/" target="_blank">here</a>.  I really like that the 4th bolt hole is no longer blind, and all the excess "fat" has been trimmed from the housing.  <br /><br />I know 4 lb's of weight seems trivial, but add up all those "weighs less than my poop" parts and you have a substantial difference.  I learned that from watching Dale and Curt.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000029||Doug Thomas||09-11-2003||12:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />I'd say it's worth it, there's a back to back comparison of small vs. big on Josh Wingell's car.  Hell, for the same price, it's worth it for the weight savings alone, not to mention the vastly superior exhaust housing. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was comparing my track experience with the big 16G to a small 16G. There was no EVO III 16G back then. ShapeGSX ran 12.2@113 with a EVO III 16G, but people have run faster times than that with small 16Gs. Drew Powell ran 11.8@114 in his 2G back in the days with small 16G. The price for the EVO III 16G is not that much more than a small 16G, so it might be worth it. They�re a lot of more choice today than there were back then.||12.10.219.26||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000030||Ian M||09-11-2003||06:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br />the conclusion was that the big 16g wasnt worth the extra bucks.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Really?<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000219;p=1#000042" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000219;p=1#000042</a> <br /><br />I'd say it's worth it, there's a back to back comparison of small vs. big on Josh Wingell's car.  Hell, for the same price, it's worth it for the weight savings alone, not to mention the vastly superior exhaust housing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I should have been more specific,what I was refering to the conclusion that was come to in the post I was referring to in regards to DOUGS experience at the track with the two turbos.||129.71.114.205||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000031||howard_GVR4||09-11-2003||08:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br />I should have been more specific,what I was refering to the conclusion that was come to in the post I was referring to in regards to DOUGS experience at the track with the two turbos. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No prob, I understand, I was getting a little too excited in my explanation of the whole thing too.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Doug's right, the choices are much greater now, which is nice because the prices have settled since the olden days.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000032||howard_GVR4||09-12-2003||09:42 AM||||Wow, I've been surprised yet again.  Josh Forbing just ran an 11.716 @ 114.81mph in his DSM with a regular big 16G.  He thinks there's an 11.6 in it!<br />I'm really impressed because he did it on the SMIC and stock cams.  I'm pretty sure that's a new 16G/SMIC record!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003232.cgi
A||||0||jonvr4||heater hose part #'s||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-09-2003||12:29 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||does anyone have the heater hose part #'s for both hoses?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum2/003233.cgi
A||||3||neonturbo1995||Shifter problems...||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||09-09-2003||01:14 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||OK, on my GVR4, the shifter itself moves right to left...badly, in gear or not.  This makes proper shifting nearly impossible unless it is done very slowly.  I looked at it and there is a 1/4 " space between the shifter arm and the washer/bolt that holds it on.  I had to add some washers to it to make it touch, and then I tightened it down.  Now, it is so tight that it does not like to move in ANY direction easily.   Any ideas?||68.164.230.81||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||Ash||09-09-2003||03:33 AM||||If you are refering to what I think you are refering to, there are 6 little plastic washer/sleeve bits that go into all the pivot points in the shifter assy, literally a couple of dollars for all 6 and then the shifter will be tight as instead of prick in a bucket loose.  then you can get on with sorting out other shifter related dramas like the bushings under the base or the cables themselves.   <br /><br />Hope this helps  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.221.153.203||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-09-2003||10:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> ... and then I tightened it down.  Now, it is so tight that it does not like to move in ANY direction easily.   Any ideas? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Loosen it, duh.<br /><br />Yeah, metal-to-metal will cause too much friction.  Use an appropriate replacement or make some plastic washers (what I've done).  This stuff is covered heavily in the archives (search).<br /><br />Of interesting note is that the VR-4 shifter washers/bushings are a softer rubbery compound, whereas the T/E/L shifters (of whatever year I ended up with, at least) are using a harder plastic compound.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||09-09-2003||11:36 AM||||Just to clarigy...I have added a pic.  The red arrow shows the nut I tightened.  There was so much play side-to-side at this point in the shifter (and just 2 small, thin, white plastic pieces on the stud itself).  Maybe it is missing some bushings or something?<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1300" alt=" - " />||68.164.14.17||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum2/003234.cgi
A||||1||boostx||2G mas on a 1G||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||09-09-2003||09:14 AM||boostx@hotmail.com||where is this info , i cant find it now||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||boostx||09-09-2003||09:16 AM||||found it||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum2/003235.cgi
A||||1||boostx||rebuilt 1g heads ||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||09-09-2003||10:11 AM||boostx@hotmail.com||who sell rebuilt 1g heads at a good price||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-09-2003||02:49 PM||||mitsubishigraveyard.com||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/003236.cgi
A||||15||lance||VR4 Piston Compression||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||09-09-2003||10:40 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||I am about to purhase a set of JE Pistons for my VR4 but, I was asked by the dealer..what compression am I looking for.  This I do not know.<br /><br />What compression the VR4's came with?  What compression should I go with now?.  I do not plan to bore the block, I want to go back stock size.<br /><br />Thanks for your help||208.157.147.178||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-09-2003||11:09 AM||||<a href="http://www.mofugas.com/images/dealer06a.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.mofugas.com/images/dealer06a.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003191" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003191</a><br /><br />Other <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">useful links here</a> and this <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search" target="_blank">magic link</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||JSTYLE||09-09-2003||12:04 PM||||7.8:1 is factory...<br /><br />depending on your application how much boost you want to run etc.. that will decide your compression.. forged pistons arent a 'power enhancer' they are just a 'security' measure when running high boost 24/7<br /><br />most common compressions are 8.0:1, 8.5:1 or 9.0:1<br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000003||lance||09-09-2003||12:50 PM||||I do run high boost sometimes but, I really want my engine to be safe when doing so..Therefore which compression ratio do you recomend?  My car is modified quite a bit.  Large turbo, 550 injectors, front mount intercooler, Fadanza flywheel, ACT 2600, SAFC etc.  My last run on a bad clutch was 12.8 and I want to go into the 11's.<br /><br />I just want to know which ratio would best fit my application.||208.157.147.178||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-09-2003||12:56 PM||||Less compression = less chance of pre-detonation.<br /><br />That's why previously NA cars aren't usually running 15psi.   If you've got some serious interooling going on you could get away with bigger compression.<br /><br />Your balance is between high boost vs. high NA engine power.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||09-09-2003||02:54 PM||||also, for a street motor, you want a high silicon content.  the piston is marginally weaker with silicon added, BUT, the rate of expansion is about the same as cast, so you dont have to run the huge piston to wall clearances, and you wont have the cold start piston slap.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Ash||09-09-2003||10:39 PM||||isn't the 8.5:1 of the stock 2G pistons regarded as fine for street/strip work with pump gas?  I wouldn't be game running 9.0:1||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||09-10-2003||09:11 AM||||Nobody seemed to mention that a higher compression ratio will spool the turbo quicker, if everything else is equal. But conversely, lower compression will allow you to run higher boost more safely.<br /><br />Your choices are basically between 7.8:1 and 9.0:1. You've got to decide based on what's more of a priority. If it were me, I'd go 8.5:1. It's a good compromise between faster spool than stock and safety. Andy Beechly used stock 2g 8.5:1 pistons to run 11's. I would say his focus was more on drag racing than having a streetable car.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||14bCrazy||09-10-2003||11:56 AM||||Almost all the honda turbo cars are running 9 to 1 or higher. The cool thing is that the high horsepower turbo cars are running into the high 10's some are probley in the 11 to 1 range. They are running meth. so they can get away with it.||162.83.81.121||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000009||redheat86||09-30-2003||01:02 AM||||as one stated with the hondas..all b series dohc vtec motors are 10:1 and up then the b series nonvtec run anywhere from 9:1 to about 9.8 <br /><br />if tuned decently you can run around 18psi for quite some time on the b18a/b motors..<br /><br />sorry for bringing this up from the dead..im bored hehe||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000010||GalantVR41062||09-30-2003||01:36 AM||||Leave the stock motor, or re-ring it.  The fastest Gvr-4 runs a stock short block.  And if you are only running "high" boost at the track a couple times a year I would not spend the money on J&E pistons, also you would need to bore the block to fit the pistons.  What is your EXACT set up right now, and what are your plans?  Also what do you consider "high" boost.   <br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000011||turbogalant||09-30-2003||03:07 AM||||I would go wiseco over je's, I have 9:1 in mine. Love the added torque I say high compression less boost, mine is a daily driver so mainly low to no boosting required. If you drag the car alot then i would go 8.5:1. I can't tell you a whole lot more because the motor only has 250 miles on it. I plan on running 15 psi AT THE MOST. I will like ly run stock boost, at least for a while. I feel it is better for the engine and better for my driving style for the car. Also you can get wiseco's for $400 from victory performance and they are 30 minutes away from the wiseco shop so if they don't have them in stock they can get them quicker than other places can. I went standard size because of bigger piston to wall clearences all of the wear on the cylinder walls on mine was removed.||65.177.241.214||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000012||James||09-30-2003||05:19 AM||||I definately would not run 9:1. I have 4 pistons from my Evo 3 with cracked ring lands.(9:1)I am slipping VR4 rods and pistons in that, so I can run up around 20psi.(got them for free) I reckon if I were buying forgies , I would not go above 8.5:1. I would rather run high boost than have a little more response off boost. 17 psi is really getting up to detonation territory with 9:1||203.87.94.179||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000013||Yao||09-30-2003||01:45 PM||||I have 9.1:1 JE pisont on my 94 6bolt GSX and have been runnning it for about 4 months now with over 15000 miles on them(lots of tunning session)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />My set up is HKS 264/264, with 16g at 20 psi, supra pump, fuel pump rewired, sx fuel pressure reg, e-manage, datalogger, stock timming at 5 degrees, RRE front mount intercooler, 93 octane, TRE MASC and 850cc.  <br /><br />So far the car have been awsome! I get no more then 3 counts of knock at the top of 3rd and 4th gear with 25 degrees of timming.  Oh, did I mention the increase gas milage with higher compression?!  I am averaging 24-27 mpg with 50/50 mix driving on highway and bumper to pumper traffic! of course this is with TRE 5th gear also.||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||09-30-2003||03:21 PM||||Nice combination Yao! Can I ask what kind of numbers you get on a dyno?||68.155.183.173||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||Yao||09-30-2003||05:13 PM||||Sorry, no dyno numbers...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />I need to take it to the track and see what she runs before the track close.  Hoping for 12.9999( at 5800ft)  that is probably equivalent of 11.999 at sea level.  The car tips the scale at 3100lbs w/o me(180). I've hung with a AMG32 the other day from 2nd to half of 3rd.||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes



ubb/Forum2/003237.cgi
A||N||15||JSTYLE||Check Engine Light?||||1||||JSTYLE||00000519
Z||000000||JSTYLE||09-09-2003||10:43 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||What does it mean when the check engine light comes on?<br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-09-2003||11:05 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002996" target="_blank"><b>WE HAVE A WINNER!</b><br /></a>||12.247.128.70||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||09-09-2003||11:17 AM||||Put the tools down and step a way from the car.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||JSTYLE||09-09-2003||11:34 AM||||no need to be lame guys.. you guys are being rather stupid..<br /><br />i was asking a VERY valid question as my check engine light stays ON when the car is running.. or AFTER i give it a hard time..<br /><br />now there is some sort of engine noise comming form the car.. but if you guys want to by tools go ahead  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Id go ask someone who will actually HELP instead of being complete TOOLS.<br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||09-09-2003||11:37 AM||||You think that's stupid?  Try this on for size.  <br /><br />Step 1: RTFM<br />Step 2: search<br />Step 3: ask questions||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-09-2003||11:41 AM||||<b>DING DING DING! </b>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||09-09-2003||11:46 AM||||This sound like a prank to me.  I can't belive that anyone who is old enough to own a drive a car would have never learned that CE light means, pull the hell over and have it towed to a shop.<br /><br />Or for us, pull over and plug in datalogger.||12.34.246.36||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||09-09-2003||11:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> You think that's stupid?  Try this on for size.  <br /><br />Step 1: RTFM<br />Step 2: search<br />Step 3: ask questions </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">should this be done before or AFTER giving it a hard time?<br /><br />and should I be bying these mythical <i>tools</i> that people keep talking about?||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||JSTYLE||09-09-2003||11:56 AM||||well in first case i thought it was nothing as i was draggint the car (launching at 7k) and yer car was fine .. drove ok when the light was on.. so what i did was reset the ecu by unplugging the battery and replugging it.. yer it caused the 'so called' problem to go away.<br /><br />BUT now the car has a very loud knocking noise sounding liek the balanceshaft or something is out of wack.. sounds very weird to me.. so i THOUGHT maybe i could get some input on if the light was related to the problem but SINCE none of you guys can be mature enough to try and help ill just go sort it out myself without ANY of your advice...<br /><br />Thanks for your time and your lame replies.. kept me amuse for afew minutes   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||09-09-2003||12:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JSTYLE:<br /><strong> well in first case i thought it was nothing as i was draggint the car (launching at 7k) and yer car was fine .. drove ok when the light was on.. so what i did was reset the ecu by unplugging the battery and replugging it.. yer it caused the 'so called' problem to go away.<br /><br />BUT now the car has a very loud knocking noise sounding liek the balanceshaft or something is out of wack.. sounds very weird to me.. so i THOUGHT maybe i could get some input on if the light was related to the problem but SINCE none of you guys can be mature enough to try and help ill just go sort it out myself without ANY of your advice...<br /><br />Thanks for your time and your lame replies.. kept me amuse for afew minutes    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Jon </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like your t-belt might have slipped.  How many miles?<br /><br />BTW, your original question was stupid.  You should have added more history to your problem.  Not ask what CE light means cause it means check engine.  Common.<br /><br />We are a nice crowd.  You can't just come on in and ask what CE means.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||JSTYLE||09-09-2003||12:28 PM||||ive been there long enuff to know what the people here are like.. 'check my reg number'  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />but if it has jump teeth.. then why would it make a noise? its got the same noise my other vr4 had when the balance shaft was out 180 degree's.. Also the timing belt is 1000km old.. BRAND new belt.. btw its 2am here wednesday morning.. ill have a look at the car fully in like 8hours.. i might have to pull the engine out but who knows...<br /><br />this is what i gathered has happened:<br /><br />Engine light comes on<br />I thought it was something to warn me that the clutch was on its way out..<br />So anyways i did a clutch change..<br />As soon as i did a clutch change it started making the knocking noise.. me thinking it was something i did to the new clutch reinstalled the clutch and double checked everything... clutch is fine..<br /><br />but it puzzles me as it never made this before when i had the old clutch in.. BUT with the new clutch in its making a knocking noise.. i think its got something to do with some belt somewhere.. but i shall find out today later on i guess.<br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||09-09-2003||12:37 PM||||I was in a TEL once that had a t-belt slip.  CE light comes on, lots of knocking noise, engine dies out.<br /><br />I suggested that because it happend right after a 7k RPM launch.<br /><br />Maybe you have a different problem.<br /><br />btw, I don't think it matters how long you have been here if you ask basic questions.  Also the clutch doesn't have a sensor on it.  It would never trip a CEL.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||09-09-2003||01:05 PM||||"Also the clutch doesn't have a sensor on it. It would never trip a CEL."<br /><br />Are you sure about that? He's been registered about 20 people before you did. I'm sure he knows better. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||09-09-2003||01:10 PM||||Sounds like the knocking could be backfiring from overly retarded timing or something like that.  Pull off the timing covers and check the timing marks and make sure there's no excess slack on any portion of the belt.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||09-09-2003||01:14 PM||||Okay Jon, <a href="http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html" target="_blank">here's the answer</a>.  If you get the CEL again, DON'T reset the ECU.  Warnings are there for a reason, find out what the reason is.  They mention using a buzzer in that VFAQ, but I find that a voltmeter works just as well (you <i>do</i> have a voltmeter, right?)<br /><br />If your car is making a clunking noise in the engine area that's a <b>Very Bad Thing</b>&trade;, don't drive it that way.  You may have missed the early warnings the ECU was giving you, but you could still recover... don't press your luck!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||09-09-2003||01:28 PM||||I think that a wire on your crank angle sensor has come off and is broken, making contact, coming out of contact. That's my prognosis that and that you win post of the week (but it's only Tuesday)||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003238.cgi
A||||2||VR4 Me||need help FAST!||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||09-09-2003||11:55 AM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||guys, i had this intercooler hose split down the middle...<br /><br /> <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/ichose.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />what can i use to replace this. i ordered one from the dealer for 93.00 (what a fuckin rip, and they're on backorder)...i need this by 9 oclock tonight...what can i do?||65.81.133.196||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||JSTYLE||09-09-2003||12:00 PM||||if worst comes to worst you can use 'radiator hose'.. but id recommend going to an exhaust shop and getting them to make that 'bend' for you. not sure how much it would cost as im in australia and your in states.. or if its split in the middle of the hosing.. cut the hosing where its split.. get a piece of pipe and clamp it to the hosing.. this should fix it as heat tends to ruin those pipes VERY easily.. <br /><br />*note* If you have taken off the factory manifold heat shield.. put it bak on as this is why its there!<br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||09-09-2003||12:05 PM||||You should glue it with epoxy and disconnect your wastegate flapper. The car will be able to drive allllldayyyylongggg.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003239.cgi
A||||4||Dan D||Steering Repairs||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||09-09-2003||12:09 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Tie rod boots are ripped. At 175k miles I'm not suprised, although I wish I had inspected them more often.  Inside the boot looks really out of grease and kind of corroded.  They are now making creaking noises.  Obviously some replacing must go on.<br /><br />Question:<br />What parts should be replaced?  <br />Obviously the boot, outer tie rod end while I'm there.<br /><br />MB501721 is the tie rod.  Are there joints, bushings, seals ect that need to be replaced while I'm in there.  The rack seems to function just fine, There just a lot of noise coming from the area under the dust boots when turning the wheel.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||09-09-2003||12:18 PM||||good question...||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||09-09-2003||03:31 PM||||On the same topic, what are you favorite tricks or tools for getting the tie-rod unscrewed from the rack?<br /><br />Saginaw tool?  What size crowfoot fits?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||09-10-2003||12:00 PM||||How do you unstake the tab washer.  Just unfold the flaps from the wrench flats or is there more to it?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||09-10-2003||04:38 PM||||Got it||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/003240.cgi
A||||8||justducttapeit69||AWS what is it exactly?||||1||||justducttapeit69||00002110
Z||000000||justducttapeit69||09-09-2003||01:40 PM||justducttapeit69@hotmail.com||This is probably a dumb question to some of you, but I have only heard of AWS (all wheel steering) never actually known how it work differently than say a '92 Talon that does not have it.  How does it work?  THanks!||24.116.156.196||reg||1||justducttapeit69||00002110||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-09-2003||01:46 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a><br /><a href="http://www.mofugas.com" target="_blank">http://www.mofugas.com</a><br /><br />Check out the dealer brochure in the 2nd link, I believe it covers AWS in a way you will understand.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||number3||09-09-2003||05:18 PM||||<a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/atil.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/atil.htm</a><br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||09-09-2003||09:22 PM||||So I looked at the TSS page and I knew of the active toe on the DSM's, just not the details I know now.  I see that people say that GVR4's corner better with the AWS removed.  My question is, is the AWS fully removed (gone not present, weight reduction) or just disabled so the rack holds and eliminates the active toe?  I have a 4 bolt to swap in soon and was planning on taking the rear rack out to shave some weight.  There is no chance of my AWS working again, as I will not have power steering.  Will I get the improved cornering if I take the rack out?  I am guessing I won't because it doesn�t seem that most people take the rack out when they eliminate/disable the AWS.||63.226.150.45||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||09-09-2003||09:39 PM||||I believe the rear end has sort of a 'floating' design - meaning it gives a bit under hard cornering. Some say this improves handling, others say it just makes it sloppy. Some people have been known to (or at least think about) dropping in a fixed bracket to hold the rear suspension a little tighter. I have disabled AWS, and think it handles just fine - no suspension upgrades yet though.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-09-2003||10:36 PM||||I can tell you that the Ralliart bushing kit once available for the VR4 has solid aluminum bushings that get pressed into the subframe so the compliance=good handling argument is thrown out the window and into the milling machine. <br /><br />: ) <br /><br />i once was a 5 star member but now i only give 4 star responses.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||mj_rosenfeld||09-10-2003||08:32 PM||||Well the car handles a hell of a lot better for autocrossing without the RWS. Just disconnect the tie rods, it's then just like a DSM rear.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.20||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000007||bob in chicago||09-10-2003||10:56 PM||||Must Go Faster:  While you are doing your rear end, why not buy my extra Whiteline adjustable rear camber kit... (never opened) $40 plus shipping.||24.148.23.211||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000008||MustGoFaster||09-11-2003||02:13 AM||||Cause I'm already done.  Took the rack, pump and control unit out.  Was only like 25 maybe 30 pounds, but hey, if it isn't helping you go fast it's helping you go slow.||63.226.150.45||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum2/003241.cgi
A||N||15||MidEngine210||Tranny fluid capacity||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||09-09-2003||01:52 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I forgot to check out the owner's manual before I left for work today. I'm going to pick up some Redline MT90 during lunch. How many bottles do I need? Anybody got scans of where the filler and drain for the fluids are? Sorry I'm a newbie, do I just need to do the front and not the back in terms of draining and filling.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Sunny||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||09-09-2003||02:15 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfluids.htm" target="_blank">road race fluid capacity chart</a>||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||MidEngine210||09-09-2003||02:25 PM||||So there are three places where I need to change the fluids: transmission, transfer case (in front right?), and rear differential? Thanks.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-09-2003||02:41 PM||||Engine Oil and antifreeze<br />Clutch and brake fluid<br /><br />don't forget those!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||MidEngine210||09-09-2003||03:00 PM||||Yeah, I plan on doing the engine oil tonight. I bought a mitsu filter and some Mobil 1 synthetic 10/30. I will change the anti-freeze after I pass smog.<br /><br />I really got to get a manual. Are the Haynes or Chilton any good? Which one do you recommend?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||09-09-2003||03:00 PM||||don't forget the washer fluid and headlight fluid||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||09-09-2003||03:02 PM||||I recomend Red Line high glow fluid.  For street and track use.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||MidEngine210||09-09-2003||03:05 PM||||RRE recommends BG Syncro shift for the tranny and Redline Heavey Weight Shock Proof Gear Lube for the x-case and rear diff. Anybody have another opinion?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||09-09-2003||03:32 PM||||I think BG sucks ass.  I know many swear by it, but after I put it in I noticed zero difference.  None, nada, zilch.  I figure that even if the BG itself didn't make an improvement, the fact that it was fresh fluid over the tired, dirty stock fluid should have made a difference.  Because it didn't, that makes me think that it's worse than stock fluid.  I then switched over to RedLine and DID notice an improvement.<br /><br />I know my tranny is SOL, and YMMV, but IMHO use RedLine everywhere.<br /><br />Could I possibly fit a few more acronyms in there?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||69.59.219.203||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||09-09-2003||04:59 PM||||I switched over to Redline last year, and since then, my rebuilt tranny has gone from notchy to not wanting to go into 2nd/3rd/4th fast at all.  I've tried different mixes of MTL/MT-90, and still have heavy shockproof (stinky stuff) in the xfer case and rear end.  <br /><br />I'm going back to BG or the NEO oil, but either way I'm definitely having Grocmax go through this trans again.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||MidEngine210||09-09-2003||05:25 PM||||Just came back from the store. Picked up MT90 for the tranny and 75w90 for the other stuff. They didn't have BG nor Redline Shockproof. Redline has worked wonders for my MR2s, so I'm going to give them a try for the Galant.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||09-09-2003||05:35 PM||||Redline Heavey Weight Shock Proof Gear Lube  <br /><br />hmm. do you know if they carry this in shops or is this another fluid i will only have if i order it online. <br /><br />i use BG and really not that big a difference. i think i will be trying redline soon. maybe royal purple one day.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000012||GVR1643||09-09-2003||05:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> I switched over to Redline last year, and since then, my rebuilt tranny has gone from notchy to not wanting to go into 2nd/3rd/4th fast at all.  I've tried different mixes of MTL/MT-90, and still have heavy shockproof (stinky stuff) in the xfer case and rear end.  <br /><br />I'm going back to BG or the NEO oil, but either way I'm definitely having Grocmax go through this trans again. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Howard, since you and Ken get to pal around with the Gugu Grocmax, ask his opinion of the GM Synchromesh.  I just used in my new VR4 and it made a HUGE difference!!!!  Sooo much better.  But he has seen what various fluids do over the long haul and I value his expert opinion.||167.142.22.238||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000013||RTS182G-VR4||09-09-2003||09:09 PM||||i agree, syncromesh is amazing.  my tranny used to do the normal grinding when cold ect... no more of that after i put it in.  good stuff.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||09-09-2003||09:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Howard, since you and Ken get to pal around with the Gugu Grocmax, ask his opinion of the GM Synchromesh.  I just used in my new VR4 and it made a HUGE difference!!!!  Sooo much better.  But he has seen what various fluids do over the long haul and I value his expert opinion. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The old grouch used to like the Neo synth oils, and for a while he got me to try this Mopar trans fluid used in Jeeps (very thin, shifted easy).  More recently, methinks he might prefer the BG Syncroshift II, being thicker and offering more shock protection.  <br /><br />Of course, his GVR4 hasn't run in ages, so I don't know if he's really driven around too many DSM's with BG since the BG II came out.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||Invader||09-10-2003||04:26 AM||||I preferred the BG to the BG II, which I think is too thin (and expensive).  My local dealer just got a case of BG in stock (dunno where his supplier got it since it's discontinued and all)...I'm heading down this week to pick up a few quarts.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/003242.cgi
A||||4||broke down||I need help!||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||09-09-2003||03:15 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Ok, I've posted a few time about a "knock problem I've been having for a few months now.  I cannot figure it out to save my life.  It happens about 2k rpm's and goes to about 4k rpm's most of the time.  I have replaced or exchanged the following sensors.  Cam pos., knock, o2, coil pack, power transistor, spark plugs, ecu, 3 different fpr's, adjusted tps (which seems to be working fine, smooth sweep) put 450 inj back in, fuel pump back to stock wiring, rewired knock sensor to go straight to ecu, thus eliminating the wiring harness, dime store fuel cut defencer, played with timing quite a lot, replumbed vac lines to fpr.  I'm sure there are others, but I can't think of anything else right now.  Currently I am running a very hacked ist gen mas, s-afc, walbro 190 lph pump, starion fmic, custom I/C pipes, stock t.b., stock manifold, no a/c or power steering, 185* thermostat, big 16g, pocketlogger.  Again, there are probably others, just can't think of anything else.  Does anybody know of a way to run a fuel pressure guage with a stock fpr?  This all started to happen about the time I put the s-afc in, but I can't take it out until I get a completely stock mas, because of the fuel trims going way off the board.  I also put in new 3rd gen lifters.  I cannot hear any drivetrain noises that I feel would be loud enough to cause this kind of problem.  Anybody out there have ANY other ideas?  My knock counts go to 43 some times, usually when taking off from a stop.  Normally just first gear, sometimes second, sometimes any gear, as long as it's about 2k rpm's.  I am at the end of my wits with this problem, and will try about ANYTHING to get it to stop.  Thanks for any suggestions.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-09-2003||05:01 PM||||dont know if this will help, but i would lose the dime store fcd.  i have the knock sensor led, and for the longest time, every once in a while, it would go off, and i would get a ce lite, car would run like crap.  then, the lite would go out, ce lite would go out, and everything was ok.  after i removed the fcd, it never happened again.  at any rate, with the afc, the fcd is redundant.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||09-09-2003||05:20 PM||||Don't know, but mine most of the time will show knock pretty bad in 1st gear.  Even taking off pretty easily.  I am almost all stock.||64.63.213.50||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||broke down||09-09-2003||10:14 PM||||Thanks, but I know it's not the fcd.  I just put that ina few days ago,just to see if anything would change.  I am planning on taking it back out soon.  I saw a website or link once, about how a guy said his nuts, he he, had backed off of the input and intermediate shafts (I believe) in his trans, giving hima bad vibration and/or knock.  I'm going to check this out this weekend.  I am also going to try a unhacked 1st gen mas soon, and take out the s-afc, because those two things are about the only things that haven't been switched yet.  I am also going to pull the flywheel cover and check things out in there.  Any other thoughts would be appreciated.  I'm to the point now where I think it may be a mechanical vibration, but don't know what else to check for.  Thanks for the help.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000004||broke down||09-10-2003||12:06 AM||||Well, problem found.  WAY too much fuel pressure.  50 lbs of pressure static.  40-ish with the vac line connected.  I guess right now that the return line must be blocked somehow.  Thanks again for the help.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/003243.cgi
A||||3||ayvr4||just wondering||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||09-09-2003||03:43 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||what kind of motor oil you guys use...<br />is use Valvoline Synthetic 5w-30.<br />Just want to see what is best for our high boosting & higher milage cars...<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||09-09-2003||03:45 PM||||Hello<br /><br />I run Amsoil 20w50 syn <br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-09-2003||04:01 PM||||You're supposed to use a certain kind?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  Damn I just mix different oils  that are lying around till it fills to the top of my valve cover  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br />Haha I just mobil1 20w50 boyee!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||09-09-2003||04:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> You're supposed to use a certain kind?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   Damn I just mix different oils  that are lying around till it fills to the top of my valve cover   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   .<br /><br />Haha I just mobil1 20w50 boyee! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">reminds me of  half baked...<br />"what part of jamaca?"<br /><br />"RIGHT NEAR DA BEACH... BOYEEEEE"<br /><br />LOL<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum2/003244.cgi
A||||6||jonvr4||Torque settings for ARP head studs||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-09-2003||04:37 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i need to know how much torque to tighten to. i don't have anymore of the arp grease so if anyone knows this let me know asap!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-09-2003||05:13 PM||||85-90 ft lbs.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||number3||09-09-2003||05:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> i need to know how much torque to tighten too. i don't have anymore of the arp grease so if anyone knows this let me know asap! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">huh?<br /><br />I now know you are out of grease but how does that help me help you?<br /><br />You need more grease...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.arp-bolts.com/pages/tech/images/fasttorq.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.arp-bolts.com/pages/tech/images/fasttorq.pdf</a>||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||vr4door||09-09-2003||07:22 PM||||If you dip the threads of the head studs in 10-W30 motor oil you only need to torque them to 70 ft lbs.||64.235.128.24||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||09-09-2003||08:00 PM||||As per ARP if you use anything other than the grease they provide. Torque them to 120ft lbs. With their grease its 70-80 <br /><br />Why not just call them. They will be more than glad to awnser your questions.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||09-09-2003||08:33 PM||||hey jon,<br /><br />i've got that ARP grease up here in boulder.  It's all yours if you get another pack from ARP later.  Email me if you need it.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||09-09-2003||09:42 PM||||thanks chris, i called arp and they said 120lbs with 10w 30. i put the head on now i just need to put the ac and alternator belts and it's done.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum2/003245.cgi
A||N||2||MidEngine210||Repair Manual||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||09-09-2003||05:49 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||Which Haynes or Chilton do I get? I checked out the Galant one for Haynes, but it doesn't cover the VR4. Do I just get the 1G TEL book? Anybody know where I can get repair manuals online?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Sunny||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||09-09-2003||06:01 PM||||Just ask RockinWRX||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||BlingBling||09-09-2003||08:48 PM||||I bought this and find everything I need.<br /><a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/</a>||64.160.178.62||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes



ubb/Forum2/003246.cgi
A||||16||Bobbo||CAR DIES!!! WHAT THE FU...!!!!||||8||||Bobbo||00000641
Z||000000||Bobbo||09-10-2003||04:02 AM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||I am driving on the freeway and I have had some to drink, when the car all of a sudden loses power and all the power goes off!!! The car does not accelerate anymore and I see a pair of cop lights start beaming on me!!!! I coast to the shoulder and the cop pulls me over. She gives me a test and I am arrested for DWI!!! In minnesota, the legal drinking level is .10 and I had a .14. Oh SHIT!! I am in deep trouble!!! The only reason she pulled me over cause of the tail lights turned off and I was slowly moving, because I actually couldn't go any FUCKIN any where cause the power went out!! What is the cause of my power going out and my car all of a sudden not being able to go anywhere!!! Is it the alternator?!? Man, I am SERIOUSLY of thinking of selling my car!!! All I get is headaches from this car!!! Please help me! I have to get the car from the impound tommorrow and go to court in a couple of days!! this is my first time since I got my license, since I was 16, and now I am 21!!  OH I am PISSED RIGHT NOW!!!!||66.119.33.135||reg||8||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||09-10-2003||04:31 AM||||A) DONT DRINK AND DRIVE<br />B) we need more details than "when the car all of a sudden loses power and all the power goes off!!! " to diagnose the problem.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||09-10-2003||07:19 AM||||It could have something to do with the alternator but you'll have to test it, first your battery, to see if it has a full charge. If it doesn't it was probably worn down if and when your alternator died. <br /><br />Usually when they die your interior lights and indicator lights will go crazy for a few minutes due to a low voltage condition. If it was very sudden I'd say it might be something else. <br /><br />I read your post and I felt the frustration but if you tell everyone that you were drinking and driving no one's going to want to help you, you probably don't need to hear it right now.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-10-2003||08:10 AM||||Ya, don't drink and drive....  However, I can't bash.  How da hell are you suppost to be able to even drink at dinner and not go over our .08?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||09-10-2003||08:15 AM||||Check the battery connectors. I had the ground come off my battery while I was driving on the highway and the car just shut off similar to what happened to you.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-10-2003||10:29 AM||||Roadside breathilizer is not admissable in court.  It only gives probable cause.<br /><br />But, you weren't asking for legal help and I'm not a lawyer.  YMMV.<br /><br />I wonder if they used a flatbed to tow your car...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||09-10-2003||10:54 AM||||DING DING DING!!!!!!!!!||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||Bobbo||09-10-2003||11:01 AM||||Yeah, I am more disappointed on myself more than anyone. This is my first and LAST time this happens. What happened was, I was shifting my car and the light goes out (interior and exterior), then it flickers, and then the power shuts off. I mean I can't accelerate the car and the car loses power and I have to pull over to the shouler, and that's when the cop flashes her light. Initially she pulled me over cause of my tail lights were off and I wasn't driving too straight (that was due to me panicking because I had no power). Man, I think i'm gonna give up drinking for a LONG TIME!! Might be one the last few post I put out. Anyone looking for another galant vr4?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||66.119.33.170||reg||9||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000008||Notorius||09-10-2003||12:58 PM||||well when you get your car back check the BISS (the screw that controls the idle) and see if you might have blown it out while driving. it happened to me and my car died after driving on the highway as i put the clutch in so i could slow down for an offramp.<br /><br />or check your BOV and see if the hose somehow came off and you ran super rich during shifting and the car stalled, although as soon as you let the clutch back out it should have started up again.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||09-10-2003||01:10 PM||||Howard- I hear ya!! I think we have another candidate. <br /><br />Seriously though Bobbo, you have some more shit to worry about right now. Just shelf the car for a while. You can fix it while you have no license, don't give up on it. It's not the car's fault, although I'd be pissed at it too! Damn thing practically turned you in, save for the fact that you were driving with your lights out on the sidewalk. <br /><br />kidding||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||09-10-2003||01:16 PM||||Howard- I hear ya!! I think we have another candidate. <br /><br />Seriously though Bobbo, you have some more shit to worry about right now. Just shelf the car for a while. You can fix it while you have no license, don't give up on it. It's not the car's fault, although I'd be pissed at it too! Damn thing practically turned you in, save for the fact that you were driving with your lights out on the sidewalk. <br /><br />kidding||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||RayH||09-10-2003||01:24 PM||||My car lost all electrical power when the caps in the ECU went bad.  Interesting thing is, when the car cooled off I was able to restart the car but since I didn't know how long it would run I had it flat bedded anyway.<br /><br />I'm not certain but the same thing may happen if the timing belt snaps.<br /><br />Think of it this way, the car may have given up it's life to save yours.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000012||thejeebus2002||09-10-2003||01:26 PM||||Is your heat shield still on your downpipe?  Check your alternator relay and fusible link before you replace the alternator or the battery.<br /><br />scott||152.163.242.212||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000013||Team Ducktape||09-11-2003||12:58 AM||||And why did you even mention about the DD? You could have got info just by asking about the problem? <br />Curious minds want to know......<br /><br />But I had a similer problem when I was working on my car; I was replacing the valve cover seal on my car, when my socket slipped off the valve cover and hit the power on the alternator. I saw a small spark and thought nothing of it. Well low and behold later that night I drove up north for the weekend. I got 100 miles shorter than I needed to. The car was driving fine. but then mI noticed my dash lights getting dimmer and dimmer, finnaly the car just died. I let it sit for a while and then I I got it to start again. But it finnaly died a short time after. I was going to meet my girlfriend in Superior 300miles north of me at my parents place, to make a long story short she had to drive back down to pick me up;200 miles south for her to drive thank GOD for her. Well after finding this all out, after I put in a new battery before even checking that fuse what happend was the socket hitting the alt blew the "alt" fuse. You know the big sucker that looks like a tooth and that's hard to find from any "parts" store. Maybe check that.....||24.158.7.26||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000014||Bobbo||09-11-2003||08:53 PM||||The only reason I put notice on the DD is that I was pissed at myself at first because the car got me into trouble, which led to that. Also, to show people that ANYTHING can happen, and don't take anything for granted. Well, on the following day of the incident, I got the car from the impound and it started. WELL, as I drove in the highway, I noticed that the clock light getting dimmer and the car losing power...AGAIN!!! So, I'm forced to pull over to the shoulder. I tried to start the car again, when I hear a loud clicking noise. Not the turning over click, but a click I could hear from the air vents from the drivers side closest to the door. My dad was the one who took me to the impound, and Thank god he followed me! Now I call the same impound to tow the car back to my dad's garage. Yeah... I have all these parts I bought and haven't even put them in the car yet!!! I'm going to court in a couple of weeks and I have an associate who is a law professor that will help me out. Hopefully, all I have to do is pay a fine to get my license earlier, about $600, but Damn that is a lot. She says that she'll try to get the fine down. Plus I have to go to a chemical dependency, so the court can see that I am serious and that this WILL BE MY LAST!! TIME!! I know I did a REALLY STUPID THING, and thanks for not rubbing it in ..too much. Just needed some help on the car.||170.224.224.38||reg||9||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||09-12-2003||03:26 AM||||Ever replace the capacitors in your ECU?||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||Bobbo||09-13-2003||12:37 AM||||I had keydiver fix my ECU a couple of months ago (replacing the caps, removing rev limiter, and that reseting of the octane thing). So, yeah I did get them fixed.||66.119.34.39||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes



ubb/Forum2/003247.cgi
A||||19||chadhayashi||code 24:  Speed sensor||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||09-10-2003||10:37 AM||||I cannot find my manuals. Please tell me what is this code is for.<br />thanks||63.227.117.137||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-10-2003||11:05 AM||||I believe that would be telling you that the reed switch (speed sensor) in the instrument cluster has crapped out.<br /><br />If that is the case, I've heard of people exploring the possibility of rebuilding/repairing, but I have not heard any success stories.  Otherwise I guess the solution is to locate a VR-4 insturment cluster.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||09-10-2003||12:40 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002377" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002377</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||09-10-2003||10:24 PM||||ur screwed man..mines all screwy..it gains miles at the .5 mark instead of 0.||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||Ash||09-11-2003||07:58 AM||||Maybe I should have replied to that thread I had earlier.  I found a crack in the flexable PCB behind the cluster that was also disabling my 4WS light.  I followed the tracks back from the reed switch & found the crack by continuity testing with a multimeter - it was a hairline crack you couldn't see unless you knew where it was.  I simply bridged the gap with some wire (dodgy I know) and she all works.  I still have the aftermarket reed switch in there too.<br /><br />Hope this helps||203.221.152.151||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||09-16-2003||12:00 AM||||thanks||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||09-16-2003||11:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong>   I found a crack in the flexable PCB behind the cluster that was also disabling my 4WS light. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I always wondered if you found your speed sensor problem Ash. When you said the new reed switch didn't fix it, I wasn't sure what was going on. Glad you found it!||68.154.99.81||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||Ash||09-17-2003||02:11 AM||||Jeff - It still stalls very occasionally though the cruise control works perfectly, I believe I may have an intake leak but haven't got around to checking it as yet cause my dodgy leak tester broke (maybe I dropped it, who's to say  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> ) <br /><br /><br />chadhayashi - Good luck with finding it, let us know how you go.  My car didn't throw a code when I had this problem interestingly enough?||203.221.19.111||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||09-17-2003||10:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong>  My car didn't throw a code when I had this problem interestingly enough? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For anyone who has the MMcD program loaded on their PDA, you can test the speed sensor by manually typing in address C6 and logging it. It should start out at 226 when you are sitting still, and drop VERY quickly as you start moving. If it sits at 226 all the time, you either have a bad reed switch or a cracked board like Ash.||67.34.187.230||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||10-07-2003||01:57 PM||||i like this thread...sticky anyone?||67.127.52.126||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000010||4g63t||10-07-2003||02:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> i like this thread...sticky anyone? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good call.||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000011||thejeebus2002||10-13-2003||02:16 PM||||figured I'd touch on this again as to accumulate even more in depth info. for the archive.  What EXACTLY does this "switch" on the ins. cluster board look like.  I'd like to purchase a replacement for it and need to know what to go off.  Last time i ended up unsoldering and resoldering the wrong thing.  Oh well, it's always fun when you've got somethin else to drive.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||10-13-2003||03:02 PM||||A reed switch is a little, clear glass tube, with wires coming out each end. If you look inside, you will see a pair of contacts. Get a magnet near the reed switch, and the two contacts pull toward each other and touch. Ain't that neat.||68.158.112.214||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||thejeebus2002||10-13-2003||03:12 PM||||Ahhhh...thank you for clarifying that.  Now I know what to look for.<br /><br />Ill try after work||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000014||Ash||10-13-2003||10:27 PM||||Here's the one I retrofitted into my cluster before I found the cracked PCB<br /><br /> <a href="http://www1.jaycar.com.au/productView.asp?ID=SM1002&CATID=&keywords=reed+switch&SPECIAL=&form=KEYWORD&ProdCodeOnly=&Keyword1=xxxxxxxxxx&Keyword2=xxxxxxxxxx&pageNumber=&priceMin=&priceMax=&SUBCATID=" target="_blank">Clicky</a> <br /><br />I occasionally still get a code 24 come up in the logger, but it doesn't give a light?  I think it may be placed too close or too far from the magnet???  Its only a weekend car so I'm not too concerned.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000015||sto31920||10-23-2003||11:09 PM||||Jeff, Ash -(anyone else feel free to chime in)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Could this be a good possibility why a stutterbox might like to occassionally engage at speed?  ie: Any gear at any speed? 4K RPM or 5K RPM, etc depending on what it was set at?  Since the ECU would believe the car is at rest, getting ready to launch? <br />Thanks!||65.117.213.87||reg||1||Turbolag||00000893||yes
Z||000016||Ash||10-24-2003||01:13 AM||||Jeff would have a better idea but AFAIK the TMO chips with a seperate launch RPM to shift RPM depend on this sensor for the launch control - though you would have to be touching the clutch too wouldn't you?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000017||sto31920||10-24-2003||02:24 PM||||When its acting up, it will rev limit independent of the clutch being engaged or disengaged while moving down the road or at a stand still.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   I checked continuity and voltage.  I have 12 Volts with the clutch engaged at the wire which was spliced into the stutterbox setup.  <br />Thanks!||147.182.5.50||reg||1||Turbolag||00000893||yes
Z||000018||keydiver||10-27-2003||05:24 PM||||Sorry I took so long to respond to this one guys. I had to remember to go home and look at the code. Both TMO and I look FIRST at the clutchswitch. If the clutch is NOT pushed in, it looks at the standard rev limit and then goes back to whatever it was doing.<br />So, if it does it ALL the time, I would suspect the clutchswitch. When the clutch is out, you should read very low voltage, almost ground (0 volts), on pin #104 of the ECU. Do you have a logger to see the operation of the neutral/safety switch?<br />If the ECU sees the clutch pushed in, it THEN checks the speed sensor, to decide whether to use the launch rpm or the clutchcut rpm.<br />Jeff O.||68.211.212.52||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000019||sto31920||10-28-2003||05:01 PM||||Thanks Jeff!  Sounds like I'm on the right trail.  It is very sporadic.  I log with a laptop, so I don't have it connected all the time.  New plan is to hook it up and try to get it to occur while logging.  Thanks again!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||147.182.5.50||reg||7||Turbolag||00000893||yes



ubb/Forum2/003248.cgi
A||||4||thejeebus2002||Tranny problem..What does this sound like?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-10-2003||02:06 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Had my tranny rebuilt not too long ago, used evo shift forks, double 2nd synchro, and replaced all other sychros.  However when I put it in third gear it grinds but it's not like a typical shifter grind,  Sometimes Ill put it in gear and teh shifter will be in gear but nothing engages.  Shifter stays in the right place but its like it's just spinning there, broken shift fork?<br /><br />scott||152.163.242.212||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||curtis||09-11-2003||02:13 AM||||If you used the evo forks its not broken .  You had a roll pin fall out of the 3/4 fork.  I wouldn't drive it because the hardened steel pin is big enough to break a gear.||65.135.143.114||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||GalantVR41062||09-11-2003||11:03 AM||||Also shifter cables, cable mounts, All tranny bolts tight(that hold it in the car).  Is your clutch ajusted properly.  If the roll pin fell out of the 3-4 shift fork it would not go into 4th ither or any other gear for that matter.  Because if would be stuck in 3rd or 4th, or at least thats what I think would happen.  Who did the rebuild?<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||09-11-2003||04:24 PM||||friend of mine did, he's built a bunch of them with no problems, but it looks like  i got a bunk one.  Tranny doesn't get stuck in gear just shifts shitty into 3rd and fuhgettabout downshifting into 3rd.  I'm thinking of just hunking down and buying a tre tranny - hopefully that would mean no more problems.<br /><br />scott||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||Invader||09-12-2003||02:17 AM||||Did you use the stock nylon pads on the EVO forks?  They have a tendency to cause problems (though I didn't have any problems with them in my last tranny) from what I've heard.  TRE makes brass pads as a replacement...<br /><br />Might want to pull the tranny apart and check to make sure everything is in place...  Sucks to keep having to pull trannys.||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/003249.cgi
A||||0||broke down||good vendors to buy parts from in Indianapolis area?||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||09-10-2003||03:02 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Anyone know of a good place to get parts (upgrade) near Indianapolis?||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/003250.cgi
A||||4||ayvr4||BOV||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||09-10-2003||04:42 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Ok, first mod to my car like a year and a half ago was a turboxs bov....<br />anyway, like a dumb-ass, i had a performance shop install it..(its ok to laugh at me here)<br />but anyway it works fine, but i am upgrading my ic pipes... my question is:<br /><br />Is there a gasket that goes on the flange?<br />or do you seal it with anything?<br />Thanks<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-10-2003||05:01 PM||||The OEM unit has a gasket that goes between the pipe flange and the BOV flange, so I would assume the TurboXS unit would as well.  If there was no gasket it would create a bad boost leak under pressure.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||16GVR4||09-10-2003||05:21 PM||||I have a turboxs bov on my car.<br />( Don't laugh at me for having an aftermarket BOV, I have a MAFT blowthrough setup and the 1G BOV is driving me crazy with its whistling sound).<br /><br />The turboxs BOV is usually installed with a flange adapter to match the stock 1G BOV adapter.<br />You should be able to use the stock 1G gasket on that flange.<br /><br />Hope that helps.<br /><br />BTW, which BOV do you have ? I have the TypeH one.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||09-10-2003||05:39 PM||||Yeah, same here, type H.... i do like the higher pitched ones better, but i like scaring the crap out of people with a low pitched PA-TUSSSHHHHHHH...<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||Mirage2LTurbo||09-10-2003||07:06 PM||||Ill be running a Tial 50 when she gets back up...||12.223.109.91||reg||1||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175||yes



ubb/Forum2/003251.cgi
A||||2||REDLINEGVR4||Help||||4||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||09-10-2003||05:50 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||I really need some help. is there anyone in the tampa bay area that cant help me re-do my power steering system? i reall need help the guy that was suposed to help me do this bailed on me and i need to get it done or i will have to sell the car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   let me know Thanks||64.12.96.102||reg||4||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-10-2003||06:28 PM||||Did you post on TBDSM?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||09-10-2003||06:41 PM||||yes i did. oh i ment can not cant||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes



ubb/Forum2/003252.cgi
A||||6||V8EATER||Welding the center diff||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||09-10-2003||06:40 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||i've heard so much about welding the center differential.  where do I get this done?  also, how does that affect the 3 bolt rear?  does it put too much stress on it?  should i swap in a 4 bolt lsd before welding?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||09-11-2003||11:30 AM||||You can break a 3bolt axel while turning to sharp with a welded CD.  It is very noticable when going under 5mph you turn the wheel and the car will not move anymore unless you are in gear, makes parking interesting.  I would recomend the Spool that TRE sells, or get one that is jig welded, so everything lines up like it should, I did not jig weld mine so it take a bfh to get it on there.  Also what mods are done to the car?<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||09-11-2003||11:35 AM||||20G, 2MAS, 550CC'S, shannon's intercooler w/ 2.5" hard pipes, total engine rebuild w/ 95 pistons, big rods, ported/polished head, msd ignition, supra fuel pump, 3" exhaust, no cat, 2.5" downpipe, hogged 02, ported/polished 95 manifold, act 2600, 93 tranny w/new forks and new 1 and 2 gears, 3 bolt (non lsd).||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR41062||09-12-2003||04:14 AM||||I would recomend a 4bolt swap if you want to install a welded CD/spool.  Sounds like a nice set up.  <br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000004||V8EATER||09-12-2003||11:29 AM||||thanks for the info.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||09-12-2003||11:39 AM||||V8Eater,<br />What kind of times are you running with that setup?<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||V8EATER||09-12-2003||12:01 PM||||truth be told, i haven't even picked up the car yet from shannon.  i pick it up this weekend.  i've "owned" the car for a month, but we've been having scheduling snafu's keeping me from picking it up until now.  shannon tells me though, that the car should be capable of high 12's as it sits.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum2/003253.cgi
A||||7||DsmSeifer||My car cat walks||||8||||DsmSeifer||00002241
Z||000000||DsmSeifer||09-10-2003||06:43 PM||dsmseifer@hotmail.com||Okay I to not think of my self as a noob but I have to ask some addvise here. <br /><br />My car sits at an angle while going straight down the road. Is that some thing in the all wheel steering or something. I've only had the car for a few days and havent found any awnsers for my problem. I'm gonna have to go get it a camber adjustment because the inside of the rear tires are bald. I don't know if that has anything to do with it or not.<br /><br />Any help would be appreciated.||68.88.116.145||reg||8||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-10-2003||06:47 PM||||Does it just lean or does it actually walk? <br /><br />Walk would be an alignment problem. Every Galant I've seen leans to the driver's side a little. It's probably worn suspension bushings and springs that are sagging.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||DsmSeifer||09-10-2003||07:54 PM||||It dosen't lean it goes straight down the road at an angle \\ that way.||68.88.116.145||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||09-10-2003||08:28 PM||||if your car goes down the street side ways it could be one of two things. 1 st is the easiest have a good alignment shop check all 4 wheels for alignment. if that doesnt do it take the car to a body shop and have it checked for straightness the chassis might be shifted from a cheap accident repair. hope that helps some.<br /><br />later hector||152.163.204.52||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||DsmSeifer||09-10-2003||09:03 PM||||I'll hope its the alignment I'll get it checked this week. It doesn't looked wrecked any where but I guess you can never tell.||68.88.116.145||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||09-18-2003||10:58 PM||||Actually I think what he is trying to describe is "dog tracking".  A lot of old solid axle cars did this due to the rear end breaking loose from the leaf springs or snapping the locating pin, which in turn usually pushed the right rear tire forward.  Essentially, under a heavy load, the rear end housing would slip forward on the leaf spring, causing the vehicle to essentially drive sideways.  I would look to see if your tires are CENTERED in the wheelwells at the exact same spot.  Don't eyeball, use a tape measure.  On some cars that use track bars in the rear, some idiots jack the car up with the bar (like a mechanic did to my eclipse gsx) and bend the bar.  However, I don't think we use the same setup as a tel with the locating links (kinda looks like those women's dumbells with bushings at the ends)  I'd look under my car, but it's 1200 miles away from me right now.  Also, measure your toe front and back as well.  To do this, just use a tape measure and measure across the car after marking the center of both tires, 180 degrees apart.  (basically at the 3 and 9 o'clock positions)  If you measure greater at the front of the tire than behind it, you are toed out, opposite is toed in.  If you are severely toed one way or the other, the thrust angle of the car will change and it can dogtrack as well.  Camber USUALLY won't make an awd do this, but you don't know the history of the car.  Collision damage is another one.  I'd take it in to a place that does a free alignment check and see what numbers you come up with for toe, caster and camber and post them here.  Make damned sure they GIVE you the computer printout.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||09-19-2003||09:21 PM||||Us old farts used to call this effect "crabbing".||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||09-20-2003||05:31 PM||||Pilots call it "crosswind crab" when turning into the wind to maintain the same ground heading, like following a highway in a crosswind, or for that matter driving a car and having to turn the wheel to keep going straight.  However, "crabbing" is intentional.  Dogtracking isn't.  Of course, I've lived in yankee land so long that they might have perverted the term||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003254.cgi
A||||14||Pick||Weird Acceleration Problem ???||||1||||Pick||00000697
Z||000000||Pick||09-10-2003||07:11 PM||jpick@pmt.org||My car has this propblem where it feels almost like I am applying the brakes when the boost comes on or I try to rev the motor above 5000 RPM's. I have replaced the plugs, wires, pcv, and even had the cat removed incase it was plugged all this helped, but the problem is still their. I am wondering now if this might be fuel related like a bad pump, injector, or regulator is their any easy ways to check these without just replacing them. I should mention the car is set at stock boost and no other mods.||216.83.64.218||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-10-2003||07:13 PM||||Sounds kind of like timing retard, but with stock boost and no mods, I don't know about that.  Although a bad knock sensor could make the ECU see tons of knock and kill your timing advance.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||09-10-2003||07:15 PM||||Noisy lifters or bad knock sensor causing timing pull or bad boost leak.  Datalog it if you can and do an intake pressure test.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||Pick||09-10-2003||07:31 PM||||I did a pressure test on the car and fixed two minor leaks, but that didnt seem to help the problem. I didnt even think of the knock sensor because my lifters are very quiet is their anyway to check the knock sensor like unplugging it I know that the computer will then see some knock, but how much.||216.83.64.218||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-10-2003||07:53 PM||||You don't want to unplug the knock sensor.<br /><br />However, if you don't have any CEL codes stored, you can clear the ECU. Let it idle for a few minuets and then take it for a hard run to see if you have problems.<br /><br />You didn't post what boost you were running at, but I would start at 11 and trouble shoot from there.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||09-10-2003||08:18 PM||||He said he was running stock boost.<br /><br />Feel around under the intake manifold near the #2 cylinder and you should find the knock sensor.  If all the gunk has leaked out of it, then it's bad.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=641&width=400" alt=" - " />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||09-10-2003||10:02 PM||||Oddly enough, that pictured knock sensor still worked fine. (that was mine)||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||09-10-2003||10:16 PM||||stock boost.  Sorry, I'll stop speed reading.  Promise.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||Pick||09-11-2003||07:46 PM||||OK this morning the air was colder on the way to work propably around 40 degrees car ran perfect then this afternoon it warmed up to around 70 degrees and the propblem came back. I am really leaning towards a fuel proplem now what do you all think.||216.83.65.56||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000009||josh91vr4||09-11-2003||08:59 PM||||Mine acts very similarly - It's (almost) funny. Datalog shows that i'm hitting some massive knock numbers. Of course, i have 180k on a stock engine, probably time for lifters, knock sensor, and more.<br />Anyhow, when the knock maxes (43) my timing gets pulled so hard i can barely accelerate in 1st, 2nd, or 3rd. It happens less in 3rd, and if i shift to 4th its usually gone. It does come back, if i'm just cruising at low speed in 4th and try to give it a little more gas. At this point, i can rev the engine, drop a gear (or leave it in 4th and just let the clutch back out) and it goes away until next time i slow down.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000010||Mirage2LTurbo||09-11-2003||09:42 PM||||I had these EXACT same symptoms, and my ECU finally shit out.  The capacitors were leaking, and it finally went.  Replaced the ECU, and it was all good.||12.223.109.91||reg||1||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||09-11-2003||09:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pick:<br /><strong> I have replaced the plugs, wires,  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What gap are the plugs at, and what kind are they?<br /><br />I see the '92 Stealth TT in your sig, and I feel your pain. The guy I bought my '91 from had destroyed the synchros in only 7 months, with a brand NEW transmission.||68.153.90.87||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||Pick||09-11-2003||10:29 PM||||The plugs are NGK BPR6ES the gap is set at .032 I guess Friday I will pull it and take a look inside will the leakage be easy to notice and are the capacitors easy to obtain like at Radio Shack or will I have to order them.||216.83.66.110||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||09-12-2003||03:15 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">Lots of links here</a> should help answer some questions.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||Pick||09-14-2003||05:51 PM||||It was the knock sensor car runs much better now Thanks for all the help.||216.83.65.170||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes



ubb/Forum2/003255.cgi
A||||5||4drwhore||gvr4 FMIC||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||09-10-2003||08:07 PM||losthurley@cfl.rr.com||Anyone know the hks core that fits in the grill area of the galant, or the exact size and demensions of the ams one that goes under the front bumper? I have been waiting on AMS to find me a evoI/II FMIC because they fit in there fine and work/look awesome but they just cant get there hands on one fast enough... Ill have an irc shorty aluminum radiator so i want to shoot the IC pipes up right next to them and hopefully go as straight as possible to the intake.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||09-10-2003||09:01 PM||||IF you have an IRC radiater why would you bother going with a EVO ic? The tanks wont work for a setup like that, I would just find a streetcore.||64.63.216.209||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||09-10-2003||10:58 PM||||how will it not? the evoII FMIC's flow oposite the VIII||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-10-2003||11:24 PM||||Since when does direction have anything to do with flow in an intercooler?  He's saying get a street core (2-120) so that you can shoot your pipes in on either side of the radiator.  The Evo tanks won't be best for your setup.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||09-11-2003||07:55 AM||||How does it look? Would i have to cut out the liscence plat part in the front and all that stuff? or does anyone make one the same size as the AMS that goes under the front bumper at an angle.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||09-11-2003||12:31 PM||||Street core:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.indyracecores.com/2-120.html" target="_blank">http://www.indyracecores.com/2-120.html</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.indyracecores.com" target="_blank">http://www.indyracecores.com</a><br /><br />Will require cutting.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/003256.cgi
A||||1||JGR_Galant||need help||||1||||JGR_Galant||00002086
Z||000000||JGR_Galant||09-10-2003||08:20 PM||juano12@hotmail.com||hello my car is burning oil but the car don't smoke what i can do to fix this problem? help me||65.122.169.92||reg||1||JGR_Galant||00002086||yes
Z||000001||mj_rosenfeld||09-11-2003||08:35 AM||||Maybe it's leaking, not burning, in which case you would need to find where it leaks from and replace whatever gaskets or seals are involved. Or maybe it is burning oil and when you drive down the road you don't see the smoke. By the time you actually see smoke it is burning oil a lot. Engine rebuild is about the only thing that fixes that. You could try a heavier weight oil, but that probably won't help much. Or you could learn to live with it and keep adding oil. That is by far the cheapest fix unless you forget and let it run low.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes



ubb/Forum2/003257.cgi
A||||6||BlingBling||Brake Pad Help||||1||||BlingBling||00001825
Z||000000||BlingBling||09-10-2003||08:34 PM||||I can't get my rear calipers off and it seems my rotors are stuck.  Is there any reason this would happen.  I know that they work fine, I have just had a problem since I jacked up the car.||64.160.177.129||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||09-10-2003||09:57 PM||||Rusted on perhaps?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||09-10-2003||10:00 PM||||Pb blaster and a hammer might help.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||09-10-2003||10:01 PM||||did you release the parking brake?||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-10-2003||10:19 PM||||How are you tring to remove them?<br /><br />e-brake cable off?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||09-10-2003||10:32 PM||||Maybe this is problem: Unlike the front calipers, the rear piston just doesn't push back into the caliper.  Therefore, you need a special tool* to screw the piston back in. First extract the pads, then get a tool or use something with two protrusions to twist the piston back into the bore.  <br /><br />*Pep Boys has these; I'm sure other big autoparts stores do also.||24.148.23.211||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000006||BlingBling||09-11-2003||06:31 PM||||Yea, the e-brake is off.  I finally got them to move, just really hard for some reason, not like the front brakes at all.  Thanks for you help.||64.160.177.153||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes



ubb/Forum2/003258.cgi
A||||1||mj_rosenfeld||lightweight exhaust system?||||1||||mj_rosenfeld||00001058
Z||000000||mj_rosenfeld||09-10-2003||08:35 PM||mlr@cgate.net||Has anybody encountered or built an all aluminum or titanium exhaust system for our cars? My motivation is weight reduction. I expect it would be expensive. The Z06 has a titanium exhaust but it probably won't fit.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.20||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||09-10-2003||08:58 PM||||Well thats money. The best thing you could do is to build a turbo back out of thin wall stainless using v band clamps the to a Carbon/Ti muffler. You looking at over 1k to do it though. Ti is expensive then you have to find some one to work with it, Im guessing close to 2k for a full setup||64.63.216.209||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/003259.cgi
A||||11||driftin galant||i need help||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||09-10-2003||10:26 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||ok, so i tuned my car today, it was running great, almost perfect.  i fiddled with it for about an hour, turned the car off went in side for something to eat, when i went back out about an hour later, i start it up, and now it runs like shit, it surges at ideal, if i floor it it missfires badly. what is going on?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-10-2003||10:29 PM||||The idle surge could be a bad ISC and the misfiring when you're on it could be bad plugs/poor gap. Doesn't explaing why it ran well before and not after but those are there are solutions.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||09-10-2003||10:31 PM||||The mustang driver you pissed off must have poured sugar in your tank.<br /><br />No CEL?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||driftin galant||09-10-2003||10:31 PM||||i will check the plugs. and it ideled fine before like 3 hours later.<br /><br />btw. the plugs are fine.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000004||driftin galant||09-10-2003||10:38 PM||||CEL?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||09-10-2003||10:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Erik:<br /><strong> CEL? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Check Engine Light||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||driftin galant||09-10-2003||10:43 PM||||no check engine light.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000007||RTS182G-VR4||09-10-2003||10:45 PM||||what did you tune?  if you were messing around near the trottlebody, you could have knocked a vacum line off.  i had a cracked one around there that caused idle surge.  as for the misfire, i draw a blank...<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||09-10-2003||10:46 PM||||I think he means tuning with his fuel management system (AFC...)||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||driftin galant||09-10-2003||10:48 PM||||yeah i have a s-afc||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000010||RTS182G-VR4||09-10-2003||10:52 PM||||well he could have been messin with idle or sumthin.  just a thought.  vacum lines are a big problem with 4g63 idle surge from what i understand.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000011||driftin galant||09-10-2003||11:00 PM||||yeah it ideled fine before and while i was tuning it. and i just went out there now again, and it seems to rev fine, WTF. the idel is still f'd though. i hate car gremlens.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum2/003260.cgi
A||||12||PRE-EVO||Brake light on..... Possible causes...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-10-2003||11:17 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I know loss of fluid or pressure would be one but mine popped on and has stayed on. Could it possibly be the switch for the e-brake going bad, as I was able to get it to switch off for a short while when I pulled and reset the e-brake? <br />Suggestions, comments, complaints, crap?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-10-2003||11:23 PM||||Definitely crap. It can stay on if your fluid's low. Mine did at least.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-11-2003||01:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Definitely crap. It can stay on if your fluid's low. Mine did at least. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoooo hoooo purple dishwasher monkey banana phone. <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||09-11-2003||01:12 AM||||low brake fluid man...lol||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||BarnesMobile||09-11-2003||01:36 AM||||I found out the hard way that the light means low fluid, or atleast in my case. So I decided to put some more fluid in, and that fixed the light. What I didn't think about was the fact that my brake pads wore out so much, that the fluid lowered to a point where the light come on. Indicating that you should probably check your pads. I didn't, therefore, I trashed a rotor. Although if you have the correct pads, they should have a wear indicator that you will hear if they get worn too far. Moral of the story: Check your pads first, then put in more fluid.||66.189.198.251||reg||1||BarnesMobile||00000827||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||09-11-2003||01:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Definitely crap. It can stay on if your fluid's low. Mine did at least. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoooo hoooo purple dishwasher monkey banana phone. <br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does the "monkey humping the robot" need to be posted?||24.158.7.26||reg||10||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||09-11-2003||11:53 AM||||She couldn't believe her luck as she discovered him bludgeoning the curtain.  Halfway through the project, Frank looked like he had been angering the pink president.  I couldn't believe my luck as she started salting the microphone.  You should have seen him spraypainting the flesh virus. Instead, she spent the night alone, skinning the pink taco.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Ryan Carey||09-11-2003||12:46 PM||||Brake pads or low fluid, usually pads.  I thought there was a loose connection cause it only came on around turns, but later inspection revealed I needed, I mean still need brakes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||09-11-2003||01:50 PM||||It's fluid so now I go from one leak to another   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   . I guess I'll have to pony up the $200 for some stainless braided lines.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||09-11-2003||01:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> She couldn't believe her luck as she discovered him bludgeoning the curtain.  Halfway through the project, Frank looked like he had been angering the pink president.  I couldn't believe my luck as she started salting the microphone.  You should have seen him spraypainting the flesh virus. Instead, she spent the night alone, skinning the pink taco. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You okay, Spilner?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||09-11-2003||01:52 PM||||Loooser..<br /><br />Braided Stainless Steel Brake Line Kit '89-94 <br />$ 115             8 lines <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclbrakes.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclbrakes.htm</a>||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||09-11-2003||01:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Loooser..<br /><br />Braided Stainless Steel Brake Line Kit '89-94 <br />$ 115             8 lines <br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclbrakes.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclbrakes.htm</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second that motion...I just installed the RRE lines a few months ago. Easy job, perfect fit, and nice firm brake pedal!||67.34.243.157||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||09-11-2003||02:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> She couldn't believe her luck as she discovered him bludgeoning the curtain.  Halfway through the project, Frank looked like he had been angering the pink president.  I couldn't believe my luck as she started salting the microphone.  You should have seen him spraypainting the flesh virus. Instead, she spent the night alone, skinning the pink taco. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You okay, Spilner?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think he's lonely... Frieud would have a field day with this one.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003261.cgi
A||||8||chucklesas||Extra wire just hanging around... and now it broke||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||09-10-2003||11:58 PM||||Actually, I noticed 2 wires just hanging around in my car.  There was a black Ground (I'm assuming) that was running behind the A piller (I just left it there).  The other one is the one I'm more concerned with.  In the engine bay, coming off the wire pack that goes to the Alternator is a black wire (another ground I'm assuming). I was curious if anyone knew where this went?||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||09-11-2003||12:10 AM||||I think it goes to the flux capacitor.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   jk  Does it have a connector on the end of it or just a bare wire?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||09-11-2003||01:04 AM||||its probably the wire that goes right under the power steering pump with a circle connector||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||09-11-2003||08:58 AM||||both of them are just bare wires||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-11-2003||11:44 AM||||I think in the A-pillar the only wires there are for the auto belt.<br /><br />I would second the power steering pump wire.  If your RPM do not change when, at rest, you turn the steering wheel then that's the wire.  If they DO increase as you crank on the wheel it is still connected.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    The wire connects to the power steering pump and detects steering input and adjusts the idle so there is enough power to the pump.  It's fairly common for it to fall apart.  I soldered an extra 2 inches of wire to mine, with a bullet connector on the end and crimped it back onto the pump.  The connector on the pump side is probably still there, otherwise, it looks like a nipple.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||chucklesas||09-11-2003||01:20 PM||||That must be it because I didn't notice any wires connected to my power steering pump when I moved out out of the way during my manifold install.  Thanks for the info.<br />And about the wire in the A piller, power belt works, so I'm not so sure it's for that.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||09-11-2003||01:47 PM||||Well, I ran my grounds for my gauges up that way...  you got a a-pillar pod?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||09-11-2003||02:02 PM||||There is an extra wire in the alternator bundle. Its never gone anywhere on my car. There is another wire nearby, the one that plugs into the front of the power steering pump, to tell the ECU when you are turning the wheels so it can up the idle.||67.34.243.157||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||chucklesas||09-11-2003||03:23 PM||||Well, I was going to attempt to try connect the wire for the power steering pump.  Then on my way home from the autoparts store, my 4ws light comes on (at the end of my street).  I pull into the drive way, and get out of the car.  Check fluid levels, notice power steering is a little low.  Turn the steering wheel, pump is making horrible noises.  Have my brother come out to turn the wheel to figure out where it's coming from, one of the pipes to the pump is rattling like crazy, took a quick gaze under the car and there is power steering fluid all over the driveway.  One of the lines going to the rear rack is no good, I can't really pin-point where exactly yet.  Argh...................||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum2/003262.cgi
A||||3||admsr||wet front Diff||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||09-11-2003||07:57 AM||alex.morales@avon.com||Wassup guys...<br /><br />I took this pick two weeks back when my exhaust got put up in my friends shop and noticed that my front diff has a wicked wet spot.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1319&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> I jack it up but I couldn't see any loose bolts or cracks...hell i dont know where this shit is coming from. I re-filled the diff before my trip to canada.<br /><br />When I got back from Canada I had a great little surprise...<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1318&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />anyway....anyone else have any leaking/wet diff issues.....<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||09-11-2003||09:22 AM||||The front diff is inside the transmission.  Are you thinking of the transfer case?<br /><br />There is a safety recall on most transfer cases to fix a known leaking problem.  Look on <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">VFAQ</a> for info on diagnosing and fixing this problem.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||admsr||09-11-2003||11:18 AM||||Thanks Shawn......I should have known that and probably did but wrote front diff. Yes it's the transfer case as shown in the pic above. If there is a recall....could I still be eligible to get it from a dealer at no cost?<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||8||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-11-2003||11:37 AM||||The dealer will have to do the swap (unless you can do some crafty social engineering..)  And yes, it's free, aside from the cost of downtime.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003263.cgi
A||||6||Matticus||Air to air oil cooler questions...||||5||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||09-11-2003||09:54 AM||mlighthall@comcast.net||My stock oil cooler decided to start leaking oil into my coolant.  So I am going to be switching to the 90 style oil cooler.  My questions are...<br />1) Will a 10 x 14 inch size core be big enough for the job?  <br />2) What size are the fittings for the stock '90 style filter housing that feed the oil cooler?<br />3) What kind of lines/fittings would be best, and the cheapest, I am a poor bastard?<br />4) Good place to mount it?<br /><br />I was thinking I will mount the cooler just on the drivers side of the car, opposite of the stock FMIC.  I haven't gone and taken the bumper cover off or anything yet to really examine where to put it.  I would like to try and order as much of the stuff as I can and "try" to install it at one time.  We all know that won't happen, but at least I attempted to.<br /><br />Thanks for any answers you all can provide.<br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||5||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-11-2003||01:32 PM||||if you get the complete system, the cooler and the lines, it will almost bolt right on.  the stock cooler and lines look like they were designed to go on the galant.  the cooler will fit and just clear the bumper, there is a little square hole on the left side that will direct air to it.  you have to fab a couple of brackets, and move the p/s cooler just a tad.  after it is all done, you will think that it was made to fit.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||09-11-2003||01:43 PM||||Are you talking about the complete Mitsubishi system?  If I remember correctly, isn't the whole stock system rather spendy?  I was hoping to come up with my own lines/fittings and buy an aftermarket core.  I am somewhat on a tight budget.  I basically want to run a system similar to Howards, that he posted about on here. Sucks, the pics don't show up anymore when you pull up the thread.  Anyways.  Thank you.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||turboren||09-11-2003||01:54 PM||||I picked up a complete oil cooler from a 90 GSX for like $28 from a local junk yard.  U-Wrench-It rocks!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Anyway, you might luck out and get one at a yard for cheap.  I would definitely check for a used one before going through the cost of new aftermarket components as you seem to want to do.<br /><br />Have you checked the trader?<br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.189||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||09-11-2003||02:20 PM||||No, I haven't checked the trader.  I would be happy with a used set-up.  I never really thought about picking up a used set-up.  I am doing some searching now to see if I can locate one. Thanks for the idea.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-11-2003||02:50 PM||||I did the same thing with the lines off a TEL. The whole setup will fit into the Galant. The fitting size is (i think) 12mm but they're banjo fittings so you should use the whole setup so you don't have to fuss with fittings. <br /><br />If you have a cooler and no lines, you can go to summitracing.com and get 1/2NPT to AN8 Flare fittings and tap both the oil filter housing and the cooler and then run female AN8 fittings on two hoses from the filter housing to the cooler. It's really a lot of work so hit the junkyard first for the housing and the cooler at least. If you have to buy the lines at the stealership, they're not too expensive. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||09-11-2003||06:09 PM||||Would you guys say 90 bucks shipped would be a good deal for the whole sha-bang?  Cooler, lines, housing, banjo fittings?  I have no idea what it costs new.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/003264.cgi
A||||3||GVR$in||Alternator volts||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-11-2003||01:39 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Not much help searching..<br /><br />I have an optima redtop in the trunk w/ 2 gauge wire to give a little background.<br /><br />On the freeway normal volts vary from 13.7-14.7, normal driving (stoplights, around town, etc) its high 12's to high 13's (the occasional 14).<br /><br />A few weeks back (checking out the dead deer my friend nailed in his TSi) it cursed my car and died right in front of it. I swapped batteries and charged the red top, and have had the red top back in ever since. The other day I was downtown and noticed my stereo kept turning off when It was on loud, I checked my volts and it read <b>9.9-10.0!</b> Somehow the car didn't die and managed to get through traffic and onto the freeway, 5 miles later it returned to its normal freeway volts.<br /><br />I notice my headlights, dash lights, dome light(especially), egt, etc. dimming in and out all the time. But my volts are fine normally. Should I replace my alt. anyway? Because Rich volunteered his to the GRIDE foundation.<br /><br />All volts are from greddy TT.<br /><br />No corrosion on the redtop, all connections are fine. Thanks!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-11-2003||01:46 PM||||Belt slipping?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-11-2003||01:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>Because Rich volunteered his to the GRIDE foundation.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ummmm who told you that....<br /><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||09-11-2003||01:52 PM||||Nope I think we found it from what he just told me his new o2 is touching the positive on the alternator probably grounding it out and not charging the battery.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003265.cgi
A||||1||turboren||Clutch or VCU?||||5||||turboren||00002199
Z||000000||turboren||09-11-2003||02:36 PM||turboren@yahoo.com||OK, I've been having this problem on and off ever since I bought the car:  <br /><br />When I give it WOT, and the boost increases past 6 psi, sometimes the engine will rev up with no increase in speed.  It only seems to happen in 3rd gear and above, possibly because in 1st and 2nd it doesn't spend enough time in the critical range, which is 30000-3500.  It doesn't act up outside of this rev range. <br /><br />My first inclination is the clutch.  To my knowledge, the clutch hasn't been replaced, at least not lately.  It's got 131k on it now.  For some reason, though, I had this thought that it might be the VCU, namely because I'm not totally sure it isn't somehow related.  This problem happens whather I am going straight or in a turn, and I don't get wheelspin at either end of the car, so it would appear that the VCU couldn't possibly be the problem.  <br /><br />Anyone have this experience before?  If it is the clutch, which I still believe it is, is the ADT 2600 pretty much the answer, or is a CFDF just as good?  I don't really have too much in the way of mods right now, but I plan to one day install a 16g (probably small), and am aiming for about 275 to the ground.<br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.189||reg||5||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-11-2003||03:07 PM||||Sounds like the clutch.  ACT2600 is what all the sheep are using.<br /><br />The VC is (viscous) fluid driven...  I don't think it would slip.  It would break... maybe if it was empty...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003266.cgi
A||||4||VR4 Me||aaaghhhh! goddamnit!! my clutch went out...||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||09-11-2003||04:06 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||down shift from 5th-3rd, floored it, next thing i know, i'm free-revving like a madman, but not goin anywhere. took the car to mitsu, i think they like me, 390 for the labor on any clutch i wanna use...sooooo, what clutch do i use? CM 2100, or should i go stronger?||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||09-11-2003||04:11 PM||||pends on how much power you're looking for anything over 300 I would use a ACT 2600.  I've had an ACT 2600, 2100, and now I have a clutchmasters 2500 that I'm liking - doesn't require as much pedal effort.<br /><br />scott||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||09-11-2003||04:12 PM||||I've heard the best luck with ACT 2100.  Clutch Masters has had a lot of quality and durability issues in the DSM world.<br /><br />Remember, whatever you go with make SURE the flywheel is machined to the exact step that the clutch manufacturer says.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||09-11-2003||04:29 PM||||Try a search. This topic's been beaten to death.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||VR4 Me||09-11-2003||04:37 PM||||okay, i ordered the ACT Heavy Duty 2100lb from Extreme Motorsports. I think that should be fine as they say it is good for 350hp. The price was 325.<br /><br />damn it, i gotta call extreme and change to the 2600<br /><br />i hated that clutch, slipped like a bitch||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes



ubb/Forum2/003267.cgi
A||||1||Eclipse182||Auto to Manual||||5||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||09-11-2003||07:08 PM||||This is probally a really stupid question to you guys but, how difficult would it be to swap a manual transmission into an automatic 91 Eclipse GSX? I'm looking at one now, but if its too much trouble ill wait for another to come around. I take an auto tech class at school so getting the car onto a lift and stuff wouldnt be hard, i could bring it in afterschool||24.195.180.50||reg||5||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-11-2003||07:25 PM||||You're right.   I don't think this is EclipseGSX.org, but we're nice people here, so <a href="http://www.dsm.org/menu.epl?item=213#2" target="_blank">read this</a>... wouldn't hurt to read everything there, either.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003268.cgi
A||||4||RTS182G-VR4||valve seals and guides?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||09-11-2003||07:20 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||ive been talking to some shops to get some ideas on valve seal replacement, first none of them have that special tool so you dont have to pull the head.  so much for renting that. also, some of them said the guides will also be worn.  WTF?  <br />anyways, do you guys know if this is true and if its even worth it to do just the seals?  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-11-2003||07:22 PM||||Hmm, well from here it looks like your valve guides <i>are</i> worn.  Pretty cool, eh?||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||RTS182G-VR4||09-11-2003||07:24 PM||||haha funny, no i meant with ~130k miles will my guides be so worn that i need to have a shop work on it? Thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-12-2003||03:30 AM||||I had valve seals, a couple valves and the guides done after 100k.  You might want to have them use stainless studs (ARP) when they put it back together.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||09-13-2003||02:24 AM||||i am thinking about getting another head altogether.  oversize valves, porting, but i doubt it would do me any good. i am told it is for higher performance cars. its around the same price though.  did a leakdown test at my friends shop and i am losing a TON out of the 2 and 3 cylinders intake valves.  thanks for the advice.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
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A||||10||chucklesas||Power Steering Line Replacement?||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||09-11-2003||07:55 PM||||On my way home from the autoparts store, my 4ws light comes on (at the end of my street). I pull into the drive way, and get out of the car. Check fluid levels, notice power steering is a little low. Turn the steering wheel, pump is making horrible noises. Have my brother come out to turn the wheel to figure out where the noise is coming from, one of the pipes to the pump is rattling like crazy, took a quick gaze under the car and there is power steering fluid all over the driveway. One of the lines going to the rear rack is no good, I can't really pin-point exactly where yet. Argh, I'm going to have to get it up higher then my wheel ramps can get me.<br /><br />But I know I'm going to have to replace some of the line, <br />So does anyone know if I could<br />1. replace only sections of the power steering line?<br />2. will have to replace entire lines, not just patch sections?<br />3. be able to use high pressure rubber hose instead of metal?<br />4. Am I SOL and will end up having to block of my Rear Steering?(I really want to keep it)<br /><br />Numbers 1 and 3 please||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-11-2003||08:19 PM||||1. Only whole sections.<br />2. Good luck.<br />3. Dreaming.<br />4. Most likely.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||#1459 VR-4||09-11-2003||09:05 PM||||The lines can be patched.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||09-12-2003||09:23 AM||||I have a set on un-rusted AWS hoses, lines and connectors for sale off of a California car. The long lengths of pipe have been cut but enough is there for a brake shop to splice in new steel pipe.  $100 plus shipping, PM me.||216.65.161.122||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||09-12-2003||03:36 PM||||Now, if I were to Temporarily disconnect my rear steering lines and cap everything off.  What would keep my rear wheels going straight?  Do they just keep pointed straight foreward without any assistance from the power steering pumps?||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000005||chucklesas||09-14-2003||06:25 PM||||I finally had a chance to get a good look at what's going on under there.  There is a very small hole on top of one of the lines right before it connects to the rubber lines.  I'm thinking I'm going to try and just JB weld it and hope it can stand up to the pressure.  Bad idea???||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||09-14-2003||06:31 PM||||Not necessarily a "bad" idea, but I doubt it will hold the pressure.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||number3||09-14-2003||07:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong> Now, if I were to Temporarily disconnect my rear steering lines and cap everything off.  What would keep my rear wheels going straight?  Do they just keep pointed straight foreward without any assistance from the power steering pumps? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, but read this for a full understanding of why.  <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/atil.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/atil.htm</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||chucklesas||09-15-2003||05:31 PM||||JB Weld no workey.  It doesn't react well with the power steering fluid that slowly drips out everytime I try to apply it.  So it looks like I'm going to end up needing those lines.  Bleh.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000009||#1459 VR-4||09-15-2003||06:13 PM||||Mine has been patched for like 6 months with no problems, I'll try to remember to ask the guy what he used to do it...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000010||chucklesas||09-15-2003||07:20 PM||||Coolio||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
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A||||1||henrok||where is it?||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||09-11-2003||08:26 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey guys im still trying to find the passenger side line running from the steering rack.  REALLY, IVE LOOKED ON THE BACKUP CD AND HERE ON THE ARCHIVES AND NOTHING i only seem to have one line running from the steering rack... is this the only one to block off?  if not can someone PLEASEEEE HELP MEE cause my car seems to have only one line exiting the rack. i know this topic has been abused and ive seen the pics posted on here but they DONT HELP ANY sorry to the person who went out of their way putting them here but they dont show where it is.  so can someone showw me where in hell is it.  surely appreciated. thanks||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||09-12-2003||09:18 AM||||There really are two high pressure lines running from the rack back to the rear steering.  <br /><br />You have to remove a support plate (3 bolts?) under the front rack to be able to see both places where the lines connect to the rack. Follow the lines to find them. It's very tight up there, best done on a lift.||216.65.161.122||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
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A||||5||KingGalantVr4||1.0 Bar on stock Vr4||||1||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||09-11-2003||09:37 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||Hey guys, I have a mostly stock Vr4 (for now) and i just turned up the boost, its pulling a regular 1.0bar and i was wondering if that is a "SAFE" boost level to run.  The only major modification is a hard wired fuel pump.  14b turbo, stock injectors, stock mas, etc ...<br /><br />Thanks for your help.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||09-11-2003||09:46 PM||||1 bar is 14.5 psi. You will be fine.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||09-11-2003||09:48 PM||||Especially with a rewired pump, I wouldn't worry about 1 bar.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||KingGalantVr4||09-12-2003||10:12 AM||||How much more can I go with this setup before I have to start upgrading the fuel system?  I already have a 19c, ported evo ex manifold, and i'm working on getting a safc, 660's, 255lph, and a 3".  I just don't have the money right now for everything all at once, so i'm going to play around with the stock setup for a while.<br /><br />Also, what is a good EGT temp to be running?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000004||KingGalantVr4||09-13-2003||08:06 AM||||I was just informed that 1.0 bar on a stock exhaust could bring up some head gasket issues.  Is this true?||207.114.9.235||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||09-13-2003||12:30 PM||||no head gasket issues here with 1 bar on stock exhaust. Just feels a LOT better once the 3" TB goes on||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
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A||||3||1312VR4||Stock ride height||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||09-11-2003||09:56 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||Hey fellow VR4 owners. I got a question on stock fender height. I put the stock VR4 springs back on it & now the car sits lopsided. It sits lower on the drivers side( I know its supposed to but not this much) I measured the passenger side & its at roughly 27" from the ground to the middle of the inner fender for the front & rear. BUT on the drivers side it sits at 25 1/2". Its been so long since I've had the stock springs on it I dont know what stock height is. <br /> Also the front tires now have a noticale amount of POSITIVE camber, to where the top of the tires almost stick out of the fender lip.<br /> I'm thinking its just alinment time ( even though camber isnt adjustable. By a few deg's yes but not to this extent)<br />Before you ask YES everything is put back together right. Still has all the alignment marks from the factory on all the parts.<br /> I will say that the 215/35r18's are about .25" dia smaller than the stock tires but that doesnt mean much, its only 1/4". <br /><br />Thanks for any insight.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-11-2003||10:13 PM||||Have you driven it to let it settle first. I know when I put on a stock suspension it did the same thing the drivers side though was higher than the passenger. It then settled and is even now.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||09-11-2003||10:34 PM||||No really. just down the street & back. I figured it would settle. But the difference seems a bit much.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||09-12-2003||12:37 AM||||It may take a day or two of driving.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
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A||||5||Craig91||Weird boosting problem...||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||09-11-2003||10:13 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||Last week I had to take off my turbine housing because I broke a bolt.  I took it to a shop here, and had the bolt removed.  I went and put the car back together tonight, with new mani-turbo gasket and o2-downpipe gasket.  Everything went together smoothly and I took the opportunity to put in my MBC.<br /><br />I got the car going, took it slow at first and let it warm up. Began to boost and hit up around 17psi, and let off.  I have a 16g on the car along with a 2G MAS, 550's, and a Walbro 190.  I don't wanna really turn up the boost too high, until I can get it logged and/or tuned.  I adjusted the MBC to have it set at 14psi.  Now here's where the problems seem.<br /><br />I can boost hard right up to 14psi in 2nd gear.  It'll also boost hard and right up to 14psi if I start in 3rd gear.  However, if I go for a run from 2nd and then to 3rd, it will build boost sooooooooo slow.  Same happened from when I went 3rd to 4th.<br /><br />Does this seem like I have a vacuum/boost leak somewhere?  I checked the IC hoses and they all seem fine, and tightened them down some more just in case.  Or, is it possible that I'm maybe knocking and causing the ECU to pull timing.  I'm just not sure I understand why it only happens when I make the shift from 2-3 or 3-4.  Unfortunately, I don't have a logger, but I do have a friend who does.<br /><br />Do you guys have any ideas as to what it can be, or what I should be looking towards?<br /><br />Thanks in advance.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-11-2003||11:30 PM||||Try shifting softly and then floor it and see what happens. A clogged cat blocks exhaust flow and could cause a slow spool.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||09-12-2003||12:16 AM||||What's a cat?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I've got a test pipe on the car so I guess that rules that part out.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||09-12-2003||01:43 AM||||Shifting can cause additional knock.  From what I've experienced, it's rapid throttle changes that cause it.  If you run it up to about 3 or 4 grand and just stomp it, does it do the same thing?||24.167.179.51||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||09-12-2003||02:52 PM||||I'll have to test the car out a bit more today when I get home.  From the driving I did last night...I can stomp on it and it boosts freely and hard.  The problems seem when I shift to another gear, is when it boosts really slow.  I was looking at the gauge to make sure I had the MBC set right and when I shifted, I took a look and was like "what the hell??!  Why isn't the needle going up as fast!?"<br /><br />I never had the problem before I broke the bolt in the housing and had to take it apart.  Everything went back together smoothly, so we think.  We doubled check everything and it seemed fine. <br /><br />The only other thing that I can think of right now is...is it possible the ECU is pulling the timing due to knock or not enough fuel or too much fuel?  I do have AFC, so I can adjust it.  And hopefully tomorrow, there is a local DSM'er that is gonna log it for me and see if we can figure it out.  I suppose I can try and turn down to the boost to like 12 or 13 and see if that has any effect on it.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||09-13-2003||12:21 AM||||Well...I went and took a peek around again, to find that the arm for the wastegate actuator came off the pin.  When I removed the cotter pin holding it in place before, it must have broke and left a piece in the arm.  I put it all back together, and forgot to put the cotter pin in.  Went to put it in now, and realized the piece in there.<br /><br />I had rigged it temporarily with a piece of picture hanging wire and took it for a drive.  Sweet! Boost again!.  Came home...went out again, and it wouldn't boost.  Took a peek again, the wire came off.  So now I just have to devise a way to keep the arm from coming off, with some JB weld or a tack weld or something to keep it on until I take the turbo off, or the housing off and can get the broken piece of cotter pin out.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
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A||||3||vr4play||clutch questions||||1||||vr4play||00001418
Z||000000||vr4play||09-11-2003||11:28 PM||vr4play@yahoo.com||I am thinking about ordering a act 2900 lbs pressure plate and a street disc. It says on there web site for use with race disc only but I emailed and they said it would work with a street disc it would just have alittle harsh engagement. I figured it can't be as bad as if it had a 6 puck unsprung hub. I was wondering if anyone has used the 2900 lbs act or am I going to be one of the first. I have already been through 2 2600 lbs act's and I am going to be making more horsepower and tourque than what act says it will hold. Any suggestions or comments, I could use them.  I am kind of nervous about getting such a strong pressure plate. I have heard about blowing out the master and slave cylender. I have recently replaced both and have the updated clutch release fork. Don't want another puck clutch because I broke way to much stuff when I had one of those. Any suggestions would be apriciated<br /><br />Thanks||24.33.64.164||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||09-12-2003||12:19 AM||||Kibo is using a 2900 and street disc I believe. I know of others that have used this and were happy. <br />DO NOT. I repeat. DO NOT use the 6 puck if you drive around town. Trust me. It's harsh as hell and it destroys the flywheel and Pressure plate.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||09-12-2003||03:18 AM||||Nate's been doing this for years.  Hmm, my dusty ol' brain is now telling me he used a stock 2G disk... well, I know he used the 2900.  Some say it's even easier to use than the 2600.  I've heard enough good things to try it the next time I have to do a clutch job.||69.59.219.162||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||vr4play||09-15-2003||05:44 PM||||Thanks, you guys made me feel better. I was hoping it wasn't going to be to harsh. <br /><br />Thanks,||172.133.29.219||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
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A||||13||mr.mitsu||boost gauge local||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||09-12-2003||01:51 AM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||where does everyone have their boost gauges tapped?<br /><br />any pics would help out a lot!<br /><br />i'm pretty sure i have the wrong location. it's right off the fpr vacuum hose.<br /><br />can anyone shed some light?<br /><br /><br />thanks||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-12-2003||01:59 AM||||You got it in the right spot. Either that or the P port on your intake manifold.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||mr.mitsu||09-12-2003||10:18 AM||||i've tried both but neither show any boost/vacuum.<br /><br />the gauge is brand new too?||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-12-2003||01:55 PM||||There's either a pinch in the vacuum line going through firewall (very likely) or something wrong mechanically with the boost gauge (even though its brand new).||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||09-12-2003||03:12 PM||||Tapped at the FPR, it should certainly show vacuum.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||Telecaster||09-12-2003||03:39 PM||||The P port also shows vacuum.  I put in a new boost guage yesterday also.||68.122.70.167||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000006||mr.mitsu||09-12-2003||10:38 PM||||do you guys use hose clamps, zip ties or those stock metal deelies?||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||09-13-2003||05:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mr.mitsu:<br /><strong> zip ties </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000008||number3||09-13-2003||09:16 AM||||Use the P not the FPR line. It is just safer.<br /><br />Hertz is there a way to search your picture data base?<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||09-13-2003||03:14 PM||||If you're using the metal thingies that come with the gauge, I think ferrule is the correct term, if you don't put teflon tape around the threads on the other end, that could cause a leak.  Although, a leak big enough for the gauge needle not to move at all should be big enough to affect how the car runs.<br /><br />A week or so ago I put a MBC and boost gauge in a friend's new ('91) GVR4, and put in a checkvalve after the MBC to bleed boost off the wastegate actuator line.  I plumbed it back into port P (hehe, don't want to blow off "counted air") and it all seemed to work fine, except the gauge wouldn't show vacuum, only boost.  Maybe try having only the gauge, nothing else, plugged into port P and see if that helps.  Pull of the vac. line normally attached, and plug that.  See if that makes a change.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||09-13-2003||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>Hertz is there a way to search your picture data base?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_browse.asp" target="_blank">Browse images</a> -- sorry, it isn't keyword searchable, but they're in order by date, if that helps.||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||mikeyoung00||09-16-2003||01:33 PM||||I have had two Autometer boost gauges in two different cars. In my civic, the boost gauge sometimes wouldn't show vacuum right away. Only after the car ran for a mile or two.<br /><br />I have seen the same thing in my GVR4 but I am tapped into the FPR line, which is connected to something called the FPR selinoid. My guess is that the honda was set up the same way but that is only a guess. I am also guessing that under some conditions the FPR selanoid prevents the FPR from seeing vacuum in order to induce a rich mixture. I happened to run for awhile without an O2 sensor and during this time the car had to be running longer before I started regestering vacuum. And of course I had a check-engine light at this time as well.<br /><br />After installing an O2 sensor last night, I no longer have the check engine light and I see vacuum pretty much right away. So maybe if you NEVER see vacuum but you DO see boost, there may be a problem with that selinoid.<br /><br />(Yes, I know I spelled selanoid three different ways...figured I might at lest get it right once.)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||139.177.224.71||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||09-16-2003||01:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> (Yes, I know I spelled selanoid three different ways...figured I might at lest get it right once.)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=solenoid" target="_blank">Solenoid</a>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||09-16-2003||05:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> the boost gauge sometimes wouldn't show vacuum right away. Only after the car ran for a mile or two.<br /><br />I have seen the same thing in my GVR4 but I am tapped into the FPR line, which is connected to something called the FPR selinoid. My guess is that the honda was set up the same way but that is only a guess. I am also guessing that under some conditions the FPR selanoid prevents the FPR from seeing vacuum in order to induce a rich mixture.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You are correct.  When you first start the car, the FP solenoid prevents the FPR from seeing vacuum, causing the car to run rich to help it warm up.  Once the car has been running a minute or two, the solenoid opens up and the FPR operates like normal.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
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A||||7||GVR$in||IC pipe connections||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-12-2003||03:47 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Any tips on how to get IC pipes to hold up a bit better? Im going to get some low grit sandpaper and roughen the clamping area down. My friend recommended hairspray  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> . Thanks guys/gals.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||KenGVR4||09-12-2003||03:59 AM||||Get some JB Weld and make a bead out of it around your pipes.||66.81.131.107||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-12-2003||04:00 AM||||Having just blown a coupling (alternating sides) 3 times tonight, I'd recommend NOT using a screwdriver, and get a ratchet on those clamps.  I was able to get much more force on them with the ratchet than I could with the stupid screwdriver.<br /><br />Otherwise, <i>maybe</i> a very small amount of RTV would help.  BUT, you shouldn't have to do that.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR41062||09-12-2003||04:03 AM||||a good bead on the pipe, ither weld, or bend your own with a vicegrip.  Then use a ratchet, just dont break the clamp.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000004||Invader||09-12-2003||04:05 AM||||Bead the pipes whatever way you find easiest (welded beads would be nice, though).||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||09-12-2003||04:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Having just blown a coupling (alternating sides) 3 times tonight, I'd recommend NOT using a screwdriver, and get a ratchet on those clamps.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I never could get enough force out of a screwdriver, always have my 1/4 ratchet with an 8mm socket handy.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||09-12-2003||08:09 AM||||I've done many of the above mentioned things as well as grinding "cross-hatching" into the end of the pipe with a dremel and cut-off wheel.  Seems to work well.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||09-12-2003||09:23 AM||||i also did the dremel deal, just cut some very light grooves perpindicular to the hose.  i especially had to do this on the dejon intake, because the powder coating was so slick, it kept coming off.  i also have a short piece of exh pipe i use where my wi nozzle sprays, and it kept popping off, so i grooved it, too.  then, clean the heck out of it, and it should stay.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003277.cgi
A||||6||chauffeur1st||dying in neutral?||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||09-12-2003||04:41 AM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||My car has recently started dying when putting the car in neutral. When it dies there is no hesitation anywhere near idle, it just flops all the way from say 4k RPM to 0...dead. I'm curious if it might be the ISC ("idle speed controller" I believe)? Other suggestions as to what it might be? If that is possible, what is a normal reading for the ISC on a logger at idle, under load, etc as I just got a logger hooked up. Any help is greatly appreciated as this is my daily driver.  (I have just had my caps in my ecu replaced too). <br /><br />Jason||12.203.75.36||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||09-12-2003||09:26 AM||||can't remember what my ISC shows at idle on the logger right now, but you might want to make sure you don't have a bad intake leak.  <br />I blew the BISS screw out of the throttle body once and it would do that. You should hear the whistling noise though...||167.142.21.146||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||09-12-2003||11:37 AM||||The ISC is usually in the 0-40 area, depending what accessories you have running, and how your BISS is adjusted. If it keeps going higher and higher, like 100+, that usually indicates to me that the ISC is inoperative. In most cases it is caused by either acid damage in the ECU, or a bad ISC. HAVE YOU CHECKED YOUR CAPS?||67.34.18.39||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||chauffeur1st||09-12-2003||04:32 PM||||Yes, I have replaced my Caps. <br /><br />Jason||12.203.75.36||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||09-12-2003||05:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chauffeur1st:<br /><strong> Yes, I have replaced my Caps. <br /><br />Jason </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">when you replaced the caps, were any of them leaking?  if so, some of the board or some traces may have been destroyed.  also, i think if the solder job is really messy, you can end up with no connections between the boards.  jeff is the only one who can do this properly, cause he knows what to look for.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||09-12-2003||05:06 PM||||ok, I'm assuming you don't have an intake leak...<br /><br />what IS your logger showing for ISC w/o any accesories on?<br /><br />Do you have any CE codes?||167.142.21.197||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||09-12-2003||07:52 PM||||OK, if you replaced the caps, here are some traces for you to test:<br />The ISC is driven by 2 driver IC's, IC105 and IC107. With an ohmmeter, you should be able to find continuity on the following traces:<br />IC105 pin 1 to ECU rear connector pin #68<br />IC105 pin 7 to ECU rear connector pin #67<br />IC107 pin 1 to ECU rear connector pin #58<br />IC107 pin 7 to ECU rear connector pin #59<br /><br />I'll bet one of them is open, usually the first one, since it goes right under the 47uF cap and gets eaten by the acid.<br />If those all test fine, I would recheck the BISS and ISC as per the VAQ.||68.155.177.204||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003278.cgi
A||||10||MiSTER2||Help: Bogging down when cornering hard||||11||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||09-12-2003||09:49 AM||||Last saturday night I went out for some street rally action.  However it was a disappointing night to forget.  When cornering hard the car just bogs down like it's just about to stall and then picks up again.  I thought it might be fuel surge but i had half a tank of petrol so i'm not exactly sure if this would be the reason.  I filled up the tank and tried again it didn't happen however, before with half thank it did not happen all the time anyway, just some corners.  The way it happens is as i'm going into a hard left corner it just bogs down and few miliseconds or a second later picks up and goes again.  It's kind of dangerous as i was taking corners fast and all of a sudden lost speed and gained speed.  Did this happen to anyone or does anybody know why this would happen?  <br /><br />Also another funny thing, the clutch pedal sometimes during hard drives goes down and stays there so i have to put my foot under it and pull it back????   <br /><br />Oh and one more  the vacuum on my boost gauge sometimes reads 15 at idle sometimes 18 at idle, during decel it goes down to 25 (which is normal) and when i first had the gauge installed at idle it was at 20.  Why is it playing around?||202.7.78.214||reg||11||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||MiSTER2||09-13-2003||01:40 AM||||Am i the only one in the world who has this problem?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000002||curtis||09-13-2003||03:48 AM||||I had this problem with my mustang after I installed the carb.  But my problem was that the added g forces were pulling the fuel to the sides of the bowls (7 psi system).  My thought to you is that something in your fuel system has a problem, check your fuel pressure.  The pump may be dying or your pump assembly may be leaking after the pump and draining back to the tank. I know our cars have sometype off roll over protection that blocks fuel flow this could be the problem.  I'm not sure if its on the pressure, drain, or vent line.  Best of luck  I've been there nothing like having a problem that know one has ever had and you can't figure out.||65.135.143.73||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||DuckButterRacing GVR4||09-13-2003||04:39 AM||||sludge in gas tank.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.75.63.242||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000004||MiSTER2||09-13-2003||04:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I had this problem with my mustang after I installed the carb.  But my problem was that the added g forces were pulling the fuel to the sides of the bowls (7 psi system).  My thought to you is that something in your fuel system has a problem, check your fuel pressure.  The pump may be dying or your pump assembly may be leaking after the pump and draining back to the tank. I know our cars have sometype off roll over protection that blocks fuel flow this could be the problem.  I'm not sure if its on the pressure, drain, or vent line.  Best of luck  I've been there nothing like having a problem that know one has ever had and you can't figure out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didn't know our cars had a rollover protection.  That may be the problem because the shocks are old the car feels like a boat, my friends who were following me from behind said they were scared the car was going to roll over (it had that much angle).<br /><br />I must be on the right way here coz i'm also thinking something to do with fuel, as there were no problems electrical, and it feels like the cars about to run out of gas.<br /><br />Thanks for the suggestions.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||09-13-2003||08:46 AM||||To my knowledge, this is a very common problem in our cars.  The gas tanks aren't designed with any type of baffle installed.  The fuel pick-up is more on the left side of the tank.  When making hard left turns, the gas all flows away from the pick-up and basically causes it to suck air.  I have this happen with anywhere below a half-tank of gas.  It is a very similar feeling to fuel/MAS cut.  The car pretty much just quits pulling till it levels out and gets fuel again.  The only way to cure it would be to actually cut a gas-tank (preferrably a new one...!!) open and install a baffle which causes there to be fuel that stays around the pick-up (or keep the tank full when doing any-type of spirited driving).  I swear this was talked about on here before.  I'll spend some time browsing, and if I find anything I'll post the link back here.<br /><br />-edit- here's one place it was talked about: <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000934" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000934</a>||65.179.97.42||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||number3||09-13-2003||08:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Last saturday night I went out for some street rally action.  However it was a disappointing night to forget.  When cornering hard the car just bogs down like it's just about to stall and then picks up again.  I thought it might be fuel surge but i had half a tank of petrol so i'm not exactly sure if this would be the reason.  I filled up the tank and tried again it didn't happen however, before with half thank it did not happen all the time anyway, just some corners.  The way it happens is as i'm going into a hard left corner it just bogs down and few miliseconds or a second later picks up and goes again.  It's kind of dangerous as i was taking corners fast and all of a sudden lost speed and gained speed.  Did this happen to anyone or does anybody know why this would happen?  <br /><br />Also another funny thing, the clutch pedal sometimes during hard drives goes down and stays there so i have to put my foot under it and pull it back????   <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Have you ever replaced the fuel pump? <br /><br />After I replaced mine the problem greatly reduced.<br /><br />I have sense replaced the fuel tank and pump all together to completely stop the problem, but that is extreme.<br /><br /><br />The clutch pedal pivot point (under the dash) is wearing out. <br /><br />It happened to my car. You will need to replace the Clutch pedal assembly. I still to this day put my foot under the clutch pedal and try and lift it up as a force of habit.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Replacing it is not a 1 hour job. Do a search for more detail on the subject.<br /><br />Have fun...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||MiSTER2||09-13-2003||09:24 AM||||Thanks alot for the help guys.  I'll get into the fuel system mods asap.  I've never seen such car in need of fuel system mods, repairs or upgrades so desperately. I have a Pierburg motorsport fuel pump (equivalent to Bosch Motorsport) so i'll get that installed asap.  Also have a Malpassi rising fuel regulator lying around so i'll get that fitted as well.  And try cruising with full tank just incase i race (how sad is this really? Always driving when the car is heaviest, and constantly filling up coz half tank for a gvr4 owner is like an empty tank for other drivers).  Once again thanks for the help and info.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000008||number3||09-13-2003||09:27 AM||||Well the Galant VR4 is no spring chicken. The stuff gets old after a while and needs to be replaced.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||Beemer||09-18-2003||10:37 PM||||You could always throw a 5 gallon fuel cell in the tire well and use a gm fuel selector switch out of their pickups (efi of course).  That way, you could have 5 gal of race gas ready to go at the flick of a switch, and alleviate your fuel starvation problem.  I see those little fuel cells all the time on ebay for around 50 bucks or so.  I'm tempted to do this myself, as there's no reason to drive to the track running race gas...unless you're late..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000010||chadhayashi||09-19-2003||02:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> You could always throw a 5 gallon fuel cell in the tire well and use a gm fuel selector switch out of their pickups (efi of course).  That way, you could have 5 gal of race gas ready to go at the flick of a switch, and alleviate your fuel starvation problem.  I see those little fuel cells all the time on ebay for around 50 bucks or so.  I'm tempted to do this myself, as there's no reason to drive to the track running race gas...unless you're late.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not to steal this thread but...<br />That's funny you would mention this. A buddy of mine named Hal who has a 2g that traps 121, was mentioning awhile back that he wished he could run 2 fuel systems for the street and track. <br />I guess w/ the DSMlink setup he has, he can switch fuel maps quick enough to be able to open up a "can" on someone and then switch back when he was done. <br />I don't see why it couldn't be done easily. You would just need to tee into the fuel system and use some good check valves and a switching system for power to the pumps. You could use the same return line and just dump back to the OEM tank.<br />If I ever get to build dream car#112321323423... <br />A 1979 RX-7. Upgraded w/ '85 GSL-SE trans and rear end. Fresh, street or bridge ported 13B w/ a Holley 600 cfm carb. Holley carb due to the availability of N2O sprayplates for these carbs. I will use a seperate fuel system w/ 105 or better fuel for the nitrous. If Scheppers<sp?> can run low 10's in a "all motor" rotary, this should be a fun ride. Damn I miss my '74 Rotary P/U! It threw flames 2 ft out of the tailpipe on decel.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/003279.cgi
A||||4||ayvr4||Quick Question||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||09-12-2003||11:31 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Need a new tranny...<br />just want to make sure what will work.<br /><br />T/E/L TURBO AWD 90-94  , 5-Speed(Duh)<br /><br />Is that correct?<br />Thanks Guys<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||curtis||09-12-2003||01:21 PM||||that will work but your going to have a quick spool up in first because the tel's have a much lower gear.  I had that tranny in my car when I bought it||65.135.143.46||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||09-12-2003||01:34 PM||||so it's noticably differant? is it bad or good?<br />And is only first gear differant?<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-12-2003||06:20 PM||||Its only the first gear thats different. Also, make sure that you get a TURBO transmission. the TEL 1st only goes to around 18-20 or so in first gear while ours go to about 33mph (at least mine does).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||09-12-2003||06:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Its only the first gear thats different. Also, make sure that you get a TURBO transmission. the TEL 1st only goes to around 18-20 or so in first gear while ours go to about 33mph (at least mine does). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I get to the top of 1st so quick I can't even pay attention to my speedo   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/003280.cgi
A||||4||Matt379||cooling fan won't shut-off||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||09-12-2003||01:37 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||My cooling fant behind the radiator will not shut-off.  The fan will run as long as the key is to the "on" position. I don't have ac, and this is the only fan I have.  <br /><br />I do not get any errors (not CEL error #21 for temp sensor) and the temp gauage and my pocket logger reads for temp still work fine.<br /><br />I disconnected it all a while back, and now it is back on how I think it should go.  Funny thing is there are no errors and the temp gauge/pocket logger reads correct.<br /><br />Matt||165.139.149.125||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-12-2003||01:50 PM||||Give the fan relay a little tap tap with a screwdriver.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-12-2003||01:51 PM||||My radiator fan doesn't go on enough, I wish It didn't go off   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||09-12-2003||05:46 PM||||even if you don't have A/C, if the A/C switch is on (either position) the  radiator fan will be on. (provided the interior blower fan is on).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||talontd||09-14-2003||04:20 PM||||You might wanna try looking at the sensor on the bottom of the radiator as that's the sensor that causes the fans to come on. <br />You might want to check the connector on the harness as maybe the two pin are touching somehow...||204.209.209.129||reg||1||talontd||00002090||yes



ubb/Forum2/003281.cgi
A||||1||dwatters@sisna.com||Engine Harness Wiring Question||||11||||GVR4*1990||00000935
Z||000000||dwatters@sisna.com||09-12-2003||02:42 PM||gvr_41990@sisna.com||I got the mechanical stuff done to #1990 and went to wire up the sensors on the waterbox (Therm Housing) and broke some on the wires (their so brittle). <br /><br />So I need to know which sensor the following wires go to <br /><br />a blue/red tracer<br /><br />a yellow/green tracer.||205.208.177.112||reg||11||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||09-18-2003||10:45 PM||||Temp sensor in the thermostat housing?  (the little white plastic tipped connector)  If that's the connector that shattered, or the wires were that brittle insulation-wise, I just used a needle to pull the crimp on wire connectors out of the plastic connectors, opened them up, and then crimped them back on to about a 6" piece of new wire.  (I think I just used some of the stock crappy speaker wire).  I cut the old wire back around 3" to where the insulation wasn't brittle, and plugged the connectors back onto the sensor.  It doesn't seem to matter which side either wire goes onto.  However, I did this on the eclipse gsx, so my wire colors might be different, but I seem to remember green/white stripe.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003282.cgi
A||||2||Ant||High Voltage Issues||||1||||Ant||00000415
Z||000000||Ant||09-12-2003||04:38 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||My rebuilt aleternator has been good for about a month.  Other day on the highway at about 3500rpm I notice 14.9-15.0V on the jumptronix, I'm used to seeing 13.9-14.0 crusing and 13.3-13.8 around town.  <br /><br />Now I get 14.2-14.4 around town and 15.0V on the highway or anytime I sustain 3500+ rpm for more then a minute while under load, won't do it in neutral.<br /><br />Went to the alternator rebuild shop and the tested it and told me it's fine.  <br /><br />Anyone experience something like this?<br />Is it dangerous to drive around with 15.0V running through the ECU ?<br /><br />Thanks<br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||09-12-2003||07:55 PM||||According to the manual, at 68 degrees the proper range is 13.9 to 14.9, so 15 doesn't sound too bad. What voltage did it test at?||68.155.177.204||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Ant||09-12-2003||08:32 PM||||My voltmeter shows 14.2-14.4V at the battery at idle.  <br />Another thing I noticed is that when I go WOT the voltage dips down to 13.0.<br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes



ubb/Forum2/003283.cgi
A||||22||rickthehick||problem!||||1||||rickthehick||00001839
Z||000000||rickthehick||09-12-2003||09:24 PM||||i searched but couldnt find the answer...  i installed a greddy type-s bov the other day and i adjusted it so i was running about 15 psi, everytime i let out of it or shifted, my boost would jump up to about 22 psi.... so then all of the sudden i seen a big ass cloud of smoke behind me, so i pull over and pop the hood and there is a tom of air being blown out of my oil breather.  im sure it is something with the turbo,and i was going to get a new one but i wanted to make sure this is the problem. any help is much appreciated..||65.103.7.73||reg||1||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000001||number3||09-12-2003||09:38 PM||||You said you set the BOV to 15 psi? and every time you sift it went to 21 PSi?<br /><br />Could you explain this? The BOV does not regulate boost levels.<br /><br /><br />Then you said you saw smoke. <br /><br />What color is the smoke?<br /><br />What other mods do you have? Fuel, IC., etc...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||rickthehick||09-12-2003||09:47 PM||||it was blue smoke. not coming out the exhaust. mods: i removed my air box, removed the wastegate selinoid restrictor, this bov is really about the only thing i have done that wasnt free.||65.103.7.73||reg||1||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000003||rickthehick||09-12-2003||09:49 PM||||and when i would shift it was like the bov snapped shut and my boost gauge shot up to ~22 psi and then it went back down to 0 untill i got in to it again.||65.103.7.73||reg||1||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000004||number3||09-13-2003||09:13 AM||||That doesn't make any sense. Let me see if I understand you correctly.<br /><br />When you are at full throttle you have 15 psi.<br /><br />When you let off the gas the boost rises to 22 psi and then drops to 0 psi.<br /><br />Then when you go back to the gas you start to build boost again, upto 15 psi.<br /><br />Is this what your trying to say?<br /><br /><br />Where is you boost gauge plumbed?<br /><br />Is you BOV plumbed back into the intake like the OEM model was?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||09-13-2003||10:35 AM||||From what you say I too am confused like Harry.  But it sounds like you have the BOV plumbed wrong, like back to the intake before the t-body?||64.63.212.106||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||rickthehick||09-13-2003||11:38 AM||||yes that is exactly what i am trying to say. i have my bov going back into the inake hose, but the type-s has an extra nipple on it and i didnt know what to do with it so i pluged it, and the the other one i routed back up the the plunem.  i have my boost gauge teed into the hose that comes out of the ic pipe on the intake side of the bov.||65.103.7.73||reg||1||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000007||number3||09-13-2003||11:57 AM||||Plumb your boost gauge on the P port of your TB or into the intake plenum itself and let me know if you are still getting the smae readings. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||rickthehick||09-13-2003||12:02 PM||||im kinda scared to drive it though, there is so much air being blown out of my breather... its like i blew a seal and instead of the turbo blowing air to the intake it blows it out an oil line, i think i forgot to mention: when i pulled my oil dipstick right after i shut off the motor there was a bunch of bubbles in the oil.||65.103.7.73||reg||1||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||09-13-2003||12:16 PM||||Rick, there are a few things at work here. I think first that you are mistanenly assuming that you know the function of all the parts in the engine bay. (sorry to sound harsh but I hope I can help) <br /><br />First, the blowby through the breather isn't related to the turbo. Assuming that you have the breather hooked up right it's either leaky valve seals or bad rings or both. You should start with a compression tester. You can buy one at any auto store and read online on how to do that. <br /><br />The boosting problem is something completely different. The only thing I can tell is either your gauge is going into Vacuum and you're interpreting it as being boost, or that you're boosting so high that you've damaged your engine. I doubt it's the second thing. Probably the first. <br /><br />There is usually some frothing of the oil so I wouldn't worry about that too much, more the blowby than that. The turbo can't blow out anywhere else except for into that tube that crosses over the exhaust manifold. The compressed air goes from that outlet, through the intercooler and then into your motor past the throttle body. <br /><br />That's how it works. There's no seal that could have blown. There are oil seals but you'd be burning oil only, which your car seems to be doing also.. <br /><br />This whole thing has nothing to do with your blow off valve. That's something else. You should look these parts up under google to look what they do. I gotta run, the bimmubishi beckons.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||number3||09-13-2003||12:18 PM||||Do a compression test.<br /><br />Pull the intake and check to see if the turbo wheel has play (movement other than spinning) <br /><br />If your turbo blew an oil seal you would also see grey (white/blue) smoke pouring out the exhaust. You would also see oil in your IC pipes.<br /><br />Have ever replaced you PVC valve?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||rickthehick||09-13-2003||12:43 PM||||there is no play other then spinning and yes there is oil in my ic hoses and yes i replaced my pcv valve last week also because my dipstick was popping out and that seemed to fix that problem. but i will run a compression test.  i dont know much about turbos, i can build a v8 from the ground up but i have never dealt with a turbo before, so please be patient, thanks||65.103.7.73||reg||1||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000012||number3||09-13-2003||01:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rickthehick:<br /><strong>  but i will run a compression test.  i dont know much about turbos, i can build a v8 from the ground up but i have never dealt with a turbo before, so please be patient, thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">We are being patient, trust me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />We also could tell you are not up on turbos but at one point or another neither were we.<br /><br />Your turbo is fine if there is no play and you are not burning large amounts of oil.<br /><br />Do you now lots about early 90s 302s?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||RTS182G-VR4||09-13-2003||02:24 PM||||the boost spike could be a mis-adjusted BOV.  if it is adjusted to open late, that can cause a boost spike.  i dont know much about the greddy unit, so i dont know what its maximum boost limit is.  just a thought.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000014||number3||09-13-2003||02:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> the boost spike could be a mis-adjusted BOV.  if it is adjusted to open late, that can cause a boost spike.    just a thought.<br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||rickthehick||09-13-2003||03:34 PM||||ok i did the compression test. i dont the order of the cylenders but i started from left to right as you are facing the front of the car, #1-165psi, #2-165psi, #3-165psi, and #4-35psi. you guys were right, im gald i didnt buy a new turbo..||65.103.7.73||reg||1||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000016||a_santos||09-14-2003||08:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rickthehick:<br /><strong> ok i did the compression test. i dont the order of the cylenders but i started from left to right as you are facing the front of the car, #1-165psi, #2-165psi, #3-165psi, and #4-35psi. you guys were right, im gald i didnt buy a new turbo.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One thing to look for in diagnosing wether it is head related or block related. <br /><br />If it is a broken exhaust valve, you should still spool up like normal, because all of the air is still going to the turbo.<br /><br />If it is a piston ring, then you will not spool up like normal. <br /><br />When I broke my exhaust valve, bastard valve, I was still spooling like normal, car was still quite fast, and that is hoe I came to the conclusion that i had a broken exhaust valve, and sure enough it was. <br /><br />Because of all of the air coming out of your breather, I would say that it is a piston ring,  the worst case scenario.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000017||a_santos||09-14-2003||08:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rickthehick:<br /><strong> ok i did the compression test. i dont the order of the cylenders but i started from left to right as you are facing the front of the car, #1-165psi, #2-165psi, #3-165psi, and #4-35psi. you guys were right, im gald i didnt buy a new turbo.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One thing to look for in diagnosing wether it is head related or block related. <br /><br />If it is a broken exhaust valve, you should still spool up like normal, because all of the air is still going to the turbo.<br /><br />If it is a piston ring, then you will not spool up like normal. <br /><br />When I broke my exhaust valve, bastard valve, I was still spooling like normal, car was still quite fast, and that is hoe I came to the conclusion that i had a broken exhaust valve, and sure enough it was. <br /><br />Because of all of the air coming out of your breather, I would say that it is a piston ring,  the worst case scenario.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000018||rickthehick||09-14-2003||08:52 PM||||it still spools up like normal, and when i did the compression test it never lost compression it just didnt have it, 35psi,  it held it right there and didnt loose any, so i put the piston at tdc and looked at it and it is fried. so i started looking at the spark plug and noticed that the little porcilin peice that surrounds the electrode was broken (not off) just sliding up and down the electrode so i pulled the rest of the plugs and they were all like that, so i brought thtem back to autozone and they said they were faulty pugs and that is what could have cause the piston to fry so splitfire might be buying me a new engine....||65.103.7.73||reg||1||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000019||GVR$in||09-14-2003||08:59 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  did you say splitfire? Most all of us run ngk's only. BPR6ES or BPR7ES (step colder).||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000020||RTS182G-VR4||09-14-2003||10:29 PM||||if you tighten the BOV then it will open later (when the boost builds up more)causing compressor surge and a spike of boost.  they did a test with it in a magazine a while back. keep in mind it may not be the case with the greddy.  some have a very adjustable range in which they can work. <br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000021||rickthehick||09-14-2003||10:58 PM||||yah thats how i thought you were supossed to adjust it too, so i turned the screw all the way out and it hit 20 psi right off the bat, so i turned the screw in a few turns and that is when i hit my 15 psi..||65.103.7.73||reg||1||rickthehick||00001839||yes
Z||000022||RTS182G-VR4||09-14-2003||11:15 PM||||thing is, it would be a spike as you let off the gas (throttle body closes).  i dont know if that is whats happening or not.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/003284.cgi
A||||2||1312VR4||Interior lights &amp; sunroof||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||09-12-2003||10:10 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||OK, 1 more damn thing wrong. I will list everything that doesnt work & everything that does. <br /> First off I have checked & replaced all fuses & most relays( I replaced everything else so why not its only a few dollars). Mind you I did this AFTER I found the problem not before hand. It didnt fix it. <br />Here is whats NOT working:::<br />Sunroof, clock, security system, door locks, door lights, vanity lights( sun visor & the lights with the sunroof controls),power mirror's, seatbelts & clock ( dont know about the trunk light it hasnt been there in forever).<br /> Here is what is working:::<br />ALL exterior lights( directionals, headlights, ect..),Cigar lighter, Power windows, dash lights including the A pillar gauges & lights( dimmer works also) & radio works.<br /> <br />    I have looked at all the wiring diagrams I have & still cant figure this bitch out. I have checked & rechecked all the fuses. I have looked at all the diagrams I could & cant find the connection between them all. I have been working on this car to no end( damn near 4 days straight) tracing down all the what I like to call "Florida gremlins". Because I have NEVER seen a car end up like this from just sitting. <br /> <br />   I'm sure it's something extremely simple. But I just cant think of nothing else.  <br />   I'm sorry for all the f**king questions. But I really need the help right now.<br /> <br />  I still have way to much to do. I have ALOT to do to the house because it floods a little, with just the slightest bit of rain & beings we may be getting a hurricane. I need to get the house in order BUT I need the car to be drivable if we need to get out of here.( I know its unlikely BUT we have a 40ft dead oak tree hanging over the house that we cant cut down yet & we are in fear of it falling on the house. It does piece by piece everyday so a nice storm & its coming down).<br /> Thanks guys. My wife & I( even my 1 year old:)) really appreciate all the help.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||09-13-2003||12:23 AM||||Not to hijack your thread, but in your quests...<br /><br />Is there a single fuse for the sunroof?  Mine hasn't worked since I bought the car 3 months ago, and I don't have the fuse cover for the fuses by the kickpanel?  If there is, can you tell me what amp fuse it is, and where it's located?<br /><br />Thanks!||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||09-13-2003||03:40 PM||||Found the problem. The "room, clock, plafon" fuze had a broken wire going into the back of it.<br />As soon as I hooked it up I heard the buzzer start to go off( I completely forgot it had one). <br /><br /> Everything works & the car is now road ready. I took it for a 3 mile ride & everything works great. I finally have the VR4 back on the road. Its about damn time.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/003285.cgi
A||||7||curtis||Free yes FREE shifter bushings for everyone||||2||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||09-12-2003||10:49 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Today I finally put the tranny in.<br />when I was hooking things up I found out how much play was in everything because everything in the tranny is tight.<br />I had some pieces of 6061T6 that I grabed at school but were about .030 to big to press into the shift cables so I started diggng in my cabinets and found that a fuel rail bushing is the exact same size as the hole in the cable end.  The problem was that the hole in the middle is just a little large (about .005 to big).  <br />So heres the fix.<br />(The great part about is the type of polymer used the thermoset  bushings will not melt and have a high coefficient of friction to steel so if they move a little in the shift cable they will not wear down like a nylon bushing)<br />Parts needed <br />2 black fiber reenforced thermoset plastic fuel rail bushings (stock mitsu stuff)<br />4 washers that will fit around the steps on the bushings<br />2 3/8 socket organizer clips<br />and the original washers and cotter pins<br />and about 45 mins of your time<br /><br />Take the two spring clip from a socket organizer the 3/8 ones and cut it where it starts to bend back out and take two pair of neddle nose pliers and roll the metal into a tight circle.  Take the two fuel rail bushings and grind the step down just a little (about half the step). when you install the small pieces of stainless have it to where it covers about 3/4 of the inside of the hole. this will make it tight but give it enough room to move.<br />Remove the cables by pulling the spring clips on the bracket.<br />Remove the old bushings with a hook and pick set.  <br />Install the metal in the fuel rail bushings and a little grease<br />Start by putting on the two washers on both sides of the bushing and the old factory washer<br />Place them on the pins and press them on the shift levers by using a large set of channel locks or a c clamp just watch the metal piece it wants to ride out as the bushing goes on (thats why you use the factory washer so it will block it from coming out) .  <br />Now take the cable ends and press them on the same way until they are centered up.<br />Reinstal the wshers and cotter pins.<br />Reinstall the cables in the bracket and the clips.  I used some white lit grease when I was done just to make sure everything was lubed  but thats up to you.<br />also I removed the rubber bushings from the bracket and welded it soild so now my next step is to see what kind of factory part will work under the shifter assembly.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />Happy power shifting      Hope it helps curtis||65.144.95.98||reg||2||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||09-13-2003||12:51 PM||||i can't find the "i ain't reading all that" picture so..gotta a pic?||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||09-13-2003||03:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> i can't find the "i ain't reading all that" picture so..gotta a pic? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ROTFL!!||12.224.150.112||reg||10||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||curtis||09-13-2003||06:27 PM||||will post some pictures tonight||65.135.142.141||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||09-13-2003||07:02 PM||||I believe Dale is running roller skate bearings on his. That sounds like a good idea. Perhaps Dale will take a break from demolishing Galant records and tell us what sized bearing he's running...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||09-25-2003||08:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> will post some pictures tonight </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">its been about 2 weeks and 3 nights....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||153.18.20.76||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||09-25-2003||09:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> i can't find the "i ain't reading all that" picture so..gotta a pic? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow that was exactly what I thought too. Also what I tried doing is putting a bigger washer on top of the bushing. A energy suspension end link washer seemed to work great. I took up some slack rather than the thin washer that misu uses. Just another cheap alternative I can't tell how much they help because I was installing the trans back in the car after i pulled it apart so I had nothing to base it on.||65.177.232.140||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||09-25-2003||10:48 PM||||after scott evans rebuilt my trans, it was very precise, no slop at all.  i even removed the symborski shifter bushings, and put new factory ones back in, and it improved it even more.  and quiet.  no bushings needed here.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003286.cgi
A||||7||curtis||JDM emblems (pictures)||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||09-12-2003||11:03 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Got my grill painted last week.  I used trim black with a touch of green.  I filled the hole where the mitsu emblem was with JB weld and sanded it down.  Oh yea got the JDM emblem mounted on the grill and the trunk.  Just thought I would post pictures for you guys that are buying them in the group buy.  This is one of the sets that are being sold on ebay.  The guy that is selling them is way cool and I got them in 6 days from the time they were payed for.  My wife bought them for me because I had placed them under my ebay. I just wanted to see what they would go for not because I wanted to pay that for them.  Oh well I like them, so money well spent.     <br />       <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1313&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />       <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1315&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1316&width=400" alt=" - " />||65.144.95.98||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||09-12-2003||11:05 PM||||Nice, I like the way those look.  Maybe i ought to get a set so that people don't mistake my car for a "old ass Diamante with wheels and exhaust".||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||number3||09-13-2003||08:34 AM||||HEY, is your car "turbocharged?"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||drew||09-13-2003||11:21 AM||||what car is this vr-4 logo off of? I know it's not off the same body style as ours.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||number3||09-13-2003||11:31 AM||||The newer JDM 6 cyl model.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||09-13-2003||11:37 AM||||Also, I think that is either a 93 or a JDM Grille, correct?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||09-13-2003||11:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BluFalcon:<br /><strong> Nice, I like the way those look.  Maybe i ought to get a set so that people don't mistake my car for a "old ass Diamante with wheels and exhaust". </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ed, they are referring to YOU, not the car.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||curtis||09-14-2003||05:20 PM||||its a 93 grill that I picked up at a local junkyard and the turbocharged badge is off an old mustang.  I put it on there years ago so I could tell my dsm friends that it took ford parts to go fast.   I'v3e got to harass them when I can.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.135.143.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003287.cgi
A||||20||cevic||Oxygen sensor replacement||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||09-13-2003||12:10 AM||||I was trying to replace the o2 sensor in my galant. However, I couldn't remove the old one from the exhaust. It's too deep to reach and I have no idea what kind of tool should I use. Any suggestions?||24.124.42.112||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-13-2003||12:20 AM||||A crows foot or an oxygen sensor tool (similar to a crows foot but with a deeper socket type look). Oh and make sure you use some penetrant first to loosen it up some to make it easier to remove.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||09-13-2003||12:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> It's too deep to reach and I have no idea what kind of tool should I use. Any suggestions?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">An extension?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-13-2003||01:08 AM||||Even with the right tool mine rounded off.  Doh!  Now I'm waiting for my new o2 housing from Andy so I can replace the whole mess.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Tangent||09-13-2003||01:09 AM||||I am trying to replace my oxygen sensor right now what a pain in the ass.  I have used penetrant the o2 deep socket and a nice 12 inch extention.  Still no luck.<br /><br />When you buy the o2 socket see if you can find a 22mm one.  The one I have is a POS universal 7/8" and 22mm socket.  The problem is that 7/8" is equivalent to 22.225mm not 22mm, so it has begun to strip the bolt corners.  You may want to cut the wires and use an exact 22mm six point deep socket to get the old one out.  Twelve point sockets suck.  That is what I am going to try tommorrow.||4.63.90.75||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000005||Matt379||09-13-2003||03:03 AM||||It also helps sometimes to have the car warmed up.<br /><br />PB blaster is also my choice of lubricants.  Much better IMO than WD-40.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||09-13-2003||09:11 AM||||GTFFT!  cost is about 30 bucks, fits perfect, pops that sucker right off.  dont use the universal kd tools slotted sensor crap, it MUST be a closed 6 point.  like he said, the only other option is to cut the wire, and use a deep socket, like an impact, and a huge breaker bar.  dont forget to never sieze the crap out of the new one, it will have some on it, but more is ok.  and use NICKEL based, all others will act like a threadLOCKER.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||09-13-2003||04:28 PM||||Took me about 2 months to get mine off, and I had to get Ken (Hibern8) to actually bust it loose.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I supplied him with a 5 foot length of pipe as a bar, seemed to do the trick.<br /><br />About 12 applications of WD-40, dozens of muscle-straining attempts (without enough leverage) didn't do it.  Leverage makes the biggest difference, and I would agree, WD-40 is not as effective as PB Blaster or Liquid Wrench, but it is better than nothing.||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||crucible||09-13-2003||04:29 PM||||I had to actually stand inside the engine bay with my foot on the breaker bar .After a few buckets of cuss it finally snapped.I broke 2 extensions with this method.It was the biggest fuck job Ive had to do so far<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||09-13-2003||06:10 PM||||i just now took mine off.  factory tool, 27mm box wrench, one yank, and i got it.  hope the downpipe goes on as easy.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||admsr||09-14-2003||02:26 AM||||I just changed my O2 sensor about a week ago. I started to round it off cause it was so tight so I tool some MAF gas and toasted the shit out of it. I waited till it was cherry red and through the O2 Socket on it. The thing spun right off.<br /><br />**Fire it up baby**<br /><br />Alex.||67.193.167.40||reg||6||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||09-14-2003||02:40 AM||||ha wd-40 is garbage.<br />i use this stuff called "lube job" (ha right?)<br />it works incredible, and the cans last FOREVER. it sprays nice too... and its cheap.  some woman just calls me at my work and asks how much more i need, otherwise i'd tell you guys how to get it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />i think i've been though less than a case of it (12 cans) in about 3 years. i'm telling you these cans last forever. and i'm a professional mechanic||141.153.206.160||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||09-14-2003||02:42 AM||||Or you can do it the easy way and put a new o2 sensor in a new o2 housing.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.92.27.75||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||BiggiB42||09-15-2003||02:20 AM||||just borrow the o2 socket from autozone||152.163.252.33||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000014||broke down||09-15-2003||02:23 PM||||IMO, PB blaster is the ONLY rust penetrant to use soak it every day for a while.  Also, try heat.  A propane or MAPP gas cylinder should help.  MAPP gas gets way hotter than propane, and since the o2 housing and sensor are used to extreme heat, they shouldn't get damaged from the heat.  Get it red hot, then try.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000015||BiggiB42||09-15-2003||03:25 PM||||ok i got my o2 sensor off no problem   but the little f%^*er wont bite on the o2 housing. help. i have to go to work in an hour||152.163.252.33||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000016||mikeyoung00||09-16-2003||01:14 PM||||If you are removing a bad o2 sensor you can just break it so you can get a socket on it. Use a 6-point socket to avoid rounding. Presoaking with deep creep or PB Blaster helps.<br /><br />I replaced mine when I changed the O2 housing. The problem wasn't a bad sensor. But the thread lands were messed up so that the sensor wouldn't seat into the new housing. I probably could have gotten it on eventually but I didn't want to mess up the threads on the housing in the process.<br /><br /> <b>BiggiB42...</b> this may be the problem you are having. Check the condition of the threads on the sensor and on the housing.||139.177.224.71||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000017||BiggiB42||09-18-2003||12:22 AM||||i managed to get the sensor on  i just was having trouble with the angle i was putting it in||152.163.252.33||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000018||MidEngine210||10-25-2003||08:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i just now took mine off.  factory tool, 27mm box wrench, one yank, and i got it.  hope the downpipe goes on as easy. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have the part number for the factory tool?||64.63.204.20||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000019||MidEngine210||10-25-2003||08:19 PM||||Also, where can I check the o2 sensor heater ground (I think that's what it is called)? I tried removing the sensor today with no success, but I plan on using another o2 socket soon. Any help is appreciated.||64.63.204.20||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||10-27-2003||11:16 PM||||Check for broken wires, especially at the connector (both sides).  My heater ground wire is broken (I know it's the heater ground because my O2 sensor works, but when it cools off, the sensor slows down considerably and the car will bog at idle).||67.165.155.101||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003288.cgi
A||||12||bomberbboy||failed smog in CA||||4||||bomberbboy||00001150
Z||000000||bomberbboy||09-13-2003||12:46 AM||bomberbboy28@yahoo.com||I recently installed the stock exhaust system back on my GVR4 and it (still) failed smog. I did a search on this here and doesn't look like I failed as badly as some people have. I failed on idle much like everyone else. Here're the results:<br /><br />Idle - 791 RPM. <br />HC (PPM) 120 max, 116 measured (barely passed)<br />CO (%) 1.00 max, 1.29 measured<br /><br />The car passed all other tests just fine. The cat was definitely hot enough when I took it in for the test. It was running on brand new NGK spark plugs as well.<br /><br />I've heard cleaning the throttle body with carb spray will help. I've also heard adding a bottle of 90% isopropal alcohol in 2/3 tank of gas will help. Any other tricks I should try to get my car to pass?<br /><br />I'll try adjusting the idle up to 900 or so. I also have a S-AFC set to 0% everything right now. Is there anything I can tingle with on that that'll help?||67.123.172.218||reg||4||bomberbboy||00001150||yes
Z||000001||Ian M||09-13-2003||12:25 PM||||You said S-AFC,what are your other mods?||129.71.115.3||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-13-2003||01:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bomberbboy:<br /><strong> I recently installed the stock exhaust system back on my GVR4 and it (still) failed smog. I did a search on this here and doesn't look like I failed as badly as some people have. I failed on idle much like everyone else. Here're the results:<br /><br />Idle - 791 RPM. <br />HC (PPM) 120 max, 116 measured (barely passed)<br />CO (%) 1.00 max, 1.29 measured<br /><br />The car passed all other tests just fine. The cat was definitely hot enough when I took it in for the test. It was running on brand new NGK spark plugs as well.<br /><br />I've heard cleaning the throttle body with carb spray will help. I've also heard adding a bottle of 90% isopropal alcohol in 2/3 tank of gas will help. Any other tricks I should try to get my car to pass?<br /><br />I'll try adjusting the idle up to 900 or so. I also have a S-AFC set to 0% everything right now. Is there anything I can tingle with on that that'll help? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey bomber you in SD or still up north?<br />Hook a logger up and check your fuel trims as you want them at 100% or as close as possible.<br />Then go from there.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||BlingBling||09-13-2003||02:27 PM||||Also, make sure your cat is fully heated next time.||63.207.103.146||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||09-13-2003||02:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bomberbboy:<br /><strong>  The cat was definitely hot enough when I took it in for the test. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||64.63.212.160||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||bomberbboy||09-13-2003||09:13 PM||||I drove a good 45 minute before I had it tested so the cat was definitely hot enough. I'm still in San Jose right now but I'm leaving in a week so I'm not sure if I'll have time to play around with a logger. The only mods on the car right now is a small 16g turbo and K&N filter besides the S-AFC.||67.123.172.218||reg||1||bomberbboy||00001150||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||09-13-2003||10:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bomberbboy:<br /><strong> I drove a good 45 minute before I had it tested so the cat was definitely hot enough. I'm still in San Jose right now but I'm leaving in a week so I'm not sure if I'll have time to play around with a logger. The only mods on the car right now is a small 16g turbo and K&N filter besides the S-AFC. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bring it down with ya  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||pudhed||09-14-2003||04:53 PM||||I just barely got my car smogged last week, after some hassles. Turns out new spark plug wires, and going back to bpr6es fixed it. <br /><br />I guess spark plug wires go bad if you let them sit for a long time, and the colder than stock spark plugs don't idle as well.<br /><br />If you want I got a logger and timing gun, you can check if you're sparking correctly at idle.<br /><br />  -Nick||66.218.52.237||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||09-14-2003||05:49 PM||||I'd try a new plugs stock heat range as stated before. Clean the hell out of the throttle body, intercooler, air filter, egr valve. Check that the timing belt is not off a tooth. Check timing. Use mopar combustion chamber cleaner. New pcv valve check your o2 sensor. Pressure test the intake. Run some iso. alcohol in it. Give the motor a once over and make sure nothing is arcing and no vac. leakes. Also did my brother Jim weld up you exhaust he said he welded up a cat for some ones VR4 and saw this post and was curious because he live in that area also.||63.184.72.155||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||Ian M||09-15-2003||12:16 AM||||Like was mentioned previously,check with your logger,and make sure your fuel trims are near 100%<br /><br /> A dead/lazy o2 sensor will cause high HC and CO numbers.<br /><br /> An aftermarket pump (You dont mention having one,so ignore..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )overrunning the FPR can cause high CO and HC counts,particularly at curb idle.<br /><br /> Unless you know someone with a infrared thermometer gun,you wont be able to do this,but you can check to make sure the cat is working. Run the car at about 2500rpm or so about 2 minutes or so,and check the temperature of the exhaust pipe before and after the cat. A working cat will actually  <i>increase</i> the temperature of the exhaust about 100 degrees.<br /><br /> Dont bother messing with the EGR;it controls NOX,which is only produced under load. On a 2-speed idle test for AWD vehicles,NOX isnt measured.||129.71.115.116||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000010||bomberbboy||09-15-2003||01:15 PM||||PRE-EVO: I wish, but having a car on campus cost way too much plus I'm too poor to fix it if something breaks :\<br /><br />Nick: Thanks for the offer. Since I won't be able to come up myself, I'll ask my brother to bring it up and check it with a logger when he has a break from school.<br /><br />turbogalant: yeah that's me. the car is a lot quieter and smoother after Jim welded the cat on. I thought it'd pass after that but I guess not. I'll try what you suggested.<br /><br />Ian: I'll replace the O2 sensor too while I'm at it. Don't know of anyo9ne that has an infrared thermometer gun though.<br /><br />Anywho, do "test stations" exist anymore? The ones where you can get your car checked without having to pay to have the info sent to DMV? I saw a "test/training" mode on the machine my car was tested on, so I'm wondering if anyone can "practice" with my car to make sure it passes. =P||67.123.172.218||reg||1||bomberbboy||00001150||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||09-15-2003||02:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bomberbboy:<br /><strong> PRE-EVO: I wish, but having a car on campus cost way too much plus I'm too poor to fix it if something breaks :\<br /><br />Nick: Thanks for the offer. Since I won't be able to come up myself, I'll ask my brother to bring it up and check it with a logger when he has a break from school.<br /><br />turbogalant: yeah that's me. the car is a lot quieter and smoother after Jim welded the cat on. I thought it'd pass after that but I guess not. I'll try what you suggested.<br /><br />Ian: I'll replace the O2 sensor too while I'm at it. Don't know of anyo9ne that has an infrared thermometer gun though.<br /><br />Anywho, do "test stations" exist anymore? The ones where you can get your car checked without having to pay to have the info sent to DMV? I saw a "test/training" mode on the machine my car was tested on, so I'm wondering if anyone can "practice" with my car to make sure it passes. =P </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They're called test only stations.<br />My car was flagged as a gross polluter a couple years ago and this year I had to go to one.<br />All it took was a new cat and my fuel trims near 100% (90-110% max). <br /><br /><br />You shoudl bring it anyways there's plenty of us down here that can help you out if something goes wrong.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||pudhed||09-17-2003||12:47 AM||||Any smog check place can do a pre-test, costs about $15 for a sniffer check only.  <br /><br />It's always good to do the pre-test before the actual smog check, helps to avoid the hassle of un-gross-pollutering your car.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes



ubb/Forum2/003289.cgi
A||||17||Telecaster||Car just dies after logging run, won't start||||1||||Telecaster||00000416
Z||000000||Telecaster||09-13-2003||06:47 AM||telecastr@email.com||Well 2am coming home from the movies, i decided to do a log.  I did two runs, which were great, had no knock running 1.1 bar.  Then at the next stop light, the car just dies.  The engine just died right when i was about to stop.  So luckly my friend was behind me and we pushed the car to a small shopping plaza not far from the house.  I couldn't see that much since there was poor lighting but here's what i noticed:<br /><br />1.  There's electricity in the vehicle, batteries were the first thing i checked.  Radio, interior lights, headlights turn on.<br />2.  I took the timing belt cover off, but the belt doesn't move when i tried starting the car.<br />3.  The fuel pump worked since i heard the whinebro going.<br />4.  Ruled out the ECU since keydiver worked on it over the summer.<br /><br />Anything else i should look out for tomorrow when i go look at it?||216.175.100.147||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000001||number3||09-13-2003||08:44 AM||||Barring a bad timing belt, etc in your #2 observation... <br /><br />Look for a blown IC pipe. (look real good too)<br /><br />A torn IC pipe or one that is loose or blown clean off the hard pipe will kill a car until its fixed.<br /><br />The reason? The fuel mixture is thrown way off and the car will not run until it is restored.  <br /><br />Perform an IC system psi test when you can for improved drivability and performance. That goes for all of you!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||09-13-2003||09:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> 2. I took the timing belt cover off, but the belt doesn't move when i tried starting the car. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">if the starter turned the motor, but the timing belt didnt move, you are done.  also, the motor will turn with a nice, smooth whine to it, not the chug chug, cause there is no compression any more.  if you are reeealy lucky, maybe only bent valves.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||09-13-2003||09:23 AM||||When I read his number (2) comment about the timing belt, I was hoping he meant that it didn't move - as in - it didn't slide around loosely on the pulleys.  If he meant it didn't move at all, then I think we all know the end result of that one.<br /><br />Harry : I know from my experience (which just happened about a month ago on my way home from Maple Grove) that when an I/C hose goes, the car will still start, it just immediately dies upon starting.  I guess maybe it varies by car though.  That too was my first thought...that an I/C hose blew off/apart.||65.179.97.42||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||number3||09-13-2003||09:32 AM||||Dan, <br /><br />Your desciption is correct. A car that will not run (stay running) to many is a dead car. It gets worse the more you try and start the car with out fixing it.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||Telecaster||09-13-2003||07:00 PM||||Thanks for the help guys.  The car just threw a CEL:  Error 22 - Crank angle sensor.<br /><br />Anyone know a good place to get one?||216.175.100.147||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||09-13-2003||07:13 PM||||Our cars dont have crank angle sensors.<br />They do have cam angle sensors though. On the end of the intake cam, on the side of the tranny.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||09-13-2003||07:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> Thanks for the help guys.  The car just threw a CEL:  Error 22 - Crank angle sensor.<br /><br />Anyone know a good place to get one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got one extra. PM me if you want to buy it.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||Telecaster||09-13-2003||08:00 PM||||But it does say "22. Crank Angle Sensor" on the pocketlogger.  Code 23 is the CAS.  Or is it the same thing?||216.175.100.147||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||09-13-2003||08:24 PM||||Code 22  Crankshaft position sensor  <br />Code 23  Camshaft position sensor  <br /><a href="http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html" target="_blank">diagnostic codes</a>||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000010||Telecaster||09-14-2003||05:18 AM||||OK, so i towed the car home today.  I had someone start the car once while i looked at the engine.  Again i got CEL for the CAS.  But the cam sprockets didn't move at all and the timing belt was seated in the correct place.  All the other acessory belts moved except for the timing belt.||216.175.100.147||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||09-14-2003||05:33 AM||||if the starter is spinning the motor, and the timing belt is not moving, the motor is toasted.  what has happened is the teeth on the belt where the crank sprocket is have all sheared, and the crank sprocket is now spinning on a smooth belt.  all you are doing is making sure some valves are bent, and they are bent.  it's probably throwing the cas code because it isnt getting any signal from the cas, and the ecu knows the motor is spinning.  there is no way to know how had the damage is unless you pull the head.  however, in my case, i pulled the plugs, and one was extremely difficult to get out, because a piece of the valve had broken off, and beat it to death, along with the piston, and the top of the combustion chamber.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||number3||09-14-2003||08:54 AM||||Ain't that a bitch! <br /><br />How many miles on that engine and timing belt?<br /><br />I seem to change mine every 3,000 miles or less. <br /><br />Good luck. Let us know what you need when you find out, ok.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||DongeR615||09-14-2003||08:24 PM||||ken..i think you scared norm..don't say the motor is toast..im hoping he might need a valve job or just a timing belt alone...if so then i smell titanium valves, 5 angle valve job, Stronger springs for his 8.5k rpm redline. yea thats going to be fun...jdm engine would be cheaper than going about this||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000014||Telecaster||09-18-2003||11:09 PM||||Update:<br /><br />So i pull of the head today.  First time i've done it so the head bolt hex's were fun.  I took it out with the both manifolds attached.  That damn intake bracket took up most of my time and i totally forgot about the knock sensor wire.  <br /><br />What do you guys think? <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/21469866/large.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />You can see where the timing belt was eaten up<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/21469867/large.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/21469869/large.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Complete head rebuild necessary for maxing out a big16G?||66.32.186.27||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000015||ken inn||09-18-2003||11:37 PM||||hard to see, but it looks like the valves just barely touched.  looks like #1 cyl is burning oil, but you cant tell if it's valve seals and guides, or rings, too.  for sure the seals are hard, and you will need to change them.  if you just do a valve job and slap it on, #1 may come back and haunt you.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000016||Telecaster||09-19-2003||12:21 AM||||Yea, i guess i was lucky that none of the valves or the piston were damaged severely.||67.127.56.211||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000017||92GVR4#333||09-19-2003||02:34 PM||||do your self a favor --you have the head off just get the valve job done and replace the seals..you went through the trouble of pullin it off just put the best back on when ya do it... if you are unsure of the valve saling pour some fuel into the ports and see if there is any fluid pouring out..some seepage is normal but if it is pouring out then your valves are not closing..||64.12.96.102||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum2/003290.cgi
A||||8||vinster02||'90 GSX  parts swap to '91 VR-4||||1||||vinster02||00002263
Z||000000||vinster02||09-13-2003||10:49 AM||sonomarin@comcast.net||I have located a '90 Galant GSX that is pretty complete. So what should I pull from this to have as spares to use on a '91 Galant VR-4. I am new here & have been intrested in the VR-4 for a long time. So some good advice would be great. Oh yeah its a 5spd. Would the trans. & rear be wrong to use in a car making big HP like 330AWHP? You get the Idea I'm a rookie & don't wanna miss out on some good parts if they are sitting in my lap. Thanks for the Help, Vince...||67.164.19.46||reg||1||vinster02||00002263||yes
Z||000001||drew||09-13-2003||11:18 AM||||the tranny and rear end have a different final ratio than the gvr4, so you'll be limited to using them as a pair if you pull them. The GGSX uses the weaker 3 bolt rear end like the GVR4, so I don't know if you'd want to go that way... lotta stuff to change (tranny and rear end) unless it was an emergency.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-13-2003||04:19 PM||||I'm sure this is relatively obvious to you and I know they aren't "go fast" parts -- but just about every last inch of body/styling is worth keeping as spares.||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||09-13-2003||04:40 PM||||get the water pipe and the air to oil cooler.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||09-13-2003||04:58 PM||||???? The only bady clading thats the same is the door cladding, Thats it. The GGSX is NA so it dosent have an oil cooler. I would grab the fuel sending unit and drive shaft.||64.63.216.51||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||drew||09-13-2003||05:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> ???? The only bady clading thats the same is the door cladding, Thats it. The GGSX is NA so it dosent have an oil cooler. I would grab the fuel sending unit and drive shaft. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">tail lights and the trunk are the same, as well as the front fenders, no? Oh, also snag the fuel pump assembly, spare tire, and all the fun interior pieces.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||drew||09-13-2003||05:12 PM||||Maybe he should ask RockinWRX  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||vinster02||09-13-2003||06:25 PM||||Thanks everyone, I'll probably skip the trans & rear. Okay here is what the list looks like so far<br />:Fuel Sending unit<br />:Drive Shaft<br />:Doors<br />How about the bumpers? I was thinking of using the front to carve up for a FMIC. The car that I am working on is not mine. it belongs to a friend. He bought it off of these boards. It must be a '92 cause Its #750/1000||67.164.19.46||reg||14||vinster02||00002263||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||09-13-2003||07:38 PM||||Tail lights are not the same, Where did you get that idea? Trunk is the same, Spoiler is not. Their spoiler is junk foam like 240s.||4.60.251.60||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/003291.cgi
A||||18||number3||Race/Driving nomex shoe questions||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||09-13-2003||10:59 AM||||I need to buy new driving shoes. Does anyone here have a fave? My old pair have very slippery sole and so do the new Simpsons my wife got me for my Bday. I am not sure I like that? I feel I need a little more traction on the pedals to aid in my heel toeing.<br /><br />Low vs. high cut, etc.<br /><br />Any thoughts (other than toeing not being a real word)...<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||09-13-2003||11:10 AM||||I have the Sparco Replicat Mid race shoes and love them! Scott has the Elite 2 boot and he is very happy as well. They are on the higher priced side but they are very good quality.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||number3||09-13-2003||11:30 AM||||Are the soles sticky? The sole on the simpsons are very slick. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||09-13-2003||03:10 PM||||I'm sure you hardcore racers out there will scoff at this, but for those just getting into the game and not willing to spend big bucks on real-deal racing stuff, Nike now makes a racing shoe.  I have no experience with it as my Nike shoes are too narrow for my feet, but thought I'd toss this out there.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-13-2003||04:13 PM||||Harry, do you have any modifications to your pedals?||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||KenGVR4||09-13-2003||04:29 PM||||What about scuffing the soles of the shoes?  I know most shoe soles are kinda slick when you first get them, kind of like tires.||69.19.173.8||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||09-13-2003||04:34 PM||||I haven't looked at racing shoes, but they seem to be of a similar construction as wrestling shoes.  Tight, non-bulky, not-really-supportive but very good feel?  You may check some of them out to see if the sole is more sticky as the mats those guys "play" on is pretty slick.<br /><br />Why do you wear driving shoes?  Fire protection + better pedal feel?<br /><br />I'm sure the wrestling shoes won't offer any fire protection.||64.63.212.69||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||number3||09-13-2003||06:24 PM||||I have worn in-door soccer shoes in the past. Very thin soled like the wresting and driving shoe. Three problems: The soles are slick as snail snot on a glass door knob (due to age), I have had them for 16 years and the are not Nomex lined.<br /><br />The Fire protection is needed now. The Road tracks require it.  I also need a new helmet. I accidently bought a M2000 instead of a SA2000.<br />Anyone need a very good never used G force helmet, cheap. Perfect for friday night and import drag racing at the track. <br /><br />Ryan not to the Galant (yet)  but my miatas and the formula fords have close pedals. <br /><br />If I scuff them I can not return them, hence the question posted here, before I do that.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||09-13-2003||08:48 PM||||Just saw an ad in my local SCCA autox mag for G-FORCE having some shoes with "high grip rubberized sole for long life".  $70-80.  Don't know how grippy they are though.||64.63.213.63||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000009||Minjin||09-13-2003||09:01 PM||||Yep, I've always worn wrestling shoes when I'm doing any driving I care about. The thin sole is for a lighter shoe and better pedal feel. Unfortunately, driving shoes and wrestling shoes aren't very comfortable to walk around in. Thats the compromise...<br /><br />Sorry, Harry, no good recommendations coming from me except to say that I've been pleased with all my Sparco products.<br /><br />What size is that helmet, BTW? I might be interesed.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000010||number3||09-13-2003||11:13 PM||||Lots of recommendation for the Sparco brand. I wnet ot buy a pair and they only make them up to size 11-12.  I wear a 12-13.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />The Helmet size is Med.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||raceman77||09-14-2003||01:27 AM||||l`ve got two pairs of Piloti`s,one of which is fireproof and FIA legal.l find the soles have great grip in/out of the car and they`re great as street shoes also,l wear them all the time.Less then $100.00 per pair.Highly recommended.They look good too and the sole pattern looks like an old style tire pattern  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000012||number3||09-14-2003||09:02 AM||||What models do you have Rick?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||raceman77||09-14-2003||11:59 AM||||let`s see..the real low cut style is the"Monaco" l think,that one is not fireproof but it`s a great shoe anyways and the other higher cut/fireproof shoe...l can`t find my catalogue but the models are really similar except for the colors..l got one pair from Performance products and the other from Griots Garage.Actually my wife bought me both pairs come to think of it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   this is the same woman who bought me the Jim Russel racing school and a Valantine One...l better hold on to her  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.11.237||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000014||Martin Chilcote||09-14-2003||01:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">....... from Griots Garage........[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.griotsgarage.com/catalog.jsp?&SKU=53450" target="_blank">http://www.griotsgarage.com/catalog.jsp?&SKU=53450</a>||66.139.167.177||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000015||Notorius||09-14-2003||01:40 PM||||i wear nike presto running shoes.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000016||VR4 Me||09-14-2003||01:59 PM||||i wear flip flops...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  but only to drag race in<br /><br />in auto-x with my celica (when it ran) I wore these ugly ass red play-doh colored asics with black/blue stripes. they were track shoes||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000017||curtis||09-15-2003||03:55 AM||||Josh I thought I was the only one that wore sandals to race in.  Reef sandals all the way.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.144.95.157||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000018||1101||09-15-2003||08:02 AM||||You could See if your shoes can be resoled. I know that rock climbing shoes can be resoled with about the stickiest rubber abound. They are also very thin and light.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum2/003292.cgi
A||||24||V8EATER||TIRES- WHICH ONES?||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||09-13-2003||02:00 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||I'll be purchasing new tires when i burn these off (sometime in the next few months).  what is everyone else happy with?  i want something that is obviously performance oriented, but that isn't so soft that i only get 10k out of them.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-13-2003||02:10 PM||||Kumho 712s or MXs are good and cheap.  If you want to spend bucks get Bridgestone Pole Positions.  You should get a 205/55 sized tire as well.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||RTS182G-VR4||09-13-2003||02:19 PM||||i have yokohama avid h4 tires.  i think they are going to be discontinued soon so they are really cheap.  the tires already have 15k and are still going.  great grip too.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||09-13-2003||02:30 PM||||I have the Pole Positions in 205/50-R15.  AWESOME tire, Got them special ordered from Costco, 125 per tire installed.  I only have 2K miles on them so far, no noticable tread wear.  The grip is incredible.  Those tires coupled with AWD is un-stopable in the rain.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||mj_rosenfeld||09-13-2003||06:32 PM||||The Kumho Ecsta 712's are frankly pretty mediocre. But they are cheap, I'll say that for them. If you want real performance tires, spend more money. I'm on BFG G-Force KDW 245/45-16s and they are truly excellent on the road and not half bad for autox.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.193||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||09-13-2003||08:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong> The Kumho Ecsta 712's are frankly pretty mediocre. But they are cheap, I'll say that for them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree.  I have them on my Colt turbo and they do alright, but when I switch them onto the VR4 (same bolt pattern) they turn into pretty good all-season touring tires.  But the price is good.  I have some Yokohama es100's waiting to go on the car once I get some issues sorted out with new wheels.||64.63.213.63||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||09-13-2003||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> I'll be purchasing new tires when i burn these off (sometime in the next few months).  what is everyone else happy with?  i want something that is obviously performance oriented, but that isn't so soft that i only get 10k out of them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What size wheel. Also currently the 205/55/16 Azenis I had are still going strong on Terren's car and have at least 17kmi on them even though everyone said I'd be lucky to get 10kmi from them. Religous rotating (ever other oil change or 4kmi) has done them well. They still have @1/4 tread left at which point they become slicks.<br /><br />If you don't have snow or serious rain (they start to get tough in the rain at anything less than 1/2 tread). I highly reccommend them.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||09-14-2003||04:57 PM||||I am looking at some Yokohama YK420s @ $85each (215/60/15) <br />and then some Kuhmo Ecsta 711s @ $75each (205/50/15)<br /><br />The Yokos have a 420 treadwear rating while the Kuhmos are 340 (I think).<br /><br /><br />I think I will actually go with the more low profile tires (the Kuhmos).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||09-14-2003||07:53 PM||||If you get the Kuhmo's, get the 712's.  Unless you care more about milage out of tires and less about grip.||64.63.212.253||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||09-14-2003||08:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I am looking at some Yokohama YK420s @ $85each (215/60/15) <br />and then some Kuhmo Ecsta 711s @ $75each (205/50/15)<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't rememeber the last time I paid that little for tires...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||09-14-2003||08:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Also currently the 205/55/16 Azenis I had are still going strong on Terren's car and have at least 17kmi on them even though everyone said I'd be lucky to get 10kmi from them. Religous rotating (ever other oil change or 4kmi) has done them well. They still have @1/4 tread left at which point they become slicks.<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tire rotation? What the hell's that?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||09-14-2003||10:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Also currently the 205/55/16 Azenis I had are still going strong on Terren's car and have at least 17kmi on them even though everyone said I'd be lucky to get 10kmi from them. Religous rotating (ever other oil change or 4kmi) has done them well. They still have @1/4 tread left at which point they become slicks.<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tire rotation? What the hell's that?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You'll know when you have to replace those front two tires or all 4||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||Gvr4-330||09-14-2003||11:34 PM||||I was going through this whole ordeal for the past days, and I've finally decided on tires.  I'm going to order tires tomorrow through Tire Rack.<br /><br />I'm going with the Continental ContiExtreme Contact tires.  205/55 VR-15.  $70/tire including a 1-year road hazard warranty and a 30 day drive trial.  They're well recommended by Tire Rack.<br /><br />I know it sounds like an ad, but I'm excited.  Sounds like a pretty good deal for tires.  These hopefully will be my first decent tires I've had on my car.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.35||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000013||slvrblt||09-15-2003||02:08 AM||||Crap. Forget about Discount tires. Tire Rack has MUCH better prices including shipping. The Kuhmo 711s are 300 at Discount, and tire rack is only 216 incl. shipping. Mounting should only be a little bit for each tire (I think).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000014||Bigfoot200200||09-15-2003||03:23 AM||||I've been looking at Goodyear Eagle F1 GS-DS in 235-40-17. I've read nothing but good reviews. Anybody have any experience with these?||64.233.105.144||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||09-15-2003||09:31 PM||||A cheap place to get Falken Azenis tires is <a href="http://www.splittingimagez.com" target="_blank">www.splittingimagez.com</a> .  I know, I know, they're a complete ricer site, but have pretty good prices.  The Azenis Sport tires in 205/55R16 are only $70.10 apiece.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||PRE-EVO||09-16-2003||01:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> A cheap place to get Falken Azenis tires is <a href="http://www.splittingimagez.com" target="_blank">www.splittingimagez.com</a> .  I know, I know, they're a complete ricer site, but have pretty good prices.  The Azenis Sport tires in 205/55R16 are only $70.10 apiece. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn to me those prices suck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . (JK they're decent).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000017||slvrblt||09-16-2003||01:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> I've been looking at Goodyear Eagle F1 GS-DS in 235-40-17. I've read nothing but good reviews. Anybody have any experience with these? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you trying to put a 235 on our stock wheels ? I dont see that happening. Even if you could, they would bulge and look weird.<br /><br />But, sorry, no experience with those here.<br /><br />Anyway, I think I finally decided on the tires I want to get. 205/55/VR15 Kuhmo Ecsta Supra 712s for $313.96 shipped with the road hazard warranty.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000018||V8EATER||09-16-2003||02:39 PM||||i'm running 17x7's, with sumhitomo htr's, 215/45zr17.  they seem to have decent grip, and they're cheap, but don't last long.  i'm going to bfg comps next.  will a 225 or 235 fit on this rim? or should i stick with the size i've got?  i will do some autocross, but mainly just annoy camaros and vettes.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||09-16-2003||05:49 PM||||I emailed the site to ask about shipping, and he said to ship tires that size would run $41.20.  So, for a full set of Azenis Sports to your door would set you back $321.60.  Does this seem reasonable to you guys?||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||howard_GVR4||09-16-2003||05:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> i'm running 17x7's, with sumhitomo htr's, 215/45zr17.  they seem to have decent grip, and they're cheap, but don't last long.  i'm going to bfg comps next.  will a 225 or 235 fit on this rim? or should i stick with the size i've got?  i will do some autocross, but mainly just annoy camaros and vettes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have 225/45/17 on 17 x 7 wheels and I love it.  The sidewalls don't budge, and I like the extra gearing.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000021||Bigfoot200200||09-16-2003||11:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br />Are you trying to put a 235 on our stock wheels ? I dont see that happening. Even if you could, they would bulge and look weird.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um no, I'm not trying to fit a 235/40/17 on a 15" wheel.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.233.107.74||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000022||markrieb||09-17-2003||12:52 AM||||The 225 wide drag radials on the stock 6" wheel was a good combination for drag racing because the extra sidewall flex helped with traction.  Think about how wrinkle-wall slicks work for the V-8 crowd.<br /><br />For street or other use where you have to turn corners hard, you need to keep the wheel width greater than 70% of the tread width.  The closer you get to 100%, the more vertical the sidewall and the better the car will handle.  i.e., 235's on a 7" rim is pushing it, but will work.<br /><br />The biggest problem in the GVR-4 handling world is finding decent, not too expensive 8" wide rims.  The only reasonable way to do it is to do the 5-lug swap.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.70.188||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000023||Martin Chilcote||09-17-2003||09:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> I've been looking at Goodyear Eagle F1 GS-DS in 235-40-17. I've read nothing but good reviews. Anybody have any experience with these? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I bought new wheels & tires 2 months ago; Goodyear Eagle F1 GS-D3 in 215-45-17 and Team Dynamic Mirage wheels in 17"x7.5"x37 offset. The Tire Rack reviews listed them 1st in the Max Performance category but there were fewer reviewers that the top dog Bridgestone. The ride is very smooth & tight. Matching tire size to wheel width has been the biggest boost to my car's handling. Bought my tires at <a href="http://www.treadepot.com" target="_blank">http://www.treadepot.com</a> <br />Good prices and there was a rebate going on 2 months ago. IMHO there's a noticable gain in performance when tires hit $150 each and up.||66.139.166.21||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000024||slvrblt||09-17-2003||03:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br />Are you trying to put a 235 on our stock wheels ? I dont see that happening. Even if you could, they would bulge and look weird.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um no, I'm not trying to fit a 235/40/17 on a 15" wheel.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hahaha..Sorry, I didnt see that. I dont read so well at 3 am.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003293.cgi
A||||3||henrok||side mounted intercoolers||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||09-13-2003||05:18 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey i have access to two side mounted intercoolers from talons.  theyre free so im wondering of the possibility of putting both of them on my car.  do u guys think it would make a big difference from our stock ones.  where would be a good spot for them?  any ideas are appreciated.||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-13-2003||05:21 PM||||People have gotten 3 side mount cores and had them welded together with great results. Im not sure about 2.. wouldn't be worth it IMO.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||09-14-2003||01:10 PM||||lol go for four and make it a fmic..||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||henrok||09-14-2003||01:27 PM||||hey guys will my stock sized ic piping fit the ones on the two talon intercoolers?  if not what size piping would i need? anyone know?  how about putting them rite where the fog lights are and removing the fog lights. i was thinking of getting me some really small foglights i saw (dont like really big ones) and removing the stock ones.  hey can i wire the new ones rite into the old wiring?||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/003294.cgi
A||||10||bazeng||wierd.. BOOST INCREASES AS HP INCREASES?!?!||||5||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||09-13-2003||05:56 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys...<br />i've got a problem with my car.. i believe its the wastegate playing up.. (TURBONETICS DELTAGATE MACH II)<br /><br />anyways.. on the dyno.. we previously ran the car without boost controll (using the spring tension)<br />it hit 220 kw's at the wheels... at 6000 rpm on 3rd gear..<br /><br />this was with a street tune.. so since it was over boosting we vacumm tested the gate and it was leaking air.. <br /><br />so we pulled the thing apart and put a copper washer in the centre shaft/bolt which we believed would seal it from leaking through the diaphram/bolts/plates etc..<br /><br />anyways.. this fixed the problem and boost was holding fine.. we put the car bak on the dyno.. tightend the spring to around 6psi... and ran it again.. the weirdest thing happened.. <br /><br />we got 140kw's atw.. but as HP was increasing.. the boost would also increase..<br /><br />the boost curve was basically the same as the HP curve.. it would boost to 6psi from 3000-5500.. then after that it would go to 9psi... to redline..<br /><br />so im thinking the wastegate is leaking (due to the shaft being repaired and may not be 100% strait) its getting jammed open???..<br /><br />anybody had any type or experience which could help me solve this problem?!?!<br /><br />oh yeah.. wastegate is not mounted off manifold.. its mounted off the dump pipe.. with a pipe about 5 - 10cm's off the ex housing.. which then feeds back into the exhuast..<br /><br />the setup is as follows:<br />tdo5/6 23g hybrid<br />070 exhaust housing - MAYORLY PORTED<br />3" exhuast.. 2.5" dump.. external gated<br />turbonetics deltagate mach II<br />evo manifold PORTED<br />standalone WOLF3D ecu..<br /><br />blah blah blah...<br /><br />i've spent to much money on this car already.. and getting sick and tired of things not working the way it should.. hopefully the wastegate is the problem...<br /><br />but if not.. might just give up on running 11's..<br /><br />thanks guys..||203.166.63.186||reg||5||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||09-13-2003||09:24 PM||||Deltagates are junk. Get a Tial.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-13-2003||10:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Deltagates are junk. Get a Tial. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Echo echo echo..||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||09-14-2003||02:41 AM||||im planning to stick with it as i dont see a problem with the product performance wise.. <br /><br />wastegates in my opinion are overpriced.. <br /><br />as for turbonetics.. i dont think they are that bad.. arent they american also??<br /><br />i know that tials are really good.. but as i have all the flanges/pipes etc for the delta i want to stick with it..<br /><br />any info guys?||203.166.63.214||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||Ash||09-14-2003||04:42 AM||||Don't Tials have the same flange pattern as deltagates?  Surely you could flog off the turbonetics for decent money, being a "brand name" and all?||203.220.203.86||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||number3||09-14-2003||08:56 AM||||<a href="http://www.Turboneticsinc.com" target="_blank">www.Turboneticsinc.com</a> owns/is deltagate.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||NZGZR4||09-14-2003||05:03 PM||||This is normally called boost creep.<br />I'd say it is to be expected at those power/boost levels (unless you where using a 50mm odd gate)<br />as you turn the boost up the creep will get less,  and you should find that it will hold 12+ psi fine.||219.88.139.11||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000007||Ash||09-14-2003||09:09 PM||||That's what I was saying Harry    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Cam may be onto something here, what diameter is the gate?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||bazeng||09-14-2003||09:18 PM||||hmm<br />well shouldnt the gate hold at lower levels of boost also???<br /><br />i mean they do sell 5psi springs etc dont they??<br /><br />so u are saying if i turn the boost up.. it would be better??? i mean hold boost at a much more stable rate??||203.166.63.235||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000009||Ash||09-14-2003||11:18 PM||||if its only a 32mm gate then maybe the 25g flows way too much air for the gate, also if the feed through the exhaust housing isn't opened right up, it will limit the flow of the wastegate.   I mean, the 9psi holds stable at high revs right, wouldn't you have 10-15psi for your street tune anyway?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000010||bazeng||09-15-2003||07:22 PM||||yeah<br />i think the gate is just stuffed... got a new one anyways...<br /><br />will see how it goes with controlling boost after i chuck the new gate on..||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/003295.cgi
A||||1||cevic||need help!!!!!||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||09-13-2003||10:48 PM||||Last night when I was driving my galant in the rain, the rpm suddenly dropped from 3k to 1k. No matter how I pushed the gas pedal the rpm would not over 1.5k. the rpm fell down when it reached 1.5k, then went back and fell down just like it hit the fuel cut. First time I thought water might get into the engine. but I didn't find any sign of water inside the engine bay. So I disconnected the battery and hoped it would be ok after 30 minutes. 30 minutes later I re-connected the power and the problem solved. I think this is the sign of bad cpu. Any suggestion?||24.124.42.112||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||jayru||09-13-2003||10:53 PM||||Sometimes when the alternator is going bad it creates enough volts to let it idle but after 1500 the alt's regulator takes a shit and the car looses electrical power. may be the cause of your condition.<br /><br />hope this helps||24.238.82.25||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/003296.cgi
A||||7||jay_vr4||chime at high speeds???||||8||||jay_vr4||00001548
Z||000000||jay_vr4||09-14-2003||01:51 AM||||i have a 1988 gvr4 jap spec and there is a chime that goes off continuously after i go over the speed of about 106kmh or something around that....<br /><br />can aneone tell me how to stop it... or which wire to cut???<br /><br />it is so damn annoying||203.87.117.197||reg||8||jay_vr4||00001548||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||09-14-2003||02:26 AM||||haha thats awesome.<br />we have a old 325IS that does that<br />no idea man.. sorry<br />find the buzzer i guess. just go to 106kph and start looking under the dash for the noisemaker  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||141.153.206.160||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||jay_vr4||09-14-2003||07:34 AM||||wat u mean drive at 106kmh and look under the dash at the same time??<br /><br />i think that could be a little bit dangerous not to mention a little bit illegal....||203.87.94.179||reg||1||jay_vr4||00001548||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||09-14-2003||12:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jay_vr4:<br /><strong> wat u mean drive at 106kmh and look under the dash at the same time??<br /><br />i think that could be a little bit dangerous not to mention a little bit illegal.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nah, have a friend hold the wheel or turn if you are in traffic.||141.153.197.17||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-14-2003||03:22 PM||||Do a SEARCH.  This has been answered before.||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||KenGVR4||09-14-2003||03:33 PM||||Cars from Japan have a chime/buzzer that goes off when you go over 100km/hr.  I guess that's the insidious Japanese way of keeping you under their speed limit.||66.81.137.191||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000006||VR4 Me||09-14-2003||09:44 PM||||wear earplugs, duh||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||09-18-2003||10:28 PM||||Crank the tunes?||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
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A||||3||Dan D||Axle Trouble||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||09-14-2003||12:30 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Problem: I tore the drivers side outer cv boot.<br /><br />Solution: $9 for the boot rebuild kit, hours worth of work.<br /><br />New Problem: I decide to pop off the outer axle end to clean it out really good.  The kit I bought came with a new retainer ring.  All clean, go to put it back together and apparently the ring was the wrong size.  It got jammed against the splines, marred the splines and bent the ring.<br /><br />Bigger problem: No-one in town has an axle assembly in stock that is the correct thing.  Everyone keeps showing me FWD axles and telling me that they're the correct part.  I'm in a f'ing hurry to get the car drivable because I'm moving.<br /><br />Does anyone have pepboys, autozone, napa, oreily's part number for the correct DRIVERS/LEFT side half shaft?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||09-14-2003||12:59 PM||||1G T/E/L TURBO axles are the same as ours. That is what I have in mine. Not sure if the part numbers are the same though. Most places stock those axles (fronts only).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||09-14-2003||01:11 PM||||Yeah, they have the wrong parts for those as well.  I think Autozone has the correct part, but they won't have them for 5-7 days.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||09-14-2003||02:08 PM||||Try Raxles.com.  They should be able to overnight one to you.||64.63.212.44||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
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A||||0||henrok||replacement bumpers||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||09-14-2003||01:32 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey is there a way to remove our metal bumpers and maybe replacing it with something lighter and stronger.  i heard they make brakets to hold the bumper cover but is this safe?||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
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A||||10||a_santos||BOV Mod, not crushing, need advice!||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||09-11-2003||05:20 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />I just gave my friend a spare BOV that I had laying around so he can put it on his Grand National. I reccomended that he buy the BOV mod that Dejon Tool makes. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.com/dsm-misc.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dejontool.com/dsm-misc.htm</a><br /><br />Look towards the bottom of the page. <br /><br />Will this kit work well? Has anyone here used it?<br /><br />He will be running about 22psi.||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-11-2003||05:26 PM||||Never used, but sounds legit.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||09-11-2003||05:34 PM||||I do that to alot of BOV's works great. Pressure tested to 30psi & still didnt leak. One guy's I did(2g GSX) with the dejon intake it sounds like a RFL. Very nice. I only pay about $1.00 to do mine though.<br /><br />But if they will do it for $10 & you dont fell like doing it I say go for it.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||09-11-2003||05:34 PM||||I have the Dejon modified stock BOV on my GVR4. Holds just fine to 25 psi boost (my max on stock rods). Over 15 psi, boost holds it shut; and when it releases it sounds like an aftermarket BOV (only quieter and more controlled). <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||09-11-2003||06:38 PM||||i also have one.  intake pipe, too.  sucker is loud.  it pops off all the time.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||09-11-2003||10:18 PM||||I like mine, works great!||68.153.90.87||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||09-12-2003||04:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> Very nice. I only pay about $1.00 to do mine though.<br /><br />But if they will do it for $10 & you dont fell like doing it I say go for it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The kit costs $50, and they charge $10 to modify the BOV for the kit to work.  So, you either have to send them one, or buy one of theirs.  Anyway, I don't see why one would bother, when crushing's free and works fine.||69.59.219.162||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||GalantVR41062||09-12-2003||04:19 AM||||because this regulates how much pressure is on the bottom of the diaphram.  Then there is more pressure on the top of the diaphram and it should never leak.  Stock has "equal" pressure on the top and bottom, thus leading to leakage.  <br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000008||1312VR4||09-12-2003||06:11 AM||||Oh damn. I thought the kit installed was $10. Holy crap thats a rip off.<br /><br />You can get everything you need to do it at Ace hardware for around a dollar( dependant on tax).||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||09-12-2003||02:00 PM||||You can get that 3-way vacuum valve for &lt;$1?||68.155.177.204||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||Colt4G63||09-13-2003||10:56 PM||||why not do it yourself?  <a href="http://www.thedodgegarage.com/turbo_bov_mod.html" target="_blank">DIY Talon BOV Mod </a><br />i did it and it works great  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
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A||N||4||ejectseat||Crazy boost levels and vacuum lines||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||09-14-2003||05:58 PM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||I got my vr4 a few weeks ago, and have ported the turbo's exhaust housing, got a 2g ported o2 housing, a K&N, gutted the MAS and air can, and removed the boost solenoid restrictor.  Well, I recently removed and capped off my emission vacuum lines.  I also capped off my boost solenoid and intercooler plumbing and ran a vacuum line from the boost solenoid directly to my wastegate.  Holy crap did it run great!  My turbo sounded differently as soon as I pulled out of my driveway too.  It wasn't until I hit fuel cut in 3rd that I realized the boost was up a good bit.  The next day I replaced that vacuum line to the wastegate and solenoid with a smaller diameter vacuum.  It hit fuel cut in 2nd gear now!  I then borrowed a boost gauge and realized the boost was climbing pretty high, so I hooked up a manual boost controller.  It wasn't consistent at ALL (between 15 and 6psi), so I reconnected the stock lines and it runs 12psi and falls to 11psi in the high rpm's.  My turbo still whistles louder and pulls just as hard as before, and my car isn't smoking at all.  Is it possible I could have hurt the turbo?  I imagine it was running about 25psi the way the gauge needle swung before I redid the lines.  It seems fine now.  Does anyone have any suggestions for vacuum lines on the solenoid?  Any links to diagrams?  I've asked my DSM friends for help, but they have slightly different intercooler piping and are curious why my boost went so high as well.  Thanks guys.||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||09-14-2003||07:49 PM||||Maybe I just don't understand what you said (I like pictures  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  ), but it sounds like you had nothing controling the wastegate.  If you disconnected the boost control solenoid, then ran a hose from it to the wastegate then gate will never open and your boost would climb to who knows what and result in melted pistons or rings or...?||64.63.212.253||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||ejectseat||09-14-2003||09:13 PM||||the solenoid was directly connected to the wastegate actuator - with no t's leading to the intercooler plumbing.  Why wouldn't the solenoid still control boost?||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||09-14-2003||10:48 PM||||Without air pressure on the disconnected side of the solenoid when it opens it won't send any to the wastegate to open it.<br /><br />Correct me if I'm wrong.  But I think it is boost that opens the wastegate and not vacuum.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||09-15-2003||06:49 AM||||You are correct (VR6 eater).  The factory solenoid, and actuator, are worthless without a boost reference.  If you completely disconnect and cap all the factory boost control lines, you will run as much boost as your turbo can handle, which is more than it can handle.  You will kill your turbo.  If you run a line from the WG actuator straight to a boost source, such as the compressor outlet pipe, you will see about 9 psi.  If you intersect this line with the factory boost control solenoid, you will see about 11 psi, as the factory settings will block the boost signal if all is running well to raise the boost a few psi.  When the engine starts to knock, it will open the solenoid earlier dropping the boost to the WG spring setup of 9 psi.  You should remove and cap off all fittings except for the WG actuator and a boost source, such as the compressor outlet pipe, and put a MBC in this line.  Do a search on how to construct one.  In a recent thread there is even a part nubmer to order one from McMaster Carr.  Do not, I repeat do not, do any of this if you don't have a boost gauge in the car.  If your car is still stock, I wouldn't run more than 12 psi on the MBC.  If you need diagrams to aid all of these explanations, I believe the info section of Taboo Speed Shop's website can help you out.  Good luck.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
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q!00002108!,
q!slowpokin699!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452902.2106!,
q!slowpokin699!,
q!00002108!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!meshwork!,
q!AFC/VPC combo in...some questions though!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2452902.1956!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!Jon!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!08:41 AM!,
q!2452905.0841!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!painting intercooler ?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452902.2047!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!hecdws!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2452905.1830!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!VR4 Engine Rods!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452906.1252!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!01:19 PM!,
q!2452906.1319!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!benwah!,
q!MD150425? is this a GVR4 ECM?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!11:08 PM!,
q!2452902.2308!,
q!benwah!,
q!00000735!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!01:23 PM!,
q!2452905.1323!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q~Alright Guys i'm sick of these damn ticking lifters!~,
q!8!,
q!15!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452906.1331!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!miturra!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!05:01 PM!,
q!2452913.1701!,
q!hondo!,
q!00001080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Squeeky bov?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452902.2343!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!91 #680!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!04:52 PM!,
q!2452903.1652!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!JDM tranny!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!01:38 PM!,
q!2452906.1338!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452906.1347!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!intercoolers!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452906.1758!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!agrabau!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452906.1816!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!JDM Tranny compatibility (follow -up)!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!06:24 PM!,
q!2452906.1824!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2452907.1728!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!servicing tranny/diff??.. do i need to?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!01:49 AM!,
q!2452907.0149!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452908.2201!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Flywheel Machining Question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!08:37 AM!,
q!2452907.0837!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!10:27 AM!,
q!2452907.1027!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!00000500!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!C heapest Place to buy 02 sensors!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!10:52 AM!,
q!2452907.1052!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!Tangent!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452909.1905!,
q!Tangent!,
q!00000258!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dan888!,
q!Fuse location!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!11:36 AM!,
q!2452907.1136!,
q!dan888!,
q!00001101!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2452907.1722!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!Turbo Heat Shield!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452907.1211!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452907.1252!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!o2 - dp stud size!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!04:52 PM!,
q!2452898.1652!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!rigd!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!02:15 PM!,
q!2452902.1415!,
q!rigd!,
q!00000677!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!will it?!,
q!2!,
q!6!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452898.1741!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!01:01 PM!,
q!2452902.1301!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Confusing Fuel Problem!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452898.1751!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!Dan D!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!04:33 AM!,
q!2452901.0433!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!satriavr4!,
q!Looking for wiring diagram!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!12:46 AM!,
q!2452899.0046!,
q!satriavr4!,
q!00002373!,
q!satriavr4!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!12:24 AM!,
q!2452900.0024!,
q!satriavr4!,
q!00002373!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!225/60/15 ?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2452899.0238!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452899.2334!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Aux. Water temp Gauge !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!08:39 AM!,
q!2452899.0839!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!tplesko!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452899.1208!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q~Help!  grinding from the t-case~,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2452899.0946!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!spoulson!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!09:30 PM!,
q!2452901.2130!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!If you have an O2 sensor emergency...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452899.1324!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2452901.0043!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!What are typical signs of a waterpump failing???!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452899.1400!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452901.1012!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q~BLEW MY 4WS...HELP!!!~,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!02:47 AM!,
q!2452903.0247!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2452906.1645!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Not a DSM Problem but please help anyway!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452899.1707!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!gtluke!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2452899.2309!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!Oil line question!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!05:25 AM!,
q!2452903.0525!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!00000708!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!08:34 AM!,
q!2452905.0834!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!is it fuel cut?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!08:50 AM!,
q!2452903.0850!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452905.1925!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q!Problem with engine start!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452903.1330!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!cevic!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452906.2252!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!help, stupid apexi!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452903.1406!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2452905.1457!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!ecu caps?!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452903.1733!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452905.1247!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!ECU location!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!07:32 PM!,
q!2452903.1932!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452903.1935!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!boost dropping!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452907.1405!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452907.2235!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!another delay!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2452903.2012!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2452907.1847!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!SPA gauge problem!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452907.1751!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!12:55 AM!,
q!2452908.0055!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Where's the fuel filter?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2452903.2100!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!09:22 PM!,
q!2452903.2122!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Full boost by 2700 RPM?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!07:09 PM!,
q!2452907.1909!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!peterlsmith!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452909.1754!,
q!Peter Smith!,
q!00001351!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!Dented piston, ok to re-use?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!07:46 PM!,
q!2452907.1946!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2452909.0129!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!Almost got her running!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452907.2101!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452907.2357!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!datalogger question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452907.2200!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!Matticus!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452907.2221!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Hallman MBC spring!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452907.2340!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452910.1756!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!problem is hard to describe!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!02:50 PM!,
q!2452908.1450!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452908.1600!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!knock knock whos there !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452908.1707!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!07:23 PM!,
q!2452908.1923!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Spark Plug Gap!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2452899.1803!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!03:21 AM!,
q!2452901.0321!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Alarm Phantom ..Goes off at will !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!09:14 PM!,
q!2452899.2114!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!gtluke!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452899.2307!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Tech help regarding 2g MAS and injector selection  (searched)!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452900.0045!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!jayru!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!04:24 PM!,
q!2452900.1624!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MrEd!,
q!Replace discs every 1000 miles to avoid warping?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!10:48 AM!,
q!2452900.1048!,
q!MrEd!,
q!00000068!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!10:07 AM!,
q!2452901.1007!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Ported 7cm housing vs unported 8cm housing!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2452900.1206!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452900.1756!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!Where to run gauge wires through firewall?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452900.1606!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452900.2109!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jmartin827!,
q!replace e brake cable!,
q!8!,
q!1!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!10:31 PM!,
q!2452900.2231!,
q!jmartin827!,
q!00001500!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!09:32 AM!,
q!2452901.0932!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!wheel offset, cannot find good answer for 17inch!,
q!8!,
q!9!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!11:03 PM!,
q!2452900.2303!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!00001106!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452918.2144!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!power/4ws leak help!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!12:39 PM!,
q!2452904.1239!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452905.1040!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Head gasket options.!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!01:22 AM!,
q!2452901.0122!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2452901.1832!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!where can i get this? is it still available?!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452904.1332!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2452921.1256!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!garyvr4!,
q!New here, just wanted some help out.!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!04:48 AM!,
q!2452901.0448!,
q!garyvr4!,
q!00002337!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!12:46 AM!,
q!2452902.0046!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!removing Dogleg?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452904.1529!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!00001869!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!01:33 AM!,
q!2452905.0133!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!I have a new question (I think).!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2452904.1704!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2452905.1317!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!What does the MAF do?? !,
q!4!,
q!11!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452904.2056!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!02:04 PM!,
q!2452907.1404!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Creep issues w/ a clipped tdo6 20g..!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!01:51 AM!,
q!2452905.0151!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!07:39 PM!,
q!2452905.1939!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!cv boot!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!01:52 AM!,
q!2452905.0152!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!Minjin!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!09:42 PM!,
q!2452905.2142!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Car(s) update and questions.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!03:25 AM!,
q!2452905.0325!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2452906.1130!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Do I need to upgrade my FPR?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452905.1304!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452906.1307!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Oil Cooler housing leaking!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!04:52 PM!,
q!2452905.1652!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!08:41 AM!,
q!2452906.0841!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!TMO computer Mod!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2452901.1100!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!11:04 AM!,
q!2452901.1104!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Stock Exhaust Sizing!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!01:33 PM!,
q!2452901.1333!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2452902.1845!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!supasigma!,
q!jdm climate control unit!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!02:16 PM!,
q!2452901.1416!,
q!supa^^!,
q!00001181!,
q!Arty!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2453062.1505!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!best BOV!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452901.1839!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!04:24 PM!,
q!2452906.1624!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!Has anyone w/ a gvr4.....!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452901.2047!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!Ian M!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452902.1544!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!OK, compression troubles, kinda strange.!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2452901.2131!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2452904.1318!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!using/burning oil!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2452902.0017!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!03:26 AM!,
q!2452902.0326!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/003301.cgi
A||||12||tplesko||install 4 bolt, pull and block off 4ws later?||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||09-14-2003||06:08 PM||||Hey everyone,<br /><br />I am wondering if I can install my 4 bolt and leave the 4ws intact but not working.  If I put the 4 bolt in there will be no gear to drive the 4ws pump but nothing will leak?  I know I will have to pull the 4 bolt back out to pull the 4ws later but that's alright with me.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-14-2003||06:19 PM||||I don't know about that.  The shaft in the 4ws pump is pretty hefty and goes about 3 inches into the differential.  I suppose you could take the pump out, cut the shaft off somehow, and remount the pump on top of the differential to keep all the lines in place.  Good luck though.  If you cut that shaft off it will probably just spew fluid everywhere.<br /><br />I personally would go ahead and rip it all out.  You've got the back end out, and you'll probably end up draining all the PS fluid out anyway.  It's not that hard to eliminate it, so why make it harder by doing it later on?  Just get a couple drain plugs and block it up front, or cut the lines in the front and have them welded, then loop the resevoir lines and you can leave everything else as is.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||09-14-2003||06:25 PM||||Okay I gottcha.  I got a TEL PS reservior so that part is covered.  How do you get a wrench on those front lines where they go into the rack??? If I could get those off plugging them is easy and I could rip everything out.  I really want to get this pulled all tomorrow but I won't start unless I know I can get those front lines off and plugged.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-14-2003||06:29 PM||||Maybe someone that plugged it that way can answer it for you.  I removed part of the lines on the '92 and had them welded, it's a pretty easy solution.  I don't even know if you can get to those bolts without removing a bunch of stuff.  I've got the transmissions out of both of mine at the moment so its a clear shot.  I will probably redo both cars.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4us||09-14-2003||07:51 PM||||I just removed the pump and put block off fittings on the lines.  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||09-14-2003||11:03 PM||||Katie,<br /><br />The lines at the rack or back by the pump?  If by the rack how do you get a tool on them to get them out!?!?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||09-15-2003||12:30 AM||||Just do what i did, pull the power steering all together!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||09-15-2003||01:41 AM||||All you have to do is take the two power steering lines out of the rack that supply fluid to the rear plug them with 14x1.5 mm oring seat block off plugs I had mine made up by a hose fabricator shop. Blow out the fluid in the lines or better yet remove the all the lines put in the t/e/l resivoir. since you will have a 4 bolt you don't need to do any thing with the gear in the diff.||65.177.241.149||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||09-15-2003||01:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> All you have to do is take the two power steering lines out of the rack that supply fluid to the rear plug them with 14x1.5 mm oring seat block off plugs I had mine made up by a hose fabricator shop. Blow out the fluid in the lines or better yet remove the all the lines put in the t/e/l resivoir. since you will have a 4 bolt you don't need to do any thing with the gear in the diff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The question is whether or not those two 14x1.5 bolts are easily accessible.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||bob in chicago||09-15-2003||08:04 AM||||There have been several guys on this board who say to use Galant VR4 oil pan drain plugs.||216.65.171.142||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000010||1101||09-15-2003||08:06 AM||||had to remove something to get at one of the nuts (forget what it was), and use a 14mm crowfoot on the other.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000011||galantvr4us||09-15-2003||09:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Katie,<br /><br />The lines at the rack or back by the pump?  If by the rack how do you get a tool on them to get them out!?!? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just back by the pump.  I used earls fittings and they work fine.  It just looked like to much of a pita to take all the lines out especially by the steering.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||09-15-2003||12:43 PM||||Katie,<br />did you use the Earls 14 x 1.5 or is it some other size back at the pump?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/003302.cgi
A||||2||redheat86||motor seized last night, where to buy new one?||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||09-14-2003||08:45 PM||||Im in the twin cities area,Mn and the motor  siezed up on me, where can i get a new motor for it? <br /><br />thanks||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||09-14-2003||08:51 PM||||Junkyard. Ebay, importer. Google is your friend<br /><br />What are you looking for? New , used, "JDM".<br />How much are you looking to spend?<br />How complete?<br />Warranty?<br /><br />What kind of damage? Broken timing belt, balance shaft bearing, no oil????||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||broke down||09-15-2003||02:31 PM||||be VERY careful who you buy it from, IMO.  Go to raod race and look at the vendors they suggest.  Leave a couple of extra weeks, because they will likely take longer to get it to you than they say.  Also check things like the oil pan, flywheel...I bought an engine from the brickyard in Indianapolis, and they said it was from a manual trans car, but it wasn't, hence different cams.  Also, I bought a motor from Rising Sun.  They took forever, ruined my vacation that was supposed to be spent working on my new engine that showed up a week late.  Then I got it in, a realized that the oil pan was off of a non turbo car (thank god the motor was from a turbo car), so I had to go buy a tubro car oil pan, which has a port in front for the oil return line.  To summarize, check them out, ask questions, no what your getting into, don't rush into it.  Isn't Road Race rebuilding blocks now???||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/003303.cgi
A||||3||chadhayashi||RPM display differences||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||09-14-2003||09:10 PM||||I went out last night for a little while. As I was driving around I noticed something new and odd.<br />At idle ~800 rpm, my S-AFR shows 600-650 rpm.<br />At 3500 the AFR shows 2800<br />And at 7000 rpm the AFR shows 5500.<br />My tach, logger and AVC-R all show rpm as the same but the S-AFR is way off and gets worse as rpm rises. The S-AFR taps the rpm signal wire just like the AVC-R. <br />     Is the AFR on the way out? It seems to me like it may be. I'm not really happy w/ this item. I bought it because HKS advertised that it had more set points than the AFC, and it could compensate for atmosphere BOV's. Which mine is not doing. I bought this thing in 2001 and it was 2wks out of the 1yr warranty before I installed it. My loss I guess.<br />Also, I only have 1 throttle map to adjust. i.e. no low and high throttle. After seeing #333 469whp dyno post w/ only the MAF translator. I'm thinking I will not need this POS anyway.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-15-2003||12:41 PM||||Perhaps the voltage drop is too much for the rpm signal to continue, or the settings are incorrect on the unit itself.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Invader||09-15-2003||03:38 PM||||Sounds like it's set to a 6-cylinder setting...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-15-2003||05:02 PM||||I would also assume its set to a 6 cylinder engine. I didnt do the math, but its a simple ratio to find out for sure (or just check the settings).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003304.cgi
A||||5||229of1000||Tranny swap.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||09-14-2003||11:57 PM||||Well we started tearing down the galants last night.  Neither me or my friend had ever done a transmission job on a GVR4, but we tore into it.  The first car took several hours because we were going slow, figuring out what to do.  The second car took us an hour and a half to get the trans, clutch, and flywheel out.  Big improvement.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyway, the only thing that fought us was the passenger axle on both cars.  We managed to get them both out by dropping the trans some and then prying it out, but there must be a trick to it that we didn't know.  It just seemed harder than it should've.  How does everyone else do it?<br /><br />Turns out the clutch in the '91 was toast.  I was swapping in the beefed up tranny, act 2600, and aluminum flywheel out of the '92, so it doesn't really matter.  But now I have to buy another OEM clutch to go in the car I am selling.  <br /><br />Overall these tranny jobs aren't as bad as they are chalked up to be.  Of course, I'm not finished yet.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I will have some pictures tomorrow.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||16GVR4||09-15-2003||12:15 AM||||When I did my tranny, I used a pry-bar to get the axle out. Of course, don't use the pry-bar anywhere close to the boot. I simply positioned the pry-bar, and popped it out.<br /><br />By far the hardest part for me was to reattach the transmission. I found that you kinda have to tilt the transmission a little bit to reinstall.<br /><br />Good luck.<br />BTW, one hour and a half to drop transmission is awesome. It took me like 8 hours to drop mine, doing it with jackstands. Did you have access to a lift.<br /><br />-Luke||64.168.26.183||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||09-15-2003||12:21 AM||||Wait 'til you try to get it back in. Try to get it to line up well enough to start one of the two (or both) top bolts. I used the starter bolts to start because they are longer. Then manhandle it 'til the input shaft slips into the splines on the clutch disc. After that it's cake.<br /><br />The stock tire iron works great for getting the driveaxles out of the tranny.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-15-2003||01:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 16GVR4:<br /><strong><br />BTW, one hour and a half to drop transmission is awesome. It took me like 8 hours to drop mine, doing it with jackstands.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No lift, front of the car was up on jackstands.  We put a 4x4 block of wood inbetween the jack and the car to get extra height, then put huge jackstands under it.  The bumper is like 3 feet off the ground.  Then we used a small floor jack to lower the tranny.<br /><br />Also, part of why the '91 went so fast is because I have already ripped out all of the emissions stuff, the battery is in the trunk, and it has a dejon intake.  That *really* opens it up under there.  The cruise control is getting yanked soon.  Plus the car is absolutely rust free.<br /><br />Thanks for the tips.  If this project goes well I might start doing clutch swaps for local DSMers.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Oh yeah, I forgot.  The boot by the rotor ripped (or may have already been ripped) on the passenger axle.  More work.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||09-15-2003||02:12 AM||||It's pretty common to rip the cv boots when doing a clutch unless the boots are fairly new.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||09-15-2003||06:23 PM||||I got the passenger axle out to fix the bad CV boot.  Getting the axle out and the boot off was cake, but I can't get the outer joint off of the axle.  The VFAQ says to smack it with a hammer and it will pop off.  I've been smacking the crap out of it and no luck.  Do I need to quit being a girl and it hit really hard, or is there something I'm missing?||12.92.27.156||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/003305.cgi
A||||7||GVR-4||Tranny &amp; diff questons||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||09-15-2003||12:40 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Ok, so I took out my tranny for a rebuild and swapped in a friends loaner with a broken center diff so I won't have any down time. I didn't know the center diff was shot. How long can I drive with a broken center diff? And secondly, does anyone have the stock T/E/L 1st gear in their Galant? I like the lower 1st gear; it adds to the drivability of the car. Since I'm gonna rebuild my tranny, I'm leaning toward the T/E/L 1st gear. What do you guys think?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||91GVR4||09-15-2003||12:59 AM||||I had my trany done by TRE this summer and got a stock T/E/L 1st grear and shaft put in it cuz mine was shot, he had it in stock, and it was much cheeper then ordering a galant 1st gear.<br /><br />Anyway, I like it. It is short so you don't stay in it long, but gets the car moving nicely. I also have an ACT 2600lb cluch and I don't have try and slip as much on take off with the T/E/L 1st.||12.64.48.22||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||09-15-2003||01:03 AM||||Don't drive around with a broken center diff. It will couse more stuff to break inside the tranny once the broken gear pieces fall out of the diff.<br /><br />It is fun to drive with a broken diff tough. I had to drive my GSX home from the track one day after it broke the diff. Getting close to my house I got on it a little more agressivly, (wot)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  going sideways in third gear.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.229.89||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||curtis||09-15-2003||03:43 AM||||It could be that the center diff has a burnt thrust washer like mine did (It will lock up the diff).  TRE sells a new 8 bolt cap for arount 40 the washer is 5 and the long spider gear they will sell to or they might give you a used one. I ordered 1-4 sychros and a 1/2 hub and slider along with the center diff parts for 275.||65.144.95.157||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||09-15-2003||08:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91GVR4:<br /><strong> I got a stock T/E/L 1st gear put in. (It) gets the car moving nicely. I also have an ACT 2600lb cluch and I don't have to try and slip as much on take off with the T/E/L 1st. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I have found to be true with the T/E/L 1st gear in this loaner tranny. I like it.<br /><br />My tranny has a trashed 2nd gear synchro, but the diff is fine. I'm gonna go ahead and beef it up,  since I'm rebuilding it, to handle a stroker engine at some time in the future. I want double synchro 1st - 3rd, a four spider center diff, a front LSD, TRE shift forks and shift rails, and a 10% taller 5th gear. I'll leave the center (viscous) diff stock but will put a four bolt rear in in the Spring.<br /><br />What do you guys think between the Quaife and Kaaz front LSD's? The Kaaz is a couple hundred bucks cheaper and it uses clutches. Input (Harry)?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||09-15-2003||07:43 PM||||Anyone...||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||09-15-2003||09:31 PM||||Everything I've read said the GVR4 1st great is taller and <i>stronger</i> than the TEL.  When my rebuild is under way, I'm keeping it.<br /><br />And yeah, don't drive on a broken diff.  Your friend will be pissed when he finds out the whole thing is trash when you're done with it.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||GalantVR41062||09-15-2003||11:54 PM||||yes driving with a broken stuff in the tranny is bad.  Go with the clutch type lsd it is the best at what it needs to do.  Gear type and viscous are not cool.  The gear type uses friction on gears in a case and viscouse use fluid and heat, so they are not always LSD's.  You can get 1 wheel wonders still.  But clutch's there is a constant friction with clutch disks.  Or get 3 spools and go straight really fast.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum2/003306.cgi
A||||5||broke down||fuel pressure bleeding off-aeromotive regulator?||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||09-15-2003||09:13 AM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I just installed an Aeromotive regulator, have tried two different sets of injectors.  Every time I shut the car off now, the fuel pressure drops to zero.  Shouldn't the pressure stay at whatever the regulator's static pressure is set at?  Also, I am using an Actron fuel pressure guage for the time being, the kind they sell at Advanced Auto parts or Auto zone.  The guage has an air bleed right on the guage, but I can't get anything to come out when I bleed it.  Shouldn't I be able to get some fuel out of there?  It comes out of the guage's hose when I unthread it from the regulator.  Any ideas?  I'm afraid that my static pressure isn't correct beause of air in the guage's line.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||galantvr4us||09-15-2003||09:34 AM||||I might be wrong but sounds like the check valve isn't working.  Thats what keeps pressure in your fuel line.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000002||GalantVR41062||09-15-2003||10:38 AM||||My car does that aswell.  And another Talon that I put one on did the same thing, dont worry about it.  The fuel pump primes itself as you turn the key on anyway.  What check valve, I did not know there was a check valve, unless its in the return line.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000003||broke down||09-15-2003||10:46 AM||||should be a check valve in the fuel pump itself.  Most have one, and an efi car shoulh hold pressure for a while.  The reasons they don't are fuel pump check valve, leaking injector, or regulator that doesn't hold.  What I was wanting to know is if the aeromotive regulator should hold pressure.  I would think that they are supposed to, but wanted to check.  Thanks||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-15-2003||12:24 PM||||I seem to recall hearing that if your O-ring didn't seal on your fuel pump install you'll get the same problem.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||broke down||09-15-2003||01:34 PM||||Thanks Hertz, I'll check that out.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/003307.cgi
A||||8||Matticus||Noise/Vibration when wet.||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||09-15-2003||09:29 AM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Lately when it is raining heavy my car has been making an awful noise and it vibrating.  When dry, or normal rain it is totally silent and smooth.  The noise is like a very high pitch humming/squealing noise.  Hitting the brakes really doesn't change it, and as my speed comes down and coming to a stop I hear a grinding noise.  With all of this noise come some vibrations in the car.  When there is no noise, there are no vibrations.  Is this a bad wheeling bearing causing this perhaps?||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||09-15-2003||09:37 AM||||Aftermarket exhaust or stock?<br /><br />The noise is an exhaust hanger on the drive-shaft.  The metal contracts suddenly when wet and the hanger in the middle that crosses over the driveshaft buts up against it.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||09-15-2003||09:42 AM||||Well, you know what I do have a 3 inch cat back.  Good call Dan.  Maybe once the monsoon stops I will go out and check it.  Thank you.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-15-2003||12:25 PM||||Hmm, I get the same thing (3").  What's the fix?  Bend it out a bit?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||RayH||09-15-2003||12:52 PM||||Might want to check for a torn CV boot.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||09-15-2003||01:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> Might want to check for a torn CV boot. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Had that problem 2 weeks ago, replaced both front axles.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||09-15-2003||02:39 PM||||A torch and a hammer fixed it for me.  You can clearly see on the driveshaft and the hanger where the two touched.<br /><br />I pulled the exhaust,  heated the hanger up and then beat it with a hammer into a "better" shape.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||09-15-2003||06:30 PM||||Hehe, I just kept driving until it "fixed" itself.  I guess getting hot and suddenly wet/cold weakened the metal, as the problematic hanger simply snapped off.  Of course, that didn't take long in an Oregon winter.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||hecdws||09-15-2003||08:12 PM||||my car does the same thing i raised the exhaust a bit also(3" muffler shop special). still there once in a while but not as bad almost not even noticable if the radio is on.<br /><br />later hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum2/003308.cgi
A||||8||agrabau||HKS intercooler on ebay ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-15-2003||12:31 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||I'd like to get some feedback on it. I'm thinking of buying it but it may be a little small<br /><br />it's 10.25 by 9.85 by 2.5 thick (that's the core size) the endtanks are cast with 2.5 in and outlet. It looks like it'll fit my car well but I can't decide if it's big enough for the 16G. <br /><br />What do you guys think? <br /><br />PS- no one buy it! <br /><br />Al||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-15-2003||12:40 PM||||i got a modine core you can have for 50 bucks + shipping.  no end tanks, never been on a car.  it does have a ding in it.  16 X 7.5 X 2.75 internally finned.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||09-15-2003||12:57 PM||||Ken, that sounds like a good deal. Where do I get tanks that fit? I'm not sure I want to ask for more aluminium welding favors from my friend though. What do you think about the HKS one?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-15-2003||01:03 PM||||Is that bar & plate or tube & fin?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||09-15-2003||01:07 PM||||Ryan, this is bar and fin right? <br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33742&item=2432860825" target="_blank">Boostboostboost</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-15-2003||01:30 PM||||Looks like extruded tube & fin.  Thanks for the link, I'll bid on it and let you know what it is when I win.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.are.com.au/techtalk/intecoolersMR.htm#Bar%20and%20Plate%20or%20Tube%20and%20Fin?" target="_blank">Good link on intercooler design</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||09-15-2003||01:36 PM||||Thats a Tube & fin setup. HKS, Greddy and Blitz are like that. The only Jap comapney that uses bar and plate is ARC and they are the best and most expensive. In case anyone was wondering they have 3 kits for our cars but they are a little over 2k.||64.63.217.93||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||09-15-2003||01:42 PM||||IS IT BIG ENOUGH?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||09-15-2003||01:54 PM||||Alex, not sure it this will help much, but if you go to Bell Intercoolers web site, they show their core sizes (tons of them) and what CFM they all flow.  That might give you a rough idea if this one you're looking at is big enough for how many CFM's you plan on pushing through the 16G.  <br />Good luck.<br />Kevin||167.142.22.242||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/003309.cgi
A||||6||crucible||AFC needed?||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||09-15-2003||03:34 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Just curious if I NEED an AFC for 510 inj and 190 pump.I have 14b(14psi),2.5 exhaust,hard intake,rewired stock pump,160 across cylinders.<br />Would like to up the boost a bit cuz we eastcoasters get 93 oct or 94 at Sunoco.<br /><br /><br />TIA<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-15-2003||05:03 PM||||It has been debated in a few topics wether you need an AFC to control the 510cc's. I dont thionk you do. Modern ECUs have a wider range of control and <i>should</i> be able to work correctly. the 510's are only 10% larger.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||09-15-2003||07:22 PM||||your post says you have a 190 pump, then it says a rewired stock pump.  imho, you need fuel control, and an afpr if you are running a 190 pump.  also, i believe there are 2 types of the 510's, one is for our stock(37 psi), and the others are for 43 psi.  some of the later ones are dual diffuser tips.  the car will run without fuel or afpr, it will run a lot better tuned with them.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||crucible||09-15-2003||07:57 PM||||Sorry bout the confusion.<br />Meant to say that I have 510's and 190 on hand,not yet installed.Ive read the posts on the 255 pump but wasnt sure if I needed an AFPR and/or AFC with the 510 and 190.I was going to hold off until I could get an AFC but If there was enough support from you guys saying I probably wouldnt need those then I would put the 510 and 190 in.<br /><br />Dunno||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||hecdws||09-15-2003||08:07 PM||||ok here goes i just put my 510's this weekend(do they count has a jdm point). well at first i thaught just plug and play right, wrong, the car ran pig rich and would stall when coming to a stop. i fixed it by leaning out the maf translator 10% to the 500cc setting. left my boost where it was and no other tuning other then the base setting and the car feels alot stronger. no more timing being pulled. but i do plan on geting a adj. fuel regulator and dyno time to set the 510's at there max on 94 oct.<br /><br /><br />later hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||09-16-2003||11:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong>  Modern ECUs have a wider range of control and <i>should</i> be able to work correctly. the 510's are only 10% larger. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The more I work with these ECU's, the more I tend to disagree. Many people mistakenly think that the 60-140 fueltrim value is the same as percentage of fuel added or subtracted, but I don't think it is. Its just a relative value IMHO. Have you ever changed your AFC 5% and watched the trims. They move a whole lot more than 5! Just a change of 1 or 2% on the AFC can make the trims move significantly. Mike Licht, the MAFT guru, recently mentioned that the trims are more like 4:1, which seems more like it. Which means that at 140, the most an ECU can correct for is 10% more fuel. So, my guess would be that the 510's would max out the fueltrims.<br />This is all just my theory, nothing except my experience with the ECU and trims to back it up. Also, I will shortly have a chip that would subtract the extra fuel without an AFC, if that would help.||68.154.99.81||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||09-16-2003||11:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> It has been debated in a few topics wether you need an AFC to control the 510cc's. I dont thionk you do. Modern ECUs have a wider range of control and <i>should</i> be able to work correctly. the 510's are only 10% larger. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Speaking from experience, you cannot just drop in 510cc injectors and expect them to work without compensation.  Blufalcon did it here locally it and his car run sickly rich until he changed the setup.  <br /><br />Jeff is completely right about the fuel trims not being scaled like actual fuel compensation.  In tuning my 550's and 720's, I've noticed that about 1% on the AFC is about 4 or 5 on the fuel trims.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003310.cgi
A||||4||Dan D||o2 - dp stud size||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||09-15-2003||04:52 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||The studs on the o2 housing that the fit into the downpipe slots.  What thread size & pitch.  One of my nuts managed to wiggle itself loose.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-15-2003||05:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong>One of my nuts managed to wiggle itself loose. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like a personal problem!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Actually I need to know this too.  While removing the DP nuts during the tranny job, it wouldn't turn at all, then it started turning fine.  The whole stud came out with the nut locked on to it and the threads all mangled.  Nice.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.92.27.156||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||09-15-2003||05:25 PM||||12 X 28 mm if I got the right ones.  OE pn is MD089315.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||09-17-2003||01:24 AM||||I think it's 12 x 1.25||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||rigd||09-19-2003||02:15 PM||||Check your local Napa Auto part store. They should have that size for you. I just purchased a few nuts and bolts for the O2 housing and the cat.||66.125.174.3||reg||1||rigd||00000677||yes



ubb/Forum2/003311.cgi
A||||6||ayvr4||will it?||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||09-15-2003||05:41 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||want to slap this tranny in.<br />here are the #'s from the tranny:<br /><br />W5M332NQBK<br />  JU4752<br /><br />does anyone know if it will work???<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-15-2003||07:16 PM||||yup.  that IS  the vr4 trans.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||09-16-2003||02:00 AM||||Thats the one I have (well the same series). It is supposedly a USDM tranny code.<br /><br />Here is the info I have:<br /><br />US TEL 1G 3/89 - 6/90 (shift link) -> w5m332npzs<br />US TEL 1G 6/90 - 2/94 -> w5m332npxv<br />US TEL 2G 3/94 - 6/96 -> w5m332npzt<br />US TEL 2G 7/96 and up -> w5m332muzt<br /><br /><b>US spec GVR4 to 4/92 -> w5m332nqbk</b><br />US spec GVR4 5/92 and up -> w5m332nqbm<br /><br />US Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 6/89-5/90 -> w5m312vqzh<br />US Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 6/90-5/92 -> w5m312vqbk||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-16-2003||02:01 AM||||I think that this info may be wrong if you are getting a real JDM tranny. <br /><br />This info was posted on this board by a few people, actually, now that I have searched for it.<br /><br />As I understood the info, W5M332NQ__ is a for a US spec GVR4. I took that to mean its from a US GVR4 and how could we get these trannies from Japan if they're for a US spec car ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-16-2003||12:52 PM||||My whole car came from Japan, so I guess I don't understand the question.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||09-19-2003||12:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Thats the one I have (well the same series). It is supposedly a USDM tranny code.<br /><br />Here is the info I have:<br /><br />US TEL 1G 3/89 - 6/90 (shift link) -> w5m332npzs<br />US TEL 1G 6/90 - 2/94 -> w5m332npxv<br />US TEL 2G 3/94 - 6/96 -> w5m332npzt<br />US TEL 2G 7/96 and up -> w5m332muzt<br /><br /><b>US spec GVR4 to 4/92 -> w5m332nqbk</b><br />US spec GVR4 5/92 and up -> w5m332nqbm<br /><br />US Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 6/89-5/90 -> w5m312vqzh<br />US Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 6/90-5/92 -> w5m312vqbk </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so which ones will not work?<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||09-19-2003||01:01 PM||||Hertz, ok, I see what your saying. Yea, I guess thats right. Sorry.<br /><br />Here is more of that list of trannies including ones that do not work:<br /><br />> W5M33-2-NQBK 91-2 Galant VR4 up to 4/92<br />> W5M33-2-NQBM 92 Galant VR4 mfg 5/92<br />> W5M33-2-NPXV 91-94 Eclipse AWD 5spd mfg 6/90-2/94<br />> W5M33-2-NNZT 95? Eclipse AWD 5spd mfg 3/94 [not sure about this <br />one]<br />> W5M33-2-NPZT 95-96 Eclipse AWD 5spd mfg 3/94-6/96<br /><br />These DONT work:<br /><br />> W5MG1-0-FNBR 3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 4/90-5/92<br />> W5MG1-1-FNCR 3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 11/91-5/92<br />> W5MG1-2-FNBR or FCNR 3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 6/92-9/92<br />> W5MG1-3-FNBR or FCNR 3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 10/92-5/93<br />> W6MG1-0-FNBR 3000GT 4WD w/ or w/o 4WS, 6spd mfg 6/93-end<br />> <br />> W5M33-2-NPZS 89-90 Eclipse AWD 5spd turbo mfg 3/89-6/90 [change <br />> shift linkage]<br />> W5M33-2-MUZT 97-99 Eclipse AWD 5spd turbo mfg 7/96-end<br />> <br />> W5M31-2-VQZH Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 6/89-5/90<br />> W5M31-2-VQBK Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 6/90-5/92<br />> <br />> W5M31-2-VNXL Expo-LRV 1.8 AWD non-turbo 5spd<br />> W5M33-2-NNXL Expo-LRV 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd<br />> W5M33-2-NNXL Expo 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 6/92-2/94<br />> W5M33-2-NNXZ Expo 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 5/91-5/92<br /><br /><br />These DO work:<br /><br />US TEL 1G 6/90 - 2/94 -> w5m332npxv<br />US TEL 2G 3/94 - 6/96 -> w5m332npzt<br />US TEL 2G 7/96 and up -> w5m332muzt<br /><br />US spec GVR4 to 4/92 -> w5m332nqbk<br />US spec GVR4 5/92 and up -> w5m332nqbm<br /><br /><br />All of that info was gathered from various posts on this board. I hate to tell you that I dont take responsibility for the accuracy of it. I do, however, think it is correct. Also, tranny VINs that start with "W5M332" are for Turbo, 1G, GVR4, and Evo 1-3 cars (all of these, AWD). If you get a tranny from after ~94 (I think) and it fits, the you now have much better synchros.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003312.cgi
A||||12||Dan D||Confusing Fuel Problem||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||09-15-2003||05:51 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Can get much into boost (over 3-4psi) without lots of knock: 15-30 depending on gear and how long before I let go.<br /><br />Pertinent info: 550�s, 14b, s-afc, 1g mas with lower chamber divider gone, new plugs, new wires, new fuel filter, 3g lifters, new knock sensor, whinebro pump(non-high press),  base timing at 4 btdc.<br /><br />No boost leaks<br />Rewired, or unrewired pump doesn�t change it<br />02 cycles fast<br />idle switch works<br />Low/Mid Fuel trims are pegged 139<br /><br />I�ve tried just about everything I can think of fuel-wise with the afc.  To get the low trim to start coming down I have to go +5 and the car starts spewing smoke.  Running pig rich or way to lean on the afc doesn�t seem to affect the knock.  I hear no mechanical noises, no lifter tick.<br /><br />Things don�t seem to add up.  The ecu tells me it�s too lean so I richen it up and it spits smoke and stinks like fuel.  To get the knock to subside even a little bit at WOT, I have to jack the injector duty cycles up ridiculously high.  9psi on a 14b don�t need 90% dty from 550�s, but the leaner I go, the worse it gets. <br /><br />Anyone with ideas?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||09-15-2003||06:31 PM||||you have noisy lifters ? running real rich ? Id suspect the sensor too. What fuel pressure ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||09-15-2003||06:35 PM||||Did you even read my post?<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> 3g lifters, new knock sensor </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I hear no mechanical noises, no lifter tick.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||Matt379||09-15-2003||06:37 PM||||What is your fuel pressure? A friend of mine was having syptoms like yours and he was having way too much fuel pressure.<br /><br />You might want to take a look at that.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||09-15-2003||06:48 PM||||That's what I've been looking at, I'm going to go get a mechanical gauge tomorrow.  I'm actually leaning toward too-little pressure.  I've had the pump on there with no afpr for 3 1/2 years now so regardless of whether it's overruning the fpr, it hasn't always done this.  Perhaps the fpr gave out.  <br /><br />What I'm really afraid of is something like a blocked line or torn fuel hose liner.  You know, one of those fun things that you don't figure out till you've spent thousands replacing every part on the car.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-16-2003||12:59 PM||||I vote for fucked FPR.<br /><br />Otherwise, your stock(?) pump is dying and/or the in-tank fuel pump filter is getting clogged.<br /><br />I have far less mods, but I'm battling similar issues.  My stock FPR leaks slightly from the vacuum nipple.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||09-16-2003||04:45 PM||||I went to the local yank-your-own and found a fpr.  $1.50 and face full of fuel (oops) later, the WOT behavior is apparently restored.  <br />65% dty, <br />.90 o2, <br />zero knock <br />at 13psi.  <br /><br />It felt rich, it still is bit, but just a rough tune with the replacment regulator and it a lot better.<br /><br />The idle fuel trims and o2 still misbehave but mid throttle is better.  I need to check on some possible exhaust leaks that might be making the o2 read falsely lean at idle.<br /><br /> To add to it after a re-read of the FSM I decided to check on the barometric pressure sensor.  It is stuck at 99.  It has 5V and reads 0 at the ecu when unplugged, but when plugged in it stuck at 99.  Anyone know anything about that?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||09-16-2003||09:34 PM||||I KNEW IT!  Damn, I'm good.  Now if *I* could just get one of those $1.50 FPRs.  I thought someone was going to donate one to me...<br /><br />Did you reset your ECU after this?  Might take an hour to get the trims/octane value back in line otherwise.<br /><br />Would an exhaust leak really skew the O2 reading?  It would have to be leaking from the manifold, right?<br /><br />That doesn't sound like proper behavior for the sensor -- but wouldn't it throw a code?||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Dan D||09-16-2003||09:43 PM||||The o2 has to be really kaput for it to throw a code.<br /><br />I left the ecu alone to see if the trims would start returning to normal.  After some test driving, the high and mid trims are near 100, but the low remains stuck near 139.<br /><br />I notice now that I get irradic idle injector dty behavior.  Sometimes at idle they are 9%, sometimes 4%, sometimes 1%.  The values don't jump around, just after cruising along I come to a stop, take it out of gear and the duty cycles are different than last time. It idles at the same rpm and everything else.  Odd?<br /><br />I need to sort out this baro-sensor problem, fix the exhaust leak and then maybe I'll be able to sort out the idle fuel problems.  At least for now, the car feels good on the gas.  Time to start saving for a good afpr so I don't have this happen again.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||09-17-2003||04:19 PM||||On my drive to work my barometric sensor read 98 the whole way.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||Dan D||09-17-2003||05:19 PM||||Thanks Ryan.  Jeff (keydiver) also told me this is normal behavior.<br /><br />Anyways,  pulled the boost back up to 14.5 like I normally run.  Looking good.  70% dutys, zero knock.  The weirdo behavior near idle is not bothering the car driving around much.  It just either runs really lean, or stinks like fuel at idle.  Oh Well, I'll sort it out after I finish moving.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||09-17-2003||11:12 PM||||Sounds like my car, but still waiting on a stock FPR to swap.  Bob loaned me his 450cc injectors so I can try swapping suspect ones, or better still, have a set cleaned.  Also got all the parts for my fuel pump swap, but I'm thinking about waiting to acquire an AFPR first -- dsmparts.com has a good deal on the Aeromotive unit.<br /><br />Otherwise, with spirited driving the car behaves fine -- it's when I'm "driving normal" that I get knock.||67.162.75.72||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||Dan D||09-18-2003||04:33 AM||||If you haven't replaced the lifters, that made a big difference in part-throttle knock for me.  30-40% throttle around 3000 rpm would always give me big knock sums before I replaced them.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/003313.cgi
A||||2||satriavr4||Looking for wiring diagram||||1||||satriavr4||00002373
Z||000000||satriavr4||09-16-2003||12:46 AM||zairulvr4@hotmail.com||Hi, i'm new here.<br />Please can someone here tell me where to find wiring diagram for 1990 galant 4G63 turbo that shows wire from the ECU goes to where.<br />I'm using 4G63T in my Proton Satria.<br />Please reply or email me ASAP.<br />Thanks.||210.195.60.12||reg||1||satriavr4||00002373||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-16-2003||01:39 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ecu-harness-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ecu-harness-1G.html</a><br /><br /><br />Everything you need to know about these cars can be found by searching this site and using the  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">VFAQ's</a> <br /><br />I dont know how accurate this pin out is as it only caused me problems when I used it to install my SAFC. The problems could have been me though, so Im not sure either way.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||satriavr4||09-17-2003||12:24 AM||||thank you very much for the info....||210.195.60.18||reg||12||satriavr4||00002373||yes



ubb/Forum2/003314.cgi
A||||4||slvrblt||225/60/15 ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||09-16-2003||02:38 AM||||I know this has been discussed before, but what do the 225s look like on the stock wheel ? Do they stick out and look odd or are they ok ? How much more sidewall is there than a stock tire (195/60/15) ?<br /><br />Thanks for any input.<br /><br />EDIT:<br /><br />I found the formulas for side wall, rolling area, diameter of the tire (mounted) and other such stuff. But how do the 225/60/15s look on our cars stock wheels ? And how much more sidewall =flex is ther when you add .8' to the sidewall ? Is that something I am going to notice (assuming only changing the tire size, not the model) ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||09-16-2003||07:38 AM||||I am not sure if any tire place would mount that tire on stock wheels.  It is unsafe.  225 is too wide to fit on stock wheels.  They will "fit" but it is not recommended by ANY tire manufacture.  Drive at your own risk.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||Jon||09-16-2003||07:59 AM||||225/50 15" tires on stock 92 wheels.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jgr_92_wheels_1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jgr_back.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />After those tires, I went with 195/60.  Same brand and model tire too. The 195/60 tire got much better traction.  Not sure why though.<br /><br />Victor Brant ran 225/50 drag radials on stock wheels and ran awesome times.  Mid 11's with a sleeper 16G and rather low mph for the et.  In other words, he hooked up rather well plus he drove it well.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-16-2003||02:47 PM||||Those dont look bad, but I think I am going with soem 205/55/15 Continental Extereme Contacts @70/ea from TireRack.<br /><br /><br />Thanks.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Gvr4-330||09-16-2003||11:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Those dont look bad, but I think I am going with soem 205/55/15 Continental Extereme Contacts @70/ea from TireRack.<br /><br /><br />Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got mine today!!!! Mounting them tomorrow.  I hope they work well.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.213||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum2/003315.cgi
A||||1||agrabau||Aux. Water temp Gauge ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-16-2003||08:39 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||Is anyone using one? I'm wondering which port they used on the thermostat housing and if it's BSPT thread of NPT for the sender, which sender et cetera. Really any feedback would be nice. I think I need one as I have no way of knowing the water temp now. <br /><br />My impression is that I can use a 1/8npt in one of the ports on the thermostat housing but I'm not sure. <br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||09-16-2003||12:08 PM||||i'm using a greddy one in one of the thermostat housing places. Using an adaptor from whatever size the hole was to 1/8 npt for the sender. Don't know if it's *actually* npt in the thermo housing but it doesn't leak with the teflon tape a bit.||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/003316.cgi
A||||26||V8EATER||Help!  grinding from the t-case||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||09-16-2003||09:46 AM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||ok, just picked up my new vr-4, and now, between 2500 and 4000, sometimes it grinds.  sounds very loud, my guess is it's the transfer case, but it could be the drive shaft.  any one else had this problem?  any help is much appreciated.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-16-2003||09:58 AM||||Don't drive it<br />Check the t-case fluid.<br /><br />Post your VIN and the Iceman himself will tell you if you have a open recall on that t-case.<br /><br />Also, if you didn't buy your car from a list member, then give him the number, color, and options so he can better track our cars.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||09-16-2003||10:28 AM||||ok, iceman, vin is:<br /><br />ja3cx56u0nz009881<br /><br />bought from shannon knopflein, 1992 nile black, sunroof, 545/1k.  <br /><br />also, where do i check the t-case fluid level?  n00b question, no doubt, but important.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||09-16-2003||11:18 AM||||On the front of the transfer case there's a plug. I'm pretty sure it's 17mm. Crack the plug loose and dip your pinky in there and see if you can touch the fluid level. You're supposed to fill it 'til it just starts to run out. Obviously the angle of the car is a factor. Try to make sure the car is as close to level as possible.<br /><br />Are you sure it's the transfer case making the noise?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||V8EATER||09-16-2003||11:51 AM||||No, i can't. i did a search, and it yielded results showing others have had this problem.  it could be a wheel bearing, the t-case, or the driveshaft carrier bearings.  the sound is metal-metal, and it seems to be coming from in front of the firewall, where the t-case is.  i get vibration in the gas pedal, and i can get the car to stop making the noise by accellerating past 4000, or by depressing the clutch pedal 2 or 3 times.  any thoughts on what it might be?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-16-2003||12:50 PM||||Hmm, the "depress the clutch 2 or 3 times" sounds suspicious.  Guess: clutch throwout bearing?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||V8EATER||09-16-2003||01:07 PM||||new act 2600 assembly 7k ago.  it doesn't always work, but i have an appointment tomorrow at the dealer.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000007||V8EATER||09-16-2003||01:26 PM||||"IT" meaning depressing the clutch to stop the noise, not the clutch itself.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000008||meshwork||09-16-2003||01:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> new act 2600 assembly 7k ago.  it doesn't always work, but i have an appointment tomorrow at the dealer. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Installing a new clutch often makes the TOB make noise. Thats why everyone here suggests changing everything. The clutch might have been done, but not the TOB.<br /><br />If you can feel it in the pedal, however, it might be something else. Maybe a combination of problems? Bent wheel?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000009||V8EATER||09-16-2003||02:35 PM||||No bent wheels, it's straight as an arrow.  the grinding could be low t-case fluid, as it's been in and out of the car during the rebuild and it's never been checked by a dealer, but that will be fixed tomorrow. it's intermittent, and it seems only to happen in the middle of the tach, 2500-4000 in any gear.  it sounds like either a driveshaft bearing that has come loose in it's seat, or something in the t-case, just forward of my feet.  the vibration is not in the pedal, but is being conducted to the pedal through something else.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000010||V8EATER||09-16-2003||05:00 PM||||ok, took it out over my lunch hour, not one problem.  hopefully the dealer can tell me what the problem is.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||09-16-2003||05:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> ok, took it out over my lunch hour, not one problem.  hopefully the dealer can tell me what the problem is. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd chat with your local DSM club to see if someone can take a look at the problem with you.<br />  I'm sure the local dealer can tell you, you have a problem after a 30 min smoke break, uh- I mean diagnostic.  We call them SATAN for a reason   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||V8EATER||09-16-2003||05:36 PM||||thanks, i'll do that.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000013||V8EATER||09-17-2003||10:12 PM||||ok, well, SATAN, i mean the dealer called, and guess what?  the t-case is fucked.  but, mitsubishi is buying me a new one because of the recall.  thanks for all your help in trying to figure out what the problem was.||205.188.208.166||reg||10||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||09-17-2003||11:02 PM||||Oh, by the way, there is a recall on the transfer case.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.162.75.72||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||spoulson||09-17-2003||11:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Oh, by the way, there is a recall on the transfer case.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Speaking of which, does this recall apply to all DSMs and GVR4 t-cases?  I called satan about mine and after giving them the VIN, they said the recall does not apply to my vehicle.  Is that possible?||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||09-17-2003||11:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Oh, by the way, there is a recall on the transfer case.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Speaking of which, does this recall apply to all DSMs and GVR4 t-cases?  I called satan about mine and after giving them the VIN, they said the recall does not apply to my vehicle.  Is that possible? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Call anoher dealer.Maybe iceman can cheack.<br /><br />I think it is from 89-98.  If it is a 1G, it for sure has a recall.<br /><br />Also check <a href="http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/." target="_blank">http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/.</a><br /><br />If you have a recall, file a complaint aginst the dealer who said you didn't have one.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||09-18-2003||12:27 AM||||more <a href="http://www.safetyalerts.com/rcls/nhtsa/pr98nhtsa/jul98/98v168.htm" target="_blank">Recall information</a>||67.162.75.72||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||spoulson||09-18-2003||08:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>I think it is from 89-98.  If it is a 1G, it for sure has a recall.<br /><br />Also check  <a href="http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/." target="_blank">http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/.</a> <br /><br />If you have a recall, file a complaint aginst the dealer who said you didn't have one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">First, it was Conicelli that told me a month ago that there is no outstanding recall on my car, and that no recall had been performed on it.<br /><br />Second, I went on nhtsa's site and got this <a href="http://152.122.48.12/prepos/files/Artemis/Public/Recalls/1998/V/RC-98V168-NN.PDF" target="_blank">document link</a>.  Unfortunately this document is very vague.  It says it applies to all 90-92 Galant AWD vehicles, but then goes on to describe problems with 90-98 Eclipse GSX drivetrains.  Then it says none of this applies to the Galant because they were all manufactured in Japan, which did not see variances in oil fill and stake.  Hmm... WTF?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000019||gvr4ever||09-18-2003||09:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>I think it is from 89-98.  If it is a 1G, it for sure has a recall.<br /><br />Also check   <a href="http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/." target="_blank">http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/.</a>  <br /><br />If you have a recall, file a complaint aginst the dealer who said you didn't have one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">First, it was Conicelli that told me a month ago that there is no outstanding recall on my car, and that no recall had been performed on it.<br /><br />Second, I went on nhtsa's site and got this <a href="http://152.122.48.12/prepos/files/Artemis/Public/Recalls/1998/V/RC-98V168-NN.PDF" target="_blank">document link</a>.  Unfortunately this document is very vague.  It says it applies to all 90-92 Galant AWD vehicles, but then goes on to describe problems with 90-98 Eclipse GSX drivetrains.  Then it says none of this applies to the Galant because they were all manufactured in Japan, which did not see variances in oil fill and stake.  Hmm... WTF? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This site can be anoying to find your way around.  I sware they change it every month or so.<br /><br /><a href="http://www-odi.nhtsa.dot.gov/cars/problems/recalls/recallsearch.cfm" target="_blank">http://www-odi.nhtsa.dot.gov/cars/problems/recalls/recallsearch.cfm</a><br /><br />Do a search on your car.  If a recall doesn't show, then you don't have one.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000020||spoulson||09-18-2003||01:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>Do a search on your car.  If a recall doesn't show, then you don't have one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's where I got the link.  What I don't understand is does this document describe a recall, or does it describe something else?  There was no description to the link.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000021||V8EATER||09-18-2003||02:11 PM||||I called mitsubishi at the 800 number in one of those pages.  the person i talked to was absolutely the nicest person i've ever talked to who worked for a car company.  they will talk you through the recall, and tell you if your car is included in it.  i guess i'm a lucky one.....||66.136.155.145||reg||14||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000022||spoulson||09-18-2003||03:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> I called mitsubishi at the 800 number in one of those pages.  the person i talked to was absolutely the nicest person i've ever talked to who worked for a car company.  they will talk you through the recall, and tell you if your car is included in it.  i guess i'm a lucky one..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It would be awfully nice of you to provide us with the phone number you called, if you had such a good experience...||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000023||Hertz||09-18-2003||03:32 PM||||Was it this one?: 1-800-222-0037||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000024||V8EATER||09-18-2003||06:06 PM||||Yes, that's the one.  i figured since all of the links were there, you could be a big boy and find it all by yourself.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000025||V8EATER||09-18-2003||06:29 PM||||Yes, that's the one.  i figured since all of the links were there, you could be a big boy and find it all by yourself.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000026||spoulson||09-18-2003||09:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> Yes, that's the one.  i figured since all of the links were there, you could be a big boy and find it all by yourself.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, it's just easier to make you post it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />(and yes, I looked)||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum2/003317.cgi
A||||1||mikeyoung00||If you have an O2 sensor emergency...||||1||||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||09-16-2003||01:24 PM||||I saw a post in another thread wherein someone couldn't get his new o2 sensor to grab into the housing thread. Probably a thread problem, but the point was he had to get to work and thought he was stuck.<br /><br />You can drive the GVR4 without an O2 sensor installed. I just had my housing changed and had a thread problem. No replacement O2 sensor to be found even at the dealer. Had to be ordered. So the shop installed a plug.<br /><br />Well...the plug fell out on the road somewhere within a few hours. I didn't even know it at the time except that my crappy sounding exhaust sounded crappier than usual. But when I went to install the new sensor there was no plug...just an empty bung. But the car had run just fine if you didn't mind the check-engine light.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.71||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||BiggiB42||09-18-2003||12:43 AM||||i managed to get it to grab  i was having trouble with the angle||152.163.252.33||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes



ubb/Forum2/003318.cgi
A||||11||PRE-EVO||What are typical signs of a waterpump failing???||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-16-2003||02:00 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I'm guessing it's a leak of coolant and the sound of the bearings ticking as that is what I have. Is this correct?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-16-2003||02:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I'm guessing it's a leak of coolant and the sound of the bearings ticking as that is what I have. Is this correct? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can't wait to see the comments on this one now that I re-read it LOL.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||09-16-2003||02:07 PM||||Is there fluid coming out of the pee-pee hole on the pump?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||09-16-2003||02:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Is there fluid coming out of the pee-pee hole on the pump? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I haven't climbed underneath yet but it looks to be coming from that area.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||09-16-2003||02:15 PM||||The "pee pee" hole that Howard mentions is usually the most common.  My white one started that and then within a few days got to be a bad leak from it.  <br />Sorry to hear as now you'll have the "while I'm in there" situation as well...||167.142.22.215||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||09-16-2003||02:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> The "pee pee" hole that Howard mentions is usually the most common.  My white one started that and then within a few days got to be a bad leak from it.  <br />Sorry to hear as now you'll have the "while I'm in there" situation as well... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I just did my timing belt stuff 2-3 months ago and had a new waterpump sitting incase it needed it.<br />Should have done it then but I needed to go back in anyways.<br />My car has leaked more fluid in the past 2 weeks than the exon valdez. I've gone through 4qt's of mobil 1 synthetic gear lube, 1.5 pints of brake fluid, and now the coolant starts. <br />Just call 1530 the leaky drain for what it does to my wallet.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||09-16-2003||02:41 PM||||Yikes. Sorry to hear that.<br />Guess you could put individual drip containers under the various locations and "recycle"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I ended up spending an extra $100 on acc belts and misc this weekend doing the t-belt, b/s removal, water pump, etc and now regret not getting the crank pulley as that didn't look to great while we were in there...at least that's pretty easy to swap out.||167.142.22.215||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||BiggiB42||09-18-2003||12:33 AM||||i jsut replaced my water pump about a month ago. id drive 25 miles then my car would over heat cuz i didnt have any coolent. i got some stuff from autozone called "Bars Leak" and it helped me go bout 100 miles until i had to fill up on coolent. if u live somewhere its hot all year then just run water until u get it fixed||152.163.252.33||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||09-18-2003||01:25 AM||||Barsleak... hmm.. isn't that the stuff that plugs up the coolant lines to the turbo?||67.162.75.72||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||09-18-2003||01:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Barsleak... hmm.. isn't that the stuff that plugs up the coolant lines to the turbo? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Barsleak = Barsflow. When I worked at autozone some guy asked me which one he should use it his supra (older like 87 I beleive it was n/a) I told him they were crappy clogs stuff up and if my car leaks I replace gakets and seals and not just hide the problem. He bought it anyway  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .||63.184.72.120||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||09-18-2003||08:33 AM||||yeah NEVER use that stuff unless you are plugging a leak to sell a car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />seriously, i've seen it clog heater cores.... nevermind the turbo.. that will get cloged for SURE.<br />if i had to in a jam, GM sells a product similar to that that works a bit better. its sold in caplets and you just drop one in the radiator.  its less prone to clogging, but still i wouldn't use it.||67.85.57.177||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||turboflanagan||09-18-2003||10:12 AM||||My water pump chucked the p/s belt and was eating the alt belt when I discovered it was bad.  The impeller was eating into the pump case and the pulley was sticking out too far, but it never leaked any fluid.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003319.cgi
A||||8||galantvr4us||Not a DSM Problem but please help anyway||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||09-16-2003||05:07 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||This problem is on my Safari Van 1991 v6.  It has a bad idle at start (sounds almost like a cam) and has gotten worse to the point that it is starting to die a lot.  Another symptom that is occuring is that the van feels like it has no power then all of a sudden it will get a burst of power (surging?)  If anyone has any suggestions it would be appreciated this is my daily driver and don't want to be stranded somewhere.  Thanks,<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||09-16-2003||05:18 PM||||fuel filter clogged? Injectors need cleaned? <br />I would guess that the filter first as that has happened to me on some customers cars (especially when they run them low or out of fuel).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||09-16-2003||05:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> fuel filter clogged? Injectors need cleaned? <br />I would guess that the filter first as that has happened to me on some customers cars (especially when they run them low or out of fuel).<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Fuel filter has just been replaced||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||09-16-2003||05:35 PM||||Clogged EGR Valve,  My buddy has a early 90s S-10 Blazer with the 4.3 ltr V6.  He had a problem pretty similar to that, no power then all of a sudden have power.  He cleaned out a bunch of carbon and it would clear it up for a while.  Also he had a cracked port fuel injection system that was causing start up and power issues too.  Clogged Cat.  Bad spark plugs, wires.  A 12 year old GM vehicle can have one of a thousand different problems unfortunately.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||09-16-2003||06:25 PM||||My 5.0 cougar used to do that when the throttle body would get gunked up enough.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||09-16-2003||06:28 PM||||If it's not a fuel problem, it sounds like an ignition or computer problem.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||09-16-2003||07:21 PM||||I'll second the EGR suggestion. Its one of the first things that I suspect and check with a drivability problem.<br /><br />Sometimes you can just clean them, other times they need to be replaced. A shop with a good scan tool should be able to verify it. I'm pretty certain that a 91 GM should have outputs for EGR desired position and EGR current position. If the two are different by a lot and the current position doesn't move much, thats your problem.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.109||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||jayru||09-16-2003||08:49 PM||||This may sound silly but have you checked the wires?<br /><br />My friends blazer did the same exact thing and it turned out the wires were arcing like crazy.<br /><br />Open the hood at night and start it up, look for the light show!||24.238.71.184||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||09-16-2003||11:09 PM||||if its not ordinary tune up parts.. (plugs wires filters) then its the fuel injectiong spider (inside the intake manifold)  i'm assuming this is a 4.3?   there should be a TSB for this problem. i've done a few of them and your symptoms sound right.  its only got like one huge injector and it distributes it under the intake manifold.  that mechanism leaks and causes your car to run totally F'd up.<br />check the TSB's||138.89.79.199||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum2/003320.cgi
A||||11||MidEngine210||Spark Plug Gap||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||09-16-2003||06:03 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I was wondering what would be the best spark plug gap for the NGK 6ES with the intention to pass the CA smog test. Their installation will be coupled with the replacment of the wires with the NGK blues.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||09-16-2003||06:09 PM||||.28<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||Kibo||09-17-2003||03:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> .28</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Personally, I'd go with 0.028"...I doubt the DSM ignition, as robust as it is, can jump a quarter-inch gap.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />(Me?  Anal?  Naw...)||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000003||MiSTER2||09-17-2003||06:30 AM||||here's another conflict between me and my mechanic.  Most people get their spark plugs gapped at .028 and i think gapping it a little closer would create better spark, but he's passionate about sticking to standard gapping which is i think .031.  He thinks there's no benefit with .028 gapping.<br /><br />Any comments?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000004||markrieb||09-17-2003||10:08 AM||||At higher than stock boost levels, 0.031 is too much.  You will get less miss-fire with gapping the plugs at 0.028.<br /><br />The higher density mixture actually lights and burns easier/faster, but it takes more spark energy to jump the plug gap.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000005||fast_gvr4||09-17-2003||10:08 AM||||It all depends on ignition setup and how much boost you're running. I have an MSD DIS and for 30 psi I run a .021 plug gap. A friend of mine does not have any ignition upgrades so he has to run the gap down to +/- .015 in order to obtain reliable spark at high boost/high rpm.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||172.136.220.58||reg||14||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000006||MiSTER2||09-17-2003||10:15 AM||||Well the max i'll run is 18psi, right now low boost is 11psi high boost is 15psi.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||09-17-2003||10:19 AM||||At stock boost levels, the stock gap is the best.  However, the stock plug gap is .28-.31.  A larger plug gap is a good thing for combustion but a bad thing for the ignition system trying to provide the voltage.  If the ignition is up to providing the juice, a larger gap can increase the speed of flame prapogation through the combustion chamber. <br /><br />In forced induction applications, the flame propagation is already fast due to the high pressure dense charge.  The chance of blowing out the spark is higher with high boost levels.  Reducing the plug gap can help cope with this.<br /><br />For Smog, you might try 31 thousands and see how the car behaves.  You should achieve slightly better combustion which should help with emmissions.  Under heavy load/high boost, I figure better small than sorry.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||09-17-2003||10:24 AM||||i like the w8dtc bosch or ngk bp6et.  triple electrode, factory gapped to .028, used in a lot of audi turbos.  pulls clean to redline. cost is about twice the bp6es, but last 3 times longer.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||miturra||09-17-2003||03:27 PM||||I had the Bosch with the 3 electrodes. It worked good for my stock galant. Passed smog too. This year might be another story. We'll see.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||09-17-2003||03:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> ...better small than sorry. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I told her!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||AWDpower||09-18-2003||03:21 AM||||For a smog test, I put in NGK BPR6ES plugs gapped at .031. This helped bring down the idle emissions in my cars. I gap them at .028 after the test.||67.25.110.211||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum2/003321.cgi
A||||5||atsiauto||Alarm Phantom ..Goes off at will ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||09-16-2003||09:14 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||My alarm on the white 92 is so nutty now that I have to keep the car un-locked. Ive tried allowing 30 secs to go by after locking the doors to bypass the alarm's arming itself to no avail , It goes off at 3 am.. Or ... 10 minutes after I lock the door... not at all, while im in advance for 2 minutes.. Its driving me bananas what do you guys think I should check ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||09-16-2003||09:26 PM||||What kind of condition is your battery in?  Also might want to check the door pin switches.||68.76.187.157||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-16-2003||09:27 PM||||Switches first:<br /><br />Hood switch (passenger side, by air box)<br />Trunk switch<br />Door switches||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-16-2003||09:58 PM||||Make sure you didn't leave a tool under the hood to disrupt the swtich    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />I did that once.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||09-16-2003||10:22 PM||||yeah im going to take each one out and clean it , im also grabbing parts off one at the Yunk Yard hoping to isolate the bad apple, the battery was just replaced partly because the damn alarm ruined it (Optima)11volts now.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||09-16-2003||11:07 PM||||is there one in the trunk? i can unlock the trunk first and it doest go off. is there a key sensor in the trunk also? i never noticed.<br />mine went off twice since i got it out of nowhere. once was after playing in the snow for a few hours so  i can expect that.||138.89.79.199||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum2/003322.cgi
A||||9||DookGVR4||Tech help regarding 2g MAS and injector selection  (searched)||||1||||DookGVR4||00000632
Z||000000||DookGVR4||09-17-2003||12:45 AM||dook@adelphia.net||I am getting ready to install a 2g mas in the car....<br /><br />What do you do with the 2 little plugs on the factory air can(solenoids)?....Keep them? if so, keep them plugged in and with the vac lines ran to them?....<br /><br />I just got an S-afc as well, and plan to order injectors.<br /><br />What would one reccomend?...I plan to get a sleeper 16g or maybe just a EVOIII 16g, I was thinking at least 660's because you need 550's just for the 2g mas upgrade alone so maybe 720's?... And if i did get that large of an injector will i be able to lean out enough(pump gas) with the stock turbo until it is upgraded?...<br /><br />Thanks,Dave||68.232.6.123||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-17-2003||10:31 AM||||i have the 2g mas conversion, evo 6 560's @ 43 base fuel pressure, 18 lbs boost.  7100 rpm afc hi throttle is all zeroed out, knock is 0, timing 28, inj duty cycle 76%.  BUT, i also have water injection.  prior to this, with denso 550's, base fp 37, no wi, afc hi was from +4 to +7, 7100 rpm knock 3, timing 23, idc 87%.  93 octane pump gas, and temps in the 90's.  howard has a sleeper 16g, and his 550's were not enough, and he has gone to 720's.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||09-17-2003||10:34 AM||||660s for normal 16g, 720s for the sleeper.||64.63.216.64||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||09-17-2003||11:09 AM||||thanks guys,<br /><br />I had a pretty good inclination about the injector selection,just double checking. I really dont know about those vac lines and solenoids...maybe i'll snap a pic to show what i am talking about.||68.232.6.123||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||jayru||09-17-2003||11:17 AM||||I run 18psi On a 14b with a 2g mas and 550's my duty cycle is around low 80%'s. and my afc is in the +20's low and around +15 high's. It's kind of hard to go by other setups bcs every car is diffrent. <br /><br />Everyone said my setup was overkill but my car wouldn't run good with anything else. Just make shure you log everything and get a fuel curve that is good for your car, not everyone elses. Just my 2 cents.||24.238.71.184||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||Notorius||09-17-2003||12:01 PM||||you dont have to run 550s or AFC w/ a 2G mas. just block off part of the honeycomb on the air filter side. we used a piece of cardboard and the two tiny screws already on the honeycomb to hold the cardboard in. we used the TMO datalogger to log and make sure everything was workin right and its nearly perfectly tuned. if upgrade to 550s just remove the cardboard and youll be set. i can get photos this weekend if someone wants to see it.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000006||V8EATER||09-17-2003||03:19 PM||||i've got a 2g mas, and i'm running stock 450's.  i just got my datalogger, and so i'm still getting a feel for how the car is running.  i'm switching to 550's, so do i need to change the a/f mixture?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000007||Notorius||09-17-2003||03:54 PM||||no, 550s and a 2G mas are said to be a perfect combo. right now you might be running a little rich but the 550s should move it to nearly stoich.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000008||jayru||09-17-2003||04:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> no, 550s and a 2G mas are said to be a perfect combo. right now you might be running a little rich but the 550s should move it to nearly stoich. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Absolutely wrong! Everyone likes to say that the 2G mas/ 550's is a perfect fit, but that is wrong!<br /><br />You still run way lean at idle all the way up to 4000rpm. The 550's do help to ad some more fuel up top; however, my car still saw 10 or so counts of knock after 6000rpm with the 550's. <br /><br />Better than stock injectors, but far from perfect. Of course this was on my car and like i stated earlier every car is diffrent.<br /><br />This little peice of mis-information costs alot of people more money in the long run. You budget for a 2G mas and 550's only to find out you need an afc also. I believe if you do a search you will find some posts from keydiver on the subject backing up my claims, and he is the ECU expert.||24.238.71.184||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000009||jayru||09-17-2003||04:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> you dont have to run 550s or AFC w/ a 2G mas. just block off part of the honeycomb on the air filter side. we used a piece of cardboard and the two tiny screws already on the honeycomb to hold the cardboard in. we used the TMO datalogger to log and make sure everything was workin right and its nearly perfectly tuned. if upgrade to 550s just remove the cardboard and youll be set. i can get photos this weekend if someone wants to see it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">By doing this you are just defeating the purpose of the extra air the 2G mas provides; you might as well leave the 1G meter on.||24.238.71.184||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/003323.cgi
A||||6||MrEd||Replace discs every 1000 miles to avoid warping?||||1||||MrEd||00000068
Z||000000||MrEd||09-17-2003||10:48 AM||res122@psu.edu||I installed new Mitsu front discs about 1000 miles ago (also, SS lines & flushed the fluid).  I re-used pads that only had 1k on them.  Front calipers do not drag.  I thoroughly cleaned the mating surfaces, greased the pins, & torqued the lug nuts.<br /><br />It seems like the discs are warped already.  I say seems, because it doesn't really happen every time I brake, & it seems way more noticeable if I'm in gear while braking.  If I'm in neutral, the steering wheel shimmy is less or even not noticeable.  Any thoughts?  Could I have missed something during the brake job?<br /><br />-Ed<br />GVR4 963/2000||146.186.116.57||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-17-2003||11:30 AM||||What is your technique for torquing lug nuts, and how tight did you make them?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||MrEd||09-17-2003||12:28 PM||||I think I criss-crossed the lug nuts, & I used the torque spec from the CD manual (76 or 80 or whatever it said, don't remember now).<br /><br />I need to tear into it again just to see if something is screwy, but I thought I did all the steps you're supposed to...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||146.186.116.57||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000003||broke down||09-17-2003||01:19 PM||||Lug nut torque is important, but I feel that it is a little more important to get them all the same torque.  Click-type turque wrenches, although expensive, are the best for that, also to turn the torque wrench slowly and evenly.  What about your wheel bearings.  I had a front right bearing that was bad, and I got the same symptoms you are describing.  The whole rotor was wobbly, causing the caliper to move in and out excessively.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000004||MrEd||09-17-2003||10:19 PM||||that's helpful to hear that bad bearings have caused similar symptoms.  Mine are original 12-year-old with 86k on them, so I'll definitely look at them this weekend.<br /><br />-Ed||68.70.112.140||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000005||gtluke||09-17-2003||11:11 PM||||yeah dont worry, mine don't last more than 2,000 miles EVER<br />i have my own brake lathe so i just keep cutting them.<br />i actually have 3 sets of gvr4 rotors, and every time i change my oil i throw a freshly cut set of rotors on.<br />i've bought brande new ones too, they last about 5k before they go bad. i drive REALLY hard though.<br />i ordered a set of high performance rotors and i'm waiting for them to come in. they are "special order" though so i have no idea when. i found a company that sells hi-po rotors without that dumb ass drilling and slotting crap.<br />i'll post about how those work out when i get them<br />-luke-||67.85.57.177||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||09-18-2003||10:07 AM||||Ed,<br />I've posted this before and don't want to start a detour on drilling and slotted, but I have some drilled and slotted rotors on mine from this guy:<br />Donny Lam<br />  don_2nv@yahoo.com<br /><br />I've had them on 1643 for well over 2 years and never had to cut them and they have NO signs of heat cracks on the drill holes.  I put them on 401 well over a year ago for the wife and they are also perfect.  If he's still selling the same ones, I'll get them for my white one.  <br />They were only $140-50 for a pair.  I got sick of the stock ones warping quickly as well. <br />As far as pads, I've just run Napa's best...<br />Good luck.||167.142.21.229||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/003324.cgi
A||||5||1quickvr4||Ported 7cm housing vs unported 8cm housing||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||09-17-2003||12:06 PM||caspa69@juno.com||My new turbo came with an unported 8 cm housing, Since its unported Im gonna leave it that way, Would it spool be about the same as an ported 7cm or slightly slower? I dont realley care about spool but, Just wondering what to expect.||64.63.216.64||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||09-17-2003||12:09 PM||||Porting the outlet doesn't change the cross-sectional area of the turbine housing which is basically the largest contributing factor to the turbine housing role in spool and flow.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||09-17-2003||01:50 PM||||Does your housing have the step in it were the exhaust enters in from the mani? If so you should at least grind it away. That step has to effect the flow though the housing.||162.84.82.200||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||09-17-2003||02:06 PM||||Don't get the impression that I meant porting doesn't affect flow, it does.  Just don't expect to port out a 7cm housing and have it be the same thing now as an 8cm housing.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||Whistler||09-17-2003||03:47 PM||||Zack, I assume that you are talking about an FP Red.  If that is the case, how do you plan to control boost?  Will you have an external off the manifold or an external gate off the O2 housing?  If you plan to have an external gate on the O2 housing, you <strong>must</strong> port the waste gate hole on the exhaust housing unless you plan to run 30 psi all the time.  If you plan on having an exhaust manifold mounted waste gate, this is not an issue.<br />As far as spool, the 7cm Red reaches full boost at about 4300 in 3rd gear(<strong>Warning: Your results may vary</strong>).  I have no experience with the 8cm housing but know somebody that switched his Red from an 8cm to a 7cm because he felt it was too laggy for the street.<br /><strong>Edit:</strong>  Just drove the car and full boost (20 psi) comes at 4000 rpm in 3rd gear. <br />7cm exhaust housing ported by FP.||68.159.165.71||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||09-17-2003||05:56 PM||||Its an 8cm RED,Im gonna set it up for an external off of the the O2 housing. The wastegate hole isnt ported yet, I was thinking that it should be about golf ball size. The step is tiny so I probley will just smooth it with a cartridgeroll, But The thing is so large I will just smooth it out not make it bigger. The spool time is about what I was expecting and what I have heard from people with the 8cm I was told spool will be about 500 later than the 7cm.||64.63.216.176||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/003325.cgi
A||||5||ejectseat||Where to run gauge wires through firewall?||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||09-17-2003||04:06 PM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||I just got boost and EGT gauges, and am curious where you guys run yours.  I installed a boost gauge on my friend's vr4 before and went through the steering column boot on the firewall.  Where do you guys go through?  thanks.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||mr.mitsu||09-17-2003||04:33 PM||||i've went through there too. also the main wiring harness hole on the passenger side||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000002||#1459 VR-4||09-17-2003||04:34 PM||||Steering wheel boot for boost and oil pressure and through the grommet by the ecu that leads to the fender for my battery cable.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||09-17-2003||06:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by NorthernGVR-4:<br /><strong> Steering wheel boot for boost and oil pressure and through the grommet by the ecu that leads to the fender for my battery cable. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">are you the one that had the timing belt done at town line autoworks?  voit ritch is the owner.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||09-17-2003||08:50 PM||||I run mine through the speedometer cable grommet. Granted it's a little tighter to work in than the steering boot, but I'm not to happy with the idea of wires/tubing being that close to a moving steering shaft all the time.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000005||ejectseat||09-17-2003||09:09 PM||||yeah, I think that's where I ended up putting mine through.  It's about 6 inches higher than the steering boot, and all you have to do is cut the nipple and you have a perfect spot to run lines.  I was wondering what that cable was...||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes



ubb/Forum2/003326.cgi
A||||1||jmartin827||replace e brake cable||||8||||jmartin827||00001500
Z||000000||jmartin827||09-17-2003||10:31 PM||jmartin827@hotmail.com||Yes, lucky me my ebrake cable is snapped by the back pass side.  Need some advice on how to replace it.||12.217.204.53||reg||8||jmartin827||00001500||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||09-18-2003||09:32 AM||||Basically, the hardest part is getting to the clamps up in the tunnel.  you have to drop the rear drive shaft carrier and remove part of the heat shield up in there.  There is also the clamp up on top of the rear crossmember that is a real bitch to get back in after removal.  I just did both L and R on my car.  Access under the console storage area to release the cable from the pull handle.<br /><br />Put it back in the same route it comes out.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/003327.cgi
A||||9||sleepergvr4||wheel offset, cannot find good answer for 17inch||||8||||sleepergvr4||00001106
Z||000000||sleepergvr4||09-17-2003||11:03 PM||garlicrl@bellsouth.net||i searched on here, what is the proper offset for the galant. i do not want a wheel that sticks in to far or rubs,this is a simple one, what offset do you have!must be for 17 inch wheels||216.79.223.175||reg||8||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000001||bob dole||09-17-2003||11:25 PM||||any where from 40 to 45 offset.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||09-18-2003||09:29 AM||||Wheel offset does not matter by diameter, other than for ultimate fender clearance.  As you go with a wheel wider than stock, you have to consider how offset changes the placement of the wheel in relation to the struts, etc.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||09-18-2003||10:38 AM||||On the yahoogroups for GVR4 and GVR4List in the files section is a .pdf that I put together a few months ago that discusses everything you will want to know about GVR-4 wheels and tires.<br /><br />The offset you want depends on the width of the wheel, not the diameter.<br /><br />Stock wheels are 15x6 with 46mm of offset<br /><br />A 7" wide wheel should be in the 35-40mm range.  40mm is reall common for Hondas<br /><br />An 8" wide wheel (if you can find them...) should be in the 30-35mm range.<br /><br />The tough part is finding the wider wheels in the 4x4.5" lug pattern.  The easiest solution to this is to do a 5-lug swap using the parts from a Talon or Eclipse.  At that point a whole bunch of wheels are available that will fit, including Mustang Cobra rims up to 17x9.<br /><br />The wheel width should be greater than 70% of the tire tread width.  The closer to 100% you get, the more vertical the sidewall of the tire and the better the tire will handle.  For drag racing only, you can stay to the lower percentage range and get slightly better traction off of the line as you will have more sidewall flex (think wrinkle-wall slicks)<br /><br />So, you can easily go to a 205 wide tire on the stock 6" rims, 225's on 7" wide rims.  I have seen people run wider, but the results vary, mostly depending on the tire/sidewall stiffness.  <br /><br />A 17x7.5 rim with some 235/40/17's is a nice combo or a 225/45/17 on a 7" wide rim.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000004||Jose||09-18-2003||11:41 PM||||Mark would you know the stock offset on a 3000GT VR4. <br />Jose....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||09-19-2003||09:44 AM||||Should be 46 mm also.  It should state it on the back of the stock wheels.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||markrieb||09-19-2003||10:43 AM||||I think the 3KGT uses the same offset, but has a much wider wheel.<br /><br />Back in the dark ages when the Talon Digest was still working, I recall some people trying to use the 3KGT wheels with some limited success.  I *think* the narrower wheels off of the SL model will fit if you have a 5-lug conversion.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000007||KenGVR4||09-21-2003||02:15 AM||||The 17x8 3000GT wheels fit a Talon with a spacer, I think it was a 5 or 10mm spacer.  But they're really really heavy, and all chrome.  Yuck.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000008||Jose||09-22-2003||12:09 AM||||Thanks guys now I can look for some wheels that have the right offset so i can put 3000GT VR4 brakes on my car.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000009||Martin Tolentino||10-05-2003||09:44 PM||||40mm for a 17" x 8" tucks it in even with my steam roller 245 45 17 Nitto drag radials.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/003328.cgi
A||||9||VR6 Eater||Head gasket options.||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||09-18-2003||01:22 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I had my block decked, not sure yet how much they took off.  Do I have to use the multi layer gasket or can I use one like was on there already.  I know a while ago everyone was going round in circles over compression ratios.  I don't care if it goes up a little, just not to the 8.5 to 1.  I want to be able to boost the shit out of it.  So maybe I just answered my own question.  I was just worried about it being to thick and lowering my cr.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||Invader||09-18-2003||03:37 AM||||The Mitsubishi 4-layer metal head gasket was designed for use when the block or head was decked...besides, it's likely the best choice anyway.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||Forced Style||09-18-2003||04:38 AM||||I've blown felpro (waaay too many times) and i've blown the stock mitsu ones. however, i've never once blown the multi layer steel gasket. trust me, if i cant blow it, you never will   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.231.176.219||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||09-18-2003||08:30 AM||||the mitsu 7 layer is clearly the best, but you HAVE to have a good deck on your head and block.<br /><br />so if i were you, i'd get the 7 layer||67.85.57.177||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-18-2003||10:15 AM||||I like the 7 layer, but the new Grilled Stuft is a great deal.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||09-18-2003||10:15 AM||||The layers of the MLS will more closely match the different expansion and contraction rates of the block and head, so that is the gasket I would choose without question.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||09-18-2003||10:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Grilled Stuft is a great deal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is that?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||09-18-2003||10:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Grilled Stuft is a great deal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The best item on the menu at the "Bell".  I get one EVERY TIME.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||09-18-2003||03:38 PM||||HAHAHA.  You must be one of those people that has the VR4 stereotyped as a "Bell" guy's car!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />How many wrappers tucked in your seats?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000009||VR6 Eater||09-18-2003||06:32 PM||||Yeah they decked the block and resurfaced the head so I will have to price shop.  But I will defenitaly get at least the 4 layer.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum2/003329.cgi
A||||7||garyvr4||New here, just wanted some help out.||||1||||garyvr4||00002337
Z||000000||garyvr4||09-18-2003||04:48 AM||Whore_Mongor@yahoo.com||Hello, I have been reading a lot of these posts for a while and now that my 4.9 has official sold and I'm in the process of buying a VR-4, I thought I would run a few questions buy you more knowledgable people.<br /><br />1:  Heard a lot of bad things about the trannys, what should I watch out for and how much power can they hold before I should start worrying?<br /><br />2:  Where is a good place to buy after market exaust and downpipes for the vr4, I go to sites that don't say weather certain exaust systems will fit the vr4s (are the exaust systems exactly the same for the 1g and vr4s?)<br /><br />3:  Any tips for someone going from the world of muscle cars to AWD Turbo cars?<br /><br />Thanks you for your help, sorry if any of the questions are stupid.     Gary||66.214.98.223||reg||1||garyvr4||00002337||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||09-18-2003||05:09 AM||||1. The most common problem with the trannies is the second gear synchro. I got lucky and haven't had any issues with my tranny. When you get a gvr4 drain the tranny fluid and put in some GM Synchromesh found at the GM dealer parts dept. It'll take away some of the notchiness of the tranny and may help if it has grinding issues.<br /><br />2. <a href="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com" target="_blank">www.certifiedmuffler.com</a> < Number one place to get an exhaust system for the gvr4 IMHO.<br /><br />3.Read as much as you can from this site and others related to DSM's to gain knowledge about the car. There is a wealth of knowledge to be had on the internet about these cars.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||09-18-2003||09:06 AM||||i just put a certifed on, and i am NOT impressed.  the magnaflo is LOUD, and looks really hokey.  looks like the pep boys fart cans that you just bolt on a normal pipe, and at least they could have resonated it.  the worst part is the slip fit for the muffler to the pipe that goes to the cat.  at least they could have flanged it, all they do is a poor job of expanding the muffler end, and it is not enough.  as a comparison, the hks i took off was a perfect fit.  they used the exact same hanger setup as factory, and every hanger matched perfectly, and it was as quiet as stock.  it was also slightly smaller in diameter.  i also removed a 2.5" ss archer downpipe, which i believe is a certified, and it was also a very good fit.  i replaced it with an rnr o2 eliminator downpipe, and i went thru hell getting it on, mostly because the bolt holes on the flange that bolts to the turbine housing were OFF. also, BEWARE that the clearance from the downpipe from the crossmember that goes under the core support is about 1/8" MAX, i can guarantee you a 3" will NOT clear.  the 2.5 mofugas cat(i think it is a carsound) was replaced by a random technologies hi flo cat, supposedly the higest flo cat made.  it certainly is the most expensive aftermarket cat for our cars.  the entire system is a 2.5".  overall install i would say was almost a bitch.  luckily, the flanges on the random cat rotate 360-not my favorite design-but it may have saved me, cause the flange to the cat on the rnr appears to be off about 10-20 deg.  performance wise, it is impressive.  boost hits earlier, and REALLY hard.  also, it appears to have picked up about 2 lbs boost over the older system.  off boost part throttle is a definet increase, but upper end i can really feel it.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-18-2003||10:13 AM||||Welcome!<br /><br />You should be fine up until you're around 300hp, that's when you need to be careful of launching.  Upgraded suspension helps delay that risk.  You'll know what to do when you get there.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Most shifter problems are due to shifter cable (worn, stretched) and/or shifter bushing (misalignment, worn, cracked) issues.<br /><br />1g exhaust systems are not exactly the same.  I've heard that a 1G downpipe will fit, but overall, the Galants are longer.  I had my 3" turbo-back fabbed and installed by <a href="http://www.automotosports.com" target="_blank">AMS</a>.  You won't find much pre-fabbed, custom is the way to go.  (Even JDM exhausts that "fit" our cars can be slightly off because of the different bumper design.)<br /><br />I have a <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">shitload of links</a> that I've been collecting.  You're bound to find something useful there.<br /><br />I think my best piece of advice is to not go do something silly like disconnect your wastegate or attempt to get "maximum boost".  Having the proper instrumentation/gauges to monitor what you're doing is paramount.  A "real" boost gauge should be your first priority.  A datalogger would be a close second, in my opinion.  You can get cable/software for $35 on here and a bargain Palm Pilot is easy to find.<br /><br />Oh, and MAKE CERTAIN you know WHEN the timing belts/water pump were last replaced.  The 4G63 engine is an interference design -- it will kick it's own ass if you lose your timing belt.  And if they haven't been replaced, EVENTUALLY YOUR ECU WILL DIE as the capacitors leak and begin to etch the circuit board... usually resulting in freakish behavior.<br /><br />Finally: when your car is "fully maintained" and in sound condition you can reap huge rewards with relatively few dollars...  be prepared to start spanking those asthmatic naturally-aspirated, 2WD muscle cars!  (Or at least terrorize the Hondas)||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||09-18-2003||11:47 AM||||Wow....sorry to hear that yours didn't fit well Ken. Mine fit *perfect*...like it was a factory part. And I had the slip fit welded together.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||09-18-2003||12:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Wow....sorry to hear that yours didn't fit well Ken. Mine fit *perfect*...like it was a factory part. And I had the slip fit welded together. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My mofugas 2.5" catback (presumably Certified), also did not go together well with the slip fit joints.  They were a bitch, and I ended up having to use SS exhaust clamps to seal the joints since I didn't want to weld them solid.  It was so cheap that I can't really complain though.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||garyvr4||09-19-2003||12:29 AM||||I appreciate the help, went to look at the vr4 again today, and all we need to figure out now is the price.  thanks again for your help.         Gary||66.214.98.223||reg||1||garyvr4||00002337||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||09-19-2003||12:46 AM||||I think that Certified Muffler is WAY overpriced.<br /><br />JMO||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003330.cgi
A||||1||thejeebus2002||TMO computer Mod||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-18-2003||11:00 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I've got a TMO chip (one w/o clutch mod).  Does anyone out there know what the blips on the stock boost gauge are.  When you press the accelerator it changes it to differnt functions, a/f, boost, etc.  Any ideas on what order they are in so you can figure out what you're looking at.  Thanks||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||09-18-2003||11:04 AM||||......found it on the webpage. thanks anyhow||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003331.cgi
A||||2||DeanCouchey||Stock Exhaust Sizing||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-18-2003||01:33 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Hey guys just wonderin what size the stock exhaust piping is. have to fix a few breaks in mine..Thanks for the help||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||305VR4||09-18-2003||10:54 PM||||I'm pretty sure it's 1 7/8 inch.||12.211.202.100||reg||14||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||09-19-2003||06:45 PM||||Unless you're gonna do it yourself, it's pretty cheap to pick up some 2½" Mandrel-bent pipe made for our cars. DP is like $230. Shop charged me $80 just to put a new flex section on my stocker, and it's like 3" of flex vs. 6" or whatever stock was.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum2/003332.cgi
A||||19||supasigma||jdm climate control unit||||1||||supa^^||00001181
Z||000000||supasigma||09-18-2003||02:16 PM||teostephen@hotmail.com||im looking for the wiring diagram for the digital climate control unit.mine seems to reset it self everytime i turn off the power...the settings will stay a while...if the ign on is turned off and on...if left after a little while...it will resets it self...||210.195.228.102||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||09-18-2003||02:57 PM||||Is the JDM unit fancier than USDM?||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||09-18-2003||03:22 PM||||Yes it's a lot fancier. It's all digital.<br />No big knobs and sliders.<br />I have one for sale. $20.00 and it's yours<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-18-2003||03:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by supa^^:<br /><strong> im looking for the wiring diagram for the digital climate control unit.mine seems to reset it self everytime i turn off the power...the settings will stay a while...if the ign on is turned off and on...if left after a little while...it will resets it self... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This site only covers the E39A Galant VR-4.  We don't have the fancy climate control.<br /><br />If you want us to help you, provide some more information about what led to your problem and we may be able to help troubleshoot.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||09-18-2003||04:22 PM||||Actually the JDM E39A GVR-4's did have a digital climate control setup although not nearly as fancy as the one in the 3KGT and newer GVR-4's. I have a pic of it somewhere here on my harddrive, but I can't find it right now.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||09-18-2003||04:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Yes it's a lot fancier. It's all digital.<br />No big knobs and sliders.<br />I have one for sale. $20.00 and it's yours<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you know how to install it?  What would it take?  It seems like it would take a lot of fabrication and custom work.  It would be nice to have though.  Got a pic?  I havn't seen one close up before.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||09-18-2003||07:46 PM||||mate<br />i think its normal..<br /><br />aus spec have those.. and mine does the same thing.. everytime i power up.. it sets iself at 25 degrees... same with a mates... same with another mates.. etc etc...<br /><br />its pretty annoying but u get used to it..<br />if u find a way to get rid of it.. i'd like to know also!!!..<br /><br />oh yeah.. i remember something on clubdsm.. about re-wiring the relay in the engine bay..||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000007||supasigma||09-18-2003||08:46 PM||||hey bazeng....thanks for your info...mine resets it self to 25 everytime the ign is of...well...at least i know thats normal now....even after the temp is set <25...my fans also turns on each time, i have to push the off button to stop the fans.||219.95.170.196||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||09-19-2003||12:05 AM||||No picture. Sorry.||65.57.59.76||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||bazeng||09-19-2003||07:18 PM||||haha.. yeah.. <br />its a "normal" vr4 problem i should say..<br />dont think its meant to do it but it does..<br /><br />yup.. fan goes on also..<br />but for some reason.. if u press the OFF button.. not on the top part.. on the lower part (where u can switch it from ac/eco/off) <br /><br />if u put that on off.. then turn off the car/ign for say 1 - 2 mins.. and turn it bak on.. it will stay off.. but for any longer it will reset<br /><br />its like the unit runs out of battery(memory).. therefor doesnt remember the last setting.. if u know what i mean..<br /><br />maybe there is some sort of battery inside that needs replacing?!?!<br /><br />but nobody has made an effort to resolve the problem..||203.166.63.228||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000010||NZGZR4||09-19-2003||08:02 PM||||I'm pretty sure I had this problem at one point,  it is fixed now,  but i can't remember what I did that might of fixed it.<br />I'd suggest checking all fuses,  and also any re wireing that might of been done to pit in a new head unit or anything else that uses a continous (unswitched) power source.||219.88.129.45||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000011||mikeyoung00||09-19-2003||09:15 PM||||There is one of these on ebay right now.<br /><br />I wondered how well it would work. Most cc units have an interior temp sensor located remotely from the control and many also have a sun sensor to adjust for sunny weather. I assume neither such sensor can be found anywhere in the usdm gvr4.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000012||dc_style||02-26-2004||01:12 AM||||bringing this back up. does the climate control plug right in?||24.118.123.37||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000013||TheJackalGT||02-26-2004||01:18 AM||||same thing happens in my 3000gt vr4, i have my radar and police scanner tapped to something that shares a fuse with the climate control. The solution to my problem has always been a blow fuse, you might try it..||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000014||dc_style||02-26-2004||01:21 AM||||can you plug the jdm climate controll right in to the us galant vr4.||24.118.123.37||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000015||supervr4||02-26-2004||02:33 AM||||We found a fix to the 25deg problem I would sayb that that most that have this problem have put in a aftermarket headunit?<br /><br />If this works I believe some stars are in order   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />You will have a couple of blue wires on the head unit loom talk one of these and connect it to spare Red&black wire.<br />Adjust the aircon, turn off car remove key, insert key, start car up.<br />It should have the air con where you left it, if not try one of the other blue wires<br /><br />Shane||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000016||ken inn||02-26-2004||09:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dc_style:<br /><strong> can you plug the jdm climate controll right in to the us galant vr4. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i'ma gonna bet that the climate control assembly has a different heater and a/c controls.  i bet it has either stepper motors, or vacuum pods to activate/control the flapper doors.  what is the big deal over climate control?  we got it on the mazda, and i sell the hell out of parts for benz and bmw climate control.||64.240.175.21||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000017||mikeyoung00||02-26-2004||11:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> what is the big deal over climate control?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's just cool, Ken.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||139.177.224.71||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000018||drew||02-26-2004||11:11 AM||||It's nice to set i t at 70 degrees or whatever you want and never think about it, instead of:<br /><br />turn heat on, get hot<br />turn heat off get coild<br />turn heat on get hot<br />turn heat off get cold||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000019||Arty||02-26-2004||03:05 PM||||I haven't noticed my CC A/C loses its setting, even though I often use the manual button to turn off the compressor. <br />There is a temp sensor on the roof and a light sensor on the dash.<br />Sounds like our CC A/Cs are more reliable than the BMW units, 13yrs and still going, but I think mine needs a gas top up. On some of the recent 42C days it occasionally stopped cooling ?<br /><br />John.||203.24.125.253||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/003333.cgi
A||||28||SRT2477||best BOV||||1||||SRT2477||00002310
Z||000000||SRT2477||09-18-2003||06:39 PM||||thats the ? what is the best BOV for the money I'm looking at turbo xs H-RFL<br />any input ?||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000001||Mirage2LTurbo||09-18-2003||06:40 PM||||tial 50||12.223.109.91||reg||1||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||09-18-2003||07:18 PM||||keep your stock one and crush it||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||SRT2477||09-18-2003||07:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> keep your stock one and crush it </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what ???||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000004||brandongvr4||09-18-2003||07:30 PM||||Turbo Smart Vee Port II. Im running it and i love it. Very unique BOV.||67.124.158.65||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||09-18-2003||08:25 PM||||one word, sard||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||09-18-2003||08:30 PM||||I have tried probably three BOV's on my car and the stock crushed BOV is still the best bar none.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||09-18-2003||11:04 PM||||Did anyone see the review, I think it was in SCC a couple months ago? They tested a bunch of BOV's, including the stock DSM one, and it was just as good as any of them tested. What was interesting was how many other cars use a similar (Denso?) BOV, just with a different mount. Just crush it, and get the Dejon kit, and it will hold any boost you can put to it.||67.35.13.141||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||09-18-2003||11:23 PM||||Well it all depends on what psi you plan on running.  If <20psi, then stick with 1G.  Otherwise either deal with small boost leaks at that pressure, or try some aftermarket.  the TurboXS RBV is supposed to be really good and adjustable but I've heard a lot of inital quality problems with construction.<br /><br />If I were to buy now, I'd consider a Tial, HKS SSQV, or something similar and use a MAFT so I can vent to atmo ok.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||09-18-2003||11:57 PM||||we ran 10's on a stock one<br />there is no need whatsoever to change your blow of valve. 100% ricer mod unless you are pushing 500hp<br /><br />-luke-||138.89.79.199||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000010||chadhayashi||09-19-2003||01:42 AM||||I have an HKS SSQV. I had a little surge at lower pressures (< 7 psi). So I now have crushed 1g as well. The SSQV does not leak though. HKS has a racing version of the SSQV I saw on their site. It's rated for vehicles over 400 hp so it's designed for more flow. It's $400 though.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000011||BiggiB42||09-19-2003||01:13 PM||||stock bov is the best. if you want the sound of one you can just remove your air can which im guessing you have. crush it if you want to hold more boost. mines not crushed and like it the way it is||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||09-19-2003||01:23 PM||||Everyone is saying to stick with 1G... fine and good.  But it's been proven that 1G, even crushed, does leak some air over 20psi.  Depending on your application, this may not be a problem at all, or it could be holding another 10hp from you.  I'm sure you can run 12's on stock exhaust, but should you?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||V8EATER||09-19-2003||01:54 PM||||OK, noob question.  what does crushed mean?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000014||VR4 Me||09-19-2003||02:13 PM||||exactly what it says, man...<br /><br />you put the stock BOV into a vise, and crush it so it won't open as early.||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000015||GVR4ZUM||09-19-2003||02:17 PM||||Check it out.  Under 1.5<br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001655" target="_blank">BOV</a>||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||09-19-2003||03:40 PM||||Carefully crushed...  have read about someone turning their's into a pancake on here.  Your BOV is actually a semi-valuable piece of equipment.  The 2G t/e/l BOVs are complete garbage and so they like to buy up the 1Gs.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||SRT2477||09-19-2003||04:04 PM||||so say I have a little rice in me and I want the sound you say remove the can is that all I have to do||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000018||keydiver||09-19-2003||04:43 PM||||It also REALLY helps to have a shortened, metal intake pipe, with K&N filter:<br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.com/new%201g%20Intake.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dejontool.com/new%201g%20Intake.htm</a><br />I like the sound of my BOV with these mods.<br />Then, order the Dejon kit that stops the iG BOV from leaking completely:<br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.com/dsm-misc.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dejontool.com/dsm-misc.htm</a><br />Money was no object, right?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.34.192.239||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000019||bazeng||09-19-2003||07:24 PM||||haha<br />somebody has a turbosmart over there?!?!?!<br />thats funny.. coz its an aussie product..<br /><br />anyways.. they are pretty good ey?!?!?<br /><br />i use the TURBOSMART SUPERSONIC TYPE III plumb bak<br />u guys should check them out.. they are much cheaper than jap products.. but build quality is AWESOME!.. vents heaps also..<br /><br />they sell a hybrid type.. where it vents bak into intake pipe & atmosphere.. so u get best of both worlds...<br /><br />but they are big units.. unlike blitz,hks etc.. almost size of a gate..||203.166.63.228||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000020||GVR$in||09-19-2003||08:34 PM||||.The 1g bov does hold boost well crushed under 20psi.. but It breaks up at partial throttle (40-90) and holds boost at WOT. In my situation anyway..<br /><br />So the no name space ship blow off rich sold me only surges now (even at 20psi) so I may have f'd up my turb-hoe. We'll see.. I guess Im going back to the stock crushed  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000021||blacksheep||09-19-2003||10:56 PM||||I have tried almost every BOV on the market (turbosmart, TurboXS, Go fast bits, HKS, Greddy, Blitz, Apexi, Sheepdog) and the crushed 1G kicked most of these BOV's asses....I loved it esp with the VPC when it could vent...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.101.136||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000022||PRE-EVO||09-20-2003||03:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> .The 1g bov does hold boost well crushed under 20psi.. but It breaks up at partial throttle (40-90) and holds boost at WOT. In my situation anyway..<br /><br />So the no name space ship blow off rich sold me only surges now (even at 20psi) so I may have f'd up my turb-hoe. We'll see.. I guess Im going back to the stock crushed   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I found your problem slut.<br />I guess I'll put it on my car and test it. for now.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000023||gtluke||09-20-2003||03:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I have tried almost every BOV on the market (turbosmart, TurboXS, Go fast bits, HKS, Greddy, Blitz, Apexi, Sheepdog) and the crushed 1G kicked most of these BOV's asses....I loved it esp with the VPC when it could vent...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">there was a magazine artile that actually tested a crap load of them.  the 1g BOV pretty much dominated.  turbo 4cyl mustang owners actually seak them out cause they are so good.  <br />actually, i'm building a twin turbo 5.8L mustang (2 t-3's) and i'm using a 1g BOV (and 2 tail wastegates)<br />i might end up using 2 1g BOV's cause i'm pushing a tremendous amount of air though this setup.||138.89.43.238||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000024||SRT2477||09-21-2003||04:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<br /><strong> Check it out.  Under 1.5<br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001655" target="_blank">BOV</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">need help whats a VPC||64.136.26.58||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000025||PRE-EVO||09-21-2003||06:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SRT2477:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<br /><strong> Check it out.  Under 1.5<br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001655" target="_blank">BOV</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">need help whats a VPC </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.hksusa.com" target="_blank">www.hksusa.com</a><br /><br />Vein Pressure Converter.<br />It converts the stock air flow meter to a pressure density (map) sensor which allows you to remove the restrictive stock MAF and run a straight pipe to the turbo. Also it allows you to vent to atmosphere without running into stumbling off throttle. <br /><br />IMHO one of the best piggy backs available for our cars especially when used with an SAFC or GCC.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000026||bazeng||09-22-2003||01:34 AM||||so guys.. how good is the stock bov??<br /><br />i mean... should i use that instead of my turbosmart type 3??<br /><br />i can probably sell that one for 200 bux.. and use my stock.. save me some money.. =)<br /><br />i got standalone ecu..<br /><br />and this crushing business... crush is sideways?? from top?? how the f do u do it?!??!.. hahaha.||203.166.63.207||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000027||a_santos||09-23-2003||07:04 AM||||The stock BOV is fine, it just does not flow enough for larger motors. My friend has one on his GN and it just isn't big enough to flow all of the air that engine moves. We are going to add another BOV to make it flow enough. It does sound sweet though.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000028||16GVR4||09-23-2003||04:24 PM||||I like the stock 1G BOV, except for the squealing/whistling noise it makes at partial throttle.<br /><br />Does anyone know of a fix for this ?||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes



ubb/Forum2/003334.cgi
A||||3||4drwhore||Has anyone w/ a gvr4.....||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||09-18-2003||08:47 PM||losthurley@cfl.rr.com||Has anyone put a magnus intake on their galants? I know of a guy in orlando named/nicknamed fabio with a white galant that suposidly he has one. I was wondering how hard it is to do this and what all i would need other then to relocate the coil packs.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||09-18-2003||09:02 PM||||ask nate from dsmotorsports he has one on his car. if you ask nice enought he migth send you some pics.<br /><br />later hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||09-19-2003||02:36 PM||||i'm sure he has some pictures somewhere.  we had to make a custom aluminum coil mount (read: bent sheet of metal with some holes)<br />it fits pretty nice, you'll have to unloom your injectors though. nice piece<br />-luke-||141.153.215.79||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||09-19-2003||03:44 PM||||<img src="http://www.26liter.us/DUgallery/pictures/DSCF0022.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Marty Grand's GVR4||129.71.115.234||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/003335.cgi
A||||7||RTS182G-VR4||OK, compression troubles, kinda strange.||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||09-18-2003||09:31 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||today i ran a compression test.  heres the deal.  when i bought the car about a year ago, the shop i took it to said compression was in the 130s.  i dont have exact numbers in front of me, but thats what i remember.  today i got ~126-105-122-123.  thats in colorado, so the numbers are a little lower than usual.  now i see #three as a problem.  heres the wierd part.  i did a wet test on that cylynder, and it didnt improve more than 5psi.  the shop says it should imporve about 25psi, and the vfaqs say about 30. (if it were the rings)  what could this be?  could a valve not be seating right?  im lost.  all i know is my head is bad, i am hopfullly going to replace it soon.  (thanks jonvr4)  so any ideas?  your help is always appreciated.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||09-18-2003||09:51 PM||||Get a leakdown test done it will tell you where you are losing compression.  Rings, intake valves, exhaust valves, or head gasket.  Doesn't sound like a head gasket though with only one low cylinder.  Usually it is two right next to each other. <br /><br />Did you remember to floor the gas pedal so the throttle body was open?<br /><br />If you can't find a shop with a leakdown tester hunt down your local snap-on dealer and get one from him.  There like $200 though.  Perhaps you could talk some friends into going halves or something.  You could charge people to do leakdown tests also.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||TurboVR4dr||09-18-2003||09:59 PM||||Or you could order one from Summit for about $80 I think.  But he is right that would be the next route.  You could also clean the engine with a quart of tranny fluid.  That might get rid of deposits on the valves.  Try this before you pull the head.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.166||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||09-18-2003||10:48 PM||||Summit has them for like $60-70.  A friend of mine ordered his 2 nights ago, and he got it this morning.  They were very quick shipping it.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||09-18-2003||11:33 PM||||thanks guys.  all i know is i blew something up. most likely has to do with the valves because thats what the symptoms are pointing to.  there is alot of blowby out of the breather on the valve cover. ahh who knows.  what does it usually cost for a leakdown?  also, is the tranny fluid cleaning procedure in the vfaqs?  i'll check.  <br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||09-19-2003||12:13 AM||||Damn.  I didn't know that they were that cheap from summit.  For 70-80 bucks I'd just buy one myself.  I probably will pick one up knowing the price now.  It will cost at least one hour of shop labor at anywhere from 50-100 dollars an hour depending where you take it.  I would guess you could get one for the price of having it done.  If you figure in your extra time and gas.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||joec||09-21-2003||12:22 PM||||Don't forget that you'll need a compressor to use the leakdown tester...||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||RTS182G-VR4||09-21-2003||01:18 PM||||got one of those, just weighing the uses of buying the tester.  how much do you think i will be using it?<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/003336.cgi
A||||4||Matt379||using/burning oil||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||09-19-2003||12:17 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||My car is using larger than expected amounts of oil.  I can use up to 1 quart for 200 miles of driving or even less.<br /><br />I have checked compression on all cylinders and it was 155 at least on all four cylinders, and within spec.<br /><br />Turbo is fine, and very new.  No shaft play or wiggle, has ~300 miles on the turbo.<br /><br />I originally switched turbos because I thought the old one had gone bad, and the car was using/burning lots of oil.  Now that I have switched turbos it burns/uses less oil, but still uses it.  The old B16G had a aging seal and was wobbling in the shaft.  Also, I used to get large amounts of smoke at startup (valve seals) but now that has subsided.<br /><br />PCV valve is new and now routed to catch can as is Valve cover breather.<br /><br />No oil leaks on garage floor.<br /><br />I am stumped.  A friend of mine who works at a shop suggested it might be the oil control ring on the pistion.  Anyone have any input/suggetions?<br /><br />I'm stumped.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||09-19-2003||12:47 AM||||If the turbo's good and your not leaving puddles on the floor then it is either the oil ring or valve stem seals.  What color is your exhaust.  You might want to check your coolant and make sure there is no oil in that also.  I wouldn't suspect a blown head gasket with those compresion numbers but the stock water to oil cooler could be leaking severely.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||09-19-2003||12:52 AM||||I have an air-to-air oil cooler.  Coolant is perfectly clean, I flushed it recently and it was clean then, and still clean now when I check it.<br /><br />I do run a bit rich, but I am also using oil and have greyish smoke.  Obivously it is black too from runing rich, but I can smell it is oil.<br /><br />How difficult are the valve stem seals to change?||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||09-19-2003||01:22 AM||||Try this.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Valvestem-seals.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Valvestem-seals.html</a><br /><br /><br />The most important part of that link.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com</a><br /><br />Lots of informative stuff there.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||09-19-2003||03:26 AM||||Could be a cracked valve guide or stem seals or bad rings or its two-cycle  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||65.177.240.61||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003337.cgi
A||||6||slvrblt||top speed pro1 AFPR||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||09-19-2003||01:05 AM||||well I just got one if these from a friend of mine for $50. He bought it new for $150. The only problem is that I forgot to make sure its a rising rate regulator. Does anyone know ? <br /><br />Ive searched the net for it and I cant find what Im looking for. btw, it does have a vacuum fiting. It also has a nice pressure guage on top.<br /><br />Any ideas ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||09-19-2003||09:05 AM||||You don't want a rising rate regulator.  You want a 1:1 pressure referenced regulator so that the pressure behind the injectors is always the same.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.topspeedauto.com/" target="_blank">http://www.topspeedauto.com/</a><br /><br />Give them a call or email and ask.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||09-19-2003||12:33 PM||||How'd you find their web site ? I couldnt find it.<br /><br />Ok, I thought turbo cars do need a rising rate regulator ??? Fuel pressure has to rise 1:1 with boost pressure, right ? Isnt that what a rising rate does ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-19-2003||12:51 PM||||I was just looking around their site and I saw a section full of staff photos. Everyone there is Asian, but they all have very american names. I think thats kinda funny. <br /><br />I dont mean to offend anyone by that statement. Sorry if I did.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-19-2003||03:41 PM||||Am I dense?  I thought rising-rate and 1:1 were the same thing.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||09-19-2003||03:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Am I dense?  I thought rising-rate and 1:1 were the same thing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You may be   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  , but they are the same.  Though some rise at a higher rate than 1:1.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||09-19-2003||11:32 PM||||Nope<br /><br />The "rate" is a ratio.  A rising rate regulator provides a higher ratio of fuel to manifold pressure as the pressure raises.<br /><br />Examples:<br />1:1 reg<br />mani / fp<br />0psi ->  37psi<br />5psi ->  37+5=42 psi<br />25psi -> 37+25=62psi<br /><br />rising rate<br />0psi ->  37psi<br />5psi  -> 37+8=42 psi<br />25psi -> 37+35=62psi<br /><br />As manifold pressure increases the rate (ratio) increases (rises) as well. 1:1 regulators's rates never rise, they are always 1:1, hence, not rising rate regulators.<br /><br />Turbo'd NA cars use rising rate regulators to compensate for incompetant ecu's (well at least ones who never knew the car would see boost).<br /><br />I googled for the site.  Lucky try I guess.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/003338.cgi
A||||9||makedollarz||Air fuel/Ratio Gauge?||||1||||makedollarz||00002220
Z||000000||makedollarz||09-19-2003||03:02 AM||trickyniggy@hotmail.com||I had someone hook up my air/fuel gauge, but it's not working right.  It's reading as rich as possible on the gauge...but if this was the case would my car run like shit?  He said that on most cars there are 2 02 sensors,1 before and 1 after the catalatyic converter and usually they said they hook the gauge up to the one after the catalatyic which is the galant doesnt have..? Any ideas what the problem might be?  they are ordering a new auto meter gauge to make sure thats not the problem. <br />Thanks||68.69.131.12||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000001||Ash||09-19-2003||03:15 AM||||These guages are shite & don't have the resolition to show the difference between .91v & .88v on the O2 sensor, you need a digital readout guage preferably, all the lights in the "10 Led" type of guage will always go to full rich (unless you are leaning out bigtime) under WOT conditions.<br /><br />Do a search, this has been covered before plenty of times.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||09-19-2003||08:28 AM||||Sell the guage, unless you bump with it while listening to tunes.  Save the money towards a pocketlogger which shows 02 voltages.||66.32.186.27||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||09-19-2003||09:48 AM||||I agree, but the gauge isn't totally worthless. If you can get it working properly it should show some variations at steady throttle. And if you ever lose most of the leds when running at wot you know you are probably running way lean and need to back off. So it makes a useful idiot light. (Can't run with the data logger and watch the palm pilot all the time.) <br /><br />Don't know why it wouldn't work with your o2 sensor. The reason we have only a single O2 sensor is our cars are odb1. ODB2 added more diagnostics, mostly related to emissions. THe second sensor is used to keep track of the health of the cat. ODB2 started showing up in cars in the mid-late 90s sometime (somebody can probably provide a more precise date here.) My 99 Civic was odb2, for example. As was my 98 Accord. Both had the second o2 sensor.<br /><br />Good luck.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||09-19-2003||09:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> Sell the guage, unless you bump with it while listening to tunes.  Save the money towards a pocketlogger which shows 02 voltages. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||1fast4door||09-19-2003||10:32 AM||||I believe '95 was the switchover year for all USDM cars from obd1 to obd2. That could mean that '95 was the last year for some obd1 (GM cars i know for sure) or that '95 was the first year for OBD2 (2nd gen. DSM???)<br /><br />I just thought of something... the person you had install your gauge didn't know the difference between OBD1/OBD2??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  That seems like something simple that should be common knowledge to anyone who is installing parts on cars... especially other peoples cars, and presumably being paid for their services.  Just a thought||67.37.40.90||reg||1||1fast4door||00001194||yes
Z||000006||BiggiB42||09-19-2003||12:49 PM||||i just got an auto meter air/fuel ratio gauge and i bout it cuz it lights up like a disco ball baby. i got an 02 gauge on my turbo timer so its all good. does anybody know which wire on the actuall 02 i hook up the a/f gauge to||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||09-19-2003||02:27 PM||||I use a DynoTune A/F digital gauge It show the 02 voltage in thousands value(.xxx) with .800 being stoich.  Better than the blinky light gauges||64.12.96.102||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000008||makedollarz||09-19-2003||07:55 PM||||thanks for the replys....||68.168.149.48||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000009||thejeebus2002||09-22-2003||04:49 PM||||When I hooked mine up  I had the same problem.  It was the first time I had hooked one up and I ran the signal wire to the 02 sensor itself. WRONG.  Make sure the signal wire is run to the 02 wire on the computer's wiring harness.<br /><br />scott||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003339.cgi
A||||7||whitetsi||headlights??||||1||||Juan||00002391
Z||000000||whitetsi||09-19-2003||07:55 AM||||New to the vr4.  I was wondering if 94 galant headlights fit the vr4||67.80.86.236||reg||1||Juan||00002391||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||09-19-2003||08:11 AM||||Hey I see you're from NJ, me too.  Welcome to the board (I've only been a member for about 2 weeks myself!)  Just picked up my 91 gvr4 on monday.  Where in Jersey are you?<br /><br />Oh and I don't know the answer to the 94 headlight question.||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||09-19-2003||09:57 AM||||I belive that the newest lights that fit are '93.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||MidEngine210||09-19-2003||12:09 PM||||What is the difference between the '93 lights and the JDM lights you see on ebay every now and then?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||09-19-2003||12:42 PM||||well, for one, 93 usa headlights are clear, but most important, they are aimed towards the right side.  jdm lights, also clear, are aimed towards the left side, or towards oncoming traffic.  it will appear your bright lites are on.  here in texas, bright lights have been known to draw bugs, moths, and small arms fire.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||MidEngine210||09-19-2003||03:00 PM||||'93 lights it is then. Completely forgot about the differences in aiming for the different markets. Thanks for the headsup.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||09-19-2003||03:33 PM||||Well, it's been said that you CAN aim the JDM lights.  Most notably about the difference is the wiring/harness and "city" lights.  I believe that the JDM lights use H4 bulbs (as opposed to 9005/6) which makes them a good candidate for HID upgrade.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||09-19-2003||03:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Well, it's been said that you CAN aim the JDM lights.  Most notably about the difference is the wiring/harness and "city" lights.  I believe that the JDM lights use H4 bulbs (as opposed to 9005/6) which makes them a good candidate for HID upgrade. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I believe they are H3's .<br />If so 100w H3's will work and are easily bought   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003340.cgi
A||||5||BiggiB42||Yeah i know its an old question||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||09-19-2003||01:08 PM||||i know this has been asked many moons ago but i couldnt get a straight answer so im askin now  "how the hell do u get the knock sensor off"<br /> 1 of my buddys told me u have to take off the starter which i dont feel like doing. could i get to it if i just removed that stupid bracket. any help much apreciated||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||09-19-2003||01:13 PM||||I got mine off from underneath the car but the DP was also off at the time.  I'm pretty sure you can reach/get a wrench on it by reaching around blind for in under the intake manifold||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||09-19-2003||01:14 PM||||Oh ya...take that bracket off the intake manifold. It'a pain to get it off but makes a bunch of things a lot easier. Plus it's a heavy little bastard. Only 3 bolts I believe.<br /><br />Good luck!||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||#258||09-19-2003||03:37 PM||||Its MUCH easier to get to with the ac compressor off the car. Its just a bitch to re-install it. Also helps to have a triple jointed arm.||151.198.226.11||reg||1||#258||00000439||no
Z||000004||keydiver||09-19-2003||04:48 PM||||Be sure to disconnect the battery first!! My adjustable wrench was like an arc welder under there. I did it from underneath, but some say its easier from above. Getting the connector off was the toughest part.||67.34.192.239||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||09-19-2003||09:04 PM||||I put the wrench in from the side, lined it up on the nut from the bottom, went back to the side to break it free, then got back underneath to unscrew it.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/003341.cgi
A||||7||BiggiB42||quickie||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||09-19-2003||02:20 PM||||puttin in my turbo timer  and i dont know where our ecus r located||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||09-19-2003||02:24 PM||||passengerside kick panel||64.12.96.102||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||09-20-2003||03:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BiggiB42:<br /><strong> puttin in my turbo timer  and i dont know where our ecus r located </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Why do you want to know where the ecu is for a turbo timer install? Sounds like a bad idea to me.||65.177.240.60||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||Telecaster||09-20-2003||06:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    Why do you want to know where the ecu is for a turbo timer install? Sounds like a bad idea to me. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Some turbo timers like the HKS Type 1 have rpm, kph, and time measurement crap on it.||66.32.186.27||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-20-2003||08:38 AM||||If you don't know where your ECU is located, then how could you have changed the caps?  Put down the turbo timmer and have your ECU caps changed.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||BiggiB42||09-22-2003||02:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why do you want to know where the ecu is for a turbo timer install? Sounds like a bad idea to me.<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i have to tap into the 02 signal and ground          and i have it all hooked up now and it works fine||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000006||BiggiB42||09-22-2003||02:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you don't know where your ECU is located, then how could you have changed the caps? Put down the turbo timmer and have your ECU caps changed  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah im workin on havin that done     its not something i can do you know||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||09-22-2003||03:15 PM||||Well changing your caps is more important then installing your turbo timmer.  In fact, if they havn't been done yet, it is more important then your next tank of gas.  Our cars are really at the age that they can fail at any time.<br /><br />Mine where changed about 2 years ago with 8xK on the car and the caps had started to leak already.  Even with the lower miles.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/003342.cgi
A||||19||gvr4ever||Best FPR?||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-19-2003||02:35 PM||||Running a winebro 255 w/stock fuel system.  What would be the best choice for me?||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||09-19-2003||02:41 PM||||on my car i run a bolt on adjustable FPR. its a totally billit new piece with an adjusting screw. i can't remember for the life of me who makes it though. i do know that they are IMPOSSIBLE to find. i paid $$$ for mine used.<br /><br />we have an aeromotive setup that we use on our shop cars. remotely located with braided line. it looks BLING but carries the price.<br /><br />the B&M one is scarey, dont run it<br />-luke-||141.153.215.79||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-19-2003||03:34 PM||||Look for aeromotive, brurrschurrrr or the one that Mike Licht (previously of Ramchargers, MAFT fame) sells on his website (totally new design).  His website is fullthrottlespeed or something like that.  You want an 1:1 rising rate AFPR, don't buy the B&M.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-19-2003||04:35 PM||||Thanks for the tips.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||09-19-2003||04:45 PM||||Here's the link:<br /><a href="http://www.fullthrottlespeed.com/Dynamic/items.asp?CartId=5540375XPIJ-ACCWARE-X362&Cc=DSMREG" target="_blank">http://www.fullthrottlespeed.com/Dynamic/items.asp?CartId=5540375XPIJ-ACCWARE-X362&Cc=DSMREG</a>||67.34.192.239||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Jon||09-22-2003||08:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Here's the link:<br /> <a href="http://www.fullthrottlespeed.com/Dynamic/items.asp?CartId=5540375XPIJ-ACCWARE-X362&Cc=DSMREG" target="_blank">http://www.fullthrottlespeed.com/Dynamic/items.asp?CartId=5540375XPIJ-ACCWARE-X362&Cc=DSMREG</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've heard a few people complaining about that regulator.  Threads breaking and stuff like that.  Plus, I remember there was some sort of dispute between the owners of the company and one of the two runs it now.  <br /><br />Turbotrix has a nice modified rail and SX regulator.<br /><br />Buschur has a bolt on one.  <br /><br />I think Pruven has a bolt on one too.  Might be Buschur's though.<br /><br />Just remember, don't mount a gauge on the regulator if the regulator is mounted directly to the rail.  I had this setup and about a month later, the vibration killed the gauge.  Oil went everywhere as those mechanical oil pressure gauges are oil filled.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||09-22-2003||10:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> <br /><br />we have an aeromotive setup that we use on our shop cars. remotely located with braided line. it looks BLING but carries the price.<br /><br />-luke- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i still have yet to hook this up yet on my car so ill be talking to you shortly on how to install this like you did.||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||09-22-2003||11:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Here's the link:<br />  <a href="http://www.fullthrottlespeed.com/Dynamic/items.asp?CartId=5540375XPIJ-ACCWARE-X362&Cc=DSMREG" target="_blank">http://www.fullthrottlespeed.com/Dynamic/items.asp?CartId=5540375XPIJ-ACCWARE-X362&Cc=DSMREG</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've heard a few people complaining about that regulator.  Threads breaking and stuff like that.  Plus, I remember there was some sort of dispute between the owners of the company and one of the two runs it now.  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mike Licht insists that this is NOT the same regulator that SpoolinUp was selling. I have the SpoolinUp regulator, and it works fine, but I have heard of alot of problems with them, and would never recommend them again. <br />According to Mike, this is a BRAND NEW regulator, unless you know something I don't about a relationship between SpoolinUp and FullThrottleSpeed. I know Mike was with Ramchargers, but they have split, and I don't know why.||68.211.174.7||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||09-22-2003||12:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> At what point do you really need to upgrade the FP Reg??  I never see it listed in any Upgrade Paths from any companies like RRE, etc.?<br /><br />--Sorry about the post whoring! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When you install a fuel pump that out flows the stock FPR.  Like the walbro 255, or the supra.  I am running too rich at idle cause my RPMs to drop too low.  It takes about 5-8 seconds to go back up to 800 when I push in the clutch.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||DongeR615||09-22-2003||12:59 PM||||that site was ramchargers? now its full throttle?||67.127.56.211||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||09-22-2003||02:37 PM||||Mike used to work for Ramchargers.  He's started his own company.  I believe he is the software-side of the MAFT product.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||Minjin||09-22-2003||09:37 PM||||I bought my AFPR back when Spoolin Up was selling it. It took awhile and lots of phone calls, but their customer service is a different story and one that has been rehashed many times.<br /><br />The Spoolin Up design originally had a problem with the gauge mount. People were breaking it off so for a while, they simply sold the AFPRs without a spot to screw in a gauge. Thats the only reason I didn't get my regulator sooner. I made the decision that I wanted one with a gauge port so I waited. Other than the gauge problem I've never heard of a problem with the regulator. It works perfectly for me, looks very well designed and constructed, and you can't argue with the ease of installation. I would definitely buy one again if they were available, no matter who was selling them. I think people are whining about the service, not the product.<br /><br />FYI, to me, that picture on Mike's website looks exactly like my Spoolin Up regulator...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.112||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||09-23-2003||11:05 AM||||This was Mike's response when someone said it looked like the SpoolinUp:<br />"If you have an "adjustable spring job" you don't have what I sell. Before you pass judgment you should have better info and experience with the exact unit we sell. The unit I sell will allow the fuel pressure to go as low as the $139.99 Aeromotive unit that Busher sells with some extra fittings, (that will be as low as the return line and pump will allow)."||68.214.36.143||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||Minjin||09-23-2003||11:43 AM||||Sounds like he's talking about the B&M. Maybe he's a little confused...<br /><br />And I wouldn't consider it as passing judgement. If I knew he was selling the Spoolin Up FPR, I'd probably buy one since I know they work. His, as of now, is an unproven product.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.112||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000016||16GVR4||09-23-2003||08:17 PM||||I have the CAS/spoolinup AFPR. It is the second revision for 1G cars. <br /><br />I had to trim the adapter plate by quite a bit because it doesn't clear one of the spark plug wire. ( trimming billet steel with a dremel tool takes a LONG LONG time.. lol ).<br /><br />I have had it for about one month, and it seems to work fine so far. I mounted the fuel pressure gauge at the top of the fuel filter. I wouldn't want my fuel rail to break and sprays fuel everywhere, especially not near the coil pack!||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000017||Invader||09-23-2003||11:17 PM||||I have a SpoolinUp FPR, and was initially very disappointed.  The outlet barb leaked fuel and SpoolinUp wouldn't respond to inquiries.  After disassembly, it became obvious that the outlet barb wasn't screwed in tightly enough (didn't even know it was threaded at first) and a simple tightening of the outlet barb cured the leak.<br /><br />Would have been nice to get a little feedback from customer service, though...  Oh, and this was the model *without* the gauge port (I've got my gauge on the fuel filter).<br /><br />Anyway, I guess that doesn't much matter anymore.  Other than that small incident, I've been quite happy with it...definitely does the job as advertised.||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||12:21 AM||||Well I think I am going to get the aeromotive fpr and gage.<br /><br />It bolts above the fuel filter right?  Not the fuel rail.<br /><br />Any thoughts?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||talontsi||09-24-2003||12:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Well I think I am going to get the aeromotive fpr and gage.<br /><br />It bolts above the fuel filter right?  Not the fuel rail.<br /><br />Any thoughts? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you get the aeromotive you will have to tap the rail for AN fittings. You could also get an upgraded rail that already has AN fittings. <br /><br />You could just get the BR unit that is bolt on to the stock rail.<br /><br />As for the gauge there is a port on the Aeromotive FPR for that.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000020||16GVR4||09-24-2003||12:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by talontsi:<br /><strong> If you get the aeromotive you will have to tap the rail for AN fittings. You could also get an upgraded rail that already has AN fittings. <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You don't need to tap the rail. autoalchemy sells a bolt-on fuel rail adapter. It basically bolt onto the ends of your fuel rail, and changes the ends into AN ends.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000021||Minjin||09-24-2003||01:59 PM||||I like the AutoAlchemy fittings. Hell, I was having my machinist make me the exact same thing, but I stopped when AA got theirs out. My one complaint is that it uses -6 fittings. I'd much rather see it be -8, especially since the ID of the fuel rail is larger than -6.<br /><br />The Aeromotive/SX/Paxton setup is good, but one that will cost double that of a bolt on regulator like the Spoolin Up...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.112||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/003343.cgi
A||||5||Hertz||Electrical Problem||||1||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||09-19-2003||03:13 PM||rhertz@baits.com||Last Sunday, after shutting the engine off (car acc on), I experienced a small electrical gremlin...<br /><br />I turned on my hazards and my EGT gauge was bouncing to the beat of the lights (hazards pulling all voltage)!  Upon opening my door to check under the hood, the auto seat belt starting clicking and didn't seem to have enough juice to retract.<br /><br />I gave the belt a little push and it went fine.  (No I didn't sink a gauge pod screw into my track)  I pop the hood and check the battery terminals (a little wiggle, tightened them slightly -- specifically the ground)<br /><br />Everything went back to normal.<br /><br />This morning, I go out to start the car.  Turn the ignition on, seat belt retracts, no sound from car and very dim dash lights.  I open the door to repeat Sunday's procedure.  Seatbelt makes the same pained sounds (click click click) and doesn't retract.<br /><br />I wiggled terminals, etc.  No help.  Check the voltage at the battery, solid 12 with voltmeter.  No ammeter, though I don't know if batteries die because of a lack of amperage?  Battery has only slight bulging.<br /><br />My ground wire (where it attaches to body) has some corrosion, but I always figured it to be superficial.<br /><br />Am I experiencing bad ground?  Where else can I check for voltage?<br /><br />Yesterday and previous days show alternator giving ~14v and battery at ~12v on my pocketlogger.<br /><br />Help!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||09-19-2003||07:31 PM||||hmm..<br />you are using the stock wires right??<br />ground + positive..<br /><br />anyways.. maybe try another battery from a mate??<br />if it solves the problem then u know the battery is stuffed.. if not.. u know its something else..<br /><br />maybe add an additional ground point??<br /><br />alternator is not charging properly?? or is dying and charging very slowly.. check the belt tension?<br /><br />check all terminals.. <br /><br />so many possibilities.. i guess only trial and error will solve this one..||203.166.63.228||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-19-2003||07:31 PM||||Anybody?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'm going to buy some new battery cables (would prefer to relocate, but don't have the time or $$ right now).  Is there any secret place I should look for shorts?||67.162.74.145||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||09-19-2003||09:30 PM||||Did you jump the car off or drive another car?<br /><br />Looks like the power wire to your sub-fuse links could cause such a problem.  Check the wire for corrosion at both ends.  Cd Manual says it is a 8mm White? wire.  I would pull it off the batt and clean the terminal and batt post really well, then check the end where it goes to the fuseable link box(I think it's a box).||64.63.212.195||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-20-2003||03:00 AM||||<b>Yes!</b> Thank you.  Everything looked fine this morning when I was half awake...  but upon reading your suggestion and taking a good look at and taking off the positive terminal and the nut attaching the lead for the link I found thick corrosion on the surfaces of the connectors.<br /><br /><i>I'm such a rookie</i>.  I couldn't believe they would conduct at all... well, come to think of it, they really didn't.<br /><br />Sanded everything to bare metal, even the nuts & bolts.  Everything works!<br /><br />I went out and bought a battery charger (peace of mind) and a new ground lead.  Although I don't need them now, I'll use my new ground wire for the future trunk-mount and hopefully won't have to use the charger anytime soon.<br /><br />Thanks again all, sorry for the panic -- if I missed another event I would go postal.||67.162.74.145||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||09-20-2003||12:26 PM||||Yup.  Loose terminals let the corrosion "grow" between the post and terminal where you usually don't see it.  <br />If you find loose terminals, just go ahead and pull them off and clean them really well.  <br /><br />I allways use one of those battery terminal sealer sprays after I clean the terminals and put them back on.  Really helps keep any corrosion monsters from growing.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003344.cgi
A||||10||VR4 Me||Damn, if you're gonna break a clutch, do it right (pics)||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||09-19-2003||05:59 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||<img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/stockclutch.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />notice the two broken pieces   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||09-19-2003||08:09 PM||||Nice, how did you do that?<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||VR4 Me||09-19-2003||08:16 PM||||i dunno...downshifted, hit the gas and then pop...I imagine the old clutch probably had some wear on it...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  either way, i did a pretty nice job on it, something to show the grandkids||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||09-20-2003||01:27 AM||||mmmmmmm<br /><br />Kitty hair  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.52.237.102||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||curtis||09-20-2003||03:48 PM||||I't just means your driving correctly  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.142.59.176||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||09-20-2003||05:19 PM||||Just be glad it wasn't the flywheel, or you'd have a nice big hole in your bellhousing as well...or did this one go thru anyway?  Last flywheel I had go boom went into orbit at 7800 rpm.  Glad I didn't have a passenger...came right thru the floor of the eclipse and out thru the roof after shredding the seat back.  It was very, very ugly, and made a statement for chrome moly or aluminum flywheels.  Sometimes I think that starter ring gear is there for a safety retainer as well.  One thing about my 6 puck...no itchy kitty hair.  Six small missiles, but no hair...||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||09-21-2003||12:48 AM||||That's not the first ACT I have seen that happen to. My friends pressure plate ended up in about 12 pieces, and there was absolutely no firction material left on the disk, just the metal in between the friction pads. Pretty disgusting site, made me not want to buy an ACT right away.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||VR4 Me||09-21-2003||11:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> That's not the first ACT I have seen that happen to. My friends pressure plate ended up in about 12 pieces, and there was absolutely no firction material left on the disk, just the metal in between the friction pads. Pretty disgusting site, made me not want to buy an ACT right away. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ummmm...look twice man, that is the stock pressure plate and disc<br /><br />edit: heh heh heh...69 posts  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000008||1312VR4||09-21-2003||11:30 AM||||I thought the stock disc had 6 springs?||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000009||VR4 Me||09-21-2003||07:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> I thought the stock disc had 6 springs? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">for real? well, i guess i should say, that is the disc and PP which I thought were stock because they were in the car when I bought it, and there are two repair orders for clutches in the service records that the previous owner kept.||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000010||DookGVR4||09-21-2003||07:58 PM||||maybe he bought the clutfch elsewhere?....<br /><br />It doesnt look like an act though...||24.52.237.102||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
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A||||4||slowpokin699||quick ? on 4ws drive gear removal||||1||||slowpokin699||00002108
Z||000000||slowpokin699||09-19-2003||07:02 PM||yomainmane@hotmail.com||What is the correct way to remove the rws drive gear out of the rear diff?  thanks||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-19-2003||07:14 PM||||there IS no correct way.  lots of cussing, pulling, turning, prying.  it helps to unbolt the actuator that the solid lines go to, but then it's a bitch to bolt it back up.  that sucker just dont wanna come out.  oh, and putting it BACK is just as much fun.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||slowpokin699||09-19-2003||08:40 PM||||well then what the hell... how did you do it?  I'm in the process of a rebuild and i have already pulled the lines out and got a t/e/l p/s resivor.  I have heard of people "cutting" the gear but that just dosent sound right to me.  So what you are saying is that i'll just have to fight with it and eventually it will come out?  I need specifics..||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||09-19-2003||08:56 PM||||I didn't have too much problem doing that I lower the rear subframe a little not much. Took out the gear and cut the gear with a hacksaw. I may be harder if you eave the lines in the car but I just plug mine and ripped it all out. Took a while but as I look at it it done now not my prob. any more.||208.178.23.25||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||slowpokin699||09-19-2003||09:06 PM||||cool, this gives me a little more confidence into doing this mod for which i have no experience doing.... shouldnt be hard since MOST of the lines are out.  I'm taking my time since i want them all in one piece just in case I or someone wants 4ws again.||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes



ubb/Forum2/003346.cgi
A||X||7||meshwork||AFC/VPC combo in...some questions though||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||09-19-2003||07:56 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||So I have the afc/vpc (stock inj chip) in. I wired it up to the HKS harness in the same manner I would if it was being wired into the stock harness. <br /><br />Right now I have no intercooler piping, stock exhaust attached to the 20g. Basically I am doing some things to get the car running, so I can limp it to the exhaust shop to get the IC pipes and exhaust done. <br /><br />I unplugged the MAS and the engine light came on (before installing afc/vpc). But when I got the VPC hooked up, the engine light went off, so I guess thats a good sign. <br /><br />What I was going to do was hook up a temporary filter and pipe right to the TB to make it run like a NA to get it to the muffler shop. <br /><br />Now, the question I have is what settings should the AFC be at? Do I set it for Karman since its a DSM, or for pressure since I have the VPC hooked up? Any advice would help. <br /><br />When having the VPC knobs aligned at 0, straight up and down, and the SAFC all zeroed out, the car runs so rich that its like a cloud almost. It smells like one of those horrendous muscle cars its running so rich.<br /><br />Any advice?||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||Whistler||09-19-2003||10:45 PM||||If you attempt to drive the car without any intercooler pipes, the turbo will destroy itself.<br />Good luck.||68.17.160.48||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000002||smokindav||09-19-2003||11:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Whistler:<br /><strong> If you attempt to drive the car without any intercooler pipes, the turbo will destroy itself.<br />Good luck. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">To finish this thought....<br /><br />Because the turbo will be free to spin and there will be no way to get the wastegate to open.  You could just wire it open though, that would keep the turbine RPMs down.||66.32.79.109||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||09-19-2003||11:23 PM||||Taken into consideration...temporary nitrile rubber pipes on the way.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-20-2003||03:21 AM||||Nobody answered his question.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />It may measure pressure, but does the VPC talk Karman to the ECU?  If so, I would say use the AFC on Karman.||67.162.74.145||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||09-20-2003||10:11 AM||||Thanks Ryan!<br /><br />I know the rest of it sounds really stupid, but the car has been down for so long and everytime I fix one thing something else goes wrong. I got the FMIC on, but when reinstalling the radiator I dropped it and it broke. So I had to wait a copule weeks to get the IRC radiator in. And then when I got all that in, I realize that I didn't turn the turbo enough, so I have to take everything out again to get the turbo out to turn it a little more. Then somewhere along the line I nicked the AC condenser outlet pipe, so all my R12 went bye-bye. At this point I want to get everything done, and get it tuned, and basically get it out of my work (at a body shop) because I'm hopefully going to be quitting there in the next week or two. <br /><br />So there's the background story on my my previous problems sound so stupid.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||GalantVR41062||09-20-2003||10:37 AM||||tow the car, ither flat bed, flat tow, or 2wheel car dolley(un bolt the propeller shaft from the rear diff, 4 bolts and tie it out of the way with wire ties).  Or make your own IC piping, or put the mas on the TB elbo and run no IC piping but a filter of some kind on the turbo, no VPC just the stock air flow sensor and the car will run just dont get to the point were you would build boost or take the waste gate agitator off that will keep turbo shaft speed down.  Then drive/tow it to were someone can fix all you problems.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000007||Jon||09-22-2003||08:41 AM||||VPC + AFC combo is on the READ ME FIRST section of this forum.  <br /><br />Here is the link:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001664" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001664</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no



ubb/Forum2/003347.cgi
A||||19||hecdws||painting intercooler ?||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||09-19-2003||08:47 PM||hecdws@aol.com||ok im getting ready to install my evo intercooler and want to paint it black. can i use regular flat black primer from a can or is there a special paint i should look for?<br /><br />thanks hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||BlingBling||09-20-2003||12:21 AM||||I am not sure about this, but I don't think you want to paint it, it seems as if the intercooler would not work.  Paint would not allow for air to pass through, thus not cooling the intake charge.||64.172.62.96||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||09-20-2003||12:32 AM||||On a VFAQ, they painted an intercooler. Just use a light coat of paint...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||09-20-2003||07:49 AM||||They paint radiaters don't they. the oil coolers that I have seen are painted as well. I would look into the paint they use Eastwood sells it.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||09-20-2003||09:17 AM||||I used Krylon flat black primer to do mine. No problems.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR41062||09-20-2003||10:44 AM||||If you paint a cooler of anykind it will work less then an unpainted item.  The cooler will still work but not as well as an unpainted one.  If you want to be "stealth" about your install go to a water to air, or anidize your IC.  I have a DSM-Performance FMIC on my car, the IC takes up my hole bumper cover, but the only people that think anything of it is DSM people, which when you beet them would figure you had a differnt IC set up anyway.  <a href="http://lse-performance.com/library/1517Front.jpg" target="_blank">http://lse-performance.com/library/1517Front.jpg</a> <br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000006||1992gvr4||09-20-2003||11:18 AM||||to paint an intercooler you want to paint it by holding the can at the side and aiming across the ic. this will put a light coating on it that wont block it up.||64.41.22.171||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||09-20-2003||05:24 PM||||Believe it or not, there is a special radiator paint that gm used to sell that actually helps heat transfer.  Normal paint will just act as an insulator.  You might try calling an automotive paint supplier and asking them if they stock anything.  I know that nobody will believe this, but it is true.  Something about enhancing the heat transfer because the paint has iron or something in it that actually sucks the heat out of the aluminum.  No, I don't know any more than that.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000008||hecdws||09-20-2003||05:27 PM||||damn john see how stealth your is im not cutting my bumper so you wont even be able to see mines. <br /><br />hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000009||SteveHebert||09-20-2003||06:13 PM||||My bumber is not cut at all either - the IC is very difficult to see, but I was wondering if it blocks the air flow at all? Only about 1/2 the IC is actually visible||66.189.115.88||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000010||GRV4726||09-20-2003||08:21 PM||||i've heard the same thing that beemer is talking about. you should look in to it, and if you find anything out post it. also post prices because i'm cheap, and want to know.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />i'm keeping my three fins, so that should keep it hidden. of course i won't be doing an intercooler upgrade in a while, but when i do, i don't think i should have to worry about it||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000011||hecdws||09-20-2003||09:04 PM||||ill look into it on monday and let you guys know what i find.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000012||joec||09-21-2003||12:02 PM||||<a href="http://www.eastwoodco.com/itemdy00.asp?T1=10040+Z&Dep_Key1=" target="_blank">http://www.eastwoodco.com/itemdy00.asp?T1=10040+Z&Dep_Key1=</a><br /><br />Designed for radiators, but doesn't say anything about "enhancing" cooling.||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000013||chadhayashi||09-21-2003||12:10 PM||||You could anodize it.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000014||hecdws||09-21-2003||08:55 PM||||anodizing is to much for my budget build-up.<br /><br />hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000015||BiggiB42||09-22-2003||01:36 AM||||i wonder if u had a strong fan blowin on the IC while u paint it  if that would help the  paint not clog the fins||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000016||driftntouge||09-22-2003||02:02 PM||||You should be able to just bring the cooler to a radiator shop and have them paint it there.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000017||ayvr4||09-22-2003||02:15 PM||||off topic a little bit,<br />has anyone ever put a small fan on the ic, just like the radiator fans? would this help out alot?<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||09-22-2003||02:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> off topic a little bit,<br />has anyone ever put a small fan on the ic, just like the radiator fans? would this help out alot?<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just get a better radiator fan(s).||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||hecdws||09-22-2003||06:30 PM||||well me and jose just installed the evo 5 intercooler today. i didnt paint it just threw it up there like it was, you could barely see it thru the us bumper. ill try it like that with the jdm once its painted if you cant see it ill leave it if not i have a raidiator shop nearby that can do the work or i can just order the paint can. sorry no pics dont know why cause jose had a dig. camera maybe tomorrow if anyone want to see it.<br /><br />later<br />hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum2/003348.cgi
A||||6||benwah||MD150425? is this a GVR4 ECM?||||1||||benwah||00000735
Z||000000||benwah||09-19-2003||11:08 PM||||I just found this in a galant gsr that I picked up tonight and I'm wondering what it goes to because it looks like an eprom ecm. Too bad the caps are bad but probably could be rebuilt. I tried looking it up but all I find is it's a mitsubishi ecm with no details as to what car it belongs. Any help here is appreciated, thanks!!<br />BEN||68.61.168.255||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-20-2003||03:24 AM||||I bet it goes to a GSR.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   It could very well be socketed.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ECUs.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ECUs.html</a>||67.162.74.145||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||09-20-2003||08:39 AM||||I'll take that if you don't want it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||benwah||09-20-2003||11:28 AM||||The guy did have ecu problems. There was a dsm one lying on the floor and I found this one in the trunk. I'm sure the original is still under the dash. Although I did look at the list and it's not there so you might be right, someone might have socketed it for the car. GVR4EVER if you want it make me an offer and it's yours!||68.61.168.255||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-20-2003||12:39 PM||||Keydiver, will it work for a GVR4?  From what I've read, it can.  Just double checking before I invest.<br /><br />Thanks||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||09-22-2003||10:49 AM||||Listed as fitting a 90 model E33ASNGML2M.  This is not a turbo model.  I have no idea if that model code is a GSR.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||09-22-2003||01:23 PM||||I have successfully modified a couple non-turbo EPROM ECU's to work, but it is a LOT of work. The non-turbo's don't have the knock sensor board, and they are built to work with saturated injectors, not peak-and-hold, so you have to have an old Turbo ECU to steal the parts from and a lot of time. You have to lay a good Turbo ECU next to it, and compare every jumper, capacitor, and resistor. Then, the non-turbo's usually have fewer of the M5269L driver IC's, since they don't have to control as many solenoids, etc. So, you need to complete that circuitry if you expect it to work. I buy them when I can get them for <$50, otherwise they're not worth the work.||68.211.174.7||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
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A||||5||GVR$in||Squeeky bov?||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-19-2003||11:43 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Even though a consensus has been made in the other bov thread.. I thought I'd make my own and not hijack.<br /><br />Tonight I crushed Rich's old bov. The result? Holds boost at 20psi as well as at partial throttle, which is what I was shooting for. The catch is, it is a very high pitched sound rather than the normal sound.  Only at full boost it makes the normal 'whip' sound as I like to call it. Now Im not too worried because it is doing what its supposed to, but doesn't sound right. Should I be worried?<br /><br />It almost sounds like the squeeky toys you give your dog if you know what I mean    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   . And It also 'blows off' at no vac/0psi which kind of worries me, because it doesn't even surge like usual below 10psi.<br /><br />I crushed it with a vice to "the point where you could fit some folded up pieces of paper in between" -Rich<br /><br />Thanks.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||09-20-2003||12:33 PM||||Did you have a vacuum gauge on it while you crushed?  If not, you may have crushed it too much which in turn causes the strange noise you hear.  "Too much" being subjective and simply meaning too much for this perticular BOV.  Each one seems to crush a bit differently.  <br /><br />If it does what you want it too then that's a plus, but I don't know why it would blow off at 0psi.  What makes you say that it does?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-20-2003||12:54 PM||||No vac gauge when I crushed it.. Just did it evenly but may have crushed it too much.<br /><br />It doesn't stutter/surge below 10 psi like the usual bov would. It actually 'blows off' in its own high pitched noise at 0-15, then from 16-20 it has its normal sound. From 20-5 in./hg it surges faintly.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||09-20-2003||04:44 PM||||I know what hte problem is and Terren will get a severe beating for it and I'll keep the BOV.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-20-2003||04:45 PM||||Oh and the BOV works fine. Just someone forgetting to check something.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||09-20-2003||04:52 PM||||you might have a mouse in there...you might wanna open her up and look around  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum2/003350.cgi
A||||18||gvr4tunr||BLEW MY 4WS...HELP!!!||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||09-20-2003||02:47 AM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||so i took a hard turn and my 4WS light came on. i stopped, and sure enough a large puddle of steering fluid had formed under the connection between the rubber line coming from the rear steering assembly and the hard line running to the pump. all the fluid drained and i don't know how to fix this sort of thing. help!||12.107.200.126||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||09-20-2003||02:52 AM||||Just remove it completely use the search it has been covered tpns of times.||65.177.240.60||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||09-20-2003||03:29 AM||||you can also take off the damaged line and bring it to your local parts store and ahve them repair it.<br />removing the 4ws can be a pain in the ass. just blocking it off isn't that hard,but doing it right is fairly involved||138.89.43.238||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||09-20-2003||09:58 AM||||Weird, it must be that time for our cars because I blew my line, same place, last weekend.<br />And JB weld won't work too well, unless your lines are completely free of powersteering fluid.  I kept trying to put it on mine, but every time I put the JB weld on, the powersteering fluid would start oozing out again.  If the lines are cleaned up, and there is no more fluid in it, I would try to do the JB weld thing, but I can't guarentee it's going to work.  I'm waiting for some new lines to get in that a member on the board had lying around.  I would go into the forsale section and post that you need those AWS lines, I thought I saw some for sale in there.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||09-20-2003||10:08 AM||||yup thats the identical place mine blew 3 weeks ago also||138.89.87.126||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||SteveHebert||09-20-2003||06:08 PM||||Hey seriously - mine blew 8 weeks ago - when I went to Victor Reasearch they said Mits was not making replacement lines, (he had just done one on another VR4) but after checking again he said they just started making them. <br /><br />Well I am glad mine blew - cuz when it did it was a bone stock VR4 - and now 8 wks later it's a whole new beast.<br /><br />The conversation went something like this..<br /><br />me "Can you fix my steering lines?"<br /><br />Victor Research "Well we can do even better than that.....<br />Act2100 Street clutch kit. <br />Shifter bushings<br />NGK Spark plug wires <br />NGK Spark plugs <br />Small 16 G turbo - ported <br />550cc injectors <br />APEXi Super AFC 2 fuel controller <br />VR 1G FMIC kit <br />13" SPAL fan Puller <br />Halman ES boost controler <br />Walbro 255 High Pressure fuel pump <br />Aeoromotive regulator, fuel pressure guage. <br />Boost guage <br />Air fuel guage <br />BR 3" Turbo Back exhaust with CAT <br />New 95+ Exhaust Manifold - ported <br />Dejon Intake pipe <br />K&N filterpack <br />9" SPAL pusher fan <br />Batery moved to trunk <br />Modine metal tank radiator <br />Mitsu O2 Sensor <br />O2 housing ported. <br />New drive shaft carrier bearings<br />and of course new brake lines"<br /><br />Me ' Hey fix me up man"||66.189.115.88||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000006||gvr4tunr||09-21-2003||02:50 AM||||update:<br /><br />i blocked off the rear supply and return lines on the reservoir using vacuum hose plugs and hose clamps. i bought two oil drain plugs, 14mm x 1.5, and 3 washers for each. tomorrow i'll tackle plugging off the high flow lines at the front rack...any hints/tips to make it easier?||12.107.200.124||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||09-21-2003||02:53 AM||||no tips on how to do it but I DESPARTELY need to do it myself so I can slap the 4 bolt in. Please let me know how you did the lines at the front rack. For the other lines I have a 1g TEL PS res.<br /><br />Thanks!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||markrieb||09-21-2003||11:29 PM||||Earls parts numbers  991954 and 590906.  Summit racing part numbers EAR-991954 (need two each) and EAR-592906 (two come in the package)<br /><br />One is the powersteering fitting (14mx1.5) to -6AN and the other is the -6AN caps.<br /><br />The powersteering fitting has the appropriate threads and o-ring.<br /><br />Get them from summit racing, JEGS, Baker Performance, etc.  All four fitting will run about $25 shipped<br /><br />This has been posted multiple times to the other AWS threads.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.64.115||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||09-22-2003||01:25 AM||||Thanks for the part numbers Mark...my real issue is how to get a tool on those lines at the rack.  If I can get the lines out the capping is easy.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||turbogalant||09-22-2003||02:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4tunr:<br /><strong> update:<br /><br />i blocked off the rear supply and return lines on the reservoir using vacuum hose plugs and hose clamps. i bought two oil drain plugs, 14mm x 1.5, and 3 washers for each. tomorrow i'll tackle plugging off the high flow lines at the front rack...any hints/tips to make it easier? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please dont use use drain plugs in it do it right you are only asking for trouble get a hose fabricator to make 2 oring seat block off plugs the guy who made mine said to crush it in a vice and fill it with silver thats what he uses to pressure test the lines to 3000 psi. I just had him make them up for me anyway. Cost me $10 he said that the fitting were $4 a piece so if yuor smart bring the old fittings with you or try making them up youself but don't use some thing that doesn't seat correctly you are only asking for problems.||65.177.240.166||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000011||gvr4tunr||09-22-2003||11:22 AM||||i searched this site...seems like everyone uses drain plugs to do the job along with some teflon tape...<br /><br />today i tried to look around to find where the high pressure lines meet the rack...no luck. anyone with experience know where to find these? until i can get it fixed, is it ok to drive still or will it ruin my ps system?||12.107.200.123||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000012||psycopyro182||09-22-2003||11:54 AM||||i know this has probably been debated, but why do you guys remove the aws? is it that heavy? or is it just personal preference?||204.196.73.123||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000013||gvr4tunr||09-22-2003||12:09 PM||||it adds weight and more things to break...as you've seen from my posts and many others...<br /><br /><br />anyone have suggestions? ^^||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000014||gvr4tunr||09-22-2003||01:35 PM||||anyone? anyone? bueller? bueller?||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000015||bob in chicago||09-23-2003||09:11 AM||||I've covered this before, but perhaps you didn't find what you are seeking when you did a search for "AWS" or "4WS". Anyway, here's it one more time:<br /><br />1. To find where the AWS high pressure lines go into the front rack, get under the car with a light. Follow the AWS lines from the back to the front. Remove the support plate that covers them just under the front rack.  See photos on this post:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003360;p=1#000005" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003360;p=1#000005</a><br />Follow them to where they connect to front rack.  It's very tight in there. The other two lines are low pressure ones which go to the power steering reservoir where they can be plugged with a bolt and hose clamp.<br /><br />2.  To remove: Soak overnight with WD-40 or Kroil penetrant. Resoak them, then loosen with a semi-boxed wrench that's made to remove hydraulic line fittings. (line wrench) <br /><br />3. To plug: Use oil pan plugs or use your old lines. With the old lines: On the easy one, you cut, flatten & weld up the pipe about 2-3" from the fitting. Remember to remove the rubber o-ring and the end before welding. You can get new o-rings from Conicelli. On the other line which goes to the side of the rack where you just cannot reach, cut and weld it at the other end by the short rubber line. Reattach the plate and go the rear and repeat the process.<br /><br />4. Why remove the 4WS or AWS? Because it will leak sooner or later. Because it compromises the car's handling on pavement by making the rear loose and not optimally positioned for fast cornering.<br /><br />There, I've put in lots of AWS and 4WS so this post will come up on a search.||24.148.12.160||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000016||jayru||09-23-2003||10:03 AM||||But wasen't that the origional intent of 4WS, to optomise cornering, amd help to subdue understeer associated w/ AWD cars? Could all of the Mitsu engeneers been that dumb?||24.238.66.85||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000017||bob in chicago||09-23-2003||01:18 PM||||Yes & yes.  <br />AWS makes for quick lane changes, but in any longer corner it actually adds to understeer. The factory World Cup Rally team removed it when they ran our cars.  Go figure...||24.148.12.160||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000018||16GVR4||09-23-2003||04:45 PM||||My car feels much better without the 4WS, especially noticeable on high speed corners.<br /><br />I also reinstalled my welded rear steering rack to get rid of the passive rear steering on the car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes



ubb/Forum2/003353.cgi
A||||6||Akidosigh1||is it fuel cut?||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||09-20-2003||08:50 AM||||SO this is whats happening... I was running 15psi on the stock fuel system. I think I might have a boost leak which i haven't checked out yet. I pulled out of my friends driveway to head down to my house and did my usual take off routine and at 4000 rpms, my car took a nose dive and bounced back up and took another nose dive... i stopped, backed up to see if my friend saw it to make sure i wasn't dreaming... it did it 2 more times going down the street again... so i got upset... this was right after i put 5 gallons of 107 unleaded in the tank. I turned the boost down as far as i could to 9-10psi. Drove up and down the street and it went away for a little while. i took it out on the highway for a couple laps around my block and it started doing it again. the first rpm is between 3500-4000 and when it does it, the car goes really lean according to my autometer guage. and then bounces around until it happens again and goes lean again... almost so lean on the guage that its below where the guage lights up. my palm is supposed to be delivers on tuesday according to UPS... so i can't datalog it yet? does this sound like fuel cut? the air is getting colder at night so maybe that and the boost leak is doing this... thoughts and opinions?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||09-20-2003||09:47 AM||||Sounds like fuel cut.  I just went throught the same thing at 14 psi and  a Walbro 255.  Get a new fuel pump and at least 550's and some form of fuel control.  Change your fuel filter also.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||09-20-2003||09:53 AM||||Sitting in my room, i've got:<br /><br />S-AFC<br />MAFT<br />holley 255<br /><br />i'm waiting on:<br /><br />Palm and cable<br />AFPR<br /><br />i should be able to fix it shortly. I am getting my fmic soon so I'll be able to get rid of the boost leak it its in the IC plumbing... i have the money saved up||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||09-22-2003||01:42 PM||||I've never heard of fuelcut at 9-10 psi!?<br />Strange....||68.211.174.7||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||BiggiB42||09-22-2003||02:46 PM||||does your check engine light come on when this happens    i have similiar symtoms  and CEL comes on   it also leans out hard 2||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||09-22-2003||04:45 PM||||He must have some pretty good leaks going on to hit fuel cut at 9-10 psi.  That's the only reason I can think of.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||Akidosigh1||09-22-2003||07:25 PM||||man, i don't even know anymore... the turbo stopped sounding like a diesel truck and and it stopped cutting out... and since, i've turned the boost back up to 18 and back down... to 15 and now i'm at 9 again... it might have happened for a couple days after my initial post.... but as far as i know, its gone now.. My CEL never came on once.<br /><br />got my pocketlogger stuff today. my palm is supposed to be delivered tomorrow so i will find out soon||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003352.cgi
A||||5||Adrenalin||Oil line question||||1||||Adrenalin||00000708
Z||000000||Adrenalin||09-20-2003||05:25 AM||neonoxide_@hotmail.com||Ok sorry for the noob question but pls bare with me. I bought my gvr4 without a motor in it a wile back so i bought a new one and it came with what i am told is the wrong filter housing because the lines it uses are a banjo style "at least that is what i am told" they are the kind that have the big bolt with the hole in it that goese through the line. But anyways is this the wrong one??? and if so can i make this one work or what? Someone point me in the right direction cause i'm lost ;-) thanks alot guys<br /><br />Jake||64.4.224.252||reg||1||Adrenalin||00000708||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-20-2003||08:39 AM||||sounds like the motor you got has the external air to air cooler, WAY superior to the "sandwich" cooler on the 91 and later cars.  all you have to do is switch the oil filter "head", which is the part that the oil filter screws on to.  4 12mm wrench size bolts, but one of them is under the lower timing belt cover, easily accessible with the motor out of the car, and you will have that cover off when you change out the timing belt and all the pulleys, water pump, tensioner, etc.  you ARE going to change them out, right?  NOW IS THE TIME TO DO IT.  it will NEVER be this easy.  also, if you are considering removing the balance shafts, NOW IS THE TIME TO DO IT.  you need the bolts from the old oil filter head, one of them is different, i think it is the one under the lower cover.  make sure you change out the feed/return lines to the cooler, and the turbo.  actually, now is a good time to change out ALL of the hoses.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Adrenalin||09-21-2003||06:11 AM||||I was hoping you were not going to say that cause i allready did all of the t belt stuff and then dropped the motor in... Crap that blows.. is that bolt you are refering to behind that t belt or do i just have to take the cover off to get to it? and the old motor didn't come with the car so i don't have the old bolts or anything else for that matter so were would be a good place to get them? Thanx for the info<br /><br />Jake||12.104.79.161||reg||8||Adrenalin||00000708||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||09-21-2003||11:55 AM||||what i did was take the unit i was installing, and use it to eyeball about where the bolt is.  then, take a dremel and make a hole in the cover just enought to get a socket in.  after you remove the bolts, loosen the bolts holding the cover so you can pry the cover up just a tad, and the housing slides out.  then, i permatex the gasket to the new housing, slide it in, and bolt it down.  that housing you have now is MUCH more desireable than the stocker, i am sure someone will easily trade you straight across, and dont forget the pipe, and the thermostat housing.  you will have to remove the turbo to get at the pipe.  a much better way to do this is to get the necessary parts and install an air to air cooler.  one of the biggest reasons for doing this is to prevent the possibility of the "sandwich" loosening, and you loose all your oil, then you get to buy another motor.  besides, an oil cooler will add years to the life of the motor.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Adrenalin||09-22-2003||05:28 AM||||What parts do i need to get ahold of to make the air to air setup work? and how hard is it to get into our cars?? Thanx alot for all your help ken.||12.32.63.187||reg||3||Adrenalin||00000708||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||09-22-2003||08:34 AM||||if you get all the factory stuff-cooler, lines, bolts, etc-it almost bolts right up.  the cooler fits in the driver's side in front of the a/c fan, you have to bend the p/s cooler just a tad, and fabricate some brackets.  there is a square hole in the bumper that looks like it was made to supply air to the cooler.  the plastic shield that covers the lower part of the motor in the inner fender is formed so the lines clear.  they tuck up nicely inside the bumper cover.  i ran this setup for a couple of years.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003354.cgi
A||||6||cevic||Problem with engine start||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||09-20-2003||01:30 PM||||Hi, I now have a problem with starting the engine in the cold/not so cold weather after my sit has sitten over night.I have to turn my key four or five times to start the engine. It feel like the fuel pump does not kick in and there is no fuel at the fuel trail. This happens after I swape a JDM engine. Any suggestion?||24.124.42.112||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-20-2003||01:54 PM||||First thing.. change your fuel filter.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||09-20-2003||03:29 PM||||Possibility: Fuel lines aren't holding pressure.<br /><br />Caused by:<br />orings that don't seat properly(especially the one on the fuel pump if you've replaced it with an aftermarket)<br />worn out lines with torn liners<br />injector/s stuck open||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||cevic||09-20-2003||03:39 PM||||I have replaced the fuel filter while swape the engine. Not sure if the o-rings are not sitting properly. What will you guys do at first for this kind of problem?||24.124.42.112||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||09-20-2003||03:54 PM||||If you have an aftermarket pump, especially a walbro, first would be to check and fix the oring on the pump, because there's a 90% chance thats the problem.  <br /><br />It its not an aftermarket pump, put her away hot for the night.  Pull the plugs in the morning and see if there's fuel in the cyliders after sitting.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||09-22-2003||01:38 PM||||Try priming the fuel lines first by connecting the fuelpump test terminal under the hood to the + side of the battery for 10-15 seconds. This is the single, black female spade terminal right above the VIN plate on the firewall. If the car starts right up, your fuel lines aren't holding pressure as they said.||68.211.174.7||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||cevic||09-23-2003||10:52 PM||||Is the connector same as the one that we have to connect when adjusting the idle? The one with a cap on it and only have one pin when the cap is off?||24.124.42.112||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes



ubb/Forum2/003355.cgi
A||||4||BiggiB42||help, stupid apexi||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||09-20-2003||02:06 PM||||ok i just got my apexi turbo timer and all the functions work except the most important one the timer.any help please. does any one else have this timer||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||09-20-2003||03:32 PM||||do you have the security swith grounded?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||BiggiB42||09-22-2003||01:45 AM||||well i finally  got the timer to work    turns out i didnt have the parking brake switch harness connected         but im still not sure what wire i splice for the e-brake security bypass    but everything else on the timer works great||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||09-22-2003||02:10 AM||||There is one wire that connects to the e-brake you can get to it from under the mirror switch and under the shifter boot. And yes I have a apexi and love it. I just made a gauge holder and turbo timer holder on the bottom din. Actually I have one in both cars you couldn't get me to buy any other timer.||65.177.240.166||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||BiggiB42||09-22-2003||02:57 PM||||thanks for the tip     yeah this is a great timer||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes



ubb/Forum2/003356.cgi
A||||4||henrok||ecu caps?||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||09-20-2003||05:33 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey i just purchased the set of capacitors from machv to replace the old leaky ones. how do u know which ones are which?  i received three, is this the correct amount to remove or did i get extra. i ask cause the last time i read somewhere there are only two to be removed.  also anyone know what should read on the capacitors?||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||09-20-2003||05:46 PM||||<a href="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm" target="_blank">RTFM</a><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||Ash||09-22-2003||12:27 AM||||LOL, at least ya gave him the F'in manual to read  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||09-22-2003||08:39 AM||||if the caps have leaked, it is NOT enough to just replace them.  the stuff leaked out has to be chemically removed, and the board cleaned, or it will still eat thru, and you will lose the ecu.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||ejectseat||09-22-2003||12:47 PM||||i did mine two weeks ago and it's fine.  I had one cap leak.  it ate part of the board.  i cleaned it and it's good as new.  there's 3 caps on your ecu.  that's how you know which ones they are.||205.149.71.236||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes



ubb/Forum2/003357.cgi
A||X||1||4G63_GSR||ECU location||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||09-20-2003||07:32 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||i'm installing my a/f gauge and i was told that the ecu is behind the radio.  i looked up vfaq and they only give me locations on first gens.  where is my ecu on my 92 vr4? please help.||66.190.61.138||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||09-20-2003||07:35 PM||||Passenger side kick panel( underneath the glove box).||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/003358.cgi
A||||7||GRV4726||another delay||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||09-20-2003||08:12 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i forgot to order 3 gaskets. 2 are for the oil return from the turbo to the oil pan. i figure i can just put it on and continue working and then replace it before i run the engine. <br /><br />the other gasket is for the oil pump pick up tube. what do i do just order one and not continue. cause i would like to put the oil pan back on but what do you guys think? i know that you're not supposed to use rtv on the return line so i'm guessing that applies for the puck up tube. <br /><br />i guess my progress gets halted again. <br />thanks||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||09-20-2003||11:03 PM||||i know its a stupid question. i guess i'll just order my gaskets, this shit is driving me crazy. <br /><br />thanks anyway.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000002||#258||09-21-2003||01:06 PM||||Go to your local autoparts store and buy a roll of gasket material. Bring it home, trace out the shape in pencil and whip out the exacto knife. Done, new gasket.||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||09-24-2003||12:51 AM||||ok. i bought some but i don't like the way it looks. its like papery. it says rubber gasket roll, but its so flimsy.  is this stuff ok? i don't want to use flimsy stuff arround pressurized oil, but if its ok then i guess i will. maybe its just because i've never used this stuff before.<br /><br />thanks||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000004||Invader||09-24-2003||01:04 AM||||The turbo oil return is gravity fed and not pressurized, so you'll be ok.  The oil pump pickup, on the other hand, is a little more important.  As long as there are no obvious leaks, you should be fine...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||09-24-2003||12:29 PM||||here's my rule of thumb.  if whatever you are replacing can possibly go bad quickly, and then you have to take everything apart to get at it, and it will be a bust ass job, put in new.  like a clutch, it gets new fork lever, spring, boot, fulcrum pin, t/o, etc.  hot oil is really tough on certain compounds.  trying to save time or money can end up costing a LOT down the road.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||psycopyro182||09-24-2003||03:44 PM||||i can vouch for that.<br />i lost a motor because of that damn oil return line. the gasket somehow cracked, fell out and there was a hugea$$ leak, and boom 5 quarts of oil. gone. when you fix something fix it right. dont do a half ass job, and if it looks kinda quirky, then check it out some more and re do it until its right.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||09-24-2003||06:47 PM||||i knew it. but thanks a lot i need the push. well i have to order shit again! <br /><br />thanks||207.193.182.6||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/003359.cgi
A||||2||josh91vr4||Where's the fuel filter?||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||09-20-2003||09:00 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Hi guys - This probably sounds like a REALLY stupid question, but where is the fuel filter located, can't seem to find a definitive answer.<br /><no flaming please, i've searched><br /><br />Thanks||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||09-20-2003||09:04 PM||||On the firewall, above the transmission.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||09-20-2003||09:22 PM||||Thanks! On my old beater, it was right on the carb. Damn V8s confusing me....||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum2/003360.cgi
A||||5||ejectseat||power/4ws leak help||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||09-21-2003||12:39 PM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||Noticed a small puddle under my car after driving it about 100ft.  Clear fluid w/ a redish tint.  Smells the same as my ps fluid.  Here's pics of the leak:<br />  <img src="http://www.photobucket.com/albums/0903/ejectseat/893cfae8.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.photobucket.com/albums/0903/ejectseat/d54ef7ad.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.photobucket.com/albums/0903/ejectseat/40374f3c.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />there is a bracket that wraps around the axle, and these powersteering lines go inside of it.  Anyone have these leak?  Know what part it is?  It looks like there's fittings on the ends, so I believe it's replaceable, but the fittings look crappy.  Any help apreciated.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||ejectseat||09-21-2003||12:54 PM||||here's a clearer pic of what's going on<br />  <img src="http://www.photobucket.com/albums/0903/ejectseat/54710b11.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />the up arrow shows where the leak's at, and here's a good pic of it<br />  <img src="http://www.photobucket.com/albums/0903/ejectseat/35015f7b.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||09-21-2003||08:17 PM||||Perfect, thats where my 4WS lines are leaking also.||216.175.96.112||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||ejectseat||09-21-2003||08:33 PM||||what the hell?  everyone's lines are taking a crap.  Is that line separate?  How much is it, and does anyone have a part number?||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||09-21-2003||09:28 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003361" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003361</a><br />Me too, same place...||65.27.236.41||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000005||ejectseat||09-22-2003||10:40 AM||||$130 each for the lines?  that's just great.||205.149.71.236||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes



ubb/Forum2/003361.cgi
A||||6||henrok||where can i get this? is it still available?||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||09-21-2003||01:32 PM||alvihen@aol.com||i was gonna remove the lines for my 4ws but decided to just keep it.  where can i get a set of the high pressure lines, the ones with the thick rubber fittings running through the right rear of the car?  does mitsu still sell em? what is the part number. hey cant i just replace these lines with stainless steel braided ones like the ones people use for their brakes?  i was looking at this web site that sells stainless steel power steering lines.||64.12.96.102||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||Tommyquest||09-21-2003||09:03 PM||||Here you go. These are the lines running underneath the pass. side of the car. MB815324 is the inner most line and MB815325 is the next line out. I paid about a $130 EACH for them at the dealer. This was my last resort as I tried every hydraulic line shop I knew of and they didn't have the correct fittings (ends).||141.149.54.134||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||09-22-2003||02:28 AM||||I found that samething I was going to leave the 2 ~1 foot lines off the rack and plug them up there but no one has female 14 X 1.5. But for $130 why don't you just convert them to regular style fitting just becase they are 9/16 they will still work. You only need the first and last connections to be the same threading. They are both male (I think) which you can get. Or reuse the old female fitting.||65.177.240.166||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||10-07-2003||06:31 PM||||"These are the lines running underneath the pass. side of the car. MB815324 is the inner most line and MB815325 is the next line out."<br /><br />Are these the right part numbers?  I couldn't pull them up at the Conicelli site.||65.27.149.167||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||10-08-2003||10:04 AM||||go here:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishiparts.net/" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishiparts.net/</a><br /><br />most sites only list the part numbers of what they have sold in the past, or what they have in stock.  this sites lists ALL of the parts in the mitsu system, whether they stock the part or not, and they show you TRUE suggested list price, NOT inflated individual dealer list price.  their prices are not bad, i use it to see about what i will be paying.  the local dealer is always less.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||10-08-2003||10:46 AM||||Don't rely on the parts catalog on the Conicelli site.  Even Josh will tell you he doesn't support it, or guarantee the info in it.  I can't tell you why it's there, though.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||10-08-2003||12:56 PM||||wow, I like that site.  and the parts are only $95 now.  Thank you...||65.27.149.167||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum2/003362.cgi
A||||7||SteveHebert||removing Dogleg?||||1||||SteveHebert||00001869
Z||000000||SteveHebert||09-21-2003||03:29 PM||Shebert@mail.usa.com||Anyone know the trick to taking off the dogleg molding just behind the passanger door? I need to replace mine .||66.189.115.88||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||09-21-2003||06:00 PM||||Just ripped mine off with the arm of a lift the car was on.  They just clip on and double sided tape.  The lift basicly just grabbed the bottom edge and yanked it out and presto! we had the dogleg off.  And we wern't even trying!||24.159.102.147||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||09-21-2003||06:44 PM||||I've gotta get my dogleg piece painted.  I got a new one with the car when I bought it, and just haven't had it painted or put on yet.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-21-2003||06:49 PM||||mine fell off on the mass pike.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||09-21-2003||06:57 PM||||I "removed" mine during a faux-rally excursion through a shallow ditch and a barb-wire fence.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||SteveHebert||09-21-2003||08:56 PM||||hmm all these options, well I've tried the 'Mass Pike' one - didn't work for me - maybe I can find that ditch with the barbed wire....||66.189.115.88||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||09-22-2003||01:15 AM||||Have someone in a compact red car back into you, it worked for me.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||09-22-2003||01:33 AM||||There's a pop body clip that you can either try pulling out or you can push it back twords the wheel at from the bottom and then once it slips off that peg up to get it off the top peg. I had to put mine back on after an incident with a ramp.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003363.cgi
A||||5||gvr4ever||I have a new question (I think).||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-21-2003||05:04 PM||||How many US spec GVR4s have California emmisions?<br /><br />Mine is.<br /><br />As far as I understand, the only difference is a engine code will be thrown if the EGR system is not working.<br /><br />Any other differences?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||09-22-2003||04:14 AM||||actually it will not throw an CE light for the EGR system..to check..you have to use a vacuum pump.||67.127.56.211||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||09-22-2003||09:18 AM||||Then what is code 43 all about?||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||09-22-2003||09:29 AM||||Blocked charcoal canister? <br />Doesnt the EGR valve go to a solenoid on the firewall?<br />I believe its one of those solenoids. I think I remember reading about it somewhere.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||09-22-2003||11:55 AM||||Where is the EGR solenoid ? I have a mystery item in my engine bay mounted just under my FPR. It has one vacuum line on top of it and I cant feel any other lines on it. What the hell is that thing ? Its driving me batty.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||09-22-2003||01:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Then what is code 43 all about? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought CA cars have an EGR temperature sensor, and if its not getting hot enough it throws this code? Putting a 1k resistor in the R129 position in the ECU will make it think its Federal, and stop checking that sensor.||68.211.174.7||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003364.cgi
A||||11||EvilGalantGSX||What does the MAF do?? ||||4||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||09-21-2003||08:56 PM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||What does the MAF realy do?? I just got my car runnng again on thursday and ive driven it almost 400 miles sencs.  Well when i was putting every thing back togather I forgot to hook the MAF back up.  The car would Idle at 1100 RPM and Surge to 1300 RPM. the car had plenty of power and nothen real wierd just the Idle surge. So today after 2 runs at the autocross i was just checking fuel pressure and noticed that the MAF was unhooked, so i pluged it back in and the RPM droped to about 650-700RPM, Idle surge was gone and everything was fine in the world.<br /><br />So I go out on my 3rd run, the first with the MAF hooked up, and the car felt like it had lost power and had soem dead spot in the powerband..<br /><br /><br />Now im just confused how my car seemed to run stronger with out the MAF hooked up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||208.133.247.8||reg||4||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||09-21-2003||09:00 PM||||The MAF senses the amount of air going into the engine.||216.175.96.112||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||09-22-2003||02:33 AM||||Try resetting the ecu it lickly has the wrong fuel maps since the ecu stores fault code and is a learning ecu.||65.177.240.166||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||09-22-2003||02:35 AM||||yeah your car wont run that bad with it unplugged cause it has the "limp mode" feature when you dont plug something in.<br />had it been pluged in and not connected to the air inlet, your car wouldn't run worth a crap.<br />but keep it plugged in, its safer that way  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.87.126||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||EvilGalantGSX||09-22-2003||07:02 AM||||I figured it was just a limp mode of some sort.<br /><br /><br />But what I dont understand is how it felt like it had more power in "limp" mode than it does in reguler...   Ill disconect the battery when i get home.   I real dont feel like messing with the laptop to do it with the datalogger.<br /><br />I still have a problem with the car backfiring when I  give it throttle before it has warmed up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||09-22-2003||01:27 PM||||You haven't listed your mods, but it sounds like you're running too lean. When the ECU is in limp mode it runs REAL rich. How hacked is your MAS?||68.211.174.7||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||09-22-2003||05:15 PM||||Hey, Jeremy...It might be easier to just unplug the small plug closest to the firewall on the ecu for 15 seconds...no tools required and pretty easy to get to if you leave that under-dash trim piece off. <br /><br />Hey, Jeff...did you get my email about my ecu?||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||EvilGalantGSX||09-22-2003||05:24 PM||||No MODS!!!!!!<br /><br /><br />I havnt even cut the aircan open yet.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||09-22-2003||05:37 PM||||Maybe your maf is bad. Any check engine codes||65.177.233.235||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||EvilGalantGSX||09-24-2003||08:34 AM||||Well reseting the ECU didnt help. Still runs beter in "limp mode" than it does with the MAF hooked up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />It doent throw any CE lights with the MAf pluged in and im to lazy to mess with my old lap top to check the datalogger.<br /><br />Ill mess with it later today.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||09:31 AM||||Is the upper honnycomb dammaged?  I'd try and borrow another one and see if that helps.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||EvilGalantGSX||09-24-2003||02:04 PM||||The MAF it self is in good looking shape. The Honeycomb doesnt have any bent up areas and is fairly clean. Upon ferther inspection it was labeled as a remanufactured MAF.<br /><br /><br />I dont have any spairs to swap it out with nor do i know anybody that drives a Galant or even a DSM.<br /><br /><br />I might just have to pick one up some where and give it a try.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes



ubb/Forum2/003365.cgi
A||||7||GVR$in||Creep issues w/ a clipped tdo6 20g..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-22-2003||01:51 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||My friend has a clipped (15 deg)/ported tdo6 20g he wants to sell me. On his mirage he was running dual 35mm TiAl external wastegates because It crept with one 35mm.. What do you guys think of just using one 35mm external gate on it? <br /><br />Im either buying this turbo or an agp 50 trim in the next 3 weeks.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-22-2003||03:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> My friend has a clipped (15 deg)/ported tdo6 20g he wants to sell me. On his mirage he was running dual 35mm TiAl external wastegates because It crept with one 35mm.. What do you guys think of just using one 35mm external gate on it? <br /><br />Im either buying this turbo or an agp 50 trim in the next 3 weeks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHAHAHAHAHAHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHehehahehaehaehehaheaheaehaehaehehaehahehaeaaahahahahaha...<br /><br /><br />I'll believe it when I see it. I'm guessing it's your big 16g that he was trying to sell me tonight.<br />I thought he sold it already or are you getting it from someone else (like anyone else we know has dual tial wastegates).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||talontsi||09-22-2003||07:10 AM||||Why would you need dual 35mm WG on a 20g?<br />I ran a BR 20g with 1 HKS 40mm WG and a 50/.63 trim with 1 35mm WG both with no creep issues. <br />Boost was easy to keep stable.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||09-22-2003||09:35 AM||||The Tial 35 should work fine.  The internal flapper on my "20g" has no problem controlling boost down to 9psi.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||GalantVR41062||09-22-2003||10:57 AM||||A mirage?  Probably trying to run like 6psi un-itercooled and no fuel mods.  So it would creep over what was "safe" boost for his setup.  I say buy the 50trim over the 20g.  You will make WAY more power on a garrett 50trim then a mitsu 20g.<br /><br />~John<br />I have no idea what his setup is I am guessing.||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||09-22-2003||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> A mirage?  Probably trying to run like 6psi un-itercooled and no fuel mods.  So it would creep over what was "safe" boost for his setup.  I say buy the 50trim over the 20g.  You will make WAY more power on a garrett 50trim then a mitsu 20g.<br /><br />~John<br />I have no idea what his setup is I am guessing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nah he's got 660's a VPC, AFC, etc. and pushed quite a bit of boost. Some of the reason why could have been either a faulty gate or placement of the gate.<br />When I saw it the gates seemed to be placed okay though I don't know which one was the first one put in. One was on runner #1 by the turbo where every other gate seems to be. The other was installed on the other side on the #4 runner.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||09-22-2003||03:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>I'll believe it when I see it. I'm guessing it's your big 16g that he was trying to sell me tonight.<br />I thought he sold it already or are you getting it from someone else (like anyone else we know has dual tial wastegates). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No he's selling HIS b16g.. I already have a buyer for mine.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||09-22-2003||07:39 PM||||Just because the wastegate is bigger doesn't mean it's better. I have run t3/t4's and full t-4's with just a 35mm. One setup was using the number 1 runner as well and had No creep. <a href="http://www.tialsport.com/technical.htm" target="_blank">www.tialsport.com/technical.htm</a>||65.31.189.216||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum2/003366.cgi
A||||4||BiggiB42||cv boot||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||09-22-2003||01:52 AM||||i noticed when i did my water pump that my cv boot was shot and there was lube errrwhere but there was still some in the boot. ive been drivin it like that for a month now and need to get it fixed. is this something i could do. my buddy told me i had to have a shop pack it and put it back on with a machine. what should i do||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-22-2003||01:55 AM||||Its not really worth just replacing the boot in my opinion. Get a half shaft for $45-60 bucks and replace the whole axle. It doesn't too long and you can do it in your driveway.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||09-22-2003||01:56 AM||||With the price you will pay to have it packed with grease from shop, you could just buy a new axle from Raxles and put it in yourself.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.raxles.com" target="_blank">http://www.raxles.com</a><br /><br />The guys name is Rob if I remember right and he knows what a Galant vr4 is, so don't worry about that.  He uses all new cv joints not regrinds.  Very high quality.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||BiggiB42||09-22-2003||03:19 AM||||hey gvr4in where did u get that center gauge pod thats pimp||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||09-22-2003||09:42 PM||||Next time, rather than destroying the joint by driving around with a torn boot, just buy a boot kit and replace it. Would you drive around with no oil in your car for a month?<br /><br />There's no need to buy an axle just because of a torn boot. But you may have made it necessary this time...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.112||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/003367.cgi
A||||4||229of1000||Car(s) update and questions.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||09-22-2003||03:25 AM||||I worked from 9AM-4PM yesterday, and 1PM-3AM today, but both cars are finally done.  I am pleased to say that both cars drive and shift fine after the transmission/clutch/flywheel job.  The '92 got a new OEM clutch and the '91 got the 10k mile ACT 2600 and alum flywheel.  The clunkiness in the '91s transmission (now in the '92) seems to have gone away, I'm assuming because the old clutch was so shot.<br /><br />I also installed a 122performance external dump o2.  After pulling off my turbine housing I noticed that the wastegate flapper doesn't cover one side of the hole, about 1/16" all the way around.  This dump tube is pretty loud even at idle, so I'm attributing it to that.  I can't go over 5k rpms at the moment (I hooked up half of the clutch wire switch and it defaults on), but when the turbo hits it gets *real* loud, even at stock boost.  Not po-po friendly.  <br /><br />First issue:  '91 is reading a code 41, injector circuit.  What does this mean?  I checked the MPI and it is fine, I checked all the injector harness plugs and they seem to be fine.  This better not mean my week old PTE injectors are bad.  I cleared the code and it came back immediately.<br /><br />Second issue:  '91 doesn't seem to pull too incredibly hard (feels lethargic).  I read on NABR that somebody used the BR660 VPC chip and got excessive timing (which I have, like 30 under boost) and the car felt slower than it should.  Swapping a 550 back in and leaning it out with the AFC to compensate fixed his problems.  I'm guessing this could be my problem, but I already sold my 550 chip.  Anybody got one?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.92.27.34||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||09-22-2003||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> First issue:  '91 is reading a code 41, injector circuit.  What does this mean?  I checked the MPI and it is fine, I checked all the injector harness plugs and they seem to be fine.  This better not mean my week old PTE injectors are bad.  I cleared the code and it came back immediately.<br />Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've seen acid damage cause this code. Is that on the new ECU? Did you have it with my ECU in there?<br />The ECU has a "watchdog" type circuit that watches each of the injector drivers, and if one isn't firing correctly for more than X seconds, it will throw the code I think.||68.211.174.7||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-22-2003||02:32 PM||||I believe that if you're running an F-CON you'll get that.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-22-2003||09:15 PM||||Jeff, this is on the new ECU.  I drove the car for about a week with the VPC/SAFC2 and upgraded fuel system, and never got this code.  I was only reading an o2 sensor code last week.  I replaced the sensor and the code is gone, but now there is this new code.  I have not touched the fuel system though.  Should I try swapping in your loaner ECU (which I still haven't shipped, sorry!) and see if it fixes the problem?<br /><br />Ryan, I'm not running an F-CON.  I don't think it's a VPC issue either.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||09-23-2003||11:30 AM||||Yes, please do. I was hoping you still had it.||68.214.36.143||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003368.cgi
A||||8||neonturbo1995||Do I need to upgrade my FPR?||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||09-22-2003||01:04 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I am running a rewired 3000GT VR-4 pump...I am not sure what that flows, so I do not know if I need to upgrade the FPR.<br /><br /><br />What is the limit of the stock FPR?<br /><br /><br />I am running 550cc injectors, S-AFC II, 16G...and soon I will add like a 50 shot of nitrous, but not right now.  I get 93-94 octane gas here.||69.3.220.27||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-22-2003||01:10 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm</a><br /><br />You shouldn't need too.  180lph.  I belive you can run a walbro 190lph without a FPR.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||09-22-2003||01:30 PM||||when i installed my 3kgtvr4 pump, my a/f immediatly shot up to .99.  even ltft could only bring it down to about .96.  after i got my afpr, and i set the base pressure back to 37(i have no idea what it was before with the stock fpr), a/f came back down to .89.  i recently upped the fpr to 43 base.  i think you need an afpr.  car will run without it, but it is harder to tune.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||09-22-2003||01:43 PM||||what is a good a/f reading?||69.3.220.27||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-22-2003||02:27 PM||||"Stoich"  (14.7:1 mixture.)||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||neonturbo1995||09-22-2003||11:29 PM||||what's with all this .99 stuff?||68.164.6.241||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||09-23-2003||11:00 AM||||.99 volts from the O2 sensor=very rich.||68.214.36.143||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||neonturbo1995||09-23-2003||11:10 AM||||what is a good neighborhood to be in?||68.164.228.50||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||09-23-2003||01:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> what is a good neighborhood to be in? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">.88-.91||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003369.cgi
A||||4||thejeebus2002||Oil Cooler housing leaking||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-22-2003||04:52 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I am stumped.  Ive tightened this thing up countless times and the seals keep blowing out of the oil filter, thus resulting in a rather annoying oil leak, any suggestions?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-22-2003||04:55 PM||||Our stock oil filter housing is notoriously unreliable.  The best way to stop it from leaking is to get rid of it.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||09-22-2003||09:04 PM||||if you are blowing out the seal on the oil filter, you may have a stuck relief valve in the oil pump.  you should get it fixed, and it is not a fun job.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||09-22-2003||09:35 PM||||As far as replacing it, what alternatives are out there and cost association.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||09-23-2003||08:41 AM||||I think the best value is a '90 TEL set-up, which usually sell for $100 on the <a href="http://www.dsmtrader.com" target="_blank">www.dsmtrader.com</a><br />The '90's had a special oil filter housing with lines to a nice remote oil cooler which you mount in front of your A/C radiator.||24.148.12.160||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/003370.cgi
A||||2||4drwhore||Dif car, same thing?||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||09-22-2003||08:08 PM||losthurley@cfl.rr.com||My budy is gonna swap me out the agx's off his 90tsi awd. I know the struts are the same but are the springs? If not does anyone know of anyone that might have a set of stock T/E/L springs laying around? BTW i have a 91 gvr4. Oh ya, does anyone have like 5 rockers laying around they dont need? Dont ask why i need only 5 but i do. Willin to pay reasonable price||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||09-22-2003||10:39 PM||||Try these guys for the rockers if you want.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com/" target="_blank">http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com/</a><br /><br />They are like 13 dollars a peice.  You also might want to try Conicelli or however you spell it.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||1101||09-23-2003||01:02 AM||||I have some extra rockers from a JDM engine with probably 40-50k miles. PM me.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum2/003371.cgi
A||||2||hibrn8||injector question||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||09-22-2003||08:20 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey gentleman. heres my question for all of you. for my current setup i am running a set of 550s with the walbro pump and afc. i need to upgrade to larger injectors obviously for the garrett and higher boost. i only have access to 580 high impedace injectors then the next size up is 750's. i have yet to install the aeromotive fpr on the car. so my concern is that these will be too big and make the car too rich. would there be any issues? or can i lean the hell out of it with the afc? will the afpr do soem good? the car is not a daily driver and prolly will be set at 18-20psi for driving. im a retard when it comes to these larger injectors so for those of you who have done this or know give me some input. i was goignt o do the typical 660 setup but i dont have access to those at good prices. thanks again everyone.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||BlitzVR4||09-22-2003||10:27 PM||||Just go with some 650cc.  You can find them from a lot of DSM vendors for a good price.  <br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000002||bazeng||09-23-2003||03:31 AM||||well if 750's are same price.. why not go bigger?? for later uses...<br /><br />i have 780's.. was same price as 680's.. but rather be safe than sorry... as i wasnt sure if i was gonna upgrade later..<br /><br />idle's fine... uses a lil more fuel.. before i was gettin 350kms stock.. now 310kms.. with bigger turbo.. standalone etc etc..||144.132.115.124||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/003372.cgi
A||||13||josh91vr4||use MBC with BCS?||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||09-22-2003||08:34 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Hi Guys, got an MBC i'm about to install. Am i supposed to keep the Boost Control Solenoid in there somewhere, or just bypass it completely? <br />I don't have instructions with the MBC, and i haven't found a definitive answer by searching.<br /><br />Thanks||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-22-2003||08:46 PM||||You havent found out how to hook it up by searching this board ? Not to be an ass, but I have posted diagrams at least 3 times on here alone on how to do it because I had such a hard time with it.<br /><br />Sorry, had to get that out (Im angry with Cisco right now).<br /><br />ok, diagrams...leme find 'em||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||09-22-2003||08:51 PM||||put the MBC between the nipple comin off the pipe that leads to the intake manifold and the wastegate actuator. the nipple comes off the pipe somewhere above the exhaust manifold.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||09-22-2003||08:52 PM||||Whoa fellas... I've seen the diagrams. A few, 4 to be exact. I've also read posts that say to leave the BCS in, but the diagrams don't show it still being connected. So i'm confused. And probably just dumb, too   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||Notorius||09-22-2003||09:25 PM||||as far as im aware the BCS doesnt matter after u use an MBC, since the MBC is now controlling the boost signal instead of the BCS||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||09-22-2003||10:42 PM||||Don't you need to leave the bcs plugged in though so the ecu doesn't throw a code or do the resistor thing?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||09-22-2003||11:10 PM||||Keep the BCS connected electrically, but disconnect all the vacuum lines.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||Telecaster||09-22-2003||11:28 PM||||I took mine off.  It works fine.||67.127.56.211||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000008||crucible||09-23-2003||07:30 AM||||Does it matter what type or brand of MBC is used?I have a TURBO XS MBC and the diagram that was posted didnt work for me.I had to reverse the lines and I also confirmed it with the Manufacturer.<br />Yes, the BCS needs to be out of the loop vacuum wise.I was getting spikes of 19 before I figured it out so be careful on the first drive.<br /><br />Dunno||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||09-23-2003||10:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> Don't you need to leave the bcs plugged in though so the ecu doesn't throw a code or do the resistor thing? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The 1G ECU does NOT throw a code if the BCS is disconnected, only 2G's do that.<br />If you leave it connected, the ECU will be able to turn back the boost if it detects knock, but you will have more boost spike. I don't think many people leave it in. Just be sure to monitor your knock with a logger.||68.214.36.143||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||psycopyro182||09-23-2003||03:38 PM||||i pulled mine off and disconnected it, i had problems at all.<br /><br />and if you do take it out. put in a knock guage.<br />knock is a bad bad bad thing... (its one of the reasons my car is nolonger alive Rip)||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||09-23-2003||11:43 PM||||Here's a little background that I know of.  There was the old idea that you could take the BCS signal and put a led on it and mount it inside the cockpit.  This would let you see when the BCS was being activiated in a pattern of rapid pulses.  This was a hacked form of a knock LED that some people (back in the day, perhaps) felt was a good indication of good vs. bad performance.<br /><br />I don't think anyone truely believes this anymore.  But my point is, I've read by a lot of people who've done this that they just can't figure out what the LED is showing them.  It's always going off from time to time and no one can tell what it means.  If the BCS is used so often, then it could also be killing your performance by cutting your boost levels when it doesn't really need to.  Get rid of the BCS.  If you're cranking it to 15psi+, then IMO no BCS is going to save you if you tuned it wrong.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||josh91vr4||09-24-2003||12:43 PM||||Thanks for the replies guys. I've got a logger already, so i should be set. However, i'm gonna explode with anticipation here. (Boost gauge isn't in yet, so i've been a good boy and not installed the MBC)||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||01:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Here's a little background that I know of.  There was the old idea that you could take the BCS signal and put a led on it and mount it inside the cockpit.  This would let you see when the BCS was being activiated in a pattern of rapid pulses.  This was a hacked form of a knock LED that some people (back in the day, perhaps) felt was a good indication of good vs. bad performance.<br /><br />I don't think anyone truely believes this anymore.  But my point is, I've read by a lot of people who've done this that they just can't figure out what the LED is showing them.  It's always going off from time to time and no one can tell what it means.  If the BCS is used so often, then it could also be killing your performance by cutting your boost levels when it doesn't really need to.  Get rid of the BCS.  If you're cranking it to 15psi+, then IMO no BCS is going to save you if you tuned it wrong. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did the knock LED back when I didn't have the cash for a logger.  The light goes off, but it isn't due to knock cause I have a logger now and knock is not a problem.  I can only guess it is MAF overrun.  Everything else checks out okay.<br /><br />Keydiver, is there anything besides the knock sensor, and MAF overun that will trip the BCS to drop boost?  Intake temps being to hot, ect...||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/003373.cgi
A||||14||gbone_pmc||comp box,relay or other problem?||||10||||gbone-pmc||00002412
Z||000000||gbone_pmc||09-22-2003||10:40 PM||vr4orion@yahoo.com||alo frens here,<br />good to see ya all..i'm new fren fr.malaysia.<br />i have a problem with my VR4 220h/p engine.when i start,currently there have a problem where have a sound 'tick,tick,tick'and after i checked,i found that it's came fr. relay near to the comp.box.when i accellerate,my car not goin smooth and 'check engine' lamp is ON.my questions are:<br />1.is it my relay problem?i changed to another but still have the sound.<br />2.is it my comp. box problem?maybe got broken chip or else..need i check wid the computerised system?<br />3. is it related to any of my engine head or block,piston or wiring problem?<br />4. what should i check 1st?<br /><br />thanx if anybody can help me...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||219.92.167.217||reg||10||gbone-pmc||00002412||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||09-22-2003||10:45 PM||||Have you ever replaced the capacitors in the ecu?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||gbone_pmc||09-22-2003||10:46 PM||||i never replace anything...||219.92.167.217||reg||1||gbone-pmc||00002412||yes
Z||000003||gbone_pmc||09-22-2003||10:47 PM||||vr6,<br />is it my capasitor prob?||219.92.167.217||reg||1||gbone-pmc||00002412||yes
Z||000004||Telecaster||09-22-2003||11:29 PM||||The ECU capacitor leaks and it eats up the circuit board.||67.127.56.211||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000005||supasigma||09-23-2003||02:59 AM||||hey gbone....replace ur caps...i just replaced mine last month...the caps are cheap but can cost a lot if ur ecu mati...||219.95.170.196||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000006||supasigma||09-23-2003||03:05 AM||||btw....which part of m'sia u from???||219.95.170.196||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||09-23-2003||10:59 AM||||<a href="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm</a>||68.214.36.143||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||gbone_pmc||09-23-2003||08:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by supa^^:<br /><strong> btw....which part of m'sia u from??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">my caps?oh...but i checked already,no sign of burning at the circuit or part.ohh...maybe cracked inside eh?<br />m'sia,i'm from silverstate...kakakaka...where r u fr?||219.92.164.71||reg||1||gbone-pmc||00002412||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||09-23-2003||10:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gbone-pmc:<br /><strong>4. what should i check 1st?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You should find out what the ECU thinks is wrong (the check engine light is on for a reason).  Visit vfaq.com and look under electronics for how to read ecu diagnostic codes.||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||09-24-2003||05:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gbone-pmc:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]my caps?oh...but i checked already,no sign of burning at the circuit or part.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There was no sign of any brown colored liquid on the board, near or under the caps? Did you REPLACE the caps? Looking at them doesn't do a damn bit of good! They are leaking. Your symptoms are classic acid damage problems. Replace the 47uF and 100uF caps with 105 degree C parts, clean up the acid, and fix the traces that are eaten. Clicking relays usually indicate problems around IC110, R46, or C44.||65.81.26.206||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||geoff@machv||09-24-2003||08:22 PM||||Here's a visual......<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/ecucapmarks.jpg" alt=" - " />||199.196.144.12||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000012||gbone_pmc||09-25-2003||03:50 AM||||keydiver,hertz and others..thanx for the good info..i appreciate it...<br />confirm my ecu coz i already changed the comp.box wid my fren..and ok,no problem...||219.92.164.21||reg||1||gbone-pmc||00002412||yes
Z||000013||gbone_pmc||09-25-2003||08:17 PM||||emmmm...just for asking...what problem that can causes the ecu or relay b/down?<br />got some water diffuse inside?over rev?hard vibration(some ecu just put under ther carpet,expiry already, or etc...<br />this is for preventive action....coz for me there must be a reasons..not only for vr4 but to all cars...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />TQ.||219.92.167.44||reg||1||gbone-pmc||00002412||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||09-26-2003||04:14 PM||||None of the above. It is caused by the cheap/defective capacitors that Mitsubishi used to make the ECU. The best thing you can do is make sure you always replace the caps in any ECU that you find.||65.80.7.158||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003374.cgi
A||||6||neonturbo1995||FMIC Questions?||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||09-22-2003||11:46 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||OK, first of all what is the general concensus (or individual opinions for that matter) of people on this board as to what FMIC is preferred and why?  I bought my GVR4 with the AMS FMIC.  It is small (much bigger than stock, though) and was mounted with zip ties..I am not sure what the manufacturer suggested mounting is because I got no instructions with the car...I need to permanently mount it though.  Anyone have one of these?  Any pics of your setup?||68.164.6.241||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-22-2003||11:54 PM||||You're in Chicago, so stop by AMS and ask.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||09-22-2003||11:58 PM||||Just call them.<br /><br />If you are not happy with that IC setup, I'll take it off your hands for ya.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-23-2003||12:11 AM||||zip ties are permanent!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-23-2003||12:59 AM||||I would never use them to hold up a IC.  That needs to be bolted on.<br /><br />The steel bumer has a bunch of pre tapped unused holes in it.  At least my Talon did.  I used the to bolt my custom IC up.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||09-23-2003||01:20 AM||||Oh shit.. I didn't see it was <b>mounted</b> with zip ties.. I thought maybe the IC pipes were held up with them. Definitely get a thin scrap piece of metal, drill it, bend it and mount the IC properly.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||16GVR4||09-23-2003||08:40 PM||||I have a Griffen FMIC with top-down endtank design. The top-down design will give you less pressure drop and higher airflow.<br /><br />One disadvantage is that the end tank might stick out a little from the bottom of your car, depending on the dimension of the FMIC and how you mount it.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes



ubb/Forum2/003377.cgi
A||||6||i hate fall||jdm switchable tranny????||||1||||i hate fall||00001581
Z||000000||i hate fall||09-23-2003||03:43 AM||nonage976@aol.com||what can anyone tell me about this tranny? is the gearing th same as the us gvr4? what does it look like...it is it hard to install where does the switch goes? does anyone have one or have pictures of it? thanks||205.188.208.166||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||09-23-2003||08:34 AM||||I've had one in my car about 4 months now...the gearing is the same and it looks exactly like every other galant vr4 tranny except it has two small bolts that are removed when you want to change the car into FWD (you need the matching x-fer case to work with the tranny if you want to do this). Its the exact same install as a regular tranny and there is no switch that needs to be installed. I don't have any pictures of mine but if you do a google search I'm sure you can find some pictures.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||i hate fall||09-23-2003||11:52 AM||||ohhh i thought you could change the setting from inside the car....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||09-23-2003||12:08 PM||||nope...you need to get under the car in order to change the tranny from AWD to FWD||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||GalantVR41062||09-23-2003||12:18 PM||||why would you want to switch it in the car.  Also the gear sets are a lot weeker in the switchable tranny.  I say put the switchable t-case on a welded/spooled non-switchable tranny.  then your set.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000005||i hate fall||09-24-2003||03:15 PM||||because switching it in the car is easier than getting under it...also if i was going to street race i could hit the awd and launch better then switch back if i wanted to get better gas mileage||205.188.208.166||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||09-24-2003||05:13 PM||||I remember some guys down here in Florida had that same idea,trying to put a solenoid on it so they could change it on the fly, but I don't think it worked so well in practice. I don't think you can safely/easily change from one to the other, while simultaneously shifting gears, working the clutch and accelerator, and keeping the car straight   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />Plus, like the guys said, the car is MUCH weaker than our transmissions.||65.81.26.206||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003376.cgi
A||||1||thejeebus2002||Flywheel question||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-23-2003||12:00 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||What are the stock flywheel specs? my clutchmasters clutch requires a .610 negative step machined down on the flywheel, I was just wondering what stock ones were.  <br /><br />scott||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||09-23-2003||05:39 AM||||FYI<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/003378.cgi
A||||20||GVR-4||Rear LSD ||||5||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||09-23-2003||10:57 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||What type of diff comes in the stock 4 bolt we all upgrade to? Does it have clutches or is it a Torsen type?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||5||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||09-23-2003||12:11 PM||||Viscous, its gay.  You want a clutch type like the Kazz(sp) I know they make a center diff and they should make front and rear as well.  But there are non-lsd 4bolts.  It will say LSD on the diff case or have a orange sticker in the drivers door jam somewhere.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||09-23-2003||12:27 PM||||SERIOUSLY?! The stock 4 bolt rear is a viscous? That surprises me. <br /><br />It's between the Kaaz and the Quaife, but I was gonna get a front (thinking the stock rear 4 bolt would work), and leave the center viscous stock.<br /><br />Jon (TRE) said the Quaife is better for pavement (when wheels don't lose contact with the ground) and that the Kaaz is better for off-road (when wheels will lose traction). He said the Kaaz is noisy, the Quaife is nice.<br /><br />I want to set my car up as a road car. No off-roading here.<br /><br />What would be cool is if those of you who have upgraded diffs would let me (us) know your experiences.<br /><br />Thanks in advance.<br /><br />Dave Peter||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-23-2003||01:19 PM||||Stock 4 bolt ? We have a stock 3 bolt rear. I assume you already changed yours out if your have a 4 bolt then.<br /><br />Just for the archives and newbies.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||driftntouge||09-23-2003||05:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> SERIOUSLY?! The stock 4 bolt rear is a viscous? That surprises me. <br /><br />It's between the Kaaz and the Quaife, but I was gonna get a front (thinking the stock rear 4 bolt would work), and leave the center viscous stock.<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Quaife diffs are also viscous, the Kazz units are clutch type.  Also, most, if not all, stock LSD are viscous...they are maintainence free, quiet (unlike clutch types), and are smoother in thier transition..also they are quicker to engage.  The type of LSD you want depends on what you want it to do.  You also have to consider that clutch types are adjustable, and its almost impossible to get it right (to your liking) on the first try, and every change requires the removal of the unit.  Clutch types also have to be rebuilt every once and a while, where Viscous do not.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000005||teet||09-23-2003||05:47 PM||||quaifes are most definately not viscous<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||09-23-2003||05:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by driftntouge:<br /><strong> Quaife diffs are also viscous, the Kazz units are clutch type.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Quaife differentials are more like Torsen diffs. They are not viscous. <br /><br />They are very robust and require no adjustment as driftntouge pointed out. Quaife warrants their difs for the life of the vehicle. I have never heard of one failing. They probably do in rally conditions but they are VERY strong.<br /><br />Quaife currently offers front and center diff applications for AWD TEL/GVR applications, according to their web site, but nothing for the rear.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||09-23-2003||06:22 PM||||The Quaife is more like a gear type diff and appears to be a soooooper stout unit, but I do remember reading several places that they no longer warranty DSM diffs.  I could be wrong about that though as I haven't looked into them for quite a while since I got my trans rebuilt last year.  RRE has a good writeup about them on their site: <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/quaife.htm" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com/quaife.htm</a>  If I had the dough I'd get both the front and center units.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||09-23-2003||08:50 PM||||Well I did some more research and found out Quaife's are Torsen-type (TORque SENsing) diffs and are available for the front and center, but not the rear. And Quaife will not warranty the gear on the center diff that meshes with the 3rd gear in the tranny (which tends to break). They DO still warranty the guts though.<br /><br />Basically, I'll get a front Quaife, a four spider center (leaving the viscous coupling in), and use a stock 4-bolt rear. <br /><br />Thanks for all your replies, and let me know if I can share any info I've learned.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||GalantVR41062||09-24-2003||02:00 AM||||clutch type will act faster and have a better torque slit then a viscous(plates with fluid inbetween, clutch has contact.)  And the reason for no warrenty is the center diff acts like the pump for the tranny.  So when stuff breaks it all goes the CD.  I have taken apart a few broken trannys and I would say they are right.  Also the center diff is driven by its own gear off the interminted/secondary shaft but is right below the 3/4 gear set.  Which is weaker on the 23spline tranny.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000010||driftntouge||09-24-2003||10:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Quaife differentials are more like Torsen diffs. They are not viscous. <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was my understanding that torsen type LSD were the same as viscous, just a different name for them, please correct me if Im wrong.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000011||teet||09-24-2003||11:24 AM||||you're wrong  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />torsen use helical gears to distribute the torque.  Purely mechanical genius at work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />a viscous is basically an open diff with a viscous pack that "locks" everything together when things start to spin and the viscous material between the plates in the pack heats up...and you then have things locked together...as well as the pack can hold.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000012||driftntouge||09-24-2003||11:38 AM||||Oh, ok  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .  Thanks for the correction.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000013||stevevr4||09-24-2003||12:56 PM||||read up on howstuffworks.com .... they have an amazing article on differentials||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||09-24-2003||02:01 PM||||Yes.<br /><br /> <a href="http://auto.howstuffworks.com/differential.htm" target="_blank">http://auto.howstuffworks.com/differential.htm</a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000015||mj_rosenfeld||09-24-2003||05:15 PM||||After having worn out two (yes 2) Eclipse 4-bolt rear LSD viscous units autocrossing, I quit wasting money on them and went for a Kaaz. Expensive, but the sucker does work well. At the end of the day that's all that matters.<br />Mike R.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000016||GVR-4||09-24-2003||11:59 PM||||How noisy is that Kaaz rear diff? It would be for a daily driver. Did you do the install or have it done?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000017||mj_rosenfeld||09-25-2003||01:08 AM||||It is noisy when making tight turns while driving around slowly, you can hear it grabbing and slipping. But it's not like it is objectionable since you know what it is all about. I had Jeremy Wheeler do it with my assisting him because he knows his way around VR4s blindfolded and makes quick work (about 2 hours) out of what would be a big job on my own, but it wasn't technically very challenging. An air compressor and an arbor press were useful, but nothing exotic in the way of tools was needed. A competent mechanic or race/rice shop should be able to do it for you if you so desire.<br />Mike R.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000018||KingGalantVr4||09-25-2003||07:44 PM||||so can you upgrade a 3 bolt with a kaaz lsd and have it be as strong as a 4 bolt?||207.114.9.235||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000019||Invader||09-25-2003||09:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> so can you upgrade a 3 bolt with a kaaz lsd and have it be as strong as a 4 bolt? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, the strength of the 4-bolt is in the axles.  The  3-bolts have smaller axles and the splined ends tend to break.  It's not a matter of differential strength.||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000020||teet||09-26-2003||01:11 AM||||the rear kaaz takes special axles.<br /><br />but a certain creative someone I know...leftbank...found that with the stock evo 2/3 clutch plate rear diff...you can use the front axle stubs from a standard open diff and make your own "custom"...equal length axles...on both sides.  we're told the kaaz was designed based on this diff...so theoretically it should work.<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes



ubb/Forum2/003379.cgi
A||||9||thejeebus2002||Somewhat of a Dilemma here, some advice please?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-23-2003||11:54 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Here's the problem:<br /><br />My GVR4 has hail damage and a bad tranny.  I've never really cared what my car looks like as long as it runs good.  Another GVR4 with a blown motor may become available to me for around 1000-1500 dollars.  Body and Interior is in great shape the car is rather pristine except for the motor.  Now this is what I was thinking, instead of buying a new tranny, i could get this used one and switch everything over and either keep my old galant or part it out.  I'm just not sure what I should do....Any advice....thoughts, would be greatly appreciated.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||09-23-2003||12:00 PM||||How much time do you have to allocate for all the work? If you have plenty of time, it would probably be worth it.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||09-23-2003||12:01 PM||||motor swap it and keep the current one in storage for when stuff breaks||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||09-23-2003||12:07 PM||||Sounds like the way to go to me.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||09-23-2003||12:18 PM||||Time is no issue, ive got a two car garage to do the work in.  Well i think i know the way im gonna go ill keep everyone posted, oh yeah one more question, As long as I resurface the flywheel to the specs that are called for I don't have to do anything else to the clutch pack, right?  The clutchmasters 2500 I have in there is only 1000 miles old if that.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||09-23-2003||12:24 PM||||It sure sounds like a lot of GVR4s have been scrapped and parted out over the years.<br /><br />Too bad no one has a clue as to how many are still running on the road.  It could be around 2K or less at this point.  Prolly less then 1000 are in really good shape.<br /><br />Funny they are sold for so cheap.  If it was a Toyota, it would go for 20K at least.  Mitsubsihi = blacksheep of imports.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Carl Morris||09-23-2003||12:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Mitsubsihi = blacksheep of imports. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's funny, I refer to Mitsu as "the domestic of imports", meaning fast, but somewhat unreliable :-).  I wonder how many are left in decent shape, too...||147.145.40.44||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||09-23-2003||01:04 PM||||BIIIG difference here.  the vr4 was built in japan.  the t/e/l is made here in the us.  BIIIG difference.  the gsx i had absolutely sucked.  leaked water BIGtime.  exh fumes, rattled, squeaks, panels fall off, both inside and outside.  lots of bolts and nuts just vibrated off.  on the galant, that stuff is ON there.  car is very well built.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||09-23-2003||01:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> BIIIG difference here.  the vr4 was built in japan.  the t/e/l is made here in the us.  BIIIG difference.  the gsx i had absolutely sucked.  leaked water BIGtime.  exh fumes, rattled, squeaks, panels fall off, both inside and outside.  lots of bolts and nuts just vibrated off.  on the galant, that stuff is ON there.  car is very well built. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds accurate... car feels ROCK solid to me... other than 2nd gear kinda grinding  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Build quality is great.||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||09-23-2003||03:22 PM||||Maybe all the bad built TELs give our cars a bad name.<br /><br />The really sad part is, they could have been built a lot better.  I know, cause I got really lucky and got a pretty decent one.<br /><br />It didn't fall apart at all.  Also, the 1st owner didn't treat it so well, so it's not like it got the royal treatment.<br /><br />A few weeks before I traded my old Talon in, a buddy was up with his  2001,2 GTP and I beat the piss out of my car with many high speed runs.  It took every bit of it too.  I bet I took it from a slow roll to 100+ like 8 times in a row at least.  Also a lot of rolls to 80+ MPH.  I thought for sure it was going to break down on me, but I knew I wasn't going to keep it much longer, so I kept beating the piss out of it.  I wanted to get all I could out of it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    It was kind cool too.  Hear I am with my 190K car pulling on a new GTP with a sc pully upgrade and intake.  That was with like 14-15psi I too.  No fuel upgrade other then a hard wire to the fuel pump.  All I had was a mbc, boost gage (freebie), ghetto audi IC setup ($160 installed), test pipe($20 used), and magnaflow muffler ($110 installed by a exhaust shop) hooked up to the stock exhaust sytem.  Also I had a K&N (used $20) and cut air box.  <br /><br />TELs can be good, but too many bad ones were sold    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/003380.cgi
A||||1||lance||VR4 Engine Rods||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||09-23-2003||12:52 PM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||How strong are the stock rods in the VR4 engine?<br />How much HP can they handle?<br /><br />I am now doing a rebuild and I was told to use my stock rods because they are very strong.  Is this true.<br /><br />Thanks for your help.||63.136.113.201||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-23-2003||01:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by lance:<br /><strong> How strong are the stock rods in the VR4 engine?<br />How much HP can they handle?<br /><br />I am now doing a rebuild and I was told to use my stock rods because they are very strong.  Is this true.<br /><br />Thanks for your help. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good enough for the fastest GVR4 on the planet (10.2@133mph).||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003381.cgi
A||||15||jayru||Alright Guys i'm sick of these damn ticking lifters!||||8||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||09-23-2003||01:31 PM||||It use-to just tick every once and a while, but now they are ticking ALL the time, driving my damn knock sensor crazy!<br /><br />I know i need 3rd gen lifters but from an eclipse? arent they v6's? If anyone knows what part # and where i can get em (for a good price) i'd appreciate it. thanks||24.238.66.85||reg||8||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-23-2003||01:42 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">Look here, retailer section, towards the bottom right.</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||09-23-2003||05:42 PM||||I just bought mine from eagle automotive <br /><a href="http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com/" target="_blank">http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com/</a><br />16 lifters + VC Gasket + shipping = $170. Outstanding!<br />Also, the guy called at like 8:15 monday to tell me they were shipping them right then. Spectacular service to boot!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||09-23-2003||06:59 PM||||3rd gen lifters.....<br /><br />not injectors from a 3rd gen||24.52.237.102||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||jayru||09-23-2003||09:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> 3rd gen lifters.....<br /><br />not injectors from a 3rd gen </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">oviously! But my logic was that the V6 may have had a diffrent head lifter configuration because it was a v6 instead of a straight 4. Im not an idiot sir!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.238.66.85||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-23-2003||10:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Im not an idiot sir!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ah, but I'll be the first to admit that I am.<br /><br />I didn't realize they had a website.  Now I wish they didn't.  Holy shit, is that background a scan of a pink cashmere turtleneck?  I feel all the testosterone from my body escaping.  I'm going to buy car parts and a matching hand bag now if I can find one that doesn't clash with my lip gloss.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com/images/red_56.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.165.167.17||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||ejectseat||09-24-2003||02:12 PM||||wtf.||205.149.71.236||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||09-24-2003||05:27 PM||||ROFL.<br /><br /><br />Damn good prices on the lifters.<br /><br />Jayru, what weight oil are you running ? If its too thin (ie 5w) they will tick badly (just like mine). Try a 10w or maybe even a 15w. But now that its getting colder, a 10w should be fine.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||jayru||09-24-2003||09:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> ROFL.<br /><br /><br />Damn good prices on the lifters.<br /><br />Jayru, what weight oil are you running ? If its too thin (ie 5w) they will tick badly (just like mine). Try a 10w or maybe even a 15w. But now that its getting colder, a 10w should be fine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just ordered new ones, but i'll try that. sounds like a good idea, i use 10-30 for the summer months and the weather is getting cooler, i usually use 5-30 winter, but i'll dump some 15-40 in there just to see.||24.238.66.85||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000009||bazeng||09-25-2003||06:16 PM||||for some strange reason my lifter noise has dissappeared!!!.......<br /><br />i have not heard them for 1500 km's...<br /><br />i think its the oil that i have been using.. maybe its the turbo change?!?! new turbo = cleaner oil?!?!<br /><br />dont know.. strange.. <br />but i am using 10-40... shell i believe..<br /><br />anyways.. try different oil..||203.166.63.134||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||09-25-2003||06:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> for some strange reason my lifter noise has dissappeared!!!.......<br /><br />i have not heard them for 1500 km's...<br /><br />i think its the oil that i have been using.. maybe its the turbo change?!?! new turbo = cleaner oil?!?!<br /><br />dont know.. strange.. <br />but i am using 10-40... shell i believe..<br /><br />anyways.. try different oil.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">SHELL oil ? You might wanna try some Mobil 1 full synthetic instead.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||bazeng||09-26-2003||04:39 AM||||i've tried mobil.. still ticks...<br /><br />i think that mobil 1 5w-50 is to thin..<br /><br />15-40 would be best..||203.166.63.199||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000012||raceman77||09-26-2003||02:19 PM||||when l bought my car the lifter noise was significant.l added Marvel Mystery Oil and viola! lifter tick gone and hasn`t returned.l`ve put 10-k on the car too.l`ve used this stuff for lifter tick on many vehicles over the years and it can work wonders.Highly recommended before replacement surgery at a fraction of the cost too.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000013||moonstation2000||09-30-2003||12:33 PM||||hi j<br />just did oil change this weekend and now no lifter tick yesterday or today. i'll see how long it lasts, wonder if the colder weather is helping. i know it'll come back||24.186.171.218||reg||1||moonstation2000||00002106||yes
Z||000014||DongeR615||09-30-2003||12:51 PM||||our lifters are self-adjusting on rollers. It gets quiet as the car warms itself up.||68.122.75.235||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000015||miturra||09-30-2003||05:01 PM||||Just one question. When the lifters start ticking, doesn't that cause the knock sensor to tell the ECU to retard the timing?||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes



ubb/Forum2/003382.cgi
A||||2||thejeebus2002||JDM tranny||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-23-2003||01:38 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Found a JDM tranny and tcase (22 spline).  The guy said it came off a JDM Galant vR4 front clip.  Will this work in a 91 GVR4.  He also said it had the tall 1 and 2 gears.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.166||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-23-2003||01:41 PM||||Get the numbers off the housings.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||09-23-2003||01:47 PM||||as soon as i do, ill reply||205.188.208.166||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003383.cgi
A||||1||henrok||intercoolers||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||09-23-2003||05:58 PM||alvihen@aol.com||i was wondering if its a good idea to put four eclipse side mount intercoolers on my car two where the fog lights go and two( separated)in the middle.  would this have a good cooling effect due to the fact that theyre separate cooling units?   what im trying to say is, would the movement of air from one intercooler to the next as it moves toward the throttle body get cooler and cooler since theyre separate units.  dont know if i was clear enough but anyways i think some will get the idea. what about maybe five intercoolers in this order: I=intercooler - is space .  fog light hole(I)--centerI--I--I--(I)  by the way i have two already , whats their availability and how much would they cost?  where could i get em?||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-23-2003||06:16 PM||||Ding ding ding! <br /><br />Henrok, serious man. You'd start with like 15psi through the first one and have as much pressure as a mild wine fart at the outlet of the last one. What I'm trying to say is that there's too much pressure drop for that to work. If you could hook it up to your 4 wheel steering....||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003384.cgi
A||||4||thejeebus2002||JDM Tranny compatibility (follow -up)||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-23-2003||06:24 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I got the numbers off the bellhousing they are<br /><br />KW5M332NPXV, however there were other numbers on there such as NR7281 and a sticker that read BNR7281-NPXV.  I think i found a good one, but i want to know for sure, any help is greatly appreciated.  <br /><br />scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||09-23-2003||06:33 PM||||i asked too:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003311" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003311</a>||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||09-23-2003||06:33 PM||||that looks like it is off of a gsx.  but the ratios are ok.  i dont think it has the taller first gear, but i dont think you will notice.  the main thing is the final drive is compatible, and it is.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||09-23-2003||06:38 PM||||Thanks alot for the help, im gonna go pick it up on thursday.  <br /><br />scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||09-24-2003||05:28 PM||||Right on. I got used for my info.<br /><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />lol||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003385.cgi
A||||11||bazeng||servicing tranny/diff??.. do i need to?||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||09-24-2003||01:49 AM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys.. just wondering if i should change the oil in the transfercase/rear diff/tranny..<br /><br />im getting some sounds after my clutch install...<br /><br />sorta like clunking sounds (rarely from rear) and some wub wub sounds from drive train..<br /><br />just wondering would a fluid change be required or something like that..<br /><br />any help appreciated... just need to ensure everything is safe =)||144.132.115.124||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||09-24-2003||08:18 AM||||I would say if you are unsure of the age of the fluids or the condition--go a head and change the fluids--ounce of prevention pound or cure type thing oh wait --gram of prevention kilo of cure--  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||09-24-2003||06:15 PM||||supposedly once a year for all fluids with the exception of oil/filter. Fluids are cheap, probably the cheapest thing I can think of for maintenance.||153.18.20.77||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||09-24-2003||06:36 PM||||was your car sitting long before the clutch install? my car sat for a month... i started her alot, but as soon as i installed the clutch i got some crazy noises from the drivetrain when driving... they went away after some more driving...<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||09-24-2003||06:37 PM||||but change your fluids anyway...<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||09-24-2003||09:08 PM||||If you just changed your clutch the tranny fluid should be new.  You have to drain the tranny before removal of the axles or youll have fluid everywhere.||68.76.181.95||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||09-25-2003||04:03 AM||||ah okay.. what about the rear diff and transfer case?? would they have been changed???<br /><br />any links on how its done?||144.132.115.124||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000007||dsmsleeper||09-25-2003||09:34 AM||||Change the fuid in the transfer case and rear.  You may be surprised about how much (or little) is in there.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Once you look at them. you can see the drain plug on the bottom and the fill flug on the side. There may be more details on vfaq.com||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000008||joec||09-25-2003||11:22 AM||||For a DSM, but it's the same for the GVR-4<br /><a href="http://www.myzero.com/drivetrain/trannyoils.html" target="_blank">http://www.myzero.com/drivetrain/trannyoils.html</a>||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||09-25-2003||01:40 PM||||Just a tip- remove the fill plug before the drain plug. If something goes wrong, like you strip it, then at least you're not stuck with an empty case that you can't refill without drilling/tapping. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||bazeng||09-25-2003||06:04 PM||||thanks for the feedbak guys..<br /><br />looks like i have something to do on the car now.. was gettin a lil bored.. hehe.. <br /><br />ran out of funds therefor can only do cheap stuff..||203.166.63.134||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||09-25-2003||10:01 PM||||tell me if you have goo in your t-case. maybe i'm not the only one? 92k on stock fluids? that what i'm thinking. i'm pretty sure now that i change the fluid i will have problems with the t-case. grr||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/003386.cgi
A||||2||thejeebus2002||Flywheel Machining Question||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-24-2003||08:37 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Im getting my flywheel resurfaced just to avoid any hint of engagement/dis down the road.  I have a clutchmasters 2500 and the spec card that came with it says machine it to a negative .610 step.  No problem right?  I call the machine shop and ask if they can do it and the guy asks me if its 1 step or two.  WTF?  I have no idea.  Any suggestions?<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.166||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-24-2003||08:56 AM||||One step- well, two if you count the "zero" reference and the friction surface. You'll have to ask him to clarify. You're giving him a dimension off zero so it should be clear to him.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||PhilthMonger||09-24-2003||10:27 AM||||it is a two step...it refers to the two surfaces that need machining.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes



ubb/Forum2/003387.cgi
A||||3||thejeebus2002||C heapest Place to buy 02 sensors||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-24-2003||10:52 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Does anyone know the cheapest place to order 02 sensors online?<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.166||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||k91||09-24-2003||11:08 AM||||<a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">www.partznet.com</a>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||09-24-2003||12:23 PM||||in the long run, the oem sensor is the best||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Tangent||09-26-2003||07:05 PM||||PickProParts.com has the new Denso OE sensors for 57 bucks!  Just bought one and it works great.||4.40.4.11||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes



ubb/Forum2/003388.cgi
A||||5||dan888||Fuse location||||1||||dan888||00001101
Z||000000||dan888||09-24-2003||11:36 AM||turbo_pwr@yahoo.com||Sorry, but can someone tell me which fuse I need to replace for the cigarette lighter?  I don't have a cover on my fusebox or an owner's manual and don't see anywhere that it is listed on the car.  Much appreciated.||162.83.146.160||reg||1||dan888||00001101||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-24-2003||12:19 PM||||It's the one that's blown.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||09-24-2003||12:26 PM||||15 amp fuse inside, driver side fuse box, it's #4, top row last one on your right, should be blue?||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||09-24-2003||02:47 PM||||I also don't have the cover, or manual...but...<br /><br />Does anyone know if there is a fuse for the sunroof?  Mine hasn't worked since I got the car, and I'm wondering if it's just a missing fuse?  Where is it located if in fact there is one and what amp fuse?||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||dan888||09-24-2003||03:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> It's the one that's blown. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks but I didn't feel like pulling all of them to figure out which one it is.  [sarcasm]But you have been incredibly helpful/insightful. [/sarcasm]||162.83.146.160||reg||1||dan888||00001101||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||09-24-2003||05:22 PM||||hmm....sunroof....bottom row and I think its either the 3rd or fourth over (going towards the firewall).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003389.cgi
A||||3||admsr||Turbo Heat Shield||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||09-24-2003||12:11 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||OK.....so i didn't have the upper turbe heat shield and the car would consistently run hot when i beat her alittle......<br /><br />I tried every fix but changing the water pump. I didnt think it was the pump because it isnt leaking. so....<br /><br />I brought a used upper heat shield and installed it yesterday. I was cruising to work this morning and I just started to open her up. It normally starts to run hot at this stage but my temp gauge stood at alittle less then half (i have a 180f therm)......<br /><br />I then started to rip her a new one and nothing....she took the abuse and smiled....as i did.....<br /><br />does anyone think that its all in my head or does the heat shield play that much of a role under the hood?<br /><br /><br />1. Upper heat shield installed<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1380&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />2. upper heat shield installed 2<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1381" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-24-2003||12:18 PM||||What's your exhaust manifold?  Stock?  The only issues I experienced w/out a heat shield was cooking my IC pipe and raising underhood temps.  Which isn't good in it's own right.<br /><br />Your cooling system should be able to handle the increased heat, unless maybe you have a crack and really hot exhaust gasses were soaking your radiator?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||admsr||09-24-2003||12:43 PM||||stock manny....no holes, cracks that I could see.<br /><br />i dunno.....<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />..anyway she's ok now...<br /><br />alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||09-24-2003||12:52 PM||||that sheild does make a differance... took mine off, and you could not even touch the ic pipe. slapped it back on, pipe gets warm, but not that bad.<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum2/003390.cgi
A||||14||ejectseat||boost dropping||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||09-24-2003||02:05 PM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||i've been doing some porting and have gotten a few parts for my galant in the past month since I got it.  When I got my gauges I noticed that my car was running between 12psi and 10psi.  that was with: gutted mas, k&n, solenoid restrictor removed, turbo exhaust housing mildly ported (at collector and wastegate passage), 2g fully ported o2 sensor housing, and stock exhaust.  I just had my turbo exhaust housing fully ported, and flapper upgraded to 34mm.  I also threw on a slowboy racing stage 2 port evo3 manifold.  Now my car feels even better and spools earlier.  However, boost has dropped to 8psi.  All my connections are fine and the like.  Is it because of the larger wastegate opening?  Or is it the ecu and boost solenoid pulling boost down for some reason?  Just curious.  I'll be throwing on a mbc tonight for fun, and ordering a profec b tomorrow.  thanks for input.||205.149.71.236||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||ejectseat||09-24-2003||02:24 PM||||[img] [img]http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1382&width=400 [/img][/IMG]||205.149.71.236||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||09-24-2003||02:34 PM||||whoah thats my car!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   except for the grill...<br /><br />yeah the mbc should take care of the weak boost you're seeing... other than that I don't know what to tell you, other than I can't wait to get my mbc in the next few days  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1382&width=400" alt=" - " />||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-24-2003||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ejectseat:<br /><strong> solenoid restrictor removed,....I'll be throwing on a mbc tonight for fun, and ordering a profec b tomorrow.  thanks for input. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa, ejectseat, trying to eject your engine?  You had zero boost control?  That's a Very Bad Thing&trade; even worse... you only got 12psi like that?  You're leaking like a sieve.  Do a test on your IC pipes and I would also assume that you've got some nice cracks in your exhaust manifold and around the wastegate.<br /><br />If you weren't leaking you could have easily hit 20psi of superhot charged air -- just thing you need to meltdown.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||ejectseat||09-24-2003||05:45 PM||||no no no, my boost solenoid restrictor is removed.  you know, the little plastic thing?  My manifold is a brand new ported evo3 manifold, and there isn't any leaks.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||09-24-2003||05:54 PM||||I would venture a guess that your ecu is pulling timing due to your airflow and probably leaning out, netting some knock. <br />Do you have a logger to watch for knock? If not you should. <br />Be careful with your MBC if you can't tell why you're loosing boost.||167.142.22.207||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||Notorius||09-24-2003||06:45 PM||||does boost ever get beyond 8PSI? or does it get to like 15+PSI and slowly drops down to 8PSI, and begins to drop at around 4000rpms?<br /><br />if it doesnt get beyond 8PSI then you might want to disconnect the hose taht leads to the wastegate actuator and see if it will go beyond. if it does go beyond but drops down tell me what you find the problem to be. im dealing with my car droppin to 8PSI past 4000rpms cause the computer sees huge amounts of knock and retards the timing. the datalogs show us that its not real knock though and something is making the computer see fake knock. we havent figured out what though after 7 hours of testing and tuning last saturday.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000007||ejectseat||09-24-2003||07:15 PM||||no datalogger.  It it running between 8/9psi perfectly.  it'll build beyond that.  if i reset the ecu it will run a little higher.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000008||ejectseat||09-24-2003||07:41 PM||||i just hooked up a mbc.  ran 15psi in 1st well.  ran 15 in 2nd, but fell to 10psi.  I ran the source vacuum from the bov elbow.  It's a cheap little dual spring mbc, and it's spiking that bad.  All my parts are ported and i have upgraded flapper.  could it spike that bad because of my stock exhaust?||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||09-24-2003||08:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ejectseat:<br /><strong> no no no, my boost solenoid restrictor is removed.  you know, the little plastic thing?  My manifold is a brand new ported evo3 manifold, and there isn't any leaks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You know what they say, better to be be an idiot and keep your mouth shut than to open your mouth and remove all doubt.<br /><br />--------------------<br />Spilner||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||no
Z||000010||04DrBlur||09-24-2003||09:04 PM||||You mentioned having a gutted MAS?  can you please describe what all you gutted?  the lower honeycomb is already gone in our cars and if you hacked away anything else without fuel control that could be your problem.||68.76.181.95||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000011||ejectseat||09-24-2003||09:52 PM||||i gutted out the little divider on the lower side. (not the base of the mas)  It's really very minor gutting.  Well, I got the pressure source for my mbc switched to the bov source.  still boosts the same.  I hooked up my egt gauge tonight, and am getting pretty high egt's.  After driving around for about a half hour egt's in 3rd gear pulls were climbing up to about 1600 at the top of third gear (12-13psi).  this seams a little high from what I've read.  Any ideas?||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000012||ejectseat||09-24-2003||09:54 PM||||oh yeah, autometer ultralite egt gauge||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000013||ejectseat||09-24-2003||10:23 PM||||here's pics of my portwork:<br /> <a href="http://www.photobucket.com/albums/0903/ejectseat/" target="_blank">ejectseat portwork</a>||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000014||04DrBlur||09-24-2003||10:35 PM||||Very nice port work!!  I didnt have a digital camera when I did mine or we could compare notes.||68.76.181.95||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/003391.cgi
A||||3||mj_rosenfeld||SPA gauge problem||||1||||mj_rosenfeld||00001058
Z||000000||mj_rosenfeld||09-24-2003||05:51 PM||mlr@cgate.net||My SPA digital oil pressure/temp gage LCD backlight quit working. The digital readout still functions, you just can't see it except in broad daylight. Unit is a couple years old. I know nothing about LCDs. Anyone know if this is repairable, or is it junk? Thanks.<br />Mike R.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||09-24-2003||06:05 PM||||repairable!||153.18.20.77||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||Kibo||09-24-2003||07:27 PM||||If this is a series 1 gauge (ie. DG-1xx), it's a known issue.  I had the same thing happen to mine; I sent it back to SPA and they fixed it for me.  This was back when Ron Mathis was there, though, and mine was still under warranty.  It wouldn't hurt to call them and schmooze them into fixing it for cheap or free, though--it's a manufacturer's defect IMO.||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000003||mj_rosenfeld||09-25-2003||12:55 AM||||It is a DG-101. And not inexpensive. I'll try to get them to do something for me. Thanks for the info.<br />Regards,<br />Mike R.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes



ubb/Forum2/003392.cgi
A||||5||josh91vr4||Full boost by 2700 RPM?||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||09-24-2003||07:09 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Hi guys. Just got my boost gauge installed. It's tapped on the P port at the intake mani. I'm showing full boost (9psi! represent!) by 2700 in 5th gear. Is this normal, or did i hook something up wrong? <br />It's a used replacement 14b turbo & 1g O2 housing, with an almost-new Evo III manifold, and completely stock exhaust.<br />I didn't see any cracks on the turbine housing or O2, and the Evo III shouldnt' have any by now (can't see it - heat shield)<br />If everything seems cool, i guess i should be happy, just seems wierd ya know. 180k miles on the engine and all...||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||BlingBling||09-24-2003||07:44 PM||||That sounds right||64.172.62.243||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000002||bazeng||09-25-2003||06:19 PM||||yup.. sounds spot on..<br /><br /><br />i miss my old turbo.. feels sorta more fun to drive..<br /><br />with the new turbo.. thats when i begins to spool.... =(||203.166.63.134||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-25-2003||06:26 PM||||hmm...I hit 16psi by 24-2500 in my car in 5th gear.<br /><br /><br />But then I do have a 13g.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||09-25-2003||10:52 PM||||2 things i have found that really improve boost.  first is the fmic/pipes.  i think it makes full boost at least 1000 rpms sooner.  it was almost scary how fast it spooled.  next, this new exhaust i put on has also really improved boost.  o2 eliminator downpipe, random technologies cat, and the certified catback.  big improvement.  oh, and also the dejon intake helped a bit.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||peterlsmith||09-26-2003||05:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> 2 things i have found that really improve boost.  first is the fmic/pipes.  i think it makes full boost at least 1000 rpms sooner.  it was almost scary how fast it spooled.  next, this new exhaust i put on has also really improved boost.  o2 eliminator downpipe, random technologies cat, and the certified catback.  big improvement.  oh, and also the dejon intake helped a bit. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second that - intercooler and pipes made the single biggest difference to my car. I get about 8psi at 2450rpm. Difficult to tell when it reaches full boost cause after 2500rpm I'm hanging on to the stearing wheel for dear life, waiting for the sonic boom!<br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes



ubb/Forum2/003393.cgi
A||||14||Telecaster||Dented piston, ok to re-use?||||1||||Telecaster||00000416
Z||000000||Telecaster||09-24-2003||07:46 PM||telecastr@email.com||My crank sprocket ate the timing belt and i took off the head.  Are these still good?  I'm limited on $$$ and i was wondering if the head rebuild would be worth it.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/21663120/large.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/21663121/large.jpg" alt=" - " />||216.175.86.85||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||09-24-2003||08:22 PM||||FWIW, I had a dumbass friend that bent every valve in the head (1g eclipse gsx) and dented up the pistons MUCH worse than that. He was really cheap so I left them in there when I put it all back together and it ran fine...||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||08:51 PM||||I can barly see any dammage from the pics, but you have the engine out of the car.  95 pistons are cheap enough.<br /><br />If it were me, I'd replace them and avoid any risk of having to do the work twice.<br /><br />Spend a little now, save a headach later.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||09-24-2003||09:21 PM||||I don't see any damage that I'd be concerned with.<br /><br />I'd just slap the head back on unless you have the money (I know you said you don't), time, and inclination to go ahead and take out the balance shaft and put new pistons in.  <br /><br />That's just me.||64.63.212.130||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||Arty||09-24-2003||09:37 PM||||I reused my pistons after they hit the valves with no problems. If the engine is high milage you should consider relacing the piston rings while you are in there, and the crankshaft bearings.<br /><br />John.||144.138.197.118||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000006||Ian M||09-25-2003||12:44 AM||||They will be fine. More 4g63 piston tops look like that than you would probably think!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I would take a die grinder with a sanding roll (or something similar) and smooth the sharp edges of the dent so that there is no chance for a hot spot to cause detonation,and run them.||129.71.115.225||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||09-25-2003||01:51 AM||||It looks fine to me.Like arty said I would change out at least the rod bearing F.I. cars love eating them up. If you can afford it the mains and rings also. But I would only use clevite 77 or mitsu parts, mitsu only on the rings unless you get wiseco's or some good manfacuter's rings with the pistons. I would never put 95 pistons in a 6 bolt motor because you can get wiseco's for $400 and once you add up the machining of the rods the pistons adnd the rings it cost almost the same as a forged rebuild also by not maching the rods they are stronger.||65.177.233.59||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||TurboVR4dr||09-25-2003||05:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> They will be fine. More 4g63 piston tops look like that than you would probably think!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    I would take a die grinder with a sanding roll (or something similar) and smooth the sharp edges of the dent so that there is no chance for a hot spot to cause detonation,and run them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is correct sand the sharp edges down.  But it helps eliminate preignition not detonation.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000009||Ian M||09-25-2003||06:35 PM||||Thats right,wrong term. I was half asleep typing that post!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> Pre-ignition can cause detonation though..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.19||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000010||TurboVR4dr||09-25-2003||06:45 PM||||I figured you just typed it wrong.  But hey you have a 5 start rating so I had to say something.  Maybe I should get a star for catching it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000011||TurboVR4dr||09-25-2003||06:47 PM||||Also how many times has the head been off the car.  I notice it had a Fel-Pro headgasket.  Did you take the studs out or do you still have stock bolts.  If you still have stock you should upgrade to studs.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000012||Telecaster||09-25-2003||07:21 PM||||This is actually the first time i've taken off the head.  I've had the car for a year and a half.<br /><br />I'll go APR head studs but i was wondering about if i should go Mitsu 4 layer.||216.175.86.85||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000013||DongeR615||09-25-2003||08:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TurboVR4dr:<br /><strong> Also how many times has the head been off the car.  I notice it had a Fel-Pro headgasket.  <br />Scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">GOOD EYES<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TurboVR4dr:<br /><strong> I figured you just typed it wrong.  But hey you have a 5 start rating so I had to say something.  Maybe I should get a star for catching it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br />Scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There you are with one star in your profile  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />HG for a car with ~100k. dizam!!||153.18.20.76||reg||6||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000014||TurboVR4dr||09-26-2003||01:28 AM||||I would stay away from the Mitsu metal headgasket.  I think they tend to push water a little under higher boost.  I have seen it more than once.  Call Magnus and order a headgasket from Marco.  That is a much better choice.  Also when putting the ARP headstuds in be sure to wire brush the threads.  You want to take the coating off before you thread them into the block.  <br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000015||TurboVR4dr||09-26-2003||01:29 AM||||Oh also thanks for the star.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes



ubb/Forum2/003394.cgi
A||||4||Oztek||Almost got her running||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||09-24-2003||09:01 PM||aehlert@oztek.us||Well, after three long months 1091 was started today.  I'll post pictures tomorrow.<br /><br />One problem though.  I'm having a problem getting it to idle.  If I rev the engine and get her warmed up, and slowly let the revs drop, it will idle.  She'll sit there and purr.  I have the 02's swinging nicely....perfect.  Until I rev that is.  If I rev it, it will come back down and die.  I'll then have to go thru the above steps to get her to run.<br /><br />Any ideas?||68.21.43.18||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||09-24-2003||09:06 PM||||TPS needs adjusted maybe?||68.76.181.95||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||Oztek||09-24-2003||09:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> TPS needs adjusted maybe? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Naw...wouldn't be that simple.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   The TPS shows 10% on the logger.||68.21.43.18||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||09-24-2003||11:43 PM||||are you running a lightened flywheel?  if so, it will do this for a long time till the ecu relearns.  you need to set the base idle and timing right on the nose.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-24-2003||11:57 PM||||Sounds like your ISC can't step enough.  Adjust the BISS to get 5-15 steps with the engine fully warmed at idle.||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003398.cgi
A||||2||slvrblt||problem is hard to describe||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||09-25-2003||02:50 PM||||I am having a problem that I think will be hard to describe, so here goes.<br /><br /><br />Sporadically when Im cruising along in 4th or 5th gear the car will stumble. (I think thats the word Im looking for). It will stumble like ts getting horrible knock retard, but Im not boosting when it does this, so Im confused. I typicalys have my SAFC on the graphing mode and there is no drop in TPS and only a slight drop in RPM. When it does this, it seems to not rev as fast as normal. It has also done this in other gears (I dont know about 3rd since I dont use it for sake of the life of my synchros). It does it when Im boosting and also when Im not. The car just doesnt accelerate like it should or when Im cruising, it just stumbles.<br /><br /><br />I didnt think I could develope knock at 0 vacuum/boost.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||RayH||09-25-2003||03:15 PM||||Might want to check this thread:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002550#000002" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002550#000002</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||09-25-2003||04:00 PM||||Thanks, I think that could be it. I get a code, but the light goes off almost immediately (not all the lights come on. Its not a power issue). I will pull it after class today.||63.231.122.44||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003396.cgi
A||||1||ercp98||datalogger question||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||09-24-2003||10:00 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||hi i have a datalogger and have been logging a few wot passes. now can somebody tell me if it is possible to get this info from my palm m100 into my computer so i can see the graph better and/ or print out the data points into a spreadsheet. also i can save the data in the computer for future comparison. i know i am asking a lot and sounding so much like a newbie but i'm hoping that some one can enlighten me with this. i saw that this is possible with the pocketlogger.||12.251.104.137||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||09-24-2003||10:21 PM||||If you are using the pocketlogger software then I think you can use their Java program to view the files in a browser window.  Here is the link for it.  They also have one that will turn the log into a comma seperated file to export into a spreadsheet.  I haven't tried either one yet though.<br /><br /><a href="http://pocketlogger.com/plviewer.zip" target="_blank">http://pocketlogger.com/plviewer.zip</a>||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/003397.cgi
A||||7||keydiver||Hallman MBC spring||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||09-24-2003||11:40 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||OK guys, this really isn't too technical, but...<br />I've noticed my boost dropping for the past week or so, and its finally holding at about 10psi. So, I figured something was up with my Hallman MBC. I pulled it apart tonight, and I was right. The spring, which was QUITE evidently NOT stainless steel, has rusted and broken into 3 or 4 pieces. Has anyone else had this problem? I bought it from Buschur, should I call them for a new spring? Is there anything available from Home Depot/Ace Hardware that might work? <br />Just looking for ideas, 10psi sucks!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||209.214.27.36||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||09-24-2003||11:50 PM||||You should call Buschur and tell them to give you a new spring.<br /><br />But if you don't want to wait or deal with the hassle, Ace carries an assortment of springs. I've built a few boost controllers and I could find the number of the spring I used. But I think you'd be better off taking the ball bearing with you and buying the spring based on how it fits against the bearing. The size I used may not be the size you need. Getting the length of the spring right will be trial and error. You can try usng the pieces of your old spring as a guide. You should buy a couple/three different lengths in case the first one you try is the wrong length. Unless you don't mind multiple trips to Ace.<br /><br />Good luck.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-24-2003||11:54 PM||||How many years old is it?||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-25-2003||01:24 AM||||ohh crap. My boost drops too. Maybe I will check that in the morning. I wish I had thought about that before.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||09-25-2003||09:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> How many years old is it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I bought it about 4 years ago, if I remember correctly. Taking it apart, I have to wonder why they didn't use a stainless spring, or is there such a thing? Maybe you can't have both spring steel and stainless steel? Other than a little carbon build up under the ball, which was easily scraped off, everything else looked fine.<br />I stole a spring out of a used PCV valve in my toolbox, and had 18 psi on the way to work this morning! It was nice to feel the car back to its old self.||67.34.230.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Invader||09-25-2003||04:40 PM||||I have an old Hallman that developed a similar problem, although the spring didn't break.  The ball wasn't seating properly and wouldn't control boost right.  I ended up pulling it apart and spraying down the spring and ball (as well as the inside of the valve) with WD40.  Seems like it would be a good thing to do occasionally as maintanence.||207.203.212.2||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||09-25-2003||08:56 PM||||I opened up my MBC to look at the spring and whatnot and I noticed I have a bit of oil in there. I assume thats bad.<br /><br /><br />My pressure source is right on the part of the MBC for the BOV, btw.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||09-27-2003||05:56 PM||||Well, my local Ace Hardware was worthless. I guess they're all but shut down by the local Home Depot, so they aren't bothering to restock their string supply. And Home Depot doesn't have a spring assortment. I ended up at Pep Boys, and got 2 springs:<br />part # 340510.1, 7/32" X 1 3/4"<br />part # 340516.1, 1/4" X 2"<br />I cut about 1/3 of the first spring, the 7/32" one, and it looks like it will work fine. It was not quite as stiff as the 1/4" one, but it might work too, with about 1/2 of it cut off. They were about $.84 each, IIRC.<br />Oh, how nice to have full boost back again!||68.211.193.232||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
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A||||3||BiggiB42||knock knock whos there ||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||09-25-2003||05:07 PM||||i cant get the dam connecter for the knock sensor<br />off the surge bracket. im about to jsut break it off unless any body know the real way||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-25-2003||05:29 PM||||the connector slides off towards the firewall.  it has a locking tab on it, and it clicks into place.  on the first one i did, i just pryed it off, and broke the little tabs that hold it, but i was replacing it anyway.  after you get it off, and you see how it is SUPPOSED to come off, you will cuss it.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||BiggiB42||09-25-2003||05:44 PM||||let me make sure we were talking abut the same the thing    cuz i got the end the goes to the ecu off but the end that goes to the sensor is held in place by something    also does that (surge) braket  support the manifold. wont i put alot of stress on the studs||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||09-25-2003||07:23 PM||||the bracket does support the manifold, but lots of people remove it.  i have.  and yup, the connector(female) clips to the bracket.  like i said, you will cuss mitsu when you see how it goes.  just slip a screwdriver under it, and pry that bitch off, then toss the surge tank bracket.  and i thought i was the only one that called it a surge tank bracket.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003400.cgi
A||||4||bazeng||launching.. big turbo / stock turbo.. same method?||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||09-25-2003||06:25 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey.. jusy wondering if launching methods change as turbo setup changes..<br /><br />i mean i used to launch at 6000rpm.. dump.. and voila..<br /><br />but since the turbo upgrade.. im scared of braking my drivetrain in some way..<br /><br />so just a question.. do i rev lower?? or the same??<br /><br />eg. stock turbo = 6000rpm drop<br />     big turbo = 4500rpm drop???<br /><br />or it doesnt matter.. coz there is no boost at this time (no stutter box)<br /><br />thanks guys..||203.166.63.134||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-25-2003||06:27 PM||||No boost means no more power.<br /><br />I would think that since you have no boost at the line, then you would be ok.<br /><br />Try a few at 4500 and see what the boost feels like just to be sure.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Invader||09-25-2003||07:37 PM||||Slip the clutch out at the line...<br /><br />A larger turbo generally spools later, so you would have to slip the clutch out at a higher RPM in order to keep the RPMs from dropping below your turbo's spool point...||207.203.212.2||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||09-26-2003||09:01 AM||||Yes, same revs, more slip.  On the one big turbo car I have driven I revved it up to 5500 and punched it as I slipped the clutch, and then dumped it right after it started to build boost.  Felt pretty good, took off and lit up the front tires. Takes a bit longer to build boost so I did get a tiny bit of the good ol� roasted clutch smell. The owner of the car lunches even high because it has a welded center diff now.||156.99.90.177||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||09-26-2003||12:20 PM||||I have a 20g and 4spider CD, Act 2600/fidanza/scattershield.  I launch off the rev limit and even with the big turbo i'm ROASTing all 4 tires through first.  In fact I need more traction now.  Hope the 4bolt LSD will help.<br /><br />In my mind, higher RPM is better if you have the balls. You should get more boost.  But maybe i'm wrong, next season i'll try a 6000 rpm studder and see if that helps.<br /><br />BTW my car weighs 3300lbs with me in it. ~3150 without me...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
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q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!4-bolt question.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!11:19 AM!,
q!2452916.1119!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2452916.2054!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!which fuel filter?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!12:19 PM!,
q!2452916.1219!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!Dsmman!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!02:04 PM!,
q!2452916.1404!,
q!Dsmman!,
q!00002350!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!130% Duty Cycle?!,
q!5!,
q!12!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!12:49 PM!,
q!2452916.1249!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!peterlsmith!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452917.2213!,
q!Peter Smith!,
q!00001351!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!launching.. big turbo / stock turbo.. same method?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!06:25 PM!,
q!2452908.1825!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!tplesko!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452909.1220!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q~11 degrees of timing!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!12:44 AM!,
q!2452909.0044!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!12:49 AM!,
q!2452910.0049!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!VDO gauge testing and water temp Q!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!07:49 AM!,
q!2452909.0749!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!09:10 AM!,
q!2452909.0910!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Just got my datalogger cable from gary but i have a question!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452909.1147!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!spoulson!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2452910.0103!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!TOB failure.!,
q!11!,
q!5!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452909.1304!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2452912.1822!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!How to make 400hp?!,
q!1!,
q!39!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!01:23 PM!,
q!2452909.1323!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!00002220!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!09:52 AM!,
q!2452919.0952!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000039!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!shifter parts!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!01:33 PM!,
q!2452909.1333!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!curtis!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2452910.0040!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!i hate 4ws!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2452909.1403!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2452910.1302!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!Valve-train parts!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!05:01 AM!,
q!2452913.0501!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452914.0012!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!fwd/awd  switchable trannys!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!06:20 PM!,
q!2452909.1820!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!00001581!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2452909.1835!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!new motor !,
q!6!,
q!18!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!12:03 PM!,
q!2452913.1203!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!00002334!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!09:13 AM!,
q!2452915.0913!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!00002334!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Keydiver, is it possible to change the stock BCS duty cycle?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452909.2219!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!08:00 PM!,
q!2452913.2000!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Why do our cars have such problems with transmission seals?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452913.1254!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!06:49 PM!,
q!2452913.1849!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!Redline and Lucas!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!01:26 PM!,
q!2452913.1326!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!01:26 PM!,
q!2452913.1326!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!woah, think i found my overheating prob...(pics)!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452913.1515!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452914.1250!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!check site !,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!04:52 PM!,
q!2452913.1652!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!00002334!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!04:52 PM!,
q!2452913.1652!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!00002334!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!check site !,
q!6!,
q!3!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452913.1654!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!00002334!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2452913.2113!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!2g mas!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2452913.1949!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!curtis!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452916.0041!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Tires!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452916.1703!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!859gvr4!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2452916.1735!,
q!859gvr4!,
q!00000615!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!h45454!,
q!Is this correct?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!08:22 PM!,
q!2452913.2022!,
q!h45454!,
q!00001840!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2452915.1328!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!7cm td05 housing!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2452916.2141!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452917.1523!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!safc install!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2452913.2113!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!Ash!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!09:21 PM!,
q!2452913.2121!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!94 Grand Am SE!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452916.2352!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2452918.1225!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Door lock/ETACS!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452917.2237!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2452919.0028!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gbone_pmc!,
q!trrrrrrrr...from inside of my vr4 head!,
q!9!,
q!4!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!06:54 AM!,
q!2452918.0654!,
q!gbone-pmc!,
q!00002412!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452920.1915!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SSS-610!,
q!Can you fellas help?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!10:27 AM!,
q!2452918.1027!,
q!SSS-610!,
q!00002413!,
q!SSS-610!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!10:17 PM!,
q!2452918.2217!,
q!SSS-610!,
q!00002413!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Clay!,
q!I/C Piping Help!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2452918.1228!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!07:30 PM!,
q!2452918.1930!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!flashing lights?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2452918.1246!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452919.0041!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!H2O &amp; oil mix!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!08:23 PM!,
q!2452918.2023!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!vinster02!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2452918.2232!,
q!vinster02!,
q!00002263!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!tonydav!,
q!Laaaagy PTE 61-1!,
q!1!,
q!35!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452918.2224!,
q!tonydav!,
q!00001599!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452964.1432!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!00000138!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Any suggestions as to which palm pilot to buy for loggin?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452910.1122!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452912.1035!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Retorque my arp head studs!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452910.1437!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2452910.1552!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Testing the Diagnostic port?!,
q!11!,
q!2!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452910.1437!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2452910.1655!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q~HELP...................fuel linhe busted!!!!!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2452910.1605!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!admsr!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452912.1148!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Shock question!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452910.1703!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!01:17 AM!,
q!2452911.0117!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Smog check woes Part 2!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452910.2033!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!02:09 AM!,
q!2452911.0209!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!Installed Ground Controls, Looks Like a 4x4 Now!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2452910.2309!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452911.2200!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q~ARG!! @#@#$~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!11:23 PM!,
q!2452910.2323!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!4g63t!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452911.2144!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!safc install!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!09:15 PM!,
q!2452913.2115!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!Ash!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452918.2109!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!head replacement!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!01:57 AM!,
q!2452911.0157!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452912.0116!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!redheat86!,
q!auto block into gvr4 questions *pics*!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2452913.2140!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2452919.1223!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!wtgvr4me03!,
q!won't start after clutch install!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!09:34 AM!,
q!2452911.0934!,
q!wtgvr4me03!,
q!00001996!,
q!Beemer!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!07:32 PM!,
q!2452912.1932!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!TDO6 Wastegate port size question!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452913.2235!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452915.0005!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!Stock intercooler piping sucks!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!01:43 AM!,
q!2452914.0143!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!01:24 AM!,
q!2452915.0124!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Thermostat Housing sensor functions (let's make a definitive thread for the archive)!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!09:09 AM!,
q!2452914.0909!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452916.1940!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Reed Switch problem?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!09:12 AM!,
q!2452914.0912!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2452914.1559!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q!Fuel pump test terminal!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2452914.1309!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452915.1947!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!ARP Rod bolts!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452914.1725!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!03:33 AM!,
q!2452915.0333!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!photo uploading!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452918.2248!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!12:48 AM!,
q!2452922.0048!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Anyone ever acually use the spare tire?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452914.1911!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!12:09 PM!,
q!2452917.1209!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikbruce!,
q!Tranny Differences?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452918.2328!,
q!mikbruce!,
q!00001168!,
q!Triple G!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452919.1503!,
q!Triple G!,
q!00002518!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!Venting to atmosphere!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!09:05 PM!,
q!2452914.2105!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!01:41 PM!,
q!2452924.1341!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikbruce!,
q!Knock Sensor!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452918.2351!,
q!mikbruce!,
q!00001168!,
q!mikbruce!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!08:16 AM!,
q!2452929.0816!,
q!mikbruce!,
q!00001168!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!How to determine if I have rear LSD ?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!02:13 AM!,
q!2452919.0213!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!teet!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!01:56 PM!,
q!2452924.1356!,
q!teet!,
q!00000049!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AzA*!,
q!TC06 on vr4 galant any ideas of fitting has anyone done before?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!06:37 AM!,
q!2452919.0637!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!AzA*!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!06:37 AM!,
q!2452919.0637!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!How did you install poly bushings?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!08:06 AM!,
q!2452919.0806!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!Oztek!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!07:42 AM!,
q!2452920.0742!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!Sensor Question????!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!11:14 AM!,
q!2452919.1114!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!msaskin!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452919.1727!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Oil Filter Housing questions!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2452919.1256!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!08:29 AM!,
q!2452921.0829!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!supasigma!,
q!relay box near ecu...fried the diode inside..!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2452919.1401!,
q!supa^^!,
q!00001181!,
q!4g63t!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452921.0012!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!dumb logger ?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2452919.1543!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452920.1213!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!JDM-RS motor or 2g pistions/1g rods?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!06:29 PM!,
q!2452911.1829!,
q!Clean92GVR4!,
q!00002409!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!10:07 AM!,
q!2452927.1007!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Threadlock? Yes or No!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!07:50 PM!,
q!2452911.1950!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!08:59 AM!,
q!2452912.0859!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!Engine Idle Woes!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452911.2030!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!Oztek!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!04:10 PM!,
q!2452912.1610!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!HELP...Fuel cut at 0 boost!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452911.2137!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2452913.1902!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q~squeelin' like a little piggy!~,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452911.2209!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452919.1753!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!boost and knock issues!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452911.2219!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!bazeng!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2452911.2238!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Beemer!,
q!2G Turbo to Exh Manifold part #'s!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2452911.2309!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!4g63t!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2452913.0040!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!its time for a motor.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452912.0041!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!03:17 PM!,
q!2452912.1517!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Fuel fitting size!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452914.2119!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!joec!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452915.0021!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Surge?!,
q!2!,
q!2!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2452912.1256!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452912.1734!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!3000GTvr4 fuel pump!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452914.2253!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!12:04 PM!,
q!2452919.1204!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Family4Door!,
q!Quick question about oil coolers!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452914.2334!,
q!Family4Door!,
q!00001333!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!03:43 AM!,
q!2452916.0343!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!garyvr4!,
q!How did you guys like your S-AFC!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452915.0037!,
q!garyvr4!,
q!00002337!,
q!garyvr4!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452915.0037!,
q!garyvr4!,
q!00002337!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!garyvr4!,
q!How did you guys like your S-AFC!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!12:38 AM!,
q!2452915.0038!,
q!garyvr4!,
q!00002337!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!12:46 AM!,
q!2452915.0046!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!PTE Bolt on Turbocharger opinions!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!06:35 AM!,
q!2452915.0635!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452915.2057!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!Help with low vacuum!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!10:28 AM!,
q!2452915.1028!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!Yao!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2452915.2332!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q~I've got a stock fuel pump!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!11:19 AM!,
q!2452915.1119!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2452915.2016!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GreenSpeed!,
q!Where can I send my ECU to be checked?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452915.1140!,
q!GreenSpeed!,
q!00002524!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452915.2310!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!need a radiator soon!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!11:55 AM!,
q!2452915.1155!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2452915.1832!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!timing advance?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2452912.1512!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!Ash!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!08:03 PM!,
q!2452912.2003!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!MBC + New Lifters = Fun!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!07:13 PM!,
q!2452912.1913!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2452913.1113!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!4ws removal blocked lines now the steering is locked. !,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!07:50 PM!,
q!2452912.1950!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!06:25 PM!,
q!2452915.1825!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Beemer!,
q!HKS V-V-C!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452912.2057!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!05:07 AM!,
q!2452919.0507!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!crank problem!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452912.2112!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!01:56 AM!,
q!2452913.0156!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!00001481!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!2g exhaust manifold on a 1g ... Exhaust ?'s too!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!09:16 PM!,
q!2452912.2116!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452913.1053!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bleck!,
q!The ever leaking oil drain line.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452912.2316!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!bleck!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!07:58 AM!,
q!2452913.0758!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/003401.cgi
A||||7||gvr4tunr||11 degrees of timing!||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||09-26-2003||12:44 AM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||we took my friends talon tsi to the track tonight and had some problems...he has a 14b, avcr, blow through maft, 3" turbo back with newly installed external dump o2, act2100, walbro 190. we he hit 3rd, his knock count jumped to 12-15 and timing was pulled down to as low as 11! we just installed his external dump, we're thinking that might have something to do with the knock sensor picking up noise...could it just be going bad and its time to replace the sensor? help!||12.107.200.125||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||TurboVR4dr||09-26-2003||01:31 AM||||What boost level?  Also what type of gas?<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000002||gvr4tunr||09-26-2003||03:04 AM||||14 lbs, 93 octane||12.107.200.125||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||09-26-2003||11:58 AM||||You must have had knock alot higher than 12-15. The lowest point on a DSM advance map is 18 degrees at 8000 rpm, and the ECU subtracts 1 degree of advance for every 3 knock sum, if I remember correctly. IF you were at 8000 rpm, and IF you were on the highest advance map (which means flowing ALOT of air), the lowest you should have seen was 13 degrees.<br />What was your O2? Sounds like you were probably running too lean.||66.156.243.122||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||gvr4tunr||09-26-2003||01:43 PM||||o2 was 80-90||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||09-26-2003||04:02 PM||||90 good, 80 bad on street gas.||67.34.55.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||Invader||09-26-2003||09:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> 90 good, 80 bad on street gas. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think this depends a lot on the car...  I run .76-.80 O2's on pump gas, and loose roughly a second in the 1/4mi going to .90v.||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||gvr4tunr||09-27-2003||12:49 AM||||so should we replace the knock sensor? would that help? maybe the o2 sensor?||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes



ubb/Forum2/003402.cgi
A||||3||agrabau||VDO gauge testing and water temp Q||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-26-2003||07:49 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||A couple of questions for you guys. <br /><br />How do I test a VDO vision series gauge for functionality? I have either a faulty sender or a faulty gauge. The wires are good. The gauge is powered and the needle goes to zero but it won't measure oil pressure. There's no reading. The sender wire has contiunity. Is there a resistance value across poles on the back of the gauge? <br /><br />Also, for those with aftermarket water temp gauges, what's the running temp of the car on a fall day? 180-190? That's what I'm getting so I'm curious. It sounds good to me. <br /><br />Any help on that gauge thing is much appreciated cause it's my oil pressure meter and I sort of need it working. <br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-26-2003||08:17 AM||||i believe if you ground out the sender wire, it should peg.  that means the gauge is good.||63.146.72.147||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||09-26-2003||08:41 AM||||Thanks Ken. I'll give that a try. So, leave it on the gauge and then, with the gauge powered, disconnect the sender wire from the sender, gnd it, and the gauge should peg? <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||09-26-2003||09:10 AM||||Running temp should be 195-200 no matter what temp outside, due to the thermostat's control.||24.148.12.160||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/003403.cgi
A||||6||thejeebus2002||Just got my datalogger cable from gary but i have a question||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-26-2003||11:47 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Hello all, <br /><br />I just got my datalogger (palm version) in the mail and have a question.  The cables end looks like it plugs into a computer (9 pins) I figured a cable for a palm pilot would have a usb end on it.  Do i have the right cable and if so how do i get it to fit, i bought a Palm Pilot Zire for a 100 bucks that i thought would do the trick.  Please help||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||09-26-2003||11:49 AM||||All datalogging software is SERIAL, not USB. You need to get a serial hotsync cable.||66.156.243.122||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||09-26-2003||11:53 AM||||I'm no expert, but one end should have a computer type terminal that plugs into your cradle for your palm, and the other end, the pin plugs, plug into the pins that are located under drivers side dash next to the fuse box ... where did you get the cable ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||09-26-2003||04:48 PM||||Plus, from what I've heard, the Zire's version of the PalmOS is not compatible with dataloggers.  You should probably return it and get one that works.  Next time read up on what you're doing before spending time and money on it.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||09-26-2003||05:45 PM||||I did read up on it and the zire one is 4.0 so It sounds like to me it is compatible.  I've never owned or seen a logger before and this is the first PDA Ive bought so I believe I'm entitled to be somewhat naive on the subject.  Anyways, thanks to everyone that helped.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||09-27-2003||12:59 AM||||You will need a serial hotsync cable for your logger cable to be compatable.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||09-27-2003||01:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> I did read up on it and the zire one is 4.0 so It sounds like to me it is compatible.  I've never owned or seen a logger before and this is the first PDA Ive bought so I believe I'm entitled to be somewhat naive on the subject.  Anyways, thanks to everyone that helped. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What datalogger software are you using?  Pocketlogger or MMCd?<br /><br /><a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">MMCd's website</a> includes a list of Palm models that do NOT work.  You cannot assume the PalmOS version is good enough.  Some makes have incompatible comm ports that cannot communicate to the ECU like they're supposed to.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum2/003404.cgi
A||||5||gvr4ever||TOB failure.||||11||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-26-2003||01:04 PM||||When to start up the car and heard this bad noise.  I sounded like something was grinding.<br /><br />Then I popped the hood and got out and it stopped.  Then I got in a pressed the cutch in and it started again.<br /><br />WTF would cause this?  This TOB is no older then two months in the car.  It's a Mitsu OEM.  <br /><br />The noise starts just as soon as clutch pressure starts.<br /><br />Should I drive it?  I'm at home and I should be back at work.||12.221.228.124||reg||11||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-26-2003||03:00 PM||||How's your clutch pedal assembly?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||09-26-2003||03:52 PM||||It is all good.  I have about 1/2" play at the floor.<br /><br />You can hear the TOB squeak as it starts to spin.  Also, I went through all the gears with the clutch pushed in.  Everything seems to be in order, exept for the TOB.<br /><br />The only other thing I can think of is if there is something wrong with fingers on the PP, but it's a ACT 2600 (prolly 3 years old) that has no track time, under 10 AWD launches, and has not been abused in the last year.  I've just been driving it tring to get her at the level I want.  I try to be good and not break anything and then this shit happens.<br /><br />Is there a TOB I should be using besides the Mitsu oem?||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Invader||09-26-2003||09:37 PM||||Did you replace your clutch release fork when you installed the TOB?  My release fork broke which side loaded the TOB and wore it out prematurely...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-26-2003||09:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> Did you replace your clutch release fork when you installed the TOB?  My release fork broke which side loaded the TOB and wore it out prematurely... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a revised one that I got back in 01.  I know what a broken one feels like.  this ain't it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||09-29-2003||06:22 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  My Fault  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  Tranny bolt was loose  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br />I feel like a tool  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br /><br />Well the TOB was making noise, but MAYBE because it wasn't hitting the PP fingers flush.<br /><br />At least that's what it was.  I would have sold my car over a bad Mitsu part.  At least one that involves dropping the tranny to replace.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/003405.cgi
A||||39||makedollarz||How to make 400hp?||||1||||makedollarz||00002220
Z||000000||makedollarz||09-26-2003||01:23 PM||trickyniggy@hotmail.com||Can you guys tell me if im on the right track here?  I'm not sure how to set up my engine to accomplish my goal.  My car has 147,000 miles on it with the regular 14g turbo.  Now, would it be very smart to throw a big 16g or 20g on there with so many miles?  Probably not right?  Should I get the engine rebuilt or buy one of those remanufactured 30,000-50,000 4g63t and then throw the bigger turbo on along with bigger injectors fuel pump etc...or try to get the JDM engine for it which comes with the 16g?  So many possibilities......<br />Thanks||68.168.149.48||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||09-26-2003||01:43 PM||||What's your question?  How to make 400hp or whether or not a 16g/20g will not blow up your old engine?<br /><br />Well let me start with the basics:<br /><br />If you want to know how healthy your engine is, do a compression test.  If you're getting at least 140psi in each cylinder, and all the numbers are about the same, then you're in great shape.  If they're a little lower, that's ok as long as you're not below 100psi or so.<br /><br />If compression varies a lot, have a leakdown test done and it'll tell you exactly what is wrong.<br /><br />Once you know the engine is ok, then forget 16g or 20g if you want 400hp.  Ok, maybe a 20g will get you close, but you'll have a lot less trouble if you went to a bigger turbo like a FP Green, FP3065, AGP L2R, or some other brands you can research.  Just call the vendor when you're ready to buy and they'll recommend you the best turbo they have.  If you're not familiar with vendors, try AGP, Forced Performance, Buschur Racing, Shepard, Turbotrix, etc.<br /><br />Hope that helps.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||09-26-2003||01:49 PM||||My engine has 164k, so-so compression and it likes the 20g just fine.  Gets faster and faster the better I tune it.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||09-26-2003||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> My engine has 164k, so-so compression and it likes the 20g just fine.  Gets faster and faster the better I tune it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, but the 20G ain't gonna make 400whp on pump gas.  I agree with what Spoulson says, go bigger than 20G for 400hp.  The choices now are much broader, like the FP Green, AGP turbos, PTE turbos, all good stuff.  It's so cheap to go bigger now.  The stock motor can handle bigger than 20G, provided the motor is tuned and not "tooned".||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||09-26-2003||03:12 PM||||howard,<br /><br />For sure the 20g isn't making 400 hp, especially on pump gas or at 5800 ft  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   But I was just answering in terms of whether or not the motor can handle 20g power easily....||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR41062||09-26-2003||08:17 PM||||I make 423whp on pump gas, 23psi.  I say get a AGP full garrett kit with the 4bolt turbine housing.  A 50trim will be good, but I really like my To4e 60trim stage 3 .82AR (for a more "streetable" set up get a .63AR hot side).  Anything smaller than a .63ar is a waist of time.<br /><br />~John<br />or be a lemming and get a green or a red.||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||09-26-2003||08:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> I make 423whp on pump gas, 23psi.  I say get a AGP full garrett kit with the 4bolt turbine housing.  A 50trim will be good, but I really like my To4e 60trim stage 3 .82AR (for a more "streetable" set up get a .63AR hot side).  Anything smaller than a .63ar is a waist of time.<br /><br />~John<br />or be a lemming and get a green or a red. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have pics of the AGP setup on your car?||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||09-26-2003||10:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br />or be a lemming and get a green or a red. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bing a lemming sure is tempting when you don't have to spend several hundred extra dollars to make a Garrett setup work.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||makedollarz||09-26-2003||11:13 PM||||So you think a turbo bigger than a 20g will work on my engine with the miles it has assuming the compression is right?<br />I just dont want to dump all sorts of money into it and then my engine need to get replaced.<br /><br />GalantVR41062- did you get any forged pistons or anything or is that on your stock ones?  Whats your 1/4 mile time<br /><br />My real goal is to be able to not necessarily have 400hp, but to be able to make the V-8 owners shit a brick or two, i figured 400hp is a good target.||68.69.131.12||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||09-26-2003||11:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by makedollarz:<br />So you think a turbo bigger than a 20g will work on my engine with the miles it has assuming the compression is right?</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, absolutely.  Like others have said, if it has decent compression and is in proper running form, a large turbo will do just fine.  The current fastest GVR4 has a stock block.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||09-26-2003||11:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by makedollarz:<br /><strong>  be able to make the V-8 owners shit a brick or two </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You don't need 400hp to do that. Go to the track and run high 12's with a "Galant" and everybody shits bricks. At least around my area they do.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||curtis||09-27-2003||12:28 AM||||I had a standard stage .48 garrett running a to4b from a diesal truck then went to a .63 stage three with a to4b V1 compressor from turbonetics.  The to4b's have a smaller outside dia housing than the to4e's but push the same air.  with the b's you dont have to mod the water pipe behind the turbo nor do you have to run a spacer.  The .63 runs good but I'm going back to a .48 stage three because it is just slow to spool its at full boost (21 psi) at around 4400-4600. since it is a true street car.  A friend of mine bought an extreme turbo that uses a garrett comp and center section but uses a 7 cm mitsu housing and evo down pipe just using the wastegate actuator and no boost controller of any type the car is at 12 psi by 3200.  When he get the boost controller and the dsm link programmed he should be at 21 psi by about 3400 because the actuator will start to open at around 6 psi.  My friend bought the ete52 heres the link. <a href="http://www.extremeturbo.com/default.php?cPath=38" target="_blank">http://www.extremeturbo.com/default.php?cPath=38</a>||65.135.143.38||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||number3||09-27-2003||06:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by makedollarz:<br /><strong> <br />I just dont want to dump all sorts of money into it and then my engine need to get replaced.<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well you are in for a rude awakening my friend...<br /><br />Ignoring the engine, run anything bigger than a 16G and you better have prepared for the dumping of money into the car. <br /><br />Fuel system, clutch, FMIC, oils, plugs, axles, transmission rebuilds, gaskets, are just the tip of the iceberg.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||bob in chicago||09-27-2003||08:34 AM||||Turbo Magazine did a five part article on hopping up a GVR4. They got 342 wheel hp @ 19lbs psi from a 16G with Crane cams, big exhaust, MAFT, FMIC, K&N and Dejon intake pipe. Stock head & bottom end! They got only 35hp more with a Garrett T3/T4.  That 35hp has gotta cost $300 over a 16G.<br /><br />AMS did a series of dyno runs on a FWD DSM with a 16G showing that it makes lots of cheap power and torque with various cams. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a> <br /><br />I'm running a big 16G with HKS264 exhaust cam on a 173,000 miles stock motor with the usual stuff: intake, FMIC, exhaust, 2G mas, 550 injectors and fuel control. With 3 passengers and 18 psi, I pulled a new Mustang SVT on a long hill.<br />See http:<br />//www.turbomagazine.com/tech/index1.html||216.65.161.81||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000014||makedollarz||09-27-2003||01:09 PM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]Well you are in for a rude awakening my friend...<br /><br />Ignoring the engine, run anything bigger than a 16G and you better have prepared for the dumping of money into the car. <br /><br />Fuel system, clutch, FMIC, oils, plugs, axles, transmission rebuilds, gaskets, are just the tip of the iceberg. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />I know theres necessities like  what you've stated above that cost a bunch, but im talking like I don't want to destroy a piston and things of that nature after everthing is is upgraded.  I'm thinking the 16g is what I'll prob go with.  The 16g spools at lower rmp then the 20g or are they the pretty similar?||68.168.149.48||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000015||14bCrazy||09-27-2003||01:45 PM||||My buddy went 12.3 on his Galant with a big 16. We think it could have gone 11's we might never know because he gone with a MUCH bigger turbo setup. This car also had NO WEIGHT TAKEN OFF OF IT. I am currently working on making my setup alot like his so I'm going to do my best to run that 11. In my opinion theres more that can be done with a 16g setup. Just look at the times that some people run. I have seen people with big turbos running slower than the guys with 14b's(Ian has ran in the high 12's with a 14b). I would tell you to not get caught up in how much power can I make and do the best with what you can afford.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000016||Martin Tolentino||09-27-2003||02:26 PM||||tuning is the key to HP with loggers, A/F ratio meter and a dyno.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000017||GalantVR41062||09-27-2003||02:33 PM||||I do not have a AGP set up, I have the cast T3/t4 manifold and my turbo/waist gate I bought elsewhere.  But the AGP set up is a kit, good priced and will make dam good power(ither 50trim or 60trim).  You can check out my mod list and times at my web site: <br /><a href="http://lse-performance.com/john.html" target="_blank">http://lse-performance.com/john.html</a><br />Or<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000224" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000224</a><br /><br />I am going to try a barrowed AEM to see if my car starts, then go to the track tomorrow to better my pump gas et. <br /><br />~John<br />Lag is overrated.  I get full boost(25psi) by 4500.  If you think lag is a horrable thing then go with a 16g...||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000018||peterlsmith||09-27-2003||06:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> Turbo Magazine did a five part article on hopping up a GVR4. They got 342 wheel hp @ 19lbs psi from a 16G with Crane cams, big exhaust, MAFT, FMIC, K&N and Dejon intake pipe. Stock head & bottom end! They got only 35hp more with a Garrett T3/T4.  That 35hp has gotta cost $300 over a 16G.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Interesting article, but I'd be interested if someone could help explain one of their statements;<br /><br />"However, the difference in airflow is so substantial that 5 psi from the Garrett moves the car along as well as, if not better than, 10 psi did with the previous system--the previous pressure vs. volume axiom."<br /><br />Now, from what I understand, the volume (not mass - important distinction here) of air flowing into the engine is related to the swept displacement and rpm. A simplistic approach gives;<br /><br />1 cylinder needs 0.5 liters air per cycle (2 revs) => 4 cylinders @ 2800 rpm (the rpm in the article) consumes 2800 liters.<br /><br />I can't see any way in which the turbo can affect this volume.<br /><br />Now, to get more power, you need to get a greater mass of air into the engine, so we need to increase the density of the air (because volume is fixed), and to do that, we pressurize it.<br /><br />At a fixed temperature, air at 10psi is about 26% denser than 5 psi, (10 + 14) / (5 + 14) = 1.26. The only way the Garrett can flow as much air at 5psi as the 16g can at 10psi is if the temperature of the air produced by the 16g is  higher than the temperature of the air produced by the Garrett. This is where things get a little fuzzy because I can't remember the ideal gas law too well, but by my reckoning, the 16g would have to produce air at least 70 degrees C hotter than the Garrett. Looking at the compressor maps, I don't believe that could possibly be the case at such a low flow rate.<br /><br />So, am I missing something here or are they just making this up?<br /><br />Peter||165.247.86.146||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000019||spoulson||09-27-2003||07:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peter Smith:<br /><strong>Now, from what I understand, the volume (not mass - important distinction here) of air flowing into the engine is related to the swept displacement and rpm.<br /><br />At a fixed temperature, air at 10psi is about 26% denser than 5 psi, (10 + 14) / (5 + 14) = 1.26. The only way the Garrett can flow as much air at 5psi as the 16g can at 10psi is if the temperature of the air produced by the 16g is  higher than the temperature of the air produced by the Garrett. This is where things get a little fuzzy because I can't remember the ideal gas law too well, but by my reckoning, the 16g would have to produce air at least 70 degrees C hotter than the Garrett. Looking at the compressor maps, I don't believe that could possibly be the case at such a low flow rate.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A physics major, maybe?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />The simple answer is that the garrett has a larger compressor wheel and that makes it more efficient than the 16G.  One rev of the turbine of the Garrett will flow more air than the 16G.  So the 16G must spin much faster to produce the same psi of airflow as the garrett.  The different is temperature.  The 16G will produce hotter air from the higher rate of rpm and will be less dense at the same psi as the Garrett.<br /><br />Hope that explains it somewhat.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000020||peterlsmith||09-28-2003||11:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />A physics major, maybe?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">MA, Theoretical Physics, Cambridge University, England, but that was, twelve years ago  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />The simple answer is that the garrett has a larger compressor wheel and that makes it more efficient than the 16G.  One rev of the turbine of the Garrett will flow more air than the 16G.  So the 16G must spin much faster to produce the same psi of airflow as the garrett.  The different is temperature.  The 16G will produce hotter air from the higher rate of rpm and will be less dense at the same psi as the Garrett.<br /><br />Hope that explains it somewhat.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That I understand, but they are claiming that the Garrett is giving the engine more power at 5 psi than the 16g at 10 psi, and I just don't believe that at such a low flow rate and pressure that the 16g is producing air so much hotter, especially since they have upgraded to a Spearco intercooler, and the temperature difference we are talking about is post-intercooler.<br /><br />I agree that if both turbos were producing the same psi, the Garrett would win hands down, but I just feel that in this case the author's butt-o-meter is being influenced by his brain because he knows there's a nice new Garrett under the hood. Maybe I've just got turbo envy because I'm only running a Big 16g!<br /><br />Peter||165.247.92.137||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000021||makedollarz||09-28-2003||09:23 PM||||Thanks for all the replys...let you guys know what i go with here pretty soon.||68.168.149.48||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000022||GalantVR41062||09-29-2003||01:18 AM||||This is going no were.  Good luck getting the Garrett turbo talked about down to 5psi with a 4g63.  The Garrett can, will, and did make more power then the pathetic 16g turbo.  But you no lag is horrible with the Garrett   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   .  I still say a AGP kit will do the best for you.<br /><br />~John<br />Haters to lag don't need a turbo at all.||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000023||Beemer||09-29-2003||06:58 PM||||Lag is what a 50 shot of giggle juice was made to cure..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000024||4drwhore||09-29-2003||07:08 PM||||<a href="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/index.html</a>  <br /><br />Cant believe I have to resort to sending you to a webpage from a ricer mag.<br /><br />After 5 steps(it shows what they did on each step and hp/tq gain for each) they ended up with 436.7 whp and 447.6 lbs-ft of torque.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000025||4drwhore||09-29-2003||07:14 PM||||Or just two step. Launch on boost so guud||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000026||04DrBlur||09-29-2003||07:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <a href="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/index.html</a> <br /><br />Cant believe I have to resort to sending you to a webpage from a ricer mag.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you being serious?  A ricer mag?  What do you read Super Street??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.76.181.95||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000027||Notorius||09-29-2003||09:15 PM||||with the garret wouldnt there be more torque down low in the RPMs? might that influence his statement?<br /><br />and RNR Racing sells a garret TO4E kit that spools by 3800RPMs supposedly. this isnt a horrible RPM if you ask me, its up there on these cars, but its not that bad.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000028||4drwhore||09-29-2003||09:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  <a href="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/index.html</a>  <br /><br />Cant believe I have to resort to sending you to a webpage from a ricer mag.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you being serious?  A ricer mag?  What do you read Super Street??   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have to remember Im a domestic guy converted. I also own a 2001 z28 and have helped my dad build his old race car which was a 1957 chevy bel air full interior stock body that ran 10's. Thats why I ask my ?'s here, my dad goes I dont know its just import shit.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000029||4drwhore||09-29-2003||09:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  <a href="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/index.html</a>  <br /><br />Cant believe I have to resort to sending you to a webpage from a ricer mag.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you being serious?  A ricer mag?  What do you read Super Street??   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have to remember Im a domestic guy converted. I also own a 2001 z28 and have helped my dad build his old race car which was a 1957 chevy bel air full interior stock body that ran 10's. Thats why I ask my ?'s here, my dad goes I dont know its just import shit.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000030||joec||09-29-2003||09:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> <br />After 5 steps(it shows what they did on each step and hp/tq gain for each) they ended up with 436.7 whp and 447.6 lbs-ft of torque. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Isn't that crank hp, not wheel?  They list the baseline (stock?) as 190.6hp 198.2tq which sounds like stock crank numbers||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000031||peterlsmith||09-29-2003||09:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> with the garret wouldnt there be more torque down low in the RPMs? might that influence his statement?<br /><br />and RNR Racing sells a garret TO4E kit that spools by 3800RPMs supposedly. this isnt a horrible RPM if you ask me, its up there on these cars, but its not that bad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I finally found the 'Round 4' article, complete with dyno charts. Not easy to get accurate numbers off them, but with the 16g it was producing approximately 260Hp and 320lb.ft at 3000rpm. With the Garrett, it was produing 220Hp and 260lb.ft at 3000rpm. By 4500rpm the Garret catches up, and from then on it walks away with it. I think the statement in the article was just an 'off-the-cuff' comment thrown in to pad out the paragraph.<br /><br />3800 rpm is a bit high for my liking, but I'm a lazy driver and don't change gear unless I have to   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Peter||165.247.110.1||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000032||4drwhore||09-29-2003||10:22 PM||||Can you send me the link for the "round four" page.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000033||joec||09-29-2003||10:57 PM||||<a href="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0206tur_galant/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0206tur_galant/index.html</a>||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000034||makedollarz||09-30-2003||06:18 PM||||Well...I got my compression check and it was between 100-110 on all four cylinders, but I noticed something I haden't before.  Written on the back of the motor it says 91 Laser??  So was I lucky enough to get a junkyard motor in my galant or what? I got my boost gauge in too and it says im only running like 8psi mabye 9psi at most.  It should be around 12psi right?  Then I was seeing how much he would charge to swap the engine with a new one and he was talkin all kinds of shit saying that mitsubishi used beer cans to construct the block, and that even if I dropped like $5,000 into it for a new engine, beefed up tranny, big turbo etc. that I would still have a piece of shit and I'd be best to sell it and get a Honda or Toyota.  Is this guy just hattin' on Mitsu's or does he know what he's talking about?<br /><br /><br />[QUOTE]Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br />You have to remember Im a domestic guy converted. I also own a 2001 z28  <br /><br />Can your Vr-4 smoke the Camero or what?||68.168.149.48||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000035||4drwhore||09-30-2003||06:34 PM||||Nope sure cant. When I get the new turbo install it should though. Considering the z28 is bone stock, I ran 13.3@102 w/ 2.2. 60'. Go figure that one out, gotta love rollin through the traps in neutral.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000036||1420mark||10-05-2003||01:40 PM||||if you have other info posted or not surrounding actual performance of differnt turbos - do direct me please.  also if you know of any spread sheet that shows all , or alot of the make and model in a comprehendable form to see what is comprable to what .   Isaw your posts on the 400hp thread while I was actually LOOKING FOR INFO ON WHETHER TO UP GRADE MY CAMS -the link in the thread for cam performance should be fun if I get to read it one day.   Pe4rsonally I am impressed with agp's ss44 ( don't own it ) as it spools at 3100 and as fast or faster than a 16 and puts out near 400hp rating and is more than a 20. I am still seeking cam info and caught in the turbo choice vortex.  I see extreme (Pontera motorsports ? ) has a new stainles exhaust housing casting  - I see agp an forced are kinda in same place oftrying to get units to fill blankspots in existing market of choices.  I am all for whatever I can do to get no lag and max hp , as I am not keen on running around constantly reved to 4500 to get the potential to appear.  This also plays into the cam situation as they tend to raise the power band range in rpm.  Just looking for a street car to shock myself from more econo box history    Mark||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000037||4drwhore||10-05-2003||02:12 PM||||Well If you are going to upgrade your cams I'd say go w/ hks 272/272 just because if you go w/ crower you have to get adjustable cam gears and start fooling around with all of that stuff. As far as I know you can just "slap the cams in and go"(not that simple but you know what I mean). Oh ya if you'd like to go to a bigger turbo Im throwing around the idea of selling my FP green/interally wastegated turbo.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000038||tonydav||10-05-2003||11:55 PM||||Are the first 3 parts to the turbo magazine article available online?<br /><br />tony||202.154.114.252||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
Z||000039||bob in chicago||10-06-2003||09:52 AM||||Turbo Magazine&#8217;s Galant VR4 mods by Doug's Dynopower.<br /><br />Power Realization Chart Round 1 <br />  	Hp	Torque 	Gain Hp 	Gain Torque<br />Baseline 	190.6 	198.2 	-- 	-- <br />K&N Filter 	201.8 	220.3 	11.2 	22.1 <br />DDP Exhaust 	215.5 	243.6 	13.7 	23.3 <br />DDP Downpipe 	220.7 	254.1 	5.2 	10.5 <br />Total Gain 	--	 --	 30.1	 55.9 <br /><br />Power Realization Chart Round 2 <br />  	Hp	Torque 	Gain Hp 	Gain Torque<br />Previous Power	220.	7 54.	1 -- --  <br />Spearco Intercooler 	251.3	286.4 	30.6 	32.3 <br />DDP Cat 	259.9 	304.1 	8.6 	17.7/td> <br />TeamRip Mass Air 	271.5 	302.7 	11.6 	-14 <br />Total Gain 	-- 	-- 	50.8 	48.6 <br /><br />Power Realization Chart Round 3 <br />  	Hp	 Torque	Gain Hp 	Gain Torque<br />Previous Power 	271.5 	302.7 	-- 	-- <br />TD05-16g turbo 	299.1 	322.4 	27.6 	19.7 <br />APEXi AFC 	307.2 	334.6 	8.1 	12.2 <br />Turbo BoostControl 	319.8	348.7 	12.6 	14.1 <br />Total Gain 	-- 	--	48.3 	46.0 <br /><br />Power Realization Chart Round 4 (16G turbo at 19 psi)<br />  	Hp	 Torque	Gain Hp 	Gain Torque<br />Previous Power 	319.8 	348.7 	-- 	-- <br />RC Injectors 	327.2 	354.6 	7.4 	5.9 <br />Crower Cams 	339.3 	367.8 	12.1 	13.2 <br />Crane Ignition 	342.4 	371.5 	3.1 	3.7 <br />Total Gain 	-- 	-- 	22.6 	22.8 <br /><br />Power Realization Chart Round 5 <br />  	Hp	 Torque	Gain Hp 	Gain Torque<br />Previous Power	 342.4	 371.5	 --	 -- <br />Garrett T3/T4 (15psi)	 355.2	 n/a	 12.8	 -- <br />Garrett T3/T4 (18psi)	 378.1	 391.7	 22.9	 20.2 <br />Venom Intake	 397.3	 412.8	 19.2	 21.1 <br />Nitrous Express	 436.7	 447.6	 39.4	 34.8 <br />Total Gain	 --	 --	 94.3	 76.1||24.148.12.186||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/003406.cgi
A||||3||neonturbo1995||shifter parts||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||09-26-2003||01:33 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||ok, if you start at the top of the shifter and go down, the VERY FIRST stud you run into is where I have the problem.  Is there supposed to be some type of rubber bushing in there or something???  Mine had 2 small white plastic pieces and then just the nut on the end with a washer.  It moves like crazy in ALL directions.||69.3.221.221||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||dsmsleeper||09-26-2003||01:47 PM||||Congratulations!||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||09-27-2003||12:19 AM||||nice||69.3.218.117||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||curtis||09-27-2003||12:40 AM||||you can get these from the dealer or hit the junk yard for a low mile non turbo (non abused) car. get the whole assemble because the plastic wears down on the other points as well thats why it has slop from side to side while in gear. You can weld washers to the bottom of the shifter assembly where it mounts to the floor or buy a new aluminum bushing kit.  You can also weld the shifter cable mount on the tranny soild.  All of these things will tighten up your shifts also on the mid plate on the tranny there are three bolts that have springs and check balls inside pull the bolts and stretch the springs out about a 1/2 inch and reinstall.  these check balls lock into notches on the shift rails.  This mod will make the shift fill like it locks when it goes into gear.  the final mod is to replace the cable end bushings I used fuel rail bushings with a metal shims but others are using small roller bearings.  Good luck||65.135.143.38||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003407.cgi
A||||9||gvr4tunr||i hate 4ws||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||09-26-2003||02:03 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||no one will weld my high pressure lines and i can't get to the rack to remove them and plug them....what can i do? how can i get someone to weld those shut? i'm desperate. they say that the atf in the lines is too flammable and welding is therefore too dangerous...HELP||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-26-2003||02:09 PM||||take the fittings off. Cut them so there's only like 2-3 inches off the rack. Squash the metal pipes. Clean them and take just the small pieces of line to a welding shop. <br /><br />I've welded an oil pan with oil in it in the rain while lying in the mud. (electrocuting myself over and over) so maybe I'm not the one to ask.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||09-26-2003||02:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I've welded an oil pan with oil in it in the rain while lying in the mud. (electrocuting myself over and over) so maybe I'm not the one to ask. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now that's ballsy!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   funny, but ballsy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-26-2003||02:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> (electrocuting myself over and over)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Electrocuting means to be killed by electricity.<br /><br />R.I.P.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||09-26-2003||02:38 PM||||I just jacked this guy's thread inadvertantly. <br /><br />Hertz- I just learned something new from you. <br /><br /><br />I sustained "involuntary muscular contraction"<br /><br />GVR4tunr- you could also get plugs for it but I need to know the reason you can't access the rack before suggesting something else. <br /><br />ZaaaP!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||09-26-2003||02:39 PM||||So does that mean it's like saying "drowning myself over and over?"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||16GVR4||09-26-2003||08:26 PM||||I removed the line on the fittings on the front passenger side of the car. ( not the line attached to the front steering rack, they're too difficult. This is the one that is very accessible from underneath the car ).<br /><br />Then I cut them with a hacksaw, squash them with a visegrip, then tig weld them.<br />I even welded my rear steering rack, to eliminate the passive rear steering.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||09-26-2003||11:04 PM||||The way I did it, and the way I recommmend, is to use stock oil pan bolts and trim them shorter with a dremel. It is a total whore getting them on, I'll admit, but keep trying, you'll get it.||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||i hate fall||09-27-2003||01:40 AM||||why would you what to get rid of the aws?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||09-27-2003||01:02 PM||||Alex - you are a fuckin riot, dude!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.101.136||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/003408.cgi
A||||1||i hate fall||fwd/awd  switchable trannys||||1||||i hate fall||00001581
Z||000000||i hate fall||09-26-2003||06:20 PM||nonage976@aol.com||where the hell do they come from? are they on all jdm galants? where they marketed as such or is that just a loop hole that was found?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||09-26-2003||06:35 PM||||They came on certain jdm GVR4s, and they are not common.  Do not expect to get a switchable tranny if you buy a jdm engine.  To function correctly, they also need a matching transfer case.  They are widely thought to not be as strong as the regular awd trannies.  Do a search for more info, and I think there's also a vfaq written up about them.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003409.cgi
A||||13||PRE-EVO||Keydiver, is it possible to change the stock BCS duty cycle?||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-26-2003||10:19 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I'm figuring there's gotta be some way unless it's just a plain signal that the ECU opens once it detects knock or 7-8psi?<br />I'm sure if there was it would have already been discovered but I was just wondering if there is any type of duty cycle program for it flashed into the rom.<br /><br />The reason I ask is I am back to using the stock BCS and with a VPC I'm getting only 8-9psi which is interesting as I had 12psi with the stock BCS before at one point (I'm guessing my phantom knock issue may be part of it).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||09-27-2003||05:05 PM||||Oh, I'm sure there is, but I won't be able to find it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />Honestly, I have never, and will never, look into that part of the code. Don't you have an MBC?||68.211.193.232||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||12:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Oh, I'm sure there is, but I won't be able to find it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br />Honestly, I have never, and will never, look into that part of the code. Don't you have an MBC? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I'm getting rid of it and upgrading to either a profec B or EVC V . The reason I ask is I still like the computer being able to pull boost if there is detonation over a certain amount.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||09-29-2003||12:46 PM||||I know what you mean. I've thought about reconnecting mine, and having it activate when/if the water injection runs out of water. I'd love to know how to change the code to activate things like the BCS, FPR, or purge solenoids at will, but I ain't that smart.||67.35.21.177||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||01:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> I know what you mean. I've thought about reconnecting mine, and having it activate when/if the water injection runs out of water. I'd love to know how to change the code to activate things like the BCS, FPR, or purge solenoids at will, but I ain't that smart. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It makes me wonder if there may be software out there that can help you considering even the WRX's use a similar boost control to us and are now re-flashing with the ability to change boost solenoid settings for more boost.<br />hmmm....||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||02:09 PM||||Jeff I know it's OBDII but I do wonder since the cable looks like our OBD I. Look at the upper right pic:<br /><a href="http://www.technosquareinc.com/flashecu.htm" target="_blank">http://www.technosquareinc.com/flashecu.htm</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||02:13 PM||||I just sent an e-mail to them Jeff. I'll cc you if I get a reply.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||SLedge||09-29-2003||06:16 PM||||I've kept my mouth shut about ECM stuff so far so as not to step on Jeff's toes.<br /><br />I'm a firmware engineer by trade.  A couple years ago I spent a year as the engineering lead at a R&D company designing, building, and tuning custom PCMs.  Fuel control was kind of a side-gig for our main project (can't say much, I'm still under NDA) but I've done some fuel-control systems.<br /><br />I haven't looked at any DSM ECU stuff, but I'm willing to lend a hand.  I think it'd be fun to to take a swing at reverse engineering the factory programming.<br /><br />We all have too much free-time anyway, right!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||09-30-2003||11:42 AM||||Sledge,<br />   You should join the Yahoo DSM-ECU group. I've been the sole contributor lately, at least it seems that way.<br />   Our ECU's use a proprietary code, but similar to the HC11 code. Its just different enough to make everyone frustrated and give up. I've been moderately successful, but thats because EPROM hacking seems to come natural to me, although I have no HC11 programming backround, which really handicaps me.<br />   That OBDII flash programming stuff won't work for us, we have an EPROM, not flash memory. I'm sure that with the right amount of R&D a daughtercard could be made to adapt our ECU's to use flash memory, but I have no expertise in that field.<br />   My best bet at the moment is the 5 different TMOIV's I've been given to look at, that allow you to change some of the parameters with a special version of the TMO Datalogger program. Todd mapped out the unused memory locations, and uses them to store variables for the timing, injectors, and other things I have to check out.||68.155.183.173||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||SLedge||09-30-2003||01:26 PM||||KeyDiver,<br /><br />Can you post a link to DSM-ECU group?  I don't have any experience w/ the HC11 either (primarily 8- or 32-bit processors) closest would probably be the HC08.  I'll pick it up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Several years back I designed an in-system re-flashable PROM emulator, basically just a FLASH uC board in a DIP form-factor.  I think I could redo it w/o much problem -- hardest part will probably be soldering the little SMT buggers w/o the "right" tools.<br /><br />Brian||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||09-30-2003||03:25 PM||||Thats exactly the kind of gadget I've been wanting to develop! Here's the Yahoo group link:<br /><a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/dsm-ecu/" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/dsm-ecu/</a><br />Another guy on the list, Spiro, helped develop a similar solution for Ford cars:<br /><a href="http://www.sctuner.net/products/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.sctuner.net/products/index.html</a><br />He had talked about one for DSM's, but I don't know if he ever went anywhere with it.We would need someone to write a GUI interface that could manipulate the particular addresses.<br />Let me know what you can do!||68.155.183.173||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||09-30-2003||04:02 PM||||Wooooohoooo I think I made a love connection  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br />Keep me posted as it would be interesting to have.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||SLedge||09-30-2003||06:57 PM||||Jeff, I think we should take this to PM or e-mail.  I have a reasonably good idea what you want and I think it's *very* do-able.<br /><br />Pre-Evo, we'll be back in two and two...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||09-30-2003||08:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> Jeff, I think we should take this to PM or e-mail.  I have a reasonably good idea what you want and I think it's *very* do-able.<br /><br />Pre-Evo, we'll be back in two and two...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!<br />Just keep in mind I'm voting on your decisions.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003410.cgi
A||||6||thejeebus2002||Any suggestions as to which palm pilot to buy for loggin?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-27-2003||11:22 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Well, I've struck out twice so far in regards to selecting compatible palm pilots to work with the logger i bought for 35 bucks off this site and I'm seeking the infitinte wisdom of the board to point me in the right direction.  If someone could give me the names of their pilots that their using I would appreciate it.  I'd like to get one that is backlit but right now I just want to start tuning my car.  I got my new tranny back in and a new o2 sensor and Im ready to log.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||09-27-2003||01:50 PM||||I use a Palm m100 that I got for 40.00 from Ebay. If your getting one to just log it would me great. If you want it to use for other things.<br />I would get one of the new color ones. We just bought a new Sony Clie for my wife and its cool as hell. I don't know if it will work for logger i has a different hot sync cable than my M100.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||09-27-2003||02:12 PM||||HaHa thats funny that you mention that i bought a clie to and it's nice as hell...but doesn't work with the logger.  Oh well, I can't find m100's new anywhere and I don't feel like waiting anymore (patience is not a virtue i posses)I'm pretty sure the m130 will work, it has a cradle and all.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||09-27-2003||07:00 PM||||You can get refurbished Handspring Visor Platinums for relatively cheap, and they have the color screen with an "always on backlight."  It makes it much easier to see, especially at night.  You will need an adapter cable to use a Handspring, though.  The only ones that I've found that work are from Pocketlogger.com.  For some reason some of the other brands don't connect right.  Actually, if you just go to pocketlogger.com they have a list of all the compatible handhelds for logging.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||09-27-2003||07:58 PM||||I'm sure you'll find a lot of good info on search.<br /><br />But I will say again... $85 got me a refurb color Palm IIIc.  The color and backlighting make it perfect for a car, especially at night.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||crucible||09-28-2003||07:05 PM||||The M130 is sweet.Well, it was until I dropped the hood on it.I can get a screen for it for 70 or play bidding games on ebay.New they go for 140 at some places.<br />Anyway,I think the cable connections are real squirrely.It took me awhile to get mine to connect and every once in awhile I have to unplug and reconnect several times before it responds.So keep messing with the cables,it might decide to work.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||thejeebus2002||09-29-2003||10:35 AM||||bought the m130 and im loggin away....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003411.cgi
A||||1||GVR$in||Retorque my arp head studs||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-27-2003||02:37 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Im going to retorque my head studs today (not too necessary but will have VC off so why the hell not) and was wondering what I should torque them at. I used the ARP lube about 6k ago with the new head.. 85-90 ft lbs? Thanks.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||09-27-2003||03:52 PM||||I retorqued mine at 88 ft.lbs. - Just to be safe||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003412.cgi
A||||2||thejeebus2002||Testing the Diagnostic port?||||11||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-27-2003||02:37 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Is there a way to test the port (fuse panel) to see if it is functioning properly.  I was thinking that it was a logger problem but I just saw the picture of JD Ross's gvr4 (member's ride's section) and he has the same logger as I mounted in his car (Sony Clie).  I assume it's there for logging.  So if it works for him then there must be a problem with my diagnostic port.  Please anyone HELP!!!||152.163.252.33||reg||11||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||09-27-2003||04:33 PM||||In addition, is there supposed to be a power supply wire that needs to be hooked up?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||09-27-2003||04:55 PM||||What software are you using? I know Gabor could NEVER get his Clie to work with Pocketlogger. Some PDA's also have a problem with cables that expect the RS-232 interface power from the PDA to be able to run the interface chip in the cable, but I know the Visor can't do that. Your usually better, if in doubt, to use a cable that gets its voltage elsewhere, like +12 volts from the fuse block.<br />One thing you can do, to test the diagnostic port pins, is check the voltages on them.  Pin #1 of the port should have the "heartbeat" signal on it, bouncing up and down, 0-12 volts. Pin #10 usually has 3.5 to 4.5 volts on it. If you ground pin #10, the heartbeat on pin #1 should stop, and I think the voltage drops to near 0 volts.||68.211.193.232||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003413.cgi
A||||16||admsr||HELP...................fuel linhe busted!!!!!!!!!||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||09-27-2003||04:05 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||my main fuel line rotted and broke right off the fuel pump assembly...<br /><br />any suggestions.<br /><br />alex......||66.159.146.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-27-2003||05:57 PM||||<a href="http://www2.megasysinc.com/vfaq/fuel_line_fix.htm" target="_blank">VFAQ.com</a>||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||admsr||09-27-2003||09:24 PM||||Ryan,<br /><br />I tried to click on the link that you sent me but it keeps telling me that it's an invalid page.<br /><br />This is the link that you sent me to:<br /><br /><a href="http://www2.megasysinc.com/vfaq/fuel_line_fix.htm" target="_blank">http://www2.megasysinc.com/vfaq/fuel_line_fix.htm</a><br /><br />Please let me know if there's a typo.<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.146.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||09-27-2003||09:29 PM||||no shizzle. try <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/</a> and do a quick lookup on fuel there. That site rules.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-27-2003||09:51 PM||||No, no typo, I copied the link.  Looks like that page is down.<br /><br />The basic idea is to use brake line, precut with flares, high-pressure (fuel injector) hose, stainless steel clamps, JB weld, etc. etc.  You can drill out the fuel line going into the pump cover and replace it with the same diameter brake line, seal it in there with copious amounts of JB Weld, connect to your pump with the hose and SS clamps, etc.<br /><br />How'd you break it?  Fuel pump upgrade?||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||admsr||09-27-2003||10:23 PM||||i was driving back from picking up some friends from the metro north train station when I noticed that the car was starting to stutter at 4K doing about 70. I made to the local Mickey Dees when I started to smell the sweatness of 93 octane. I looked on the back and saw large amounts of fuel spilling out from the gas tank. I nursed her home and opened up the trunk. I was greeted with a surprise when I gained access to the fuel pump area. I saw a very large spray of fuel just gooshing out of the assembly. I just touched the line and it finished breaking right off.<br /><br />I think that i got the basic concept on fixing this thing down pack. I'm going to take pics and try to document for the crew. maybe it will help someone in the future....or at least save someone 10 extra minutes. I'm going to try to remove the cover while saving the 6 nuts holding it down. I have a friend that might be at his shop tomorrow so I'm going to drill out the old line and insert a new line then weld. I think that the auto parts sells high pressure line unions. I'm going to try and use those if I can find them.<br /><br />Please let me know if you have any more advice....I could use plenty of it right now.<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.159.146.118||reg||8||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000006||admsr||09-28-2003||12:37 PM||||shes dead.....<br /><br />I can't save her....shes on life support.....<br /><br />pics of death!!!!<br /><br />rusted return line 1<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1402&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />rusted return line 2<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1403&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />broken fuel line<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1404&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />fuel pump assembly 1<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1405&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />fuel pump assembly 2<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1406&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />whole tank<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1407&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Does anyone have any idea where i might purchase a new tank and fuel pump assembly without getting raped.<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.146.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000007||CCDSM69||09-28-2003||01:00 PM||||I've been trying to find one for months...every time I get a lead, the assembly ends up being "just sold" or I get put on the waiting list. I'm on the wait list at MitsuGraveyard, another car yard someone recommended on here (can't remember the name right now), and about 4 other yards I found on car-parts.com. I've been trying to get ahold of someone named Zach from the board because Keninn said he thinks he has one, but no luck yet. Best bet for now if its your daily drive just put a Turbo 1G AWD eclipse/talon assembly in for now that way you can drive it around (i've been doing this for about 6 or 7 months now).||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000008||crucible||09-28-2003||01:09 PM||||Damn, Alex!<br />Thats hideous.Makes ya wonder where the hell your car might have been.Mine was similar but not to that degree.Not worth the short cut fix as you're dealing with fuel.As far as getting a rust free used one,good luck.You're gonna be bent over at the dealership.I was quoted 400 for just the assembly.Post a want ad or break open the piggy.<br /><br />Hang in there<br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||admsr||09-28-2003||02:38 PM||||thanks Cruce.<br /><br />I'll be going to the dealer with some KY tomorrow to order the parts that I need. I will also have to cut the fuel lines that are rusted and coupling some new lines......<br /><br />I hope to have her back on the road by next sunday.<br /><br />This sucks......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />I have to buy a new pump cause i cant take the other one out of the tank.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Im going to see if I can take this opportunity and send my ecu to keydiver for the works....<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||66.159.146.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000010||crucible||09-28-2003||03:30 PM||||Alex<br /><br />You mean you cant get the nuts off?<br />Use locking vise grips to snap them off.That was the only way I got mine off.<br />Good time for a pump upgrade while everythings apart.AutoPerformanceEngineering is the way to go.Got a Walbro for 90 bucks and came in 2 days.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000011||admsr||09-28-2003||03:41 PM||||Hey Cruce,<br /><br />I dont have any A/F COntrol and niether do I want one right now. Can I put a walbro 190 lph with no ill affects?<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.146.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||09-28-2003||04:06 PM||||yep you should be fine with a 190||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||crucible||09-28-2003||06:55 PM||||Well, I just put a 190 in and I see no problem.<br />Off topic a bit, but the fuel assembly that I got already had a Walbro in-a GSS315(255) which turns out to be from a SUPRA.Funny thing is that pump and the 190 I bought were the same size and fit perfectly in the assembly without modifying.I thought the Walbros were bigger than the stock as everyone has mentioned?<br />Hmmm<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000014||4g63t||09-28-2003||09:41 PM||||I can't help you with the pump assembly, but I have a tank that is in GREAT shape! It looks as if you really need one, so let me know if your interested.  Later,  Chris||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000015||admsr||09-29-2003||05:48 AM||||Chris.....you have PM>>><br /><br />Alex.||66.159.146.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000016||admsr||09-29-2003||11:48 AM||||OK.......So I called around and finally got the best price for the Whole Gas Tank Assembly.<br /><br />**Kudos to Keydiver for recommending Partznet.com to me.......<br /><br />The total damage is $795.00.......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />I have to work on sanding down the existing rust and re-paint with rustoleum and undercoating.<br /><br />SOB  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />I'll keep you guys updated.<br /><br />Alex.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   ---forced to drive my wifes "Slow Ass" Matrix.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum2/003414.cgi
A||||6||DeanCouchey||Shock question||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-27-2003||05:03 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I was looking at some KYB AGX and found them for 77 bucks each, this is the same part as and eclipse AWD right? I need shocks asap cause mine have rusted to all hell during its lil break from the road, anyone have some other good cheap shocks?||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-27-2003||05:56 PM||||That sounds almost too cheap.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.coximport.com/store/150038" target="_blank">http://www.coximport.com/store/150038</a>||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||09-28-2003||12:12 AM||||Yeah, that's a REALLY good price.  I lucked out, back in the day, JC Whitney ran a crazy ad for a sale, and I got my set of AGX's shipped to my door for $269.  That averages out to... aww, nutz, you do the math.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||09-28-2003||12:15 AM||||$67.25 each.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||09-28-2003||12:46 AM||||Where did you fidn them for $77 each ?<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.overnightautoparts.com" target="_blank">http://www.overnightautoparts.com</a> has good prices too.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||09-28-2003||01:02 AM||||<a href="http://www.impactparts.com/kyb.htm" target="_blank">KYB's AGX for $77 each</a> <br />I am not to sure if I am gonna get them or not, I was also looking for H&R springs<br />I saw something for them on this site but it said not for sale anymore.<br /> <a href="http://www.howbarmotorsports.com/cgi-bin/SoftCart.exe/Store/p-1061.html?L+scstore+cxbb6665fffe9dfe+1064727254" target="_blank">H&R springs</a>||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||09-28-2003||01:17 AM||||You do realize that only the  <b>rears</b> are $77, right?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003415.cgi
A||N||2||MidEngine210||Smog check woes Part 2||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||09-27-2003||08:33 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||Well, the car isn't getting any better. It actually got worse on a quick pre-test I did.<br /><br />Here were my previous results:<br /><br />Idle (781 RPM):<br />(measured, limit)<br />HC: (452ppm, 120ppm)<br />CO: (1.60%, 1.00%)<br /><br />2.3K RPM:<br />HC: (113ppm, 140ppm)<br />CO: (0.77%, 1.00%)<br /><br />I have changed the plugs (NGK 6s gapped at .031), plug wires (NGK blues), PCV valve, and a new catalytic converter since then. <br /><br />The car currently doesn't get great mileage (around 20mpg driven decently) and smokes on certain occasions. The car has 105K. I am planning on getting a new o2 sensor next week.<br /><br />Can someone in the bay area help me out by analyzing my car using a logger? Any tips are appreciated.||64.63.204.93||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||09-27-2003||08:37 PM||||Check the EGR too||216.175.116.34||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||09-28-2003||02:09 AM||||hydrocarbons..unburned fuel.  pm me bout logger and availibility on sunday||67.127.56.211||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/003416.cgi
A||||4||Bigfoot200200||Installed Ground Controls, Looks Like a 4x4 Now||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||09-27-2003||11:09 PM||||LOL. They sent me 9" rear springs and 8" fronts. I've got the rings all the way down and the front is 1/2" higher than stock, the rear dropped only 1". I figure I need 2" shorter springs in front for the drop I wanted plus some room for adjustment, or 1" less and cut off some of the perch on the AGX's. I got 375lb. front and 350lb. rears with AGX's and a ST rear sway bar. This is a high HP 95% street car, but I'd like to run it on open track days at the PIR road course. I want a controlled BMW type ride, not too stiff. I'm going to drive it tomorrow and check out the ride before I send these springs back, but I'd like to hear some opions too.<br /><br />What spring rates and lengths do others run? Did you cut the AGX perch?||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||09-28-2003||08:14 AM||||For a 95% street car, your spring rates are verrry stiff.  I run 275lb/inch 10" free length front & 180lb/in 12" rear which feels slightly stiffer than stock.<br /><br />Handling can also really be improved by "fixing" the rear steer (like you fix a male dog) and poly bushings to reduce understeer. BWM's handling approach has been reported to be due to tightly controlled rear geometry.||216.65.162.191||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||fast_gvr4||09-28-2003||09:52 AM||||Why not just order Ground Control springs for the T/E/L that is my set up with KYB AGX's<br />     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=388&width=600" alt=" - " />||172.167.239.133||reg||3||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||09-28-2003||09:23 PM||||Hey Fast_gvr4, that looks real good, could you also post a side pic from a little farther away?. Oh, and how does that combo handle?||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||09-28-2003||10:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fast_gvr4:<br /><strong> Why not just order Ground Control springs for the T/E/L that is my set up with KYB AGX's<br />        <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=388&width=600" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">From searching DSMTalk, I believe TEL's use 8" springs all around. Anyway we have the same front suspension, why would they be so tall on the GVR4? I gotta believe it's a AGX perch problem. Or they just sent me the wrong springs. Yours sits arout right, did you cut the perch off your AGX's like this guy did?<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.ruhproductions.com/gallery/album76" target="_blank">http://www.ruhproductions.com/gallery/album76</a> <br /><br />I swapped in a 4 bolt LSD, removed the RWS and welded the forward control arms solid too.||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum2/003417.cgi
A||||6||EvilGalantGSX||ARG!! @#@#$||||1||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||09-27-2003||11:23 PM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||Another thing to fix  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  .  Nothen major, its is a cool night to night and when i was waiting in line at the drive though I decided to turn the heat on and out came this horrible noise. So i quickly turn it off, after a few  quick fist poundings under the dash to see if it was just something loose. So I turned the the fan back on and it made the same noise for a second and then just died  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .   <br /><br />So now are the HVAC fans interchangeable from Galant and a TEL?? Or am I SOL and im gonna have to find a Fan out of another Galant?||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||09-27-2003||11:27 PM||||The fan died? I have a stocker you could have if its just that, you just have to wire up the plug off of yours (I cut it to wire it to my Spal). <br /><br />As far as being interchangeable, I'm not sure. If you want to pay shipping, I'll give you my stock fan.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||EvilGalantGSX||09-27-2003||11:57 PM||||Well the first thing im gonna do i try to remove my fan and see if the motor is junk or if a rat died in it and its jamed.  I figure it blew the fuse so ill have to get some in the morning after work and loot at it in the day light.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000003||Forced Style||09-28-2003||06:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> The fan died? I have a stocker you could have if its just that, you just have to wire up the plug off of yours (I cut it to wire it to my Spal). <br /><br />As far as being interchangeable, I'm not sure. If you want to pay shipping, I'll give you my stock fan. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think you're thinking radiator bud.. he's talking about his heater blower motor fan under the dash. and yes they're interchange-able with TEL ones. galants are simple to change REALLY simple, DSM's are more a P.I.T.A. but not to bad. if you dont have one let me know, i've got a bunch.||208.231.176.101||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000004||crucible||09-28-2003||06:59 PM||||Uh, might want to check for the relay if there is one.Pounding your fists can make and break the contacts if the relay is acting up.<br />Just a thought<br /><br /><br />cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||09-28-2003||08:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I think you're thinking radiator bud.. he's talking about his heater blower motor fan under the dash. and yes they're interchange-able with TEL ones. galants are simple to change REALLY simple, DSM's are more a P.I.T.A. but not to bad. if you dont have one let me know, i've got a bunch.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">where do you get this information from?  according to CAPS, the galant motor/fan assy is MB657230, and the t/e/l is MB439838.  list prices are about 20 bucks different, too.  also, according to CAPS, the galant motor dont fit the t/e/l.  why would mitsu give different part numbers and prices to the same motor?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||09-28-2003||09:44 PM||||I have the entire galant hvac assembly if you need it. Let me know, thanks.||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum2/003418.cgi
A||||13||gvr4tunr||head replacement||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||09-28-2003||01:57 AM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||are there any vfaqs around for a head replacement? or can someone send me the files from the cd manual? i'm installing a new head this week and its my first time attempting this, so i'll need guidence.||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-28-2003||03:32 AM||||Its actually pretty basic.. Just as long as you've taken off your exhaust manifold/turbo and know what general stuff is and where stuff goes. <br />-The intake manifold isn't all that hard.. Its just the bracket that connects it to the block thats a biotch. <br />-Drain your fluids (coolant flush would be nice) change your oil/filter. <br />-GET ARP head studs! use the moly lube and torque to 85-90 ft lbs.<br />-I put the exhaust manifold and intake manifold back on the head while it was off the car (it helps when putting the head back on the block too.)<br />-Make sure to HAND TIGHTEN ONLY the arp studs when initially putting in the block.<br />-Scrape off ALL old excess head gasket shit and try as much as you can not to get it into coolant/oil passages.<br />-Be very careful when putting head back on over head studs to not mess up the mating surfaces.<br />-It would be a very good time to take out your A/C if you wish to do so, the knock sensor and starter also if needed.<br />-Double check Double check everything!<br /><br />--Taking the old head studs out it is a 12mm allen socket and the ARP's are a 12 point 14mm socket.<br /><br />Have fun   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||09-28-2003||06:04 AM||||Yea, watch out for the intake manifold bracket.  There's one bolt on the bottom that goes towards the block.  I took of my head a week ago and i'm doing a rebuild.  I took the head off with both manifolds attached.  I pulled and pulled.  I wondered why it didn't come right off; it was that bastardly bolt on the bracket.||216.175.116.34||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||Mariner31||09-28-2003||07:07 AM||||Regarding ARP bolts.<br /><br />I take it that the ARP studs get hand tightened into the block then the head placed over the studs and then nuts placed ontop of that to secure the head down, unlike the mitsu alen head bolts.<br /><br />So when replacing the standard head bolts I should go the 12point nuts and u/c studs.... <br />Do you have to cut them to size like the name suggests?<br /><br /><br />Regards,<br /><br />Pete.||203.166.96.235||reg||1||Mariner31||00002411||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||09-28-2003||01:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mariner31:<br /><strong> Regarding ARP bolts.<br /><br />I take it that the ARP studs get hand tightened into the block then the head placed over the studs and then nuts placed ontop of that to secure the head down, unlike the mitsu alen head bolts.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes.||68.169.158.62||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||09-28-2003||03:11 PM||||I thought the whole point of the ARP hardware was that the studs were "pretorqued" into the block, so the full force wasn't being applied to the threads when the head is torqued on.  In other words, if there's 90 ft/lbs needed to hold the head on, pretorque the ARP studs to 30 ft/lbs or whatever, so when you torque the nut on, you only need to put 60 ft/lbs on the nut for the full torque.  Does this make sense?  60 + -30 = 90<br /><br />Or do I have my head up my ass on this one?||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||thejeebus2002||09-28-2003||03:17 PM||||ehhhh...I don't think so, when you torque the head on you are using the clamping force of the studs/headbolts to press the head against the block.  If you pre torqued your studs first it doesnt make the head stay on tighter that part comes in when you torque the nuts on.  My $.02||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||09-28-2003||03:26 PM||||leave the manifolds on the car! this will save you so much more time if you do it all when the head is out. they are a bitch to get on or off inside the car. it'll weigh a little more but take my word for it, it's easier this way. also when you do the arp studs make sure you follow the vfaq and cut the bracket in fornt of the ex manifold. when you take the head out pull all of the vacuum lines, and the four bolts on the exhaust housing to the turbo. also don't forget to get the oil feed line to the turbo. i have done this like 50 times and believe me it's a lot easier this way. also i suggest doing the race only vaccum line set up from taboo. good luck.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||09-28-2003||08:36 PM||||i'd put the intake on the head before i put it on the block, but i would(and did) put the exh manifold on after.  also, if you're not going racing, just reuse the stock head bolts.  lots of guys have gone very fast with the stock head bolts.  they are not stretch bolts.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||4g63t||09-28-2003||09:50 PM||||Don't be lazy, disconnect the battery.  There's been a couple of stories on here of guys getting zapped when wrenching around down by the starter.||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||09-28-2003||10:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> ehhhh...I don't think so, when you torque the head on you are using the clamping force of the studs/headbolts to press the head against the block.  If you pre torqued your studs first it doesnt make the head stay on tighter that part comes in when you torque the nuts on.  My $.02 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think you quite got what I said.  There's still 90 ft/lbs across the bolt holding the head down, so the same clamping force on the headgasket.  It's just that the threads in the block aren't subjected to the same 90 ft/lbs of force, only 60 ft/lbs (I'm making these numbers up, btw) so you're less likely to damage the threads.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||09-28-2003||10:59 PM||||I get what you're saying Jon. It's an interesting query. <br /><br />From my limited foray into head studs I think that the advantages are in the aligning of the headgasket to the block (sliding it on) and saving the threads in the block from repeated wear when removing heads (like on a race car) <br /><br />I think, and call me claaaazy, but you'd have to torque to 90 on the nut at the top of the stud once the stud is fully threaded into the block. Say, for example that you chose to thread the stud in the block at 90ftlbs. You'd have to crank that sucker.. then, you'd slide the head on and then the nuts at the top would have to be set again to 90 cause nothing's holding the head to the block until those nuts are on. Maybe i'm not understanding what you meant. <br /><br />Maybe I should get back to flagellating my back with a leather belt whilist singing Brittney Spears.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||09-29-2003||12:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I thought the whole point of the ARP hardware was that the studs were "pretorqued" into the block, so the full force wasn't being applied to the threads when the head is torqued on.  In other words, if there's 90 ft/lbs needed to hold the head on, pretorque the ARP studs to 30 ft/lbs or whatever, so when you torque the nut on, you only need to put 60 ft/lbs on the nut for the full torque.  Does this make sense?  60 + -30 = 90<br /><br />Or do I have my head up my ass on this one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">With arp studs you want to have the studs in hand tight and then torque the studs no preload nessesary. It's the same as exhaust manifold studs. And also ARP uses different torque specs than the stockers. The specified torque is ~75% of the tensile strenth of the bolt or the weakest link. For example the valve cover bolts can with stand more than the valve cover. But con rods bolts are the weakest link so when you gets arp replacements you torque tham higher due to a higher tensile strenth fastener. The same goes for head bolts/ studs the head is not going to crack with 20 more foot pound of torque. So the stronger the fastener the more you can torque it as long as it is the weakest link. This also is easier on the headgasket. Also if you do have head studs go retorque them and be thankful that you headgasket has not blown.||65.177.232.109||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||09-29-2003||01:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I think, and call me claaaazy, but you'd have to torque to 90 on the nut at the top of the stud once the stud is fully threaded into the block. Say, for example that you chose to thread the stud in the block at 90ftlbs. You'd have to crank that sucker.. then, you'd slide the head on and then the nuts at the top would have to be set again to 90 cause nothing's holding the head to the block until those nuts are on. Maybe i'm not understanding what you meant.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, you're right.  The nut on top still has to be torqued to 90 ft/lbs or whatever.  I was just trying to say that by preloading the stud, when the head isn't on there, it's "pushing" itself into the block.  Then, after you torque the head on, the stud is "pulling" out of the block.  By preloading, some of the "pushing" cancels out some of the "pulling" for less stress on the block.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Maybe I should get back to flagellating my back with a leather belt whilist singing Brittney Spears. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man, you are crazy.  I've either dranken too much or not enough liquid codeine to fully comprehend that statement... ugh.  Gives me the shivers.  Can tell I'm gonna sleep right tonight.  Ha!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003419.cgi
A||||12||wtgvr4me03||won't start after clutch install||||1||||wtgvr4me03||00001996
Z||000000||wtgvr4me03||09-28-2003||09:34 AM||||I just got my tranny rebuilt and a new flywheel and clutch.  After getting the car back together it just clicks when trying to start it up.  The battery is fully charged, clean terminals.  I tried changing the starter, I get the same result with both starters.  If I don't push the clutch in and hit the key it makes a click and all dash lights stay on like normal, if I push the clutch in every light in the car goes out when the key is turned.  When installing the tranny I had it flush before starting the bolts so I don't think it is a alignment problem.  I did torque the pressure plate bolts down to 27 lbs though, I had read this was right for a act 2600.  Please help!!||68.10.180.219||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||09-28-2003||10:04 AM||||the starter igniter wire might be off, or the ground that bolts to the top starter wire may be off (if that one is off, then after you are trying to start the car, the ground wire will be hot to touch).<br />The other wire that might be at fault is the ground that screws into the body right behind the stock battery location. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||wtgvr4me03||09-28-2003||10:16 AM||||The ground wire is warm to touch after turning the key a few times.  The starer only has three wires connected to it correct?  I hooked up the ground wire, power wire and solenoid wire.||68.10.180.219||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||09-28-2003||01:06 PM||||Make sure you don't have the wires swithed around-solenoid and power wires on wrong terminals.  <br /><br />scott||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||09-28-2003||04:50 PM||||I think you have your wires shorted on the starter. The starter won't get a signal from the black/yellow wire until the clutch is down, that's why the lights turn off when you turn the key with the pedal down. 3 wires, the switch, (14gauge blk/yel, + and - make sure they're all hooked up right. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||wtgvr4me03||09-28-2003||05:40 PM||||Thanks guys:)  I had the ground wire hooked up on the starter to the starter instead of grounded to the tranny.  The car is now running!!  The act 2600 is enguaging right off the floor though.  I'm going to try bleeding the clutch more tomorrow.  The tranny is also very nothcy, I guess that is from the clutch needed bleed somemore. Thanks||68.10.180.219||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||09-28-2003||06:50 PM||||Did you replace the clutch fork and pivot?  Did you shim the pivot?  You shouldn't need to bleed a ton, unless you replaced the slave cylinder.  <br /><br />Be careful, because with it engaging off the floor and being notchy, you'll ruin that tranny quicker than you can say "How much are synchros?".||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||09-28-2003||10:35 PM||||<a href="http://www.teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html" target="_blank">http://www.teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html</a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||GalantVR41062||09-29-2003||01:24 AM||||SS clutch line?<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||09-29-2003||09:05 AM||||There is a GROUND WIRE [black w/yellow stripe] That grounds itself to the engine.  <br />If that's not hooked up, no starty starty. <br /><br />Check to make sure your ground wires are connected. <br /><br /><br />G-||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000010||wtgvr4me03||09-29-2003||02:50 PM||||I didn't do the ss clutch line.  Does it really make much of a difference?  I didn't shim the pivot either.  I wish I would have now.  I'm going to try adjusting the mc a little today.  I will not be driving the car either until I get this worked out.  I dumped to much money in to the 2600, act flywheel and tranny to ruin it now.||68.10.180.219||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000011||thejeebus2002||09-29-2003||02:54 PM||||I found the ss line made aa HUGE difference...the rubber line can flex and expand especially when using an ACT 2600.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000012||Beemer||09-29-2003||07:32 PM||||Just an idea, but he might check inside his slave cylinder where the rubber line bolts on.  Mine, for some reason, had the damned restrictor in it.  Also, don't forget that his machinist could have goofed the step.  See if he machined it to .610 to .612 or thereabouts...and go for the s/s line..get rid of the little restrictor if you see it in there.  You can fish it out with a dental tool pretty easily.<br />dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003420.cgi
A||||9||Clean92GVR4||JDM-RS motor or 2g pistions/1g rods?||||1||||Clean92GVR4||00002409
Z||000000||Clean92GVR4||09-28-2003||06:29 PM||black_90tsi@dsmtalk.com||I have a shop around where i live that specializes in DSM's and can do rebuilds with 2g pistons and 1g rods for around 1200 dollars. I found a Galant JDM-RS motor (big16g yellow top 510's) for around the same price with about 30-50k miles on it. Which do you guys think i should go with? Is the JDM motor really worth it?||204.95.228.189||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-28-2003||06:50 PM||||Get the rebuilt motor.. it will be WAY more reliable than a 'hella jdm tight' motor that you're not aware the history of. And if you hadn't noticed.. the "30-50k" jdm motor every supplier claims to have probably has 100k and has been beat to hell.||68.169.158.62||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Clean92GVR4||09-28-2003||07:07 PM||||Yeah thats what i was thinking, the only positive side i could see to it would be that i could sell my engine and make some money back but your probably right about the jdm motors being higher mileage than you think and beat to hell. Has anyone ever purchased an imported jdm motor on this board?||204.95.228.189||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||09-28-2003||08:15 PM||||yup.  and i just now got back from memphis.  493 miles each way, went up on friday, returned today.  75-80 mph most of the way(freakin construction) some bursts to 100+ passing trucks,  AND, to top it off, i think i beat out an 03 Z28 at the stoplite near my house.  really exciting, no launch, just a regular release the clutch and foor it.  i had him in first and second, he pulled alongside in third, but i was just barely walking him, when he ran out of lane, and had to hit the brakes.  good thing, too.  i think he would have out top ended me.  motor looked brand new when i got it.  the rs motor is useless without the ecu.  other than that, internally, they are all the same.  mine came out of an automatic.  i would easily do it again.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Clean92GVR4||09-28-2003||10:17 PM||||since yours came out of an automatic did you have a 13b on it? If so no wonder the 03 Z28 pulled you up top. Also, if you dont mind me asking could you email me or pm me the price you paid for yours. Or could you at least tell me if 1200 for the motor is a good price? Oh and should they come with the ecu's or do you have to get your own?||204.95.228.36||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||09-28-2003||10:22 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000003" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000003</a><br /><br />The server is slow.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||09-29-2003||09:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clean92GVR4:<br /><strong> since yours came out of an automatic did you have a 13b on it? If so no wonder the 03 Z28 pulled you up top. Also, if you dont mind me asking could you email me or pm me the price you paid for yours. Or could you at least tell me if 1200 for the motor is a good price? Oh and should they come with the ecu's or do you have to get your own? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">TRE ported big 16g, 2g mas, evo 6 560's, rnr o2 eliminator downpipe, random cat, certified 2.5 catback, hks 264 cams, ported exh manifold, dejon intake, water injection.  rre pipes, jdm fmic.  if i would have revved and launched, i would have killed him at start.  i took off normally, and then floored it.  i easily pulled on him in first and second, missed and ground third, that's when he came up alongside.  i was just barely pulling ahead in third, but i guarantee you i would have backed off.  it is also possible he had more than stock, i could hear a distinct whine.  busy 2 lane, lots of traffic.  even then, i had to stand on the brakes to stop from rear ending a car that was going about 35.  no 13b here.  i paid 970+206 shipping.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Z28Muscle||10-10-2003||03:10 PM||||FYI, there is no '03 Z28.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   If it really was a '03, I want to know where to get another one!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||165.140.4.22||reg||1||Z28Muscle||00002462||yes
Z||000008||i hate fall||10-13-2003||10:58 PM||||was that the front clip or just the motor for that price?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||10-14-2003||10:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Z28Muscle:<br /><strong> FYI, there is no '03 Z28.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    If it really was a '03, I want to know where to get another one!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ok, then late model z28.  what the heck do i care?  it was silver, had z28 on the side, and the front sloped down like the later vettes.  it could have been any late model silver gm 2 door with z28 on the side.  i didnt stop and ask.  and, like i said, i could care less.  people who KNOW the road merges, and try to beat out the ones in the CORRECT lane, and make it hard on the people who are in the CORRECT lane to make the light should have to work for it.  i was in a bad mood, and if he wanted in my lane, he was going to WORK HARD for it.  serves them right, gm, ford, yugo, i dont care.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003421.cgi
A||||6||VR6 Eater||Threadlock? Yes or No||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||09-28-2003||07:50 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Do I need to use threadlock, blue or red, on the camshaft maincap bolts?  They only get torqued to 15 ft. lbs. and my book doesn't say I need to.  Just want to know what others have done.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-28-2003||08:09 PM||||nope.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||09-28-2003||08:15 PM||||Thanks.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||Ash||09-29-2003||03:09 AM||||Sorry to steal the thread - I'm having trouble with my tubular O2 bolts that attach the O2 to the turbo coming loose & falling out.  I know the heat in this area will fuse most threadlocks together but of course I want to be able to undo the damn thing.  Spring washers didn't help so what options do I have?  There is a flex section in the exhaust too BTW.<br /><br />Any advice appreciated   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.221.19.78||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||09-29-2003||03:13 AM||||Hey Ash...maybe you could safety wire them somehow. I saw somebody do that to the four bolts that hold the exhaust manifold to the turbine housing to keep them from coming loose.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||Ash||09-29-2003||07:38 AM||||Ahh, like how they tie sump plugs for some racing events - good thinking  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.220.89.4||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||09-29-2003||08:59 AM||||did you try the factory washers?  they are slightly bent, and work fine for me.  i always use new bolts and washers whenever i do the turbo to manifold, or o2 housing.  and i nickel never sieze the crap out of them, also the o2 sensor.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003422.cgi
A||||4||Oztek||Engine Idle Woes||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||09-28-2003||08:30 PM||aehlert@oztek.us||Well the car is running...keeping it running is the issue.<br /><br />Here's the run-down on the modifications: VPC (660 chip)/AFC, 660 injectors, 264/272 cams, and a FRH Intake Manifold. Those are the important ones.<br /><br />I can get the car to idle after a warming it up for a bit. The fuel trims look good; it's pulling good vacum; and the 02 trim is cycling nicely.<br /><br />The ISC is a little flakey. It seems to be extremely sensitive. It is either at 0-5, or it will run up to 120. Small changes on the biss will cause it to jump one way or the other.<br /><br />As a result, if I blip the throttle and let off, the car will stall. It's almost as if the ISC motor can't adjust fast enough to prevent the car from stalling out.<br /><br />I'm kind of at a loss at where to start. I'd really like to get the car back on the road. I'm getting tired of driving the mini-van round.||68.21.43.18||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||09-28-2003||09:21 PM||||<a href="http://dmtalon.v8eaters.com/ISC.html" target="_blank">http://dmtalon.v8eaters.com/ISC.html</a><br /><br />and<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html</a><br /><br />seem to be good places to start.||64.63.212.148||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||09-29-2003||09:32 AM||||Since you have cams and a VPC, you could use one of these: <br /><br /><a href="http://www.hesspower.com/products.htm" target="_blank">http://www.hesspower.com/products.htm</a>||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||09-29-2003||12:57 PM||||It sounds to me like the ISC isn't working at all. You can check the ISC with those pages listed above, but I often find that the ECU is the problem, due to acid damage. If you have an ohmmeter, check for the following continuity:<br />IC105 pin 1 to rear ECU pin #68<br />IC105 pin 7 to rear ECU pin #67<br />IC107 pin 1 to rear ECU pin #58<br />IC107 pin 7 to rear ECU pin #59<br /><br />If one of them checks open, you can jumper it with a piece of small gauge wire.||67.35.21.177||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Oztek||09-29-2003||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Since you have cams and a VPC, you could use one of these: <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.hesspower.com/products.htm" target="_blank">http://www.hesspower.com/products.htm</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Great....just what I need, another piece of electronic engine control.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm going to get a rebuilt ISC from Gabor first.  Then, I'll take a look at the ECU.<br /><br />Thanks for the suggestions guys!||68.21.43.18||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
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A||||15||mikeyoung00||HELP...Fuel cut at 0 boost||||1||||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||09-28-2003||09:37 PM||||It runs fine right up to the point where vacuum hits about zero. Then I hit something...either fuel cut or something that kills the spark. Car bucks if I stay on the throttle as the fuel cycles on-off maybe every half second.<br /><br />Car is totally drivable as long as I keep the vacuum below 0.  I can actually squeeze about 5 lbs boost befor cut hits if I accelerate just right but no matter how I drive any boost level at all cuts fuel within less than two seconds.<br /><br />No ecu problems...my spare ecu did not fix the problem.<br /><br />Checked for vacuum leaks...nothing obvious.<br /><br />This started in the middle of a hard 4th gear pull from around 65 mph.<br /><br />After a few miles of driving and avoiding boost, cel came on. Stayed on for a few miles, then went off.<br /><br />Car is stock except for exhaust (2nd gen ported O2, 3"dp and exhaust, big 16G.<br /><br />Lots of parts waiting to go in but I need to fix this first.<br /><br />Will check sensors tomorrow but hoping somebody had been there already.<br /><br />Thanks.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||09-29-2003||03:07 AM||||sounds like my problem along with hertz's....I still haven't figured it out..GOOD LUCK!||67.127.56.211||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||09-29-2003||10:04 AM||||So what have you guys ruled out so far? Is your car running just fine as long as there is a vacuum in the intake? <br /><br />Gotta get a datalogger cable.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-29-2003||10:22 AM||||I would first say <br /><br />Plug wires<br /><br />2) Crank angle sensor wire loose/cracked<br />3) MAF connection problem or boost leak||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-29-2003||11:15 AM||||Bogs at boost?  Easy, boost leak.  I guarantee it.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||RayH||09-29-2003||12:15 PM||||If the car puts out alot of black smoke when you try to get it above 0 vacuum there's a good chance it's a leak somewhere between the turbo and throttle body.  The most likely place is the inner part of the first bend on the rubber hose coming off the turbo.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||09-29-2003||12:48 PM||||spark plugs||67.35.21.177||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||09-29-2003||04:25 PM||||My car does the same thing, but with no pattern.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||mikeyoung00||09-30-2003||12:05 AM||||FIXED!!!!<br /><br />Here's the problem... (Props to Hertz)<br /><br />  <img src="http://a2.cpimg.com/image/32/1A/24078642-7706-025801C2-.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Not just any boost leak. A boost leak of major proportions. (This is part of the upper ic hose.)<br /><br />There has to be a fix in this mess somewhere:<br /><br />  <img src="http://a3.cpimg.com/image/33/1A/24078643-a322-025801C2-.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />That's my son's exhaust system off his S13. It was a little restrictive for his SR20DET.<br /><br />OK...Now things are making sense:<br /><br />  <img src="http://a4.cpimg.com/image/34/1A/24078644-8879-025801C2-.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />THAT'S more like it.<br /><br />  <img src="http://a5.cpimg.com/image/35/1A/24078645-641f-025801C2-.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />COOL...now I can run Wed night and see how the new exhaust works out...<br /><br />  <img src="http://a6.cpimg.com/image/36/1A/24078646-b453-025801C2-.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />THANKS again to all who contributed knowledge, experience, and wild-ass guesses in response to my call for help.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||09-30-2003||10:47 AM||||Sweet!<br /><br />The only catch will be making sure the hoses don't slip off.  You might want to have a bead put on the ends of that replacement pipe.<br /><br />I'm probably not too far from the same situation -- my lower IC pipe (over the exhaust manifold) is getting hard in that same location.  Just a matter of time before it cracks.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||09-30-2003||03:59 PM||||hahah ghetto rigged... nice job||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||RayH||09-30-2003||04:09 PM||||If you're out in the middle of nowhere and have hose tape and a screwdriver, I found that if you take the clamps off both ends of the hose, wrap the entire length of the hose in at least two layers of tape and put the clamps on over the tape, it will hold.  Drove for two days like this at Watkins Glen and another couple weeks and it was still working when I replaced the hose.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000012||mikeyoung00||09-30-2003||04:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Sweet!<br /><br />The only catch will be making sure the hoses don't slip off.  You might want to have a bead put on the ends of that replacement pipe.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, the ID of the pipe is about the same as the id of the hose, so the hose is a pretty snug fit and I had plenty of overlap. Funny thing, though...I did NOT sufficiently tighten the hose clamp on the factory hard line at the downstream end of the contraption and it blew off first time I hit 12 lbs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000013||mikeyoung00||09-30-2003||04:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> for two days like this at Watkins Glen and another couple weeks and it was still working when I replaced the hose. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ahh...the Glen. My old stomping grounds. I grew up at the north end of the next lake over (Penn Yan on Keuka). I've seen more than one bus burned to the ground in the Glen's fameous "bog".||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000014||RayH||09-30-2003||05:02 PM||||<a href="http://www.glenphotos.com/bog/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.glenphotos.com/bog/index.html</a>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000015||mikeyoung00||09-30-2003||07:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.glenphotos.com/bog/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.glenphotos.com/bog/index.html</a>     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ahhh...sweet memories of youth. We were pretty ugly back then, eh?<br /><br />Correct me if I'm wrong but I believe the Greyhound was from Mexico?||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
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A||||14||RTS182G-VR4||squeelin' like a little piggy!||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||09-28-2003||10:09 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||ok, this started last night.  im drivin down e-470, back to littleton from aroura (20 miles).  when i get back into town, off every stoplight, i heard a belt squeal.  it does this as i get into boost, obviously because of more power.  well this morning its still doin it, so i tighten the power steering belt, which looked a little glazed.  the other belst didnt look bad.  it stopped for a while, then tonight comin home it started again.  i have to replace it now dont i?  <br />how do i do this and should i wait to do it when i take my head off to replace it?  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||09-28-2003||10:18 PM||||Have you checked the harmonic dampner to make sure it's not coming apart?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||RTS182G-VR4||09-28-2003||10:22 PM||||man i never even thought of checkin that.  does it sound like a slipping bels when its coming apart, and what will it look like if it is?  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||11||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||09-28-2003||10:28 PM||||Check it this way: remove all the belts from around it (or at least any tension), grab the outer piece and try to wiggle it by pushing and pulling with opposite sides. If the rubber that bonds the inner and outer pieces together is shot, you'll know.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||09-29-2003||09:25 AM||||you dont even need to loosen the belts, you can grab it by the outer part and it will be loose.  you can also check the timing marks, if you can find tdc.  i also think it is the harmonic balancer.  it needs to be changed NOW.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-29-2003||11:20 AM||||I would second that prognosis.  Alternator and power steering belts tend more to squeal when your rpms are low.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||RTS182G-VR4||09-29-2003||09:55 PM||||ok, now im confused, your ideas make more sense than mine, but i just checked, and the thing doesnt even budge, and i can even see the timing marks on the rubber part.   (look like little outcroppings on rubber right?)  so i think i just need a new belt.  what do you guys think?  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||09-29-2003||11:33 PM||||Maybe it's not the dampner.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||09-29-2003||11:37 PM||||so do the timing marks line up?  if you're not sure, try to aim a timing lite with it running.  my money is still on the harmonic dampner.  if your car has over 100k on it, it needs to be changed.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||RTS182G-VR4||09-29-2003||11:44 PM||||ya they line up.  i will take a light to it tomorrow.  i didnt think you could use a timing lite on a computer controlled car though.(maybe my head is up my butt)  ill check it out tomorrow. thanks for the imput.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||09-30-2003||10:50 AM||||I've had a little rubbage on the outside of the lower timing belt cover (check the clearances) which was fixed by just tightening down the cover.  And I had my alternator pivot bolt back out and it was pressing into the side of the alternator belt.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||RTS182G-VR4||10-01-2003||07:37 PM||||wouldnt that cause a squeal all the time?  i just put belt dressing on the power steering belt and it only helped a little. <br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000012||TurboVR4dr||10-01-2003||09:35 PM||||When you change the belts use Goodyear gatorback belts.  They are the best drive belts hands down.  I hate to say it but Autozone now carries them.  But they are very nice.  Well worth the extra few bucks.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.166||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||10-06-2003||12:16 PM||||i like continental belts because they are designed to shrink over time, and this counteracts the stretching that other brands of belts do.  i have never had to adjust a conti belt.  they are also original equipment on bmw, mercedes, porsche, audi, and a lot more.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||10-06-2003||05:53 PM||||That's 'cause they're German.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
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A||||1||Notorius||boost and knock issues||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||09-28-2003||10:19 PM||||aight some possibly needed info, ISC is disconnected, vaccuum line crap for emissions is disconnected, throttle body lines disconnected, '92 ECU. all other mods in my sig, if its not in my sig, i dont have it.<br /><br />now my problems are these:<br /><br />first, the car randomly builds boost. usually i hit 13PSI at 3200rpms, but randomly it will hit 13psi at 2700-2900 range (very rarely, but it does occasionally). i cant figure out under what conditions it does this, but usually its in 1st, rarer in 2nd, never in 3rd or 4th, sometimes in 5th. now i know that i should be hitting 13PSI in the high 2000 range, and definately by 3000, certainly not 3300. before i added the intake/exhaust and had an MBC, i was seeing 8psi at 3900rpms.<br /><br />second, there is an issue with the computer seeing knock that doesnt exist. we hooked up a TMO datalogger last weekend and saw that the computer was seeing knock for no reason. at times the knock count would go off the scale even though i wasnt even touching the gas, id just be cruizing. the computer usually saw it at 3900rmps and up if i was full throttle, but not always did it see it, and not always did it happen at 3900. when it did see the knock it would retard timing and the PSI would drop from 13 to about 8ish by 6000rpms. we swapped ECUs cause we discovered the CAPS had busted on the original one. new ECU didnt fix this problem. we checked the knock sensor and its good and not loose.<br /><br />now my questions are A) why does boost build so slow and B) what could be causing the knock? are they related or might they be two different things? has anyone had a problem like this before and found out whats caused it? next weekend i plan on checking the grounds and seeing if the volts are somehow throwing things off due to a bad ground somewhere, but im runnin outta ideas after that.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||09-28-2003||10:38 PM||||maybe ur wastegate is slightly opened.. (jammed)<br />therefor causing a slow build up of boost..<br />should be max boost (15psi) at around 3xxx...<br />i know it starts to spool much sooner than that..<br /><br />with mine.. same thing sorta happens (but with external gate).. but if it tight.. runs very nicely.. boost builds at 2500 and max by around 4000...<br /><br />if its not using the controller (spring) boost builds at around 2500 - 5000.. then boost climbs after that.. (wierd)<br /><br />anyways.. hope it helps..||203.166.63.231||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
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A||||6||Beemer||2G Turbo to Exh Manifold part #'s||||1||||Beemer||00000599
Z||000000||Beemer||09-28-2003||11:09 PM||beemer1@att.net||Ok, I know I just saw a thread in here last week with the part #'s for the newer 2g bolts and washers.  Could someone shoot me an email so I can get them ordered from concelli, or if anyone has a NEW set of 4 laying around with washers, could you shoot me an email as well?  I'm going to need two sets.  I'm trying to make basically a hot swap manny/turbo deal where I can do the complete swap in 20 minutes with air tools.  And YES, I'm gonna grind the hell out of that stupid p/s bracket so I can get to that #@%$&$I##! last exh manifold stud on #1.  However, I found that grinding the crap out of a universal socket will let it squeeze in there, it's still not cool.<br />Thanks, and yes, I did the search, and got a zillion things totally unrelated.  I tried "turbo bolt"  "bolt md"  MD, and a few others.  Nothing.  I know it was listed out for the 2g, with the md # for the bolts and washers.  I just can't find it.  Needed ASAP.  Oh, and anyone near Tyndall afb is invited to lend a hand, as I'm TDY (usaf) down here with the gvr, head off, going back to race mode after turning it back to stock...long...bloody story.  My dorm # is 850-286-6200, room 2209<br />thanks<br />dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000001||91GVR4||09-28-2003||11:58 PM||||I am not sure of the PN but you can buy them from <a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/maintparts.shtml" target="_blank">DSMotorsport</a>. Check it out, lots of factory parts.||12.64.48.120||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000002||msaskin||09-29-2003||08:59 AM||||just ordered all of this stuff.<br /><br />the bolts are MD132656, you'll need 4 of them<br />the new style (2g) washers are MD132933, you'll need 8 of them.<br /><br />have fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.195.238.19||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||09-29-2003||09:21 AM||||frist off, what is the advantage of the 2g bolts/washers?  second, those part numbers are wrong.  2g turbo to manifold bolts are MD187699.  washers are MD187848, and caps shows 2 washers per bolt/nut.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||09-29-2003||06:09 PM||||Thanks guys.  Ken, I think you're correct.  Those are the numbers I remember.  I also know why they did two washers per bolt...my 1g bolts took two s/s lock washers per bolt to get them to stay put.<br />thanks guys!  #1244 is getting close...new ported head, web .465 cams, obx gears, big 16g, venom drag intake, 2g maf/510cc's for now (YES, I know they're too small, but my s-afc is in omaha and I'm here at tyndall afb fl tdy for the usaf) with a ported to hell 1g 02 and 2g manny.  Anyone know of a decently inexpensive exhaust maker down here in the fl panhandle?  I'm near panama city.  I'll post a pic of the motor back together once my camera dries out from getting dumped in a bucket of antifreeze...<br />Dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||msaskin||09-29-2003||11:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> frist off, what is the advantage of the 2g bolts/washers?  second, those part numbers are wrong.  2g turbo to manifold bolts are MD187699.  washers are MD187848, and caps shows 2 washers per bolt/nut. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">interesting, when i called conicelli and gave them the part numbers i had i got the right parts.  strange indeed  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.195.238.19||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||09-30-2003||12:40 AM||||When I was stationed at pensacola nas I had a local guy bend me up some 3 inch cat back. He put a nice magnaflow on it and he charged me $80 total. Granted, it was an $80 pressbent job, but it looked good, sounded good, and is still on 3 years later! I did some searching, and I think this is the place.<br /><br />1 Way Muffler (850) 455-4399 <br />9180 Gulf Beach Hwy<br />Pensacola, FL 32507||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
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A||||3||psycopyro182||its time for a motor.||||1||||psycopyro182||00000548
Z||000000||psycopyro182||09-29-2003||12:41 AM||psycopyro182@hotmail.com||ok, my gvr4 has been dead for a long time for a long time. a really long time. and ive been broke. <br />but i just found out that i am finnaly going to get some back pay for almost 6 weeks of construction work i did. (long story) <br />and some savings.<br />i will have about 1,500.00<br />i have a few different options.<br />i can get one of those lol Jdum motors<br />i can put some 95 pistons in it.<br />my friend has a bushur stage 2 shortblock he wants to sell me for 900 bux<br />or i can do a stock rebuild.<br /><br />ive never had to pull a motor and put a new one in, and i know that there are going to be alot of little Extra things that are going to add up in the cost. and if you guys could help let me know what to do there that would be nice as well.<br /><br />ive been wanting to drive the car for a long time, but i want to do this the Right way not the cheap easy way.||67.33.204.54||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||09-29-2003||01:03 AM||||What happened to your motor that is in there?  What are your goals for the vehicle?  What mods if any are done to the car?  Also what would you like to do?  Pulling a motor is not real easy.  But with common car knowledge and knowing what everything is under the hood of your car you should be able to do it.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||09-29-2003||01:09 AM||||If I were you, I'd buy your friend's block, a "new" (rebuilt; freshened) head for about $300 (maybe less, it's been a while since I shopped around for one of these) and that would give you a complete engine with about $300 left over for the timing belt job.  I think then you'd be good to go.  Good luck, and let us know how it goes and which path you take.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||psycopyro182||09-29-2003||03:17 PM||||ok, Timing belt was done at 70K miles, and i bout the car at around 76k, now it has about 82,xxx on it.<br />The old motor spun a rod bearing.<br /><br />goals, setup: i plan on going with either a br20g, a garret Gt35r dual ball bearing, or soemthing around that size. i want to hit low 12's high 11's a little faster than that would be nice, but i dont want to have to break alot of stuff.<br /><br />i also plan to take my build up slow on this car. so reliability is a must. i think that is a good idea with the new block, and rebuilt head. <br />i havent really shopped for a head and i didnt know that they were that cheap.<br /><br />ive read alot where guys have forgotten to do simple little things while putting their motors back in and it messed everything up. that is the stuff i am mostly concerned about. i am just looking for things that i might forget since this is my first time, i know the usual drill with gaskets and fluids. so just checking. hopefully i can have a running car sometime soon. that would be wonderufl.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
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A||||3||thejeebus2002||timing advance?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-29-2003||03:12 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I did a search and could'nt come up with this info. so any help would be greatly appreciated. What is the max advance you want to see. I'm setting up the low values on my afc in the driveway and i saw:<br /><br />42 degrees adv<br />0 knock <br />3156 RPM<br />11.3% throttle position<br />.8v - 02<br /><br />I've been reading up on all the faq's on tuning and trying to get information.  I just want to know how much advance is possible.  From my researching ive read that 15 degrees is optimal, but why wouldn't 42 if there is no knock?  thanks<br /><br />sorry for all the noob questions I just don't want to blow my car up...its ma baby<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||09-29-2003||03:19 PM||||You will see 42 degrees while you are off throttle or perhaps partial throttle.  If you watch the timing advance while you drive you will see it at it's max of 42 degrees then it will drop as RPMs and throttle position goes up.  15-20 is optimal for WOT.  I am pretty sure that is how it works, but a more veteran tuner may be able to give more precise info.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||09-29-2003||04:18 PM||||max advance for a vr4 at wot is 29.  if you are NOT getting at least 20, you need to tune.  i get 28 deg with 0 knock.  some people say at 7-8 knock they get their fastest times.  since i dont race, i dunno.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Ash||09-29-2003||08:03 PM||||I get about 7-12 knock at 3500-4500 rpm with roughly 12 deg timing, but up higher like 6-7000 I get no knock and 20+ degrees advance.  The wierd thing is no matter how much fuel I ad with the AFC in that 35-45 area, I can't lower the knock, yet up higher is knock free, I can even lean it out heaps.<br /><br />I mean with safc settings like...<br /><br />3k:+4 4K:+5 4.5k:+4 5k:0 6k:-5 7k -7||203.220.203.119||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
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A||||2||ayvr4||Surge?||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||09-29-2003||12:56 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||So I installed my starion ic this weekend (pics will be posted tomarrow).<br />but anyway, I hit the throttle a few times, and heard what i figure was compressor surge, what can I do about this? should I mess with my TurboXS BOV?<br /><br />it kind of seems like my bov isnt opening soon enough.... does this sound right/possible?<br /><br />thanks for any input.<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||09-29-2003||04:51 PM||||I want to see it.  How much and where did you get the endtanks modded at?  I'll have to check it out.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||09-29-2003||05:34 PM||||Sean, your first on my list.... i know we have been talking about it alot, but i am for sure going to Union Grove in October once i get the tranny in... we can meet up..<br /><br />The Starion Looks GREAT!!!! but there was a hell of alot of cutting (done by a friend).... i think my car is like 30lbs lighter from lack of bumper support...<br /><br />I will have the pics posted tomarrow of the install..<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum2/003431.cgi
A||||2||josh91vr4||MBC + New Lifters = Fun||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||09-29-2003||07:13 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||yeah. So i first put my MBC in and hit like 19psi.. whoops  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />on a lighter note, it spools up quick as shit to that 19psi. Anyhow, i turned it back down. Spikes to 13, settles at 11 now.<br />3G lifters: When i first put them in, i was SO not impressed with the 'quieting' effect. I didn't realize it takes a drive to the store to get them fully oiled (yeah, i primed them per VFAQ and all) but when i got back it was doing quite nice, very quiet. Also logged a run, getting a little knock (i think it's real, finally) ... 13psi with stock everything else, i'm running out of fuel  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-30-2003||10:58 AM||||Man, I wish I could hit 19psi...  I'd settle for 16, even.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||09-30-2003||11:13 AM||||i did the same thing when i got my mbc, but it only went to 18.  Getting the feel of 18 makes you want to just "accidently" forget to turn it down  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   But then you think about your poor engine and how it's gonna be sick as a dog if you don't.  So i put it down to 15  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    time for some serious mods!||12.18.163.208||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum2/003432.cgi
A||||8||atsiauto||4ws removal blocked lines now the steering is locked. ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||09-29-2003||07:50 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||My mechanic has blocked the lines and apparently it has made the steering wheel seize., while the eng is running I have had this thing back to hime 5 times now after he fixed the leaks.. 2 more fills dumpped onto my driveway and I had enough of it. where are you guys blocking the lines on the rack and what in the hell do you think he has done?> I need some help here. id have attempted it myself but after 10 days of no power thanks to Isabel I needed a break.  S.||67.24.32.188||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-29-2003||09:20 PM||||Did he use a long bolt that's hitting the internals of the rack? That's all I can think of.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Jon||09-30-2003||09:58 AM||||You can't loop the lines, you have to block them.<br /><br />Get under the car.  Find where the lines go from the back of the car up to the steering rack.  You may have to get the mounts for the front sway bar loose in order to get to the bolts on the steering rack.  <br /><br />Unbolt these 2 lines.<br /><br />Now, take the line and cut it about 4" or so from the end.  <br /><br />Clean these 2 bolts and lines really well.<br /><br />Weld the end of each of these 2 lines shut at the end.  Cut it down to 1" or whatever you want.  Just make sure you can put it back on the rack without anything hitting.<br /><br />Bolt each of the 2 lines back to the steering rack.<br /><br />Now it is blocked and it won't leak because you are using a factory fittings and the end of each line is welded shut.<br /><br />If you get really sick of it, you can always swap out a steering rack from a 1G DSM.  Bolts right up.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||turboren||09-30-2003||11:44 PM||||Thanks for that last tip, Jon.  But I remember hearing somewhere that the 1g rack is slower than ours.  Is that true?  Also, do you have to run a 1g PS pump as well?<br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.189||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||10-01-2003||12:16 AM||||i posted before, but there is a GM master cyl adapter that will convert the PS line thread to a standard US thread that you can easily get a plug for. i capped mine off where the first rubber lines meet the hard lines off the rack. VERY easy location. its about 8" away from the rack, right under the car.||138.89.87.126||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||henrok||10-01-2003||05:29 PM||||hey gt luke , are those the lines that come off the rack and extend down to connect to the first rubber high pressure lines?  if it is, what did u use to block it off?  i was looking for some caps to cover the lines at that point and i know its a 14mm sized cap but cannot find one anywhere.||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||REDLINEGVR4||10-01-2003||10:20 PM||||Hey Jon<br /> Do you have any pics on how to do this or what it looks like when done? I am gonna do it cause i just replaced everything but the rear dist block and i am getting leaks somewhere back there. I am sick of this ps problem it really sux. neways some pics would really help. oh two more things with the lines blocked is there a chance the seals in the front rack will blow? and do you have to secure the rear rack?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000007||gtluke||10-01-2003||11:57 PM||||henrock<br />yeah those lines<br />i found fittings in the back of my local parts store in a bin. i asked the owner and he said they were for an mid 80's full size chevy pickup. apparently in the mid 80's chevy went to metric brake lines, but just tapped their old master to metric. the rebuild companies diddn't want to offer 2 of the same masters with just different brake line fittings, so they continued to sell the old one as the new one, but included 14mm metric to 1/2" (i think) adapaters. after you use that fitting and convert it to US thread, finding a cap is simple. you just have to find a parts store that knows their shit and can find this fitting for you.<br />also, i'm sure you can order a 14mm cap online somewhere||67.85.57.177||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||10-02-2003||06:25 PM||||he looped them...I gave him the skinny on the no loopy dealy-O . More news at 11 . Im hopeful to have a no leak (humor) Gvr4 in my driveway by weeks end .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum2/003433.cgi
A||||3||Beemer||HKS V-V-C||||1||||Beemer||00000599
Z||000000||Beemer||09-29-2003||08:57 PM||beemer1@att.net||Ok, here's a question for everyone.  I've got an older HKS VVC (MBC) that apparently died, or is clogged.  It's the old pull up the locking knob, turn, and push down to relock.  It came with the car, along with an fcon/gcc setup with the idle mixture knob and a bad prom.  The car MAY have been one of those "HKS" 271HP specials, since it also had 510cc injectors and a 16g.  Anyways, the VVC doesn't work.  I'd kinda like to keep it working as a novelty, but I don't have a guts diagram of it.  There was a spare SMC mbc in the trunk that looks identical to it.  I'm curious if anyone has ever had one of these apart?  At the track, on the street, wherever, I couldn't get past 10 psi or less with it.  Crank it down, unscrew it till it came apart...no change.  Yes, I have the grainger, and yes, everything worked fine with that mbc.  I just like the HKS knob is all.  Oh, I did put new fuel injector line on it in place of the old vac line as a precaution.  No difference.  Routed from the turbo outlet nipple to the VVC, then from the vvc back down to where you'd tap into the bcs (I think, the bcs isn't there)<br />Thanks guys<br />dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-30-2003||10:55 AM||||I'm not at all familiar with the VVC, but Keydiver recently posted about a broken spring in his MBC.  Could it be a similar situation?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||10-01-2003||12:08 PM||||Ryan, I read that and was thinking the same thing.  Although I've never had one apart..so I'm dreading taking the bolts out and having springs and check balls flying everywhere...<br /><br />Hey, I checked out your site.  Very nice.  Hey, if you know anyone looking for a new exhaust housing for their mitsu turbos, I found a place in south carolina that has new ones that are stainless steel for around 180 a pop, brand new and 7cm to boot.  Didn't want to do a fresh post because it sounds like advertising, but I've got one, and the quality is great.  However, s/s is a total PITA to port...but at least it doesn't crack.  I think it has either a 34 or 38mm flapper on it as well<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-06-2003||05:07 AM||||This might help you out:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2435184415" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2435184415</a><br /><br />Good luck.||69.59.219.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003434.cgi
A||||1||4drwhore||crank problem||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||09-29-2003||09:12 PM||losthurley@cfl.rr.com||Well everything is out of my block but there is still the crank in there w/ the plat on the timin belt side. We cant seem to get the timing belt gear off the crank but i was thinking it would just come out w/ the plate and crank all together. Im guessing there is a place in the block that the crank goes though on that side also and thats why i cant get the crank and the plate to come out together as a whole peice. Do i need a pully or something, how can i get this summa bitch off.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||09-30-2003||01:56 AM||||There are 3 things that hold the crank in the block.  The rear main seal flywheel side 5 12mm bolts.  The main caps 10 14mm bolts.  And the front cover (houses the oil pump, main seal, front balance shaft).  So you need to get the big bolt off the front of the crank shaft, a 1/2" drive fits.  Then you need to take off the timing belt sprocket, then the balance shaft belt sprocket.  Then pull the front cover off, a few 12mm bolts and 1 14mm bolt.  They are all different lengths and only go in one spot so figure out a way to mark where they cam from or keep them in the case.  You might want to take the sprocket off the front balance shaft and be careful of the rear balance shaft that comes out of the oil pump.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum2/003435.cgi
A||||2||KingGalantVr4||2g exhaust manifold on a 1g ... Exhaust ?'s too||||5||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||09-29-2003||09:16 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||Ok, 2g exhaust manifold on a 1g ...<br /><br />What down pipe?  Still the 1g pipe?<br /><br />also, how many people are running without a cat?<br /><br />I want a 3" mandrel bent down pipe, 3" crush bent exhaust that soulds close to factory, 18-30" resonator and a dynomax superturbo muffler no cat.  Do you think this will have a lot of drone?||68.33.20.210||reg||5||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||drew||09-29-2003||09:34 PM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> Ok, 2g exhaust manifold on a 1g ...<br /><br />What down pipe?  Still the 1g pipe?</strong><br /><br />Yep. Still the stock pipe.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-30-2003||10:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> I want a 3" mandrel bent down pipe, 3" crush bent exhaust that soulds close to factory, 18-30" resonator and a dynomax superturbo muffler no cat.  Do you think this will have a lot of drone? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It won't exactly sound "close to factory".  Why no cat?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003436.cgi
A||||4||bleck||The ever leaking oil drain line.||||1||||bleck||00002148
Z||000000||bleck||09-29-2003||11:16 PM||||Ok, let me preface this by saying I've done a search here, and thanks for the tip on buying the stainless oil drain line for my 14b.  But?!?!?  Why has my VR4 gone thru 3 of these things in the last 6 weeks.  My orig. was leaking, and TTR changed it with the t-belt and all else, 2 weeks later, it was leaking again, this time I changed it, 3 weeks later, you guessed it nice oil puddle in the driveway, oil on the rear bumper.  What the hell causes this?  Is it a motor mount prob?  Is that my 14b is poss cracked.  I'm freakin pissed at this.  Whaddayathink?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000001||Nate||09-29-2003||11:31 PM||||Get a new return line, buy two new gaskets for it, get the crush washers that fit the bolts that go into the oil pan, and replace those bolts that go into the pan while you're at it.  Clean the gasket surface on the pan, apply a very light coating of RTV, torque to spec, and you should be fine.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||curtis||09-30-2003||12:07 AM||||use a high temp oil resistant hose and 2 worm clamps. get rid of the factory flex line but cutting out the flex section by using the hose.||65.142.59.132||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||91 #680||09-30-2003||12:20 AM||||I have gone through 2 of these bad boys in about 3or4 months....I did exactly as said above.  I replaced the factory flex pipe crap with a high temp hose and two clamps....should do the trick.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000004||bleck||09-30-2003||07:58 AM||||Much appreciated, gentlemen.  Sounds like a plan.<br /><br />Sean||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003437.cgi
A||||2||VR4 Me||god, i am such a newb...can anybody tell me where to get another honeycomb?||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||09-30-2003||12:32 AM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||Okay, so the night I bought #193, I got all into the VFAQ and saw the honeycomb mod blah blah blah, anyways, I didn't know at the time that we had the one to be removed not there from the start. <br /><br />So i removed the other one, found out i wasn't supposed to, and then put the damn thing back after some serious stretching out/rigging up. Unfortunately, now the car idles like ass, and has been since I did this. Now I'm tired of it, and I think my engine's performance is suffering b/c of it. so where the hell do I get another one? I tried the salvage yards but I can't find any 1g turbo cars.||68.154.1.72||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||09-30-2003||01:04 AM||||Get some 550's an afc and a 2g mas.  Or upgrade to the maf translater.  I'd probably go with the translater.<br /><br />You can try searching the junkyards online to if you really want to just put in another 1g mas.<br /><br /><a href="http://junkyarddog.com" target="_blank">http://junkyarddog.com</a>||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||Kevinj110||09-30-2003||01:25 AM||||I have a MAS out of a 1g turbo if you want it. sned me money for shipping and a cookie and its yours.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.119.33.171||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes



ubb/Forum2/003438.cgi
A||||0||mromik||gearbox, need help||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||09-30-2003||01:36 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Does anybody khow anything about my F5M33-2-WQNK gearbox.<br />I need gear ratos.<br /> Will the inpur and intermediate shafts from NQBK tranny fit my ?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/003439.cgi
A||||1||gvr4tunr||mmcd: knock alarm, but no knock?||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||09-30-2003||02:12 AM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||i turned my knock alarm on to sound at a sum greater than 6 counts. the logger was reading a steady 0, and an occaisional 1 count, yet the knock alarm never stopped! any ideas?||12.107.200.126||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||09-30-2003||12:47 PM||||the mmcd software is a bit strange. I have the modified knock sensor replacement boost gauge and i was trying out the mmcd software and set it to knock with the big reading on front. The car sometimes registered 25 counts of knock on the gauge but the mmcd software never read anything. Sometimes it was vice versa..so it's variable. <br /><br />you can always turn off the sound...||68.122.75.235||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/003440.cgi
A||||1||Telecaster||Valve-train parts||||1||||Telecaster||00000416
Z||000000||Telecaster||09-30-2003||05:01 AM||telecastr@email.com||I'm in the process of a head rebuild (t-belt owned).  I was wondering what parts can be reused.  I'm going for Crower springs and Ti retainers, so i know so far that i'll need new valve guides and valve seals.  What about the "valve seats" and the "valve spring seats?" i didn't know they were different.  I got confused over the two while reading dsmtalk, dsm.org, and dsmtuners. I was looking at the service manual for the 1G (90-91ECB.PDF pg. 9-112) since our manual didn't have a clear portion on the valvetrain.  <br /><br />Which other parts are recommended replacing?  Also, I've looked at Concelli, Carparts.com, and Eagle Automotive Warehouse. Do you guys suggest any other vendors to get them from?  And i still have to get t-belt stuff    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   .||216.175.116.34||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||10-01-2003||12:12 AM||||The valve seat is the area that forms the seal for the valve in the combustion chamber. If you have a valve job done while the guides are being done, the seats likely will be ground. If the valves are only "lapped", they still should clean up the seat. <br />As far as valve spring seats, I've never seen any wear in that area. There is a "cup" shaped washer under the spring. So the spring does not actually touch the aluminum of the head.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/003441.cgi
A||||18||pocket rocket||new motor ||||6||||pocket rocket||00002334
Z||000000||pocket rocket||09-30-2003||12:03 PM||shadey3@hotmail.com||hey guys i new to the forum also im from the caribbean trinidad to be exact got a 1992 vr4 galant RHD awd shot the motor but the drive train is still good.i was trying to beat a mod sr20det in a escort failed and broke my tob and snap the crank and burn out no 4 cyclinder also crack  the head over boost and leanout bad. got a 4g63 from an evo 5 going to mod that need help so i can get back at that dam sr20det we got a war down here between nissan a honda nissan and mistu nissan and subaru nissan and toyota yup. mods starts <br />1)port head creamic coat head<br />2)bore block to 2.5cc<br />3)creamic coat piston top and silicon sides for lub<br />4)ceracic coat valve <br />5)can i get a bigger twin scroll tob or can i ceramic coat that as well<br />6)rpw costom tob manifold as well as cams <br />7)silicon coated bearings for bottom end as well as top to help in lubrication<br />8)bigger injector (what should i get want drive ablity also )<br />9)custom manifold u get guest it cramic <br />10)should i get a bigger trottle body or leave the oem<br />11)need help in what type of bloff valve or leave oem wastegate or leave oem and ecu-piggy back or new management system what to buy the all offer so much and anything else that can help no nos hate it its false power. bottle done power done <br />also what do uu think this would be in hp and torque thanks guys||209.94.208.227||reg||6||pocket rocket||00002334||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-30-2003||12:35 PM||||I feel like I just read Option Auto Magazine on crack.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||09-30-2003||01:41 PM||||I feel like I just read Option Auto Magazine on crack.<br /><br /><br />LMFAO  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||pocket rocket||09-30-2003||01:46 PM||||lol thats a good one serious i like it but thats how we do it down here got sr20det,rb26dett,rb20det in escorts, datsun 510 ,buledirds & 2gen rx7 the world of honda(frankenstine motors)in civic dishing out 500+ at the wheels ps they drive's it to work and it fwd,trick out evos from 1-7 making on average 350 - 400hp followed by the gsr lancer cd5a model vr4 galants like mine and 3gen galent ca13 sirus gsr lancers rwd/ killer subaru's , battling with evo for 1/4mile times nasty rx7 2nd and 3 gen those thing are quick knocking 11 & 12 on street tyres ,from 280 - 300 zx mod some american muscle - cameros,firebirds,mustage & chargers those things are brilliant u should see those cars launch the roar of those v8 are just music to the ears but evo still cut there asses and last but not least supras 3.0 tt in lexus .got a 900+hp supra that songs like a fire breathing dragon . but serious i  really need some help see the comptetion im up against also to add to the list custom 3" downpipe ceramic coated as u can see im tring to keep the heat consentrated,as to super heat the exhaust gases to  spool the tob faster an not scorch the engine the exhaust manifold and downpipe will be heat wrap to reduce under hood temp. k/n filter with a custom cold air ram ,copper clutch with ceramic buttons and clutch plate, bigger rad an intercooler may be from a supra or rx7 3gen if u got a better one say please anything wrong with my plan just say if u want a taste of caribbean drag racing check out this site <a href="http://www.trinituner.com" target="_blank">www.trinituner.com</a>||209.94.208.227||reg||6||pocket rocket||00002334||yes
Z||000004||silly4turbo||09-30-2003||01:52 PM||||sounds interesting, we're all fighting the same war man, there are plenty of fast cars here in the states and we all want to be the fastest... anyway, I didn't know you the evo 5 mtr would fit the gvr4 ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-30-2003||02:07 PM||||Are you asking a question or telling us about street racing? <br /><br />Evo 5 motor won't fit in your car. It's backwards- hardly worth the time for no preformance gains. <br /><br />Don't bother ceramic coating a button clutch. You'll eat your flywheel faster than the sharks ate the old man's marlin (in about a day). Ceramic is much harder than the steel flywheel and that's why copper is used. <br /><br />The supra intercooler doesn't flow more than 500cfm and you're in a warm enviornment. You should probably go with a spearco core or equivalent<br /><br />You "cracked your crank"?!! I've never seen that. Send some pics. <br /><br />I nice stock bottom end rebuild is usually good for 500hp at the crank and it sounds like you're running Group N level boost (43psi or so) on stock fuel injectors so really, any upgrade should be a start. <br /><br />I'd recommend some injectors, an Apexi AFC, HKS VPC, 3 inch exhaust, a FP Green turbo and a nice IC with pipes. <br /><br />If you have any leftover seashells to spend, some suspension might be in order.<br /><br />By your description it sounds like Mad Max down there. No one does Hybrid engine swaps like that up here. I've never seen one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||pocket rocket||09-30-2003||03:49 PM||||Okay u got  me bimmushi i got a 1.8turbo cd5a model gsr lancer awd now i had a 1992 vr4 galant 2months ago wrap it up on a steel lampost rain boost u how things can get heavenly . thank god for roll cage i was able to walk out with out a scratch but not the car sorry guy couldnt salvage anything   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   i came to u guys because of info on 4g63t my bad but the engines are brothers please forgive me . what im putting up u can also use because we also got vr4 that run pretty fast on the track 12sec 1/4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  so back to the mods so for the clutch and clutch plate should i go twin or single . for the plugs im going boush (iradium ) if i spelled it right with hks igintion amp, igintion wires ? dont know need help. bigger trottle body or oem i will make it fit my custom intake manifold any tip on design a intake thanks guys also those the evo 5 motor also rated for  500hp at the crank stock or i got to change crank and bottom end bolts . yes i crack the crank on no. 3 cyclinder 20 psi doctored stock turbo and a 100 shoot of nos thats why i hate nos no real power is i said before bottle done power done . but i must mention the escort fried his sr20det beating me also just that he could of limp home some what while i was toed so i did put up a fight think he ran 200 shoot||209.94.208.227||reg||6||pocket rocket||00002334||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||09-30-2003||04:32 PM||||thats good that you put up a fight and that youdidn't let that guy win with sr20det cause that would too embarassing if you didn't try I think that you should get stock engine and build all other parts around like intercooler and turbo and fuel system forgetting about plugs and hks spark boostersystem fornow because theres a lot of work to be done before you get to the point needing the little things that give only if 5 hp not like nitrous oxide which in 200 shot is super happy fun time like galant vr4 with 25psi and 105octane gas but not to worry if you get 6 bolt motor from japan for 1000usdollars you have a very good start for a fast car without spending too much money on other parts you don't need yet as a starter that's my advice to you stock motor with upgraded turbo and all other parts to support turbo and that's it and that's all <br /><br />woooo wooooo!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||crucible||09-30-2003||05:25 PM||||Bimmi, real clever  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Someone needs offer a hand in puncuation to that guy..Man that was brutal to read||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||Ryan Carey||09-30-2003||09:05 PM||||Man, I have to say that that was more confusing than Japanglish at some points.  I'm still lost on exactly what it is you want to accomplish.  To go fast or to overkill, or to not go at all.  Everything seemed to be a component for disaster in either the reality state or the financial state.<br /><br />Do you guys smoke alot of crack down there?||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000010||crucible||09-30-2003||09:46 PM||||Hey, no offense to Pocketrocket.<br />Glad he's among us.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||10-01-2003||12:06 AM||||DUMBEST POST OF THE WEEK<br /><br />pocketrocket...please learn more about our cars before you go and do something stupid with your next gvr4. if you get one. good luck with the new car. stay safe, and don't boost that high.  i still want to see the cracked crank! haha<br /><br />this was funny. i'm going to bed.||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000012||pocket rocket||10-01-2003||10:04 AM||||hey u guys are realy funny seriously I am dying with laughter. Okay sorry about the puntuality in the middle of work while im posting . try better oh to read the post and understand u got to read it fast .Also we dont smoke crack it ,ganja (aka HERB) although I dont smoke at all except smoking tires||209.94.208.227||reg||6||pocket rocket||00002334||yes
Z||000013||silly4turbo||10-01-2003||10:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by pocket rocket:<br /><strong> hey u guys are realy funny seriously I am dying with laughter. Okay sorry about the puntuality in the middle of work while im posting . try better oh to read the post and understand u got to read it fast .Also we dont smoke crack it ,ganja (aka HERB) although I dont smoke at all except smoking tires </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000014||pocket rocket||10-01-2003||11:02 AM||||what i want to do,<br />car-gsr lancer awd 1.8cc turbo 4g93t, <br />got 4g63t evo 5 motor with twinscroll turbo (nice)<br />put 4g63t into the car, <br />mod 4g63 to give about 450 - 500 hp but still be able to drive to work on monday and keep fuel cost to a low . ( its nice to have 500+ hp but not nice when a 2 mile trip drinks a tank of gas)dont get me wrong i know that inoder to get hp u need gas and air but u must be able to tune up for track driving  aswell as tune down for street driving and be aple to use a/c p/s .<br />i like ceramics because they keep engine temp down as well as in prove durability and efficiency.Also  S01  or Solid Dry Film Lubricant coating will help in reducing maintance cost even lower as it keep oil where it must be especially for those hard launches . So am I still somking crack ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .What iam asking from u guys is what is the best way to acomplish the 500hp goal as not to wash away all my sea shells or fail at the track again (escort episode).P.S car got coilovers and poly bushing alread . As for stopping original brakes 4 disc   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  I know upgrade there too||209.94.208.227||reg||6||pocket rocket||00002334||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||10-01-2003||11:48 AM||||you're beginning to make sense. Is the engine in the car yet?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000017||Beemer||10-01-2003||12:24 PM||||I think he was so excited to find this site that his brain went into crash dump mode.  Either that or his space bar doesn't work.  Once he calms down he should be able to put his ideas into words better.  Barring anything else, maybe he SHOULD try some of that ganja stuff...that might slow him down enough that he makes more sense.<br /><br />As for the swaps, most islanders, no matter what the island, make due with what they can find, because parts are at a premium to unavailable.  They are masters of invention.  I went down to Cuba back in the late 1980's and saw a russian LADA with a chevy 409 in it.  And they can make exhaust manifolds out of stainless that you would drool over here in the states.  Welding geniuses.  To use a military term, they are masters of "field expedient means".  Of course, they drive more insanely than even the saudi's do, but that's another story entirely..<br /><br />Good luck on the project.  Like everyone here said, get a good jap motor imported in, and SELL the evo 5 motor to someone with a NEW lancer.  Solid film is a good thing for pistons...not for valves.  I'm not sure on bearings yet, because I've seen the stuff flake off and hash a set of rod bearings.  Basically the stuff is slick like teflon.  I wonder though.  If teflon is so slick, how do they get it to stick to anything?<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000018||Ryan Carey||10-01-2003||12:57 PM||||I wasn't talking shit or nothing, I just that it was funny because it was in a  "big blazing fury."<br />Over the last couple of posts, it seems to be getting more clear, unlike Japanglish.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000019||pocket rocket||10-02-2003||09:13 AM||||Hey thanks guys. No offence taken, i get the same thing from my friends, i just go into overdrive when im talking about cars u know how it is . <br />(Tech talk) JAP MOTOR ? isnt the 4g63t a jap moter or the lancer evolution 5 motor which we get from jap ? .<br />No the motor isnt in the car. is't scrap down and bathing   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> , that motor was sitting down in god knows where and I'll just put it in my car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> . Also it got to mod first and the car chassie has to strenghten to take that power . So roll cage is being put in and painted and sturt bars.<br />"most islanders, no matter what the island, make due with what they can find, because parts are at a premium to unavailable. They are masters of invention"<br />This statement is really true iam serious but there is no shortage of engines .and we get some good stuff too. I heard of instances where guys use mitsu. L200 2500 & 3.0 engines (mitsu diesel pickups)crank and pistons in 4g63t engines block because the con rod and piston are almost identical and stronger to the 4g63's and just shave the piston head 1-2 mm to level it with the block and balance the assembly. why do this u may ask<br />1 - its cheap <br />2 - gain hp<br />3 - durable <br />4 - that system comes with a floatin pin and slip bearing system (for the diesel engine ) just imagine that in a turbo application quicker spool]<br />higher rpm greater powerband <br />and these guys are really moving on the track 11 s & 10s <br />crazy swap a mod evo 4 4g63t in a 97 suzuki swift a swift that car is about 900 kg if so much an he doses 12 sec with wheel spin in 1st 2nd 3rd<br /> <br />Any body used RPW product or know if they were any good||209.94.208.227||reg||6||pocket rocket||00002334||yes



ubb/Forum2/003442.cgi
A||||5||thejeebus2002||Why do our cars have such problems with transmission seals?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-30-2003||12:54 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Why do our cars have such poor transmission seals?  Any ideas...thoughts...Came out this morning to go to work and see a nice big puddle where my car was parked last night.  Looks like it just poured out from my pass. side driveaxle seal.  Either that or the input shaft seal.  Hope it's not the input shaft seal...I don't feel like pulling the viscous coupling off and all that jazz to fix it.  Anyone replaced either of these seals before.  If so what tools did you use...Did you have to pull the tranny?  I wouldn't think that you would the only reason I asked is for space and maneuverability issues.<br /><br />thanks||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-30-2003||02:17 PM||||My car used to do that once a year. You can replace just about all of them while in the car. I don't think that the tranny output seal is do-able while in the car but maybe someone here's really tricky and found a way. I have this theory that the axles aren't well supported in their recepticles and they have a little axial play which causes premature seal wear. <br /><br />Every car I've owned has leaked. I guess i wouldn't have it any other way.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-30-2003||03:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> My car used to do that once a year. You can replace just about all of them while in the car. I don't think that the tranny output seal is do-able while in the car but maybe someone here's really tricky and found a way. I have this theory that the axles aren't well supported in their recepticles and they have a little axial play which causes premature seal wear. <br /><br />Every car I've owned has leaked. I guess i wouldn't have it any other way. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup it's starting to look like that for me. About a year ago I did the transfer case seals and again this year along with the tranny output shaft (had to drop the tranny for). Getting ready to do the axle seals to just to be safe.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||09-30-2003||03:10 PM||||WARNING! WARNING! NOOB QUESTION!!!<br /><br />I'm confused...does the output shaft go into the engine or is that the input shaft?<br /><br />My understanding is the input shaft goes to the transfer case and that seal can be changed while in the car.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||09-30-2003||05:48 PM||||You have it backwards, my friend.  The input shaft to the transmission is what goes into the clutch... it's where the power goes into the transmission.  The output shaft, where the power goes out of the transmission, goes to the transfer case.||69.59.219.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||09-30-2003||06:49 PM||||I would just put two screws throught the seal and pull them out using the slide hammer idea. THe way I look at it if the seal is bad why not just wreck it to get it out easier than pulling the tranny. Just becareful of the seal mating surface. Once it's out just use an the correct size socket to put it in. If sockets are too shallow to be used I would use an exhaust pipe. A little ingenuity goes a long way.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Oh and if you run in to problems like that a lot I would suggest replacing all the seals. Trans output shaft transfercase input transfer case output axle seals everything. Also I have not run in to that problem before.||63.184.72.222||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003443.cgi
A||||0||BiggiB42||Redline and Lucas||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||09-30-2003||01:26 PM||||i bought some redline tranny oil(mt90) the other day and bought fluid for non-limited slip diffs.(75w-90) i think the rear diff. isnt limit slip but please correct me if im wrong. also i have some lucas tranny additive too becuz i was planning on just puttin in some cheap autozone oil. should i not use this stuff becuz redline is good enough or what.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes



ubb/Forum2/003444.cgi
A||||6||VR4 Me||woah, think i found my overheating prob...(pics)||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||09-30-2003||03:15 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||<img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/radleak.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.154.1.72||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||09-30-2003||03:34 PM||||what is that a picture of?  the picture isn't very clear.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||09-30-2003||03:39 PM||||It looks like the radiator tank. <br /><br />or my ass, clamped real tight.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||09-30-2003||04:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> It looks like the radiator tank. <br /><br />or my ass, clamped real tight. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Umm thanks for sharing LOL.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||VR4 Me||09-30-2003||04:54 PM||||o, i figured you could make it out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />anyways, yeah it's a crack in the radiator, the nipple is the one right beside the radiator cap.<br /><br />the brown shit is fried coolant.<br /><br />what could've caused this? just an eleven year old radiator?||68.154.1.72||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||10-01-2003||12:06 AM||||The radiator has plastic end tanks. I see 1 yr old plastic tanked radiators leak.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||10-01-2003||12:50 PM||||Looks exactly like my eclipse gsx (90).  Not repairable either.  I tried jb weld, fiberglass, nothing holds it<br /><br />Hey, is that radiator group buy still valid from that guy earlier in the year?  I found that you can't run 120 with the a/c on for more than 45 minutes or so...on my 1200 mile drive from Omaha to Panama City last month.  Overheat city unless I turned the a/c off.<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003445.cgi
A||||0||pocket rocket||check site ||||6||||pocket rocket||00002334
Z||000000||pocket rocket||09-30-2003||04:52 PM||shadey3@hotmail.com||hey guys dont for get to check the local site||209.94.208.227||reg||6||pocket rocket||00002334||yes



ubb/Forum2/003446.cgi
A||||3||pocket rocket||check site ||||6||||pocket rocket||00002334
Z||000000||pocket rocket||09-30-2003||04:54 PM||shadey3@hotmail.com||hey guys dont for get to check the local site for some decent rides and tech tips<br /><a href="http://www.trinituner.com" target="_blank">www.trinituner.com</a>||209.94.208.227||reg||6||pocket rocket||00002334||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||09-30-2003||06:54 PM||||<a href="http://www.student.virginia.edu/~improv/games/findthespam.html" target="_blank">Cool site!!#($&#!$(#$1!!</a>||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||Ryan Carey||09-30-2003||08:51 PM||||Hahahahahahah X 20 min.  That spam site was some funny shit.  I had a hard time with the visual one so I chose the text only version.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000003||VR4 Me||09-30-2003||09:13 PM||||when i looked at the reader's rides, i thought i was in a supermarket where they were out of everything except rice.||68.154.1.72||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes



ubb/Forum2/003447.cgi
A||||15||crucible||2g mas||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||09-30-2003||07:49 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Just curious at what point a 2g mas is required.Like say if I upgrade to a 16g and run 16psi would the stock 1g mas handle it?Or is there more to it?Currently I have a hard intake open filter with a smaller battery mounted sideways in the corner.Ive noticed the 2g mas is way longer and probably would require battery to go to trunk which I dont really want to do right now.I have a hacked 1g mas standing by.<br />Basically I want to keep the car as stock looking as possible and without the extra cost of buying a 2g mas if my goal is to put a 16g in for daily driving.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||peterlsmith||10-01-2003||10:24 AM||||A stock 1g MAS should handle 16psi fine with a 16g. I'm not sure that you can easily exceed the limits of the 1g MAS with a 16g, unless you have supporting mods like intercooler/piping/injectors - you'll probably get too much knock.<br /><br />If you want to go beyond 16psi, then an upgraded fuel pump should be very high on the list<br /><br />Word of warning though - these cars are addictive. Once you start modding, it's almost impossible to stop, and usually results in the destruction of your car and/or bank account.||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||10-01-2003||12:39 PM||||You can throw your marriage into the destruction list...at least for me..<br />The GVR4 was her "last straw".  I'd been looking for one since I sold mine in 93.  When she saw it, she said "that's your dream car?  You're an idiot"  <br />When I got back from Iraq on July 27 and caught her (33) with a 53 year old guy with 2 hearing aids and dentures banging away..<br />That was my "last straw"<br /><br />One nice thing about Mitsus.  They can get PMS, but you can handle it.<br />Gvr4's don't care if you come home smelling like your buddy's eclipse.<br />You can beat on it and it won't call the cops<br />And, the most important thing...if you wreck it, tire of it, trade it, or sell it, you won't EVER get stuck with alimony and child support...||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||crucible||10-01-2003||01:26 PM||||I guess Ill find out when I get a 16g,install my FMIC,inj, and slowly crank it up.Already put a 190 in.Right now Im stockpiling parts for when Im ready to get the 16g and Ive seen good deals on 2g mas.Im afraid the'll be hard to get or expensive for when Im ready.But I could always try my hacked 1g and figure out the idle problems probably with an AFC which is something else Ill have to get.<br />Dunno<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||10-01-2003||02:11 PM||||Beemer, that sucks. Wow i don't think I'd keep my cool if I came home to that. <br /><br />some rockstar once said<br /><br />"instead of getting married again I think I'll find a woman I don't like and give her my house"||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||bleck||10-01-2003||05:28 PM||||Ouch!  Beemer, don't feel bad.  There's a lot of us that can relate.  Second time's a charm.  My wife won't let me get rid of the VR4.  "No that's your toy baby, you GOTTA keep it."  Gotta love that woman.<br /><br />But that's in the future, you got a lotta ass to tear up before you even think about round 2.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Have no mercy!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000006||psycopyro182||10-01-2003||06:24 PM||||haha, my fist gf hated the car, she sait it took my attention from her, that i was always too buys fixing the damn thing. and she couldnt handle it. that wasnt the reason she left me, but it might have been one of the factors of it.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||10-02-2003||09:38 AM||||I knew these were good signs when:<br /><br />A) My wife let me have a turbo groom's cake<br /><br />B) She let me launch after the wedding reception<br /><br />C) She said "don't sell it, it always runs!"<br /><br />Hell, if she left me, I'd make her pay "child" support for the GVR4.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />On the topic, I'm about to switch from a Blaha to a 2G MAS, and I'll post results when I do.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||pocket rocket||10-02-2003||10:18 AM||||all my gf wants to know is that my car runs and it can take her to the hair dresser .but to me it doesnt make any sence because on the ride back home her hair style gets ruin   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  speed starts alot of arguments but i soon quit her down with a ride on the next ride  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  and thinks are back to normal||209.94.208.227||reg||6||pocket rocket||00002334||yes
Z||000009||hecdws||10-02-2003||10:32 AM||||i was going to use a 2nd gen maf, but didnt want to search for one and the the plug plus i also didnt want to get a afc. instead i got the MAFT with the 3" MAF and vever looked back. and my wife always lets me play with my vr4. <br /><br />hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000010||psycopyro182||10-02-2003||04:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> i was going to use a 2nd gen maf, but didnt want to search for one and the the plug plus i also didnt want to get a afc. instead i got the MAFT with the 3" MAF and vever looked back. and my wife always lets me play with my vr4. <br /><br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ive heard that the maft is way better than a 2g maf and an afc, how does it compare. is there really that much fuel control?||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000011||hecdws||10-02-2003||08:22 PM||||i cant compare it to a 2nd gen since i never had one. but the MAFT will allow you to run just about any set up you want. plus it has idle,mid and wot adjustable settings. compared to the stock maf its a night and day diffrence. <br /><br />hector||205.188.208.166||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000012||Beemer||10-02-2003||11:06 PM||||Err, that would be try #3 guys..my first wife did the boogie while I was in the gulf for 410 days, during the first gulf war...<br /><br />I'm running my 2g MAS just because I had one, and I just scored the Dejon tool 4" 2g intake tube with connectors for 122 off ebay, and the filter for 40...err, damn, that's pretty close to a MAFT and a meter, isn't it..hmmm combined with what I paid for the 2g maf two years ago...err drat..<br />Ah well, at least when I sell it I'll have the complete deal so the next owner doesn't have to chase anything down...<br />Anyone need a spare filter adapter for a 2g MAF?  seems I have two of them now..or will shortly.<br />Dave<br />Wars and Women Don't mix.  <br />If anyone knows a decent looking GVR4 luvin' female boost junkie that's single...I know a 41 year old that's quite available for test drives...||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000013||Ash||10-02-2003||11:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong>  <br />If anyone knows a decent looking GVR4 luvin' female boost junkie that's single...I know a 41 year old that's quite available for test drives... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Heh heh, keep up that good spirit there champ.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000014||psycopyro182||10-03-2003||12:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong>  <br />If anyone knows a decent looking GVR4 luvin' female boost junkie that's single...I know a 41 year old that's quite available for test drives... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Heh heh, keep up that good spirit there champ.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yes i think those females are just as rare as our cars... eccept they dont have a special number plate so we have no way of telling them apart.<br />so if any of you guys find one or have one. dont let her go...||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000015||curtis||10-03-2003||12:41 AM||||Beemer ...This might life your spirits. One of the guys here on Ft Campbell did this after the first great patriot war in the gulf.  He got back a found some guys stinky ass drawers stuffed in his backseat while at work at the airfield.  He calmly went home stripped her buck ass naked, shaved her head bald and dumped her ass out of his car at the main entrance at the local mall.  It ended his career and was shipped back to the islands but he said it was well worth everything that happened.||65.142.59.171||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003448.cgi
A||||14||h45454||Is this correct?||||1||||h45454||00001840
Z||000000||h45454||09-30-2003||08:22 PM||||My buddy and I put a boost gauge in my car today (Mine's LCD boost meter).  We tapped it at the FPR.  It reads in bar, and I was wondering if these #'s were correct.  In 1st, I'm hitting .55 bar (~8 psi).  In 2nd, .63 (~9psi).  In 3rd, .69 (~10 psi).  Is this unusual?  Also, vacuum at idle reads around -430.  BTW - the car is stock except for a HKS megaflow.  Also, I'm a mile above sea level if that matters.  Sorry for these noob questions, but I'm new to the turbo game.  Please let me know what you all think.  Thanks a lot.||68.70.104.147||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||09-30-2003||09:57 PM||||That sounds right.  I can't get full boost in 1st or 2nd either.  I have a small throttle body leak.  But it only leaks at no throttle.<br /><br />16 for 1st<br /><br />16 for 2nd <br /><br />18 for every other gear||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||10-01-2003||12:15 PM||||sounds on par with mine (i hit 9 but fall back down to 8lbs) with 2.5" downpipe, high flow cat, and catback...<br /><br />where the hell is that mbc i ordered?!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||MidEngine210||10-01-2003||12:34 PM||||How accurate is the stock boost gauge? Does it under or over read boost? I can't seem to get any boost (past the midpoint) when I'm in first.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||10-01-2003||12:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong> How accurate is the stock boost gauge? Does it under or over read boost? I can't seem to get any boost (past the midpoint) when I'm in first. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The mid point is vacume, not boost.  You should always be able to light up all 3 boost bars on a stock car.<br /><br />Boost leak?||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||MidEngine210||10-01-2003||12:44 PM||||Yeah, it gets to zero vacumn on first, but no boost (bars past midpoint). I can get all three bars in 5th.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||10-01-2003||12:54 PM||||How stock is your car?<br /><br />I say it still sounds like a boost leak.  I've never not lit all three bars ever since I've owned my car.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||MidEngine210||10-01-2003||01:03 PM||||It's completely stock. 105K. When should I hit full boost in 1st? Where are common sources of boost leaks besides the manifold?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-01-2003||01:25 PM||||The exhaust manifold will not cause a boost leak, but cause a exhaust leak.  The effect will slow down the turbo spool up since the exhaust is venting and not hitting the turbo.  However, unless you have a huge ass crack, it's not going to be as bad as some people make it sound.  I had a penny size crack on my original Talon manny and I was still spanking cars off the road.  Boost came on fast and fell off normal for a stock turbo.    <br /><br />A boost leak would be the intake after the compressor side.  Check for dammaged IC rubber pipes, loose clampes.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||h45454||10-01-2003||02:41 PM||||Right on.  Thanks for the reassurance.||128.198.32.54||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000010||MidEngine210||10-01-2003||03:08 PM||||Should I be able to get any boost without the car in gear? I'm trying to see what would be the best way to search for the leak. Sorry for the turbo noobie question.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||10-01-2003||04:17 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ICtester.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ICtester.html</a> <br /><br />Before you go and make that, I would just feel around for a leak.  Exhaust is moving through the pipes, even if it isn't under boost.  It sounds like you have a bad leak so it should be obvious.  Feel and listen for it.  Also make sure your turbo is working okay.  Check for shaft play.  <br /><br />I just found out if you hit the "shift" button 5 times, the sticky key options come up.  Wow.<br /><br />Anyway, you either have a large boost leak (prolly it) or your turbo is going out.<br /><br />You should not see boost out of gear.  It is normal not too.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||MidEngine210||10-01-2003||05:04 PM||||Thanks for the link and advice.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000013||stevevr4||10-02-2003||11:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>However, unless you have a huge ass crack, it's not going to be as bad as some people make it sound.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think the size of his ass crack has anything to do with this... that was uncalled for.<br /><br /><br />lol||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||10-02-2003||01:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>However, unless you have a huge ass crack, it's not going to be as bad as some people make it sound.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think the size of his ass crack has anything to do with this... that was uncalled for.<br /><br /><br />lol </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A huge ass could slow you down too.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/003449.cgi
A||||1||4drwhore||safc install||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||09-30-2003||09:13 PM||losthurley@cfl.rr.com||I installed the safc in my galant today and it wont turn on. There were still all the female ends of the vampire clips on the coresponding wires. I ended up not useing the yellow and white wires. Anything I might have missed? Also one of my ground wires is not connected. Might that be part of the problem?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||Ash||09-30-2003||09:21 PM||||It probably is, I followed the instructions on this site exactly and it works perfectly.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/003450.cgi
A||||8||4drwhore||safc install||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||09-30-2003||09:15 PM||losthurley@cfl.rr.com||I installed the safc in my galant today and it wont turn on. There were still all the female ends of the vampire clips on the coresponding wires. I ended up not useing the yellow and white wires. Anything I might have missed? Also one of my ground wires is not connected. Might that be part of the problem?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||number3||09-30-2003||09:21 PM||||Ground wires are very important to the AFC, as the directions state. <br /><br />Also loose the scotch locks and solder the connections.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660</a><br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||10-01-2003||11:05 AM||||i have gone back and triple checked all the connections have my ecu pluged in and everything. I cant find out where to ground my ecu wires though. And there seems to be a wire just open going to nothing. Its on the 10 pin plug, if your looking at it with the tap on top, its the top left one(101). what should I do w/ that wire? and i have the yellow and whire wire connected to nothing. is that suposed to be like that?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||10-01-2003||04:02 PM||||Well I cant find where I am suposed to put the ground wires from the ecu to. I know on the inside wall fo the car somewhere but where. I think that might be my main problem.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||91GVR4||10-01-2003||05:03 PM||||Assuming you have all the AFC wires conected correctly to the ECU wires, brown ground wire ahead of black ground wire on pin 106 is very important. The ground wires from the ECU plug should have a ring conector on them and that gets put over the foward lower stud that holds your ECU in. Place your ECU in place, slide the ring over the foward stud, and put the nuts on. Hope this helps, if I had a cam I would post a pic.||12.65.108.180||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||10-01-2003||07:30 PM||||Ya I have the brown before the black on the wire. It was already set up before I got the car for an safc. Now when I turn on the car it comes up and then shuts off like its flipping a switch. The sterio comes on and lights up then cuts out then does it over and over, and i get a clicking noise and a thump through the speakers. Any idea what it might be?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||10-01-2003||10:32 PM||||Is it the AFC wont turn on or your car?  If the car wont run and you get that clicking from stereo and components I would take your battery and have it checked.||68.76.187.134||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||10-05-2003||12:43 PM||||Put a new battery in it and it was still not working. Pulled it out and wired it straight to the battery and nothing. So I took it apart and when it was pulled out of the car someone yanked on it and it unpluged the connector from the actual circuit board inside the module. So all fixed and all good now. Thanks guys.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||Ash||10-05-2003||09:09 PM||||aw, the old cable came out thingy.||203.221.152.161||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/003451.cgi
A||||9||redheat86||auto block into gvr4 questions *pics*||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||09-30-2003||09:40 PM||||I purchased an automatic 92 tsi longblock for my gvr4, i finally finished the swap today and tried to start it.. first thing i hear when priming the engine is this nasty starter noise like its grinding metal on metal extremely bad.. I look in the inspection plate and there is metal shavings and i can tell the flyhweel has clean metal showing. Now when i put the tranny on i noticed that the auto block did not have the pin in the crank to hold the fly wheel like my original motor did. when i put the flywheel on i removed the flexplate and the black spacer behind it so it was a clean flush surface.. also to note on the motor i received is that it did not have the same throttle body setup as my stock motor either..it had a throttle body like on a honda with a lip. hopefully i didnt get an NT motor but it had the turbo oil pan as well. oil feed was not hooked up but was not plugged either. <br /><br /><br />Also to note..the starter did crank the motor, i could see the belts and timing belt moving. <br /><br />Any ideas here? did i do somehting wrong?<br /><br />i have a feeling i will be removing the tranny to figure this out.<br /><br />here are pictures of what i am talking about.<br />and also pictures of the injectors that came with the motor i put in.<br /><br /> <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~b.meihack/spacer.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~b.meihack/injectors.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||10-01-2003||12:56 AM||||I'm in the middle of rebuilding an auto 92 turbo engine also and my crank does not have the pin either.  It has the hole for it, so I will try and stop by the local stealership and see if I can just buy one to put in it.  <br /><br />Hey Ken, don't you have an auto engine in your car too?  What did you do about it?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||10-01-2003||05:48 AM||||My guess is that an automatic flexplate does not need that alignment pin but the manuals do. Also how did you plan on getting the timing right did you just line the holes up with out the pin? Why don't you take it out of the old motor? Not to be making fun of you but is the starter tightened down or just hand tight?||65.177.241.209||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||redheat86||10-01-2003||10:04 AM||||The starter is tightened down, i made sure of it.. also what do you mean by timing right? i dont see how the flywheels position has any affect on timing? also in regard's to that pin...i cant even aline the flywheel to the same degree as the auto motor had no pin nor a hole for the pin. <br /><br />Thanks for all your guy's help.||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||10-01-2003||12:23 PM||||My auto crank has the spot for the pin.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||10-01-2003||12:46 PM||||When one of my buds put his talon awd back together, we found the same thing, as he bought a wrecked auto gst for the motor.  Actually, his had a flush dowel in the hole for some reason, and it took forever to get it out of there.  But all you need is the pin from your old motor.  HINT it comes out easier if you spray it with some of that computer component cooling spray (works like freon or C02)  I've also noticed that flywheels can be bolted on without the pin but they are off center.  Did you have any problems with one or two flywheel bolts being a particuar PITA to get them threaded?  Did you accidentally use a FWD clutch plate on an AWD flywheel?  If you used a FWD clutch disc, the springs will hit the flywheel bolts even in neutral.<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||redheat86||10-01-2003||02:25 PM||||My exact procedure was to remove anyhting automatic related on the block, then swap over all my components from the manual block, I also had no isses with getting the flywheel bolts threaded in. It looks as if this weekend it will come apart and maybe i can hopefully drive the car.. i get sick of sitting in the driver seat and dreaming   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000007||gtluke||10-01-2003||03:21 PM||||the dust shield on an automatic car is different, making the starter sit wrong. but you wouldnt' even be able to get the starter in if that were the case.<br /><br />the injectors are wrong for an auto too||138.89.87.126||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000008||mromik||10-01-2003||08:53 PM||||I made the automatic to manual  tranny swap on my OLD 1987 E32 2WD JDM Galant with 4G37 (1755cc similar to SOHC 4G64).<br />The only difference, that the cluth was not hydravlic, but mechanical.<br />There was no actual troubles.<br />The crank shaft has no pin, but a hole for it.<br />Also there was a bushing pressed in the center of the crankshaft, that was difficult to remove.<br />All the dust covers where the same, exept the small lower one.<br /><br />once i saw the same problem, when my frind changed tranny\cluth on his Toyota Corona 1989 1S<br /><br />It has 3 types of flywheels\pressue plate\crankshaft<br /><br />when he installed everything he noticed that the pressue plate touches the body of the gearbox  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||10-06-2003||12:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Hey Ken, don't you have an auto engine in your car too? What did you do about it? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i got a jdm automatic.  it sure looks like the usa automatic motor is different.  mine, and all the other jdm automatics had the pin for the flywheel, BUT, the jdm's also have this big ass spacer inside the crank that is a beyatch to remove.  also, the sheet metal piece between the trans and the motor will not allow you to bolt up the starter, you must use the manual trans one.  and all the jdm automatics that i know of come with the blue top 450's, and the same cams as the manual.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003452.cgi
A||||2||bazeng||TDO6 Wastegate port size question||||5||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||09-30-2003||10:35 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys..<br />just wondering size wastegate a tdo6 23g requires..<br /><br />it is connected via the dump pipe../exhuast housing..<br /><br />at the moment im gettin what i believe is boost creep..<br /><br />anything before 5000rpm, the boost holds quite nicely.. but after 5000rpm, it climbs constantly..<br /><br />anyways.. i have it ported at the moment.. but i dont think its enough..<br /><br />im using a turbonetics racegate (42mm valve i believe).. using an electronic boost controller..(wolf3d engine management),<br /><br />even if i use the spring (adjustable) it creeps so i dont think its the controller.. i believe the gate/spring should hold the boost at a set level and not increase is this correct?!?!<br /><br />anyways.. any suggestions about the port size for the wastegate would be appreciated from anybody who has a simular setup without any problems..<br />thanks..<br /><br />SETUP ATM:<br />tdo5/6 23g<br />evo manifold<br />custom dump pipe with external mounted on the exhuast housing section (using stock wastegate port with flapper etc removed)<br />3" exhuast<br />turbonetics racegate 42mm<br />wolf3d elec boost controll / or spring.<br /><br />thanks again||203.166.63.163||reg||5||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||10-01-2003||09:41 PM||||guys?!?!>. anyone got any ideas?? at least what size wastegate should be used||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||10-02-2003||12:05 AM||||I don't think ANY of us have experience with a 23g.. but I think a 40mm would be plenty.. Tial now sells a 46mm that you may want to try out.. but I'd say get rid of the deltagate and give the Tial a try..: <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/tial.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/tial.htm</a>||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/003453.cgi
A||||4||Mitsuturbo||Stock intercooler piping sucks||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||10-01-2003||01:43 AM||||I just upgraded my VERY restrictive UICP to 2.5" hoping it would help with boost response as i could not hit 20 psi in 2nd or even 3rd gear.  I'm running a small 16g7cm2, 3" turbo back exhaust, ported head, 8.5:1 compression, tial 35mm gate, ported cyclone manifold with anything resembling secondary runners removed... the list goes on..<br /><br />I still cannot build over 21 psi... even with the gate DISCONNECTED... Now i KNOW that over 21 on a small 16 with a stock intercooler would not be "safe" if run for more than a split second.. but i have seen a 14b spike to nearly 30 on a malfunctioning boost controller.<br /><br />Is the stock intercooler SO restrictive as to not allow me to run high boost?  I am wondering if my turbo efficiency is affected by this.. i have pressure tested the intake and have no major leaks... and i recently tuned it at 18psi with 550's SAFC SITC and pocketlogger.<br /><br />I just remembered and edited this post... but i did find and weld up a couple leaks on my 2.5" uicp yesterday.. they were, however... very small.<br /><br />My 16g is about 7 years old.. spins GREAT but im wondering if maybe the turbine housing is worn out a bit... although the internal gate is welded shut.. still i wonder if i am missing something here.<br /><br />1411/2000||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||10-01-2003||08:04 AM||||I had about 70,000 miles on my small 16G when I replaced it. The exhaust side and wastegate valve area was cracked and the valve very leaky. Probably why yours does not boost 21psi.||24.148.23.49||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||DynStatic||10-01-2003||03:48 PM||||I talked to Marty G. (#34) about his car when he had a big 16g on it. He could not get more then 21 PSI out of his either with the stock piping and intercooler. I'd say it's time to upgrade.||208.22.79.113||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-01-2003||06:18 PM||||I got 23 psi on race gas out of mine (stock pipes and IC)||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||Mitsuturbo||10-02-2003||01:24 AM||||did a compression test today.. just to rule out blowby (excessive)  with 163-165 across the board, i think it's doing well as far as that goes.<br /><br />on a side note.. i tried the HKS SSQV.. what a POS... compressor surge from hell even with the bov adjuster backed ALL the way off..<br />Needless to say... it is up for sale.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/003454.cgi
A||||9||agrabau||Thermostat Housing sensor functions (let's make a definitive thread for the archive)||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||10-01-2003||09:09 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||So, after searching the archives I see (and please correct me if I'm wrong) <br /><br />That the top sensor on the t stat housing (2 wire and black plastic locking connector) is for the AC shutoff under high temps. I understand that it shuts off at 239degrees. (Ken Inn's post) ((thanks!))<br /><br />The small single pole sensor on the underside of the housing is for the temp gauge. I know that from my trials with broken wires and dead gauges. <br />By the way, if you buy a VDO gauge, there's no need to buy a sender for the water temp. Just use the existing one and save 25 bucks cause it works fine. <br /><br />The one I don't know is the dual pole sensor on the back underside with one spade connector forming a cross shape with the other. Which one is that? <br /><br /><br />(I'm having cold start issues and hoping since that's not connected, that it's the culprit) <br /><br />Thanks, cheers to solid info. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||MrEd||10-01-2003||10:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong>The one I don't know is the dual pole sensor on the back underside with one spade connector forming a cross shape with the other. Which one is that?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you mean front (pointing towards radiator) underside?  That's the CTS (coolant temp sensor) that reports engine temp to the ECU.  If unplugged, will definitely confuse things.<br /><br />CTS & the AC cutout switch on top are the only 2-pole items on the housing.  The remaining single-pole (lower back) is described as controlling the condensor fan, but the schematic shows it switching the primary fan to high (at 215 degrees) regardless of whether AC is on.<br /><br />I just redid these 6 wires due to rodent chew-age, but they were all extremely brittle from 12 years of intense heat- the wires snapped just from removing the connectors.<br /><br />Ed, GVR4 #963/2000||146.186.116.57||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000002||agrabau||10-01-2003||10:16 AM||||Yeah, that's the one. It looks like it's very important that i get it hooked back up. I just hope to find the two wires for it on the engine harness and trace them back. <br /><br />Thanks MRed <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||MrEd||10-01-2003||10:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MrEd:<br />Do you mean front (pointing towards radiator) underside?[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">oh, wait, your engine's not in a Galant...  lol   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||146.186.116.57||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000004||agrabau||10-01-2003||10:44 AM||||It's a galant at heart.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||joec||10-01-2003||10:53 AM||||If the ECU coolant sensor is disconnected you should get a check engine light for code 21.  Let me guess, no check engine light on you're hybrid?  Datalog it or read the codes with a meter and you should see the 21 code.  I had some starting problems when that connector was loose, but only when it was wicked cold out (single digits F).||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||10-01-2003||11:04 AM||||Joe, I have a logger but since I have no body harness there's no diagnostic connector. Is there a wire-to-wire schematic that traces the logger to one or more of the ECU wires? I could convievably hook it up if there was. The light would be on if there was one because the wires aren't attached to the T stat housing. (only the temp gauge) <br /><br />It could be dropping fuel pressure but it seems to be more related to temp than time idle so I'm thinking it's something electronic. <br /><br />I might also hook a fuel pressure meter to the rail and let it sit overnight after running it. Has anyone done this? Is there significant drop?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||10-01-2003||12:31 PM||||From my experience the rail depressurizes almost instantly thru the return line when you turn off the key.  The fuel pump pressurizes the rail pretty quick, but that's why mitsus don't start like 4 cyl motorcycles.  Normally within 3 or 4 engine revolutions the system is repressurized.  It's actually a safety feature, just imagine you're inside having a beer and your rubber fuel line coming off the fuel filter splits, spraying a pint of fuel all over that nice hot engine while you're inside...<br />Now, if you have a walbro, you can hear it prime when you turn the key to the run position.<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||10-01-2003||06:28 PM||||I think it's more temp dependant than fuel pressure. I'll hook those two wires to the sensor so the ECU has some signal and then report back. <br /><br />Thanks guys<br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||10-03-2003||07:40 PM||||Bump. I hooked up the wires to the thermostat housing. (the two that give signal to the ecu) damn! She starts right up now. The bilsteins are in and the intercooler tomorrow along with the whistletips. <br /><br />Woo wooo!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003455.cgi
A||||4||thejeebus2002||Reed Switch problem?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||10-01-2003||09:12 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I searched the archives and found nothing in regards to repair/replacement of  this switch.  Has anyone had any luck replacing it.  Threw a 24 code and cruise doesn't work so I'm assuming that may be the problem.  Anyone have any ideas for testing it.  I'm terrible at reading electrical diagrams but if someone could post values that I should look for I can then test it.  Thanks<br /><br />scott||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||10-01-2003||12:43 PM||||I typed "reed switch" in the search engine and found this........<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003247." target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003247.</a>   <br /><br /><br />This was a thread from last month...<br /><br /><br />Enjoy..<br /><br />Geoff||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||10-01-2003||12:48 PM||||I tried that before too.  And I get a message that says no such topic exsists.  Does anyone have any insight as to if/how this thing can be repaired - short of replacing it with another cluster.  I kinda liked havin cruise control.<br /><br />scott||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||10-01-2003||02:25 PM||||Try removing the "." at the end!||67.34.209.244||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||10-01-2003||03:59 PM||||"DOH!!!"<br /><br />-Homer Simpson-||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003456.cgi
A||||2||cevic||Fuel pump test terminal||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||10-01-2003||01:09 PM||||My car can't start right away in cold weather. I have to turn the ingnition on many times to get it start. Someone told me that my car's fuel line may not holding the pressure and ask me to test the fuel pump by connecting the fuel pump test terminal to the battery directly. However, I looked all over the firewall and I couldn't find it. Can anyone tell me where is the terminal at, how does it look like, any pic? Thank you.||129.237.117.120||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||10-01-2003||01:20 PM||||I believe the terminal you are looking for isn't against the firewall but is around the same location of the battery (passenger side - near the aircan).  It's a black and red wire (i think) with a female spade connector.  I've never had to test it so you may want to double check to make sure thats the one.  I think it is.<br /><br />scott||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||10-02-2003||07:47 PM||||No, no, no. As I said before, it is on the firewall, just to the left of the clutch reservoir, the same place the terminal is that you ground to set the idle. It is a yellow wire, with either a green or blue stripe, from what I can see in the dusk/dark.<br />DSM's are over by the battery   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.155.183.77||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003457.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||ARP Rod bolts||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-01-2003||05:25 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||Does anyone know the torque specs on the rod bolts? i dont have any arp grease so i need the 10w-30 torques. i called them and they said they only have the arp grease torque listed.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||10-01-2003||11:04 PM||||no one knows?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||10-02-2003||03:33 AM||||ARP only lists the moly #'s on there spec sheet which is 40-0-40-0-40. If you want I send you what I have left from mine.||65.177.240.76||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003458.cgi
A||||11||gvr4ever||Anyone ever acually use the spare tire?||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||10-01-2003||07:11 PM||||When I came home from work, I found I had a flat.<br /><br />I thought it would be bad to use the spare cause it was a different size.  Also on any car manual, the instructions tell you to put the spare in back (for a FWD car) or in or vise versa for a FWD car).<br /><br />So, should I use it?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-01-2003||07:12 PM||||I always wanted to go to a BMW autocross with 4 on the car but no, never did. I imagine that i'd be better on whichever (if any) end has the open diff.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||10-01-2003||10:36 PM||||Not unless you have to.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||10-01-2003||10:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> When I came home from work, I found I had a flat.<br /><br />I thought it would be bad to use the spare cause it was a different size.  Also on any car manual, the instructions tell you to put the spare in back (for a FWD car) or in or vise versa for a FWD car).<br /><br />So, should I use it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I used it twice. Your not supposed to use it for long distances or tons of travel since it's a "Temporary use" wheel and tire.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||10-01-2003||10:46 PM||||you can ONLY use it on an open diff.  if you have lsds all around like i do, you cannot use them without toasting the diff.  some newer cars have provisions to help (my bros 2.5rs impreza has a "switchable" awd/fwd tranny or at least it suposudly does.)  just dont drive far on it if you use it.  i have heard it can also damage the center diff.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||10-02-2003||12:08 AM||||I drove about a mile with the spare on.. just 'minimal' distance.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||10-02-2003||02:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> you can ONLY use it on an open diff.  if you have lsds all around like i do, you cannot use them without toasting the diff.  some newer cars have provisions to help (my bros 2.5rs impreza has a "switchable" awd/fwd tranny or at least it suposudly does.)  just dont drive far on it if you use it.  i have heard it can also damage the center diff.<br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now do me a BIG favor and smack your brother hard for telling you that bullshit.<br />No Impreza ever came with a switchable tranny. <br />There are FWD impreza's from 93-96 but from 97+ all subarus were Full-time AWD. <br /><br /><b>The key thing is the spare is meant to be used with the stock sized wheels and tires. If your aftermarket wheels and tires are similar in outer diamater to stock then you should be fine including if you have a LSD. But keep in mind you aren't meant to drive around for 200+ miles on the spare. Also you aren't supposed to go over 55-60mph on a spare.</b>  You can have a variance up to @5% in tire diamater and still be okay with stock or even LSD's.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||peterlsmith||10-02-2003||10:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><b> Also you aren't supposed to go over 55-60mph on a spare.</b>[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, DC Beltway drivers seem to think you shouldn't go SLOWER than 55/60 on a donut. About 50% of the cars stranded along the beltway with flat tires have flat spare tires on them - I'm guessing they never checked the pressure, tried to travel too far, or went too fast.<br /><br />Just remember that most of these spare tires run at much higher pressures than regular tires, and because they are narrower, have far less grip.<br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000008||RTS182G-VR4||10-04-2003||02:42 AM||||see, thats what i thought pre-evo.  he says the manual says there is a fuse you plug in to convert the car to front wheel only.  the only thing i can think of is the car was origionaly an automatic.  one of 200 some-odd 2door autos made in his year. wierd, ill check it out.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000009||4G63Mirage||10-04-2003||10:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> you can ONLY use it on an open diff.  if you have lsds all around like i do, you cannot use them without toasting the diff.  some newer cars have provisions to help (my bros 2.5rs impreza has a "switchable" awd/fwd tranny or at least it suposudly does.)  just dont drive far on it if you use it.  i have heard it can also damage the center diff.<br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LSD equipped DSMs come with the correct aspect ratioed spare tires so that you CAN use them on LSD equipped cars without toasting anything.||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||10-04-2003||12:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> see, thats what i thought pre-evo.  he says the manual says there is a fuse you plug in to convert the car to front wheel only.  the only thing i can think of is the car was origionaly an automatic.  one of 200 some-odd 2door autos made in his year. wierd, ill check it out.<br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay considering I did an auto to manual swap on my impreza let me clear that up.<br /><br />Yes he can put it into FWD "mode" but it isn't truely FWD mode. It is meant if there is driveshaft damage, rear diff damage etc so that those won't damage the transmission. It is not meant to drive around in at all other than to get you to a safe area of the dealer for diagnosis.  Trust me putting the fuse in for long periods of time will eventually lead to an early death of his 4eat auto.  I had the hi-speed clutch pack go out on mine and debated either doing the level 10 fully built tranny and converter for $4k or doing the manual swap and saving $1k and about 90lbs of added weight (lightweight flywheel and the difference in transmission weight) and get the stiffer STi tranny mounts where as there are no stiffer mounts for the Automatics.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||10-04-2003||12:09 PM||||Also the Subaru 4eat doesn't have a center differential but a set of planetary gears that are electronically controlled to provide the proper torque split from 90%f/10% rear (unless it's a WRX or Legacy VDC/llbean which is 45%f 55%r) to any variable up to 10%f/90%r. The automatics AWD system is much more responsive and better compared to the manuals 50%-50% split. Also the auto is much beefier in comparison to the 5spds. The 6 speed is much beeifer than the 5spd but with the DCCD (drivers controlled center diff) it has it's limits in power holding but is a very strong 6 speed.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003459.cgi
A||||22||admsr||Venting to atmosphere||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||10-01-2003||09:05 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||so i met this guy today who owns a 91 talon tsi. he has min mods and hes venting to the atmosphere with no problems. he is using a HKS SAFS. This piggy back is the shit......This freaking BOV sounds awesome. No rich shit, no backfiring, no stalling. I just bought one for my GVR4 and I'm going to put it on this Saturday during my gas tank repair.....<br /><br />Just thought I would share this info with you guys....I know that venting to the Atmosphere has been spoken about before and many people alot smarter then me have said that it can't be done properly but I tell you that I'm speaking to you cause I saw the car and heard it with my own eyes and ears....<br /><br />Here is the link to the HKS website referring to the Super AFS - <a href="http://www.hksusa.com/products/more.asp?id=811" target="_blank">http://www.hksusa.com/products/more.asp?id=811</a><br /><br />Alex.||66.159.146.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||10-01-2003||09:23 PM||||VENT ATMOSPHERE OWNS ALL        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        Honda ricers are        <img src="http://www.streetracing.org/boards/images/smilies/worship.gif" alt=" - " /> when i vent right next to them. I had problems with the HKS SSQV before.  It always surged on me for some reason and the idle would drop too low it would stall.  So i sold it got a Greddy type-s.  I decide to recirculate back and problems were gone.  Now i have the MAFT, so i'm back to venting atmosphere.  The Super AFR sounds iffy, but try it and tell us about it.||216.175.116.34||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||10-01-2003||09:34 PM||||the S-AFR (not S) was designed w/ a feature to let you vent to atmosphere w/o some form of density sensor instead of a MAF. if you hooked up an A/F gauge to his car id be he still runs rich during shifts but w/ the S-AFR it kinda "pads" things so it doesnt stall out. i vented to atmosphere for about a week and it sounded badass for sure, but stalling due to being too rich was a problem.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||10-01-2003||09:46 PM||||i've vented to atmo for 1 1/2 yrs now.. no probs at all... shouldnt be a problem!..<br /><br />bov used.. turbosmart supersonic type III||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||10-01-2003||10:58 PM||||I've been venting to atmosphere for 4 yrs w/o a problem. I've only been using the S-AFR for about 15 months of that. I will soon be going to a MAFT setup and will no longer need it. I'll post it for sale as well as my AVC-R at that time.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||admsr||10-03-2003||11:16 PM||||Ok guys...So I got my HKS AFR in about 1 hr ago. I can't get the damn thing to stay on with the Vent to Atmos!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  I also do not think that it's running the way it should be. I don't have a data logger. I am planning on setting my palm up to work and getting the cable with Soft within the month, but in the meantime, I was wondering if any of you guys can share you settings with me so I can more or less set mine up the same way.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Any help will be much appreciated.<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||66.159.146.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000006||benwah||10-04-2003||12:49 AM||||My experience has been it works on some ecus better than others. I assume they are not all created equal even though they may have the same part number. It seems eprom ecus have a better handle on it as well. I vented with an upper ic pipe, MBC, and a TurboXS type h valve for awhile with an eprom ecu and it never stalled and it was loud! Sure my tail pipe was black but the car ran fine. The whole thing happens so fast that I think that's how most people get away with it but we all know it's for show and nothing else thus making it a ricer mod. You can't beat the attention pulling out of bars on friday night!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.61.168.255||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000007||admsr||10-04-2003||07:38 PM||||Ok...So I tuned by trial and error and I got some numers:<br /><br />Here is some history first,<br />Stock Fuel Pump - Denso <br />Stock Injectors - 450<br />2" Crush Bent I/C Piping<br />Dejon Intake<br />Hacked MAS<br />TurboXS RFL BOV (Rice Mod gone bad)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Idle Setting +5% averaging 750RPM +/- 50RPM<br />Response Setting 5 (Don't know what this does but set it anyway!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  )<br />RPM Points/Correction<br />1. - 1000/0%<br />2. - 1500/0%<br />3. - 2000/+1%<br />4. - 2500/+3%   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />5. - 3000/+2%<br />6. - 3800/+1%<br />7. - 4800/-1%<br />8. - 5200/-3%<br />9. - 5600/-5%<br />10. - 6000/-5%<br />11. - 6500/-6%<br /><br />These number seemed to give me the best pulls overall. Engine is running very strong   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   and not overheating  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . I do not have a logger yet so there goes that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  .||66.159.146.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000008||admsr||10-04-2003||07:50 PM||||Saw this on the HKS Website and figured that I'd share the info to those interested.<br /><br />Alex.<br />----------------------------------------------<br /><br />S-AFR Response Function <br /><br />Q: What is being adjusted with the Response Funtion. What engine response would be changed; a lean hole or a rich stumble; by changing the response time. What effect does the response time have on engine performance.<br /><br />A: The response knob has to do with the initial throttle input, that is, the initial pressing of the gas pedal. Many times with performance upgrades (exhaust, intake, headers, cams, etc...) air flow is increased without additional fuel being compensated for. The initial throttle input can sometimes stumble or hesitate a little due to not enough fuel to go along with the increase airflow. With the response knob, you can "richen" (add fuel) to go along with the extra airflow, this will help smooth out the vehicles throttle response.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />HKS USA||66.159.146.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000009||admsr||10-07-2003||11:14 AM||||I'm guessing that there aren't to many HKS AFR fans here........<br /><br />I would appreciate any advice or comments if anyone is interested.....<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000010||redheat86||10-07-2003||12:04 PM||||My friend uses the hks afr in his wrx, so ill have him post on here with his thoughts if thats what your looking for.||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000011||admsr||10-07-2003||12:26 PM||||Any comments would help......<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000012||chadhayashi||10-09-2003||12:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> Any comments would help......<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Alex. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry haven't checked in for a few days.<br />I have an AFR. Setup is fairly easy. It is supposed to be able to compensate for atmospheric BOV. Do not know for sure, I've been dumping to atmos for yrs. <br />There are not settings for high and low throttle. But works for me (hacked 1G MAF,550's). <br />I will be going to MAFT at some point, and if I don't need it for fine tuning of the 660's, I'll sell it. <br />I took my car to the track for the first time w/ the 550's and got 11 passes. I went from +6% to -11% (108 octane) and gained 6 mph just from leaning the mixture.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000013||DsmSeifer||10-09-2003||11:32 AM||||I have a greddy type S BOV and I vent to atmosphere with no problems. My car is still mostly stock to. I tried it with the stock BOV and it stalled every time.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000014||4drwhore||10-09-2003||05:09 PM||||It does not matter what type of BOV you are using if you are trying to run an open atmosphere BOV. If you have an AFPR(adjustable fuel pressure regulater) then you can but you have to know the little tricks about it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000015||admsr||10-09-2003||06:59 PM||||Hey 4dr....<br /><br />can you share some tricks.........it would be much appreciated...<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.179.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000016||V8EATER||10-10-2003||05:15 PM||||yeah, how exactly do i vent to the atmosphere?  i want to sound cool too!||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000017||4drwhore||10-11-2003||02:20 AM||||First what kind of afpr do you have? Please don't tell me it's one of those AEM ones that clamp around the stock fpr is it?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000018||turbowop||10-11-2003||04:09 AM||||OOOOOOOO!!! Look at me, my BOV is loud. Why do you guys care about venting? The attention? Those who say they don't have any problems obviously don't use cruise control. Try to use it and it will buck and run shitty every time it lets off the gas. Keep it recirculated until you get a VPC or a MAFT. Otherwise....IMO, you're just a ricer looking for attention.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000019||4drwhore||10-11-2003||09:03 AM||||I vent into the atmosphere with no problems anywhere. I dont buck or sputter when using cruise control or have it mess up when I let off the gas or stall or anything like that. Neither does the guys car that I learned this trick from whos talon ran 12.3 on a 14b. It's all in your base fuel pressure, has nothing to do with electronics or having a vpc or using the safc because we can't use that function on our cars since we have no... map sensor if I'm correct?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000020||ken inn||10-11-2003||09:53 AM||||i would LOVE to have a really loud bov that sounds like a wet fart.  or, a scared shitless scream.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000021||mj_rosenfeld||10-11-2003||11:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> i would LOVE to have a really loud bov that sounds like a wet fart. or, a scared shitless scream. <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hell you can supply those sounds on your own for free! And, it won't affect the way the car runs.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.191||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000022||ken inn||10-11-2003||01:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> i would LOVE to have a really loud bov that sounds like a wet fart. or, a scared shitless scream. <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hell you can supply those sounds on your own for free! And, it won't affect the way the car runs.<br />Mike R. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah, but too much "enthusiasm" is really hard on the shorts.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003460.cgi
A||||2||crucible||Fuel fitting size||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||10-01-2003||09:19 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Anyone know the size of the male fitting thats on the hard line of the fuel pump assembly?<br />Fuck, I threw it away or something when I replaced my old assembly.Now Im trying to revitalize the old one.I searched the archives but no go.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-01-2003||10:24 PM||||Could be M14. I forget. Someone must know. Do you have verniers?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||joec||10-02-2003||12:21 AM||||According to these dsmtalk threads the fitting from the gastank to the fuel filter is 14mm x 1.5<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=e11284fba476ad28e5a73d5323626e8a&threadid=102494" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=e11284fba476ad28e5a73d5323626e8a&threadid=102494</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=87318" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=87318</a>||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/003461.cgi
A||||6||chucklesas||3000GTvr4 fuel pump||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||10-01-2003||10:53 PM||||I think this has been answered in some form or another, but I didn't really see anything specific so I'll ask it again here.<br />I just bought a 3000gt vr4 fuel pump, so what I want to know is:<br />--Can I just drop this into my fuel tank without having to worry about a fuel pressure regulator or overrunning my current setup?<br />I'm currently running a completely stock fuel system (not even the rewire).  <br />--So would it be okay to just swap the pumps out without having to upgrade to an AFPR?||65.27.149.167||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||10-01-2003||11:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I just bought a 3000gt vr4 fuel pump, so what I want to know is:<br />--Can I just drop this into my fuel tank without having to worry about a fuel pressure regulator or overrunning my current setup?<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah go ahead and open her up and drop it in...  Everything will be peachy.<br /><br />  Seriously though I believe with a 3000 gt pump a FPR is not needed but recomended.||68.76.187.134||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-02-2003||08:24 AM||||I ran my car like that for a long time, I had a 16G and 550s, 2GMAS. Works fine. 180 lph at 43psi.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||crucible||10-02-2003||10:47 AM||||Probably should do the rewire with the upgraded pump.||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||psycopyro182||10-02-2003||04:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I ran my car like that for a long time, I had a 16G and 550s, 2GMAS. Works fine. 180 lph at 43psi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ohh i guess i dont even have to ask.. you just answered it for me...  the walboror is 255 vs the 3kgt at 180, i have seen alot of people who upgrade their fuel pump without any fuel control and they run really rich. i am guessing with this one you can just put it in and turn the boost up a little more and be fine... just a guess||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||10-02-2003||04:30 PM||||I'd suggest spending $25 on the B&M fuel pressure gauge.  Put the gauge on, see what your BFP is.  Then put the pump in and see what the change is.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||10-06-2003||12:04 PM||||when i did my fuel pump, all i had was a jumptronix a/f, and and an egt.  after the fp, my a/f jumped to .99+.  i had not made any other changes.  eventually, the ecu brought down the a/f to about .96, but never lower.  i eventually got an afpr, and brought it back down to .89.  the car will run without the afpr, but it will run BETTER with it.  also, tuning will be more consistent.  fuel pumps dont just die, they get tired over time, and slowly lose pressure/volume.  also, the bm fp gauge is good for basic setting of fp, but i think you need to be able to see if the fp is correct at wot, and you cant do that with the bm gauge.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003462.cgi
A||||9||Family4Door||Quick question about oil coolers||||1||||Family4Door||00001333
Z||000000||Family4Door||10-01-2003||11:34 PM||mercan_gst@yahoo.com||I bought a JDM vr4 motor and it has the fittings for the external oil cooler. My question is should I buy an oil cooler and run that or, use the old oil filter housing. I have heard pros and cons of both and im leaning towards the stock us spec oil filter setup that uses the coolant. Also another question I have is the balance shaft eliminator kit is it worth it, because I still have the motor out and might as well take out the balance shaft. Any input on this is much appreciated.<br /><br />P.S. I also took some pics of my blown motor that I wanted to post, figured you guys might get a kick out of how destroyed it is. If anyone has a host site and dosent mind me puttin some pics up just private message me.<br /><br />Thanks||12.238.249.145||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||10-01-2003||11:49 PM||||Definately use the air-to-air oil cooler setup, and ditch the coolant setup.  The air-to-air is more reliable, and there isn't the chance of having the oil filter housing breaking and having your oil and coolant mix.  Furthermore, I believe the air-to-air oil cooler is better.<br /><br />Also, I would go ahead and do the balance shaft elimination.  You will probably not notice and vibration, will gain more HP, faster revving, and won't have to worry about that belt breaking and taking out a timing belt.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||Family4Door||10-02-2003||12:04 AM||||Also does anyone know the size of the fittings that are used on the oil cooler where it screws onto the oil filter housing. I tried a 3/8 and it starts to go then stops and im not sure what size in mm is close to the 3/8. If anyone knows what it is I appreciate it.||12.238.249.145||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000003||miturra||10-02-2003||10:15 AM||||3/8 inch is equal to 9.525 millimeters. So take it from there.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000004||Kibo||10-02-2003||02:34 PM||||Well, the threads in the oil filter adapter itself are 16x1.5mm I believe.  Russell, Earl's, etc. make metric->AN adapters; I used -8AN line to attach a Setrab cooler.  It's quite a bit more expensive than other methods, though...||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||10-02-2003||02:48 PM||||Some other things that might interest you are <a href="http://www.fittingsandadapters.com" target="_blank">www.fittingsandadapters.com</a><br /><br />and you can tap the oil filter housing for 1/2NPT and then get NPT to AN adapters.. that's what i did. Just don't try to tap the stock oil cooler. It's not meant to handle taper threads as I learned.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||10-02-2003||05:49 PM||||does anyone have pics of oil cooler set ups on galants??? i was wondering where you guys put them, because it seems like i'm in the same boat as Jeff Dreamer. by the way i remember seeing pics of oil cooler on the vfaq, where did they go or am i just imagining that i did.  <br /><br />thanks (and sorry for jacking but i thought its relevant topic)||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000007||1101||10-02-2003||09:12 PM||||The oil feed line to the turbo is 3/8 in. British pipe thread. RRE's turbo line uses 3/8 in NPT so it seems like you can use that.<br /><br />Ward<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Family4Door:<br /><strong> Also does anyone know the size of the fittings that are used on the oil cooler where it screws onto the oil filter housing. I tried a 3/8 and it starts to go then stops and im not sure what size in mm is close to the 3/8. If anyone knows what it is I appreciate it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000008||Family4Door||10-03-2003||12:52 AM||||Thanks for all the responses. Now I can get my vr4 back up and running.||12.238.249.145||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000009||Mitsuturbo||10-03-2003||03:43 AM||||I jacked the Air-Oil intercooler off my 90 talon before I sold it... mounted it on the driver's side behind the hole in the bumper... it works fantastic.  <br /><br />If you can find a cooler off a Star-Quest they're exactly the same cooler.. just mount a little different.<br /><br />The hoses that go to the cooler.. if you get them from mitsu.. will cost you an arm and both legs!  I recommend searching junkyards for 1990 MY Turbo DSMs.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/003463.cgi
A||||0||garyvr4||How did you guys like your S-AFC||||1||||garyvr4||00002337
Z||000000||garyvr4||10-02-2003||12:37 AM||Whore_Mongor@yahoo.com||Pros and Cons of the AFC.  How cost effective was it?  What EXACTLY does it do.  Thanks for your comments.      Gary||66.214.98.223||reg||1||garyvr4||00002337||yes



ubb/Forum2/003464.cgi
A||||1||garyvr4||How did you guys like your S-AFC||||1||||garyvr4||00002337
Z||000000||garyvr4||10-02-2003||12:38 AM||Whore_Mongor@yahoo.com||Pros and Cons of the S-AFC.  How cost effective was it?  What EXACTLY does it do.  Thanks for your comments.      Gary||66.214.98.223||reg||1||garyvr4||00002337||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||10-02-2003||12:46 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712</a> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org" target="_blank">www.dsm.org</a>||65.31.184.113||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum2/003465.cgi
A||||6||Ash||PTE Bolt on Turbocharger opinions||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||10-02-2003||06:35 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hi Guys,<br />There is now an Australian distributer for PTE, what is the quality/performance of their turbo's like.  They seem to be way too cheap for their specs.  I was looking to get the biggest one, apparently according to their Aussie distributor they spool up freakishly low.<br />Thanks guys,<br />Ash||203.221.152.141||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||10-02-2003||07:15 AM||||Ill let you know. Im probably going to sell my internally wastegated green for a pte 61 since I can get it at cost.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||Ash||10-02-2003||07:25 AM||||Anyone have one yet?  The 61 was the one I'd be getting.||203.221.152.141||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||10-02-2003||12:40 PM||||I have a BR580 wich is kind of like a 60-1<br />It spools at 4500rpm but it's not like your 16G or 20G with a kick in the butt. It's just nice and smooth power.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||psycopyro182||10-02-2003||04:36 PM||||a few of my friends have run some of the pte turbos's on their cars and ive heard alot of good things, especially about smooth powerband and nicer spool times. i havent seen any of this first hand but everything i have heard is good. just letting you know.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||10-02-2003||06:22 PM||||A few of my dsm friends also run the PTE turbo's.. most have the 60 trim and all I hear are good things.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||BluFalcon||10-02-2003||08:57 PM||||I just picked up one today for my Talon.  I  went with a PTE for the ease of installation and the internal wastegate.  Once I get trhe Talon on the road we'll see how it does.  So far I have heard only good things about the PTE's.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum2/003466.cgi
A||||9||Yao||Help with low vacuum||||1||||Yao||00000044
Z||000000||Yao||10-02-2003||10:28 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Hello all!<br />I am going to need some help on this.  I have a 15k motor with HKS 264/264 and have done the leak test and still have a very low vacuum compare to others.  It hovers around -10in of vacuum??!!  at first I thought it is abnormal, but the car ran fine and gets great gas milage.  My compressions are 155 across the board.  The only thing left, that I can think of is Timming....  what do you all think.  By the way, this is at 5800ft/sea level, so naturaly I should lose some vacuum from your normal 18-20, then I installed the HKS cams so that would probably drop another 2-3 at most, so I should be around 15-16 right? not 9-10...The reason this came up is also because my 15k 16g turbo wasn't able to hold boost of 19psi past 5000rpm.  It would boost to 22 and pull like no tomorrow but as the rpm climbs, the psi would drop to 15psi by 7000rpm.  So I am thinking this two incident is related.  Incidently, I ran 14.5/95mph last night due to not boosting past 16psi during the entire quarter mile  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks for any input. Yao||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||10-02-2003||12:31 PM||||I'd say your o.k. I don't have cams and see 14"hg of vacuum. I'm in the same city. I've never seen above 16"hg of vacuum on my car unless I'm in Cali.||65.218.6.226||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||10-02-2003||12:56 PM||||have you done an intake leak test?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||10-02-2003||01:15 PM||||nevermind...i'm an idiot. It says you did.  But you did use a compressor right?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Yao||10-02-2003||01:33 PM||||Yes, I did use the compressor to 30psi and fixed all the small leaks around the intercooler piping welds and throttlebody gaskets.  I am planning on double checking everything.  This is what I have in mind:<br /><br />Leak test,<br />compression,<br />cam timming,<br />and ???....<br /><br />I was very disappointed in my GSX last night at Bandi, because my duramax ran 15.1@93!! and I only have k&n filter and reporgrammed the ECU!!  I have been putting in WAY too much sweat, engery, time, MONEY, and blood to ran 14.5 at 94 on the GSX.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Pivvay-good job last night for the 12's!||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||10-02-2003||01:44 PM||||i'd think timing too perhaps. Maybe Erik A (Kibo) will chime in with his vacuum?  He has low compression and cams so no ones should be as bad as his  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Kibo||10-02-2003||02:28 PM||||My vacuum is horrendously low (approx. -3.5psi), although I have Stage III Crowers.  I haven't had the time to index them properly, but based on the knowledge that my head has been decked I retarded both cams by 2 degrees.  When I last checked my engine compression ~3 years ago, I was at 110psi across the board.<br /><br />Based on my experience with the 14b and these cams, I don't find it too surprising that the boost is falling off with your 16G--mine fell off so horribly that I couldn't even tell what boost I was running (when do I read it?).  The engine is able to breathe so much better, it's possible that the 16G just can't keep up.  I don't know enough of the details of your setup, though.<br /><br />As for the times, it all comes down to details.  Are you using a logger, I assume?  I might be able to help you out with a few suggestions; but in the end, *everything* has to be working correctly for the car to be fast.  Having even one thing wrong can spoil it, in my experience.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000007||bob dole||10-02-2003||07:03 PM||||i have hks cams and vpc my vacum is at 10 to 12.||216.199.188.66||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000008||AWDpower||10-02-2003||07:19 PM||||Check that the vacuum lines to EGR valve are hooked up correctly. If they are reversed, the EGR valve will stay open at idle and your readings will be a few "hg lower.||67.25.110.40||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000009||Yao||10-02-2003||11:32 PM||||All emmission is out on the car, this means I am running no egr, no evap. canister, NT throttle body, and no idle valve. Ops, I lied, I am running a cat.  I've parked the car now to get away from it for a while. Back to driving my Duramax for now.||12.211.212.94||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes



ubb/Forum2/003467.cgi
A||||7||thejeebus2002||I've got a stock fuel pump!!!!||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||10-02-2003||11:19 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||When I bought the car I was told it had an upgraded fuel pump...never checked, took the cover off today and looks like the pump has never been touched!!  Sooooooooooo Im going to be purchasing a AFPR and a pump.   I know what AFPR I'm going to get. Buschur racing has a nice sx kit but I'm unsure as to the best pump to get.  I know the Walboro is relatively cheap, but doesn anyone have problems with running out of fuel with it?  I've got a big 16g, 550 injectors, 2nd gen mas, 3" exhaust, and a TIAL external wastegate, and FMIC.  All upgraded piping too.  <br /><br />Any suggestions?  I want something that will last and work well.  Thanks again. <br /><br />scott||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||10-02-2003||11:23 AM||||How do you know it's stock?  Did you check any markings or whatever?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||10-02-2003||02:48 PM||||Well...i don't know what markings to look for but it looks as though the fuel pump cover has never even been taken off.  It's all rusted to shit and the fuel line doesn't look  like it's ever been tampered with.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||369of1000||10-02-2003||03:36 PM||||I too would like to know about the Walboro or perhaps an alternative. I have heard Walboros are loud, I was hoping for something a little more stealthy.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||10-02-2003||03:46 PM||||I can't imagine someone istalling the mods you have listed without doing the fuel pump.<br /><br />Did the person you bought the car from say what kind of fuel pump it had?  You can hear a walbro.  It has a high pitched wine to it.<br /><br />Just because it doesn't look like the fuel lines have been touched doesn't mean they havn't.  Does the car have a FPR?||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||10-02-2003||04:59 PM||||Carter makes a stock replacement 4g tt supra pump that works pretty well in my car.  If you're interested, I still have the box for it and can shoot you the part #.  Plus it comes with a brand new strainer sock.  I got mine off ebay for 35 brand new, but even at the parts store, it's only 80 or so||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||10-02-2003||07:42 PM||||Get the part number off the pump, and check RRE's list.||68.155.183.77||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||10-02-2003||08:16 PM||||If you are concedering get that big$ buschur I would get a holley fuel rail, an universal (forced indution so it can compensate for boost) afpr, custom fuel filter to fuel rail line, the holley fuel rail can use AN fittings. And all in all it should cost about the same but you can much more volume for about the same price.||65.177.240.95||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003468.cgi
A||||10||GreenSpeed||Where can I send my ECU to be checked?||||1||||GreenSpeed||00002524
Z||000000||GreenSpeed||10-02-2003||11:40 AM||||I just pulled the ECU out of my 92 Galant and it looks as if one of the caps has leaked. Im 100% sure they have never been replaced. Where would I be able to send it for repair?<br /><br />The car is not running and the only thing I havent tested is the fuel pump relay. <br /><br />Thanks||64.12.96.102||reg||1||GreenSpeed||00002524||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||10-02-2003||11:42 AM||||There is a member on this board, Keydiver, that performs ECU repairs for free.  He is an awesome member.  He should see this post and respond, and advise you on what to do next with the ECU.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||10-02-2003||06:29 PM||||From what i understand, Keydiver is taking a break from ECU repairs at the moment. It isn't a particularly hard repair as long as the Caps are the only bad part, you could try taking it to any small electronics shop and having them replace the caps (or do it yourself for $3) - but the shop would be better suited to clean the board of acid (as new caps alone won't get rid of the acid that is already on there) and re-coat it with whatever it is they use.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||GreenSpeed||10-02-2003||06:56 PM||||Well I wouldn't be able to do it myself I cant tell how much damage has been done. Not to mention I dont have any sodering(spelling) experience and I dont want to ruin an expensive part. It appears that one cap has leaked. If you put your nose right up to the cap it smells just like the interrior did when I bought it. <br /><br />I guess ill have to look around.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||GreenSpeed||00002524||yes
Z||000004||GreenSpeed||10-02-2003||07:05 PM||||Oh yea if anyone else works on them id be happy to throw some money your way. I wouldn't expect anyone to do it for free.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||GreenSpeed||00002524||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||10-02-2003||07:26 PM||||What you also can do, is look on the VFAQ page and under the ECU Caps section it will list what you need.  You can by the parts and print off the "how-to" part and take it to a local electronics shop.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||10-02-2003||07:34 PM||||Quality RF Services<br />Attn: Jeff Oberholtzer<br />850 Parkway St<br />Jupiter, FL 33477<br /><br />Although I am trying to slow down this avalanche that is engulfing me, I'm still trying to take care of ECU problems. I'm trying to encourage anyone that can to do their own EPROM socketing, and even simple caps installations, so I can deal with just the bad ECU's like this one.<br />As my boss says "no rest for the wicked".||68.155.183.77||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||dsmsleeper||10-02-2003||09:38 PM||||Keydiver =   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.60.143.46||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||10-02-2003||10:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Keydiver =   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Word!!||68.76.187.134||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||josh91vr4||10-02-2003||10:50 PM||||*lifting foot, placing in mouth*||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||10-02-2003||11:10 PM||||Better have some leaky cap juice to give that shoe some flavor...<br /><br />Oh, Jeff, when do you want my ecu?  I've got it out of the car, along with the other item I mentioned...  Caps look good, already socketed, but you'll be able to tell if they are the originals or not cap wise.<br />Dave<br /><br />Anyone know the trick to loading a pic when you don't have a website?||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003469.cgi
A||||3||stevevr4||need a radiator soon||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||10-02-2003||11:55 AM||stever321@yahoo.com||Anyone know of any good deals?  The stocker shows some signs of leaking.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||10-02-2003||12:29 PM||||I don't know if you wnat to ship from here but, I got a copper/brass direct fit from "Performance Radiator" here in Denver for $130. Ask for Tiny. Tell him his neighbor Chad referred you. Sorry I do not know the number off hand.||65.218.6.226||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||10-02-2003||05:01 PM||||Do a search.  There was a group buy this spring on them, and I remember the ending post saying that the cost was something around 118 shipped to your door.  I think that the price still stands.  If you find it, email it to me..I haven't had any luck finding it either, and I found that running 125 for over an hour with the a/c on overheats #1244 quite nicely, thank you.  I had to let that damned v-12 benz pass me..oh the shame..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||10-02-2003||06:32 PM||||whoomp dere it iz ! <br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001366" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001366</a>||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum2/003470.cgi
A||||16||gvr4tunr||track tonight...what will i run?||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||10-02-2003||01:16 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||i'm taking #438 to the track for the first time since i've bought it. here are my mods:<br /><br />s16g<br />3" turbo back<br />act 2600<br />safc<br />mbc<br />walbro 255<br />keydiver eprom with sutterbox<br />mmcd logger<br />my rice -> turboxs rfl bov (got it for $20...)<br /><br />what should i run? my engine is fairly strong, for having 165k on it...||12.107.200.124||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||10-02-2003||01:37 PM||||are you at sea level?  If so I predict a mid 13 second pass. Adjust accordingly for driver skill, it makes a huge difference. Weight matters too but i'm assuming full weight.<br /><br />Is a FMIC next on your upgrades list? Good luck and let us know how it goes!<br /><br /><note: my prediction is pure speculation, others may be a better judge   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  >||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||gvr4tunr||10-02-2003||01:39 PM||||fpr, injectors, and fmic are next...mid 13s would be great...what boost are you talking for that pass?||12.107.200.125||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||10-02-2003||01:47 PM||||hmmm I dunno...16+ psi on race gas i guess. Injectors are important but on race gas you can get away with 450s for quite a bit longer. But it's your engine so monitor knock carefully.  And you need to get off the line well to get those times I'm guessing...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Kibo||10-02-2003||02:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4tunr:<br /><strong>my rice -> turboxs rfl bov (got it for $20...)<br /><br />what should i run?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Honestly, this is going to hurt you pretty badly unless you don't lift-to-shift.  Might sound cool, but the RBV version (identical except for a hose outlet instead of a horn) would help you a bunch.  (I assume you're aware of the reason for this...?)<br /><br />I'm with Chris; mid-13's should be doable.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000005||gvr4tunr||10-02-2003||04:39 PM||||i just had thrown on that bov for shits, but i was planning on selling it to some ricer on ebay or something...i still have my 1g bov, so i'll have to put that back on...as soon as i can find some hose for it, i lost it when i came down here to school...i just got done taking out the spare tire and some other weight adders...i'll post back tonight with my times...hopefully that 5k rpm stutterbox launch jeff hooked me up with will help my et tremendously...||12.107.200.123||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||10-02-2003||04:54 PM||||Just get some reaction time practice in.  Your 60 foot times should be about 1.8.  Mine never get below 2.0 due to the fact that I slip my clutch on purpose to the 60' mark so I don't break axles..I've got an act 6 puck unsprung hub on a stock pp and flywheel.  Last time I ran, I had a .510 r/t and blew a 2003 mustang gt into the weeds...but it was an 1/8 mile track.  I think I would have been handed my ass in the 1/4.  Other than that, the #1244 was bone stock with a 14b on stock  booost.  I was baselining the car, so I wasn't too embarrased.  I had 8 bye runs after that...nobody wanted to touch me.  Trust me, for the win, the driver is the most important part of the car..the mustang had a .720 r/t, and I won by less than a tenth due to missing second..  Actually, if you've got a metallic clutch, try launching in second once and slipping the clutch thru 60'.  That was my next angle to try.  You lose so much forward momentum on that 1/2 shift that although it would put your 60' at around 2.25 or so, I think you will make it up.  I always start off in second in my eclipse gsx, same clutch setup.  Metallic clutches love heat, so don't be afraid to slip it.  I've gotten my 60' in the gsx down to 1.74 on a miracle run starting in second.  That honda might grab a car length, but you'll rocket by him once HE has to shift into second.  And you'll be a gear ahead under power the rest of the way down the track.<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||Kibo||10-02-2003||07:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> Just get some reaction time practice in.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just to clarify, this only matters if you're racing someone else (ie. bracket or heads-up racing).  If you're just shooting for a fast time slip, the reaction time doesn't matter one iota.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><strong> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Trust me, for the win, the driver is the most important part of the car</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">*VERY* true.  Ask Pivvay about our race at the track last night...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I roasted the tires all the way through first gear and bogged in 2nd; by that point, there was no chance I was going to catch him by the end of the track (despite going 7+ MPH faster in the traps).  I think it's even on video...how embarrassing!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000008||gvr4tunr||10-03-2003||01:54 AM||||wow...i have a pre turbo boost leak caused by a broken exhaust manifold stud and a 166k mile head with all original components including lifters...all said and done with, after 4 passes, i could only pull off a 14.7 @ 95 mph...me = angry...my head is being rebuilt within 2 weeks, my exhaust leak will be dealt with, my ac will be removed, and my knock sensor will be replaced...if that doesn't get meinto low 13s, i am selling my car...||12.107.200.124||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||10-03-2003||02:52 AM||||Whoa, calm down there Chris.  It's not a biggie if your car isn't in the 13's.  Are you happy with your car and the way it drives?  Who cares about some stupid number?  Maybe I'm just being biased as I don't go drag racing, but I think people get way too caught up in that.<br /><br />Also, and I could be wrong on this, but I think this should have been posted in the General Discussions forum, not Technical.  A few technical issues were brought up, but the original question wasn't very technical in nature.<br /><br />Ok mods, you may begin flaming me... now.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||69.59.219.217||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||gvr4tunr||10-03-2003||03:05 AM||||p.s. i was running a coolant temp of 223 degrees after my run...ouch...do the problems i've listed seem to be what is holding me back? i don't think poor driving would make that much of a difference...and i was pulling 2.1 60' times even with only 9-10 psi in 1st and 2nd||12.107.200.124||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000011||Kibo||10-03-2003||06:11 AM||||I think 223 degrees sounds pretty high for coolant temps.  If the temperature gets high enough, the ECU will start adding fuel and I believe pull timing as well.  Pulling the A/C will help lower the coolant temps, but you should figure out the cause of the problem first.<br /><br />Have you replaced your thermostat and radiator cap recently?  Make sure you use an OEM thermostat, and don't skimp on the radiator cap.  A buddy of mine had overheating problems in his Stealth at the race track (with a $1000+ radiator); I bought him a $7 radiator cap and that fixed his woes.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />As for performance...the exhaust leak certainly doesn't help things; it will be good to fix that.  Do you have a 2G exhaust manifold?  If not, now would be a good time to upgrade.  Check very carefully that the head/manifold mounting flange is not warped before installing it--nearly every one I've seen has been warped.  It should only cost ~$20 to have it 'faced' so it's flat.<br /><br />Have you done an intake leak test?  Fixing all of your intake leaks will make a *huge* difference in the car's performance.<br /><br />Is there a particular reason you're having the head re-worked soon?  Have you done a leakdown test to see if it's truly necessary?<br /><br />Replacing the RFL with one that recirculates (ie. with your 1G BOV) will help quite a bit as well.  Running rich at the shifts makes more of a difference than many people realize, and it doesn't show up until you take it to the track and see the numbers.<br /><br />As for upgrades, I *highly* suggest upgrading to a nice FMIC with good piping before doing anything else (including the FPR and injectors).  It has made the single largest difference in the performance of my car, and others have said the same thing on this board.  I can see the reasoning for the injectors, but is there a reason you want to replace the FPR?<br /><br />Keep at it--if being fast were easy, we'd all be running 10's!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000012||gvr4tunr||10-03-2003||12:19 PM||||the radiator cap is fine, i haven't replaced the thermostat...my radiator looks like its had the shit beat out of it...anyone have one they want to sell me? i'll replace the thermostat as well||12.107.200.126||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000013||gvr4tunr||10-03-2003||02:09 PM||||so i just tested my compression...150-160 across all cylinders...also, i did an intake leak and all seems to be fine...i have a broken exhaust manifold stud which leaks badly...could this and my heating problem be what is holding me back? the exhaust leak is BAD, i just don't know if there is a post turbo leak that accounts for what i'm hearing.||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000014||Beemer||10-03-2003||11:49 PM||||I've got a stocker for sale.  I could ship it as soon as my new one comes in...(for the box) Let me know what's reasonable.  I'm picking one up from the radiator barn.  Seems nobody makes a 3 core for our cars..  It would be nice, But I dont' have the 330 for the ultra cool aluminum one.<br />Dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000015||gvr4tunr||10-04-2003||05:16 PM||||i PM'ed you...||12.107.200.126||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000016||keydiver||10-06-2003||12:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4tunr:<br /><strong> p.s. i was running a coolant temp of 223 degrees after my run...ouch...do the problems i've listed seem to be what is holding me back? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, the ECU will begin pulling timing like crazy above 204-210 degrees I think.||65.81.1.90||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003471.cgi
A||||12||stevevr4||mbc question turned to idle surge question||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||10-02-2003||02:55 PM||stever321@yahoo.com||This seems to be a touchy subject lately, but WTF this place is here as a resource right?<br /><br />I hooked up my new MBC today, have a few questions.<br /><br />The 'how-to' says there are 2 lines coming off the BCS one goes to the intake (yep) the other goes to the wastegate (yep).  It says to remove them both completely.  I removed the one to the intake and capped off that hole, but the OTHER hose doesn't go DIRECTLY to the wastegate, it has at least one other hose 'T'ed off of it.  What gives?  I just hooked up the MBC to the existing hose that goes down to the wastegate.<br /><br />What I get so far is the boost spikes to 15psi but quickly settles to 11lbs in 1st gear, and 12 in other gears... I want to make sure its even hooked up properly (see above question) before I go forward.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||10-02-2003||03:34 PM||||it seems to me there`s some very helpful info in the archives if you do a search.This topic has been covered a lot recently and as l recall the last time l saw it surface member responses included diagrams,text,etc  check it out for the latest solutions to the oldest questions  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    l`d give you an answer myself but l`ve sold my car and can`t get involved,sorry  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||10-02-2003||03:46 PM||||I did go through the old threads before posting, and I saw someone screaming about how this came up recently and they had posted diagrams, yadda yadda... well I didn't find them.  If someone wants to send me the diagrams I can help put together a formal and thorough how-to, and I'll host it for everyone.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||crucible||10-02-2003||05:38 PM||||Hit the SEARCH  and type in "MBC problem".You'll get about 11 hits.Look in the one that says"MBC problem- a bit long".<br /><br />Yeah, it takes time reading all those Q's+A's when you do a search..But many times you'll come across other useful info that you werent originally looking for.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||10-02-2003||06:24 PM||||Steve - sounds like you do have it hooked up right - with 15psi max, either that or some serious manifold cracking.<br />My MBC spikes to 15 when it's cold out, i can still usually keep it over 12 in all gears.<br />To test: simply lower your boost (counter-clockwise for most MBCs) and see if your spike point drops. <br />As far as the spiking and falling: if you have a mostly stock setup, get used to it. If you have a ported turbo, exh mani, and O2 housing with 2.5" or 3" DP and cat-back you shouldn't be seeing it to that degree (more like 1-2psi drop max)<br /><br />My particular MBC has a nipple on the bottom (coming from the T connector that connects the pre & post IC boost lines) and a nipple shooting to the side (that one goes to the wastegate)<br />No clue what brand it is, though.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||10-02-2003||07:40 PM||||Our cars have one important difference when compared to DSM's and other cars: our wastegate looks at an average of the pressure before and after the Intercooler. So, that extra line you see comes from a Tee that will connect to a boost nipple right after the turbo, and another one after the pipes come back up from the IC. You can just cap off the one at the turbo outlet, and use the post-IC port as your boost source. Or, you can cap BOTH of those boost sources, and use the BOV line as your new boost reference. Understand?||68.155.183.77||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||10-02-2003||08:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Our cars have one important difference when compared to DSM's and other cars: our wastegate looks at an average of the pressure before and after the Intercooler. So, that extra line you see comes from a Tee that will connect to a boost nipple right after the turbo, and another one after the pipes come back up from the IC. You can just cap off the one at the turbo outlet, and use the post-IC port as your boost source. Or, you can cap BOTH of those boost sources, and use the BOV line as your new boost reference. Understand? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So you're saying that there are 2 places that are easily taped for a MBC ? One right after the turbo and one one the BOV ? <br /><br />Where is the one right after the turbo (pre IC)?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||10-02-2003||08:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> The Red line goes to the WG actuator. The Green one goes to a boost source; either the compressor nipple (If you have one) or somewhere on the intake tract (Mine is on the stock BOV flange).<br /><br /><br />    <img src="http://www.gravityradio.com/S/red-green.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />    <img src="http://www.gravityradio.com/S/red-green1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />That is how mine is setup and works fine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||10-03-2003||03:11 AM||||Slvrblt's got it right.  I have nearly the exact same setup, except my boost source is a nipple on the compressor outlet pipe.  I have maybe a foot of vacuum line total for my mbc.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />If you pull off all the stock boost control vacuum lines at their source, and remove the whole "harness" intact, you'll see it makes a H shape with two t's IIRC.  You want to plug all the ports that you're not using.  So your new setup will have a line coming off the WG nipple and one coming of your chosen boost source (pre or post IC).  Cap off the other boost source nipple and cap off the nipple on the bottom of the aircan.  Hook nothing up to the stock bc solenoid.  Happy boosting!||69.59.219.217||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||10-03-2003||08:42 AM||||Awesome thanks for your help, I didn't see that info detailed anywhere... I'll try to put together a quick page that details this stuff for other GVR4 n00bs.<br /><br />I'll fix this up at lunch and see if this takes care of my f*ked up idle... my car idles up and down from 1100 to 1500 rpms...up and down .. i feel like a total ass sitting at a red light.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" /> <br /><br />and can you believe stupid Pep Boys doesn't have caps for those nipples.. gotta try somewhere else.  To cap the nipple on the intake I just hooked up the stock hose, folded it over, and zip tied it real tight so its collapsed on itself.  Ghetto.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||10-03-2003||12:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>... my car idles up and down from 1100 to 1500 rpms...up and down .. i feel like a total ass sitting at a red light. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Have you tried adjusting the BISS?<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> and can you believe stupid Pep Boys doesn't have caps for those nipples.. gotta try somewhere else. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They had them last time I looked at my Pep Boys, in that section that has all the little doodads, like screws, plastic holddowns, vacuum tee's, etc.<br />Oh well, there's always vacuum line and golf tee's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.156.242.92||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||stevevr4||10-03-2003||01:46 PM||||Thanks keydiver.  I even asked at pep boys and the guy said they don't have them.  ???  He may have just been dumb.<br /><br />Anyways, I found a full writeup on idle surge<br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html</a><br /><br />Now this all started after I installed the MBC so I'm 100% ready to accept that *I* fuxored something up... I re-did the install today eliminating the "H" lines that went to the pre and post turbo IC piping.  It still runs exactly the same as before (but looks a lot cleaner)<br /><br />After I did the install yesterday, I took the car out and it was spiking to 15, etc etc... so I pulled over to adjust the MBC.  For some reason I disconnected one of the lines going into the MBC and the engine started surging.  So I got in and turned it off, hooked it back up etc etc... since then I still am getting idle surge.<br /><br />I didn't touch the BISS or anything else, so thats why I haven't tried to adjust it yet, but do you think it could have been thrown off?  This is annoying now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  grr<br /><br />Steve||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000012||stevevr4||10-03-2003||01:54 PM||||Hmm the higher boost maybe could have cause a weak BISS o-ring to fail, effectively backing out the BISS screw, no?||208.215.178.150||reg||4||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum2/003472.cgi
A||||7||autobahntom||water to air  using a stock i/c||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||10-02-2003||07:13 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||On the trader (today it is on there again). <a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=130283&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=199&set=11&position=201&total_count=2609&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3f7cae6007b9bb10" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=130283&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=199&set=11&p osition=201&total_count=2609&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3f7cae6007b9bb10</a><br /><br />This i/c is the stock side mount T/E/L one that has a plate welded over the front and back. At the top and bottom are nipples (in and out) for water. The stock A/C condensor is then used with a reserve tank, and bilge pump to pump water through the stock i/c producing a water to air i/c. The neat thing is that you can put a 4 or 5 gallon fuel tank filled with dry-ice or similar and have a much cooler air charge going into the motor. The guy says about 34degrees f (which is awesome) for intake air temp.<br />My question is (since most of us are in the quest to go faster) has anyone tried this or used or seen it used? If so, where to mount on a GVR4 to keep the sleeper status. <br />It sounds (in theory) like a great idea. I have a picture of this guy's i/c (with the nipples in place) if anyone wants to see it.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||10-02-2003||10:55 PM||||Hey, I know Dr. Turbo.  He would be a good guy to buy from.<br />Same guy that won the burnout competition at the Shootout.||65.27.149.167||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||TsiTalon||10-03-2003||02:28 PM||||I was looking into this about a year or so ago (but I didn't think of using the A/C compressor, thats pretty clever) and asked a few guys what they thought of it.  The general consensus was if you could do it for cheap enough and only planned on running a 16g it would be a good idea.  But for anything bigger than that the stock intercooler can't flow enough air for it to be useful.||12.165.116.126||reg||1||TsiTalon||00002445||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||10-03-2003||02:48 PM||||Old news, Jason from this board already used two stockers and welded a box around them- worked great. The first picture shows his "custom" setup to my store bought one. I can dig up more pictues if needed of his old setup.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm</a>||65.31.184.113||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||10-03-2003||02:53 PM||||wow he definately did a really interesting setup. How's his car run?||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||10-04-2003||02:35 AM||||Here are some more pictures of the IC, keep in mind it hasn't been cleaned up in any of the pictures, and none are of the finished product, I may have a pic of it installed, I will check. Sorry Jason for giving away you secrets. But as of now the intercooler is in his garage, but he did have a t3/t4 on it- So I will let JASON finish talking about it, oh and don't forget about the; the box of "knock be gone"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> :<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1479" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1480" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />And here is the mastermind himself- stealthy bastard, always keeping in the shadows.....<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1481" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Like his boy touching shirt??||65.31.184.113||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||CKA||10-04-2003||05:42 AM||||The car ran impressively well for the amount of money that was spent into the project.  I welded the box around the intercoolers, tapped the coolant feed and return, wrapped it in heat matting and ran a Y pipe on the inlets and outlets into 2.5� pipe.  Throttle response was noticeable improved and intercooler efficiency was great when the coolant maintained it�s cold.  The coolant was pushed with a Sureflow pump and tank similar to Ducktape�s setup. The two biggest hurtles was sealing the aluminum intercooler pipe to stainless cage junction and keeping the coolant cool.  <br /><br />Welding two dissimilar metals was beyond my ability (AL would have been a better cage material choice) so I filled in with stainless plate as much as I could and sealed it with metal epoxy.  After all the leaks had been found and plugged it held fine (never saw a winter with heat and cold cycling though).  I found out that two oil coolers, the tube type with fins, didn�t cut it for removing enough heat from the coolant.  I stepped up to a large truck heater core in front of the AC condenser and while that worked a lot better, 95+ degree days would still heat soak the system (night time was great though).  A system like this needed a small car radiator or equivalent for a daily driver.<br /><br />After about two months of use my motor digested a valve guild that broke loose.  This being the third head that died on me in the first year I had the car (others were from a timing belt and a spilt turbo coolant line), pushed me into scrapping the A/L system in quest of a more reliable setup, one with less chance of causing car failure/down time.  For my rebuild I had AMS weld me up a 2-216.  All in all it was a fun and relatively inexpensive project. <br /><br />The box of knock be gone was a simple cooler chest with about 12-16 feet of copper tubing spiraled up inside.  Quick release air compressor fittings broke the feed line(heater hose), and then joined the cooler inline with the incoming cool liquid.  When ice was added there was a quite noticable performance increase, especially on hot days.<br /><br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br />[/QB]Like his boy touching shirt?? [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Always ripping on the wrestlers Rob, some day you could be tuff enough to wear one of those shirts  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.84.245.122||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||10-05-2003||04:02 AM||||A friend of mine supercharged his '91 Benz. This vehicle had a fuel cooler using the a/c from the factory. He rerouted the cooler lines to his Air-h2o setup and while cruising he sees almost ambient temps. Total system temps recover much faster as well.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/003473.cgi
A||N||2||MidEngine210||Handspring Visors and MMCD||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||10-02-2003||11:21 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I was having trouble using MMCD with my Handspring Visor Pro (has been validated to work with MMCD), when I noticed this in the readme file:<br /><br /><br />03-07-2003: v1.4c<br />- If running on a Handspring device call HsKeyboardEnable(false) before<br />  trying to open serial port. Should work on Visors now.<br /><br /><br />Can someone elaborate how I do this?<br /><br />Thanks in advance.||64.63.225.73||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||Kibo||10-03-2003||06:00 AM||||I think he's saying that he implemented this fix in version 1.4c of the MMCD; so if it doesn't work, maybe you should let him know.||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000002||MidEngine210||10-03-2003||12:34 PM||||Yeah, I just realized this when I was going through the source code. I still can't get this thing to work.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes



ubb/Forum2/003474.cgi
A||||3||mr.mitsu||car stalls w/mas connected||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||10-02-2003||11:23 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||my car is still f^(#@d!  <br /><br />the only problem is when the mas is connected the car stalls.<br /><br />disconnnected it runs ok but a little rich.<br /><br />anyone have an idea of what's going on<br /><br />thanks||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||10-03-2003||12:18 AM||||Have you tried to swap in a known good MAS ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||10-03-2003||12:20 AM||||Sorry, double post.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Kibo||10-03-2003||06:20 AM||||Hmmm...not much information to go on there, chief.  Have you logged the car?  Are you seeing Karman counts at idle?  Did you set the idle correctly, and is your ISC operating properly?  How about the CTP switch--are you sure it's working properly?<br /><br />I am (unfortunately) fairly experienced with diagnosing idle issues, as I'm sure others on the board are as wel.  Toss us some info and we'll see if we can help.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/003475.cgi
A||||4||theymightbegalants||how to read a compressor map||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||10-03-2003||04:13 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.honda-tech.com/zerothread?id=142398" target="_blank">http://www.honda-tech.com/zerothread?id=142398</a><br /><br />Enjoy.||69.59.219.217||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-03-2003||09:46 AM||||Solid. <br /><br />They used to look like topographical maps until now. Thanks Jon.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||10-03-2003||07:42 PM||||How to plot your motor on a turbo map, cheat.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbofast.com.au/javacalc.html" target="_blank">http://www.turbofast.com.au/javacalc.html</a> <br /><br />Click on turbo map.||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-06-2003||02:49 AM||||Awesome!  Thanks, Bigfoot.||69.59.219.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||peterlsmith||10-06-2003||07:40 PM||||This page is pretty helpful;<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gnttype.org/techarea/turbo/turboflow.html" target="_blank">www.gnttype.org/techarea/turbo/turboflow.html</a><br /><br />One or two minor inaccuracies, but it steps through much of the math you need before you start looking at compressor maps!||165.247.105.212||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes



ubb/Forum2/003476.cgi
A||||1||1992gvr4||coilovers ||||1||||1992gvr4||00002167
Z||000000||1992gvr4||10-03-2003||10:05 AM||richard_82@juno.com||I was looking in a magazine and found an ad for K&W suspensions. So i emailed them asking if they had considered making coilovers for dsm's or gvr4's. I got a reply from them. They said to have people email them with the model and year of the car to gauge interest. Please email. It well only give us more suspension options. Thanks. info@kwsuspensions.com.||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||02:13 PM||||Prepare to have to have 25 Prepaid orders to be able to get them made. In other words it's not gonna happen. I've gotten much further with 2 other companies and One of them already makes coilovers for our cars and the prices are great. <br /><br />The coilovers I am setting up to get would be your basic to mid grade coilover siding more twords street and some weekend competition (@700 for the basic street set and @$850 for the Street Race set) where as if your looking for all out performance then Tein HA's (@$1250-1400)or JIC's (@$1300-1500), or DMS (@$1400-1700) would better suit you. <br /><br /><br />I serioiusly considered K&W at one point and had contacted them but they never replied to me and I had two others who replied to me. <br />If your seriously looking into some coilovers I am putting together a small group buy for a testing group for these coilovers to get some feedback on them. Look in the for sale section for info.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003477.cgi
A||||3||neonturbo1995||4-bolt question.||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||10-03-2003||11:19 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I found a few 4-bolt carriers for about $100 - $150, but they are for the carrier only, no axles or axle cups.  Can I use my stock GVR4 axles & cups with an LSD center???  How much of a pain in the ass would it be to do this?||68.164.2.117||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||drew||10-03-2003||11:45 AM||||I would assume no. Most people who put in a 4 bolt put it in for the stronger axles, not for the LSD. If there was a cheap, easy way to use 4 bolt axles on a 3 bolt car, someone would've figured it out by now.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Dsmman||10-03-2003||02:08 PM||||No, you must install the 4 bolt axles and cups. Not istalling them would defeat 1/2 the purpose of the 4 bolt swap. The axles on the 4 bolt rear are much stronger than the 3 bolt.||151.197.189.168||reg||4||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||10-03-2003||08:54 PM||||If you are simply looking for a LSD rear I have a three bolt LSD from an Talon on the garage floor I can sell ya.  Was goin to install in my car but got a great deal on a four bolt.||68.76.187.134||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/003478.cgi
A||||2||V8EATER||which fuel filter?||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||10-03-2003||12:19 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||what is the best fuel filter to use?  OEM or some aftermarket "high flow" unit?  w/ and w/o AFPR and supra fuel pump.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||10-03-2003||12:23 PM||||OEM is always good...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Dsmman||10-03-2003||02:04 PM||||Yup, can't go wrong with the mitsu. filter.||151.197.189.168||reg||14||Dsmman||00002350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003479.cgi
A||||12||dsmsleeper||130% Duty Cycle?||||5||||dsmsleeper||00000483
Z||000000||dsmsleeper||10-03-2003||12:49 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||1.4 bar (19.91psi) on a b16g <br />94 octane <br />45 BFP <br />510cc injectors <br />2 counts of knock (max) <br />845* C EGT (max) <br />130% duty cycle (max)!||63.146.62.141||reg||5||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000001||Dsmman||10-03-2003||02:14 PM||||Looks like you are running out of fuel. What are you using for fuel control? I'd say turn the boost down. Say.. 15-16 PSI. What makes me wonder is why you only have 2 counts of knock?      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <br /><br />Also, when was the last time you replaced the fuel filter?<br /><br />If I were you, I'd consider rewiring the Fuel Pump and getting a 190 or 255lph pump.||151.197.189.168||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||10-03-2003||02:36 PM||||I'm using the RX-7 FD fuel pump (210 lph).  My fuel filter was replaced a few years ago.  I'm using the AFC-II for fuel management.  At this rate it looks like I may need to get the FIC 750s to keep the boost there.  I actually want to be able to comfortably run 20-22psi on 94 octane.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||10-03-2003||03:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> I'm using the RX-7 FD fuel pump (210 lph).  My fuel filter was replaced a few years ago.  I'm using the AFC-II for fuel management.  At this rate it looks like I may need to get the FIC 750s to keep the boost there.  I actually want to be able to comfortably run 20-22psi on 94 octane.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hope the S-AFC2 does more than 50% cause you will need it.  With 720's and a 2G MAS we were at -46 up to -50 in some spots with a ETA1(Mutt 1)  Not to mention when you decrease the signal that much the ECU really likes timing.  One possible reason you don�t get knock is that you have enough fuel for the mid range and start leaning up top where the motor is less likely to knock. 660's unless you're planning something big soon.||63.226.182.19||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||Dsmman||10-03-2003||03:36 PM||||No way. 750's, or even 720's are wayyyyyy <b>over kill</b> for a Big16g!!! <br /><br />You changed your filter; "A few years ago????!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <b>Change your fuel filter</b> and richen up your AFC settings. 550's or 625's is all you need. Again, you should still consider rewiring the pump.||151.197.189.168||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||10-03-2003||03:58 PM||||My fuel filter has maybe 10k miles on it since that car hasn't been my primary means of transportation for a few years.  I always run 93+ and never let it go below 1/4 tank.  <br /><br />If I'm calculating it correctly, 550s would get my DC down 8% to 128% and 650s would get me the DC down 28% which would put me at 102%.  I want to run more boost and keep my duty cycle below 90%.  <br /><br />Currently on my AFC with 510s and base fuel pressure of 43-45, I'm probably taking out no more than 10% and above 5k rpms I'm adding a little.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||10-03-2003||04:56 PM||||Yeah, 550's is plenty for a big 16G.  A rewire doesn't sound necessary for a 210lph pump.  I ran smoothly at 17-20psi on a 2G w/ big 16G, 150lph, not rewired.  EGTs were stable.<br /><br />There could be other issues, like boost leaks causing more air to be sucked in and the ECU wants to add more fuel to compensate.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||Telecaster||10-03-2003||07:06 PM||||I have the same problem, 20 psi on a Big 16G @ 20 psi.  My 550's DC were at 115%.  I don't think 720's are too big.  I think it'll be controllable as long as a MAFT/SAFC and the right fuel pressure is present.  I snapped my timing belt a week ago and when i took off the fuel rail i noticed that injector 4 was cracked around the pin hole.||67.127.52.126||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000008||Dsmman||10-03-2003||08:45 PM||||You don't think 720's are too big for a 16g?      <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon8.gif" alt=" - " /> You will never be able to pull enough fuel out. We are just talking about pump gas. Now, try tuning a 16g with 720's on <b>C16</b>. Good luck.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br />I'm running a Forced Performance Red, 720's and VPC on my Talon. And 720's is almost over kill for my set up. People think huge injectors= safe. Well, if you want to look at it that way....then sure. But, huge injectors don't= fast or easy tunability.<br /><br />Stick with 550's unless you plan on upgrading to 20g, etc... in the future.||151.204.65.136||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000009||dsmsleeper||10-03-2003||10:00 PM||||Based on my own experience and the replies that I've read (unless we all share a non-injector related issue), I think that 550s are too small for a 16g running 19+ psi on pump gas.  I was getting over 100% duty cycle with 510s when I had the 14b.  <br /><br />I'm not considering bigger injectors to be fast. I'm seeing larger injectors as a way of running 20+ psi on pump gas.  I have read that the duty cycle should not be above 90%.  I'm seeing DC of 130%.  I am concerned with safety because I don't want to take a chance at 6k+ RPMs at 20+psi with 130% DC.  I would also rather buy larger injectors (if that is the fix)than turn the boost down until I put race gas in.  <br /><br />I tried increasing the BFP enough to not need larger than 510s.  <br /><br />Dsmman: What is your DC with the Red and 720s at 20+ boost on pump gas?||65.60.143.46||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||10-03-2003||11:08 PM||||If wanting fast track times with pump gas on a 16g I think 650's would be good. On 550's I could only get around a 13.10 on pump because of high duty cycle causing timing to not be as good. On race my best was 12.7 and I think it could have been way better had the car not broke. I think the main reason my car is so much faster on race gas is because of me being able to lean it out which helps me gain a lot of timing. Of course thats good up to a point. With 660's I think my car would be almost as fast as it is on pump as it is with 550's on race gas.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||MustGoFaster||10-03-2003||11:55 PM||||720's are enough for 423whp on pump gas, at 11.0 A/F's, your 16G is not.  I seriously advise you to get 660's.  Just because it says 130% doesn�t mean a hole lot it just means that you need more than 100%.  I noticed you said you adding a little above 5k, well chances are you were already maxxed out on IDC at 0% on the AFC, so all the adding a little is doing is making you think you need bigger injectors than you do.  I have dealt with 720's and a 16G size turbo and an AFC for tuning.  What do you have for a computer?  with the injectors going static isn�t the stock ECU supposed to fuel cut?<br /><br />Anyway, here is an example 720's, 60trim, 23psi pump gas, 38psi BFP.  At 7000rpm injector were 102%.  But at 38psi 720's are only 676's.  Turned it up to 48psi BFP and told the AEM this and bam, down to 80% IDC. (injectors now 760�s)  20% IDC reduction with an increase of  84cc.||63.226.182.19||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000012||peterlsmith||10-04-2003||10:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> Based on my own experience and the replies that I've read (unless we all share a non-injector related issue), I think that 550s are too small for a 16g running 19+ psi on pump gas.  I was getting over 100% duty cycle with 510s when I had the 14b.  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same experience here - I'm running 550's with a big 16g at 19/20lbs boost, and I'm just hitting 100% duty cycle using 93/94 octane. I regret not going to 660's because I'd like to run a little more boost.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.110.202||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes



ubb/Forum2/003480.cgi
A||||1||MidEngine210||Tires||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||10-03-2003||05:03 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||Quick question: should I go with 195/50 or 205/50 for stock rims. I'm looking just for all-weather tires at the moment. <br /><br />Thanks in advance.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000002||859gvr4||10-03-2003||05:35 PM||||I just got a set of Continental Extremecontact (205/55/15) for stock wheels from Tire track.<br />They got an excellent user reviews at tire track and I paid $70/tire plus shipping.<br />They are very quite and smooth riding and have no problem with tight cornering. They are v-rated all-season tires with great traction.<br />I like them so far.<br /><br />Chung||171.66.248.66||reg||1||859gvr4||00000615||yes



ubb/Forum2/003481.cgi
A||||7||turboflanagan||7cm td05 housing||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||10-03-2003||09:41 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||What exactly is the difference in the td05,td06, and 6cm, 7cm housings?  <br /><br />Are all td05's 6cm and the td06's either 6 or 7cm? <br /><br />I would get all this stuff better if I had all the different pieces infront of me labled so I could SEE the difference.  I like pictures  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  .||64.63.213.120||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||10-03-2003||11:13 PM||||tdo5h,tdo6, and tdo6h are names of Mitsu exhaust wheels in order from smaller to larger. 6cm, 7cm, and 8cm are the different sizes of Mitsu exhaust housings. Then there's the compressor wheels....13g, 14b, 18g, 20g, etc. All sorts of different combos can be had by mixing the different wheels and housings which is what places like Forced Performance are experts at. I hope this helps a little bit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />*edit* I'm know there are more wheels and housings other than those but those are what I could come up with off the top of my head.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||10-04-2003||09:45 AM||||Very helpful, thank you.  <br /><br />Now, is the difference in the 6,7,or8cm housing just the area past the turbine wheel, or is there a diff in the turbine area too?<br /><br />The reason I ask is that I need a new exhaust housing for my 14b and am trying to figure out what would 1)fit, and 2) be the best option.  The turbo is in pretty good shape and I'm not ready to upgrade yet.<br /><br />I have an evoIII mani, o2 housing and 3" exhaust waiting for me to find an exhaust housing for this turbo.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||number3||10-04-2003||10:05 AM||||<a href="http://vfaq.com/mods/Turbo-compare.html" target="_blank">http://vfaq.com/mods/Turbo-compare.html</a> <br /><br /><a href="http://vfaq.com/mods/porting-turbo.html" target="_blank">http://vfaq.com/mods/porting-turbo.html</a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||10-04-2003||10:31 AM||||Hey!  Pictures!  That is most helpful, thanks Harry.  <br /><br />So the 7cm bolt on to the 14b's, and I'm ASSuming that spool will be a little slower with everything else being the same, right?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||10-04-2003||03:07 PM||||I had a ported 7cm on my 14b it was great for the little guy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   I got full spool (17-18 psi) at about 3000rpm.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||10-04-2003||03:21 PM||||HAhaaa, little guy.  We're gonna see how far this "little guy" will go.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||10-04-2003||03:23 PM||||I got my little guy to mid 13's w/ stock intercooler and stock pipes.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/003482.cgi
A||||18||Akidosigh1||94 Grand Am SE||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||10-03-2003||11:52 PM||||My first car. "THE GA" I loved that car. My brother let me take over payments and have it. I wanted to prove something. I wanted to prove they could be made fast. I got that car in 1999. It has a 3100 SFI(3.1L V-6) To date, i've been through 2 engines, 5 transmission and a lot of other smaller things... That car is sitting now... taking up space... I've seen a small block v-8 put into a grand am before... I'm wondering, what would it take besides a lot of $$$ to make my grand am AWD and use a 4g63?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||10-04-2003||12:31 AM||||Well, a hole new rear end setup, modifying the floor pan to accommodate the propeller shaft,  custom axles in the front, a stock dsm ecu and wiring harness, upgraded fuel pump and lines, and a hole lot more that sounds like to much work.  Have you considered a 3.8 supercharged from a GTP?||63.226.182.19||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000002||benwah||10-04-2003||12:39 AM||||WHY?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  I have worked on many Grand Ams and for what they are they are not bad, pretty easy to work on but they are not fast. The heads on a 3.1 are tiny!! If you look underneath the car it's nothing like an AWD and maybe a fwd 4G63 is possible but good luck on wiring it up! Even a supercharged 3800 is okay, heck I'm from Flint where they are built but I even know they are already close to their limit for power. The CompG Grand Prix is good for 280HP but I just don't see why some people get fired up over that stuff. Pontiacs are made to look fast and that's about it. Don't get me wrong I like them for what they are but it's like comparing apples to oranges!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.61.168.255||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||10-04-2003||01:01 AM||||if it can be made RWD with a small block, it can be made AWD with a 2.0L i'm going to talk to my brother and see what he thinks... it would be a perfect sleeper... i'm sure it runs 16s or slower.... lol but i would hope not after going into the engine... there is a lot of stuff i could do but it costs a lot... they are starting to make stuff now but its not worth it... those transmissions suck! there was a point in time when i was going to swap in a 5 speed from a 91-93 grand prix... GM told me all their V-6's have the same bolt pattern so it would've bolted up... they just won't tell u about custom stuff... they don't like being liable.. either way, FWD or AWD 4G63 in the grand am would be nice... its more of a sleeper than GVR4's.... its a domestic... and its a pontiac at that... and a pontiac with no aftermarket support... so a 500hp grand am would be nice...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||10-04-2003||09:34 AM||||That's perhaps the most stupid idea I have ever heard. Pontiac makes the lowest quality cars sold in the US, worst than Daewoo or Hyundai or any other company. That is fact not speculation. Why would anyone even want to associate such a great engine with such a piece of shit car? It just blows my mind. I know you have an emotional attachment to the car, but please don't do that. Even with a 4g63, it will still only be a Grand Am. I had a Taurus before, and I must say kind of was attached to the car, but I never lost sight that the car was a hunk of poorly assembled and engineered ford junk, and it wasn't fast. <br /><br />Please don't do it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||10-04-2003||01:35 PM||||u must not understand... i know the car is some trash... im looking at how much of a sleeper it will be...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||KingGalantVr4||10-04-2003||03:00 PM||||3800 supercharged motor bolts right in||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000007||Akidosigh1||10-04-2003||04:49 PM||||3800 weighs more and has less power options. and i don't think it bolts right into my year...<br /><br />everyone can call the idea stupid. and when its done, everyone will say: "Damn, thats a fast grand am. Nice sleeper. Nice work. good job."<br /><br />I'm sure a BMW with a 4G63 is brilliant too! right? Maybe a twin engine talon is a good idea too or a twin engine hyundai. <br /><br />Keep on hating though and watch out for that day you line up next to a grand am that sounds different from the rest. Nothing is ever a good idea until its almost done. Cause at that point, people stop thinking you are full of BS since you actually have it. <br /><br />FOR ANYONE WITH AN IDEA ON THIS BOARD:<br /><br />DON'T SHARE IT UNTIL IT IS ALMOST COMPLETE CAUSE IT IS A STUPID IDEA!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||10-04-2003||04:53 PM||||why would you even ponder such an idea? those are some sorry ass cars.even the thought of all that money going down the tubes makes me sick.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||Akidosigh1||10-04-2003||05:07 PM||||It only costs money if you don't have resources or hook-ups... like the twin engine talon for less than $15k.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||10-04-2003||06:28 PM||||Let me know when it is ready, so I can smoke the shit out of it with my VR4.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||10-04-2003||06:49 PM||||hey akido don't you have a galant of your own?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||10-04-2003||06:52 PM||||You should put all this extra money into the Galant. The Galant is already a sleeper with quality that eclipses the GrandAm by leaps....big leaps. <br /><br />The fact that people are replying means that they take you at least seriously enough to write their opinion. I think the project, if you decide to do it would run about 5K. (shakes and shivers)||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||Akidosigh1||10-04-2003||07:18 PM||||Yes I have my own gvr4. I only have 2 cars. my vr4 and my grand am. grand am is not tagged right now and has fines if i try to get it on the road. my galant is supposed to be my daily driver except it is blown up right now because i tried to make it fast. my plan was to sell the grand am and buy a talon. but i already have a grand am. i want to keep working on the galant but then again, i want to be able to drive myself to work sometimes. i would like to drive myself to class and not have to worry about getting shot on the bus. regardless, i will try my best not to race the galant anymore once i get it back. i would rather blow up a car i don't have to depend on. <br /><br />and a_santos: i'll take u up on that one....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000014||benwah||10-04-2003||07:40 PM||||Btw I have was wrong on the supercharged 3800, now it's 260HP for the COMP G instead of 240HP, I originally stated 280HP which is more than wishful thinking. My friend just bought a 2000 Grand Prix GTP over a spyder turbo, I was luck WTF. GM people are so stubborn, the discount is the only reason why people buy their cars. He was like oh man I can't mitsu parts like I can GM parts plus I get a discount since I work at the dealership. Discount, ha! Anyone on here can get a better price then him through parts.com He found the car on a trade in with 90K miles and he paid $8000 and he was like it was $4000 under blue book. Blue book is a joke anyway, the 97 spyder turbo I found was asking $6999 obo so I will kick him in the nuts next time I see him!! That's alright I will beat him down with my talon. GM folks crack me up, someday they will see the light, I HOPE!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.61.168.255||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000015||KingGalantVr4||10-04-2003||11:44 PM||||3800 is the same block as the 3100, just more displacement, so it weighs the same.  Also, anything that works on the 3100 works on the 3800.  It would be like choosing a 1.6L over a 2.0.  The GTP motor is supercharged, hence TONS of torque.  Great for daily driving.  On top of that, its very close to being the same as the 3.8 they put in the Buick GN's, though that motor was Turbo Charged.  I personally know of one guy in a lumina that started out a 3100 that swaped in the 3800 supercharged with a little bit of nitrous he is eating up 3kgt's with big 16g's.  That specific lumina runs low 11's.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000016||curtis||10-04-2003||11:57 PM||||if you want to do an AWD, do it but if your going to do it go all out.  Find a syclone donar and do a 4.3 with a t4 garrett.  I have a friend here in town that put a Jetta VR6 in a old VW rabbit pick-up with a T3/T4 hybrid. The truck right now is just fwd but over the winter is going to find the AWD parts and go crazy.  The truck spins through 2nd and run 7 sec eights at 94 mph. With an awd it will be a low 7 high 6 sec truck at around 100 because with the awd he's going with a 100 shot of juice, and 4 slicks instead of 2.  The best part is that its a daily driver and he's only running 12 pounds of boost.||67.25.35.157||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000017||turbogalant||10-05-2003||02:10 AM||||Why put a 4g63 in it if you want it to be fast work with the 3.1L or a 3.8L. I have a 89 lesabre 3.8 with 10.5:1 compression custom je pistons, plasma moly rings, c5 injectors, heavely ported heads, k&n in stock airbox, tci torque converter, jet-hott coated stock manifolds, high flow cat and flowmaster 2 chamber muffler, and cut springs. My brother built it as his senior project in collage it get 25 mpg and beats a stock 5.0L mustang. Why try a project that you are just going to get tired of half way through when everything you are doing is custom and going to require a BFH (big fucking hammer). You should REALLY concider that last line alot. Almost everything will be custom like intercooler piping, exhaust, engine and trons mounting is going to ba a whore gm uses two trans mounts and 2 motor mounts on the bottom of the motor, mitsu uses 3 motor mounts and one trans mount 2 of which are lower 1 motor mount is on top along with the trans mount, Fuel shouldn't be a big deal putting a irs rearend in it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  how do you even plan to mount the diff and make the (custom of course) axles work especially with a gas tank not meant for a rear end?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Your exhaust will have to fit in some where in the car after you likly will have to relocate the gas tank. Hope you an electronic engineer to make the semi custom wiring for the ecu since you WILL have to extend it to fit. Adapt the insterment cluster to read the correct the speed and rest of the gauge sence they use differnt resistance sensors. Or yous all aftermarket gauges. I'm guessing you will have to convert it to manual which will be fun since I know of no grand ams that are stick so a clutch pedal and shift cables and clutch master are going to be diffecult to make fit to put it nicely, cross your fingers that the don't hit anything in the car. Hope your good at measuring custom axles since one will have to fit the gm splines and one side will have to fit the mitsu trans.If your off even a little you will be breaking axles left and right. That's all I can think of at the moment but I'm sure there is more. I just hope you are a better fabricator than even Jessie James. And have a Bill Gates bank account. In other words DON'T TRY THIS AT HOME KIDS  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . Screw aftermarket support if you love it so much get a 3.8 with or without a supercharger, custom pistons and exhaust, bigger fuel pump, port the hell out of the heads, heads are the key to power and other supporting stuff. Or there was a 4g63 AWD mirage on ebay now there is a sleeper.||65.177.233.75||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000018||Akidosigh1||10-05-2003||12:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> 3800 is the same block as the 3100, just more displacement, so it weighs the same.  Also, anything that works on the 3100 works on the 3800.  It would be like choosing a 1.6L over a 2.0.  The GTP motor is supercharged, hence TONS of torque.  Great for daily driving.  On top of that, its very close to being the same as the 3.8 they put in the Buick GN's, though that motor was Turbo Charged.  I personally know of one guy in a lumina that started out a 3100 that swaped in the 3800 supercharged with a little bit of nitrous he is eating up 3kgt's with big 16g's.  That specific lumina runs low 11's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">do you have a link to that lumina? i thought the 3400 was the same block as the 3100. wasn't aware that they all were the same.<br /><br />There was a 5 speed option for grand ams as well. in my year at least. it came with the 2.3 or 2.4 i believe. whatever i do will be custom. They don't make anything for grand ams. it will be custom work for the 3100 or custom work swapping in a 4g63. either way its a lot of money. i assume none of you have ever seen a grand am that was RWD before.... i have seen some that had small blocks in them and were RWD. It can be done. I've seen RWD focus's before too. you all just like to doubt people. its all good. no need to reply anymore. i'll let u know when its finished||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
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A||||4||Dan D||Door lock/ETACS||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||10-04-2003||10:37 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||You know how when the car is running, the doors won't lock?  Does anyone know a way to disable that function.  I can't see anything obvious from the diagrams in the manual.  Is it a function internal to the etacs unit's micro?  I'd like to be able to lock the car with it running.<br /><br />If anyone knows (perhaps from alarm installs?) how to make that happen, let me know.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||10-04-2003||10:46 PM||||I've only noticed it doing that with the key in the ignition. When the timers going and the key is out it will let you lock the doors. I'd check for some type of interlock switch from there.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||10-05-2003||01:05 AM||||I've only noticed it when the key is in the off position, that it won't let you lock the doors.  Mine will lock if it is running.  For the past year after a good rain they will lock all by themselves and I can hear a relay clicking, but can't seem to figure it out.  I just pull the fuse for a few days and it goes back to normal.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||DynStatic||10-05-2003||01:17 AM||||They wont lock if the door is open. So just disable the door switch. Your dome light wont ever come on unless you do your own switch for that.||68.57.53.175||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||10-06-2003||12:28 AM||||I dont have a problem with locking the doors while Im driving, I do it all the time.<br /><br />Is that not normal ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
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A||||4||gbone_pmc||trrrrrrrr...from inside of my vr4 head||||9||||gbone-pmc||00002412
Z||000000||gbone_pmc||10-05-2003||06:54 AM||vr4orion@yahoo.com||during start my car in da mornin or anytime,it got quite loud sound "trrrrrrr...."come from my engine head.<br />i suspect it is my tappet sound.is it correct?or mayby some frens got any idea what sound it is?i'm afraid it is piston ring.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||219.92.167.1||reg||9||gbone-pmc||00002412||yes
Z||000001||fast_gvr4||10-05-2003||09:58 AM||||could be engine bearings. Does it sound for 1 or 2 second then goes away?||172.147.89.85||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000002||gbone_pmc||10-07-2003||10:46 AM||||it happens everytime after 1 mins the engine idling and it continuously.so,my engine timing also become quite high(around 1800 to 2000rpm) and of course my neighbours also tension with me...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||219.92.167.3||reg||1||gbone-pmc||00002412||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||10-07-2003||01:38 PM||||are you sure its a trrrrr. or is it a bangdity bang bang.....bang.................bang.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||131.193.15.117||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||10-07-2003||07:15 PM||||It sound it could be you lifters which are notorious to make noise in our cars. Unless your car smokes I would have to say that you rings are fine. Not to scare you but mine started making bad noises it was the rod bearing was down to the copper and flaking off the weirdest thing I have ever seen. I still have the oil bearing I should post a pic. I wouldn't beleive it could even happen until I saw it.  Which causes low oil pressure so it was making noise. A rebuilt 9:1 short block seemed to cure it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.184.72.14||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
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A||||7||SSS-610||Can you fellas help?||||1||||SSS-610||00002413
Z||000000||SSS-610||10-05-2003||10:27 AM||||Howdy all. I'm in Aus and want to buy a VR4 soon. I've been looking all over the net for something I really like, and I've found it (from a site i found a link to from here i think). Not the best quality pic, but please help.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jap_gvr4_6.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />What would I have to do to make a stock VR4 look like this? Are there any gurus that can tell me what make and model of the parts this car has (exterior obviously..)? I.e. bonnet vents.. where do I get them from?<br /><br />I have trouble picking out whats stock and what isnt.. are the front and rear bumpers stock? the lights look different.. what about the rear wing?<br /><br />sorry about the long post.. hope you can help me get my dream car!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />cheers, jase||202.174.32.59||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||no
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||10-05-2003||11:46 AM||||Aside from the wheels, that looks like a Aus spec VR-4 from the outside.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000002||SSS-610||10-05-2003||12:21 PM||||looking at the australian dealer brochures at mofugas.com, the front bar must be aftermarket if it's an aus spec one..||202.174.32.59||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes
Z||000003||SSS-610||10-05-2003||12:38 PM||||actually, i just realised theres another pic of one with the same front bar..<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jap_gvr4_5.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />maybe it's a stock jap one? any help would be great...||202.174.32.59||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes
Z||000004||RESON8||10-05-2003||01:16 PM||||I had the front half of one that looked identical to the one in your first pic, except the bonnent vents i think that one is a rs spec bonnet.<br /><br />The one i had was a late model japspec vr4 (90-91 i think)||203.109.249.136||reg||1||RESON8||00001980||yes
Z||000005||drew||10-05-2003||04:43 PM||||The wheels look like Racing Seneca rims, and the rest of the exterior is stock JDM<br /><br />My understanding is that the US and AU GVR4s <br />looked identical with the big bumpers. Obvious <br />exterior differences with the JDM ones would be:<br /><br />hood (with vents)<br />front/rear bumper covers<br />foglights<br />corner lights<br />fender top lights<br />headlights<br /><br />That's about it.<br /><br />Drew||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||cevic||10-05-2003||07:27 PM||||It is the Stock JDM VR-4 RS model. both the hood and bumper are stock. I have seen the bumper on ebay couple times before. However, it will require modification on US-spec to put the JDM bumper on it.||129.237.117.121||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000007||SSS-610||10-05-2003||10:17 PM||||thanks guys, thats a huge help!||202.174.32.58||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes



ubb/Forum2/003486.cgi
A||||4||Clay||I/C Piping Help||||1||||Clay||00001911
Z||000000||Clay||10-05-2003||12:28 PM||clay55555@tampabay.rr.com||What should I do for Intercooler Piping?<br /><br />do you guys use 1g dsm piping and make it fit? or does a company sell gvr4 piping, i saw the RRE piping but it doesnt look like some of the piping i see on these other cars<br /><br /><br />so you guys with big ass fmic's what did you do for IC Piping||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||10-05-2003||02:15 PM||||I should be getting my fmic with piping in a couple days from DSMotorsports. (www.diamondstarmotorsports.com)<br /><br />It is supposed to use the stock routing but due to its size you need to relocate the battery or mount a smaller battery sideways or further forward.<br /><br />I'll be posting pics eventually...if I can ever get a free weekend to do the install.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||1420mark||10-05-2003||03:01 PM||||tell us on your battery choice , and the source for these smaller  ones . I hate to have to put it in the trunk , even if the fuel pump rewiring is made easier.<br />  If I knew a source of powder coating  I  am thinking of a jc whitney pipe section welding experience .fmic    intake    exhaust  incl o2 housing . we can buy necassary flanges to mate to whatever -  take a week vacation and go for it .  all I need is a fmic I am happy with - keep looking at all sorts of em from other cars ...||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000003||Clay||10-05-2003||04:08 PM||||so what kinda piping did you order, i have no problem moving the battery||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||10-05-2003||07:30 PM||||i made my own pipe routing using 2.5' mandrel bends. i have a spearco 2-221 core with top-bottom tanks so my ic piping all goes toward the passenger side similarly to a 1g DSM RRE/spearco setup.||65.227.204.204||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
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A||||6||gvr4tunr||flashing lights?||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||10-05-2003||12:46 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||i got a new eprom from jeff, and ever since my lights randomly start blinking...this happens every other day or so when i unlock the car and open the door...i have to disconnect the battery. no alarm goes off or anything like that, just my lights blink...but they never turn off. any ideas? is there a fuse that if pulled  will prevent this?||12.107.200.126||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-05-2003||03:17 PM||||Head lights? Dome lights? Door lights?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-05-2003||03:45 PM||||I've looked at the electrical system in detail tring to hunt down a short once.<br /><br />It seems to be all mechanical.  I never saw anything to tie the electrical wires and switches for the lights to the ECU.<br /><br />If the ECU was all you did, make sure the ground wire is bolted down tight.  You might have a ground jumping some place.  If you added anything or changed the wireing setup in anyway.  Check your gound.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||10-05-2003||04:48 PM||||It sounds like your factory alarm.  Have you tried locking and unlocking the each door using your key?  It has happened to me when I lock the door using the knob inside and then open the door with the key on the driver's side.  If I unlock the door from the passenger's side, it will disarm the alarm.||65.60.143.46||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||gvr4tunr||10-05-2003||07:28 PM||||the passenger side trick worked...i just wish it didn't happen. it seems to only happen when i unlock the car, and then open the a rear door...btw, the headlights flash. anyone know how to permanently disable it?||12.107.200.125||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000005||RTS182G-VR4||10-05-2003||08:37 PM||||dont know how to disable it, but it happens to me.  when i leave the windows down and lock the door (habit to lock em), then unlock it from the inside with the plunger things, it goes off.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000006||91GVR4||10-06-2003||12:41 AM||||Sounds like the stock alarm system. You can lock the doors from inside or out side, just remember to unlock them from the out side. Or (as in my case) one of the switches inside the door go bad, then you will have to use the other door. I think the horn should sound too, but mine doesn't. My talon horn would sound too. Kind of cool so prank unsuspecting kids with. Just roll down the windows, open the door, lock it and walk away. When a local brat gets interested just watch when they reach thru the open window to unlock the door  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  . Great summer time fun, use to do it with my Talon on a busy city street. Oh, and if you want to get rid of it I think there is a link for that on <a href="http://www.vfaq.com." target="_blank">www.vfaq.com.</a>||12.64.48.96||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
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A||||5||coop||H2O &amp; oil mix||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||10-05-2003||08:23 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I have h2o and oil in the radiator. I do not have it in the motor oil I.E. dipstick.  what the yuck||198.81.26.80||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||RTS182G-VR4||10-05-2003||08:34 PM||||head gasket or oil cooler.  check compression, Aand if its not that its most likely your oil cooler (its water cooled i believe).  hope that helps.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||10-05-2003||09:27 PM||||Yep, sounds like the oil cooler. They're notorious for sucking... And the oil is under more pressure (hence why you don't have h2o in the oil)||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||vinster02||10-05-2003||09:30 PM||||Okay, so were is the oil cooler located? sorry for the noob. question. i'm just not familiar yet. Also is this a part that is prone to fail? What should I expect to pay for the parts?||67.164.19.46||reg||1||vinster02||00002263||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||10-05-2003||09:40 PM||||It's actually behind your oil filter. Most often happens by tightening the Oil filter down too hard - and yes, it's prone to failure. Best bet: Get an air/oil cooler (from a '90 TEL?)and get rid of the junk stocker.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000005||vinster02||10-05-2003||10:32 PM||||What will my shopping list include. i belive there are a few at my local pick n pull. Ps thanks for helping out...  I'm sure I'll need your help agian.||67.164.19.46||reg||1||vinster02||00002263||yes



ubb/Forum2/003489.cgi
A||N||35||tonydav||Laaaagy PTE 61-1||||1||||tonydav||00001599
Z||000000||tonydav||10-05-2003||10:24 PM||||I've recently had a PTE 61-1 installed on my Galant with the following mods:<br /><br />Evo III manifold<br />2.5" turbo back mandrel bend exhaust<br />Walbro 255 fuel pump<br />VR4 JS intercooler<br />Manual boost "controller"<br />Reprogrammed ECU<br />K&N Filter<br /><br />The turbo is running about 15-17psi but only after about 6000rpm.  Boosts (in 2nd) starts at about 2500rpm, 4psi at 3000rpm, 8psi and then psycho from 4000rpm.  Getting some minor fuel cut at about 6500rpm if I keep it floored.<br /><br />Also, strangely enough in first gear boost never gets above 7psi making it very very slow off the mark.  <br /><br />Once the boost kicks in it's a very nice progressive kick and would be great if it started at 3000 rather than 4000rpm.<br /><br />I've had new injectors on the drawing board (probably 550) and a new ECU.  However I'm concerned about the lag (and 1st gear) and how best to fix it.<br /><br />Suggestions have been:<br /><br />3" exhaust<br />port the manifold<br />larger intercooler pipes<br />new injectors<br />electronic boost controller<br />full ecu<br /><br />If I had $10-$15K (aust) I'd do everything just for the hell.  Unfortunately this isn't case and I'd really like to have a feel that what I'm going to do will fix the problem - without wasting money.<br /><br />tony||202.154.114.252||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||10-05-2003||10:32 PM||||it seems to be a lot of boost without inj.....and when you get the injectors you shold think about a piggy-back like the safc <br /><br />a fuel pressure regulator might be necassary with the "whineboro" 255<br /><br />3" exhaust would definitly help....and a gutted o2 housing if not already<br /><br />also it might be a good idea to raise the compression to help spool<br /><br />I'll let others chime in....<br /><br />Good luck||68.232.9.104||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||10-05-2003||10:55 PM||||if you had larger intercooler pipes, that would mean you have more area to fill up. if i'm not wrong, that would mean it would take longer to get boost...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||Ash||10-05-2003||11:15 PM||||Its a bloody big turbo, roughly twice the flow cabability of the 14b, hence it takes more gas to spool it up. It is quite normal to not hit full boost even with smaller turbo's in first gear so its normal.  You really need to get rid of the 2.5" exhaust.  Possibly if you make a seperate dump and vent the wastegate side to atmosphere it may help and let you keep the 2.5" for longer.||203.221.152.161||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||Triple G||10-05-2003||11:32 PM||||A ITC would help spool it up also. I would add a bunch of timing down low with mine to get my 60trim stage 3 .82 a/r spooled up. I droped 500rpms off my spool up just by playing with timing.||24.170.155.125||reg||1||Triple G||00002518||yes
Z||000005||tonydav||10-05-2003||11:35 PM||||I know I'm being thick (it still feels early after a big grand final night) but what's an "ITC"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />tony||202.154.114.252||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
Z||000006||4drwhore||10-05-2003||11:38 PM||||Larger cams, intake manifold, intercooler piping and injectors will make the world of a difference.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000007||Ash||10-05-2003||11:42 PM||||Apexi ITC, Ignition Timing Controller???<br /><br />Dear as hell over here in Aust, maybe a Microtech and big injectors would be best for you.  Or the Unichip as it alters advance too.||203.221.152.161||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||curtis||10-05-2003||11:57 PM||||Mine had the same problem stage 3 .63 turbine to4b V1 compressor .  I went with a home built 3 1/2 downpipe and full three inch exhaust and things got a lot better then I went with 2 1/2 ic pipes and then it got even better but you need to get the fuel system addressed first.  Mines at full spool buy about 4800 now.         <br />Triple G how much initial timing are you running.||67.25.32.200||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||Triple G||10-05-2003||11:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by tonydav:<br /><strong> I know I'm being thick (it still feels early after a big grand final night) but what's an "ITC"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />tony </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One on ebay w/ pictures and a good discription<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2435355134&category=33691" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2435355134&category=33691</a>||24.170.155.125||reg||1||Triple G||00002518||yes
Z||000010||Bigfoot200200||10-06-2003||02:03 AM||||Is it a 60-1 turbo or the SC61, which is PTE's big 56 trim GT wheel. The GT wheels are are less efficient than standard wheels until you get around 25lb's boost. Turn the boost up, or get a standard wheel turbo. And third gear is the one everyone uses to compare turbo spool.<br /><br />Add the GM-MAF to the list of mods which will help spool, supposed to cut 400rpm or more.||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000011||tonydav||10-06-2003||02:37 AM||||Difficult for me to work out, but from looking at the specs: "61mm inducer and 82mm exducer" this appears to match up with the SC61.  Strange as it's not listed on Precision's site in the Mitsubishi T3/T4 section.<br /><br />Assuming it is a SC61, if I increase the boost aren't I likely to have even more problems with fuel cut?<br /><br />tony||202.154.114.252||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
Z||000012||Triple G||10-06-2003||03:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by tonydav:<br /><strong> Difficult for me to work out, but from looking at the specs: "61mm inducer and 82mm exducer" this appears to match up with the SC61.  Strange as it's not listed on Precision's site in the Mitsubishi T3/T4 section.<br /><br />Assuming it is a SC61, if I increase the boost aren't I likely to have even more problems with fuel cut?<br /><br />tony </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a fully hacked mas w/ 3in mandrel intake pipe for sale.You will not get fuel cut with this mas. I ran 28psi(60 trim stage 3 .82 a/r) and nitrous with it and it will not hit fuel cut.It has a flapper in it so it will idle fine. My car idled at 750-800 with it.<br />Will take $150 for both pieces.||24.170.155.125||reg||1||Triple G||00002518||yes
Z||000013||TurboVR4dr||10-06-2003||09:30 AM||||To me it sounds like the turbo is working the way it is designed.  That is a big turbo it is going to spool slow.  If you don't have the other supporting mods to go with it it's even worse.<br /><br />Maybe you should get a smaller turbo.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000014||a_santos||10-06-2003||10:55 AM||||Start by porting the manifold, turbo compressor and exhaust housing, and o2 housing. Add 3" exhaust to that equation. Also get a intake pipe that is less restrictive, or maybe a MAF translator. The should dramatically decrease your spool up time. You will need bigger injectors with that massive turbo. If an engine rebuild is in the near future, raise compression.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000015||1quickvr4||10-06-2003||07:06 PM||||Sell it and put a smaller one on there. You dont even have a real intercooler or setup for that matter. Thats a 600+hp turbo on a car thats barley setup for 300.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000016||tonydav||10-06-2003||10:42 PM||||Well selling it would be one way of fixing the problem. Another way is to work out what needs to be done and do that - which is what this thread is all about.<br /><br />tony||202.154.114.252||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
Z||000017||Triple G||10-06-2003||10:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by tonydav:<br /><strong> Well selling it would be one way of fixing the problem. Another way is to work out what needs to be done and do that - which is what this thread is all about.<br /><br />tony </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Then you need to start spending some money.||24.170.155.125||reg||1||Triple G||00002518||yes
Z||000018||tonydav||10-06-2003||10:55 PM||||Realise that.  But there's a difference between wasting and spending.  What I'm getting at is there's a lot of different opinions on what should be done.  Some are obviously right and will make a good deal of difference, OTOH some will make only a small or no difference and are hence what I would call a waste of money.  That's what I'm trying to find out.<br /><br />tony||202.154.114.252||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
Z||000019||TurboVR4dr||10-06-2003||11:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by tonydav:<br /><strong> some will make only a small or no difference and are hence what I would call a waste of money.  That's what I'm trying to find out.<br /><br />tony </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So you bought a turbo and installed it on the car without researching the supporting mods.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000020||tonydav||10-06-2003||11:16 PM||||Well actually did a lot of research but was given some incorrect info.  There's also not a lot out there about PTE turbos (try searching on this forum). Now I'm left with the consequences and need to correct the situation - hence I'm doing more research.<br /><br />tony||202.154.114.252||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
Z||000021||Triple G||10-06-2003||11:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by tonydav:<br /><strong> Realise that.  But there's a difference between wasting and spending.  What I'm getting at is there's a lot of different opinions on what should be done.  Some are obviously right and will make a good deal of difference, OTOH some will make only a small or no difference and are hence what I would call a waste of money.  That's what I'm trying to find out.<br /><br />tony </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have two parts that would both make a difference in spoolup and over all performance of the car and both are fairly inexpensive.<br />1. Apexi ITC $175<br /><a href="http://www.alamomotorsports.com/products.html?http://www.alamomotorsports.com/apexi/sitc.html" target="_blank">http://www.alamomotorsports.com/products.html?http://www.alamomotorsports.com/apexi/sitc.html</a><br />The other is a blaha style mas but better with a 3in mandrel intake pipe $150.||24.170.155.125||reg||1||Triple G||00002518||yes
Z||000022||TurboVR4dr||10-07-2003||12:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by tonydav:<br /><strong>   There's also not a lot out there about PTE turbos (try searching on this forum). <br /><br />tony </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So you bought a turbo you knew little about.  What was the incorrect info you were given?  That turbo is always going to be laggy compared to the average turbo you see on these cars.  What goal do you have in mind for your car to buy a turbo this big.  <br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000023||tonydav||10-07-2003||12:15 AM||||Scott, why have you got a bug up your butt about this?  Why I bought the turbo is my business.  As I've said before I'm not whining about the turbo but looking to fix it if possible and live with it if it's not possible. Although from the suggestions I've had from those trying to help (as against those telling me I'm a dickhead for buying the wrong turbo) I think I will be able to make it less laggy.  I've also spoken to at least 3 other people with the same turbo who don't find it laggy so I do believe it can be done.<br /><br />tony||202.154.114.252||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
Z||000024||tonydav||10-07-2003||12:19 AM||||Tom, the Apexi sounds of worth, but as I'm located in Australia I don't think I'll be able to buy it off you.<br /><br />I don't really understand what the blaha style mas is.  Is there anything explaining it somewhere I can access.<br /><br />Also, as part of my upgrade plans I'm intending to install either an ECU or piggyback unit to control the fuel, timing and boost as I know I need to increase the size of the injectors.<br /><br />tony||202.154.114.252||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
Z||000025||Triple G||10-07-2003||12:26 AM||||This is a basic hack. mine goes a bit further but it will give you a idea<br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/MAFhack.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/MAFhack.html</a><br />You beeing in australia is cool i might be able to use you to help me find some parts for a right hand drive convertion. I would love to get over there some day and do some surfing.||24.170.155.125||reg||1||Triple G||00002518||yes
Z||000026||jonvr4||10-07-2003||12:28 AM||||tony i sent you a pm.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000027||tonydav||10-07-2003||01:53 AM||||Tom,<br /><br />Would be happy to help with parts for you, and if I can't there's guys on the Australian VR4 site who are helpful (http://hrdwrbob.net/clubvr4/index.php).<br /><br />I'm checking into the info you sent on hacking the MAF.  Seem to remember reading this some time ago as well when I first started modding the car.<br /><br />Must be something about the name "Tom" and surfing (you're not one of the surfing world champion Tom's are you   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />tony||202.154.114.252||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
Z||000028||Bigfoot200200||10-07-2003||04:41 AM||||With the right mods I'll bet you can get that thing to hit full spool in the low 4000's. The boost onset is low so it can still be a decent street turbo. I hear your gas is cheap in OZ, what octane rating can you get? Run the best, and consider water and/or alchohol injection, it should allow you to run a few more lb. boost. If you can mod the car enough to run 23lb. boost or better, you will be tough to beat. <br /><br />Oh, and you guys drive on the wrong side of the road.||64.233.107.49||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000029||bazeng||10-07-2003||04:46 AM||||hahaha<br /><br />we get 98 octane here..<br />so its pretty good......||203.166.63.222||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000030||Ash||10-07-2003||06:31 AM||||Um, that stuff is 98<i>RON</i> Baz, the US use Octane rating which is the average of RON and MON, MON is usually 10-15 points lower than RON, out 98RON brews are about 93 Octane.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.221.152.213||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000031||My_GVR_4||11-19-2003||11:30 PM||||If I were you... Turn your 2.0 into a 2.3 stroker.  This will help out a lot with your turbo spooling times.  It will/should increase turbo spool about 500rpms from 4,000 rpms to 3,500.  This will cost you about $1,500 USD, but it is well worth it.  Also, you should purchase 700cc+ sized injectors, a 3" - 3.5" GM MAS with MAFT translator (allows a TON of flow compared to the 2G hacked mas).  3" - 3.5" turbo back exhaust with O2 eliminator.  No need to purchase an electrical boost controller, waste of $$ and you could put that $$ towards something you really need.  FMIC or water cool your $hit.<br /><br />I hope this helps out somewhat.. if someone has already posted this information, sorry for the repeat.<br /><br />Take care and good luck Tonydav!<br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br />= UNITED STATES =||68.78.109.221||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000032||Bigfoot200200||11-20-2003||03:22 AM||||Well since Rory has revived this, I found another 4-600RPM drop. It's built by one of the top DSM guy's and the designer of the pistons used in the hybrid 2.4 motors. Never heard of one cracking. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dnperformance.com/eclipse.html" target="_blank">http://www.dnperformance.com/eclipse.html</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=84946" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=84946</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=64161&perpage=25&pagenumber=1" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=64161&perpage=25&pagenumber=1</a> <br /><br />Dude, it's F-ing cold here right now.||64.233.106.101||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000033||theymightbegalants||11-20-2003||03:36 AM||||Hey, good info, thanks Bigfoot.<br /><br />And yes, yes it is.  The wind blew a bunch of shit on the roof, so had to go clean out the gutters...  Kee-rist, I thought my fingers were going to fall off, kept dipping 'em into snow meltoff... crazy cold.||69.59.219.234||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000034||GrocMax||11-20-2003||11:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> . The GT wheels are are less efficient than standard wheels until you get around 25lb's boost.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ummmm.......not true at all.||209.151.102.71||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000035||KenGVR4||11-20-2003||02:32 PM||||Portland... cold?  You guys are wimps!<br />I'm looking forward to the tropical Oregon climate when I move down there next summer.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes



ubb/Forum2/003490.cgi
A||||2||chadhayashi||photo uploading||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||10-05-2003||10:48 PM||||I sent some pics to Hertz's site so I could upload them. I cannot retrieve them. What do I do?||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||10-09-2003||12:43 AM||||anyone?||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||10-09-2003||12:48 AM||||hey chad all you have to do is go to <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp</a> then it'll upload, wait a second and then it'll preview the image. copy what the image says on the bottom and past it in the message box on this site.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum2/003491.cgi
A||||4||mikbruce||Tranny Differences?||||1||||mikbruce||00001168
Z||000000||mikbruce||10-05-2003||11:28 PM||mikbruce@adelphia.net||The tranny number for almost all the VR4's is W5M33-2-NQBK.  However, near the end of production in May of 1992, Mitsubishi changed to W5M33-2-NQBM, and this tranny is in a very few of the total of the 3000 built.<br />Does anyone know what the differences are between these 2 p/n's, and which is the better tranny?<br /><br />Kim Kral - 234/1000 & 851/1000 - greys||24.55.98.72||reg||1||mikbruce||00001168||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||10-06-2003||12:24 AM||||The tranny built later may have double synchro 2nd gear from the factory. I beleive the 2g trannies do and some early trannies have a similar feature. I dont know the years exactly, but that would be my guess. another possibility is that there is nothing different internally. Call up the service department or parts dept. and ask them about it and let us know if you get anywhere with that.<br /><br />I just found this in a text I have (compiled from info on here):<br /><br />"US spec GVR4 to 4/92 -> w5m332nqbk<br />US spec GVR4 5/92 and up -> w5m332nqbm"<br /><br />I think you just stated this, but my info verifies it.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-06-2003||01:59 AM||||Perhaps it has to do with the transmission being paired to either a 22 or 23 spline transfer case?||69.59.219.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||10-06-2003||12:18 PM||||My spare that I'm sending to TRE this week is an NQBM, and it IS 23 spline.||65.81.1.90||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Triple G||10-06-2003||03:03 PM||||The 93-94  eclipse trannies have the smaller 3-4 shift rails. The build date of the later GVR4 tranny could have those same smaller shift rails.||24.170.155.125||reg||1||Triple G||00002518||yes



ubb/Forum2/003492.cgi
A||||7||mikbruce||Knock Sensor||||1||||mikbruce||00001168
Z||000000||mikbruce||10-05-2003||11:51 PM||mikbruce@adelphia.net||I'm hoping someone has had a similar experience, and can tell me if the direction I'm planning makes sense . . .<br />The check engine light comes on after anywhere from 20 seconds to 2 minutes after I start the engines (is not on next time engine starts). The code in the ECU is for the knock sensor. I assume the knock sensor is a high impedence microphone, because you can't measure it with an ohm meter. Therefore, the computer can't look for it based on resistance, so it must be looking for a certain amount of AC noise coming out of it to verify its presence. If there is no noise, the ECU assumes it's broke, and lights the light.<br />I hooked up another knock sensor (did not bolt it to the block), but got the same condition.<br />I've replaced the cap's in the ECU, and sub'd in another known good ECU - same condition.<br /><br />The only thing I can think of that is left is a break somewhere in the harness or connectors. <br />Any ideas?   Thanks!!<br />Kim Kral - mikbruce@adelphia.net<br />234/1000  & 851/1000||24.55.98.72||reg||1||mikbruce||00001168||yes
Z||000001||Invader||10-06-2003||04:11 AM||||The knock sensor has to be grounded to complete the circuit.  If you want to make it deaf, bolt it to the firewall somewhere (not exactly recommended).||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||10-06-2003||12:16 PM||||I don't think the knock sensor is high impedance. You should be able to read it with an ohmmeter. You may have a broken wire in the harness??||65.81.1.90||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||mikbruce||10-11-2003||11:07 PM||||I measured 2 sensors that are probably good. The meter I used measures over 200 megohms. Between the 2 terminals I measured infinity. I got infinity from 1 terminal to ground. The other terminal to ground measured 580K ohms on both units.||24.55.98.72||reg||1||mikbruce||00001168||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||10-13-2003||10:36 AM||||Good information, so it is high impedance. Do you read that same 580K in at the ECU harness?||68.158.112.214||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||mikbruce||10-16-2003||12:20 AM||||I haven't had the time to trace & measure the harness, but I don't think that is the problem. I've been driving the car, and analyzing the behavior. <br /><br />If I start the car at anytime, warm or cold, the check engine light goes right off like normal. If I just let it sit & idle, it takes about 1 minute for the light to come on, and the ECU code is the knock sensor. However, if I start the engine, & I start driving it right away, the light doesn't come on for awhile. I believe this means the ECU is looking for a minimum noise level from the knock sensor at all times when the engine is running.  If it does not "hear" noise, it assumes the knock sensor is broke (which it probably is - i.e. - microphone with decreased sensitivity). This also means that hooking a good knock sensor to the harness without screwing it into the engine block would react the same (no noise - unless you keep tapping it against something). I'm going to try to change it out this weekend.||24.53.94.188||reg||1||mikbruce||00001168||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||10-16-2003||01:38 AM||||Hey there, just popped in on this thread.  Was reading another thread somewhere else (nabr maybe) and a little tidbit stuck in my head.  Someone said that of all the wires in the harness, only 2 or 3 are shielded.  One's the O2, forget what the other possible one is, and the other is, you guessed it, the knock sensor.  So it could be that this shielding in your harness is bad, letting in outside electrical noise that the ecu either can't recognize, or sees as incredible and improbable knock.<br /><br />Ok, so I'm done reporting what little I know on the subject, but it might be worth checking out your harness condition.  Good luck.||69.59.219.153||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||mikbruce||10-16-2003||08:16 AM||||Good point.  It makes sense.  I'll make some measurements this weekend.<br /><br />Thanks for your input, Jon!!<br /><br />Kim K.<br /><br />2 Grey's||24.53.94.188||reg||1||mikbruce||00001168||yes



ubb/Forum2/003493.cgi
A||||19||mromik||How to determine if I have rear LSD ?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||10-06-2003||02:13 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||I have 4 bolt rear end on my Monte Carlo Vr-4||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||10-06-2003||02:20 AM||||just look at the cups. it is at the end of the axle where it connects to the hub.<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1502" alt=" - " /><br />there will be four bolts holding the cup in place.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||10-06-2003||02:22 AM||||Most cars that come from the factory with LSD....(rare in a gvr4 but I guess the monte carlo edition had it) have a little orange warning sticker in the drivers door jamb noting the fact that the car has LSD. Also...I think if you jack up the back of the car and spin one tire the other should spin the same direction. If non LSD it would spin the opposite direction.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||mromik||10-08-2003||12:15 AM||||My car has orange label.<br />Thanks.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||10-08-2003||12:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> My car has orange label.<br />Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.232.9.215||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||10-08-2003||12:43 AM||||Whats this about a monte carlo vr4? How many actual different types of vr4's are out there?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||10-09-2003||09:05 PM||||monte carlo is basically an EVO zero..<br />they came with the 16g.. 510cc inj.. 4bolt rear.. sun roof.. bonnet air vents.. 070 exhuast housing.. ummmm.. manifold etc etc.. <br /><br />basically all the parts an evo 1 would have.. since the evo adopted the vr4's engine.. <br /><br />its named monte carlo coz the vr4 won the rally at monte carlo (1st jap car to win a rally/race against euro's) wooohooo!||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||10-09-2003||11:55 PM||||The main difference between the Monte Carlo and other GVR4's is the drivetrain, which is significantly different.  They came with the upgraded, beefier 4 bolt rearend, complete with lsd.  They also had a much beefier transmission, with even closer gear ratios.  I don't know what the final drive was.  The icing on the cake, however, is their different torque split.  The Monte Carlo rally is nearly all on paved roads, so there is less chance of wheel slippage, hence it's harder on the drivetrain and also harder to rotate the car.  The Monte Carlo sends 65% of it's torque to the rear wheels, and only 35% to the front, compared to our stock 50/50 split.  The entire drivetrain is beefier than ours.<br /><br />IMHO, the Monte Carlo is the crown jewel of GVR4dom.  Also, some GVR4's (none in the us) came with an ultra rare factory front lsd.  I would not be surprised if this was included on the Monte Carlo.||69.59.219.214||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||10-10-2003||12:14 AM||||does anyone have the monte carlo tranny part number? i am going to be needing a tranny soon and this would make a nice addition to my set up. i have a friend who's engine supplier is going to japan next month and he may be able to find me one. but first i need a part #.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||i hate fall||10-10-2003||01:24 AM||||is the monte carlo vr4 different fromt he rs or is that the same thing? (some one sold one of those on ebay not that long ago.....3 month) but it was 1600 to shipp it still needed to be titled... unless it's RI where a car 10 years or older doesn't need one!||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000010||i hate fall||10-10-2003||01:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> does anyone have the monte carlo tranny part number? i am going to be needing a tranny soon and this would make a nice addition to my set up. i have a friend who's engine supplier is going to japan next month and he may be able to find me one. but first i need a part #. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If anyone finds this out let me know..... the only thing better than that was would be the option that the sti has...adjustable!||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||10-10-2003||03:47 AM||||Our good Russian buddy, mromik on the board, drives a Monte Carlo.  I asked him a while ago to please share the part numbers, but it was a no go.  Perhaps we can all lean on him to share in the wealth.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.59.219.201||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||92GVR4#333||10-10-2003||08:15 AM||||would the torque split come from the VC? In therory could we use the Monte Carlo VC and achive the same result?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||10-10-2003||04:12 PM||||I don't know.  Perhaps mromik could swap his and a regular vr4s out, and see if there's a difference.  I'm not even sure how you'd measure this... I thin 4wd dynos assume a 50/50 split?  I've never seen one, so I don't know.  Maybe a DynaPack, the kind that bolts a mini dyno to each wheel, could measure this.  Anyway, as the swapping idea, I'm not so sure that's a good one, because if something gets damaged by it, he's not likely going to find a wrecked Monte Carlo in a yard to get another one.||69.59.219.201||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||curtis||10-11-2003||12:51 AM||||Our Russian buddy roman emailed me about some part numbers and somethings in his tranny that he had questions about a few weeks ago.  so heres the number you guys are looking for.  The monte carlos came with W55M33 WQNK.  he was using parts out of another box at the time and trying to put the best of everything together.  If anybody is a true die hard VR4 guy he is because he has to run on junkyard parts and repair everything that is bad because he can't just go to the local dealership for them because the closest place for parts is Japan.  Hats off to him.||67.25.37.207||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||10-11-2003||12:59 AM||||Thanks Curtis!  Got any other part numbers?  Like the VC and rear end, maybe some axles?  Does your pal know if the front diff is lsd or not?||69.59.219.223||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||teet||10-11-2003||02:16 AM||||I have a ralliart center vc unit in the rally car.  It transfer's more torque to the rear drive...and I can CLEARLY tell that it is different...the car is much more tail happy.<br /><br />i got it from some rally guys in AU.  <br /><br />but now that I have a Kazz front diff...I guess I don't really need it any more.  It doesn't do well for the balance with a LSD front.<br /><br />Do I hear 350 for it?<br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||10-11-2003||04:19 AM||||John!  Fuck yea, I'm calling dibs on this.  Is this just the VC?  The stock open center diff remains?  What if any drivetrain mods are necessary for this part to work?  If this already sends more torque to the rear, would this make it more likely to snap a rear axle doing an awd launch on pavement?||69.59.219.219||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000018||92GVR4#333||10-11-2003||06:02 AM||||any ideas on where  to get another ralliart VC?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000019||teet||10-11-2003||01:56 PM||||I got an email from someone else before I saw this reply...sorry.<br /><br />No, I don't know where to get any more...<br /><br />yes, I think you would be more likely to snap a rear axle if you don't have a 4 bolt yet...<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
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A||||0||AzA*||TC06 on vr4 galant any ideas of fitting has anyone done before?||||1||||AzA*||00002136
Z||000000||AzA*||10-06-2003||06:37 AM||||Yeh i blew up my tdo5  and it has some major cracks in the exaust housing ,i looked around for a while for a replacment, and i i found a tco6 turbo of a cordia ac modle unleaded, it has a 080 housing ,i am going to get it rebuilt and ported with a bigger compressor blade and i figure with the bigger exhaust blade and housing it should work well just wodering if anyone has done this and also being a bigger turbo im thinking that mabey the oil and water lines and wastegate might not fit properly yea any ideas would be great..||210.49.158.114||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes



ubb/Forum2/003495.cgi
A||||8||turboflanagan||How did you install poly bushings?||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||10-06-2003||08:06 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I have Whiteline bushings and right now am trying to get the lower front control arm bushings in with the sleeve and CANNOT get the damn sleeve in without pushing the bushing out.<br /><br />I have the center metal sleeve in both bushings now, but it has pootched both bushings out from the control arm about 5-6mm.  <br /><br />How do you keep the bushings to stay while pushing the freaking sleeve in?!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||10-06-2003||09:12 AM||||Nevermind, I'm a stupid shit!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />It helps tremendously if you first take out the casing from the original bushing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   From there things will go much smoother!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||10-06-2003||10:56 AM||||How did you get the old bushing out? I've tried before and couldn't get the fuckers to budge. I was thinking airhammer perhaps?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||10-06-2003||11:14 AM||||Well, I did the right side first and it popped out with three blows from my 4lb hammer.  Then when I figured out that the casing from the old bushing had to come out, I took a sawzall to the casing and cut til it was almost through, and chisseled the rest.<br /><br />On the left I had to drill around the rubber bushing pretty much all the way around then hammer the piss, then finally gave up and put it in the press and it just popped out.  I am still working on the casing for the left side.<br /><br />Had to take a brake to do some work for money.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||10-06-2003||11:57 AM||||Did you take the control arm off or leave it on?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||GVR4458||10-06-2003||12:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> How did you get the old bushing out? I've tried before and couldn't get the fuckers to budge. I was thinking airhammer perhaps? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Take them off the car and put them in a press.  Without the press, try an air hammer.  The rubber can be burned/melted out to help speed things along.  Stinks, but it is effective.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||10-06-2003||07:20 PM||||I used a ball joint press I rented from autozone. Also works good for u-joints.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.233.190||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||10-06-2003||07:29 PM||||I took the control arms off.  I can't imagine trying with them on the car.  Just got done with the rear too.  THAT was a PITA.  <br /><br />I burned all of the rear ones out except for the front bushing on the knuckle/control arm.  There is more rubber inside there that I didn't want to melt.  <br /><br />Burning is definatly much more fun!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   And less work too.  Still had to sawzall the casing out though.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||Oztek||10-07-2003||07:42 AM||||There are only a couple of bushings that you can do with the suspension pieces in the car.....well, I guess you could do most of them with the suspension in the car.  It would just take less time to take everything apart and do them off the car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Things you need:  a press, a torch, a BFH, and a certain viciousness.  Lots of beers help also.  These are used for the lubrication of the operators.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
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A||||3||SearsPointVR4||Sensor Question????||||1||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||10-06-2003||11:14 AM||Ges1759@aol.com||Hey Everybody, <br />   I was pulling the head off my car yesterday and I accidentally pulled the wire out of what I believe is a sending unit, problem is I don't know what it is, it's located between the 2&3 cylinders in the block, almost looks like it's in the cooling jacket.  The attached (now unattaced) wire has a two pin connector that mounts to the intake manifold support structure.  So can anyone tell me what it is I need to get???<br />thanks,<br />ford.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||Whistler||10-06-2003||11:45 AM||||If it was on the back of the block, it is the knock sensor.  It is a common mistake to forget to disconnect it before removing the head.||12.86.88.220||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||10-06-2003||05:08 PM||||Since your already there you might look into installing a 2G knock sensor instead. The 1G's are known to stick. The 2G's are more sensitive, which is what you want in a knock sensor.||64.233.107.49||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||msaskin||10-06-2003||05:27 PM||||i don't believe the 1g ecu will read the signal from the 2g sensor.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.238.19||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
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A||||3||Matticus||Oil Filter Housing questions||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||10-06-2003||12:56 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I just got my 90 style oil filter housing with lines and the stock oil cooler.  I have a couple of questions.  On the block side of the housing it is not flat, it looks like the mating surface is slightly rounded.  Is this what it is supposed to look like?  Also, the housing is really dirty, what is a good way to clean it?  And finally, what is the best way to hook up the sender for the idiot light?  <br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-06-2003||01:00 PM||||Matt, i think you should do the old brake clean method on it. Diesel fuel works too but brake clean is easy (and toxic) so you might catch a nice high while you clean. <br /><br />You can get a T fitting for the gauge and light. I think someone said that the VDO gauge fitting is BSPT 1/8.  <br /><br />The mating surface to the block should be flat.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||admsr||10-06-2003||06:46 PM||||Now thats interesting. I just got a 90 style oil filter housing off of a talon tsi and mine looks like it accepts two sensors in two different spots on the housing??????<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.146.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||mj_rosenfeld||10-08-2003||08:29 AM||||Alex,<br />Correct. Use one for pressure and one for temperature.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
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A||||8||supasigma||relay box near ecu...fried the diode inside..||||1||||supa^^||00001181
Z||000000||supasigma||10-06-2003||02:01 PM||teostephen@hotmail.com||help...i fried the diode inside my relay box...can anyone tell me the value...i need to get a replacement...thanks...||210.195.228.9||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||10-06-2003||05:50 PM||||Are you referring to the MPI relay box?<br /><br /><br />Geoff<br />Mach V||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000002||supasigma||10-06-2003||09:05 PM||||yeah...the one that clicks when the ignition is turned on...there's a diode inside.i fried when i was fiddlin with it.there was no click yesterday when i tried to start my car.no juice going to the ecu...but when i made a jumper the ecu it can start...for a few times...this morning i tried again....no more click...got any suggestions?<br />i would appreciate  any advice on this....||219.95.163.204||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||10-06-2003||09:43 PM||||**IF** It's the MPI relay box, then you need a new one in order for the injectors to fire.  <br /><br />I saw one in a Galant GS-R in one of the local pick and pulls in my area......<br /><br />I wont be able to get there til Saturday though.<br /><br /><br />Geoff||199.196.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000004||supasigma||10-06-2003||10:29 PM||||well i pulled it apart last nite...looks like two relay inside..<br />i manually closed one of the contacts on the relay,i have the ce liteand engine just fired rite up..suddenly decices to work again...tried it this morning...no ce lite..what could be wrong...it was fine few days ago..||219.95.163.204||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000005||mikbruce||10-06-2003||10:43 PM||||The common usage of a diode in a circuit containing a relay, is to prevent a "back EMF" spike from getting back to the driving circuitry & damaging it. Back "Electro Motive Force" is a spike generated by the colapsing field of the relay "coil".  Trace the connection on the board or relay. If the diode is accross the coil, that is it's purpose, and should not prevent the circuit from operating if the diode is removed (diodes fail by shorting, so will prevent the coil from operating the relay until removed or replaced).  The diode probably is a general purpose high speed rectifier.  Replace it with a 1N4002, if diameter of diode is about 1/8". This should be good for about an amp at 100V. If the diode is a small glass diode, use a 1N4148.||24.55.98.72||reg||1||mikbruce||00001168||yes
Z||000006||supasigma||10-06-2003||10:46 PM||||thanks mikbruce..||219.95.163.204||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000007||mikbruce||10-07-2003||10:53 PM||||Remember, this is all theory.  If you can remove the diode & look at it under magnification, you may be able to find some numbers on it.  I could probably help you interpret.  Otherwise, it maybe better to get one out of an Eclipse at the bone yard . . .||24.55.98.72||reg||1||mikbruce||00001168||yes
Z||000008||4g63t||10-08-2003||12:12 AM||||If you can't get the parts, I'm sure I have one lying around, if you don't mind paying the shipping...||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
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A||||5||ayvr4||dumb logger ?||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||10-06-2003||03:43 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||is the TPS saposed to read 9.7% when I am not touching the gas? and also at WOT, it reads 99.7%, never 100%... just wondering why, and if it is saposed to be like that...<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||10-06-2003||04:24 PM||||Your WOT TPS is low.  It should read 100%.  On the logger it is normal for it to read around 11% - that's what I've read from other posts on this forum.  To adjust your TPS you need to hook up a multimeter and bridge the sensor and harness and adjust it until it sits b/t .48 - .52 Volts -I think these values are right anyone else?<br /><br />Oh yeah, one more thing to adjust it just loosen the top bolt and lightly tap it with a extension and a hammer until you reach the correct range.  When it is you should reach 100%||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||10-06-2003||07:23 PM||||If you have a logger the easier way is to use it to adjust the tps. When it gets to 10-11% tighten it downand your done.||65.177.233.190||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||crucible||10-06-2003||08:00 PM||||99.7% is WAY LOW?<br />Hmmm,mine reads that too but I didnt think .3% was that big o deal.<br />I guess Ill adjust<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||10-06-2003||09:07 PM||||I have adjusted mine all over the place and it never reads 100%. The highest I could get is 99.7. I'm not the only one we logged my friends car and it is the same. What gives here.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||thejeebus2002||10-07-2003||12:13 PM||||Since we are on the topic I figured this was relevant information for the archives in case it ever happens to anyone.  At one point all I could ever get was a max of 78% throttle position.  This is after adjusting the TPS and swapping it out for 2 different ones.  What happened was the caps in my ECU ate through the circuit board and was messing up the reading.  I did a voltage test at the ECU and it was reading something like .35 max so if it ever happens to anyone this is something to look for.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
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A||||5||BlingBling||Heater Core Hose||||1||||BlingBling||00001825
Z||000000||BlingBling||10-06-2003||05:37 PM||||Where can I find heater core hoses for our car?  I tried to go to napa and get 3/4" tubing, but they don't have any.  Do I have to special order a part?  And if so, where?<br /><br />And its the hose the runs from the thermostat housing to the heater core.||64.172.62.245||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||10-06-2003||05:39 PM||||your best best is just to buy a length of heater hose in the right diameter and cut it to length. Exact fitting hose (if you could even find it) would be expensive.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||10-06-2003||05:45 PM||||I got the replacement set from Mitsu for about $40, which ain't bad, considering the original hoses lasted till 171K, when I replaced them during the rebuild, even though they still didn't leak.||129.120.57.103||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||10-06-2003||07:07 PM||||You couldn't get 3/4 hose because you need 5/8 hose.  You can get the hose and 4 new clamps from any parts store for about $8.  <br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||BlingBling||10-07-2003||12:10 AM||||The hose says 3/4" on the outside.  Maybe inside diameter is 5/8"  Anyways I still need to find this, anyone know a source on the internet?||64.160.176.22||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000005||TurboVR4dr||10-07-2003||12:38 AM||||Just go to Autozone or Advanced auto parts and ask for about 6ft of 5/8 hose.  I don't know of a online source.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
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q!06:09 PM!,
q!2453041.1809!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!Is it just me or is it my car!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2452926.1559!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!00000249!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!09:11 AM!,
q!2452927.0911!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!Valve cover!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!10:32 AM!,
q!2452923.1032!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!07:39 AM!,
q!2452924.0739!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!00000631!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!shredded timing belt...!,
q!9!,
q!9!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2452926.1835!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00002575!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452927.1730!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Lancer 7 turbo doesn't look like it'll fit. !,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2452926.1936!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!04:24 PM!,
q!2452927.1624!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!MAFT!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!07:43 PM!,
q!2452926.1943!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!00002296!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!10:57 AM!,
q!2452927.1057!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!00002296!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!japspec1!,
q!Black smoke???????!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!08:15 PM!,
q!2452926.2015!,
q!lu!,
q!00002555!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452927.1427!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!exhaust note!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452926.2259!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!admsr!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452927.1324!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!Oil in the intake...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452927.0020!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!00002220!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452927.0020!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!00002220!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!JDM tranny?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!12:44 AM!,
q!2452927.0044!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!teet!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452927.1924!,
q!teet!,
q!00000049!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!HKS EIDs install!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!03:19 AM!,
q!2452927.0319!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!00000571!,
q!admsr!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2452928.1309!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Swapping 91 to 89 ECU!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!07:55 AM!,
q!2452927.0755!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!Invader!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452927.1924!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!Heater Core Hose!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!05:37 PM!,
q!2452919.1737!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!00001825!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!12:38 AM!,
q!2452920.0038!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!NGK O2 Sensors!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2452919.1822!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!05:08 PM!,
q!2452920.1708!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!2G GSX Eclipse swap into my car?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2452919.2241!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!talontsi!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452920.0012!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q~New Clutch slave and master cylinder, now no pressure!!! Help!!~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!01:00 AM!,
q!2452920.0100!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!02:21 AM!,
q!2452922.0221!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AzA*!,
q!how do i fit rx7 red top high impendance injectors!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!01:59 AM!,
q!2452920.0159!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!curtis!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!03:55 AM!,
q!2452922.0355!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!change piston from 7.8 to 8.5 or 9.0 any power gain?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!05:39 AM!,
q!2452920.0539!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!spoulson!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!03:38 PM!,
q!2452920.1538!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Calling Dsmsleeper... wrapped i/c piping question!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!11:05 AM!,
q!2452920.1105!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!bazeng!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452920.2242!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!h45454!,
q!I/C Pipe Upgrade (please help - did a search)!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452920.1337!,
q!h45454!,
q!00001840!,
q!number3!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452932.1707!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Radiator Options!,
q!4!,
q!2!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452923.1324!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2452923.2100!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!radiator ?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!03:50 PM!,
q!2452920.1550!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452920.1616!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Silicone Radiator Hoses!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452923.1322!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452923.2056!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!DSM fit JDM?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452923.1613!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452923.2339!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!oil pump cover bolts?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!12:58 AM!,
q!2452924.0058!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!06:43 AM!,
q!2452925.0643!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!eckorulez!,
q!tranny confusion!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!01:24 AM!,
q!2452924.0124!,
q!CUdvig!,
q!00002520!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452924.1422!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!i need a part number!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!08:50 AM!,
q!2452924.0850!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!07:07 AM!,
q!2452925.0707!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!ENGINE SPECS?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452924.1200!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!01:00 PM!,
q!2452924.1300!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4play!,
q!ARP main stud tourque specs!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!01:08 PM!,
q!2452924.1308!,
q!vr4play!,
q!00001418!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452924.1448!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!PS tank!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452927.1126!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1101!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452927.1126!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!3&quot; turbo back from T/E/L?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!03:09 PM!,
q!2452924.1509!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!Craig91!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2452955.1745!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Crappy Idle!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!12:16 PM!,
q!2452927.1216!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452931.1405!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!gsx parts!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2452924.2032!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452925.1336!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!2 din Radio bracket!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!12:21 PM!,
q!2452927.1221!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!bleck!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452934.2359!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!Apexi S-AFC Install (Pictures)!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2452927.1440!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2452931.1513!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!Wheel hub bearing's!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452927.1754!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!00000571!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452928.0111!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!00000571!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Depth of EGT probe in runner...Does it matter?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2452927.1938!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452933.1839!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q!Buschur IC: Street core...Anyone use it?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2452927.2041!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2452928.1512!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Clutch problem?????!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452927.2139!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!01:23 AM!,
q!2452928.0123!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!h45454!,
q!Top Fuel Power Neo!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452927.2310!,
q!h45454!,
q!00001840!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452928.2235!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Am I close??!,
q!1!,
q!30!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2452928.0120!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2452934.1552!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000031!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q~Need Help!!!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452920.1920!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!agrabau!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452920.1940!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!Timing Cover question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452920.2213!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!05:14 AM!,
q!2452921.0514!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!Move radiator over 1&quot; for short route UICP!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!01:41 AM!,
q!2452921.0141!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!drew!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!03:16 AM!,
q!2452923.0316!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!anti-lag!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!08:35 AM!,
q!2452921.0835!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!teet!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!02:18 AM!,
q!2452924.0218!,
q!teet!,
q!00000049!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!Shot head, good bottom end??!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!09:31 AM!,
q!2452921.0931!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!00000631!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452921.1331!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!japspec1!,
q!US 1990-95 galant motor swap????!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2452921.1051!,
q!lu!,
q!00002555!,
q!Triple G!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!04:36 PM!,
q!2452921.1636!,
q!Triple G!,
q!00002518!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!XM!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!Do you want a new car!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2452921.1059!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!01:56 PM!,
q!2452921.1356!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!Opinions needed!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!11:06 AM!,
q!2452921.1106!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2452921.1133!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!back firing like hell!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2452921.1224!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2452921.1224!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!parts interchange!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452924.2033!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2452924.2133!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!OK to replace just rings?!,
q!11!,
q!14!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!02:02 PM!,
q!2452921.1402!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452925.1432!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikbruce!,
q!VIN For Sunroof!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452924.2200!,
q!mikbruce!,
q!00001168!,
q!mikbruce!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452924.2200!,
q!mikbruce!,
q!00001168!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikbruce!,
q!Balance Shaft Removal!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2452924.2210!,
q!mikbruce!,
q!00001168!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!02:44 PM!,
q!2452928.1444!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!How much is a BRAND NEW coil pack cost?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2452925.0043!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452926.1848!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fastgvr4!,
q!Need some help.  Vibrations.!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452925.0115!,
q!Not Fast Enough!,
q!00001934!,
q!fastgvr4!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!04:46 PM!,
q!2452928.1646!,
q!Not Fast Enough!,
q!00001934!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!thrust fork!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!04:37 AM!,
q!2452925.0437!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!00001548!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2452926.2240!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!crunching gear box...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!04:44 AM!,
q!2452925.0444!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!00001548!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!05:47 AM!,
q!2452925.0547!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!options for LOCKED 50/50 torque split!,
q!1!,
q!29!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!06:01 AM!,
q!2452925.0601!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!02:44 AM!,
q!2452970.0244!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!2 parts:  mouse belt gutting, harness install!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!02:13 AM!,
q!2452928.0213!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!agrabau!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!04:46 PM!,
q!2452929.1646!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Removing Front Bumper #$@%#$!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!02:14 PM!,
q!2452925.1414!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452925.2300!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!InStG8tR!,
q!Anyone make their own fuel cut defencer?!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!03:32 AM!,
q!2452928.0332!,
q!InStG8tR!,
q!00001237!,
q!InStG8tR!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!03:37 AM!,
q!2452930.0337!,
q!InStG8tR!,
q!00001237!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Half Shafts!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2452925.1510!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!09:04 AM!,
q!2452926.0904!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Installing 4 point harness safety belt!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452928.1307!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!06:57 PM!,
q!2452928.1857!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!h45454!,
q!quick question about exhaust manifolds!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2452928.1457!,
q!h45454!,
q!00001840!,
q!admsr!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2452928.1742!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!redheat86!,
q!Alternators, which ones can be used?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!03:09 PM!,
q!2452928.1509!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!RayH!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452928.2342!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Rear Window defogger doesn't work???!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!04:17 PM!,
q!2452928.1617!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452928.1625!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!PISTONS!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2452928.1645!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!00002296!,
q!markrieb!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!05:40 PM!,
q!2452934.1740!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pick!,
q!Air leaking out of dipstick and crazy knock!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2452928.1948!,
q!Pick!,
q!00000697!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452929.1725!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!suggestions to seal leak in ex-mani!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2452928.2055!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!msaskin!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!04:22 PM!,
q!2452929.1622!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Beemer!,
q!HELP needed degreeing in massive cams!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!09:50 PM!,
q!2452928.2150!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!Ash!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!05:34 AM!,
q!2452929.0534!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!miturra!,
q!Engine Removal Without the Transmission.!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2452921.1558!,
q!hondo!,
q!00001080!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452940.1606!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!00000138!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Factory Alarm/Aftermarket Alarm Question!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452921.1625!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!coop!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!01:08 AM!,
q!2452924.0108!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!gah, why am i seein 30+ mm/Hg of Vacuum?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!04:36 PM!,
q!2452921.1636!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!bazeng!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452922.2057!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q~TONS OF UNDERSTEER!!~,
q!1!,
q!36!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452921.1749!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1420mark!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!01:23 PM!,
q!2452924.1323!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Engine hoist points!,
q!2!,
q!2!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!07:09 PM!,
q!2452921.1909!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!07:18 PM!,
q!2452921.1918!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!wtgvr4me03!,
q!22 or 23 spline!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!08:14 PM!,
q!2452921.2014!,
q!wtgvr4me03!,
q!00001996!,
q!drew!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452923.1220!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!Idle Miss!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2452921.2210!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!00002376!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!03:12 AM!,
q!2452923.0312!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jpgvr4!,
q!Bullseye Power Turbine Housings?!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2452921.2349!,
q!jpgvr4!,
q!00000179!,
q!Doug Thomas!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!12:37 PM!,
q!2452923.1237!,
q!Doug Thomas!,
q!00000077!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q~Is a DSM clutch master cyl the same as ours? Need help ASAP!!!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452925.1848!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!09:12 AM!,
q!2452926.0912!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!redheat86!,
q!few questions, can someone help me out. !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!12:25 AM!,
q!2452922.0025!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!04:41 AM!,
q!2452922.0441!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!More Frustrations...!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452925.1907!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!Oztek!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!02:59 PM!,
q!2452927.1459!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1992vr4t320lbsforsale!,
q!my shit boggs!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!01:05 AM!,
q!2452922.0105!,
q!eli lie!,
q!00002521!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!02:45 AM!,
q!2452922.0245!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!gapless rings a bad thing?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452925.2216!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452927.1630!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!help me decide!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2452926.0233!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!11:42 AM!,
q!2452926.1142!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!JDM tranny part #!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452926.0924!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2452927.0051!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4!,
q~no boost! help!~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!10:55 AM!,
q!2452926.1055!,
q!GVR4!,
q!00000358!,
q!GVR4!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!12:09 PM!,
q!2452927.1209!,
q!GVR4!,
q!00000358!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q~Crazy Boost...car is nuts!!!~,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2452926.1320!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452933.2152!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!timing belts!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!01:26 PM!,
q!2452926.1326!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!CKA!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!01:52 PM!,
q!2452926.1352!,
q!CKA!,
q!00000435!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Partial throttle settings....What is everyone using?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452926.1336!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452928.1756!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!T-belt life!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!07:01 AM!,
q!2452922.0701!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2452922.1130!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!need help....clunk!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452922.1422!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2452922.1446!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Z28Muscle!,
q!GVR4 RS !,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452922.1432!,
q!Z28Muscle!,
q!00002462!,
q!monsterbishi!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452925.1843!,
q!Monsterbishi!,
q!00001886!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mbettez!,
q!logging on newer laptop?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452922.1445!,
q!Mark!,
q!00002149!,
q!talontsi!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452923.1126!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!New engine...!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!07:29 PM!,
q!2452922.1929!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!00002220!,
q!agrabau!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!08:13 PM!,
q!2452923.2013!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!cooling system question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!09:11 PM!,
q!2452922.2111!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!agrabau!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2452923.2048!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!XM!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Board screwy!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452922.2310!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2452922.2341!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/003501.cgi
A||||3||MidEngine210||NGK O2 Sensors||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||10-06-2003||06:22 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I was wondering if anyone has tried the NGK O2 sensors on the GVR4s. Group Buy Center is hosting a good buy ($73) on these here:<br /><br /><a href="http://groupbuycenter.com/buy.aspx?id=12561" target="_blank">http://groupbuycenter.com/buy.aspx?id=12561</a>||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||mark95||10-06-2003||09:29 PM||||Go here and get O.E. Same price but you get an O.E. part from mitsu.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html" target="_blank">http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html</a><br /><br /> I have had too many problems with aftermarket O2 sensors(especially for the 2.0 turbo). Usually they come dissasembled(have to put the connector together yourself) and are made to fit a wide variety of cars from the same part.<br />Plus that group buy place you looked at sucks. Look around a little bit and usually you can get much better prices than thier group buy!||12.216.55.103||reg||1||mark95||00002057||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||10-07-2003||04:55 PM||||--hijack warning--<br />Damn, Mark! you finally show up here!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />FYI - Mark's the one that made my Talon run so beautifully and who I go to when my Galant's need surgery  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Nice to have ya here - he know's his stuff!!!||167.142.21.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||10-07-2003||05:08 PM||||Mark, Mark who? Does I knows this fou?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/003502.cgi
A||||2||DeanCouchey||2G GSX Eclipse swap into my car?||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||10-06-2003||10:41 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Not the VR4 but into our 2G spyder GS, I know I can do a 4G64 and 4G63 hybred swap to make the car a turbo, but I was wondering that since it is a 2.4L if either a expo tranny might hok up or if I swap in a 4G63t if a GSX tranny and so on would swap in? Just a lil question for anyone who might know.||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||10-06-2003||11:14 PM||||Yep, Can do AWD. At least I know you can on the GSt models. There was a big write up on DSMtooners about it.||12.213.174.151||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||talontsi||10-07-2003||12:12 AM||||Helped with a GST to GSX swap. It is a real pain but it can be done. You just need a lot of parts that tend to add up.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum2/003503.cgi
A||||11||a_santos||New Clutch slave and master cylinder, now no pressure!!! Help!!||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||10-07-2003||01:00 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />I just replaced my clutch master and slave cylinders today and now I can't build any substantial pressure. I have been bleeding it for about 45 minutes but the pressure only builds a little, not nearly enough to work the clutch. I have checked for leaks, none, I have drained the fluid and refilled, nothing. <br /><br />Here is exactly what I'm doing. Fill with fluid, DOT3, pump clutch by hand untill it builds some pressure, about 10 minutes. Then, have someone inside the car to pump the clutch some more. Hold the clutch pedal halfways down, aplying slight pressure, and then crack the bleeder and close it again right away. <br /><br />Any help would be apreciated||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-07-2003||01:29 AM||||Sounds like you have air in the system.<br /><br />Make sure your master cylinder doesn't go empty causing air to get into the system. If it does, close the bleeder and refill. Then get anything (cup, etc) that will hold brake fluid and is clear.. Attach a vacuum hose to the bleeder nipple and the other end into the brake fluid. Open the bleeder and watch the bubbles come out of the line, pump the clutch, watch until bubbles stop, close the bleeder. Repeat a few times. Make sure the master cylinder stays near full. You should have pressure after properly bleeding.<br /><br />Depressing the clutch while the bleeder is open will cause all air to go into the cup (whatever it is) and out into the atmosphere letting no air in. The only way air can get in is if there isn't enough fluid in the master cylinder.<br /><br />Make sure all air is out so bleed until you see NO bubbles. Once there is no air in the system close the bleeder and you have a pressurized system.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||10-07-2003||02:37 AM||||Yeah, that does sound like air. Double check again for leaks, then do what Terren said.  Be super sure the fluid in the reservior stays near the top, its a pain to stop and pour more in every 3 seconds, but you got to do it.||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-07-2003||10:16 AM||||santos, you should try to pressurize it from the resovoir- top down. I take a bicycle tube, cut it, tie one end off really tight, spread the other end around the resovoir like Monica's lips... hose clamp it on the res and pump it up with a bike pump (using the valve still on the bike tube)  The tube will stay inflated for a while. Meanwhile, get under the car, crack the petcock and watch the fluid go out on it's own. <br /><br />Make sure you have a full res' before starting. It works every time. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||10-07-2003||12:23 PM||||That is an excellent idea, i never would have thought of that, I've got lotz of bike tubes layin aroudn to.||205.188.208.172||reg||10||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||10-07-2003||01:39 PM||||here is your fix.  the line coming from the bleeder must first go UP, then down into your collection cannister.  this way, when the pedal is released, fluid, not air, is sucked back into the system.  the clutch is way more sensitive to this than the brakes.  i have done this for years, i flush my hydraulic systems yearly, and i always do it alone.  i never use speed bleeders, i use a clear line, so i can see when there is no air, and when the fluid coming out is clean.  make the line go upwards, crack the bleeder, pump the master, then close and go to the next one.  works every time.  i also used to get these mondo hypodermic syringes from my sister, and reverse bleed;  fill the syringe with fluid, attach it to the bleeder, open the bleeder, and force it back into the resevoir.  brake fluid ruins the syringe, and eventually i ran out of them.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||10-07-2003||11:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> here is your fix.  the line coming from the bleeder must first go UP, then down into your collection cannister.  this way, when the pedal is released, fluid, not air, is sucked back into the system.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken's right. I believe this is commonly called "bench bleeding." Go buy a piece of hyraulic tubing (about a foot long) from a parts store and bend it so one end is threaded into the master cylinder and the other can be put under the surface of the fluid in the resevoir. Just make sure the threads are the same. Or try Alex's suggestion.<br /><br />And make sure you've got a 10mm flare fitting wrench. If not, you'll strip them.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||10-08-2003||03:31 PM||||Guys, I have tried everything. Can it be that the aftermarket master cylinder I got is just a piece of shit? I have inspected it and can't see any visible leaks.<br /><br />I used it in comination with my old slave cylinder and it seemed to be working ok. <br /><br />My new slave cylinder is for a Talon, so the clutch line inlet port is in a different location. I just swaped the piston over to my old slave cylinder. The piston was the same size and was not loose at all, felt just like when it was on the new slave cylinder. I also cleaned the inside of the slave cylinder with a dremel and thin wire brush attachment. <br /><br />Also when I bleed the clutch, I can hear noise from the slave cylinder, it sounds like the rubber o ring rubbing on the wall. Is this normal?<br /><br />I have also inspected the line and all connections and they all seem fine, no fisible leaks. <br /><br />My next step will be to get a whole new hydraulic line made to run from the master cylinder to the slave cylinder. <br /><br />I am stumped.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||10-08-2003||05:01 PM||||Did you bench bleed the master cylinder?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||Beemer||10-09-2003||01:03 AM||||I sure hope you didn't use a WIRE brush on the inside bore.  If you did, it's junk.  You have to use a BRAKE HONE for wheel cylinders.  If you used the wire brush on the inside, you scratched the surface so badly that fluid is just leaking past the rubber because it can't seal the fine scratches and it will bypass the seals.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||10-09-2003||01:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> I sure hope you didn't use a WIRE brush on the inside bore.  If you did, it's junk.  You have to use a BRAKE HONE for wheel cylinders.  If you used the wire brush on the inside, you scratched the surface so badly that fluid is just leaking past the rubber because it can't seal the fine scratches and it will bypass the seals. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is a very fine wire brush. I am sure it did not scratch it and I am sure it is not leaking. <br />I pulled the boot back as I was bleeding it just to make sure it was not leaking. <br /><br />Yes I also tried bench bleeding. I put a clear hose over the niple and then made sure it went up then down into the canister with fluild. At first I saw air, then no air but still no pressure.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||10-09-2003||02:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> <br />I used it in comination with my old slave cylinder and it seemed to be working ok. <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So, seeing how the new master worked ok with the old slave, wouldn't it make sense that the "new" slave is the problem?  Why don't you buy a totally new slave cylinder (preferably not reman) and try it out?  <br /><br />Do it right, do it once...||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003504.cgi
A||||7||AzA*||how do i fit rx7 red top high impendance injectors||||1||||AzA*||00002136
Z||000000||AzA*||10-07-2003||01:59 AM||||yeh i have been told i need to remove a fuse or somthing i didnt get told in detail ,any ideas||210.49.158.114||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||10-07-2003||02:50 AM||||This is what the search "rx7 injectors" found.......<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003504#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003504#000000</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003115#000008" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003115#000008</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002534" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002534</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001267" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001267</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001445" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001445</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000923#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000923#000000</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000879" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000879</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000822#000004" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000822#000004</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000822#000004" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000822#000004</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000792#000009" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000792#000009</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000698" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000698</a>||65.31.184.22||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||Ash||10-07-2003||03:11 AM||||I thought I'd detailed it pretty clearly in the clubvr4 (Aussie) forum, in the "Unichip" thread.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||AzA*||10-07-2003||09:18 AM||||Thanks ash i checked out ur thread in clubvr4.tk ...||210.49.158.114||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000004||curtis||10-08-2003||02:27 AM||||I used the 86 RX7 turbo II secondary injectors in mine they have a purple top and flow 571cc.  There just a bolt in and go .||67.25.39.203||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||AWD4DR||10-09-2003||12:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I used the 86 RX7 turbo II secondary injectors in mine they have a purple top and flow 571cc.  There just a bolt in and go . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can also use the injectors from an 84-85 RX7 GSL-SE which I believe are 680cc a pop,the only thing is that there are only two of theese per RX7..||68.80.248.151||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||10-09-2003||12:49 AM||||Be careful shopping for used RX7 injectors.  Of the 3 sets of 550's that I've had, only one really worked well.  2 sets had pairs that were clogged and flowed less than the others, because they were rarely used secondaries.  Try and find a flowed & matched set of 4.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||curtis||10-09-2003||03:55 AM||||I bought mine new from a shop here in town. (small car enterprises) I think they were like 230 for four.||64.159.108.204||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003505.cgi
A||||4||bujang_hensem||change piston from 7.8 to 8.5 or 9.0 any power gain?||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||10-07-2003||05:39 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||hai all just to know let say i change my current vr4 piston from 7.8 to 8.5 or 9.0 how much HP and touqe that i get? what i know from <br /><br />vr4rs to evo 1 = 10 hp (7.8 to 8.5)<br />evo1 to evo2 = 10hp (8.8 to 8.8)<br />evo2 to evo3 = 10hp (8.8 to 9.0)<br /><br />can i use sr20det piston into my vr4? since it is much more easy to find one compare with 2g piston and sr20det are 8.5 piston.||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||10-07-2003||10:39 AM||||there is no exact number for the hp/tq you will gain.  in general, a higher compression ratio will give you better off-boost power, as well as decrease the spool time for your turbo.  the downside however is the higher compression you run, the less boost you can safely run.<br /><br />as for using SR20 pistons...no way no how.  Pistons are specific to each engine.  they are designed for a given bore/stroke.  you have to use pistons that were designed for the 4g63 engine.<br /><br />~matt||128.113.166.92||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||10-07-2003||11:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong> there is no exact number for the hp/tq you will gain.  in general, a higher compression ratio will give you better off-boost power, as well as decrease the spool time for your turbo.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">exactly, the few times that i have driven my car with the 2g pistons there was a noticable difference in the spoolup of the garrett hybrid i was running before. 90% of the time people do this piston change for the reason as matt stated above, and not for gaining hp. dont forget this is a 7.8 or 8.5 comp car, not a 12:1 all motor b18c. but i have to say it was worth it so far.||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-07-2003||11:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong> <br /><br />as for using SR20 pistons...no way no how.  Pistons are specific to each engine.  they are designed for a given bore/stroke.  you have to use pistons that were designed for the 4g63 engine.<br /><br />~matt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not always true. In Japan they use 4AG (1.6l Toyota) pistons in B16As (1.6l Honda) because the bore is the same.  That being said, I do agree that sr20det pistons will probably not fit the 4G63.<br /><br />FWIW, the consensus is that the EVO3 motors have too high of a compression, and most tuners in Japan prefer to put in EVO2 pistons in an EVO3||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||10-07-2003||03:38 PM||||Putting 95 pistons in a 1G is a pretty common practice.  Hard to find?  Just call a Mitsu dealer.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum2/003508.cgi
A||||13||h45454||I/C Pipe Upgrade (please help - did a search)||||1||||h45454||00001840
Z||000000||h45454||10-07-2003||01:37 PM||||Hi.  I have been reading posts lately about upgraded intercooler piping on stock turbo/intercooler cars.  In most cases, people say it is worthwhile, while I have come across a few threads saying that the stock pipes will be more than enough for the stock i/c.  I emailed RRE about an i/c pipe kit and they said that the stock i/c was the problem and that the pipes aren't worth upgrading.  I don't have much cash, and I want to see how far I can get on the stock turbo/intercooler.  Please get back ASAP with your thoughts.  Thanks.||128.198.36.144||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||10-07-2003||02:59 PM||||In order of importance:<br /><br />1st Custom Intercooler pipes that set you up for a FMIC.<br />2nd Intercooler <br />3rd Turbo<br /><br /><br />There's a guy here runnin 12's on the trusty rusty 14b.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||10-07-2003||03:34 PM||||stock intercooler isn't worth 5 bucks. thats not a lie. people have tried to sell them for nothing, buyer only pays shipping, and no one bought it! thats gotta mean something to you. go to your local pick and pull and find an intercooler from an isuzu npr, the short one, or from a starion. then redo the pipes. you can get 4 u bends for 50 bucks and then cut and weld yourself a set of pipes (you can get them welded for under 50 for sure)<br /><br />thats a pretty cheap set up that will run pretty well. <br />search "starion" and see how many people use them||67.64.185.91||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000003||tonydav||10-07-2003||05:36 PM||||How big is the Starion IC vs the VR4 JS IC?<br /><br />tony||202.154.114.252||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||10-07-2003||06:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by tonydav:<br /><strong> How big is the Starion IC vs the VR4 JS IC?<br /><br />tony </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the jdm ic is the same.  however, there are at least 2 different sizes, because the jdm vr4 had at least 3 levels of hp.  the smaller one is identical to the starion, the 240hp is slightly larger, and has larger tubes.  both are a huge improvement over the usa one, which is about 1/4 the size of the starion.  also, the usa piping is smaller in diameter.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||h45454||10-07-2003||08:58 PM||||Thanks for the replies.  I contemplated a starion i/c, and it looks like I'll be giving it a little more thought.||68.70.104.147||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000006||crucible||10-07-2003||09:05 PM||||I have a StarQuest IC thats been modded to fit the stock piping size.Havent had enough time to tear the front end off.I'll probably take3-4 days off to do the mod.Ugh, I hate cutting the metal bumper! But it seems the only option is to cut away.Damn, the StarQuest looks huge compared to the stock.Unfortuantely, IC upgrades seem to be the most cost prohibitive unless you know how to weld and such<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||tonydav||10-07-2003||09:12 PM||||This sparked my interest about the relative sizing of the JS vs Aus spec VR4 IC.  The JS is at least twice as wide (16.5" or so) and looks about 50% as high (maybe 8" or so).  Hard to measure exactly as it's in the bumper.<br /><br />Is this a "decent" size for my PTE SC61 turbo? I think I'd really have to hack the bumper to get anything much bigger in.<br /><br />Also, I had a look at the pipes and the actual IC outlets only look about 1.5".  If I'm looking at 2.5" pipes won't I have to hack the IC to make a 2.5" outlet as well?<br /><br />tony||202.154.114.252||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
Z||000008||HHIVR4||10-18-2003||01:15 PM||||extreme sells an intercooler specifically for the gvr4 that requires "no cutting"..its around 1700..kind  hard to justify the price considering its over half what i paid for the car..im also looking for options for my pint sized ic.what about the supra side mount will it fit??||63.49.51.95||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000009||Martin Tolentino||10-18-2003||01:48 PM||||AMS sells a bolt on that requires minor cutting on the underside of the front bumper cover.<br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/</a><br />Talk to Martin.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000010||curtis||10-18-2003||11:23 PM||||If you know someone who can weld aluminum your in luck.  If you don't find someone.  The truck junkyards sell the diesel cores for around 150 dollars.  They can be cut between the tubes to fit.  All you need is some sheet aluminum to make your tanks and your done.  The big ford truck have intercoolers that can be cut into four sections.  That way you and three of your turbo friends can all be happy.  Also I saw a intercooler on an armored truck that would be a direct bolt on.  Happy junkyard hunting||64.159.109.103||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||crucible||10-18-2003||11:50 PM||||The problem lies in finding someone who knows what they are doing!To get somebody to take the time to make a few welds for a decent price can be a chore.Unless you have deep pockets,you dont have much of a choice,at least where I live.Welding is not an easy thing to learn.Im just frustrated with the lack of support where I live.Again it comes down to money or knowing somebody with the skills.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||10-19-2003||12:38 AM||||hey cruce where in Ny do you live, I am by albany and my girls uncle is a pro welder and I am gonna try to get hime to make some pipes up for me maybe.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000013||number3||10-19-2003||05:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by h45454:<br /><strong> Hi.  I have been reading posts lately about upgraded intercooler piping on stock turbo/intercooler cars.  In most cases, people say it is worthwhile, while I have come across a few threads saying that the stock pipes will be more than enough for the stock i/c.  I emailed RRE about an i/c pipe kit and they said that the stock i/c was the problem and that the pipes aren't worth upgrading.  I don't have much cash, and I want to see how far I can get on the stock turbo/intercooler.  Please get back ASAP with your thoughts.  Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Listen to Mike W. at RRE.  He is a very smart man.<br /><br />His point probably was upgrade the IC then the pipes if you are on a budget.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/intercoolers.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/intercoolers.htm</a><br /><br />DO yourself a favor and buy a new quality unit. Don't bother with a junkyard piece.  Unless you budget is very tight and even then keep saving until you can.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/003507.cgi
A||||6||4g63t||Calling Dsmsleeper... wrapped i/c piping question||||5||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||10-07-2003||11:05 AM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Did you notice any specific gains after you wrapped the intercooler pipes? I've wondered how effective that would be. Have you compared before and after temps?  Nice setup, by the way!||67.165.105.107||reg||5||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||dsmsleeper||10-07-2003||01:51 PM||||Thanks. <br /> More important than the I/C wrap [I think] is the exh. manifold heatshield and the O2 housing heatshield (if you can still use it).  I initially put the thermo-tec wrap on to lengthen the life of the silicone coupler over the manifold.  <br /> Unfortunately I didn't compare before and after temps.  I did seem to notice a slight improvement however.  It has been mentioned that a reflective covering would be better.  I plan to try something like the Thermo-Tec Thermo Shield.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||10-07-2003||02:36 PM||||Thanks for the info, I think when I do my i/c piping, I'm going to wrap my pipes. I haven't seen a lot of people do this, probably cuz' it's not too flashy. But then again if that was more important to me, I'd be on a honduh board instead.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||10-07-2003||03:34 PM||||Make sure your pipes are stainless steel. The wrap holds in moisture and causes rust. I've been looking into turbo heat shields, but I dont what fits a FP turbo until I see one. Something like this.  <a href="http://shopctc.site.yahoo.net/hkspotuhesh.html" target="_blank">http://shopctc.site.yahoo.net/hkspotuhesh.html</a>  <a href="http://www.twinsturbo.com/prod_turbo/turbo_access.html" target="_blank">http://www.twinsturbo.com/prod_turbo/turbo_access.html</a> If I cant buy or make one I may have to just coat the outside.  <a href="http://www.heatshieldproducts.com/products.htm" target="_blank">http://www.heatshieldproducts.com/products.htm</a>||64.233.107.49||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||10-07-2003||04:00 PM||||I put the wrap (actually commercial drier wrap at first=and that is still on my i/c pipe) on my down pipe. The downpipe is wrapped in the thermal wrap that Summit sells.  I have the GT12 from Slowboy and the lower i/c pipe is CLOSE to the downpipe. Before the wrap, over 100mph, it did not pull as hard as it should (butt opinion). After the wrap, at 140 it is still pulling hard (no that is not an admission of guilt). lol. I do have a laser temp reader, but did not get measurements before and after. For the cost, I would say it is well worth it. Makes the i/c have to remove less heat from the intake air charge.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||10-07-2003||06:09 PM||||on another note, i have one of my wi sprayers right after the turbo.  normally, the ic pipe is very hot to the touch, but, i can engage the wi, and you can feel the pipe get cold.  very quickly, too.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||10-07-2003||10:42 PM||||i've done this... looks nice.. works great!<br /><br />before wrapping i would not be able to touch my pipes.. they were THAT HOT!!..<br />due to it being right next to the exhuast dump pipe / wastegate pipe (external) and radiator.. + manifold..<br /><br />also the pipes after the intercooler were un touchable also!!.. <br /><br />after the heat wrap.. i know get an intake temp of about 5- 10 degrees Celcius within ambient temp... air intake is always within 60 degrees Celcius of engine temp...<br /><br />when boosting to 20psi.. my air temp rises slightly.. about 2 - 3 degrees from idle.. but thats also coz i have a large intercooler..||203.166.63.214||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/003509.cgi
A||||2||4drwhore||radiator ?||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||10-07-2003||03:50 PM||losthurley@cfl.rr.com||I need a new radiator. I was looking at getting the shorty from IRC so I can run my IC piping alot shorter and straighter but I cant afford that right now. Anyone know what the demensions are on the shorty radiator and what car might come w/ a radiator those sizes stock so maybe i could just get an oem replacement for that and use it instead?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||10-07-2003||04:04 PM||||the radiator in a GVR4 is identical (except for auto trans connectors) to the radiators in 94-98 Galants (all). Just don't ust the trans lines (unless you use them as an oil cooler).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||10-07-2003||04:16 PM||||I need one that is identical to IRC's shorty radiator though so I can run my IC pipes right next to it so i dont have to go down around and blah blah bend twist crap w/ my IC pipes.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum2/003510.cgi
A||||1||cevic||Need Help!!!||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||10-07-2003||07:20 PM||||My car can not start right away after sitting cold outside overnight. I have to turn the key at least five time to get the engine start. I have check the fuel line and it holds the persure okay. The fuel pump runs fine. Did I miss anything?||24.124.41.71||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-07-2003||07:40 PM||||The two pole sender on the side of the thermostat housing. Not the one on the top. That sends temp info to the ECU. Check that and compression just to be sure. An engine with low compression will be slow to start. <br /><br />Al||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003511.cgi
A||||2||turbogalant||Timing Cover question||||1||||turbogalant||00000287
Z||000000||turbogalant||10-07-2003||10:13 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||How the hell do you put the bolt in behind the waterpump I have no idea.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.177.232.146||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||10-08-2003||12:09 AM||||Take the pulley off?||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||10-08-2003||05:14 AM||||I ended up getting it you need a 1/4 2" extention with a short 10mm socket the only thing that will fit in there. I used to just not put a bolt in there but decided to put one on.||65.177.240.226||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003512.cgi
A||||11||Bigfoot200200||Move radiator over 1&quot; for short route UICP||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||10-08-2003||01:41 AM||||I'm aware of the C&R radiator which can be ordered shorter, but has anyone ever just moved the stock radiator over a little?||64.233.107.49||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000001||Ash||10-08-2003||07:23 AM||||To slightly hijack this thread (sorry  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  ) Has anyone ever removed a few fins from the stock radiator and tigged up the holes without overheating issues?  Same idea, shorter UICP||203.221.153.163||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||10-08-2003||03:27 PM||||Starter: I've never heard of anyone moving the stock radiator over a bit for fitment of 1g pipes.<br /><br />Jacker   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> :A friend of mine had 5 rows cut off the passenger side of his radiator for 1g piping to fit.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||number3||10-08-2003||06:40 PM||||I used a piece of 3" exhuast pipe and a mallet to gently massage the OEM radiator for more room, back in the day.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Ash||10-08-2003||08:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Jacker     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   :A friend of mine had 5 rows cut off the passenger side of his radiator for 1g piping to fit. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did it effect cooling?  Im in a hot ass part of the country, probably equivelent to Florida as a guess, closer to the equator than the tropics line. <br />(Not too flash with US georgaphy, hell I don't know Aussie geography either)||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||10-09-2003||12:31 AM||||If you get one of the radiators from the radiatorbarn.com from the group buy then yes, you can clip a few cores and get away with it.  With the stock radiator..you better shroud your fan to hell and back.  I found that with my stock radiator, running 5000 rpm for over 35 minutes at 120 was too much for the stock radiator with the a/c running, and I started to overheat.  I just did a 1200 mile run from Omaha Ne (almost exact middle of the US) to florida at the beginning of august this year, and was overheating if I ran the a/c and kept up that pace.  Turn the a/c off and temps settled down, but not near normal 80 mph cruise temps at all.  I just ordered the new radiator and it arrived in 12 hours..128 bucks shipped, and the only thing I had to do was enlarge the step on the mount points for the fan shroud.  If you look at where the shroud mates to the radiator, it is notched a bit.  You just need to grind the notch, not the hole notch, but the flat part, about another half inch towards the center of the shroud.  It can take the heat way better than the stocker, and removing cores is easy because it is an all metal radiator.<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||10-09-2003||12:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  To slightly hijack this thread (sorry  ) Has anyone ever removed a few fins from the stock radiator and tigged up the holes without overheating issues? Same idea, shorter UICP</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i did it. it doesn't effect cooling one bit if you have a larger puller fan. my puller fan is like 1000cfms and i have NO issues with overheating.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||number3||10-09-2003||07:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong>  I found that with my stock radiator, running 5000 rpm for over 35 minutes at 120 was too much for the stock radiator with the a/c running, and I started to overheat.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">More details please... Sounds like a good story behind this statement.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||bazeng||10-09-2003||08:53 PM||||i tried to get this done.. but the radiator people kept telling me its not possible..<br /><br />so what i did was get a whole new radiator.. 3 pass brass.. shorter than the stock by say 10 inches...<br /><br />enough for me to get the piping right beside it strait into the intercooler, the quickest way possible..<br />so basically 2 outlets from the intercooler from the back of the end tank..<br /><br />cools fine.. but pricey as hell..<br />stock raditor is best money wise (and weight) compared to brass..<br /><br />but fan is a lil large on the stockie (and noisy)<br /><br />but check readers rides.. i think there is a vr4 there (white one) with red pipes that have done this to the radiator.. i got the pics on my hdd.. he took about 5 lines off the left of the radiator (from cooler to t/b)||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||10-10-2003||12:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong>  I found that with my stock radiator, running 5000 rpm for over 35 minutes at 120 was too much for the stock radiator with the a/c running, and I started to overheat.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">More details please... Sounds like a good story behind this statement. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Silver State Classic? lol||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||Ash||10-10-2003||02:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> but check readers rides.. i think there is a vr4 there (white one) with red pipes that have done this to the radiator.. i got the pics on my hdd.. he took about 5 lines off the left of the radiator (from cooler to t/b) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I checked that, he listed a Modine radiator as one of the mods???||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000011||drew||10-10-2003||03:16 AM||||modine is just a stock replacement all metal radiator. You can get them at NAPA.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/003513.cgi
A||||9||mj_rosenfeld||anti-lag||||1||||mj_rosenfeld||00001058
Z||000000||mj_rosenfeld||10-08-2003||08:35 AM||mlr@cgate.net||Anybody here running an anti-lag system? If so, would you divulge the details? Thanks.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-08-2003||08:59 AM||||There's a page somewhere on how to construct your own antilag system. It's very hard on your manifold and turbo. You'll need a turbo built for the abuse that backfiring from retarded timing and off-time fuel injection dishes out. Like this Group A pup'ster. <br /><br /><br /> [img] [img]http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1526 [/img][/IMG]||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-08-2003||09:05 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1527" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Large center shaft made with titanium on this turbo-designed for anti lag...||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||10-08-2003||09:56 AM||||Anti lag creates an amazing amount of heat. When the AEBS drag focus was around they used it. They went though turbo's like you wouldn't believe. When they tested it in the pits the  you could see everything glowing in bright sunlight. At an event in Palmdale ca. the turbo stopped spining and when they toke it apart. The wheel on the exhaust side had completly melted away.||162.83.83.153||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||10-08-2003||10:05 AM||||They probably F'ed something up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />If cars can last a whole rally (100s of miles) with it on, a car should be able to make one pass with it on. But then again, I can't see a single reason to have anti lag on a drag car other than for showing off with a whole lot of noise.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||mj_rosenfeld||10-08-2003||11:24 AM||||Application is autocrossing, not drag. Lag just kills acceleration coming out of some low-speed turns.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000006||14bCrazy||10-09-2003||11:15 AM||||They used it because the turbo they were using was huge and they were having problems getting the boost up fast enough after they lit the first bulb. I think they weren't using truck turbos which weren't designed for any of that. I heard that inkenille(spelling?) wheels are needed if you run anti lag.||162.84.80.239||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000007||teet||10-09-2003||02:54 PM||||inconnel<br /><br />ball bearing turbos should probably be good for autocross.  the one in the rally car would have as much lag as a "standard" turbo, but once spun up...there was no lag between shifts.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.1||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000008||KenGVR4||10-09-2003||07:20 PM||||Inconel... only one N.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.115.175.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000009||teet||10-11-2003||02:18 AM||||I was closer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes



ubb/Forum2/003514.cgi
A||||2||Lucky13||Shot head, good bottom end??||||1||||Lucky13||00000631
Z||000000||Lucky13||10-08-2003||09:31 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||I tested the compression of the galant a little while back and it came up with pretty poor readings in the middle 2 cylinders. So, I'd pretty much made up my mind to just buy a built bottom end since the galant is just going to be my weekend/stess relief ride. Now as it comes time to finally get around to it, I'm see'ing the bottom line and my check book isn't to happy about it. So my question...<br /><br />From the maintance records I got from the last owner it shows the engine is rebuilt about 50K miles ago due to belt breakage. She doesn't smoke ( only a little puff when I punch it ) and has fairly stable idle with an occasional miss. Could the head be the source of my low compression, and the bottom end be in " good " condition?<br /><br />I already bought a mild ported head for my new engine build up. Guess I should just yank the old one off, take a look at what the insides look like and go from there....<br /><br />Opinions and insights welcome<br /><br />91' GVR4 #1758/2000<br />02' WRX||68.155.80.219||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-08-2003||09:44 AM||||What compression numbers we talking?  She doesn't smoke much, doesn't sound too bad.<br /><br />Sounds like you can put the rebuild aside and work on making her faster, better then before....  You have the technology.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||10-08-2003||01:31 PM||||Sound kinda like a head gasket.  The block may not have gotten decked or the head might not have been resurfaced when it was rebuilt.  What kind of numbers did you get?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum2/003515.cgi
A||N||3||japspec1||US 1990-95 galant motor swap????||||1||||lu||00002555
Z||000000||japspec1||10-08-2003||10:51 AM||japspec1@aol.com||I used to be a proud owner of a 1991 eclipse with the vr4 4g63t motor swap I did a year ago. I blew the motor so I ended up junking the car because I started hating the bodystyle of the 1991 eclispe, but I kept the motor. I never wanted a four door car but lately I have been craving buying a 1994 galant. I was wondering since I have a 4g63t motor just collecting dust in my friends garage if I could swap that motor in the newer galant??||152.163.252.136||reg||1||lu||00002555||yes
Z||000001||Clay||10-08-2003||11:06 AM||||yep, gotta use the galant tranny or a 2g dsm tranny tho||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000002||japspec1||10-08-2003||11:10 AM||||why??????????||152.163.252.136||reg||1||lu||00002555||yes
Z||000003||Triple G||10-08-2003||04:36 PM||||The 94 galant came with a 7bolt 4G64 motor. So i would guess the tranny bolts to the motor like on a 2nd gen eclipse. There wont be a tranny mount on the car like the GVR4 or 1G DSM`s. My self i would pull the 4G64 from the 94 galant and build it. That year 4G64 came with oil squirters for some reason.||24.170.155.125||reg||1||Triple G||00002518||yes



ubb/Forum2/003516.cgi
A||XM||4||TurboVR4dr||Do you want a new car||||1||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003276">This topic has been moved to General Discussions.</a>||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||10-08-2003||10:59 AM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||I work at a Chrysler assembly plant in St. Louis.  We have been told that we can give a "green sheet' which is employee price to one person.  We can usually only do this for family.  So if you are in the market for a new car go to your dealer and ask the the employee price.  E-mail me and i can get you a control number to give them.  You get this discount with rebates and everything.  I can most likely get more than one.  I have friends that won't be usuing their's.  You can not use this discount on the Viper, Crossfire, or the SRT-4.  everything else you can.<br /><br />Here are some of the saving that you can expect.<br /><br />I was going to buy a new Dakota just for a daily driver.  This was going to be a plain truck.  6cyl 5-speed, air, bedliner.  It had the SXT package so you couldn't tell it was a cheap truck.  The sticker was $16,400  They have a $3k rebate now.  with the rebate and my discount I was going to pay $10,400.  For a new truck.  So if you want a Chyrsler, Dodge, or Jeep product you might want to check this out.  I know on cars $30k or more it knocks over $5k off the price.  Hope this helps someone.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||TurboVR4dr||10-08-2003||11:01 AM||||Sorry thought I was in the general section.  Can someone move this for me.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||10-08-2003||01:08 PM||||Not that I want to do it, but is there something a little more official than word-of-mouth discount?  I can imagine a salesman will be quick to question your knowledge if you told him you can get employee discount but you're not an employee.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||10-08-2003||01:15 PM||||Tell them that you have a friend that works for Chrysler.  They know about the discount also.  this was offered to every worker Chrysler has.  So they will know what you are talking about.  This offer is only good until Oct. 31st.  So if you know anyone that wants it tell them.  I would hate to see it go to waste.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||10-08-2003||01:56 PM||||Damn wish it was the perfect time to get an SRT-4 for $9k.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003517.cgi
A||||1||Yao||Opinions needed||||1||||Yao||00000044
Z||000000||Yao||10-08-2003||11:06 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Hello guys,<br /><br />I am back with some answers, I was having problem with low vacuum and 16g not holding boost at 20psi and tapering off to 16psi@7K.  This is on a motor/head that's got 15K miles with JE pistons at 9.1:1 and stock head with roughtly 20k turbo.  I've also notice I have excessive fumes comming out of my catch can??(normal?)  All emmissions have been removed.  Running RRE frontmount with 2.5" piping all the way to throttle with 2.5" exhaust to stock cat and (unknown)muffler.  <br /><br />I've done leak test 2 months ago and fixed all the little leaks, vacuum didn't change a thing.  Only at about -9 to -10 at best, this is at 5800ft/sea level, with HKS 264 cams.  I've just pull the compression last night and it is 160 even accross the board except for the 4th at 165.  No noticeable amount of burnning oil, around half a quart every 3000 miles.  No external leaks noted as the car is parked in the driveway every night.  Getting 22-26 mpg and drives awsome.  I've also checked the cam timming and it is dead on!.....  I am starting to think that 16g might not be big enough to hold 20psi at altitude.  I am having a 3" exhaust made with Delta external wastegate on the downpipe and am going to hollow out the cat and am going to do a side exit and see if that helps the back pressure.  I have touched every part of this car except for the exhaust which was on the car when I brought it.  Maybe a pluged cat?  My only concern is the low vacuum, blowing dipstick and lots of fumes comming out of the catch cane.<br /><br />Ps, I did found #2 sparkplugs to be out of gap at .10!?  maybe when I last gaped it and drop into the sparkplug hole that it crushed it a bit. Would that have any effect on boost?||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||10-08-2003||11:33 AM||||I think you've reached limits of the small 16G.  See AMS's cam test on a 16g, where they experience much of the same:<br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a>||24.148.12.186||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/003518.cgi
A||||0||gvr4tunr||back firing like hell||||1||||gvr4tunr||00001037
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||10-08-2003||12:24 PM||dmbcb3384@aol.com||i removed my turboxs bov and replaced it with my original 1g unit 2 days ago. ever since then, when i accelerate hard through a couple of gears and back off the throttle, leaving the car in gear, my car backfires; a couple small pops here and there, and every so often, a LOUD crack (2-3 times a day). i have an afc for tuning...any reccommendations? on a somewhat related topic, how can i use the trim values from the palm'n'stein to tune? they have some strange values||12.107.200.126||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes



ubb/Forum2/003519.cgi
A||||14||RTS182G-VR4||OK to replace just rings?||||11||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||10-08-2003||02:02 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i got my car back and its pretty toasted.  60% leakdown in cly. 3.  man, the mechanic is my friend and he nearly laughed at me.  thats the worst leakdown hes ever seen.  im thinking i broke a ring, cause most of it is being lost through the rings. the head isnt in good shape either.  anyways, do you guys know if its ok to just replace the rings if the cyl. walls are ok?  thing im worried about is piston to wall clearance.  engine has 130k on it. thanks for any help.<br />Ryan||65.102.216.30||reg||11||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||drew||10-08-2003||03:24 PM||||Yes. if your walls are fine, it's fine just to replace the rings.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||10-08-2003||06:02 PM||||Measure the skirt wear, make sure they ain't collapsed.  New pistons are pretty cheap if you need 'em.  Have the mechanic check for OOR while he's checking the wall clearance.  For spec limits, as usual, RTFM.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.120.56.236||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||RTS182G-VR4||10-08-2003||09:56 PM||||sorry for the dumb question, but what is OOR, also, im probly not going to have a mechanic do this, so can i check it myself and how?  thanks for your help.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||10-08-2003||11:03 PM||||OOR = out of round.  <br /><br />You'll need a bore dial gauge to do this.  If you have to ask, let a GOOD machinist do all the measuring and assembly of the block.  It really won't cost much to have a professional's opinion, and assembly prices are also not too bad.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||RTS182G-VR4||10-08-2003||11:53 PM||||ah, yeah my dad has a bore guage, he restores old cars and builds the engines himself.  see, i dont know if i wanna go through all the rebuild process right now, cause i will do a fully built motor in the future.  just something to last 30k more miles.  i will check it out though.  anyone else have experience here?  thanks for the help<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000006||Ash||10-09-2003||12:10 AM||||JDM engine?  The you can keep your current block/head on an engine stand whilst you get around to doing the rebuild and your car won't have to be out of action for said rebuild.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Oh, and when you are finished you can sell the JDM engine onto someone else to recoup some dosh from it so it might be cheaper in the long run than a 1/2 arse rebuild now and a real one later.<br /><br />Sound like a plan?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||RTS182G-VR4||10-09-2003||04:49 PM||||i wish man, but i am LOW on cash, and i can get rings and stuff for cheap, but i cannot afford another engine, plus all the time it takes to pull and reinstall an engine.any other ideas?  thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000008||autobahntom||10-09-2003||05:07 PM||||Putting new rings will work IF it is the rings that are bad. I would say it is more likely that there is a piston that has a hole in it. That is a common problem with motors that are 'pushed' as we do ours (ones with stock internal parts especially). Burning valves is also common. <br />If you do have broken/cracked ring, the cylinder wall is most likely scarred where the edge of the ring has touched so you would need it bored out to fix it (at the very least). <br />I would pull the head off and look at it and see exactly where the damage is (unless you have access to a boroscope). Once you see the damage and the extent of it; then decide which route to go. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000009||RTS182G-VR4||10-09-2003||07:08 PM||||the thing is, my mechanic said thats what is bad, and ive never pushed mine past 14~15psi.  other cyl. have 30% to 40% leakdown as well all past the rings. the real bad cyl has some past the valves. im going to see if he has a boroscope.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000010||Hartwick||10-12-2003||01:26 AM||||Does the car smoke?  I had that happen to my car, and was told that the oil rings for the 1G cars were a poor design and collected crud.  I replaced all the rings with the engine in the car.  At the same time, since it was necessary to remove the head, I sent it to the machine shop and had the valves done.  With a good, factory shop manual, a sharpie pen, zip-lok bags for small parts and inventory tags, this is a "cookbook" job.  I had fun!  But it was time consuming, trying to do it on weekends.  So long as the pistons and bores are clean and true, which they often are, you can do this job and save bucks.  Good luck!<br /><br />DAVE||207.173.241.52||reg||14||DirtyDave||00001757||yes
Z||000011||RTS182G-VR4||10-12-2003||01:51 AM||||i boroscoped it and it "looked good" so thats probly what i will do.  found some gapless rings that say 2% or less leakdown ever.  regular rings can have up to 20% when new.  pretty crazy stuff.<br />thanks for your help guys<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||10-12-2003||06:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong>  found some gapless rings that say 2% or less leakdown ever. <br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">NOOOOOOOOOOOOO don't by them the suck for forced induction motors a little leakdown is good for a turbo motor i have heard many problems with these. I asked my brother about them and he said "If you buy them I will fly out step on them and then fly back".Now if you has a 1.6l stock civic I'd say go ahead.||65.177.240.22||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||10-12-2003||09:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong>  found some gapless rings that say 2% or less leakdown ever. <br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">NOOOOOOOOOOOOO don't by them the suck for forced induction motors a little leakdown is good for a turbo motor i have heard many problems with these. I asked my brother about them and he said "If you buy them I will fly out step on them and then fly back".Now if you has a 1.6l stock civic I'd say go ahead. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i think archer racing said the same thing.  this was a long time ago, you might want to call them.  i think they were like class winners 6 years in a row.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||RTS182G-VR4||10-12-2003||02:32 PM||||so the general consensus says NO-dont do it?  does anyone know why they are bad, cause it kinda sounds like a good idea.  the only thing i can think is too much pressure and strain on the piston itself?  thanks for warning me, i dont wanna be putting crap in my car.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/003520.cgi
A||||11||miturra||Engine Removal Without the Transmission.||||1||||hondo||00001080
Z||000000||miturra||10-08-2003||03:58 PM||miturra@hotmail.com||Has anyone taken out an engine without taking out the transmission? And put it back in?||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000001||drew||10-08-2003||04:24 PM||||I have.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||10-08-2003||05:24 PM||||While it is possible (as some have done it), it is MUCH easier to pull them together. The input shaft on the transmission makes it very difficult to do without scratching/banging/tearing up your car. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||ccrich100||10-26-2003||11:23 AM||||I thought you had to pull the tranny on the VR4 first, then pull the motor.<br />There isn't much room between the face of the motor and the left side of the body. Maybe a couple of inches at best. Then there's is a/c and stuff to deal with.||24.150.80.40||reg||1||ccrich100||00002634||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||10-26-2003||11:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ccrich100:<br /><strong> I thought you had to pull the tranny on the VR4 first, then pull the motor.<br />There isn't much room between the face of the motor and the left side of the body. Maybe a couple of inches at best. Then there's is a/c and stuff to deal with. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can pull the motor and tranny at the same time, infact it's almost as easy as pulling just the tranny if you have simplifyed your engine bay just a little (no A/C)||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000005||galantvr4us||10-26-2003||01:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ccrich100:<br /><strong> I thought you had to pull the tranny on the VR4 first, then pull the motor.<br />There isn't much room between the face of the motor and the left side of the body. Maybe a couple of inches at best. Then there's is a/c and stuff to deal with. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can pull the motor and tranny at the same time, infact it's almost as easy as pulling just the tranny if you have simplifyed your engine bay just a little (no A/C) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep I've done it.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||10-26-2003||02:45 PM||||I've also done it.. twice.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||meshwork||10-26-2003||09:45 PM||||Guys doing the engine and trans together, are you taking it out the top or the bottom of the car?||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||10-27-2003||05:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Guys doing the engine and trans together, are you taking it out the top or the bottom of the car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I take the trans out first under the car then the motor over the car.||65.177.240.80||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||galantvr4us||10-27-2003||11:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Guys doing the engine and trans together, are you taking it out the top or the bottom of the car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I took them both out the top.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000010||miturra||10-27-2003||03:43 PM||||Just wondering, with just taking out the engine, do you need to move the transmission away from the engine? Which means taking out the axle on the passenger side.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000011||KenGVR4||10-27-2003||04:06 PM||||Pulling the motor and leaving the transmission in place is such a pain in the ass, it's worth the extra 30 minutes to unbolt the transmission and drop it to the floor, or take the transmission and motor out as one assembly.  <br /><br />The problem with leaving the tranny in isn't so much taking the motor out, you just scratch your clutch pressure plate up when the input shaft drags across it, but putting the motor back in is a complete clusterf*$k with such little clearance between the motor and the drivers side frame rail.<br />In my experience, it's just worth the extra time (I mean, if you're taking out the motor anyway, what's an extra hour or two?) to take the transmission out too.||65.116.191.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes



ubb/Forum2/003521.cgi
A||||4||galantvr4us||Factory Alarm/Aftermarket Alarm Question||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||10-08-2003||04:25 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||I got my car back from Buschur the other day and started to clean up the car and have noticed that my aftermarket alarm and factory alarm do not work.  I had a buddy install the alarm 3 or 4 years ago and he did not realize it had a factory alarm so even though I had a keypad for an aftermarket alarm I still needed to put the key in the door and turn it in order to turn off the alarm.  Back to story...<br /><br />I notice that everything seems to work except the siren...doors lock/unlock lights flash to indicate alarm on/off.  When I push locks down I notice security light comes on as well.  I check the siren and I wires seem to be hooked up but started to realize that the factory alarm uses the horn which in turn is not working either.  But the horn does honk.  <br /><br />I am by no means an alarm expert if someone could give me some ideas of what it might be.  The alarm is a wiring nightmare and do not even know where they go so hopefully this is something simple.  <br /><br />Thanks in advance.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||coop||10-08-2003||10:27 PM||||it sounds like they pulled the fuse to the alarm. it is probably under the dash. it should be a 15 amp fuse.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||10-09-2003||06:19 PM||||I am looking and not really finding anything.  Should the fuse be located somewhere on the aftermarket alarm wiring or factory.  Thanks,<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||10-10-2003||07:02 PM||||Thanks for the help-the car was accidently put into valet mode....<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||coop||10-11-2003||01:08 AM||||got it.||198.81.26.80||reg||6||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum2/003522.cgi
A||||10||VR4 Me||gah, why am i seein 30+ mm/Hg of Vacuum?||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||10-08-2003||04:36 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||Installed boost gauge and boost controller. Showed so much vacuum that it appears to have affected my gauges calibration?<br /><br />It's a vac leak right? but where? I've checked every T and the straight through connector.<br /><br />I tapped at the P-port.||68.155.235.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||henrok||10-08-2003||04:51 PM||||where do u see it being a vacuum problem?  do u have a separate guage for vacuum?||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||VR4 Me||10-08-2003||04:53 PM||||well, i don't. but the car shouldn't read 30 mm/Hg of vac on a warm engine, should it?||68.155.235.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||10-08-2003||05:24 PM||||What is that in psi?||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||10-08-2003||06:15 PM||||All I've seen is in/Hg.  30mm/Hg would be less than 1.5in/Hg.<br /><br />Normal vacuum should be somewhere around 15-20in/Hg.  <br /><br />Sounds like you have a screwed up gauge.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||josh91vr4||10-08-2003||06:32 PM||||A vacuum leak would show more like 5-10 in/hg of vacuum (the leak would allow air to come in and counter the vacuum)<br />I show 15 in/hg vacuum at idle, 20 or so right when i let off, and occasionally when i'm cruising really easy on the gas.<br />I believe 30 in/hg is right around either -15 psi (thought i read that somewhere).. Could be wrong.<br />Anyhow, it sounds to me like the gauge is fooked.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000006||VR4 Me||10-08-2003||06:44 PM||||yeah, i figured out my goof about it being IN/Hg...sorry||68.155.235.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000007||RTS182G-VR4||10-08-2003||10:48 PM||||i show ~14 in/hg at idle and go to 20 when i let off as well.  15 in/hg converts to 7.3 psi.  i think.30inches sounds kinda high, but it might just be a bad guage.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||10-08-2003||11:24 PM||||What is the idle RPM during stated vacuum reading?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||VR4 Me||10-09-2003||12:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> What is the idle RPM during stated vacuum reading? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1100. i need a honeycomb<br /><br />and i know somethin fishy was probably up with the gauge, cuz the vacuum totally screwed the gauge. it's now reading 12 IN/Hg with it unplugged from the car. Time to buy a new gauge I guess.||68.155.235.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000010||bazeng||10-09-2003||08:57 PM||||i get a pretty high vacuum reading when its warming up..<br /><br />maybe your actual vacuum line (hose) is kinked??? i've noticed that the vacuum increases when the line is bent/kinked..||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/003523.cgi
A||||36||V8EATER||TONS OF UNDERSTEER!!||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||10-08-2003||05:49 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||my suspension is stock, the engine is pretty well tuned.  i have so much understeer, it's almost not fun to drive to the limit!  i have camber bolts front and rear, 17's, and sumhitmo z rated tires.  how do i dial out some of this understeer for about $500 right now?  (complete suspension redo next fall)||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||10-08-2003||05:54 PM||||Rear sway bar. When you get some cash get a Quaife front diff.||64.233.107.49||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||10-08-2003||06:07 PM||||Check with Fogdarter, he may have an extra 26mm Whiteline rear sway for sale.<br /><br />Got mine on for a couple of days and loved it!  Then I downed the car to finish the poly bushings, front bar, and exhaust.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-08-2003||06:41 PM||||Play with your tire pressures and get rid of the rear camber bolts. : )||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||number3||10-08-2003||06:42 PM||||Sell it and buy a V8 miata  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />The Quaife helped me a lot to remedy this.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||V8EATER||10-08-2003||07:01 PM||||v8 miata would be fun....<br /><br />however, would the sway bar be enough, along with the tire pressures, to help?  i had thought of dialing in 1-1.5* camber in the front, to help with turn in.  <br /><br />how does that sound?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||10-08-2003||07:09 PM||||It seems like you'd want the lsd in the back, not front.  More negative and toe in the front and less in the rear might help, then a big rear swaybar.  My car is on the verge of oversteer with gc's and agx's, I think with a rear swaybar and a lsd in the back it would be drift city.  So If I was looking for the biggest bang for the buck to counter the wicked tramlining, I'd go with the biggest rear bar you could get.||12.160.160.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||10-08-2003||07:42 PM||||The Quaife is a torque biasing diff, it sends more torque to the outside tire in a turn lessening understeer.||64.233.107.49||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||10-08-2003||08:23 PM||||I realize it's not the ideal setup, but has anyone had any experience, or know any dsm'ers, with a Phantom Grip style front lsd?  I belive BM Tranny also makes one for our cars.  Obviously not as good as a torque biasing Quaife, but would it help alleviate the understeer?||69.59.219.150||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||kartorium31||10-08-2003||09:00 PM||||I realize it would help to have one in the front, but if you are on the throttle and don't have an lsd in the back the outside tire is going to take longer to break loose.  Ever tried to spin donuts in a rwd truck without an lsd?  It doesn't work on the pavement cause the inside tire just lights up.  You need the outside tire to get some power to it, then the fun begins.  If you just put one in the front it probably wouldn't do much, especially compared to putting one in the rear.  If for some odd reason I am way off in my reasoning, please explain, it just seems worthless to spend the money to get a lsd in the front when trying to lessen understeer.||12.160.160.46||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000010||Bigfoot200200||10-08-2003||09:50 PM||||I know of a GVR4 that put a Quaife on the front without any other mods and the car was just amazing. You could punch it entering tight turns and it would track unlike anything if I have ever been in. Kinda spendy, but if you have the $ it sure is fun.||64.233.107.49||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000011||mj_rosenfeld||10-08-2003||10:18 PM||||Things to do that will reduce understeer:<br />1. With street tires, 10 psig more air pressure in front than in back<br />2. Ditch the 4WS as it keeps the rear tucked in<br />3. Much thicker rear sway bar (don't waste time on anything less than 22 mm)<br />4. Adjustable shocks, with rears on hardest setting<br />5. Stiffer springs all around, with rears almost as stiff as fronts<br />6. More camber in front<br />7. Quaife rear LSD<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.123||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||10-08-2003||11:22 PM||||and #8, more toe-out in rear, more toe-in in front.  <br /><br />Oh, and the fun way: keep right foot planted and use Scandanavian flick to begin rotation.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||V8EATER||10-09-2003||01:36 PM||||"Things to do that will reduce understeer:<br />1. With street tires, 10 psig more air pressure in front than in back"<br /><br />Wouldn't this give the rear more grip, and the front less, giving even more understeer?  my thought is, put more in the rear, thus giving less traction to the rear, and more to the front, countering understeer.||66.136.155.145||reg||5||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000014||Tevenor||10-09-2003||01:42 PM||||Tire traction limit is not a linear straight line graph. It's more like a bell curve. Depending on where you are on that curve, you may need to increase or decrease pressures to get the results you want.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000015||mj_rosenfeld||10-09-2003||02:07 PM||||Yes, many factors affect grip, including and not limited to rubber chemistry, rubber temperature, road surface condition, tread depth, suspension geometry, contact patch width, and sidewall stiffness. The last two are the only ones you can affect very easily without either changing the tire or the car. With street tires, sidewall stiffness is a major weakness affecting grip. From 5 years of autocrossing, which is all about handling and car control, I guarantee you that lateral grip in cornering on _true_ street tires is greatly enhanced by increasing air pressure, and similarly diminished by decreasing air pressure. A good 10 to 15 psig difference front to rear, with more in the front than in back will do a lot to reduce understeer in a GVR4. This can be true for some roadrace or autocross race tires. But most of these specialized tires have extremely stiff sidewalls and if they are very wide, increasing pressure rounds out the tread face thereby decreasing the contact patch size and decreasing grip. So conversely, decreasing pressure increases contact patch width and increases grip with those tires. For drag racing you would want very soft sidewalls so less pressure increases grip.<br />Mike R.<br />That's my story and I'm sticking to it.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||no
Z||000016||Tevenor||10-09-2003||02:29 PM||||Increasing pressures only increases dynamic traction limits if the pressures are low. Conversely decreasing pressures will increase grip only if the pressures are so high that the contact patch is 'rounding' and never get full contact patch.<br /><br />If you have a true street tire at it's limit of maximum grip, increasing pressures or decreasing pressures both will lose grip potential.<br /><br />Dynamics of car rotation (turning) is a complex dynamic model with variables out the wazoo. Imagine a bell curve with the top of the curve being the max grip potential of the tire. Now apply that same curve to each corner of the car so each tire has the same curve (assuming same tires). Moving the tires away from the peak of the curve at each end changes the dynamic characteristics of the car depending on where you go. Then you would have to overlay the drive of each wheel since our cars are AWD, etc etc etc.<br /><br />All I am saying is that wether you want to increase or decrease pressures is totally dependent on where you started at. If you start at 'Mitsu spec pressures' in all 4, by all means increase the front and rear until you get the sidewalls to stop rolling (the actual pressure changes depending on carcass design of the tire). However, at that point take stock of how the car reacts and make adjustments from there. I normally increase the rear 2 psi on street tires from this point until I get the rear to 'slip' where I want it. Yes I am losing overall grip, but I am getting the handling I want in return without losing much needed from grip potential.<br /><br />5 years of autocross and 3 years of teaching has taught me that based on driving AWD cars.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000017||AWDpower||10-09-2003||03:00 PM||||Little changes can make big differences.<br /><br />More camber in front, you should be able to get close to -1.5 degrees. This will help front grip, but should not affect turn in. Except that when you add camber, you also get a little more toe out in front, which will help turn in. But it can also eat your tires, so you should get an alignment. <br /><br />Caster bushing in the front are a good addition. Our cars lose camber when the steering wheel is turned, adding extra caster reduces this. <br /><br />Less camber in the rear, I run -.5 degrees. <br /><br />Tire pressures can be used to fine tune the car, but they don't really affect grip. They move it around. First, you need to run enough pressure to keep the tires from rolling over. Then the point of changing the air pressure is not to give the tire more or less grip. It's to increase or reduce roll stiffnes at that end of the car, just like using stiffer springs. Just like springs, changers to one end affect the other. For example, more pressure in the rear= more grip in front= more oversteer.||64.157.95.10||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000018||mj_rosenfeld||10-09-2003||03:03 PM||||Sean,<br />  I think we are saying much the same thing, but framed a bit differently because as you put it, it depends on where you start. I was assuming somebody is driving their GVR4 around on rather ordinary passenger street tires in a fairly normal size range like 225 or less at a typical pressure of 25 to 32 psig. In that case for sure more air would be needed at both ends. There is no one right answer for the pressure where grip is best, but on street tires that I've used I've found it to be somewhere around 45 psig plus or minus a bit. Then, more air rounds out the tread and you lose grip or less air softens the sidewall and you lose grip. As you point out, in that case you can legitimately go either way. On street tires and on my old Kumho V700s I usually chose to go down in pressure at the rear such that there was around 12 psig difference. Evidently you found it useful to go up instead. OTOH, on my fat Hoosiers (275/45/16), the pressure where grip is maximized seems to be a lot lower because the sidewalls are so stiff and the wide tread face starts rounding out at much over 25 psig, at least based on what I see in wear patterns. So as tire temps start going up I start bleeding pressure off the front and may let the rear pressure increase a bit naturally. I don't typically run as large a difference front to rear with those tires.<br />  So what class do you run your GVR4 in -- GS, ESP, or SM?<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000019||Tevenor||10-09-2003||03:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong> Sean,<br />  I think we are saying much the same thing, but framed a bit differently because as you put it, it depends on where you start. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would agree there. I am coming from an autocross application while you were describing more street driven situations with already lower than ideal (for autocross) pressures.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong><br />  So what class do you run your GVR4 in -- GS, ESP, or SM?<br />Mike R. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I actually race my 96 Talon, not the GVR4, in SM. Here is a picture or 3 for your viewing pleasure:<br /><br /><a href="http://nlucier-scca.dyndns.org:81/2003/2003-08-24_oor3_cny_valeo/images/P8245254.jpg" target="_blank">3 Wheeling</a><br /><a href="http://nlucier-scca.dyndns.org:81/2003/2003-09-28_event7_valeo/images/P9285800.jpg" target="_blank">Quick corner</a><br /><a href="http://nlucier-scca.dyndns.org:81/2003/2003-09-28_event7_valeo/images/P9285802.jpg" target="_blank">Sideview</a>||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000020||V8EATER||10-09-2003||03:49 PM||||So, would starting at 32psi at all 4 corners be a good starting point, and then start fine tuning?  i know i've got n00b written all over me, but i gotta learn somewhere.  also, (mj and sean) would the local scca club be a good place to start to learn car dynamics?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000021||mj_rosenfeld||10-09-2003||04:13 PM||||V8E,<br />  For spirited street driving, 32 psi is a good place to start. For autocrossing, you will probably find more is necessary.<br />  Autocrossing will teach you a lot about what your car wants to do and how to get it to do something different. A good place to get started is go to <a href="http://www.scca.org," target="_blank">www.scca.org,</a> go to their region locator, click on the map near where you live, then click on the link for a local chapter near you. The local chapter website will then tell you when and where to show up. When you go to an event, let them know you are a novice. Many chapters have a novice program where they hook you up with somebody experienced who will walk you around the course and give you advice on driving and set up. Talk to other drivers, especially if they are in AWD cars, and definitely catch some rides. Be patient though because there is a lot to learn and you can't expect do great right away. Depending on what you've done to your car, you could find yourself in a non-stock class with some very well prepared competition, and besides you'll be all ass and elbows just trying to navigate through the course until you learn how to learn it. At 32 psi all around your car probably will understeer like a relentless sonofabitch. That's when you start playing with tire pressures and you'll probably find you need a lot more air. Don't be afraid to go to 45 psi or whatever, the tire won't pop. Oh, yeah, don't forget to have fun -- that's what it's about. (It's only frustrating when you realize you probably can win but you didn't drive smart or clean.) Do it for a season with the car as is suspension-wise, until you get a feel for what it might take to improve it. Of course, depending on where you live, the season may already be about over.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000022||mj_rosenfeld||10-09-2003||04:27 PM||||I actually race my 96 Talon, not the GVR4, in SM. Here is a picture or 3 for your viewing pleasure:<br />--------------------<br />-Sean Caron<br />108/1000<br /><br />Here are some pix of my car dressed for battle in SM:<br /><a href="http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/mj_rosenfeld/" target="_blank">http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/mj_rosenfeld/</a><br /><br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000023||1420mark||10-09-2003||04:47 PM||||quote from top  of thread:<br /><br />"<br />Play with your tire pressures and get rid of the rear camber bolts. : ) "<br /><br />why eliminate an adjustable bolt ? can't it just be set right  if you want stock position ?||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000024||theymightbegalants||10-10-2003||12:54 AM||||Thanks for the info, guys.  It's great; keep it coming.<br /><br />Apparently the point of my last post was missed.  I wasn't asking about just putting an lsd up front.  I know of the benefits of a rear.  I already have a 4 bolt lsd.  And I wasn't really asking about any diff up front anyway; I already know how a front lsd helps tracking through a corner.  What I was asking about was the Phantom Grip style lsd in particular.  Not a Quaife, Kaaz, or other.  Has anyone had or used this diff?  Know any DSM'ers, fwd or awd, that use or have used this diff?  I know one of the spendier ones would probably be better, but I can't afford one.  I probably can afford to stick one of these in on the next tranny rebuild, but I'd like to get some feedback first.  Or, heck, I'll be the guinea pig, unless there's an overwhelming negative response.||69.59.219.201||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000025||theymightbegalants||10-10-2003||01:05 AM||||I have in front of me a printout of a table listing suspension changes and their effects.  Sorry, I no longer remember the url.  Anyway, thought I'd just go down the list and report all that decrease understeer or increase oversteer.  Some of these I don't entirely agree with, due to our car's suspension, but that's a whole other can of worms.  Here goes:<br /><br />decrease front spring rate<br />increase rear spring rate<br />decrease front anti roll bar*1<br />increase rear anti roll bar*2<br />increase front tire pressure<br />decrease rear tire pressure<br />improper front camber can cause understeer (get an alignment)<br /><br />*1:  more body roll could reduce tire contact patch area, causing understeer.<br /><br />*2:  on IRS, may reduce camber change, allowing better contact patch compliance with road surface, reducing oversteer.<br /><br />Ok, so all above is off this chart, including those notes, which I agree with.  I also agree that in general, reducing front roll bar rate and increasing the rear is a solution to understeer.  Those notes are just a reminder that there's a limit to this theory.  I'm sorry I can't find the link to corroborate this information, but I got it off the page of someone who is very experienced and successful in autocrossing and road racing, so I would think they at least have an inkling of what they're talking about.||69.59.219.201||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000026||eyetrauma||10-10-2003||10:11 AM||||Hey, not to jack this thread but its kind of topic. Has anyone had any experience with puting a Suspension Technique sway bar on a galant? I've got one on my talon they're cheap, pretty fat, and come with urethane bushings.||128.222.32.10||reg||1||James DeRosia||00002414||yes
Z||000027||Bigfoot200200||10-10-2003||01:19 PM||||A ST rear bar will make the car almost neutral, but it still understeers slightly. It might be that the use of both bars would make a neutral car. Their front bar is hollow and is a smaller diameter than the stock bar and I wonder if it is less bar. Anyone?||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000028||dsmsleeper||10-10-2003||02:27 PM||||The ST front bar supplements the existing swaybar.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000029||mj_rosenfeld||10-10-2003||02:32 PM||||Rear bars made for the GVR4 have an offset in the middle to clear the AWS hydraulic pump that sticks up from the rear diff. A rear bar made for a 1G Eclipse is straight through the center portion, but it will fit the GVR4 if you have done the 4-bolt Eclipse rear diff conversion.<br />  With that smaller dimaeter hollow front bar, you would expect it to be less stiff than the larger solid bar it replaces. So it would tend to have a similar effect on balance as a heavier rear bar, i.e. reducing understeer.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000030||Bigfoot200200||10-10-2003||03:06 PM||||Thanks Mike, they came packaged together as a matched pair with instructions saying they should used as such. I thought possibly that it used stiffer spring steel than the stock bar. And with the front bar being difficult to install like I've heard it is, I wanted to check before I installed it. ST used to make a adjustable rear bar, but my parts supplier could not get one, they might not make it anymore. But if someone wanted it real bad I'll bet they could find one.<br /><br />Edit: Went and got the instructions. Dsmsleeper is correct, the ST front bar is installed in addition with the stock front bar.||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000031||Beemer||10-10-2003||08:28 PM||||Sounds like you need one of these...this is a pic of my 26mm whiteline rear sway bar.  I'm the guy that persuaded mark to do the work for the group buy.  We have another one going, and mark is again taking orders (Fogdarter).  From the reviews we are getting, it turns a GVR4 into a completely different car.  Best single handling mod I ever did (a quote) comes to mind.  So now you see the beast for the first time in person.<br />dave [img] [img]http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1551 [/img][/IMG]||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000032||Beemer||10-10-2003||08:29 PM||||Sounds like you need one of these...this is a pic of my 26mm whiteline rear sway bar.  I'm the guy that persuaded mark to do the work for the group buy.  We have another one going, and mark is again taking orders (Fogdarter).  From the reviews we are getting, it turns a GVR4 into a completely different car.  Best single handling mod I ever did (a quote) comes to mind.  So now you see the beast for the first time in person.<br />dave <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1551" alt=" - " />||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000033||mj_rosenfeld||10-10-2003||10:09 PM||||How in the world did you attach that 26mm bar? I have the Whiteline 24mm bar and the U-brackets just barely fit with the standard bracket bolt holes. In fact, I had to do some creative blacksmithing in order to get that bracket to work.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.126||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000034||turboflanagan||10-10-2003||11:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong> How in the world did you attach that 26mm bar? I have the Whiteline 24mm bar and the U-brackets just barely fit with the standard bracket bolt holes. In fact, I had to do some creative blacksmithing in order to get that bracket to work.<br />Mike R. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">More creative blacksmithing, a bit of cusing, walking around for a while cusing (this would be beer time for drinkers!), some more creative blacksmithing, and you're done.  <br /><br />Mitsu engineers could have had some forethought and spaced those holes out just a bit more!<br /><br />I have a "mountain run" scheduled for next weekend that I will run if I get the exhaust stuff ported and installed by then.  If I don't drive it off the mountain I'll let you know how I like both the whiteline bars (22front,26rear) and bushings along with the Teins and some decent tires.||64.63.212.106||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000035||pudhed||10-11-2003||05:26 AM||||You can get the car to oversteer pretty easily using left foot braking. <br /><br />The brakes are heavily biased towards the front, but the AWD is 50/50. So if you press the brake and gas at the same time, the braking force cancels out the engine's force at the front wheels, but plenty of torque still goes to the rear wheels. So basically, your car will handle more like a RWD car depending how much you have the brake in. <br />Another nice thing about this is it keeps the turbo fully spooled in a turn..||66.218.52.237||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes
Z||000036||1420mark||10-11-2003||01:23 PM||||there is a  26mm sway bar group buy  forming , with many additional suspension parts optional.<br /><br />if you are interested pls see thread on 26 sale <br /><br />don't ask why I am doing this again.  it is at cost||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes



ubb/Forum2/003524.cgi
A||||2||4g63t||Engine hoist points||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||10-08-2003||07:09 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||For those of you that pull your engines, where do you attach the leveler? Do you even use a leveler? Those factory hooks are long gone, and I'd like to pull the engine in one piece if possible. Any ideas?||67.165.105.107||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||10-08-2003||07:13 PM||||what i did is i put the chain through the long bolts that are on the front right side of the motor for the motor mounts. through the holes of the chain and put large washers on there, put the nuts on a bit. <br /><br />on the other side i wrapped the chain around the little bracket that is between the CAS and throttle body and put a master lock on that. this worked well for me.||65.227.217.82||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||10-08-2003||07:18 PM||||Cool, thanks||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum2/003525.cgi
A||||6||wtgvr4me03||22 or 23 spline||||1||||wtgvr4me03||00001996
Z||000000||wtgvr4me03||10-08-2003||08:14 PM||||I have a 91 gvr4, going to pick up another tranny tomorrow and need to know the spline count.  I ran my vin in caps and got the following info: w5m33-2-nqbk replacement p/n<br />md995572.  Is this a 22 spline tranny?  Thank you for any help||68.10.193.5||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000001||wtgvr4me03||10-08-2003||09:34 PM||||for anyone who cares if your transfer case p/n is<br />MD758205 you have a 23 spline tranny.  I just looked alittle further in caps and found the answer to my question||68.10.193.5||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000002||number3||10-08-2003||10:17 PM||||Good luck.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||10-09-2003||10:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Good luck. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WTGVR4me03,<br />#3's comment is meant to warn you that some of us   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  have been wrong before by going just by the VIN number. CAPS can be, and has been, wrong   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />The only sure way is to pull it, and count the splines.||68.153.103.199||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||wtgvr4me03||10-09-2003||12:58 PM||||Thanks, The guy is going to give me the transfer case also.  So I shouldn't have a problem.  I will count it when I take it off to see if caps was right or not.||68.10.193.5||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||10-10-2003||11:22 AM||||I tried searching for an answer similar to this before myself, but didn't quite get what I wanted.  Did all U.S. GVR-4's use the same 23 spline t-case?  To my knowledge my car has the original t-case (which is leaking and I think needs replacing/rebuilt) and I imagine can get one cheap to replace it.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000006||drew||10-10-2003||12:20 PM||||My 92 has a 22 spline, original tranny/case||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/003526.cgi
A||||8||vr4fun||Idle Miss||||1||||vr4fun||00002376
Z||000000||vr4fun||10-08-2003||10:10 PM||||Hi all i've just taken delivery of my first  galant vr4 - what can i say - GREAT CAR!!!<br /><br />I have a problem, when the car has been hot, left to sit for a few mins ( engine off) when i resart it it has a miss at idle. I've been told by some one that the computer is leaning / riching the mix, this sounds feasble but what would cause the computer to make those changes - sensor faulty???<br /><br />thanks<br /><br />p.s this is my first post - hope i did ok???||220.244.224.9||reg||1||vr4fun||00002376||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||10-08-2003||10:20 PM||||You did fine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />But could you tell us more about the car?  Is it stock?  If not, what's done to it?||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||vr4fun||10-08-2003||11:18 PM||||It is  a 1988 MMC Galant vr4 everything else is stock.. hope this helps - - need any more details???||220.244.224.9||reg||1||vr4fun||00002376||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||10-09-2003||12:23 AM||||Does the miss go away within a few seconds? If so, it could be due to ethanol enriched fuel. Myself and a few others, experience this here.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||vr4fun||10-09-2003||02:48 AM||||I'm running in on shell optimax - (have tried normal premium unleaded aswell) they quote that there is no ethanol added||220.244.224.9||reg||1||vr4fun||00002376||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||10-09-2003||10:40 AM||||My car idles poor, and will even stall, when I first restart it hot, like if I just run into a store for a minute or 2. I believe its caused by the fuel in the fuel rail percolating, sort of like a vapor lock, but not as bad. The factory fuel pressure system has a solenoid in it that is supposed to increase the fuel pressure for a couple minutes after a hot start, to help with this problem, but I've never seen it help much.<br />Just too much heat soak if you ask me. I know that I've never owned a car that got so hot under the hood!||68.153.103.199||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||watchdoc||10-09-2003||05:22 PM||||My cars has a very slight miss at idle as well.  I've heard that datalogging and fine tuning the TPS will help some.<br /><br />If fuel rail heat is part of the problem, then maybe a "cool can" fuel rail would help.<br /><br />Just some ideas.||65.41.42.22||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000007||vr4fun||10-10-2003||02:39 AM||||thanks all for the tips and thoughts - can you please tell me what a tps is ??? thanks<br /><br />cheers||220.244.224.9||reg||1||vr4fun||00002376||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||10-10-2003||03:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vr4fun:<br /><strong> thanks all for the tips and thoughts - can you please tell me what a tps is ??? thanks<br /><br />cheers </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">TPS is the throttle position sensor on the front of the throttle body. I would remove that stupid fuel pressure solenoid. I shuts off vacuum to the fuel pressure regulator which is just a dumb idea. It shuts off the vacuum for about a minute or two after hot restart. I removed mine and will never look back. It sound like that could be you problem I would start there.||65.177.240.190||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003527.cgi
A||||6||jpgvr4||Bullseye Power Turbine Housings?||||5||||jpgvr4||00000179
Z||000000||jpgvr4||10-08-2003||11:49 PM||adam@technoracer.com||Anyone have experience with their housings? <br /><br /><a href="http://home.carolina.rr.com/bullseyepower/bullseyepartslist.htm" target="_blank">http://home.carolina.rr.com/bullseyepower/bullseyepartslist.htm</a><br /><br />Adam||65.70.151.123||reg||5||jpgvr4||00000179||no
Z||000001||Beemer||10-09-2003||12:09 AM||||Just like the new ones RRE and the others are selling..good people.  I posted on them a few weeks ago.  The other shops sell the exact same thing..same price too.  However, I'm kinda wary of the stainless as that's no guarentee to prevent cracking, and it is a total bitch to port.  Way harder than cast iron..you need a diamond bit to port with.<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||10-09-2003||09:36 AM||||since i installed the 16g, both small and big, i have never had any cracking.  i just installed the rnr o2 eliminator downpipe, and i checked the turbine housing, no cracks.  exh manifold(2g) also has no cracks.  they have been on the car for at least 3 years.  excluding the 14b, who is having problems with cracked manifold/turbine housings?  and, i dont see any pricings, which make me a bit wary.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||10-10-2003||01:28 AM||||we just gone one in at DS<br />it looks great, havn't put it on anything yet though||141.153.165.108||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||Dsmman||10-10-2003||08:52 AM||||Wow, it's a Mutt Turbo under a different name.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Junk.||141.158.33.216||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000005||wannaGVR4again||10-10-2003||11:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dsmman:<br /><strong> Wow, it's a Mutt Turbo under a different name.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />Junk. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What?  It's a stainless turbine housing, NOT the entire turbo.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||192.31.106.35||reg||1||wannaGVR4again||00000700||yes
Z||000006||Doug Thomas||10-10-2003||12:37 PM||||Dsmman is correct that is mutt exhaust housing and the not the PTE exhaust housing that alot of vendors are selling.||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes



ubb/Forum2/003528.cgi
A||||1||redheat86||few questions, can someone help me out. ||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||10-09-2003||12:25 AM||||Ok i just finished my engine swap in my 91 galant. anyways i have a few issues. The alternator doesnt wana keep a charge..ill have to get this checked out.. 2nd. I have a wire thats in the the alternator wiring harness, its yellow and has a blue female bullet conecter..any idea where this goes? 3rd. a slightly high idle issue, about 1200 rpms, could this be due to bad ignition timing? 4th. i ended up having to use the automatic thermostat housing, so i essentially have 2 radiator caps on the cooling system...the issue is that the overflow on the radiator and the one on the housing leak fluid at idle, but once it is revved it gets sucked back in..any ideas here? this all happens at all as well.<br /><br />Thanks||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-09-2003||04:41 AM||||" The alternator doesnt wana keep a charge..ill have to get this checked out"<br /><br />Get it bench tested any autozone can do that for you.  <br /><br />"2nd. I have a wire thats in the the alternator wiring harness, its yellow and has a blue female bullet conecter..any idea where this goes?" <br /><br />It's likely to go on the end of the power steering pump." <br /><br />3rd. a slightly high idle issue, about 1200 rpms, could this be due to bad ignition timing?" <br /><br />Try looking for vaccum leaks and adjust the BISS " <br /><br />4th. i ended up having to use the automatic thermostat housing, so i essentially have 2 radiator caps on the cooling system...the issue is that the overflow on the radiator and the one on the housing leak fluid at idle, but once it is revved it gets sucked back in..any ideas here? this all happens at all as well." <br /><br />Huh   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  if the over flow leaks then there is a bad hose to the bottle a leaking bottle. As for the one on the thermostate housing try a new radiator cap for it and DON'T get an autozone one they suck get a motorad or stant or oe.||65.177.240.59||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003529.cgi
A||||1||1992vr4t320lbsforsale||my shit boggs||||1||||eli lie||00002521
Z||000000||1992vr4t320lbsforsale||10-09-2003||01:05 AM||vr4t3@yahoo.com||when i get  on it and it starts to boost it boggs before anything.  we have tried coil packs, regulators, mass air flow sensors, plugs, wires, it is running rich but i dont know what to do asy seggustions?????  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||172.193.119.80||reg||1||eli lie||00002521||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-09-2003||02:45 AM||||If it runs rich check fuel pressure and check your plugs see if it is all cylinders are rich or just 1 if it is only 1 you injector is stuck wide open. See if there is vaccumm going to fpr. Check for intercooler pipes that may have popped off or torn most likely to be you problem.||65.177.241.173||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003530.cgi
A||||2||mj_rosenfeld||T-belt life||||1||||mj_rosenfeld||00001058
Z||000000||mj_rosenfeld||10-09-2003||07:01 AM||mlr@cgate.net||I know timing belts need to be changed religiously and I'm about due. But I am curious, what is the shortest time to failure anyone got from a timing belt? And what is the longest life (on borrowed time) anyone squeezed out of a timing belt?<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-09-2003||08:36 AM||||I've heard stories down from the river that one failed at 53K.  Just stories.<br /><br />The Talon I got had 14xK miles on it.  The owner said she never had it done.  I guess if you keep it at low rpms the whole time, it might last.  I made her drive the car to my apartment before I handed over the cash, loaded the car up on a car dolly thing and took it to get the t-belt changed.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||TurboVR4dr||10-09-2003||11:30 AM||||I have seen a couple go over 100k miles.  But you should have seen the teeth.  they were all cracked and ready to come off.  I don;t know how they stayed on.  I know a guy that put an autozone belt on.  It lasted 7k miles.  It was installed correct it was just a junk belt.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes



ubb/Forum2/003531.cgi
A||||1||91 #680||need help....clunk||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||10-09-2003||02:22 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I just recently got this problem and everytime I shift gears something keeps dropping...sorta feels like the driveshaft or tranny drops a little. Damn...I fix one thing and something else goes wrong. I just can't win.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-09-2003||02:46 PM||||I think you would be hearing nasty sounds if that were the case.  Check your t-case and make sure it is bolted up.<br /><br />I knew a guy who's shifter just dropped.  I guess the bottom part of the floor board just rusted out.  You had to pick the thing up to shift.  It was really funny.  Sad, but funny.  I hope that is not your case.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/003532.cgi
A||||22||Z28Muscle||GVR4 RS ||||1||||Z28Muscle||00002462
Z||000000||Z28Muscle||10-09-2003||02:32 PM||genedocta@yahoo.com||A debate sprung up on Club3G concerning the size of the turbo manifold on a GVR4 RS -- according to one guy (Doric) all 1g exhaust manifolds were identical, and accorind to Got2GoRumEm, his JDM RS manifold was bigger than the normal 1g manifold.  I'm really intrigued, can someone englighten me?  Sorry, I did a search but nothing on the turbo manifold came up.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.eclipseforums.org/forum/showthread.php?s=&postid=1852214#post1852214" target="_blank">http://www.eclipseforums.org/forum/showthread.php?s=&postid=1852214#post1852214</a><br /><br />BTW, love your guy's cars.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.140.4.22||reg||1||Z28Muscle||00002462||yes
Z||000001||MX4||10-09-2003||05:59 PM||||VR4 RS manifold are bigger. I have seen it with my own eyes.||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000002||1101||10-09-2003||07:49 PM||||Yep, it is bigger. I have had both units side by side.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-09-2003||08:23 PM||||How does it compare with a 2G and an EVO III manifold?  Did a 16G (hence, perhaps, a 7cm turbine housing) come on the RS?||69.59.219.239||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||10-09-2003||09:01 PM||||Hey Z28muscle, what year z you got?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||SSS-610||10-09-2003||10:38 PM||||while kinda on this topic, what are the differences between a jdm vr4 and a jdm vr4 rs ?||202.174.32.59||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes
Z||000006||Family4Door||10-09-2003||10:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SSS-610:<br /><strong> while kinda on this topic, what are the differences between a jdm vr4 and a jdm vr4 rs ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I belive that the jdm vr4 has a 16g stock, 450cc injectors and the cyclone intake manifold.<br /><br />The vr4 rs comes with 16g, 510cc injectors,cyclone intake manifold and I think a front mount.<br /><br />The vr4 rs has close to 250hp and the other has like 227hp. (I think dont quote me)||12.238.249.145||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||10-09-2003||11:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Family4Door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SSS-610:<br /><strong> while kinda on this topic, what are the differences between a jdm vr4 and a jdm vr4 rs ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I belive that the jdm vr4 has a 16g stock, 450cc injectors and the cyclone intake manifold.<br /><br />The vr4 rs comes with 16g, 510cc injectors,cyclone intake manifold and I think a front mount.<br /><br />The vr4 rs has close to 250hp and the other has like 227hp. (I think dont quote me) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All GVR4s have a front mount. I think the 'JDM' and the 'RS' have the same FMIC. We have the tiny ones.<br /><br />Whats with all the "unregistered" members posting in this topic ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||SSS-610||10-10-2003||12:04 AM||||yeah i'll say...<br /><br />i registered... i couldnt figure out any other way to post in here without registering... ?||202.174.32.59||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes
Z||000009||i hate fall||10-10-2003||12:49 AM||||when i was looking for front clips one website has both vr4 versions instock. It said that the rs version had "a bigger turbo, bigger intercooler,and bigger injectors...240hp" and from the pictures it looked to have a different gauge cluster, center console and different accents ie vents on the hood. <br />the price difference was hardly worth it<br />standard= 1000-1200 plus shipping <br />rs= 2000 plus shipping<br /><br />i can pick up those items for less and add a mines ecu and afc to the mix.||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||10-10-2003||01:26 AM||||i think the RS's had a different gear ratio too right?||141.153.165.108||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||1101||10-10-2003||02:11 AM||||Bigger runners than a 2g or evo III. For the evo III I am going by pictures. It fits up stock to the 16g with the fire ring. The RS motor I got had a big 16g on it. Another difference I found was the pistons (7.8 to 1 CR) had an R after the normal designation.<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> How does it compare with a 2G and an EVO III manifold?  Did a 16G (hence, perhaps, a 7cm turbine housing) come on the RS? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||10-10-2003||03:40 AM||||Thanks, 467.  Very good info.  So, bigger runners obviously allow more flow, for better top end, but how would they affect spoolup and low to mid range torque and response?  What's the groups consensus, would one of these manifolds be a better starting point (as in preporting) than an EVO III, which are "readily" available?  Got a p/n, anyone?||69.59.219.201||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||GVR1643||10-10-2003||09:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Family4Door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SSS-610:<br /><strong> while kinda on this topic, what are the differences between a jdm vr4 and a jdm vr4 rs ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I belive that the jdm vr4 has a 16g stock, 450cc injectors and the cyclone intake manifold.<br /><br />The vr4 rs comes with 16g, 510cc injectors,cyclone intake manifold and I think a front mount.<br /><br />The vr4 rs has close to 250hp and the other has like 227hp. (I think dont quote me) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The standard JDM didn't come with the 16g, but the RS did, That's whay most JDM motors come with a 14b like ours. The 16G/RS comes with the 510cc yellow top injectors.  Look at RRE's website and they detail this info...||167.142.22.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||10-10-2003||09:34 AM||||the guy i got my fmic from, jason wollerton, in misawa, japan, said there were 3 different vr4's.  205, 215, and a 240hp.  the 205 and the 215 had a smaller intercooler like the starion.  the 240 had the larger one.  the piping also was larger, not sure about the 205 and 215, but the piping i got was 55mm, the stock on my car was 45mm id.  btw, who has these pipes now, and how do you like them?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000015||1312VR4||10-10-2003||09:48 AM||||1988Vr4 [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1550" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1550&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000016||PRE-EVO||10-10-2003||12:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> the guy i got my fmic from, jason wollerton, in misawa, japan, said there were 3 different vr4's.  205, 215, and a 240hp.  the 205 and the 215 had a smaller intercooler like the starion.  the 240 had the larger one.  the piping also was larger, not sure about the 205 and 215, but the piping i got was 55mm, the stock on my car was 45mm id.  btw, who has these pipes now, and how do you like them? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow Ken you don't remember selling them to me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br />I love em. no problems other than the UIC hard piping puts the BOV alittle close to the shift linkage on the tranny and can sometimes interfere going into reverse. <br /><br /><br />The pic shows the 215hp version which just had the starion type intercooler. Garfield had a blue one with that similar intercooler you can see pics of here: <br /><a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/stufforsale/bluejdmgalant.htm" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/stufforsale/bluejdmgalant.htm</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000017||drew||10-10-2003||01:19 PM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by 467:<br />[QB] Bigger runners than a 2g or evo III. For the evo III I am going by pictures. It fits up stock to the 16g with the fire ring. The RS motor I got had a big 16g on it. Another difference I found was the pistons (7.8 to 1 CR) had an R after the normal designation.<br /><br />My 14B'ed JDM 4G63 had the R piston designation as well.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000018||Z28Muscle||10-10-2003||01:49 PM||||Thanks guys for the info.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I've got a '01, nearly stock -- read: I get nervous when I see a DSM.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Now another question: if you see the thread, there's a picture of the guy's manifold -- it looks like a normal 1G; is there a way to differentiate between the larger RS manifold and a normal 1G manifold?  Anyone have pics?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||165.140.4.22||reg||14||Z28Muscle||00002462||yes
Z||000019||NZ VR4 RS||10-11-2003||01:40 AM||||I own a rs spec vr4, the chassis numbers are e38a .the exhaust manifolds are very much like what has been described above they are made for a 16g as they came out std on the later rs models ,(1990 plus). <br /><br />Here are some pics of an rs mani verses a evo 3 mani that i just happenend to have around of a mates evo 3.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vr4.co.nz/avatar.html" target="_blank">http://www.vr4.co.nz/avatar.html</a><br /><br />nick||210.246.24.252||reg||1||NZ VR4 RS||00000115||yes
Z||000020||MX4||10-12-2003||03:58 AM||||<a href="http://www.webbase.co.nz/raz" target="_blank">My website which outlines the different models of VR4's and what differs between them.</a>||202.180.83.7||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000021||theymightbegalants||10-12-2003||04:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MX4:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.webbase.co.nz/raz" target="_blank">My website which outlines the different models of VR4's and what differs between them.</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, this site says the VR4 EVO's and RS's used different cams than the standard GVR4.  Anyone know what these differences are?  I'd assume they're better tuned for a 16G turbo, as that's what these came with.  Anyone that's bought a jdm engine ever score an evo or rs model engine?  Notice anything different w/the jspec head on there, ie the different cams?  Wonder if these cams have a specific part number...||69.59.219.234||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000022||monsterbishi||10-12-2003||06:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MX4:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.webbase.co.nz/raz" target="_blank">My website which outlines the different models of VR4's and what differs between them.</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, this site says the VR4 EVO's and RS's used different cams than the standard GVR4.  Anyone know what these differences are?  I'd assume they're better tuned for a 16G turbo, as that's what these came with.  Anyone that's bought a jdm engine ever score an evo or rs model engine?  Notice anything different w/the jspec head on there, ie the different cams?  Wonder if these cams have a specific part number... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">JDM RS's came with two different turbo's Small 16g standard, Big 16g as a factory option, they use camshafts with a mitsu part number that is identical to the EVO 3's.<br /><br />RS's also came with a lightened flywheel, and steel selector forks, also as a factory option was a alum alloy bonnet.<br /><br />Aside from the cams, the JDM RS head is identical to a standard JDM head, with a non-cyclone manifold and 510cc injectors.<br /><br />All these differences are what I have personally seen in a friends JDM EVO0 RS, compared to my standard 89 JDM GVR4, and verified by matching part numbers in CAPS.||202.0.37.239||reg||1||Monsterbishi||00001886||yes



ubb/Forum2/003533.cgi
A||||6||mbettez||logging on newer laptop?||||1||||Mark||00002149
Z||000000||mbettez||10-09-2003||02:45 PM||||had anyone found a way to log on a newer laptop that does not come with a serial port.  I have a usb docking station with a serial port but this does not seem to work.  I ordered a pcmcia serial card and we'll see if this works.  I hope it does because it'll be a shame to not be able to use my fancy new laptop to log.  Any other advice?||151.203.236.76||reg||1||Mark||00002149||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-09-2003||02:48 PM||||Make sure your serial port is on.  You can turn that off or on in your laptop bios or setup software (if available).<br /><br />U can also check under the control panel.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||mbettez||10-09-2003||02:57 PM||||no, the problem is my laptop does not have a serial port at all.  I have to add one somehow and the usb docking station had a serial port but does not work for logging?  Has anyone  else got a usb to serial adapter to work with any logging software?||151.203.236.76||reg||1||Mark||00002149||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-09-2003||03:11 PM||||Opps.  Sorry.<br /><br />What laptop did you get?||205.242.228.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||10-09-2003||03:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mark:<br /><strong> no, the problem is my laptop does not have a serial port at all.  I have to add one somehow and the usb docking station had a serial port but does not work for logging?  Has anyone  else got a usb to serial adapter to work with any logging software? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, for the AEM (i know your not running one but this seems relevant) if you don't have a serial port it is recommended that you get a PCMCIA adapter.  Some people have had luck with the I/O Gear USB to serial adapter.||63.228.8.21||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||10-09-2003||04:22 PM||||Yes, that is correct. Programs that expect to find a REAL hardware serial port, like the TMO Datalogger, will not work on a USB-to-Serial adapter. However, the PCMCIA serial port should work fine. Let us know.||68.153.103.199||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||talontsi||10-10-2003||11:26 AM||||I have tried it with the Rugged I/O PCMCIA card and it works fine.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Went to a plam later though.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum2/003534.cgi
A||||13||makedollarz||New engine...||||1||||makedollarz||00002220
Z||000000||makedollarz||10-09-2003||07:29 PM||trickyniggy@hotmail.com||I was thinking of buying this engine/trans from these guys but I was wondering if anyone has heard anything good or bad about the company.  Also, it doesn't come with an ECU so does the one I have in there now work, if not are they hard to get?  Thanks<br /><br /><a href="http://www.jspecautosports.com/newjas/NEW%20JAS%204G63T.html" target="_blank">http://www.jspecautosports.com/newjas/NEW%20JAS%204G63T.html</a>||67.23.96.77||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000001||makedollarz||10-10-2003||03:23 AM||||alright I'll take that as knowbody's heard of them....Thanks||68.69.131.12||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000002||Dsmman||10-10-2003||08:55 AM||||$1,500 + shipping.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  Seems like an awful lot of money for a 6 bolt motor. Unless you are one of those people that gets off by saying; "JDM".  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Did you try.. <a href="http://www.mitsubishigraveyard.com" target="_blank">www.mitsubishigraveyard.com</a> ?||141.158.33.216||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||10-10-2003||09:08 AM||||I like how all motors have 30 thousand miles and are dirty as hell. My honda has 25 thousand and looks amost as good as the day I bought it. I have seen alot of JDM B16 engines. They all look like they have 100,000+ on them. I heard that they just cut them out of cars a throw them in them all in a contaner(and I mean throw) and ship them over. The honda motors have alot of the sensors broken and end up costing more money to fix everything. I also know that some of the parts are hard to get over here. Do the JDM 4g63 engines have issues that that?||162.83.81.53||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||10-10-2003||09:40 AM||||my jdm motor looked brand new.  howard and ed were amazed.  at first i thought it had been rebuilt.  when i pulled the exh manifold, i could see it had been run, and one stud was broke.  what little oil was left looked fresh.  there was still some drops of coolant in it, and it was fresh.  the intake and the valve cover looked used.  water pump was in excellent conditon(i changed it, along with all the belts, tensioner, rollers, etc) and all of the old parts were in excellent condition.  japanese people take very good care of their stuff, and they dont drive their cars much.  i am VERY pleased with my motor, and i would definetly buy another.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||10-10-2003||10:06 AM||||I think that it also depends on who you get them from. The motor they show in the photo from the link doesn't look like a 30,000 mile motor.||162.83.81.53||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||redheat86||10-10-2003||10:09 AM||||There is no issues what so ever with finding parts for jdm honda motors like the b16, b18 etc... every part for them is dime a dozen and can usualy be bought at any honda dealer.<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> I like how all motors have 30 thousand miles and are dirty as hell. My honda has 25 thousand and looks amost as good as the day I bought it. I have seen alot of JDM B16 engines. They all look like they have 100,000+ on them. I heard that they just cut them out of cars a throw them in them all in a contaner(and I mean throw) and ship them over. The honda motors have alot of the sensors broken and end up costing more money to fix everything. I also know that some of the parts are hard to get over here. Do the JDM 4g63 engines have issues that that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000007||14bCrazy||10-10-2003||10:15 AM||||Some of the b16 distributors are hard to get for the JDM engines.||162.83.81.53||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||10-10-2003||10:48 AM||||I paid 950 for mine and it looked much cleaner than that one. <br /><br />Look on RRE's page for the numbers of California dealers.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||Clay||10-10-2003||11:19 AM||||the jdm motors were 7 bolt werent they?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000010||drew||10-10-2003||12:19 PM||||No. JDM GVR4 engines with 6 bolt. the EVOs had 7 bolts.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||boostx||10-10-2003||12:46 PM||||i paid $1200 for mine ship to my door and it was very clean..||162.84.178.139||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000012||makedollarz||10-10-2003||07:32 PM||||What does the JDM engine have that the US version doesn't.  A 16g Turbo and bigger injectors right?  I want to get bigger injectors and a 20g anyway so am I wasting money getting the JDM instead of just the US one which is cheaper?||67.23.96.77||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000013||agrabau||10-10-2003||08:13 PM||||Guys. Do a search cor-blimey. <br /><br />JDM Engines come in a lot of configurations. Only a small percent have the 510 injectors and 16g. Most are 6 bolt. They're the same internally as ours.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003535.cgi
A||||3||hibrn8||cooling system question||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||10-09-2003||09:11 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||ok guys i fianlly have the car running again. completely rebuilt etc so im still just breaking in the motor and not beating on it at all. heres the deal, after i drive the car, the fluid in the radiator and in the resevoir bubbles(boils). i opened the spare resevoir and sit was HHOOOTTT. the car has a new headgasket and the head was milled flat by the machine shop. radiator is new all metal one, new hoses etc. whats the deal with this, anyone have a clue?||65.227.204.205||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||admsr||10-09-2003||09:21 PM||||timing might be off!<br />head gasket installed wrong!<br />bad thermostat!<br /><br />some ideas.....<br /><br />Alex||66.159.179.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000002||crucible||10-09-2003||09:43 PM||||Thats usually indicative of a faulty Rad Cap||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-10-2003||08:48 PM||||Air bubble=air lock in system..||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003536.cgi
A||XM||2||josh91vr4||Board screwy||||1||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003293">This topic has been moved to General Discussions.</a>||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||10-09-2003||11:10 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Wow, looks like everyone isn't registered anymore. Mods, Jon, anyone know whats up? my aim is xJoOoSoHx and email josh91vr4@hotmail.com ... lemme know!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||10-09-2003||11:16 PM||||WHen you try to re-register:<br />"Can not overwrite an existing profile number. Please notify the administration that their last_number.cgi file may be corrupt. Permissions on the Members directory must be reset, and the Member Stat files must be rebuilt afterwards. (00000002) "||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-09-2003||11:41 PM||||This is not a technical question.  Please move it to either news or general discussions.||69.59.219.214||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003537.cgi
A||||2||i hate fall||JDM Intercoolers: what are the differences?||||1||||i hate fall||00001581
Z||000000||i hate fall||10-10-2003||12:57 AM||nonage976@aol.com||As most of us know there where two JDM VR4's the standard and the "rs" (which i am guessing stands for rally sport?!?) Anyway my question is this: Is there a difference between the two car's intercoolers and piping? Does anyone have the measurements or pictures of either? <br />Are there any other differences between the rs and the standard other than bigger injectors, a bigger turbo and some accents?  i have been told the rs has the strongest bottom end of any 4g63 ever. ....myth?!!?<br />thank you||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||10-10-2003||09:48 AM||||i have the 240hp one on my car.  i also had the complete set of piping, and the t/bdy elbow.  i still have some pics of the setup, if you want them, showing the stock usa piping and the jdm ones.  also, i had a starion modified by rre, and in comparison, the jdm fmic is taller and longer, and the tubes are much larger and internally finned.  i am told the 240 hp pipes are larger(55mm id) than the 205/215(45mm id), but i have never seen the 205/215 hp intercooler.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||10-10-2003||12:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i have the 240hp one on my car.  i also had the complete set of piping, and the t/bdy elbow.  i still have some pics of the setup, if you want them, showing the stock usa piping and the jdm ones.  also, i had a starion modified by rre, and in comparison, the jdm fmic is taller and longer, and the tubes are much larger and internally finned.  i am told the 240 hp pipes are larger(55mm id) than the 205/215(45mm id), but i have never seen the 205/215 hp intercooler. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've seen the 215hp IC and it looks very similar to a starion but uses the same stock IC piping. The 240hp IC piping Ken sold me is 2.25" and has a TB elbow that is similar to a 2g. All sets use the same crossover hose that goes over the manifold. The 240hp IC is apparently a well known upgrade people in AU look for as it is good sized and pretty efficient. It's also thicker than the starion/215hp version from the pics I've seen.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003538.cgi
A||||18||14bCrazy||Muffler???||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||10-10-2003||08:50 AM||acuradude@msn.com||I'm getting ready to buy a 3" Magnaflow for my car. Do I get center/center Inlet and outlet or should I get them offset? What size is best 4x9 or 5x8?||162.83.81.53||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||10-10-2003||09:42 AM||||i hope you like loud.  the 2.5" i got on the certified is loud.  i had a small resonator installed, and it did help.  i am going to go with an ultra flow.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||10-10-2003||09:45 AM||||I just bought a 5 x 8 Magnaflow center in/out.  It's going on my car with a 3" exhaust this weekend, so I'll post my opinion on the noise after it's on there.  I'll probably add a resonator to cut down on highway drone.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||10-10-2003||09:57 AM||||I have heard them on 2 Galants and alot of turbo cars and I didn't think they were all that loud. If it is I don't drive the car everyday any way. The staight though design has to flow better than some of the others out there. I'm not asking how loud it is I just want to know if I should get it offset or centered.||162.83.81.53||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||10-10-2003||11:32 AM||||My 3" non-cat exhaust with Magnaflow muffler isn't loud at all. It is louder than stock, but not offensive and it doesn't attract attention.<br />My Scirocco on the other hand...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||V8EATER||10-10-2003||12:04 PM||||I just switched from a 2.5" w/magnaflow w/3.5" tip to a dynaflow w/dual 3", and the difference is huge.  people could hear me coming a mile away before, now i sneak up on those unsuspecting vettes!  no loss in power or performance that i can tell.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.136.155.145||reg||10||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000006||GVR4ZUM||10-10-2003||12:26 PM||||The muffler that came with my Certified catback was a 3" center to center 5" x 8" oval is a little louder than stock and that is with the test pipe.  I like it.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000007||dsmsleeper||10-10-2003||12:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> I just switched from a 2.5" w/magnaflow w/3.5" tip to a dynaflow w/dual 3", and the difference is huge.  people could hear me coming a mile away before, now i sneak up on those unsuspecting vettes!  no loss in power or performance that i can tell.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have any pictures of that?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||10-11-2003||10:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<br /><strong> The muffler that came with my Certified catback was a 3" center to center 5" x 8" oval is a little louder than stock and that is with the test pipe.  I like it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is the magnaflow 3", I just bought that same muffler for my 3" exhaust that I got from Blufalcon last night (thanks ed!!).  <br /><br />This 3" Ultraflow can sounds MEAN, it's insane when you really get on it, but it's waaaaaay too loud for my personal tastes.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||silly4turbo||10-11-2003||12:52 PM||||so far, the best muffler I've heard is the bolra, it costs about 130, but is super quiet while driving, but has a good tone when you mash the gas, my buddy just put two on his 98' sho, 2-1/2", really really nice !||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||10-11-2003||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> I just switched from a 2.5" w/magnaflow w/3.5" tip to a dynaflow w/dual 3", and the difference is huge.  people could hear me coming a mile away before, now i sneak up on those unsuspecting vettes!  no loss in power or performance that i can tell.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yah, what is the part number of the muffler you got?  i have a 17228, 3" in and 2 2.5" out.  ANYTHING has got to be quieter than the magnaflow.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||V8EATER||10-15-2003||05:42 PM||||ok, my new setup- i'll get pics up soon.  i would NOT suggest getting a dynomax super turbo, but the dynomax "welded ultra flow" instead.  the super turbo only flows 450 cfm, while the ultra flow is closer to 1100.  performance at low to mid rpms isn't damaged on the super turbo, but high rpms and top end is severly diminished.  the welded ultra flow is about the same price ($100), and it's a little louder, but your girlfriend won't complain about you sounding like a rice rocket, and you'll keep your performance.  i got my ass handed to me the other day, and it's because i had no pull at anything above 6k.  switched mufflers, voila- kicking ass again.   they're both available as an oval, not a bullet shape, and in 2.5 and 3" sizes.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||10-15-2003||06:49 PM||||I would get an offset inlet and outlet is has no bak pressure effects according to magnaflow but does give you more area in the muffler since instead of going | it goes / or\. And the shortest distance between two points is a strait line. Is is what I am going to put in my daytona, it can't sneak up on a harley, ATR pitbull's are LOUD. Also I think Ken's problem is in the o2 eliminater on his car they make a big differnce.||65.177.233.73||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000013||mikbruce||10-16-2003||12:38 AM||||I checked out the Borla website, and did not find anything specifically for our cars. Which muffler did your buddy get that you liked so much?  Looks like 3 options - 350 horse, 450 horse, & unspecified high perf. . .||24.53.94.188||reg||1||mikbruce||00001168||yes
Z||000014||silly4turbo||10-16-2003||01:02 AM||||my buddy got the bolra for 300 horse, but I'm thinking most people on this board would prefre the one for 450 horse ... it's a universal muffler so would be on your own to have the rest of the set up fabbed||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000015||skivittlerjimb||10-23-2003||09:28 PM||||Another satisfied Certified customer...<br /><br />Went all out and had them make up a 2.5" turbo back stainless system.  Lowest noise profile possible was a huge concern given that it's my daily driver.  Anyhoo, got it with the "high-capacity" convertor, dynomax muffler, and dual 3" angled tips.  <br /><br />A muffler shop did the install, 1.5 hours labor charge, no biggie.  Looks very stock other than the visible part of the muffler can being shiny.<br />Excellent mellow rumble at idle, and  <b>very</b> minimal drone on the highway at, say, 3.5 to 4 grand revs.  Really not much louder than the old stock system with a leaky flex pipe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   WOT note is very pleasing but not at all ricey or "write-me-a-ticket" loud.  No fit, rattle or other problems detected.<br /><br />The car really has no other power mods other than k&n (can's still there), removed paper silencer thingie, and Keydiver rebuilt ECU.  With fresh tune and plugs, running amazing.  Huge difference in power over the stock system.  Got a test pipe from Defnick, we'll see what difference that makes if I ever have a chance to use it...  <br /><br />Boost and AF gauges next, then Mofugas short shifter with Symborski bushings (also Defnick acquisitions   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ), then finally installing the Whiteline 1.5" lowering spings and KYB AGXs  I've had in my garage for a few months (might wait until after the VT winter for that).  Getting addicted to this car...<br /><br />-Jim B.<br />53/1000<br />167k daily driver||155.72.100.4||reg||14||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000016||Ska-TAY||02-05-2004||02:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> ok, my new setup- i'll get pics up soon.  i would NOT suggest getting a dynomax super turbo, but the dynomax "welded ultra flow" instead.  the super turbo only flows 450 cfm, while the ultra flow is closer to 1100.  performance at low to mid rpms isn't damaged on the super turbo, but high rpms and top end is severly diminished.  the welded ultra flow is about the same price ($100), and it's a little louder, but your girlfriend won't complain about you sounding like a rice rocket, and you'll keep your performance.  i got my ass handed to me the other day, and it's because i had no pull at anything above 6k.  switched mufflers, voila- kicking ass again.   they're both available as an oval, not a bullet shape, and in 2.5 and 3" sizes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Post a pic already  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.209.146.2||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000017||Ska-TAY||02-05-2004||03:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> yah, what is the part number of the muffler you got?  i have a 17228, 3" in and 2 2.5" out.  ANYTHING has got to be quieter than the magnaflow. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've been eyeing up this very muffler. Any pics by chance?||24.209.146.2||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||06:09 PM||||What I wanna know is why no one's putting a Harley Davidson muffler on their car...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.pinamotorsports.com/gallery/album21" target="_blank">http://www.pinamotorsports.com/gallery/album21</a>||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003539.cgi
A||||7||4drwhore||Valve cover||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||10-10-2003||10:32 AM||losthurley@cfl.rr.com||OK so I heard I can take the valve cover off my elantra 1.6L and put it on my 4g63 motor. First of all is this true? If so does it mean the head is the same and could be used on our 2L motor? If so does it mean that the block is the same just a different bore? Or could I take the 1.6L and bore it out to a 2L and use all standard 2L 4g63 parts? If so is the FWD tranny the same as the FWD tranny for 4g63's?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-10-2003||10:46 AM||||If the Volvo S40 is built on a Mitsubishi Mirage platform, can we make a Lancer S40?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||10-10-2003||02:56 PM||||Man I dont know what Im going to do with all this helpfull information you guys gave me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-10-2003||03:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> OK so I heard I can take the valve cover off my elantra 1.6L and put it on my 4g63 motor. First of all is this true? If so does it mean the head is the same and could be used on our 2L motor? If so does it mean that the block is the same just a different bore? Or could I take the 1.6L and bore it out to a 2L and use all standard 2L 4g63 parts? If so is the FWD tranny the same as the FWD tranny for 4g63's? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If your elantra valve cover looks like a 4g63 cover then yes. <br /><br />the 4g61 (1.6l DOHC turbo found in the Colt Turbo) head bolts right onto the 4g63 block. I believe the bore is the same but the stroke is different.<br /><br />The 4G61 uses a different FWD tranny than the 4G63, although they are interchangeable.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||10-10-2003||03:40 PM||||Whats the stroke difference? Is it too short to where the piston smacks the head or the opposite. Thanks for your help.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||drew||10-10-2003||03:59 PM||||ok. I was wrong. Check out <a href="http://www.4g61t.com" target="_blank">www.4g61t.com</a> for tons of good info.<br /><br />4g61t <br />Bore = 3.23 in <br />Stroke = 2.97 in <br />CI = 97.29 <br /><br />4g63t <br />Bore = 3.346 in <br />Stroke = 3.465 in <br />CI = 121.81||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||10-10-2003||04:53 PM||||The engine from the Hyundai in question is in fact a 4G61 engine.  <br />The valve covers are interchangeable......<br /><br /><br />Geoff<br />"phntmenace" on 4G61t.com||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000007||Lucky13||10-11-2003||07:39 AM||||I got a Hyundai valve cover on my engine for a temp. It sure does freak out the ricer kids. Nothing confuses them more then a Hyundai swap in a galant ( on top of the fact most have never heard of a GVR4 )<br /><br />91' GVR4 #1758/2000<br />02' WRX||68.211.178.197||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes



ubb/Forum2/003540.cgi
A||||2||drew||Radiator Options||||4||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||10-10-2003||01:24 PM||||For those replacing their radiators, our options seem to be<br /><br />1) Modine or similar stock replacement<br />2) C&R Radiator<br />3) IRC Radiator<br />4) DSM Fluidyne Radiator modded to fit the GVR4<br /><br />Am I missing any other ones? What are the pros and the cons between the last 3?<br /><br />Seems like the IRC is the best bang for the buck.||64.1.187.234||reg||4||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-10-2003||04:00 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newproducts.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newproducts.htm</a><br /><br />RRE appears to be stocking the IRC ones that fit our cars.  They look great, and are actually listed at cheaper than the 1G or 2G radiators.  This might be a special, it doesn't say.  Several people on this board have bought them and are very satisfied.  Harry comes to mind.  You should also consider fans when purchasing.<br /><br />Does anyone know of a fan kit designed for our cars or this radiator?  Sort of similar to the 2G set at the bottom of:  <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/flex_a_lite_dsm_cooling_fans.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/flex_a_lite_dsm_cooling_fans.htm</a><br /><br />Or should we just get two 12" 1250 cfm fans (or equivalent) and put them both on the condenser to have two pushers?  Isn't that the most efficient setup?  Anyone know a good cheap place to get fans?||69.59.219.201||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||10-10-2003||09:00 PM||||The thread on C&R radiators called for a 13" Spal Thinline. I wonder if the IRC RRE radiator is for heavy duty cooling like the C&R, and if it is narrower for short route intercooler pipes.||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum2/003541.cgi
A||||12||drew||Silicone Radiator Hoses||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||10-10-2003||01:22 PM||||Pros, Cons?<br /><br />and if i'm not mistaken GVR4 and DSM radiator hoses are the same, correct?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||10-10-2003||01:30 PM||||I believe upper is the same but the lower is not (ours is longer I believe). I ran into a problem when I was getting regular hoses and couldn't get the right lower one.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||drew||10-10-2003||01:49 PM||||hmm this should be in technical discussions shouldn't it? Can you move it?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||driftntouge||10-10-2003||02:08 PM||||Who makes silicon rad hoses for our cars??  Ive been looking and I can find a company that does.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||10-10-2003||02:18 PM||||Samco makes some. There aren't too many distributors for them though. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||driftntouge||10-10-2003||02:23 PM||||I checked with Samco, and I didnt see an application for the VR4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000006||drew||10-10-2003||02:41 PM||||forced performance makes some for DSMs. I don't know if they fit. If they don't maybe we can get FP to make us some via group buy.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||10-10-2003||02:51 PM||||Evo 1-3 Would be the closest Samco App.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||Doug Thomas||10-10-2003||03:31 PM||||I bought mine from Turbotrix.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/images/silicone_hose2.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.turbotrix.com/images/silicone_hose2.jpg</a>||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000009||4drwhore||10-10-2003||03:41 PM||||Any way I can get those in black from turbotrix?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000010||drew||10-10-2003||03:45 PM||||Yes, red black or blue for 98 bucks.and I guess FP doesn't sell them, it's TurboTrix. I always get those shops mixed up. <br /><br />So Doug, do the Turbotrix ones fit no problems on a stock radiatored, stock thermostat housing GVR4?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||Doug Thomas||10-10-2003||06:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Yes, red black or blue for 98 bucks.and I guess FP doesn't sell them, it's TurboTrix. I always get those shops mixed up. <br /><br />So Doug, do the Turbotrix ones fit no problems on a stock radiatored, stock thermostat housing GVR4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They fit with no problems.||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||10-10-2003||08:56 PM||||for some reason, i had a new genuine upper hose from a t/e/l, and it would not fit.  i dont remember why.  it is also made of a different material.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003542.cgi
A||||5||Dreis11301||DSM fit JDM?||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||10-10-2003||04:13 PM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||I am in Japan and have an 87 Galant VR4. E39A, 4G63 setup but new parts are ridiculous in price and hard to find.  <br /><br />Will US spec parts for the 91-92 model that went to the states fit my 87 JDM.  <br /><br />I am mainly looking for a clutch and the only thing I can seem to find over here besides stock is a $1900 twin plate.  I don't want to run either just a super single would be good.  Can I order one for a US spec and will it fit with no problems.  Any help would be greatly appreciated.||202.33.24.61||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||drew||10-10-2003||06:34 PM||||The 1990-1994 AWD DSM clutches work on 1991-1992 Galant VR4s. However, that doesn't mean that the 87 GVR4 has the same tranny. <br /><br />I'd think that it would work, because they regularly export JDM trannies to the USA.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-10-2003||06:40 PM||||The first motor I bought for my Galant was from an 88 JDM car so I think you're all set. <a href="http://www.act.com" target="_blank">www.act.com</a> has reputable single plate clutches for about 400usd. <br /><br />I hope that helps. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Telecaster||10-10-2003||10:42 PM||||Are JDM flywheels swappable with US ones?  I bought a ACT 2600 for another Galant overseas.  But then i found out it had a early JDM tranny.||216.175.110.114||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000004||sk8bored||10-10-2003||11:06 PM||||us clutches will not work with early jdm flywheels sez mike w.  <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm</a>  look about halfway down.||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000005||Telecaster||10-10-2003||11:39 PM||||I know they don't work. I was asking if you can put a US flywheel on to the JDM piece  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.175.110.114||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes



ubb/Forum2/003543.cgi
A||||4||turbowop||oil pump cover bolts?||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||10-11-2003||12:58 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||WTF!? Are these things not supposed to be reused? I intalled the 1.6L stubby shaft in place of the balance shaft and when I went to torque down the bolts for the pump cover to spec one sheared off. Luckily I was able to easy-out the rest of it out of the front cover. I guess I'll order five new ones. I was hoping to get my front cover and oil pan back on tonight but I guess I'll have to wait till I can get the bolts.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />*edit* BTW....getting off the old front cover gasket is a major PITA. Sheesh, I've used like half a can of gasket remover already and there's still a little bit stuck on there. Is there an easier way?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||10-11-2003||01:29 AM||||VERY steady hand and a razorblade? Maybe heat it up a bit with a heatgun?||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||10-11-2003||07:24 PM||||A wirebrush or scotch-brite pads (the green ones not the steelwool) work well. I have a wire brush wheel that you use with a drill works well on the real pita ones. Also I reused my oil pump cover bolts maybe they were overtouqued before and were necked and when you tightened them again the sheared.||65.177.240.165||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||10-11-2003||08:34 PM||||"VERY steady hand and a razorblade"<br /><br />that was my method. talk about a pain in the ASS. i had to do that for ALL the gaskets i used. it SUCKED. i didn't know that there was gasket remover. i feel like a fucking idiot. especiall since i remove some aluminum on the oil pump cover. (very little but still, i was very angree with my self)||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||10-12-2003||06:43 AM||||Spray gasket remover is only paint remover in a spray can. That is why they tell you not to get it on paint.||65.177.240.22||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003544.cgi
A||||2||eckorulez||tranny confusion||||5||||CUdvig||00002520
Z||000000||eckorulez||10-11-2003||01:24 AM||eckorulez@aol.com||Im about to buy a 91 gvr4 with a tranny problem, it has a hole in the tranny. Its not too big or anyhting but big enough to leak fluid. What I am wondering is how i would be able to replace this tranny? Maybe a tranny from a 90, like the 22 spline, is that what the galants had? Im new to the galant so i dont really know much, help would be very aprciated.<br /><br />Thanks in advance,<br />Colin||68.117.52.77||reg||5||CUdvig||00002520||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-11-2003||02:17 AM||||Where is the hole? On the outside case (toward the passenger wheel well)?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||10-11-2003||02:22 PM||||Alex has a great question.  Tell where exactly the hole is and you may get away with just replaceing a part of the trans. And that while leaving it in the car!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />But more likely you will need to find a trans with the same final drive as ours.  Don't remember what it is, but you can do a search on here to find bunches of good info on which will and won't work.||64.63.212.118||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003545.cgi
A||||3||REDLINEGVR4||i need a part number||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||10-11-2003||08:50 AM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||does anyone know the part number for the two paices that slide into the frame in the front of the car and hold the bumper on?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-11-2003||07:36 PM||||MB549961 MB549962||65.177.240.165||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||crucible||10-11-2003||09:51 PM||||Hey Turbogalant<br /><br />Hows that Shelby Z?A co-worker had one of those and he friggin flew in that thingamajig.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||10-12-2003||07:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Hey Turbogalant<br /><br />Hows that Shelby Z?A co-worker had one of those and he friggin flew in that thingamajig.<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It has .040 over JE's, shot peened rod,arp rods and mains, ported and shaved and CC'd head, ported intake and exhaust manifolds 52 mm 3.3l throttle body that i smoothed the casting on instead of the 46mm stock one. Mopar performance innercooler, 475 lift cam, 3" ATR exhaust, stage 1 t3 turbo with the 89 2 1/2 inch O2 housing which makes it VERY LOUD and I am not a pussy when it comes to noise level, msd blaster HV coil, magnacore wires, walbro 255 hp fuel pump, +40 injectors which are 52 pound hour or 550's, custom 18 psi 3bar map calibration, drive shaft shop axles due to me snaping an axle in half which I had a pic of but my friend lost it, centerforce 2 clutch, rebuilt trans with a hardened input shaft,quaife, I filled the motor mounts with window weld due to axle hop so bad that I think I had the tire 3" off the ground one time it actually cured it, every engery suspenion busing made for it, stainless brake lines, 89 front brakes with powerstop rotors and axxis extreme 911 pads all around cryo rear rotors, 89 front facia looks much nicer, millia miglia m11 16" 5 stars, and it does a damn good job of sitting in the driveway and garage. I have had so many calibration problems it sickening. I have had that engine in for 3 years now and have put ~1000 miles on it. I had it running right for one day at 14 psi and it startes burning the tires at about 3500 rpm and left a smokey in 2nd even with the quaife.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  I found out that the waste gate acuators in the 88's and priors only were good to 14 psi then they were just too weak. So if any onew has a t3 wastegate actuator I want it.||65.177.240.22||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003546.cgi
A||||1||V8EATER||ENGINE SPECS?||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||10-11-2003||12:00 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||what is the bore/stroke/compression on our motors?  i have 95 pistons, rods.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||mj_rosenfeld||10-11-2003||01:00 PM||||see <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a><br />mike r.||209.41.235.25||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes



ubb/Forum2/003547.cgi
A||||3||vr4play||ARP main stud tourque specs||||1||||vr4play||00001418
Z||000000||vr4play||10-11-2003||01:08 PM||vr4play@yahoo.com||Does anyone know what the tourque specs are for the arp main studs and the head studs. I lost the paper that came with mine and I need to take some things apart to inspect some issues. I need tourque specs for re-assemply||172.138.137.135||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||10-11-2003||01:36 PM||||"Search, it does the booty good."<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search</a><br /><br />Hint: I found the answer to one question in there somewhere.  The other one can be found at the ARP Website.  <a href="http://arp-bolts.com/" target="_blank">http://arp-bolts.com/</a>||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||vr4play||10-11-2003||02:40 PM||||Already been there and done that.||172.138.137.135||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||10-11-2003||02:48 PM||||110ft lbs with 10w 30, and 85 with the arp grease.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum2/003548.cgi
A||||9||DuckButterRacing GVR4||3&quot; turbo back from T/E/L?||||1||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||10-11-2003||03:09 PM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||Just wondering if a bolt up turbo back exhaust from a 1g T/E/L will work on a GVR4, I know the downpipe works, but can you modify the catback a bit to fit? Has anyone done it and how hard is it. Please let me know. Thanks||66.75.63.242||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||10-11-2003||03:28 PM||||My VR4 has a modified Thermal 3" exhaust from a 1G.  I honestly don't know what it takes to make it work though.  The guy I bought the car from, bought some new stainless pipe, and cut and welded a couple small extensions along the exhaust to make it work.  I wanna say he cut it and extended it in 2 or 3 places.  One of these days, I'll try to get a pic of it for you.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||WU10304||10-11-2003||03:48 PM||||Everything pretty much lines up, but you have to lengthen it by about a foot at the start of the cat-back.||12.218.101.12||reg||1||WU10304||00002361||yes
Z||000003||DuckButterRacing GVR4||10-11-2003||05:54 PM||||yeah, if you could send me a pic. I baught the piping so i might just take it down to a muffler shop and have them install it and extend where neccesary. I think that is the best possible solution. Anyways, thanks for the help guys.||66.75.63.242||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000004||rigd||10-12-2003||02:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong> My VR4 has a modified Thermal 3" exhaust from a 1G.  I honestly don't know what it takes to make it work though.  The guy I bought the car from, bought some new stainless pipe, and cut and welded a couple small extensions along the exhaust to make it work.  I wanna say he cut it and extended it in 2 or 3 places.  One of these days, I'll try to get a pic of it for you. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, please post a pic of this. I am also installing a thermal catback from a 1g AWD onto my car.||64.160.49.120||reg||1||rigd||00000677||yes
Z||000005||atc250r||10-12-2003||10:34 AM||||Same here. I need a full exhaust and the T/E/L stuff is WAY easier to come by.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000006||ejectseat||10-12-2003||12:41 PM||||all 1g awd downpipes fit on the gvr4.  However, i've read about the apexi downpipes rattling, and my friend got a 3in downpipe from dsmparts and his rattles against the transfer case.  I just had a 3in mandrel turbo back made and it's perfect.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000007||Ska-TAY||11-11-2003||03:05 PM||||Any updates?||24.209.145.241||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000008||BlackHole||11-11-2003||04:24 PM||||Somebody needs to FAQ this. Following the stock routing, a TEL cat-back needs to be extended both in front of the wheels after the cat, and the muffler needs moved towards the back a few inches.<br /><br />This will vary depending on the exact routing of your cat-back since not all follow the factory routing.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000009||Craig91||11-11-2003||05:45 PM||||I can try and get a couple pics in a few min when I go down in the garage.  I have the rear end up on jackstands right now.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum2/003549.cgi
A||||4||V8EATER||gsx parts||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||10-11-2003||08:32 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||ok, i found a gsx at a local salvage yard.  does anyone need anything form it?  it shows 85k on hte odometer, and the guy tells me that it sat for a long time due to a bad motor.  lemme know soon.  i'm going tomorrow.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||crucible||10-11-2003||09:29 PM||||Is that a Galant GSX or Eclipse?<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||10-12-2003||01:00 PM||||if it's a Galant GSX, I might be interested in the Console Pod thingy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||V8EATER||10-12-2003||01:34 PM||||galant- no console thingy.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000004||V8EATER||10-12-2003||01:36 PM||||galant- no console thingy.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum2/003550.cgi
A||||1||V8EATER||parts interchange||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||10-11-2003||08:33 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||can i use a valve cover from a gsx?  looks the same.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||10-11-2003||09:33 PM||||If it is off a 4g63, yup.||64.63.212.177||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003551.cgi
A||||0||mikbruce||VIN For Sunroof||||1||||mikbruce||00001168
Z||000000||mikbruce||10-11-2003||10:00 PM||mikbruce@adelphia.net||Can you tell from the VIN number if the car originally came with a sunroof or not?<br /><br />Thanks in advance!<br /><br />Kim <br />234/1000 & 851/1000||24.55.98.72||reg||1||mikbruce||00001168||yes



ubb/Forum2/003552.cgi
A||||9||mikbruce||Balance Shaft Removal||||1||||mikbruce||00001168
Z||000000||mikbruce||10-11-2003||10:10 PM||mikbruce@adelphia.net||I have a block I picked up from the junk yard to use for a rebuild. It looks like it has had a hard life. I plan to have it looked over carefully by the machine shop, and go .020" over with JE forged pistons. However, the balance shaft (not the oil pump one) is frozen into the block. I've heard of people just leaving them in, but would feel like this was a cleaner rebuild with it out.<br />I'd like some opinions = what are the plus & minus of leaving it/taking it out (more weigh, but less vibration ,maybe?)?  Any ideas how to get it out?<br />Thanks!<br />Kim Kral - mikbruce@adelphia.net<br />234/100- & 851/1000||24.55.98.72||reg||1||mikbruce||00001168||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-12-2003||06:33 AM||||WHy would you get JE's you can get wiseco's (what I am currently using) for $400 from victory performance and slowboy racing and the consensis is they are better than JE's for our motors. Wiseco's have a very close piston to wall clearance and honstly sound about as loud a lifter tick when cold.||65.177.240.22||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||miturra||10-13-2003||10:20 AM||||Check this site out: <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/balance-shafts.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/balance-shafts.html</a>||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||10-13-2003||10:44 PM||||Wisecos have one slight problem.  The high silicon content is great for tighter cyl wall clearances, but not so good when detonation hits them.  The silicon has this rotten tendance to MELT.  So if you have a handle on your knock count, you're fine..but if that nice little spring in your mbc breaks...life could wind up being not so nice.  I've seen two street cars running high boost with wisecos, and both had evidence of erosion around the exhaust valve sides of the pistons.  The price difference is just enough to be a factor..  After you build your motor, what's 200 bucks versus a teardown?||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||10-13-2003||11:14 PM||||<a href="http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=4759&prmenbr=361" target="_blank">http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=4759&prmenbr=361</a><br />They want 485 for them I don't know where you found them for 600 but I know where I'd buy them. I just haven't heard good things for them in the 4g63. I only plan to run 12-15 psi on it I am very conservative when it comes to boost. I just wanted the added torque. I am running 7 psi now waste gate to turbo outlet nipple. I only have about 400 miles on the motor. It feels similar to the 15 psi I was running on the 7.8 motor before. I have to believe that they are more tolerant to detonation then cast. As for the je's I don't know if they come with ring I don't think they do the ones I bought for my daytona didn't wiseco's come with rings. I heard from victory performance that wiseco is made from the same plant as JE.||208.178.23.25||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||mikbruce||10-14-2003||11:51 PM||||I picked up the JE's because they had them in stock for the stroker.  Also, the noise problem is generally due to leaving too much clearance between the cylinder & piston on the JE's.  I understand you can machine slightly below JE recommendations & significantly reduce the cold slap noise, without a negative impact on clearance when hot.  I have not tried this yet, but a friend has built 2 this way, & has about 3K miles on the first with no trouble. I also got these probably cheaper than the Wiseco's.<br /><br />Any piston, regardless of silicone content, will melt if subjeccted to sustained pre-ignition detonation . . .thus the need for EGT monitor.<br /><br />Anyone have an opinion about the balance shaft?<br />Thanks<br />Kim Kral<br />234 & 851/1000 - Greys (one soon to be stroked)||24.53.94.188||reg||1||mikbruce||00001168||yes
Z||000006||mikbruce||10-15-2003||12:23 AM||||Hey Hondo - thanks for the link - good stuff!!<br /><br />Kim||24.53.94.188||reg||1||mikbruce||00001168||yes
Z||000007||Telecaster||10-15-2003||12:58 AM||||I know the rear balancershaft is run off of the oil pump sprocket.  What about the one on the front?  Can you just let it hang there and leave the belt off?  I'm doing my t-belt and the freakin crankshaft sprocket is being a bastard.  Or would that cause too much vibration?||216.175.110.114||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||10-15-2003||09:54 AM||||I should let Mark95 answer this as he has done my 2 T-belt and B/S removal project with me looking over his shoulder.<br /><br />I've encountered no significant vibration from having them out. Just a slight (very slight) bit at idle and that's it.<br />Two things I like about it:<br />1) Won't have a b/shaft belt break and cause potential mayhem now (white car had the belt broke and wadded in the corner - I got lucky)<br />2)less rotational mass<br />Oh and in my Talon, we could see a little difference in added oil pressure. <br />As far as leaving the front frozen one in, Mark fought with mine since it was starting to eat the bearing, and went ahead and pulled it.  Cleaned out what was left of the bearing and finished the r&r.<br />Good Luck||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||10-15-2003||02:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> Wisecos have one slight problem.  The high silicon content is great for tighter cyl wall clearances, but not so good when detonation hits them.  The silicon has this rotten tendance to MELT.  So if you have a handle on your knock count, you're fine..but if that nice little spring in your mbc breaks...life could wind up being not so nice.  I've seen two street cars running high boost with wisecos, and both had evidence of erosion around the exhaust valve sides of the pistons.  The price difference is just enough to be a factor..  After you build your motor, what's 200 bucks versus a teardown? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you think coated pistons would take care of that problem?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/003553.cgi
A||||7||JAYGVR4||How much is a BRAND NEW coil pack cost?||||5||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||10-12-2003||12:43 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Tired of using used ones that only last a year...<br /><br />TIA||171.75.59.191||reg||5||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-12-2003||06:09 AM||||Mitsubishiparts.net<br />MD158956 Coil+ignition $184.10 $140.28 $140.28||65.177.240.22||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||10-12-2003||11:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> Mitsubishiparts.net<br />MD158956 Coil+ignition $184.10 $140.28 $140.28 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ouch!  3 prices for 1 part? <scratching head>||171.75.34.27||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||10-13-2003||03:50 AM||||It's how mitsbishiparts.com list them first is list, second is there price, third is total price of all the parts.||65.177.240.31||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||Telecaster||10-13-2003||04:12 AM||||Has anyone purchased from mitsbishiparts.net? Do they ship fast like Concelli?||216.175.110.114||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||10-13-2003||10:21 AM||||I think he just posted that because its quick and easy to find on the internet. Conicelli is usually a few dollars cheaper. Call Josh, and let him know you're on the GVR-4 list. 866-221-0913||68.158.112.214||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||10-13-2003||10:34 AM||||On the parts that I just checked (PCV, fuel filter, and alternator), mitsubishiparts.com was cheaper.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||10-13-2003||06:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> I think he just posted that because its quick and easy to find on the internet. Conicelli is usually a few dollars cheaper. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That exactly why I posted there price. I usually use them as a price refernce and order from conicelli.||65.177.241.48||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003554.cgi
A||||9||fastgvr4||Need some help.  Vibrations.||||1||||Not Fast Enough||00001934
Z||000000||fastgvr4||10-12-2003||01:15 AM||elau18@yahoo.com||When I accelerate on hard left turns and accelerate on downgrades (dips), I get this annoying vibration.  No clucking or clicking noise.  <br /><br />tie rod ends?<br />inner CV?<br />outter CV?<br /><br />any ideas???<br /><br />thanks,<br />Ed||67.26.75.140||reg||1||Not Fast Enough||00001934||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-12-2003||06:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Not Fast Enough:<br /><strong> tie rod ends? No if bad these will only have play in the steering wheel.<br />inner CV? Maybe<br />outter CV?Maybe<br />How are your motor mounts?<br />There is a small chance it is you u'joints but I doubt it.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||65.177.240.22||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||bzvr4||10-12-2003||03:44 PM||||what does motor mount vibration sound like? I know, it maybe hard to describe. My car gets scary loud as i get on boost and as the rpms increase, other wise, the car is fairly quiet. My car is currently stock BTW.<br /><br />any ideas?<br /><br />thanx!||24.25.205.145||reg||1||bzvr4||00002103||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||10-12-2003||10:03 PM||||i got this rubbing noise when i take right hand turns....<br /><br />i replaced the wheel bearing and to no avail the noise is still there...||68.232.9.215||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||Gvr4-330||10-12-2003||10:22 PM||||I get similar vibrations.  It comes and goes sometimes, and pretty much happens under acceleration and sometimes turns.<br /><br />Could it also be due to the differentials?<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||10-12-2003||11:01 PM||||That actually does sound like a wheel bearing.  See if the noise and vibration go away if you momentarily straighten the wheel thru the turn.  If you saw the wheel back and forth thru the turn and the noise only returns turning to one side, and goes COMPLETELY away turning the other direction, you have a wheel bearing.  This is due to the fact that you are LOADING that wheel bearing turning one direction and unloading it turning the other way.  It can vary from a rumbling sound to a higher pitched whine noise wise.  A cv joint would do more clicking at full lock low speed.  Now if you had a lower ball joint that was completely shot, it could oscillate when it is UNLOADED, and tie rod ends that are loose will make it feel like the wheel is going to fall off on that corner when you hit the brakes.  The wheel bearing is the hardest to replace of the three.  The ball joint is second, the axle is third, and the tie rod is a no brainer.<br />dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||fastgvr4||10-13-2003||07:19 PM||||Forgot to mention.  I have new bridgstone tires (balanced) and I also did a wheel alignment.<br /><br />What is weird...at temperature above 70 degrees, the vibrations is less.  When it is colder, it is much more noticable.<br /><br />Thanks for the input.  I have an appointment with the dealer tomorrow. <br /><br />thanks again,<br />Ed||67.26.69.1||reg||1||Not Fast Enough||00001934||yes
Z||000007||mj_rosenfeld||10-13-2003||08:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i got this rubbing noise when i take right hand turns....<br /><br />i replaced the wheel bearing and to no avail the noise is still there...<br /><br />--------------------<br />10/1000 Belize Green<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rubbing noise could be your brakes. Possibly sticking caliper.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.94||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||10-13-2003||09:23 PM||||A bad motor mount will not really give you a noise unless something is hitting. The reason I thought of this first is I just put a window weld filled motor mount I filled my old slightly torn motor mount (timing belt side) so I still have my good one so I can swap it at anytime. To check for a bad wheel bearing is to grab the tire and pull it back and forth if you feel any movement it is bad if you are unsure do the same thing to the other side. It is recommended to jack the car up when you do this but you can usually tell with it on the ground. As for a bad ball joint it is usually is a result of a torn boot but still can go bad if the boot is good.||208.178.23.25||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||fastgvr4||10-15-2003||04:46 PM||||okay what do you guys think...the dealer says 80% chance it the the front engine mount that is causing the vibrations.<br /><br />thanks,<br />Ed||67.24.153.116||reg||1||Not Fast Enough||00001934||yes



ubb/Forum2/003555.cgi
A||||3||jay_vr4||thrust fork||||5||||jay_vr4||00001548
Z||000000||jay_vr4||10-12-2003||04:37 AM||||is it just my badluck or has aneone elses thrust fork ever broken??||203.87.114.253||reg||5||jay_vr4||00001548||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-12-2003||05:49 AM||||Not your badluck; Mitsu's bad luck.  This is happened many times; you're not original.  Don't go getting a big head on us or anything.<br /><br />Do a search.  This is a "common" problem on modded cars that see track duty.||69.59.219.234||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||10-13-2003||03:13 PM||||Thrust fork?  Do you mean release fork to the clutch?  I'm just trying to get an idea of what's going on.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-13-2003||10:40 PM||||I took this to mean a shift fork... but reading it again, don't know why.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    Must have been really late.  Hehe, or rather really early.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||69.59.219.252||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003556.cgi
A||||1||jay_vr4||crunching gear box...||||1||||jay_vr4||00001548
Z||000000||jay_vr4||10-12-2003||04:44 AM||||does aneone else have a crunching gear box? my gear box crunches into second and third and some times into reverse also...<br />is there aneway to fix it???<br />thicker gear oil??||203.87.114.253||reg||1||jay_vr4||00001548||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-12-2003||05:47 AM||||Welcome to the DSM club.<br /><br />This is a common problem.  I suggest you read the vfaq.  Many people report improved shifting merely by changing fluid, such as BG Synchroshift, BG Synchroshift II, Redline Heavy Duty, Redline ShockProof, MTL 90, and I'm sure there's others.  This is merely a bandaid fix, however.  It might fix the crunch for today, tomorrow, maybe even until next year, but it will return.  The only "real" fix is to have it rebuilt by someone who understands Mitsu transmissions.  This includes the staff at TRE, John Shepherd, Scott Evans over at FP, Lucas English here in the NW, and I'm sure there's others I'm missing.<br /><br />Do a search.  This is quite probably the number one topic among DSMs.  This is nothing new, and most people wouldn't have taken the time to respond with this much info.  Next time, search before you ask a question that has been asked 17,598,347,251,096 times.  Good luck.||69.59.219.234||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003557.cgi
A||||29||theymightbegalants||options for LOCKED 50/50 torque split||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||10-12-2003||06:01 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Been doing some searching and researching, and I think there's 4 options:<br /><br />1 - spool<br /><br />This takes the place of the center diff, keeping the rotations of the center diff's output shafts equal, thus keeping the torque equal.  A somewhat permanent  mod as it requires taking the tranny apart.  Cost:  $200-250<br /><br />2 - VCE<br /><br />This eliminates the viscous coupling, keeping the front and rear axles at the same speed/torque.  Frankly, I don't quite understand our stock VC and how it relates to the center diff, so an in detail engineer's opinion of how it all works would be greatly appreciated.  This is a less permanent mod that can supposedly be done/undone in less than 20 minutes.  Cost:  $100-170<br /><br />3 - welded center diff<br /><br />This takes a stock center diff, and, guess what, welds the spider gears to the sun gear.  Or ring gear, whatever it's called, I've read too many tranny and diff articles in the last few hours.  Thought to be quite sturdy and economical, assuming the welding was done by someone who knows what they're doing, and the original diff was used, as apparently bedded parts are better to weld together (?).  A permanent mod installed in the tranny.  Cost:  $75-200<br /><br />4 - JDM spec lockable tranny/transfer case<br /><br />I've heard mixed thoughts on this one.  All seem to say that it's switchable between fwd and awd, but some also say that you can switch to 4wd.  I don't know if this is true, but if so, how is it possible?  Ie, does it lock the diff or the VC, or both?  Or through some crazy engineering scheme, neither?  Non-permanent mod, easy to change, but tranny is thought to be weaker than us spec.  Cost:  $500-1500<br /><br />The purpose of this post is to gather opinions and reviews about all of the above stated methods of keeping the torque equal between the front and rear axles.  I'm beginning the first phases of a torque monster engine, but want to make sure I have a drivetrain capable of handling the numerous lb/ft, and think an equal torque split is the best economical way to do it.  If you care to argue or present another point of view, please do.  I'm trying to gather any and all info before I cement my hunches with dollars.  Also opinions of how the above mods affected performance, handling, drivability, etc. will all be appreciated.  I'm building a street/autox/rallyx car, NOT a drag car.<br /><br />Thanks in advance guys!!||69.59.219.234||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-12-2003||06:23 AM||||Well I might get slaughter on this one but I was going to ask anyway. I put 2 of the balls behind the vicous coupling and well now it tried to equal out the speed of the two tires around u-turns and kicks out the backend like a RWD car. My guess is that the shaft used to slide back and forth a little and ride on the one ball but since there is two in mine it is locked in place and it is a pita to line up the shaft too fit the two balls it has to be just right. I just thought the vfaq was wrong one it only using one ball, but the caps I got after assembling the trans says that the is only one also. I thought I has messed something up because the inside tire would slip a little around corners then I figured out why. And it only cost me $.50.||65.177.240.22||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||fast_gvr4||10-12-2003||01:46 PM||||I have a JDM switchable tranny, and it works as follows:<br /><br />AWD - Transfer in 4WD mode as this will ensure the rear wheels get power, and the Tranny in normal(there is a 12mm screw on the end of the tranny that holds a rod with fork and hub "pushed in", which would be free mode). In "free" mode the VC is working normal as a clutch(the VC has some extra material on it to lock up with the hub and thus avoid spinning internally).<br /><br />FWD - Transfer in 2WD mode as the internal fork and hub will be set to "loose setting". Tranny will be set to locked mode(12mm screw "out" so fork and hub will lock the VC and prevent it from spinnig due to the transfer being "loose"<br /><br />4WD - Transfer in 4WD mode and Tranny locked(as specified above) this will transfer power to the rear wheels, But prevent the VC from performing its "clutch duties". This in turn will obligate the front and rear wheels to spin at the same rate always.<br /><br />I have this tranny, but really only use the transfer for dyno sessions as I use the car for drag racing and this tranny/transfer combo will not hold up to the abuse. I run a "spool" in the center and either a normal transfer(for the track) or the JDM transfer in 2WD mode on the street.<br /><br />Hope this helps understand the "JDM Switchable Tranny".   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||172.148.120.10||reg||3||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||10-12-2003||11:53 PM||||I know you didn't ask about other options, but I've just learned about a Cusco center diff that gives you a 35/65 F/R split. Costs about the same as a Quaife center diff. Should be the ultimate autocross set-up.||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||10-12-2003||11:57 PM||||How much does this Cusco diff go for?  Sounds like a fun upgrade.<br /><br />But let me ask a question about the original question.  Why a 50/50 split?  To prevent damage to a center diff (i.e. moving parts)?  Or just to have front/rear equal distribution?<br /><br />Ever drive a 4x4 truck?  It's not all that great around town in 4wd mode, especially on tight turns you start skipping tires.  Race only?  sure, whatever.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||10-13-2003||02:00 AM||||Thanks for the responses guys.  I just posted what I know, which time and time again I've proved isn't much.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   So any and all info, experiences, and opinions are welcome.  Horror stories too.<br /><br />Yes, we own a 4wd Suburban that my mother is only too eager to place in 4wd and then forget to take it out.  I'm very much familiar with what driving around with a locked torque split is like, and I don't mind it one bit.<br /><br />My reasonings for going for a locked split are to prevent broken drivetrain parts, and my basis for this is my understanding of what causes the parts to break in the first place.  I'll run down what I think happens, and then you all can correct me when I'm done.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Ok, so the most often broken part of a GVR4 drivetrain, besides a toasted clutch or 2nd gear synchro, seems to be the rear axles.  They tend to break on a hard awd launch, and while upgrading to a 4 bolt assembly is often the cure, people with enough power and sticky tires break even those.  The problem seems to me to be two fold:  torque and load.  When a car launches, the weight transfers to the rear, thus the rear axles are under more load than the front.  Also, with the weight transferring to the rear, there is less weight pushing the front tires into the ground, thus less traction.  This allows the front tires to spin briefly before the VC cathes up.  Now, horsepower is dependent on two things, torque and rpm.  The relationship between the two is such that if horsepower is to remain the same, and one of the other variables increases, the other must decrease, and vice vera.  So, if the car is making X power, and the rpms from the engine are reduced through all the gears in the tranny and diffs, the torque is increased by a proportional amount.  This torque and hp is normally distribute equally to all 4 tires.  Well, under a launch when the fronts spin briefly, the rpms of the tires shoot up rapidly in relation to the rear, and because the hp remains the same, the torque decreases.  This torque doesn't just fly away, it's left up to the rear axles to handle it, and this increase in torque at the same time as the increase in load often proves to be too much, and snap goes the axle.  If the torque split is locked, that is there can be no speed differential between the two, and thus no torque differential, the rear axles will never have to handle more torque than the front.  The temporary load increase is still there, but the total amount of stress is reduced.<br /><br />So, with the locked torque, the car will likely do one of a few things:  spin all four tires, or bog, or toast the clutch, depending on the launch, power, tires, etc.  Like I said earlier, I'm working on the buildup of a torque monster, but don't want to have to be swapping axles all the time.  I'd also like the car to be more able on the autocross course, and from what I hear locking the torque makes the rear end much more lively and responsive, almost like a rwd car.<br /><br />Turbogalant, I don't understand these balls that you speak of.  Please elaborate.<br /><br />Bigfoot, this Cusco TC sounds very intriguing.  If you have more info, please share.  However, I've heard that the increased rear torque makes it only likelier to snap rear axles.  So, while this sounds great for the daily driver/wknd racer, I don't know if I'd like to put it behind my stump puller.  Still, where would one get this trick item?  Would it have to be imported?  Are they still made new, or would it have to be sourced used?||69.59.219.134||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||Bigfoot200200||10-13-2003||03:22 PM||||I wouldnt lock the center on anything but a drag car. Unless your launching at 4K you shouldnt break a 4 bolt LSD anyway. I like that 35/65 split, should help with understeer by making the front tires do less work when turning, and you could control the attitude of the car with the throttle. Evo owners ditch the AYC and use the clutch style Cusco instead. I cant afford one though, I Googled it and they cost $1,500-1,700. If I had to strengthen a car on the cheap I'd just get a 4 bolt rear and a 4 spyder link center.||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000007||Ash||10-13-2003||10:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong>  Unless your launching at 4K you shouldnt break a 4 bolt LSD anyway. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So what if you are on a 5.5k stutterbox?  Do you mean 4K as in peak torque is most likely to break things or anything over 4K?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||10-14-2003||12:54 AM||||Drag cars launching at high rpms is where people break rear ends IMO. I just used 4K as an example of that. Jon stated that his car wasnt a drag car. Therefore a locked center is not needed, and would hurt street or autocross handling. A Quaife center would help with both drag racing and corners, but they have problems in a high powered car due to the weak third gear. Although some people think that it's the metalurgy on the Quaife body thats at fault. <br /><br />I dont know what 4k in torque means in metric, but in SAE it sounds like what a Hemi Funny Car might make. Now that would be fun.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  How come we are like the only country that still uses English measurement, talk about stubborn. The English dont even use it.||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||10-14-2003||01:54 AM||||Bigfoot, he meant 4k as in 4,000 rpm, as in the torque the engine is making at 4,000 rpm, or anything higher than that.<br /><br />Also, I do have launch control on my car.  And while I did state that my car is not, and will not be a drag only car, this doesn't mean that when it's all said and done I won't take it to the strip to see what it can do.  And if/when I do, I don't wanna have to get towed home due to busted axles.||69.59.219.170||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||Invader||10-14-2003||02:13 AM||||I just got done installing my tranny with a freshly welded center differential...  I may be insane, but I think it turns in better with reduced body roll (and I've also been told that by friends, too).  It definitely wasn't a great handling car to begin with...it sports a aging stock '90 DSM spring/strut combo...so maybe the 50/50 split's negative aspects are hidden at the moment?<br /><br />I only got the center diff welded so that whenever I break the stock rearend at the track I can still drive my car home...heheh...  It really isn't that bad in a street car so long as you retain the power steering and remember that you lose speed quickly while turning into parking spaces...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000011||AWDpower||10-15-2003||03:42 AM||||Warning, long winded..<br /><br />I wouldn't use a welded diff or VC eliminator in a street car, especially if you have plans to autocross or rallycross. I'd also say that an open track event could be dangerous in a car with a locked center diff. A locked diff will make a car more difficult to handle at the limit. People weld the center diff to keep from breaking it drag racing. For any racing that requires turning the steering wheel, you will be putting a lot more stress on the rest of the drivetrain. <br /><br />I don't think the VC eliminator would be of much use other then for dyno pulls. It shouldn't make much of a difference to the torque at the rear wheels. The suspension has more of an influence on that then the diff or VC eliminator would. Let me try to explain, it's kind of tricky...<br /><br />You are right when you say that on a launch, the front spins and the torque gets transfered to the rear, and that's why the rear axles break. But it's not because the vc is trying to catch up. The torque goes to the rear because it has to. You can't have torque without resistance. Think of it as how hard the ground is pushing back on the force from the tire. When the weight transfers to the rear, so does the torque. The car doesn't, and can't do anything about it. Our cars are set up 50/50, the drivetrain can't chose where to send the torque. It has to go where the resistance is. Here is an example. Picture an old Jeep, crawling over a rock with one tire in the air. It has locked differentials all around. Every wheel should get 25% of the torque, right? No, the tire in the air gets none. The old Jeep with three locked diffs just sent all of its power to the three wheels that grip, long before Subaru advertized it. And that is why it won't help you reduce the torque to the rear axles on a GVR4. It may help you reduce wheel hop, which breaks things too, but it won't change the twist at the rear axle.<br /><br />There are plenty of things you can do to resist breakage. It's not ususally the torque that breaks stuff, it's the shock. Set up the suspension to avoid wheel hop. When I launch my cars, I make sure I take the slack out of the drivetrain. I let up the clutch a little with the brake on at the line. There is a lot of slack in our drivetrains, and all of those parts smash together when you dump the clutch.||67.25.106.119||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000012||Ash||10-15-2003||06:52 AM||||So explain this VCE thing to me, how do you fit them?  I'm just thinking if it is as simple as pulling the t'fer case & slotting it in or something then it might be an OK solution for me (Drag racing)||203.221.18.116||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||10-15-2003||07:02 PM||||Thanks for the info, Jason.  Gonna be twisting my noodle around that for a while.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.59.219.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||Invader||10-16-2003||03:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> So explain this VCE thing to me, how do you fit them?  I'm just thinking if it is as simple as pulling the t'fer case & slotting it in or something then it might be an OK solution for me (Drag racing) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The VCE replaces the viscous coupling in the tranny.  You take the outer 5th gear cover off the tranny, remove the VC, and then swap in the VCE.  Simple process and it's very easy to swap back at any time since it can be done with the tranny in the car.<br /><br />It does effectively lock the center differential and you can run in FWD mode for easy dyno sessions.  Unfortunately, the VCE doesn't remove the center differential as a weak link in the drivetrain...  I did run a welded VC (same function as a VCE) for a while in a DSM, and was quite happy with it since I never had problems with the center diff.<br /><br />Personally, I like the way the welded diff handles on tighter corners...  Before, I'd spin the inside front on tight corners, but now it pulls through the corner without any traction loss.  It's not the best option, but it's cheap and would be replaced if the conditions require and the budget permits a real center diff (Quaife, etc)...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000015||Ash||10-16-2003||05:24 AM||||So it doesn't improve traction locking front to the rear?  Dynoing is the other reason I'd want it but primarily going faster & lessening the chance of breakages.  If you can get at the VC from there, can you remove the centre diff itself to get it welded with the tranny in the car?  It kinda looks like it by the VFAQ tranny rebuild page but maybe I'm looking at it wrong.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||203.220.89.226||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000016||Invader||10-16-2003||02:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> So it doesn't improve traction locking front to the rear?  Dynoing is the other reason I'd want it but primarily going faster & lessening the chance of breakages.  If you can get at the VC from there, can you remove the centre diff itself to get it welded with the tranny in the car?  It kinda looks like it by the VFAQ tranny rebuild page but maybe I'm looking at it wrong.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm sure it improves traction, as the front wheels can't slip in relation to the rear...  But the VCE doesn't remove the weak center diff 2 spider gear setup...  I've heard rumor that Extreme welded VC's back in the day, and that it does improve the durability of the center diff since the spider gears are already loaded and don't get shocked on a launch...but I don't know for sure.<br /><br />If you're interested in dynoing on occasion and want to be able to swap between stock and locked...weld up a spare VC or buy a VCE to swap in and out.<br /><br />The center diff is inside the second tranny housing, so removal and disassembly of the transmission is required to service it.  If you're concerned about breakage due to power, remove the 2-spider center diff. setup...either weld the center, go to a 4-spider setup, or pony up for a real diff (ouch)...<br /><br />Another nice benefit of a welded VC, VCE, or welded center diff:  When you break a rear axle at the track, you can still drive home FWD...that's pretty much why I had my center diff welded.||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000017||V8EATER||10-16-2003||02:51 PM||||Where would someone find a 4 spider CD?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000018||Ash||10-16-2003||06:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong>  I've heard rumor that Extreme welded VC's back in the day, and that it does improve the durability of the center diff since the spider gears are already loaded and don't get shocked on a launch...but I don't know for sure.<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's kinda what I was thinking.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000019||Invader||10-17-2003||03:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> Where would someone find a 4 spider CD? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.rothbuilt.com/speeddesign/center_diff.asp" target="_blank">http://www.rothbuilt.com/speeddesign/center_diff.asp</a><br /><a href="http://www.teamrip.com/awd.html" target="_blank">http://www.teamrip.com/awd.html</a>||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||10-17-2003||03:50 AM||||Ok Jason, I get your example now.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Took me a while, and an hour on the phone with an engineering student buddy of mine, but I get it now.  But according to other posts, locking the front and rear can help eliminate some of the drivetrain shock, which as you say, contributes towards breakage.  What are your thoughts on that?  It seems valid to me.<br /><br />Also, while not wanting to break stuff is part of the reason I'm considering this, a major part is the handling difference.  So I'd really like to hear more opinions, if they're out their, from people who've locked the front and rear and how it changed the car's behavior.  Did anyone not like it?  And not just in a parking lot or whatever, but not like all the time?  Any autocrossers try this, and any difference in before/after times, or the car's controllability at the limit?||69.59.219.187||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000021||AWDpower||10-19-2003||02:06 AM||||"Ok Jason, I get your example now.  Took me a while, and an hour on the phone with an engineering student buddy of mine, but I get it now. But according to other posts, locking the front and rear can help eliminate some of the drivetrain shock, which as you say, contributes towards breakage. What are your thoughts on that? It seems valid to me."<br /><br />If the V/C eliminator can keep the front wheels from spinning, that would reduce the chance of wheel hop in the front, which is really hard on the center diff. But it doesn't change the amount of torque being sent to the rear axles. If anything, it will send the torque to the rear faster. The stock V/C acts like a clutch when it slips for that split second, and dampens the torque that is sent to the rear. <br /><br />I'd say that a V/C eliminator is a little easier on the center diff, a little harder on the rear axles. So for purely drag racing, it may be worth it may help reliability. I'd much rather replace an axle. They are much easier to replace, cheaper, and easier to find.  <br /><br />I wouldn't use a V/C eliminator in a car I plan on turning a lot in though. The front and rear wheels take digfferent sized arcs through a corner. To do that they have to travel at different speeds. If they are not allowed to due to a welded diff or V/C eliminator, something has to give. One end or the other has to scrub. It may not be too noticeable at 5/10ths, but at 10/10th on a track your tires have nothing more to give. You will likely get more understeer when on the gas, since the weight and traction at the rear will overpower the grip at the front. Off the gas and during braking, you will likely get more oversteer, since the weight and traction are at the front, and the rear now has to scrub. That is not the way to make a car easy or fun to drive.||67.24.199.150||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000022||GVR-4||10-19-2003||09:21 AM||||Something else to consider is that if you ever lose control and are in a skid, the car is a LOT more dangerous with the front and rear wheels locked together.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000023||Martin Tolentino||10-19-2003||10:02 AM||||Jon,<br />Good info, looks like I'll stay away welding the center diff.<br />What I'm going for is a 4 spider center diff./ with 1st & 2nd gear double synchro, with a RalliArt front LSD. In the future I'll be autocrossing, 1/4 mile and a occasional roadracing track event.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000024||MustGoFaster||10-19-2003||01:40 PM||||From what I have noticed with my friend's car, they like to over steer, with a locked center diff.  I suppose it might vary by corner type and duration though, both times we were going around a cloverleaf, and got on it high in the revs in 2nd.  The power level of the car might also affect it, he is in the 400 range.  Fun stuff.||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000025||V8EATER||11-25-2003||06:07 PM||||Ok, i'm ressurecting this thread.  <br /><br />I've heard good things from both camps.  TRE claims that a welded c/d is good for rallying, as it induces oversteer when on the gas, and everyone who has one seems to agree.  On the other hand, there are others who say that a street driven car will handle oddly, and understeering.  But I haven't been able to answer the question:<br /><br />Is it better to have a welded c/d, or a 4 spider conversion?  <br /><br />I want to autocross, with maybe, maybe, a drag session once in a while.  So, I obviously need a better handling car, rather than straight line strength.  TRE's site didn't help, and the search I did here on the site gave the info stated at the top of my post here.  <br /><br />Can anyone make some sense of this?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000026||ken inn||11-25-2003||07:24 PM||||my old mazda 323 had a hydraulic center lock.  you push a button on the dash, and it activated the lock, all wheels were locked.  from what i remember, on normal driving, when it was locked, i thought the rear calipers were stuck.  i remember accidentally pushing the button, and then driving it, it was wierd.  backing into a parking space, the tires would really squeal.  BUT, in low traction stuff, like ice or wet roads, it was really neat.  going thru huge puddles like on the freeway at speed, the car felt like there was dry road.  and, the few times i got to drive it on ice, it was very stable and predictable, especially when drifting.  you could push it a lot farther than fwd or rwd car, just stay on the gas, and it would come out really fast and straight.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000027||Bigfoot200200||11-25-2003||08:01 PM||||I think the best bet is to install a 4 link spyder for strength, and then use a VCE or welded VC for dyno tuning and maybe racing. I hear its a 30 min. job to switch VC's. JDM has switchable transmissions but I hear that they arn't very strong.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000028||noahrexion||11-25-2003||11:03 PM||||Exaclty!!  For strength, a 4 spyder CD and a 4 bolt LSD will do the trick.  In my 92 awd talon i ran consistent 11's on teh stock drivetrain w/4 spyder CD.  We have a AWD dyno here in Pheonix so I never bought the VCE, but for FWD that is what i would do (VCE).  Welding the diff is awesome for situations like rallying, wet/snow...but for the street somethign does hav eto give and for ultimate performance it is not the way to go.   If you want a godo auto-x car the the stock VC and front and rear LSD's is the best route to go.  Sometimes the VC will be a little slow compared to gear type lsd's but you can find 4 bolts all over and then jsut get a fron lsd and you are set for stength and handling.  <br /><br />I agree abotu the launchign technique to.  I never jsut dumped the clutch, though I came close often =)  I always used the break and pulled up just enough to take out the driveline slack when staging; and then i wudl get agressive.  I never once had a problem with teh 4 bolt rear or axles ruuning over 50 11 and 12 second passes on teh stock 130k stuff   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.3.36.176||reg||1||noahrexion||00002850||yes
Z||000029||Hertz||11-26-2003||02:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> You are right when you say that on a launch, the front spins and the torque gets transfered to the rear, and that's why the rear axles break. But it's not because the vc is trying to catch up. The torque goes to the rear because it has to. You can't have torque without resistance. Think of it as how hard the ground is pushing back on the force from the tire. When the weight transfers to the rear, so does the torque. The car doesn't, and can't do anything about it. Our cars are set up 50/50, the drivetrain can't chose where to send the torque. It has to go where the resistance is. Here is an example. Picture an old Jeep, crawling over a rock with one tire in the air. It has locked differentials all around. Every wheel should get 25% of the torque, right? No, the tire in the air gets none. The old Jeep with three locked diffs just sent all of its power to the three wheels that grip, long before Subaru advertized it. And that is why it won't help you reduce the torque to the rear axles on a GVR4. It may help you reduce wheel hop, which breaks things too, but it won't change the twist at the rear axle.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man, I hate to bring this up in an old thread, but I think this needs some debunking.  Without an LSD, a Galant VR-4 is NOT sending power to any specific wheel that has grip.  The fact is that although the center diff could send power to the back axle (or whichever AXLE has more grip), it will NOT send more power to a wheel with traction -- it will in fact do the opposite.<br /><br />I may be a bench racer, but I <i>think</i> that even having a 3-bolt LSD (they do exist) will help distribute that load in the rear axle.  Breakage with stock parts is likely (as mentioned) caused from crappy suspension (weight transfer), torque transferred to the rear and a massive amount of force going to only 1 slipping wheel, which, when it does grab, <i>will</i> break a stock, non-LSD 3-bolt.  At least with an LSD you will have a more even distribution of load between the two wheels.<br /><br />If Jason's Jeep example applied to a stock VR-4 we would be breaking more center diffs, rather than rears...  I only dream of having that much torque.  I say get an LSD rear first before fucking with the center dif, and learn how to set up a good suspension for drag racing.<br /><br />[flamesuit on]||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003558.cgi
A||||8||crucible||Removing Front Bumper #$@%#$||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||10-12-2003||02:14 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Okay.I thought I got all the bolts/nuts that are suppose to be removed but the fugger aint coming out.I checked the Read Me First image and also Sam Sayes site but his site doesnt go into much detail.I got the screws out from the underside near wheel wells,the 2 main nuts behind the trun sigs,fog lites are out.It still feels like theres a couple of bolts or nuts holding it on that I cant figure out where they are.What am I missing?<br /><br />Thanx, Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||number3||10-12-2003||02:37 PM||||There are 2 fasteners behinds the turn signals and 2 that are reached from underneath the car in the same general area. It sounds like you missed them (on the same plain as the bottom of the headlight).  You will need a very long extension or just double up extensions to reach them.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||crucible||10-12-2003||05:12 PM||||Geez,I looked but Im still lost.You saying theres 2 fasteners behind the turn signal housings? I only see 1 and I removed it.<br />The other 2,are they sideways on a bracket between the frame and metal bumper?<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||Ash||10-12-2003||07:37 PM||||Harry meant 2 as in one behind either turn signal - the other two are up underneath, circled in red... <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/front_bumper.jpg" target="_blank">Click me!</a>||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||10-12-2003||09:19 PM||||dont forget there are i think 2(maybe 4) plastic fasteners holdint the bottom of the bumper cover on to the core support.  them suckers are strong, and you will NEVER get the bumper off until you remove them.  you back them out with a phillips screwdriver, then they pull out.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||crucible||10-12-2003||09:34 PM||||My bad.I meant to say parking lamps.I got 2 nuts off behind them.I'll check behind the SIGNAL lamps again.Its not very obvious what needs to come off at first.<br />Yeah, those plastic screws were a bitch.I needed an offset phillips but ended up just yanking em out.I spent a good part of the day not accomplishing anything and my arms hurt.<br /><br />Thanks for the help<br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||10-12-2003||10:11 PM||||GEt a flashlight and look up under the bumper, those two bolts are in the same area as the turn signals, but the bolts go up, and are just under the headlights.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||10-12-2003||10:34 PM||||Haha....those bolts suck. I left them out the first time I put my bumper back on after taking it off. I can pull the bumper off my car in under five minutes now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||galantvr4us||10-12-2003||11:00 PM||||I can remember my first time taking the bumper off.  I think I lost 10 pounds from doing that because none of the extra brackets and bolts went back on  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes



ubb/Forum2/003559.cgi
A||||6||galantvr4us||Half Shafts||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||10-12-2003||03:10 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Anybody out there make a stronger half shalf than stock?  I have a bad half shaft and would rather replace with something stronger if anything is out there otherwise a call to Mistubishi is in order.  Thanks,<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||galantvr4us||10-12-2003||06:42 PM||||Nevermind I found a place that can make half shafts that support 600 hp  whoo hoo.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||10-12-2003||08:04 PM||||do people break stock half shafts?  I haven't heard of it but maybe on high powered cars.  I hadn't planned on upgrading mine and I know we have similar goals Katie.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||10-12-2003||08:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> do people break stock half shafts?  I haven't heard of it but maybe on high powered cars.  I hadn't planned on upgrading mine and I know we have similar goals Katie. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am doing some more research and calling someone tomorrow about it.  I am going with at least OEM half shafts-autozone, napa, etc half shafts just plain SUCK.  The boots tear on me so often its not worth it.  I have to wait till tomorrow to call around though. I just wanted to see how much upgraded ones were.<br /><br />BTW, How's the car coming along and hows it doing in general?<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||10-12-2003||08:32 PM||||Keep us posted  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   i'm curious what they cost as well. And if others feel they are needed because I really don't know.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||10-13-2003||02:05 AM||||I don't know if they carry them, but have you tried <a href="http://www.raxle.com?" target="_blank">www.raxle.com?</a>||69.59.219.134||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4us||10-13-2003||09:04 AM||||I just bought the half shaft from raxle good price and he claims better than OEM.  When I did research on half shafts breaking on the NABR board it seems that only FWD cars have problems with the fronts breaking.  AWD really don't have problems with them breaking and if they do break it is most likely the rear half shafts anyway.  So if I ever have a problems I'll just get upgraded rear half shafts when the time comes.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes



ubb/Forum2/003560.cgi
A||||4||a_santos||Is a DSM clutch master cyl the same as ours? Need help ASAP!!!||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||10-12-2003||06:48 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I need help on this. I have bought a master cylinder for a 91 eagle talon tsi AWD and is it possible that it does not move enough fluild or create enough pressure? <br /><br />Thanx||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||Jason G.||10-12-2003||07:12 PM||||Yup, just went out side, they look the same to me.||65.35.42.214||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||10-12-2003||07:30 PM||||Did you install it and having problems?  If so what are they?..I am pretty sure they are the same..<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||10-12-2003||08:49 PM||||They are not the same the t/e/l has a bigger resivor by alot the gvr4 is about two inches tall and the t/e/l's are like 4 inches tall. But funtionally they are the same. I had a hard time bleeding mine to gravity bleed work the best for me. I have gravity bleed mine about 4 times with good results each time.<br /><br />EDIT- I actually was about to post your pics of the fpr, etc thinking it was someone else's car. Also I have had both of a t/e/l and a gvr4 one in my car.||65.177.241.22||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||10-13-2003||09:12 AM||||They are the same.  The part is identical other than the reservoir.  Just put one on my VR4 and it bled fine.  It did need some rod adjustment to get the full stroke at the slave cylinder.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/003561.cgi
A||||14||Oztek||More Frustrations...||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||10-12-2003||07:07 PM||aehlert@oztek.us||Well, the saga continues.<br /><br />Recap:<br /><br />Put new engine and bunch of toys on car and now the car won't idle correctly.  Toys include:  660 injectors, FRH intake manifold, 264/272 cams, VPC/AFC, etc.<br /><br />Since the last time, I replaced the ISC motor.  This seemed to help a bit.  The car starts immediately and will idle just fine.<br /><br />The problem happens when you blip the throttle.  If you blip the throttle the car dies.  Sometimes, the car will dip to 500 rpm and then recover, but more often than not, it just dies.<br /><br />Now the car drives around fine.  We took it for a 10 mile jaunt and, when the car is at steady throttle, it drives fine.<br /><br />Also, we notice a sound with the clutch.  I've got a Taboo speed shop Billet shift fork.  When we brought it in the last time, there is a noise when you depress the clutch.  Does anyone have any experience with this shift fork?  If so, does yours make a creaking noise when you press the peddle in?<br /><br />Please help!  I'm getting really frustrated with this car.||68.21.43.18||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||Yao||10-13-2003||12:28 AM||||Watch your air/fuel at idle when you initally apply 2% or more throttle, does is go lean? or rich.  Does the car idle okay with out touching gas?  Clutch padle creeking is probably due to the old clutch spring or free play in the clutch assembly, oil-up the clutch padle and all related moving parts.||12.211.212.94||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000002||Oztek||10-13-2003||11:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Yao:<br /><strong> Watch your air/fuel at idle when you initally apply 2% or more throttle, does is go lean? or rich.  Does the car idle okay with out touching gas?  Clutch padle creeking is probably due to the old clutch spring or free play in the clutch assembly, oil-up the clutch padle and all related moving parts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The car idles perfectly.  All of the readings on the car are fine.  It drives nicely.  Just when you get it out of gear and let the RPMs drop, it just stalls.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000003||Clay||10-13-2003||11:47 AM||||boost leak test?<br /><br />my car was doing that,then i did a boost leak test, turns out the throttle body was leaking<br /><br />i took it apart and replaced the tb shaft orings, and the gaskets, and it stopped||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||10-13-2003||03:12 PM||||What is the ISc reading on your logger??||68.158.112.214||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Oztek||10-13-2003||04:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> What is the ISc reading on your logger?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Normally it will read 0-2.  When the car stalls, it will be heading toward 50+.  Sometimes it catches, most of the time it doesn't.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000006||Kibo||10-13-2003||04:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Oztek:<br /><strong>The car idles perfectly.  All of the readings on the car are fine.  It drives nicely.  Just when you get it out of gear and let the RPMs drop, it just stalls. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That sounds to me like a problem with the CTP (Closed Throttle Position) Switch.  This could definitely be due to the manifold switch, as I'm guessing that you removed the cast iron brace that goes from the throttle body to the head when you did the swap.  Check to see whether your throttle body is grounded using a multimeter.  If it isn't, ground it.<br /><br />You can check the function of the CTP switch using a logger.  I think TMO calls it the 'idle switch'.  It should be zero when the throttle is closed, and pink when the throttle pedal is touched.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000007||dlpinckney||10-13-2003||06:24 PM||||Mine was doing the same thing.  Would run fine while on the gas, but when stopping and pushing the clutch in, it would die.  Also, if just sitting in the driveway and revving, it would die when idling down.  I replaced two things at once - the throttle body shaft seals and the ISC motor - not sure which fixed it.  (my old ISC was testing good though, so I am leaning toward the throttle shaft seals)  After re-assembly, I reset the base idle speed, and it has idled perfect ever since.  Good luck.||63.188.105.68||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||10-13-2003||09:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> I replaced two things at once - the throttle body shaft seals and the ISC motor - not sure which fixed it.  (my old ISC was testing good though, so I am leaning toward the throttle shaft seals) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have done both of these to my car, but for different reasons.  Don't be quick to discount the ISC, though.  I was having idle issues as well, different ones, but I replaced the ISC and they went away.  The old ISC tested fine as well, but considering the fact that the only thing I changed to get rid of the problems was a new ISC, that makes me think the old one was bad anyway.  I replaced my TB seals because they showed up as a boost leak during a test.  I saw no change in the car's behavior after getting new seals, but the leak was gone.||69.59.219.192||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||Beemer||10-13-2003||09:39 PM||||Be sure to clean out the hole the ISC sits in.  I've seen them test fine but they can't seal due to crap building up on the tip and the seating surface.  Mine still tries to die if you push in the clutch with the A/C on, but doesn't do it with the a/c off.  And the noise when you push the clutch in could be the throwout bearing, since it is only rotating with a load on it when you push in the clutch.  And yes, I've seen throwout bearings fail in 10 miles before, especially with a stiff clutch||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000010||Oztek||10-14-2003||07:30 AM||||Thanks for the help guys.<br /><br />This whole thing is just so damn frustrating!  So close to being done......||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||10-14-2003||12:01 PM||||Do your RPM's pick up if you turn on the A/C or jerk on the steering wheel? Thats how I check for proper ISC reaction.||68.214.23.89||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||Oztek||10-14-2003||12:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Do your RPM's pick up if you turn on the A/C or jerk on the steering wheel? Thats how I check for proper ISC reaction. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Err....A/C....what's that?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I just replace the ISC with one of Gabor's rebuilt units.  I'll check that when I head back to Rob's this weekend.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000013||Beemer||10-14-2003||02:38 PM||||Ok, Air Conditioning...that thing that you turn on during a hot summer day that chicks adore?  And if you took yours out, you actually hurt the value of the car if you ever resell it.  Sweating your ass off on hot black leather isn't cool..<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000014||Oztek||10-14-2003||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> Ok, Air Conditioning...that thing that you turn on during a hot summer day that chicks adore?  And if you took yours out, you actually hurt the value of the car if you ever resell it.  Sweating your ass off on hot black leather isn't cool..<br />dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude, I've got way too much money into this car to ever sell it.  I'll probably have to be buried in it.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum2/003562.cgi
A||||6||RTS182G-VR4||gapless rings a bad thing?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||10-12-2003||10:16 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||ok, heres the deal- gapless rings say they have 2% or less, so wouldnt that be good for a turbo engine?  would it out too much stress on the pistons and cyl. walls? anyone have experience with these?  thanks for the help in advance<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||10-12-2003||10:54 PM||||Yes, the Total seal rings will work..I have a set running in one of my engines and a set just sitting on 2g pistons back home.  Total seal is a good idea, but they are just basically two really thin rings with a spacer.  Problem is they are pretty damned light, low tension rings, so you pass a bit more oil, and they absolutely HATE detonation, and they will self destruct faster than stock apex seals in an rx-7 at 20 psi on pump gas.  The stock rings work pretty well.  I have yet to need to bore a block on any but the most built motors.  If there isn't a ring ridge, and the pistons will just slip out and you can still see the crosshatch on the cylinder walls, all you need to do is hit the bores with a dingleberry hone and keep it standard bore.  Just clean out the ring groves really well.  I just use a broken ring and scrape the grooves out.  Be careful when cleaning the pistons if you are reusing the stockers, as the coating on top WILL dissolve in carb cleaner, and comes off way too easy.  If you're replacing them, I've got a source that sells FACTORY pistons with rings and pins at around 35 bucks apiece.  They are factory OEM pistons, 1 or 2g.  You can use the total seals if you like, but I personally only use them now for n/a applications with higher compression.<br />dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||Ash||10-12-2003||11:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> ...they absolutely HATE detonation, and they will self destruct faster than stock apex seals in an rx-7 at 20 psi on pump gas. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   I didn't know it was possible for something to self-destruct faster than stock apex seals at 20psi on pump gas!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||RTS182G-VR4||10-13-2003||05:15 PM||||so they are weak.  the tech at total seal SAYS (key word) they would outlast other rings in the engine. im tempted, but i dont know.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000004||bleck||10-14-2003||09:24 AM||||Yeah, that's one hell of an eye-opening reference, Beemer.  Nothing that is weaker than Apex seals is ever gonna go into my VR4.  No nightmare's here:)||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||10-14-2003||03:01 PM||||You know it's true.  When I was autocrossing my old 83 gsl/se, I had a homemade turbo setup on one of the pair just to see if I could outrun a mustang on a fast track.  Tight tracks were no problem, but I'd get eaten in the straightaways.  So I found a turbo off an 86 turbo escort EXP and said what the hell, I'll try it.  Knowing zip about turbos at the time (this was back in 86) and being a v-8 guy by trade, I just slapped it on there, used a 944 fmic, and went racing...without a boost gauge..without race gas...without any wastegate controller, and the wastegate arm wired shut because the vacuum can was smashed.  I thought I had strapped rockets on the back of the thing.  Yes, I did throw a set of supra 550 injectors on it though, but even with 92 octane gas, it fried by the third heat.  Metal chunks coming out of the exhaust is not a good sign.  Metal welded to the spark plugs isn't a good sign.  Coolant running out of the tailpipe...  My first rebuild of a rotary?  The look on all the mustang guy's faces when I posted the first two runs?  Priceless..got them all by 6 seconds a lap...on street tires to boot versus them all running R1's.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||10-14-2003||04:30 PM||||i think you'd better do some more searching on this.  i remember talking to john archer a couple of years ago, and he said either sealed power or perfect circle rings were no good for our motors.  they used factory rings, i think.  they campaigned the talons to 6 straight years of first place, sponsored by chrysler.   and they went thru a LOT of motors.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003563.cgi
A||||12||turbowop||help me decide||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||10-13-2003||02:33 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I'm torn between headgaskets on the buildup of my car. A FP green is going in place of the 16g along with 660's in place of the 550's. All other support is pretty much there.<br /><br />After reading dsmtalk, dsmtuners, and the NABR board I am having a really hard time deciding beteen the Mitsu 4layer and the factory Mitsu composite. Anybody from here have any good insight? I'm going with ARP's for sure and am leaning toward the composite gasket because only the head will be getting resurfaced, not the block.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||10-13-2003||02:42 AM||||go metal. i have the same build, and i went with the mitsu metal. i like it alot.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||369of1000||10-13-2003||03:12 AM||||I recently used both. Not at the same time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> . I used both because the first time around I used the composit (didn't know about the 4-layer). with bone stock everything, minuse the egr and vapor system I blew it in my driveway at idle. I only had it for about 3 months. At that point I switched to the 4-layer +2g pistons, and it has held fine. Even under extream conditions (2000+degree meltdown, whole other story) the 4-layer held strong. In my very miniscule opinion the composit is junk.||24.127.113.70||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000003||Telecaster||10-13-2003||03:17 AM||||Now you guys have me worried.  I need a new head gasket too.  I read on other boards that the 4 layer won't seat right unless both the block and the head had smooth surfaces.  I'm only getting a valve job after snapping my t-belt and leaving thet block as is.  Can the stock composite really hold up to 25+ pounds of boost?||216.175.110.114||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000004||bleck||10-13-2003||03:24 AM||||Well, I don't know about that, but Mark, what are you gonna do with your 550's?<br /><br />Sean||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000005||MustGoFaster||10-13-2003||03:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> Now you guys have me worried.  I need a new head gasket too.  I read on other boards that the 4 layer won't seat right unless both the block and the head had smooth surfaces.  I'm only getting a valve job after snapping my t-belt and leaving thet block as is.  Can the stock composite really hold up to 25+ pounds of boost? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes!  GalantVR41062 has been running 25psi on pump gas and an ran 11.87@115 on pump gas yesterday! And the car made 423WHP a month ago.||63.226.182.49||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||10-13-2003||03:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Well, I don't know about that, but Mark, what are you gonna do with your 550's?<br /><br />Sean </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Romanova got those and my dejon intake pipe.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||Telecaster||10-13-2003||03:44 AM||||So whats another advantage to using the 4 layer besides it being re-usable and lowering compression rating?<br /><br />$90 avg for the 4 layer compaired to $37 stocker||216.175.110.114||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||10-13-2003||03:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> QUOTE]Yes!  GalantVR41062 has been running 25psi on pump gas and an ran 11.87@115 on pump gas yesterday! And the car made 423WHP a month ago. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">See....and when I pulled the head off my car the composite gasket looked fine. During racing I have had my 16g spike to 25psi which quickly settled to 19psi by redline because the engine was outflowing it. This was on racegas of course and was also with the stock head bolts. It was never a constant 24-25psi.<br /><br />I think I'm gonna try the 4layer. I'll just make sure the head is resurfaced and check for trueness on the block deck and then cross my fingers.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||MustGoFaster||10-13-2003||09:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> QUOTE]Yes!  GalantVR41062 has been running 25psi on pump gas and an ran 11.87@115 on pump gas yesterday! And the car made 423WHP a month ago. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">See....and when I pulled the head off my car the composite gasket looked fine. During racing I have had my 16g spike to 25psi which quickly settled to 19psi by redline because the engine was outflowing it. This was on racegas of course and was also with the stock head bolts. It was never a constant 24-25psi.<br /><br />I think I'm gonna try the 4layer. I'll just make sure the head is resurfaced and check for trueness on the block deck and then cross my fingers. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I suppose I should have stated that all that was with a stock composite gasket.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||63.226.182.49||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000010||fast_gvr4||10-13-2003||10:40 AM||||I ran 11.596@119.93 on the stocker, I now plan on building up a engine set up for turbo/nitrous and am going with the 3 layer gasket TurboTrix sells. Lets see how it holds up.||172.142.152.210||reg||7||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000011||turbowop||10-13-2003||10:44 AM||||QUOTE]I suppose I should have stated that all that was with a stock composite gasket.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />I realize that you meant a stock gasket. I was just saying that I'm gonna try the 4layer anyway.||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||10-13-2003||11:42 AM||||For sealing you should have no problem if you prep the top of the block well in the first place.  Get a 3M surface prep disk dealie.  They have little bristles sticking up from the surface that remove gasket material and clean the surface being grinded.  Yellow one is fairly course and works well for blocks, white one is the ONLY one you should use on aluminum.||64.63.212.73||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003564.cgi
A||||1||boostx||JDM tranny part #||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||10-13-2003||09:24 AM||boostx@hotmail.com||what are the JDM tranny part # that cnd be used in USA VR4 <br />i know i saw a list of them around||162.83.241.37||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||10-14-2003||12:51 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003311" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003311</a><br /><br />not sure if this is what yur looking for but it may help.  Try doing a search next time.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003565.cgi
A||||9||GVR4||no boost! help!||||1||||GVR4||00000358
Z||000000||GVR4||10-13-2003||10:55 AM||spyder_gsr@hotmail.com||well I'm driving down the road and all of the sudden I have no boost. I mean Zero! As in the guage will only go up to zero from vacuum. Car is basically stock with cat-back and K&N filter. Any ideas? blown hose? stuck wastegate?  It did this once before for only a second or two. Both times I was on the freeway cruising and went to pass someone and when I stepped on it the guage goes up to zero and stops and of course I don't pick up anymore speed from there. Help!<br /><br />Tim||137.144.99.33||reg||1||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||10-13-2003||11:05 AM||||sounds like a boost leak.  Check for  vacuum leaks.  Either buy a vaccum pump or make your own.  Do a search on the subject Im sure youll find plenty of suggestions.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||10-13-2003||11:45 AM||||Check the wastegate link, maybe the cotter pin fell/broke off.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-13-2003||12:57 PM||||Sounds like your turbo might have failed.  Take the intake off and check it out.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||GVR4||10-13-2003||04:33 PM||||If my turbo has failed and I take the intake hose off...what am I looking for? excessise play? no play? no movement at all? Thanks<br /><br />TJ||137.144.99.33||reg||5||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||10-13-2003||04:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4:<br /><strong> If my turbo has failed and I take the intake hose off...what am I looking for? excessise play? no play? no movement at all? Thanks<br /><br />TJ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">excessive play, hard to turn, won't turn.  The turbo should spin pretty freely, and there should be very little to no play in the shaft.  Also you can check for busted turbine blades.  If the turine got off balance, it might have broken something.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Martin Tolentino||10-13-2003||05:11 PM||||you'll need a flash light and a mirror to check the blades. more info is also needed, miles, any recent mods, ect...||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000007||josh91vr4||10-13-2003||05:50 PM||||Mine did the same thing. My Turbo was FRIED. Wouldn't budge at ALL. Not sure if i was getting up to zero on the gauge though, i would assume there's still a little vaccuum pressure if there is truly no turbo/boost.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||10-13-2003||10:33 PM||||Might want to check the hoses connecting to the bov.  They're pretty well hidden and one could have popped off.  Happened to me at the track..scared the crap out of me..car just went POP and died going thru the traps.  Restarted, idled like a diesel, and wouldn't hardly move.  Sounded like it was trying to run backwards.  After a lot of fishing in the dark, I found the line going into the bov had ripped...not popped off, but ripped.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000009||GVR4||10-14-2003||12:09 PM||||Well, 2 blocks into my trip home it all started working fine again. Just like normal...<br /><br />Sounds like somethings getting stuck...wastegate flapper? BCS getting flaky? <br /><br />120,000 miles no recent mods<br /><br />runs fine now??? don't know whats up!<br /><br />TJ||137.144.99.166||reg||4||GVR4||00000358||yes



ubb/Forum2/003566.cgi
A||||26||neonturbo1995||Crazy Boost...car is nuts!!!||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||10-13-2003||01:20 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||OK. I just put on a 16G and a NEW VDO boost gauge, tapped at the fp solenoid and I have a MBC (not sure which one, it was on car when I bought it).  I have tried to adjust the boost controller both directions and it does not help this problem.  The car will make 15-16 psi from like 3500-4900 RPM and then gets silly and buries the needle on the VDO gauge....past 25psi.  I pulled the plugs and they are running a little hot, but no damage and no internal engine damage.  My EGT gauge never gets above 1250 and the engine never overheats or anything, no knocking noises or crazy broken parts.<br /><br />I am running 3000GT VR4 fuel pump, 550 injectors, 2G MAF, Keydiver modded ECU (with 2G MAF mod), and I removed all the emissions and capped the lines just like the directios on Taboo Speed shop say to do.  There was just one confusing thing, however.....I am running the Dejon Tool BOV Stop Leak Mod and it eliminates the vacuum line from the intake manifold to the BOV and uses a closed system.  This is the line everyone taps into for the boost controller, and then the other end to the wastegate solenoid....Since I have no line here anymore, I just hooked the MBC up to the vac port on the manifold and to the wastegate....the BOV is not in the loop anymore.  <br /><br />Any ideas???<br /><br /><br />AS A SIDE NOTE, The car is almost scary fast like this and the BOV is EXTREMELY loud and makes an almost stuttering noise when the boost is super high....according to the gauge.||68.164.224.55||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-13-2003||01:43 PM||||The BOV is not in the loop=the bov isn't functioning. <br /><br />I also think that your wastegate isn't hooked up because that studdering noise that you think is your BOV is actually your wastegate making noise from an open vac line. <br /><br />Check it out.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||rigd||10-13-2003||01:44 PM||||The BOV seem to be set too hard. Also, it seems like you have boost creep issues if you are building boost all the way to 25psi.||66.125.175.244||reg||1||rigd||00000677||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||10-13-2003||03:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> I am running the Dejon Tool BOV Stop Leak Mod and it eliminates the vacuum line from the intake manifold to the BOV and uses a closed system.  This is the line everyone taps into for the boost controller, and then the other end to the wastegate solenoid....Since I have no line here anymore, I just hooked the MBC up to the vac port on the manifold and to the wastegate....the BOV is not in the loop anymore.  <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What do you mean that the Dejon kit eliminates that line??? I have one, and, although the lines are routed differently, I still use the same large vacuum port on the intake to feed both the BOV and MBC. If you take the MBC apart, the input port, the one connected to your vacuum/boost source, should have a metal ball bearing. Make sure its not stuck, or that you have the MBC backwards. It sounds to me like NO boost is ever reaching the wastegate. Pull the screw and spring out, and make sure you can blow air through it.||68.158.112.214||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||crucible||10-13-2003||06:03 PM||||Did you say "Wastegate Solenoid"?I think thats also known as the  boost control solenoid and once you put an MBC in it should be out of the loop.I had the same problem and when I was directed to take it out of the loop everything was fine boost wise.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||neonturbo1995||10-13-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> The BOV is not in the loop=the bov isn't functioning. <br /><br />I also think that your wastegate isn't hooked up because that studdering noise that you think is your BOV is actually your wastegate making noise from an open vac line. <br /><br />Check it out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, The BOV is hooked up only to the Dejon Stop Leak kit and the large outlet is plumbed back into the Dejon intake pipe.  The stop leak kit has a tap for a pre-Throttle body boost source which I tapped into my intercooler pipe, a connection to the bov vacuum port, and a final hose to the new fitting tapped into the side of the BOV. (http://www.jakelatham.com/1gDSM/projects/dejon_bov/index.shtml)  <br /><br />See pics below.<br /><br />   <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/dejon1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/Dejon2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/Dejon3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />As for the wastegate not being hooked up right, how can this be...there is one vacuum port and I have it hooked up to the MBC, and the other end of the MBC is hooked up tp the port on the manifold where the hose labeled "B" runs from....the BOV is not connected to this line at all as it is in the pic because it is connected to the Dejon Kit.  I thought maybe I was supposed to splice the Dejon hose that goes to the BOV into this line going to the "B" port, but I was not sure.<br /><br />  <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/Emissions2.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />The rest of the vac lines are as follows...according to the "Race Only" Setup from Taboo Speed Shop:<br /><br />   <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/Emissions4.gif" alt=" - " />||68.164.15.198||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000006||neonturbo1995||10-13-2003||10:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rigd:<br /><strong> The BOV seem to be set too hard. Also, it seems like you have boost creep issues if you are building boost all the way to 25psi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How do I adjust this?   It came from Slowboy and they told me it was all good to just bolt up and go!||68.164.15.198||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000007||neonturbo1995||10-13-2003||10:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> I am running the Dejon Tool BOV Stop Leak Mod and it eliminates the vacuum line from the intake manifold to the BOV and uses a closed system.  This is the line everyone taps into for the boost controller, and then the other end to the wastegate solenoid....Since I have no line here anymore, I just hooked the MBC up to the vac port on the manifold and to the wastegate....the BOV is not in the loop anymore.  <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What do you mean that the Dejon kit eliminates that line??? I have one, and, although the lines are routed differently, I still use the same large vacuum port on the intake to feed both the BOV and MBC. If you take the MBC apart, the input port, the one connected to your vacuum/boost source, should have a metal ball bearing. Make sure its not stuck, or that you have the MBC backwards. It sounds to me like NO boost is ever reaching the wastegate. Pull the screw and spring out, and make sure you can blow air through it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you just splice into the Line supplied by Dejon that connects to the BOV???||68.164.15.198||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000008||neonturbo1995||10-13-2003||10:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> The BOV is not in the loop=the bov isn't functioning. <br /><br />I also think that your wastegate isn't hooked up because that studdering noise that you think is your BOV is actually your wastegate making noise from an open vac line. <br /><br />Check it out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, The BOV is hooked up only to the Dejon Stop Leak kit and the large outlet is plumbed back into the Dejon intake pipe.  The stop leak kit has a tap for a pre-Throttle body boost source which I tapped into my intercooler pipe, a connection to the bov vacuum port, and a final hose to the new fitting tapped into the side of the BOV. (http://www.jakelatham.com/1gDSM/projects/dejon_bov/index.shtml)  <br /><br />See pics below.<br /><br />    <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/dejon1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />    <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/Dejon2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />    <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/Dejon3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />As for the wastegate not being hooked up right, how can this be...there is one vacuum port and I have it hooked up to the MBC, and the other end of the MBC is hooked up tp the port on the manifold where the hose labeled "B" runs from....the BOV is not connected to this line at all as it is in the pic because it is connected to the Dejon Kit.  I thought maybe I was supposed to splice the Dejon hose that goes to the BOV into this line going to the "B" port, but I was not sure.<br /><br />   <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/Emissions2.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />The rest of the vac lines are as follows...according to the "Race Only" Setup from Taboo Speed Shop:<br /><br />    <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/Emissions4.gif" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">On the above pic there is a cap on the vacuum port on the turbo....where the hell is this port at...I do not see ne on my 16G?||68.164.15.198||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000009||neonturbo1995||10-13-2003||10:16 PM||||For some reason, the car also hunts between 750 and 1200 or so RPM at idle and will not settle down....any ideas on this?||68.164.15.198||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||10-13-2003||10:47 PM||||check the vfaq for idle surge as well as the SEARCH button here.<br /><br />Good luck||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||neonturbo1995||10-13-2003||10:59 PM||||cool, thanks that should solve one of the problems.  If I can get the rest listed above solved, the car will be nutty.||68.164.15.198||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000012||neonturbo1995||10-14-2003||12:08 AM||||anyone have any other ideas on the rest of this problem?||68.164.15.198||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000013||Ash||10-14-2003||12:21 AM||||If you put some MBC's in backwards, they have the effect of leaving the wastegate disconnected & hence cause stupid boost.  Something to check anyway.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||10-14-2003||02:35 AM||||Neon, that boost source shown on the turbo (capped off in the pic) isn't actually on the turbo.  It's on the compressor outlet pipe.  If you have stock pipes, it's just a tiny little black thing, but I think you mentioned aftermarket pipes?  My RRE pipes came with a boost source already tapped into the compressor outlet pipe.||69.59.219.170||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||10-14-2003||12:24 PM||||My RRE pipes didn't come with a vacuum port on the pipes, so I just JB Welded the nipple that came in the Dejon kit.<br />I have my MBC and BOV both connected just as shown in the Taboo pictures you posted, except the line that goes to "BOV" actually goes to the "Tee" you show in your picture that has a line to the BOV and the 3-way Dejon switch. So, looking at the Taboo diagram, just picture a second Tee to the left of the first one, with a line going to the switch too. <br />Where are you getting the boost source at now to connect to that Tee?||68.214.23.89||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||neonturbo1995||10-14-2003||12:25 PM||||I do not have a boost source on my aftermarket pipes||69.3.218.18||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000017||neonturbo1995||10-14-2003||12:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> My RRE pipes didn't come with a vacuum port on the pipes, so I just JB Welded the nipple that came in the Dejon kit.<br />I have my MBC and BOV both connected just as shown in the Taboo pictures you posted, except the line that goes to "BOV" actually goes to the "Tee" you show in your picture that has a line to the BOV and the 3-way Dejon switch. So, looking at the Taboo diagram, just picture a second Tee to the left of the first one, with a line going to the switch too. <br />Where are you getting the boost source at now to connect to that Tee? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine is set up like this.  The Dejon Stop Leak kit is attached to the 2 BOV ports and the other is tapped into my upper IC pipe.  The MBC is connected just like in this pic.<br /><br />  <img src="http://neonturbo1995.free-host.com/Emissions4_2.GIF" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />I just realized something....on the Dejon Kit, it comes with a "t" fitting that attaches to the nipple on the BOV.....am I supposed to attach that nipple to the "B" port on the manifold????  I may have misinterpreted the instructions when it said to leave the port open...I thought it meant the "T" that was supplied with the Dejon kit.||69.3.218.18||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000018||keydiver||10-14-2003||05:08 PM||||Thats what I was asking! Your picture clearly shows that the large vacuum nipple on the BOV has a Tee connected to it, and I asked where you had that connected. You want it to be connected off that Tee shown on the Taboo diagram, off the B intake hose. Without that, your BOV is NOT working.<br />Of course, this has nothing to do with your wild boost. Have you checked to be sure that you have it installed in the right direction, with the B hose coming into the end with a ball-bearing pushed up against it inside?||68.214.23.89||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000019||keydiver||10-14-2003||05:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> For some reason, the car also hunts between 750 and 1200 or so RPM at idle and will not settle down....any ideas on this? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">By the way, on this problem, is your idle switch working? Do you have a logger to see if it is closing when your foot is off the gas? Where does the logger say the ISC is setting?||68.214.23.89||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000021||spoulson||10-14-2003||06:33 PM||||Couldn't this be a simple case of boost creep?  If it holds boost up to ~4000rpm, then is all crazygonuts, I think you need a wastegate flapper upgrade.<br /><br />I needed this on my 2G w/ Big16G and 2.5" turbo-back.   A 38mm flapper fixed it.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000022||supervr4||10-14-2003||06:48 PM||||mate this is soooo boost creep either upgrade the wastgate or go external||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000023||neonturbo1995||10-14-2003||09:41 PM||||that's a sick amount of boost creep.  I will try to hook up the vac lines properly and make sure the MBC is all correct then test it out.  If this does not fix it, I guess I need to go to an external wastegate....damned it...that's a pain and not cheap either!||68.165.184.226||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000024||neonturbo1995||10-20-2003||02:09 PM||||OK, I made sure all the vacuum lines are correct and there are no problems in that area any more.  The boost controller is now working, and I have it set at 19 psi, but I am definitely getting boost creep to about 22 psi and then it immediately drops back down to 18-19 psi after the quick spike.  My plugs are in pretty good shape after all this crazy boost, and everything seems to be in order.  I am just wondering if I should let it go, or if I really need to spend all the cash to upgrade the flapper door or go to an external wastegate.  Since I will be installing Nitrous, I am concerned about this.  I am already running colder plugs.  I am also considering water injection to combat the detination from these sources...it seems a little easier than converting to external wastegate, or taking my turbo out for the flapper door upgrade.<br /><br />Let me know what you think and if you have any more suggestions.  Thanks!||68.164.9.45||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000025||spoulson||10-20-2003||02:18 PM||||Please, anyone correct me if I'm wrong.  While I don't have an external, the basic advantage to it (other than flower better than an internal) is that you have better control of boost due to the binary nature of the poppet valve.  The flapper valve of an internal won't always give you the same boost response you could get from an external.  Robert@FP and others have always said that a Green with external will respond better than a Green with the internal gate. (which could be why I've seen a lot of Greens for sale with internals)  Of course, the external setup will cost more in parts, and possibly be an issue if your state doesn't like seeing open exhaust pipes without emissions control on them.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000026||TurboVR4dr||10-20-2003||02:26 PM||||If you want to go to a larger gate there are a couple people in the area (St. Louis) that can do it for you cheap and right.   Scott<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000027||neonturbo1995||10-20-2003||09:52 PM||||I am in the Chicago Area mostly.  What do you guys think about the other ideas??<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK, I made sure all the vacuum lines are correct and there are no problems in that area any more. The boost controller is now working, and I have it set at 19 psi, but I am definitely getting boost creep to about 22 psi and then it immediately drops back down to 18-19 psi after the quick spike. My plugs are in pretty good shape after all this crazy boost, and everything seems to be in order. I am just wondering if I should let it go, or if I really need to spend all the cash to upgrade the flapper door or go to an external wastegate. Since I will be installing Nitrous, I am concerned about this. I am already running colder plugs. I am also considering water injection to combat the detination from these sources...it seems a little easier than converting to external wastegate, or taking my turbo out for the flapper door upgrade.<br /><br />Let me know what you think and if you have any more suggestions. Thanks!   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||69.3.222.68||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum2/003583.cgi
A||||21||#1459 VR-4||Apexi S-AFC Install (Pictures)||||1||||NorthernGVR-4||00000618
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||10-14-2003||02:40 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Just a few pictures of my install...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1587" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1587&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1588" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1588&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1589" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1589&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.25.179.55||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||10-14-2003||02:43 PM||||nice install, where'd ya get the glove compartment.  I'd like to do that to mine.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||10-14-2003||02:57 PM||||Whoa...nice theft deterrent. I want one of those little compartments now.||63.224.209.113||reg||14||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-14-2003||04:48 PM||||BAD... ASS.  Nicely done!  Was routing the wiring all the way across the cabin, behind the dash, a major bitch?  That is a seriously sweet setup.||69.59.219.224||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||#1459 VR-4||10-14-2003||08:12 PM||||The compartment comes off a non VR-4 Galant, I'm not sure of the years, but somebody here will know.<br /><br />Wiring was a lot easier then I thought.  At first I didn't think it would even reach, but the wires were more then enough.||24.25.179.55||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||10-14-2003||09:05 PM||||Nice!  I was gonna say...I didn't remember one of those being in my gvr4.  I gotta find one of those for my aging HKS S-AFR.  I've been trying to figure out a place to put it.  That, or what a stealthy place to stick your boost and egt gauges...of course that taking your eyes off the road thing might hurt.  OK guys, which galant did it come off of?  Doesn't look like a GSX.  There's a stock old 89 sitting near where I work, with a 2.0 and an auto tranny..I'll check it out.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||Arty||10-14-2003||10:27 PM||||Those compartments are a standard feature on the Aussie VR4.<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000007||unccGST||10-15-2003||02:32 AM||||another random question - where did the white face gauges come from?||24.74.127.15||reg||1||unccGST||00002467||yes
Z||000008||Ash||10-15-2003||06:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> Those compartments are a standard feature on the Aussie VR4.<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Beat me to it!  <br /><br />my turbo timer is stashed in mine||203.221.18.116||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||Lucky13||10-15-2003||07:43 AM||||Very nice!! I think you just started something.<br /><br />91' GVR4 #1758/2000<br />02' WRX||68.211.174.211||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000010||Dreis11301||10-15-2003||08:10 AM||||I have that compartment on my JDM 87 GVR4.  That is where I mounted my GReddy Boost Controller.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000011||Clay||10-15-2003||08:27 AM||||does anyone know if the size of the new SAFC that he has is the same size as the one with the blue face , the SAFC 1 i guess?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000012||dsmsleeper||10-15-2003||10:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> does anyone know if the size of the new SAFC that he has is the same size as the one with the blue face , the SAFC 1 i guess? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a little smaller and thinner.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000013||Clay||10-15-2003||11:40 AM||||so it prolly wont fit in there then? that looks like a pretty close fit||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000014||1quickvr4||10-15-2003||11:50 AM||||Thats an 89 only part. Sheds alot of weight from the car. The glovebox can be used too but you have to get the support.||12.213.174.151||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000015||1101||10-15-2003||02:56 PM||||I did that conversion to mine also. Get the 89 heater duct to the 89 kick panel because they are different in later years.<br /><br />All I had to do on the 89 glove box conversion was drill for two screws to hold the upper 89 latch catch in place.  <br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> Thats an 89 only part. Sheds alot of weight from the car. The glovebox can be used too but you have to get the support. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000016||GVR$in||10-15-2003||04:41 PM||||Im gettin wet looking at the black faced new AFC's.. Anyone want an afc1? I need a afc2 now! hehe  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000017||turbogalant||10-15-2003||06:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> Those compartments are a standard feature on the Aussie VR4.<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It looks like his is just plain molded plastic are the aussie vr4's have the soft textured style like the dash?||65.177.233.73||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000018||#1459 VR-4||10-16-2003||05:52 PM||||<strong> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It looks like his is just plain molded plastic</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br />The stock material is much nicer, but being such an obscure area it doesn't matter all that much.  And as mentioned before it does drop quite a bit of weight.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000019||turboflanagan||10-17-2003||12:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by unccGST:<br /><strong> another random question - where did the white face gauges come from? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What he said.<br /><br />Do they fit well?  How much were they?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000020||#1459 VR-4||10-18-2003||01:34 PM||||They fit perfect, but I don't remember where they came from... some small shop out in California.  They were about $50 a set.  I had 2 pairs (due to a small cut in the first pair), but gave the ones that were damaged away.<br /><br />Wish I could be more helpful.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000021||theymightbegalants||10-18-2003||03:13 PM||||<a href="http://www.importintelligence.com/FMPro?-DB=cart.fp3&-Format=galantvr4.html&-Token=12667146&-RecID=12667146&CustID=galantvr4&-Edit" target="_blank">http://www.importintelligence.com/FMPro?-DB=cart.fp3&-Format=galantvr4.html&-Token=12667146&-RecID=12667146&CustID=galantvr4&-Edit</a>||69.59.219.228||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003568.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||timing belts||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||10-13-2003||01:26 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i just learned something today.  talking to a friend at crp(continental rubber products) most of the japanese cars have gone to a 90k service life timing belt.  called "HSN".  apparently, gates is the biggest manufacturer of belts in the world, and they have also changed over, these longer life belts have nitrile and other changes in them.  apparently, the longer life belts are all you can get in the aftermarket, EXCEPT some really whacked out brands, like one made in korea, which is still the old technology style.  these newer style belts were first used by honda, but now all the japanese manufacturers have them.  i wonder if mitsubishi has upgraded the 4g63 belt, and if it is a longer life one?  continental has also made the change to the newer compounds.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-13-2003||01:36 PM||||That would be nice.  I know that 60K mark can be anoying to deal with.  Then again, mine is still a daily driver.  I guess it would be no problem for a project car.<br /><br />The Mazdaspeed Protege I was looking at had the t-belt due at 110K miles.  Going by the owners manual in the glove box anyway.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||CKA||10-13-2003||01:52 PM||||Anyone use or know someone who has used one of these Kevlar timing belts? <a href="http://shopctc.site.yahoo.net/pwrsusttibe.html" target="_blank">http://shopctc.site.yahoo.net/pwrsusttibe.html</a> I wonder if they are worth their steep price.  It says it�s stronger which I would think would equal more durable.  But if Mitsu is or will be using 100K belts, I don�t see it worth the price aside from the fact that it might keep your timing better due to lack of stretch (is there even a confirmed problem with that).||66.84.245.105||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes



ubb/Forum2/003569.cgi
A||||3||thejeebus2002||Partial throttle settings....What is everyone using?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||10-13-2003||01:36 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Been messin with my logger and tuning all my fuel trims and what have you.  I was just curious as to what everyones Lo-Th% and Hi-Th% were at.  I'm using 30% low and 80% high.  However I was thinking about lowering it to about 75% maybe 70% to get rid of some of this partial throttle knockcounts that I'm getting at around 75%-78%.  <br /><br />Oh yeah, FMIC, Big 16g, 550s, 2nd g. mas, walboro (took out the pump and checked it out)||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||10-14-2003||12:41 AM||||C'mon anybody?  I'm just asking for a general consensus.  I did a search, however it yielded nothing.  Hellooooo.  Helloooooooooo.  Wait!  I think....I think I heard something!  Oh, nope wait it was merely the sound of my fingers tapping the keyboard.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||10-14-2003||06:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> C'mon anybody?  I'm just asking for a general consensus.  I did a search, however it yielded nothing.  Hellooooo.  Helloooooooooo.  Wait!  I think....I think I heard something!  Oh, nope wait it was merely the sound of my fingers tapping the keyboard.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafcsetting.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafcsetting.htm</a> And stop tapping the damn keyboard its's annoying me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.177.241.243||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||91GVR4||10-15-2003||05:56 PM||||I have my Low-Th% set at 15% and High at 50%. I came to this setting buy watching my FT-02 as I gave it part throtle. I have if adjusted so that it just barely goes lean as I start to give it gas and then is stable around 100%. But I have a 2G mas and 450 injectors so my high settings are realy up there.||12.64.48.197||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes



ubb/Forum2/003570.cgi
A||||6||devtsikev||Is it just me or is it my car||||1||||devtsikev||00000249
Z||000000||devtsikev||10-13-2003||03:59 PM||luckee14@hotmail.com||Over the weekend, I just installed my boost gauge and my hallman MBC.  Now, when I'm driving under normal circumstances (between 3K-4K rmp) I dont get anything past 5 lbs of boost.  When I really push my car I can boost up to roughly 12 lbs in third gear and about 10 in other gears, but this only happens when I'm pushing the car past 5k rpm.  Is there something missing/wrong?  Another thing I'm thinking is that my turbo might be out the door.  I can't feel the 14b at all, but I can hear it spool up somewhere between 3-4k rpm.  Hmm, is there something wrong with my car?  Suggestions or comments guys?||66.188.114.112||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||10-13-2003||04:31 PM||||boost leak somewhere would be my guess.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||10-13-2003||04:32 PM||||Whats your MBC set at ? All the way backed out is going to be stock/low boost. All the way in will be bad. Half way and I get about 15psi. I also have a Hallman Manual.<br /><br /><br />How is it installed ? <br /><br />Do a search and you'll see some diagrams (pictures) posted by myself about the correct way to install the Hallman MBC (they also apply to any other ball and spring MBC).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||10-13-2003||04:37 PM||||if your not going through oil or smoking its prolly not the turbo.<br /><br />a really quick but kinda risky test to see if its the MBC would be to pull the vacuum hose off the wastegate actuator. this will let you boost to "infinity" since the wastegate will never open, but if you have a boost gauge you can make sure not to go past 15 or so PSI. if you make boost quickly and can hold it then something is up w/ the MBC somehow. if its still doing it you know its not the MBC.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||10-13-2003||06:03 PM||||just gotta throw this in, my old 14b spooled at 4k and when i replaced it, it had cracks all around the wastegate.  i could only boost 8psi max though. to me it sounds kinda wierd where yours is spooling, cause my 16g now spools at 2750k making max boost at less than 3500.  just a thought.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000005||MidEngine210||10-13-2003||06:43 PM||||When should a stock car start seeing boost in 1st gear? It takes a while for mine to get that first bar of boost. The car has 100K, but smokes a little and burns a little oil. Is there an easy way to check the condition of the turbo?<br /><br />Thanks and sorry for getting slightly off topic.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||10-14-2003||09:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong>a really quick but kinda risky test to see if its the MBC would be to pull the vacuum hose off the wastegate actuator. this will let you boost to "infinity" since the wastegate will never open, but if you have a boost gauge you can make sure not to go past 15 or so PSI. if you make boost quickly and can hold it then something is up w/ the MBC somehow. if its still doing it you know its not the MBC. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can also run your boost source directly to the wastegate, with the MBC totally out of the picture.  The wastegate will open at about 9psi when hooked up this way.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum2/003571.cgi
A||||9||gvr4tunr||shredded timing belt...||||9||||gvr4tunr||00002575
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||10-13-2003||06:35 PM||cbm0303@mail.ecu.edu||my timing belt is worn away about 3 mm on the engine side...any ideas why this would happen? also, my knock count is out of control now, possibly due to skipping a few teeth on the a cam? anyone have any input?||12.107.200.125||reg||9||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000001||mark95||10-13-2003||06:42 PM||||Something came loose and fell into the timing cover, old belt, something just plain old came loose.<br />When you install a new timing belt you should be able to find out what happened.||12.216.55.103||reg||1||mark95||00002057||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||10-13-2003||08:52 PM||||same exact thing with mine, a nice groove all the way around the timing belt, but since my engine is messed up anyway and parked, i haven't thought much of it until i start putting the engine back together. my friend dropped one of the timing belt cover bolts down there and didn't know it and his was the same way so i assume that could be it||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||10-13-2003||09:59 PM||||That, or some idiot put the spacer plate/shield for the balance belt on backwards.  That will cut a nice chunk out of the engine side of the belt.  The outside edge towards the body is usually caused by the little lip on the oil pump pully getting a chip taken out of it leaving a sharp spot.  I'd be pulling that lower cover...my first indication that my engine was getting ready to blow was a shredding belt.  However, the back of the oil pump pully had shattered, which allowed the nut to back off, threw 3 quarts of oil into the timing cover...and BOOM.  With the pully just wobbling on the shaft, I showed good oil pressure but the little belt washer that help keep the tbelt running straight sliced the crap out of the belt.  Of course, by the time the oil pressure started fluctuating, the damage was done, and as I pushed in the clutch, the belt shredded completely, which of course totaled the motor.  However, amazingly, the rod bearings weren't shot, the mains were trashed but not burnt...except for the thrust bearing..which was black toast.  A little bit of 1500 grit wet/dry sandpaper and new bearings and it's good as new.  Thank god mitsu nitrides their cranks.<br />dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||10-13-2003||10:18 PM||||maybe that could be, my brother changed my timing belt before and i wasn't there to see what was goind on... possible he put something on bass ackwards||172.166.117.141||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||10-13-2003||10:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> same exact thing with mine, a nice groove all the way around the timing belt,</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Keep in mind that your oil pan bolts ARE shorter on the timing belt side.... IF long 10mm bolts are used on the timing belt side, they could be rubbing against the Timing Belt.......  <br /><br /><br />Geoff||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||10-14-2003||12:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by geoff@machv:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> same exact thing with mine, a nice groove all the way around the timing belt,</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Keep in mind that your oil pan bolts ARE shorter on the timing belt side.... IF long 10mm bolts are used on the timing belt side, they could be rubbing against the Timing Belt.......  <br /><br /><br />Geoff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i learned this the hard way!!!||65.227.217.46||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||Gvr4-330||10-14-2003||02:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong>However, the back of the oil pump pully had shattered, which allowed the nut to back off, threw 3 quarts of oil into the timing cover...and BOOM.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This happened to me.  The belt started moving inwards towards the engine which caused it to shred.  Luckily I changed the belt and replaced the pulley before the belt broke.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||10-14-2003||06:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Keep in mind that your oil pan bolts ARE shorter on the timing belt side.... IF long 10mm bolts are used on the timing belt side, they could be rubbing against the Timing Belt.......  <br /><br />Geoff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I learned this the hard way!!! </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So did I.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.177.241.243||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||driftin galant||10-14-2003||05:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> quote:<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><br />quote:<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Keep in mind that your oil pan bolts ARE shorter on the timing belt side.... IF long 10mm bolts are used on the timing belt side, they could be rubbing against the Timing Belt....... <br /><br />Geoff <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />I learned this the hard way!!! <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />So did I. <br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so did I||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum2/003572.cgi
A||||10||agrabau||Lancer 7 turbo doesn't look like it'll fit. ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||10-13-2003||07:36 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Someone, well actually a few folks here mentined that that BMW could use an Evo turbo because it faces backwards, the exhaust on the other side as the DSM turbos. Well, it appears to be true but I think that the EVO 7 turbos are twin scroll with a different manifold bolt pattern than "ours" <br /><br />Any thoughts? Is there an Evolution that has the same configuration but fits the EVO 3 mani? <br /><br />I want to route my exhaust backwards so it doesn't make way under the subframe. <br /><br />Any advice appreciated. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-13-2003||08:57 PM||||Maybe just get an Evo X manifold, one that has the split scroll design.  Or make an adapter plate?  Do you know for a fact that it's a different bolt pattern?  Maybe look at some aftermarket turbo and manifold setups for an Evo?  New, that'd be spendy, but you might be able to find a used setup for cheap...||69.59.219.192||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-13-2003||10:25 PM||||Jon, I saw a pic of the turbo on the evolutionm.net website (just surfing on it after that thread on dealers watching drag races) One bolt is clearly out-of-square so it's not a direct fit. The manifold is a good idea. I wonder who I could ask. Burschur would know. I should maybe call them. <br /><br />(this is not an immediate need, just musing) <br /><br />Thanks! <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||10-14-2003||02:37 AM||||Well, an EVO 3 turbo fits to the stock manifold.<br /><br /><br />FP has them on sale right now for some very good prices.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||10-14-2003||07:20 AM||||But the evo 3 points the same way as ours do? ...||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||talontsi||10-14-2003||08:00 AM||||I believe EVO 4 - 8 are the reverse style.<br />Not sure if you can use that manifold on a DSM 4g63 motor though.<br /><br />Call up forced performace they should be able to steer you in the right direction.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||10-14-2003||10:08 AM||||Yes, I'm fairly certain that the exhaust manny stud pattern on the head is the same, so I think Alex could use the turbo off an evo 8.  That twin scroll 16G sure does kick ass, and it point the right direction for him.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||10-14-2003||10:43 AM||||I'll call FP to ask. The stupid Evo forum deleted my post asking that same question. Elitists   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Edit- I called them and the guy was sorta stumped. He said that flipping the turbo would result in the fins pointing the wrong way, which I knew, but the bad part is that he said there are "no upgrades" for the Evo 7 yet because of this. (I know that there are some but none from them) He didn't know if the manifold would fit. He said they'd never had one apart, only turbos in for service. <br /><br />Routing the exhaust in a "U" shape to put it around a tight radius half-donut from RRE would be really inefficient for flow but I might do it anyway.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||10-14-2003||01:58 PM||||I went to look at an Evo 4 turbo at lunch. It looks like that manifold will fit and it's also turned the other way. My friend wants 750 for it. I don't think that's the best deal considering it was on a rally car and the compressor is a little hacked but I'm on the hunt.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||92GVR4#333||10-14-2003||04:05 PM||||FP is workin on an upgrade for the EVO 7 as we speak...Victor sent his turbo to them and they are soursing the parts now..20G if memory serves me right||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||10-14-2003||04:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I went to look at an Evo 4 turbo at lunch. It looks like that manifold will fit and it's also turned the other way. My friend wants 750 for it. I don't think that's the best deal considering it was on a rally car and the compressor is a little hacked but I'm on the hunt. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wait, wait, wait.  wtf?  this is from a guy who stuffed a 4g63 into a bmw?  asking if it would fit?  are you a mortal after all?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003573.cgi
A||||4||JUANPSI||MAFT||||5||||JUANPSI||00002296
Z||000000||JUANPSI||10-13-2003||07:43 PM||DJUAN4JOU@AOL.COM||WHAT IS THE DIFERENCE BETWEEN THE BLOW THROUGH AND DRAW THROUGH SETUP? WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES?<br />      <br />                 THANKS JUAN||67.100.180.2||reg||5||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||10-13-2003||07:47 PM||||search the archives at dsmtuners or dsmtalk or nabr or the dsmtranslater yahoo groups!!!  and turn off the caps!!!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||10-13-2003||07:54 PM||||one is after the turbo and one before? one allows you to vent to atmosphere and the other doesnt? i dunno, thats just logic...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||10-13-2003||10:10 PM||||blow thru seems to work the best, but I think that it honestly is a packaging issue.  It's easier to put it right in front of the throttle body elbow and get rid of all that intake crap versus having to leave all the intake piping in front of the turbo.  I have several friends that are using them and they all went blow thru just to clean up the engine bay.  Plus it measures the velocity of the air going by better from what they say.  I'm still using the 2g maf, mainly because I had it before the translator came out.  When I get frustrated with it, I'll just sell it as a complete unit with the plug, Injen filter, fipk, and dejon intake pipe.  I've seen some great times with the ramchargers setup though..especially teamed up with the old style venom drag intake (square one) with a 75mm throttle body.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||JUANPSI||10-14-2003||10:57 AM||||Thanks for all your help guys||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes



ubb/Forum2/003574.cgi
A||N||7||japspec1||Black smoke???????||||1||||lu||00002555
Z||000000||japspec1||10-13-2003||08:15 PM||japspec1@aol.com||I'm not a 100% sure if I remember right on what color smoke shooting out the muffler means and what's the cause of the problem.<br /><br />1. White color smoke shooting out of the muffler is coolant. Reason why, leaking headgasket Right?<br /><br />2. Black color smoke shootng out of the muffler is oil. Reason why, bad piston rings Right?<br /><br />3. What other reason would my car be shooting out black smoke?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||lu||00002555||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||10-13-2003||08:45 PM||||bad turbo like my car. the more boost i hit the more smoke i make.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||mj_rosenfeld||10-13-2003||08:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> What other reason would my car be shooting out black smoke?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1. Running so rich you are blowing soot.<br />2. Somebody swapped out your engine for a diesel.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.94||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||10-13-2003||09:13 PM||||[/QUOTE]1. Running so rich you are blowing soot.<br />2. Somebody swapped out your engine for a diesel.<br />Mike R. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br />I agree with him. An easy way to tell if it's oil which I doubt it is pull the plug if it is gooey and shiny it's oil if it is carbon coated it is running to rich.||208.178.23.25||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||10-13-2003||09:35 PM||||Actually, white and sweet smelling is coolant, bluish white/grey and stinky is oil, and black is from running rich.  If it's black, check your 02 sensor first, then your FPR to see if the vac line is off.  Vac line off will make it full pressure, which could (possibly) make you run pretty rich off idle because if the increase in fuel pressure, since the FPR is usually wide open bypass at idle due to the engine actually pulling a vacuum versus being under pressure during boost.<br />Reading the plugs might help if it is oil.  Are you pushing your dipstick out of the tube at all?  Oil leaking from every seal you can find?  Then the cause could be worn rings/blowby.  Basically everything else inside the motor is being pressurized due to combustion pressure is leaking past the rings and pressurizing the cavity in the oil pan and inside the head.  That pressure leakes out at the path of least resistance first..meaning the breather.  If that hole isn't big enough, then it pops the dipstick tube, and then thru the cam and crank seals.<br />dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||10-14-2003||12:29 PM||||Our cars are calibrated to run very rich from the factory, and my car always has had black soot all over the rear bumper. As Beemer said, a bad O2 sensor will make it even worse, but if you're getting the factory 19-22 mpg, its probably fine.||68.214.23.89||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||psycopyro182||10-14-2003||01:35 PM||||my roomates GSX ran rich for a long time, he had b16g and a 255 fuel pump. and he was throwing black smoke out of the exhaust all the time. it was really bad when he got on the highway,<br />when he got some his afc and leaned it out a little it got better. so it might be that your running too rich as well.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||10-14-2003||02:27 PM||||To the guy with the friend that had the gsx.  Running a walbro 255, especially a high pressure one, will make the car run rich all by itself.  You're pushing so much fuel that the stock return line off the FPR can't handle the volume.  So fuel backs up in the fuel rail, fuel pressure increases, and suddenly you're pushing far more fuel at low rpm's than you need.  Even the AFC will lie a bit, and you will have to lean it further than you would with say a 190 pump, because it doesn't know what fuel pressure is actually present in the rail.  I'm working on this problem myself, but it involves either a custom fuel cell molded like our stockers with a bit more gallonage, and a replacement sending unit/line plate for the stock tank, which I'm also working on.<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003575.cgi
A||||5||admsr||exhaust note||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||10-13-2003||10:59 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||I've been messing around with my HKS AFR and leaning the cr out slowly. I noticed today that my exhaust note is changing the leaner i get????<br /><br />any direct correlation?<br />Alex.||69.0.25.91||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-13-2003||11:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> leaning the cr out slowly </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">. CR ? what that the only think of is compression ratio but you don't mean that. Also leaner and richer will efect tone do to the differn't way it is burning in the cylinder.||208.178.23.25||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||10-14-2003||12:54 AM||||i think he simply meant "car"....||68.232.9.215||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000003||admsr||10-14-2003||10:01 AM||||thanks Dook.....sorry turbo.... I did mean car.<br /><br />We should really have some sort of spell checker for posts (for morons like me who like to type in the dark)...<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||10-14-2003||11:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> I've been messing around with my HKS AFR and leaning the car out slowly. I noticed today that my exhaust note is changing the leaner i get????<br /><br />any direct correlation?<br />Alex. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, note RRE's comments on exhaust note:<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafc.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newafc.htm</a><br />Particularly: "You start to pick up on when the car is being held back by timing (lean) or if it's running fat.  The exhaust sounds a little different (softer) & the power delivery feels different too."||68.214.23.89||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||admsr||10-14-2003||01:24 PM||||thanks for the info Keydiver......your sharp as always sir.....<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum2/003576.cgi
A||||0||makedollarz||Oil in the intake...||||1||||makedollarz||00002220
Z||000000||makedollarz||10-14-2003||12:20 AM||trickyniggy@hotmail.com||Did a little searching in this site...does it mean turbo's gone? Theres some in the pipes leading to/from the turbo.  It boosts at 8 1st 9in 2nd and 10 in 3rd on my stock engine...What you think it sound like?  Thanks||68.69.132.28||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes



ubb/Forum2/003577.cgi
A||||4||TurboVR4dr||JDM tranny?||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||10-14-2003||12:44 AM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||I had a JDM tranny shipped to me to install in a customers car.  While looking this thing over i saw that it looked like a 2g tranny.  It has the tranny mounts and the extra bolt hole( about 2 o'clock on the case).  So I thought wow they just shopped me a 2g tranny because they were out of JDM trannys.  But the speedo gear is like a 1g.  It has the screw in cable not the plug in.  I know it will fit.  Has anyone seen this before or does anyone know what I have.  I have installed about 6 jdm trannys and I have not had a "2g model before"  Thanks Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||10-14-2003||12:50 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003311" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003311</a><br /><br />hope it helps||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||teet||10-14-2003||02:22 AM||||sounds like an EVO tranny.<br /><br />do not put it in a us based car.  the gear ratios don't match and you will burn up the center diff.<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||10-14-2003||05:57 AM||||I got the number off the tranny.  I didn;t see them in the link you gave me.  here they are<br /><br />W5M332MMZL<br /><br />Does anyone know what this fits.  will it work in a 1g (corect gear rations)  Thanks<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||teet||10-14-2003||07:24 PM||||I don't recognize that number...but honestly...I would REALLY doubt it has the correct gear ratios<br /><br />I certainly would not put it in without taking it apart and counting the teeth on the front diff.<br /><br />should have 58...not 64 or 63||134.134.136.1||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes



ubb/Forum2/003578.cgi
A||||8||brandongvr4||HKS EIDs install||||1||||brandongvr4||00000571
Z||000000||brandongvr4||10-14-2003||03:19 AM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||Anyone have any idea how to install a HKS Eids on a GVR4. I cant find Shit on the internet in English. Thankx Guys for any info.<br /><br />~B~||67.121.154.70||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000001||driftntouge||10-14-2003||09:42 AM||||doesnt it have a plug-in harness?  I thought it just plugged into the maf, but I quite possibly could be wrong.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000002||brandongvr4||10-14-2003||05:43 PM||||No harness on it at all. It has about 5 wires total. It's suppose to hooks up to the ECU.||67.121.154.70||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000003||supervr4||10-14-2003||07:23 PM||||have you tried the hks website<br /><a href="http://www.hksusa.com/products/?id=811&rsku=0" target="_blank">http://www.hksusa.com/products/?id=811&rsku=0</a>||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000004||admsr||10-14-2003||08:55 PM||||hey brandon..... i just installed a hks afr about two weeks ago.......let me know if you still need help.<br /><br />alex||69.0.25.91||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000005||admsr||10-14-2003||08:56 PM||||check this thread out!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003459" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003459</a>||69.0.25.91||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000006||brandongvr4||10-15-2003||01:36 AM||||Alex Morales, hEY thankx alot man. I cant find shit about iinstalling this thing in english. Please give me an e-mail so we can talk further about this. Thankx guy's<br /><br /><br />Brooklyn07@hotmail.com||67.121.154.70||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000007||drew||10-15-2003||11:11 AM||||scan it and email it to me. I can read it, or mail it to me. I live in San Francisco.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||admsr||10-15-2003||01:09 PM||||Hey Drew....I just sent brandon install instructions in English......<br /><br />I also sent him the 1G ECU Wiring Diagram and my settings (as a reference point)....<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum2/003579.cgi
A||||1||mromik||Swapping 91 to 89 ECU||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||10-14-2003||07:55 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Does anybody know how the car will act if not to swap 14 and 6 pins?||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Invader||10-14-2003||07:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> Does anybody know how the car will act if not to swap 14 and 6 pins? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It will just have problems idling properly.  I'd suggest swapping the wires...I run a '90 DSM ECU in my car and actually prefer it (it's a TMO Stage 3 EPROM setup, so I get the larger fuel maps and more aggressive timing of the '91+ ECU's).||207.203.212.2||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/003580.cgi
A||||0||1101||PS tank||||1||||467||00000061
Z||000000||1101||10-14-2003||11:26 AM||karns10@comcast.net||Not a question, but something I never knew.<br /><br />I took one apart the other day and found there is an actual filter built like an oil filter (not the brass screen) built into the bottom. It filters the fluid from both inputs to both outputs.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum2/003581.cgi
A||||6||josh91vr4||Crappy Idle||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||10-14-2003||12:16 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Hi guys - Idle recently started acting up. Ambient Temp doesn't matter, nor does the temp of the engine, it does it all the time, but randomly. I'm idling REALLY low (4-500rpm with dips to below that) and when i tap the gas to pick it up it almost stalls. My boost gauge is registering like 10in/hg (used to be 15 at idle) and sometimes @ idle i'll go as low as like 7-8.<br />In addition, i've lost a lot of power. Not noticing any smoke out the tailpipe, but i do have a really bad exhaust leak somewhere in front of the cat, too (haven't tried to find that yet) - I've got an EvoIII mani, so i'm not thinking it's that, and the turbo still spools pretty well (when the idle isn't acting up, anyhow) so i'm suspecting an intake leak. <br />Oh, and there's a sucking sound coming from the engine bay (only audible with hood up) .. I wiggled the EGR hoses (which have never been altered) and the idle picked back up.<br />Any thoughts?<br />Thx||216.93.18.226||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||10-14-2003||02:33 PM||||Sucking sound means you have a big vac leak somewhere.  Recheck the connections around the BOV.  I had a hose RIP while I was at the track.  Sounded like the motor blew...big POP then the car died.  Got it restarted, idled like shit, and anytime I hit the gas it stuttered and the boost meter pegged on the dash, but the boost gauge went completely funky.  Turned out that the hose running up to the bov from the fmic ripped.  Start the car, and use your hands with someone running it at around 1500 rpm or so.  That or your egr valve blew and you're sucking air thru the blown diaphram.  I've finally given up and bought some skinny ass fuel injection line to replace all my vac lines with.  I think it is 1/16th or so, and cost 25 bucks for a 30 foot roll<br />Plus the stuff is perfect for your boost gauge, because it is rated at 75-100 psi.<br />dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||10-14-2003||02:46 PM||||Check your vacuum hose going from the valve cover to the intake man.  Mine was making a sucking sound and it turned out that it was collapsing and not allowing air to go through.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||10-14-2003||08:40 PM||||jeebus - you mean the one going from the PCV valve? Cuz i did remove that when i was changing my TPS (and i had to pull the F'in fuel rail to get to the bottom screw, stupid mitsu engineers!)||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||10-15-2003||09:03 AM||||yup.  thats the one.  After I installed my egt gauge (very careful as to not allow excessive metal shavings to fall into the manifold) started the car up took it for a jaunt and I was getting very erratic boost.  It would boost fine then I would get off the gas and it would bog to where it would almost shut off.  I thought I had fried my damn turbo.  I just put a stiffer hose in there and no problems since.  good luck||64.12.96.102||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||10-15-2003||09:58 AM||||It wouldn't hurt to replace your PCV valve and check the line.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||josh91vr4||10-18-2003||02:05 PM||||Welllllll ... Apparently it didn't like me unhooking all the hoses on the intake pipe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />So, i hooked them back up, beautiful idle. I must have been confusing the ecu, and considering i don't have an AFC, i had no way to correct that. <br />Next week: Exhaust!! WOOT!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum2/003582.cgi
A||||19||josh91vr4||2 din Radio bracket||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||10-14-2003||12:21 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||I just got mine - anyone know how the heck i'm supposed to mount somethin with it? It's just the front plate, i thought there would be more to it - Anyone else have one, do i need more parts or just some creativity?||216.93.18.226||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-14-2003||12:37 PM||||Just the front plate?  WTH are you talking about?<br /><br />The stock bracket will mount a aftermarket stereo.  Did you take the 4 screwes out on the metal bracket behind the plastic bezil?||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||admsr||10-14-2003||12:54 PM||||I upgraded from the double DIN stock Radio/Cassette to a single DIN panasonic buttonless Radio/CD. The four screws where originally holding the radio down. There really is no bracket once you remove the radio. I got a radio install kit and I fuckin hate the way it looks.......... Came out shitty. I'm trying to find some Black hard plastic square that I can customize to hold the radio and a 3 guage single DIN plate that I purchased from PREEVO.....<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-14-2003||01:00 PM||||Okay, now I understand.  You have it mounted and installed, but you have a ugly opening right?<br /><br />I understand your pain.  Been there.  Hopefully you can still order the plastic covor for the double din stock option.  I ordered one back in 2000.  <br /><br />Then you will have a opening on the bottom.  You can install a pocket there.<br /><br />Perhaps iceman can tell you what part to use.  There is a current pocket you can modify to screw into the back of the double din bezil.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||10-14-2003||02:29 PM||||Actually i have a 3-Gauge Holder for the 2nd DIN opening. The other will go to my radio, but i'm trying to figure out how i'm supposed to fit the two in there. I think i just need to go out and play with it and figure it out, it can't be that hard.||216.93.18.226||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000005||#1459 VR-4||10-14-2003||02:34 PM||||I used a trim piece out of a t/e/l... fit with minor cutting, I posted pictures of it somewhere on here.||24.25.179.55||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000006||josh91vr4||10-14-2003||08:26 PM||||Okay, i'm a F'in moron. I had to use the original brackets that held the stock radio in place. Otherwise, looks & fits great! The 3-gauge thingy i have isn't the greatest, but I like it alright. I think if it were made of plastic, it would be perfect. The metal is a bit wimpy - keeps bending   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000007||hecdws||10-14-2003||08:28 PM||||they sell din panels for wrx's that hold 3 53mm gauges. on the wrx it goes on a optional dash pad.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000008||crucible||10-14-2003||08:32 PM||||I think I have an electronics catalog at work that sells that pocket that goes below the single din radio.Not 100% sure but Ill check tomorrow.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||MidEngine210||10-16-2003||06:41 PM||||I'm going to get one of these when I replace the double din.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33710&item=2437111378" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33710&item=2437111378</a>||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000010||josh91vr4||10-16-2003||11:00 PM||||That is the exact one i bough (Same company) - I don't know that it's worth $30 (shipping) ... But it ain't half bad. The biggest thing i don't like is there is a gap above where they are pointed toward the driver... I'll take some pics & post them. It still looks better than what i had (umm, cardboard & duct tape)<br />If i were you i would locate a mount that is plastic (the metal keeps bending on me) and mounts better (this one uses metal strips that just hold it in by pressure, could pop out with a hard enough launch)||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000011||josh91vr4||10-18-2003||02:19 PM||||As Promised: Pics. (Click for Mega-size)<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1641" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1641&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1642" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1642&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />It's better, but If anyone knows a place to get a good 3x52mm DIN mount, let me know!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000012||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||12:47 AM||||guys, trust me when I tell you those gauges look really cool as long as you're standing still. But when you really need to look at them....say when you're driving hard.....it's almost impossible to look down accurately......and bisides, do you really want to be looking down when you're driving hard?||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000013||josh91vr4||10-21-2003||03:31 PM||||I like to be in-cog-neato. Besides, i have someone else watching the gauges when i'm racing - keeps my eyes on the road 100%||216.93.18.226||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000014||crucible||10-21-2003||06:44 PM||||get some ABS plastic sheets,possibly at Radio Shack.Or try MCMELECTRONICS.COM .<br />Cut your own or scour Ebay.<br /><br />Later||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000015||hecdws||10-21-2003||09:15 PM||||i agree the gauges there are a little hard to look at. i put mines on top and the radio at the bottom. when im cruising i look, racing the hell with them. around town i have my trusty wife and the infamous "AMG" jose watch them. this keeps my car lo-key and keeps every dumb ass with a muffler from trying to race me. plus a would be thief would just walk by the vr4 since theres no gauges on the pillar, except for the idiots who tried stealing it a few weeks ago.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000016||bleck||10-21-2003||09:34 PM||||Hey Josh, question, where did you get that plate from?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000017||crucible||10-21-2003||09:34 PM||||I would assume "would be" thieves trying to steal or peck a GVR4 know what they are after.Anything to enlighten the're(huh?) curiousity would spell trouble.I agree that looking down while driving is a bad habit, but how OFTEN does one look at the gauges other than track racing.<br />My motto is "the less obvious the better".Sure, there will be scumbags.Pick your battles||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000018||josh91vr4||10-21-2003||10:11 PM||||Which Plate? The 2x single din plate is a mitsubishi part. (Sorry, don't have part number on hand, call Conicelli!) It was <$10<br />The 3x 52mm Gauge Plate was $25 - got it off eBay from Next Level Motoring<br />link: <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33710&item=2438642249" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33710&item=2438642249</a><br /><br />The Fun part is hooking the radio up to the original metal brackets that came on the stock radio. It wasn't too bad though... Good news is that the whole thing is WAY more secure.<br />I think the radio piece came out very well, and the gauge holder is OK at best. Just needs a little filler  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000019||bleck||10-21-2003||11:59 PM||||Thanks for the info.  And, btw, it looks pretty good.  I've seen some real nightmares, and that aint one of them.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003584.cgi
A||||6||brandongvr4||Wheel hub bearing's||||1||||brandongvr4||00000571
Z||000000||brandongvr4||10-14-2003||05:54 PM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||I was told that i need to replace my front wheel hub bearing. It makes a crazy noise. Do you think that i should try to do it my self or have a brake place do it? What do you think it would cost me? Thanks guys<br /><br />~B~||67.121.154.70||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000001||#258||10-14-2003||06:18 PM||||Do it yourself. Parts are about $100 and you can finish it in 1 day.||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||10-14-2003||09:00 PM||||Just remember to take the BIG circlip out first..I had some idiot AT THE DEALER shatter my spindle trying to press that bearing out without taking the snap ring out.  Your best bet to get it out is a big ass pair of 90 degree needlenose pliers..at least 8-12" long at the handles, and around 4" for the 90 degree nose.  Also, be really careful pressing the new bearing back in.  I have a nasty habit of breaking them myself pressing them back into the spindle.  I've tried into the spindle, then pressing the hub in, and vice versa..finally gave up and paid someone the last time...my blue wrench was empty.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||10-14-2003||10:17 PM||||When I changed my fist one I pulled it off the car and broght it to a machine shop had them do it. When I replaced the second one I worked a danbury hyundai isuzu I had one of the tech's do it for me and gave him a couple of bucks. It's not worth me possible messing it up.<br />I'd replace<br />MB303875 Oil Seal+fr Wheel $3.23<br />MB303865 Bearing+fr Wheel $33.49<br />MB573309 Oil Seal+fr Wheel $4.76<br />MB303868 Snap Ring+fr Wheel 6.49<br />For a total of $47.97<br />These prices are from mitsubishiparts.net||63.184.73.131||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||Martin Tolentino||10-14-2003||10:30 PM||||I recall building a special tool to seprate the hub. Total PITA to do at home you'll need a 20 ton shop press the new bearing races out/in.<br />Pay someone to do it.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000005||DookGVR4||10-15-2003||12:48 AM||||what kind of noise is it making?.....||68.232.9.215||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000006||brandongvr4||10-15-2003||01:11 AM||||It's kind of like a grinding noise. You can hear it when im going fast or slow. I have replaced everything but the wheel hub bearing. This is anoying the hell out of me. So should i buy the parts and have some shop do it? <br /><br />Thank you for the part numbers (turbogalant) every bit helps.<br /><br />~b~||67.121.154.70||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes



ubb/Forum2/003585.cgi
A||||4||thejeebus2002||Depth of EGT probe in runner...Does it matter?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||10-14-2003||07:38 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I was wondering if anyone had an answer to this.  My EGT probe is only about 1/4" in the runner.  Does the depth of the probe affect EGT temps?  The reason I'm asking is i was thinking this may be the reason my guage reads so slowly.  My previous gauge reacted quite quickly.  Any insight?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||10-14-2003||08:03 PM||||What kind of gauge is it, and what kind of probe?<br /><br />At some point I wanna upgrade my probe from the Autometer one to the one from TRE.  I've heard that, comparatively, the TRE one reacts MUCH faster.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||10-14-2003||08:23 PM||||The probe and guage is a VDO single sweep design. reads from 0-1650 and the probe is rather heavy duty-thick.  The last gauge i had the leads were very thin and ended up melting off in the manifold after a while.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||mj_rosenfeld||10-14-2003||08:43 PM||||The TRE one is quite a bit better than the Autometer one. It is also slimmer. 1/4 inch insertion should be adequate.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.187||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000004||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||06:39 PM||||it's all in the probe.......i've heard good things about the TRE probe.....||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes



ubb/Forum2/003586.cgi
A||||4||Craig91||Buschur IC: Street core...Anyone use it?||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||10-14-2003||08:41 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||Earlier tonight, I came across an ad from a local guy selling a brand new Buschur IC street core for a nice price.  He said it's the newer design, which is/was better than the older one.<br /><br />Question is...has anyone around here used it on their GVR4?  How is it as far as fitment/trimming as well as ease of creating piping for it?<br /><br />The deal seems way too good to pass up, and I'm wondering if it is worth the money (or trying to scrounge up the money fast).  I can at least hold of on piping for a little later down the road.<br /><br />Thanks alot guys!||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||10-15-2003||10:12 AM||||Anyone??||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||10-15-2003||02:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong>  How is it as far as fitment/trimming as well as ease of creating piping for it?<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just spoke with Jared @ Buschur.  The <br />FMIC used on both cars is the same.  <br />You also asked about piping...   How good are you at fabbing the piping.  That part of the job will only be as good as the person making it.....<br />So if you're not a good fabricator, dont take on the job.... BUT if you have someone whos good with piping... [Midas, Meineke] They should be able to fab up the piping for you in no time.  <br /><br />Geoff<br />Mach V Motorsports||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||10-15-2003||02:27 PM||||Well...I'm still trying to see if I can come up with money for it.  I do have some reassurance though from the guy selling it who works at a local shop.  He said they installed the same core and fabricated piping on a VR4 a couple months ago, and it was surprisingly little trimming/cutting, and the piping was done easily.<br /><br />IF I can come up with the money for it, I'll probably buy it and just hold off to get the piping made and installed down the road.  If it seems like I'm not gonna use the IC or anything, I'll just try to sell it before I make the piping for it.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||10-15-2003||03:12 PM||||I hacked out the bottom half of the bumper with slight trimming of the sheet metal around the radiator, and it fits perfect.  The piping fab work is not hard if you short route it past the radiator/PS headlight and go above the exhaust manifold.  You can make it work with mostly 90 degree bends and a 45 degree coupler.||129.120.56.236||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003587.cgi
A||||4||neonturbo1995||Clutch problem?????||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||10-14-2003||09:39 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||Not sure the exact cause, but my clutch grabs right off the floor.  I am not sure how to adjust pedal reserve.  Can anyone point me in the right direction?||68.165.184.226||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||10-14-2003||09:46 PM||||do a search||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-14-2003||09:57 PM||||Check for a leak in the clutch hydrolic system.  Two places to check.  Pick up a book (cause everyone has books on our cars right?) and figure out what to check.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||10-15-2003||01:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> do a search </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">search it! search it long and hard!<br />why not just tell him..remove the restrictor on the clutch slave and road race has an article on how to adjust the long hard master rod!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.127.52.247||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||neonturbo1995||10-15-2003||01:23 AM||||thanks all||68.165.184.226||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum2/003588.cgi
A||||5||h45454||Top Fuel Power Neo||||1||||h45454||00001840
Z||000000||h45454||10-14-2003||11:10 PM||||Has anyone had any experience with one of these?  The concept sounds good, yet it may just be a JDM brand name bling-bling piece   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    I have seen other similar things on the web for a lot cheaper, but I was just wondering what everyone's opinion was.  I can't find much info on them on the web; everyone is waiting for the other guy to try it first.  Apparently there was a 5 hp gain on a stock k20 (DC5 Integra-R).  Here is the link:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.takakaira.com/performance/main.html" target="_blank">http://www.takakaira.com/performance/main.html</a> <br /><br />Select Top Fuel from the menu, and then Power Neo.<br /><br />Thanks.||68.71.54.99||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||10-14-2003||11:34 PM||||That would never add anymore HP then a intake tube of the same diameter.<br /><br />~John<br />some ricers will buy anything.||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||GVR4458||10-14-2003||11:53 PM||||Although I abandoned Chemistry a few years back, I gotta say I'm still skeptical.  Hydrocarbons (especially the important burny type in fuel), tend not to exhibit strong dipole moments and shouldn't really be affected by a tiny magnet.  I'm thinking to see the types of effects that they claim, they would need something a bit bigger (actually WAY bigger with more neat elctronics doo-dads and some liquid notrogen).<br /><br />Furthermore, I doubt that the effect would be more than just localized right at the magnet, and the molecules would simply lose any oreientation immediately after leaving the field, which appears to be way  (atomic terms) up-stream from the actual fuel rail in the applications pictured.<br /><br />Just my thoughts and vague memories of 300 and 400 level Chem labs at UofIL - icky.<br /><br />EH||68.73.126.157||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||10-15-2003||11:01 AM||||You see these things advertised all over, I must get 2 or 3 emails a day! They even have one at Harbor Freight on sale for $11 I think.||68.153.78.75||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||h45454||10-15-2003||02:32 PM||||Cool, thanks for the insight.  I'll save my $109.||128.198.36.96||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||10-15-2003||10:35 PM||||If you really wanted to try it, there's a guy on ebay somewhere with some selinium cobalt magnets for sale..the itty bitty ones that can mash your fingers..for like 5 or ten bucks.  Or, just take the magnets off all those old speakers you have laying around and stick them on your gas tank...<br />Of course, it's kinda stupid to put magnets around electronics..unless wiping out proms is your idea of fun..<br />Be kinda cool to sneak a few of those selinium magnets on someones power transistor or their TPS, or better yet their ecu harness while ogling your opponents at the strip though..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003589.cgi
A||||30||neonturbo1995||Am I close??||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||10-15-2003||01:20 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I drive this car daily and I am trying to be realistic and get good, solid mid-to-low 12's out of this car.  I have done some mods and a few more are to come.  Basically, I want to know if you think I am close to the goal, and if not, what should I do next or change (with the exception of the turbo...it is new).  Thanks!<br /><br />Stock Internals.<br /><br /><b>CURRENT MODS LIST</b> <br /><br />Small 16G Turbo<br />--Ported (outlet) by Slowboy<br />Evo III O2, Evo III manifold, 7cm Turbine Housing...all Heavily ported (all Jet-Hot coated)<br />3KGT VR4 Fuel Pump (rewired)<br />S-AFC II <br />550s<br />2G MAF<br />AMS FMIC (and all hard pipes)<br />Keydiver Modded PCM (with 2G MAF/550's mod,Stutterbox, and the normal mods)<br />2.5" down pipe<br />Full 3" exhaust w/ ultraflow muffler (no cat)<br />NGK BPR7ES plugs<br />8.5mm Magnecore plug wires<br />ACT 2600 clutch<br />K&N where the battery used to be<br />No weight reduction except spare tire and jack removed<br />MBC<br />Pocket Logger<br />EGT, A/F, Boost Gauges<br />Taboo Speed Shop "Race Only" emissions removal<br /><br /><br /><b>MODS COMING SOON</b> <br /><br />4-Bolt LSD<br />HKS 264/264 cams<br />75 HP NOS Wet Kit<br />4WS removal<br />Suspension (undecided on what exactly???)<br />New motor mounts<br />Balance Shaft Removal||68.165.184.226||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||10-15-2003||02:10 PM||||I'd be interested in opinions on this setup as well. <br /><br />I'm going to weigh in with a guess that you will run high 12s to low 13s with that setup depending on ambient temp, tires, and track altitude and condition. That would be at about 20 lbs boost. Personally I hope you nail your low 12s target!<br /><br />I am not knowledgable enough to advise on what you might do to hit low 12s if, in fact, you can only get to about 13 flat. I also am not sure how much more boost the small 16g can sustain efficiently.<br /><br />BTW, what are you doing about fuel pressure management?||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||10-15-2003||02:14 PM||||I'd say you can hit low 12s at sea-level if you crank the boost to 25 psi. *But* everything has to be tuned right and you have to shift well and get off the line well.  AFC for fuel management?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||10-15-2003||02:19 PM||||I'd say low to mid 13's but not mid to low 12's. Time for a bigger turbo buddy, sorry to say. Unless you plan on getting extensive head work done.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||10-15-2003||04:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> I'd say low to mid 13's but not mid to low 12's. Time for a bigger turbo buddy, sorry to say. Unless you plan on getting extensive head work done. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My friend Tony ran a 12.3 @ 110 (1.74 60 ft) on a small 16g w/ 550 injectors in his 1g talon.. I know there is a weight difference but just in comparison mid 12's are realistic if you're an <b>awesome</b> driver, have a good drivetrain/suspension setup and are a miracle tuner.<br /><br />I would upgrade to 660 injectors as your 550's are most likely pretty close to maxing out. My car right now has a bit of a similar setup w/ 660's, big 16g, fmic etc and I know it would run a mid to low 12 on 23 psi and 110 octane. It would run a low 13/high 12 on pump. Im basing these 1/4 times off my 1/8th times which are very impressive for a 16g.<br /><br />There's just not enough top end on these little turbo's for me. I just bought a clipped tdo6 20g..<br /><br />Have fun, good luck!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||10-15-2003||09:18 PM||||Ported heads are the key to power they make a world of differance, what tires are you running? I had a 7.8:1 small 16g with a 6cm turbine housing, cracked 1g manifold, leaking exhaust at the o2 to downpip,e pressed 2.5" turbo back exhaust, rc cleaned 450 injectors, ported head, stock ic and ic no ic pipe leaks, winebro 255 rewired, no aircan, k&n, 15 psi,act2100, dieing rod bearings, and held up with a viper at the chrysler museum in the middle of a road trip from ct to ca, with a whole bunch of crap since I was moving ie a tool box, 3 ton floor jack, tons of clothes, pillows, the guy was asking me all about the car when we met up in the museum and some people from the muesum were looking at and around my car.||208.178.23.32||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||neonturbo1995||10-15-2003||09:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> I'd be interested in opinions on this setup as well. <br /><br />I'm going to weigh in with a guess that you will run high 12s to low 13s with that setup depending on ambient temp, tires, and track altitude and condition. That would be at about 20 lbs boost. Personally I hope you nail your low 12s target!<br /><br />I am not knowledgable enough to advise on what you might do to hit low 12s if, in fact, you can only get to about 13 flat. I also am not sure how much more boost the small 16g can sustain efficiently.<br /><br />BTW, what are you doing about fuel pressure management? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stock FPR||68.164.3.71||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000008||neonturbo1995||10-15-2003||09:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> AFC for fuel management? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have an SAFC-II||68.164.3.71||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000009||neonturbo1995||10-15-2003||09:59 PM||||I think with the 75 HP shot of nitrous I am in there, what do you think??  I accidentally ran 25PSI of boost with this turbo, so I think 19 PSI all the time is not a problem.  According to RRE, the 550's are enough, but who knows.  The turbo must stay as I just bought it.||68.164.3.71||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000010||neonturbo1995||10-16-2003||12:32 AM||||Also, in addition to the last message, I am thinking about water injection and upping the boost to maybe 22 psi....any thoughts on this???  Should I look for a bigger intercooler maybe?  Any other suggestions??  I think 12's is a modest goal and is obtainable, but input from others who have done it before on a Hella ported 16G would be nice!!!||68.164.3.71||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||10-16-2003||12:37 AM||||Stay at 19psi on pump gas. Im at about 18.5 psi daily and love it. Only go above 20psi if you're on race gas.<br /><br />A bigger intercooler wouldn't hurt and you'd most likely get better of a gain depending on its efficiency.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000012||neonturbo1995||10-16-2003||12:38 AM||||anyone else want to chime in and offer their opinions and suggestions for reaching my goal???||68.164.3.71||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000013||Team Ducktape||10-16-2003||02:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> anyone else want to chime in and offer their opinions and suggestions for reaching my goal??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Use the search button.....||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000014||peterlsmith||10-16-2003||05:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> Also, in addition to the last message, I am thinking about water injection and upping the boost to maybe 22 psi....any thoughts on this???  Should I look for a bigger intercooler maybe?  Any other suggestions??  I think 12's is a modest goal and is obtainable, but input from others who have done it before on a Hella ported 16G would be nice!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have the AMS intercooler kit and it works great with 550s and 19lbs boost (big 16g), but it's getting close to the limit of the injectors. If you go for water injection, I don't think your turbo or injectors will do - water injection cools the air significantly, so it's a bit denser and hence you need more fuel (increasing the fuel pressure might help). You could also start outflowing your turbo at higher rpm.<br /><br />I don't know much about Nitrous, but don't you have to inject a lot more fuel when snorting? If so, you might have trouble doing it with 550s.<br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000015||TurboVR4dr||10-16-2003||07:20 PM||||I don't think you need to worry about going to a bigger injector.  People get biger injectors to quick.  You can run 550's into the 11's on a 1g or 2g so they are good enough for a Galant running mid or low 12's.  I think the 16g could do it with the right tune and the right driver.  But it would be easier with a bigger turbo.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000016||4drwhore||10-16-2003||07:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peter Smith:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> Also, in addition to the last message, I am thinking about water injection and upping the boost to maybe 22 psi....any thoughts on this???  Should I look for a bigger intercooler maybe?  Any other suggestions??  I think 12's is a modest goal and is obtainable, but input from others who have done it before on a Hella ported 16G would be nice!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have the AMS intercooler kit and it works great with 550s and 19lbs boost (big 16g), but it's getting close to the limit of the injectors. If you go for water injection, I don't think your turbo or injectors will do - water injection cools the air significantly, so it's a bit denser and hence you need more fuel (increasing the fuel pressure might help). You could also start outflowing your turbo at higher rpm.<br /><br />I don't know much about Nitrous, but don't you have to inject a lot more fuel when snorting? If so, you might have trouble doing it with 550s.<br /><br />Peter </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">With nitrous you dont need to worry about the injectors as much because it shoots the fuel in with the nitrous, thats why you have to have an upgraded fuel pump. It actually taps into the fuel line and works as its own injector. thats of course if your going wet or direct, but i suggest you dont go with dry no matter what||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000017||MustGoFaster||10-16-2003||07:56 PM||||The 16G seems to be more of a high 12's turbo on our car's.  The fastest one right now is a 12.44@109 for the small and 12.309@110 for the big. The rest are in the high 12's.  I am sure those are on race gas.  You can probably get you car this fast, it just depends on how creative you want to get, and how much noise/PITA you want to deal with on the street.  Your car will probably not reach this in street trim, unless you get the N20 your planning on.  The set of 264's is a step in the right direction also.  IF you are a good driver, I can see it happening with the two mods you have planed, and of course race gas, more boost (22psi or so), and good tuning.  Get on a dyno if you need to.  That's my take on it.||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000018||Kibo||10-16-2003||08:05 PM||||Based on what I've seen locally, I think you can hit a mid-12s run if you drive the piss out of the car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   The NOS will make a big difference if tuned correctly (and a big bang if not), and the 264 cams are about perfect for a 16G IMNSHO.<br /><br />FWIW, my T61 turbo didn't max out my ND660's on 110 gas at 29psi.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   I can't figure that one out.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000019||neonturbo1995||10-20-2003||02:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> The 16G seems to be more of a high 12's turbo on our car's.  The fastest one right now is a 12.44@109 for the small and 12.309@110 for the big. The rest are in the high 12's.  I am sure those are on race gas.  You can probably get you car this fast, it just depends on how creative you want to get, and how much noise/PITA you want to deal with on the street.  Your car will probably not reach this in street trim, unless you get the N20 your planning on.  The set of 264's is a step in the right direction also.  IF you are a good driver, I can see it happening with the two mods you have planed, and of course race gas, more boost (22psi or so), and good tuning.  Get on a dyno if you need to.  That's my take on it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are most of these on nitrous or just turbo?||68.164.9.45||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000020||Doug Thomas||10-20-2003||02:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> The 16G seems to be more of a high 12's turbo on our car's.  The fastest one right now is a 12.44@109 for the small and 12.309@110 for the big. The rest are in the high 12's.  I am sure those are on race gas.  You can probably get you car this fast, it just depends on how creative you want to get, and how much noise/PITA you want to deal with on the street.  Your car will probably not reach this in street trim, unless you get the N20 your planning on.  The set of 264's is a step in the right direction also.  IF you are a good driver, I can see it happening with the two mods you have planed, and of course race gas, more boost (22psi or so), and good tuning.  Get on a dyno if you need to.  That's my take on it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where are you getting this information about the 16G times?||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000021||GVR1643||10-20-2003||03:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peter Smith:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> Also, in addition to the last message, I am thinking about water injection and upping the boost to maybe 22 psi....any thoughts on this???  Should I look for a bigger intercooler maybe?  Any other suggestions??  I think 12's is a modest goal and is obtainable, but input from others who have done it before on a Hella ported 16G would be nice!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have the AMS intercooler kit and it works great with 550s and 19lbs boost (big 16g), but it's getting close to the limit of the injectors. If you go for water injection, I don't think your turbo or injectors will do - water injection cools the air significantly, so it's a bit denser and hence you need more fuel (increasing the fuel pressure might help). You could also start outflowing your turbo at higher rpm.<br /><br />I don't know much about Nitrous, but don't you have to inject a lot more fuel when snorting? If so, you might have trouble doing it with 550s.<br /><br />Peter </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Unless I'm mistaken the water injection actually replaces 15-20% of your fuel.  Makes it more like running very high octane. W/I shouldn't create a need for more fuel as it should actually help you run your 550's with more boost/air flow.||167.142.22.19||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000022||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||06:29 PM||||I don't believe he is talking about injecting water into the engine, rather spraying water across the intercooler as with the new Evo's. This does in turn cool the compressed air tremendously making it more dense and will cause a need for more fuel.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000023||neonturbo1995||10-20-2003||11:35 PM||||No, I mean the Water Injection kits that spray it into the air charge, and help control detonation.......like the AquaMist Kit.||69.3.222.68||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000024||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||12:31 AM||||so noted.....check ken's info....he's the man on that subject......either way, cooler air means denser air means the need for more fuel.......||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000025||neonturbo1995||10-21-2003||12:42 AM||||actually, I believe you need less fuel, because some of the fuel you use is for cooling, and the water takes care of that now.||69.3.222.68||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000026||GVR1643||10-21-2003||09:21 AM||||Exactly! I wasn't going to get into the specifics of it - we'll leave that to Ken's posts in the archives  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.57||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000027||dsmsleeper||10-21-2003||09:40 AM||||Are you close to having the longest 'sig mods'?<br /><br />It's all about the driver and the tuning.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Phil Beers has done 12.022 @ 112.38 w/ a 1.736 60ft time on a **14b** with not as many mods in a 90 AWD talon.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />dsmtimes.org<br /><br /><br />Take it to the track and find out how close you are.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000028||neonturbo1995||10-21-2003||12:11 PM||||good idea!||68.164.8.37||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000029||Doug Thomas||10-21-2003||12:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> Are you close to having the longest 'sig mods'?<br /><br />It's all about the driver and the tuning.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br />Phil Beers has done 12.022 @ 112.38 w/ a 1.736 60ft time on a **14b** with not as many mods in a 90 AWD talon.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <br /><br />dsmtimes.org<br /><br /><br />Take it to the track and find out how close you are. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think you forgot to mention that Phil's car is light weight as well 2800lb with driver.||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000030||14bCrazy||10-21-2003||12:48 PM||||My friend ran 12.3 with a big 16g with his galant. It was well tuned on the only thing he had that he doesn't is a 4 bolt rear and alittle bigger turbo. I would say that mid 12's are more like it though.||162.84.78.136||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000031||dsmsleeper||10-21-2003||03:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>     </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> Are you close to having the longest 'sig mods'?<br /><br />It's all about the driver and the tuning.          <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />        <br /><br />Phil Beers has done 12.022 @ 112.38 w/ a 1.736 60ft time on a **14b** with not as many mods in a 90 AWD talon.          <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />        <br /><br />dsmtimes.org<br /><br /><br />Take it to the track and find out how close you are. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think you forgot to mention that Phil's car is light weight as well 2800lb with driver. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I "forgot to mention" this:<br />Here's his list of mods (may not be UTD):<br />     </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">23psi on VP 117 octane <br />2850 lbs. with me <br />1.73 60' <br />K&N <br />Magnecor wires <br />Extreme XBC <br />ported 95 mani <br />ported o2 dump <br />2.5" DP/test <br />3" ATR cat-back <br />Walbro fuel pump <br />underdrive crank pulley <br />ACT 2600 <br />uuuuummmmmm............that's it for engine mods. <br /><br />Eibach pro <br />AGX's <br />Prothane motor mounts <br />Energy full bushing kit <br />Power Slots/Axxis pads/stainless lines <br />Racing Hart CP-035/Nitto Drags <br />CF hood <br /><br />As far as being a race car, not quite, and as far as being expensive...hardly expensive. <br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Either way, let's not forget that Phil was on the stock IC, IC pipes and has a 2.5" downpipe. <br /><br />How about a GVR-4 with some additional weight ["assorted junk in the trunk"]in the 12's?:  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000201" target="_blank">In the 12's</a>||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum2/003590.cgi
A||||16||theymightbegalants||2 parts:  mouse belt gutting, harness install||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||10-15-2003||02:13 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Ok guys, my 4 point harness came last week, and after drooling over it (can't believe I held out so long) I'm ready to put it in.  But first, a few questions.<br /><br />Any tips as to getting rid of the auto belt?  And yes, I did read the sticky on switching over to '89 belts, and yes I did a search.  I'm asking because everything else was talking about removing BOTH belts.  I'm only putting in a harness on the driver side.  So, are there any tips or tricks to this?  Can I only take out one mouse belt spool thingy?  Would I be better off removing both and putting an '89 belt in on the passenger side?<br /><br />My next set of questions concerns actually mounting the harness.  I've finally resigned myself to the fact that my car will now only seat 3 people comfortably and am going to use the rear lap belt mounts, as I have no cage or other mounting provisions.  I actually thought about getting the child safety hookups from the dealer, so the harness straps would go straight back, but then common sense caught up with me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Anyway, where have others mounted the lap section?  Did you retain any part of the stock lab belt setup, or toss it all out?  I poked around in there, but saw nothing obvious, so would I be better off in removing the seat to do this?||69.59.219.155||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||10-15-2003||10:23 AM||||see the read me first section, it has a fairly detailed article on installing the manual belts.  this is NOT a fun job.  also, if you do this, make sure you get all the "B" pillar trim, some of the pieces are nla.  i just did this.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-15-2003||10:58 AM||||Jon, I think you can buy some rings for mounting from Pegasus racing or OG racing. They do a lot of circle track stuff. <br /><br />There are some theories, as an aside, that having a harness without a cage is a bad idea mainly because if you roll and your roof caves in, your head is stuck in a position that won't change. With manual belts a person will fall to the side.<br /><br />With no belts and a cage someone can hit their head. That's an aside.. but really make sure you have an anti-submarine belt. You can drill a hole in the floor and use reinforcement plates to hook the anti-sub belt up. A stock belt doesn't have that feature because it allows the user to lean forward over the lap belt before tightening thus keeping the driver from sliding under.. <br /><br />So, in some longwinded fashion, try those sites, maybe you'll have to weld some fittings in or drill some holes in the floor.. And make sure to have an anti submarine attachment. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||10-15-2003||11:38 AM||||You gonna daily drive this car with a 4 point harness? Have fun. Make SURE you mount it correctly, if not, you could cause serious injury to your back if you are ever in an accident. <br />I had one in my Scirocco for awhile... great for autoxing, but it sucks for everyday use. Trying to peek around a blind corner? Forget it. Lose something on the passenger side... like a soda... forget it. Also make sure it is legal to use in your state.<br />Have fun!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||10-15-2003||02:45 PM||||I've been driving around with my 4 point belts driver and passenger for a while now with my Sparco EVO seats.  I think they are great and absolutely love them.  I say don't install an anti-sub belt *until* you put a roll cage in. Like you said, without a roll cage you can still slide under 4 point belts at street tightness levels.  Also to connect mine I have both shoulder harnesses through the rear seat belts.  This works great until I put in the real roll bar.<br /><br />I think I have pictures on my webpage so check there first. If you have other questions post here and I"ll do my best to answer them.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||10-15-2003||06:55 PM||||Thanks for the responses guys.<br /><br />Ken, if you read my post, I stated that I've already read that how-to.<br /><br />Alex, the harnesses already have mounting rings.  It's sort of a triangle shape, with a flat slit in one side that the harness goes through, and a round hole in the "point" that the bolt of your choice goes through.  There's one of these on each strap, so two lap and two shoulder.  Interesting thought on the whole roof caving in/sliding to the side thing.  Never heard of that before, but makes sense.  These harness are 4 point only, that is, I'm not sure you can add a 5th crotch belt, or if you can I don't know how.  They appear to be set up as true lap belts, not waist belts as most stock belts are, so I don't think this will be a huge issue, but I could be wrong.<br /><br />Tyler, I mentioned using the rear lap belt mounts as several harness sites said that is a recommended point.  The angle from the rear harness to your shoulder is big enough when mounted there to not be a serious risk for back injury, although the risk is always there.  And I don't have pop (soda?) in my car anyway.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   As for the blind corners, I'm putting in a convex rear view mirror that is mind boggling it shows so much.  That mirror alone almost shows the range of both side mirrors, plus the whole rear windshield, back set, everything.  And is polarized; hello lightbars.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks for the input Chris.  Why do you say not to put in a crotch belt until you put in a roll cage?||69.59.219.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||number3||10-15-2003||08:45 PM||||Here is how you do it properly:  I scanned this from the RCI belts I run.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1596" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1596&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />Click me...<br /><br /><br />   <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005</a>   <br /><br />This is how it looks... ( the sub belt that is)<br /><br />There is a heavy bar that run left to right under the seat cushion (go a head and reach under the seat you will feel it) you can attach the sub belt to it. And the nice thing that is on less bet you have adjust if you move your seat back and forth.<br /><br /><br />If you look close in the interior shots of my car you can also see that I gutted the mouse from the tracks and reinstalled the tracks for a finished look. No gap and no junkyard parts hunting.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||10-16-2003||01:47 AM||||Thanks Harry, that's good stuff.<br /><br />But I guess I need to repeat myself... I'm installing a 4 point harness, not 5.  I was not asking where to attach the sub belt.  I don't have a sub belt.  I don't have a cage.  I won't have either anytime soon.  I was just asking for thoughts or opinions on putting the 4 point harness into a street car, and if anyone that had done so had left the passenger mouse belt in.  I'm only putting a driver harness.  This isn't a rally car.  (well, it IS a TSD rally car, but that's a little different)||69.59.219.153||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||number3||10-16-2003||07:34 AM||||Just ignore point #4 that deals with the sub belt.  the reast still holds true.<br /><br />The main reason I scanned and posted it was for point #3. Most people get that angle wrong.<br /><br />I used the factory mounting holes for the lap belts and my cage has a harness bar for the shoulder harness. <br /><br />You will need to use the rear deck or rear belt belt mounts (depending on which gives you the proper angle (see #4).<br /><br />A crotch belt should not really be use with out a cage anyway. So you are fine with the 4 point belt. We, or at least I got your point. I was giving a full over view for people who search down the road.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||10-16-2003||10:38 AM||||Has anyone here ever made a B-pillar harness mount that is just a single bar running right behind the front seats?  I would love to use one of those so I can retain my back seat space (and not need a rollcage).||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||markrieb||10-16-2003||10:51 AM||||Like the one here:  <a href="http://speedwaremotorsports.com/safety/subWRX_harnBar.asp" target="_blank">http://speedwaremotorsports.com/safety/subWRX_harnBar.asp</a><br /><br />I was looking at trying to make one of these this winter.  If I do, I'll take some careful measurements and post them so anybody can build them.  I wouldn't electropolish the SS, too much work and $$, just leave them brushed.  Maybe Harry will have a new product for 3-Speed productions...<br /><br />Mark<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||10-16-2003||11:03 AM||||I will repeat again for everyone as well.  As you can see with the pictures on my website, I have the shoulder harnesses through the rear seat belts.  This works and the angle is not too great, but some risk is there.  However I wouldn't leave it like this forever and am going to put a cage in (similar to harry's) this winter now that my car is in the 12s a mile high up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  The harness bar as Mark talked about or cage with a harness bar is the *best* option to running shoulder harnesses.  Like Harry my lap belts bolt up to OEM locations with new OEM size high quality bolts.  And sub belts should only be run with a cage. That should do it for the archives.<br /><br />And for Jon F:<br />I don't think there is any issue with removing only one side of the motor etc. However the center lap belt assembly has driver and passenger belts in it so you may have to be creative mounting the inside lap belt. Check it out yourself and it will be obvious.  Plus ripping the motors out is fun and easy and they weigh a lot. Hehe.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||number3||10-16-2003||12:44 PM||||How many do you want?<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||10-16-2003||03:19 PM||||Oops, sorry Harry.  And thanks again for scanning the RCI page; good stuff.  I thought about making a harness bar like that, but because of my new steering wheel that blocks off the top half of the gauges, I have to have the seat in a more reclined position than I would normally do.  Does anyone else with aftermarket or Momo wheels have this problem?  The bar would be so U shaped that I thought it would stick too far into the rear seat area, hampering ingress/egress to the rear seats.||69.59.219.197||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||10-16-2003||04:32 PM||||Jon, the only reason i mentioned the sub belt is cause some buckles are designed to take a lap belt too and it would be an easy retrofit. <br /><br />Will SCCA let you do a TSD rally with a 4 point?  I wasn't allowed to do hillclimbs with one. <br /><br />I wasn't trying to give you info that was completely irrevalent. Sorry if i did.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||10-16-2003||04:41 PM||||Oops, sorry again.  I meant TSD ROAD rally.  No stream crossings or water bar jumpings here, thank you.  I did the last one with the stock belts, and the entrant field ran the gamut from completely stock cars, to fully built rally beasts with cages and computers.  As long as it's street legal they don't seem to care.||69.59.219.197||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||agrabau||10-16-2003||04:46 PM||||Yeah. That's what I assumed you meant (street) I think that I was told SCCA policy prefers street belts to 4 points. <br /><br />(with this said i had a 4 point in my car for 2 years  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003591.cgi
A||||8||InStG8tR||Anyone make their own fuel cut defencer?||||5||||InStG8tR||00001237
Z||000000||InStG8tR||10-15-2003||03:32 AM||rgrelinger@cox.net||#280 of 1000 here....<br /><br />Just wondering if anyone has made their own dime store fuel cut defencer.  I've never had a problem with fuel cut (even at high boost levels) with my 16g, but I finally mounted my battery in the trunk the other day and used a stock 1st gen Eclipse/Talon short intake hose to relocate my hacked aircan.<br /><br />So far it's been one of the best mods I've done (next to the 16g),as the stock intake is incredibly restrictive.  I now have fuel cut at 15 psi when I never had it before.  I've hacked my MAF as much as possible without cutting the bottom half completely off, but what I really need is some schematics to make my own fuel cut defencer.  (I have a high volume fuel pump and have wired it with a relay, so I'm okay there)<br /><br />If anyone has done this let me know how.<br /><br />Thanks!!!||68.102.34.22||reg||5||InStG8tR||00001237||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||10-15-2003||04:51 AM||||Go with a AFC or MAF translator, or here:<br /><a href="http://www.teamfc3s.org/info/articles/fcd/diy_fcd.htm" target="_blank">www.teamfc3s.org/info/articles/fcd/diy_fcd.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.rojgonz.com/mr2/fuelcut.htm" target="_blank">http://www.rojgonz.com/mr2/fuelcut.htm</a><br />But I would fix that before going to bigger injectors, which will be soon.....||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||10-15-2003||09:29 AM||||the bad part about the dime store fuel cut defencer is it leans it out, AND, it advances timing.  so, if it overrides your fuel cut, which means the ecu is trying to tell you something, you can end up with burned valves, or holes in the pistons.  dont do it.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||10-15-2003||10:54 AM||||They took the schematic off the dsm.org site because it is potentially dangerous. It is simply a  matter of putting a 10-20K potentiometer inline with the barometric pressure sensor, making the ECU think it is at a higher altitude, where the air is thinner. It therefore allows more airflow before it initiates fuelcut. However, as Ken mentioned, this also leans the engine out, causes knock, and CAN melt down an engine if you go too far.<br />The easiest way to avoid fuelcut, safely, is to either:<br />1) install larger injectors, or<br />2) raise the base fuel pressure, or<br />3) install a 2G MAS, or<br />4) a combination of the above. <br />Any way you go, you should still have an AFC to dial things in correctly. Or:<br />5) I have a FREE GVR-4 chip that will eliminate the fuelcut, and compensate for whatever size injectors you have, or MAS. This will work with the original MAS, a 2G MAS, or the new MAFT. Although the MAFT *says* it will eliminate fuelcut, all it really does is level off the amount of airflow that is reported to the ECU, to stay away from the "triggerpoint". However, if you put an AFC after the MAFT, to compensate for the leveling off, you will still hit fuelcut. Their theory is good: they want you to raise your fuel pressure or injector size to the point that you will be lying so much to the ECU that it will never see that much airflow. I don't believe in lying, even to computers  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.153.78.75||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||InStG8tR||10-15-2003||07:49 PM||||A free chip?  Sounds good to me!!||199.46.200.231||reg||1||InStG8tR||00001237||yes
Z||000005||atc250r||10-15-2003||09:20 PM||||Keydiver,<br /><br />    Are you really giving free chips away? Whether free or not I am interested. Do the GVR4's have a socketed chip or will I have to unsolder the OEM one? Either way I want one.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000006||MustGoFaster||10-15-2003||09:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> Go with a AFC or MAF translator, or here:<br /><a href="http://www.teamfc3s.org/info/articles/fcd/diy_fcd.htm" target="_blank">www.teamfc3s.org/info/articles/fcd/diy_fcd.htm</a><br /> <a href="http://www.rojgonz.com/mr2/fuelcut.htm" target="_blank">http://www.rojgonz.com/mr2/fuelcut.htm</a> <br />But I would fix that before going to bigger injectors, which will be soon..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I see a major problem, both these FDC's are basicaly voltage clamps.  Our ECU's fuel cut based off a Hz reading if I am not mistaken.  These won't work with our style flow meter.||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||10-16-2003||01:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> Keydiver,<br /><br />    Are you really giving free chips away? Whether free or not I am interested. Do the GVR4's have a socketed chip or will I have to unsolder the OEM one? Either way I want one.<br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, I make free chips for any GVR-4 owner. Email me privately, and I'll return a form to you that you fill out to tell me what you need.<br />No GVR-4's or DSM's were EVER socketed, but I do provide a free socket. I will also send you FREE capacitors, so you can replace those defective pieces of $%^&&. Oh, but you already knew about them, I'm sure.<br />I offer 2 kinds of stutterbox, if you want to launch with one:<br />1. 2-step - requires no modifications, you have a lower rev limit whenever the car is NOT moving, or<br />2. 3-step - requires cutting into the clutchswitch wire, ala TMO:<br /><a href="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/clutchwire.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/clutchwire.htm</a><br />You have one rev limit to launch with, and a different one for flat-shifting between gears.<br />I will also be (shortly) offering chips with compensation for larger injectors or different MAS.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||67.34.240.145||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||InStG8tR||10-17-2003||03:37 AM||||Sent you a PM.||68.102.34.22||reg||1||InStG8tR||00001237||yes



ubb/Forum2/003592.cgi
A||||1||Cybernerd2||Installing 4 point harness safety belt||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||10-15-2003||01:07 PM||||Hi all,<br /><br />Who got pics of showing the steps of installing a 4 point harness safety belt to your '89 Galant VR-4 turbo car?||80.168.139.163||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-15-2003||06:57 PM||||Hey Mike, I started a similar thread on this that you might want to check out.  If you go to the "Read Me First" post at the top of this forum, there's a VFAQ on installing the manual belts that might be of some help.  Also, Chris (Pivvay) has some pics of his harnesses installed on his website, <a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay" target="_blank">www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay</a><br /><br />Good luck!||69.59.219.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003593.cgi
A||||6||h45454||quick question about exhaust manifolds||||1||||h45454||00001840
Z||000000||h45454||10-15-2003||02:57 PM||||Are the bolt patterns for evo 1,2,3, 1g, 2g, and GVR4 exhaust mainfolds all the same?  Sorry for the noob question.  Thanks.||128.198.36.96||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||10-15-2003||03:12 PM||||yes||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||10-15-2003||03:14 PM||||another yes here.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||10-15-2003||05:17 PM||||I'm looking at 1G manifold, 2G manifold and an EVO manifold on my shelf........ <br />Here's a third yes...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000004||admsr||10-15-2003||05:24 PM||||Hey Geoff.....are you saying that you have a 2G and EVO manifold and you are looking for a 1G?<br /><br />Are you interested in trading the 2G for a 1G....<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.24.87||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||10-15-2003||05:37 PM||||no, he's saying he has them all on his shelf for comparison.<br />BUT, I'm certain he'd be happy to price the 2g or evo one for ya  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||admsr||10-15-2003||05:42 PM||||thanks Kev.....but im broke for the next 2 months...i was looking to see if i could get a trade working  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  .||69.0.24.87||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum2/003594.cgi
A||||3||redheat86||Alternators, which ones can be used?||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||10-15-2003||03:09 PM||||when i search on <a href="http://www.car-part.com" target="_blank">www.car-part.com</a> for an alternator in the state of MN for a 92 galant, dohc MT 75, it comes up with like 100+ can i use any of those? or is there specific ones that i can only use? can i use NT, mt or auto? does it matter?<br /><br />Also on checker auto website they list only one for the turbo model and is around 250+ wth is the deal?<br /><br /><br />thanks||63.229.221.183||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-15-2003||06:41 PM||||I have a autozone duralast 75 amp one in mine for a mt talon, the vr4's come with a 90 amp one which I had before but mine blew up in fontana california which was about 8 hours away from my house in arizona and 9 hours from my brother house in dublin california so I got it towed to the near by autozone and put it in was better than the 0 amps mine was putting out.||65.177.233.73||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||redheat86||10-15-2003||08:46 PM||||how much was it from autozone? and was it the turbo model specific one?<br /><br />any one else have any answers? id really like to drive my car on friday when the thing finally gets done from gettting the main seals replaced.||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000003||RayH||10-15-2003||11:42 PM||||Bosch makes 90amp remanufactured ones: part AL4008x.<br />Just picked one up from <a href="http://www.speedycarparts.com" target="_blank">www.speedycarparts.com</a><br /><br />There's suppposedly also a 140amp one: part AL4006HO at <a href="http://www.forparts.com/boshighoutputalt.htm" target="_blank">http://www.forparts.com/boshighoutputalt.htm</a> but from the  <a href="http://www.forparts.com/techboshighoutputalt%20features.htm" target="_blank">specs</a>  it doesn't look cheap.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum2/003595.cgi
A||||1||thejeebus2002||Rear Window defogger doesn't work???||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||10-15-2003||04:17 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||With fall here and winter coming I'd like to figure out why my rear window defroster doesn't work.  Does anyone else have this problem?  I tested it with a multimeter before and got no signal.  later i figured out my multimeter is broken.  Any one have any suggestions.  I don't seem to recall there being a fuse for it.  Obviously it's been a while since i farted around with it so that's why im kinda vague.  I tried a search.  I typed in defogger, defroster, event the word thaw....coundn't find a thing.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||10-15-2003||04:25 PM||||use a 12 volt light to see if it comes on Im available to help you anytime in the evenings . I also have 15+ yrs in the autoglass trade if you need a new window . The grids can go bad but seldom all at once..||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum2/003596.cgi
A||||27||JUANPSI||PISTONS||||1||||JUANPSI||00002296
Z||000000||JUANPSI||10-15-2003||04:45 PM||DJUAN4JOU@AOL.COM||Thinking about building a stroker. I would like to get a couple opinions on what pistons to use.<br />JE or Wiseco?||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||10-15-2003||04:46 PM||||Ross. I have them and have no issues with them at all. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||JUANPSI||10-15-2003||05:04 PM||||Do they make stroker pistons?||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000003||JUANPSI||10-15-2003||05:30 PM||||Do they make stroker pistons?||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||10-15-2003||05:57 PM||||Ross makes just about anything of any size. Someone at the aftermarket performance shops (most listed on Ryan Hertz home page) should be able to get you what you want in the right size. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||10-15-2003||09:44 PM||||No Wisecos.  If you want a stock bore set for a 2g, I have a set brand new never used..  The silicon content of the wisecos is great for cyl wall clearance and no piston slap.  However, unless you are super mindful about fuel and knock, the silicon breaks down and the piston erodes faster than a ross or JE.  But the ross or JE makes a racket if it gets really cold outside till they warm up.  I was going to use these wisecos with 2g eagle rods and shave the crank and have it re-nitrided to shave some reciprocating weight.  After I saw a friend's detonated to hell pistons, I had second thoughts.  All because one of his AFC wires broke during a test and tune during a single run..he suddenly went back to stock fuel maps right off the line..  Didn't blow the motor, but it was running like shit going home.  Yes, the JE and ROSS might make a little bit more slap when cold.  But somehow I don't think that Buscher or Shep are running wisecos.  They might be, but I seriously doubt it.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||10-16-2003||12:18 AM||||quote:<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Originally posted by Beemer:<br />Wisecos have one slight problem. The high silicon content is great for tighter cyl wall clearances, but not so good when detonation hits them. The silicon has this rotten tendance to MELT. So if you have a handle on your knock count, you're fine..but if that nice little spring in your mbc breaks...life could wind up being not so nice. I've seen two street cars running high boost with wisecos, and both had evidence of erosion around the exhaust valve sides of the pistons. The price difference is just enough to be a factor.. After you build your motor, what's 200 bucks versus a teardown? <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />Do you think coating the pistons would take care of that problem?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||10-16-2003||01:40 AM||||Been researching this topic myself, and from what I've read Ross seems to be the one to use.  There was quite a bit of negative feedback on the JE pistons; seemed they caused unusually high amounts of cylinder scuffing, ie lots of damage in less than a thousand miles, and after switching to ross, it still looked fresh from the machine shop after over 6k miles.  Of course, YMMV, and these are not my opinions or experiences.  But when the time comes for me, I think I'll be getting Ross.||69.59.219.153||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||DongeR615||10-16-2003||05:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Do you think coating the pistons would take care of that problem?<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">good question..what is the material they coat it in?||67.127.58.197||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||10-16-2003||07:31 AM||||Juan, what do you mean by stroker pistons?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||JUANPSI||10-16-2003||11:38 AM||||FOR 2.3 BIMMUBISHI||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||10-16-2003||11:41 AM||||I think you can use the stock DSM pistons or any forged piston of the same diameter and spec as the added displacement comes from the longer throw of the crank.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||JUANPSI||10-16-2003||11:44 AM||||THE STROKER PISTONS HAVE A SHORTER SKIRT AND THE WRIST PIN IS REPOSITIONED||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||10-16-2003||11:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JUANPSI:<br /><strong> THE STROKER PISTONS HAVE A SHORTER SKIRT AND THE WRIST PIN IS REPOSITIONED </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YOUR CAPS LOCK KEY NEEDS TO BE REPOSITIONED, IT IS STUCK ON.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||JUANPSI||10-16-2003||11:59 AM||||lol sorry||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||10-16-2003||01:54 PM||||Is that true? Anyone? I've never built one so I'm not sure.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||10-16-2003||02:57 PM||||Alex, I've never built a stroker so I don't know.  But, I'm thinking of it and have been doing a lot of reading, and so far everyone's using aftermarket pistons.  Now, there's two ways of doing this.  There's an actual stroker, a 2.4L crank in a 4G63 block, which does necessitate custom pistons for a higher wrist pin or the piston will stick 6mm out of the block at tdc and will probably smack a valve at some point.  The other way is to use a 4G63 head on a 2.4L block, for a hybrid engine.  These blocks have a 6mm higher deck height to compensate for the increase in stroke, so it seems to me the stock wrist pin location is fine.  However, the 2.4L block has a much bigger bore, at 87.5mm instead of 86mm (I may have fudged on the numbers, but you get the idea).  That's why it's a 2.4 instead of a 2.3, like a stroker.  Anyway, so if you can find stock pistons that much overbore, I think you'd be set.  But again, don't know about the piston skirt thing.  I think that's only if you have a machine shop install the piston squirters for you, which the 2.4 doesn't normally have.||69.59.219.197||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||GVR-4||10-16-2003||05:39 PM||||If you use stock 4g63 pistons and the stock G64B block and crank, the rod ratio comes out to be 1.5. Using 156mm rods and "stroker" pistons gives you a bit better rod ratio of 1.56. Here's some specs:<br /><br /><br />4g63: <br />                   <br />Bore:          85mm                    <br />Stroke:        88mm                    <br />Rod length:    150mm<br />Displacement:  1997ccm                  <br />Rod ratio:     1.7                     <br /><br />G64B:<br /><br />Bore:          86.5mm<br />Stroke:        100mm  <br />Rod length:    150mm<br />Displacement:  2351ccm <br />Rod ratio:     1.5<br /><br /><br />Stroke= 2(crankshaft arm length)<br />Rod ratio= rod length/stroke<br /><br />1.75 is considered the ideal rod ratio. Is .01 cm closer to 1.75 worth the extra cost of custom rods and pistons? Dunno.<br /><br />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000018||GVR-4||10-16-2003||05:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Is that true? Anyone? I've never built one so I'm not sure. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, Alex, that's correct. His caps lock was on.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Just funnin'! It's true that the "stroker" pistons have shorter skirts and the wrist pins are closer to the top.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000019||Beemer||10-17-2003||07:05 AM||||Sorry it took so long for me to reply about the coatings on the wisecos..mine didn't come with any.  You could have them ceramic coated, and it might help.  I've heard about the JE scuffing scandal.  That was more due to the fact that guys were using slipper skirt race pistons in a street motor from what I've seen.  The JE race pistons use a really short piston skirt.  It is a RACE ONLY piston, used for trailer queens that get rebuilds twice a season with the blocks being disposed or rebored.  JE makes a street piston as well, or at least they used to.  My rule of thumb for a street engine is that the skirt should extend at least twice the distance down from the pin as the distance from the pin to the crown or top of the piston.  I prefer 2.5 times if I can get it for a street motor.  It helps prevent rockover scuffing.  Plus, the directions for piston to wall clearance in EVERY JE pistons set for 3 years running for our cars was WRONG..and JE knows it, although they won't admit it.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000020||markrieb||10-17-2003||10:44 AM||||If you search around, I think that Magnus builds a stroker with the tall 4G64 block and longer rods with the shortened pistons to get the rod ratio back up where it should be.<br /><br />The theory runs that the rod to stroke ratio has a lot to do with detonation sensitivity as well as side loading on the piston.  Rod ratios from about 1.7 to 2.0 have better detonation resistance than smaller ratios.<br /><br />HotRod did a good article a few years ago on this and tested a couple of small block Chevy's.  Same displacement, but different rod ratios.  The long rod motor (they actually used 300 ci Ford 6-cylinder rods...) was able to use a lot less timing to make more power and was able to run around 10:1 compression on standard 87 octane gas.  The short rod moter required 92 octane premium and about 10 degrees more timing advance.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000021||GVR-4||10-17-2003||11:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> If you search around, I think that Magnus builds a stroker with the tall 4G64 block and longer rods with the shortened pistons to get the rod ratio back up where it should be.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">From my research I don't think that's possible. What they do to make the rod ratio more favorable when the stroke is increased is use longer rods. The longest rod that can be used without locating the wrist pin hole too high is 156mm.<br /><br />At least that's what I gather from what I have read. But, hey, I could be wrong.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000022||markrieb||10-20-2003||12:54 AM||||OK, so I went back to the service manual and looked everything up.<br /><br />Let's see if I can get everything to line up here...<br /><br />_________________4G63_______4G64            <br />Bore______________85_________86.5<br />Stroke____________88________100<br />Rod Length_______150________150 <br />Deck Height______284________290<br />Bore to Stroke____0.97_______0.87<br />Rod to Stroke____1.70_______1.50<br /><br />So, from this it looks like Mitsubishi uses the same rods in the two engines and they just extended the block 6mm in deck height to accomodate the extra 12mm of stroke.  This allows them to use the same ring and wrist pin spacing on the pistons between the two motors.<br /><br />I know in the V-8 racing world, you can push the piston pin up into/through the oiling ring, but not into the second compression ring and still have the piston live through racing conditions (nitrous, high compression, etc.)  What is the problem is the shortening of the piston skirt letting the piston rock a bit in the bores.<br /><br />The 1.50 rod to stroke ratio of the 4G64 is a bit poor, but to get it back to the 1.7 ratio of the 4G63, you'd have to extend the rods to 170mm.  No where near enough room in the block or pistons to accomodate this.  Even going to a 156mm long rod only gets the ratio back up to 1.56:1<br /><br />As a little comparison, a 350 Chevy has very nearly the same stroke as the 4G63 (88.4 vs. 88) and uses a slightly shorter rod in stock form (145 vs. 150).  A common NASCAR trick for the SBC is to go to a 6" long rod (152.5mm), that brings the 350's rod to stroke ratio to 1.72, nearly identical to the 4G63.<br /><br />I don't see any reasonable way to get the rod to stroke ratio back up to the 1.7 range.  I guess the stroker's will just have to live with a lower rev limit and some additional wear, but damn it would be nice to have an extra 400 cc of displacement.  To get the engine to really rev, you'd also like to get the engine "over-square" where the bore is larger than the stroke.<br /><br />Funny thing is, if you look at the 4G61, it has all of those things, bore to stroke: 1.10, rod to stroke: 2.00.  Why aren't we all buildig 4G61's???<br /><br />Mark||4.5.84.236||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000023||GVR-4||10-20-2003||09:37 AM||||The trade-offs of a stroker are worth it to me. Since my goal is an extremely fast daily driver, I'm ok with the power band coming lower in the rev range. I don't see the need in revving much past 7k, which would be plenty safe for the stroker. It could probably be argued that 8k would be possible too, albeit not as safely. One of my questions is how much better is a rod ratio of 1.56 than 1.50? <br /><br />Mark, glad to see our research resulted in the same conclusions.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000024||TurboVR4dr||10-20-2003||11:45 AM||||If you want RPM why not stick a 4G63 Crank in a 4G64 Block and destroke it.  I think (without doing the math) you could hit 10k RPMs with that thing pretty easy.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000025||GalantVR41062||10-20-2003||12:19 PM||||You should be able to rev a 4g63 to 10k+.  With a miss shift an engine can see 12k+.  And if a stock bottom end will go to 9500, then I think my motor will handle 10k easy.  But we dont have nice shifting trannys(most of the time) so all the extra revs are no good if you can not shift that high. <br /><br />~John||24.118.193.133||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000026||DongeR615||10-20-2003||02:34 PM||||i am educated...this made more practical sense than some of the shit I learned in school.||67.127.58.197||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000027||markrieb||10-21-2003||05:40 PM||||I actually looked into the other hybrids available when I did the info above.  I'll have to wait til I get home for the exact info.  I'll post it back here later.<br /><br />As I recall, the 4G61 crank in the 4G64 block made about 1800cc, the 4G63 crank about 2100 cc.  You could go with much longer rods in both cases to get rod ratios up.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/003597.cgi
A||||7||Pick||Air leaking out of dipstick and crazy knock||||1||||Pick||00000697
Z||000000||Pick||10-15-2003||07:48 PM||jpick@pmt.org||I did an intake leak test to see if that was causing my knock problem and when pressure reaches 10 psi I can hear it leaking out of the oil dipstick and valve cover breather. My question would be how is air getting all the way down into the oilpan and what would cause this also would this explain my knock problem.||216.83.65.37||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-15-2003||09:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pick:<br /><strong> I did an intake leak test to see if that was causing my knock problem and when pressure reaches 10 psi I can hear it leaking out of the oil dipstick and valve cover breather. My question would be how is air getting all the way down into the oilpan and what would cause this also would this explain my knock problem. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry to tell you this but bad rings or a hole in the piston||208.178.23.32||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||10-15-2003||09:34 PM||||Ditto.  Go get a cheap compression tester.  You're pressurizing the oil pan cavity.  I'll bet you're blowing oil out on your timing belt thru the cam and crank seal as well, and quite possibly out onto your clutch as well.  Either you ate a piston due to detonation, and basically eroded the top of the piston so there's a nice wedge burned away down past the rings, or all 4 cylinders decided to line the piston ring gaps up at the same time.  I've had that happen..had 35 psi in all 4 cylinders.  I had the entire engine apart, checking the timing belt etc.  Everything looked fine.  But the bitch wouldn't start (this is my black eclipse gsx..happened after the ex drove it to work of course..)  I shot some oil down the spark plug holes, and she fired right up.  She still has a problem starting once in a while, but it's rare..I just gotta crank the shit out of it and she eventually fires, idles like shit for a few minutes, and comes back to life.  I think the rings are stuck from all the carbon building up behind the rings in the ring lands.<br />Better get out your checkbook either way.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||Invader||10-16-2003||02:50 AM||||Maybe the PCV valve is leaking?||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||10-16-2003||08:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> Maybe the PCV valve is leaking? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats what I was thinking.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||Dsmman||10-16-2003||09:12 AM||||Correct, it is most likely the PCV.||141.151.11.224||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000006||Pick||10-16-2003||05:19 PM||||I have replaced the pcv valve less than a month ago is it possible to get a bad one.||216.83.65.90||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000007||autobahntom||10-16-2003||05:25 PM||||anything is 'possible', but if you have that much air leaking out, then the hole in piston is more reasonable. <br />If you are looking for another stealth, I have a 91, LOW miles (13k), one owner, garaged. He thought it would be worth something, so he did not drive it much (all stock-still original tires).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/003598.cgi
A||||7||turboflanagan||suggestions to seal leak in ex-mani||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||10-15-2003||08:55 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Got a new mani and drilled/tapped a hole for an egt probe, but need to seal it until I get the probe in there.  I have a plug the same size and thread pitch as the probe, but it does not fit snug.  <br /><br />Is there a high temp JBWeld type stuff to seal the plug?||64.63.213.236||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||10-15-2003||09:35 PM||||Wrap the shit out of the plug with teflon tape.  Remember that the thing uses PIPE threads, not standard.  If you're using a brass plug, be sure the plug has a taper to it.  If not, it won't seal.  JB weld will just mess it up worse in my opinion||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||mj_rosenfeld||10-15-2003||10:29 PM||||Teflon decomposes at about 600-650 F so tape is probably not a good long term solution. A brass plug with tapered pipe thread from the hardware store should work.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.66||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||10-16-2003||08:13 AM||||Tapered brass plug then, thanks!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||10-16-2003||09:18 AM||||I have the same thing. tapered stainless from <br /><br /><a href="http://www.mcmaster.com" target="_blank">www.mcmaster.com</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||10-16-2003||11:23 AM||||jb weld just cracks off from the heat.||131.193.154.178||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||miturra||10-16-2003||03:32 PM||||With the tapered plug, do you still need some kind of sealant?||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000007||msaskin||10-16-2003||04:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hondo:<br /><strong> With the tapered plug, do you still need some kind of sealant? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">do you need any sealant with your EGT probe??<br /><br />answered your own question  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes



ubb/Forum2/003599.cgi
A||||5||Beemer||HELP needed degreeing in massive cams||||1||||Beemer||00000599
Z||000000||Beemer||10-15-2003||09:50 PM||beemer1@att.net||Ok guys, it turns out my web cams I have are .460 lift, not the .410 I thought they were.  So now I'm thinking I should really degree them in.  Problem is, I'm at a loss here.  I'm damned good at degreeing in a small block chevy, ford or any single cam v-8, but I've never done a dohc motor..guess HKS is good for something after all, as their cams always seem to be straight up.  However, I know for a fact that web and crower never seem to be straight up out of the box.  Any help would be appreciated.  Oh, anyone know if home depot carries a 4" into 2.25" reducer?  Seems my old turbo was a whole lot bigger than my big 16g was.<br />Thanks||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000001||Tondar||10-15-2003||11:07 PM||||Well unless the HKS cams for the 3sgte are different than the 4g63 I wouldn't expect them to be right out of the box either.  I firmly believe if you buy cams you should get cam gears as well to make sure you get them setup correctly.<br /><br />As far as degreeing, put the degree wheel on the crank.  Setup a pointer of some kind and get it at 0 degrees when piston #1 is at TDC.  Setup dial indicators on the intake and exhaust valves and move the crank in increments recording the lift at each increment.  BTW, please post this data once you get it, I am going to design custom cams and would like to see what other companies have.<br /><br />Thanks||68.41.144.176||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||10-16-2003||01:34 AM||||I've got OBX gears..and the HKS cams are damned close out of the box.  These were custom grinds from web for my old race car, and were sitting under a bench in my shop for years.  I never did get around to using them, as the car was doing quite well without them (My two 90 Eclipse GSX shop cars).  Of course, the cam card is long gone, and I'm down in florida with no degree wheel or dial indicator, all that stuff is 1200 miles away.  Nothing on any of the cam companies web sites even comes close to these cams.  With the rocker ratio factored in, they have to be at least 547 lift.  That scares me, because I don't remember if I ordered custom pistons or not, but I just sold a set of wisecos that were custom made for me at about the same time as the cams, but I didn't connect the two until after I sold the pistons.  I'm kinda stuck..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||Ash||10-16-2003||02:38 AM||||are you worried about them hitting the pistons or just about getting the most out of them?  I don't understand degreeing cams sorry.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Can't you have no plugs in to give no compression and then slowly turn her over by hand to check valve/piston clearance, or am I oversimplifying it?<br /><br />Don't flame me, I'm trying to learn here.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||10-16-2003||04:03 AM||||Already did the no plugs.  But I've got a two thousand dollar head sitting there..Turned it over by hand, but the lifters aren't pumped up.  THAT's when I'll hear the big bang..or not.  These cams are flipping huge.  I was running a 308 duration .510 lift cam with 12:1 cr in my old 67 mustang fastback, and tht thing was one rip snortin bitch, and the first time I missed a shift, even with dual valve springs, that cam hit ten grand so fast I couldn't stop it..but the pistons sure did..  I only had .014 clearance between the pistons and the valves on that motor, and I had the luxury of solid lifters and modeling clay, and a head that I could strip to nothing in 15 minutes.  I don't even have a valve compressor that works worth a shit here..  See my predicament?  It's the lifters not being pumped up.  And when they do, it might be too late..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||Ash||10-16-2003||05:34 AM||||bah, forgot about them.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />what about at higher revs though, if the valve springs aren't strong enough to shut the valves quickly enough or wouldn't that happen?<br /><br />Sorry for the n00b theoretical q's.<br />Thanks for the lesson.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.220.89.226||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/003600.cgi
A||||3||atc250r||Exhaust Options??||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||10-15-2003||10:00 PM||johngmr@yahoo.com||I cannot find anyone listing an exhaust system specifically for the GVR4 (turbo back) except Buschur. I was considering a system for a TEL and think if I order one to eliminate the cat that'll give me some added length in the center section. I would expect this to make up for the wheel base difference and then either extend the piece that goes into the muffler which would in effect put the muffler back a bit or extending the muffler tip (I don't want to exted the tip though). I KNOW this will require so fabrication but I think it is a fairly reasonable solution. Opinions anyone?? BTW I want to run a 2.5" head pipe with 3" for the rest of the system.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||10-15-2003||10:12 PM||||<a href="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com" target="_blank">www.certifiedmuffler.com</a>||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||10-16-2003||05:30 PM||||I went to a good local muffler shop and they installed a universal Dunk that I got on ebay using all mandrel bent aluminized steel 3" pipe for about 225. That included a 3" resonator that really did a nice job of surpressing the nastiest components of the Dunk's sound and quieted it down a good bit at idle and cruise. The price also included swapping out the O2 housing while they were in there.<br /><br />So figure 225 for the custom exhaust plus the 75 I paid for the dunk. Hard to find a $300 dp-back system already made up. And you get to pick your muffler.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||10-16-2003||05:41 PM||||That is cheap.  I have had pressbent exhaust made for about that money but never mandral.  If you don't mind geting your hands dirty you could build your own.  For the price of a "name brand" exhaust you could buy the welder and all the parts.  Then when you are done you would still have the welder.  These cars are the easiest cars there are to build exhaust for.  <br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
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q!000003!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pick!,
q!Lower fuel injector seals!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!07:46 PM!,
q!2452932.1946!,
q!Pick!,
q!00000697!,
q!Dsmman!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452934.1247!,
q!Dsmman!,
q!00002350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!wire positions!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452936.0031!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!03:57 AM!,
q!2452937.0357!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#258!,
q!Intercooler questions!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2452932.2010!,
q!#258!,
q!00000439!,
q!#258!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452933.1131!,
q!#258!,
q!00000439!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!another wire question!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!12:33 AM!,
q!2452936.0033!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!12:33 AM!,
q!2452936.0033!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!High oil consumption!,
q!8!,
q!5!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!02:25 AM!,
q!2452936.0225!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2452936.1837!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!4*108 wheels on 4*100 hubs!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!07:40 AM!,
q!2452936.0740!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!gtluke!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452936.1925!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!Mustang wheel centerbore on DSM!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!07:50 AM!,
q!2452936.0750!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!08:50 PM!,
q!2452940.2050!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!what the hell happened to my acc. belt?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!09:55 AM!,
q!2452936.0955!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!11:04 AM!,
q!2452936.1104!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Will OZ Lancer wheels fit our cars?  !,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452936.1649!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!Xan!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452945.2334!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!Fuel Filter and Boost Gauge!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452936.1654!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!markrieb!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452940.0005!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!what is the part#!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!08:26 PM!,
q!2452936.2026!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!Darkside!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!11:21 PM!,
q!2452937.2321!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atc250r!,
q!Exhaust Options??!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452928.2200!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452929.1741!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Logger readings: fuel trims and O2!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452928.2314!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!Jason G.!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!12:43 PM!,
q!2452931.1243!,
q!Jason G.!,
q!00002561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Turbo in-out play question..!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2452929.0017!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452929.2300!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!Axle removal!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2452929.1309!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2452929.1842!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!need help!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!01:46 PM!,
q!2452929.1346!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!00002167!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2452929.1916!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Shifter Bushings!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452929.1843!,
q!369of1000!,
q!00000558!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2452931.1154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!how much difference?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2452929.1928!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!Kibo!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!07:01 PM!,
q!2452930.1901!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!timing question!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!07:50 PM!,
q!2452929.1950!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2452930.1441!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!water pipe behind turbo!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2452932.2032!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Kibo!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!04:08 AM!,
q!2452935.0408!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mbettez!,
q~Logging with new laptop possible!~,
q!10!,
q!4!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2452929.2004!,
q!Mark!,
q!00002149!,
q!mbettez!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452929.2315!,
q!Mark!,
q!00002149!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q~S-AFC II Problems...major problems!~,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!02:15 AM!,
q!2452933.0215!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452942.1307!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Ignition breakdown issues!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2452929.2008!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!Ash!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452933.0116!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Darkside!,
q!datalogger!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!05:22 AM!,
q!2452933.0522!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2452933.2016!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q~Assistance Needed on axle change!~,
q!2!,
q!2!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!12:55 PM!,
q!2452933.1255!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452933.1324!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!2G exhaust on GVR4!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2452933.1306!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!00001884!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452933.1733!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!uno!,
q!dejon intake Q?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2452933.1317!,
q!Micah!,
q!00000228!,
q!uno!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!08:44 PM!,
q!2452933.2044!,
q!Micah!,
q!00000228!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!Vented hoods!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452933.1736!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2452934.1659!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!oh no..!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!08:13 PM!,
q!2452933.2013!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!bleck!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452934.2139!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!Interior rust?!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452936.2147!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!00001767!,
q!turbowop!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2452937.2012!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Optima battery.!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!08:59 PM!,
q!2452933.2059!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!Tevenor!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!12:07 PM!,
q!2452936.1207!,
q!Tevenor!,
q!00001607!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!rally GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452936.2158!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!teet!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!01:19 PM!,
q!2452937.1319!,
q!teet!,
q!00000049!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Wastegate Actuator Movement!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!10:31 PM!,
q!2452933.2231!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452935.2248!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Smoking problems!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452936.2221!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2452938.1752!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!4 bolt?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452936.2325!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!11:45 PM!,
q!2452936.2345!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!Alternator!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452936.2353!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2452938.1645!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!thread size!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452937.0037!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!00001820!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2452937.1225!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!FMIC question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!02:40 AM!,
q!2452937.0240!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!03:48 AM!,
q!2452937.0348!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Can't Find Rear Window Defogger Relay???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2452937.0928!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!11:51 AM!,
q!2452938.1151!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!lower fuel filter nut- any tips on removal?!,
q!8!,
q!6!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2452937.1329!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!00000134!,
q!number3!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452938.1339!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Oil Leak question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!02:16 PM!,
q!2452937.1416!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!02:44 PM!,
q!2452937.1444!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!Transmission question !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2452929.2019!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2452929.2019!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!wildeclipse2000!,
q~Questions for wiring on a GVR4. HELP!!!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2452929.2038!,
q!wildeclipse2000!,
q!00002435!,
q!wildeclipse2000!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452940.2047!,
q!wildeclipse2000!,
q!00002435!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!turn signal fuse keeps blowing!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2452929.2048!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!00001820!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452930.2250!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!155lph fuel pump!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452929.2157!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452934.0036!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!question about rods!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452929.2221!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!06:50 AM!,
q!2452930.0650!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!vacuum lines and boost!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2452929.2222!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!03:45 AM!,
q!2452930.0345!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Clay!,
q!Post your FMIC and FMIC Info!,
q!1!,
q!115!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2452930.0015!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!curtis!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2452943.1206!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000120!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Turbo flange questions.!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!12:22 AM!,
q!2452930.0022!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!curtis!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!12:58 AM!,
q!2452930.0058!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Best sealer for electrical connections?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452934.0027!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!crucible!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452934.1839!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!lifters, lifters, lifters!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!02:43 AM!,
q!2452930.0243!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!06:45 AM!,
q!2452930.0645!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SSS-610!,
q!Rust under VR4 RS!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2452934.0120!,
q!SSS-610!,
q!00002413!,
q!SSS-610!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452936.0107!,
q!SSS-610!,
q!00002413!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!turbo oil sources!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!03:39 AM!,
q!2452930.0339!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!10:38 AM!,
q!2452930.1038!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!PTE injectors!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!03:04 AM!,
q!2452934.0304!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!05:20 AM!,
q!2453030.0520!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!my buick broke down!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!08:46 AM!,
q!2452934.0846!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!01:51 PM!,
q!2452936.1351!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!BG induction cleaning!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!08:55 AM!,
q!2452934.0855!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!05:06 PM!,
q!2452934.1706!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!air vent gauge?!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!09:20 AM!,
q!2452934.0920!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2452938.1842!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Cams and timing belt going in, want advise!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!01:53 PM!,
q!2452934.1353!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!07:41 AM!,
q!2452936.0741!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!Unusual Timing Belt Failure...!,
q!8!,
q!9!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452934.1430!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452957.1336!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!4 Oil filter housing bolts!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2452937.1434!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2452937.1446!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!project: water to air intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2452934.2018!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00002575!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452937.0053!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!00001820!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!what is the differance?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2452937.1454!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!11:04 PM!,
q!2452940.2304!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Charcoal Canister!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2452934.2036!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452935.0059!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!ARP Headstuds Torque Spec!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452937.1707!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452939.2325!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!? about changing harm. balancer!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2452937.1941!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2452937.2118!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!Rear Drag Suspension!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!08:59 PM!,
q!2452937.2059!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2452939.0959!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!klo91vr4!,
q!Idle Drop ? !,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452937.2237!,
q!Kevino!,
q!00002134!,
q!klo91vr4!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2452940.2052!,
q!Kevino!,
q!00002134!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atc250r!,
q!Part Number for Mitsu Metal Head Gasket?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!10:51 PM!,
q!2452937.2251!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!10:10 AM!,
q!2452947.1010!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Black RTV/Make-a-Gasket/Silicon removal???!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2452937.2309!,
q!369of1000!,
q!00000558!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452940.2314!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!turbo water lines!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452938.0041!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!03:32 AM!,
q!2452938.0332!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!turbo and injector questions.!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!03:00 AM!,
q!2452938.0300!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!08:02 AM!,
q!2452938.0802!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!Magnaflow vs. Ultraflow, the verdict is in!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!10:32 AM!,
q!2452930.1032!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2452930.1631!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!Torque Specs for  main bearing and conrod!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2452930.1144!,
q!lance!,
q!00000375!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2452930.1519!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!relocating AC controls?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!01:50 PM!,
q!2452930.1350!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!curtis!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2452931.2356!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SLedge!,
q!Where is the ECU!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!02:21 PM!,
q!2452930.1421!,
q!Sledge!,
q!00002035!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!02:26 PM!,
q!2452930.1426!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!Engine in car !,
q!6!,
q!3!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452930.1639!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!00002334!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!08:26 AM!,
q!2452935.0826!,
q!pocket rocket!,
q!00002334!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4!,
q!Need a new turbo!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452930.1723!,
q!GVR4!,
q!00000358!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2452934.1403!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!255 pump a necessity w/ a green?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452930.1758!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!02:20 AM!,
q!2452931.0220!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!torque specs?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!07:10 PM!,
q!2452930.1910!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!02:54 AM!,
q!2452931.0254!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Sudden steering problem.!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2452931.0051!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452933.1747!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!Radio/Gauge Cluster!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452934.2056!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!4g63t!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!02:35 AM!,
q!2452956.0235!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Using a N/A Throttle Body!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2452931.1511!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2452931.1511!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!redheat86!,
q~HELP! gauge cluster went wacko~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452934.2204!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452935.1413!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!turn signal wiring ?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452934.2325!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452935.0936!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!ECU wiring and AFC questions!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2452935.0237!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!k91!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!10:42 AM!,
q!2452937.1042!,
q!k91!,
q!00001933!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Darkside!,
q!cyclone manny!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!04:02 AM!,
q!2452935.0402!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452936.0012!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Darkside!,
q!balance shaft removal?!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!06:30 AM!,
q!2452935.0630!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452935.1736!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rallysmurf!,
q!1st post, make a 2wd a 4wd?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!09:19 AM!,
q!2452935.0919!,
q!rallysmurf!,
q!00002415!,
q!rallysmurf!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!10:33 PM!,
q!2452935.2233!,
q!rallysmurf!,
q!00002415!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!VPC Air temp resistor!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452935.1253!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452936.1307!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!TIAL external wastegate question!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2452935.1306!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2453052.1731!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!Peletier intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2452935.1513!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!00000804!,
q!curtis!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2452935.2257!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!Tool for installing valve keepers!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452931.1924!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!04:32 PM!,
q!2452933.1632!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!Buschur Racing Sheet Metal Intake!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!09:55 AM!,
q!2452932.0955!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!00001484!,
q!Kibo!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452933.1242!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Switching to synthetic!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452932.1123!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!06:00 PM!,
q!2452933.1800!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!hks 264 cams-removed!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452932.1200!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452933.1034!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!evo 8 injectors!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2452932.1251!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!10:32 AM!,
q!2452949.1032!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!tranny through up!,
q!9!,
q!3!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!01:21 PM!,
q!2452932.1321!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!coop!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452932.2314!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!manual steering rack!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2452932.1722!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452932.1736!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/003601.cgi
A||||17||MidEngine210||Logger readings: fuel trims and O2||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||10-15-2003||11:14 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I finally picked up a Palm IIIc and installed MMCD on it. After doing some logs, it looks like my O2 sensor readings are not good. They look decent when not idling (.01V to .70V peaks and valleys), but just stay constant at .03V when idling.<br /><br />Here are my fuel trims:<br /><br />Low: 121.8%<br />Med: 101.5%<br />High: 115.6%<br /><br />They don't change much, which tells me they are in open loop. The numbers pretty much explains why I have so high HCs when I failed my smog test. The ecu is probably dumping a lot of fuel to get it to 100%/stoic. The O2 sensor was replaced about 60-70K+ ago according to the vehicle history. <br /><br />Are there any other numbers that I should check out?<br /><br />Thanks for any help,<br />Sunny||64.63.204.182||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||10-16-2003||09:25 AM||||wait, your o2 is not cycling at idle?  if not, then it is going open loop, and using factory maps.  do you have fuel control?  if so, change idle settings till you get cycling.  if not, maybe closed position switch(on throttle body) is bad or off, or tps.  and, 60-70k on an o2, i would change it.||63.146.72.147||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||MidEngine210||10-16-2003||12:29 PM||||What are acceptable TPS readings at idle? I got a constant 10.5%.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||10-16-2003||01:19 PM||||Sounds close enough. How hacked is your MAS?||67.34.240.145||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||MidEngine210||10-16-2003||01:31 PM||||My car is completely stock. Just trying to pass smog before I get started on the mods.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000005||peterlsmith||10-16-2003||05:40 PM||||Check out the O2 sensor heater circuit - my guess would be that it's failed. Once that happens, the O2 sensor cools off at idle and stops cycling. The ECU will think it's running lean and start bumping up the low fuel trim. This makes it run rich, and your HC goes up.<br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000006||MidEngine210||10-17-2003||02:41 PM||||I did another log today going to work. My low trims are getting out of hand:<br /><br />Low: 128.9 - 139.8%<br />Med: 101.5%<br />High: 114 - 117.9%<br /><br />O2V: It doesn't cycle at idle or at normal driving rpms consistantly.<br /><br />Hopefully the new O2 sensor I ordered from partznet will solve the problem. Is there anything that would affect the fuel trims? <br /><br />TIA.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||10-17-2003||03:43 PM||||I discovered the other day that I had a broken wire on the harness end of my O2 sensor connector.  Guess which wire it was?  Heater ground.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||MidEngine210||10-17-2003||05:45 PM||||Hertz -<br /><br />I haven't replaced the o2 sensor before on my galant. What's the best way to access it? From top of the car or below. Sorry for the newbie question.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000009||peterlsmith||10-17-2003||06:03 PM||||If it's been in there for 70K+ miles, it's going to put up a fight.<br /><br />What O2 housing do you have? I'm only familiar with the 2g O2 housing - tackling it from above is no problem except for scraping knuckles on the radiator.<br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000010||peterlsmith||10-17-2003||06:12 PM||||If it's been in there for 70K+ miles, it's going to put up a fight.<br /><br />What O2 housing do you have? I'm only familiar with the 2g O2 housing - tackling it from above is no problem except for scraping knuckles on the radiator.<br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000011||MidEngine210||10-17-2003||06:51 PM||||It's the stock 1g housing. What's the best pentrating fluid that can be bought at a local auto store? I have used Liquid Wrench for a while now with decent success. WD40 is OK, but if there is something better to get this badboy free, fire away. BTW, what tool to do I need? I vaguely recall someone mentioning a box end wrench.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000012||Jason G.||10-17-2003||09:13 PM||||PB Blaster is very good at loosening tough nuts and bolts. An 02 sensor socket is handy to have as well. Has the slot on the side of the socket so the wires wont get damaged. If you wrench it out, I believe the size is 13/16. And find a breaker bar if things get ugly.||65.35.42.214||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||10-18-2003||12:22 AM||||an o2 socket aint gonna get it done.  you need the factory tool, or, a deep socket.  i used an impact the first time, even tho i soaked the crap out of it for a week, it still would not budge, and the slotted o2 socket started to round off the sensor.  i finally cut the wire, and used the impact socket.  even then, i had to use a breaker bar, and a 3 ft cheater.  after that, i bought the factory tool, and everyone borrows it.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||MidEngine210||10-18-2003||03:13 AM||||How expensive was the o2 sensor tool?||64.63.204.31||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000015||turbogalant||10-18-2003||07:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jason G.:<br /><strong> PB Blaster is very good at loosening tough nuts and bolts. An 02 sensor socket is handy to have as well. Has the slot on the side of the socket so the wires wont get damaged. If you wrench it out, I believe the size is 13/16. And find a breaker bar if things get ugly. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">O2 sensors are 7/8" and the threading is 18X1.5 I got a tap from napa you may want to tap it after you get it out. I had a hell of a hard time getting my daytona's off so I always anti-sieze and tap them now. Also I would try pulling it out with the manifold warm i.e. after driving the car as opposed to torching it running the car is a more "natural" way than heating only a section the warmer the better but don't do flogging the motor and try pulling it off with a glowing manifold you are only asking for trouble then.||65.177.240.200||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000016||ken inn||10-18-2003||10:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong> How expensive was the o2 sensor tool? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">about 30 bucks, and worth every penny.  this place used to sell all of the mitsu special tools, i still have my catalog(free):<br /><a href="http://www.otctools.com/" target="_blank">http://www.otctools.com/</a><br /><br /> i also got a mondo box wrench to fit over the end of it, so i probably got 50-60 bucks into it.  BUT, i am kind of a tool nut, so, if i save money by doing a job myself, i use some of it to buy a tool that helps me do it.  i also got the mitsu ball joint separator, and the timing belt tools.  i got this bitchen torque set spark plug remover/installer that is magnetic, and click stops at 18 ft/lbs.  special tools are neat.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000017||Jason G.||10-18-2003||12:43 PM||||I've used the O2 sensor socket numerous times on my tsi with no porblems. Yeah, the first time was a PITA and it will start to strip the sensor if not down all the way. Works for me though. There are plenty of alternative routes to take if it doesn't work per the posts above.<br /><br />BTW Kenn inn, where did you pick up that spark plug remover/installer? Mitsu?||65.35.42.214||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes



ubb/Forum2/003602.cgi
A||||5||GVR$in||Turbo in-out play question..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-16-2003||12:17 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||So the tdo6 20g a friend of mine is letting me buy has the normal side to side play.. but then you go in-out and it has play too. Now I've heard that the in-out play is very bad. I know brand new turbo's have side-side. <br /><br />It moves in-out just as much as a new turbo does side-side. Should I pass on this turbo?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||TurboVR4dr||10-16-2003||01:01 AM||||Yes run fast.  That thing needs a rebuild.  The thrust bearing is worn.  If you look you might even see that the blades are hitting the compressor housing.  and maybe the exhaust also.  Unless you are getting it cheap enough to send it off to be rebuilt don;t buy it.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||10-16-2003||01:24 AM||||There is an old guy I know that owns a turbo shop and does incredible rebuilds on turbos. I can give you his info if you want, or if you pass on the turbo, let me jump in line - if the price is right, I might pick it up.||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-16-2003||03:57 PM||||I noticed the blades on the compressor wheel are a little chewed up so there we go, Im not buying this turbo! <br /><br />Its settled Im goin PTE 50 trim internally gated. Shit thats only $50 more than I was goin to get a blown 20g w/ a tial for. I'll let you guys know how it goes.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||joec||10-16-2003||10:55 PM||||Do the PTE turbo's w/ internal wastegate clear the GVR4 engine mount?  Can you "clock" the turbo with the wastegate actuator attached or is this not needed?  Where does the intercooler piping get run?  Over the exhaust manifold, under the exhaust manifold, or through the passenger side?||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||10-16-2003||11:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> Do the PTE turbo's w/ internal wastegate clear the GVR4 engine mount?  Can you "clock" the turbo with the wastegate actuator attached or is this not needed?  Where does the intercooler piping get run?  Over the exhaust manifold, under the exhaust manifold, or through the passenger side? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The pte turbo compressor housing is setup just like a 20g, so Its clocked down. My friends who have pte turbo's in their dsm's havent had problems clearing the engine mount.<br /><br />I picked up a FP Green today so no more PTE for me.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/003603.cgi
A||||12||BiggiB42||Axle removal||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||10-16-2003||01:09 PM||||im changin my front drivers side axle today. any tips? what tools do i need? the book says i need an axle puller but my buddy said i just need 35mm wrench for the hub nut.<br /><br />???????||205.188.208.172||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||redheat86||10-16-2003||01:24 PM||||its pretty easy, <br /><br />I beleive you will need a 32mm axle socket.<br />12mm ratched to get the intermediate shaft off if you are going to remove that.<br /><br />17mm wrench and 17mm socket. <br /><br />i think thats all you should need. atleast thats all i needed to remove them. should take no more than an hour.||64.122.65.114||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000002||TurboVR4dr||10-16-2003||01:28 PM||||It's a 32mm nut socket for the spindal nut.  It depends if you want to take the axle out with the intermidate shaft or not.  I think for the first time you should take the whole thing out.  Here are some quick instructions.<br /><br />1) Jack car up from the side real high  (by going real high you make the tranny fluid shift to the other side.  when you take the axle out it won;t leak out of the hole)<br /><br />2) take wheel off<br /><br />3) Take axle nut off<br /><br />4) take brake line and abs loose from strut<br /><br />5) Take the hub loose from the strut <br /><br />6) take a phillings screw drive and insert it in axle end (there is a little divit there) and drive the axle out with a hammer.  You shouldn't have to hit it to hard.  a punch will also work.<br /><br />7) flex the hub to one side and take the axle out of the splines.<br /><br />8) get under car and take the 2 14mm bolts out of the carrier bearing<br /><br />9) slide axle out<br /><br />your done with the removal part now<br /><br />Total time 15minutes  give or take a few minutes<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000003||BiggiB42||10-16-2003||01:38 PM||||thanks guys||205.188.208.172||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4us||10-16-2003||02:00 PM||||Yep took me about 15 minutes and I don't have an air compressor.  When you get the axle and the intermediate shaft out just take a hammer and bang on the bearing braket (the part with the 12 mm bolts holding the axle in place) One or two good strikes should seperate it. Then reverse the process.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000005||TurboVR4dr||10-16-2003||02:16 PM||||The bolts holding the axle in place are 14mm<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||10-16-2003||03:55 PM||||yeah my only suggestion is to find the longest pipe you can find to use as a breaker bar. being at least a 12 year old car its not the easiest to break the 32mm nut loose. i had an extra 8ft length of 2.5' exhaust pipe laying around so that helped a bit    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||131.193.15.113||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||galantvr4us||10-16-2003||04:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TurboVR4dr:<br /><strong> The bolts holding the axle in place are 14mm<br /><br />Scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the correction scott  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I just stood on my breaker bar to get that axle nut loose- worked good.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||10-16-2003||04:08 PM||||When taking out the transaxle (what the 14mm bolts support) you'll lose about a quart or so of gear lube from the tranny so make sure you have extra.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||autobahntom||10-16-2003||04:18 PM||||Thanks for the correction scott  <br /><br />I just stood on my breaker bar to get that axle nut loose- worked good.<br /><br />Katie<br /><br /><br />I cannot believe that you weigh enough to break that loose. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||6||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||10-16-2003||04:46 PM||||i STRONGLY suggest you first remove the hubcap and break loose the nut before you remove the tires.  they are ON there.  i remember ed torqueing on it, and the side of the car was bouncing OFF the ground.  chimp power!||63.146.72.147||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||TurboVR4dr||10-16-2003||05:37 PM||||If you jack the car up high enough you won't loose any tranny fluid.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000012||galantvr4us||10-16-2003||06:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> Thanks for the correction scott  <br /><br />I just stood on my breaker bar to get that axle nut loose- worked good.<br /><br />Katie<br /><br /><br />I cannot believe that you weigh enough to break that loose. <br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  all 110 lbs of me.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes



ubb/Forum2/003604.cgi
A||||4||1992gvr4||need help||||1||||1992gvr4||00002167
Z||000000||1992gvr4||10-16-2003||01:46 PM||richard_82@juno.com||im having a few problems with my galant. first off when its cold and i start it it stalls every time. it also hesitates badly till it gets warm. once its warm the car seems to run fine beside my other problem of it not holding boost. it boost up to 15 psi till 4k them dies off to 10 psi. and help would be appreciated||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||10-16-2003||02:19 PM||||again search it!!!<br />um i could tell you your idle speed sensor is possibly screwed.||67.127.58.197||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||10-16-2003||03:48 PM||||What is this, a SECOND GVR-4 in Lancaster. I live there all my life, and never see another GVR-4 but mine, and now there are at least 2!?<br />Do you have a logger to look at the ISC steps? What temperature does the ECU think it is? It could be the Fast Idle Air Controller (FAIC) that allows more air to bypass the throttle plate to raise the idle when cold. What is your low fueltrim like? If you're running too lean, it will act worse when its cold.||67.34.198.221||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||1992gvr4||10-16-2003||06:48 PM||||no datalogger yet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  . its my next purchase.||64.41.22.221||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000004||Doc_Seuss||10-16-2003||07:16 PM||||well keydiver i can say that there were 3 galants in lancaster at one time.  I bought my galant from an older guy last year around fall time.  1991 belize green, with only..60k miles=]<br /><br />he was a very cool guy!<br /><br />peace<br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes



ubb/Forum2/003605.cgi
A||||11||369of1000||Shifter Bushings||||1||||369of1000||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||10-16-2003||06:43 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I was just over at dsmparts.com and found something interesting. They are now selling 2 different types of shifter bushings as well as the trany bushings. They sell both an 8 piece CNC machined metal bushing kit and the 8 piece Energy polyurithane kit. chek them out here:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/trans_bushings.htm" target="_blank">DSMparts bushing page</a> <br /><br />Does anyone know the pros and cons of metal versus poly for this application?? Any input would be most helpful.<br /><br />Thanks||24.127.113.70||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-16-2003||08:33 PM||||Yea metal ones work good, poly ones suck. RRE actually talked me OUT of buying them. Anyway the ones dsmparts.com sell are for 95+. RRE does sell the 1g ones but I wouldn't get them.||65.177.232.110||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||10-17-2003||06:58 AM||||I scored a set of brass ones for 25 bucks..didn't do shit for me.  Feels the same as it did before.  But then again, my rubber ones were brand new.  I guess if the bushings were shot or missing it would make a difference, but you're probably better off doing the shifter shim deal or swapping a tel shifter in.  THAT difference is noticable!||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||10-17-2003||08:57 AM||||i installed the cnc ones, it made the shifting more notchy.  then, i did the short shifter, and i thought it sucked, so i put the stock shift lever back.  after the trans rebuild, it was just TOO stiff and notchy, so now i have the factory bushings back in, and it is VERY nice.  if you do change out the factory bushings, SAVE THE METAL CENTERS, they are now nla.  i just ordered these about 4 months ago, and got the last ones mitsu had.  then, i lost one on the way home, and they could NOT get another.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||10-17-2003||02:24 PM||||I have a set of the Symborski CNC'd bushings I got from MachV last year sometime.  I haven't installed them yet, but they're soooooooper nice quality and I read up on them a lot before I got them.  For the most part a majority of the posts I read about them were nothing but praise, but the price has gone up since I got 'em so depending on what you think is reasonable (I think they're like $36 now) they're probably worth it.  I'm still in the process of getting my car on the road again so unfortunately I don't have any personal experience with them.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||10-17-2003||05:08 PM||||I've got the metal shifter bushings in, Mofugas short shifter w/shimmed pivot point, and a metal shift knob.  Besides the bushings on the tranny shift levers, there is NO free play in my shifter assembly.  Yes, it's super notchy, but my tranny is also in dire need of a rebuild.  All the vagueness is removed from shifting.  It feels like you're using a bolt action rifle, very slick, exact, and mechanical.  Just depends on your personal preferences.  I also have the brass lever bushings that I'll be putting in at some point.||69.59.219.234||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||RayH||10-17-2003||05:38 PM||||I remember many years ago one of the first shifter mods was to replace the stock rubber coated metal bushings on the shift cable mount in the engine compartment.  Haven't seen these mentioned in a while.  Does anyone still sell these?<br />I did this back then and it helped a bit.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||10-17-2003||07:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> I remember many years ago one of the first shifter mods was to replace the stock rubber coated metal bushings on the shift cable mount in the engine compartment.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You mean these?<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmparts.com/transshifterbushings.jpg" alt=" - " />||199.196.144.13||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000008||RayH||10-17-2003||08:30 PM||||No, if you follow the cables back from where they attach to the arms with the pieces you show, you come to the shifter cable standoff mount that's attached to I forget either the engine or transmission casing.  There are rubber coated metal washers where that standoff mount bolts onto the casing allowing the cable standoff mounting to move.  Somebody a while back machined some metal ones to replace the rubber coated ones.<br /><br />I remember now, I think it was the Alamo Smooth Shift Kit.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||10-17-2003||08:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> I have a set of the Symborski CNC'd bushings I got from MachV last year sometime.  I haven't installed them yet, but they're soooooooper nice quality and I read up on them a lot before I got them.  For the most part a majority of the posts I read about them were nothing but praise, but the price has gone up since I got 'em so depending on what you think is reasonable (I think they're like $36 now) they're probably worth it.  I'm still in the process of getting my car on the road again so unfortunately I don't have any personal experience with them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I love my symborski shift kit I had no bushing in it before man is that a bad idea no bushings in the shifter sucks. I also have extremes aluminum shifter cable hold down on the transission case.||208.178.23.32||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||10-17-2003||10:35 PM||||Hey Ken, go to Ace hardware..they have those..in the nut and bolt selection under either ferrules or spacers..they fit.  The shop that swapped the black eclipse's tranny out lost one of them, and I felt like I was going into reverse to hit 4th.  They have them in brass or steel..you will need to cut to size though more than likely.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000011||thejeebus2002||10-18-2003||11:54 AM||||I just bolted mine straight to the floor.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003606.cgi
A||||6||Doc_Seuss||how much difference?||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||10-16-2003||07:28 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||Just a quick question....sorry for no search but,<br /><br />ever since i put my big16g(ported) the car doesnt seem much faster than the 14b.  Sure 3rd+ pull alittle harder but 1st-2nd isnt the same violent pull as before.  to me it feels as if it is being restricted.<br /><br />how much of a diffeeence should i expect with a fmic, 2.5 piping, and 3" maf-t(blow through)?<br /><br />a friend was telling me that some people recieve almost 20-30% power upgrade over the stock fmic.<br /><br />as of right now i havent gotten a chance to check the datalogger(car is at home im at school) so i really cant get ya some hard numbers but basically i have.<br /><br />cut air can, k+n,MBC, SAFC, ACT 2600, walbro 255, rc 550's, SBR b16g ported 34mm, and all according gauges.<br /><br />i think thats it.. should i expect that much of a change?<br /><br />thanks alot<br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||Kibo||10-16-2003||08:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doc_Seuss:<br /><strong>how much of a diffeeence should i expect with a fmic, 2.5 piping, and 3" maf-t(blow through)?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The difference was night-and-day for me when I upgraded to 2.5" piping and a large FMIC.  I went from getting my butt kicked regularly by my friend's S16G 2G (w/ stock SMIC) to being dead even on my 14b.  Needless to say, I was very happy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Sure made the car a lot more fun to drive, too!<br /><br />It sounds like you may have other issues, though.  Have you done all the basics (pressure test your intake, tune for zero knock, datalog the car, etc.)?||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000002||Doc_Seuss||10-16-2003||11:26 PM||||the problem right now is that i dont have the car with me.  i have all the stuff i need to datalog at home, where the car is.  Though i wont be going home until about another month and i live 5 hours away =[<br /><br />o well i guess i will just datalog it when iget home, anyone else have some ideas?<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000003||gixxer||10-16-2003||11:36 PM||||boost leaks?  <br /><br />in all reality, the 16g isn't that much bigger than the 14b. it is, but not by much. which is why i never bought one. <br />anyways, it does flow more air, more air that has to be forced through that tiny piping and into that shitty oil cooler we call an intercooler.  its a huge restriction.<br /> you also have another huge restriction...your stock exhaust!! at least run an open 3" dp or something man!   i'm surprised your car is moving at all!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.219.247.226||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000004||Doc_Seuss||10-17-2003||08:01 AM||||ack yeah i forgot to mention that, 2.5" dp and exhaust, with a testpipe. so that really isnt the restristion.<br /><br />personalyl do you think it is worth buying a design like DSMmotorsports FMIC kit. or buying a spearco from ebay and doing custom piping?<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||10-17-2003||12:02 PM||||A bigger intake pipe may help.  Especially if you're using the stock one.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />After I had to put my 14b back on (long story).  I put Raptor Racing intake pipe on the 14b.  It made 1st and 2nd feel like the 16g felt with the 1g style intake.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||Kibo||10-17-2003||07:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doc_Seuss:<br /><strong>personalyl do you think it is worth buying a design like DSMmotorsports FMIC kit. or buying a spearco from ebay and doing custom piping?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's a call you'll have to make.  Buying a kit like the one from DSMotorsports should make life easier since it's more of a bolt-on mod.  Building your own setup means that you have to have the resources (time, patience, welder, etc.) to do it yourself.  If it's your only car and you need to minimize downtime for the install, I'd get a kit.<br /><br />I've had great experiences doing business with Nate, by the way.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/003607.cgi
A||||11||GRV4726||timing question||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||10-16-2003||07:50 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so i'm having some trouble getting the timing belt on right. my problem is that as turning it 6 times, the timing is not on.  the timing cam gears do not align right. but did before. now the intake cam lines up with the head but the exhaust does not. the intake lines up with the tooth below the the timing mark on the exhaust cam gear.<br /><br />so what did i do? cause i can't get it to line up, and i've done this a few times, but never quite get it. <br /><br />thanks (and yes i searched, and looked at the vfaq. but maybe i missed something?)||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||TurboVR4dr||10-16-2003||08:03 PM||||Try this.  When setting a timming belt have the intake cam dead nuts on.  The have the exhaust a tooth off(where the gears meet in the middle have it a tooth below the intake mark)  The when you put tention on the belt and the springs go down it will be in place.  I think this might correct your problem.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||10-16-2003||08:09 PM||||How I have always done it is to line up the cam's, zip tie/clip the belt on them, a good way to make sure the cams are lined up it to put a small nail between the two alignment marks that are close to each other. Then come down around the oil pump and the around the crank. It should be snug/�tight� around this part, and then just slip it up over the adjuster pulley (or then bolt on the adjuster pulley, I'v done it both ways) and push the pulley into place and tighten it down (of course with a tensioner tool or pry bar holding the auto tensioned mechanism down)||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||10-16-2003||08:21 PM||||well the problem isn't getting it on right. but its more having it stay in time. the marks used to line up, but don't anymore... i guess i'll just give it a nother shot. maybe i'm messing something up. <br /><br />also why does my exhaust cam jump? to put it in time with the other gear i have to use some force. and if i don't clamp em down fast enough, it will jump.  its that normal?||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000004||wildeclipse2000||10-16-2003||08:44 PM||||It takes the engine more than 6 or 7 turns to get it back in time. <br /><br />Think about it this way. If you turn the balance shaft in the back around, there are three resting points, rotationally, but there is only one resting point where the shaft aligning point is on the corresponding mark. This also means that when all hooked up, the number of teeth is different on each gear, cam, pulley. So it take like 10-15 engine revolutions to line everything back up. Trust me on this on. If it is all lined up from the get go, you will be fine.<br /><br />Josh Mowery||66.231.198.35||reg||1||wildeclipse2000||00002435||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||10-16-2003||09:14 PM||||hmm. ok well i reset it and it seems to be better now. so i'm more at ease. <br /><br />i was wondering, since i did the balance shaft removal, does it matter anymore if the oil pump gears is aligned correctly. because when i took off the belt i though everythign was inline but i forgot about the oil pump, but i was thinking since i did the removal. it shouldn't matter right? so i just aligned it and its seems to be fine. <br /><br />thanks a lot. i was getting really annoyed.||65.66.223.65||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||10-16-2003||09:24 PM||||He us stating that when he turns the motor 6 times, and goes to put it back on TDC the Exhaust is a tooth off.  I had this same issue when I changed my belt.  I thought it would be ok, but it idled like a V8 with a set of hot cams.  Anyways, <br />I like to let the exhaust cam sit at rest, where it is slightly above the head plane, and no tension on it.<br />Zip tie it/clamp it<br />I then set all of my timing marks just slightly off the marks, put the belt on and tightend ti down.  Rotate the engine slightly, it should bring all of the marks together on the marks. <br /><br />I found this way to be easier for myself, I got so tired of the Exhaust cam moving on me. I read this method on some other site.  You may not get it on the first try, but you will get the idea and probably get on the second time.  <br /><br />Good luck, don't forget to change the balance belt (if you still have em) and the water pump.<br /><br />Mat||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||10-17-2003||03:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by wildeclipse2000:<br /><strong> It takes the engine more than 6 or 7 turns to get it back in time. <br /><br />Think about it this way. If you turn the balance shaft in the back around, there are three resting points, rotationally, but there is only one resting point where the shaft aligning point is on the corresponding mark. This also means that when all hooked up, the number of teeth is different on each gear, cam, pulley. So it take like 10-15 engine revolutions to line everything back up. Trust me on this on. If it is all lined up from the get go, you will be fine.<br /><br />Josh Mowery </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  WHAT your crank sprocket is geared 1/2 the cam sprocket because it is a 4 cycle motor, the oil pump sprocket is geared 1/3 of the cam sprocket. I don't remember exactly what the balance shaft's are geared but for his situation it doesn't matter. So every 6 rotations your motor is in the same phase. As for the oil pump gear being of importance with out balance shafts, I actually was wondering that myself about a week ago and came up with the only reason it matters is so you balance shafts are in phase so I have to think that it doesn't matter.||65.177.241.242||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||10-17-2003||10:24 AM||||thanks a lot guy. especially turbogalant and mat. that was exactly what i was asking. <br /><br />yeah i think i've got the timing marks right now. what i did was set the intake above the head plane, and then pulled the exhaust cam gear with with belt on it, aligned the approprialt marks (between the belt and the gears) then turned them clockwise till the cams aligned correctly. it took a few tries but i think it works right now. after every 2 turns the cam gears are a ligned just like before. <br /><br />thanks for the help. and yep i've already got a new water pump on there, and have eliminated the balance shafts so there is no need for a blance belt||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000009||autobahntom||10-17-2003||11:16 AM||||The most critical part is that you get the timing correct. It is very costly when it is wrong. If you are not SURE, let it sit for a while and go back to it with a fresh outlook (and if you have someone who lives close that could also look, that could be better yet). Two pair of eyes are usually better than one. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000010||joec||10-17-2003||01:53 PM||||It won't help you now, but maybe next time.  If the original timing belt is on correctly, just take some whiteout and paint a little reference mark on each pulley and the belt.  Then tranfser the marks from the old belt to the new belt.  This way you can make sure the new belt is lined up exactly the same as the old belt.||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||10-17-2003||02:41 PM||||joec.. i sort of did that and sort of didn't... i marked my old belt but somehow the markings rubbed off. DOH!  but i rememberds that my marks were 17 teeth apart on the cam gears. so it should be cool. <br /><br />i got my flywheel resurfaced today. took forever!! talk about lazy people. i'm going to go out later and turn it over again. i'm pretty certain that i got it this time. at least i'm gaining experience.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/003608.cgi
A||||4||mbettez||Logging with new laptop possible!||||10||||Mark||00002149
Z||000000||mbettez||10-16-2003||08:04 PM||||Well, i've been looking for a way to log and do other things via serial port on my laptop which does not have a serial port.  I purchased a Socket PCMCIA serial port adapter and laptop logging programs work great now, even with the simple one diode logger cable.  I hope this helps some people who have the same problem!<br />Mark||151.203.239.7||reg||10||Mark||00002149||yes
Z||000001||Ash||10-16-2003||09:01 PM||||woohoo!!  what brand is it again?  Socket???  My new Toshi has no real serial port & I've had to borrow a old shitter from work.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||mbettez||10-16-2003||10:44 PM||||The card is made by Socket, it is a R-I/O.  My toshiba didn't have a serial port but this works great.  Now I have a logger with a huge hard drive and a huge screen too!||151.203.239.7||reg||1||Mark||00002149||yes
Z||000003||Ash||10-16-2003||11:08 PM||||What model is your laptop?  Mine's a 2410.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||mbettez||10-16-2003||11:15 PM||||toshiba 5105||151.203.239.7||reg||1||Mark||00002149||yes



ubb/Forum2/003609.cgi
A||||24||Ash||Ignition breakdown issues||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||10-16-2003||08:08 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hi All,<br />Basically my problem is that if I run over 20psi (race gas of course) I get lossy spark over 5000rpm causing the car to buck & stutter.  I've replaced the plugs (gapped to 0.6mm) & leads, logged the battery voltage which was pretty stable (13.2-13.4v) and nothing has helped.  I've heard that the stock ignition system is meant to be fine for 25psi or thereabouts, so I am thinking my coils are letting me down.  <br /><br />Short of forking out for a set, is there any way to test for sure?  I am planning on going a fair whack further with the car down the track & getting a DIS-2, should I perhaps get it first?<br /><br />Any help greatly appreciated||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||Kibo||10-16-2003||08:20 PM||||My first guess is that your plug wires are bad.  Have you tried swapping them for a *known good* set?<br /><br />I've run 29psi on my stock ignition coils without blowing out the spark (gapped to 0.025" on BR6ES plugs), so I can vouch that a properly operating stock ignition system is rather robust.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||10-16-2003||08:24 PM||||How do you know it's spark? My guess is that you are out flowing you fuel pump. My daytona did that I watch my fuel presure DROP about 30 psi then come back to normal then I just let off. My 190 lph was not enought now has a 255 HP.||65.177.232.110||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||10-16-2003||08:24 PM||||Any friend's close by with a coil pack that would work in your car?  Other than that there is a way to test yours if you have a DVM, but I can't seem to find it right now.  I did a conversion on the .6mm gap, I think it's .023in.  That's pretty tight.||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||Ash||10-16-2003||08:52 PM||||It doesn't die right out, it stutters but keeps reving up so I'm pretty sure its spark.  I got my logger right after I had given up and just kept it to <20psi, I should screw her up & log the result I guess.  It is an Aussie equivelent to a 190lph rewired so maybe that's it, but if I keep the boost at 20psi and up the fuel with the AFC, I don't get the issue so I assumed it to not be fuel related.<br /><br /><br />The leads are brand new and have 1/2 the resistance with the multimeter than the 2yo set I removed.  I have the only VR4 left in town so swapping stuff isn't an option.<br /><br />EDIT: any other common Mitsu cars that share the coil packs/leads?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||10-16-2003||09:09 PM||||Any 4g63 of similar years uses the same coil and wires either turbo or not, well at least according to us spec caps. I don't know about australia, the coil pn is md126461 and wires are md134754 but again that's U.S. spec the coils should have a pn in them I'd just match them up.||65.177.232.110||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||Ash||10-16-2003||09:12 PM||||The only guy with a regular galant that I know has a single cam, dizzy equipped motor so I guess just the twin cam motors?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||10-16-2003||09:20 PM||||It doesn't have to be a galant anything with a 4g63 ie t/e/l, hyundai sonota, anything. Also what is you o2 at wot? Too rich can do it too.||65.177.232.110||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||10-16-2003||09:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong>  I did a conversion on the .6mm gap, I think it's .023in.  That's pretty tight. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That does sound small. What heatrange?<br /><br />RRE suggests<br />Colder plugs will retain less heat between combustion cycles, thereby reducing the tendency toward damaging detonation elevated boost levels.  Spark plug gap should be set at .030" for up to 16psi boost. Set at .028" for 17psi and up.||63.184.73.227||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||10-16-2003||10:25 PM||||I'm going to tell you the same thing I just told Kingvr4.<br />450x4=1800cc/m<br />550x4=2200cc/m<br />660x4=2640cc/m<br />190lph will barely fully power 550's. My daytona has 52p/hr or 550's and would out flow a 190 at 52psi static pressure. And the more boost you put in the higher the fuel pressure so 20+ psi at good 02 is not the same as 20 psi at rich o2. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumpflowrates.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumpflowrates.htm</a><br />  <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm</a>  <br /><br />Pressure has a big effect on flow. Anyway if you are looking at future mods you'll need it anyway.||63.184.73.227||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000010||Ash||10-16-2003||11:15 PM||||My plugs are BP7ES , couldn't find the "R" ones.  I've currently got the iriduim version in to try something different - it had no effect whatsoever.<br /><br />I've got 45psi base pressure on my reg and my inj pulse width doesn't go over 20ms, less than 10 counts of knock and 15-20deg advance so I thought it was alright.  My 02 meter gives .86-.88 at WOT, I didn't log it though.<br /><br />I know I need a bigger fuel pump for my planned upgrades, I thought what I had was alright for now though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I'll try a few hyundai owners for the coils.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000011||turbogalant||10-16-2003||11:15 PM||||WOW I just got my self scared at 12.5v 55psi static pressure and 18 psi im at 73PSI which is 189.3 or 86% of my injector flow, at 14v I JUST BARELY make it over my 550's now I should never be at 100% duty cycle but with a 255 LPH HP pump I though I was over kill guess not as much as I thought. Now I know why people always buy 255's and are always reccomended by vendors.||63.184.73.227||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||10-16-2003||11:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> My plugs are BP7ES , couldn't find the "R" ones.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The "R"  only stands for Resistor. I am probibly the only person with a denso spark plug book in my house.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  Well I am feeling like more of a geek every minute.||63.184.73.227||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000013||turbogalant||10-16-2003||11:23 PM||||Hey I feel like less of a dork I can't find the denso book anymore probibly lost in the move but I still have the msd book.||63.184.73.227||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000014||gixxer||10-16-2003||11:39 PM||||i also agree about getting a new set of plug wires, i've seen it happen a few times now.  checking every possible thing only to find nothing, then changing the plug wires and bling bling runs like a champ.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.219.247.226||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000015||Ash||10-17-2003||12:47 AM||||Guys, what I am saying is I had this problem, bought new plugs AND WIRES and it didn't fix it.<br /><br />Good details about the pump dude, I'll be looking into it ASAP anyway.  Oh, and I knew the R stood for resistor - some people think there resistor plugs can cause misfires, others think they help prevent them.  I personally don't care either way.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000016||Ash||10-18-2003||04:09 AM||||Hey I just thought of something - what battery voltage does any of your guys cars give - I seem to remember mine used to sit at 14.3v with a multimeter back when I rewired the fuel pump but now it's always in the low 13s.  Surely lower system voltage will effect both the fuel pump's flow capability and the coils output.  Can anyone check their cars for me both with a DVM and a logger?||203.220.203.223||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000017||turbogalant||10-18-2003||07:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Hey I just thought of something - what battery voltage does any of your guys cars give - I seem to remember mine used to sit at 14.3v with a multimeter back when I rewired the fuel pump but now it's always in the low 13s.  Surely lower system voltage will effect both the fuel pump's flow capability and the coils output.  Can anyone check their cars for me both with a DVM and a logger? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think you remember the numbers backwards mine is usually 13.3-13.5. Anything between 12.5-14.5 is okay.||65.177.240.200||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000018||Ash||10-18-2003||10:53 PM||||Just whacked a DVM on my battery whilst the car was running, 14.3 solid - looks like the ECU gets a lower voltage (13.3ish) kinda like it does with O2 sensor voltage, back to the drawing board I guess.<br /><br />I checked the logs from my last outing at the strip and the o2's are a bit lean (0.86), though it was with race gas.  I guess I'll get my surge tank & external pump next & then see how I go.||203.221.152.51||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000019||bazeng||10-18-2003||11:40 PM||||hey ash.. a common problem with new plugs is that when u 1st put them in, after a while the plugs which connect to the coil usually comes off again..<br /><br />this is what happened to me.. new set of leads.. stuttered on boost..<br /><br />i just pushed the connectors as hard as possible (and made sure that they clicked when goin in) and it fixed the problem..<br /><br />another vr4 dude has told me the same thing..<br /><br />try it.. maybe they aren't connected properly||203.166.63.155||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000020||Ash||10-19-2003||04:35 AM||||Many many different plugs tried and 2 lots of leads.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    I'll give it a stap though, thanks.||203.220.203.104||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000021||chadhayashi||10-19-2003||07:38 PM||||you sure it's not fuel cut? I have a hacked MAF and I get the same thing about 22psi.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000022||Ash||10-19-2003||10:31 PM||||Could be MAS over-run I guess, Jeff removed the fuel cut for me when he did my chip.  I have the lower section completely hollowed out in my stock MAS with the screw backed out flush.  It kind of stutters a bit if you get what I mean, maybe I am barking up the wrong tree?  I'll log the Karman Hz, doesn't it stop at 1605hz normally and jump around under over-run conditions?  Bugger if it is, 2G MASes aren't easy to come by over here.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000023||bazeng||10-20-2003||12:42 AM||||i can get u a gsr afm... i believe that they are the 2g / evo meters...<br /><br />cost about $100 au.. depending on what my friend wants.. plus shipping<br /><br />size is about 3" inlet (much bigger than the vr4's)||144.132.115.29||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000024||Ash||10-20-2003||01:16 AM||||Hey Baz, will your mate send Aussie post COD?  I was going to ask why you aren't using it then I remembered you went stand alone.  Email me offline on ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/003610.cgi
A||||0||turbogalant||Transmission question ||||1||||turbogalant||00000287
Z||000000||turbogalant||10-16-2003||08:19 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Has anyone ever had to take out the lockpin on the shift shaft I have been hitting it pretty hard for a while and wanted to know what others did. My shift shaft seal is bad so I need to get it out. From what I can see the actual rubber seal part is gone  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  . For those of you with CAPS the pin I'm talking about is md705490.||65.177.240.206||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003611.cgi
A||||6||wildeclipse2000||Questions for wiring on a GVR4. HELP!!!!!!!||||1||||wildeclipse2000||00002435
Z||000000||wildeclipse2000||10-16-2003||08:38 PM||josh_mowery@hotmail.com||Hi all. I am looking to find out what the three large plugs under<br />the passenger side dash(up behind the glove box)are connected to. I<br />just did a non turbo to turbo swap in a 91 galant, and the new GVR4<br />harness, has three plug ins on the passenger side, but the old<br />harness only had 2. Any help as to what these are for would be<br />great.<br /><br />I also need to know what the 3 black plugs out on the fire wall,<br />pass. side are for, they are just left over, nothing to plug into<br />them. Is some of this for the 4 wheel steering, ABS, or something<br />else that this car did not come equiped with??<br />Thanks<br />Josh Mowery<br />207-890-4559||66.231.198.35||reg||1||wildeclipse2000||00002435||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-16-2003||08:51 PM||||The 3 wiring harness conectors under the dash are for the ecu. As for the 3 on the firewall it could be fir the wiper motor, relay, solinoids, mass air, you have to be more specific ie dimentions and number of pins.||65.177.232.110||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||wildeclipse2000||10-16-2003||09:04 PM||||No, not the yellow plugs. There are three plugs up behind the glove box. I know one plugs into a small box, and the other into a female end of the connecting harness, but just not sure what the third one is for. <br />Josh||66.231.198.35||reg||1||wildeclipse2000||00002435||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||10-16-2003||09:07 PM||||There is a wire by itself with a single spade terminal connector that is an O2 sensor test point, if that is what you are seeing. It just hangs there.||67.34.213.138||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||wildeclipse2000||10-16-2003||09:10 PM||||Sorry. I guess I am not being clear about this. There are 5 plugs on the passenger side firewall. the single spayed connector, the clearish grey one, and the three yellow ones. Then above up in the dash there are three other plugs, those are the problem plugs in question.<br />Thanks<br />Josh||66.231.198.35||reg||1||wildeclipse2000||00002435||yes
Z||000005||ccrich100||10-22-2003||07:41 AM||||I am doing the swap now from a non-turbo (Dodge 2000 GTX AWD - same as a Mitsui Galant) to a JDM motor. <br />I am not swapping the harness though as I don't have one. The computer is out also out of a 91 turbo Eagle AWD Turbo. <br />The problems I am having is with ignition module and the coil pack. The ignition module on my non-turbo is a 7-pin but on the JDM turbo motor it is a 6-pin. The coil pack on the non-turbo is a 3-pin but on the JDM turbo it's a 4-pin.<br />The coil pack is mounted differently on the turbo than on my non-turbo too.<br />Another challenge is the intercooler. The one I got is from a Talon and was mounted in the right side fender. The problem is that my battery sits over that area and ducting air to the intercooler seems difficult too.<br />Any help will be appreciated.<br />thanks.||24.150.80.40||reg||1||ccrich100||00002634||yes
Z||000006||wildeclipse2000||10-27-2003||08:47 PM||||Sorry on the long wait. But what I did is, I used a Supra Side mount, and cut the front bumper, and bumper cover, and then it was just the job of making my own mounts for the intercooler. I also have a machine shop at my disposal. The wiring problem you are having, is the reason you have to swap the harness over. The other thing, it sounds like you had the 2.0 DOHC engine in there before, because the wiring harness won't even come close to fitting from the 2.0 SOHC engine. If you want to call me, I have the project all done, and the car is stupidly fast and fun. My number is:<br />Mowery Racing<br />207-890-4559||66.231.198.35||reg||1||wildeclipse2000||00002435||yes



ubb/Forum2/003612.cgi
A||||3||Tommyquest||turn signal fuse keeps blowing||||1||||Tommyquest||00001820
Z||000000||Tommyquest||10-16-2003||08:48 PM||thomas.quest@verizon.net||If I try to use the turn signals or the hazzards the fuse immediately blows. I replaced the flasher but that didn't help. I searched with no results. I assume there is a short somewhere. Anyone know where I should start? TIA||68.161.27.158||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-16-2003||08:59 PM||||I would start by cleaning all the engine and chassis grounds the factory serive manual will tell you were they are all located. Check and make sure all the bulbs and there sockets are free of water. If your turn signals can be used as a fishtank then your problem likely is there. Do a general check of the harness to the bulbs and look for exposed wiring, look for a big rat chewing on the wires.||65.177.232.110||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||Tommyquest||10-17-2003||12:11 AM||||Thank you, I will check them out. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.161.27.158||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||10-17-2003||10:50 PM||||Check the bulb sockets for corrosion while you're going around sanding all those grounds.  Mine were almost eaten away on the turn signals in front..you could see them arc at night..every time I'd hit a bump..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003613.cgi
A||||10||KingGalantVr4||155lph fuel pump||||5||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||10-16-2003||09:57 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||Hey guys, I'm upgrading to a 19c (modified 18g) and I keep hearing 255, 255, 255.  I think 255 is HUGE.  How much fuel pressure are you guys running?  I have a 155lph sitting in my garage.  Do you really think I'm going to need more then that?<br /><br />Do you think I'm going to need 550's or 660's?<br /><br />I did a search, but not much came up under fuel pumps and size.||68.33.20.210||reg||5||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||number3||10-16-2003||10:08 PM||||Depends your other mods and how much boost you plan on running.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||10-16-2003||10:20 PM||||Why not try the Walbro 190? or a Supra or 3000GT pump?||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||KingGalantVr4||10-16-2003||10:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> 450X4=1800cc<br />550X4=2200cc<br />660X4=2640cc<br />Your 155 will not even flow enought for 450's. So once more 255. And remember those #'s are at optimal fuel pressure not actual. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">At what fuel pressure?  and isn't the stock around 65lph?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||10-16-2003||11:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> 450X4=1800cc<br />550X4=2200cc<br />660X4=2640cc<br />Your 155 will not even flow enought for 450's. So once more 255. And remember those #'s are at optimal fuel pressure not actual. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">At what fuel pressure?  and isn't the stock around 65lph? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I actually just eraced my post because I did the math incorrectly, 155 is 2.51 lpm or 2500cc so AT 43 psi (assuming that is the rated pressure)and 14v you will be ok. But at 58 psi or 20psi you will fall short of 550's at ~2 LPM. So If you want to run you pump a full power and have it heat up and fry it's self from extreme heat you 155 will work for a while. I would go at least a 190 lph<br /><br />From RRE <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumptechtip.htm</a> <br /><br />T/E/L turbo stock pump, GVR4 and 323GTX too: <br />(1G and 2G both even though they are different sizes) <br /><br />100 lph @43psi @12v<br />70 lph @58psi @12v<br /> <br />140 lph @43psi @14v <br />110 lph @58psi @14v <br /> <br />This is also interesting<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumpflowrates.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumpflowrates.htm</a>||63.184.73.227||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||gixxer||10-16-2003||11:46 PM||||yes, you are going to need a walboro 255 or even better, a mk4 poopra pump.  what housings are being used on this 19c?||129.219.247.226||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000007||KingGalantVr4||10-17-2003||07:34 PM||||So what do you think, 255 low pressure or high pressure?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||10-17-2003||08:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> So what do you think, 255 low pressure or high pressure? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would go high pressure that only means that it is more forgiving of higher fuel pressure so it does not drop as much flow when more pressure is added.||208.178.23.32||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||06:37 PM||||if you go with high pressure, you may need a different fuel pressure regulator.......I know several people who have had to do this....and it is not cheap.....I have the walbro 255 regular pressure and run 16-20 psi with a big, ported 16g and don't come anywhere near to running out of fuel.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000010||number3||10-20-2003||06:57 PM||||Fuel computer?<br /><br />FMIC?<br /><br />Exhuast?<br /><br />Etc?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||12:36 AM||||no fuel computer yet.....3" stainless, turbo back with ported housing and wastegate. TMO upgraded e-prom, ported cylinder head, walbro 255 regular pressure and still stock injectors......any more and I'll have to add the fuel computer and bigger injectors.....||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes



ubb/Forum2/003614.cgi
A||||6||driftin galant||question about rods||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||10-16-2003||10:21 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||can connecting rods from a 95 turbo work?  if so do they use the same berings?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||gixxer||10-16-2003||11:42 PM||||7 bolt aka "not-big" rods?  why?||129.219.247.226||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000002||driftin galant||10-16-2003||11:45 PM||||so they will not work?  beacuse i already bought berings for the 6 bolt.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000003||gixxer||10-16-2003||11:47 PM||||pfff beats me, i doubt they are the same.||129.219.247.226||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||10-17-2003||12:23 AM||||From what I understand between the 7-bolt and 6-bolt engines, that the rods are probably interchangable.  But the rods for the 7-bolt are not as strong at the 6 bolt rods.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||Whistler||10-17-2003||12:46 AM||||Not the same. Different rods, different bearings.||68.17.171.240||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||10-17-2003||06:50 AM||||The 7 bolt rods have a smaller bearing journal.  You can get the 6 bolt crank turned to use the 7 bolt rods, if you can find a shop to re-nitride treat the crank after it's ground.  However, you can't use 6 bolt rods on a 7 bolt crank..kinda hard to ADD metal to the crank journal.  I've done this a few times for customers that had a set of forged 2g pistons wanting to run them in a 1g.  Basically, you pay the money to get the big rods done, you have half the money for a set of Eagles.  Now why eagle doesn't make a rod for the 2g piston in the 1g block is beyond me...you could damned near just press out that brass bushing on the small end and grind it and be done..  But we went with the 2g eagle rods, since the crank needed turning anyway.  It was definitely snappier from the reduction in rotating weight, and the fidenza didn't hurt either.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003615.cgi
A||||2||slvrblt||vacuum lines and boost||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||10-16-2003||10:22 PM||||How do longer vacuum lines to the MBC effect the regulation of boost ? And how long is too long ? My longer one is about 14 inches and the short on is about 6inches...are those ok ? How bad are they ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-16-2003||11:02 PM||||A longer vacuum line would only delay the opening of the wastegate.. Im sure by a not even noticable amount though. <br /><br />Mount the BC wherever you want and try to find the shortest route for your vac lines.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-17-2003||03:45 AM||||I think the shorter the better.  The longer, or wider the line, the more air inside, the more that has to be pressurized to take an effect.  This lag affect not only decreases the accuracy of the mbc, I think, but is also variable depending on temperature, altitude, etc.  So, I think as short as possible for the least amount of variability in the mbc.  Would this amount be noticable or even measurable?  I don't know, but considering it's not that hard to make 'em short, why take the risk?  I've got my mbc mounted to the puller fan shroud support, and my boost source is the compressor outlet pipe.  I've got total 12" of vacuum line, tops.||69.59.219.187||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003616.cgi
A||||115||Clay||Post your FMIC and FMIC Info||||1||||Clay||00001911
Z||000000||Clay||10-17-2003||12:15 AM||clay55555@tampabay.rr.com||what front mount do you have? what brand/dimenstions?, and what did you do for piping? stock route? short route?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||10-17-2003||12:28 AM||||I'm actually buying a Buschur Racing Street core tomorrow.  I'm not sure on the dimensions, but I'm gonna hold off on piping for a little bit to get some more money.  Got a deal I couldn't pass up.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||Clay||10-17-2003||01:01 AM||||take pics...anyone else?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||10-17-2003||01:08 AM||||I'll take some pics of the IC once I pick it up, but it's gonna be a little while till I get piping fabricated for it.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||10-17-2003||02:02 AM||||Griffin 24x10x2.75 Core w/ HKS endtanks.<br /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/sep12fmic003.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/sep12fmic007.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />There's a few inches hiding under the skin..<br /><br />2.5 upper pipes, 2.25 lower pipes.<br /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blingbay002.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||Ash||10-17-2003||02:45 AM||||<img src="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/Ashvr401.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Looks strangely like Terren's doesn't it - 'cept mines a dodgy $50au truck core.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  Dimentions 600x220x65mm  (about 24"x9"x2.5") with 2" lower pipe and 2.5" upper pipe.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||10-17-2003||02:59 AM||||Here's mine:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=749" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=749&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />And the thread that went along with the install:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002420" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002420</a>||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||10-17-2003||03:26 AM||||The full RRE setup.  Griffen core, 18x6x3", top to bottom flow Spearco end tanks.  Stock route piping, 2.25" lower and 2.5" upper piping (I think... can't remember).  Have pics somewhere... will post later when I find them.||69.59.219.187||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||Invader||10-17-2003||03:51 AM||||JDM GVR4 FMIC and piping with a 2G elbow...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1615" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1615&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1616" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1616&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000009||mj_rosenfeld||10-17-2003||06:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> The full RRE setup. Griffen core, 18x6x3", top to bottom flow Spearco end tanks. Stock route piping, 2.25" lower and 2.5" upper piping (I think... can't remember).<br />--------------------<br />Jon F. '92 #305<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same here. First mod I did and worth it.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||10-17-2003||06:56 AM||||Ok Mr. Aussie...start sending some of those 50 dollar truck cores up this way, will ya?  Or at least turn us on to exactly what truck it was?  Like a cummins diesel..what year?||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000011||hecdws||10-17-2003||07:31 AM||||i have an evo 5 intercooler bigger then a jdm galant and has 2.5 outlets. sorry i dont have any pics but if look at joses amg bumper pics somewhere he has my car next to his.<br /><br />hec||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||10-17-2003||08:02 AM||||I have  a Spearco 2-216 which is 28.5x10.5x3.5.  It's got 2.5 piping, short routed. Piping is aluminum. I made it myself.  I will get around to pictures eventually. I think there are some new pipe routing pictures I took for you guys but they are still on the digicam.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||Clay||10-17-2003||08:27 AM||||chris, im interested in seein those pictures||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000014||Clay||10-17-2003||08:28 AM||||those of you with the short route piping, did you feel a difference when you went to short piping?<br /><br />would you say it was worth the trouble of cutting and stuff to get shorter piping, or is the stock route just as good?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||10-17-2003||08:38 AM||||I'm going for quite lofty goals so I felt short route was best.  FWIW, Adam @ AMS has stock routing on his 10.9 second GVR4. Over the manifold and everything. Of course he was also spraying  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I'll look through my pictures and try to get some up this weekend. I know I took some specifically for you guys before.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||Clay||10-17-2003||10:54 AM||||i cant decide which route i wanna go on the piping<br /><br />how difficult was the cutting and modding needed for the short route piping? have any pictures?<br /><br />im just trying to decide if its worth the trouble of doing short route||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000017||Doug Thomas||10-17-2003||11:02 AM||||Short route piping has no effect on performance or horsepower. It�s just a matter of preference.||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000018||psycopyro182||10-17-2003||12:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> Short route piping has no effect on performance or horsepower. It�s just a matter of preference. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">none at all? will it help with pressure drop?<br />and sorry to ask, but what exactly do you guys mean by the "short route"?<br />ive stared at my gvr4 many times thinking of ways to run the ic piping. and the stock one looks like it would probably be the best way to run it.<br />but i havent done any reaserch and that is just my opinion.||204.196.73.124||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000019||ayvr4||10-17-2003||01:14 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1509&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />starion with stock pipes.||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000020||CKA||10-17-2003||01:53 PM||||This is what I cut to plumb my IC via the short route method.  Notice the bumper and the two boxes cut out on both sides of the frame.  To cut through the bumper, I used a 14" chop saw.  The frame material is rather thin sheet metal, I used a small cut off wheel and sawzaw to cut through it.  I welded two tabs to the bumpers to mount the IC and cut off the IC's top tab.  The IC is a 2-216 core.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1624" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1624&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1625" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1625&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||66.84.245.141||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000021||V8EATER||10-17-2003||02:05 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1626" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Spearco 10x28 double thick, 2 1/4" lower, 2 1/2" upper hard pipes.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000022||V8EATER||10-17-2003||02:10 PM||||BTW, am i the only one with the bumper supports still in the car?  My bumper seems pretty f'in flimsy even with the supports.  thoughts?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000023||CCDSM69||10-17-2003||02:19 PM||||<img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/pics/leesah/pics42703/FMIC/DSC02734.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/pics/leesah/pics42703/FMIC/DSC02757.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/pics/leesah/pics42703/FMIC/DSC02767.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/pics/leesah/pics42703/FMIC/DSC02768.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />South Florida Performance FMIC 12"Hx33L"x3.5"W tanks inc with 2 1/2" piping (I don't have a good pic of the piping but I did very minimal cutting for fitment of the pipes but did remove the bumper support)||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000024||Clay||10-17-2003||02:26 PM||||ccdsm, that intercooler from sfp , is it a kit they specially make for the gvr4?<br /><br />do they sell the gvr4 piping?<br /><br />im very interested, how much?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000025||CCDSM69||10-17-2003||02:36 PM||||check your PM's I gave you some info in there||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000026||theymightbegalants||10-17-2003||05:03 PM||||Doug, why do you say that short pipe routing has no affect at all on power or performance?  It seems to me, that with the stock routing going over the hot manifold, it can absorb a lot of heat and then transfer that to the charge air.  Not only is hot air less dense, thus less potential for power, it's more likely to knock, which not only robs power (timing) but is damaging.  Also, the short piping uses less pipe, obviously, so there's less distance for the air to travel from the turbo to the TB, improving throttle response.  Do you think this is untrue?  If so, you could have 10 feet if IC piping wound spiral fashion around the manifold and downpipe, and this would be no more detrimental than a short IC pipe route?||69.59.219.234||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000027||Clay||10-17-2003||05:36 PM||||im sure there is a difference<br /><br />my question is if the difference is worth the trouble of the work it takes to make the short route piping fit correctly||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000028||Telecaster||10-17-2003||06:57 PM||||Evo V (19 x 11.5 x 2.75) outlets are 2.5 but i only have 2.25 piping:<br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/17720250/large.jpg" alt=" - " />||216.175.110.114||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000029||Ash||10-18-2003||04:01 AM||||Beemer - I got it from a local truck dealer/repairer.  They service Mack, Scania, DAF Volvo etc so I actually have no idea what it was originally off.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    The whole core with tanks cost us $100au and after cutting out the damaged top/bottom sections we got enough to do both my car & a mate's SR20DET 180SX, hence we paid $50 each.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     we modified the original end tanks to suit the 2 cars and there we were.  The whole job cost a fair bit actually with the piping, silicon hose etc., it just sounds funny to say it's a $50 intercooler.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    It keeps temps to within about 10 or 15 deg Celcius of ambeint, so it works alright.<br /><br />V8Eater - I only cut the centre, lower triangle bit out, if that makes any sence?||203.220.203.223||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000030||number3||10-18-2003||08:52 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=75" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=75</a>   <br /><br />This is my car a few years back with a spearco core. 7.8" x 3" x 20"  Custom piping.<br /><br /><br />   <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=362" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=362</a>   <br /><br />   <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=330" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=330</a>   <br /><br />   <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/</a>   <br /><br />   <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_front_low.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_front_low.jpg</a>   <br />   <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_front_driver.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1640" alt=" - " /><br /><br />This is the current Spearco core I am using.<br /><br />11" x 4" x 18"  Custom piping.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000031||Scott Y||10-18-2003||12:13 PM||||Extreme FMIC kit<br /><a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~syorga" target="_blank">http://www.wideopenwest.com/~syorga</a>||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000032||Doug Thomas||10-18-2003||12:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Doug, why do you say that short pipe routing has no affect at all on power or performance?  It seems to me, that with the stock routing going over the hot manifold, it can absorb a lot of heat and then transfer that to the charge air.  Not only is hot air less dense, thus less potential for power, it's more likely to knock, which not only robs power (timing) but is damaging.  Also, the short piping uses less pipe, obviously, so there's less distance for the air to travel from the turbo to the TB, improving throttle response.  Do you think this is untrue?  If so, you could have 10 feet if IC piping wound spiral fashion around the manifold and downpipe, and this would be no more detrimental than a short IC pipe route? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In theory short route piping seems that it would be better, but from I�ve seen in the real world on Galants and some DSMs cars that run very fast at the track and dyno some good number with stock routing pipes the shorter piping doesn�t make a difference.||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000033||Clay||10-18-2003||02:22 PM||||hmm the extreme kit seems very appealing||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000034||92GVR4#333||10-18-2003||06:10 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1643&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1644" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1644&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />this is a split core that I sourced from a Semi truck.  It is a garret core that is 32 inches across and 13 inchs tall.  I had to split the core in half and had  2 IC cores for the price of one.  I have done temp readings on it after a run and taken the temps from the end tanks and the temp drop is a 193F to ambient ..not to bad for a 75 dollar FMIC.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000035||a_santos||10-18-2003||06:45 PM||||Here are a couple of pics of my setup. It is not the nicest, but it is very effective and was very light on the wallet. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1645" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1645&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1646" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1646&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1647&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1648&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1649&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />It is a supra intercooler. It works really well. No matter how hard I drive the car, the oulet side is always ambient temperature, never warm at all. <br /><br />I really like it and there is no more lag than with the stock setup.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000036||hibrn8||10-18-2003||08:02 PM||||Spearco 2-221 with top to bottom flow end tanks. Piping made custom by me, all routed towards passenger side of car, due to same side inlet/outlet.||65.227.217.48||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000037||galantvr4us||10-18-2003||08:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> those of you with the short route piping, did you feel a difference when you went to short piping?<br /><br />would you say it was worth the trouble of cutting and stuff to get shorter piping, or is the stock route just as good? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stock route is just as good.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000198.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />    <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000199.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />    <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000200.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000038||galantvr4us||10-18-2003||10:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Doug, why do you say that short pipe routing has no affect at all on power or performance?  It seems to me, that with the stock routing going over the hot manifold, it can absorb a lot of heat and then transfer that to the charge air.  Not only is hot air less dense, thus less potential for power, it's more likely to knock, which not only robs power (timing) but is damaging.  Also, the short piping uses less pipe, obviously, so there's less distance for the air to travel from the turbo to the TB, improving throttle response.  Do you think this is untrue?  If so, you could have 10 feet if IC piping wound spiral fashion around the manifold and downpipe, and this would be no more detrimental than a short IC pipe route? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There have been tests on this and if I remember correctly you would actually have to route your piping almost the whole length of the car before you would see power drop.  I thought the same thing until I was corrected.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000039||GVR$in||10-18-2003||10:45 PM||||:drooling: at Katie's car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000040||theymightbegalants||10-19-2003||12:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> There have been tests on this and if I remember correctly you would actually have to route your piping almost the whole length of the car before you would see power drop.  I thought the same thing until I was corrected.<br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is interesting, but I'm not just talking about a peak power drop.  I think you could sit in traffic for 15 min. and heatsoak the crap out of the pipe over the exh. mani and the core, but once you get going and get not only air flowing over the front of the core, but through the pipes, thus absorbing the heat of the pipe and transmitting it to the core, there would be virtually no difference.  But what about when you don't care about peak power?  What if *gasp* you're not a drag racer and you care about throttle response, the shape of the torque curve when you don't have a lot of flow but high load, such as autocrossing?  It's things like these where I would think that a short route is better.  But, I'm not an engineer, and I've never done any quantitative testing in this area.  Katie, do you happen to have any links or pointers to these tests you speak of?||69.59.219.213||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000041||DookGVR4||10-19-2003||12:47 AM||||Katie....<br /><br />Is that a shannon kit?..||68.232.9.215||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000042||galantvr4us||10-19-2003||09:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> There have been tests on this and if I remember correctly you would actually have to route your piping almost the whole length of the car before you would see power drop.  I thought the same thing until I was corrected.<br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is interesting, but I'm not just talking about a peak power drop.  I think you could sit in traffic for 15 min. and heatsoak the crap out of the pipe over the exh. mani and the core, but once you get going and get not only air flowing over the front of the core, but through the pipes, thus absorbing the heat of the pipe and transmitting it to the core, there would be virtually no difference.  But what about when you don't care about peak power?  What if *gasp* you're not a drag racer and you care about throttle response, the shape of the torque curve when you don't have a lot of flow but high load, such as autocrossing?  It's things like these where I would think that a short route is better.  But, I'm not an engineer, and I've never done any quantitative testing in this area.  Katie, do you happen to have any links or pointers to these tests you speak of? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its in a book-I didn't read it myself but a friend of mine did.  SOrry I can't remember if he said anything about throttle response.  I just was told about the basics because he also did my intercooler pipe and I wanted shorter pipe in which he then explained tests they did and it would take a lot of pipe to show a difference.  I do not remember the book.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000043||galantvr4us||10-19-2003||09:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> Katie....<br /><br />Is that a shannon kit?.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No.  Custom.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000044||number3||10-19-2003||09:30 AM||||The quality and quanity of bends in your system are the key!<br /><br />For every bend you add you add lenght to the system.<br /><br /><br />"If you take an 8 inch round pipe, 2 feet long and bend it 90 degrees, the air flow decreases as it makes the turn because of the pressure build up. This pressure is now greater than it would be in that same 2 foot piece of pipe when it was straight. This pressure is measured and compared to a straight piece of pipe without any bends. The result is - the 8 inch round pipe - 2 feet long, with a 90 degree bend, has the EQUIVALENT pressure of an 8 inch round straight piece of pipe 25 feet long. This sample is from the ACCA (Air Conditioning Contractors Association) duct work engineering manual."<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000045||Clay||10-19-2003||11:27 AM||||katie what core is that?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000046||Doug Thomas||10-19-2003||12:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> The quality and quanity of bends in your system are the key!<br /><br />For every bend you add you add lenght to the system.<br /><br /><br />"If you take an 8 inch round pipe, 2 feet long and bend it 90 degrees, the air flow decreases as it makes the turn because of the pressure build up. This pressure is now greater than it would be in that same 2 foot piece of pipe when it was straight. This pressure is measured and compared to a straight piece of pipe without any bends. The result is - the 8 inch round pipe - 2 feet long, with a 90 degree bend, has the EQUIVALENT pressure of an 8 inch round straight piece of pipe 25 feet long. This sample is from the ACCA (Air Conditioning Contractors Association) duct work engineering manual."<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Again nice theory, but it doesn�t make a difference. The quality of the pipes is not going to make a difference no matter if it�s mild steel, stainless or aluminum.  Have you every seen the pipe routing on the AMS EVO III?<br /><br />I would think the intercooler you use is the most important. If you want to build a good intercooler system get yourself good intercooler to start with and when I say good I don�t mean a 16-year-old junkyard one.||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000047||Doug Thomas||10-19-2003||12:27 PM||||Does anyone have pics with the Spearco 2-216 core on their Galant where the bumper cover is not hanging and sagging? I really like that core, but hate the way the bumper cover fits over it.||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000048||1quickvr4||10-19-2003||12:59 PM||||Its all in how you trim it, IF you cut the front bars out it will sag and if you chop the support in two it will sag, Dont cut the bumper cover and take as little of of the support as possible. I didnt have to do any cutting of the bumper or suppot on my jdm bumper with a street core. I did trim the core support and the hood latch support. When I had a US bumper, I cut the stock supports in 2 and cut out fins in the cover and it wasent to bad, But I think if your carfull and only cut what you need it should be a s solid as stock.||64.63.217.87||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000049||Doug Thomas||10-19-2003||01:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> Its all in how you trim it, IF you cut the front bars out it will sag and if you chop the support in two it will sag, Dont cut the bumper cover and take as little of of the support as possible. I didnt have to do any cutting of the bumper or suppot on my jdm bumper with a street core. I did trim the core support and the hood latch support. When I had a US bumper, I cut the stock supports in 2 and cut out fins in the cover and it wasent to bad, But I think if your carfull and only cut what you need it should be a s solid as stock. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">From the pics I�ve seen I figured they had no choice and had chop up the bumper to get it to fit. I know the Spearco 2-178 will fit with out a hacking up the bumper, but I don�t think it�s same with 2-216 because it�s so much bigger.||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000050||TWEAKD4||10-19-2003||04:20 PM||||I have the same system as Hibrn8.  Spearco 2-221 with TEL style pipe routing.  Endtanks on same side with custom made pipes.||63.233.204.248||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000052||GVR$in||10-19-2003||05:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong><br /><br />15-20" of "extra" IC piping is not going to make any difference in performance, but adding 6-12 unneeded bends will.<br /><br />Harry<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry, could these 'unneeded' bends be in mine and everyone elses upgraded IC pipes following the stock route?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000053||turbowop||10-19-2003||05:36 PM||||Just be thankful we don't have Subaru WRX's that were trying to put fmic's in. Lots of bends and piping required for one in those cars. And that last bend into the throttle body that I have seen on WRX pipes is crazy....it's almost a full 180 degrees.<br /><br />I agree that short routing probably helps response and spoolup and such, but I'm not going to go and change all my stuff around because I think the gains would be quite minimal for the work involved. I think with "short routing" on a gvr4 which requires two 90 degree bends--one to come out of the endtank then up behind the headlight, and another to aim the piping into the engine bay I would only lose maybe one and a half 90 degree bends on my system.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000054||galantvr4us||10-19-2003||05:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> katie what core is that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't know the guy that made it makes the radiators and high end intercoolers for the F1 cars and such.  I couldn't tell you the core.  He did supurb work.  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000055||russya||10-19-2003||05:52 PM||||Well if anyone can figure out the test for the intercooler pipe theory I'd be willing to test it out since I'm pretty sure no one has shorter piping than I do in fact I don't think shorter piping is possible. Though I don't think it's a big difference in power the length, the bend theory is correct and so is the throttle response theory I made mine as short as I did so that I could maximize the throttle respone and to prove a point as far as Air/water intercoolers are concerned.||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000056||Ferrari F50 GT||10-19-2003||06:46 PM||||Since I have quite a few pics of the install as well, here is a link with all the pics.  Still need to get one with the bumper on, lol.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />  <a href="http://groups.msn.com/IansGalantVR4/fmicandpipinginstall.msnw?albumlist=2" target="_blank">http://groups.msn.com/IansGalantVR4/fmicandpipinginstall.msnw?albumlist=2</a><br /><br />I have RRE GVR-4 Piping and a Spearco core with custom endtanks.  The Core is something like 22"x12"x3.5"||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000057||spoulson||10-19-2003||08:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Scott Y:<br /><strong> Extreme FMIC kit<br /> <a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~syorga" target="_blank">http://www.wideopenwest.com/~syorga</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you know if Extreme still sells the kit?  Their website has had the FMIC listed for as long as I can remember.  But their catalog says "this will be a limited production run!  This is a once in a lifetime opportunity."||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000058||Whistler||10-20-2003||01:35 AM||||Here are a few pictures of my intercooler:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1657" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1657&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1658" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1658&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1659" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1659&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1660" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1660&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Please disregard the dents, leaves, bird shit, and miscellaneous dirt.||68.17.129.53||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000059||Doug Thomas||10-20-2003||07:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Whistler:<br /><strong> Here are a few pictures of my intercooler:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1657" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1657&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1658" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1658&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1659" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1659&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1660" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1660&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Please disregard the dents, leaves, bird shit, and miscellaneous dirt. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any pics with the bumper cover on the car?||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000060||curtis||10-20-2003||09:15 AM||||3 Ford Thunderbird 2.3 cores had one, friend had one bought one for 10 dollars.  Welding was 50 bucks.  Total investment 60 dollars and gas to the junkyard.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    It measures 27 x 12 x 3.  Not the most perfect layout for flow but builds up ice in the winter on almost the whole thing so I suppose it works.<br /><br /><br />old pic with the 2 inch pipes<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1661" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1661&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />top pipe (part ac dryer bottle, aicraft elbow, aem honda cold air pipe and stock Galant Vr4 air intake elbow)<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1663" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1663&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1664" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1664&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||166.90.116.234||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000061||agrabau||10-20-2003||10:47 AM||||Harry is right about the bends. There is pressure drop when air is forced around tight corners. <br /><br />I refer anyone to corky bell's book. <br /><br />Also, the guy that made Katie's core doesn't make F1 cores. F1 cars aren't turbo anymore but it is superb work. <br /><br /><br />Here's a definitive link to probably put closure to the argument. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.bankspower.com/tech_howairflows.cfm" target="_blank">http://www.bankspower.com/tech_howairflows.cfm</a><br /><br />Edit: <br />I just spoke with the senior engineer here at work. He said that bends cause turbulence and eddys slowing the air flow, which then has to re-accelerate upon exit of the corner. <br /><br />Airflow is at almost zero near the wall of a tube and actually at zero at the wall so the theoretical versus actual flow is really 100%to 80% given the flow versus distance from the tube wall. <br /><br />(end edit)||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000062||GalantVR41062||10-20-2003||11:53 AM||||I have the DSM Performance FMIC.  11x22x3 top to bottom flow(1280cfm) sperco core, 2.25" inlet, 2.5" outlet.  I have a 60trim garrett with a 20g style outlet.  my IC piping is 2.5" from the turbo to the TB.  Very short route, 4 bends total.  I will take some pics asap.  A lot of cutting was needed to fit this in there.<br /><br />~John||24.118.193.133||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000063||Clay||10-20-2003||12:06 PM||||whistler, what core is that? did you buy it with endtanks on it, or did you put some on?<br /><br />how much hp does the extreme kit support? does it hurt any that its only 2.75 inches thick ?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000064||Whistler||10-20-2003||01:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>Any pics with the bumper cover on the car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Doug, give me a few days and I will post some pictures with the bumper on.  Just sold my digital camera and the new one should be here at the end of the week.  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong>whistler, what core is that? did you buy it with endtanks on it, or did you put some on?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Clay, the core is a Spearco 2-216 from IRC with standard TEL end tanks.||12.86.88.75||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000065||mixx2001||10-20-2003||04:47 PM||||Two 99' A4 1.8t coolers.  70 bucks a peice (new) and 25 dollars for welding.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1060" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1060&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000066||mixx2001||10-20-2003||05:28 PM||||Following Bimmubishi's link.  <br /><br />     <img src="http://www.bankspower.com/tech/tech-airflow.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />"This diagram indicates laminar flow through a conduit. The length of the arrows represents the relative speed of the fluid in the conduit. The fastest flow is at the very center of the conduit, and the slowest flow is adjacent to the conduit walls. If the conduit is round, you can picture this as concentric &#8220;layers&#8221; of flow, gradually increasing in speed from the outside toward the center. The thicker the fluid (high density), the greater the variation in speed of the layers will be. <b> If the density of the fluid is high enough, tumbling between the layers will occur, significantly reducing flow through the conduit. </b>"<br /><br />So cooler air thats more dense, is more likely to fall victum to poor IC pipe interior surfaces.  So maybe hone em?<br /><br />So what would be less efficent for airflow:<br /><br />- Less bends while traveling over the deadly exhaust manifold?<br />- Or two real nasty (but smooth) bends at the Turbo outlet and the drivers side inlet for the IC?<br /><br />It seems to me that a setup like Harry's, assuming that his lower IC pipe goes over the ex mani (I can't see it from the members rides) would be optimal.  As long as lots of "Thermal management" was used.  Such as Heat reflective cool wrap on the lower (upper lower) pipe and maybe an additional heat sheild for the mani.<br /><br />Every seen that road race setup on the Mofugas site.  Bet that spooled nice.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000068||curtis||10-21-2003||01:06 AM||||smoother the better on the inside because the air acually tumbles that is in direct contact with the sides of the pipe.  Air also flow with a parabolic distribution like the picture above thats whay you never want to instantly step down or up in pipe size.  Corky bells novel on turbo design states that it should have a 15 degree taper.  I tryed this on my system refer to my pipe that is pictured in the above post.  It works.   Now for bends "Fuild power theory and application" by sullivan (isbn 0-13-755588-1)has a lot of good info on this stuff had this class last year about this time and remember a lenghty discussion I had with the PHD type (did his thesis on fuild dynamics) that was giving the class on IC pipe design.  A 90 is better than running a lot of slight bends or 45's because it cause turbulence in the system.  On a hugh set up in a factory or at 3 mile island it is a problem but in a small intercooler system like a car the static losses due to friction is very small.  The friction factor for drawn steel tubing 2.5 in dia is .000002.   I can't really figure everyones system because everyone has different IC's, turbos, pipes etc. and at differnt turbo speeds this all changes) but heres the formula for head loss due to friction.  <br />hf= friction factor x (lenght of pipe/Dia.in ft)(velocity of fuild flow/2 x gravitational constant which is 32.2 ft/sec squared).  And don't let anyone tell you that they know what happens during turbulent flow or when it happens it just happens and it is bad.  <br /><br />on the net look up Darcy-Weisbach and Hagen-Poiseuille formulas also Reynolds number.||67.25.36.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000069||Doug Thomas||10-21-2003||09:31 AM||||Sorry, but your car is not going to be any faster or make any more power with the shorter piping. Like I said before they're Galants and DSM following the stock route piping and they are as fast as the cars running the shorter routing. If your running an internal gated 16G on a Galant you have no choice but to go over the manifold. No matter what you do if you run over or under the manifold your going to have some type of 90-degree bend and it doesn�t make a difference. It�s matter of preference as far I�m concerned your car is not going to perform any differential either way.||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000070||Doug Thomas||10-21-2003||09:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Here is the breakdown of my system (to eliminate the guess work). First please note this is not to say "my way" is right OR wrong but just one of many ways to do it.<br /><br /><br />I have 6 bends in my IC system verses the 16 bends in the stock routing.<br /><br />90 out of the turbo (under manifold)<br />90 out of the engine bay <br />90 into the FMIC<br />slightly less than 90 up and out of the FMIC and into the engine bay<br />45 to get pipe to TB level<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1640" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Large sweeping 90 in the TB<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1681" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1681&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is definitely one large 90-degree bend for sure. The bend almost hits the shock tower. Kind of long if your concern with short route piping if you ask me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000071||tplesko||10-21-2003||09:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  That is definitely one large 90-degree bend for sure. The bend almost hits the shock tower. Kind of long if your concern with short route piping if you ask me.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think that's the point.  The longer and more gentle the bend the less flow restriction. The extra length of straight pipe is inconsequential but sharp bends are not. FWIW I have a similar setup on my car.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000072||Doug Thomas||10-21-2003||10:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  That is definitely one large 90-degree bend for sure. The bend almost hits the shock tower. Kind of long if your concern with short route piping if you ask me.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think that's the point.  The longer and more gentle the bend the less flow restriction. The extra length of straight pipe is inconsequential but sharp bends are not. FWIW I have a similar setup on my car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you really think in the real world that's going to make an ounce of difference? Because it's not.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000073||mixx2001||10-21-2003||10:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> Like I said before they're Galants and DSM following the stock route piping and they are as fast as the cars running the shorter routing.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That wouldn't have anything to do with tuning would it?  Two 4363's with identical modifications could run times a world apart.  How fast a car is at the track has very little to do with the specific power output of that vehicle in comparison to another.<br /><br />Do you think the extra effort that went into designing this system was a total waste?<br />- <a href="http://www.mofugas.com/images/rr07a.jpg" target="_blank">Pic</a> <br /><br />The car may not make much more peak power, but when that peak power comes in 1 or 2k sooner than someone with a "It dosent matter how long it is" routed system.  Well, you see where I am going with this.<br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <b> Do you really think in the real world that's going to make an ounce of difference? Because it's not. </b> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Then why do you bother to modify your car at all.  Everything you do may not seem so significant, individually.  But when you look at the big picture, it all adds up.  I did'nt not put the best flowing air filter on my car because it would only yield a theoretical 2hp difference.  I chose it because I want the best for my car and it's performance.  To each his own, but it seems strange to only perform modifications that yield "x" amount of power because anything less isn't worth it.  <br /><br />"Whatever is worth doing at all, is worth doing well."    - Philip Dormer Stanhope, Earl of Chesterfield (1694&#8211;1773)||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000074||agrabau||10-21-2003||10:31 AM||||Doug's being stubborn  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000075||mixx2001||10-21-2003||10:40 AM||||Is it possible to get something to travel over a greater distance using the same force?  Or am I way off in my thinking here?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000076||tplesko||10-21-2003||10:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you really think in the real world that's going to make an ounce of difference? Because it's not  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well regardless of making a real difference in the real world, I'd still do it again.<br /><br />1) Less bends is cheaper. <br />2) Less bends does make a real world difference. It just may not be noticable   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Doug, Why don't you run some IC piping up and down your car a few times and see how it goes? Lol.  But you are right that in terms of "short route" vs traditional, any gains are pretty small compared to driver skill, tuning, etc etc.  Run what's easiest to *get on* your car. Because the intercooler sitting on your garage shelf is definitely slower   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000077||Doug Thomas||10-21-2003||11:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you really think in the real world that's going to make an ounce of difference? Because it's not  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well regardless of making a real difference in the real world, I'd still do it again.<br /><br />1) Less bends is cheaper. <br />2) Less bends does make a real world difference. It just may not be noticable     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <br /><br />Doug, Why don't you run some IC piping up and down your car a few times and see how it goes? Lol.  But you are right that in terms of "short route" vs traditional, any gains are pretty small compared to driver skill, tuning, etc etc.  Run what's easiest to *get on* your car. Because the intercooler sitting on your garage shelf is definitely slower     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My point is don�t knock yourself out worrying about the pipe routing. I would be more concerned about the tuning of the car to take advantage of a nice FMIC set-up with a good intercooler core. My intercooler is right on my car, but I do have bigger core sitting on the shelf and I�m trying to figure out if it�s worth changing from a street core to race core.||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000078||tplesko||10-21-2003||12:40 PM||||Ya Doug I think we're saying the same thing now. We both have intercoolers on our cars already. But to those who don't, it's more important to get the intercooler on the car than overthink and worry about the pipe routing. Pick something, buy it or build it, and enjoy the huge difference a decent core and piping makes. Besides you can always change it later if you think it's really slowing you down (not likely).||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000079||mixx2001||10-21-2003||01:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> My point is don&#8217;t knock yourself out worrying about the pipe routing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can go along with that from a temporary stand point.  And I have.  Right now I have a mangled mix of S4 and Stock bends for piping.  But I have no intentions of leaving it that way.  <br /><br />Try this: Put a boost gauge at your turbo outlet and another at your intake or regular boost source (should be intake).  So you can see the amount of boost "work" your turbo is doing, compared to the amount of boost you are "seeing".  Of course a car can make the same amount of power with longer pipes and bends, than one with less.  But how long will his turbo last doing 20psi worth of work for a car using only 16psi?  That's 20psi worth of extra heat, that's going to turn your artificial aspirator in to a hair dryer.  And I will continue to knock myself out to get my boost even 500rpm sooner.  My car may not make any more peak power, but I will get there sooner.  Which means I don't have to tear up another tranny trying to make up for lag. <br /><br />Since this is a Message Board, where people come to learn how to modify their GVR4's (reguardless whether or not you subscribe to the particular belief) it's best that more than one option is provided for the eager mind reading this mess.  Then they can decide what's worth knocking themselves out over.<br /><br />PS: If you had the time it would be worth while to check the boost right after the IC too.  This goes along with what Doug is saying.  But I've seen worse pressure drop from poor piping than from bad cores.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000080||Doug Thomas||10-21-2003||01:54 PM||||Take a look at the AMS EVO III intercooler pipe routing. The car has the longest piping I�ve every seen on a DSM/GVR4. The piping goes from the throttle body to passenger side fender then into the intercooler. The driver�s side piping goes from the compressor housing over the exhaust manifold, over the driver side headlight, down the fender then into the intercooler. The intercooler is not all that big either. Matter fact their guys on the forum that have bigger intercoolers that. As you can see the pipe routing makes no difference because the car runs 9.7@147. Would the car run any faster with shorter piping?<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.modified.com/media/images/13-410078/gal/IMG_9086.JPG" alt=" - " />||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000081||agrabau||10-21-2003||01:57 PM||||Yes. It would. All other variables being equal, yes. <br /><br />You can't argue with fluid dynamics.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000082||Doug Thomas||10-21-2003||02:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Yes. It would. All other variables being equal, yes. <br /><br />You can't argue with fluid dynamics. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well someone better tell AMS  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000084||Doug Thomas||10-21-2003||03:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Doug's being stubborn    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And he is not listening very well...<br /><br />He continues to argue with me about something I agree with him on. It is not really important more that curious at this point.<br /><br />I never once said IC pipe length was important to horsepower yet he continues to argue that point. <br /><br />Doug, I agree with you. Damn! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Calm down cowboy no need to get excited. I could care less if you agree with me or not.||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000086||Doug Thomas||10-21-2003||04:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Please stop commenting on MY posts, until we actually have different points of view on the subject.  You are stating things that have no bearing on my comments.<br /><br />You are only confusing people who are trying to learn a few things.  <br /><br />Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll be nice and won't say what I really want to tell you. <br /><br />Sorry for going off topic to the other forum members.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000087||agrabau||10-21-2003||04:54 PM||||I should add that I think Doug has a point in that "does it really matter" <br /><br />It probably doesn't!  But for argument's sake, technically, to be precise ad nauseam it does.. <br /><br />So Doug, I see what you're saying. Not every garage that welds pipes together has a house engineer with a handbook on how to best do things, and even if they did, dimensional considerations, heat sources in the engine bay and all kinds of other variables make the long pipes a best case solution. <br /><br />That's all I got.<br />Word to your moms I CAME TO DROP BOMBS.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000088||1quickvr4||10-21-2003||05:04 PM||||You forgot one point about some of the cars, Nitrous. No lag, Who cares aboubt lengh then. Any way my upper pipes is about the same as harrys but 2 1/2.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000089||Doug Thomas||10-21-2003||05:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> You forgot one point about some of the cars, Nitrous. No lag, Who cares aboubt lengh then. Any way my upper pipes is about the same as harrys but 2 1/2. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Zack,<br /><br />Please don't mention nitrous in this thread because you'll be confusing the people who want to learn more than I did.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     I forgot the mention that 3inch intercooler pipes are over kill.<br /><br />Whistler's upper intercooler pipe is much better designed with less bends and shorter piping. It looks like the Buschur Racing or Indy Racing intercooler pipe that they sell with their kits.||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000090||number3||10-21-2003||07:10 PM||||If none of my ideas PSI drop matter why bother changing out any of the OEM IC pipes at all or the front mount OEM IC for that matter.<br /><br />For some strange reason I feel I need to expalin Dougs actions once again...For anyone that doesn't know. Doug like to take time out of his busy schedule to attack anything I say or do. Not the first time nor the last, I'm sure. <br /><br />When you dare to do things on your own and just don't jump on every bandwagon that passes by you are setting yourself up for criticism. It happens in my line of work as well. It is a big part of being in Custom work and design. But on the plus side I get lots of press from the ones that look at what you do with an open mind and think it is really cool. It is a great feeling.  Some people will never know that feeling (cough). They are too afraid to try.  <br /><br />There are a number of people on this list that aren't afraid to try things and share them and it is a big reason I like to be part of the list.<br /><br />BTW If you think a 3" IC pipe is overkill you should see the turbo or the fuel pump I run. The whole car is overkill! DUH!<br /><br /><br />Clay you asked a good question. I hope you got some of your questions answered. Aren't Turbos FUN!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000091||04DrBlur||10-21-2003||10:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> If your running an internal gated 16G on a Galant you have no choice but to go over the manifold.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Says who?  You ever heard of clocking your turbo?  And yes with an internal gate it is not that hard.  You can even use the bolt hole on the top of the compressor housing to mount the actuator..<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> No matter what you do if you run over or under the manifold your going to have some type of 90-degree bend and it doesn�t make a difference. It�s matter of preference as far I�m concerned your car is not going to perform any differential either way.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes you will have A 90 if you run under the manifold.  If you run over the manifold you have like what 3 90's.  Back to the flow restriction issue.||68.76.188.213||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000092||Doug Thomas||10-21-2003||10:03 PM||||Hate to break the news to you, but people have been installing bigger external fuel pumps, bigger turbos and even 3inch intercooler pipes on these cars for years, so your not doing any thing that hasn't been done already. <br /><br />There's wrong with following the normal upgrade menu for these car is not a bad thing at all.||12.10.219.28||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000093||Doug Thomas||10-21-2003||10:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> If your running an internal gated 16G on a Galant you have no choice but to go over the manifold.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Says who?  You ever heard of clocking your turbo?  And yes with an internal gate it is not that hard.  You can even use the bolt hole on the top of the compressor housing to mount the actuator..<br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> No matter what you do if you run over or under the manifold your going to have some type of 90-degree bend and it doesn�t make a difference. It�s matter of preference as far I�m concerned your car is not going to perform any differential either way.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes you will have A 90 if you run under the manifold.  If you run over the manifold you have like what 3 90's.  Back to the flow restriction issue. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's been a few Galants and even the AMS EVO  running the piping over the manifold and they all run pretty fast with that set-up.<br /><br />I've never seen a 16G clocked with a internal gate on a Galant, so I standed corrected. Do you have any pics of this?||12.10.219.28||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000094||boostx||10-23-2003||11:20 AM||||is there any front mount IC does not requried to cut the front bumper support and can i see some pics||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000095||Clay||10-23-2003||12:12 PM||||the extreme kit that someone posted earlier didnt require any cutting, a little hammer work on the bumper support but thats about it||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000096||mixx2001||10-23-2003||12:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> Hate to break the news to you, but people have been installing bigger external fuel pumps, bigger turbos and even 3inch intercooler pipes on these cars for years, so your not doing any thing that hasn't been done already. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Come back down here, dude.  Your kind of missing the point.  It's how you run the lines for your bigger Fuel Pump, or which bigger turbo combination you went with, or (now taboo) how you ran you bigger IC piping.  <br /><br />If someone devotes the time and effort to custom fabricate a performance part for his car, I'm not going to get on here and say: "Man, thats not going to make any difference" or "That's a little overkill for a street car".  Modify your car with the path of least resistance all you want.  But when I see someone put a lot of time into something, despite the fact that it makes very little difference, I appreciate it that much more.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000097||V8EATER||10-23-2003||12:39 PM||||FWIW,  here is a shannon i/c setup, with a 20g, i/c piping running under the turbo. I know i'm  a noob, but this seems to be the most direct way to route the piping, and not running it over the exhaust manifold would, in theory, keep the temps lower, no?  wouldn't this allow the intercooler to lower the intake temps even further?  <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1716&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1718&width=400" alt=" - " />||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000098||boostx||10-23-2003||01:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> the extreme kit that someone posted earlier didnt require any cutting, a little hammer work on the bumper support but thats about it </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i cant find the pics||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000099||Clay||10-23-2003||01:09 PM||||<a href="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ic.htm" target="_blank">http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ic.htm</a>||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000100||mixx2001||10-23-2003||02:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> but this seems to be the most direct way to route the piping<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1716&width=400" alt=" - " /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your absolutely correct, if your turbo outlet faces down.  If your outlet faces up you more than likely would avoid a 180* bend followed by two 90*s.  <br /><br /><br />If I ever get tired of saving for a PWR air/water cooler, I will probably try the one they used on the DDP VR4 in Turbo Magazine.  They got 30hp to the wheels for a total of 251hp and 286tq with nothing but an air filter and exhaust.  The lower IC pipe was like half as long as it usually is.<br />   <img src="http://www.ddynopower.com/pics/95fmic.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000101||boostx||10-23-2003||03:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ic.htm" target="_blank">http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ic.htm</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thanks||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000102||comfy||10-24-2003||12:48 AM||||I think that in two systems that are built with the same qaulity 99.9% of you seat of the pants tuners and chassis dyno's here would have a hard time measuring any difference between the longer systems and the shorter ones, and the difference that a couple of bends will make... in real world systems we are dealing with usally 20 psi or less and cfm's that are insignificant at this level. your hvac theory is at best remotely similar to our application because they use huge cfm's and almost no pressure. the intercoolers on here with multiple cores have worse flow than one could ever create with mandrel bends, also poorly welded tubing with giant bubble gum beads,slag, and peices of wire inside of tube create much more drag/resistance than all of the subjects that you are discussing. not to flame/hate on anyone here but maby you all should start with a QUALITY sytem before you start to concern yourself with such issues. find a proffesional to get advise from, there is great wealths of information on the web, but it is useless if one does not use it properly||12.222.38.18||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000103||Hertz||10-24-2003||10:04 AM||||You can get a good look at a t-bone by sticking your head up a bull's ass but wouldn't you rather take the butcher's word for it?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000104||Sam Sayes||10-24-2003||11:49 AM||||Ryan<br />(lol)<br /><br />You got that from Tommy Boy right?<br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/200||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000105||V8EATER||10-24-2003||11:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1640" alt=" - " /><br /><br />This is the current Spearco core I am using.<br /><br />11" x 4" x 18"  Custom piping. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry, <br />a little polish goes a long way.  I've tried polishing mine this week, but can't get it shiny enough to burn my retinas in sunlight like yours.  care to share your secret?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000107||number3||10-24-2003||12:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong>     </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><br /><br />This is the current Spearco core I am using.<br /><br />11" x 4" x 18"  Custom piping. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry, <br />a little polish goes a long way.  I've tried polishing mine this week, but can't get it shiny enough to burn my retinas in sunlight like yours.  care to share your secret? [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.eastwoodco.com" target="_blank">www.eastwoodco.com</a> ,quality metal and welds, understadn you will get dirty, and about 4 hours of time. <a href="http://www.eastwoodco.com/Department.asp?dep_key1=mfb&SKW=FBUFF" target="_blank">http://www.eastwoodco.com/Department.asp?dep_key1=mfb&SKW=FBUFF</a>||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000108||Bigfoot200200||10-25-2003||05:42 PM||||Awesome thread. Nice work Whistler, Katie and CCDSM69. For those that have to remove the top support and have a saggy cover, I'm sure you could add something to the top off the core to bring the cover back up, either some rubber or a piece of aluminum welded on. <br />All that argueing gave me a headache. Please, this is not Tooners. Uh oh, the old lady just said we need to have a talk. I'm going to sneak out to the shop and chug a beer first. Peace.||64.233.106.73||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000109||theymightbegalants||10-26-2003||04:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> All that argueing gave me a headache. Please, this is not Tooners. Uh oh, the old lady just said we need to have a talk. I'm going to sneak out to the shop and chug a beer first. Peace. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree w/you completely, and I hope your talk went well.  I think people sometimes let emotions cloud the issues at hand.  This is an awesome thread that produced a lot of good info, but there was also a lot of chest beating going on (and I apologize now for any that I may have contributed).<br /><br />And for my on topic content, I'm not satisfied with how my RRE Griffen/Spearco FMIC sits on the car.  It seems sort of caddywompus, like it's not straight in any dimension.  I used the "GVR4 specific" brackets that came with it, but they also shipped the TEL bracket by accident.  This bracket attaches the top endtank to the hoodlatch, and the entire hoodlatch is removed, the core effectively taking it's place.  So, I'm thinking of trying to mount it TEL style.  Anyone ever done this?  I'd just go out and try it, but I'm away from home right now so just thought I'd gather any opinions in the meantime.  This will change the angles of the core, so I may have to shorten some of the pipes... which by now we all know will gain me at least 20 hp, lol.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000110||Ash||10-26-2003||04:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><br /><br />     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1640" alt=" - " /><br /><br />This is the current Spearco core I am using.<br /><br />11" x 4" x 18"  Custom piping. [/qb]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK, just to stop the arguments I've noticed something way more important, nice shirt hanging over there in the corner Harry  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||203.221.153.5||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000111||number3||10-26-2003||09:20 AM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]OK, just to stop the arguments I've noticed something way more important, nice shirt hanging over there in the corner Harry      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />     [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />I was just checking my sanity, no pun intended, sorry guys.  I can take a hint. No more facts, experience or sanity checks... got it.<br /><br />Now on the shirt...<br /><br />Three Rivers Stadium, 15 years old, March 4 1989, I had find my way out and back to Pittsburg 4 hours way. That was the day I truely new I had cool parents. Queensryche was the opener!   <a href="http://www.queensryche.com/releases/operation-mindcrime/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.queensryche.com/releases/operation-mindcrime/index.html</a> <br /><br />BTW that shirt shrunk or something     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     it doesn't fit anymore so I had to hang in the garage so my wife doesn' throw it like she did the others.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000112||GalantVR41062||10-26-2003||10:39 AM||||Ignorant people will argue all day long for what they believe in.  Shorted, less bending IC piping will equal: less pressure drop, cooler turbo outlet temps,  better spool up, less weight, and MORE POWER, AND FASTER ET's.  Why?<br />  Lower pressure drop due to less bends = cooler air temps going into the TB which is more dense and normal gets you more power, turbo produces less boost to get the same manifold pressure, no extra heat.  Less IC/piping mass to fill up (volume of air) = better spool up, low end torque etc.  Total weight of the vehicle, every 100 pounds you take out of sprung weight (weight held up by the suspension) is 1/10th off your 1/4 mile, 1lb is 1/100th of a second, every little bit helps to make the car faster, and it adds up.  <br />There for I see shorter less bending IC piping will make more power and run a faster time then a long, bendy IC set up*.  There is no way to say it will not help.  But ignorant people will believe what they want.<br /><br />~John <br />* If the same car, the same day, at the same track/dyno swapped out IC piping with the same IC and turbo set up,  one being long bendy crap and the other nice short light minimal bending IC piping. But I don't think anyone will do that.||24.118.193.133||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000113||galantvr4us||10-26-2003||01:19 PM||||Not to beat an already dead horse but its also what works for your setup.  I HAD to go over the turbo due to the setup of the intercooler etc, etc.  I am sure that if an intercooler had one more bend than another intercooler it would be more efficient etc. but not enough to go change my whole setup.  Now when I am trying for that 9 sec pass thats a different story....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Then I wake up....<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000114||Doug Thomas||10-26-2003||02:59 PM||||When I say that the shorter routing is not really that much better than following the stock routing I�m speaking from experience because I�ve personally tried both ways on my car and didn�t notice much of a difference. I�ve also seen some very fast cars that follow the stock routing. Both Victor Brant (stock routing and over the exhaust manifold) and Andy Beachely (follows the stock routing from throttle body to intercooler, but goes under the manifold from compressing housing to intercooler). I know on my set-up that I�ve run for years over the exhaust manifold that it has two 90-degree bends and one 45-degree going from the turbo to the intercooler. I decide to point the t compressor down and now I have a 90-degree silicone hose coming of the intercooler, another 90-degree pipe and a 90-degree silicone hose off the turbo. The piping is a little shorter, but I now have three 90-degree bends instead of two that I had before, this is with a the older style Spearco 2-178 core with the piping on the end tanks pointing left to right. Did I notice big difference? No. Sorry if some of you don�t agree with me, but I�m just giving my opinion because I�ve actually tried it.<br /><br />What did make a difference on my car was better intake pipe off the turbo. When I switched from the stock intake to the BR intake the car felt more responsive and was much faster when I took it to the track. The intake to me lowered my times more than the bigger intercooler and shorter intercooler piping, which were all installed at the same time.||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000115||DSMotorsport||10-26-2003||08:16 PM||||I have to agree with doug on this topic.<br /><br />We KNOW from physics that the shorter piping will help in spoolup,temp, and pressure.<br /><br />What we DO NOT KNOW is exactly how much it would help. It could be a tenth and 1mph.  It could be 3 tenths.<br /><br />It could also be .003 and 1/64th of a HP.  Apparently noone has done a true back to back, even doug.<br /><br />From my experience it's not worth the trouble to worry about it.  Car packaging, ease of install, and not having to change other things are far far more important than pipe length.<br /><br />Ill for sure take the longer pipe routing over having to either replace or hack my radiator to fit the pipes.<br /><br />If your building a no holds barred type car (#3) than you do what you want or think is best.  for normall basic upgrade cars I honestly don't think it makes any differance.||65.40.239.140||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000116||MiSTER2||10-27-2003||01:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> JDM GVR4 FMIC and piping with a 2G elbow...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1615" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1615&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1616" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1616&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey invader, did you have to remove the fog lights to fit the jap spec fmic and plumbing or was it just personal preference?||129.78.64.101||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000117||chadhayashi||10-30-2003||02:13 AM||||<img src="http://www.ddynopower.com/pics/95fmic.jpg" alt=" - " /> [/QB][/QUOTE]<br />I have one of the RRE group buy kits from back in '99. The I/C is similar to the one shown but the top tank is flipped. Core is 18x6x3<br /> Spearco tanks, Griffen core. It's not nearly as big or cool as some of yours, but the first Colorado 12.0 sec DSM used the same core pictured. That's well within my E.T. goals. On the next turbo car(DSM. Z, Supra, 7, one of those) I'm going air-h20.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000118||GVR$in||10-30-2003||02:49 AM||||Anyone else wonderin why this is in the tech section? I could see dimensions being in here and all.. hehe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000119||Clay||10-30-2003||08:41 AM||||well i wanted to see what all the dimensions people had so i could know what size to pick, and i wanted to see if the majority or people had stock routing or short routing on the piping and stuff<br /><br />i just wanted to get an idea of what i should do, but, if it belongs somewhere else im sorry||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000120||curtis||10-30-2003||12:06 PM||||I don't think a few feet of air volume makes that big of a difference on a street car.  If we wanted the shortest route we would be ploping our intercoolers on top of the motor and runing a set up like the WRX or the old turbo coupe thunderbirds.  I think we should be happy we have room for intercoolers in the front.  Some cars dont have that ability.  I know I would hate to have to buy and plumb a air to water under the dash.||67.25.32.245||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003617.cgi
A||||1||neonturbo1995||Turbo flange questions.||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||10-17-2003||12:22 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||OK, my friend has a 98 Nissan Frontier and I have a spare 14B and a spare T25 turbo here that are in good condition and we have decided to throw it in the Frontier and fab up the pipes, etc.  I have found some Turbo manifolds that are for the engine, but are flanged for T3 or T3/T4 turbos.  Will this flange work for a Mitsubishi Turbo as well???  I am not sure, so I thought I would ask you guys!||68.164.12.171||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||curtis||10-17-2003||12:58 AM||||NO    but Hahn racecraft sells an adapter for 50 bucks but it usually for a garret on a mitsu housing but know big deal.  It will work.  OK next problem||67.25.36.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003618.cgi
A||||1||curtis||lifters, lifters, lifters||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||10-17-2003||02:43 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Which ones do I choose.  I know the problems with the 1st gens.  By measurements the 2nd gens are just a bit shorter when pumped up and have yet to have a set of 3rd gen lifters to compare.  I'm going to be getting a set in a few weeks and would like to know if the 3rd gens are the same lenght as the 1st gens.  Or could I use the evos ?  I would like to keep the rocker geometry the same.  The forces applied to the lifters, rockers, and cams are pretty large and don't want any problems in the future.  A rocker arm geometry problem in the twisted wedge heads I had on my mustang was the death blow to the car.  I had 4 sets of heads in about a 6 month time period and finially the last set a valve broke due to the improper sizing of the bronze guides by Trick Flow and lost about 6 grand worth of motor when the valve let go at 5000.  One of the exhaust valves let go and found its way to all 8 cylinders through the open plemum intake. <br />A set of custom pistons $900<br />A set of custom rods $700 <br />A set of stage 3 heads $2200<br />Valves $20 plus a piece<br />4 complete sets of head and intake gaskets $350<br /><br />The look on my face<br />Pisssed the hell off    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Oh shit look at my post number 383, ain't that a chevy stoker motor.  I hate chevy's||67.25.36.149||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||10-17-2003||06:45 AM||||Yep, trick flows use that nice "cleveland" style canted valve setup.  I was always smacking pistons with valves myself.  Honestly I don't think that a valve seat coming out has anything to do with an improperly sized guide, unless it was so damned loose that the valve was actually hitting the seat and a big ass angle versus flat.  Usually, what happens is the valve head cracks, falls off and grenades your motor, and all you see on the seat is a worn to hell spot on one edge.  Maybe they didn't use the correct sized seat and the interference fit wasn't great enough to hold it?  <br />I still use my first gen lifters.  Hell, all lifters wear out after a while.  I've heard though, that the 3 gen lifters are the best.  Still, soaking your old ones in a spare can of that self destructo gunk engine flush usually limbers them back up.  If you're swapping lifters, be sure to pull your timing belt, and replace all that stuff if you haven't.  I had just replaced mine in #1244 20k ago and lo and behold, while I was putting the new head on I decided to check the tensioners for wear.  Both pullys had loose bearings, and the hydro tensioner was stuck.  I pinned it while it was in the car.  It never moved when I pulled the pin 20k ago.  Normally I set belt tension with the eccentric, and leave the hydro tensioner unpinned, but due to the adjustment, it is usually close to fully depressed.  That way there's room for it to keep the belt tight as it stretches.  This one never moved.  I got lucky, as the belt wasn't very loose yet.  Thank god for continental belts.  They don't seem to stretch as much as the mitsu belts, but they come with a mitsu part number.<br />I'm an old 67 mustang fastback pilot myself..427 medium riser powered, and the other was a high winding 289 with 351w 4bbl 1969 heads.  Not in the trick flow range, but with 12.5:1 and a crane .510 lift 308 duration cam, an original sideways torker, (not the crap torker II) and a holly 780 dp with the mandatory top loader 4 speed and 4:11 gears, she was a snappy little street beast up to 8500 rpm.  Only problems I had was blowing head gaskets until they came out with the copper ones.  And the 427 was a FACTORY car with no shock towers..and a cage with ford part #'s..and a fiberglass hood, fenders, doors, and trunk lid..all with factory part numbers.  Remember the old "volcano" hood scoops?  You will never, ever guess what was written on the side of the doors when I wet sanded thru 13 layers of paint..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003619.cgi
A||||7||gixxer||turbo oil sources||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||10-17-2003||03:39 AM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||i have 2 choices right now that prevent me from getting my car back on the road.<br /><br />since i stripped the head where the banjo oil line fits.  <br /><br />i can either have it helicoiled and run oil from the stock location<br /><br />OR i can do it 2g aka PTE style and run an oil line from the filter housing.<br />i know some turbos are designed with higher oil pressures in mind, but they are built differently than my 20g.<br /><br />anyone know people that run mitsu turbos this way? i'm thinking it probably can't hurt for when the time comes to upgrade to something stupid huge, i'll probably have to switch to the 2g way. but then again i believe FP prefers the stock way. hmm, i really don't know a lot about the subject so BAM! i'm posting<br /><br />LEARN ME!!!||209.86.16.46||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||10-17-2003||04:36 AM||||If FP says off the head they're probably referring to the oil supply for one of their ball bearing turbos, which require much less oil than a conventional bushing turbo. I bought Andy's FP green and while on the phone with him, he said that FP suggests running any green or red style hybrid off the filter housing because the larger thrust bearing requires more oil. <br />I've read varied opinions throughout all the DSM forums on the subject (i'm also having a hard time deciding on which head gasket to go with because of the varied opinions) and it's hard for me to decide but I think I'll go with what the turbo manufaturer suggests.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||10-17-2003||06:53 AM||||Yep, if you're going ball bearing turbo, either use the head after you throw a helicoil in there, or do it the 2g way, but use a restrictor to limit the oil pressre.  The high oil pressure will actually decrease the life of the ball bearings.  With a plain bearing it can as well, just thru simple erosion, but considering they only last around 40k anyway before the hot section looks like the grand canyon and your flapper door has nothing to seal on, the point is moot.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||10-17-2003||10:08 AM||||Mypinion is that if you use the oil from the head.You are using oil that has already traveled though atleast half of the motor. If you use it from the housing your getting it as its brought throw the pick up which has a screen on it. I think the oil has less of a chance of having metal or something else in it.||162.84.82.217||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||10-17-2003||10:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Mypinion is that if you use the oil from the head.You are using oil that has already traveled though atleast half of the motor. If you use it from the housing your getting it as its brought throw the pick up which has a screen on it. I think the oil has less of a chance of having metal or something else in it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That screen on the pickup is only big enough to catch (relatively) huge chunks.  <br /><br />I have yet to see a failure due to "low pressure" from someone using the head as an oil feed source.  Hell, it has worked for me for over 200K miles, and I noticed even Buschur ran it on his RWD.  <br /><br />I just don't think it's a really big deal where you pull the oil from, unless you have a requirement to meet, like 360 degree thrust bearing, ball bearing, etc.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||10-17-2003||10:19 AM||||For that very reason, AGP uses a filter on their ball-bearing install:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.agpturbo.com/garya2.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.agpturbo.com/garya2.jpg</a>||24.148.12.133||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||10-17-2003||10:38 AM||||Yeah, I spoke with Robert Young at FP about it, and they tried those -4 fuel filters on the oil feed line and decided they weren't necessarily going to catch all the particles of damage inducing size.  <br /><br />I don't know the imperical data or validity, but that's what he told me when I asked about it for my car.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||autobahntom||10-17-2003||10:38 AM||||Slowboyracing also recommends use of an inline filter with bb turbos that get oil from the head. (an 'Earls' brand filter and fittings came with my turbo).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/003620.cgi
A||||3||howard_GVR4||Magnaflow vs. Ultraflow, the verdict is in||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||10-17-2003||10:32 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Ok, soooo, yesterday I cut the 3" Ultaflow can off, which was ridiculously loud.  Like so loud, I had to yell over it or blast the stereo to cover the droning (sorry Ed).  It was approximately as loud as my 2.5" with no muffler and no cat.  <br /><br />I had a 3" inlet/outlet Magnaflow race series SS muffler installed, 5 x 8 dimensions.  I used a 3" Magnaflow SS tip, slant cut, very mild in appearance, but not stock looking.  <br /><br />The result = it's now quieter than with the 2.5" exhaust with oval Ultraflow and a cat.  It's a tad louder than stock at idle, but not by too much.  Sounds kinda like a stock Evo.  <br /><br />The tip on the previous Ultraflow 3" can was pretty big, 5" outside, 4" inside, and I think it was acting like a megaphone and making the exhaust even louder.  <br /><br />Ken... if you're reading this, try going to a smaller tip on that magnaflow before you decide to ditch the muffler.  My car is the quietest it's been since stock, and not it has a 3" exhaust.  <br /><br />(pics coming soon)||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||10-17-2003||10:48 AM||||Back in the dark ages, I remember Nate Pharr making nearly the same comment.  He said to keep the tip the same size as the muffler outlet and it would cut the exhaust noise quite a bit.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||SLedge||10-17-2003||11:00 AM||||howard, can you share the part number for the Magnaflow muffler you're using?||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||10-17-2003||04:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> howard, can you share the part number for the Magnaflow muffler you're using? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">14219 3" in/out, 5 x 9 body, straight through Race series.<br /><br />The tip was probably 35101.  3" dia, 12" length, quiet as a mofo.||4.34.143.26||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003621.cgi
A||||1||lance||Torque Specs for  main bearing and conrod||||1||||lance||00000375
Z||000000||lance||10-17-2003||11:44 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||Hello guys<br /><br />What's the torque specs on the Main bearing and the conrod bearing?||63.136.115.248||reg||1||lance||00000375||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||10-17-2003||03:19 PM||||Bearing cap bolt - DOHC 68N/M  49Ft/lb<br />Connecting rod cap nut  52N/m  38Ft/Lb<br /><br />Straight out of the mitsu manual.||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum2/003622.cgi
A||||6||stevevr4||relocating AC controls?||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||10-17-2003||01:50 PM||stever321@yahoo.com||Anyone ever relocate one or all of the AC controls?  I need a spot for my boost gauge but I don't want to go with an a-pillar pod... wondering if its possible.  I took the trim off but I don't know how to pop the controls off and don't want to break something.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||RayH||10-17-2003||02:12 PM||||Have you considered putting the gauge flush in the instrument panel between tach and speedo?  It's a little bit of work but looks almost stock when it's done.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000002||curtis||10-18-2003||12:43 AM||||Try this <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1638" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1638&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />all you need is some sheet aluminum and some time and patience.  I know I need to clean up my car and before you ask the blue light is for the cyclone intake accuator.  At 3 psi it lights up. Its my blue light special  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.34.149||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||10-18-2003||10:45 AM||||one of the reasons i like the a pillar pod, is it puts the gauge very close to your line of sight, so you dont have to take your eyes off the road to look at it.  looking down at the gauge is really distracting.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Gvr4-330||10-18-2003||10:58 AM||||What did you use to actuate the cyclone?  I've got the cyclone in my car right now, but the butterflies aren't hooked up   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I've got the vacuum thing, and the canister.  I just need the signal source, and that's what I'm looking for.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||10-18-2003||01:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> one of the reasons i like the a pillar pod, is it puts the gauge very close to your line of sight, so you dont have to take your eyes off the road to look at it.  looking down at the gauge is really distracting. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes!||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||curtis||10-18-2003||11:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> one of the reasons i like the a pillar pod, is it puts the gauge very close to your line of sight, so you dont have to take your eyes off the road to look at it.  looking down at the gauge is really distracting. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have it down there because its out of the way and I don't stare at my boost gauge.  Hell the only time I look at it is when I'm setting up the boost controller.  The car doesn't boost creep at all and it hits 21psi on the street and if I'm running some one the overtake on the boost controller is set at 28psi but 21 psi has taken care of business so far.||64.159.109.103||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003623.cgi
A||||3||SLedge||Where is the ECU||||1||||Sledge||00002035
Z||000000||SLedge||10-17-2003||02:21 PM||||Where is the ECU?  Sorry if my "search" skills suck, but I couldn't find the answer.<br /><br />I've got some cold-morning noises I'm afraid might be my factory caps and want to check 'em ASAP.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||10-17-2003||02:22 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003357" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003357</a>||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||SLedge||10-17-2003||02:24 PM||||Damn, I just found that myself under the "Read me first" section.  Guess I really am that dumb!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||10-17-2003||02:26 PM||||its all good bro!<br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum2/003624.cgi
A||||3||pocket rocket||Engine in car ||||6||||pocket rocket||00002334
Z||000000||pocket rocket||10-17-2003||04:39 PM||shadey3@hotmail.com||With some TLC i got the evo moter in the car. stuff i did to the motor.<br />1) port & polish the head <br />2) ceramic coated valves and springs <br />3) ceramic coated the intake and exhaust ports<br />4) SO1 the crank & all bearings and cam <br />5) hks turbo cams <br />6) copper clutch and flywheel <br />7) bore out block to 2.2cc<br />8) custon pistons to ofit 2.2 cc with ceramic coated top and so1 sides <br />9) ceramic intake and exhaust manifolds<br />10)shorthen the exhaust & exhaust manifold <br />11) bigger trottle body <br />12) new o2 sensor<br />13) plugin link engine management<br />14)iridium spark plugs <br />15) eom coils but firewirer platium spark cables <br />16) hks blow off valve with apexi electronic boost controler<br />17) hks waste gate <br />18) lucky to get a used extreme evo 7 intercooler<br />19)replace the hoses <br />20) heat wrapped the exhaust manifold and 3"downpipe<br />21)clean up the twinscroll remove castings <br />I know in the process of tunning the engine management and i have to break in the engine before i can give you an hp reading but i did a launch at 4000 with a 18 psi set on the controler and the car twisted so some more bracing is inorder  ill keep u posted||209.94.208.134||reg||6||pocket rocket||00002334||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-17-2003||04:50 PM||||Wow, sounds like a lot of work, but a pretty nice upgrade path.  Looks good, and let us know how it goes!  What Evo motor did you use?  I mean, from what Evo was the motor?<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by pocket rocket:<br /><strong> <br />10)shorthen the exhaust & exhaust manifold <br /><br />21)clean up the twinscroll remove castings <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And what does shorten the exhaust manifold mean?  I thought the twin scroll turbos were "backward" from our turbos?  How'd you get that to work?||69.59.219.234||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-20-2003||08:37 AM||||The twin scroll turbo would work when combined with the EVO4 to 7 manifold but the turbo is reversed from the vr4 or evo 1-3 (inlet and outlet are reversed) <br /><br />I think he said he had a mirage?? I don't know what's going on. The car "twisted?"<br /><br />Huh?<br /><br />This is like 3 months of work from someone who was looking for parts and an engine only 2 weeks ago.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||pocket rocket||10-22-2003||08:26 AM||||1)got the evo 5 motor<br />2)sorry about the mistake its intake and exhaust <br />3)some of the parts where already done before i asked u guys for some advice like the turbo and intake and exhaust engine management and head <br />4)got the 1997-1998 gsr lancer 1.8 turbo<br />5)the chassis or the car twist when i launch of the line still tunning the emanagement pain in the a$$ but is coming to come  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.94.210.46||reg||6||pocket rocket||00002334||yes



ubb/Forum2/003625.cgi
A||||8||GVR4||Need a new turbo||||5||||GVR4||00000358
Z||000000||GVR4||10-17-2003||05:23 PM||spyder_gsr@hotmail.com||looking to replace my stock turbo and I would like to upgrade to at least a 16g....The car is still pretty much stock except for cat-back and opened up intake...After looking at the Extreme Motorsports site I thought I would ask here. What I'm looking for is something that I can run now at stock boost levels safely and upgrade as needed to turn up the boost. What do ya'll suggest 16g or frank jr?<br /><br />TJ||137.144.97.216||reg||5||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||10-17-2003||05:48 PM||||Slowboyracing (and others) have the EVO III turbo, slightly bigger than a big 16. If you go to their website you can see pictures.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Jason G.||10-17-2003||09:17 PM||||16g over the Jr. Get it ported as well. Shop around,Im sure you can find them cheaper then what Extreme charges. I remember Texas Rebuild selling small 16g for 495 a lil while ago.||65.35.42.214||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||10-17-2003||10:12 PM||||Shoot for a hundred more, that's what the evo III job is going for... Ah hell, just have him get Buschers new br580 or whatever it is and leave the stock exhaust on it.  He definitely won't have boost creep..and his upgrades in the future would be HOW easy?||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||Jason G.||10-18-2003||06:35 PM||||These guys are new and have    some pretty good prices.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.horsepowerhq.com/turbo.htm" target="_blank">http://www.horsepowerhq.com/turbo.htm</a>||65.35.42.214||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||10-18-2003||07:15 PM||||Forced Performance offers Evo III packages:<br /><br /><a href="http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=FP&Category_Code=DSM-TPkg" target="_blank">http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=FP&Category_Code=DSM-TPkg</a><br /><br />the basic package is a Evo III Big 16g, basic install kit and free shipping for $569<br /><br />package 2 is the same thing only ported for $639<br /><br />package 3 comes with a ported Evo III Big 16g, ported O2 housing and gasket set for $847. I think I am going to get this one since my car isn't ready for my 3055... there is 4th package with a fuel pump but i already have one||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||06:03 PM||||Be careful what you buy on e-bay, but you can find big 16g with ported 7cm exhaust new for around $600.00.....||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000007||number3||10-20-2003||06:50 PM||||Stick with the well know turbo companies.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com" target="_blank">www.slowboyracing.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.agpturbo.com" target="_blank">www.agpturbo.com</a><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.machv.com/turbochargers.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/turbochargers.html</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclturbos.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclturbos.htm</a> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/turbos.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/turbos.shtml</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.Forcedperformance.com" target="_blank">www.Forcedperformance.com</a><br /><br />for example...<br /><br />Price should NOT be the reason you buy something from someone... service is...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||10-21-2003||02:03 PM||||I have about 70k miles on my Frank Jr from Extreme. It was fully clipped adn ported etc and I could not be happier. It spools nicly and makes good power. For a street car it is fine. If I were to upgrade at this point I woudl go for a ball bearing turbo taht looked as stock as possible. My only complaint, I cannot hear that lovely turbo whine like you head from stock VW 1.8T/Audi TT's. Oh well, my car hauls ass, theirs sounds cool. I also have their ported 95 exh manifold and O2 housing. All the work was of fine quality. <br /><br />Have you made a decision yet?||205.166.229.105||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/003626.cgi
A||||2||GVR$in||255 pump a necessity w/ a green?||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-17-2003||05:58 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I currently have a rewired 3si fuel pump, 660s and an AFC for fuel and wanted to get some different opinions on how well it would do with the internally gated green I just purchased. <br /><br />A few friends have recommended a 255 w/ an fpr. I'll go that route if needed. Im planning on running 18psi daily on the green. I think for now the rewired 3si will do fine.<br /><br />Thanks.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-18-2003||01:21 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||10-18-2003||02:20 AM||||Read my posts for kingvr4 and for ash I am tired of this subject.||65.177.241.239||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003627.cgi
A||||5||GRV4726||torque specs?||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||10-17-2003||07:10 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||why can't i find the torque specs for the flywheel on my cd manual? they should be under engine right? i checked clutch and manual transaxle just in case but couldn't find the specs?<br /><br />so what are they? <br /><br />thanks||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||10-17-2003||09:28 PM||||anyone?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||10-17-2003||10:08 PM||||If I remember correctly, I have my flywheel bolts at 75 to 85..might be higher as I used ARP bolts the second time around<br />The pressure plate is something tiny like 8-12 lb ft per bolt or less.<br /><br />If you'd like, I've gotta go by the shop tomorrow and I can check for ya..email me if you need me to check..NOT PM, as I don't have time to check it in the morning..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||10-17-2003||10:32 PM||||i'd really like to get this done tonight... 75 - 85 sounds about right. the cranksprocket nut is 80 to 95 or something like that, so it should be arround what you suggested. but i still want to be sure. there has to be someone out there that knows.<br /><br />thanks, i may have to take you up on that but we'll see if anyone else replies.||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000004||number3||10-17-2003||10:40 PM||||My first thought was 80 ft/lbs before I read Beemers guess, if that helps.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||10-18-2003||02:54 AM||||Haynes says 94-101 I think mitsu decided that you did not need to torque the flywheel.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.241.239||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003628.cgi
A||||5||229of1000||Sudden steering problem.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||10-18-2003||12:51 AM||||Since I bought the '91 a couple months ago, it has had a fairly annoying shudder from 70+.  I rarely drive over 65 in this town, so it hasn't been a problem.  Tonight I went with some friends to a concert.  I was crusing at 95mph (late, of course) on the interstate for about 25 miles.  Get off the interstate, driving slow, and I notice a severe shaking and pulling.  <br /><br />Here's what it does.  Low speeds, the wheel shakes left to right, and pulls fairly hard to the right.  It's not a steady pull, it's whenever the wheel jerks to the right.  The brakes actually hinder the pulling and shaking, and help keep it in straight line.  It's when coasting or driving normal that it does it.  <br /><br />So, what could've happened?  Did something break?  Could a missing wheel weight do this?  It's late and I haven't been able to give it a check out yet.  Tire pressure seemed fine, no visible loose lugnuts and the wheels look okay.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||10-18-2003||01:20 AM||||yea i had the same problem after 65 mph..California freeway traveling 80mph is typical..it turned out that i needed a wheel balance..||67.127.58.197||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||10-18-2003||11:38 PM||||I don't know, the car pulls really hard even at 10mph.  You don't really need to steer when turning right.  Tomorrow I'm going to swap each tire with the spare to see if it is a wheel out of balance.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||10-20-2003||10:00 AM||||Wheel bearings?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||10-20-2003||10:39 AM||||Try hitting the brakes..hard..at that speed.  If it shakes the shit out of you and you think you're gonna die..replace both outer tie rods, and check the inners for play..  I thought my abs was freaking out, and I had two hellishly warped rotors..I turned the rotors, less than .005 and they were flat..  wheel bearings were new..fresh balance..  tie rods were both loose enough that they hit a harmonic vibration at around the same speed you are getting it..plus I had a bad ball joint.  Check tire balance first//cheapest//<br />tie rods second//even a noob can do these//<br />alignment third//max 80 bucks<br />ball joints fourth//pain in the ass, buy you can do it<br />rotors only if you feel your foot bouncing up and down on the pedal when you nail them..steering wheel shudder is tie rod ends, NOT rotors being warped.  You may have to do this several times to be sure though..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||05:47 PM||||ditto||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes



ubb/Forum2/003629.cgi
A||||0||1quickvr4||Using a N/A Throttle Body||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||10-18-2003||03:11 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Im gonnna be using one on my car, Are there any seals that are diffrent or I should change since its gonna be boosted? I like this setup a LOT more than the turbo style and I can go to a stang setup later, and one less gasket to leak.||64.63.217.244||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/003630.cgi
A||||8||autobahntom||Tool for installing valve keepers||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||10-18-2003||07:24 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||I put crower springs and HKS 272/272 on 1172/2000 today. Fun. The machine shop I deal with gets lots of my business, so he let me borrow a tool for installing valve keepers. It does nothing for removing them, ONLY installing them. I have done lots of keepers (both on and off cars) with the 'old' tool, but this tool was awesome. Took about 10 seconds to install each keeper. <br />Herin lies the problem. The tool has no markings and he has had it forever and it is worn. I want one, but don't know where to get one.<br />The tool is about 7 inches long, 1 3/4" in diameter. Has a point on the end (spring loaded). You put the retainer on the spring, with the keepers in place ABOVE where they belong. Then, just put the tool vertically on the spring/retainer/keeper and push down. The valve goes up in the body of the tool, the keepers don't; allowing them to lock in place.<br />Anyone have any idea what this tool is called? I will get some pictures before I return the tool and post them. <br />Thanks,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||KenGVR4||10-19-2003||01:55 PM||||Does it look like this?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.etoolcart.com/product.asp?0=227&1=231&3=4128" target="_blank">http://www.etoolcart.com/product.asp?0=227&1=231&3=4128</a>||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000002||redheat86||10-19-2003||03:16 PM||||Damn i wish i would have known about a tool, all those damn honda heads ive done sucked ass, using only white grease and a tapered tap.||63.229.223.55||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||10-19-2003||04:04 PM||||that is the tool. It looks like it is also for taking the keepers off. (would have made it alot easier coming apart). Now I know. lol.<br />Thanks, I will order one.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||10-20-2003||10:29 AM||||Ok, now anyone got a part # for a decent valve spring compressor?  Nice to see a way to get the keepers in and out, but the old slotted sparkplug socket welded to a small block chevy spring compressor isn't cutting it..and I need two of them actually..one for on the motor, and one for off the motor..<br />and no, OTC doesn't make jack for our engines anymore, even though they made all the mitsu special tools..they don't even have the damned blueprints for the tools anymore..I asked..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||10-20-2003||12:38 PM||||Search for item #54125 on  <a href="http://www.northerntool.com" target="_blank">Northern Tool's web site</a>.  I use something that looks exactly like it, only I paid ~2x that amount when I bought it from Snapon.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   It works fairly well for doing valve springs with the head on the motor.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||10-20-2003||02:40 PM||||<a href="http://www.northerntool.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?storeId=6970&langId=-1&catalogId=4006970&PHOTOS=on&TEST=Y&productId=297037&categoryId=0" target="_blank">154125 valve spring compressor at northerntool.</a>||67.127.58.197||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||10-20-2003||04:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.northerntool.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?storeId=6970&langId=-1&catalogId=4006970&PHOTOS=on&TEST=Y&productId=297037&categoryId=0" target="_blank">154125 valve spring compressor at northerntool.</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://www.northerntool.com/images/product/images/154125_lg.jpg" alt=" - " />||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000008||autobahntom||10-20-2003||04:32 PM||||I have and use the tool pictured by Geoff. It works very well. However, with the tool that is at the beginning of this thread, there is almost zero need for the 'valve spring compressor' tool; as the keeper tool does it. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/003631.cgi
A||||3||fast_gvr4||Buschur Racing Sheet Metal Intake||||5||||fast_gvr4||00001484
Z||000000||fast_gvr4||10-19-2003||09:55 AM||||I had purchased the Magnus Motorsports intake manifold, but sold it to a friend who was building up his Talon. I am now faced with the decision of which intake to purchase? The Magnus is a fine piece with the advantage of being ultra lightweight. Has anyone used the Buschur Racing intake? Do you have a friend who has tried one? any info, comments are welcomed.<br /><br />The new engine has all the "goodies", Crower/Ross combo, 272's, T66 Bullet Head turbo, 83lbs injectors, Venom Cam Gears, Fidanza Flywheel, etc.<br /><br />The car had run a best of 11.59 @ 119.93 as posted in  <a href="http://www.dsmtimes.org/galant.htm" target="_blank">DSM times</a> ,on stock engine with a 60-1 @ 30psi, with full interior, A/C, P/S, etc. I am now building a full race engine to see if I can clock a 10.9 in full street trim.||172.144.137.103||reg||5||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||10-20-2003||09:31 AM||||AMS offers the Forrester intake for about $400. See their dyno test here:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/frhtest_main.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/frhtest_main.asp</a>||216.65.161.213||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Jon||10-20-2003||09:34 AM||||Andy (a board member) has his own intake manifold too.  <a href="http://www.122performance.com" target="_blank">http://www.122performance.com</a> but I don't see the price listed.  <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.usionline.net/122/Sheet%20Metal%20Intake/index.htm" target="_blank">http://www.usionline.net/122/Sheet%20Metal%20Intake/index.htm</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||Kibo||10-20-2003||12:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> AMS offers the Forrester intake for about $400.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's more like $565:   <a href="http://www.automotosports.com/dsm_intake.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/dsm_intake.asp</a>||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/003632.cgi
A||||4||drew||Switching to synthetic||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||10-19-2003||11:23 AM||||Hey all, I'm in the process of breaking in my engine, and i'm approaching the magical 1,000 mile mark soon.<br /><br />I know you're not supposed to use synthetic on a new motor. What's the consensus on the mileage for switching over to synthetic?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-19-2003||11:24 AM||||3K seems to be the magical mark, but you could switch to a mix at 1500.||209.107.92.130||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||10-19-2003||04:11 PM||||I have eard from alot of sources that there is no problem switching at any time. There are alot of cars that come from the factory with it in them. Having said that I still wait until aleast 1,000 miles. This is something that everybody will have a different opinion on.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||05:58 PM||||anywhere from 3-6k miles is the accepted mileage rule after break-in, according to dealers and industry standards. an engine rebuilt after the fact can not be compared directly to a brand new engine in these respects....apples and oranges.... Because often times we are using parts that were originally part of the old engine, ie, block, head, piston rods, cylinders and such......if switching occurs too soon, there can be issues with oil consumption, not always, but sometimes.......better safe than sorry.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000004||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||06:00 PM||||anywhere from 3-6k miles is the accepted mileage rule after break-in...........<br /><br />excuse me......anywhere from 3-6k miles "for the break in".....sorry about that.....fatfingers||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes



ubb/Forum2/003633.cgi
A||||12||ken inn||hks 264 cams-removed||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||10-19-2003||12:00 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i switched back to the stock cams yesterday.  NOW i can tell the difference.  there is definetly some top end missing, from about 6k on, the stockers start to give up, and the motor seems to labor a bit to get to 7k.  the hks kept on pulling, and would easily go beyond 7k.  the hks cams top end at 7500+(i never went beyond that) seemed stronger than the stockers at 6.5k.  however, the idle is back glass smooth, those who said the hks 264 idle like stock are either full of it, or they are way less picky than i am.  i just dont believe the hks cams will idle.  also, right off idle, and in the range that I drive at, the stockers are better.  smoother from idle up to 4k, and at low rpm cruise(2-3k) the stockers are much better.  midrange pull has also dropped slightly lower.  lots of people drive at higher rpms than i do, so for them the hks cams will act like they are the same as stock.  i think there is a difference below 3k rpm, and a definite difference at idle.  also, the exh sound is different, and quieter.  also, when i initially installed the hks cams, i reused the valve cover gasket, i just smeared on a thin layer of rtv sealant, after cleaning both surfaces the best i could.  there was not a drop of oil leaking, and when i went to pull off the valve cover, it came off very easily.  this is definetly the way to go.  i hate oil leaks.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||10-19-2003||12:19 PM||||I installed the HKS 272/272 yesterday and the car will NOT idle under current settings. Seems to have lots more above 5k though. Need to datalog so get actual tuning numbers. <br />Will the car idle better with adjustment to BISS? How about a vacuum canister like some of the old cars (and turbo Buicks) have? <br />Thanks,<br />Tom<br /><br />Mods are GT12 turbo, 660s, MAFT, FMIC, Jeff modded eprom, 3" exhaust, Ross pistons, Ferrea Valves, Taylor wires, etc.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||10-19-2003||03:53 PM||||well, since the idle is controlled by the ecu, you can get it to idle a bit higher, but this caused my idle to "hunt", and it was irratating.  when i readjusted base idle and timing for the stock cams, i had to screw in the biss about a turn and a half to bring it back down.  also, the vacuum at idle is now about 19-20 inches, with the hks cams, it was about 16.  with the hks cams, the car idled smoothly if i could hold it at 1200 rpm.  but at that hi an idle, it will surge a lot unless you keep the revs hi.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||BluFalcon||10-19-2003||05:27 PM||||So are these 264's for sale now?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||10-19-2003||06:04 PM||||ed, you KNOW better than that.  howard already pee'd all over them.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||BluFalcon||10-19-2003||06:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> ed, you KNOW better than that.  howard already pee'd all over them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">CURSES! Foiled again by that Howard fellow......||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||10-19-2003||08:25 PM||||[looks over shoulder while playing spooky chords on organ]<br /><br />MOOHOOHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHA!||4.34.143.26||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||redheat86||10-19-2003||08:51 PM||||are any of you guys doing cam gear tunning to correct idle? as well as iacv duty if these cars have that..?||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||10-19-2003||09:04 PM||||You dont need gears on the HKS, Just all the others....||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||10-19-2003||09:24 PM||||having driven the car a couple more times on the stock cams, i gotta say, there is a lot missing on top end.  i remember 2 times i actually got the rear end to break loose.  there really was some good power in those cams.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||DongeR615||10-19-2003||10:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> [looks over shoulder while playing spooky chords on organ]<br /><br />MOOHOOHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHA! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">rofl  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.127.58.197||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000011||Beemer||10-20-2003||10:24 AM||||Just to let you all know, #1244 just found out that his supposedly .410 web cams are actually .460 cams.  Now with a 1.7 rocker arm ratio, this comes out to be...782 LIFT.  This can't be right..we don't have enough room for that much lift..  Can anyone verify that 1.7 ratio?  I think this thing is gonna whack the valves once the lifters pump up..and I did degree it..by some miracle, I just had to retard two degrees on each cam and they were straight up..unless my dial indicator, or my brain was screwed up..<br />Any ideas here on how much absolute lift our motors can take before smacking valves at tdc?  I really, really need to know..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000012||1quickvr4||10-20-2003||10:34 AM||||What grind are they? Most of the Webs are the 546/547 strretgrind.||64.63.217.239||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/003634.cgi
A||||13||hecdws||evo 8 injectors||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||10-19-2003||12:51 PM||hecdws@aol.com||i was installing a clutch on one at work friday and noticed they use 560cc injectors any one tried using these on a vr4. i figure with the evo guys wanting to go fast these injectors will be up for sale cheap.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||10-20-2003||03:17 PM||||Hector, I have one of these injectors (still working on collecting more), and they should fit in a VR4 fine.  They are actually made by the same company as the stock injectors, and are virtually identical in dimension.  I think the nose is a tiny bit longer.  They even use the exact same o-rings and seal washers.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||10-20-2003||03:37 PM||||David, do you know if these use the oval spray pattern (that is supposed to be beneficial)?||167.142.22.19||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||10-21-2003||09:03 AM||||That I do not know at this time, Kevin.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||10-21-2003||09:18 AM||||Do the pintles have two holes at the bottom (kinda like an 8)?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||10-27-2003||05:20 PM||||No, they have 4 holes, arrayed like the 4 on a dice.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||atc250r||11-04-2003||12:31 PM||||I gotta bring this topic back from the ead. Has anyone actually done this swap yet? I have a chance to get a set of four but I don't want to bother if they aren't going to fit. If I do try it anyway I'll let you all know how it worked. I am assuming I'll need a HKS S-AFR or something similar when doing this?<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||11-04-2003||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> I am assuming I'll need a HKS S-AFR or something similar when doing this?<br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or a Keydiver chip.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   GooOOO JEFF!!||69.59.219.169||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||11-04-2003||03:48 PM||||I was going to post that earlier, but figured it went without saying. They should work perfect.||67.34.12.141||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||atc250r||11-04-2003||07:21 PM||||Jeff,<br /><br />    I guess you do chip reflashing, what does it cost and do all GVR4's come with a removeable chip or do I have to pop the ECU open and check it out?<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||11-05-2003||12:10 AM||||All GVR-4's originally came with an EPROM-type ECU. But, given the age of these cars, and the leaking caps problem, there's no guarantees you still have the original. The only SURE way is to take it out and open it. TMO's pages have some nice pictures on how to tell if you have an EPROM.<br />You still need to socket it though, its not just a plugin.<br />My GVR-4 chips are FREE! (Where have you been?)<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000<br />P.S. - And get those caps replaced!||216.76.180.159||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||11-05-2003||12:57 AM||||Hey Jeff do you have a chip to run a 2g maf with stock 450's?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||11-05-2003||10:23 AM||||Yes!<br />But you have to have a hood for it to work   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.155.84.3||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||11-05-2003||10:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Yes!<br />But you have to have a hood for it to work    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey I have one of those  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . Granted it's stock and not in teh same condition as it was before.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003635.cgi
A||||3||coop||tranny through up||||9||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||10-19-2003||01:21 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||what fluid is in our tranny's? I am 90 miles from home and it lost it all last night.||198.81.26.80||reg||9||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||MattsVR4||10-19-2003||02:22 PM||||API Classification GL-4 or higher SAE 75W-90 or 75W-85W||205.188.208.172||reg||1||MattsVR4||00002407||yes
Z||000002||MattsVR4||10-19-2003||02:23 PM||||Forgot to add it takes 2.4 Quarts||205.188.208.172||reg||1||MattsVR4||00002407||yes
Z||000003||coop||10-19-2003||11:14 PM||||thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum2/003636.cgi
A||||2||Martin Tolentino||manual steering rack||||1||||496of2000||00000128
Z||000000||Martin Tolentino||10-19-2003||05:22 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Anyone out there switch to a manual steering rack?<br />Any info would help.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||10-19-2003||05:31 PM||||Use a DSM non power rack from a 1G 1.8L car.  They're getting kind of hard to find nowadays though.  You can check through some sites like: <a href="http://www.car-parts.com" target="_blank">http://www.car-parts.com</a> for a yard nearby that has one in stock.  I have one in my Project Talon and with 235 tires on 17in rims, it's a bit of a chore to drive the thing at low speeds.  If you're sticking to stock tires on your GVR4 though, it shouldn't be too bad.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||10-19-2003||05:36 PM||||Thanks!!! I'll start looking for one.<br />I'll be running steam roller Nitto drag radials 245 45 17s on 17 x 8 rims. FYI, it's not a daily driver, just for track only.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/003637.cgi
A||||17||Ferrari F50 GT||Pics After Head Pulled||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||10-19-2003||06:51 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||Here are some pics of some stuff after I pulled the head.  Taking it to the machine shop to have it resurfaced, three angle valve job and new valve seals.<br /><br /> <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0YQAdAzgdeKOyT70QVSFFEgeDc34On9p1Dx1M0mzXFJh*cOMOtiiuA9kAjlmdgVwT6!!rfL5J1kmoLKAACLBh4K78tXFQka8qX4PjrqiMDrfQYPyYTc01NBnOjOPlSyyVIzQT2l*C3ZbmOv6YdPvaJw/Head%20Gasket%20Replacement%20008.jpg?dc=4675443626358310529" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0YQDsAjkdt6OyT70QVSFFEgeDc34On9p1Dx1M0mzXFJh*cOMOtiiuA2gcgoWcbGP2TbWCMjRMImCaTH3ncVagMwsmSCuUzunfdyBnBLuoEdX9nWoWRkJIVi1M0Ej2XTKeJLnEMvfr0sCsD2eFFD3ImQ/Head%20Gasket%20Replacement%20009.jpg?dc=4675443626361962842" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0YQAdAzEdwKGyT70QVSFFEgeDc34On9p1Dx1M0mzXFJh*cOMOtiiuA4ZPq4v9t1aIYlf4zTDXZTcSYwQ5IuUxHyreY0cH4yYVBg4U*4TNbOkO97wsNwJK7h0TUxhVwlBoPnYm1VbgRLPGmT7Ql5b85A/Head%20Gasket%20Replacement%20010.jpg?dc=4675443626364746617" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0YQDfAjId*6GyT70QVSFFEgeDc34On9p1Dx1M0mzXFJh*cOMOtiiuA2cTMlBFVoSYXwerAtgEHKYcjt9Iq7Uciz*yEE1jcEfjLusPyw1z78zJhduqQ8GxQeiEdChjE3jjrwkYPA3fdZcv5qhGKd*jmA/Head%20Gasket%20Replacement%20011.jpg?dc=4675443626367107258" alt=" - " />||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||10-19-2003||07:03 PM||||How hard was pulling the head Ian? Not too bad?<br /><br />I've got my head core about to go to Heads by Paul with Ferrea 1mm over valves, new guides, Crower spring and retainers blah blah blah.  Then I'm going to swap heads and put my ARP head studs and metal head gasket on along with my new Magnus SMIM.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||10-19-2003||07:35 PM||||It really isn't too tough.  It's just a lot of taking things apart and having to remember what goes where when you put it back on.<br /><br />Sounds like your building your head to hold up to a lot of power.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Let me know how it goes.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||10-19-2003||09:12 PM||||Here is a little hint.  You should put number one at top dead when pulling the head.  Then don't touch a thing and you will have everything lined up ready to put the timming belt.  It might make things a little easier.  Also if you want to make it go faster you can leave the intake in the car with all the vaccume lines hooked up and the throttle body hooked up.  <br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||10-19-2003||10:09 PM||||Thats weird, another Ian who owns a gvr4 with the head off getting head work(except I just got mine back). Your car doesnt happen to be nile green does it?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||10-19-2003||10:50 PM||||sounds a bit funny doesn't it?||67.127.58.197||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||10-19-2003||11:25 PM||||No, my car is Nile Black.  That is pretty weird.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||10-19-2003||11:40 PM||||What all are you having done to your head and whats your turbo setup? I just got it cleaned, put crower springs and titanium retainers with all new standard valves in it plus all new seals and keepers. Once I build my block in a while when I swap out bottom ends I'll end up having full head work done to it.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||10-20-2003||01:13 AM||||Right now I am just having it cleaned, resurfaced, three angle valve job and new seals.  I'll be using a Mitsu three layer gasket with it.  The only thing that is done to it is the intake ports are polished.<br /><br />Right now I have a 14b with RRE's piping and a Spearco front mount.  I will probably be upgrading to a big 16g soon.  But when I start to go big, I am going to overhaul the entire engine with all the good stuff.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000009||4drwhore||10-20-2003||02:11 AM||||Got to go bigger then a big 16g. Cant let the Ian name down like that. You know how us Ian's are, well have the biggest and the best or we will die trying. I get my pte61 in this week, mwahahahaha||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000010||Ferrari F50 GT||10-20-2003||08:37 PM||||I was toying around with the fact of getting a Green or a 20g...hmmm...||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||10-20-2003||08:59 PM||||Get a 20g! I love mine.  Of course I will be upgrading to a 3065 once I get 11s on the 20g...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||HHIVR4||10-21-2003||05:03 PM||||what are you paying for the head work f50??i need the same thing done just want a ballpark figure so i can be prepared.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000013||4drwhore||10-21-2003||05:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> I was toying around with the fact of getting a Green or a 20g...hmmm... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">To bad I just sold my green LoL||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000014||Ferrari F50 GT||10-22-2003||01:05 AM||||They quoted me only $270, which seems pretty low.  I'll let you know if they charge me anymore.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000015||TurboVR4dr||10-22-2003||10:27 AM||||Actually $270 seems pretty high.  The local shop charges me $140 if I pay in cash and bring my own seals.  They do good "stock work".  The other shop I use for High Performance stuff charges $200.  I guess it all depends on location and market.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000016||watchdoc||10-22-2003||02:59 PM||||You might want to consider having the head decked to make sure it's straight.  Most of the time they need to be surfaced.  Also,  consider getting the new style lifters.  Finally, consider new springs.  Nothing wakes up these old motors like new springs!!||65.41.42.22||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000017||Ferrari F50 GT||10-22-2003||08:43 PM||||I am already having them check the head to see if it needs to be resurfaced.  I also already have 3rd gen lifters in there too.  How much would a good set of valve springs cost?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes



ubb/Forum2/003638.cgi
A||||2||Pick||Lower fuel injector seals||||1||||Pick||00000697
Z||000000||Pick||10-19-2003||07:46 PM||jpick@pmt.org||I think I have finaly got all my boost leaks fixed except for the seals where the fuel injectors go into the head. My question is where is the best place to get them I cant find them locally.||216.83.65.85||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000001||V8EATER||10-19-2003||10:16 PM||||www,fuelinjectorclinic.com||68.86.41.11||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000002||Dsmman||10-21-2003||12:47 PM||||<a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">www.partznet.com</a>||151.197.8.174||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003639.cgi
A||||2||#258||Intercooler questions||||1||||#258||00000439
Z||000000||#258||10-19-2003||08:10 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||After much time spent at the computer and on the phone, still cant find the answers im looking for. I need flow and BTU data on popular intercoolers. The cores list a specific cfm of flow but no one can tell me at what pressure it was tested. Also doesnt seem to be alot(any) data on BTU removal capacity. Any suggestions?||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||10-20-2003||09:57 AM||||<a href="http://www.are.com.au/techtalk/intecoolersMR.htm" target="_blank">web page</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||#258||10-20-2003||11:31 AM||||Thats what im looking for, thanks||151.198.226.11||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes



ubb/Forum2/003640.cgi
A||||11||Akidosigh1||water pipe behind turbo||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||10-19-2003||08:32 PM||||has anyone ever got a different radiator with the inlet or outlet on the driverside and cut the water pipe that runs behind the turbo and run it to an inlet on the drivers side?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||Dsmman||10-21-2003||12:56 PM||||Why???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||151.197.8.174||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||10-21-2003||05:29 PM||||to keep from heating the water up from a glowing turbo... i'm sure it would help the engine run cooler||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||Tevenor||10-21-2003||05:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> to keep from heating the water up from a glowing turbo... i'm sure it would help the engine run cooler </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Then maybe you should move the radiator away from the turbo as well if the water pipe is that much of a concern to you.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||10-21-2003||05:47 PM||||it was just a question. people can't just ask something to find out? damn.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||10-21-2003||05:52 PM||||It sounds like a good idea.  Folks with huge turbos have clearence problems with the water pipe.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||10-21-2003||05:52 PM||||Does your engine run hotter than it should? If not, it wouldn't be needed.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||10-21-2003||06:01 PM||||My RED cleared without denting.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||10-21-2003||06:18 PM||||yeah, in 5th at WOT it gets close to redline...||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000009||Kibo||10-21-2003||07:57 PM||||Have you considered ceramic coating the water pipe or wrapping it instead?  I had my water pipe ceramic coated last time I had the turbo out--but then, I never had overheating problems before I did that, either.<br /><br />My water temp gauge reads ~5-8 degrees lower in comparable weather now, but too many things were changed at once to make a direct correlation (HKS exhaust manifold installed, A/C removed, air/oil cooler installed, and oil filter relocated, among about 50 billion other things).||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000010||92GVR4#333||10-21-2003||08:43 PM||||in order to fab it you would need to find a way to keep yhe piece in place....the pipe to the pump is sealed with an o-ring-the bolt that holds it all in place is located between 3 and 4 cyl.  would need to find a new spot to keep all of the assembly in place.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000011||Kibo||10-22-2003||04:08 AM||||You can tap the water pump outlet and install an AN fitting as others have done, but that's a pretty extreme level of modification and would require a lot of work...still, it's an option.||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/003641.cgi
A||||15||neonturbo1995||S-AFC II Problems...major problems!||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||10-20-2003||02:15 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||OK, I got everything in the car and it ran beautifully, then I went to hook up the S-AFC II, and then the situation went sour.  The AFC would not turn on, and I wired it exactly like the how-to on this site shows.  The car would crank, but no start either....even after I returned the wires back to stock...removing the AFC completely.  Any ideas???  Can my computer be fried??  Anyone know a way to check to see if it is??  Also, anyone have a pic of how the ECU is mounted exactly...it was just dangling when I bought the car.  Thanks !||69.3.218.165||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||k91||10-20-2003||09:51 AM||||Are you sure its not something stupid like a dead/dying battery?  Double check the connection for the MAS wire that you cut to install the AFC too.||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||10-20-2003||10:56 AM||||I had the same problem. Come to find out when whoever previously owned it pulled it out of the car they yanked it out of the socket inside the actual sacf box. So I had to unscrew it and plus the wires back into the actuail curcuit board. Might want to check that.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||10-20-2003||12:01 PM||||The battery is fine, I tested it.  I will check the wiring inside the AFC box itself like you suggested.  This still would not make my car not start with the AFC completely disconnected, though so there is another problem.  The only other thing I remember doing with the electronics is sealing the soldered connections on the 2G MAF plug adapter I made with clear RTV.  Do you think that has something to do with it?||68.164.229.53||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||10-20-2003||12:10 PM||||Bingo!!!  Did you wire the 2nd gen mas at the same time?  When I adapted mine I tried to make a nice fancy plug so if i ever wanted to i could switch back to a gvr4 mas simply by unplugging the old one.  However my connections were'nt as good as I thought even though I tested them with a voltmeter.  Make sure you maf connections are correct that will indeed make it so your car will not run.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||neonturbo1995||10-20-2003||12:42 PM||||I drove the car for about a week with the MAF plug adapter I made, so the connections are golden.....I just added some clear RTV to seal the soldered connections from the elements and to keep them from touching EVER!  It is recommended in the how-tos that you use Windo Weld, but all I had was clear RTV sealer.  Does anyone know if clear RTV conducts electricity and would cause this?||69.3.219.46||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000006||mbettez||10-20-2003||04:47 PM||||I know clear rtv will definitely affect the signal from the MAF.  Someone around here did this and found that once he removed the rtv his car worked again.  This could cause your car not to start but it wouldn't make your afc not turn on.  I'd remove the silicone and try the car, then try reinstalling the afc.  Remember, never do 2 alike mods at the same time (electrical, vacuum, etc..) as it's so much more difficult to debug!||141.154.218.15||reg||1||Mark||00002149||yes
Z||000007||neonturbo1995||10-20-2003||09:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mark:<br /><strong> I know clear rtv will definitely affect the signal from the MAF.  Someone around here did this and found that once he removed the rtv his car worked again.  This could cause your car not to start but it wouldn't make your afc not turn on.  I'd remove the silicone and try the car, then try reinstalling the afc.  Remember, never do 2 alike mods at the same time (electrical, vacuum, etc..) as it's so much more difficult to debug! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will, I thought that might be it.  What should I use to seal this up, then???<br /><br />Also, I usually try to do a mod, then check it out, then another mod, then check...etc.  That is good advice.  Thanks!<br /><br />I will let you guys know if this fixes the problem.  I hope I can get the RTV out of there so I do not have to make another adapter plug!!!||69.3.222.68||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000008||mikbruce||10-20-2003||11:38 PM||||I use a clear RTV made specifically for electronic circuits that does not conduct. It is made by Dow Corning - product number 3145 adhesive/sealant.  I have no idea where you can buy it, unless you find a Dow Corning rep or distributor.||24.53.94.188||reg||1||mikbruce||00001168||yes
Z||000009||neonturbo1995||10-21-2003||12:05 AM||||cool, I will check it out.  It worked well???||69.3.222.68||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000010||neonturbo1995||10-21-2003||12:16 AM||||Holy crap...$21.00 for 3 oz tube.  Man, is there a better choice here?  What is this Windo Weld I keep hearing about?||69.3.222.68||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000011||neonturbo1995||10-27-2003||12:02 AM||||Well, I scraped out the RTV, and NOTHING...the car still will not start, the battery is good, also.  This is really odd.  The only other mod I did at the same time was the ABS mod (where you wire it to a switch...using the wire on the data port).  Any other ideas???  How can I check my comouter to see if it is working properly??||68.164.15.252||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000012||bob in chicago||10-27-2003||07:37 AM||||I used epoxy on my 2g mas plug-- no problems.||216.65.170.44||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||10-27-2003||10:22 AM||||Do you have a datalogger? See if you can communicate with it. Are you sure you didn't blow the MPI fuse under the hood?||68.153.90.16||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||neonturbo1995||10-27-2003||12:37 PM||||I have a datalogger, but it says that it can not communicate with the ECU.  I will check that MPI fuse this weekend when I go back.  I tapped my A/F gauge into the wire from the MPI box under the dash like the How-to said, but the car ran great after this mod....then I fabbed up a BOV tube and instaled it, used the RTV on the 2G MAF adapter and wired in the SAFC-II.  Then the car decided to not start at all.  Took the AFC out and scraped off the RTV and still the same problem.||66.2.65.92||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000015||neonturbo1995||10-29-2003||01:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> I used epoxy on my 2g mas plug-- no problems. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What epoxy did you use?||69.3.223.214||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum2/003642.cgi
A||||4||Darkside||datalogger||||5||||Darkside||00002420
Z||000000||Darkside||10-20-2003||05:22 AM||Darkside_racing@msn.com||Hey guys, got a question on the datalogger.  DO any PDA work, or do I need a special one for it,  I found an oped box PDA at Best Buy for $149 have color screen, I was planning to get but not sure if It capable for the Logger.  anyone knows????||67.119.172.179||reg||5||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000001||Darkside||10-20-2003||05:25 AM||||almost forgot, how about the new sprint PDA Phone will that work too.  anyone knows??????||67.119.172.179||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||10-20-2003||07:03 AM||||Any with os 3.0 or greater and a serial port.<br /><br />No on the phone question.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR-4||10-20-2003||12:05 PM||||Hi there,<br /><br />I would get one with pal s 3.5 or higher.  I think even the cheapest ones(on ebay) include 3.5 at the least||65.164.228.102||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-20-2003||08:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> Any with os 3.0 or greater and a serial port.<br /><br />No on the phone question. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not necessarily... go to <a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com" target="_blank">www.pocketlogger.com</a> and they have a pretty up to date list of compatible pdas.||69.59.219.144||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003643.cgi
A||||2||Louters91GVR4||Assistance Needed on axle change!||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||10-20-2003||12:55 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||I am changing my front drivers side axle in the next couple days. Is this going to be difficult, any guidance to be offered?? Thanks in advance, I am a novice at working of GVR4's, I hope i can do this.<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||TurboVR4dr||10-20-2003||01:11 PM||||here you go<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003603" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003603</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000002||Louters91GVR4||10-20-2003||01:24 PM||||thanks a lot, i feel dumb:)<br /><br />tom<br /><br />should have searched||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes



ubb/Forum2/003644.cgi
A||||3||driftntouge||2G exhaust on GVR4||||5||||driftntouge||00001884
Z||000000||driftntouge||10-20-2003||01:06 PM||||Does anybody know if the 2G exhaust will fit on our cars?  Im sure it will need modification but does it come close or is it a lost cause?  Any info would be appreciated, thanks!<br /><br />Oh yeah, yes I searched, couldnt find anything  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.186.95.171||reg||5||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000001||drew||10-20-2003||03:53 PM||||It shouldn't fit without MAJOR work. If i'm not mistaken the 2G exhaust comes out on the left side, with the 1Gs/GVR4s on the right side. You might want to search dsmtalk or dsmtuners for what needed to be done to fit a 2G exhaust on a 1G. The 1G and the GVR4 have almost the same exhaust, except that the GVR4 one is longer in one spot.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||04:32 PM||||Just added a complete 3" turbo back exhaust....stainless and even included a highflow cat.......www.galantvr4store.com. (This was one of the best options I found)......part of <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com.....was" target="_blank">www.dsmparts.com.....was</a> custom made and fits like a glove. Talk to Justin or Chris. Was about $1000.000<br /><br />forgottenvr4<br /><br />remember, it's not speeding, just flying low||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000003||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||05:33 PM||||also try certifiedmuffler.com||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes



ubb/Forum2/003645.cgi
A||||2||uno||dejon intake Q?||||5||||Micah||00000228
Z||000000||uno||10-20-2003||01:17 PM||corona1977@juno.com||I have it narrowed down (CIP-1gf long) just need to know whether the BOV tube should point towards the shock tower or up. thanks, Micah.||216.187.162.208||reg||5||Micah||00000228||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-20-2003||08:10 PM||||Well, that depends on where your BOV is, or how it's aligned, which is generally determined by your intercooler pipe setup.  Why don't you just go pop your hood and see which way it's pointing?  Or are you going to be upgrading your ic pipes at the same time/near futur?  If so, what pipes are you considering?  Just for the record, I've got the RRE pipe set and the Dejon 2G-in-a-1G intake (I forget the code for it) and my BOV tube points straight up.  The BOV, on the RRE pipes, points sort of at where the passenger fog used to be.  I'm using a 1G BOV dump tube from the junkyard to connect the two, and it fits nearly perfectly.  I did shorten the very tall tube on the Dejon by about 1.5", and cut maybe 3" off the long end of the hose, to improve the angle of the hose (get rid of any kinks).||69.59.219.144||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||uno||10-20-2003||08:44 PM||||It's going with stock IC pipes, but it seems pointing up would still be most appropriate.<br />thanks, Micah.||216.187.162.208||reg||1||Micah||00000228||yes



ubb/Forum2/003646.cgi
A||||8||forgottenvr4||Vented hoods||||1||||forgottenvr4||00002619
Z||000000||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||05:36 PM||aaronshort@comcast.net||Does anybody have a clue where I can find a vented hood similar in design to the hood that comes on the new Evo's? I have looked all over the frickin planet and have yet to find anything for our cars. I'd love to find a carbon fibre one, but honestly, at this point I'd be happy with just something vented to eliminate some of the heat.......||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000001||drew||10-20-2003||06:10 PM||||the later Japanese ones had hoods with two small vents on them. Other than that you'd have to make your own.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||06:17 PM||||I see there was an attempt at a group buy back in June. Is this still a viable option?||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||10-20-2003||07:19 PM||||I cut the vents (and all associated layers of ducting) out of an 86 Chrysler 600 turbo convertable. They are just laying in my garage. I had thought of installing them on a garbage hood and seeing if I liked them before putting them on my good hood. If you (or someone else) wants to try and use them, pay shipping and $25 for the vents.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||Martin Tolentino||10-20-2003||07:30 PM||||like this?  <img src="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/vent36.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/vent21.JPG" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/vent18.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||10-20-2003||09:34 PM||||no. lol. That is a Daytona vent. The ones I have are two and side by side. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000006||Martin Tolentino||10-20-2003||10:43 PM||||like these ones? pa254, pa256 and pa266a<br /> <a href="http://www.spoilers.com/accessories.htm" target="_blank">http://www.spoilers.com/accessories.htm</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000007||curtis||10-21-2003||12:25 AM||||pull the rubber seal on the back side of the hood .  It is attached to the firewall.  Also you can shim the hood with a few flat washers to let out more heat.  Don't let the dealership bs you Ive been told that the evo 8 vent is listed as an insulator and is around 80 dollars.  The evos don't come with an fiberboard insulator so it has to be the vent assembly.||67.25.36.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||04:59 PM||||could pretty much any bodyshop do the needed work for install of the vent for me? <br /><br />thanks for the help||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes



ubb/Forum2/003647.cgi
A||||8||HHIVR4||oh no..||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||10-20-2003||08:13 PM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||ok after spending literally all day washing,compounding waxing and buffing i take it out for spin (nicely ofcourse).when i get home i leave the car running and run inside phone rings etc etc..when i come out to move it and give it gas it blows smoke like hell..i took it as a slap in the face for all the work i did today and went and drove around and it quit smoking after about 5 minutes of regular driving..<br />sounds like a valve to me..sad thing is the previous owner just changed the t belt.what you think?there is no noticeable power loss/hesitation or ridiculous oil consumtion.||63.49.51.20||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||10-20-2003||08:21 PM||||if you can see through the smoke then youre fine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />if when you at a stop light the car in your rear view mirror dissapears, then you might want to consider rebuilding the head.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   i beleive that is how another gvr4 owner described his situation. and i beleive he was still running 13's.<br /><br />i know its really fucking annoying, it bugged the hell out of me. but since my car has been down for like 5 months, i haven't had to deal with looking at the smoke rising from the back of you car while you're in traffic and guetting weird looks from people.||67.64.187.50||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||10-20-2003||08:56 PM||||I once had smoke come through my dash from the engine at 75 mph.  Of course that was the blown turbo, not the valve seals   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||HHIVR4||10-21-2003||08:53 AM||||well it really doesnt smoke at lights..it only does it when i floor it (just a little stream) and when it sits at idle for several minutes..<br />anyone trie the BG induction cleaning??i think i might have some luck with that..dealer wasts 99 bucks for the cleaning and midas wants 125..isnt that ironic.||63.49.51.45||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||10-21-2003||01:21 PM||||Induction type cleaning won't help with smoking problem.  It will help clean out your intake some and possibly clean some carbon crap off the back of your valves, but neither of those will have anything to do with the smoking.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||HHIVR4||10-21-2003||04:52 PM||||ill be searching for a head them..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000006||coop||10-21-2003||04:58 PM||||if you have water in the engine oil then you have a bad head gasket. try that before you buy any parts.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000007||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||05:12 PM||||Mitsu's are notorious for oil consumption at the valve seals and guides. We use to rebuild heads left and right on all the makes, especially the older 3.0 and 3.5 Montero's. I just rebuilt my entire engine mainly because of oil consumption as well as wanting to do some upgrades. It it's happening after sitting idle or under load, it's coming from the valve seals and or guides, no question. $1200-2000.00 depending on where you get it done. Give serious consideration to replacing your piston rings at the same time. Thes are another common spot for oil consumption.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000008||bleck||10-21-2003||09:39 PM||||Sounds exactly like what mine used to do... Valve seals.  The tech at Mitsu didn't even have to look atit and he knew.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003648.cgi
A||||13||gvr4ever||Optima battery.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||10-20-2003||08:59 PM||||Anyone using a smaller one mounted on a relocated battery tray that still clears the hood?<br /><br />If so, what one?<br /><br />Thanks||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Jose||10-20-2003||10:24 PM||||Im using the dual terminal red top one turned sideways.<br />Jose......||152.163.252.136||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-21-2003||04:06 PM||||Do they come in one size?  Got a PN?  I found one that I was looking at, but it looked to be the same size as the stocker.  I wasn't sure if it would fit sideways with the tray relocated where the air box is now.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||coop||10-21-2003||04:55 PM||||they make a new one that fits in the hondas, it is almost half as wide.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||10-22-2003||05:38 PM||||<a href="http://www.surplusev.com/" target="_blank">http://www.surplusev.com/</a><br /><a href="http://www.stealth316.com/2-dynabatt.htm" target="_blank">http://www.stealth316.com/2-dynabatt.htm</a><br />Make sure you use the right style charger. Like the Panasonic one here. <a href="http://www.gotbatteries.com/Productpage.asp?OEMNum=0770%2D2007&ProductNum=37L141S3" target="_blank">http://www.gotbatteries.com/Productpage.asp?OEMNum=0770%2D2007&ProductNum=37L141S3</a>||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||10-22-2003||05:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Make sure you use the right style charger. Like the Panasonic one here.  <a href="http://www.gotbatteries.com/Productpage.asp?OEMNum=0770%2D2007&ProductNum=37L141S3" target="_blank">http://www.gotbatteries.com/Productpage.asp?OEMNum=0770%2D2007&ProductNum=37L141S3</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You mean any charger that has a deep cycle mode?||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||10-22-2003||05:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Make sure you use the right style charger. Like the Panasonic one here.   <a href="http://www.gotbatteries.com/Productpage.asp?OEMNum=0770%2D2007&ProductNum=37L141S3" target="_blank">http://www.gotbatteries.com/Productpage.asp?OEMNum=0770%2D2007&ProductNum=37L141S3</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You mean any charger that has a deep cycle mode? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is deep cycle mode, fixed voltage, varying amperage?||129.120.56.115||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||redheat86||10-22-2003||06:11 PM||||here is the setup in my car. sorry for the super large picture.<br /><br /> <img src="http://bling.imperial.org/ben/galant/IM001664.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.41.248.141||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||10-22-2003||07:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by redheat86:<br /><strong>  sorry for the super large picture.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Super large?!  That's just about life size!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.63.212.38||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000009||Bigfoot200200||10-22-2003||08:38 PM||||These are sealed batteries, they can take 30-40 amps when they are disscharged but as they get closer to being charged they need to get fewer and fewer amps or they will blow up, since they cant vent. The good SLA chargers are digital and read the battery, supplying less amps as needed.||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000010||mikeyoung00||10-22-2003||09:11 PM||||My cheezy Schumacher charger just has a switch that lets you choose manual, automatic, or maint.free/deep cycle (and a separate switch for voltage).||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||10-23-2003||10:07 AM||||What ever happened to someone fabbing some "Scott Evans" battery trays?   Is that what you have there Red?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||markrieb||10-23-2003||10:37 AM||||I sent my Scott Evans tray to Harry a couple of months ago for him to copy and haven't heard anything back.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000013||Tevenor||10-23-2003||12:07 PM||||I have like 9 or so of the unmarked Dynabatts in Genesis form. I use them in my 96 for racing. Weighs like 11 lbs or something like that. Has no problem cranking the 9:1 compression motor over. Just don't plan on leaving the car in ACC for very long.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />They are the Genesis 13 Amp Hr 11lb batteries. 3" by 5" by 7". If someone wants one let me know.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes



ubb/Forum2/003649.cgi
A||||4||Matticus||Wastegate Actuator Movement||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||10-20-2003||10:31 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I currently have my car torn all apart installing a oil cooler.  I was looking at the wastegate actuator, which way does it move to open?  I was feeling around and I couldn't get it to move at all.  I am curious if my wastegate is stuck shut.  The car seems pretty fast for the mods, stock plus free mods and cat back.  I do not have a boost gauge, next on my list, but I do have a logger.  Last time I logged it, I got about 18 counts of knock up at the top of 3rd gear.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||curtis||10-21-2003||12:30 AM||||sounds like its working.  It pushes to open but has a lot of spring pressure.  To hook up the one on my Garrett I use an air hose to blow it open .  If you want to try that go for it but just a squirt you dont want to pop the diaphram.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.36.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||10-21-2003||08:18 AM||||You can also test it with a MightyVac.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||10-21-2003||09:30 AM||||You can also get a boost gauge    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    They're cheap, hurry up!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||10-22-2003||10:48 PM||||Btw, that's MITTYVAC..and it does have one hell of a spring..right up there with the timing belt hydro tensioner..although you CAN get the actuator to move if you take it off the turbo, put the shaft into a vise, and lean into it.  Sure doesn't seem like it just takes a 15 pound push..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003650.cgi
A||||5||neonturbo1995||Best sealer for electrical connections?||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||10-21-2003||12:27 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||Example:  The exposed connections on a 2G MAF adapter that I made for my GVR4....used clear RTV....that was a mistake.  Any ideas?  Where to buy??||69.3.222.68||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||crucible||10-21-2003||07:03 AM||||Liquid electrical tape in a can||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||miturra||10-21-2003||10:48 AM||||I'd probably use shrink tubing over the connection and then use clear RTV over the shrink tubing and the ends of the shrink tubing.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||10-21-2003||12:08 PM||||these are flat connectors with ends that stick op....shrink tubing is not made for this.  It would need to be a gel like substance.||68.164.8.37||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||10-21-2003||05:59 PM||||I used butt connectors of the reusable type to splice the 2g mas harness in. Instead of crimping them down you screw the ends in to hold the wire and make the connection. They cost a little more but work very well and can be reused. I got them at the local auto parts store. Even with repeated engine bay washings I've never had a problem with them.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||crucible||10-21-2003||06:39 PM||||Liquid electrical tape in a can can be found at Lowes or Home DEPosit.Makes a great seal,though should apply it when engine is cool.Other than this stuff go the heat shrink route.Makes for a nicer look.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/003651.cgi
A||||7||SSS-610||Rust under VR4 RS||||1||||SSS-610||00002413
Z||000000||SSS-610||10-21-2003||01:20 AM||||Hi fellas.. I have been in contact with a company about a VR4 RS from Japan, but apparently it has some rust on the underside of the car. Where do VR4's usually rust? How hard would it be to replace this sort of thing? (I know it's basically impossible for anyone to answer the question... but i've gotta try, right?)<br /><br />Cheers<br />Jase||202.174.35.140||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes
Z||000001||Dsmman||10-21-2003||12:49 PM||||If it's just surface rust... not a big deal. If the underside of the car is rotting out. Then, you have a serious problem. I would ask them for pics.||151.197.8.174||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000002||SSS-610||10-22-2003||02:46 AM||||ok, cheers||202.174.34.150||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||10-22-2003||10:26 AM||||SSS-610 Datsun perhaps?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||SSS-610||10-22-2003||11:07 AM||||spot on  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />this is what i'm driving at the moment.. i love it but it's time to take a step up i reckon. i want a vr4 rs (don't really want a normal vr4 because i don't like the look of it stock.. i need the bonnet vents and bumper.. not to mention the performance differences..) but they seem to be very hard to find. and the only one i can find at the moment is an ex club car from japan.. ie. no carpets, bolt in roll cage KYB suspension, strut braces.. it's nice, but it's had a bit of a hard life, but is cheap. to get it legal i'd have to remove a bit of rust, i'm just weighing up my options at the moment..<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.jsrdesign.net/jsr/cars/img/sss610_1_large.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.jsrdesign.net/jsr/cars/img/sss610_2_large.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.jsrdesign.net/jsr/cars/img/sss610_3_large.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.jsrdesign.net/jsr/cars/img/sss610_4_large.jpg" alt=" - " />||202.174.34.142||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||10-22-2003||12:38 PM||||Wow, beautiful example of that car.  The 610s were not all that well loved as they followed the 510s (1600s) here in the US, but I always liked them somewhat.  Same basic suspension, but smoother styling.  Not many of them left over here and probably not that nice. Definitely cool old school.<br /><br />I have 2 510s I dabble with as well as my VR4.<br /><br />Thanks for the photos.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||SSS-610||10-23-2003||12:59 AM||||i used to have a 1600 (510) too.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.jsrdesign.net/photos/dat1_large.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.jsrdesign.net/photos/dat2_large.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.jsrdesign.net/photos/dat3_large.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.jsrdesign.net/photos/dat4_large.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.jsrdesign.net/photos/dat5_large.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.jsrdesign.net/photos/dat6_large.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />but as you can see i put it through a brick wall   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   luckily i wasnt hurt but the car was a write off (not worth fixing.. fair bit of bog) and i still owe about a grand on the wall!||202.174.33.112||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes
Z||000007||SSS-610||10-23-2003||01:07 AM||||whoops<br /><br />i thought i had the crash pictures there but they are some other ones.. the interior in that photo is how it was when i got it.. but i put some new seats in (toyota paseo) and just generally cleaned everything up. it was a very fun car to drive (and drift), but i was inexperienced (about a 9 months after i got my license i stacked it) and over corrected and pulled the wall down... live and learn hey?||202.174.33.112||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes



ubb/Forum2/003652.cgi
A||||19||slvrblt||PTE injectors||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||10-21-2003||03:04 AM||||Could these be any good ? I found some 660cc's for $300 online being sold by 'dsmincorporated'...||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||dsmsleeper||10-21-2003||08:20 AM||||You can get the  FIC 650cc for $320 shipped.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||10-21-2003||10:06 AM||||I believe they are the same injectors. They are Rochester/Delphi/Bosch injectors that PTE turns down to fit a DSM. I bought a set for $280 through a group buy a few months back, so shop around. If I can find the link I'll post it.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||68.153.83.108||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||10-21-2003||10:43 AM||||Do they look like this?<br /><br />  <img src="http://fuelinjectorclinic.com/images/injectors2.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||01-18-2004||02:20 AM||||Revisiting.<br /> <br /><br />I think they are the same brand (PTE/Delphi/FIC). There is a seller on eBay right now (www_extremepsi_com) who has the Delphi 680 (FIC 650, yes 650) for $294 shipped. I am going to buy them.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||TheJackalGT||01-18-2004||03:38 AM||||<a href="http://www.importpoweronline.com" target="_blank">www.importpoweronline.com</a> thats where i should be getting mine.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||01-18-2004||04:53 PM||||Are these the ball-disc type injectors?  If so, how good are they?  I have noticed that they can be a bit cheaper, but is there a reason for that?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||01-19-2004||01:28 AM||||They are slightly cheaper from the seller I mentioned above. I got mine for $294 shipped. The seller has 100% positive feedback (986 ratings).<br /><br /><br />My RnR 3" TB is supposed to be her on the 20th (ordered it the 5th) and these will probably be here shortly thereafter.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||01-19-2004||06:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TheJackalGT:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.importpoweronline.com" target="_blank">www.importpoweronline.com</a> thats where i should be getting mine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's where I got some 780's for I think [edit] $280 [/edit] shipped.  They are in and running with the Keydiver chip and MAFT.  <br /><br />Nothing is tuned, I don't even have an airfilter on or the BOV plumbed.  It is PIG rich.  Tuning will happen after I get the intercooler in.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000009||Ska-TAY||01-20-2004||08:45 PM||||I found these...<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33555&item=2454435981" target="_blank">eBay 550s for $205</a><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33554&item=2454371372" target="_blank">eBay 680s for $290 shipped</a><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33554&item=2454371419" target="_blank">eBay 780s for $295 shipped</a>||24.209.125.217||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||01-20-2004||09:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> My RnR 3" TB is supposed to be her on the 20th (ordered it the 5th) and these will probably be here shortly thereafter.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">this is VERY important.  the 20th of WHAT MONTH?  i ordered an eliminator downpipe, and i think it took more than 6 weeks.  at least 4 weeks AFTER it was promised to me.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||01-20-2004||09:28 PM||||If it is not here this week, I will be using the services of the Internet Fraud Complain Center run by the FBI. <br /><br />They have not been answering their phones for the pas 4-5 days (so I hear from a friend). I tried to call numerous times today and got no answer. <br /><br />What is their e-mail address ? I cant find it on their site.<br /><br /><a href="http://www1.ifccfbi.gov/index.asp" target="_blank">http://www1.ifccfbi.gov/index.asp</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||01-21-2004||10:14 AM||||fwiw, i NEVER got thru on a phone call.  i only got thru on email, and even that took a long time.  also, the flange for the bolt up to the turbo was WAY off, i fought that sucker for hours, had it on and off 3 times, finally, howard brought over a turbo, and i matched it OFF the car, 2 bolt holes were way off.  i had to hog them out.  then, the pipe was a tad too long, and the flange for the cat was not at the correct angle.  you should think about getting an eliminator housing instead, cause if you ever have to drop the xfer case, you have to remove the pipe.||64.240.175.112||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||slvrblt||01-21-2004||08:52 PM||||I got through on the phone today and talked to a girl named Holly for a minute. She said she wasnt able to check on orders and that one of the guys would have to do it and call me back. I left my name and order info with her and no one got back with me today. That was around 1:30 Albuquerque time. I called again a minute ago 6:30 Abq time and got no answer.<br /><br />I still want an e-mail address for RNR, I dont want to use their contact form.<br /><br />EDIT:<br /><br />I got his e-mail, its rs92laser@yahoo.com I sent him a question via the contact form and thats where I got a response from.||208.186.102.78||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||01-21-2004||08:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I still want an e-mail address for RNR, I dont want to use their contact form.<br /><br />EDIT:<br /><br />I got his e-mail, its rs92laser@yahoo.com I sent him a question via the contact form and thats where I got a response from. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This may help too:<br /><br />Registrant:   Richard or Ryan Fellows<br />   12728 Casa Vista Rd.<br />   Lakeside, California 92040<br />   United States<br />   Registered through: GoDaddy.com<br />   Domain Name: RNRRACING.COM<br />      Created on: 18-Apr-02<br />      Expires on: 18-Apr-04<br />      Last Updated on: 25-Aug-02<br />   Administrative Contact:      Fellows, Ryan  posuper@pacbell.net<br />      RnR Racing<br />      12728 Casa Vista Rd.<br />      Lakeside, California 92040<br />      United States<br />      (619) 390-9917||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||slvrblt||01-23-2004||12:53 AM||||I didnt bother to make a WHOIS query on it yet. Thank you. <br /><br />I will call that other number if I dont have my exhaust this week. If I dont get a hold of him, I will make a report with the IFCC and see if that gets him moving.<br /><br />I will not get ripped off by this asshat.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000016||ken inn||01-23-2004||10:28 AM||||you wont get ripped off, you will just have to wait.  his stuff is good, welds, bends, etc. all look very nice.  the fit sucked, but that might have just been my pipe.  you should match it up to a turbine housing before you install it.||64.240.175.90||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000017||slvrblt||01-25-2004||12:09 AM||||I dont want to wait. Why should I wait anyway ? What does he not do that makes it take so damn long ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000018||ken inn||01-25-2004||12:48 AM||||oh, btw, the clearance from the crossmember that is part of the front core support to the downpipe is about 1/16" on my car.  and i have a 2.5 rnr eliminator.  if it was a 3", i bet it hits.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000019||slvrblt||01-25-2004||05:20 AM||||Yea, I was expecting to do a little grinding on the crossmember to clear the 3" pipe.<br /><br /><br />RNR sucks in my book. Their shipping time is absolutely unacceptable and they will hear that if I can ever get one of the fucks on the phone.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003653.cgi
A||||7||VR-4play||my buick broke down||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||10-21-2003||08:46 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||Let me know if you have any ideas.<br /><br />I accelerated from a stop and when the RPMs got relatively high, the check engine light came on.  I rolled down the window and listened to the engine and it sounded like the engine was misfiring.  the car started to lose power, and started missing even more.  I drove it about 2 miles before I pulled over to let it die.  I tried to start it 4 times and it turned over, but did not start.  on about the 5th try, it just clicked (starter solenoid).  I brought my van over there to jump it, but it still just clicked.  That sounds like a bad starter, but what about the car dying.  I don't think it was the battery or altenator because the car kept good charge the whole time and the battery light didn't come on.  It felt like it ran out of gas, but i had a 1/8th tank, new spark plugs (2000 mi on them).  I can't even tell if the problems are related or not.  <br /><br />It is always a new problem when something goes wrong.  I have no clue what it could be if the problems are related.  Of course the mechanic at the dealer said "it could be anything".  I think that is their motto.||192.91.147.36||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||PhilthMonger||10-21-2003||02:37 PM||||if your car is EFI then it could be a faulty crank sensor or cam sensor. they fail alot on buick v6's turbo or not. year and model of your car would be helpful if you're looking for a more specific answer, "it could be anything"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||10-21-2003||03:59 PM||||coolant in the engine, intake seals failed. engine locked up.  $1400 repair.  That was one of my theories when the engine wouldn't turn... but i was hoping that wasn't the case.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||10-21-2003||05:04 PM||||Pull the plugs and turn it by hand if there is coolant it will come out the holes.  <br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||crucible||10-21-2003||06:41 PM||||Uh, check for spark at spark plugs?Dont know about the starter issue though.Strange shit.Could be a heat related problem with starter.<br />Dunno.Good luck<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||10-21-2003||07:24 PM||||Could be anything. But that check engine light means there is a code screaming "Read Me, Please!" I think all GM cars let you short the diagnostic port to flash the codes somewhere on your idiot lights. I know you can get a little metal clip at any auto parts store to jump the port. The code will give you a pretty good idea where the problem is.<br /><br />Good luck!||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||sto31920||10-23-2003||01:04 PM||||If it is pre 96, just short the A and B terminals on the ADL diagnostic connector with a paper clip.  Turn ignition on, but don't start (even if it would) and start reading morse code of the check engine light.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||147.182.5.50||reg||1||Turbolag||00000893||yes
Z||000007||MustGoFaster||10-23-2003||01:51 PM||||Sounds similar to a 93 grand am I had once.  Was the tach being real jumpy up and down with the same throttle?  If so my bet is the VehicalSpeedSensor (VSS), code 43 if I remember correctly.  Or maybe it was 41?  Get a book on the car from the library they have the codes and meanings listed.||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum2/003654.cgi
A||||3||HHIVR4||BG induction cleaning||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||10-21-2003||08:55 AM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||Anyone tried the BG induction cleaning??I know mitsu does it for about 100 bucks.||63.49.51.45||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||10-21-2003||01:17 PM||||We just started using BG stuff at work and it is the stuff I would use if I was going to pay for it.  <br /><br />I would suggest the MCCC treatment though.  VFAQ should still have a write up on doing it.  You can get a can for maybe $13 at your local Chrysler dealer.  <br /><br />Then run some 44K through your gas tank and call it good.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||HHIVR4||10-21-2003||04:59 PM||||ive heard some bad stories about people screwing up the mccc.it might not be a bad idea for my 166k engine though..ill look into it.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000003||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||05:06 PM||||Having worked with the B&G products for the last 7 years I have a little experience with it. My Mistu. svc. dept. used the induction system cleaning system all the time. We never had any ill experiences with it. The product will eliminate a tremendous amount of build up in the induction system (everything from the throttle body all the way down to the tops of the pistons.) However, it will not make up for a lack of general tuning and maintenance. It is not a "tune-up in a can" so to speak. The full kit comes with a spray cleaner for the throttle body, a chemical that is dumped directly into the fuel rail as well as an additive that is added to the tank (should be full or brough to full immediately after service.).......Be warry, do not use carb cleaner for cleaning the throttlebody housing. It has been know to drip down and damage (melt) some of the sensors in the throttle body. We even saw this happen with some stated "safe" throttle body cleaners......hope this helps.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes



ubb/Forum2/003655.cgi
A||||21||stevevr4||air vent gauge?||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||10-21-2003||09:20 AM||stever321@yahoo.com||Thinking of another option - putting the boost gauge in the center air vent.  Anyone know how to pull the flaps out that direct the air?  I pushed and pulled with pliers but it didn't budge...||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||10-21-2003||11:12 AM||||They have to be removed from the rear. That can only be done with the vent out, and they screw in from the rear. Have fun pulling your dash...||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||10-21-2003||11:30 AM||||fuck that, its either hack the blades apart (which is  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  ) or come up with another idea||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||10-21-2003||11:47 AM||||You only have a boost gauge right?. Why not get a gauge cup & mount it to the side of the speedo cluster or something?||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||andkilde||10-22-2003||02:14 PM||||Hmmn, I was thinking about fabbing up an L-bracket pop-riveted to the underside of the ashtray (don't smoke) to mount mine. <br /><br />Anyone ever try this?<br /><br />Thanks, Ted||216.8.169.163||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||10-22-2003||04:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> They have to be removed from the rear. That can only be done with the vent out, and they screw in from the rear. Have fun pulling your dash... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">correction, by the way.  They don't have to be removed from the rear... you can remove the "flappers" that direct the air (up/down left/right with needle nose pliers... behind that is the big flapper that turns the vent on/off... I didn't F* with that thing, because the stupid gauge is too big to fit anyways.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   dammit.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||Invader||10-22-2003||05:50 PM||||I finally got around to relocating my gauges last week...  I decided on installing the 2 of them in the center vent, and will probably add another gauge (oil pressure) whenever I get around to picking one up.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1705" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1705&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />It's clear Lexan that I picked up from Builder's Square for around $3.  Grabbed a can of black wrinkle texture paint from Discount Auto and went to work.  I might try and find a closer paint match, but the black works out pretty well.<br /><br />Also made one for my SAFC to install in the center console change tray between the radio and shifter...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1706" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1706&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||drew||10-22-2003||06:04 PM||||Would someone (geoff?) be willing to make a vent gauge holder similar to the ones for the DSMS? that is, they'd mount there, but would have the slits so that air could still be routed.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||bleck||10-22-2003||09:34 PM||||I'd be interested in one||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||10-23-2003||09:48 AM||||me too... <br /><br />invader, did you just pull the flaps out of the vent, or did you have to take the dash apart to take the whole assembly out?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||BiggiB42||10-23-2003||05:07 PM||||i be interested in one also     nice work invader||152.163.252.136||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000011||Invader||10-23-2003||05:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>invader, did you just pull the flaps out of the vent, or did you have to take the dash apart to take the whole assembly out? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I cracked the vent trim a while back while I was trying to remove it.  I pretty much said fuck it, and tore the vents out.  Not exactly what I wanted to do...  I removed all but one screw before giving up and cracking the mounts selectively and pulling it out in parts.||207.203.212.2||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000012||Notorius||10-23-2003||05:40 PM||||what about putting a gauge or two in the position the clock takes up? i know its not hard to take the clock out cause its come flyin out when ive launched before and it seems like a pretty good spot to put something.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000013||geoff@machv||10-23-2003||06:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Would someone <b>(geoff?)</b> be willing to make a vent gauge holder similar to the ones for the DSMS? that is, they'd mount there, but would have the slits so that air could still be routed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here's anaother option too.  <br /><br /> <img src="http://store5.yimg.com/I/machv_1764_82521607" alt=" - " />||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000014||autobahntom||10-23-2003||06:30 PM||||I have mine mounted like 'ears' on the guage cluster. Decent, but they do attract attention at night.<br />Tom<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1722" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1722&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000015||drew||10-23-2003||07:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> what about putting a gauge or two in the position the clock takes up? i know its not hard to take the clock out cause its come flyin out when ive launched before and it seems like a pretty good spot to put something. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">unless you have digital gauges, there is not enough space.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||MidEngine210||10-23-2003||07:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> I have mine mounted like 'ears' on the guage cluster. Decent, but they do attract attention at night.<br />Tom<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tom -<br /><br />How did you mount it? Can you get a pic of it?<br />Thanks.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000017||hecdws||10-23-2003||07:55 PM||||i tried fitting one of those top mount pods on the car. in the area in front of the badge, it was a 2 gauge pod and it didnt fit.at first i didnt want my gauges on the pillar because of thieves. but what the hell a few weeks ago they tried stealing it and busted 2 windows. so i might be moving them up. <br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000018||bleck||10-24-2003||09:45 AM||||a couple of weeks ago there was a picture of someone's boost gauge mounted in the cluster, between the speedo and tach, just under the turn signal lights.  that works for me, but I'd wanna be pretty measured up before I go cutting the cluster.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000019||Z-1 Jon||10-24-2003||01:56 PM||||I put my boost gauge in the air vent to the left of the tach...a piece of aluminum, some flat black spray paint and a hot glue gun, good to go   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000020||autobahntom||10-25-2003||03:15 PM||||Here is a better pic of how they are mounted.<br />Tom<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1739" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1739&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1740" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1740&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000021||BiggiB42||10-25-2003||06:42 PM||||i got an a-piller gauge mount on mine and i like it i got it from  gaugepods.com  and its specifically for the vr-4. they also have other hard to finds like the conquest and the nx2000||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes



ubb/Forum2/003656.cgi
A||||10||Duc Hunter||Cams and timing belt going in, want advise||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||10-21-2003||01:53 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I just ordered my cams. I figured since I was doing the timing belt and lifters it was the best time to add cams. My AME EMS should be able to keep some mild cams clean. I went with the HKS 264/272 combo. My car is not a drag queen, but a daily driver hot rod so that should be plenty. While doing the timing belt I am doing all the seals as a few are leaking oil. My understanding is that means removing the oil stuff from the motor which means the balance shafts are right there, begging to be removed. Any thoughts or suggestions on what I am about to do would be appreciated.||205.166.229.105||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||05:22 PM||||Honestly......leave the balance shafts. the power gain is not worth the vibration. I know everyone says how great it is.  But I'll be honest. I worked on these engines for the last 7 years and I have yet to see an engine with the balance shafts removed that didn't shake like a mother and didn't end up back in the shop within 10k miles.......even ones that were "professionally" done.......why take the risk if it's a daily driver?||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||10-21-2003||08:24 PM||||When you rebuild the bottom end, pull the balance shafts. The bearings on them often fail after a rebuild. If you are leaving the block intact, it is better to leave them in. <br />My .02<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||number3||10-21-2003||08:57 PM||||The shaft are usally removed to eliminate the chance of a siezed bearing and then a belt flying into the timing belt.<br /><br />Forggottenvr4: Are you refering to stock engine and vibration? I don't believe I have ever driven a stock engine without balance shafts.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||10-22-2003||01:17 AM||||Interesting info guys. I was thinking I would have the one balance shaft removed when I am doing the timing belt and seals on the ft of the motor. This means the other one would stay in the block but no be turning at all and I would not have the pleasure of the bearing seizing. The motor does have 184k+ on it, albeit with great compression. Everyone here seems to think the vibration won�t be bad at all. I want to drive a relatively stock car without the balance shafts first though.<br /><br />Any other suggestions? I think I am going to swap to the HKS 264/272 combo cams.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||10-22-2003||01:33 AM||||I've ridden in and driven numerous DSM's with balance shafts removed from a JDM engine that is otherwise stock. I didn't notice any big difference. I just pulled my rear balance shaft last week and replaced all the seals and gaskets on the front of the engine. I left the front shaft in also. I won't know how "vibratee" my car will feel for at least a few months when it's finished but I'm guessing the poly engine mounts will add more vibration than anything.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||10-22-2003||01:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <br />Any other suggestions? I think I am going to swap to the HKS 264/272 combo cams.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">dunno about the 264/272, but i didnt care for the idle characteristics of the 264/264 i just took out.  good power up top, lousy idle, lumpy running below 2k rpm, lose about 20% of your fuel economy.  i cant see the 264/272 idling better, and i chose the 264/264 combo mostly because of the automotosports article.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a>||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||10-22-2003||01:58 PM||||its really easy to install so just follow the instructions in the haynes manual or whatever you have. just torque down the cam retainer things evenly a little at a time so you dont put stress on any one side of the camshaft. same thing, loosenthem evenly too when you take out the stockers. <br /><br />i have the balance shafts removed and in all honesty i have noticed no difference in the vibration of my car. im using the crower cams similar to the hks 272/272 setup.||131.193.154.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||10-22-2003||10:29 PM||||Guys, the balance shaft eliminator kit is made up of factory mitsu parts.  They all come from our "baby brother", the 4G61 1.6 liter motor that came in the turbo colts.  Actually, the head is exactly the same, and I happen to be running one right now.  The 4g61 did not come with balance shafts.  All they had was the stubby shaft from the "eliminator kit".  Mitsu DOES balance all the rotating assemblies at the factory WITHOUT the balance shafts.  The shafts are just there because at idle, they wanted straight six smoothness.  The balance shafts actually have nothing to do with engine balance.  What they DO, is cancel out harmonic vibrations.  Apparently the increase in the bore of the 4g63 has a harmonic frequency that is low enough to feel, throughout the rev range.  The 4g61 has the same "resonance", but it is of a higher frequency, so typically normal humans won't feel it.  All I used to do was dump the belt on the front shaft, and pull the front cover off and just hacksaw the rear shaft in half AFTER the first bearing journal.  This allows the pump to be supported in the rear, but the balance shaft will just sit there.  Of course, I cut a small section out of the shaft so it doesn't touch, and then I just safety wired it back so that it would not accidentally shift and touch the spinning journal.  Way easier IN THE CAR than pulling both of them and then knocking out the bearings and rotating them so the oil holes DON'T line up.  Sure, so you missed out on losing around 10 pounds.  Just drink some Maalox about 12 hours before you hit the strip..same effect.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||10-23-2003||01:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> All I used to do was dump the belt on the front shaft, and pull the front cover off and just hacksaw the rear shaft in half AFTER the first bearing journal.  This allows the pump to be supported in the rear, but the balance shaft will just sit there.  Of course, I cut a small section out of the shaft so it doesn't touch, and then I just safety wired it back so that it would not accidentally shift and touch the spinning journal.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Huh? If you cut the balance shaft in half the only thing supporting it is the front cover. Also if you cut it in half the oiling hole that goes through it to lube the rear bearing would shoot oil out all the time and you would lose oil pressure. I've heard of guys cutting the shaft after removing it and then welding the exposed oil hole shut for a makeshift stubby shaft. I've also read about guys putting the shaft in a lathe to remove the counterweight off of it and then reinstalling it so that the oil pump *is* supported all the through the block to the rear bearing. If you just cut the shaft in half it's no more supported than just using the 1.6 stubby.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||BlackHole||10-23-2003||07:41 AM||||On my last rebuild I pull the balance shafts and there was more vibration, but not a lot. I did pay attention to weighing the pistons and trying to get the reciprocating weight balanced out, but I did not balance the assembly.<br /><br />If you have the engine apart and want to keep the balance shafts, please check the clearances. I just had a rear balance shaft sieze on a 30k mile motor because I didn't check it. $2k down the drain for getting sloppy on checking.<br /><br />Dave [Beemer]-<br /><br />Did you cc the 1.6 head? I don't believe that they are the same as the 2.0 - my 2.0 measures out at 45cc, my friend's 1.6 at 41cc.<br /><br />As for the HK$ cams, I've read over on NABR a number of times that they need degreeing to idle perfectly. They tend to be much closer to spec than other brands, but they still aren't perfect. I'll find out for sure since my next motor will be a partial repeat of the AMS test with all of the cams degreed.<br /><br />Back into the shadows for another 6mos.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/003657.cgi
A||||9||mikeyoung00||Unusual Timing Belt Failure...||||8||||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||10-21-2003||02:30 PM||||Or maybe not. Saturday night during a bit of hard driving my engine quit. The timing belt had stripped its teeth all along the part that is exposed by the upper cover. Removal of the valve cover revealed all the intake valves were hung. (All the rockers were laying here and there on the head.)<br /><br />Anybody had this type of failure? This belt had less than 5000 miles on it. I figure something else broke...maybe the mechanic didn't replace the balance shaft belt. Hopefully I will know  more once the rest of the cover is removed.||139.177.224.101||reg||8||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-21-2003||02:43 PM||||Unfortunately it's not too rare. My guess would be balance shaft seizure, causing stopping of the b-belt, causing stopping (er: stripping) of the timing belt. <br /><br />Too bad though. Sorry to hear that.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Dsmman||10-21-2003||03:28 PM||||Possibly a tensioner failure or the tensoiner was not set properly. Either way, I'd replace the tensioner and tensioner pulley.||151.197.235.25||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000003||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||05:19 PM||||You can speculate forever and a day.......Let us know what you find with the cover off.....||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||10-22-2003||10:45 PM||||My money is on FOD (Foreign Object Damage) to the oil pump.  You sieze a balance shaft at higher rpm, it usually blows a chunk out of the block.  However, if you get some aluminum shavings from the back side of the oil pump..normally happens when you get the timing belt too tight and it forces the pump gear into the front cover) the gears have such a close tolerance that you will literally jam the gears.  So if your oil pump pully will not turn, I'd pull the cover out a little bit after unbolting BOTH the front b/s pulley and the bolt that holds the rear b/s in place (it's behind that star shaped plug next to the oil pump pulley, just tap it off with a screwdriver, counterclockwise, and remove the bolt.  Pull the cover off about an inch, just enough to disengage the b/s.  If the pump STILL won't turn, you either have a shitload of metal shavings in your oil (remember, oil goes from the pan TO THE PUMP and then to the filter) or the timing belt was cinched up too tight and pulled the oil pump driven gear into the front cover.  Actually, you could reuse the front cover.  Just take the back of the oil pump off, clean all the shit out of it, line the marks up, and bolt the cover back down.  I just had one do this in April while I was in Tokyo.  Oil pump gears were jammed by aluminum shavings..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||10-23-2003||12:12 AM||||What kind of belt did you have?<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Or maybe not. Saturday night during a bit of hard driving my engine quit. The timing belt had stripped its teeth all along the part that is exposed by the upper cover. Removal of the valve cover revealed all the intake valves were hung. (All the rockers were laying here and there on the head.)<br /><br />Anybody had this type of failure? This belt had less than 5000 miles on it. I figure something else broke...maybe the mechanic didn't replace the balance shaft belt. Hopefully I will know  more once the rest of the cover is removed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||10-23-2003||04:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> What kind of belt did you have?<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Factory...looks like.<br /><br />I just ordered a PE Kevlar belt from DSMParts.<br /><br />Probably change out the crank pully just for grins while we are in there. Along with the usual...bse kit, pulleys, tensoner, etc...since I can't get a parts list from the rebuild up in Pa.<br /><br />Progress: (not much) Sort of stuck pulling the head. Can't bust the intake manifold brace bolts loose. Suckers are ON there...probably over-torqued during that recent rebuild with engine out of the car. Much PB and various socket drivers later (short, long swivel, etc.) still no luck. Probably taking the whole mess to a good mechanic up the street from me. As soon as we get the timing cover off and see whats what, I will report.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||smokindav||11-13-2003||10:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Progress: (not much) Sort of stuck pulling the head. Can't bust the intake manifold brace bolts loose. Suckers are ON there...probably over-torqued during that recent rebuild with engine out of the car. Much PB and various socket drivers later (short, long swivel, etc.) still no luck. Probably taking the whole mess to a good mechanic up the street from me. As soon as we get the timing cover off and see whats what, I will report. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just fought this battle myself.  You will need about 24" of extensions, a swivel for your rachet and a pipe to use as a socket wrench extender to increase leverage.<br /><br />Jack up the car, use jack stands to support.  Slide underneath and you can just get the socket and extensions between the firewall and the subframe and up to those pesky intake bracket bolts.<br /><br />Good luck!<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||11-13-2003||12:29 PM||||I have a theory that the belt is exposed to "a lot" of heat under that plastic cover. This might accelerate it's aging. Also, there is very little tooth contact on the intake cam side. The belt should  wrap more and the balance belt should be designed to fail before the timing belt in the event of a b-shaft failure. <br /><br />okay, I'm done. Back to your regularly scheduled programming.||128.197.41.146||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||TAMBLERAMBLE||11-13-2003||01:36 PM||||when your rebuild took place did you replace the tensioner or reuse?||4.33.160.93||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes



ubb/Forum2/003658.cgi
A||||23||gvr4tunr||project: water to air intercooler||||1||||gvr4tunr||00002575
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||10-21-2003||08:18 PM||cbm0303@mail.ecu.edu||i want to design a system that works well and is streetable for our cars...first step is to try out a cooler. does anyone here have a good smic lying around and can do a little modification to it for me? i don't have access to fab equipment right now...here's the plan:<br /><br />fab a casing around the smic, rearrange endtanks so they go straight in one side, straight out the opposite (on the same sides they are stock). weld two coolant inlets to the one "face" (where air normally passes through to cool the intake charge), and two to the other "face". these 2 faces of the intercooler, which are normally exposed to air, will have plates welded to them with a 3/4" space between the plates and the fins. this allows coolant to diffuse evenly. the ends which do not have inlets/outlets will be sealed as well...the whole setup will be mounted flat, so that water runs from the bottom to the top.<br /><br />if anyone has anything they'd like to "donate" or supply for cheap to me, i'd appreciate it. if this works, i wouldn't be opposed to making these setups for CHEAP if all goes well. also, any suggestions, do's and don'ts, or overall criticism would help.||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000001||gvr4tunr||10-21-2003||11:07 PM||||this is kind of what it would look like:  <img src="http://personal.ecu.edu/cbm0303/intercooler.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.107.200.125||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000002||Ash||10-21-2003||11:11 PM||||I'll be going water to air when I upgrade my turbo, possibly before.  I was planning on going for one of the PWR barrel coolers (look at Abel Ibarra's{sp} RX7) but may look at cheaper alternatives too.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||redheat86||10-21-2003||11:18 PM||||so are water to air coolers just using the coolant from the radiator or is there a seperate pump for the thing?<br /><br />im assuming its not comming from the coolant..but im dumb hehee||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000004||gvr4tunr||10-22-2003||12:12 AM||||liquid/air coolers use their own system. it consists of a resevoir, pump, and some sort of heat exchanger (oil/tranny cooler, small radiator). the key is to have enough liquid, according to the speed of your pump, to keep cool liquid in the intercooler while at boost, then allow the system to cool the liquid back down while driving normally...on average, one will boost 15-20 seconds at a time, therefore, if your pump moves 10 gallons a minute, you want between 2.5 - 3 gallons in the entire system, including resevoir, exchanger, intercooler, and plumbing. a good combination for fluid is a 50/50 of water and isopropyl alcohol.||12.107.200.125||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000005||MidEngine210||10-22-2003||02:13 AM||||Here are some pics of the custom setup I have in my supercharged MR2. The intercooler I used is a JDM Subaru Liberty. They can be found for quite cheap at those Subaru tuners. The rest of the setup consists of: 1.) Jabsco Water-Puppy water pump(most used pump for air/water setups probably) 2.) Large heat exchanger front mounted. I am using a 50/50 mix right now. Air/water setups are great for tight setups where a good amount of air flow is difficult to get to the air/air intercooler.<br /><br /><a href="http://midengine210.hypermart.net/intercooler/air2water_b1.jpg" target="_blank">http://midengine210.hypermart.net/intercooler/air2water_b1.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://midengine210.hypermart.net/intercooler/air2water_b2.jpg" target="_blank">http://midengine210.hypermart.net/intercooler/air2water_b2.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://midengine210.hypermart.net/intercooler/air_water5.jpg" target="_blank">http://midengine210.hypermart.net/intercooler/air_water5.jpg</a>||64.63.204.107||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000006||Ash||10-22-2003||02:47 AM||||The RS cooler is probably too small for our cars though, as it was off a 2.0T to start with, on an MR2 it would rock of course.  Maybe 2 RS coolers strapped together in parallel though..||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||Darkside||10-22-2003||04:10 AM||||My buddy at work have one exactly like the one in the picture, but its just a little longer.  the core is 12x12x3.  Its made by Spearco, that sucker look PHAT!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  but he wanna too much for it, he (claim), he pay at least 800 bucks for it.  he was saying he'll charge me 450 bucks for it, never used, brand new.||64.166.63.106||reg||7||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000008||gvr4tunr||10-22-2003||09:08 AM||||i think the TEL smic's, when used in this application, can flow as much as 1500 cfm...which is enough for almost any turbo. also, the design of the system has more to do with how well it works more than anything.||12.107.200.125||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000009||russya||10-22-2003||04:15 PM||||I don't know if anyone else on this board has an air/water. But I do, I use the largest of the PWR barrell coolers since it has the least amount of pressure drop I've measured in an intercooler. My system uses the Jabsco centri puppy pump with a Yamaha R1 radiator from my old bike so it was free for me but you can get them for under $100 off ebay and they are exactly the right size. You can't fit anything bigger in the area where the stock intercooler sits without cutting. I paid $650 for the barrell and the pump and then another $100 for hose and making the bracket to hold the intercooler in place so I'm into it a total of $750 and if you included the price of the radiator it would be about $830. My setup has the least amount of piping possible, never has outlet temp's over ambient, even when sitting at stop lights. It doesn't heat soak, I repeat IT DOES NOT HEAT SOAK. The heat exchanger has a fan that keeps the coolant temp down at all times. The only downside it could possibly have is weight, I haven't weighed it with fluid included so I don't know what it weighs. But I would be glad to weigh it if someone would weigh there big front mount so we can compare the weights.||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||10-22-2003||05:00 PM||||Russya, which size barrel do you have?<br /><br />The 6"x6" kit comes with all this for $933.15 from Absolute Radiatior.  With 3" inlet/outlets it flows 920cfm.   <br />   <img src="http://www.absoluteradiator.com/images/Liquid-to-airKit.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />I think I'm in love  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000011||gvr4tunr||10-22-2003||06:40 PM||||russya-<br /><br />do you have pics of your setup? please post them if you do, i think we'd all be interested. what do you use for a resevior and where is it mounted?||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||10-22-2003||07:32 PM||||I've been lusting over that stupid barrel intercooler for a few months now.  Ever since someone posted a pic of one on a TEL.  I WILL have one in the near future.||64.63.212.38||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000013||russya||10-22-2003||09:08 PM||||I have a 6x10 barrel which is almost too big, I would recommend that if you do it go with a 6x8 or smaller length wise. The 10 inch barrel with the 90 degree elbows welded on barely fits with a non turbo throttle body. It wouldn't fit a turbo throttle body unless you had a custom elbow that didn't bend which is pointless when you can get a non turbo that's 70mm for a little bit better flow and one less gasket to leak. I don't have pics of mine but I do have the ones of a dsm with a setup that's almost identical except my blow off is on the lower elbow and I'm not using silcone couplers. I'm using wiggins clamps. When mine gets back from HPC with my new custom heatshield I'll take pics and post them||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000014||russya||10-22-2003||09:15 PM||||Here's the pics of that TEL and the radiator I use. Don't buy that kit from Absolute Radiator, it's a ripoff.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1707" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1708" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1709" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I use the overflow bottle from a Pontiac Lemans but I'll be changing that to something custom pretty soon.||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000015||gvr4tunr||10-22-2003||09:21 PM||||how streetable is this system?||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000016||russya||10-22-2003||09:27 PM||||Well with my turbo it actually has better throttle response than stock. And it's perfectly reliable. The Galant is actually my wifes car so I can't do anything to it that makes it finicky. And I've never drag raced it so I haven't even tried using ice water or anything like that in it. I just filled it up with water and a little water wetter and a small amount of coolant and never bothered with it again I've never had a more stable intercooler temp wise.||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000017||Beemer||10-22-2003||09:54 PM||||I've got a similar setup that I'm going to put in my galant.  Only difference is I'm using a celica all trac water to air intercooler, a sure flow pump, and a radiator out of my old honda cx650 turbo that hit a deer.  Trust me, that sucked..getting a deer in the face at 60 mph standing on your front wheel trying to stop really sucks.  Flying off your bike and knocking the deer out with your helmet?  Priceless..<br /><br />What I'm going to do though is mount the water cooler inline with the stock fmic, and put the radiator over on the drivers side IN FRONT of the a/c condensor.  The Diamante has a super slimline fan that might just fit..<br /><br />BTW the sure flow pump is only 60 bucks, and I have had one since 1994 running on a different turbo project in a boat, and it hasn't failed yet.  They have typical garden hose fittings for inlet/outlet as well, so hmmm, garden hose is cheap enough.  You can also run the garden hose to the trunk and have a nice old plastic fuel cell bolted down and filled with ice, so you're running from the radiator, thru the ice water, and back.  That's what I had on the boat..of course, it was a volvo penta ford pinto 2.3 motor with the turbo shit out of an 86 mustang svo.  I took the celica system off because it was just easier to draw cold water from the bottom of the boat by tapping into the water intake for the motor itself.  Man would that thing fly.  I sure embarrassed a lot of big block boats with that little bayliner capri..<br /><br />Oh, and of course, the boat's name was..."Boosted to 30"  <br /><br />Everyone thought it was my age..and it was, but was also the boost she was running.<br /><br />Oh, and you can find the pump in the junkyard for next to nothing..  Just find a junk pickup camper that had a water heater.  The sure flow was used in those things exclusively.  I got one for free, and paid 20 for the other one..<br />Dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000018||russya||10-22-2003||10:09 PM||||What's the flow rate on that pump?||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000019||AWDpower||10-23-2003||02:06 AM||||"fab a casing around the smic, rearrange endtanks so they go straight in one side, straight out the opposite (on the same sides they are stock). weld two coolant inlets to the one "face" (where air normally passes through to cool the intake charge), and two to the other "face". these 2 faces of the intercooler, which are normally exposed to air, will have plates welded to them with a 3/4" space between the plates and the fins. this allows coolant to diffuse evenly. the ends which do not have inlets/outlets will be sealed as well...the whole setup will be mounted flat, so that water runs from the bottom to the top."<br /><br />You can turn an air/air I/C into an air/water, but I think you have it backwards, unless I miss understood. You want to run the water through the inside if the old I/C, and your air charge needs to go through the core, where the cooling air used to flow, like a heater core.||67.25.104.184||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000020||gvr4tunr||10-23-2003||02:19 AM||||AWD-<br /><br />i thought that might be the case...but i don't see why it wouldn't work the other way, too. either way there is only thin aluminum between the cool water and the intake charge||12.107.200.124||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000021||sto31920||10-23-2003||12:56 PM||||Here is my setup using a GMC Syclone / Typhoon H20 Cooler, GMC syclone/DeQuick Dual Pass Heat Exchanger, Shurflo Pump, etc.  Sure the engine might not be as clean as some, but is a daily driver 3 days/week and it smoked a C5 by 10 car lengths last week at 120 MPH when I shut it down.  Even after a full run in summer heat, the intercooler stays cool to the touch.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  My nextdoor neighbor just took delivery of a Z06, so as soon as he breaks in the motor, he is my next target.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Different make, but related topic: Does anyone know who has Turbo-Charged & Intercooled a Porsche 928 successfully?  There are several supercharge kits, but no turbos...prolly since makers are afraid of folks turning up the boost and killing the motor.  Only 8 or 10 psi equals 500+ RWHP on 5.0 Litre 928!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />  <img src="http://www.angelfire.com/punk4/turbolag/VR4/Angry_VR4_Motor2.jpg" alt=" - " />||147.182.5.50||reg||1||Turbolag||00000893||yes
Z||000022||russya||10-23-2003||04:03 PM||||Gemballa made one and so did Callaway but you can't find any info on them anymore. Believe me I've tried. So I'm going with a Q45 V8 mated to a 300zx tranny. When I get all the pieces together I'll let everyone know what the turbo V8 is going into.||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000023||Tommyquest||10-24-2003||12:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbolag:<br /><strong> Here is my setup using a GMC Syclone / Typhoon H20 Cooler, GMC syclone/DeQuick Dual Pass Heat Exchanger, Shurflo Pump, etc.  Sure the engine might not be as clean as some, but is a daily driver 3 days/week and it smoked a C5 by 10 car lengths last week at 120 MPH when I shut it down.  Even after a full run in summer heat, the intercooler stays cool to the touch.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   My nextdoor neighbor just took delivery of a Z06, so as soon as he breaks in the motor, he is my next target.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />Different make, but related topic: Does anyone know who has Turbo-Charged & Intercooled a Porsche 928 successfully?  There are several supercharge kits, but no turbos...prolly since makers are afraid of folks turning up the boost and killing the motor.  Only 8 or 10 psi equals 500+ RWHP on 5.0 Litre 928!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />   <img src="http://www.angelfire.com/punk4/turbolag/VR4/Angry_VR4_Motor2.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You should upgrade that intercooler to this  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /> <img src="http://tommyquest.com/intercooler.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.161.23.12||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes



ubb/Forum2/003659.cgi
A||||4||BluFalcon||Charcoal Canister||||1||||BluFalcon||00000366
Z||000000||BluFalcon||10-21-2003||08:36 PM||muttski@comcast.net||Who here has eliminated the charcoal canister from their car?  If you have, what did you do to take care of the fuel vapors/vent from the fuel tank?  The previous owner eliminated the canister from my car, but just crushed the hard metal line that the fuel tank vented from.  I've noticed the fuel filler hose seems to be under a lot of pressure.  I'm just wondering if the tank is being pressurized too much during operation.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000001||number3||10-21-2003||08:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BluFalcon:<br /><strong> Who here has eliminated the charcoal canister from their car?  If you have, what did you do to take care of the fuel vapors/vent from the fuel tank?  The previous owner eliminated the canister from my car, but just crushed the hard metal line that the fuel tank vented from.  I've noticed the fuel filler hose seems to be under a lot of pressure.  I'm just wondering if the tank is being pressurized too much during operation. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes. Carefully reopen that vent and that should fix you up.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||10-21-2003||08:57 PM||||and maybe vent that hardline out into the wheel well of something. You don't really want it venting into the engine bay do ya?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||BluFalcon||10-21-2003||11:05 PM||||Thanks for the replies guys.  I was thinking of attatching a mini K&N breather filter and mounting the whole deal in the wheelwell or something to keep it from venting into the engine bay.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||10-22-2003||12:59 AM||||I wouldn't really waste your money on a K&N breather.  Just vent it to the wheel well and you will be fine.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes



ubb/Forum2/003660.cgi
A||||11||admsr||Radio/Gauge Cluster||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||10-21-2003||08:56 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||Ok....I hate the way my radio install came out. Josh had posted before, regarding the bracket but I can't seem to get mine to work right. I'm going to fab one tomorrow out of plexiglass. I'm going to install the radio bracket on top DIN and 3-2 1/16th gauges on bottom. It's going to be painted flat back and I should have it installed by Friday night.<br /><br />Any comments.......?<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.147.123||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||10-21-2003||09:01 PM||||paint the back of the plexi glass, not the front...||12.253.81.123||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||10-21-2003||09:18 PM||||You got the same one? I had to bend the side bars out a bit to get it to hold in there better. I've had 5k launches and it wasn't enough to pop it out. However cruce said to pick up some ABS plastic, i think i might use that to reinforce and fill in the holes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||bleck||10-21-2003||09:21 PM||||Yo Alex, <br /><br />I put my Clarion in with a kit that I bought from Pep Boys.  Just basically an installation bracket that you fit the radio to and bolt it in.  It worked pretty good for me.  Cost me like $15.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||bleck||10-21-2003||09:24 PM||||F- it. I'll take a pic and post it tomorrow.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000005||admsr||10-21-2003||09:28 PM||||i had the radio/cassette unit in there which has the trim for the 2DIN radio. I purchased an install kit and it came out like poo poo. thanks for the paint advice jakal....<br /><br />I'll take pics when I'm done and share some comments. maybe it'll actually look good and i can share a template.<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.147.123||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000006||admsr||10-23-2003||07:59 AM||||OK.... 1 Jig Saw, and 1 54MM hole saw with cordless drill. I cut and trimmed this nice big piece of plexi and I got to tell you....not bad.<br /><br />I still have some minor trimming to do but it doesn't look bad at all. I need to figure out how to screw it in. I'm going to find some long round spacers and get some screws to screw it in place just like the original bracket.<br /><br />Alex.||68.29.67.116||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000007||admsr||11-09-2003||08:26 PM||||My car is up for sale but i thought it would be cool to share my creation.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1863" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1863</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1862" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1862</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1869" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1869</a><br /><br />Radio Bracket made out of Plexi!<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.18.94||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000008||admsr||11-11-2003||04:38 PM||||....any comments......<br /><br />maybe it looks like shiznick!<br /><br />?<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||11-11-2003||05:01 PM||||Your steering wheel looks mint.  Crazy.<br /><br />It looks like good work, but I'm not too keen on the glossy surface / fingerprints.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||11-11-2003||08:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Your steering wheel looks mint.  Crazy.<br /><br />It looks like good work, but I'm not too keen on the glossy surface / fingerprints. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah it looks like good work, and nice job but I'm not digging the surface and being able to see all the wires behind it||69.34.92.118||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||4g63t||11-12-2003||02:35 AM||||Flame me if you want, but I think it would be kind of cool to put a mini neon behind it.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum2/003661.cgi
A||||2||redheat86||HELP! gauge cluster went wacko||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||10-21-2003||10:04 PM||||Well today i was driving an all of a sudden my speedo went nuts and pegged to like 125 when i was doing 70. then once i finally slowed down it dipped down and wont move now. odd thing is the trip meter still works.. any idea on how to fix this? or if its fixable? <br /><br /> <img src="http://bling.imperial.org/ben/gaugecluster.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000001||Darkside||10-22-2003||06:23 AM||||Ums....First thing I could think of is a bad speedometer cable. It could of got wind up all the way to 125mph then drop all the way down pass  0.  I hope that help.||64.166.63.106||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||10-22-2003||02:13 PM||||Previous owner of 487/1000 had to replace the speedo.  Did something similar and it wasn't cheap.  She had EVERYthing done at a dealer.<br /><br />See if you could get a cluster out of a VR4 someone is parting out.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003662.cgi
A||||4||1101||turn signal wiring ?||||1||||467||00000061
Z||000000||1101||10-21-2003||11:25 PM||karns10@comcast.net||I have a two bulb JDM clear corner with my JDM bumper. The JDM bumper has no front turn signal. I have wired the rear bulb behind the orange bezel on the clear corner to the front turn signal harness. I am sharing the front turn signal ground on the two bulbs in the clear corner,<br /><br />The problem is the signal light is blinking fast like there is a light burned out (very annoying). The orange clear corner light is blinking OK but fast.<br /><br />The question is this a result of less amperage going through the turn signal flasher? The USA turn signal is about a 15 watt bulb and the clear corner bulb is about half that. <br /><br />TIA <br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||10-22-2003||12:05 AM||||Ummmmmm......<br /><br /><br />Okay now that I think I got that. It's probably because the resistance on the smaller bulbs you wired to the turn signal light are making it seem like you have a light out. I would just wire up the acutal corner light to be the turn signal light and put some orange bulbs in there.<br /><br />When I did my JDM front end stuff I wired up the corners as turn signals and used the corner light harnesses to light the city lights in the headlights. It's sort of cool to use during dusk as they are just bright enough to be seen and be noticed since they seem dim compared to most DRL's. I may swap the bulbs to something ricer like blue LOL.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Jose||10-22-2003||01:29 AM||||You will need to read the resistance of the rear blinker bulb and add a inline resister in the front blinker to even it out.<br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||1101||10-22-2003||02:41 AM||||Thanks PRE-EVO & Jose,<br /><br />Ok, I found the explanation on page 54-71 of the service manual. I think I am seeing it more clearly.<br /><br />Wouldn't that be a parallel resistor with the front blinker in order to decrease the resistance seen at the flasher unit?<br /><br />Alternately couldn't I increase the resistor in the capacitor circuit in the flasher? If I am looking at the right equation, t varies proportionally with R?||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||10-22-2003||09:36 AM||||Couldn't you use a relay, instead?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003663.cgi
A||||6||neonturbo1995||ECU wiring and AFC questions||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||10-22-2003||02:37 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||1) on the ECU connectors (yellow plugs) what is the best way to remove one clip from the connector so i can replace the wire?  (My wire is cut too close to the connector to reattach it to the wiring harness....long story).<br /><br />2) When splicing the AFC wires into the ECU harness per the how-to on this site, I know it is best to just solder the connections and seal them, but would it be ok to just use some of those crimp connectors (the ones that you hook onto the solid wire without cutting it and put the other wire end into the other hole and crimp a metal tab into them that cuts the insulation only and then put the snap cover over the top...not sure the proper name of these connectors).<br /><br /><br />I had problems getting my AFC to turn on, so any advice would help.||68.164.8.37||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||admsr||10-22-2003||09:17 AM||||I used those clip connectors to install my HKS S-AFR and all has been well for me. I just made sure to really squeaze down hard for a solid connection.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||10-22-2003||12:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> 1) on the ECU connectors (yellow plugs) what is the best way to remove one clip from the connector so i can replace the wire?  (My wire is cut too close to the connector to reattach it to the wiring harness....long story).<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just had to do this last week. I must have switched 200-300 ECU's in and out of my GVR-4, and it is taking its toll on my connectors.<br />First, you have to slide the thin black piece of plastic out the front of the connector. Then, you have to use a very tiny screwdriver to reach back into the front of the connector, and pry the little yellow "lock" away from the terminal you are trying to release. While you are prying it away, push back on the terminal, or pull on the wire in the back, and it should slide out the back of the connector. Once you have it out, you can pry the terminal open and put a new wire in it.<br />Have fun!<br />Jeff O.||65.80.251.155||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||10-22-2003||01:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> I used those clip connectors to install my HKS S-AFR and all has been well for me. I just made sure to really squeaze down hard for a solid connection.<br /><br />Alex. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have heard that the AFC is very sensitive to wiring issues, primarily ground issues.  I tried it with the clip connectors and the AFC did not turn on at all, so I am wondering what the problem is.||68.164.8.37||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||k91||10-23-2003||02:53 PM||||Make sure the brown ground wire is on the ECU side of the wiring harness and the black is behind it.  Solder those connections, trust me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000005||neonturbo1995||10-23-2003||10:28 PM||||how far apart?||68.164.2.197||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000006||k91||10-24-2003||10:42 AM||||Apexi recommends 1cm or more between the two wires.  Just make sure they don't touch.||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes



ubb/Forum2/003664.cgi
A||||5||Darkside||cyclone manny||||5||||Darkside||00002420
Z||000000||Darkside||10-22-2003||04:02 AM||Darkside_racing@msn.com||hey guys, does anyone knows if the Cyclone Manny will pass the emission test?||64.166.63.106||reg||5||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||10-22-2003||04:53 AM||||I'm not sure but i don't think there's a EGR on it.  So that no-no in California||216.175.84.169||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||10-22-2003||08:25 AM||||Yep.  No EGR.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||10-22-2003||06:13 PM||||Mine passed just fine (after I fixed my timing).<br /><br /><br />Nope, no EGR.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||10-22-2003||06:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Darkside:<br /><strong> hey guys, does anyone knows if the Cyclone Manny will pass the emission test? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup the moment they pull the car info up in the computer or check the vaccum diagram under the hood prepared to be sent to the referee (you don't want to have to go there).<br /><br />I went through a hassle on my impreza because it was an auto with an EGR but I had swapped the transmission to a manual and was sent to the referee even though it passed smog.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||10-23-2003||12:12 AM||||Rich,<br />How closely do they check the valve? I know one member of the group (who shall remain nameless to protect the *innocent*) who considered milling the EGR valve down, bolting it to the Cyclone, and making it *look* functional.<br />Would that work?||216.76.180.143||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003665.cgi
A||||5||Darkside||balance shaft removal?||||5||||Darkside||00002420
Z||000000||Darkside||10-22-2003||06:30 AM||Darkside_racing@msn.com||Hey guys,  can you guys tell me, how hard is to remove the balance shaft belt? Its it as easy as doing a timing belt?||64.166.63.106||reg||5||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||10-22-2003||07:45 AM||||It's pretty easy to do. There are directions on  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">vfaq</a>||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||miturra||10-22-2003||10:30 AM||||Check this out:<br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/balance-shafts.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/balance-shafts.html</a>||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||10-22-2003||12:55 PM||||Is the motor in or out of the car? If its in the car it can be rough. We found that the best way to get the shafts out of the engine was to use a saws all and cut the shafts in half.||162.84.78.136||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||10-22-2003||02:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Darkside:<br /><strong> Hey guys,  can you guys tell me, how hard is to remove the balance shaft belt? Its it as easy as doing a timing belt? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">just the belt? if thats all you want to do you can just remove the lower timing cover and just cut it off. however, its something i wouldnt do unless you plan to actually removed the balance shafts themselves.||131.193.154.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||10-22-2003||05:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Is the motor in or out of the car? If its in the car it can be rough. We found that the best way to get the shafts out of the engine was to use a saws all and cut the shafts in half. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hope it's out of the car if not it should or will be unless he likes feeling like he is driving a running washing machine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Seriously if you want to take them out get the engine balanced.||65.177.240.10||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003666.cgi
A||||4||rallysmurf||1st post, make a 2wd a 4wd?||||1||||rallysmurf||00002415
Z||000000||rallysmurf||10-22-2003||09:19 AM||bcdbcd@cableone.net||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2438458382&category=6353" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2438458382&category=6353</a><br /><br />i am buying a vr4 that i would like to make a club rally car. does anyone know if you could put a trans in this 2wd and come out with 4wd?<br />is the shell the same, motor mounts? i would have swaped the 2ws w a 4 bolt 1g eclipe anyway if i got a vr4. <br /><br />thanks alex||24.117.28.200||reg||1||rallysmurf||00002415||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||10-22-2003||09:24 AM||||Eh?  That auction is not a VR-4.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||10-22-2003||09:41 AM||||that car was on ebay a short while ago.<br /><br />if you want to convert it, you'll need a awd galant as a doner car. you need the whole trunk floor and subframe. have fun with a angle grinder and a welder for about 200 hours<br />-luke-||141.153.212.212||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-22-2003||10:08 AM||||That car's a good deal for the parts as is but you'd need to make a driveshaft tunnel for the shaft. That's a lot of work when you can buy a vr4 for 1300 on this forum. <br /><br />As an aside, it's probably unwise to get involved in club rally with a 4wd car. They're a lot harder to maintain and seemingly, the competition in PGT and Open class (as well as group N) are far more fierce than in any of the 2wd classes. <br /><br />That car's probably great to learn with. <br /><br />Some good picks for a starter rally car- <br /><br />GTI<br />Neon<br />325 bmw<br /><br />check out <a href="http://www.rallyclassified.com" target="_blank">www.rallyclassified.com</a> for some listings. <br /><br />Ward's selling his VTcar.com galant, greg's selling his club-caged galant.. there are a few GSX on there.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||rallysmurf||10-22-2003||10:33 PM||||thanks all. i thought it would need a tunnel <br />done. yeah too much work.<br /><br /><br />Bimmubishi <br />i have a bmw 2002 i have been working on.<br />i just thought i would start a open car if it was a deal. i know it woul dmake an ok g2 but i am not a fwd fan. <br />you do some rally cross or club stuff?<br /><br />laters alex||24.117.28.200||reg||1||rallysmurf||00002415||yes



ubb/Forum2/003667.cgi
A||||4||Z-1 Jon||VPC Air temp resistor||||1||||Z-1 Jon||00002656
Z||000000||Z-1 Jon||10-22-2003||12:53 PM||jrotaryb@hotmail.com||Anyone know what kind of resistor we use for the air temp signal on a VPC?||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||10-22-2003||01:59 PM||||Resistor???<br /><br /><br />I'm guessing you don't want to pay the $80-100 for a new one and yours crapped out?<br /><br /><br />BTW is this Adam's brother (Adam of Z1 performance in NY)? If so tell Adam hi, I sold him some stereo stuff for his old S2000.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||10-23-2003||12:13 AM||||Its actually a "thermistor", but they come in so many ranges of resistance vs temperature that I can't tell you which one.||216.76.180.143||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||Z-1 Jon||10-23-2003||10:43 AM||||yep, I'm Adam's brother...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||10-23-2003||01:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Z-1 Jon:<br /><strong> yep, I'm Adam's brother...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought so.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003668.cgi
A||||18||thejeebus2002||TIAL external wastegate question||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||10-22-2003||01:06 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I just purchased a TIAL ext. wastegate and there are 2 ports with vacuum lines.  Not real sure which one I run my MBC to.  The top or the side mounted one or both?  If both, how?<br /><br />Also, since I have a big 16G internally gated is there really any performance increase with this added mod.  I know that an external wastegate is nencessary for some larger turbos w/o a internal device.  When I was installing my turbo and manifold I had my friend at the machine shop fabricate me a new flapper for the gate so It would seal much better - the old one was really worn out.  Thanks for any insight on this.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||10-22-2003||02:00 PM||||i have the same issue but withthe hks 40mm gate, and using a profec b. i was told to just use the side nipple and i have yet to test out how it works. does anyone know how to do it with the EBC as well?||131.193.154.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||10-22-2003||02:24 PM||||The reason why I was asking because on RRE's webpage there is an ext. wastegate and both of the nipples are hooked up to something.  What I have no idea......||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||CKA||10-22-2003||02:34 PM||||If you have a MBC you use the port on the side of the Tial, the RRE car is either using a EBC or running that top line to nothing.  If you aren't creeping with the internally gated big16 I don't think you would gain much performance, but wouldn't hurt anything either.  Sorry Ken, off hand I can't comment of the hook up with the EBC.||66.84.245.238||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4us||10-22-2003||02:36 PM||||side one I have hooked to the boost controller.  Top one not hooked up to nothing.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000005||Dsmman||10-22-2003||02:55 PM||||Use the side port when using a MBC.||151.197.190.68||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000006||thejeebus2002||10-22-2003||03:01 PM||||thx for the input.  I wasn't sure if it mattered which one it was hooked or not.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000007||Nate||10-22-2003||03:54 PM||||With an EVC, the setup goes like this:<br /><br />Top port from the gate gets its signal from the center port of the stepper motor.<br /><br />Side port of the gate gets its signal from both a nipple in the intercooler piping (or fitting in the compressor housing after the wheel) and goes to the other large port on the stepper motor.  <br /><br />The small nipple on the stepper motor goes to a vacuum/boost source on the intake manifold after the throttle plate.  <br /><br />Whenever you're using an electronic controller, try to keep the vacuum lines shorter than three feet.  It really helps it work better.  The vacuum lines between the IC piping, stepper motor, and wastegate on the maroon car were all less than a foot, the only line longer than that came from the intake manifold, and the turbo on that car came on so hard and so quickly it was unreal.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000008||bazeng||10-22-2003||06:30 PM||||why does the top one go the the plenum??<br />just wondering.. as i have an external <br /><br />does it suck and open it up ???.. <br /><br />i just thought side goes to intercooler piping..<br />top goes to atmosphere or boost controller which keeps valve closed /open. (mac valve)||203.166.63.207||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000009||fast_gvr4||10-22-2003||08:30 PM||||All depends how much boost you're looking for? Example: the Turbonetics Deltagate, say the one with the 7-9 psi spring which is the most common, will open at approximately 25psi with no pressure signal attached. Imagine you have the boost controller and have racing fuel and are looking for lets say 27psi(obviously this is not with a stock engine!) even if you were to completely shut off the pressure signal to the wastegate you would still not achieve more than 25 psi.||172.211.87.48||reg||7||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||10-23-2003||12:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> With an EVC, the setup goes like this:<br /><br />Top port from the gate gets its signal from the center port of the stepper motor.<br /><br />Side port of the gate gets its signal from both a nipple in the intercooler piping (or fitting in the compressor housing after the wheel) and goes to the other large port on the stepper motor.  <br /><br />The small nipple on the stepper motor goes to a vacuum/boost source on the intake manifold after the throttle plate.  <br /><br />Whenever you're using an electronic controller, try to keep the vacuum lines shorter than three feet.  It really helps it work better.  The vacuum lines between the IC piping, stepper motor, and wastegate on the maroon car were all less than a foot, the only line longer than that came from the intake manifold, and the turbo on that car came on so hard and so quickly it was unreal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok Nate, im using the profec B which only has an input and an output on the stepper motor, so only 2 ports. i belive the profec A has the 3 ports. any ideas now?||65.227.204.40||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||10-23-2003||12:43 AM||||<a href="http://www.greddy.com/Technical/profec_frame.htm" target="_blank">http://www.greddy.com/Technical/profec_frame.htm</a><br /><br />this is directly from greddy however its pretty vague.||65.227.204.40||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||DongeR615||02-06-2004||03:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> Ok Nate, im using the profec B which only has an input and an output on the stepper motor, so only 2 ports. i belive the profec A has the 3 ports. any ideas now? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">did ya ever figure this one out?||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000013||DongeR615||02-07-2004||12:01 AM||||Got this from  <a href="http://www.tialsport.com/WGCONTROL.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.tialsport.com/WGCONTROL.JPG</a> <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2745" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2745&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000014||hibrn8||02-07-2004||02:38 AM||||no I never did try it yet since its stored away, but this is good at I think will help me alot! So Thank You.||67.248.54.52||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000015||4drwhore||02-09-2004||08:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fast_gvr4:<br />All depends how much boost you're looking for? Example: the Turbonetics Deltagate, say the one with the 7-9 psi spring which is the most common, will open at approximately 25psi with no pressure signal attached. <b>Imagine you have the boost controller and have racing fuel and are looking for lets say 27psi(obviously this is not with a stock engine!) </b>even if you were to completely shut off the pressure signal to the wastegate you would still not achieve more than 25 psi. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why couldn't you do that on a stock engine? I know a guy running 93 PUMP GAS with no alcohol or nitrous and boosing 28lbs. I also know a guy who is boosting 30+lbs with c16 and both are on stock motors and the one that is 30+lbs is stock head also. He traps in the 126mph range and that's not even getting on it hard. If I remember correctly there's a guy on NABR with a PTE scm61 running in the 9s on a stock block. So why couldnt you do that on a stock engine?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000016||Gator VR4||02-09-2004||08:55 AM||||I ran 30 pounds and 100 octane on my FP green with a stock bottom end and stock head.  It can be done.||67.34.145.183||reg||1||Gator VR4||00000455||yes
Z||000017||Rice Killer||02-09-2004||06:03 PM||||How many counts of knock were you getting at that PSI with that much boost? Im sure you were getting enough to pull timing. I dont know how you could run 30psi with pump gas, I have never seen or heard of anyone doing it with actual HP gains.||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000018||4drwhore||02-16-2004||05:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Rice Killer:<br /><strong> How many counts of knock were you getting at that PSI with that much boost? Im sure you were getting enough to pull timing. I dont know how you could run 30psi with pump gas, I have never seen or heard of anyone doing it with actual HP gains. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well first of all please state where anyone said they ran 30lbs of boost on pump gas.||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum2/003669.cgi
A||||4||watchdoc||Peletier intercooler||||1||||watchdoc||00000804
Z||000000||watchdoc||10-22-2003||03:13 PM||watchdoctr@earthlink.net||I've been toying with this idea for years but I've never figured out how to do the math to see if it would work.<br /><br />The idea is to use a traditional water intercooler but instead of a pump and heat exchanger, use a couple of large peleteirs to cool the water.  I recently saw a large peleteir on a new Coleman cooler that might work.  It has heat sinks on both sides of the ceramic that measure about 5" square.  According to the owners manual it comsumes roughly 5 amps of power.  <br /><br />The idea would be to mount a couple of these to the top of the water IC with the cool side heat sinks sitting in the water.<br /><br />Anybody got any ideas why this might or might not work???||65.41.42.22||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000001||teet||10-22-2003||03:17 PM||||it would "work"...they just don't take out very much heat for the amount of electricty you have to run through them.<br /><br />by the time your alternator has to pull that extra juice to power em up...you'll have lost any advantage.<br /><br />use the air around you as your heat sink.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.3||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000002||RayH||10-22-2003||03:44 PM||||I looked into these a few years ago for direct attachment to the intercooler and they're not efficient enough to dissipate the amount of heat in the intake.<br /><br />Where they may be some potential, though, is there are some custom peltier fluid blocks you can buy which will chill any liquid passing through it.  May have some potential for chilling fuel but it would probably have to be turned on for a while before the fuel in the tank dropped an appreciable amount in temperature.  I don't think it's efficient enough to do it on the fly.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||10-22-2003||10:34 PM||||There was a guy on ebay about 3 weeks ago selling one.  It basically went subzero, and was solenoid activated.  It was basically a tube, with a hellish amount of computer heatsink sized peltiers lined up.  The tube got superchilled.  Upon hitting either a set boost or throttle position, the solenoids would open, directing intake air thru THAT tube, rather than the normal tube going into the TB.  Basically a dual "Y" pipe system.  It was an on demand system, and good for around 30 seconds of cold ass air.  It had two thermocouples, so when the air coming out of the peltier equaled the air temp of the other tube, the solenoid would shut and use your fmic by itself.  Neat idea, but the dude wanted 950 bucks for it.  For that money, getting an aluminum box welded up around a 1g smic and water cooling is way cheaper...||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||curtis||10-22-2003||10:57 PM||||the plastic industry uses liqiud nitrogen that is pumped through a chiller chamber to cool extruded parts.  (PVC pipe for example)   The PVC is extruded out of the die and through a chiller that brings the molten plastic from melt temp to freezing in a matter of milla secs.  I would like for someone create a pump and intercooler pipe system using this..   Makes you think don't it.||67.25.39.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003670.cgi
A||||3||mr.mitsu||which ecu with jdm motor||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||10-22-2003||11:53 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||for those of you with a jdm motor (red valve cover and cyclone intake) are you using the same ecu?<br /><br />if so, another question. are the vr4 ecu's the same as the 1g talon<br /><br />i recently swapped a jmd motor into my once n/a galant awd.<br /><br />kept wiring harness just wired in mas, knock, and resister pack.<br /><br />now the car doesn't run with mas plugged in.<br /><br />on cold start runs ok (mas connected), but once it warms up...stalls, unless i keep the rpm's up.<br /><br />i picked up an ecu with the same casing as ours and said "4g63 turbo" written on it. i'll post the part number tomorrow.<br /><br /><br />can anyone shed some light and i appologize for the length of this post....thanks||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||10-23-2003||12:08 AM||||Some JDM engines got the 510cc Yellow Top injectors. What color are your's? What EPROM number is inside the ECU?||216.76.180.143||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||mr.mitsu||10-23-2003||12:25 AM||||they're blue tops.<br /><br />you need the number inside the case...how about just the MD***** part number and the 4-digit number on the side?<br /><br />thanks||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||10-23-2003||09:59 AM||||That may or may not give me enough information, but give it a try....||68.156.242.196||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003671.cgi
A||||3||mr.mitsu||wire positions||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||10-23-2003||12:31 AM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||this is what i have so far (came with the motor)<br /><br /><br />(4) rear of car<br />(1)<br />(2) coil pack<br />(3)<br /><br />(4) (3) (2) (1) cyliders<br /><br /><br />front of car<br /><br /><br />i know it's a ghetto diagram<br /><br /><br />this is the n/a motor setup (haynes)<br /><br /><br />(3)<br />(2)<br />(1)<br />(4)<br /><br />(4) (3) (2) (1) <br /><br /><br />should i go with the 2nd setup?||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||k91||10-23-2003||02:57 PM||||4123 on the coil pack.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/images/Spark_Plug_Wires.gif" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/images/Spark_Plug_Wires.gif</a>||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000002||mr.mitsu||10-23-2003||09:02 PM||||is this setup for a jdm motor?||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||10-24-2003||03:57 AM||||Um why don't you just try one if it works fine if not it's the other way around.||65.177.240.251||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003672.cgi
A||||0||mr.mitsu||another wire question||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||10-23-2003||12:33 AM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||what is the main difference with plug wires for other cars? can i use wires fom another car on mine?<br /><br />i picked up the accel thunder 300 from crappy and the 4th wire (longest) is too short. and i also swithed the 1st wire with another second from another pack (so now i have 2 #2's)<br /><br />my coil pack is in a different position than the non-jdm motors' (farther from the valve cover). so i'm looking for other wires i can use that are just a few inches longer than these.<br /><br />what others are compatible with our motors?<br /><br /><br />sorry so long||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes



ubb/Forum2/003673.cgi
A||||5||Arty||High oil consumption||||8||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||10-23-2003||02:25 AM||||My car smokes at start up, a big blue cloud. The smoking at start up has begun to get worse in the last month. I rebuilt the head less than 2 years ago, replaced the valve stem seals, reground the valves and seats, and resurfaced the deck.<br />Leakdown results are 1=83psi (83%) 2=93psi (93%) 3=90psi (90%) 4=92psi (92%) with a source pressure of 100psi. My leakdown tester is home made with a 1mm orifice. For each cylinder test, I could only hear air coming out the oil filler hole.<br />These numbers seem low compared with others I have read about, a lot of people seem to get 1%-2% leakdown, it�s impossible to compare without knowing the size of the orifice in their leakdown testers. <br />I don't know if a leakdown test gives me any useful info. wrt oil consumption anyway, the compression rings may be sealing but the oil control rings may be worn out and I'm not certain this would show up in a leakdown test ?<br />I removed the PCV valve, the ball moves freely and seals and unseals  when I blow/suck on it.<br />Under WOT in 2nd  lots of dark grey smoke is visible coming out of the exhaust, my rear bumper is getting black on the exhaust pipe side.<br />When the head was off, the bores were measured and they were within the original specs.<br />There is no oil drips under the car. I have to top up the oil every time I fill the fuel tank, so I�d like to get the the root cause of this.<br /><br />What else do I need to investigate ?<br /><br />TIA<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||8||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||10-23-2003||07:29 AM||||What are your compression readings, w/ and w/o oil added? If it's not the rings, it's likely the valve guides. By your description, it certainly sounds like the guides. Leakdown of >10% is a real problem. The typical I've seen for a broken-in 4g63 engine is <=5%.<br /><br />While I know you said the head was rebuilt 2 years ago, just because the valve guide seals were replaced doesn't mean that the valve guides were good. If there is too much play in the guides the seals will wear out very quickly. I just had this happen to me - my former rebuilder [now out of business] let marginal valve guides slide instead of replacing them and I just had to fully rebuild a 2 year old, 30k mile head.<br /><br />Good luck!||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||Arty||10-23-2003||04:21 PM||||I did a compression test a while back, I'll do it again today, from memory either No. 1 or 2 was 120psi, the others were only around 140psi.<br /><br />I did add oil to No.1 and rotated the crank once or twice and repeated the leakdown test, the reading only went up by 5%.<br /><br />Because the valves are closed during the leakdown test I can't see that the guides can contribute to the low readings ?<br /><br />There seems to be a coating of oil in the IC piping. How can I determine where this oil is coming from? It could be blow by mist from the valve cover, or bad oil seals on the turbo compresssor side. Or maybe the blow by from the high leakdown rings is pressurising the oil and making the turbo compressor seals just appear like they are bad, when in reality they aren't ?<br /><br />My brain is starting to hurt :-(<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||10-23-2003||04:45 PM||||120 psi is pretty low, service limit is 114. If you have cyls w/ 140 psi, then this motor has more than exceeded the maximum 7 psi difference between cylinders. Doesn't sound very good.<br /><br />As for the leakdown, I agree that the valves are supposed to be closed. This does not mean that they actually are.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Where exactly is the oil in the intake tract? Just pull a couple of hoses and follow the trail. This will tell you a lot. If it is in the turbo outlet but not the inlet, then it must becoming from the turbo.<br /><br />If it is heavy in the inlet and you have the valve cover breather still plumbed, then there is a lot of blowby on the motor. Happy hunting [I know it is a PITA].||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||10-23-2003||05:38 PM||||before you shoot the motor, try the bg engine purge treatment.  it costs about 15 bucks for the stuff, and you run the engine with it in for an hour at high idle.  it will free up all the rings, and restore compression.  lots of times, the oil ring gets stuck and cant do it's job, so the #2 and #1 rings end up getting excess oil, and they get clogged and stuck, too.  especially if the car has conventional oil.  great stuff.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Arty||10-23-2003||06:37 PM||||Good ideas, thanks for the help.<br /><br />Maybe I will try and use a logical approach to this problem :-)<br />I'll pull the input and output pipes on the turbo and see if there's a difference in the amount of oil. I think it was mainly in the compressor outlet pipe. If it's not obvious, I'll try wiping them clean, and re-examining them tomorrow. <br /><br />I'm confident the valves were closed as there was only one crank position where full pressure could be built up on the leakdown test. I dropped the source pressure to about 30psi and rotated the crank many times, to learn what the escaping air sounded like when it was going through the inlet valves, exhaust valves and the rings.<br /><br />If I can source the BG engine purge I'll try it too.<br /><br />John||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/003674.cgi
A||||5||agrabau||4*108 wheels on 4*100 hubs||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||10-23-2003||07:40 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||It's two mm on the diameter. Has anyone ever done this? I recognize that the Galant is 4*114.4 but I'd like to fit audi wheels (on ebay) on the BMW. I wonder, because I see wheels advertised as (Fits:4*100/4*108)  that it's not so close that they just work. <br /><br />Any experience here? <br /><br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||10-23-2003||07:48 AM||||I have no idea but I just think drill press! What's a little grinding between friends?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||5||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||10-23-2003||08:52 AM||||My friend fabed up his one Galant to fit Subaru rs gold wheels on it. We were ate Hype R fest and this WRX guy was like"THose are RS wheels" we wre like sure are. He said"WOW i didn't know they fit " and we said they don't.||162.84.78.31||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||10-23-2003||10:34 AM||||It is probably better/easier to re-drill the hubs and install new studs to the new bolt pattern, than to try and modify the wheels.<br /><br />A decent machine shop should be able to redrill the hubs/brake rotors for you.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||10-23-2003||05:00 PM||||With a 4-bolt nub, you can mount them 45 degrees off and not even mess with the original holes (barring no other interference issues with the hub), and be able to go back at any time.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||10-23-2003||07:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> With a 4-bolt nub, you can mount them 45 degrees off and not even mess with the original holes (barring no other interference issues with the hub), and be able to go back at any time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">this man has got a plan!<br />get out the protractor!||141.153.212.212||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum2/003675.cgi
A||||8||BlackHole||Mustang wheel centerbore on DSM||||1||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||10-23-2003||07:50 AM||blackhole23@wowway.com||In the same vein of thinking as Al, different application, I've been thinking about using Mustang Cobra wheels on the Talon. Everything works [17x8, +32mm offset, 5x4.5" bolt pattern] except that the centerbore on the Cobra wheels is larger than stock [71 vs. 67mm]. Do I really need that 2mm thick spacer ring to make them truly hubcentric?<br /><br />For the GVR4-related content, these 5-lug wheels / hubs will likely end up on the Galant.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||10-23-2003||09:15 AM||||These guys are kind of expensive ($40 for 4) but they have any kind of hub ring you'll need:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.prestigewheel.com/mainHubRing.htm" target="_blank">http://www.prestigewheel.com/mainHubRing.htm</a>||24.148.12.49||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||10-23-2003||10:35 AM||||If you don't use the centering rings, you will likely have bad wheel vibration.<br /><br />Most of the tire/wheel shops should have the rings you need.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||10-23-2003||12:56 PM||||Thanks for the replies, I guess the answer is YES, I really do need them. Bob, thanks for the link it may come in handy.<br /><br />Mark, your help is well received. This should be a simple trip to the wheel shop and find something that fits. The problem I usually find with normal wheel shops around here [like the local Discount Tire] is that they are application driven and are lost on this kind of non-standard application. And they generally won't bother with actually measuring to find the right size.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||10-25-2003||05:21 AM||||Yep, you do.  I think they are technically called hub centric adapters.  Tire rack sells them as well.  Just call them and tell them your application.  They actually do know some things there.  That's where I buy all my tires.  I have a set of rota 5 spokes on one of my 90 GSX's.  Due to not having an outer wheel lip, they don't balance out for crap.  Try them static balanced and they are good up to around 70.  Try a dynamic balance with those stupid tape weights and I hear them pinging off the wheel wells anywhere over 80mph...so if you like to go fast, it's a good idea to get wheels with balance weight lips on both sides.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||10-27-2003||09:36 AM||||Dave,<br /><br />I really like Tire Rack if I get someone with a clue. Usually I get the run-around since I'm using a non-standard application.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />-------<br /><br />Since I won't have the hub off for a while and can't physically meaure the spacing, does anyone know if it is feasible to redrill the stock hub + ABS ring for the DSM 5-lug pattern?<br /><br />I saw Mark Reib's comments on another thread and had the above duh! moment [thanks mark!]. Redrilling the stock hubs would be easier than adapting the GVR4 ABS to a non-ABS DSM hub and then I can switch back to stock if need be.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />On a side note, I've been looking more at the 9" wide Mustang wheels. What are the downsides of running really wide wheels? Tramlining, rotating mass, fender clearance, what else am I missing?<br /><br />On paper the 17x9 +36mm Cobra wheels w/ 235/45 Firestone SZ50EPs will fit even better than the 17x8 +32 98 SVT versions. Compared to my current setup [16x7.5, +40, 225/50], I'd only need 1mm more backspacing clearance [I have enough] and the wheel would only stick out 9mm further [just barely ok].<br /><br />I need to make a template of my new brakes a la Baer so that I can verify caliper clearance before I drop $1200+ on new wheels / tires.<br /><br />Ah, the time for winter projects is almost upon us. Too many ideas, not enough money or time.<br /><br />Cheers!||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000006||markrieb||10-27-2003||10:11 AM||||I looked at building a bolt on adapter to go from the 4-lug to 5-lug pattern.  I was trying to build a 1/2" thick plate that would bolt to the stock 4-lug hub and change to the 5-lug pattern.  It won't work...  I even got a set of 1/2" H&R spacers to try and adapt, but just couldn't get it to work.  (Mark Minns might remember these spacers, I got them from Andreas).  These spacers used special short lug nuts to bolt to the car's hub, and had additional studs installed so that you didn't have to extend the stock studs.  I'll try and post a picture later.<br /><br />There is just enough room to redrill the hub.  For an adapter, there really isn't enough room for the stud and countersink (less than 1/2" between a couple of the studs).<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||10-27-2003||12:03 PM||||Kyle, you will probably have to also modify the ABS ring on the front hubs to fit in the different studs.  You should be able to machine pockets for them without affecting the ring's function.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||BlackHole||10-27-2003||08:50 PM||||I did some measuring tonight and Mark is right, just enough room to redrill the stock hubs for 5-lug.<br /><br />Iceman, I think I understand what you are saying about the ABS pockets but I'm sure that I'll figure it out when I get in there. But it doesn't look like anything I couldn't solve with some patience, a drill press and taps.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />The rear hub is cake since the ABS ring isn't bolted to the lug bolt flange.<br /><br />I think that this is going to work very nicely, thanks for the help!||65.60.177.41||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/003676.cgi
A||||7||VR4 Me||what the hell happened to my acc. belt?||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||10-23-2003||09:55 AM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||so i'm gettin in 193 to get some breakfast from Chick-Fil-A. I pull out of my neighborhood and have to turn right back around again. There is an awful flopping noise coming from the engine bay/firewall.<br /><br />Pop the hood and I see my alternator belt just chillin, not attached to anything. Like it just popped off. The belt's not broken...nothin. WTF?||65.80.67.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-23-2003||09:57 AM||||Is the harmonic dampener still firmly bonded to the crank pulley? <br /><br />Probably not?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||10-23-2003||10:00 AM||||That's what took out my AC belt.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||VR4 Me||10-23-2003||10:19 AM||||okay, my crank pulley is flopping around freely. so now what?||65.80.67.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||10-23-2003||10:31 AM||||Now you rejoice because it didn't take out your timing belt, kill your valves, yada yada... and then you replace the crank pully.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||10-23-2003||10:31 AM||||4 bolts to get it off, 12mm? or 14mm socket you need a new one. Mine did this last week. I had a spare luckily.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||VR4 Me||10-23-2003||11:02 AM||||12mm...<br /><br />$134 for a new one from satan...that's not toooo unreasonable especially since they have one on hand||65.80.67.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||10-23-2003||11:04 AM||||Seems that most dealers carry that part.  Must not be a common problem...||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/003677.cgi
A||||11||JAYGVR4||Will OZ Lancer wheels fit our cars?  ||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||10-23-2003||04:49 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||I was noticing at a light that they are at least 4 bolt patterned.  Perhaps the same 4x114.3?  Might be a decent budget upgrade...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||10-23-2003||04:58 PM||||Yeah, they will, in fact someone posted a picture on here of a VR4 with them already.  But, I thought you were selling your car?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||Clay||10-23-2003||05:19 PM||||<img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jreinacher4.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000003||Invader||10-23-2003||05:25 PM||||They are the same size as the stock rims...so not really an upgrade...||207.203.212.2||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-23-2003||09:02 PM||||John, are they also the same width and offset?  Does anyone know how much they weigh compared to stock?  I wouldn't be surprised if they're at least a little bit lighter...||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||199of2k||10-23-2003||10:53 PM||||I have lancer ls rims on my galant....||68.14.133.196||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||10-24-2003||12:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Yeah, they will, in fact someone posted a picture on here of a VR4 with them already.  But, I thought you were selling your car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I weasiled(SP?) my way out of it!  Unfortunately, not until after I sold my coveted H&R/AGX stuff, but oh well, at least I still have a turbo car.  My wifes Altima started giving us problems, so we unloaded that and we ended up getting my In-Law's Buick for free for now.  I'll pay them back once my Realtor gig starts generating cash.  But yeah, got to keep the GVR4 after all!  A good and bad thing in my opinion.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||171.75.34.82||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000007||JAYGVR4||10-24-2003||12:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> They are the same size as the stock rims...so not really an upgrade... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Like the other post, I was thinking maybe a bit lighter.  Actually, I'm not sure if I like the look of them on there after all...  And remember, ANYTHING is an upgrade for `91 wagon wheels!  I never sold my green `92 rims, so I'll probably still try to re-finish those.||171.75.34.82||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000008||Invader||10-24-2003||04:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> John, are they also the same width and offset?  Does anyone know how much they weigh compared to stock?  I wouldn't be surprised if they're at least a little bit lighter... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The are 15x6 and I don't know the offset, but they are most likely the same.  I'm thinking they weighed in at 14.5 lbs. each, but I could be off.  They aren't much lighter than the factory rims, anyway...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||10-27-2003||08:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Originally posted by Invader:<br />[qb] And remember, ANYTHING is an upgrade for `91 wagon wheels!</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed!  I'll have to look into this...||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||pitmac||10-31-2003||03:48 AM||||Lancers up to 92 are 4-114.3 center hole 67mm<br />93 on they are 4-100 centre hole 56mm||144.138.13.61||reg||1||pitmac||00002115||yes
Z||000011||Xan||11-01-2003||11:34 PM||||nice, I'm thinking better looking cheap rally wheels.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes



ubb/Forum2/003678.cgi
A||||10||BiggiB42||Fuel Filter and Boost Gauge||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||10-23-2003||04:54 PM||||i have 2 quick questions <br /><br />1.is an autozone fuel filter fine to use on my relatively stock car or should i get raped at the dealer.<br /><br />2. my autometer boost gauge only reads pressure and not vacuum. which hose am i supposed to hook it up 2.(pics would be great but not neccesary)<br /><br />thanks||152.163.252.136||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||10-23-2003||05:19 PM||||raped nah..go to <a href="http://www.partznet.com." target="_blank">www.partznet.com.</a> its the same price or less than autozone.<br /><br />any..pressure is pressure...||68.123.10.244||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||10-23-2003||05:21 PM||||not so fast.  i used to get bosch fuel filters for them mitsu, cause we are a bosch wd, and i can get the for a good price.  then, i compared one to a mitsu one.  big difference.  i only use mitsu fuel filters now.  there IS a difference in quality.  ymmv||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||10-23-2003||06:38 PM||||how often is it recomended that we change the fuel filter, i need to place this on my list of important things to do.  my mpg was horrible when the car ran, so would that help some? i'm trying to avoid getting a new fuel pump. cash is very low||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-23-2003||09:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BiggiB42:<br /><strong> 2. my autometer boost gauge only reads pressure and not vacuum. which hose am i supposed to hook it up 2.(pics would be great but not neccesary)<br /><br />thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look at the top of your throttle body.  You will see 4 ports (3 are together, in parallel, the 4th one is kinda at an angle.)  Each port has a label.  Find the one with the label of P.  Tap into this however you choose.  Most get some type of t-fitting from the hardware store.  I have no more emissions equipment, so no vacuum line to tap into, so mine's mounted directly to the port (sort of... I reused the old t-fitting because I'm a cheap bastard and just plugged one side of the t).||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||sk8bored||10-23-2003||10:42 PM||||Emissions? What is this that you speak of?<br />Vacuume caps and zipties are your friends||68.186.22.29||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||10-23-2003||11:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Emissions? What is this that you speak of?<br />Vacuume caps and zipties are your friends </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh SHIT that greenpeace dude is gonna jump all over this one too.||68.76.179.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||10-24-2003||10:45 AM||||Kris,<br /><br />You are from Berkeley North, errr, I mean Eugene and you are actually saying things like "no emmissions"  You'll have to be careful, or they will take away your Birkenstocks...;-) Or maybe they'll just throw you in the mill-race.<br /><br />Mark<br />Oregon State University - You can't lick our Beavers...||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000008||sk8bored||10-24-2003||11:12 AM||||Mark,I am more of a combat boot and tattoo kind of guy than a typical eugenian. there is nothing i like better than seeing a a old volvo diesel full of hippies belching out black smoke because they spent their tune up money on a bag of kind bud and some vegan dog food. hahahahaha!||68.186.22.29||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||10-24-2003||11:32 AM||||supposedly once a year just like all fluids..but ya know..we are able to stretch our maintanance further by being lazy..hehe  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.123.10.244||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000010||markrieb||10-27-2003||12:05 AM||||Kris,<br /><br />Just flipping you some shit...  I can't imagine the typical person from Eugene driving a GVR-4.  A late 70's or early 80's Subaru or Volvo, but not the GVR-4.  <br /><br />Although both Berkeley and Eugene both were not too bad for picking up liberal arts chicks looking to experiment a bit back in my days there...<br /><br />Mark||4.5.84.236||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/003679.cgi
A||||1||HHIVR4||what is the part#||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||10-23-2003||08:26 PM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||i need the part number for k&n??anyone know it.||68.168.205.237||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||Darkside||10-24-2003||11:21 PM||||K&N number is E-2875 Stock one for $39.99.<br /><br />Hope this help!||67.125.108.111||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes



ubb/Forum2/003680.cgi
A||||4||skivittlerjimb||Interior rust?||||5||||skivittlerjimb||00001767
Z||000000||skivittlerjimb||10-23-2003||09:47 PM||skivittlerjimb@yahoo.com||Shortly after acquiring 53/1000 1.5 years ago, the trunk release handle failed.  It had rusted through   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    Biggest hassle was, the keys I had for the car wouldn't open the trunk.  Oh well, don't use it much anyway.<br /><br />Finally got around to raiding a trunk/fuel door release assembly out of a local junkyard base Galant.  It had rust on it too, but not too bad.  Sanded off the rust, rust-inhibitor primered it just to be safe, and installed it.  At the same time I tried to sand off the rust on the driver's seat mounting rail near the lever location, too, getting most all of it with a B&D Mouse sander (nifty tool, btw).  Primered the seat rail too, and put it all back together.  The trunk release is working fine now but I'm worried about the source of the rust.<br /><br />The floor board under the carpet near the release lever location has pretty much zero rust, so where is the water coming from?  Any others with similar issues?  Is this a rust belt New England problem only?  Other interior leak points to watch out for as these cars age? (oh, and anyone ever consider undercoat/oilspray to halt undercarriage/susp. component rust?)<br /><br />TIA,<br /><br />-Jim B.<br />53/1000<br />167k daily driver||155.72.100.4||reg||5||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-23-2003||10:45 PM||||It could be wet carpeting, no rubber floormat and water wicks to the seat area. I don't know where the sunroof drain is but that might be worth a look. My merc 190 leaked everywhere. That car had no closure in the wheelwell (by design?!!) and water would travel into the car through the wheel well in WAVES! Sick. I sold that thing faster than a beanie baby on ebay.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||skivittlerjimb||10-24-2003||04:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It could be wet carpeting, no rubber floormat and water wicks to the seat area.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think you're on to something.  The rust on the levers was roughly at the point where they poke out of the carpet.  A set of generic rubber mats<br />are going in for the winter... we'll see what happens.  <br /><br />My '86 Audi 4kq used to soak me through the firewall in heavy rain sometimes, too.  After 5 Audis, it was time to move on... (ever price out making a 5 cyl. 20V normally aspirated Audi quick?  It ain't pretty... 5 cyl. 20V turbo tuning ain't much cheaper...)  <br /><br />-Jim B.<br />53/1000||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||10-24-2003||05:44 PM||||check your door panels.  if the panels have been off, and the plastic sheeting has not been replaced, water can come in.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||10-24-2003||08:12 PM||||Man I'd hate to live in one of these "rust belt" areas. I don't have any rust at all, thankfully. My friends Talon originally came from Michigan and like every single bolt or nut has a coating of rust on it. That would suck.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/003681.cgi
A||||2||Notorius||rally GVR4||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||10-23-2003||09:58 PM||||anyone use their cars in rally's? either major ones or local group rallys? what are your setups? motor and suspension-wise?<br /><br />whats a good basic suspension setup for a car that is a daily driver but likes to see the dirt on weekends? im not looking for inverted coilovers and crazy stuff liek that, just maybe spring/shock combo and swaybar lenghts?||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-23-2003||10:06 PM||||I won new england rallycross a couple of years ago in my galant. I had bilsteins and HR springs. <br /> <br />DMS and Bilstein make nice struts for rally. I think that's pretty much the only choice. If you're a weekend warrior, which i am.. others will do but AGX lasted me only one miserable month until they all leaked and provided me with no rebound damping. (not like they had any to begin with..) <br /><br /><br />Anyhows.. stock swaybars for rally=maximum wheel to ground contact. It's going to be controversial but it's not a good setup for street, a winner on dirt. <br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||teet||10-24-2003||01:19 PM||||no sway bars = most contact on dirt  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />the hot setup back in the day for PGT cars was to remove the front sway bar and only run the rear...or take em both out.<br /><br />Yes, I rally a galant.  I haven't in a while though...stupid tree broke my car and I've been too lazy to finish up the new one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />if you're not willing to do "anything crazy" like get coilovers....get some AGXes and don't set them too stiff.  2ish in the rear.  1 in front.  <br /><br />if you're not jumping the car...you really don't want that stiff of suspension for dirt.  Stock actually works pretty well.  The lower the coefficent of friction...the softer you want the suspension.  <br /><br />john||134.134.136.3||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes



ubb/Forum2/003682.cgi
A||||6||Duc Hunter||Smoking problems||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||10-23-2003||10:21 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||So I was playing with my EMS last night and had a map in that was idling ok (stock car map adjusted for 660 injectors). I dumped in a new map (stock map for 450cc injectors) and it would start and just die, then I tried another one same result, then I reverted back to the original one and same result. I assumed that I have flooded the car and stopped for the night. I recognize that 660 injectors are 40% more fuel than the stock 450�s so that map alone was WAY rich. This morning I plugged in the stock ECU and went to drive to work. The car was missing badly and smoking massive white smoke out the tail pipe. I took my bike to work and thought. <br /><br />I assumed it was REALLY flooded and when I cam home sure enough on cylinder had a puddle in it! I pulled the plugs, cranked the motor over to clear them out and let the plugs sit out for a while. The plugs were SOAKED with fuel too. When I put the plugs back in and the car started and ran just fine. The one problem is I am getting smoke (white/blue) out the tail pipe. I drove the car around for about 5 minutes and it runs great but it is smoking pretty bad. I am thinking fuel wept past the rings and is in the crank case, thinning the oil and allowing it to blow by the rings etc. I cannot imagine I did any serious damage. Tomorrow I plan on changing the oil so I know it is fresh and the car never smoked before, at all! Any thoughts on this?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-24-2003||03:25 AM||||Time to compression test. Running rich like that causes the fuel to wash the oil off the cylinder walls causing ALOT more wear than normal and may have killed you dieing rings.||65.177.240.251||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||10-24-2003||03:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong>  I recognize that 660 injectors are 40% more fuel than the stock 450�s so that map alone was WAY rich.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How do you come up with 40% that would make them 630 cc. Try more like 47% larger.||65.177.240.251||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||10-24-2003||03:10 PM||||You really think just letting it sit there would wash the oil enough that now, after starting it up and letting it just idle they would have been screwed? By idling the oil should ahve been replenished relatively quickly on teh cylinder walls, I would think. I did a combustion chamber cleaning not too long ago (6 months) and that did not hurt them? Surely this would not if that did not, would it?||205.166.229.105||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||10-24-2003||03:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> Time to compression test. Running rich like that causes the fuel to wash the oil off the cylinder walls causing ALOT more wear than normal and may have killed you dieing rings. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I never said it definately did I said I would compression test the motor a could have killed your rings. I don't know the condition of you motor it could have 150k miles on it and never rebuilt or could be rebuilt with 1k miles on it. It was just a suggestion.||65.177.240.12||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||10-24-2003||09:26 PM||||Changed the oil and filter. The oil was thin and smelled like fuel. Drove the car, it took 15 minutes but then it started smoking pretty bad. Parked it, thought, got more oil and another filter to change in the morning. I am guessing the smoke (only from the tail pipe now) is residual left in the manifold/turbo etc because I have driven the car a second time after letting it fully cool and it smoked MUCH less. I will change the oil and isntall new plugs in the morning and go from there.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||10-25-2003||05:52 PM||||All better! Seems I was right, the smoking was residual oil/fuel left in the manifolds etc. Changed the oil this morning and went for a drive. Hard on the gas at first is smoked a little blue out the tail pipe. By the time I returned from the 50 miles there was not a trace of smoke. Scary but all is well in my world now. Well except the car has cheap 20/50 in it now and it feels so slow! Cannot wait to get back to my 10/30 synth!  <br /><br />Now I can concentrated on the EMS tuning after the cams go in next week.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/003683.cgi
A||||1||coop||4 bolt?||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||10-23-2003||11:25 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||can you use the half shafts from a 4 bolt rear with our three bolt as long as we have the complete shaft?||198.81.26.80||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-23-2003||11:45 PM||||No.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003684.cgi
A||||7||Bobbo||Alternator||||1||||Bobbo||00000641
Z||000000||Bobbo||10-23-2003||11:53 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||Is there an easier way to get to the alternator? I looked at the cd manual that I have and it says I have to remove the drive belts and water pump pulleys just to get the alternator. I thought it would be easier to get that sucker from underneath, but to no avail. Any tips and methods that can make this process easier? I'm going to do it this weekend, so I can use all the help I can get.||66.119.34.39||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-24-2003||01:33 AM||||Rich (My Bitch) did a little slave labor for me because I was being lazy and swapped alternators for me the other day.<br /><br />We took off the intake and crossover IC pipe. Then we drained my radiator and lifted it out of the way (as far as you can up on the passenger side w/o taking rad. hoses off) and used a tie down to keep it in place. And from there the alt. came out easily.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||10-24-2003||01:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Rich (My Bitch) did a little slave labor for me because I was being lazy and swapped alternators for me the other day.<br /><br />We took off the intake and crossover IC pipe. Then we drained my radiator and lifted it out of the way (as far as you can up on the passenger side w/o taking rad. hoses off) and used a tie down to keep it in place. And from there the alt. came out easily. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was going to reply to this first but since my true bitch replied for me I guess I won't have to.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||Bobbo||10-24-2003||02:29 AM||||Thanks for the tips. Think I 'll do that instead of taking out the belts. Is there a need to use a belt-tension gauge or will it line up once i put in the new alternator? Is there another way to measure the deflection?<br /><br />ohh...and I see you two are good friends  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000004||smokindav||10-24-2003||05:22 PM||||Dude, try searching for 'alternator'.  This has been covered before (many times).<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||10-24-2003||07:08 PM||||Yeah pal..... The search engine is a very strong tool.  If you dont get it the first time, then RE-WORD what you are looking for. <br />In your case, <br />I entered <b>Alternator install</b><br /><br /><br />Look at the last post.....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001430" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001430</a>||199.196.144.12||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||10-25-2003||06:43 AM||||Just be super careful on making belt tension EQUAL between the alt and the a/c.  I had a new belt that was squealing (due to a worn pully, but I didn't know it at the time) so I cranked away until it shut up.  My first launch at the track promptly made my harmonic balancer separate and fly thru the hood of my Eclipse.  Turned out that I had so much tension on the balancer that it actually shredded the rubber inside because the rubber was almost playing u-joint because of the tension.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||Bobbo||10-25-2003||04:45 PM||||Whoa! Jus trying to get some tips on the install man. I did a search, jus wanted to see if I could get more pointers. Thanks for the help though. Wish me luck on the alternator.||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes



ubb/Forum2/003685.cgi
A||||3||Tommyquest||thread size||||5||||Tommyquest||00001820
Z||000000||Tommyquest||10-24-2003||12:37 AM||thomas.quest@verizon.net||Does anyone know the size needed for the metric adapters for the air cooled oil filter housing? TIA||68.161.23.12||reg||5||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000001||k91||10-24-2003||10:33 AM||||M16X1.5 to whatever AN size you are using||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000002||Tommyquest||10-24-2003||12:08 PM||||sweet, thanks.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.161.23.12||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||10-24-2003||12:25 PM||||watch out what you get.  the adapters i got have a really funky seal, i think they WERE an o ring seal, and they wouldnt seal worth a shit.  i finally just jb welded them in.  what happens is right before the nut part, the threads stop, and it goes narrower, so a crush ring will not center, and will flop around.  remember, the thermostat not let the oil go to the cooler until it reaches operating temp.  if you are out driving the car, when the stat opens, you may lose your oil.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003686.cgi
A||||1||neonturbo1995||FMIC question||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||10-24-2003||02:40 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||OK, We are working on a custom turbo kit for my friends truck and he is going to use a 14B at like 7-9 psi and we are trying to decide on an intercooler.  I am thinking the Starion would work fine for this and it is cheap and easy to find.  Trying to do this for less than $1000 total so that leaves like $300 max for the intercooler.  What would you guys run at this low boost pressure?||69.3.218.162||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-24-2003||03:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> OK, We are working on a custom turbo kit for my friends truck and he is going to use a 14B at like 7-9 psi and we are trying to decide on an intercooler.  I am thinking the Starion would work fine for this and it is cheap and easy to find.  Trying to do this for less than $1000 total so that leaves like $300 max for the intercooler.  What would you guys run at this low boost pressure? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Personally at 7 psi I probibly wouldn't even run an innercooler. 9 psi I probibly would but a starion is way over kill more like a dsm core.||65.177.240.251||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003687.cgi
A||||2||thejeebus2002||Can't Find Rear Window Defogger Relay???||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||10-24-2003||09:28 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I read that this relay along with a couple of others is located in the passenger compartment.  Where?  I can't see it anywhere, unless I have to remove my ecu (don't recall seeing any relays up there anyway) or some of the hvac ductwork.  I need to replace this relay before it gets too cold.  Any suggestions?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||10-24-2003||11:00 AM||||According to my CD Manual, the defogger relay is actually out near the battery, in the very far front corner behind the headlight. Seems a little out of the way for a rear window defogger relay???<br />Look here:<br /><a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/defogger.pdf" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/defogger.pdf</a>||67.34.216.216||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||10-25-2003||11:51 AM||||Thanks for posting that information for me Jeff.  I'll take a look at it when I get home tonight and test everything.  I did pull the relay however and saw quite a bit of corrosion on the terminals.  <br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003688.cgi
A||||6||1520/2000||lower fuel filter nut- any tips on removal?||||8||||1520/2000||00000134
Z||000000||1520/2000||10-24-2003||01:29 PM||l_damiani@hotmail.com||how much abuse can the hard line take before it snaps or something bad like that? nut just doesn't want to turn.....||205.238.240.180||reg||8||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||10-24-2003||01:43 PM||||you MUST use flare end wrenches to get the line off, ESPECIALLY the first time.  after the first time, it is a lot easier.  one way is to put the wrench on the incoming line nut, wedge it against something like the firewall, then use a socket with a long extension on the nut on TOP of the filter, and torque it against the wrench on the bottom.  i have been able to do 2 cars with just the flare end wrenches on the bottom, but you may have to remove a bunch of stuff to get clearance.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||1520/2000||10-24-2003||01:51 PM||||thanks ken i'll give it a try||205.238.240.180||reg||14||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||10-24-2003||05:23 PM||||MUST on the flare wrenches. Don't use cheap ones either. Craftsmen (new) should work. When they get old, metal fatigue sets in and  the flare wrenches from Craftsmen and 'cheap' brands will just piss you off when you round the fitting off (because they stretch). Soaking them with a quality penetrant will also help. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||crucible||10-24-2003||06:56 PM||||Mine was a whore to get off also.I also had to use gas resistant loc-tite on the threads cuz it kept leaking no matter what||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||1520/2000||10-25-2003||01:35 PM||||great help- thanks a lot guys. i'm not there yet but much closer than when i started- you guys rock!||205.238.240.180||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000006||number3||10-25-2003||01:39 PM||||Do NOT use a torch to loosen the nut up!   <br /><br />And Tom is refering to the nut not the wrenches      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Just having a little fun...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/003689.cgi
A||||1||galantvr4us||Oil Leak question||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||10-24-2003||02:16 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||I am leaking tranny fluid from somewhere.  It looks like it is leaking by the slave cylinder where that boot is.  I know it isn't the slave cylinder because of course its tranny fluid not brake fluid and the clutch cylinder is not losing any fluid.  My question is what would be causing it to leak there.  The thing I can only think of is that the transfercase gasket is leaking and tranny fluid is leaking in the bell housing causing it to leak out this boot.  Does that sound right or does anyone have any other suggestions?  <br /><br />Thanks-the transfer case is a bi%&h as it is to get off and cosidering the thing weighs almost as much as me its a pain in the butt for me to get it back on and would suck if that isn't the problem.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||10-24-2003||02:44 PM||||Look inside the rubber boot of the clutch fork. Mine is leaking there, and I can see that the input shaft of the trans is where it 'appears' to be coming from. The nice yellow of the ACT is now oil spattered from the inside out in a nice pattern. It will require attention sooner than I thought. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/003690.cgi
A||||1||Matticus||4 Oil filter housing bolts||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||10-24-2003||02:34 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Does anyone know the part number to the shorter bolt that you must use when switching to the air cooler style housing?<br /><br />The bolt would be the top left bolt, just left of the lower timing belt cover.  I am reusing the same bolts, all of them fit except this one.  On my 91 water cooler the bolt is too long.  The 2 housing are different, the water cooler has a much thicker casting the bolt goes through.   <br /><br />I tried to describe it to partznet.com folks, but they said all of the bolts are the same for the 89 thru 94 housings.  I don't have CAPS to see if I can get a part number.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||10-24-2003||02:46 PM||||I looked in caps and it lists an 8x55 from 8903.1 to 9204.3 and then 9204.4 to 94 it's listed as a 8x65.  Other than that, it lists one as 8x40 or 45 (can't tell it cuts it off) for all years.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum2/003691.cgi
A||||7||ayvr4||what is the differance?||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||10-24-2003||02:54 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||between the Super AFC and the Super AFC II?<br />Thanks||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||Dsmman||10-24-2003||02:59 PM||||The SAFC 2 displays knock and you can also store multipule settings.||199.26.210.2||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||10-24-2003||03:05 PM||||Don't waste your money, get the the S-AFC.  The SAFC-II controls are more difficult to operate when drivng.  The Knock monitor reads a value almost useless for tuning, when compared to a PocketLogger.  I've had it read as much as 30 counts or percent, or whatever the hell it reads, while at idle.  And the ability to adjust in 12 intervals instead of 6 isn't enough to justify the extra cash IMHO.||24.167.179.211||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||10-24-2003||03:10 PM||||yeah looks like i can get a normal safc for half the prive of the new version...<br />i can still measure knock with my logger then.<br />thanks guys, thats what i wanted to hear.||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||10-24-2003||07:56 PM||||"But AFCII's ar <b>BLANG!!</b>"||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||bleck||10-24-2003||08:02 PM||||You can't get an AFC in black unless it's a II, right?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||10-27-2003||10:45 PM||||It's like four or six screws to remove the covers and paint it black.||24.167.177.23||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||10-27-2003||11:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> It's like four or six screws to remove the covers and paint it black. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My friend did that to his AFCI and it looks GOOD!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/003692.cgi
A||||7||Ferrari F50 GT||ARP Headstuds Torque Spec||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||10-24-2003||05:07 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||Putting the head back on with ARP studs and just wanted to know if any of you have torqued the studs to more than 80 ft. lb which is ARP's specs.  And just to let you know, this a 2g head going on a 6-bolt block with a Mitsu 3-layer metal head gasket.<br /><br />Also, is there any diagrams on the net that show the torquing sequence for the studs?  Sorry to ask this since I don't have a shop manual yet (shame on me    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   ).<br /><br />And one more thing, which side of the stud goes into the block, the longer thread or the shorter thread?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||10-24-2003||05:33 PM||||From the manual:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1736" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1736&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||10-24-2003||06:15 PM||||The studs have an allen head that goes on the top. Not sure if that is the 'short' or 'long' though, just know that the head goes up.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-24-2003||07:54 PM||||I torqued my ARP's to 85 ft lbs.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||10-25-2003||06:39 AM||||Torque to 85, drive 500 miles at low boost, then retorque to 91 lb ft.  I run mine at 95 with the 4 layer hg, simply because I have seen it loosen up over time.  The studs can take it.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||BarnesMobile||10-25-2003||07:35 PM||||Have you already drilled out the stud holes in the cylinder head to accommodate the 12mm ARP stud?<br /><br />I torqued my ARPs on my 6-bolt to 120ft/lbs with 10-30w as recommended by the ARP chart. But I'm starting to think that was a bit overkill. I've never figured out to this day what is the definitive way to torque these things.||66.189.195.216||reg||1||BarnesMobile||00000827||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||10-26-2003||11:18 PM||||Alright guys, I have a question I really need to be answered.  What kind of socket did you use to torque the ARP nuts down?  I am using a 15mm, deep well, 1/2" drive, 12 point socket.  But the walls of the socket can't clear a well that some of the studs have surrounding them.  Is there any kind of thin-walled socket that is available?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||10-26-2003||11:25 PM||||Correct me if Im wrong, but I believe the nuts on the ARP's is a 12point 14mm socket. I had no fitment issues with a standard walled socket.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/003693.cgi
A||||3||VR4 Me||? about changing harm. balancer||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||10-24-2003||07:41 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||okay, i searched and couldn't find what I was looking for.<br /><br />I got my pulley and attempted to do the install today.<br /><br />my question is this. which way do you turn the bolts to loosen them? I have read that you go clockwise which would be the opposite of how I was trying to get them to come off. the pulley rotated some when I tried to take the bolts off by turning it counter-clockwise. did I just complicate my installation procedure? will I have to pull my spark plugs to make sure the crank is at TDC before I put the pulley on? or does it only go on one way?||65.80.67.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||10-24-2003||08:06 PM||||Righty tighty, lefty loosie.  You may have to give the wrench or ratchet a smack to get the bolts to break loose.  It just goes on one way.||64.63.212.163||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||10-24-2003||09:18 PM||||If you stick a 1/2" breaker bar (or ratchet) into the big crank bolt in the center of the pulley, that will give you the leverage you need to break the four small bolts loose and keep the pulley from rotating.  They are "normal" thread, so counterclockwise will take them off.||209.179.168.15||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||10-24-2003||09:18 PM||||also, the harmonic balancer is "keyed".  it can only go on one way.  a small pin makes it all line up.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003694.cgi
A||||5||KingGalantVr4||Rear Drag Suspension||||1||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||10-24-2003||08:59 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||Ok, I'm looking to have the ability to stiffen up my rear suspension when ever I go to the track, yet still have my nice cushy vr4 ride the rest of the time.<br /><br />In my low 13 sec wagon I put "helper" air bags inside the rear coil springs to help preload the suspension and keep the front end planted (old school racing secret).  With a stock suspension as you launch the front of the car will raise up, and the rear will squat reducing traction at the front of the car.  Stiffening up the rear and limiting how much travel the front has will keep all four wheels planted.<br /><br />Here is the problem, the rear suspension has shocks inside the rear coils, and I can't find another spot to mount a "helper" air bag.  Anyone have any idea's?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||curtis||10-25-2003||12:15 AM||||This is kind of off subject but try welding in some sub frame connectors like the camaro and mustangs guys do.  Helps on launch and corner exit speeds plus are cheap to build.  2 pieces of 1 inch x 2 inch square steel tubing about 8 feet long from the local steel suplier.  Put the car on a drive on lift (to keep the suspension loaded) and lay the connectors in place and hold in position with a jack, weld and enjoy.  Mine cost less than 20 dollars total.||67.25.36.141||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||10-25-2003||12:34 AM||||Or...you could get some nice adj struts such as the KYB AGX's or adjustable coil overs. You can dial in the ride for cushy, spirited or stiffen it all the way for drag.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||KingGalantVr4||10-25-2003||09:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> Or...you could get some nice adj struts such as the KYB AGX's or adjustable coil overs. You can dial in the ride for cushy, spirited or stiffen it all the way for drag. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Going with this idea I know that the newer Lincon Contintntals and the V8 Taurus SHO had a type of air shock that worked on an electrical signal.  Signal present the strut was ROCK HARD, no signal present it was cushy.  Did any of the 4g63 powered vehicles come with this type of setup?  Do we share a setup with another chassis that would bolt in?||207.114.9.235||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000004||Ash||10-25-2003||10:26 PM||||What about air shocks, like they had in old cars?  pump em up to to a caravan kinda thing.  Surely they would work?||203.221.18.126||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||KingGalantVr4||10-26-2003||09:59 AM||||Yeah, I thought about that.  Air shocks are a decent idea but, then the rear of my car would be up in the air changing suspension geometry and I would be launching on the outsides of my tires.<br /><br />Does anyone run a full air bag suspension in their car?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes



ubb/Forum2/003695.cgi
A||||12||klo91vr4||Idle Drop ? ||||1||||Kevino||00002134
Z||000000||klo91vr4||10-24-2003||10:37 PM||k.obee@sbcglobal.net||I have gone thru the archives and I haven't come across the answer yet. <br />First off, only mods are k&n intake, G2 exhaust man., 3" down pipe straight back to canister muffler, rebuilt ECU. I just put on new turbo and exhaust gaskets and boost feels strong and more responsive than it has in a long time and last week I reset the BISS per vfaq which stopped the idle surge and also the idle drop under AC and brake load. But...<br />3 problems still,  and I'm not sure if they are related.<br />1. the idle will drop 100 to 300 rpms when stopped, usually after driving for 10 min. or more and when I take off, it sputters and bogs until 3300 rpm and then it feels like someone flipped a switch and I have full power. Then the next stop it may or may not drop agian.  Occationally I can feel a lack of power while driving also.<br />2. while decelerating in gear, the exhaust pops and rumbles like its running rich.  This has quited a little since regasketing but is still there. I do have a small tear (hole) in my exhaust flex.<br />3. The check Engine light comes on and off and when I take it in to check the code it comes back 'no fault'. It comes on while driving at a constant speed for a while and will go out when driving in town and the idle drops way down.<br />A couple notes, the idle doesn't drop more under load.  The idle drop is getting more constant lately and is very annoying!  I just had the ISC, TPS, Temp sensor, O2 sensor, intake air sensor and regrounded the exhuast/O2 and they all check out within range. <br />Any ideas?  Could it be a 'slow' O2 sensor?<br />Thanks guys,<br />Kevin||66.72.170.124||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-24-2003||11:37 PM||||Did you change the biss o-ring? Also try pressure testing the intake.||208.178.23.170||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||curtis||10-25-2003||12:08 AM||||1/2 x 3/8 x 1/16 o rings <br />Replace the throttle body shaft seals.<br />Just pull out the old ones and reuse the metal part of the seal.  This did wonders for mine||67.25.36.141||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||10-25-2003||09:13 AM||||the "rebuilt ecu" catches my eye.  who did it, and what was done?  imho, just because it was "rebuilt" doesnt mean it is back to original specs, i have seen a lot of posts that eventually go back to the rebuilt ecu and find it is still bad.  jeff o is the only one who gets it right.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||bazeng||10-25-2003||09:29 AM||||how do u replace the biss oring???..<br /><br />just wondering.. as my one seems to unscrew itself by itself..<br /><br />(if i back it out all the way, it just spins.. but doesnt come out)<br /><br />also.. changing the t/b gasket's.. cheap??<br /><br />thanks||203.166.63.246||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000005||DynStatic||10-25-2003||11:55 AM||||Try using a magnet to get the biss screw ut, it worked for me. 2ger's are out of luck, thiers is plastic...||68.57.52.229||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000006||GVR4ZUM||10-25-2003||12:03 PM||||Take out the biss and you'll see,  you can use a small flat head screw driver to try and pop it out or use cutter, blade any similar object and try to cut it.  I've used a needle nose pliers to take out the biss and chewed up bubble gum   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />TB seals <br />Don't know how much they cost but here is a vfaq for it  <a href="http://vfaq.com/index-main.html" target="_blank">web page</a>||207.220.171.66||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000007||klo91vr4||10-25-2003||01:19 PM||||The guy I had working on my car got the 'rebuilt ECU' from a place in Florida is all I know. After about 4 months on the 'rebuilt ECU' I started having these problems and we sent it back under warranty. They said they checked it out and it was fine, so we put it back in. I have kinda suspected it all along. What should I do?  It hasn't been a year yet on the warranty but I don't trust them.<br />I have not replaced the o ring on the BISS.<br />Thanks,<br />Kevin Obee||67.39.244.65||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||10-25-2003||03:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> The guy I had working on my car got the 'rebuilt ECU' from a place in Florida is all I know. After about 4 months on the 'rebuilt ECU' I started having these problems and we sent it back under warranty. They said they checked it out and it was fine, so we put it back in. I have kinda suspected it all along. What should I do? It hasn't been a year yet on the warranty but I don't trust them.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well, i started to write a REALLY sarcastic answer, but in a nutshell, since jeff o rebuilds them for nothing, and all of his seem to work, you should send it to him.  i cannot understand how people who read this board still go out and do stuff like pay for a rebuilt ecu when the best place to get it done doesnt even charge for it.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||crucible||10-25-2003||03:40 PM||||Just a note.<br />Jef O. is supposedly not doing rebuilds at the moment.<br />Anybody confirm this?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000010||klo91vr4||10-25-2003||04:47 PM||||Reason:  I had not found this web site till a few months ago.  wasn't so lucky.  <br />The info is invaluable, I just wish I knew of it sooner. <br />I hope Jeff O. is still rebuilding them.||67.39.244.65||reg||7||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||10-26-2003||10:13 PM||||Yes, but I really hate to touch it if its still under warranty. THEY should be the ones to make it right. If I recall, they charge $300-$500 for a rebuilt ECU, right? <br />I'll tell you whats probably going on: the ECU came to them with a ton of acid damage. They replaced the caps, and fixed all the damage they could find. Some of the acid is trapped underneath components, where it has continued to do damage, or there was acid damage that is intermittently making/breaking contact. I've seen all of this dozens of times. Vias and traces that *look* good, when ohmed out with a meter are either high resistance or completely open. <br />If possible, you should loan an ECU from someone, and drive it for a few days/weeks, and then you have some ammunition to go back to the ECU rebuilder with. MAKE them either fix it right, or replace it.||216.77.204.126||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||klo91vr4||10-27-2003||08:52 PM||||Jeff,  I think I will clean and seal the throttle body and replace the o rings in the BISS first to see if that does anything.  If that doesn't help then I will try swapping a different ECU. I appreciate the help,  I'm not using the mechanic I got the ECU replacement through right now and I don't want to go back to him a 2nd time telling him I think the ECU is still bad.<br />I still have my orginal ECU, could I send that one to you?||67.39.244.65||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes



ubb/Forum2/003696.cgi
A||||7||atc250r||Part Number for Mitsu Metal Head Gasket?||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||10-24-2003||10:51 PM||johngmr@yahoo.com||The title kinda says it all. Anybody got it?<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000001||Darkside||10-24-2003||11:11 PM||||go to extrememotorsport.com they have 3 type of head gasket there, 1)OEM head gasket $45, 2) Mitsubishi metel head gasket (the one you looking for) for $99, and 3)HKS metel head gasket for $225<br /><br />I hope this help<br /><br />if you want the number only, they have the part number.||67.125.108.111||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000002||369of1000||10-24-2003||11:13 PM||||RRE is cheaper||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||10-25-2003||03:42 AM||||A forum search for metal+head+gasket+part+number will give you your answer. Please use your resources when possible.<br /><br />My website also has a small compilation of such info: <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||10-31-2003||03:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> A forum search for metal+head+gasket+part+number will give you your answer. Please use your resources when possible.<br /><br />My website also has a small compilation of such info:  <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/</a> <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks man......I ordered my HG today from the dealer. Only $70 for the metal.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||bazeng||10-31-2003||05:24 PM||||how do the mitsu ones perform??<br />im thinking of getting the 4 layer one.. ralliart<br /><br />anybody heard of these??<br />they are widely used in nz..and oz..<br /><br />just wondering if it lowers comp etc??||203.166.63.158||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||10-31-2003||05:56 PM||||Bazeng.....that's the one I ordered. It's a factory Mitsu HG. It supposedly lowers the compression ratio a tad because it is thicker than the stock composite gasket. It's mainly thicker I think so it can be used with decked blocks and shaved heads without much worry about valve clearance problems.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||DsmSeifer||11-03-2003||10:10 AM||||I run the Cometic head gasket. Its a metal 3 layer that has proven its self to me. <br /><br />We were useing one of those on Aniel Pagans 10 flat fwd eclipse it held over 50 PSI of boost with no problem. (that is until his crank broke)<br /><br />Any ways the cometic runs about 110 or so and they have them for .20 and .40 over.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum2/003697.cgi
A||||5||369of1000||Black RTV/Make-a-Gasket/Silicon removal???||||1||||369of1000||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||10-24-2003||11:09 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||So a couple of months ago I had my mechanic install my boost and egt gauges in my lo-tek a-pillar dual pod. I would have much rather installed them myself but there were several reasons I couldn't, one of which being moving. So long story short, I decided to rewire the gauges correctly today. He had hard wired the lights to a ground and the POT on the dimmer itself instead of the two wires coming out the back of the dimmer. So I pulled the a-pillar pod out and he had done things I wouldn't have. But the biggest problem is he used a black sealer of some kind between the lo-tek and the stock trim. This black "sealer" didn't set (if it was supposed to) so now I have stringy goopy black $%!* all over me, my windshield, my dash, and some on the floor. I'm so pissed off. I can't take it back to the mechanic to get this stuff taken care of because of the afore mentioned moving.<br /><br />Does anyone know how to get rid of this stuff?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000001||curtis||10-25-2003||12:04 AM||||go to auto zone and get a can of albany brake parts cleaner.  It will remove anything.  It works great to clean up the washing machine after washing car towels ....keeps the woman of your life from killing you.||67.25.36.141||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||369of1000||10-25-2003||12:28 AM||||Thankyou, a couple quick questions before I try it.<br />will this stain my carpet or my dash?<br />will it come off the windshield?<br /><br />again thank you||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||10-26-2003||01:54 PM||||Goo-Gone from your local megastore, hardware, or grocery store.  Won't stain.  <br /><br />That black stuff SUCKS!  Sounds like the same stuff used to stick our plastic liners on the inside of the car's door.||64.63.213.38||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||number3||10-26-2003||02:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Goo-Gone from your local megastore, hardware, or grocery store.  Won't stain.  <br /><br />That black stuff SUCKS!  Sounds like the same stuff used to stick our plastic liners on the inside of the car's door. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree. We use Goo off which is probably the same stuff.<br /><br />Don't use brake cleaner in your car unless nothing else in the world will work. It will take everything with it including the color.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||10-27-2003||11:14 PM||||I'm not seeing how a citrus-based product is going to remove RTV or silicone.  I vote for hot water and hard work to remove it.  Maybe a brush for the carpet.||67.165.155.101||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003698.cgi
A||||4||turbowop||turbo water lines||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||10-25-2003||12:41 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||The stock water lines aren't going to work with my FP green. Hell....with the comp housing clocked so that the outlet face upwards I can't even dent the water pipe enough to make it fit because the bung for the water return line is right there. I'm going to get a nonturbo water pipe to fix that problem. What should I use as new water lines? I'll have a nipple or something welded onto the new water pipe where it won't cause any fitment issues but are there any special fittings or anything I should use to connect the lines to the turbo? Can I just use normal coolant hose instead of hard lines?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||drew||10-25-2003||12:57 AM||||why don't you move just the bung? cut it off move it over and weld it in.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||10-25-2003||03:21 AM||||Dont cool it. Use a NA water pipe, And a 90 oil cooler. No problems.||66.141.166.39||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||10-25-2003||03:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> Dont cool it. Use a NA water pipe, And a 90 oil cooler. No problems. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought about that but since its a CHRA made for water I thought I'd better run lines to it. I just need to know what type of fittings and lines would be the best.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||10-25-2003||03:32 AM||||You dont HAVE to, Im just trying to make it easy. IF you search the archives on nabr Robert I think Oks it even if its water cooled. IT wont hurt the turbo as long as you time it and pulling it will be 10 times as easey to pull.||66.141.166.39||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum2/003699.cgi
A||||1||RTS182G-VR4||turbo and injector questions.||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||10-25-2003||03:00 AM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||fist the injector Qs.  i founf a red/orange injector today,  anyone know the cc rating on these? i think its off a turbo mirage.  also,  i dont ever plan on running more that 18 psi.  what fuel upgrades are necessary?  i have a 16g, and thats it for intake-side mods as of now.  fuel pump?  i plan on a bigger ic, intake tube, and for other upgrades, a o2 eliminator.  <br />turbo Q:  what turbo came on the mirage turbo?  just wondering.  also, are the cams in that car the same as ours or a t/e/l?  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||10-25-2003||08:02 AM||||manual trans turbo cams from 1g cars are the same.<br />The turbo on a turbo mirage is a 12b or something small depending on what year.<br />The injectors (Mitsu) have the size imprinted on them. Blue top 450s have '450' on them. Pink 4G63 n/t ones are 240cc and have that imprinted on them.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/003700.cgi
A||||1||jeffschmitt||new member...trying to find some basic info||||1||||jeffschmitt||00002671
Z||000000||jeffschmitt||10-25-2003||12:08 PM||thesprawl@aol.com||hey what's up everyone<br /><br />i am a new member to this site.  i was just wondering where i can find some basic info on the galant vr4...like the stock information and stuff like that.  any help is appreciated.<br /><br />thanks!||67.20.193.210||reg||1||jeffschmitt||00002671||yes
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||10-25-2003||12:42 PM||||Welcome.<br />Here ya go; <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">Hertz website</a>||207.220.171.66||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes



ubb/Forum2/forum_thread_data_0037.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0037"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!ABS ECU Codes!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2452942.1912!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452942.2340!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!rear steer pump!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!02:05 AM!,
q!2452947.0205!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!09:52 AM!,
q!2452947.0952!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!EGT's through the roof!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452942.2325!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2452943.1113!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!GVR4 wont rev past 1800rpm...!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452947.1250!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!cevic!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2452949.0928!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!buick!,
q!kill switch!,
q!11!,
q!1!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452943.0037!,
q!gransport!,
q!00001769!,
q!agrabau!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!08:30 AM!,
q!2452943.0830!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Breaking in Brake Pads!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2452947.1746!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!spoulson!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452947.2158!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q~why cant i figure this out?  HELP!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452947.2224!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452950.0005!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q~need: lcd temp gauges!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!01:08 AM!,
q!2452948.0108!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00002575!,
q!Ash!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!01:27 AM!,
q!2452948.0127!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!redheat86!,
q!any one used this before? hks eids!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!01:44 AM!,
q!2452948.0144!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!andkilde!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!10:23 AM!,
q!2452949.1023!,
q!Ted Andkilde!,
q!00002209!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!Injector colour!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!05:53 AM!,
q!2452948.0553!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!00002376!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2452948.2232!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!00002376!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!russya!,
q!3 wire datalogger cable. !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!09:00 AM!,
q!2452948.0900!,
q!Russya!,
q!00000991!,
q!russya!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452948.2227!,
q!Russya!,
q!00000991!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Beemer!,
q!Wheels off my original HKS Special!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!09:06 AM!,
q!2452948.0906!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452948.2227!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!replaced rad cap and thermostat...still running hot...!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!12:34 PM!,
q!2452948.1234!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00002575!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!09:54 PM!,
q!2452948.2154!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jeffschmitt!,
q!new member...trying to find some basic info!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452938.1208!,
q!jeffschmitt!,
q!00002671!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452938.1242!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!00000509!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!whiteline  22mm front swaybar!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!03:47 PM!,
q!2452938.1547!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2452939.1303!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Air/fuel ratio??!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!12:33 PM!,
q!2452939.1233!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!bazeng!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!07:39 AM!,
q!2452942.0739!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!oil question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2452939.1329!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2452939.1615!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Octane booster!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!03:24 PM!,
q!2452939.1524!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!Arty!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!03:12 AM!,
q!2452942.0312!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!phez!,
q~Wrong antenna Mast from Mitsu ?!?~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2452940.0110!,
q!phez!,
q!00002585!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2452943.1325!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!A few questions!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!01:46 AM!,
q!2452940.0146!,
q!MX4!,
q!00000093!,
q!NZ VR4 RS!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!04:36 AM!,
q!2452941.0436!,
q!NZ VR4 RS!,
q!00000115!,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!RS INTERCOOLER!,
q!10!,
q!3!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2452940.1206!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!00002296!,
q!yiutsang!,
q!11-02-2003!,
q!01:35 AM!,
q!2452946.0135!,
q!Yiuwa!,
q!00002140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!fuel pump Q!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!09:21 AM!,
q!2452943.0921!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!10:52 AM!,
q!2452943.1052!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q!how to remove oil pan?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!03:24 PM!,
q!2452940.1524!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452940.1639!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!supasigma!,
q!ecu clicking....engine stalls...!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2452943.1251!,
q!supa^^!,
q!00001181!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2452943.2141!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q~Int wiper not going down!??~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2452940.1653!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2452940.1742!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spatchana!,
q!Limited Edition Bage!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!01:45 PM!,
q!2452943.1345!,
q!spatchana!,
q!00002703!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!11:35 AM!,
q!2452947.1135!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4!,
q!Tie rod ends or warped rotors?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!01:56 PM!,
q!2452943.1356!,
q!GVR4!,
q!00000358!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2452962.1401!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!00002816!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4!,
q!more front end noise!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!02:25 PM!,
q!2452943.1425!,
q!GVR4!,
q!00000358!,
q!curtis!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452943.2325!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!Problem found... I think.!,
q!7!,
q!8!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452943.1625!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!Yao!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452943.2139!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!unccGST!,
q!power steering (re) install!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452943.1731!,
q!unccGST!,
q!00002467!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!03:31 AM!,
q!2452944.0331!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Cosmo FPR!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2452943.1745!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452945.1427!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Paint!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2452948.1318!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!01:43 PM!,
q!2452948.1343!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!GM MAF!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!01:28 AM!,
q!2452944.0128!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!01:52 AM!,
q!2452947.0152!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slow4dr!,
q!2WD vs. 4WD dyno #'s!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452948.1447!,
q!slow4dr!,
q!00002173!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!01:33 AM!,
q!2452951.0133!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!replace oil line!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!01:46 AM!,
q!2452944.0146!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!02:18 AM!,
q!2452945.0218!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!EBC options!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452948.2227!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!curtis!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!11:08 PM!,
q!2452948.2308!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Car stalls when cold???!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!11:45 AM!,
q!2452949.1145!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!tplesko!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452957.1700!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!EGR Valve Check Engine light!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2452949.1149!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!09:14 PM!,
q!2452949.2114!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!EGR removal = pinging ???!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2452949.1401!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!05:57 AM!,
q!2452954.0557!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!Road Dyno...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452949.1826!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452949.1826!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Heat Shields!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2452949.1832!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!09:31 AM!,
q!2452961.0931!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!Question about oil filter housing!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2452949.2223!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!00001820!,
q!Matticus!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2452950.1328!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Suspension questions!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452949.2237!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452950.0053!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Centerforce DF clutch my findings on a Conquests!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2452940.1722!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!08:34 PM!,
q!2452940.2034!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!91 laser Im parting out  will front axles work on the galant ?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452940.1903!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2452940.2043!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!Weird oil pressure!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452940.1925!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452940.2314!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!To everyone at higher elevation (CO, etc)..!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452940.2330!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!01:25 AM!,
q!2452943.0125!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!found a BIG turbo, what is it?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452941.0045!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!06:50 PM!,
q!2452945.1850!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!buick!,
q!dead battery!,
q!10!,
q!2!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!04:13 AM!,
q!2452941.0413!,
q!gransport!,
q!00001769!,
q!buick!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452941.2236!,
q!gransport!,
q!00001769!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!Shifter Mod!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2452940.1949!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!00002376!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2452941.2238!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Where to buy SS lines for 1G Oil Coolers?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!02:33 PM!,
q!2452940.1433!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!08:59 PM!,
q!2452940.2059!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Lower Timing Belt Cover!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!09:57 AM!,
q!2452944.0957!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!Mariner31!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452948.1736!,
q!Mariner31!,
q!00002411!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!Knock Sensor!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2452941.0959!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!jayru!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452988.2219!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!is my balance shaft out of the ?....!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452944.1147!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452944.1503!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!anyone install Oil Temp/Press gauges???!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!11:06 AM!,
q!2452941.1106!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2452947.1908!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q!Rear door won't open!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!02:19 PM!,
q!2452944.1419!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!bazeng!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2452944.1726!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!justducttapeit69!,
q~STIFF Gas pedal but runs GREAT!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452944.1801!,
q!justducttapeit69!,
q!00002110!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2452947.0946!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Someone with Caps!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!06:36 PM!,
q!2452944.1836!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!07:34 PM!,
q!2452944.1934!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!bov / plumbak question.. should it make noise?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452944.2109!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!06:49 PM!,
q!2452945.1849!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Rough 2 days in the shop doing my cams!,
q!8!,
q!14!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452944.2242!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!06:02 PM!,
q!2452964.1802!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!compression numbers!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!02:06 AM!,
q!2452945.0206!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452948.2157!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!JDM FMIC Piping!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!06:58 PM!,
q!2452950.1858!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452961.1654!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!Battery Issues ??? !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452945.1417!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!Notorius!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452945.1750!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Horse pucky!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2452951.0008!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452953.2328!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!*&amp;$@ poly bushing install!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!05:29 PM!,
q!2452945.1729!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!00000596!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!08:06 PM!,
q!2452947.2006!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q~Idle fix  well maybe not  DAMN IT!!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!12:46 AM!,
q!2452951.0046!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2452952.0023!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Moaning sound when backing car up?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!08:30 AM!,
q!2452951.0830!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452951.1141!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!STALLING PROBLEM!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!09:15 AM!,
q!2452951.0915!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2452951.1552!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Major Problems After Head Gasket Replacement!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!11:57 AM!,
q!2452951.1157!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!11:37 AM!,
q!2452954.1137!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!00001884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Weird Heater problem...any suggestions???!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2452951.1235!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!07:23 PM!,
q!2452951.1923!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Silly ass problem......!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!02:04 PM!,
q!2452951.1404!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!Tevenor!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!03:33 PM!,
q!2452951.1533!,
q!Tevenor!,
q!00001607!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!need fuel pump rewire help fast...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452951.1609!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2452951.1716!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JDMGVR4!,
q!idle surge, I've tried everything!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452951.1947!,
q!JDMGVR4!,
q!00001293!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!06:20 PM!,
q!2452952.1820!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!lowering question!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!11:36 AM!,
q!2452941.1136!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!03:36 AM!,
q!2452948.0336!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Tubular O2 housing- direct exhaust or route back? !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2452941.1154!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!01:37 AM!,
q!2452943.0137!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!water pump install w/ tons of problems...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452941.1448!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!11:27 AM!,
q!2452944.1127!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Cruise Control Removal!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2452941.1655!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452942.1937!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!Thermostat Install!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452941.1747!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!11:18 AM!,
q!2452944.1118!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!intercooler piping steel or aluminum?!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452941.1840!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!RayH!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452944.1331!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Where are your oil leaks coming from?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2452941.1952!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!03:22 PM!,
q!2452945.1522!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tonydav!,
q!Turbo boost vs fuel quality etc!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452941.2056!,
q!tonydav!,
q!00001599!,
q!tonydav!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452942.1811!,
q!tonydav!,
q!00001599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!JDM headlight relay info!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!09:14 PM!,
q!2452941.2114!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452949.1331!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Still can't remove o2 sensor!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!05:37 PM!,
q!2452945.1737!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452952.1940!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!disconnect rear steer!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2452941.2136!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!08:21 PM!,
q!2452942.2021!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Xan!,
q!TMIC and hood vent(s)!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2452945.1739!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452951.1957!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Super annoying brake problem!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452945.1925!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!11-02-2003!,
q!02:29 PM!,
q!2452946.1429!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Random Questions!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2452945.2244!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!01:05 AM!,
q!2452948.0105!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Tuning your air/fuel mix, learned something intersting today regarding timing!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452945.2252!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452945.2252!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!Down Pipe!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-02-2003!,
q!01:25 AM!,
q!2452946.0125!,
q!R_Conway!,
q!00001325!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!12:55 AM!,
q!2452947.0055!,
q!R_Conway!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Funky Throttle Issues!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-02-2003!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452946.2327!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!11:32 AM!,
q!2452947.1132!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Fuel Pump Dead!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-02-2003!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452946.2330!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!10:36 AM!,
q!2452947.1036!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Exhaust question!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2452947.0050!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452955.1907!,
q!R_Conway!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!removing gauge cluster/installing Boost gauge in cluster!,
q!5!,
q!25!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!01:18 AM!,
q!2452947.0118!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!12:34 AM!,
q!2452954.0034!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!CAPS!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!09:50 PM!,
q!2452941.2150!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!ercp98!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!09:56 AM!,
q!2452942.0956!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!ECU issue...need help in Chicago Area!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!01:08 PM!,
q!2452942.1308!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!02:14 PM!,
q!2452944.1414!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Cooling Fan Hookups!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2452942.1309!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!Matticus!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452943.2353!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!provolt battery!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2452942.1451!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2452942.1512!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!where do you all get your rtv from?!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2452942.1623!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!00000134!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!08:51 PM!,
q!2452942.2051!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!00000134!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Turbo oil feed leaking!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452942.1649!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452942.1725!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!does a diamante have a 2g mas ?? 95 Galant ?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2452942.1716!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2452942.2054!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/003701.cgi
A||||4||ken inn||whiteline  22mm front swaybar||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||10-25-2003||03:47 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||today i removed the whiteline front swaybar, and installed a new factory bar, new bushings and end links.  the whiteline bar is just not right.  i have fought this bar for at least 2 years, regreased it several times, replaced the bushings, and it just never seemed to fit.  to install it, the 2 of us struggled for about 5 hours.  it was like we could get one side on, but not the other.  we greased, and cussed, and switched from one side to the other, but it just would not go, something just wasnt right.  the factory bar went on like buttah.  one man job, easy squeezy.  i remember having to jack up each control arm to get the end links to bolt up, and it was a bitch.  with the factory bar, they bolted right up, which tells me the whiteline bar just aint bent right.  did it make a difference?  hell if i care.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||10-25-2003||04:46 PM||||That is interesting considering I have the same bar sitting in my room waiting to be installed...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||10-25-2003||05:49 PM||||I am running their 22mm ft ad their 24mm (rare and now discontinued) rear bar. The ft was tricky to get in, it only goes in one way. Once in though it has been great. I have not greased/touched it in 2 years except for adding new end links to it recently. If you can put the bar in while doing the tranny (I did this on a friend�s car) it goes in VERY EASY while the car is on the lift. If you are in the driveway on a jack stand with the tranny in.......it can be done but it is a bit of a struggle. Basically if you have a new clutch install in the near future do it then. If not pay CLOSE attention to how you wiggle the stock bar out as the Whiteline will have to go in the same way. <br /><br />I love mine though. Sorry to hear you are unhappy Kenn.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||10-25-2003||05:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> That is interesting considering I have the same bar sitting in my room waiting to be installed... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well, to help you out, here is what i did.<br />left the downpipe and the transfer case on, dropped both control arms, leaving them connected at the ball joints.  dropped both supports running front to back under the engine.  dropped the triangular piece under the trans.  air tools make this really fast.  whiteline bar came out, it was tight.  stock bar went in, really easy.  bolted the bar to the frame, this is where the whiteline dont like to go.  the ends of the whiteline hit the front axles, and the bar dont want to bend downward, the stock bar does, easily.  if the whiteline would rotate downward like the stock bar, it would be a piece of cake.  if and when you get the whiteline bolted to the frame, and all the other stuff bolted back up, connecting the end links is a bitch.  the stock bar just easily rotates downward, the whiteline will not.  you have to jack up each control arm, and cuss it, and it will barely go.  i had to jack each corner so much, the car was beginning to come up off the lift.  also, centering stock bar is easy, because it is marked.  centering the whiteline is pure guesswork, and if it aint centered, you gotta take it all apart, and start all over.  with the stock bar, i just loosened the brackets, and pushed and rotated it at the same time, and the bar moved over.  rob said he put the front bar on with jackstands in his garage.  i think it is impossible without a lift.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||10-26-2003||01:03 PM||||Mine went in like buttah.  No problems whatsoever, except that I almost forgot to put it back in when I finished putting the new bushings on the lower control arms.<br /><br />My biggest problem with the front was keeping it from falling out again before I had it connected to both control arms.<br /><br />One thing I did in addition to what Ken did was to remove the bolts holding the steering rack to the subframe.  That was too easy not to do it and I'm sure saved A LOT of frustration.||64.63.212.232||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003702.cgi
A||||8||Duc Hunter||Air/fuel ratio??||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||10-26-2003||12:33 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I am about to start tuning my EMS in earnest next weekend. I have ben hunting around and cannot find anyone who has a definitive answer as to the best air/fuel ratio to run for max safe power in a 4g63. To me a given engine will have an optimal air/fuel ratio for max power. While an LT1 V8 will have a different a/f requirement than our little 4g63 I think all 4g63's should have very similar requirements for a/f ratio, regardless of mods. <br /><br />I would love to see some dyno charts where HP is shown along with a/f ratio. Does anyone have an idea? I have heard, generally, that 12.5:1 is good for power, 11.5-13.1:1 is good for tip-in/accel and 15.5-17.0:1 is good for max econ. Any of you tuners out there have any good info to share?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||10-26-2003||04:49 PM||||I would go alittle richer that 12.5. I tune our all motor car at the track and at the dyno. I run it at around 12.8. A turbo motor needs alittle more fuel because the boost pressures blow some of the mixture right out of the combustion chamber. I would try it at around 13.0 to start with and watch the EGT's. My thing is that your not going to blow up something because your alittle on the rich side. As far as tuning at different thottle positions I don't have alot of experence with it. I tune drag cars and the only thing I care about is wide open thottle. What engine mangement do you have?||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||10-26-2003||07:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> I would go alittle richer that 12.5. I tune our all motor car at the track and at the dyno. I run it at around 12.8. A turbo motor needs alittle more fuel because the boost pressures blow some of the mixture right out of the combustion chamber. I would try it at around 13.0 to start with and watch the EGT's. My thing is that your not going to blow up something because your alittle on the rich side. As far as tuning at different thottle positions I don't have alot of experence with it. I tune drag cars and the only thing I care about is wide open thottle. What engine mangement do you have? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You say richer than 12.5 would be better but suggest starting at 13.0? Wouldn't the number be lower to be richer?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||10-26-2003||08:06 PM||||I'm a dumb ass your right. Ive been busy today and wasn't thinking. Start at 12.0.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||bazeng||10-26-2003||08:54 PM||||in regaurds to tuning a car..<br />is it best to tune open loop or closed loop<br />(with aftermarket computers)<br /><br />atm my car is tuned via each rpm etc.. and has no feedbak from the o2 sensor..<br /><br />would it be best to use the o2 sensor??<br /><br />coz im gettin my car tuned on wed.. just wondering what would best suit..<br /><br />(management is a wolf3d ver4..)<br />tunable every 125rpm.. <br />thanks guys..<br /><br />and also.. just wondering.. with my tune at the moment i only get around 280 - 300 kms per tank of 98 octane fuel.. does this sound TOOOO RICH?!?!.. (quick mod list.. 23g, 780cc's, walbro, 17psi)||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||10-27-2003||08:48 AM||||If you don't use the o2 your car will stay with the tune up you make on thre dyno. When it gets hotter, colder or when you get a bad tank of gas you will be screwed. I don't know much about the Wolf system other than what I have heard from people that told me they didn't like it.||162.83.79.93||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||10-27-2003||07:05 PM||||Thanks for the info. I will start tuning the power settings at about 12.0. I know leaner will make more power until I run into knock/high EGT's. Keep the suggestions coming. Also if anyone has an EMS map they think I should start with let me know. I am running 1.03 of the software. <br /><br />BAZENG<br />You ALWAYS want to tune your car with a wideband O2 sensor. That is the only way you will know what your mixture is, EGT alone is not good enough, nor is EGT and a knock sensor. You really want to datalog EGT/Knock/Timing/O2. Air Inlet Temp vs. boost and RPM is also good as you will see it your are over spinning your turbo. No mater the size of your intercooler, every turbo has a sweet spot that, above which, it will heat the air up more than increase the PSI. If you can get an RPM over time than has a consistent time scale than you can judge your power increases by the slope of the graph, steeper means more revs gained for a given period of time, meaning more power. That being said your car will be in open loop mode from anything above about 35% throttle position and about 4000 RPM up. So you use the O2 sensor to see what A/F Ratio you are running so you can get close to 12.5:1. That is a good starting point for power settings but every car is a little different. From there you move lean/rich and see how the power goes vs the knock.||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000007||bazeng||10-27-2003||10:02 PM||||ah<br />thanks mate<br /><br />well the tuning will be done by a wolf3d tuner using a motec widebank o2 sensor (clamped at the muffler (would like to get it closer but is very inconvenient.. (do u recommend having the o2 sensor closer to the dump?!?..)<br /><br />he told me he tunes on the safe side, he preferes to make it a tiny richer than ideal...<br /><br />anyways.. will find out what a/f ratio he is tuning to.. and my car is running sweet as atm..<br />will be running down the 1/4 soon so hope the tuning goes well...||144.132.115.29||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000008||bazeng||10-29-2003||07:39 AM||||just got mine tuned..<br />the tuner tuned the car on 11.5 basically..<br /><br />he said richer to be safe (since the engine has done 240,000 kms..)<br /><br />anyways.. see how i go on the 1/4..||203.166.63.138||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/003703.cgi
A||||1||GalantVR-4||oil question||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||10-26-2003||01:29 PM||||Hi there,<br /><br />I am getting work done on my head.  THe valve seals and all the gaskets on the head will be replaced.  I have been using mobile one 10-30.  After the head work, should i start using m1 right away? or do i have to use mineral oil at first for a break in period.<br /><br />Thanks||67.124.37.170||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||10-26-2003||04:15 PM||||there is nothing to break in.  and, lots of car manufacturers sell the cars brand new with synthetic in them from the get go.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003704.cgi
A||||11||crucible||Octane booster||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||10-26-2003||03:24 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Not sure if this is "technical" but I was curious.I get 93/94 octane gas all the time.Now, I was at the auto store and checked out the octane booster products.Most say they can boost rating 3 or 4 points.Now, from what octane could these boosters raise the rating?If I put 93/94 in would these products raise it anymore?<br />Dunno.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||10-26-2003||03:28 PM||||It might raise the octane rating of 93 octane to 93.3 octane. Octane boosters are BS.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||10-26-2003||03:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> It might raise the octane rating of 93 octane to 93.3 octane. Octane boosters are BS. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">NUH UIH!! The NOS brand ones guarantee like 4 Octane! MAD POWA y0! Its like a "4 shot" In a small bottle   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||curtis||10-26-2003||11:51 PM||||2 parts 93, 1 part zylene (You can buy in at any paint store) and one cap of marvel mystery oil.  The oil is because the zylene drys out the gas.  This will make 113 to 118 octane if I remember correctly.  Had a friend that run this in his Grand National.||64.159.108.177||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Masonbrick||10-28-2003||04:14 AM||||Go get Xylene(~117oct.) or Toluene(~114oct.) add one part  per two parts pump gas just like Curtis said and things will be looking up. I always preferred Toluene because it doesn't need any additives, it works straight from the jug. Good luck . <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.168.29.50||reg||7||Masonbrick||00001877||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||10-28-2003||09:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Masonbrick:<br /><strong> I always preferred Toluene because it doesn't need any additives, it works straight from the jug. Good luck .  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think I heard of a bunch of VW boys doing this alot.  Like with every tank full.  Any problems with running it all the time?  I usually put in a bottle STP with every tank full, and have seen lower knock counts as a result.  The car doesn't pull any harder, but the reduced knock counts make the car feel very smooth.  I have never run anything else but Amoco 93.  At my elevation and climate, running STP octane booster has made a difference in the way my car runs.  But I would be very intrested in trying the Toluene mix to see how it compares.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||10-28-2003||02:46 PM||||Ive heard the same things about Tuoulene on a local board, but I dont know anyone who has tried any of it.<br /><br /><br />Who here has actually done it with results they would like to share ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||10-28-2003||03:45 PM||||FWIW - I have read (don't take it as gospel, research yourself) that mixxing this stuff is very dangerous.  Exposure to it via skin is bad news.  I can't remember where I read it or the details, just wanted to throw that out before anyone goes slopping this stuff around and getting it on themselves.  <br />Maybe I'm wrong, but check into before you start mixxing...||167.142.21.247||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||bazeng||10-28-2003||03:58 PM||||hmm..<br />sounds interesting..<br /><br />anyone with any experience?!?..i wouldnt mind 113 octane =)<br /><br />we get 98 in oz..||203.166.63.145||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000009||crucible||10-28-2003||05:49 PM||||Those chemicals are nasty if you drink it or bathe in it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />No seriously,any chemical can be hazardous.I think the touloene or whatever is bad to breathe in.The other one probably the same.I wouldnt store that shit in the trunk though<br />My dragster pal said that some of the products work cuz hes around the scene and is privy to info like that.He said anything with lead in it would help.<br />Dunno<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||10-28-2003||06:01 PM||||When I need more octain the 93, I get stuff from the pump.  100 octain unleaded street legal fuel.<br /><br />Drive up and smile while you pump.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||Arty||10-29-2003||03:12 AM||||I transported a 20L drum of toluene in the boot on a hot day, the toluene expanded a little and overflowed out the screw top. I kept my windows down to avoid any fume build up in the car.<br />The maximum ratio I was game to use was about 30%, logging showed a reduction in the amount of knock. Handling the toluene wasn't a problem.<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/003705.cgi
A||||10||phez||Wrong antenna Mast from Mitsu ?!?||||1||||phez||00002585
Z||000000||phez||10-27-2003||01:10 AM||||Hey Gang, <br /><br />Has anyone successfully replaced the power antenna mast ? Mine never retracted properly so I purchased a new mast from Mitsu. $90AUD . I followed the service manual to replace the mast, but when it retracted, it stopped at the plastic attached to the bottom of the metal elements . It seems the antenna is too big for the motor. <br /><br />I thought they gave me the wrong one but I checked the packet part number and it matched the Mitsu CAPS program part #. (The original part # was replaced with MR255xxxx , cant exactly remember). I measured the original antenna with new antenna and found the new one is 1mm (11mm vs 10mm) thicker and has 7 metal elements instead of 6 and also has a plastic guide about 3-4cm long attached to the metal elements at the bottom. <br /><br />Can anyone confirm if they have replaced the antenna with the new part # and it is infact 7 elements and 11mm ? or Did Mitsu package the wrong antenna in the packet ? <br /><br />Thanks for your help. <br /><br />Cheers. <br />Phez||57.250.224.246||reg||1||phez||00002585||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||10-27-2003||01:26 AM||||You have to disassemble the motor assembly and remove the old broken mast pieces.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||phez||10-27-2003||08:23 AM||||I thought about doing that, but their doesnt seem to be anything blocking the motor assembley shaft. Where the thread is on the shaft, there are no peices left to pull out. <br /><br />Can one one count the number of metal elements they have protroding when their antenna is fully extended please?||218.214.61.252||reg||5||phez||00002585||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||10-27-2003||09:24 AM||||what always happens with these masts, is several inches at the very end break off, and stay in the motor.  like he said, you have to disassemble the motor, and remove the broke piece(s).  bmw and mercedes and lots of other cars have the same design, and most of the time the piece breaks off.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||10-27-2003||10:45 AM||||Just for the record, I found a TEL parts car (sooo easy these days :-)  and pillaged the antenna mast from it.  I bent the mounting bracket to bolt to old power antenna mounting point, and voila, a non-powered antenna for free that probably took off a few pounds of weight.  <br /><br />I've also installed one of those Crutchfield universal antenna's (~$35) on a Galant, and it was very simple to do.  Granted, the power connector doesn't plug into the factory harness, but it's only a few wires anyways.  <br /><br />Of course, I don't know why I'm saying any of this, because you already have a replacement mast.  I'll shut up now.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||10-27-2003||11:09 AM||||My girlfriend needs one for her montero sport, but she wants me to try and just put in a small non-power one.  Do you think you could tell me how you put it in howard, cause i will probably do it to my car also.  I think a smaller rubber type would look better.(i have mine unplugged right now any way, so it doesn't go up).  thanks||12.18.160.123||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||10-27-2003||12:00 PM||||I used a '99 and up Galant mast antenna to replace mine because the quarter contour fit properly.  Had to bend the bracket as well to,but fit good.   I didn't feel the need for a power antenna anymore.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||Z-1 Jon||10-27-2003||01:41 PM||||I just yanked the original Mitsu power antenna in my GVR4 this weekend (stuck up all of the sudden).  I just picked up a universal unit at circuit city (seems ok, 60 bux) and took about 40 minutes to put in - I wouldn't even want to know what Mitsu charges for the entire unit||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||10-27-2003||05:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Z-1 Jon:<br /><strong> I just yanked the original Mitsu power antenna in my GVR4 this weekend (stuck up all of the sudden).  I just picked up a universal unit at circuit city (seems ok, 60 bux) and took about 40 minutes to put in - I wouldn't even want to know what Mitsu charges for the entire unit </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How does it work?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||Arty||10-28-2003||02:32 AM||||My mast has 7 metal elements visible when fully extended, but the lowest element is 10mm diameter.<br />I'm interested in how you go, because mine has stopped working in the fully extended position recently. I tried unscrewing the retaining nut and pulling, but it didn't pull out and I was worried it would break if I pulled really hard, so I'm stuck at the moment. How much force did you need to get your mast out ? Did you have to twist it at all to maybe dis-engage the teeth on the flex line from the teeth in the motor ?<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000010||Z-1 Jon||10-30-2003||01:25 PM||||it works great...it even came with like 6 different mounting styles so you can choose one that best fits the contour of your car...looks factory   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes



ubb/Forum2/003706.cgi
A||||6||MX4||A few questions||||1||||MX4||00000093
Z||000000||MX4||10-27-2003||01:46 AM||||These are my current mods:<br /><br />3" Exhaust with 5Zigen Muffler <br />K&N Air Fliter fitted with Airbox to a 2G MAS <br />550cc Injectors <br />Heavy Dutch Clutch <br />Batman Fuel Pump (220lph) <br />Apexi SAFC <br />HKS EVC2 Electronic Boost Controller <br />Turbosmart Type 2 Blow Off Valve <br />KYB Shocks Mated to Eibach Springs <br />600x300x75 Intercooler with 2.5" Piping <br />Alarm System with Paging <br />TD05/6 Turbo with Garrett Comp wheel<br />45mm External Wastegate <br />2G Exhaust Manifold<br />4 Bolt LSD<br /><br />My questions are:<br /><br />What should my next mod be?<br />Is this setup good enough for 11's with the correct tuning?<br /><br />Thanks!!||202.180.83.7||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||10-27-2003||02:43 AM||||That paging alarm system will definately get you into the 11's.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <br /><br />It looks like you're on the right track. You might want to up the injectors to something in the 650 range. Depending on your compressor and turbine wheel decision you should be able to hit 11's. What are you planning on using? Also....I'd go for cams as the next mod.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||MX4||10-27-2003||03:16 AM||||heh, oops, copied the specs straight off my webpage.  got some cams lined up too!!||202.180.83.7||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||10-27-2003||05:51 AM||||I guess a lot depends on what garrett compressor wheel you have.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||number3||10-27-2003||07:44 PM||||port work <br /><br />test pipe<br /><br />If you are still using the stock intake pipe replace it<br /><br />datalogger<br /><br />have you ecu rebuilt just to be safe...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||MX4||10-28-2003||12:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> port work <br /><br />test pipe DONE<br /><br />If you are still using the stock intake pipe replace it   DONE<br /><br />datalogger<br /><br />have you ecu rebuilt just to be safe... DONE</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||202.180.83.7||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000006||NZ VR4 RS||10-28-2003||04:36 AM||||You are going to need more than that to beat the rs .||203.97.2.243||reg||13||NZ VR4 RS||00000115||yes



ubb/Forum2/003707.cgi
A||||3||JUANPSI||RS INTERCOOLER||||10||||JUANPSI||00002296
Z||000000||JUANPSI||10-27-2003||12:06 PM||DJUAN4JOU@AOL.COM||I would like to know if the jdm rs intercooler bolts on with out any cuting or modifications?||67.100.180.2||reg||10||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||10-27-2003||12:14 PM||||The EVO III FMIC bolts right on, so I'm guessing the RS does too. Someone here has one - Ken?||130.36.27.120||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||10-27-2003||03:32 PM||||NOTHING is going to fit without some bumper modification.  i had the rre/starion for a while, had to cut up the front bumper.  then, i got the bigger jdm fmic, dunno if it is the rs one, and it mounted to the core support. there are 3 brackets on the fmic, the top one fits perfect into a threaded hole in the latch bracket, the lower 2 brackets line up perfectly with one hole in the lower bar, and i just drilled and used a machine screw for the last one.  also, i had to cut more off the top of the bumper support to clear the jdm fmic as compared to the starquest/rre.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||yiutsang||11-02-2003||01:35 AM||||Has anyone tried installing an Evo5 cooler?  I found one in local junk yard (in Hong Kong) on pretty good deal (US$100).  I want to buy it to install on my JDM E39A||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes



ubb/Forum2/003708.cgi
A||||1||cevic||how to remove oil pan?||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||10-27-2003||03:24 PM||||Does any one know the procedure to remove the oil pan with the engine in the car? Do I need to remove the down pipe or the transfer axile before I can remove the oil pan. And where is the best place to but a used oil pan and the gasket? Thank you.||129.237.116.111||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||10-27-2003||04:39 PM||||You do have a shop manual, right? If not, get one.<br /><br />The DP & Tcase need to be dropped, the flywheel shield removed, the oil drain line unbolted and the driver's side axle carrier bearing needs to be unbolted from the block. You can pull the oil pan w/o removing the driver's side engine crossmember, but I find it easier if I do so.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/003709.cgi
A||||1||chhuong||Int wiper not going down!??||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||10-27-2003||04:53 PM||chhuong@comcast.net||What would cause the wiper arms to stay up when int is on??  Only happens with int.  Could it be a bad park switch??  But in slow or fast it parks normally, could it be a bad wiper relay??  any help is appreciated||64.3.20.98||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||no
Z||000001||keydiver||10-27-2003||05:42 PM||||Yes, bad wiper relay. I think we had this discussion a while back, but whenever the wiper switch is in the off or auto (intermittent) position, the circuit has to come back through the wiper relay.||68.155.86.229||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003710.cgi
A||||1||atsiauto||Centerforce DF clutch my findings on a Conquests||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||10-27-2003||05:22 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Basically they do not hold the power of even a lightly modded starquest I was trying to see if anyone here has had similar results with AWD and their best "clutch" heres a link to Tristarion thread  in which I posted pic etc of my 2500 mile DF Ive slapped an ACT in it now w Fidanza F/W heavy! , but no indications that it will slip . <br /><a href="http://www.tristarion.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=12365&st=0&" target="_blank">http://www.tristarion.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=12365&st=0&</a>  please if you have time to share an opinion . Thanks,Scotty||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||10-27-2003||08:34 PM||||From  <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/ecldrivetrain.htm" target="_blank">RRE</a> which pretty much sums it up re: CF 2500# clutches for DSMs (snipped for brevity)...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Excessive heat from repeated launches will kill the CFDF (and most other clutches). You will hear quite varied opinions about CFDF all over the internet. Some guys run fast with them forever, others have killed them in under 6 months. It is all up to you. If you make repeated launches and runs you will seriously shorten it's life. If you are disciplined enough to let things cool down between runs you will be fine. Just like overheating your brakes will give you no grip, the same thing happens with your clutch. Get it hot enough and you will turn the disc into kitty hair...</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have the same experiences with the CFDF clutches for the Isuzus I used to build.<br /><br />just my $.02...||65.60.177.41||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/003711.cgi
A||||3||atsiauto||91 laser Im parting out  will front axles work on the galant ?||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||10-27-2003||07:03 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I have a91 laser , FWD 5 spd turbo I was curious if the front axles will work in my 91 galant anybody ? Is there any other desirable things I should save ,that may work on a Galant ? I need a few opinions as I need this thing out of here by december .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||galantvr4us||10-27-2003||07:41 PM||||Motor<br /><br />90-99 AWD front axles and 88-92 FWD front axles are all the same small size-I got that from Socal dsm website.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||10-27-2003||08:38 PM||||Sure they will work, but you will lose the equal-length halfshafts (ELHS) on the GVR4 driver's side since the FWD uses one long axle instead of ELHS.<br /><br />Just FYI, while Katie is right that her list all share spline sizes, not surprisingly the FWD axles have thicker shafts than their AWD counterparts since they have to handle more power per axle.||65.60.177.41||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||10-27-2003||08:43 PM||||so if nothing else i can use the pass side as both mine are toastered . Im def keeping the engine, ecu and wiring for a starion swap . too many are working on them for me not to want to jump in and make a weekend warrior out of this 150.00 87 im getting .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum2/003712.cgi
A||||2||DsmSeifer||Weird oil pressure||||1||||DsmSeifer||00002241
Z||000000||DsmSeifer||10-27-2003||07:25 PM||dsmseifer@hotmail.com||Alright I have a vdo oil pressure guage. Maybe not the most acruate one in the world but anyway.<br />Normaly when I get on it the pressure jumps up to about 90 and sits at 30 at a stop light. On the way home tonight I noticed that it was only reading 30 when I passed someone and at the stop sign by my house it droped to 5. So I checked my oil and it comes like 5 inches up on my dip stick WTF?!? I check my oil every time I get gas and I have half a tank still so something happend within the last 130 miles or so. Any ideas sugestions would be greatly appreciated.<br /><br />Brian  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||10-27-2003||11:06 PM||||Something has displaced or added to your oil?  Coolant perhaps?  How'd that oil look?  *shudder*||67.165.155.101||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||DsmSeifer||10-27-2003||11:14 PM||||I kinda was afraid it was coolant. The oil was rather runy and seperated on the dip stick. ( now this is a bit weird I know but the oil didn't taste like coolant.) If it is coolant could it be head gasket or something much more serious?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum2/003713.cgi
A||||11||GVR$in||To everyone at higher elevation (CO, etc)..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-27-2003||11:30 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||So Im moving back up to Lake Tahoe in a few weeks for the snowboard season, and even though the galant won't be driven much, It WILL be driven pre/post snow season, and when It gets dry. <br /><br />Right now Im living at sea level and Lake Tahoe is at 6500 ft. Now I was wondering what kind of AFC changes (If any) should be made to compensate for the higher elevation. Im thinking a few percent leaner across. Any suggestions would be much appreciated. <br /><br />I've read the much informative elevation post on dsmtalk (<a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=96027" target="_blank">Link Here</a>)<br /><br />Thanks!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||10-28-2003||12:05 AM||||sorry, I cannot be any help. The last trip to CA I still had the 450's and no S-AFR.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||10-28-2003||02:24 AM||||why not just tune it when you get up here. your going to have to anyways since we can only suggest what we think will work.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-28-2003||07:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> why not just tune it when you get up here. your going to have to anyways since we can only suggest what we think will work. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hehe, thats an obvious statement. Im going to tune up there, but just wanted to get suggestions!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||SLedge||10-28-2003||02:45 PM||||I live right off Mt. Rose Highway, but my car's bone stock so I can't offer any tuning advice.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000005||coop||10-28-2003||05:14 PM||||I have 720's and have a condo on both sides of the hill. I do not have any trouble with my sea level setting, as I drive to sac quit a bit. I get great pull going up the moutain. We should all meet at some point||152.163.252.136||reg||6||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000006||redheat86||10-28-2003||09:03 PM||||for those of you ripping up the mnt, do you have any worries of detonation from prolonged periods of boosting? i get kinda weary about doing that as a friends of mine with a turboed honda have melted his piston from prolonged boost sessions on hilly areas.. this was built for boost as well.<br />forged pistons/rods, 9:1 comp. so i dont know if it would a factory turboed car the same way||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||10-28-2003||09:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by redheat86:<br /><strong> for those of you ripping up the mnt, do you have any worries of detonation from prolonged periods of boosting? i get kinda weary about doing that as a friends of mine with a turboed honda have melted his piston from prolonged boost sessions on hilly areas.. this was built for boost as well.<br />forged pistons/rods, 9:1 comp. so i dont know if it would a factory turboed car the same way </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am sometimes at 18-20 psi for mintutes at a time. My car is tuned, so I have no knock whatsoever and I see 1500 degrees solid. (I-70 eastbound from Silverthorne CO ~8500 ft ASL, up to the Eisenhower Tunnel ~10.9K ft ASL)<br />I have done this for yrs. I just swapped in a fresh engine (155k), and my old one looked better than the 80K block I rebuilt. <br />No melting going on here. Personally I don't think any turbo Honda or Rotary should be w/o a J&S Safeguard or something similar.<---0.02||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||chadhayashi||10-28-2003||09:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> So Im moving back up to Lake Tahoe in a few weeks for the snowboard season, and even though the galant won't be driven much, It WILL be driven pre/post snow season, and when It gets dry. <br /><br />Right now Im living at sea level and Lake Tahoe is at 6500 ft. Now I was wondering what kind of AFC changes (If any) should be made to compensate for the higher elevation. Im thinking a few percent leaner across. Any suggestions would be much appreciated. <br /><br />I've read the much informative elevation post on dsmtalk (<a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=96027" target="_blank">Link Here</a>)<br /><br />Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You know I forgot to mention that I do not have to make any changes on my way to Copper Mtn. I start out at 5000ft, rise to 11k. and all is good. Don't forget that your MAF takes ambient pressure readings. I've seen .82 on my logger w/ 3 different 1g mafs here in Denver, and seen it fall below .75 at or near "timberline".||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000009||coop||10-28-2003||09:34 PM||||just moved from denver and the eisenhower tunnel is the tallest tunnel in the world so if he is ok at 11500' then we will be ok at 8500'.||198.81.26.80||reg||12||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000010||Carl Morris||10-29-2003||01:31 PM||||To answer the original question, you should need to make any changes.  The ECU sees the reduced air mass flow and reacts accordingly.||147.145.40.44||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||10-30-2003||01:25 AM||||I do find it amusing that when going from Sac to Tahoe, you have to stop and install tire chains in the RAIN.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/003714.cgi
A||||17||RTS182G-VR4||found a BIG turbo, what is it?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||10-28-2003||12:45 AM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i pulled a turbo off a 300zx today, and i cannot figure out exactly what it is.  i have the pn of the compressor housing and some other numbers:  PN# 104-1932<br />SN 15132<br />and on the turbine housing:  DG A/R .96<br /> it is ball bearing, and it has a small "T" on the compressor housing.  could be a turbonetics?  i dunno, if anyone does, let me know.  thanks for the help.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||10-28-2003||12:46 AM||||post a pic. where did you get it?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||Ash||10-28-2003||01:47 AM||||The standard VG30DET turbo is a Garrett copy T03 (made by hitachi for nissan i think?) that is ball bearing, some are ceramic turbine some aren't, and they are said to be good for 200rwkw or so on SR20's - its basically like a Big 16G with a 080 housing as a rough conversion to mitsubishi lingo.  NFI if that is what you have there, but it sounds like it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||10-28-2003||12:24 PM||||Isn't A/R Air Research?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||10-28-2003||02:00 PM||||I thought all US Nissan 300zx cars came with a standard T3 (not ball bearing). I know a few of my friends' cars did.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||KenGVR4||10-28-2003||02:01 PM||||No, A/R is Area/Radius.  It's a ratio...||65.115.175.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||10-28-2003||02:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Isn't A/R Air Research? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought that A/R describes a geometric property of all compressor and turbine housings. Increasing compressor A/R optimizes the performance for low boost applications. Changing turbine A/R has many effects. By going to a larger turbine A/R, the turbo comes up on boost at a higher engine speed, the flow capacity of the turbine is increased and less flow is wastegated, there is less engine backpressure, and engine volumetric efficiency is increased resulting in more overall power.<br /><br />Right?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||bazeng||10-28-2003||04:09 PM||||i thought the 300zx's had baby turbo's..<br />t3<br />or mini t25 sizes..<br /><br />since they are twin turbo'd they are quite small per turbo<br /><br />anyways.. a/r i always thought it was a ratio..<br />but i never really understood it..<br /><br />mitsu's are much easier to understand||203.166.63.145||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000008||msaskin||10-28-2003||04:13 PM||||300zx's came with T25's stock.  Same goes with S13 SR20DET's.<br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000009||Ferrari F50 GT||10-28-2003||05:05 PM||||No no, he is talking about a Z31, not a Z32.  The older Nissan 300ZX Turbo (Z31), had a single T3 turbo.  I had a showroom condtion '85 Turbo with 50k on it, and that turbo would hit full boost around 2,500rpm.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000010||sto31920||10-28-2003||05:05 PM||||Turbonetics Turbos will often have a nice "T" smoothed into the compressor housing.||147.182.5.50||reg||1||Turbolag||00000893||yes
Z||000011||Ash||10-28-2003||09:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> No no, he is talking about a Z31, not a Z32.  The older Nissan 300ZX Turbo (Z31), had a single T3 turbo.  I had a showroom condtion '85 Turbo with 50k on it, and that turbo would hit full boost around 2,500rpm. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bingo, though the one I refered to above would be the JDM version, the later ones are ball bearing.  This one could be a turbonetics upgrade for the Z31????||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000012||RTS182G-VR4||10-28-2003||11:09 PM||||its not stock.  it does have that little "t" on it, so its a turbonetics.  ill try and get a pic tomorrow. its twice the size of the 14b i pulled off my car.  i think its a t66, but im not sure.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000013||GalantVR41062||10-29-2003||11:15 AM||||On the back plate for the compressor cover there should be a metal plate that has some kind of part number, then call turbonetics and see what they say.  A T-66 would be more than twice the size of a 14b.  <br /><br />~John||24.118.193.133||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000014||chadhayashi||10-30-2003||01:50 AM||||An A/R of .96 would have hella lag on a 2L.<br />A freind of mine put a T-78, not a typo, on a MR2 Turbo just to see what would happen. (He owns a local performance shop) It did not make ANY boost until 4800 rpm and would only build 6 psi by 7K. the 10 psi ext. gate never, EVER opened! He did state that it pulled pretty damn good at 6 psi though    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000015||RTS182G-VR4||10-31-2003||12:04 AM||||oh trust me, im not botherin with putting it on my car, im fine with my 16g.  i like the low spool point.  i think its a hybrid of some kind, because the compressor housingis sort of mis-matched to the turbine housing.  the turbine housing is HUGE, and the compressor housing is just big.  3 inch inlet, 2 1/2 outlet.  still tryin to find a camera...<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000016||jonvr4||10-31-2003||01:00 AM||||hey ryan i may be interested in buying this. i am building a doing a secret build as of now, and i think it will be adequiate enough to spool.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000017||RTS182G-VR4||11-01-2003||06:50 PM||||to let you know its a t04b compressor housing with a ball bearing center carteige and a turbine housing with an A/R of .96 (same as a t-66).  <br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/003715.cgi
A||||2||buick||dead battery||||10||||gransport||00001769
Z||000000||buick||10-28-2003||04:13 AM||johnsminibike@webtv.net||I have a problem with my gvr4 if I let my car sit for more than a day my battery goes dead. If I take the 20 amp fuse out of the fuse box the one in the left top corner the battery doesnt go dead and when the car goes dead I hear a low type sound like a clicking somewhere other then the battery going dead the car runs perfect.Ive put about 8,000 miles on the car since I bought it this is the first time I had a problem any suggestions out there.||209.240.198.62||reg||10||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||10-28-2003||09:54 AM||||Now, look at this:<br /><a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf</a><br />and tell us again which fuse it is.||68.154.99.243||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||buick||10-28-2003||10:36 PM||||I have web tv cant open document you sent me.If you are facing passenger fender it is the one on the top left. When you plug in the fuse you hear something clicking.                          John||209.240.198.62||reg||1||gransport||00001769||yes



ubb/Forum2/003716.cgi
A||||4||vr4fun||Shifter Mod||||1||||vr4fun||00002376
Z||000000||vr4fun||10-27-2003||07:49 PM||||can anyone tell me the specs for the metal bushings for the shifter mount mod, ie outside dia inside hole dia step height & outside diameter and same for flat bushes??<br /><br />i wanna have a go at making them myself???............  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <br /><br />thanks<br /><br /><br />Andrew||220.244.224.8||reg||1||vr4fun||00002376||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||10-27-2003||11:42 PM||||Oddly enough, they're almost identical to your stock dimensions.  Check it out.||67.165.155.101||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||curtis||10-28-2003||03:30 PM||||Just weld in 4 washers to eliminate the bushings||67.25.37.29||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||10-28-2003||04:15 PM||||y'all better think about this one.  after i got the trans rebuilt, the linkage was so tight, the symborski bushings made it really notchy.  i reinstalled the factory bushings, and it is very nice.  you may want to reverse it later.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||10-28-2003||10:38 PM||||I threw mine out.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/003717.cgi
A||||2||thejeebus2002||Where to buy SS lines for 1G Oil Coolers?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||10-27-2003||02:33 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Just like the subject said.  Where can I obtain these as well as fittings.  I have a 1g talon oil cooler that I'm itchin to put on but the rubber hoses are shit and the pickup from the filter housing (the brass looking nipple thing) is broken.  Soooooo I need something that will work in it's place as well as some quality lines.  Has anyone sourced these before?  Or, Is there something else I should use?  I'm sick of the crappy stock housing.  What a piece of shit!!!<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-27-2003||02:49 PM||||I'm not sure what the brass nipple is that you're referring to but the fittings to the stock oil cooler almost have to be banjo style. I tried to use flared NPT fittings in mine and it cracked after only one week. The banjo fittings are hard to find in the USA as most users prefer AN fittings. I would recommend converting the oil system to AN fittings and hoses. A place like <a href="http://www.hoseexpress.com" target="_blank">www.hosexpress.com</a> can make hoses at a very good price. <a href="http://www.fittingsandadapters.com" target="_blank">www.fittingsandadapters.com</a> has a nice selection of metric fittings if you want to use a combination of mitsu and AN parts. <br /><br />What I found when I tried to adapt both the powersteeing lines and oil lines was:<br /><br />NPT fittings leak, especially oil, even with paste<br />Metric fittings are expensive<br />you can't flare the metal lines at the end of the stock hoses (too much wall thickness and they don't fit any flare fitting ID)<br />AN is the way to do. Make sure one side of the hose has a swivel fitting. <br /><br />I tapped my TEL oil filter housing for 1/2 NPT and ran adapters- 1/2 npt to AN-8 male, bought two hoses that were AN-8 female swivel on both sides, used a mocal oil cooler. <br /><br />I hope that helps a little. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dentsport.com/e30web/images/Oil%20Filter%20Housing_jpg.jpg" target="_blank">Oil filter housing</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||10-27-2003||08:59 PM||||Scott - search is your friend. This has been discussed ad nauseum in the Archives.||65.60.177.41||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/003718.cgi
A||||24||admsr||Knock Sensor||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||10-28-2003||09:59 AM||alex.morales@avon.com||Got the datalogger finally and Keydiver (yo that man) chip!<br /><br />Showing knock like crazy. sometimes in very low rev by just touching the gas pedal and then sometimes in high rev.<br /><br />Do anyone know if it's possible to have an over sensitive knock sensor. This is probably the original one from 1992!<br /><br />Fuel Trims are:<br />FTL - 96% to 114% fluctuates<br />FTM - 102% stable<br />FTH - 102% stable<br /><br />boosting 15PSI (hits full at 2600RPM)<br />Stock fuel sys<br /><br />any help would be greatful.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-28-2003||10:06 AM||||Prolly orignial noisy lifter(s) or a bad knock sensor.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||admsr||10-28-2003||10:45 AM||||Can a knock sensor go bad and the ECU not send an error code for it?<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||10-28-2003||12:19 PM||||Yes, it takes major failure for the ECU to complain about the knock sensor.<br /><br />Check the vfaqs... look for a gooey knock sensor.  If it is the original knock sensor you could probably benefit from having a new one.  But I would guess that most of your knock is mechanical (phantom).||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||InStG8tR||10-28-2003||07:43 PM||||I just got my chip from Keydiver too (He is DA' MAN) and I am having the same problem with excessive knock showing as I have the boost gauge showing my knock count.  I can get a full knock count by just lightly tapping the gas, and then the next time I might not get any.  I'm thinking a possible bad knock sensor too.||199.46.200.233||reg||1||InStG8tR||00001237||yes
Z||000005||admsr||10-28-2003||10:42 PM||||anybody know how much a knock sensor goes for and how hard it is to change???????<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.178.112||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000006||GVR4||10-30-2003||01:06 PM||||I have the exact same problem! I did buy a new knock sensor. $90+ at the dealer. I haven't put it in yet but my lifters also tick so I'm thinking it could be either. When I get around to replacing it I'll post with my results<br /><br />Tim Jones<br />'92 GVR4 #226||137.144.96.166||reg||4||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000007||curtis||10-30-2003||02:58 PM||||If the black goo has melted out its probably bad.  It can be a pita if it is the original but you can get it from underneath by reaching up through the maze of axles, exhaust and transfer case.||64.159.108.107||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||admsr||10-31-2003||07:54 AM||||Thanks for the info curtis.<br /><br />funny thing happened today on the ride to work, I brought a knock sensor from coincelli and josh sent it to me over night. I went home (after work last night) and found it on my porch. I figured that I could deal with the knowck one more day. I start the car this morning and no knock. I then drove to work averaging 80MPH and no knock. I even punched her a couple of times and got her up to 115MPH and got 7 Knock Counts for 2 seconds and then no more knock. I think i scared the shit out of the original knock sensor and he started working again.lol<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000009||admsr||11-02-2003||10:38 AM||||Holy mother of christ! What a PITA to change that freaking Knock Sensor. <br /><br />**Please be advised that you will curse and scream and pray to god while performing this maintanance**.<br /><br />I took her for a spin after changing the knock sensor and "no go". the biatch was still knocking like crazy. So I came up with the idea of changing the spark plugs to NGK BPR6ES with a GAP of .28. I then took her out for a spin and no little to no knock. I am also boosting at 15PSI and she was accelerating very smoothly. I going to keep monitoring the logger for the next couple of days and see how she reacts.<br /><br />I had NGK BPR7ES with a GAP of .30 before putting the BPR6ES plugs back in.<br /><br />Just a word of advice.... You will need a stubby 24MM (if you can find a 24MM) or 15/16 wrench (craftsman makes a nice on which i had to buy for this shit).<br /><br />Sorry for the long post but it's been a long weekend for me!<br /><br />Alex. (The Unknown One)||69.0.16.164||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000010||14bCrazy||11-02-2003||11:46 AM||||Have you tried to turn down the boost? What turbo do you have? You are running a stock fuel system. I assume you have a stock intercooler as well. How much knock are we talking about also? Id turn down the boost and see what happens.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||11-02-2003||01:10 PM||||plugs, hmmmm.  when the E30 318is first came out, it had these ngk tri-platform plugs in them.  looked like a little triangle supported by 3 legs, instead of a spark plug electrode.  they were superseeded to a conventional electrode plug, because the plugs would set off the knock sensor.  as usual, bmw did not catch all of the cars, and several times the owner would take the car in for service, the shop would take out the tri-platforms, and put in conventional plugs, and the owners would come back and ask what they did, cause the car now had a lot more power.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||11-02-2003||07:46 PM||||Interesting info on the BMW plugs, Ken.  Sounds sort of like the new Ford spark plugs for the new F-150, anyone else seen those?  They're featured in print ads for the truck...  Anyway, the electrode is fairly wide and goes all the way over the tip, like an arch.  The ad claims this design yields improvements in power, torque, mileage, yadda yadda.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||admsr||11-16-2003||08:32 PM||||I wanna give some major props to the guy that posted about using Mystery Oil to revive the lifters.<br /><br />I had a major phantom knock problem (43 counts all the time). I was about to order a set of 3G lifters when I decided to humor myself and try the Mystery Oil. Well it worked........ I went all out and put a quart in the oil as well as 8oz in the gas tank. I then raised my fuel alittle via the HKS S-AFR and I now have 0 knock from 750 to 7000 RPM at 13PSI boost. Fuel trims are 115%L , 100%M and 99%H.<br /><br />Sorry I forgot the guys name who posted about the Mystery Oil but once again.....>You are the MAN!<br /><br />Alex. (Back in the game and stronger than ever!)||69.0.17.215||reg||7||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000014||Duc Hunter||11-16-2003||09:18 PM||||Was that Mystery Oil and in Marvel Mystery Oil? I love that stuff, use it in lots of things and have raved about it here before. I used it to get 185k miles before my lifters were declared toast. Glad it helped someone else.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000015||atsiauto||11-17-2003||07:19 AM||||Duc what exactly are you doing with the mystery oil ? adding it at an oil change and riding for a few miles ? running it like normal ? Id like to clean my lifters using this stuff In both Galants Thanks .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000016||Duc Hunter||11-17-2003||09:33 PM||||Well, I am not sure what others are doing I ran redline 10/30 and put 1 quart of Marvels in every other oil change. I would see what others did here. I also did the lift cleaning on VFAQ. Be aware, any kind of lifter cleaning also cleans the gunk from else where, which may mean the old oil pan gasket etc....i.e. you may create leaks.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000017||mbettez||11-17-2003||10:09 PM||||are you guys logging knock also??  I have the keydiver knock option for the stock boost gauge and it's always showing knock but while logging I do not get much more than 2 or 3 knock count.  I am very grateful to keydiver for all the great work he's doing but I think there might be something up with the knock gauge.  Before you guys go out and buy a knock sensor you should log knock sum and make sure it's really the sensor!||151.203.221.10||reg||1||Mark||00002149||yes
Z||000018||admsr||11-19-2003||03:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mark:<br /><strong> are you guys logging knock also??  I have the keydiver knock option for the stock boost gauge and it's always showing knock but while logging I do not get much more than 2 or 3 knock count.  I am very grateful to keydiver for all the great work he's doing but I think there might be something up with the knock gauge.  Before you guys go out and buy a knock sensor you should log knock sum and make sure it's really the sensor! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude....don't ever question Jeff's work....There's nothing wrong with your knock gauge. You probably got some knock counts mixed in with some phantom knock from tired lifters!!! I don't mean to come out like this but Jeff's the man and I won't let anyone say otherwise....<br /><br />As far as the Marvel Mystery Oil....I put 1 quart in my oil and lifter noise was gone in 2 miles or less of city driving. I saw phantom knock just disappear. I then saw real knock counts and fixed that by tuning with the HKS S-AFR. I decided to add 8oz. of Mystery Oil to the gas tank to see if it would work on cleaning/lubing the injectors.....I can't tell you if it has or not but I can say that the galant hasn't run this good since I purchased her in Oct of last yr.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000019||silly4turbo||11-20-2003||12:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>  I decided to add 8oz. of Mystery Oil to the gas tank to see if it would work on cleaning/lubing the injectors.....I can't tell you if it has or not but I can say that the galant hasn't run this good since I purchased her in Oct of last yr.<br /><br />Alex. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm no profesional mechanic, but putting mystery oil in your gas take doesn't seem right, I hope your kidding ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000020||mbettez||11-20-2003||07:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude....don't ever question Jeff's work....There's nothing wrong with your knock gauge. You probably got some knock counts mixed in with some phantom knock from tired lifters!!! I don't mean to come out like this but Jeff's the man and I won't let anyone say otherwise....<br /><br />Alex. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Calm down already.  It must be TMO who sucks then because my logger says 0 knock while my knock gauge (factory boost) says I do have knock.  Hmm, somethings not right.  But you are right, there couldn't possibly be anything wrong with the chip simply because Jeff is the man.  With that kind of scientific data why would I ever doubt anything.  I have nothing against Jeff and think he is doing us all a huge favor, I'm just saying something is off, what I do not know, probably not his chip.  Maybe his chip is just more sensitive than the logger reading??||151.203.221.10||reg||1||Mark||00002149||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||11-20-2003||10:00 AM||||Haha, funny.<br /><br />Do you know the scale at which the Keydiver knock-o-meter reads?  Are you sure you have that option on your chip?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||Duc Hunter||12-12-2003||05:24 PM||||He is not kidding. My grandfather turned me on to this stuff when I was a kid in the 70's. It is amazing stuff.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000023||drew||12-12-2003||06:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Haha, funny.<br /><br />Do you know the scale at which the Keydiver knock-o-meter reads?  Are you sure you have that option on your chip? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">5 knock 1 bar<br />6-10 2 bars<br />11-15 3 bars<br />16-20 4 bars<br />21-25 5 bars<br />26+ 6 bars||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000024||jayru||12-14-2003||10:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> He is not kidding. My grandfather turned me on to this stuff when I was a kid in the 70's. It is amazing stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My father turned me on to it!||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/003719.cgi
A||||6||admsr||anyone install Oil Temp/Press gauges???||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||10-28-2003||11:06 AM||alex.morales@avon.com||just picked up Autometer Phantom Oil Temp/Press gauges to finish up my gauge setup and I was wondering if anyone has any advice on installation.....Pics would be a wonderful thing.<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||admsr||10-28-2003||11:00 PM||||no advice on this...im surprised!<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.178.112||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000002||BluFalcon||10-28-2003||11:14 PM||||Search button is your friend.  I know there's at least one opst by me regarding this topic.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000003||admsr||11-03-2003||03:17 PM||||Search button is my friend when I seach and I get some valid results......<br /><br />I guess Ill make sure to post when I do my install for info.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||11-03-2003||05:24 PM||||i have oil temp and oil pressure in a 3 guage panel right below the radio.  also have volts.  i have a dual sender, still using the idiot lite, but the lite comes on at 20 psi||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||11-03-2003||06:12 PM||||Hey ken, where did you purchase your dual sender?  I need a good vendor to buy one cause the autometer ones suck.||206.66.62.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-03-2003||07:08 PM||||i got it direct from vdo when i was working for another company.  since then, vdo really sucks for service.  very long wait.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003720.cgi
A||||23||HHIVR4||lowering question||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||10-28-2003||11:36 AM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||im going to buy shock and springs and wanted some input from you guys.<br />I was wanting some input on the whiteline pro kit 1" drop.Will i need a camber kit?\thanks||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||drew||10-28-2003||11:58 AM||||no.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||RTS182G-VR4||10-28-2003||11:24 PM||||i did when mine was lowered....  ingalls makes a sweet rear adjustable kit||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-29-2003||01:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> no. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Could you please explain?<br /><br />I've picked up a lot of info over the years about our cars, but I don't know dick about suspenstion tunning.  I'm going to have to figure that out soon though.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||10-29-2003||06:45 AM||||||24.148.61.41||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||10-29-2003||06:49 AM||||With a 1" drop, you'll not get so much negative camber to worry about.  Actually a little more neg. camber is OK (perhaps less than 1.5 degree neg.) & will improve cornering.<br /><br />You must get a 4-wheel alignment though because lowering will screw up toe-in/out.  That's what will ruin your tires. The new issue of Grassroots Motorsports (Dec. '03) has good article on suspension alignment.||24.148.61.41||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000006||bleck||10-29-2003||07:36 AM||||Yeah, it seems that with the wealth of information available, there is strangely little written about suspension.  Think I'm just gonna go with a new set of stock springs, and find some aftermarket struts to go with them. My 35-year old ass aint down for a jittery ride.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||10-29-2003||10:19 AM||||My 41-year old butt will be trying out the AGX and GSX springs soon.  Bobbo in Chicago is a slight bit older yet, and owns a very nice riding and handling car.  Didn't seem too stiff when I rode in it.  Bob-I forget-do you have coilovers all around?  I think so.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||hecdws||10-29-2003||08:04 PM||||hey sean get some t/e/l awd springs and kyb's thats what my car has and you seen it in person drives just like stock.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||10-30-2003||01:30 AM||||On the last set of struts I put in, I wallowed out the two holes at the base to allow me to adj. camber. (front of course). I have -0'45" of camber and ZERO funky wear.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||HHIVR4||10-30-2003||11:36 AM||||whiteline seems to be the only springs i can find..are there any others..whats your input on the whitelines.i think im going to go kyb gr-2 due to the difference in price between agx.any other shock suggestions?||63.49.51.124||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000011||drew||10-30-2003||11:46 AM||||H&R used to make a set. Some people use DSM aftermarket springs, or DSM stock springs. There's always ground control or you can go for full coilovers.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||herald1b6||10-31-2003||02:29 AM||||FYI...JUST TO KNOW ,    A HINT NEVER GO THE SAME DROP ALL AROUND  THE REAR CAN GO LOWER THEN THE FRONT I WOULD SUGGEST TO HAVE AND INCH THE IN THE REAR THEN THE FRONT JUST TO STABLE THE RIDE,, AS FOR ME I WENT 1.5IN ALL AROUND AND THE GROUND CRONTROL IS GREAT , WITH  SOME INTRAX, AND AGX , AND TIRES WIDEND TO 205 BY17X5.5 IT'S A GREAT FEEL ONCE YOU GET THE ALL THE STRUT BARS AND TOWER BARS ,, AND ECT,..||68.100.133.107||reg||1||hotcarvr4||00002712||yes
Z||000013||HHIVR4||10-31-2003||12:56 PM||||i cant find any h&r's..i did 3 searches..i guess ill go with the whiteline 1" drops.i dont want to go any lower than 1" because of the fron end overhang..i dont want to eat my bumper cover everytime i have to go over a speed bump..anyone know if there is a group buy for whiteline now>??<br /><br /><br />what shocks is everyone running??give some input please.||63.49.51.131||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||10-31-2003||04:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hotcarvr4:<br /><strong> FYI...JUST TO KNOW ,    A HINT NEVER GO THE SAME DROP ALL AROUND  THE REAR CAN GO LOWER THEN THE FRONT I WOULD SUGGEST TO HAVE AND INCH THE IN THE REAR THEN THE FRONT JUST TO STABLE THE RIDE,, AS FOR ME I WENT 1.5IN ALL AROUND AND THE GROUND CRONTROL IS GREAT , WITH  SOME INTRAX, AND AGX , AND TIRES WIDEND TO 205 BY17X5.5 IT'S A GREAT FEEL ONCE YOU GET THE ALL THE STRUT BARS AND TOWER BARS ,, AND ECT,.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does anyone have a translator?  Even in lowercase that makes no sense.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||turbowop||10-31-2003||05:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hotcarvr4:<br /><strong> FYI...JUST TO KNOW ,    A HINT NEVER GO THE SAME DROP ALL AROUND  THE REAR CAN GO LOWER THEN THE FRONT I WOULD SUGGEST TO HAVE AND INCH THE IN THE REAR THEN THE FRONT JUST TO STABLE THE RIDE,, AS FOR ME I WENT 1.5IN ALL AROUND AND THE GROUND CRONTROL IS GREAT , WITH  SOME INTRAX, AND AGX , AND TIRES WIDEND TO 205 BY17X5.5 IT'S A GREAT FEEL ONCE YOU GET THE ALL THE STRUT BARS AND TOWER BARS ,, AND ECT,.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does anyone have a translator?  Even in lowercase that makes no sense. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><---------*Breaks out decoder ring*||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000016||Duc Hunter||10-31-2003||11:18 PM||||I love my whitelines! I rive the car daily and everyone who rides in it says it ride firm but not harsh. Like an M3 or an M5, very sporty but comfy. At the track I can turn the shocks up. I also have both ft and rear sway bars from whiteline and all their bushings. I do not thing you will be disappointed.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/13706077/large.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000017||Bigfoot200200||11-01-2003||03:54 PM||||Since the rear is an inch higher than the front. I dropped my rear 1 1/2" and the front 1/2" to even it out. So I didnt need a camber kit for the front, but I do for the rear. I'm going to just slot the rear control arms 1/2", that should get me back into alignment range. To do that you elongate the bolt holes that the lower control arms connect to, and weld the washers in place.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000018||drew||11-01-2003||05:06 PM||||The rear is not higher than the front. It just looks that way because the rear wheel arch is smaller. Kinda like the e36 M3s but not as pronounced.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000019||My_GVR_4||11-02-2003||01:12 AM||||My 2 CENTS !<br /><br />Go to DSMPARTS.COM.  Tell them Rory Conway with the White 1992 GVR-4 sent you.  Order the White Line springs and AGX-KYB 4 way adjustable front shocks and 8 way adjustable rear shocks.  This setup, to me, kicks all ass!  At the 1 position, it is almost like stock, firmer, but not overly firm.  I had the front shocks set to 2 one day and the rears to 4.  WOW !!!  what a tight and firm ride.  I can't imagine what 4 would be like in the front along with 8 in the rear.<br /><br />These WhiteLines are used in Australia on the Rally cars, (manf. in Australia as well).  Great combination, lowers the car about 1.3", maybe a little more, not ricey low either.<br /><br />ALSO, I would suggest getting the rear sway bar from <a href="http://www.rernetworking.com/rmdsm/1G_bars.htm" target="_blank">http://www.rernetworking.com/rmdsm/1G_bars.htm</a><br /><br />70% stiffer than stock.  Only $175 + shipping.<br /><br />WhiteLines + KYB AGX + RMDSM Sway Bar = AMAZING Suspension Setup||68.73.92.109||reg||1||R_Conway||00001325||yes
Z||000020||HHIVR4||11-02-2003||12:31 PM||||well it looks like the decision has been made for me..thanks for your help...||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000021||Bigfoot200200||11-02-2003||02:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> The rear is not higher than the front. It just looks that way because the rear wheel arch is smaller. Kinda like the e36 M3s but not as pronounced. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you say so. My rear arch was 26 1/2" from the ground and my front was 25 1/2". I'm now at 25" all around and the rake is gone, so it doesnt look like a stink bug anymore.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000022||bleck||11-02-2003||05:39 PM||||Right Hec, your car rides nice with the t/e/l springs, however I've heard that there are clearance problems if you use the wrong strut/shock combo?<br /><br />Also, I heard on the board that the Whitelines aren't exactly avaiable on a walk-in basis.  Sometimes you gotta wait 6-8wks for arrival.  <br /><br />Times like this that I envy honda guys.... for a moment.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000023||16GVR4||11-04-2003||03:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> I love my whitelines! I rive the car daily and everyone who rides in it says it ride firm but not harsh. Like an M3 or an M5, very sporty but comfy. At the track I can turn the shocks up. I also have both ft and rear sway bars from whiteline and all their bushings. I do not thing you will be disappointed.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Which shocks do you have ? I seem to recall that you run KYB AGX..||64.171.255.187||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes



ubb/Forum2/003721.cgi
A||||9||agrabau||Tubular O2 housing- direct exhaust or route back? ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||10-28-2003||11:54 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||I've never had an external wastegate so I don't know if they sound like massive exhaust leaks or not. <br /><br /> I'm planning on welding one next week (have the pipes and flanges here)to mimic the autocad file below. <br /><br />   This is to gain some ground clearance on the BMW.. The new routing will also flow much better than the current configuration. The drawing below shows both options, one joins the WG pipe to the main exhaust and the other will bring it to the ground. I just don't know how it'll sound, I prefer WRC chirp to Mack truck exhaust leak.<br /><br /> <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1765" alt=" - " />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||talontsi||10-28-2003||12:09 PM||||I have had both an O2 dump and an external WG that was manifold mounted.<br />They are both going to be loud once the WG opens. <br />If you aim it away from the ground you get less reverberation but it is still loud.<br /><br />I say keep her sleeper and route it back in unless you think you going to have creep problems with a larger turbo.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||10-28-2003||12:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I just don't know how it'll sound, I prefer WRC chirp to Mack truck exhaust leak. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You'll get the WRC chirp if you take off your BOV and put a block plate on the place of it.<br />Venting the wastegate to atmosphare sounds cool, but  you'll get tired of it. after a while. Just route it back.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-28-2003||02:05 PM||||That was my impression. Thanks guys. It'll go into the exhaust stream.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||10-29-2003||02:08 AM||||I've heard of people using 1 1/4" flex exhaust sections. It makes fabbing and protection from expansion problems easy.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||1101||10-29-2003||12:01 PM||||The farther back you can route the wastegate back into the exhaust the better. Better response when getting on and off the gas I believe. See what Vermont sports car did on theirs.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vtrally.com/update/cars/vr4/g4_800.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.vtrally.com/update/cars/vr4/g4_800.jpg</a>||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||10-29-2003||12:20 PM||||It's so the turbulent air exiting the wastegate doesn't disrupt the exhaust flow.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||10-29-2003||01:18 PM||||I'm wondering how big of a muffler would be needed to quiet the wastegate down. Motorcycles use aluminum mufflers. <br />Edit: I Went over to NABR and did a search for DUMP MUFFLER, they like to use Supertrapp mufflers.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||10-29-2003||04:42 PM||||I would just vent it. My friend and I have a race civic that we are building, and it dumps to the atmosphere, and honestly I can't hear a big difference, but the car is really loud. All you can hear is turbo once it spools up.<br /><br />One thing is for sure, it would be quieter with the WG venting into the exhaust.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||10-30-2003||01:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> I'm wondering how big of a muffler would be needed to quiet the wastegate down. Motorcycles use aluminum mufflers. <br />Edit: I Went over to NABR and did a search for DUMP MUFFLER, they like to use Supertrapp mufflers. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My buddy Jay had an ext gate open to atmos on his 20G'd Talon yrs ago. IT WAS UNBEARABLE. That lasted less than a week on a weekend only car.<br />I recently read an article about a turbo'd Integra(possibly an ITR). The owner used a Yoshi pipe he had laying around. Routed it out thru the left front edge of the valance, just ahead of the l/f tire. It looked F'ing cool. The turn down pointed back.<br />If bike muffers were a little larger and cheaper I'd have used one at the rear yrs ago.  I believe he mentioned that it made the divorced wastegate's noise very acceptable. <br />Import Tuner or possibly Turbo w/in the last 7months. The 'teg was yellow.<br /><br />You could always route it straight up thru the hood. Cool light show at night for the kiddies  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/003722.cgi
A||||6||4G63_GSR||water pump install w/ tons of problems...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||10-28-2003||02:48 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||i just finished installing my water pump and now it leaks a little coolant... i let my car run till the engine was hot and checked the water/coolant level in my radiator which seems to be fine leveling off at the top when i first take off the radiator cap... when i was driving around at about 4k rpm, my car is making a really loud/vibrating sound... can anbody help me out?||24.160.238.211||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||10-28-2003||03:00 PM||||Can you see where it is leaking coolant?  You could try and just tighten down the bolts for the water pump just slightly.  Or it could be the water pipe connection that is not fully together.  <br /><br />As for the vibrations, that could be the balance shafts out of phase.  From what I remember the engine will act fine till about 4k then shake.  Did you double check the postion of the oil pump sprocket when you put the T-belt back on?  <br /><br />You will probably have to tear back into everything to check all of these things.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||4G63_GSR||10-28-2003||03:30 PM||||how many markings is there when lining up the belt on the balance shaft?||24.160.238.211||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-28-2003||06:27 PM||||Did your harmonic dampener give up? I bet it did! <br /><br />Check the crank pulley to make sure it's in one piece. This sounds like the problem.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||4G63_GSR||10-28-2003||08:34 PM||||dont know but i'm 100% sure its the balance shaft... gonna take everything out AGAIN and see... wish me luck... <br /><br />and no it's not the crank pulley...||68.190.120.169||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000005||BiggiB42||10-28-2003||10:58 PM||||mine did the same thing with the vibrations   i drove it to my buddys 20 miles away keepin the RPMs at 2500||152.163.252.136||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000006||4G63_GSR||10-31-2003||11:27 AM||||ok guys... just took everything off yesterday and re-lined up the balance shaft...  but my car still runs with the loud "buzzing" sound w/ vibrations... any other ideas? or did i not line it up correctly?||24.160.238.211||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes



ubb/Forum2/003723.cgi
A||||9||Ferrari F50 GT||Cruise Control Removal||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||10-28-2003||04:55 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||I just wanted to know where I could get a non-cruise control throttle cable aside from a junkyard.  I heard that I might be able to get it from Checker, but what throttle cable do I ask for, the non-turbo 1g DSM cable?  Thanks.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||TsiTalon||10-28-2003||05:12 PM||||Check the for sale section.  I just bought one for 25.00 shipped to my door.||12.165.116.126||reg||1||TsiTalon||00002445||yes
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||10-28-2003||05:16 PM||||Yeah, but I need a one right now pretty much.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||10-28-2003||05:54 PM||||ask for one in the for sale section...<br />pay with paypal, and ask for overnite shipping||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||10-28-2003||05:59 PM||||Ian-<br /><br />part number MB539465||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||10-29-2003||05:20 PM||||took me 5 minutes to find one in the junkyard, took me less than 5 minutes to get it off, and i was on my way for $6||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||mr.mitsu||10-29-2003||05:39 PM||||does anyone have pics of the setup?<br /><br />planning on doing the same thing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||10-29-2003||06:37 PM||||<b>No Cruise Control:</b><br /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blingbay002.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||10-29-2003||06:48 PM||||the person who has the gvr4 race car as posted in the NEWS section does not have cruise control. this is the link to their pictures:<br /><br /><a href="http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/rmgreen13/lst?.dir=/galant&.view=t" target="_blank">http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/rmgreen13/lst?.dir=/galant&.view=t</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000009||mr.mitsu||10-29-2003||07:37 PM||||thanks for the links   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes



ubb/Forum2/003724.cgi
A||||9||#1459 VR-4||Thermostat Install||||1||||NorthernGVR-4||00000618
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||10-28-2003||05:47 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||I just installed a new thermostat without really researching how. Is it as straight forward as this: open up thermostat housing, remove old thermostat/gasket and replace with new, close housing up and replace lost coolant.<br /><br />Is there anything I'm missing or is it that simple?  Thanks.||24.25.179.55||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000001||miturra||10-28-2003||06:13 PM||||Yes||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000002||peterlsmith||10-28-2003||06:49 PM||||At some point you're supposed to strip a thread, curse, spill coolant over all your tools you left lying under the engine, and finally put the housing back on facing the intake manifold. Without all that, it's just not a VR4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||10-28-2003||07:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peter Smith:<br /><strong> At some point you're supposed to strip a thread, curse, spill coolant over all your tools you left lying under the engine, and finally put the housing back on facing the intake manifold. Without all that, it's just not a VR4    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Peter </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL!! Beautiful!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||Gvr4-330||10-28-2003||07:27 PM||||Well, I didn't follow those directions exactly.  I sheared the bolt, tried to remove it with an EZ-Out.  Snapped the tip of that off into the bolt.  Then gave up and used a c-clamp to clamp the whole thing down.  That's what worked for me.  YMMV.<br /><br />Rob<br /><br />PS - On my 2nd VR-4, the same bolt was stuck, and I was afraid of shearing that one too.  So I sprayed a whole bunch of penetrating oil on it, and slowly tapped the wrench with a hammer to loosen it.||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000005||#1459 VR-4||10-29-2003||05:10 PM||||Well I somehow focked it up...<br /><br />Installed the thermostat with no problems, but the car would heat up very quickly and then the gauge reads right below the red.  <b>Thermostat was installed correctly.</b>  <br /><br />I'm guessing the thermostat I bought (from Mitsubishi) was broken.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||10-31-2003||10:19 AM||||Wrong temperature?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Craig91||10-31-2003||10:21 AM||||Air in the cooling system somewhere?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||10-31-2003||10:23 AM||||the thermostat sits kinda high, i would first make sure you dont have and air pocket there.  to check the stat, boil some water, drop it in, grab it with some tongs(or your hand, if you like pain) and run cold water over it.  you will see the wax pellet moving in and out.  also, somewhere on the thermostat the opening temp should be stamped.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||10-31-2003||11:18 AM||||I know of someone who installed it upside down, that would be a problem  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/003725.cgi
A||||16||ejectseat||intercooler piping steel or aluminum?||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||10-28-2003||06:40 PM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||what's the best?  I'm under the strong impression that aluminum will not hold heat the way stainless will, so wouldn't it be better to run aluminum?  This guy selling DIY intercooler kits on ebay says differently.  check out  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2439749713" target="_blank">piping kit</a>||24.154.184.10||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||teet||10-28-2003||07:05 PM||||crap.  <br /><br />looks like press bent tubes.<br /><br />about 100 dollars of material(mostly the couplers) and 4 minutes with a exhaust tubing bender.<br /><br />the best material is what ever METAL you actually build the pipes out of.  <br /><br />Aluminum is lighter which is good, but less durable(denting, overtightening will distort tube and leak, etc).  <br /><br />aluminized steel works fine.  stainless would be fine.  Both heavier than aluminum.  <br /><br />heat soak through the tubes...that is carrying air that is going near the speed of sound...not really a real technical problem.  Sounds good and is "textbookally" correct, but has no real world affects.<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000002||drew||10-28-2003||07:09 PM||||Cusco made some lower I/C pipes with heat sinks on them for the Lan EVO I II III. Wonder what sort of benefits that added||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-28-2003||07:13 PM||||Eject seat, Alu is better. Word of the day: emissivity. <br /><br /><br />put a piece of stainless and one of alu in the sun on a summer day. The steel will be very hot. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||ejectseat||10-28-2003||07:36 PM||||yeah, and hence the underhood temps soaking the steel plumbing with helpful heat.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||10-28-2003||07:45 PM||||I'm with Teeter on this one, in that I don't think it really matters for the reasons you're concerned about.  However, there MIGHT be a teeny benefit to steel... maybe.  An article on Autospeed talked about creating a fusion intercooler.  In a nutshell, the hot charge air would melt wax, and this would absorb a lot of heat.  When you're not boosting, the intake air would then reabsorb the heat from the wax, solidifying it, so it's ready to melt for your next boosting run.  So if steel really does absorb more heat, it might actually cool your intake air under boost.  Just my crazy musing.<br /><br />And if you ever plan on running WI aluminum is better, unless you treat/paint the steel and then it doesn't really matter.||69.59.219.228||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||number3||10-28-2003||07:54 PM||||Aluminum pipes are light and shiney but they are also very soft and PITA to keep looking nice.<br /><br />My IC pipe between the IC and TB is Aluminum but the IC pipe before the IC is jet hot coated Stainless steel.<br /><br />Coated mild steel pipe are the best of all worlds in my opinion, esp. on a car driven everyday.<br /><br />Cheap, easy and effective.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||10-28-2003||08:09 PM||||i just did radiation in physics. a good emiter is also a good absorber, so emisivity is the key hear. the best material for high emisivity (close to 1) is something that is rough and black... so that may help a little in understanding why coating is the key (no mater what colour you coat it) and jet hot is shiny but its still a coating. <br /><br />by the way how number3 how much did you pay for that to be coated. i was thinking about saving up a little extra to get that nice as hell coating||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||10-28-2003||10:27 PM||||My IC piping is all mandrel bent, black anodized aluminum.  It's very light.  I've been running it for over 4 years now.  I had one incident with over-tightening it.  Now I just double clamp and/or have a bead on the end.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000009||Bigfoot200200||10-29-2003||02:02 AM||||If your pipes run close to the turbo you might want to wrap them. Since the wrap holds in moisture, you need something that wont rust. I prefer SS.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000010||markrieb||10-29-2003||10:39 AM||||If you are going to coat the pipe inside and out, you don't even have to use stainless steel.<br /><br />I think that coating is the way to go.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||10-29-2003||11:09 AM||||If you choose to wrap them, the wrap should be reflective, not that fiberglass stuff. That's an insulator. Insulators are for holding heat in. You want to keep radiative heat out so heat shield=reflective wrap. <br /><br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||Beemer||10-31-2003||04:17 AM||||I am experimenting with that reflectix insulation for houses that comes in a 14" by 20 foot roll.  I have been insulating the radiator pipes in my house (old cast iron radiators) and it works better than the old asbestos insulation.  Plus, it's shiny...and really easy to work with.  Just be sure to use the aluminum foil type tape with it.  That way, it won't matter what kind of piping you use.  You could even use plastic plumbing pipe.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000013||number3||10-31-2003||07:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong><br /><br />by the way how number3 how much did you pay for that to be coated. i was thinking about saving up a little extra to get that nice as hell coating </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It really depends. I know the someone at Jet hot but I think it averages $50-80.00 for each piece.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||russya||10-31-2003||01:04 PM||||Here's the link for HPC's pricing page. They're just up the road from me and are great to work with I''ve got my manifold coated, downpipe, inake piping and intercooler. Looks great and according to my temp probes on my intercooler it works great too.||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000015||russya||10-31-2003||01:05 PM||||whoops forgot the link<br /> <a href="http://www.hpcoatings.com/PriceSheet.htm" target="_blank">HPC price list</a>||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000016||RayH||10-31-2003||01:31 PM||||I was thinking on the upper intercooler pipe you can also use a motorcycle exhaust heat shield mounted on the pipe and pointed down toward the turbo.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum2/003726.cgi
A||||18||josh91vr4||Where are your oil leaks coming from?||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||10-28-2003||07:52 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Hi Guys - Trying to trace down some oil leaks... Anyone remember where theirs came from? I definitely have some coming from the oil pan - Is this a gasket issue or do i need a new pan?<br />Thanks in Advance....||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||bleck||10-28-2003||08:48 PM||||Oil drain line off the turbo.  It's got this little flex section that sucks... been thru 3 of them.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||10-29-2003||12:54 AM||||My pan leaks, no gasket there just RTV from the factory. My Balence shaft seal leaks too, very common on VR-4's, can be changed during a timing belt service. My oil drain line was too, fixed taht one and, at one point so was my valve cover gasket.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-29-2003||01:54 AM||||The valve cover gasket is the worst.  The return line for the turbo leaked pretty good on my old car. I find oil on my oil filter?!?!?<br /><br />I think I have a little comming from my oil pan, but it is hard to tell.<br /><br />I'm starting to loose a lot more oil in cooler weather this year.  I'm not sure if it is due to valve stem seals or what.  During the summer, I hardly loose any oil.  I just add and forget   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    I'll rebuild my head when the time comes.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||gvrfour173||10-29-2003||08:37 AM||||i wish that i could find my damn oil leak, its been killing me for the past four months,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /> been driving around the beater car, and really  getting sick of it..||208.160.138.227||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||10-29-2003||08:39 AM||||My transmission/T case used to leak all over the damn place. I setup a fill tube in lieu of the breather on top of the tranny and just let her do her thing since it wasn't something that happened all the time. <br /><br />Engine was/is tight, tight like a tigahhh.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||10-29-2003||09:36 AM||||the last time i did the cams, i reused the valve cover gasket, i wiped the head surface clean, then put a thin layer of blue silicon-hylomar on the valve cover gasket, making sure to put a little extra on the half moon.  it stayed perfectly dry until i just recently changed the cams back, and surprisingly, the valve cover just lifted off.  i just resealed it with the blue silicon again, and it is nice and dry.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||10-29-2003||09:45 AM||||I get some leaking from the oil filter area, where there are all those plugs, justing waiting for my oil pressure sending unit for my gauge. <br /><br />I never even check the oil, if there is fresh oil on the ground, I'm cool  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Just kidding. <br /><br />Get a new VC gasket though if your leaks, it is a easy project and worth it to keep the engine bay clean.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||MidEngine210||10-29-2003||02:02 PM||||It looks like my cam cover gasket is not holding up. Is the gasket replacement pretty straight forward like most cars or is it a PITA? I need to check my turbo drain line, but I don't see any oil in the driveway.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000009||msaskin||10-29-2003||02:06 PM||||Valve Cover/Cam Cover gasket is a <i>real</i> easy job.  Takes less than 30 minutes working fairly slowly  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||10-29-2003||04:23 PM||||My turbo oil feed line is my only known source of oil leakage right now.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||sk8bored||10-29-2003||04:31 PM||||My leak was the cam seals. I found when i drove around the block after changing the timing belt  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  no more leaks for now.||199.168.33.61||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000012||GVR$in||10-29-2003||04:40 PM||||No oil leaks. w00t!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000013||josh91vr4||10-29-2003||08:18 PM||||Thanks guys - I already replaced the VC Gasket - So the top's pretty clean   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Guess i'll try takin off the oil pan and putting some fresh RTV on it. Due for an oil change anyhow.<br />Then i'll keep fighting the rest of them!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000014||Beemer||10-31-2003||04:12 AM||||If you keep having leaks, you might be getting some blowby past the rings.  Make sure your cam seals and crank seal are good.  Dumping oil on your poor timing belt can be a pretty expensive problem if it is left alone.  My cam seals were so hard on my gvr4 head I just pulled for new stem seals they literally crumbled while pulling them off the cams.  If you have grime under your timing cover, there's only 5 places it can really come from.  Cams seals, crank seal, oil pump seal, and balance shaft seals.  If you have a lot of blowby, the air and oil will shoot thru the path of least resistance..if that happens to be under the timing cover, you could lose the belt and never even SHOW a leak||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||10-31-2003||10:08 AM||||The oil filler cap is another, albeit insignificant, source of leaks on many 4G63s... just replace the gasket or get a new cap.  Some people have reported doubling up the gaskets, but I think it is a better idea to get the old, hard one out of there.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||Romanova||10-31-2003||12:09 PM||||Where DOESN'T my oil leak from? My Galant just marks her territory where ever I take her.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000017||curtis||11-01-2003||12:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> No oil leaks. w00t! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Terren, go outside and check your oil, tranny, t case, brake fuild, clutch master cylinder, and power steering fuild, and all of your calipers because your car is bone dry and about to seize up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.25.37.43||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000018||91GVR4||11-01-2003||03:22 PM||||On the subject of oil pans and leaks, I did mine this summer while the trany was out. Napa sells a gasket for the oil pan and it sealed mine up real nice. I couldn't get mine to seal with just RTV, but with a gasket, a little RTV to hold her, and a torque wrench it is now dry. Now I just have to stop all the other leaks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  . I have one some where by my oil filter, may be the housing it self. Darn, now I have to get a T.E.L. housing and external oil cooler  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||63.156.32.22||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes



ubb/Forum2/003727.cgi
A||||3||tonydav||Turbo boost vs fuel quality etc||||1||||tonydav||00001599
Z||000000||tonydav||10-28-2003||08:56 PM||||Can anyone explain, or give me a link to an FAQ to explain the effect increasing the boost on your turbo has: <br /><br />* on your engine (stress etc) <br /><br />* on the turbo itself <br /><br />* on the fuel system - both volume of fuel and quality (RON) of fuel <br /><br />At the moment I'm only running the PTE SC61 at 13psi due to lack of fuel at higher revs. In passing I mentioned to a guy that once I got the ECU and injectors done I was looking at increasing the boost into the 20's. He said I shouldn't unless I was going to run avgas or use an additive to increase the RON of the fuel. <br /><br />I'll be honest in saying I don't understand enough about this - I've looked for an FAQ without success to date. <br /><br />tony||210.50.164.130||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||10-29-2003||12:20 PM||||<a href="http://www.howstuffworks.com/turbo.htm" target="_blank">web page</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||10-29-2003||03:33 PM||||This is such a complex subject I don't even know where to start...  "Maximum Boost" by Corky Bell is a good general primer on turbos.<br /><br />Simply [very conservative comments]:<br /><br />1) Increased turbo pressure puts the most stress on the bearings. Some seriously involved calcs are required to figure out the actual pressure increase, but it is significantly less than a 1:1  boost pressure: bearing pressure ratio.<br /><br />The stock 6-bolt block can take a hell of a beating as long as there is fresh good quality oil pumped reliably at good pressure.<br /><br />2) Most turbos are rated for 2.5-3+ PR. Unless you are running consistently >25 psi, don't worry about it.<br /><br />3) Fuel - if you don't understand this already, you shouldn't be running an SC61. Fuel volume is simple - calc injector size * duty cycle and fuel pump delivery @ fuel pressure and the latter better exceed the former or you'll run lean. <br /><br />* As for fuel quality, knock will depend heavily on your setup, so it is hard to generalize on what the changes with octane will be for your setup. In general, more octane is better since it delays the onset of knock.<br /><br />e.g. My old 90 Talon would run 2psi more boost at the same knock reading on 100 vs. 92 oct gas. FWIW, with with the right setup Dre has run 470+ whp on 94 pump.<br /><br />There are so many variables it is hard to do anything more than generalize.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||tonydav||10-29-2003||06:11 PM||||Thanks for this info blackhole. Pretty well what I was after.  At the moment the SC61 is only running at 13psi.  I'll be looking at increasing this with bigger injectors and an SAFC or new ECU but wanted to have a better understanding before I went further.<br /><br />tony||203.219.34.150||reg||1||tonydav||00001599||yes
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A||||2||DynStatic||JDM headlight relay info||||1||||GalantVR4-1229||00000841
Z||000000||DynStatic||10-28-2003||09:14 PM||||Napa part numbers:<br />Relay with dual 87's<br />AR274<br /><br />Relay connector<br />LIT9185<br /><br />WHITE=one side  (12g)<br />YELLOW=other side (12g)<br />RED=+12 volt from bat (12g)<br />GREEN=trigger (14g)<br />BLACK=ground (14g)<br /><br /><br />I got a relay with dual 87, one for each side.<br /><br />I'm currently working on this, may do a vfaq...<br /><br />Does anyone know a 12volt soure thats on only when the car is on? I want the city lights as day time lights....||68.57.52.229||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000001||chhuong||10-29-2003||02:27 AM||||i'm very interested in what you are trying to do.  I havent got a chance to install mine yet either.  So i don't have a clue on it.||67.161.91.47||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000002||DynStatic||11-05-2003||01:31 PM||||Still working on it. I will type up all the problems i ran into and how I solved them. Likethe high beam trigger is switched to neg. so you have to do it special....||68.57.32.248||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
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A||||5||coop||disconnect rear steer||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||10-28-2003||09:36 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I would like to know how to disconnect the rear steer and still have the three bolt in. I have a steering rack that does not have the rear steer lines and I will remove them all together. thanks||198.81.26.80||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||10-28-2003||10:11 PM||||In the search engine. Type "Rear Steering".<br /><br />Geoff||199.196.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000002||drew||10-28-2003||11:23 PM||||just disconnect everything. Take out all the lines, rear rack. You don't have to worry about the rear pump. It'll spin, but it won't be any problem. Nate did this on one car, as well as myself.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||coop||10-29-2003||12:27 AM||||thanks guys<br /><br />any thought on locking the trailing arms?||198.81.26.80||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||10-29-2003||01:54 AM||||<a href="http://co.dsm.org/users/jake/DSM/projects/rear_suspension/index.shtml" target="_blank">http://co.dsm.org/users/jake/DSM/projects/rear_suspension/index.shtml</a>||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||16GVR4||10-29-2003||08:21 PM||||I took out my rear steering rack, welded it, and put it back in.<br /><br />This will remove any active/passive steering on your rear wheels.<br /><br />Here's another link as to why you would want to do this to reduce understeer.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/atil.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/atil.htm</a>||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
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A||||2||ercp98||CAPS||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||10-28-2003||09:50 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||hi can some please enlighten me as to exaclty how i'm suppose to use this program. i am trying to find the correct part number of the o-ring in the spark plug well. mine is leaking. there is a pool of oil in the spark plug well. sorry i'm still new to this board and to vr4's.||12.206.219.136||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||BiggiB42||10-28-2003||10:52 PM||||just order a valve cover gaskit kit   it comes with the o-rings for the plugs  cost is $35 (i got mine at pep boys||152.163.252.136||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||10-29-2003||09:56 AM||||thank you. hat might be cheaper.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
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A||||3||neonturbo1995||ECU issue...need help in Chicago Area||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||10-29-2003||01:08 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||Does anyone have a 1G that would be kind enough to let me plug my ECU into to see if it is working properly?  It would be even better if you already have the 2G MAF so I could test my adapter as well.  I am in Chicago.||69.3.223.214||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||10-29-2003||01:24 PM||||I have an extra 1g ECU plus I havethe 2G MAS on my GVR4.  And I'm in Chicago. Email me.||24.148.61.41||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||10-29-2003||01:31 PM||||You have mail!||69.3.223.214||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||10-31-2003||02:14 PM||||bob in Chicago is awesome.  Thanks again for all the help!||68.164.5.80||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum2/003732.cgi
A||||8||neonturbo1995||Cooling Fan Hookups||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||10-29-2003||01:09 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I have 3 possible connectors that the radiator fan connector can plug into...2 black and one white (the connector on the fan is white).  When I plug it into the white one the fan runs constantly...even when totally cool and accessories on.  Can someone tell me which connector is the right one?||69.3.223.214||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-29-2003||01:11 PM||||The black one that's not a ground is most likely a power wire that's switched by the ecu given the temprature of the coolant. You should get a manual.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||10-29-2003||01:19 PM||||I have the factory service manual, but it doesn't really say anything about this ecept to mark connections before removing them...and it is too late for that.  Can someone look under their hood and see where it is plugged into?||69.3.223.214||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||10-29-2003||06:02 PM||||I just pulled mine and put it back in the other day for a turbo install.<br /><br />OK, one plug goes to the bottom of the radiatior near the center. 2 of the plugs connect together (they both come off the fan assembly). One more plug connects to a plug behind the passenger side headlight.<br /><br /><br />Those are the only ones I had...Hope that helps.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||neonturbo1995||10-29-2003||10:08 PM||||what color is the connector (car side, not fan side) that you connect to behing the headlight?||68.164.224.147||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||10-29-2003||10:49 PM||||The connector is black, looks kind like the old MAS plug.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||10-30-2003||01:41 AM||||yup, black.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||neonturbo1995||10-30-2003||11:02 PM||||the one that is from the fan that is white is a very small, 2 pin plug...trying to figure out where it goes.  THanks!||66.2.65.177||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000008||Matticus||10-30-2003||11:53 PM||||There is 3 plugs.  The big black one that plugs in behind the passenger headlight.  The clear, or once was clear, one that plugs in to the fan itself.  And the third one will plug into the bottom of the radiator right next to the hose.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
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A||||1||Doc_Seuss||provolt battery||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||10-29-2003||02:51 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||im just wondering what you guys have heard/seen about this battery?  im looking to use a small battery so that i dont have to move it to the trunk, or have to much problem when i do my fmic piping.<br /><br />here is a link<br /><br /><a href="http://store.summitracing.com/productdetail.asp?p=3957&view=2047" target="_blank">http://store.summitracing.com/productdetail.asp?p=3957&view=2047</a><br /><br />what batteries are you guys using<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||10-29-2003||03:12 PM||||Looks pretty much the same as the Odyssey PC925 battery I use with the underhood [nee Evans] battery tray. Small, light and no problems starting in 0 degree weather.<br /><br />My first battery only lasted 25 months [24mo warranty], but Batteries Plus graciously replaced it as defective and the second one is still ok. Hopefully the first one was a fluke.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
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A||||8||1520/2000||where do you all get your rtv from?||||5||||1520/2000||00000134
Z||000000||1520/2000||10-29-2003||04:23 PM||l_damiani@hotmail.com||never had the need before, but now that i do i don't know where to look. any good vendors? thanks<br />luke d||205.238.240.180||reg||5||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-29-2003||04:25 PM||||Any CSK (Checkers, Schucks, Kragen), Autozone, Napa.. et etc||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||10-29-2003||04:26 PM||||Parts America, Pep Boyeez, Auto Zone, Walmart, Etc<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||10-29-2003||04:27 PM||||Damn, you beat me to it by a whole one second.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||KenGVR4||10-29-2003||07:08 PM||||I usually get RTV out of a tube, but sometimes I get it in the cheeze-whiz dispenser packaging.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.115.175.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000005||drew||10-29-2003||07:10 PM||||All your RTV are belong to us.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||10-29-2003||07:13 PM||||I am the RTV king! I got orange, blue, red, black..||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||10-29-2003||08:20 PM||||Get ultra black or ultra red or ultra copper. Non ultra's aren't high temp and niether is ultra grey.||208.178.23.32||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||1520/2000||10-29-2003||08:51 PM||||"All your RTV are belong to us."<br /><br />lol drew- thanks for the advice everyone else||205.238.240.180||reg||10||1520/2000||00000134||yes



ubb/Forum2/003735.cgi
A||||2||slvrblt||Turbo oil feed leaking||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||10-29-2003||04:49 PM||||I installed my new Evo B16G and I could not use the oil feed (or the 2 water lines) from my previous 13g, so I ripped the oil feed off a JDM T3.<br /><br /><br />Now the feed line leaks a little bit at the turbo. The fitting on the turbo is not the stock style banjo fitting, it just screws into the threaded hole on the CHRA. The other end of the line if a banjo wbhere it goes into the head.<br /><br /><br />I know this is bad, but how bad is it ? It only seeps, not spraying oil everywhere.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-29-2003||05:07 PM||||You'll slowly leak leak leak. Try using new copper crush washers and see if it helps. Make sure you properly torque them down too.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||10-29-2003||05:25 PM||||Well, either way, I just ordered a new one from the local Mitsu Dealer ($35) and it will be here friday morning so I will just put the right one on there and try not to boost for now.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003736.cgi
A||||4||atsiauto||does a diamante have a 2g mas ?? 95 Galant ?||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||10-29-2003||05:16 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I nabbed 2 of these today thinking they are the much liked 2 g mas's also got the plug its straight not square I will be selling one if they are the correct units What in the devil do you guys use to attach it to a circular inlet ? Or should i have grabbed that piece too.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||10-29-2003||06:06 PM||||Yes they are 'similar' to the 2G MAS. I have been told that the electronics inside is somehow different, but I am not sure how. They do work in our cars though.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||10-29-2003||06:40 PM||||they are all the same.  the 2g mas is used in a whole bunch of later mitsus.  even the trucks.  from about 95 on.  the only electronics is in the ecu.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||10-29-2003||08:10 PM||||Ken , what do I need as far as the snorkel part to make this work on my galant ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||10-29-2003||08:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> Ken , what do I need as far as the snorkel part to make this work on my galant ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any 2G related intake pipe will work<br /><br />2G OEM<br />Dejon<br />Injen<br />Magnus<br />Mach V||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
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A||||1||drew||ABS ECU Codes||||5||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||10-29-2003||07:12 PM||||Is there a way to check the codes for the ABS system on a 92 GVR4 without taking it to the dealer?||64.1.187.234||reg||5||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||10-29-2003||11:40 PM||||Drew,<br />If you look at the CD Manual, pages 35-19 to 35-28 or so, you can see how to trouble shoot the ABS. It *appears* that you probably ground the same pin 10 in the diagnostic port, but you read the pulses on pin 4, not 12 or whatever it is for the ECU. It should do the same "long-short-short-short" type pulses.<br />Jeff O.||216.77.204.103||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
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A||||15||ejectseat||EGT's through the roof||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||10-29-2003||11:25 PM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||My setup: ported 14b w/ 34mm, ported evo3 mani, ported 2g o2 housing, 3" turboback no cat, k&n - at cruising speeds 60 - 70mph and NO boost egt's are around 1400 F (on new autometer gauge).  Motor has 107k and is in great shape.  New fuel filter and tune-up, 7es plugs, 93-94 octane.  Running 15psi it will hit 1600 F at top of 3rd gear.  At 10psi it will hit 1600 F at top of 4th.  Weak fuel pump, bad FPR, any suggestions?  Getting pocketlogger really soon, will that be the only way to tell?  thanks <br /> <a href="http://www.photobucket.com/albums/0903/ejectseat/" target="_blank">ejectseat pics</a>||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||DynStatic||10-29-2003||11:28 PM||||Is your timing off?||68.57.52.229||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000002||Jon||10-30-2003||08:22 AM||||Doesn't sound that high to me.  Probe is in the number 1 runner?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-30-2003||08:27 AM||||Take a look at your plugs. I wouldn't worry if that's your setup.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||10-30-2003||08:34 AM||||I did not see a mention of a uprated fuel pump. If you are still running the original fuel pump, then get a hi-output one, fast! Rewire it at the same time...  Those EGTs are too close to meltdown.||24.148.61.41||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||10-30-2003||09:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ejectseat:<br /><strong>Weak fuel pump</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you saying you have a weak (stock) fuel pump, or are you hypothesizing that the FP could be your problem?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||ejectseat||10-30-2003||09:35 AM||||I think the pump may be weak.  I haven't measured voltage at the pump either.  It gets excellent gas mileage right now, and I don't really want it to depriciate this winter, as I'm (trying) to put a hold on mods for a while.  A friend of mine had a similiar setup and he got a walbro 255 and his mileage went to shit.||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000007||ejectseat||10-30-2003||09:41 AM||||my car received a tune-up prior to me buying it, and it had 6es plugs.  They were white.||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000008||Tevenor||10-30-2003||09:45 AM||||Retarded timing due to knock will show elevated EGT's over expected temps.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000009||ejectseat||10-30-2003||09:58 AM||||yeah, i gotta get that logger.  My egt probe is tapped into #1 too.||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000010||ejectseat||10-30-2003||09:59 AM||||I don't have noisy lifters, either.  I've read they can add extra counts of knock.  my engine is really quiet.  How much are new knock sensors?  Where to get them?  Thanks guys.||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||10-30-2003||10:09 AM||||Try unplugging the smallest of the 3 ECU connectors for 5-10 seconds, and then take it for a drive. If the ECU has seen alot of knock, it may have reduced the "octane value" address, which in turn reduces your timing. If the EGT's look good, you had better start watching your knock sum.<br />Jeff O.||68.153.121.17||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||ejectseat||10-30-2003||10:33 AM||||I've reset my ecu a few times before, and noticed it ran noticeably better, but didn't want to always rely on resetting the ecu.||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000013||GVR1643||10-30-2003||10:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ejectseat:<br /><strong> I think the pump may be weak.  I haven't measured voltage at the pump either.  It gets excellent gas mileage right now, and I don't really want it to depriciate this winter, as I'm (trying) to put a hold on mods for a while.  A friend of mine had a similiar setup and he got a walbro 255 and his mileage went to shit. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your friends mileage probably was crap because of lack of fuel control. With the 255 you really need an AFPR. <br />You have a new fuel filter, now try rewiring your stock pump and see what that does for you. Might be you a little time or take care of you for now until future mods.  Logger will help, as would a Keydiver chip to monitor knock sum.||167.142.21.147||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||10-30-2003||11:09 AM||||Where the probe is in the runner is a factor too.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000015||ejectseat||10-30-2003||11:13 AM||||<img src="http://photobucket.com/albums/0903/ejectseat/5d8e1f39.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes



ubb/Forum2/003739.cgi
A||||1||buick||kill switch||||11||||gransport||00001769
Z||000000||buick||10-30-2003||12:37 AM||johnsminibike@webtv.net||Now bear with me this is a good one. I posted that my gvr4 had a 1.3 amp drain and my battery would go dead in a few days. After checking all things out today I remembered that when I bought the car it had a kill switch. There is a wire going to the center of the plug on the gold relay near the ecu.The wire is going to a toggle switch connected to ground.If you click the switch so the car starts and take an ammeter check you get 1.3 amp drain. If you click the switch so the car wont start you get a reading of .03 amps which I believe is normal. What kind of weird cut off switch is this.If you click the switch off when you park the car it doesnt start and no drain.If you forget to click switch and leave car a few days you get a dead battery.What exactly did the last owner rig up.I would like feedback from you guys. Thanks John       86/2000||209.240.198.62||reg||11||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-30-2003||08:30 AM||||I think that your ECU is staying on. I have the same switch in my car but my setup is decidedly more confusing and requires it. <br /><br />If you leave the switch on and turn the key off what happens? Do you hear a relay clicking after about 10 seconds? <br /><br />The car doesn't stay running does it? <br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003740.cgi
A||||2||stevevr4||fuel pump Q||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||10-30-2003||09:21 AM||stever321@yahoo.com||I've heard that our fuel pumps are smaller than the DSM's, is this true?  If so, would it be pretty easy to pick up a DSM fuel pump (they must be dirt cheap) and hook it up with the rewire mod for a super-cheap upgrade?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||10-30-2003||09:49 AM||||Some guys on the list have mistu 3000GT pumps.<br />I wonder if it's just a plug and play.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||10-30-2003||10:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 496of2000:<br /><strong> Some guys on the list have mistu 3000GT pumps.<br />I wonder if it's just a plug and play. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nope.  the 3kgtvr4 pump is bigger, and i had to rebend the bracket, and use a hose clamp.  it is about twice as big around, and longer.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003741.cgi
A||||15||supasigma||ecu clicking....engine stalls...||||1||||supa^^||00001181
Z||000000||supasigma||10-30-2003||12:51 PM||teostephen@hotmail.com||i replaced my caps last month...the engine seems then...lately the ecu relay wont click when i turned the key to on...i wired a relay and it clicks...lately it started to clicks...what could be wrong??thank for any help/advice given....||210.195.228.50||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||10-30-2003||12:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by supa^^:<br /><strong> i replaced my caps last month...the engine seems then...lately the ecu relay wont click when i turned the key to on...i wired a relay and it clicks...lately it started to clicks...what could be wrong??thank for any help/advice given.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">EH?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||supasigma||10-30-2003||01:01 PM||||oops...b4 caps...no ce...after caps got ce...ecu board has a hole from the first cap....rigth between the first cap's legs...few weeks later the ecu relay wont click...fixed it...now the relays make clicking sound once a while..sometimes its ok ...sometimes its not...||210.195.228.50||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-30-2003||01:18 PM||||It doesn't seem like you've changed your caps. You seem to type in all lower case.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  Why do people use ellipses so much in typing on message boards?... I'll... never.... figure... that... one... out...||64.1.187.234||reg||10||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||Jon||10-30-2003||01:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by supa^^:<br /><strong> oops...b4 caps...no ce...after caps got ce...ecu board has a hole from the first cap....rigth between the first cap's legs...few weeks later the ecu relay wont click...fixed it...now the relays make clicking sound once a while..sometimes its ok ...sometimes its not... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">NEVER post crap like this again on this board.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||10-30-2003||02:02 PM||||Seems like he's running out of air while typing and he puts ellipses where he breathes.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||10-30-2003||02:19 PM||||Maybe he's confusing the relay sound with the bong bubbling.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||10-30-2003||02:23 PM||||A little generosity perhaps, as it appears his first language is probably not English.  OK, that doesn't excuse the ellipses perhaps...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||GVR4458||10-30-2003||02:59 PM||||I agree, give credit as this person is from Mylasia (hell, I only do English).  Please get rid of the elipses.<br /><br />As for your problem, it would seem likely to be one of two things:<br /><br />1) Bad ECU (maybe the PCB is wrecked too)<br />2) Bad battery/connection.<br /><br />Check that your battery is connected really well.  When my positive connection was loose, the car would struggle and die.  Once I tightened it up, the car ran great.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||10-30-2003||03:05 PM||||lol elipses are often used by people who can't fully grasps the english language. I've spoken to so many non-native english speakers and they write the way they speak. just as most of us do   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.127.55.33||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||10-30-2003||03:20 PM||||English is my 4th language and I never use ellipses. My Russian teacher would make me kneel in the corner on corn and my German teacher would of break my fingernails off with a ruler.<br />Nobody teached me english so I'm home free. Still, I don't use them.<br />Typing elipses is like talking with every other sentence being "you know" <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||10-30-2003||03:42 PM||||I agree, though, just replacing the caps doesn't do anything about the damage that could've already been done by the acid.  You merely stopped the lava flow without cleaning up the wreckage.<br /><br />I would recommend talking to keydiver, on this board, and see if he can help you out.  The ECU may possibly be salvagable.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||drew||10-30-2003||04:13 PM||||Wow, I didn't intend to troll so hard.||64.1.187.234||reg||10||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||iceman69510||10-30-2003||05:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> English is my 4th language and I never use ellipses. My Russian teacher would make me kneel in the corner on corn and my German teacher would of break my fingernails off with a ruler.<br />Nobody teached me english so I'm home free. Still, I don't use them.<br />Typing elipses is like talking with every other sentence being "you know" <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Gabor, you were obviously honed into a superior specimen.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  But I think the elipses are more like, um, "um", you know, not like um, "you know".<br />You know?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000014||supasigma||10-30-2003||08:56 PM||||ok guys,<br />Sorry about the elipses.I didnt intend to offend anyone by the i'm typing.Sorry.<br />I try to recheck my battry connections.Does bad ground have anything to do with this problem?My batt is relocated.||219.95.175.21||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||10-30-2003||09:41 PM||||No, you need to do a better job at fixing the ECU. You have some open traces from the acid, particularly around that upright vertical board, IC110 I think. Check from the first and 4th pins to the rear ECU connectors, pins 64 and 110 if I recall. Most often they are open, and the MPI relay won't engage.||216.76.180.62||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003742.cgi
A||||13||spatchana||Limited Edition Bage||||1||||spatchana||00002703
Z||000000||spatchana||10-30-2003||01:45 PM||supoj.patchana@us.army.mil||I just got a galant VR4. Unfortunately, the previous owner removed the badge. Any idea how to get another one? Also, without the badge how do you tell what number the car is?||204.34.247.9||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||10-30-2003||01:55 PM||||Before anybody jumps on you for asking this. I'll be nice and tell you how to fing out more information about that subject.<br /><br />On the top right hand side of the page, there is a link to a search function. Try it, it works pretty good.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||10-30-2003||02:29 PM||||search it newb!||67.127.55.33||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-30-2003||04:20 PM||||make your own.<br />there is no way to tell.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||10-30-2003||04:47 PM||||best bet to find a VR4 being parted.||167.142.22.241||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||10-30-2003||05:05 PM||||and be prepared to pay!  I've seen them go for well over $100 for a piece of plastic that does nothing   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||drew||10-30-2003||05:48 PM||||it's not plastic, it's metal||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||10-30-2003||06:02 PM||||gottcha.  Shows ya I never had mine!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   But I still wouldn't buy one personally...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||drew||10-30-2003||06:40 PM||||so what's the story behind PIVVAY?  I"ve been waiting for it on your website!||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||10-30-2003||06:44 PM||||Damn someone is actually waiting?  I'll try to type it up tonight.  Hehe  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||10-31-2003||08:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Damn someone is actually waiting?  I'll try to type it up tonight.  Hehe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well dammit now I'm looknig for it and its not there!||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||10-31-2003||09:51 AM||||I blame it on Terren and the ice storm. ya that's it... maybe i'll slack from work a bit now and put it up...boy it's not that cool of a story   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||11-03-2003||10:49 AM||||Okay the story is up now...if anyone was still following this thread   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||11-03-2003||11:35 AM||||Ah, I get it now.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003743.cgi
A||||11||GVR4||Tie rod ends or warped rotors?||||1||||GVR4||00000358
Z||000000||GVR4||10-30-2003||01:56 PM||spyder_gsr@hotmail.com||Just reading through some older posts and found one regarding steering wheel shake while braking and it's cause. It was suggested that the steering wheel shake is bad tie rod ends. Is this true? And warped rotors will show up in the brake pedal feel and not the steering wheel?. Right now if I brake from any speed over say 30mph my steering wheel shakes from side to side very badly. Is there a chance I dont' need new rotors? If it is the tie rods...what exactly needs to be replaced? Thanks<br /><br />Tim Jones<br />ready to seriously mod but keep running into problems with 13 yr\old car!||137.144.96.166||reg||1||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000001||henrok||10-30-2003||03:19 PM||||hey i had the same problem, baaadlyyy. turned out i needed a wheel balancing.  when i bought new tires it went away completely and now its smooth.  try rotating / balancing your wheels.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||10-30-2003||03:51 PM||||Try moving the tires back/forth with your hands to see if there's any significant movement.  That can test for bushings.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||10-30-2003||07:47 PM||||Its the rotors. If they are bad enough,you CAN feel it though the steering wheel. A loose tie rod wont cause vibration upon braking.<br /><br /> Its not tire balance, balance will cause vibrations typically at certain speed ranges only,and will not be affected by applying the brakes.||129.71.114.60||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||10-30-2003||08:21 PM||||A up and down shake is going to be more tire related as a back and forth shake (left and right) while braking will be warped rotors.  Or both     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <br /><br />If the rotors are really warped, you can feel the steering wheel shake while driving.<br /><br />As far as the tie rod end goes, I had a bad one.  That causes extra play in the steering and I had a small clunk sound every time I took off hard.  It shoudn't cause any vibrations.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||10-31-2003||03:58 AM||||Actually, tie rod ends CAN make vibration in the steering wheel, especially when braking hard.  What happens is as the brakes are applied, the tire will toe out from the clearance in the tie rod end.  As the antilock cycles, the tire will literally shutter back and forth from that clearance.  It can also transfer vibration to the brake pedal.  I've also seen warped rotors literally rip the steering wheel out of your hand.  Most dsm's need tie rod ends anyway, and ball joints.  Tie rods are no brainers to replace.  Ball joints are a little harder, and turning rotors, the hardest part is getting the rotors off the hub if they are stuck.  I've literally broken some into pieces to get them off.  Beat the snot out of them for hours to no effect, gave up, used a puller and shattered them.  Here's what you check<br />Tire balance<br />Rotors<br />Tie rod ends<br />Alignment (most shops want to sell you something, so get their free check, and if they want to sell you stuff, check it yourself, and then replace what is bad, then take it back for an alignment)<br />Ball joints<br />good luck!||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||10-31-2003||09:47 AM||||That is strange.  When I replaced my brakes (everything) I then noticed how worn my tie rod ends were.  The driver side was the worst for some reason.  It had a lot of play in it.  I never had vibrations from braking at all.  None, zippo.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||GVR4||10-31-2003||10:15 AM||||If the rotors are warped can turning them fix the problem or lessen the effect until I can get new ones?<br /><br />Thanks<br />TJ||137.144.97.143||reg||5||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-31-2003||11:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4:<br /><strong> If the rotors are warped can turning them fix the problem or lessen the effect until I can get new ones?<br /><br />Thanks<br />TJ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is a cheap fix untill you can get new ones.  If they have enough meat on them for a shop to turn them in the first place.  Get new pads too.  Cheap ones if you need too.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||Evilnissan||11-18-2003||01:17 PM||||I have been hearing a not so nice clunk when I hit bumps and bad spots in the road comming from the drivers side. I jacked up the car and grabed the wheel and it would shake back and forth a little. I assume its the Tie rod end, so i picked up a outer tie rod end to replace the old one this weekend.<br /><br />I just hope im on the right track and its not going to be some big pain in the ass and a lot of $$$ to fix it.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||11-18-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Evilnissan:<br /><strong> I have been hearing a not so nice clunk when I hit bumps and bad spots in the road comming from the drivers side. I jacked up the car and grabed the wheel and it would shake back and forth a little. I assume its the Tie rod end, so i picked up a outer tie rod end to replace the old one this weekend.<br /><br />I just hope im on the right track and its not going to be some big pain in the ass and a lot of $$$ to fix it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have a GVR4 and you don't want it to cost out the A$$.  Muhahahaha.  Good luck.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||Evilnissan||11-18-2003||02:01 PM||||I dont have a VR4 (I  wish  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   ) I got a Galant GS-X the inbread little brother to the G-VR4. 4g63NT with AWD.<br /><br />Trust me I know that any car with a Mitsu  logo on it is a money pit, i spent way to much on trying to get my POS to run.  <br /><br />After this I need to do the clutch and im gonna try to attempt to do that my self. Then I got urge for some power so a small 13b turbo kit might go on this winter as well.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes



ubb/Forum2/003744.cgi
A||||5||GVR4||more front end noise||||1||||GVR4||00000358
Z||000000||GVR4||10-30-2003||02:25 PM||spyder_gsr@hotmail.com||I recently noticed a strange sound from the front end. While sitting (parked) with the car running I can turn the wheel to the left and I hear and low popping sound. When turnig to the right I hear no sound. Again this is with the car PARKED. Any ideas? Could this be related to my previous post about tie rod ends? Thanks<br /><br />Tim Jones||137.144.96.166||reg||1||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||10-30-2003||03:21 PM||||I had a problem like that.  I also thought it was tie rod ends.  It turned out to that both of my axle/CV joints were shot.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||GVR4||10-30-2003||03:42 PM||||well I hope that's not it... I've had these replaced about a year ago....they were pretty bad before they were replaced though....I hope it didn't damage anything...<br /><br />TJ||137.144.96.166||reg||1||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||10-30-2003||04:31 PM||||cv axles would be first guess. but you said that you hear the noise when the car is NOT MOVING.  I would think it would be in the rack more than anything else.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||10-30-2003||09:19 PM||||Axles/CV's are not bad. I have a bad CV boot and the shop that helps e allot said new axles with new CV's are around $110/each. Not too bad. <br /><br />That shops rally car had a similar problem, they replaced the tie rod ends and it still had the noise. In the end they replaced the price at the top of the strut and it turns out that the bearing at the top of that piece died. Replacing this piece fixed the problem. Just a thought, I will be replacing mine to see if that is my noise.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||curtis||10-30-2003||11:25 PM||||check your sway bar end link bushing.  just cut your wheel and reach in and wiggle your sway bar.  If it moves there bad.  Mine were||67.25.34.226||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003745.cgi
A||||8||Yao||Problem found... I think.||||7||||Yao||00000044
Z||000000||Yao||10-30-2003||04:25 PM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Quick back ground: <br /><br />Car: 16g, 9.1comp, RRE front mount, supra f/p, sx fuel reg, 2.5 pipings, masc mas, 15k on new motor.<br /><br />Problem: can't hold 20psi at 5800ft/sea level. <br /><br />Solution: So after couple weeks of pondering and thinking. I've decided to drop the exhaust and see if the cat is plugged or not.  While I droped the exhaust, I proceed to slap on 3" downpipe/HKS external gate with 3" cat and do a side exit on the car.  Half way through the job, I've noticed that my 3 out of 4 exhaust manifold bolts going to the turbo were about 1/2 inches off the manifold and could be turn by fingers!!  Could it be, can it be that simple??!!  <br /><br />Impression: I have no idea if it worked or not.  I am still on hold for a muffler that would be small enough to fit between the drive shaft and the body so I can do a side exit.  The pipes and muffler is on order and should be here tomorrow.  <br /><br />Quick question, is it possible to get 16g down to 11's(sea level) or 12's(5800feet) on pump gas?||208.253.246.93||reg||7||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||10-30-2003||04:31 PM||||12s are possible at bandi on the 16G||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||10-30-2003||04:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> 12s are possible at bandi on the 16G<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Kyle,<br />You really think 12s are possible on the 16G at 5800 ft on pump?!?  I highly doubt it. 12s on the 16g will take 20g psi, a range pretty certain to require better than 91 octane. Heck 12s on the 16g at altitude in a full weight GVR4 are somewhat difficult no matter what.  I agree that it can be done but you will have to drive very well and have all the supporting mods in place.  And if you can do it on pump gas I'll be amazed.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||10-30-2003||04:43 PM||||Yao,<br /><br />A big exhaust leak could definitely be your holding boost problem but we'll see when you get it back together. What kind of spool were you getting with the 16g before hand? What boost control?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Notorius||10-30-2003||05:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> 12s are possible at bandi on the 16G<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Kyle,<br />You really think 12s are possible on the 16G at 5800 ft on pump?!?  I highly doubt it. 12s on the 16g will take 20g psi, a range pretty certain to require better than 91 octane. Heck 12s on the 16g at altitude in a full weight GVR4 are somewhat difficult no matter what.  I agree that it can be done but you will have to drive very well and have all the supporting mods in place.  And if you can do it on pump gas I'll be amazed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ive seen 13s on a 16G pumpgas galant with no water in the water/air IC and a HOLE in the fuel line cause they used a regular rubber hose instead of fuel hose, so im pretty sure 12s are possible. hard like you said, but possible. course ive ditched my 16G path so it doesnt really matter to me. but i think they are posisble.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||10-30-2003||05:27 PM||||NO BOOST or low boost will happen from loose turbo to manifold bolts.  <br />It happened to our shop car a while back.....<br /><br />The car wouldnt make over 10 psi......<br />Tightened the f*ckers down, and the car ran like a raped ape......||199.196.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000006||VR4 Me||10-30-2003||08:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by geoff@machv:<br /><strong> NO BOOST or low boost will happen from loose turbo to manifold bolts.  <br />It happened to our shop car a while back.....<br /><br />The car wouldnt make over 10 psi......<br />Tightened the f*ckers down, and the car ran like a raped ape...... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">werd, check your manifold bolts. at one point my car would not boost over 6 PSI.<br /><br />mated all the bolts back up and "car ran like a raped ape"||65.80.67.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||10-30-2003||08:49 PM||||Make sure you check the gasket between the turbine housing and the manifold. Loose bolts between them will cause major damage to that gasket and it won't seal even if the bolts are tightened down. May want to put a new one in there. Also...I'm surprised you didn't hear any funny noises with the bolts being that loose. It happened on my car a couple years ago and it made a wierd fluttery sound at WOT.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||Yao||10-30-2003||09:39 PM||||Okay, guys.  My racing weight is 3180 with me at 180lb and half tank of gas.  The reason I am asking about the 16g is because I don't want to go any bigger if I don't have to.  I like the way this car drives and then some.  <br /><br />Pivvy, I am using Profec B spec II for boost control, it would spool up to 22 psi by 3800ish rpm and by the time I would get to 7000rpm to shift, the boost would be at 16ish psi and when next gear clicks, I would be at 5500rpm and still 16ish psi to 7000rpm until I slam into next gear again at 5500rpm at 16ish psi....then quarter mile would end....around the beginning of 4th.  So basicly I am boosting 16psi with 16g(pump gas) and ran 14.3 at 94...at Bandi.  That is about 1.4 seconds away from my goal.  Does anybody here think I can make 1.4 seconds if I can boost 20-22 psi all the way through the end of quarter?  Or that turbo would run out of breath at this altitude.  I know that 16g can only hold steady 20psi at sea level, but can it held 20 at Bandi is the question.<br />By the way, this is with roughly 28 degrees of timming at the top of 3 gear!! and zero knock.<br /><br />I am using a 1/4 inch thick metal plat as a gasket that was used by the previous owner.  Does anybody think that is a bad idea?||12.211.212.94||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes



ubb/Forum2/003746.cgi
A||||6||unccGST||power steering (re) install||||1||||unccGST||00002467
Z||000000||unccGST||10-30-2003||05:31 PM||flybytsi@carolina.rr.com||Fellow VR4 owners, I purchased Lisa's fine car (#1948) recently .. I am finding it quite difficult to daily drive this car without power steering, as it currently has a manual rack. Will a power steering rack/pump/lines from a 1G work, or will I need galant-specific items. Please let me know what I may need and such, thanks for all your help.<br /><br />P.S. If anyone is interested in the manual rack, please let me know and I will give you dibs.||24.74.127.15||reg||1||unccGST||00002467||yes
Z||000001||drew||10-30-2003||06:43 PM||||A DSM unit will be fine. You'll also need the reservoir and all the lines. It comes with stock with a PS fluid cooler, but people say it's not needed.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||msaskin||10-30-2003||06:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> A DSM unit will be fine. You'll also need the reservoir and all the lines. It comes with stock with a PS fluid cooler, but people say it's not needed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it's not so much a full cooler as a piping loop near the A/C fan.  you can safely cut it off and loop the circuit right near the reservoir.<br /><br />~matt||128.113.167.126||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||10-30-2003||06:59 PM||||I currently have power steering and no longer want it.... I am getting ready to take it out as soon as i get a manual steering rack and i am trying to do a 4 bolt rear swap at the same time. hint hint... which is worth more, manaul rack or PS system? are you willing to swap and throw a couple dollars down? it would be cheaper for both of us. IM me on AOL if u want. <br /><br />Akidosigh1@aol.com||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||10-30-2003||08:11 PM||||I'm parting out a vr4 and I also have an entire steering system for a vr4, PM me if you're interested. Later||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||unccGST||10-30-2003||11:28 PM||||well fellas, i really appreciate the quick responses. i do in fact have someone with a complete 1G P/S system that i will be installing tomorrow. the manual rack will be up for sale accordingly. my buddy purchased his manual rack for $100, i have seen P/S stuff go for about $50. i'll entertain any offers for the manual rack.. thanks!||24.74.127.15||reg||1||unccGST||00002467||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||10-31-2003||03:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong> it's not so much a full cooler as a piping loop near the A/C fan.  you can safely cut it off and loop the circuit right near the reservoir.<br /><br />~matt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Fuckin' sweet.  Anyone running their car like this care to corroborate this?  I'm remounting my fmic TEL style, and it's giving me shit, so if I can just get rid of it that'd ease the whole operation up quite a bit.||69.59.219.137||reg||6||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003747.cgi
A||||13||keydiver||Cosmo FPR||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||10-30-2003||05:45 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Has anyone ever tried one of these:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2439905454" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2439905454</a><br />Last time I saw them they didn't have any for Turbo DSM's, but evidently they now do. I have a guy buying a chip from me that I recommended he also buy an FPR (he has no fuel control of ANY kind with 510cc injectors), and he didn't like the $144 price of the FullThrottleSpeed one. He saw this on Ebay. Any comments?<br />Jeff O.||68.209.18.190||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-30-2003||05:58 PM||||is it true that some go only up and not down? The description mentions only raising the pressure. I'm in the market too...(edit cause I have a....) 255lph pump and afc 550s etc.. .||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||10-30-2003||06:03 PM||||Being able to LOWER the fuel pressure is often a function of how large/small the orifice is that the fuel has to go through to get into the FPR. The factory DSM orifice is tiny, like .050" IIRC. Some of them, like the B&M piece of crap, keep the factory orifice, so the fuel backs up when you run a larger pump. Thats why I'm asking about the Cosmo. I wonder what size orifice it has?||68.209.18.190||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||Arty||10-30-2003||10:16 PM||||The no-name afpr that I have, looks very similar to the Cosmo. The minimum orifice size in mine is limited by the ID of the hose barbs, which are 5mm.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1791" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1791&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1787" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1787&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1788" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1788&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1789" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1789&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1790" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1790&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />Apologies for the low res. of the images.<br /><br />Thanks to RHertz for the image server. (the way that java can access my hard drive is scarey :-) )<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||10-31-2003||02:04 AM||||Hmm...I have a TopSpeedPerformance one in my car, I emailed them and it is not a rising rate FPR. I assume this style can NOT be used with a turbo. I could set it to a constant 60psi, but that would not do so well for idle and fuel economy.<br /><br /><br />Am I wrong ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||10-31-2003||04:04 AM||||Jeff, have him check out a carter pump.  I have the stock replacement for a supra and it was around 100 bucks.  I still haven't put it on yet due to the big ass pump I have going onto the new fuel system..-10 from the tank to filter to external pump, -8 up to the front filter and rail, then -6 back to the stock fuel inlet to use that as a return..saves on plumbing a new return line..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||10-31-2003||09:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Hmm...I have a TopSpeedPerformance one in my car, I emailed them and it is not a rising rate FPR. I assume this style can NOT be used with a turbo. I could set it to a constant 60psi, but that would not do so well for idle and fuel economy.<br /><br /><br />Am I wrong ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If it doesn't have a vacuum/boost nipple on top of the diaphragm to change the pressure with boost, it is NOT what you want. You must maintain a constant pressure DIFFERENTIAL (1:1) across the injector for it to run right. Otherwise, your tuning will be a nightmare!||68.155.74.210||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||10-31-2003||09:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> The no-name afpr that I have, looks very similar to the Cosmo. The minimum orifice size in mine is limited by the ID of the hose barbs, which are 5mm.<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">John,<br />Actually, the limitation should be whatever the diameter of the orifice is inside that silver piece you show in that last picture. Just out of curiousity, could you measure that hole. It does look rather similar to the Cosmo.<br />Thanks!||68.155.74.210||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||Martin Tolentino||10-31-2003||09:28 AM||||Jeff,<br />    Don't bother with the one on E-Bay it looks like the one I bought from Extreme motorsports. FYI it did not work and just stayed shut "no fuel return" needless to say but the fuel pump was screaming. I don't think their selling that type of FPR. <br /><br /><br />No name one on the top pix the boost reference <br />is pointing towared the camera. Looks like my SX FPR.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||10-31-2003||01:42 PM||||Oddly enough, it does have the vacuum nipple. I talked to 2 guys at the 'TopSpeedPerformance' 'shop' and one guy knew nothing about it, while the other told me right off that it would not work for my car. He did not say turboed car, just my car specifically.<br /><br /><br />I dont think I will risk it...my engine is worth too much for me to starve it of fuel.<br /><br /><br />Anyone want to buy it ? $75 shipped (in the lower 48)...???||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||10-31-2003||02:08 PM||||Interesting..If it has a vacuum nipple it should work, as long as it is 1:1 rising rate. The diaphragm shouldn't care whether you're applying vacuum or boost.<br />What happens when you connect/disconnect the vacuum source? It should change by 8-10 psi. Another tooner shop that knows nothing about what they're selling, so what else is new!||68.158.248.177||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||Arty||11-01-2003||08:49 AM||||Jeff,<br />the hole through the silver plunger is 3.5mm diameter.<br />I'm not sure how the regulator works exactly. It looks like initially the fuel can only flow through the hole in the silver plunger, where it contacts the rubber seal, pushing it up and allowing the plunger to move off its rest position. This fuel then flows from the plunger central hole over the top of the plunger and down around the top edge of the plunger into the body of the regulator, then out the outlet hole.<br />I think once the silver plunger lifts off its rest position the countersinking around the inlet hole would mean that the effective size of the inlet orifice would increase rapidly, allowing fuel from the inlet hole to directly fill the main body of the regulator and flow out the side hose barb ?<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000012||Martin Tolentino||11-01-2003||09:29 AM||||Arty,<br />    Your FPR looks just like the one I bought from Katie.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||11-01-2003||02:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> Jeff,<br />the hole through the silver plunger is 3.5mm diameter.<br />I'm not sure how the regulator works exactly. It looks like initially the fuel can only flow through the hole in the silver plunger, where it contacts the rubber seal, pushing it up and allowing the plunger to move off its rest position. This fuel then flows from the plunger central hole over the top of the plunger and down around the top edge of the plunger into the body of the regulator, then out the outlet hole.<br />I think once the silver plunger lifts off its rest position the countersinking around the inlet hole would mean that the effective size of the inlet orifice would increase rapidly, allowing fuel from the inlet hole to directly fill the main body of the regulator and flow out the side hose barb ?<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, the fuel must fight a combination of the spring pressure and the vacuum/boost behind the diaphragm. When you disconnect the vacuum, to set the base pressure, the spring alone sets the pressure. Then, with vacuum applied, it is easier for the fuel to get through the orifice, because the vacuum is helping to lift the diapragm away from the orifice. With boost applied to the back of the diaphragm though, the fuel has to build up more pressure to overcome the combined spring/boost pressure behind the diaphragm. Since the pressure in the diapragm is the same referenced pressure as is in the intake manifold, this means the injectors always have the same DIFFERENTIAL pressure across them, whatever your base pressure is. This is how the ECU is able to maintain a linear A/F, because the 1:1 rising rate makes sure the injectors always flow the same rate, no matter whether you are under boost or not.||216.76.180.225||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003748.cgi
A||||16||Garfield Wright||GM MAF||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||10-31-2003||01:28 AM||garfield@southfloridatuners.com||What's the deal with the GM MAF?  I've seen them on ebay & say they work with mitsubishi.  What are the benefits of this & how much work is involved in installing one.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Garfield||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-31-2003||01:48 AM||||There's a HUGE discussion on dsmtuners or dsmtalk, I think keyword MAFT. I was interested for a while, but stuck with the 2gmas/AFC combo.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||10-31-2003||01:49 AM||||Benefit is removing the stock restrictive mas and replacing it with a better flowing unit.  You can also place it after the bov if you choose.  It also does fuel control (injector setting, low trims, high, and WOT).  The most it'll cost is $300.  MAF itself is $50 at most, the MAFT unit $200, and the rest on couplings depending on your IC pipes.||216.175.84.169||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||10-31-2003||09:56 AM||||For the uninitiated, MAFT = MAF Translator. This little black box converts the voltages to something that makes sense to the MITSU ECU. They also let you tweak the signal to adjust for things like oversize injectors, extra boost, etc. See <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/maf_translator.htm" target="_blank">here</a> for more.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||10-31-2003||05:32 PM||||Three letters... VPC!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||ejectseat||10-31-2003||06:52 PM||||I spoke to jesse over at slowboy (he is their tech guy) and he has a gm mas on a 2g w/ dsmlink.  I asked about vpc but he said it was crap.  He didn't give a reason behind his statement.  I rode in his car (high 11's) and it made me shit.  He said it was running poorly, too.  here's his link:<br /> <a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com/SBR%20team/Jessy/Jessy.html" target="_blank">jesse's 2g</a>||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||10-31-2003||07:29 PM||||VPC's don't seem to play as well in 2G's for some reason. But, don't say they're crap on GVR-4's, or I know more than a few guys on here that will hunt you down and prove otherwise!||67.34.243.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||galantvr4us||10-31-2003||07:37 PM||||VPC didn't do crap for my car.  But I have a pretty different setup than most.  But many people have had luck with them that own galants.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000008||InStG8tR||10-31-2003||07:54 PM||||Isn't HKS coming out with another version to replace their discontinued VPC?||199.46.200.233||reg||1||InStG8tR||00001237||yes
Z||000009||1quickvr4||10-31-2003||09:20 PM||||VPCs dont like cams or 2gs.As for me I thought about the 2g maf but Im gonna do the MAF-t becouse Im baller like that.||64.63.216.45||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||10-31-2003||11:11 PM||||The price difference is HUGE between a MAFT and a VPC. And you don't gain much (if any) performance with a VPC over a MAFT.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||11-01-2003||12:27 AM||||The VPC is easier to install than the MAST, at least if you install the MAST in blow through config.  Also the VPC lets you plumb your intake however you want.  Isn't a MAST setup around $300?  I bought a brand new VPC setup for $580 tonight off ebay.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||jonvr4||11-01-2003||01:03 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1807" alt=" - " />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000013||Duc Hunter||11-01-2003||01:14 AM||||Dio the 2g MAF route or step up to the AEM EMS. Then you can choose MAP or MAF. Do not deal with the VPC etc, IMHO.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000014||My_GVR_4||11-02-2003||12:47 AM||||I just came across this MAFT discussion.  (Sorry if I missed all the replies and answers).  The MAFT is 100 times better than then S-AFC/2G MAF route, In my opinion.  To me, it seems as though EVERYONE is running this option.  <br /><br />IF YOU WANT THE HOOK UP ON THESE MAFT's.  <br /><br />Go to <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com." target="_blank">www.dsmparts.com.</a> Tell them Rory Conway with the WWhite 1992 GVR-4 sent you.  Get the MAFT ($199.99) & 3.5" K&N Air Filter.  I found the AIR FILTER for $37, DSMPARTS.COM matched that price for me, they should do the same for you.  For the GM MAF, go to <a href="http://www.gmpartsdirect.com" target="_blank">www.gmpartsdirect.com</a> and search for the 3.5" MAF part #25179711.   GMPARTSDIRECT.COM has the maft for $108.**, shipped, it is about $130.  EVERYONE ELSE sells the 3.5" GM MAF for $159.99 or more PLUS shipping.<br /><br />Total: MAFT, Air Filter & GM MAF, should be around $370-$380 shipped!<br /><br />A little more than an S-AFC with "A LOT" better results!<br /><br />(I hope this post was helpfull)<br />ENJOY & HAPPY TUNING !<br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br />1992 GVR-4<br />127k+ miles<br />Club.DSM.org Member since 97'<br />Chi.DSM.org Member since 96'||68.73.92.109||reg||1||R_Conway||00001325||no
Z||000015||Beemer||11-02-2003||04:32 AM||||Mark Kaufman (FogDarter) found a junkyard that sells the 3" gm maf for somewhere around 18 bucks shipped.  Mark's computer blew up due to self induced psychosis, so he is out of touch, but he DOES know where he got his.  I think I deleted that email from him, but I'll check to be sure.<br />There is a huge debate on the 1g side going on as well about the 2g/550 versus the maft.  I have heard that guys who were using the maft have gone back to the 2g mas/550 setup, or bigger injectors with the afc, and gone faster than they did with the maft.  You really have to be pushing some serious air to outflow the 2g mas.  Seems a waste to have to adapt a 3" maf into an otherwise 2.25 or 2.5 inch pipe system.  Unless you have a mustang style bbk or ? 70mm throttle body, I really don't see the need to go to 3" piping all the way around.  Hopefully someone will do a definitive test and set this dog to rest once and for all.  How about a test with a stock hacked mas, 2g mas, vpc, and maft?  With and without cams, to show the differences in not only hp and torque, but ease of tuning, throttle response and spool times.  Good luck||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000016||Duc Hunter||11-03-2003||01:52 AM||||I am considering going to the MAFT for my EMS equipped car to gain in throttle response and get rid of the restrictive 2G MAF I have right now. There is NO WAY we need a 3.5 in MAF unless you are over 600hp. Remember you want you pipes/FMIC only large enough so as not to be a restriction. My RRE 2.5 inch setup should be plenty of flow for over 550hp, going larger will only hurt my spool up, which is fine for drag cars but not for anything else. If I do this I will get he 3 inch GM-MAF and mod my intercooler pipes so they grow to 3 inches as they come up over the tranny, put the MAF about 2/3 of the way up the 3 inch section, and then shrink the tube back to the 2.5 inch for the turn into the throttle body. Remember MAF's need straight, smooth flow to be accurate. I bet allot of the guys having problems have turbulence in the MAF and it is reading weird. Just my 2 cents.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/003749.cgi
A||||4||slvrblt||replace oil line||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||10-31-2003||01:46 AM||||Is there any way to replace my turbo oil feed line w/o removing the turbo ?<br /><br /><br />I dont remember what the stock line looks like, so I cant speculate about it.<br /><br /><br />Any thoughts ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||10-31-2003||04:00 AM||||Yes you can.  You might have to loosen the turbo mounting bolts a bit to give yourself some wiggle room.  You replacing it with a new hard line or going with braided?||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||10-31-2003||01:39 PM||||For the moment it will just be a new OEM hard line. When I get a new manifold and O2, I will go with a FP oil line.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||10-31-2003||05:28 PM||||i think you should be able to..<br />undo the bolt on top of the turbo (oil line) and slip it out?!?!.. still got the tdo5??.. <br /><br />with my tdo6 may not be possible as the cover is quite large and jams it quite tight to the engine.||203.166.63.158||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||11-01-2003||02:18 AM||||Thanks guys.<br /><br />I got it done.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003750.cgi
A||||7||4G63_GSR||Lower Timing Belt Cover||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||10-31-2003||09:57 AM||vlee14@hotmail.com||is it necessary to have this cover on at all times?||24.160.238.211||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||10-31-2003||10:11 AM||||In my opinion, yes.  I have read about others not having one and not having any type of problem, but I just don't like the idea.  I just think it is good to have it on there.  It is protecting the most important component in the whole engine, the timing belt.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||10-31-2003||10:17 AM||||if you dont care what happens to the motor, then it is not necessary.  kinda like running thru the jungle buck nekkid.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Tevenor||10-31-2003||10:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> if you dont care what happens to the motor, then it is not necessary.  kinda like running thru the jungle buck nekkid. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's a visual image I didn't need.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||11-02-2003||05:08 AM||||When I first started working on these motors, I did something that I still think is a good idea.  I cut the cover in half below the engine mount brace.  Put some nice little rubber vac line cut down the middle (a real pita to cut that stuff straight) and covered both mating surfaces so it got a good seal.  Now I can adjust the tbelt without removing the engine mount, or replace it as well.  I highly recommend leaving it on though.  Just imagine what a nice rock kicked up could do when it bounces along the crank sprocket and the timing belt decides to take it for a ride.  Even just dirt and sand hitting the belt can shred it.  God only knows what a nice puddle hit would do..I can't imagine what a hydroplaning belt on a sprocket would do, but it sure doesn't sound nice.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||11-02-2003||02:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> Put some nice little rubber vac line cut down the middle (a real pita to cut that stuff straight) and covered both mating surfaces so it got a good seal.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i can think of a cheap ways to prevent rocks/debri coming in, duct tape. I agree with you on that idea cuz almost all timing belt jobs that I have ever done I cut the cover in half.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||11-04-2003||09:18 AM||||Only problem with duct tape is that it really doesn't like heat, or water, and when it wrinkles up it looks like crap, not to mention trying to clean that adhesive off.  However, you could try two strips of thin velcro with a double wide strip to connect them up.  If you had to remove that cover with duct tape, you'd play merry hell trying to get it clean enough for new duct tape to stick on the part you left hanging||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||Mariner31||11-04-2003||05:36 PM||||You get this real cool whirring sound with it off, maybe just leave the top cover off so you can still see your Blue coloured GREDDY one.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.takakaira.com/asp/template.asp?cat=2&id=959&prodID=STtPqQqlnMokrNm" target="_blank">http://www.takakaira.com/asp/template.asp?cat=2&id=959&prodID=STtPqQqlnMokrNm</a>||210.80.155.36||reg||1||Mariner31||00002411||yes



ubb/Forum2/003751.cgi
A||||6||4G63_GSR||is my balance shaft out of the ?....||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||10-31-2003||11:47 AM||vlee14@hotmail.com||well... like my other post... i put everything back together after my water pump install... i drove it for a bit and had a vibrating/buzzing noise at about 4k rpm... people replied about my balance shaft being wrong... so yesterday i took everything apart again and lined everything up again... took it for a drive today and same shit happens... anybody have anything else to offer?||24.160.238.211||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||PhilthMonger||10-31-2003||12:40 PM||||just because it lines up doesn't mean it's in phase. it could still be out and line up. does it spin freely anyway? a siezed bearing will make some noise. I'd rip those suckas out either way. If you line up the marks, there is a bolt in the back of the block you need to take out, and stick a screwdriver in there to see where the b-shaft is sitting....I forget the exact procedure but there is a v-faq on it somewhere. I never leave those things in there, you're just asking for problems.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000002||msaskin||10-31-2003||12:46 PM||||you can also tell if the rear b-shaft (technically the oil pump sprocket) is in phase by rotating it to being out-of-sync, and letting it fall.  if it rotates one way (CCW i think?) it's in phase, if it rotates the other way (clock-wise), it's out of phase.<br /><br />either way, the procedure is in the VFAQ...and much easier to do than the "stick a long screwdriver" into the check hole method.<br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||10-31-2003||12:57 PM||||i've tried the screwdriver inside the block method the second time i took things apart and it seemed good/lined up... i'm beginning to think it's something else... bad motor?||24.160.238.211||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000004||Jon||10-31-2003||01:20 PM||||You are about to get kicked off of this board.  A sentence ends with on period.  You start a new sentence with a capital letter.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||4G63_GSR||10-31-2003||01:30 PM||||you know Jon, if that's what you're gonna do then go ahead and do it... at this point i can careless what you do!!!||24.160.238.211||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||10-31-2003||03:03 PM||||If you have your car jacked up and you are under your car looking up at the backside of the motor nearest the firewall, look for the portion of the block where the rear balance shaft is located.<br /> There's either a 14mm or 17mm bolt [it's a short bolt] Take that bolt off.  <br />Now, when the rear balance shaft is in "phase" <br />You should be able to insert a screwdriver in that hole.  When the shaft is OUT of phase, you'll know cause the screwdriver will HIT the<br />balance shaft and wont butt up against the block<br /><br /><br />Here's a pic. From the VFAQ section under <a href="http://www.dsm.org." target="_blank">www.dsm.org.</a>  If you have never been there before, I suggest that you take a look at the article, it's VERY informative and takes you from A to Z on the install.  <br />Good luck!<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/Tbelt/fig12c.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />The balance shaft is in the correct position if the screwdriver can be inserted at least 60 mm (2.4 in.). If the inserted depth is less than this only 20-25 mm (.8-1.0 in.), the oil pump sprocket must be rotated one full turn and timing marks realigned. Recheck the balance shaft position using the screwdriver to ensure that it can be inserted 60 mm (2.4 in.) or more. Keep the screwdriver inserted until timing belt installation is complete <br /><br />(Figure 13).<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/Tbelt/fig13.gif" alt=" - " />||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum2/003752.cgi
A||||4||Craig91||Rear door won't open||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||10-31-2003||02:19 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||I noticed this problem about a week or so ago.  I opened my rear passenger door to put some stuff in there, and when I went to get it out later, the door wouldn't open from the inside or out.  I could tell something was wrong on the "inside" because I couldn't feel any tension when pulling either handle.  I went outside a while ago and began taking out all the screws I could get to in order to try and take off the door panel and figure out what's going on.  However, the only problem is, I can't get to the small screw on hinge side of the door panel, right against the pillar between front/rear doors.  I took out the screw on the other side, one behind chrome handle, ashtray, light, and door handle.<br /><br />Question is...how would you figure I'd go about fixing this problem?  I don't know if there is a way to even get at that screw against the pillar if the door is shut.  Does it seem like I would have to have the door opened by a slimjim or something and then repaired then?..Or is there something I'm missing?  I'm not sure how the handle mechanism works to be honest.  Is there a rod or something that attaches to each handle (in and out) that pulls the lock up for me to open the door?||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||RayH||10-31-2003||02:46 PM||||I have the same problem intermittently with the same door.  The lock release doesn't fully disengage and it sometimes takes several times locking and unlocking before it works.<br /><br />I haven't taken the rear door panels off before but I've done the front ones.  Can you get the screw with stubby screwdriver?  With the front ones, you still need to pop the clips by pulling back on the panel around the edges and then pushing the panel up off the lip around the glass before pulling back.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||10-31-2003||02:57 PM||||I can't reach it at all with a stubby screwdriver.  It's basically on the inside of the door that gets tucked behind the pillar between the front/rear doors.  Maybe I'll try the unlocking and locking and see what happens.  Maybe it will at least work one time so I can take it apart and see what the hell is going on.<br /><br />If that doesn't work...I'm not sure what the hell to do.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||10-31-2003||03:00 PM||||I haven't had my panels off either, but if you don't get a good description here, then these are my 2 suggestions: <br />1) try a slim jim (the thief tool to unlock doors)<br />2) take your other rear pass door panel off to see what you have to work with and you might be able to figure out how to get at and fix this one. (kind of a pita I know)<br /><br />Usually there is a rod that attaches to the door handles inside.  Sounds like something broke or slipped apart.  Probably some platic piece that keeps the rod in place - my guess anyway.||167.142.22.196||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||bazeng||10-31-2003||05:26 PM||||are there any symtoms to tell that it is about to happen before it happens??..hehe<br /><br />well my door sometimes is a lil hard to open.. u gotta pull the handle quite hard (left passenger) sorta like handle is stuck..||203.166.63.158||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/003753.cgi
A||||5||justducttapeit69||STIFF Gas pedal but runs GREAT!||||1||||justducttapeit69||00002110
Z||000000||justducttapeit69||10-31-2003||06:01 PM||justducttapeit69@hotmail.com||I went to test-drive a '92 Galant VR-4 #225 and the gas pedal is really hard to push in, but when you let off the gas it comes out.  Is this a 'bad' sign or what are some fixes?  Would it be expensive?  Thanks!  The car will run a 13.9.  Stock turbo. thanks again||206.63.170.31||reg||1||justducttapeit69||00002110||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||10-31-2003||06:04 PM||||Could be a crapped out throttle cable or throttle body?  Cheap fix either way.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||10-31-2003||07:57 PM||||motor oil will do the trick..it tends to be stiff if not driving for a long period.||68.122.126.186||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||10-31-2003||09:32 PM||||Non-cruise throttle cable would be a cheap easy fix.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||Marcus||11-03-2003||09:03 AM||||I've had the same problem and here is the fix.  Take the cover off of the cruise control unit, take your favorite lubricant, WD-40, white lithium, or some sort of grapite moly lub and spray all cables very good, operate the throttle at the TB while doing so.  If no luck, then undo your throttle cable and hold it vertical and spray lube into housing, keep working it and see if that does the trick.  If it doens't you can either ditch the cc or buy new cables.  Good luck||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||11-03-2003||09:46 AM||||Did you just install a front STB? Once, I routed it over the bar and it made it stiff.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/003754.cgi
A||||3||galantvr4us||Someone with Caps||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||10-31-2003||06:36 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Well since Mistu is a bunch of idiots I am going to ask here first before I go back.  It took them over a half hour to try to look up this part and still got it wrong.  Unfortunely it is the weekend and I wanted to get the car back together to drive it.<br /><br />I need the part number for a seal on the transmission that is around the shaft that goes into the transfer case.  <br /><br />Thanks in advance,<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||10-31-2003||07:03 PM||||well, if i remember correctly, the xfer shaft is the lowest in the trans, if so, the seal is MD723202||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||369of1000||10-31-2003||07:13 PM||||Hi Katie,<br />I'm not so good with the CAPS yet but I got these numbers for you. I'm not sure which one you need.<br /><br />MD719710 OIL SEAL, M/T CASE FR<br />MD723202 OIL SEAL, M/T CTR DIF<br /><br />I suspect you want the latter of the two, but both look like seals that go around the shaft. The CTR DIF looks cylindrical with a smooth edge and the other looks like it has a ridge.<br /><br />Hope this helps some  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||10-31-2003||07:34 PM||||Thanks guys.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes



ubb/Forum2/003755.cgi
A||||5||bazeng||bov / plumbak question.. should it make noise?||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||10-31-2003||09:09 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys<br />just wondering.. should a plumback blow of valve make any noise when shifting??<br /><br />i get alot of flutter and phsssssssss although its goin bak into the intake..<br /><br />i wanted to get rid of the noise.. just wondering if its normal or if its coz my bov is jammed shut??<br /><br />low boost flutters.. high boost psssssssssh...get the idea??<br /><br />note: intake setup.. k & n air filter.. 6" inlet.. 6" to 3" inlet piping (mild steel) turbo tdo6/5 23g.. intercooler 600x280x75.. 2.5" pipes..<br />thanks guys..<br /><br />boost is set on 18psi.. noise comes on at any boost level..||203.166.63.189||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||10-31-2003||10:57 PM||||My 1G BOV is recirculated and makes a pretty decent amount of noise.  I just have a rubber hose intake pipe, w/ a 2G MAS and filter.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||curtis||10-31-2003||11:38 PM||||Mine is acually louder vented in than venting out. I'm running an hks super sequential that is vented back to the 3 1/2 intake pipe the 1 inch pipe that it goes into is aimed at the compressor wheel.  The pipe is welded in at an angle and I left the tube sticking into the pipe so the in coming air wouldn't cause a resriction to the air from the bov. The old set up it was aimed straight across the 3 inch tube and was blended in flush.  It wasn't as loud, you might try that if you want the sleeper effect.  I drove the car as a stock wheeled, no badged, non cut front bumper for 3 years, but no more.  I like the bright red JDM VR4 badges, in your face intercooler and loud ass bov much better.  Great for scaring pedestrians and honda owners.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.37.43||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||11-01-2003||01:45 PM||||THe "flutter" is compressor surge. I had indentical sounds as you. I had surge every shift unless I was above 10psi. I have since added a second BOV. I have no surge unless I shift below 2-3 psi.(obviously light load and low turbine rpm)<br /> Much happier.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||bazeng||11-01-2003||04:15 PM||||so a second bov hey??<br />where did u place them??<br /><br />my bov is after the cooler... (basically 1/2 way between the cooler and t/b)<br /><br />its a 45mm bov.. (pretty high flowing)<br /><br />may try another bov.. (my stock one)<br />see how it goes..||203.166.63.197||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||11-01-2003||06:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> so a second bov hey??<br />where did u place them??<br /><br />my bov is after the cooler... (basically 1/2 way between the cooler and t/b)<br /><br />its a 45mm bov.. (pretty high flowing)<br /><br />may try another bov.. (my stock one)<br />see how it goes.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">///NOTE// I do vent to atmosphere. I have RRE's old FMIC kit. My HKS SSQ is on that flange. I cut the flange off the stock piping and welded into the pipe between the HKS and the tb. Crushed my stock BOV for that one. Not show worthy but I don't give a rats. Tee'd the vacumm line to them near there. About 8" line to each after the tee.<br />A freind w/ a badass Turbo 1.87L B16 had similar surge issues w/ his car and after seeing mine before and after, added a second HKS SSQ to his and is very happy as well.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/003756.cgi
A||||14||Duc Hunter||Rough 2 days in the shop doing my cams||||8||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||10-31-2003||10:42 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||The gods have not been with me this time! I dropped my car off at the shop (good local shop, great guys, done good work fro me in the past) Thursday for a Timing Belt change, HKS cam install, AEM wideband O2 sensor install, replacement of all the seals on the front of the motor and new lifter install. As parts arrived Thursday the lifters did not come in, nor did the valve cover gaskets. I left the car there over night. When I called today to verify that I could come by and pick it up sometime today the shop informed the that the lifters had arrived but that they were the small hole lifters. Mitsubishi tried to tell them that these were the currently available lifters but they are OBVIOUSLY not the 3G, large hole lifters. I told the shop to install them anyway as I needed the car back. When I arrived at the shop my mechanic looked like someone had shot his dog. He said we had a problem that he could barely talk about. Apparently he had installed the HKS 272 exhaust cam and was carrying the HKS 264 intake cam over to the car when their shop mascot, a rather large pit bull, jumped on him in a playful fashion. Well my mechanic fell to the ground dropping the camshaft in the process. The camshaft snapped into 2 pieces! On top of this he was still waiting for the spark plug hole gaskets for the valve cover as Mitsi had not delivered them the day before. <br /><br />In the end I got the car back, running. It has new lifters but they are old school, a new timing belt, all new seals across the entire front of the motor, a new water pump and a new HKS 272 Ex cam. The shop has ordered the new intake cam and the big bore lifters. Of course I have paid for big bore lifters that are not in my car (~$200), an HKS 264 intake cam that is not in the car (~$300) and for an AEM wideband O2 sensor that is useless because I wont be tuning the car with its current cam configuration only to go through the whole process again once the HKS intake cam goes in (~$400). Needless to say I was disappointed, as was the mechanic and sale guy at the shop. I found myself feeling shell shocked actually. Especially since I cannot get the car back into their hands to finish the work for at least 2 weeks. I am not sure what is more frustrating, having paid for the things I do not have in the car or the fact that I was SO looking forward to spending the weekend tuning my AEM with the wideband and enjoying the new cams and the significant increase in fun factor my car would surely see. <br /><br />I may go back tomorrow and politely explain how I feel and see if they will temporarily refund the money for the O2 sensor (which I will leave in their shop), the lifters and the intake cam until I can get them installed in my car. That will make me feel better about the situation a little although part of me feels they should do something for me in regard to a discount to compensate me for my troubles. This was supposed to be a 1 day job in my mind. They said they can do timing belts in 2.5 hours so I thought the seals and cams would add about 6 more hours max. Now it will be 3 days spread over three weeks. I guess I just do not feel like a valued customer right now. They are good guys and I am sure they will come through, I just needed to vent/share.||64.81.58.95||reg||8||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||curtis||10-31-2003||11:58 PM||||Sorry to here about your week in the tenth level of hell. Sounds like some shit that would happen to me.  But I have two question any way. <br /><br />1.  If you compare the 1st gen lifters to the 3rd gens are they the same lenght when pumped up because I've noticed that the 1st are a little longer than the 2nd gens. (I want to keep the same geometry if possible when I swap mine).<br /><br />2.  How does the car run with just the big exhaust cam.  I went fricking nuts when I ported the head that is now in the car.  I raised the roof of the ports and also widened the ports as big as I could.  The ports have a perfect heart shaped roof.  They look like my old trick flow's I had on the mustang but a hell of alot more agressive.  In doing this I killed the bottom end air velocity.  I've been thinking of just replacing the exhaust cam because the intake side is flowing so well. This I believe would pick up the throttle response, spool up and top end pull.  If anybody has ever tryed the one cam trick please post a reply.  I know the motorcycle guys run this set up alot on race bikes.||67.25.37.43||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||11-01-2003||12:10 AM||||Well the lifters are, I believe, the same height. I have talked to a few race shops with VERY fast DSM's and they all agree, the difference between the original lifter our cars had in 1991-92 vs. the current wide hole lifters is not worth worrying about, even in 9 second DSM's.<br /><br />As for the cam, the car pulls harder on the top end. I would choose cams that will work your setup. You can play with the timing of the cams to move your power band up and down. That would be the best way to play with your power and spool up, I think.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||11-01-2003||10:02 AM||||the cams are really easy to swap out, and at the same time, you can do the lifters.  i can swap out the cams in about 3 hours, and i take a lot of breaks.  you do need the factory tool, the long threaded rod.  i dont like the timing belt job, and i may pay to have it done the next time.  maybe you should get a refund period, and then complete the job yourself.  how does the car idle with the big exh cam?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||drew||11-01-2003||12:28 PM||||duc hunter where in NorCal do you live? We're having a meet in San Jose on the 22nd, check out the events section in re to it.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||11-01-2003||02:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i dont like the timing belt job, and i may pay to have it done the next time.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  wha??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />im surprised..this is the same thing me and norm said last night. its a bitch to do the timing belt correctly. talk about over-engineering. <br /><br />For those of you out there OEM Mitsubishi AISIN waterpumps do not have a notch for the pulleys so instead use white out to mark the two pulleys to line up. GMB Waterpumps have a notch for the waterpump pulley.||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||TurboVR4dr||11-01-2003||03:59 PM||||[ <br /><br />For those of you out there OEM Mitsubishi AISIN waterpumps do not have a notch for the pulleys so instead use white out to mark the two pulleys to line up. GMB Waterpumps have a notch for the waterpump pulley. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />Do you mean the dowel pin that holds them in place?   If you really want to take the time you can pull the old pin out of the old waterpump and install it in the new.  What are you using whiteout to mark?  I guess I couls understand the timming marks,  but what else.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||11-01-2003||04:33 PM||||the surface of the AISIN waterpump doesn't have a dowel pin hole. it has holes for the four bolts unless you mean removing the whole surface and transfering it onto the new waterpump.||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||11-01-2003||10:44 PM||||Not that I mind my thread being high jacked but.....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Well I went back to the shop today and they were very nice. They gave me $875 back to cover the O2 sensor I cannot use, the intake cam they broke and the lifters. When I return in a few weeks to that stuff installed I will pay for them. It is really refreshing to find a shop that has such integrity. More often than not when you pay someone getting any money back is VERY tough! These guys are great, I feel so much better!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||drew||11-02-2003||01:24 AM||||What shop is this?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||11-10-2003||05:46 PM||||So the shop and I are on good terms again. They will be installing the intake cam, AEM O2 sensor for my EMS (finally!!!) and an HKS Exh Cam gear. they said not much power can be gained by adjusting the cam timing on the intake side, the exhaust side is where more fo teh gain comes from.||205.166.229.115||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||11-10-2003||09:47 PM||||What color is the HKS cam gear? The traditional turquoise and purple? Where did you get it from?<br />Thanks!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||Duc Hunter||11-10-2003||10:04 PM||||Purple, prostreetonline.com||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000013||16GVR4||11-19-2003||04:18 PM||||Hi Duc Hunter:<br /><br />Are you going to attend the sfgvr4 meet on the 22nd ? I would love to check out your car and your setup.. Hope you got everything straightened out with prostreet. <br /><br />They have done some work for me before in the past, and they were very helpful.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000014||Duc Hunter||11-20-2003||06:02 PM||||I am, check out the thread on the event to see.||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/003757.cgi
A||||4||slvrblt||compression numbers||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||11-01-2003||02:06 AM||||Keep in mind that I am at around 5500ft here in Abq.<br /><br /><br />Cylinder - <br />1 - 121-122ish<br />2 - 117<br />3 - 118<br />4 - 120<br /><br />Worries me a bit, but I think my altitude makes uop for it.<br /><br />What do you guys think ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||11-01-2003||01:39 PM||||Those are much higher than my numbers here in Denver on my old engine. I had an avg of 105psi. <br /><br />They are a little lower than others have seen here. My buddy Jason had a 145psi on all 4. (Stock 7.8:1 7 bolt, '93 Tsi, 20G at 27 psi ran 12.3 at 114 /bandimere/)||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-01-2003||01:49 PM||||My compression is pretty low too but Kibo's was 109 across the board.  120s is fine for high altitude.<br /><br />Chad,<br />Has your buddy tried going higher than 27 psi boost?  I am running 24 psi and was wondering if the 20g will make 30 psi up here.  What are your buddy's other mods?  I think the 20g will do 11s up here and I want to get there first before the 3065 goes on.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||11-04-2003||09:14 AM||||You might want to try again with the throttle plate open this time.  That might be the cause of the low readings, altitude not withstanding.  You should see a difference that way.  If you're worried, squirt some oil into the cylinders and try the test again.  If you have a really dramatic jump, your rings are worn.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||11-04-2003||09:57 PM||||that's right, measure compression with the throttle all the way open, mine reads 148-150lbs compression, I believe factory values were 110lbs min and 160lbs max.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/003758.cgi
A||||5||silly4turbo||Battery Issues ??? ||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||11-01-2003||02:17 PM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||ok, here's the dilly... twicw now, after driving for a while, I turn off my car, and then it won't start. it won't even turn over, it's like it's comopletlt dead. but after a few tries with the jumper cables it starts back up...today, while I was driving I would hear a click near the ecu and then the check engin light would come on for a few seconds, and after getting it jumped today, I drove home, maybe 4 miles, pulled over to park, and while letting it idle for a few, cheap mans turbo timer :-), it just died on it's own... I had a new altenator put in a few months back, and a new battery maybe a yr ago.  so any ideas of what could check for to fix this problem ?  <br />thanks||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||11-01-2003||02:26 PM||||bad ground? man im so close to 300 posts! maybe im posting crap...||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||11-01-2003||02:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> bad ground? man im so close to 300 posts! maybe im posting crap... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm up to 354 ! could be a bad ground||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||11-01-2003||02:35 PM||||Got a datalogger?  Voltmeter?  Are you getting a charging voltage to the battery with sufficient rpm?   Is the battery draining?  You can't really suck a battery dry too many times before it starts to get pissy, unless it is a deep-cycle.  Never hurts to take apart all the connectors and clean them up.  I had a shitload of corrosion at my fusible link.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||silly4turbo||11-01-2003||02:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Got a datalogger?  Voltmeter?  Are you getting a charging voltage to the battery with sufficient rpm?   Is the battery draining?  You can't really suck a battery dry too many times before it starts to get pissy, unless it is a deep-cycle.  Never hurts to take apart all the connectors and clean them up.  I had a shitload of corrosion at my fusible link. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yea, I have a loogger, I'll take some readings and see what it looks like.. I'll double check the connections as well.. I"LL BE BACK  !     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />well as long as it has power so I can log  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000005||Notorius||11-01-2003||05:50 PM||||are your dome lights able to be on when the car wont start? if not check the battery connections themeslves, pull them off and clean them then put em back on and tighten them. i had the same problem a few weeks ago and it turned out that the connections were not making a connection, easy fix luckily. if your dome lights are comin on then im sitting on this thread since i am having the same problem as we speak. the car just wont start. lights come on, radio plays, hazards work, etc, the car just wont start. i drove it to lunch at 1:30, when i came back out to go go out at 2 the car just wouldnt start.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes



ubb/Forum2/003759.cgi
A||||3||sk8bored||*&amp;$@ poly bushing install||||1||||sk8bored||00000596
Z||000000||sk8bored||11-01-2003||05:29 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||Does anyone have any tips about removing the outer sleeve on the front lover control arm? I have all ready burned thr rubber out and am having a devil of a time removing the outer sleeve. I already cut a slit in it with a hacksaw and i dont want to beat on it any more.<br />TIA||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000001||Oztek||11-01-2003||06:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sk8bored:<br /><strong> Does anyone have any tips about removing the outer sleeve on the front lover control arm? I have all ready burned thr rubber out and am having a devil of a time removing the outer sleeve. I already cut a slit in it with a hacksaw and i dont want to beat on it any more.<br />TIA </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Use a press and a socket that just fits in the inner diameter for the opening and press it out.||68.41.112.153||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000002||sk8bored||11-01-2003||07:16 PM||||I wish that i had a press in the garage   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   but i am doing this on jackstands while i an replacing my clutch. i gave the sleeve a little more love with the hacksaw and it finally gave up. one down one to go.||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||11-03-2003||08:06 PM||||I used the autozone balljoint press to do it.||208.178.23.32||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/003760.cgi
A||N||18||MidEngine210||Still can't remove o2 sensor||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||11-01-2003||05:37 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I just tried another o2 sensor removal socket borrowed from Drew (thanks a lot), but I still can't make any progress on getting it off. It's quite rounded now. Does anybody know where I can find a 6 point 22 mm crow's foot o2 sensor remover? The ones I have seen are all 12 point.<br /><br />Also, I have to start thinking about a contingency plan if I can't get it off. So far I have the following options: 1.) bring to a dealer or 2.) get another o2 housing with the sensor already removed, but this seems like a lot of work especially if the turbo and/or manifold needs to be removed.<br /><br />This has been such a PITA. Any help would be appreciated.||64.63.225.70||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||11-01-2003||07:13 PM||||hey..<br />dont know if this would help you but one thing i did to get the hard to reach o2 sensor was use a universal oil bolt wrench..<br /><br />the metal wrench or tool had 6 nut sizes.. basically there is one that fits the o2 sensor..<br />u can chop and bend etc and get it out quite easily...<br /><br />the tool was purchased at kmart..<br />5bux..<br />did what other sockets couldnt..||203.166.63.197||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||11-02-2003||01:15 AM||||PB Blaster is the shit.<br /><br />Buy a can or 2 and spay some on the O2 sensor (where it screws in). Also might help to pull the O2 housing off and get some large vise-grips(&#8482;) in addition to the PB Blaster.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||11-02-2003||02:50 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||11-02-2003||04:08 PM||||getitng it off the first time is a bitch.  what i had to do was cut the wire, then use a deep impact socket, and extension, a breaker bar, and a 3 foot cheater.  then, i bought the factory tool.  watch out tho, when you finally get it off, some of the threads may come with it, then you will need to get a new housing anyway.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||admsr||11-02-2003||08:48 PM||||torch that biatch.....shell come out!||69.0.48.165||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000006||Jon||11-03-2003||07:58 AM||||I do this.  Take a breaker bar, an extension and the O2 socket.  Then you try it and if it doesn't budge, you do this.  <br /><br />I have a craftsman jack and in the middle of the long handle, it comes apart.  I take this half bar and put it over the end of the breaker bar.  This extends the breaker bar at least another foot.  It has never failed me and it will break any bolt loose.  Well, it has broken a few bolts so be careful.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000007||Tevenor||11-03-2003||08:19 AM||||Air gun.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||11-03-2003||10:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> I have a craftsman jack and in the middle of the long handle, it comes apart.  I take this half bar and put it over the end of the breaker bar. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Brilliant.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||MidEngine210||11-03-2003||01:53 PM||||I'm probably going with the regular 6 pt deep socket approach with the breaker bar and craftsman bar (I have that jack too). Hopefully the sensor will still bite.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000010||smokindav||11-03-2003||02:17 PM||||Last time I replaced my O2 sensor I cut the wires off and used a deep well socket with a breaker bar and a pipe to extend the handle out.<br /><br />You could always pull the O2 housing out and put it in a vice.  Makes getting to the O2 sensor much easier (assuming you have a vise or access to one).<br /><br />good luck,<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000011||REDLINEGVR4||11-03-2003||09:39 PM||||i got mine out by starting my car and letting it warm up. then just to be sure it was hot enough  i drove it and reved high then it real easy with a socket and breaker bar. Heat is the best way to go. I only did this cause I had not torch.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||11-03-2003||10:24 PM||||Or do it the hard way - pull the O2 housing and replace it that way.  Good time for a tubular housing.  That's what I did since my sensor was rounded off by the previous owner.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||s_firestone||11-04-2003||08:39 PM||||If you need a brute force method with the O2 housing still on the car you might also try a small pipe wrench with a breaker bar.  They are designed to grip even rounded metal.  the tighter you pull, the tighter they dig.||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000014||GVR$in||11-04-2003||09:13 PM||||When replacing the stock o2 sensor the threads crumbled in the housing and the sensor rounded off. Good thing I had an evo III housing ready to go in.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000015||MidEngine210||11-05-2003||05:56 PM||||I tried ordering the factory tool from OTC, but they list it as a wrench for $90. Instead, I ordered a 22mm deep socket. Hopefully this does the trick with the car warm.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||11-05-2003||06:12 PM||||Use heat.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||VR6 Eater||11-08-2003||01:30 AM||||Just cut the wire and remove the 02 housing.  It's not hard to do with the turbo still in.  Then buy a new 02 sensor and a EVO 3 02 housing.  Installing the one bolt in the back is bitch that way, but it can be done.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000018||MidEngine210||11-08-2003||07:40 PM||||I am very happy to announce that I was finally able to remove the stubborn o2 sensor from the housing. The method I used was cutting the sensor wire and just using a deep socket of 6 pt 22 mm specs. What put me over the top was getting the right angle to put force on and, also, Jon's recommendation of using the Craftman's jack handle to extend the bar about a foot. I couldn't have done it without my brother putting force on the bar.<br /><br />After a while to get the new sensor to bite, I got everything back on. The moment came to see if the new sensor would result in better data from the logger. (drum roll please..) I finally saw peaks and valleys at idle which I wasn't able to get before. The trims are at a 100%, but I just reseted the ecu so I'll have to monitor them just to make sure they're not going to change.<br /><br />Sorry for the long post and all the other threads about removing the o2 sensor that I have created. Sincere thanks goes to all that have helped through pms (especially Drew-I'll return your tools this week) and replies to my threads.||64.63.204.24||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes



ubb/Forum2/003761.cgi
A||||25||Xan||TMIC and hood vent(s)||||1||||Xan||00000958
Z||000000||Xan||11-01-2003||05:39 PM||jason.keys@comcast.net||ok, my goal is to have the fastest spoolup I can for the galant and most everyone says large FMICs and piping makes lag worse, which is understandable.<br /><br />I wanted peoples opinion on an idea that popped in me little head    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   .  Keep in mind my car is still at the shop so I can't get the best visualization atm.  I'd relocate my battery to the trunk, move the intake to the battery spot(already have a 1g dejon pipe) and squeez a core where the intake was, with a hood vent above.  This way I would have very little pipe to run, less = better, in this case anyway.<br /><br />I know there might be more for me to relocate since I don't have a picture in front of me, but does this sound feasable?  Oh and fyi I'm running a ported 16g<br /><br />*edit* could a starion fmic fit up there?||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-01-2003||07:15 PM||||The Starion ic is far from the best flowing. If you're looking for fast spool over anything else get a ball bearing turbo and omit the intercooler then of course you'll be down a lot of power but who cares, you have the fastest spooling turbo. <br /><br />You're going to lose power with a top mount ic because it will become a heatsink, Uf you really wanted a top mount, get one from a Subaru and adapt it... i just don't see why.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Xan||11-01-2003||08:08 PM||||hmm.. ya, I'm kinda wishing for the best of both worlds, better IC w/o spoolup loss   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||11-01-2003||08:13 PM||||nice pipes and a low pressure drop IC and you won't have a problem my man.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Xan||11-01-2003||08:28 PM||||any recommendations? guess I need to find out what the pressure drop is from AWDnot2s new one.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||11-01-2003||09:37 PM||||Just go water to air.  A liquid/air ic will fit nicely in that area; several people on this board have done this.  You could also convert the stock ic to liquid by welding a box around it.  or get really crazy and do a front mount like the Mofugas prepped road race car.  VERY short piping.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||11-02-2003||05:29 PM||||I think you just stole my idea right out of my head!  Your core can only be 18x8 according to my measurements, then for easier and cleaner engine bay the cc and washer res. should be taken out/moved.  Place bov and maft between outlet and tb, which should be almost a straight shot, and use one 90 bend out of turbo into ic.  I'm planning on using a carbontrix style vent to bring air in, and maybe use WI or a sprayer along with it.  The ic can be purchased for around 300$ and thats the only thing that will really be spendy in the whole setup.  Oh yeah, a slimline fan would also be needed along with the intake in front of the pass. tire.  I think thats how I'm gonna do it.  Sorry if it seems confusing, when its done I'll take pics, but it might not be for a while.||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000007||henrok||11-03-2003||05:57 PM||||HOW ABOUT TAKING THREE ECLIPSE SIDE MOUNT INTERCOOLERS AND WELDING THEM TOGETHER?  WILL THESE OUTFLOW THE STARION?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000008||drew||11-03-2003||06:00 PM||||HENROCK WHY DO YOU ALWAYS HAVE TO YELL!||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||11-03-2003||06:04 PM||||DAMN YOU DREW, YOU STOLE MY LINE!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||REDLINEGVR4||11-03-2003||06:06 PM||||Quick question... What is water/air intercooler?<br />Please dont blast me for asking this.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000011||kartorium31||11-03-2003||06:09 PM||||I think the best value I've found is just buckin up and buying an ic from the boostcoolers fella.  Seems like the best option for me anyway.  If anyone knows of a better way to go... rep yo coola!||206.66.62.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||11-03-2003||06:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> Quick question... What is water/air intercooler?<br />Please dont blast me for asking this. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In short - the air charge is cooled by ice water flowing through the fins rather than air flowing through.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||agrabau||11-03-2003||08:19 PM||||The water to air can be water on a seperate circuit with it's own electric pump and plumbing too.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000014||REDLINEGVR4||11-03-2003||09:30 PM||||ok||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000015||chadhayashi||11-03-2003||10:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> HOW ABOUT TAKING THREE ECLIPSE SIDE MOUNT INTERCOOLERS AND WELDING THEM TOGETHER?  WILL THESE OUTFLOW THE STARION? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A local DSM guy did that a fw yrs ago. 3 cores set side by side. top to bottom flow. Cost him less than $100. He fabbed and welded it himself.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000016||Xan||11-03-2003||11:50 PM||||kartorium31, boostcoolers fella?<br /><br />if I decided to put the IC up top, and didn't go water to air.. would you guys think I would be better having the vent bring air in, or having a high CFM fan blow air out (from underneath).  I'm trying to think along the lines how a cpu heatsink and fan work, it's better to blow air at the heatsink than try to suck it away, tho doing so increases the case temp, or engine bay temp in this case.  Yet dealing with cpus it's not possible to stick a fan between the heatsink and cpu which I could here.<br /><br />Water to air might be an option, but don't know much about the setup.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||11-04-2003||12:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Xan:<br /><strong> kartorium31, boostcoolers fella?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://cgi6.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewSellersOtherItems&userid=boostcoolers" target="_blank">http://cgi6.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewSellersOtherItems&userid=boostcoolers</a>||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||gvr4tunr||11-04-2003||01:01 AM||||i am looking to run water/air on my 16g...then on my gt35. right now i have a 1g smic that i am modding. it will be efficient enough, even for the gt35, on the street if done correctly. i looked into a 3 gallon fuel cell to mount in the trunk - $50; water pump - $55  <a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/html/jabsco.html" target="_blank">(pump)</a> ; and some sort of tranny or oil cooler.<br /><br />j/w: does it make a difference where the water is if i mod my smic? can i weld a "shroud" around the outside and just run water through there? or do i have to switch it up and run water through the inside of the ic?||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000019||kartorium31||11-04-2003||02:34 AM||||I'd say just get an intake vent that has shrouding around the intercooler to keep the airflow concentrated on the ic.  I was looking at the carbontrix vents cause I am pretty sure they will do them in fiberglass also, meaning cheap.  The reason I want to do this(instead of fmic or water cooler) is because of price/less hassle/good performance.  I already have a hood that I modified and it has a kaminari style vent that I made directly over the ex mani and lower ic pipe so putting another vent in is no biggy.  If I didn't already have a spare hood I might not even consider trying it.  Xan, i'd say don't use the fan, or try to find a way to use both effectively because if it doesn't cool enough WI is always an option.||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||11-04-2003||04:08 AM||||There was an article on Autospeed about this.  He put a tiny ass IC on his turbo'd VG20DET (I think) Maxima, with a hood scoop and fan.  I didn't read the whole article, but my roommate did and said it made a significant difference to add the fan.  It inspired him to add a fan (9" from a Geo Metro) to his DSM smic in his fender (he's got a Civic) with a louvred DSM fenderwell lining behind it.  I don't know how well it worked or not as his car was totalled the next day, but couldn't hurt to try it.  Anyway, look on Autospeed... it'll have the info you want.||69.59.219.219||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000021||comfy||11-05-2003||04:56 AM||||tmic vs fmic.... well first of all you are right about the shorter piping helping spool up. <br /><br />however a tmic is less efficient and you will not be able to meet your full power potential.  while you might spool slightly faster you will have less power over all. also differences in spool time are almost unnoticable on the scale that we are working on (16-30lbs. and under 400hp). <br /><br />if you really want to improve spool time then get a stroker kit and start researching trim levels.||12.222.38.18||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000022||kartorium31||11-05-2003||10:12 AM||||spool up time isn't that much of a concern with me.  I'm not to worried about huge horsepower numbers either cause my car isn't really a drag racer.||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000023||Xan||11-05-2003||10:22 PM||||I could care less about getting the most overall power out of it.  This is a rally car, not a drag car.  It will give me more power over stock, plus quicker spoolup.  Also I'm not intenting to boost over 18 psi, I'll stick between 15-18.  With the other mods, GM mas & 16g header, I'll be doing I believe it'll be quite noticeable imo.  Even so, every little bit helps my cause.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000024||chadhayashi||11-07-2003||12:27 AM||||I am very impressed w/ air-water. I've mentioned before about my buddy Russ, who put a Whipple (Lysholm style blower) on his Benz. The air to h2o I/C is a custom from Spearco, approx 6x6x9, slightly modded from their prefab designs for inlet and outlet position and size. It has 3" I/O. rated for 430hp. ~600hp version is not that much bigger.<br />He sees ambient intake temps at cruise and light throttle. After a pass, he was still only 45 degrees above ambient.(80*f) Lysholm is in the low to mid 70% range for thermal efficency.<br />On the highway, w/ constant airflow, the temps recover quick. I'd say quicker than my Spearco.(still warm to the touch)<br /> He is only using part of an E-class heater core for his heat exchanger (approx 10x10x1) due to space. And ~1 gal resevior. I could fit an exchanger w/ 3 times the surface area and volume on my Galant.  My next project, whatever it is, I'm using a PWR barrel.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000025||MidEngine210||11-07-2003||07:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> I am very impressed w/ air-water. I've mentioned before about my buddy Russ, who put a Whipple (Lysholm style blower) on his Benz. The air to h2o I/C is a custom from Spearco, approx 6x6x9, slightly modded from their prefab designs for inlet and outlet position and size. It has 3" I/O. rated for 430hp. ~600hp version is not that much bigger.<br />He sees ambient intake temps at cruise and light throttle. After a pass, he was still only 45 degrees above ambient.(80*f) Lysholm is in the low to mid 70% range for thermal efficency.<br />On the highway, w/ constant airflow, the temps recover quick. I'd say quicker than my Spearco.(still warm to the touch)<br />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Us AW11 SC guys talk all the time about swapping in one of those Lysholm blowers. They are the prototype supercharger; instant power and great efficiency (especially relative to a roots blower). The roots blowers that come stock produce way too much heat for the IC to handle, especially when boost is raised. After a couple of hard runs, you notice a significant drop in power. The installation of the a/w ic produced way more consistent power.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes



ubb/Forum2/003762.cgi
A||||8||agrabau||Super annoying brake problem||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||11-01-2003||07:25 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||The BMW's brakes are slowly tightening their grip on the rotors after hard driving. It seems that pressurized air is making it's way past the check valve in the booster line and becoming trapped in the vacuum booster. I know this seems unlikely, or strange.. and the best part is that none of the BMW guys with turbos have this problem. At first, I surmised that the reason for that was because they run 5psi, and that the BMW booster wouldn't be affected at such low boost. <br /><br />Symptoms:<br /><br />Easy off boost driving=fine<br /><br />Spirited driving results in brakes feeling as if they're applied, or almost like the emergency brake is on. The brakes become hotter and hotter, almost to the point that the car wants to stop completely sometimes. <br /><br />With no check valve, and a straight hose, there are no problems but I can't left-foot brake because under boost, the brake pedal is rock solid and I have no brakes. This is also a problem because in hard driving situations the chamber has to depressurize before my assist comes back making on throttle-back on brakes situations tricky.<br /> <br />Parts I'm using: <br /><br />BMW Master cylinder and vac booster<br /><br /><br />Things I've done to try to fix it: <br /><br />Installed new BMW check valve thinking that the old one was faulty (this is because the BMW guys insisted that the one I had was faulty) It didn't work. <br /><br />The straight hose works fine, brakes don't get tight but I have no left foot braking and the vac chamber is becoming pressurized. <br /><br />Installed a Galantvr-4 booster line thinking that the BMW one was simply inadequate for boost and thusly leaking boost... still happens. <br /><br />Am I missing something on the fundementals of this system? What can I do short of a dual master cylinder setup with no assist? I think that no booster will equate to a way-too-stiff pedal. <br /><br />Thoughts? <br /><br />Alejhandro||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-01-2003||07:52 PM||||Edit- My friend Jude who's a great troubleshooter  <a href="http://www.demeis.com/motorsport/hardware/saab99story.html" target="_blank">One of Jude's Cars</a> <br /><br />just told me that Lotus had this same problem on early turbo Esprit. He said that they use an electric Vac. pump and run the booster off that. Another suggestion he had (he was on fire) was to use a Saab 9000 Cruise control pump with an accumulator. I think that's what I'm going to do unless someone has a better idea. I expect this list to live up to it's reputation  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||galantchick1120||11-01-2003||09:10 PM||||Maybe this is stupid, but any cahance of fabbing up a hybrid brake booster assembly? BMW cylinder /DSM booster? I don't even know if thats possible, just a thought...||67.165.105.107||reg||1||galantchick1120||00002620||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||11-01-2003||09:15 PM||||Maybe we could build the first Brake Booster BOV <br />TuHKEEESH!||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||11-01-2003||10:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantchick1120:<br /><strong> Maybe this is stupid, but any cahance of fabbing up a hybrid brake booster assembly? BMW cylinder /DSM booster? I don't even know if thats possible, just a thought... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's the first soluion I thought of. How is the Bimmer's booster design different than the Galant's? And how come the Galants (and T/E/L's for that matter) don't have this problem? Answere these two questions and you'll have your solution.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||11-02-2003||04:24 AM||||I'd personally just use a vac can.  This is an old trick from the big block hot cam days.  All the old built v-8 cars came with manual drum brakes.  Seems stupid, as disc brakes were available on the not so rumpity rump cam cars, but this was due to the engines not even making over say 8 inches of vac at idle.  So what they did later on is to have a vacuum reserve canister, basically a big ass coffee can, so that the heater controls would stay where they were supposed to.  (any drop or loss of vacuum on a gm product would default the heater ducts to full defrost).  GM has an electric vac pump for all vehicles that came with diesel engines, as in the 5.7 liter diesels that came in caprice/olds/buick/caddys, and the 6.2 liter diesel trucks.  If you eliminated your power steering, the vac pump for a peugot 505 turbo diesel fits nicely in that spot with minimal work...(belt driven).  Almost all diesel powered vehicles have some kind of vac pump.  Did you check to see if the plug that goes into a dsm booster will fit into your bimmer booster?  I think our check valve is in there.  Your diagnosis is correct, and maybe a bov of some kind is in order, at least some kind of a bleed.  That, or maybe you could plumb it so it runs off the pre turbo intake versus the intake manny?<br />good luck||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||11-02-2003||06:43 AM||||A local dsmer had a similar issue with his car.  It's an auto, so he left foot brakes it on the line to build boost, but was having brake problems as well.  Turns out the parts store had given him a rebuilt nonturbo brake booster/master cyl. assembly, not one for a turbo car.  Maybe there's something inside that's different?||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||11-02-2003||09:05 AM||||alex, call pete mchenry, 336 761 0643.  mention my name, he knows me quite well.  he builds a lot of supercharged bmw's, and may be aware of your problem.  also, ask him if the master from the E32 750 will fit.  this is a common upgrade for the E30 M3 guys, and may help a bit.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||11-02-2003||02:29 PM||||Ken, thanks a lot. It's funny you mention him. I've spoken to him a few times online and on some BMW boards. His son Stu is also a nice guy. He hasn't answered so far but I think that as Jon mentioned, there's a different design perhaps of the NA versus turbo brake booster. I'd like to take it out of the line with a pump I think. So far the BMW guys have no explaination for it at all. <br /><br />Thanks for the responses everyone.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003763.cgi
A||||8||229of1000||Random Questions||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||11-01-2003||10:44 PM||||1)  How should I go about reinstalling my broken out rear 1/4 window?  The new one is on the way.  There is some sort of sealant smeared all around the opening.  Do I need to get this crap out and use new sealant, or just smack the new window in?<br /><br />2)  I started having a really bizarre electrical problem an hour or two before the break-in.  I shut the car off (keys out, headlight switch off), but the headlights, dashlights, and tape deck stayed on.  I could turn the actual headlamps, not just the parking/brake lights on.  The parking lights and brake lights wouldn't go off no matter what.  Neither would the tapedeck or dash lights.  Weird huh?  Any ideas?  I pulled a bunch of fuses to no avail.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||coop||11-02-2003||12:06 AM||||you will need to remove the black snot that is on the frame and put new snot down in order for the new glass to seal.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||11-02-2003||04:35 AM||||get that window weld stuff to put it in.  I've seen guys use black rtv, but then watched a good sound system pop the window out, or even driving with the window down, and saw a back window go flying.  Scrape the gook out with a drywall knife blade as best you can, goo it up with window weld, and then use DUCT TAPE to secure the window until it dries.  DON"T drive the car for about a day.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||11-02-2003||06:48 AM||||The 'snot' is called urethane. A tube is about $14 or so. Same stuff windshields are glued in with. DO NOT get it on your hands (have to use laquer thinner to get it off if you do). You will need to remove ALL of the old (with laquer thinner), and let it dry (about 5 minutes). Need to make sure the bead you put on goes all the way around (*no gaps). Don't need a whole lot, just a sealing rim of it. Push the window in place. By the time you get it pushed in place, it will be tight enough that you will not be able to move it at all (meaning you get one shot to get it right). You can use masking tape to make sure it doesn't fallout, but not needed most of the time. Let some of the other car windows cracked while it is drying (overnight)-this just helps the car breathe. This is especially important if you live in the south (where a car's interior gets warm during the day).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||number3||11-02-2003||08:24 AM||||(1) The "snot" is there to make it weather tight. The snot seals the metal body of the car to the window frame. Very easy to do.<br /><br />BTW the rear triangle window BOLTS into place.  <br /><br />You DON'T need tape to hold it in place until it sets.<br /><br />Buy new snot if the odl stuff is dried out. It is cheap. You can get it at a sunroof or car sudio place or at your local parts store (NAPA) in a roll (not sure of the tube stuff mentioned)<br /><br />(2) Maybe you headlight switch is shorted out.  That is just a guess though. If you pulled the fuse to the circuit the light should have went out.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||bleck||11-02-2003||05:24 PM||||Harry, if the rear triangle window bolts into place, then I can remove it and reseal it with relative ease?  <br /><br />The prev. owner of #135 had a breakin, and it leaks water (new window that is).  Every time I pull the interior apart, I find pieces of glass that were never removed   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000006||number3||11-02-2003||06:26 PM||||Yeah but the hardest part is removing all the interior pieces to get to the bolts.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||11-03-2003||06:17 PM||||Thanks for the info.  Any other ideas about the electrical problem?  I thought it could be a headlight switch problem too, Harry - but why would the stereo stay on too?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||11-04-2003||01:05 AM||||Could it be that your ignition switch is broken?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003764.cgi
A||||0||Duc Hunter||Tuning your air/fuel mix, learned something intersting today regarding timing||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-01-2003||10:52 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Today I managed to get my car tuned in pretty well with my AFC and learned something very interesting. With an HSK 272 exhaust cam and a stock intake installed I though I should retune the AFC. When I tuned the car so my pocketloggger barely had no knock (graph during logging did not move at all, but one tick less fuel would cause it to move a little) I thought I was perfect. The shop I was at said "not so fast". Apparently they have found out that DSM's seem to run fastest with about 17-18 degrees of timing at 7,000 RPM. More timing than that means you can add boost or remove fuel. Less means you have to much boost or are too lean. Set as I was above I had 23-25 degrees of timing on the logger. I dial the fuel back with the AFC so that I had 17-18 degrees and the knock line on the logger was just barely blipping around a little. Since I am at 20psi I did not want to add boost. Just thought I would pass this on and see what the experts think. <br /><br />The bummer was I am getting a slight miss under boost. My guess (since the plug wires are new'ish) is that my stock heat range plugs need to be swapped for on range colder (running 6's and need to put the 7's in) and I may need to change my coils out. My car has the original coils (184+ miles on them) and I bet they are toast by now since most people say they won�t last much past 80k miles.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/003765.cgi
A||N||13||My_GVR_4||Down Pipe||||1||||R_Conway||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||11-02-2003||01:25 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||I am looking for a 3" SS (stainless steel) downpipe with O2 eliminator.  I do not know if the GVR-4 downpipe are the same as a 1g Tal/Ecl.  If someone could please help me out, I would greatly appreciate it.<br /><br />Looking for Websites, or Manf. of the Downpipes.<br /><br />Thanks||68.73.92.109||reg||1||R_Conway||00001325||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-02-2003||01:49 AM||||same as 1G AWD||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||11-02-2003||09:26 AM||||Hahn Racecraft is very close to you in Oswego. They make an excellent one. See this:<br /><a href="http://www.hahnracecraft.com/hahn/parts/eiwg.htm" target="_blank">http://www.hahnracecraft.com/hahn/parts/eiwg.htm</a>||216.65.171.221||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||11-02-2003||12:20 PM||||<a href="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com/" target="_blank">http://www.certifiedmuffler.com/</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||11-02-2003||01:17 PM||||watch out.  the rnr eliminator pipe i got did not fit well.  it is a 2.5", and the clearance from the crossmember that supports the core support is only 1/8" MAX.  i dont think a 3" will clear.  the first bend is too sharp.  also, that sucker would not bolt up.  2 of the 4 holes were WAY off.  i had the pipe on and off the car 3 times, NOT a fun job.  finally, i got another turbine housing, and lined it up, and hogged out 2 holes, then it went on.  also, the holes for the wastegate and the exh are too far apart, if you use the factory gasket, and try to match it to the pipe, you will end up with little or no gasket between the holes.  also, be prepared to wait, mine took 4 weeks longer than promised.  the flange for the cat was off about 20 deg, luckily, the random cat i got has universal flanges.  the pipe itself looks great, very nice welds.  oh,and you will have to bend the oil dipstick tube a tad, and cut up the lower heat shield, if you use it.  the oxygen sensor also just barely clears, it is at a much different angle than the stocker, but the bung is much better made, and has a lot more threads.  one last thing to consider, if you ever have to remove the transfer case, you will have to remove the pipe.  you may want to consider an eliminator housing and a stock type of downpipe.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||11-02-2003||02:30 PM||||is it from Ryan at RNR in San Diego?||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-02-2003||04:13 PM||||yup.  hard man to get ahold of.  email is the best way.  he said he bought the piece that bolts to the turbine housing from rre, pre drilled.  i guarantee you mine was not drilled correctly.  but, remember, i am always in the slowest lane on the freeway, or i always get in the line where the person in front of me has a credit card in the cash line, or he cant speak english, or the teller has to close the window while she goes to research the account, or he gets a heart attack, yada, yada.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||My_GVR_4||11-02-2003||04:19 PM||||RNR has a sale going on, TURBO BACK 3" SS exhaust with O2 eliminator & 4" N1 exhaust tip.<br /><br />Will this exhaust fit my GVR-4 ?<br /><br />I am about to order it.  It is only 750$ SHIPPED||68.73.92.109||reg||1||R_Conway||00001325||yes
Z||000008||Martin Tolentino||11-02-2003||05:25 PM||||Yeah he's hard to get ahold of, I'm local and it bothers me that I can't even call him or his shop.<br />I actually have some work for him, but if he's going make himself invisable. I will not buy anything from him. He reminds me of 1320 motorsports in San Marcos ran by a guy TJ. He was ripping off local/national DSM owers.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||11-02-2003||09:05 PM||||i may be making a downpipe for myself and would be willing to make you one. the only problem is that i don't know when this will take place, but making one for someone else may give me a little push.  so anyone interested?? (this is not for sure at this time...but i do plan on doing it in the near-ish future)||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000010||DsmSeifer||11-02-2003||09:29 PM||||Hey Seven26 if you make a 3 inch downpipe I'd be interested in one.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||11-02-2003||11:10 PM||||Rory, try AMS.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||Beemer||11-03-2003||12:45 AM||||I'm pretty sure that rre sells a DIY kit that has the downpipe prebent, only it is a 2.5 inch pipe.  I think the ideal bend is 27 degrees or something like that.  If you get a t/e/l full exhaust, be prepared to add about a foot of pipe after the cat.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000013||My_GVR_4||11-03-2003||12:55 AM||||diamondstarmotorsport.com has a 3" VRS downpipe with O2 elim for 470$.  Looks alright, but no idea how good VRS is.  PLUS, with shipping, it may be even $500.  It doesn't even say if it will work with a GVR-4.  Whats the deal people!?<br /><br />I just don't understand.||68.73.92.109||reg||1||R_Conway||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum2/003766.cgi
A||||7||drew||Funky Throttle Issues||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-02-2003||11:27 PM||||I disconnected my 2 ABS fuses on my car yesterday, and today my car's acting strange. As My RPMs go up to 2200 RPM after stepping on my clutch and letting off the gas. In theory, it should go to idle. It'll stay at 2200 rpm until i slow down to about 5 mph, then drop down to regular idle 800 rpms. Any thoughts on what could be causing this? MY AFC records TPS at 0.0 when I'm off the gas.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||11-02-2003||11:41 PM||||I had that happen to me when I bought my car.  Put the ABS fuse back in, and viola...all fixed.  I did a search and Jeff O (keydiver) had mentioned how it happened to him, and he tracked it down to that.  Mine was doing at like 13mph.<br /><br />I've just gotta get rid of my pesky ABS light, and CE light.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-03-2003||01:05 AM||||so what would be the "proper" way of disconnecting ABS?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||11-03-2003||03:14 AM||||I am going to guess, remove the abs computer.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.122.33.50||reg||3||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||Jon||11-03-2003||07:55 AM||||I removed the ABS fuses from my old car and it didn't drive any differently than before.  <br /><br />The TPS does go bad from time to time.  AFC reading 0 when you let off the gas is normal as it adjusts to the .48 volts (if I remember correctly) and makes that 0.  A datalogger will show 10%.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||11-03-2003||10:54 AM||||One fuse or two fuses?  I only pulled one (sorry, don't remember which off-hand) and haven't had any problems.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||drew||11-03-2003||10:55 AM||||I pulled both. Did you pull the one you can just pull out, or did you pull the one that was bolted in?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||11-03-2003||11:32 AM||||Pull -- mine was actually melted slightly (looked like it was arcing).||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003767.cgi
A||||2||Hertz||Fuel Pump Dead||||1||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||11-02-2003||11:30 PM||rhertz@baits.com||Well I finally got around to installing this ND pump I purchased from Harry about 10 months ago.  I'd PB-blasted the fuel line fitting and cover nuts about 6 times over the last 2 months.  I was able to get everything off without any trouble.  I took my time and chipped/brushed away all the loose rust.<br /><br />I went with the super-duty fuel injector hose method for attaching the pump to the line and I soldered and shrink-tubed my power connections.  Then I proceded to install the pump assembly -- TWICE.  Seems I couldn't get it to pump, I first tried using the logger to run the pump.  Couldn't ever hear anything.  I thought this thing was fairly quiet, but it didn't make a sound!<br /><br />I double-checked everything, fiddled, re-installed.  Nothing.  Maybe it is working and I should try to start the car?  Nothing.<br /><br />Okay, so I pull everything out again and decide to test the pump with some test leads and 12V.  The pump is dead as hell.  WTF?<br /><br />Harry, did this pump work when you sold it to me?  Or was it something off of a shelf in the garage?  I've kept it inside ever since receiving it (and it was shipped well)... but I was a little suspicious when it was dropping a significant amount of rust from the inlet.<br /><br />Now I feel like a moron for not testing it right away, or installing it -- but I expected it to work, of course.  What should I do?  Call RRE and get a new one and enjoy my $90 paperweight?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||number3||11-03-2003||07:56 AM||||I did not come right out of my car. <br /><br />It did sit on the shelf for a year or two. <br /><br />It did work however. I have a 14.4 volt power station in my garage for tested automotive electronics. <br /><br />I was last using it to test a circuit that would slow a fuel pump down to allow a car with big injectors to idle.  So I know it "pumped".  It sounds to me that it sitting without use caused it to lock up inside.  Did you try running the PB blaster through the pump. That may fix it...<br /><br />It was sold as is but if you still feel let down let me know and I will make it right.<br /><br />gvrfour @ comcast . net<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||11-03-2003||10:36 AM||||Thanks Harry -- I appreciate your offer.  I'm not trying to publically bash you, I was really looking for what you just suggested, PB blaster through the pump and curious to know how long it was sitting.<br /><br />I ordered a Walbro 250 and AFPR last night... probably better in the long run as it will replace my leaky stock FPR and provide me with enough juice for the next 5 years.<br /><br />I was gonzo about the ND pump as it wouldn't overrun the FPR and wouldn't be abnormally loud (not that I could hear it over the exhaust)...  Perhaps it can be resurrected and dumped on dsmtrader.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003768.cgi
A||||9||slvrblt||Exhaust question||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||11-03-2003||12:50 AM||||Is there anyone who still makes a full exhaust for our cars ? If so, who/where ? I want to buy a full exhaust that will just bolt right up as I dont have time for my car to be down.<br /><br /><br />I want 3" mandrel is greatly preferred. Aluminized would be cheaper and ok for me.<br /><br /><br />Any thoughts ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-03-2003||12:56 AM||||Certifed makes one. Check the sticky post in the techincal section under Vendors...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||11-03-2003||12:45 PM||||Duh...sorry. I know Certified makes one, but its more than I want to spend right now. I should have mentioned that in my first post.<br /><br /><br />Will a TEL exhaust bolt righ up without making it longer ? Has anyone done that before (bolted it up right out of the box) ?||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||11-03-2003||01:24 PM||||TEL exhaust will NOT fit w/o modification.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||Doc_Seuss||11-03-2003||03:13 PM||||i personally ordered a gvr4 exhaust from buschur. its 2.5", but they also make 3". for the DP, test pipe and exhaust it cost something like 650. which i think really isnt that bad.<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||11-03-2003||03:55 PM||||<a href="http://www.rnrracing.com" target="_blank">www.rnrracing.com</a><br /><br />Ryan will make you one.  He has a jig to make a turbo-back or a cat-back.  Mine is being made as we speak.  It's $370 for the catback with a bullet muffler and I guess it's about $600 for the turbo back.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||11-03-2003||05:54 PM||||Thanks for the RNR link. There is a sale rightnow on DSM AWD turbo back aluminized (3") for only $475 plus shipping. I assume a GVR4 will only cost a little more.<br /><br /><br />EDIT:<br /><br />I just called them and the GVR4turbo back (3" aluminized) is only $515 + shipping. Shipping from CA to NM is $50. So for $565 I get a muffler, and all the pipes. I dont think there is a cat included. They make the kits to order, so he told me the shipping time will be about 2 weeks, then 2-3 days to get it to my house. Shipping time on a DP is about a week he said (plus transit time).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||Doc_Seuss||11-03-2003||07:15 PM||||the price for mine(~650) was for SS and shipped.  Only took about 5 days from the day i ordered it, really had a great experience.  IMHO it is worth the extra 100 bucks for SS, especially in cold/wet weather.<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000008||gvr4tunr||11-11-2003||01:03 PM||||mine was $600 shipped from rnr and it took about 6 weeks to get...my friend with a 1g gsx had the same wait...<br /><br />-chris||12.107.200.126||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000009||My_GVR_4||11-11-2003||07:07 PM||||Here is the post for the Certified Exhaust systems.<br /><br />ENJOY,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br /><br />STAINLESS:<br /><br />CAT BACK<br />2.5" W/DYNOMAX 4" TIP $400<br />2.5" W/MAGNAFLOW 4"TIP $395<br />2.5" W/THERMAL 4" TIP S.O. $425<br />3" W/DYNOMAX 4" TIP $495<br />3" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $485<br />3" W/THERMAL 4" TIP S.O. $525<br /><br />TURBO BACK W/ HIGH FLOW CAT<br />2.5" W/DYNOMAX 4" TIP $755<br />2.5" W/MAGNAFLOW 4"TIP $725<br />2.5" W/THERMAL 4" TIP S.O. $775<br />3" W/DYNOMAX 4" TIP $900<br />3" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $895<br />3" W/THERMAL 4" TIP S.O. $925<br /><br />TURBO BACK W/OFF ROAD PIPE<br />2.5" W/DYNOMAX 4" TIP $695<br />2.5" W/MAGNAFLOW 4"TIP $670<br />2.5" W/THERMAL 4" TIP S.O. $700<br />3" W/DYNOMAX 4" TIP $875<br />3" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $855<br />3" W/THERMAL 4" TIP S.O. $895<br /><br /><br />ALUMINIZED:<br /><br />CAT BACK<br />2.5" W/DYNOMAX 4" TIP $310<br />2.5" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $295<br />2.5" W/THERMAL 4" TIP S.O. $320<br />3" W/DYNOMAX 4" TIP $400<br />3" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $380<br />3" W/THERMAL 4" TIP S.O. $420<br /><br />TURBO BACK W/ HIGH FLOW CAT<br />2.5" W/DYNOMAX 4" TIP S.O. $625<br />2.5" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $610<br />2.5" W/THERMAL 4" TIP S.O. $655<br />3" W/DYNOMAX 4" TIP S.O. $775<br />3" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $755<br />3" W/THERMAL 4" TIP S.O. $795<br /><br />TURBO BACK W/OFF ROAD PIPE<br />2.5" W/DYNOMAX 4" TIP $585<br />2.5" W/MAGNAFLOW 4"TIP $570<br />2.5" W/THERMAL 4" TIP S.O. $605<br />3" W/DYNOMAX 4" TIP $700<br />3" W/MAGNAFLOW 4" TIP $675<br />3" W/THERMAL 4" TIP S.O. $725||68.78.109.221||reg||1||R_Conway||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum2/003769.cgi
A||||25||drew||removing gauge cluster/installing Boost gauge in cluster||||5||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-03-2003||01:18 AM||||How do you get the gauge cluster out? I took the two screws that hold in the bezel on the top, but i couldn't get the bezel out because the trip meter button was in the way :-\||64.36.77.218||reg||5||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||Jose||11-03-2003||01:36 AM||||The trip knob unscrews.<br />Jose....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000002||bleck||11-03-2003||02:34 AM||||Drew, take a look at this... all in a nutshell.<br /> <a href="http://www.ppg.trends.ca/vfaq_galant.htm" target="_blank">galant cluster removal</a>||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||11-03-2003||09:55 AM||||also, once the trip button is removed, you tilt the bezel top part towards you, and press in the color change button on the lower left.  when you install the bezel back, it will press in the color button again.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||11-03-2003||10:52 AM||||If it isn't obvious, you'll have to lower the steering wheel/column, too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Once you have it out of the way, remove the trip knob and depress the color change button, the easiest method is to rotate the top towards you and slide the whole thing to the right.<br /><br />Once thing I did when I had mine out (repainting the needles) was to remove the ABS lamp (have mine disconnected) and to remove all the green condoms from the lamps.  I had previously always kept my cluster on amber, but with the green condoms removed, the "clear" lamps look really nice.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||11-03-2003||11:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>but with the green condoms removed, the "clear" lamps look really nice. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">PIC????  Sounds cool...<br /><br />I'm thinking about the boost gauge install in the center of the cluster... you can drill a big gaping hole there?  There's nothing in the back that would get screwed up?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||11-03-2003||11:31 AM||||Hmm, just because I host digital pics doesn't mean I take them!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Imagine it being a bit brighter, and a little on the green-ish side of white.  It makes it look a lot more modern in my opinion... or at least, newer.<br /><br /><br />The cluster/boost mounting is pretty hard-core.  There aren't any lamps or any moving parts in that area, but there is a bit of that flexible circuit board material back there... don't think there are any traces on it, though.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||drew||11-03-2003||01:28 PM||||Ray who is on this board did it and did a write up back in the pre-Club DSM days. Still got taht somewhere Ray?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||bleck||11-03-2003||11:37 PM||||I am jonesing to do that boost guage in the cluster install.  If anyone has a heads up on that, lemme know.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||11-04-2003||09:02 AM||||Hmm that would be great.. last night I was thinking how clean that would be... any lead on that writeup???||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||RayH||11-04-2003||12:21 PM||||The installation will probably be slightly different for each boost gauge.  I used an HKS mechanical disassembled from it's casing.  The drawback being it can not be backlit since the face is metal.<br /><br />I believe Ron Gregory used one from JC Whitney which could be backlit by the stock instrument panel.  I saw one other person on this board who did it recently.<br /><br />My biggest suggestion is not to cut anything until you have everything apart and make sure that the gauge is going to fit.  I took apart everything until I was left with just the main white plastic shell which everything was attached to.  All the stock gauge needles pull straight off (don't try to twist or rock them) and make a note of their positions.<br /><br />Basically the gauge sits where the stock auto transmission lights are right between the tach and speedo.  The boost nipple on the gauge fits through one of the auto tranmission light holes and attaches with the original nut from the gauge.  This is the important part to check whether one of the existing holes gets the gauge in the right position and also after attached whether the face of the gauge is going to be flush with the speedo and tach.  You also want to check for clearance to the speedo because under boost when the spiral mechanism of the gauge uncoils, it may hit the speedometer and artificially limit the boost shown.  Once you're reasonable sure it's going to fit, here's what I had to cut:<br /><br />1. hole in blank spot on flexible circuit panel (conveniently directly behind auto tranny light holes) for vacuum hose<br />2. trim plastic around chosen auto tranny light hole for boost gauge (some of the plastic can be grabbed with pliers and snapped off)<br />3. trim black plastic template in front of auto tranny light holes for new gauge<br />4. trim a little off speedo and tach faceplates<br /><br />This is from memory but I think that covers it.  Actual work was probably only about an hour but I remember sweating a whole afternoon wondering if I was destroying the instrument panel.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000011||4g63t||11-04-2003||05:51 PM||||Yeah, Ray about covered the process. I have mine out right now, so I'll snap some pics and post them...||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000012||4g63t||11-04-2003||07:00 PM||||Here they are...<br /><br />This is the finished product. It's hard to tell unless you really look hard, but the bezel is not perfectly centered on the boost gauge, nor is it centered between the 2 gauges. Oh well.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1830" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1830&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />This is the gauges with the plate off, notice the lack of a bezel. I was halfway through the project when I realized that having removed the entire gauge "cup", there was nothing to attach the bezel to. Concordantly, vis a vis, ergo, I attached the bezel to the black "surround plate" (with epoxy) as seen in the next pics...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1831" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1831&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1832" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1832&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1833" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1833&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The next pics show what a tight sqeeze the gauge is in there. Notice how close it is to the high beam lamp, which I wanted to keep. Barely any room at all. As much as I love you guys, I'm not tearing into the guts to snap pics. I'll be updating it with different lights so I'll snap pics then. Look close and you can see the ragged edges where I tore away plastic with the pliers. The plastic is real soft for some reason, so don't get carried away. I ended up epoxying the gauge shaft (inside the gauge is a shaft which carries the air from the rear fitting to the front of the gauge, hence the "gauge shaft") to the cluster to keep it in place. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1834" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1834&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1835" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1835&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The next pic is the rear, kind of a clusterfuck back there, but hey, what can you do?  I couldn't avoid cutting some traces, so I jumped some wires to where the traces went. I also soldered the boost gauge light wires to the cluster light wires, but since the bezel isn't properly mounted, the light doesn't illuminate the gauge face very well. I have something up my sleeve to fix that, it'll be pretty sweet. One last thing, I have to say thanks to my boy Adam, who stayed up with me for about 15 of the 20 hours it took to complete this. I'll try to answer questions, but a lot of this is stuff that will become clear once you have it half torn apart...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1836" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1836&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000013||4g63t||11-04-2003||07:08 PM||||Oh another thing, I don't know how the other guys did their hose, but I did it the dumb way. I led the hose all the way up to the back of the gauge, and then had to twist up my hands to attach it with the cluster half in and then hope it didn't kink when I put the cluster back in place. This time I'm going to attach a long piece of hose permanently to the gauge, and just feed it down so it couples somewhere else. Good luck!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000014||curtis||11-04-2003||11:18 PM||||Nice job  It turned out really sweet.||67.25.33.242||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||stevevr4||11-05-2003||09:00 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Wow, that is RAW.  No way in hell I'm doing that... I'll totally wreck the whole thing.  DAMMIT.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||11-05-2003||09:49 AM||||Chris, whose white gauge faces are those?  Do they stick on?  How do they fit?...||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||11-05-2003||11:41 AM||||Wow Chris, thanks for taking pic!  Did you strip the paint off your stock needles, or are they that faded?<br /><br />I pulled mine about 2 months ago and repainted them... still have yet to get them lined up exactly right again, but it looks good.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm hearing that the needles "pull stright up" but I found that I really had to use 2 small screwdrivers and a little folded paper (pivot) to leverage them straight up.<br /><br />If your illumination is a little dim, try removing those "bulb condoms" on the green or amber lamps... whichever ones you don't normally use.  I bet you'll love it.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||4g63t||11-05-2003||01:53 PM||||Thanks for the compliments guys, much appreciated.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  To answer the q's, the gauge faces are from importintelligence.com, some guys out of Exton, PA. I think they were like $25 or something. They are a thin (vinyl?) sheet, a lot like tint, and they go on the same way as tint. It literally took me like 15 minutes to do the faces. The fit is beautiful, and I love the finished product...highly recommended. Ryan, I never realized that the needles were dim until you said something, I just thought that's how they were! As for removing the needles, there are a couple of ways to do it, I used a regular fork and slipped it under the needles and eased them straight up.  Anyway guys, don't be scared to do it, just be really careful!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000019||stevevr4||11-05-2003||02:23 PM||||Can you remove the bulb condoms without taking the whole plastic cover and needles/faces off?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000020||4g63t||11-05-2003||02:36 PM||||Yeah, just pull the cluster, turn it over, and the bulbs twist out with a quarter turn.||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||11-05-2003||02:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong>  As for removing the needles, there are a couple of ways to do it, I used a regular fork and slipped it under the needles and eased them straight up.  Anyway guys, don't be scared to do it, just be really careful!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh shit, that's genious!  Since I have to adjust a few of mine that's how I'm going to do it this time.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||bleck||11-06-2003||08:35 PM||||Ouch!  Maybe I'll just stick with the a-pillar pod.  I can see the curse coming to haunt me on that one.  So... You like the Import Intelligence guages?   I was thinking about those with some new light bulbs as well.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000023||Beemer||11-06-2003||09:34 PM||||Very nice!  Sounds like you just made yourself a startup biz..  Taking orders yet?  Was that a 52mm gauge or a 60mm?  I've got a 60mm HKS electronic gauge I want to do that with.  <br /><br />One other question..why only a 20 PSI gauge?  You won't be able to see boost creep if you decide to run one of those now famous PTE 50 trims that seem to run all day long at 20 psi on pump gas...||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000024||4g63t||11-09-2003||11:48 PM||||Yeah, I wouldn't mind doing some to make some extra cash, but it's so time consuming and I just don't have the time. As for the 20 psi  gauge, I got it for free...so in it went!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000025||GVR$in||11-10-2003||12:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> Very nice!  Sounds like you just made yourself a startup biz..  Taking orders yet?  Was that a 52mm gauge or a 60mm?  I've got a 60mm HKS electronic gauge I want to do that with.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It appears to be a 52mm.. I don't think a 60 would fit..<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> One other question..why only a 20 PSI gauge?  You won't be able to see boost creep if you decide to run one of those now famous PTE 50 trims that seem to run all day long at 20 psi on pump gas... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hehe Im not gettin boost creep running 20psi on pump gas (all day long   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  ) on my 50 trim (fp green).<br /><br />Yea so when do you start takin orders?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Im willing to pay a pretty penny for your work, its excellent! <br /><br /><br />I know I'd screw somethin up tryin to do it myself.. maybe i'll have to buy an extra.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/003770.cgi
A||||2||coop||rear steer pump||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||11-03-2003||02:05 AM||ccooper202@aol.com||I need to know how to remone the rear steer pump so I can cut the drive off of it. thanks colin||198.81.26.80||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||11-03-2003||02:36 AM||||If I remember right one bolt holds it in place. I switched rear ends with my Talon, so before I install the 3 bolt rear in the Talon I'm going to build a plate to cover the hole. I got a 1/8" thick piece of steel and a washer thats just smaller than the hole where the pump sat. I'll weld the washer on the plate and drill a hole for the mounting bolt. The washers job is to keep the plate from moving around.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-03-2003||09:52 AM||||one bolt holds it down, but it still dont like to come out.  it is also connected to a regulator with steel lines like brake lines, and they wont budge.  i even loosened the 3 bolts holding the regulator down, and it didnt help much.  if you are removing the system, you can unbolt the lines, and then it should come right out.  putting it back on with the system connected is a real bitch.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003771.cgi
A||||9||slvrblt||GVR4 wont rev past 1800rpm...||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||11-03-2003||12:50 PM||||I had a problem last night and thought little of it since it went away as fast as it started. The problem was that when I came outside from my friends house, I could not get the car to rev past 1800rpm. It felt like it was hitting a brick wall. I first noticed it when I tried to drive away. I thought my clutch was slipping badly, but it only does it at 1800 rpm. I kept trying to go, but it persisted. After a couple minutes of this, I tried to rev it freely and it was fine.<br /><br />This morning when I left for school it did the same thing, but it wouild not rev past 1800rpm in neutral either. It soon fixed itself and I have no idea what caused it. <br /><br />I did not get a CEL light.<br /><br />Weird ?||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||11-03-2003||12:58 PM||||i/c pipe with a hole in it would be my guess. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||11-03-2003||01:01 PM||||Check the plugs and wires,<br />had a similar problem with mine and it ended being mositure in the spark plug well area, took the plugs out and cleaned them and let the car sit over nite to dry out.<br /><br /><br />Good luck<br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||11-03-2003||02:33 PM||||Thye odd thing is that the car heals itself after a few minutes. Im sure its not an IC pipe.<br /><br /><br />Supras do this when their MAF is unplugged...or maybe it is when their TPS is unplugged (MKIII that is), and at the same RPM (1800).||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Ant||11-03-2003||03:44 PM||||I was going to say your MAS.  I've had that happen to me before, while driving it will fix itself.  <br /><br />Also could be ignition causing problems.  I had a intermittent ignition problem a month ago.  Car would misfire badly for a couple minutes then heal itself, turned out to be a faulty coil pack.  Try different wires, coil pack and ignitor and see if the problem fixes itself.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||11-03-2003||03:45 PM||||Check ignition by checking coil resistance against FSM specs.  Or just compare them all to see if one is different.||66.105.156.194||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||11-03-2003||04:08 PM||||check the MAF meter by unplugging the electrical connector and driving it arround (cpu goes into limp mode) you will get a CEL when its unplugged.<br />i've seen a bad injector cause a "rev limit" like that.<br />i'd look closely at the plug wires<br />try another set if you have some, or a friends or something.||141.153.182.249||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||REDLINEGVR4||11-03-2003||04:46 PM||||mabe the o2 senser. my car did this to me about 6 months ago and i changed the o2 senser and it was fine.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||11-03-2003||05:18 PM||||Did something like this ever only happen when the car is cold ? That is the only time it does it to me.<br /><br />I will start doing tests on the coil packs and other related items.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||cevic||11-05-2003||09:28 AM||||It happened to me before when I was driving in rain. The rev would not past ~1500. I then disconnected the batterry and let it sit for about 30 mins. After I connected the batterry again, the car rocked again.||129.237.117.120||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes



ubb/Forum2/003772.cgi
A||||4||drew||Breaking in Brake Pads||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-03-2003||05:46 PM||||My friend gave me a pair of Poterfield R4-S Carbon Kevlar brake pads to try out. Any suggestions on how to break them in?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||coop||11-03-2003||06:28 PM||||drivem like you got a pair LOL<br />talk to you later||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||11-03-2003||06:35 PM||||Drew,<br /><br />In this months Modified Magazine, they did a brake job on their project 240SX.  This is how they did it (new rotors, pads):<br /><br />"All brake ducts must be sealed (if applicable) before driving the car bewtween 40-50 mph on a nice level surface.  Apply the brakes 6-8 times without riding them or coming to a complete stop.  We accelerated the S-13 to double those speeds and repeated the 6-8 applications to the brakes but with more force.  Then we pulled over to let the system cool down for 20 minutes, at which time we did not apply the brakes.  Do not treat the pads in any way afterwards as they are now race ready.  The bed-in procedure is quick and easy and will prevent "green fade" which results in shorteneed life and poor braking.  In fact, the perception of a whole brand can be changed because they just won't perform properly.<br /><br />There are many benefits to taking the time out and not making your pads fall victim to "green fade".  The rotor has become mildly heat treated, thus resisting deformation and the pad has had any unwanted resin burned off.  A layer of transfer film has built up on the rotor surface which is integral to maximum friction force.  Without an effective transfer film, the friction is generated by cutting or scoring the surface of the rotor resulting in a less effective braking surface."<br /><br />Hope this helps.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />BTW they used Powerslot rotors and Hawk HPS pads.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||KenGVR4||11-03-2003||07:29 PM||||Stoptech has many good articles about brakes in general.  I would think they might know a little bit about brakes and brake pads.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.stoptech.com/whitepapers/warped_rotors_myth.htm" target="_blank">http://www.stoptech.com/whitepapers/warped_rotors_myth.htm</a>||65.116.191.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||11-03-2003||09:58 PM||||Sounds similar to Carbotech SSF's break-in instructions.  Only I used some anti-squeal compound on the outboard pads during install to my previous 2G.  So on the 3rd or 4th brake application, I was greeted with instant huge plumes of white smoke out of the wheels.  No damage, but it was a little bit of a scare.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum2/003773.cgi
A||||10||RTS182G-VR4||why cant i figure this out?  HELP!||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||11-03-2003||10:24 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i got a talon shifter for free, pulled it out myself.  it was very easy to get to.  i thought it would be the same in the galant,  wrong!  how do i even get to the shifter, let alone remove the console? i know this is a very dumb question, but any help is appreciated.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||11-03-2003||10:27 PM||||If you search, there is a good step by step on pulling the console, replacing the shifter and the boot.<br /><br />First, pull the radio.  Then take the trim pieces off the sides of the console.  There will be a couple screws holding the console in.  Once you've got those, look towards the back on the sides for two more screws on the outside of the console (put your seats all the way forward and get in the back).  Then the console should come out, with the seatbelts fighting you a bit.<br /><br />If you want to do it the easy way and have an opportunity to vacuum, pull your front seats first.  The shifter itself is cake.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||curtis||11-03-2003||11:19 PM||||Pull the rubber shift boot off and reach down in the hole.  This is alot easier than ripping apart the center console.||67.25.35.16||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||11-03-2003||11:30 PM||||i got mine on by shoving the shifter in there||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-04-2003||08:58 AM||||i'll 2nd that I got mine on by just removing the shift boot and shift knob.  Console can stay put.  Removing it can be a PITA the first time but now I can do it in ~20-30 minutes depending on how motivated I am.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||11-04-2003||09:22 AM||||howard also does the shifter without removing the console.  i ALWAYS have to remove it, and it's a whole lot easier now that i have the manual belts.  once you get the console out, getting at the shifter is really easy.  you should replace all the bushings, too.  makes a huge difference, and dont forget the little thingy on the bottom of the shifter, mb659303.  the hardest part about removing the console, is way up front, hidden by the plastic trim, is 2 little screws, one on each side, and them suckers is ON there.  i used a hand impact to get them off.  you have to use a strong lite, and get yer head way back there to see them.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||11-04-2003||04:30 PM||||I could never get it done with the console in place, and had to eventually take it out.  And I've got relatively small hands and wrists, so I can't imagine how you guys can just reach in there.  Ken's right about those two small screws... royal pain in the ass.  That's probably the most enraged I've ever been while working on my car, and if the Mitsu engineers' mothers had been there they would probably hate me and all my progeny.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Take 'em out and throw 'em as far as you can.||69.59.219.169||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||11-04-2003||06:14 PM||||For the tough screws, I threw a drill bit in my Dewalt and just drilled those puppies out.  Works fine.  I did the shifter once with the console in, and it's a PITA.  If you take the console out it is a way easier, plus you can clean up all the dropped food down in there.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||sk8bored||11-04-2003||06:22 PM||||Just dont forget to remove the small trim section by the e-brake lever.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||199.168.33.61||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||11-04-2003||09:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sk8bored:<br /><strong> Just dont forget to remove the small trim section by the e-brake lever.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That one just pops off anyway, if you forget it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br /><br />It only takes me about 5-7minutes to get the console out with all the stupid radio wiring, and shifter r&r I've done.<br /><br />Just make SURE you have the right year shifter before starting all that or you will REALLY be cusing!||64.63.213.20||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||RTS182G-VR4||11-06-2003||12:05 AM||||got it in.  had to drill one of those screws out, man they are a PITA!  i had a leather boot, but now its all scrunched up, its real funny lookin.  i did all the bushings as well.  its amazing what a difference just those pieces made. thanks for the help guys!<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/003774.cgi
A||||1||gvr4tunr||need: lcd temp gauges!||||1||||gvr4tunr||00002575
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||11-04-2003||01:08 AM||cbm0303@mail.ecu.edu||i am wondering if anyone knows a cheap place to get, or even a way to make, a temp gauge with an lcd display that will have a threaded probe for tubing, etc. i need one for air, one for water. what for? you guessed, my water/air setup. i need to know the temps for air after the cooler, and water before the cooler.||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000001||Ash||11-04-2003||01:27 AM||||I use one of these though it isn't threaded...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www1.jaycar.com.au/productView.asp?ID=XC0224&CATID=&keywords=temp&SPECIAL=&form=KEYWORD&ProdCodeOnly=&Keyword1=xxxxxxxxxx&Keyword2=xxxxxxxxxx&pageNumber=&priceMin=&priceMax=&SUBCATID=" target="_blank">Clicky</a> <br /><br />I epoxied it into my stainless IC pipe 1/2 way around the 90deg 2.5" TB bend...<br /><br />   <img src="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/Ashvr405.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br />EDIT:  The only prob is it ins't backlit   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/003775.cgi
A||||5||redheat86||any one used this before? hks eids||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||11-04-2003||01:44 AM||||i found this in takakaira, just wondering if anyone has used or seen this before?<br />im thinking baout giving it a shot with a greddy type s bov.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.takakaira.com/asp/template.asp?cat=2&id=149&prodID=JKkGhHhceDfbiEd" target="_blank">http://www.takakaira.com/asp/template.asp?cat=2&id=149&prodID=JKkGhHhceDfbiEd</a>||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000001||brandongvr4||11-04-2003||02:09 AM||||I have it, but i have not had time to install it yet. I was told it works great, alot of the JDM cars have it. Let me know if you get it. We can do the install together.<br /><br />~B~||67.121.154.70||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||11-04-2003||02:34 AM||||the S-AFR (hks fuel controller) has the same function built in plus the fuel tuning capability, and u can pick them up for 150-200 these days. so buying the EIDS for 170 doesnt make sense if you ask me.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||11-04-2003||02:36 AM||||170?  I think it said 119 or close to that.||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||11-04-2003||10:37 PM||||lets not forget shipping from japan!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||andkilde||11-05-2003||10:23 AM||||Sorry to Hijack the thread but THIS is too cool...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.takakaira.co.jp/asp/template.asp?id=1008&cat=2&prodID=GHhDeEe%60bAc%5FfBa" target="_blank">http://www.takakaira.co.jp/asp/template.asp?id=1008&cat=2&prodID=GHhDeEe%60bAc%5FfBa</a><br /><br />Titanium heat shields for EVO 1,2,3 -- probably fit our cars and definitely worth .003 seconds in the 1/4 mile  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||216.8.169.241||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes



ubb/Forum2/003776.cgi
A||||5||vr4fun||Injector colour||||1||||vr4fun||00002376
Z||000000||vr4fun||11-04-2003||05:53 AM||||hi all,<br />could someone please explain what is meant by having yelow injectors and how to tell what sort of injectors your car has.......<br /><br />sorry for such a lame question but they say if you don't ask then you'll never know..............<br /><br />cheers||203.61.68.74||reg||1||vr4fun||00002376||yes
Z||000001||Ash||11-04-2003||06:07 AM||||Look at the plastic connector on the top of them, it is coloured plastic - stock regular VR4 injectors are blue and flow 450cc/min, EVO/RS ones are yellow and flow 510cc/min||203.220.88.109||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||11-04-2003||09:11 AM||||If you look closely at the injector, with the harness connector pointing to your right, you can see the ND part # in the plastic.  The numbers correspond to the cc of the injector, so if you see a 450, they are 450's.  brown tops are usually 550, yellow are 510, red tops can be 550 or 660 from an rx-7||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||yiutsang||11-04-2003||10:04 AM||||I just have a set of yellow (510 cc) injectors installed today, and swopped with my blue set (450 cc) originally came along with the car.  It seems to be a hundred percent bolt-on with idle and everything else works right away||218.103.192.219||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||11-04-2003||10:47 AM||||You really should correct for the extra fuel somehow, otherwise it will run too rich. The fueltrims will help with idle and cruising, but at WOT you will be 12% too rich. If you have an EPROM-type ECU, I could email you the E952 program, to burn into an EPROM. That is the factory JDM code for 16G and 510cc GVR-4's I believe. It also does the Cyclone intake contolling too.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||68.218.101.247||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||vr4fun||11-04-2003||10:32 PM||||thanks all for your info   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />cheers <br /><br />Andrew||220.244.224.9||reg||10||vr4fun||00002376||yes



ubb/Forum2/003777.cgi
A||||2||russya||3 wire datalogger cable. ||||1||||Russya||00000991
Z||000000||russya||11-04-2003||09:00 AM||russya@woodenpickle.com||I was wondering if anyone else has one of these.<br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43989&item=2440505370" target="_blank">Cable link</a><br /><br />I bought one and can't seem to get it to work. I'm using a palm IIIc with the tunerstein and the russian software and neither seems to work. Is there anyway to test the output of the cable to see if it's sending the data or not?||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000001||Invader||11-04-2003||05:39 PM||||You did get a Palm style logger cable, correct?  If not, you'll need a null modem adapter to use it with a Palm PDA.||207.203.212.2||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||russya||11-04-2003||10:27 PM||||Yeah I told him to wire it for a palm. And I have the adapter. Is there anyway with a multimeter to check if he configured it correctly?||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes



ubb/Forum2/003778.cgi
A||||13||Beemer||Wheels off my original HKS Special||||1||||Beemer||00000599
Z||000000||Beemer||11-04-2003||09:06 AM||beemer1@att.net||Gentlemen, look what I dug up out of the shop, back in the moldy corner...  The original wheels off the HKS Special.  I had them polished back in 1992, and they have a truly ancient set of BFG R-1's on them, cracked to hell but two were still holding air.  I might just slap them on #1244 for old times sake.  They are not bent, just a little scuffed from a very crappy tire machine when I mounted the R-1's ages ago.  I wonder how rare these are in today's world?  I have not seen a set here in the states yet.  I guess my HKS SPECIAL got the real gvr4 jdm wheels on it when it was delivered, versus the stock black wheels.  I had completely forgotten what these are worth.  Any ideas on what the market would bear?  They are not mint, but never curbed and are perfectly true.  I won't be home for another month and a half, but I might get rid of them if the price was right..otherwise I will keep my bragging rights.  I have the full set of four with center caps.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1826" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1826&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1827" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1827&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1828" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1828&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Just so you can see these are correct...<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1829" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1829&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-04-2003||11:11 AM||||Those are the same rims I have on my car. Makes me want to get them polished... they look fucking sweet! What did that set you back $$-wise to get them done?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||11-04-2003||11:23 AM||||I just pulled a set off a junkyard galant gsx for $12 each.  rally tires are on the way......||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||11-04-2003||11:24 AM||||exactly how rare is the hks special model? what options does it come with? i think i may know a guy who has one.||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-04-2003||12:01 PM||||IIRC there was only 1 HKS special model...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||11-04-2003||02:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> I just pulled a set off a junkyard galant gsx for $12 each.  rally tires are on the way...... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i dont think those will fit.  i think those are 14". ours are 15"||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||11-04-2003||03:17 PM||||Hmm, the front side of the "spokes" is angled, but the back side is curved.  Are all the wheels the same, or are they directional?  I ask because I wonder if the spoke design lets it act like an airfoil, so when the wheel is spinning it would pull air in to cool the brakes, like the z32 300zx, H22a equipped Prelude, Porsches, etc.||69.59.219.169||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||V8EATER||11-04-2003||03:21 PM||||ken, <br /><br />i checked it out, and they are 15".  i guess i got lucky?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000008||supervr4||11-04-2003||04:25 PM||||hey these look like the one thats that came of the viento models over here in New Zealand.<br />  So i doubt they were a made for a limited edition car||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000009||1101||11-04-2003||04:40 PM||||They look the same as the wheels I have on my 89 GGS only chromed.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000010||geoff@machv||11-04-2003||04:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> I just pulled a set off a junkyard galant gsx for $12 each.  rally tires are on the way...... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i dont think those will fit.  i think those are 14". ours are 15" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I believe if they are GS-R wheels they are 15 inch....I saw that SAME exact set on a white GS-R here in Maryland..... 195 55/15's were on the rims||199.196.144.13||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000011||autobahntom||11-04-2003||05:11 PM||||They are 15", and I also have a set if anyone needs them. NON-chrome though. There were on the GS and GSR Galants early on. Actually might have two sets, will have to look.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000012||silly4turbo||11-04-2003||10:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> I just pulled a set off a junkyard galant gsx for $12 each.  rally tires are on the way...... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">exactly what I'm looking for to use with winter tires  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    not bad for 12 beans apeice||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000013||Beemer||11-04-2003||10:27 PM||||The polishing back then was around a hundred a wheel, as most folks were not polishing aluminum back then.  The hks special had the HKS PFC-F-CON computer, 2.5 inch exhaust, mixture knob, gcc (optional) 510cc injectors, and a big 16g with the hks upgraded fmic.  I still have all the stuff for it minus the prom and exhaust.  The cockpit mixture adjuster was never installed and came new sitting in the console with instructions, which are now sadly lost.  Just looks like a rheostat to me though..<br />And of course it came with those wheels.  I think that the GGSX came with them over here, just not polished.  They are 15" and actually are a tiny bit wider than my stock nile black rims I have now.  Still, they are polished.  I was just curious, as the polishing is worth more than the wheel is.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003779.cgi
A||||10||gvr4tunr||replaced rad cap and thermostat...still running hot...||||1||||gvr4tunr||00002575
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||11-04-2003||12:34 PM||cbm0303@mail.ecu.edu||driving around today i was fluctuating between 204 and 212. its about 78 degrees here. any ideas? i think once i remove my ac condensor it will make a huge difference...what else could it be besides head gasket or radiator?<br /><br />chris||12.107.200.126||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-04-2003||12:41 PM||||coolant system not holding pressure from a small leak?  I dunno. I'm battling a stupid cooling issue as well and I still haven't figured it out...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||11-04-2003||01:16 PM||||What condition are your guys' radiators in? I replaced the stock radiator and now have NO coolant issues.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||admsr||11-04-2003||02:40 PM||||Mine normally runs between 199f and 212f. I thought that was normal in city driving. It runs around 189f and 199f on the highway cruising at 70.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000004||gvr4tunr||11-04-2003||03:01 PM||||my radiator sucks...bent fins and the whole bit. the ecu pulls timing above ~205 F, so there's no reason our cars should exceed that in normal driving.||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||11-04-2003||03:31 PM||||I haven't replaced my radiator but I've replaced everything else almost! I don't have any telltale signs of a headgasket and the problem isn't there everyday. Like the past two days I was fine.  3 days ago I hit 212.  It's been cold all three days and I drive the exact same route to and from work. Hmmm...<br /><br />I don't want to see temps over 200deg EVER if I can help it, especially not when moving.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||miturra||11-04-2003||03:35 PM||||Do you think that your cooling system might need to be flushed out?||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000007||galantvr4us||11-04-2003||03:41 PM||||Mine runs normal at 210.  That is only normal if you have a huge front mount.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||11-04-2003||03:57 PM||||I've done a coolant flush 2 times since the BAFMIC (big ass fmic) went on.  Still no change. I'm going to pull the AC for other reasons but I don't feel like I should *have* to to run a 2-216 core.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||11-04-2003||04:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> Mine runs normal at 210.  That is only normal if you have a huge front mount.<br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">if yours runs 210 and timing gets pulled at 205, then how does someone get around this issue? Katie I would bet you have a standalone so that issue might be mute for you.||167.142.22.250||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||GREENVR4||11-04-2003||09:54 PM||||is your radiator cap rated for 18.5lbs? I know when mine had a 13lb cap it overheated like a MF, once I put the greddy cap on it all went away.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/003780.cgi
A||||2||gvr4ever||Paint||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||11-04-2003||01:18 PM||||Well, I searched, but couldn't find it.<br /><br />Someone posted a link to a company that sold our stock paint in a can.<br /><br />I need it asap.<br /><br />Thanks||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||11-04-2003||01:20 PM||||Try the key word : Touch up paint.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||11-04-2003||01:43 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003183#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003183#000000</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003781.cgi
A||||8||slow4dr||2WD vs. 4WD dyno #'s||||1||||slow4dr||00002173
Z||000000||slow4dr||11-04-2003||02:47 PM||jwilcox@bankspower.com||I recently had my car dynoed as a FWD. What percentage do you think we loose by hooking up the rear-end? I was thinking 7-10% at first. Then I was thinking that most manual trannied rear drive vehicles claim 10-15%.||63.105.169.11||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||11-04-2003||03:48 PM||||I'd love to know this too...<br /><br />If no one else posts, as soon as my GVR4 is running again [next summer likely] I'll test it out since I have a switchable trans.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||11-04-2003||07:49 PM||||Dan Cokic from Pruven did it with his old GSX.  He was over the 500whp mark, but I think the difference between FWD and AWD was surprisingly low.  I think was something like 10whp.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||slow4dr||11-05-2003||10:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong> Dan Cokic from Pruven did it with his old GSX.  He was over the 500whp mark, but I think the difference between FWD and AWD was surprisingly low.  I think was something like 10whp. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WOW!!! That would be real nice. Very hard to believe though.||63.105.169.11||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||11-05-2003||07:58 PM||||I am gonna see if I can find they dyno numbers that he said when he did the converstion.  If/when I find them, I'll post them up.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||11-05-2003||08:50 PM||||Here it is.  This is a quote from JayHass who was down at Pruven when Dan tested it...<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Dan's car put down 513hp to the front wheels in FWD mode, and 500hp to all four in AWD mode. Not much difference. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||11-06-2003||08:29 AM||||Wow, that is very surprising. I figured the extra driveshaft, diff and two axles in AWD mode would sap at least another 5% power. Good info, thanks for posting.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000007||Craig91||11-06-2003||03:01 PM||||No problem.  I was pretty surprised myself.  I'd be interested to see someone do it in a GVR4 though on back to back runs to see what kind of difference the power is.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000008||MustGoFaster||11-07-2003||01:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> Wow, that is very surprising. I figured the extra driveshaft, diff and two axles in AWD mode would sap at least another 5% power. Good info, thanks for posting. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't forget dyno error.  taking the #'s as they are the t-case and rear diff (the two things that would consume the most power) only took 3% of the power.  Taking into account a typical 1% dyno error, and saying it errored low when the car was FWD and errored high when the car was AWD the new #'s (518 and 495) get you a 5% loss.  Whop dedo!  This goes to show the most of the power is wasted inside the tranny.||63.226.177.92||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum2/003782.cgi
A||||5||229of1000||EBC options||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||11-04-2003||10:27 PM||||I'm considering going with an electronic boost controller this time around.  What models have you all had the best success with?  I don't need fancy schmancy (AVC-R), I just want to be able to crank the boost from inside the car, and not be limited to 21psi like my brother's original EVC.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Clay||11-04-2003||10:32 PM||||the avcr is good, i have one for 295 if you decide its not too fancy shmancy for you lol||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||11-04-2003||10:35 PM||||Bah, for $295 I'm interested.  They're usually like $500.  Check your for sale post.<br /><br />If anybody knows something bad about these, now would be the time to talk me out of it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||11-04-2003||10:54 PM||||LOL. Fancy schmancy.. hipocrit.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||11-04-2003||10:57 PM||||Hey, he's meeting me somewhere I was already going to be tomorrow.  Plus $200 off new price, who am I to turn that down?  I've always secretly wanted an AVC-R.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||curtis||11-04-2003||11:08 PM||||I have a Profec A.  There a pain to get set up but after that there kick ass.  Since eo1 came out the price has droped you can get them for about 150 to 200 from Jap Andy on ebay.||67.25.33.242||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003783.cgi
A||||8||Duc Hunter||Car stalls when cold???||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-05-2003||11:45 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||When I first start my car it does not want to idle. This is not really a BISS issue. When it starts it runs a little rough, missy almost like it is either to rich or too lean. It does not seem to be though as the trims are all perfect and changes in mixture (AFC) have not helped. I do have an EGR light (see another thread I am posting) but I am not sure how that would effect the cold start. Idid also crank down my Greddy Type-S BOV so hard it did not open on a ful boost shift just to see if that was the isssue. <br /><br />I wondered if it was voltage related. I did relocate my batt to my trunk a few years ago. I have been wondering if I need to get some better grounding up in the engine compartment for the sensors etc. I show 13.2volts-13.8 volts cruising down the freeway.  <br /><br />Any thoughts?||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-05-2003||12:27 PM||||FIAV?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||11-05-2003||04:22 PM||||replaced with a new one a few months ago, no change.||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||11-05-2003||05:28 PM||||just a note on the trims --it takes about 50 or so miles to show the changes.  That is what I have come across with using the MAS-translator.  what size injectors?  to large of an injector will cause such a short "on" time that the  car will want to stall.(experienced this with my 850`s)  Have you sprayed down the TB with a good carbon remover?  What about your EGR?-removed? if not the EGR valve cloud have carbon built up.  Lastly PCV valve has this been replaced?.  Hope this points you in the right direction...or at least eliminates some possibilities.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||11-05-2003||05:28 PM||||If your EGR is remaining open when it should not be, you can have performance affected by that.  Normally EGR does not operate when the engine is cold,or at idle, but waits till warm-up is completed and the engine is running at higher rpm so exhaust gas does not affect mixture so much.  It may be sticking open.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||11-05-2003||09:12 PM||||Well my signature says I am running 660cc injectors and they nor the fuel trims are the issue. <br /><br />EGR huh.....hmmm, I have another post going about my EGR check engine light.....  hhmmm......could the 2 be related?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I will check al the vacuum lines for the EGR and the EGR itself this weekend.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||boostedvr4ced||11-13-2003||03:26 PM||||hey bro just wondering do you have an after market blow-off valve? do you vent you blow-off valve into the atmosphere i had same problem with my car stuttering when cold will not catch idle puttering off it was my hks ssq it was leeking air out and i wasnt holding idle so i purchased a re-circulation kit and it fixed the problem maybe this might help you i out i know it did help e out aight bro i hope i could me some help.<br /><br />thanks-nick<br /><br />767/2000 1991 mitsubishi galant vr-4||65.206.75.1||reg||1||nick j fotiades||00002811||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||11-13-2003||04:56 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Ok I feel better now. Good idea but, in this case, it is not my BOV. I do have a GFB Hybrid but that is not the issue. I have tested, changed out to my Greddy Type-S..same problem. The engine also runs REAL rich the first few minutes no matter what I do.||205.166.229.115||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||11-13-2003||05:00 PM||||if your trims are perfect (100, 100, 100) then your ECU has recently been reset.  Watch the o2 trim on the logger to see where it's sitting and watch your o2s. Are they cycling at idle?  Also if you think the EGR is suspect just take a piece of soda can and put it in between the EGR and the intake manifold.  That will take it out of the loop and you can get a better blockoff plate later if it is the cause.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/003784.cgi
A||||4||Duc Hunter||EGR Valve Check Engine light||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-05-2003||11:49 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||It keeps coming on and I keep turning it off. I know it can come on if I set my AFC too lean but it seems worse. I also have inconsistent performance, stomp on it and it can pull great or stumble, miss and run bad. That can happen back to back. A local shop says that is simply the stock ECU and that going to my EMS will change that. I cannot help but think the EGR can affect that. I did also do a combustion chamber cleaning a few months ago, wonder if that killed it. <br /><br />Is there any way to clean it? Any thoughts on what I should do?||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||11-05-2003||01:01 PM||||Check your vaccum lines going to it as it probably came off. I know I had that issue with mine.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||11-05-2003||05:33 PM||||Just solder a 1K resistor into R129, and forget about it!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.35.13.137||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||11-05-2003||07:31 PM||||Yeah that too but if the vaccum hose came off then you'll have the problems you keep asking about.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||11-05-2003||09:14 PM||||So how does the EGR work? I know what it is suppose to do but I mean when and how? It waits for the engine to warm, then does vacuum pull it open or close it? How does it know the car is warm? Etc?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/003785.cgi
A||||14||MiSTER2||EGR removal = pinging ???||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||11-05-2003||02:01 PM||||I heard something about some galants pinging when the egr valve is removed. (How did i hear that? Because i was just about to get mine removed).  Is there any truth in that?  My common sense tells me egr removal means less hot air/gas and less chance of pinging however this person that i talk to reckons sometimes the cars that don't have aftermarket engine management ping without egr valve??????????  Is this load of crap or is there something i should know?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Oh by the way just did the walbro255 plus rewire plus new o2 sensor the car feels so much better.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-05-2003||02:58 PM||||I'd take common sense over what I heard someone say anyday.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||11-05-2003||09:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong>  Is this load of crap  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes.||64.63.212.183||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||11-05-2003||09:52 PM||||i dont have the egr, hell other then my o2 sensor i have no emissions stuff on my car have absolutely no pinging on 94 octane.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||SLedge||11-06-2003||11:13 AM||||I don't know about on the 4G63, but the idea isn't "crap."  The EGR mixes in inert exhaust gas as a way to reduce NOx and lower combustion temperatures.  Increased combustion chamber temps can absolutely increase the odds of detonation.  <br /><br />One of the alternative fuel test-mules at the shop was used a GM in-line 4.  We had a faulty EGR and when we eliminated it we had to pull timing like crazy to keep it from pinging itself to death.  Maybe a wedge head is more prone to hot spots than a hemi, but I know we saw a major difference in the amount of timing we could run w/ and w/o the EGR.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000005||MiSTER2||11-06-2003||12:06 PM||||I still don't get it.  Exhaust gasses are hot and if they are returned back into the system than the temperatures will be higher than having no EGR.  <br /><br />Also how can EGR help reduce combustion temperatures? At the end of the day no matter what it mixes it still sends back hot air.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||11-06-2003||12:37 PM||||it's not the hot air. it's the mixture.  I'll explain more when I have a minute. I'm busy powder coating shit here at work   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||broke down||11-06-2003||12:46 PM||||consider that warm air allows fuel to atomize better, which could allow it to burn more "consistantly), which may lower the combustion temperature.  It's kind of hard to factor in or guess at what effect all of the variables could have, and considering that increased boost also increases air temp, it's probably a moot point, and probably wouldn't even be noticable.  Compare an intake manifold with the egr removed, to one that still has it.  There should be an obvious amount of soot on and around the egr runner.  Proof enough for me!  It is really there to reduce nox, but you probably don't have much else in the way of nox reduction anyway a.k.a. catalytic conv?||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000008||369of1000||11-06-2003||01:09 PM||||It is my understanding that the EGR is in place to burn the gas twice. The first time through the combustion chamber not all the combustion properties of the air fuel mixture are used. So they remix it with fresh air and fresh fuel. Then it's burnt again. This reduces emitions. However, if the egr is sealed its gas will not be added to the mix. So the overall mixture runs lean. Hence the pinging and raised temps.<br /><br />This is just my understanding. If I'm correct, a data logger and an afc will fix it right up.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000009||PJGross||11-06-2003||03:32 PM||||Here's a good explanation:<br /><br />Bruce Clingerman added:<br /><br />The purpose of EGR (Exhaust Gas Recirculation) is to reduce the NOx emissions. Air is mainly made of oxygen and nitrogen (O2 and N2). At temperatures above 1300°C (2372°F), these molecules split apart and rejoin with each other to make nitrogen oxides (like NO, NO2, etc...). The nitrogen oxides contribute to smog formation.<br /><br />EGR puts a portion of the exhaust gas back into the intake manifold, so it mixes with the fuel and air. (Note that the exhaust adds to the fuel and air; it doesn�t replace any of it). The added mass in the cylinder is harder to heat up, so the combustion events have lower peak temperatures. The lower temperatures prevent the O2 and N2 from splitting and combining. Even though the exhaust is hot, about 600°C (or 1112°F), it's much cooler than the 1300°C required to make NOx.<br /><br />In summary, the exhaust adds mass, increasing the heat capacitance of the mixture (i.e. making it harder to heat up the mixture in the cylinder). Peak temperatures are lower, reducing NOx formation, which ultimately reduces smog in the environment.<br /><br />The reason EGR improves fuel economy is because it reduces the engine's pumping losses. For the cylinder to move down on the intake stroke, the piston is working against the intake manifold vacuum. Another way to say it is that the vacuum above the piston tries to prevent the piston from going down. EGR increases the mass in the intake; more mass means higher pressure, or less vacuum. Now the piston has less resistance during each intake stroke, which results in better gas mileage.<br /><br />---------------------<br />Also note that many cars will close the EGR valve during WOT like my Impala SS to ensure the most "unburnt" fuel and air can occupy the combustion chamber.  A bad EGR will cause an off idle stumble on the LT1 as the fuel curve goes to WOT and the mix is off b/c of the addition of more fuel and no air.  LT4's come with no EGR due to the bigger cam that provides lobe overlap which creates an "internal" EGR (part of the exhaust gets sucked back into the intake mixture.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000010||ejectseat||11-06-2003||05:41 PM||||another egr debate...||205.149.71.236||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000011||MiSTER2||11-06-2003||11:38 PM||||So the bottom line is the guy i was talking to wasn't just talking crap, he actually knew a thing or two. Also EGR doesn't sound like an enemy after all.  I'd pick fuel economy over 1-2hp anyday and let my driving skills make up for the difference.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000012||turbowop||11-07-2003||09:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> So the bottom line is the guy i was talking to wasn't just talking crap, he actually knew a thing or two. Also EGR doesn't sound like an enemy after all.  I'd pick fuel economy over 1-2hp anyday and let my driving skills make up for the difference. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">FWIW, (when not hammering on the throttle) I get over 25mpg on the freeway with no egr and all my other mods. I really doubt that if I hooked the emissions and egr back up I'd see an increase in economy. I'll take the cleaner intake manifold, thank you.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000013||Minjin||11-08-2003||02:13 PM||||Alot of us eliminate EGR for a cleaner engine bay and to have one less thing that can go wrong. I've lost count of the number of driveability problems I've fixed on cars that ended up being a stuck or improperly sealing EGR valve.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000014||MiSTER2||11-10-2003||05:57 AM||||Well ok than can we say it's 100% safe to remove the egr?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum2/003786.cgi
A||||0||92GVR4#333||Road Dyno...||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||11-05-2003||06:26 PM||||has or is anyone using this program to dyno their cars?  If so how would you input the wasted spark signal?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum2/003787.cgi
A||||7||Ferrari F50 GT||Heat Shields||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||11-05-2003||06:32 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||Who was the person who was making the custom plug well covers for our cars?  Just wanted to know bwcause I was actually intested in the heat shields that he was thinking about making.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||11-05-2003||06:40 PM||||I think that was Gabor (Sleeper). Hey Gabor, sign me up for one also, and do you still have those seat warmers?||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||11-06-2003||10:09 AM||||I want a heat shield too!<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||GVR4458||11-06-2003||10:53 AM||||Mark me down.  C'mon Gabor, you could get some extra holiday spending money for these (shields and covers).<br /><br />EH||68.73.116.117||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||11-14-2003||05:18 PM||||Bump||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||11-14-2003||05:46 PM||||I would like seat warmers too! someone who's selling them pm me.<br />Thanks||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||11-17-2003||08:44 AM||||man I could really use a heat shield too...please take my money and sell me one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||Martin Tolentino||11-17-2003||09:31 AM||||FYI<br /><a href="http://www.seatheater.com/" target="_blank">http://www.seatheater.com/</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/003788.cgi
A||||4||Tommyquest||Question about oil filter housing||||5||||Tommyquest||00001820
Z||000000||Tommyquest||11-05-2003||10:23 PM||thomas.quest@verizon.net||I plan on swapping it out for the air cooled housing tomorrow. I took a quick glance at it today and was wondering if one of the bolts is hiding under the lower timing belt cover? If so is this hard to get to? Do I have to remove the cover to get to it or can it be pried out of the way? TIA||68.161.23.12||reg||5||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||11-05-2003||10:27 PM||||yeah one of the bolts is hidden behind the cover. most people just a hole in it to access to bolt. much easies then removing the cover. <br /><br />just guess and cut. no biggie.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000002||Tommyquest||11-06-2003||12:25 AM||||sweet, thanks||68.161.23.12||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||11-06-2003||09:15 AM||||i believe that bolt is also shorter than the non air to air cooler.  make sure you get the short one.  i loosened up the lower timing belt cover, and made a hole with the dremel.  you can use the filter head to kinda eyeball where you need to go thru.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||11-06-2003||01:28 PM||||You will need a new bolt with the new housing.  It is the top left bolt.  The water cooled housing uses a longer bolt.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/003789.cgi
A||||3||229of1000||Suspension questions||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||11-05-2003||10:37 PM||||I just bought new suspension.  KYB GR-2s up front, AGX's in the back, with whiteline 1" drop springs.  Does anyone have tips for the install?  Also, where can I find some new rear bumpstops?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-05-2003||11:05 PM||||try <a href="http://www.taylorautomotive.com" target="_blank">www.taylorautomotive.com</a><br /><br />I've found that they have the best prices around.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||1101||11-05-2003||11:44 PM||||<a href="http://www.shockwarehouse.com/" target="_blank">http://www.shockwarehouse.com/</a> is cheaper for the bumpstops.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-06-2003||12:53 AM||||I used the KYB boot/bumpstop combo.  It's a black accordian style shock boot with an integral bumpstop in the top.  Nice quality, I got it from <a href="http://www.tirerack.com." target="_blank">www.tirerack.com.</a>  They only have them listed for one end of the car, but it will fit on all 4 corners.  I had to trim the top a bit anyway.  I think it was $10 for two, or $20 total.||69.59.219.182||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003790.cgi
A||||18||229of1000||JDM FMIC Piping||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||11-06-2003||06:58 PM||||I just purchased a JDM FMIC to go with my new JDM front end.  I figured it would be an easy way to get an FMIC.<br /><br />What pipe setup should I use?  The RRE setup should work well with it, right?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-06-2003||07:00 PM||||aluminum 2.5" piping.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    What outlets does that have and what way do they face?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-06-2003||07:07 PM||||i have a jdm fmic, and rre piping.  you will need the jdm flex elbow, it makes a really funky 90 deg bend.  MD170073 if you can find it.  i had to get it out of japan.  also, there are at least 2 sizes of intercoolers, one has 55mm inlets, the other has 45mm.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||11-06-2003||10:16 PM||||Here is the core:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33742&item=2440318025" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33742&item=2440318025</a><br /><br />I won't know what size the outlets were until I get it.  I didn't research and figure out there are two different sizes until after I bought it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Jason411||11-06-2003||10:51 PM||||I have a JDM fmic also. I had to use some custom bends, along w/ the RRE intercooler pipes to make everything work.<br /><br />Jason||24.247.143.76||reg||1||Jason411||00002590||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||11-07-2003||12:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I just purchased a JDM FMIC to go with my new JDM front end.  I figured it would be an easy way to get an FMIC.<br /><br />What pipe setup should I use?  The RRE setup should work well with it, right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Paul maybe if your nice to me I'll sell you my JDM IC piping (2.25" ID). I'd just need stock stuff before hand).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||11-08-2003||01:43 AM||||I will pull off my stock stuff and send it to you first!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||11-08-2003||09:43 AM||||even with the stock stuff, you will definetly need the funky hose going from the pipe that comes thru the core support and goes to the ic inlet.  this hose bends downward, then to the left, then at least 90 deg back to the right.  and, make sure you make the hose clamps accessible from up top, i had this blow off one day, and it aint easy to get at.  you might be able to cut up the stock lower flex hose and make it work.  if the inlet was reversed, and lower, it would make it a lot easier.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||11-08-2003||11:34 AM||||Or there's plenty of other ways to do it luckily it matched up to my RRE modified Starion nicely with only some silicon lengths.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||11-08-2003||11:38 AM||||Oh and Paul I have one local guy who may want it. If he passes then I'll consider it yours and we can work out swapping the stuff.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||11-08-2003||12:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Oh and Paul I have one local guy who may want it. If he passes then I'll consider it yours and we can work out swapping the stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't want shit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   You talkin bout SR20PAWAH?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||91 #680||11-08-2003||01:59 PM||||sr20powah is a dumbass  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ....how much did you want for the pipes?? what size are they again?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||11-08-2003||04:25 PM||||Consider them mine.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Just let me know how much you want, Rich.  I found someone that has the elbow.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||DuckButterRacing GVR4||11-09-2003||01:25 AM||||We installed the stock piping we got with that same IC on a Talon. it worked out REAL WELL. He is running a 12.2 on that same IC. Check It Out<br /><br /><a href="http://www.duckbutterracing.com/fmic.htm" target="_blank">http://www.duckbutterracing.com/fmic.htm</a>||66.75.63.242||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000014||PRE-EVO||11-09-2003||01:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Consider them mine.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Just let me know how much you want, Rich.  I found someone that has the elbow. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Paul they are yours if that "dumbass"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  doesn't respond to me. Good thing is I also have it already setup for an IAT sensor in the throttle body for a VPC. <br /><br />I'll give him till tomorrow to let me know if not we'll work out our deal.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||11-09-2003||05:56 PM||||Sounds great Rich.  Let me know.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||phez||11-17-2003||12:42 AM||||Have you tried to mount your JDM front end ? Let me know how you go. I recently bought one and found I needed extra brackets to hook up the front bar to the chassis rail.||57.250.224.246||reg||1||phez||00002585||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||11-17-2003||01:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by phez:<br /><strong> Have you tried to mount your JDM front end ? Let me know how you go. I recently bought one and found I needed extra brackets to hook up the front bar to the chassis rail. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Really Mine went on like cake though the toughest part was I had to use two bolts to fit the center bracket to the frame brace. other than that 6 bolts and 4 body clips later it was on and lined up perfectly.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||229of1000||11-17-2003||04:54 PM||||Yeah, I am thinking that I need some brackets that I don't have.  The two bars that come out towards the car off the bumper don't line up with the two frame pieces that the stock bumper attaches to, there is a gap.  When I hung my bumper on it was basically sitting on my intercooler.  I will take a couple pictures if I ever remember to bring my digicam down here.||12.92.27.34||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/003791.cgi
A||||9||chadhayashi||Horse pucky||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||11-07-2003||12:08 AM||||I didn't want to jack another thread to bring this up.<br />It makes sense to me that if you have a 100 hp at the flywheel and it puts 90 hp to the wheels, you have a 10% loss. (at that moment) <br />O.k., so you really consumed 10 hp thru the drivetrain. <br />Why would the same drivetrain now consume ~50hp if I have 400whp. Thus giving a claimed 450 hp flywheel. <br />This never has, and probably never will sound correct to me. Sounds like a way to inflate hp figures. That's as bad a "corrected".<br /> <br />Almost as silly as C.D. numbers generated in a wind tunnel. Blowing a perfect stream of air at 60 mph, over a stationary vehicle, cannot possibly give the same results as that same vehicle moving at 60 mph through STILL air. The vortices and drag created can't be the same. Not to mention the bow wave (correct term?) created.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-07-2003||12:53 AM||||This bugs me too Chad.  If there is ~20% drivetrain loss, where does all the heat go in a 400 wheel hp car?  That's 80+ hp lost as heat into the drivetrain.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||11-07-2003||01:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> This bugs me too Chad.  If there is ~20% drivetrain loss, where does all the heat go in a 400 wheel hp car?  That's 80+ hp lost as heat into the drivetrain.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's not all heat, but a lot of it is. bearings aren't 100% efficient, they take power.  And with more force applied to them they take more energy.  With the helical cut gears that are in our trannies the gear sets try to push out the ends of the tranny as well as away from each other.  The more force you put in to them the more they do this the more they load the bearings the more power is wasted.  And bearings aren�t the only thing that steal power but I at least know how to explain them, sorta.  Hope this helps.||63.226.177.92||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000003||supervr4||11-07-2003||03:09 AM||||its very simple the faster somthing moves the more friction, ie the more hp made the more power lost||202.0.48.28||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-07-2003||07:44 AM||||Hehe.  Well I *know* where it goes.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I'm just amazed at the heat that would be involved and am doubtful that the drivetrain loss is linear.  Ie 20% at 100 hp and 20% at 500 hp.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||11-07-2003||08:14 AM||||I agree absolutely that the losses are not linear and will increase only slightly with increased hp. But I was surprised that the FWD -> AWD loss was only 10hp, I expected a good bit more, say 20-30hp since the AWD brings *a lot* of rotating mass.<br /><br />I want see if I can replicate these losses when I get the GVR4 running. Unfortunately I won't be making 500hp.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  The one big variable here is the dyno - the correction factors programmed in the dyno for FWD vs. AWD operation can skew the results very heavily.||65.60.177.148||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||11-07-2003||07:30 PM||||Actually, depending on how well the drivetrain is set up, what kind of fluids you are running, and the condition of all the bearings play a critical factor in this.  Brand new wheel bearings are stiff.  A brand new water pump is stiff, same with carrier bearings for the driveshaft, and having tight rings, creating more drag on the cylinder walls.  Higher spring rates on the valve springs induces HP loss.  Not having correct belt tension on the tbelt or accessory belts robs hp as well, and don't forget brake drag.  ALL disc brakes drag.  That little square seal in the caliper can only pull the caliper puck back so far.  <br />My old rule of thumb was this.<br />Break in your new race motor on an engine dyno, and have it tuned, not for max HP, but max TORQUE.  Remember, torque is the "twist" put on the driveshaft.  Note tq and hp at idle<br /><br />Engine in car, awd chassis dyno<br />Tune for real world torque, note difference at idle<br /><br />Figure loss at around 13% for an awd car with a fresh drivetrain<br />Figure loss at around 10% for a broken in but not shot drivetrain, say 10K on all parts<br />Figure 15% loss for a high mileage, clapped out drivetrain.<br /><br />Add 1% for every 500 RPM.  Plus for dyno time, you must figure in heat soak on the intercooler and engine compartment, because you don't have that nice wind running thru keeping things cooler, plus wheel bearings etc heat up.<br /><br />I have found this to be pretty accurate over the years.  Loss thru a fwd diff is negligable.  You lose more thru the cv joints.  The rear axle is where your loss occurs.  FUEL MILEAGE is why most car mfrs went to fwd.  On a ford 9" rear end, or a gm 14 bolt, I've seen an 18 percent loss just from the rear end because the lash was set incorrectly, but the rear end didn't howl.<br />Just my .02 cents worth of 25 years of racing.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||11-08-2003||02:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by supervr4:<br /><strong> its very simple the faster somthing moves the more friction, ie the more hp made the more power lost </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just noting that two  engines, one  w/ 100hp at 4500rpm and one w/450hp at 4500 rpm, are both "moving" at the same speed.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||11-09-2003||12:15 AM||||Here is a safe bet. Almost every WRX that gets dyno'd looses about 65hp (rated at 227 at teh crank and gets about 160-165 to the wheels on wheel dyno's. Our drive train is about the same. My dyno experience tells me that as long as you use good fluids etc you should see about 65hp loss in our drive train, regardless of the HP your engine makes. Yes, there would be a little more for a 650hp engine then for a stock 195hop engine but not that much. Do not worry about it and use 65hp as your guestimate.<br /><br />Why should you not worry about it? Because the only way to really test it is take you engine out and to a static dyno, run it, put it back in, go to a wheel dyno or a baseline. Then you would need to hop up your engine significantly (to get a good test), break it in, rip it out and take it back to the dyno and run it, then reinstall it and take it to a wheel dyno and re run it. Sound like fun? I like the idea of guestimating 65hp.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Don't intend to sound mean, I would rather see everyone burn their "gray matter cycles" on actually making their cars faster/more reliable.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||11-09-2003||11:28 PM||||O.K.<br />Now what are your thoughts on C.D. measurements? Anyone agree w/ me? If you disagree, please share.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/003792.cgi
A||||13||curtis||Idle fix  well maybe not  DAMN IT!!!!!!||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||11-07-2003||12:46 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Ok played with the timing, idle screw, fuel pressure and AFC today.  Got the bitch running like a champ at 5 degrees she felt like a slug bumped it up to around 10 and she runs strong but has that damn surging idle.  Pulled it down to about 8 and she idles like a new car or should I say she did.  Everything was going good until I was waiting to get onto Ft Campbell (where I go to school). ( Screw terrorism takes me around fifteen mins just to get through the gate guards and vehicle checks).  The fans were running and the car was at its normal temperature.  I pulled through the intersection and hit the traffic and then it started the damn surge. 1800 to 800 over and over and over.  Just wonder if anybody else has the same problem.  Maybe its the heat build up over the 45 min drive to school. It always gets worse when I get to post.  I'm going to back out the timing another degree tomorrow and try it again. <br /> And before the slamming takes place <br />yes I did a search<br />yes I've changed the shaft seals <br />yes I changed the cylinder head temp switch<br />yes the o2 sensor too<br />yes the seal on the biss screw and <br />also set the TPS and the caps are in good shape in the ECU<br /><br />The Bitch just won't idle maybe the purchase of new cams will help the idle  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.159.108.195||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||11-07-2003||08:45 AM||||I had the same up and down idle surge, mine was simply the BISS screw, it can back itself out apparently.  It seems that under high boost the BISS screw can back out and your idle will go up and up until the BISS is so backed out, that you get idle surge.  It was recommended to me to set the BISS and then backfill it with some RTV.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||Jon||11-07-2003||08:46 AM||||Replace or remove all of the emission hoses under the hood.  They are old and might be leaking.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||11-07-2003||08:47 AM||||Mine does that type of surging too.  I start the car and it is idling high and if I let it warm up for like 5 min, it will begin surging.  Then I start driving, and for maybe like 6-7 miles, everytime I stop, it will surge like that.  I don't know if it has anything to do with the fact that my car had the TB coolant bypass done, so maybe it has something to do with the wax around the FIAV not being warm enough yet???||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||11-07-2003||09:10 AM||||MINE DID THE SAME DAMN THING UNTIL I BROUGHT DOWN THE IDLE WITH THE BISS SCREW AND PUT A TIRE VALVE CAP ON TOP OF IT SO IT WOULDN'T VIBRATE LOOSE.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||11-07-2003||10:30 AM||||It's the BISS adjustment, you have to ground two wires and adjust the idle. The OEM O-ring is worn out due to heat wear/tear. If you adjust it, dirve around and you'll find that the BISS screw backed out causing idle surge.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||11-07-2003||12:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 496of2000:<br /><strong> It's the BISS adjustment, you have to ground two wires and adjust the idle. The OEM O-ring is worn out due to heat wear/tear. If you adjust it, dirve around and you'll find that the BISS screw backed out causing idle surge. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its the simplest possible thing to check.  Turn the BISS clockwise and see if the idle settles down.<br /><br />496, what are you talking about "ground two wires" though?||208.215.178.150||reg||14||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||thejeebus2002||11-07-2003||12:16 PM||||Check your BISS screw but my guess would be the FIAV.  It's actually quite simple to fix if you have the throttle body coolant lines removed already.  Take the Throttle body off, undo the screws to separate it and fill in the FIAV channel with RTV (make sure you let it sit for at least 24 hours though).  <br /><br />Linky Linky<br /><br /><a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tbor.htm" target="_blank">www.plymouthlaser.com/tbor.htm</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||11-07-2003||01:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> 496, what are you talking about "ground two wires" though? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">To properly set the idle, you are supposed to ground both the ECU diagnostic pin (to reset the ISC) and ground the timing connector under the hood:<br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html</a>||68.214.53.11||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||curtis||11-07-2003||01:49 PM||||I've grounded the wires under the dash and the one under under the hood and the biss screw has always been filled with grey RTV. The bitch is that when setting everythingwhile it is ground it idles at 800 perfect then when you disconnect the ground it starts the same old shit.  I just finished it a few hours ago and it seems to be fine now but will see after I go drive it.||67.25.35.150||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||11-07-2003||03:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> 496, what are you talking about "ground two wires" though? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">To properly set the idle, you are supposed to ground both the ECU diagnostic pin (to reset the ISC) and ground the timing connector under the hood:<br /> <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">[schooled] thank you  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  [/schooled]||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||Beemer||11-07-2003||07:15 PM||||Now that everyone has screamed BISS at the top of their lungs, I'll tell you what the problem is.  Your nice little IAC motor is working perfectly.  However, there is so much crap where the plunger is sealing that it can't seal.  That, and you need to clean up the closed position sensor contact point AND the throttle tab that it grounds on with some emery cloth.  I'll bet when you take the IAC out of the throttle body, you find crap all over the tip, and more crap in the hole in the throttle body.  Even a piece of dirt the size of a grain of sand can hold it open far enough to make the ecu go crazy.  However, I'd check the closed position sensor first and brighten up the end of it and where it contacts the throttle.  The ecu will rev the motor if it does not get a signal from the close pos sensor, because other sensors tell the ecu the engine is going to die.  That or it is something stupid like the wire is off under the little corroded rubber boot.  Now why is that rubber boot always in such crappy shape?<br />Let me know if I am right.  I do not think it is the BISS.  That is way to large of a surge for the biss to be causing it.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000012||DynStatic||11-07-2003||11:49 PM||||"The ecu will rev the motor if it does not get a signal from the close pos sensor, because other sensors tell the ecu the engine is going to die."<br /><br /> Acually, too much air is getting by the throttle plate and the ECU is cutting fuel. If you remove (ECU gets no signal) the idle switch's (or closed pos switch) connector the car will idle as high as it can with the amount of air getting past. The idle switch tells the ecu that your car is at idle, and if the ECU sees greater then about 1500 rpms it will cut fuel until the RPMS are 800. And then the idle will go up, fuel is cut, it goes down, repeat. If you run your car without the idle switch, during in-gear decel you will backfire like crazy and have poor MPG. (fuel is cut during in gear decel normally)<br /><br />Anyways, curtis<br />You may have a leak in the seals some where after the trottle body, like between the head and intake manifolds. Between the TB and intake mani. Check all the hoses which run to the intake manifold also. Also check your injector seals. Check your EGR also.<br /><br />WAIT in fact, do a boost leak test with the throttle open. This will tell you if you have a leak somewhere.<br /><br />Also cleaning your TB well. Clean the ISC hole like stated above. Don't get cleaner down in the FAIV. It will eat up the wax in it. (So I've heard.)||68.57.51.247||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000013||curtis||11-08-2003||12:23 AM||||Well heres the problem, I clean everything with brake parts cleaner, so if its eaten by chemicals its been gone for a while. well I'm a fabricating machine. I just pulled off the faiv on a extra na throttle body I had laying around and come next week I'll cnc cut a block off plate out of a piece of aluminum at school after my mid term on monday.  I'll give an update on the surge stall issue after its installed.  I've always wanted to eliminate the water lines anyway.  I don't plan on flying the car at 15000 feet in icing conditions because I don't have the deice boots on the wings so the carb anti ice will finally be removed.  I've always thought the design was BS anyway, with the big vortec generator keeping it from stalling and icing. (Just some airplane humor)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.32.79||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003793.cgi
A||||4||thejeebus2002||Moaning sound when backing car up?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-07-2003||08:30 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Very weird.  I think it the differential fluid might need to be changed.  This only happens for a second when I first get in it (like if it's been sitting all night).  If I back the car up it makes a moaning sound as soon as I start to move then it goes away and I won't hear it again.  Happened to anyone before?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||11-07-2003||10:53 AM||||Thats probably just one of your brake calipers hanging up, or a warped rotor. I've had that problem twice on the rear passenger's side. Check that the emergency brake stuff isn't all rusted in place.||68.158.104.157||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||11-07-2003||11:14 AM||||My car does it all the time when backing up, especially quickly, I think it's just gear meshing, or something like that, I've changed all my fluids out and it's still the same.||129.137.205.246||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||ercp98||11-07-2003||11:36 AM||||i use to have that problem in my car. i had to replace the caliper; which was partially stuck. and replace the rotor and pads too. after that the moaning and groaning was gone.||64.215.227.119||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||11-07-2003||11:41 AM||||Yeah, after I posted I realized that the sound was from the Driver's side rear only.  And I started thinking brake caliper too.  Gonna need new rotors here soon anyway, well see if that fixes it.  Thanks for the help.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003794.cgi
A||||8||GREENVR4||STALLING PROBLEM||||1||||GREENVR4||00002742
Z||000000||GREENVR4||11-07-2003||09:15 AM||TPMIPA@YAHOO.COM||HEY GUYS, I JUST PUT AN HKS SBOV ON MY CAR(91GVR4) BUT NOW IT STALLS A LOT, I TRIED MESSING WITH THE VACUUMS AND IDLE AND IT STILL DOES IT, HAS THIS HAPPENED TO ANYBODY?||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-07-2003||09:19 AM||||it's because you are venting to atmosphere.  Do a search on "venting to atmosphere" and turn off the caps.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||11-07-2003||09:20 AM||||Well I'm sure somebody can chime in here,<br />Are you dumping the BOV atmospheric?<br />If you are the mass is counting for that surge of air to come back to your intake so that why you are having a stalling problem.<br />If you are running atmospheric dump, make sure you plumb it back, the only way you can run that style BOV is either to have Maft Translator or a VPC.<br /><br />Good luck<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||7||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||11-07-2003||03:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong> Well I'm sure somebody can chime in here,<br />Are you dumping the BOV atmospheric?<br />If you are the mass is counting for that surge of air to come back to your intake so that why you are having a stalling problem.<br />If you are running atmospheric dump, make sure you plumb it back, the only way you can run that style BOV is either to have Maft Translator or a VPC.<br /><br />Good luck<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">are you sure? i have a turboxs type h bov that vents to atmosphere and i have never had those problems with my stock vr4 mas...<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||Sam Sayes||11-07-2003||03:26 PM||||Well Aaron, your VR-4 must be specail   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />I had the same BOV like yours once i the car didn't like it, including terrible compressor surge.<br />Oh well that was in the past<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||11-07-2003||03:30 PM||||i like it. its loud.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />i did not had any compressor surge until i slapped on the starion intercooler... i have to dig up all the stuff the bov came with, kuz i think i can adjust it(i hope).<br />~Aaron||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||Sam Sayes||11-07-2003||03:41 PM||||Well with that bov i believe it uses washers to adjust right?<br />It was set to tight thats why it fluttered, then whe i loosened it, the car stalls out,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   so i said screw it and went back to a stock 1G it works great.<br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||11-07-2003||03:45 PM||||yeah it is washers.<br />awe crap, i sold my stock one... oh well, i guess i can only hope i'm "Special" again in this case. LOL   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />did you crush your stock one Sam?||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||Sam Sayes||11-07-2003||03:52 PM||||Try and find a stock BOV Aaron, trust me i tried most of them and i liked the stock one, tried the Greddy Type R, and Type S, HKS SSQ and the 1 you have.<br />Not yet but i will be ordering the Dejon anti leak kit soon, since the Galant is hibernating for the winter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum2/003795.cgi
A||||21||Ferrari F50 GT||Major Problems After Head Gasket Replacement||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||11-07-2003||11:57 AM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||Just got done replacing the head gasket along with attaching all the stuff including the timing belt and timing components of course.  After driving the car for a little bit, there is a significant amount of engine vibration approaching 4k.  Then after about 4.5k the vibration fades away.  When I took the all the belts and pulleys off to pull the head, I didn't even touch the balance belt.  When I put everything back together the balance shafts were aligned since the oil pump sprocket would turn back to the timing mark when you would turn it counter-clockwise or verticle.<br /><br />Now get this, I let the car sit one night and go to start it up.  When I start up the car something in the head is clicking so loud it sounds like a diesel and I don't think its the lifters because everything was oiled and<br />the ticking doesn't go away after letting it run for a while.  So I tried to drive a few blocks and even at WOT it will only go about 5mph bogging around with the loud clicking.  This really gets me since it wasn't doing this<br />yesterday except for a little vibration at 4-4.5k.  I will be taking the timing cover off to see if all the marks are lined up as well as the balance shaft, but is there anything else I should look for?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||11-07-2003||02:10 PM||||even though you most likely have the sprokets lined up properly, just double check. on the back of the block there is that one bolt you can remove to put a screwdriver in, this will ensure that you have the oil pump sprocket/rear balance shaft aligned properly. i cant think of any other suggestions right now, if i come up wiht any ill edit this post.||65.227.204.168||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-07-2003||04:44 PM||||i think you got either a stuck lifter, or possibly one of the rockers jumped off, and is being thrown around in there.  you should pull the valve cover and look.  even if the lifters are all well oiled, they need to pump up.  this would also explain the vibration, one or more valves are not opening, so it is actually missing.  a long time ago, when i did the first cyl head on my car, it had similar symptoms, no clicking, but vibrating like the belt(s) were off.  i thought for sure i had misstimed it, so i redid the belts, same thing.  came back, redid them again(by this time i was getting really good at it, too).  go for another test drive, same thing.  well, it might be a lifter, so i just revved the crap out of it, and it cleared up.  BUT, there was no noise.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||11-07-2003||05:28 PM||||Just pulled the valve cover and there was no loose rocker or anything.  I guess I could try to rev it up to see if it stops.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000004||Telecaster||11-07-2003||06:06 PM||||Maybe the oil sprocket was not in phase when you put on the belt?||216.175.84.169||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||11-07-2003||06:14 PM||||It was, the sprocket would automatically turn back towards the timing mark when you turned it.<br /><br />Also when I pulled the valve cover, there still was pre-lube on the top of the cam brackets that I smeared all over the cams and stuff.  Shouldn't that stuff be gone?  I wonder if my oil pump failed and I have no oil pressure.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||11-07-2003||07:01 PM||||Normally if the oil pump actually fails, the tbelt snaps because the pump locks up.  Start the motor with the valve cover off.  YOU SHOULD see oil sqirting all over the place from the lifters.  If you had no oil pressure, you would get some other indications as well, at least an idiot light.  Trust me, it would NOT run very long, and you would hear a very DEEP knock, and lots of them, plus, your oil would look like silver anti sieze by that point from the rod and main bearing material.  You didn't cross any plug wires, or put the cas in 180 out, did you?  REally, you only need to have two plug wires correct, as the wasted spark lead is timed the same as the other one that's at tdc, so if you have 1 and 4 crossed, it really doesn't matter because they both fire at the same time, same with 2 and 3.  If it won't run past 5 mph, look for a REALLY BIG boost leak somewhere.  I honestly think that is the thing that is causing your problem, if you put everything back together right.  However, that vibration does sound like your bs shaft is off a tooth or 180 out.  You HAVE to use the screwdriver in the hole trick for the rear shaft.  Sometimes the "drop" method doesn't work, and the shaft will rotate back even though it is out of phase.<br />Look for a big boost leak.  You might be running so lean that your pinging to beat hell||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||11-07-2003||07:59 PM||||None of the wires are crossed, there are no boost leaks.  The timing mark is also 5 deg from TDC  I am going to kill myself if my valves are bent.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000008||TurboVR4dr||11-07-2003||10:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong>   Start the motor with the valve cover off.  YOU SHOULD see oil sqirting all over the place from the lifters.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You should be able to take the oil cap off and see iof you are getting oil.  I would never take the valve cover off and even crank one of these engines.  I saw it done once and oil hit the hood.  They really shoot.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000009||TurboVR4dr||11-07-2003||10:48 PM||||The fact that you said it was making noise and won't hardly rev makes me think your belt jumped.  Also why did you change the timming belt and not the balance shaft belt.  I have seen people do this and the balance shaft belt break right away and jump into the timming belt.  Check TDC and see what you get.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000010||Ferrari F50 GT||11-07-2003||11:49 PM||||"Also why did you change the timming belt and not the balance shaft belt."<br /><br />I actually didn't change any of the belts since I replaced everything no more than 700 miles ago.<br /><br />I am going to pull the timing cover tomorrow and see where the timing marks are.  I'll let you guys know what the verdict is, even though I am afraid I already know whats going to happen.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.161.152.149||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000011||TurboVR4dr||11-08-2003||01:06 AM||||Just pull the top cover off and line the marks up on the cams.  Pull the #1 plug and look for TDc  this will tell you if it's in time a lot faster that pulling the cover.  <br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000012||Ferrari F50 GT||11-08-2003||02:50 AM||||Right on, thanks for the tip Scott.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000013||BlackHole||11-08-2003||07:59 AM||||Couple of points to add on to a good thread -<br /><br />1. Even if the oil pump timing mark lines up this does not mean that the rear balance shaft is in phase.<br /><br />2.   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Also when I pulled the valve cover, there still was pre-lube on the top of the cam brackets that I smeared all over the cams and stuff. Shouldn't that stuff be gone? I wonder if my oil pump failed and I have no oil pressure.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The prelube should be gone very quickly. And if there is an oil delivery problem to the head, this would explain the infernal racket since the lifters aren't getting oil and compressing. Also if the lifters have collapsed, the engine is going to make squat for power since the valves are barely opening.<br /><br />3. But I agree with Dave that if the oil pump failed the motor will not run very long.<br /><br />Keep looking! I've got my fingers crossed.||65.60.177.148||reg||9||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000014||14bCrazy||11-08-2003||08:49 AM||||I talked about this with a friend that does alot of this stuff. The first thing he said was the back balance shaft is out of phase. He just did a second gen yesterday and he said he locks the shaft in place with vise grips before he takes anything apart so that nothing moves. That is what I would check.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||11-08-2003||09:06 AM||||I say balance shaft too. The benefits of it are only noticeable in a small range of engine speed, then the harmonics cancel eachother out so that's probably why it only shows up under 4K. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000016||atsiauto||11-08-2003||11:20 AM||||didnt somebody post on here that their brother installed a head gasket upside down blocking the oilways ? roached the cams etc. ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000017||Ferrari F50 GT||11-08-2003||02:58 PM||||My gasket is on right, trust me.<br /><br />I went ahead and pulled all the spark plugs and tried to crank it to TDC.  But I couldn't even turn the crank one full revolution either way.  It keeps getting stuck on two points.  So that answers that probelm.  No I just have to deal with it.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000018||Beemer||11-08-2003||04:28 PM||||OUCH.  Well, don't feel too bad, I just got my race motor completely together and in the gvr today..and it won't start, and sounds like no compression..in a $2000 head..but it hasn't fired yet, so It could be I just need to shoot some oil down into the cylinders to get the rings to seal up again.  However, it cranks like all the plugs are out, even though they are in.  And MY cams and crank/balance shafts were SPOT ON.  I've got almost six grand in this motor...If I bent valves, I will shoot the car, then sell it.<br />Dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000019||smokindav||11-09-2003||08:10 PM||||I once installed a brand new tensioner, it failed within about 800 miles.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />It makes a lot of racket, clicking and clacking when it fails.<br /><br />Sorry about your luck - see my timing belt thread for a link to the support group.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Dave Flaherty||66.245.65.113||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000020||TurboVR4dr||11-10-2003||11:00 AM||||Dave I have run into the problem that you could be having.  I did a tranny on a 2g.  The car was sitting for a couple weeks waiting for the tranny.  When I went to start it it fired then sounded like the T-belt snapped. (cranking with no compression)  I was at my friends shop when he headr the engine crank he came out of the office and said sounds like you lost the belt.  I pulled the timming belt and looked at everything it was in perfect line.  Did a compression test and I only has about 20psi in each cylinder.  Did a leak down and it was going past the intake and exhaust valves.  But the timming belt was in line.  Well for some reason the lifters pumped up and wouldn't release.  I compressed every lifter in a vise.  The were as hard as a rock.  Put them all back in the car and it fired right up.  In worked on that thing for 2days.  I was ready to toe it to the dealer because the car had an aftermarket warranty.  I called a couople shops Like Dave Bushir and Doug Derby people like that.  I called Doug first and he said he ahd never had it happen.  dave Bushur said he had only seen it a couple times.  He said the first time tokk him a couple days to figure out (that didn;t make me feel so dumb).  You might want to check that out and see.  And get this the same car did the same thing 2 month later when the owner put it on jackstand to change the clutchmaster cylinder.  I guess the car just doesn't like to be worked on.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000021||driftntouge||11-10-2003||11:37 AM||||When I bought my GVR4, my motor had the same clicking sound, where the car sounded like a diesel.  Turns out the t-belt jumped about 3-4 teeth and wrecked the whole motor.  Not what you wanted to hear, but I figured Id chime in.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes



ubb/Forum2/003796.cgi
A||||8||neonturbo1995||Weird Heater problem...any suggestions???||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||11-07-2003||12:35 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||My car is doing the nuttiest thing I have ever encountered.  For some reason, the Heater (and A/C for that matter) will not come on when I turn it on, rather it just comes on when it feels like it  (with the switch turned on only).  Sometimes it will come on when I floor the accelerator, and sometimes only after I drive for like 20 minutes...sometimes longer, sometimes less.  The heater isn't hot either, it is barely warm...and the Coolant temp is always at 195 when the car warms up.<br /><br />Any ideas?||68.164.10.184||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||Jon||11-07-2003||12:57 PM||||My old car did that but if I pushed the fan control switch up or down, it would come on.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||11-07-2003||01:26 PM||||Can you be a little more specific?  Are you saying that the FAN is intermitten, or the "heater"?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||11-07-2003||01:27 PM||||Fan relays can die in their second decade. I'd check them out by swapping or banging it.||24.148.12.92||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||Scott Y||11-07-2003||01:30 PM||||Mine does the same thing when it starts to get cold outside. <br /><br />To get around it, I turn the key towards 'start' really quickly - I don't hold it long enough for the starter to engage, I just give it a quick twist of less than probably 5/100 of a second. I don't twist it much, just enough to engage the circuit and 9 times out of 10 the heater will start functioning. I haven't ground the starter against the flywheel yet, so that should give you an idea of how quick the key twist is.<br /><br />Weird, but I just live with it.<br /><br />-scott Y||63.117.253.195||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000005||neonturbo1995||11-07-2003||02:02 PM||||More specific = The blower motor does not kick on until it feels like it.  i.e.  I turn the heat on and no air blows at all anywhere.  Then it will just kick on when it feels like it.  FYI...I just went out and started the car and it worked perfectly, but it will not the next time, I bet!||68.164.10.184||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-07-2003||04:48 PM||||probably the brushes in the motor are about gone.  next time it wont come on, it is behind the glove box, you can pull the stopper off the right side of the glovebox, and then kinda bend the left side, and the box will rotate all the way down, you can then just bang on the motor, if it starts up, its brushes, you need a new motor.  the heater works with blende doors, so a cable operating the heat blende door may be broke.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||11-07-2003||07:07 PM||||By the way, that popping the key to the start position indicates a starter keyswitch failure.  I had a bronco II that would do that, but for everything, dash lights, heater controls, you name it, all the electrical would shut down in the interior, but it would stay running.  A ten dollar starter switch fixed it.  I believe that the actual ignition switch is down on the steering column, not in the key area..  If you have time, pull the glove box and hot wire the fan.  If it runs ok, I'd check the ignition switch.  THEN the resistor pack for the fan, then the fan switch.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000008||geoff@machv||11-07-2003||07:23 PM||||Thanks for that thread guys.... My car is suffering from intermittant fan operation too!<br /><br /><br />Geoff||199.196.144.18||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum2/003797.cgi
A||||3||neonturbo1995||Silly ass problem......||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||11-07-2003||02:04 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||For some odd reason, my stock boost gauge and my aftermarket A/F gauge both go to the same number of bars in unison like they are hooked together.  They are not however, I wired the A/F gauge properly and I even double checked it with the how-to.  Coincidentally, by factory boost gauge just pulses up to 4 bars and back repeatedly at the same rate whether there is boost or not....very odd.  Any ideas or anyone have this happen?||68.164.10.184||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||RayH||11-07-2003||02:29 PM||||Do you by any chance have a TMO chip installed?  I think one of the options it added was to turn the stock boost gauge into an A/F meter.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||11-07-2003||03:14 PM||||I think he has my chip, with the O2 gauge function.<br />Funny how they forget, isn't it?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.209.16.211||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||Tevenor||11-07-2003||03:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> I think he has my chip, with the O2 gauge function.<br />Funny how they forget, isn't it?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I need to get my hands on that chip. And then add a post it note on the dash cluster for the wife that says 'This is not boost'.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
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A||||1||ejectseat||need fuel pump rewire help fast...||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||11-07-2003||04:09 PM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||OK - everything is hooked up.  Haven't started car yet.  Is the only wire I'm supposed to tap to the pump the black and white wire?  I read the vfaqs, and that's the TEL fp power wire.  On the relay, should my power be coming from the battery and connecting to 30 on the relay?  According to the relay diagram on the package, the relay charges on the other side of 30 (I believe it is 87)  So shouldn't 30 be the power supply to the pump?  I'm probably being too cautious, as everyone's rewire instructions say 30 is the power supply, I just think mine may be different (I bought mine at radioshack as well)  thanks -||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-07-2003||05:16 PM||||I don't remember the wire colors specifically, but I followed the VFAQ and it worked fine, so whatever it says in there.<br /><br />And you can figure out the relay wiring by looking on the relay itself.  There will be a little diagram on the case, showing the 4 places to hook wires up.  Two will be connected, and two will be separated by an "opening," like a gate swinging open.  Connect your 10 awg wire and wire to the pump to the "open" terminals.  Connect the stock pump power wire to one of the closed terminals, and ground to the other.  I think one might be ground specific, can't remember.  Anyway, when current flows through the "closed" terminals on the diagram, it creates a magnetic field that closes the "open" connection inside the relay.  Hope this helps.||69.59.219.180||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003799.cgi
A||||5||JDMGVR4||idle surge, I've tried everything||||1||||JDMGVR4||00001293
Z||000000||JDMGVR4||11-07-2003||07:47 PM||AMGVR4@hotmail.com||I have a '91 vr4 with only a few small modds, boost cont, k&n, plugs wires, and no cat or pre muffler. I have tired every thing i have heard of to try and get rid of my idle surge. Three different isc motors, one brand new, removed the egr and associated pluming, and a clean jdm t/b. The thing that baffles me is how erratic it is. some times it idles fine at 1100 rpms, some times at 500, and other times its at 1700. Oh and of course there's the bouncing, 1200-1500-1300-1700....... What else could be causing this problem? Im tearing my hear out trying to get it fixed. Thanks for the help.<br />Brad||4.47.12.29||reg||1||JDMGVR4||00001293||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||11-07-2003||10:59 PM||||Type FIAV or Throttle body shaft seals in the search section.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||ProudDSM||11-08-2003||01:56 AM||||or...<br /><a href="http://www.myzero.com/engine/surge.html" target="_blank">http://www.myzero.com/engine/surge.html</a><br /><br />Really good...<br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html</a><br /><br />It was at the end of this last one that was the cause of my surge. Damaged ECU from cap leak. I used an LED to test the ISC drive output of the ECU and one channel was dead. Probably pretty rare though.<br /><br />-George<br />1423 - slowly coming back to life||66.67.104.94||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||11-08-2003||02:08 PM||||Or remove your ISC. It can't surge if its not there...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||ProudDSM||11-08-2003||03:41 PM||||Unplugging it if it's stuck open might not help. Like in my case, no matter what I did I couldn't lower the idle enough. Remove and BLOCK it would work. Since I'm not a machinist, I borrowed a friends ECU started it up, let the isc move in to shut the opening, then unplugged the isc and put my ecu in. The car is driveable without an isc, but the idle is either 1000, 650, or anywhere in between.||66.67.104.94||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||11-08-2003||06:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ProudDSM:<br /><strong>  Damaged ECU from cap leak. I used an LED to test the ISC drive output of the ECU and one channel was dead. Probably pretty rare though.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, not rare at all. I'll bet half the ECU's I fix have that trace open, and most of the rest of them are almost open.<br /><br />If you unplug the ISC electrically, unbolt it, and turn the plunger out manually and then bolt it back in, that will take the ISC out of the equation.||216.76.180.50||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003800.cgi
A||||21||neonturbo1995||Engine troule in Chicago ||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||11-07-2003||10:21 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I drove my car to school today and it ran like a champ, then I parked it and went to school.  I came out to leave and it was not wanting to start...I had to push in the accelerator to make it start...which barely happened.  When it finally ran, there was a terrible knock and no power at all (my usual knock count is 0, but it was 43 on this trip!), so I limped it home.  I am going to pull the plugs out and see what I can find...which might be hard at night, but I will do what I can.  My Exhaust Temp was WAY lower the normal 1350....it is about 850.  The only other thing that I can think of that happened today was that the fuel tank was on E, so I put in $5 right before I drove to school.  I may have gotten some bad fuel!   Additionally, my VAC/BOOST is all normal, no overheating at all, and it ran great for about 2 weeks.<br /><br />Any other suggestions???||68.164.229.211||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-07-2003||11:14 PM||||intercooler hose came off, or mas unplugged, or mas intake hose off.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||11-07-2003||11:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> intercooler hose came off, or mas unplugged, or mas intake hose off. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If the MAS was unplugged, the car would not even start/run...RIGHT???<br /><br />Intercooler pipe not attached...My boost would be off....RIGHT?||68.164.229.211||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||11-07-2003||11:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> intercooler hose came off, or mas unplugged, or mas intake hose off. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If the MAS was unplugged, the car would not even start/run...RIGHT???<br /><br />Intercooler pipe not attached...My boost would be off....RIGHT? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They run with out the MAS, but you get a C.E.L.||63.226.177.92||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||neonturbo1995||11-08-2003||01:01 AM||||I get no CEL.  I am going to look at any stored codes in my datalogger as well.||68.164.229.211||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000005||neonturbo1995||11-08-2003||01:42 AM||||Plugs are good, wires are good (4 - 7 Kohms), I guess I will check the coil resistance, no stored codes or CEL, no disconnected hoses, etc.  Anyone have a spec?||68.164.229.211||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000006||neonturbo1995||11-08-2003||04:08 PM||||Well, I just checked the coil resistance and it is within factory specs.  Checked the oil level as well, it is fine, coolant is fine.  Any other ideas?||68.165.62.169||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||11-08-2003||06:17 PM||||What happened with your ECU test last week?<br />If you have a logger turn off each one of the injectors and see if one of them does nothing.||216.76.180.50||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||neonturbo1995||11-08-2003||06:50 PM||||The ECU worked fine.  I have a pocketlogger, how do I go about turing off the injectors exactly...never done it before.  Aslo, this really will not help me.  I would need to turn all of them off but one, but then nothing would happen because I would need 2 at a time working.||68.165.62.169||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000009||neonturbo1995||11-08-2003||11:03 PM||||OK, I tested the compression (the ghetto way) by putting my hand over the spark plug holes (no compression tester here and the car doesn't run so I can't drive to the parts store).  They felt about even.  Checking fuel pump next!||68.164.231.168||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000010||neonturbo1995||11-09-2003||01:26 PM||||When I turn on the ignition to accessories, I hear the click, click, click of the fuel system under the hood.  I am not sure if the pump is the problem either.  The car will not start at all now.  It is like the starter turns normally, then hickups (total loss of power all lights dim) then goes again then hickups, etc.||68.165.60.247||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000011||neonturbo1995||11-09-2003||02:04 PM||||Is there anyone in Chi-town that might be able to give me a hand with this or at least some more ideas while it is still warm enough to go outside today?   Thanks!||68.165.60.247||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000012||Ska-TAY||11-09-2003||02:30 PM||||Did you check if MAS was plugged in or what?||24.209.145.241||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000013||neonturbo1995||11-09-2003||02:32 PM||||yes, it is fine||68.165.60.247||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000014||92GVR4#333||11-09-2003||03:43 PM||||if you need a shop up there call AMS.  they habe a great reputation in the GVR4 world and they are in Chicago as well.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000015||neonturbo1995||11-09-2003||06:14 PM||||I'd rather fix it myself....towing for 40 miles would be ridiculous, plus why pay someone else when it is probably something simple anyway.||68.165.60.132||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||11-10-2003||11:59 AM||||Battery voltage?  Good ground?  Good battery connections? <br />I just spent another evening troubleshooting more power issues.  (Corroded cables, bad connections, etc.)  I was able to measure a voltage drop just from the + battery post to the fusible link 1/2" away.<br /><br /> I cleaned all my terminals, again, sanded and added some washers to increase the surface area of the connections, knocked a ton of corrosion out of the fusible link and tightened up the connections, etc. and then put the battery on the charger.  These colder temperatures will make those shortcomings more apparent.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||neonturbo1995||11-10-2003||12:34 PM||||my battery voltage is 12.55V and I have checked for corrosion and opens/high resistances....nothing.  I pumped out the suspected bad fuel and replace it last night...still nothing.  I checked for spark and it is there, and the fuel is in the cylinder, but it still will not start.  It cranks easily with no plugs in, but as soon as you put them back in, it cranks hard, then hickups and cranks again.  This is odd.  Fuel and spark are there, but nothing.||68.165.56.49||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000018||TurboVR4dr||11-10-2003||01:59 PM||||Since you said that the car Hiccups that means that you have a timming issue most likely.  You could have a bad Cranangle sensor.  or maybe the car jumped time.  Did you check mechanical timming?  <br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000019||agrabau||11-10-2003||02:03 PM||||oh yeah.. good call. Check the 4 wires on the CAS. Sometimes they break. The car won't start or if it does it'll run terribly.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000020||TurboVR4dr||11-10-2003||02:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> oh yeah.. good call.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And I only have 2 stars.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000021||neonturbo1995||11-10-2003||10:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> oh yeah.. good call. Check the 4 wires on the CAS. Sometimes they break. The car won't start or if it does it'll run terribly. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The wires ar intact, but that does not mean that the sensor works.  <br /><br />I just put in 4 new plugs so I could read them easier and cylinder 1 & 4 soaked the plugs with fuel, but 2 & 3 looked clean, and it hinted at starting, but did not.||68.164.15.144||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
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],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Logger readings check before smog retest!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!06:04 PM!,
q!2452959.1804!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!04:53 AM!,
q!2452960.0453!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Engine troule in Chicago !,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452951.2221!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!10:20 PM!,
q!2452954.2220!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pitmac!,
q!ECU pin positions!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!06:34 AM!,
q!2452952.0634!,
q!pitmac!,
q!00002115!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!09:15 AM!,
q!2452955.0915!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!ChargedAir AFPR extra parts?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!07:50 AM!,
q!2452952.0750!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2452952.1154!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!more torque!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!10:25 AM!,
q!2452952.1025!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!12:02 AM!,
q!2452953.0002!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!CYCLONE INTAKE?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!12:41 PM!,
q!2452952.1241!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!blitzr4!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!10:29 AM!,
q!2452960.1029!,
q!blitZR-4!,
q!00002367!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Anyone else doing this?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452952.1331!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!06:49 PM!,
q!2452953.1849!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ProudDSM!,
q!Trouble with NAPA balljoint!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452952.1630!,
q!ProudDSM!,
q!00000638!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!08:12 AM!,
q!2452953.0812!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!ISC removal opinions!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452952.1641!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Notorius!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2452953.1603!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!JDM/USDM fenders different?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452952.1649!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!supervr4!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2452953.0039!,
q!supervr4!,
q!00002593!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!another clutch problem!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2452955.1229!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00002575!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452957.1757!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!1G  Tein coilovers , will they work ? !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2452952.2210!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!turbowop!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!12:57 AM!,
q!2452953.0057!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!new muffler?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2452955.1316!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00002575!,
q!KenW!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2452958.0959!,
q!KenW!,
q!00000403!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!No more boost readings.!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!03:25 PM!,
q!2452955.1525!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!00000249!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452966.1409!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!00000249!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q!Coolant/Oil question...Should I be worried?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!07:09 PM!,
q!2452955.1909!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!Craig91!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!10:11 PM!,
q!2452958.2211!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!Rebuild Caliper?!,
q!5!,
q!14!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452955.2159!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!08:59 AM!,
q!2452959.0859!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!Front Mount Pics!,
q!2!,
q!11!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!03:49 AM!,
q!2452956.0349!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452961.2106!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!00001198!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!where to buy a used engine (i might need too)!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2452956.1051!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!04:02 PM!,
q!2452956.1602!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Sorry, stupid question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452956.1200!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!01:56 PM!,
q!2452956.1356!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!redheat86!,
q!rear diff questions!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452959.1826!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!redheat86!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2452960.0007!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bopropucope!,
q!Flywheel Input needed.!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2452956.1231!,
q!bopropucope!,
q!00000288!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452956.1925!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Grifin/RRE Radiator install quickie!,
q!4!,
q!5!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452956.1612!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!turbowop!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2452956.2337!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atc250r!,
q!FWD vs. AWD Flywheel??!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2452959.2036!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!number3!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!11:29 AM!,
q!2452960.1129!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Beemer!,
q!NO Vacuum at idle..none, plus Mosquito fogger beyond belief!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!09:30 PM!,
q!2452959.2130!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!02:21 AM!,
q!2452963.0221!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!voltage readings via logger!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452959.2307!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!Ash!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2452960.1902!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!#329 Restoration Schedule and Knock Question!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452959.2342!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452959.2342!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!Inconsistent shake while driving.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!03:31 AM!,
q!2452960.0331!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!03:31 AM!,
q!2452960.0331!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!WTB: Manual ECU and loom!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!08:44 AM!,
q!2452960.0844!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!00002812!,
q!blitzr4!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!09:54 AM!,
q!2452960.0954!,
q!blitZR-4!,
q!00002367!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gbone_pmc!,
q~alternator symptom..pls help!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!10:55 AM!,
q!2452960.1055!,
q!gbone-pmc!,
q!00002412!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!02:49 AM!,
q!2452963.0249!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!injectors!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!11:05 AM!,
q!2452960.1105!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2452960.1116!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blitzr4!,
q!trouble removing rear shocks.!,
q!9!,
q!11!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452960.1120!,
q!blitZR-4!,
q!00002367!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!07:30 PM!,
q!2452961.1930!,
q!CamZR4!,
q!00000312!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!How to test fuel pump???!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!11:21 PM!,
q!2452952.2321!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452953.1445!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Time for a new Radiator!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452952.2357!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!02:38 PM!,
q!2452956.1438!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!gear ratios!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452953.0000!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!tplesko!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2452956.1552!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Antenna motor drive grease!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!04:49 AM!,
q!2452953.0449!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!07:13 PM!,
q!2452953.1913!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Antenna mast ferrule removal!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!05:11 AM!,
q!2452953.0511!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!05:14 AM!,
q!2452959.0514!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!Non GVR4 turbo/BOV question!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!07:13 AM!,
q!2452953.0713!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2452954.1626!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!Supra Side Mount Fitment !,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452953.1406!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!Ant!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!08:31 AM!,
q!2452956.0831!,
q!Ant!,
q!00000415!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Firing Order!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2452953.1528!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!05:29 AM!,
q!2452960.0529!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jared4G63!,
q!vr!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452953.1639!,
q!jared4G63!,
q!00002047!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452962.0000!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q~high revving!!!~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2452956.1728!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!05:17 AM!,
q!2452960.0517!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Light Bulb wiring!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452953.1756!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!01:26 PM!,
q!2452954.1326!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!89 Seatbelt install problems!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452956.1856!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!tplesko!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452956.2358!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!Perfect battery for trunk mount!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452956.2106!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!Dan D!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!07:07 AM!,
q!2452958.0707!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q!Cold start switch!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452956.2327!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!crucible!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2452957.1847!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Calling Rob - 3kgt brakes!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452957.0019!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!03:01 PM!,
q!2452967.1501!,
q!CamZR4!,
q!00000312!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!O2 Sensor Threads (size/pitch) ? !,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2452957.1403!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452957.1911!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!logick!,
q!O2 voltage!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!02:31 PM!,
q!2452957.1431!,
q!logick!,
q!00000897!,
q!logick!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!02:31 PM!,
q!2452957.1431!,
q!logick!,
q!00000897!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jason411!,
q!Coolant Hose Question!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!04:40 PM!,
q!2452957.1640!,
q!Jason411!,
q!00002590!,
q!tplesko!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452957.2030!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Knock sensor gooy!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452960.1250!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2452961.1306!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Weird Power cut!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!10:14 PM!,
q!2452957.2214!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!11:46 AM!,
q!2452959.1146!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!front mount piping!,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2452960.1627!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!02-29-2004!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2453065.1908!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!00003340!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!alternator install!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452958.1200!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!hecdws!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2452958.2234!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!quick sensor question!,
q!11!,
q!2!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!07:42 PM!,
q!2452960.1942!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2452960.1951!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Is this worth it?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452960.2307!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2452962.1318!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!ECU!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!01:27 AM!,
q!2452961.0127!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!04:00 AM!,
q!2452963.0400!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!I'm confused, aren't the ECUs in GVR-4s and T/E/Ls the same?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!07:23 AM!,
q!2452961.0723!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!02:51 AM!,
q!2452963.0251!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Shifter thread size/pitch?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452961.1448!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!tplesko!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!10:06 AM!,
q!2452964.1006!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!? Replacement clutch for a Galant GS-X?!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2452961.1623!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!00002816!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2452961.1623!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!00002816!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!MAFT pipes!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452961.1940!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!RayH!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!11:03 AM!,
q!2452962.1103!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Low Boost!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452953.1758!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!drew!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452953.1758!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!o2 gauge!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452953.1801!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2452953.1949!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!fan only works on 2 highest settings,,, !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!06:10 PM!,
q!2452953.1810!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2452953.2008!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bleck!,
q!disappearing white smoke... opinions?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452953.1851!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!bleck!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452953.2208!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147/1000!,
q!4g63/420a hybrid??!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452953.1925!,
q!147/1000!,
q!00002688!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452953.2201!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mbettez!,
q!temp gauge being very flakey??!,
q!8!,
q!3!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2452953.2141!,
q!Mark!,
q!00002149!,
q!agrabau!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!08:29 AM!,
q!2452954.0829!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Stalling in the cold!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452953.2227!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!agrabau!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!07:09 AM!,
q!2452954.0709!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!whitetsi!,
q!No real Boost?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!01:34 AM!,
q!2452954.0134!,
q!BoostedVR4!,
q!00002391!,
q!turbowop!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!02:02 AM!,
q!2452954.0202!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!Std ignitors!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2452958.1231!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!00002812!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!05:00 AM!,
q!2452960.0500!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!Trany Question!,
q!3!,
q!1!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!01:43 AM!,
q!2452954.0143!,
q!R_Conway!,
q!00001325!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452954.1140!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!ECI MULTI?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452958.1242!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!00002812!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2452961.1502!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!whitetsi!,
q!timing belt change!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!01:54 AM!,
q!2452954.0154!,
q!BoostedVR4!,
q!00002391!,
q!Dan D!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!06:55 AM!,
q!2452955.0655!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91E39A!,
q!What is the Thread/pitch of TB bolts!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!02:28 PM!,
q!2452958.1428!,
q!91E39A!,
q!00000762!,
q!91E39A!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!12:26 AM!,
q!2452961.0026!,
q!91E39A!,
q!00000762!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!How do you choose an AFR to begin tuning a standalone ECU?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452958.1447!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!GrocMax!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2452960.0050!,
q!GrocMax!,
q!00001823!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Surge!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2452958.1552!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!Invader!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452958.1600!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Alum Radiator users help, hose needed!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!04:38 PM!,
q!2452958.1638!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2452958.1944!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91galantvr-4!,
q!rear brake job!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!06:06 PM!,
q!2452958.1806!,
q!Gary!,
q!00002800!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2453010.1223!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!1g TEL AWD Goodridge brake lines fit GVR4s!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2452958.1847!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!08:23 AM!,
q!2452959.0823!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!Failed Emissions horribly??!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452958.1856!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2452960.0052!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!moving front wiring harness!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!11:36 PM!,
q!2452958.2336!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!Minjin!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452959.1937!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Wow!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2452954.1546!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!Nate!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!11:14 AM!,
q!2452955.1114!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!manual  to auto tranny!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452954.1648!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!01:13 AM!,
q!2452959.0113!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Small bore lifters ok? !,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2452954.1743!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2452956.1645!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!Machine shop!,
q!6!,
q!6!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!06:17 PM!,
q!2452954.1817!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!00002296!,
q!hecdws!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2452955.2011!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!pulling the head without messing up timing!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452954.2200!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2452956.0943!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atc250r!,
q!Question on Autometer Tach.!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452954.2203!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!atc250r!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452954.2203!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Not quite a 2G MAS..!,
q!5!,
q!19!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!03:45 AM!,
q!2452955.0345!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!06:09 PM!,
q!2452958.1809!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/003801.cgi
A||||5||pitmac||ECU pin positions||||1||||pitmac||00002115
Z||000000||pitmac||11-08-2003||06:34 AM||||Are VR4 ECU pin positions the same as 1990 or 1991 to 1994 1G DSM'S||144.138.13.135||reg||1||pitmac||00002115||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||11-08-2003||07:51 AM||||Pinouts are the same as 91-94 DSM, although there is no wire in on my 91 for the EGR temp sensor.||65.60.177.148||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||11-09-2003||02:09 AM||||No, they are not.<br /><br /><br />I beleive that pins 6 and 14 are switched, but Im not sure. I know that 2 pins are switched. KeyDiver will know specifically (or you can search).<br /><br />If you are looking at a DSM ECU, it will work, you will just need to swap 2 wires in the harness. If you are installing a AFc/SAFC, use the directions in the Tech section, not a DSM pinout.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||11-10-2003||11:20 AM||||Well, it depends what year GVR-4 you're talking about (he IS from Australia). As far as I know, GVR-4's always follow the same as other cars made that year, like Colts or DSM's. If it is an '89-'90 ECU, the 2 pins are reversed from the way '91-'94 cars are. But, all of our '91 and '92 GVR-4's are identical pinout to the '91-'94 DSM's, and I'm pretty sure that the same would apply to JDM or other market GVR-4's made in those years. The exception is going to be the Cyclone controller connection.||68.218.101.107||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||11-11-2003||01:47 AM||||Sorry, thats right. I didnt remember about the years.<br /><br /><br />What pins are switched ? are they 6 & 14 ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||11-11-2003||09:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Sorry, thats right. I didnt remember about the years.<br /><br /><br />What pins are switched ? are they 6 & 14 ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, they are. I'd give you a star, but you already have your limit   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||216.77.204.26||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003802.cgi
A||||2||BlackHole||ChargedAir AFPR extra parts?||||1||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||11-08-2003||07:50 AM||blackhole23@wowway.com||For those who have a ChargedAir AFPR - what are all of the extra parts? There's this machined plate w/ two screws and locknuts. Remote mounting is the only thing I can come up with, but I'm not sure. Just curious if anyone knows.<br /><br />Yes, I did search. And no, this is not a rant about ChargedAir's lousy customer service [took me 5 months to get one but it is a nice-looking product]. Mmmm, time for rewired Supra pump!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.60.177.148||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||11-08-2003||09:26 AM||||Never mind. I just figured out that they sent me a 2G FPR, not a 1G. Sigh... here we go again.||65.60.177.148||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||11-08-2003||11:54 AM||||Here's the deal - unlike the old pics on the Charged Air website, now both the 1 & 2Gs use the same 2G style AFPR. The extra parts are the adapter bracket to fit the appropriate 1 or 2G fuel rail.<br /><br />The dumb end user couldn't figure this one out. I am Wile E. Coyote, super genius by trade.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.60.177.148||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/003803.cgi
A||||8||ercp98||more torque||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||11-08-2003||10:25 AM||ercp98@yahoo.com||i'm planning on joining an autocross group next summer. so i have the whole winter to get my car in shape. now my question is, is there a way to get more torque in the lower rev range out from our engine? the course their running is pretty short and consist mostly of coners.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||#258||11-08-2003||10:37 AM||||Higher static compression or larger displacement||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-08-2003||10:59 AM||||If you want to autox, then you should upgrade your suspention and brakes.  <br /><br />As far as power goes, the 14b spools up pretty well with a intake, ic, and exhaust.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||ercp98||11-08-2003||11:44 AM||||i'm planning on getting different brake pad and maybe slotted rotors. i am also waiting to be part of the coilover gb put together by preevo. i don't want to create a dedicated autocross car. all i want is to bring my car, run the course as fast as i and the car can and go home hopefully with out break parts. also my car is my daily driver.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||11-08-2003||12:27 PM||||cyclone intake will help.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||mj_rosenfeld||11-08-2003||02:17 PM||||For autocrossing, upgrades to intake tract, intercooler, and exhaust could help even with the 14b. Stiffer springs, sway bars and adjustable shocks are a must. Tire choice and tire pressures are critical. You can build an autocross monster that is still a livable daily driver. It just takes money and willingness to ride on stiff suspension. Read the rules on car classifications before making mods. The wrong one (turbo or boost controls) can put you in a class where you will be hopelessly uncompetitive without extensive other mods.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.204||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||11-08-2003||05:05 PM||||I've seen a lot of guys go to the T-28 for autocrossing, but the ball bearing version.  That 26mm rear sway bar that FogDarter (who is offline until he installs my new hard drive I sent him) and I got that custom built from whiteline just about totally eliminates understeer.  Again, higher compression or a stroker motor is the best bet for torque, but being able to hang the tail out versus using your front end as a cone plow makes life more fun.  You can actually run a set of BFG R-1's and STILL not understeer.  The other thing you might want to do is swap for a T/E/L tranny.  That's the only time that shorter first gear is an advantage, but I'm always faster in my eclipse than the galant, simply because I can get boost faster with the shorter first gear.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||curtis||11-08-2003||11:59 PM||||go with the cyclone intake and if you do I'll email you with the instructions to build a adjustable controller with junk yard parts mine cost me 5 bucks including vacuum line.  Also you could go with a set of cam gears to move the power band down||67.25.37.141||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||11-09-2003||12:02 AM||||Run Whitelines track alignment settings. They are GREAT! The bigger the rear bar the better, my 24mm Whiteline works great. I would also recommend their castor bushings, all polly bushings and some kind of camber adjustment. Better brakes are a must too. Exhaust will help you spool and even stock an AFC can help lean your mixture for better power and throttle response.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/003804.cgi
A||||11||V8EATER||CYCLONE INTAKE?||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||11-08-2003||12:41 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||I found a plymouth laser w/4g63t engine, and it has a cyclone intake on it.  were all cyclones the same (jdm and usdm)?  it doesn't look like a tuner car, just some daily driver, ie really damn dirty. what do you think?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||11-08-2003||02:07 PM||||There was never a USDM car with a cyclone intake. There are two types of cyclones, one with 4 runners and one with 8 switchable runners. There's a good chance that the guy simply blew the engine and purchased a used engine that just happened to be a JDM import.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||11-09-2003||02:07 AM||||Please elaborate on the 2 different types of Cyclone intakes ? I have one with 8 runners and as far as I know, this is the only Cyclone intake(for a 4g63 anyway). Its also all I have read about or heard of.<br /><br /><br />teach me something new.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||11-09-2003||03:10 AM||||The other has 4 runners and is identical to our USDM manifold. It just says Cyclone on it...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||atc250r||11-09-2003||10:14 AM||||What do you have to do do control the variable intake on the cyclone? <br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000005||Colt4G63||11-09-2003||12:20 PM||||its vacuum actuated<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-09-2003||01:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Colt4G63:<br /><strong> its vacuum actuated<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well...MOST of the time.  some people have adapted a wastegate controller, another person used a servo from a radio control airplane.  mine is vacuum actuated.  whatever floats yer boat||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||kissme2||11-14-2003||01:10 AM||||hi i've seen 4G63T's with 2 kinds of intake:Cyclone intercooler turbo and just cyclone. whats the difference?||210.19.195.18||reg||1||VR4inCyborg||00002823||yes
Z||000008||Colt4G63||11-14-2003||08:55 AM||||the cyclone with the turbo intercooled is for the 4G63T, whereas the one with just cyclone is for the n/a 4G63.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000009||1101||11-14-2003||10:14 AM||||There is this fellow that has dual runners but no cyclone printed on it. I believe it came on the 240 hp JDM engines.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1935&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Somewhere ther is a picture of this mani and the cyclone imprinted mani side by side. This mani may have bigger runners if you judge the outside of the runners. I have not seen measurements confirming this.||12.210.29.110||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000010||Tevenor||11-14-2003||11:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 467:<br /><strong> There is this fellow that has dual runners but no cyclone printed on it. I believe it came on the 240 hp JDM engines.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1935&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Somewhere ther is a picture of this mani and the cyclone imprinted mani side by side. This mani may have bigger runners if you judge the outside of the runners. I have not seen measurements confirming this. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a bunch of both in my garage. I can check the measurements on them at some point this weekend.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000011||blitzr4||11-16-2003||10:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 467:<br /><strong> There is this fellow that has dual runners but no cyclone printed on it. I believe it came on the 240 hp JDM engines.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1935&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Somewhere ther is a picture of this mani and the cyclone imprinted mani side by side. This mani may have bigger runners if you judge the outside of the runners. I have not seen measurements confirming this. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i think this picture is of an evo vr4 motor.<br /><br />they come with the eci multi and dual runners im sure. only the N/A galants have single. if in that pic it has yellow injectors then it definitly is an evo vr4 setup.||210.54.72.191||reg||1||blitZR-4||00002367||yes



ubb/Forum2/003805.cgi
A||||3||thejeebus2002||Anyone else doing this?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-08-2003||01:31 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Been playin around with the AFC some more (th. pts really, what works best for my car.)  I set my Lo throttle point at 59% and Hi at 60%.  This way I was able to get rid of my partial throttle knock.  Anyone else doing this?  Pros and Cons?  Seems to work well and is easier to tune.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||neonturbo1995||11-08-2003||07:16 PM||||hmmmm.....good question||68.165.62.169||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||11-09-2003||03:31 PM||||you must be the only one||68.165.60.247||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||11-09-2003||06:49 PM||||well, seemed to work well.  i put it back to 30 and 80.  That's the best ive come up with so far||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003806.cgi
A||||4||ProudDSM||Trouble with NAPA balljoint||||1||||ProudDSM||00000638
Z||000000||ProudDSM||11-08-2003||04:30 PM||proud_dsm@yahoo.com||Any tips for getting the boot down over the notch without a bj boot installer tool? It seems that the notch around the ball joint is way too low. It's practically below the lip of the control arm. Hope this isn't another difference between the TEL and Galant arms.<br /><br />-George<br />1423||66.67.104.94||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||11-08-2003||04:59 PM||||You won't get it.  TRW and MOOG have the same problems.  All I did was fit the boot over the ball joint as best I could and then I just reattached the spindle.  I tried using a press AND the correct tool, and all I did was mangle the boot.  The boot still seals, just not quite as well.  I grease everything each time I do an oil change, so it isn't a biggie.  Just make sure you use 90 degree zirc fittings so you don't have to pull the wheels to grease them up.  I got mine at O'Reillys, and they have a lifetime warranty anyway.  Plus I seem to have two spares now for some reason.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-08-2003||05:09 PM||||there is no difference between the t/e/l and galant arms.  the difference is the bushing on the rear of the arm that bolts to the frame. the arms come with bushings.  the t/e/l arm is cheaper.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||ProudDSM||11-09-2003||12:15 AM||||Well, at least now I know I'm not being an idiot. I have another idea I might try though first.<br /><br />Where did you put the zirc fittings? Right on the boot?<br /><br />-George<br />1423||66.67.104.94||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||11-09-2003||08:12 AM||||do you mean zerk fittings?  the grease fittings?  if they come with zerk fittings, they are probably made in taiwan, and are not hardened.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003807.cgi
A||||2||Akidosigh1||ISC removal opinions||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||11-08-2003||04:41 PM||||Now that its getting cold and the previous posts were from spring through summer, I'd like to know if anyone has a changed opinion on ISC removal? I'd like to do this when I put my new motor in and would like to be reassured before I make any decisions. I've removed cruise control and am working on taking the AC out. I'm looking for a manual steering rack now. thanks||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||ejectseat||11-09-2003||11:36 AM||||my friend is blocking his off in his 90 tsi.  i'll let you know.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||11-09-2003||04:03 PM||||my ISC is removed, along w/ the TB coolant lines and i have a ported/polished head. all in all its not bad to deal with. the only daily problem ive had is a rough idle that will sometimes stall if i dont tap the gas and hold the RPMs up for a few seconds after i start the car. once the car has warmed up ive had absolutely no problems.<br /><br />i live in colorado, normal morning temps are in the 20s or 30s. last week we saw some VEEERY cold weather, i had a solid half-inch of ICE (2 days of mist + 10 degree weather) on my car. when that happened it took a solid 5+ minutes of sitting and trying to get the car warm to idle. once it warmed up though it was fine.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes



ubb/Forum2/003808.cgi
A||||1||229of1000||JDM/USDM fenders different?||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||11-08-2003||04:49 PM||||Are the JDM fenders aluminum, like the hood?  These things couldn't weigh more than four or five pounds each.  Anybody know what a stock fender weighs?<br /><br />I would have to get them painted so unless it is a significant weight difference I won't bother.  I'll just take the running lights off and adapt them to my car.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Oh yeah, I ended up getting a JDM rear bumper while I was up there picking up the front stuff.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||supervr4||11-09-2003||12:39 AM||||ahhh aluminum bonnet ??? i think your think of the rs or evo0 the normal jdm just have a steel bonnet dont know on the weight though of the bumpers||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes



ubb/Forum2/003809.cgi
A||||4||atsiauto||1G  Tein coilovers , will they work ? ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||11-08-2003||10:10 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I have a guy needs an engine and he has TEIn colovers to trade without knowing id say no because of the fitment of the rear, but does the ability to adjust them make it possible . will the mounts on the top be the same on a Vr4 ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||11-08-2003||10:35 PM||||I sold a DSM'er my type H and he had no problem with them. They may be slightly different due to different corner weighting but they will fit and work.<br />Also Tein doesn't make coilovers for the 1g dsm unless they finished their SS setup finally. As last I heard there was only one person who had those.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||11-08-2003||10:43 PM||||so this may be a good trade . 400 dollar used engine for some coilovers.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||11-08-2003||10:46 PM||||Ya, Tein doesn't make any coil overs for the first gen (the SS aren't out yet). He probably has the HA's that were made for the GVR-4, I know quite a few kids who put those in their 1G's. As far as the trade goes, it sounds like a good idea.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||11-09-2003||12:57 AM||||The front pilo mounts are a little different. Because of the mounting holes in the shock tower, to use them on the 1g you'd have to turn them 90 degrees which would in turn make the camber adjustment a caster adjustment. After looking at a friends 1g IIRC it looked like that could be a problem. Other than that I'm sure they could work.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/003810.cgi
A||||7||neonturbo1995||How to test fuel pump???||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||11-08-2003||11:21 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||How can i test my fuel pump to make sure it is working properly??  I do not want to take it out of the car if I do not have to unless it is bad!  Also, I have a 3000GT VR-4 fuel pump and if I do have to replace it I need to do it this week.  Should I try to find another 3000GT fuel pump or just buy a new Walbro, etc.???  What would you do?||68.164.231.168||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-09-2003||12:07 AM||||there is a test lead inside the engine bay, near the clutch master resevoir.  you just add 12v power to it, and the fuel pump runs.  that is how i set my static fuel pressure.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||11-09-2003||12:45 PM||||How will I know if the fuel is getting to the engine, though....and the volume of fuel?||68.165.60.247||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||11-09-2003||12:48 PM||||Also, I have a 3000GT VR-4 fuel pump and if I do have to replace it I need to do it this week. Should I try to find another 3000GT fuel pump or just buy a new Walbro, etc.??? What would you do?||68.165.60.247||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||11-09-2003||01:04 PM||||you need a fuel pressure gauge, which you should have anyway, if you are installing a larger pump.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||neonturbo1995||11-09-2003||01:27 PM||||When I turn on the ignition to accessories, I hear the click, click, click of the fuel system under the hood.  I am not sure if the pump is the problem either.  The car will not start at all now.  It is like the starter turns normally, then hickups (total loss of power all lights dim) then goes again then hickups, etc.||68.165.60.247||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-09-2003||02:39 PM||||i would guess you ecu is whacked.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||neonturbo1995||11-09-2003||02:45 PM||||I just got it back from Keydiver, too.....damn, I hope that isn't it.||68.165.60.247||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum2/003811.cgi
A||||16||Duc Hunter||Time for a new Radiator||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-08-2003||11:57 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I searched the threads and see there are a few radiators for our cars. I want one the goes in LIKE STOCK. That means no cheesy fans, etc......I want to take thae rad I have out and bolt everything on it onto the new one. I know I can do this with an Alum rad, but which one?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-09-2003||12:04 AM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/fluidyne/galant/galant_aluminum_radiator.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/fluidyne/galant/galant_aluminum_radiator.jpg</a><br /><br />RRE one doesn't seem to have mounting bosses though. $320<br /><br /><a href="http://www.crracing.com/" target="_blank">http://www.crracing.com/</a> <br /><br />C&R makes one as well $399<br /><br />or a stock replacement all-metal Modine, which can be had from NAPA.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||11-09-2003||04:42 AM||||I've seen the RRE one in person at the shop, they look excellent.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||drew||11-09-2003||09:17 AM||||Terren, how do they mount the rad fans?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||11-09-2003||01:40 PM||||I didn't ask.. I'll call Robert from RRE and ask him later.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||11-10-2003||01:53 PM||||So the Modine in a stock replacement Brass Radiator? Or is it aluminum? <br /><br />Do the CR's come with the fan, it appears so but the best price I found was $499???????<br /><br />Found a generic all metal one from Overnightparts.com for $155 and Napa wants $180 for the Modine. Eh guy was not sure if that was all metal but he is checking for me.||205.166.229.115||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||number3||11-10-2003||02:09 PM||||When I order mine from RRE Ty asked me if I wanted bosses welded on for factory fans. I declined but they do offer it.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/fluidyne/fluidyne-1g-fansbolton.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/fluidyne/fluidyne-1g-fansbolton.jpg</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||fastgvr4||11-10-2003||02:15 PM||||I bot my C&R radiator for about 375 at afterhourracing including a SPAL pull fan.  I don't know if they still exist.<br /><br />Ed||199.43.48.22||reg||1||fastgvr4||00001934||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||11-10-2003||03:54 PM||||Called RoadRace, they have one in stock with fan bosses on it already! It will arrive Wednesday for install. I will post pics so we have a record etc. Thanks for all the advice (esp number3).||205.166.229.115||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||11-10-2003||11:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> Called RoadRace, they have one in stock with fan bosses on it already! It will arrive Wednesday for install. I will post pics so we have a record etc. Thanks for all the advice (esp number3). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What did that set you back, with shipping and all to your door?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||11-11-2003||01:07 AM||||When it arrive Wed I wil let you know. Those guys are god to me so I did not ask. I bet $320-$350 plus tax and shipping||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000011||Beemer||11-11-2003||01:51 AM||||radiatorbarn.com is still honoring our group buy.  Mine cost 118 plus 20 something shipping.  It was here in 12 hours!  I ordered it on a thursday at 2 in the morning, it was here at noon.  Pretty damned fast service.  Just email them with the gvr group buy.  They will honor it.<br />perfect fit, fans fit fine, and it has the nipples on the bottom to cool something..dunno what, but they are there..route a heater core to your console to keep your burger king warm till you get home?  They are brass cores/etc, not plastic.  Perfect fit, but are the stock two row.  They don't offer a 3 row, but from the feedback I saw when the GB happened, guys were NOT turning their fans on at idle hardly at all, like 15 min idling before they would snap on again.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000012||Duc Hunter||11-12-2003||12:50 AM||||Over night shipping from RoadRace to Northern CA was $80, ouch! Strange thing, they "do not igive out tracking numbers." Weird! It should arrive tomorrow. <br /><br />Should I know anything special about changing out a rad? Any tricks?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000013||drew||11-12-2003||12:59 AM||||drain coolant.<br />remove top radiator hose<br />remove lower radiator hose where it connects to the block<br />remove all the plugs for the fan and coolant sensors<br />remove hose that goes to overflow bottle<br />remove brackets<br />lift straight up<br />remove lower hose from radiator<br />reattach everything to new radiator<br />mix 1/2 gallon antifreeze 1 bottle waterwetter and rest water.<br /><br />check for leaks<br />enjoy||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000014||Duc Hunter||11-12-2003||01:27 AM||||Thanks Drew, so the ft fan is attaced to the crossmember, not the rad. I had not looked yet. Did you forget Waterwetter?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />By the way that shop is Prostreetonline.com/ProStreet Industries. They are good guys and Sean there knows his way around a DSM better than any local shop I have found, by far! They just finished a green 2G that makes 450hp to the wheels on pump gas with a Haltech!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000015||drew||11-12-2003||12:15 PM||||whoops. the fan is on the radiator. remove it from the rad after removing the rad out of the car. I did include watterwetter though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||Duc Hunter||11-12-2003||02:38 PM||||It helps when you read huh. You did say waterwetter Drew, my bad! <br /><br />I am about to tear into it but it looks like I can lift the rad out with the rear (pass side) fan on the Rad. The drivers side fan is attached to either the A/C condenser or the cross member so I wont need to touch it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I will post any trick if/when I am done.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/003812.cgi
A||||8||REDLINEGVR4||gear ratios||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||11-09-2003||12:00 AM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Quick question, when i am driving on the highway at 75mph i am at like 4k rpm is this normal?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||11-09-2003||12:02 AM||||85mph in my car is right at 4100.  I remember because my exhaust goes silent at that point.<br /><br />The cars are geared for acceleration, and remember when they were made our interstates were 55, not 70 (right?).||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||11-10-2003||11:22 AM||||Why do you think TRE offers a 10% and 25% overdrive 5th gear?||68.218.101.107||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||11-10-2003||01:35 PM||||Yeah, what are you doing driving 75mph?!<br /><br />j/k.  A chrysler dealer actually gave my dad a hard time on his 96 LHS.  His newly mounted tires made the steering wheel shake at 75mph, so the dealer initially said he shouldn't be driving that fast anyway.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||HHIVR4||11-12-2003||10:20 AM||||putting a taller 5th gear in gives a little better gas mileage on the highway.ie lower rpm.||63.49.51.31||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR41062||11-12-2003||10:48 AM||||75 should be like 3500-3600rpm.<br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000006||REDLINEGVR4||11-12-2003||03:45 PM||||I just got a new air filter and i am not at 3600 at 75 mph.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||11-12-2003||03:51 PM||||are you in 5th gear?  If you are honestly not at 3500-3600 @ 75 something is wrong...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||11-12-2003||03:52 PM||||clutch slipping? speedo broken? tach broken? what do afc or logger say? new JDM tranny that's got strange ratios and will lock up on you?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/003813.cgi
A||||3||Arty||Antenna motor drive grease||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||11-09-2003||04:49 AM||||Any idea what type of grease is used inside the antenna motor drive to lubricate the plastic gears, and where I might get some. It seems to be mixed yellow and white in colour. It may have started out white and turned yellow with age ?<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||DynStatic||11-09-2003||12:36 PM||||Maybe the grease thats used on RC cars. They have glastic gears also. Check the hobby store?<br /><br />Or silicon grease..||68.57.51.247||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000002||Arty||11-09-2003||05:24 PM||||There is a lot of grease to replace, I guess approx. 100g. so I need a source where larger amounts are normal.<br /><br />The grease in there is very thick.<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||11-09-2003||07:13 PM||||I believe its lithium grease.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum2/003814.cgi
A||||5||Arty||Antenna mast ferrule removal||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||11-09-2003||05:11 AM||||I can't see how I can remove the ferrule from the old antenna mast, so I can re-use it on a new mast. It seems to be captive? At the top, the cap is too big for the ferrul to go over and at the bottom the nylon cylinder is too big for the ferrule to go over ??<br /><br />Do the replacement masts come with the ferrule ?<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1859&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1860&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-09-2003||08:06 AM||||yup||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||11-09-2003||08:22 AM||||I have become quite familiar w mitsu power antennas. ive actually taken the tip off and used the first segment w the zip strip teeth off of another bent mast to make mine work again. I locked 2 sets of vice grips 180 Deg from each other and used , YES a CLAW Hammer to pop that bastage off of there! similar on re-install I rapped it back on and crimped it again w the sidecutter portion of a set Of Klein linemnans pliers. Most smarty pants will just go buy a new mast from the dealer .. Good luck .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||Arty||11-09-2003||05:39 PM||||Thanks for the info.<br />The other thing that's concerning is that there doesn't seem to be any teeth missing from the old mast. For a few weeks the antenna wouldn't fully retract leaving 3in. of antenna out. Then it stopped extending and retracting all together, but now I can see that the mast seems to be intact. I measured the teeth at top and bottom of the mast and they are the same at both ends, troughs = 3mm peaks = 3.8mm.<br />I suspect the platic gear driven by the motor worm thread is worn down and maybe skipping underlead, but I'm not sure how to test it ?<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000004||marktheblake||11-13-2003||08:46 AM||||John.<br />cant answer your last question directly but I spent ages looking for a replacement mast.  Local Mitsu dealer wanted to sell me one for $100.  Contacted mitsu website and they told me the part didnt exist for the car.<br /><br />however the Aerpro aftermarket mast for the Magna 96 and up is the exact fit. Almost all the car parts stores have them or can order them. Got mine from Repco for $42.<br /> <a href="http://www.aerpro.com.au/cgi-bin/list.cgi?list=antennas" target="_blank">http://www.aerpro.com.au/cgi-bin/list.cgi?list=antennas</a> <br /><br />The dimensions are correct but the ferrule and bottom end looked a little different.  Just needed a little extra force to get the ferrule in and the jobs done.<br /><br />oh,  mine is a 91 Galant.  Not sure what you use, but that picture of your antenna is identical to mine and the replacement.||203.221.162.92||reg||1||MarkTheBlake||00002779||yes
Z||000005||Arty||11-15-2003||05:14 AM||||Thanks for the tip.<br />I was thinking the same thing, Supercheap has those masts for $24.<br />Unfortunately for me the mast is ok, it's the motor drive that's worn. None of the common off the shelf motor drives I have seen, have the matching mounting points, electrical connections or mast tube length.<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/003815.cgi
A||||6||Ryan Carey||Non GVR4 turbo/BOV question||||1||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||11-09-2003||07:13 AM||||My brother owns an 83 Nissan 280zx Turbo.  We are currently building a front mount for it, but was confused about some shit with the BOV.  First off, it's located on the intake manifold.  Second, it vents back into the intake manifold with no return to the intake track after the MAF.  So the real question I have is, because it isn't plumbed back into the intake, can we vent to the atmosphere???  The air filter is located outside the engine bay, so I don't think it would affect the MAF.  Would we be able to completely remove the existing BOV and put a 1G on the intercooler piping when we are done??  The clar will be a classic in 04 so it doesn't have to pass emissions.  <br /><br />Any help would be greatly appreciated.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||11-09-2003||11:46 AM||||Ryan, I had a '85 300ZX Turbo (Z31).  And on that car there wasn't a BOV on the intake manifold, but a pop-off vlave that would open if boost got too high.  I know that the Z31's didn't come with a BOV stock, and I don't think that the 280ZX Turbo's did either.  I could be wrong though.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000002||Ryan Carey||11-09-2003||12:37 PM||||Allright, that makes more sense.  Would blocking it off cause any harm if we install a BOV on the IC piping?  It only produces 7psi of boost, and we want to go for more.  Would tricking the pop off valve with a boost controller to not open under high boost cause any problems with the ECU, or any problems in general??<br /><br />thanks||198.81.18.138||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||11-09-2003||03:12 PM||||The pop off valve can not be tricked like a waste gate actuator. The pop off has to be removed to acheive more than its set (7psi?) level of boost. Remove it, install a BOV, and then install a MBC (in a typical manner, between the boost source and the WGA).<br /><br />Now you have as much boost as you want (until you blow it up).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Ryan Carey||11-09-2003||04:53 PM||||Cool, thanks guys.  I'll let you know what progress we make.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||11-10-2003||01:45 AM||||But when you remove the pop-off valve, you have to put something in it's place, or will just have a gigantic boost leak.  On my old Z, I just ordered the part that goes there on the non-turbo Z, which is basically a threaded metal plug.  Either try a dealership or a junkyard to find one, it shouldn't be too tough.  I actually found mine at a dealership.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||11-10-2003||04:26 PM||||oops, sorry. Forgot to mention to plug the hole on the manifold. Ive done it a few times so its given for me anyway. <br /><br /><br />but, yea, plug it. It a small peice of threaded pipe and a pipe cap (thats what Ive done and it works well).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003816.cgi
A||||8||KingGalantVr4||Supra Side Mount Fitment ||||5||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||11-09-2003||02:06 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||I was looking around, and there is some debate on the supra side mount and its abillity to cool intake temps.  Since our intercooler is up front stock (not where the TEL is) will the supra mkiv fit?<br /><br />Next, how efficent is the supra side mount?  I know its not a FMIC but I'm not building a race car, just a fast daily driver.  Ported clipped and bored 18g (19c?).||68.33.20.210||reg||5||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||gixxer||11-09-2003||04:47 PM||||i have a mk4 ic for sale, 150 dolla! you buy!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.224.137.32||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000002||KenGVR4||11-09-2003||05:07 PM||||The MK4 SMIC fits, barely.  You have to ditch the inner fender liner, trim quit a bit of sheetmetal, and even then it still barely fits.  Then you get to run the piping, and that is a completely custom affair, TEL pipes don't work.  It works great, but I would think the installation is a little more than most people would want to get into just to use a sidemount.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000003||KingGalantVr4||11-09-2003||05:28 PM||||Ditch the inner fender liner?  Mine is infront of the radiator on the pass side of the car, not where the TEL intercooler is (just infront of the r/f wheel).  Why would I need to ditch my inner fender liner?  What does the supra side mount look like?  Is it similar to the TEL/VR4 side mount?  Anyone have any pics of an install?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000004||Jason G.||11-09-2003||05:52 PM||||VFAQ has an install on a 1G. It seems like a hassle more then anything. You're better off with a Starion fmic.||65.33.138.118||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000005||KenGVR4||11-09-2003||10:27 PM||||I have some pics of it, I need to upload them though.  I'll get around to it sometime today.  You have to get rid of the fender liner because it won't go back on with the sidemount in place (at least mine won't).  To ensure we're on the same page... I'm talking about the plastic piece in front of the tire.<br /><br />I started out thinking that everything would bolt in pretty much like a DSM would, but it doesn't line up the same way.  I bought a Dejon tool MK4 lower IC pipe, and had to modify the crap out of it.  Honestly, unless you're pretty handy with a welder and chopsaw, I'd avoid this project.  There's several FMIC options around now that weren't available when I did this.  If they were around, I'd probably would have just bit the bullet and bought a kit.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000006||Ant||11-10-2003||08:21 AM||||I've been running it for 20k miles so far with no problems.  Using it with a S16g and it takes 3-4 long pulls to get it to heatsoak.  Pipes are a custom deal we put together at the shop.  I had intended to put it up front but piping would be too long for my tastes.<br /><br />Do a search, I did a writeup when I was installing it.  I will try to take pics and put them up. <br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000007||KenGVR4||11-11-2003||09:59 PM||||Here's some pictures of how mine initially turned out.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1900" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1900&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1901" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1901&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1902" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1902&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1903" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1903&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Let's just say the SMIC works great, but it's not quite bolt-in.  But if you're a semi-competent fabricator, you can get it in.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000008||Ant||11-12-2003||08:31 AM||||nice install<br />That is much nicer then mine.<br />I will take pics tonite so you guys can get a good laugh at my setup.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes



ubb/Forum2/003817.cgi
A||||6||neonturbo1995||Firing Order||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||11-09-2003||03:28 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||Is this the right firing order for the GVR4????<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1861" alt=" - " />||68.165.60.247||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||Ant||11-09-2003||03:43 PM||||yes||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||11-09-2003||06:21 PM||||4123 is the right firing order, but from the front of the car isn't #1 the most left hand cylinder?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000003||drew||11-09-2003||06:26 PM||||no, that diagram is entirely correct. The side that the flywheel/transmission bolts onto is always considered the back. Also, the firing order technically is 4&1 together 3&2 together. so you could in theory put your plugs in<br /><br />1432 or 4132 or 1423. It's called "wasted spark".||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||11-11-2003||03:07 PM||||Has anyone tried 1432 or 1423?  That may help the stock wires fit better on the cyclone intake.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||Telecaster||11-11-2003||04:58 PM||||I'm firing at 1432.||216.175.84.169||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||11-16-2003||05:29 AM||||As long as you have the wires on the right coil, like 1 and 4 on the left hand coil pair as you are looking at the wire terminals on the coil, and 2-3 on the other (right hand) coil, it doesn't matter at all.  Interchange 1 and 4 or 2 and 3 all you like.  Both coils fire at once, because it is a "wasted spark" system.  Something about not running an extra circuit in the ecu..  Of course, if you hook the wires up to the wrong coil set, you'll know it..instantly.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003818.cgi
A||||5||jared4G63||vr||||5||||jared4G63||00002047
Z||000000||jared4G63||11-09-2003||04:39 PM||jaredjirad1021@yahoo.com||what does vr mean,in vr4?thanx guys for the info,alredy knew before.was just asked again.||202.175.224.214||reg||5||jared4G63||00002047||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||11-09-2003||04:41 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search;search_forum=2" target="_blank">Viscous Realtime</a>||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||s_firestone||11-17-2003||08:07 PM||||I thought VR meant "Very Reliable"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||11-17-2003||09:52 PM||||VR means "VR going to be balls deep in warranty work on this car"||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||curtis||11-17-2003||11:13 PM||||Vibrator Rally||67.25.34.214||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||11-18-2003||12:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> VR means "VR going to be balls deep in warranty work on this car" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's just no off switch is there Alex? LMAO||167.142.22.101||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/003819.cgi
A||||2||drew||Light Bulb wiring||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-09-2003||05:56 PM||||Is the bottom the ground or is the side?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-10-2003||12:33 PM||||In general, the bottom is the hot, the sides are the ground.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||DynStatic||11-10-2003||01:26 PM||||Are you asking about the h4 bulbs (low beam) in the JDM headlights?<br /><br />The red white with the blue strip is the highbeam. The other wire is the low. And the one on the top is ground. I think. I'm going ot have to double check before I write it all up soon...||68.57.52.250||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum2/003820.cgi
A||||0||drew||Low Boost||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-09-2003||05:58 PM||||Ok. After finally breaking in tne motor, I decide to try to see how this car feels like with boost. I floor it and I only get 6psi of boost. I set the boost on my evc to 1.0 bar (14.7psi) and I only get .77 bar boost. Any thoughts on what could be causing this to happen? I'm thinking my next step'll be to pressure test the intake tract.<br /><br />The car has a internally gated 20g||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/003821.cgi
A||||1||drew||o2 gauge||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-09-2003||06:01 PM||||I have a gadgetselller A/F Gauge. It's similar to the jumptronix unit but doesn't allow for voltmeter, but has color.<br /><br />I connected mine up yesterday, and I noticed that I get negative voltage when it oscillates, and the gauge only oscillates at partial throttle. at idle the gauge reads around 0.92v. <br /><br />Is this normal?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-09-2003||07:49 PM||||if the gauge is reading off the o2 voltage, it could mean the ecu is going open loop at idle.  check it with a logger, if lo fuel trim is at 139, you have an air leak, and the o2 cannot compensate, so it goes open loop.  same thing happened to me, and i found i had forgotten to connect the hose from the carbon cannister to the intake.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003822.cgi
A||||2||atsiauto||fan only works on 2 highest settings,,, ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||11-09-2003||06:10 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||any help on this /? Im parting 1G like grab anything that may fix this ..||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-09-2003||07:46 PM||||blower speed resistor.  in the blower housing, behind the glove compartment.  change it||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||11-09-2003||08:08 PM||||will do I will grab it off the laser . in the morning!.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum2/003823.cgi
A||||4||bleck||disappearing white smoke... opinions?||||1||||bleck||00002148
Z||000000||bleck||11-09-2003||06:51 PM||||Had the new 16G installed yesterday.  Evo manny, ported o2 housing... best day with the car yet.  Pulls like a champ.<br /><br />Today, I go to a friends house to let him take a look, and leave it running for about 5min while I take a pit stop inside.. Turns out the genius didn't reconnect my fan.  Since it's 40 deg. outside, didn't happen till idle.  Of course white smoke.<br /><br />But here's the thing, after I got it cooled off and nursed, I tried to limp home, and after about 2 minutes the white smoke stopped... nothing.  Ran clean the rest of the way home, and I was 40 miles from home... how is this possible?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||11-09-2003||07:49 PM||||glad to hear you installed the 16g i guess your making more then 4lbs of boost now right. where was the white smoke coming from? better yet where did you see it? from the exhaust might of just been dumping some fuel in since it was running hot. under the engine it probally started to boil over past the radiatior cap. once you get it moving the water pump spins faster circulating the coolant and its cold out so that cools the radiator. on the bright side you could be looking at all the black smoke my turbo lets out. did you see any problem with your old 14b when you ripped it out?<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||11-09-2003||08:27 PM||||After sitting for that long at idle if your valve seals are bad it will blow smoke out the exhaust. Oil burning smoke is usually a bluish color but when mine were really bad I swear when looking in the rearview after leaving stoplights it was a thick white smoke. During normal driving the smoke will clear until you sit at idle again for awhile. May be something to look into.<br /><br />BTW....glad to hear the turbo and o2 housing is working out for you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||bleck||11-09-2003||09:22 PM||||Oh man, I was in love.  Yeah, Hec, actually 10 lbs of boost, and it came on quick, and hard.  Man I'm glad I was on the day you decided to sell that turbo, Mark  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Maybe a loose connection on the fan, or the Mitsu tech forgot to secure it, but after some jiggling, the fan came on. The car was idling for about 5min. and it dumped some coolant out of the reservoir onto the ground.  The temp guage was in the red, and the coolant was boiling.  I noticed the white smoke from the exhaust after a coupla minutes... stepped on the gas and it was thick.  Thought I smelled coolant, but after 2 minutes on the road.. nothing, no smoke, no smell, drove 40 miles home and nothing.  Naturally I thought headgasket, but what gives?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||bleck||11-09-2003||10:08 PM||||Oh, and btw, the 14b was shot!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum2/003824.cgi
A||||3||147/1000||4g63/420a hybrid??||||1||||147/1000||00002688
Z||000000||147/1000||11-09-2003||07:25 PM||||my friend has a 95 eclipse and wants to turbocharge it and im fixing to buy a new motor for my gvr4, he wanted to know if the 4g63 head would work on the 420a block. also i found a jdm cyclone 4g63 engine and awd tranny at <a href="http://www.jspecauto.com" target="_blank">www.jspecauto.com</a> for $1500 is this a good price? and will it work on my gvr4?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes
Z||000001||DsmSeifer||11-09-2003||07:44 PM||||the 420A has nothing in common with the 4g63. The 420A is a chrysler motor not mitsubishi. If he wants to turbo his neon motor (which is what the 420A is) tell him to go to the Hahn race craft site. They have one of the best kits on the market. I have personaly installed 2 and they aren't very hard to install and have huge gains. the stage 2 kit knocked over 2'1/2 seconds off the 1/4 mile time on the eclipses I installed it on.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||11-09-2003||08:43 PM||||Tell him to sell the car and buy a factory turbo DSM... Read what RRE thinks about turbo'ing n/a 2g's <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclturbos.htm" target="_blank">here</a> at the very bottom.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||DsmSeifer||11-09-2003||10:01 PM||||I agree just sell it and get a turbo car its not worth the time and money.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum2/003825.cgi
A||||3||mbettez||temp gauge being very flakey??||||8||||Mark||00002149
Z||000000||mbettez||11-09-2003||09:41 PM||||ok, the temp gauge in my gvr4 is acting up.  It'll drop down to nothing, sit there for a bit, jump back up to normal temps.  The datalogger holds a steady temp reading so it must be the gauge itself?  Anyone ever seen this before?  Anyone know how to fix it?<br />Thanks,<br />Mark||141.154.220.171||reg||8||Mark||00002149||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||11-09-2003||11:23 PM||||The temp gauge has it's own sensor. test it first.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||mbettez||11-10-2003||07:37 AM||||ok, well if the temp gauge has a separate sensor than the ecu then I bet the gauge is going bad or there is a loose wire on the gauge.  I will check it out today!  Thanks!  BTW, where are the separate temp gauges.  I believe there is one on the t-stat housing but don't know about another one?<br />Thanks||141.154.220.171||reg||1||Mark||00002149||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||11-10-2003||08:29 AM||||There are 3 on the t-stat housing, one for the ECU, one for the gauge (single pole) and one for the AC signal, i think to trip the radiator fan if the water temp goes too high. You're interested in the single spade connector one.. the wires on those get crispy.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003826.cgi
A||||7||REDLINEGVR4||Stalling in the cold||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||11-09-2003||10:27 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Hey when i start my car when it is cold out i have to rev it for a few minutes or it will stall. any way i can fix this?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||BiggiB42||11-10-2003||12:30 AM||||welcome to winter||205.188.208.172||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||11-10-2003||01:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> Hey when i start my car when it is cold out i have to rev it for a few minutes or it will stall. any way i can fix this? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ummm don't you live in Florida?||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||11-10-2003||03:21 AM||||When the temps drop below 60 in florida.. they get worried.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||11-10-2003||03:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> When the temps drop below 60 in florida.. they get worried.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lmao!! Whoa..60.....brrrrrr.*shivers*||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||11-10-2003||04:09 AM||||I'll be in 20 degree whether in.. 2 days and counting.. NOT looking forward to the temps.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||11-10-2003||05:03 AM||||It's in the teens right now outside my front door. It's 2am but it's still damn cold and the high tomorrow i think is only gonna be in the high 40's.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||11-10-2003||07:09 AM||||Redline GVR4, check the wires on the thremostat housing. There's a sender on it with two spade connectors on it. If the wires are crispy/broken on that particular one the ECU won't know that the car's cold and your warmup will be affected. I had the same problem a few weeks ago. <br /><br />AL <br /><br />20 degrees here.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003827.cgi
A||||3||whitetsi||No real Boost?||||1||||BoostedVR4||00002391
Z||000000||whitetsi||11-10-2003||01:34 AM||||this is a reciently purchased vr4.  the guy who owned the car before me disconected the stock boost Boost Control Solenoid and had it running directly to wastegate.  so i connected an Boost Control Solenoid from my 1g that had the Boost Control Solenoid restrictor removed.  I was running 10 psi before and after, but on my 1g with that valve i get around 13psi.  so i decided to add a k&N filter and eliminate all the off those extra emissions vaccum lines since the previous owner blocked off the egr valve.  i called a friend and he told me to run it directly from intake manifold to a T , from there one end to BOV and the other to W/G but in the middle of that W/B feed to splice and put a T and that the car should boost up to like 20 psi (it did this when i did it on my first gen about two years ago, so i know it works), but it was still the same, 10psi so i redid all the of lines with fresh vaccum lines, except of the right intake source (timing cover side) that is just a feed for my boost gauge.  the new lines along with the T trick i now get around 14psi.  the car should be hitting a much higher psi.  the only thing is that i have an fuel rail with an aftermarket fpr and the car runs real rich.  Can this be the problem??  Someone please help.  I also have an upgraded fuel pump.||67.80.86.236||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||11-10-2003||01:41 AM||||If you have no boost controller and you have a vac/boost source directly connected to the wastegate actuator the actuator will open whenever it sees whatever boost level it was made to open at. The stock actuators on our cars are 11.1 psi. The only way to change that is to bleed off some boost with a bleeder type boost contoller or a ball and spring type boost controller.<br /><br />*edit* Now that I read your post over I think you are trying to bleed some boost off with the extra tee you have added. That's not a very controlled way of adding boost. Do you have the mods needed to even run 20psi? You may want to think twice before doing any of this.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||whitetsi||11-10-2003||01:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> If you have no boost controller and you have a vac/boost source directly connected to the wastegate actuator the actuator will open whenever it sees whatever boost level it was made to open at. The stock actuators on our cars are 11.1 psi. The only way to change that is to bleed off some boost with a bleeder type boost contoller or a ball and spring type boost controller.<br /><br />*edit* Now that I read your post over I think you are trying to bleed some boost off with the extra tee you have added. That's not a very controlled way of adding boost. Do you have the mods needed to even run 20psi? You may want to think twice before doing any of this. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the whole purpose the the T thing was for me to see if the car actually boosted, which it is not.  the whole thing is once i would see the car hit 18psi i would let go but its not even doing that.  so my question is if the car runs too rich does that affect psi?  am i doing something wrong that prevents it from hitting atleast 15psi?||67.80.86.236||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||11-10-2003||02:02 AM||||By putting a tee in the line you're creating a boost leak. Depending on the size of the tee it could cause trouble building boost *maybe*. If you want to see if the turbo will build lots of boost you could just pop the vac line off the wastegate actuator and  it won't open at all. Be careful though.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/003828.cgi
A||||1||My_GVR_4||Trany Question||||3||||R_Conway||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||11-10-2003||01:43 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||I just had a quick question..  (little lazy I guess)  I looked at the bar code on my trans today, BNG4051 NOBM (near the trans shift linkage) is what I saw on the sticker.  Is this a 22 or 23 spline trans?<br /><br />I guess I can drop the T-Case.. just hoping someone knew the answer before I dropped the T-Case, (would save a little time, since it's freezing here in Chicago).<br /><br />Is the trans number STAMPED in the metal or on a Bar Code?<br /><br />Thanks||68.78.109.221||reg||3||R_Conway||00001325||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-10-2003||11:40 AM||||This has been hashed to death on here before -- I think the most I remember from this is that the only way to really know (if you're stock) how many splines you have is by the VIN using CAPS.  '91 VR-4s can be either 22 or 23, and I think that most '92s are 23.<br /><br />But don't take that as gospel.  Do a search if you want to review that thread, otherwise, use CAPS.<br /><br />Edit:  By the way, you might be NQBM.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003829.cgi
A||||17||whitetsi||timing belt change||||1||||BoostedVR4||00002391
Z||000000||whitetsi||11-10-2003||01:54 AM||||i am going to replace the timing belt on my vr4.  I am also replacing the water pump and timing belt tensior while i am at it along with the valve cover gasket.  should i replace anything else which i do the timing?  any oil seals?||67.80.86.236||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||11-10-2003||08:46 AM||||Buy a Balance Shaft Eliminator kit from Conicelli Mitsu. if you havent already.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-10-2003||09:29 AM||||all 3 pulleys, and if it has never been replaced, the harmonic dampener.  since you are doing the pump, you should also consider changing out all the hoses.  have the oil seals ready just in case.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||11-10-2003||11:03 AM||||The cams install new ones.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Also a little tip if you do the heater core hoses just get some 5/8 heater hoses and a couple new clamps  It's a lot cheaper than buying the formed hoses.  And when you remover the heater core hoses don;t grab the ones on the firewall with pliers and twist.  There is a good chance that you will break the heatercore.  Use a razor and cut them off.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||whitetsi||11-10-2003||11:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> all 3 pulleys, and if it has never been replaced, the harmonic dampener.  since you are doing the pump, you should also consider changing out all the hoses.  have the oil seals ready just in case. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">which oil seals should i change??||192.63.58.151||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||11-10-2003||12:16 PM||||one of the reasons i hate timing belt jobs is because i HATE changing oil seals.  if the motor has a lot of miles on it, i would just get every one, and be prepared to change out any that are oozing.  the front crank is probably the hardest, but any oil on the timing belt is doom.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||whitetsi||11-10-2003||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> one of the reasons i hate timing belt jobs is because i HATE changing oil seals.  if the motor has a lot of miles on it, i would just get every one, and be prepared to change out any that are oozing.  the front crank is probably the hardest, but any oil on the timing belt is doom. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">could some one please list the all the seals that should be changed??  or the main ones?||192.63.58.151||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000007||rrustedcage||11-10-2003||01:16 PM||||change the ones that leak.  .    .       .     <br /><br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||11-10-2003||02:09 PM||||it's really common sense.  this job sucks, so i dont want to do it over and over.  for example, when i did the belt on my mazda gtx, a couple days later, i was talking to my buddy at the mazda dealer, and he asked if i changed the seals.  nope, he says, i should have.  so, 2 months later, the crank seal starts oozing, i had to redo it.  about 6 months later, the water pump goes, back in again.  the galant is like 10 times harder, if the seals aint leaking, i am NOT changing them, but i got them in the toolbox in case they do.  NO MATTER WHAT, if i go in the timing belt area, excluding the seals, i change everything.  and who said cams?  you turd.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||whitetsi||11-10-2003||02:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> it's really common sense.  this job sucks, so i dont want to do it over and over.  for example, when i did the belt on my mazda gtx, a couple days later, i was talking to my buddy at the mazda dealer, and he asked if i changed the seals.  nope, he says, i should have.  so, 2 months later, the crank seal starts oozing, i had to redo it.  about 6 months later, the water pump goes, back in again.  the galant is like 10 times harder, if the seals aint leaking, i am NOT changing them, but i got them in the toolbox in case they do.  NO MATTER WHAT, if i go in the timing belt area, excluding the seals, i change everything.  and who said cams?  you turd. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">maybe i wasn't specific enough.  i want to have the car off the road for a few hour not a few days to a week cause of seals.  i only get to work on my cars on sunday.  so as of right now i don;t know what seals are good and which are bad so i would like to have them handy.  So can some one please list the seals i would need.||192.63.58.151||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000010||TurboVR4dr||11-10-2003||02:30 PM||||Here are the seals<br /><br />2 cams seals<br />1 balance shaft seal<br />1 oil pump seal<br />1 front main seal<br /><br />I am the one that said cams also  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000011||whitetsi||11-10-2003||02:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TurboVR4dr:<br /><strong> Here are the seals<br /><br />2 cams seals<br />1 balance shaft seal<br />1 oil pump seal<br />1 front main seal<br /><br />I am the one that said cams also   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what about the side cover gasket?||192.63.58.151||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000012||TurboVR4dr||11-10-2003||04:09 PM||||That's a gasket not a seal he said seals.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    I have never seen anyone buy one of those things to replace it.  Maybe some people do<br /><br />Scott||205.188.196.54||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000013||Duc Hunter||11-10-2003||05:35 PM||||Uh, the lifters? That is if they do tick.||205.166.229.115||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000014||AWDpower||11-11-2003||02:37 AM||||I recommend changing all of the seals. If your seals are already old, they will most likely not last until the next belt change. If you have a leak, it is very hard to tell which seal it is coming from, it's best to just change them all. That said, I agree that doing the seals is the worst part of doing a T-belt job.||67.25.107.223||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000015||whitetsi||11-11-2003||05:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> I recommend changing all of the seals. If your seals are already old, they will most likely not last until the next belt change. If you have a leak, it is very hard to tell which seal it is coming from, it's best to just change them all. That said, I agree that doing the seals is the worst part of doing a T-belt job. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i have no clue on what seals there are to change.  so besides 2 cams seals<br />1 balance shaft seal<br />1 oil pump seal<br />1 front main seal<br />what other seals are there to change?||67.80.86.236||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000016||turbowop||11-11-2003||06:26 AM||||That's all of 'em.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000017||Dan D||11-11-2003||06:55 AM||||The best advice I can give if you've never done this job before is to read the pertinent vfaqs over and over and over and, well you get the point.  If you have them pretty well memorized before you ever pick up a wrench it will go smoother.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/003830.cgi
A||||7||galantvr4us||Wow||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||11-10-2003||03:46 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Well after many years of the galant sitting, I finally took the galant out on some deserted roads and had some fun.  Tried to launch some (I don't want to talk about that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   )  and I went around some twisties testing out the suspension.  Absolutely amazing how much this car handles.  Its ridiculous.  I have tein camber adjustments and upper pillow ball mounts, coilovers with eibach spring with bilstein shock.  It looks almost excately like a tein coilover with the huge piston (I think thats what its called).  Awesome.  Too bad the tranny is now leaking too much to drive it, have to find the time to tear it down again. Dang.  Now I just teased myself.  This car just blows my wrx away in handling and speed-if only I could get it running right, maybe in another 4 years    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||11-10-2003||03:47 PM||||Thats awesome.. Ya you need to get it running right and NO not after another 4 years   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||11-10-2003||03:52 PM||||You're making me jealous.  I want my car back together today.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||11-10-2003||03:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Thats awesome.. Ya you need to get it running right and NO not after another 4 years    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well get your butt over here and help me take it out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  My birthday is just around the corner and an air compressor is what I need-so I'll probably wait for that before I start to take it out.  It'll save me so much time.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||11-10-2003||08:22 PM||||On my way   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||11-11-2003||01:41 AM||||If you want to bring you trans to tucson I'll reseal it for you. I believe I am at the point now where I could pull the trans, reseal it, and put it back in and drive it the same day. Especially with someone to help me.||65.177.233.241||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4us||11-11-2003||04:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> If you want to bring you trans to tucson I'll reseal it for you. I believe I am at the point now where I could pull the trans, reseal it, and put it back in and drive it the same day. Especially with someone to help me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually I think (crossing my fingers) its just the seal that goes around the shaft (CD) that the transfer case connects to.  I replaced it but I had to destroy the seal to get it past the clutch flywheel since I didn't drop the tranny.  Its leaking out of the boot next to the slave cylinder.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000007||Nate||11-11-2003||11:14 AM||||A while ago when I was rebuilding trannies all the time for other people, I got up on a Saturday morning, drove to Josh's house, yanked the trans out of the White Car, tore it down, did the presswork to replace the third gear hub, sleeve, and gear, cleaned the casings, reshimmed it, reassembled it, threw it back in the car, and had the car running by 1:30pm.  <br /><br />There is something really sad about that - drag racing teaches you how to rebuild DSM trannies quickly.  :-(||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum2/003831.cgi
A||||24||boostx||manual  to auto tranny||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||11-10-2003||04:48 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||i am think to change my vr4 auto <br />any inputs <br /><br />i know i need a diffrent ECU add some wiring , shiter/ shiter  cables,<br /><br /><br />( i am just lazy to keep shifting and with NYC traffic is a @#$^&)||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||11-10-2003||05:13 PM||||Shiter cables?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||TurboVR4dr||11-10-2003||05:18 PM||||You know i thought about that also.  I wonder what it would be like.  You can get a built auto with everything for about the same price as the Manual setup.  i wonder what the performance difference would be daily driving.  It would be a lot more constant atthe track.  I have thought about this also.  Hmmmm has anyone ever done this or does anyone one hera have any experance with an auto AWD at the drag strip?<br /><br />Scott||205.188.196.54||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000003||boostx||11-10-2003||06:14 PM||||there was a white talon about 5 years ago in the bronx that ran high 11 with a auto trany and nos , i know he had spend a lot on the tranny..||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000004||Doug Thomas||11-10-2003||08:48 PM||||The fastest automatic AWD DSM has run 10.3@144. The car has every mod including a stroker motor and nitrous and competes in the quick class. Extrememotorsports tried an automatic a couple of years ago and had nothing but problems with it and went back to the manual transmission and ran faster. The quickest and fastest AWD DSM runs a manual transmission and is very constant. <br /><br />I�ve read the automatic DSM group list and seems that they have a lot of problems with their transmissions as well.||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||11-10-2003||09:39 PM||||I will hook you up with my freind who does auto AWDs.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||supervr4||11-10-2003||11:00 PM||||the auto box that comes with the vr4 is the same as on 1800 n/a galants, ie piss weak they will only just hold 14 psi||203.97.2.242||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000007||boostx||11-11-2003||12:06 AM||||wwhat about tthe one s on the talon and the eclipse<br />[<br /><br />QUOTE]Originally posted by supervr4:<br /><strong> the auto box that comes with the vr4 is the same as on 1800 n/a galants, ie piss weak they will only just hold 14 psi </strong>[/QUOTE]||162.83.235.210||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000008||supervr4||11-11-2003||12:09 PM||||i would say they have differnt mounting brackets then all the ratios might be different so you may need to get diff drive shaft axle transfer case.<br />the only way i know this is i am going from an auto to manual and this is the list i need<br />sorry bout the size<br />Rear Diff <br />Drive Shaft <br />Transfer Case <br />Gearbox <br />Flywheel <br />Flywheel Bolts(They're longer than your current ones) <br />Flywheel inspection plate(not necessary, but nice to have) <br />Clutch Plate <br />Pressure Plate <br />Throwout Bearing <br />Front Driveshafts <br />Shifter Linkages <br />Shifter Box/Boot <br />Clutch Master & Slave Cyls, Also connecting tubing <br />Brake Pedal Box <br />Clutch Pedal Box <br /><br /><br />Shane||203.97.2.242||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000009||gvr4tunr||11-11-2003||12:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> The fastest automatic AWD DSM has run 10.3@144 </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Kevin Kwitkowski ran a 9.7 without nitrous in a FWD! i don't know if that was still with an auto, but he ran a 10.20 on the same motor with an auto tranny at the shootout.<br /><br />-chris||12.107.200.125||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000010||Doug Thomas||11-11-2003||02:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4tunr:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> The fastest automatic AWD DSM has run 10.3@144 </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Kevin Kwitkowski ran a 9.7 without nitrous in a FWD! i don't know if that was still with an auto, but he ran a 10.20 on the same motor with an auto tranny at the shootout.<br /><br />-chris </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Kevin did run 10.20 with an automatic transmission in his FWD with nitrous. Kevin was having some problems with the torque convert and decide to try a manual transmission and then he ran a best of 9.7@147 with nitrous with the manual transmission.||12.10.219.28||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||11-11-2003||02:46 PM||||in my opinion this is the dumbest change to make onthis car. it will completely take away the fun of driving the car. but its your car.||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||boostx||11-11-2003||05:58 PM||||I kinda agree with u BUT here in NYC the traffic is a %  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  $#@ and driving a   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  stick makes it worst and i have to drive in it 5 day a week<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  and at the track i can build boost of the line <br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> in my opinion this is the dumbest change to make onthis car. it will completely take away the fun of driving the car. but its your car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000013||RallyVR4||11-12-2003||03:34 PM||||I live in NY area too =)  I love the city, get to change my shocks every so often...and i love getting stuck, that's why i got a metrocard =)  hehe, john is your car white?  I've seen many white ones inthe bronx/mt v area.  latersz||166.77.209.190||reg||1||Paul||00002810||yes
Z||000014||boostx||11-12-2003||05:10 PM||||i have a black and green but i have seen the white on are u in the bronx<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Paul:<br /><strong> I live in NY area too =)  I love the city, get to change my shocks every so often...and i love getting stuck, that's why i got a metrocard =)  hehe, john is your car white?  I've seen many white ones inthe bronx/mt v area.  latersz </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000015||curtis||11-12-2003||11:38 PM||||John do it.  You know how the GN's launch.  I've thought about the same thing.||67.25.39.67||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000016||Martin Tolentino||11-13-2003||03:30 PM||||FYI, check this place out. I never bought give them a buzz. There in NJ.<br /><a href="http://www.importperformancetrans.com/mitsubishiauto.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.importperformancetrans.com/mitsubishiauto.shtml</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000017||boostx||11-13-2003||10:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 496of2000:<br /><strong> FYI, check this place out. I never bought give them a buzz. There in NJ.<br /> <a href="http://www.importperformancetrans.com/mitsubishiauto.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.importperformancetrans.com/mitsubishiauto.shtml</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">are those price for the site for real  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />DSM transmissions:<br /><br />F4A21/F4A22: $2675<br />F4A33 (V-6 and TURBO): $2775<br />W4A33 (V-6 and TURBO AWD): $2875<br />97-UP (ALL): $2975||162.84.152.10||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000018||jcgalantvr4-244||11-13-2003||11:16 PM||||You could make this real easy by just looking around on the internet and finding someone who can get cars from japan. They made an auto. galant vr4 in japan i saw one on the internet a few months ago and some one was selling the speedo and rpm cluster on ebay about a month ago. anyway i bet you could get an automatic front clip for 1500 - 2500 and then you would get everything you would need. from the tranny to the shifter.   well just an idea ... to do a swap like that ou are going to spend 1500 - 3000 in parts and labor anyway not some thing i would do  i love my 5 spd. IF YOU MAKE IT AN AUTOMATIC YOU MIGHT AS WELL GIVE IT TO YOUR GIRLFRIEND THEN SHE CAN DRIVE IT.||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000019||jcgalantvr4-244||11-13-2003||11:25 PM||||But yes I know what you are saying about traffic I just got back from LA and it made me remember why I love Iowa so much. Where else can you cruz through rush hour at 120 mph and not even sweat it.     Sucks to have a fast car and you cant even enjoy it.<br /><br />jeremy 244/2000||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000020||comfy||11-14-2003||04:01 AM||||Adam Dubienczuk who hold the record for the first 10 sec. gvr sold it to the shop he worked for AMS ( automotosports.com ), and they planned on doing an auto swap in it, but i have no idea what they are doing with it now.  but there evo VIII is running 11.85 with the stock turbo.||12.222.38.18||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000021||supervr4||11-14-2003||01:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalantvr4-244:<br /><strong> You could make this real easy by just looking around on the internet and finding someone who can get cars from japan. They made an auto. galant vr4 in japan i saw one on the internet a few months ago and some one was selling the speedo and rpm cluster on ebay about a month ago. anyway i bet you could get an automatic front clip for 1500 - 2500 and then you would get everything you would need. from the tranny to the shifter.   well just an idea ... to do a swap like that ou are going to spend 1500 - 3000 in parts and labor anyway not some thing i would do  i love my 5 spd. IF YOU MAKE IT AN AUTOMATIC YOU MIGHT AS WELL GIVE IT TO YOURE GIRLFRIEND THE SHE CAN DRIVE IT. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">did you not read my early post???<br />i own an auto vr4 if you put more than the standard boost in them the wreck the bands in the box.<br /> the reason for this is that they put a 1800cc n/a auto gearbox on the vr4 instead of building a stronger on.||203.97.2.242||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000022||boostx||11-14-2003||04:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by supervr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalantvr4-244:<br /><strong> You could make this real easy by just looking around on the internet and finding someone who can get cars from japan. They made an auto. galant vr4 in japan i saw one on the internet a few months ago and some one was selling the speedo and rpm cluster on ebay about a month ago. anyway i bet you could get an automatic front clip for 1500 - 2500 and then you would get everything you would need. from the tranny to the shifter.   well just an idea ... to do a swap like that ou are going to spend 1500 - 3000 in parts and labor anyway not some thing i would do  i love my 5 spd. IF YOU MAKE IT AN AUTOMATIC YOU MIGHT AS WELL GIVE IT TO YOURE GIRLFRIEND THE SHE CAN DRIVE IT. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">did you not read my early post???<br />i own an auto vr4 if you put more than the standard boost in them the wreck the bands in the box.<br /> the reason for this is that they put a 1800cc n/a auto gearbox on the vr4 instead of building a stronger on. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so what about the eclipse and talon that came with the auto tranny||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000023||supervr4||11-14-2003||06:29 PM||||dont know i would assume they would have differnt mounting points or something???||203.97.2.242||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000024||jcgalantvr4-244||11-15-2003||01:13 AM||||Yes i did see your post but he said he just wanted to switch it,   not tweek the shit out of it. <br />Next time i will keep my idea to myself.||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes



ubb/Forum2/003832.cgi
A||||10||Duc Hunter||Small bore lifters ok? ||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-10-2003||05:43 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||A few weeks agoi I ahve the timing belt, cam, front oil seals, water pump replaced. The shop ordered big bore lifters (3G) but recieved the old style small bore lifters. Since it was late Friday I had them put the small bores in. They are putting my intake cam in <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003756#000000" target="_blank">(See this thread for why)</a> <br /> this weekend. Should I make them change me over to the large bore lifters or not? Why? The oldones did not start making noise until about 120kmiles.||205.166.229.115||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||11-11-2003||01:46 AM||||If you can get it done with no labor charge, do it. They big bore ones flow more oil, which is good for many reasons.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||henrok||11-11-2003||11:10 AM||||damnnnn, it seems from reading in here that everyone in here is a mechanic.lol.  i guess im the only one taking my car to a mechanic for repairs/engine work.  lol..||205.188.192.161||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||11-11-2003||02:53 PM||||The thing you may discover:<br /><br />1) You're just as smart or smarter than any mechanic.  With the wealth of information available to you online you should be smarter.<br /><br />2) If you have free time, your labor is cheaper than any shops and you (should) end up it doing it right or at least doing it until it's right.<br /><br />3) If you screw up, it's a learning experience and you fix it.  If the shop screws up and sends you home, you're getting fucked.<br /><br />4) If you do take it to a shop, seek out a shop that specializes in DSMs or at least understands turbos and AWD.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||11-11-2003||03:09 PM||||For the most part it's really just nuts and bolts.....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||11-11-2003||03:17 PM||||I could never aford this car if I had to take it to a mechanic.<br /><br />The hardest part is putting money aside for nice tools you will need along the way.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||11-12-2003||12:44 AM||||Ok gang, I know WAY more than most people do on these cars and cars in general. I took it is a DSM shop because my time is more valuable spent doing something other than a timing belt service (when the lifters were also being done with cams etc). The shop put the small bores in because that is what they were shipped and, by the time we discovered it I would have been without the car for a few more days. <br /><br />I just wanted to know what the differences in performance is between the 2 lifter versions. No hard feelings, just want to stay on topic.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||11-12-2003||02:02 PM||||Duc,<br />if you have brand new small bore ones - I don't think I'd bother with swapping them. Sure it would be nice to have the new ones (made  HUGE difference in my white car), but not a necessity. 1683 has nearly 200K on the original top and bottom end and doesn't get phantom knock (I get real knock from boost & stock FMIC).<br /><br />With good regular oil changes you should be good for quite some time with the small bores - JMO||167.142.22.231||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||11-12-2003||02:54 PM||||Were those major improvements from the tires stock ones?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||11-12-2003||04:34 PM||||Yes that was a comparison from the 130K ones.  There were 2 or 3 that were shot and I got tons of knock from them. Now it purrrs. But My 195K mile one is still on the stock originals. Oil changed EVERY 3K since I've had it and records showed that it was before as well. <br />Mark95 said that as soon as they start to clog they are screwed afterwards, and that seemed evident.  <br />I'm just saying that if you already have the new ones in, I would think you should be good for quite a while and I personally wouldn't re-do them. Obviously they're the first choice, but I would think you should be good for some time.<br />Again, just my limited experience and opinion.||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||11-12-2003||04:45 PM||||Sounds good. Since the shop is doing it for me for free, because they recieved the wrong ones I will have them switch me to the larger ones.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/003833.cgi
A||||6||JUANPSI||Machine shop||||6||||JUANPSI||00002296
Z||000000||JUANPSI||11-10-2003||06:17 PM||DJUAN4JOU@AOL.COM||Does any one know any good machine shops in the tri-state area?||67.100.180.2||reg||6||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||11-10-2003||06:54 PM||||Avoid noel's machine shop in cohoes like the plague.<br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000002||JUANPSI||11-10-2003||07:00 PM||||Thanks for the tip Matt||67.100.180.2||reg||14||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||11-11-2003||12:30 AM||||are you talking CT/NY/NJ? If you are cohoes would be quite a drive!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||11-11-2003||01:34 AM||||When I lived in CT I had my daytona short block built at danbury competition engine. I used Levine automotive for the rest of the stuff. PIP I heard did real good work too.||65.177.233.241||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||Ant||11-11-2003||06:17 PM||||Race Machine in Clifton, NJ <br />They do all our shop motors, DSM and other.<br />yes they have a torque plate.<br />Their work is perfect.<br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000006||hecdws||11-11-2003||08:11 PM||||yes race machine in clifton,nj speak with frank. good work and a cool person. he does all the engines for the shop i work at. very good work.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum2/003834.cgi
A||||11||RTS182G-VR4||pulling the head without messing up timing||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||11-10-2003||10:00 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||is there any possible way to pull the head off and keep the timing belt aligned?  my TB has 9k on it, and i know its a pain to do, so i dont want to re-do it.  what can i do with the tensioner?  if anyone has any ideas, it would help out alot.  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||Dsmman||11-11-2003||12:49 PM||||It cannot be done. You must remove the timing belt.||151.197.241.38||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000002||gvr4tunr||11-11-2003||01:21 PM||||if you zip tie the timing belt to the cam gears, losen the tensioner, and remove the cams all without moving the belt on the lower gears, it can be done....pretty much impossible, but give it a try<br /><br />-chris||12.107.200.124||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||11-11-2003||01:39 PM||||I would say that while it could be done, it would not be something that I would try. Timing that is off or a skipped belt can be costly. <br />You can reuse all that you have (as far as timing parts go); however, you should NOT let the pin out of the hydrolic adjuster. If you don't have the pin that came out, you need to get one (or use a drill bit or allen wrench-but stock pin is best). The motor should still be in time and you should be able to install the pin (all the way through in the original location of the adjuster) BEFORE removing the adjuster. <br />I have been told that this is important so as not to ruin the seals inside the adjuster. When it gets put in a vice, it gets 'depressed' too quickly and takes life out of the seals. I have no idea whether this is true or not, but it is so easy to put the pin back before removing everything (and you will know whether the timing belt job was done correctly the last time=as far as pin height goes). <br />I have several of these pins, (always keep them); so if you cannot find one I can send you one.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||11-11-2003||01:41 PM||||I realized I use the word 'pin' twice there. Should have chosen a different word for the part that comes out of the adjuster. Piston would have been better, but you hopefully get the idea.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||Nate||11-11-2003||02:00 PM||||It can be done.  Zip tie the belt to the gears, and take tension off of the belt with the tensioner tool. Then unbolt the gears from the cams, and hope that the belt doesn't skip on the crank or the oil pump, if you still have balance shafts.<br /><br />Notice I said it could be done.  I personally wouldn't do it.  I've swapped cams multiple times without redoing the belt, but with the head off, there is the possibility of a lot of movement of the belt, increasing the chances of it skipping on the crank.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-11-2003||03:33 PM||||once you remove the head, you change the HEIGHT of the head, especially if it is resurfaced.  so, your tensioner adjustment will change.  even if you kept it all in time, when you release the tensioner, you will have to readjust anyway.  if all the other supporting cast parts are new, just get a new belt.  if the stuff has never been changed, now is the time to do it.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||BlackHole||11-11-2003||04:21 PM||||It is really easy if you don't have balance shafts [but I'm assuming you do] since only the cams and cranks need to stay in time.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I've done it with balance shafts and I know RRE does it all of the time, but you have to be <b>very</b> careful about not changing the timing. It's ok to try it, just accept the fact that you may have to get in there and do the whole job if you don't get it just right. If there is any doubt, do it the long way since bent valves are worth a lot more than the extra hour of work.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000008||vr4door||11-11-2003||10:26 PM||||I have done it about 4 times and have had no problems. Here is how I do it,  First you need to make what I call a cam gear wedge. Which is a piece if angle iron approxamently 4"/3"/4" by 1/16 of an inch thick. Then you take the cam gear wedge and wedge it between the two cam gears.  It is a good idea to sharpen the edge of the wedge so you can push it between the gears easier.  This puts tension on the belt so it will help keep it from jumping , also use the big zip ties and zip the cam gears to the belt .  After you have done all of this you can remove the cam gear bolts and very carefully remove your cam gears.I am not responsible if you #$%@ up your timing.   Good luck||64.235.128.120||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000009||Pappy||11-11-2003||10:32 PM||||Well, you could use whiteout on the cam gears and the timing belt to mark where the belt goes on the gears.  You can also do that on the other timing marks.  That way it'll make putting the timing belt back on alot easier.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||11-11-2003||10:47 PM||||I've seen this done to change cam gears.  You use the battery hold down bolt (see VFAQ.COM) and depress the plunger to release tension on the tensioner pulley.  Zip tie the timing belt to the cam gears after getting dead on top dead center so the marks are lined up.  Suspend the cam gears from the hood at 45 degree angles to the cam gears/hood on each side (two suspension lines per gear).  I've removed a head this way..once.  It was an emergency at the track between runs, with six people helping.  We had to replace a piston at the track.  It was a bitch and took four hours to complete, but the timing stayed where it was supposed to.  Pretty tough getting the cam gears back on the cams, but it worked.  There is a shop somewhere that had pics posted on how to do it, but I have no idea where I saw them.  It just showed the gears sitting in the head with the belt on and no cams installed.  Hope this helps.  But you CAN push the hydro tensioner in with the bolt.  You just have to thread the entire battery tray rod, but it is the perfect size length wise.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000011||bob in chicago||11-12-2003||09:43 AM||||RRE's instructions for cam swap:<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/caminstructions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/caminstructions.htm</a>||24.148.12.50||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/003835.cgi
A||||0||atc250r||Question on Autometer Tach.||||5||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||11-10-2003||10:03 PM||johngmr@yahoo.com||I KNOW I have the tach hooked up right and it still does nothing. I have the red wire to accessory, black wire to ground, white wire to dash light, and green wire to the white wire coming off the ignition transistor (goes to #109 on ECU). I have power and ground (shift light comes on briefly when cycling the key) but I am getting no reading on the tach. This is the first time I have installed one on a distributorless car so maybe I am missing something? I see Autometer makes a tach adapter (#9117), do I need this?<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||5||atc250r||00002357||yes



ubb/Forum2/003836.cgi
A||||19||Ash||Not quite a 2G MAS..||||5||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||11-11-2003||03:45 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hi All,<br />I've been trying to find an alternative to a 2G MAS that is available in Australia & I thought I had one on the cheap, problem is now that I have it I can tell that it is physically a smaller animal.  Its from a CC GSR lancer, 4G93T from somewhere in the 92-96 year frame and has the numbers 449 and E5T05371 printed on it instead of the numbers on the VFAQ page pictured one which has 609 and E5T06071 respectively.  <br /><br />Now to my questions - will it work at all and will it be an improvement over the stock MAS?  <br /><br />Here's a pic of a 2G MAS modified to show the difference...<br /><br />  <img src="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/2GMAF-02b.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Any help appreciated though I think I've done my money  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||203.220.89.221||reg||5||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||11-11-2003||07:39 AM||||If the cross-sectional area is greater than the 1G MAS, then it is an improvement. If not, then keep hunting.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-11-2003||09:34 AM||||yah, looks just like it, but i need to see the front.  the plug is in the same place, and the honeycombs look the same. it will be oval.  kinda like trying to recognize a woman by only seeing her butt.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Ash||11-11-2003||06:27 PM||||It has the same plug and has the same intake side, minus the side area's I've marked out of course.  It looks to have roughly the same sort of cross sectional area as a stock unit without hacking it or removing honeycombes so it might work as a temporary jobbie.  I'll try to hunt down a Digicam.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||11-11-2003||10:58 PM||||just remember that a 1g mas is pretty restrictive.  I have been wondering what a 3000 gt vr4 mas looks like.  I would think that one would be bigger.  I'd personally just have someone ship you a complete 2g setup with the redone plug, filter, adapter, and dejon tool pipe as a unit.  Paying the VAT thru customs would still be easier than messing with all the hunting around.  If I have to hunt parts, either on the internet, or in a yard, I add 20 bucks an hour to the cost of the parts.  (20 bucks an hour is what I charge my customers, and I could be doing paying work instead).  It would probably be easier and cheaper for you to go with the MAFT.  Fogdarter has a source for the gm 3" mas for like 15 bucks shipped or so from a local junkyard.  When he gets back online, pm him and he will give you his source.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||Ash||11-12-2003||12:04 AM||||I've found some meters locally, they come from a 3.0l V6 Magna(Diamante) and a 3.5l V6 version of the same car.  Their numbers are E5T06071 for the 3.5 and E5T06075 for the 3.0 - they also had 4G64 ones (4Cyl Magna) with E5T06071 on them which looked physically identical to the other ones and also physically identical to the one on VFAQ. I assume these would be the go?  I'll post some Digicam pics of the 4G93T one shortly.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||11-12-2003||12:51 AM||||~'97 Galants, Diamantes, ALL ~95 and newer 3KGT's and even some Monteros had "2G" MAFs. I did a cross reference while at the dealer yrs ago. You'd be surprised how many vehicles used that MAF.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||curtis||11-12-2003||01:53 AM||||The 3000 VR4 turbo maf won't work something electrical is different but any of the 2.4 or larger na's will. I'm running a 2.4 gna galant on mine.||67.25.38.142||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||Ash||11-12-2003||06:00 AM||||Here's the one I've got, notice how much smaller it is, though it is slightly bigger than the original (about 2 square centameters)<br /><br />  <img src="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/MAS01.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/MAS02.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />   <img src="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/MAS03.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/MAS04.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Beemer:  If you see my post imediately after yours (sorry, I didn't see it, you posted before I applied mine) I've found what appears to be the right item - problem is they want a bit over 1/2 the list price of a new one.  Would it still be worth it?  How much does the MAFT setup cost?  I thought it was way out of my budget.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||203.220.202.215||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||11-12-2003||08:27 AM||||a maft setup is $199 for the translator + MAF cost (new=~$120 used=~$20). Then you may need couplers depending on how you set it up.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||11-12-2003||08:29 AM||||BTW if you need a MAFT in aussie land I can probably ship you one for cost...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||Ash||11-12-2003||05:31 PM||||Thanks for the offer Pivvay, though even at the inflated price the V6/2G setup will still come in significantly cheaper in AU$ - I'll just wait it out I guess||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000013||Ash||11-12-2003||11:08 PM||||Ahh, got a V6 one today for next to nothing, I'm laughing!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks all that offered assistance!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||14||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||11-13-2003||09:57 AM||||Ash,<br />Let me know and I can email you a chip to correct for the 550's and 2G mas.||68.209.74.99||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||stevevr4||11-13-2003||10:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Ash,<br />Let me know and I can email you a chip to correct for the 550's and 2G mas. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK, I'll humbly bow my head -- someone school me again and explain how you can email a chip to someone?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||11-13-2003||10:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Ash,<br />Let me know and I can email you a chip to correct for the 550's and 2G mas. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK, I'll humbly bow my head -- someone school me again and explain how you can email a chip to someone? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, that's how they used to do it back in the 21st century -- you may be more familiar with the "teleporter".||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||bazeng||11-13-2003||03:57 PM||||hahah<br />im assuming that he'll email the data file.. and ash will write it onto his epprom chip||203.166.63.154||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000018||Ash||11-13-2003||06:16 PM||||Baz is with it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />I'd love you to email me one Jeff.  Email sent.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000019||stevevr4||11-14-2003||02:16 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" /> <br /><br />thanks||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000020||keydiver||11-14-2003||06:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Ash,<br />Let me know and I can email you a chip to correct for the 550's and 2G mas. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK, I'll humbly bow my head -- someone school me again and explain how you can email a chip to someone? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ahhh, yes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   I have emailed FILES back and forth with Ash before, and he burned them himself.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000<br /><a href="http://www.dsmchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.dsmchips.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.keydiverchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.keydiverchips.com</a>||67.34.232.68||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003837.cgi
A||||10||peterlsmith||Fuel Cut Question||||1||||Peter Smith||00001351
Z||000000||peterlsmith||11-11-2003||10:20 AM||||Must be something to do with the 30'F drop in temperature since I last ran my car at WOT, but last night I hit fuel cut for the first time. The thing is, I hit it at 4700rpm when the airflow reading (from the AFC) was just a little over 1700 (I was running 21 lbs boost). I turned the boost down a couple of pounds and the fuel cut went away, with the airflow reading peaking at over 1850 (at around 7000rpm).<br /><br />So, does anyone know how the ECU decides to cut fuel? It can't be airflow alone, so I'm guessing it also takes rpm into account. I was just suprised to hit fuel cut at such a low rpm, particularly since the injectors weren't at 100%.<br /><br />Just to give some background info on my car, big 16g, usual porting, 2 1/2 exhaust system, 550 injectors, upgraded and rewire ND fuel pump, MAFT in blow through configuration. No boost leaks, and I'm sure it was fuel cut since I was logging at the time and it clearly showed the Inj. P/W dropping to zero.<br /><br />And yes - I did think I'd blown something up when it happened  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-11-2003||02:59 PM||||Fuel cut is basically "running off the map".  The fuel map consists of air volume and rpm.<br /><br />Air volume is, naturally, air flow, barometric pressure and temperature.  Cold air is denser than hot air -- I'm sure you know this -- so with less air flow you were able to still reach a significant volume of air.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||peterlsmith||11-11-2003||10:18 PM||||Yeah - I sat down and though about it for a while. The ECU is obviously interested in the mass of air flowing into each cylinder for each combustion cycle in order to compute the fuel requirements. I'm guessing that the rpm at which I hit fuel cut is around the point at which the intake can cram the most air into the cyclinders per cycle, given the various valve/head/manifold restrictions and boost. Time for a new intake and head!<br /><br />At least it made me get off my butt and tune in the water injection - I've leaned it out 13% and cranked the boost back up to 21 lbs. No fuel cut and the injector duty cycle is still down at 91%. Oh boy, does this thing go  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I can't even imagine what it must be like for you folks running 400+ whp.<br /><br />Peter||165.121.67.208||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000003||curtis||11-12-2003||01:49 AM||||keydiver chip = no fuel cut!!!!!!||67.25.38.142||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||11-12-2003||10:11 AM||||did you have the 2g mas conversion before the maft?  i am also considering the maft, but the 2g mas is really working well, i am reluctant to change it.  big difference?  response?  fuel economy?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||peterlsmith||11-12-2003||05:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> did you have the 2g mas conversion before the maft?  i am also considering the maft, but the 2g mas is really working well, i am reluctant to change it.  big difference?  response?  fuel economy? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I went straight from a 1g MAS to the MAFT, so unfortunately I don't have a comparison. It did make BIG difference over the 1G MAS in terms of throttle reponse/spool up, but I installed it in blow-though and significantly straightened out the turbo intake at the same time, so it's difficult to say what gave it the most benefit.<br /><br />I'm running a big 16G at 20lbs on the street, so I wanted to do everything possible to reduce the  pressure drop in front of the turbo - just to try and keep the pressure ratio down and the turbo at an acceptable efficiency level across the rpm range. That's why I decided to go for a blow-through setup. <br /><br />Fuel economy - still bad  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I think as long as the fuel trims are within range, it shouldn't make much difference since the ECU is compensating for minor variations.<br /><br />Having compared a 3" MAF and 2g MAS side by side, I don't think a GM MAF will give any noticeable benefit over a 2G MAS in the same configuration (pre-turbo) -  I'm sure other folks will have opinions on this, but I've not heard enough evidence yet to suggest a MAFT is any better than a 2g MAS.<br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||11-12-2003||10:49 PM||||Correct me if I am wrong but I thought the MAFT came with a fuel cut switch to turn fuel cut off? <br /> Not sure as I dont have a translator but a buddy does and has talked about it before.||67.72.229.69||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||11-13-2003||09:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Having compared a 3" MAF and 2g MAS side by side, I don't think a GM MAF will give any noticeable benefit over a 2G MAS in the same configuration (pre-turbo) - I'm sure other folks will have opinions on this, but I've not heard enough evidence yet to suggest a MAFT is any better than a 2g MAS.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the reason i am thinking about it, is because the hot wire mas is so much smaller than the karmann, and can be mounted just about anywhere, and draw or blow thru.  this would eliminate that big honker intake tube; i could just stick an air filter on the compressor inlet.  but, i still have questions about overall performance.  the 2g has made driving the car a lot more pleasant, and the response is way better.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||11-13-2003||09:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Correct me if I am wrong but I thought the MAFT came with a fuel cut switch to turn fuel cut off?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, yes, and no. The MAFT has a "fuelcut" switch that simply caps the maximum Karman output at a value (~2250 Hz) so that you *shouldn't* hit fuelcut. It works if:<br />a) you adjust your fuel pressure (or fuel injectors) so that you never see more than 2250 Hz, or<br />b) you don't have an AFC after the MAFT and turn up the Hz, which will still push the ECU past the fuelcut point.<br />As someone else said, its better to eliminate, or at least raise the fuelcut point in the EPROM itself. I don't like the idea that the Hz can plateau, not telling the ECU you have more airflow, which could lean out the high end and cause engine damage if you don't understand how to correct it.||68.209.74.99||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||peterlsmith||11-13-2003||10:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>Well, yes, and no. The MAFT has a "fuelcut" switch that simply caps the maximum Karman output at a value (~2250 Hz) so that you *shouldn't* hit fuelcut.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's interesting - in my case, I was hitting fuel cut below 1800Hz, so it wouldn't have helped. <br />I agree that fixing the ECU is better - I might bug you about that in a few months time   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  In the meantime I've got to learn how to tune this thing properly - I know it has a lot more potential.<br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000010||peterlsmith||11-13-2003||11:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>the reason i am thinking about it, is because the hot wire mas is so much smaller than the karmann, and can be mounted just about anywhere, and draw or blow thru.  this would eliminate that big honker intake tube; i could just stick an air filter on the compressor inlet.  but, i still have questions about overall performance.  the 2g has made driving the car a lot more pleasant, and the response is way better. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One thing I found - when you take into account the hose couplers and pipe adapters needed to fit a GM MAF into your average upper intercooler pipe, it's not so small!<br /><br />Couple of pics of my installation. <br /><br /><a href="http://home.earthlink.net/~tianshuzhou/pics/engine1_small.jpg" target="_blank">Pic 1</a> <br /> <a href="http://home.earthlink.net/~tianshuzhou/pics/engine2_small.jpg" target="_blank">Pic 2</a> <br /><br />I used a Dejon Tool upper pipe, made for the 3" MAF. There might be more efficient ways of doing it, but this was nice and easy, and it was easy to plug into the AMS setup I have. I even have the BOV plumbed back into the intake in an attempt to quieten it down, but without the airflow sensor in the filter, it's pretty obvious it's a turbo!<br /><br />I have absolutely no issues with the performance or response. I've heard one or two people who have had problems setting it up, but for me it was quite literally plug and play. No hesitations, stumbles or problems of any sort. I have noticed a slight blip in the airflow output as the turbo is spooling, which I think is when the MAFT transitions to the WOT fuel settings (at around 8psi), but it doesn't cause a problem. One other thing I plan to investigate is the auxilary fuel control which I'll connect up to the water injection. I'll then be able to have different fuel corrections depending on whether the WI is enabled or not.<br /><br />Too many possibilities, not enough time!<br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes



ubb/Forum2/003838.cgi
A||||2||thejeebus2002||Weird Clutch Problem||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-11-2003||11:01 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Ok, I replaced the clutch master and slave cylinders maybe 6 months ago.  SS clutch line about 4 months ago.  Get in the car this morning (got real cold last night)clutch is spongy.  WTF!!!  Why would it be like this?  I mean I know why (air in the system) but does colder temperatures cause the seals to crack or stiffen and allow fluid to pass by them.  Also I bought the parts from Conicelli Mitsu. and have all receipts.  Is this stuff under warranty?  Also the adj. bolt was not backed off the arm so that is not the problem.||205.188.200.155||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||Yao||11-11-2003||11:18 AM||||Does the tranny engage and disengage properly?  My past experience with Clutch Master is that there Friction plate springs have been known to pop out and cause all kinds of problems.  Happened to my friends talon 2 years ago.||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||11-11-2003||11:29 AM||||Its still has enough pressure to engage/dis. smoothly.  Anyone know about warrant info. with Conicelli?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003839.cgi
A||||6||henrok||engine rebuild||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||11-11-2003||11:27 AM||alvihen@aol.com||hey guys my car might be in need of a head rebuild pretty soon. it also needs a timing belt and water pump.  this guy is charging me 2k for this job and he says its gonna be for oversized valves and a better build.  How much would a full rebuild cost? anyone know?  just thought that since i will be doing the head why not just do the whole thing. any ideas on what to use for the rebuild.  is it necessary?  will this make it stronger?||205.188.192.161||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||Dsmman||11-11-2003||12:58 PM||||A standard rebuild will not make your motor any stronger (withstand more HP).||151.197.241.38||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||11-11-2003||06:23 PM||||Things reallllly do cost more in New York. Here around Chicago, a local shop had a package for head gasket, water pump, timing belts remove and replace labor and parts for about $850 including parts.  Look at <a href="http://www.dsmtrader.com;" target="_blank">www.dsmtrader.com;</a> that has had several guys with rebuilt heads including stock-size valves for around $400-500 plus shipping. Here's one:  <a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=138756&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&group=1&set=4&position=69&total_count=2713&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3fb249ba7563e6e1" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=138756&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&group=1&set=4&positi on=69&total_count=2713&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3fb249ba7563e6e1</a><br /><br />Josh Jones, the parts guy a Conicelli Mitsu, might still have one. He's at DSMDealer1@aol.com<br /><br />IMHO: That totals about $1300. Why pay additional $700 for a rebuilt head with 1mm bigger valves? Unless you've done every other mod (fuel system, cams, FMIC, exhaust system, turbo) you won't get your $'s worth.||24.148.12.50||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||henrok||11-13-2003||05:09 PM||||hey guys i know ive asked about this before but how hard is it to remove the head?  i just thought maybe i could remove it myself and take it to a shop for machining.  maybe buy the parts titanium retainers/valves and give it to the shop for installation and rebuild. how about the timing and water pump? i know there are some tricks ive read of before in here on how to keep the engine at a certain position (tdc?) so that when replacing the timing belt all id have to do is put it on. anyone have a link to this? i know the water pump isnt too hard. how about changing the pulleys?  what about the head screws? also heard something about leaving the intake and exhaust mannys on.  what do  u guys think?||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||TurboVR4dr||11-13-2003||06:22 PM||||No disrespect but by reading your post I would say take it to a good shop.  Also I see a lot of people on this board take their cars to shops.  Around here (St. Louis)  there are a couple people in the local DSM club that do work for others.  Gabor and I are the main 2.  We both do real good work and a very cheap(compared to a shop) prices.  I have done anything from spark plug install to complete tear down, engine building and install.  I bet there are people like this around you.  That might be a good option to check into.  For what you want done you would pay about $450 labor plus parts.  I mark parts up 10% to cover time and gas of going and getting them.  Check around it could save you a lot of money.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000005||henrok||11-13-2003||09:35 PM||||i just figured since i love dsm's i should get a start on knowing how to work with them.  i am always afraid of breaking something but i know that i have to get over this and maybe with the right guidance i can do this.  i know that i need the right info and maybe i can start with the back up cd. and i know u may be right in what your telling me.  but i know that eventually, to learn it all myself will pay off and will help me appreciate the car more. i just need to take my time and do it right ( like i said, with the right guidance and knowledge). thanks for your advice though, ill seriously consider it.||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||TurboVR4dr||11-13-2003||11:36 PM||||I agree with you that you should learn to work on your own car.  But i think you could be shooting a little high for a first time project.  You will be dealing with things that can cause 100's of dollars of damage if you don't do everything exactly right.  I would say do the head yourself but have someone set the T-belt for you.  They can show you the right way.  Then you would know for next time.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes



ubb/Forum2/003840.cgi
A||||4||gvr4tunr||another clutch problem||||1||||gvr4tunr||00002575
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||11-11-2003||12:29 PM||cbm0303@mail.ecu.edu||my car is having trouble going into first without a serious right arm...and shifts are "clunky". sound like tanny fluid? on that note, what is everyone using for tranny fluid on the gvr4s?<br /><br />my clutch also doesn't grab where it did when i put it on this summer. do the act 2600's break in and need to be adjusted after a few months?<br />it grabs much higher than it did.<br /><br />-chris||12.107.200.124||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000001||Dsmman||11-11-2003||12:52 PM||||Yes, you should adjust the clutch master cylinder. See, <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> for instructions. Also, put some BG Syncro shift in there. You can purchase it from Conicelli.||151.197.241.38||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000002||My_GVR_4||11-13-2003||03:31 PM||||In My opinion...  you NEED to adjust your clutch RIGHT away after installing it.  You are probably damaging either your clutch, your tranny (synchro's), and or both.  So, I would advice you to adjust that clutch right away.<br /><br />My friend didnt adjust his clutch AT ALL, and he ended up tossing out the tranny and having to get another one... Trust me.. after making a pricey mistake like that, he was SURE to adjust the clutch.<br /><br /><br />2 centz,<br /><br />Rory||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||11-13-2003||03:44 PM||||Sounds to me like your slave or your master is leaking a little.  check those out.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||V8EATER||11-13-2003||05:57 PM||||I'm having the same problem.  Until the car warms up, it takes a serious arm to get it into first.  I've checked and replaced the slave cylinder, but still no luck.  I've checked the vfaq's on this, and I don't exhibit any of the symptoms to even warrant a clutch adjustment.  No play in the pedal, and the takeup is an inch or so off the floor.  Tranny fluid is Redline MTL, and the fluid level is fine.  Any thoughts?  I figured it was the cold.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
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A||||19||gvr4tunr||new muffler?||||1||||gvr4tunr||00002575
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||11-11-2003||01:16 PM||cbm0303@mail.ecu.edu||i got a shitty offset muffler from rnr with my turbo back...it hurts my performance even with a 3" so i'm looking for a new straight-through muffler....has anyone see anything like this?: <a href="http://store.summitracing.com/productdetail.asp?p=2177" target="_blank">http://store.summitracing.com/productdetail.asp?p=2177</a> <br />they are cheap as hell, but how would it sound  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />-chris||12.107.200.125||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-11-2003||01:28 PM||||You get what you pay for.<br /><br />I'm a fan of Magnaflow myself.  I have had two of them.  One on the Galant and one on my Talon.<br /><br />The Talon had a off set style magnaflow and I didn't notice any loss when I went in with out a muffler at all.  Or maybe my ears were so happy to have a muffler they told my brain my car wasn't any slower with a muffler.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-11-2003||03:38 PM||||i got a magnaflow on this certified.  too loud for my liking.  i am replacing it with an ultra flow.  it's a 2.5", or i would give it to you. also, looks really hokey with the fart can tip.  go with an ultra flow.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||11-11-2003||04:16 PM||||I shoved a huge <a href="http://store.summitracing.com/partdetail.asp?part=EDL%2D5502" target="_blank">Edelbrock RPM muffler</a>  under my car to replace the loud Magnaflow from Mofugas. It helped, but still isn't enough. BTW Edelbrock didn't passivate the weld seams and this stainless mufler rusts, those lazy bastards.<br /><br />The bullet muffler you link to is the one I using for the post-cat resonator and I doubt it will do a lot for sound reduction. At least it didn't on my Isuzu.<br /><br />just my $.01||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||11-12-2003||12:57 AM||||I currently have one of Summit's, 3" bullets like the one pictured. I used it as a resonator. You would be loud as hell w/ just that bullet for dampening.<br />I am pondering dumping my 3" Ultra flow canister w/ 4" slash cut tip and using 2 of those 2.5" bullets w/ 2.5" tips. I think it will be quieter.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||11-12-2003||03:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i got a magnaflow on this certified.  too loud for my liking.  i am replacing it with an ultra flow.  it's a 2.5", or i would give it to you. also, looks really hokey with the fart can tip.  go with an ultra flow. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm tellin you, dude, the problem is the tip, not the muffler.  My 3" Magnalflow oval with 3" tip is actually quieter than my 2.5" Ultraflow was.||66.56.202.29||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||11-12-2003||12:03 PM||||I have a 12" long Borla XR-1 Sportsman Race Muffler and it is sweet. I was probably the quietest car at the shootout. Also, get a cat, I have a 2.5" cat and a 2.5" DP, from the cat on it is 3". The tip I put on the Borla is 3.75" outside, but 3" inside. The tip is also resonated, so the sound does not increase going thru it. <br /><br />Again, you get what you pay for. I would go with the Borla and not worry about it for a long time. And it sounds so sweet to boot. <br /><br />It costs $101.00 from Jegs, <a href="http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=1268&prmenbr=361" target="_blank">http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=1268&prmenbr=361</a> a worth while investment. I would upload a sound file for you guys but I don't know where to host it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||91 #680||11-12-2003||12:47 PM||||I just installed rnr's catback the other day and It's a great exhaust...the fit isn't perfect but it is a decent fit.  The muffler they provide you with is a a round type "bling" bullet exhaust (apex n-1 w/ longer tip) which looked terrible and was LOUD, but the power gains were good.  I'm gettin that one cut of in favor of a oval style magnaflow; which is a 3" straight through style and more low profile.  What is everyones opinion on this muffler?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000008||Evilnissan||11-12-2003||07:17 PM||||When i had my Cat back replaced at a local shop (stock rusted and busted) they said they would add a flowmaster for $40 bucks. It is loud! i was just gonna use a glasspack for a muffler but i went with the flowmaster.<br /><br />When i finaly go turbo ill probably get a Magnaflow.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000009||boostx||11-12-2003||07:29 PM||||is the a big diffrence in power between the 2.5 and 3" exhaust system||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000010||Bigfoot200200||11-12-2003||10:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by john:<br /><strong> is the a big diffrence in power between the 2.5 and 3" system </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Depends on how much power your making. But the 3" will help spoolup even with a 14B. I'm going to use a Ultra-Flow dual tip stock looking muffler and a 6"x18" Ultra-Flow in place of the cat. Both are straight though.||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||11-13-2003||01:30 AM||||I just got my 3" catback from Fabio today and it has the 3" oval Magnaflow, hope what howard says is true.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||My_GVR_4||11-13-2003||03:25 PM||||I am looking into the Certified system.  3" turbo back with o2 elim. and the Magnaflow muffler with 4" tip.  I am not very fond of the 4" tipped muffler, can anyone tell me how "ricey" that tip lookds on the car?  And the sound, is it deep, tinny, ricey annoying, loud as hell when you are WOT.. or what?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Rory||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||11-13-2003||03:34 PM||||I've got a certified 3" TB with 2.5" stainless 02 housing. The setup is not that loud in the car. I also have the thermal muffler with no tip, just a 3" outlet.  Sounds really nice to me.  Would be even quiter if I got around to welding the 3" to dual tip I have on sometime.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||11-13-2003||05:42 PM||||i have an rnr 2.5 eliminator, random technologies cat, and a certified catback, 2.5, with a magnaflow, and a 4" tip.  the tip looks like a pep boys special.  way too loud for me, especially with the hks cams.  havent done the howard pipe trick yet, tho.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000015||turbowop||11-13-2003||06:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong> I am looking into the Certified system.  3" turbo back with o2 elim. and the Magnaflow muffler with 4" tip.  I am not very fond of the 4" tipped muffler, can anyone tell me how "ricey" that tip lookds on the car?  And the sound, is it deep, tinny, ricey annoying, loud as hell when you are WOT.. or what?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Rory </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a Certified 3" turboback with a Dynomax and an ATR 4" tip. I don't think it looks ricey at all and it sounds damn good. Really, if the whole exhaust is 3", one inch bigger for the tip ain't all that much. Here are a couple pics showing how it exits the car. Notice in the pic next to the Evo that the tip on mine is about the same size as the one on the Evo.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/505/6219car_005a-med.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/505/6219IMG_0010a.JPG" alt=" - " />||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000016||91 #680||11-13-2003||07:05 PM||||I just put in my oval magnaflow 3" and I gotta say that it's waaaaay quieter then the bullet I had.  But I was running no cat...so the truck cat that I put on along with the magnaflow did quiet the car down a lot.  Performance is about the same.<br /><br />Mark:  How did you smoke out your tails?  still love those centerlines.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000017||Doug Thomas||11-13-2003||07:09 PM||||If you want the quietest 3-inch muffler go with the Borla XR1 sportsman series with a straight 3-inch tip right from the muffler. If you put one of those 4-inch tips on the muffler will be louder.||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000018||curtis||11-13-2003||11:32 PM||||Im running a Dynomax 17223  and love it and a 24 inch bullet as a resonator under the car the system is all 3 inch except the downpipe and its 3 1/2.  It has a nice sound and just as quiet as a super turbo. They have sound files on there web site<br /><a href="http://www.dynomax.com/documents/ultrafloweld_specs.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.dynomax.com/documents/ultrafloweld_specs.pdf</a>||166.90.116.161||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000019||KenW||11-14-2003||09:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> I currently have one of Summit's, 3" bullets like the one pictured. I used it as a resonator. You would be loud as hell w/ just that bullet for dampening.<br />I am pondering dumping my 3" Ultra flow canister w/ 4" slash cut tip and using 2 of those 2.5" bullets w/ 2.5" tips. I think it will be quieter. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is much like I did. I have the cat flanged and a swap-able test pipe. I have two dynaflow bullets, one each size, and a Borla XR1 muffler at the end. RRE downpipe and 3" afer. Can drop a golfball at the turbo and it rolls out the end (w/o the cat, of course).<br /><br />There is still lots of volume, but the frequency is waaay low. I can feel the car in my bones. One fun thing I have discovered with this setup is driving around in parking garages. Car alarms chirp and twitter whenever I go by. Sometimes it just plain sets them off.  Always good for a laugh.||68.58.112.174||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes



ubb/Forum2/003842.cgi
A||||26||devtsikev||No more boost readings.||||1||||devtsikev||00000249
Z||000000||devtsikev||11-11-2003||03:25 PM||luckee14@hotmail.com||Hello guys, well yesterday I was driving my car and it was boosting fine like any other day before.  Later on that night I was getting 0 for boost readings no matter if I gunned the car but my VAC is working fine.  Today I checked my turbo for any shaft play and the turbo seems fine.  I also checked my MBC and any vacuum lines I can think of and things seem to be ok.  Help please?||69.11.254.113||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||11-11-2003||03:30 PM||||pressurize your intake to check for vaccum leaks.  Sometimes they aren't apparent until they are pressurized.  Anyway, my guess is a large vacuum leak.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||11-11-2003||03:31 PM||||Your car actually runs?<br /><br />Massive boost leak.  I'm assuming that you're mostly stock, so look for a good split on any of the rubber intercooler hoses.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||11-12-2003||08:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Your car actually runs?<br /><br />Massive boost leak.  I'm assuming that you're mostly stock, so look for a good split on any of the rubber intercooler hoses. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What? My car is not suppose to run? Anyways, I went back and rechecked hoses and rechecked my IC hoses and they seem fine.  I don't know what's going on.||68.118.158.157||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||11-13-2003||04:36 PM||||If "rechecked hoses" means you pressurized the whole system, then yes, it's something else.  If "rechecked" means looking at them, maybe wiggling them or tightening the clamps, then you checked nothing.  Get or build a pressure tester like on the VFAQ, and follow it's instructions.||69.59.219.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||11-13-2003||04:46 PM||||and you need compressed air.  a bike pump won't work...believe me i tried.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Invader||11-13-2003||05:49 PM||||No boost could be the following...<br /><br />**Exhaust leak between the head and the turbo.  Probably not, cause you would be able to hear it.<br /><br />**Bad turbo.  Probably not, unless your car is producing a lot of smoke.<br /><br />**Boost leak.  Probably not, since you didn't say it started bucking like crazy or is running pig rich, etc.<br /><br />I'll take a guess...assuming you still have an internal wategate, possibly the wastegate actuator arm came off the wategate?  Did you check to make sure it's still hooked up?||207.203.212.2||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||Craig91||11-13-2003||06:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong>I'll take a guess...assuming you still have an internal wategate, possibly the wastegate actuator arm came off the wategate?  Did you check to make sure it's still hooked up? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The wastegate arm came off on my car.  Definitely give that a look.  It just allows the flapper to blow open when the exhaust hits it meaning no boost||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||11-13-2003||07:29 PM||||A thought came to me just now.  We're all operating under the assumption that your car is either making/getting no boost, but you don't actually state the original post -- you just say that the gauge only reads up to 0 now.  This is a big difference... does the car drive the same, or do you notice a HUGE decrease in power?||69.59.219.236||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||11-14-2003||01:48 AM||||hahaha. I was just about to post that. Is there no boost or is the guage broken ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000010||devtsikev||11-14-2003||12:08 PM||||There's no boost and no power.  It's like driving a damn N/T again.||68.118.158.157||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||11-14-2003||12:18 PM||||if you answer some of the questions asked we can help better.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||devtsikev||11-14-2003||12:33 PM||||Ok first off, my vac works but when I drive/gun the car my boost guage needle exceeds no more than 0 psi.  I'm totally stock except for a MBC.  The car is noticealby weaker/slower than before (that's why I refered it to driving a N/T again). I'm driving the car to a friend's house this weekend to check for boost leaks.  Thanks guys.||68.118.158.157||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000013||Craig91||11-14-2003||01:17 PM||||Before you check for boost leaks, look at the wastegate arm.  When mine fell off, I would reach 1psi for a split second, then it would stay at zero.  My car felt slower than dog shit when the arm fell off.  If it's not that, then move on to the intake leak test.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000014||devtsikev||11-14-2003||01:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong> Before you check for boost leaks, look at the wastegate arm.  When mine fell off, I would reach 1psi for a split second, then it would stay at zero.  My car felt slower than dog shit when the arm fell off.  If it's not that, then move on to the intake leak test. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My car problem is pretty much identical to what you just posted.  Honestly, I really don't know how to detect if it fell off or how to fix.  Help?||68.118.158.157||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||11-14-2003||01:44 PM||||there will be a little metal "canister" on your 14b with an arm coming off if it. This arm connects to the turbo and more specifically the wastegate.  If this "arm" is no longer connected (cotter pin gone and arm fallen off) the wastegate will just be open all the time not allowing you to make any boost.  It's easy to check and doesn't even require tools.  If it fell off put it back on and get a new cotter pin from the hardware store.  Boost should subsequently return   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||devtsikev||11-14-2003||01:46 PM||||thanks pivvay||68.118.158.157||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000017||Craig91||11-14-2003||02:21 PM||||Sorry...I had thought you had just missed the posts about checking for the wastegate arm.  But like Pivvay said, it's a simple fix.  The other option which I found on DSMTalk was to use a "collar nut set screw".  It basically is like a round "bolt" that has one of the allen screws in it to tighten it around the peg on the wastegate.  It works exactly how alot of aftermarket shift knobs tighten w/ the small screws around the shifter itself.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000018||Beemer||11-16-2003||04:58 AM||||That spring in the mbc might have rusted and shattered, or is stuck full open.  My hks vvc had a spring that was on the threaded adjusting shaft that pushed against a rubber diapragm, about like the setup used to control vacuum secondaries on a holly 4bbl carb.  the bottom retainer that clipped onto the shaft with a c clip had shattered into little pieces, so the full force of the spring was pushing on the diapragm, hence NO boost at all.  I also had an mbc that the spring just corroded away in..same result.  Take your mbc apart and have a look.  That, or the rod came off the wastegate arm, or the diapragm in the wastegate blew and is just leaving the wastegate wide open, or worst case, your exhaust housing just ate the wastegate hole to the point that it will not seal at all.  I've never seen the wastegate disc fall off, and no matter how bad the housing is, the disc always looks great.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000019||devtsikev||11-20-2003||05:38 PM||||Ok guys, I put on my boost leak tester and I noticed that from my wastegate actuator there's this skinny rod that extends from it.  It extends towards my exhaust manny heat shield (going behind) and at the end of the rod it flattens out with a hole.  Besides that I also found a "L" shaped piece that looks to be connected to my turbo (I believe).  At the end of the "L" shaped piece there seems to be a small hole that maybe a pin could go through it.  If I'm not mistaken, do these two parts connect and eventually bring back my boost?  That rod seems to be just sitting there with no use right now.  Any ideas/answers?||69.11.254.113||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||11-20-2003||05:41 PM||||That's the one.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000021||Invader||11-20-2003||05:53 PM||||Woohoo...so, do I win a star?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.203.212.2||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000022||devtsikev||11-21-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by devtsikev:<br /><strong> Ok guys, I put on my boost leak tester and I noticed that from my wastegate actuator there's this skinny rod that extends from it.  It extends towards my exhaust manny heat shield (going behind) and at the end of the rod it flattens out with a hole.  Besides that I also found a "L" shaped piece that looks to be connected to my turbo (I believe).  At the end of the "L" shaped piece there seems to be a small hole that maybe a pin could go through it.  If I'm not mistaken, do these two parts connect and eventually bring back my boost?  That rod seems to be just sitting there with no use right now.  Any ideas/answers? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok guys, is it just my car or does that "L" shaped piece restricted to moving only so much.  Right now the piece cannot come back far enough to connect to the rod.  Any suggestions?||69.11.254.113||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000023||stevevr4||11-21-2003||02:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> That spring in the mbc might have rusted and shattered, or is stuck full open.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If the MBC was stuck open the wastegate would open at 9lbs... it would be just like hooking a boost source straight to the wastegate with no MBC, no BCS, etc..||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000024||Invader||11-21-2003||04:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by devtsikev:<br /><strong>Ok guys, is it just my car or does that "L" shaped piece restricted to moving only so much.  Right now the piece cannot come back far enough to connect to the rod.  Any suggestions? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The actuator rod should be just a little too short to fit over the arm.  Try grabbing the rod with a good set of pliers or vice-grips and pulling on it really hard...it will move, but it's hard to hold on to (and the radiator likes to remove skin when you slip).<br /><br />You could also unbold the actuator from the turbo and hook the arm up, then bolt the actuator back on...but I prefer bleeding, cussing, and getting the job done quickly.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000025||curtis||11-21-2003||08:30 PM||||Im running a internal gate on my Garrett and the best way to hook it up is with a air hose.  Bend a piece of vacuum hose over and hold it with a pair of vice grips loosely then give it a small shot of air not much just enough to push it out then clamp the pliers tight.  Hook up the arm then let the pliers loose to slam it closed.||67.25.33.16||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000026||devtsikev||11-22-2003||02:09 PM||||Well, I didn't have a good set of pliers or a vice grip sitting around, so what I did was tie a string (actually extra wires I had when installing by boost gauge) around the rod and pulled it to hook up with the flapper.  It worked great.  Too bad I didn't think of this earlier.  Thanks for the help guys.  Boost is back but turbo is smoking a little when I came back from a test run.  Burning oil I assume?||69.11.254.113||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes



ubb/Forum2/003843.cgi
A||||6||Craig91||Coolant/Oil question...Should I be worried?||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||11-11-2003||07:09 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||I just took a peek under the hood and found a few things that have me worrying a little.  First off...I had a full rebuild done just before I bought the car 3000 miles ago.<br /><br />As for the coolant...I popped off the radiator cap to notice that the oil has a milky type reside on the top of it, which would lead me to think oil is in there.  Here are a couple pictures.  Sorry if you can't really tell, but it was a little difficult to get a clear pic w/ the lighting.  I can try again if you guys can't quite make it out.<br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid88/pc4cc17199585b94f76f777263cd5ae99/fa9542c1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid88/p5e82889e299491b9114481d67b22adc9/fa9542bd.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I immediately checked the dipstick and the oil was fine.  No milky type residue on it at all and still full.  I've NEVER had any overheating problems, no smoke blowing from the exhaust under any circumstances other than just warming up in a very cold morning.  Does anyone have any idea what may be causing this, or if it's anything to worry about?  I took a peek around the headgasket area and saw no fluids or wet spots anywhere that I could see.  But this also brings me to my next question...<br /><br />On the exhaust manifold right by the timing belt, I noticed some oil spray and was curious if anyone knew what it could be from.  Here is a picture showing where it is.  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid88/p9b56f974f4e9ad64f4ef138e1e743abc/fa9542b8.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Any help/input is greatly appreciated!||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-11-2003||07:26 PM||||the coolant is probably just corrosion from your radiator. <br /><br />the oil is probably leaking from your valve cover gasket or your cam seals.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||11-11-2003||07:44 PM||||I *think* the radiator was brand new when I got the car.  I'll have to swing by the guy's shop I bought it from and have him take a look at it if it turns out to be something serious.<br /><br />Anyone else have any other ideas?||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||11-11-2003||10:00 PM||||If it *is* oil,Check the oil cooler,could  possibly be leaking internally. <br /><br />A internally leaking cooler can also cause coolant in the oil as well.<br /><br /> The '91 up water-oil coolers are notorius for leaking caused by age as well as being overtightened,crushing the internals.||129.71.115.239||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||11-11-2003||10:44 PM||||Thanks for the response.  I'll try and take a look tomorrow.  I was also advised by someone else to flush the cooling system because it might have been clogged up somewhere along the way from the year and half long time the motor/car was not running before I bought it.  I took a papertowel and dipped it into the radiator, and the oil was a very very small skim coat on the top of the antifreeze.<br /><br />Hopefully I'll get a chance to drain/flush/fill it and see how things are from there.  BTW...pardon my ignorance, where exactly is the oil cooler and are there any things that I should look for visually?  It's a newbie question...but I gotta start somewhere right?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||drew||11-12-2003||12:03 AM||||<a href="http://vfaq.com/mods/oilcool.html" target="_blank">http://vfaq.com/mods/oilcool.html</a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||Craig91||11-14-2003||10:11 PM||||Well, I took my sweet ass time today and did a drain/flush/fill off the coolant.  When pouring it out into some containers, I could still see a trace of the oil on the top of the coolant.  It looked the same as if you spill oil on a wet surface and you see the rainbow tint to it.  Just a little hint of rainbow on the top of the coolant.<br /><br />Drained and changed the oil as well and the oil looked just fine.  No hint of any coolant that I could tell.  I didn't find any mass amounts of "sludge" anywhere or any chocolate milky color.<br /><br />As of now, everything seems fine, but over the next week or so I'm gonna keep an eye on the coolant in the radiator to see if it's giving me any more indications of possibly the oil cooler going bad.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum2/003844.cgi
A||||14||dsmsleeper||Rebuild Caliper?||||5||||dsmsleeper||00000483
Z||000000||dsmsleeper||11-11-2003||09:59 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||My rear caliper is siezed.  Is it worth it to buy a rebuilt caliper or should I rebuild it?||65.60.143.46||reg||5||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000001||TWEAKD4||11-11-2003||10:13 PM||||Mine was seized when I was trying to get my car running.  First time I have ever rebuilt a caliper.  I just followed vfaq.com and have not had any problems since.  I think the kit cost about $15 from Advanced auto.||63.233.207.227||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||11-11-2003||11:15 PM||||There is a Vfaq for rebuilding calipers?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||mistervr4||11-11-2003||11:21 PM||||If your caliper is seized out, try this.  I had the same problem a couple years ago, and called the dealer after buying a new one that was doing the same thing.  The dealer said that the calipers on these cars need the piston to be turned while pressing down.  I turned the piston with a pair of vice grips while pushing down with a c-clamp, and it turned out that my old caliper wasn't bad at all.  Hope this helps||64.136.26.62||reg||1||mistervr4||00002348||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||11-12-2003||10:02 AM||||Thanks for the replies.<br /><br />Where's the VFAQ on rebuilding calipers?  I didn't find one.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||11-12-2003||06:30 PM||||I tried robo-grips and needle nose: no luck. I even tried a little spanner wrench. I could only get it to turn a little. <br /><br />Is it frozen? If so, can I put some PB Blaster in there to free it? <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.60.143.46||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||11-12-2003||06:46 PM||||There is a special tool that you can rent from auto parts stores to turn rear calipers. But they should not be that hard to turn. Mine were and I suspect they are semi frozen-stuck.||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||11-12-2003||08:51 PM||||my e barake part of the rear calipers is funny . it will not retract totally like only one side works now. does this rebuild account for the e brake mechanism as well .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||11-13-2003||08:27 AM||||I ordered a rebuilt caliper last night ($57).  I believe it includes the parking brake pieces as well.  I'll know tonight when I pick it up.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||11-13-2003||09:28 AM||||I took one of my rears apart to rebuild, but the parking brake rotational mechanism was screwed up.  The needle bearing in there was totally rusted.  The rebuild kit came with the new seals, but not the bearing.  I got a rebuilt as well.  I may or may not fix the other one some day when I figure out how to do it.  I did manage to acquire the bearing but did not finish the job.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||11-13-2003||01:57 PM||||Guys, buy one of these (or something like it):<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43998&item=2441691424" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43998&item=2441691424</a><br /><br />Oh yeah, make sure you pay more and get a set that uses a rather (like the above example set) vs a T-handle.<br /><br />That will make life so much easier in dealing with turning those pistons in. Consider it an investment and the 40-50 dollars shouldn't seem like too much of a hit. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||TWEAKD4||11-14-2003||11:13 PM||||I looked and your right there isn't a Vfaq to rebuild a caliper.  I know I got the info from somewhere.  Maybe from other boards and using my DSM manual.  I use vfaqs for so much I forget what info I have or have not gotten from that site.||63.233.207.179||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||11-14-2003||11:53 PM||||I wouldnt bother at all. I bought re-built ones from brakewarehouse.com (I think) and sent mine back as a core. It was well worth it and the quality was awesome. It was cheaper than the re-built at the dealer, NAPA, Autozone, etc etc. Came with brakepads as well. <br /><br />Search for my post about calipers!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||Romanova||11-15-2003||12:21 AM||||I will chime in for Brakewarehouse too. I've ordered pads and rotors from them when I first got my car... excellent service, shipping, and product! Nothing but praise.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000014||bob in chicago||11-15-2003||08:59 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I just got a rear pair without pads from John at Brake Parts Warehouse. <a href="http://www.brakeco.com" target="_blank">www.brakeco.com</a> (888) 428-PARTS. Part# 141.46515 & 516 totaled $199.99 plus $17 shipping. Plus there's a $75/each refundable core charge. <br /><br />The other place is:<br />   <a href="http://www.brakewarehouse.com/ShowResults22clpr.asp" target="_blank">http://www.brakewarehouse.com/ShowResults22clpr.asp</a>  <br /><br />Suggestion: Use Motul 600 brake fluid for its very high "wet" boiling point.||24.148.12.50||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/003845.cgi
A||||11||SearsPointVR4||Front Mount Pics||||2||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||11-12-2003||03:49 AM||Ges1759@aol.com||Here's how the Front Mount install went tonight.. I'm tired, plus the pics are worth a thousand words,, The IC is a Spearco 24"x6"x3" it fit pretty well, I had to relocate the inlet and outlet, On the outlet I used a cast HKS 90 degree elbow and was able to sneek it under the driving light so they can stay in...  Anyway, let me know what you all think!<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1905&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1906&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />The Bubb Rubb Says:  Woo Woooooosh!!!||198.81.26.75||reg||2||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||ercp98||11-12-2003||08:27 AM||||great install!!! i like your garage floor too.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-12-2003||08:30 AM||||Nice.  I wish I installed my FMIC in a nice garage like that.  You'll love the mod!||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||11-12-2003||09:04 AM||||Looks perfect!  Where'd you get the IC?  Did the piping come with it?<br /><br />Yeah, that floor look like ice.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||psycopyro182||11-12-2003||10:53 AM||||wow. i wish i even had a garage to put my vr4 in.<br />that looks really nice. <br />not too small and not extremly big.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000005||SearsPointVR4||11-12-2003||12:15 PM||||yeah, the shop is nice, it's the shop I manage and work at, Pierce Motorsports Inc.  the floor is covered in white and grey epoxy.... As for the intercooler, I got it off ebay, from a source called "BoostCoolers" the stock inlet and outlets were stright out the ends, which I didin't want to use, so I got out the saw and the welder, I'll post a couple pics.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1910&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Stock intercooler as delivered, good quality for the price,,  375$$$$<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1909&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Drivers side end tank during fabrication.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1911&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Passenger side end tank with the elbow to clear the driving lamp<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1912&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />another pic of the passenger side endtank.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000006||boostx||11-12-2003||02:12 PM||||how much of the bumpper support did u have to cut<br />( how much is left )||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000007||Jon||11-12-2003||02:35 PM||||Are you sure the core is 3" thick and not 3.5"?  Spearco doesn't make a 3" thick core.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000008||SearsPointVR4||11-12-2003||03:25 PM||||That's what I thought, the core is a Spearco 3" though, apparently it was surplus that was major tractor manufacturer.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000009||SearsPointVR4||11-12-2003||03:33 PM||||Here's a pic of the front bumper cutaway,  I cut a little more than was really nescesary, but the extra I cut out wouldn't have served much of a structual purpose anyhow.  i did take the time to box in the sections of bumper structure that were exposed after cutting the center piece out, this added some reinforcement and made it look sanitary. <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1913&width=400" alt=" - " />||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||11-12-2003||03:38 PM||||That's a really nice way to keep some bumper.  Too bad my FMIC is too big to do that with.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||AWDnot2||11-17-2003||09:06 PM||||26x8x3 RH FMIC install.<br /><br /> <a href="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp" target="_blank">FMIC install</a>||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes



ubb/Forum2/003846.cgi
A||||3||HHIVR4||where to buy a used engine (i might need too)||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||11-12-2003||10:51 AM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||Well after a long and hard run i noticed my car is leaking oil heavily.Im going to start looking for an engine if i cant fix it myself.<br />Could you help me out with some different importers or distributors.<br />I would be interested in a front clip if it was already in the states so i dont have to wait a month.||63.49.51.31||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||11-12-2003||01:57 PM||||You could rebuild yours, it would probablly be cheaper and you would know that it's a fresh motor.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||RallyVR4||11-12-2003||03:32 PM||||check out <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com</a> they have a listing of where to get used motors i got mine from some company for like $960 shipped.  and it came w/ a small 16g turbo!  i broke the old motor - stupid balance shaft fell broke out the block =)  love these mitsus.  goodluck||166.77.209.190||reg||1||Paul||00002810||yes
Z||000003||HHIVR4||11-12-2003||04:02 PM||||i am going to take it to my friends shop and so i can check it out tommorow.where did you get your engine paul?Thats a great price.I hope i can fix mine but it does have 169k on it so i might as well take this opportunity and change it out or have a rebuild.I could find the link for the engines on the rre site its not finished so it says.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum2/003847.cgi
A||||2||ayvr4||Sorry, stupid question||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||11-12-2003||12:00 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||what size is the stock intercooler pipe?<br />thanks||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||11-12-2003||12:19 PM||||Stupid answer:<br /><br />I think about 1 3/4 or 1 7/8ths if I recall correctly, but I'm not sure I do.  Looked at it last week.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||SearsPointVR4||11-12-2003||01:56 PM||||It's 45mm,,,  it works out to be about .025" larger than 1-3/4", so 1-3/4 would work fine.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes



ubb/Forum2/003848.cgi
A||||12||bopropucope||Flywheel Input needed.||||1||||bopropucope||00000288
Z||000000||bopropucope||11-12-2003||12:31 PM||bchapman@techies.com||I will be putting in a new ACT 2600 in the next few weeks and while doing so am thinking about a aluminum flywheel.  I will not be racing the car on a track but will be street testing once in awhile.  If you have any input ie: thumbs up or down on certain brands please let me know. Current mods: 16g,ss2.5 including downpipe, 2g manifold, air filter, etc. Thanks.<br /><br />Sorry KEVINTYPER.  No input from you please :-(||209.110.230.62||reg||1||bopropucope||00000288||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-12-2003||12:40 PM||||Get a Fidanza or ACT flywheel and a scattershield from Harry (number3).  <br /><br />Don't skip on the scattershield...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Jon||11-12-2003||02:37 PM||||You don't really need a scatter shield when you are running an aluminum flywheel.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||11-12-2003||02:43 PM||||i disagree as a fidanza can come apart like anything else. Plus it's an NHRA requirement  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Doug Thomas||11-12-2003||02:50 PM||||I prefer the Fidanza myself. I�ve had it for a couple of years now and I�ve had no problems with it. The other thing I like about the Fidanza is the replaceable friction surface, so the fidanza should last you a long time. I don�t know about the ACT chromoly flywheel, but II had a Jun chromoly flywheel and it didn�t last very long because it couldn�t take the heat and was too thin. The ACT is thicker than the Jun, so it should be better than the Jun.<br /><br />Here�s a link from RRE with some more flywheel info.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm</a>||12.10.219.28||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||11-12-2003||02:52 PM||||Either get a new stock flywheel (not lightened) or fun the Fid Alum. I have the Fid Alum and like it. When just cruising around, leaving a stop light up a slight hill you have to slip the clutch a little more but I notice no difference really in driving the car daily. When I get on it though it goes faster for sure, rev's quicker.....I, personally, would not get a new clutch without getting one. What am I saying I DID IT! I would get a scatter shield though. Unless you run a new stock flywheel I would. Even old stock flywheels can come apart, I have seen one with 120k miles on it come appart on the streeet at 6,000RPM, not pretty. When you see pics of what can happen you will see why, cheap insurance. I need one!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||Doug Thomas||11-12-2003||03:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> i disagree as a fidanza can come apart like anything else. Plus it's an NHRA requirement   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Have you seen a Fidanza come part, if so please post the link. I�ve never heard of a Fidanza coming a part. A scatter shields is required by NHRA if your car is running 11.99 and quicker and by IHRA if your car is running 11.4 and quicker. I don�t think a scatter shield is required for a streetcar with a good flywheel like a Fidanza or ACT. If you�re running a stock flywheel or stock lightened flywheel then you should get yourself a scatter shield.||12.10.219.28||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||11-12-2003||03:13 PM||||Jeff Hills Fidanza came apart.Not in the classic fashion but did none the less.||64.63.217.167||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||11-12-2003||03:20 PM||||<a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=5;t=003175#000000" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=5;t=003175#000000</a><br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  The JUN Flywheel seems to work for Pruven Perf and Buschur Orange very well. Findanza is pretty looking, but all too many times I have seen that flywheel come apart. I currently had mine in three pieces when I sent it back to Fidanza for them to fix it. From the dowel pins to the actual surface area cracking to the ring gear coming loose. The Chromoly flywheel is the much stronger than the Findanza and it wont break apart killing the driver. You think about it. And by the way, I dont know what you are talking about the heat issues, but any flywheel will fail under extreme heat condition (Slipping etc)<br /><br />--------------------<br /><a href="http://www.garychiosawdgsx.com" target="_blank">http://www.garychiosawdgsx.com</a> <br />10.6@132 stock head/no NOS/ $600 Turbo<br />I made 50 more WHP since, but never ran it yet.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||Doug Thomas||11-12-2003||03:58 PM||||The ring gear did come loose, but the flywheel was still intact and didn�t explode. I know about the Jeff Hill�s flywheel, but that was in car with 650hp and a 6-puck disk, so I understand why that one failed, but his didn�t explode either. Jeff sent the flywheel back to Fidanza and they redesigned it. Last time I checked Jeff Hill is still running a Fidanza flywheel. Both flywheels didn�t explode or caused any other damage then the flywheel being damaged.<br /><br />I personally don�t run a scatter shield as I think is unnecessary in my car with a Fidanza. I�ve had a stock lightened flywheel explode on me years ago and the first thing I went looking for was a better flywheel than the stock one. If you feel your car is making that much power that you can will cause a Fidanza or ACT explode then by all means get yourself a scatter shield.<br /><br /><br />How do you know that a scatter shield is going to protect from an exploding flywheel? Have any of these scatter shield been tested or had a flywheel exploded with one in place?||12.10.219.28||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||11-12-2003||04:21 PM||||Here's how it goes to me:<br /><br />These things can and have broken due to power, manufacturing flaw, act of god, dowel pins coming out, whatever...<br /><br />Scattershield is solid steel between me and my passengers.  With the thousands of dollars that almost all of us have spent on these cars, isn't it worth $150 for piece of mind ALONE? I know it is to me.  YMMV. And as for being extra money, buy and ACT flywheel. The price difference between that and the Fidanza which many got before the ACT came out makes up for the scatter shield.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||11-12-2003||04:55 PM||||When I bought my aluminum flywheel from DSMotorsport, Nathan had just stopped selling the Fidanzas due to the coming apart.  I bought an SSG instead and have had no issues.  <br /><br />I will say that the difference with the aluminum flywheel is not very drastic.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||autobahntom||11-12-2003||07:25 PM||||I had a lightened factory flywheel in my car, but last week, installed the ACT flywheel. Peace of mind is much improved when shifting at 8.5k (thanks to the Jeffmodded ECU). I was almost afraid to get the rpms up after seeing some of the destruction caused by a flywheel coming apart.<br />Our saving grace is that the flywhee is on the passenger side (assuming you don't have passengers when racing). What about the EVO's, with the flywheel on the driver's side; that could be deadly instead of just costly. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/003849.cgi
A||||5||Duc Hunter||Grifin/RRE Radiator install quickie||||4||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-12-2003||04:12 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have the old one out and the new one ready to go in. I need to plug a hole when they have welded a boss in the lower tank, driver�s side. It is presumably for a second temp sensor but my car only has the fan temp sensor on the passenger side, next to the radiator hose nipple. <br /><br />Any know what size that plug is?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||4||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-12-2003||04:24 PM||||isn't that for a drain or is there a drain already? I'd guess that hole is 1/4 or 3/8 NPT but that's just a wild guess...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||11-12-2003||04:44 PM||||Drain, maybe, the stock drain is on the side but it goes out the bottom of the tank towards the ground, this goes out the back, towards the firewall. Hmmm.......<br /><br />I am eating lunch and still hoping to find out how big it is without having the shlep the rad to the parts store. I may just throw the sensor for my SPA gauge in there, with an adaptor. Not the best spot for a water temp gauge I know but then again....||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||drew||11-12-2003||04:57 PM||||I'm pretty sure its for the drain.The stock drain goes out the back as well if you look closely.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||11-12-2003||09:29 PM||||EDITED!!!!!<br />Well I got the plug and got it in, sort of......  it fits but it is NOT a drop in !!!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /><br />The cross member on the drivers side interferes with the side brace on the rad. I will have to pull the rad soon and cut a notch in the side plate so that the driver�s side retainer can be installed. Also the fan bolts are not quite right. Putting all 4 bolts in requires some doing, but they go in. The funny thing is that spinning the fan by hand there appears to be no interference but when the fan comes on you hear it rubbing just SLIGHTLY.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   I will take it to dinner and see if it clearances itself.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I have pics and will post a thread detailing the install. Thanks for the help!<br /><br />The red needs to be removed so the rad can fit in so that both top brackets that retain it can be used. <br />  <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/23254307.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />This is what interferes with the side brace on the rad. Alternatively I could trim what is rad here instead of the rad side brace. <br />  <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/23254308.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||11-12-2003||11:37 PM||||Just take out that piece you are gonna trim on the core support. My rre piping didn't fit well with that sheetmetal there, so I removed it. After it's gone it leaves a much larger space in the core support for ic piping. That piece goes all the way down to the lower crossmember but you should be able to fanagle it out of there after removing all the bolts holding it on. You may have to remove you ic piping right there to do it also.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/003850.cgi
A||||9||VTGVR4||high revving!!!||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||11-12-2003||05:28 PM||defnick@yahoo.com||i just put my car all back together, with a ghetto fmic pipes, etc. (stockers were all split). however, i might have hooked up the mbc, wastegate lines the wrong way...<br /><br />after the car is warmed up, and i start to boost,  its as if a ghost is flooring the gas, it revved all the way up to 4k on its own, in neautral, and when i left it in drive, and then pressed the clutch, it screamed to 7k! <br />i gotta drive this to CT tmw, someone on this list just bought it. but i want make sure i arrive!  any ideas?||63.159.192.4||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-12-2003||05:41 PM||||throttle cable pinched or stuck?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||11-12-2003||06:04 PM||||not sure. scott  said i prolly used too much silicone in the TB area. so im gonna remove it, strip it, and put just a bead on it, instead of sloshing on 1/8" like its pizza sauce.||63.159.192.4||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||11-12-2003||06:05 PM||||I think he put too much silicon sealant on the throttle body elbow.  What I believe is happening is under boost and high throttle conditions the silcon is getting sucked in and not allowing the throttle plate to close.  Thus resulting in a surge then the rpms skyrocketing when the clutch is pushed in (engine no longer bearing load).  <br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||11-12-2003||06:39 PM||||Nick, I'd say Vac leak for sure.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||11-12-2003||07:51 PM||||You have a big leak in you intercooler piping||208.178.23.32||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||thejeebus2002||11-12-2003||08:24 PM||||Problem solved!!!  The silicon was getting stuck on the throttle plate.  It's all good now (well enough to drive anyway,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||11-12-2003||08:26 PM||||score one for me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||11-12-2003||08:26 PM||||well, i removed the TB, and all the silicone. i dont  think i was clear enough when i said 'spread around like pizza sauce'. it was really in there!  anyway, i used a paper thin cover on it and the TB, and it worked well, that rev  thing didnt come back...<br />however, in a moment of sheer stupidity, i forgot to add the "Y" iron connector that pretty much does nothing. anyway, one of the long bolts on the TB broke off inside. Rats. at least he's getting a complete spare TB. it doesnt seem to affect anything, either.||63.159.192.163||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||11-16-2003||05:17 AM||||Actually it sounds like you broke it off in the intake manny, not the TB.  Hopefully it didn't shear off flush and he can back it out ok.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003851.cgi
A||||5||1quickvr4||89 Seatbelt install problems||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||11-12-2003||06:56 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Okay, I ahve went ove the FAqs and searched. I cant figure out how to make the motor fit and bolt into where its supposed to go. Pics would be nice if anyone has them. Also How do you get the a pillers to stay up?||64.63.216.56||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-12-2003||07:47 PM||||Motor?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||11-12-2003||08:15 PM||||The part that mounts in the b pillar.||64.63.216.58||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||1101||11-12-2003||09:21 PM||||I built a 1/8 steel flat plate out of mild steel and bolted three or four corners down to the nut plates in the big hole (forget which). Then you can bolt the retractor to the plate and the belt end bolts to one of the existing nuts. It helps that I had an 89 to take measurements from. The critical part is getting the retractor and belt end in the right place so they come out at the correct point on the trim. I had to do some sheet metal trimming down there also.<br /><br /><br /> The a pillar clips were a lot of work. Had to relocate or shim a few of those u shaped holders for the bullet shaped clips. I cut them out of the old mouse belt trim pieces and glued them on with black abs sewer pipe glue.<br /><br />I had to drill one new hole in each metal A pillar. Use duct tape on the metal pillar, then press the trim into the correct location with the clip installed. The clip will leave an indentation in the tape of where you have to drill. Drill the correct size hole so the clip is captured when the trim is installed. <br /><br />If you change out the trim piece above the doors (without the track cutout). It will leave about 1/4" gap between the headliner and trim at the front door because the non mouse belt trim is narrower. I found an early 90 non-mouse belt headliner of the correct fabric to fix that. some of the 89 headliner fabric is different. If you want everything to match up it is a lot of work.     <br /><br />It was worth it to me to not get strangled getting in and out of the car. <br /><br /><br />Ward<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> Okay, I ahve went ove the FAqs and searched. I cant figure out how to make the motor fit and bolt into where its supposed to go. Pics would be nice if anyone has them. Also How do you get the a pillers to stay up? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||11-12-2003||11:53 PM||||WOW, Im having second thoughts now. Maybe time for harnesses.||64.63.217.86||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||11-12-2003||11:58 PM||||harnesses rule!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/003852.cgi
A||||4||Bigfoot200200||Perfect battery for trunk mount||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||11-12-2003||09:06 PM||||625Amps, 13.25lb. Fits perfectly in the right fender well. They fit so well in there that you dont need to build a box to keep them in place. Two of them will fit if you want more reserve power. All you have to do is make a hold down arm. And it all hides behind that trunk liner. Sorry, no installation pics but it's gonna be sweet.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.batterymart.com/battery/ODY-PC625.html" target="_blank">http://www.batterymart.com/battery/ODY-PC625.html</a>||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-12-2003||09:09 PM||||the stx 680 is the same thing and $30 cheaper<br /><br />That's what i'm using up front...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||11-12-2003||10:27 PM||||Close, but the length vs height is switched. The 680 is 7.3" long, so I dont think you could squeeze it in between the inner fender and the side marker bulge. The 625 is 6.7" long so it just clears, plus there is room for two in the well end to end. If the 3.9" width seems wide for the fender well, it's because the battery is narrower at the bottom. Like I said, two fit perfectly.||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||Kibo||11-13-2003||07:31 PM||||Yes, you can fit the STX680 (formerly the X680) in the right rear fender well even with the bumper.  Been there, done that.  Where you been?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||11-14-2003||07:07 AM||||You can pick a 680 off ebay for $70-75 shipped on most days.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/003853.cgi
A||||5||cevic||Cold start switch||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||11-12-2003||11:27 PM||||My car has a problem with starting in cold. I took it to the mechanic and he told me the cold start swith, which is on the intake(I think it's on the intake manifold by what he meant) was bad. He tried to order it from a local mitsubishi dealer and the the salesman told him that this part is no longer in production. The dealer had to contact to everywhere to find if the switch is still available. It has already been two weeks and still no good news. Does anyone know where the switch is located and where I can got one? Thank you.||129.237.117.121||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||11-13-2003||07:01 AM||||I guess you're talking about the FIAV?  It's not really a switch, it's a valve.<br /><br />The part number for it is:<br />MD614454<br /><br />Call Conicelli, Tallahasee, or some of the other dsm-friendly dealers and ask them yourself.  Our cars are at that age now where OEM parts start to phase out so he might be telling the truth.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||cevic||11-13-2003||04:53 PM||||What is the full name of FIAV?||129.237.224.25||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||11-13-2003||05:04 PM||||Fast Idle Air Valve I think.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||11-13-2003||05:36 PM||||i bet he means the temp sensor in the tstat hsg, that tells the ecu it's cold start time.  i bet the wire is broke from age.  md069879.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||crucible||11-13-2003||06:47 PM||||Sounds like you need to find another mechanic.<br />The sensor mentioned above is located on top of the thermostat housing with 2 wires.Either fix the wires and/or install a new temp sensor.Both can be done yourself very easily.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/003854.cgi
A||||26||4g63t||Calling Rob - 3kgt brakes||||1||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||11-13-2003||12:19 AM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Hey Rob, what did you need to put those brakes on the galant? Did you use the galant hub with adapter plates? Or did you use 3kgt hubs? I did a search but this subject was left open ended. Any info would be appreciated.  Thanks||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||11-13-2003||07:21 AM||||I know the 3kgt SL front brakes bolt right onto a 2G.  They are the equivalent of 2G GSX brakes for those with a GS-T single-pot.<br /><br />If that's any indication... I don't know how interchangable 1G and 2G brakes are.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||11-13-2003||07:48 AM||||Chris,<br /><br />Check the old Yahoo groups archive. I believe Rob posted it ~Dec 2001 [maybe 2000].<br /><br />I'm doing something similar. Check my web page for a brief FAQ. In summary - the front 94+ VR4 TT stuff will fit with an adapter bracket for the caliper and redrilling the rotor for 4-lug. The rear requires relocating the stock mounting tabs to fit the TT calipers and you will lose use of the parking brake [3kGT / 2Gs have a separate drum-in-rotor parking brake].<br /><br />Before anyone asks - the EVO 8 stuff is not a bolt-on upgrade and suffers the same issues as the TT upgrade - 5-lug rotors, different caliper spacing and offset, and no integral rear parking brake.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||drew||11-13-2003||11:48 AM||||Kyle,<br /><br />Would you be willing to share the info re: or to make the brackets to bolt on the front calipers? It seems like that's the final peice that's missing. Everything else (sans opening up the centerbore on the supra rotors) would seem to allow for bolt-on (esp. for 5 lugged cars)||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||russya||11-13-2003||12:40 PM||||I second that, It would be awesome to have a kind of step by step and piece by piece needed to do the swap. It would even be better if someone just made a bunch of the brackets needed to do the swap and sold them to list members||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000005||GrocMax||11-13-2003||07:07 PM||||Chuck all that stuff and get ahold of David Cobb in the D/FW area, he makes a Porsche conversion kit that spanks the shit out of every other aftermarket brake setup out there.||209.151.102.93||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000006||drew||11-13-2003||07:23 PM||||That might be the case, but we're talking budget. I shudder to think how much a porsche caliper might cost.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||raceman77||11-13-2003||09:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> That might be the case, but we're talking budget. I shudder to think how much a porsche caliper might cost. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">actually there`s no need to shudder,brudder.Porsche parts are not as expensive as everyone says.You can get a set of 4 brembo 4 pot calipers that would come stock on 944 turbos or the 3.6 C2/C4 for about $500.00,they`re on Ebay all day long.l`ve bought three sets for conversions and that`s the most l`ve paid for a set of all four.The rears are smaller then the fronts and have different bolt spacing so you`d have to see what would work for the Galant but either set would be an incredible improvement.l can measure them up if anyone is interested,l`ve still got a set of rears sitting on the shelf and a set of fronts on one of my cars  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.61.175||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000008||number3||11-13-2003||10:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> Chuck all that stuff and get ahold of David Cobb in the D/FW area, he makes a Porsche conversion kit that spanks the shit out of every other aftermarket brake setup out there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go on, my ears are open...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||Ska-TAY||11-13-2003||10:52 PM||||I would like to hear more about the Porsche conversion kits also...||24.209.145.241||reg||10||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||11-13-2003||11:26 PM||||i'm interested. is there weight savings?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||11-14-2003||08:42 PM||||Also, reading an Aussie article detailing the differences between the various VR4 models (see the post on GVR4 RS/EVO 1/4 mi. times for the link), it states that the RS came with better brakes.  It also says the EVO came with all the luxuries of the regular GVR4, as well as the engine improvements, but makes no mention of the brakes.  Anyway, this also might be a source of better bolt-on brakes.  It doesn't say WHAT's better about them, though.<br /><br />Any Aussies, NZ's, or jdm folks care to comment on this?||69.59.219.230||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||Turbogeek||11-15-2003||08:16 PM||||Yes, I sure can  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />The RS / RS-E has bigger rotors and also bigger twin pot calipers on the front. Ralliart cars had a Brembo conversion done on them. <br /><br />However, I think if your looking for big brakes, the planned conversion I have in mind might be interesting - using a front rotor of a local Mitsu model called the Magna, four spot calipers off a 300ZX, front rotors go to rear, then use a RX-7 four spot caliper. I have to use a hydralic handbrake, but this is a rally car, no problem there. You do need to make adapter plates, but for me that's no issue. <br /><br />I sort of sense if I can prove it works, it might be worth putting up plans and cost?||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000013||GrocMax||11-16-2003||12:42 AM||||I don't know what Porsche caliper is used, but it is cost-effective and lighter than factory singles, uses Porsche rotors that the replacement cost is low (low enough that turning the rotors is more trouble than buying new rotors), and (of course) needs an adapter block made to fit a DSM/GVR-4. It was developed for road race applications, after trying many of the aftermarket offerings and being disaapointed in their cost and performance. There are very few wheels that fit well. Will flat-spot sticky road race tires at will at high speeds, even when glowing hot.  <br /><br />I will try to get more info for y'all.||209.151.102.136||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000014||drew||11-16-2003||02:17 AM||||I found some info from the 3si guys<br /><br /><a href="http://www.geocities.com/jczoom_619/secrets.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/jczoom_619/secrets.html</a><br /><a href="http://www.stealth316.com/2-brakeupgrade.htm" target="_blank">http://www.stealth316.com/2-brakeupgrade.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.team3s.com/~dschilberg/cars/brakes/BigReds_install.htm" target="_blank">http://www.team3s.com/~dschilberg/cars/brakes/BigReds_install.htm</a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000015||turboren||11-16-2003||04:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> There are very few wheels that fit well. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that because they use the Porsche 5x130 bolt pattern?  If so, maybe I will finally be able to get some use out of those C2 wheels I bought, but never used, for my 944t about 5 years ago...<br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.157||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000016||4g63t||11-16-2003||07:39 PM||||Thanks for all the replies, guys. After reading around and looking at all that info, I'm probably not going to pursue 3kgt brakes. I really want the beautiful TCE kit, but I've been looking around at less costly alternatives. We'll see how it goes.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000017||GrocMax||11-18-2003||08:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboren:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> There are very few wheels that fit well. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that because they use the Porsche 5x130 bolt pattern?  If so, maybe I will finally be able to get some use out of those C2 wheels I bought, but never used, for my 944t about 5 years ago...<br /><br />Ren </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its because of the physical size of the caliper.||209.151.102.110||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000018||tplesko||11-18-2003||09:08 AM||||any further info Groc?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000019||BlackHole||11-18-2003||11:24 AM||||As I mention on my site, this is a silly brake job I'm doing for my own personal edification and the stupid fun of it. Not the most practical setup - way heavy and wheel clearance is a serious issue with the wide calipers. If you don't mind losing the rear parking brake this gets a lot easier.<br /><br />If you want it done right with a minimum of compromises, have a pro build the system - pay the money for TCE or comparable and you'll be happier in the long run.<br /><br />But I will update my site as I move along in the project with DIY info. At this point I have some serious concerns about liability in selling the caliper adapters.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000020||Matt379||11-19-2003||02:44 PM||||I'm impatient too!<br /><br />Any info on how this setup works/price/availabity.<br /><br />Seems like a very promising option||68.51.114.132||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000021||GrocMax||11-19-2003||07:03 PM||||Hey I got ahold of David finally, he can either jump in here and do a thread hijack or start a new thread.||209.151.102.129||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000022||drew||11-19-2003||07:10 PM||||Let's start a new thread. It'll help in searching later on. Thanks GrocMax||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000023||Matt379||11-19-2003||09:27 PM||||Thanks Groc,<br /><br />Lets all be grateful and also make sure we really appreciate Groc and the knowledge he can bring.  <br /><br />(Read: lets not waste his time.)||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000024||NZGZR4||11-20-2003||06:16 PM||||This is my front brake setup.<br />  <img src="http://www.camzr4.orcon.net.nz/Lancer%20pictures/Lancerbrakes-sm.jpg" alt=" - " /> JFZ 4 pot calipers (same as Wilwood Dynalite) custom, homemade, flat, adapter bracket.<br />Custom rotors as I couldn't find anywhere to get one with the dimensions I wanted,  I have since found some that could of been made to work just as well.<br /><br />Cam||203.109.201.57||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000025||Minjin||11-23-2003||02:19 PM||||Whoah...are those 15s or 16s? Thats the thing I really want, better brakes that can fit under aftermarket 15s.<br /><br />I noticed you guys were talking about the SL brakes. I just wanted to point out a little known fact that they are NOT the same as GVR4 calipers. Each of the two pistons is 1mm larger in diameter than our stock brakes.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000026||NZGZR4||11-23-2003||03:01 PM||||They are stock (JDM) 15" wheels<br />I built them to fit under 15's as the car is destined to see a lot of gravel once I get some suitable underbody protection onto it.<br />Rotors are 285 x 28mm.<br /><br />JDM Diamante's (and I think Evo 1-3) also have the 1mm bigger pistons on their front brakes.||219.88.129.195||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes



ubb/Forum2/003855.cgi
A||||14||agrabau||O2 Sensor Threads (size/pitch) ? ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||11-13-2003||02:03 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||I need to buy a nut for my O2 housing. This thing's going to be trick. <br /><br />Also, please stop calling Paris and I when we're in bed. It's very disturbing. <br /><br />Thanks. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-13-2003||02:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I need to buy a nut for Paris . This thing's going to be trick. <br /><br />Also, please stop calling my O2 housing and I when we're in bed. It's very disturbing. <br /><br />Thanks. <br /><br />AL <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Try m12x1.5 I think...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-13-2003||02:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I need to buy a nut for a trick . This thing's going to be in Paris. <br /><br />Also, please stop calling Pivvay and I when we're in bed. It's very disturbing. <br /><br />Thanks. <br /><br />AL <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Try m12x1.5 I think... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">PIVVAY is funny.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||11-13-2003||02:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I need to buy a nut for a trick . This thing's going to be in Paris. <br /><br />Also, please stop calling Pivvay and I when we're in bed. It's very disturbing. <br /><br />Thanks. <br /><br />AL <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Try m12x1.5 I think... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">PIVVAY is funny. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ROTFLMAO!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-13-2003||02:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Originally posted by drew:<br />quote:<br />Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><br />quote:<br />I need to buy a nut for disturbing . This thing's going to be in a o2 housing. <br /><br />Also, please stop calling Pivvay, Paris and I when we're in bed. It's very trick. <br /><br />Thanks. <br /><br />AL <br />Try m12x1.5 I think...<br />PIVVAY is funny.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||11-13-2003||03:16 PM||||Whoa...what the hell kind of thread did I just walk in on?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||BluFalcon||11-13-2003||03:21 PM||||18mm x 1.5  That's the size of the tap that I use to clean the O2 sensor threads on all my O2 housings, so it had better be right.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||11-13-2003||03:31 PM||||Hehehe.<br /><br />I was talking about the studs in the o2 housing size.  For the actual o2 sensor bung that sounds right...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||TurboVR4dr||11-13-2003||03:42 PM||||For an 02 bung go the the parts store and get one of those  spark plug nonfouler things.  Cut the end off and you have an o2 bung right there.  I think the cost is about $4 for 2 of them.  I used tom for the rear o2 when making 2g exhaust systems.  Cheaper than the $8 a piece from summit.  The only thing is they are a little thin so have a sparkplug threaded in when you weld it to keep the shape.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||11-13-2003||05:05 PM||||Good call Scott. Pivaay just jumped to 12mm conclusion because he was eager to bag on Paris and I. Good Job Pivy. Now she's crying. <br /><br />...coming honey.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||11-13-2003||05:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TurboVR4dr:<br /><strong> For an 02 bung go the the parts store and get one of those  spark plug nonfouler things.  Cut the end off and you have an o2 bung right there.  I think the cost is about $4 for 2 of them.  I used tom for the rear o2 when making 2g exhaust systems.  Cheaper than the $8 a piece from summit.  The only thing is they are a little thin so have a sparkplug threaded in when you weld it to keep the shape.<br /><br />Scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well the spark plug threads are typically 14 x 1.5, so now which size is it?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||11-13-2003||05:07 PM||||I think I said 12mm because I saw something really small when I walked in on Paris and you.  And there was crying at that point and something like "Bim I can't believe it's so small" or something like that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||TurboVR4dr||11-13-2003||05:08 PM||||Get a non fouler at the parts store and you will see.  I can't remember off the top of my head.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000013||TurboVR4dr||11-13-2003||06:16 PM||||I don't know why i had such a brain cramp.  the fouler works by threading into the sparkplug hole and sheilding the plug from the oil in the chamber.  Then you screw a bigger plug into the non fouler. So that would mean it was the 18mm size.  There is your answer.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||11-13-2003||07:11 PM||||Thanks again Scott. <br /><br />18mm||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/003856.cgi
A||||0||logick||O2 voltage||||1||||logick||00000897
Z||000000||logick||11-13-2003||02:31 PM||||I just tried my TMO stage 3 clone I got from ebay in an ecu i got from keydiver (his chip works awesome, I was just curious about any differences), and when selecting the o2 voltage as a meter too my turbogauge (no palm or laptop yet) it is all over the place ... doesnt matter if I'm WOT coasting or cruising, from 0 to pegged out and back to somewhere in the middle. What should be a normal reading from the TMO on the o2 gauge ? <br /><br />I guess what i really want to know is if this is possible faulty code, or is it time to get an 02 sensor. (I have no CE light or stored codes)<br /><br />Thanks, <br /><br />Mark||208.38.84.89||reg||1||logick||00000897||yes



ubb/Forum2/003857.cgi
A||||4||Jason411||Coolant Hose Question||||1||||Jason411||00002590
Z||000000||Jason411||11-13-2003||04:40 PM||||I sprung a leak in my Talon today, and turns out it's the coolant feed hose for the turbo ( comes of the bottom of the thermostat housing and goes to a metal feed line on the turbo.) The hose has a 90 deg. bend and I was wondering if I had to order the stock hose, Or has anyone had any luck replacing it w/ some type of bulk hose? Any advice would be appreciated.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Jason||24.247.143.76||reg||1||Jason411||00002590||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-13-2003||04:44 PM||||I replace that hose with some stock hose from checker. I hate working in that damn area with tiny hose clamps.  But it worked...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Jason411||11-13-2003||04:50 PM||||Great, thanks for the tip. I will pull it off and get some bulk hose then.||24.247.143.76||reg||1||Jason411||00002590||yes
Z||000003||crucible||11-13-2003||06:52 PM||||Good luck making that 90 degree bend.I tried using off the shelf hose and some thick hose from work but it kept kinking up.I was amazed my local dealer had that hose.Short little bugger but its prebent.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-13-2003||08:30 PM||||i think i used more like fuel hose than coolant hose that's why it didn't kink but was more of a PITA...i should have remembered that earlier, sorry||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/003858.cgi
A||||15||REDLINEGVR4||Weird Power cut||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||11-13-2003||10:14 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Here is the deal after I start my car I let it run for about 2-4 min to warm up it will fish for an idle between 500 and 2k it eventually will idle at 1k then when I drive it it sometimes will be fine and other time it acts real weird it will get to around 1500 to 2k rpm then just die ill pit my foot to the floor my boost gauge that i have will be showing some boost but my car has no and I mean no power then out of no where it will kick in with power and when I shift it will do it again. It does this for a while then it will stop and the car will run fine. Anyone have this problem before? any ideas on a solution to the problem?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-13-2003||10:41 PM||||do you have a datalogger? There are likey a couple issues here.<br /><br />1) search for idle surge<br />2) possible ignition or knock problem but need more info about the power loss problem||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||11-13-2003||10:48 PM||||I dont have a dataloger.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||11-13-2003||11:24 PM||||what boost are you running? can you tell us more about when it cuts out?  I think that's a separate issue from the idle surge||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||jcgalantvr4-244||11-13-2003||11:29 PM||||I had the same prob. about a year ago and it was my idle control sensor.||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000005||jcgalantvr4-244||11-13-2003||11:31 PM||||When it is happening your boost only reads about 3/4 the way up correct?||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||11-13-2003||11:36 PM||||also do you have a real boost gauge or just the one in the cluster?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||REDLINEGVR4||11-14-2003||03:19 PM||||I have a real boost gauge i am getting boost when it does this. I am running stock boost. when the power cuts it fells like i am hitting a brick wall is sounds like it is knocking or misfireing.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||11-14-2003||03:54 PM||||what boost are you running? supporting mods? logger?  You've got to give us more information if you want help.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||11-14-2003||08:11 PM||||Hey Chris, he did say he doesn't have a logger and he's running stock boost.<br /><br />I vote for the "there's probably half a dozen things that need fixing on your car" problem.<br /><br />Replace and set the BISS, throttle body butterfly seals, do a pressure test on the intake/IC, test/replace the ISC, replace your fuel filter change the plugs and wires, etc...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||11-14-2003||08:18 PM||||ya but i don't even know what stock boost is.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Is that 11?<br /><br />When my fuel pump was going out I couldn't even run 10 psi without leaning out in the boost.  He'd be best off to get a logger in addtion to the pressure test, etc or at least hook up a FP gauge or voltmeter to the o2 sensor signal or something.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||Jason G.||11-14-2003||08:28 PM||||Check your MAF hose for any leaks. For that matter check all your i/c hoses.<br /><br />Does the power go offline momentarily and come back on? Or does it stutter and buck back and forth?||65.35.42.213||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000012||REDLINEGVR4||11-14-2003||09:37 PM||||I am bring my car to a good friend of mine at the local mitsubishi deal and he is gonna run a test on it. IT doesn not stutter back and fourth it just stutters. I cheacked all my hoces today and the timing belt the those were fine. God i wish i had a datalogger||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||11-14-2003||11:19 PM||||A data logger is damn near free now days.<br /><br />I finally payed for a pocketlogger, but to me that was a deal.<br /><br />Much better then the TMO days when you had to have a spare laptop as well.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||REDLINEGVR4||11-15-2003||10:15 AM||||Anyone know where i can get a datalogger cheep?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000015||ken inn||11-15-2003||11:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> Anyone know where i can get a datalogger cheep? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">a logger is cheap at ANY price.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003859.cgi
A||||1||GVR1643||alternator install||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||11-14-2003||12:00 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Well did the R&R last night - not too bad, but whoever in the archives said they did it in 1/2 an hour - your the man.  2-3 hours for me.<br /><br />Thanks to the Cali lovers (Pre-Evo and Terrin) ;)j/k  <br />I used their trick to just unbolt the radiator and tilt it up and out of the way without draining it. <br />Didn't have to remove the hard IC pipe by the radiator though. Just the PS pump had to be removed (along with DS wheel and inner plastic).||167.142.22.48||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||11-14-2003||10:34 PM||||yea i swapped my alternator out last saturday night, took me about 45 minutes. removed the ps pump, the intercooler hose and the small hardpipe. i didnt move the radiator at all "?". and i dont have the plastic liner so i just turned my wheel to the side. i did have a few air tools. all in all its not that hard to change.<br /><br /><br />hec||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum2/003860.cgi
A||||1||Monstabishi||Std ignitors||||1||||Monstabishi||00002812
Z||000000||Monstabishi||11-14-2003||12:31 PM||Cordial85@hotmail.com||Hey, was just wondering if the standard ignitors are interchangeable, mine has shit it self and can't seem to find the same one, is it possiable to put in a aftermarket one? The ignotor is a J722T||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||11-16-2003||05:00 AM||||by the ignitor, you mean the power transistor?  The one that uses a plug that fits the 2g mas?  if so, there are a few on ebay right now.  There was one BRAND NEW one last week, but I got bid sniped on it..went for 35 bucks.  However I saw 3 on there last nite, buy it now was like 5 bucks or so.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003861.cgi
A||||15||Monstabishi||ECI MULTI?||||1||||Monstabishi||00002812
Z||000000||Monstabishi||11-14-2003||12:42 PM||Cordial85@hotmail.com||Which VR4 motors came out with the silver rocket cover, and ECI MULTI on the intake manifold? I am unsure which model my engine is.. (motor is in another car)<br /><br />Way||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-14-2003||02:48 PM||||No Galant VR-4s came with silver rocker covers that i'm aware of. Eclipses, Lasers, Talons, and Lancer EVOs came with Silver covers as well as the ECI Multi Manifold.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Monstabishi||11-14-2003||09:22 PM||||Didn't the early NA vr4's have silver covers?||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000003||Ash||11-15-2003||06:36 AM||||I've seen what I think was an 89 or 90 Aust delivered model with a silver rocker cover.||203.221.153.154||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||drew||11-15-2003||11:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Monstabishi:<br /><strong> Didn't the early NA vr4's have silver covers? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">NA VR4 is an oxymoron. That being said, NA 4G63s have silver covers||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||Monstabishi||11-15-2003||01:14 PM||||so did the na's have ECI Multi turbo on the manifold? :| dun think so, just wonder what my motor is as i have no idea. <br /><br />Way||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000006||drew||11-15-2003||05:29 PM||||It sounds like it's an LanEvo I II or III motor to me.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||Monstabishi||11-16-2003||12:08 AM||||Here is a link of my engine bay;<br /><a href="http://users.froggy.com.au/wayz/100_0852small.jpg" target="_blank">http://users.froggy.com.au/wayz/100_0852small.jpg</a>||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000008||drew||11-16-2003||02:18 AM||||does the 4g63 have a 6 bolt or 7 bolt flywheel?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||Gvr4-330||11-16-2003||03:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> does the 4g63 have a 6 bolt or 7 bolt flywheel?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Depends on the 4G63.  All engines that came brand new with the VR-4 have the 6-bolt flywheel.  I think the switch with DSMs is somewhere in 92.  You can look on <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> to try and find out what you have.<br /><br />As for the silver valve cover; that could have been swapped out at anytime.  The previous owner of my white VR-4 had a new dealer installed valve cover and they installed a silver Mitsubishi valve cover.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||11-16-2003||07:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> does the 4g63 have a 6 bolt or 7 bolt flywheel?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Depends on the 4G63.  All engines that came brand new with the VR-4 have the 6-bolt flywheel.  I think the switch with DSMs is somewhere in 92.  You can look on <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> to try and find out what you have.<br /><br />Rob </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um, I could be way off here, but I think that Drew was asking Monstabishi if that 4G63 in particular was either a 6 or 7 bolt, and not 4G63s in general.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||Monstabishi||11-16-2003||08:40 AM||||Im not sure as i haven't take the gearbox off, and i hope i don't have to, the engine number starts with a 4G63JB||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000012||1quickvr4||11-16-2003||10:36 AM||||The Intake manifold is a later model VR4/RS intake. The cam cover looks like a NA galant cam cover, It could have been replaced when the stock one craked or you could have a NA motor in you car with a turbo manifold on it. Check in the back of the block to see if theres a knock sensor there(Under the intake manifold), OR it could be as simple as it has been repainted becouse the red letters look very bright.||64.63.216.159||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000013||Monstabishi||11-17-2003||12:40 PM||||The engine number starts with JB, 4G63JB...<br /><br />Did they engine numbers change with models?||203.206.48.128||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000014||drew||11-17-2003||12:52 PM||||go to vfaq.com and check the vfaq on how to tell if your engine is a 6 bolt or 7 bolt engine. That'll help shed some light||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000015||iceman69510||11-17-2003||03:02 PM||||7-bolt motors start from engine number NH0001.  If you have JBxxxx it should be a 6-bolt.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/003862.cgi
A||||3||91E39A||What is the Thread/pitch of TB bolts||||1||||91E39A||00000762
Z||000000||91E39A||11-14-2003||02:28 PM||sansuchat@hotmail.com||It was late last night and I was trying to rush a turbo install.  I ended up cross threading 2 turbine flange threads.  Any ideas on what tap I will need?<br /><br />- Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000001||dsmsleeper||11-14-2003||02:55 PM||||I can check tonight when I get home if you want.||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||11-14-2003||04:02 PM||||To me, TB means throttle body, but you're talking about turbochargers...<br /><br />DSMs most often use 6x1.00, 8x1.25, and 10x1.25. A chaser for each of those would be a handy thing to have in a dsm tool kit.<br /><br />I'm guessing that you're talking about 10x1.25 thread bolts.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||91E39A||11-17-2003||12:26 AM||||I believe 10x1.25 mm is it.  1.25mm matches up in threads and 10x80 is the spec in the book.  80 referring to length.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes



ubb/Forum2/003863.cgi
A||||6||Duc Hunter||How do you choose an AFR to begin tuning a standalone ECU?||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-14-2003||02:47 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have searched here and on the web and cannot seem to find a good answer to this one. It seems that 12.0-12.5 is great for WOT max power, some people say 16.2-15.5 is best econ/light load, 13.2 is about best torque at WOT�� <br /><br />Does anyone have a suggestion on settings to begin building the autotune map? This AFR table should be reasonably close for al of use, at least at a base level. I start autotuning Saturday evening with my AEM wideband and wanted some suggestions from the wise folks here first. Thanks!||205.166.229.115||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||11-14-2003||07:08 PM||||None of you fast people out here have any idea what AFR you run? Or, do they not want to give away some super secret tuning technique?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.166.229.115||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||11-14-2003||11:21 PM||||11.8-12.0 on pump and 25psi, this leaves some room for a tank of "bad gas".  Your 19c might not care for that much boost though.  General tuning info, if you can get timing over 22-24deg with out knock, you can benefit from more boost.  ~18deg seems to do real well on these motors.  What are you running for an ECU?  Sounds like and AEM EMS.  You going MAP or trying to keep it so you can switch back to a stock ECU?||63.226.177.92||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||11-15-2003||02:05 AM||||I am running an EMS and staying with a MAF for now. Although I do want to let it do boost control which means I need a MAP anyway so......<br /><br />My 19c can hold 20psi-22psi no problem. Not sure about how much heat it is making yet but I will soon as I it will have an AIT in the intake for the EMS to log.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     I only have 660 injectors and have been told I should add boost until I am down to 15 degrees of timing and no knock for best power on a 4g63. <br /><br />How about light cruise? I was thinking something like 15.5-16.5, idle at maybe 15.<br /><br />If you are familiar with the EMS I was thinking of this for the auto tune target map for a starting point?;<br /><br />-9 to -2PSI set to 15.5<br />.15 to 7.18psi set to 13.2<br />9.5 to 25psi set to 12.0<br /><br />Since I am running a MAF though it only read on load %, which would be....<br />0% to 30% set to 15.5<br />30% to 60% set to 13.2<br />60% to 100% set to 12.0||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||GalantVR41062||11-15-2003||10:26 AM||||I think I am the only one with a EMS on this site other than you.  Go to <a href="http://forum.aempower.com/bbs/index.php" target="_blank">http://forum.aempower.com/bbs/index.php</a><br />register and read, read, read, then post questions.<br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||11-15-2003||12:09 PM||||Thanks John. In a word ....  USELESS! Do not get me wrong, there is a lot of good info there but eh board is to in active to get questions answered timely and people there are too disorganized with there topic and threads naming to make searches very accurate. I have posted there and read there. No one addresses this for any car anywhere on that site that I can find. I believe it is because they feel that giving away their AFR Map for their Autotune is like giving away some tuning secret!  Hell, their base map has the load table for a "stock 1G" set to 13k RPM......what stock car spins that far, the idle tables are not even close......they may call it 1.03 but it is not releasable yet. Do I sound bitter?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I just think the base map should be get in, start your stock car and drive, that is not too hard to set up for them. Instead you have to go through 90 pages of setting up before you even start the car. Oh well, when I figure it out I will let you know here.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||GrocMax||11-16-2003||12:50 AM||||I would not recommend you even use autotoon, it will do nothing but mess good fuel mapping up.||209.151.102.136||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes



ubb/Forum2/003864.cgi
A||||1||ayvr4||Surge||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||11-14-2003||03:52 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||what kind of damage can compressor surge do?||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||Invader||11-14-2003||04:00 PM||||I had the compressor wheel on my 16G rip apart.  The edges of the compressor blades ripped off...pretty ugly.  Other than the compressor wheel, the turbo was fine...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/003865.cgi
A||||3||Duc Hunter||Alum Radiator users help, hose needed||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-14-2003||04:38 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I installed my RRE/Griffin Rad and the hose nipples on the rad are larger than our factory hoses can handle. I made up an upper hose but the lower is tough. What hoses are you guys using to get around the shift linkage etc for the lower hose? Part numbers?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.166.229.115||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||number3||11-14-2003||06:41 PM||||I am using stock hoses. You are right they were tight! I used a little armor all type stuff to "slip" them on. <br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||11-14-2003||07:06 PM||||Mine would not slip, had to slice on and it started to ear, the tear is not through the hose clam but it wont last.||205.166.229.115||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-14-2003||07:44 PM||||I don't really know what your nipple looks like, but if it's got a rolled lip you can try to squash it down a bit, or dremel it maybe.  If it's just a pipe sticking out, maybe dremel the edges so it's nice and round and smooth so it slips on a little better.  When I put in my Dejon pipe, I got some bulk heater hose to use for the BOV, and thought I was going to have a stroke pressing it onto the "nipple" on the pipe.  I think a little bit of "nature's lubricant" (read:  spit) eventually got the bastard on there.||69.59.219.230||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003866.cgi
A||||16||91galantvr-4||rear brake job||||1||||Gary||00002800
Z||000000||91galantvr-4||11-14-2003||06:06 PM||doyalikethat@hotmail.com||the other day my rear brakes started to grind so now im in the middle of putting on new rear rotors and pads and ive run into a problem where the caliper has too much room where you fit the inside brake pad, and too little room where you fit the outside brake pad. i cant seem to find anywhere to adjust the caliper so that it will even out both the sides so they fit, ive oready got the piston contracted with the cube looking tool, and the inside pad is in place but i just cant seem to fit the outside pad in the calipur. is there some way to adjust the calipur so the extra 1/4 inch or room between the piston and the inside pad would line up thus giving me more room on the outside pad.  any suggestions? thanks in advance.||24.205.198.248||reg||1||Gary||00002800||yes
Z||000001||1101||11-14-2003||06:43 PM||||The calipers float side to side on a pin. if yours does not move, the caliper is frozen (corroded) to the pin.<br /><br />Ward||12.210.29.110||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000002||91galantvr-4||11-14-2003||07:47 PM||||the caliper swings up and down on the pin, but not forward and back(toward the car and away), is there any way to free up the pin if it doesnt go forward and back?||24.205.198.248||reg||1||Gary||00002800||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||11-14-2003||08:00 PM||||Yeah, buy a new one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I had a similar problem with one front brake the last time I had to do this.  Even if you removed the pin, the cylinder that the pin slides in is no longer smooth and it'll just corrode again.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||91galantvr-4||11-15-2003||10:38 AM||||I fixed it!!!  Always amazed by what a hammer can do   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Brakes work fine, and thank you all for the replies.||24.205.198.248||reg||1||Gary||00002800||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||11-16-2003||04:41 AM||||Just to be safe, I'd hammer the caliper off the mount and clean that hole out and throw some anti sieze in there.  I just did this on one of my rear calipers that was stuck.  I rolled up some 350 grit wet/dry sandpaper around a pencil,  About like sex..I got some strange comments from passers by in the shop.. squirted some liquid wrench in after removing the rubber boots, and sanded and flushed.  There was an incredible amount of crap in there..rust, bubble gum hard grease, a few dead mice...but it went back together nice and smooth.  If you don't clean that hole out, it will just sieze up again, and burn off your new pads.  Seems it is always the left rear..3 dsm's, and it has been the rf wheel bearing and caliper, and the left rear caliper.  That and two piece thermostats..||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||11-17-2003||12:05 AM||||My left rear just started grinding yesterday. Time to order some brake parts. No big hurry, they're just rear brakes...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I think slider boots should be replaced every time rear brakes are done. Clean the slider up real good with a wire wheel and use good silicone lube and it should be good to go.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-30-2003||01:47 PM||||My supreme procrastinating self finally got around to pulling the left rear caliper off to do brakes. Much beating on caliper ensued. In the end, the caliper won when I decided it wasn't worth my time. <br /><br />FYI, by calling around, the best deal seems to be Advance Auto Parts at 55 bucks for the reman caliper. Then you buy the brand new carrier from Mitsu for 40 bucks.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||ercp98||12-30-2003||04:22 PM||||i usually don't go for the BIG hammer for instances like this. i find my portable propane blow torch works wonders without the clanking sound. it also warms me up during those long winter months here in chicago.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000009||admsr||12-31-2003||01:28 PM||||Mark - glad to hear that you finally fixed those rear brakes....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Mine are humming now. I think that they have both siezed on the slider. Im going to go to the dealer on friday and pick up some caliper rebuild kits and go to work on them sat morning.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||12-31-2003||02:15 PM||||I'm going to pick up a pair of used rear calipers and carriers and mess around with them. I'd like to see if the top slider can be converted to the style of the bottom slider. I think that would make pad changes alot easier and maybe prevent the stuck slider problem that these all have.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||Mach slo||12-31-2003||04:05 PM||||Just wondering, are the vr-4's prone to having the back brakes stick?||140.183.236.155||reg||1||Mach slo||00002838||yes
Z||000012||DMX84||12-31-2003||04:37 PM||||I抳e had gvr4 since new. (�) and now on my 2nd (�) gvr4. And had logged over 200K miles total and had no rear break problems at all on either of them.||67.234.231.69||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000013||bazeng||12-31-2003||04:38 PM||||hi there<br />i was attempting to change the brake pads<br />and i was not able to fully pull back the caliper it would basically not clear enough room to get the pad out..<br /><br />what i did was undo the one bolt holding the caliper in place, lift it up wards but the lines would stop it from going any further..<br /><br />any advice on this? what do i do?<br />thanks..||203.166.63.243||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000014||josh91vr4||12-31-2003||06:26 PM||||OI! Do I have something to say about these GVR4 rear calipers! First off, i bought the car and had to replace both rear calipers. Driver side had the bleed nipple broken off, pass side was totally seized (with the hard metal line cut from previous owner)<br />Now, i'm on my 3rd pass side rear rotor (4th set of pads on just that one), and it's warped too. I'm going to replace the caliper again and try to clean everything out as best I can. I'd sell the car, but she was running so beautifully today I fell in love all over again.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000015||iceman69510||01-05-2004||12:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DMX84:<br /><strong> I抳e had gvr4 since new. (�) and now on my 2nd (�) gvr4. And had logged over 200K miles total and had no rear break problems at all on either of them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well in New Mexico, no wonder.  You don't probably get the full dose of corrosion inducing NaCl + H20 solution many of us drive through in winter.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000016||iceman69510||01-05-2004||12:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> hi there<br />i was attempting to change the brake pads<br />and i was not able to fully pull back the caliper it would basically not clear enough room to get the pad out..<br /><br />what i did was undo the one bolt holding the caliper in place, lift it up wards but the lines would stop it from going any further..<br /><br />any advice on this? what do i do?<br />thanks.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have to disconnect the p-brake cable to rotate it fully forward to get the pads out.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/003867.cgi
A||||9||1101||1g TEL AWD Goodridge brake lines fit GVR4s||||1||||467||00000061
Z||000000||1101||11-14-2003||06:47 PM||karns10@comcast.net||Question asked previously but I never saw an answer. I Just put them on and they fit fine.<br /><br /><br />Ward||12.210.29.110||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||11-14-2003||10:20 PM||||The only difference is that the galants are longer to compesate for longer struts but most of us use t/e/l struts so they will work fine.||208.178.23.32||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||1101||11-14-2003||11:26 PM||||I put them on stock struts. I compared the lengths to the stock hoses that were there and the Goodridges were the same or slightly longer.||12.210.29.110||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000003||bleck||11-15-2003||12:02 AM||||If ya don't mind me asking, where did you guys purchase these lines from?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||1101||11-15-2003||12:12 AM||||I got mine from Victory Performance. They sent the wrong ones at first, and it took forever for them to send me the right ones. I was going to give you a link, but I can't find the part on their website anymore.<br /><br />Ward||12.210.29.110||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||11-15-2003||12:20 AM||||How many lines does the Goodridge kit include? 8?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-15-2003||12:30 AM||||yah, i also got the goodridge lines.  installed them about 2 months ago, one of my accounts gave me a set.  for FREE.  see, even a blind squirrel can get a nut now and then.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||1101||11-15-2003||12:39 AM||||Yes<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> How many lines does the Goodridge kit include? 8? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.210.29.110||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000008||gixxer||11-15-2003||02:12 AM||||noticable difference in brake feel?||209.86.16.210||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||11-15-2003||08:23 AM||||yah, i think so.  especially when you brake hard, i can tell it is better.  i dont brake hard a lot, since most of my driving now is just in city at slow speeds.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003868.cgi
A||||6||chhuong||Failed Emissions horribly??||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||11-14-2003||06:56 PM||chhuong@comcast.net||Car is basically stock except for hks inktake, and turbo timer.  <br /><br />hc cruise limit 220<br />mine 161<br /><br />hc idle limit 220<br />mine 460<br /><br />co cruise limit 1.2<br />mine 2.13<br /><br />co idle limit 1.2<br />mine 2.16<br /><br />anyone have a clue on this??  I'm guessing o2 sensor, but not sure if that will totally fix it!!  Will a cracked exhaust manifold affect the emissions??  Also will mitsubishi still replace the o2 if my recall is still open??<br />Also during the test i threw a check engine light, and after driving normally it went away, anyone know anything about that??  Don't know how to check the codes?<br />Thanks in advance||67.161.91.47||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||11-14-2003||07:00 PM||||hmm...I had a similar problem with the HCs and the culprit was my base timing.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||MidEngine210||11-14-2003||09:02 PM||||I had similar numbers when I failed my test about 2 months ago. After verifying a bad o2 sensor with MMCD, I changed it out. I'm going back to the tester this week. You should get a logger to see what's going on.||68.125.161.52||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||11-15-2003||12:41 AM||||wow, i just had mine done in oct, and the last time, i had the 1g mas.  this time, i had the 2g mas, the cyclone intake, 560's, yada, yada.  i thought i might have to change everything back to get it to pass, but it passed with flying colors.  i was really pleased.  <br />hc 2400 rpm, std 220, mine, 10<br />hc idle      std 220, mine, 100<br />co 2400 rpm, std 1.2, mine, 0.00<br />co idle      std 1.2, mine, 0.00<br /><br />i also put some of that "guaranteed to pass" fuel additive, ran it thru a tank of gas, and then drove the car on the freeway for 20 minutes, to get the cat nice and hot.  also, i was the first one in line.  when the guy opened the hood, he called everyone over to check it out, then came over and asked me if i raced the car.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||MidEngine210||11-15-2003||05:23 PM||||Ken -<br /><br />Did you lean out the car with any piggy-back system at all?||68.124.176.81||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||11-15-2003||09:13 PM||||Damn Ken, those are some good numbers.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-16-2003||12:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong> Ken -<br /><br />Did you lean out the car with any piggy-back system at all? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i have an afc, all i did was get my fuel trims down close to 100.  actually, idle is a real bitch to tune with the 2g mas.  i have 1k rpm at about -21, 1.5k at -11, and 2k at -2.  however, the injectors were cleaned and balanced prior to install, and they have less than 10k on them.  also, the car has water injection, which keeps the whole intake really clean.  dunno if that additive helped, but i will keep using it before every inspection.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003869.cgi
A||||1||1101||moving front wiring harness||||1||||467||00000061
Z||000000||1101||11-14-2003||11:36 PM||karns10@comcast.net||It would seem like you could route the wiring harness below the AC condenser to above and in front of the condenser just below the top horizontal support. This would free up some space for short routing the IC pipes. Has anyone done this? <br /><br />TIA<br /><br /><br />Ward||12.210.29.110||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||11-15-2003||07:37 PM||||Yes.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/003870.cgi
A||||1||henrok||timing belt||||1||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||11-15-2003||10:37 AM||alvihen@aol.com||hey anyone know where i can get good info on head removal and timing belt replacement.any links appreciated.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-15-2003||11:41 AM||||vfaq.com||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/003871.cgi
A||||2||thejeebus2002||Are head bolts on 4G63's reuseable?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-15-2003||11:41 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Just wondering.  Last rebuild I did I used ARP head studs.  This is just going to be a stocker I'm building with nothing but minor bolt on mods so I don't wanna shell out 120 bones for head studs again.  thanks<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-15-2003||11:42 AM||||yup.  ours are reuseable.  i believe the 7 bolt motors are tty stretch.  you cant reuse them.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||11-15-2003||11:45 AM||||Awesome, thanks Ken||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003872.cgi
A||||4||thejeebus2002||ATTENTION:  KEN INN (part number question)||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-15-2003||12:07 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Hey Ken,<br /><br />I seem to recall a while back that you listed part numbers for exhaust manny studs that were much better quality than OEM.  What is the part number and where do I get them?  thanks<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||11-15-2003||12:46 PM||||I have these here.  They are not installed yet but they are pretty decent quality and not too spendy.  Mine came with locking nuts, and no locking washers.<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.ssstuds.com/1g-ss-set.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ssstuds.com/1g-ss-set.htm</a>||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||11-15-2003||01:28 PM||||To save Ken some time, here's the BMW exh. nuts part#<br />11 62 1 737 171  SUGGESTED list price, 1.39/ea.||24.148.12.50||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||11-15-2003||01:37 PM||||thats what i was lookin for, thanks.  those stainless ones are REALLY nice though.  Might use those on my other galant.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||11-15-2003||06:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> To save Ken some time, here's the BMW exh. nuts part#<br />11 62 1 737 171  SUGGESTED list price, 1.39/ea. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't plan on paying the SUGGESTED list price though.  that's what I payed with my dealer discount from the dealer next door to mine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||64.63.213.18||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003875.cgi
A||||5||ayvr4||chattering from rear||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||11-15-2003||03:09 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||installed a new tranny in the vr4, and took it out after and there is a strange noise comming from the rear...<br />what is it?||169.207.58.35||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||11-15-2003||03:10 PM||||are you sure you have a compatible tranny?  some of the final drives are different.  what is the code on the bellhousing?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||11-15-2003||03:13 PM||||i'll check, but its any gear under a load... nerver made it to 5th...<br />~Aaron||169.207.58.35||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||11-15-2003||03:17 PM||||C51PH<br />FV6105||169.207.58.35||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||11-15-2003||03:41 PM||||no, no, no.  W5M332****.  the W5M332 means it is for an awd turbo car, THE MOST IMPORTANT are the next 4 letters. actually, the FIRST letter, either N or W.  if it is N, you are ok. if it is W, take it out.  final drive is different, the center diff will overheat and lock up at speed.  all 4 wheels will lock up, and you WILL go into the ditch.<br />     whoops, just noticed, you could have one o dem switchable transmissions, i dunno the numbers on them.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||11-17-2003||01:29 PM||||one thing i noticed was the shift levers on the new one was shorter, but seemed to work ok.||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum2/003874.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||silicon fluid||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||11-15-2003||02:08 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i just did the clutch master, and i put silicon fluid in the system.  one of the best features of silicon fluid is it is non hygroscopic, it will NOT absorb moisture.  it is also a much better lubricant that reg brake fluid.  because the clutch is used so much more than the brakes, the fluid goes bad a lot faster, and especially if you have an older car, and reg brake fluid has been used, but never changed.  the bad side is it is a bit more "spongy" than before, and i have to adjust the actuator rod out more.  i have used silicon on my early bmw's, and had great success, because the fluid keeps it's properties a lot longer.  DO NOT USE IN ABS SYSTEMS.  silicon is "softer" than reg fluid, and the abs will not work.  also, racers may not like it, but for long term street use, it is great.  clutch yes, brakes, no.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||11-15-2003||03:12 PM||||Does that mean you'll still be flushing the system regularly?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-15-2003||03:44 PM||||oh, yah, i flush my brakes and coolant yearly.  but the clutch, i usually flush it when it starts to turn color, the silicon stuff is purple, so i can tell easily.  but from past experiences, it will easily go a year, and not change color or performance.  the reg stuff i was flushing at least 2 times a year for the clutch.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003876.cgi
A||||5||boostedvr4ced||LEAKY GAS TANK!||||1||||boostedvr4g63t||00002811
Z||000000||boostedvr4ced||11-15-2003||03:22 PM||deadwrong55@aol.com||HEY GUYS,<br /><br />        I HAVE MY 1991 GALANT VR4 AND THE GAS TANKS IS LEAKING FROM THE BOTTOM AND I WAS WONDERING SINCE I CAN SEEM TO FINDA GALANT VR4 GAS TANK ANY WHERE I WAS WONDERING IF YOU COULD PUT A TALON,LASER,ECLIPSE AWD GAS TANKS MY GALANT WILL IT BOLT UP? CAN IT BE DONE? IS IT POSSIBLE? AND IF IT ISNT WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS I WOULD REALLY APPRECIATE IT IF SOMEONE COULD GIVE ME SOME ADVICE I WOULD REALLY APPREICATE IT THANKS A MILLION NICK.<br /><br />P.S. EMAIL AT DEADWRONG55@AOL.COM OR JUST POST A REPLY I WOULD REALLY APPRECIATE IT THANKS A MILLION -NICK||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||11-15-2003||03:32 PM||||TURN OFF YOUR CAPS!!!  I think someone on the board had one for sale not too long ago.  Try a search and see if they still have it.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||11-16-2003||07:31 PM||||Hey Nick, let me know if you need the tank, I could bring it by around thanksgiving. Hey everyone, I met up with Nick this weekend, he's a good guy!!!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||11-17-2003||07:29 AM||||did you actually craw under the car & find where the leak is?<br />You may just need to tighten the drain plug.<br />Or one of the fill hoses may be dry rotted & cracked.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||11-17-2003||02:41 PM||||Related question:  If there is a genuine leak in the tank, could you patch it?||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||11-18-2003||08:04 AM||||Yes very easily. But it the prep that makes it work.<br />You need to take out the tank, drain it completely of fuel, fill completely with water. Then grind the spot where the leak is. Then some metal & epoxy.( this is the easy way).<br /> Most people figure that beings as the tank is already out. Might as well just replace it & save a bunch of time.<br /> In most cases fixing a tank isnt worth the time it would take. Plus if it has a hole from rust, what is the condition of the rest of the tank? Would you want to do this again next year?||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/003877.cgi
A||||1||HKS VR-4||Front Camber adjustment...||||1||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||11-15-2003||03:35 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I need to adjust my front camber. My front driver side has crazy positive camber for some reason and everything looks ok. The outer tread is all worn out like slicks and the inner tread has tons of meat left!!! What can I do??? Nothing seems bent or broken. I know I need to replace the shock/struct on the front driver side as it seems blown and seems to sit lower than the passenger side. I've seen camber bolts from Ingall or something like that....but where can I get them??? Any ideas???<br /><br />THANKS||12.72.217.215||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||DongeR615||11-15-2003||07:36 PM||||CamberBolts<a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/whiteline_galant_vr4.htm" target="_blank">dsmparts.com</a> <br />scroll down, $49.00||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/003878.cgi
A||||4||GRV4726||am i an idiot or something?||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||11-15-2003||04:23 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||sorry, but i reall can't figure out how to use the clamps i got from autozone for the cv boots. i lost my clamps from raxles and am now forced to use the autozone ones as i want to do this this weekend.  so what the fuck! am i an idiot. i can't get them to clamp. they seem way to loose. i only bought one pair. so i need to get another. should i even waste my time? help! i feel really stupid.<br /><br />thanks||152.163.252.136||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||11-15-2003||04:54 PM||||could you just use a steel hose clamp, like people use on ic pipes?  It's been a while since I've done my axles so I'm not sure if there will be clearance issues or not.  Might look into it though.||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||coop||11-15-2003||05:02 PM||||they make a special tool to clamp the clamps down. Autozone might have them to rent. there is not enough clearance to use a hose clamp. hope this helps. coop||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||11-15-2003||06:43 PM||||You need the special tool, which is why I have ALWAYS reused the old clamps. I use a small screwdriver to pry the tabs up that hold the clamping mechanism down. After I've put the clamps on to the new boot, I just press the clamp down with my thumb, and tap the tabs back down again with a hammer. Some places will loan you the tool with just a security deposit I believe.||67.35.1.151||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||11-15-2003||07:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> am i an idiot or something?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you are not an idiot, you are one of us.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1942" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1942&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1940" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1940&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1941" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1941&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The kit is hard to do. The one from raxels probably have what Jeff was referring to with the tabs holding it in place. The one from autozone probably has this. <br />See first pic to go with instructions:<br />1. Use the channel Locks (pic #2) to squeeze the clamp just enough that you can get a pair of needle nose pliers (no pic) to go over the last notch. <br />2.  Once on the last notch, use the diagonal cutting pliers (pic #3) to crimp the boot. Crimp one side then the other side to create even distribution. <br /><br />That is all...if u have a different kit then try to post a picture.||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/003879.cgi
A||N||5||MidEngine210||Logger readings check before smog retest||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||11-15-2003||06:04 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I'm going to take the car back to the tester next saturday right when they open.<br /><br />Here are my old numbers:<br /><br />Idle (781 RPM):<br />(measured, limit)<br />HC: (452ppm, 120ppm)<br />CO: (1.60%, 1.00%)<br /><br />2.3K RPM:<br />HC: (113ppm, 140ppm)<br />CO: (0.77%, 1.00%)<br /><br />Since the test, I have replaced the spark plug wires (NGK blues), spark plugs (6es gapped ~.030), and O2 sensor (the old one wasn't cycling). Before replacing the o2 sensor, I had  low fuel trims of 120-139% according to my logger. Now average about 96-97% (89%-101%). My mediums are 100% and highs are 108.5%. Timing at idle averages about 10 degrees.<br /><br />My main question is whether you guys think the car is ready for another test. What other items should I check (going to look at the air filter today).<br /><br />Thanks for all the help,<br />Sunny||68.124.176.81||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||peterlsmith||11-15-2003||06:40 PM||||Can't say if it's ready or not, but the fact that your low fuel trim has come down to a reasonable level is certainly going to help reduce the HC and CO count.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.82.184||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||11-15-2003||07:40 PM||||try to get the numbers to 130 for low, 110 for med and it doesn't matter for high. <br /><br />i can't believe we have to do 120 for hc in cali instead of 220 else where.||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||11-16-2003||01:01 AM||||actually, i would suggest getting your low fuel below 100, and cycling.  if you go too lean, then the ecu keeps adding fuel.  watch your o2 trim, and get it on the low side of 100, cycling about 90 to 100.  it cant hurt to try that additive, guaranteed to pass emissions(but instructions says put it in a full tank of gas, use up the tank, refill, then go take the inspection), and make sure the cat is nice and hot, take it for a good run on the freeway for 20-30 minutes.  i did it early, and i was the first one there, so the cat stayed hot.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||MidEngine210||11-16-2003||01:21 AM||||I also replaced the cat a couple of weeks ago. I'm thinking about changing the air filter which was pretty dirty when I pick up that guarantee to pass additive. Man, I really need some luck.||68.122.10.25||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000005||Telecaster||11-16-2003||04:53 AM||||Actually, i had my low trims out of window at 139.  I passed smog a couple days ago with HC count at 64 at idle.  Pre test passed, but i started getting worried after it failed the real test the first time, idle HC of 160.  Then the machine retest and did the 2500rpm for 2 min.  I think you'll pass no problem if you get the cat as hot as possible.||216.175.84.169||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes



ubb/Forum2/003880.cgi
A||||3||redheat86||rear diff questions||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||11-15-2003||06:26 PM||||When i drive stright i get a road noise, seems like the tire noise more than anyhting, then when i turn to the left it goes away..but if i turn to the right it is still there. any ideas here? could the alignment be off and just making the tire noise? its just odd cause it goes away when i turn left..its not really noticable at slow speed say below 50 but after 50 its noticable.<br /><br />thanks<br />ben.||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000001||mj_rosenfeld||11-15-2003||10:01 PM||||may be a wheel bearing heading south.<br />mike r.<br />943/1000||209.41.235.55||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000002||Turbogeek||11-15-2003||11:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by redheat86:<br /><strong> When i drive stright i get a road noise, seems like the tire noise more than anyhting, then when i turn to the left it goes away..but if i turn to the right it is still there. any ideas here? could the alignment be off and just making the tire noise? its just odd cause it goes away when i turn left..its not really noticable at slow speed say below 50 but after 50 its noticable.<br /><br />thanks<br />ben. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wheel bearing most likely. The give away is that when the load comes off the affected side, it quietens up.||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000003||redheat86||11-16-2003||12:07 AM||||How much does this part usually run, and could i replace it with a standard tool kit? or do i need a press? simple job?<br /><br />thanks<br />ben.||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes



ubb/Forum2/003881.cgi
A||||5||atc250r||FWD vs. AWD Flywheel??||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||11-15-2003||08:36 PM||johngmr@yahoo.com||From what I have found the ring gear on the two is different. I have two flywheels at the shop, one is from a turbo talon that I got my "project" motor out of. I had the flywheel cut the other day but now I am not sure if I can use it. My searches have come up with the ring gear as the only difference. Both flywheels look identical except the talon one has a little less material on the side facing the block. GVR4 one says 63T4 on the back, Talon one says 63T on the back, I assume it means 4G63 Turbo 4Wheel Drive? I was hoping someone could help, the ring gear looks the same and I would hate to have wasted $40 having a flywheel cut that I can't use.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||11-15-2003||08:42 PM||||Fwd turbo is 11"<br />Awd is 10.2" in diameter. Those might not be exact, but they are close. They are not interchangable.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||number3||11-15-2003||08:54 PM||||The FWD is a larger flywheel than the AWD flywheel.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR41062||11-15-2003||10:35 PM||||Yes and the tranny will not fit, I just had this happen today.  Dam shops that close at noon saturday and do not open untill monday morning.  Also the hole flywheel is larger in diameter, not just the ring gear.<br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000004||atc250r||11-16-2003||09:42 AM||||THAT SUCKS!!!! Anybody want a sweet deal on a FWD flywheel?<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000006||number3||11-16-2003||11:29 AM||||For the archives...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchandflywheeltech.htm</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/003882.cgi
A||||10||Beemer||NO Vacuum at idle..none, plus Mosquito fogger beyond belief||||1||||Beemer||00000599
Z||000000||Beemer||11-15-2003||09:30 PM||beemer1@att.net||Ok guys, #1244 is running again.  Now get this.  I have absolutely no vacuum, and it is mosquito fogging oil like a bitch.  I did a 5k rpm launch, and lost sight of the BUILDING behind me.  Where the hell is the oil coming from.  The head is new, with new seals, and the turbo is newly rebuilt.  It almost seems like they forgot the seals in the turbo.  I mean it REALLY blows some oil under boost.  It coated the intercooler pipes inside after just one launch.  Now I didn't put rings in the motor, but it was only smoking at IDLE with the old setup, and never under boost, which of course was the valve stem seals on the old head..you could tell, the exhaust valves were caked.  Plus, with the web stage 3 cams, I am getting ZERO vacuum at idle.  And yes the gauge works, when I rev the motor, coming down it pulls 28 inches, but at idle, zip and no power brakes..<br /><br />Any suggestions here?  I'm stumped.  I have no idea where the oil is coming from, but if it is in the intake tract, either the PCV is shitting itself, or I'm dumping oil from the inlet side of the turbo, PLUS the hot side seals.  I mean, you've NEVER seen a dsm smoke this bad.  Pouring oil into the 02 housing thru the 02 sensor hole MIGHT bring that much smoke, but this is ridiculous.  Oh, I checked the plugs, and it is definitely burning it.  Brand new plugs, 15 minutes and two launches, and there was a white ash coating on the electrode (ground) of all the plugs.  This is just stupid..and I have to drive it 1200 miles back home in a week and a half.<br />Please EMAIL me with replies..I'm drinking beer and sobbing at this point....||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||11-15-2003||11:20 PM||||As far as the brakes go it is most likely your cams.Muscle car guys have that problem when they get big cams. The cams just don't let the intake produce a lot of vacumm. It's a pretty common thing.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||11-16-2003||02:55 AM||||I realize LOW Vac.  I expected around 5-7 inches of vacuum though, not Zero.  I'm one of those old school muscle car guys (I'm 43 years old).  Even my old GTO had enough vacuum at idle to run power brakes, and it had a 542 lift 308 duration cam in it.  Does anyone have a spec sheet for web stage III .460 lift cams?  I lost mine, and have no idea what the duration or lobe circle is.  Lobe circle would have to be below 106 for it to idle this crappy.  The biggest puzzle is the oil though<br />And as for the idle and vacuum, that is NORMAL for a hot set of cams.  What is NOT NORMAL is that when I launched at 5 grand yesterday, the building behind me disappeared, the cloud of oil smoke was so bad, and birds fell out of the sky.., they issued a smog alert for the entire southern coast, all air traffic was grounded, gas masks were issued, and 5 ships got sucked into the bermuda triangle.  Idle vacuum is so poor that it is literally reading "1" inch of vacuum.  No power brakes, rumpity rumpity rump rump idle.  Absolutely NO torque.  A school bus could pull me to 10 mph.  However, at around 5 grand, she starts singing and smogging at the same time.  I should have done the bottom end...I think. What a fucking waste of time putting that new head on.  I think the turbo was putting out such a tiny amount of boost due to the wastgate hole..err...sinkhole being so eroded that it had maybe 4 psi to put past the rings.  So either my new 16g has NO oil seals in it whatsoever, or I have a serious ring/piston problem.  Still, I could see factory crosshatch all the way down the thrust sides of each bore.  So be glad you didn't have any big ass cams...However, these will be for sale when I go thru the motor again next spring..I don't need something THAT big on a street car..  But tell you what, a lot of guys were gathered around the car when I first started it grinning like drooling idiots and saying, "man, I've NEVER heard a 4 cylinder idle like THAT before..  and a few "SWEET ASS MOTOR MAN"  and some other compliments..  That was before the max fog incident.  I have a feeling my old boost gauge I had with the 14b was lying saying I was getting 12 psi.  I think that ALL the boost is just blowing by the rings.  I'll do a compression check tomorrow and see what the damage is.  Any Idea what I should expect with those cams for compression numbers?  I know they will be low as hell.<br />Dave||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||11-16-2003||11:03 AM||||I don't know what kind of turbo you are running, but if it is not a mitsu turbo, and you oil feed line has too much pressure and your oil return line is not really big, you will smoke like that for sure. <br /><br />You can also do a compression leakdown test and get a better idea as to where the oil is coming from.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||1101||11-17-2003||08:08 AM||||I had something like that when I let my car sit for a year while doing some upgrades. Turned out the rings froze in the piston grooves and they would not seal properly. A few high speed runs in third gear at 7 grand fixed it. I had no oil in the intake, but pools of oil in the exhaust ports when I first pulled the manny to ck it out before the runs fixed it. Someone told me that this can happen with engines that sit for a while, and driving under load for up to a few hundred miles usually fixes the problem. Hope yours is as simple.||12.210.29.110||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||11-17-2003||11:20 AM||||Beemer, things will look up. <br /><br />You probably tried the PCV already. I have the same brake problem in my car too. I just picked a new booster up at the junk yard in hopes that it's the booster that's faulty. (I have vac so my problem's a little different)||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||number3||11-17-2003||12:14 PM||||Are you sure the oil outlet on the turbo is not plugged? <br /><br />I would pull the oil drain on the turbo and make sure the plug (usally red plastic) was pulled out of the turbo or that a packing peanut is not jammed into the oil drain or something like that. I have seen them both happen.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||11-17-2003||04:54 PM||||A buddy in the local dsm club had a "fresh built" 16g blow coolant like you describe your oil doing.  I think that it had no seals at all.  <br /><br />It could be the seals, or lack thereof, in the turbo.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||11-17-2003||08:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> A buddy in the local dsm club had a "fresh built" 16g blow coolant like you describe your oil doing.  I think that it had no seals at all.  <br /><br />It could be the seals, or lack thereof, in the turbo. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think it could blow coolant unless the CHRA was cracked. The coolant cicrulates through a water jacket and the only seals are the crush washers on the inlet and outlet.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||Vr4nVr6||11-18-2003||01:24 PM||||PCV or rings it sounds like to me because it smokes heavily under boost.  I second the leak down test idea.||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||11-19-2003||02:21 AM||||Actually that 7000 rpm blast might do the trick.  Could be the rings got a tiny bit corroded and need to be reseated.  That 7000 rpm pull probably reseated his rings.  I'll have to try it.  That or it is bottom end rebuild time...thanks for the ideas guys.  Also, I found that I had accidentally pressurized the crankcase as well.  Found that I had run a "vacuum" line from the venom drag intake manny over to the dogleg fitting on the side of the valve cover.  I don't think pumping 16 psi into the oil pan was doing much for the pcv valve's ability to deal with blowby.  I've gotten the TPS down to .02 volts at closed throttle after flipping the TPS and grinding the hell out of the side that was hitting the intake manifold.  I've got it so tight that if you lay a quarter on the accelerator pedal it goes up to 1% and .04 volts.  Closed position throttle sensor is perfect.  However, I can only get 91% on full throttle bending the floorboard..  Of course, it won't idle at all now, and is pulling a big Zero vacuum at idle.  However, keydiver's chip is on it's way with a 950 rpm idle speed.  It was trying to idle at 425, while the ecu was trying for 650 rpm, so we are hoping for at least a 625 rpm idle speed so I can at least have some power brakes at idle.  I'll keep you guys informed.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003883.cgi
A||||2||GVR1643||voltage readings via logger||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||11-15-2003||11:07 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||not having luck on the search here (maybe I missed it)<br />What do you guys get for batt voltage according to the logger?  I never checked mine until the alternator died. Now it shows 13 while running via the logger. I charged the battery today and it show 14v when I fired it up, but after driving it for a while, it showed 13 and stayed that way. Even when I drove home with the lights on it stayed at 13v.  No dimming when tapping brakes, etc.<br />This was a used alternator off of KC's old motor (blacksheep) that was working when pulled from the car.||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||11-16-2003||01:37 AM||||the 13v range is normal for most vehicles.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||Ash||11-16-2003||07:02 PM||||My car reports 13v by the logger but shows 14v with a DVM, go figure?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/003884.cgi
A||||0||thejeebus2002||#329 Restoration Schedule and Knock Question||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-15-2003||11:42 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Alright everyone.  I've decided on the route I'm going to take on restoring this vehicle to it's former glory.  The first thing I'm doing is to get it running well.  I started working on it this evening after work and this is what I've fixed so far.<br /><br />1.)  Removed coolant lines to throttle body<br />2.)  Removed charcoal canister and related vacuum lines<br />3.)  Fixed three intake leaks<br />4.)  Troubleshooting various sensors. (02 sensor is fried-there was a wideband 02 in there!!!  Sucks that it's no good now, Knock sensor may be faulty - im getting really weird readings.  43 counts of knock at idle when i blip the gas, need to replace temp. sensor harness)<br />5.)Wired and mounted the turbo timer to get it working again.<br /><br />HERES THE KNOCK QUESTION!!!<br />When the timing isn't being retarded the car pulls very smoothly and pretty hard for a 14b.  If the ECU is stuck in open loop b/c of a faulty 02 sensor, will the low settings (4k rpm and under) be in somewhat of a limp mode?  The lifters aren't noisy at all so I know it can't be phantom knock.  I think replacing the 02 and temp sensor harness will probably cure my problems.  I'm also going to check my base timing tomorrow.<br /><br />After this is straightened out I'm going to start removing the rust from underneath the car and the front valence.  Anyone have a white front valence for sale?<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/003885.cgi
A||||0||Gvr4-330||Inconsistent shake while driving.||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||11-16-2003||03:31 AM||roby827@hotmail.com||I'm getting a shake when I first start the car after it's been sitting.  I can't tell what causes it, but I don't think it's engine related.<br /><br />When I accelerate at a certain rate, I will get this shake.  It feels almost as if there is a tire that loses and gets grip again.  When I turn and accelerate I can feel it too.  Sometimes I think it is more apparant when turning right vs. left, but sometimes it doesn't seem to matter.<br />  When I come to a stop, I'm not sure if I'm just imagining it, but I think I can kinda feel it too.<br />Now, when the car is warmed up and I have shut the car off and come back to it, it will disappear.  But if I had just been driving the car for awhile after starting it cold, it won't disappear after it warms up.<br /><br />The suspension doesn't feel loose and the car has new tires and newish axles and tie rod ends.<br /><br />Could it be a wheel bearing?  Differential?  Transmission?  Ball joints?  Motor mounts?<br /><br />Any help is appreciated.  I'm about ready to pay to have a garage try and diagnose it.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum2/003886.cgi
A||||1||Monstabishi||WTB: Manual ECU and loom||||1||||Monstabishi||00002812
Z||000000||Monstabishi||11-16-2003||08:44 AM||Cordial85@hotmail.com||Hey guys, looking for a factory untouched manual ECU and loom in australia,brisbane. <br /><br /><br />Way||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000001||blitzr4||11-16-2003||09:54 AM||||you have a pm!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||210.86.45.143||reg||1||blitZR-4||00002367||yes



ubb/Forum2/003887.cgi
A||||4||gbone_pmc||alternator symptom..pls help!||||1||||gbone-pmc||00002412
Z||000000||gbone_pmc||11-16-2003||10:55 AM||vr4orion@yahoo.com||Alo frens&#8230;<br />I&#8217;ve encounter a problem come from my alternator and also maybe connection with battery.Last week,after drove my car in heavy rains and flooded, my vr4 electic power was less power during my way home.I stopped my car then I disconnected one of my battery cable,and immediately my engine shut down.I knew that it was an Alternator problem,cause what I know,if we disconnect one of cable(-ve),and engine still running,means it is surely a battery problem and vice versa.For info,my battery also been lost it charging&#8230;.<br /><br />3 days ago I bought a recond. Alternator but not a VR4 but a 4G67 alternator(90A power,my previous 70A) and installed.This is because my panel workshop foreman said that it can be used and same.The battery also changed to a new one.But yesterday,same symptom came, when I tried disconnected battery cable,the engine still idling but in a low battery mode(the electric power was very low.)It became bad when I switched ON wiper and aircond(due to it was raining).Not enough power.<br />Arghhhh..how could it be,coz I aleady replaced to a new(although recond) one.<br /><br />My questions:<br />1)	Is that 100% came from the alternator problem coz I suspect it maybe have another root cause?<br />2)	It could be a wiring problem? But if yes,can anybody tell what is/are others possibility?<br />3)	Is it a ordinary phenomenon for 4G63 when rain/flood ,coz what I see is the alternator been plugged down under the hood,nearly to ground?Short circuit can easily happen?<br />4)	Any related to the wrong type of alternator been replaced(4G63-2000cc 75A to 4G67-1800cc 90A)? or it is OK?<br />5)	Any other idea?<br />Thanks to you all if can solve my problem.||219.92.167.56||reg||1||gbone-pmc||00002412||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||11-16-2003||04:22 PM||||I've been running a 70A alternator for over a year and a half with no problems, save for lights dimming now and again at idle(i have a beastly stereo setup)<br />My major fix was to get a big ass battery (700CCA) so that i can idle for a long time without any trouble. Voltage drops below 12 at idle, but oh well, still runs good.||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||BiggiB42||11-17-2003||11:01 PM||||my alternator going too  but what car has the 4G67. i thinkin over gettin a bigger alternator too.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||11-17-2003||11:17 PM||||first off,DO NOT disconnect battery while engine is running.l know this is an old school test but it can ruin a good alternator and it`s not a conclusive test anyway.Check your grounds.Check the terminals.Check voltage at battery:with key out,with key on, and engine running.You should see a voltage drop with the key on,voltage increase with motor running.Check voltage with engine running-turn on A/C,you should not see a voltage drop.Try all that but FIRST check grounds and cables.When all else fails park it next to a Fiat and run a small wire from your car to the Fiat.All electrical gremlins will travel to the preferred host   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.75||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||11-19-2003||02:49 AM||||No NO NO!  A fiat is not the preferred host.  Anything made by a british MFR that has LUCAS electrics.  Lucas is the reason brits drink warm beer!  Just ask any 1968 MG or Jag, or Austin, Rover or any other british leyland company car owner.  They HALF switched from positive to negative grounding that year...  And the brits got the french back.  Ever wonder why peugots had great engines, but were never popular?  Lucas made their wiring harnesses.  If you replaced a taillight bulb on a Peugot 505, the plug went onto a circuit card.  The plug was not foolproof, and was also unmarked.  If you got it backwards, it would fry the fuse box, which was also a circuit card with fuse holders soldered in.  Anyone want to contest the wisdom of using solder traces for high beams?  It would burn the trace right under the 4way flasher.  I found 8 505's in the junkyard with blown fuse boxes...which is why they were junked.  Engines and trannies were fine.  Compared to Lucas, Fiat is a gem!<br /><br /><br />Oh, only TEL's had 70 amp alternators.  Ours had 90 amp alternators from the factory.  Mitsu lists the part #'s out in CAPS..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003888.cgi
A||||1||GREENVR4||injectors||||1||||GREENVR4||00002742
Z||000000||GREENVR4||11-16-2003||11:05 AM||TPMIPA@YAHOO.COM||does anybody know what type of flow the black top injectors #b240h would have?||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||11-16-2003||11:16 AM||||240cc if they are Mitsu injectors.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/003889.cgi
A||||11||blitzr4||trouble removing rear shocks.||||9||||blitZR-4||00002367
Z||000000||blitzr4||11-16-2003||11:20 AM||||ok i have removed my rear shocks in-order to fit new ones, but had trouble while trying to get off the right rear bottom part where it slides onto the lower arm of the sub frame.<br /><br />anyway i ended up wedging it off   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  and now the inner shaft/pipe piece of the bushing seems to be stuck to the lower arm.<br /><br />any ideas on how i can get it off? ive tried and it seems like its welded itself on. but how?<br /><br />also is this problem common because a similar prob happened to a friends car and ended up having to get it off with the gas cutter and buying a new sub-frame.<br /><br />any help appreciated. cheers in advance.<br /><br />Richie||203.96.108.195||reg||9||blitZR-4||00002367||yes
Z||000001||number3||11-16-2003||11:24 AM||||The only two ways to get it off is turn burn it off with a torch or cut it off with a cutting wheel. <br /><br />The torch is recommended and the "problem" is very common.<br /><br />Good luck!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||blitzr4||11-16-2003||11:40 AM||||hey thanks harry. that was a fast reply.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />ill probly heat it off but does this mean i have to find a new lower arm?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />cheers again.<br /><br />Richie||203.96.108.195||reg||1||blitZR-4||00002367||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||11-16-2003||11:48 AM||||You could use a nut-cutter or a dremel and slice the bushing, perhaps penetrant heat and vice grips..||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||number3||11-16-2003||01:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blitZR-4:<br /><strong> hey thanks harry. that was a fast reply.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />ill probly heat it off but does this mean i have to find a new lower arm?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />cheers again.<br /><br />Richie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, just heat the bushing to cause it to expand and rip it off or carefully burn it off.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR41062||11-16-2003||01:19 PM||||I say a big ass Vice Grip, brand name not some cheap knock off.  Then use a MAP gas torch, somthing like plumers use to solder copper together, then has you heat it turn the bushing back and forth and push out.  It should come off.  Also to get the shocks off I use a come along attached to both shocks on the bottom.  And will 1g head bolts and the big washer they use to hold the shock on and the bolt threaded all the way in so when it pops off it has somthing to catch it. I pulled untill both shocks broke loose.  I did not have the exaust there at the time, this might be a problem but it should work.  <br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000006||Gvr4-330||11-16-2003||01:57 PM||||I cut the bushing lengthwise with a cut-off wheel and then stuck a flathead screwdriver in the slit and twisted to separate the bushing.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||11-16-2003||02:05 PM||||Mine came off with no prodding at all.  We did the front and rear springs and shocks in two hours. <br /><br />(just being annoying)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||My_GVR_4||11-16-2003||03:13 PM||||Same problem for MANY DSM's.  My Galant driver side rear shock was stuck on the same way.  I had to heat the piss out of it, put on some vise grips and started twisting it back N' forth.  It came off!<br /><br />Rory||68.78.109.221||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000009||mj_rosenfeld||11-16-2003||05:10 PM||||Or use an air chisel, if one is available.<br />When you install the new ones, slather it up with anti-sieze so that you can get it off easily next time.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.88||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000010||blitzr4||11-16-2003||07:57 PM||||hey cheers guys for the input. got it off today ended up grinding a split along the length......got the flathead.....yea....sorted.<br /><br />cheers again!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Richie||210.55.167.13||reg||14||blitZR-4||00002367||yes
Z||000011||NZGZR4||11-17-2003||07:30 PM||||Another method that works, and can be used without damaging the shock mount/bush if you are careful.<br /><br />Weld something (like a bolt) to the sleve,  then attach a slide hammer,  the heat from the weld will help loosen it, then a sharp hit and it should come off.||219.88.129.67||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes



ubb/Forum2/003890.cgi
A||||4||Duc Hunter||Knock sensor gooy||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-16-2003||12:50 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I felt my knock sensor yesterady and here is a sticky goo al over it, dripped out. Ah the sign of a  DEAD SENSOR! What have people seen for improvements by changing the knock sensor?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||11-16-2003||01:00 PM||||You can tune your car and it will run right.....||64.63.216.109||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||number3||11-16-2003||01:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> I felt my knock sensor yesterady and here is a sticky goo al over it, dripped out. Ah the sign of a  DEAD SENSOR! What have people seen for improvements by changing the knock sensor? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Absolutely.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||11-17-2003||12:00 AM||||Silicone works too.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||11-17-2003||01:06 PM||||Ok guys, I knew it would help.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I was just wondering isf anyone had any specific examples of how much it helped, how much knock they got rid of, how much their performance changed by simply replacing teh sensor and getting a propper tune etc.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/003891.cgi
A||||34||SearsPointVR4||front mount piping||||1||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||11-16-2003||04:27 PM||Ges1759@aol.com||Got started on my front mount piping last night, everything is going well. I didn't have to trim much sheet metal so I was happy about that, the turbo outlet was a bit tricky, I had to machine some special 8x1.25mm X 5/15"-24 studs so I could use 5/16" jet nuts on the turbo outlet flange.  this worked out pretty well, I can make these studs and supply the nuts if anyone is interested, it makes it much easier if you're making your own outlet pipe.  Other than that, all went pretty well, safc2 and my logger showed up yesterday so I'll be getting to that after the IC.... Lots of work to do if I'm gonna make this bay area run on saturday!!!<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1954&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />piping tacked in the car...<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1955&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />piping tacked on the floor.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1956&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />special stud I machined with 5/16" self locking jetnuts, these nuts are 3/8" wrench size and worked perfectly installed with a 3/8" 1/4 drive universal socket (no, I didn't give myself much room)||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||11-16-2003||09:25 PM||||man that looks really good. is that 3" pipe... looks huge man. 3" is a little much for 16g or 14b, but man it looks sick!<br /><br />good work man. how much did it cost you?||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||11-16-2003||09:47 PM||||There are a lot of skilled people on this forum.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||11-16-2003||11:33 PM||||Just an FYI, you want move "soft" tubing over the exh manifold. This is because the engine moves as you drive and, if you go with to much solid tube the pipes will come loose after a while. It may seem strange but you need it. You also need a fair lengh of it on the run up to the throttle body elbow. Look at the RRE kits, they use silicon tube over the exh maifold for this reason, just like the factory.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||SearsPointVR4||11-17-2003||12:43 AM||||That's a good point D.H.  I didn't give that much thought.  If I have problems with it I'll just cut it down a bit and add a longer piece of silicone hose.  As for the other ?'s, it's all 2.5 18 gauge mandrel bent tubing except for the transition pieces, those are 16 gauge. All the tubing cost about one hundred dollars not including the couplers.  <br /><br />Tonight I had to do a bunch of laundry and what not so I didn't get to put in as much time in the shop as I wanted, I did get the throttle body elbow made though,  I used a piece of 1/2" plate for the flange and after the 90 degree bend  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1965&width=400" alt=" - " />it steps up to 3" for the GM MAF.<br />Throttle Body Elbow<br /><br />Bubb Rubb says:  "WOOO WOOO!!"||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||11-17-2003||01:12 AM||||I'm not too fond of the huge transition at the compressor outlet, but that throttle body piece is awesome. If you made a bunch of those, they would sell like hotcakes...guarantee it.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||VR6 Eater||11-17-2003||01:18 AM||||Don't tease us with odds and ends, just start mass producing ic pipes.  I would definetly buy some.  Those look great.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||11-17-2003||01:03 PM||||I would just do it now. A few of the cars had damage to the turbo mounting bolts, others had their manifold (exh)come loose...... the vibration is just too much. I would hate to see something bad happen to a nice guy like you. The extra few feet of silicon hose on both ends is well worth it. <br /><br />Just put it in the straight run up to the throttle body elbow and the run over the exh manifold.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||11-17-2003||08:18 PM||||thats 2.5? damn looks big for some reason. i REALLY like the throttle body ic pipe. GOOD LORD that thing looks good. <br /><br />how did you manage all that pipe for 100? it looks stainless.. maybe its just the pics or my bad eyes! haha<br /><br />looking good man||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000009||curtis||11-17-2003||11:28 PM||||I bought a throttle body plate about a year ago from RRE for around 10 or 15 dollars.  since almost everyones piping is different this is the best way to go for your application. Mine has an elbow welded on, then a straight piece where the hks bov is welded on.  its is angled down and toward the battery.  As far as I know they are still selling it, if you order it try to get a 2 1/2 elbow with a long straight piece on one end.  One stop shopping.||67.25.34.214||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||SearsPointVR4||11-20-2003||01:50 AM||||Okay, it's been slow couple of days here in front mount piping land,  had a lot going on outside the garage, but here's whats up.  I decided to do all this without moving the battery for the air filter, coincidentally I wanted to run the intercooler piping through the water neck and hose.  soulution?  modify the waterneck and cut apart some eclipse water hoses!  here are the pics, the large piece of tube is tacked in the IC piping to simulate the MAF which just showed up, so the next pics will have that intalled.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2002&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />water hose intalled<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2003&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />close up of modified water neck.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000011||GVR4N||11-20-2003||03:23 AM||||Looks Great!!! If your putting those together for sale I will take a set even if it's just rough. I will get it smoothed out and powder coated myself. I don't really want to move my battery.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.124.134.50||reg||14||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000012||talontsi||11-20-2003||03:36 AM||||Looks excellent!<br /><br />If you want to use hard pipe over the exhaust side you can use a hump hose silicone connector.<br />They provide enough give for engine flex.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||11-20-2003||08:27 AM||||If I wanted to do the same, I'd buy mandrel bends, donuts, etc.  Then, what tools did you use for cutting and shaping the pipes?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||SearsPointVR4||11-20-2003||03:02 PM||||Thanks for all the comments guys! Well I got my GM MAF today, so here's what it looks like installed, I also installed the BOV flange.  To answer the questions about tubing and what not, I used a vertical metal cutting bandsaw to cut the tubes and a vertical bencht top belt sander to do some fine tuning.  This is all "perfered" equipment, but you could do it with less.  the big thing is really just patience, if you rush the job you're gonna get rushed results.  All the tubing and transitions came from Specailty Product Design in Rancho Cordova California, <br />916 635 8108. They have great service and are very friendly.  All the Samco hoses came from Brits in Sonoma California, <a href="http://www.sporthoses.com" target="_blank">www.sporthoses.com</a><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2006&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />here it is!||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000015||Monstabishi||11-20-2003||04:29 PM||||Looks very neat mate. Do those GM MAF's work with factory ECU's? If so, where do i get a hand on one of these..||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000016||Kevinj110||11-20-2003||04:59 PM||||That looks really good man. Hope to see more great projects like this one from ya.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.148.244.38||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000017||bazeng||11-21-2003||05:42 PM||||just wondering.. how do u use those maf's and what are the benifits?.. <br /><br />im assuming u have engine management.. why not get rid of the air flow meter all together?||203.166.63.159||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||11-21-2003||07:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> just wondering.. how do u use those maf's and what are the benifits?.. <br /><br />im assuming u have engine management.. why not get rid of the air flow meter all together? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The General Motors MAF can be used in conjunction with a translator that imitates the signals the Mitsu units sent.  The benefit is the GM MAF is a million times less restrictive, smaller and readily available.<br /><br />IF you got of the air flow meter all together you wouldn't be able to drive the vehicle because the ECU would know how much fuel to add without a measure of air.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||SearsPointVR4||11-21-2003||10:51 PM||||Okay, finished up the front mount piping tonight, here are some pics.  Tomorow I'm going to start on the air intake to the turbo which will be 3" tubing with a vortex style K&N filter element,  I'm even toying with the idea of making a fake looking air box so it looks incognito when you open the hood...  Maybe I shouldn't think so much.... Anyway, here are the pics<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2028&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />after welding before paint....<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2029&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />here's a nice little underside shot showing how I got around the driving light.  I did weld on a mount after the pic was taken that bolts up to the stock mounting hole with a rubber vibration isolator.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000020||crucible||11-22-2003||01:26 AM||||Are you teasing us or what?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />Many of us are dying for upgraded IC piping and dont have welding ability.And you keep posting pics of your work.Either offer a pipe kit for us unfortunate  or quit posting pics.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Sorry, just jealous!Nice job and great photos by the way.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000021||psycopyro182||11-22-2003||02:42 AM||||wow. there really are a bunch of talented people here. you make me jealous.<br />if you did decide to see those, they would deffinitly sell verry well.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000022||a_santos||11-22-2003||12:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> just wondering.. how do u use those maf's and what are the benifits?.. <br /><br />im assuming u have engine management.. why not get rid of the air flow meter all together? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What you need to use the GM maf is what is called a MAF Translator.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.ramchargers.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/CategoryDisplay?cgrfnbr=29841&cgmenbr=541&cat1=29839&cat2=29840" target="_blank">http://www.ramchargers.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/CategoryDisplay?cgrfnbr=29841&cgmenbr=541&cat1=29839&cat2=29840</a><br /><br />They sell for $199. You can also tunr fuels curves and adjust for injector size. And in the near future you will also be able to buy a add on that will adjust timing as well. <br /><br />People have had great results with this product.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000023||SearsPointVR4||11-22-2003||03:57 PM||||I've been noticing a trend here about people wanting to buy front mount IC piping...  I've been putting some thought towards it and the biggest problems I see with it is the intercooler itself.  Everyone seems to be using different intercoolers and usaully modifying  them to work.  So with that being said we'd have to find someone to manufacture a run of intercoolers with mounting points and outlets.  This I imagine would involve having a minimum order.  I haven't looked into buying cores and endtanks yet, but to go that route would meant the work load to produce a kit would start to get very high.  Another potential problem would be the front bumper structure and cover,  the piping that I made is all fairly close tollerance so the mounting of the intercooler is very crucial, the thing I was thinking about for this would be to get a couple front bumpers (the inner structure) and do that on an exchange basis. <br />   Anyway, this little post is starting to get a bit lengthy. If anyone has any input or ideas feel free to post them or to PM me.  If anyone is local I'd be more than happy to work with them, I do manage a race prep/restoration/fabrication shop so I have facilities and within the next six months or so I'm going to be opening my own shop, so hopefully with some good ideas and input from other places I might be able to help some people out here with these great cars..<br /><br />Ford Cook.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000024||Bigfoot200200||11-22-2003||05:03 PM||||I'm going to do a stealthy cold air box. I moved the battery to the trunk. I will plug the intake on a stock 1G airbox and cut a hole underneath it, with a matching hole in the body and seal them off. I might run a ram air tube from the hole to the front.||64.233.106.101||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000025||GVR4N||11-23-2003||04:43 AM||||Ford, I will buy whatever core that you used for your project and as far as the bumper goes I am using the JDM bumper and mounting so it is not an issue. <br /><br />Looks great without hacking the core support and maintaining the stock battery position, awesome!!!||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000026||SearsPointVR4||11-23-2003||12:52 PM||||Okay,since I didn't get to make the bay area run today I figured I'd make the best of it and I  got the piping buttoned up and finished off the air intake for the turbo as well.  I still would like to do some sort of air box for the airfilter to make it look a little stealthy, but I still have exhaust and electronics to deal with so that will have to wait a little while.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2031&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2032&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />There you have it, now I have to get started on the exhaust, it's going to be much the same operation, 3" mandrel bends with a borla xr-1 muffler.  I think I'll start a new thread for that one though.||198.81.26.75||reg||2||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000027||howard_GVR4||11-23-2003||01:53 PM||||Hey, is that some kind of Porsche racecar in that pic of the intake?||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000028||SearsPointVR4||11-23-2003||06:59 PM||||yeah, It's a 2001 996 with a factory 3.8 liter engine.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000029||SearsPointVR4||12-02-2003||03:29 PM||||Well, here it is bumpers on, hoses clamped and presure checked. with super glitchy 3/8" s.s. grill.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2124&width=400" alt=" - " />||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000030||JAYGVR4||12-02-2003||03:47 PM||||just outta curiosity...  if you're running an maft, why not just put a universal cone filter directly on your turbo?  that and maybe fabricate some kind of under bumper ducting to feed the said filter?  i'm betting the air would be 10 times cooler down by the frame, than up at the stock location...<br /><br />just a thought.||171.75.41.206||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000031||GVR1643||12-02-2003||03:53 PM||||That is one nice fab job you did there.  Impressive.<br />Now you can get one of the 91 grilles and put some matching SS mesh in there to go with your FMIC cover  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Very nice install!||167.142.22.216||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000032||merikgvr4||12-02-2003||09:51 PM||||SPVR4, I will be willing to drive up there to get my vr4 fitted with the piping.  Can you do it weekends?  Or do you prefer weekdays?  TIa for any help.||64.175.243.56||reg||1||merikgvr4||00000026||yes
Z||000033||Beemer||12-05-2003||12:32 AM||||Well, that location might be cooler, but what happens if he hits a puddle?  Can you spell hydro lock?  If the exh manny was reversed and the turbo was mounted up high, I could see that.  Without a splash pan underneath though, you're asking for it unless it becomes a trailer queen to the track and back.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000034||gvr4-27||02-29-2004||07:08 PM||||very nice||64.107.81.170||reg||14||gvr4-27||00003340||yes



ubb/Forum2/003892.cgi
A||||2||SearsPointVR4||quick sensor question||||11||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||11-16-2003||07:42 PM||Ges1759@aol.com||what is the sensor on the side of the aircan?  it has vacum lines going to the IC pipe and to the aircan.  I'm doing all my IC pipes right now and I'm elemintating the aircan (MAF-T blow through setup).  Do I need to relocate this sensor and make some nipples for the vacum lines????? will I get an error code?????<br /><br />thanks, <br />ford.||216.127.161.13||reg||11||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||11-16-2003||07:51 PM||||I have a hacked maf and I don't have any vaccuum lines going to it. I don't think you'll have a problem getting rid of it.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||11-16-2003||07:51 PM||||that is the boost control cylinoid. If you have a manual or electronic boost control, this is not needed. I left mine hooked to the electric though. Should be a VFAQ on it.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/003893.cgi
A||||5||VR4coop||Is this worth it?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||11-16-2003||11:07 PM||coop529@aol.com||<a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/greddy_emanage.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/greddy_emanage.htm</a>||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||11-16-2003||11:11 PM||||hell yeah, for that price i might pick one up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T<br />GVR4 on the way...||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||11-17-2003||03:37 AM||||If you don't gat any of the harnesses it's basically a 5 knob AFC.  With the optional stuff it seems like it would be pretty powerful||63.226.177.92||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||11-18-2003||08:10 AM||||I was unhappy when I tryed to use one in my car it was causing weird problems.  I would just recomend getting the AFC and a keydiver chip.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||11-18-2003||10:41 AM||||Greddy e-manage is junk, save up a little more money and buy something better. You don't know how many dissatisified people there are out there who have used this product, including myself. Its surprising because Greddy makes some great products.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||VR4coop||11-18-2003||01:18 PM||||thanx for the advice guys||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum2/003894.cgi
A||||8||TinyVR4||ECU||||1||||TinyVR4||00000831
Z||000000||TinyVR4||11-17-2003||01:27 AM||Tiny44094@yahoo.com||Just wondering if there is any way to modify the stock 1990 Mitsubishi GSX ECU to work with the VR4.  My ECU's Capacitors just blew and, I am looking for a way around buying a new ECU.  I ordered new capacitors for the stock one, but wanted to see if there is another way out while I am waiting.  Thanks for any replies.||65.43.228.158||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||11-17-2003||01:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TinyVR4:<br /><strong> Just wondering if there is any way to modify the stock 1990 Mitsubishi GSX ECU to work with the VR4. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Eclipse gsx or galant gsx?||65.177.240.148||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||TinyVR4||11-17-2003||08:23 AM||||1990 Eclipse GSX ECU.<br />Thanks.||65.43.228.158||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||11-17-2003||10:02 AM||||A '90 Eclipse ECU will work fairly well in our cars, especially if you have an AFC to correct the MAS differences. But, you need to cut and reverse pins 6 and 14 on the wiring harness.||67.34.244.79||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||TinyVR4||11-18-2003||08:32 AM||||Thanks, for the reply.  I have an SAFC, it is the 5 knob one but it should work.  I will try that later today.  Hopefully it will get my car started.||65.43.228.158||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000005||TinyVR4||11-18-2003||05:40 PM||||I reversed the pins and tried the ECU.  The car will not start.  It gets further than before.  It tries to fire up the first time i turn the key form off to on.  Any ideas?||65.43.228.158||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||11-18-2003||05:59 PM||||Maybe the caps took out something with 'em.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||11-18-2003||06:37 PM||||Tiny,<br />Do you get a CE light when you first turn on the key? Do you hear the MPI relay above the ECU clicking at all?<br />By the way, please do NOT just throw away that "blown" ECU. If nothing else, give it to me for parts. I'll even pay the shipping   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.63.232.85||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||TinyVR4||11-19-2003||04:00 AM||||I do not hear clicking above the ECU when i first turn the key, and I am pretty sure i got no CE light.  What does that tell me??<br />I am not going to throw the original ECU away.  I'll fix it, it is just that the replacement Caps are not here.  I just wanted to see if i could get the '90 ECU working in the mean time.  Thanks for your help.||65.43.228.158||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes



ubb/Forum2/003895.cgi
A||||7||Scott Y||I'm confused, aren't the ECUs in GVR-4s and T/E/Ls the same?||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||11-17-2003||07:23 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I thought they were, but I've been wrong before.  It they are different, what's different about them?<br /><br />thanks guys,<br />Scott Y||12.151.50.159||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||11-17-2003||07:27 AM||||The T/E/L's have both FWD ECU's & AWD ECU's. Plus the ECU for 1990 is different, than the 91 & up.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||rrustedcage||11-17-2003||08:41 AM||||automatics are different from manuals as well.<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||11-17-2003||09:59 AM||||Our GVR-4 ECU's are identical to '91-'94 Turbo DSM's, except for 2 things:<br />1) the EPROM (which means the mas,idle,fuel, and timing maps are slightly different).<br />2) the configuration resistors, R129 and R130 may be different, depending whether it was AWD, FWD, 5-speed, Automatic, Cali, or Federal. <br />If you solder in any missing 1K resistors at R129 and R130, and change the EPROM to an E943 (GVR-4), the ECU is EXACTLY the same.||67.34.244.79||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||rrustedcage||11-17-2003||01:00 PM||||word||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000005||KenGVR4||11-17-2003||02:13 PM||||Even if you don't change EPROM's or anything, a T/E/L ECU will work in a GVR4, and vice versa assuming you're using a 91-94 5 speed T/E/L ECU.||65.115.175.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||11-17-2003||04:53 PM||||I think I said that.<br />He asked what was different, not whether it would work or not.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.34.244.79||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||11-19-2003||02:51 AM||||Now if Jeff could figure out a way to solder an eeprom onto a non-eeprom ecu and make it work..we'd all be in heaven.<br /><br />Hey Jeff, I heard a rumor that all the 4g61 Colt turbos had eeprom ecu's.  Is that true?||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003899.cgi
A||||8||DsmSeifer||MAFT pipes||||1||||DsmSeifer||00002241
Z||000000||DsmSeifer||11-17-2003||07:40 PM||dsmseifer@hotmail.com||okay I've had enough of my crapy translator pipes. I have the blow through set up for a 1G and had to custom fab a pice to go from the dejon tool set up to my equally crap stock fmicl. Anyways I keep blowing them off and I'm tired of it so does anyone know if there is a better way of doing things. I copied the stock IC pipe only I made it out of 2in aluminum. I tried to bead the end of the pipes some but I just don't have the tools to get things done. I would be thankful for any input (or if anyone wants to make me a pipe hehe).||64.12.97.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||11-17-2003||07:45 PM||||find a machine shop and have them weld a bead of aluminum on the end of your pipe and get some good clamps that should solve your problem.<br /><br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||peterlsmith||11-17-2003||08:01 PM||||Not tried this myself, but I remember someone suggesting a bead of JB weld.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.81.183||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000003||DsmSeifer||11-17-2003||08:07 PM||||I think I'll keep my VR4 JB weld free if at all posible. <br /><br />If only I could use Zip ties  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||11-18-2003||08:06 AM||||I use t-bolt clamps and flared the pipe ends with a pair of pliers when I was blowing mine off.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||11-18-2003||08:45 AM||||Damn I must have worlds greatest luck or just good pipe building.  None of my pipes have beads and I've run 25psi on RRE $2 worm drive clamps.  Never blown a pipe off yet.  Guess all my pipes do line up very very well but still I am surprised...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||11-18-2003||10:12 AM||||I would be worried that the JB weld comes loose and go in to the engine.<br />You can drill a few small holes in the pipe and put small machine screws in them. Your hose will never come off. Remember to put the hose over the screws and not holding the hose on with them. Don't laugh, I seen somebody do this before.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||DsmSeifer||11-18-2003||10:14 AM||||I think I'm going to request a special set up from Dejon Tool for our cars. (some one here sugested that and figured it might be worth a try)<br /><br />How many people would be interested in a set up for the translater so I can give him a # to go with my request.<br /><br />and pivvay you are luck or the master of those hose clamps or something. I'm only pushing 15 right now and I can't hit full boost most of the time with out my pipes blowing. (ofcourse my little Ic pipe section is alumminum exhuast pipe I had a local bend for me)||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000008||RayH||11-18-2003||11:03 AM||||You might also want to check that your piping setup has enough give to account for engine movement under torque.  Depending on your routing, it could be that engine movement is pulling your pipes apart.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum2/003897.cgi
A||||12||tplesko||Shifter thread size/pitch?||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||11-17-2003||02:48 PM||||Hey all,<br /><br />So I made myself a nice new shift knob at lunch today but I don't know what size to tap it for the shifter.  Anyone got the size handy so I can finish up?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||11-17-2003||02:59 PM||||10 x 1.25 mm.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-17-2003||03:01 PM||||sweeeeet. You rock iceman I'll post pictures later  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||11-17-2003||03:25 PM||||Mostly classical anymore, but rock sometimes too, now that I have a 10 disc changer in the trunk of the VR4.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-19-2003||09:54 PM||||I promised an update so here goes.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/shiftknob1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/shiftknob2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I might polish the center a bit more but it looks pretty good.  Plus it didn't cost me anything and feels/looks better than the Sparco knob I was going to buy anyway.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||coop||11-19-2003||11:29 PM||||what is the shift boot off of?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||11-19-2003||11:30 PM||||i like it chris! very inpressive piece, and it does look like it would be comfortable.||67.200.73.173||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||11-20-2003||09:05 AM||||I dunno what the shift boot is off of. I assume a 1g but I just made it work when it came with my 1g shifter.  It's actually not attached there. I had to take it off during the broke shifter cable saga and haven't reattached it properly yet. Soon though...soon.  Glad you guys like the shift knob though! I'm glad it turned out cool.  Guess I'm lucky to have a powder coater, huge oven, lathe, mill, all the taps ever, polisher, etc etc here at work.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  And a boss that's into cars||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||11-20-2003||09:44 AM||||Is that your stock knob sittin on the console?  Cuz mine only shows gears 1-4 and R (now that I pulled off the crusty leather wrap).||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||11-20-2003||09:48 AM||||yep that's the stock knob...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||11-20-2003||09:49 AM||||Hmm I wonder if I have the only 4speed vr4?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||11-20-2003||09:49 AM||||What's your new knob made of?  Did you go for a heavy feel?  Any concerns about it getting hot in the summer?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||11-20-2003||10:06 AM||||The new knob is made from a bit of scrap aluminum so it's only moderately heavy. Due to drilling and tapping out the middle so it would sit far down on the shaft, a lot of weight is near the very top so it feels really good.  It's cold in the morning and probably will be hot in the sun but the powdercoat makes it feel decent even cold and will probably keep me from burning my hand when hot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   And the temp equalizes pretty fast.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/003898.cgi
A||||0||Evilnissan||? Replacement clutch for a Galant GS-X?||||5||||Evilnissan||00002816
Z||000000||Evilnissan||11-17-2003||04:23 PM||evilnissan@yahoo.com||I think My clutch is on its way to the grave. It still starts to engauge pretty close to the floor but doesnt fully grip until the pedal is all the way out and then it doesnt grab hard some times slips. The I know the Body and Trans has 146,XXX miles on it and the motor was replaced with JDMish motor with about 60K miles on it but i think the clutch is the orginal.<br /><br />I did a search on here and didnt come up with anything and the web sites I have been to list clutches for the Turbo AWD VR4 and the regular 4g63 non turbo FWD but none list anything for the Galant GS-X 4g63 Non Turbo AWD.<br /><br />I just need to know what will fit my car, the only differnce I have noted is the size 215 for nonturbo and 225 for turbo.||208.133.247.8||reg||5||Evilnissan||00002816||yes



ubb/Forum2/003900.cgi
A||||8||klo91vr4||trouble removing valve cover||||1||||Kevino||00002134
Z||000000||klo91vr4||11-17-2003||08:33 PM||k.obee@sbcglobal.net||My valve cover gasket is leaking and I went to replace it but could not get the valve cover off.  With all bolts removed it feels like they are all still on tight.  Am I missing something or has the valve cover fused to the block?  Any ideas on freeing it?  <br />Thanks!||67.39.244.65||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-17-2003||08:46 PM||||triple check all the bolts and then also make sure you disconnect the PCV hose from the breather. Once everything's out you can gently hit it with a rubber hammer and it'll come loose.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||klo91vr4||11-17-2003||08:58 PM||||I'm sure I had all the bolts out and I did remove the PCV hose and I hit it pretty hard with a rubber hammer for a while and it didn't budge.  I tried prying a flat screw driver in and could get a bite.||67.39.244.65||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000003||klo91vr4||11-17-2003||08:59 PM||||Sorry,  Could NOT get a bite.||67.39.244.65||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||11-17-2003||09:01 PM||||Try prying up on the half moon plastic piece.  Put the pressure on that so you don't dammage the head.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||11-18-2003||03:21 PM||||Remove the spark plugs?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||blitzr4||11-18-2003||03:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Try prying up on the half moon plastic piece.  Put the pressure on that so you don't dammage the head. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">this is what i did also and it came off no sweat.<br /><br />just take ur time and be gentle   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||210.54.72.185||reg||1||blitZR-4||00002367||yes
Z||000007||bazeng||11-18-2003||03:55 PM||||i had the same problem... what i did was i used a stanley knife and sliced the gasket along the front (sorta weakening it), then prying it from the 1/2 moon piece.. with a big ass flat head..<br /><br />it'll pop off quite suddenly, then u'll need to move the screw driver down the the center (coz 1/2 will still be stuck on the engine, and pry it there.. it will basically pop off)<br /><br />the only thing holding you bak is the FEAR!!! fear of breaking the thing!>..<br /><br />just take your time..||203.166.63.137||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||11-18-2003||05:19 PM||||also, to avoid this same problem in the future, when installing the new gasket, after you have it in place in the valve cover, give the entire gasket a light coating of hylomar, and make sure the surface of the head is clean.  i reused the valve cover gasket, and the hylomar sealed it up so good, there were absolutely no leaks.  later on, when removing the cover, it comes right off.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
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q!11-24-2003!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2452968.1228!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Tuning using VPC/AFC!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452969.0041!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2452969.1011!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!injector ?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!02:04 AM!,
q!2452969.0204!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2452971.2324!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!00001198!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Positive Camber??? WTF????!,
q!8!,
q!19!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!12:12 PM!,
q!2452969.1212!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452974.1700!,
q!Luke!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!Not quite grinding, but definatly not right!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452969.1505!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!hecdws!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2452971.2244!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!andkilde!,
q!Are Cheap 3&quot; cats junk?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452969.1703!,
q!Ted Andkilde!,
q!00002209!,
q!andkilde!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!11:07 AM!,
q!2452972.1107!,
q!Ted Andkilde!,
q!00002209!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Throttle Stop Switch/Idle Position Switch (IPS) Voltage!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!06:19 PM!,
q!2452969.1819!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!01:00 PM!,
q!2452970.1300!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!co172!,
q!Burning belts?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2452969.2120!,
q!co172!,
q!00001380!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!09:34 AM!,
q!2452971.0934!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Tuning Woes!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452969.2209!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452971.2353!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!00001198!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!klo91vr4!,
q!trouble removing valve cover!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452961.2033!,
q!Kevino!,
q!00002134!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2452962.1719!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!throttle body!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!09:25 PM!,
q!2452961.2125!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!07:59 AM!,
q!2452962.0759!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!exhaust manny!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2452961.2141!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!01:18 AM!,
q!2452962.0118!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Pics of my ECU, is it normal to have a non-socketed ECU in a GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2452961.2322!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!06:38 PM!,
q!2452962.1838!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!Blow though AFM setup!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2452962.0052!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!00002812!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452963.1812!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!Shooting fireballs!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!03:36 AM!,
q!2452962.0336!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!Clay!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!08:40 AM!,
q!2452963.0840!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jason L Curtis!,
q!Rattle at start!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!11:51 AM!,
q!2452962.1151!,
q!CoolRunnins!,
q!00001719!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2452962.1302!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jason L Curtis!,
q!Door Panels!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!12:01 PM!,
q!2452962.1201!,
q!CoolRunnins!,
q!00001719!,
q!coop!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!03:22 PM!,
q!2452962.1522!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostedvr4ced!,
q!clanking during down shifting!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!01:44 PM!,
q!2452962.1344!,
q!boostedvr4g63t!,
q!00002811!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!12:15 PM!,
q!2452965.1215!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!suspension popping?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!02:46 AM!,
q!2452966.0246!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2452967.1831!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Wastegate actuator!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!05:51 AM!,
q!2452966.0551!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2452968.2337!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!Repair &amp; Maintenance Reference!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452962.1529!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!04:32 AM!,
q!2452963.0432!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!rear brakes question!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452966.1014!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452966.2344!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!pocket logger loss!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2452966.1655!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!coop!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!05:09 PM!,
q!2452966.1709!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!smokey!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452966.1732!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452969.1505!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!help!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452966.1744!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!tplesko!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!07:30 PM!,
q!2452966.1930!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meng!,
q!rough idle!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2452966.1807!,
q!meng!,
q!00000837!,
q!coop!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2452966.1845!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!pocket vs data logger?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452966.1848!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!06:03 AM!,
q!2452968.0603!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!Damper bolt torque spec?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2452969.2232!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!00001820!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452975.1336!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!00001820!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vortechcoupe!,
q!So 1G downpipes are the same as ours??!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452967.0030!,
q!vortechcoupe!,
q!00002819!,
q!vortechcoupe!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!01:01 PM!,
q!2452967.1301!,
q!vortechcoupe!,
q!00002819!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!PS fluid!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!12:35 AM!,
q!2452970.0035!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Matt379!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452970.1123!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Anyone make their own boost controller?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!12:09 PM!,
q!2452967.1209!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!Dan D!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2452968.1837!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!buick!,
q!E.C.U.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!02:03 AM!,
q!2452970.0203!,
q!gransport!,
q!00001769!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!03:00 AM!,
q!2452970.0300!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!EVO III exhaust manny!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2452970.1009!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!08:15 PM!,
q!2452973.2015!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Temp Gauge!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2452970.1149!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!tplesko!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!01:49 PM!,
q!2452970.1349!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!CV Axle!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452970.1213!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2452972.2241!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!BR Coil on Plug setup!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2452970.1655!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!GrocMax!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!10:54 AM!,
q!2452971.1054!,
q!GrocMax!,
q!00001823!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!02 Sensor!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452970.1813!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!yiutsang!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2452974.1407!,
q!Yiuwa!,
q!00002140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Am I spooling well?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!07:29 PM!,
q!2452970.1929!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!02:31 AM!,
q!2452976.0231!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!What is this?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!09:50 PM!,
q!2452970.2150!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!01:13 AM!,
q!2452971.0113!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!how many of you did the fuel pump install?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2452962.1626!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!10:22 AM!,
q!2452963.1022!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Broken exhaust manifold studs!,
q!8!,
q!4!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452962.1843!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Jason411!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!07:17 PM!,
q!2452963.1917!,
q!Jason411!,
q!00002590!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4nVr6!,
q!About spooling...?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!06:46 PM!,
q!2452962.1846!,
q!Vr4nVr6!,
q!00002244!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2452963.1005!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!4ws removal!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!08:31 PM!,
q!2452962.2031!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452965.1748!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q~HELP!!!  Fuel Pump Cover line broke!!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452962.2101!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2452963.0233!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!setting up stereo system!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452963.1035!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452965.2025!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q~Need help!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!11:52 AM!,
q!2452963.1152!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452963.1437!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!jason L Curtis!,
q!Engine Purchase!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!01:01 PM!,
q!2452963.1301!,
q!CoolRunnins!,
q!00001719!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!03:01 PM!,
q!2452964.1501!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!front turn signals are now parking lights!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!12:21 PM!,
q!2452967.1221!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2452969.1605!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!A/C Compressor making noise!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!01:56 PM!,
q!2452963.1356!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!curtis!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452964.0005!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Frogger!,
q!Brake light question?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!01:59 PM!,
q!2452967.1359!,
q!Frogger!,
q!00002602!,
q!Frogger!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!04:11 PM!,
q!2452968.1611!,
q!Frogger!,
q!00002602!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Need new pillow Mounts!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2452967.1411!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!04:10 PM!,
q!2452969.1610!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!Front and back seat floor mates soaked with water???!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2452967.1615!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!02:24 AM!,
q!2452968.0224!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bleck!,
q!what the hell is wrong with my oil drain line?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2452967.1902!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!07:30 AM!,
q!2452969.0730!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q~Damn Phantom knock!~,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452967.1947!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452971.2340!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!00001198!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!How fast can a 16G powered GVR4 go?!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2452967.2100!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!tplesko!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2452969.2052!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!S-AFC II correction +2!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452967.2135!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!03:36 AM!,
q!2452968.0336!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Dangling connector!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452970.2152!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!cevic!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!07:55 PM!,
q!2452972.1955!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Do these work?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452967.2243!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2452968.0003!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!What level is this under my gearbox!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452970.2200!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452977.2112!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!PWR intercooler!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452968.0019!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2452978.2016!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!How to get rid of this rust?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!10:02 PM!,
q!2452970.2202!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452971.2325!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Power Steering fluid not enough!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2452970.2206!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!drew!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452970.2351!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!What is this connector?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452970.2216!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2452971.2113!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh long!,
q!injector impedance!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!02:00 AM!,
q!2452971.0200!,
q!josh long!,
q!00000943!,
q!josh long!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!02:31 AM!,
q!2452971.0231!,
q!josh long!,
q!00000943!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Adjust HKS Super SQV BOV!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!03:45 AM!,
q!2452971.0345!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!a_santos!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!09:30 AM!,
q!2452973.0930!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GrocMax!,
q!Question for keydiver!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452971.1125!,
q!GrocMax!,
q!00001823!,
q!GrocMax!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!06:55 PM!,
q!2452972.1855!,
q!GrocMax!,
q!00001823!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!What Wheel Sizes are Good for Drag???!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452971.1347!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!00002798!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452972.0053!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!00001484!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!CDI/Multispark ignistion box worth it?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!01:57 PM!,
q!2452971.1357!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452972.1253!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ProudDSM!,
q!JDM tranny-swapping shifter arms!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452963.1405!,
q!ProudDSM!,
q!00000638!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!10:16 AM!,
q!2452965.1016!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Replacing stock air filter!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2452963.1440!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!Matticus!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452963.1449!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Using a RS front clip...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452963.1445!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452963.1811!,
q!CamZR4!,
q!00000312!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!Making a boost leak tester!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452963.2005!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!00000249!,
q!Arty!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!09:37 AM!,
q!2452966.0937!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Noisy Bosch External Fuel Pump!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452963.2219!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!number3!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!06:53 AM!,
q!2452966.0653!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!resistor on fan!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!12:22 AM!,
q!2452964.0022!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452964.1801!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bill!,
q!Bilstein shock revalving!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452964.1017!,
q!Bill!,
q!00000334!,
q!Bill!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2452964.1257!,
q!Bill!,
q!00000334!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!Oil cooler change!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!12:55 PM!,
q!2452964.1255!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452965.1644!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!belize1334!,
q!Balance Shaft Qestion!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!04:51 AM!,
q!2452968.0451!,
q!belize1334!,
q!00002861!,
q!atc250r!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!08:37 PM!,
q!2452969.2037!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!20g Compressor side housing mystery hole!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!05:08 PM!,
q!2452964.1708!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!GrocMax!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2452967.0928!,
q!GrocMax!,
q!00001823!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!spring question!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!05:38 AM!,
q!2452968.0538!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!06:32 AM!,
q!2452969.0632!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Car update - ext dump O2 housing melted wiring harness.!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452964.2025!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452965.1222!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!How big of a job is a clutch change?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452968.1002!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!00002816!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!09:13 AM!,
q!2452974.0913!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q~Everyone...You are not going to believe what i did!!!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452968.1128!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!06:24 PM!,
q!2452968.1824!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RallyVR4!,
q~Surge? Too rich? too lean?  help!~,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2452968.1451!,
q!Paul!,
q!00002810!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!01:34 AM!,
q!2452973.0134!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!How to remove oil pan?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452968.1644!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!Kibo!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!07:41 AM!,
q!2452970.0741!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!got my cooler!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2452968.1752!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452969.1153!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!AWD AWS Diamante ? anybody ? B.S.?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2452968.2052!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!blitzr4!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!06:50 AM!,
q!2452972.0650!,
q!blitZR-4!,
q!00002367!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Intake Manifold nipple !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2452968.2055!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!11:37 AM!,
q!2452969.1137!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!klo91vr4!,
q!oxygen sensor!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!09:15 PM!,
q!2452968.2115!,
q!Kevino!,
q!00002134!,
q!turbowop!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2452968.2127!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q~To chip or not to chip! ~,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!12:55 AM!,
q!2452965.0055!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!Ash!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!04:36 AM!,
q!2452969.0436!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Air-cond auto adjusting to high turbo boost!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!02:07 AM!,
q!2452965.0207!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452965.1406!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Funny O2 Voltage readings!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!12:27 PM!,
q!2452965.1227!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!07:46 PM!,
q!2452965.1946!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!speaker recommendations?!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2452965.1548!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!PJGross!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2453027.1339!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!Car stutters!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2452965.2008!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2452970.1938!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!Starts, runs, stops, maybe?!,
q!11!,
q!9!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452965.2030!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!00000679!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2452986.0007!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!00000679!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!dumb brake service question!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452965.2112!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452967.0005!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/003901.cgi
A||||3||henrok||throttle body||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||11-17-2003||09:25 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey guys i read somewhere in an old vr4 article that in " tuning the vr4, one should consider changing the throttle body for a bigger, more flowing one " .  what does this mean.  ive never heard anyone in here talk of a larger throttle body?||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||11-17-2003||09:46 PM||||The stock throttle body flows enough for probably 95% of the DSM community.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||11-18-2003||01:53 AM||||The ID of the stock TB is about the same as the ID of 2.5" intercooler pipes. But then you have the butterfly and shaft as a restriction, so for some a bored TB might be useful. But $250 for only 4mm? I wish there was a cheaper way.||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||11-18-2003||07:59 AM||||some have used a bbk 75 mm TB with there dsm they are relitivaly cheap at 199 or so.  The only thing you need to do is match the intake to it and use an adapter of some sort.  I know some of the DSM sheetmetal intakes have the option of the 75mm flange and bore as an option.  You would also need to rewire the TPS and ISC to work with a dsm.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum2/003902.cgi
A||||2||henrok||exhaust manny||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||11-17-2003||09:41 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey guys, i was wondering ive seen eclipse gs exhaust manifolds and they look thicker than ours.  is this possible?  they look wayyyy thicker. does this mean more flow??  also if u look at the set up on the filter/intake, its set up with the battery against the firewall and the intake where we have the battery (exact set up we do when relocating the battery and moving the filter to the right hand for cooler air.  i found this really strange. and its all factory.||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-17-2003||09:46 PM||||The GS? it's non-turbonium. That one's equipped with the tubular manifold and reverse stranostrand.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||11-18-2003||01:18 AM||||Was that a 2G Eclipse? Moving the battery and running a straight intake is a good mod. So is using a ported 2G manifold.||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum2/003903.cgi
A||||5||Scott Y||Pics of my ECU, is it normal to have a non-socketed ECU in a GVR4?||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||11-17-2003||11:22 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I was going to get stage III keydiver chip mods, and when I took the ECU apart to get the EEPROM out I discovered that I don't have a socketed ECU. Anyone else with a GVR4 have this:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~syorga/ecu.html" target="_blank">http://www.wideopenwest.com/~syorga/ecu.html</a><br /><br />These are big pics, because I don't know how to resize web images yet.<br />I'll have to solder a socket in there, that won't be a problem, but I sure wish it was set up already.<br /><br />Also, any thoughts on having the launch rev limit set at 5000 or 5500? <br />Any thoughts are welcome,||12.151.50.159||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||Hank||11-17-2003||11:35 PM||||Now don't quote me on this, but I believe that all Galant VR-4s have EPROMs on their ECUs but they are not socketed.  You have to get someone to solder the new socket where the EPROM is mounted for the new keydiver chip to be plugged in to.  And by the looks of things you indeed have an EPROM, #E943.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/checkeprom.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/checkeprom.htm</a>||208.180.191.199||reg||1||RUFRIDR||00002824||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||11-17-2003||11:45 PM||||there should be a chip of to the corner that has e39a(i think) printed on top of it. it wont come out, if thats what your thinking. keydiver will have to modify it.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||11-18-2003||10:09 AM||||Yes, you do have an authentic Federal GVR-4 ECU, congratulations!<br />But, as someone said, NO DSM or GVR-4 ECU's ever came already socketed.<br />I do supply a socket.||68.218.99.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||crucible||11-18-2003||11:18 AM||||Replace the caps yet?||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||11-18-2003||06:38 PM||||Yes he did, and a beautiful job of it, whoever did them!||208.63.232.85||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003904.cgi
A||||12||Monstabishi||Blow though AFM setup||||1||||Monstabishi||00002812
Z||000000||Monstabishi||11-18-2003||12:52 AM||Cordial85@hotmail.com||Hello, has anyone attempted running a blow though set up with there AFM? Blow though as in having AFM between intake piping which enables u to run a pod filter with the standard map sencor.<br /><br />Way||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-18-2003||12:57 AM||||I'm running one.  What do you want to know?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||11-18-2003||03:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Monstabishi:<br /><strong> Hello, has anyone attempted running a blow though set up with there AFM? Blow though as in having AFM between intake piping which enables u to run a pod filter with the standard map sencor.<br /><br />Way </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">We have a standard map sensor?  Where's it at, and what's it for?  And if you're talking about blowing through the stock MAF, that won't work.||69.59.219.153||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Monstabishi||11-18-2003||04:26 AM||||Umm.. so it works or it doesn't? Just wanted to get a pic of it or something, so i know what i shoulda be making, how u got plugs to come out though the pipes ect. If i could get pix, that would be good. Also, how hard it was to do.<br /> <br />Thanks Way.||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000004||Ash||11-18-2003||06:20 AM||||The ones you hear about "blow through" aren't the stock ones, they are LS1 hotwire meters used with a conversion box||203.221.153.36||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||11-18-2003||08:37 AM||||<img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/maft.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Here is my setup.  I am using the MAFT and a GM MAS. Works good so far. Issues I have with it are probably due to no AFPR. When that goes on over turkey day I"ll report back...So far i've gone 12.8 @ 109 @ 5800ft altitude with the maft.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Monstabishi||11-18-2003||04:12 PM||||But will it work with the factory AFM? I have though of doing it with my other car but never got around to it, i might give it a try with my vr4.||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000007||Ash||11-18-2003||06:56 PM||||I've never heard of a stocker working blow though, but if it does please report back.  I've had people with GM MAS equiped cars tell me they can't be run blow through witch is obviously wrong, so maybe no-one ever tried it before.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||Monstabishi||11-19-2003||05:20 AM||||Yep, ill report back when i try it out.||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000009||Dan D||11-19-2003||06:56 AM||||Plain and simple.  It will not work with a factory MAF. Don't belive me, start reading your physics books, specifically the fluid dynamics sections.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000010||Monstabishi||11-19-2003||04:35 PM||||and could u explain why this won't work? It is possiable to put the AFM in though a tub, n run pod filter off that, so after the turbo or not, the same amount of air is still going to be there?||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000011||Dan D||11-19-2003||05:54 PM||||You can do the math yourself if you like, but at the velocity & pressure the air passing through the MAF would be in a blow-through setup, the very mechanism by which the sensor "counts" air ceases to function in a way that is usefull to the EFI system.<br /><br />If that doesn't make sense or isn't enough info, go here:<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.autoshop101.com/forms/h34.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.autoshop101.com/forms/h34.pdf</a>   <br /><br />read<br /><br />Then, get out (or open the pdf) your factory tech manual: section 14-15 through 14-17<br /><br />read<br /><br />If you still want more, take a fluid dynamics course.<br /><br />ps:  I'm not trying to be a smartass, there's just no easy way to explain the equations to someone not familiar with dynamics.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000012||TheJackalGT||11-19-2003||06:12 PM||||why would you even put the effort into it? (if it did work, which it doesnt) The GM Maf kits out are very resonably priced, also Its a one time thing for when you go bigger, you dont need to upgrade. Your set.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes



ubb/Forum2/003905.cgi
A||||19||AWDpower||Shooting fireballs||||1||||AWDpower||00000680
Z||000000||AWDpower||11-18-2003||03:36 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||A friend of mine has an EVO 8 that shoots flames out of the exhaust on decelleration. His car is very mildly modified, intake, turbo back exhaust, and a SAFC with that has been dyno tuned. No, he didn't add the anti-lag. When he lets off the gas after hard acceleration, the car shoots a quick, large burst of flame out about two feet behind the car, and then the flame burns slowly up from the tailpipe for another second or so, but upwards like the muffler was a candle. It is very noticeable, even in broad daylight from far away. We were at the Thunderhill road course the other day, and I could see it easily from about a 1/4mi away. What would cause this? I've never seen a DSM do that.||68.134.172.41||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||11-18-2003||03:38 AM||||Well, fire needs 2 things to burn, oxygen and fuel. I bet he's running a bit rich.<br /><br /><br />I dunno. Sounds possible to me though.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||11-18-2003||09:21 AM||||My galant did that. It's likely that he has no cat. Most things "fire" don't make it through a ceramic matrix.||128.197.41.146||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||11-18-2003||11:41 AM||||Actually, mine only did that when I was slightly retarded - in engine timing that is  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   - and when I fixed my base timing it didn't do it no moh...  This was also with a test pipe, which I currently don't have on.<br /><br />On a new EVO though, I imagine he hasn't messed with the timing or has he?<br /><br />I used to intimidate folks on the road quite a bit with my burnin yearnin yearnin...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Nice touch after puttin the kill on some Honduh...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||11-18-2003||12:09 PM||||Just like you saw it from a 1/4 mile away, so will most State Troopers.    <br />EVO8's  do run rich, and that's exactly why you see the flame out.  I saw an EVO8 do that on the highway. <b>So did a State Trooper. </b>||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000005||JAYGVR4||11-18-2003||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by geoff@machv:<br /><strong> Just like you saw it from a 1/4 mile away, so will most State Troopers.    <br />EVO8's  do run rich, and that's exactly why you see the flame out.  I saw an EVO8 do that on the highway. <b>So did a State Trooper. </b> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa!  Dude get pulled over?  Are you saying that it'll flame out even through the stock cat!?!  That is silly rich then!<br /><br />You get another GVR4 yet Geoff!?!  Or still working on Colts?  I heard Brad went into the 10's in his Colt!  You make it to MIR for that?  I was stuck trying to sell houses that day.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000006||Vr4nVr6||11-18-2003||01:30 PM||||If it is flaming through a cat somehow, the cat won't last long.  With an aftermarket bov instead of the factory diverter type, the car will run rich for a moment when the bov releases metered air and the fuel match to the air has nothing to burn with and ends up in the exhaust.  If he has an aftermarket bov, this could be part of the cause if it is vented to the atmosphere rather than the intake track. I have this setup on my vr6 and on slow shifts at high rpms and decelerations, there can be quite a light show.||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||11-18-2003||02:28 PM||||Went to the evo/mr2 dyno meet at ATP and when the Evo hit redline two large puffs of black smoke came shooting out. THIS IS NORMAL. The wideband on the computer showed a constant 11-12 reading of fuel to oxygen level.||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||geoff@machv||11-18-2003||03:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by geoff@machv:<br /><strong> Just like you saw it from a 1/4 mile away, so will most State Troopers.    <br />EVO8's  do run rich, and that's exactly why you see the flame out.  I saw an EVO8 do that on the highway. <b>So did a State Trooper. </b> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa!  <br />You get another GVR4 yet Geoff!?!  Or still working on Colts? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup!  I picked up 974/1000 from autobahntom coupla months ago!  I installed AGX's with Whiteline springs.  The previous owner before <br />Tom curbchecked the bejeezus out of the alloys, so I stuck some 15x6 steel wheels with 205 55/15's for ther winter. we installed a full 3in exhaust with an ATR muffler.  Kind of loud, so we're gonna install a resonator this weekend  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I just finished porting two heads, an EVO III o2 sensor housing, the exhaust side of a Big 16G, and a 2G exhaust housing. So we'll throw one of those heads on the car with SS valves, 264/272's 550's 255lph/AFPR/S-AFC/Keydiver chip/Hallman EVO boost controller/2G MAF in the next couple of weeks.<br />YES  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'm still doing the Mirage thing.....<br />Kind of switched gears though [groan] I SOLD Aaron Litt [MrMoo] The black colt I had, and picked up a Mirage that was in much better condition. Installed EVERYTHING into the Mirage.<br />Well, a guy named John from M&S recycling posted to the turbo Mirage board with PICS and very detailed info on his project car.  <br /><b> An AWD 2.0 liter MIRAGE </b>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />Sooooo. needless to say  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  I have PULLED everything back out of the Mirage in anticipation of doing the AWD conversion myself.  I'm getting ready to send a spare VR4 tranny to Shep Racing for a tranny rebuild.  We picked up the parts to configure the engine compartment for the AWD tranny t-case.... <br /><br />Here's a clip of the engine mount this guy made....  We're in the midst of doing the same set-up!!!<br /><br />Geoff<br /><br />Front AWD crossmember installed<br /> <img src="http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/11-10/images/DSC00022_JPG.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <br />Pre-fabbed front crossmember<br /> <img src="http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/11-10/images/DSC00024_JPG.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Front pic<br /><a href="http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/11-10/images/DSC00020_JPG.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/11-10/images/DSC00020_JPG.jpg</a>||164.117.144.15||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||11-18-2003||03:51 PM||||Looks like mitsubishi used the SAME chassis parts for the American version.... See how the t-case fits under the sway bar?<br /> <img src="http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/1031/images/DSC00001_JPG.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Looking at the t-case from the back of the car <br /> <img src="http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/1031/images/DSC00007_JPG.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Making room for the rear suspension:<br /> <img src="http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/11_06/images/DSC00010_JPG.jpg" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000010||geoff@machv||11-18-2003||03:56 PM||||AWD drivetrain all purty and clean<br /> <img src="http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/images/DSC9_JPG.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Yup! it's fits up in there!  Gotta drop the gastank though....<br /> <img src="http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/images/DSC00006_JPG.jpg" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000011||Clay||11-18-2003||04:46 PM||||what year mirage is this? is it the old kind? that came with 1.6t's?||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000012||Invader||11-18-2003||05:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> what year mirage is this? is it the old kind? that came with 1.6t's? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">89-92 Mirage Hatchback...so, yes, '89 Turbo Mirage style.  Sounds like a fun project...I've been keeping an eye on the buildup myself.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.203.212.2||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000013||autobahntom||11-18-2003||05:18 PM||||If anyone wants an 89 colt to do this to, let me know. I have one, 115k miles, straight body, clean title, bad motor, 4 speed currently in car. It was NOT a factory car to start with, but I do have a set of 89 turbo colt factory wheels that can go with the car. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000014||Clay||11-18-2003||07:28 PM||||how much?<br /><br />and i dont understand why there was a need to make a new front crossmember to put a mount on...<br /><br />those mirages are 1g mount style...werent they? three mounts on the motor, one on the tranny? <br /><br />why not just drop the parts in and call it a day?||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000015||geoff@machv||11-18-2003||07:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> And i dont understand why there was a need to make a new front crossmember to put a mount on...<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, The front motor mount on 1G's and Colt/Mirage mount on a crossmember that goes from front to rear.  This crossmember would definitley interfere with the  <b>transfer case</b><br /><br />See how the rear of the crossmember is CENTERED on the chassis?  This space is normally occupied by the driveshaft and t-case.....<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/images/DSC00001_JPG.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Now here is the modded version. The rear mount assembly hasn't been fabricated yet, but you get the idea.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/1031/images/DSC00002_JPG.jpg" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000016||JAYGVR4||11-18-2003||10:16 PM||||Geebus Geoff!  I wish my wallet could keep up with my lacko attention span like yours!!!  I'd like to stop by and go for a spin in your car if I could - I'm back in the market for suspension since I sold my H&R's and AGX's when I thought I was gonna have to get rid of the VR4.  Lemme know when I can stop by the shop.  Maybe we can grab some lunch er sumthin.<br /><br />btw: sorry for the post hijack AWDpower!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  Whoopsy!||64.157.61.207||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000017||Clay||11-18-2003||11:39 PM||||well how do the awd's USUALLY fit the cross member under the t-case, like in stock form<br /><br /><br />why couldnt you use an awd crossmember<br /><br /><br />oh and were the holes to mount the rear stuff already drilled and ready to bolt it up?<br /><br />we just realized that 94-98 galants have the rear holes drilled to mount a rear diff setup||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000018||Beemer||11-19-2003||02:31 AM||||Of course the holes are there.  Did you think Mitsu would bother making different pan sheetmetal between the GVR4 and the fwd?  They had plans later on to import a "second generation" vr4 to the states, but after the dismal showing the GVR4 made initially, due to overpricing it out of the box, they decided not to export it here.  Remember, those were the "boy racer" days, and nobody wanted to be caught dead in either a 4 door OR a minivan.  (Except rich lawyers and doctors, who appreciated a good handling bmw or benz, and had kids....)<br />Of course, this from the company that made two different rear side panels for the eclipse, depending on if you had a cd player or not, you got the 6x9's in back with the cd, and full 6x9 cutouts in the panels, or 5 1/4's for the tape deck guys, with different inserts, even though the grills were still 6x9 size.  Someone should just market an awd conversion kit for the colts and the mirages, and we could all be happy!||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000019||Clay||11-19-2003||08:40 AM||||so is that year mirage too narrow to use the awd cross members?||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes



ubb/Forum2/003906.cgi
A||||2||jason L Curtis||Rattle at start||||1||||CoolRunnins||00001719
Z||000000||jason L Curtis||11-18-2003||11:51 AM||Jcurtis@queenslibrary.org||The other day i heard a rattle when i started my car. i then noticed that i was hearing the car do this every now and again while i drove. <br /><br />then i noticed that the car had now oil in it and the oil had been changed just 2000 miles ago.<br /><br />this morning i started the car heard the rattle and when i drove it got louder and louder, in the end i drove right to the shop. now i am waiting to hear what it is, and me being me i need to know what it may be if anyone has an idea please send them.||207.159.196.2||reg||1||CoolRunnins||00001719||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-18-2003||12:01 PM||||who knows?  Driving the car with no oil in it could have trashed all the bearings in your engine. In fact it's likely||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||11-18-2003||01:02 PM||||rod bearings going out can make that rattling/knocking sound....||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/003907.cgi
A||||3||jason L Curtis||Door Panels||||1||||CoolRunnins||00001719
Z||000000||jason L Curtis||11-18-2003||12:01 PM||Jcurtis@queenslibrary.org||I was trying to remove the door panels the other day in order to start to install and new system in the car, and i ran in to a little problem. <br /><br />what is the trick in getting the panels off with out breakign those strange door clips ?||207.159.196.2||reg||1||CoolRunnins||00001719||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-18-2003||12:04 PM||||Door trim removal tool?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||11-18-2003||02:34 PM||||You can do it without damaging them, once you know how they're positioned.  The clips are only on the bottom, maybe 3 or 4 of them.  You don't want to force them, just ease it out.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||coop||11-18-2003||03:22 PM||||they are not clips. they are tabs that slide into the door skin. the way to get them off is to lift up on the door panel. they are tight but keep the pressure toward the top  of the panel. they also lock in at the top so start at the end of the panel away from the mirror. you will think that you are going to break them but this is how they are desinded.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum2/003908.cgi
A||||3||boostedvr4ced||clanking during down shifting||||1||||boostedvr4g63t||00002811
Z||000000||boostedvr4ced||11-18-2003||01:44 PM||deadwrong55@aol.com||Hey Guys-<br /><br />             Sometime when I down shift or my rpm is droping i hear a clanking it sound similar to a broken axle clanking but my wheels are straight and i have changed both front axles and my rear axles are in really good condition i would really appreicate it if you guys could hep me out i would really appreciate it thanks. Give me an email for deadwrong55@aol.com or just post a reply thanks.<br /><br />thanks-nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-18-2003||03:06 PM||||Transfer case?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||boostedvr4ced||11-21-2003||11:00 AM||||no it isnt transfer case because it isnt a consistent noise that happens everytime plus i just had transfer case taken down a week ago and filled up with synthetic gear oil and check out ok.<br /><br />thanks for the idea though-nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000003||BluFalcon||11-21-2003||12:15 PM||||Check the brackets that mount to the block.  My old GVR4 did the exact same thing, couldn't figure out what was wrong with it.  I had the Xfer case down for some reason and accidentally hit the rear mount bracket with my arm and noticed it was loose.  One bolt had sheared off in the block and the other was almost completely loose as well.  Managed to get the sheared bolt out with some Vice grips and tightened everything down.  No more "clunk" on downshift.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum2/003909.cgi
A||||2||RayH||Repair &amp; Maintenance Reference||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||11-18-2003||03:29 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Don't remember seeing this one posted before.<br />Found another good site with reference material for all cars:<br /><br /> <a href="http://e-toolbox.com/ads/index.cfm" target="_blank">http://e-toolbox.com/ads/index.cfm</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-18-2003||04:40 PM||||Sweet!  TSBs!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||11-19-2003||04:32 AM||||Link no worky for me.||69.59.219.226||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003910.cgi
A||||17||gixxer||how many of you did the fuel pump install?||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||11-18-2003||04:26 PM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||i'm debating whether to do it myself or have a shop do it. i installed the motor, turbo and all that shit.  but i've heard the pump is such a crusty bitch i don't know if i want to deal with it.<br /><br />-joe||129.219.71.30||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||11-18-2003||04:29 PM||||im gonna try to do it today after work.  I figure it's gonna suck but I've got a 3 foot breaker bar that should make things go smoother.  <br /><br />"Crusty Bitch" - awesome phrase   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-18-2003||04:36 PM||||Take the cover off and see how rusty it is.  I broke my fuel line bolts free in 2 minuets.  Some are too rusted and they strip.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Clay||11-18-2003||04:38 PM||||the problem is the bolt that attaches the fuel lines together, if its rusty, and wont come lose, you end up bending the line,mine instantly stripped, but i used a vice grip and a huge pair of pliers and moved them around untill i got them in a position where the line wouldnt bend and i could put all my weight into it<br /><br />i gave it everything i had and it broke loose||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||11-18-2003||04:46 PM||||I say do it yourself...Just soak it in PB blaster for 2 days before you actually remove it. If you bring it to a shop and there are problems (say something rusty breaks) they are going to make you pay to fix it and/or replace it anyways. Why pay a shop to do something you can do very easily on your own.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||crucible||11-18-2003||06:03 PM||||All I can offer is that the fitting is at a bad angle to get at since its practically under the access door which makes it hard to get wrenches or whatever you use on it.The fitting is on there tight.Many have suggested using only flare wrenches.Be prepared to go a few rounds though depending on the rust situation.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||Jason411||11-18-2003||06:41 PM||||Flare wrenches work good sometimes, but you may have to grab onto some things w/ some vice grips in order to break them loose. The hardest part is to not bend the fuel line coming out of the top of the tank. If it's rusty and you tweek it a little chances are it'll leak. But you can definitely do this yourself cheaper that a shop would do it.||24.247.143.76||reg||1||Jason411||00002590||yes
Z||000007||Ash||11-18-2003||06:43 PM||||I was lucky in that mine wasn't rusted, hive it a go yourself with the afore mentioned soaking.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||hecdws||11-18-2003||07:24 PM||||soak it with something if all else fails a little brake fluid never hurt no one. mines came off in about 2 minutes after we put some brake fluid on it.<br /><br />hec||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000009||gixxer||11-18-2003||08:17 PM||||i'm not exactly sure how to do it. from reading it looks like you guys did it from inside the car, so you don't have to drop the tank?  is there a how-to for this procedure cause i dont see a vfaq for it.  or maybe its exactly like the 1g awd install?||129.219.6.66||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000010||hecdws||11-18-2003||09:09 PM||||no need to drop the tank, thank god! just lift up the trunk carpet, on the drivers side youll see a small panel remove it and whala the fuel pump is at your finger tips. <br /><br />hec||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000011||Ash||11-18-2003||09:53 PM||||The first 1G AWD VFAQ is close enough to a VR4||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000012||Romanova||11-18-2003||10:50 PM||||Every Chevy I see for fuel pumps requires the tank to be dropped. About a $500 bill to replace one... WTF were they thinking... oh yeah... $$$||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000013||slvrblt||11-19-2003||01:40 AM||||I did mine in about 15 minutes. It went very smooth, nothing broke or stripped. I didnt even use PB Blaster. You may want to soak in PB for a good 30 minutes just to be safe. I used a small ratchet and an ignition wrench to do it. Used a hose clamp to hold the pump (Walbro 255) on the bracket. <br /><br />Good luck.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000014||91 #680||11-19-2003||01:45 AM||||anybody have that link where they had a high pressure 190 walbro.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||11-19-2003||08:51 AM||||The job itself isn't hard as long as you break that nut loose. Just soak it day in and day out with PB blaster for a week if it's really rusty.  Flairs didn't even work on mine and they were nice and new.  We ended up using a flair and some kick ass vice grips that are bolt shaped. I have no clue what they were as they we're mine but Kibo knows.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||Martin Tolentino||11-19-2003||09:08 AM||||If you have another car for daily driver and the right tools and skills, do it. Use alot of PB blaster and use the flare nut wrench from snap on tools. I used a sears flare nut wrench and it's cheap and allowed the nut to strip.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000017||1312VR4||11-19-2003||10:22 AM||||About the fuel lines.<br />Instead of getting it from the trunk. Just climb underneath the car & loosen the lines that you can EASILY get to that are infront of the tank. Its MUCH easier than reaching in the acess hole & breaking stuff.<br /><br />It is quite easy to drop the tank if you want to do it that way.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum2/003911.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||Broken exhaust manifold studs||||8||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||11-18-2003||06:43 PM||nohad43@aol.com||My Volvo has a couple studs broken in the cylinder head from the exhaust manifold studs.Can anybody name me different ways to fix this problem?Thanks a lot guys.<br /><br /><br />Robby Cheaib||172.147.236.169||reg||8||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||11-18-2003||08:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> My Volvo has a couple studs .....<br />Name me different ways to fix this problem?Thanks a lot guys.<br />Robby Cheaib </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry Rob, There's only ONE way.<br /><br /><b> tap and drill </b>||164.117.144.15||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-18-2003||09:47 PM||||or if the stud is outside of the head, he can vice grip or weld some bar stock on it and turn it out.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||91GVR4||11-19-2003||06:12 PM||||You can use an easy out on any broke off stud, bolt, stripped out screw, ect. I prefer ones like snap-on makes with a head that take a socket or wrench. The most common kind you have to use a tap holder on them. Simply drill the stud,screw,ect with the size bit called for on the easy out, pound in the easy out with a hammer, and use your favorite wrench to back out the broken stud. If the easy out starts to slip while removing stud just give it a few taps on the head with the hammer. I have removed countless screws, bolts, and faserners with these both on the car and at work. In fact I get my easy outs from work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . Happy extracting!||63.156.32.88||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000004||Jason411||11-19-2003||07:17 PM||||If none of these other solutions work, I have done this before and it works very well but is time consuming. Drill a hole in the center of the stud all the way through. Use a small carbide die grinder bit (Snap On sells these, others may also.) and slice the stud in half. Then take a screw driver and pry it away from the threads and use a magnet to pull out the pieces. Now run a tap in the hole to clean up the threads and your set! <br /><br />Jason||24.247.143.76||reg||1||Jason411||00002590||yes



ubb/Forum2/003912.cgi
A||||7||Vr4nVr6||About spooling...?||||5||||Vr4nVr6||00002244
Z||000000||Vr4nVr6||11-18-2003||06:46 PM||aagvt@aol.com||About where do you guys see full boost on a stock vr4 rpm wise?  I'm going to pressure test my intercooler track and intake this weekend to see if I might be loosing some boost(pretty sure I am and I've already tightened all the clamps accessible from the top of the car and checked all the vacuum lines/new pcv). <br /><br />Took 10 minutes tonight and got rid of a little extra weight(my first mod)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.brewspeed.com/autosports/andrew/galantvr4/mafmuffler.jpg" alt=" - " />||216.204.169.205||reg||5||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||11-18-2003||06:51 PM||||a good first (free) mode.||68.74.199.233||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||11-19-2003||04:29 AM||||What the hell is that thing?  Is is sitting on top of a closed outhouse toilet or something?||69.59.219.226||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||11-19-2003||06:07 AM||||Are you asking what it is?  Or what it's sitting on top of?<br /><br />It's the air silencer that's near the MAS.  As for what it's on.  No idea.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||Vr4nVr6||11-19-2003||09:04 AM||||Ha- I never thought about the location of the pic.  It's actually on top of an outboard Johnson boat engine from the 70's, with the background of my parents garage.  The engine is in there for winterizing and storage.||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||11-19-2003||09:50 AM||||Wow a stock VR4.  That brings back memories.  <br /><br />A stock car spools up slow.  Boost should hit hard right around 3500rpms.<br /><br />How long have you been in to the 4g63?||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Vr4nVr6||11-19-2003||09:57 AM||||I've been driving it since last Friday.  It's supposed to be my daily driver but I have a feeling that it won't be long before I get some extra money and shop for some mods.  I think the boost comes on best around 4000 right now- it seems to lag quite a bit down low but really pulls nicely up top.  Extended runs at high speed and it feels like I'm running out of fuel pressure(or the boost leak really opens up) as it dogs down.  I've already replaced the fuel filter on the firewall and done most of the regular maintenance on the car.||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||11-19-2003||10:05 AM||||Sounds like the IC is getting heat soak.  In summer time, you only get 1 or 2 quick runs before you have to let it cool down.<br /><br />*edit*  I'm talking about the stock IC.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/003913.cgi
A||||5||Akidosigh1||4ws removal||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||11-18-2003||08:31 PM||||Ok, i'm the kind of person that learns by sight... reading all of the ways people have removed their 4ws doesn't really help. Can someone with time maybe take some pictures and make up a vfaq? it might help in the future when everyone else wants to ask about 4ws removal again. plus, it would help me out to. any assistance would be appreciated.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||16GVR4||11-19-2003||01:55 AM||||Cover up your garage floor with plenty of cardboards.<br />The power-steering fluid is going to drip wherever you remove the fittings.<br /><br />I am still hating those rear 4WS lines..||67.113.234.89||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-19-2003||08:52 AM||||ooooh boy I can't wait.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||ProudDSM||11-19-2003||01:57 PM||||I know this doesn't answer the question, but I chickened out on removing the 4ws on my car. It was leaking like a sieve at the front rack. One line that was leaking was the crossover line which is common to the regular galants. Replaced with a new line ($37 dealer list). The other was the one that runs from the junction at the top, through the rack mount (parrellel to the crossover), and out to the rear hose. I had a local radiator shop make me this line using my old fittings for $30, since it was backordered from the dealer with a 1.5 month wait. While I was at it, I had the shop make me the other two lines. The bends were only good enough for government work, but no more leaks (for now).<br /><br />-George<br />1423||66.67.104.94||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||11-19-2003||09:28 PM||||Sealing off the lines, removing the rear rack, and welding the toe-in control arms solid was one of the easiest things that I did. But everyone feels more comfortable doing different kinds of mods.||64.233.106.25||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||16GVR4||11-21-2003||05:48 PM||||I agree with Bigfoot that you should find some way to keep the rear toe fixed after removing the 4WS.<br /><br />I took a slightly different approach, and welded the rear steering rack fixed ( so that it can't slide side-to-side anymore ).<br />This make the rear toe fixed..<br /><br />For blocking off the 4WS high pressure lines, simply take off the two fittings on the passenger side near the front of the car, and crimp it, then weld it..<br /><br />Good luck with your 4WS removal. I like the way the car handle much better without the 4WS. The rear feels much more planted through turns.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes



ubb/Forum2/003914.cgi
A||||3||thejeebus2002||HELP!!!  Fuel Pump Cover line broke!!!||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-18-2003||09:01 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Got the cover off relatively easy, took just a couple minutes, however the hard line that goes from the cover to the rubber line bent and cracked.  Where can I get one of these covers?  Will any cover off a n/a galant work or not?  Does anyone have an extra one for sale?  I need this part ASAP.  Any help is greatly appreciated.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||11-18-2003||09:49 PM||||Never mind, did a search and found a repair procedure.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-18-2003||09:50 PM||||If I'm understanding your predicament correctly, you'll need a whole new fuel pump assy. If that's the case:<br /><br />A Galant GSX one should work. The other Galants have different gas tanks with different assys that probably won't work. The DSM ones don't work either.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||11-19-2003||02:33 AM||||well, there IS a VFAQ to mod the TEL assembly, but it isn't for the timid..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003915.cgi
A||||23||stevevr4||setting up stereo system||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||11-19-2003||10:35 AM||stever321@yahoo.com||I've been running cables and kinda laying out the setup in my head.  I need some opinions on one last thing!<br /><br />I'll be running a dedicated amp to power a single 12".<br /><br />I also have a 4channel amp that I was going to use for the interior speakers.<br /><br />Options:<br />regarding the speakers in the dash... should I run them off the 4 channel amp, and then hook up another 2channel for the rear deck speakers?<br /><br />or should I leave those dash speakers running off the stock wiring and use the 4 channel to run the speakers in the door and rear deck?<br /><br />I do have another small 2 channel amp that I COULD use for the rear deck speakers, but now we're talking about a 3 amp system and more work for me!||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||SearsPointVR4||11-19-2003||10:47 AM||||I didn't use the dash speakers at all,  I have MB quart three ways in the door and mb quart 6x9s in the deck running off a new pioneer 50x4 full logic cd head and a single 10" in the trunk run off a bridged 2 channel 50 watt zapco.  it's louder and cleaner than anything I've had or could want.  if you haven't bought a head unit yet I'd go with the pioneer, they have a dedicated low frequency sup preamp output with full independant controls.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||11-19-2003||10:56 AM||||I do have a headunit already, actually everything I'm installing is re-used from previous cars, except I got 4gauge wire instead of the 10gauge (EEK!) I used to run.  What was I thinking?<br /><br />Another question:  I'm gonna mount an amp under the drivers seat, and CD changer under the pass seat, any recommendations on "how not to put a screw through something important"?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||11-19-2003||11:12 AM||||I set my front door and dash up on one 4 channel amp. I ran the rears off the HU. They're not as important.. just for fill. Run the Gnd cable as short as possible and the RCA cables away from the others to prevent signal noise.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||11-19-2003||12:40 PM||||I am going to run Polk audio seperates in the dash, 4 inch mid in the dash, tweeter on the mirror pillar. Alternatively I would run seperated in the door pannel. <br /><br />Shame no one makes kick pannels for our cars.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||11-19-2003||02:45 PM||||I put midrange in doors and tweeter in dash.  Sounds pretty good with some power to it.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||11-19-2003||03:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I put midrange in doors and tweeter in dash.  Sounds pretty good with some power to it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you powering them all with an amp?<br /><br />I'm pretty sure at this point I'm gonna run the dash and door speakers with an amp, and run a seperate amp for the rear deck.  And a seperate amp (of course) for the sub.  Damn thats a lot of wires lol||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||11-19-2003||03:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn thats a lot of wires lol [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cut down the wires a little by running the one remote lead to the trunk and use it to switch a relay for each amp.  I don't like having the head unit control power directly to the amps.  Usually get that annoying pop when turning off.<br /><br />I have front dash, tweets and front door speakers through xovers on two channels, and the rear deck speakers through two channels with less power on the same amp and a sub with mono amp.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||russya||11-19-2003||04:18 PM||||My system is the Pioneer ODR system with 3 infinity class D amps that are 75x2. each amp powers a seperate set of drivers. I have 6 3/4 kevlar low/mids in the doors and 4 inch mids and ribbon tweeters on the dash in custom made pods. Sounds a lot better that way than having them in the doors. As for subs I have 2 10's with 500 watts in the trunk playing only 50hz and below. Having the speakers up high and using time aligment sounds the best much better than kick panels, though it is a little spendy||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||11-20-2003||08:36 AM||||Hey I'm gonna be securing the CD changer under the pass seat today (I pulled the seat out this morning before coming in to work!)... anyone have any suggestions on screwing this thing down?  I don't wanna screw through into something (like rear steering lines!).  Maybe I should put a 1/4" thick piece of plywood under the carpet, and then screw the Cd changer through the carpet into the wood?  Anyone?  I wanna do this at lunch today.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||11-20-2003||01:34 PM||||ok   <img src="http://www.dsmetc.com/forum/images/smilies/middle.gif" alt=" - " /> you all...||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||11-20-2003||01:45 PM||||Take measurements from some point that is identifiable both inside and from underneath.  I did this in a Nissan I had.  Drilled holes then made them square with a file and installed some of the OE style plastic screw grommets.  Sealed them, and then used screws to mount the CD changer through the included mounting bracket.  Most of the lines under the car are near the tunnel, not right in the middle.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000012||GVR4458||11-20-2003||01:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> ok    <img src="http://www.dsmetc.com/forum/images/smilies/middle.gif" alt=" - " /> you all... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You are just kidding with this right?<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000013||stevevr4||11-20-2003||02:04 PM||||Thanks... I felt around and theres definitely lines running RIGHT under where I wanted to put a screw through, I think it was the rear steering lines.  I picked up a thin sheet of plywood from Home Depot and had them cut it, then I slipped it under the carpet and screwed the CD changer into that... I think it'll hold fine.<br /><br />Thanks again!||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000014||stevevr4||11-20-2003||02:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4458:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> ok     <img src="http://www.dsmetc.com/forum/images/smilies/middle.gif" alt=" - " /> you all... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You are just kidding with this right?<br /><br />EH </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Of course... note the smiley is smiling  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000015||sleeper||11-20-2003||02:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Russya:<br /><strong> ribbon tweeters on the dash in custom made pods. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Back up there a little bit.<br />Explain that a little more to me and if you have post a picture please.<br />I really hate to cut up my Maggies if i don't have to.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000016||KenGVR4||11-20-2003||02:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I put midrange in doors and tweeter in dash.  Sounds pretty good with some power to it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did the same thing, but you have to attenuate the tweeters some, they're really bright. (at least my Polks are) I'm guessing because the sound reflects off the windshield right at ear level.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000017||spoulson||11-20-2003||02:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong>I did the same thing, but you have to attenuate the tweeters some, they're really bright. (at least my Polks are) I'm guessing because the sound reflects off the windshield right at ear level. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well my car's been out of commission for some time.  But I last remember it being very clear and bright, which I like.  Btw, the speakers are Oz comp and are powered with a PPI 50x4 with 6.5" Kicker Impulses in rear and a 10" Kicker sub on a 300watt Clarion. (power rated in RMS)<br /><br />I played with the amp gains and crossovers a bit.  They're probably far from perfect, but I try to get imaging as close to center front row as possible without clipping.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000018||KenGVR4||11-20-2003||05:31 PM||||It's great at moderate volume levels, but once you turn it up, the highs start to overpower everything else.  It also depends some on the type of music I'm listening to.  Anything with lots of cymbal crashes and high notes becomes a wicked assault on the eardrums.  I also like crisp clean highs as well, that's the main reason why I bought the separates and mounted them that way.  I guess I'll just have to play with my amp gains as well.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||11-20-2003||05:58 PM||||I have a really nice coustic 6 channel amp that would work well for your setup! Email or PM me...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||russya||11-20-2003||06:05 PM||||I'm using some infinity emit's for the tweeters. I was using some ravens but they were to bulky and the improvement in sound was slight to say the least so I changed them. The 4 inch and the emit are mounted in custom made fiberglass pods mount them vertically so they're not pointed toward the windsheild at all. I'm getting the pods copied in carbon fiber right now and I'll take pics when that's done. So don't worry I didn't cut up my maggies either for this install.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000021||stevevr4||11-21-2003||08:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I have a really nice coustic 6 channel amp that would work well for your setup! Email or PM me... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks, but I have 3 amps in my possession already (one of which is a Coustic actually) so I'm gonna make use of them.  Yah it would be nice to only need 2 amps but not worth spending more money on another amp.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000022||spoulson||11-21-2003||08:56 AM||||My issue with tweeter mounting is it's gotta be above the legs.  When you have the highs coming from the door panel, your leg is directly affecting the imaging of the stereo.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000023||turboflanagan||11-21-2003||08:25 PM||||I mounted my tweeters on the triangular trim piece behind the sideview mirrors.  They are aimed across the car at the inside ear of the person on the other side of the car.  (I'm sure you can figure out what I mean)||64.63.213.156||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003916.cgi
A||||11||cevic||Need help!!!!||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||11-19-2003||11:52 AM||||I car has problem with starting in cold or after sitting overnight. It usually take about 10 times to turn the key on and off to get the engine running.This morning it took more than 20 times to get it run. the temperature was 50'F. The first 15 times the engine didn't crank at all. Then it start to crank a little for couple times. After about 20 tries. The engine start but will stop when the idle hit 1500 rpm for couple times  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  . It finally started after couple more tries. But the idle will drop when it hit 1500 rpm and increase again over and over for about 2 minutes.<br />I tested the fuel pump and it seemed to be fine since I had heard the fuel was flowwing inside the fuel trail. The battery voltage was fine. The sensor wires on the top of the thremostat housing were fine. I also have had a mechanic to change what he called the cold start switch which is at the bottom of the intake manifold. After the car has been warmed up. It runs fine and the idle is stable at 750rpm. Did I miss anything here?||129.237.117.118||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||Vr4nVr6||11-19-2003||12:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I car has problem with starting in cold or after sitting overnight. It usually take about 10 times to turn the key on and off to get the engine running.This morning it took more than 20 times to get it run. the temperature was 50'F. The first 15 times the engine didn't crank at all. Then it start to crank a little for couple times. After about 20 tries. The engine start but will stop when the idle hit 1500 rpm for couple times    . It finally started after couple more tries. But the idle will drop when it hit 1500 rpm and increase again over and over for about 2 minutes.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like a couple different problems together anyway.  If you turn the key to the start position and the starter doesn't turn- you likely have a bad ignition switch(test for signal at the starter when cranking) or a stuck solenoid on the starter(have the starter tested).  Once the engine is cranking but not starting sounds like perhaps a check valve in the fuel feed system- no residual pressure when the car is parked for a long time and thus requiring the pump to pressure back up the lines to the fuel rail every morning.   I'm not overly familiar with the fuel system on these cars yet but those are the suggestions I can offer so far.||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||11-19-2003||12:44 PM||||Check the two-pole sender on the side of the thermostat housing (not the one on top) I'm willing to bet that the wires are broken or the sender's faulty.  That's the sender that tells the ECU the car is cold. My car did the same thing until i fixed the wiring to it <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||cevic||11-19-2003||12:46 PM||||I can hear the ingnition noise when I turn the key to the start positon. How can I test the starter?||129.237.117.118||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||11-19-2003||12:46 PM||||mine's been broken a few times and car always ran fine.  no noticeable differeces.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||cevic||11-19-2003||12:50 PM||||what is the two pole sender look like? I will be appeciate if you could post a picture. Where I can get a new one and how much?||129.237.117.118||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000006||thejeebus2002||11-19-2003||12:55 PM||||on top of the thermostat housing, to the left of the valve cover(looking at it from the front of the car)<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||11-19-2003||01:08 PM||||mine was a bitch to start when the temp sensor wires were broken too.  I could get it to start and ran fine once warmed up but it took like 5 minutes to get it started||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||11-19-2003||01:08 PM||||thejeebus, the one on top is the AC fan signal, it's the one on the side that matters. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||cevic||11-19-2003||01:26 PM||||What are the wires of the sender look like? color?||129.237.117.118||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||11-19-2003||02:29 PM||||It's the only two prong sensor on the side of the thermostat housing. The colors are "grease covered green" and "exhaust manifold burnt brown"<br /><br />the rubber boot covers spade type connectors that plug in like this I- opposing eachother. Good luck brother you can do this... i know you can.....||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||11-19-2003||02:37 PM||||alex likes to reply coz his id sounds like bangbus||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/003917.cgi
A||N||2||jason L Curtis||Engine Purchase||||1||||CoolRunnins||00001719
Z||000000||jason L Curtis||11-19-2003||01:01 PM||Jcurtis@queenslibrary.org||Was wondering if 1100 was to much to pay for an engine 6 bolt 91. the engine is rebuilt with a 6 months waranty on it.<br /><br />Side bar, what is the going rate on a head for one of these cars as well as the block ?||207.159.196.2||reg||1||CoolRunnins||00001719||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||11-20-2003||06:18 AM||||If it is a full rebuild, and not a spray can, and it is complete with new timing components, it is pretty fair for a stock rebuild.  You need to find out if the motor was bored or not, and what was reused versus replaced.  Still, it sounds like a pretty decent deal, since just the timing components cost around 250 bucks to replace.  Rings and bearings are under 150, and a complete overhaul gasket set is around the same at 100-150.  If it was bored, add around a hundred bucks for the bore, and another 120 for new pistons, plus the same to have them hung CORRECTLY on the rods, versus some idiot using a torch to heat up the rod to pull the wrist pin.  Plus an average of 300 to recondition a cylinder head.  (what I am quoting here is the average cost when someone rebuilds their own engine)  Plus he should have put a brand new front cover and oil pump on it, at a cost around 180-265, depending on where he bought it.  So you pretty much have the same price whether you do it yourself or this guy did, and with a 6 month warranty, it sounds pretty good if the guy has a good track record with his engines.  Still, I'd pull the pan off and check rod and main bolt torques, head bolt torque, and a few other things before I put the motor in the car.  I wouldn't mind picking up a stock rebuild for that price.  Save me some down time.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||11-20-2003||03:01 PM||||Yeah, What he said.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Also make sure he actually knows WTF hes doing with the 6 bolt. Was it done at a shop or in his garage ? I would assume a shop due to the warranty, but you never know.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/003923.cgi
A||||10||devtsikev||Making a boost leak tester||||1||||devtsikev||00000249
Z||000000||devtsikev||11-19-2003||08:05 PM||luckee14@hotmail.com||Hello guys, this past weekend I stopped by both Menards and Home Depot and was looking for a 2 1/2 rubber coupling (refering to directions from vfaq) but they only come in sizes of 2in. to 2in. and jumps to 3in. to 3in.  Would you guys suggest going ahead and getting the 3in. coupling?  I'm reluctant to get any because I think the coupling might be too big for my stock turbo.  Any suggestions?||68.190.120.96||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||11-19-2003||08:51 PM||||2" pvc end cap<br />thinnest tire spicket you can find at auto parts store<br /><br />Drill hole and pull spicket through with pliers<br /><br />voila||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||11-19-2003||09:40 PM||||Stock turbo:<br /><br />1.5" fernco coupler-home depot, lowes etc<br />1.25" pvc endcap-same as above<br />valve stem-any tire shop<br /><br />Drill hole, slip valve stem through, possibly using silicon or sealant, put endcap in one end of coupler, remove intake off turbo(including small rubber inner seal in intake), slip over turbo inlet, clamp down.  thats it.||12.18.160.135||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||MidEngine210||11-20-2003||05:09 PM||||Has anyone successfully used a bike or hand pump with one of these diy testers? Is an air compressor absolutely necessary?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000004||devtsikev||11-20-2003||05:27 PM||||Well just put one together.  I used a 1.5 inch rubber coupling i got from menards. It fits fine on a stock turbo.  I'll try to find a proper air compresser somewhere.  Any suggestions on a cheap but good air compressor???<br /><br />midengine: I think pivaay said a regular bike pump don't work.||69.11.254.113||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000005||Arty||11-20-2003||05:31 PM||||I successfully used a car tyre hand pump.<br />I used a rubber cap to cap off the turbo inlet and attached the pump to the hose barb on the compressor outlet pipe.<br />Since then I read someone on here used a couple of layers of garbage bag plastic to cover the turbo intake, re-installed the hose over the plastic and clamped it down.<br /><br />John.||203.24.125.201||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000006||GVR4||11-21-2003||11:57 AM||||in my experiance you can't use a hand\bike pump...It will leak down too quickly to do the test properly...<br /><br />If you cap off the hose to the TB then that would seal the system and it would work but...otherwise it leaks through the motor to quickly to get good pressure built up.<br /><br />TJ<br /><br />ps.. somone correct me if I'm wrong...||137.144.98.23||reg||1||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000007||Arty||11-21-2003||06:25 PM||||I can't say what pressure the hand pump was able to make, at the time my boost gauge wasn't working, but it was enough that the pump handle was held in the extended position by the pressure. So I could spray some soapy water around and found my BISS screw was leaking.<br /><br />John.||203.24.125.176||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||11-21-2003||06:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> I can't say what pressure the hand pump was able to make, at the time my boost gauge wasn't working, but it was enough that the pump handle was held in the extended position by the pressure. So I could spray some soapy water around and found my BISS screw was leaking.<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is the fix for that?||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||11-21-2003||07:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> I can't say what pressure the hand pump was able to make, at the time my boost gauge wasn't working, but it was enough that the pump handle was held in the extended position by the pressure. So I could spray some soapy water around and found my BISS screw was leaking.<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is the fix for that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Probably a new o-ring and biss screw... you can get one from Mitsu I'm sure... MachV also sells a kit.||69.34.162.231||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||Arty||11-22-2003||09:37 AM||||That's right, I replaced the o-ring on the screw with a new one. Then re-sprayed, no more bubbles, leak fixed.<br /><br />John.||203.24.125.202||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum2/003919.cgi
A||||1||Duc Hunter||A/C Compressor making noise||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-19-2003||01:56 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||My A/C works fine, great in fact. My compressor is making noise though, esp when I first start the car. It is a scratching sound, like it needs to be lubed, which I know is not possible. Any thoughts? The noise seems to go away once the engine has been run for a while.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-20-2003||12:05 AM||||AC clutch.  If it goes away when you click it on thats what it is||67.25.37.58||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003920.cgi
A||||8||ProudDSM||JDM tranny-swapping shifter arms||||1||||ProudDSM||00000638
Z||000000||ProudDSM||11-19-2003||02:05 PM||proud_dsm@yahoo.com||So I have the new JDM Galant tranny in, and my fears came true. The shift throw is too short for the mofugus shifter I have in the car. I already know what can happen if I don't do something about this...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002101#000007" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002101#000007</a><br /><br />Read the last post from AWD4DR about breaking a shift fork.<br /><br />My question is how do I get the throw arms off the trannies so that I can swap them? I tried punching out the pin that appears to go through the shaft but it won't budge. Other options?<br /><br />The control/side to side arm is the same. Also, the car previously had a 93 Eclipse tranny in it, so I don't know which year shifter base I have, but I don't think that would make much of a difference since with the mofugus shifter, it is actually the shifter which is supposed to limit the throw by hitting the stopper built on it, rather than hitting the stopper on the base.<br /><br />-George||66.67.104.94||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||11-19-2003||02:18 PM||||The JDM trannies and the US GVR-4 trannies have the same shift levers so it sounds like the person might have changed the shifter cables in the car or the mofugus shifter you have might not work in the Galant (if its from a TEL)<br /><br />You need something called a punch, a hammer, a sledge hammer (or something for support to put under the shifter levers), and possibly a second person (I usually have my husband hold the tranny from moving while I hit the "pin" out). The pin wont knock out if the tranny and levers aren't supported. It takes about 5 or 6 good hits in order to knock the pin out and only 1 or 2 to knock the pin back in. Once the pin is out swapping the levers is cake, the whole job shouldn't take more than 20 minutes. <br /><br />Honestly its going to be hard as hell to knock the pin out while the tranny is in the car so you should probably take the tranny back out.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-19-2003||03:14 PM||||"when i nod my head, hit it with the hammer"||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||ProudDSM||11-19-2003||03:37 PM||||Ok, when I tried hammering it out it didn't budge, but I didn't have it supported from behind. Also I didn't whale on it too hard because I wasn't sure if the pin had a head on it and was only supposed to be driven one way.<br /><br />It's quite possible the previous owner swapped something shifter wise because the cables are too new looking.<br /><br />After talking to a friend, he said it's not worth it because even if I get the pin out it will be a pain to get the arm off the shaft, so he suggesting welding part of my shifter arm onto the JDM one.<br /><br />Thanks for the quick response guys!<br /><br />-George||66.67.104.94||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||11-19-2003||05:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">After talking to a friend, he said it's not worth it because even if I get the pin out it will be a pain to get the arm off the shaft,  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just did one of these 4 days ago and I'm 7 months pregnant so obviously its not that hard (Scott doesn't let me do anything anymore  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> ), like I said it takes 20 minutes max to do the complete lever swap so I don't know why your friend is saying that once the pin is out that it's too hard to change the levers. Changing the levers is the easiest part.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||ProudDSM||11-20-2003||11:42 PM||||Well part of the problem was I already had the new tranny in. I think my car was in a wreck because the engine sits much further back than I'm used to. I wasn't about to drop the tranny again just to get that pin out. Still, I tried punching it out on the car, but obviously I had no way of supporting the other side of the rod so I didn't try to hard. I didn't want to risk damaging the roller bearing and still have to weld it anyway. On the other tranny, I had it half drilled out and I got it to budge, but then it froze.<br /><br />A qoute from the friend who welded it: "Even Shepherd says "no f***ing way...I don't <br />even bother anymore..I just buy new ones". Perhaps he didn't try as hard as you, since he is pulling the tranny all apart anyway, or you're just He-Woman  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> . You obviously have a knack with this.<br /><br />Another friend said he built a tool that wraps around it and uses a screw to press out the old pin. He also thought it was tapered, so maybe I'm hitting it the wrong way.<br /><br />Regardless, it's done. If the welder was working right, it would have only taken 10-15 minutes tops to weld the arm on. It took me about 30 to "machine" (using the term very loosely) it, but I'm slow at everything. Here's the pics:<br /><br /> <a href="http://glittle.is-a-geek.com/testsite/Photo/mods/JDMShift/shifter.html" target="_blank">link</a> <br /><br />-George||66.67.104.94||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000006||ProudDSM||11-20-2003||11:50 PM||||Also a note, it ended up being a bit short still. Part of the problem is I'm not a "machinist", the other part was that I was trying to make it a bit shorter to make sure it would clear the stock lower IC pipe (hey it's just a winter beater;) and I figured if it was still a bit off I could just shim up the shifter.<br /><br />-George||66.67.104.94||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000007||CCDSM69||11-21-2003||01:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Perhaps he didn't try as hard as you, since he is pulling the tranny all apart anyway, or you're just He-Woman</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope I'm not a "He-Woman" at all...I just know how to do it because my husband refused to let me take the easy way out and get someone else to do it for me (even tho I usually wanted to pay someone to do it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> ).||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||11-21-2003||10:16 AM||||George, looks like you may want to grind off the old post -- any concern about it rubbing?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003921.cgi
A||||1||MidEngine210||Replacing stock air filter||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||11-19-2003||02:40 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I had a chance to look at the air filter in the stock box a couple of days ago. Needless to say it was pretty dirty (i.e., dirt, bugs). I plan on buying a cheap stock-sized air filter to help with smog testing and mpg this week.<br /><br />What's the easiest way to replace the filter? Do I have to remove the whole box? Thanks in advance.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||11-19-2003||02:49 PM||||Yup, 3 bolts, plus the clips.  Careful with the MAS.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/003922.cgi
A||||2||1quickvr4||Using a RS front clip...||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||11-19-2003||02:45 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Im thinking of buying a GVR-4 RS front clip, I assume thats what it is since it has 510s and a 16g. How do I know what tranny it uses, I mean just becouse it has this stuff is it an RS?||64.63.216.115||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-19-2003||03:10 PM||||bell housing.  look for the STAMPED letters/numbers.  rs will be W5M332WQNK.  ours is NQBK or NQBM||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||NZGZR4||11-19-2003||06:11 PM||||The 510's and 16G indicate it is an Evo VR4, not weather it is RS/normal model.<br />As such it will require a 3.909 rear diff ratio.||203.109.205.85||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes



ubb/Forum2/003924.cgi
A||||11||Cybernerd2||Noisy Bosch External Fuel Pump||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-19-2003||10:19 PM||||Hi guys,<br /><br />I am driving Galant VR4 turbo 4g63t and I have installed an external BOSCH fuel pump and it generates a lound noise. Driving is very uncomfortable, is there any ways I can reduce the noise?<br /><br />TIA.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-19-2003||10:32 PM||||Why do you have an external pump?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||11-20-2003||02:08 AM||||Cuz I have my car tuned to 700bhp already.<br />So need an external fuel pump to compensate the high fuel to the engine.<br /><br />No no no, just joking, pal. The reason why I am using an external fuel pump is because my car is totally different from Mitsubishi Galant VR-4 turbo. Mine is a different car manufacturer and I transplanted the 4g63t JDM engine to my car and using back my normal NA fuel tank that does not come with internal fuel pump.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||11-20-2003||07:11 AM||||Buy some butyl strips from mcmaster.com and wrap it in strips before clamping it to the mounting point. It will dampen the vibration. I have that same pump on my car and it works nicely. <br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-20-2003||09:01 AM||||Gottcha. Now I get it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I'd go with Bim's suggestions. You need to wrap and insulate it from vibrating.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||11-20-2003||09:53 AM||||What kind of car did you drop the 4g63t in?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||MiSTER2||11-20-2003||10:33 AM||||it must be a secret project   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000007||Cybernerd2||11-21-2003||02:05 AM||||Indeed it is a secret project  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />But anyway, thanks for the help from u guys. <br />There's no vibration coming from the external fuel pump just that the noise coming out from the pump is just too annoying. <br /><br />I will try to damp the noise from inside my car using some sound proofing material to paste at the back of the seats.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||11-21-2003||09:38 AM||||not gonna work. you gotta isolate the pump.  bmw has these rubber mounts, with a stud on each end, for the early external pumps.  make a bracket to hold the pump, and then use rubber mounts like the bmw, or mercedes, to isolate the pump from the body/chassis.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||DsmSeifer||11-21-2003||10:06 AM||||you could always wrap the pump in dynamat that would keep some of the sound down.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000010||Cybernerd2||11-22-2003||01:15 AM||||Yeah, i am gonna use dynamat to damp the noise from the external fuel pump but not by wrapping it with it, I rather would paste it on the back seats.||219.92.155.86||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000011||number3||11-22-2003||06:53 AM||||Wrapping the pump itself is obviously not a good idea.  It would over heat. <br /><br />Mine is isolated witth rubber sheating to stop the vibration but the pump still whine and grinds.<br />Sound like a coffe grinder in the trunk.<br /><br />But to be honest when I jump in another Galant and can't hear the fuel pump I feels strange.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/003925.cgi
A||||4||drew||resistor on fan||||5||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-20-2003||12:22 AM||||Other than cluttering up the engine bay, what purpose does the resistor box on the back of the fan serve? I know that it slows down the fan. Why would we want that? Why would Mitsubishi want that?||64.36.77.218||reg||5||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-20-2003||09:06 AM||||It makes the fan a 2 speed basically.  Comes on a little at a certain temp and full speed later.  FWIW my resistor box is long gone and so is Kibo's.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||11-20-2003||09:51 AM||||So it saves a little draw on the battery...*yawn*  Is that a recommended removal?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||11-20-2003||10:03 AM||||I'd rather have my fan run at full speed all the time so I removed it.  If you really want a 2 speed fan then leave it there.  When installing a new fan (FMIC or turbo install) it was just easy to pull it off. I wouldn't make a special effort...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||11-20-2003||06:01 PM||||I removed tha thin...as soon as I did a 3" intake pipe in the gvr4s, that POS was in the way, so I yanked it...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/003926.cgi
A||||3||Bill||Bilstein shock revalving||||1||||Bill||00000334
Z||000000||Bill||11-20-2003||10:17 AM||||Do you guys have any stats for revalving# for given spring rate?  It seems like front Bilstein<br />is bottoming out on internal bump stop and rear is<br />just way too stiff with 1G tel springs.  Any comments are wellc.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Bill||00000334||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-20-2003||11:20 AM||||are these stock springs?  and what bilsteins?  afaik, bilsteins were only made for the E39a chassis, and not for shortened springs, which the t/e/l springs are(shorter, that is, especially the rears).  if the fronts are on stock springs, and they are on the bump stops, them shocks is blown.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||11-20-2003||11:32 AM||||The spring would still hold the strut in place. I can't think of a reason that with a spring in place, that the car would ever run on the bump stop. <br /><br />Call bilstein, they have good guys there who could help you pick valving. <br /><br />Ken, it's probably the set we had. <br /><br />aL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Bill||11-20-2003||12:57 PM||||R30-5016(F)&B46-1261(R).  front bump stop on bilsteins are about 1 in. longer than stock bump stop and they are harder material.  I used 1gTEL automatic front springs and it feels like bottoming out but handling is way better than Koni.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Bill||00000334||yes



ubb/Forum2/003927.cgi
A||||9||iceman69510||Oil cooler change||||1||||iceman69510||00000038
Z||000000||iceman69510||11-20-2003||12:55 PM||||For those who have done the exchange to the TEL '90 style oil cooler, did anyone consider just replacing the water cooler housing with a sandwich plate to route to the external cooler instead of changing the oil filter mounting bracket?  I am in process of considering this for when I rebuild the motor.  Seems easier if it will work.<br /><br />Thanks for any comments.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-20-2003||04:54 PM||||yup.  but, the reasons i didnt are, if you do the sandwich, you still have the possiblity of the oil filter backing off.  on the factory housing, the threaded part is part of the housing, it is machined.  also, the factory part has a very good thermostat, so oil reaches operating temps, then goes to the cooler.  with the factory part, the oil filter is farther away from the downpipe, this has really been helpful when installing downpipes that DONT FIT.  the factory part is only like 50 bucks new.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||11-20-2003||05:30 PM||||I am thinking about converting to the TEL air/oil setup and then getting a remote oil filter mount to move the filer itself else where. This has the added benifit of going to a much larger GM style oil filer....hhmmm, wonder who makes a Mitsi oil filter relocation kit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||11-21-2003||08:14 AM||||Well Duc Hunter, that's why I was asking.  I was checking out the Perma Cool web site, and they make all of these type of products, adapters, remote mounts etc., and they have Mitsu sizes.  Geve them a look.  I know a company called TransDapt sells them too.  After you find a part number, put it in at the Summit site and you can get their price.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||11-21-2003||09:36 AM||||dont do it.  use the factory housing, and use aeroquip lines, and a different cooler.  much cleaner.  also get the 90 bypass pipe that goes behind the turbo, and the lower tstat housing, it cleans up all those unnecessary hose connections.  i had sandwich cooler adapters on several bmw's, and a vw gti, they all seep, and you have to use aeroquip lines anyway, cause the rubber ones leak and kink.  also, the factory housing has another place to put a sender, for oil temp.  with the factory housing, you can still run a remote oil filter||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||V8EATER||11-21-2003||11:56 AM||||Ken, <br /><br />Don't do what?  I guess I'm just a little confused.  I also am going to be putting in an external oil cooler, I have one from a 90 tel.  At the same time, I was going to put in an oil filter relocation and run a ford filter.  I was going to use some sort of aftermarket hoses and couplings, not sure what kind.  This seems pretty straight forward, especially after seeing a couple vr4s with this done to them.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||11-21-2003||12:23 PM||||Actually Ken, I don't necessarily want to run a remote filter.  I'm just looking for pros/cons, and you've provided some good advice.  I didn't think about clearance with the added length.  Also didn't know the factory housing has thermostat in it (your sure about that?). <br /><br />After posting, someone here offered me one with braided lines for a good deal, so I will be going with that.<br />So next question is-what fittings are needed from the braided lines to the factory cooler (not the housing) as this setup does not have them yet.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||11-21-2003||12:26 PM||||I think Kenn is saying use the TEL stuff to convert your car from the standard water/oil cooler to an air/oil cooler and use Aeroquip lines to plumb the oil from the TEL filter mount to the after market oil heat exchanger (oil radiator/cooler), IF you want to run a remote mount oil filter go for it, mounting the PermaCool Remote Oil Filter setup mounted to the TEL oil filter mount and, again, user Aeroquip lines. Right Kenn? <br /><br />That sounds good to me as Kenn is 100% right regarding the reasons he says to use the Factory parts where ever possible.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||11-21-2003||04:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> <br />After posting, someone here offered me one with braided lines for a good deal, so I will be going with that.<br />So next question is-what fittings are needed from the braided lines to the factory cooler (not the housing) as this setup does not have them yet. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">To clarify the above portion, I meant someone offered me the factory cooler and mount with the lines, so I will be using the factory parts.  I have also researched and found the 16 x 1.5 to AN adapters I need.  So I should be set.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||11-21-2003||04:44 PM||||i did mean to say dont use the sandwich cooler adapter.  use the factory housing, and yes, it does have a thermostat in it.  it is brass, and when you see one, you will know immediatly.  also, i retapped my housing for the vdo senders, oil press, and oil temp.  i dont like pipe threads a lot, so i tapped them deeper, and i use a crush ring.  if you do decided to retap, DO IT OFF THE CAR.  there was a TREMENDOUS amount of aluminum shavings.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003928.cgi
A||||7||DongeR615||20g Compressor side housing mystery hole||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||11-20-2003||05:08 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2008" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2008&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Did a Boost leak test and it is leaking from there. Not sure what it is but every 20g picture i looked at has this. What is it?||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||91E39A||11-20-2003||05:21 PM||||for a 1/8 npt nipple port.  So you can hook this up to your wastegate and boost controller.<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||11-21-2003||01:39 AM||||i see. i used jb weld to cover up the hole.<br />thanks||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||11-21-2003||10:13 AM||||Is that going to hold?  Can't you get a 1/8NPT plug?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||11-21-2003||09:42 PM||||i'll check it after the mt hamiliton tomorrow and again after I run 20+ psi. i'll look into the 1/8 npt plug.||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR41062||11-22-2003||12:46 PM||||I dont think the hole is threaded.  At least the one 20g owner I know with this problem said it was not threaded, he had it welded shut.<br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000006||noahrexion||11-22-2003||09:59 PM||||well instead of welding it shut which will prolly take more time/money than plugging it..you shoudl just thread it and plug it (even if its not threaded).  You can always use it as a boost source, or just leave the plug in as it will hold any boost as long as its the right size adn the threads are good. Ths way if you ever sell it instaed of having it welded it can be used for an internal gate, or a boost source or something... just my thoughts   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.3.36.176||reg||1||noahrexion||00002850||yes
Z||000007||GrocMax||11-23-2003||09:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by noahrexion:<br /><strong>   You can always use it as a boost source</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is what it is- for factory pressed in nipple. Some P/N housings have the nipple in already, some don't.||209.151.102.117||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes



ubb/Forum2/003929.cgi
A||||5||229of1000||Car update - ext dump O2 housing melted wiring harness.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||11-20-2003||08:25 PM||||I've been working on the car like crazy to get it up and running.<br /><br />First, I am painting the car silver and black.  I sprayed the JDM bumpers a dark metallic silver (Duplicolor T183).  Then I popped off the door panels, wheelwell trim, and side skirts and sprayed them too.  Sanded everything down with 400 Grit paper, then gave each piece three good coats of paint and two or three coats of clear coat.  The paint turned out very nicely.  I have the rear bumper and passenger side trim finished and back on the car.  My exhaust is sticking out like crazy with the JDM bumper on the car so that will need to be taken care of.  I think I am actually going to have to move the muffler forward to make it even work.  Anyway, the silver paint and JDM bumpers look awesome.<br /><br />I got my suspension installed with no issues.  The car is much lower now.  When I stand next to the car it is very noticable, but from a distance it doesn't look bad at all.  The old front bumpstops were both completely gone and the shocks and springs were the originals.  Handling should be vastly improved.<br /><br />My 122perf external dump O2 housing introduced a nasty little problem.  The main wiring harness running under the radiator has almost completely melted into a big glob of copper and thhn insulation.  I am going to have to pull the radiator, condensor, and fan (the front of the car is already off anyway) to get to it.  Then I am going to need to solder in new lines, replacing all the melted sections.  I am very unhappy about this as it is going to be a bitch to fix, then I am going to have to have the housing modified to prevent it from happening again.  Maybe this isn't an issue on 1Gs, but I don't see how this would not happen on any Galant.  For this reason I can't recommend the product unless a Galant version is introudced.  On a side note, once the harness finally started melting enough, I had to disconnect the battery to fully shut off my car.  Disconnecting the battery killed the alarm, and my car was broken into the first night this problem arose.  So one could argue that if the housing hadn't have screwed up my electrical system all my stuff might not have been stolen.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <br /><br />After dealing with that I need to install my VPC, AFC, AVC-R, AFPR, and new intake.  The VPC and AFC will be cake but I don't know about the AVC-R.  Hopefully I can find some online instructions for it.  The JDM FMIC bolted right on very nicely and looks awesome with the new JDM bumper.<br /><br />The car is basically a wholly different animal now than it was before the break in.  Less weight, more power, better fuel/boost control, better looks, better handling.  Pictures will come soon.  She should be back on the road next weekend.  I can't wait.  I wish I could get it running by the 26th (last local test and tune) but I don't see it happening.  1788 never made it to the track this year.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-20-2003||09:30 PM||||Show us pics of the two tone beast!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||11-20-2003||09:33 PM||||Don't they have two styles of the O2 pipes? The Buschu-style one has a longer pipe... wouldn't that work to get the heat towards the ground? I'm curious because I want to put one of these on my car, but sure as shit don't want to be burning up wires...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||11-20-2003||09:45 PM||||From the pictures it looks like the Buschur style housing might work better.  Wish I could see it installed.  If you do get one make sure your turbine housing is in good shape or it's going to be really loud, all the time.  Ask me how I know.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||11-21-2003||10:18 AM||||*drool*||12.247.128.70||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||11-21-2003||12:22 PM||||Ian M (from this board) installed an external dump O2 housing and encountered a similar problem, and in addition, started melting the plastic drain-cock on the bottom of the radiator.  He ended up welding an elbow and some straight length of pipe to the bottom of the dump tube.  This turned it back and down beside the down-pipe so it blows onto the ground and not on top of the lower support.  For a temp fix, he had some flexible exhaust pipe fitted on there, but it wouldn't really make a tight enough of a bend.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/003930.cgi
A||||23||MiSTER2||To chip or not to chip! ||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||11-21-2003||12:55 AM||||I'm just about buy a chip for my car.  So far i've done the fuel pump and wire upgrade, 3" exhaust system turbo back, K&N replacement filter and boost controller.  What are your experiences with chipping the ECU?  I know there are different brands some good some crap, and i also know most of you guys there use the keydiver chip.  Should i get a chip or not worth it at this stage?  Will i notice the difference?  How much power gain should i be expecting?  Any negative sides that i should be aware of?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-21-2003||01:19 AM||||The negitive side is that if you get a TMO you'll get a beat down.  Talk to Jeff his chips kick ass the drivability is better than stock and the power increase is more than noticable.||67.25.37.113||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||11-21-2003||02:06 AM||||stick it to the man!||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||MiSTER2||11-21-2003||05:04 AM||||I can't get jeff's chips.  I'm from Australia and the fuel here is different, also i don't know if there are minor differences between aus spec and us spec vr4s. And i know TMO is being a bastard towards Jeff.  Hope Jeff finds an easy way to get them off his shoulders.<br /><br />So coming back to the questions, What are your experiences with chipping the ECU? Should i get a chip or not worth it at this stage? Will i notice the difference? How much power gain should i be expecting? Any negative sides that i should be aware of?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||11-21-2003||09:02 AM||||I didn't get Jeff's chip for the power increase.  In fact there is no power increase.  I got it for the stutterbox (or whatever the new name will be  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ), Knock display on dash, A/C cut, and whatever else it does.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />You can tell Jeff if you want to alter the fuel tables for specific size injectors or not.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||MiSTER2||11-21-2003||09:25 AM||||What does stutterbox and other functions you say do.  I have stock injectors but fuel quality is different so the timing air/fuel ratio needs to be different i guess.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||11-21-2003||10:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> I'm from Australia and the fuel here is different</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh yeah?  Is it made from Koala or something?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||11-21-2003||10:51 AM||||Stutterbox means that while you have the clutch pedal depressed, the rpm limit is lowered to, say, 5000rpm.  This way you can hold the clutch and gas pedals down, bounce the limiter at 5000, then as soon as you release the clutch, the rev limit it back to 7500 and you're off.  Great way to build boost for a launch.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||SLedge||11-21-2003||11:08 AM||||I'm curious, how is the fuel different?  I've noticed that the octane rating systems is different, at least that's what I assume beacuse I know you guys get petrol w/ rating higher than the 93 we can get at the corner pump.  In the states we use the average of the motor and research octane numbers: (RON + MON)/2.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000009||MiSTER2||11-21-2003||11:14 AM||||Well here it's called 98ron, or 98octane and there u guys run 91 so i don't know what's what which is better etc.  But theres obviously a difference.  Seconly the height of the place from the sea level makes a difference as in south africa for example they make alot less power. So i don't think it's really safe to get a chip that's set for US conditions.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000010||14bCrazy||11-21-2003||11:40 AM||||If you put in race gas the only thing that happens is that you can run more boost. If you can run high octane race gas here. Why would your feul not work with a chip from here. The ecu makes all the corrections for us using the MAF,O2 ect.... I think that a keydiver chip would be fine in your car but I may be wrong.||162.84.79.235||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000011||MiSTER2||11-21-2003||12:05 PM||||hmmmm i wonder if the chip that i'm planning to get has all these functions.  How much is a keydiver chip anyway?  I'm not asking keydiver himself because i know he has more important things to take care of these days.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000012||14bCrazy||11-21-2003||12:22 PM||||He was doing them for nothing for the people with VR4's but I don't know right now. Your best bet would be to contact him.||162.84.79.235||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||11-21-2003||01:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> hmmmm i wonder if the chip that i'm planning to get has all these functions.  How much is a keydiver chip anyway?  I'm not asking keydiver himself because i know he has more important things to take care of these days. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look at the bottom of the page...||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||11-21-2003||02:04 PM||||When I deal with foreign customers, I've found it best for them to try to get someone to make a binary copy of the file, and email it to me. Then, I can make mods to the file, so their fuel enrichment and timing isn't changed. For now, at least try to give me the number off the EPROM, like E9XX, and I'll see if its anything I already have. What year and model is the ECU from? The best thing I can do is email you the modde file back, and you have someone locally burn it for you, if possible.<br />As others have told you though, a chip doesn't necessarily make HP, it only removes some of the factory limitations that may be holding you back, or it can add some functionality to the ECU. If you haven't upgraded the injectors, added a huge turbo, upgraded the IC pipes, or exhaust, you should do that stuff first. Then, when you start hitting fuelcut, come back and see me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Let me know,<br />Jeff O.<br />"chip whore extrordinaire"||68.219.51.242||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||andkilde||11-21-2003||04:16 PM||||Just a quick note on different octane ratings.<br /><br />RON = Research Octane Number<br />(measured under ideal laboratory conditions)<br /><br />MON = Motor Octane Number<br />(measured using a "standard" test engine under harsh conditions ie. high intake temperature and heavy throttle load, yadda, yadda -- there are lots of boring SAE specs for the geeks among us to google.)<br /><br />RON numbers usually measure out about ten points above MON numbers. MON numbers are more "useful" predicters of knock suppression.<br /><br />Bottom Line:<br /><br />98 RON is pretty much the same as 92 (R+M)/2<br /><br /><br />     Sorry, 5 years of university chemistry and all I can do now is make stink bombs and bore my friends  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.8.169.99||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000016||Ash||11-22-2003||01:17 AM||||Dude, I have an AU spec VR4 and will be trialling the st3 2g MAS & 550's chip as soon as my mate burns the thing for me. (thanks for sending it Jeff)  The stg2 chip worked fine and back at the time Jeff said the chip was identical to the US version, this is for a 92 model Aussie car & ECU.  One odd thing though was the clutch switch being backwards. <br /><br /> Get a chip when you get injectors, a front mount and a bigger turbo.  There really is bugger all point until then.||203.221.152.110||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000017||MiSTER2||11-22-2003||01:35 AM||||So chip + 15psi of boost won't make any difference to just 15psi of boost?  I've been in a VR4 identical to mine except he had the jap spec FMIC and chip and it went alot better and smoother, it pulled really good.  That's what made me want a chip. And later i'll invest in a FMIC.<br /><br />My car so far has:<br />K&N replacement filter<br />Walbro 255 pump & wire upgrade<br />3" turbo back exhaust system with 2.5" muffler<br />Boost controller set low 11psi hi 15psi<br /><br />Oh and it's 1991 model but i think the year of manufacture is end of 1990.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000018||Ash||11-22-2003||06:57 AM||||It's the FMIC that makes the difference||203.220.203.248||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000019||MiSTER2||11-22-2003||08:20 AM||||Well than i should get the FMIC first. But this bloody phantom knock will still force ecu to slow the car down.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000020||keydiver||11-22-2003||09:08 PM||||Your best upgrades are the ones that let you get more (and cooler) air into the engine and out, like intake, FMIC, bigger IC pipes, and 2 1/2" or 3" exhaust.||216.77.204.89||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000021||Beemer||11-22-2003||11:50 PM||||You might consider soaking your lifters in rifle bore cleaner or something similar.  I soaked my 1g lifters and they turned out quieter than my 3g lifters did to my ecu.  Rifle bore cleaner strips EVERYTHING off of metal.  Carbon, aluminum..you name it.  (well not aluminum, but I won't soak parts overnite in it that are aluminum anyway.)  That DIP style carb cleaner works pretty well if it is new.  If you've soaked a ton of dirty parts in it you are defeating the purpose..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000022||Mariner31||11-25-2003||03:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> release the clutch, the rev limit it back to 7500 and you're off. Great way to build boost for a launch. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didnt know Jeff's chip did Anti-Lag?||210.80.155.36||reg||1||Mariner31||00002411||yes
Z||000023||Ash||11-25-2003||04:36 AM||||Launch control, not exactly antilag but similar end result||203.220.202.248||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/003931.cgi
A||||6||Cybernerd2||Air-cond auto adjusting to high turbo boost||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-21-2003||02:07 AM||||Hi, is 4g63t Galant VR-4 turbo engine comes with the air-cond that will try to auto-adjust to the sudden hi-rev of this turbo engine when u boost high?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||11-21-2003||08:07 AM||||:confused:what?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||11-21-2003||08:41 AM||||He's saying when you're under high boost, it will shut down the A/C compressor so it will free up more power.  I've heard this is true with DSMs...||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||11-21-2003||10:12 AM||||The ECU doesn't know how much boost you're running, so... no.<br /><br />Keydiver does have an A/C cutout on his chips which is based on throttle position.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||11-21-2003||12:33 PM||||The factory chip DOES shut off the A/C at higher RPM levels. It only knows RPM and assumes that if you are above a certain RPM level you need power. I do not remember what the factory is set to but it is something like 5000rpm. I thought it was on the TMO website ate one point. Keydriver should be able to adjust this without any issues. I know TMO could and believe Key's work is as god, if not better than TMO's was. His services is FAR better I am sure. <br /><br />I know my EMS can be set to change this. I am setting it so that at any throttle position setting above 35% the A/C compressor will shut down, regardless of RPM. I can do this because I can tie the A/C compressor setting to any sensor input I want in a pull down menu. I do not this Key can switch a factory chip to use the TPS for the A/C shutdown. I am not positive on that though and would not want to speak for him.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||11-21-2003||12:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> The ECU doesn't know how much boost you're running, so... no.<br /><br />Keydiver does have an A/C cutout on his chips which is based on throttle position. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK at least I was close.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||11-21-2003||02:06 PM||||I believe the TMO site says that the 2G cars only have this feature, and I think its 85% throttle based only, Todd added the rpm.||68.219.51.242||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003932.cgi
A||N||1||MidEngine210||Funny O2 Voltage readings||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||11-21-2003||12:27 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||My low fuel trims have been around 96% (from 138%) since replacing the o2 sensor two weeks ago. This week, however, the average rose to about 103%, but the voltage on the sensor was cycling fine. I was letting my car cool down when I got to work this morning, when I noticed the low trims got up to 113% and the sensor wasn't cycling very well. The difference in the peaks and valleys couldn't have been more than .15V (.45v - .54v). The only thing I've done this week is add some of that "Guarantee to Pass" additive and took out the air filter to examine it (very dirty). <br /><br />Do you guys think it was the additive? I'm going to retake the smog test tomorrow so any help is appreciated.<br /><br />- Sunny||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-21-2003||07:46 PM||||Doesn't sound terribly unusual to me.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003933.cgi
A||||22||stevevr4||speaker recommendations?||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||11-21-2003||03:48 PM||stever321@yahoo.com||Going to replace all the factory cardboard speakers.  Any input is appreciated... I'm not real picky, no audio competitions or anything, just want something that sounds good, not real pricey.<br /><br />From what I gather, the dash speakers are 3.5" and the door/deck speakers are 6.75".  I'll be pushing about 60w each to the door and dash speakers, and 75w each to the rear deck speakers.<br /><br />thx||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||Jose||11-21-2003||03:55 PM||||I recomend Pioneer speakers. The dash speakers are 4inch(TS-A1057), front doors are 6 3/4s(TS-A1767), and the rear deck are 6 1/2s(TS-A1680R) but you can also fit 6 3/4s(TS-A1767).<br />Jose......||152.163.252.136||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||11-21-2003||03:58 PM||||Do those just drop in or are mods or plates required?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||11-21-2003||04:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> I recomend Pioneer speakers. The dash speakers are 4inch(TS-A1057), front doors are 6 3/4s(TS-A1767), and the rear deck are 6 1/2s(TS-A1680R) but you can also fit 6 3/4s(TS-A1767).<br />Jose...... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you use the factory molded water shield cups in the front doors, I believe they are 5 1/4 speakers.  If you remove those you can fit larger ones, possibly up to the size you mentioned.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||11-21-2003||04:44 PM||||I made custom speaker brackets for all 6 speaker locations out of hardboard form Home Depot.  I use the factory speakers to trace the cutout and then trace a circle big enough for the new speaker.  Then I start cutting with a jigsaw.  It's a bit of a PITA, but I'm happy with the results because I didn't have to cut, hack, or drill the car to put aftermarket speakers in.<br /><br />Though, maybe Crutchfield has something for our cars or universal for this kind of mounting.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||11-21-2003||05:05 PM||||I have some Boston Acoustic 6.53s that I had for sale a while ago that I would probably still sell, but one of the tweeters is now smooshed.  They are brand new and never used, just a finger put into the dome of the one tweeter   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />PM me if you would be interested.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||RayH||11-21-2003||05:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> I have some Boston Acoustic 6.53s that I had for sale a while ago that I would probably still sell, but one of the tweeters is now smooshed.  They are brand new and never used, just a finger put into the dome of the one tweeter    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />PM me if you would be interested. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">FYI, you can put tape over the dented area and pull it out.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||11-21-2003||05:47 PM||||I think the infinity refrence speakers sound better then speakers in the same price range.<br /><br />Just go to a store and listen and compare.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||cevic||11-21-2003||07:40 PM||||The door speaker is 5.75" or 5.25", I don't really remember. and the rear deck is 6.75". They are not the same!!||129.237.85.100||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000009||Jose||11-21-2003||11:15 PM||||I have 6 3/4 in the doors just took out the factory spacer. And the Pioneer 6 3/4 have mounting holes for 6 1/2 as well as the 6 3/4 holes. I have them in my car.<br />Jose.......||64.12.97.9||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||11-22-2003||12:06 AM||||I have 7" JR Crystal components with custom baffles that I'm getting ready to sell.  LMK if your interested.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||RTS182G-VR4||11-22-2003||02:43 AM||||i would reccomend looking around on the internet.  you can find some awsome deals.  i have PPI component systems, and they were equal in price to infinitys, and sound way better.  good deals arnt hard to find<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||11-22-2003||11:42 AM||||My opinion is that you can't really get a bad speaker.  There's plenty of OK speakers out there for those not willing to spend the money.  It's pretty safe to say you get what you pay for.  But if you wanted to walk in and ask for advice, I'd go to somewhere like Tweeter or a decent local stereo shop.  Most of those Best Buy type places hire incompetent high schoolers who would recommend to you anything that gets them commission.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||REB||01-19-2004||12:02 AM||||What are the resistance on the speakers, the front and door speakers are tied together aren't they?  The car didn't come with the original doors speakers but the one's in there were 5 1/4" 4 ohm, and the front dash speakers 4" looked to be original which have printed on them 12 ohm.  Does any body know what should be resistance (OHMs) for each of the speakers. <br /><br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000014||Dan D||01-19-2004||06:53 AM||||(grumble grumble, haven't had coffe yet)<br /><br />Impedance, not resistance: Big difference.<br /><br /><br />To answer the question, I belive it was 12ohm - dash, 6ohm door wired in parallel.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000015||miturra||01-19-2004||10:12 AM||||Take a listen to the speakers you want to choose. Pick the one that sounds good to you. Your the one who's going to listen to it.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000016||crucible||01-19-2004||12:42 PM||||I had that same thought about the dash speakers.How they dont blow out from low frequencies must be from the higher resistance or IMPEDANCE as a grumbly member  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   pointed out.<br />If people are replacing the tiny dash speakers what are they doing to prevent blowout? A crossover or bass blocker?<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000017||miturra||01-19-2004||04:33 PM||||What I did is wire the dash speakers in series with the door speakers. That will give you 8 ohms.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000018||stevevr4||01-19-2004||04:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br />[QBIf people are replacing the tiny dash speakers what are they doing to prevent blowout? A crossover or bass blocker?[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sounds like a plan||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000019||GVR-4||01-19-2004||08:19 PM||||Rockford Fosgate.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000020||chauffeur1st||01-20-2004||05:00 AM||||I replaced all of mine with MA Audio speakers I cant complain, they all fit right in and sound great.. Oh yea I also put in a 10 inch JL sub that fits flush against the back seat the the corner of teh stut area.. Here is a few pics..<br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid83/p38ff537ae72226afa26d2e671ec15ef6/fad53f5e.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid83/p38aa1c65b946f94308e2aff80e64f653/fad54481.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000021||mj_rosenfeld||01-22-2004||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> (grumble grumble, haven't had coffe yet)<br />Impedance, not resistance: Big difference.<br />To answer the question, I belive it was 12ohm - dash, 6ohm door wired in parallel.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just making sure I understand...in effect what you get is 1/[(1/12+1/6)]=1/[1/4]=4 ohms?<br />Mike R.<br />(sucked in electrical engineering)||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000022||PJGross||01-22-2004||01:39 PM||||yep, ohms add up/balance out just like that.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes



ubb/Forum2/003934.cgi
A||||13||Bobbo||Car stutters||||1||||Bobbo||00000641
Z||000000||Bobbo||11-21-2003||08:08 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||Well, I FINALLY have the alternator in my car put in, so the VR4 is running. While doing that, I decided to remove the filter behind the MAF and put in my K&N filter. While cruising, I decide to step on the gas, and something weird happens. The boost doesn't kick in first gear, and in second it will sort of boost, but then stuttered. Like ,when you first tried driving a manual and you didn't give enough gas, the car would jerk. That perplexed me, so I am going to check for leaks tomorrow hopefully. Does anyone else have suggestions on what the problem could be? All I have is an ACT 2100, removed the wastegate selonoid thing and the filter behind the MAF, and the K&N filter.||170.224.224.102||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000001||atc250r||11-21-2003||08:22 PM||||Sounds to me like you may need some plugs and wires, unless it is fuel cut that you are feeling. How much boost is the car making when it happens?<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||11-21-2003||08:30 PM||||Could be a lot of things.  Initially sounds like you don't have enough amps going through. Do you have a logger? Have you checked to see if your batter is back up to snuff?  Mine did that when the alternator was dying and I was limping it home.  <br />Is your alt belt tight enough (but not so tight you fry your harmonic dampner pulley)?  Got a good ground back on there, etc.<br />quick initial thoughts anyway...||167.142.22.110||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||crucible||11-21-2003||09:16 PM||||Could you explain what you did with the wastegate thingy?<br />Do you have a boost guage?||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||Bobbo||11-22-2003||04:55 PM||||I have a boost gauge, but haven't installed it yet (though I SHOULD DO IT SOON). I put new spark plugs almost a year ago and gapped them according to the manual. Used NGK plugs, unless anyone else reccomends a better brand. Haven't replaced the wires since I bought the car, which would be like over a year. That might be the next thing I buy. I have keydivers mods to my ECU, and one of them was eliminating fuel cut.  <br /><br />For the alternator, the belt seems tight enough on there without messing with the harmonic pulley. No, I don't have a logger, but that should also be something I buy next. Bought a new battery, the deep fuel cell kind, which is basically an optimum. I'll search in this board about where to aquire a logger. Any reccomendations folks? What should the readings be for it?<br /><br />For the waste gate thingy, I just did the free mod in which you remove a liitle plastic piece in the wastegate selonoid by the air canister, and in turn, gain a couple more PSI.||170.224.224.38||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000005||atc250r||11-22-2003||08:44 PM||||If the wires are Mitsubishi they will have the year of manufacture printed on them, along with the cyl # each one goes to. The date will give you an idea of how old they are. Nine times out of ten when we get a Turbo 2.0 at the dealer with a problem like that it is the wires/plugs. NGK's are my personal choice and I go with OEM wires whenever possible. If you are running a cyclone intake it may be difficult to use OEM wires.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||11-22-2003||08:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bobbo:<br /><strong> I put new spark plugs almost a year ago and gapped them according to the manual.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What gap did you use? Some manuals are wrong.||216.77.204.89||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||Bobbo||11-24-2003||01:26 PM||||I believed I gapped them at .28. Someone says to replace them every 3-6 months though, so I'm guessing I'm gonna have to change those too anyways.||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000008||silly4turbo||11-25-2003||03:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bobbo:<br /><strong> I believed I gapped them at .28. Someone says to replace them every 3-6 months though, so I'm guessing I'm gonna have to change those too anyways. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had a similar problem..stock car w/ only an HK$ mega flow + I took out the BCS resctrictor...<br />I changed plugs+fuel filter+wires no luck..put the BCS restrictor back in.. problem solved||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||11-26-2003||03:09 AM||||That defies logic.  BUT, with more boost, a boost leak becomes more noticeable.  There's no reason why the (absence of the) restrictor would cause that behavior.||67.162.75.12||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||11-26-2003||07:35 AM||||Did you actually pipe the BCS back into the line, or just plug it in and let it hang there???||69.34.162.231||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||Jon||11-26-2003||09:07 AM||||A bad TPS will do stuff like that.  When you hit the dead spot in the sensor, the ECU thinks you let off the gas and then when you go past the bad spot, it will work again.  It causes huge hesitation problems.<br /><br />Get a datalogger.<br /><br />A bad ECU will also do weird shit like that.  The ECU can think the coil isn't firing correctly and stop sending spark to 2 cylinders.  It will do this a little bit at a time and then eventually start throwing a CEL.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000012||bazeng||11-26-2003||03:58 PM||||been having similar problems also<br /><br />but its not the 1st time..<br />first time i fixed it by jamming the leads in as hard as possible into the coil pack..<br /><br />stoped it completely<br />1 yr later it came back<br /><br />tried it again, ended up pullin the leads out and the terminal came off it (stayed on the coil) happened to 3 of the leads<br /><br />now i get some stuttering although it runs..<br />will be changing leads to 8.8mm race leads (top gun, cost $110.00 aus) and NGK irridum leads (colder setting, $80.00 aus)..  so hopefully this will get rid of the problem..<br /><br />i think you could have the same type of problem..<br />anyways.. give it a shot..<br /><br />other things that could possible cause it are fouled plugs??? without irridiums, my car missfires heaps as the carbon just builds up on the plugs..||203.166.63.253||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000013||Bobbo||11-26-2003||07:38 PM||||I put the BCS back into the line. Like I stated earlier, Keydiver replaced all my caps this past summer, so i don't think I have a bad ECU. I just bought some new wires and plugs from mastaminds, so I hope that'll fix the problem (crossed fingers). Appreciate the help folks!||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes



ubb/Forum2/003935.cgi
A||||9||92GVR4519||Starts, runs, stops, maybe?||||11||||92GVR4519||00000679
Z||000000||92GVR4519||11-21-2003||08:30 PM||davidnreba@juno.com||I lost the clutch on the way to work. After I got it home I was checking for hydraulic leaks.  I removed the Air cleaner can, so I could see the line and connections under it. While I was in there, I put in a new element. After I put the air cleaner back together, the car would start and run for 5-10 seconds and quit.  I checked all connectors and vacuum hoses. I took it apart again to give everything a better look and cleaned the surfaces that contact the element gasket.  Still same thing.  Sometimes it will run for a minute or so.  Sometimes it stutters and quits. Sometimes it won't start at all.  There are no codes reporting.<br />     The car was running fine before I changed the element.  Sound familiar to anyone?<br />      The clutch problem is for another topic. I have to fix this first.<br />David||64.94.14.84||reg||11||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||11-21-2003||10:57 PM||||you either have a loose connection to the mas or sucked a cicada bug into the turbo .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||AWDnot2||11-22-2003||12:54 AM||||I would bet on a connection...<br /><br />  a bug in the turbo..  be like you sticking your pinky in a blender. It would slow it down a bit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> As a matter of fact.  My car kinda does the same thing.  whenever I let it idle to cool down. After about 30sec or so it starts to miss a little bit, idle fine, miss a little more, idle fine, miss then finally stall.   but when Im driving it, runs fine.?.?  WTF!?!?!  <br /><br />No codes, New wires,plugs, fuel psi 38@ idle||172.200.226.188||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4519||11-22-2003||09:49 PM||||I also was running the datalogger, trying to figure this out. It showed codes 44 and the one for the knock sum.  Since the car regularly shows knock sum while driving, I cleared that code along with the 44.  Maybe I'm looking at cap damage again.  Why would'nt the 44 show up again?  Does it take more run time than I have given the ECU to process that code or another?<br />David||64.94.14.84||reg||1||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4519||12-08-2003||10:55 PM||||Ok, I am down for another winter with clutch problems and engine problem.  Can anyone tell me what might cause the engine to start, run for several seconds-never more than a minute or two- and then quit.  No codes report.  Can it really be that when I was pulling the air cleaner can out that something went into the turbo intake pipe?  If not that, why no codes? How long do I have to have the engine running before it dies to get a code?  I want to put it in the shop for the clutch, but I got to get it running first or else I might hear "you need an ECU."  I might, but I don't need to hear it from the shop.  Since I had cap leakage damage repaired twice by Jeff O., I am wondering if there is more damage--but wouldn't there be a code?  David||64.94.14.84||reg||5||92GVR4519||00000679||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||12-08-2003||11:09 PM||||If Jeff fixed the ECU I bet he took care of potential problems too. You're describing MAS issues. Check the harness that plugs into the MAS and make SURE it's secure. If it's still running crappy or not at all, try taking the MAS off the car and GENTLY spraying some carb cleaner on the hotwire. Sometimes the wire can get dirt or oil or other junk accumulated on it and need to be cleaned. DON'T touch the wire. Just try and gently spray it off. It's worked for me before on a Nissan.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||12-08-2003||11:33 PM||||I hate to say it David, but I'd put money on more acid damage. Your ECU was REALLY chewed up bad. Does the CE light come on? If the ECU is just cutting power to the MFI relay, or something similar, there will be no code. Email me directly with your address, and I'll mail a loaner out tomorrow.<br />Jeff<br /><br />Anyone else want caps? You may be next!||216.76.180.127||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||12-10-2003||01:20 AM||||I'd like a socket and a chip.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Matticus||12-10-2003||01:31 AM||||Your problem started after changing the air filter.  I have a couple thought.  Was you old filter really dirty?  Could the new filter be bringing in a bunch more air and the BISS needs adjusted?  Are you sure you are plugging the MAS connection in all the way, till it clicks?  Maybe you broke a wire in the MAS plug when you disconected it?  Or when trying to get the big ass metal can off the filter you seperated the intake hose from the turbo?  I am not saying these are the problems but just some ideas.  When things stop working after you do something to the car, you have to think it was what you did caused the problem.  It could be the CAPS, but would it all of a sudden just totally crap out all at once?||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000009||92GVR4519||12-12-2003||12:07 AM||||While I am waiting on the loaner ECU from Jeff, I'll check out the wiring and connector and the air pipe to the turbo. The filter was dirty and I did think that the air flow change might have something to do with it, but I didn't think I would manually have to make any adjustments. I'm still leaning toward something related to changing the air filter, but as Jeff knows, after two trace fixes, the ECU still won't drop ground for the AC clutch (for which I put in a work-around), so it could very well be another trace in the ECU.  I have to admit that I have not put the meter on anything.  The no code situation seems to be the key here. Would not a bad connection show up as a code?  The turbo pipe might not, I guess, and the trace problem affecting the fuel pump would'nt either, although I thought I might get a 44 like last time.  Thankyou GVR4, Matticus, and Keydiver for the help.  Thank you Jeff for your gracious offer of the loaner.  I'll get with you shortly.  David||64.94.14.84||reg||14||92GVR4519||00000679||yes



ubb/Forum2/003936.cgi
A||||7||mj_rosenfeld||dumb brake service question||||1||||mj_rosenfeld||00001058
Z||000000||mj_rosenfeld||11-21-2003||09:12 PM||mlr@cgate.net||Doing rear brakes this weekend. Manual talks about using an anti-squeal compound on the backsides of the pads. I have heard of this stuff but I don't think I've ever used it before on other cars. Is this a special Mitsu goop or is there a generic goop I can get at AutoWorks/NAPA/wherever? Do you all use it or do you just skip it?<br />Thanks.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.136||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-21-2003||09:25 PM||||generic stuff. i'd use it.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||11-21-2003||09:28 PM||||i swear by this stuff and some people don't. u can find it anywhere. "disc brake quiet" In a pink bottle.||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||11-21-2003||10:28 PM||||just remember the rear calipers twist in not pressed in. ive never used the brake quite no noises yet. <br /><br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||11-21-2003||10:42 PM||||Mike,<br /><br />I just did my rear brakes last weekend.  I have the tool to turn the pistons.  I also used CRC Disc Brake Quiet.  It keeps 'em quiet.  Just spray on the back where it contacts and let it set for about 10 minutes.  If you need some help, I'm not too far away.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.60.143.46||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||mj_rosenfeld||11-22-2003||07:10 AM||||Thanks for the input guys.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.216||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||11-22-2003||10:19 AM||||I highly recommend you use silicone grease and coat all contact surfaces between the pads and calipers. That includes the face where the pistons contact the pad and the edges of the pad where it slides on the carrier. You should be lubing your slider pins with silicone every time you do brakes too. Where to get it though? No idea. We have always bought ours through a Castle representative. Here's the link:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.castle-comply.com/Catalog/BrakeMaint/brakelife.html" target="_blank">http://www.castle-comply.com/Catalog/BrakeMaint/brakelife.html</a><br /><br />Having a tube of this is incredibly handy. Use it on spark plug boots so they don't get stuck on the plug (v6s and v8s). Use it on sway bar chassis bushings when installing (eliminates squeaking). And of course use it on brakes...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||11-23-2003||12:05 AM||||I WOULD invest the tiny amount of money to replace the backing plates on the pads.  They basically follow the outline of the pad and clip onto the backing plate.  They are coated with some kind of teflon type substance, and are the "factory" fix to the squeal/rattle problem.  That and new spring clips that hold the pads in place and you should be fine.  I've seen the goo burn off the back of the pads on the track.  The mitsu pad shim things work well for me.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003937.cgi
A||||19||admsr||fuc#$%^&amp; KNOCK CAME BACK||||8||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||11-21-2003||10:26 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||Now im fuckin pissed....I just spent 3 hours putting brand new fuckin 3G Lifters and a new gasket set and I am still getting 43 fucking counts of KNOCK.....The Mystery oil worked until i started messing around and doing 5K pulls....then the KNOCK came back so I spent $200.00 on lifters and no change. I'm about ready to have me a good old fashion car burial!<br /><br />Any suggestions?<br />Alex.||69.0.17.215||reg||8||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-22-2003||01:18 AM||||Check your exhaust and make sure nothing is hitting the bottom of the car and also check for something that could be loose banging around.  Running rich will also cause some knock.||67.25.33.14||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||admsr||11-22-2003||04:47 AM||||fuel trims are in the 90% ranges?||69.0.17.215||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||DuckButterRacing GVR4||11-22-2003||01:53 PM||||might wanna change your knock sensor. My gvr4 is doing the exact same thing. But, what i did is put a TMO EPROM chip on it and now it doesnt fuel cut. But, still didnt fix the prob. My GVR4 is tapping BAD and you can hear it everytime you his the gas. SO, im not sure what it is yet =/||66.75.63.242||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||11-22-2003||02:38 PM||||I think he already changed his knock sensor.......<br /><br />Check your base ignition timing and set it 5 degrees BTDC.  <br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||CCDSM69||11-22-2003||03:11 PM||||If you've changed your lifters and knock sensor...your car may be running lean and a severely rich fuel mixture can cause the car to knock. Also if you have bad motor mounts, basically any vibration on the motor itself can cause excessive knock.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||11-23-2003||12:01 AM||||Let's all hope it isn't a rod bearing or a b/s shaft bearing knocking around in there...You won't notice an oil pressure loss, because the oil press is measured at the beginning of the oil flow thru the block, not at the end...||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||admsr||11-23-2003||02:05 AM||||OK....ok, I feel allot better now. I haven't slept for 24 hours but my car is running SSSSWWWEEEETTTTTT!<br /><br />Since my last post about the Fuel Trims. My uncle and I dropped the tranny and changed the clutch (which I burned up doing 4.5K Pulls) and allot of cleaning. Changed CV boots, and painted transfer case and tranny flat black. Put everything back together and finally checked the timing. My timing was set to 10 degrees BTDC +/-2. We then set the timing by adjusting the position of the cam sensor and vuela...like magic  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . I just got to my moms house where im staying tonight in Brooklyn NY and the car ran beautiful from Waterbury, CT....100+ miles.<br /><br />Thanks for everyones help. I will keep you guys updated on her condition!<br /><br /><br />Scott...Kudos for calling the timing thing!<br /><br />Alex. (A now very happy GVR4 Owner    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .)||68.161.198.40||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000008||thejeebus2002||11-23-2003||12:02 PM||||Awesome.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm glad it was something that was easy to repair.  How bout's hookin up a star   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000009||admsr||11-23-2003||08:19 PM||||you got the five Scott....<br /><br />thanks again.<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.17.215||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||11-23-2003||08:37 PM||||I just fixed a part-throttle knock issue that I've had for a week or two. Ever since I worked on one guy's ECU with bad acid damage, I've noticed that, as I'm cruising along steady at 55-60, if I start slowly accelerating the knock gauge would start climbing FAST, like 20-25 or more! I remembered that while testing his ECU one time it was only running on 2 cylinders, and it sprayed the whole front of my garage with black, hydrocarbon crap that was a pain to get off. I got to think "if the insides of my cylinders look anything like that", so I decided to give it the old MCCC treatment overnight. You should have seen all the black carbon crap that came out of those cylinders this morning! And its running perfect, 0 knock! Its just a shame it didn't help my low compression. I'm down to ~135 psi on 2 cylinders. Anyone got any good ideas for how to unstick my rings?<br />Jeff O.||216.77.204.142||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||11-23-2003||11:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Anyone got any good ideas for how to unstick my rings?<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">bg engine purge.  if you want to take a chance, i can send you a qt i have here, i probably will never use it.  but, it might break open during shipping, even if i plastic bag it.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||11-24-2003||12:32 PM||||Actually Ken, I was running a quart of BG Purge in the crankcase simultaneously with the MCCC in the combustion chamber. Does it work better from above? Or is the crankcase the place?||68.219.42.235||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||turboflanagan||11-24-2003||12:57 PM||||The engine purge is supposed to be added to the crankcase and run at a fast idle for an hour.  You probably read that on the bottle.  <br /><br />I wonder if you may have low compression due to some of the MCCC that you left sitting overnight having "washed" the walls.  How long did you run the car between the MCCC and compression test?||64.63.212.13||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||11-24-2003||11:42 PM||||Yes, thats what I did. I ran the car at ~1600 rpm for an hour, while I simultaneously squirted the MCCC into a vacuum line. Then, after an hour, I shut the engine off, pulled the plugs, and dumped another can into the cylinders overnight. I had tested the compression earlier, with the engine hot, and again after driving it for 15 minutes or so. I'm pretty sure it had plenty of time to get the cylinders all oiled up again, but the compresion was relatively unchanged  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||216.76.180.112||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||thejeebus2002||11-26-2003||11:22 AM||||I just used the Marvel Mystery Oil the other day in conjunction w/my oil change.  Compression numbers before.   121-115-115-120 and after 148-150-150-148.  I think what was happening was that the ignition timing was off on the car for so long (before i got it) that it carbon froze up the rings.  Works great now!!<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000016||crucible||11-26-2003||11:47 AM||||Love/hate relationship, eh Alex  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Where can you get this MCCC stuff or are there other alternatives?<br />You pour it in the spark plug holes and let it sit?<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000017||Romanova||11-26-2003||12:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Love/hate relationship, eh Alex   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Where can you get this MCCC stuff or are there other alternatives?<br />You pour it in the spark plug holes and let it sit?<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Check the VFAQ... good write up there...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000018||crucible||11-26-2003||12:14 PM||||I did.<br />Typed in mccc in "search by text" and practically got every question related to dsms.<br />Am I using the search correctly cuz its annoying going through 1000 Qs and As?<br /><br />cruce||198.8.3.35||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000019||crucible||11-26-2003||12:17 PM||||Forget what I said if you havent already.I found it||198.8.3.36||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/003938.cgi
A||||15||n2o4fun||Brake upgrades||||1||||n2o4fun||00002886
Z||000000||n2o4fun||11-21-2003||10:49 PM||n2o4fun@v4mail.com||I was directed to this site by Grocerius regarding brake upgrades for DSM's and the like. I'm the guy that was not satisfied with what was currently offered in the way of brake upgrades. I will preface this post by saying I am not here to start a pissing contest with anybody currently making/selling brake upgrades. With that said here is what I've done.<br /> I have assembled three "kits" from off the shelf parts and my custom adaptors for about $1100. Now while that may not sound like a bargain the kit is as follows: Porsche Monobloc calipers, 13" rotors, steel lines and brackets to adapt them to the car. The Porsche caliper is a one piece design that has proven itself in more races than you can count and IMHO is the best caliper on the market. Two of these kits are currently on "track cars"(1:50's at TWS) and are nothing short of amazing. Both of these cars are running Toyo R compound tires with zero fade(no cooling ducts) and great pad and rotor wear. <br /><br />Now here is the rub, this caliper is huge, finding wheels to clear without spacers is a trick but I know of two that clear easily. One is cheap and heavy, the other is neither. I am not setup to produce these kits in volume nor do I have the time to do so, I could however help people source the parts and buy adaptors from me for a nominal fee if anyone is interested. If anyone has question specifically about the kit let'em fly, otherwise I hope this thread will be a good discussion about brake upgrades. <br /><br />David Cobb||67.166.231.234||reg||1||n2o4fun||00002886||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||11-21-2003||10:54 PM||||are these all used calipers ?  like ebay junk ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||n2o4fun||11-21-2003||10:55 PM||||Brand New Calipers.||67.166.231.234||reg||1||n2o4fun||00002886||yes
Z||000003||Jose||11-21-2003||11:04 PM||||Do you have any pics? How would you sell the adapters for?<br />Jose.......||64.12.97.9||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000004||drew||11-22-2003||01:03 AM||||I have lancer evo rims on my galant, and I would think would clear these calipers. If they don't they must be HONKIN huge!<br /><br />Couple of questions:<br /><br />1)Are these just for the front brakes or is it a conversion all around?<br /><br />2) Other than the brake lines and adapters, are the other parts (i.e. caliper and rotor) off the shelf stock replacement parts?<br /><br />3) Are the monobloc calipers the red/yellow Porsche calipers that come standard on higher end porsches?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||1420mark||11-22-2003||01:15 AM||||what is the piston area  in sq.in. ?  how many pistons ?  pad size in sq.in.?<br /><br />It seems to me the same approximate brake is available in 13 and new caliper . and there is less wheel fit problem than with  the porche.<br />   I accept porche may be a great part but don't see the miracle advantage you imply ?||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||11-22-2003||01:29 AM||||The rotors would have the 4x114.3 bolt pattern?||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000008||raceman77||11-22-2003||02:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by FOGdarter:<br /><strong> what is the piston area  in sq.in. ?  how many pistons ?  pad size in sq.in.?<br /><br />It seems to me the same approximate brake is available in 13 and new caliper . and there is less wheel fit problem than with  the porche.<br />   I accept porche may be a great part but don't see the miracle advantage you imply ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Porsche calipers are made by Brembo,and they`re OEM on Ferrari,Porsche,Lambo,EVO 8,etc.They`re the best calipers made,and at $329.00 each for "Big Reds" they`re the best value also.The problem you`ll have will be the melting of your rotors from the incredible squeeze  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.75||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000009||n2o4fun||11-22-2003||11:34 AM||||Answers as follows:<br /><br />1)Are these just for the front brakes or is it a conversion all around?<br />          The upgrade is for the front only at this time. <br /><br />2) Other than the brake lines and adapters, are the other parts (i.e. caliper and rotor) off the shelf stock replacement parts?<br />All parts with exception of the adaptors are off the shelf. Replacement cost for rotors is less than a set of pads.<br /><br />3) Are the monobloc calipers the red/yellow Porsche calipers that come standard on higher end porsches?<br />Monobloc is just a trade name for the one piece caliper.<br /><br />4)It seems to me the same approximate brake is available in 13 and new caliper . and there is less wheel fit problem than with the porche.<br />I accept porche may be a great part but don't see the miracle advantage you imply ?<br />	<br />You can get approximately the same brake, but not as good. Porsche is known for their brakes, if you have ever driven, or ridden in one on track you know what I mean. I�m not going to argue the merits of this setup, I have driven other upgrades as well as stock Porsche, there is no comparison. With that said this kit is designed for track cars that are still driven occasionally on the street. The advantage lies in having the exact same braking capacity EVERY time no questions asked.<br /><br />5)The rotors would have the 4x114.3 bolt pattern?<br /> 	Rotors can be whatever you want, think dual bolt pattern.||67.166.231.234||reg||1||n2o4fun||00002886||yes
Z||000010||V8EATER||11-22-2003||11:43 AM||||Do you have pics?  part numbers? prices for your adapters?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000011||TheJackalGT||11-22-2003||11:49 AM||||6 piston? 4 piston? yellow or red?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000012||Todd TCE||11-22-2003||11:55 AM||||With due respect, I've been offering kits for this car now for about 8 months, in both 12.2 and 13" sizes AND capable of fitting under many wheels depending upon choice of caliper; FSL or BSL6n. <br /><br />As you say; not to argue the merits of one type of kit over another, the use of the caliper mentioned does create a problem for wheel fit. That's  a simple fact of the car, not the caliper. This is a common problem on all FWD applications. Yes, I know this is AWD, but the same issues are present.<br /><br />I'm confident that the comments above are true regarding many of the brakes comparted to, however I don't believe you can properly place me in that comparrison. I know because there are but about two of mine out there in service.<br /><br />My point being that the demand for this kit was consumers requested over three years of one or two phone calls a month. I finally did it as requested and the response to being done is about zip. Simply put; don't get your hopes up to high on the sale of the finished product. This is not a bad reflection on VR4 owners, just that the market interest is much greater than the final demand. Perhaps due to the economy, the time of year, who knows. <br /><br />Keep up the good work, maybe we can do some head to head track time some day!  <br /><br />Regards,||172.157.43.212||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000013||GalantVR41062||11-22-2003||12:43 PM||||How heavy is this unknown porsche caliper, how many pistons, pad size, width of caliper, pics, I am very interested but I would think Willwood would be able to produce a caliper of the same greatness for about the same price.  Or do these porsche break upgreads some how use carbon breaks for under $20,000.<br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000014||n2o4fun||11-22-2003||04:18 PM||||Glad to hear from you Todd! I spoke with you a couple of times when I was putting my kit together, although that has been awhile ago.<br /><br /> I guess I should have been more specific in the "kits" I mentioned. The kit I tested used the Wilwood caliper, I believe it was the one you first offered but can't be sure, but it was not a TCE kit. It was a 13" rotor and mounting looked close to your design but again it was not the name brand. I just didn't like the feel of the Wilwoods vs. the Porsche on either of the cars I drove (M3 and DSM) but YMMV.<br /><br /> I never had any intentions of selling what I made I just didn't want to pay the price for kits being offered so I made my own. Grocerius linked me here and said I should at least put out the shingle, so here I am. I can already tell from the tone of a couple of the messages here people think I'm just another Internet Hero hawking my wares. Not even close. I could care less if I sell anything.<br /><br />  I won't give out part numbers or specs (other than it�s a 4 piston Porsche caliper and a 13� rotor) for a reason, as soon as I do some yahoo is going to be selling my hard work on the Internet which I am not going to let happen. There are no big secrets to what I made, I just RTFM and did a little measuring. <br /><br />Todd, much respect for the work you have done on DSM�s. Sorry if there was any confusion about your kits specifically. I will be talking to in the future about some custom rear brakes that I have an idea for and I would love to get some track time with ya'll if your ever in Tejas.||67.166.231.234||reg||1||n2o4fun||00002886||yes
Z||000015||Todd TCE||11-22-2003||06:31 PM||||Nice chatting,<br /><br />The early kits you may have not enjoyed used the BSL, open bridge caliper which some in the DSM crowd did not care for due to feel and reported flex. I've since gone to the newer FSL and the much bigger BSL6 package. On some kits there was NO way you'd get the former BSL6 on it for the same reason you state. Now with the narrow body this is much easier. <br /><br />Hope it all works out for you whatever way you go.||172.136.137.74||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000016||4g63t||11-23-2003||01:38 AM||||Todd, for what it's worth, I've drooled over your brake kit since the day it was announced. However, I'm a broke college kid right now. Keep a set on the shelf for me, around this time next year I'll be out of school, and hopefully employed, so I'll be giving you a ring. Thanks for the hard work you've put into it!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum2/003939.cgi
A||||10||Cybernerd2||Engine stalling when air-cond is on||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-22-2003||01:19 AM||||Hi,<br /><br />I have this strange illness for my 4g63t VR-4 Galant turbo engine. When I switch on the air-cond, the battery reading will be 12.4V, sometimes drops to 11.0v when slowing down the car at the traffic lights. Why is that? What is wrong?<br /><br />If I turn off my air-cond, battery reading will be 13.5v to 14.0v. So engine won't stall when braking down.||219.92.155.86||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||11-22-2003||12:17 PM||||When you are not on the gas and the car is moving, coasting, not in gear either, the rpm should be about 200-300 higher than iddle. If that is not the case, it is most likely your ISC motor, iddle step controller. If your iddle does not compensate for extra drain, like ac or headlights, that is a dead giveaway. A member on this forum, Gabor sells them for $45 rebuilt.<br /><br />Hope that helps||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||11-22-2003||06:55 PM||||Hi,<br /><br />do you have a pciture of how the ISC looks like?||219.92.155.115||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||11-22-2003||09:01 PM||||Also inspect the inside of your ECU for acid damage, particularly under the 47uF capacitor. Leaking caps often kill the ISC.<br />Jeff O.<br />GVR-4 #1886/2000<br /><a href="http://www.dsmchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.dsmchips.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.keydiverchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.keydiverchips.com</a>||216.77.204.89||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Cybernerd2||11-23-2003||12:02 AM||||Thanks keydiver...but i have checked the ECU by opening it and see no capasitor leakage at all. All looks normal to me.||219.92.155.34||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||11-23-2003||12:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Michael:<br /><strong> Thanks keydiver...but i have checked the ECU by opening it and see no capasitor leakage at all. All looks normal to me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">oh yee of little faith.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||vortechcoupe||11-23-2003||01:07 PM||||my ISC went out and i replaced it with a junk yard one and it worked perfect for about a day, then back to the same stalling etc..  Could my ECU also be going?  ISC was at 17 steps when i 1st put it in now it's at like 105!!! Same as the old one.<br /><br />Justin C||69.22.18.211||reg||1||vortechcoupe||00002819||yes
Z||000007||Matticus||11-23-2003||05:45 PM||||I would try and reset the idle, it will put the ISC back in the middle of the operating range.  I had a strange cold start idle issue that was caused by the ISC not being able to adjust as much.  Follow the VFAW for resetting the idle with the BISS.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000008||Cybernerd2||11-23-2003||07:53 PM||||vortechcoupe, how do you check the ISC values?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||11-24-2003||06:09 AM||||You use a logger to check the ISC values, Michael.  I suggest you go buy one.  And just because your ecu "looks fine" doesn't mean that it is.  If the caps haven't been changed, then they need to be.  It's that simple.||69.59.219.153||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||11-24-2003||12:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vortechcoupe:<br /><strong> my ISC went out and i replaced it with a junk yard one and it worked perfect for about a day, then back to the same stalling etc..  Could my ECU also be going?  ISC was at 17 steps when i 1st put it in now it's at like 105!!! Same as the old one.<br />Justin C </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats the typical scenario I see with acid damaged ECU's. The ISC value just keeps climbing and climbing, but the idle doesn't change. Even if you can't see it, the 47uF cap is probably leaking, and it eats the little skinny ISC trace right, dead square in the middle of the capacitor.||68.219.42.235||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003940.cgi
A||||4||RTS182G-VR4||suspension popping?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||11-22-2003||02:46 AM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||this is fairly normal for older cars when the ball joints are worn, but mine just started to pop alot.  over dips/bumps, and even when i am just turning a corner sometimes.  i even hear it from the rear occasionally.  anyone know what this is exactly?  thanks for any help in advance<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||mj_rosenfeld||11-22-2003||07:23 AM||||May be coming from the coil springs. When springs compress and rebound they have to wind and unwind slightly. If there is a lot of rust where the springs seat at top or bottom, it may cause them to bind and pop a little. Also check to make sure nothing is rubbing or contacting the side of a spring if you have increased neg camber. Or could be worn out bushings allowing extra movement and causing clunking noises in your suspension.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.216||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-22-2003||08:45 AM||||also could be upper strut mounts.  they have a roller bearing, and over time, crap gets in there and they bind.  the rubber gets soft, or deformed, so when the strut compresses and rebounds, there is a small gap, and you get a metal on metal sound.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||RTS182G-VR4||11-23-2003||06:24 PM||||that is what i am guessing ken.  the coils have new rubber seats and i have an ingalls adjustable camber kit so i dont have neg camber.  do you think pillow-ball mounts are a good idea?  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||11-23-2003||06:31 PM||||broken shock. next ?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum2/003941.cgi
A||||14||Cybernerd2||Wastegate actuator||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-22-2003||05:51 AM||||Hi all,<br /><br />I found out that my stock vr4 wastegate actuator has a hose is connecting to nothing...where should it be connected to actually?||219.92.155.23||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||11-22-2003||08:14 AM||||Should go to a nipple on the intake piping or manifold - just has to be a boost source.  Preferrably after the intercooler if you are using one.||207.69.139.136||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||11-22-2003||06:57 PM||||Yeah, i have one nipple just right beside the air-filter hose.<br /><br />Should I connect to that?||219.92.155.115||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||mj_rosenfeld||11-22-2003||08:00 PM||||No that would not be a source having boost pressure. Has to be downstream of the turbo discharge.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.59||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000004||Cybernerd2||11-23-2003||12:00 AM||||I can't find any more nipple to connect that actuator hose....plz post a pic to show me.<br /><br />TIA||219.92.155.34||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000005||GrocMax||11-23-2003||09:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Michael:<br /><strong> I can't find any more nipple to connect that actuator hose....plz post a pic to show me.<br /><br />TIA </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If UK vehicles have a vacuum diagram on a sticker under the hood, follow it.||209.151.102.117||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000006||Cybernerd2||11-23-2003||08:02 PM||||GrocMax, mine is a JDM version. But both UK and Japan are RHD. So the hose diagram should be the same. Could you snap the diagram and send to me?<br /><br />Many thanks.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||11-23-2003||08:21 PM||||Try:<br /><a href="http://www.dsmchips.com/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.dsmchips.com/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf</a>||216.77.204.142||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||Cybernerd2||11-23-2003||08:49 PM||||Thanks for the PDF, but can you tell me why does the stock wastegate actuator need to connect the hose to the air-filter?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000009||josh91vr4||11-23-2003||09:42 PM||||That hose is so that the eeeeentsy bit of air lost through the boost control solenoid goes back into the intake, absolutely closed system (no air gets lost, ever)||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000010||Cybernerd2||11-23-2003||09:50 PM||||oic...but i have installed HKS Super-SQV BOV. Will the hose from the actuator connects to the air-filter nipple helps re-circulate excess air to intake manifold?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||11-24-2003||12:35 PM||||I'm confused...thats not a sentence, in the King's English or otherwise. Can you ask that again?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.219.42.235||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||drew||11-24-2003||01:13 PM||||Bloke must be speaking that bloody cockney.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||Cybernerd2||11-24-2003||08:12 PM||||I am saying if I connect that loose actuator hose to the nipple situated at the air filter pipe, will that re-circulate air back into the intake manifold?||219.92.155.49||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||11-24-2003||11:37 PM||||Connect the actuator nipple directly to that intake nipple, the one right next to the air filter? No, you don't want to do that!The actuator needs to see a boost source, otherwise the wastegate will never open, and you will destroy the engine.<br />If you look at the diagram I posted, you will see that the nipple next to the airfilter does have a purpose. As someone else mentioned, the OTHER side of the boost control solenoid goes there, so that the boost pressure that is normally being blead off by the solenoid gets inhaled back into the engine, since it has already been counted by the MAS.<br />Looking at that diagram, the stock way of connecting the hoses is fairly simple:<br />1) come off the actuator to a Tee<br />2) connect one side of the Tee to the boost control solenoid<br />3) connect the other side of the tee to another Tee, that receives boost signals from 2 sources: 1 right after the turbo compressor, on the 90 degree pipe exiting the compressor, and a second nipple on the intercooler pipes after they come back up from the intercooler.<br />Thats it!<br />Now, once you have it all connected that way, you might as well know that very few of us have it that way! First thing you should do is remove that second Tee, and get your boost reference from just the port AFTER the intercooler, cap off the one coming out of the compressor.<br />Then, id you're really feeling brave now, alot of us Tee into the larger vacuum line that feeds the top of the BOV, and use that as our boost reference, and cap off the other one on the post-IC pipe.<br />Then, alot of us remove the boost control solenoid and replace it with a manual or electronic boost controller, but, again, be sure to cap off the line on the air intake pipe so you don't have a leak.||216.76.180.112||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003942.cgi
A||||7||mj_rosenfeld||rear brakes question||||1||||mj_rosenfeld||00001058
Z||000000||mj_rosenfeld||11-22-2003||10:14 AM||mlr@cgate.net||I ordered new (rebuilt) rear calipers from Connicelli. I now see that the caliper does not come with the lower part that holds the pads and bolts onto the torque plate (I'm referring to the part that stays in place when you swing the caliper up after removing the locking pin). My questions are:<br />Does that part normally not come with it when you order a caliper? If not, then how do you separate the caliper from that part, since I now have to re-use it? Beating on the side of the caliper does not seem to be breaking it free. Is there then also a pin or bushing I was supposed to get? Thanks -- it's Saturday and I need my car by Monday.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.16||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000001||mj_rosenfeld||11-22-2003||01:54 PM||||Well something new finds you out every day: I have since found out that I should have ordered the caliper "semi loaded" (bracket w/o pads). And to think that I thought ordering a "caliper" meant the whole caliper, not just half of it. How dumb could I be? Well I can't get the part before Monday so I'm f*ck'd.<br />I've walked the earth now for 4.6 decades, am an educated person, keep up with current news, and hold a responsible professional job. But all I have to do to feel like a complete moron is go out to the garage and work on my VR4. Where would I be without it?<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.91||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||11-22-2003||06:33 PM||||It's nice that you have something to keep you humble, but to diminish the feeling a bit, I would suggest a factory service manual or a cd manual.  I have both (as you are "supposed" to) and find that when I actually make use of them, they are indispensable.||64.63.212.81||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||11-22-2003||07:14 PM||||I figure if I collect parts slowly, do enough research, I should be pretty safe by the time I actually begin...  and coincidentally, I'll probably be 46 by the time I get enough nerve to start -- provided my brakes don't give out by then and I spread myself all over the side of the road.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||mj_rosenfeld||11-22-2003||07:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I would suggest a factory service manual or a cd manual </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I quite agree. In fact I do have the manual but I loaned the volume containing brakes to someone else. I worked out of a Haynes Eclipse manual which had nothing in it that would have prevented today's fiasco. Live and learn.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.59||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||11-22-2003||07:58 PM||||I would highly suggest getting a copy of CAPS. That way you can look up any part you need and be sure of what you're getting.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||11-22-2003||10:18 PM||||Mitsu does not sell the caliper with the bracket.  It is listed as a separate part in CAPS.  I think those terms like "semi loaded" apply to aftermarket sources.<br /><br />Maybe too late, but you pull out the lower bolt, pivot the caliper up (removing the cable etc also as required) and pull the caliper off toward the outside of the car.  That pin is rigid mounted and is a pivot/slide only.  It stays on the bracket.||65.73.152.29||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||11-22-2003||11:44 PM||||Since you're pitching the old calipers anyway, Just beat the crap out of the caliper.  It will pull off of the pin sooner or later.  I had one I did last week on mine and it took a half hour with a big ass hammer in a vice to get it out.  Use some panther piss (liquid wrench) and soak the crap out of the pin (after pulling the rubber boot)  Normally the pins don't actually rust, it's the housing that rusts up.  Trust me, it WILL come off.  It will probably be coated with bubble gum looking grease, and have a few gouges in it, but the pin will be fine.  Just use a wire wheel to clean it up, and throw a LIGHT coat of COPPER anti sieze on it when you put it back together on the new caliper.  ALSO, replace the brake pad spring clips that hold the pads in!||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003943.cgi
A||||2||coop||pocket logger loss||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||11-22-2003||04:55 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||Ok so I changed the betteries in my palm today and all my info for the datalogger is gone. Can someone please help me out. I just got the car running and need it to tune the car. Thanks Colin||198.81.19.138||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||Jason411||11-22-2003||05:04 PM||||You need to do a hotsync between your computer and your palm. If you dont have the program on file for some reason your best bet is to email pocketlogger and have them resend the program.<br /><br />Jason||24.247.143.76||reg||1||Jason411||00002590||yes
Z||000002||coop||11-22-2003||05:09 PM||||I bought the car with the system in it and I do not have the hard copy.||198.81.19.138||reg||9||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum2/003944.cgi
A||||11||silly4turbo||smokey||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||11-22-2003||05:32 PM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||hey all, sometimes after idling for more then 15 or so minutes, my car will start to smoke from the exhaust... looks like white/blueish smoke, but once I start driving it goes away.. any ides?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||11-22-2003||05:39 PM||||Valve seals.  A good head rebuild will take care of that.  <br /><br />Does it smoke a little on startup too?  It's because the oil pools on the backsides of the valves and then is burned when you startup or begin driving after idling awhile.||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||11-22-2003||08:51 PM||||no, it dosen't smoke on start up ... and it dosen't really smoke while driving..just once and a while after I've been idling for a few .. like last night while after waiting in line for the drive thru at wendy's..there were at least 20 cars ahead of me, it must have taken 20+ minutes to get thru ...||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||HHIVR4||11-23-2003||11:54 AM||||mine does the same thing.i let it idle for about 20-25 minutes and was amazed at how much smoke came out..runs fine and only smokes after about 15 minutes of idling but i never sit that long so i dont really notice it.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||11-24-2003||12:54 PM||||Mine does that as well, but I figured it was the turbo because I have a 14b on its last legs.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||Sam Sayes||11-24-2003||03:14 PM||||My 1G Eclipse does that,<br />idling for a while and it smokes, <br />Iceman is right its your turbo.<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000<br />1990 Eclipse GSX||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000006||Ant||11-24-2003||03:17 PM||||Valve Stem seals<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||11-25-2003||01:13 AM||||First question: Why are you letting your car idle for 15min.? But yes I would say as others, valve stem seals, or even rings. Do a leak-down test.||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000008||silly4turbo||11-25-2003||02:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> First question: Why are you letting your car idle for 15min.? But yes I would say as others, valve stem seals, or even rings. Do a leak-down test. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well, I was sitting in line at wendy's to get<br />lunch, the line was at least 20 cars, so it took  almost a 1/2 hr to get thru..the line inside the store was worse ... since it doesn't do it all the time, I may just leave it for now, or at least I'll do a leak-down test...well I'll have my mechanic do both a compression and leak down test ... <br />thanks||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000009||R332||11-25-2003||02:18 PM||||I have the same problem. My motor has 110k miles, but a brand new EVO16g turbo. If the car idles for more than 5mins it starts to smoke (oil) quite a bit. When driving, start-up, etc you can't really notice it. I hope it is the valve seals, not the rings! I think I am going through about 1qt per ~700 miles.||68.144.20.64||reg||1||R332||00002894||yes
Z||000010||silly4turbo||11-25-2003||03:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by R332:<br /><strong> I have the same problem. My motor has 110k miles, but a brand new EVO16g turbo. If the car idles for more than 5mins it starts to smoke (oil) quite a bit. When driving, start-up, etc you can't really notice it. I hope it is the valve seals, not the rings! I think I am going through about 1qt per ~700 miles. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just hit 150,000   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   stock eveything ... <br />I go thru about the same amount of oil ... maybe<br />a little less.. can the head stay on the engine or does it have to come of ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000011||silly4turbo||11-25-2003||03:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by R332:<br /><strong> I have the same problem. My motor has 110k miles, but a brand new EVO16g turbo. If the car idles for more than 5mins it starts to smoke (oil) quite a bit. When driving, start-up, etc you can't really notice it. I hope it is the valve seals, not the rings! I think I am going through about 1qt per ~700 miles. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just hit 150,000    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    stock eveything ... <br />I go thru about the same amount of oil ... maybe<br />a little less.. to change the valve seals, can the head stay on the engine or does it have to come of ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum2/003945.cgi
A||||5||coop||help||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||11-22-2003||05:44 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I need someone to email me a copy of the pocketlogger soft ware. my palm deleted my program today and I have to be able to drive my car. I have way to many issues not to have the program working. thank you COlin||198.81.19.138||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||11-22-2003||05:58 PM||||i don't think that will work. the pocketlogger software has to match ur palm id.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-22-2003||05:59 PM||||You should have a registered copy and you should contact pocketlogger.  If you have a copy in your name, they should help you get another copy.<br /><br />Back it up next time.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||coop||11-22-2003||06:04 PM||||first, who sells pocket logger and second, I am the second owner and do not have the hard copy.<br />what is the diffrence between the pocket logger and the data logger?||198.81.19.138||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||11-22-2003||07:22 PM||||Deleted it, eh?  Put fresh batteries in and re-sync your Palm.  You'll get it back, but you'll have to re-register it.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||11-22-2003||07:30 PM||||contact <a href="http://www.digitaltuning.com" target="_blank">www.digitaltuning.com</a> I think there is a $25 fee to re-register it in your own name instead of the previous owners.||128.138.45.77||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/003946.cgi
A||||1||meng||rough idle||||1||||meng||00000837
Z||000000||meng||11-22-2003||06:07 PM||mengberserker@yahoo.com||my 92 galant sohc idles rough, the rpm goes below 500 and then it goes to 2k 3k and goes low again. it dies sometimes too i think its the ic motor under the intake manifold. need help on whats causing it. thanks <br /><br />                                    meng||208.12.112.124||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000001||coop||11-22-2003||06:45 PM||||go to vfaq.com it will help.||198.81.19.138||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum2/003947.cgi
A||||9||coop||pocket vs data logger?||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||11-22-2003||06:48 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||What is the diference between the pocket logger and the data logger? Which is better?||198.81.19.138||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-22-2003||07:09 PM||||They're both technically data loggers.<br /><br />Pocketlogger is specifically a Palm-based data logger.  MMCd is another Palm-based data logger (free).  Palm'n'stein and Tunerstein are two related products that are Palm- and laptop-based, respectively.  There's also the TMO datalogger, an application for a laptop, though TMO is out of business and there's rumors about TMO products causing you to lose all your boost fluid.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||11-22-2003||09:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>and there's rumors about TMO products causing you to lose all your boost fluid. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anything to stab at TMO...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||11-23-2003||12:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  and there's rumors about TMO products causing you to lose all your boost fluid. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i heard they make you sterile.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||11-23-2003||03:12 AM||||hell in the state of Cali the TMO products and related clones have been identified as known carsinogens(sp?) and make you gay.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||16GVR4||11-23-2003||06:31 PM||||Hey, I do have boost fluid in my car.<br />It's called Aquamist system  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.196.0.252||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000006||Ash||11-23-2003||08:17 PM||||check your headlight fluid too, and the fluffer valve.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||coop||11-23-2003||10:08 PM||||muffler bearings can go bad as well||198.81.26.75||reg||6||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000008||Pappy||11-23-2003||10:37 PM||||To avoid the HIV, I bought a pocketlogger from Digital Tuning instead of TMO.<br /><br />I'm happy with the pocketlogger.  I don't need a laptop to log anything.  Just a small palm which is easily mounted on the dash.||24.60.208.158||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||11-24-2003||06:03 AM||||I use the pocketlogger, and have messed around with the mmcd briefly, but I consider pocketlogger to be vastly superior.  YMMV.  A local DSMer had a TMO datalogger, but didn't really like it and switched to the pocketlogger and is much happier.  The pocketlogger has it's own dedicated forum, for paying customers only, that can be a huge help in using it and tuning with it.  The customer support from Digital Tuning is incredible.  I would always recommend them.||69.59.219.153||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003948.cgi
A||||3||vortechcoupe||So 1G downpipes are the same as ours??||||1||||vortechcoupe||00002819
Z||000000||vortechcoupe||11-23-2003||12:30 AM||justincalland@earthlink.net||i've seen somewhere that our downpipes are the same as 1G TEL's.  I this true??  What about a test-pipe or high flow cat, will they bolt up too?<br /><br />Justin<br />88/2000||69.22.18.211||reg||1||vortechcoupe||00002819||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-23-2003||12:41 AM||||yes. the cat is essentially the same too, except i think the gvr4 cat is at a slightly different angle||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||11-23-2003||01:33 AM||||i actually have a TEL exhaust on my galant, its got about an 18" extension to make it fit, and it fits "okay"<br />the downpipe fits perfect though||141.153.216.225||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||vortechcoupe||11-23-2003||01:01 PM||||ok cool, thanks.  I did a search also and found a lot of info.  Sorry, i'm new to this site.<br /><br />Justin C||69.22.18.211||reg||1||vortechcoupe||00002819||yes



ubb/Forum2/003949.cgi
A||||11||thejeebus2002||Anyone make their own boost controller?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-23-2003||12:09 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||The turbo XS one that came on my white car is junk so instead of buying another one I was going to make one of the spring and ball types from parts from Lowes/Home Depot.  Has anyone done this?  If so, do you recall what parts you needed?  I already searched and checked the VFAQ - the info. regarding making one on that site is no longer accessible.  thanks.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-23-2003||12:24 PM||||Search the turbo dodge sites.  The guy with the built turbo van had info for a two or three stage deal.  I can't find the site but have it written down somewhere, I'll see If I can find it for you.<br /><br />Try changing the spring in the boost controller and get it away from engine heat I had mine in the factory air duct behind the pass side headlight.||67.25.34.122||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||11-23-2003||02:13 PM||||I made a plumbing parts BC.  It's a double ball and spring like a joe p.  I just got several springs and played with them (swapped, cliped, & streched) untill I got the adjustability I liked.  It took a few days of driving and fiddling to be happy with, but since then it's been working for ~4 years.<br /><br />I think I used a 1/2" or so brass elbow housing with all female openings.  I got nipples for two of the openings and I drilled and tapped the op of the elbow for the adjustment screw.  Two ball bearings and the spring.  Pretty simple.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||supervr4||11-24-2003||01:28 AM||||<a href="http://www.dsm.org/archives/1997/11/19971128.txt/10.html" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/archives/1997/11/19971128.txt/10.html</a><br />there you go poor man's profec||202.0.48.28||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||11-24-2003||05:54 AM||||Haha, sorry, but I found your question really funny.  A DSMer, making his own go-fast parts, whodathunkit?<br /><br />I made my own as well, basically the same as Dan said, but I only used one BB.  Why'd you go with 2, Dan?  I got my parts from Home Depot, and if you really want I may still have the original packing if you want the actual numbers, but it's not really necessary.  Just go browse the aisle and snag what you need.  I did put a NPT adapter in the adjuster screw end, as there was a standard bolt size that nearly threads in perfectly.  I bought two of the bolts, and dremeled slots in one of them for a $0.19 tap, and it was perfect.  Now I can't remember what size... hmph.  And the ball and spring I reused from the mbc that came on the car.||69.59.219.153||reg||10||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||11-24-2003||12:30 PM||||I know that Pep boys has a nice selection of springs you can use. I posted the numbers a while back when my Hallman spring went bad.||68.219.42.235||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||11-24-2003||12:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Search the turbo dodge sites.  The guy with the built turbo van had info for a two or three stage deal.  I can't find the site but have it written down somewhere, I'll see If I can find it for you.<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://pages.cthome.net/gus/pictures.html" target="_blank">http://pages.cthome.net/gus/pictures.html</a>||64.63.212.13||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||11-24-2003||12:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Why'd you go with 2, Dan? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One on top, one on bottom.  If the adjustment lock nut ever loosened itself and the screw  backed out on it's own, the second BB blocks the hole and protects from overboosting.  Probably more precaution than needed, but oh well.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||11-24-2003||03:42 PM||||Wow, that's actually a great idea.  But, if the BB is big enough to block the hole, how'd you get it in there?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||69.59.219.133||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||thejeebus2002||11-24-2003||03:45 PM||||im sure the hole he tapped was smaller than the fittings openings, so he just put the BB in one of those.  Im gonna try to make one after work today.  Does it have to have a bleeder hole?<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000010||Arty||11-24-2003||05:02 PM||||There has to be a bleeder hole some where in the set up. Without it the maximum boost pressure will remain trapped between the MBC and the wastegate actuator, and continue to keep the wastegate open all the time, preventing the turbo from making boost a second time.<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000011||Dan D||11-24-2003||06:37 PM||||Oh yeah, forgot about that part.  Drilled a bleeder hole on the wastegate side of the BC.  Really small hole, 1/16" maybe?  I don't remember.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/003950.cgi
A||||6||curtis||front turn signals are now parking lights||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||11-23-2003||12:21 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Tools and supplies needed<br />phillips screw driver, wire strippers, solder iron, solder and flux, clear two filament bulbs, about 6 feet of wire and 2 clamp wire connectors.<br />time about one hour<br />I noticed that the front turn signals have two filament bulbs but only on wire.  I pulled the bulb socket out with some needle nose vice grips and found that the hook up only has one wire solder on.  I simplily ran an other wire through the rubber back and through the socket an soldered it on to the unused connection. Then fished the wire up to the corner light and used a 3m clamp style connector to get power to the light.  Bingo now when the parking lights come on the small filiment in the signal bulb lights up and the signal lights still work as they should.  My next project is to get the foglights to work when ever I want ie. low beam, high beam, parking or by themself.  Just thought I would pass on the knowledge and you guys might want to do a quick project sunday evening.     Later Curtis||67.25.34.122||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-24-2003||06:52 AM||||Awesome info, Curtis.  I've thought of converting the turns into parks several times in the past, but now they can be both.  Great job.||69.59.219.153||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||11-24-2003||02:11 PM||||Very cool.  I've been thinking about making my corners into turn signals.  I don't like how other cars on my corners can't really see my turn signal.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||11-24-2003||02:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Very cool.  I've been thinking about making my corners into turn signals.  I don't like how other cars on my corners can't really see my turn signal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree hertz it would be good to do that except from what I understand he did the opposite of what you are saying he took power from the parking lights and wires it in to the smaller filiment in the turn signal so when he has his parking lights on the turn signals are on at a low wattage and when he hits the turn signal it powers the bigger filiment. Kind of like how the brake lights work. Why he did this  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  .||63.184.72.84||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||curtis||11-24-2003||05:37 PM||||The reason I did this is because the small filament in the turn signals in the bumper never comes on.  When the parking lights are on the signal lights are just there and never power up. Only the large filament lights up. The reason mitsubishi used this type of socket is beyond me maybe they got a good deal on them, who knows.  Now that it was brought up I may run an other wire to the corner lights as an additional signal.||67.25.34.247||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||11-25-2003||11:57 AM||||I'm due for a lot of electrical work -- will probably do the turn/park/corner wiring as well.  I hate crawling around under the car when it is cold.  Much nicer to sit at the bench with a warm soldering iron.<br /><br />I'd also like to get the on-whenever fog lights and also a selectable tail/brake light cutout and selectable "night profile" for evading police.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />A strobe would be nice too.  There was a segment on the news a while back about how some smarter people realized that many intersection traffic signals in Chicago (and probably other cities) have photocells that watch for emergency vehicles and give them the green light.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||curtis||11-25-2003||04:05 PM||||I had the taillight mod on my mustang back years ago.  When you fliped the switch everything went off, including the brake lights, except the pass side headlight.  Works well until the cops find out if they catch you. It is a sure trip too jail.  Something about intentional evading, wrechless endangerment, bla bla bla.  One of the guys here in town was drag racing and cut off his lights and only had on the fog lights and hit a guard rail in his 67 camero.  He sold the car just as soon as he got out of jail before it went to the impound because the local cops were going to make it into a Dare Car.  I wouldn't advise this mod to anyone.||67.25.37.57||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/003951.cgi
A||||3||Frogger||Brake light question?||||5||||Frogger||00002602
Z||000000||Frogger||11-23-2003||01:59 PM||emomakesmecry03@yahoo.com||This isnt an immediate problem its just kind of annoying. Whenever the clutch is depressed the brake lights come on like I am pressing the brake. Any idea on what could be causing this?||4.4.105.149||reg||5||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-24-2003||06:33 AM||||Perhaps someone in the past switched the clutch and brake switches?  Hmm, nevermind.  A slightly more probable situation is that the brake switch got attached to the clutch pedal assembly, and the clutch switch is connected to nothing.||69.59.219.153||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||11-24-2003||02:12 PM||||Do you have to have your foot on the brake to start the car?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Frogger||11-24-2003||04:11 PM||||No the car will start with just the clutch in, I just noticed it when bleeding the clutch with the garage closed and when the clutch was depressed the brake lights were coming on. Maybe Ill just take a look at the wires and see if there is one coming from both the clutch and the brake. Im really not sure what to look for though.||4.4.105.149||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes



ubb/Forum2/003952.cgi
A||||6||Duc Hunter||Need new pillow Mounts||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-23-2003||02:11 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have a clunk n the front left. When I hit bumps with he left wheel they feel more sharp than they do with the right and there is a clunk that sounds as if it is up high. The clunk comes and goes a bit. It could be a tie rod end too but after seeing peoples adjustable pillow mounts at the Bay Area meet I WANT SOME!<br /><br />Where do I get them? What are good ones? Cusco, Tien make any?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-23-2003||02:34 PM||||noltec makes them.  i think noltec's are the only ones that adjust camber AND castor.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Doug Thomas||11-23-2003||02:46 PM||||RRE makes some as well, but you will have to cut some of the shock tower to get them to fit. The RRE ones offer more adjustment than the Tein's and JIC's.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/camberplate/camberplate-old.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/camberplate/camberplate-old.jpg</a>||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||11-23-2003||03:44 PM||||I have seen the Noltec ones in person, and they look quality. A member on this forum, Oztek, sells them. <br /><br />He also has a website. <a href="http://www.oztek.us/" target="_blank">http://www.oztek.us/</a>||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||HKS VR-4||11-23-2003||06:13 PM||||I was wondering, I've seen those "alignment bolts" made by Ingall's and I think some other brand makes it too. How does it work??||12.72.218.63||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||11-25-2003||01:41 PM||||Noltec huh. Looks nice, I wonder how good they really are?||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||11-25-2003||04:10 PM||||Duc the company I am working with for the coilover GB has set's of 4 (all four corners) for @$350.  Look in the classifieds section.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/003953.cgi
A||||5||chauffeur1st||Front and back seat floor mates soaked with water???||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||11-23-2003||04:15 PM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||Okay guys, I am farly new to my Galant and I have been doing several searches on heater core leaks, winshield leaks etc, with no real insight to what is and could be goin on.  My car is leaking water like mad, my front and back seat area is soaked.  I mean my heater works fine, and when I take the whole car apart seat out and floor carpet I can not see where the water is coming from.  Anyone with any help it would be greatly appreciated.  <br /><br />Thanks in advance<br />Jason||65.100.8.80||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||crucible||11-23-2003||04:38 PM||||Only thing that comes to mind is sunroof if you have one or the roof mouldings.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||VR4coop||11-23-2003||04:51 PM||||i had this problem also. check your sunroof drains and replace your window. this is what i did and ive been fine ever since. hope i could help||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000003||chauffeur1st||11-23-2003||04:56 PM||||You had to replace ur whole front window, can they just do the seals...<br />Jason||65.100.8.80||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000004||VR4coop||11-23-2003||10:45 PM||||hi, i replaced the whole window. im sure you could just do the seals tho..||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000005||DynStatic||11-24-2003||02:24 AM||||Check the small back windows. The black goop on mine fell out over time and water ws getting in like that.||68.57.50.104||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum2/003954.cgi
A||||19||bleck||what the hell is wrong with my oil drain line?||||1||||bleck||00002148
Z||000000||bleck||11-23-2003||07:02 PM||||Had a cracked drain line changed with the timing belt in July.  2weeks later, more leaking, changed it myself.  3 weeks later, leaking again.  PUT IN A 16G!!!  New oil drain line.  2weeks and now IT is leaking.  WTF??!!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||11-23-2003||07:12 PM||||Ive been told its a bitch to seal . I know somebody heres got the goods on this headache .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||11-23-2003||07:52 PM||||Is it leaking at the turbo or at the pan? I've read numerous times that it's best to bolt the pan side down first and then hook up the turbo side of the line.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||bleck||11-23-2003||08:13 PM||||it leaks at the flex section... every time.    And these things are $55 a piece.  What would cause this car to blow oil drain lines every coupla weeks?  I've got oil all over my xfer case/exhaust, and smoke whenever I stop at a light... and puddles.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||11-23-2003||08:18 PM||||Maybe you should get the ss braided one from Forced Performance. That might fix your problems.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||11-23-2003||08:52 PM||||slowboyracing sells the braided return lines as well. $75 or something like that.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000006||hecdws||11-23-2003||09:00 PM||||damn you sure its cracks the flex joint? cant see how that will happen, are you getting the right one? actually i dont think a 2nd gen will bolt up. in order for it to crack something has to be moving back and forth, find that and your problem will be fixed. let me know if you need any help.<br /><br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000007||bleck||11-24-2003||07:34 AM||||Yeah, maybe you guys are right.  I'll try the stainless one this time.  The worst part is that I don't even smell the oil anymore... My 12 year old has to tell me....Sheeesh!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000008||hecdws||11-24-2003||07:51 AM||||damn senses going bad already? try nate he might have the stainless line in stock or jeff(turbotrix) hes like 10 minutes of exit 11 on the turnpike. have you got the fuel pump yet? <br /><br />later hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000009||Ant||11-24-2003||08:45 AM||||Flex line ? <br />Thats the expensive way.<br />Just take the oil return off, and cut the flex part out.  Get a piece of rubber hose and connect the two pieces, apply clamps on both ends and you have a ghetto fabulous oil return that will not leak.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000010||bleck||11-24-2003||11:42 AM||||LOL!!  Maybe ghetto fabulous is the way to go.  Will rubber hose stand up to the pressure/heat of a return line, or should I get something like silicone?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000011||Ant||11-24-2003||12:55 PM||||There is no pressure in the oil return line.<br />Yes it will stand up to the heat.  I'm talking about the heavy duty hose, the type used to run coolant to heater core or type used for power steering lines.  Not the blue/red/green shitty hose used for vacuum lines.<br /><br />Mine has held up for 12 months and 19k miles so far.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||11-24-2003||02:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> LOL!!  Maybe ghetto fabulous is the way to go.  Will rubber hose stand up to the pressure/heat of a return line, or should I get something like silicone? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would used reenfored silicone hose if you are going to do this. My daytona's T3 uses the same concept of what you are trying to do and they used silicone from the factory. The price of rubber hose ~$1. The price of silicone ~$5. They price you payed for you mitsu flex section $55. How are you going to compare $4 to OH SHIT it leakes again? Also when you put it back together there are crush washers that go on the 2 bolts that hold the flex pipe to the oil pan are you SURE that is not were it is leaking from with out them IT WILL NOT SEAL RIGHT, EVER.  Do your self a favor before you cut the flex pipe apart change the gaskets from the turbo to the flex pipe and flex pipe to oil pan and put two new crush washers on p/n mf660031. Don't rig it up unless you have to. Also look if there is any where that it could be hitting on the car remember the engine moves up, down, back and forth when you are driving and if you have bad/ broken motor mounts it is to a far greater extent. Also if something is hitting it silicone will not take the same abuse that metal will.||63.184.72.84||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||11-24-2003||03:12 PM||||Can you remove the oil drain line from the turbo and oil pan without draining the oil? Or will the oil run out of the oil pan when you unbolt the line?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000014||Ant||11-24-2003||03:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Can you remove the oil drain line from the turbo and oil pan without draining the oil? Or will the oil run out of the oil pan when you unbolt the line? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Some oil will drip out of the turbo.<br />More oil will come out of the oil pan, you should drain some of the oil before doing this, maybe 1-1.5 quarts.<br /><br />The flex part of the line is crap.  <br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000015||bleck||11-25-2003||12:29 AM||||Good point.  $4 is not worth this shit yet another time.  Frankly, I haven't looked at it this time.  It was leaking from the flex section last time, I just assumed it was at the same place.  I'll take a look at it in the morning.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000016||bleck||11-25-2003||12:31 AM||||Oh, and btw, do those crush washers really make a difference?  Like make or break the installation?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000017||turbogalant||11-25-2003||02:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Oh, and btw, do those crush washers really make a difference?  Like make or break the installation? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YES. I never used them for the first 3 years I had the car always leaked, tried rtv and the misu gasket, new bolts, liquid teflon on the bolts then I read someone post about the crush washers bought them now no leaks.||65.177.240.4||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000018||msaskin||11-25-2003||07:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Oh, and btw, do those crush washers really make a difference?  Like make or break the installation? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YES. I never used them for the first 3 years I had the car always leaked, tried rtv and the misu gasket, new bolts, liquid teflon on the bolts then I read someone post about the crush washers bought them now no leaks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Word.  It's quite similar to the copper crush washers used on for sealing the banjo bolts on the fuel filter or a '90 oil cooler.  Without them, you're doomed to leak.<br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000019||s_firestone||11-25-2003||07:30 AM||||That is strange.  Do you have your Exhaust Clamp to the block or an exhaust with no flex section?  Could it be from  flexing of the Manifold/Turbo being pushed up/down by the downpipe when you accelerate?  Worn Motormount?  Cracked any exhaust studs lately?||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes



ubb/Forum2/003955.cgi
A||||20||jayru||Damn Phantom knock!||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||11-23-2003||07:47 PM||||Most of you know i have had a problem with phantom knock since i bought my VR4. Many have said it was the lifters which ticked from time to time.<br /><br />Well recently the tick became more and more present so i finally replaced my lifters with the 3rd gen ones.<br /><br />No more tick but i still have the damn phantom knock in 1st gear and at very light throttle in other gears.<br /><br />WTF!!! I have checked so many things and everything looks good, no bad mounts, lifters replaced, tuning with afc-2(not lean). It is slowing my track times bcs first gear is all knock.<br /><br />I need a solution! any ideas?||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||11-23-2003||07:49 PM||||Is base timing set correctly?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||jayru||11-23-2003||07:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Is base timing set correctly? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, I never checked, good thought but wouldn't that make it knock all through the rpm all gears? the car pulls hard up top with no knock. But it's something i'll look into thanks. <br /><br />Keep the suggestions comming.||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||11-23-2003||08:00 PM||||how do the terminal connections to your battery look? i had a phantom knock issue plague me until two weeks ago when i finally got a new ground terminal connection installed and voila, the knock was gone.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||11-23-2003||09:37 PM||||*occasionally* i get knock in first. Two things to try: #1 - replace your knock sensor! If you've already done this, check for things that could be rattling together, anything loose could definitely cause the knock sensor to trip. I think my knock is caused by my sh*tty suspension rattling bad enough to get through to the sensor.||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000005||jayru||11-23-2003||10:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> how do the terminal connections to your battery look? i had a phantom knock issue plague me until two weeks ago when i finally got a new ground terminal connection installed and voila, the knock was gone. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i relocated the battery to the trunk not too long ago so all the connections are good.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||jayru||11-23-2003||10:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> *occasionally* i get knock in first. Two things to try: #1 - replace your knock sensor! If you've already done this, check for things that could be rattling together, anything loose could definitely cause the knock sensor to trip. I think my knock is caused by my sh*tty suspension rattling bad enough to get through to the sensor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i haven't replaced the sensor but it looks almost brand new, i figured if the sensor was bad it would knock all the time not just in first, but at this point i think i am gonna just change the thing. Should i just go with an oem mitsu one or is there a better one?||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||curtis||11-23-2003||11:15 PM||||Did you run ground wires up to the motor or just ground the battery to the bottom of the trunk?||166.90.116.234||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||jayru||11-23-2003||11:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Did you run ground wires up to the motor or just ground the battery to the bottom of the trunk? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i did both||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000009||admsr||11-24-2003||09:15 AM||||See here:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003937" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003937</a><br /><br />I had the same problem and it was killing me. It ended up being Base timing was off. fixed my knock and running hot issue.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000010||jayru||11-24-2003||11:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> See here:<br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003937" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003937</a> <br /><br />I had the same problem and it was killing me. It ended up being Base timing was off. fixed my knock and running hot issue.<br /><br />Alex. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thanks alex i'll check that out today||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000011||jayru||11-25-2003||12:33 AM||||Well i checked my timing today and it was 5deg BTDC so that wasen't it. I also notice it happens even more frequently now with the new lifters. <br /><br />Anyone?||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000012||bleck||11-25-2003||12:40 AM||||Hey Jay, which of the two symptoms happens more frequently with the new lifters, the actual noise, or the elevated knock readings?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000013||moonstation2000||11-25-2003||12:22 PM||||hi jason, it's pearse<br />my knock has gone (almost all gone anyway). I noticed that colder weather helped out a lot but since last weekend i have seen almost no knock and i can cruise in 5th gear all day at low rpms without hitting 43 knock counts all the time. don't notice it in first gear anymore either, maybe a little (~9). sorry to hear your 3rd gen lifters didn't do it. i was gearing up to do mine.<br />got my new exhaust on, it's pretty cool but i already got a ticket for it.||24.186.171.218||reg||1||moonstation2000||00002106||yes
Z||000014||jayru||11-26-2003||08:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Hey Jay, which of the two symptoms happens more frequently with the new lifters, the actual noise, or the elevated knock readings? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what's up,<br />actually there is no more noise just the elevated knock. One funny by producty i notice is i usually let the car warm up a little before driving but today i was late and took off with the car still cold. I had no knock for about 2 miles or so and then the knock came back.<br /><br />I'm really getting pissed and ready to unscrew the thing and just let it hang in the engine compartment!||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000015||jayru||11-27-2003||08:22 PM||||Anyone else got an idea?||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000016||keydiver||11-27-2003||08:52 PM||||What weight oil are you using? Have you done the MCCC treatment to the cylinders?||216.76.180.19||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000017||jayru||11-27-2003||09:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> What weight oil are you using? Have you done the MCCC treatment to the cylinders? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it's winter now up here so i have 5w30 in it, but since the new lifters there is no more tick just the knock. I haven't done the mccc treat.  but could carbon buildup cause  knock?||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000018||turboflanagan||11-27-2003||10:50 PM||||Carbon buildup can cause misfires, much less knock due to detonation.  I've never heard of a 4g63 with a misfire due to carbon, but have seen it on plenty of 3Liter Caravans.<br /><br />Have you checked out the phantomknock yahoo group?  I haven't been over there in a looong time, but you may find something useful there too.||64.63.213.110||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000019||keydiver||11-27-2003||10:52 PM||||It did in my car. The carbon would glow (evidently, since I can't stick my head in there to know for sure) and cause the fuel to preignite. I all of a sudden had a problem with part throttle knock, and I've NEVER had that before.||216.76.180.19||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000020||AWDnot2||11-27-2003||11:40 PM||||I also have a part throttle knock problem. If I do a roll-on at anything below 3.5k rpm, I get knock.  If I down shift and go WOT, 3 counts if that. <br /><br />Im actually running w/o a knock sensor till I get the new one. I filled it with silicon and was installing it when I ripped the wire off.  OOPS!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes



ubb/Forum2/003956.cgi
A||||27||Ash||How fast can a 16G powered GVR4 go?||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||11-23-2003||09:00 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I'm talking non-nitrous too.  The fastest on DSM times is 12.3@110 or so.  After doing a search, it seems a while back everyone agreed this was about the limit.  Reason being with 19psi I've ran 12.75@107.9 (ish) with shagged suspension.  If I screw her up to 25psi and fix the suspension and maybe add cams, what is possible?  Water injection AND race fuel perhaps?<br /><br />Basically my question is: Is an 11 totally out of the question for a 16g powered VR4?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||11-23-2003||09:15 PM||||I know someone's gotten 11's with a 16g in a 1G and 12.2 in a 14b.  I don't see a GVR4 being much different.  But there's much work to make that happen.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||Ash||11-23-2003||09:40 PM||||I figure if a 14b can run 12's, then a 16g with about an extra 100hp should be able to get close to 11's.<br /><br />I of course plan to get something bigger later, so if need be a ported head wouldn't be out of the question either, but I'd prefer unopened stock motor (cams don't count)||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||Doug Thomas||11-24-2003||12:33 AM||||I�ve run 12.1@111 with a small-clipped 16G in my Galant. This was with a bone stock motor as well.<br /><br /><a href="http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/dougvr4/vwp?.dir=/My+Photos&.dnm=Small16G.jpg&.src=ph&.view=t&.hires=t" target="_blank">http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/dougvr4/vwp?.dir=/My+Photos&.dnm=Small16G.jpg&.src=ph&.view=t&.hires=t</a>||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000004||Ash||11-24-2003||01:30 AM||||Ahh see, with cams 11.9 is definately possible.<br /><br />Was that full weight or stripped?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||gixxer||11-24-2003||01:49 AM||||the 14b record is 11.8||209.86.16.81||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000006||Ash||11-24-2003||01:59 AM||||Not Eclipses, Galants||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||gixxer||11-24-2003||02:11 AM||||close enough imho||209.86.16.81||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000008||Ash||11-24-2003||02:28 AM||||300+ pounds say no, not close enough.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||Doug Thomas||11-24-2003||08:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Ahh see, with cams 11.9 is definately possible.<br /><br />Was that full weight or stripped? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Everthing was removed from the trunk with a full interior, so it was some what full weight.||12.10.219.40||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000010||14bCrazy||11-24-2003||12:35 PM||||My friend Billy is the 12.3 car you talked about. His car was a full weight with a sunroof. He is going on to bigger things with his car now. We are currently building my car like his was. The only differences are that my motor is freshly rebuilt with 95 pistons, no balance shafts aqnd water injection. I am going to try like hell next year to break into the 11's. I believe it can be done but that will have to wait till next year.||162.84.79.96||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000011||peterlsmith||11-24-2003||09:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> ...  Water injection AND race fuel perhaps?<br /><br />Basically my question is: Is an 11 totally out of the question for a 16g powered VR4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd be interested in other opinions here, but I don't think water injection will help if you are running race gas. It's great for supressing knock on pump gas, but I didn't think knock was too much of an issue with race gas.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.108.33||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000012||Ash||11-24-2003||09:58 PM||||If it makes the charge air cooler hence denser, won't it still increase power?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000013||peterlsmith||11-24-2003||10:55 PM||||Theoretically, yes - a denser charge means more air, so you can get more power. In practice, I see no difference in airflow readings when running with/without water injection - but I'm running a single nozzle before the throttle plate, so the water probably doesn't vaporize sufficiently to cool the air before entering the combustion chamber. A better atomizing nozzle, or fitting the nozzle closer to the turbo might help.<br /><br />One of these days I'll have to try a tank of race gas.||165.247.108.33||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000014||Duc Hunter||11-25-2003||12:28 AM||||Remember 10lbs of weight = 1hp in a quarter mile run. Save 10lbs and you essentially gaied 1hp so the 300lbs the TEL's have on us is only worth about 30HP. Then remember our gearing is better then theirs for drag runs so I think it is a wash. <br /><br />I wonder what my Frank Jr 19C and HKS 264/272 cam'd car could do? <br /><br />Also remember a good driver who can launch HARD (AWD gain all it's time off the start) and run repatable times often you will be far faster and a guy who cannot drive but has parts. Get your launch better and you will gain more than you can with power parts...in the beinging. When you are driving well and very consistant, the add parts.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000015||gixxer||11-25-2003||12:59 AM||||i thought our cars only weighed like 150lbs more?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> <br /><br />at least comparing my mitsu gvr4 manual and my talon manual.||129.219.6.8||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000016||GVR1643||11-25-2003||01:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> i thought our cars only weighed like 150lbs more?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />at least comparing my mitsu gvr4 manual and my talon manual. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not too far off...I've posted this a dozen times, but my 90 AWD Talon weighed 3270# and my GVR4 weighed in at 3290#. That's w/o me in it and obviously some variances in fuel (can't remember how much fuel difference)AND this was on the same scales for apples to apples comparison.  <br />To me there is no significant difference between them - when comparing AWD to AWD.||167.142.22.248||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000017||Doug Thomas||11-25-2003||09:06 AM||||I've run 12.1 with a small 16G already. So is 11's is possible with a small 16G? I don�t know, but you can't run it theorizing about it. You will actually have to go to the track and find out, so who�s going to the track to see if they can run 11s with a small 16G in GVR4?||12.10.219.40||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000018||GVR-4||11-25-2003||09:12 AM||||IMHO the biggest difference in the T/E/L and the Galant is the wind resistance. Wind resistance increases exponentially as you go faster. Going from 80 to 81 mph takes a lot more power than going from 30 to 31 mph. Galants are not that aerodynamic compared to the T/E/L's.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000019||Doug Thomas||11-25-2003||09:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> IMHO the biggest difference in the T/E/L and the Galant is the wind resistance. Wind resistance increases exponentially as you go faster. Going from 80 to 81 mph takes a lot more power than going from 30 to 31 mph. Galants are not that aerodynamic compared to the T/E/L's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I remember them telling Nate Pharr the same thing that he couldn�t run 11s in a Galant because the Galant wasn�t as aerodynamic as DSM and it was too heavy. Good thing Nate didn�t listen to them and was the first Galant VR4 to run 11s along time ago. Yes A Talon is more aerodynamic than a Galant and a Galant is a little heavier than a Talon, but that shouldn't stop some of you from at least trying. Yes you will run faster in DSM than a Galant if everything is equal, but we all chose to drive and race Galant or at least the majority of the people on this forum did.||12.10.219.40||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000020||14bCrazy||11-25-2003||11:06 AM||||The galant's shape is like brick compared to the DSM's. Just look at the difference in the trap speeds. I just checked. A DSM running 11.4 is running about 126 MPH. The Galants of around the same ET are in the 119 range. I think a 16g can run 11's and that what I will try to do next year.||162.83.81.221||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000021||RayH||11-25-2003||11:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> IMHO the biggest difference in the T/E/L and the Galant is the wind resistance. Wind resistance increases exponentially as you go faster. Going from 80 to 81 mph takes a lot more power than going from 30 to 31 mph. Galants are not that aerodynamic compared to the T/E/L's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't forget to fold the side mirrors back.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />I'd like to see someone chop the top a couple inches.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000022||14bCrazy||11-25-2003||12:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't forget to fold the side mirrors back.  <br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You forgot about the antenna!||162.83.81.221||reg||10||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000023||Doug Thomas||11-25-2003||12:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't forget to fold the side mirrors back.  <br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You forgot about the antenna! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And the wing Dale didn't run one on his car and it ran 10.2   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.10.219.40||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000024||14bCrazy||11-25-2003||01:03 PM||||That's how he did it!!!!! I'm taking mine off tonight.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.83.81.221||reg||10||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000025||gixxer||11-25-2003||03:17 PM||||i thought i heard that gvr4s and 2Gs were very close aerodynamically, but i don't believe it. our cars are what, .34 c/d ish right? 1gs are like .29-.30, and i've heard since 2Gs have more frontal surface than the 1Gs their aerodynamics suffer. but still, they can't be the same, brick vs curves, curves usually win i'd say.||149.169.70.79||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000026||atc250r||11-25-2003||08:48 PM||||Has anyone acutally tried back to back runs with/without the wing? My friend had a 5.0 a few years back that was running low 12's. I kept telling him that the stupid Saleen wing on the trunk was slowing him down. Well when the weather turned cold and he was knock on the door of 11's guess what he tried? He pulled the wing off while at the track and the car picked up a couple of MPH and he got his 11 second ET he wanted. I'd think our wings drag less than the Saleen one does but it's gotta do something.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000027||tplesko||11-25-2003||08:52 PM||||Well if I get a CF trunk lid I'll be running wingless next year.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/003957.cgi
A||||6||Cybernerd2||S-AFC II correction +2||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-23-2003||09:35 PM||||HI guys,<br /><br />If i set the Throttle Point to Lo = 13% and Hi = 70% and the correction shows +2% is that good?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-23-2003||09:58 PM||||Do you have any idea what you are doing?  Sorry to sound straight forward but you can blow the engine with an AFC if you don't know what the hell you are doing.<br /><br />Try reading this for start<br /><a href="http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317" target="_blank">http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=16;t=000317</a>||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||11-23-2003||10:15 PM||||OMG! Thanks for letting me know...||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||11-23-2003||10:30 PM||||Why do you have the AFC?  Do you have a datalogger?  I can help (if you aren't joking).  AFC's are tuning tools not just cool accessories with a pretty display.  Did you install it yourself?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Cybernerd2||11-23-2003||11:27 PM||||No, my mechanic installed and tuned by him. But i tweaked the Throttle Point and Lo-Throttle because it's running a bit too rich.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||11-23-2003||11:36 PM||||how did he tune it? On a dyno with a wide band? Definitely read up on it so you can learn how it works and how to tune yourself.  Also a data logger would be good if you don't have one.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Cybernerd2||11-24-2003||03:36 AM||||i don't have a logger, nor did my mechanic have.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum2/003958.cgi
A||||3||4g63t||Do these work?||||5||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||11-23-2003||10:43 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33574&item=2444558131" target="_blank">ground wires</a> <br /><br />I remember a discussion a while back but I don't remember the concensus - have these been proven to give any efficiency or power gains?||24.3.196.62||reg||5||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-23-2003||11:19 PM||||Driveability seamed to be better also off idle performance.  I built my own out of 8 gauge speaker wire and copper ends from a stereo shop.  Total investment was about 10 dollars.||166.90.116.234||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||jayru||11-24-2003||12:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33574&item=2444558131" target="_blank">ground wires</a> <br /><br />I remember a discussion a while back but I don't remember the concensus - have these been proven to give any efficiency or power gains? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i did it also making them myself and i saw no gains. I think it helps when your factory grounds are crap.||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||11-24-2003||12:03 AM||||Uhh, so where did you use these?  The only extra grounding wires I've heard of were on the downpipe like on DSM's...  They go on the plug wires?  Coil?  Just curious...||171.75.59.110||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum2/003959.cgi
A||||6||My_GVR_4||PWR intercooler||||5||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||11-24-2003||12:19 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||I am looking to do a somewhat professional looking water-air intercooler.  I have looked at the PWR intercooler, 6" X 6" Barrel Intercooler Kit <br />SIZE:6" X 6" <br />LENGTH:15"  <br />INLET/OUTLET: 3"  <br />CFM: 920  <br />PRICE: $933.15 <br /><br />But do not know if this will fit in the engine bay without any modifications.  <br /><br />I would like to install this without any problems, but do not want to order it and then have to send it right back because I can't use it.  <br /><br />ANY opinions on this sized PWR intercooler?  Will it cool my "stuff" off without any problems?  Or should I go with the slightly bigger piping?  I am looking to push out 500WHP or more, running a pretty big turbo too.  I don't want to have an over-kill sized intercooler either.  If I can get away with the small sized PWR, I will go that route.<br /><br />If this doesn't work, I may end up having to have a custom fabricator weld me something.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.109.221||reg||5||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||11-24-2003||12:48 AM||||This will absolutely be a custom set up. From my research you'll need the 3" inlet/outlet to flow any more than 390 cfm. Here's some links to info:<br /><br />Look at Mike's photos:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000317" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000317</a><br /><br />Scroll down to the barrel intercoolers:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.absoluteradiator.com/Intercoolers.asp" target="_blank">http://www.absoluteradiator.com/Intercoolers.asp</a><br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||russya||11-24-2003||05:07 PM||||What type of turbo are you going to run with this intercooler? If you're going to run it with a 20g or a garrett it's actually not that hard to setup. I would recommend the 6x8 as the 6x10 is just a little bit too long. Also you need to have your intake routed to where your battery is or below it, can't really make it work in the stock location. Also use a NA throttle body instead of the turbo one. It's easier to line things up that way and it flows more than the stock one. And don't buy that kit they sell. The radiator is too small and the pump isn't very nice. If you want to do this email me and I'll tell you what you need and where to get it||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000003||AWDnot2||11-28-2003||12:14 AM||||Rory,<br />   I actually do customized intercooler setups. $900 for the cooler seems kinda overpriced.  If you know the dimensions, in/outlet sizes as well as positions, I may be able to fab it for around $700.00<br /><br />If you want my opinion, go with a good high quality front mount.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||11-28-2003||08:20 AM||||I believe that $900 price is a kit with pump, heat exchanger, fan, and intercooler.  The intercooler itself is like $465 or something for the 6x6.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||My_GVR_4||11-30-2003||05:15 AM||||I think I am going to do a water/air cooling system instead of a FMIC.  That will be alot stealthier looking than the BIG A$$ FMIC.  I am looking to do the job myself with the help of Vineet.  The job should cost about $300 with some minor others.  A guy Vineet knows is a customer fabricator/welder.  So, hopefully, the welding will look tit$ and be very professional looking.  Spending to much money and hacking up my bumper is not wanted.  Thanks though everyone.<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||12-04-2003||08:16 PM||||Hey Russ, I would love to know where you got your stuff and which pump and heat exchanger you went with.||64.63.212.42||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/003960.cgi
A||||6||belize1334||Balance Shaft Qestion||||5||||belize1334||00002861
Z||000000||belize1334||11-24-2003||04:51 AM||phoenix@reed.edu||So I've been reading around the forum on every enty I could find relating to issues with the Balance Shafts and I still have a few questions...so here goes.<br /><br />Would having a broken balance shaft belt cause vibrations taht are worse (by far) than the added vibrations from having no B shafts at all?<br /><br />I've ridden in my friends 92 gvr4 w/o B shafts and it's not resonating anything like my 91.  The problem occurred for the first time as the engine was dropping from 6k to idle...it shuddered violently as it passed the 4000-5500 range and then had (and has) some added vibrations/roughness at all ranges (a little at idle and getting more as the rpms climb).  I haven't had it back up to high rpms for fear of FUBAR but i'm thinking balance shaft. Any thoughts?||134.10.23.143||reg||5||belize1334||00002861||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||11-24-2003||11:59 AM||||Motor mounts might be bad.  Do you still have the structural crossmembers underneath the engine that tie the subframe together?  I'd check both of those first.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||GalantVR41062||11-24-2003||12:22 PM||||front balance shaft belt is broken.  And its a good thing it did not break your timing belt.  get it replaced ASAP<br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-24-2003||03:46 PM||||Thanks for the reply, John.  I helped him tow the car the other night, but due to our concern for the engine, we haven't started it since so I haven't been able to hear/feel the vibrations myself.  You say the front balance shaft belt broke?  So it's just sitting there, doing nothing, while the rear shaft, driven off the oil pump, is spinning it's lopsided ass like mad, causing all the ruckus?||69.59.219.133||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||11-24-2003||05:01 PM||||Haha..."ruckus".  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />If that balance belt broke and didn't take the timing belt with it, you got hella lucky. With only one shaft spinning it'll create some bad vibrations.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||mark95||11-25-2003||08:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  With only one shaft spinning it'll create some bad vibrations. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">\<br /><br />It wont create a lot of vibration. In fact you probaly wouldnt notice a difference.<br /> Although I dont recommend running that way. I have left just the rear balance shaft in and taken out the belt to the front one. Could hardly notice any difference. I also just did a balance shaft elimination recently where the front belt was broken and this wasnt know till we pulled off the timing cover. I think a lot of problem from serious vibration comes from when the front belt starts loosing teeth because the bearings are seizing up and the b-shafts go out of synch.||12.216.55.103||reg||1||mark95||00002057||yes
Z||000006||atc250r||11-25-2003||08:37 PM||||I haev done at least a hundred Mitsu 2.4/2.0 T-belts (I work at a dealer) and I can say that a shaft that is out of time is definitely more noticeable than one that is disconnected/removed. I just put a short block in a customer's Galant under warranty (slight rod knock) and I didn't notice the belt was broken until I pulled the cover. I have both the shafts out of #1552 and it really didn't make mcuh difference as far as vibration. I believe Jasper Engines removes the shafts on all their Mitsu rebuilds.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes



ubb/Forum2/003961.cgi
A||||7||MiSTER2||spring question||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||11-24-2003||05:38 AM||||Soon i'll be replacing my shocks with new ones. The car's a 1991 model and i think it still has the stock suspension.  I've decided to go with budget KYB shocks.  I was going to buy lowering springs as well but now i'm hesitant and being stingy as a C5 corvette may be in the picture.  <br />Does stock springs go off or sag after a while?  The car has 240000km on the clock and squeeks when it bounces.  So can i use the stock springs with the KYB shocks or should i buy new springs?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||MiSTER2||11-24-2003||11:00 AM||||Hey come on! it might be a stupid question but i still don't know the answer.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||11-24-2003||12:46 PM||||They may.<br />You can if you want to.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||MiSTER2||11-24-2003||01:23 PM||||They may?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||11-24-2003||02:46 PM||||They may "go off or sag after a while."  Used to be a bigger problem with cars, but improvements in steel and coil technology have improved that.  There is no real way for someone to answer if yours have or not without measuring.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||11-24-2003||03:03 PM||||Mitsu springs seem to hold up pretty well. I'd just reuse the stockers. Or if you want a cheap drop [~0.75"] swap in a set of DSM AWD springs that you find for $20 on eBay or the DSM Trader.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000006||mj_rosenfeld||11-24-2003||06:42 PM||||Just use your old springs. Putting new shocks on will make the car feel like new even though it won't be. With that mileage (sorry -- kilometerage) your bushings are worn too, so worrying about a little relaxation in the original springs is a complete waste of emotional energy. <br />Mike R.||209.41.235.156||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000007||MiSTER2||11-25-2003||06:32 AM||||I have polyurethane rear bushings in my garage but i'm hesitant to put them on as i can't be bothered lubricating them every couple of weeks.  I guess i'll first change the shocks and bump stops and if doesn't cut it for me than i'll do the sway bar, bushings and strut braces.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum2/003962.cgi
A||||15||Evilnissan||How big of a job is a clutch change?||||1||||Evilnissan||00002816
Z||000000||Evilnissan||11-24-2003||10:02 AM||evilnissan@yahoo.com||Well Driving to work this morning my clutch started slipping bad, I knew it was comming becase it just wasnt gripping like it use to.<br /><br />I am 98% sure that it is the stock clutch with 147,### miles on it.<br /><br />I went to the Vfaq and looked at the clutch install in a AWD T/E/L and it doesnt look like a complete Pain in the ass but looking at it and doing it is whole differnt story.<br /><br />I just want to make sure this is something I can do with a jack&jack stands ans regular hand tools.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||11-24-2003||10:10 AM||||It deppends how handy you are with your tools.<br />2 1/2-3 hours. Book time I believe is 4 hours.<br />Take the tranny off Friday night and Saturday morning you can take the flywheel to the machine shop. There you can wait till it gets grind to specs. If everything goes well you'll have the car back and running by Saturday afternoon.<br />If you have time, order a new clutch fork and pivot ball to replace your old one. It's a must, or you're dropping a transmission again in a few months.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000<br /><br />Gabor||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||11-24-2003||10:15 AM||||You can definately do it with hand tools and jacks because I just got done doing it.  The only part of difficulty for me was the fact that I couldn't pick up or manuver the tranny very easily so it was kinda a pain to get it back in but I just had someone kinda support the tranny while I jacked it up.  Its very easy and only took me 3 hours to get it out taking my time and about the same putting it back in without any help except for to getting the tranny lined back up.<br /><br />Word of advice-go ahead and replace the axle seals-will probably run you about 10 bux for both.  Otherwise you may put it back together and realize you messed up a seal.<br /><br />Hope this helps,<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||11-24-2003||11:30 AM||||The first time i did the job it took me about 18 hours. No joke. It was 4th of july weekend and I toiled in 100+ degree weather in a public parking lot for 3 full days. The tranny was bonded through satanistic oxidation and I had to use a garden shovel, a pick axe and my old neighbor Juan to help me seperate it. <br /><br />About 6 later I can do it in about 3 hours. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-24-2003||01:38 PM||||Took me several days as well my first time due to lack of correct tools, torque wrench etc.  Of course I was also in no rush and had to go buy tools, do the next step, buy another tool etc  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Now I think I could get it done in 3-4 hours.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||11-24-2003||02:30 PM||||3.5 hours with a friend to help me push/pull the tranny back into place.  <br />Honestly, it takes MORE time draining/and pulling off parts than anything else. <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||11-24-2003||07:06 PM||||I did a swap that I started at about 9:30 in the morning on a Saturday and was test driving at about 8:30 that night. That's after picking everything up and putting it away. But it was my second time to do the tranny job. That includes a lunch break too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   First time is definitely the longest.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||admsr||11-24-2003||10:07 PM||||just through the act 2100 and started sat 9am and finished sat 9pm.....<br /><br />not as ba as i thought it would be.<br /><br />alex.||69.0.17.215||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000008||s_firestone||11-25-2003||07:47 AM||||I swapped my transmission to a switchable 2WD/4WD about 4 months ago along with replacing the clutch, flywheel, pivot ball, fork, slave and master cylinder.  It was not that bad of a job except for getting the tranny to clear that damn suspension arm.  Took almost an hour to get it in place but it was my first time replacing a transmission much less an AWD transmission.  <br /><br />If a woman having a baby is a complicated procedure, imagine putting the baby back in...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     <br /><br />Actually it took about the same amount of time to get the damn cotter pin in the lever for the master cylinder > clutch pedal under the dash with the temps outside being in the 90's.  Must have dropped that cotter pin 18 times before I got it in.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000009||92GVR4#333||11-25-2003||07:51 AM||||well if it is any indication on removale...off work at 330 am..got home and had the tranny on the bench and completly dis assembled down to the shafts at 6 am to determine that my first gear is GONE...as toothless as a Tennessee stripper.  But that is another post...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000010||Evilnissan||11-25-2003||08:43 AM||||Its fried, <br /><br />I went home in 3rd gear, 4th or 5th you would give it gas and the rpms would rise but you wernt going any faster.<br /><br />I guess im gonna start tearing it apart thursday night when I get off work and try to have the fly wheel off by friday so i can get it resurfaced some where.<br /><br />I got a few questions.<br /><br />How heavy is the trans it self? i dont want to get squashed trying to drop it or if im gonna need 5 shaved apes to help hold it up and reattach it.<br /><br />What fluids should I use to refill the trany and transfer case?<br /><br />Where can I find the specs for all the bolts?<br /><br /><br />While im in there i think im gonna take the side cover off of the trans and tighten the gears down like it says in the VFAQ for the shifter movement.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||11-25-2003||11:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Evilnissan:<br /><strong> <br /><br />I got a few questions.<br /><br />How heavy is the trans it self? i dont want to get squashed trying to drop it or if im gonna need 5 shaved apes to help hold it up and reattach it.<br /><br />I think it is around 125 pounds or so. Get a buddy and a jack.<br /><br />What fluids should I use to refill the trany and transfer case?<br /><br />Go to a GM dealer and get Syncromesh gear oil or BG Syncroshift... both are awesome. Redline works great in the transfer case and rear diff.<br /><br />Where can I find the specs for all the bolts?<br /><br />Shop manual. The first section of each 'chapter' has all the torque specs I believe...<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||Evilnissan||11-28-2003||12:34 AM||||Well I finaly got started tonight, So far I have the transfer case out, front exhaust off( the flex pipe was bad and riped in half and the bolts on the car wont come off) All that left is poping the axels out of the tranny and droping it. Then puting it all back togather.<br /><br />Im gonna have to make a getto flex pipe and take my cat off. <br /><br />Im gonna pick up the clutch kit and oil's tomarrow morning.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000013||Evilnissan||11-29-2003||06:44 PM||||Well its done, New clutch is in, new manifold back 2 inch exhaust ( no Cat) New Tie rod ends, New fluid in tranny and transfer case.<br /><br /><br />It drive great!! The new Tie rod ends make such a big difference! Its gonna take a while to get use to the new clutch and break it in correctly.<br /><br />Took about 8-10 hours total to do it all with a lot of time wasted on stuck bolt and lining the tranny back in on the install.<br /><br />I broke 3 extensons on the bolts that hold the tanny mount to the transmission.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000014||Darkside||11-30-2003||01:14 AM||||hey s_firestone,<br /><br />where you get the switchable 2wd/Awd tranny at and how much it is. I like to know. Thank you||67.125.104.223||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000015||s_firestone||11-30-2003||09:13 AM||||I got mine by sheer luck after the company that shipped me a regular W5M33-2-NQBK AWD transmission and the trucking company dropped it and smashed the bell housing.  <br /><br />The only other transmission they had at the time was a switchable but since it was missing the vents normally found on top of Turbo AWD transmissions they had not previously considered it.  They hooked up a clutch disc and we measured the gear ratios and it was identical to the 91-92 GVR4 transmission.<br /><br />The company is Metric Motors in Utah <a href="http://www.metricmotors.org/" target="_blank">http://www.metricmotors.org/</a><br /><br />The guy I talked to was Chris Cologna and he really did me right.  His email is:  chrisc@metricmotors.org||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes



ubb/Forum2/003963.cgi
A||||8||thejeebus2002||Everyone...You are not going to believe what i did!!!||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-24-2003||11:28 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Well, buttoning up the new galant last night, fixed oil leak on the return line, changed oil and filter, ran some wires for illumination on the gauges and checked my ignition timing.  Well, I hook everything up and check the timing-was 15 degrees after TDC!!!  Wow, no wonder im getting so much knock.  Well, I adjust it back to 5 degreees.  time-adjust-check, until i get it right, well the last time i knelt down the aim teh gun I heard a fooshuuuuuuuuuuk, the DAMN wires got caught in the belts.  My roomate standing there eating nachos (i think he was stoned-denied it, pissed cuz he didn't grab me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ) anyhow, i yell to him, "TURN IT OFF, TURN IT OFF, TURN IT OFF!!!"  I swear it took him 15 seconds to get from where he was standing into the car, then another five to turn it off.  I was dumbfounded!!  The first five seconds he just looked at me with this stupid expression.  Haha, oh well, no harm done besides my timing gun cord being trashed.  I'm normally extremely careful when I do this for this express reason.  Was in a bit of a hurry this time though.  Anyone else have any similar stories?<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||bleck||11-24-2003||11:44 AM||||Hey Scott, I don't wanna rob your thread, but what was wrong with your return line, and how did you fix it??||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||11-24-2003||11:47 AM||||No problem. <br /><br />I just replaced teh gaskets first and put a thin layer of high temp RTV sealant on both of them.  Make sure it is a thin layer though.  You don't want to gob it on then have it squish inside the tube  blocking the return line.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||11-24-2003||03:01 PM||||Sorry to kind of jack you thread but has anyone ever used there datalogger to adjust there timing it seems that if you go and groung the timing advance wire and you use logger to see you timing it will be very easy to adjust to the correct spec. I want to believe it will also be more accurate than using a timing gun because you see the same amount as the ecu.||63.184.72.84||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||11-24-2003||03:04 PM||||I actually never thought of that.  I suppose you can, you still have to ground the wire on the firewall though. All this technology at my disposal and I always forget to use it.  IM LIKE CAVEMAN!!!<br /><br />good post!<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||thejeebus2002||11-24-2003||03:07 PM||||Actually, now that I think about it, im not sure if you can.  When you are adj. ignition timing you are looking for when the #1 spark plug is firing 5 degrees BTDC.  You can't see that with a logger-at least not with mine.  If you were looking at a logger you would just see the actual timing advance (10 degrees+).  thoughts, experience, anyone?<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||11-24-2003||03:28 PM||||I think you cannot. Not sure on the 4G63 though. I just did a 91 plain jane Galant, and was looking at the scanner and the timing light at the same time, and the scanner showed total timing, and the light showed actual timing. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||crucible||11-24-2003||06:21 PM||||Threads going in a different direction  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   I believe when you have the diagnostic connected and ground the engine timing terminal,your putting it in base idle adjustment mode.<br /><br />I closed/dropped my hood on my Palm M130 when I was trouble shooting.Screen busted and waiting to find a good deal on another.You can imagine the fine English that I was spewing.Big dummy I am||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||11-24-2003||06:24 PM||||NO, you cannot do that. The logger ASSUMES you have manually (with a timing light) set the base timing at 5 degrees. It doesn't really know.||68.209.73.110||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003964.cgi
A||||17||RallyVR4||Surge? Too rich? too lean?  help!||||1||||Paul||00002810
Z||000000||RallyVR4||11-24-2003||02:51 PM||paulvr4@yahoo.com||Hi all, <br /><br />So I'm confused...as I accelerate from 65mph in 3rd gear the car will start to hesitate at around 5k and a huuuge ball of smoke will come flying out of my exhaust.<br /><br />I monitor my jumptronix when this happens.  it reads .80 all the way to 5k, the car then starts to strutter and hesitate then it goes down volts go to .76ish and *POP!* the car spits out a ball of smoke.  <br /><br />what's up?  can someone tell me how I can diagnose this?  if I were going 65mph and i put it into 4th and gun it it will hesitate less, but no big smoke ball, what's going on w/ my car?<br /><br />I am running 18psi of boost on a small 16g turbo.  My old school AFC is set to -2 clicks and I have a 3" turbo back exhaust with stock IC, drop in KnN and walboro fuel pump.  WEIRD<br /><br />someone please give me feed back!!! Thanks in advnace!||166.77.209.190||reg||1||Paul||00002810||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||11-24-2003||03:05 PM||||First off .8 is VERY lean, .76 is  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  at that a/f ratio maybe it is you motor trying to self distruct.  Next what color is the smoke?||63.184.72.84||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||RallyVR4||11-24-2003||03:14 PM||||smoke color is like black<br /><br />what is the border of lean, neutral and rich?  like .85? .9?  what's "perfect?" so i know what to tune to.  thx||166.77.209.190||reg||1||Paul||00002810||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||11-24-2003||03:32 PM||||Pulled from RRE's site<br /><br />90-94 Turbo<br />The O2 voltage will vary a lot more from car to car. Your numbers can vary from these easily by as much as .05v. 1G cars have more grounding issues and 90s in particular will read leaner (lower voltage) With a 1G car the compression is lower too so you can run leaner before getting knock that retards timing. <br /><br />On 91 octane gas you will want .89 to .91v  If you are at a higher altitude then lower voltage is OK.<br />On 92 octane gas you will want .88v<br />On 93-94 octane gas you can get away with .86v<br /><br />The same applies to the O2 Voltage when the O2 sensor heats up, it will drop some.<br /><br />My car runs .91-.92. It mst be because of Jeff stellar chip  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> . Like RRE says we have alot of grounding problems. Clean up all the grounds on you car I change my 2 engine to firewall ground to 8 gauge high strand count copper wire. Also how old is you o2 sensor? Also check the wiring harness that goes to the o2 sensor connector mine had a poor conection so I has been rewired with bigger wire and took it out of the holder they have for it that is right next to the cylinder head which is why they have so many problems with those connectors.||63.184.72.84||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||11-24-2003||04:04 PM||||am i missing something here?  you have stock injectors, LEANED out, at 18 psi?  and a walbro, what size?  do you have an adjustable fpr?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Matt379||11-24-2003||04:11 PM||||also, get a datalogger so you can see what is going on.<br /><br />I tune by knock/timing more than 02 voltage.||68.51.113.173||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000006||Telecaster||11-24-2003||04:12 PM||||I run .76 at wot.  I think the 02 sensor's gonna crap out but its cycling at idle for the last couple weeks.  EGT's are at 800C at wot also, so its not lean.  Try richening up your setup again.||216.175.84.169||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||11-24-2003||08:06 PM||||That sounds like a bad tps,  get a datalogger and check everything to be sure.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000008||hecdws||11-24-2003||08:16 PM||||ok, i have the same thing going on with my car. it only happens if im holding the gas steady. if i accelerate a bit it clears up. what i think is my warlboro fuel pump is overrunning my fpr. so im going to slap on a afpr and see if i can cure this symptom. if it works ill let you know if not i will also. good luck. and for anyone who want to know i do data log and im not running lean. <br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000009||R332||11-24-2003||08:32 PM||||Sorry guys, but what do the "ground" have to do with the tuning, etc?  It wouldn't be hard to upgrade the grounds, is it really worth it?||137.186.225.201||reg||1||R332||00002894||yes
Z||000010||RallyVR4||11-24-2003||09:31 PM||||I have the jdm 510cc injectors with the 255 walboro, and its' leaned out a lot, let me go eat and will reply some more.||68.198.220.18||reg||1||Paul||00002810||yes
Z||000011||RallyVR4||11-25-2003||07:28 AM||||ok, so to add, I do not have an adjustable fuel pressure reg.   <br /><br />this morning I was driving and I decided to richen up my afc to +2 clicks, i forget the percentage.  but it was reading around .84 - it still hesitates, maybe it's my plugs, i changed them recently, or it can be my 7mm bosch wires i got to pass inspection.<br /><br />anyways, i was trying it again this morning and i was focusing on the jumptronix - i noticed that the numbers were at .84 and once it hit around 4,500 it jumped down to .76 and the power rush came, very very weird.  I think it's the cold, I live in NY and it's cold lately.  I didn't mod my mas - it's just an open can w/ K&N, I used to have a hacked mas, but - that didn't work b/c in the winter the car would have a hard time idling.<br /><br />Maybe I need new plugs, or even an adjustable fuel press reg.  too bad I wish it were easy, like before...sigh, I can't keep up to certain cars anymore, <br /><br />I wil try to get my hands on a data logger, but besides that, what else can I try?<br /><br />Thanks in advance guys...||68.198.220.18||reg||1||Paul||00002810||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||11-25-2003||11:46 AM||||A 255 will undoubtedly overrun the stock fuel pressure regulator.  Bar none.  Your fuel pressure has ceased to be linear and no amount of electronic tuning implements will correct for a mechanical deficiency.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||RallyVR4||11-25-2003||12:46 PM||||I guess it's time for a new one.<br /><br />Any suggestions?  I will check my usual people - roadraceengineering...I recall having to cut the fuel rail, but not 100%<br /><br />anyways, going back - if i get the adjustable FPR will running .80 be conisdered too lean still?||166.77.209.193||reg||1||Paul||00002810||yes
Z||000014||Duc Hunter||11-25-2003||02:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> That sounds like a bad tps, get a datalogger and check everything to be sure. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How so? <br /><br />In playing with my AEM EMS I notice that constant speed if the ECU leans (during autotune) the car too much it will buck and stumble pretty hard. If I richen my AFc up too much (when the EMS is not installed) the car wont buck, it just gets slow and sluggish with throttle response. IT does get soft stumbles, like missing, at WOT!<br /><br />I would get a data logger. I agree that tuning by timing and knock is better, using the O2 to make sure you are in the right area. All three together give you what you need. Tune for 15-18 degrees of timing at 7000 RPM for a given boost setting. If you have bad lifters and/or a bad knock sensor what you will find is that you will richen it up and get the knock to go away and your timing to be right. You will also see your O2 get rich and you will get some soft stumbling at high RPM because there is so much fuel that it cannot burn completely. Because you are so rich you wont see an EGT spike when the car sees knock and pulls timing because all that extra fuel will keep the exhaust cool. That is why EGT tuning alone won't work. Getting the picture here? <br /><br />I am not sure how the TPS can be involved but am eager to hear. Make sure your lifters are quiet, your knock sensor is not sticky/gooey, then replace your O2 (if it is white you are lean) and, with all those right, then go tune with you dad logger as noted above.||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000015||RallyVR4||11-28-2003||04:00 PM||||I lowered the boost to 14-15psi - still getting surge, I think I need to invest in adjustable fpr.  I'll report back.  Thanx||68.198.220.18||reg||1||Paul||00002810||yes
Z||000016||fast_gvr4||11-28-2003||06:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Paul:<br /><strong> I lowered the boost to 14-15psi - still getting surge, I think I need to invest in adjustable fpr.  I'll report back.  Thanx </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does it do it at 10 psi? Are u using the stock BOV?||172.175.137.187||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000017||Mitsuturbo||11-29-2003||01:34 AM||||Here's something that may have been missed.<br /><br />You aren't venting your BOV to atmosphere are you?  In my early days i tried that.. did exactly what you are talking about.<br /><br />It started at about 14psi and would get worse from there.  Especially at steady part throttle.<br />It was OK about 12psi and under, under any condition but part throttle decel.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/003965.cgi
A||||12||josh91vr4||How to remove oil pan?||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||11-24-2003||04:44 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Hi guys, i got an oil pan gasket because i was going to be under my car, but i don't see any way to get the darn thing off without taking off the xfer case as a minimum.<br /><br />Sooooo, is it possible to do without taking the transfer case off? if not, any pointers on how to get the transfer case off? I took off the 5 long bolts, but couldn't pry it free, i was afraid to put any more pressure on it then i did, didn't want to break anything.<br />Josh||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||11-24-2003||04:57 PM||||The transfer case has two locating pins that hold it on there after the bolts are out. Keep trying, it'll come off. To get the oil pan off you'll also have to loosen the two bolts that hold the axle shaft to the block because it is in the way of one or two of the oil pan bolts. The downpipe will need to be removed and I don't remember off the top of my head, but you may also have to remove the crossmember that goes front to back near the pan. I didn't know there was a gasket available. The manual says to just use a bead of RTV. That's all that was on my pan when I pulled it and mine never leaked.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-24-2003||05:17 PM||||FWIW, I don't think mitsu made factory oil pan gaskets. They're all aftermarket. I have a clevite oil pan gasket on my car.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||drew||11-24-2003||05:18 PM||||FWIW, I don't think mitsu made factory oil pan gaskets. They're all aftermarket. I have a clevite oil pan gasket on my car.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||11-24-2003||05:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> FWIW, I don't think mitsu made factory oil pan gaskets. They're all aftermarket. I have a clevite oil pan gasket on my car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does it work alright? Back when I had my Jeep I needed to replace the valve cover gasket on its 4.0 I6. The dealer didn't have one and said it needed a whole new valve cover because the cover and gasket were "as one". I tried a felpro that was supposed to work and it leaked horribly so I bought the new valve cover instead for IIRC ~$90. Ever since then I've been leary about aftermarket gaskets where the service manual calls for RTV.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||drew||11-24-2003||05:26 PM||||Yeah, it works fine, no problems.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||11-24-2003||05:50 PM||||Same here. Felpro oil pan gasket, leak free. Make sure you use sealant at the front case and rear main splits. Also, use sealant on the oil pan bolt threads.<br /><br />Removing something that is sealed with a gasket is a LOT easier than something that is sealed only with silicone.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||11-24-2003||06:01 PM||||I have two friends that do REGULAR work on our engines.  <br />Tym @ Buschur, and Roger McCoy @ JBA Mitsubishi in Glen Burnie, MD. Neither of them use an aftermarket gasket.  I've built a couple of engines myself and I follow their advice and the SHOP MANUALS advice.<br /> You do NOT have to use an aftermarket oil pan gasket.  Our cars didn't come with a gasket, and the Mitsubishi shop manual doesnt call for one.  <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000008||josh91vr4||11-24-2003||07:14 PM||||I totally agree - if i were building an engine, i'd want it done as close to factory specs as possible. However, i'm not. I've got oil leaks and want the easiest way to fix them until i DO get a new engine, which might be a while. This one has a lot of life left in it i think  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000009||4g63t||11-24-2003||08:02 PM||||Hey, when you unbolt the axle support bearing thing, make sure to support the axle so it doesn't sag. If it sags, it WILL lean on the seal at the tranny and cause a leak! Save yourself the headache.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000010||04DrBlur||11-24-2003||10:19 PM||||If you order a oil pan gasket from Mitsu you get a 13.00 tube of silicone in the mail. Just like any other vehicle out there.||209.244.91.157||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000011||91GVR4||11-25-2003||07:57 PM||||I also have a gasket on my oil pan and it solved all my leakage problems that come with a old beat up oil pan. I tried just RTV but had no luck, now just the only leaks I have are from the rest of the engine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  . The cross member has to come off also.||63.156.32.25||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000012||Kibo||11-26-2003||07:41 AM||||A mechanic that I trust at the local dealership told me to just buy the Mitsu silicone sealant and be done with it--he said it works better than other types of RTV he's used.  After several oil pans and a diff cover, I agree.  Leak-free is nice.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   It's the same sealant for the oil pan, tranny sections, diff cover, etc.||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/003966.cgi
A||||1||GRV4726||got my cooler||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||11-24-2003||05:52 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||ok so i got my cooler. woohoo. c&r's a good company to deal with. <br /><br />anyway. the cooler i got is 11.25 by 4 by 2<br /><br />its nice and all, but it came with -16 an fittings. pretty big.  so i just wanted to make sure that i could remove them.. the problem is that its painted over so i cant tell if its just one peice. <br /><br />so what should i do?||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-25-2003||11:53 AM||||Spend a small fortune on adapters.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/003967.cgi
A||||13||atsiauto||AWD AWS Diamante ? anybody ? B.S.?||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||11-24-2003||08:52 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||<a href="http://www.starquestclub.com/index.pl?board=bullcrap;action=display;num=1066285898;start=0" target="_blank">http://www.starquestclub.com/index.pl?board=bullcrap;action=display;num=1066285898;start=0</a>   I have been trying to get this numbskull to send me  the vin maybe Iceman could figure out what it is I detect BS, but  maybe somebody here Knows anything about it.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Ash||11-24-2003||10:04 PM||||we have them here called Magna's though (instead of the rest of the world's Diamante name)  Brand new though, only for the last year, 3000GT drivetrain I believe<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.com.au/mitssite/jsp/pages/vehicles/vehicles_group.jsp?group=magna" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi-motors.com.au/mitssite/jsp/pages/vehicles/vehicles_group.jsp?group=magna</a>||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||11-24-2003||10:36 PM||||i know there is a 6-speed 3000GT VR-4 drivetrained Diamante located in colorado, i dunno if its got the AWD/AWS though.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||11-24-2003||10:45 PM||||<a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.nz/diamante_sedan.html#" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.nz/diamante_sedan.html#</a> <br /><br />ES-AWD I knew that the 3KGT was based on the Diamante, thats why it's so heavy.||64.233.106.101||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||atc250r||11-24-2003||10:50 PM||||I can't say for sure but I have been told by the instructors at Mitsubishi's training center that the 1st gen Diamante was available in Japan with the TT/AWD set up like our 3KGT has. The 3K and 1g Diamante are basically the same platform. If I remember right you can actually see where the driveshaft would fit since the floorpan is prepped for it. I doubt they would have sold a prototype to anyone though, story sounds like BS to me.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||11-25-2003||09:24 AM||||Curious.  Why no pictures of the suspension if it is AWD, to show that it is.  Yeah Scotty, I'll check it out if you can get VIN or body number.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||NZGZR4||11-25-2003||03:52 PM||||The F27A body diamante did indeed come from the factory with AWD.<br />It was 3.0 V6 NA Auto,  I'm not sure if manual was available or not.<br /><br />The rear subframe is very much like a VR4/1gDSM but the diff is mounted differently, and on rubber bushes.||219.88.139.202||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||11-25-2003||04:05 PM||||Yeah he said this was a NA model Im leaning on em for the VIN ..||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||bazeng||11-25-2003||10:15 PM||||nah<br />there are awd magna's (diamante)<br /><br />developed in australia..<br />n/a v6.. 180kw's i believe<br /><br />they use the evo rear diff, etc..<br /><br />seen quite a few on the roads.. heavy mo fo's though<br /> <a href="http://www.automotivepersonnel.com.au/news/082003/magna.php" target="_blank">Magna Review</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.webwombat.com.au/motoring/news_reports/8_10_mit1.htm" target="_blank">another awd magna</a>||144.137.35.43||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000009||NZGZR4||11-27-2003||12:01 AM||||Those are pictures of the new AWD Diamante.<br />The one that was asked about is a early 90's model.<br />This generation (F26A-F27A) had a rear subframe very much like the VR4/1gDSM AWD's.||219.88.139.112||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000010||Turbogeek||11-27-2003||05:49 AM||||There was a 4wd non turbo Galant E39A. It is a JDM only. I saw one about two months ago and it did surprise me that it existed. <br /><br />What you might find is that it's no BS as AWD turns up in all sorts of JDM and Canadian (!) exported cars from the late 80's. <br /><br />And yes, the AWD Magna Mitsu Aust has now is pretty damn good.||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000011||drew||11-27-2003||12:44 PM||||when you say it's and awd nt gvr4, did it have aws? If it didn't, those were semi commonplace, with n/a 4g63 equipped awd galants in canada and the usa.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||Evilnissan||11-27-2003||01:22 PM||||I got  one of the NT AWD Galant GS-x,<br /><br />I think It says E38 on the firewall.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000013||blitzr4||11-28-2003||06:50 AM||||here in NZ we get all the JDM galants.<br /><br />there is a "VXS" model Galant which has AWS, AWD but has an N/A 4G63<br /><br />and we also have a VR-X Diamante. and i think the 1999-2002 ones are very attractive!!!<br /><br />heres a link of one i found for sale here in NZ with a pic   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />[url= http://www.autopoint.co.nz/marketplace/UsedCarDetail.asp?ID=2283362&Criteria=%40Make%3D%27MITSUBISHI%27%2C+%40Model%3D%27DIAMANTE%27%2C+%40OrderBy%3D%27P2%27&NoOfRecs=207&PageNo=1& chkRows=500]http://www.autopoint.co.nz/marketplace/UsedCarDetail.asp?ID=2283362&Criteria=%40Make%3D%27MITSUBISHI%27%2C+%40Model%3D%27DIAMANTE%27%2C+%40OrderBy%3D%27P2%27&NoOfRecs=2 07&PageNo=1& chkRows=500[/url]<br /><br />Richie||203.167.213.74||reg||1||blitZR-4||00002367||yes



ubb/Forum2/003968.cgi
A||||5||Cybernerd2||Intake Manifold nipple ||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-24-2003||08:55 PM||||Hi guys,<br /><br />Is there a missing hose that should connect to that nipple?<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2042" alt=" - " />||219.92.155.21||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-24-2003||08:58 PM||||You should plug it or hook it up to your boost gauge. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||11-25-2003||01:59 AM||||My Defi boost gauge is connected to the one located near the FPR.||219.92.155.54||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||11-25-2003||10:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> You should plug it or hook it up to your boost gauge. <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that will work for the boost/vacuum, but it dont see NOTHING below 3k rpm.  so, if you dont care what is going on below 3k use it.  but, plug it, because it will leak vacuum/boost.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||11-25-2003||11:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  but, plug it, </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hehehe, he said <i>Buttplug.</i>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||11-25-2003||11:37 AM||||dirty post...nipples, buttplugs, I like it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />If it is a 'P' port, use it for boost, else cap it off!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/003969.cgi
A||||2||klo91vr4||oxygen sensor||||1||||Kevino||00002134
Z||000000||klo91vr4||11-24-2003||09:15 PM||k.obee@sbcglobal.net||A quick question.  I have gotten opposing answers so far.  Is there a front and a rear oxygen sensor or just a front one?||67.39.244.65||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||11-24-2003||09:27 PM||||In the VR4, there's only a front one.  On 2Gs, and other OBDII cars, there is both a front one, and a rear one.||24.60.208.158||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||11-24-2003||09:27 PM||||Just in the front.<br /><br />*edit* Pappy beat me.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/003970.cgi
A||||15||HKS VR-4||Running wires through the firewall...WHERE????||||1||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||11-24-2003||09:34 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I'm trying to install an HKS EVC and I don't know where to run the harness. I've already used up the one with the speedo cable. I heard theres another one on the passenger side, but I haven't been able to locate it. Is that a myth or I'm not looking hard enough???...If there isn't, is there somewhere I can make a hole????<br /><br />THANKS, KEN||4.42.226.40||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||drew||11-24-2003||09:53 PM||||it is up high, kinda behind the windshield washer reservoir.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Oztek||11-24-2003||10:56 PM||||It's not a myth, it's there and it's the absolute best way to send wires thru to the passenger compartment.<br /><br />You'll have to remove the passenger side wheel, and enough of the screws on the fender-liner to peal it back.  You'll see the gromet.||68.21.40.222||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000003||HKS VR-4||11-25-2003||01:31 AM||||Ok...now are both of you talking about the same location or is this two different location???<br /><br />DREW - if i remove the windshield reservoir i should see it??? Where does it come through behind the dash board???<br /><br />Oztek - Where does that come through behind the dash board or passenger side???<br /><br />...or anyone else...<br />THANKS, KEN   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.72.219.246||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000004||drew||11-25-2003||01:48 AM||||<img src="http://www.brownout.com/albums/gvr4/IMG_0177.sized.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />see the hole? top left.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||11-25-2003||01:51 AM||||Holy Crap!!! thats a serious setup you have there Drew....what kinda times are you lookin for when done??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000006||drew||11-25-2003||02:23 AM||||not my car... mike green's under "news"||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||HKS VR-4||11-25-2003||02:35 AM||||hmmm...i see 2 holes...haha...one under the struct bar and over the struct bar on the left side...haha...meh  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  I'll figure it out when I take off the reservoir tank. Shouldn't be hard going behind all the crap under the dash right???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />THANKS, KEN   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.72.219.246||reg||6||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000008||HKS VR-4||11-25-2003||02:36 AM||||OH, I forgot to ask, what normall goes to that hole anyways???? Is it just plugged up????   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.72.219.246||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000009||stevevr4||11-25-2003||07:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<br /><strong> Ok...now are both of you talking about the same location or is this two different location???<br /><br />DREW - if i remove the windshield reservoir i should see it??? Where does it come through behind the dash board???<br /><br />Oztek - Where does that come through behind the dash board or passenger side???<br /><br />...or anyone else...<br />THANKS, KEN    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are talking about two different locations.. the one in the wheel well is HUGE and comes out behind the glove box.  I used that for my 4gauge power for the stereo.  The one in the engine compartment looks like your best bet though.||69.34.162.231||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||Oztek||11-25-2003||08:56 AM||||Nope that's not the one that I'm talking about.  Take a look in the engine compartment, on the front of the passenger-side wheel well.  There is a gromet there with some wires going thru it.<br /><br />That's the one I'm talking about.  That gromet has a sister gromet that goes thru to the passenger compartment.  It comes out just above the wiring harness for the ECU.  <br /><br />To get to the inner gromet, you have to remove the passenger-side tire and the flexable trim in the wheel well.  You don't have to remove all the shielding, but you might want to the first time just to see what you are dealing with.<br /><br />We've found that this is the absolute best way to run wires.  There is a TON of space and you don't have to cut any holes int he firewall.||68.21.40.222||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000011||stevevr4||11-25-2003||09:36 AM||||Those are the ones I used Oztek.    <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon14.gif" alt=" - " />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||11-25-2003||10:05 AM||||yup.  pull off the right front wheel, remove the innner fender liner, and it is right there, below the windshield.  big, oval rubber grommet, you can almost get your whole hand thru there.  then, further forward, about where the battery is(was) is another nice hole.  i used both for my cable when i put the battery in the trunk.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||11-25-2003||11:37 AM||||FWIW, I don't think you have to remove the wheel to do this with the front on stands.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||HKS VR-4||11-25-2003||12:08 PM||||Sweet...I'll check out all locations and see what I can do.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  The harness I'm trying to get through is probably equivalent to the size of a 4 guage wire, I'll probably go through the fender. The hole behind the windshield fluid, isn't that where the main engine harness goes through the firewall???||12.72.206.172||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000015||drew||11-25-2003||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<br /><strong> The hole behind the windshield fluid, isn't that where the main engine harness goes through the firewall??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yes||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/003971.cgi
A||||7||HKS VR-4||Ignition Coil removal||||8||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||11-24-2003||09:36 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Trying to swap out my igntion coil, but it gets stuck. Is there some kind of a trick to getting that thing out or do I bascially have to remove everything (fuel rail, etc.) just to get to it???<br /><br />THANKS, KEN||4.42.226.40||reg||8||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||Ant||11-24-2003||09:45 PM||||You don't have to remove anything else to get it out.  There are 3 or 4 screws holding it make sure you get the all.  I think one or two on top and one or two on the side.<br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000002||atc250r||11-24-2003||11:30 PM||||I just popped mine out the other night to swap them over to the Cyclone. There is a bolt that may be tough to see if the motor is in the car, it is kind of in the middle of the intake, you'd see it looking from the driver's side towards the passenger's side. Hope this helps.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000003||HKS VR-4||11-25-2003||01:27 AM||||Ergh...I removed all the bolts...total of 4, 2 on top, 1 on the side, and another all the way in the back. It wiggles around, pulls out like an inch and gets caught on something.<br /><br />So you guys are saying that it should just pull right out???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.72.219.246||reg||8||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||11-25-2003||01:49 PM||||I actually had to take the fuel rail bolts out and move it to the side a little bit to get the coil out.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000005||JAYGVR4||11-25-2003||01:51 PM||||Its tricky, but you have to kinda jiggle it at various angles to pull it free.  I'm assuming that you've already unlugged the harnesses, but incase you haven't, do so now.  I didn't have to remove anything but the 4 bolts, and when I got my fresh coil in there, I just replaced the 2 that are vertical to the coil<br /><br />Good luck!  It takes me about 10 minutes to work it outta there once its unbolted, and I've done this a couple times||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000006||crucible||11-29-2003||10:38 AM||||Just replaced my coil and it was a bit of a battle.what I had to do was bend the wire holder clamp on the coil that sits below the fuel rail.Tugged on the coil for awhile until I noticed the clamp was hitting.Other than this and disconnecting fpr vac line all ya need is patience.And maybe a back brace<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||11-30-2003||05:49 AM||||Or, you could hook a come along to it and the nearest tree, and just crank away till it pops out...lol.  Extreme, but it would work...||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/003972.cgi
A||||1||drew||Tuning using VPC/AFC||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-25-2003||12:41 AM||||I just got my keydiver chip (you the man Keydiver!) and I'm planning on putting it in soon. I'm running 660s and a vpc w/550 chip, and Keydiver modified the chip to compensate for this. <br /><br />I figure this is gonna change all my fuel levels significantly, and that I should start back from 0 with everything. That is, with the VPC and the SAFC settings all at 0.<br /><br />Does anyone forsee any problems with this? How did you all with VPC/AFC combos set your baseline? did you mess with the VPC settings at all, or did you just do all your tuning via AFC?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||pisces_0||11-25-2003||10:11 AM||||Set everything back to zero and begin with a baseline run to see where you're at.  Might want to click the gain a bit lean, but I can't say for sure as I'm not sure what Keydiver does to his chips to compensate for the VPC.  Anyhoo, log O2 trim and try to get it as close to 100 as possible with the gain and response on the VPC.  From there you can fine tune the RPM points with the SAFC.  I've got this combo in my car and absolutely love it.  I'd read that it was a bear to tune and drive around town, and with it tuned in well it's tough to tell that I'm not running a MAS anymore.  HTH...||64.199.238.190||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum2/003973.cgi
A||||18||4drwhore||injector ?||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||11-25-2003||02:04 AM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||I have a set of denso 660s. I know they are the best style injectors for DSM's due to the spray patern. Coming up here I will be overflowing these injectors and be needing to go to something bigger. What kind do I want? I was looking at ball/seat style but are those the kind that we are not suposed to use? FYI I will be going to 880 injectors||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||11-25-2003||02:34 AM||||880's, thats a lot of fuel.  Just by my FIC 780's from me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.175.84.169||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||11-25-2003||12:58 PM||||No thanks I don't think 780s will still flow enough. Thank you guys so much for your input on this topic for me you have been a great deal of help.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||16GVR4||11-25-2003||03:32 PM||||My previous owner said my car has the 660 Denso injectors. When I cross-reference the model number with RRE, it matches.<br /><br />However, I felt that my 660 ND is flowing much more than 660cc. I run ChargedAir AFPR set to the stock fuel-pressure.<br /><br />I have been having to set my AFC+MAFT as if I were running 750cc injectors.<br /><br />Do you also have the same issue with your ND 660 ? Does ND 660 actually flow more than 660cc/min ?<br /><br />Have you considered increasing your base fuel pressure to get more flow out of your 660 ?||63.196.0.252||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-25-2003||03:43 PM||||My maft is also set for something like 750 injectors with denso 660s from RRE. However I am overrunning my stock FPR at the moment. I'll retune this weekend when I fix that and rereport||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||11-25-2003||04:12 PM||||I actually have a tmo chip setup for 720's with global compensation and a AFPR with the FP set at 52||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||11-25-2003||05:21 PM||||You have a 'tmo' chip set for 720s??? That was not and is not a TMO option??? (or am I wrong)<br /><br />On this board we only use KEYDIVER chips. lol. I am sure he would make you a deal so you would not have to admit you had a 'tmo' chip anymore. (he needs to sell some of them on ebay anyway).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||11-25-2003||05:27 PM||||Sorry I get my chips for free, its a TMO chip that is modified but based on the TMO chips. I know you guys use keydriver but unless keydriver can socket and give me all the free chips i want whenever I want unfortunitally I wont have a use for his chips.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||11-26-2003||03:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Sorry I get my chips for free, its a TMO chip that is modified but based on the TMO chips. I know you guys use keydriver but unless keydriver can socket and give me all the free chips i want whenever I want unfortunitally I wont have a use for his chips. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1) That's a violation of the copyright on the TMO chips.  We're going to martyr you.<br /><br />2) Keydiver does (for good standing GalantVR4.org members) give free chips.  You can socket it yourself if you can fit a square peg in a square hole.  It's even easier than <i>soldering in</i> the actual socket to begin with.<br /><br />3) With that attitude I'm surpised you get anything at all.  You say you have 660's and a chip set up for 720's?  That sounds pretty stupid.  52 psi of fuel?  That's about 20% more fuel for your 10% more injector.  WTF?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||11-26-2003||05:09 AM||||Why would Keydiver have to socket your ecu if it is already socketed for the TMO chip anyway?<br /><br />And WTF is your problem?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   You're awfully cocky in this thread. You're sure you need 880's but you don't know what type of style you need? For somebody *so* sure of what he needs I'm surprised you wouldn't know the style needed.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||Kibo||11-26-2003||07:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Luke:<br /><strong>Do you also have the same issue with your ND 660 ? Does ND 660 actually flow more than 660cc/min ?<br /><br />Have you considered increasing your base fuel pressure to get more flow out of your 660 ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've sent in several sets of ND 660's for flow testing and cleaning, and I've had several injectors that were returned flowing nearly 720cc/min (!).  The crazy thing is, this is considered "in spec" by most manufacturers...!<br /><br />I'm still hunting around for other injectors to make full matched sets; basically I have two of these monster-flowing injectors.  Send yours in for testing; maybe we can make some trades.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Full flow-testing for a set of 4 by Rich at <a href="http://www.cruzinperformance.com/fuelinj.html" target="_blank">cruzinperformance.com</a>  is ~$25, or $50 if you have them cleaned as well.||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||11-26-2003||07:42 AM||||I need to do this Erik with my 660s.  Of course i'm sure I'm horribly overrunning my FPR until later this weekend but my injectors seem to flow a ton based on my MAFT settings.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||Kibo||11-26-2003||08:03 AM||||Sweet, join the bandwagon!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   We've sent in two sets thus far; Paul is sending his as soon as he gets a chance to swap them out.||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000013||4drwhore||11-26-2003||09:57 AM||||Im running 52lbs because my injector duty cycle was 122% at 28lbs of boost. Technically its not a violation of TMO copyright because its not all the same thing or what not. Thats cool that galantvr4.org people get free chips from keydriver, I'd be suprised if i got one just as if i just got help with this post. Seems like you guys arent really willing to help someone unless they are in your little "circle".||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000014||4drwhore||11-26-2003||10:20 AM||||Sorry if I come off like I have an attitude. Sometimes I just get frustrated, I know I don't know everything about dsm's or galants so when I do have a questioin which isoften I bring it here. Sometimes I don't even know why I bring it here because to me it seems you guys are that willing to help out "newbie" galanters or someone you don't know. I thought the whole idea of a dsm message board was to help out your fellow dsm'ers. I just wanted some help and it seemed like I had to pull teeth to get it. Sorry for the attitude.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||11-26-2003||10:27 AM||||Hey 4drwhore,<br /><br />I don't think we were trying to avoid your question and I understand about needing larger injectors on that much boost.  We kind jacked your thread into 660 info and chips but that wasn't the intent. The guys around here are just big supportors of Jeff with the crap he has been going through lately.<br /><br />As far as LARGE injectors go, the 880 from injector clinic have been working just fine for people. I'd get that style if you have the need. Also watch your fuel pressure.  A supra or walbro 255 may or may not keep up at that fuel supply level especially if you are spraying.  I've been warned an external will be needed for me next year at 30psi + 100 shot direct port next year. It gets a bit harder to find information in the 25+psi range on these cars. The info is out there but not nearly as many people run in that range as I'm learning myself.  Hit me up if you have more questions and good luck.  You ought to be posting so fast times next season  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||4drwhore||11-26-2003||10:31 AM||||Thank you pivay. I understand people on here are behind Jeff with the whole chip deal going on, i hae been reading about it and I'm behind him too. But I had my chip before I even found out about galantvr4.org non the less keydriver otherwise it seems I would go with him, especially since now supisidly handing out chips to this message boards members for free.  Thanks for the warning about the fuel pressure, but I do not spray and probably wont be in the near future but will eventually have to go with an external fuel pump since I am looking into getting a fuel cell for my car.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000017||tplesko||11-26-2003||10:34 AM||||Remember too that the higher the FP the lower the flow.  The larger injectors will help that situation but at 30psi+52 base the total FP is 82 psi!  Even the supra pump is probably having a hard time keeping up the flow with that...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000018||AWDnot2||11-27-2003||11:24 PM||||If you raise your base FP and had no source of fuel control, would that make your car run rich at idle and cruising speeds?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes



ubb/Forum2/003974.cgi
A||||19||HKS VR-4||Positive Camber??? WTF????||||8||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||11-25-2003||12:12 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I noticed that on my car, the front driver side has positive camber. Now I know when I get an alignment, I know I can't adjust the camber. I haven't found anything damaged with the suspension (control arm, ball joints, etc.) The only thing I know is that the shock/strut is blown and is sitting lower than the passenger side. Would that cause positive camber???? I don't get it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.72.206.172||reg||8||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||HKS VR-4||11-26-2003||12:12 AM||||(BUMP)<br /><br />Any input???...anyone???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.72.207.168||reg||9||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000002||Pappy||11-26-2003||12:18 AM||||Having the passengerside lower could cause positive camber on the driverside I would think.  Seems logical.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||11-26-2003||12:19 AM||||Has your car ever been wrecked.  my car was hit in the front right and it can be aligned pretty closed on the camber.  They put some shitty camber bolt in to do it.  I am going to get a better one to give me more adjustment or camber plates.  The only real way to fix it though is to have the frame straightened.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||11-26-2003||12:32 AM||||I bet your hub is bent. I did that to my car several times. The cast iron piece that houses the wheel bearing and has the hole for the tie rod ball joint.. that one.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Ash||11-26-2003||02:18 AM||||Whiteline have camber correction kits, my passanger side (your driverside) wheel has the same prob.<br /><br />Bimishi's explanation sounds right to me||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||11-26-2003||03:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I bet your hub is bent. I did that to my car several times. The cast iron piece that houses the wheel bearing and has the hole for the tie rod ball joint.. that one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So basically, bottom line...i'm screwed  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  How does it get bent anyways??? The car was not involved in any accidents. Steering feels tight and not sloppy. It does vibrate though at high speeds. <br /><br />If I get camber plates, would that fix my camber problem????? I mean, if you eye ball the wheel right now, you can really tell there is positive camber. Its eating up my tire really bad. Also, if my hub is bent or something, wouldn't my wheel like fly off?????  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  This blows....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.72.216.171||reg||9||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000007||Telecaster||11-26-2003||05:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Whiteline have camber correction kits, my passanger side (your driverside) wheel has the same prob.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">As does mine.  I put in 1G TEL AWD springs on the front last night and i noticed that the 1 of the 2 (the top) lower strut mounting bolt was a 14mm on the passenger side than the 17mm on the driver side.  Whats up with that     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    ?  <br /><br />Also (type in zip, galant): <br /> <a href="http://www.partsamerica.com/SelectParts.asp?parttype=129&ptset=A&searchfor=Alignment+Camber+Kit" target="_blank">http://www.partsamerica.com/SelectParts.asp?parttype=129&ptset=A&searchfor=Alignment+Camber+Kit</a>   <br />Mcquay Norris AA3641 <br />Front & Rear Camber Adjusting Bolt: For 12mm OE Strut Spindle Bolts; 4 Whl. Alignment Type <br /><br />Anyone heard of these camber bolts?||216.175.116.249||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000008||Kibo||11-26-2003||07:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I bet your hub is bent. I did that to my car several times. The cast iron piece that houses the wheel bearing and has the hole for the tie rod ball joint.. that one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So basically, bottom line...i'm screwed   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Screwed?  No.  The "right" way to fix it would be to just replace the steering knuckle.  If the camber is very slight you can slot your upper strut mounting hole and get some camber back that way, or equivalently use eccentric camber bolts.  Camber plates may work as well, but that's certainly more expensive than just fixing the knuckle.||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||11-26-2003||08:38 AM||||Yeah, you can get the knuckle from a junkyard and install it yourself. It may be from a previous owner who curbed his car and replaced everything but that part. Is the control arm on that side in better shape than the other? That would be a telltale sign. <br /><br />If I were you I'd do that or consult an alignment shop before doing corrective action to cover up a faulty part.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||11-26-2003||10:43 AM||||i had mine on the frame machine.  the unibody on these cars is really hard to pull back, and the body shop couldnt or wouldnt do it.  so, i had i think ingalls kits put on the front.  my car was in a wreck by the previous owner, right after she bought it.  i KNOW  the right side strut tube was slightly bent.  i did buy some used knuckles, and have them rebuilt, but now i have second thoughts, i would advise you to first pay to put it on the frame machine, and see if it is bent, or if a changeable part is no good.  it cost me 45 bucks just to put it on the frame machine, then hourly after that.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||HKS VR-4||11-26-2003||11:04 AM||||I did an alignment at the dealer and the only thing they said is the shock is blown, toe was 3 degrees off. So basically I should just replace the knuckle?||12.72.213.189||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000012||agrabau||11-26-2003||11:18 AM||||If nothing was wrong except for toe then why replace the knuckle? Toe is adjustable and your shock being blown won't effect alignment.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||iceman69510||11-26-2003||12:27 PM||||Don't know your timeline on this, but if you have positive camber and toe was off that much, I think you hit something if this all happened at once.  Maybe the dealer did not tell you camber was off because they can't/don't adjust it. Always ask for an "after" alignment results sheet to see what you have, and don't accept no for an answer.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000014||GRV4726||11-26-2003||12:48 PM||||not to jack your thread or anything but it seems as though you're problem is solved.  i didn't want to start a new thread so i'll ask my question in here<br /><br />i was putting my axle back in, and when i did that somehow i knocked the rotor loose. i don't know how but i noticed it was loose. so i figured putting the wheel back on would align everything and i would be alrightl. so i did. and then i set the car down to tighten it. well, it didn't feel right when i was tighening it so i stopped. and was a little freaked out. i raised the car back up and can now shake the whole rim.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   i'm an idiot. where should i start repairing? what parts do i need, i need to do this VERY quickly and tomorrow is turkey day so thats not good<br /><br />thanks a lot. sigh more problems  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000015||iceman69510||11-26-2003||01:11 PM||||The rotor should not be "tight" with the wheel off unless it is stuck to the hub.  Do you mean you knocked the hub loose?  That should be very difficult as it requires pressing to remove. If it is that loose, you may have a bad bearing.  If you can  "shake the whole rim" maybe you have a bad ball joint.<br /><br />Just make sure you have the rotor seated flat on the hub before installing the wheel if it is a loose rotor.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000016||GRV4726||11-26-2003||07:11 PM||||shake the whole rim is what is happening, so a bad ball joint? i'm guess the one that attaches the hub to the A arm? do you think i will be able to get the piece before the holidays are over, and am i fucked for that?  <br /><br />thanks||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000017||16GVR4||11-30-2003||12:26 AM||||You can get ingalls camber kit to add negative camber to your front wheels. My driver's side front wheel was also out of adjustment, and I had to use the ingall camber bolt. However, my car might also be slightly higher than stock. ( I use whiteline springs + spacer on the front ).<br /><br />For alignment I would recommend Ron's shop, Motorsport Techniques in Hayward. They have excellent service, and you can even sit in your car while the alignment is being done.<br /><br />He's also another GVR4 owner in this board.||66.124.255.236||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000018||HKS VR-4||11-30-2003||02:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Luke:<br /><strong> You can get ingalls camber kit to add negative camber to your front wheels. My driver's side front wheel was also out of adjustment, and I had to use the ingall camber bolt. However, my car might also be slightly higher than stock. ( I use whiteline springs + spacer on the front ).<br /><br />For alignment I would recommend Ron's shop, Motorsport Techniques in Hayward. They have excellent service, and you can even sit in your car while the alignment is being done.<br /><br />He's also another GVR4 owner in this board. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've heard of Motorsport Techniques, but never been there. Do you have the address????  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.72.192.111||reg||14||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000019||16GVR4||11-30-2003||05:00 PM||||Here's the address. You can also look up their address in yahoo yellow page.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.motorsporttechniques.com" target="_blank">http://www.motorsporttechniques.com</a><br />1410 W Winton Ave<br />Hayward, CA 94545-1332 <br /><br />Ask for Ron, one of the shop owner there. He has a white GVR4.||66.124.255.236||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes



ubb/Forum2/003975.cgi
A||||9||KingGalantVr4||Not quite grinding, but definatly not right||||5||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||11-25-2003||03:05 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||Ok guys, i'm having a hard time with this one, I'm not familiar with the DSM trany, so I'm going to rely on your intelect heavily!<br /><br />1-2 shift it doesn't grind, but it grabs and is notchy.  I can feel the synchro's, but its not grinding ... yet.<br /><br />2-3 shift is perfectly fine<br /><br />3-4 shift is perfect<br /><br />4-5 same way<br /><br />R I have to lift the clutch slightly<br /><br />Only way I can describe it is, it feels like I'm not depressing the clutch all the way.  I'm thinking the master/slave cylinder is at fault.  My 2600 feels EXTREAMLY heavy, but it ALWAYS holds!  3rd gear, 1bar, up a LARGE long hill it holds.<br /><br />Any help with this one is GREATLY appreciated.||68.33.20.210||reg||5||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||gixxer||11-25-2003||03:11 PM||||play with the clutch adjustment rod yet?  properly bled the lines?  the 1-2 shift on the non-double synchro'd trannies (most of us) is usually the hardest. what tranny fluid are you using?||149.169.70.79||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||11-25-2003||03:44 PM||||Eliminate your typical problems:  clutch pedal assembly wear.  bleed clutch hydraulics.<br /><br />Is the master cylinder leaking?<br /><br />Are you running the ACT clutch disc with the 2600?  In my case my car came with a 95 clutch disc on 2600 pressure plate.  The thickness difference causes the clutch to drag, causing intermittent gear grinding or crunching in all gears.<br /><br />If 1/2 is your only trouble, I will say it's the synchro.  2nd gear synchro always wears quickest.  If this is your original tranny, then it may be time for a rebuild.<br /><br />My tranny's 2nd gear synchro looked like (compared to a new one):<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1712" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1712&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The sleeve is trying to push the synchro against the gear, but the lack of ridges in the synchro doesn't create the fluid pressure needed to properly synchronize the shaft speeds.<br /><br />The resulting feel of the above worn synchro is that you think you put the shifter in place, but it pops out when you release the clutch.  However, if you try again and wiggle it'll bump another notch into place and then you're ok.  But I needed to watch the revs, because high rpms the thing wouldn't go into 2nd ever without careful matching.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||11-26-2003||03:05 AM||||Before digging into anything in the tranny, check the action on the shifter itself.  Verify that you're getting an equidistant throw in each gear.  Grinding 1st and tough R could simply be from slop in the shifter arms, twisted or misadjusted cables.<br /><br />Remove the in-car shifter cable (front-back) and rest the stick at dead-center.  The cable eye should match exactly the middle position (N) of the shifter, it also should not twist!  Adjust as necessary.  Do the same test for the selector cable (right-left).<br /><br />Other than that, see above.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||KingGalantVr4||11-26-2003||06:44 PM||||Where should I look for a good rebuilt trany?  I'm not looking for anything WILD, but dependable with an 18g is a must.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||11-26-2003||07:12 PM||||Nate on this board, or John Shephard for transmission work. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000006||hecdws||11-27-2003||01:31 PM||||ok heres a tip. remove the the line from the slave cylinder. inside the hole where the bolt goes theres a restrictor and a spring take them both out flush and fill your clutch fluid. this restrictor is like a 1/4 plastic piece with a pin hole in it for the fluid to pass. i used a pick to get it out. it helped my act 2600.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000007||Mariner31||11-27-2003||04:46 PM||||Besides TRE (who dont want to take my money) <br />who else has a webpage for tranny parts<br />that I can buy?||210.80.155.36||reg||1||Mariner31||00002411||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||11-27-2003||04:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> ok heres a tip. remove the the line from the slave cylinder. inside the hole where the bolt goes theres a restrictor and a spring take them both out flush and fill your clutch fluid. this restrictor is like a 1/4 plastic piece with a pin hole in it for the fluid to pass. i used a pick to get it out. it helped my act 2600.<br /><br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you saying to leave it out after the flush ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||hecdws||11-27-2003||10:44 PM||||yes leave it out. the fluid would pass thru a pin hole before now the space is 100 times bigger. my 2600 act now feels like a stock clutch.<br /><br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum2/003976.cgi
A||||10||andkilde||Are Cheap 3&quot; cats junk?||||1||||Ted Andkilde||00002209
Z||000000||andkilde||11-25-2003||05:03 PM||ted@andkilde.com||Hey gang<br /><br />Picked up a Tig welder today and I'm looking at fabbing up an exhaust for the VR4 as my first project.<br /><br />Are the cheap 3" universal (CarSound, etc) cats worth looking at? Or are they nasty and restrictive?<br /><br />TIA, Ted||216.8.171.78||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-25-2003||05:11 PM||||i just recently changed out my cat.  i had a 2.5 cat from rob a couple of years ago.  howard brought me a cat he just got, a catco, for under 100 bucks.  i bought a new random technologies cat.  the first cat, when held up to the sunlight, i could barely see thru. it had been on the car for 2+ years.   howard's cat was a heck of a lot better, but the random cat was by far the best.  random has some good writeups, and they are the most expensive.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||11-25-2003||08:11 PM||||When I do my exhaust I want the biggest cleanest 3" cat that I can find. I dont really care how restictive it is because it's only going to be on the car for one day every two years.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||11-25-2003||09:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> When I do my exhaust I want the biggest cleanest 3" cat that I can find. I dont really care how restictive it is because it's only going to be on the car for one day every two years. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">AMEN!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||curtis||11-25-2003||09:58 PM||||cat? whats that?.  Oh thats those things they put on stock exhaust.  Love the south||67.25.39.5||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||andkilde||11-27-2003||10:56 PM||||Ontario went nuts for emissions a couple of years back. We now have smog Nazis who brace people with three EnviroCop cars and do roadside inspections (not quite at gunpoint but I've been told it's not pleasant) -- they don't need PC, they can select people at random, which really makes it the ricer lottery...<br /><br />All cars get tested every two years, if you have visible smoke it's $500 for a first offence and they yank your car off the road -- failing a "random" roadside inspection is also a $500 fine. <br /><br />God knows what the fines are for tampering.<br /><br />So, a GVR4 is cool, as long as I stick with smog legal mods and avoid bling I should be able to get away with murder -- gotta keep the cat though.<br /><br />     Cheers, Ted||64.228.158.117||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000006||AWDnot2||11-27-2003||11:06 PM||||What if the car has out of state plates, do the laws still apply?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||11-27-2003||11:34 PM||||That sucks, I did a Google search for "catalytic review" once and got very little info. Some of these universal 3" Catco cats are clean enough for a 7.5L motor. I'd swap it for a straight through muffler most of the time. I'm sure you would want a high flow cat, supposedly good to 5.9L. <a href="http://discountconverter.com/" target="_blank">http://discountconverter.com/</a>||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||11-27-2003||11:36 PM||||try getting your hands on the heat shields for a cat, weld them around a 3 inch pipe and weld flanges on it a-la a real cat.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||11-28-2003||12:29 AM||||I just bought a 3" cat on ebay so I hope it is is a good fake and it really isnt a cat.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||andkilde||11-28-2003||11:07 AM||||I don't know about cars but they are roadside testing out of state diesel trucks. The standard is pretty low (50% opacity) but if they fail they have to be repaired before they can continue and the fines are levied.<br /><br />Cheers, Ted||64.228.158.117||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes



ubb/Forum2/003977.cgi
A||||1||Duc Hunter||Throttle Stop Switch/Idle Position Switch (IPS) Voltage||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-25-2003||06:19 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||A while back I took my throttle body apart and cleaned it. I "eyeballed" the IPS back in place. I was just setting it properly (15/16th of a turn in after the switch makes a ground contact) and noticed something funny. With the switch backed all the way out I get 11.5-11.0 volts or so across it (car off, - term of volt meter on switch terminal, + on the battery) and get 12.41 constant as soon as the switch "makes contact." Is this normal? Can someone check theirs and let me know? I thought it was suppose to read 0 volts when open and ~12 volts when it makes contact. Thanks!||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||11-26-2003||01:00 PM||||Bump! <br /><br />Can someone please go take a volt meter to their switch and test it? I did mine car off, neg term of volt meter to switch, positive to the battery terminal. The key was not even in the ignition. Thanks!||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/003978.cgi
A||||6||co172||Burning belts?||||1||||co172||00001380
Z||000000||co172||11-25-2003||09:20 PM||||Hey there.  My VR4 has been making some noises in the drive belt area that don't sound too good.  I can really only describe the noises as if something is kind of loose and grinding.  This had been going on for about a month or more.  Today the noise turning into something much louder with a kind of knock sound that was fairly slow.  Then I started to smell a burnt smell... kind of rubbery.  I got out of the car and the sound was really quite loud and it stunk pretty bad outside.  I think something was moments from going bad.  I shut the car down immediately.  I'm scared to start it back up now.  Does anyone have an idea what I might be looking for when I get inside there to troubleshoot?  Also, regarding timing belt failures.  Are they pretty much a sudden failure where they just snap?  The reason I'm asking is because I bought this car a short time ago and I can't tell when the belt was last changed.  BTW, the ECU caps have been changed =).  Thanks.<br /><br />-Colin||66.235.18.147||reg||1||co172||00001380||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-25-2003||09:41 PM||||harmonic balancer.  make sure it has not separated.  if it is separated, it CAN cost you a motor.  i would not even drive it until you can verify it is ok.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||11-26-2003||02:34 AM||||Colin, since you're in the Seattle area if you can't figure this out yourself then check out <a href="http://www.pinamotorsports.com" target="_blank">www.pinamotorsports.com</a> . Andreas Santoso from the nwdsm club opened a new shop and that is his web address for info. He's a great galant guy that can point you in the right direction if you need help.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-26-2003||02:57 AM||||I second Ken.  A friend's GVR4 had a very similar situation, and it turned out to be a separated balancer.  The outer part came off the rubber, and the rubber inside was spinning and rubbing.  It also caused his alternator to underspin, causing dim lights at idle and whatnot.||69.59.219.144||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||11-27-2003||12:34 AM||||I "third" Ken on this one.  That, or your alternator belt is totally fried and burning itself to death.  These cars put one hell of a load on the alternator, and even a brand new alternator and super tight brand new belt will squeal.  However, cranking the belts down tight to stop the squeal is usually what kills the crank balancer, because folks just tighten the alt belt without tightening the A/C belt to offset the torque of the alt belt.  Basically, you torque on the alt belt and it cocks the outer part of the balancer, shredding the rubber insert that divides the two parts of the balancer.  It only takes one uneven crank down of the alt belt to ruin the balancer.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||s_firestone||11-27-2003||09:17 AM||||Thanks for the tip Beemer.  I just got through tightening my alternator belt about another 1/4" to stop squeal that was happening sporadically.  Now I need to tighten the AC belt.  <br /><br />The belt was pretty loose, deflection being about 15mm using my calibrated Thumb meter.  I'm going to order a replacement harmonic balancer for my car immediately just in case.  <br /><br /><br />Let me get this straight though.  The OEM Harmonic balancer/pulley is the way to go for replacement right?  <br /><br />What is the concensus on the solid machined replacement pulleys and/or underdrive pulleys with respect to engine longevity on our aging 6 bolt engines?  My flywheel is stock but recently replaced.  I am aware that Buscher has a customed machined underdrive damper pulley but $350 (DOH!)  is a tad expensive.  <br /><br />Thanks in advance,<br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-27-2003||09:34 AM||||buschur did it right. he first came out with the machined aluminum underdrive pulleys, then pulled them, and went to the heavier dampened ones.  i would bet a snapped crank percipitated it.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/003979.cgi
A||||8||drew||Tuning Woes||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-25-2003||10:09 PM||||So for whatever reason my car will not tune. I've been logging it to get a better understanding of where my car is at, and I've come to see:<br /><br />1) o2 voltages at idle rest at a fairly steady .92v. when I'm cruising, it'll bounce back. If I take my foot off the pedal and let the car coast, I get negative 02 values according to my jumptronix gauge.<br /><br />2) fuel trims do not move.<br />High Trim stays at a constant 81%<br />Mid Trim stays at a constant 81%<br />Low Trim stays at a constant 97%<br /><br />I'm running ND 660s with a VPC/AFC combo. I have no adjustablility using the VPC/AFC. Even when I adjust the fuel with the vpc knobs or with the afc graphs, the trims stay the same. Any thoughts?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||11-25-2003||11:24 PM||||Drew,<br />Is this with my chip, or without? The trims will only update if the conditions are all right, like the coolant temperature has to be between like 185 and 205, or something close to that. I'm sure there are probably other sensors too that must be within a certain range for the fueltrims to take over. What base fuel pressure are you running? Have you tried backing it down?||216.78.241.187||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-26-2003||01:01 AM||||this is still without. My car hasn't been properly tuned w/in the last couple of months since getting it running. My EE friend won't install your chip til next week, and I've got the tuning bug!||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||11-26-2003||02:18 AM||||Isn't 81% the lowest it will go?  Sounds to me like you're running pig rich.  Are you saying that the O2 voltages aren't cycling at idle?<br /><br />Is there something else going on?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||drew||11-26-2003||02:19 AM||||Hertz,<br /><br />That's exactly my question.<br /><br />When I boost I get knock, as well. ugh.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||Matt379||11-26-2003||10:21 AM||||I'm no tuning expert, but my car was running pig rich like yours.  I have a VPC, 550's, and had a B16G, RRE pipes, and FMIC.<br /><br />I had to put the gain and the response on my VPC to full negative to get it around 100 02 trims.<br /><br />I had to drive it like that for a bit to get it to adjust there also.  I'm getting ready to install a SAFC for more tuning.<br /><br />Try leaning it out as much as possible and drive the car for a bit on the highway leaning it out.<br /><br />You are probably running so rich you are knocking.<br /><br />Just some suggstions...||68.51.113.173||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000006||PJGross||11-26-2003||01:05 PM||||Even if LT fuel trims don't seem to move, you should get an immediate response on O2 trim on a logger when you adjust that particular rpm on the AFC.  <br /><br />I'm no expert at tuning, either, but I have been playing with my AFC for a few weeks now and it is very easy to see the 02 trim response from adjusting it on the low throttle settings when just sitting at a particular rpm.  If your O2 trims don't move when adjusting low throttle settings, then something is not working well.  <br />I've always had to drive around for a while to see changes in LT fuel trim values.  I guess I'm too impatient to see changes just sitting there parked at a certain rpm.<br /><br />Also, O2 sensor should cycle at idle and low load cruising.  I know there can be reasons why it won't based on airflow readings the cpu gets after you change them but off hand I can't recall which way.  So just b/c the O2 sensor doesn't cycle doesn't 100% mean that the O2 sensor is bad.<br /><br />It's normal for the O2 sensor to read very lean when coasting, too.<br /><br />-PJ||68.73.21.32||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||11-26-2003||05:26 PM||||If your O2's won't budge, your O2 sensor is very likely shot.  Mine was, and the computer will make it run rich when the sensor goes out to be safe.  I got a new sensor and tuned it up just fine.<br /><br />I'm also using a VPC/AFC combo.||12.78.62.70||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||AWDnot2||11-27-2003||11:53 PM||||I think 90's are 80-120 and 91+ is 70-130.<br /><br />  My car runs so lean at idle, sometimes it stalls.  If you let it idle for about 10min, then pull the 02 sensor, its white. I dont have a S-AFC yet but I have no MAS modifications. The honeycomb is still there. WTF!?!?!?<br /><br /> Talk about aggravating!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes



ubb/Forum2/003980.cgi
A||||3||Tommyquest||Damper bolt torque spec?||||1||||Tommyquest||00001820
Z||000000||Tommyquest||11-25-2003||10:32 PM||thomas.quest@verizon.net||Anyone know the torque spec for the balancer? Searched with no result. Thanks.||151.205.162.203||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000001||Tommyquest||12-01-2003||02:12 AM||||ttt||141.149.50.39||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||12-01-2003||02:37 AM||||43-49 Nm or<br />31-35 lbs ft<br /><br />oil pump gear is 36-43 lbs ft||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||Tommyquest||12-01-2003||01:36 PM||||sweet, thanks||141.149.50.39||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes



ubb/Forum2/003981.cgi
A||||4||Romanova||PS fluid||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||11-26-2003||12:35 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||What fluid should I use? Anyone got a favorite? Was going to just take some GM stuff from work, but was just curious. Fluid is probably original...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-26-2003||12:59 AM||||i just used valvoline synthetic atf||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-26-2003||10:48 AM||||i have been using the mobil 1 atf.  every month or so, i use a turkey baster, and suck out as much as i can, and replace it with the mobil 1.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||11-26-2003||11:23 AM||||I just did a BG p/s flush on mine and it made a really big difference in steering feel.  It made turning the wheel much smoother and a tad bit easier.  My fluid was NASTY!<br /><br />Otherwise, I would probably put some of the new Mopar ATF+4 fluid in it.  That stuff is really good fluid, but expensive if you don't have extra laying around work   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||Matt379||11-26-2003||11:23 AM||||Back in my old Galant I used Red Line synthetic power steering fluid.<br /><br />I now don't use any fluid at all.  No PS at all!||68.51.113.173||reg||10||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes



ubb/Forum2/003982.cgi
A||||3||buick||E.C.U.||||1||||gransport||00001769
Z||000000||buick||11-26-2003||02:03 AM||johnsminibike@webtv.net||I was changing the caps in my ecu and a circuit board cracked is there anybodywho sells just parts of the ecu. If anybody has a number I can call to fix or replace it I would appreciate it.                      Thanks John  91 86/2000  92 836/1000||209.240.205.62||reg||1||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-26-2003||02:15 AM||||Have you considered just jumping all the broken traces?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||buick||11-26-2003||02:21 AM||||My brotherinlaw tried hes good at that it wouldnt hold any ideas how to get parts or another ecu its a california car its a little differant inside was told.||209.240.205.62||reg||1||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-26-2003||03:00 AM||||Haha, the "little different inside" is the lack of a single 1k resistor.  That's it.  But if you need any sort of ecu work done, contact Jeff O., aka Keydiver on this board.  Scroll down the page and you'll see a link at the bottom.  He does A1 work; you won't regret it.||69.59.219.144||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/003983.cgi
A||||14||iceman69510||EVO III exhaust manny||||1||||iceman69510||00000038
Z||000000||iceman69510||11-26-2003||10:09 AM||||Can anyone verify if MR224509 is the exhaust manifold part number we can use for the upgrade to EVO III?  Also, is a different gasket than the regular one needed (cyl head side)?<br /><br />Thanks.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||11-26-2003||11:16 AM||||Not sure, but I think that the gasket is the same as the 2g gasket.  I got an evoIII mani from RRE and don't know the p/n.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-26-2003||11:56 AM||||Isn't the outlet on the 2g 6cm and the evo III 7cm?  I would think the EVO manny would take a 7cm gasket.  I helped install one, but I don't remember what kind of gasket we used.  <br /><br />Are the runners the same between the 2g and evo?||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||11-26-2003||11:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Isn't the outlet on the 2g 6cm and the evo III 7cm?  I would think the EVO manny would take a 7cm gasket.  I helped install one, but I don't remember what kind of gasket we used.  <br /><br />Are the runners the same between the 2g and evo? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, and yes(I think).  But he is asking about the head side gasket, which I think is the same as the 2g.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||11-26-2003||12:02 PM||||I can't read.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/evoexh.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/evoexh.shtml</a><br /><br />Sounds like the evo might flow just a little more.  I know you have to cut the edge off by the ps pump just like the 2G, so they must be shaped very much the same.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||11-26-2003||12:18 PM||||Not sure the difference or if I really need it, but if I am going to replace my original, I thought I might as well compare pricing.  I did forget to ask about the O2 housing as well, but I didn't get the pn yet so that will have to wait.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||ejectseat||11-26-2003||12:44 PM||||The head side ports are all the same.  I've had all three, you'll need a 7cm gasket.  I think slowboyracing.com has the best prices on them.  I got mine for $265 w/ their stage 2 port.  The gasket was $7.||205.149.71.8||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000007||drew||11-26-2003||01:15 PM||||if you get the manifold/turbo mating services machined flat, you will not need a gasket.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||bleck||11-26-2003||02:18 PM||||Basically, the EVO manny outlet is 7cm stock.  About the size of a ported 2g.  You'll need the 7cm gasket, and if you're not going to port it, a sealing ring is available to keep the gasket in place.  I just used this, and it mounted up perfectly to my ported 16g.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||RTS182G-VR4||11-28-2003||01:46 AM||||i have an evo III exh. manny and it is a 7 cm.  it mates perfectly to the 7 cm gasket.  i like it better than the 2g, it just seems better(probly cause its off an evo)||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000010||KingGalantVr4||11-28-2003||06:38 AM||||What is it that we have to grind off the manifold to get it to fit on a 1g?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000011||Beemer||11-28-2003||06:51 AM||||There is a little pointy end on the p/s side of the exh manny you have to grind down because it will hit the cast iron p/s bracket.  While you are in there, if you have a compressor and a die grinder with a cutoff wheel, get in there and GRIND a nice chunk out of the cast iron ps bracket so that you can get to the last bottom stud/nut behind the p/s pump.  I shaved about an inch or so off the bracket, straight down cut and then 90 degrees towards the block, and cut it flush with the block deck. and now I can actually get a wobbly 10mm socket in there, so I don't have to remove the p/s to remove that last stupid nut.   The manny simply will not bolt on if you don't do it.  Grind the little point off so it is rounded and basically matches a dime or a penny or take about 3/8 of an inch off it from the point tip.  Or, just match what a 1g manny looks like.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000012||KingGalantVr4||11-28-2003||09:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> There is a little pointy end on the p/s side of the exh manny you have to grind down because it will hit the cast iron p/s bracket.  While you are in there, if you have a compressor and a die grinder with a cutoff wheel, get in there and GRIND a nice chunk out of the cast iron ps bracket so that you can get to the last bottom stud/nut behind the p/s pump.  I shaved about an inch or so off the bracket, straight down cut and then 90 degrees towards the block, and cut it flush with the block deck. and now I can actually get a wobbly 10mm socket in there, so I don't have to remove the p/s to remove that last stupid nut.   The manny simply will not bolt on if you don't do it.  Grind the little point off so it is rounded and basically matches a dime or a penny or take about 3/8 of an inch off it from the point tip.  Or, just match what a 1g manny looks like. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does anyone have any pics of this?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000013||drew||11-28-2003||10:14 PM||||<a href="http://vfaq.com/mods/porting-exhman.html" target="_blank">http://vfaq.com/mods/porting-exhman.html</a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000014||KingGalantVr4||11-29-2003||08:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> <a href="http://vfaq.com/mods/porting-exhman.html" target="_blank">http://vfaq.com/mods/porting-exhman.html</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">THANKS! I LOVE VFAQ! This is the first time I have ever seen it and I'm in love!!!!!||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes



ubb/Forum2/003984.cgi
A||||4||ayvr4||Temp Gauge||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||11-26-2003||11:49 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||temp gauge in cluster stopped working yesterday, but i can still see the temp on the logger....<br />any ideas on what i can do to fix it?<br />has this happend to anyone else?<br />Thanks||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-26-2003||12:10 PM||||Yep. On your thermostat housing there two plugs. ONe is a 2 wire one that goes to your engine. The other is a single wire one. That one controls your dash temp display.  My guess is the wire broke but the sensor could have also gone out.  Check there and replace as necessary and you'll be good as new.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||11-26-2003||12:15 PM||||Thanks Chris!||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||11-26-2003||01:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Yep. On your thermostat housing there two plugs. ONe is a 2 wire one that goes to your engine. The other is a single wire one. That one controls your dash temp display.  My guess is the wire broke but the sensor could have also gone out.  Check there and replace as necessary and you'll be good as new. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The saturday of the Meet/Mt. hamilton run while i was behind the leader of the pack. The temp gauge went to 0 then back to normal. I pulled to the side to see what was wrong.  I was scared shitless cuz last time i was on mt hamilton, i had to closely monitor the temperature on the logger.  The car was overheating due to bent fins on the radiator which I haven't fixed. I had the Heater on full blast and drove it just like I wanted.  I get weary each time i drive up there and leave the heater on full blast. I think I overtightened the 4 sensors around the thermostat housing. I will check it later though. It was just weird seeing the car run cooler than usual.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-26-2003||01:49 PM||||There are 4(!) temp sensors total.  One for the AC (top of the housing), one for the engine (lower housing 2 wire), one for the dash (lower housing single wire), and one for the fans (on the radiator). The wires around the t-stat housing get very brittle and crack and break as they get old from the heat.  I"ve fixed mine twice now and will be running new wire there from farther back next time I get a chance.  Also the car needs the main temp sensor or it will be very difficult to start (but it will eventually) and will stall until the engine warms up.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/003985.cgi
A||||11||neonturbo1995||CV Axle||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||11-26-2003||12:13 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||My boot is torn on my DS CV axle and the grease has been washed out...and there is a terrible clunk over bumps, etc.  I priced a new axle assembly and it is like $500.  Are there any high performance aftermarket ones available (hopefully for less $$$) like the ones that are sold for Hondas?||69.3.223.85||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-26-2003||12:16 PM||||<a href="http://www.raxles.com" target="_blank">www.raxles.com</a>||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||11-26-2003||12:21 PM||||Second that. All in favor respond by saying-whatever you want.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||11-26-2003||12:23 PM||||I e-mailed them already, but no response yet.  Any idea about what the half shaft/boot assembly will cost?  I'd rather not just replace the boot and pack the grease since it has been like this for about 2 weeks.||69.3.223.85||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-26-2003||12:29 PM||||email or call them. When you get ahold of them they are very helpful and the price should be good.  I don't recall it being anywhere near $500.<br /><br />Edit:  It's also turkey day tomorrow so a lot of smaller businesses won't be there.  Everything will be back to normal after the holiday.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||My_GVR_4||11-26-2003||12:46 PM||||Its' called<br /><br />R-A-X-L-E !<br /><br />Tit$ axles<br /><br />I have them in my car and I trust them with my life  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />My buddy with the twin engine has them in his car as well.  He is pushing out over 800WHP.  If they can withstand that kind of power, then they can definatly withstand the power you are going to be putting out in your car.<br /><br />GET THEM AND GET THEM NOW !<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000006||TAMBLERAMBLE||11-26-2003||12:47 PM||||indiana rack and axle does rebuilds for 89.00 you may have to send yours in but they have same day turn around. tele # is 317-546-1140||4.33.160.93||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||11-26-2003||01:53 PM||||I have one that was in fine shape but since I had it out I dissasembled it, cleaned it, and put on new boots (from raxles) and filled it with silicone grease (from raxles) It is now in excellent condition, if you email me within the next 2.5 hours, I can put it in the mail today. After that I'm leaving for the weekend. Oh yeah, $75 shipped to your door. Lmk asap!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||galantvr4us||11-26-2003||04:12 PM||||Yup I went with raxles for the replacement drivers side half shaft.  The guy is awesome.  Would buy all my axles from him.  I think the price including shipping for the drivers side was around 140-not to shabby at all. You tell him your with club dsm and you get a discount as well<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000009||Duc Hunter||11-26-2003||04:58 PM||||My shop said new ones are something like $100 from them????  I will ask more and post here.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000010||BiggiB42||11-28-2003||12:48 AM||||If your makin big power and need the strength, go with raxles. the guys there know there stuff. but if its just your daily driver (like mine) and you have two dollers to your name every night before pay day (like me) then just go to autozone and snatch one up for 59.99 with core. ive had my drivers side in for a while and it does fine||152.163.252.136||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000011||neonturbo1995||11-28-2003||10:41 PM||||I think I need to go with the Raxles units.  They seem much better than the Autozone specials!  THanks!!!  I may just replace both since I am going in there anyway!||68.164.10.91||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum2/003986.cgi
A||||7||megaice||BR Coil on Plug setup||||1||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||11-26-2003||04:55 PM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||With the BR coil on plug system once the distributor is eliminated is there anything that needs to be done to the ecu?||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||11-26-2003||04:57 PM||||IF this is for a VR4 with 4G63, there is no distributor.  It fires 1 for 1 coil to cylinder now based on the power transistor output.  I don't suspect you need any ECU changes.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||megaice||11-26-2003||05:42 PM||||Thanks Ice Man for the quick answer||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000003||curtis||11-26-2003||11:50 PM||||I've heard that the GM LS1 coils or the dodge cab forward 6 cylinders coils will work but haven't went to the effort to snag them out of the junkyard yet.  A friend of mine was suppose to get a set of bimmer ones for me to try.  I will pass on any info if I get it.  I had the mounting plate already on the car but when I put the talon ac compressor on the car I had to move the coils from the side of the cyclone to on top of the valve cover.  It looks trick but it isn't a coil on plug yet.  I'll just have to build another one.||166.90.116.231||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||11-27-2003||12:23 AM||||Iceman, our cars batch fire, so it isn't actually one for one, but two for two.  Both cylinders that are at tdc fire, whether on compression or exhaust stroke.  Sure makes plug wire routing easy.  Left pair looking at the coil goes to 1 and 4, the pair on the right go to 2/3.  Doesn't matter WHICH one of the pair goes to what cylinder either...just so you know.  If you don't believe me, swap #1 and 4 plug wires at the coil, or 2 and 3.  You'll see.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||11-27-2003||12:50 AM||||Yeah Dave, I knew that.  Basically I meant one coil (wire)for each cylinder, although that is not exact either, as you point out it is 1 coil for two cylinders.  What I meant was there is no spark distribution device, essentially coil to plug already, just not directly on top.<br />thanks for the clarification.||65.73.152.21||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-27-2003||09:39 AM||||i wouldnt do it.  the enemy of coils is heat.  our coil is heatsinked by the intake manifold.  i sell the shit out of coils for bmw's, they all will go bad, and crack because of the heat, then this stuff oozes out.  the galant is the hottest car under the hood that i have ever owned.  plus, you get bigger turbos and stuff, and it means MORE heat.  check out the parts dept on like the gm coils, if they stock a bunch of them, it means they are selling a lot.  which means they break a lot.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||GrocMax||11-27-2003||10:54 AM||||None of the above will work right without an aftermarket CDi box with the long factory dwell times.||209.151.102.93||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes



ubb/Forum2/003987.cgi
A||||5||drew||02 Sensor||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-26-2003||06:13 PM||||does a o2 sensor for a 2G TEL work in our cars?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||AWDnot2||11-27-2003||11:48 PM||||Drew,  <br />  I just use Bosh 3 wires. The two black wires on the stock harness are both grounds. I just hardwire all the grounds together. Works great!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-28-2003||12:17 AM||||It's good to have hardcore dsm friends that stock new spare parts at their homes. Changed my 02 out this morning  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||11-28-2003||11:22 AM||||Did it fix your problem, Drew?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||drew||11-28-2003||11:38 AM||||Well, the o2 sensor is moving now, but I haven't had a chance to really check the car out. One step closer to a well tuned engine.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||yiutsang||11-30-2003||02:07 PM||||Hi,<br /><br />I believe my O2 sensor is dead as it showed 0V reading when I am in full throttle, and never cross 0.8V when I let off the gas pedal.  I have a 2-wire O2 sensor taken from a Evo3 with 2 wires on it - white and blue.  I would like to use it to replace the faulty one on my JDM VR4 but unfortunately it's single wired setup.  Does anyone know how should I hook up that 2 wire Evo3 O2 sensor to my 1-wire setup?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Yiuwa||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes



ubb/Forum2/003988.cgi
A||||17||Duc Hunter||Am I spooling well?||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-26-2003||07:29 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||You can see my setup in the sig. I have an AFC for fuel control and an AVC-R for boost control and just added HKS cams (264 intake, 272 exh that is retarded 3 deg for more topend flow). I conducted a test pre AEM EMS tuning to see how my car did. I did these puls up a slight hill in 4th gear. <br /><br />10psi at 3200RPM<br />14psi at 3500RPM<br />20PSI at 4100RPM<br /><br />Do you guys think this is good spooling?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||11-26-2003||07:40 PM||||I would say that's pretty decent. Having your turbo clipped slows spoolup, but should do well at higher RPMs. I get my 15PSI at about 3500rpm  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||peterlsmith||11-26-2003||11:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> You can see my setup in the sig. I have an AFC for fuel control and an AVC-R for boost control and just added HKS cams (264 intake, 272 exh that is retarded 3 deg for more topend flow). I conducted a test pre AEM EMS tuning to see how my car did. I did these puls up a slight hill in 4th gear. <br /><br />10psi at 3200RPM<br />14psi at 3500RPM<br />20PSI at 4100RPM<br /><br />Do you guys think this is good spooling? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What are your plans for the car? i.e street/strip/autox?<br /><br />Peter||165.121.64.233||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000003||curtis||11-26-2003||11:39 PM||||Mine hits 21 at about 4000 (T3/T4 .63ar) with stock cams in third. I replaced the 3 inch intake with a 3 1/2 and it seemed to help a little but 4100 isn't that bad with a frank and cams in fourth its probably about 3600 in third if no better. You could advance the cams and see if the down low spool up is helped without losses up high.  It really just depends on what you do with the car.  A autocrosser whats full power down low and a drag racer loves big RPM's.  I myself just have a street toy that I drive to school I wish mine was a little faster but I'm not going to go through the work to change to a mitsubishi/garrett hybrid housing to get full boost in the 2500/3000 range.  I spent to much time building a hugh downpipe that doesn't rub.||166.90.116.231||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Tevenor||11-27-2003||12:23 AM||||Count me in as an autocrosser. My 96 Talon hits full boost at 21 psi by 3200. And that is with a sheet metal intake. <br /><br />The galant has a EVOIII 16G on it and hits boost of 14 psi bout 3600 primarily because its completely stock as far as intake and exhaust go (Yes I am going about this bass ackwards:D)||66.67.49.108||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||11-27-2003||06:01 AM||||My car is a daily driver/road track car. No drag queens here! I may Adv the exh cam to stock and see what that does. I really think playing with the cam timing will help me move the power around.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I am just not sure where to set them for the best low end grunt without loosing topend. <br /><br />If my Frank dies I am getting a bb turbo.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||curtis||11-27-2003||10:55 AM||||try advancing both to about 4 degrees and see what happens.  I had a multi index chain on my mustang and in the off season I would advance it to 4 degrees to give it more grunt down low then during track season I would retard it to 4 degrees for drag racing.  Also a 1/2 phenoic spacer on the intake will move your power band down about 500 rpms on a mustang it should be about the same on the 4G63 because the runner lenght and cross section area is about the same.||67.25.39.39||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||11-27-2003||01:47 PM||||I have been reviewing everyeones dyno charts and it seem taht these cars (unless wildly built) run out of steam and beging losing power above 6-6500......by 7500 it is way over. My thought is why fight that, just set it up for Max power at 6500 like the rally cars are.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||11-27-2003||03:31 PM||||You can make power above 6500 RPM.  Nice big cams and a SMIM are necessary though along with a nice size turbo.  I'm planning on raising my rev limit quite high next year||63.231.90.147||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||Duc Hunter||11-27-2003||04:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> You can make power above 6500 RPM.  Nice big cams and a SMIM are necessary though along with a nice size turbo.  I'm planning on raising my rev limit quite high next year </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well yeah with new intake manifold, massive headwork, bigger valves, custom ground cams a HUGE turbo. That setup wont drive very well though on the street. See the dyno chart below, none of these cams provide much power over 6500-7000 with 20PSI. a bigger turbo can help but you are just trying to blow past the cams designed power range.<br /><br />Here is a chart of differnt cams ion teh same car ot eh same dyno at 20psi (it was a 1G TEL) <br /> <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/23675978.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||11-27-2003||07:08 PM||||I believe that graph is off a maxxed out 16g correct?  Therefore it's not exactly a fair test for the bigger cams.  Additionally a SMIM is key.  Hogged head is not but probably helps when you've done everything else.  As to streetability I can't speak yet.  I'll provide a report when I go from stock intake manifold/cams to upgraded both.  My SMIM is going on now and they cams will be  next.||63.231.90.147||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||Duc Hunter||11-27-2003||07:11 PM||||SMIM?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||11-27-2003||07:16 PM||||sheet metal intake manifold.  Mine is a magnus||63.231.90.147||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||Duc Hunter||12-01-2003||03:10 AM||||I have heard good things about the Magnus SMIM. So I guess no one has played with their cams and knows where I should start at? <br /><br />Curtis, have you ever done that (adv 4 deg) on a DSM motor? <br /><br />I actualy love the idea of a 7000RPM redline and max torque as low as I can get it. I also want 350+ HP! Hmmmm.....||12.104.71.139||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000014||noahrexion||12-01-2003||08:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">4100 isn't that bad with a frank and cams in fourth its probably about 3600 in third if no better.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually going up a hill in 4th will produce better/quicker boost that driving level or even up a hill in 3rd... I don't really like franks much, but Ill just say a few things...<br /><br />Im not sure how you are tuning the car, but 4100 in 4th is pretty laggy, and Im sure 3rd is worse.  IMO, that is not acceptable for something that small (compared to larger turbo;s =))  Maybe you are running a little to rich and loosing spool; Id like to see a dyno/air/fuel graph of your car.  Try getting a larger and less restrictive intake pipe,make sure everything is port matched as best you can...<br /><br />Getting any kind of SMIM will most likely wreck your low end and spool up. For the cams I would not have that exhaust retarded that much... I promise that is making a huge difference in spool.  I would not retard it 4degrees unless I was dragging and running a small shot of Nitrous =)  See how they react at 0.||68.3.36.176||reg||1||noahrexion||00002850||yes
Z||000015||GalantVR41062||12-01-2003||10:42 AM||||check out my dyno graph, <a href="http://lse-performance.com/john.html" target="_blank">http://lse-performance.com/john.html</a>  at the bottom of my page.  23psi a few boost leaks, and maxed out injectors.  AF was 9.0 untill 7k, I was not tunning the car at the time, but I will be when it runs again next year.  Also I left my cams at 0 all year long.  And I got 25psi on the street by 4500 in 3rd, the perfect amount of lag, and TONS of power from 5500-8500 or more.<br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000016||NZGZR4||12-01-2003||03:25 PM||||My intake manifold moved my torque peak up 1000 rpm   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />stock cams, 50 trim T3/T4.||219.88.139.38||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000017||Duc Hunter||12-02-2003||02:31 AM||||I do not have a Frank Turbo. I have a Frank Jr, just like a ForcedPerformance 19c. It flows about 660CFM and is port matched to the 2G O2 sensor housing and 2G exh manifold. Also I am not running a cat and have a 3inch mandrel bent exh. I could be WAY rich as I am still running my AFC. The EMS goes in this week, when it comes back from AEM for reparis. That will help! <br /><br />I have seen very fast drag TEL's run 7 deg retard in exh and 4 on the intake. <br /><br />I wonder it advancing the cams will help spool up more than setting them to zero.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/003989.cgi
A||||3||Cybernerd2||What is this?||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-26-2003||09:50 PM||||I got this torn off, but what the hell is this?<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2054" alt=" - " />||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||11-26-2003||09:58 PM||||Looks to me like you bottomed out and damn near killed your exhaust's flex section. If you're asking why it's there, it is because the engine moves a bit as you rev, and it flexes so your DP / Exhaust mani / Turbo / O2 housing don't crack against the weight of the rest of the exhaust.||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||11-27-2003||12:24 AM||||If you don't have a nice exhaust leak now, feel very lucky..and get that downpipe bent upwards a little more.  Is that a certified?  Theirs usually tucks up under the chassis pretty well.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||Cybernerd2||11-27-2003||01:13 AM||||yeah, for galant vr4 it's tuck up the undercarriage really well. But my car is not galant vr4 but rather some other car model with a 4g63t dropped in.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum2/003990.cgi
A||||7||Cybernerd2||Dangling connector||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-26-2003||09:52 PM||||Where is this connector suppose to connect to?<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2055" alt=" - " />||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||11-26-2003||10:06 PM||||I cannot tell from your picture but it looks like the idle plug. With this plug un-grounded (its normal state) the ECU can change the timing to what ever it think is needed given the conditions. This makes setting the base timing of the car impossible because you would adjust tihe timing one way and the ECU would adjust it back. However, when you set the BISS screw (for idle speed adjustment) or the timing there is a plug hangin off the firewall you uncap and ground the single pin inside the plug. This takes the computer control of the timing away so you can set the timing.  <br /><br />Post a bigger picture or circle the plug in question in red so we can see it better but, that is my guess.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||11-26-2003||10:11 PM||||Okay, here's the bigger picture and with red circle on it that i am pointing to the dangling connector.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2058" alt=" - " />||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||drew||11-26-2003||10:30 PM||||it doesn't usually connect to anything. take the cap off and ground it when setting your timing (amongst other things)||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||11-27-2003||12:20 AM||||Well, the sure way to tell is to jumper it with the car shut off.  If you hear the fuel pump click on, then you know which one it is.  If I remember right the fuel pump test plug is up there as well.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||AWDnot2||11-27-2003||07:56 PM||||There is also a tack plug on the firewall.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000006||Cybernerd2||11-27-2003||08:12 PM||||AWDnot2, where is the tach connector?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000007||cevic||11-28-2003||07:55 PM||||That is the connector for you to adjust the idle. Go to VFAQ and look for idel adjusting and there is the whole story about it. The one next to it is the fuel pump test terminal||129.237.117.120||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes



ubb/Forum2/003991.cgi
A||||10||Cybernerd2||What level is this under my gearbox||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-26-2003||10:00 PM||||Anyone knows what is this thing do?<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2056" alt=" - " />||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||4G63Mirage||11-26-2003||11:05 PM||||Just a small mount/brace.||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000002||16GVR4||11-30-2003||11:46 PM||||That's strange.. I am pretty sure I don't have that lever on my gvr4 tranny<br /><br />Is this the fwd/awd switchable tranny lever ?||66.124.255.236||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||12-01-2003||12:43 AM||||I don't think that's a galant vr4. I don't see a transfer case anywhere and I sure as hell don't have that rod thing.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||12-01-2003||02:02 AM||||Looks like a vintage Gorham, stainless steel, spoon from here.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||12-01-2003||12:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Looks like a vintage Gorham, stainless steel, spoon from here. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that's GOTHAM VILLAGE, and batman lives there.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||12-01-2003||03:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Michael:<br /><strong> Anyone knows what is this thing do?<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2056" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Looks like a FWD torque supression rod....<br />Remember your motor moves FRONT TO BACK.  It helps to keep motor/tranny from rocking...||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000007||Cybernerd2||12-01-2003||07:37 PM||||Thanks everyone!<br /><br />Mach-VR4, yes I looks like it. I don't have much understanding of how it works but it has been sitting there for quite awhile.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000008||drew||12-01-2003||08:57 PM||||hey geoff changed his name||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||12-01-2003||10:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Looks like a vintage Gorham, stainless steel, spoon from here. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that's GOTHAM VILLAGE, and batman lives there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does a village even need a commisioner? Let alone a bat phone. Just yell out the cottage window!!!||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||geoff@machv||12-03-2003||09:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> hey geoff changed his name </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup!! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I just ordered personalized plates under my new screen name   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum2/003992.cgi
A||||11||Cybernerd2||How to get rid of this rust?||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-26-2003||10:02 PM||||Hi, my heat shield is getting rusty, what kind of chemical can make it back to life?<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2057" alt=" - " />||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-26-2003||10:31 PM||||spray paint.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||11-26-2003||11:39 PM||||Sand blast it. Then get some of that 1500 degree paint. Anything lower will probably just melt off.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||11-27-2003||11:17 AM||||Buying a new one is your best bet.  Under $50.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||henrok||11-27-2003||01:13 PM||||what is part number for a new one?||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||TheJackalGT||11-27-2003||01:22 PM||||i just run mine with it off..||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000006||markrieb||11-27-2003||07:26 PM||||Or we can all pressure Gabor to finally issue the stainless steel ones he teased us with a few months ago...<br /><br />Mark||4.4.47.141||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||11-27-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TheJackalGT:<br /><strong> i just run mine with it off.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But after awhile the cast iron manifold looks nastier than the rusty heatshield. After beadblasting my heatshield I put it on withouth paint and it looks good and stays that way. Every once in awhile I hit it with a brillow pad to take off any surface rust trying to form but even that is rare. You can see it a little in this pic.<br /> <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/505/6219car_001a.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||hecdws||11-27-2003||10:38 PM||||off topic but damn that a clean engine compartment.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000009||Cybernerd2||11-27-2003||11:03 PM||||holy cow! it's my dream engine bay!||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000010||JAYGVR4||11-27-2003||11:19 PM||||uhh, yeah, what brand time capsule did you put your galant in before you took it out, what yesterday?  holy canoli that engine bay is clean!  i'd ask if you eat off of it but it looks too clean to even do that!  amazing!  how much do you have invested in that restoration?||171.75.33.149||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000011||Cybernerd2||11-27-2003||11:25 PM||||i want to steal his engine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  just his engine...<br /><br />4g63t engine design really attractive, never got bored looking at it over and over again.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum2/003993.cgi
A||||4||Cybernerd2||Power Steering fluid not enough||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-26-2003||10:06 PM||||Hi guys,<br /><br />My power sterring fluid indicator is showing below the line. Usually what kind of things will happen if insufficient power-steering fluid?<br /><br />Will my steering becomes heavy to turn?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-26-2003||10:33 PM||||yes. and you can kill the ps.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||11-26-2003||10:49 PM||||Which line? There are two. A high point and a low point, if you are anywhere in the middle, you are fine. Below the bottom one, add a touch. I run out of PS fluid every month or so, sometimes to the point where it groans at me, but it's still working fine (other than the leak)||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||Cybernerd2||11-26-2003||11:48 PM||||it's below the center line...on the low.<br /><br />How do I drain out all the power-steering fluid and refill with a new one?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000004||drew||11-26-2003||11:51 PM||||use a baster or a siphon of some sort to suck it out.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/003994.cgi
A||||6||Cybernerd2||What is this connector?||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-26-2003||10:16 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2059" alt=" - " />||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||11-26-2003||10:47 PM||||I thought it was the thermostat sensor, but i could be wrong.||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||4G63Mirage||11-26-2003||11:02 PM||||On US engines thats a double wire A/C sensor/connector.  Single wire green is the gauge cluster temp.||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||11-26-2003||11:42 PM||||4G63 mirage is right. It controls the signal that tells the ECU to turn a fan on when your ac is on and the coolant is hotter than a fox in a forest fire.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Cybernerd2||11-26-2003||11:46 PM||||Thanks. I suppose that sensor touches the water temperature in it?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000005||GrocMax||11-27-2003||10:58 AM||||Turn key on, disconnect and ground the wire, see if either the coolant gauge goes full hot or a fan turns on. It ain't the high temp cutout switch.||209.151.102.93||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||11-27-2003||09:13 PM||||Scott is right. On our US cars, thats a 2-wire sensor sitting on top of the thermostat housing, inline with the A/C clutch circuit to the ECU. However, since your UK car has only one wire, I'd have to bet also on the the coolant temperature gauge.||216.76.180.19||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/003995.cgi
A||||1||josh long||injector impedance||||1||||josh long||00000943
Z||000000||josh long||11-27-2003||02:00 AM||jibber@icestorm.net||Sorry about the silly post but the stock vr4 injectors are high or low impedance.<br /><br />thanks <br />josh||67.75.201.33||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000001||josh long||11-27-2003||02:31 AM||||I found it...... sorry.<br /><br />Low.is the answer||67.75.201.33||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes



ubb/Forum2/003996.cgi
A||||4||Cybernerd2||Adjust HKS Super SQV BOV||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-27-2003||03:45 AM||||How to adjust the sharpness of the pitch sound from this BOV when shifting gears below 2000rpm?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-27-2003||10:58 AM||||Turn the bolt all the way out then back in till it touches and tighten the lock nut.  Then its adjusted.  The sound is changed with the different inserts that you can buy to put in the outlet.||67.25.39.39||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||11-27-2003||01:43 PM||||The factory spec for a BOV is that it just starts to open when 7psi of vacuum is applied to it. I have also been told that you should lip the throttle (car in neutral etc) and watch the BOV. It should close completely just before the car returns to it's idle speed. It should definitely stay closed at idle.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||11-29-2003||01:41 AM||||TRUST ME ON THIS. DO NOT back the screw all the way out or it will come out of the threads for the spring holder thingy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />I had to disassemble mine yrs ago because of this. <br />As for changing the tone. I don't know if it will change by adjusting. I'm in CO and it always has a high pitch. But when I drove to Cali, the tone got lower as elevation decreased. I went from San Fran to Tahoe and back. It went from the PFFT sound to the all out screech I get here and back. When I drove back to Denver it did the same thing again and remained that way above 4000ft. (I-80 has elevation markers).||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||11-29-2003||09:30 AM||||Get a Tial BOV. That is the best way to adjust the sound of the crappy HKS BOV.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />And it would cost you about 110 pound.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/003997.cgi
A||||10||GrocMax||Question for keydiver||||1||||GrocMax||00001823
Z||000000||GrocMax||11-27-2003||11:25 AM||scott@forcedperformance.net||Do you do anything (other than 'deadtime' aka battery comp.) to eliminate the 1.7-1.8ms minimum PW? Getting the battery comp right for the injector and also being able to go well below 1ms makes for a happy car with big injectors.<br /><br />Have you found dwell control yet?||209.151.102.93||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||11-27-2003||12:26 PM||||Yes, he does adjust accordingly for the ramp time for bigger injectors. That is one of the reasons he asks for the brand of whatever injectors you have as they are different. I have Denso 660's and the car runs well, and logs well. I have the GM MAFT, and before, at idle, the 02s would not cycle at idle. Now, with the modded eprom, you would never know the car has bigger injectors in looking at logger readings.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||GrocMax||11-27-2003||04:25 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||209.151.102.194||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000003||Ash||11-27-2003||06:41 PM||||autobahntom: I think he meant larger like 900cc+ where the 1.7ms minimum time will be too long at idle.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||11-27-2003||08:55 PM||||I'll try to look at it Scott. It's never come up before. But, its probably just a simple limitation of the injector pulsewidth interpolations. Where did you hear about it?<br />Jeff||216.76.180.19||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||SLedge||11-27-2003||09:47 PM||||In the Bosch needle-and-seat-style injectors I've played with, the "dead-time" is usually a function of the dwell time of the electromagnet windings, mass of the needle w/in the injector, and the fuel pressure seating the needle.  Once you bring the on-time down too low you start to get inconsistancies between firings of a given injector and between injectors: things just get really ugly.  <br /><br />Even once Jeff reduces the minimum on-time I think you're still going to be fighting the mechanical and electrical limits of the injectors.||64.169.0.73||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000006||GrocMax||11-28-2003||12:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> I'll try to look at it Scott. It's never come up before. But, its probably just a simple limitation of the injector pulsewidth interpolations. Where did you hear about it?<br />Jeff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Standalones can idle, start, warmup, transition, and get damn good fuel mileage on 80-100 lb squirters, as long as you know the voltage comp table and can achieve small PW with high resolution (.005 ms can make all the difference in the world with 1000cc/min injectors at idle). There is no reason a modified factory ECU couldn't do this as well as long as you CAN get low PWs. And your optimal low speed cruise PW is often lower than idle PW. <br /><br />Hack the MAS, get airflow down to 10Hz, take away 50% with an AFC and you STILL don't see anything less than 1.7ms reported, so there must be some sort of programmed minimum PW in there. Like dead time + 1ms. Or whatever the min allowable Hz reading before tripping a code is (3Hz?) = a certain PW. Or maybe 1% DC? <br /><br />A fixed 'dead time' value doesn't correct the situation 100%, the slopes of the voltage comp table for various injectors can be drastically different, and this will show up worse at small pulse widths, even .5v can throw you off over 100% from target AFR. There is a voltage comp table in there somewhere.||209.151.102.94||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000007||fast_gvr4||11-28-2003||12:46 AM||||Just if it helps in any way, on one of my VR4's im using a Haltech E6K with 900cc's and it idles  anywhere between 1.160ms and 1.300ms  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||172.173.9.123||reg||3||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000008||Z1500||11-28-2003||12:18 PM||||Jeff, I'll lend you some 950's if you want to test it.<br /><br />Kevin<br /><a href="http://www.agpturbo.com" target="_blank">www.agpturbo.com</a>||208.201.202.151||reg||1||Z1500||00002791||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||11-28-2003||03:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong>A fixed 'dead time' value doesn't correct the situation 100%, the slopes of the voltage comp table for various injectors can be drastically different, and this will show up worse at small pulse widths, even .5v can throw you off over 100% from target AFR. There is a voltage comp table in there somewhere. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, the stock (battery voltage based) deadtime map is at FCE7 in the EPROM, and the steps are approximately 1 volt apart, and they ARE big steps. But, the ECU interpolates the voltages in between the points. Depending upon the charging voltage, they range anywhere from 456 uS to 2,112 mS! But, the ECU only uses that 2112 value if the battery voltage is down around 10 volts, which is hopefully never.<br />I think I understand the problem Scott, and I know that larger injectors can get very non-linear at such small pulsewidths, so it must be a bear to tune! Where can one obtain this kind of information, battery to deadtime curves for different injectors? I think most people just plug in the same "extra" deadtime on top of the 6 existing deadtime values, but I've never felt that this was right. If the stock injector had a curve to it like that, the larger injectors probably do too.<br />I looked a little at the code last night late, and it just gave me a headache. I need to log what values are in some of those addresses, to see what the range is. Its probably like you said, there is a minimum value that the calculation must be, and that is the limiting factor. I'll try again.||216.76.180.132||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||GrocMax||11-28-2003||06:55 PM||||Well, the best place I know of to get a variety of voltage comp tables online is in the latest version of AEM software-  <a href="http://forum.aempower.com/bbs/files/AEMRelease030910.exe" target="_blank">http://forum.aempower.com/bbs/files/AEMRelease030910.exe</a> <br /><br />Its 40 MB, so watch out dialup people.  <br /><br />Install the software, start the AEMPro v1.03 program, under the pulldown menu [setup], look for [setup/injectors/primary injectors/batt offset primary table] open that table. Now go to [setup/injectors/primary injectors/{W} primary injector battery offset. You'll get a 'Wizard' window where you can select a variety of tested injectors. Select an injector and view the table. There are additional tables not in the software yet available on the AEM BBS. <br /><br />As a general rule of thumb, the larger injectors have a steeper slope in the normal operating voltage range.<br /><br />Now if you can figure out dwell control you can give everyone some options on what coils they can use.||209.151.102.126||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes



ubb/Forum2/003998.cgi
A||||9||VR4ownzU||What Wheel Sizes are Good for Drag???||||1||||VR4ownzU||00002798
Z||000000||VR4ownzU||11-27-2003||01:47 PM||Method7975@aol.com||What wheel size do you prefer for drag setup?  I'm leaving towards 16x7 mostly because its lighter then 17 and cheaper in most casses and most 17" are 7 wide anyways.<br /> <br />Let me know what you think.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000001||fast_gvr4||11-27-2003||02:24 PM||||For drag racing I am personally considering 15 wheel/tire setup with 26x8 slicks, any body think differently? All info appreciated.<br /><br />I was currently running 225/50- 15's Yokohama AVDAN 032R I have nettend a best os a 1.64 60' time with the stock GVR4 1st gear. Am now swapping to a talon/eclipse 1st gear which is shorter which means I'am going with taller tires.||172.147.8.215||reg||7||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||11-27-2003||03:37 PM||||id say 16's for all around looks and drag racing, so that the tire and squat and get traction, but if you road race your goin to def want 17's or even 18's.. Wide as you can get in both cases||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||11-27-2003||06:15 PM||||My friend netted a high 1.6 60ft time in his 2g. He had 17" heavy rims and bridgestone tires. The tires were not "soft" or racing tires, just low profile street tires, 225/40/17. No need to get 16s if you don't want to. It will not improve your time to any meaningfull extent, and you will not get the same handling or look as with 17s or 18s.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||11-27-2003||06:16 PM||||If you are still int eh market for a car check out Katie's car on the for sale section. Pretty sick car.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||Ash||11-27-2003||06:39 PM||||I thought Nate & some of the other racing guys said a while back that the stock 15" rims with sticky rubber is the go.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4us||11-27-2003||06:55 PM||||Well if anyone is interested in some 16 x 7 I have Brand New Volk TE-37s white with Nitto Drag Radials........<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000007||number3||11-27-2003||07:23 PM||||The OEM GVR4 15" wheels are great for drag racing.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||11-27-2003||07:33 PM||||what tires?  I have NO traction anymore.||63.231.90.147||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||fast_gvr4||11-28-2003||12:53 AM||||26x8 15  anybody use them?||172.173.9.123||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
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A||||1||Duc Hunter||CDI/Multispark ignistion box worth it?||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-27-2003||01:57 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have been wondering if our cars can benefit from one of these boxes, esp. running the stock coils? Anyone know? AEM did an extensive test of a huge batch of DSM ignitions on 4g63's and discovered it was not too bad. The spec's are below? Give those figures, do we really need a CDI/Multi Spark Ignition box on these cars? When would we? <br /><br />AEM Info on their testing etc...........<br />We have finished bench testing all the different igniter/coilpacks for the DSM's that we support and have come up with new dwell settings. These will allow the factory igniters/coils to deliver the maximum spark energy possible without risking overcharging and possibly damaging the coils or igniters. <br /><br />The ignition systems were run from 6v to 15 volts, 500 rpm to 10,000. <br /><br />The factory ignition systems can maintain full energy up to about 7,400 rpm and with voltages as low as 10.3 volts. Above that RPM the spark energy begins decreasing slowly due to the limitation of dwell time but not significantly. <br /><br />These settings will be incorporated into all our DSM base maps as they offer more performance under high load usage and do not overcharge the coils. <br /><br />Applies to all of the DSM's: <br />30-1300 (1G) <br />30-1310 (2G) <br />30-1311 (3000GT) <br />30-1312 (3G w/integral igniter and coil on plug) <br /><br /><br />I was pretty impressed with the stock igniter and coils. They were able to fully charge up to 7,300 RPM and only then did they start slowly dropping off. I would stick with them unless you have real problems under heavy boost.<br /><br />I am not sure if this link will work but here it is....<br /> <a href="http://forum.aempower.com/bbs/viewtopic.php?t=2274&highlight=dwell" target="_blank">AEM EMS Board DSM Coil Thread</a>||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||11-28-2003||12:53 PM||||Bump??????||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
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A||||2||Duc Hunter||Checking the TPS with my AFC||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-27-2003||03:18 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||In the "etc" section of the AFC's interface thre is a sensor check section. It gives raw voltages for some sensors, one of which is the TPS. Hmmmmmm, anyone ever set their TPS with this?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-27-2003||11:48 PM||||I believe that the AFC lies about the TPS.  It tries to "learn" based on the voltage, so eventually anything can become "0%" throttle position...  unless you're talking about straight voltage?  It would probably be easier to do with a voltmeter, unless you've installed your AFC under the hood.||24.247.151.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||11-28-2003||12:51 PM||||Well Ryan, I kow it does on its Throttle % areas, thre is where it learns what full throttle adn closed it and lies. This is different, it is the Etc/Sensor Check area. This is where, if you wire it right, you can watch the O2 Voltatge. <br /><br />My readings in the AFC were .52-.54v closed and 4.8v+ at WOT.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
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$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0040"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q~new cat back pics!!!~,
q!2!,
q!5!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452975.2139!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2452976.0946!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!JDM foglight wiring!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452979.0045!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!03:17 AM!,
q!2452979.0317!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!9D1VR4!,
q!92 laser awd motor and tranny...!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452976.0111!,
q!9D1VR4!,
q!00002961!,
q!9D1VR4!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452977.2215!,
q!9D1VR4!,
q!00002961!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!MAF-T + SAFC tuning???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2452979.0238!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!peterlsmith!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!10:00 AM!,
q!2452979.1000!,
q!Peter Smith!,
q!00001351!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Latest Big Projects Done (pictures)!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2452976.0242!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!Dan D!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452979.2317!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!Help Buying Engine!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2452979.0242!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!00002220!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!10:19 AM!,
q!2452984.1019!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Ignition module power rating?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!03:48 AM!,
q!2452979.0348!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!00000519!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!02:06 AM!,
q!2452981.0206!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Large Injectors (>720s)!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2452979.1318!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!tplesko!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452979.1717!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Question with ECU!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!06:50 PM!,
q!2452979.1850!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!Beemer!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!08:09 AM!,
q!2452980.0809!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!i thought i wouldn't have to ask!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!12:49 AM!,
q!2452980.0049!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!turboren!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!08:46 PM!,
q!2452983.2046!,
q!turboren!,
q!00002199!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~Got new turbo, manifold, and O2 back Car still broke!!!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2452980.0050!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!Tangent!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2452983.0003!,
q!Tangent!,
q!00000258!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q~Please Help!!! Perplexing Knock prolem.  I've tried almost everything.~,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!01:13 PM!,
q!2452980.1313!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!Beemer!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2453009.0007!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Will these wheels fit?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!01:41 PM!,
q!2452980.1341!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!jayru!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!03:17 PM!,
q!2452980.1517!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Checking the TPS with my AFC!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452971.1518!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2452972.1251!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!whitetsi!,
q!oil on plugs?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!03:24 PM!,
q!2452971.1524!,
q!BoostedVR4!,
q!00002391!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!06:55 AM!,
q!2452972.0655!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!eyetrauma!,
q!Boost creep!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2452971.1835!,
q!James DeRosia!,
q!00002414!,
q!eyetrauma!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452971.1935!,
q!James DeRosia!,
q!00002414!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!oil pan leaking, able to fix?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!08:20 PM!,
q!2452971.2020!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!08:28 PM!,
q!2452971.2028!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!S-AFC II by-pass function?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!09:16 PM!,
q!2452971.2116!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!09:16 PM!,
q!2452971.2116!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!4 bolt to 5 bolt conversion!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452971.2352!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!drew!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452972.0116!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!whitetsi!,
q!what injectors to use!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452972.0021!,
q!BoostedVR4!,
q!00002391!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!01:50 AM!,
q!2452974.0150!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!lifters!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452972.0053!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!06:04 AM!,
q!2452982.0604!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!yiutsang!,
q!HKS EIDS wiring in VR4!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!07:48 AM!,
q!2452976.0748!,
q!Yiuwa!,
q!00002140!,
q!yiutsang!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!06:02 AM!,
q!2452990.0602!,
q!Yiuwa!,
q!00002140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!5 lug conversion!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2452972.0121!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!jayru!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2452991.0040!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!NA cams!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!08:47 AM!,
q!2452976.0847!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!00002812!,
q!drew!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452977.1324!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!Downpipe Exhaust Gasket!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2452972.1009!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!Z1500!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!12:21 PM!,
q!2452972.1221!,
q!Z1500!,
q!00002791!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RallyVR4!,
q!driver side door handle!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!09:51 AM!,
q!2452976.0951!,
q!Paul!,
q!00002810!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452976.1748!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!its gettin hot in here!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452976.1017!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!11:15 AM!,
q!2452976.1115!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bopropucope!,
q!Noise in drivetrain.!,
q!9!,
q!6!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452976.1447!,
q!bopropucope!,
q!00000288!,
q!agrabau!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!12:40 PM!,
q!2452977.1240!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!Alignment settings and TSB!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452976.1625!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452976.1843!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!jdm conversion.!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!06:17 PM!,
q!2452976.1817!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!03:08 PM!,
q!2452978.1508!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!would 18x7.5 215/35 4x100 wheels fit on a galant?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452976.2316!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2452977.1228!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!EGR error code???!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!03:01 PM!,
q!2452980.1501!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452982.0041!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!ignition/starter problem!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!02:15 AM!,
q!2452977.0215!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Darkside!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!07:53 PM!,
q!2452980.1953!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!whitetsi!,
q!7cm housing??!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452980.1718!,
q!BoostedVR4!,
q!00002391!,
q!turbowop!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2452980.2100!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!FIAV Sealing-Good or bad idea? !,
q!2!,
q!22!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!07:38 AM!,
q!2452977.0738!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!07:46 PM!,
q!2452977.1946!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Does the MMCD software display a valid coolant temp?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2452980.2238!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452987.0037!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Turbo Timer Install!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452980.2311!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!yiutsang!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452981.2205!,
q!Yiuwa!,
q!00002140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!supervr4!,
q!CAPS options!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!02:52 AM!,
q!2452981.0252!,
q!supervr4!,
q!00002593!,
q!supervr4!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2452982.0129!,
q!supervr4!,
q!00002593!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!AFC install double check!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!03:37 PM!,
q!2452981.1537!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!12:54 AM!,
q!2452982.0054!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Rad hose tightning!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452981.1700!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452982.1220!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Darkside!,
q!Turbo and Supercharge combine!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2452981.1831!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452984.1211!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Clutch pedal linkage!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452981.2138!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!Kibo!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452982.1616!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!Q's about socketless hose!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!06:23 PM!,
q!2452972.1823!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!06:49 PM!,
q!2452973.1849!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!timing belt problems!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452972.2351!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!05:46 AM!,
q!2452974.0546!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!Bushing questions!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452972.2353!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!00001767!,
q!Oztek!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!10:55 AM!,
q!2452977.1055!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q~help! freshly rebuilt motor knocking?~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!03:22 PM!,
q!2452973.1522!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452975.0045!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!AFPR!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452973.1542!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452976.1122!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Darkside!,
q!question on PDA!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452973.1839!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!07:02 AM!,
q!2452985.0702!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atc250r!,
q!Fuel Line Fix?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!08:40 PM!,
q!2452973.2040!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!atc250r!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!08:40 PM!,
q!2452973.2040!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!Cleaning Carbon Build-up?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2452973.2210!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!12:02 PM!,
q!2452974.1202!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q~Help!! Timing at idle?  What should it be.~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!12:12 PM!,
q!2452977.1212!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!curtis!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!10:33 PM!,
q!2452977.2233!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Speaker enclosure  port ques !,
q!2!,
q!9!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!01:19 AM!,
q!2452974.0119!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!10:20 PM!,
q!2452975.2220!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Minjin!,
q!Heater Hose!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!02:20 PM!,
q!2452977.1420!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2452977.1822!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!which pistons?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!01:38 AM!,
q!2452974.0138!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!09:25 PM!,
q!2452978.2125!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Is that Timing connector?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2452977.1949!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!10:16 AM!,
q!2452978.1016!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!NOT all vr4s are created equal (tranny related)!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!08:09 PM!,
q!2452977.2009!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452984.2247!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!ok i need more help!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!10:11 PM!,
q!2452977.2211!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!10:25 AM!,
q!2452979.1025!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!trans bolts loose(long)!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452977.2242!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!03:05 AM!,
q!2452979.0305!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!Fan Not shutting off!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!11:50 PM!,
q!2452977.2350!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!09:42 AM!,
q!2452978.0942!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!No Spark After Head Gasket Job!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452977.2358!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452985.1253!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!ECU Capacitors ($free.99)!,
q!4!,
q!4!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!10:11 PM!,
q!2452981.2211!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!03:05 AM!,
q!2452982.0305!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Oops, broke steering.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452978.0004!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2452978.2140!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!Shifting to 2nd Gear grinds after 20min of driving?!,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452981.2248!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2452986.1614!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!mysterious &quot;big metal thingy&quot;!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!07:37 AM!,
q!2452978.0737!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!atc250r!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452984.2158!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!uno!,
q!Valve cover holes?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2452981.2356!,
q!Micah!,
q!00000228!,
q!Matticus!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2452982.0040!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!ABS light comes on after driving for awhile?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!02:12 AM!,
q!2452982.0212!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!05:01 PM!,
q!2452982.1701!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Cold Weather driving!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!02:35 AM!,
q!2452982.0235!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!tplesko!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2452982.1246!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!Problems with car shaking.  Help?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!06:39 AM!,
q!2452982.0639!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!02:14 PM!,
q!2452982.1414!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spatchana!,
q!engine seized?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452982.1211!,
q!spatchana!,
q!00002703!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452982.1437!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Did anyone have really random knock counts before replacing the lifters?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2452982.1223!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!R332!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2452986.0015!,
q!R332!,
q!00002894!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Headwork!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2452982.1303!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!Matticus!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452986.1322!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Quick MMCD!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!01:34 PM!,
q!2452982.1334!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452982.1400!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!camber issue question!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!03:16 AM!,
q!2452974.0316!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!02:16 AM!,
q!2452976.0216!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Oil Stick indicator!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2452974.1018!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452976.0012!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thon!,
q!Cleaning out a used turbo!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2452974.1329!,
q!thon!,
q!00000613!,
q!thon!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2452975.0237!,
q!thon!,
q!00000613!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Fuel Trim...!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452974.1417!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!01:18 AM!,
q!2452976.0118!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!4 bolt axle cap/seal!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!06:50 PM!,
q!2452974.1850!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!369of1000!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452975.2119!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!4th gear vibrations!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2452974.2017!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!PJGross!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!09:00 AM!,
q!2452975.0900!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!brake reservoir switch question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2452975.0052!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!11:52 AM!,
q!2452975.1152!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Idle Adjustment with cams!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!01:41 AM!,
q!2452975.0141!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!12:43 PM!,
q!2452975.1243!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Clutchnet clutch question!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!01:54 AM!,
q!2452975.0154!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!01:54 AM!,
q!2452975.0154!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Knock sensor voltage at harness?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!08:56 AM!,
q!2452978.0856!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!08:56 AM!,
q!2452978.0856!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!Which to get?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!10:24 AM!,
q!2452975.1024!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!Romanova!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!12:19 PM!,
q!2452975.1219!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!logger sample rate problem!,
q!5!,
q!11!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!09:38 AM!,
q!2452978.0938!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!11:33 PM!,
q!2452995.2333!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q~HELP!-Tranny shaft nuts~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452978.1002!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!12:38 PM!,
q!2452978.1238!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91gvr4mainer!,
q!4WS removal!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!04:10 PM!,
q!2452977.1610!,
q!91gvr4mainer!,
q!00000598!,
q!drew!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!02:04 AM!,
q!2452979.0204!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Do NT Crank Angle sensors work on our cars?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2452978.1235!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452978.1453!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Rust!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452978.1400!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!SLedge!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452978.2313!,
q!Sledge!,
q!00002035!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!Double syncro 2nd!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452978.1644!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2452981.1555!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!SAFC with VPC!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!06:29 PM!,
q!2452978.1829!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!Matt379!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2452982.0948!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!boosting problem!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452978.2128!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!ercp98!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!07:34 AM!,
q!2452980.0734!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!Keeping 4ws with 4bolt rear!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452979.0041!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!12:38 AM!,
q!2452982.0038!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4N!,
q!ECU Mod!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!10:44 AM!,
q!2452975.1044!,
q!Raggedy GVR-4!,
q!00000726!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452976.1727!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!Non-abs conversion!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!10:49 AM!,
q!2452975.1049!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2452975.1951!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1badvr4!,
q!clutch symptoms!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2452975.1059!,
q!1badvr4!,
q!00002951!,
q!megaice!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!12:12 PM!,
q!2452975.1212!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1badvr4!,
q!4drwhore help!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452975.1126!,
q!1badvr4!,
q!00002951!,
q!1badvr4!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!11:46 AM!,
q!2452975.1146!,
q!1badvr4!,
q!00002951!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!GM MAF Honeycomb, stay or go?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!06:02 PM!,
q!2452975.1802!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2452976.0928!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q~HELP, I HAVE ENGINE ISSUSES!!!! ~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2452975.1941!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!drew!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2452975.2120!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Mysterious hose!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!08:07 PM!,
q!2452975.2007!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Beemer!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452978.2357!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/004001.cgi
A||||3||whitetsi||oil on plugs?||||1||||BoostedVR4||00002391
Z||000000||whitetsi||11-27-2003||03:24 PM||||i checked compression on my car today to find out that there was oil all over the thread of the plugs.  checked compression and all cyl showed 170 except cyl 2 which was 160.  so my question is could this be bad seals valve stem seals on the head?  valve guides?||67.80.86.236||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000001||coop||11-27-2003||08:58 PM||||that will most likely be the reason. when the motor cools down, the seals shrink and that is when you will get the drip.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||11-28-2003||02:47 AM||||Dayum son, can i have your engine? I bet mine is close to 100 on all 4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||11-28-2003||06:55 AM||||If it was valve stem seals, you'd get a nice cloud of smoke on startup after she was sitting awhile.  More than likely, the spark plug tube seals are hard under the valve cover.  Oil is splashing on the seals and seeping around them.  Pull your valve cover and see if the four gaskets around the spark plug holes are bad.  That's usually the reason for oil down around the plugs.  You're actually pulling the threads thru the oil that is piled up around the hex on the plug itself.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/004002.cgi
A||||2||eyetrauma||Boost creep||||1||||James DeRosia||00002414
Z||000000||eyetrauma||11-27-2003||06:35 PM||eyetrauma@aol.com||I'm getting some pretty bad boost creep past 4500rpm. I've got a greddy electronic boost controler and it holds at about 10psi (I have it set to .7 Bar) from ~3000rpm to 4500rpm. Then boost steadily rises at WOT untill I let off the throttle. I don't want to see more than 19psi with stock injectors.<br /><br />mods:<br />2G exhaust manifold<br />3" turbo back exhaust<br />16g turbo<br />martin/AMS front mount IC/Pipes<br />2G MAS and metal turbo inlet pipe<br /><br />Does anybody know of any easy solutions. I'm thinking either port the o2 sensor housing, or put in my 660cc injectors I have laying around  and hope it doesn't creep past 20psi, too bad the car idles and drives so nice now.||216.66.108.130||reg||1||James DeRosia||00002414||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-27-2003||06:55 PM||||bigger injectors will not prevent creep. Creep occurs because your 3" exhaust is flowing so much after the wastegate compared to before the wastegate. Porting the o2 housing, exhaust manifold and the turbine housing will help with creep, as would getting a bigger wg flapper valve or running an external gate.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||eyetrauma||11-27-2003||07:35 PM||||I never thought about the flow after the wastegate compared to before as being a cause. I thought it was just because much more exhaust was flowing past the turbine wheel than could flow through the wastegate. I didn't know porting the manifold, or turbine housing would help. <br /><br />An external waste gate is too pricy for me, does anybody know someone who offers porting services near boston? Or recomend someone inexpensive to do some manifold, turbo, o2 housing porting, and/or adding a larger flapper door?||216.66.108.130||reg||1||James DeRosia||00002414||yes



ubb/Forum2/004003.cgi
A||||3||Cybernerd2||oil pan leaking, able to fix?||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-27-2003||08:20 PM||||hi all,<br /><br />I discover that my oil pan is MAJOR leaking, there is a crack at the bottom, how do I fix that?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||11-27-2003||08:23 PM||||We just sealed a 91 F350 nonturbo desiel oil pan with gas tank sealer. Lots of parts that were all rusted up had to be removed in order to even drop the pan, so we tried different things to seal the pan, and gas tank sealer worked. Whatever you use has to be petroleum resistant, hence gas tank sealant.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||11-27-2003||08:25 PM||||thanks.<br /><br />But i have no idea what is gas tank sealant or how it looks like.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||11-27-2003||08:28 PM||||actually, the proper way is to get a new/used oil pan. However, the sealant if you go that way is available at most good auto parts stores.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/004004.cgi
A||||0||Cybernerd2||S-AFC II by-pass function?||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-27-2003||09:16 PM||||hi all,<br /><br />I have S-AFCII installed and would like to know where is this by-pass function that will not read my S-AFC correction but by-pass straight to the stock ECU?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum2/004005.cgi
A||||4||megaice||4 bolt to 5 bolt conversion||||5||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||11-27-2003||11:52 PM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||This may be a dumb question but beside the 5 bolt hub what else do I need off the donor car?||67.167.249.96||reg||5||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-28-2003||12:06 AM||||Try a search. It's been covered.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||megaice||11-28-2003||12:11 AM||||Thanks||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||11-28-2003||12:51 AM||||Here...  Now go make a VFAQ on this so I can do this too!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000992" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000992</a>||171.75.33.149||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||drew||11-28-2003||01:16 AM||||To start off the holiday season, here's a gift to the GVR4 community. I'm starting a new thread called 5 lug conversion.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004006.cgi
A||||11||whitetsi||what injectors to use||||1||||BoostedVR4||00002391
Z||000000||whitetsi||11-28-2003||12:21 AM||||getting either a small 16g, big 16g or evo3 16g.  i have an upgraded pump.  should i change injectors?  pretty sure for big16g amd evo3 16g that i have to change injectors. but if i want to use the small 16g do i have to change injectors?||67.80.86.236||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-28-2003||12:37 AM||||it's less the size of the turbo, more the boost you'll be running that'll be the consideration. 550s or 660s seem to be plenty for most street applications.<br /><br />even with a 14b most people don't recommend more than 15psi on stock injectors and pump.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||whitetsi||11-28-2003||01:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> it's less the size of the turbo, more the boost you'll be running that'll be the consideration. 550s or 660s seem to be plenty for most street applications.<br /><br />even with a 14b most people don't recommend more than 15psi on stock injectors and pump. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">min of 15psi on any of these turbos||67.80.86.236||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||11-28-2003||02:46 AM||||I suggest 660s and a 190 lph fuel pump. Why?<br />Contacted Road Race, they said you won't need an aftermarket AFPR with the 190, and anything less than 750s won't need more than that unless you're going into insane boost.<br />BUT, you do have to have an AFC to tune properly.<br />I was told 750s are overkill for the Sleeper16G, 660s would suffice, but a very important quote came to mind:<br />"You can run rich all day, but you only run lean once".... Best to setup for more fuel than you need and buy the stuff once.<br />Just my $.02 (You want change?)||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||curtis||11-28-2003||10:14 AM||||The 86 turbo II RX7's have a 571cc as a secondary injector.  Of course you'll need four I got mine locally new for $225 and run them for about 6 months with just a 2nd gen meter.  And it was stated here on another post that the EVO 8's have 550's oriface style like the RC's.||67.25.37.212||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||11-28-2003||10:19 AM||||you will have a couple of problems.  first off, i disagree with the stock fpr.  the car will run, but fine tuning it, especially for daily driving, and mpg, you need an adjustable fpr.  also, i think my car runs a whole lot better at 43 psi base pressure.  i think most fuel injectors are flowed at the higher base pressure.  at about 15-16 lbs boost, you will be close to mas overrun.  if you keep your 1g mas, you are limited to low boost.  if you hack the mas, you REALLY need fuel control, and here again, i think the car runs better at the higher pressure.  finally, if you EVER want to go more, and you will, you need adjustable fpr anyway.  and get a logger.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||whitetsi||11-28-2003||11:53 AM||||evo 3  16g<br />550 injectors <br />2g mas<br />upgraded fuel pump<br />afc<br />fpr<br />how much psi can i run?||192.63.58.151||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000007||TheJackalGT||11-29-2003||03:07 PM||||you just have to tune it.. Gotta watch and make sure your not getting any knock, i would start at what, 19 is what evo8's run, use the afc to richen up 15% accross the board, and gradually pull fuel to the a/f you want, or turn up the boost (while watching for knock) and monitor your a/f so you dont run lean.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||11-29-2003||04:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TheJackalGT:<br /><strong> you just have to tune it.. Gotta watch and make sure your not getting any knock, i would start at what, 19 is what evo8's run, use the afc to richen up 15% accross the board, and gradually pull fuel to the a/f you want, or turn up the boost (while watching for knock) and monitor your a/f so you dont run lean. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wtf?  this is like tuning blind.  +15 across the board?  i dont think so.  on my car, and every car is different, 2g mas, big 16g@18lbs, 560's<br />1k is -26<br />1.5k is -16<br />2k is -8<br />i forget the rest, but NONE are +15, not even the hi throttle settings.  NONE of my hi settings are even in the +.  even without the water injection, and with base fp at 36-37, hi settings were +7 MAX.  dont use a/f or egt to tune.  use a logger, or you are only guessing.  tune for max knock of 3(i got 0 knock) and timing at least 20(29 is max, i get 28).  my injectors have been cleaned and flowed, and my base fuel pressure is 43.  i did have it at 36-37, but since i got evo6 injectors, they have a base of 43.  find out what base fp your 550's are rated at, and get them cleaned and flowed.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||bazeng||11-29-2003||05:50 PM||||hey ken<br />regaurding your comment on the FPR, and not running the stock one,<br /><br />my tuner has actually installed the fpr with the stock one.. ?!?!?!<br /><br />is this possible?<br />can u please explain to me how it works?||203.166.63.165||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000010||Mitsuturbo||11-30-2003||12:36 AM||||I had.. small 16, 2g maf, rc550's, afc, itc, 255lph (base fp is 40#), no afpr yet, but have 9:1 compression and a ported head.<br /><br />Damn right every car is different.  To get my knock down, and o2s up, i had to run about +16 on the high map, from 3500 on up.  I was running a small 16g at 17.lbs though.  Without the ITC it would most certainly have been worse.  If my car had been driven for a while i would heatsoak my intercooler and get knock at 16psi anyway though, as soon as i got about 1/3 of the way thru 4th gear.<br />I have recently bought a fmic and evo3 16g.  Hopefully this will help a LOT, considering my small-16 was 7 years old.<br /><br />I still think i most definitely need an AFPR and possibly an upgrade to 660's.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000011||Duc Hunter||11-30-2003||01:50 AM||||I went with 660's because they still idle well and they make great power. I have seen 720 cars that run great and others that need 1100 RPM to idle. My 660's are great! Avoid 550's, boost is like heroin, once you get a taste you will want more. Also gas is loosing octane (case in point here is CA we can now only get 91).||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/004007.cgi
A||||6||BiggiB42||lifters||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||11-28-2003||12:53 AM||||anyone know where i can find tips or walkthroughs on adjusting or installing lifters thanx||152.163.252.136||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||JAYGVR4||11-28-2003||12:58 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-engine.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-engine.html</a>||171.75.33.149||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||11-28-2003||02:13 AM||||Buy new ones from Mach V. Great prices.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||BiggiB42||12-08-2003||12:53 AM||||thanks a whole bunch guys||64.136.26.227||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000004||91GVR4||12-08-2003||01:17 AM||||Buy new ones from <a href="http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com" target="_blank">www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com</a><br />Even better prices  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.155.245.42||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||12-08-2003||02:11 AM||||Does anyone know what brand parts <a href="http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com" target="_blank">www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com</a> uses? I remember the lifters were from the same manufacter as oem. Is that true of the rest of there parts?||65.177.240.17||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||12-08-2003||06:04 AM||||<a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=42413" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=42413</a>||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/004008.cgi
A||||23||drew||5 lug conversion||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-28-2003||01:21 AM||||This is for a conversion assuming you're keeping ABS.<br />You will need the following parts:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2067" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2067&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />ABS front hubs from a 92-94 TEL</a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2068" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2068&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />ABS rear spindles from a 92-94 TEL AWD</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2069" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2069&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />92-94 ABS AWD "big brake" TEL brakes rotors (or the equivilent)<br /></a><br /><br />4 extra lugnuts<br />4 new wheels<br /><br />Fronts:<br /><br />Remove lugnuts, remove wheel, Remove axle, remove ball joint, remove tie rod, disconnect caliper from bracket (no need to remove), remove pads, remove caliper bracket, remove ABS Sensor off of spindle (no need to remove completely), remove spindle, <br /><br />Install equivalent tel stuff. Put everything back together.<br /><br />Rears:<br /><br />Remove lugnuts, remove wheel, remove ebrake cable from caliper, disconnect caliper from rear assy, remove pads, remove rotor, remove rear axle, remove rear axle cup, remove rear spindle.<br /><br />Install equivalent TEL stuff. Put everything back together. Adjust ABS sensors according to spec.<br /><br />It's simple, but typically not easy due to rust and stuck parts. You may need a puller and a ball joint remover.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||11-28-2003||05:08 AM||||A few things that I can add. <br /><br />I got a 1/4"x1" piece of bar stock about 3 feet long and drilled a 1/2" hole in one end. I put this on one of the lug bolts, and against the ground, to keep the hub from spinning when I remove or tighten the axle nut.<br /><br />To remove the rear hubs, pull the 27mm axle nut off, and remove the cup using a three arm gear puller. Put the 27mm nut back on so you dont damage the threads and drive the hub out.<br /><br />Dont even try to press out the old bearings. My 12 ton press did jack shit, lots of cussing and a big hammer didnt do it either. So I took everything to a machine shop and he did it all, measured all clearances, checked for proper tension, garranteed the work, and didnt charge much.<br /><br />If you swapped in the whole 4 bolt LSD rear end like I did you need to reuse your old ABS lines. The 4 bolt lines use different connectors than the GVR4.<br /><br />If the junkyard rear hubs you get are non-ABS dont sweat it. Your old ABS gear comes right off with a gear puller(and a cheater bar), and can be pressed on the other shaft with a 1 1/2" pipe.<br /><br />Some(not all)non-ABS front hubs have the holes for mounting the ABS ring. So thats an easy swap too.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||11-30-2003||12:42 AM||||91 model year ABS equipped TEL parts will work as well, unless you need the 4 bolt for the rear, but the cups interchange of course.<br />I exchanged the complete rear trailing arm assemblies so I did not have to pull rear bearings.  Maybe not easier as removing the rear ABS sensors was a bitch without ruining those costly things.<br /><br />Currently though, my ABS light comes on after 1 mile of driving.  I suspect sensor ring mismatch (tooth counting) but I have not confirmed the code yet.  I believe Drew has a light as well.  Have you diagnosed yet Drew?||65.73.152.248||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||11-30-2003||12:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> 91 model year ABS equipped TEL parts will work as well, unless you need the 4 bolt for the rear, but the cups interchange of course.<br />I exchanged the complete rear trailing arm assemblies so I did not have to pull rear bearings.  Maybe not easier as removing the rear ABS sensors was a bitch without ruining those costly things.<br /><br />Currently though, my ABS light comes on after 1 mile of driving.  I suspect sensor ring mismatch (tooth counting) but I have not confirmed the code yet.  I believe Drew has a light as well.  Have you diagnosed yet Drew? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My ABS light does the same thing after I had the 5lug converstion done.  Is there anyway to diagnose it or does have something to do w/ one of the ABS sensors being out of whack??  It bothers me to know that the light is on.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||11-30-2003||06:16 AM||||ABS light on here too. I have the GVR4 ABS rings, so I'll put them in when I replace the rear bearings.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||drew||11-30-2003||10:42 AM||||Well here's the interesting thing. When I swapped the Galant hubs onto the donor Eclipse, I didn't have any problems. That's why I suspect that It's the sensors not being gapped properly.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||Jose||11-30-2003||03:20 PM||||My abs light also comes on. But before my light comes on my brakes fail, then the light comes on. I had to disconect the abs computer.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||11-30-2003||07:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Well here's the interesting thing. When I swapped the Galant hubs onto the donor Eclipse, I didn't have any problems. That's why I suspect that It's the sensors not being gapped properly. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But did you ever drive it far enough to know the light WOULD not come on?  Just curious, as you and I have discussed the counting issue before.  I will be able in about a week to get a code off mine to see what is setting, if it is a specific sensor or something else.<br /><br />Bigfoot, the sensor rings mount differently to the front hubs on the two cars.  Let us know how you get around that.  There may also be only 4 cutouts in the sensor ring for the hub bolts.  You may have to modify it to  match.||65.73.152.82||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||drew||11-30-2003||09:29 PM||||yeah i drove the eclipse for about a year/10,000 miles. No ABS light :-\||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||Bigfoot200200||11-30-2003||09:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Bigfoot, the sensor rings mount differently to the front hubs on the two cars.  Let us know how you get around that. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didnt, I used 5 bolt rings. I grabbed a non-ABS hub by mistake so I had to go get a ring and bolt it on. <br /><br />Went out and counted the front rings on the Talon(wheels are already off)47. Dont know about the 5 bolt rear rings.<br /><br />The 4 bolt front rings, 86.  The rear 4 bolt rings, 43. 1/2 of 86. That explains the ABS light.<br /><br />The 4 bolt hub is threaded, but on the 5 bolt the ring is threaded. I could use nuts and bolts to use the 4 bolt rings. Like you said, the 4 bolt has cutouts for only 4 lugs. Its got plenty of metal, I could drill some more holes. Although I wouldn't want lose an alignment pin because a hole needs to be there.<br /><br />It might be easier to use a different ABS computor and keep the 5 bolt front and rear rings that are already in.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||12-01-2003||10:17 AM||||Thanks Drew.  I knew your car had been down a while since the conversion, but if you did get miles on it that is interesting.<br /><br />Bigfoot, certainly don't put in the GVR4 rear rings with the TEL fronts.  I know you will get a counting problem from that.  TEL uses 47F/47R, while the GVR4 uses 86F/43R, so it expects that 2:1 ratio.  I don't have a clue if the TEL system has a compatible ABS ECU or not. I understood from your post you had used the TEL rings, that's why I used future tense to ask you to let us know if it worked in case you tried it as you suggested you might.<br /><br />The different designs on the mounting of the front ABS rings is why I did not just have the front hubs redrilled for 5 lugs, because I would still have had to modify them to fit.  Maybe simpler in hindsight though...||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000011||makedollarz||12-01-2003||03:33 PM||||Just 1 question....What exactly is the benifit of haveing 5 lug over 4?||164.47.169.114||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000012||drew||12-01-2003||03:45 PM||||1) looks better (IMHO)<br />2) more availability of rims (style, size, etc)<br /><br />The reason I did it was because I had a donor 93 GSX, where I transferred the eclipse 4 bolt rear end, 5 lug hubs, 16" stock wheels, and ps fluid reservoir out to the Galant, and put all the respective Galant bits onto the Eclipse.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />and according to RockinWRX, 5 lugs can hold the power better on high hp applications   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||12-01-2003||11:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>and according to RockinWRX, 5 lugs can hold the power better on high hp applications    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Way to dust that one off!||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||jayru||12-16-2003||01:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Well here's the interesting thing. When I swapped the Galant hubs onto the donor Eclipse, I didn't have any problems. That's why I suspect that It's the sensors not being gapped properly. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But did you ever drive it far enough to know the light WOULD not come on?  Just curious, as you and I have discussed the counting issue before.  I will be able in about a week to get a code off mine to see what is setting, if it is a specific sensor or something else.<br /><br />Bigfoot, the sensor rings mount differently to the front hubs on the two cars.  Let us know how you get around that.  There may also be only 4 cutouts in the sensor ring for the hub bolts.  You may have to modify it to  match. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I want to revive this thread as i just purchaced Jose's car and want to get the ABS working. <br /><br />I need it in all the snow up here. Did you find anything out about the code eor if the TEL computers work?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||12-16-2003||01:21 PM||||Hehe good luck with our ABS in the snow. I think is sucks.  I definitely stop faster pumping myself than the abs does, even with the snow tires.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||jayru||12-16-2003||01:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Hehe good luck with our ABS in the snow. I think is sucks.  I definitely stop faster pumping myself than the abs does, even with the snow tires. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I disagree. #120 Has ABS and it works perfectly in the snow. That's why i want it working in #1571.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000017||BlackHole||12-16-2003||01:50 PM||||I vote w/ Pivvay - worst ABS ever [you know the proper way to say it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> ]. The only time it is useful is on ice, otherwise it is a safety hazard IMO. My Talon AWD w/ worse tires and no ABS stops so much better under the same conditions. Too bad central OH has a lot of icy roads or I'd drop the ABS entirely.<br /><br />Back on topic, I'm going the other way with the 5-lug and simply redrilling the GVR4 ABS ring for the 5-lug hub up front and reusing the stock ABS ring in the back. That way I can get cheap TEL donor parts from the local U-Wrench-It.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||12-16-2003||05:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>faster pumping myself</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's all I have to say.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||tplesko||12-16-2003||05:10 PM||||haha Hertz   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000020||jayru||12-16-2003||05:44 PM||||Could we stay on topic please and post some usefull info if anyone knows anything about the topics discussed in this thread.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000021||jayru||12-16-2003||07:40 PM||||No one has ever fixed this problem? They just drive around with no ABS?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000022||Bigfoot200200||12-16-2003||09:30 PM||||Does the ABS have it's own computer which could be swapped with a TEL one?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />1 more thing, the 91's ABS didnt work well with a LSD like I installed. So either I need to swap in a later ABS computer or get rid of it completely. And in wet Portland I want abs.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000023||jayru||12-17-2003||12:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Does the ABS have it's own computer which could be swapped with a TEL one? Or does the ECU control it, and could a TEL ecu be swapped into the GVR4?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes on a GVR4 it has it's own computer in the trunk. As far as the TEL i don't know. Also i did some looking around and it seems their are different ABS systems for FWD and AWD cars as well as different years. This is what i am trying to get to the bottom of, but i have no experience with TEL's.<br /><br />Anyone have any info?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/004009.cgi
A||||4||admsr||Downpipe Exhaust Gasket||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||11-28-2003||10:09 AM||alex.morales@avon.com||I keep burning up my exhaust gasket between the o2 housing and downpipe.<br /><br />Anybody using something special that i'm not?<br /><br />I have a 2.5" DSMParts.com exhaust system from turbo back.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||11-28-2003||10:29 AM||||get on TRE's website.  They have the correct size gaskets that you will need.  Last time I checked they were outta stock but at least you can see what they are so you know what to get.  I think it's<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.teamripengineering.com" target="_blank">www.teamripengineering.com</a><br /><br />scott||67.20.184.30||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-28-2003||11:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.teamripengineering.com" target="_blank">www.teamripengineering.com</a><br /><br />scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Correct URL is <a href="http://www.teamrip.com" target="_blank">http://www.teamrip.com</a>||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||mj_rosenfeld||11-28-2003||11:20 AM||||If you go into a parts store like AutoZone with an O2 housing in your hands they can help you come up with a matching gasket. I've been using one that works for a 2.5" opening that is listed for an old Chrysler 440. I have to slot the bolt holes a little bit to fit. I'm not at home so I can't look up the Auto Zone part number but I think it was 100625. Obviously that part number is no good anywhere else.<br />  The only problem I have is sometimes I can't get that joint to seal completely. Must be the ears on the down pipe are little bent. Does anyone know of a gasket sealant that can withstand exhaust temperatures?<br />Mike R.||152.160.23.178||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000004||Z1500||11-28-2003||12:21 PM||||We (AGP Turbo) have solid copper gaskets for that. Give me a call.<br /><br />Kevin<br /><a href="http://www.agpturbo.com" target="_blank">www.agpturbo.com</a>||208.201.202.151||reg||1||Z1500||00002791||yes



ubb/Forum2/004010.cgi
A||||3||GRV4726||Q's about socketless hose||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||11-28-2003||06:23 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||how far do i really have push this crap in. DAMN its tough!! i got the hose over the two humps but i can't get it that little bit futher. I AM WEAK! i know.  but still. that shit is HARD. is that good enough? over the two humps with some clamps?<br /><br />thanks. i'm getting close to having everything complete||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||GrocMax||11-28-2003||06:35 PM||||What did they call the Houston Oiler's cheerleaders? Lubricants?||209.151.102.126||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||11-28-2003||08:11 PM||||Hahahaha!  Never heard that one.||64.63.212.61||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||11-29-2003||06:49 PM||||haha||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/004011.cgi
A||||7||neonturbo1995||timing belt problems||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||11-28-2003||11:51 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I recently had my timing belt slip about 20 teeth and I thought the motor was toast.  I put a new timing belt on because the one that was on there stretched.  I thought the timing was right, since I have done it like 10 times on 1G Mitsus, and I checked compression, but there was very little on cylinders 2 and 3.  I figured the valves were bent, etc.  I started the car and it ran, but only on 2 cylinders, obviously, but the valves were not hitting the pistons.  I just took the cylinder head off again and the valves are fine and they seat fine.  The pistons and rings are good also.  I guess I just got the valve timing wrong.  Does that sound right?  What else should I check wihile I have the head off?<br /><br /><br />Also, I am removing the balance belts now as well.  Anything else I should do while I an in there?<br /><br />NOTE:  After starting the car the last time, the belt was hard as hell to remove.  It is like it is getting hung up or something.  Any ideas here??  Also, my alternator "v" belt flipped upside down when I started the car.  Do you think something is sticking and causing all this madness?||68.164.13.194||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||11-29-2003||12:31 AM||||check the head correctly.  Pull the cams and fill the ports with water or paint thinner, and check to see if there is any seepage past the valves.  I have had several heads that didn't appear damaged, but were bent just enough to not hold water in the ports.  I'll bet if you do that you will find two exhaust valves bent..at least.  You can't slip 20 teeth without bending at least a couple valves.  As for the belt hanging up, did you check the length of the oil pan bolts going up thru the front of the timing cover?  They have to be SHORT, otherwise they will tear up the belt.  Either you bent valves, or you broke two pistons.  If you see ANY kind of dimple marks INSIDE the useless valve reliefs, toward the center of the piston, about a 1/4 inch past the piston valve reliefs, you know what happened.  The damned valve reliefs are in the WRONG place on the pistons.  They need to be further in towards the center of the piston.  Look very closely at the piston heads.  It just may look like a dent in the carbon on the piston.  Just turn the head on its side, and fill each port up with water or paint thinner.  You'll see.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||11-29-2003||12:35 AM||||I forgot to add, it basically WILL NOT RUN even if you are just a tooth off on either cam.  So if you could IDLE, you had it right, even if just on two cylinders.  My gvr only runs on two cyl when it starts, and it takes a minute or two for the center cylinders to start firing.  For some reason the center two cylinders flood and take time to clean out enough to fire the plugs again.  Swapped injectors and I think they are sticking open or leaking.<br />I KNOW you will find a bent valve.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||GrocMax||11-29-2003||08:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> I forgot to add, it basically WILL NOT RUN even if you are just a tooth off on either cam.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not true. <br /><br />They start to make contact when you are between 3 and 4 teeth off. <br /><br />More than 50% of the blown belts within warranty during the recall days from 90-98 I saw did not bend valves. All depends on the position of the crank when it went and how many RPM's it was turning. <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer: <strong> The damned valve reliefs are in the WRONG place on the pistons.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No they aren't. The valves aren't open very far during overlap, the reliefs need to be towards the   edge. Take a head, depress and hold the valves open .050", then set a piston on top. Plenty clearance left over for .410" lift cams installed straight up. Might run into some issues trying for funky lobe centers.<br /><br />P.S.- To answer the question on how you might have  had no compression in 2 cylinders without valves being bent and no previous issue of no compression, it is possible that a couple of lash adjusters got extended accidentally and were holding the valves open, or you removed the cams, reinstalled them without making sure the lash adjusters were relieved of oil. As always, for procedure, RTFM  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.151.102.117||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000004||neonturbo1995||11-29-2003||02:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">P.S.- To answer the question on how you might have had no compression in 2 cylinders without valves being bent and no previous issue of no compression, it is possible that a couple of lash adjusters got extended accidentally and were holding the valves open, or you removed the cams, reinstalled them without making sure the lash adjusters were relieved of oil. As always, for procedure, RTFM  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I never took the cams out.  I will check the adjusters, but they seem to be fine when I turn the cams by hand...all the valves close and seat fine||68.164.231.134||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000005||atc250r||11-29-2003||07:08 PM||||I have also seen a few cases where the valves look fine in the head but when you liquid test them you'll find there is leakage.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000006||neonturbo1995||11-30-2003||12:13 AM||||I will test them then||68.164.231.134||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||11-30-2003||05:46 AM||||GrocMax, those were extremely lucky people.  And I have NEVER seen a timing belt victim that didn't hit unless it skipped while cranking.  You strip 20 teeth, it will hit.  I also have never seen a tbelt victim that hit the pistons right on the valve reliefs.  They always seem to hit just a tad inboard.  Then again, all the ones I have seen have been SNAPPED or STRIPPED belts, not just a skip of a tooth or two.  I'm not saying you didn't find that during the warranty days for the soft, defective timing belts.  Nowdays though, you rarely find one that hasn't dinged at least one or two valves, because the fools try to crank it over after the belt failed and they promptly bend them with the starter, since the oil system is still primed.  <br /><br />What I don't understand is that this is a hemi style head, and yet they could have made the valve reliefs deep enough to do the job and made the compression up with a slight dome in the center of the piston.  Yes, .410 total lift cams can clear if they are a tooth off, but not much more than that.  Also, what I meant by not running isn't that it is impossible because it will hit valves at a tooth off, but rather that it will run so shitty that you will immediately know something is wrong...||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/004012.cgi
A||||4||skivittlerjimb||Bushing questions||||5||||skivittlerjimb||00001767
Z||000000||skivittlerjimb||11-28-2003||11:53 PM||skivittlerjimb@yahoo.com||Been through the archives pretty thoroughly, but wanted to get opinions...<br /><br />A set of Whiteline 1" lowering springs and KYB AGXs are siting in my garage waiting to play.  The susp. on #53/1k is pretty well worn, with the<br />shocks and springs likely being original.  Waiting along with them are KYB top strut mounts and shock boots.  I'm going to leave off bigger sway bars for now until I see how the car handles in snow with the stiffer set up of the springs, shocks, and bushings. <br /><br />First question is, is there any major benefit to going whole hog and getting as complete a Whiteline bushing kit as I can (saw one for $275 linked from the forum from "CyberAuto.com" or something like that)?  Or is it better to save the $ and get an Energy susp. bushing kit for a T/E/L and round it out with Whiteline stuff for whatever the Energy kit doesn't include? (anyone know what those items might be?)  What about Noltec?  <br /><br />My gut says spend the extra $ and get a full Whitleline set up, buy many here seem to have had fine luck with Energy bushings.  Any thoughts on why DSMParts doesn't sell WL bushings in the kit form?  Anyone sourced a full Whiteline kit recently?<br /><br />It's not a big deal for me to wait for the parts for Australia.  Winter tires are going on the car very soon (it WILL snow soon in VT, dang it)and I'm willing to put up with the sloppy susp. for a while.  If I order the W/L bushings now I might get them in time for the spring thaw...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />The car is a daily driver that gets driven hard when the kids aren't in the back seat and will hopefully see a few autox and hillclimbs next year.<br /><br />Thanks in advance,||155.72.100.4||reg||5||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||11-29-2003||01:34 AM||||I have the whole shebang (Whiteline springs, KYB AGX shocks, Whiteline 22mm ft bar, Whiteline 24mm rear bar, Whiteline ft Castor bushings, Whiteline ft camber bolts). I can say that the ride is nice. Set on one the car actually bounces softly over bumps. The sway bars are great because they did not seem to affect my freeway ride at al but when I throw it into a corner the car does not lean. I know the bushings will only help your car. I would say take it apart once and put it all in. That way you get dirty once, take off bolts once, spend one weekend working. You won�t regret the bushings and sway bars one bit. After you are done have their street alignment settings dialed into your car and enjoy!<br /><br />Mine has 185k miles and the bushings that are left are shot. I will be replacing them all with Whiteline stuff. Their shipping time and cost was not too bad for me time wise, if my memory is right. At the age our cars are the bushings and motor-mounts are shot.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||11-29-2003||09:34 AM||||Try the Noltec bushings. Oztec on this forum sells them, and I am sure he could give you a deal on a full kit.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||skivittlerjimb||12-03-2003||09:18 AM||||Thanks Duc...  What was/is your source for the WL stuff?  When I purchased the springs from DSMParts (Justin) they took about 3 months but did<br />eventually arrive as promised, and the pricing seemed fair.  <br /><br />I'd go for Noltec, and will prolly ask Oztec for a quote, but WL seems like a well-known and proven set up.  Would also prolly be smart to purchase the bars at the same time as the bushings and castor and camber parts.  <br /><br />Thanks for the help!||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000004||Oztek||12-03-2003||10:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by skivittlerjimb:<br /><strong>I'd go for Noltec, and will prolly ask Oztec for a quote, but WL seems like a well-known and proven set up.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There are several people on the board with Noltec bushings.  They handle and ride great...best part is you won't have to wait three months to get them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum2/004013.cgi
A||||5||driftin galant||help! freshly rebuilt motor knocking?||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||11-29-2003||03:22 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||ok so i just got done rebuilding my eninge for a second time now and when i started it up for the first time it has got a real bad knocking sound coming from the head. i thought it was the lifters but it has never happened before, is there any thing that i can do to make it go away. and of course you can't drive it beacuse the knock sensor it going bannanas. any help would be great.<br /><br />Erik||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||11-30-2003||12:12 AM||||Man, I'd pull the oil pan and recheck all the rod bolts and mains just to be safe.  More than likely you just have a collapsed lifter.  Pull the valve cover and start her up.  Just cover everything with towels, as you will SHOOT oil everywhere, but it should be pretty obvious which lifter it is, as you will be able to see which valve isn't doing its job.  Still, If you can't find it up top, I'd be checking bearings.  Even a bad bal shaft bearing can knock, which seems weird, but it can.  you didn't say what you'd done to the motor, or why it failed after the first rebuild, so it is kinda hard to diagnose.  Any more specifics, like rpm dependent, deep or tinny knock, at engine speed or 1/2 engine speed?||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||11-30-2003||12:15 AM||||since you've done the engine twice.. i am assuming you know what you are doing, so i (as an engine builder myself) am going to tell you the dumbass thing i went and did a while back..<br /><br />I built an engine.. a 1g in a 2g swap.. i had a head lying around that had freshly been rebuilt.. not by myself.  It had been used for about 2k miles, so I trusted that everything was ok.. but after 15 miles it knocked so f.ing bad it sounded like piston vs. head.  After pulling the pan and checking rods for tight.. i was turning the crank with a ratchet and heard CLICK! went back the other way (i was like WTF!?) and heard CLICK! The gear was staying put while the cam was CLICKing into the sweet spot where there's no valvespring pressure on it.<br /><br />Turns out the cam gear bolt was not torqued properly when some other person built the head, i didn't recheck it, and it came loose on me.  Knocked like a M.F.er.<br />Tightened it up, and all was well.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000003||driftin galant||11-30-2003||03:39 PM||||it was a stupid mistake that cost me two rod bearings.  when we removed the balance shafts we put the plug in the oil pump, well the bolt holding the plug got loose and the plug fell out and thus causeing sudden drop of oil pressure. then we spun two rod bearings. so after a another month of down time we are back up and running. kind of. it makes the knocking, real bad at idle.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||11-30-2003||11:33 PM||||Did you replace the crank when you repaired the spun bearings, or did you just leave it?  It sounds like you might have just polished the journals and not mike'd them for out of round.  Did you at least use plastigauge on all four rod journals plus the mains, in at least 4 positions on each journal?  Sounds like some clearance is out of spec.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||driftin galant||12-01-2003||12:45 AM||||oh i got a new crank and four new rods. i spent over 300 dollars in the machine shop making sure everything was good. so it is not the lower end.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum2/004014.cgi
A||||16||drew||AFPR||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-29-2003||03:42 PM||||I've been researching some afprs recently and I had a couple of questions.<br /><br />Spoolinup/Charged Air: Seems to be the cheap, bolt on way. However, turnaround time seems to be ridiculously slow, and I've heard the adjustment screw, due to its fine threads is fragile and can break<br /><br />buschur: another bolt on. Looks like the unit would put considerable weight on the rail/fittings. I'm assuming that you can lower the pressure using this one as well.<br /><br />Are there any other bolt on affairs that can lower fuel pressure, or are the other options DIY?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||galantvr4us||11-29-2003||05:08 PM||||Buschurs will definately lower pressure-thats a SX fuel pressure regulator with a custom bottom that they made.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||11-29-2003||06:01 PM||||Mike Licht, the MAFT guy, is coming out with a 1G version. The 2G is already shipping, but the machine shop screwed something up, delaying the 1G version for $145.<br /> <a href="http://www.fullthrottlespeed.com" target="_blank">http://www.fullthrottlespeed.com</a><br /><br />Try again! Too many T's!||68.158.183.108||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||drew||11-29-2003||06:06 PM||||linky no worky.<br /><br />Edit: works now.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||11-29-2003||10:28 PM||||If you can get a used Spoolin Up reg, go for it. Try to find out if its the second version though, thats the better made one.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||11-29-2003||11:40 PM||||hmm... I have a top speed AFPR, but I dont know if its a rising rate. It does have the vacuum nipple, but Im not sure so I havent put it on my car. Anyone know if it is ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||12-01-2003||02:44 PM||||Going on 4 weeks...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />At 01:44 PM 12/1/2003, Mike Licht wrote:<br />As soon as I have some news I will post it and send everyone an e-mail<br />Mike<br /><br />----- Original Message ----- <br />From: "Ryan Hertz" <rhertz@3-points.com><br />To: "Mike Licht" <mike@fullthrottlespeed.com><br />Sent: Monday, December 01, 2003 2:24 PM<br />Subject: Re: 1G AFPR Order<br /><br /><br />> Any news on the AFPRs?<br />> <br />> Thanks,<br />> -Ryan<br />> <br />> At 11:48 AM 11/21/2003, you wrote:<br />> >Not yet<br />> >Mike<br />> ><br />> >----- Original Message -----<br />> >From: "Ryan Hertz" <rhertz@3-points.com><br />> >To: <mike@fullthrottlespeed.com><br />> >Sent: Friday, November 21, 2003 11:21 AM<br />> >Subject: 1G AFPR Order<br />> ><br />> ><br />> > > Hi Mike!<br />> > ><br />> > > TGIF.   I've seen on the dsmtranslator group list that the 1G AFPR is<br />> > > still in production.  I haven't checked my groups recently and was<br />> > > wondering if you could give me an ETA.<br />> > ><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||drew||12-01-2003||03:05 PM||||I've been waiting 9 months on my Charged Air unit. Sent them an email today. What, am I pregnant or somethin?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||12-01-2003||05:35 PM||||Call them once a week at different times. Emails are too easy to ignore/delete.<br /><br />Their customer service sucks, but they make a good product.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||drew||12-01-2003||07:00 PM||||Actually  I've called, and it goes straight to VM, and they never returned my calls. When I finally emailed them, I got a response.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||04DrBlur||12-01-2003||08:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I've been waiting 9 months on my Charged Air unit. Sent them an email today. What, am I pregnant or somethin? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ive got you beat.  I ordered and paid for mine on the 28th of Feb.  Still no word.  I actually got a response to an email that I just sent Tony Deqfucknut because I threatened him with all this time off over Xmas. With the Galant running so good I am goin to drive there and personally get my product or my money.  I prefer for him to refuse because I am not scared to go to jail for a few days... Been there before just not a fun place.||68.76.178.243||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||12-01-2003||11:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Been there before just not a fun place. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah Crystal Lake, IL is kinda freaky.||67.162.75.12||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||4g63t||12-01-2003||11:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Been there before just not a fun place. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah Crystal Lake, IL is kinda freaky. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000013||bob in chicago||12-02-2003||07:27 AM||||Chris of Charged Air was selling ten 1g AFPRs on DSM trader last week; I bought one.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=142119&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&group=3&set=24&position=474&total_count=2775&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3fcc83de3093b84f" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=142119&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&group=3&set=24&posit ion=474&total_count=2775&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3fcc83de3093b84f</a>||216.65.170.202||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000014||4g63t||12-02-2003||08:15 AM||||Did you get it?||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000015||dlpinckney||12-02-2003||08:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I've been waiting 9 months on my Charged Air unit. Sent them an email today. What, am I pregnant or somethin? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ive got you beat.  I ordered and paid for mine on the 28th of Feb.  Still no word.  I actually got a response to an email that I just sent Tony Deqfucknut because I threatened him with all this time off over Xmas. With the Galant running so good I am goin to drive there and personally get my product or my money.  I prefer for him to refuse because I am not scared to go to jail for a few days... Been there before just not a fun place. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, I can't believe you are still waiting on that thing.  I am so glad that I had ordered mine using my credit card.  After I waited about 4 months with no email or phone response, I just had my CC reverse bill it.  To give you and idea of how bad Charged Airs name is:  there is usually a month waiting period before the reverse billing becomes official to give the company time to dispute the issue, my credit card company had so many complaints on file, it went through immediately...!!!  I ended up getting one of the bolt on units from Buschur.  Yeah, it cost a lot more, but I have it and it is a very nice piece.  Sorry to hear you STILL haven't recieved yours.  If they were advertising 10 of them on DSMTrader and have actually followed through with shipping them, and you still haven't gotten yours, I think it is time for that road trip.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000016||bob in chicago||12-02-2003||11:22 AM||||I got mine with the guage yesterday.  Paid $155.  His email is:   niceguy3186@att.net||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/004015.cgi
A||||13||Darkside||question on PDA||||1||||Darkside||00002420
Z||000000||Darkside||11-29-2003||06:39 PM||Darkside_racing@msn.com||would a Toshiba e355 300MHz 64mb PDA work for the datalogger?  it have MC Pocket PC OS.  would this one work?||67.119.173.23||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-29-2003||06:43 PM||||no. It's Palm OS only||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Darkside||11-29-2003||07:10 PM||||thanks, OH yea! does it have to have USB or Serial port.||67.119.173.23||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000003||drew||11-29-2003||07:18 PM||||It's a serial connection.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||Darkside||11-29-2003||07:20 PM||||Kewl thankx alot drew. One more thing hoping its the last   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> , is it EZ to install?||67.119.173.23||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000005||drew||11-29-2003||07:32 PM||||I don't have a pda pocketlogger, so I wouldn't know. It should be 2 wires to the diagnostic port, and one to the fuseblock next to it, and then a serial connection to your palm.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||Darkside||11-29-2003||07:44 PM||||kewl thanks again.  not Im fully understanded now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .  Thankx.||67.119.173.23||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000007||drew||11-29-2003||07:57 PM||||um.. what?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||Darkside||11-29-2003||08:50 PM||||OH sorry for mistype, I say I'm now understanded it now.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I was type too fast.||67.119.173.23||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||11-30-2003||01:27 AM||||Haha.  That was funny.  Do it again!<br /><br />Darkside:  I don't think anyone knows of a Windows CE datalogger software.  However, there's a couple options for Palm-based PDAs.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||drew||11-30-2003||11:23 AM||||all your base are belong to us.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||11-30-2003||04:05 PM||||Someone set us up the bomb.<br /><br />You have no change to survive.  Make your time.<br /><br /> <a href="http://allyourbase.zerowing.com" target="_blank">.</a>||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||$800btr||12-10-2003||11:15 PM||||that's some funny S@#$%!||68.100.44.248||reg||1||$800btr||00002484||yes
Z||000013||stevevr4||12-11-2003||07:02 AM||||HAHAHAHAHAHA great way to start the day thanks for that link man||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum2/004016.cgi
A||||0||atc250r||Fuel Line Fix?||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||11-29-2003||08:40 PM||johngmr@yahoo.com||I already found the fix using 5/16" (8mm) line from a parts store and that is what I am going to do. Here is the problem, the metric end I was gonna use from my stock line is junk. Besides going to the junkyard and pirating one off a car what else can I do?<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes



ubb/Forum2/004017.cgi
A||||5||admsr||Cleaning Carbon Build-up?||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||11-29-2003||10:10 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||anyone know if having a 4g63 slurp some H2O would help clean carbon build-up in the cylinders. I'm still fighting off knock issues and i'm about ready to burn her ass!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />i think i was running her very rich for a while. I have since zeroed out my HKS S-afr and I was beating her a little when my wastegate actuator arm decided to go on vacation. anyway, going to work on her alittle tomorrow morning since she's going to be driving allot next week. A deer took me down in my wife's Matrix so the Matrix is going to the body shop on Monday.<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.17.174||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-29-2003||10:14 PM||||yes it will. too much however will cause hydrolock. A lot of people like using Mopar Combustion Chamber Cleaner as well. And some have mentioned BG Engine Purge as well. Do a search on these. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/MCCC.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/MCCC.html</a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||11-30-2003||12:19 AM||||What I use is a used saline IV bag from a local hospital, complete with the drip adjuster.  I just fill it with distilled water, and tee it into the inlet of the turbo (vacuum side) and adjust the drip so that I have good steam coming out of the back, and set the throttle to around 25 percent and let her run about 5 bags thru.  You can do it while you are driving as well.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||11-30-2003||12:23 AM||||Oh, one caveat.  Be sure to put a test pipe in the exhaust.  If you're really carboned up, all the crap coming out of the exhaust can plug the cat.  Personally, I do mine on a hoist, and I just unbolt my exhaust downpipe and put the stocker up and just let it hang.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||crucible||11-30-2003||08:59 AM||||Go to a Chrysler dealer and get a couple of cans of mccc.Try this site<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.outreach.psu.edu/users/res122/dsm/" target="_blank">MCCC</a>||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||11-30-2003||12:02 PM||||OR, you could install water injection, get rid of knock, have more power, more timing, and NEVER have a carbon problem again.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004018.cgi
A||||9||chadhayashi||Speaker enclosure  port ques ||||2||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||11-30-2003||01:19 AM||||I am building a custom, single reflex bandpass enclosure for the ride.<br /> <br />My specs say a port that is 4" x 11.25"(specified). (or a [specified] 0.09ft3[2.4L]). <br />This is tuned for 66Hz. (0.56 ft3 vented portion)<br /><br />Can I go w/ a 6" diameter port that is 5.6" long, or a 5" x 8" (both 0.09ft3 volume) and achieve the same tuning freq? <br />My specs have a footnote that says "Use larger diameter vent if possible."<br /><br />Seems right to me but, if it's not possible, or it will change tuning freq, please explain reasons or changes in laymans terms. <br />I want to stay w/ a tubular port because it is coming in thru the rear deck.||24.9.164.227||reg||2||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||11-30-2003||09:27 PM||||What's the speaker size?, cubic feet requirement?<br /><br />The simplest one for a 1st timer is a sealed box.<br />Try this web page it'll help you out.<br /><a href="http://www.the12volt.com/caraudio/boxcalcs.asp#top" target="_blank">http://www.the12volt.com/caraudio/boxcalcs.asp#top</a><br /><br />The way I'd do it is find out the ported cubic feet.<br /><br />go to the 12 volt and figure out box dimensions <br />using 3/4 MDF for your speaker.<br /><br />next figure port dimensions that will fit in the box.<br /><br />remember no sharp edges on the port tube.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||number3||11-30-2003||10:37 PM||||<a href="http://www.loudspeakers101.com/VentCal1.htm" target="_blank">http://www.loudspeakers101.com/VentCal1.htm</a><br /><br />I could give you a quick and easy answer but what fun would that be?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||11-30-2003||11:34 PM||||Nevermind. I can reconfigure the box to allow for the 11" long vent.<br />Harry, thanks for the calculator link.<br /><br />p.s. not a first timer...||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||12-01-2003||01:16 AM||||Personally I like the sounds of sealed enclosures and good, clean power and nice audio control electronic crossovers vs. band pass style enclosures. I am curious to see you design as I am currently laying out my audiophile system for my GVR4.||12.104.71.139||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||12-01-2003||01:50 AM||||I too love a good sealed enclosure. But, I've had three different sealed enclosures in my car and I'm just not happy w/ the SPL. All three of those enclosures were tested in my buddy's 1G and they all hit hard. I'm not concerned w/ the roll off associated w/ a bandpass. Read on. <br /><br />My new setup will consist of the following:<br />4" hifonics coax in the dash<br />5.25" JL seperates in the doors w/ the 1" silk domes just ahead of the handle. These will be driven off Channel "A" of my Soundstream MC140 (2 ohm load)( MC140 is an old Soundstream rated at 35x4 @ 4 ohms. minimum 2ohm stable)<br /><br />2- 6.5" Coustic Basspumps in the rear deck. Total of 4 6.5" drivers. Driven off Channel "B" of MC140. (2 ohm load, mono) <br /><br />Crossed over by Audio Control 2XS.<br /><br />And 1 10" mtx blue thunder in a bandpass, tuned to 66Hz vented thru the center of the back deck. Driven by an older Fosgate 250M mono sub amp.<br />If you count the tweeters on the coax, I'll have 13 drivers in my car.<br /> The only speakers (listed) in my car as of now, are the JL's and they are not amped.  <br />I will recover quite abit of room in the trunk and I should be a little happier w/ the impact.<br /><br />Should do the original Helmet, Kid Sensation, Judgement Night sountrack, and other old school CD's recently scored on ebay justice. <br /><br />Word to my mother.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||number3||12-01-2003||07:53 AM||||The port can extend out of the box to the rear deck. The port (volume) does not need to be IN the box.<br /><br />Just a idea.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||Martin Tolentino||12-01-2003||08:58 AM||||I've never seen a port outide of the box. Here's a pix of my 1st sub box built. it's in my truck<br />  <img src="http://members.cox.net/martinstaco/files/sub3.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000008||number3||12-01-2003||01:34 PM||||You have never seen a port outside of a sub box and you post a picture of a truck box in a truck...<br /><br />Am I missing something here???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||12-01-2003||10:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> The port can extend out of the box to the rear deck. The port (volume) does not need to be IN the box.<br /><br />Just a idea.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That was the original plan. I was concerned about the vent coming within the 4" (vent diameter) of the driver. I am just going to flip the driver so the motor structure will be in the sealed portion. The vent will extend outward of the enclosure and up into the cabin slightly. I will make a grill out of acoutic fabric. I "should" be able to build and have installed this weekend.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/004019.cgi
A||||19||RTS182G-VR4||which pistons?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||11-30-2003||01:38 AM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i am building up another engine since the one in my car is beyond simple repair.  nothing too extreme, just a little better.  what pistons should i use?  95's have a higher compression ratio right?  which aftermarket pistons are a good idea?  thanks for any help.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||11-30-2003||04:04 AM||||I'm running a wiseco 9:1 stock bore motor, ported head, small 16g with ported o2 housing running 7 yes 7 psi, ported 95 manifold, the entire intake stock except for the hack mas k&n and crushed bov, press bent 2.5" exhaust, jeff's chip   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  (fuck off todd I like jeffs chip)and other supporting mods and JUST beat an awd a4 with a chip 11 psi and an exhaust about 10 minutes ago. We raced 2 times on the highway and one from a standstill won all 3 times. It has more torque than before if you aren't planning to go nuts with it I would use the wiseco 9:1.||65.177.240.85||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||RTS182G-VR4||12-01-2003||11:11 PM||||do higher compression pistons spool the turbo quicker?  i heard someone talking about this.  im not planning on running more than 15 psi, so are the higher compression pistons a better idea?  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||12-01-2003||11:36 PM||||Yes, higher compression pistons spool the turbo quicker. If 15 psi is all you are going to run, then 9:1 is a good choice IMHO. That's what I would do. But if you're on a budget, then use the 2g 8.5:1 pistons. They're cheap. They will need to be machined to fit the 1g big rods though.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||12-02-2003||01:11 AM||||Wiseco's and 2g pistons end up costing about the same in the end. Wiseco's are $400 for pistons, rings, and have the same rod size as stock so the rods are stronger. 2g pistons are around $40 a piece if I remember correct so $160, ~$100 to get the rods machined, and about another $100 for mistu rings for a total of $360 for cast. That is why my motor is a wiseco 9:1. I also have about the same goals as you do running ~15 psi. I tell you there is more torque than the 7.8:1 turbo spools much quicker the torque/horsepower curve is much sooner and flatter. Like I said I would definately go this route again. I only have ~750 miles on the motor so I'm running 7 psi now feels about as fast as 14 psi before. Like I said it comes on much harder and sooner than before MUCH less lag, it also has a very different tone than before I pretty much only hear engine noise not exhaust noise like before. It used to have a little of the fast and the furious sound. Now it just sounds like the motor wants to rip it's self out of the car. My best keyboard impression is that before it was a bbbbbbbwwwwwwwaaaaaaaaahhhhh, bbbb,bbbbbbbbbbbwwwwwwwwwwahhhhhhhh with a turbo note. <br />Now is a eeeeeeeerrrrrrrrrrrrraaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhh,   eeeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhh I don't really hear the turbo anymore or the exhaust probably due to the fact that I have had farts come out with more pressure than my turbo is puting out now.||65.177.232.83||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||12-02-2003||02:24 AM||||i can get rods machined for 2g pistons for 50 bux and a set of good 2g pistons for 100 for anyone who wants them.  Hastings rings are $75.  Actually putting the pistons to the rods is only another $25<br /><br />depends on who you know, and what you know.<br /><br />if anyone wants a hookup, just call me at 801-671-8338 or email me at mitsuturbo@softhome.net<br /><br />If you're mailing from an address like yahoo or hotmail, you have to mail me at mitsuturbo@comcast.net, since my softhome server does not accept mail from shitty (commonly used for spam) servers.<br /><br />Or you can IM me at mitsubishivr4ws on AIM, or mitsuturbo@softhome.net on MSN Messenger.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||12-02-2003||03:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> i can get rods machined for 2g pistons for 50 bux and a set of good 2g pistons for 100 for anyone who wants them.  Hastings rings are $75.  Actually putting the pistons to the rods is only another $25<br /><br />depends on who you know, and what you know.<br /><br />if anyone wants a hookup, just call me at 801-671-8338 or email me at mitsuturbo@softhome.net<br /><br />If you're mailing from an address like yahoo or hotmail, you have to mail me at mitsuturbo@comcast.net, since my softhome server does not accept mail from shitty (commonly used for spam) servers.<br /><br />Or you can IM me at mitsubishivr4ws on AIM, or mitsuturbo@softhome.net on MSN Messenger. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DAMN. That's a good price for the machine work but the rings sound high if you decide to go aftermarket. Still wouldn't change my setup though especially because it's already done  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.241.101||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||drew||12-02-2003||04:11 AM||||Interestingly, Tuner shops in Japan don't like EVOIIIs because they are too high compression 9.0:1. They put lower compression 8.5:1 pistons in. Good enuf for them, good enuf for me.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||psycopyro182||12-02-2003||04:29 AM||||ive also been toying around with the idea of what pistons to use.<br />quick question, Ive heard most of you say that 7-10 psi on the wiesco pistons feels like about 15 psi on the 8.5.1 stockers.<br />but how much boost can you run on the higher comp pisons? i would assume with the right fuel and supporting mods you could still run up to 20 or so<br />or would that be too much stress on the motor, and would you start getting detonation and knock and all of those fun things.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000009||R332||12-02-2003||01:19 PM||||Regarding the 2G pistons, what is the real deal? <br /><br />Do you have to get the PISTONS or the RODS machined to make the set up work? Does anyone have a "how to" link for the machining or would it be 100% obvious to a shop what needs to be done?<br /><br />I am not convinced that forged stuff is the way to go for a 365 daily driver street motor. Not to mention I think 9:1 is a bit steep for 91oct if you want to run 16psi+.||137.186.225.201||reg||1||R332||00002894||yes
Z||000010||drew||12-02-2003||01:54 PM||||<a href="http://hometown.aol.com/rcm1061/myhomepage/auto.html" target="_blank">http://hometown.aol.com/rcm1061/myhomepage/auto.html</a>||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||12-02-2003||01:57 PM||||Rods get machined. Its not expensive if you have a good machinist. I like the 2g piston option. It holds plenty of power, is cheap, and is "factory"...<br /><br />My 2g piston setup has a surprising amount of lowend grunt when not on boost (which is all the time since turbo is bypassed). Then again, I think I'm running closer to 9:1.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000012||R332||12-02-2003||02:09 PM||||Thanks very much for the info. The link appears to have all the info my machine shop would/could need!<br /><br />I think the 2Gs are the way to go for me. Does anyone know who has the best price on them?||68.144.20.64||reg||1||R332||00002894||yes
Z||000013||92GVR4#333||12-02-2003||02:10 PM||||last time I looked they were 250ish for the set from the $tealer.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000014||turbogalant||12-02-2003||03:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Interestingly, Tuner shops in Japan don't like EVOIIIs because they are too high compression 9.0:1. They put lower compression 8.5:1 pistons in. Good enuf for them, good enuf for me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea and what are there plans for the car? RTS182G-VR4 seems to want the same things I did which are more torque, less lag, better all around drivability, a resonable amount of boost and not to have to rob a bank to pay for it all. You can make an excellent daily driver out of 9:1 engines. To be honest I was worried pre building it that it would be to high compression not so much anymore. You just have to watch how much boost your running.I know they have a high silicone content but they are forged which are more forgiving than the cast 8.5:1. There are benifits to running high compression (in relitive terms) turbo's, i.e. better gas mileage, much less lag mine used to be a progressive pull back in you seat, now it's not so progressive anymore  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> . They also require less boost to get up to speed which I feel is VERY important when the motor is not up to operating temp less change of thermal shock. Hey RTS182G-VR4 if you want to come to the tucson area you can drive mine see how you like it. As for anyone else who is contemplating the same thing.||65.177.232.76||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000015||RTS182G-VR4||12-02-2003||08:41 PM||||man, i just dont know.  forged is obviously a good idea, but cash is also a limit.  i can get a rebuild kit (pistons, rings, t-belt, gaskets, wristpins, ect...) from eagle automotive for 350,  which is an awsome deal.  has anyone had bad experiences with aftermarket pistons?  cant they be harsh on the cylinder walls?  what is the limit of the 95 pistons.  im only shooting for a low 14/high 13 up here (58000ft) another consideration- im on the stock intercooler for now, should i get stronger pistons or save the cash for an ic?  im leanin twords the 8.5s.. thanks for all the help<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000016||Minjin||12-02-2003||08:48 PM||||2g pistons will handle more power than you are ever likely to make.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000017||Mitsuturbo||12-03-2003||08:17 PM||||I personally have done some little machining "tricks" to bump my compression up a bit past 8.5 on 2g pistons.<br /><br />Cast pistons are not compensated in the dish for increased bore, they're cast rough, then cut to size.  I went with 1mm oversize, which is worth a tenth or 2, due to more surface area.  I had the head milled .012 and the block decked .008, bringing things a bit closer together, further increasing compression.<br /><br />I have a LOT of power on the low end.  Pulling 1.7 60's on a small 16g and t rated tires at 5000ft elevation says a little bit about it, in my opinion.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000018||Mitsuturbo||12-03-2003||08:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> man, i just dont know.  forged is obviously a good idea, but cash is also a limit.  i can get a rebuild kit (pistons, rings, t-belt, gaskets, wristpins, ect...) from eagle automotive for 350,  which is an awsome deal.  has anyone had bad experiences with aftermarket pistons?  cant they be harsh on the cylinder walls?  what is the limit of the 95 pistons.  im only shooting for a low 14/high 13 up here (58000ft) another consideration- im on the stock intercooler for now, should i get stronger pistons or save the cash for an ic?  im leanin twords the 8.5s.. thanks for all the help<br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's a good price for everything.  That's the best "I" can resell all that for.  I doubt you'll find a better deal anywhere.  I would strongly recommend going with 2g pistons if you're on a budget.  They're WELL worth it.  I was running 13.7 consistently on pumpgas at 4700ft elevation.  That was with all stock intercooler piping and intercooler as well.  I did have a small 16g though.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000019||RTS182G-VR4||12-04-2003||09:25 PM||||thanks mitsuturbo, thats what ive decided to do.  i also have a ported 16g and a few other mods, so i should be alot quicker than my current state.  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/004020.cgi
A||||6||chauffeur1st||camber issue question||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||11-30-2003||03:16 AM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||Okay guys I have my Galant setup with KYB and the H&R spring. I have around 2 degrees negative camber in the rear and some crappy tire wear to show for.  I just went to have them align it today, I was told they didnt know how to do it, or even play with the toe.  I have nasty inner tire wear on the back, should I be able to have this car be in decent spec (camber) without haveing a camber kit in the rear and in the front I have some bad camber to apparently. <br /><br />Thanks in advance<br />Jason||12.231.177.130||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||11-30-2003||05:29 AM||||You can buy new bolts that attach the front strut to the spindle, "camber bolts" from Ingalls Engineering.  You will need two per strut for the front.  Each bolt is worth 1 degree.  The rears, well, the only way to correct it is to lengthen the upper control arms once you run out of adjustment on the cam adjusters located on the inboard side of the lower control arms at the attaching points.  That's what you get when you slam a car bud.  I will be putting my stock springs back in more than likely.  I have h&r's in the rear, and it just sits too low for my liking.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||chauffeur1st||11-30-2003||02:18 PM||||On the rear,  is a camber kit that I can get that has an adjusting length ar? isnt there? And if so where can I get it.  I wan't my car to stay as low as possible in fact I want to go lower in the near future..<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jason||12.231.177.130||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||12-01-2003||09:28 AM||||2 degree neg. rear camber will not wear out your rear tire(s) as you describe.  Instead, it's bad toe setting caused by the GVR4's inherent bumbsteer problem which causes the suspension to change toe as it travels through its full range, especially swatting low.  <br /><br />There is (was?) a rear camber kit from Whiteline or Noltek that replaces the inboard bushing on suspension arm. It has an offset poly bushing to give about 3 degrees of additional ajustment.  Sorry, but it's not a simple one hour swap, since you have to burn out the old rubber bush.||216.65.162.91||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||12-01-2003||10:05 AM||||First of all,  you need a smarter shop.  If they have any decent equipment, it provides diagrams with adjustment locations and everything to align the car.<br />I agree with Bob on the rear, it sounds like a toe problem.  I just had my car aligned after a 5-bolt swap and installation of AGX and GSX springs.  I had them set rear camber at 1.5 degrees, and rear toe at as close to zero as they could get (actually about 1/16th toe in).  Unless you have REALLY low springs (and I don't think the H&Rs were),  you should have reasonable adjustment capability to get it back into or near specs.<br /><br />Front camber can be an issue, as it is not adjustable.  The posts above had good info regarding the camber bolts.  Mine was within an acceptable value for me not to need them.  Some negative camber is good for handling.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||sk8bored||12-01-2003||09:30 PM||||The camber bolts for the front are made by Specialty Products Company PN 81250 and can adjust camber by 1.75 deg +/-. They worked really well on my car with the AGX/Whiteline setup. <br />Back to burning out the old bushings Grrrrr.<br />Kris,||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000006||chauffeur1st||12-02-2003||02:16 AM||||Kris, sounds like we have a project  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.153||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes



ubb/Forum2/004021.cgi
A||||9||Cybernerd2||Oil Stick indicator||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||11-30-2003||10:18 AM||||Hi guys,<br /><br />Below is the picture of my oil stick:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2099" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />How to see that my engine oil is running low? Which curve is showing low?||219.92.155.141||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||11-30-2003||10:37 AM||||When the dipstick is in the motor (upright position), the lower of the two notches means it is a quart low. The upper mark is the full mark.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||11-30-2003||07:35 PM||||Thanks. I am running low on the engine oil. No wonder my car is so sluggish.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||12-01-2003||01:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Michael:<br /><strong> Thanks. I am running low on the engine oil. No wonder my car is so sluggish. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How low must you be to feel a performance difference ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||12-01-2003||02:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Michael:<br /><strong> Thanks. I am running low on the engine oil. No wonder my car is so sluggish. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WTF?||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||drew||12-01-2003||02:26 AM||||he must be running 30w60 as well.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||12-01-2003||07:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Michael:<br /><strong> Thanks. I am running low on the engine oil. No wonder my car is so sluggish. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Check the boost fluid, it's probably low too.||69.34.162.231||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||12-01-2003||08:04 AM||||I`m sorry but that has got to be the ultimate NoOB question--how do I read the oil on the stick.  But of course if you don`t know you have to ask.  Make sure you make friends in your area that drive Mitsu`s  and shadow them when they work on there own cars,  hand them tools,  step and fetch for them,  you will be amazed what you will learn this way.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||12-01-2003||11:56 PM||||My car always seems faster after an oil change.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||12-02-2003||12:12 AM||||Low oil can cause lifter tick.  When I first got my car, I didn't realize it took 4.5 quarts oil, so make sure you are putting enough in when you change your oil.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/004022.cgi
A||||7||thon||Cleaning out a used turbo||||1||||thon||00000613
Z||000000||thon||11-30-2003||01:29 PM||thon@optonline.net||Hey all i apologize in advance b/c I know some people may be offended if I post and don't own a gvr4. But since this can apply to any turbo i think its appropriate, and there are quite a few knowledgable people here.<br /><br />But anyway,<br /><br />Got my GTI-R turbo (from austrailia), supposidly has 18k KM's on it and the guy was GOING to use it on his silvia but didn't. There is NO shaft play, spins freely, its a little dirty.<br /><br />And, any suggestions on cleaning the thing before i put it on? I want to make sure nothing crawled up and died inside the CHRA or housings or anything<br /><br />take a gander<br />(its the one on the right, one on left is stock t25)<br />   <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/gtirvst25.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />on a side note its already been modified to fit my car..wee! (180 degree clocking and new bracket welded for the actuator)<br /><br />   <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/gtirbracket.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/gtirbracket2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /> <br />thanks all<br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-30-2003||01:48 PM||||Brake clean should work well. <br /><br />How did someone weld galvinized steel to the aluminum turbo?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||thon||11-30-2003||03:03 PM||||as far as i can tell its not welded TO the turbo. Looks like the cut off the flange that holds the actuator to the compressor housing, re mounted it on the correct side and rewelded it in its appropriate place.  The housing itself is not welded.<br /><br />Thanks though, will brake clean hurt anytihng on the inside? (seals etc?)<br /><br />i've never really messed with a turbo on this level, so im rather ignorant.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||11-30-2003||06:24 PM||||nice turbo,don`t spend too much time trying to clean it though,the impeller blades will have build up and you don`t want to go scrubbing them down enough to mess with the balance.Turbo`s soak major heat from the exhaust and the only time they`re really clean is when they`re new.That one looks pretty clean from the pics,and you`re only putting it on a Nissan after all  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   l have a friend with a 240 drifter that`s been turbo`d,it`s an incredibly fast car at what many on this board would consider really low 12psi boost.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000004||number3||11-30-2003||07:37 PM||||How about using clean oil through the bearing housing?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||11-30-2003||07:47 PM||||If you pull off the compressor and exhaust housings you could have them glass-bead blasted. And Harry's suggestion of clean oil through the bearing housing is a good one.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||11-30-2003||11:29 PM||||To clean the chra I've use liquid wrench, plugging the oil return, filling the chra and oil line with the liq wrench, and then spinning the impeller with a die grinder.  However, I have seen a seal or two that didn't like the die grinder speed, so you can always use a drill instead.  I was really suprised at the amount of carbon and crap that eventually flushed out.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||thon||12-01-2003||02:37 AM||||nifty, thanks guys, exactly what i was looking for.<br /><br />over 100 views on my normal nissan board and not one reply.  Thanks a  million!<br /><br />(p.s. yeah doesn't take a lot to make a fast 240, 2700 lbs +250RWHP = high 12's low 13's on street tires..and with this turbo, ill be mid 12's easy (about 300RWHP)) <br /><br />Going to have Pruven Performance slap on the turbo for me, as they're 5 miles away and being reasonable about the price.  Plus i HATE working in the cold and they might let me sit in their evo again heh...<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes



ubb/Forum2/004023.cgi
A||||8||HKS VR-4||Fuel Trim...||||5||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||11-30-2003||02:17 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I logged my car today and found out that I'm running super rich. Low trim at 139%  Mid trim 122%  High trim 120%  I know normally it's all lower right??? I was running 14.5psi. I just turned down the boost back to 9-10psi and reset the ECU. <br /><br />What would cause a high fuel trim???? Some kind of air leak...or...???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />It's killing the gas too and it's not cheap.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.72.192.111||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||11-30-2003||02:27 PM||||I logged my car today and found out that I'm running super rich. Low trim at 139% Mid trim 122% High trim 120% I know normally it's all lower right??? I was running 14.5psi. I just turned down the boost back to 9-10psi and reset the ECU. <br /><br />What would cause a high fuel trim???? Some kind of air leak...or...???  <br /><br />It's killing the gas too and it's not cheap.  <br /><br />....posted by HKS VR4<br /><br />You are running way too lean man.  What turbo, injectors, fuel pump, etc.. are you running?  Do another log.  This time log your fuel trims, fuel trim 02, knock, 02, timing advance, and rpm so we can help you more.  You want your fuel trim 02 to be cycling and keeping your other trims at around 100-110.  <br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||11-30-2003||02:30 PM||||You are actually running lean.  Anything over 100% is running into a lean condition.  I would look at the last time the fuel filter was changed.  Possibly re-wire the fuel pump.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||HKS VR-4||11-30-2003||03:01 PM||||I'll log a run and get back to you guys on the values of each. If I am running lean and the ECU is trying compensate, is it because I'm boosting too much????  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Fuel filter is changed is last month.||12.72.195.14||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||11-30-2003||03:03 PM||||14.5 psi is not too high.....if you have the mods to support it.  Let us know if you've got a bigger fuel pump, rewired, etc..<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||11-30-2003||03:23 PM||||actually, the mid and hi is not too bad, but your low at 139 is maxxed out, and i would look for an air leak.  it really depends on your driving, but it looks like the higher fuel trims start to come down; what i mean is the mid is higher than the hi trim, so the ecu is able to compensate at higher rpms.  so, i think  an air leak is probable.  check your o2 trim at idle, it is probably maxxed out(i think 160 is max on o2 trim) that means the ecu is trying to add lots of fuel.  a vacuum gauge can help, if you are low vacuum(16 inches or less at idle, 18 is good), that is another sign of an air leak.  also, after reset, if your trims change really quickly, like within 10 miles, this would again point to an air leak.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||11-30-2003||11:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> actually, the mid and hi is not too bad, but your low at 139 is maxxed out, and i would look for an air leak.  it really depends on your driving, but it looks like the higher fuel trims start to come down; what i mean is the mid is higher than the hi trim, so the ecu is able to compensate at higher rpms.  so, i think  an air leak is probable.  check your o2 trim at idle, it is probably maxxed out(i think 160 is max on o2 trim) that means the ecu is trying to add lots of fuel.  a vacuum gauge can help, if you are low vacuum(16 inches or less at idle, 18 is good), that is another sign of an air leak.  also, after reset, if your trims change really quickly, like within 10 miles, this would again point to an air leak. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The low trim changed pretty quick...probably somewhere between 10-20 min., it started rising to 136%. Then it dropped down again to 127%. I guess in the mean time, I'll do a pressure test and check the BOV.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.72.193.14||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000007||Hertz||12-01-2003||02:23 PM||||Double check your O2 sensor wires.  I had a nearly broken wire at the plug -- along with new fuel filters (including the "sock" in the tank) helped bring my trims back to near 100.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||HKS VR-4||12-02-2003||01:18 AM||||hmmm...my O2 voltage reading under WOT is only reading like .85 max....while i'm cruising it bounces anywhere from .1-.7 volts. Really hard for it to come up to .8+ volts. Could this a fauled O2???? O2 trim bounces anywhere from 90%-130% while cruising.<br /><br />Mainly, everything on my car is stock. Just have intake and exhaust, running stock boost.||12.72.195.210||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no



ubb/Forum2/004024.cgi
A||||2||369of1000||4 bolt axle cap/seal||||1||||Paul Mc369||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||11-30-2003||06:50 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Recently, I bought a 4 bolt rear. I am preparing to install it, finally, and I have a question about it. On the end (wheel side) of one of the axles the seal is missing. I'm referring to the circular "cap" that holds in the grease. I apologize for not knowing its actual name, but I hope I've been descriptive enough.<br /><br />My question is in regard to this seal. I'm not sure what a suitable replacement for it would be. Can I pick up something like this at a parts store? Do I even need it? Or is the seal made by the wheel enough to hold in the grease?<br /><br />Thanks||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000001||NZGZR4||12-01-2003||02:58 PM||||Use one off your old 3 bolt axles.<br />I can't say for sure that they will fit,  but I think it will.||219.88.139.38||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000002||369of1000||12-01-2003||09:19 PM||||If they are the same I will use it. However, I was under the impression they were different. I didn't want to rip the rear apart to find out.<br /><br />thanks for the response<br /><br />anyone know if they are the same?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes



ubb/Forum2/004025.cgi
A||||4||snwbrd40oz||4th gear vibrations||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||11-30-2003||08:17 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Has anyone had any problems with excessive vibrations in 4th (or any) gear? I recently replaced the clutch and transmission ( I was one of the unfortunate few to loose the retaining nut and consequentially had it blow right through the tranny). Ever since the new tranny went on, I have had a bit of vibration in 4th gear. What should I check?||65.100.165.153||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-30-2003||11:32 PM||||check your u joints first||67.25.37.119||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Colt4G63||11-30-2003||11:48 PM||||maybe motor mounts or just the tranny mount  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  i had the same problem on my old gvr4 and it ended up being a shot tranny mount. it was almost broken in half and i was lucky to get to it in time or id be limping or towing the car home.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000003||curtis||12-01-2003||08:41 AM||||If its your mounts you can fill them with 3M windshield urethane.  Mine has been done for about 3 years with no problems.  If its the driveshaft carrier bearings don't do the faq that says to fill them with silicone.  Your just asking for noise and vibration.  Just buy new ones.  I'm changing mine out in a few weeks.||166.90.116.31||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||PJGross||12-01-2003||09:00 AM||||Just use windshield urethane in small layers so it will cure in a reasonable amount of time.<br />Urethanes cure with moisture and typical cure once skinned over is about 1/8" per day from the outside skin in.  So if you gob the whole motor mount at once it will take several weeks to fully cure.<br /><br />If you can get it, use Sika urethane (just to support my company)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes



ubb/Forum2/004026.cgi
A||||2||DynStatic||brake reservoir switch question||||1||||GalantVR4-1229||00000841
Z||000000||DynStatic||12-01-2003||12:52 AM||||I did a search first people.<br /><br />My brake light is on, but the fluid is full. And the brake switch moves.<br /><br />If I unplug the brake reservoir switch the brake light goes off also.<br /><br />Hence I think I have a bad switch.<br /><br />There is a ground and a 12v that go to the switch, so when the switch is unpluged and the light goes off that means when the circuit is open, the light is off. But when there is a circuit the light is on.<br /><br />So it would make sence when I test for continuity across the switch and find it's true, and there is no resistance, that the swicth is likely dead?<br /><br />How does the switch acually work?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  How can it tell if there is fluid or not?<br /><br />Can it just be stuck? Can I clean it and fix it?<br /><br />When we did my brakes all the fluid was bleed out. Could this have messed up the switch? Burnt it out maybe?<br /><br />Ideas?||68.57.53.129||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||12-01-2003||10:20 AM||||Don't have all the answers for your questions at this point, but have  you also checked the parking brake switch?  It causes the brake light on condition also.<br /><br />Added: Brake reservoir is normally open switch like the p-brake.  So if it is closed (on) all the time, it may be shorted.  Or the wires to it are damaged.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||DynStatic||12-01-2003||11:52 AM||||If I unplug the brake reservoir switch, the parking brake turns the light on and off correctly.<br /><br />I think the brake reservoir switch is what the problems is. Shorted or what not.||68.57.53.129||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum2/004027.cgi
A||||2||Duc Hunter||Idle Adjustment with cams||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||12-01-2003||01:41 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Is it any different? I just want to know if any of you with cams have noticed that you had to adjust your idle differently from �standard�? To be clear, to me �standard� is; Set the Idle Position Switch to 15/16 of a turn in from where the switch goes to ground, then turn the BISS out 2 turns from bottomed, then ground the terminal inside the car next to the fuse block AND the one on the firewall/start the car/warm it up to operating temp/adjust the BISS to get the proper idle speed. I am asking because I am having idle issues and have HLS264/272 (ex. retarded 3 deg) and wondered if they would warrant different settings, mainly on the IPS. <br /><br />My problem seems to be that when I start cold the car wont idle and missed. When it gets warm the car idles ok at 1,200 RPM if I turn the IPS in 1 full turn past where it should be. If I turn it back I get idle surge when warm and it won�t idle at all when cold. In either case my car missed right after I start it for a minute or so. Strangely enough the idle seems to behave better with the IPS unplugged but I tested it ( <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003977#000000" target="_blank">IPS Testing Results</a>)I have a new BISS screw and o-ring and a new FAIV. I also have an EGR light. Any thought?||12.104.71.139||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||noahrexion||12-01-2003||08:40 AM||||I didnt even have those problems with my 272/272's. When you get your car to idle steady, what is your vacuum reading and at what rpm?  Are you leaking at all anywhere (have you dont a leak test?)?  <br /><br />When the car is warmer, does it miss or does it lope?  What happens if you set yoru idle back down to about 800-900 when warmed up>?||68.3.36.176||reg||1||noahrexion||00002850||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-01-2003||12:43 PM||||are you running a lite flywheel?  i think that may be part of the problem.  i didnt like the idle of the 264's, and i took them out.  but, i also just found that my ecu is having some problems, and it is going off to jeff.  the spare ecu idles much better, and it seems to run a bit better, too.  you should get a chip from jeff to bump your idle, since the ecu controls it.  the 264's seemed to like about 1100 rpm.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004028.cgi
A||||0||mromik||Clutchnet clutch question||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||12-01-2003||01:54 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Does anybody try it?<br /><br />What have  the best price\quality for street racing and everyday use ?||212.16.203.134||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/004029.cgi
A||||5||4drwhore||Which to get?||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||12-01-2003||10:24 AM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||Some hks 272/272 or a NOS wet kit? I can get the wet kit for 350 used and the cams for 500 new. I will be running a PTE 61 setup with stock intake mani and ported evoIII exhaust mani if that helps at all.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||12-01-2003||10:32 AM||||Cams are always there and you have to refill the bottle. 272/272 cams are a great thing all the way to 8k (probably higher). You don't have to worry about purging, your intake manifold exploding, bottle temp/pressure, is the bottle empty yet, and more.<br />Nitrous can be a good thing for big turbo's though, just to get them spooled up a bit quicker, but I would always get cams better. Then, down the road, if you want the gas, get it.<br />When doing cams though, get springs and retainers, then it will take a much higher rpm to float the valves.<br />My .02<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||12-01-2003||10:39 AM||||I already have a fresh head with all new stock valves and crower springs and titanium retainers. I was thinking about the nitrous kit for the spooling issue of the big turbo, dont really worry about the intake mani exploding since I can find them anywhere. One of my buddies here owns a performance shop so anything I need I can get from him at cost nitrous wise. It looks like I will be getting the cams for sure and then the nitrous kit just maybe for fun later.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-01-2003||10:44 AM||||definitely cams.  but BOTH if you can  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||12-01-2003||10:59 AM||||I have heard from a fellow galant owner that the 272's were not that impressive and low end suffers. Is their any truth in this? If so I think I'll get both, the cams for top end and the nitrous for low end.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||12-01-2003||12:19 PM||||I'd go with the cams... and maybe some adjustable cam gears... really take advantage of some top end power!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/004030.cgi
A||||11||GVR4N||ECU Mod||||1||||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726
Z||000000||GVR4N||12-01-2003||10:44 AM||ronnie@arctic.net||Does anybody remember where to find the mod info to convert from Cal to Fed? I think it's an EGR temp sensor removal. I think I saw it on the vfaq a few years ago but I can't find it now.<br /><br />I have a removable prom ECU but it's a California Emissions ECU.||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-01-2003||11:43 AM||||Have you tried a search on this site?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002980" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002980</a><br /><br />You need to open up the ecu and put a resistor in.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||GVR4N||12-01-2003||05:15 PM||||I did try this site but I couldn't pull up anything. <br /><br />Thanks Drew, the r129 and r130 resistors are in place. This was a research computer so it must have been added.<br /><br />Thanks...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.124.142.240||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-01-2003||05:37 PM||||My car used to a CA car so it had that ecu at one time. I always thought it would be neat to put some other sensor at that input so you could datalog it.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||12-01-2003||06:10 PM||||Mark,<br />TMO had a special version of the datalogger that you would hook the output of a MAP sensor to that EGR wire, to log boost. I'm experimenting with using the EGR wire for a variable stutterbox, 4000-6000 continuous. It should work fine! <br />BTW, if you have an 1K resistor in R129, it is not an ORIGINAL California ECU. Its either a Federal ECU or someone modified it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />Jeff||68.215.81.154||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||12-01-2003||11:39 PM||||Any attempts at overclocking the ECU yet?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||GVR4N||12-02-2003||06:16 AM||||Jeff, can you give me your address so I can send you the chip from this computer for you to see how it is programed? I know it is something weird.. The old dude I got it from says it was one of his old race computers. This thing was in exhistance long before TMO was around. It has a couple different hand written tabs on it. One says " engineering sample".  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||12-02-2003||08:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Any attempts at overclocking the ECU yet? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's actually a funny question.  Sorry if you were serious.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Jeff, is there any indication the CPU is underpowered to manage the car?  Or would it be better in any way to be clocked faster?  What is the clock speed, anyway?  8MHz?||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||12-02-2003||03:42 PM||||It was a serious question, actually.  I want to port Quake onto my ECU.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||12-02-2003||04:07 PM||||Gran Turismo would seem more appropriate.<br /><br />But since we're stuck with an itty bitty CPU, maybe we're stuck with pong.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||12-02-2003||05:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> TMO had a special version of the datalogger that you would hook the output of a MAP sensor to that EGR wire, to log boost. I'm experimenting with using the EGR wire for a variable stutterbox, 4000-6000 continuous. It should work fine!    <br />Jeff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mmm... logging boost.  Any way you could set that up?  I suppose it would depend on your logging software... nevermind.  But it would still be cool.  Hmm, maybe you could have it so the stock boost gauge displayed real boost?  But then again, I find my new knock gauge far more useful, especially as I have a boost gauge anyway.<br /><br />But a variable stutterbox would be the shit.  Nice work, Jeff.||69.59.219.144||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||12-02-2003||05:27 PM||||I think the only issue with our ECU's is lack of memory space, not a slow CPU. So, we just need Jeff to solder some extra RAM on all of our boards and we'll be good to go.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/004031.cgi
A||||10||4drwhore||Non-abs conversion||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||12-01-2003||10:49 AM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||I had a friend who took the abs off his car(91 tsi awd) after doing a pass the breaks locked up and he couldnt stop. Suposidly its a common problem with 91 tel's. Do our cars have the same problem. I love the way his car stops now and have been thinking about taking the abs out of my car and blocking off the aws at the same time. anyone done the abs part and could give me some pointers.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-01-2003||01:27 PM||||Uhhh...brakes locked up and he couldn't stop?<br /><br />???<br /><br />And no, I can see no reason this should happen if a competant mechanic removes the ABS.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||12-01-2003||02:08 PM||||I think what he is reffering to is that the wheel speed sensor gets affected by heat so what was a working speed sensor while cold now is not working properly due to heat and now high and out of range resistance in the speed sensor. And since it was working properly the system assumes that you are now locking up the brakes all the time so it will not allow you to slow down properly and when I say that I mean I have stopped better in the snow going down a hill than with the messed up ABS on dry flat asphalt . This was probibly the most scary thing that I have ever experianced in my galant which now sits with the ABS computer unplugged, so I know EXACTLY why he hate ABS so much that and the fact that the speed sensors go for about $300 if you have the balls to put another one in it knowing what it just did is possible to happen again.||65.177.232.3||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-01-2003||02:25 PM||||It sounded to me like he's explaining problems that occur AFTER removing ABS.<br /><br />I've said it before and I'll say it again. Make sure you have a clue before working on your car's brakes. This is something that can kill you if you screw up.<br /><br />Specific questions, ask away...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||12-01-2003||02:46 PM||||I removed the ABS on my galant with no ill effect....<br /><br />After that I was illin' in effect. <br /><br />You need the junction block, front lines and I think that's it if I remember correctly.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||drew||12-01-2003||03:49 PM||||92 and 91s had different ABS units. Would it require different means to eliminate ABS?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||12-01-2003||04:48 PM||||I would think not as the calipers and MC are still in the same locations.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-01-2003||05:33 PM||||All you need is the prop valve from a 1g AWD. The brake line that goes from abs pump to left front can be carefully bent back to the MC. For the right front line, cut and flare it where it goes close to the MC on the way to the pump. Done.<br /><br />One of the big advantages (in my mind at least) of running sans abs is that when you bust a front wheel stud, replacing it is a 5 min operation. <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||4drwhore||12-01-2003||05:54 PM||||No this happened on my friends car BEFORE he removed the abs and thats why he ended up removing it. I was just wondering how hard it would be and what I would need to remove mine.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000009||drew||12-01-2003||06:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> <br /><br />One of the big advantages (in my mind at least) of running sans abs is that when you bust a front wheel stud, replacing it is a 5 min operation. <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How do you mean?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||12-01-2003||07:51 PM||||With an ABS car, the ring prevents you from changing out a stud without pressing the hub apart. Without that ring there, they go right in and right out.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/004032.cgi
A||||4||1badvr4||clutch symptoms||||1||||1badvr4||00002951
Z||000000||1badvr4||12-01-2003||10:59 AM||||clutch feels mushy mid rage dissingagment feel like the clutch is only just leting go and realy hard release ocasianaly clutch gose to the floor ofteen requires a "pump up" to disengage no leaks in the lines.do i need both a new master and slave??<br />and the aus vr4 parts should be the exactly same right??||203.164.61.130||reg||1||1badvr4||00002951||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||12-01-2003||11:04 AM||||Man instead of your name being 1badvr4 it should say Ihavebadgrammer. Sorry couldn't help it. Maybe if you corrected some spelling on it and put it into some complete sentences so it's half way decipherable I might be able to help you out.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||drew||12-01-2003||11:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Man instead of your name being 1badvr4 it should say Ihavebadgrammer. Sorry couldn't help it. Maybe if you corrected some spelling on it and put it into some complete sentences so it's half way decipherable I might be able to help you out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's spelt grammar.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||12-01-2003||11:43 AM||||Just making sure some of you were paying attention  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||megaice||12-01-2003||12:12 PM||||Hahahahaha||67.167.249.96||reg||10||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum2/004033.cgi
A||||3||1badvr4||4drwhore help||||1||||1badvr4||00002951
Z||000000||1badvr4||12-01-2003||11:26 AM||||my clutch feels soft,with  mid pedal rage disengagement and feel like the clutch is only just releasing<br />and clamps down hard when disengaging, occasionally the clutch peddle goes to the floor<br />and often requiring a "pump up" to disengage the clutch,<br />there no leaks in the hydrolic lines.<br />do i need both a new clutch master and slave cylinder??<br />i have a jdm i have just imported and the aus vr4 parts should be the exactly same right??||203.164.62.222||reg||1||1badvr4||00002951||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||12-01-2003||11:32 AM||||First thing I would check is the clutch fluid. Make sure you have enough and you havn't boiled it by trying to do any 145mph highway runs like some of my friends have. Then I would look into a clutch slave rebuild kit(around 10 bucks) and replace it and see if that fixes your problem. If it doesn't it should help and then you might have to worry about a bigger problem. I am not sure though about the ausi vr4 being the same as a us vr4 but I'm sure some other members on this board could help you out with that.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||1badvr4||12-01-2003||11:40 AM||||the fluid is full and i have rebuilt both the master and slave cylinder, i also had a stronger clutch fitted wial i was geting the car complied. I may have boiled the fluid so i will bleed it out fill it with new fluid in the morning||203.164.62.222||reg||1||1badvr4||00002951||yes
Z||000003||1badvr4||12-01-2003||11:46 AM||||also the car sound ruff wial in driving (sounds like a ej20)but rev's smooth when the clutch is depressed<br />this has only started after the clutch went||203.164.62.222||reg||1||1badvr4||00002951||yes



ubb/Forum2/004034.cgi
A||||7||mitsuvr4||GM MAF Honeycomb, stay or go?||||5||||mitsuvr4||00000369
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||12-01-2003||06:02 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||Hey all,<br />I tried searching for this and didn't find a solid answer.<br /><br />For those running Translators and 3" GM MAFs what's your findings?  Keep the honeycomb or lose it?<br /><br />I just received my used MAF and the honeycomb is coated with thick oil.  I got it cheap, so if it's trashed, oh well.  But, if I can just remove the honeycomb, even easier.<br /><br />Thanks for the help!||134.29.247.50||reg||5||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||12-01-2003||06:17 PM||||im using the GM MAF w/ the honeycomb right now. i dont think its a restriction at all to leave it in there. if yours is heavily clogged than either clean it or remove it. it also depends on what setup your using.im using mine after the bov, before the throttle body.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-01-2003||11:22 PM||||stop put the screw driver and pliers down.  If you pull out the honeycomb they go fricking nuts.  one min it will run and drive perfect and the next min it will run like a shit.  My friend pulled his out of his corvette on friday and by monday morning was ordering a new upgrade for his.  leave it alone its either a 3 or 3 1/2 hole that is feeding your 2 liter it isn't that restrictive. They last owner probably had a k&n filter on it just clean it with carb cleaner or some of that high speed K&N cleaner||67.25.32.98||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||12-01-2003||11:30 PM||||I believe the design is so that the honeycomb helps tame and distribute the airflow across the hot wire.  I think this would be especially important if there is any turbulance near the sensor (such as placement too close to a bend).  Don't remove it.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||12-02-2003||08:27 AM||||Or you could soak the honeycomb in Simple Green or similar cleaner.  Unless the oil is gunked up, it's probably not a problem anyway.  Just make sure the fins are straight.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||PJGross||12-02-2003||08:36 AM||||Don't use carb cleaner or K&N cleaner on the GM MAF sensor, they do not like it, or so the legions of Impala owners swear.  I've never taken a chance with carb cleaners but have used Isopropyl alcohol with a cuetip many times and still have a working MAF.  Make sure you take off the compression ring and honey comb so you can get to the front side of the sensor, too (this is for the 3"MAF, not sure how the 3.5" is put together)<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000006||92GVR4#333||12-02-2003||09:08 AM||||I took the honey comb out and got eritic performance which I attribuite to turblence in  the intake tract(I use blow through) I have replaced the honeycomb and the performace issuses have vanished.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000007||Telecaster||12-02-2003||09:28 AM||||You know, mine came without the honeycomb on it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  It runs perfectly too.||216.175.112.201||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes



ubb/Forum2/004035.cgi
A||||3||driftin galant||HELP, I HAVE ENGINE ISSUSES!!!! ||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||12-01-2003||07:41 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||ok so i got the head to stop making noise, by putting in a can of valve medic, i love that stuff it works wonders.  ok the next problem is that unless the car is over 80% throttle it runs like shit. if you try to hold the car at a certain rpm like 2500 the engine will go down to like 2000 then back up to 2500, but if you give it gas then i smooths out.  and when you drive it it herks and jerks unless you are giveing it gas over 80%.  now dose this have somthing to do with the s-afc?  beacuse before i rebuilt the engine none of this stuff was going on. what is different now? dose it just need to be run more. and i do not have a logger i just don't have enough money right now. any help would be great. BTW i have a big 16G and 550 injectors and all the supporting mods.||66.119.34.39||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||12-01-2003||08:42 PM||||Vacuum leak? Double check all your hoses, make sure they're where they're supposed to be, check for cracks, did you do your caps, check your plugs, did you gap them correctly, check your wires, are they new, check your sensors, make sure they're on properly and tightened properly. Have fun.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||chauffeur1st||12-01-2003||08:45 PM||||I have a question on the gaping of the plugs what should they be gaped at?<br /><br />I have some of the same problems any help is appreciated.<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.153||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000003||drew||12-01-2003||09:20 PM||||0.028 to 0.031 in. = .7 to .8 mm||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004036.cgi
A||||27||Cybernerd2||Mysterious hose||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||12-01-2003||08:07 PM||||Is that the water pump hose?<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2115" alt=" - " />||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||12-01-2003||08:08 PM||||Michael, you're cracking me up. How did you get the engine out of your car? ahaha. You're the man. Yes it's the water hose. (I assume you mean that hardline) it carries from the pump to the thermostat. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||12-01-2003||08:26 PM||||Can we all just chip in and buy this guy a set of manuals?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.77.204.52||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-01-2003||08:41 PM||||Maybe we need a newbie forum...for mysterious questions like this.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||12-01-2003||09:01 PM||||someone must have the manuls on cd right?   <b>SEND HIM A COPY THROUGH EMAIL</b>||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||drew||12-01-2003||09:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Can we all just chip in and buy this guy a set of manuals?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Keydiver said, "chip in" hahahaha... dang, I need to get my car tuned and running right, I'm spending too much time on this board and it's making me delusional.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||Cybernerd2||12-01-2003||09:48 PM||||Thanks a lot guys.<br />But you guys don't have to chip in $$ for a complete manual for me. So kind of you guys. <br /><br />I will just post it to this forum.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||12-01-2003||09:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Michael:<br /><strong> I will just post it to this forum. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OH GOD, NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||drew||12-01-2003||10:05 PM||||Michael, <br /><br />go to <a href="http://1000q.dsm.org/" target="_blank">http://1000q.dsm.org/</a> and read it until you get nauceous<br /><br />then<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.net/mods/10faq.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.net/mods/10faq.html</a> and read it until you puke<br /><br />then<br /><br />go to <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com</a> and read it until your eyes hurt   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />then do a search on this site about every question you have until your eyes bleed<br /><br />then post.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||12-01-2003||10:16 PM||||was that a joke man? how the hell did you get the engine out without realizing what that was. it goes to the radiator, and where does it lead to on the other end??? the water what?<br /><br />i'm sure you could have figured this one out on your own<br /><br />anyway, its good to be cracked up.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   good luck with the rest of it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000010||turbogalant||12-02-2003||12:24 AM||||It's the coolant drain tube. When you want to flush out the cooling system just take out the plug that is supposed to be there.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.177.232.83||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000011||Ash||12-02-2003||01:05 AM||||"and Australia they're like, WTF?"<br /><br />Well I am    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000012||turbowop||12-02-2003||01:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> "and Australia they're like, WTF?"<br /><br />Well I am     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lmao......."now fire thay fuckeen missiels"||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000013||Ash||12-02-2003||01:22 AM||||"bout that time then"<br /><br /><br />"righto"||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000014||Bigfoot200200||12-02-2003||04:56 AM||||Something tells me Mikes gonna have a few left over parts.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000015||spoulson||12-02-2003||08:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> "and Australia they're like, WTF?"<br /><br />Well I am     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">... Mate.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000016||s_firestone||12-02-2003||10:33 AM||||Guys, don't lie to him!!! Don't pay any attention to them, thats where the boost fluid resovoir flows out to the headlight charge air cooler...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000017||drew||12-02-2003||11:09 AM||||MOTHERLAND!!!!!||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000018||hibrn8||12-02-2003||11:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> "and Australia they're like, WTF?"<br /><br />Well I am      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">... Mate. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"give me a Foster's"||131.193.154.129||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000019||gixxer||12-02-2003||05:55 PM||||anyone ever seen Baseketball?<br /><br />"how da speak San Fransiscan......vagina!"||129.219.23.206||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000020||Notorius||12-02-2003||06:58 PM||||i know its a PITA to register for new sites. but this one is worth it for the downloads.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rmdsm.org/download.php?s=e56a71920b8ef4c681716ecf3df24603" target="_blank">http://www.rmdsm.org/download.php?s=e56a71920b8ef4c681716ecf3df24603</a><br /><br />has all the manuals off of the DSM Manual CD's i believe, i dont have the CD to say for sure, but its got a lotta manuals available and i know they the galant mechanical manual is 1200+ pages so im guessing its the full thing. available for download in .PDF format.||138.86.152.116||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000021||Cybernerd2||12-02-2003||08:29 PM||||Thanks for the great site Notorius.<br /><br />I will read through that manual and better understand my engine.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000022||04DrBlur||12-02-2003||10:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Guys, don't lie to him!!! Don't pay any attention to them, thats where the boost fluid resovoir flows out to the headlight charge air cooler...   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was told that was the blinker fluid tank which also fed the muffler bearings.||68.76.178.243||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000023||geoff@machv||12-03-2003||09:07 PM||||[/QUOTE]I was told that was the blinker fluid tank which also fed the muffler bearings. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />They <b>DO exist, they DO exist</b> I tell you!!!!!! <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.mufflerbearings.com/images/logo.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000024||s_firestone||12-04-2003||07:08 PM||||BwaHaaahaahaahaa  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   No wonder my muffler makes that humming noise when the car is running... Bearing is going out.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000025||GRV4726||12-04-2003||08:44 PM||||i thought i really saw some blinker fluid one time. i was like it really does it exist! nah! no way. i think maybe someone was playing a joke on me.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000026||Hertz||12-04-2003||09:14 PM||||<a href="http://www.geocities.com/changeyourblinkerfluid/blinkerfluid1.html" target="_blank">VFAQ.com</a> page on blinker fluid flush and fill.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000027||Beemer||12-04-2003||11:57 PM||||I wonder what that shiny thing is attached to what must be an engine...whatever it is it sure looks cleaner than the dirty looking thing.  How can you have one part so dirty and the other so clean???  Oh, don't laugh, but during WWII, there was such a thing as "boost fluid".  P-38 lightning twin engine fighters used allison v-12 engines that were (get this) SUPERCHARGED AND TURBOCHARGED.  Yep, both of them.  "Boost fluid" was methanol injection, along with nitrous.  Your primitive "afterburners" for a piston engine.  If you ever get the chance to see the last one flying at an air show, listen to it idle.  It will send a chill up your spine that you will never forget.  They pump out about 6,000 horsepower apiece when at full boost with the bottle.  Many other fighters used this same system, including all the german ME 109's and the focke wulfe 190 series.  So now you know where BOOST FLUID actually came from.  Ya gotta remember that everything on our cars, from the engine management systems, to disc brakes, superchargers, turbos, nitrous, all that neato hi perf stuff, was originally designed for aircraft.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/004037.cgi
A||||5||SearsPointVR4||new cat back pics!!!||||2||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||12-01-2003||09:39 PM||Ges1759@aol.com||Here's a pic of the cat back system I whipped out this evening.  the cat is a catco and the DP is a burschur 3" which I'm sure most are familiar with so I didn't bother taking pics of those.  They system is all stainless 3" mandrel bent .049 wall tubing with flanges from summit, a stainless tip from the local muffler shop and a Borla XR-1 muffler....  <br /><br />Ford<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2116&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />on the dyno by weeks end!!!||198.81.26.75||reg||2||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-01-2003||09:44 PM||||Looks good... nice and simple!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||12-02-2003||01:20 AM||||Does look very straight and simple like an exhaust is meant to be.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.177.232.83||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-02-2003||01:50 AM||||You're selling these for $50 shipped right?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||12-02-2003||09:36 AM||||How much to make me one with no muffler?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||12-02-2003||09:46 AM||||I just noticed that it looks like you're using 3 bolt collector flanges. I haven't had much success with these in the past. They tend to be very thin and distort easily, causing leakage. I've reduced my exhaust down to one pair of those flanges at the moment, with a copper gasket obtained from Summit. If I had to do it over again, I would certainly use better/thicker flanges.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/004038.cgi
A||||14||9D1VR4||92 laser awd motor and tranny...||||1||||9D1VR4||00002961
Z||000000||9D1VR4||12-02-2003||01:11 AM||badxassxr1@aol.com||hey whats up guysi have a 91 vr4 and im thinking about replcaing the engine pretty soon  i have a spare motor and tranny that came off of a 92 laser AWD thast gonna go in my vr4 that should fit right in right??.ann would i have to change my rearend also with the 92 laser thanks uys im new to this kris||198.81.19.138||reg||1||9D1VR4||00002961||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||12-02-2003||01:25 AM||||Get to work.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  You dont need the 4 bolt rear, but it is a stronger upgrade.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-02-2003||01:47 AM||||Be warned. 92 Laser has potential to be a 7 bolt engine...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||9D1VR4||12-02-2003||03:13 AM||||thanks guys yeah my bro was telling me that also that the 92 laser has the pontential to be a 7 bolt but will see when we pull the motor out this weekends hoping its not.yeah about teh 4 bolt actually this galant vr-4 i purchased has a 4 bolt already.thanks kris||198.81.26.75||reg||1||9D1VR4||00002961||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||12-02-2003||03:56 AM||||Check the motor first to make sure it is a 6-bolt before you go through all the trouble of removing the engine.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||12-02-2003||09:00 AM||||92 shouldn't be.  Just check the engine number.  If it is prior to NH0001 it is a 6 bolt.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||gixxer||12-02-2003||05:52 PM||||be ready to swap motor mounts and the TB electronics||129.219.23.206||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000007||9D1VR4||12-02-2003||10:45 PM||||where is the engine number located? so i have to swap the motor mount as well and the tb electronics i didnt know all that i tought it was a direct drop in since it same 4g63t motor thanks guys kris||198.81.26.75||reg||1||9D1VR4||00002961||yes
Z||000008||Nate||12-03-2003||12:08 AM||||As long as it's the original engine from the 92 Laser, yank it.  It's a 6 bolt.  Only 93 and newer came with 7 bolt motors originally.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000009||Bigfoot200200||12-03-2003||04:41 AM||||# is below the exhaust manifold, right beside the dip stick.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000010||Scott Y||12-03-2003||08:12 AM||||About the engine mount:<br />The front mount is different between GVR4s and TELs. The others are the same, AFAIK.<br /><br />-Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000011||PhilthMonger||12-03-2003||10:18 AM||||92 1/2 was in fact a 7-bolt....forget the build date but it is possible to get a 7-bolt in 92||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000012||9D1VR4||12-03-2003||04:47 PM||||thanks guys what about the ecu it should be same also right? i just took the ecu out and opne it man this thing looks barndnew no leak or anything and it has eprom ill post picks this weekends...kris||68.124.189.185||reg||1||9D1VR4||00002961||yes
Z||000013||joec||12-03-2003||07:05 PM||||Here's the easy way to tell if it's a 6 or 7 bolt:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/early-late-engine.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/early-late-engine.html</a>||216.179.104.211||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000014||9D1VR4||12-03-2003||10:15 PM||||thanks joec its a 6 bolt that mad eme very happy you guys rock man.kris||68.124.189.185||reg||10||9D1VR4||00002961||yes



ubb/Forum2/004039.cgi
A||||25||tplesko||Latest Big Projects Done (pictures)||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||12-02-2003||02:42 AM||||Well the worst is over.  The car is home here and no longer in the inlaw's garage.  The 4bolt, 4ws remove, magnus SMIM, Full fuel line upgrade and AFPR and probably more I can't think of right now is finished or at least operational.  Need to do an intake leak test as I think there's a good sized one.  Need to take pictures to show how it's all in there.  Mostly need to take a shower and sleep.  Hopefully all goes well in the morning on the drive in to work and I can start tuning.  It's horribly untuned...<br /><br />Need sleepy now||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||Clay||12-02-2003||10:29 AM||||lol tuning on the way to work, i like it||65.244.168.62||reg||14||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-02-2003||12:00 PM||||<b>Here is a more complete update</b> <br /><br />I've now installed:<br />Magnus SMIM<br />-6an lines from tank<br />new fuel filter (earls)<br />-6 an lines to Aeromotive AFPR<br />4 bolt rear end<br />4ws block off<br />part of my direct port nitrous system<br />Greddy 52mm FP gauge<br /><br />I've now removed:<br />all 4ws stuff<br />the AC system (not under dash yet)<br />crappy 3 bolt  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />coolant lines from TB - they weren't long enough but I'll probably fix.<br />wires from my Greddy water temp sensor DOH!<br /><br />Plus:<br />Power steering reservior change (2 plug style)<br />All new power steering fluid (feels niceeeeeeeee now)<br />Oil Change<br />Crappy idle surge and probably an intake leak.<br />Fixed a few broken wires in the engine bay.<br />Other stuff I probably still forgot...<br /><br />Like Magnus and others have commented about the manifold: You aren't ready for this.  Ricers should do this mod for how cool it sounds but it's a lot of work.  Coil and power transistor have to be moved, you need shorter throttle body bolts, even my easy to modify IC piping had to be changed ALOT, I am sporting a small pep boys 3" air filter at the moment, you need longer brake booster lines, lots of fittings, and the list continues. Perhaps I'll try to post a complete list when I get the pictures. Further impressions will have to wait for further tuning as I'm horribly rich and don't want to rag on the car with big (unknown) intake leaks.<br /><br />The 4ws removal is a pain in the A** and now i've got a galant vr-3 as Erik (Kibo) says  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Gigantic mess, lots of cutting and I still had to weld the lines shut in the end. Which I did myself and as long as they continue to hold i'm proud of. Also had to buy a 3 arm gear puller to remove the driver's side rear axle cup but other than that, a normal 4 bolt install would be easy.  The car feels good without the 4ws and the new PS fluid seems to make everything work nicely. Once I'm more confident I'll really hammer the car in some dirt and try a launch or two and see how the 4 bolt feels there.<br /><br />Fuel line upgrade went decently well.  AFPR is mounted on the firewall and is easy to adjust. Running the lines wasn't too bad and making them was fine save my battery powered dremel, what a piece. I will only buy corded dremels from now on.  Also always remember to do the fuel pump initalize to pressurize the system prior to starting the car.  I sprung about 5 leaks as I cranked the FP up to ~80 psi.  Biggest ones were at the fuel filter and injector.  I ripped an o-ring on the injector at the rail and was spraying fuel *everywhere*. Good thing I checked and had spares in the tool box.  Also the fuel filter leaked a bit as Erik mentioned it might but all was well after I tightened it down further. None of my lines leaked so after tightening down the connections that leaked I retested for a while.  When I was satisfied the car was leak free we took it around the block, AFC zero'd and MAFT to base settings.  That went well so we cautiously headed for home, Marni (wo)maning the logger and my watching the gauges, oh ya and the road.<br /><br />Overall the car feels good. It's nerve-racking for me to start and drive the car after these huge install sessions when I've changed so many things. But I guess it's a fact of life while it's my daily driver. I'm sure I'll break down soon and get a 2nd car. Maybe. I'm very much still in the process of tuning it but so far I've got about 75 miles on everything. Fuel pressure is stable at 40 psi, hose off. Need to do an intake leak test and reset the BISS. Idle surge is driving me nuts. <br /><br />Pictures, removed weights and more impressions still to come...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||drew||12-02-2003||12:25 PM||||Chris, you said:<br />Also always remember to do the fuel pump initalize to pressurize the system prior to starting the car.<br /><br />how do you do this? Also how do you depressurize the system prior to removing all the fuel stuff so that your car doesn't spray gas everywhere?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-02-2003||12:34 PM||||To depressurize is pretty easy.  Before taking the car apart at all, take the access cover(s) off the fuel pump in the trunk.  Then disconnect the fuel pump harness.  Once this is done start the car and let it run until it dies.  If it doesn't stay running just try to start it a few times.  Once you're satisfied there is no fuel getting to the rail (car doesn't run) then the pressure in the lines will be minimal.  Rags are still handy when you crack the fuel lines open as it will still spill out a bit.<br /><br />To test the system after you are done, put everything back together like you are ready to drive, including the fuel pump harness in the trunk.  If you have a pocketlogger then go into the diagnostic->little injector icon button screen.  Hit fuel pump initialize or something and you'll hear the pump activate.  Check well at every connection.  If you have stock fuel lines you are done.  If you have your own fuel lines I recommend cranking the AFPR as high as it will go or is reasonable (~80psi = 50 base and 30 boost could happen) and test some more.  This will give you confidence it won't leak under higher pressure. Fix any leaks no matter how small!!!  If you don't have a pocketlogger the same can be accomplished by a plug on the firewall. I think there are notes/picture in the VFAQs somewhere and in the manual.  Activate the pump this way and do the same checks.  Don't assume anything is tight enough. It's better the check.  All a fire extinguisher is a MUST in the car in my opinion. Just in case.  Hope that helps.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-02-2003||12:35 PM||||Drew - isnt it on the vfaq site or stevetek.com site? <br /><br />EDIT - Damn it, plesko. Stole my thunder with a nicer writeup   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||drew||12-02-2003||12:42 PM||||Long story.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-02-2003||07:44 PM||||Here are some of the pictures:<br /><br />Overhead engine shot:<br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/topengine120203.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Relocated coil, manifold, power transistor, etc.<br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/backengine.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Gauges in the center vent for people who asked:<br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/gaugesheadon.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Top shot:<br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/manifold.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Hopefully final iteration of my intercooler piping.  It will be welded up soon to eliminate some of the couplers. 2.5" aluminum piping, 5 90s total including the one off the turbo.<br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/newicpiping.jpg" alt=" - " />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||12-02-2003||07:47 PM||||More pictures...<br /><br />What's hiding back there?<br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/peekaboo.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Much more airflow to the radiator without the ac condensor core.  My engine temps on the logger are 10 degrees cooler cruising now:<br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/roomnow.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Why Kibo calls my trunk the garage  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/thegarage.jpg" alt=" - " />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||12-02-2003||08:29 PM||||NAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||4g63t||12-02-2003||08:37 PM||||Wow, good job! Very impressive. That manifold is beautiful!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000011||crucible||12-02-2003||08:55 PM||||Cool photos and I like the trunk  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000012||Todd TCE||12-03-2003||12:31 AM||||Your'e not done. <br /><br />All that 'go fast' stuff is really cool. Now all you need to do is get it stopped!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.2.44.185||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000013||turbowop||12-03-2003||12:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Todd TCE:<br /><strong> Your'e not done. <br /><br />All that 'go fast' stuff is really cool. Now all you need to do is get it stopped!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats one of my next purchases after I get the car back up and running. You might be getting my tax return, Todd.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Car looks good Chris.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000014||Notorius||12-03-2003||01:46 AM||||what is that hose coming off your intake pipe just before the turbo for? i see your BOV is venting to atmosphere so what is that hose doing there?||138.86.152.116||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000015||drew||12-03-2003||01:48 AM||||looks like he's using it to cap off the return line.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||a_santos||12-03-2003||07:57 AM||||What made you choose the Magnus manifold over the Rorrester Racing Heads? To my knoledge the Forrester is the only aftermarket manifold that did not show torque and power losses down low, but also deliverd up top.<br /><br />Just need brakes, like todd said. They would look sweet showing thry those badass rims. Yes I am jealous of your rims.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000017||Kibo||12-03-2003||08:28 AM||||Looks great, Chris!  I need to swing by and check it out.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> To depressurize is pretty easy.  Before taking the car apart at all, take the access cover(s) off the fuel pump in the trunk.  Then disconnect the fuel pump harness.  Once this is done start the car and let it run until it dies.  If it doesn't stay running just try to start it a few times.  Once you're satisfied there is no fuel getting to the rail (car doesn't run) then the pressure in the lines will be minimal.  Rags are still handy when you crack the fuel lines open as it will still spill out a bit.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I also suggest removing the gas cap when doing this, as sometimes the gas tank will have enough vapor pressure to squirt a good amount of fuel out.<br /><br />Abhay, I'll be installing an FRH this winter.  I'm a bit miffed that Chris got his SMIM installed before me!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Oh, and Todd...I bought Paul Rask's old 4-pot calipers, so at some point here I'll be calling you up to finish the "kit".  I need to get my wheels finished first, though.<br /><br />So much to do, so little time!  Gotta keep up with Pivvay...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000018||tplesko||12-03-2003||08:39 AM||||The hose of the intake manifold is just the ghetto way to block it off. I need to get a plug but it works for now.  Lots of things I do are ghetto so I can drive until I do them the "right" way  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I'm trying to decide on selling the dejon and making a cusom pipe like all my other projects or wait until the fp3065 goes on to make a 4".  That's right fp30  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />As far as rims go, hopefully i'll be sporting te37s with some light and good brakes under them for next season.  But one step at a time, i'm far from finished and I'm time limited primarily. Aren't we all?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000019||GVR-4||12-03-2003||04:24 PM||||What's goin' on with that stroker you're workin' on? And how come you decided to go with the 2.0 block rather than the 2.4 block?||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000020||agrabau||12-03-2003||04:47 PM||||Very nice work Chris! I wish my engine bay looked like that.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000021||tplesko||12-03-2003||05:34 PM||||Stroker is coming along slowly.  I'm in no hurry to get it done until spring so i'm taking my time and doing more pressing things instead since the 2.0 in there is fine right now.  I think the only benefit to the 2.4 is if you intend to do a long rod motor.  If not then it's not worth it IMO, just use the 2.0 block.<br /><br />My next big project is the race head for this car care of forrester.  Hopefully I'll send it here soon and then get it installed.  All my current mods are leading up to feeding the 2.3 L engine w/ fp3065 air...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000022||Beemer||12-05-2003||12:26 AM||||How did that intake manny do mixture wise?  I'm wondering if it will run rich on #1 seeing that the manny necks down so far there.  At least that one will fit in my eclipse though.  I could NOT get my "square" venom drag intake manny to fit in the eclipse.  It barely fit into the galant, as being a dummy, I welded the plate for the vac lines on the BACK of the manny, right at the clutch slave.  Of course, the one I use for the brakes is pointing directly at the clutch slave.  Let me know.  Read your spark plugs and see if you are going rich on #1 versus the rest.  I had a manny similar to that on a ford fiesta and found I had to drop around 25-35cc off the #4 injector (motor is backwards compared to ours, so the neck down is at #4 instead of #1.)<br />Looks good though.  Did you use -8 or -6 line coming up from the tank?  I'm going to run -10 from the tank or fuel cell to the pump, then -8 to the filter, rail, and fpr, then -6 back to the tank.<br />You can see a pic of the venom drag install under the NEWS area<br />Looks good though.  Let us know how your MAFT turns out.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000023||Dan D||12-05-2003||07:00 AM||||Looks good.  You might want to do something to secure those plug wires.  One day you're going to get a bad misfire and find out it's only because the wires shifted and the wrong onces are coupling.  Just a suggestion.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000024||tplesko||12-05-2003||08:55 AM||||Beem,<br />I haven't read the plugs yet because I'm just starting to tune WOT.  I will though and let you know.  Lots of other people have had this manifold and not mentioned anything so it probably okay. On the fuel lines they are all -6.  I think anything else is overkill but we'll see.  I just have to let fuel pressure be my guide now and do what it tells me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   The MAFT is running fine now.  Much much better than before the AFPR. Now my settings are very "normal" at a base fp of 40 psi (hose off).<br /><br />Dan D,<br />I'm planning on doing something with the plug wires but I'm not sure I understand what you mean by "the wires shifted and the wrong onces are coupling"  Do you just mean i'll plug the wrong ones in sometime or something else? I'll probably just get or make a nice light, vented spark plug cover now to hold them down. I hate the stock plastic one. The RRE one is about perfect.<br /><br />Overall i'm starting to be really really impressed with the manifold. Spool is great, power is unbelievable on pump gas and I've never thought the car felt good on pump gas.  I can't wait to try 25+psi and race gas again. 4.5 months until race season. I can't wait until the 272s are on. The top end should be even better!<br /><br />Recommendation:  If you are debating on which manifold to get, the Magnus is a great choice.  It's a lot of work to install due to all the relocation, IC piping changes etc but I believe they are all like that. So get the Magnus for your big turbo once you've done the basic supporting mods, it will really help your top end.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000025||Dan D||12-05-2003||11:17 PM||||Inductive coupling can cause interference.  You want to keep 1,4 spaced from 2,3 to avoid any crossfire.  If you have to cross the wires do it at 90 degrees.  This reduces the magnetic/inductive coupling by minimizing the area the flux lines of the two wires have to screw with each other.  More important with aftermarket ignitions, but still good practice with the stock ign.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/004040.cgi
A||||6||yiutsang||HKS EIDS wiring in VR4||||1||||Yiuwa||00002140
Z||000000||yiutsang||12-02-2003||07:48 AM||||Hi all,<br /><br />As I have my BOV vented to atmosphere, I just got an used HKS EIDS (Electronic Idle Stabilizer) for fixing my idle which frequently went dead after flooring the gas in neutral gear.  The unit, however, doesn't come along with wiring instruction.  Does anyone have one and know how to hook it up, and even better that knows how to adjust it.  Or anyone knows where I can find or get English instructions?<br /><br />Thanks for the help!<br /><br />Yiuwa||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000001||yiutsang||12-04-2003||04:18 PM||||Hi,<br /><br />I am talking about this unit:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.wave.co.nz/~hksnz/electrics.html" target="_blank">http://www.wave.co.nz/~hksnz/electrics.html</a><br /><br />Can anyone help?<br /><br />Yiuwa||219.76.64.4||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000002||redheat86||12-04-2003||09:04 PM||||im still waiting on mine otherwise i would help you. there is another member on the baord with one i beleive..you can also try calling hks directly..or check there website||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||12-04-2003||09:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Yiuwa:<br /><strong> Hi,<br /><br />I am talking about this unit:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.wave.co.nz/~hksnz/electrics.html" target="_blank">http://www.wave.co.nz/~hksnz/electrics.html</a> <br /><br /><br />Yiuwa </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm going to put all of those on my car. I can't wait to start wiring them up...||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||brandongvr4||12-06-2003||05:08 AM||||Yiuwa, hey bro, well i am going to be installing the EIDS in my car next Tuesday. I was told that you can use the SuperAFR instructions because it has the EIDS built into it. There are a total of 5wires on the EIDS,the SuperAFR has 6. I have the SuperAFR instructions so if you need some help e-mail me and we can help out each other. <br /><br />Quick question. Do you know if the 1G PinOuts are the same as the GVR4 pinouts?  <br /><br />~B~||67.124.159.234||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000005||yiutsang||12-06-2003||09:06 PM||||Hi brandongvr4 & others,<br /><br />Actually that's what I am planning to do too next week (using AFR instruction)<br /><br /><a href="http://www.hksusa.com/info/download.asp?id=1632#" target="_blank">http://www.hksusa.com/info/download.asp?id=1632#</a><br /><br />This is my GUESS:<br /><br />(Cut Air flow signal to ECU), and hook them up as follows<br />White - air flow sensor source (input to EIDS)<br />Yellow - corrected air flow signal to ECU (EIDS output)<br /><br />Red - 12V ignition<br />Black - Ground<br />Orange - Throttle Position sensor<br /><br />Can you share your idea?  Also I am still wondering whether the orange one should go to rpm or throttle<br /><br />You may checkout the GVR4 ECU pinout from the apexi SAFC wiring instruction, where you should be able to locate relevant signal wires<br /><br /><a href="http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_safc_wire.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_safc_wire.pdf</a><br /><br />I am not sure about 1G pinout as we don't have it in Hong Kong  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I guess the others should be able to help out<br /><br />I will share my findings after I finished installing it next weekend<br /><br />Yiuwa||219.76.64.2||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000006||yiutsang||12-16-2003||06:02 AM||||Hi all,<br /><br />I have the unit connected in the way I posted earlier on and it works right away<br /><br />Does anyone of you has, however, the clue on how to adjust those 2 VRs in the unit?<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Yiuwa||219.76.64.4||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004041.cgi
A||||3||Monstabishi||NA cams||||5||||Monstabishi||00002812
Z||000000||Monstabishi||12-02-2003||08:47 AM||Cordial85@hotmail.com||Hey, i was just wondering if its worth replacing my turbo cams with the NA cams? Apprently they have a higher lift, could someone please shed some lite on this.. PS i need to replace them any way and NA cams are easier to find here.||203.29.209.6||reg||5||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||12-02-2003||10:32 AM||||go to the DSM cd and look up cams (not sure if it is on VFAQ). The cams with the most lift are marked with an 'A' (both intake and exhaust). I think they were in 93 cars more than others. It is not much more lift, but it is more.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Monstabishi||12-03-2003||08:47 AM||||so would it be a good upgrade tho, or would it be downgrading...||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000003||drew||12-03-2003||01:24 PM||||from <a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~ksmith3289/dsm/dsmquirks.html" target="_blank">http://www.wideopenwest.com/~ksmith3289/dsm/dsmquirks.html</a> <br /><br />1G Cam Variations - 91-94 turbo 5spd cars (including GVR4s!) have upgraded exhaust cams. 2.0L 90s, all 1G NT and T+auto cars have the lower duration / lift exhaust cams. The added duration and lift will help upper-rpm power at a very slight expense of bottom end torque. <br /><br />Exhaust Cam<br /> open<br /> close<br /> adv dur<br /> lift (mm)<br /> adv overlap<br /> <br />90 all 2.0L etc.<br /> 55 BBDC<br /> 9 ATDC<br /> 244<br /> 9.1<br /> 30<br /> <br />91-94 turbo 5spd<br /> 57 BBDC<br /> 15 ATDC<br /> 252<br /> 9.65<br /> 36<br /> <br /><br /><br />BTW, if you want even more overlap for top end without resorting to HK$ 264s, the 1G NT intake cams are the same as the T cams except advanced 5 degrees. <br /><br />Exhaust cam upgrade w/ intake cam - If you want upgrade but can't find a 91,T,5spd exhaust cam for sale, you can always use any non-A/T intake cam, since they have the same duration and lift. I used a NT intake, but this should work for a T cam, just retard it 5 more degrees. To do this job the timing belt and valve cover have to come off, so it is not for the faint of heart or experience. <br /><br />Do this at your own risk... Simply install the NT intake cam into the exhaust side. Here's the crucial part - DO NOT TIME THIS CAM TO THE FACTORY MARKS! Got it? Otherwise your valves will smack the pistons and it'll be time for a rebuilt head. Take some white paint (touch-up, White-out, whatever) and make a mark just like the factory one but four (4) teeth before the factory mark (rotating the cam clockwise, advancing the cam). Now your cam is indexed correctly, and you can reinstall the timing belt per the factory setup, using your new timing mark. <br /><br />If what I am saying doesn't make sense, then don't even try this. I take no responsibility if you screw this up.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004042.cgi
A||||3||RallyVR4||driver side door handle||||5||||Paul||00002810
Z||000000||RallyVR4||12-02-2003||09:51 AM||paulvr4@yahoo.com||any of you guys having problems with driver side door handles opening?<br /><br />it seems that i have to yank on the door, i can't just pull the handle...is there a fix to this?  <br /><br />also my door seems to be a little ajar, lots of wind flapping through...<br /><br />thoughts and suggestions please!<br /><br />Thanks.||166.77.209.193||reg||5||Paul||00002810||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-02-2003||03:25 PM||||1) Adjust the hinges.<br />2) Adjust the latch.<br /><br />:-)<br /><br />I'm just about ready to double up the seals because I can't stand the wind noise.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||12-02-2003||05:18 PM||||My driver rear did the same thing I used whitelithium lube on it now is fine did it to the rest of the doors also due to the vast differnce.||65.177.240.125||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||12-02-2003||05:48 PM||||Couple of suggestions for door fixes.<br /><br />If you are having to pull the door off the striker, check the door for sag (look at line-up of the body lines) and adjust at the hinges like Hertz said.<br /><br />You may also need to bend the rod (inside the door, runs from the handle down to the latch) to get full pull up of the rod at full stroke (or a bit less preferably) of the outside handle if the latch is hanging on the striker.<br /><br />For wind noise at the doors-judicious, and I mean CAREFUL bending in of the door sash can help.  Put a 2x4 block between the lower door and the jamb and press GENTLY in at the sash, front more likely, but rear area as necessary.  Don't over do as you can crack welds and it is much harder to return it back out further.  You can increase door closing effort this way unfortunately, as you are getting earlier engagement of the sash to the door opening.  Too much can also make you power windows close slower with more work for the motor.  DON'T OVERDO IT.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/004043.cgi
A||||3||stevevr4||its gettin hot in here||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||12-02-2003||10:17 AM||stever321@yahoo.com||The coolant temp gauge on my car periodically gets up to the upper 1/4 of the gauge... it doesn't get into the red section, but its close.  Then all of a sudden it dives back down smack to the middle.<br /><br />Thermostat?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||12-02-2003||10:29 AM||||low water/antifreeze and/or thermostat would cause that. The water level changes at the coolant temp sensor; causing the fluxuation in the reading. A stuck thermostat 'usually' sticks either open or closed, causing no heat, or all heat.<br />Get a OEM replacement, they flow more.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-02-2003||11:12 AM||||I've seen a few thermosats that were broken and just hanging down in the housing.  I would check that and your cap first.||67.25.35.144||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||12-02-2003||11:15 AM||||Thanks... I checked the coolant level and it is good.  The one hose coming off the coolant cap is supposed to just hang there as an overflow?  That scared me for a minute.  Could there be air trapped in the system which would cause the problem too?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum2/004044.cgi
A||||6||bopropucope||Noise in drivetrain.||||9||||bopropucope||00000288
Z||000000||bopropucope||12-02-2003||02:47 PM||bchapman@techies.com||I am hearing a whinning (unsure of spelling) in the vr4 when in gear driving.  It is the loudest in 5th gear above 50mph.  When I push in the clutch the sound goes away.  Is there a bearing someplace that may be going out or something else in the transmission.  Drivetrain is completely stock with no mods. Car has 79k on it.  Now the good news is that, someone asked if I was having fun in my BMW (I was driving the VR4) I smiled and said ya .  Now if some woman would accuse me of looking like Clint Eastwood or Tom Cruise I would really be set!!||209.110.233.30||reg||9||bopropucope||00000288||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-02-2003||03:05 PM||||Ever have the transfercase recall done?<br /><br />I would start with a flush & fill of the tranny fluid.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||crucible||12-02-2003||04:43 PM||||Put some BMW badges on it and you have a chick magnet||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||drew||12-02-2003||06:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Put some BMW badges on it and you have a chick magnet </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So that's the real story behind the Bimmubishi eh?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-02-2003||10:12 PM||||u joints and carrier bearings I know the sound. If the recall hasn't been done have the tech look at them for you.||67.25.38.48||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||AzA*||12-03-2003||11:44 AM||||Well since u already started a thread for it i might as well post this question hear i also have a noise in my drive tran when i down shift to any gear it makes a clunking sound from the rear i am assuming it is the rear dif not sure if its dead because it seams good on acceleration just downshifting and rolling in gear it makes the noise||211.28.96.71||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||12-03-2003||12:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Put some BMW badges on it and you have a chick magnet</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">PIMPN8EZ.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/004045.cgi
A||||1||Z-1 Jon||Alignment settings and TSB||||1||||Z-1 Jon||00002656
Z||000000||Z-1 Jon||12-02-2003||04:25 PM||jrotaryb@hotmail.com||Can anyone post the stock alignment settings and technical service bulletin for rear camber?  My comp here is not liking the search function Also, what alignment settings are preferable as a little more aggressive than stock (our car has the KYB/H&R combo on 225/45/17's).  I have an appointment this weekend with an shop around here that does custom/race car alignments (they also make their own springs to your specs, that rocks!!).||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||12-02-2003||06:43 PM||||Check here.  The factory specs are listed, as well as a recommended setting for a little better handling:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002193#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002193#000000</a> <br /><br />The rear camber should be simple for any competent shop.  The rear toe requires the rear steering arms to be disconnected.  If their books/machine doesn't give them the directions for this, the directions for the AWS 3000GT are basically the same.||207.69.139.136||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/004046.cgi
A||||14||red91awdtalon||jdm conversion.||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-02-2003||06:17 PM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||hey, got to say..... LOVE the vr4.... love my 1g talon also but this thing is bad ass!  problem is cant find lots of aftermarket goodies ya know? im not trying to rice it out. love the sleeper look on the outside but i want to play with the inside a little bit.... actually just got the jdm grill, sidemarkers, and headlights. so im pretty done with the exterior. i was wondering if there are any good places that i can convert my interior as close as possiable to the jdm version. i want to change everything except swap sides (little to pricey and time consuming for me) i dont know... maybe going overboard but just on this little fix and want it to be as close to jdm as possiable. thanks<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-02-2003||06:27 PM||||get cloth seats and manual seatbelts and you're done. The armrest opens backwards, you could get auto climate control (dunno how hard it is to install) and a JDM steering wheel, which looks ugly anyways.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||12-02-2003||06:31 PM||||Just as an FWI, in your "idiot" line in your sig..."experience" is spelled wrong.<br /><br />And as far as the JDM interior, goes, I think its a step down to swap out the USA version for the JDM.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-02-2003||06:32 PM||||jdum is dumb.  go fast instead   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||12-03-2003||08:51 PM||||Yeah, don't buy JDM stuff, it's crap.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||henrok||12-03-2003||08:54 PM||||anyone know where to get the bumper/bumper covers from?||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||Mitsuturbo||12-03-2003||09:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Yeah, don't buy JDM stuff, it's crap. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have to agree with you there.  Only thing i would go JDM with on one of my GVR4s is the front fascia.<br />People pay all sorts of money for used JDM engines.  I have personally installed 3 of these and cannot believe the crappy condition they're in for as many "miles" as they're supposed to have on them.  I always suggest rebuilding to my customers rather than buying used crap.  It's only marginally more expensive for a better end result.<br />As for interior.. i like these:    <img src="http://www.procarparts.com/product/MIT-GAL-9293-EUGL-XXRP-RGGX.JPG" alt=" - " />||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||12-04-2003||09:55 AM||||i am VERY pleased with my jdm motor.  when i got it, it was so clean i thought it was new.  started right up, and i recently made a trip to memphis and back, over 1000 miles, used no oil.  what prompted me to get one, is one of my accounts has installed used jdm motors for years, averaged one a month.  he was always impressed at how clean they were.  he said some of them looked like they had less than 20k miles on them.  easy money for him.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||12-04-2003||10:06 AM||||That brings up another JDM conversion part -- metric instrument cluster.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||drew||12-04-2003||11:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]<br />As for interior.. i like these:     <img src="http://www.procarparts.com/product/MIT-GAL-9293-EUGL-XXRP-RGGX.JPG" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think those are the first gauge overlays that I like the look of. I like the modern looking fonts for everything. However, I don't like the color. Does anyone know who makes these and if they would custom make a slightly different set?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||V8EATER||12-04-2003||01:12 PM||||I'm afraid those won't work well with the vr-4.  first off, there is no cut-out for the turbo gauge.  next, the speedo goes to 135, ours is 145.  these would need some work to make them fit exactly as an overlay on ours.  and they would look shitty, imho. <br /><br />I got mine from importcarparts.com, they go on like window tint.  I have a pic somewhere, i'll dig it out and post it if you like.  took about an hour and a half, including drying time.  looks alot better, especially at night.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||12-04-2003||02:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Just as an FWI, in your "idiot" line in your sig..."experience" is spelled wrong.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's "FWI?" Do you mean "FYI?"||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||drew||12-04-2003||02:23 PM||||ROFL||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||Matt379||12-04-2003||02:28 PM||||thier is spelled incorrectly also  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.51.115.188||reg||12||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000014||turbogalant||12-04-2003||03:08 PM||||Didn't you hear what joe said? He said never argue with him!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Sorry had to do it.||65.177.241.170||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/004047.cgi
A||||5||jayru||would 18x7.5 215/35 4x100 wheels fit on a galant?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||12-02-2003||11:16 PM||||i think the bolt patern is right but i don't know if the width will hit anything?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-02-2003||11:23 PM||||gvr4s are is 4x114.3, so answer is ummm..... NO!<br /><br />1) Unless the rim is universal 8 hole...<br />2) I dunno about the non-vr4 galants, but I doubt it||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||jayru||12-02-2003||11:33 PM||||crap i thought galants were 4x100 o well! Could of got some nice lookin Volks off a Civic.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||curtis||12-03-2003||08:54 AM||||My wheels came of of a 93 accord    so just double check the bolt spacing  they maybe right||67.25.37.153||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||12-03-2003||09:00 AM||||Accords are 4*114.4||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||s_firestone||12-03-2003||12:28 PM||||The actual definition for our rims is 4 lug x 4.5".  Thats why it comes out to a decimal point in metric.<br /><br />Here is a Corvair page that goes into the subject of what lug patterns there are and when they were used for compatibility sake.  There is also a specific list of cars with compatible rims but you must watch the rim offsets.  This might open up a few choices of rims in 4-lug.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/9164/tires.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/9164/tires.html</a>||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes



ubb/Forum2/004048.cgi
A||||3||Cybernerd2||ignition/starter problem||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||12-03-2003||02:15 AM||||When I turn my ignition to ON, it won't crank the first time and second time, when i crank the third time only the engine will start. I just changed my battery, good spark plugs and cable.<br /><br />What is wrong? Could it be to do with the relay or grounding problem?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||Mariner31||12-05-2003||12:01 AM||||The first two times does the starter motor engage the engine? Or do you hear a high pitch sound with no engine cranking? The later would indicate a faulty starter solenoid...||210.80.155.36||reg||1||Mariner31||00002411||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||12-06-2003||07:48 PM||||Yeah, the problem lies on the latter one.<br />I hear high pitch sound from the starter but the engine don't start.<br /><br />How to solve that solenoid thing?||219.92.155.15||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||Darkside||12-06-2003||07:53 PM||||check how many amp your battary have (must be at 450 Cold Cranking amp), if not that check the starter solonoid and cable.....I use to work at Kragen Auto Parts.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   i hope this help.||67.125.104.252||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes



ubb/Forum2/004049.cgi
A||||22||agrabau||FIAV Sealing-Good or bad idea? ||||2||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-03-2003||07:38 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||Guys, I have crazy idle surge, pretty much from startup in the morning. It began in this cold weather. Idle is now at the comfortable position of 3500rpm.<br /><br />My tb seals<br />It is clean around the plate<br />My coolant lines are not hooked to the throttle body<br /><br /><br />I searched the archives and this situation best matches my problem. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001160" target="_blank">Archives</a> <br /><br />The BISS screw is all the way in, the idle-shut switch is backed out as far as possible. What do you think? Do it? Does anyone have a picture of this FIAV? Is it the air channel that routes around the TB plate?<br /><br />I also looked  <a href="http://www.vallotton.com/fiavblockoff.asp" target="_blank">HERE</a> but I can't tell what exactly this guy was talking about with his plate idea. <br /><br />Thanks- <br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||2||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||12-03-2003||08:05 AM||||I made a plate that just blocked off the whole thing and I removed the bottom with the fiav altogether. It solved the idle surge problem. The catch is that now it doesn't kick up the rpm's when the a/c is on, and sometimes it needs some nursing at startup in cold weather. Small price to pay IMO.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-03-2003||08:09 AM||||Chris, that's a great idea. I think that's what I'll do. I don't have AC so I should be okay. So you don't have any ISC operation anymore? Seems simple to me. <br /><br />Thanks.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Oztek||12-03-2003||10:57 AM||||I just filled mine up with JB weld.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||12-03-2003||11:00 AM||||Did you remove the lower half of the TB and fill the whole thing? What channels did you fill? <br /><br />Thanks!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-03-2003||11:29 AM||||Bim,<br /><br />Keep the results posted here asap. I'm having the same issue with my car since I disconnected the tb coolant lines and AC.  I'd like to just remove the isc and fiav completely if I can. A reversible method a la block off plate would be best.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||thejeebus2002||12-03-2003||12:07 PM||||I filled mine with RTV sealant.  The FIAV is a bitch to get apart.  The screws that hold it together are super tight.  What I think happens when you block off the coolant lines is this.  The wax pellet inside the fiav doesn't soften up until the car warms up as opposed to the coolant warming it up rather quickly so it allows air to bypass until it's warm.  blocked off the fiav on my black car-no more surge.  took coolant lines off the white car-now i have an idle surge b/c i havent filled the FIAV yet.  <br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000007||Oztek||12-03-2003||12:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Did you remove the lower half of the TB and fill the whole thing? What channels did you fill? <br /><br />Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The FIAV is only on one channel.  The other one is for the ISC.  Don't fill this one.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I didn't remove anything from the channel, I just filled her up.  No air is going to be passing thru that channel.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />My collant lines are also gone.  That is really the reason I took the point of no return approach.<br /><br />It will be the one closest to the engine.  Just take a good look at the two openings and don't mess with the one that the ISC is attached to.<br /><br />I can't really give opinions on it yet...the damn car still isn't running.  If it's not one thing, it's another.  It worked fine on the 50 mile trip back from Rob's though.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||12-03-2003||12:18 PM||||So you looked into the T-body, without taking it apart, and filled the FIAV hole with JB weld? I was told in that Vfaq that the "inlet" was very hard to fill that's why i thought that taking the TB off and disassembling it would be a better idea. Maybe not. I have some Alu. sheet here and when I get home I'll either plug it or make a sheet and delete the lower half of the TB. I'll post results. <br /><br />Thanks Guys. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||12-03-2003||12:35 PM||||Can't wait. Car is starting to run good save the damn idle surge||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||12-03-2003||12:39 PM||||Where is Matt Wenger? Jon (JGR) did this mod with a piece of aluminium even before he sold that car...I know a guy locally (taboospeed dude) who also has the mod - only thing I heard that its takes a while for the car to warm and during inital startup may die a couple of times, can be prevented by placing a slightly heavy object on the gas pedal...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||snwbrd40oz||12-03-2003||01:04 PM||||I might be completely off base, but have you checked your 'idle air stepper motor'(I think thats what it is called) I had some wierd idle issues (high erratic idle when the engine was cold) I fixed the sensor and bye bye problem||65.100.165.153||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000012||Matt379||12-03-2003||01:39 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000660" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000660</a><br /><br />Pictures above.<br /><br />I have to stay on the gas for ~30seconds to keep it from dying when I start. If it is colder it might take a bit longer.  Once it is warmed up it idles like a champ.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000013||agrabau||12-03-2003||01:51 PM||||Matt, I owe you a six pack.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||12-03-2003||02:07 PM||||Aaah, my job here is done  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||Minjin||12-03-2003||02:23 PM||||Just like some above, I deleted the whole lower half of my t-body. I like simplicity and clean-ness. You have to give it some throttle when you start it on a cold day, but I have no regrets about doing it. I also don't have A/C. People with A/C probably should keep the ISC.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000016||Notorius||12-03-2003||02:48 PM||||ive got my ISC disconnected and the A/C is only a problem when sitting still in traffic. if the car is moving at all the A/C gives you no problems.||138.86.152.116||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000017||Oztek||12-03-2003||03:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> So you looked into the T-body, without taking it apart, and filled the FIAV hole with JB weld? I was told in that Vfaq that the "inlet" was very hard to fill that's why i thought that taking the TB off and disassembling it would be a better idea. Maybe not. I have some Alu. sheet here and when I get home I'll either plug it or make a sheet and delete the lower half of the TB. I'll post results. <br /><br />Thanks Guys. <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No..No!  Take the damn thing appart!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Sorry.  You need to take it appart to do it correctly.  You will most likely strip the heads of the screws, so save yourself some trouble and go to the hardware store to get some screws with the allen-wrench bolts on them.<br /><br />Definately take it appart though!  Now's a good time to give it a good cleaning and to replace the o-rings.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000018||4g63t||12-03-2003||04:02 PM||||Make sure you use an impact screwdriver(I think that's what its called) to get the screws out.  They WILL strip. After I put the plate on, I just cut the screws shorter with my dremel and used them again.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000019||agrabau||12-03-2003||04:42 PM||||I just finished the plate and reinstalled everything. <br /><br />It's great! Idle is back under control. I had to back the BISS out to raise the idle a little bit even. I drove for 15 minutes to make sure i was completely warmed up. Everything's good. I took the TB off and managed to get the screws out with a plain ole #5 phillips with no stripping. <br /><br />A good, successful project. <br /><br />Now.. what should I get for a fuel pressure regulator? Anyone have one for sale?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||12-03-2003||06:08 PM||||Fullthrottlespeed just got theirs in -- mine shipped yesterday.  I can give details when I get it.  My new(est) fuel pump never showed up, had to get charges reversed.  Don't buy pumps off ebay.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000021||blacksheep||12-03-2003||06:18 PM||||Abagail - get Aeromotive FPR otherise...summit racing is good!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000022||agrabau||12-03-2003||07:46 PM||||Thanks guys. <br /><br />Hertz- let me know what happens with that one. I was looking at it today. It looks nice. <br /><br />KC- My grammy says you're the best. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/004050.cgi
A||||6||thejeebus2002||Help!! Timing at idle?  What should it be.||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||12-03-2003||12:12 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I think i've figured out what could be causing the last of my knock issues.  When sitting at idle (850-900 rpms) my timing jumps around from 19 to 8 degrees.  It doesn't do it all the time but intermittently.  This isn't normal is it?  I can hear the car bogging when the timing jumps around, however if i give it gas it won't bog at all.  Just wondering if the timing jumping around is normal, i don't think it is.  I can't check my other car to see what it does cuz i sent my ECU off to keydiver.  Thoughts, comments?  I'm thinking possibly a bad CAS-however no code was thrown, actually no codes at all!  Wires are relatively new.  <br /><br />scott<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-03-2003||01:52 PM||||timing at idle is 10 deg on the logger.  static is 5 btdc.  the ecu is trying to pull it back, you'd better reset it, check the vfaq on it, you have to ground out a terminal inside the car, and another inside the engine bay.  reset your biss at the same time.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||12-03-2003||02:03 PM||||I've already timed it and set the biss. Also done a intake leak test. So if the timing at idle is loping around erratically would this indicate a possible coil pack/CAS problem.  Should timing float right around 10 after it's warmed up then?<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||drew||12-03-2003||03:09 PM||||base idle is 850 rpms for a GVR4. Make sure to ground the two sensors before checking your idle.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||12-03-2003||04:57 PM||||There are 2 places to ground in order to set the timing ? I know the one onf the firewall, where's the other ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||drew||12-03-2003||05:22 PM||||<a href="http://vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html" target="_blank">http://vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html</a><br /><br />I don't know how many times I've argued about this with my mechanic friends.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||curtis||12-03-2003||10:33 PM||||Mine had the crazy idle for a long time then one day I played with the idle, fuel presure and timing.  My timing was a little high. It was good as new for about a week then started stalling and showing a shit load of knock when going up a hill or when braking to stop. It also started idling a little lower than where I set it at (now about 750)I'm going to pull just a little more timing out next week and turn up the idle and see if it get cured.  My pronblem is that I have a small aluminum pulley and getting it perfect is about a bitch.  Right now I would say its at about 7 degrees because before it was at 9 and idling like hell.||64.159.109.165||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/004051.cgi
A||||1||Minjin||Heater Hose||||1||||Minjin||00001036
Z||000000||Minjin||12-03-2003||02:20 PM||minnsjr@eudoramail.com||Does anyone know the size of our two heater hoses? I've never been good at judging the size of a hose from looking at it. I'm looking into a non factory replacement option and I need to know the size. Thanks guys.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||12-03-2003||06:22 PM||||I "believe" the heater core hoses are 3/4, or 5/8.<br />I'm sorry I couldn't be exact. <br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum2/004052.cgi
A||||12||Cybernerd2||Is that Timing connector?||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||12-03-2003||07:49 PM||||What is this connector?<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2129" alt=" - " />||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||12-03-2003||07:54 PM||||It doesn't connect to anything.  You take off the connector an ground it when resetting the BISS. The connector will just hang there in normal operation.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-03-2003||07:55 PM||||Michael, a man of many questions, few words.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||crucible||12-03-2003||08:05 PM||||I wonder if he's messing with us.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||Cybernerd2||12-03-2003||11:37 PM||||No no no...don't get me wrong. I am just new to this engine.<br /><br />Matticus, how do I ground it?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||12-03-2003||11:43 PM||||just run a wire from the pin inside that plug and ground it to the frame or battery||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||Mitsuturbo||12-03-2003||11:45 PM||||whoa.. that's not a US GVR4 is it?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-03-2003||11:54 PM||||Well, its right hand drive from the picture and he's in the UK...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||Cybernerd2||12-04-2003||01:15 AM||||Yes, Im from UK.<br /><br />Thanks for the help, guys. I will ground later today. Just a quick one, why is it not good to let it dangle just like that. Will by grounding it, my engine will be causing less problem?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||12-04-2003||01:58 AM||||Don't do that unless you want to adjust base timing or the base idle set screw. That's why it has the cap on it. You just let it hang there unless you want to make the above mentioned adjustments. By grounding it you take away the ecu's control over timing and the ISC.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||Cybernerd2||12-04-2003||03:21 AM||||OIC. So when the car was manufactured out, the connector is in such a form.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||12-04-2003||07:21 AM||||Yes, that is correct.<br /><br />You can find endless information on <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a><br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||12-04-2003||10:16 AM||||I feel like we're building a encyclopedia.  Where's the wiki when we need it?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004053.cgi
A||||7||Mitsuturbo||NOT all vr4s are created equal (tranny related)||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||12-03-2003||08:09 PM||||This is the 2nd instance of this i have seen in as many weeks.  A member of another board had a bearing go bad so i got to take a peek at his "double syncros" which are NOT THERE!    :baffled:<br /><br />Here is a comparison of his STOCK vr4 tranny parts to parts out of one of my stock vr4 trannies.  You also get a NICE idea of how double syncros work.  They have 2 brake surfaces rather than one, slowing down the rotating shaft much more effectively.<br /><br />Also.. you can see the "teflon" or whatever coating on the single syncro.  This is a piece of **** syncro and is no longer used.  They have updated to the "grooved" one,(like on the large syncro seen in the double syncro pics) which works MUCH better and lasts a LOT longer.<br /><br />Warning- BIG PHOTOS<br /><br /> <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/vrgears1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/vrgears2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/vrgears3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/vrgears4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/vrgears5.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/vrgears6.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/vrgears7.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />91 Gvr4 1411/2k <br />91 Gvr4 161/2k||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||GrocMax||12-03-2003||08:43 PM||||US market OEM transmissions did not get the dual 2nd until mid 93, no US GVR-4's ever had them from the factory except in late model factory replacement units or if someone put them in on a rebuild.||209.151.102.148||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||12-03-2003||08:58 PM||||I was not aware of that.<br /><br />The 4 trannies that i have been into that DID have dual syncros must have been "flukes" then.<br /><br />I know for a verifiable fact that the pics of the dual syncro setup i posted are out of an ORIGINAL us spec GVR4 tranny.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||12-03-2003||09:25 PM||||Could it have been a dealer rebuild job?  Maybe someone complained about the transmission and followed a possible TSB advising to use the double-synchro parts since 93?||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||Mitsuturbo||12-03-2003||11:28 PM||||I worked for the local dealership and looked up a complete history on this car.  It had never been in for tranny work.<br /><br />Is this just a fluke and i got lucky or what?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||12-04-2003||08:32 AM||||Interesting.  My #275 did not have double synchro.  It had the shitty teflon 2nd and 4th that I'm so glad to get out of there.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||16GVR4||12-06-2003||01:32 AM||||Mine didn't have double synchro either. <br />I had Jon@TRE did the rebuild.<br /><br />This is actually the first time I see what a double synchro looks like.<br />Thanks for the pics!||64.171.254.11||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||12-10-2003||10:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> I was not aware of that.<br /><br />The 4 trannies that i have been into that DID have dual syncros must have been "flukes" then.<br /><br />I know for a verifiable fact that the pics of the dual syncro setup i posted are out of an ORIGINAL us spec GVR4 tranny. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Got the numbers off the case?<br /><br />My GVR4 has the original trans, and it definitely does not have double synch'd 2nd, nor has any other original GVR4 trans I've ever seen.  Hell, I never saw the dual synchro units on any stock pre-93.5 DSM, period.  <br /><br />Is it possible that the car was worked on elsewhere... ever?||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/004054.cgi
A||||6||driftin galant||ok i need more help||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||12-03-2003||10:11 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||ok so i found some problems and i fixed them, first one of the coils was bad number 1 and 4, second i found a vacum leak at one of the injectors. now the next problem is that it seems like the spark is dieing off? it will like some times it runs smooth and others it will not, all within seconds. wtf!  am i missing somthing.  dose this have to the caps in the ecu. or the power transistor.  the fuel pressure is good at 40 psi. any help would be great. thanks Erik<br /><br />Also, before i spun the bearings the car ran perfect now nothing works right like the o2 sensor is dead now too. what is going on?||66.119.34.39||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||coop||12-04-2003||01:15 AM||||You might have a bad plug wire. And my o2 took a crap when I changed trannys.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||12-04-2003||10:19 AM||||Maybe not related, but I had brittle/broken insulation on the wires going into the harness for the O2 sensor.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||driftin galant||12-04-2003||12:31 PM||||nope everything is new on the eninge, the plugs wires, and the coils.  do you think that base timming could be off?||134.39.27.37||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||12-05-2003||12:01 AM||||Personally I'd be checking grounds if I was you.  Splice in some new grounds directly from the block, intake manny, coil hold down bolt, and exh manny or the 02 housing.  How did you locate that vac leak off the injector?  Loud enough to hear, or did you use smoke?||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||driftin galant||12-05-2003||01:18 AM||||it was loud enough to hear.  and the car has all new grounds everywhere.  big ones too.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||12-05-2003||10:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> dose this have to the caps in the ecu.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">if you have NEVER done the caps, this thread is a waste of time.  if they have been done, were they done properly?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004055.cgi
A||||11||hecdws||trans bolts loose(long)||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||12-03-2003||10:42 PM||hecdws@aol.com||ok so im working on my car last weekend.while my wife is pressing the clutch so i can bleed it, i see the tranny moving away from the engine. so i look into it, what the hell 2 tranny bolts lost and 2 loose with only the top 2 tigth. now i installed my tranny after it got rebuilt and i put all the bolts back on with my mac 1/2" gun so i know they werent loose. well i replace the 2 bolts and tigthen everything again. afterward i call jose(amg guy) and tell him to check his bolts, he doesnt. today im driving his car and i cant put it in gear lucky for me i was one block from my job. well he had 1 lost bolt, 1 broken bolt, the ear on the back of the block broken, and 3 loose bolts. its fixed now but has any one else experienced this? and yes both cars have aftermarket clutches i have a act 2600 and jose has a clutchmasters.<br /><br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-03-2003||11:17 PM||||When I installed my tranny (last time) I had a bolt come loose on me about a month later.  If it happens again, I'll use thred lock on it or something.<br /><br />I'm running a ATC 2600 as well, but I have had my tranny down three times and I have only had one bolt come loose.  I'm not sure what happend, but I checked it again about a month later and it was still tight.  I do check them from time to time because I don't know what caused it to come loose in the first place.  Because it was only one bolt, I figured I didn't get it tight enough in the first place.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||12-03-2003||11:31 PM||||wow<br />finally someone else with a broken ear off the back of the block<br /><br />this happened to me and i was not so fortunate, i had to replace the bellhousing case because it broke<br /><br />i ended up welding a tab onto the rear engine mount and drilled a hole lined up with the tranny, then had to shim in between and use a longer bolt<br /><br />how did you guys fix yours?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||12-04-2003||12:20 AM||||I've gone through two act 2600's and I just check my bolts every month or so because I have had them back out on me several times.  Not sure why, but it happens.||12.144.250.13||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||12-04-2003||01:01 AM||||Do you guys tighten them, or torque them to spec?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||12-04-2003||01:17 AM||||Hell no.  I only use a torque wrench on lug nuts, hub nuts, and flywheel bolts.  <br /><br />I havn't rebuilt my head yet, but I would torque everything down to spec for that.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||12-04-2003||01:51 AM||||Any how many of you that have had the bolts back out have balance shafts? I would both guess and bet that every one that has had them back out has no balance shafts. I locktight and torque them all on the highest side of the torque specs. My brother told me of this problem when I removed my balance shafts because he has the same problem. That and check you turbo to manifold bolts, mine are safety wired.||65.177.241.167||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||hecdws||12-04-2003||07:55 AM||||well i still have my balance shaft so dont know. im blaming the extra pressure from the clutch,  but ill take the trade fofr the grip and just check the bolts every oil change. we also welded a bracket to the rear mount so we could bolt up.<br /><br /><br />hec||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000008||kartorium31||12-04-2003||11:12 AM||||I still have the balance shaft.||12.18.162.78||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000009||GalantVR41062||12-04-2003||11:29 AM||||It is not from the cluch pressure, but I would guess a miss trq on your part, or a unbalanced pressure plate/flywheel is loosening them for you.  <br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||12-05-2003||12:05 AM||||I don't suppose you put lock washers on the bolts, did you?  I had mine back out, so I snagged some s/s lock washers and no more problems.  Same with my exh manny studs.  Lockwashered the self locking nuts just to be safe..no more loose nuts.  But, if you don't use s/s studs, be prepared to snap a few studs due to expansion and contraction.  At least they spin back out with a dental tool.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||12-05-2003||03:05 AM||||I had 2 tranny to engine bolts come loose on me. I just torqued thme down and they seem to have stayed for the past few months.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004056.cgi
A||||5||silly4turbo||Fan Not shutting off||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||12-03-2003||11:50 PM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||Hey all, today, for some reason, when I shut my car off, the small fan in front of the radiator  stays on ? any clues ?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />the car is a 91 gvr4 basically all stock||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-03-2003||11:51 PM||||With the key out?||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||12-03-2003||11:53 PM||||Something shorted out?  (Vague enough?)||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||12-03-2003||11:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> With the key out? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yes, with the key out ... I also saw some sort of smoke coming out of the engine bay, but it's too dark to see where is was exactly coming from...||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-04-2003||12:12 AM||||Thats why they make good flashlights...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/ubbthreads.php?Cat=" target="_blank">http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/ubbthreads.php?Cat=</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||12-04-2003||09:42 AM||||sounds like the relay fried, and is welded closed, so you get power to it all the time.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004057.cgi
A||||25||Ferrari F50 GT||No Spark After Head Gasket Job||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||12-03-2003||11:58 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||After getting that cracked thermostat housing temporarily taken care of, I try to start the car for the first time after everything was done.  The car needed a little jump since it has been sitting for a while.  When I tried to start it while the cables were connected to both cars, my car won't do anything but turn over and over and over.  It won't fire at all.  So after talking to Kibo, he suggested to hook the timing light to the car and see if I can get spark, nothing.  I checked all the connectors to the coil pack, battery connections, plug wires, plugs and still nothing.  And for some reason I can barely turn the car over once when it's not connected to the other car, even after it was charging from that are for a long while.  Any advice would be great.  Thanks.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||12-04-2003||01:15 AM||||Hmm, fried/shorted power transistor maybe?  Have you checked the CAS connections?||69.59.219.209||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||coop||12-04-2003||02:59 AM||||You need to put the battery on a real charger. The car will not fire the coil below 9 volts constant. Let me know when you get that done.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-04-2003||08:49 AM||||DSMs sometime take a very long time to start after sitting for a while. Charge your battery and squirt some oil down each sparkplug hole to give you some more compression. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||12-05-2003||12:02 AM||||Just charged the battery and checked the connection to the CAS and still nothing.  All the dash lights are bright as hell and has plenty of charge.  There has just got be something that I forgot to do.  I have gone over and over in my head on what could be wrong, but I just don't know.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||12-05-2003||12:13 AM||||You DID remember to plug the coil back in, and the power transistor as well, right?  I know, obvious, but sometimes the simple things bite us.<br />Sounds like you have a bad ground somewhere as well.  Check all the grounds and get some sandpaper and brighten up the mating surfaces.  It took me 3 days to get mine started after the new head went on.  I did the oil thing, and of course then the plugs got wetted down with oil every time the motor turned over.  After I got the oil mopped up, the injectors were drowning the plugs.  However, I had good spark (ran a ground from the coil bracket to the battery, even though it really didn't need it.  Check to be sure your plugs are not wet.  Put the motor on TDCC #1 cylinder, and rotate the CAS.  #1 and 4 plugs should fire.  I finally had to unclip all my injector harnesses after the injectors doused the plugs, crank until it would fart-fire, then put the harness back on, drown the motor again, etc.  I did this around 12 times, and then she fired up.  No starting problems since.  I think some dirt might have gotten into the fuel line and the injectors were being held wide open while cranking||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||12-05-2003||04:20 PM||||A friend and I just checked everything for continuity, and everything checks out fine.  We also held the plug wire close to the frame to see if the spark would jump, and it only sparked when we stopped cranking the motor, not during.  Battery is fine, plugs, wires, coil, transistor, grounds, and the CAS is connected.  This is starting to piss me off, or has been.  Any more advice?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||GrocMax||12-05-2003||04:54 PM||||Ground strap.||209.151.102.68||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||12-05-2003||05:24 PM||||You might check the ignition switch and use a test light to see if the coils are getting power when you turn the key to start.  It sounds like when you RELEASE the key to the ON position you have spark and power to the coils.  Do the tdc and move the CAS trick to see if it sparks with the ignition in the ON position.  It only takes 5 minutes to do.  If it will spark in the ON position, it sounds like the ignition switch, NOT THE PLACE YOU PUT THE KEY IN, but the switch itself may not be making correct contact inside.  Mine had the opposite problem once, as it would fire on cranking, but then die in the ON or Run position.  It was an Eclipse though.  Same thing, turned out to be the ignition switch.<br />Good luck and let me know how it turns out.  It would be nice if you could just plug in a TEL style switch, but I don't know if they interchange.  Might even be the same as a stock n/a galant too.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000009||Ferrari F50 GT||12-05-2003||06:16 PM||||So to do the CAS trick, do I put it to TDC and rotate the gear inside CAS 180 deg?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000010||number3||12-05-2003||06:47 PM||||Did you check the ground strap.<br /><br />CrocMax is one smart cookie...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||Ferrari F50 GT||12-05-2003||06:54 PM||||The only ground straps that I disconected were two that cam from the firewall and those are connected now.  Where is THE ground strap?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||12-05-2003||06:57 PM||||ground goes from the chassis, right below the engine fuse box, over to the bell housing bolt below the intake.  just to be sure, unbolt them, and clean the heck out of them.  ask pontarolo, i think he polishes his.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||Beemer||12-06-2003||08:18 AM||||No, you don't rotate it 180 degrees.  Just loosen the hold down nuts and when the motor is on tdc #1 cyl, put a spare plug in the #1 plug wire, ground it to the engine ie lay it on the valve cover so the threads are touching the cover.  Then move the cas back and forth with the IGNITION in the ON position.  The coil should fire #1 and 4 each time the cas passes top dead center, or close to it.  If it WILL NOT FIRE, but WILL FIRE while cranking, then it isn't a ground, it is more than likely the ignition switch.  If the guys will look, I did mention it WAAYYY up in this post to check and clean/sandpaper the grounds anyway.  You DID say it would fire in the run position but not in the start?  Easiest way to tell if the coil is getting power while cranking is to use a test lite, or even a timing light will work.  Test lite, just probe the + coil pack wire and ground the end of the test lite.  Doing the tdc/CAS movement deal just makes sure you have the cas installed right.  If you are on tdc #1, and #3 and 2 fire, then the cas is 180 out.<br />Keep me posted||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000014||Ferrari F50 GT||12-06-2003||08:47 PM||||I put the engine at TDC and took the CAS off to see if it was 180 out.  I couldn't tell so I just re-aligned the two dots inside the CAS and put it back on.  Still no spark while cranking, but it will spark one time when they key is put back to the ON position just like it did before.  Could a bad CAS be the culprit of this?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000015||4g63t||12-06-2003||09:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>   ask pontarolo, i think he polishes his. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  LOL!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000016||turbowop||12-06-2003||09:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>   ask pontarolo, i think he polishes his. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha.....I read this right after straightening all the fins and polishing the endtanks on my intercooler.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000017||Ferrari F50 GT||12-06-2003||11:07 PM||||So far it sounds like I have a bad ignition switch.  I don't have a test light to see if the coil is getting power, so how do I use a timing light to do that?  Just hook it up to one of the plug wires and crank?  Because like I said, I don't have any spark when cranking, but one spark when put back to the ON position.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000018||Kibo||12-07-2003||04:50 AM||||I still think you need to try a known-good CAS, Ian.  Have you at least tried that since I mentioned it to you?  It takes less than a minute to swap one from another car...||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000019||Ferrari F50 GT||12-07-2003||04:48 PM||||Yeah Erik, Josh was going to stop by yesterday but he never made it for whatever reason.  Do you know of anybody in Longmont that has a spare CAS I could try?  Maybe Thomas?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000020||Kibo||12-08-2003||04:21 PM||||Well, if Keith G. ever gets back to me, I'll have a spare CAS for you to try.  For that matter, I can pull the CAS off my car and let you borrow it since it's not my daily driver at the moment.  Let me know if you need it.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000021||Ferrari F50 GT||12-10-2003||10:10 PM||||Just swtiched my CAS with a known working one and she fired up, oil-less clicking lifters and all!||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000022||Beemer||12-11-2003||12:31 AM||||Good deal!  Strange that the cas would fire just once though.  Good troubleshooting everyone!||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000023||Ferrari F50 GT||12-11-2003||12:58 AM||||Yeah, thanks to everybody for all the tips and hints.  Escpecialy for Kibo sticking strongly to the possibility of a bad CAS.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000024||tplesko||12-11-2003||07:59 AM||||woo hoo!  Might we see you at a Colorado gvr4 meet now that you are up and running?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000025||Ferrari F50 GT||12-11-2003||12:53 PM||||Hehe, you can bet on it.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes



ubb/Forum2/004058.cgi
A||||4||chucklesas||Oops, broke steering.||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||12-04-2003||12:04 AM||||Was out on a beer run with my friends. Turned a corner apparently a little too hard and lost the nut for the tie-rod ball joint connection thingy.  Anyway, Anyone know the thread size of that thing so I can get run to a napa or something tomorrow to get a replacement?||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||12-04-2003||12:06 AM||||I know, I need to get a new cottor-pin too.  I probably should have replaced the super rusted out one when I had it all apart, live and learn...||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||12-04-2003||06:30 PM||||bump||68.169.107.14||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-04-2003||06:46 PM||||Get a new tie rod end.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||12-04-2003||09:40 PM||||Holy slipshod batman ! should come with a nut if you buy the part .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum2/004059.cgi
A||||17||stevevr4||mysterious &quot;big metal thingy&quot;||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||12-04-2003||07:37 AM||stever321@yahoo.com||I found this big metal thingy wedged in under my hood, and it was leaking all kinds of what seems to be ectoplasm.  My first feeling was to call the ghostbusters but the ectoplasm wasn't putting up TOO much of a fight, so I just ripped all that stuff outta there.  What gives?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2144" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2144&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Got the new rad in but my temps still get too high... well at least I don't have a leaky rad anymore.||69.34.162.231||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-04-2003||10:14 AM||||Where are you monitoring the temps?  Instrument cluster?  Logger?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||12-04-2003||10:51 AM||||Cluster... it gets close to the 'red zone' on the gauge.  Then, all of a sudden, while I'm driving exactly how I had been driving for the prior several minutes, the temps QUICKLY drop right to the middle of the gauge.  Thermostat is my next project.  Any other thoughts?  I appreciate it.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||12-04-2003||11:03 AM||||Change the stat before you have to change a headgasket.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||12-04-2003||11:15 AM||||What replacement radiator did you go with? Where from and how much? Thanks!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||RayH||12-04-2003||11:20 AM||||Sounds like a sticking thermostat.  While you're changing it, make sure you check the inside of the thermostat housing to make sure the passages are clear.  The first time I changed mine, there was a piece of metal left over from the casting that was partially blocking one of the passage ways.  It looked like it was supposed to be punched out to open the passage but was still attached and restricting coolant flow.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||12-04-2003||11:31 AM||||Went with a used stock rad for $40 shipped.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks for the tip Ray!  This was my first "major" work I've done.  I know to most of you its far from "major" but short of oil changes and stuff like that, I don't have much experience.  This was a good learning experience, tstat and fuel filter will be next.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||12-04-2003||11:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> Went with a used stock rad for $40 shipped.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I should have charged you more!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||12-04-2003||11:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> Went with a used stock rad for $40 shipped.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks for the tip Ray!  This was my first "major" work I've done.  I know to most of you its far from "major" but short of oil changes and stuff like that, I don't have much experience.  This was a good learning experience, tstat and fuel filter will be next. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">We have all been there. Nothing like taking pride and satisfaction in knowing that you did the work yourself. Now take the money you saved by doing it yourself and support you local Snap-On guy!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||12-04-2003||11:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> Went with a used stock rad for $40 shipped.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I should have charged you more!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Thanks again btw... it was actually fun!<br /><br />Only ran into two problems (caused by the old rad BTW, not the one from 4G63T):  hose clamp that held the lower hose to the radiator fell apart, and one of the bolts that holds the fan to the rad snapped... those things were rusted to shit.  Quick trip to Home Depot and problem solved.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||RayH||12-04-2003||12:14 PM||||Also you may want to use a little gasket sealer on the thermostat housing and gasket. If there's no corrosion you may be able to get by with just the gasket but I wasn't so lucky.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000011||drew||12-04-2003||04:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>   This was a good learning experience, tstat and fuel filter will be next. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've heard people have fuel filter horror stories. Got flare wrenches? Good.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||Darkside||12-04-2003||08:51 PM||||Yea, replace stat, and also replace the coolent temperture sending unit, that also could be out too.||67.119.172.221||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000013||Kibo||12-07-2003||04:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> Cluster... it gets close to the 'red zone' on the gauge.  Then, all of a sudden, while I'm driving exactly how I had been driving for the prior several minutes, the temps QUICKLY drop right to the middle of the gauge.  Thermostat is my next project.  Any other thoughts?  I appreciate it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This behavior is consistent with having an air pocket in the system (ie. insufficient 'burping').  Worth checking, anyway.||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000014||stevevr4||12-08-2003||03:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> Cluster... it gets close to the 'red zone' on the gauge.  Then, all of a sudden, while I'm driving exactly how I had been driving for the prior several minutes, the temps QUICKLY drop right to the middle of the gauge.  Thermostat is my next project.  Any other thoughts?  I appreciate it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This behavior is consistent with having an air pocket in the system (ie. insufficient 'burping').  Worth checking, anyway. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I started it up the other morning and left the rad cap off as it idled in the driveway, for about 10 minutes... is there a better way to clear air from the system?||12.149.50.2||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000015||Kibo||12-08-2003||04:10 PM||||I think that's the generally accepted method.  When filling the system (cold), I squeeze the upper radiator hose a bunch of times to get the extra air out of the system.  You can usually hear the fluid squirting through the thermostat (at least, I think that's what's making the noise) when you do this.<br /><br />If/when you replace the thermostat, I highly recommend using an OEM part--aftermarket/cheapo thermostats from Checker, AutoZone, etc. have a smaller valve since they're generally not intended for the intense heat generated by a turbocharged car.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000016||stevevr4||12-08-2003||10:52 PM||||Thanks!  Yes I'm going with an OEM stat, maybe a 165 degree though..||69.34.95.215||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000017||atc250r||12-10-2003||09:58 PM||||Steve,<br /><br />    Glad to hear you got the rad done, I told you it wasn't that hard. Here is the PN for the 180 degree stat - MD997607. You can either have me get you one or have Dave get it for you. I have not had any problems with the Galants getting air bound but what you can do is park it on as steep a slope as you can with the front facing upwards while it warms up, since air rises if you put the rad as high as possible the air should come out. Sounds like a sticky stat to me though. #1552 and I will see you Saturday. <br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes



ubb/Forum2/004060.cgi
A||||0||thejeebus2002||Knock sensor voltage at harness?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||12-04-2003||08:56 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I know it's supposed to be 8 to 11 volts witht the key in.  im reading 5.6v.  if anyone has a minute, can they check theirs for me.  i think i may have isolated the knock problem.  Im gonna go test the ecu pin and see what i get there.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/004061.cgi
A||||11||GVR1643||logger sample rate problem||||5||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||12-04-2003||09:38 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Need some help guys/gals:<br />my old m100 "dissappeared" from the car. Replaced with a Palm IIIx.<br />After getting it up and running I plug it in and get 0-1 for data sample rate and bizzare numbers for my log (view).<br />Not having luck finding the issue with the Logger forums or search here.<br />any help or links appreciated. TIA||167.142.22.209||reg||5||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-04-2003||10:07 AM||||MMCd or Pocketlogger?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||12-04-2003||10:15 AM||||It's the logger (licensed and registered to me) that I bought years back. I had DL'd the software to my newer computer  a while back (and had previously sync my old m100) and when I sync'd the logger it loaded everything (registration code) into the new IIIx, along with some old logs.  I did overwrite the Palm software on my comp with the new disk to make sure it was for the new IIIx.||167.142.22.209||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||12-04-2003||10:15 AM||||According to <a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">MMCd's web site</a>:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have to update PalmOS to 3.5+ to use it with: <br />Palm III, v3.0<br />Palm IIIx, v3.1<br />Palm V, v3.1</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||12-04-2003||10:17 AM||||The Palm OS is 3.3.  The logger is V1.1<br /><br />edit: just noticed that the logger version showing on my palm is v1.0 when viewed through the dropdown menu from the main page on the palm.<br />BUT when viewing the version number from the start page of the Logger, it shows v1.1.  What the hell.  <br />My uneducated guess would be I goofed somewhere when loading software and when syncing up somewhere... crap just loaded up and I thought I was good to go!<br />Now if that's the issue, will I need to unload everything on the palm and the comp and start from scratch?||167.142.22.209||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||12-04-2003||09:24 PM||||Okay, I'm not sure I completely follow you.  But since you've owned it for awhile that must mean Pocketlogger?  I'm not sure the MMCd caveat will apply in that case.  Can't hurt though.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Darkside||12-04-2003||09:50 PM||||hey guys, sorry to change the subject but,  whould a SONY CLIE PEG SJ22 Palm Color with Palm OS 4.1 work.||67.119.172.221||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||12-04-2003||11:00 PM||||I'm sure Kevin would appreciate it -- mail it to him and we'll find out.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||12-20-2003||05:33 PM||||Still having problems here with this crap.  Shouldn't be that hard!!!<br />I contacted PocketLogger and their suggestion was to update to the new version 2.03. Well I've done that and still not resolved the data rate issue. Popped the cable and palm back into the car and still was getting 0/1 ms rate.  <br />I deleted the logger software from the palm and reinstalled (after deleting all palm stuff from my computer and reinstalling as well) and still no luck.  <br />I want to kill whoever stole my cheap $50 m100 that worked so well!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||167.142.21.168||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||12-20-2003||07:59 PM||||I think low datarates like that indicate no communication going on. It sounds like a serial/cable problem to me. What are you using?||216.77.204.202||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||12-21-2003||09:56 AM||||It is the actual Pocket Logger cable and software that I've been using for a few years. <br /><br />I'm going to pull the cable and take a closer look at it to make sure nothing happened to it I guess.||167.142.22.89||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||12-21-2003||11:33 PM||||Play with the infrared (IR) settings on the Palm.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004062.cgi
A||||3||GVR-4||HELP!-Tranny shaft nuts||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||12-04-2003||10:02 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||What are the torque specs for the nuts on the end of input and intermediate shafts inside the tranny?<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||12-04-2003||10:36 AM||||110-120 lb/ft, at least that is what I recall, and I cant find the spec on line.  <br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||12-04-2003||12:34 PM||||Close!  102-115 lb-ft.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||12-04-2003||12:38 PM||||Awesome! I just guessed and torqued them to 110. <br /><br />Thanks guys.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/004063.cgi
A||||6||91gvr4mainer||4WS removal||||1||||91gvr4mainer||00000598
Z||000000||91gvr4mainer||12-03-2003||04:10 PM||riggieri@pcmech.com||Hey<br />I know this has been asked, but i got problems.<br />I tried removing the pump lines, but they won't budge.  I soaked them in PB like 3 times, and still with line wrenches, they are almost stripping.  Well is there any other way to remove the Rear pump lines.  ANy help would be nice.<br /><br />Matt||68.49.76.197||reg||1||91gvr4mainer||00000598||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-03-2003||04:22 PM||||hacksaw, dremel, torch.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||12-03-2003||04:35 PM||||a 'yuh, ya prolly wanta posta this message in the techicky section.<br />(sorry, i go to maine all the time for in-laws, and the bars make for great linguistic studies)||206.15.136.234||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||91gvr4mainer||12-04-2003||11:27 AM||||Yes they do.  Up north, its like its oiwn language.||68.49.76.197||reg||1||91gvr4mainer||00000598||yes
Z||000004||91gvr4mainer||12-05-2003||12:34 AM||||Could i Just put a TEL steering rack up front and rip the rear one out and put a 4 bolt in.  Also if i do this, do i have to lock the rear end anyhow?||68.49.76.197||reg||1||91gvr4mainer||00000598||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||12-05-2003||12:39 AM||||I kept my 4ws when i installed my 4bolt.  It's pretty simple.  I should have made some sort of vfaq for it i suppose.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||drew||12-05-2003||02:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91gvr4mainer:<br /><strong> Could i Just put a TEL steering rack up front and rip the rear one out and put a 4 bolt in.  Also if i do this, do i have to lock the rear end anyhow? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, or you could just plug the rack <br />you don't have to lock the rear. Some people say it helps to weld the rear steering. Most people just ditch it altogether. Please do a search.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004064.cgi
A||||1||thejeebus2002||Do NT Crank Angle sensors work on our cars?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||12-04-2003||12:35 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I know the actual wiring plug on the CAS is different but if the wires are spliced will it work?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||12-04-2003||02:53 PM||||There is no difference between n/t and turbo CAS there IS a differnce between production date. I believe they all will work.||65.177.241.170||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/004065.cgi
A||||13||ayvr4||Rust||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||12-04-2003||02:00 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2149" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2149&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />I noticed some bubbling starting in this spot on my car... what can I do about it? think a shop would be able to take care of it?<br /><br />(photo is from Jon's pics in members rides just to show where on my car the rust is)||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-04-2003||02:51 PM||||now comes the true test.  a REAL enthusiast would replace the quarter panel.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||12-04-2003||02:59 PM||||Actually, replacing a quarter panel is worse than repairing.  You think it'd be lower quality to sand, mud, and paint over damage, but to replace a quarter panel means you have to weld a seam on all mating edges and sand, mud, and paint over it all.  For cars where it matters, you can feel under the rear wheel well and feel 2 layers of metal.<br /><br />Meshwork?||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-04-2003||03:13 PM||||I had something like that repaired on my old CRX years ago and 2 years later it came back.  Almost all rust problems come from the inside out and I'm not sure the best way to fix it.  The whole rear quarter replacement opens up options of the entire weld being able to rust on the inside real quickly if it can't be coated.  <br />Seems as though the best answer is grind the spot out and see if you couldn't get rust converter/inhibitor inside the panel, then repair...but I'm obviously no expert here.  I've got a small spot on my driver's door starting to do that.||167.142.21.185||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||Colt4G63||12-04-2003||03:29 PM||||rust never sleeps<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||12-04-2003||03:53 PM||||A good body man is a dying breed. Nowadays, they're going to cheaper and quicker methods that simply aren't as good. Find someone GOOD to look at it and get their advice. Ask around the local shops. Go to the Mercedes and BMW dealerships and find out who does their body work. <br /><br />Fix it soon or you'll have to replace the panel. If you can't afford the repair or can't have the downtime, at least take a wire wheel to it. Get off all the loose rust and take it down to bare metal as best as you can, and coat it all down with Por 15. That'll be a good temporary fix that will stop the rust. Por 15 comes in black, gray, and white, I believe. Coincedentally, most of the GVR4 colors...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||12-04-2003||04:13 PM||||Or do like Harry did and smooth the gas door, install a fuel cell, cage, monster this, monster that...||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||skivittlerjimb||12-04-2003||04:50 PM||||Wow, Aaron, nice looking car, esp. from a northern locale.  I agree you should get on it quickly, but it's odd to think about getting worried about a small spot of rust, coming from Vermont.  Does WI use road salt?  VT and most of New England are addicted to it.  Most cars<br />10+ years old up here look like crap.  Makes re-sell values pretty low, though... picked up my GVR4 for $2,100.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />53/1k is getting there with rust, though:  leading edge of hood, couple spots on deck lid, a spot or two on the rocker panels, etc. Worst by far is the bottom edges of all four doors, just the underside that is not visibe from the outside... really not too sure how to attack it other than taking it down to bare metal as best I can and POR-15ing it.<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000008||ayvr4||12-04-2003||05:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by skivittlerjimb:<br /><strong> Wow, Aaron, nice looking car...<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">actually the pic above is not my car, its from Jons profile in members rides, but click my sig to check out my car..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />yeah, WI loves to pile on the salt like no other...||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||12-04-2003||06:01 PM||||Where I am from in West Virginia we like to call that "Air Conditioning"  usually fixed right up with some "West Virginia chrome"(duct tape)||68.76.177.237||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||bleck||12-04-2003||06:24 PM||||Wow, I opened this thread thinking POR-15.  Amazing stuff.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000011||jayru||12-04-2003||06:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Wow, I opened this thread thinking POR-15.  Amazing stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yea you need some of that!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||12-04-2003||09:17 PM||||Wow, I opened this thread drinking POR-15. Amazing buzz.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||SLedge||12-04-2003||11:13 PM||||Nothing like a moisture-cured urethane to quench your thirst!<br /><br />I've used POR-15, but prefer Zero Rust.  It's laquer based and can be top-coated w/ pretty much anything if you let it throughly dry.  It doesn't carry the health risks of a urethane catalyst and is generally easier to work with.||209.78.18.166||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes



ubb/Forum2/004066.cgi
A||||17||Mitsuturbo||Double syncro 2nd||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||12-04-2003||04:44 PM||||So what exactly is "the scoop" on this "feature"?<br /><br />It was not installed stock on any USDM Gvr4?  And is only an upgrade and not in any trannies stock or what?<br /><br />I know what part numbers to get if i wanted to put double syncros in a trans with single, i just want to know what they CAME in from the factory.  Aside from the obvious triple and double syncros in the EVO VIII tranny.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-04-2003||09:20 PM||||None of the VR-4s imported into the U.S. for model years 1991 or 1992 were supposed to have double synchros.  (i.e. they didn't)<br /><br />That's not to say that <i>x</i> number of VR-4s haven't had tranny work and ended up with a double synchro.  If I had mine apart, I sure as hell wouldn't put it together without one (or two).||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Ash||12-04-2003||10:43 PM||||so how hard is it to retrofit double syncros to a VR4 box?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||12-04-2003||11:57 PM||||About as hard as rebuilding the tranny. The double synchros fit in the same space as the single synchros.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||Ash||12-05-2003||12:11 AM||||Do you simply chuck 2 on or is there custom machining(sp) involved?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||12-05-2003||12:34 AM||||2nd gear has holes for the brake cone between the 2 syncros, and there is no brake cone on the double syncro 2nd gear, there is on the single<br />To make double syncro work without replacing your 2nd gear, you'd have to machine the gear and drill holes in it.<br /><br />There are pics of it on another thread entitled "Not all GVR4s are created equal".||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||12-05-2003||12:35 AM||||I don't think there's any machining involved. There are just more parts, but they fit in the same space. Someone posted some photos. Let me see if I can find them.||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||Mitsuturbo||12-05-2003||12:37 AM||||i posted some last night<br />if you read the post above your last one, you will see||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||12-05-2003||12:40 AM||||Yeah, I was typing when you posted. The gear does need holes in it. The 5th photo down in "Not all GVR4s are created equal" shows them clearly. <br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||Mitsuturbo||12-05-2003||12:43 AM||||Being as i have both basically sitting right in front of me, i can tell it to you straight that you can NOT put double syncros on the original 2nd gear.  It is not physically possible.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||12-05-2003||08:29 AM||||I got the double synchro 2nd gear set from <a href="http://www.teamrip.com" target="_blank">TRE</a>.  It included the 2nd gear, synchros, hub, sleeve, keys, and key springs.  Or basically, everything to directly replace the 2nd gear assembly.  No customizing was necessary.<br /><br />I can't see how you can machine a normal 2nd gear for double synchro because the friction surface will be a smaller diameter to make space for double synchros.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||12-05-2003||09:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> Being as i have both basically sitting right in front of me, i can tell it to you straight that you can NOT put double syncros on the original 2nd gear.  It is not physically possible. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree.||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||Mitsuturbo||12-05-2003||04:17 PM||||Alright, i think there was some miscommunication.<br />Sorry 'bout that.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||12-05-2003||05:36 PM||||No sweat. I just rebuilt my tranny and put in double synchro 1st and 2nd gears. TRE sent the 1/2 slider, synchro rings and gears already butted together and I just put them on the shaft. Except for the holes, they didn't look that different from the single synchro stuff, so I just assumed they weren't. But you had the two side by side and could easily identify the differences. I was mistaken. No big deal. It's good you caught it and didn't let someone come away from the board with wrong information.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000014||Kibo||12-07-2003||04:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> No sweat. I just rebuilt my tranny and put in double synchro 1st and 2nd gears. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You put a double synchro on 1st?  I'd like to see that if you have any pics.||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000015||turboflanagan||12-07-2003||02:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> No sweat. I just rebuilt my tranny and put in double synchro 1st and 2nd gears. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You put a double synchro on 1st?  I'd like to see that if you have any pics. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">TRE pic here:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.teamrip.com/images/TRE%20double%20synchro%20gear.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.teamrip.com/images/TRE%20double%20synchro%20gear.jpg</a>||64.63.213.184||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000016||GVR-4||12-07-2003||02:52 PM||||Sorry, the case is all buttoned up now and I didn't take any photos.||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000017||92GVR4#333||12-07-2003||03:55 PM||||hey I am building my Tranny and wil snap a few pics as I go.  Look for mid jan or so.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum2/004067.cgi
A||||7||Matt379||SAFC with VPC||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||12-04-2003||06:29 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Just got my SAFC installed, thanks brokedown for all your help, and I will be using it with my VPC.<br /><br />I, for some reason, do not have an english manual at all for the AFC.  Therefore, I was wondering what sensor # I select for the SAFC.<br /><br />This is under the "pressure" setting and it ranges from sensor #1 to #15 in for both settings.<br /><br />Clarification would be appreciated.<br /><br />Thanks||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-04-2003||07:22 PM||||<a href="http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_safc_ins.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_safc_ins.pdf</a>||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||k91||12-05-2003||12:15 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/apex/vpc-afcinstrutions-pressure.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/apex/vpc-afcinstrutions-pressure.jpg</a>  If you want to use the AFC before the VPC  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Which isn't usually the "preferred" method.||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||12-05-2003||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by k91:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/apex/vpc-afcinstrutions-pressure.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/apex/vpc-afcinstrutions-pressure.jpg</a>   If you want to use the AFC before the VPC   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Which isn't usually the "preferred" method. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's the same as what I found on apexi's site IIRC.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||Matt379||12-05-2003||12:53 PM||||yah, i've set it up like this, and I now know how to setup the sensor #'s.<br /><br />I will try it like this briefly and see how well it works.  Seems like the general consensus is that the other way if better, at least according to NABR members.  As always, YMMV.<br /><br />thanks all<br /><br />Matt||165.139.149.125||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000005||Oztek||12-06-2003||09:16 AM||||Found it!!!!!<br /><br /><a href="http://gc.dsm.org/faqs/VPCAFC1g2g.htm" target="_blank">http://gc.dsm.org/faqs/VPCAFC1g2g.htm</a><br /><br />Here is the proper way to hook up the SAFC and VPC.<br /><br />I knew it was floating around somewhere.<br /><br />I've got mine hooked up like this and it works fine.  Solved all the problems that I had when I was running the GCC.||68.21.40.222||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000006||Jon||12-08-2003||09:15 AM||||In the Technical Forums, the "READ ME FIRST" post that is a sticky, it has a link to the Apexi PDF on how to install the AFC with a VPC.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000007||Matt379||12-08-2003||09:48 AM||||Jon,<br /><br />Yes, I have consulted those settings, and in fact orignally installed it that way.<br /><br />Searching on NABR and talking to several people it seems that they have had better results installing it differently.  I have switched it and am not following Apexi's instructions, and it does seem to be working better.<br /><br />As always, YYMV||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes



ubb/Forum2/004068.cgi
A||||4||ercp98||boosting problem||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||12-04-2003||09:28 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||I just installed my new radiator, ported 1st gen o2 housing and shortened the vacuum lines connecting the boost solenoid, wastegate actuator and the one going to the turbo output.<br />before all of these my car boosted( i have phantom boost gauge) up to 12-13 psi. but now it will only go to 7-8 psi in 1 thru 3 gears??<br />was cutting the vacuum lines short causing this?? or am i just experiencing the no boost creep and stock boost levels??<br />please be kind to me now i know i might sound like a newbie; because i am. <br />all info and suggestions appreciated.||12.206.219.136||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||12-04-2003||09:50 PM||||Check for leaks. When I redid all my vacuum in silicone, I double wire-tied every hose and then checked for leaks.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||12-04-2003||09:59 PM||||what is the "turbo output" you speak of? when i installed my MBC the vacuum line only connected the wastegate actuator to the nipple that comes off of the IC piping. if your connecting to 3 different things on the same line im inclined to believe that would be your problem.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||12-05-2003||04:10 PM||||did you have a restrictor or boost controller of some sort??<br /><br />sounds like a missing restrictor if u had a bleed valve that is||203.166.63.179||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||ercp98||12-06-2003||07:34 AM||||I'll check for leaks this weekend.<br />the vacuum lines are connected to the boost solenoid, wastegate actuator, to the pipe before the intercooler(right after the turbo outlet) and to the pipe after the intercooler close to the bov.  everything is still stock when it comes to boost control. no mbc.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes



ubb/Forum2/004069.cgi
A||||13||Mitsuturbo||Keeping 4ws with 4bolt rear||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||12-05-2003||12:41 AM||||Has anyone else done this besides me?  Just curious.<br /><br />If so, didn't you find it more simple than trying to get rid of the 4ws?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||12-05-2003||12:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> Has anyone else done this besides me?  Just curious.<br /><br />If so, didn't you find it more simple than trying to get rid of the 4ws? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Didn't you just awnser your own question? So sence you did it what did you use for shims?||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||12-05-2003||01:36 AM||||Used the 3 bolt case with original shims.  Just swapped in a 4 bolt carrier and put the 4ws gear on it.  Tolerances were "perfect" this way.<br />I am guessing that the case is the variable which requires diff. sized shims.  Either way, it worked out just great.<br />I like my 4ws, especially on the freeway, and didn't want to get rid of it.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||12-05-2003||01:54 AM||||Andre Santaso from NWDSM did that to his car. I might have him do mine when I swap to a four bolt.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||12-05-2003||08:24 AM||||What's the best method for determining shim size in the rear?  Solder crush method like in the trans?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||pisces_0||12-05-2003||10:40 AM||||Could anyone point me to a website or give me a quick rundown of whats needed for the swap and the procedure?  This has been rattling around in my head for a while and I'd REALLY like to know a bit more of what goes into the swap.||216.251.182.189||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000006||MustGoFaster||12-05-2003||01:29 PM||||What's needed:<br />4 bolt diff<br />Left and right 4 bolt axles<br />4 bolt "Cups" or as the dealer calls them axle flanges.<br /><br /><br />1. It easiest if you take off the rear bar that hold up the diff (2 bolts right into the back of the diff) but it might be possible to leave it on.<br />2. Remove axles<br />3. Drain<br />4. Remove rear cover.<br />5. Remove the two bearing caps, one on each side, 4 bolts total<br />6. Pry the diff out.<br />7. press the rear pump drive gear off the 3 bolt diff and on to the 4 bolt diff.  You may need to remove the bearing on that side of the diff to do this.<br />8. Put 4bolt diff into 3 bolt case with 3 bolt shims, as the case seems to be the variable and when my friend tried to use the shims from the 4 bolt case he spent a long time trying to get the diff back out.<br />9. Check the meshing of the gears, backlash ect. <br />10. reverse steps 4-1 and use 4 bolt axles and cups.<br /><br />That's the basic run down.||63.228.8.193||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000007||Mitsuturbo||12-05-2003||07:55 PM||||That's exactly right, but you forgot one thing.  The 4WS Pump has to come out before you can take the differential carrier out, i believe.<br /><br />I found it easiest to just completely unbolt the diff case from the rear crossmember and remove it, swapping carriers outside the car.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||12-07-2003||02:16 AM||||Since I do not drag launch my car I am tempted to just do a 3 bolt TEL LSD and keep the 4WS. Hmmmmmm.....What to do? I launch but not that hard.....3bolts are SO cheap...hmmmm.||12.129.244.232||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||Darkside||12-07-2003||02:38 AM||||Since everyone talking about 3 bolt diff.  How much one going to run me.  Where it came off from.  And you was saying 3 bolt is so cheap.  You mean its not relieble, but have LSD, ums......how about converting to LSD instant of swap Diff.  Would that work also.....||64.166.61.137||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000010||Kibo||12-07-2003||04:43 AM||||In response to the original question:  search the archives.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000011||Mitsuturbo||12-07-2003||03:42 PM||||From my personal experience.....<br /><br />3 bolt rear end = 13 different busted rear axles<br /><br />4 bolt rear end = 0 busted rear axles||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||12-07-2003||05:50 PM||||i just had this done.  scott rebuilt the original diff in my car, and installed an lsd cartridge.  he says since i'm not going racing, i dont need a 4 bolt, and he also recommended keeping the 4ws.  the other day i had it up on the lift, and i can turn the rear wheel, and the other side turns the same way.  really neat.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||Minjin||12-08-2003||12:38 AM||||Most people don't need a 4 bolt. 3 bolt LSD is plenty...<br /><br />Most of the people who break 3 bolts are breaking non-lsd axles.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/004070.cgi
A||||3||turbowop||JDM foglight wiring||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||12-05-2003||12:45 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||For those of you who have the JDM projector fogs, how did you wire them up since there's two different types of lenses/lights in the one housing? And what do you do for blinkers now?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-05-2003||12:47 AM||||Speaking of which, do JDM cars have a different fog light switch than US VR-4s?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Jose||12-05-2003||01:08 AM||||The US and JDM foglight switches are the same, the JDM just has 2 extra wires on the back of it.<br />Jose......||64.12.97.9||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||12-05-2003||03:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> For those of you who have the JDM projector fogs, how did you wire them up since there's two different types of lenses/lights in the one housing? And what do you do for blinkers now? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mark don't tell me you got the bumper already???<br /><br /><br />BTW I would rewire everything with heavier guage wire and a sturdier relay since they are h3 55w bulbs x2 for each side and you can use h3 100w in there for really bright light though I'm not sure how the reflective surface will hold to that much heat since I have seen some lights start to burn or yellow it on other cars.  At least the lenses are glass.Shoot I had an extra stock fog light switch you could have probably used that even had the harness you should have told me. <br /><br />Also for blinkers you want to use your corner lights  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  since that's why the JDM have those fender lights and City lights as those are for "parking lights".||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/004071.cgi
A||||2||SearsPointVR4||MAF-T + SAFC tuning???||||1||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||12-05-2003||02:38 AM||Ges1759@aol.com||Okay, got the car up and running tonight, a little sketchy, but it got me home. Boost seems  okay, spools up quickly and what not, although I do have it turned way down. Anyhow, this weekend I'm going to start learning how to tune this mess I've created.  I'm running an maf translator and an SAFC II.  Right now I just have the basic parameters set on the safc, and all the trims at 0 on the translator with the base set at 20% for the 550 injectors.  The car has a bit of a flat spot right off idle right now and seems to suffer from a bit of erratic fuel cut above 4500 rpm in 2nd gear and up.  I haven't set up my pocket logger yet, just got that and my palm in the mail yesterday, I know everyone is going to tell me to get logging and that's what I'm going to work on this weekend.  I'm looking for any advice from anyone on a good point to start, I'm not sure how much tuning I should do with the translator as opposed to the safc and so fourth.  So if anyone has any words of wisdom it would be much appreciated.  <br /><br />Thanks,<br />ford.<br /><br />big16g<br />spearco fmic 2.5" piping<br />evo manifold<br />evo o2 housing<br />3" turbo back with borla xr 1<br />maf-t 3"<br />safc II<br />vdo boost gauge<br />vdo egt gauge<br />walbro pump<br />rc 550's||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||ron||12-05-2003||09:57 AM||||You should tune the MAFT first and fine tune it with SAFC.  But I didn't have to do much tuning with the SAFC on mine.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000002||peterlsmith||12-05-2003||10:00 AM||||Hopefully that's the -20% setting on the MAFT?<br /><br />What boost are you running? I would not expect you to hit fuel cut with the boost below 18lbs and 550 injectors, except on a really cold day with a really good intercooler.<br /><br />Also, which Walbro do you have - from what I've heard, the 255 will overrun the stock FPR at idle and make it a pig to tune.<br /><br />The PocketLOGGER forum has some good pointers on general tuning, and check out  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/</a> I'd suggest you check the fuel trims to make sure they are still within the limit of the ECU's ability to compensate - this should help general driveability.<br /><br />Next, I'd check Mike's 'DSM MAFT Tuning Procedure.doc' document in the files section of the DSM translator group.This will help in setting up the MAFT.<br /><br />For what it's worth, I'm running a MAFT, 3" MAS in blow through and an S-AFC (Big 16g also) with excellent results. I generally tune with the AFC, simply because it's inside the car and the MAFT is under the hood. I have the MAFT set to -20% (because I'm also running 550 injectors) and about -5% across the board on the AFC high settings for just over 20lbs boost with water injection. Without WI, I need about +15% on the AFC.<br /><br />To start with, keep the boost turned down - after installing my MAFT, I went back to 14lbs and really took the time to tune it. Then I increased the boost little by little. I know plenty of folks who can crank the boost straight up to 20lbs and tune a car in an afternoon, but unfortunately I'm not one of these!<br /><br />For tuning with the PocketLOGGER, I generally log  Rpm, TPS, Airflow, Inj D/C, Knock and Timing.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.83.64||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes



ubb/Forum2/004072.cgi
A||||5||makedollarz||Help Buying Engine||||1||||makedollarz||00002220
Z||000000||makedollarz||12-05-2003||02:42 AM||trickyniggy@hotmail.com||What up fella's?  I am in need of a new engine due to my stupidity (forgetting to tighten the oil pan screw tight and running bone dry til it quit).  Now i'm pretty sure the engine seized.  My real trouble is finding a place to buy a new one.  There's a ton of places on the net selling JDM egines for around $1500 w/ a transmission, but I'm not feeling to confident buying one from a .com.  Mabye a few of you that have purchased this way could tell me where from if you've had a good experience and got a good engine.  Or anyone know of where to get a remanufactured one?<br />Thanks||68.64.24.54||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||12-05-2003||07:25 AM||||For that price, I'd keep an eye on the local boards and classifieds for a 1G DSM. They can go for pretty cheap depending on the body. Or do a Google search for auto auctions and buy a total, many of them dont require you to be a dealer. That way you can run a compression test, then replace the belts and your good. Maybe even get some goodies like a turbo or a 4 bolt thrown in.||64.233.105.251||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-05-2003||10:09 AM||||i wouldnt buy a usa used dsm motor.  i have a jdm one, and it is excellent.  i would do it again in a heartbeat.  do a search with jdm motors, japanese engines, etc.  check out the rre site, they have a listing of places that sell jdm motors, but it is old, AND some of the same places are on there, but under different names.  i would recommend one from an automatic transmission car, they have not been beat on.  if you get a trans, too, make sure the final drive is compatible with the usa rear diff, or your car will lock up at speed.  dont pay more for an rs motor, the 510's are not good enough, and the turbo may be no good.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-05-2003||10:25 AM||||I agree with Ken here, but wanted to throw out another thought for you too:<br />If I was doing the JDM motor again, I would seriously consider a front cut if in good condition AND ONLY if the tranny matched up with ours. You get the front bumper that so many people want, FMIC, motor, tranny, etc.  LOTS of extras that you could use OR sell off the extra parts to those wanting them.  Just do the math on one and see if it's worth it too you.<br /><br />Otherwise - search on hear for JDM engines as their have been plenty of suggestions offered. I think mine was from CNS (if I remember correctly) and was $995 for an awesome motor. Very clean, perfect compression. My .02 worth.||167.142.22.96||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||makedollarz||12-10-2003||09:31 AM||||What about the wiring harness?  Some of the internet sites say that the engine doesn't include the wiring harness ("cut as it exits the car")  Does that make the job more difficult to the point where I should find one that comes with the wiring harness?  Can I just use the one thats on my galant right now?<br /><br />I'm trying to keep the difficulty of the swap to a minimum due to this being my fist time doing a swap and my limited knowledge of to do it.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Chase||68.70.111.245||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||12-10-2003||10:19 AM||||you'll use your existing wiring harness<br /><br />also:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001465" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001465</a>||167.142.22.31||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/004073.cgi
A||||5||JSTYLE||Ignition module power rating?||||1||||JSTYLE||00000519
Z||000000||JSTYLE||12-05-2003||03:48 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Heys,<br /><br />Just wondering how many rpm's the stock ignition coil will handle?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Jon||211.28.160.31||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||12-05-2003||05:34 PM||||I can vouch for 8900 rpm, but that was out of a brand new coil.  If an older one is working properly, it should be able to hit 8000 with no breakdown.  You will see some stutter around 8300 or so as the dwell time goes down to the point that it really needs to be single fire out of the ecu versus the batch fire that they all run now.  If you could use a crank trigger you could probably find a way to single fire.  I think even the buscher coil on plug deal batch fires.  The ecu doesn't have the extra channels needed to fire the plugs individually.  This "wasted" spark caused by the cylinder at top dead center exhaust stroke kills the amount of time available for the coil to "recharge" enough to give a good spark at TDCC.  (that dead time is called dwell, btw)  Only way I can see to get around the batch fire is running the coils separately from the ecu with a crank trigger.  If the stock coils were independent fire, they could probably run out to ten grand or so for limited periods of time.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||JSTYLE||12-05-2003||11:41 PM||||great! the information i needed. thanks for the prompt reply. <br /><br />Jon||211.28.160.31||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||12-06-2003||12:30 AM||||AEM did a test and I ahve posted the result here before. I repost when I get a chance but try a search.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||JSTYLE||12-06-2003||08:24 PM||||I tried the search but couldnt find it?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Jon||211.28.160.31||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||12-07-2003||02:06 AM||||Here you go!<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003999#000000" target="_blank">See my post in this thread</a>||12.129.244.232||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/004074.cgi
A||||9||tplesko||Large Injectors (>720s)||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||12-05-2003||01:18 PM||||Hey all,<br /><br />Who here has large injectors? Meaning those 750/850 etc.  I have 660s right now and haven't run out of room but they aren't big enough for an fp3065 so i'm considering stepping up.<br /><br />If you have them what do you do about idle, airflow measuring, timing etc.  Keydiver have you done any chips for 850 injectors? <br /><br />Hmmmm.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||Oztek||12-05-2003||03:40 PM||||I think Dale's got 720's on his.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||12-05-2003||03:48 PM||||can you actually see your fuel gauge go down at WOT with 850s?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||12-05-2003||03:56 PM||||i have 780cc's<br />idle.. well you have to run a lil rich, otherwise it will stall or run very rough..<br /><br />and it idles best at around 1500rpm / 1300rpm<br /><br />at 1000 it just makes it.. anything under will just run like crap..<br /><br />management = wolf3d (standalone)<br />afm = nothing<br /><br />standard rails.. fuel pressure reg.. walbro 255 rewired..<br /><br />was on the dyno the other day<br />my air fuel ratio at 20psi on a tdo6 23g was 10:1<br />so the injectors can supply plenty of fuel<br />maybe TOOOOOOOOooo much...<br /><br />hope it helps!||203.166.63.179||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||peterlsmith||12-05-2003||04:10 PM||||What boost are you guys running to need such large injectors? I'm still running with 550's and run 20-22lbs (depending upon conditions).<br /><br />Just curious!<br /><br />Peter||165.247.108.136||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000005||Notorius||12-05-2003||04:15 PM||||talk to V4l3nc3 (Jake) on RMDSM.ORG, hes running the FP3035 or some huge FP30XX setup on that monster he calls a car and could definately help you out w/ your questions. or jump into IRC w/ us and ask the guys in there. dave landry and valence are usually in there as well as a few other DSMers. its friday tho so its kinda slow right now. but dave and jake should be in there on monday if you still have questions then.<br /><br />irc.rmdsm.org #COSR port: 6667||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||12-05-2003||04:22 PM||||20psi atm.. will be running more once the engine is forged...<br /><br />reason for 780's, coz they were the same price as 680's, and 880's... so why not go a lil higher, may need it in the future..||203.166.63.179||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000007||fast_gvr4||12-05-2003||04:31 PM||||I run 903cc's with a Haltech E6K and idle at about 900 rpms with no problem. They are Accel made by Siemens/Deka 2.5 ohm. If interested I have a new set 4sale.||172.155.154.171||reg||7||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000008||92GVR4#333||12-05-2003||04:53 PM||||I use 850`S with a FP3065 my idle is at 800 it lopes from the cams but I drove it daily with out issue.  I use a MAS-T V2.0 to tune with and just received a keydiver chip that has been re-addressed for the 850`s.  I have yet to run the new ECU due to a blown trans.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||12-05-2003||05:17 PM||||#333, Keep me posted as that's pretty  much my exact setup (save the turbo i don't have yet. 20g right now)||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004075.cgi
A||||3||galantvr4us||Question with ECU||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||12-05-2003||06:50 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||I am trying to sell an ecu to someone and first thing is he has a 90 talon and the ecu isn't a 90 he justs swaps the wires 6 and 14 on the wire harness correct.<br /><br />Second is I have a cable that is integrated into the ecu and the guy wants to use his pocketlogger with it-will he be able to.  So basically since he has he software for the pocketlogger can the cable hook onto this datalogger cable and work.  I have never used a pocketlogger.<br /><br />I don't want to sell this ecu to this guy if its not going to work since he sounds like he doesn't really sound very knowledgable about it.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||12-05-2003||07:26 PM||||Yes, yes and yes.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.244.75||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||12-05-2003||07:38 PM||||Thanks Gabor.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||12-06-2003||08:09 AM||||Darn, and I've been looking for a good ecu for months...eeprom that is...  Keydiver has driven the price of eeprom ecu's on ebay thru the roof.  Now everyone is buying them up.  Prices have doubled just in the past 4 months.  Phoey...<br /><br />So Katie, what's your next project?  A house?||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/004076.cgi
A||||22||GRV4726||i thought i wouldn't have to ask||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||12-06-2003||12:49 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i took my car to a mechanic to go over my work. better safe then sorry. <br /><br />i asked him to tap my oil filter housing because i don't have a tap.  so anyways i wanted him to finish the hook up of the oil cooler. so he calls me and talks to be.  he tells me my oil cooler is far too large.  11 by 4 by 2 setrab. yep its big, but i though that would be better.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  anyways he doesn't want to hook it up because he says its too big and will drop the oil pressure way too much.  also my step brother tells me that the lines are too large but the oil cooler will be ok. i don't know that too think. the oil cooler has -16 an fitting reduced to 8 with socketless hose. routed back to the oil filter housing with will be tapped for 1/2 male to male fittings.<br /><br />thanks||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||12-06-2003||08:05 AM||||The cooler isn't the problem, and neither is pressure drop, but that depends on how you route the lines, and whether you put a restrictor in the return fitting.  Also, with a cooler that big, you REALLY need to have it thermostatically controlled.  A -16 line is overkill though.  -8 is more than enough.  Remember, you get the oil TOO cold it won't flow well enough.  Ideally, engine oil is happiest at around 140-160 degrees, and can take a bit more, but not much.  Hence the thermostat.  Any good RV place or even a 4x4 performance shop should have an inline thermostat.  I think lockhart has them, as well as trans-dapt and maybe even summitt racing.  Actually, that's why mitsu stopped running external coolers back in 91 and went with the coolant cooled setup.  They found that in COLD weather, like northern tier states, the oil NEVER warmed up fully, and they got lots of piston scuffing as a result, because the 1990 eclipse gsx FACTORY setup doesn't have a thermostat either.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||12-06-2003||08:18 AM||||sorry to jack this post. i am about to add my own oil cooler. using a cooler from a gsx and routing it in-line with a perma cool single oil filter relocation kit? will this affect my oil flow and oil temp tremendously? i also live in chicago. i plan to remove the coolant setup too. it is already leaking.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||12-06-2003||08:18 AM||||Sorry, but maybe I am not understanding this... oil pressure won't drop through any size cooler if there's no leak or air bubbles in the circuit. To assure that, Mitsu oil filters are supposed to keep oil from draining back into sump. A too-big oil cooler will drop oil temp too much, but if you use a 1990 oil filter housing, it has a temperature valve which controls amount of oil going to the cooler just like your thermostat does with your radiator.  Also, isn't oil a bit thicker when it's cold, making pressure higher not lower?<br /><br />I think your biggest problem might come from this big, hot oil cooler blocking cooling air to your radiator, just my 2 cents.||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||markrieb||12-06-2003||10:41 AM||||The oil needs to get above the boiling point of water (210) for it to work properly.  If you let the water accumulate, it can make acids when combined with the combustion byproducts, and reduce the lubrication capacity of the oil.<br /><br />200-240 is a good range for oil temps.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||12-06-2003||11:31 AM||||Seven26- he will need (presumably) a 1/2 NPT tap which you should ask if he has before he hits it with a non-taper tap. I just don't trust anyone. <br /><br />Also, it is possible to have a cooler that's too big. Picture the thermostat on your coolant system, always open, never warms properly.. just a thought. What are the dimensions of yours?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||Colt4G63||12-06-2003||12:41 PM||||are you planning on road racing or drag racing this thing? just wondering, because theres no real need for such a big oil cooler for daily use.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||12-06-2003||12:43 PM||||dimensions are 11.25" by 4" by 2 " as stated above.<br /><br />thanks a lot guys. my mechanic friend told me that an oil cooler that big was large enough for deisel trucks. sounds true. he said i could drive it witht the lines blocked off. and i have to go pic it up 54 miles away. kind of a long drive with out an oil cooler. and yeah its a 90 housing.<br /><br />i'm supposed to be picking it up today. so hopefully i can sort this out with your help soon. thanks a lot guys, i really appreciated it<br /><br />daily use is correct, drag racing a occasionally as well as autocross<br /><br />oh yeah and one more thing. each socket less hose is 4 feet long to get the oil cooler to where its right behind the stock intercooler and peeking up behind the grill. thanks||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||12-06-2003||01:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> The oil needs to get above the boiling point of water (210) for it to work properly.  If you let the water accumulate, it can make acids when combined with the combustion byproducts, and reduce the lubrication capacity of the oil.<br /><br />200-240 is a good range for oil temps.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i agree on this, very important to get oil hot enough to boil off the moisture.  AND, my oil cooler is about the same size, 9 x 9 x 1, and this is texas. in the summer, on the freeway, with a/c on, my oil temps easily reach 240.  i have seen temps as hi as 260 if i drive the car hard.  somewhere around 200 the thermostat opens, and usually the temps are right at 220-230.  i think that size is fine, -8 is also fine.  the thermostat works VERY well in my car, i also have the 90 oil filter head assembly.  on freeway speeds, i get easily 60+ lbs/in2, 5w-30 oil.  on startup, it goes to 90, and i KNOW the relief valve is opening.  when i had the stock 90 oil cooler on, the ENTIRE assembly, cooler, lines, etc.  would get hot, to and from.  with this setup, the return line is much cooler, but will get very warm after long freeway drives with the a/c on.  also, if i were to do it again, i would go with -8 line.  if i could get a bigger cooler in there, i would also go with that.  the thermostat will control the heat, the same as if you put a mondo huge radiator on the car, the thermostat will control the temp.  if you are going to tap out the openings for the senders, do it with the housing off the car.  when i did it, there was a HUGE pile of shavings, and even tho it was off the car, i had to spray the hell out of it to get them all.  i tapped it down to where the sender was just starting to bottom out, then i use a crush ring, and i put 2 senders, oil press, and oil temp.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||12-06-2003||04:49 PM||||so i'm good for the summer. what about winter. should i just run 5w 30 and will that be enough?? and 10w 30 in the summer. <br /><br />i think i'll tell him to hook it all up for me then. thanks a lot guys. i trust you all more then others with less experience, i was worried is that this guys knows his stuff and he doesn't want to risk it being too large. <br /><br />once again, thanks a lot||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000010||mj_rosenfeld||12-06-2003||04:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> if you are going to tap out the openings for the senders, do it with the housing off the car. when i did it, there was a HUGE pile of shavings, and even tho it was off the car, i had to spray the hell out of it to get them all. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What Ken said is probably the most important thing anyone has said on this matter. The aluminum housing is not difficult to tap for a 1/2 NPT. Afterward I immersed it in a sink full of soapy water and thoroughly flushed it out. A hell of a lot of metal chips came out -- you don't want those floating around your engine. The '90 housing has a thermostat so you don't need one in-line. You can install a standard plumbing Tee at the oil pressure idiot light so you can run both the light sender and an aux oil pressure gage sender. I mounted my plate type oil cooler inside the front fender below the ABS unit, with an aluminum air duct running to it from the left fog light opening. Oil temps in the summer are between 195 F and 215 F.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.74||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000011||number3||12-06-2003||06:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong>   Actually, that's why mitsu stopped running external coolers back in 91 and went with the coolant cooled setup.  They found that in COLD weather, like northern tier states, the oil NEVER warmed up fully, and they got lots of piston scuffing as a result, because the 1990 eclipse gsx FACTORY setup doesn't have a thermostat either. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/turbooilsupplysource.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/turbooilsupplysource.jpg</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||mj_rosenfeld||12-06-2003||07:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> They found that in COLD weather, like northern tier states, the oil NEVER warmed up fully </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...and _that_ is one of the best reasons for running only full synthetic oil.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.214||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000013||Minjin||12-08-2003||12:58 AM||||First of all, my oil cooler is actually a bit bigger than the one mentioned above. Its from a 2nd generation RX7 which as I mentioned in another thread, runs its oil extrememly hot. Overkill? I don't think so. I also run -10 lines, 1/2npt fittings.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/rx7oilcooler.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/rx7oilcooler.jpg</a> <br /><br />Here's what it looks like in front of the grille:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/gvr4_oilcooler.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/gvr4_oilcooler.jpg</a> <br /><br />And installed (very large pics):<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/Galant_New/P8140006.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/Galant_New/P8140006.JPG</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/Galant_New/P8140009.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/Galant_New/P8140009.JPG</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/Galant_New/P8140010.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/Galant_New/P8140010.JPG</a> <br /><br />Its tough to see behind the mesh because its painted with black rad paint, but its there. I have since put an old mitsu diamond star emblem on the mesh to make it less obvious....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />There's plenty of oil pressure and I'm pretty happy with the setup.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000014||Colt4G63||12-08-2003||01:22 AM||||ah, the dreaded rx-7 oil cooler. i have had so many problems with those things leaking. it doesnt matter even if i found a good one. the end tanks are absolutly shitty and tend to leak,the welds on the top, where the banjo fitting mount leak, and so on, even after i leak tested it. i hope your having more luck with those than i did.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  i switched to a turbo volvo one with custom an fittings and s.s lines and havent had a problem ever since.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000015||Minjin||12-08-2003||01:30 AM||||I sanded down the weld beads and looked at all of them. I was very impressed with the quality of welding. Perhaps there are different grades of them? This one is a bit different from the one found in the 1g rx7. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000016||Colt4G63||12-08-2003||01:41 AM||||i think the 1st and 2nd are the same,but im not positive. mine was a n/a 2nd gen cooler. i had 3 of them leak,and all were leak tested. i didnt try out the turbo model, because i couldnt find any, but i think its the same as the n/a. i could be wrong tho.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000017||GRV4726||12-08-2003||08:31 PM||||whats up guys. i'm back! with another damn question.  my friend thats working on my car says he wouldn't mess with the oil filter housing. now i want this done. all that needs to be done is for him to tap the housing for 1/2" thread.  he says he wouldn't touch it and doesn't know any machineshop that would. so whats the deal?  any tips on how to do it. what should i tell him to do? right now he just plugged the holes, and thinks that the best option is to leave it that way.  the thing is that i have to drive back from that place and the drive back is 54 miles long. i think that its not wise to make that trip withought an oil cooler. ah...!  is this really that hard to do? i know you have to be careful with aluminum. but why is he so adiment about not tapping this thing (he says they couldn't use a tapered tap that they would have to use something else. forgot the name) <br /><br />thanks guy.  <br /><br />i really want to drive the son of a bitch||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000018||mj_rosenfeld||12-08-2003||09:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> all that needs to be done is for him to tap the housing for 1/2" thread. he says he wouldn't touch it and doesn't know any machineshop that would. so whats the deal? any tips on how to do it. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's not that hard, if I could do it. (Trying to remember after a couple glasses of red wine...) Go to a hardware store. Buy a decent quality plumbing tap and die set and some cutting fluid. Or WD 40. Put the housing in a vise. Tap threads. Work the tap one turn at a time, backing it out to clear chips. No big deal really, just plumbing technology.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.61||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000019||Minjin||12-08-2003||09:16 PM||||Hold on...I'm a little fuzzy on this. Is the housing already installed on the car? If so, I can understand why he doesn't want to tap it. It really should be done in a vise/drill press. If its not already installed on the car, then he's just being a weenie. No machinist should have a problem with drilling and tapping it for 1/2 npt. I definitely would not suggest driving it with the holes blocked off.<br /><br />Maybe I'll start buying 90 oil filter housings and selling them pre tapped for 1/2npt...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000020||GRV4726||12-08-2003||10:52 PM||||well its not like taking of the oil filter housing is really that hard to remove. i've done it before so no but deal. i replaced the gasket (i know i should have tapped it then but i didn't think about that at the time... stupid stupid stupid   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  )  thanks i'll tell him to do it...again||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000021||GRV4726||12-09-2003||08:36 PM||||ok. well to update you guys, i had it towed back. free! thanks triple A. <br /><br />the mechanic friend guy wanted 500 to set up my oil cooler. set up?!!!!! what the fuck, i had everything set up but that last part.  whatever. i'll do it myself. thanks guys.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000022||turboren||12-09-2003||08:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Colt4G63:<br /><strong> i think the 1st and 2nd are the same,but im not positive. mine was a n/a 2nd gen cooler. i had 3 of them leak,and all were leak tested. i didnt try out the turbo model, because i couldnt find any, but i think its the same as the n/a. i could be wrong tho.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">(enter the FC guru)<br /><br />All 2nd gen RX-7's (NA and turbo) have the same oil cooler.  And I have never personally witnessed one leak.  Not that it isn't possible, I just have never seen it.  I HAVE seen the lines leak, but never the tanks or cores.  And I have seen my fair share of them (own/ed 8 so far, worked on many more).  Guess you just had a really bad run of luck.  <br /><br />If anyone needs one of these, I have a couple spares.  LMK.  Personally, I can't see running one of these on my GVR4, as I believe the '90 oil cooler setup that I picked up for $30 from a local bone yard will get the job done.  Autox and the occasional strip run are about all I will be doing with it.<br /><br />1st gen RX-7's, at least the carbed ones (not sure about the -SE's) used a plate-type coolant-submerged heat exchanger, similar to the ones on our cars, except much larger.  They fit under the oil filter.<br /><br />3rd gen's use a somewhat smaller version of the 2nd gen air-oil cooler; the R1/R2 use two of these, in parallel, I think.<br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.157||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes



ubb/Forum2/004077.cgi
A||||8||DeanCouchey||Got new turbo, manifold, and O2 back Car still broke!!!||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||12-06-2003||12:50 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||OK so I got my new turbo from Zach, manifold from ebay, cat back from Fabio and DP from Clay, got it all installed and now the car is still running funny. Went out today and put some 93 octane in it and the car still sputters and doesnt build boost..... I just got a new clutch put on right before I got the new turbo and everything. I can really expaline it but it is a sputtering and it starts at about 3 bars of boost on the gauge.... Car is stock except the stuff I just told you. I was thinking it was either the O2 sensor, ECU or something else internal in the engine... ANY IDEAS????||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||12-06-2003||01:00 AM||||Try plugs and wires?||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||12-06-2003||01:01 AM||||Loose intercooler pipe? Should test for leaks...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||12-06-2003||01:10 AM||||When you say its not building boost but it's builiding three bars, do you mean just the three vacuum bars?  I would get a real boost gauge first off.  Did you remember to hook up all your intercooler pipes?  I forgot to tighten a hose clamp on mine and went five miles before it popped off and the car started running like ass (but the vpc kept it from totally dying).||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||12-06-2003||12:39 PM||||well it was doing it before the new stuff, now that I have been out driving it I am thinking plugs and wires cause it is sputtering. As for the boost yeah I am talking about the little LED gauge...... trying to save money now for a new rack and pinion... Any other ideas?||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||#258||12-06-2003||06:21 PM||||Not trying to be rude BUT, you spend a ton of money on a clutch,exhaust system, manifold, turbo and down pipe but not $25 on a cheap boost guage? Seems to be a rather cheap investment to help trouble shoot your car. The other method is just to start changing all components and hope you change the correct one before you run out of money.||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||12-06-2003||07:38 PM||||My CAS in my n/t galant caused some wicked bad sputter for a while.  Not sure if it's you problem but you could look into it.||12.18.162.78||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||12-06-2003||11:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by #258:<br /><strong> Not trying to be rude BUT, you spend a ton of money on a clutch,exhaust system, manifold, turbo and down pipe but not $25 on a cheap boost guage? Seems to be a rather cheap investment to help trouble shoot your car. The other method is just to start changing all components and hope you change the correct one before you run out of money. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well my clutch was shot, replacxed with OEM, downpipe and exhaust was the orginal and after 157,000 miles it has rotted out, the original exhaust manifold had a 4" by 1/2" crack coming off from all runners and I got a good deal on a turbo which turns out I didnt need anyways. I would like to get a boost gauge but I havent had my car its been at my girls 40 miles away. I know I should spend 25 bucks but I wanna get a matching set or gauges.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||Tangent||12-09-2003||12:03 AM||||If your wires were ever difficult to pull off the plugs you may have damaged wires.  I had one where the connenctor end stayed on the spark plug after several attempts at diagnosing my sputter.  The car would rev fine slowly but sputtered badly if I dug into the gas.  I also had a dead o2 which may have assisted in creating rich conditions?  Oh and I ditched the platinum plugs from previous owner.||4.40.5.28||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes



ubb/Forum2/004078.cgi
A||||23||thejeebus2002||Please Help!!! Perplexing Knock prolem.  I've tried almost everything.||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||12-06-2003||01:13 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Well here are the numbers:<br /><br />RPM     3656<br />INJP    5.88ms<br />Knock   43 ct<br />02      .07<br />TPS     32.8%<br />Timing   16<br />Trim 02  110.9%<br /><br />-while crusing down the highway<br /><br />Now this knock happens sporadically.  Sometimes while crusing ill get a full knock count.  Most of the time it happens in 1st gear on accelertion, but not all the time.  Knock sensor was bad, replaced it.  Checked the base ig. timing and adj. it to 5deg. BTDC.  Replaced the CAS with a known good one.  Replaced 02 sensor, plugs, wires, coil pack, fuel pump (rewired too).  The lifters are noisy on startup but only when cold-my other galant's lifters are 2x as noisy and I don't get phantom knock from it!!  Replaced ECU with a known good one too.  I've got good vacuum too!  I'm thinking it could be an injector problem.  Maybe the spray pattern is messed up so at low throttle it doesn't spray correctly. Please, any thoughts would be greatly appreciated.  I really can't figure out what this could be.  One more thing, I'm getting less than 8volts to the knock sensor with the ig. on (car not running).  Could this be it?  anyone know?<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||jayru||12-06-2003||01:50 PM||||Welcome to the wonderful world of Mitsubishi! I have had a knock problem like yours since i bought my car and have tried everything. Nothing Works! This is one big gremlin in these cars, i think even worse then idle surge  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm gonna replace my carrier bearings on the driveshaft. Mabye that'll help, Probally not though.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||12-06-2003||01:55 PM||||there's a fix jason, we just have to find it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I refuse to believe that there is nothing that can be done, that makes absolutely no sense.  There is a logical reason for everyone's knock problems, just have to trouble shoot to find it.<br /><br />anyone?<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||12-06-2003||04:37 PM||||check the battery terminal connections and/or your sparkplug gap.<br /><br />my car did the exact same thing your car appears to be doing w/ huge knock counts at nearly no throttle. i bet if you have a datalog of the knock that it shows that even after you take your foot off the throttle the knock still continues for about half second before dropping to 0.<br /><br />i got a new negative terminal connection, the all brass type that you soldier the wire into instead of just clamping it in. i also got new 99 cent Denso sparkplugs. i installed them both at the same time so i cant say which one really fixed the problem, but i know after installing them the random knock was gone.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||12-06-2003||09:01 PM||||With 33% throttle and .111% fuel trim with 550's sounds high to me. Did you pressure test the intake for leaks. Also carbon build up can create knock, I remember recently keydiver reinforcing the validity of this. What do you gap you plugs at and what heat range? Not that it really matters at that low of throttle. Also do you audibly hear knock? When is the last time the fuel filter was replaced?||65.177.241.191||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||thejeebus2002||12-06-2003||10:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> With 33% throttle and .111% fuel trim with 550's sounds high to me. Did you pressure test the intake for leaks. Also carbon build up can create knock, I remember recently keydiver reinforcing the validity of this. What do you gap you plugs at and what heat range? Not that it really matters at that low of throttle. Also do you audibly hear knock? When is the last time the fuel filter was replaced? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did pressure test the intake.  NGK BR6ES plugs-gapped to .28.  The 550's are on the other car.  this is a stocker running stock boost.  I don't hear any knock, it will be there one second and gone the next. Related question.  Does the MMCD software display a valid Coolant temp. or is the number bogus?  Mine stays at like 221deg.F  the whole time the car is on even when it is just started.  Maybe this is the problem, I don't know, haven't had time to check it yet.  I just replaced the fuel filter as well.  Thanks for the response, keep the feedback coming please!<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||12-07-2003||01:29 AM||||I have 8.55-8.56 volts at the knock sensor harness car off key on and the battery at 12.4 volts. Have your 450's been cleaned before? I would run 2 bottles of Redline injector cleaner, one each time you fill up then change the fuel filter, it can clean up the fuel line and clog up the fuel filter. Also use a bottle of mopar combustion chamber cleaner. When you pulled the fuel pump how did the filter sock look? Was it nice and clean or black and nasty. Clean the EGR valve (assuming it still has one). Clean the throttle body. How do the motor mounts look? The engine maybe be making noise from hitting something or even the motor mounts banging around. What condition is the shortblock in? You can also try runing a couple of bottles of 90% isopropal alcohol to see if it is fuel related. What gas milage do you get? How did the plugs look when you pulled them? Sorry these are in random order just typing them as I think of stuff.||65.177.241.87||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||thejeebus2002||12-07-2003||12:13 PM||||Turbogalant:<br /><br />I think my problem is electrical.  The readings I get off my knock sensor harness-key on, car off is like 5.6v!  Thanks for checking that for me I really appreciate it.  As far as being fuel related, i've replaced the fuel filter, changed the plugs-old ones looked good.  The only thing I havent done is the MCCC.  On my way to work the other day I was checking what conditions are present when I get the knock-there is absolutely no pattern.  For ex.  I was cruising down the highway throttle steady going about 85mph.  Ill drive like this for maybe 15-20 minutes then it will shoot up to a 43 knock count just like that without any change in driver input, then it will go away and might not do it again until i slow down.  LIke I said before it's sporadic, It doesnt knock when I'm at WOT either, when it pulls it pulls great.  Im going to explore the knock sensor wiring harness and see whats going on there.  Something is definitely screwy.  Ill keep everyone posted on my findings.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||12-08-2003||01:24 AM||||Here is another thing to try testing resistance between the negitive battery terminal and the knock sensor harness. My one side is .3 ohm's and the other side is .56 mega ohms. Since voltage is current times resistance if you resistance is to high your voltage will be too low.||65.177.240.17||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||12-08-2003||02:43 PM||||Hey Scott......<br />I was looking at your mods list....<br /><br /><b>GVR4 #581 -Big 16g, 2G Pistons, 550's, Walboro, FMIC, SAFC, 2G MAS, Clutchmasters 2500, 3" Exhaust (turbo back), TIAL ext. Dump, EVO 02 Housing, 2G Manny, etc.<br /></b><br /><br />With all that hardware you might also want to run <br />BPR-7ES plugs.......  For every 75 HP increase you should be running 1 heat range colder on your plugs.....||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000010||thejeebus2002||12-08-2003||02:50 PM||||This is my other galant, not the one with all the mods.  That one runs cherry.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000011||mbettez||12-08-2003||10:13 PM||||my car just started having this problem a week ago.  It only happens in 1st or 2nd, mostly 1st.  When I try to accelerate I get crazy amout of knock, if I let off for a second and get back on it it's fine.  The engine is not making any noise?  I haven't changed anything on the car since it started to happen and I have tried different gas and it still does it.  It's been snowing all weekend (over 24 inches) and I've been busy plowing so I haven't had a chance to really check it out or log.  What should I check first.  I'll check the things mentioned in this thread first!<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Mark||151.203.214.226||reg||1||Mark||00002149||yes
Z||000012||InStG8tR||12-09-2003||04:05 AM||||Well, I'm glad to know I'm not the only one with this EXACT same problem.  I cannot figure out what it is either.  I wasted 70 bucks to find out it wasn't my knock sensor so now I currently have two knock sensors.  One is screwed into the block like it should be, and the other is along the firewall and grounded.  When I hook it up to the deaf sensor the car runs flawlessly, but when I hook it up to the sensor in the block, it does its normal phantom knock thing.  <br /><br />I did a compression check and I'm running between 140 and 145 on all cylinders, so I don't have a compression problem, but I still can't figure out where the phantom knock is coming from.<br /><br />I plan on doing a tranny swap shortly, so I'll check my mounts to see if that could be the problem, but I have my doubts.||68.102.46.242||reg||1||InStG8tR||00001237||yes
Z||000013||broke down||12-09-2003||03:09 PM||||Good luck.  I've been fighting this problem for about 6 months now.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||12-09-2003||06:44 PM||||Just to add this to the mix, my car had noisy lifters only on startup, but I had phantom knock like crazy at cruise -- when they were quiet.  I replaced the lifters, and voila, no more phantom knock.||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||admsr||12-09-2003||09:08 PM||||Hey guys...I had this problem for sometime and I just got rid of 95% of my knock today. I have changed the lifters (New 3G's), put in a bottle of Lucas Oil Combustion Chamber cleaner/conditioner, checked timing 3 times, checked my wastgate assembly (cotter pin broke and arm fell off...not fun), and today I was driving on the highway and tired of the knock i went crazy on the S-AFR. I jacked up the fuel like +25% from +3% throughout the whole RPM Range and that biatch started to cough more black smoke than a diesal engine. anyways, after going back and forth i finally found that +5% from 1500RPM to 4000RPM and +6% from 4500rpm to 7500rpm got rid of all the knock. I've driven about 100 miles since the change and no knock....<br /><br />I'll keep everyone posted.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000016||thejeebus2002||12-10-2003||12:02 AM||||FIXED mine too!!!   See the other thread for details.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000017||admsr||12-10-2003||09:29 AM||||ok so here is the latest....picked up the boost to 14psi and now knock is back. does anyone know if there is a direct connection between boost and a/f?<br /><br />i had it tuned perfectly but for 11psi and i was tired of not being able to really rip it.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000018||thejeebus2002||12-10-2003||10:07 AM||||Yes there is a direct  connection.  More air flowing requires more fuel.  YOu probably need to richen it up a few points.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000019||jayru||12-10-2003||02:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> FIXED mine too!!!   See the other thread for details.<br /><br />scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what other thread?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000020||thejeebus2002||12-10-2003||03:17 PM||||the one about random knock count in the tech. section.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000021||VTGVR4||12-10-2003||03:29 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004097" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004097</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000022||AzA*||12-23-2003||11:01 PM||||Hey , i have just instaled my data logger and 550cc i have tuned the low rpm settings so far in my driveway , for some reson even though o2 trim is perfect from 1000- 8000 in low rpm settings i am gettng knock counts just free reving the motor in the driveway i am getting up to 17 counts of knock spike when the free reving gets to around 3000 rpm but it dosent get knock counts above 3000 rpm or under it just when it gets around that rmp the knock spikes up , i am thinking mabey it is false knock cause by other things ratteling around in the engine ?||211.28.52.97||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000023||Beemer||01-04-2004||12:07 AM||||This is a real long shot, but with my old motor in the white eclipse gsx, I was getting pretty random knock spikes as well.  lo and behold, of all things, I had a broken ring land on the second compression ring that would randomly rattle around...right on the #2 cylinder wall on the back side of the motor.  That and the wrist pin seemed a bit loose to me, but was barely over the high side of spec.  While you're more likely to find a first ring land eaten away due to detonation, the second ring land can go as well.  Just a thought.  It doesn't sound like bearings, unless you possibly have a rear balance shaft bearing bouncing around randomly, but you weren't complaining of low oil pressure, so I doubt that is even close.  I was very suprised to find that piston in that condition.  Everything looked great when i pulled the head, and I had perfect 160 compression across the board.<br />Dave||69.66.78.216||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/004079.cgi
A||||3||jayru||Will these wheels fit?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||12-06-2003||01:41 PM||||1994 integra GSR wheel bolt pattern (not actual wheel just pattern). The guy who is selling them says they are 4 x 114 but i don't know if he is right bcs he is not positive. Does anyone know if the bolt pattern is the same as our car?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||12-06-2003||01:57 PM||||I believe they are 4X100s.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-06-2003||03:03 PM||||That Integra would in fact be 4x100, but it may have the dual patterns that some 4 lug wheels have. If there are eight lug holes, then it should work. However, be mindful of center bore and offset/backspacing.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||jayru||12-06-2003||03:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> That Integra would in fact be 4x100, but it may have the dual patterns that some 4 lug wheels have. If there are eight lug holes, then it should work. However, be mindful of center bore and offset/backspacing.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no, no dual pattern  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Man this is the second time i got shot down on a great wheel bcs of bolt pattern. He did say he measured from lug nut hole centerline to LNHC and it was 114, but i guess he can't count or something||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/004080.cgi
A||||4||SearsPointVR4||EGR error code???||||1||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||12-06-2003||03:01 PM||Ges1759@aol.com||Okay, just got in my car this morning to start tuning after all my mods and I got a CEL, so I checked the ecu codes and got an egr error.  I'd kind of like to get this sorted out. I did have a bunch of things off the car after doing all the air intake and front mount+piping, could this have anything to do with it???<br /><br /><br />thanks<br />ford.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||12-06-2003||04:03 PM||||Check to see if the vaccum hose going to the EGR is loose or came off. I had that happen to me and threw that code.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||SearsPointVR4||12-06-2003||05:45 PM||||yeah, I checked the egr hose, now it's really getting to me.  but here's the kicker, just as randomly as the cel came on,, I was going across town about twenty minutes ago, and it just went out????  guess I should just hope it stays that way.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||12-07-2003||01:42 AM||||My CEL light has done that on the EGR code. Pull it and clean it with carb cleaner, or brake cleaner, and see if that helps. My idle went south because it it too. The EGR gets gummed up just from normal operations It is what creates all that black crap in your intake manifold). If you are out of tune a bit, esp rich it get gets worse.||12.129.244.232||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-08-2003||12:41 AM||||Since the egr temp probe is what most likely triggers the egr fault, the connection is worth a check. A faulty probe could do it as well...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/004081.cgi
A||||6||whitetsi||7cm housing??||||1||||BoostedVR4||00002391
Z||000000||whitetsi||12-06-2003||05:18 PM||||how can i tell between a 6 and a 7 cm housing??||67.80.86.236||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000001||noahrexion||12-06-2003||05:20 PM||||measure it! =) 7cm housing shoud lbe 6cm and 6cm housing shoud lbe 5cm...||68.3.36.176||reg||1||noahrexion||00002850||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||12-06-2003||06:05 PM||||070 is cast into the housing if it's a 7cm. Here's a pic of where its cast:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2162" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2162&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||12-06-2003||07:13 PM||||HEY!! I CAN SEE DIRT ON THAT TURBO!!  hah!  i KNEW you missed a spot.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||12-06-2003||07:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> measure it! =) 7cm housing shoud lbe 6cm and 6cm housing shoud lbe 5cm... </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And your prefered tool for measuring cross-sectional area of an asymetric 3d solid is?||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||12-06-2003||08:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> measure it! =) 7cm housing shoud lbe 6cm and 6cm housing shoud lbe 5cm... </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And your prefered tool for measuring cross-sectional area of an asymetric 3d solid is? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">First of they are not asymmetrical they are symmetrical. Secondly you should visibly be able to tell if it is 9.5 cm or 7.85 cm . Even still if you don't like the measuring method then look at the turbine housing it's self.||65.177.241.191||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||12-06-2003||09:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> HEY!! I CAN SEE DIRT ON THAT TURBO!!  hah!  i KNEW you missed a spot. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What dirt?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />   Your eyes MUST be going bad at your age Ken.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />BTW, if you guys can't see the circled area with the cast number click on the pic to see the hi-res version.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/004082.cgi
A||||7||thejeebus2002||Does the MMCD software display a valid coolant temp?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||12-06-2003||10:38 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Mine stays at like 221 and 219 deg.F the whole time the car is on, even just at startup!  Is this normal?  I never paid attn. to it before so I'm wondering if this could be the cause of my knock problem...the Ecu thinking the car is running warm all the time. Does anyone know about this?<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||12-07-2003||12:18 AM||||I think the coolant temp still does measure too high.  MMCd might not yet have a good calibration for converting the raw data to deg C or F.<br /><br />What version are you running?  As of 1.3b he updated the coolant conversion code from that of DSMLink.  Current version is 1.5b.  Update and see if that helps.  I haven't had my car running lately to verify.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||12-07-2003||12:19 PM||||cool, thanks man.  I've got the newest version of MMCD - my sensor was bad.  Still have teh knock problem though.  Turbogalant said the voltage he got at his knock sensor is app. 8.6v, mine reads app. 5.6v, this could very well be my problem.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||12-07-2003||10:05 PM||||I think MMcD published a formula of -1.45X + 308. but, when someone on here asked for a coolant temperature based rev limiter, I tried using that formula, and it was WAY off. I started logging it, and I think the actual formula is -2.45X + 253, or something close to that. At least the chip worked then  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Jeff O.||216.77.204.198||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||12-07-2003||11:28 PM||||The last prom that Jeff burned for me is reading coolant temps thru TMO software perfectly.  Exactly at 195, and I verified it with a meat thermometer.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||crucible||12-08-2003||12:53 AM||||A good old "meat thermometer". There ya go!||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||12-08-2003||02:09 PM||||Hey Jeff, I had you do that chip for me.  It didn't really work much in the summer cause the coolant temps just stayed up there any way.  Now it works almost everytime on startup though cause it's so cold.||12.18.162.78||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000007||04DrBlur||12-13-2003||12:37 AM||||[QUOTE]  [What version are you running? As of 1.3b he updated the coolant conversion code from that of DSMLink. Current version is 1.5b. Update and see if that helps. I haven't had my car running lately to verify./QUOTE] <br /><br />  I cant get any of the MMCD links to work anymore.  I have version 1.2 and have no idea how you found a version 1.5.  Please fill me in.  Thanks||68.76.182.53||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/004083.cgi
A||||6||josh91vr4||Turbo Timer Install||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||12-06-2003||11:11 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Has anyone here installed an APEXi (or any brand, really) Turbo timer without using the harness? I just got mine and went to install it before realizing i don't have one. I'd like to install it anyway, screw the harness - but i don't know where to begin. So, if anyone out there has done this, please help me out! I'd like to get it done soon, i still have everything torn apart from the SAFC-II install (which went beautifully)<br />~Josh||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||12-06-2003||11:30 PM||||Check <a href="http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_tt_ins.pdf" target="_blank">here</a> and  <a href="http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_autotimer.pdf" target="_blank">here</a> and go from there. Hope that helps.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||12-07-2003||01:42 AM||||I hard wired an apexi in my daytona and have one with the harness in my galant. And here is the link to buy the harness <a href="http://www.nopionline.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=dspparts&vL1ID=0&makeid=250&modelid=015&catyear=1991&catid=0070&pcid=693&vTitle=1991%20MITSUBISHI%20Eclipse%20Turbo/Nitrous/High%20Performance%20Turbo%20Timer%20Wiring%20Harness&vaffid=0." target="_blank">http://www.nopionline.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=dspparts&vL1ID=0&makeid=250&modelid=015&catyear=1991&catid=0070&pcid=693&vTitle=1991%20MITSUBISHI%20Eclipse%20Turbo/Nitrous/High%20Pe   rformance%20Turbo%20Timer%20Wiring%20Harness&vaffid=0.</a><br />Spend the $10 for it. It's not insanely difficult to do without a harness, but do you really what to splice in to the ignition switch? I hate EVER cutting in to wiring ESPECALLY when it's something that makes the car start signals power to the headlights, power to the fuel pump and most of rest of the electricals remember you are splicing in to the harness that controls everything that happens when you turn the key. If you REALLY REALLY REALLY want to know how to do it I'll help you with it. I would not even attempt to do it without the electrical schematic. I am very anal when it comes to splicing stuff because of it's long term effects. I know too much to want to cut corners on this stuff, which is why I am going to ITT to become an electrical engineer.||65.177.241.87||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||yiutsang||12-07-2003||09:51 AM||||I am going to install the same timer into my car by the end of this week.  I am just swapping out the Greddy timer for the O2/Air-fuel reading functions come along with the Apexi unit.  Similar to your case I will do it without the harness as it's not easily obtainable in Hong Kong.  I think I will not have much choice but follow the instruction from the previous generation of Apexi timer.  You can find that information from the links provided by 4g63t<br /><br />Good luck, and I will let you know how it goes when I finish it next weekend<br /><br />Yiuwa||218.103.200.171||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000004||s_firestone||12-07-2003||10:38 AM||||I'm looking at a new turbo timer.  Anyone know if any of the current turbo timers have a regular clock function?  I want to mount mine where the GVR4 clock is on the dash.||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000005||josh91vr4||12-07-2003||04:47 PM||||Well, i busted out the fluke and figured out which wires were for what. However, i managed to bust the Accessory wire off of the ignition cylinder (bad, like, the entire plug piece & some plastic)<br /><br />After contemplating jumping off a bridge, i figured i'd just hook the acc wire to the 'on' wire, so my ACC position is useless (never use it anyhow)<br /><br />Other than that, it's working well... Thanks for the help guys.<br />~Josh<br /><br />Wires:<br />All black (I think) - in the top most position - Constant 12V+<br />Black with White Stripe - on the 'right hand' side, looking at the cylinder from the rear - "On" 12V<br />Blue - bottom - ACC 12V+<br />I think the Black / Yellow stripe wire on the left is the ground, but you don't need that for the APEXi TT so i didn't cut it.<br />Hope this helps.<br />~Josh||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000006||yiutsang||12-07-2003||10:05 PM||||I think I got different timer from the one you mentioned as I don't have the all black wire.  This is what I have (all with strip):<br /><br />Blue<br />Red<br />Green<br /><br />Grey<br />White<br />Black||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004084.cgi
A||||2||supervr4||CAPS options||||1||||supervr4||00002593
Z||000000||supervr4||12-07-2003||02:52 AM||||does any one know how to find out what the option code when using CAPS refers to<br />mine is 0M0 <br />i think the standard is 000<br /><br />Cheers Shane||202.0.48.28||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||12-07-2003||03:54 AM||||I think that is the cd player option. Mine doesn't have a cd player (from the factory it does now) but has a sunroof and my option code is A70. 000 is likely to be no options.||65.177.241.72||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||supervr4||12-08-2003||01:29 AM||||hmmmm i would be nice to have a list as mine was a super vr4 with the leather interior.||202.0.48.28||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes



ubb/Forum2/004085.cgi
A||||5||agrabau||AFC install double check||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-07-2003||03:37 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||So I've entered the 1990s and purchased an SAFC to replace the 5 knob one. I'm not sure but I expect to be able to use the wires for the old stle afc on the new one but to re-check I'll use the directions listed here:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660" target="_blank">Archives</a> <br /><br />And just redo everything if need be. <br /><br />My question was that the Apexi website contradicts Labmert's directions on a couple of pin locations. Can someone verify quickly that those listed in our archives are correct? They are face-view references. <br /><br />Thanks a lot, <br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-07-2003||05:46 PM||||yah, if i remember correctly, i checked mine against that one.  dont do the blue wire mod, what happens is then the ecu dont get the proper signal, cause the blue wire has just a tiny bit of load, and the ecu will get a lower signal.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-07-2003||05:49 PM||||Thanks a lot Ken. <br /><br />I'm going to install it once I un-bury my car.  I'll skip the blue wire mod.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2167" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Darkside||12-07-2003||06:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Thanks a lot Ken. <br /><br />I'm going to install it once I un-bury my car.  I'll skip the blue wire mod.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2167" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">holy mother of $%^&*, don't tell me thats your car bury in snow.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.126.135.51||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||12-07-2003||06:39 PM||||It's somewhere in there.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||12-08-2003||12:54 AM||||What's the matter, no longer got AWD?  Ha ha!||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004086.cgi
A||||6||crucible||Rad hose tightning||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||12-07-2003||05:00 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Ive been battling a leaking upper hose.<br />How hard should the clamp be tightened and does it matter where the clamp is positioned such as right after the bead or at the end of the hose?<br />Rad and hoses are new<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||12-07-2003||05:04 PM||||I successfully used two clamps on my C&R radiator 'cause both its outlets were a bit smaller than stock.||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-07-2003||06:49 PM||||i tighten them just enough so I can't twist the hose and get the clamp just after the bead if I can.  Don't have to spend hours trying to position the clamp. Just close it fine.  No leaking for me on new clamp and new hoses.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-08-2003||12:32 AM||||You should try for 1/4in of hose between clamp and bead and at least 1/4in of hose past the hose clamp. Don't make it superman tight...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||12-08-2003||09:35 AM||||if you have the stock radiator with the plastic tanks, i would also be careful not to overtighten.  over time, and lots of heat cycles, the plastic gets brittle.  broken upper radiator hose connection on bmw E36 cars is a very common problem, can happen just driving down the road.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||RayH||12-08-2003||11:18 AM||||If you're using the stock clamp which looks like clothes hanger wire, overtightening it will also cause the clamp to bite into the hose and will cut into it as the rubber ages.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000006||crucible||12-08-2003||12:20 PM||||Its a new all-metal rad.It will stay fix for a bit but then starts to leak again.Ill try the double clamp method and maybe a new hose from Mitsu.I used a fairly wide clamp also.I have no problem with the lower one.I was just wondering if there was a preferred method to clamping these hoses.<br />Thanx for the help||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/004093.cgi
A||||8||Peakboost||ABS light comes on after driving for awhile?||||1||||Peakboost||00003013
Z||000000||Peakboost||12-08-2003||02:12 AM||integevo90@yahoo.com||My Anti lock brakes light comes on when im driving for awhile everytime...im guessing after 20-30 min of driving.<br /><br />what could it be?||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-08-2003||02:29 AM||||It could be that the previous owner of your car swapped in 5 bolt hubs and didn't properly adjust the ABS sensors upon installation.  Or they could just be out of whack on their own.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Peakboost||12-08-2003||02:36 AM||||he did mention about having a 3000GT brakes...but isnt 3000gt got 5lugs and its still 4lugs...i wasnt sure what he was saying...||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||12-08-2003||02:41 AM||||ABS sensors are effected by heat so when the get hot there resistance goes out of range. Consider yourself lucky mine did this and the abs computer considered mine to be still good and thought I was locking up the brakes ALL THE TIME and so it was cutting my braking down to next to nothing that was the most frightening things I have ever experienced .||65.177.240.17||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||12-08-2003||02:56 AM||||The best way to resolve this is to read the code from the ABS computer, as per the manual. It will tell you what sensor/relay/whatever is bad (if you're lucky).||216.78.241.199||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Peakboost||12-08-2003||03:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> The best way to resolve this is to read the code from the ABS computer, as per the manual. It will tell you what sensor/relay/whatever is bad (if you're lucky). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how do i do that....this is my 2nd DSM...first DSM i owned 3 years ago..i owned it for 1month and sold it coz it was nothing but problems...only put 100miles then i was skerd of drving it.<br /><br /><br />ever since i work on toyota and honda---swap, etc...<br /><br /><br />lil 411 on checking ABS code would be great.<br /><br />THANKS guys i really appreciate your quick help here!||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||12-08-2003||01:44 PM||||Did you buy #1975 from a guy in Westchester?<br /><br />re: ABS checking -- it's in the service manual, which you probably don't have.  You should look for the "manual CD" online.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||12-08-2003||03:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> The best way to resolve this is to read the code from the ABS computer, as per the manual. It will tell you what sensor/relay/whatever is bad (if you're lucky). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For $300 per speed sensor I wouldn't even waste my time. Before I knew of the price I checked mine with a multimeter heated it up and watch the resistance fly. Honestly after what happened I wouldn't have ABS in that car ever again. Actually I don't think I want ABS in any car that I drive in the future. I feel it is worthless because well when as the last time I locked up the brakes (not including e-brake maneuvers) I think it was about 2 years ago in the snow and aside from the snow where ABS has proven to be a hinderance instead of a help there was the 2-3 times I did it to check if the ABS was working. And before that my daytona had a bad caliper so I locked the pass. rear from time to time. But # of times ABS saved me 0, # of times ABS tried to KILL ME about 10, since the problem was intermetent and I knew little about the system so I was cleaning, adjusting etc. ABS free is the way to be.||65.177.241.178||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||Peakboost||12-08-2003||05:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Did you buy #1975 from a guy in Westchester?<br /><br />re: ABS checking -- it's in the service manual, which you probably don't have.  You should look for the "manual CD" online. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no, i got it from some older guy in wheeling.||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes



ubb/Forum2/004088.cgi
A||||20||Darkside||Turbo and Supercharge combine||||1||||Darkside||00002420
Z||000000||Darkside||12-07-2003||06:31 PM||Darkside_racing@msn.com||hey guys its it possible to run Turbo  <b>and</b>  Supercharge.   I seen it on a Skyline motor with NOS. It was Off the Hook.  Just woundering if it work on the 4g63t.||66.126.135.51||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-07-2003||06:38 PM||||yes it's always possible but why? What is the motivation for doing so?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Darkside||12-07-2003||06:39 PM||||nah... just woundering.  It will be a bad a$$ motor tho.||66.126.135.51||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-07-2003||06:47 PM||||not really.  THe only benefit is more low end but at the cost of way too much complexity.  If you want low end spray a bit lower.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||12-07-2003||07:11 PM||||i think sport compact car did it on a old MR2||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-07-2003||07:37 PM||||and as i recall it didn't work that hot.  that mr2 was in uscc a couple years back.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||thon||12-07-2003||08:47 PM||||its been done to 4agze's before..<br /><br />corollas and mr2's<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000007||drew||12-07-2003||09:18 PM||||Yes. HKS made a twincharger kit for the 4AGZ engines.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||Matticus||12-07-2003||11:18 PM||||I imagine you could do it.  it would require alot of custom work.  It would be cool to set some kind of clutch system that only spins the SC at low RPMs.  I think MB uses something like that on some of their SC engines.<br /><br />I would think you would use the SC to force air into the turbo inlet.  But that would increase the intake temps by compressing the air twice.  But at lower RPMs the SC shouldn't increase them to dramatically.  I imagine low end torque and throttle response would increase.  Space and hood clearence may become an issue.  I nice intercooler would be a must.  Sounds like alot of work for not too much in return. And being that wheelspin is already a problem with modified Galants, increasing low end torque wouldn't help that. Who knows.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000009||Matt379||12-07-2003||11:34 PM||||In the 80's there were some Group "B" rally cars that were pretty powerful.  I cannot remember the name of the car/car company, however there was a rally-car that was both super-charged and turbo-charged.  A search on google might reveal it.  Search for Ford RS200.  That wasn't the model, but there are probably some links to other cars that would be of help.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000010||markrieb||12-08-2003||12:09 AM||||Lancia Integrale had both super and turbo chargers.<br /><br />Mark||4.4.47.141||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||12-08-2003||03:55 AM||||It's pretty popular to do on the supercharged MR2s mainly because of the Toyota supercharger design.  Ever seen a smog pump for a big ol' domestic v8?  It's kind of like that.  Looks sort of like an AC compressor.  You could make a twin charged DSM or GVR4 fairly easily with one of those.  Just build a bracket to have it take the place of the PS pump or AC compressor, as it's belt driven, and run your IC piping to and from it.  I guess this way the turbo would be feeding the SC, but I think this is how the twincharged MR2s were.||69.59.219.138||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||mj_rosenfeld||12-08-2003||06:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> hey guys its it possible to run Turbo and Supercharge. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Until fairly recently most heavy truck and off-road diesels were 2-stroke and they were typically supercharged (for scavenging) and turbocharged (for power).<br />I rode in somebody's super+turbo charged MR2 -- it was impressive.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000013||GalantVR41062||12-08-2003||12:07 PM||||The turbo out let feeds into the inlet of a roots type supercharger.  I have seen a dragster that was turbo and supercharged, ran low 5s.<br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000014||PJGross||12-08-2003||05:32 PM||||turbo magazine has been playing with an mr2 turbo feeding roots intake manny.  Pretty sweet but complex.  If I recall using a fairly large turbo.  Just use a stroker motor or N20 with a big turbo.  Don't spray too low rpm though unless progressive.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.42||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000015||chadhayashi||12-09-2003||02:25 AM||||The process is called "compound charging" It has been used as long as there have been superchargers. It works and works well. <br /> <br />It's something like this...If you compound two compressors, the first w/ an output of let's say 15 psi. You are then putting 15 psi of boost into the second compressor. You now get an output of approx 30 psi w/ the charge air heated to approx what the first compressor produced. So in effect, you get twice the flow w/ half the heat. Little turbo response w/ big turbo flow and thermal efficiency. It's even fatter on the low end if the second compressor is a positive displacement blower.<br /><br />The MR2 referred to is being built currently by Turbo magazine and I'd say yes, it was worth the time and effort. They swapped in a 3.0L V6 from a Lexus ES300. They stated that it fits the engine bay  better than the turbo 4 did. They first tested it NA, then w/ the roots (or Lysholm I don't remember. big difference though) , then the turbo to get baseline powerband numbers.  They then compounded it and made power till it blew. It made approx 480hp, 450 lbs ft. (completely stock block and heads) They were somewhere around 60% of possible boost. <br /> <br />Last I read, it was sent out to be fitted w/ custom pistons and rods. Which should be available <br />publicly soon. Headwork, cams and some other supporting items. The work was done by a shop somewhere in Texas. I've heard the name for yrs, but cannot remember. They've built some good DSM engines, maybe even for Mike Ferrea<sp?>'s DSM, (Pres. of IDRC).  <br /><br />I see no reason why this cannot make 700-800whp. But unlike the avg 700 hp Supra, it will have  beefcake low end torque. <br /><br />As Pivvay stated, you could probably use nitrous at a lower rpm but I don't think N2O is feasible at 2000 rpm. You go ahead and try, I'll watch from here   <br /><br />My friend Russ, who put a Whipple on his E-class, is currently designing a compound layout for his car w/ the Whipple being turbo fed. It will be awhile because his wife just recently gave birth to their  first child, but we'll wait and see.<br /><br />On a side note...In WWII, Daimler (as in Diamler Benz) built a 40+ Liter, inverted(crank at the top), fuel injected V-12 aircraft engine which only drove a supercharger to feed another 40+liter, inverted, fuel injected V-12 engine. I believe the second engine also had it's own blower. but if I'm incorrect on that, it's still F'ing cool. They had engine codes w/ "DB 6XX". You may be able to find info via Google.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000016||91 #680||12-09-2003||02:44 AM||||There's this guy that lives down the block from me with a twin-charged 1g mr-2.  It's a pretty cool setup, but its very messy underhood.  His car is very fast and very loud under WOT.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000017||Carl Morris||12-09-2003||12:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> The process is called "compound charging" It has been used as long as there have been superchargers. It works and works well. <br /> <br />It's something like this...If you compound two compressors, the first w/ an output of let's say 15 psi. You are then putting 15 psi of boost into the second compressor. You now get an output of approx 30 psi w/ the charge air heated to approx what the first compressor produced. So in effect, you get twice the flow w/ half the heat. Little turbo response w/ big turbo flow and thermal efficiency. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Chad,<br />     I think you're right that it's been around a long time (I think mostly in airplanes and two stroke diesels), but I don't believe it's correct that you actually get 30psi with only approximately the heat of 15psi as you state in your example above.  I guarantee that if you compress to 30psi, you get 30psi worth of heat, although maybe with less inefficiency than if you were trying to get it from one compressor.  Even with 100% efficiency, there is a certain amount of heat generated by compressing to 30psi that is unavoidable.<br /><br />In my opinion, the real advantages of compound compression are that you can intercool between stages if desired (which is where the term "intercool" comes from...rather than "aftercool"), plus positive displacement compression makes a fairly good substitute for displacement.  So...if I have a 2.0 liter motor that I wish drove like a 4.0 liter motor, one way to do that is to lower the compression ratio and install a positive displacement supercharger.  Then, if I wish it was actually a 4.0 turbo motor, I could lower the compression ratio even further and leave the blower on, making it effectively like a somewhat low compression 4.0, and then turbo into that, intercooling between the two stages and cooling even more after the blower.  Not worth the complexity for most people, especially now that you can get turbos that are happy at a 4:1 pressure ratio and do it all in one stage, but hey, it's one option for better off-boost response.  <br /><br />I'd like to see somebody to it with a 2003 Cobra...add a turbo kit and go straight into the blower with it.  But who wants to go to all that complexity when you can just put on a bigger blower, pulley it up, and skip the hassles of extra plumbing?  Somebody who wants to make 1000+hp maybe? :-)  Mmmm...2003 Cobra plus a Holset HX55V 1500cfm variable geometry turbine...drool...just add race gas...or 6:1 pistons :-).||147.145.40.43||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000018||tplesko||12-09-2003||12:41 PM||||Hehe no thanks Chad. I don't want to try 2000 rpms  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Compound charging like you are talking about can work very well but it's a lot of complexity in a street car. I agree that if it is done right then it's effective but the fact alone that you would have both on a motor doesn't make it bada$$ as the OP stated.  Lots of DSMers can't even tune thier car with one turbo much less a compound charging system.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />The desiel dragster on the Oct 1 day test was compound charged and was very very cool BTW.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000019||GalantVR41062||12-10-2003||12:01 PM||||Just use water injection between your stages.  This is what a diesel tractor puller did with his 3 stage turbo set up and 256psi of boost  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  .<br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000020||Franckypoo||12-10-2003||12:11 PM||||One guy in Canada had a modified supercharger + a 16G (not sure) on his DSM.<br /><br />But he could not make it work correctly so he sold the supercharger.  I almost bought it but he sold it locally before I sent the money.||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes



ubb/Forum2/004089.cgi
A||||7||GVR-4||Clutch pedal linkage||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||12-07-2003||09:38 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Has anyone rebuilt their clutch pedal linkage after an ACT 2600 install? I'm pretty sure mine is kaput and I will probably pull it out to rebuild it this week. Any tips?<br /><br />BTW, I've read the Taboo and RRE sights.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-07-2003||10:47 PM||||Check the hydrolic system first.  Do a search.  If I type it again, I will bleed out my eyes.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||12-08-2003||12:40 AM||||No need to bleed out your eyes. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I've already replaced the slave cylinder and rebuilt the master cylinder. The hydraulic system is fine.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||12-08-2003||02:33 AM||||Ya, but did you replace the clutch fork and pivot?  If you have the stock fork, it will not work with a 2600.  Also, a SS clutch flex line really helps too.<br /><br />Do a search cause the 2600 problems have been covered a million times.<br /><br />While the clutch linkage can wear out, it doesn't tend to break right after a heavy clutch intall.  There are a lot of other weak items that cause problems.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||12-08-2003||02:58 AM||||If you want to rebuild/mod/strengthen your clutch linkage w/o any downtime I have one. Pm me if interested.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||12-08-2003||03:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Ya, but did you replace the clutch fork and pivot?  If you have the stock fork, it will not work with a 2600.  Also, a SS clutch flex line really helps too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did those things and put a washer under the pivot ball too. It looks like the only thing left to overhaul/upgrade is the pedal linkage. The pedal is moving with no movement on the rod that pushes the master cylinder piston in. I'll know for sure when I pull it apart.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||12-08-2003||03:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> If you want to rebuild/mod/strengthen your clutch linkage w/o any downtime I have one. Pm me if interested. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the offer. Fortunately, my wife is out of town for the week and I have her car here to drive. So I'll just try and get it done before she gets back.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||Kibo||12-08-2003||04:16 PM||||All I can say is that there are a lot of sharp edges under there...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   Also, the Galant clutch lever is different than a T/E/L lever, FWIW.  Aside from the fact that you have to deal with an additional spring mechanism that attaches to the lever instead of detaching easily like on a T/E/L, it shouldn't cause any problems.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum2/004090.cgi
A||||4||Mitsuturbo||ECU Capacitors ($free.99)||||4||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||12-07-2003||10:11 PM||||I saw somewhere a while back that someone was being generous enough to send DSM owners caps for free.  Mine just started going south on me today and i need a set.. i also need to find someone to put them in most likely, as i am not too good with solder.<br /><br />I did a little searching, but found nothing very valuable.. there are SOOO many posts about CAPS and caps, i nearly got lost.<br /><br />Any help would be appreciated.<br /><br />Keydiver, what would you charge me to replace my caps if i ship you my ECU, and what would turnaround time be?||67.161.247.241||reg||4||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||Mitsuturbo||12-07-2003||10:25 PM||||Well, i found the caps offer, and i will be ordering some tomorrow i guess.<br /><br />If i can't find someone local to change these for me i may have to ship the computer to keydiver, still.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=78040&highlight=capacitors" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=78040&highlight=capacitors</a><br />Free caps!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||12-07-2003||10:47 PM||||If you want it done locally, look in the yellow pages for a local electronics repair shop.  They should be able to change them fairly easily. Make sure you print out the VFAQ on changing them and bring them with you to show the guy that will change them.  I would wait and speak with Keydiver, he is the man. He really does top notch work, he will clean up the ECU and will do the job right.  He even tests it in his own car.  I am not sure on turn-around time, but he would be my first choice.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||12-07-2003||11:16 PM||||plus he can add some fun stuff like a shift light and so on and so on!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||12-08-2003||03:05 AM||||Most guys on here know, but just in case, I have ALWAYS shipped free caps, and I will also install them for free. But, if you *know* your caps are going out, the damage is already done.||216.78.241.199||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004091.cgi
A||||34||Peakboost||Shifting to 2nd Gear grinds after 20min of driving?||||1||||Peakboost||00003013
Z||000000||Peakboost||12-07-2003||10:48 PM||integevo90@yahoo.com||hey guys,<br /><br />i just got my GVR4 3 days ago...and when the car is fully warmed up and been driving for 20min or so...shifting from 1st to 2nd, it grinds....but if i shift very slow, i mean VERY VERY slow its fine.<br /><br />other gears is ok and smoooth.<br /><br />Any suggestion?<br /><br /><br />i just picked up some PENNZOIL SYNCHROMESH and imma try doing some tranny fluid change.<br /><br />any other assumption?||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-07-2003||11:10 PM||||Time for rebuild sounds like the brass and the sliders are worn down.  Welcome to the world of tranny problems  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.38.141||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||12-07-2003||11:15 PM||||2nd gear grind is a typical DSM problem.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||12-07-2003||11:21 PM||||My third gear does that too.  I think my syncros are shot, it is more of an annoyance than anything.  I can't justify a 1800 dollar rebuild for a little bit of grinding.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-08-2003||12:28 AM||||If its only grinding after the fluid warms up, something that doesn't thin out as much with heat might be in order. Try some different fluids. That should work for a while before its time for a rebuild.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Peakboost||12-08-2003||12:47 AM||||yea it only does it when the fluid is warm up.<br /><br /><br />i dunno what trans fluid the previous owner used...but im putting that pennzoil synchromesh this week   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||12-08-2003||12:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peakboost:<br /><strong> yea it only does it when the fluid is warm up.<br /><br /><br />i dunno what trans fluid the previous owner used...but im putting that pennzoil synchromesh this week    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would go with redline mt-90 unless the synchromesh is already in.||65.177.241.42||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||Peakboost||12-08-2003||12:59 AM||||no its not in yet, but i purchased it.<br /><br /><br />so redline should make a difference? </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peakboost:<br /><strong> yea it only does it when the fluid is warm up.<br /><br /><br />i dunno what trans fluid the previous owner used...but im putting that pennzoil synchromesh this week     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would go with redline mt-90 unless the synchromesh is already in. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||12-08-2003||01:15 AM||||I disagree. Try the Synchromesh first. You've already got it and lots of people recommend it over the Red line stuff anyway. Do a search on this board and DSMtalk and DSMtuners and decide for yourself. Ultimately, you'll need to rebuild the tranny to fix it.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||Peakboost||12-08-2003||01:27 AM||||how much to rebuild the tranny?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />also, would it be cheaper to buy a JDM tranny (i think my friend can get them for 600-800?)||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000010||Matticus||12-08-2003||02:17 AM||||Sure it may be cheaper, but it is a crap shoot.  There is only certain trannies that will work in our cars.  Also if you did get the right one, whos to say it won't start grinding?  Or you can have it rebuilt by someone like TRE and have a top notch tranny.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||12-08-2003||03:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> Sure it may be cheaper, but it is a crap shoot.  There is only certain trannies that will work in our cars.  Also if you did get the right one, whos to say it won't start grinding?  Or you can have it rebuilt by someone like TRE and have a top notch tranny. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He's right. But I'd recommend John Shepherd for the rebuild. You can upgrade to double synchronizers and get better shifting. Try the Synchromesh first.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.shepracing.com/" target="_blank">http://www.shepracing.com/</a> <br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||12-08-2003||03:23 AM||||Very interesting, my car had the same problem.  When I asked about it, it seemed that with most people's cars it was the opposite, ie they ground when cold and smoothed out when warm.  I first tried to fix it with GM Synchromesh, which I'd heard was good for our trannies, and it promptly got worse, and ground all the time.  Maybe I've got a weird tranny, but based on personal experience I wouldn't recommend the GM stuff to anyone.  Next I tried the Redline MTL, which is a thicker, heavier fluid.  It helped a bit, but by this time I think my tranny is just so shot it needs a rebuild.  A local DSMer added an oil cooler to his manual transmission this last year, to help keep fluid temps down, maybe I'll seek his advice on this.||69.59.219.138||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||12-08-2003||09:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>     </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> Sure it may be cheaper, but it is a crap shoot.  There is only certain trannies that will work in our cars.  Also if you did get the right one, whos to say it won't start grinding?  Or you can have it rebuilt by someone like TRE and have a top notch tranny. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He's right. But I'd recommend John Shepherd for the rebuild. You can upgrade to double synchronizers and get better shifting. Try the Synchromesh first.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <br /><br />     <a href="http://www.shepracing.com/" target="_blank">http://www.shepracing.com/</a>     <br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I 2nd that.  All my tranny dreams came true when I installed my John Shepherd rebuilt tranny.  <br /><br />However, try the fluid first.  If it's the original, it might just be bad.  I picked up a Talon with 140K miles that had a pissy shifting tranny.  I changed the fluid and never had a grind (with quick aggressive shifts) for the duration that I owned the car.  So, there is a slight chance that new fluid is all you need.<br /><br />You can also go to vfaq.com and make sure you cable lines are set up right.  It's really easy to do.  Once you get the GVR4 consol off      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />        TELs make it look so damn easy.  Also, check to make sure the cable bushings on the tranny are not dammaged, or have play in them.  The bushings at the base of the shifter have way too much play in them.  You can replace them with harder upgraded ones, washers, your wepon of choice.  Urrr, what yer walet alows.<br /><br />How high off the ground does your clutch start to catch?||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||12-08-2003||12:49 PM||||1) Try syncromesh or BG<br />2) replace shifter bushings at tranny and check cotter pins<br />3) Replace shifter bushings(symborski kit) and drop in a TEL shifter from a 91+ TEL for shorter shifts<br />4) clutch pedal adjustment<br />5) Tranny re-build<br /><br />I know someone who tried everything above but 5) and it turned out to be his shifter cables itself. They are expensive and a bitch to replace..||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||Peakboost||12-08-2003||05:07 PM||||thanks for all the help fellas.. ill double check it and ill do an update here.<br /><br /><br />thanks again  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000016||josh91vr4||12-09-2003||11:17 PM||||Wow, mine's the total opposite. It'll grind something nasty when cold, but once it's warmed up she shifts quiet.||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000017||My_GVR_4||12-10-2003||12:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Peakboost <br /><br /><br />how much to rebuild the tranny?  <br />   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I sent my trans to John Shepherd on Monday.  I am spending, or atleast what I told him I want done to my trans, will cost me $2055.00.  If there are any other internal problems, I will have to spend another "who know's" on top of the $2,055.00.<br /><br /><br />Shep Rules!<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.shepracing.com" target="_blank">!!!! Shep Racing !!!!</a> <br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.73.89.140||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||12-10-2003||12:45 AM||||Rory, you certainly have a lot of enthusiasm for dumping 2 large.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||GVR-4||12-10-2003||07:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong>I sent my trans to John Shepherd on Monday.  I am spending, or atleast what I told him I want done to my trans, will cost me $2055.00.  If there are any other internal problems, I will have to spend another "who know's" on top of the $2,055.00.<br /><br /><br />Shep Rules!<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.shepracing.com" target="_blank">!!!! Shep Racing !!!!</a> <br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What all are you having replaced/upgraded for that $2k?||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000020||slvrblt||12-10-2003||03:17 PM||||I am using BG SS II (same as Synchromesh essentially) and my 2nd gear grinds when its cold, but my 3rd gear grinds when its warm. It a bit annoying. I am planning on (at the time of my next oil change) to put RedLine in it and get rid of that BG stuff. I'll make a topic when I do with my findings, but I suspect that there will be little to no difference at all.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||12-10-2003||03:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I am using BG SS II (same as Synchromesh essentially) and my 2nd gear grinds when its cold, but my 3rd gear grinds when its warm. It a bit annoying. I am planning on (at the time of my next oil change) to put RedLine in it and get rid of that BG stuff. I'll make a topic when I do with my findings, but I suspect that there will be little to no difference at all. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like a shifter cable issue to me.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||My_GVR_4||12-10-2003||05:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Rory, you certainly have a lot of enthusiasm for dumping 2 large. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hertz...   (like Enterprise Rental?)<br /><br />Anywho...   Yea.. I sure do have tons of enthusiasm.  I am dumping in well over 8 grand in my mods within a total of 3 months.  Engine, Trans, Turbo, Cooling, yadda yadda   $500 in (2) gauges  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     You know, the usual.<br /><br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Originally Posted By: GVR-4 <br /> What all are you having replaced/upgraded for that $2k?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Basic Rebuild $895<br />Upgrades:<br /><br />Torrington bearing upgrade for center diff $75<br />Custom heavy duty 3-4 shift rail<br />Custom 3rd and 4th gear double synchro $500<br />4 spider center diff<br />Billet shift forks - $160.00<br /><br /><br />TOTAL: $2,055.00<br /><br /><br />I figured..  if I am going to be jerking around with the trans, why not go all out?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000023||galantvr4us||12-10-2003||06:06 PM||||I don't know if this will help anyone but there was a big discussion about what tranny fluid to use in our transmissions.  I have seen personally the effects of using redline fluid in the trannys-they gaul the diffs (seen some that came into the speed design shop) Now I don't know if its a coincedence or not but take this with a grain of salt please.<br /><br />Now the discussion with what tranny fluid to use on other boards I have come up with this conclusion.  GM synchomesh is too thin.  BG synchromesh is the way to go or what Buschur has always suggested good ol 80 90 vavoline or something similar<br /><br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000024||GVR-4||12-10-2003||08:38 PM||||I know it was recommended by TRE to use the OEM 80-90 weight for the first 1000 miles or so after a tranny rebuild to allow the teeth to wear together so they have greater surface contact. And don't load the gears up with lots of torque (read: beat on it) until then. After that, BG Synchroshift is a good choice.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000025||Peakboost||12-10-2003||09:53 PM||||this is another DSM nightmare for me lol.<br />i dont think i want to spend 2k for a tranny.<br /><br />i bought thsi car for a DAILY Driver and to battle chicago weather.   i spent alot of money on my mr2 that i race/drive on summer. <br /><br /><br />all i want for this car is BONE STOCK AND LET IT RUN lol||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000026||Matticus||12-10-2003||10:17 PM||||Also you can try putting in a couple bottles of Mitsubishi Friction Modifier.  I am not sure on the part number, but you put in the speedo cable opening.  It may help thiken up the fluid a bit. I am using the Penn. Syncromesh.  It didn't make my third gear grind go away, but the rest of the gears shift SO much better.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000027||gvr4ever||12-10-2003||11:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> Also you can try putting in a couple bottles of Mitsubishi Friction Modifier.  I am not sure on the part number, but you put in the speedo cable opening.  It may help thiken up the fluid a bit. I am using the Penn. Syncromesh.  It didn't make my third gear grind go away, but the rest of the gears shift SO much better. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">As someone once told me (who was right) the friction mod is a band-aid.  <br /><br />Either the cluch PP is not being pushed in enough, or the tranny fluid is bad, or the tranny needs to be rebuilt.<br /><br />1st try tranny fluid.<br />2nd make sure you have play at the bottom of the pedel.  Lots of things can cause a dragging clutch pedel.  Pedel is on the floor.  Do a search.<br />3rd, it's time to look at the tranny.  At this point, the only true fix is a tranny rebuild.<br /><br />1st and 2nd clash. If you are on the floor, you have problems.  Keep it up, and a tranny rebuild will be needed anyway.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000028||Peakboost||12-11-2003||12:38 AM||||yea, my clutch catches ALL THE WAY in the bottom.....almost 1 inch off the floor..<br /><br /><br />how do i adjust it?||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000029||GVR-4||12-11-2003||12:43 AM||||There's a rod with a jam nut above the accelerator pedal. It's hard to get to and adjust unless you're a contortionist. Just lay under there on your back with a light and move the clutch pedal and you'll see where it is. You need to extend the rod further (unscrew it from the bracket once the jam nut is loose) through the fire wall.||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000030||Hertz||12-11-2003||01:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong> Hertz...   (like Enterprise Rental?)<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, like cycles/second thanks to my lineage (via Gustav Hertz, Nobel Lauriet in Physics) to Heinrich Hertz  who proved the existence of electromagnetic waves in 1888.<br /><br />You know... Karmann vortex (how your car measures airflow), radio frequencies (AM/FM, cell phones, satellite transmissions), your monitor and television, every solenoid, MRIs...  anything that's worth a damn.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000031||Peakboost||12-11-2003||04:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> There's a rod with a jam nut above the accelerator pedal. It's hard to get to and adjust unless you're a contortionist. Just lay under there on your back with a light and move the clutch pedal and you'll see where it is. You need to extend the rod further (unscrew it from the bracket once the jam nut is loose) through the fire wall. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  thank you!||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000032||slvrblt||12-11-2003||05:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I am using BG SS II (same as Synchromesh essentially) and my 2nd gear grinds when its cold, but my 3rd gear grinds when its warm. It a bit annoying. I am planning on (at the time of my next oil change) to put RedLine in it and get rid of that BG stuff. I'll make a topic when I do with my findings, but I suspect that there will be little to no difference at all. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like a shifter cable issue to me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why is that ? Please elaborate.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000033||Hertz||12-12-2003||01:57 PM||||I had a similar issue once and found that the gear selector (side-side arm) cable did not want to rest at neutral.  I adjusted the cable length (and twist) so that the cable rested exactly where the stick rested in neutral (i.e. centered).  Problem solved.  It could be <i>both</i> cables (I'm assuming that you haven't ever checked them) but because your problem is between 2nd-3rd and not 1st-2nd or 3rd-4th it is a difference of the selector.<br /><br />For the front-back, you want it to engage into gear just before the stick hits the bump stop (shifter base).  When I bought my car the rearward bump stop was squished and cracked and the stick was not even touching the forward stop.  It's really hard to shift when you are just barely engaging the gear.<br /><br />Of course, it could be your tranny going out, too, but wouldn't you rather check the easy thing first?  Besides, incorrectly adjusted cables can cause damage anyhow (over extending the shift forks, etc.)||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000034||slvrblt||12-12-2003||04:14 PM||||Thanks for the explianation, I will check the cables.<br /><br />I hope its something simple like those cables and not ANOTHER (3rd) tranny.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004092.cgi
A||||5||uno||Valve cover holes?||||1||||Micah||00000228
Z||000000||uno||12-07-2003||11:56 PM||corona1977@juno.com||Could someone briefly tell me what the two holes are for that are one the inside front and outside front of the valve cover? They are maybe 2-3mm I think, no threads, however when cleaning up the bit of oil that pools up on the inside I ran the rag across it and a little oil was pushed out on the opposite one. Hence I also know where the oil is coming from that persistantly leaks out right there. I was thinking of silicone sealing them. But what are they?<br />Thanks, Micah.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Micah||00000228||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||12-07-2003||11:59 PM||||hmm... so those dont have anything in them on other peoples cars as well. guess tahts good news for me, i thought id broken something important off at some point...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||12-08-2003||12:01 AM||||Here you go, nevermind some of the off topic rambling.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002921#000013" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002921#000013</a>||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||uno||12-08-2003||12:17 AM||||Perfect. Thanks Matt. By the way could I just seal them until I get a new cover if that is what the problem is?||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Micah||00000228||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||12-08-2003||12:29 AM||||I think those holes are connected through the cover to drain any fluid that gets caught in the spark plug "area". I wouldn't go sealing those up.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||12-08-2003||12:40 AM||||Yeah, I wouldn't seal them up.  Go to your local auto parts store, ask for a valve cover gasket kit. It will run you about 30 bucks.  Change all of the gaskets, you should no longer have oil seeping through the holes.  Be careful not to over tighten the bolts.  The cover will crack VERY easily, Anything much more than 2-3 lb-ft will crack it.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/004094.cgi
A||||3||Matticus||Cold Weather driving||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||12-08-2003||02:35 AM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I was reading some previous post about having overheating problems after some sprinted driving in the snow.  Someone suggested they may have blown the head gasket because of too much boost in the cold air.  My question is, is it easier to blow a head gasket in colder weather, than say warmer weather?  I know my car doesn't see anything higher than 3500 revs until it is completely warmed up.  My car seems much quicker in 40 degree weather than like 80 degree weather.  I am just curious, thanks for any answers.<br /><br />Mat||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-08-2003||08:25 AM||||you aren't any more likely to blow a hg in my opinion just due to the cold weather.  However donuts, drifting etc is usually done at lower speeds, lots of boost (high load due to snow) so lots of heat does get produce and lots of boost IF you aren't tuned well isn't good.  If you are tuned well it shouldn't be a problem.  Good way to test out the cooling system.  If everything isn't up to par, high loads repeatedly will test it, 30 degree weather or not.  I just moniter knock, rpm, timing and coolant temp.  As long as all 4 stay good, I keep playing until I get tired.<br /><br />And yes you will make more power on a 40deg day than a 80deg day.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||skivittlerjimb||12-08-2003||10:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I was reading some previous post about having overheating problems after some sprinted driving in the snow. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It may sound silly and obvious, but our cars seem to readily pack snow into the upper and lower grills, blocking off airflow to the radiator.  Depending on how thick/dense the snow is, this could lead  to over heating fairly rapidly.<br /><br />Got in some serious snow play in 53/1000 on Sat. in an untouched 18" of fluff in a school parking lot.  Man it's easy to drive this car sideways.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Then the Bolton Valley access road on Sunday morning, (~4 miles, 2000 vf gain) blowing by a Suby and Neon struggling their way up.  Got a good vibration on the way back, though, at about 40-45 mph.  Lots of snow and ice caked on my stock '92 rims... with the paint chipping off and the wheel pretty oxidized the snow sticks to them very easily...  A little spray silicon on 'em on snowy days?<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-08-2003||12:46 PM||||This is a good point that I forgot about.  My intercooler, wheels etc all pack up with ice pretty good when i'm messing around.  A quick stop and clear and they're back to normal.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004095.cgi
A||||9||Gvr4-330||Problems with car shaking.  Help?||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||12-08-2003||06:39 AM||roby827@hotmail.com||Hey,<br /><br />My car has a shake under acceleration/load.  It almost feels like wheel hopping, though I doubt it is.  It does seem more pronounced when making right turns rather than left turns.<br /><br />The tie-rod ends are in good shape, and the wheel itself doesn't shake when I pick the car up and try to shake it.<br /><br />Could it be a bad wheel bearing?  When I pick the wheels off the ground and try to turn the wheel, I don't really feel anything out of the abnormal.  How else can I tell if the wheel bearing is bad?<br /><br />Could it be a differential?  I don't really know the symptoms of a bad diff.<br /><br />Could it be a motor mount?  Maybe when the engine is straining more, it puts more stress on the motor mounts causing the shaking.  How could I tell if a motor mount is bad?<br /><br />Thanks for all the help!  I'm about ready to send it off to a mechanic for a diagnostic.<br /><br />Rob||192.31.106.34||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||12-08-2003||07:55 AM||||It's probably just very cold. <br /><br /><br />Really though, does it snow there? My first guess is that snow is packed in your wheel.<br /><br /> Second, to check for a bad wheel bearing you can jack the corner of the car in the air and grab the wheel at the top and bottom, shake it like a polaroid, only harder. The side-to side shake may show a bad ball joint but I don't suspect that. Perhaps a loose axle nut? That's another possiblity.<br /><br />A wheel bearing will make some noise when you turn and load the bad side.<br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-08-2003||09:30 AM||||probably carrier bearings in the driveshaft.  they are suspended in rubber, and over time, the rubber gets cracked and worn, and the driveshaft rolls around a lot under load.  when they are really bad, it will feel and sound like someone is pounding on the bottom of the car.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Darkside||12-08-2003||12:29 PM||||hey rob...<br /><br />Try checking the CV axle, my brother's acura did that once.  I thought it was the wheels or tranny, and one day the axle just snap.  its only shake and bounce on acceleration and heavy load.  Might want to check that too.||64.166.63.169||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000004||Sam Sayes||12-08-2003||12:39 PM||||Rob,<br /><br />Aren't you running the R-Axles on your car?<br />I was going to mention it to you but Alex got to it first, I suspect a bad ball joint.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-08-2003||12:44 PM||||Also, check wheels to see if the lug nuts are loose on one...Believe me, I had this happen, where lug nuts came loose somehow...Thank God I caught it early before the freakin wheel came off when I was driving....||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Gvr4-330||12-08-2003||12:56 PM||||Thanks for the suggestions. A couple things:<br />- The car has done this for awhile now, so it's not the cold.  It'll come and go.  At first I thought it was tires, but I got new tires.<br />- The car got rebuilt axles from Raxles about 30k miles ago.<br />- I have shaken the wheels with the car in the air, and I can't find any movement.<br />- Lug nuts are torqued properly. Checked it last night.<br />- I haven't checked the carrier bearings, so I'll do that, but it really feels like a shake like a slipping tire.  Does it more on right turns (load on the driver's side wheel) instead of left turns (load on the pass side wheel).<br /><br />What are the symptoms of a bad motor mount and what are the symptoms of differential problems?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Rob||192.31.106.34||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000007||Sam Sayes||12-08-2003||01:03 PM||||Rob,<br /><br />Come by and we will check the mounts,<br />i have a mount that goes on the drivers side (the L looking 1)we can put that on and see if it will eliminate that problem.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000008||Gvr4-330||12-08-2003||01:49 PM||||Thanks Sam.  I'm going to be out of town until Wed.  (hope the car will get me to where I'm going).<br /><br />A few observables I noticed on the way home... The car shakes on right turns with the clutch pushed in, just not as much.  The acceleration really amplifies the shake.<br /><br />I want to say it feels like the left front wheel is giving me problems, but I really couldn't say.<br /><br />Rob||68.227.203.245||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000009||Sam Sayes||12-08-2003||02:14 PM||||Thats cool Rob,<br />whenever you get a chance come on by.<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum2/004096.cgi
A||||3||spatchana||engine seized?||||1||||spatchana||00002703
Z||000000||spatchana||12-08-2003||12:11 PM||supoj.patchana@us.army.mil||After just spending $4,800+ dollars on my VR4,I seized the engine. I have a few questions that hopefully somebody could help me w/:<br /><br />1.) Has this ever happened to anyone and if so, was anyone able to simply rebuild (provided the block wasn't cracked?<br /><br />2.) Should I buy a JDM engine, and if so from whom?<br /><br />3.) Are there any problems with a JDM engine and getting it compatible w/ US spec ECU?||204.34.247.9||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-08-2003||12:22 PM||||1.  dont know, probably not<br />2.  depends on what you want, and a whole bunch of places<br />3.  nope.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||12-08-2003||12:43 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003302#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003302#000000</a>||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||12-08-2003||02:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spatchana:<br /><strong> <br />1.) Has this ever happened to anyone and if so, was anyone able to simply rebuild (provided the block wasn't cracked?<br />2.) Should I buy a JDM engine, and if so from whom?<br />3.) Are there any problems with a JDM engine and getting it compatible w/ US spec ECU? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1] Happened to one of my customers.  His oil pump siezed and destroyed the valves/and pistons<br />Do a post mortem on your motor to see <b> if </b> it really has seized. If the cylinder walls aren't to badly damaged you might be able to rebuild your bottom end<br /><br />2] A JDM head/block are the same as a US Spec engine.  The INTAKE manifolds and thermostat housings are different.  swap over those parts to a JDM engine and you're in business.  <br /><br />3] If you use the US spec mani and ECU then you won't have any ECU compatibility issues<br /><br />Hope this info helps     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum2/004097.cgi
A||||14||thejeebus2002||Did anyone have really random knock counts before replacing the lifters?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||12-08-2003||12:23 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Just curious.  My knock sensor voltage is right on the money now and I still have the knock.  Before I go dumping 160 bux on lifters I just wanted to see how everyone else's turned out after replacement.  <br /><br />(MY car)-Sporadic knock mostly when it's cold when the lifters are goin crazy, i can't really hear the lifters when it warms up but that doesn't mean 1 or more arent stuck.  Plus there's a Mofugas exhaust on there that's loud as crap so hearing the lifters is tough.<br /><br />After the car warms up I don't get the knock as much until  I slow down again-this is why I'm beginning to think that my knock is oil pressure related...higher engine speeds=increased oil pressure.  Just wondering about everyone else on here and their results with 3rd gen lifters.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||12-09-2003||12:58 PM||||I know some of you have replaced their lifters to get rid of phantom knock.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||12-09-2003||01:22 PM||||I did.  It did not help.  They were not the cause.<br />They did fix some occasional obivously fake knock.  When the car was cold and the lifters were really audible, a tap of the gas would send the sensor reading straight to 43.  Always 43, on or off, nothing in between.  I think if noisy lifters are the cause, 43 or 0 is usually what you'll see.  I know it was in my case.  The mid/partial-throttle knock was not affected at all by the new lifters.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||12-09-2003||01:24 PM||||did you ever pinpoint what it was?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||stevevr4||12-09-2003||01:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> did you ever pinpoint what it was? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm guessing no, hence this thread.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000005||s_firestone||12-09-2003||03:56 PM||||Doesn't the hydraulic adjuster for the timing belt make alot of noise that sounds like harsh tapping if its out of spec?  I think it it's too loose the belt slacks and tightens.  What about tensioner or idler pulley bearings?<br /><br />What about the harmonic balancer pulley?<br /><br />Try removing all the accessory belts.  Not for long as obviously the water pump is badly needed.<br /><br />What about carbon buildup on the top ridge of the piston wall?<br /><br />I'm just throwing ideas out, hope they help.||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||12-09-2003||04:08 PM||||My auto tentioner was starting to make noise on start up, but it went away after the car was warmed up.  Also, it was NOT a tapping noise.  The auto tentioner noise didn't cause any false knock.  I might have caused a little knock due to throwing tools around the garage from having to replace the t-belt 20K miles too early because I was too stupid to replace the auto tentioner the first time.<br /><br />This may or may not help out.<br /><br />A buddy of mine had a auto TEL and the tranny caused knock.  Also, before I had mine rebuilt, it was so sloppy on shifts, that it caused the knock sensor to go off.  I would only get like maybe 4 or 5 counts though.<br /><br />To answer the original question, replacing the lifters fixed all of my phantom knock.  My lifters were so loud though.  They were some of the worst I have ever heard.  They were like that when I bought the car, so I don't know what the cause was.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||thejeebus2002||12-09-2003||04:26 PM||||yeah, ill get 43 counts, fairly easily by blipping the gas int he driveway.  Sometimes it there sometimes not.<br /><br />Things Ive ruled out.<br /><br />1.  Fuel Pump-replaced<br />2.  FPR - replaced<br />3.  CAS - replaced<br />4.  Fuel Filter - replaced<br />5.  Spark plugs, wires, ig. coil - replaced<br />6.  02 sensor - replaced<br />7.  knock sensor - replaced<br />8.  Checked Base Ig. Timing - 5 BTDC<br />9.  No intake leaks- 17-18vac at idle<br />10. Not associated with something shaking, vibrating while driving, I can duplicate the behavior while sitting still.<br /><br />Possible culprits:<br /><br />1.  Noisy lifters-although they really aren't very audible.<br /><br />2.  Carbon buildup-unlikely i think b/c it's so random when the knock occurs, doesn't really occur at high engine speeds, just lo- and part-throttle.<br /><br />3.  Injectors not spraying correctly - havent checked.  I have another set (that works) that i will be dropping in.<br /><br />4.  Balance shaft bearing/rod knock,etc.- I can't hear a noise that would indicate this.  Actually the car runs great (compression 150's).  <br /><br />5.  Electrical problem - I have enough voltage going to the sensor so I don't think it's that either.<br /><br />I'm going to clean the lifters this week along with swapping out the injectors.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000008||Dan D||12-09-2003||05:57 PM||||Nope, still plauges me.  Has so since late summer.  <br /><br />Things I've ruled out by replacement, swapping, and/or testing:<br /><br />lifters<br />fpr<br />injectors<br />fuel filter<br />fuel pump<br />head gasket<br />knock sensor<br />carbon build up<br />battery cables<br />a billion gazillion different fuel settings<br />boost leak test<br />probably other stuff I'm fogetting<br /><br />I've listened with stethescope just about everywhere to no avail.  When it doesn't do it, the car is ball-to-the-wall fast (well, for a 14b powered car anyway).  But 80% of the time it's knock-knock, who's there = you're slow.<br /><br />I'm leaning toward the 14yo, 178k miles motor/tranny mounts next.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000009||josh91vr4||12-09-2003||11:14 PM||||hehe, it fixed my knock count right up. I still occasionally get it, but only when my car is running crazy hot (think it really is knock now)<br />I used to get 43 counts all the time, replaced lifters, beeeeeee-a-utiful.<br />~Josh||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000010||thejeebus2002||12-09-2003||11:59 PM||||FIXED IT!!!!<br /><br />This is what I did.<br /><br />1.Swapped injectors-Nothing<br />2.Put other set of wires back on-Nothing<br />3.Cleaned up harness for knock sensor and put back together with some dielectric grease. Also ziptied the harness together cuz the grease kept letting the plug senor seperate from the harness.<br />4.Found 2 hard to find boost leaks (one was on the boot with the inlet going to the turbo-it was located underneath the hose clamp.)<br /><br />Cleared my knock sensor code and I'm golden.  I took it out a few times already and I'm not getting any knock with lotsa timing advance now.  Hopefully it will still work tomorrow.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000011||thejeebus2002||12-10-2003||03:21 PM||||Still works great.  I didn't know 14b's could pull this hard.  Only a matter of time before I blow it up now.<br /><br />I still get phantom knock on initial startup when its sitting for a while but it's b/c of the lifters.  As soon as they stop making noise it goes away.  I'm going to clean those up here soon as my next project.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000012||Kibo||12-10-2003||08:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> Nope, still plauges me.  Has so since late summer.  <br /><br />Things I've ruled out by replacement, swapping, and/or testing:</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dan, have you checked your base timing?  Make sure you ground only the timing connector and not the diagnostic plug when adjusting the timing (and that the car is warmed up, accessories off, etc.).<br /><br />FWIW, I had a phantom knock problem similar to what several of you described--specifically, I would see 43 counts when free-rev'ing at idle, as well as inconsistent and intermittent knock when boosting.  I tried just about everything under the sun to get rid of it (basically Dan's list); and even though my lifters weren't making any audible noise, that was my last resort.  To my surprise, it fixed the problem completely.  As always, YMMV.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000013||Dan D||12-10-2003||09:04 PM||||That would fall into the "Things I couldn't remember to mention" category.  Tried base timing from 2-10 btdc.  Didn't make a difference.  That's another reason I'm becoming convinced it's a mechanical noise.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000014||R332||12-12-2003||12:15 AM||||My lifters are original and I get huge spikes of knock (35+) when I am driving the car cold and the lifters are noisy. It also happens when the car idles for a long time and the lifters "pump down" and start to make more noise. When the car is warm and the lifters are quiet the car runs like a champ!  I am too cheap to replace the lifters until it gets worse so I just aby it when cold.||137.186.225.201||reg||1||R332||00002894||yes



ubb/Forum2/004098.cgi
A||||3||neonturbo1995||Headwork||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||12-08-2003||01:03 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I have my cylinder head completely disassembled because I had some bent valves, and I have another cylinder head that I am going to use the valves from.<br /><br />Should I have them reconditioned?<br /><br />Also, while it is apart, I thought I might have the head lightly ported and the casting flash behind the valves cleaned up. Can anyone recommend a good place that does quality head work on DSM heads that is not terribly expensive?<br /><br />I really need only the grinding as I have it disassembled and I will reassemble it myself.<br /><br /><br />I will be adding my water injection, nitrous and HKS 264/264 cams soon so I thought some mild headwork might help.||68.164.4.18||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||12-08-2003||01:21 PM||||I would get your valve guides checked, new valve seals, get the seats cut, lap the valves, and get the head decked and pressure tested.  <br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||12-12-2003||01:11 PM||||the machine shop told me it would cost more to do the necessary work to me head than to get a new head ($450 to be exact), so I am no open to ideas.  I really only need the casting, because I have all the parts I need to reassemble the head.<br /><br />Does any company sell ported heads for less that $450 (just the casting minus valvetrain)?<br /><br />Anyone on here have one to sell?||68.164.12.69||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||12-12-2003||01:22 PM||||Man you go through heads faster than most people go through spark plugs.  Isn't this the second one now?  MachVR-4 has a head for sale, newly rebuilt with new valves, guides and seals for 350 bucks.  You don't really need a ported head, just spend your money on something else for right now.  Here's a link.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002684" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002684</a>||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/004099.cgi
A||||3||ayvr4||Quick MMCD||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||12-08-2003||01:34 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||just wondering if you can do all the solenoid tests and engine error code extraction and clearing with the mmcd software like you can with pocketlogger.<br />Thanks||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||12-08-2003||01:37 PM||||Yes.  I've never tried to test the injectors with it so I don't know but I know the pump def. works.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||12-08-2003||01:56 PM||||Here's a view of the test panel in MMCd:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2185" alt=" - " />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||12-08-2003||02:00 PM||||Thanks! found it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
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A||||10||SearsPointVR4||lots of oil out of the bov!!!||||1||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||12-08-2003||03:55 PM||Ges1759@aol.com||Okay,,,, I was out driving for a little bit of logging/tuning and was in the middle of a third gear pull,  about 4500 rpm and pretty low boost (about ten pounds) and the car fell on its nose, like it lost spark or fuel, it would lose all power as soon as any boost came on. I checked under the hood and there was mobil one everywhere, especailly running off of the bov and everything in it's path. to confirm I started the car and gave it a little rev, sure enough, giant cloud of atomized oil when I let off.  The only thing I can really think of is the oil seals in the turbo, why would that cause it to fall on it's nose though like it lost all spark or fuel? I do have the gm maf in a blow through configuration?  but I don't really know...  The turbo its self is a brand new big 16g from turbo trix, and the lines were good, no build up or anything, so I'm kinda scratching my head thinking I'm going to have to pull it back apart.<br /><br />help me please!!!<br />ford.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||12-08-2003||04:08 PM||||how's your compression, could be piston ring blow by.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||SearsPointVR4||12-08-2003||05:19 PM||||compression and leakdown are fine, the oil's coming out of the blow off valve, before it even gets to the motor. the only place the oil could be coming from is the turbo.  I'm just curious why?  especially if it's all brand new pieces.<br /><br />ford.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||12-08-2003||06:33 PM||||I'm having the same trouble. I switched back to 10w-30 oil from 5w-30 and it helped.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||SearsPointVR4||12-08-2003||06:47 PM||||I don't think this is a oil viscosity problem, I mean, it's a lot of oil! Okay, if I rev it to about 4500 rpm just sitting there and cup my hand in front of the bov, when it discharges, it probably blows three tablespoons of oil into my hand.  I did check the crankcase vent tube going into the air intake (check if maybe the oil was originating there from a baffling issue or something) and that was fine, not any excesive blow by or anything and there was no oil in the tube before the turbo.  I'm guessing it almost has to be the turbo shaft seals.????<br /><br />ford.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||12-08-2003||08:17 PM||||That's what I thought. Then I read this from the Forced Performance website:<br /><br /><br />My tubo is smoking and it's brand new. The shaft has normal play in it so is one of my seals blown? <br /><br />   The term "blown seal" is widely used to describe a turbo that has oil coming out of it. In reality a turbocharger seal cannot become damaged until the freeplay of the shaft has increased to the point where the blades of the turbocharger have been rubbing against the housings. Blade contact usually requires more than .035" of side to side movement of the shaft. In some cases it is even possible to rub the blades and still not damage the seals. <br />   If the turbo is new and the shaft isn't loose and bouncing off the housings, but oil is coming out of it chances are you can correct the problem without even taking the turbo back off the car. <br />   The seals within the turbo are not meant to hold back a bearing housing that has become full of oil. They are designed to sling the oil mist and spray within the bearing housing away from the point where the shaft comes out each end. If the bearing housing becomes full of oil it will ooze out past even brand new seal rings. <br />   The oil should freely drain out of the bearing housing as quickly as the engine supplies it. This is why the drain tube is so much larger than the supply tube. Gravity is the only force moving the oil out of the turbocharger. Any slight restriction in the oil drain tube, even a small silicone dingle berry, can slightly impede the draining of the oil and cause oil to back up into the bearing housing. <br /><br />Now I'm not sure. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net/faq.aspx" target="_blank">http://www.forcedperformance.net/faq.aspx</a>   <br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||SearsPointVR4||12-08-2003||08:39 PM||||yeah, I did have that same notion floating through my mind (about the drain being pluged) I did have the head off the car and what not at the same time as the turbo upgrade, I did clean the supply and drain tubes for the turbo, but the dingle of silicone or something could be possible, I'll check the drain tube tomorrow before pulling the turbo and calling turbo trix. thanks.<br /><br />ford.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000007||SearsPointVR4||12-09-2003||08:00 PM||||figured it out, I really feel like an ass now thgouh.....  7+ quarts of oil will cover the turbo drain.... Don't ask...||198.81.26.75||reg||12||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||12-09-2003||08:31 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2210" alt=" - " /><br /><br />That's a tad too much.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||12-10-2003||01:11 AM||||<img src="http://funehumor.com/images/fun/wisdom/~mistake.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||12-10-2003||08:34 AM||||<img src="http://www.stupidpicture.com/pics/cockpit.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://mistupid.com/pictures/images/signsotp.jpg" alt=" - " />||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
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q!12-12-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452986.1734!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2452989.1852!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!1/4 with Tdo5h 14b!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452990.0950!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!00002812!,
q!Ian M!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!12:14 AM!,
q!2452992.0014!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!stock wheel / brake clearance?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!10:19 AM!,
q!2452990.1019!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2452990.1133!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!Will a DSM clutch master cyl. work?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452990.1141!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!02:23 PM!,
q!2452990.1423!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!sputter!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452990.1258!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!coop!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!02:35 PM!,
q!2452990.1435!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!timing belt.!,
q!9!,
q!15!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452990.1714!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!04:29 PM!,
q!2452991.1629!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!Tap for Boost Guage!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452990.1905!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2452991.1548!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Opinions on porting?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452990.2255!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2452991.1507!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!aWeX!,
q!Has anyone tried a GReddy turbo on their VR4?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!09:03 AM!,
q!2452991.0903!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!aWeX!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!09:03 AM!,
q!2452991.0903!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!Need bolt size!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452991.1258!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452991.2343!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q~lots of oil out of the bov!!!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2452982.1555!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!spoulson!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!08:34 AM!,
q!2452984.0834!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!Stupid questions that need asking!,
q!11!,
q!11!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!04:37 PM!,
q!2452982.1637!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!Beemer!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452985.0047!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!ARP head studs reusable?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452982.1747!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2452983.0009!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!4 bolt/ lsd's!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!06:02 PM!,
q!2452982.1802!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!drew!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2452984.1735!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q~This is the last AFC question I'm going to ask! ~,
q!12!,
q!7!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!07:53 PM!,
q!2452982.1953!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452984.1034!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cevic!,
q!ECU remove?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452982.2224!,
q!cevic!,
q!00001034!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!11:17 AM!,
q!2452984.1117!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Bumpy!,
q!Australian Spec VR4!,
q!10!,
q!6!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!11:23 PM!,
q!2452982.2323!,
q!Bumpy!,
q!00003014!,
q!Bumpy!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452983.1453!,
q!Bumpy!,
q!00003014!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!1G BOV!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452982.2328!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2452986.1933!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bumpy!,
q!What to look for ?!,
q!12!,
q!6!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!05:41 AM!,
q!2452983.0541!,
q!Bumpy!,
q!00003014!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!09:01 AM!,
q!2452984.0901!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PhantomZX!,
q!Thinking about buying high mileage VR4!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!08:34 PM!,
q!2452986.2034!,
q!PhantomZX!,
q!00003047!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452990.2144!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atc250r!,
q!Lost injector pulse?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!06:53 AM!,
q!2452983.0653!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452984.0059!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!stupid cyclone question!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452986.2159!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2452989.2024!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!00000031!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!seooooot!,
q!8!,
q!2!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452986.2359!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!09:00 AM!,
q!2452987.0900!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSpin!,
q!fender bender!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!02:51 AM!,
q!2452987.0251!,
q!JSpin!,
q!00003024!,
q!JSpin!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452988.1529!,
q!JSpin!,
q!00003024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!logging fuel trims???!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2452987.1256!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2452987.1354!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q~P/N Needed!!!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452987.1307!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!00001484!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!10:43 AM!,
q!2452989.1043!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!starion questions!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!03:25 PM!,
q!2452987.1525!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452987.1635!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Throttle body coolant lines-reversing the elimination mod.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!04:22 PM!,
q!2452987.1622!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!03:49 PM!,
q!2452988.1549!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!power steering pump question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2452991.1306!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2452991.2222!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slowgalantvr4!,
q!boost or some other problem!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452987.1710!,
q!slowgalantvr4!,
q!00002218!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452991.1723!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!quick0ne!,
q!Solid Motor Mounts?!,
q!8!,
q!11!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!03:09 PM!,
q!2452991.1509!,
q!thompstone!,
q!00003051!,
q!broke down!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452992.1131!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!oxygen sensor!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!06:49 PM!,
q!2452987.1849!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!markrieb!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!01:54 AM!,
q!2452989.0154!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!Again with the idle surge!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452991.1515!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!01:25 AM!,
q!2452997.0125!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!Some more wierd ass crap is going on.!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!06:41 PM!,
q!2452991.1841!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!01:41 PM!,
q!2452993.1341!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!For anyone with 5 lug swap who wants to fix the ABS. (Long)!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!08:44 PM!,
q!2452991.2044!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2452992.1555!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!buick!,
q!E.C.U!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2452992.0120!,
q!gransport!,
q!00001769!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452992.1654!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!bad smell!,
q!1!,
q!32!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!09:20 AM!,
q!2452992.0920!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!08:07 AM!,
q!2452998.0807!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000032!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Anyone use the HKS EZ Boost Controller!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2452992.1722!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452993.1445!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!00000138!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!what blow off valve to use!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452992.1733!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!number3!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!09:42 AM!,
q!2453000.0942!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!my car put puts!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452992.1937!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452993.1147!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!oil squirters!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!09:11 AM!,
q!2452983.0911!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2452985.1958!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!coop!,
q!hick up?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2452983.1206!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!Dan D!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2452983.1328!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spatchana!,
q!JDM engine vendor!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2452983.1246!,
q!spatchana!,
q!00002703!,
q!miturra!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!03:33 PM!,
q!2452983.1533!,
q!hondo!,
q!00001080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Will this work on our cars?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!09:03 PM!,
q!2452983.2103!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!09:11 PM!,
q!2452983.2111!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboren!,
q!Do I really HAVE to take off the timing belt to change the water pump?!,
q!9!,
q!10!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452983.2106!,
q!turboren!,
q!00002199!,
q!turboren!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2453036.1707!,
q!turboren!,
q!00002199!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!Just finished moving the radiator over 1&quot;!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!10:25 PM!,
q!2452983.2225!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!02:50 AM!,
q!2452984.0250!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Clutch switch override and ...???!,
q!2!,
q!12!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452983.2335!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2452984.2322!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!Fuel Rail Noise!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!10:32 AM!,
q!2452984.1032!,
q!Monstabishi!,
q!00002812!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!11:42 AM!,
q!2452984.1142!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!00001481!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!If a 16G can be clocked.. then!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2452987.2008!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!07:46 PM!,
q!2452988.1946!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!Car is having problem starting after sitting for 20min in a rainy day?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452984.1609!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!07:06 PM!,
q!2453039.1906!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!00000031!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GreenSpeed!,
q!Best k&amp;n setup!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!09:17 PM!,
q!2452987.2117!,
q!GreenSpeed!,
q!00002524!,
q!GreenSpeed!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452987.2119!,
q!GreenSpeed!,
q!00002524!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!Ah Sh#@, Here we go again!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!08:07 PM!,
q!2452984.2007!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!12:39 PM!,
q!2452985.1239!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REB!,
q!Car Does not Start!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2452987.2118!,
q!REB!,
q!00002494!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452995.2311!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Drive shaft rebuild !,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2452987.2337!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452989.2301!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!Did my TRANS Fluid, Bleed the clutch, oil change..!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!04:50 AM!,
q!2452988.0450!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!08:20 PM!,
q!2452988.2020!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!My monkey's paw.....!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!11:05 AM!,
q!2452988.1105!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!Oztek!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!11:05 AM!,
q!2452988.1105!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Very High Idle!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452988.1840!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!Craig91!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452988.2307!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!Smoke question!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452988.1848!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!10:49 AM!,
q!2452989.1049!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!Any ideas on how to stop poping out of gear.!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452993.0036!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!00002816!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!08:43 AM!,
q!2453010.0843!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!00002816!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!IC flex hose!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2452988.1941!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2452988.2041!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!car dies mid-drive....alt or voltage reg?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2452993.0051!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!RayH!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!10:55 AM!,
q!2452993.1055!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sobes!,
q!Hit a curb while drifting- any ideas...?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2452988.1944!,
q!sobes!,
q!00001649!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!01:36 AM!,
q!2452992.0136!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!blower failed!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!09:12 AM!,
q!2452993.0912!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!Darkside!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!01:32 AM!,
q!2452995.0132!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!oil change = lifter noise?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!09:14 AM!,
q!2452993.0914!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!10:06 AM!,
q!2452997.1006!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!Transmission Rebuild!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2452993.1041!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!markrieb!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2453000.1612!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Ventilation intake source?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2452993.1059!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!number3!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!07:14 PM!,
q!2452994.1914!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!o2 CEL!,
q!2!,
q!2!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!02:38 PM!,
q!2452993.1438!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!03:32 PM!,
q!2452993.1532!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!96 eclipse gst radio security code!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!03:16 PM!,
q!2452993.1516!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!03:26 PM!,
q!2452993.1526!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Changed the lifters, my knuckles still hurt!,
q!11!,
q!14!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2452993.1656!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2453001.1749!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Front bumper: How many bolts are you missing?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!05:06 PM!,
q!2452993.1706!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!1101!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452994.1757!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!funny idle !,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!01:52 AM!,
q!2452985.0152!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!markrieb!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2453010.1805!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Z1500!,
q!e-prom?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!04:39 AM!,
q!2452985.0439!,
q!Z1500!,
q!00002791!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!07:19 AM!,
q!2452985.0719!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!scary sounds!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2452985.1005!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR4!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2452989.1229!,
q!GVR4!,
q!00000358!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!WIDE WHEELS!,
q!1!,
q!32!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!10:29 AM!,
q!2452985.1029!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452988.0053!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000032!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!russya!,
q!Clutch Master/slave cylinder part #'s!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!11:57 AM!,
q!2452985.1157!,
q!Russya!,
q!00000991!,
q!#258!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2452985.1206!,
q!#258!,
q!00000439!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!Noise on cold start??!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2452985.1303!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2452985.1728!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!Suspension Do it myself?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!01:51 PM!,
q!2452985.1351!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452985.2153!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!EVO 8 intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2452985.1535!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!jayru!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452994.1544!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!My car is running good again......*link inside*!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452985.1613!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2452985.1755!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Resistor On Firewall (Coil or Power Transistor?)!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!11:33 PM!,
q!2452988.2333!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!tplesko!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!01:14 PM!,
q!2452990.1314!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Aw crap!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!06:09 PM!,
q!2452985.1809!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!06:54 PM!,
q!2452987.1854!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!okay i'm gonna try the fuel pump install!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!03:59 AM!,
q!2452989.0359!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452989.1748!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!NZ VR4 RS!,
q!oil temp and pressure senders!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!04:26 AM!,
q!2452989.0426!,
q!NZ VR4 RS!,
q!00000115!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!10:27 AM!,
q!2452989.1027!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!timing poll.. what do u guys run?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!03:36 PM!,
q!2452989.1536!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!bazeng!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!03:22 PM!,
q!2452992.1522!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GreenSpeed!,
q!Oil squirting out of dipstick tube.!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2452989.1558!,
q!GreenSpeed!,
q!00002524!,
q!GVR4N!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452989.2213!,
q!Raggedy GVR-4!,
q!00000726!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!my trunk....!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452989.1808!,
q!galantgsr!,
q!00002158!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!09:58 AM!,
q!2452990.0958!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Where to buy 7cm turbine housing?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2452989.1900!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2452990.2245!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Went to get car today....!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2452989.2127!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!02:58 AM!,
q!2453033.0258!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Questions about LSD AWD in general?!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452989.2301!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!11:31 PM!,
q!2452991.2331!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Question About Throttle Body Mod Jon Did!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452990.0030!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!12:57 AM!,
q!2453012.0057!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!Weight Transfer, original struts!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452985.2344!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2452987.2017!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!Clutch Suggestions!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!02:43 AM!,
q!2452986.0243!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!12:14 AM!,
q!2452987.0014!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!coolant shelf life!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!06:30 AM!,
q!2452986.0630!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452986.2109!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q~My MBC is a son of a B#$%^&amp;$*#!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!07:57 AM!,
q!2452986.0757!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!admsr!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452988.1844!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!bare cylinder head!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452986.1304!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452986.1702!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!porting head?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2452986.1335!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2452986.1335!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!Boost down because of cold?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452986.1339!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!04:57 PM!,
q!2452986.1657!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
};
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ubb/Forum2/004101.cgi
A||||11||snwbrd40oz||Stupid questions that need asking||||11||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||12-08-2003||04:37 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||So let's pretend that fro a second that I'm retarded (for anyone that knows me it shouldnt be too hard). What is the big deal with switching to a 4 bolt rear end? Is it just strength? And what is everyone else doing for cupholders? My car is a daily driver that sees alot of fast food action.<br />Anyone? anyone?||64.136.27.228||reg||11||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||My_GVR_4||12-08-2003||04:43 PM||||4-bolt is the way to go... especially if you have BIG Ol' Horse Power.  If you launch and launch hard, you should go 4-bolt, if not, stay with your 3-bolt.<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||12-08-2003||05:24 PM||||i have the cupholder insert that goes in the armrest. doesn't hold cups to well though||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||12-08-2003||05:41 PM||||I think it is more about the LSD than the number of bolts.  A 3-bolt LSD is probably enough of an improvement for most non-drag racer types.<br /><br />I thought the 3-bolt LSD had to be delivered from Heaven, but I swear someone said you can get an LSD cartridge for your 3-bolt.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||SLedge||12-08-2003||06:08 PM||||I just bought a 3-bolt LSD from Keydiver, but he may have connections "upstairs."  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||12-08-2003||06:31 PM||||I have a 3 bolt limited slip rear end I will sell.  It came from a 90 Eclipse.||68.76.190.31||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||12-08-2003||06:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I thought the 3-bolt LSD had to be delivered from Heaven, but I swear someone said you can get an LSD cartridge for your 3-bolt. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yup.  i just had this done.  scott took the old diff out, rebuilt it with the lsd cartridge.  works great.  cartridge came from a 1g a long time ago.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Mitsuturbo||12-08-2003||08:56 PM||||i have about 4 3 bolt LSD diffs, they're just collecting dust right now.. just part of my "shelf stock"||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||12-10-2003||01:24 AM||||Right, and weren't you complaining that there were too many VR-4s in Illinois, like we were hoarding them?  Yeah!  And here you are stockpiling 3bolt LSDs in Utah...  probably next to a cache of weapons and Deseret canned Emu.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||Bigfoot200200||12-10-2003||02:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> i have the cupholder insert that goes in the armrest. doesn't hold cups to well though </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well since I've already installed the 4 bolt, I think I'm ready to step up to the cupholder mod. Where did you find it?||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||12-10-2003||03:15 AM||||Check the underside of your armrest.  Ha!||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||Beemer||12-11-2003||12:47 AM||||Actually, the 4 bolts have nothing to do with the mod, nor do the rear end internals.  (yes, you need all the 4 bolt stuff, but for OTHER reasons)  Most of us who make horsepower, and launch stupidly (as in showing off burning all 4 tires off the line)  We usually, for some reason, with at least a 3 bolt LSD, is break the driver's side rear axle off at the splines IN THE PUMPKIN, which usually winds up dropping into the diff and making a total mess out of the entire unit.  The 4 BOLT rears advantage is a STRONGER axle.  We TEL owners never seem to manage to break an axle at the cups, or the cv joints, but ALWAYS break right where the axle splines start on the axle going into the pumpkin.  Which of course explains why so many of us keep a VCE in our toolbox for the drive home.  Still, I see more guys break axles with a VCE installed than not.  I'm just running a stock pressure plate and a 6 puck disc and am pretty happy with the way it hooks up.  It does slip a bit in first off the line, but that's an axle saver in my opinion.  my 60 foot times are still in the two second range||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/004102.cgi
A||||4||Akidosigh1||ARP head studs reusable?||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||12-08-2003||05:47 PM||||are the arp head studs reusable?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||12-08-2003||06:35 PM||||I don't know for sure, but I think so.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||12-08-2003||09:01 PM||||Yes.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||curtis||12-08-2003||11:24 PM||||yes||67.25.36.230||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||12-09-2003||12:09 AM||||I would check them with a tap and see if they are stretched , I doubt it but It's always nice to be safe.||65.177.240.210||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/004103.cgi
A||||5||henrok||4 bolt/ lsd's||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||12-08-2003||06:02 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey guys , when changing to a 4 bolt / lsd's, is it possible to just use the internals from the 4 and put them inside our units? or do we have to change the whole thing?||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-08-2003||06:50 PM||||why would you want to do that?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||12-08-2003||07:35 PM||||See the current thread "Keeping 4WS with the 4 Bolt".||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||12-09-2003||12:55 AM||||Haha, Drew, I love it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.59.219.135||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||henrok||12-10-2003||04:55 PM||||arent the internal parts that matter?  so if this is so, then why not just swap the internal parts and leave it be ( that is if it fits though)||64.12.97.9||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||drew||12-10-2003||05:35 PM||||for most people I think it's easier to swap in a new pumpkin. It's a lot less intimidating to swap out the pumpkin than the internals, esp. because it's rare to see someone selling the innards without the pumpkin, and you'll need the axles as well.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004104.cgi
A||||7||agrabau||This is the last AFC question I'm going to ask! ||||12||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-08-2003||07:53 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||My AFC (SAFC) is reading what seems to be 2x rpms. I wired it per Lambo's instructions from this website. I'm not sure if this matters but I can't confirm that this ECU is original Galant Livery. It's A XXX stage III (I can't mention his name  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />So, do I have a 4 cylinder versus 2 cylinder setting problem? Can someone guide me through the cylinder setting process if that's the problem? <br /><br />Thanks a lot, <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||12||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-08-2003||09:04 PM||||go to the rre site, they tell you exactly what to do.  it's been so long ago, i cant remember.  but there IS a cylinder setting point.  i think it comes right after setting the unit for karmann mas.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-08-2003||09:35 PM||||Ken, I just figured it out, came back to delete this post in hopes of covering my tracks. Ken, you ruined it. I blame you.<br /><br /><br />I checked the Apexi site a little further. The setting, just for the archives sake, is under Misc, car settings, mine was set to 2 cyl, it needed to be on 4 cyl. This is funny because it's backwards from what other archived posts say. <br /><br />Anyway, seriously- thanks Ken. Over and out. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||12-10-2003||01:22 AM||||That's funny because your car is set to 2WD and it should be 4WD.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||yiutsang||12-10-2003||05:04 AM||||But I set mine as 2-cylinder in order for it to report proper RPM<br /><br />Strange...||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||12-10-2003||09:12 AM||||Hertz, once I getun-stuck and out of my driveway I'm coming to get you.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-10-2003||09:26 AM||||Damn Bim you need your snow tires already.  BTW mine is set to 4 cyl and all is well||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||dlpinckney||12-10-2003||10:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Yiuwa:<br /><strong> But I set mine as 2-cylinder in order for it to report proper RPM<br /><br />Strange... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you follow the wiring diagram that Apex-i includes with the product, it will show the incorrect wire to tap at the ECU for the RPM signal - at least for US spec cars.  These instructions show the correct wire:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660</a>||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/004105.cgi
A||||15||cevic||ECU remove?||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||12-08-2003||10:24 PM||||Can anyone tell me where is the ECU of our car locates at? What is the best way to get into it and remove it. Thank you.||129.237.117.120||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||12-08-2003||10:35 PM||||it's under the Archives, just next to the VFAQ.com||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||12-09-2003||06:36 PM||||Or you can use the  <i> search function </i> and type in <b>ECU location </b>||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||mj_rosenfeld||12-09-2003||06:58 PM||||It's also located under the electrical section inside the manual.<br />Mike R.<br />Oh what the hell, it's under the dash on the passenger side.||209.41.235.202||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000004||My_GVR_4||12-09-2003||07:17 PM||||In order to get to the ECU, you need to remove the glovebox.  It's pretty easy to figure out how to remove the glovebox once you start messing around.  <br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.73.89.140||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||12-09-2003||07:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong> In order to get to the ECU, you need to remove the glovebox.  It's pretty easy to figure out how to remove the glovebox once you start messing around.  <br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No you don't.  Glovebox removal is not needed.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||12-09-2003||07:25 PM||||I thought it was behind the lower kick panel on the floor of the pasenger side?.?.  That's where mine is.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000007||crucible||12-09-2003||08:45 PM||||Its over here.<br />No, wait, its over there.<br />No, you have to remove that first<br />No you dont<br />Huh?<br /> <br />See, it turned out to be a good question afterall  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000008||My_GVR_4||12-10-2003||12:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No you don't. Glovebox removal is not needed ....... <b>gvr4ever</b> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Listen here.. !!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I removed my glove box.  It made EVERYTHING easy when getting to the ECU.<br />I have 5 stars, you have 3.... I know what I am talkin about !      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.73.89.140||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||12-10-2003||12:47 AM||||I removed my floor mat.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||12-10-2003||03:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No you don't. Glovebox removal is not needed ....... <b>gvr4ever</b> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Listen here.. !!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I removed my glove box.  It made EVERYTHING easy when getting to the ECU.<br />I have 5 stars, you have 3.... I know what I am talkin about !       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya well I GAVE you 5 stars for making a good vfaq on the console removal.  Without me, you would be nothing.  NOTHING!!!<br /><br />He he<br /><br />Really though, you don't need to remove the glove box.  I can take the ECU out in a few minuets.  Just take the lower plastic crap off by the pass kick panel and there you go.  A few mounting bolts and a ground bolt and two main plugs.  Or something like that.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||Pappy||12-10-2003||05:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No you don't. Glovebox removal is not needed ....... <b>gvr4ever</b> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Listen here.. !!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I removed my glove box.  It made EVERYTHING easy when getting to the ECU.<br />I have 5 stars, you have 3.... I know what I am talkin about !       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Glovebox removal is not needed.  Some may say that it makes taking the ECU out easier, but by the time you get the glovebox off you could have already had the ECU out.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||12-10-2003||09:52 AM||||if you have never removed the ecu before, i would recommend you remove the glovebox, just to see what you have to do.  i still remove the glovebox every time, it makes everything a lot easier.  the 2 screws on the hinges are a bitch the first time.  a hand impact works great.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||iceman69510||12-10-2003||09:58 AM||||Not to dispute Ken, the godfather of galants, but I don't take out the glove box.  Because of the brilliant design of slide-in upper mounts, you only need to remove two lower bolts and it drops right out.  I have probably had mine in and out 10-12 times with only kickpanel removal.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000014||thejeebus2002||12-10-2003||10:23 AM||||Yeah taking the glove box off is way too much unecessary work, IMO.  You can see the two nuts/bolts that need to come out for removal simply by crouching on the ground and sticking your head in there with a flashlight.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||12-10-2003||11:17 AM||||You mean everybody doesn't just leave the ECU laying on the floor like I do???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.35.9.160||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004106.cgi
A||N||6||Bumpy||Australian Spec VR4||||10||||Bumpy||00003014
Z||000000||Bumpy||12-08-2003||11:23 PM||||Hi all im about to buy my first VR4, but im tossing up between a Australian delivered 92 VR4 and a JDM of about the same age.<br />Would some kind person be able to tell me what the differences are between these too versions ?<br /><br />Thanks Heaps<br />Bumpy||138.80.211.80||reg||10||Bumpy||00003014||yes
Z||000001||AzA*||12-09-2003||12:25 AM||||The main difrences would be :<br />Aus spec :has bigger bumper front and back , because they have a safty metal bar throughout the bumper <br />and they have a smaller intercooler than j-spec. <br />:Auspec came with a few more features in the console.<br />:Jspec has smaller bumpers and a bigger FMIC ,they have an analog console and a cyclone intake manifold , and a front mounted oil cooler. <br />not 2 sure about power figures, i think some j-spec vr4's came with a bigger 16g turbo but i im sure some also have the 14b turbo.||211.28.96.71||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000002||Bumpy||12-09-2003||01:12 AM||||Thanks Dude. Do you have specs of a 92 Oz VR4 ?  and/or pics of the different consoles ?  Did they have LSD's ? etc<br /><br />Thanks heaps<br />Bumpy||138.80.211.80||reg||1||Bumpy||00003014||yes
Z||000003||Bumpy||12-09-2003||06:33 AM||||Does the Aus Spec have the three settings for the gearbox ??<br /><br />Bumpy||203.220.232.186||reg||1||Bumpy||00003014||yes
Z||000004||MiSTER2||12-09-2003||10:35 AM||||I don't think aus spec has any setting for the gearbox, and also as far as i know diff ratios are different between aus and jap spec. <br /><br />An advice would be to check the availability of 2nd hand parts at the wreckers.  Brand new parts are very expensive.  And as second hand, most wreckers seem to stock jap spec parts.  Just check it for yourself because personally i've got an aus spec and whoever i ring seem to have parts of jap specs.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000005||curtis||12-09-2003||10:42 AM||||bumpy see if you can find a Monte Carlo version.  It comes with the hood vents, lsd front and rear and a 65/35 torque split.||64.159.108.27||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||Bumpy||12-09-2003||02:53 PM||||Thanks guys.   These things are rare in Oz (Even the Oz spec), and are not cheap  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Bumpy||203.220.233.151||reg||1||Bumpy||00003014||yes



ubb/Forum2/004107.cgi
A||||4||neonturbo1995||1G BOV||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||12-08-2003||11:28 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||Where is the cheapest place to get a 1G BOV..BRAND NEW?||68.164.224.235||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-08-2003||11:31 PM||||<a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">www.partznet.com</a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||12-10-2003||08:48 PM||||You never got back to me about the one I have.  I take it you don't want it anymore?||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||12-12-2003||05:08 PM||||If you want to run more than 17psi get one from Dejon and get their kit too. I am giving up my aftermarket BOV's in favor of this. it is THE way to go, period!<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dejontool.com/dsm-misc.htm" target="_blank">Dejon BOV and Leak Kit</a>||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||neonturbo1995||12-12-2003||07:33 PM||||I have the Dejon mod on my Galant, but this is for a friend running a 14B on a Chevy 2.4L Cavalier.||68.165.63.140||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum2/004108.cgi
A||||6||Bumpy||What to look for ?||||12||||Bumpy||00003014
Z||000000||Bumpy||12-09-2003||05:41 AM||||As per my previous post im about to buy my first VR4.  What things should i look for on a 92VR4 with 215,000km on the clock, timing belts have been repaced and regular services carried out.   <br /><br />Any info would be greatly appreciated as this car in a long way from me and i need to make sure i want it before i tavel to look at it :|<br /><br />Thanks in Advance<br />Bumpy||203.220.232.186||reg||12||Bumpy||00003014||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-09-2003||06:47 AM||||Things I've looked at when checking out used cars.<br /><br />I check out the engine compresion, look for major oil leaks, when cold I stick my fingers inside the oil fill on the valve cover and make sure the top doesn't have oil gummed up on it and look at the top of the cams.  That can be a sign that the oil wasn't changed enough if oil is gummed on the top of the VC.  <br /><br />Aside from the engine, I check the brakes, suspention and other quick fix wear items and make a list of anything that needs to be replaced.  If I am still intersted in a car, I would reflect the needed repairs in the price of the car.<br /><br />Of corse, test drive the car and make sure it drives nice.  At least a 20min test drive is needed to get a feel for the car.  Just don't settle.  I passed up on GVR4s in my hunt.  Don't rush and wait for the right one.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Bumpy||12-09-2003||07:04 AM||||Thanks GVR, my biggest prob is this car is 1500KM from me (All nice cars are).  What specific VR4 thing would need to be started getting replaced at arround this many k's.  I can get it cheap enough that i could buy a JDM frontcut for bits.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Bumpy||203.220.232.186||reg||1||Bumpy||00003014||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||12-10-2003||01:17 AM||||Capacitors in the ECU.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Peakboost||12-10-2003||02:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Capacitors in the ECU. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i keep hearing about this but dont know what it is...can you explain more on this and how to check it?<br /><br /><br />thanks alot!||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||12-10-2003||03:16 AM||||Homework: <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">VFAQ.com</a> and more goodies <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">on my page</a>.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||s_firestone||12-10-2003||09:01 AM||||Also when road testing the car take it to a parking lot.  Make several low speed sharp circles in both directions.  If you feel the tires skipping and bucking like a 4X4 truck you have a blown center differential, dead viscous coupler, or your center diff has been welded due to one of the previous problems.<br /><br />These low speed sharp circles will also test your CV Axles for wear and they will make a continuous popping noise if worn.<br /><br />Since the car has Antilock Brakes you will want to do a hard brake test on a safe road with no traffic.  Slam on the brakes.  The brakes will pulsate when ABS kicks in.<br /><br />Look in VFAQ.com under drivetrain and check for leakage of the transfer case.  It is in front of the driveshaft.  There is a known US recall for leakage.<br /><br />Undo the 3 bolts for the timing belt cover and inspect the timing belt.  Do not turn it as it weakens the belt.  If the previous owner offers no records that has been changed very recently you will want to have it changed.  If the owner has records check that the balance belt was changed at the same time.  This is an interference engine, loss of the timing belt results in bent and/or broken valves.<br /><br />Check that the engine idles up when you turn on the A/C.<br /><br />Check the cruise control.  Most people don't think of it since very few standard transmissions have it.<br /><br />(If equipped) Check that the factory alarm arms(security light below speedometer) and works.  Roll down window, turn off car, lock door and close.  The hood must be down.  Watch security light blink, When light goes out alarm is armed. If you attempt to open door, start the car, horn and lights should blink.  Use key to lock then unlock door to disarm.  It is not uncommon for people to pull the  alarm horm relay.<br /><br /><br />Thats all I can think of quickly...<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes



ubb/Forum2/004109.cgi
A||||2||atc250r||Lost injector pulse?||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||12-09-2003||06:53 AM||johngmr@yahoo.com||OK, over the past couple of weeks I have been finishing up the motor job on 1552. I got the motor in last week and hooked everything up last night. Went to start in and it won't fire. I have spark and about 45 psi of fuel pressure, but even after cranking for a few minutes the plugs are still bone dry so I am thinking no injector pulse. I shot a little carb cleaner into a vac port on the intake and it started right up and ran until the carb cleaner was gone. Looking in the ECU C-106 appears to have leaked some but the car ran fine just a couple of weeks ago. I cleaned the board where the circuit leaked a few days ago. Is it possible that the cap leaking could have caused me to lose injector pulse even though it didn't leak much and didn't reach any other components? Some one please help, this car has been fighting me tooth and nail from the get go and I am at the end of my rope.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000001||atc250r||12-09-2003||09:56 PM||||Nevermind, I fixed it myself.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||12-10-2003||12:59 AM||||Must feel really dumb because you didn't give any details...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004110.cgi
A||||11||TinyVR4||oil squirters||||1||||TinyVR4||00000831
Z||000000||TinyVR4||12-09-2003||09:11 AM||GoranD@HotPOP.com||Just wondering what everyones take on the oil squirters is.  Do they really make a big difference?  The reason I am asking is because i want to build my Lexus SC300 motor, which has the same block, crank, rods as the twin turbo supra but does not have oil squirters, and has higher compression.  Any imput is appreciated.||65.43.171.203||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-09-2003||10:40 AM||||Oil squirters work to keep piston temps down and to keep a fresh supply on the cylinder walls.  If the Supra motor doesn't have them have your machine shop drill some small holes in the connecting rod to squirt oil the 2.3 fords have this stock.||64.159.108.27||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||12-09-2003||10:48 AM||||Are you saying mount the oil squirters on the connecting rods? I think that's a bad idea. I'm pretty sure they are generally on the block.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||12-09-2003||11:47 AM||||IMO squirters are not really necessary for drag work since the engine is only running a few seconds. But for high hp street cars, I wouldn't build without them since they do cool the pistons. There is a reason the factory bothered to put them there.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||12-09-2003||11:56 AM||||try a search on the public NABR board under DSM tech articles.  I believe that's been discussed there.  I believe it was said that there not absolutly necessary - BUT don't take my word for it (bad memory).||167.142.21.234||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||12-09-2003||12:19 PM||||I would consider them to be like forged pistons and beefier connecting rods: not necessary, but good insurance.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||12-09-2003||12:54 PM||||If you want the engine to last, I would use a block with factory oil squirters.  I'm not sure how some machine shop can engineer squirters on a moments notice.  Don't they have a certain directional spray pattern?<br /><br />Anyway, I remember reading something on the NABR board way back about one guy who pulled his pan and found a squirter fell out of cylinder X, then a couple months later, that cylinder failed. (melted a piston or something like that)  You can search it on NABR.  It was posted by ShapeGSX I think.<br /><br />You COULD drive out with two lug nuts holding the wheels on, but would you?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||12-09-2003||01:11 PM||||Thanks Shawn for clarifing - my memory is bad  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />I was thinking there were mixxed opinions on that:<br /><br />one link<br /><a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=5;t=003009#000000" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=5;t=003009#000000</a><br /><br />I guess that was the one I ran across first.  Seems as there is more discussion on having them installed right and tight as opposed to NOT using them.||167.142.21.234||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||curtis||12-09-2003||02:10 PM||||If you look at the connecting rod.  Just as you start into the radius of the big end you drill a 1/16 hole perpendicular to the crankshaft on the leading edge of the rod in the direction of travel.  It is drilled so it will spray straight up to the underside of the piston. you also drill a hole in the bearing but you use a larger bit about a 1/8 size.  The Detroit boys have been doing this for years.||67.25.36.157||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||TinyVR4||12-09-2003||06:37 PM||||my understanding of the Supra Turbo block is that it is completely identical to the N/A block.  So what i was thinking is having a machine shop drill and tap out a hole for the oil squirters in the same spot they would be on the turbo block.  My only concern is keeping the same oil pressure.  I am trying to get the specs on the oil pump to see if its identical.  It may seem like alot of work but the price difference is huge between the two blocks.||65.43.171.203||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000010||RTS182G-VR4||12-09-2003||11:41 PM||||i read somwhere that they do drop oil pressure.  i think shepperd blocked his in his drag talon to raise the oil pressure||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000011||Mitsuturbo||12-11-2003||07:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> If you look at the connecting rod.  Just as you start into the radius of the big end you drill a 1/16 hole perpendicular to the crankshaft on the leading edge of the rod in the direction of travel.  It is drilled so it will spray straight up to the underside of the piston. you also drill a hole in the bearing but you use a larger bit about a 1/8 size.  The Detroit boys have been doing this for years. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Our rods already have this hole, but it's much smaller than 1/16"||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/004111.cgi
A||N||1||coop||hick up?||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||12-09-2003||12:06 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||Ok so heres the story. I repalced the 02 houding and tranny in my car. I disconected the water lines to the throttle body(before I new what they did). I have since reconnected them. When I let out of the gas I get a hesitation for a second then it is fine. How can I get rid of it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||198.81.26.75||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||12-09-2003||01:28 PM||||Check to make sure your bov recirulation hose is tight?||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/004112.cgi
A||||2||spatchana||JDM engine vendor||||1||||spatchana||00002703
Z||000000||spatchana||12-09-2003||12:46 PM||supoj.patchana@us.army.mil||Can anyone recommend a JDM engine vendor?||204.34.247.9||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||12-09-2003||12:47 PM||||use the search button/feature.  Topic just covered and will pull up in past archives as well.||167.142.21.234||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||miturra||12-09-2003||03:33 PM||||Try these guys.<br /><a href="http://www.cnsmotors.com/" target="_blank">http://www.cnsmotors.com/</a>||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes



ubb/Forum2/004113.cgi
A||||1||VR4coop||Will this work on our cars?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||12-09-2003||09:03 PM||coop529@aol.com||I cant find ne info on what fits what... Will this work?<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33596&item=2446983255" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33596&item=2446983255</a>||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||12-09-2003||09:11 PM||||Sure it's just a run of the mill SAFC-II.||24.167.181.4||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/004114.cgi
A||||10||turboren||Do I really HAVE to take off the timing belt to change the water pump?||||9||||turboren||00002199
Z||000000||turboren||12-09-2003||09:06 PM||turboren@yahoo.com||OK, I know this sounds dumb, but I was looking at the VFAQ, and it appears that the pump could possible be removed by simply removing the outer timing cover.  Obviously, I haven't replaced my timing belt yet (previous owner had done it just before I bought it, and yes, I looked, and the belt looks fairly new), so I am just going by what I see.  <br /><br />I really don't have the money to replace everything right now (belts, pulleys, tensioner, etc), and I have to go down to SC this weekend.  <br /><br />Wouldn't you know the damn thing started to leak the SAME FUCKING DAY I replaced the front drive shafts.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  Oh well, at least I have $110 worth of core charges coming to me.<br /><br />BTW, I have no problem replacing the belts and stuff later, even right after this weekend.  I just really have to ride Friday.<br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.157||reg||9||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000001||BarnesMobile||12-09-2003||09:35 PM||||I have never attempted it myself, but i'm 99% sure that it is totally impossible to remove the pump without pulling the t-belt, and thus the tensioner arm and tensioner. I don't see what the big deal is thought. You said yourself all the parts are new, so just pull the belt, tensioner and arm. Replace the water pump, then reinstall the t-belt. If you are good, should only add 5mins or so to the job.  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">Vfaq</a>  has the procedure if you don't have a shop manual.||66.189.195.216||reg||1||BarnesMobile||00000827||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||12-09-2003||09:40 PM||||I will say it IS impossible to change the water pump without removing the T-belt first.  It is such a pain in the ass to get the pump out and back in with the belt off.  I had a bugger of time changing mine.  It was my first time changng it, and I was kinnda new to working on my own car.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||turboren||12-09-2003||10:01 PM||||Note, I didn't say ALL the parts were brand new.  Just the belts.  I would place money on needing a new tensioner, etc.<br /><br />I don't want to have to go through this twice, but odds are I will.  Time and money are both tight, but mainly time.  I don't think there is any way I can get stuff from Conicelli here (Norfolk, VA) by Friday, at least not without paying huge shipping charges.  And I REALLY don't want to have to go to the local dealers.<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.157||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||12-09-2003||10:22 PM||||You will get them by friday.  Conecelli uses airborn express, they are good.  I really don't notice huge shiping charges when I order from them.  I can order a part on Thursday afternoon and will have it at my door before noon the next day.  I don't pay anything extra on shipping.  Norfolk isn't that far from Conecelli.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||thejeebus2002||12-10-2003||12:09 PM||||Conicelli shipping=  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000006||turboren||12-10-2003||05:34 PM||||Well, the other problem is that I lost my wallet last Saturday, and with it, my check card and ATM card (and my driver's license  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  )  Thankfully my credit card was in my check book, but I don't have enough credit to buy anything (don't ask).<br /><br />However, the parts store just down the street from me had everything in stock, so I just got it all there.  Good thing I already had the belts, because they would have been like $70 for the pair.  As it is, the total, with water pump, tensioner, and all 3 pulleys was just under $250.  The single most expensive part was the tensioner, which was $93  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Yes, I know Conicelli would have been cheaper, but since they had it all right there on the shelf, I really couldn't complain.  <br /><br />So, I guess I won't have to do this twice after all  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.157||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000007||turboren||01-30-2004||09:30 PM||||Well, I found out the reason why you have to pull the timing belt stuff... one of the bolts holding the pump in happens to run through the tensioner.  What genius thought THAT up?<br /><br />Anyway, I ended up not having to replace the tensioner or pullies, as they were like new when I took them off... no play or roughness whatsoever.  So, I took the parts that I didn't need, back to the store.  Yeah, I know, it was cheap of me to do it, but I used the money I got back to pay for Christmas stuff (no, not for me), so it ain't SO bad...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks for the input.<br /><br />Ren||68.96.0.230||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000008||sleepergvr4||01-30-2004||10:01 PM||||ren , when i did those belts on # 1078 i replaced them with all new factory pulleys and tensioner. just so you know. i shure miss that car.||68.159.48.203||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000009||HHIVR4||01-31-2004||02:58 PM||||hey where abouts are you??im almost to ga gimme a shout if your in the area..see profile for #.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000010||turboren||01-31-2004||05:07 PM||||Who, me or Rob?  My home is Goose Creek, SC.  I'm down there about once a month or so.  Wasn't able to make the last area DSM/VR-4/EVO meet they had on the 17th (I think), but I think they do meet up once a month.<br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.99||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes



ubb/Forum2/004115.cgi
A||||5||Bigfoot200200||Just finished moving the radiator over 1&quot;||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||12-09-2003||10:25 PM||||Easy $. Two hours work. I already had the bumper, radiator, turbo and manifold out. I had to pull the AC condensor. Drilled out the eight spot welds on each lower radiator mount, moved them over 1" and welded them back on. Then I drilled new holes for the top mounts and welded nuts on the bottom, just like stock. I pushed the AC line loops on the condensor over a bit. Then I ground away the radiator end flange to clear them. And then did the same thing on the passenger side flange for the intercooler pipe, which gave me a 3" space. <br /><br />I probably wouldn't have bothered but my radiator is in real good shape.<br /><br />Do I get a cookie?||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||12-09-2003||11:26 PM||||[<br />I probably wouldn't have bothered but my radiator is in real good shape.<br /><br />Do I get a cookie? [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />  Maybe if we see a pic of the finished product.||68.76.180.215||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||12-09-2003||11:32 PM||||Yeah, a pic.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||12-09-2003||11:54 PM||||I looked at some digital cameras over the weekend but I didnt bite. I got the Consumer Reports disease. I wont buy anything until I research it first. <br /><br />Give me a couple of days.||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||12-10-2003||12:56 AM||||So you did this to run some massive IC pipes, I take it?  Nothing over the exhaust manifold?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||12-10-2003||02:50 AM||||I'll be running 2 1/2" pipes, low short route. Moving the radiator over 1" was just as easy as 1/2" and it gave me a little room for error. After all, even though my dad was an expert welder, I'm a hack.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  I can stick two pieces of metal together but it's not always precise or pretty.||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum2/004116.cgi
A||||12||4g63t||Clutch switch override and ...???||||2||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||12-09-2003||11:35 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Alright, here's one for the electrical experts. Let's suppose I wanted to ignore all the warnings and install a remote starter on my vr4. How would I go about overriding the clutch switch at startup? Obviously, the manual for the remote starter doesn't explain it...bastards! I've got 2 ideas, #1:  some type of setup where the ecu thinks the clutch is depressed while the car is off, then after the  car starts, the switch goes back to normal operation. I suppose this would require some type of clutch switch/ignition switch hookup. #2: the remote starter computer sends a signal to the ecu at the moment of startup, telling it the clutch is depressed. If I were to go with #2, I guess it would depend on whether the RS comp has an output I can use, and if it will talk to the cars's ecu. What is the clutch switch signal(volts, pulse, etc...)? Also, could I wire the RS output directly into the clutch switch circuit provided the signals are similar? Also, I plan on installing a proximity sensor on the shifter cable, so it won't start in gear, any input on that would be great also.  Thanks guys!||24.3.196.62||reg||2||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-09-2003||11:54 PM||||Just this weekend Pete came up from Huntsville and while hooking up the datalogger tryed to start the car without depressing the clutch.  He looked at me with this look like why haven't you pulled the wire from the clutch switch.  He reached underthere and pulled the wire now starts without having the clutch in.  hope this helps||67.25.32.251||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||12-10-2003||12:10 AM||||I see what your saying about disconnecting the switch altogether, however, I'll be putting in my Keydiver ecu soon and some of the options require the clutch switch to be functional. Thanks for the tip, all info is helpful.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||12-10-2003||12:50 AM||||Just put an addional switch in line with the clutch switch and mount it somewhere cool.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||12-10-2003||01:11 AM||||Yeah, I thought about that too. I'll probably go with that if thats my last option, but I was looking for something I wouldn't have to touch or ever think about...||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||curtis||12-10-2003||08:20 AM||||I to have the keydiver chip but I have the one that doesn't have the clutch wire mod.||67.25.37.24||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||12-10-2003||11:23 AM||||Just cut the black/red wire in half, and leave it hang for now. When you get my chip, just splice a piece of wire on to the end of the wire that is still connected to the clutchswitch and run it over to pin 104 of the ECU. Just remember to also cut the black wire COMPLETELY LOOSE from pin 104, do not just vampire clamp into the wire.<br />With the wire cut off the switch, you will be able to start the car without pushing in the clutch, but the switch will still be functional for the stutterbox. You will NOT need the diode kit, since you are no longer connecting the ECU and starter relay together.||67.35.9.160||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||12-10-2003||11:48 AM||||Jeff, once again you are the man. Thanks a lot! Hey, did you get the abs computer and did it work out for you?||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||kartorium31||12-10-2003||01:04 PM||||I did what jeff described when i got my ecu from him cause I couldn't get it to work with the diode.  I think it was just bad connections, but I figured it might come in handy to have that switch disconnected anyway.||12.18.162.78||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||12-10-2003||05:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> Jeff, once again you are the man. Thanks a lot! Hey, did you get the abs computer and did it work out for you? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its sitting here, but you'll need to remind me whats with it.<br />Jeff||67.35.9.160||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||12-10-2003||05:37 PM||||My last remote start on a 5spd was in my old 4-runner. Tip for you: Make it where the thing will only try to start WHILE the parking break is engaged!  That at least slows the car down as you chase it so it becomes easier to catch  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I've also heard of some type of beam/splitter device installed so that the shifter had to be in neutral...||167.142.22.59||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||4g63t||12-10-2003||06:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> Jeff, once again you are the man. Thanks a lot! Hey, did you get the abs computer and did it work out for you? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its sitting here, but you'll need to remind me whats with it.<br />Jeff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, you had asked for it b/c you said you thought your abs computer was flaky and you wanted a good one to test with. I guess I should have included a note, sorry. Anyway, thanks again for the chip and I hope you get the abs bugs worked out!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000012||04DrBlur||12-10-2003||11:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> My last remote start on a 5spd was in my old 4-runner. Tip for you: Make it where the thing will only try to start WHILE the parking break is engaged!  That at least slows the car down as you chase it so it becomes easier to catch   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I've also heard of some type of beam/splitter device installed so that the shifter had to be in neutral... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I dont know about you guys but since I have owned my car and installed a turbo timer I have not parked my car in gear ever.  Even on the steepest hills.||68.76.180.215||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/004117.cgi
A||||1||Monstabishi||Fuel Rail Noise||||1||||Monstabishi||00002812
Z||000000||Monstabishi||12-10-2003||10:32 AM||Cordial85@hotmail.com||Hey, does anyone else get a rather loud noise from the fuel rail? It sounds like to be lots of fuel getting put though the rail, i have a commondore pump on mine, just wondering if i need a aftermarket fuel reg on it or not to stop this noise.. Thanks||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||12-10-2003||11:42 AM||||You want a lot of fuel flowing thrue the fuel rail, that is the point.  Buy a real FPR, they are so good at what they do.  <a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/fuelparts.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/fuelparts.shtml</a>  <br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum2/004118.cgi
A||||9||Peakboost||Car is having problem starting after sitting for 20min in a rainy day?||||1||||Peakboost||00003013
Z||000000||Peakboost||12-10-2003||04:09 PM||integevo90@yahoo.com||When i drive around....then park my car to go to get grocery or stop by my friends....then when i come back to start my car...it wont start. it cranks but wont carry over. (it takes twice or 3times til it goes)  I have to press the gas then it will start but wont hold the idle so i have to hold the gas for couple seconds.<br /><br />i notice it that it only happens when its wet/raining outside.<br /><br /><br />what could it be?<br /><br /><br />thanks||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||12-10-2003||04:21 PM||||Caps in the ECU been changed? Car ignition modified? <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||12-10-2003||04:22 PM||||Caps in the Ecu would be my call too.  If so,  have you checked for boost leaks?  Boost leaks can do some strange things...<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||Peakboost||12-10-2003||04:38 PM||||car is BONE stock....and i dont know how to check the CAPs in the ECU.....help?  how do i know if its been changeD?||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||12-10-2003||04:48 PM||||Take your computer out and look for acid damage around the large cylindrical capacitors on your board.  You might even smell sulfur.  If there appears to be any visible damage you may have to have your ECU repaired.  Do a search and you'll find a ton of info on this subject.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||Peakboost||12-10-2003||04:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> Take your computer out and look for acid damage around the large cylindrical capacitors on your board.  You might even smell sulfur.  If there appears to be any visible damage you may have to have your ECU repaired.  Do a search and you'll find a ton of info on this subject.<br /><br />scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">cool! thanks alot!  <br /><br />yea im new to DSM....imma honda/toyota guy||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||12-10-2003||05:11 PM||||Could this be consistent with some of the problems caused by disconnecting the fuel pressure solenoid?  I.e. ("warm start")?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||chucklesas||02-03-2004||12:46 AM||||I got the "Warm-Start" syndrome really bad today.  Did it twice actually.  I had the turn the car on and off about 10 times each time.  I noticed my idle is kind of off today too though... at like 1200 rpm instead of 800.  Think whatever's causing my increased idle also might be causing my bad warm starts???<br /><br />Edit: Oh yeah, the outside temp was about 38* with rain.  Replaced Caps and ISC about 3 yrs ago, and Don't have FP solenoid disconnected.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||02-03-2004||01:00 AM||||When moisture gets inside the cam sensor, it can condense on the diode and prevent the car from starting/running properly.  My car used to not re-start on rainy days until I swapped out the cam sensor for a different one.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||LunarShadow||02-03-2004||07:06 PM||||You may be having problems with your plugs, plug wires, or coil pack.  They can also cause rainy day related problems.<br /><br />I've never heard of the caps being more fussy on riany days.  I'm sure is plausible.  You should check the caps anyway.||172.145.203.48||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes



ubb/Forum2/004119.cgi
A||||8||BiggiB42||Ah Sh#@, Here we go again||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||12-10-2003||08:07 PM||||my car is really pissin me off. about four months ago i was changin my knock sensor and being the genius that i am, i forgot to disconnect my negative terminal. sparks flew, and when i went try and start it, everything in the dash lit up and then slowly went dim, and died. i disconnected the battery for about 10 mins to lets everything reset and then it started up fine. my buddy said it was prolly a relay that opened and closed. so about three months ago it wouldnt start again. so i did what worked before, i disconnected the battery, let the ecu reset and then it started up fine. but the it started to get more frequent. once or twice a week. then like every two days and now just about everyday. then reseting stopped workin. so i used my jumper kit to get it started. it gotta do it everyday sometimes 3 or 4 times. i went to autozone and had the alternator and battery tested and the machine said they were fine. my moters been makin whining noises i was told that the alternator does that when its going out.   help help||64.136.27.227||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||12-10-2003||08:09 PM||||Check your caps?||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||BiggiB42||12-10-2003||08:13 PM||||theyve where replace bout 8 months ago<br /><br />also, my voltometer reads 13.8 when drivin but one of my belts start to squel  the volts drop to 10.8 and 11.4. i was driving on the highway today and the engine would shut off then run 4 or 5 times then stop then do it again about 2 or three minutes later||64.136.27.227||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-10-2003||08:15 PM||||was the ecu cleaned at that time? leakage could damaged stuff and if it wasn't cleaned up continuted to do damage even after they were replaced.  Someone correct me if that statement is wrong.  DId you check the battery voltage also?  When the car is running what does it read?  WHen it's off? After sitting overnight?||128.138.195.108||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||BiggiB42||12-10-2003||08:19 PM||||also, my voltometer reads 13.8 when drivin but one of my belts start to squel the volts drop to 10.8 and 11.4. i was driving on the highway today and the engine would shut off then run 4 or 5 times then stop then do it again about 2 or three minutes later<br /><br />the ecu was cleaned but leak spread about half the radius  of the caps||64.136.27.227||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||12-10-2003||09:08 PM||||Uh...tighten or replace your belt. While in there, feel the alternator to see if its getting tight.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||12-11-2003||12:34 AM||||This seems to be a common problem.  I just replaced my alternator with a BRAND NEW MITSU alternator, and with a new belt AND balancer, I still get the biach squeal when it first starts up.  Also, now the car kills the battery after it sits overnite, so I think the diode pack is bad.  This is my SIXTH alternator in 3 years.  I'm about ready to throw an ac delco gm alternator on the damned thing.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||s_firestone||12-11-2003||09:02 AM||||My stupid thing to do for the week.  I was noticing the alternator belt was squealing as it was starting to get cold so I tightened it up.  It was on the loose side of the recommended tension according to my precision calibrated thumb meter.  <br /><br />Monday evening I get in the car and after about 30 seconds idling the belt slowly begins to squeal.  I cut off the car.  Restarted it, began doing it again.  I did what any normal person would do...rev it a bit to heat the belt (Which never really works but it makes a an awful racket and you get strange looks from people with that sickly disgusted look on their faces as if someone scraped fingernails down a blackboard) and it finally stopped.  Then it started to do it at stoplights after about 10 seconds at idle on the way home(more looks).<br /><br />Upon inspection I had forgotton to retighten the bolt on the front that locks then tensioner. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    I retensioned it re-tightened the rear bolt and retightened the front... Fine.<br /><br />I had already ordered the dampener pulley anyway... I want to replace it given the age of the car.  I now tell the guys at Tallahassee Mitsubishi I am building a new Galant VR-4 one part at a time... <br /><br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||12-11-2003||12:39 PM||||My squealing was because the pivot bolt lost it's nut and was backing into the side of the belt.  Crawl under the fender and take a look, just in case.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004120.cgi
A||||27||jcgalantvr4-244||funny idle ||||1||||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796
Z||000000||jcgalantvr4-244||12-11-2003||01:52 AM||j_clark@mchsi.com||well I start my car and i idles at 3000 rpms then while driving it jumps back up to 3000 rpms when not in a gear.then when i come to a complete stop it falls to around 1500 - 2000 rpms.  anyone ever have this prob. before?<br /><br />Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||12-11-2003||04:38 AM||||check ur biss screw?||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||12-11-2003||06:47 AM||||Also, check your throttle cable.  Make sure the plastic sheathing is not getting stuck inside the runner on the back of the intake mani.  That sheathing can crack, get caught and make the throttle stick.<br /><br />Still, probably an improperly adjusted base idle.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||forgottenvr4||12-11-2003||02:18 PM||||If what you are trying to describe is a fluctuating idle after the engine warms up, ie: while at idle the idle speeds goes back and forth from like normal approx. 850 rpm to say 3k rpm, then more than likely you have an issue with you ISC (or IAC), whichever you want to call it. (Idle Speed Control or Idle Air Control). If this has failed, it can fail in either a closed loop or open loop. If it has failed in a closed loop, it can feed voltage back to the ECU and fry it and the ECU will have to be replaced as well.......Goodluck||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000004||Arty||12-11-2003||04:19 PM||||The info on this page may be useful<br /><a href="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html</a><br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-11-2003||07:03 PM||||BISS screw, <br />check for the o-ring under the biss screw<br />could be TPS or ISC causing pyscho idle<br /><br />welcome to the wonderful world of DSM's...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||skivittlerjimb||12-11-2003||11:51 PM||||Not that I have too much knowledge in this area, but I'd suspect the ISC, too.  <br /><br />From firsthand knowledge, Mitsu dealers will often not warranty a replacement ECU unless the ISC is done at the same time, due to the voltage feedback problem mentioned above.  <br /><br />If I'm not mistaken, the ISC is supposed to cycle at a given rate, and can be tested to see if it's bad.  There are some sources for fairly cheap rebuilt ISCs, and new ones aren't too hateful. (I got stuck buying a new one.)  <br /><br />I might be able to dig up my old one and send it to you for just the shipping cost if you need to rebuild one and still have a car to drive while you're getting that done. You could just send me your bad one when you put the rebuilt one on. (Assuming the ISC is the culprit.) Just a thought...<br /><br />The new ISC and a keydiver ecu has me idling perfectly now.  2k idle at cold start, decreasing nicely to a perfect 950 or so as it warms up, with nary a fluctuation, even when electrical or vacuum load is put on the engine... veddy nice.<br /><br />-Jim B.||192.107.146.2||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000007||Tangent||12-12-2003||01:35 AM||||Yes, when I start my car in the cold it can idle as high as 2800 or so and goes up in rpm's between each shift when I put the clutch in.  Again this only happens until the car has warmed up and it is a consequence of me removing the coolant lines to the throttle body.||4.40.4.28||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000008||DynStatic||12-12-2003||03:49 AM||||Check your idle switch. If it's not wokring, and there is a problem with your ISC motor, it will just idle high, not surge.||68.57.53.129||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||12-12-2003||10:29 AM||||Plug for my bosnian friend gabor aka sleeper on this board who sells re-manned ISC's....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||12-12-2003||01:43 PM||||Got logger?  Tell us how many steps the ISC is on.  Yes, it can sound like the ISC is bad because of the symptoms, but you gotta remember that if the BISS is leaking or misadjusted it will be too far out of range for the ISC to compensate.<br /><br />Start with the first link in the chain (BISS).  THEN send your money to Gabor.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||jcgalantvr4-244||12-15-2003||05:55 PM||||Stupid dumb.....  car is weird man.  I fixed BISS then it blew the old one out so i purchased another one.  Now my car idles fine when stopped but if im rolling it stays way up in the 2500  -  3100 range now what do you guys think?<br />  Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||12-15-2003||06:29 PM||||Did you disconnect your ABS by pulling a fuse?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||V8EATER||12-17-2003||04:25 PM||||Jeremy, <br /><br />I'm having the same prob.  I already fixed the BISS, new o-ring, rtv and everything.  engine revs to 3k during shifts, then surges really fast if the car is stopped.  <br /><br />hertz-<br />no abs in the car.  it was uninstalled a while back.  <br /><br />wtf??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000014||V8EATER||12-30-2003||06:21 PM||||Jeremy, did you ever get your idle surge worked out?  I just finished blocking off the fiav and egr's once and for all.  easy.  car don't have no funny idle no more.  plus, i rerouted the pcv to the catch can.  you should try it- this might end your idle woes.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||12-30-2003||08:18 PM||||There was also a report some time ago about pulling the (wrong?) ABS fuse causing an rpm surge while in motion (i.e. between shifts)||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||crucible||12-30-2003||09:27 PM||||This has to be the most hated and troublesome quirk on these engines.Ive got a schizo idle.It will idle fine,sometimes surge, and other times it dies to where it almost stalls.My car randomly chooses to idle a certain way.<br />Ive worked diligently to find the motherfuckin gremlin thats plagued my car.<br />Fuque Mitsu!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000017||Beemer||01-03-2004||11:47 PM||||I know that you guys have probably thought of this, but check the contact area of the closed position throttle switch.  If it is corroded, usually on the throttle arm, the ecu won't know the throttle is actually closed.  Mine was not grounding properly on one of the 90 gsx's I have, and it took a while to figure out.  Take some sandpaper and brighten up the spot where the switch contacts the throttle arm, and zing the switch end as well.  Probably not the problem, but I've seen more bad grounds cause funky crap to happen on these cars than I can shake a bent 1-2 shift fork at.<br />Dave||69.66.78.216||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000018||crucible||01-04-2004||10:01 AM||||I thought of that too Dave.I took the switch out and noticed the switch and threads were gunked up.I was thinking maybe I wasnt getting a good ground contact between the switch and where it screws into.Cleaned it all up but made no difference.I also open and closed the throttle 50 times and measured for ground contact to see if the switch was intermittently bad but seemed okay.<br />Dunno||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000019||G-GSX Turbo||01-04-2004||01:03 PM||||The GSX does the same thing. It idles fine when cold but then it starts surging between 1,200-2,000RPM.<br /><br />When moving if your in gear and let off the throttle: If you don't wait for the motor to "Pull" the speed of the car down it will idle at like 2,500-3000RPM. If it does "pull" the car down like loading the motor at closed throttle it will drop to the 1,200-2,000RP surge.<br /><br />I have tried two IACs I had laying around and they both did the same thing. I had to screw the Biggs screw all the way in to keep it from idling at like 3,500RPM.<br /><br />I will get my logger hopefully this week so I can get this figured out.<br /><br />I also plan on replacing the O2 sensor since it's working condition is unkown and it is always a good idea to have a new one.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000020||Martin Tolentino||01-04-2004||01:26 PM||||Did you do the BISS adjustment?||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000021||G-GSX Turbo||01-04-2004||01:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 496of2000:<br /><strong> Did you do the BISS adjustment? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you are asking me; It made it idle higher, that's all. I tried removing it to check the O-ring but it won't come out. It goes to the top and stops.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000022||Martin Tolentino||01-04-2004||01:42 PM||||You'll need a magnet to remove it after you back it all the way out.<br /><br />It should come out and it should not be loose when turning it. The O-ring should hold the biss screw in place after any adjustments. I had an idle surge after adjusting the BISS screw and found out that all it was the OE o-ring was worn out.<br /><br />Biss adjustment<br />Warm up motor fully<br />            -Adjust BISS until RPM is over 1200RPM<br />            -Screw in BISS slowly, 1 turn a until RPM is at 800 with fans off<br />            -Screw in BISS 1/4 turn more<br />            -Rev motor a few times, see if it is better<br />            -Clean throttle-body and ISC channel and repeat instructions if the idle is<br />            still bad||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000023||G-GSX Turbo||01-04-2004||01:47 PM||||Throttle body was hot tanked with wll the stuff removed before the motor went into the car. It is extremely clean.<br /><br />I'll try getting it out again today.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000024||Martin Tolentino||01-04-2004||03:04 PM||||If the TB is clean, yeah, datalog it and check the ISC for smooth operation from idle to WOT.<br />Other than that I'd check connectons and the wiring harness.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000025||crucible||01-04-2004||04:49 PM||||One thing Ill add is that the cruise control cables can and will cause erratic idle.If you idle your car and "play" with the cables you'll notice your idle going up and/or down.Make sure they are latched in their brackets and not binding.I noticed my cable running across the valve cover or fuel rail was misaligned.I saw the old marks from the clamps holding the cable and slid the cable back to where those marks would be inside the clamps.Hope this makes sense cuz I basically got rid of my high idle when I did this fix.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000026||G-GSX Turbo||01-05-2004||12:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> One thing Ill add is that the cruise control cables can and will cause erratic idle.If you idle your car and "play" with the cables you'll notice your idle going up and/or down.Make sure they are latched in their brackets and not binding.I noticed my cable running across the valve cover or fuel rail was misaligned.I saw the old marks from the clamps holding the cable and slid the cable back to where those marks would be inside the clamps.Hope this makes sense cuz I basically got rid of my high idle when I did this fix.<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Very Interesting.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000027||markrieb||01-05-2004||06:05 PM||||If the car is moving, the idle is *supposed* to be high.  The car does this so that you have sufficient power steering and vacuum for the brakes.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/004121.cgi
A||||1||Z1500||e-prom?||||1||||Z1500||00002791
Z||000000||Z1500||12-11-2003||04:39 AM||kevin@agpturbo.com||Did all GVR4's come with e-prom ECU?<br /><br />Kevin||208.201.202.86||reg||1||Z1500||00002791||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||12-11-2003||07:19 AM||||All US ones did.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/004122.cgi
A||||15||GVR1643||scary sounds||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||12-11-2003||10:05 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||So here's one of those impossible diagnoses online...<br />Driving 1643 yesterday and it's making some strange sounds. Sounded like something rattling from near the tranny or t-case area. It's the coldest day of the season at less than 10 degrees and I thought maybe some of the snow packed something up in there (wishfull thinking). On the way home from work it still makes this rattling - almost like a bolt flying around in something (bellhousing ?) <br />It shifts 100% normal and drove 100% normal. Noise is more pronounced when not on the throttle. <br />I parked her and didn't have a chance to climb underneath last night - and also didn't want to due to the cold. <br />Is it possible to have a flywheel bolt come loose and flop around (clutch was done well over a year ago with no issues since).  I'm baffled as I've never heard anything like that and won't have a chance to get under it until this w/e.<br />Any similar experience/insight or where to start info is appreciated.<br />TIA||167.142.21.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||12-11-2003||10:38 AM||||Just turn up yer radio.  Problem solved!||68.51.115.188||reg||10||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||DuckButterRacing DSM||12-11-2003||10:52 AM||||On my old saturn some how a peice of somehting got in the bell housing and made the same noise you are discribing.  It final made a hole in the tranny leaking out all my fluid.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-11-2003||10:53 AM||||LOL<br />just afraid I'll be tearing some stuff up pretty bad.||167.142.21.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||12-11-2003||11:55 AM||||Its fucked. Sell it to Jeremy !  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||12-11-2003||12:27 PM||||thoughts crossed my mind - but I don't want payments on something and then I wouldn't dare mod anything with a warranty - what fun is that?<br /><br />If something found it's way into the bellhousing, it's strange that it doesn't seem to be there or so pronounced when under acceleration, even slight acceleration. But if something let go in the trans or t-case, it still seemed to drive fine.  <br />I'll need to check out CV boots as well, the outers seem fine, but not sure on the inners. Plus the axles were replaced already and it sure doesn't sound like CV joints at all.||167.142.21.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||12-11-2003||12:29 PM||||I had a bolt on xfer case back out and it was rattling against my exhaust.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||12-11-2003||12:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I had a bolt on xfer case back out and it was rattling against my exhaust. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pleeeese let it be that simple! Thanks for the input Hertz.||167.142.21.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||crucible||12-11-2003||12:54 PM||||Cat heat shield?||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||broke down||12-11-2003||12:54 PM||||could be your reciprocating dingle arm...||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||12-11-2003||05:53 PM||||Pull the shift fork boot off and probe inside the bell housing with a magnet to see if there is a loose object in there.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000011||1101||12-11-2003||09:45 PM||||I knew someone that had the small shield on the back of the tranfer case come loose and it rattled on the driveshaft.||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||12-12-2003||03:38 AM||||First check and see if the transmission to engine bolts are backing out. It's a mildly common problem on these motors/trans combo's I believe it is because of the low torque specs and imbalance in the engine or flywheel. Next check the transfer case bolts. Then check to see it the exhaust may be hitting the driveshaft. When you did the clutch did you lock-tight all the fasteners and torque to spec? You also should check the motor mount bolts. I would do a once over with a torque wrench just to be safe. Check and see if the drive shaft support nuts are tight. My brother's truck was doing something like that turned out to be the pinion nut was backing out. I stuck my head out the door and watched under to see where it was coming from. But that is much harder and much more of a safety hazard with the galant.||65.177.241.39||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000013||GVR1643||12-12-2003||10:03 AM||||Thanks for the very good insights guys!<br />David, nice magnet idea thanks. <br />I had also thought about the driveshaft, but I'm 99% sure it's coming from in front of that.  I'll check bolts around the transfer case and tranny. <br /><br />The flywheel bolts were torqued to spec and locktight was used as well; but that might not guarantee that something hasn't come loose.?. No odd vibrations were evident.<br /><br />I'll have a chance to get her on jackstands tomorrow and check for these things.  Thanks again.||167.142.22.103||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||12-15-2003||12:25 AM||||ok, as embarrasing as it kind of is... the problem was: ice packed around the front 2 u-jounts.<br />In the 4 winters I've had this car, I've never had that happen. Ice had litteral built up into a tunnel around these two places.  It really sounded as if it was from the tranny or t-case. I guess the sound just transferred up.<br />I got under and started checking loose bolts and what not to see ice just caked around it from our storm last week. <br />oh well, all's well that ends well - easy fix!||167.142.22.115||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||GVR4||12-15-2003||12:29 PM||||I had a similar thing happen to me. not with snow but just water...<br /><br />I put the "big" cool RalliArt mud flaps on my car...well...The upper part of the flap is not fastened as well as it should be and I discovered that when driving through that thin film of water that collects on the roads (@ 70mph) the tire throws up enough water to slap the portion of the flap against the inner fender well... sounds like a CV joint thumping steadily... as soon as I roll the windows down to try and get a better idea of where it's coming from it disappears. Apparently something with the airflow changes when the window comes down and the sound goes away! or something like that... very scary sound....very simple solution!<br /><br />L8r<br />TJ<br />'92 #226||137.144.99.189||reg||10||GVR4||00000358||yes



ubb/Forum2/004123.cgi
A||||32||Yao||WIDE WHEELS||||1||||Yao||00000044
Z||000000||Yao||12-11-2003||10:29 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Hello all, I thought I would give some info reguarding wide wheels on My Eclipse.  After waiting 3 months from Japan to acquire the Racing Hart 17x9 with 32mm offset I finally mount it on the car last night!!  I am running continental Extream 245/45/17 and it looks AWSOME!!  Even have the added benefit of EASY turning! Keep in mind I have the Manual rack on the Eclipse and I can immediately tell the difference when I back out of the bay.  I took a big gamble and HOPING that it would work after many hours of researching on the net.  Seems like it pays-off!  Up front, I am about half of finger width from the struct and the back is about couple of mm at best from clearing the control arm.  It sticks out about 1 1/2 inches, about perfect for giving the "NOT TO MESS WITH ME LOOK".  I also noticed that it's about an inche taller from my 17x7 205/50/17 wich is greatly appreciated with the 3" side exit exhaust.  Now for the bad news, while balancing the wheels, the tech noticed that one of the five wheel is bent??!!  on the balancer when spun.  I am at lost for words, I couldn't tell to much because it was cold and dark.  I will take it to get a second opinion later.  For now, I use it as spare.  Any one out here think that the quality control of Racing Hart it that bad?  I hate to think so, especially after spending the $$ and waited 3 months for these.  By the way, the Quaife Front LSD with Rear 4bolt LSD and 245 tires makes driving in SNOW fun!!<br /><br />Yao||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-11-2003||11:01 AM||||Pics damn it!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||12-11-2003||01:12 PM||||Yeah dude, where's the pics! And will this same setup work on a Galant?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||Yao||12-11-2003||02:33 PM||||I'll get some pictures this weekend, I am in the process of moving and immediately after the wheel is mounted I drove to my new house and parked it in the brand spanking new garage!<br /><br />By the way it is CP035  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  and I would think they will work on the VR4 also, because They do share the ALMOST the same suspension component.  I'll try to put it on my GVR4 sometime in the feature and see if it would fit.||208.253.246.93||reg||7||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000004||drew||12-12-2003||02:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Yao:<br /><strong>  They do share the ALMOST the same suspension component.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what's different between tel and gvr4?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||12-12-2003||04:26 AM||||They have different spring heights/rates, but I believe use the exact same struts.  (GVR4s have taller springs all the way around, but moreso in the rear)  All the hardware is the same, except the TELs use 5 lug hubs whereas we've got 4, and they have no 4ws but all the proper mounting holes are there.  The stock swaybars, while I think are the same size/stiffness, do not swap straight across from TEL to GVR4 as they have no hump to clear the 4ws pump, provided you still have it.||69.59.219.235||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||12-12-2003||09:41 AM||||The rear swaybar is the same, there is no "4ws" hump, there is a small hump for the driveshaft that both cars share.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000007||Yao||12-12-2003||10:10 AM||||I think the wheel wall is also slightly different.||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||12-12-2003||10:22 AM||||Someone here should buy these.<br /><br />Good deal to be had.<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=43957&item=2447764858" target="_blank">8" wide 2 pc whees</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||drew||12-12-2003||12:02 PM||||Times like this makes me regret I've gone to 5 lug. They're local too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||12-12-2003||12:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Times like this makes me regret I've gone to 5 lug. They're local too.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look at it this way you would at least have to refinish them as I don't think the neon red would go well. That and I have a feeling the offset is lower than that of the Evo enkei you have now which means that you would have that EasLos lowrider look with how much they would stick out.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||12-12-2003||01:01 PM||||The only thing I would be concerned with is that it says they're drag wheels. Maybe thats just part of the catchy name, but if they're really intended to be lightweight drag wheels, they won't be very strong.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||12-12-2003||01:03 PM||||They don't look too light. I'd just take the centers out, blast 'em and put 'em back on. Hell, it's an open invitation for rivet-on fender flares.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||Minjin||12-12-2003||01:11 PM||||These actually won't stick out far at all. My 16x9s stick out a slight amount and thats with a 6in BS. So these would stick out 1/2in less than mine.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||12-12-2003||01:25 PM||||What?  x9??  Wow, where did you get those?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||Duc Hunter||12-12-2003||05:02 PM||||RH are usually pretty good. They are soft though, that is why they are light weight. I looked at them and chose my BBS Rk's because they are light enough (17 lbs) but VERY strong. Some of the RH and other Jap wheels are lighter and very soft.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000016||drew||12-12-2003||06:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Times like this makes me regret I've gone to 5 lug. They're local too.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look at it this way you would at least have to refinish them as I don't think the neon red would go well. That and I have a feeling the offset is lower than that of the Evo enkei you have now which means that you would have that EasLos lowrider look with how much they would stick out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">olale esse, i'd run them red.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||12-12-2003||08:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Times like this makes me regret I've gone to 5 lug. They're local too.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look at it this way you would at least have to refinish them as I don't think the neon red would go well. That and I have a feeling the offset is lower than that of the Evo enkei you have now which means that you would have that EasLos lowrider look with how much they would stick out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">olale esse, i'd run them red. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Drew don't make me throw up the 15x8 wires that will fit on our cars.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||PRE-EVO||12-12-2003||08:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> RH are usually pretty good. They are soft though, that is why they are light weight. I looked at them and chose my BBS Rk's because they are light enough (17 lbs) but VERY strong. Some of the RH and other Jap wheels are lighter and very soft. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Duc there was a guy down here (subaru) who tracked his RK's and they literally shattered after about 10 hot laps with street tires on them. I'll try and find the post about it as it was almost a year ago and people were complaining about the Rota's failing yet Rota took care of those owners compared to BBS who said "oh well you used them outside of their intended use".||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000019||Minjin||12-12-2003||09:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> What?  x9??  Wow, where did you get those? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have my page linked and you've never actually read it?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/page_02.htm" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/page_02.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.minnstech.com/galant.htm" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/galant.htm</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000020||drew||12-13-2003||12:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Times like this makes me regret I've gone to 5 lug. They're local too.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look at it this way you would at least have to refinish them as I don't think the neon red would go well. That and I have a feeling the offset is lower than that of the Evo enkei you have now which means that you would have that EasLos lowrider look with how much they would stick out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">olale esse, i'd run them red. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Drew don't make me throw up the 15x8 wires that will fit on our cars. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i wanna see!||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000021||PRE-EVO||12-13-2003||01:20 PM||||15x8.5"<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43955&item=2447520858" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43955&item=2447520858</a><br /><br />15x8 Triple chrome <br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2447977435&category=43955" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2447977435&category=43955</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000022||229of1000||12-13-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> <br />15x8 Triple chrome <br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2447977435&category=43955" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2447977435&category=43955</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I DARE someone to put these on their Galant.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000023||GRV4726||12-13-2003||02:15 PM||||i would piss myself from laughing so hard!! i wanna see that. haha   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />my stepbrother put one of his 15 inch chrome rims on my car. ewww. it was nasty.  (his civic came with chrome rims, he hastes them. but not as much as i do)<br /><br />those rims are huge mark||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000024||drew||12-13-2003||04:24 PM||||<img src="http://www.gooksonbike.com/ty/funnies/43.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000025||bleck||12-13-2003||05:28 PM||||That is wrong on so many levels.  Unreal.  One step forward, two steps back.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000026||s_firestone||12-13-2003||05:41 PM||||Where do you mount the subwoofer on that thing?  <br /><br />I bet the owner of the car missing those rims is pissed...||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000027||Minjin||12-13-2003||08:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> 15x8 Triple chrome <br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2447977435&category=43955" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2447977435&category=43955</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The funny thing is:<br /><br />"They are 4 Lug (4-100/4-4.25/4-4.5) They are standard offset."<br /><br />They work with three different lug patterns?!?! Does that mean they have 12 holes?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Or 4 really big holes... (use washers and torque down hard)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Someone in Cleveland needs to buy these. Come on, buy em and put them back on ebay when you're done with them. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000028||Yao||12-13-2003||09:51 PM||||As promised, here are the pictures!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /> [IMG]c:\yao's carpictures\dscf0001[/IMG]||24.8.27.222||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000029||Yao||12-13-2003||09:58 PM||||Let's try this again.<br /><br />  <img src="http://f2.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/yaomlin/detail?.dir=/Eclipse&.dnm=DSCF0001.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.8.27.222||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000030||Yao||12-13-2003||10:01 PM||||Let's try this again!<br /><br />  <img src="http://f2.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/yaomlin/detail?.dir=/Eclipse&.dnm=DSCF0001.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.8.27.222||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000031||Yao||12-13-2003||10:10 PM||||Okay, I can't figure out how to post direct Image.  Here is the link to all of the pictures.<br /><br /><a href="http://f2.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/yaomlin/my_photos" target="_blank">http://f2.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/yaomlin/my_photos</a>||24.8.27.222||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000032||PRE-EVO||12-14-2003||12:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> 15x8 Triple chrome <br />  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2447977435&category=43955" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2447977435&category=43955</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The funny thing is:<br /><br />"They are 4 Lug (4-100/4-4.25/4-4.5) They are standard offset."<br /><br />They work with three different lug patterns?!?! Does that mean they have 12 holes?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Or 4 really big holes... (use washers and torque down hard)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Someone in Cleveland needs to buy these. Come on, buy em and put them back on ebay when you're done with them. <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's because all they would send you is the correct hub adapter since the wheels are held on by the knockoff ala real race wheels like BBS's with the racing nut.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/004124.cgi
A||||1||russya||Clutch Master/slave cylinder part #'s||||1||||Russya||00000991
Z||000000||russya||12-11-2003||11:57 AM||russya@woodenpickle.com||Just wondering if anyone has the part numbers for these. I did a search and didn't find anything. I'm going to replace both and just want to make sure I get the right parts.<br /><br />Thanks||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000001||#258||12-11-2003||12:06 PM||||Master cyl. MB012660<br />Slave cyl. MD733227||151.198.226.2||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes



ubb/Forum2/004125.cgi
A||||4||Z-1 Jon||Noise on cold start??||||1||||Z-1 Jon||00002656
Z||000000||Z-1 Jon||12-11-2003||01:03 PM||jrotaryb@hotmail.com||On a cold start my car has a strange noise...what do bad lifters sound like?  Is it a tapping noise?  This sounds like a kind of mechanical whirring (kinda like whar-whar-whar-whar) hehe and the noise is directly related to engine speed as in as the motor revs the noise cycles faster.  After a minute or to (once the car idles down from a cold start) it goes away.  Adam said he thinks it's the power steering pump, fluid is full...anyone else ever have a similar problem?||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000001||TAMBLERAMBLE||12-11-2003||01:10 PM||||these cars are famous for bad lifters. If it goes away as the engine warms then that is most likely your problem.||4.33.160.93||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-11-2003||01:51 PM||||I'd say it's the timing belt tensioner.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||forgottenvr4||12-11-2003||02:05 PM||||Bi is probably closer to the truth. Although, a tensioner tends to make a growelling (sp?) type noise as the t-belt actually slaps against the tensioner.......also a possibility is one of the many pulleys that your drive belts wrap around. Try spraying a localized spray lube (silicone) on one pulley (close to the bearing) at a time while the noise is occurring and see if it has any effect.......goodluck||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000004||Z-1 Jon||12-11-2003||05:28 PM||||any other ideas?  motor and timing belt are brand new...||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes



ubb/Forum2/004126.cgi
A||||10||GalantVR-4||Suspension Do it myself?||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||12-11-2003||01:51 PM||||Hi there,<br /><br />I have my agx's waiting to be installed.  How hard is it to do this myself, i will have a spring compressor around, and air tools.  Is there alot of stuff that gets in the way ?<br /><br />Thanks||65.164.228.115||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-11-2003||02:03 PM||||should be a piece of cake, especially if you have all the tools.  I'd say go for it!||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||12-11-2003||02:18 PM||||Here is a  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html" target="_blank">VFAQ</a> Just go to suspension.<br />Yeah, air tools sure makes the job done fast.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||12-11-2003||02:19 PM||||i'd hit it. <--- we need MORE Smilies!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||12-11-2003||03:28 PM||||Rears are easy, and I did mine without a compressor.  Fronts are more difficult, and make sure to align everything properly when putting th upper spring plate back on.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR-4||12-11-2003||03:32 PM||||cool thanks, how hard are the rears to adjust after they are installed.  It looks like you would have to get on the ground and reach up to turn the dial.  What settings do you guys like for the front and rear.  <br /><br />Thanks||65.164.228.115||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||12-11-2003||05:48 PM||||Just memorize which way the dial turns and you can stoop next to the wheel give it the old reach-around.  It's not a hard reach, but people will look at you funny if you do it in parking lots or gas-stations  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||My_GVR_4||12-11-2003||06:15 PM||||It is very easy to replace both the front and rears.  The ONLY thing you have to look out for on the rear is, the shocks may get caught up in back.  The rear shocks usually get caught up on that lower post (no idea what the TECHNICAL TERM IS).  I had to get it all nice N' with a torch and heat that bastard up.  Once it was all hot N' botheres, I used a vise-grip and twised the sheeth off.<br /><br />The front and rear springs/shocks only took me about 1 hour.<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||12-11-2003||07:08 PM||||yeah, what Rory said can be a PITA. Use a big hammer to whack it off that lower thingy. Other than that, its easy-foh-sheezy to do on the gvr4s||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||12-11-2003||07:49 PM||||Without an air gun the front strut hats can be difficult to remove as the strut slider tube spins in the strut. You can hold the tube but you need either a long 8mm socket or to make some sort of tool contraption. <br /><br />I've had luck with a set of vice grips on a socket, that socket is stabbed with a 6" extension with an 8mm socket on the end. You can hold the 8mm with a socket wrench and turn the 19?mm socket with vice grips. Or.. try to crack those nuts with the suspension still on the car, or.. get use of an air wrench and avoid all that.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||mj_rosenfeld||12-11-2003||09:53 PM||||Any job that I can do can't be that hard, so I'm sure you can do it. Like some others, the one problem I ran into was getting the lower part of the old rear shocks off the pin. Got the shock free by burning the rubber bushing off, but the sleeve was frozen to the pin. Had to drive across the street to an old boy who had an air chisel. He knocked the sleeve off in 30 seconds. Slobber some anti-sieze on the pin so the next time it will come off easily. And the rears are easy enough to adjust. Just lie on your back on some broken glass or in a puddle and twist the knob.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.216||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes



ubb/Forum2/004127.cgi
A||N||20||MidEngine210||EVO 8 intercooler||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||12-11-2003||03:35 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||Has anyone tried installing an EVO 8 intercooler on our cars? If you have, can I see some pics?<br /><br />Thanks in advance.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||12-11-2003||04:03 PM||||I'm sure it can be done, but the question is why?<br /><br />For a lot less money you can get as nice of an intercooler or better, and also nice pipes to go with it.<br /><br />It will look fairly similar.<br /><br />However, you might have your own specific reasons.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||12-11-2003||04:16 PM||||go with a starion ic, they are only a tiny bit smaller and you can pick them up cheap.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />I know the evo 8 ics have bigger inlet & outlets... just dont know what size.||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||MidEngine210||12-11-2003||05:32 PM||||I just had to ask because I saw one on sale for $250-$300 on a dsm classified site.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000004||Mitsuturbo||12-11-2003||07:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt Wenger:<br /><strong> I'm sure it can be done, but the question is why?<br /><br />For a lot less money you can get as nice of an intercooler or better, and also nice pipes to go with it.<br /><br />It will look fairly similar.<br /><br />However, you might have your own specific reasons. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A lot less than $560, and with pipes?!  WHERE?!  I have been looking for a FMIC kit that cheap and have not been able to find one!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000005||atc250r||12-12-2003||09:59 PM||||I can probably get you a pic of one we have at the shop but it is in an evo with the front bumper off of it. Someone got a GREAT deal on one, they ripped the bumper off a car we had repo'd and stole the damn intercooler!! It is a nice size unit and it looks like it'll fit our cars pretty well but dealer cost on it is kind of high, you could probably do better aftermarket. I just picked up a JDM set up for 1552 including the piping for $300 and the core/pipes are like brand new. It is not the big JDM but it is about twice the size of the USDM one.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000006||Matt379||12-13-2003||12:43 AM||||Many cores of nice quality...<br /><br /><a href="http://search.ebay.com/search/search.dll?cgiurl=http%3A%2F%2Fcgi.ebay.com%2Fws%2F&krd=1&from=R8&MfcISAPICommand=GetResult&ht=1&SortProperty=MetaEndSort&query=spearco" target="_blank">http://search.ebay.com/search/search.dll?cgiurl=http%3A%2F%2Fcgi.ebay.com%2Fws%2F&krd=1&from=R8&MfcISAPICommand=GetResult&ht=1&SortProperty=MetaEndSort&query=spearco</a>||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000007||ejectseat||12-13-2003||01:08 PM||||does anyone know the inlet/outlet sizes on evo8 intercoolers?||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||12-13-2003||01:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong>I just picked up a JDM set up for 1552 including the piping for $300 and the core/pipes are like brand new. It is not the big JDM but it is about twice the size of the USDM one.<br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got the same setup.  The smaller JDM core is almost as big as the EVO 8 core.  I held it up to the front of my friend's EVO, and the core itself is the same size, but the endtanks are designed differently.  I paid about $400 for my setup.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ejectseat:<br /><strong> does anyone know the inlet/outlet sizes on evo8 intercoolers? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It looked like a 2.5".||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||jayru||12-18-2003||10:28 AM||||Does anyone know the exact dimensions of the EVO 8 intercooler? <br /><br />I get 10% over cost and could get one for around $450. significantly cheaper than most front-mount's i see.<br /><br />With 2.5" in/outlets (and depending on the size) i would think it would outflow the jdm one and be able to make some decent power for higher HP applications.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||12-18-2003||11:42 AM||||The Starion intercoolers flow under 500cfm at 15psi. The EVO 8 flows 1320 CFM. Forget the outside dimensions, the EVO 8 is easily superior.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||12-18-2003||11:54 AM||||when i compared the starion to the jdm one i got, the jdm was slightly larger, but the tubes inside were about 3 times the size of the starion, and internally finned.  but, anything is better than stock.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||jayru||12-18-2003||01:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> The Starion intercoolers flow under 500cfm at 15psi. The EVO 8 flows 1320 CFM. Forget the outside dimensions, the EVO 8 is easily superior. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's alot of CFM, So what kind of power you think it could make? I hope to make around 500, enough to get me in the low 11's. What do you guys think.<br /><br />Also, i want the dimensions because i have the AMG bumper and there is alot less room under there than stock.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000013||Matticus||12-18-2003||02:12 PM||||I am by far an expert in the IC field but I think you will need one a bit better than a stock EVO 8 IC to support 500 HP.  You will need to move some serious air to make that power.  Alot of the vendors that started modding EVO 8s ditched the stocker for a bigger IC.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000014||4drwhore||12-18-2003||02:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> The Starion intercoolers flow under 500cfm at 15psi. The EVO 8 flows 1320 CFM. Forget the outside dimensions, the EVO 8 is easily superior. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you sure about that with the evo8?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||12-18-2003||06:02 PM||||Buschur says 1120 but I mostly have heard closer to 1300. Either way it's over double the starion.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000016||bujang_hensem||12-18-2003||07:29 PM||||how about small JDM vr4..i think it is same size as starion...but anybody know how many cfm it flow? i'm using it now with jdm cyclone motor||202.188.114.40||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000017||Doug Thomas||12-18-2003||07:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Buschur says 1120 but I mostly have heard closer to 1300. Either way it's over double the starion. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think you might wrong about the cfm for the EVO 8 intercooler. Buschur has a intercooler kit for the EVO 8 and the intercooler is rated 1125 cfm and the dimensions are 24 x 10.5 x 3.5. I don�t think Buschur would put a bigger intercooler kit on the EVO that�s rated less cfm than the stock one.<br /><br /><a href="http://buschurracing.com/cgi-bin/ez-catalog/cat_display.cgi?18X376545" target="_blank">http://buschurracing.com/cgi-bin/ez-catalog/cat_display.cgi?18X376545</a>||12.10.219.40||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000018||agrabau||12-19-2003||07:22 AM||||Doug is probably right here. I still stand by the starion number though. I'm still trying to find that damn article though.. Some US mag did an IC test on the EVO and after installing an "uprated" intercooler the car made less power in most points on the curve. <br /><br />Seeking truth through the internet..(the search continues..)||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000019||jayru||12-19-2003||12:18 PM||||yea, let me know about that article.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000020||jayru||12-20-2003||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Doug is probably right here. I still stand by the starion number though. I'm still trying to find that damn article though.. Some US mag did an IC test on the EVO and after installing an "uprated" intercooler the car made less power in most points on the curve. <br /><br />Seeking truth through the internet..(the search continues..) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you ever find that article?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum2/004128.cgi
A||||1||Peakboost||My car is running good again......*link inside*||||1||||Peakboost||00003013
Z||000000||Peakboost||12-11-2003||04:13 PM||integevo90@yahoo.com||i posted this yesterday:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004118" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004118</a><br /><br />that was when it was raining all day....today, it was nice and dry....the car didnt have any problem starting what so ever.<br /><br />so basically it only happens when SOMETHING gets wet.<br /><br /><br />What could this be?||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||12-11-2003||05:55 PM||||Bad wires, cracked coil, water in the spark plug wells, bad insulation on a wire harness, seal on the CAS...<br /><br />Run the car at night in the complete dark with the spark plug cover off and look for fireworks.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/004129.cgi
A||||10||crucible||Aw crap||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||12-11-2003||06:09 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||I think I just experienced the infamous fuel cut.Damn, that was scary.Thought the car bit the big one.I checked the VFAQs about fuel cut and have a good understanding about it.However, I dont understand why my cars is suddenly getting this.Im running the 14b at 16psi,510 injectors,190 pump,hard intake.I just recently put a Staraion cooler in front with STOCK piping.I was in 3rd gear and wailed it and whammo,car shut right down.I know its cold nowadays and the car runs stronger but dont know why all of a sudden I got this.<br />Unfortunately I dont have logging results since I dropped my hood on my Palm.Big dummy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||12-11-2003||06:16 PM||||Well guys, correct me if I'm wrong, but the ecu cuts fuel if it sees what it thinks is "too much" air coming in, regardless of the fact that you have the supporting fuel, etc. You need a Keydiver chip!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Off topic: How much of a difference did that starion make with stock piping? I'm thinking of going that route cuz' I can't afford a nice setup right now.  Also, I'm bringing that bumper home to lancaster for the holidays so maybe we can meet up then.  Later||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||12-11-2003||06:24 PM||||Actually, you answered your own question:<br />"I know it's cold nowadays and the car runs stronger."  The cold packs much more air into the system, that causes the ECU to see air intake outside of acceptable parameters, thus fuel cut!<br /><br />Not to worry, it's a rite of passage for us all.||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-11-2003||06:34 PM||||Don't forget also that punching it in third probably gave a healthy boost spike. That combined with the colder air was just enough to do it.<br /><br />If you're running rich enough, unscrew the plug in your MAS a little.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||crucible||12-12-2003||07:25 AM||||Yeah, I knew about people hitting it, but I just didnt think it would be at 16psi on a 14b.I do have the screw backed out and Im waiting on that chip from you know who.The cold air has made a huge difference apparently.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||12-12-2003||07:56 AM||||heck, this morning was 32F when I came to work,I got the same turbo on mine and similar equipment,I tried to take off on a light andit became a wild bucking bronco, oh well.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||91 #680||12-12-2003||11:55 AM||||haha.  Same thing happened to me last night....talk about motor mount torture!! It definately has to do with the colder air and punching it.  It scared me into setting my boost back to stock from 14lbs.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||12-12-2003||01:41 PM||||In this cold weather if you're hitting fuel cut (add me to your list) it's worth turning it down a little because you're also getting a little faster spool.  I think that increased spool makes up for the loss of 1 or 2 psi up top.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||AWDpower||12-13-2003||12:30 AM||||How long was your car running before you got on it? My cars will fuel cut in cold weather if the engine compartment is still cold. But once the compartment heats up (not just the coolant temp), I don't get any fuel cut. I don't think fuel cut happens at a specific airflow rate, but a combo of air temp, airflow, and barometeric pressure. I can hit fuel cut at part throttle and low RPM when my engine compartment is cold, yet not hit it when flooring it to redline after everything is warmed up. Once my wife and I were driving seperate cars and stepped on it next to each other. We hit both hit fuel cut at the same time, it was pretty funny.||67.25.104.219||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000009||crucible||12-13-2003||05:47 PM||||Nah, it happened after an hour of driving.My car is a different animal now with the colder weather.I have no idea whether my Starion IC has made a difference since I rarely mash the pedal like I did.Since I did the front mount at the same time as the cold temps arrived, its hard to tell whether my fuel cut was more from colder weather or the IC or a little of both.The ic inlet/outlet size is same as stock and Im running stock piping.For now<br />I turned my boost down until the "chip" arrives||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||12-13-2003||06:54 PM||||Your chip went out Thursday or Friday in the mail. But, I think I forgot to put the new caps in with it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br />Please replace them if you can while you have it open.<br />Jeff||216.76.180.153||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004130.cgi
A||||14||Mitsuturbo||Weight Transfer, original struts||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||12-11-2003||11:44 PM||||I don't see the track at all through first gear, and most of second.  I'm told my my car looks as if it's going to "wheelie".<br /><br />I want to get some KYB AGXs pretty soon, at least for the rear.<br />I am wondering if there is anything that is "as good" as AGXs.  I hear illuminas are junk, and am not aware of anything else adjustabe out there.<br /><br />What sort of "power loss" (so to speak) do you think i'm getting from weight transfer?  Or from my front wheels not being as firmly planted as possible?  Please feel free to comment on what any of you think i could do to make my car launch better.  I am thinking KYB AGXs out back, cranked up to #8 should help out a lot, what do you think?  What sort of differences have any of you seen by stiffening things up?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||R332||12-12-2003||12:11 AM||||You need stiffer rear spring, not dampers (shocks). The dampers control the rate of weight transfer, but your car will still "wheelie" just as bad if you stay in the power long enough. Stiffer springs will keep the rear from compressing as much under load. Also, if you have any notion of giving your car acceptable handling traits you better make sure you "match" the suspension front to rear. If you buy AGXs get all four!||137.186.225.201||reg||1||R332||00002894||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||12-12-2003||12:29 AM||||This does not sound uhm... true.<br />Why do so many full drag DSMs have agxs out back, if this were the case why would one waste money on struts and not just buy springs?<br /><br />Considering this theory applies as you say.. who makes stiffer springs, with the same ride height?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000003||talontsi||12-12-2003||12:58 AM||||AGX's will do the trick.<br />Stiffer springs will help but a lot of locals have used the AGX;s with the stock springs and have cut easy 1.6 60ft's.<br /><br />They make a huge difference on the awd launch.<br />Definitly recommended.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000004||Mitsuturbo||12-12-2003||01:40 AM||||Excellent!  You just backed up what i read on DSMtuners.com and what i suspected.  This is pretty much exactly what i wanted to hear.  I just needed a sort of "general consensus" on the subject, ya know?<br /><br />I was pulling 1.7 60's on T rated tires with worn out struts last season.  I definitely want at least 1.6 next season.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000005||DynStatic||12-12-2003||03:46 AM||||I just put in my AGX kyb's with stock springs a few days ago.<br /><br />The front are on 3 and the back are on 4. Bumbs on the highway are the worst. I bounce in my seat. But I think thats the seats problem. The little pull-lift thing is broken and the seat moves up and down. Maybe I should lock it down...<br /><br />Anyone know the best setting for stock springs?<br /><br />Before this my best 60 foot was a 2.2, with a act 2600, a TRE gearbox, and a 5000 shutterbox. I haven't got to the track to test the new combo.||68.57.53.129||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000006||markrieb||12-12-2003||11:52 AM||||That's way too stiff on the shocks for stock springs.<br /><br />Turn the fronts down to 1 and the rears to 1 or 2<br /><br />Even that may be a bit too stiff for stock springs.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000007||Matticus||12-12-2003||12:59 PM||||Not to jack the thread, but this is on topic still.  Are KYB AGX's good products?  I have read may posts about people complaining about the shocks dying after a little over a year of service.  Seems like to me they should last longer than a year.  My shocks and springs are shot and I would like to replace then sometime in the near future.  I don't want to spend money on a sub par product.  How do AGX's compare to Koni's?  I really don't know a whole lot about suspension setups.  Thanks.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||12-12-2003||01:32 PM||||I think they tend to get blown out when people are using agressive lowering (you get less travel on the shock).  There's a post on the theories somewhere...<br /><br />Also heard that having a good suspension on a drag car reduces the likelihood of busting driveline parts.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||12-12-2003||02:20 PM||||AGX is sprinkles on shit and works well for the money....but it aint no Koni yellows.<br /><br />to prevent the weight transfer, Heavy duty GC coilovers in the rears and the fronts will help you. Get a strut to match...Koni Yellows, maybe!<br />If you wanna go all out, swap out all the bushings and get some from Oztek||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||turboflanagan||12-12-2003||07:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> AGX is sprinkles on shit </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hahahahaha!  What?<br /><br />Is that kinda like a cupcake?||64.63.213.144||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||R332||12-12-2003||07:47 PM||||I still think some of you are confused. No doubt that AGXs will improve most aspect of your car's handling and launching compared to worn out old stock units, but you are going about it the wrong way. To reduce "squat" under acceleration you need stiffer springs. Do it right, but some AGXs or Konis and get the Ground Control kit with spring rates suited to your "drag" needs.||68.144.20.64||reg||1||R332||00002894||yes
Z||000012||mj_rosenfeld||12-12-2003||08:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Are KYB AGX's good products? I have read may posts about people complaining about the shocks dying after a little over a year of service. Seems like to me they should last longer than a year. My shocks and springs are shot and I would like to replace then sometime in the near future. I don't want to spend money on a sub par product. How do AGX's compare to Koni's? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They aren't bad for the money. Decent street performance shock. I've gone at least 3 years on my set and autocrossed with them with good results, but they aren't up to real aggressive spring rates, or at least not for very long. You get what you pay for.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.233||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||12-12-2003||11:12 PM||||quote:<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Originally posted by blacksheep:<br />AGX is sprinkles on shit <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />You know what I mean - sprinkles on shit is still shit, may make it nicer. Dont get me wrong, they work decently with stock, H&Rs, eibach's and whiteline. But, put some GC's with some heavy spring rates and they will blow up....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||Mitsuturbo||12-13-2003||08:17 PM||||There is no way in hell i am putting coilovers on my car, those things ride like shit.  I have been in cars with "specific rate" and matched struts, and they still ride like shit. bouncy bouncy bouncy.. i have not rode on Teins but hell.. i'm not spending 1k on suspension.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/004131.cgi
A||||14||red91awdtalon||Clutch Suggestions||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-12-2003||02:43 AM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||just curious about the clutches u guys use?  had bad luck with the 2100. just got the lightend flywheel from Road Race. looking for something that i can use for a weekend warrior and im starting to get into the road racing. any suggestions? thanks<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-12-2003||03:43 AM||||2600.  Lots of people on this list go with that.<br /><br />They make a 2900, but I don't know anyone who runs one, and I'd be afrade of the stock clutch system being able to handle it.  I'm sure it could be done though.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||12-12-2003||04:20 AM||||I've got an ACT 2600 with the ACT street disc.  It's a bit much compared to your average street car, but certainly daily drivable.  I didn't notice much change going from a semi-sprung hub 4 puck clutch, but the ACT is a tad less off/on.  Several people, including Nate, use the 2900 pressure plate with a stock 2G disc, with very good results.  I'm thinking of heading down that route whenever the 2600 dies on me.||69.59.219.235||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||curtis||12-12-2003||08:23 AM||||DXD with the copper ceramic on both sides.<br />Just look up dxd clutch or south bend clutch on your search engine.  If you call ask for eddie.<br /><br />By the way centerforce dual friction sucks ass!!!||67.25.35.254||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||mj_rosenfeld||12-12-2003||09:01 AM||||ACT 2600. Takes 6K launches or stop-and-go traffic all day long. Wife has no trouble driving it to the store. But put in a new clutch fork while you are at it, preferrably the newer stronger part, or you'll be back in there a year later changing that too.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000005||crucible||12-12-2003||09:29 AM||||Whats the "newer stronger part"?(referring to the clutch fork).Is this a Mitsu part or after market part?<br />Im gonna need a clutch soon||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||sk8bored||12-12-2003||11:54 AM||||X-clutch from RRE, nice stock pedal feel and can take alot of hp just ask scott grey. I just got done installing mine and am still doing my 500 mile break in. Now is also a good time to inspect/rebuild/replace your master and slave cylnders as well.||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000007||curtis||12-12-2003||12:03 PM||||Heres an idea Pete from down in Huntsville told me he did.  He removed the dowel pins and added 3 more bolts.  I will definately be doing mine the next time.  I know there will be a next time.||64.159.108.107||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||12-12-2003||12:07 PM||||I'm apparently one of the few people who uses and like the CFDF. However, I don't go to the strip every weekend and put in 20 passes like the "1337" drag racers do. Hasn't failed me yet and gotta love that stock feeling pedal...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||12-12-2003||12:21 PM||||It always amazes me when I hear people talk about how heavy the clutch pedal is with the ACT 2600.  When I added the 2600, the braided stainless clutch line, and a new T/O bearing, my pedal was every bit as light, and was WAY smoother then my previous clutch.  I drive a 94 Toyota 4X4 on a daily basis, and the clutch in it is stiffer to push than my VR-4.  Of course everytime I get in the VR-4 I just about stall it from the difference in "clutch grab" between the two.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000010||atc250r||12-12-2003||09:55 PM||||I am running the 2600 with a street disc too. I have only put about 250 miles on the new engine/clutch but I feel it is a bit on the stiff side but it is very smooth on engagement. I think it may be a bit chattery on the downshifts when compression braking. I don't know what kind of power you are making but I would think a 2100 would have been enough for most street cars. I guess it is all in how you drive it and if you really launch it hard.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000011||MustGoFaster||12-12-2003||11:17 PM||||My friend's Stealth R/T TT's clutch is as stiff as any 2600 I have ever felt and it's a stock clutch!  There stock pressure is around 2600# anyway.  I'm gonna see how long this Exedy 1900# lasts me then I plan on a 2600 or something else if there's anything new and good around that time.||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||12-12-2003||11:26 PM||||I have heard that the 2900 has a softer pedal feel than the 2600. I think Nate Pharr mentioned it somewhere on this board||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||Craig91||12-12-2003||11:38 PM||||I have the 2100 in my car and I have no complaints as of yet at 3500 miles.  The pedal is a little stiffer than stock, and not terribly far off of the stiffness of a 2600.  I had a 2600 in the TSi I bought last winter and liked it alot.  I like the feel of a stiffer clutch, rather than the soft ones like in my gf's 2000 VW Golf.  Everytime I drive it I feel like I'm gonna thrust my leg through the floor up to my thigh.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000014||Duc Hunter||12-13-2003||12:14 AM||||2600, new master cylinder, new slave cylinder, braided stainless line, alum flywheel.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/004132.cgi
A||||7||mj_rosenfeld||coolant shelf life||||1||||mj_rosenfeld||00001058
Z||000000||mj_rosenfeld||12-12-2003||06:30 AM||mlr@cgate.net||Any info or opinions on shelf life for 50/50 coolant/water mix? I have some that has been stored in its original plastic container for more than a couple of years. Looks and smells OK.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||12-12-2003||08:56 AM||||God man, its a couple bucks for a new bottle.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||12-12-2003||12:25 PM||||that is a valid good question. I will ask my mentor.  I know brake fluid can be oxidized and become bad after opening. Old motor oil can be used whenever. transmission fluid..hmm..now you got me thinking.||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||12-12-2003||12:37 PM||||Not a chemist, but my guess is it is OK.  Reasoning?  Ethylene glycol is recycled to remove contaminants, and additives put back in and used again.  It main purpose is to change the freezing and boiling points of the H2O, and provide corrosion protection from the additives.  If the bottle has not been opened, it should not be contaminated and should be usable.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||12-12-2003||01:34 PM||||Ah, but he said a coolant/water mix.  I would wager it's okay, though.  In your radiator -- that's another story.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||mj_rosenfeld||12-12-2003||08:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> God man, its a couple bucks for a new bottle.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cost isn't the issue. It's not that easy to get rid of. Nobody near me takes it for recycling, I can't dump it on the ground, and it's not good to put in the trash.<br /><br />Thinking more about this, it has to be better than what's in the car now, so I think I'll just use it. Thanks all for the comments.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.233||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||12-12-2003||08:58 PM||||I second what Iceman said.  Should be just fine to use and likely much better than what you have in there like you said.||64.63.212.38||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-12-2003||09:09 PM||||If you are connected to the sewer system and don't have your own septic tank, you should be able to pour it down your drain. Check with your local sewage plant but most can handle the eythlene glycol.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/004133.cgi
A||||10||admsr||My MBC is a son of a B#$%^&amp;$*#!||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||12-12-2003||07:57 AM||alex.morales@avon.com||So everyone knows that I've been plagued by this KNOCK shit. Well on the way home yesterday, I stopped at a rest stop and decided to try to turn the boost down lower than the 11psi I was running at. I turned the car off and starting backing out the MBC when i decided to back it out completely. Well I think its bad and the root of all my evil. I notice that when the knock comes on (43 counts) that the turbo sounds really loud. I put two and two together and I think I'm hearing air cycling through the BOV. Is it possible that my MBC is leaking or sticking or just being a dick and opening up my BOV and or wastegate while im boosting? I cleaned the screw part and tapped the side of it with my screw driver a little and when i put it all back together and started to drive i got no knock! I drove like that the rest of the way and then to work this morning. I was pushing her alittle this morning to try and bring the knock back (running 10psi) and she drove 68 out of 70 miles with no knock what so ever. then on the last 2 mile stretch, 43 counts baby....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Does anyone here have a working MBC or any BC that I could borrow for a while (I'll supply shipping info)?<br /><br />Would really appreciate all comments and help.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||12-12-2003||08:32 AM||||hey, i got one. you should have asked me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||12-12-2003||08:54 AM||||Just run your boost source straight to the wastegate, skip the MBC entirely, and see if you still get knock.  With this hookup you will only run 9lbs and you will take the MBC totally out of the picture for now.  It will take you 2 minutes to do this.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||admsr||12-12-2003||09:41 AM||||Hey Dave....Thanks for the heads up. I didnt think to ask you yesterday cause this happened after i left work and I havent had a chance to call you. You think I can pick it up from you tomorrow?<br /><br />lemme know,<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000004||Colt4G63||12-12-2003||09:52 AM||||yeah come pick it up.ill PM you my address if you forgot.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||12-12-2003||11:09 AM||||How would your MBC be opening your BOV?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||admsr||12-12-2003||01:22 PM||||well.....I'm not sure. It's just an idea. I know that the BOV is getting a vacuum tap off of the MBC as so is also the case with the Wastegate.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||12-12-2003||01:27 PM||||Buy some vacuum hose, vacuum caps/plugs and rework that stuff -- get rid of those useless T's and H's... taboospeedshop.com has got some "emissions" diagrams that will help.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||admsr||12-12-2003||02:47 PM||||Hey Ryan,<br /><br />Will I still be able to pass emissions with this setup?<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000009||Duc Hunter||12-12-2003||04:46 PM||||My MBC stuck once, the BB's in them are steel and they WILL rust a little. When mine did my BOV would open because at about 25psi it would open.......i.e. wont hold that much boost when it is set to blow on light lifts.......so it acted like a pop-off valve. <br /><br />I agree, completely bypass it and see what happens. Then take it apart and clean it.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000010||admsr||12-14-2003||06:44 PM||||So Dave and I cleaned out the MBC and a while after I left Enfield, CT the Knock was minimized close to nothing. I did spend 4 hours stranded on I84 West cause of a couple of tractor/trailers but the car seems to be doing much better.....<br /><br />Thanks for your help Dave!<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.177.237||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum2/004134.cgi
A||||4||neonturbo1995||bare cylinder head||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||12-12-2003||01:04 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||Anyone know where I can get a bare cylinder head the cheapest?||68.164.12.69||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-12-2003||01:29 PM||||That would probably be ebay or dsmtrader.<br /><br />This isn't really a technical question -- should be moved to For Sale.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-12-2003||02:21 PM||||is this a trick question?  dont you have one for sale?  and if so, why do you want to sell it, and not use that one?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||12-12-2003||02:29 PM||||The one for sale has a stripped exhaust stud that goes into the water passage.  But he would rather but a new one than pay the 25-30 dollars to repair the other head.  I think it is a trick question.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||12-12-2003||05:02 PM||||I got one but it's got all new valve seals, lapped valves, cleaned inside and out like a mother@#%#!!, make an offer.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/004135.cgi
A||||0||RTS182G-VR4||porting head?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||12-12-2003||01:35 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||is porting the head on our engines worth while?  the casting is very precise compared to many others.  how much can one gain if this is done.  also: would i have to portmatch the intake and exhaust mani? thanks<br />Ryan||65.102.216.30||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/004136.cgi
A||||1||RTS182G-VR4||Boost down because of cold?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||12-12-2003||01:39 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||This morning i was driving to school, and i looked over at my boost guage to see only 6 pounds of boost in second gear. this is very low even though i have turned by boost down to about 8.5 because of the condition of my engine.  is this because it was so cold this morning?(9 degrees) it cant be the turbo, because it comes on boost very quick, so quick i cannot drive without boosting alot of the time. just wondering, i thought it was really wierd<br />Ryan||65.102.216.30||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||12-12-2003||04:57 PM||||Should not be. When I ran an MBC I noticed more. Remember though that boost is not what we are REALLY worried about. It is volume. An engine is an air-pump, period. The more air it can pump in a given time the more power. Colder temps can mean lower boost and yet mean more volume. The air volume means power. <br /><br />I could put formula's here but the basics are... Let�s say my car makes 300HP at 150 degree Air Intake Temp and 20PSI. If the air intake temp is dropped (like in winter) to say 0 degrees and I want to make the same 300HP I will need the back the boost down. If I leave the boost at 20PSI then I will make more than 300HP because the colder temp means there are more air molecules going into the engine because of the denser (colder) air. I just point this out so you remember that less boost does not nec mean less power.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/004137.cgi
A||||6||slvrblt||Screaming sound from turbo||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||12-12-2003||04:19 PM||||Recently my new EVO III B16G has been making a screaming sound at 9+ psi (max is 12psi). It only does it in 1st, 2nd and 3rd. It doesn't do it in higher (4th and 5th) gears. It still pulls the same, but the sound is scaring me.<br /><br />Any ideas as to what it could be or what I should check ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||admsr||12-12-2003||04:21 PM||||check that your compressor blade isnt starting to dig into the housing.......<br />that wouldn't be a good thing.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||12-12-2003||05:33 PM||||I just checked that. The shaft play is the same as when I got it out of the box from FP. Since there is no oil in it, there is a minute amount of play. The blades (that I could see) looked just fine.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Scott Y||12-12-2003||06:03 PM||||My FP big16 makes the same sound. At less than 10# boost it sounds 'normal' but at anything approaching 15# or higher, it lets out quite a wail.  I bought it used, there is very little shaft play.  The compressor blades look fine to me, but i've never taken it apart to see what the exhaust side looks like.<br />I've seen it boost as high as 23#, but it falls like a stone to less than 15# as it approaches redline. Maybe the noise + falling boost indicates a problem. With my supporting mods I would expect to be able to hold 20# all the way to redline, but the more I learn, the more I realize I don't know.<br /><br />I just thought it was normal for this turbo <shrug>.<br /><br />Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||12-14-2003||01:57 AM||||The sound has changed and it now makes me suspect an exhaust leak near the turbo. I will check it tomorrow.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||12-14-2003||03:09 AM||||My buddy had a big leak between the manifold and the turbo on his conquest sounded like you jumped on a cats tail.||65.177.241.49||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||12-14-2003||06:01 PM||||Checked it today and the front 2 turbo/manifold bolts had backed out up to the heat shield. That caused the gasket to blow and the noise.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004138.cgi
A||||9||admsr||Exhaust Mani stud went AWOL||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||12-12-2003||05:11 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||so i noticed the other day that the car was leaking some exhaust out of the pass side. I tried to tighten up the nut but it kept spinning, so like a smart ass...I get awhole bunch of lock washers and put them on the stud then put the nut back and try to tighten it......<br /><br />Pop!<br /><br />There went that. I was at the pep boys parking lot in waterbury so i went inside and had my friends get me a 5/16 course thread bolt. I took that shit and jammed it in there.<br /><br />Looks ugly as shit but it did the job. not leaking anymore (knock on wood).<br /><br />any ideas on how to fix this if it backs out again.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-12-2003||06:30 PM||||tom stangl of vfaq fame says to use loctite red on the studs.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-12-2003||09:28 PM||||I use red permatex RTV.<br /><br />Quick check shows that the RTV can handle 650deg, loctite can handle 450deg.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||12-13-2003||03:37 PM||||Your exhaust manifold can see 1200F easily.  <br />The only good fix is to tap and drill .||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||red91awdtalon||12-13-2003||04:16 PM||||u can use loctite green "sleve retainer" strong crap.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000005||s_firestone||12-13-2003||05:37 PM||||Are you saying the threads on the outer part of the stud stripped?  <br /><br />If the studs are in that bad of shape they are likely ready to start breaking(some in the head).  The stock copper nuts are misshapen on purpose so they will resist loosening.  They will however sieze onto the stud over time and corrode.  But remember the head is aluminum and the threads inside can't take much stress before they give and pop.<br /><br />This who have used hardware store nuts to replace the copper nuts put 2 nuts on to lock the nut.  If the stud itself is that bad you should consider replacing it.  Helicoiling all the stud holes is highly recommended.<br /><br />They sell a full set of replacement Stainless studs with copper nuts on Ebay for $28.00.  The company who sells them can be found at <a href="http://www.ssstuds.com/" target="_blank">http://www.ssstuds.com/</a><br /><br />Is your manifold a original 1G?  If it is they are prone to cracking and warping.  Lots of people go ahead and replace them with 2G manifolds.  It's a bolt on part except for having to grind a 1/4" off the front corner so it will clear the engine mount.  Much thicker, better metal.  Most people replace the single turbo stud with a 4th bolt as it makes manifold and turbo removal much easier in the future(20 minutes as opposed to 2 1/2 hours).<br /><br />To keep them from backing off due to vibration I recommend sparkplug or copper anti-seize on both nuts and studs.  It's real high temperature and thick like wax.  Plus it inhibits corrosion.  It also works great on wheel studs and rotors.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||12-13-2003||07:50 PM||||copper is only good to 1800 deg.  nickel is good for 2600.  i use nickel all over the engine, and regular on stuff that wont have heat.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-13-2003||08:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong> Your exhaust manifold can see 1200F easily.  <br />The only good fix is to tap and drill . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He asked what will keep them from backing out again. RTV can handle higher temps before turning into dust like the loctite. Also, you need a sealant for the bottom middle stud...<br /><br />Ken, you can't make such a broad statement. I've used the standard permatex anti sieze for years and its rated to 1600F. Recently I found a copper based thats good to 2000F.<br /><br />Ok, just did some research. Turns out that the permatex stuff that you buy at NAPA is NOT nickel based.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.permatex.com/products/prodidx.asp?automotive=yes&f_call=get_item&item_no=81464" target="_blank">http://www.permatex.com/products/prodidx.asp?automotive=yes&f_call=get_item&item_no=81464</a><br /><br />Its aluminum based.<br /><br />Here's their copper based which is good to 1800F:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.permatex.com/products/prodidx.asp?automotive=yes&f_call=get_item&item_no=09126" target="_blank">http://www.permatex.com/products/prodidx.asp?automotive=yes&f_call=get_item&item_no=09126</a><br /><br />And here's the nickel based goodness, good to 2400F:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.permatex.com/products/prodidx.asp?automotive=yes&f_call=get_item&item_no=77124" target="_blank">http://www.permatex.com/products/prodidx.asp?automotive=yes&f_call=get_item&item_no=77124</a><br /><br />Personally, I have NEVER seen the nickel based permatex for sale at any store. Maybe you guys are lucky, but make certain it says nickel based before thinking its the good stuff.<br /><br />Two more steps you can take to prevent studs snapping/backing out. I have my manifolds flattened at a local machine shop. They get warped over time and put more stress on the outer bolts. Also, please torque the nuts evenly and to the proper spec. That helps alot. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||12-13-2003||11:04 PM||||i see permatex nickel based at pep boys all the time.  that's where i got mine.  i try to state stuff that i have either seen or done myself.  i dont post stuff i have heard only.  no one is taking shots here, this is information.  if i dont know an answer, i dont post.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||91GVR4||12-14-2003||12:28 AM||||I use "silver goop" but that may be very hard to find, I got it from work. It is used on Jet Engines to keep some very hot bolts from seizing. I just got done doing all the gaskets and porting out my turbo and O2 and every thing came apart like butter.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.156.32.52||reg||10||91GVR4||00000884||yes



ubb/Forum2/004139.cgi
A||||11||Duc Hunter||Changing my knock sensor this weekend||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||12-12-2003||05:34 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Why not just cut the wire off the old one and use a 24mm socket to get it off?Seems like that would be much easier than a shorty box end wrench?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||12-12-2003||05:39 PM||||That's what I did.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||12-12-2003||06:06 PM||||And am I right that it was not a cursing, screaming affair as it has sometimes been described? I know it is hard to twist your arm in there from the passenger side, but it does not look that tough?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||12-12-2003||07:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> And am I right that it was not a cursing, screaming affair as it has sometimes been described? I know it is hard to twist your arm in there from the passenger side, but it does not look that tough? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ahh, ye of little faith.  reminds me of the stepper motors that control the ac/heat doors on a bmw E32.  they break off all the time, and you have to r&r the dash to get at them.  i think flat rate is 14 hours, and it is a mofo.  so, a shop calls, and asks for the stepper motors.  i ask, "have you ever done this job before?"  if they say no, i always ask them to call back, and let me know how it went.  they call back, and the first 10 minutes is all swear words.  dont forget to disconnect the battery.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||crucible||12-12-2003||07:22 PM||||Can one use one of those small swivel mirrors to help "see"?I have one at work.<br />Or is it just a pita to get at in the first place?<br />I havent even attempted to locate that bugger but<br />cant fault someone trying a different approach<br />Dunno.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-12-2003||07:33 PM||||mine is easy to get to<br /><br />But I have a magnus intake manifold, no ac and no support bracket  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-12-2003||09:23 PM||||Am I the only person on the planet who can change one of these in 5 mins? I don't get it...<br /><br />Its easier than changing your cars oil.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||atc250r||12-12-2003||10:02 PM||||Nope, your not. I agree it is truly a easy job, especially if you are not trying to save the old one, just cut the wires off.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||12-13-2003||12:16 AM||||I will know tomorrow and I am doing mine. I was looking at it today though and think it won�t be tough, if I cut the wire off and use a socket.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||Duc Hunter||12-15-2003||12:58 PM||||Ok I was sick all weekend and was not up for a long, complicated install. I looked at is and decided to wait. <br /><br />Question for those of you who can do it is 15 minutes. How? It looks like you could put a 27mm socket on the old sensor (after cutting the wire) and use a universal and an extension to get around the intake manifold brace?||205.166.229.107||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||12-15-2003||01:34 PM||||Just use a wrench. Loosen it up and the rest of the way you can turn it out just by hand.<br />It worked many times like that for me. Only had to cut the wire once to use a socket. It looks a lot harder than it is.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||Duc Hunter||12-15-2003||06:52 PM||||You mean make a shorty open end wrench?||205.166.229.107||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/004140.cgi
A||||15||PhantomZX||Thinking about buying high mileage VR4||||1||||PhantomZX||00003047
Z||000000||PhantomZX||12-12-2003||08:34 PM||||Hi,<br /><br />Someone local is selling a high mileage VR4 that has a non-functioning turbo.<br /><br />Can anyone give advice?  The car has 175,000 miles on it.  What kinds of things are prone to fail on a VR4 with this mileage?  Also, how hard is it to change the turbo?<br /><br />Thanks!||64.172.179.22||reg||1||PhantomZX||00003047||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-12-2003||08:42 PM||||everything!<br /><br />Seriously, 175k mile GVR4 may need a lot of work, it may not. It depends on what work has been done and how it's been treated.  Mine has 167k on it now and i got it at 153k.  I've replaced a lot of parts, some broken and some performance.  If you learn to do all the work yourself it won't be too big a deal but it's nice to not have it be your only transportation.  If a turbo R&R goes smoothly, no broken bolts or anything and you have all the gaskets/parts, etc to replace it i'd rate it a 4 out of 10.  <br /><br />Good luck! I love my GVR4 but you have to be aware of the possible work involved with any 175k mile car, especially a stock turbo one.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||12-12-2003||08:52 PM||||As with any DSM, the first thing you need to check are the timing, balance shaft belts. Do not put this one off. Find out when they were done last. If you cant find out, replace them now. It's an interference engine, a failed belt causes lots of damage.<br /><br />Mine had 125K and nothing needed replacement, although I replaced the wheel bearings when I did the 5 bolt swap. Consumer Reports said the regular Galant(didn't rate the GVR4)was in the same league as the Accord for reliability. It's a well made car. Like Chris said, it all depends on the previous owner. <br /><br />The turbo swap can be done in one hour, nothing tricky about it.||64.233.106.126||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||PhantomZX||12-12-2003||08:56 PM||||Thanks for the reply.<br /><br />Can you tell me what you've replaced sofar?  Like fuel pump?  Any suspension parts?||63.198.34.12||reg||1||PhantomZX||00003047||yes
Z||000004||PhantomZX||12-12-2003||08:58 PM||||Also, the reason I'm thinking about buying this car is to have something I can autocross with but also can use to drive around town.<br /><br />Is it a good platform for an autocrosser, or would I be better off with a 1G Eclipse?||63.198.34.12||reg||1||PhantomZX||00003047||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-12-2003||09:04 PM||||it's an okay autocross car.  You are better off with a 2g DSM for autocross but with enough work a 1g/gvr4 can be good||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-12-2003||09:13 PM||||Oh come on. I drive a 185k mile Galant nearly every day. The only things that have ever broken are normal maintenance items and items that I have broken through abuse.<br /><br />These cars are as reliable as just about any car on the road. Remove the turbo and detune the torque to honda territory and it would last 500k no problems.<br /><br />The only things that I would really check are: good compression in engine, no 2nd gear grinding, and no rust. If it passes those three, its good to go. Any other problem is easy to fix.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||PhantomZX||12-12-2003||09:15 PM||||Why would you recommend a 2G over a 1G for autocrossing? <br /><br />My reasons for a 1G is that they're cheaper and they don't have crankwalk problems.||63.198.34.12||reg||1||PhantomZX||00003047||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||12-12-2003||09:48 PM||||Mark,<br />I wasn't saying you can't drive a high mile gvr4 everyday.  I do myself and mine is pretty modified.  But some cars, especially abused ones might hvae more issues than others.  If you can do normal maintainance yourself, and look ahead to what will need to be done and have the parts ready it's easy to drive them everyday. If you need the dealer to do your work you might be in trouble.  That's all I was saying.<br /><br /> As far as 2g over 1g/gvr4, our local SM autocross 1g was highly modified, did pretty well(top 3) but even after all that work he would prefer a 2g  Supposedly their suspensions are just better setup for road racing.   If I ever buy a 2g it will be a shell to put a 6 bolt in but that's just me.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||snwbrd40oz||12-15-2003||12:46 PM||||I'd buy it with the above mentioned in mind. I got mine at ~140k, it had been beat to shit (cracked bell housing, bent frame) once I fixed those, it runs just as well as any car I've ever owned. Even when stuff goes wrong, I'd never sell because it's the best car I've ever owned||65.100.165.215||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||12-15-2003||03:30 PM||||You might as well figure that everything made of rubber needs replaced:<br />1) belts<br />2) CV joint boots<br />3) crankshaft pulley<br />4) tierod ends<br />5) hoses and vacuum lines<br />6) strut dust covers<br />7) brake lines and clutch line<br />unless he can provide receipts showing they were replaced fairly recently. All that stuff has rotted out on my car already.||68.218.118.222||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||Franckypoo||12-15-2003||04:50 PM||||Here is a rough list of what was changed so far on the 106k miles VR4 I bought 10 months ago...<br /><br />- brakes (pads and rotors) all 4 corners<br />- Front sway bar links<br />- tires <br />- battery<br />- Ball joints<br />- Rad, thermostat, thermo switch<br />- tranny<br />- fuel pump<br />- various electrical probs (non working brake lights, non working head lights)<br />- Leaking 4 wheel steering<br />- all belts <br />- power steering pump (because it ran empty)<br />- clutch<br />- t-case (was leaking and a good one came with the tranny, otherwise it would have been covered by the recall)<br />- hand brake cables needed to be ajusted and greased<br />- general tune up (plugs, wires, air filter, gaz filter)<br /><br />What will need to be done soon :<br />- cracked Exhaust manifold<br />- suspension (maybe good for another year if I keep it as a daily driver, would need to be change for autocross for sure!)<br />- downpipe to O2 housing gasket is leaking<br />- a new paint job <br /><br /><br />I think that's about it.  The previous owner had already done the T-belt (1500 miles before), had new winter tires (350 miles) and fixed another 4WS leak a couple of month before.  He also said the engine and turbo where rebuilted a year before but I don't have any proof about that, but I tend to beleive him since those are almost the only 2 things that are still in perfect shape!<br /><br />So be prepare in case some stuff breaks. Those cars are reliable as long as you take good care of them and do all the preventive maintenance.  if you try to cut corners, you will end up paying way more!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||12-15-2003||06:54 PM||||Mine only had 67k when I bought it four months ago, and I think I've replaced nearly everything on it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||PhantomZX||12-16-2003||05:57 PM||||Thanks for your replies guys.  I think I'm going to look for a different car for autocrossing.||64.172.179.22||reg||1||PhantomZX||00003047||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||12-16-2003||06:26 PM||||Keep in mind that the Galant may not be the best car for autox, but it sure can get around it pretty damn fast. And 99% of the cars that can beat it can't also do a fun thing called rally cross.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||Bigfoot200200||12-16-2003||09:44 PM||||On a rainy day the GVR4 or DSM would rule. And in the real world it rains alot, at least in the NW it does. I became an AWD drive fan watching the Audi's kick but on Mustangs and Camaros in the Trans-Am races of the 80's. And that was with them having to carry around a 1,000lb.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  added weight penalty. If it started raining everyone else may as well put the car back on the trailer and head home.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
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A||||20||turboflanagan||stupid cyclone question||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||12-12-2003||09:59 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||The "white canister" is just a vacuum canister, right?  And any vacuum canister of adaquate size would work fine, right?||64.63.212.38||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||atc250r||12-12-2003||10:11 PM||||No. It has a check valve built it. I believe the center nipple is vac source. If there was no check valve then as soon as you mash the gas you loose vacuum and even if it is at low speed the mani goes to high rev ports. Most of the older V-6 DOHC Mitsu's (both 3.0 and 3.5/Montero, 3000GT, Diamante) had the same system I think they called it VICS over here so a used one should be easy to find. They brought it back on some of the 3.0 Eclipses, if you want a PN for it I can get it for you since I need one for mine.  I am working on an alternative to using boost to determine when it opens. Since I can make 5 lbs at 2500 rpm with the stock turbo on my car I am going to try to set up a RPM switch so it'll turn on at 3000 rpm like the JDM cars do. MSD makes one, it is $60 and the pills are $25 for a set of four. Kinda pricey for what I am doing. Maybe for Christmas.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-12-2003||10:35 PM||||There are cheaper sources for window switches than MSD. If you can't find any, let me know and I'll look around for you. I've already been through this.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||atc250r||12-12-2003||10:41 PM||||I found a few on ebay for a lot less, including one that is adjustable from 3000 - 10,000 rpm. Please enlighten me Minjin. I really want to get this intake working since I hear it makes a noticeable difference in the low end.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||12-12-2003||11:39 PM||||i believe the egr circuit activates at 3k rpm.  that is what i used.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||12-13-2003||12:12 AM||||I have been testing variable intake on another car and learning allot tuning my AEM EMS. We want this to come on at a certain airflow/load. See at WOT throttle we reach the correct load to open the butterflies at a low RPM. However at a light throttle setting we would want them to open at a higher RPM. Setting the butterflies to open at a given RPM, irrespective of airflow/load, would be like tuning our fuel mapping (AFC etc) for high throttle and low throttle without any transition in-between. The engine would have a very rough tune and the midrange/part throttle settings would be al screwed up. That is where we spend most of our time driving. With my EMS I could actuate the butterfly based on load and, with the data logging, could tell exactly where to open them and how far. It would take a little time but it could be done easily. The rest of the world though needs another alternative. <br /><br />Boost is the best alternative we have. It is actually a very good indicator of load. Think about it, at 50% throttle in 5th gear going down a steep hill you make a certain amount of vacuum/boost at 3000RPM. Do the same thing going up a steep hill and you will see a fair bit more positive boost because climbing the hill is a larger load than going down the hill. If we open the butterflies too soon we should see more lag. If we open them too late we should see boost/power accelerate, then the rate of acceleration should fall off a little until the butterflies open, when they do we should see the accelleration of boost/power continue. Again, with my data logging on the EMS I have an advantage but even without it tuning pretty close should not be too tough.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||curtis||12-13-2003||08:40 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2221" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2221&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Sorry I had to take a picture of it.  I don't have a scanner and the drawing<br />is in an AutoCAD 2000 format.  This was a week project back last year.  It<br />was before I was a member of the board and took a little effort and playing<br />but it works fast with smooth transition and has had no problems in the last<br />20000 miles.  Its not on the picture but a have a light wired to  the hobbs<br />switch to tell me when its working.  Get a good light 12 volts is a little much for the leds and baby<br />lights.<br />The hard part is the white vacuum canister that came with the intake,  it is<br />also a one way check valve.  It can be made but will just take a little<br />effort.  Everything else is easy.  The switches can be found at any junk<br />yard.  there is a bracket on the mirage's firewall that will hold all the<br />parts nicely and looks factory.  I even used a bunch of factory vacuum lines<br />for that factory appearance<br />The vacuum switches are mitsubishi parts and the hobbs switch I used is from<br />a subaru turbo station wagon.  The merkur xr4ti's have an adjustable one on<br />the driver fender well.  The blue lines on the picture is a ground line and<br />the red is the 12 volt from the battery.  The black lines are vacuum lines.<br />The hobbs switch gets a boost signal from the intake when the pressure hits<br />a predetermined mark it closes.  When the switch closes it gives the vacuum<br />switches a ground which closes the one that is open and opens the one that<br />is closed.  This redirects the vacuum signal and opens up the butterflies.<br />Mine opens at 3 psi and seams to do fine no surging just a nice linear<br />transition.  I have an adjustable one I'm going to try some time to see if<br />the car will spool faster but just haven't had time to hook it up.  I have<br />it wired this way so there isn't a drain on the battery when the cars off.<br />If you have any questions just yell.              Curtis||67.25.35.100||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||12-13-2003||10:15 AM||||yup, that's exactly how i have mine set up.  i think my switch is more like 6 lbs boost, but i have a restrictor inline, so it opens slowly.  transition is also seamless.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||atc250r||12-14-2003||01:18 PM||||Thanks for the extra info. I think you sent that pic to my e-mail Curtis, thanks again. I got a RPM Switch for only $30 off ebay so I am going to try it. I understand about the load being a factor in when it needs to open but my point is if I am at low RPM and boost is building I would think I'd rather have the torque side of the intake working since it will help the motor get into the higher rpm's sooner. Any thoughts on combining the two together, boost and rpm? If I have the boost switch only get power above a certain rpm (3000 maybe?) and I use a restrictor like ken did then I would have the smoother transition. Also I'd be using the torque side while cruising 75 mph on the highway under vacuum (lets say 3800 rpm) for better mileage and then if I put my foot in it and make boost it'll drop over to the top end runners. Or maybe I am just making something way more complicated than it needs to be?? Ken, what did you use as a restrictor in your set up? Reading your first post again I gues this is basically what you've got right Ken? The EGR solenoid always gets power above 3000 rpm? I guess I'll fool with it this week.<br /><br />John<br /><br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||12-14-2003||01:50 PM||||if you look at the tee fittings, several of them have one side with much smaller openings.  however, i really dont think it makes a difference.  also, i dont think it matters, cause even when i have done a low rpm mash, by the time the butterflies open i have boost.  and, it is rare that you will be in such a low rpm that keeping them closed is a factor.  try driving around normally, you are always well above 2k rpm, and if you are going to accelerate, most likely you will downshift to get the revs up.  where the cyclone is best is at cruise, and off idle when you are gently accelerating.  if every time you start off from a stop, and are in boost, the cyclone is not for you.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||turboflanagan||12-14-2003||02:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  if every time you start off from a stop, and are in boost, the cyclone is not for you. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, I guess I should just get a sheet metal intake then.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Curtis, am I reading that right?  20,000 miles in a year?  Maybe we should have a contest of the most miles put on a VR4 in a year.  Mine surely would NOT win.<br /><br />As for the white canister, we have a decent sized canister/check valve that is an updated part for some of the '94-99 Ram trucks to keep the HVAC from going to defrost on wot due to leaking off vacuum.  I think it just may work for this application.  I just don't know if the size is big enough to hold enough vacuum for long.||64.63.213.225||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||12-14-2003||05:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> As for the white canister, we have a decent sized canister/check valve that is an updated part for some of the '94-99 Ram trucks to keep the HVAC from going to defrost on wot due to leaking off vacuum. I think it just may work for this application. I just don't know if the size is big enough to hold enough vacuum for long.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i think you should send it to me for testing.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||12-15-2003||12:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> <br />As for the white canister, we have a decent sized canister/check valve that is an updated part for some of the '94-99 Ram trucks to keep the HVAC from going to defrost on wot due to leaking off vacuum.  I think it just may work for this application.  I just don't know if the size is big enough to hold enough vacuum for long. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you get a price on that canister? I didn't get one with my Cyclone  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||216.76.180.68||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||admsr||12-15-2003||12:25 AM||||i got everybody beat on mileage!<br /><br />I drive 140 miles a day back and forth to work.||66.159.177.237||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||12-15-2003||10:10 AM||||I'll bet that gives you plenty of time to log and tune though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.215.103.88||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||12-15-2003||10:23 AM||||That would be nice... my lifters stop chattering after about 30 miles.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||12-15-2003||10:28 AM||||Mopar vacuum canister p/n 4677204, list is about$7.00<br /><br />I would like to find one at a junk yard off of a Mistu and compare.  The Mopar one looks like it may be about half the size of the Cyclone one judging by internet pics of the white one.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||ken inn||12-15-2003||12:04 PM||||the mitsu one is not very big.  about 3" x 2", and plastic.  could very well be the same thing.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000018||keydiver||12-15-2003||03:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Mopar vacuum canister p/n 4677204, list is about$7.00<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And it has the integrated one-way valve? Nice deal!||68.218.118.222||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000019||LunarShadow||12-15-2003||07:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Mopar vacuum canister p/n 4677204, list is about$7.00<br /><br />I would like to find one at a junk yard off of a Mistu and compare.  The Mopar one looks like it may be about half the size of the Cyclone one judging by internet pics of the white one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There are usually one or two Diamantes at the Pull-A-Part off of Buford. Although, I didn't see any 2 weeks ago when I was there.  You can check the inventory at the website. The engines get plucked from those cars quickly too.  I seem to think the canister on that manifold is identical to the cyclone.||172.161.34.156||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000020||LunarShadow||12-15-2003||08:24 PM||||BTW, the cyclone canister measures exactly 1 7/8" diameter and 2" long.  It has purple cap.  It does not have a part number.  It has an L-shaped  port labled "A" and straight port labled "B".  Vacuum or pressure do not allow air to flow on the "A" port.  Air does not flow with pressure but does flow with vacuum on the "B" port.<br /><br />Only other markings is the world (name?) AISIM.||172.161.34.156||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
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A||||2||coop||seooooot||||8||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||12-12-2003||11:59 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||Ok I found the intake gasket that was leaking, and I replaced both throttle body gaskets. the car ran ok. Now that I have done that the car will stall as soon as it see any sort of boost and I driving me crazy. I am not sure what to do next. My afc settings are ok. ahhhhhhhhh||64.12.97.9||reg||8||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-13-2003||12:13 AM||||Tighten the intercooler pipe?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||12-13-2003||09:00 AM||||Kind of obvious here, but a few things to look at:  Check all of the throttle body sensor connections, reset the base idle speed and adjust the TPS - correctly, check all I/C pipe connections - pressure test.  Good luck||63.188.17.1||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
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A||||8||JSpin||fender bender||||1||||JSpin||00003024
Z||000000||JSpin||12-13-2003||02:51 AM||JSpin410@hotmail.com||first off, i'm new to the board, so what's up all?<br /><br />anyway, today i got into a fender bender, and now i need a new passanger side fender and corner light.<br /><br />my question is, will a regular galant fender fit on my gvr4?||68.26.76.238||reg||1||JSpin||00003024||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-13-2003||03:28 AM||||it will fit, but I'm not sure about the front lower cladding.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||12-13-2003||04:02 AM||||make sure you get a good bond with the new paint on the old fender, i recently found out my white gvr4 has a maroon front fender   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000003||GVR4458||12-13-2003||06:51 PM||||If you can scrounge up a GSX, it will have the lower cladding as well.<br /><br />EH||68.78.107.101||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||12-13-2003||07:15 PM||||I have an extra pair of silver fenders, but no extra body cladding.  Also they are JDM so there is a notch in the top where the fender top lights were.  I will sell you one cheap, but you may be better off hitting a junkyard.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||12-13-2003||11:51 PM||||I have a pair of corner lights.  I'll sell them real cheap.  $25 shipped.  No scratches.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000006||BluFalcon||12-14-2003||05:16 AM||||Dude, you wrecked my old car.  Nuts.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   Oh and it's 1954 not 1953.  Sigh....||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||12-14-2003||11:41 AM||||Yes,you can use a standard Galant fender.<br /><br />   You'll have to drill a hole in the side of the fender for the body cladding clip to snap into,and two smaller holes on the bottom of the fender for the screws. Other than the missing holes,they're exactly the same.||129.71.114.13||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000008||JSpin||12-14-2003||03:29 PM||||Alright, well thanks for the help guys.  I think i'm gonna go ahead and use a regular galant fender.  It could use a new paint job anyway, so this gives me an excuse to get it done.<br /><br />BluFalcon.........trust me, i'm not too happy about it either.  I've had a helluva time with the car since i picked it up, and this whole situation sure doesn't help.||68.26.73.104||reg||1||JSpin||00003024||yes



ubb/Forum2/004144.cgi
A||||3||SearsPointVR4||logging fuel trims???||||5||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||12-13-2003||12:56 PM||Ges1759@aol.com||Okay, <br />  I've been playing with my pocketlogger for a couple days now trying to figure this out, but nothing seems to change.  when I first hooked it up and started monitoring fuel trims everything seemed to work fine, the fuel trims moved (slowly, I was told they would act this way though) according to adjustment on the maf-t and safc.  Everytime I've tried to log after that though I turn on the logger and the fuel trims seem to be frozen.  make adjustments and nothing moves low is stuck at 116/116 mid is stuck at 89/89 and hi is stuck at 86/86.... Anyone have any ideas?<br /><br />Thanks<br />Ford.||198.81.26.75||reg||5||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||12-13-2003||01:05 PM||||Does your 02 sensor cycle?  Look at the 02 Fuel Trim on your logger and make sure it is cycling back and forth.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||SearsPointVR4||12-13-2003||01:41 PM||||yeah, the o2 trim and voltage seems to cycle just fine and as it's supposed to according to the pocketlogger website.<br /><br />ford.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||12-13-2003||01:54 PM||||Have you driven the car around yet?  Sometimes it takes some driving to actually see any changes.  Have you reset the computer to clear the existing trims?<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/004145.cgi
A||||5||fast_gvr4||P/N Needed!!!||||1||||fast_gvr4||00001484
Z||000000||fast_gvr4||12-13-2003||01:07 PM||fastgvr4@aol.com||I have a Haltech E6K installed(stock wiring does not exist anymore), plan on switching to AEM EMS, but the ony sell plug n play ECU's. I need the p/n of the stock 1991 GVR4 ECU wiring harness, anyone?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||172.155.15.91||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||12-13-2003||04:56 PM||||how much you want for your haltec?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||fast_gvr4||12-14-2003||03:39 PM||||Asking $1000 with Trim Box and 3 Bar Map and program on which I ran <a href="http://www.dsmtimes.org/galant.htm" target="_blank">11.596@119.93mph</a>  @30psi on stock internals and 83lb/hr squirters. The harness is done to replace the stocker. but you could always buy the   <a href="http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/productdetails.asp?CategoryID=7&SubID=67&CatalogueID=5" target="_blank">Adapter Harness from Magnus Motorsports</a> , which would plug right in. I have a new set of 83lb which i can give you a good price on if interested, if not let me know what size injectors you'll be running and I'll get a fuel map for that size so you can start from there. E6K has complete manual, software, hook up cables, Relays, etc. <br /><br />OEM wiring anyone?||172.142.76.205||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000003||fast_gvr4||12-15-2003||06:13 AM||||???||172.136.193.115||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||12-15-2003||08:58 AM||||I will be setting up my CAPS program when I get home tonight, its the newest release(10/03) has all the evo crap and stuff so I'll do a search for it and post it up here.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||12-15-2003||10:43 AM||||I'm guessing it is the control harness, P/N MB822524 for 91s, MB875167 for 92s.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/004146.cgi
A||||2||henrok||starion questions||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||12-13-2003||03:25 PM||alvihen@aol.com||do you guys think its possible to make a starion awd and swap a 2.4 liter hybrid  into it? do u think its worth it or should i try with a 2002 lancer ( the cheapest/lightest one)?||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-13-2003||04:19 PM||||yes.<br />no.<br />no.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||12-13-2003||04:35 PM||||You can buy my starion for $1000 and drive it home if you want to try.||64.63.213.172||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/004147.cgi
A||||6||thejeebus2002||Throttle body coolant lines-reversing the elimination mod.||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||12-13-2003||04:22 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I eliminated mine (in my D.D.) and now have the hunting idle problem.  I don't feel like blocking off the FIAV so I just want to hook them back up.  Problem is i can't recall which line goes to which port on the throttle body.  Does anyone know?  <br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||12-14-2003||10:29 AM||||???<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||number3||12-14-2003||11:16 AM||||I went out and took a picture for you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2224" alt=" - " />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||12-14-2003||11:16 AM||||If you are looking at your throttle body from the front of the car, the coolant passage that is farthest to the left - toward the passenger side of the car - is the one that connects into the back of the thermostat housing.  The other throttle body coolant port - which is on the right - goes down and connects to the metal line that runs forward to the lower radiator hose coolant pipe.   Make sense???<br /><br />-edit-  Man, always sucks when someone takes the easy answer. Thanks Harry - gave a good picture to go with my description..!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.179.72.249||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||12-14-2003||12:18 PM||||thanx a bunch guys.  That's what I had thought but I wasnt sure.  I threw away the coolant lines so I didn't have that to go by.  I've got a bunch of silicon hose that came with the car so I'm gonna slap that on today or tomorrow. thanks again!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||12-14-2003||12:45 PM||||A picture is worth a thousand words...||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-14-2003||03:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> thanx a bunch guys.  That's what I had thought but I wasnt sure.  I threw away the coolant lines so I didn't have that to go by.  I've got a bunch of silicon hose that came with the car so I'm gonna slap that on today or tomorrow. thanks again!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Make sure you're not using regular silicone vacuum line for this. I just did some research on this recently and most silicone line cannot handle pressurized coolant applications. <br /><br />If anyone is interested, I'm going to buy some bulk silicone coolant line and sell what I don't need in the trader forum. <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/004148.cgi
A||||12||slowgalantvr4||boost or some other problem||||1||||slowgalantvr4||00002218
Z||000000||slowgalantvr4||12-13-2003||05:10 PM||luvchelsi32@aol.com||My car makes boost about 5 or 6lbs at WOT then about 4000-4500 depending on the gear it is in. It hits like a barrier where the boost will still climb a bit but the car feels like it doesnt want to climb anymore. It does this in boost if I rev it in neutral it will rev fine to redline and in gear if not boosting. Have any ideas what this could be.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||slowgalantvr4||00002218||yes
Z||000001||bleck||12-13-2003||05:11 PM||||How many miles, is it the original 14b?  So, so many questions  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000002||slowgalantvr4||12-13-2003||05:15 PM||||it is all stock with 150k on it. it does have a k&n. timing belt replaced 3k ago with the tensioner too||64.12.97.9||reg||1||slowgalantvr4||00002218||yes
Z||000003||slowgalantvr4||12-14-2003||12:13 AM||||nobody have any ideas||64.12.97.9||reg||1||slowgalantvr4||00002218||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||12-14-2003||12:22 AM||||Maybe try changing your user name..  Might help to call yourself Fastgalantvr4. <br />   No seriously your exhaust manifold probably has cracks in it and your 14b turbo has just as many cracks in the turbine housing.  Check out the top of your manifold and see if there are any cracks visible.  Just say no to Crack!!||68.76.182.53||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||slowgalantvr4||12-14-2003||09:14 AM||||I think that the manifold gasket is leaking some. How will that effect the power of the car? i know that will help make some more boost, but the car feels like it doesnt want to pull above 4500rpm. It pulls very slow even though it is still show ing boost and it doesnt fall off||64.12.97.9||reg||1||slowgalantvr4||00002218||yes
Z||000006||crucible||12-14-2003||09:20 AM||||If you try the MCCC method through the pcv hose, you'll see smoke leaking out of any possible cracks||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||slowgalantvr4||12-14-2003||10:25 AM||||how do you do that test?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||slowgalantvr4||00002218||yes
Z||000008||josh91vr4||12-15-2003||11:31 PM||||Sounds like you got bad knock. Got a logger or someone you can borrow one from? If you're gettin bad knock (actually false knock, lifter tick) under load (same as mine used to) revving to redline forces a bit more oil into the squirters, lubing them up a bit and quieting them down.<br />If this does turn out to be the problem, i suggest new lifters. ~$120 and solves oh so many problems. <br />Well, one, actually, but it made me a lot happier.||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000009||slowgalantvr4||12-16-2003||11:58 AM||||if the knock was that bad would I be able to hear it and would it just happen under boost. It just feels like it hits a wall when it get to boost and over 4000rpm.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||slowgalantvr4||00002218||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||12-16-2003||05:09 PM||||Boost leak.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||slowgalantvr4||12-17-2003||05:14 PM||||anyone have a link or picture of the vacuum system and also the intake track so I can check all the lines||64.12.97.9||reg||1||slowgalantvr4||00002218||yes
Z||000012||GREENVR4||12-17-2003||05:23 PM||||go to <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com" target="_blank">www.taboospeedshop.com</a> ,it'll show you the vacuum layout for these cars.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/004149.cgi
A||||3||henrok||oxygen sensor||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||12-13-2003||06:49 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey guys, how much is a ex-manny heat shield? dealer price and part number?  i was driving last night and as this car tried to cut me off i slammed it leaving him way behind, but then i smelled something funny and guess what?  i stopped and looked at my o2 sensor wire and it was starting to flame. it seems that the oil dipstick squirted some oil (the rubber seal is worn) on the o2 and it almost melted it. Right now i dont have a heat shield so i was thinking of purchasing one from the dealer with the bolts.  any one have info for me? thanks||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-13-2003||08:33 PM||||call conicelli mitsubishi!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-13-2003||11:12 PM||||well, looky here:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2447534880&category=42610" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2447534880&category=42610</a>||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||12-15-2003||01:54 AM||||Martin at Automotosports appears to be selling Gabor's SS heat shield.<br /><br />Check out <a href="http://automotosports.com/dsm_exhaust.asp" target="_blank">http://automotosports.com/dsm_exhaust.asp</a><br /><br />I ordered one almost two weeks ago, but haven't seen it yet...  Time to give Martin a call.<br /><br />Mark||4.4.47.141||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/004150.cgi
A||||7||agrabau||If a 16G can be clocked.. then||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-13-2003||08:08 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Can both the exhaust and compressor housings be left constant and the center section be rotated 180 degs? <br /><br />I know that the Compressor can be clocked- can the V-Band clamp at the intersection of the centersection and the exhaust housing be turned as well? <br /><br />I'd like to run my turbo upside down as it would put the air filter at the front of my engine bay and the exhaust facing back. I don't know why i didn't think of this earlier. <br /><br />Below are a couple of pics to help my lackluster description. <br /><br />The guidelines are <br /><br />1)maintain compressor and exhaust relationship so I can keep the internal gate<br /><br />2) have the oil return line face down, to the pan<br /><br />  <img src="http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/graphics/00000001/full/evobig16_full.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||12-13-2003||08:15 PM||||Send me one just like the one in the picture and I'll give you a definate, but until I get it I would say definately maybe.<br /><br />Hope that helps.<br /><br />Actually, though I haven't looked at a 16G, I would think that you could and I _think_ that both sides have a little dowel to line them up.||64.63.212.203||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-13-2003||08:41 PM||||Compressor side has a 'large' dowel that you can pull out or drill out. Turbine size has a small little pin that sometimes breaks on its own. I would say that you can clock either housings however you want but center cartridge must stay with oil feed on top and oil drain on bottom.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||12-13-2003||08:43 PM||||Thanks guys. That confirms it. Greaaaaat.. all i needed is a new project. I'm going to send a new one to Flanagan just to be sure.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||12-13-2003||08:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Compressor side has a 'large' dowel that you can pull out or drill out. Turbine size has a small little pin that sometimes breaks on its own. I would say that you can clock either housings however you want but center cartridge must stay with oil feed on top and oil drain on bottom.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, what he said, Actually it's a huge "c" clip.<br />That will allow you to rotate the comp housing, <br />and the Clampallows you yo roate the exhaust housing....||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||12-14-2003||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Thanks guys. That confirms it. Greaaaaat.. all i needed is a new project. I'm going to send a new one to Flanagan just to be sure. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">These guys don't really sound like they know what they are talking about.  I think your plan is good, so we all can know for sure.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.63.213.225||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||12-14-2003||05:24 PM||||yo, peter,can you check out my hks cams, too?  i'll pay shipping.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||12-14-2003||07:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> yo, peter,can you check out my hks cams, too?  i'll pay shipping. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sure, but it will take some time.  I'll do some dyno pulls with the stock 16G that I'm waiting on and then again after everything has been improperly clocked.||64.63.212.47||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/004151.cgi
A||||1||GreenSpeed||Best k&amp;n setup||||1||||GreenSpeed||00002524
Z||000000||GreenSpeed||12-13-2003||09:17 PM||||I have the stock air filter and set up in my 92. Whats the best set up with a k&n filter? Id like to remove the box around the filter and have it exposed.<br /><br />thanks||205.188.208.172||reg||1||GreenSpeed||00002524||yes
Z||000001||GreenSpeed||12-13-2003||09:19 PM||||Nevermind...found it under the sticky up top Sowy!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||GreenSpeed||00002524||yes



ubb/Forum2/004152.cgi
A||||13||REB||Car Does not Start||||1||||REB||00002494
Z||000000||REB||12-13-2003||09:18 PM||rbertsch@cfl.rr.com||I have a 91 VR4 Galant.  When I take off the gas cap and put it back on, the car does not start at first, no matter how many times I try.  I let it set for approx. 10-15 minutes, then it starts up at first a bit rough and after driving it a few miles it smooths out. It starts up everytime after that, until the next time I remove the gas cap, then it does the same thing.  Any ideas?<br /><br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||12-14-2003||03:23 AM||||I would leave the gas cap on.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  . But seriously try idling the car when it's running normal then remove the gas cap while running see what it does.||65.177.241.49||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||12-14-2003||09:06 AM||||Since you made no mention of mods or whether you had the caps in the ECU done, I would say that the caps are the problem. Keydiver is the man as far as any ECU issues go. I am sure he will see this post, but you can pm him.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||REB||12-14-2003||07:23 PM||||No mods, Don't no about Caps replacement for ECU, it has 90K miles it is going into the shop tommorrow for Timing, water pump, etc. I will have him check into the Caps.||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||12-15-2003||12:05 AM||||Reb,<br />I'm just a little south of you in Jupiter. If the caps have never been done, as it sounds, you should REALLY think of sending it down to me for a quick (FREE) repair.<br />Jeff O.||216.76.180.68||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||12-15-2003||10:30 AM||||Yeah, for sure he needs to address the capacitors issue -- but I'm not sure how we jumped from loss of fuel pressure to caps.||12.247.128.70||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||12-15-2003||10:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Yeah, for sure he needs to address the capacitors issue -- but I'm not sure how we jumped from loss of fuel pressure to caps. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"Leaking caps" are the 1G equivalent to the 2G's crankwalk.  Not to say its not a serious problem, but its not the answer to every single issue that someone has!||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||12-15-2003||10:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REB:<br /><strong> No mods, Don't no about Caps replacement for ECU, it has 90K miles it is going into the shop tommorrow for Timing, water pump, etc. I will have him check into the Caps. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Glad you bought a gvr4, good thing it wasn't mine after all since Im putting it back together. Glad to see you took my advice too and took your 2g gsx and your new galant to PTP, Im sure you can tell they are already doing you right. Better start modifying it quick, My car should be together by the first of the year, once its rolling good luck keeping up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||4drwhore||12-15-2003||10:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Yeah, for sure he needs to address the capacitors issue -- but I'm not sure how we jumped from loss of fuel pressure to caps. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is true, but maybe its due to the fact of the gas cap not sealing correctly. Might want to try a new one or something see if that solves it.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||12-15-2003||03:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Yeah, for sure he needs to address the capacitors issue -- but I'm not sure how we jumped from loss of fuel pressure to caps. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think some of us ass*umed that his problem really has nothing to do with fuel. But, the otehr thing you should check is whether or not the "hot-start" solenoid is still looped in the FPR circuit. Our cars are supposed to have a solenoid that closes whenever you try to start the car hot, so that the fuel pressure will increase, overcoming a vapor lock-type situation.<br />You can see it on the vacuum diagram here:<br /><a href="http://www.dsmchips.com/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.dsmchips.com/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf</a><br />The "B" line loops from the intake manifold over to the passenger side of the car to a  solenoid, and then comes back on the "L" line to the FPR. Most of us have disconnected it, as it doesn't seem to make much difference, but maybe you should check all your connections.||68.218.118.222||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||REB||12-15-2003||10:11 PM||||Jeff,<br /><br />Now that you mentioned it, it seemed everytime when I attempted to crank it,  I would hear a click on the passenger side. It only seemed to occur when it wasn't starting.  The car is in the shop now,  I'll have to call the guys at PERFECT TIMING (tommorow)to check it out.  Man, it sure seems you nailed this one.  I'll will let you know.<br /><br />Thanks||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000011||crucible||12-16-2003||10:18 PM||||Make sure you get the full timing belt treatment done not just the belt itself.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000012||REB||12-21-2003||08:23 PM||||Well, It seems the car started everytime, with the gas cap on the gas cap off, no matter what they did.  The only difference that I can think of is that I filled it up with gas before I brought it to the shop (over 3/4 full). The times that it did not start, the gas level was about 1/4 tank (or less) and the gas cap was removed to fill it up. Does it make any sense that it is related to the gas level, coupled with removal of the gas cap?<br /><br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||12-21-2003||11:11 PM||||Check out your fuel pump assembly.. you may have a leak.  Couldn't hurt to replace your fuel filter, run some detergents, whatever.  Fuel pump could be dying, too.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004153.cgi
A||||2||GVR-4||Drive shaft rebuild ||||5||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||12-13-2003||11:37 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Have any of you rebuilt your driveshafts? I checked the FAQ's and so far it looks like I will need 2 Lobro joint nuts, 2 prop wahsers, 2 carrier bearings, 4 carrier bushings, 4 nuts/bolts and 6 washers. Can anyone offer anymore insight/info on doing the rebuild?<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||5||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||Kibo||12-15-2003||06:04 AM||||Instead of buying U-joints from Mitsu (~$60+), buy the kit that was intended for the transfer case safety recall.  Each kit includes a new U-joint in addition to the yoke, and it's a good bit cheaper (~$35).  The p/n is MR470072.||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||12-15-2003||11:01 PM||||Thanks, Erik. That part number is especially helpful. I had heard about using the yoke kit for the u-joints, but didn't know it was a recall kit.<br /><br />Dave Peter||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/004154.cgi
A||||8||Peakboost||Did my TRANS Fluid, Bleed the clutch, oil change..||||1||||Peakboost||00003013
Z||000000||Peakboost||12-14-2003||04:50 AM||integevo90@yahoo.com||.....wheeww....i thought i was gonna get rid of this car since it was nothing but problem to me.  <br /><br />Well, after posting here and getting VERY GOOD HELP from you guys, i did my trans fluid (Pennzoil synchromesh) and oil change then bleed my clutch line.<br /><br /><br />First off with the Trans, im still getting the 2nd gear grind after it warms up, BUT the rest of the gears are perfect and 10times smoother.  <br /><br />as far as bleeding the clutch, it made a whole lot difference in the clutch feeling and it also prevent it from grinding in other gears since its FULLY engaging now.  (when i bleed it, it was nothing but like water *since it was empty* when i checked it last time   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  )  Also, it doesnt stick in cold weather now (well, ill check tomorrow morning when i first start it.<br /><br />Oil change, made the car runs ALOT smoother and just overall perfect to drive.  (since the oil was soooo dark and filthy UGH!)<br /><br />All i can say is..im very happy with this car now and i cant wait til i change the FUEL FILTER and Spark plugs.<br /><br /><br />THANKS GUYS FOR HELPING ME   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-14-2003||11:02 AM||||if the fuel filter has NEVER been changed, you will NOT be in a good mood when you TRY it.  and, you might even give up.  that sucker is a real challenge the first time.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||12-14-2003||03:56 PM||||Changing the fuel filter is a crappy job to do, but I wouldn't put it off.  I blew through my old one and the nasty brown sludge that came out really worried me.  Looked like diarrhea.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||91 #680||12-14-2003||04:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> if the fuel filter has NEVER been changed, you will NOT be in a good mood when you TRY it.  and, you might even give up.  that sucker is a real challenge the first time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL.  I can vouch for that.  I broke my hard line changing mine out for the first time.  I had to cut it up ang rig it with a rubber fuel line to make it work.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000004||Peakboost||12-14-2003||04:45 PM||||damn!  so i guess ill just leave it alone   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />"dont fix anything unless its broken"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||12-14-2003||05:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peakboost:<br /><strong> damn!  so i guess ill just leave it alone    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />"dont fix anything unless its broken"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no, that is WHY it probably has never been changed.  i believe it is serviced every 60k||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||12-14-2003||05:21 PM||||No, I'd just go ahead and get it over with if I were you.  <br /><br />autobahntom recently helped me install a ported head/ big 16G and and other stuff on my GVR4.<br />We replaced my fuel filter and it was evident that it was NEVER changed as there was "MUD" in it!!   Change it, you won't be sorry!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000007||Matticus||12-14-2003||05:36 PM||||You may get lucky with the fuel filter.  I was able to get the hard line nut loose with a regular Craftsman wrench and some muscle.  Took me about 20 minutes.  At least give it try first.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000008||Mitsuturbo||12-14-2003||08:20 PM||||I would STRONGLY suggest using a 14mm line (or "flare") wrench when removing the hardline from the filter.  Do not loosen the filter from its bracket before loosening the hardline, or you will twist it up and bust it.<br /><br />If you do break it, just get a flaring tool and re-flare the end of the fuel line after putting the threaded fitting back over the line.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/004155.cgi
A||||0||Oztek||My monkey's paw.....||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||12-14-2003||11:05 AM||aehlert@oztek.us||...has started!<br /><br />Whooo hoo!  Malice (#1091) is just a little closer to being road worthy.<br /><br />Here is a tip for all of you guys who are thinking about purchasing a Forest Racing Head intake manifold.<br /><br />Run a 8mm X 1.25mm tap thru the threads and use 4 studs in the head.  The material is a little soft and if you try to use bolts to hold the throttle body and intercooler piping on, you will strip the threads.  The material is too soft to be reafed on.  The threads are also not cut very well.<br /><br />There was a ton of material on the tap when removed from the head.  Before I did this, it was really difficult to thread anything into the holes.  Afterwards, I was able to do it by hand.<br /><br />Well, one step closer.  I just wanted to get her turned over before I took off for the holidays.<br /><br />Now to presurize the system, but not today.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />It's now time to go play in the snow with my Forester XT.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.38.24.48||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum2/004156.cgi
A||||4||Ferrari F50 GT||Very High Idle||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||12-14-2003||06:40 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||After letting the car run for a while the first time after the head gasket replacement, the idle will stay at about 2300.  Even after the car is fully warmed up and driven around a little, it will still idle this high.  Tried turning the BISS all the way down but it would decrease to 2000.  Base timing is at about 6-7 deg from TDC.  I even got all the air bubbles out of the coolant too.  Anybody have any ideas?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||12-14-2003||09:39 PM||||EXACTLY what steps did you take when you turned down the idle.<br /><br />ie:  did you ground out the ECU?||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-14-2003||10:09 PM||||If you did the t-body coolant line removal you should block the FIAV like I did last week. It worked perfectly. Still, I haven't a single problem with it. I eliminated the lower half of the throttle body with this mod. <br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||12-14-2003||10:38 PM||||I found the problem, the throttle cable braket wasn't adjusted right and was making the throttle open too much.<br /><br />And I did ground the ECU before adjusting the BISS.<br /><br />Bimmubishi.  How hard was it to block off the FIAV?  Do you use a plate?  And are there any side affects?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||12-14-2003||11:07 PM||||Hmmm....mine has been doing it similar things lately as well with the TB coolant blocked off.  The weird thing is that I can drive it for a while though, shut it off, come back in a little while, and it will idle close to around 900-1000, but then slowly will creep up sometimes.  I think I'm gonna try and readjust the BISS the right way by grounding out the ECU, checking the throttle wire, test ISC again, and check the idle position switch on the back of the TB.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum2/004157.cgi
A||||6||HHIVR4||Smoke question||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||12-14-2003||06:48 PM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||ok so i know that i need a new head or a rebuild.today i pulled out fast and when i went to shift the car blew a huge amount of smoke out.it only does it if i floor it and shift..it is smoking in between shifts???wierd..is this a bigger problem than i thought??HELP||68.168.205.237||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||SearsPointVR4||12-14-2003||07:35 PM||||same thing happened to me, turned out to be the turbo... have you checked the end float and radial play on the compressor side?  if that's fine, do a leakdown test, that will tell you if it's piston rings.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-14-2003||07:39 PM||||Black smoke = pig rich =better than lean<br />blue smoke = oil = not good =rings, valve stem seals, turbo seals<br />white smoke = steam = blown head gasket, ported a hole in the water jacket because you got greedy wanting more power =     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||67.25.38.213||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||HHIVR4||12-14-2003||08:55 PM||||its white and really thick..but stops on acceleration..the guy i bought the car from said it has a new turbo (it looks new to me very clean).||68.168.205.237||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-14-2003||09:29 PM||||Do a leak down test to check for a blown head gasket.  Also look at your oil and antifreeze if the oil looks like ovaltine or if your antifreeze has oil droplet suspended in it thats the problem.  Also with a head gasket it sometimes will overheat but not always.||64.159.109.81||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||12-14-2003||11:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Do a leak down test to check for a blown head gasket.  Also look at your oil and antifreeze if the oil looks like ovaltine or if your antifreeze has oil droplet suspended in it thats the problem.  Also with a head gasket it sometimes will overheat but not always. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The oil in the coolant might now always be a sign of a bad HG.  I had oil getting into my coolant when my oil cooler crapped out about a month ago.  Got rid of that crappy kind and picked up a 90 air-to-air.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||HHIVR4||12-15-2003||10:49 AM||||thanks for your help.i just checked the coolant resivour and there isnt any coolant..i checked it when i bought the car (about a month ago) and there was plenty.I dont drive it but a few times a week..ive only put about 1k on it.thanks again||68.168.205.237||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum2/004158.cgi
A||||2||Notorius||IC flex hose||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||12-14-2003||07:41 PM||||anyone ever had their IC flex hose (the hose in front of the exhaust manifold) just blow up on them? i was about 3 minutes from ending a 2 hour drive and the damn thing just blew up. theres a dime sized hole in the hose itself and a 2 inch gash running along the hose that goes all the way through the hose. i wasnt even boosting hard, i was accelerating up a hill at like 5PSI (if that) and PFFFFFFT! high pitched noise, car dies. i thought i just blew the hose off or something but nope, theres a straight up hole in it. i wrapped it w/ cloth and electrical tape and made it home. nows i need a new hose, anyone know where i can get a hardpipe from to replace that section?||68.69.141.192||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||12-14-2003||08:04 PM||||You need something flexible there to accomodate engine flexing under load.  So, a full hardpipe is probably not the greatest idea, unless on the other side you add in a flex section (ie after it crosses the manifold).<br /><br />Was it a stock hose, on stock pipes?  The stockers are known to go bad and split/burst.  I'd just get a length of silicon coupler to go on there and call it good, unless you're ready to just redo all your ic piping.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.59.219.220||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-14-2003||08:41 PM||||pep boys has these muffler connection pipes, they are about 4" long, i use them in some of my intercooler piping.  some are the same size, some are bigger on one end.  come in various diameters.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004159.cgi
A||||5||sobes||Hit a curb while drifting- any ideas...?||||1||||sobes||00001649
Z||000000||sobes||12-14-2003||07:44 PM||||This is a longer post, but I figured some of you may have had similar experience and may have some suggestions. Anyway, We just got our first real snow here in Ohio, so I thought I'd try out my first winter with my VR-4. Got some decent slides and donuts in a fairly wide-open, empty parking lot. But then I got a little too close to a curb. <br /><br />Here's the specifics:<br /><br />-I hit the curb going ~20-25MPH, hitting the front pass. wheel on the curb at about 45 degree angle.<br />-Bottom of wheel was pushed in, top of wheel pushed out slightly from fender line<br />-shock tower assembly was cracked, where the shock mounts to the spindle (the 2 17mm bolts) <br />-control arm, rim, tie rod end, axle seemed ok, comparing them to driver's side as a reference<br />-I swapped out the springs, struts, shocks from a '90 Talon AWD turbo (both driver's and pass. side front)<br />-Car is semi-drivable now, pulls WAY hard to the right<br /><br />Any suggestions would be appreciated. And please learn from my mistake- be careful when having fun in the snow   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Thanks guys!||172.172.21.64||reg||1||sobes||00001649||yes
Z||000001||DsmSeifer||12-14-2003||07:46 PM||||hehe I did the same thing last week but I broke the drivers side front spindle,axle, and inner tie rod.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.88.116.149||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||12-14-2003||08:16 PM||||Throw an A arm in from the donor talon, odds are, yours is bent.. they're pretty weak, and bend easily.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||12-14-2003||08:19 PM||||I'd take a Real close look at the lower control arm, check out the ball joint, the hub assy all over and where the control arm mounts to the subframe.  Those bushings for the lower control arm may have damage you can't see with it on the car.<br /><br />Steer the wheels straight and try to sight down the tire to see if it lines up with the rear.  Do both sides.  If the toe is messed up look for tie rod/rack problems.  If the camber is messed up look for those things mentioned earlier.||64.63.212.47||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||sobes||12-17-2003||06:42 PM||||Hey guys- thanks for the ideas. Turns out the spindle is bent. Negative camber was 3 degrees! I plan to take one off a donor talon this weekend. Anything I should know/be careful with before I start this? Thx!||208.255.29.209||reg||1||sobes||00001649||yes
Z||000005||jcgalantvr4-244||12-18-2003||01:36 AM||||Not really I did the same thing about 5 months ago oops lol.   Just made me replace all my sus. parts now she rides like a dream!!!!<br /><br />    Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes



ubb/Forum2/004160.cgi
A||||12||Ferrari F50 GT||Resistor On Firewall (Coil or Power Transistor?)||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||12-14-2003||11:33 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||You know that restistor that is bolted to the firewall right above the fuel filter?  Not sure if it's for the coils or power transitor, but does it have to be bolted to the firewall for it to be properly grounded?<br /><br />Just asking because I can't fit mine there anymore because I put a B&M fuel pressure gage on the filter which gets in the way of that resistor.<br /><br />I know that Ken reclocated his.   For the rest of you that may have done that, where and how did you reloctae yours?  Thanks.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-14-2003||11:38 PM||||I just relocated mine to one of the many screws on the firewall.  WOrks just dandy.||128.138.45.77||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||12-14-2003||11:56 PM||||It does not need to be grounded, except perhaps for heatsinking issues. The resistors are isolated from ground.||216.76.180.68||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||Ash||12-15-2003||02:07 AM||||BTW: It's for the injectors Ian||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||12-15-2003||08:48 PM||||Ash, I am not talking about the one that says Nippon-Denso on it.  I know that one is for the injectors.  The one I am talking about is to the right of it.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000005||Ash||12-15-2003||09:58 PM||||There's another one there?  Maybe my aussie car is a bit different    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||12-16-2003||12:25 AM||||Here is a pic of it on dsmsleeper's VR-4.  It is that metal covered thing bolted to the firewall right above the fp gauge on his fuel filter.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jreinacher9.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||1101||12-16-2003||01:40 AM||||Here is where I mounted mine.<br /><br /><img src="http://home.comcast.net/~karns10/pictures/467_1000engine.jpg">||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000008||Ash||12-16-2003||02:55 AM||||Looks like the injector one to me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||fast_gvr4||12-16-2003||06:18 AM||||injector resistor it is!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||172.154.238.67||reg||14||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000010||Ferrari F50 GT||12-16-2003||11:54 AM||||Hm, okay.  Then what is that other resistor that says Nippon-Denso on it?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||12-16-2003||01:07 PM||||Show us what you're talking about. Where is it?That silver box you moved IS the injector resistor pack. Denso makes ALOT of OEM products, not necessarily injector related.||68.209.66.209||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||12-16-2003||01:14 PM||||I'm guessing he means the one over by the washer bottle that says nippon denso on it. It's more square than rectangle like the injector one.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004161.cgi
A||||14||gixxer||okay i'm gonna try the fuel pump install||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||12-15-2003||03:59 AM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||thats right, i'm gonna go for it.  the car isn't here though so i'm not sure all i should bring with when i go work on it.  <br /><br />1) what size flare nut wrench? 12-14mm??? i forgot<br /><br />2) PB Blaster, or other rust eater<br /><br />3)vice grips?<br /><br />4) add any ideas here...<br /><br />5) someone to punch and yell at in case i mess up   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  so what am i forgetting? besides the fuel pump intself duh||67.104.220.125||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||12-15-2003||04:56 AM||||I guess it might depend on your mods, and if you have an AFPR or not, but I'd just go ahead and do the rewire while you're at it.  Save you a bit o' time down the road.||69.59.219.176||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-15-2003||09:15 AM||||lots of elbow grease, and your best cuss words.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-15-2003||09:18 AM||||not NORMAL vice grips.  Get the ones that grip the nut like a normal wrench. I use the medium ones.  They are perfect for this job when the normal ones just f(*&ked up the fitting even more.<br /><br />Good luck. Once you break it loose the job is a cakewalk.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||12-15-2003||10:25 AM||||PB blaster first, often.  Do it now... even if you're not going to crack it for another week.  A wire brush may help, too.  Carefully clean up the rust before you pull the cover because you don't want any of that falling into your tank.<br /><br />Get a new cover gasket, too.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Notorius||12-15-2003||10:26 AM||||ok, i read all the time that this install is a bitch. i did it in 20 minutes on my car w/o PB buster or anything, just a regular socket wrench. my car has 251,000 miles on it. is it really as hard as people say and im the exception, or do people just bitch about it a lot so it seems everyone hates doing it.||68.69.141.192||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000006||pisces_0||12-15-2003||10:41 AM||||I think for most (myself included) the hardest part of the install is cracking loose the fuel line fitting.  On both my GSX and GVR-4 when I finally was able to crack loose the fitting it sounded like a firecracker went off.  Must've had one tough dude tightening that down at the factory!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.251.181.179||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||12-15-2003||10:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by pisces_0:<br /><strong> I think for most (myself included) the hardest part of the install is cracking loose the fuel line fitting.  On both my GSX and GVR-4 when I finally was able to crack loose the fitting it sounded like a firecracker went off.  Must've had one tough dude tightening that down at the factory!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Probably just an over acheiving bastard.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||12-15-2003||11:07 AM||||Kyle,<br /><br />Maybe you just got lucky man! Or it's been cracked before you got it.  Just be happy it wasn't all stripped already like mine and STUCK.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||atc250r||12-15-2003||11:56 AM||||Mine was really stuck but that didn't matter anymore once the line broke off the pump assembly. The line on mine was so rusted that it basically fell apart as soon as I touched it. I guess that was a good thing since it could have broke going down the road. I am running a 255 with the stock regulator but no rewire. If you are putting in a big pump like that I'd hold off on the rewire unless you have an AFPR.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000010||Oztek||12-15-2003||12:25 PM||||Some go easier than others.<br /><br />Mine we broke off and had to use a spare sender.  When we did Mofugas' car, it came off with no problem.<br /><br />Soak that thing in PB.  You might want to consider doing the whole fuel system at this point, just incase you ruin the sender.<br /><br />If you break the sending unit, you can use a small piece of braided line to make a new sending unit.  Just be prepaired for this, because sometimes there is no other way of getting that thing appart without trashing it.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000011||crucible||12-15-2003||01:48 PM||||I believe what makes this a fuckjob is that the fitting is not just on there mega tight,its positioned more under the trunk floor than the opening.Id give yourself several days to be down incase the "Oh Shit" gremlin decides to pay a visit.||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000012||Oztek||12-15-2003||02:39 PM||||The thing that makes is so hard is the fragil solid hose.  The connectors are basically welded shut by the rust, so you have to exert a ton of force to break them loose.  When you apply that much pressure you have to be very careful to remember that everything is attached to a small tube.<br /><br />The best way is to just re-plum the system.  Cut the fuel line down-stream of the sender so that you can get an impact gun onto that fitting.  That's the way we did it in my case.  I was redoing the whole fuel system at the same time.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||12-15-2003||03:50 PM||||If you position your flares the right way you can "squeeze" on the two wrenches to help keep the force into the fitting, rather than the line...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||slvrblt||12-15-2003||05:48 PM||||I used an ignition wrench on mine, no PB or anything, mine just came right out. I used a hose clamp to hold the pump to the bracket.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004162.cgi
A||||3||NZ VR4 RS||oil temp and pressure senders||||1||||NZ VR4 RS||00000115
Z||000000||NZ VR4 RS||12-15-2003||04:26 AM||nick@vr4.co.nz||where are the best locations for the oil temp and pressure senders to go on the vr4, have heard of  in the sump bung for temp but this is a little close to getting knocked off as the car is quite low.<br /><br />thanks nick||203.97.2.243||reg||1||NZ VR4 RS||00000115||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||12-15-2003||04:51 AM||||I don't know about the temp sender, but for the pressure you can just put a brass T fitting onto the stock dummy sensor sender port, and then put the stock one and the gauge one into that.  I hear that works well.||69.59.219.176||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-15-2003||07:15 AM||||I simply plugged my VDO sender wire onto the factory water temp gauge sender and it works great.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||12-15-2003||10:27 AM||||I understand that the coolant goes through the oil cooler... so you're telling us that you monitor your water temps to get the oil temp?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004163.cgi
A||||7||bazeng||timing poll.. what do u guys run?||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||12-15-2003||03:36 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys..<br />just wondering what you guys set your timing to..<br />i just got my car re-tuned, and the timing made a HUGE difference.. but it had to be turned up quite high.<br /><br />atm its running on idle 33 advanced timing.<br />at max load (20psi) it is set on 16.5 advanced<br /><br />injectors are 780cc.. no ping.. pulls quite nicely but i feel that it has more to give.<br /><br />just wondering what you guys run? <br />coz you guys seem to be getting 11's with 20g's.. i can only see 12's in this.. whats the secret?||203.166.63.249||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-15-2003||06:34 PM||||Stock timing seems to work pretty good...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||12-15-2003||06:50 PM||||I was told to keep turning up the boost until you got knock or got less than 15 degrees of timing. Above 15 degrees means you could add more boost/fuel to get more power. Below 15 degrees means too much boost/fuel and less power.....even without knock. Atleast taht is what they say. When I ahd my AFC I was very happy tuned to 15-17 degrees of timing at WOT at 7000 RPM.||205.166.229.107||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||curtis||12-15-2003||08:44 PM||||I've noticed that with the timing way up that it runs better but won't idle for shit.  But that was with the fuel at 40 pounds and my tps about 20% of at idle.  Hopefully the guy in the red suit brings cams, gears and a datalogger but I'll probably get a tie and some rocks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.159.108.64||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||bazeng||12-16-2003||03:34 PM||||i dont know if any of you guys have a standalone ecu but at the moment my ignition is as follows..<br /><br />at 1500 rpm (just off idle) - 22.1 degrees<br />2000 rpm - 19 degrees<br />4000 rpm - 18 degrees<br />5000 rpm - 17 degrees<br />6000 rpm - 16 degrees (max load)<br /><br />this is at WOT<br /><br />the tuner said for some reason the engine really likes higher ignition points compared to other engines.. is this the case with your engines??<br /><br />it creates very noticable torque which the car was lacking even on 20psi with standard timing..<br /><br />does anybody know if i am safe to increase ignition any further..<br /><br />there is no sign of pinging.. as there is plenty of fuel supplied..<br /><br />would upload a pic of the ignition map but i dont have anywhere to host it.. thanks guys.||203.166.63.230||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000005||bazeng||12-16-2003||03:59 PM||||heres a screen shot of the ignition map<br /><br />if you follow the colour change( light blue above the green/aqua).. that is basically where engine is taking its points from at WOT.. (100 load is where the points are during the high revs) its using an map sensor<br /><br />any idea's? sugestions?? recommendations?<br /><br />  <img src="http://forums.melbccr.com/uploads/425751-wolf2.JPG" alt=" - " />||203.166.63.230||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000006||Ash||12-16-2003||05:31 PM||||if it's not detonating with 15deg+ up it, add boost?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||bazeng||12-18-2003||03:22 PM||||yeah<br />im thinkin about it..<br />someone has told me that my map is quite conservative (nz)<br /><br />just wondering.. how do you guys monitor knock?<br />knock counts etc?.. datalogging?.. and if i dont have one? is there another way?||203.166.63.244||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/004164.cgi
A||||13||GreenSpeed||Oil squirting out of dipstick tube.||||1||||GreenSpeed||00002524
Z||000000||GreenSpeed||12-15-2003||03:58 PM||||I just was out driving and noticed a strong smell of oil burning. When I parked it I could see smoke comming out from the cowl and grill. When I opened the hood oil had squirted all over the valve cover and exhaust manifold. Im 99.9% sure that its comming from the dipstick tube. The dipstick is blown out two inches, it always blows out but never shot out oil before.<br /><br />I just installed a k&n filter before I took it out for a ride. <br /><br />Also the car had a new valve cover gasket, clutch and a stainless steel oil drain tube installed by a local performance shop. I checked the oil level and it appears to be over filled a tad, maybe thats the problem?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||GreenSpeed||00002524||yes
Z||000001||galantvr4us||12-15-2003||04:10 PM||||That o ring around the dipstick occasionaly goes bad-just buy a new one and you'll be straight.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-15-2003||04:11 PM||||nope, its the dipshit thats the problem (not talking about you, either   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )<br /><br />They just do that - buy a replacement or crimp the hole of the dipstick tube a little and push the dipstick on there and pull her out.<br /><br />I am sure others will reply with mor imaginative fixes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||red91awdtalon||12-15-2003||04:27 PM||||duct tape<br /><br />joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000004||GreenSpeed||12-15-2003||04:27 PM||||I let it sit for a half an hour and took it for a drive again. The car is making a weird noise every time I take my foot of the gass when im driving. Hard to describe what it sounds like, maybe like a deep blow off valve type sound. All the connections with the k&n are fine.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||GreenSpeed||00002524||yes
Z||000005||91E39A||12-15-2003||04:28 PM||||If it starts to pop-out frequently with a new dipstick or dipstick oring(depending on a 1g or 2g dipstick), isnt that a sign that blow back is starting to occur at the piston rings?  <br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000006||thejeebus2002||12-15-2003||04:29 PM||||Get a small hose clamp and a hooked spring (not sure what they are really called).  Clamp the spring onto the dipstick and hook it up aroudn the top.  It will never blow out again.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||12-15-2003||04:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91E39A:<br /><strong> If it starts to pop-out frequently with a new dipstick or dipstick oring(depending on a 1g or 2g dipstick), isnt that a sign that blow back is starting to occur at the piston rings?  <br /><br />-Dan S. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, or also check the temp gauge, you might be running hot and blow your headgasket also.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||GreenSpeed||12-15-2003||05:02 PM||||Temp gauge points straight up so im guessing thats about normal range. The car had a compression test last week. 145-160 i believe, only 71k on the motor and nothing but problems every month for the last year. My car gives me so much anxiety when im driving it I will need meds soon.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||GreenSpeed||00002524||yes
Z||000009||atsiauto||12-15-2003||05:11 PM||||Both mine did it . The fix was to replace the dipstick, apparently the 2 g one has a nice plastic pull handle on it that doesent burn those finguz like our stocker does. I paid like 11.00 ? Methinks .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||12-15-2003||06:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GreenSpeed:<br /><strong> I let it sit for a half an hour and took it for a drive again. The car is making a weird noise every time I take my foot of the gass when im driving. Hard to describe what it sounds like, maybe like a deep blow off valve type sound. All the connections with the k&n are fine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you elaborate?  Does it do this at all rpm?  Is your wastegate arm still connected?  Is it stuck open?  Intake leaks?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||peterlsmith||12-15-2003||08:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GreenSpeed:<br /><strong> .... My car gives me so much anxiety when im driving it I will need meds soon.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was going that way too until I discovered a great form of group therapy (www.jgronline.com)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||165.247.80.40||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000012||GreenSpeed||12-15-2003||09:00 PM||||"Can you elaborate? Does it do this at all rpm? Is your wastegate arm still connected? Is it stuck open? Intake leaks?"<br /><br />It makes the noise all the way up to 4500 rpm, any higher I dont know I havent had it up any higher since it started doing it.<br /><br />Wastegate arm, I dont know I would have to check and I wouldn't know how to tell if it was stuck open. Intake leaks I dont know..probably.<br /><br />Take my foot of the gass and what you hear could be described differently by 10 different people. <br /><br />Also when I first bought the car I could feel the turbo kick in at 3k and I could hear what sounded like a vary faint blow off valve when the windows were down. Now I dont feel the turbo kick in at all or hear that sound anymore.It almost feels like a na motor. The shop I brought it to hooked up a boost gauge to it and said it was fine.<br /><br />This is my first turbo car,as im sure most of you can tell and I still have alot to learn.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||GreenSpeed||00002524||yes
Z||000013||GVR4N||12-15-2003||10:13 PM||||Make sure the valve cover is venting properly....||209.124.142.12||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes



ubb/Forum2/004165.cgi
A||||6||akira01||my trunk....||||1||||galantgsr||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||12-15-2003||06:08 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||hey there all well i was trying to open up my trunk today and it seems like it didn't want to open....the little white latch in the back of the trunk where you could move it to free and lock as was free so that couldn't be the problem....well i was just wondering since the weather here is getting colder could the coldness be a issue to not having the trunk open...does anyone else have this problem....thanks...i got it open a couple of times and still it didn't open when i go to use the trunk lever, so it could also be the cable....thanks again.....||148.8.162.27||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-15-2003||06:28 PM||||Yup.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||369of1000||12-15-2003||06:36 PM||||Holy Crap. I'm guessing you are having trouble opening your trunk lid. There are two reasons I can think of why it won't open. One: ice, either between the lid and the body, in the cable (if you have no problem opening the door with a key), or in the latch itself. Two: the switch on the latch is broken in the locked position. <br /><br />I can only guess, and you may have guessed the same things. However, I can't tell what else your trying to say. This "..." does not equal this ".". If you hold down the "Shift" key and then push a letter key it will be in upper case such as this "A" as opposed to this "a". Is it that hard to type things so others can understand?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000003||curtis||12-15-2003||08:47 PM||||The end of the cable has a steel ball on the end with no adjustment.  I put a large zip tie on the cable to adjust the ball out from the lever.  Works fine now.  Hope it helps||64.159.108.64||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||RayH||12-15-2003||10:25 PM||||Check the release cable where it runs along the hinge of the trunk.  There's a cable guide there that holds the cable to the hinge but if it comes loose it can allow just enough flex in the cable to prevent the trunk from releasing.  You can zip tie the cable to the hinge to make sure it stays put.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000005||akira01||12-16-2003||08:27 AM||||yea i found out why its not opening. the cable is not pulling the latch far enough so that it would open. so i'll find a way to fix it when i have time...but thanks for your replies...||148.8.151.84||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||12-16-2003||09:58 AM||||If the cable doesn't pull it far enough, one method for taking in some slack is to kink the cable.  (As reported on the board, try a search).<br /><br />It is something to the effect of grabbing the cable under the carpet with some pliers and putting a bend into it.  That may be all it takes to fix your problem.<br /><br />But check Ray's suggestion first.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004166.cgi
A||||4||229of1000||Where to buy 7cm turbine housing?||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||12-15-2003||07:00 PM||||Anyone know of anywhere cheaper than TRE ($225) to get one of these?  I want to slap one on the 14B so it will match up to my EVO mani better.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing GVR4||12-15-2003||07:10 PM||||<a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com" target="_blank">www.slowboyracing.com</a> has them for 175 I believe||12.34.246.37||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-16-2003||09:22 AM||||you should call forced performance, and ask if the evo 3 will bolt up.  you will pay more, but it is lighter, and you dont need the bigger flapper to control boost creep.  it has a better path for the wastegate.  also, the inlet and exits are huge.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||12-16-2003||06:01 PM||||I second Ken.  It is a bit more from FP, but you will get great service, the right part in the right time, and their port work is awesome.  I got a ported EVO 3 7cm O2 w/34mm flapper from them and it's work of art.||69.59.219.183||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||12-16-2003||10:45 PM||||Yeah I just picked up a ported stock O2 housing from them last week and it looks great.  Very nice port job.<br /><br />I looked at my 14B some more tonight.  It has developed a bit of shaft play, in and out, and up and down.  The turbine blade has a small chunk out of one of the teeth, and two or three blades are bent at odd angles compared to the others.  In light of this I am probably just going to get an EVO3 16G in a week or two.  Thanks guys.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/004167.cgi
A||||9||REDLINEGVR4||Went to get car today....||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||12-15-2003||09:27 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||I went the macco where I got the car fixed and well it looks brand new. Then I went to start it. The first thing I noticed before I even cranked it was the led's for the "boost gauge" on the rpm gauge did not turn on and on other galant the lights did not turn on til I had a working ecu. Then I cranked it. NO START,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   it cranked but would not turn over so we first though it was the battery and it was not cause I went and got a new one. Then I checked for fuel and I am getting that by that time it was time for the place to close so I called it a night and tomorrow I get to go to battle with the car. I am thinking that my ecu got fried cause the car was working fine then when it got to the macco they had to jump it for some reason so i think that is how it got fried. Any suggestions on how to get this thing going?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||12-15-2003||09:36 PM||||Id make them pay for a new one of whatever it is thats broken||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||12-15-2003||09:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Id make them pay for a new one of whatever it is thats broken </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good luck on that one.  Personally, I would not have let some bozo with jumper cables mess with my car without my permission.  I would've paid them for paint and body work, not messing with the engine and electricals.  Though no one ever does it, they should've called the owner to say the car was dead and to check to see what he'd want to do about it.  No start does not always mean jump it.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||12-15-2003||09:47 PM||||Absolutely!  Have them get the car fixed.  Don't fool with it anymore, don't take it to a shop, make them take it to a shop of your choosing and pay for the repair.||64.63.213.139||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||12-16-2003||01:10 PM||||Does the CE lamp light when you turn the key on? Have the caps been done properly?||68.209.66.209||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-16-2003||01:16 PM||||why did they have to jump it anyway?||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||REDLINEGVR4||12-16-2003||03:38 PM||||The ce light does turn on but then turns off. they jumped the car cause the battery was low. Like i said i got a new battery so its not the battery. The ecu is a rebuilt one so i have no clue about the caps keydiver if it does turn out to be the ecu could you fix it for me cause the warrenty on it might be up.<br /><br />Thanks||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||12-16-2003||05:16 PM||||If they did anything else to the car aside from what the order was for, they should be liable.  If they give you crap, I'd get your ins involved and have them fight for you.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||1fast4door||01-28-2004||12:47 AM||||Did it run when you brought it to them??  if so, it should run when you pick it up.||67.38.174.46||reg||1||1fast4door||00001194||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||01-28-2004||02:58 AM||||I would check the fuses usually when you jump a car with the terminals backward it will just blow a fuse. Sounds like the case if some electronics don't work but others do.||65.177.240.114||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/004168.cgi
A||||23||jayru||Questions about LSD AWD in general?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||12-15-2003||11:01 PM||||I own #120, and in the snow she is like a 4x4. When you release the clutch all 4 wheels engage and the car powers through the snow (Deep Snow).<br />I don't know if the car has an LSD bcs i didn't put one in, but it could be there?<br /><br />Today i bought Jose's car and I got stuck in the snow (I can't even get out of my driveway) The front drivers wheel spins and the back pasenger wheel spins.<br /><br />What does #120 have that Jose's old car doesen't? Do i need to put LSD's in the tranny and diff? <br /><br />Any help is much appreciated.<br /><br />Besides that i Love the car! Great job Jose!||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||12-15-2003||11:15 PM||||First big difference could be the tires.  You may have some nicer all-season tires that will bite the snow better.  The new car may have "summer" tires that will not go well in winter weather.  I have a set of Bridgestone S-03 Pole Positions that a phenomenal in the dry and wet, but SUCK ASS in the slush and snow.  They are downright dangerous.  I will not take the car out.  <br /><br />If you really want to find out if your car has a LSD, jack the front of the car up and spin one of the wheels.  Correct me if I am wrong, if you spin one wheel, the other wheel will spin the opposite direction if the diff is open.  They will spin the same if it is locked/limited slip. I may have it backwards though.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-15-2003||11:30 PM||||nope that's spot on.  Open = different ways, LSD = same way.  FWIW i thought my kuhmo 712s were dangerous in the snow too.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||12-16-2003||07:49 AM||||joses car did not have a rear lsd. the problem could be in the tires since they are summer tires on the car(18's). i dont have a lsd and my car has all seasons and i love the snow now more then ever;)<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||jayru||12-16-2003||11:35 AM||||Well, i just got off of the phone with Jon at TRE (Super frendly and Knoweldgable Guy!) I would definately recomend him to anyone looking for a tranny rebuild. He knows his stuff!<br /><br />Anyway, He informed me that all the 92 VR4's came with a LSD in the rear, and only a handfull of 91's. Just thought i'd post this for the archives.<br /><br />On a side note, what a stupidly inefficent AWD system without LSD. I guess that's why Mitsu changed it in 92.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||12-16-2003||11:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Well, i just got off of the phone with Jon at TRE (Super frendly and Knoweldgable Guy!) I would definately recomend him to anyone looking for a tranny rebuild. He knows his stuff!<br /><br />Anyway, He informed me that all the 92 VR4's came with a LSD in the rear, and only a handfull of 91's. Just thought i'd post this for the archives.<br /><br />On a side note, what a stupidly inefficent AWD system without LSD. I guess that's why Mitsu changed it in 92. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you sure he knew you were talking about a Galant VR4 and not a 3000GT VR4?<br /><br />Since when do I have LSD in the rear in my 92?||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-16-2003||11:43 AM||||Jon's a good guy, but I'm pretty certain he's wrong. All GVR4s had 3 bolt non-lsd rears. And yes, LSD rear does make a nice difference. The center lsd can get worn out as well which will certainly hinder traction.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||skivittlerjimb||12-16-2003||12:29 PM||||I wasn't too sure about having an LSD in the rear either until driving in all the snow recently.  The back of the car will begin to rotate to one side or another under accel. in a straight line on very slippery conditions; pretty sure sign of <br />an open diff in the rear.<br /><br />Other than that the car is very predictable in the snow, easy to rotate, easy to catch the tail and drive sideways, etc.  Still, a lsd in the rear would be nice and make it even more sure footed.  In tight autox course I'm guessing an lsd in the front would be more important.<br /><br />Is the 3 bolt rear lsd swap-in a fairly straightforward procedure (4ws retained)?<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||12-16-2003||12:37 PM||||No.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||jayru||12-16-2003||12:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Well, i just got off of the phone with Jon at TRE (Super frendly and Knoweldgable Guy!) I would definately recomend him to anyone looking for a tranny rebuild. He knows his stuff!<br /><br />Anyway, He informed me that all the 92 VR4's came with a LSD in the rear, and only a handfull of 91's. Just thought i'd post this for the archives.<br /><br />On a side note, what a stupidly inefficent AWD system without LSD. I guess that's why Mitsu changed it in 92. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you sure he knew you were talking about a Galant VR4 and not a 3000GT VR4?<br /><br />Since when do I have LSD in the rear in my 92? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, i'm only going by what he said. And yes he knew it was a galant.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||12-16-2003||12:42 PM||||My '92 Galant had a 3-bolt, non LSD rear.  Just like all the rest of them.  Perhaps Jon is confused, since '92 is when they started putting 4-bolt LSDs in DSMs.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||12-16-2003||12:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, i just got off of the phone with Jon at TRE (Super frendly and Knoweldgable Guy!) I would definately recomend him to anyone looking for a tranny rebuild. He knows his stuff!<br /><br />Anyway, He informed me that all the 92 VR4's came with a LSD in the rear, and only a handfull of 91's. Just thought i'd post this for the archives.<br /><br />On a side note, what a stupidly inefficent AWD system without LSD. I guess that's why Mitsu changed it in 92.<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">While Jon @ TRE has been around DSMs a long time, he says some stupid stuff, this being some of it.  I know because I have talked to him many times and actually have a TRE tranny.  I recommend verifying ANYTHING he tells you elsewhere and not sending him a tranny unless you are prepared for a very long wait and little communication.  That's just my actual experience with my tranny and my money.  I won't do business with him again.  If my tranny ever needs work again I will do it myself or send it to Shep. Perhaps he's gotten better in the past year but take this as a warning.<br /><br />Just my experience...||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||12-16-2003||01:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by skivittlerjimb:<br /><strong> Is the 3 bolt rear lsd swap-in a fairly straightforward procedure (4ws retained)?<br /><br />-Jim B. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There are a couple other threads on this recently, do a search. You have to press off the one bearing, install the 4WS gear and pin, and press the bearing back on.||68.209.66.209||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||skivittlerjimb||12-16-2003||01:39 PM||||Def. my bad for not doing the search ahead of time.  [Bad noo-b!]   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    Thanks for the reply, Jeff.<br /><br />Seems like there is a fairly ample supply of 3 bolt LSDs out there, so might be a decent project to tackle during a suspension redo this spring.<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000014||iceman69510||12-16-2003||02:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> My '92 Galant had a 3-bolt, non LSD rear.  Just like all the rest of them.  Perhaps Jon is confused, since '92 is when they started putting 4-bolt LSDs in DSMs. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second this.  Perhaps Jon knew what he meant but result was lost in the translation.  VR4s did not come with LSD rears.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000015||4drwhore||12-16-2003||02:24 PM||||Whats the major advantages of an LSD 4bolt rear over a non LSD 4bolt/3bolt other then the obvious rearends being stronger being 4bolt.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||12-16-2003||02:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Whats the major advantages of an LSD 4bolt rear over a non LSD 4bolt/3bolt other then the obvious rearends being stronger being 4bolt. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um, both wheels spin forward instead of one?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000017||4drwhore||12-16-2003||03:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Whats the major advantages of an LSD 4bolt rear over a non LSD 4bolt/3bolt other then the obvious rearends being stronger being 4bolt. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um, both wheels spin forward instead of one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well Ya I get that, But how does it help like in drag racing or street racing? Id think with awd it wouldn't have that much of an affect.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000018||dsmsleeper||12-16-2003||03:37 PM||||My 92 laser had LSD.  I thought that my stock galant went MUCH better in the snow than the Laser.  It VERY easy to get the back to slide out in the Laser.  The galant took more throttle.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000019||Carl Morris||12-17-2003||01:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Well Ya I get that, But how does it help like in drag racing or street racing? Id think with awd it wouldn't have that much of an affect. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, the simple answer is that on dry pavement, it doesn't help until you're traction limited.  I never found that limit on VHT before I started breaking axles.  Now that I have a 4 bolt LSD, I notice that it does help in situations where the street pavement is wet or dirty or crumbly or rough or whatever.<br /><br />Where I *love* LSD is on dirt or in snow...low traction situations in general.  I can finally rotate the car exactly the way I want any time I want.  Without LSD the car wanted to go straight all the time, I had to get pretty ignorant to get the back end to do what I wanted it to do.||147.145.40.44||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000020||Ryan Carey||12-17-2003||05:24 PM||||Ok, maybe I have no idea what the &*$* kind of differential is in GVR4's, all I know is that mine (717/2000) gets super tail happy in the snow.  It is also very, very predictable in limited traction situations, but as the far as I can tell it has the stock 3-bolt open (I think, I haven't seen it in 3 months, so I may be wrong, I'll get it back tomorrow).  I originally thought it had a rear LSD, but the more I read into it, the more I found I was incorrect.  Were 91's  available with LSD??<br /><br />Well , whatever.  All I know is mine is super tailhappy.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000021||keydiver||12-17-2003||05:55 PM||||No, but if you want to verify it, there is always a sticker on factory LSD's that says "VISCOUS", if you want to crawl under the car and see  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />There is also supposedly a sticker in the doorjamb.||68.219.115.34||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000022||04DrBlur||12-17-2003||06:18 PM||||You would know if you have a rear LSD because the bright orange sticker on the drivers door jamb would bite you every time you open the door.  There is no way you could miss that sticker unless your car has had the door jambs painted.||68.76.186.43||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000023||GVR-4||12-17-2003||11:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> While Jon @ TRE has been around DSMs a long time, he says some stupid stuff, this being some of it.  I know because I have talked to him many times and actually have a TRE tranny.  I recommend verifying ANYTHING he tells you elsewhere and not sending him a tranny unless you are prepared for a very long wait and little communication.  That's just my actual experience with my tranny and my money.  I won't do business with him again.  If my tranny ever needs work again I will do it myself or send it to Shep. Perhaps he's gotten better in the past year but take this as a warning.<br /><br />Just my experience... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had a similar, though not as bad experience. Jon didn't return e-mails and it took longer to get the parts I ordered than it should have. Once I started dealing with Ming, things got better. I will use and recommend John Shepherd in the future. <br /><br />BUT...as Pivvay said, that's just my experience.<br /><br />And NONE of the Galant VR-4's came with a limited slip rear diff, as far as I know.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/004169.cgi
A||||22||Ferrari F50 GT||Question About Throttle Body Mod Jon Did||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||12-16-2003||12:30 AM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||On that plate that he used to block off the ISC on the TB, does it block off the FIAV as well?  I am just curious about what all the things were that are blocked off by this plate.  Sorry, I'm not too knowledgable on this.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||12-16-2003||08:42 AM||||Yes, both get blocked with the plate.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-16-2003||10:09 AM||||Ian,<br /><br />There is a great thread on this (or 2). I"ll see if I can find it. I"m going to be doing mine as well.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-16-2003||10:19 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000660#000014" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000660#000014</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004049#000005" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004049#000005</a><br /><br />Enjoy!||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||12-16-2003||11:53 AM||||Yeah Chris, I was looking at those earlier.  What gauge aluminum would be good to use?  I am probably going to use a thick as possible within reason.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-16-2003||11:55 AM||||Shouldn't matter too much, Soda can is probably too little but don't have to go huge. I have plenty of scrap 1/8 so I'll probably use that.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-16-2003||11:57 AM||||Also if your TB is off, you should measure the dimensions. I'll gladly mill you a piece as well to whatever specs you tell me.  I haven't pulled my TB off yet to make mine since I've been too busy.  I can even polish it if you want that bling bling  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||12-16-2003||01:31 PM||||Chris, I have them at home if you'd like them. Does a CAD file work for you?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||12-16-2003||01:42 PM||||what kind of CAD file? I'll PM you with my work Email to try them anyway.<br /><br />Thanks! Anyone else need one?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||Minjin||12-16-2003||03:45 PM||||Mill? Now you're just trying to get fancy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Hacksaw and hand drill worked for me. Take a piece of paper and press it on the bottom of the throttle body. Rub over it a couple times with something flat and you'll have yourself a nice imprint to go by.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||12-16-2003||04:23 PM||||haha.  Well it's easier to just get the specs, make the part and just bolt it on.  I got to be quick with the daily driver GVR4 and no garage  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||12-16-2003||05:31 PM||||Here you go you hozers! I took off the angled corners cause that's fancy stuff that the guy at home with a saw might not be able to replicate. The holes are "thru" holes, .225 diameter but I made them .25 as it allows for some error. <br /><br />Here it is. <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2230" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||12-16-2003||05:34 PM||||Would it be possible to block off just the FIAV?  I've got ac and plan on keeping it, so the ISC stays, but could I get rid of only the FIAV so I can ditch the TB coolant lines?<br /><br />EDIT-- Nevermind; this site answers my questions.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vallotton.com/fiavblockoff.asp" target="_blank">http://www.vallotton.com/fiavblockoff.asp</a>||69.59.219.183||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||agrabau||12-16-2003||05:43 PM||||Jon, those other threads say you can fill it with JB weld. I didn't want any solids in my intake stream that weren't actually "welded" as I don't want anything sneaking into the motor.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||12-16-2003||08:35 PM||||Thanks Bim,<br /><br />I'll whip mine out tomorrow morning.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||Ferrari F50 GT||12-16-2003||08:45 PM||||Hey Chris, if you mill me a piece how soon could I get it?  I was planning on doing this with Josh Trainor from CODSM this Sat.  But if you could be so kind as to make me one, it would make the job much faster.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000016||tplesko||12-16-2003||08:50 PM||||I can make you one tomorrow when I make mine.  If you want to pick it up tomorrow night i'm in Boulder.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000017||Ferrari F50 GT||12-17-2003||12:19 AM||||Sounds good.  I'll go ahead and drop you an e-mail.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000018||tplesko||01-06-2004||06:34 PM||||Ian did you guys install those plates I made? How'd they work?  I've got another one for myself to put on here next time I get some garage time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000019||Ferrari F50 GT||01-06-2004||08:39 PM||||Hey Chris.  The plates didn't actually fit very well since the holes didn't match up and it really wasn't big enough to cover over the whole thing.<br /><br />We just ended up cutting some good sized aluminum sheeting and sandwiched it between the TB and that whole assembly.  <br /><br />If you wanted to make another plate like that, that would be great.  Because then I would just have to bolt that thick plate on rather than doing what I did.  Just let me know!||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000020||agrabau||01-06-2004||10:02 PM||||I wonder why it worked on mine? Was it a problem with a different bolt pattern? My TB is from a JDM car i suppose that there might be a difference. I'm curious about why the holes didn't line up.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000021||Ferrari F50 GT||01-06-2004||11:41 PM||||Not sure, they were just barely off that it didn't work.  I could have drilled them out to make them bigger, but the plate was still was too small to cover over the whole thing.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000022||tplesko||01-07-2004||12:57 AM||||Doh...i wonder if that JDM TB is the kicker.  I guess I'll have to do mine at work so I can just make it on the spot.<br /><br />Oh well||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004170.cgi
A||||4||Cybernerd2||Air-cond compressor leaking oil||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||12-16-2003||06:41 AM||||Hi, I noticed during the weekend that my compressor is seriously leaking oil.<br /><br />What could be the problem that cause leaking? And how severe will it be if it continue like this?||219.92.155.90||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||12-16-2003||11:02 AM||||Michael, I'm doubting the authenticity of this post as a genuine "Michael" creation due to missing descriptive photograph.<br /><br />As I understand, the AC is simply gas and there should be no oil involved. Perhaps Oil is dripping onto the AC compressor from somewhere else, splashing maybe?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-16-2003||11:50 AM||||Your A/C system uses oil suspended in the freon to lubricate the pump and keep the seals from drying out. When you develop a leak, oil is normally the only thing you can see as the freon is quickly dissipated into the atmosphere. This is more so with R12 cars and less so with R134a cars. If you really think this is leaking from your A/C compressor, clean the area up really well, then inject or have someone inject some ultraviolet reactive dye into your system. If it leaks again, you'll be able to use a UV light to look for the tell tail green that says that its an A/C leak as well as be able to pinpoint where its leaking from. Could be case halves, front seal, either of the two hoses, or their connections.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||Cybernerd2||12-17-2003||07:47 PM||||So sorry for the misinterpretation of the compressor with the condenser. Actually the leaking part is on the condenser below the fins.<br /><br />I am suspecting it's caused by the overheating issue. But I will get it replace ASAP.<br /><br />Thanks for the great info, guys!||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000004||marvinmadman123||12-17-2003||08:20 PM||||They also make sniffers to detect leaks in the R-12. Not as accurate as the dye system though.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum2/004171.cgi
A||||7||Monstabishi||1/4 with Tdo5h 14b||||1||||Monstabishi||00002812
Z||000000||Monstabishi||12-16-2003||09:50 AM||Cordial85@hotmail.com||Hey, just wondering what sorta times ya's have done with a stock tdo5h 14b.. boosted with mods of course.. Just wanna know what sorta 1/4 and mph i will be expecting.. Thanks..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-16-2003||09:55 AM||||I think you can dredge up some times at  <a href="http://www.dsmtimes.org" target="_blank">DSM Times</a>... looks like 12.974||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Invader||12-17-2003||01:29 AM||||That's a 12.794, I ran 12.95 on pump gas...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.84.240.173||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||TheJackalGT||12-17-2003||02:21 AM||||buddy of mine ran 13.8 up here at 5800ft with a 2g talon, 1g engine.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||12-17-2003||09:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TheJackalGT:<br /><strong> buddy of mine ran 13.8 up here at 5800ft with a 2g talon, 1g engine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think he is refering to a 14b on our cars. If not one of my close friends here ran a 12.3 on a 14b.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||Monstabishi||12-17-2003||09:46 AM||||Fastest/Quickest 14b powered car <br /><br />1/4 ET 1/4 MPH 1/8 ET 1/8 MPH 60' Car N2O Name Date <br />11.842 113.43 7.554 92.35 1.679 90 Talon TSi NO Leon Reitman 5-31-03 <br /> hehe<br /><br />What sorta mods are needed to run 105mph+ with a 14b? <br />My current mods are  large front mounted intercooler, 2.5" exhaust, upgraded fuel pump. Im just wondering what sorta MPH i should be expecting on about 15psi over the 1/4.. This is all in a cordia btw, not a galant..||203.206.48.224||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000006||Invader||12-17-2003||10:47 AM||||My mods are listed here...<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000230#000009" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000230#000009</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000138" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000138</a>||68.84.240.173||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||12-18-2003||12:14 AM||||I managed a 12.96 on my last trip to the track,with a botched pass. I accidently had my stutterbox set at 4000 (Had the battery disconnected,it defaults to 4000) ,and had to RIDE the clutch out not to bog it-I usually dont use it at all. <br /><br /> I was disgusted and going to just shut down early so I could take the first turnoff,but when I stayed door to door with the Mustang on slicks beside me,I decided to stay on it..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br /> I know if I could have gotten another run that day,it would have gone faster. I finally went to 550s/AFC/2g MAS,and the car feels strong,Im going to try to get to the track in the cooler spring air and see what happens. <br /><br /> Four passes TOTAL last year,and not a clean one in the bunch...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Here's what I have done:<br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000201#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000201#000000</a>||129.71.115.136||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/004172.cgi
A||||1||BlackHole||stock wheel / brake clearance?||||1||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||12-16-2003||10:19 AM||blackhole23@wowway.com||Since my GVR4 is torn apart I can't measure this - does anyone know the brake clearances under the <b>stock</b> wheels? e.g. clearance from caliper to rim, caliper to spokes, backside of rotor to suspension. I did look in the Archives but didn't find anything.<br /><br />Just more cheap brake upgrade ideas percolating in my head and I don't have a way to test them out. Based on preliminary measurements and calculations there is a *remote* possibility that Toyota Tundra 4-piston calipers might fit under stock wheels w/ wider 28mm [stock is 24mm] rotors. There wouldn't be much of an increase in peak braking power but a huge increase in heat capacity - no fade is good! I'm just not too confident that there is enough clearance to fit these wide calipers.<br /><br />Just bench-wrenching until Xmas vacation...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-16-2003||11:33 AM||||It's damn close.  Close enough to look like they could rub, but they don't.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/004173.cgi
A||||3||bob in chicago||Will a DSM clutch master cyl. work?||||1||||bob in chicago||00000069
Z||000000||bob in chicago||12-16-2003||11:41 AM||||I picked up a new 1g. DSM clutch master cylinder. I now wonder if it will work in my GVR4 since Mistu shows different part numbers. It looks same from the engine compartment side & has the same 5/8 on it. Hate to pull the old one out and then discover this one is not right.  Anyone know?||24.148.12.60||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||12-16-2003||01:54 PM||||Yup, I'm 95% sure it will work. I'm pretty sure the only difference is the reservior. The rebuild kits are the same part# FWIW.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||12-16-2003||02:19 PM||||I am 100 % sure it will work.  I have one in my car.  The cylinder portion is identical as stated, only the reservoir is different.<br /><br />I used it because it was cheaper than the VR4 p/n.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||12-16-2003||02:23 PM||||Thanks guys!   Saved me $95 plus shipping||24.148.12.60||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/004174.cgi
A||||2||coop||sputter||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||12-16-2003||12:58 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||ok so I think my car will live well again. I have one issue left that I would like some help with. If I am going up a slight incline and the car is under 2-3 lbs of boost and I back out of the throrrle about two or three percent, I get a bad sputter for about two seconds. Then it is gone.Makes it real fun in traffic two. Thanks for the help. Colin||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-16-2003||01:23 PM||||Let me guess your running a stock /crushed bov?||67.25.36.101||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||coop||12-16-2003||02:35 PM||||yup||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum2/004175.cgi
A||||15||henrok||timing belt.||||9||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||12-16-2003||05:14 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey guys, what are the usual things broken when your timing belt brakes?  i was driving my car to work and when i was gonna stop at a stop sign i heard a clunk and the engine stopped.  i was going maybe 10 miles per hour and had the car on neutral since i was gonna come to a stop.  some one cut my timing belt.  the belt is practically brand new and still had around 30,000 miles left over on it. i just felt i needed to change it cause im very careful when it comes to cars especially ours.  now its done and well... to be honest, i dont really feel that bad.  im gonna get another belt, aling the marks at tdc and put it on.  then im gonna try to turn it on and see what happens..  any suggestions are all appreciated.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||9||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||PhilthMonger||12-16-2003||05:23 PM||||you're looking at maybe some bent valves and some dented pistons. re-align and do a compression test. you might get lucky||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||12-16-2003||05:24 PM||||clunk = damaged valves.  I find it difficult to believe someone could cut your timing belt because it's so well enclosed under the cover.  It's more likely it was improperly installed and possibly jumped teeth from lack of tensioning.  Were the balance shaft belts replaced, too?  Were the water and oil pumps replaced?||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||henrok||12-16-2003||05:38 PM||||i bought the car without a cover.  u can actually see the belt from underneath the car.  but i checked the belt carefully everytime i drove the car.  Now, upon looking at the belt off, it looks brand new. it even has the little grooves that come on the inside of the belt when new (the ones that wear off after heavy driving). also upon inspection you can actually see the mark where they started cutting it. when i took it off it was on a string and had to yank it off. hey is there a way to check for bent valves?  can i just take off the valve cover and check to see? im gonna buy a belt i saw that is supposed to be stronger than our stock ones and im gonna put it on and try to turn it on. i think its time i got down and dirty with my bitch.  shes just sitting there now and looks at me when i arrive from work.. i say, dont worry sweet heart, im not gonna let u go this easy.  i encourage her and say (referring to a new stroker transplant) what doesnt kill you makes u stronger.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||12-16-2003||05:52 PM||||Stronger belts are made, but for my .02; replacing the belt with a OEM one or other quality brand along with ALL related components (both timing belts, both idler pulleys, timing adjuster, water pump). If it is installed correctly, with all new parts (these cars are over 10 years old, with many miles on most of them), the belt will last 60k, unless unforseen circumstances come up (i.e. someone cutting it).<br />Stronger belts are something to think about when turning higher RPMs. I turn 8k on a daily basis, and don't have the stronger belt, but do have confidence that my belt is installed correctly (as I did it) with all new parts. If it fails, I would chalk it up to paying to play. That might be incentive to build a stroker motor though. lol.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||henrok||12-16-2003||05:58 PM||||hey, remember in the old days when cars used to have timing chains instead of belts.  i wonder sometimes if this could be done with our cars.  then maybe all of our timing worries would go away.  lol.  it can be done im sure, just takes brains and work. then maybe it can be duplicated and sold for us all.||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||12-16-2003||06:12 PM||||Timing chains require lubrication.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||pisces_0||12-16-2003||07:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by marvinmadman:<br /><strong> not all chains need lubrication. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Such as?....<br /><br />The requirement of lubrication and the tendency to stretch over time (yes, they do stretch; ask any high-horsepower V8 guy) are the two big knocks against retrofitting a timing chain onto our engines.  Myself, I'll just keep swapping timing belts at 30-40k in the garage.  Without the balance shafts in there, a little practice/experience on your side and the right tools the job is absolutely cake.  Dig in there and get your hands dirty.  It's a good time!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.61.225.115||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000009||mj_rosenfeld||12-16-2003||09:37 PM||||There is a complete kit containing all needed belts (Contitech), tensioner, idler pulleys, water pump and gasket at a pretty good price available from a vendor called Mitsubishi Specialties on eBay.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.111||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000010||Ian M||12-17-2003||01:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> hey is there a way to check for bent valves?  can i just take off the valve cover and check to see? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, If you do take off the valve cover and there are rockers popped loose (and they usually are),thats a clue.||129.71.114.171||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000011||red91awdtalon||12-17-2003||01:38 AM||||yeah... been working on high power muscle chevy's since i could walk and YES they do stretch and you can still snap them... every chevy i own has been converted to GEAR drive. WAY TO GO! but on the dsm's you would be talking a lot of gears to make the reach. not to mention trying to spin a chain that long weighs a lot! i guess it could be done but as long as the belt is done properly and with quality parts it should be fine. know people running 10's/ 11's in the quarter with a Mitsubishi belt.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000012||pisces_0||12-17-2003||01:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong> yeah... been working on high power muscle chevy's since i could walk and YES they do stretch and you can still snap them... every chevy i own has been converted to GEAR drive. WAY TO GO! but on the dsm's you would be talking a lot of gears to make the reach. not to mention trying to spin a chain that long weighs a lot!</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ever see the timing chain on a Ford SOHC 427 FE?  DAMN that thing is long!  Imaing a timing chain going from the crank up the outside of a cylinder head, around the cam gear on that cylider head, across the "lifter" valley, around the cam gear on the opposing cylinder head, back down the outside of that cylinder head and finally back down to the crank.  Yeah, I think I'll stick with a timing belt....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.61.224.96||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000013||1420mark||12-17-2003||02:28 PM||||FWIW  after finding a slack in my T belt I rtedid the damper only to find the slack reoccurs when car sits . it seems to again be tightened when engine is merely turned  45* by 1/2 ratchet , curious , scary , mysteriuos ,  and not real well documented phenom but I did have one guy say he had seen it||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000014||marvinmadman123||12-17-2003||02:53 PM||||Same thing here. T-belt real loose after sitting for a while.||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000015||turbogalant||12-17-2003||03:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by marvinmadman:<br /><strong> Same thing here. T-belt real loose after sitting for a while. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My guess is a bad hydraulic tensioner.||63.184.73.127||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000016||henrok||12-17-2003||04:29 PM||||well the only way to find out how a timing chain as opposed to our belts would work.  someone with the ability and brains could do it and try it out.   as far as lubrication is concerned try it out and see what happens first.  need to buy the belt kit but i need to do research first..  then ill tackle the job...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||3||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/004176.cgi
A||||11||marvinmadman123||Tap for Boost Guage||||1||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||12-16-2003||07:05 PM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||I placed the tap in the manifold right on side of the spark plug coil and the knock sensor plug. I placed it there because it was a shorter route and because the fitting that were supplied screwed right in. No nipples or tees, clamps or tie wraps. Just wondering what are the disadvantages of placing it there, if any. The only thing I can see is that maybe it will get dirty or oily until I get a catch can.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||12-16-2003||07:53 PM||||i have mine tapped off the "P" on the throttle body..||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||crucible||12-16-2003||10:15 PM||||Huh?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||supervr4||12-17-2003||03:13 AM||||If the place you are meaning is on the rocker cover you shouldnt have a boost reading, As that is used for crank case ventilation(sp).<br />There are two place you can tap the boost gauge into one is the "p port" the other is on a line that comes off the fuel pressure reg, If you do a search you will find the best way||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000004||marvinmadman123||12-17-2003||03:28 AM||||The place I am talking about is on the driver's side of the intake manifold. Right next to the connection for the knock sensor (I think), and next to the coil for the spark plug wires, there is a 3/8" plug. I removed that and installed the fittings there.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||12-17-2003||05:38 AM||||Huh, interesting.  I think I like.  Got any pics?  Seem to work ok?||69.59.219.135||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-17-2003||11:10 AM||||LOL!<br /><br />Sounds like he removed the plug that seals the hole drilled to distribute PCV. <br /><br />Why did you do something like that??<br /><br />Start reading vfaq.com.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||pisces_0||12-17-2003||11:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong><br />Sounds like he removed the plug that seals the hole drilled to distribute PCV. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, that sounds like the plug that was removed and tapped for the boost gauge.  I had to read though the original post a few times before it hit me that that was where the boost source was taken from.  I <i>guess</i> it'd work all right as it sits.  He's a pioneer for a new boost source!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Oh, and the plug you're referring to is either the plug for the coil (triangular plug) or the plug for the transistor pack (long, skinny plug).||64.61.224.167||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000008||ercp98||12-17-2003||01:12 PM||||hi this might be off topic; but i think i have the same boost source. i used one of the extra nipples after the throttle body on the manifold.<br />only difference is i have a cyclone manifold so the nipple is on there and i did not have to drill anything out.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000009||marvinmadman123||12-17-2003||02:55 PM||||<img src="http://images.cardomain.com/member_images/6/web/306000-306999/306442_10_full.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://images.cardomain.com/member_images/6/web/306000-306999/306442_11_full.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />You can see the fitings here. The second pic is just for reference. Not good pics but hopefully do the job. I was not looking for sarcasm, just asking for any help from guys with experience with these cars. I know where the usual places are to tap the guage are but I didnt have the extra shit needed and it was 4:30 in the morning and like 28 deg outside.||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000010||pisces_0||12-17-2003||03:27 PM||||No criticism meant here.  I'm just surprised you found that fitting and were able to use it for a boost source.  I never even realized it was there until I took off my manifold during a gasket swap.  If it works for ya, then more power to you.  Just keep a sharp eye on your boost gauge to make sure everything is cosher.||216.251.181.88||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000011||marvinmadman123||12-17-2003||03:48 PM||||It works fine as far as I can tell (owned Hondas all my life). Just recently made the switch to Mitsubishi with the Galant and the TT stealth.||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum2/004177.cgi
A||||7||229of1000||Opinions on porting?||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||12-16-2003||10:55 PM||||I know the general consensus on getting new turbos and stuff is to port away, but I want to know how much of a difference it is truly going to make.  I have an unported EVO exhaust manifold and will be ordering a matching EVO3 16G pretty soon.  I would like to mate these up with a 7cm sealing ring and copper gasket.<br /><br />Porting these two items will increase lag as well as top end.  But around town, wouldn't they be more fun unported?  Faster spool and still plenty of power?  I could care less about gaining an extra 2mph in the 1/4.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||12-17-2003||01:02 AM||||I would have to agree with you.  There really isn't any need to have more top end power with a street driven car. If anything I would port the wastegate passage and install the 34mm flapper. Just to ensure it can control whatever boost setting you may desire.  If anything, port the O2 housing to the max to speed up spooling.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||12-17-2003||07:00 AM||||Porting to remove such things as ring gasket steps help in all situations.  Smoothing this areas over help remove a large disturbance in the exhaust gas flow.  Hogging it out is probably not too neccasary if you're not that worried about peak hp and top end power.<br /><br />Does the evo3 mani have a step? I don't remember, it's been so long since I saw one.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||12-17-2003||07:19 AM||||Port everything! "more fun does not equal less power!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  My take on it is that leaving it stock will not give you a noticeable restriction at the low end, certainly not enough to make the car feel as if it has more torque. At the high end the differences should be noticable.<br /><br />Here's a little writeup I did years ago (The Manifold is EVO 3 and there are some pics.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.members.tripod.com/alexander_grabau/id18.htm" target="_blank">Manifold Porting</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||12-17-2003||12:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> Does the evo3 mani have a step? I don't remember, it's been so long since I saw one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The manifold and 16G turbo both have the same step.  You can use a 7cm sealing ring so that you never have to worry about blowing out gaskets.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||12-17-2003||02:36 PM||||"Paul Oakenfold 4 hours nonstop on the stereo"<br /><br />No wonder you spent that much time porting. You're using the wrong bit and grinder for that job.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||12-17-2003||02:54 PM||||Oakenfold is awesome....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||12-17-2003||03:07 PM||||I ported my head/manifold/exhaust housing/and o2 sensor housing.  All of this is mated to a big 16g, and a 3inch turbo back exhaust/ 2G MAF/ Keydiver chip.<br /><br />I IMMEDIATLEY noticed that the car pulls effortlessly, and the car work LESS to sustain the same MPH before the mods were installed.  <br />I'd port everything possible pal.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum2/004178.cgi
A||||0||aWeX||Has anyone tried a GReddy turbo on their VR4?||||1||||aWeX||00000924
Z||000000||aWeX||12-17-2003||09:03 AM||||<a href="http://www.trust-power.com/02greddy/turbine.html" target="_blank">http://www.trust-power.com/02greddy/turbine.html</a><br /><br />Since the GReddy turbos are based on mitsubishi turbos, they will be a great replacement for the stock turbo on my VR4<br /><br />I get great prices on GReddy parts, and i am going to upgrade from the stock 16g to get more power. The car will be built for trackracing, so i don`t want a turbo suitable for a dyno-queen or a drag-monster  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />If you look at the link i posted,what size(s) would you recomend? I`m aiming for something around 400 hp @ the crank.||195.159.193.128||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes



ubb/Forum2/004179.cgi
A||||2||V8EATER||Need bolt size||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||12-17-2003||12:58 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||I have a 95 o2 housing, with a missing "02 housing-to-turbo bolt".  Anybody know the size?  Can I get one from the hardware store (grade 8 or better), or do I need to order it from the dealer?  <br /><br />Also, I want to put in new silicone connectors for my intercooler piping.  Everyone seems to sell some, but are any of them better?  <br /><br />Thanks||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-17-2003||04:47 PM||||I'd get the bolt from the dealer, as it gets really hot there. You don't want to have a tough time with the heat down there. I don't recall the bolt size though.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||12-17-2003||11:43 PM||||I think it's a 12 x 1.25. not sure of the length though.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum2/004180.cgi
A||||3||mj_rosenfeld||power steering pump question||||1||||mj_rosenfeld||00001058
Z||000000||mj_rosenfeld||12-17-2003||01:06 PM||mlr@cgate.net||Is the power steering pump from the Eclipse or from a nonturbo Galant same as ours?<br />Reason I ask is I want to do an internal mod to the pump to eliminate PS cut out at high RPM (which caused me to lose two autocrosses last summer).<br />Thanks.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000001||coop||12-17-2003||05:48 PM||||get one from a gsx. I think the one on my talon is the same though. the pump shuts off the prevent it from blowing up. try to remove the rear steer, you will get better results.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||mj_rosenfeld||12-17-2003||10:16 PM||||Thanks for the input. Are you saying the GSX pump is the same as ours or the GSX pump is not prone to cutting out at high RPM?<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.204||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||12-17-2003||10:22 PM||||I think all are the same, except turbo models have a cast iron rear housing instead of aluminum which is on the na 4g63.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum2/004181.cgi
A||N||11||quick0ne||Solid Motor Mounts?||||8||||thompstone||00003051
Z||000000||quick0ne||12-17-2003||03:09 PM||comcastsucks1@comcast.net||Ok, I've looked everywhere and I cannot find mounts for the galant. I see the t/e/l ones all over the place but have been told those dont work. I call buscher racing and they have nothing. Any ideas???!!?!? <br /><br /><br />Ryan<br />1653/2000  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||66.213.222.37||reg||8||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||12-17-2003||03:22 PM||||If I may ask, why solid mounts?||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-17-2003||03:26 PM||||Remove them one at a time, clean with brake parts cleaner, then fill them with 3M windshield urethane (10 dollars a tube from advance auto), let it cure then reinstall.  You can also get two large shock washer and remove the front radiator support nuts and add the washers to firm it up. It just gets firmer and no bad vibration like replacing with welded up or soild aluminum mounts.  You could probably get a full set out of the junkyard then replace yours and do yours and sell them off and break even.  One tube of the stuff goes along way.||64.159.109.78||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||pisces_0||12-17-2003||03:37 PM||||I'd have to side with the 3M Windo-Weld opinion.  I picked up some 4G61/4G63 Colt/Mirage motor mounts in the junkyard, cleaned 'em up and filled them with Windo-Weld.  Nice and firm now!  Should make for a fun summer project (Green-powered 4G63 Mirage).  It's 3M part # 08609.  Probably have to use ~3/4 of a tube.<br /><br />As far as the solid mounts for T/E/Ls, where did you see them?  I know some have welded plates over the sides of the mount.  Is this what you're referring to?||64.61.225.227||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||12-17-2003||03:47 PM||||Wow!  ...and I think the new Prothane mounts vibrate too much.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||quick0ne||12-17-2003||04:13 PM||||To answer why, they flex too much under heavy load, which has caused vaccum lines to get caught. Its was real fun when a vaccum line grabbed the speedo cable. Anyway its getting pretty close to the firewall, so I figured something more solid. <br /><br />Ryan<br />1653/2000||66.213.222.37||reg||1||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-17-2003||04:21 PM||||Get the Prothane kit. Yes, 1g kit is exact same as Galant.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclsuspension.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclsuspension.htm</a><br /><br />However, ride with someone who has them. They WILL make your car vibrate like mad. I think I have the older Prothanes which are stiffer than the new compound. I had heard that Prothane softened it up due to complaints.<br /><br />They certainly make for great throttle response, but I must admit that its not quite as good as I had hoped. My Rabbit GTI had solid motor mounts and that thing had a near telepathic throttle. I'll have to track down the play in my car one of these days.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||quick0ne||12-17-2003||04:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by pisces_0:<br /><strong> I'd have to side with the 3M Windo-Weld opinion.  I picked up some 4G61/4G63 Colt/Mirage motor mounts in the junkyard, cleaned 'em up and filled them with Windo-Weld.  Nice and firm now!  Should make for a fun summer project (Green-powered 4G63 Mirage).  It's 3M part # 08609.  Probably have to use ~3/4 of a tube.<br /><br />As far as the solid mounts for T/E/Ls, where did you see them?  I know some have welded plates over the sides of the mount.  Is this what you're referring to? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I saw the T/E/Ls ones on DSMParts for one. They had the inserts but my understanding is that those will not work. <br /><br />Ryan <br />1653/2000||66.213.222.37||reg||1||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000008||TheJackalGT||12-17-2003||04:51 PM||||can you do the same thing with tranny mounts? I have never looked at them, but would it still be the same idea?<br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000009||ercp98||12-17-2003||04:58 PM||||i used prothane mounts. same one for sale at road race. one thing they don't tell you is that you have to get the old rubber out of the engine mounts and also remove the metal liner it way attached to. i replaced the left front and right side. i'll do the one in the back next time. it is hard to get at. my car does vibrate more than usual. i think it more than the fact that i have my idle set low.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000010||quick0ne||12-17-2003||05:04 PM||||The thing that I'm really kicking myself about is that I had the whole engine out of the car, but I guess the big 16 and other upgrades are too much for the stock mounts.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.213.222.37||reg||1||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000011||broke down||12-18-2003||11:31 AM||||Do the eurethane mod.  I've done all of mine and I like them.  It's easy too.  As a suggestion try not to fill them up all of the wasy at once though, they may take a long time to cure.  Fill them half way, scuff them with heavy grit sandpaper after they cure, then finish them.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum2/004182.cgi
A||||12||V8EATER||Again with the idle surge||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||12-17-2003||03:15 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||ok, i've done the search.  couldn't come up with an answer.  <br /><br />Car idles at 881, as of yesterday.  on the way home, i pull on to the highway, 3rd gear, wot.  faint pop?  maybe.  can't be sure.  anyway, get home, on side streets, and the car just starts acting wierd.  when i depress the clutch, the engine revs to 3-3500, stays there for a couple seconds, then drops down to a nice little surge, 1100-1800, real fast tempo.  No vaccuum lines are busted, cleaned the throttle body, biss screw is the same (rtv holds it in place).  haven't done a leak test yet, was going to do it this weekend oddly enough.  boost seems fine, other than the idle, car runs exactly as before. <br /><br />                      READ:<br /> I don't have alot of time to work on the car due to the new baby- can anyone help me do a quick diagnose so I can fix this right now????||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-17-2003||03:40 PM||||Sounds just like what mine is doing with the FIAV not heating up. I removed the TB coolant lines though. I am blocking mine off with a plate to see if that fixes it.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||12-17-2003||03:43 PM||||TB coolant lines are gone, long time ago.  egr blockoff plate is in, fiav is not.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-17-2003||04:02 PM||||I'd try to block of the FIAV and see if that fixes it. It's pretty easy to pull the TB when there are no coolant lines...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||12-17-2003||04:22 PM||||You might check for boost leaks first. It sounds like a strange way for an idle problem to surface (3rd gear wot)||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||12-17-2003||06:01 PM||||It sounds like mine did when the plastic tube on the throttle cable broke. Check for any loose, broken off pieces of it sliding around on the throttle cable near the TB.<br />Jeff||68.219.115.34||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||V8EATER||12-17-2003||06:08 PM||||BIMM- <br /><br />it started in 3rd, but it does it all the time now.  <br /><br />jeff, i'll check that.  someone else mentioned that- i just hope it's an easy fix.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000007||V8EATER||12-18-2003||09:51 AM||||Jeff, <br /><br />the cable isn't broken near the tb, but it is near the cruise control box.  just cracked, no broken pieces floating around.  thanks anyway.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000008||Invader||12-18-2003||09:12 PM||||If you don't have coolant lines to the TB, and you car started idle surging during the cold weather...then it's your FIAV.<br /><br />Don't even bother checking anything else until you block the FIAV off...<br /><br />My first winter day without coolant lines or a FIAV blockoff my car started idle suring.  I took the plate off the bottom of the TB and RTV'ed a little plastic plate across one side of the chamber.  Works like a charm...no more idle surge.<br /><br />Your engine might take a little longer to warm up on cold starts, but a few boosted, part throttle gear shifts and she's up to temps for me...  There's no reason to have the FIAV without the coolant lines since it's been disabled and will only serve to cause you headaches at idle.||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000009||kartorium31||12-18-2003||11:52 PM||||I've been having idle problems lately too.  Could have to do with a couple things, but I don't really have a clue.  <br />    1st-I recently deleted my cruise and spent a good amount of time trying to get the cable set right on the mounting points on the manifold.<br />    2nd-I replaced the biss o-ring and set my biss by letting the car warm up then using an aligator clip and a wire with a connector on the end spliced into the wire going to the empty connector on the firewall(made an easier way to gound).<br />    3rd-I haven't checked the isc voltage. ISC is at about 27 steps when idling after warmed up.  I had jeff fix my ecu cause it was damaged by my old isc.<br /><br />So, my car now idles at about 850rpm but it slightly hunts from 750 to 1000.  Then when you go out to drive it, as you take it out of gear and let off the gas it only goes down to around 1500 rpm +/- 300rpm.  Could this be related to FIAV even though i do not have coolant lines deleted?<br /><br />I have a logger, so can check things that might be relevant.(especially things i haven't thought of yet)  The old girl also has knock problems, but thats a whole nother story.<br />Sorry for stealing your post, but all idle problems are similar.||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000010||V8EATER||12-19-2003||09:51 AM||||No prob.  I have been thinking of blocking off the fiav, this may just be the time to do it.  I'm also having the same problems with knock, and you're right- that's a whole different operation.  I also can datalog, so if anyone can help either of us, please post!||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000011||Bobbo||12-21-2003||08:26 PM||||I have a similar situation with the idle surge. It just happened tonight after I was done with work. I'm driving onto the street and when I pressed the clutch in to shift, the RPM revs up to 3500-4000. I thought to myself, WTF, and so I shift the car again and there goes that surge!! This is the first time this has ever happened. The car idles fine in a stand still (800-1000). Does this also have to do with the throttlebody or isc motor, or FIAV also. I have had keydiver replaced my caps in my ECU, 2100 ACT, K&N filter, and removed the wastegate selonoid.||170.224.224.38||reg||9||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000012||Bobbo||12-23-2003||01:25 AM||||Also, one of my friends told me that this could be a symptom of a warped flywheel. Could this also be another possibility for the idle surge. THis is making me mad because I just installed the clutch during the summer and I don't want to fiddle with the clutch again.||216.148.246.70||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes



ubb/Forum2/004183.cgi
A||||9||driftin galant||Some more wierd ass crap is going on.||||5||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||12-17-2003||06:41 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||ok so here is the deal, the car is so close to beening done again it hurts.  when i am idealing the car is great, but when i bring the car to about 2000 rpm it ideals good but with out warning the engine drops 500 rpm and the correction value goes from .4 to 6.8 then it goes back to idealing fine.  this 500 rpm drop is totaly random.  the eninge vacuam at ideal is 20.  the fuel pressure is 43.  my afc settings are the following.<br /><br />low          rpm                high<br />14          1000                -5<br />-2          2000                -10<br />-5          2500                -14<br />-7          3000                -16<br />-9          3500                -16<br />-12         4000                -16<br />-13         4500                -16<br />-15         6500                -16<br /><br /><br />does anyone know what is up.  BTW my caps are fine||67.160.6.224||reg||5||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-17-2003||06:54 PM||||i am COMPLETELY confused as to what you are asking.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||driftin galant||12-17-2003||07:02 PM||||under low throttle settings the car drives like crap, but if you give it 100% throttle then it stops studdering and just goes.  and when the car is sitting in the gargage and i go to 2000 rpm or 3000 rpm, what ever rpm  it does 500 rpm drops and my foot has not changed throttle postion.  and the correction value changes too.  it that a little clearer.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||12-17-2003||10:21 PM||||I am with Kenn on this one. Completely confused.  BTW, it is IDLE, not ideal.  Give us all a little more info.  Your idle is dropping 500 RPMs randomly.  What mods do you have?  Are you running a huge turbo with large injectors and can't get the car to idle?  There are way too many variables that we need to know about to help you.  More info please.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||12-17-2003||11:10 PM||||Erik - i did the same thing on my AFC, the car idles nice when it's cold, but it's too rich when its warmed up, so its sputtering. (That was my problem, anyhow)<br />I would try backing out your BISS screw to let more air in at idle if you want it to idle higher. [shameless plug] And buy a keydiver chip set to idle at a higher RPM from <a href="http://www.keydiverchips.com" target="_blank">www.keydiverchips.com</a> [/shameless plug]||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000005||driftin galant||12-17-2003||11:58 PM||||ok here is the car:<br />92 Galant vr4<br />big 16G ported clipped<br />evo 3 exhaust manifold 7cm<br />RC 550 injectors<br />S-AFC<br />Apex'i turbo timer<br />3 inch exhaust<br />944 intercooler<br />2 inch intercooler piping<br />k&n intake <br />2 1/2 inch intake tube<br />2G intake elbow<br />big ass grounds every where<br />255 weinburo fuel pump<br /><br />and i think that is everything<br />ok here is the thing from 2000 to 3000 the car feels like it is hicuping then it smooths right out.  and when you are at idle it is smooth at 850.  then if you hold it at 2000 the rpm drops 500 with out warning and no change to the throttle postion. but the correction value changes.  then when you come back down to idle the car dies.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||12-18-2003||01:31 AM||||Well the correction value changes because your RPM is changing and the correction changes accordingly.  First of all your 1000 low AFC setting is too high.  You need to lean that out.  Then try to take some fuel out of your low settings.  You could be adding in too much fuel.  Just play with your AFC to try to remove the hiccup.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||12-18-2003||09:15 AM||||you got a stock 1g mas?  and at idle, you have +14 on the afc with 550's?  first off, i would say get an adjustable fpr.  at the same time, get a logger.  and, with that setup, at about 15 lbs boost, you will get mas overrun.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||driftin galant||12-19-2003||12:12 AM||||oh i have a afpr i forgot to put it on the list||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||12-19-2003||01:41 PM||||Log your TPS?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004184.cgi
A||||18||jayru||For anyone with 5 lug swap who wants to fix the ABS. (Long)||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||12-17-2003||08:44 PM||||Ok, i have been doing alot of reasearch on this and i believe the reason the ABS does not work when you do a 5 lug swap is the ABS rings. The TEL rings have less teeth, the teeth serve basicly as speed sensors for the ABS computer.<br /><br />So when your factory computer looks at the front wheels it sees a diffrent speed from the rear (because of the TEL's less teeth) Since this diffrence doesen't go away, the ABS comp. constantly thinks the fronts are locked.<br /><br />I believe this is the reason the brakes fail.<br />I want to try and use a TEL ABS comp. in my car.<br /><br />I ordered a service manual yesterday, but i am impatient and want to start testing my theory.<br /><br />If anyone can send me a picture (from the manual) of the GVR4 ABS comp. and the TEL Comp. (Both must be AWD) and the wiring diagrams for both, I will try top see First- If the plugs are the same and just the internal calibration is diffrent (Plug -n- Play); Or- If we can re-pin the TEL harness plug with the GVR4 wires to make it work.<br /><br />Any help is much appreciated.  <br /><br />I know most of you hate the ABS, but i like it and am, i guess, a little weird (i like everything to work in the car.)||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||12-17-2003||08:48 PM||||I've always heard that everyone swapped both front and rear hubs with their ABS on the 5-lug swap. That way the # of teeth on the ABS rear and front stay the same. End of problem.||24.148.12.60||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||jayru||12-17-2003||08:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> I've always heard that everyone swapped both front and rear hubs with their ABS on the 5-lug swap. That way the # of teeth on the ABS rear and front stay the same. End of problem. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes you are correct. All the TEL rings are swaped over, but the problem is in the computer. The stock GVR4 computer is set up to see 86 teeth in the front, not 47(TEL). So when it compares the front and rear wheels at the ring it sees a diffrent speed than the back (mismatch in calibration in the computer)<br />which is why the TEL computer is nessary.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-17-2003||09:05 PM||||Why not use the GVR4 rings instead?  Do they not come off?  It seems easier than swaping computers but i haven't messed with rings myself.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||drew||12-17-2003||09:33 PM||||the rings mount different in the front.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||jayru||12-17-2003||09:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Why not use the GVR4 rings instead?  Do they not come off?  It seems easier than swaping computers but i haven't messed with rings myself. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">According to other posts, the GVR4 rings need alot of machining to make way for the extra lug, and needs bolt holes machined to atach to the hub. Also the threading is diffrent.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||Bigfoot200200||12-17-2003||10:07 PM||||Also, until 92(in TELs)the ABS wasnt available with LSD. Because the LSD causes the ABS computer to act up somehow, so those who have swapped in a 4 bolt LSD have to swap computers or disable the ABS completely. <br /><br />I removed the GVR4 ABS computer today, and tomorrow I will hunt down the one in the Talon. Hopefully the pins placement is the same, but I'm not holding my breath. Anybody know the location of the ABS computer in a TEL? I searched other forums last night and got all kinds of conflicting info.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000007||Craig91||12-17-2003||10:15 PM||||I just did a quick search on DSMTalk...it looks like the T/E/L ABS computer is behind the passenger door in the trim somewhere.<br /><br />There was a link to this in one of the posts..<br /><br /><a href="http://mario.germain.com/abs.html" target="_blank">http://mario.germain.com/abs.html</a>||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||12-17-2003||10:49 PM||||Got it out. Not only do the pins have the same placement, but the plugs interchange. And the TEL computer is much smaller so it will go into the GVR4. I can't track the colored wires to the pins because plug encloses them. So we still need to look at a schematic to make sure its wired the same. But I got a good feeling about that, because if they changed the wiring they should have moved some of the pins aroun<br /><br />The TEL has the Nippon ABS Ltd. tag and a Bosch tag.<br /><br />GVR4 has just the Nippon ABS LTD. tag.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000009||Craig91||12-17-2003||11:00 PM||||I wonder if it is a matter of switching ABS computers to cure the ABS light after driving for about 3/4 of a mile.  I should find out exactly how the swap was done from the guy who did my car and see if anything rings a bell to him.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000010||jayru||12-18-2003||01:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Got it out. Not only do the pins have the same placement, but the plugs interchange. And the TEL computer is much smaller so it will go into the GVR4. I can't track the colored wires to the pins because plug encloses them. So we still need to look at a schematic to make sure its wired the same. But I got a good feeling about that, because if they changed the wiring they should have moved some of the pins aroun<br /><br />The TEL has the Nippon ABS Ltd. tag and a Bosch tag.<br /><br />GVR4 has just the Nippon ABS LTD. tag. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bigfoot, thanks for the legwork. I new i was on to something after i did my research. So now half the battle is done. Was your talon ABS from a AWD and what year?<br /><br />Anyone have that schematic?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000011||Bigfoot200200||12-18-2003||02:04 AM||||92 Talon TSI. AWD LSD ABS and 6 bolt, best year. I tried to post pics, but I'm lame.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000012||drew||12-18-2003||02:27 AM||||question though, is that that would make it 3 channel abs as opposed to 2 channel like the galants no?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||jayru||12-18-2003||02:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> question though, is that that would make it 3 channel abs as opposed to 2 channel like the galants no? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im not shure i understand your statment, could you clarify a little? Are you saying the TEL uses a 3 channel setup. If so where is the 3rd channel?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000014||drew||12-18-2003||02:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> question though, is that that would make it 3 channel abs as opposed to 2 channel like the galants no? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im not shure i understand your statment, could you clarify a little? Are you saying the TEL uses a 3 channel setup. If so where is the 3rd channel? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">90-92 TELs could be had with either ABS or LSD, not both. These came with 2 channel ABS like the GVR4, and for whatever reason Mitsu did not believe 2 Channel ABS and LSD would work.<br /><br />When they switched to teh 4 bolt rear end in 92, the LSD/ABS combo was available together, because the ABS was changed to 3 channel ABS. <br /><br />I don't know all the details, but it would seem that a 3 channel ABS computer wouldn't work well with a 2 channel ABS system.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001233" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001233</a><br /><br />for more info||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000015||BlackHole||12-18-2003||07:20 AM||||Look at the factory wiring diagrams, it looks like there is a difference between 2,3 & 4 channel ABS in the plumbing - the ABS distribution block. The Galant shows only two solenoids, the DSM shows 3 and the 91 Galant FWD shows 4. If I am reading it right, then <i>in theory</i> the appropriate ABS block should be swapped over too. In reality, that's not practical.<br /><br />Also in theory the stock 2-channel ABS can't deal with a LSD rear, but mine never complained or worked any differently after the LSD was installed. So I'm not sure it really matters in the real world.<br /><br />On a side note, I will be taking pictures / VFAQing my 5-lug conversion retaining the stock GVR4 ABS rings and I hope to have it done over the holiday break [no guarantees].||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000016||iceman69510||12-18-2003||09:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> question though, is that that would make it 3 channel abs as opposed to 2 channel like the galants no? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im not shure i understand your statment, could you clarify a little? Are you saying the TEL uses a 3 channel setup. If so where is the 3rd channel? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">90-92 TELs could be had with either ABS or LSD, not both. These came with 2 channel ABS like the GVR4, and for whatever reason Mitsu did not believe 2 Channel ABS and LSD would work.<br /><br />When they switched to teh 4 bolt rear end in 92, the LSD/ABS combo was available together, because the ABS was changed to 3 channel ABS. <br /><br />I don't know all the details, but it would seem that a 3 channel ABS computer wouldn't work well with a 2 channel ABS system.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001233" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001233</a> <br /><br />for more info </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Slight correction.  No 90 TELs had ABS.  91 had ABS or LSD option, not both.  92-94 all had LSD with ABS optional.  This all applies to AWD cars only.<br /><br />My car sets code 15 in the ABS after a short drive.  this is just general code and I have not had time to do the troubleshooting yet.<br /><br />Also a correction to the post above by jayru. VR4s have 86F/43R tooth count, so the computer wants to see the 2:1 ratio.  TELS are 47/47, so the computer wants to see 1:1. Computer swap is a possibility, but I would beware the channel difference as Drew said.<br /><br />On a side note, we have new snow this morning, and even without functional ABS, I love this car in the snow!||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000017||jayru||12-18-2003||10:18 AM||||iceman69510<br />   That was a typo in my post that i corrected. Thanks for pointing it out though.<br /><br />Do your brakes fail like mine, or does the light just come on?<br /><br />Does anyone know the exact year 2 chanel ABS was offered in the TEL?<br /><br />And if anyone still has the cd manual and could send me the wiring diagram for both the GVR4 and TEL 2 channel system, it would be much appreciated.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000018||iceman69510||12-18-2003||03:55 PM||||I wasn't correcting you, I was referring to Drew's model year breaks. Not even sure what typo you are referring to.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />My brakes do not fail, just have the anti-lock come on and code 15 is set.  Brakes work fine, but will lock up when I brake hard.  I may have a mis-set wheel speed sensor in the LF, which I hope to check this weekend.  I also have a LF sensor in the RF of my car, but it has always been there since I got it, with no light before the 5-bolt changeover.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/004185.cgi
A||||1||buick||E.C.U||||1||||gransport||00001769
Z||000000||buick||12-18-2003||01:20 AM||johnsminibike@webtv.net||Does anybody out there have the tel # of the place in Texas that sells E.C.U.s for our cars I lost their number they were supposed to send me my core deposit money back.I found it originaly from a link on one of the email answers in the group.     Thanks  John   86/2000  836/1000||209.240.205.62||reg||1||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||12-18-2003||04:54 PM||||These guys?<br /><a href="http://www.ecmtogo.com/" target="_blank">http://www.ecmtogo.com/</a>||24.148.12.60||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/004186.cgi
A||||32||GREENVR4||bad smell||||1||||GREENVR4||00002742
Z||000000||GREENVR4||12-18-2003||09:20 AM||TPMIPA@YAHOO.COM||hey guys, I'm having a problem with my car, I put a brand new cat and O2 sensor, but it still smells like german fart, they told me it was the gas, well, I tried just about all gas brands out there and it still smells like rotten eggs, any suggestions? 'preciate it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||12-18-2003||09:33 AM||||Where is the smell located?  Is it inside the car?<br /><br />If it is inside the car it might be your caps.  Have you checked your CAPS in your ECU?||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||12-18-2003||09:36 AM||||inside and out, it's driving me nuts||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||12-18-2003||10:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GREENVR4:<br /><strong> hey guys, I'm having a problem with my car, I put a brand new cat and O2 sensor, but it still smells like german fart,</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is hilarious. Sorry.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||jayru||12-18-2003||10:31 AM||||Also depending on what kind of oil is in your A/C system it could be your evaporator leaking. <br /><br />My old girlfriend had a toyota that had ester oil (i think) in the A/C and when the evaporator started to leak it smelt like dirty socks in the car.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||curtis||12-18-2003||11:27 AM||||Mine started stinking a few weeks ago, It only happens after I go full boost.  Its either the turbo to manifold gasket or the flex pipe leaking because it smells like melting stainless steel or german farties this is a quote not a shot at someones ethnic background, nationality, religious preferance, sexuality, gender or fetish.||67.25.35.35||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||12-18-2003||11:57 AM||||what makes german farts smell different from other farts?  and, do i really want to know?  ever smelled a kim chee fart?  now, THAT's a FART.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||12-18-2003||12:05 PM||||or a taco bell induced fart? Spicy, SPICY, Spicy SPICY !!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Ok, I'll stop...<br /><br />Sounds like caps to me too...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||12-18-2003||12:52 PM||||Swallowed air farts stink to high heaven and are unstoppable!  You should try it sometime.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||12-18-2003||01:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> what makes german farts smell different from other farts?  and, do i really want to know?  ever smelled a kim chee fart?  now, THAT's a FART. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Think about it, what do Kraut and Kim Chee have in common?<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Swallowed air farts stink to high heaven and are unstoppable!  You should try it sometime. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have no idea what that is and I don't want to know.<br /><br />To keep on topic (damn topic nazis, "no stars for you!"): I second the capacitor diagnosis.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||Matticus||12-18-2003||01:13 PM||||I wouldn't think leaking caps smell like a fart, they have a very distinct smell.  Caps almost smell like a nasty fish smell.  To check though, get down real close to the ECU and see if the smell is stronger there than anywhere else.  If you can afford it, try putting a test pipe in place of the cat and see if that helps the smell.  <br /><br />Maybe somebody is playing a pratical joke on you, and stashed something rotten in your ride.  Like on That 70's Show, when Kelso had the fish in his hubcap of his VW bus.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000011||number3||12-18-2003||01:14 PM||||Catalytic converters smell like rotten eggs when bad.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||GREENVR4||12-18-2003||01:15 PM||||thanx guys, I'll check my ecu tonight, and by the way you said kim chee fart smells bad? try the chinese firecraker fart, or the kamikaze fart ( those who don't give a f#@% where they are, they just rip it) or the up and down the stairs fart, or even better, the musical fart (those tuned on e flat).||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000013||Franckypoo||12-18-2003||01:27 PM||||Cat converter or an overheating battery can smell rotten eggs (or some kind of farts)<br /><br />It happened to me, starts smelling everytime I stept on the gaz.  I did not care because I knew the cat was going, but it all endend when my battery exploded because of an overcharging alternator!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000014||bazeng||12-18-2003||03:33 PM||||the smell is probably due to you clutch!!<br />if your driving it hard then ur probably slipping the clutch too much..<br /><br />smells like fish right?? really eggy / farty smell<br /><br />haha<br /><br />no other way to describe it.. but thats probably the cause ...||203.166.63.244||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000015||iceman69510||12-18-2003||03:58 PM||||Despite the fact that the catalytic converter is new, it may be no good.  Most major manufacturers have had to add nickel-washed catalysts to cars to eliminate the sulfur smell.  I'll gaurantee you a cheap aftermarket cat does not have nickel in it.  I would complain to the seller that the part you got is defective (unless you know your car is running super rich, which will also cause this...) and you want another one.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000016||spoulson||12-18-2003||05:07 PM||||I think burning clutch smells like buttery popcorn.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000017||curtis||12-18-2003||05:10 PM||||My buddy put his girlfriends nasty panties up in his dads dash to hide them after a date.  He didn't know that it was going to snow and his dad would be taking the 4x4 to work the next day.  His dad got about 30 mins away and the smell of hot nasty sex was more than he could handle.  He turned around and went home and pulled dale's ass out of bed in his underwear and made him fish them from behind the heater box with almost a foot of snow on the ground.  Maybe someone took your car out without you knowing.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.38.156||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000018||red91awdtalon||12-18-2003||05:33 PM||||From personal experiance.... rotten egg.... battery getting overcharged (forgot the battery was hooked up over night...actuall stunk up the neighborhood or yeah when a cat is going bad it smells like rotten egg. good luck<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||12-18-2003||06:00 PM||||How does that happen?  Bad regulator on the alt?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||GRV4726||12-18-2003||07:42 PM||||it was my battery when my car smelt like poo. when i parked people would just look at me, and ask me to "please move [my] car because i was stinking up the hole building" and it was true, the inside of the building smelt bad. but not nearly as bad as the car     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     <br /><br />it was nasty. but looking back on it, it sound so damn funny!!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />oh yeah, i was still damn proud of my car too (just got it, i was 16)!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000021||GREENVR4||12-19-2003||07:47 AM||||The cat I put in was made by Walker automotive, supposed to be stainless steel( very good according to the guy in the parts store), but it hadn't ocurred to me that the mixture could also do that, as far as the battery i took it out last night and it looks fine ( no traces of leak or anything) and my alternator charges 14.2 volts when running, one of the techs told me to put a couple of moth balls (??) in the tank, saying that not only it will increase the octane a litlle bit but it would get rid of carbon deposits (thus sulphur) in the engine.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000022||spoulson||12-19-2003||08:18 AM||||ALL cats are stainless steel.  If by chance you come across one that is not, it is junk.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000023||GREENVR4||12-19-2003||12:14 PM||||stainless steel meaning it's a polished one,( more better said lil' carlos at de stor)||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000024||iceman69510||12-19-2003||12:56 PM||||Stainless steel case has nothing to do with it.  The monolith inside the cat is what is important, and if it is not coated properly or assembled or welded properly it may not function correctly.  There is usually a ceramic inside coated with precious metals to promote the reaction ( the catalyst!).  That is where the nickel, platinum, paladium etc are.  That's why cats are expensive, although they use a lot less platinum than they used to.||12.1.210.225||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000025||red91awdtalon||12-19-2003||02:13 PM||||when you check the battery look at the sides for swelling (_) i know it sounds dumb but to eliminate your batt/voltage reg go to any kragen and they will check it for you.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000026||Franckypoo||12-19-2003||04:19 PM||||exactly!<br /><br />I remember just maybe an hour before the battery exploded that it looked a little bit like (_) but I since I was at a gaz station I decided to continue<br /><br />I really think I could be a overcharging alternator.||24.201.230.160||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000027||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||05:25 PM||||thought so too, but it reads 14.2 volts on a running engine( batt disconected).||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000028||spoulson||12-23-2003||06:48 PM||||I've been told that disconnecting the battery while the car is running is a good test of the alternator, but others have told me that's bad for the electricals of the car.  Something about the battery acting as a power filter/regulator or something.  Sorry to hijack, but could someone clear that up?||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000029||tplesko||12-23-2003||08:20 PM||||you are right shawn, the battery keeps voltage spikes from the alternator from frying the ECU and other electricals. Don't do it.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000030||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||09:49 PM||||in some cases yes, but that's what the diode bridge does on an altenator, because these things don't generate dc voltage, that's why they're called altenators, they initially produce alternating current (like household) varying from + to - all the time, by the time the current hits the diode brige it becomes dc current , (that's why some people cal them rectifiers), and the regulator keeps the altenator from shooting up too high in current, maintaining it at a certain level and filtering voltage spikes, but some systems do use the battery as a backup filter though.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000031||Mitsuturbo||12-24-2003||03:01 AM||||rotten egg fart smell is usually attributed to a boiling battery<br /><br />if it's your battery, it will show.. there'll be fluid where the vents are, usually<br /><br />what motor oil are you running?  do you have maybe a return line leaking?  i use castrol Syntec 5w50, and when that stuff hits exhaust it kinda smells like what you're talking about too<br /><br />just a couple suggestions, based on my experiences||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000032||GREENVR4||12-24-2003||08:07 AM||||my battery is fine, and I'm using bmw synthetic oil 5w30 (I get it for cheap cheap cheap at work), but as the guys said before I think it's my caps giving me trouble.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/004187.cgi
A||||4||thejeebus2002||Anyone use the HKS EZ Boost Controller||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||12-18-2003||05:22 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I found one brand new for 250 bones.  Just wondering if anyone has had any experience or heard any feedback on it.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||12-18-2003||08:07 PM||||I've heard good.  My brother's used an older EVC for like ten years now in his Laser with no issues.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||12-18-2003||09:52 PM||||I had one and didn't like it. It ended up failing to control boost and I had spikes of like 22 when I had it set at 15 psi. I've read reviews saying it doesn't use the best type of solenoid: it responds slower than some other types on the market. The Greddy Profec B uses a better type than the HKS EVC EZ. Generally, I don't like HKS products. They seem overpriced and some of their stuff is not that good.<br /><br />But that's just my opinion.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||12-18-2003||11:11 PM||||Yeah, I was concerned about the "fuzzy logic" function, or the lack there of.  I guess I'll just hold out until I can find a deal on a HKS EVC 4.  (anyone selling one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  )<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||KenGVR4||12-19-2003||02:45 PM||||Mine works fine, a little touchy on the adjustment but otherwise it works good.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes



ubb/Forum2/004188.cgi
A||||19||coop||what blow off valve to use||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||12-18-2003||05:33 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I was wondering if some of you all can recomend and explain why you would use a certain blow off valve. thanks colin||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||12-18-2003||05:36 PM||||Modded stock BOV should work best.  I've tried the SSQV, nothing but compressor surge.  The Type-S works good too.  Never had any problems with that one.  But i had to redo the flange for the stock one because of smog and haven't drilled holes yet to put back the Type-S.  But the you can mod the stock one for hold up to 30 psi, and it does it well just like any other aftermarket one.||216.175.92.250||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||drew||12-18-2003||05:46 PM||||I second that. I really like my stock BOV that was crushed. If you're really concerned about the BOV holding good boost, check out <a href="http://www.dejontool.com" target="_blank">www.dejontool.com</a> for their bov mod.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||12-18-2003||05:52 PM||||I have the dejon tool modified stock BOV, and it works well. Holds to 25psi (probably more, but that is as high as I have gone at this time). <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||My_GVR_4||12-18-2003||05:57 PM||||Has anyone worked with the APEXi Twin-Chambered BOV?  I bought mine for $120 and have not yet hooked it up.<br /><br />It already has the 61mm pipe attached with the correct hoses<br /><br />Just wondering how loud it is and how reliable/good it is for 20++ PSI<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-18-2003||05:59 PM||||Apexi = leakage as far as I know and have heard! Doesnt mean its true in all cases!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||12-18-2003||06:25 PM||||Anybody have a Tial?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||coop||12-18-2003||06:31 PM||||I have a crushed unit and I am now having issues with surge at 2-3lb's of boost. Every time I fix  a back yard mistake it creates a new problem to fix. Thanks for the help guys.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||12-18-2003||06:38 PM||||My thoughts on this are that a little bit of 'surge' doesn't really matter. Just look at how many cars came from the factory with no BOV at all. XR4Ti, SVOs, and TurboCoupes ran 15psi from factory with no bov. <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||coop||12-18-2003||06:46 PM||||yes, but it feels like the car is dying for just a second or two then it is ok. I don't want to mess up a $3000 motor.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000010||Oztek||12-18-2003||07:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> Anybody have a Tial? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I love it.  It releases a ton of air.  You need to play around with the springs to prevent compressor surge though.  I need to get a lighter spring for mine.<br /><br />Also, you need to convert your car to a speed-density type system.  Ie, a vpc, or such.||67.38.16.44||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000011||hecdws||12-18-2003||07:57 PM||||i used an apexi twin chamber valve and dumped to atmo. with no problems. i sold it because it was a little big and now im using the greddy type-s dumping back into the intake. once in a while i get the idle to drop low but ill live with it. i would recommend either bov, dince they were both good to me.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||12-19-2003||11:06 AM||||Anyone ever try one of them thar Go Fast Bits BOV's?  Yes thats really the name too:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gofastbits.com" target="_blank">http://www.gofastbits.com</a><br /><br />I'm betting if anyone has, probably our fellow Ozzy GVR4 owners, but has anyone?  They have BOV's that split the purge in half - in other words it vents both to the intake as well as to atmosphere...  Neat concept, for those who like a lil noise.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000013||Ferrari F50 GT||12-19-2003||01:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyone ever try one of them thar Go Fast Bits BOV's? Yes thats really the name too:  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have, and they are horrible.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000014||JAYGVR4||12-19-2003||03:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">[/QUOTE]I have, and they are horrible. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How so?  Leak?  Stumble? Sound like crap?  Which model did you use anyway?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000015||Ferrari F50 GT||12-19-2003||04:20 PM||||I had the one where it vents to the atmosphere and back to the intake.  And it just acted like it was only venting to the atmosphere since it kept stumbling.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000016||Duc Hunter||12-19-2003||09:51 PM||||I have run a Greddy Type S (not bad), a GFB Hybrid (again not bad), a crushed stock valve (not quite as good as the prior 2 but still not too bad)........... tried a new one from Dejon with their mod......OMFG!!!! Get this one! I am, nuff said.||24.129.100.225||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000017||Minjin||12-20-2003||01:15 AM||||I like the idea of Dejon's kit, but I don't like: the added complexity (more things to fail) and the fact that now you're up to about half the cost of a good aftermarket valve.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000018||pianoman||12-25-2003||02:42 PM||||i would go with a greddy type s and be done with it, or a crushed 1g. plus a greddy routes back into the intake, and i dunno if anybody else noticed this, but with the bigger valve on the greddy as compared to the stock, it seemes like the turbo spools back up quicker when shifting gears. and i believe if you run a hose from the compressor housing to the smaller nipple on the back of the greddy you might possibly be able to run it venting to the atmos. since that air helps keep the valve closed, but thats just what i heard.||68.164.228.193||reg||1||pianoman||00003119||yes
Z||000019||number3||12-26-2003||09:42 AM||||I use a HKS SSBOV due to the material the mounting flange was made of.  Tial was also not currently making BOVs. I am happy with the HKS for what every that is worth.||65.168.188.67||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/004189.cgi
A||||7||GRV4726||my car put puts||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||12-18-2003||07:37 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||ok when i let my car idle, i stay around and listen to the puts that keep coming out the exhaust. i put my hand behind the exhaust just to verify that that more air is getting pushed out during these puts in contrast to when it's not putting. so whats going on?<br /><br />i have a jdm engine, exhaust is stock. what gives? my old motor did the same thing but much less. is this a sign of anything.  idle is around 900 without ac on (yes i know adjust the biss, don't worry i will. i just haven't done it yet from pure laziness)<br /><br />thanks||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||12-18-2003||08:06 PM||||I don't get it.  Do you know how to do an engine swap, but not open and check the engines for problems while they are out of the car?  You could have fixed the first one and not even bought a new engine.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||vr4fun||12-18-2003||08:49 PM||||hi all, <br />        my JDM car does the same, idles at correct rpm according to the sticker under the bonnet~750rpm but will sit there and putt, <br /><br />I have changed the caps in the ecu<br /><br />I believe i also have a leaking injector, when you get in the car after sitting for a couple of hours (or overnight) it has to crank a few times before it start and always smells rich, if you try and start it after only a coupla mins it starts stright up, i'll get this fixed soon, but the putting/miss kinda noise i would like to clear up <br /><br />any clues ??????<br /><br /><br />cheers<br /><br /><br />Andrew||220.244.224.9||reg||9||vr4fun||00002376||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||12-18-2003||10:23 PM||||i am obviously not that experience in this field but have accomplished a decent amount for my age. i know i could have fixed my first engine up, but i was told by many that i should just go jdm and be not have to worry about anything else, especially considering the cost would be about the same in comparison to a rebuild. so thats what i did. i got the jdm one, did belts and a balance shaft elimination then dropped it in.<br /><br />so what i need to do now is get it running as smoothly as possible. any suggestions are greatly appreciated, even if they mock my intelect.  <br />thanks for the concern.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000004||mj_rosenfeld||12-18-2003||10:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> i know i could have fixed my first engine up, but i was told by many that i should just go jdm and be not have to worry about anything else. so thats what i did. i got the jdm one </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I think this just proved that a JDM motor is ... just another stupid motor. Anything that can go wrong with your US market motor can, and eventually will, go wrong with a JDM motor.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.157||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||12-19-2003||07:08 AM||||You're probably just feeling the exhaust pulse. Does it rev smoothly up from idle? If so I wouldn't worry about it.  Check ignition timing and spark plug/wires if you're still worried. <br /><br />"putts"||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||crucible||12-19-2003||07:26 AM||||Mine putt putts also which isnt so bad, I kind of like it.Whats bad is I think its from the moron mechanic that installed my Tbelt 1 tooth off which I have to get around to fixing.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||Z-1 Jon||12-19-2003||11:47 AM||||popping at idle is usually a sign the mixture is a little lean...if you have an AFC richen it up a point or 2 @ 1000 and 2000...if you have a hacked MAS this could also be your problem.  timing could also be an issue, make sure it's correct.||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes



ubb/Forum2/004190.cgi
A||||20||Evilnissan||Any ideas on how to stop poping out of gear.||||1||||Evilnissan||00002816
Z||000000||Evilnissan||12-19-2003||12:36 AM||evilnissan@yahoo.com||After doing my clutch install i have noticed a tad bit more shifter move ment in 1st 2nd and 4th, none in 5th.  <br /><br />Well tonight 2nd gear poped out on me and i want to stop it before it gets any worse!<br /><br />So i need some idea on where to start?<br /><br />Could it be a shifter cable out of adjustemnt?<br />Bad motor mounts and the movement of the motor shifting back and forth be enuf to move the shifter cables?<br /><br />Well if i get the time this weekend im gonna take the end of the trans off and tighten down the gears like it says in the VFAQ about fixing shifter movent in 5th gear.<br /><br />Any ideas will help.<br /><br />Thanks.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000001||red91awdtalon||12-19-2003||02:25 AM||||<a href="http://tinyurl.com/yuo45" target="_blank">http://tinyurl.com/yuo45</a><br />make sure those are good. mine were craped out and put a set similar to these in and tightend up the shifter to almost ZERO play. and check the bolts are tight that hold the cables to the tranny (there are 2 bolts that hold the end of the linkage... think their 12mm, make sure those are tight. check those out, hope those work. good luck<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||12-19-2003||02:39 PM||||Those shifter cable bushings ARE nice   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />But forgive me for disagreeing, but I believe he might have a syncro issue.  My 2G FWD had the SAME problem.   In TWO DAYS the tranny went to total sh*t due to syncro failure.  I HOPE it's not your syncros pal, but if you car is POPPING out of gear, it's more than likley a syncro related problem.  <br /><br /><br />Sorry <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||12-19-2003||10:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong>  <a href="http://tinyurl.com/yuo45" target="_blank">http://tinyurl.com/yuo45</a>  <br />make sure those are good. mine were craped out and put a set similar to these in and tightend up the shifter to almost ZERO play.Joe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does anybody know who this guy Mitsuparts00 is? I'm just curious, because he is from the Seattle, Wa area, and also is selling the TMO chips, evidently with Todd's blessing.<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33597&item=2442766066" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33597&item=2442766066</a>||216.77.204.25||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-20-2003||01:12 AM||||Don Greenwood, most likely. He signs his posts with his phone number on the NWDSM mailing list if you want to call him.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Evilnissan||12-21-2003||02:13 PM||||Tranny = shit.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Comming down my rad yestday i went to put it in second to coast and there was nothen there.<br /><br />I went out this morning to give it a try and second gear would just pop and grind from a stand still...<br /><br />Guess i gonna call some local shop to check prices.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||12-22-2003||04:27 PM||||Yeah, I knew it was gonna come to that, I didnt want to jinx the thread though.  <br />Same thing happened to my brothers GS-T AFTER he dropped it off so I could do some work on it for him.......<br /><br />Scenerio.  <br /><br />"Kevin, It's Geoff"<br />"Did you know your car pops out of 2nd gear"<br />"Really, it does?"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />"Uh yeaahhhh !!! How longs has it been doing this Kevin?"<br /><br />"Oh uhhhh, maybe about three weeks"<br />"Jeeus man, do ya THINK this was something you could've told me"<br />"Sorry Geoff!! I  didn't think it was a problem"<br /><br />"Well Kev let me TELL you how much of a problem it is.."  Your car's on the back of a FUCKING flatbed right now cause it left me stranded on the beltway. "    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />"Oh"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />"Well, how much is it gonna cost?" <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000007||Evilnissan||12-22-2003||07:47 PM||||Well it it has only been poping out for about 23 hours,,,,, came on kinda quick so i guess a spring or something failed in the tranny to cause it to go so fast..<br /><br /><br />Im just pissed that i put a brand new clutch in on thanksgiving and not the car is dead again...||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||12-23-2003||08:31 AM||||My car used to pop out of gear and shift really shitty in general. The culprit was the two little arms where the cables end, on the transmission. If the bolts on those are not tight, the trans will shift like shit. Stick your hands in there and double check them. That is all it took for my tranny to shift really well. This is the best it has ever shifted. Too bad my synchros are kinda worn.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000009||nrvous||12-23-2003||09:55 PM||||I am having flashbacks of my car last spring.  Forgive me on terminology here.<br /><br />There are three rods that move back and forth in your tranny with notches in them.  Looking at the front of your tranny, there are three bolts in a row, which have a spring and ball behind them.  The ball fits into the notches on the rods.  It is possible for the ball to get gummed up or stuck.  Take the bolt out, and see if you can feel the ball falling into the notch when you move the arm back and forth.  Just apply some pressure on the ball itself, with a plastic pen or something that won't scratch the ball.  If it is gummed up, you could try a few quick blasts of brake cleaner as a last ditch effort.  There are also stronger springs you can put in there.<br /><br />I did all of that and it still popped out.  I ended up replacing the synchro and the wear pads on the shift fork were worn off. <br /><br />steve||24.24.55.140||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000010||Mitsuturbo||12-24-2003||03:32 AM||||It is VERY possible you lost a bearing and a shaft is sliding back and forth a bit.. i just had to fix this for a guy last month and it cost him nearly $400.<br /><br />I replaced a bearing, hub and syncros on 1-2, and the "adaptor" part of the case, as they were all pretty much wiped out.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000011||Evilnissan||12-24-2003||09:25 AM||||Im still kicking around the idea if its even worth spending the money on..||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||12-24-2003||01:07 PM||||Check your shifter cables first.  If you're not putting it into gear completely even a new tranny will start kicking you out.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||pianoman||12-25-2003||01:15 AM||||my buddy had the same problem and it was the shifter bushings on the shifter cable.||68.164.228.193||reg||1||pianoman||00003119||yes
Z||000014||Evilnissan||12-25-2003||07:26 AM||||The shifter bushings on the trany end of the cables are good and firm with no play.<br /><br />I might pick up some brass bushings soon just incase but everything felt snug.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000015||Monstabishi||12-25-2003||10:14 AM||||Hey, i haven't looked at a VR4 gearbox, but if its anything like the early mitsubishi's, they have a spring and ball setup at the bottom of the gearbox, on my gsr its got three bolts on the bottom, they have these balls and springs in them, which is what holds the gears in, a spring would be warn out or its getting stuck (reason why not gears?) if they do have em.. maybe pull em out, and see if u can get gears again? and maybe try a new spring in it.. my 2cents neway..||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000016||curtis||12-25-2003||10:53 AM||||Check the cable mount on the tranny all four bolts.  A guy here in town had the same problem and kept driving it till he broke a shift fork in a brand new gearbox.||67.25.34.170||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000017||Evilnissan||12-25-2003||11:00 AM||||When i was checking the cable ends I also grab the cable mount that bolts tot he trans it self with both hands and gave it hell, it moved/flex maybe less than 1mm.<br /><br />I though it was the motor mounts and there good the motor hardly moves back and forth under load.<br /><br /><br />If it get some time on sunday and the weather is good ill try to find the "three bolts".<br /><br />I think the sincro's are shit now.. And if second gear is damaged i dont know if i can find a replacement, its not like a reguler DSM awd or VR4 trans, I beleve my gearing is a good bit shorter.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000018||henrok||12-25-2003||02:48 PM||||i dont know much about trannies but i would think that before people spend any money on rebuilding a tranny they would learn to adjust everything that has to do with shifting (ie. cables, bushings etc... and see if it helps)  imagine people spending $$$$$$ to rebuild their trannies when all it needs is cable/bushing adjustment.  perhaps mitsu trannies are good after all and parts need adjustment after a while.  just like everything else needsrepair/tuning/adjustment.    i always thought, how could mitsubishi make a car that can put out 600 ponies and make the tranny shitty.  something to think about..  what i would do first is replace all tranny related bushings and adjust to see what happens.||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000019||Evilnissan||12-25-2003||03:26 PM||||Im trying to figure out if its just a shifter cable thats out of spec or a bushing, I personaly dont have money to spend on a rebuild.<br /><br />So im trying to narrow it down to figure out why it went out.<br /><br />If i get the time sunday to tighten down the 36mm end bolts ill try to adjust the cables.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000020||Evilnissan||01-05-2004||08:43 AM||||Update.<br /><br /><br />I went out to move the car out of the drive way and noticed something bad..<br /><br />I could go forward in 1st and coast with the clutch in with no problem, but when I went in reverse it would "bind up" like I left the parking brake on, and when coasting bakward with the tranny in reverse and the clutch in it would bind up enuf to stop it and the shifter was "locked" in place until I left my foot off of the clutch and it cold put it back in 1st.<br /><br /><br />So i think something let go inside of it to cause it to bind up to a stop when in reverse...||208.133.247.8||reg||8||Evilnissan||00002816||yes



ubb/Forum2/004191.cgi
A||||5||gixxer||car dies mid-drive....alt or voltage reg?||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||12-19-2003||12:51 AM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||so i'm out enjoying the snow in the gvr4 with my buddy, having a great old time with the special 2wd-when-slippery system.  then the dashboard dims to like half its normal luminesense (sp?) so i turn around to head home. the headlights dim, the dash gets even darker, i turn onto my street and the car won't make any power. clutch in, won't rev above 2k, then 1.5k, then dead. i roll to the bottom of my driveway luckily.  <br /><br /> the car has been acting goofy the past few days, at times i'll come home to get something, then come back out and the car won't start back up, the battery can't turn the car over quick at all.  BUT, the next morning, i'll come out and try again, and BOOM it will start up.  stupid batteries and their stupid chargin on their own....<br /><br />so after stuff like that i figured it was the battery just not holding a charge, because it would only die at like stop lights at low idle (hacked mas)  and never while i was moving.  but low and behold it died whilst moving tonight, so i'm not sure what to think.  <br /><br />isn't there some test people do where they slap a wrench on the end of an alternator and if it sticks (magnetized) then the alt is good?   <br /><br />also, i have a 1g 5spd alternator which i belive is a 70amp, the galants have a 90 amp though i believe.  but the 70 should be sufficient since i have no car stereo at all and i'm never rolling all 4 windows down plus opening the sunroof at the same time.<br /><br />thanks dudes for any insight    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.104.220.37||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-19-2003||01:03 AM||||If you have juice one day, no juice the next, and magically it comes back with no external source, then its most likely corroded battery terminals. Check them first. <br /><br />You want to check you alt o/p? Hook a volt meter to your car's battery with it running. Should be high 13s, low 14s. Now start turning everything on: rear defrost, blower motor on max, high beams, radio, etc. If voltage plummets several volts, then alt is weak. If voltage stays mainly the same, maybe drops one volt, its good to go. Obviously, if voltage doesn't go over 12 with car running, you have a bad charging circuit (fuse, alt, belt, ICW, etc).<br /><br />Its been my experience that when you lose your alt, things will start failing one at a time. ABS light seems to be one of the first warning signs. My radio was the second sign; it can't handle low voltages at all. Just something to keep in mind next time...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||12-19-2003||02:31 AM||||It might be your battery.  My grandma had one die on her in a similar way, if it only sat for 5 min it wouldn't start but if it sat for 30 min. it would.  A new battery solved it.  My parents also had one that was doing the same thing too.  Both were Ford's though so who knows...||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||12-19-2003||02:58 AM||||Be absolutely sure you don't have corrosion on the alternator posts as well as the one I removed from Terren's had a post that was so corroded it literally fell off trying to remove the nut.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||12-19-2003||07:06 AM||||It's your alternator. I'm 90% sure. <br /><br />This has happened to me two times now. Driving in the snow at high revs with blower, wipers, defrost, high load on the alt and high rpm.. a weak alt will fold under these conditions. All the dash lights go crazy and then the car has weak power. I drove home from a night of snow driing with my headlights off once because of this.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||RayH||12-19-2003||10:55 AM||||I just lost my alternator a few months ago.  When it goes, you end up running just on the battery.  It may run for a couple days still with everything looking ok but eventually the battery gets drained.  If you hook the battery up to a charger overnight it's usually enough to get the car to a shop the next day if you're not doing the work yourself.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
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A||||10||GVR-4||blower failed||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||12-19-2003||09:12 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Yesterday morning the blower for the climate controls stopped working. Now I've got to go sit in a snow-covered car and troubleshoot it. Has anybody had their blower motor fail? I'm wondering how common it is for the motor to go out. Anybody got any insight?<br /><br />I already checked the fuses.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-19-2003||09:54 AM||||if you take out the glovebox, it is right there.  try whacking it, there might be something in there, even a small animal, or it may have sucked up some debris.  also, the brushes/bearings might be marginal/shot, and sometimes giving it a nudge will get it going.  i believe the japanese cars follow the same rules as the german cars, tuv rules are if the htr/ac system fails, it must default to hi blower speed and defrost.  that's why when the blower speed resistor goes, it stays on hi.  the resistor is right there, too, held in by 2 screws.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||12-19-2003||10:03 AM||||Hopefully Geoff will see this post. His GVR4 had no blower motor, and he found a relay under the drivers dash that was bad (think that is where he said it was).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||12-19-2003||10:09 AM||||Yeah, I can hear the relay clicking when I pull/replace the fuse for the heater relay (there's one marked heater and one marked heater relay), but I still get no blower action. Moving the fan speed knob has no effect on anything. I guess next I'll pull the glove box and check to see if there's any current at the blower motor itself.<br /><br />Thanks fellas. Keep the suggestions coming.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||V8EATER||12-19-2003||10:26 AM||||This happened to me! It turned out to be the large silver cylinder fuse above the fuse box.  there are 2, and the left one as i remember was the one.  I replaced it for something like $10 at AutoZone and voila!  Heater is back.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000005||Evilnissan||12-19-2003||10:30 AM||||Same freaking thing happend to me,, still broke though.<br /><br />Been freeazing my nuts off with no heat.<br /><br />Im gonna take the fan out and check it because it sounded like there was a socket rolling around in the fan...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000006||Matt379||12-19-2003||11:47 AM||||I had this problem.<br /><br />Was a silver big round relay above the fuse box as others have mentioned.<br /><br />I tested it with a volt-meter and it was dead.  So, I swapped the AC relay in there since it was the winter and problem was fixed.<br /><br />A new one was 10 dollars but I had to get it from the dealer.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||12-19-2003||11:58 AM||||You guys are awesome! I'll try the relay swap thing.<br /><br />I just got back from Autozone and had them test the blower and it worked. (I was about to buy a new one and asked them to test mine just to be sure it was bad.) This is after I was geting 12 plus volts at the harness that plugs into the blower when I turned the fan switch on. I don't get it. How can I be getting 12 volts when I turn the fan switch on and then not have the blower spin? <br /><br />If the relay swap doesn't work, I think I'm gonna blow up #77!||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||geoff@machv||12-19-2003||02:35 PM||||Sorry I didnt see the thread earlier......<br />The same thing happened to me.  <br /><br />Fan took a sheeeyit...<br />Replaced the fan.... no worky<br />Replaced black box behind glove box.. still no worky.<br /><br />Replaced relay above fuse box underneath dash board.....  HEEEEEEATTTTT !<br />Sucks when you're driving and it's 35 degrees, and you cant use the de-fogger cause the fan doesnt work, but you need to defog, so you HAVE to drive with the window[s] open.  <br /><br />Glad you sourced out the problem.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||12-19-2003||05:50 PM||||Well it was the relay. Thanks a ton guys. The blower is working.<br /><br />But now I'm curious: I only have one relay (the blower) above and to the left of the fuse box, but there is an empty space to the left of THAT relay that looks like it will take a relay of the same configuration. What goes there? Are the '92's different than the '91's? Everything works (A/C, heat, etc.), so what could it be?<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||Darkside||12-21-2003||01:32 AM||||My turn on and off.  But can seem to find the problem.  But where I live, is no problem, a big hugh jacket will do.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||129.8.118.217||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes



ubb/Forum2/004193.cgi
A||||11||Z-1 Jon||oil change = lifter noise?||||1||||Z-1 Jon||00002656
Z||000000||Z-1 Jon||12-19-2003||09:14 AM||jrotaryb@hotmail.com||Changed my oil yesterday to a thinner oil (4.75 quarts of castrol 10W40) since cold weather is upon us and replaced the filter w/ the same kind (Fram heavyduty) and this morning the infamous tapping reared it's ugly head.  the car was ok last night after the change, but on startup this morning the lifters were a little noisy and even after the 10 minute drive to work didn't get much better.  very odd, especially since this head only has 60K miles on it (bought new from mitsu with our first motor).  grrrrrr, very annoyed - especially since I bubbled a PZERO last weekend and had to buy another one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   My rotary FC seems less troublesome than the VR4 hehe  ideas?||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000001||Jon||12-19-2003||09:24 AM||||Yep.  Fram oil filter can cause lifter tap.  Used to happen in my 90 GS Turbo.  I always used a Mitsubishi filter on that car.  A friend's old GVR4 used to tap a lot with Mobil 1 filters but my car never did.<br /><br />10W40 is rather thick oil in the winter too.  Stick with 10W30.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||12-19-2003||10:00 AM||||Never used any other filter or belts on my car except mitsu.  Don't have lifter tick.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000003||Z-1 Jon||12-19-2003||11:14 AM||||I understand differently designed filters will effect flow and the amount of oil circulating around but I don't think filters will "cause" lifter tick...I used a Fram for the last 3K as well without problems...maybe it's just coincidence, maybe just the extremely cold weather, who knows.  If I get tick over the next couple days I'm calling Holeshot, see if they want to clean the lifters or get me knew ones   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||12-19-2003||01:15 PM||||Running a flush product between changes can help things, too.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||12-19-2003||04:22 PM||||What kind of lifters do you have?  You might have to upgrade to the 3rd gen lifters to get rid of that tick for good.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000006||Z-1 Jon||12-19-2003||05:18 PM||||stock 1G, is the tick harmful at all?||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||12-19-2003||05:40 PM||||It's not harmfull, but the knock sensor picks up the ticking as knock and retards your timing.  It's not really knock though (phantom knock).  You really need to replace those lifters with 3rd gen ones, or else you will never get rid of the ticking.<br /><br />Here is a recent thread on this.  Tells you where to get them for a really good price too.  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004198" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004198</a>||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000008||Z-1 Jon||12-22-2003||09:18 AM||||Excellent, $8.65 each?  not bad - stupid question (hehe I'm a rotary guy so beware) but how many do I need to order or should I just tell them a "set".  Thanks guys!!  This is most likely where that knock from 4K and up has been from (not a ton but enough to retard a drop of timing no matter how much I play with the AFC).||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||12-22-2003||09:24 AM||||you'll need 16  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||16GVR4||12-22-2003||05:57 PM||||I just put in the 3rd gen lifters on my car.<br />The quieter lifter removes the part throttle knock at low rpm that I had ( low rpm = lower oil pressure = lifter tick, IMO )<br /><br />If you have knock at high rpm, I think that could be either too much timing advance ( keydiver chip can address that ) or too much boost ( turning down the boost will fix that )<br /><br />I had both type of knock: high rpm and low rpm. Emphasis on "had"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.213.198.25||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000011||Z-1 Jon||12-23-2003||10:06 AM||||placed my order - shipped ground bc of the holidays   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   thanks everyone, we'll put them in next week||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes



ubb/Forum2/004194.cgi
A||||16||markrieb||Transmission Rebuild||||1||||markrieb||00000010
Z||000000||markrieb||12-19-2003||10:41 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Now that it has gotten colder, my second gear crunch is getting unbearable, even with Neo-Lube.  I suppose that after 140,000 miles and as much racing as I can squeeze in the synchro's are shot.  If I'm going to keep this car, a tranny reubuild is in my near future.<br /><br />For those of you that have had a tranny rebuilt, who did you use, and what did you have done?  Anything you'd do differently?<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000001||JAYGVR4||12-19-2003||10:55 AM||||WHOA!  The secret is out about Liquid Gold!  Err I mean Neo lube!!!  Damn!  I thought only a handful of people knew bout that stuff!  <br /><br />For trannies, most go to TRE, but I hear that lately many have been going to Shepherd Racing, where you can get upgrades even cheaper, and if its good enough for John's 8 second Talon, its good enough for me!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.shepracing.com/services.html" target="_blank">http://www.shepracing.com/services.html</a><br /><br />Hope this helps!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000002||My_GVR_4||12-19-2003||10:55 AM||||Ship your tranny or a core to <a href="http://www.SHEPRACING.com" target="_blank">www.SHEPRACING.com</a><br /><br />I shipped mine to him 2 weeks ago and am having EVERYTHING but the welded diff done.<br /><br />The tranny rebuild is costing me about $2,100.  Double synchros through-out, billet shift forks, and so on.  I am staying with the 1g NON GVR-4 1st gear, stronger than ours.  <br /><br />Check him out... !  His trans (from what I heard) really hold up, he runs 8's in the 1/4 mile on his rebuilds.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000003||Matt379||12-19-2003||11:49 AM||||also talk to Ken Inn.<br /><br />Grocmax, I've heard, does an amazing job at rebuilding transmissions.<br /><br />I would find out about that route in addition to Shep.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000004||coop||12-19-2003||11:55 AM||||I used bm tranny and I hate it. it went back once and now that they sold I got screwed. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000005||Ant||12-19-2003||12:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by coop:<br /><strong> I used bm tranny and I hate it. it went back once and now that they sold I got screwed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are not sold, they merged with turbotrix.<br /><br />The Neo-lube you speak of is NEO RHD right?<br />I have been running it in my trans for 20k miles so far, love it.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000006||coop||12-19-2003||12:54 PM||||when you spend good money with one company and they go to another. when a corperation buys (or merges with) another company they do not asume the previous warrenty.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||12-19-2003||01:13 PM||||naner, naner, naner.  i get to TAKE the whole car to the grocery store, and he yanks it and installs it, i just go there, pay the man, and drive home.  i got the dual 2nd, not the dual 3rd.  sometimes, it crunches if i really speed shift it into 3rd, i would get it done in 3rd, too.  this sucker is so smooth now, and quiet.  it is so precise, i removed the symborski bushings, and went back to stock, which is BETTER than the symborski bushings, imho.  normal shifts like buttah.  first gear goes right in.  the grocery guy also redid the rear diff, and put in the lsd cartridge.  drivetrain has NO slop now.  if i keep the car, i may have him do the whiteline bushings, too.  we are really fortunate to have him here close, cause the work is top notch.  forced performance is the shop.  scott is da MAN!!||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||Matt379||12-19-2003||01:22 PM||||Idea:<br /><br />Lets turn him into a contract mechanic, sending him throughout the country to work on things.<br /><br />If we bribe him with enough coffee...||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||12-19-2003||02:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> naner, naner, naner.  i get to TAKE the whole car to the grocery store, and he yanks it and installs it, i just go there, pay the man, and drive home.  i got the dual 2nd, not the dual 3rd.  sometimes, it crunches if i really speed shift it into 3rd, i would get it done in 3rd, too.  this sucker is so smooth now, and quiet.  it is so precise, i removed the symborski bushings, and went back to stock, which is BETTER than the symborski bushings, imho.  normal shifts like buttah.  first gear goes right in.  the grocery guy also redid the rear diff, and put in the lsd cartridge.  drivetrain has NO slop now.  if i keep the car, i may have him do the whiteline bushings, too.  we are really fortunate to have him here close, cause the work is top notch.  forced performance is the shop.  scott is da MAN!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought I had seen a post on here from Scott, shortly after you had gotten your trans done, that Forced Performance doesn't like to mess with shipping trannies, but would be more than happy to work on one if you dropped it off/picked it up.  Is this true?  Not saying that is a bad thing, just wanted everyone to be aware before they go shipping their trans to FP..!!!||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||12-19-2003||03:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt Wenger:<br /><strong> Idea:<br /><br />Lets turn him into a contract mechanic, sending him throughout the country to work on things.<br /><br />If we bribe him with enough coffee... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nah, try balut||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||drew||12-19-2003||03:55 PM||||ken you dig balut? Never tried it, looked at it, doesn't look appetizing.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||12-19-2003||04:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nah, try balut [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Balut!?!  The Humanity!  I wonder if he has a Filipino Discount then...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Oh and for whoever asked - Yes NEO 75W-90 RHD.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||12-19-2003||05:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> ken you dig balut? Never tried it, looked at it, doesn't look appetizing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yuckk!  nope, where i grew up, it was always a joke.  hard boiled eggs should not be crunchy.  but, like scott, one of my early jobs was in a chinese store that imported a lot of strange food.  scott said he use to deliver balut to some old guy a long time ago.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||12-19-2003||06:46 PM||||I rebuilt mine and got all the goodies. I got the parts from TRE, but if I had to do it over again, I'd use John Shepherd or Forced Performance. I have a few posts on here that go into more detail, if you want to search.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000015||ekschulz||12-19-2003||07:57 PM||||Mark,<br />I just got my vr4 tranny rebuilt by Lucas English in Washougal, WA (near Vancouver).  He did a great job and is a great person to deal with.  I'd highly recommend him.  Give me a ring if you have any questions.<br />PS You didn't happen to race bicycles a few years back for some restaurant sponsored team (white, black, green jerseys) by chance?||66.93.40.47||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000016||markrieb||12-26-2003||04:12 PM||||I've never raced bikes, so that wasn't me.<br /><br />I've thought about taking the car to Lucas or even Andreas here in the NW, just wasn't sure they could do all of the trick, double synchro/billet fork stuff like B&M/Shep/TRE.<br /><br />I'd send it to Scott with a case of Chai if he'd do it for me.  Now that B&M are merged with TT, are they accepting shipped trannies?<br /><br />I was mostly looking for feedback on what mods everybody had done, and any kind of feedback on service from the various vendors.<br /><br />Mark||172.195.107.227||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/004195.cgi
A||||8||JAYGVR4||Ventilation intake source?||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||12-19-2003||10:59 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||So does anyone know where the climate control intake draws its air from?  Mine is sucking in some exhaust fumes, so I'd like to reroute it.  and yes I know I probably have an exhaust leak too, but I'm pretty sure its my downpipe and I'm not replacing it just yet.  Just lookin for a workaround till spring...<br /><br />TIA||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||12-19-2003||11:12 AM||||i LOVE that sleepy feeling that the carbon-monoxide creates...<br /><br />yea, in my mind i have the intake source placed on the right side of the engine bay near the firewall. but how the exhaust leak (mines between my O2 and DP) manages to get fumes over there i dunno...||68.69.141.192||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||RayH||12-19-2003||11:30 AM||||I think it's the vents just below the windshield wipers.  You might want to check the rubber seal along the back of the engine bay that meets up with the hood.  That should keep engine fumes from getting into the vents.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||12-19-2003||12:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> I think it's the vents just below the windshield wipers.  You might want to check the rubber seal along the back of the engine bay that meets up with the hood.  That should keep engine fumes from getting into the vents. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats actually where I was guessing it would be...  Guess I'll check the seal and go from there.  Looks like you both may be right!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Either of you ever try to take that part off and see how icky it is inside there?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||bazeng||12-19-2003||04:28 PM||||i have the same problem..<br />what i do is just use the inside cabin air?!?!..<br />it sorta helps.. but i still get fumes..<br /><br />sorta used to it.. btw, how bad are those gasses??||203.166.63.154||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000005||Notorius||12-19-2003||04:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> i have the same problem..<br />what i do is just use the inside cabin air?!?!..<br />it sorta helps.. but i still get fumes..<br /><br />sorta used to it.. btw, how bad are those gasses?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well people comitt suicide by leaving their car running in a closed garage and sitting in the car. so im guessing they arent too good...<br /><br />i use the cabin air too, but eventually it gets too humid and the windows start to fog up. so i open the vents for a few minutes and they defog, and go back to cabin air.||68.69.141.192||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||12-20-2003||08:37 AM||||hehe<br />yeah.. i just open the windows most of the time..||203.166.63.184||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-20-2003||01:31 PM||||I always leave it on outside air except when the car is first warming up on a cold day. Why? Because if something goes wrong in the engine bay, smell is often your first clue, be it coolant leak, oil leak, whatever.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||number3||12-20-2003||07:14 PM||||Why not fix the problem at the source? <br /><br />It sounds like you have an exhaust leak you need to fix. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/004196.cgi
A||||2||ayvr4||o2 CEL||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||12-19-2003||02:38 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Does anyone have problems with 3 inch turboback exhaust giving a cel because of the 02 sensor?<br />just wondering....<br />Thanks||68.74.199.233||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-19-2003||03:22 PM||||ummm we don't have a 2nd o2 sensor so no.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||12-19-2003||03:32 PM||||I know, but after I cracked my downpipe,<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004000</a><br />My cel popped on and the logger said it was from the o2 sensor.||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum2/004197.cgi
A||||2||marvinmadman123||96 eclipse gst radio security code||||1||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||12-19-2003||03:16 PM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||Need help getting the security code for this radio, the dealerships want $25 and I have to bring the radio in to them. This sucks.||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||12-19-2003||03:23 PM||||Write the number down from the back of the radio and call other dealers.<br />They should give it to you no charge.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||12-19-2003||03:26 PM||||pm me the serial number on the radio and the part number as well.  I should be able to get it.||12.1.210.225||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/004198.cgi
A||||14||mitsuvr4||Changed the lifters, my knuckles still hurt||||11||||mitsuvr4||00000369
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||12-19-2003||04:56 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||Just a note to all those ticking lifter owners out there.<br /><br />I bought the 3rd gen lifters from Eagle Warehouse.<br /> <a href="http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com/" target="_blank">http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com/</a> <br /><br />Great price, great service, shipped and arrived quickly.<br /><br />In addition to the lifters I'd get a new valve cover gasket, that "halfmoon" gasket for the passenger side cam end, four spark plug gaskets, new oil cap, and a PCV valve.  With all these replaced you shouldn't be leaking anything topside for awhile.  Here's where I got mine:<br /><a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/maintenance__dsm.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/maintenance__dsm.htm</a><br /><br />Now for the fun of installing them.<br /><br />I read the Vfaq and they make it sound like a cake walk.  I suppose compared to dropping the tranny or putting in a 4 bolt rearend it may be?<br /><br />Tools I used. 1 large standard screw driver (read: prybar), 1 smaller standard screw driver for secondary leverage and prying, 1 magnetic retrieval stick, 15mm (?) socket with breakerbar for turning the cams.<br /><br />Valve cover was sealed...REALLY sealed.  I had to pry it off with a rather large screw driver, which you'll use extensively during the lifter change.<br /><br />After getting the valve cover off I made a funny discovery from a previous owner or oil changer.  There was a plastic ring from a quart of oil floating around in  there.  I'm hoping there aren't more floating around in other parts of my engine?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />If you've nevered changed lifters before be ready for the three P's.  Patients, Power, and Pop.  <br /><br />The first roller bearing you leverage off goes quick and pops off with some distance as it's goal.  The first one flew over my head and across the garage.  Note to self, cover area with rag before leveraging the next one.  The sound and feel is that you've broke it, you haven't, but it scared the shit out of me.<br /><br />Also I highly suggest three rags for the oil return channels.  Stuff them shut so you don't lose anything down there, that would suck!<br /><br />I got all of the lifters out except for one set that required some turning of the cams for clearance.  I felt lery torquing on the cams but the timing belt didn't skip and they did turn, so I could finish the job.<br /><br />All and all about two hours of slipping screw drivers and scuffed knuckles.<br /><br />Once I get my new FMIC installed I'll be able to test it and see if lifters will run unlike a ticking bomb?<br /><br />Lastly, the holes on the 3rd gen lifters are HUGE compared to my stockers.  Like 3 or 4 times larger in diameter.<br /><br />Just sharing my experience,||134.29.244.198||reg||11||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000001||4G63_GSR||12-19-2003||05:30 PM||||wanna do mine?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  thanks for the layout.  I get a lot of lifter noise and need to fix that soon.  Off note, what are the consequences of not fixing your loud lifters?||12.30.156.36||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||12-19-2003||05:35 PM||||hello 4G63_GSR, i am going to be doing mine after the holidays, if you are around milwaukee, we could probably do your car too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||12-19-2003||05:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong> ...what are the consequences of not fixing your loud lifters? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am getting massive knock counts....||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||12-19-2003||05:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong> wanna do mine?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   thanks for the layout.  I get a lot of lifter noise and need to fix that soon.  Off note, what are the consequences of not fixing your loud lifters? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1) you could actually have a collapsed lifter not working properly (I did on the white car)<br />2) knock sensor will pick it up retard your timing<br /><br />Second that with covering the oil drain holes.  I lost one of the tiny keepers down mine - just once though.  Covered the rest up before moving on.||167.142.21.192||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||mitsuvr4||12-19-2003||05:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I am getting massive knock counts.... </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ditto...was getting I should say.  I'll post back up when I get the car running and logged.||134.29.244.198||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000006||jayru||12-19-2003||06:19 PM||||After cursing and screaming for about 2 hours, i loosend the cams enough to lift them about an inch. Took me 10 minutes after that.<br /><br />No prying or flying lifters. Just my suggestion.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||12-20-2003||07:59 AM||||having changed out the cams in my car, if i ever do the lifters, that is how i'll do it.  tie wrap the timing belt to the cams, loosen the tensioner, and remove the cams.  it's really not hard, and is very quick.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||TurboVR4dr||12-20-2003||12:09 PM||||Once you get the valave cover off it's about a 20 minute job with the right prybar.  I screwdriver makes it a lot harder.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000009||Bobbo||12-20-2003||09:16 PM||||You want the 4G64 lifters correct? To my recollection, the 4g64 are the 3G.||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000010||91GVR4||12-20-2003||10:34 PM||||No,No,....3g lifters are the third revision to the 4G63 lifters. Mitsu has revised the lifters three times because they sucked. Go to the eagle parts link and see, they are great guys to deal with. Mine will be in Monday. Whoho! No more lifter tick, No more knock count!!||216.201.50.36||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000011||16GVR4||12-22-2003||06:09 PM||||How do you guys seal the valve cover back on ?<br />I used RTV all around the perimeter, and it's leaking.<br /><br />I think the instruction manual says no RTV except for a few specific places. I'm going to redo mine with less RTV and see if the leak goes away.<br /><br />Oh yeah, the new 3rd gen lifters are awesome. My car is so quiet now.. <br />I guess it also helps that I replaced my old balance belt which has stripped teeth!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||209.213.198.25||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000012||admsr||12-22-2003||06:38 PM||||I actually cleaned up the perimeter of the head real good and didnt put any RTV. One fresh set of gaskets and all is good in the valve cover world......<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.176.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000013||16GVR4||12-24-2003||03:42 PM||||I redid the valve cover with RTV _only_ at the places specified by the manual.<br /><br />So far, it seems to be not leaking ( just one day ). Or at least, leaking much less than before.<br />It took me forever to clean up all the RTV that I applied just a few days before.<br /><br />Also, one thing that probably helped on the second time around is that I used torque wrench set to 2 lb-ft ( very low ) to tighten it, instead of just doing it by feel. <br /><br />I was also told to tighten it in steps. So I did 1 lb-ft all the way around, followed by 2 lb-ft.<br /><br />It's probably overkill, but I'm getting very tired off the oil leak.<br />Hopefully, no more oil leak now.. Next is to clean my engine bay.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000014||91GVR4||12-27-2003||05:49 PM||||okey I got my lifters in yesterday, yippy!. They clattered like mad for a good bit after I started it, but a little run around the block a few times and they filled up. The car is so quite now! In fact it makes so little noise that I found out that my crank pulley is shot. I can hear it rubbing now. <br />I didn't have much trouble at all with the lifters, I used a craftsman 13" flat screwdriver and had lots of leverage. After the first few the rest went like clockwork. Only one flew behind the engine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . Now I need bigger injectors to stop my WOT knock. At least I know it is real knock now. Happy modding everyone.||63.156.32.46||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
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A||||7||mitsuvr4||Front bumper: How many bolts are you missing?||||5||||mitsuvr4||00000369
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||12-19-2003||05:06 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||Hey all,<br />I'm putting in a new FMIC and took the bumper off for the first time.<br /><br />I live in Minnesota, otherwise known as "The Land of Salt".  I Liquid Wrenched every bolt for a week before attempting the removal.<br /><br />There are about 7 small bolts, two made it alive.  4 really big bolts.  One, each side behind the turn signals and two vertical holding it up.<br /><br />Both big bolts behind the turn signals snapped.  So I pulled the mounting plate that holds those bolts, two more bolts snapped that hold the mounting plates.  At this rate I'll be piloting an open wheeled car soon.<br /><br />Bottom line; Anyone think or have tested running with just the two vertical bolts to hold the bumper support?  Of course I'd get the side and cosmetic bolts back in there somehow so the bumper cover isn't dragging on the ground.  I just don't feel like drilling any more fricking broken bolts out.  My Exhaust manifold was enough of that to last me a lifetime.<br /><br />Thanks,||134.29.244.198||reg||5||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000001||snwbrd40oz||12-19-2003||06:46 PM||||Don't know about my bumper, but the bumper cover on mine was being held on by an odd assortmant of 3 or 4 mismatched bolts. guess in CO we have the opposite problem....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.136.26.235||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-20-2003||07:56 AM||||mine only has the bolts behind the t/s lenses, i think howards is the same.  of course, the little 6mm bolts are on there, too.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||12-20-2003||09:55 AM||||Mine is being held on by the 2 vertical bolts by the wheel wells, and the 2 nuts behind the turn lamps.  I decided not to put the fatty vertical bolts that go under the headlights.  Alot of the smaller bolts did not make it through the removal process.  Their carcasses remain in their resting places.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||12-20-2003||12:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> mine only has the bolts behind the t/s lenses, i think howards is the same.  of course, the little 6mm bolts are on there, too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, that's right, I got 2 bolts holding the front bumper on.  Tiny zip ties hold up the corners, and the mini-nuts/studs still hold the cover to the support.  <br /><br />I can take the front end off in about two minutes, possibly less.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||crucible||12-20-2003||01:50 PM||||Aye, to hell with those vertical bolts under the headlites.Just the nuts behind the turn signal assemblies and wheel well bolts/screws is all I got.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||12-20-2003||03:47 PM||||* i have the side bolts on, the ones that are in front of the wheel (1 bolted in, one zip tied) <br />* also have like 3 bolts which attach the cover to the re-inforcement bar located under the grill.<br /><br />thats it.. everything else has been removed..||203.166.63.146||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000007||1101||12-20-2003||05:57 PM||||I have the front bumper mounting brackets off my CA GVR4. The JDM front bumper I put on does not use them.<br /><br />There is no rust on the brackets now, what little was there I took off with chemicals and repainted the brackets (Kensington grey). For $5.00 plus shipping you can have them both.<br /><br />Ward <br />Fremont CA||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
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A||||2||SIR31||Diff. ratios||||1||||SIR31||00003093
Z||000000||SIR31||12-19-2003||05:46 PM||sir31@msn.com||Need to know how to work out the diff ratio. <br /><br /> <br /><br />The box numbers are W5M312VPXZ NY8582 (THESE STAMPED IN THE BOX) <br /><br />There is also a sticker with the numbers.......BNYB582 VPXZ <br /><br />I ONLY HAVE THE BOX I DONT KNOW WHAT CAR IT COME FROM.....||220.244.224.9||reg||1||SIR31||00003093||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-19-2003||06:33 PM||||w5m312 is a gs-x trans, awd, non turbo.  weaker.  in the us, the final drive was either vqzh=2.846 or vqbk=3.307, dunno where i got these from.  but i am sure the 312 is the gs-x trans||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||SIR31||12-19-2003||07:49 PM||||Was trying to use it to replace a CA lancer gsr with a 4G61 turbo motor. I'm in aust but this is a JDM car.||220.244.224.9||reg||1||SIR31||00003093||yes
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q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!XM!,
q!Phatlee!,
q!Need a tranny!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2453000.1606!,
q!Phatlee!,
q!00003135!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2453000.1725!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostedvr4ced!,
q!will 3000gt calipers bolt on to galant vr4's?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!05:06 PM!,
q!2453007.1706!,
q!boostedvr4g63t!,
q!00002811!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2453007.1741!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!threads on the plug in t-stat housing!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!08:06 PM!,
q!2453007.2006!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!agrabau!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!03:26 PM!,
q!2453008.1526!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Phatlee!,
q!Spline count in tranny?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2453007.2244!,
q!Phatlee!,
q!00003135!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2453007.2253!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Fonzo!,
q~WTFWTFWTF!!!????/partial rant/~,
q!13!,
q!6!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!04:37 AM!,
q!2453008.0437!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!00000681!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!01:46 AM!,
q!2453009.0146!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!00000681!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!engine seems to stall !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!09:16 AM!,
q!2453008.0916!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2453008.1229!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Full Throttle AFPR!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2453008.1342!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!369of1000!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!06:06 PM!,
q!2453009.1806!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!madgvr4!,
q!logging with PDA!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2453008.1437!,
q!madgvr4!,
q!00002369!,
q!supervr4!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!04:36 AM!,
q!2453011.0436!,
q!supervr4!,
q!00002593!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q~Ahhhhhhhh!!  Tranny noise/grinding.  My GVR4 is killing me financially~,
q!11!,
q!10!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2453008.1641!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!WFOVR4!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2453011.0008!,
q!WFOVR4!,
q!00003134!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!How do I do the flange setup!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452995.0116!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!tplesko!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!01:57 AM!,
q!2452995.0157!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Darkside!,
q!suspension!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!01:22 AM!,
q!2452995.0122!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452995.1322!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AzA*!,
q!resistor pack removal &quot;for high impencance injectors&quot;!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!08:46 AM!,
q!2452995.0846!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!batty200!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452996.0945!,
q!batty200!,
q!00003023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Is this hose sucking air in or blowing air out?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!09:32 AM!,
q!2452995.0932!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2452996.1805!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!00000138!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Weird connector!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!09:38 AM!,
q!2452995.0938!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452995.2315!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q~No heater after getting car back with rebuilt engine.  HELP!!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2452995.1101!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!09:50 PM!,
q!2452995.2150!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!Cyclone intake and wastegate actuator!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2452995.1317!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!00000031!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-25-2003!,
q!11:43 AM!,
q!2452999.1143!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!Broke my steering rack. Help me!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2452995.1446!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452995.1619!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!XM!,
q!jpgvr4!,
q!Dave Wolin IMSA IS AWD Eclipse's #90-92 (Where are they now?)!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2452995.1615!,
q!jpgvr4!,
q!00000179!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452995.1619!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MrEd!,
q!scary hammering noise during warmup!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!11:12 AM!,
q!2453001.1112!,
q!MrEd!,
q!00000068!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!08:21 PM!,
q!2453009.2021!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Strange turbo faliure.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!04:21 PM!,
q!2452995.1621!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!10:07 AM!,
q!2452996.1007!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!Which clutch?!,
q!1!,
q!35!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2453001.1623!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!08:05 AM!,
q!2453008.0805!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!Battery Relocation!,
q!11!,
q!17!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2453001.2145!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!05:17 AM!,
q!2453011.0517!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!Tranny Problem!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!03:57 AM!,
q!2453002.0357!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!07:35 AM!,
q!2453003.0735!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!4WS light keeps coming on when its super cold out!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2453002.1149!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2453003.0047!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~Help with power steering lines!!!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!12:10 PM!,
q!2453002.1210!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!07:32 PM!,
q!2453002.1932!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q~!!urgent!! water pump gone?~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2453002.1328!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2453003.1900!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!valve cover removed!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2453002.1623!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2453003.1003!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!injectors!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2453008.1907!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!curtis!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2453008.1931!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!front 5-lug swap w/ ABS front bolt-in possibility!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2453002.1710!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2453014.2224!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Fuel filter part number!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2453009.0008!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2453009.1606!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TWEAKD4!,
q!Loose timing belt caused by worn harm. balancer?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!05:40 PM!,
q!2453002.1740!,
q!TWEAKD4!,
q!00000436!,
q!WFOVR4!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2453010.0112!,
q!WFOVR4!,
q!00003134!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!GVR4 brakes to 1G?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!03:51 PM!,
q!2453009.1551!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!00001825!,
q!Minjin!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2453010.1915!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Peakboost!,
q~QUICK!  i need help..my car is on the side of the road....~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2453009.1603!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!05:19 AM!,
q!2453011.0519!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!engine rebuild parts list.. is it good enough?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2453009.1730!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!bazeng!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2453009.1730!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!fuel trim and O2 trims!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2453009.1944!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!08:26 PM!,
q!2453009.2026!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!MT and AT DSM Cams!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2453010.0012!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!pitmac!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!05:08 AM!,
q!2453019.0508!,
q!pitmac!,
q!00002115!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!oil filter problems!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2453010.0030!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2453010.1747!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!WFOVR4!,
q!No power to sunroof!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!01:09 AM!,
q!2453010.0109!,
q!WFOVR4!,
q!00003134!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!01:52 AM!,
q!2453010.0152!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Auto cut-off air-cond when high rev.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!03:05 AM!,
q!2453010.0305!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Ian M!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2453010.1845!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!Tire rubbing after accident.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452995.1641!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452995.1641!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!How to remove corner lights!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452995.1843!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!12:35 AM!,
q!2452996.0035!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!slow/nonresponsive vr4!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2452995.2048!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!GVR4!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!02:44 PM!,
q!2452996.1444!,
q!GVR4!,
q!00000358!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vroom!,
q!oil light-pressure?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2452995.2239!,
q!91vroom!,
q!00003102!,
q!tplesko!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!03:54 PM!,
q!2452998.1554!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kikwear!,
q!GVR4 weight vs. T/E/L weight?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452996.0027!,
q!Kikwear!,
q!00003109!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!08:53 AM!,
q!2452996.0853!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!1993 TEL tranny!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!02:51 AM!,
q!2452996.0251!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!12:48 AM!,
q!2453003.0048!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!bolts to mount engine to engine stand.!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2452996.1329!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452997.1639!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!tech q.!,
q!8!,
q!3!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452996.1505!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!02:59 PM!,
q!2452998.1459!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!BOV Flanges!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!10:14 PM!,
q!2453002.2214!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!09:02 PM!,
q!2453004.2102!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!my boost guage reads....!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452996.1714!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!00000249!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452996.1856!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!00000031!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!Eclipse Talon POWER STEERING PUMP 1g DSM 4g63 !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2453002.2226!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!henrok!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!09:38 AM!,
q!2453003.0938!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!transmission problem!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2452996.1807!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!06:36 PM!,
q!2452996.1836!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!clutch problem!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!12:21 PM!,
q!2453003.1221!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!01:38 PM!,
q!2453003.1338!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!fuel trims frozen?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!01:27 PM!,
q!2453003.1327!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2453026.1225!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147/1000!,
q!questions after cyclone swap !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!03:01 PM!,
q!2453003.1501!,
q!147/1000!,
q!00002688!,
q!jpgvr4!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!02:21 PM!,
q!2453006.1421!,
q!jpgvr4!,
q!00000179!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!What's the best way to pull the motor out of a FWD Lazer?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!03:30 PM!,
q!2453003.1530!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!10:33 PM!,
q!2453007.2233!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!S-AFC / AVC-R / VPC Mounting!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2453003.1912!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2453004.0008!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!Thought it almost went (motor) but?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2453003.1956!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2453005.1813!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Safc 2 setup?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2453003.2307!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!229of1000!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2453004.2101!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!how to take off 91 headlight???!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2453004.0043!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!crucible!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!07:16 AM!,
q!2453004.0716!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TRA_GreenDragon!,
q!engine keep on dieing!,
q!9!,
q!11!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452996.2101!,
q!Mohne!,
q!00003115!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2452997.1342!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AzA*!,
q!pressure v's flow and volume in turbo!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!07:41 AM!,
q!2452997.0741!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!AzA*!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!07:41 AM!,
q!2452997.0741!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!reverse idle surge!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!07:43 AM!,
q!2452997.0743!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!12-25-2003!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2452999.2222!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!rich knock?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!10:31 AM!,
q!2452997.1031!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452997.1220!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!PCV VALVE ROUTING!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2452997.1154!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!turbowop!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!04:19 AM!,
q!2453003.0419!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!Hey Ya!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!12:27 PM!,
q!2452997.1227!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!03:16 AM!,
q!2452998.0316!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!I hate asking stuff like this. !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452997.1613!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!07:23 PM!,
q!2452997.1923!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/004201.cgi
A||||2||crucible||rear defroster||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||12-19-2003||08:12 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Seems like my rear defroster isnt quite defrosting.Only the lower 1/4 of rear window is functioning.Question is, do I have to replace the whole window or can I fix the defrost elements?<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||12-19-2003||09:02 PM||||only my upper 1/2 defrosts... wanna share?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   i think theres just a break somewhere along some of the lines... but the window is tinted so i dunno if it can be repaired||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||12-19-2003||09:06 PM||||those thin lines on the window are actually resistance elements that get hot, (but you knew that doh!), i found a little trick at advance auto to fix this problem, electro-conductive copper paint, made by permatex specifically for this problem, I did mine and it works fine now.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/004202.cgi
A||||0||klo91vr4||power steering pump||||1||||Kevino||00002134
Z||000000||klo91vr4||12-19-2003||09:38 PM||k.obee@sbcglobal.net||What is the newest year PS pump that will work on the GVR4 from a T/E/L? Does it have to be from a turbo?<br />Thanks.||68.78.161.171||reg||1||Kevino||00002134||yes



ubb/Forum2/004203.cgi
A||||6||hecdws||ground control ?||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||12-19-2003||09:53 PM||hecdws@aol.com||just curious if they make noise when turning at slow speeds. like the springs moving sidre to side.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||12-20-2003||01:40 PM||||mine don't, but the back ones make a little noise pulling out of the driveway and stuff.||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||12-21-2003||03:44 AM||||If you order GCs, make sure you get the right length springs. I've seen them ship 8" fr and 9" r to go with AGX shocks. That's 1/2" taller than stock in front all the way down on the collars.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||12-21-2003||10:53 AM||||some one who installed the ground controls please help me.ok after searching the vfaq i think i messed up on my install.on the front im getting some spring noise when turning the wheel at slow speeds. on the top of the strut under the bearing was the top plate that held the factory spring in place. did you guys just leave this out(i didnt)?<br />beacause the bearing didnt seem tight on there like it was when the plate was in. did you guys use some sort of washers that im missing? thanks in advance.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||12-21-2003||05:23 PM||||I think i used washers on the uppper mount just to fill a little gap between the nut and the upper mount.  The stock upper spring "seat"  Should not be used to my knowledge.(I don't use it).  Take that out and your problems should be solved.||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||12-21-2003||06:03 PM||||The GC hat goes over the shaft, then a washer, and that goes into the upper mount. Ditch the stock hat. If you use vise grips to tighten the nut make sure to file the shaft smooth so it doesn't gouge the aluminum hat.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||SearsPointVR4||12-21-2003||07:23 PM||||Do not use the stock upper spring seat, there are two supplied washers with the ground control setup that go above the aluminum spring seat.  Mine don't make any noise for the most part, sometimes a small squeak pulling out of a driveway, but that's it.<br /><br />Ford.<br /><br />P.S.  Vice Grips???||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes



ubb/Forum2/004204.cgi
A||||3||snwbrd40oz||cold weather idle||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||12-19-2003||10:36 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Alright, I've been having trouble with erratic idle when my car is cold. I checked the Bible (Mits Service Manual) and it suggested that it might be the 'idle air stepper motor and/or sensor'. Anyone else have similar troubles? Also I have some trouble shifting when it is cold (esp. from 1st to 2nd and back to 1st). Any help, as always, is greatly appreciated||64.136.26.235||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-19-2003||10:53 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html</a>||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||GVR4N||12-20-2003||12:48 AM||||Once it is warm an Idles good, {if it ever does} a simple check for the IAC is just to tug the steering wheel a little bit or turn on the AC you should get a RPM increase if you don't, you have a problem there. Another seat of the pants way to no you IAC is functioning properly is simply starting it up and observe the RPMs it should be high on start up and come down to an idle there after. That's the computers way of assisting the next initial start up.<br /><br /><br />If the IAC responds and it idles fine once it's warm 9 times of ten it needs a fast idle valve. That's the assembly that the coolant lines go to under the throttle body and they are not cheap. <br /><br />Also make sure that you don't have a low coolant problem or an air bubble in the system, or unwanted air leaks to the intake.<br /><br />Ron||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000003||Invader||12-20-2003||03:13 AM||||Do you have your coolant lines hooked up to the throttle body?  If not, you're sure to get idle surge during cold weather.||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/004205.cgi
A||||9||Fonzo||What should i be running?||||1||||Fonzo||00000681
Z||000000||Fonzo||12-20-2003||02:58 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||My mods are:<br />walbro 255<br />aeromotive fpr<br />550 injectors<br />MBC set at 13psi (now im running 16)<br />S-AFC Somewhat tned<br />K&N Filter<br />2.25" catback & 2.5" Tuest Pipe<br />Big 16g<br />stock o2 housing and downpipe<br />stock Intercooler & stock pipes ( oil cooler size)<br />ACT 2600<br />Fidanza Flywheel <br /><br />I have a timeslip in my head of what i last ran @ the track but many things have changed.<br />When I ran at the track I didnt have testpipe FPR or 550's. Also the balancer/oil pump sprocket wasnt aligned correctly. Found that out recently while the Timing Belt was done.<br /><br />my time with all those problems was:<br />60' : 2.00<br />1/4 : 14.9<br />Trap: 88mph<br />still managed to beat a mustang 5.0 that trapped 98mph. HE did 15.1<br /><br />Thanks in Advance||67.118.120.135||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||12-20-2003||08:39 AM||||i'd say with a 1.8 60ft' and decent tune..<br />a low 13 is most likely.. or high 12.. if running perfectly<br /><br />if not.. mid - high 13's||203.166.63.184||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||12-20-2003||08:44 AM||||I say a 14.5<br /><br />Change the following parts out and you should be able run high 12's<br /><br />"S-AFC Somewhat tned"<br />"2.25" catback & 2.5" Tuest Pipe"<br />"stock o2 housing and downpipe"<br />"stock Intercooler & stock pipes"<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.223.2||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-20-2003||09:32 AM||||OMG....I ran a 14.33 with just 3" turbo-back and free mods. It was about 15 psi. 2.0 60-ft time...<br /><br />So I think you need:<br /><br />1) Some serious tuning. <br /><br />2) Free up that exhaust...2.25" thats for a honda , bud. Atleast 2.5" or 3"<br /><br />3) Port that 02 housing or get a 2nd gen or Evo III<br /><br />4) The big 16G is just working overtime for nothing with stock IC and pipes. That will mkae a huuuge difference.||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-20-2003||12:00 PM||||Go with a 3 inch exhaust, bigger manifold, IC pipes and front mount and one of Jeff's mustang killer chips.  It will be like a different car.  It sounds like with those times that the car was getting alot of knock and pulling back the timing.  With a keydiver chip you will be able to tell.||64.159.109.211||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||Fonzo||12-20-2003||01:47 PM||||Jeff's chip came in yesterday Im going to install it   today!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br />I have a Staryion IC but I havent been able to afford pipes. That is going to be my next mod. Along with the GM MAS Translator.<br /><br />Well, thanks for your opinions.||64.165.209.122||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||12-20-2003||08:06 PM||||Alot of us have found the IC and IC pipes to be the biggest restriction, so its good you are doing that next. And then, do the exhaust. Its a much bigger restriction than the MAS at the moment.||216.77.204.202||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||DsmSeifer||12-20-2003||08:37 PM||||I would asume mid to low 13's my self. I ran 14.8 runing stock except for a small 16G||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000008||KenGVR4||12-20-2003||08:40 PM||||After an exhaust, I would agree that an intercooler upgrade is the next most effective mod.  I had done everything to my car but an IC, and it was still really slow until I upgraded to 2.5 pipes and bigger IC.  It was quite a difference.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000009||Jason G.||12-20-2003||09:01 PM||||A logger would be beneficial to your tuning of the AFC. Why do you have a  aftermarket FPR with such basic mods? I agree with the majority here, a bigger intercooler will help along with a downpipe and port work and tuning, tuning and more tuning.That rear balance shaft/ oil pump gear being off a tooth likely caused knock at the first sign of boost and very low timing. Good Luck!||65.35.45.164||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes



ubb/Forum2/004206.cgi
A||||26||Frogger||Intercooler Cleaning?||||1||||Frogger||00002602
Z||000000||Frogger||12-20-2003||04:49 PM||emomakesmecry03@yahoo.com||Since I am waiting for my new turbo to arrive, I figured I might as well clean the intercooler. To remove it does the whole bumper have to come off? If so how do I go about doing it? I found this diagram <a href="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/front_bumper.jpg" target="_blank">http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/front_bumper.jpg</a> Is there anything else I should know? <br /><br />Also, what would you recommend cleaning it? At vfaq.com they said to use gasoline or alcohol? What would you all recommend? Any help is appreciated.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Matt||4.4.111.196||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||12-20-2003||05:07 PM||||you dont have to remove the bumper to get it off the middle grille sat to come out as I remembered , Use mineral spirits . (paint thinner)||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||Frogger||12-20-2003||06:04 PM||||So I just have to remove the middle grill? How should I go about doing that? Is it just a couple of bolts and what not? Then I just have to disconnect the piping and pull it up through the middle?||4.4.111.196||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||12-20-2003||06:52 PM||||If you have access to Brake Clean... that works real well. I get it in gallon jugs from work... used it to clean out the Starion IC I just got from Rich... good stuff.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||number3||12-20-2003||07:12 PM||||I used gasoline then poured it into my work truck when I was done. God that was a long time ago.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||12-20-2003||07:56 PM||||I think I read somewhere that kerosene is alot safer to use.||216.77.204.202||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||Jason G.||12-20-2003||09:06 PM||||I agree with the brake cleaner. It drys alot faster and cleans great.||65.35.45.164||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-20-2003||11:03 PM||||I'll third the brake cleaner... just make sure to do any of this in a well ventilated place.  Lots of volitile fumes = bad||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||12-20-2003||11:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>Lots of volitile fumes = bad </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I disagree.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||12-21-2003||12:24 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Have fun!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||kartorium31||12-21-2003||05:26 PM||||Mark had lots of fun doing his.  You wanna tell everyone how well a condom works to plug the outlet/inlet Mark?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000011||turbowop||12-21-2003||06:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> Mark had lots of fun doing his.  You wanna tell everyone how well a condom works to plug the outlet/inlet Mark?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lmao  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  Being the smart guy that I am I thought i could just use a condom to plug off one end of my intercooler while the gas soaked in there for awhile. I didn't have anything else (balloon....hell I don't even know if that would work either) at the time so I thought it would work. <img src="http://www.steelheader.net/photopost/data/510/893enlighten.gif" alt=" - " />  I guess condoms don't hold up to gasoline so well.  <img src="http://www.steelheader.net/photopost/data/510/893Dunce.gif" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Like Plesko said, anytime you are around volotile fumes, make sure the area is well ventilated. If you don't you might lose some brain cells and try things like my above mentioned intercooler cleaning method.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I'll never hear the end of this one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000012||Romanova||12-21-2003||07:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /> I guess condoms don't hold up to gasoline...[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is because you didn't use a Trojan Magnum.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000013||cevic||12-21-2003||09:02 PM||||I had cleaned the stock intercooler once. You don't have to remove the bumper. Just disconnect the hoses on the inlet and outlet. There are three bolts. Two on the top and on e on the bottom. Un-bolt them and there you go. buy a Carb-cleaner. Use a vaccum cleaner, plug one end of the intercooler into the hose, turn on the vaccum and spay the crab-cleaner into the other end of the intercooler. Sit it outside and let it dry for about three hours. Now you have a clean stock intercooler||129.237.117.109||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000014||a_santos||12-22-2003||08:37 AM||||I used simple green and it worked just fine. Buy the gallon jug. Pour a healthy dose in and shake the crap out of it. Repeat several times. Then hang the IC and let it dry completly.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000015||Frogger||12-22-2003||10:55 AM||||Thank you for all the replies. Where can I find simple green at? Local auto parts store?<br /><br />Dont worry turbowop I wont be using any condoms. I might try to zip-tie plastics bags on the ends though. I dont have to worry about it drying, I still have 2 days before my turbo arrives  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.4.111.196||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000016||tplesko||12-22-2003||10:59 AM||||you can probably find simple green pretty cheap at the hardware store.  It's pretty good stuff to have around.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000017||Frogger||12-22-2003||11:02 AM||||Alright sounds good. Thanks a lot guys.||4.4.111.196||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000018||Romanova||12-22-2003||11:33 AM||||Most auto repair places will have 55 gallon drums of Brake Clean. If you take an empty windshield washer fluid bottle, chances are they will hook you up. Good shit.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000019||Frogger||12-22-2003||12:45 PM||||cevic are you sure its not two bolts on the bottom and one on top? I think I can move the plastic bumper on the bottom enough out of the way to just drop it out since its alrdy missing like 6 bolts on the bumper cover. I think the bolt on top holding the intercooler on is stripped... But lets hope not.||4.4.111.196||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000020||Frogger||12-22-2003||01:28 PM||||If anyone cares I got the bolts out now its just a matter of figuring something out to get the piping off b/c its at such a weird angle under the car its going to require some thinking. [/play by play]||4.4.111.196||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000021||Frogger||12-22-2003||04:09 PM||||Intercooler is off and cleaned. Thanks a lot for everyones help. A lot of the fins are bent but I fixed them the best I could. Got off all the bugs and residue  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />On a side note, you know your car has been sitting for a while when you find cobwebs on it lol||4.4.111.196||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000022||HobieKopek||12-22-2003||04:39 PM||||It's even worse when you have to tell vagrants not to sleep/urinate in it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />How many miles on the IC that you felt compelled to clean it?  My Lancer (still waiting/hoping on a VR4) is TC'd and IC'd, but it's only got about 4k on the turbo and intercooler.  Guess I'm just asking about the interval I should be expecting to do the Green and shake routine.||65.249.137.193||reg||1||HobieKopek||00002978||yes
Z||000023||Frogger||12-22-2003||06:02 PM||||mine had over 100,000 miles on it and Im not sure the last time it was cleaned. There was a fair amount of debris in it so I just went ahead and took it off. Im not sure how regularly you are supposed to do it though.||4.4.111.196||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000024||ken inn||12-22-2003||06:07 PM||||OR, you could install water injection, put a nozzle right after the turbo, mix in a little alcohol, and FLOOR IT!!!  then, you clean all the pipes, the intercooler, the throttle body, intake plenum, AND, the clock in the z28 that WAS next to you at the lite.  when the cop stops you, "officer, i was cleaning my intercooler"||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000025||Frogger||12-22-2003||06:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> OR, you could install water injection, put a nozzle right after the turbo, mix in a little alcohol, and FLOOR IT!!!  then, you clean all the pipes, the intercooler, the throttle body, intake plenum, AND, the clock in the z28 that WAS next to you at the lite.  when the cop stops you, "officer, i was cleaning my intercooler" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not a bad idea. Ive been interested in making my own intercooler sprayer after reading an article in sport compact car. Just need to get some motivation. Maybe after I get my car back together.||4.4.111.196||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000026||Hertz||12-23-2003||02:05 PM||||IC sprayer &ne; water injection.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004207.cgi
A||||1||147/1000||jdm transmission question||||1||||147/1000||00002688
Z||000000||147/1000||12-20-2003||06:19 PM||||what numbers/letters should i look for on the transmission to make sure it is the same final drive as my gvr4?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||12-20-2003||06:28 PM||||This list was created by someone else and I saved it. Not sure who to give credit to, but thanks to them, this is a GREAT list to take to JDM vendors.<br />Tom<br /><br /><br />Transmission model numbers that I know will interchange with my 1991 <br />> Mitsubishi Galant VR4 AWD 5spd turbo:<br />> <br />> Model         Comments<br />> <br />> W5M33-2-NQBK  91-2 Galant VR4 up to 4/92<br />> W5M33-2-NQBM  92 Galant VR4 mfg 5/92<br />> W5M33-2-NPXV  91-94 Eclipse AWD 5spd mfg 6/90-2/94<br />> W5M33-2-NNZT  95? Eclipse AWD 5spd mfg 3/94 [not sure about this <br />one]<br />> W5M33-2-NPZT  95-96 Eclipse AWD 5spd mfg 3/94-6/96<br />> <br />> From my friends with a switchable 2WD->4WD JDM Galant trans that I <br />> would LOVE to get a hold of:<br />> C5OPH-EK1420 or<br />> C5JPF-FL8420<br />> <br />> See <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Tranny-switchable.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Tranny-switchable.html</a> for more <br />details.<br />> <br />>> <br />> ***<br />> What I'd like in order of preference:<br />> 1. Switchable tranny (see above)<br />> 2. W5M33-2-NQBM  92 Galant VR4 mfg 5/92<br />> 3. W5M33-2-NPXV  91-94 Eclipse AWD 5spd mfg 6/90-2/94<br />> <br />> > <br />> FYI: Other Mitsu AWD M/T trans of note that WILL NOT interchange <br />> (supposedly):<br />> <br />> W5MG1-0-FNBR  3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 4/90-5/92<br />> W5MG1-1-FNCR  3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 11/91-5/92<br />> W5MG1-2-FNBR or FCNR  3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 6/92-9/92<br />> W5MG1-3-FNBR or FCNR  3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 10/92-5/93<br />> W6MG1-0-FNBR  3000GT 4WD w/ or w/o 4WS, 6spd mfg 6/93-end<br />> <br />> W5M33-2-NPZS  89-90 Eclipse AWD 5spd turbo mfg 3/89-6/90 [change <br />> shift linkage]<br />> W5M33-2-MUZT  97-99 Eclipse AWD 5spd turbo mfg 7/96-end<br />> <br />> W5M31-2-VQZH  Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 6/89-5/90<br />> W5M31-2-VQBK  Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 6/90-5/92<br />> <br />> W5M31-2-VNXL  Expo-LRV 1.8 AWD non-turbo 5spd<br />> W5M33-2-NNXL  Expo-LRV 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd<br />> W5M33-2-NNXL  Expo 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 6/92-2/94<br />> W5M33-2-NNXZ  Expo 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 5/91-5/92||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/004208.cgi
A||||18||Y2A||Friend buying a '92 Galant GSX; worth it?||||1||||Y2A||00002439
Z||000000||Y2A||12-20-2003||11:09 PM||as1anmafia@yahoo.com||A friend of mine is thinking of buying a Galant GSX he saw in a newspaper ad. Since he cant find any VR4s around our area, he was thinking of getting the GSX instead. Since I dont know much about the GSX, what kind of motor does it have? It's AWD like the VR4 but doesnt have a boosted motor. And can a 4g63 be swapped in and work well as a daily driver? And is the GSX worth buying?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||172.154.0.226||reg||1||Y2A||00002439||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-20-2003||11:16 PM||||imo gsx's are good to buy if they are cheap but they will never be a GVR4.  NT motor, tranny are weaker.  Not sure about the rest.<br /><br />If he really wants a GVR4 he should stick it out.  I waited a long while to get mine if it's any consolation. Good luck!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-21-2003||12:51 AM||||I'd like to pick up a GSX. If your buddy doesn't buy it and its cheap, let me know where I can find it...<br /><br />I need another awd vehicle.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||12-21-2003||03:10 AM||||I don't really think of them in the same class... if he is looking to buy a VR4 then the GSX doesn't really meet his "needs".||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||12-21-2003||03:31 AM||||If it's fairly cheap get it. I dont see how your friend could lose money. When someone wrecks thier GVR4, this would make a cheap replacement body. When he finds a GVR4, advertise the GSX here.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||LunarShadow||12-21-2003||01:07 PM||||You can make it into a VR4 more or less.  But you must change out the entire drive line.  Tranny and rear end ratios are different.  The GSX tranny is not as strong.  You might get the tranny to hold up for just stock boost, but not much more (and I know you can't run stock boost  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  ).  If you swap to a VR4 tranny, you should be aware that the flywheel, clutch plate and disc are much different and you must replace all.<br /><br />Front brakes are single pot "small" brakes.  I would change these for the "big" brakes.  You may need to change the proportioning valve too.<br /><br />Basic wiring is the same and the plug ends to the ECU are identical.  You may be able to plug in a Turbo ECU and just add additional wires to the existing harness.<br /><br />My 90 GSX has a wacky long throw shifter.  You may need to change the shifter.<br /><br />Fuel- all <br /><br />Everything else is the same.<br /><br />Oh yeah, I am sure this subject has been covered before.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||172.151.141.32||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000006||G-GSX Turbo||12-21-2003||01:34 PM||||Hello all, new to the site but this thread is very improtant to me. Don't know if I should start a new thread or use this one since it has some of your attention.<br /><br />Lunar Shadow, A few questions I have about my 90 GSX: I have just finished a turbo 4G63 install and am having an Issue with ECUs. <br /><br />Here's my problem; Once the install was complete I tried starting the car with a ECU from a 90 DSM AWD. It would not start and with the key on the tach would jump between 2,000-3,000RPM. I determined the cause of it not starting to be no injector pulsing. The fuel pump is coming on due to the presence of fuel in the return line, but no injector pulsing when I installed my injector test bulb.<br /><br />With the Key on I have power to the inlet and outlet side of the resistor pack to the injectors. I also traced the stock harness and the extra 90 Eclipse harness I used to get the necessary wire additions, and the 4 ground sides of the injectors are going to the same terminals on the ECU plugs. Also, there is a lite trace spark coming from the coil pack, which I am sure is causing the tach to jump. I do not know what is causing this....Possibly a problem with the ECU itself, which I will address shortly.<br /><br />With the stock ECU in the car it starts right up. So there is nothing wrong with the wiring to the injectors, apparently. It does run EXTREMELY rich due to the 450cc Injectors and possibly the Turbo MAF having a different calibration ( know they read higher but not sure on the specific Hrz output vs air volume).<br /><br />I also tried a friends 90 ECU that he said worked when he parted the car out. It will not start with that ECU either but the trace spark issue goes away.<br /><br />Does ANYONE have any ideas on what is wrong or what I need to try?<br /><br />I have tried to find a GSX specific wiring schematic to no avail. This I am sure would tell me if there is any variences in the Harness I am not aware of.<br /><br />I was told to maybe try a 91 DSM ECU and see if that rectifies the situation but am not sure. The Coil pack does use the same 90 plug along with the CAS, IAC, etc as the 90 DSM so I am not sure if this will work.....<br /><br />Some one please help.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000007||josh91vr4||12-21-2003||01:38 PM||||Git you an S-AFC !!!||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000008||LunarShadow||12-21-2003||02:03 PM||||G-GSX, I have some original paper Galant manuals and they have all the wiring diagrams.  However, I don't have any way to scan them.  <br /><br />I am not sure what your problem is.  When my ECU in the VR4 had issues, it did all sorts of strange stuff like the rpm gauge thing.  I would check that ECU and all your wiring.<br /><br />You shouldn't have problems. When the ECU in the VR4 failed from bad caps, I drove to the electronics supply shop with the 90 GGSX Ecu in the 91 VR4.  The GGSX was dismantled and I had to get there some how.  I simply unplugged the GGSX ECU and stuck it in the VR4.  It ran like ass and I had to keep it out of boost, but I drove almost 40 miles on it like that.<br /><br />Spin the cam sensor 180.<br /><br />Fuel, air, spark- find what is missing and trace it back.||172.151.141.32||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000009||G-GSX Turbo||12-21-2003||02:12 PM||||Thanks for the reply.<br /><br />Like I said, it runs with the Stock GSX ECU. Just really rich.<br /><br />So why would spinning the CAS 180* make a difference?<br /><br />I have gone through the wiring a dozen times.<br /><br />You said you used a 90 ECU in a 91? Do you think my friends 92 VR4 ECU would work then if I try it? Just to establish a base line on a known working ECU other than the stock GSX unit....||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000010||LunarShadow||12-21-2003||02:35 PM||||Sorry, I missed the fact that the car ran with the original ECU.  The 180 flip should not do a thing in that case.<br /><br />I'm a bit confused.  The swap has been made, all electronics are turbo, all fuel parts are turbo.  Right?  Car starts with original ECU but not the other.  It must be the ECU, no?  <br /><br />There may be some thing in the fuse box or cluster, ect on the VR4 which is required for the turbo ECU but is not present on the GGSX.  I am not sure what though.<br /><br />Note that i placed the 90 GGSX Ecu in the VR4, not the other way around as you are trying to do.<br /><br />You can have fuel and spark way out of wack and the car will still attempt to start.  Do you have zero combustion, or just can't get it to run?||172.151.141.32||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000011||G-GSX Turbo||12-21-2003||02:43 PM||||Cars runs PERFECTLY fine with the stock GSX ECU. Starts perfectly just runs rich. Just wont start with the other two DSM ECUs. One does the funky tach thing the other doesn't. Neither fire the Injectors.<br /><br />I have added the 450cc Injectors, resistor pack, Barometric pressure sensor wire and Knock wire to the ECU. None of which effect the GSX ECU.<br /><br />If there is a way you could maybe just make a list of the pin outs or if I could call you I am sure we could figure out if there is a difference quite quickly.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000012||LunarShadow||12-21-2003||04:53 PM||||Ok, I just stuck the VR4 Ecu in the GGSX.  It did not start, but there was combustion.  It simply could not hold idle and would die.<br /><br />You should get some sort of combustion.  You may feel the enigne rumble a bit.  If it is just dead cranking, then something must be wrong with the ECU(s). <br /><br />I compared the MFI 90 DOHC wiring diagram to the 91 DOHC turbo.  The diagrams and pin outs are identical except for the additional features of the Turbo.  Non of these features should stop the engine from runnning.<br /><br />The only differences are two additional pins for the MAS and the addition of the fuel pressure solenoid valve.<br /><br />Are you using the 90 GGSX cam sensor? What year is the engine from? Does the Cam sensor have a square 4 pin plug or an inline 4 pin plug.  The function (signal) of both is the same , but the function of each pin number is not.  If you spliced a later sensor in, you may have crossed something up.||172.148.39.116||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000013||G-GSX Turbo||12-21-2003||05:14 PM||||Thanks for doing that!!<br /><br />I believe I used the CAS from the galant. It is the harnessed plug one not the one with the connector right on the CAS like the 91+. I may have accidentaly used the Talon CAS by accident. <br /><br />Which am I supposed to use? Which ever maybe I used the wrong one.<br /><br />The engine is out of a 90 Talon. It ran perfectly before I pulled it out. The car had been rear-ended. Unfortunately from the time I heard it run to the time I pulled the engine out the ECU was sold to someone else. So all I have is a ECU I got from a guy in Canada on a trade and the other ECU my friend had.<br /><br />It does not even try to start. There is no Injector pulsing what so ever. It just cranks.<br /><br />I will be going to my shop to work on this in a little while when my wife gets home. I would like to get some more info from you if that would be possible. I will send you a PM so maybe we can talk directly if at all possible.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000014||mggsx||12-21-2003||07:57 PM||||g-gsx <br /><br />I have done the swap ...the ecu I used for the gsx wiring was from a 92. I saw that you added a knock sensor wire, you also need to add 1 extra wire for the mass airflow sensor(did you use the GSX MAF) I used a talon MAF and needed to add extra wire.<br />  Also the tranny is weaker I know but, I have been running 17-19 psi and it seems to be holding up just fine(for now)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Ryan||65.34.90.127||reg||1||mggsx||00000767||yes
Z||000015||G-GSX Turbo||12-21-2003||09:09 PM||||I did all the necessary wiing mods and am using a Turbo MAF.<br /><br />What year was your car that you used a 92 Turbo ECU in? What about the 91+ 4-pin plug Coil PackS? I know you probably used your stock harness and Coil pack but aren't the pin-outs different for the 4-pin Coil packs?<br /><br />Sent you a PM||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000016||G-GSX Turbo||12-22-2003||09:40 AM||||Or do you mean you used a 92 VR4 ECU?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000017||mggsx||12-23-2003||09:46 PM||||Glad to hear you got it going. So let me ask you is it the year ECU or were your other 2 no good?<br />sorry I couldnt have been more help.<br />Ryan||65.34.90.127||reg||1||mggsx||00000767||yes
Z||000018||G-GSX Turbo||12-23-2003||10:05 PM||||Well, I checked the ECU numbers today and found out I had one 90 and one 91 ECU. Not sure yet if they are bad or if it was something with the wiring. A friend is bringing over a 91 ECU out of his Talon that is DEFFINATELY good. So we will see what happens.<br /><br />You said your using a 92 ECU so the 91s should work also?<br /><br />Did you have to do anything with the MAF and TP wiring about switching the terminals or was it just the Knock and MAF one you mixed up?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum2/004209.cgi
A||||23||admsr||this mutherfreakin car is going to kill me!! Rear End Locked||||8||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||12-21-2003||12:13 AM||alex.morales@avon.com||please someone help. I drove about 400 miles today and on the last mile, i was doing about 30 miles an hour when i heard some clicking and the car just fuckin locked up on me. after sliding a couple of yards i ended up in the center of a major intersection. I think its the rear end cause the front wheels are still rolling. flatbed guy had to shake the car off...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />anyone got a stock rear end for sale!!!! will send paypal first thing sunday morning!!! Will pickup if i have to. I dont give a shit! i need one desperatly.<br /><br />Please help!!!!<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.177.237||reg||8||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-21-2003||12:26 AM||||transfer case locked up...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-21-2003||12:39 AM||||I have a stock rear end...and transfer cases. But PA is a little bit of a drive...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm sure the NEDSM crew can hook you up.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||12-21-2003||01:14 AM||||Ive seen transfer cases lock up,and in the process break the output shaft and/or the center diff. Could possibly be the reason (but not nessasarily) the front wheels roll,Id check the TC out before buying a rear. <br /><br />Glad to hear that you and the car otherwise came out undamaged..    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.40||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||12-21-2003||01:17 AM||||Alex...<br /><br />Make a call up to VR in East Hartford.  They might have a rear end kicking around, or know someone who does.  The number is (860) 282-7223||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||MustGoFaster||12-21-2003||03:32 AM||||If the rear turns out to be the problem I got a stock 3-bolt with only 92K on it avalible.  In MN, would have to ship.||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000006||admsr||12-21-2003||07:11 AM||||thanks guys...im going to put the car up on jack stands this morning and really check her out. I will post my findings later on this afternoon after im sure about what happened.<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.176.118||reg||9||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000007||admsr||12-21-2003||10:50 AM||||Chris - you were right "G".. The tranfer case locked up on me. had to pry that biatch off and i cant tell you how many bearings came out of it when i did!<br /><br />Mark - Please tell me that your around and that I can pick up a tranfer case from you today!!!!<br /><br />Im desperate. and i need my baby driving by tomorrow.<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.159.176.118||reg||9||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000008||ercp98||12-21-2003||12:03 PM||||this maybe a stupid  question. but why not call mitsubishi. isn't this part of their recall?||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000009||i hate fall||12-21-2003||12:44 PM||||THANK GOD i have a brand new tranfer case sitting in my car for when i do the jdm engine swap.... thank god.....||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||12-21-2003||01:57 PM||||I highly doubt I'm the closest person with a used T-case. Also, you need to know if its 22 or 23 spline. Post on the NEDSM mailing list (or have someone here do it) and I'm certain someone up there will have a spare one you can borrow or purchase. Post back here if you need any help from us.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||admsr||12-21-2003||02:17 PM||||how am i supposed to know if its a 22/23 spline t-case. Dont GVR4's come with one or the other?<br /><br />Mark - Your like 4 hours from me and I'd rather deal with someone from our board than post on another board where no one knows me from a whole in the wall. Just give me a $$$ amount and let me know if i can come pick it up? I can bring my old one and you can show me what the hell is the difference between a 22/23 spline t-case.<br /><br />If you can't spare one then cool.<br /><br />If anyone else on here has a spare t-case within 300 miles of waterbury, ct, please let me know. <br /><br />My car has already been serviced under the recall as far as mitsubishi knows. I already called when i first got the car. I think what happened was the t-case leaked out all of its oil through some funky looking plug on top.<br /><br />I hope someone can help me!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||66.159.176.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000012||number3||12-21-2003||02:26 PM||||I have a couple of 23 spline xfer cases that I have been hanging on to for future use.<br /><br /><br />PM with an offer. I live 20 mins NW of Philly, PA.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||Jose||12-21-2003||03:25 PM||||I might still have a transfer case at my job. I can only check tomorrow morning. <br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000014||crucible||12-21-2003||04:08 PM||||Apparently theres no difinitive answer to whether one has a 22 or 23 spline,correct?<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||12-21-2003||04:28 PM||||not really.... it should have a certain one by the build date but at this point in the car's life anything could have been changed. only way to really know is to count.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||Bigfoot200200||12-21-2003||04:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> how am i supposed to know if its a 22/23 spline t-case. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um, count them? Splines are the teeth on a shaft. If you have the t-case off, the shaft has either 22 or 23 splines.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000017||crucible||12-21-2003||05:55 PM||||Yeah, I just wish there was a more concrete answer to this.I sure as hell wouldnt want my xcase locking up with my kids in it let alone just me.I had a good deal going on a 23 for my 92 but backed out cuz Im not sure what the spline is.<br />Do these xcases crap out because of loss of fluid or just old age or both?<br />I would consider getting mine replaced due to the hazard just reported on this post.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000018||tplesko||12-21-2003||06:54 PM||||read teh VFAQ on the transfer cases... you can fix the problem regardless of style and mitsu should still do the recall for you if it's leaking.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000019||admsr||12-22-2003||03:21 AM||||just got home and there is no way im putting that tcase in tonight....<br /><br />much thanks to Mark for letting me be my stupid self and driving out to PA and back so I can have a tcase to install tomorrow. You get 5 stars for that one Mark!<br /><br />I hope to god that this doesnt happen to me again especially with my fam in the car.<br /><br />update everyone tomorrow after i get home from work!<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.176.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000020||tplesko||12-22-2003||08:29 AM||||You still need to fix the yolk so it doesn't happen again.  Another t-case is only part of it.<br /><br />I just bought the part from the dealer for $30 with our 25% discount. Get it quickly and install with the t-case, they should stock them if they are a good mitsu dealer.  They should even do it free for you since it locked up and it's a recall but it's easy and cheap to do yourself too.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000021||admsr||12-22-2003||12:26 PM||||Hey Chris...What do you mean that I still have to fix the yolk. <br /><br />I put the transfer case in this morning and drove 70 miles to work and it seems to be working fine. <br /><br />Should I be concerned?<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000022||tplesko||12-22-2003||12:46 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/transfer-print.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/transfer-print.html</a><br /><br />Read this. THe leak is at the yoke on the driveshaft most likely and needs to be fixed.  The VFAQ gives several ways to fix it. THe T-case will lock up again if it throws all the fluid out. That doesn't really happen quickly but it does happen if you don't fix the real problem.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000023||admsr||12-23-2003||03:00 PM||||thanks for the info chris....I'll have to monitor for leaks and call up the local dealer and see about the parts....<br /><br /><br />On another note, I'm happy to report that the gvr4 is running mint with some minor knock here and there when i get on her. Iv'e had a great deal of difficulty getting the fuel right. Im currently at +8% across the rpm band with stock fuel pump, stock FPR and stock injectors. still running the 14b @ 15psi....<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum2/004210.cgi
A||||2||4drwhore||How do I do the flange setup||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||12-21-2003||01:16 AM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||for a tial bov on stock piping? and which one should i get?>||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-21-2003||01:52 AM||||get the tial flange. Weld on stock piping with a hole in the correct spot.  block off other BOV hole.<br /><br />Why are you putting a tial on stock piping though?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-21-2003||01:57 AM||||Do you need IC piping?  If you need IC piping for your car and no one makes what you need email me.  I can maybe help you get something going.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004211.cgi
A||||2||Darkside||suspension||||1||||Darkside||00002420
Z||000000||Darkside||12-21-2003||01:22 AM||Darkside_racing@msn.com||hey guys, what suspension should I get. Tien or AGX with Gound Control Coilover.||129.8.118.217||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||12-21-2003||11:58 AM||||Tein||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||mj_rosenfeld||12-21-2003||01:22 PM||||Either choice can work OK. Depends on how much money you want to spend now and what your goals for the car are. The Tein is more money, probably better choice with much stiffer springs. The AGX and GC will cost less and be pretty good for street/performance work and occasional autocross. You can add Tein camber plates later to spread your expenses out. After the AGXs wear out you can keep the GCs and go to Konis if you need better shocks.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.32||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes



ubb/Forum2/004212.cgi
A||||3||AzA*||resistor pack removal &quot;for high impencance injectors&quot;||||1||||AzA*||00002136
Z||000000||AzA*||12-21-2003||08:46 AM||||Hi , i have high impendence injectors, what i need to know is specificaly, what is involved in removing the resistor pack , i have heard that cutting the 5 wires and soldering them all together will make the high impence injectors run fine , any ideas guyes..||211.28.52.97||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||12-21-2003||12:38 PM||||Yes, that is right. The resistors are all connected to the +12 volts at one end, and you have one output for each injector. So, to supply full +12 volts to each injector just tie them all together. But why would you do this? What size are the high-impedance injectors?||216.76.180.133||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Ash||12-21-2003||07:39 PM||||13BT ones, series 5 I believe - 550cc/min like mine.  I was told ages ago this was how to run the higher impedance injectors||203.46.117.4||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||batty200||12-22-2003||09:45 AM||||Just a piece of advice do all cutting and soldering on the harness for the resistor pack and NOT ON THE ENGINE HARNESS so you can go back by picking up a resistor pack.  <br /><br /><br />Later||68.82.223.186||reg||1||batty200||00003023||yes



ubb/Forum2/004213.cgi
A||||9||Cybernerd2||Is this hose sucking air in or blowing air out?||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||12-21-2003||09:32 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2258" alt=" - " />||219.92.155.61||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||12-21-2003||10:46 AM||||that hose goes to your intake tube somewhere ater the filter.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||12-21-2003||10:55 AM||||can also go to a catch can/filter set-up of some type. (provided you don't live where they do a visual inspection on emissions).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||12-21-2003||11:57 AM||||yah, make sure the bung for that hose on the intake is sealed, or you are getting a big air leak, and running lean.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-21-2003||02:00 PM||||Or just put a longer hose on there and let it hang behind the rear of the transmission...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Jason G.||12-21-2003||02:54 PM||||It blows air out. It's basic function is to help the engine breath. Either route it back through the intake snorkel or leave it hanging, but do not plug it.||65.35.45.164||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||12-21-2003||03:07 PM||||Put a little filter on the end of it, that is what I did, works great. It is a just a breather. Also meanwhile, plug the whole in the intake mani where the PVC vents to, and route that hose to the filter or catch can as well.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||curtis||12-21-2003||05:39 PM||||If it can be hooked to the intake between the filter and turbo, it will help on power because it helps seal the rings but it also pulls oil vapor into the turbo and on through the system.  I have a small K@N on my valve cover,  I will sacrifice a few HP to keep everything clean inside.||67.25.33.247||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||12-21-2003||11:23 PM||||Michael deserves some kind of award -- not sure what it is though.  I'm gobsmacked.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||KenGVR4||12-22-2003||06:05 PM||||I went to the ranch supply store and got an inline irrigation strainer (has a metal mesh screen inside) with 2 barbed fittings.  Works almost as good as a catch can, but only cost 8 bucks!||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes



ubb/Forum2/004214.cgi
A||||3||Cybernerd2||Weird connector||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||12-21-2003||09:38 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2259" alt=" - " />||219.92.155.61||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-21-2003||12:00 PM||||the one in the circle is the output transistor for the coils.  the smaller one also in the circle is the fuel pump test lead, with the motor shut off, you energize that lead, and the fuel pump runs.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||12-21-2003||07:42 PM||||Hi ken inn, <br />thanks. But where does that small connector connects to? Mind you, I am using BOSCH external fuel pump and I was wondering if I still need that?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||12-21-2003||11:15 PM||||If it is hooked up "right" you <i>should</i> still need that. The connector doesn't connect to anything per-se, it's a test connector.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004215.cgi
A||||8||Ryan Carey||No heater after getting car back with rebuilt engine.  HELP!!||||1||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||12-21-2003||11:01 AM||||Ok, so about three months ago I destroyed my engine with 220K due to a massive coolant leak on the way to work one morning.  Everything got burned up to the point where it cracked both intake and exhaust mannifolds, destroyed the turbo and charred the bottom end beyond repair.<br /><br />I got the car back a few days ago on a fresh rebuild when it was nice out, so I didn't bother to check defrost/HVAC.  On my way to work this morning it was quite chilly, so when the car warmed up I threw on the heater.  It only gives out slightly warmer than outside air, and it worked fine before the big meltdown.<br /><br />Could I have killed the heater core during the meltdown?? and if so, is it a PITA to replace.  I need heat for the winter, especially in CO.<br /><br />I'd appreciate any help.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-21-2003||11:55 AM||||CHECK YOUR FLOORBOARDS, especially the passenger side.  if that sucker is leaking, you will have coolant all over the front.  also, you will get a strong mist coming out of the defrost vents.  i dont think there is an easy way to get at that, i had to take the dash out.  it's not really hard, just takes a long time.  someone on this board said they could do it in 2 hours.  i took like 2 days, and i had just done one for practice.  there is a LOT of stuff to remove to get at it, and then it kinda sits inside the heater box, so the heater box has to come out.  if it isnt leaking, then it is probably clogged.  if it is leaking, you could lose all the coolant, and another motor.  to be able to drive it if you have to, loosen your radiator cap, so the system dont pressurize, otherwise, the pressure will keep forcing coolant out the leak.  if you loosen the cap, the system wont pressurize, you will lose a bit of coolant after the first heat cycle, but no problem, with winter temps, the system will be plenty cool.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Ryan Carey||12-21-2003||12:45 PM||||Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm...<br />No leaking coolant.  If it is clogged, will it directly interfear with cooling??  Temps aren't running high at all.  I'm confused.  When the first engine went, it cooked remaining coolant down to a sludge, so it could be partially clogged and still letting coolant through.  Would that explain the moderate change in temp from outside air for the defrost???<br /><br />Thanks for the pointers Ken.<br />Any other ideas would really help so I can solve this problem.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||12-21-2003||01:26 PM||||first off, DO NOT use one of those prestone backflush kits.  THAT is why i had to change out mine.  check your upper radiator hose after the motor has been running for a while, if you squeeze it, it should be firm.  also, is your engine temp in the middle?  if not, check the thermostat.  if this all checks out, disconnect the hoses to the core, and get a long hose to test, and try to blow thru it.  then you will know if it is clogged.  prestone has a flush that you put in and leave for several days, that MIGHT clear it, if not, you gotta replace it.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Ryan Carey||12-21-2003||01:38 PM||||The temp gauge  hasn't gone past middle at all, it's been running just below dead center.  What I NEED to know is weather I can drive her home from work or not.  I'll check hose when I cruise to the gas station to fill my tires.<br /><br />I dropped 5k and change on this engine, new clutch and tranny reseal, so I want to make sure I'm not going to kill it.  I haven't run it past 4k yet, and there is 229mi on it so far.  I'm keeping a close eye on her until she is well broken in and the piston rings have sealed well.<br /><br />LMK if you have any more ideas.<br /><br />Thanks||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||12-21-2003||06:21 PM||||if the temp gauge stays in the middle, the thermostat is probably ok.  it is possible the blende doors are whacked, that is what controls heat/cool air.  after the motor has just warmed up, try touching the inlet/outlet hoses at the firewall, one should be warmer than the other.  mark which is which, the check it again later.  if the cool one is still cool, another sign it is plugged.  if you are not losing coolant, i would try one of those long term flushes.  another possibility is automatic dishwasher soap, that is almost the same stuff.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||12-21-2003||07:14 PM||||Here is one solution from a long time ago...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001300#000000" target="_blank">Cleaning heater core</a>||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||12-21-2003||07:16 PM||||I tried this on mine... hoses were stuck in place, so I didn't do it. Need to order a set of new hoses, then I will try it. <br />Not having heat sucks ass...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||Ryan Carey||12-21-2003||09:50 PM||||Yeah, especially right now.  Thanks for all the pointers guys, should get this crap figured out soon.  The vin-trick seems simple.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes



ubb/Forum2/004216.cgi
A||||19||LunarShadow||Cyclone intake and wastegate actuator||||1||||LunarShadow||00000031
Z||000000||LunarShadow||12-21-2003||01:17 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||How about it?  After reading yet another post about the cyclone intake I started to think about alternatives.  If most of us simply set the butterflys with boost, why can't we just use a wastegate actuator?  The throw seems to be nearly the same.  No need for Hobbs or the white canister that many seem to be missing.  I may try it.<br /><br />I didn't think much about it until today.  I am currently putting 1563 back together after over a year of down time.  I have a Big 16g and my intercooler route ruequires that I reclock the housing.  This will not allow the waste gate actuator to be mounted.  I plan to use my old O2 mounted external dump.<br /><br />Does anybody feel this will work?||172.151.141.32||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-21-2003||01:20 PM||||one person already has it with the wastegate.  personally, i think 10 lbs boost is too high.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||LunarShadow||12-21-2003||01:46 PM||||Why do you think 10lbs is too much.  Have you been able to do testing at different boost levels?||172.151.141.32||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000003||curtis||12-21-2003||05:48 PM||||I agree with ken at 10 Lbs you will be staving your engine for air.  I have mine at 2 to 3 lbs when it opens.  The most I have ever heard of is 6 lbs when it opens.  Its there to help spool up and bottom end torque not as a power restrictor.  Also if you run just a vacuum hose to it it will soon rip the diapharam inside, thats why the white canister is a one way check valve.  The little accuator Ken and myself run were designed exactly the same but at different times.  Just coinsidence I guess but it works and works well with no problems.  This is probably the cheapest thing I have ever built.||67.25.33.247||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||16GVR4||12-21-2003||07:08 PM||||Is there a writeup on how you and ken setup your cyclone manifold ?||64.169.94.243||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000005||curtis||12-21-2003||08:00 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004141#000008" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004141#000008</a>||67.25.33.115||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||batty200||12-22-2003||09:43 AM||||I also used a stock WG actuator.  I disagree that at 10PSI you are straving it for air.  If you run the car at 10psi all the time it doesnt make much power and it will switch rather fast as boost increases.  I had no problems with lack of power on my car.<br /><br /><br />Later||68.82.223.186||reg||1||batty200||00003023||yes
Z||000007||jayru||12-22-2003||12:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by batty200:<br /><strong> I also used a stock WG actuator.  I disagree that at 10PSI you are straving it for air.  If you run the car at 10psi all the time it doesnt make much power and it will switch rather fast as boost increases.  I had no problems with lack of power on my car.<br /><br /><br />Later </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">May even be a benifit to thoes with larger turbo's? Since they spool so slow it might be good to have the short runners for a while down low. <br /><br />Also you could always use a diffrent wastegate, stock Z turbo's open at 6psi.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||12-22-2003||07:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong>   <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004141#000008" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004141#000008</a>   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In that topic you said the picture is in AutoCad2000 format. Would you mind e-mailing me a copy of the file (it's really hard for me to read in the pic) ?<br /><br />If you can, please send it to: 91gvr4@comcast.net||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||marvinmadman123||12-22-2003||08:16 PM||||If possible send me an e-mail too.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000010||curtis||12-22-2003||11:34 PM||||Ok guys just email in Autocad 2000 format if anyone else has autocad and would like a copy of the picture just yell.||67.25.38.17||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||marvinmadman123||12-23-2003||12:48 AM||||Thanks, e-mail in cad format much clearer now. But just wondering about something, I just recently ordered a cyclone manifold but and it is coming with the white canister, coil, plug wires, all vaccuum lines, tb, tb elbow, and a couple of solenoids attached to the vaccuum lines and anything else attached to the manifold that i missed. Would I still need to "rig" it up to work as everybody says with the hobbs switch and such? Thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||12-23-2003||10:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Would I still need to "rig" it up to work as everybody says with the hobbs switch and such? Thanks   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">welll..the solenoids are electronically activated.  so, if you can figger out how/when to activate them, no hobbs switch is required.  oh, and if you plan on using a hobbs switch, and ever plan on water injection, you might want to tap the intake and plug it before you install it.  i had to rig up a hose and a vacuum cleaner to catch all the chips when i did it on the car.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||12-23-2003||10:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by marvinmadman:<br /><strong> it is coming with the white canister, coil, plug wires, all vaccuum lines, tb, tb elbow, and a couple of solenoids attached to the vaccuum lines and anything else attached to the manifold that i missed. Would I still need to "rig" it up to work as everybody says with the hobbs switch and such? Thanks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The original Cyclones were controlled by the ECU, so, unless you have a JDM ECU, you will still have to "rig it".<br />Also, if all the stuff is interconnected when you get it, can you make a diagram. I've been fooling with the JDM chip lately, and may someday try to use it to activate the Cyclone, but no one's ever been able to say how everything is supposed to be hooked up in an original Cyclone system. Also, if I can locate the code that controls the Cyclone in the JDM chip, I may add that code to our US chips, as an option for us Cyclone guys.||67.34.24.222||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||marvinmadman123||12-23-2003||04:55 PM||||Just arrived via fedex. it has all vaccuum lines and two solenoids in line with the accuator. let me know anybody wants a diagram or pics of it.||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||12-23-2003||05:02 PM||||PLEASE document it as well as you can. I've always wanted to know the right way to connect everything. If it actually has 2 solenoids, both connected between the canister and the actuator, it might be exactly what Ken has fabbed up. Is there a relay involved too? Are the electrical harnesses connected to the solenoids? Are the electrical connections to the two solenoids paralleled with each other, + to +, and - to -?||68.218.18.22||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||marvinmadman123||12-23-2003||05:58 PM||||S-H-I-T!!! I wanted to bring it to work with me for this reason, I am at work right now(hehehehe). I forgot to bring it with me but when I get home (1:30 A.M.) I can take pics of it. I wont be back at work until monday to use Autocad for a good outline but maybe I can draw and label, scan & e-mail it for you if you would like it before then. Thanks<br />Maybe if you can figure out that jdm ecu you could try it in my car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000017||Duc Hunter||12-24-2003||02:46 PM||||based on the flow of the manifold and the size of the runners I would say start openning it at 0 PSI and be fully open by 3-5 psi.||24.129.100.225||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000018||jayru||12-24-2003||11:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> based on the flow of the manifold and the size of the runners I would say start openning it at 0 PSI and be fully open by 3-5 psi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Then why not just hook ot up to the TB, then it would open at 0psi and without any switches canisters ect.?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000019||ken inn||12-25-2003||11:43 AM||||this is kinda hard to explain, you really have to get the system working.  the actuator doesnt START to open at 0 psi.  it actually starts to open somewhere around 4-6 inches of vacuum.  and it dont just snap open, it takes about a second or so, if you are using the stock actuator.  with an adjustable hobbs switch, you can change when it opens, to suit your style of driving.  i had it opening at a lot higher boost, but the setting i have it on now seems to work the best.  if you install a vacuum gauge inline with the actuator, you can tell when it opens.  i have my water injection set at about 6 lbs boost, and a little green lite comes on when it is spraying.  the vacuum goes to 0 right before the lite comes on.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004217.cgi
A||||5||DsmSeifer||Broke my steering rack. Help me||||1||||DsmSeifer||00002241
Z||000000||DsmSeifer||12-21-2003||02:46 PM||dsmseifer@hotmail.com||Alright finaly had a day off to fix my galant I was playing in the snow a few days ago and hit a curb hard with my front drivers side wheel. I broke my spindle, axel and my lower arm and ball joint were fubar. The inner tie rod was a little bent so I decided it was alright. WRONG I pulled the car out of the drive way and tried to turn. I was greated to a cruch and my steering wheel no longer made any differance where the car was going. I jumped out to see the divers tire turned all the way the passenger tire was still straight.  <br /><br />So I back into the yard and pull the wheel off to take a look. I pulled half of the (I don't know the right name for it) Steering rod (the part with the teeth in it. out<br /><br />My major question is this will the steering rack out of a 90 AWD eclipse work I have a eclipse in the back yard but I don't know if there is a differance in the parts. I don't want to go pull it and then have it not work.<br /><br />Any help would be greatly appreciated.<br /><br />Brian||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-21-2003||03:40 PM||||i think steering racks will work out of the other power steering DSMs but you won't have any 4ws.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||DsmSeifer||12-21-2003||03:47 PM||||So because I broke the front rack I'll loose the rear steering? <br /><br />Could you explain that to me please?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-21-2003||03:50 PM||||well the power steering lines that go to the rear rack come off the middle of the front rack. At least 2 of them do.  So you need another GVR4 rack or loss the rear steer.  DSM racks don't have a place to connect the 2 lines that go to the rear.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||crucible||12-21-2003||04:12 PM||||Where can we get these racks from other than used ones? Or are we SOOL?<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||DsmSeifer||12-21-2003||04:19 PM||||Alright thanks. <br /><br />I really don't want to loose my power steering either. <br /><br />So I guess I get to try to find one at a salvage or something.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum2/004218.cgi
A||XM||1||jpgvr4||Dave Wolin IMSA IS AWD Eclipse's #90-92 (Where are they now?)||||5||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004023">This topic has been moved to General Discussions.</a>||jpgvr4||00000179
Z||000000||jpgvr4||12-21-2003||04:15 PM||adam@technoracer.com||What I know about IMSA International Sedan is that money and time was typically invested in the drivelines, suspension, and tuning. The cars were typically run with fully rebuildable penske/koni or bilstein shocks. Fully rod-ended control arms and suspension components. Tilton or AP racing brake master cylinders. Upgraded fuel pumps, reprogrammed ecu's, cheater mods etc etc.<br /><br />I have searched google and usenet for any discussions about these cars and turned up very little; A couple of Team Photo's, a magazine AD, and one mention on usenet about building pro-rally eclipse in 95/96.<br /><br />I'm really curious as to the makeup of the suspension and drivelines of these racecars. Are there pictures of the wheel wells or drivelines. What shocks were used. What spring weights etc. How much did the cars weigh race ready. If we pool our knowledge of the cars, what can be applied to the handling of the galant, at least on tarmac. I'm sure its been discussed before, but it must be in a forum I cannot find or a smokey bar.<br /><img src="http://www.technoracer.com/wolin_eclipse_90_John_Norris_Heartland.jpeg" width="471" height="581"> <br /><img src="http://www.technoracer.com/90-92_gsx_IMSA_International_Sedan.jpeg" width="514" height="414">||65.70.151.123||reg||5||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-21-2003||04:19 PM||||moving to general discussion!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/004219.cgi
A||||2||mixx2001||Strange turbo faliure.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||12-21-2003||04:21 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||Well the Galant has been out of commission since Sept, and I finally got around to pulling the turbo off Saturday.  When it went, it was like someone letting the air out of a balloon.  I was at full throttle in second gear and all of a sudden, the boost was gone and there was this loud whine from the turbo when I attemped to build any  boost pressure.  It sounded alot like a air powered cutting tool or "wiz-wheel".  When I pulled the turbo out, I expected to find a broken impeller shaft and a narled up comp wheel.  Instead there was little play in the shaft, and only about half of the blades were touched.  Stranger still was the fact that the blades appeared to be broken off, like when you bend a paper clip back and forth too many times and it simply breaks. The compressor housing around the blade had some very small nicks but nothing serious.  Only the "front" blade of each pair seemed to be effected (this is a 16G BTW).  At first I thought some debris had fallen into the turbo, but there is not enough clearence for anything to pass through.  In fact it looks as if the turbo would probably work, poorly but funtion none the less.  It's more like something hit the front of the compressor blade and was knocked back out.  But I didn't find anything when I took everything apart.  It looks alot like someone was running WI pre-turbo for an extened time period, with very poor atomization.  I'll post some pictures on Monday.  What to you guys think?||66.56.186.137||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-21-2003||08:07 PM||||Check the pipe on the inlet of the IC. If nothing is there it could have been ice.  A friend of mine went through a puddle in his drive way then cut the car off.  The next morning he started it up a made it a few hundred yards and boom the compressor sucked up a piece of ice and destroyed the turbo.  It was on a Merkur with a big nasty Garrett that one cost him about a grand.||67.25.33.115||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||12-22-2003||10:07 AM||||That's very possible.  But unfortunately this happened in September.  My guess is that since there is a small amount of play in the shaft, the compressor blade was simply knicking the housing.  Immediately after it happened I stopped driving the car so, it kept the damage to a minimum.  Good for me since the guy rebuilding it is only going to charge me for parts and no labor.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/004220.cgi
A||||0||Eclipse182||Tire rubbing after accident.||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||12-21-2003||04:41 PM||||Sorry, but this has nothing to do with VR-4's but you guys know what your talking about when it comes to cars. Ok, last Tuesday we got a freezing rain up here in NY. Anyway my friend was driving home in his 1995 Toyota Previa(AWD), hit a patch of ice, and ran into a tree at like 25mph, hitting the front right. Luckily he missed almost everything and only messed up his headlight, fender, bumper and windshield washer fluid reservoir. Or so we thought. We tried fixing it last Friday, and as he was backing out of his garage, the car made a horrible sound. We looked and the tire was rubbing against the edge of the bumper and wheel well plastic. We didnt really have any tools except for a hammer, hedge clippers and duct tape so we did our best to cut away some of the wheel well and bang the bumper back about an inch. we figured it was fixed and ran it up and down his driveway a few times, and the tire started rubbing again. I saw talking to his girlfriend today and she said it makes the same noise whenever he turns left. My theory is that when he hit, he broke something that holds the axel in place, and whenever he goes in reverse, he pulls the axel forward. Same with turning left, the force is being put on the right side. Is this right? It'd be like having really bad caster I guess. Thanks.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.195.184.41||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes



ubb/Forum2/004221.cgi
A||||8||MidEngine210||How to remove corner lights||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||12-21-2003||06:43 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I just picked up a pair of clear corners, but I haven't removed the stock ones before. What do I have to do to replace them. TIA||69.104.2.214||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||12-21-2003||06:53 PM||||They are only held in by a spring with a kind of hook on it (the hook attaches to the opening in the metal of the car). Once this hook/spring is removed, the lights slide front--to come off the plastic horizontal pins (there are two) that are on the front side of the lights. Sometimes (once the spring is removed) you can use a screwdriver between (GENTLY) the headlight and the corner light to separate them. GENTLY or you can break the headlight lens and/or the corner light.<br />Did I mention GENTLY with the screwdriver?<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||12-21-2003||06:55 PM||||actually, the pins are on the back side of the lights, I said that wrong, but you get the idea I think. The lights hook onto the front and screwdriver (GENTLY) goes between the corner light and paint. Use something plastic if you have it, but a screwdriver works fine. The paint is easy to mess up. Someone else might have another idea which might be better though.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||12-21-2003||07:09 PM||||Take it super slow the first time you do it. Unhook the spring. Then, what I do is, press the lamp towards the car(slight pressure) and pull it towards me(forward). Done!<br />Did you get the two bulb corners or the one bulb corners? If you have the one bulb corners and they have the amber inserts in them, don't run them all the time... the bulbs will melt the amber and then they will explode. Mine did this, so I simply knocked the amber insert loose with a screw driver, then used cutters to cut up the amber piece. Works great now... and looks better than the US corners too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||12-21-2003||11:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> If you have the one bulb corners and they have the amber inserts in them, don't run them all the time... the bulbs will melt the amber and then they will explode.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No shit?  Why would that happen?  Do the corners have a different function in Japan that would not be used all the time?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||12-21-2003||11:23 PM||||I believe they are turn signals in Japan. Removing the amber insert is super easy though... but I don't believe they make an amber 1156 bulb.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||MidEngine210||12-21-2003||11:36 PM||||Yeah, I got the single bulb ones. I was thinking about just removing the amber part also. We'll see how it goes. Thanks for the advice guys.||68.122.13.135||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||12-22-2003||12:10 AM||||Ah, well that solves it then, I'll turn my corners into turn signals. I was wanting to do that. I think our US setup is dangerous -- vehicles on our sides can't see us signaling.  Heh, was wondering why those things were so bright.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />BTW, the "JDM" corners without the amber sleeve are "Euro" corners.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||12-22-2003||12:35 AM||||My orange corner lights don't last long at all. They're the only bulbs on the car that blow out. Next time I find a set at the junkyard, I think I'm going to convert them to luxeon stars.<br /><br />As for the white section of the corner light, I special ordered some brighter (10 watts I think) bulbs. They worked out nicely and are actually bright enough that I once drove 30 miles down the highway at night before realizing I didn't have my headlights on. If anyone wants the part number, ask and I'll dig em up.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/004222.cgi
A||||5||4G63_GSR||slow/nonresponsive vr4||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||12-21-2003||08:48 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||Hi guys.  Here's my scenerio.  My galant is running too funny.  When I drive my car (3-4.5K rpm) I do not feel any response from my turbo. There's no turbo spooling, no pick up in power.  Kinda feels like a N/A. Do I conclude that my turbo is on it's way out?  I know 99% that my car is not running right.  I hate it to be this way considering that it's my first turbo car.  Any suggestions?||69.11.254.214||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||12-21-2003||09:47 PM||||is there a lot of smoke involved when trying to boost? are you using a lot of oil? if not its prolly not ur turbo. <br /><br />your wastegate might be stuck open so all the boost is being lost. or you might have a boostleak. but if you had a boostleak bad enough to not show any boost at 4000 then you would prolly be jolting all over as the A/F ratio went to shit (happened to me last week). <br /><br />can you hear the turbo spool at all?||68.69.141.192||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-21-2003||11:40 PM||||Check your wastegate rod.||166.90.116.210||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||batty200||12-22-2003||09:34 AM||||Also I have noticed a LOT of these cars have BAD TURBINE HOUSINGS!!!!   They crack and the WG flapper cannot seal the hole so exhaust is bypassing the turbo all the time.  Then at about 4500 enough is spinning it that it spools.  If you buy a 7cm housing it will give you better power and still way better spool than what you have now even though it is larger.<br /><br /><br />Later||68.82.223.186||reg||1||batty200||00003023||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-22-2003||09:37 AM||||if you have no turbo sound at all i'd also bet on wastegate rod. Even my really really really blown up 14b would still spin (and make a horrible noise).  Of course teh wheels could be stuck or gone but a rod that's fallen off the actuator is an easy check and good possibility.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||GVR4||12-22-2003||02:44 PM||||Well I can say this....when the wastegate rod sticks the car builds no boost at all and is MUCH slower than an NA car....Slow as in OMG I'm going to DIE! (out on the freeway)... Mines done this a couple of times....boost gauge goes from vacuum right to "0" and stays there... scary... <br /><br /><br />There are so many things that can go wrong with these cars you really need at least a boost gauge to even start to get an idea of what's going on. Hell...I've got the gauge and a datalogger and I still don't know what's going on!<br /><br />Peace!<br /><br />Tim Jones||137.144.98.233||reg||1||GVR4||00000358||yes



ubb/Forum2/004223.cgi
A||||10||91vroom||oil light-pressure?||||1||||91vroom||00003102
Z||000000||91vroom||12-21-2003||10:39 PM||jmoe5@aol.com||I just bought a 91 gvr4 from a local auction for 600 bucks.  while driving it the oil light came on and my brother was telling me it might be oil pressure. Im a newbie in the dsm world and need some input.  Do these cars have oil pressure problems alot?  What could be the problem?<br /><br />Thanx, Josh||205.188.208.172||reg||1||91vroom||00003102||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-21-2003||11:02 PM||||Yes, the oil light indicates low pressure.  Check the oil.<br /><br />Nice score for $900.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-22-2003||12:40 AM||||That sounds like a bad deal. Could require lots of money to fix. Bring it over here and I'll give you your $600 plus $200 for your time and effort...because I'm a nice guy.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||12-22-2003||12:45 AM||||Damn!  $600 bucks & only oil light comes on?  WOW!!  U can't beat that with a friggin' 10' stick.  Just check the oil.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-22-2003||12:45 AM||||Man i'd pick up another one for $600 any day||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||12-22-2003||03:09 AM||||Does the light go on and off, or just stay on? If it stays on, I'd first check the sending unit. It's on the front of the oil filter housing, to the right of the filter looking from the front of the car. It should have a single wire to it. It could be disconnected.||67.24.198.117||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000006||91vroom||12-22-2003||03:14 PM||||Thanx for the help. I'm gonna pick the car up today from the auction. I had to wait to pick it up cause i have too many cars. The actual winning bid price was 450 but i had to pay title transfer and all those goodies. Oil pressure isnt the only problem, so dont think i bought a perfect car. It nedds brakes and misc. electrical as we as some body work. Thanx again.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||91vroom||00003102||yes
Z||000007||TheJackalGT||12-22-2003||03:28 PM||||600 bucks and it drives?? oh shiza!!||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||12-22-2003||04:27 PM||||The oil pressure senders are also known to go bad. Try replacing it first, before you assume its something major.||68.209.17.79||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||Duc Hunter||12-24-2003||03:15 PM||||Mine will come on when the car is 2 quarts low or so. I know, "2 QUARTS?!". I see it when I step on the brakes, and when I come to a stop or start to go it goes out. <br /><br />If it is on constant then it is probably the sender.||24.129.100.225||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||12-24-2003||03:54 PM||||when i corner hard or brake hard and the light flashes on i know i'm really low on oil.  Doesn't do it anymore now that i replaced my oil eating 14b with a fresh 20g||63.224.82.49||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004224.cgi
A||||2||Kikwear||GVR4 weight vs. T/E/L weight?||||1||||Kikwear||00003109
Z||000000||Kikwear||12-22-2003||12:27 AM||kikwear@juno.com||Does the four door weigh more than it's hatchback step-brothers?  I'm a domestic guy, new to this game and hoping to purchase a GVR4 in the spring.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Kikwear||00003109||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-22-2003||12:30 AM||||you should do a nice little search since this has been discussed before but since your new I'll let you know that the GVR4 is definitely heavier and less aerodynamic.<br /><br />Welcome to the board!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||12-22-2003||08:53 AM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/cornerweights.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclipsetech/cornerweights.htm</a><br />GVR-4   Stock   Total Weight  3170<br />90 gsx Scot greys car  Total Weight 3090||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/004225.cgi
A||||10||slvrblt||1993 TEL tranny||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||12-22-2003||02:51 AM||||What years did the TEL AWD trannies come with double synchro 2nd gear ? Will it fit in our car w/o modification ? <br /><br />I recall reading it was 93 and later, but Im not sure.<br /><br />Thanks.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||12-22-2003||07:36 PM||||Anyone know ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||12-22-2003||11:29 PM||||93- but they have a weaker 3rd. Heavier too. The 2nd gear will fit, but according to TRE some 91's have different shafts. And some gears wont fit untill those shafts are replaced, and you don't know what shafts you have untill the case is split .||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||12-23-2003||02:32 AM||||Can I take a tranny from a 93-94 AWD car and put it in my GVR4 without modification ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||12-23-2003||06:07 AM||||They came out of 1G's so why not. Check the splines or just get the 93 T-case too.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||12-26-2003||01:44 AM||||I assumed as much and Im sure the numbers will match up with the acceptable trannies I have listed. How about a 1995 tranny ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||12-26-2003||03:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> They came out of 1G's so why not. Check the splines or just get the 93 T-case too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Because the 93's are 7 bolt motors. But anyway they are the same vfaq.com has a 2g trans swap into a 1g t/e/l.||65.177.240.189||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||drew||12-26-2003||03:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> They came out of 1G's so why not. Check the splines or just get the 93 T-case too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Because the 93's are 7 bolt motors. But anyway they are the same vfaq.com has a 2g trans swap into a 1g t/e/l. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Irrelevant about the 7 bolt motors. They are NOT the same swap of 2G trans into a 1G TEL. The 1G TEL transmission are all externally the same 7 bolt or 6 bolt.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||12-28-2003||12:41 AM||||haha.. I should have read through the VFAQ again first. So does anyone know what exact modifications need to be made to install a 2g AWD tranny in a GVR4 ? Any ideas about it ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||Minjin||12-28-2003||01:24 AM||||Its been awhile, but I remember that it requires some creativity with the shifter cable brackets...<br /><br /><br />Found it. Here you go, straight out of my personal email archives from about three years ago. I don't think Brad would mind:<br /><br />"Mark, definitely do it over another 1G.  The 2G throw is shorter and I swear it seems like those 2G trannies are built better -- they all love GM Synchromesh which is a bonus, whereas 1G's are more unpredictable.<br /><br />I can help you with the details of the swap if you like.  It is a no-brainer if you have a 1G tranny to steal parts from.  The hardest part is building<br />the shift cable bracket.  You will have to cut up the 1G and 2G brakets to make a hybrid, but I have pictures showing how it's done.<br /><br />Also, if you search the main TD archives, you will find a post by me a long time ago about the conversion.  Man it has been a long time since I've posted much of anything to the TD list.  I bet a lot of my posts sound stupid if you were to go back and read them -- all part of the learning<br />process though.<br /><br />-Brad"<br /><br />There you go. Search the TD for Brad DeGrazia and you should find what you need.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||12-29-2003||12:48 AM||||Talon Digest I take it ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004226.cgi
A||||8||RTS182G-VR4||bolts to mount engine to engine stand.||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||12-22-2003||01:29 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||what kind of threads are the tranny-to-engine bolts?.  i need to mount the engine to the stand so i can start working on the 4G, but i dont know what threads the bolt should be.  sorry of this is a dumb question.  thanks for any help<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||PhilthMonger||12-22-2003||03:08 PM||||i forget the thread pitch and #, however it is the same as your manifold to turbo bolts, and they're usually long enough for any engine stand you might be using.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000002||RTS182G-VR4||12-22-2003||03:24 PM||||does anyone know the tread pitch and #s then?  i wonder if a dealer would know?  thanks||152.163.252.136||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||12-22-2003||03:57 PM||||Just use some extra transmission to engine bolts.  They are long enough for the job!!||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-22-2003||05:00 PM||||Don't use cheap bolts make sure there grade 8 or better.||67.25.39.174||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||Invader||12-23-2003||02:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PhilthMonger:<br /><strong> i forget the thread pitch and #, however it is the same as your manifold to turbo bolts, and they're usually long enough for any engine stand you might be using. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree...I keep used turbo bolts around just for this...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000006||gixxer||12-23-2003||02:57 AM||||i had to go to like 5 different places to get the correct bolts that were long enough, and for like 3 bucks a pop!||66.41.138.68||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||12-23-2003||10:38 AM||||3 bucks is cheap compared to a hernia(dont ask), or a crushed foot(again, dont ask).  oh, and a fubar back(yup, dont ask).  trust me, if you get one of those, you will be glad to pay 1000/bolt.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||RTS182G-VR4||12-23-2003||04:39 PM||||i just used some turbo bolts.  i got the block stripped down, and the enging is surprisingly in good condition.  the crosshatch from honing is still very visable and everything looks rebuilt.  my friend who helped me said it probly had no more than 40k on it.  <br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/004227.cgi
A||||3||coop||tech q.||||8||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||12-22-2003||03:05 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||this is for the savvy. Ok so the car is in cruise mode and I am going up a slight incline. You get to the top and the cruise lets out the throttle a little and I get a hesitation. My datalogger is showing a drastic drop in timming and a spike in the injector cycle. any ideas on why this might be happening. I am not getting any knock with this problem.||205.188.208.172||reg||8||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-23-2003||02:08 PM||||Were you in closed-loop or open-loop?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||coop||12-23-2003||03:12 PM||||I am not sure. the next questons is would vapor lock have anything to do with it. the car is ok for about 20 minutes of driving then it goes away and the motor gets a little bit noisier?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||12-24-2003||02:59 PM||||Many of us have complained about this, typically calling it a "light lift stumble". I ahve tried to hunt it down through the BOV, intake tract, timing, fuel tuning.......not sure what is the problem. When I switched to my AEM EMS it got allot better. I am not sure why though. Usually people getting it with bigger turbo's or an aftermarket FMIC and pipes, or an after market BOV.....or some combination there of.||24.129.100.225||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/004228.cgi
A||||7||devtsikev||my boost guage reads....||||1||||devtsikev||00000249
Z||000000||devtsikev||12-22-2003||05:14 PM||luckee14@hotmail.com||Hello guys.  This is how my car is acting like.  In all gears if i'm driving normal (3-3.5 rpm) i'm only hitting about 5 pounds of boost.  When I gun the car I can usually hit about 12-14 psi, and that's usually  5k+ rpm.  I have no mods accept my mbc.  i also have a huge exhaust leak by my flex pipe. (so huge the heat shield rattles).  any suggestions?||12.30.156.36||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000001||coop||12-22-2003||05:40 PM||||so what is the queston?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||supervr4||12-22-2003||05:40 PM||||Yeah that sounds right <br />Think of it like this if you have the same catalitic converter on the car that came from the factory it will be acting like a rescritor,   Holding back exshaust gases which in turn limits the boost you can make (this is why when you remove a catalic converter you get boost creep).<br />With the hole being before the cat it is venting the gases that normal resrict the gas flow resulting in more boost<br /><br />I think could be wrong||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000003||devtsikev||12-22-2003||05:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by coop:<br /><strong> so what is the queston? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">why do i boost like that?||12.30.156.36||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||12-22-2003||06:16 PM||||You might want to re-think what you're trying to ASK. Are you asking us WHY you're hitting 5psi @ 3500 rpm ?<br /><br />How fast are you going, what gear are you in.||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000005||TheJackalGT||12-22-2003||06:28 PM||||if im below 4 grand, its impossible for me to make any more then 5 pounds, in any gear, if i floor it from 2 grand, i get 11 pounds (with mbc) at aroung 5k rpm, i have been told/think its just from my cracked manifold and exhaust leaks.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000006||coop||12-22-2003||06:30 PM||||ok so what I think you want to know is, is it normal. I am sorry I am just clear on this. my car does the same thing at low rpm. the reason is becuase the turbo does not have the air speed to get the boost up. the more air flow through the motor the faster your turbo will spool. hense moore air is more power. and you need fuel to burn the air.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000007||LunarShadow||12-22-2003||06:56 PM||||You didn't mention what turbo you have.  Anyway, if your manifold is cracked, there is a good chance the turbine housing is cracked around the flapper.  Also a good chance you are missing two manifold studs and your exhaust gaskets are not sealing.  All are heat and age related, all seem to occur in about the same age, and all will slow spool. <br /><br />Other than that, check the the compressor and turbine blades for damage.  <br /><br />If non of those solve the problem, your compression may be down.||172.167.140.143||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes



ubb/Forum2/004229.cgi
A||||2||marvinmadman123||transmission problem||||1||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||12-22-2003||06:07 PM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||Okay heres the deal:<br />My second gear synchro is gone but, when I am driving and come to a stop, push the clutch in and try to go to second gear it still grinds, wait...... and pump the clutch it still grinds like the transmission is still spining, but I am stopped with the clutch still pushed in. I checked to see if the slave cylinder was pushing the clutch fork all the way and it hits the transmission (maxed out in my opinion). I have no performance clutch but could the fork be bent inside the housing?  Any info will be much appreciated with this as I dont want to pull the transmission down for nothing.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||12-22-2003||06:12 PM||||Yup...<br />The fork might be bent, and the ball that the fork rides on might be worn as well...  <br /><br />Do a search on tranny problems, it will take you to a link for team rip.  They  have a good write up on that problem....||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||marvinmadman123||12-22-2003||06:36 PM||||I've seen all that but didnt know if the fork would bend under "normal" circumstances. i.e. stock clutch and pressure plate. Just looking for feedback from some who have already experienced this first hand.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum2/004230.cgi
A||||11||TRA_GreenDragon||engine keep on dieing||||9||||Mohne||00003115
Z||000000||TRA_GreenDragon||12-22-2003||09:01 PM||TRA_GreenDragon1@hotmail.com||Its all find when the check engine light isnt on but when that damn thing comes on the engine rpms drop like a champion. And the car dies. But if I keep the rpms around 700 or higher im all good when the check engine light on. I change all fliuds, spark puge, spark page wires, i check all the fuses. Does anyone have a idea how i can fix this?||12.216.58.21||reg||9||Mohne||00003115||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||12-22-2003||09:06 PM||||rofl!!||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-22-2003||10:35 PM||||You will need to check the car carefully for vacuum leaks. <br /><br />Check the MAS (the connector by the air filter) to make sure it's hooked up, check for cracked wires on the thermostat housing, check the Crank angle sensor (on the side of the valve cover) for broken wires.<br /><br />Try those and write back. <br /><br />You should also get an analog volt meter and read the check engine light, or find a dealer or get a "pocket logger" to find what code the car's computer is throwing to light the check engine light. <br /><br />The instructions for reading the check engine light codes are on <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> under the "electrical" section. <br /><br />If all that fails, remove the ECU from the passenger side kick panel and check/replace the capacitors that leak over time causing electrical gremlins. <br /><br />If that doesn't work, post some super-clear pics with circled parts asking what they do, if that doesn't work post performance questions like "can I weld 4 Ford radiators together to make a giant intercooler" and someone will get back to you. <br /><br />Merry Christmas.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||12-23-2003||01:07 AM||||good call bimmu||64.166.157.72||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-23-2003||01:15 AM||||particularly do the last paragraph. it's the only way to The Enlightenment||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-23-2003||01:19 AM||||damn i shouldn't drink on monday nights  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Only 5.5 hours until work||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||drew||12-23-2003||11:19 AM||||can I use a gvr4 intercooler as an oil cooler?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||bob in chicago||12-23-2003||11:32 AM||||It wasn't designed to hold the pressure.||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||12-23-2003||12:09 PM||||Drew, you'll need AN-50 fittings. <br /><br />~Buuuuuuurpppp!~||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||12-23-2003||12:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> damn i shouldn't drink on monday nights   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Only 5.5 hours until work </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Welcome to my world without the work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />i had 3 bottles of HOOCH before I was BUZZED!what did you have?||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||12-23-2003||12:32 PM||||margs at the Rio and then Jack and Coke  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||12-23-2003||01:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mohne:<br /><strong> the car dies. But if I keep the rpms around 700 or higher im all good when the check engine light on. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like acid damage in the ECU to me, but I wouldn't know anything about that stuff   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.34.24.222||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004231.cgi
A||||0||AzA*||pressure v's flow and volume in turbo||||1||||AzA*||00002136
Z||000000||AzA*||12-23-2003||07:41 AM||||ok , say i put a bigger coldside compressor wheel into a standerd td05h , say i made the intake to the coldside bigger by porting it and welding on a new intake pipe that is larger , and leave the outlet to the coldside the standerd size , would this provide more volume of air at the same pressure as a stock tdo5h, therefore incresing power , how would this increse power would makeing the outlet bigger create more volume ? can i leave the outlet to the coldside the same size as stock or will it restrict the volume or pressure? also i figure if i leave the stock outlet size the same i might as well leave the intercooler piping from the turbo to the intercooler stock size and then after that run 2.5" with a bigger fmic would it make any difrence to run 2.5" the entire way even from the turbo ?||211.28.52.97||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes



ubb/Forum2/004232.cgi
A||||11||crucible||reverse idle surge||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||12-23-2003||07:43 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Well, like it says Ive developed idle surge in the reverse direction.It will idle around 800 and then drop down to 500 causing the car to studder and almost stall.Then it shoots up to 1K and settles to 800 and continues to cycle like this.Very annoying and will almost turn my lights off when it dips.<br />Other than a vac leak which Ive been searching for, would my stock fpr be the culprit since Im running a 190 pump?<br />I have 510 inj,stock mas and keydiver chip<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||jayru||12-23-2003||08:55 AM||||IAC motor. Check it per Vfax, But even if it checks out ok, it's probally still bad. Mine was, replaced it no more surge. Ajust/check the Biss screw also.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||crucible||12-23-2003||12:36 PM||||Checked the FAQs many a time and my biss has been checked many a time.ISC has been changed out with a used one.Although measuring fine on the bench doesnt always mean it will work when treated to heat and vibes.<br />If they werent so goddam pricey from dealer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||12-23-2003||01:54 PM||||I had a similar issue once: I found some broken insulation/sketchy wire integrity with O2 sensor (at the plug, ECU side), also had some broken insulation around the temp sensor.  I patched those up and it stopped happening.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||crucible||12-24-2003||08:33 AM||||I was hoping the chip would cure the stuttering idle but its only gotten worse.Possibly the air bypass screw being backed out causing the stuttering idle.<br />Dunno, many things to check and little time.||198.8.3.35||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||12-24-2003||09:50 AM||||I had a very similar idle problem with my car.  I replaced a few things all at once, so I am not sure which one fixed it.  I replaced the throttle body shaft seals (which were basically gone and leaked terribly), replaced the ISC and adjusted the TPS and BISS properly.  Idles like glass now.  Gabor (Sleeper from this board) was selling ISCs for awhile for a good price.  I got mine from him and it works like a champ.  If you are looking for another one, you might check with him.<br /><br />Do you still have A/C in the car?  If so, try turning it on and seeing whether the idle goes up, down, or doesn't change.  That can help pinpoint if it is the ISC.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||crucible||12-24-2003||10:38 AM||||Thanks for the help.<br />Is there a way to find out whether shaft seals are leaking without ripping it apart?<br />Can I spray something on the outside by the seals to see if idle changes?<br /><br />I want to cure this before my car starts stalling and its getting worse by the day.||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-24-2003||10:43 AM||||if the shaft seals are really old they need to be changed.  You can do an intake leak test and air will rush from there but just change them.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||josh91vr4||12-24-2003||02:56 PM||||Okay so what's the verdict, if i turn on the A/C and the RPMs go down, is it the ISC?||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||12-24-2003||09:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> Okay so what's the verdict, if i turn on the A/C and the RPMs go down, is it the ISC? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If your base idle (BISS) is set correctly, then it is a good possibility that it's the ISC.||207.69.139.135||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000010||crucible||12-25-2003||07:48 PM||||Can the AC be tested in colder weather?<br />Is there a temp sensor that prevents the AC from engaging at a certain low temperature?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000011||dlpinckney||12-25-2003||10:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Can the AC be tested in colder weather?<br />Is there a temp sensor that prevents the AC from engaging at a certain low temperature? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes it can and No there isn't.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     Most newer cars use the A/C whenever you turn the windshield defroster on.  The A/C really should be run at least once a month.  It ciculates the oil that is in the freon to keep the seals and compressor lubricated.||65.179.97.227||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/004233.cgi
A||||1||Z-1 Jon||rich knock?||||1||||Z-1 Jon||00002656
Z||000000||Z-1 Jon||12-23-2003||10:31 AM||jrotaryb@hotmail.com||I understand how knock and detonation occur and cause damage but can anyone explain "rich knock" to me?  I get a bit of knock (9-11 counts) above 4K rpm and adding/taking away fuel hasn't really corrected or made things worse so I believe it is phantom knock (lifters can be loud at idle occasionally - just ordered 3rg gens).  Anyway, the car seems to run pretty rich, here is the setup:<br /><br />-HKS VPC<br />-AFC<br />-660cc's w/ walbro and aeromotive FPR<br />-18G turbo, 2.25 inch mandrel IC piping to old EVO FMIC<br /><br />My settings on the VPC are: response set to max, gain and idle @ 9 oclock.  My AFC on hi throttle is -26% @ 1000rpm and a nice gradual transition to -11% @ 7000 rpm.  My low throttle settings are -31% @ 1000, -28 @ 2000 and then -24% across the board.  Fuel trims were all within 2% give or take of 100.  EGT's read 820 @ the top of third gear and O2's of .82-.84V @ 1.3 bar. <br />On shifts to 2nd and 3rd gear the car spits out a bunch of black smoke (fuel I'd assume, you can smell it).  This sound about right to everyone?  Once I have the new lifters in I'll have holeshot do some fine tuning.||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||12-23-2003||12:20 PM||||you might want to check the simple things like a boost leak.||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/004234.cgi
A||||10||V8EATER||PCV VALVE ROUTING||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||12-23-2003||11:54 AM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||I can't remember where i saw it, but I've been poking around the vfaq's like a good noob, and saw that you can reroute the pcv valve from the intake to your oil catch can, basically venting the valve cover completely to the catch can.  what is the benefit, and what is the drawback?  I can't seem to find the page I saw anywhere- I'm having idle surge issues, i'll be blocking off the fiav and the egr this week, and would take care of hte pcv at the same time if it benefits me.  btw- this is a daily driver.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||12-23-2003||12:12 PM||||You might not want to do that as the valve relies on vacuum to open. If you had a small catch between the valve cover and the intake that might be a good idea but you won't have a lot of vac to activate the valve if you run an intermediate can between the valve cover and the intake.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||bazeng||12-23-2003||04:10 PM||||you could remove the pcv valve and put in a barb in place..||203.166.63.147||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000003||V8EATER||12-23-2003||04:18 PM||||What are the benefits?  obviously, it'll keep the intake a bit cleaner, but is it worth it?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000004||bazeng||12-24-2003||03:31 PM||||i think it is..<br />u wouldnt believe how much crap my catch can holds... looks like a vomit/oil/radiator fluid milkshake...<br /><br />im glad its not routed back into the intake..||203.166.63.134||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||12-27-2003||03:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> You might not want to do that as the valve relies on vacuum to open. If you had a small catch between the valve cover and the intake that might be a good idea but you won't have a lot of vac to activate the valve if you run an intermediate can between the valve cover and the intake. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, I've got my pcv and crank case breather both going to a brass T, which then goes to my catch can, which then goes to my intake.  So Alex, are you saying that this won't be enough vacuum to open the pcv?  This could be true, as my diptstick has popped out a few times since doing this... but I agree that the contents of my catch can will never, ever go back into my intake.  Got any suggestions as to how to route it to get the vacuum needed to open it while maintaining filtration?||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||Invader||12-27-2003||04:42 PM||||I put a 90 deg. brass bitting in with another brass barb off of that to get rid of the PCV setup.  Both the valve cover breather and (what used to be) the PCV are both vented to a catch can on my setup.  I didn't bother routing back into the intake at all...<br /><br />Considering what I've drained out of that catch can, I don't want to even consider hooking it back into the intake...||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||sleepyvr4||12-28-2003||06:54 PM||||anyone have pics of their catch can setups?||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||12-28-2003||09:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepyvr4:<br /><strong> anyone have pics of their catch can setups? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have an RRE catchcan with both the valve cover breather and the old pcv location routed to it. You can swap the pcv valve with the straight fitting on the opposite end of the pcv hose. Then all you have to do is use a vacuum cap on the pcv valve and run a hose from the straight fitting that's now in the valve cover over to the catch can. You can see both hoses in this pic running to the catch can:<br /> <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/505/6219car_001a.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||12-28-2003||11:24 PM||||Turbowop, have you replaced everything in your engine bay or do you just have that much time?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /> I would like to give your engine bay the white glove test.||68.76.177.183||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||12-29-2003||04:19 AM||||It's clean but that picture for some reason made it look even better than it really is. I'm gonna say that Nate and Harry's engine bays are cleaner than mine. Must've been the light that day.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/004235.cgi
A||||6||BiggiB42||Hey Ya||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||12-23-2003||12:27 PM||||I cannot get my alternator out of the fricken car.the book says pull it through the top but i still have no luck. i was thinkin bout just drainin the oil(needs to be changed anyway) and takin off the oil filter and pullin the alternator through there. any suggestions||65.231.183.94||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||12-23-2003||12:44 PM||||I learned the hard way to:<br /><br />Unbolt power steering pump and the bracket that holds AC hoselines.  Place AC hoses & powersteering pump out of the way.<br />Remove upper turbo/intercooler hose and possibly pipe that runs down by radiator.<br />May need to remove o2 sensor for more clearance?<br />Remove coolant overflow bottle and its bracket<br />Unbolt the bracket that holds to relays near radiator on driver's side.  Hold them out of way.<br />Remove Alternator's brackets from Alt.<br />Twist Alt as you lift it out.<br /><br />Hope that helps||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||12-23-2003||01:30 PM||||Damn, do you really have to do all that?  I only changed one on a TEL, so I'm sure there is a little difference, but if I had to do it again, I would have just removed my radiator.  I had to twist and turn that thing so many ways, I have no ideal how I got it out.  I kept cutting my knuckles on the radiator fins though.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||02:46 PM||||I did the same to mine, pulled the radiator and just fiddled with the damn thing until it came out, don't venture yourself pulling the oil filter housing though, you'll open up a can of worms there.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||TinyVR4||12-23-2003||03:40 PM||||Removing the radiator seems to be the easiest way to do it. I have done it a couple of times and it does not take very long.||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||12-23-2003||05:23 PM||||take radiator out w bottom hose still attached, (take it off the engine!) whole job under an hour.. even re-used my coolant) cheap bastard I am ..||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||Mitsuturbo||12-24-2003||03:16 AM||||that's exactly how i do it<br />it's even easier when you dont have a condenser anymore too!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/004236.cgi
A||||5||agrabau||I hate asking stuff like this. ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-23-2003||04:13 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||What size are the threads on the 2 water lines and one oil feed line to the turbo center section? <br /><br />That's the worst. Sorry. <br /><br />Al||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||12-23-2003||05:14 PM||||If I found the right ones, I show 1 of 10X20, 1.25 pitch, 1 of 12X23, 1.25 pitch, and the water line bolts at 14X27 at 1.5 pitch.<br /><br />Hope thats right.||12.1.210.225||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-23-2003||05:16 PM||||That sounds right! Thanks Iceman. <br /><br />I'm going to get some lines, move the turbo.. make a manifold. I have a couple weeks off work you can tell...||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||12-23-2003||05:19 PM||||What,  were you sitting there waiting for that info?||12.1.210.225||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||VR4coop||12-23-2003||05:45 PM||||hey bimm, im about 30 mins south of you in Raynham, MA. My buddy has a really nice 86 325 es, we do alot of car cruises and stuff during the summer. We should hook up some time, just lettin you know. <br />peace||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||12-23-2003||07:23 PM||||Coop, sounds great. I'm in Newton, we'll stay in touch.<br /><br />Iceman, I was working on autocad when you responded.. so yeah i was online. Thanks||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/004237.cgi
A||||6||Z-1 Jon||cooling system pressure?||||1||||Z-1 Jon||00002656
Z||000000||Z-1 Jon||12-23-2003||06:58 PM||jrotaryb@hotmail.com||while running, the coolant hose running from the radiator to the motor seems to carry a lot of pressure - I know the system is pressurized butI always thought you should be able to squeeze this hose with relative ease...you can squeeze mine, just very little, seems a lot of pressure is built up.  the car runs @ 192 degrees on my palm and the OEM gauge reads right in the middle and the system is capped by a raliart 1.3 bar cap.  is this normal?  no coolant is escaping through the overflow and you can't smell or hear anything bubbling but it still seems like too much pressure.  what could cause increased pressure here? (the rad is new as well).  maybe I'm just paranoid hehe I also have a FMIC right in front of the radiator...||24.189.17.119||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-23-2003||08:08 PM||||sounds just fine to me. Nothing to worry about.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||12-23-2003||09:18 PM||||I think our caps are about 15 pounds per square inch.  How strong is your grip?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.63.212.72||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-23-2003||09:36 PM||||his 1.3 bar cap is more like 18 psi||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||09:39 PM||||that's what mine is, when the car is hot the hose gets really hard, it's normal, that's the way it works.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||12-24-2003||06:21 AM||||Stock is .9 bar (13psi). You have a 1.3 bar (19psi). Theres a very healthy increase. So yes, the hose will be pretty solid. I would never run that much pressure on a stock cooling system. You're just asking to blow out older hoses.<br /><br />Now if you squeeze the upper hose and its kind of crunchy feeling, then you have a bunch of air in there and could be from not purging air when coolant is filled, or it could be combustion gases. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||Z-1 Jon||12-24-2003||11:00 AM||||like the motor, all hoses are new for vacuum, coolant and boost...workin out all the kinks after only 3000 miles on the entire package since we put a ton of new parts on this car when we rebuilt the motor so I'm just buttoning everything up.  the oil line on the back of the turbo is leaking very slowly and the new return line on the new oil pan with the new gasket has a little leak as well   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   we just need a couple days to inspect everything and toss on my new lifters and all should be set - guess these little problems just made me worry hehe||24.189.17.119||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes



ubb/Forum2/004238.cgi
A||||18||G-GSX Turbo||Do Most G-VR4 ECUs have E-Proms?||||1||||G-GSX Turbo||00003111
Z||000000||G-GSX Turbo||12-23-2003||08:32 PM||turbostangman@msn.com||Well, I finally got the GSX to run with a 92 VR4 ECU from a friends car. So now I need to find a ECU for it.<br /><br />MGGSX on here is using a 92 DSM ECU in his GSX so that is an option for me but I would really like a E-prom ECU so I can put in on of Jeff's chips. I heard some of the 92s had E-proms and most Cali ECUs do.(Not sure if that is true or not)<br /><br />Or I look for a GVR4 ECU. I have "heard" again that a lot of them are E-prom, maybe all....<br /><br />What's the real story?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-23-2003||08:34 PM||||all GVR4 ECUs are eeproms if they are original.  Mine didn't come with one though so it must have been changed  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||G-GSX Turbo||12-23-2003||08:35 PM||||Wow that is crappy!! You got jipped huh?<br /><br />What was the part number out of curiosity?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-23-2003||08:36 PM||||don't know part numbers.  Try a search||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||12-23-2003||08:38 PM||||No, your ECU, what was the number on it?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-23-2003||08:43 PM||||Hmm don't know. Never looked at it.  I'll have to pull it out sometime and check.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||G-GSX Turbo||12-23-2003||09:26 PM||||OK, just curious.<br /><br />Hey saw the pics on your site. Very nice. how do like the MAF translator and GM MAF?<br /><br />Oh, and how did you do the guage cluster?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000007||autobahntom||12-24-2003||12:05 PM||||any turbo ECU from 90-94 will work, and the 89 turbo Colt will also work. <br />However:<br />If you get an automatic one, it needs to be eprom so that the Keydiver Eprom can be installed. <br />If you get a 90 one, will need to switch two wires (8 and 14 I believe). <br />Both FWD and AWD ecu's will work. Jeff can (and already has-can find using the search I am sure) explain the differences. <br />The 89-92 Galant GS, GSR and GSX ECU's (along with 90-94 4G63 N/T T/E/L ECU's)  'might' work also, just DO NOT DRIVE the car with them as they don't have any knock stuff in them. They can be used to move the car around in a shop or driveway though (assuming they work-some do I think-not sure what combinations).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||12-24-2003||01:01 PM||||p.s. EPROM doesn't necesarily mean that your ECU is socketed.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||gixxer||12-24-2003||03:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> all GVR4 ECUs are eeproms if they are original.  Mine didn't come with one though so it must have been changed   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">seriously?? is this true?||205.158.33.131||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||12-24-2003||03:52 PM||||yes this is true.||63.224.82.49||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||12-24-2003||03:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> What was the part number out of curiosity? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The GVR-4 ECU's were:<br />Federal = MD165810<br />Calif. = MD165811<br /><br />They are identical inside, even the same chip, E943. BUT, the California ECU is missing R129, a configuration resistor. Easily fixed  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.218.54.160||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||G-GSX Turbo||12-24-2003||06:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> any turbo ECU from 90-94 will work, and the 89 turbo Colt will also work. <br />However:<br />If you get an automatic one, it needs to be eprom so that the Keydiver Eprom can be installed. <br />If you get a 90 one, will need to switch two wires (8 and 14 I believe). <br />Both FWD and AWD ecu's will work. Jeff can (and already has-can find using the search I am sure) explain the differences. <br />The 89-92 Galant GS, GSR and GSX ECU's (along with 90-94 4G63 N/T T/E/L ECU's)  'might' work also, just DO NOT DRIVE the car with them as they don't have any knock stuff in them. They can be used to move the car around in a shop or driveway though (assuming they work-some do I think-not sure what combinations).<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">According to Todds site  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ecu-harness-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ecu-harness-1G.html</a>  Pins 6 and 14 need to be swapped. I believe my 90 has the 90 wiring because w/ the 91 ECU it acts as if it has a mix up on the throttle possiton that is just like when you put a 91 ECU in a 90 car. Also the donor harness i got the resistor pack and MAF plug from was from a 90 eclipse and the harnesses were identical.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000013||G-GSX Turbo||12-24-2003||06:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> What was the part number out of curiosity? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The GVR-4 ECU's were:<br />Federal = MD165810<br />Calif. = MD165811<br /><br />They are identical inside, even the same chip, E943. BUT, the California ECU is missing R129, a configuration resistor. Easily fixed   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I found the Numbers on the VFAQ so I was aware of the VR4 numbers but not about the Resistor. Thanks for that info.<br /><br />I am keeping my eyes open for a E-Prom ECU so I can get a chip from you.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000014||gixxer||12-24-2003||08:16 PM||||heeey you guys were right!  i got my ecu out (removing the glovebox made it easier and took 2 screws and 3 mins)  and bam there is the chip that says E943 in big letters on it!  cooooool!||205.158.33.36||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000015||VR6 Eater||12-24-2003||08:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> p.s. EPROM doesn't necesarily mean that your ECU is socketed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are all eprom, but if you don't have it socketed you can't use the keydiver chip.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000016||absolootbs||01-13-2004||09:25 PM||||ok, so ryan says doesn't <i>necessarily</i> mean it's socketed, then sean makes it sound as if none come that way.  i'm confused cause i thought if it was eprom you were set and if it wasn't you were screwed.  so first you need an eprom ecu, then you need to have it socketed, and it is definitely <b>not</b> socketed unless you (or someone else) has had that done?||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000017||drew||01-13-2004||09:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Brad:<br /><strong>  so first you need an eprom ecu, then you need to have it socketed, and it is definitely <b>not</b> socketed unless you (or someone else) has had that done? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yes.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000018||keydiver||01-14-2004||01:02 AM||||<a href="http://www.tmo.com/howto/socketeprom.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/howto/socketeprom.htm</a><br />Take it to someone experienced in desoldering. Its really not that bad if you follow TMO's directions, ALL of them.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.76.180.144||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004239.cgi
A||||4||MidEngine210||Higher Fuel Trims with K&amp;N||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||12-23-2003||09:17 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I removed the air can and put in a stock replacement K&N a month ago. Since then, I have noticed that the gas mileage has gone down some and fuel trims up about 10% for both low and highs. Has anyone experience this also? Is there anything I should check? I'm thinking about sticking the air can back on.TIA||68.124.177.80||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||miturra||12-24-2003||10:01 AM||||I never really noticed mine. My son took off the air can on mine. It already had a K & N filter. <br />I only noticed a drop in gas mileage when I put my foot into it. My worst mileage was 17 miles per gallon. Although, I averaged about 24 to 26 miles per gallon going to San Diego and back. I was doing about 75 to 95 miles an hour, using the cruise control. I guess, it's how we drive.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||12-24-2003||01:05 PM||||No/open aircan without a cold-air intake = hotter intake temperatures.  Hotter temps may mean that more fuel is required to combat knock.<br /><br />No/open aircan = quicker intake, faster spool = quicker acceleration = more fuel consumed = fun = less gas mileage.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||bujang_hensem||12-26-2003||07:41 PM||||haha that good hertz||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000004||DMX84||12-31-2003||05:28 PM||||Speaking of 75 to 95 with cruse control. Am I not the only one that has a gripe about the cruse controls peak setting at 95 / 97mph? Living in New Mexico one can eat up the road. After you leave the Rockies there isn�t much out there!||67.234.231.69||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes



ubb/Forum2/004240.cgi
A||||2||91vroom||interchangable suspension||||1||||91vroom||00003102
Z||000000||91vroom||12-24-2003||11:22 AM||jmoe5@aol.com||Will eclipse lowering springs and such fit the galant?  What other chassis and drivetrain parts are interchangable?<br />        Thanx, Josh||64.12.97.9||reg||1||91vroom||00003102||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-24-2003||11:33 AM||||springs fit but are different and will usually lower your car funny<br /><br />most suspension peices fit except for some strut tie bars and some rear swaybars.<br /><br />do a search on it. The search is your friend.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-24-2003||12:34 PM||||stock talon springs will lower your car.||166.90.116.70||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/004241.cgi
A||||7||rrustedcage||starter issues||||1||||ryan||00001263
Z||000000||rrustedcage||12-24-2003||01:26 PM||rrustedcage@yahoo.com||ok, i went through archives and couldn't find anything that i haven't tried.  here it goes, car won't start, i turn to accessories, everything comes on fine, i twist to start, i hear the starter click the pinion into position, but it won't twist (i know this because i pulled the starter still plugged in and tried to spin it).  its not bound up, i take the starter out of the car and i can hook it up directly to the battery and i can get the selinoid to pop and the gear to spin, so i don't think its the starter.  i have checked every ground for continuity and get over 13 volts from positive terminal to every ground, so i don't think its a bad ground or wires, i have checked the frame of the starter to make sure it is properly grounded as well.  when i have my wife try to start the car, and i check the draw on the starter as my wife attempts to start it, i hear the selinoid pop and watch the voltage drop to 9 or so.  i'm not sure if thats the right draw.  from the manuals on disc i haven't been able to find any resistance or amperage checks with numbers i should be pulling.  any ideas where to look?  i'm not sure what else to check and what else to try and diagnose.  the next thing i guess i could try and check would be the starter relay, but all this stuff (starter, relay, wiring, etc) worked on the car before i swapped motors. (background, i put a lower mileage motor from a 91 auto gsx, its got a 2g head, i just replaced water pump, timing belt, balancing belt, blah, blah, blah motor turns over by hand, i replaced the adaptor plate between engine and trans).  the only thing i can think is that there is something along the lines that grounds out only when the ignition is turned.<br /><br /> ok, thats long and drawn out, but i wanted to give a good background.  any help/ideas/slaps to the head would be much appriciated.  i was hoping to get this thing running for christmas.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />thanks again<br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.138||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||12-24-2003||01:28 PM||||Ive had starters before that tested just fine but wouldn't turn the car over.  Replaced the starter and solved the problem.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||supervr4||12-24-2003||01:31 PM||||Couldn't be bothered trying to read all of that eyes got sore.<br />But by the sounds of it either try a new battery or check the terminal to make sure its contacting the post.||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000003||rrustedcage||12-24-2003||01:32 PM||||i had 2 starters lying around that both came from running and starting cars, and neither of them worked, both had identical results.  but, as they say, you never know.  it couldn't hurt to take them down to checker and have them check it.  i think i'll buzz down there and give it a whirl right now.  any other ideas fellas? <br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.138||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000004||rrustedcage||12-24-2003||01:34 PM||||as far as the battery thing, i bypassed that by taking the battery cables off the battery alltogether and hooking them directly to my jump starting car.  voltage at the terminals is 13.8v.  i'm not sure if this is a valid way to cercumvent (sp) the problem but it sounded ok to me.  eh?<br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.138||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000005||thejeebus2002||12-24-2003||01:40 PM||||Also, check to make sure the small black spade connector is hooked up on the starter (on the back) or it won't turn over.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||12-24-2003||02:00 PM||||if you're sure the starter is ok, there are 2 possibilities, either the ignition switch is messing up or the clutch safety switch has gone bad (unlikely), but I know I had to replace my switch before due to a very similar problem and it took care of it.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||rrustedcage||12-25-2003||10:16 PM||||alright, just as an update, if anyone was curious.  it turns out that i'm a dumb ass.  there are 2 "positive" wires going to the starter and the ground is the frame.  well when i was testing i was only testing the signal plug and not the big main one.  you know the one that runs directly to the battery?  so anyway, in my haste to get this battleship running after almost a year of inoperability i assumed the battery side of that wire was a ground and did just that with it.  then after looking at the pictures of the ground in the manual cd (of which i had looked before) it finally dawned on me that that "ground" was not on the list.  so i plugged it in and away we went.  after 2 years of being out of the game my spare motor worked like a champ.  i cannot express the difference going from a cracked to hell 1g exhaust manifold and turbine housing to a ported 2g and 7cm unit.  good god ya'll.  well, thanks for all the help just the same i do appriciate it.  quite a nice christmas present to me.  not sure that my neighbors appriciate my trial runs down the street sans catback.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.50||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes



ubb/Forum2/004242.cgi
A||||3||Bobbo||RPM surges when clutch is pressed in||||8||||Bobbo||00000641
Z||000000||Bobbo||12-24-2003||02:37 PM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||Well, this problem happened just the other day when I was driving on a side street. I shift gears and when I press in the clutch, the RPM would surge to 3500 - 4000 (depending on how hard I had stepped on the gas prior). This happens every time I press in the clutch. I have replaced my caps in my ECU, ACT 2100 installed this past summer, K&N filter, removed wastegate selenoid, and just put new NGK plugs with thicker wires from dsmparts.com. This car has not worked as a unit at all, since I got the car about a year and a half ago! Any help would be GREATLY appreciated.||216.148.244.38||reg||8||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||12-24-2003||04:04 PM||||<b> IDLE SURGE </b><br /><br />Plug that name in the search engine.<br /><br />Also, go to <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> and look up idle surge.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||12-24-2003||09:59 PM||||Sounds like the plastic sleeve that is over the throttle cable.  It breaks when it gets old and will slide up and cause the throttle plate to not close all the way.||63.188.80.200||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||12-25-2003||12:14 AM||||Actually,its the nylon liner the cable slides in  <i>inside</i> the throttle cable jacket. <br /><br />If you floor it while driving along in gear,and the throttle is slow to close like its binding,it could be the culprit. If thats the case,It would be the first thing I'd check.<br /><br /> It deteriorates,breaks into pieces,slides down the cable,and binds under the semi circle (For a lack of a better description) on the throttle arm on the TB.||129.71.114.186||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
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A||||14||REB||Timing belt changed||||1||||REB||00002494
Z||000000||REB||12-24-2003||11:56 PM||rbertsch@cfl.rr.com||I had my 98 GSX and my son's 91 VR4 Timing belt(including T-belt, T-belt tensioner, T-belt adjuster, T-belt Pulley, Idler Pulley,water pump, Balancer belt) all changed by a local shop,(they came highly recommended). Both cars now have a low pitch squealing sound (or howling sound, pretty loud to) at a specific RPM.  The GSX at a lower RPM between 1000 to 1100 RPM, and the VR4 between 1100 to 1300 RPM.  They are telling me that it is the tensioner(cannot spell) for the A/C Belt.  I really cannot tell where it is coming from. Any ideas, I am going to be meeting with them on Monday.<br /><br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||12-25-2003||12:04 AM||||Randall, does it sound like a belt is loose? Does the sound eventually go away when the car is warmed up to temperature? <br /><br />With the car off check the deflection of the alternator and powersteering pump belts.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Monstabishi||12-25-2003||10:09 AM||||one of my cars does that, its like a sorta winding noise which is from the belt being to tight..||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000003||REB||12-25-2003||08:22 PM||||I guess it is more of a dry bearing sound (I hope it is not), independent of temperature or amount of time the engine has been running.  As you pass through, 1000 RPM (for the GSX), and 1100 to 1300 RPM (for the VR4)the howling sound occurs.  If you hold the RPM's at the problem area it will continue to Howl.  I have the manual which specifies what the deflection values should be, but I don't I have a deflection gauge. I am going to take it to the Mitsubishi dealer tomorrow.||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000004||red91awdtalon||12-26-2003||05:37 PM||||get your hand in there, pull the 3 acc. belts and start the car and give it a few revs.. not too long remember your water pump wont be spining without the belts. should take maybe 10 minutes to pull the bets and determine if it is the acc belts or the t-belt. good luck<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000005||16GVR4||12-29-2003||09:45 PM||||When I had a whiney sound, it turned out to be my front balance-shaft belt snapped!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.124.255.120||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000006||16GVR4||12-29-2003||10:21 PM||||Oops, never mind. You mentioned that you just changed the timing belt..||66.124.255.120||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000007||switch||01-04-2004||11:25 PM||||I have a 4g61t engine which is very similar to the 4g63t and recently had my timing belt (and all the other things you mentioned) done by a mechanic.<br /><br />About 1 month later I started getting the sound that you describe... After some troubleshooting I noticed that they had forgotten to put my alternator tensioner back on!!!!<br /><br />I went to the wreckers to pick one up - put it in and the sqeaul has now gone.<br /><br />Maybe it can be something to look out for?<br /><br />Mike||144.135.2.76||reg||1||switch||00000205||yes
Z||000008||Martin Tolentino||01-04-2004||11:30 PM||||What about the balancer belt pulley, did you replace that too?||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||01-05-2004||11:21 PM||||Alternator tensioner?  (asked like <i>I don't have one of those, is that bad?)</i>||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||Dan D||01-06-2004||07:11 AM||||8 out of 10 chance the balance belt is too tight.<br /><br />See here for my similar experience last summer:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002514" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002514</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?</a><br />ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002545||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000011||switch||01-07-2004||08:19 PM||||Yes - no alternator tensioner is bad.. it means the alternator is only being held on by one bolt!||144.135.2.76||reg||1||switch||00000205||yes
Z||000012||Mariner31||01-07-2004||10:01 PM||||Try using graphite powder on each pulley, 1 at a time until it stops, then you know which one it is.<br /><br />Dont use this on the timing belt.||210.80.155.36||reg||1||Mariner31||00002411||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||01-08-2004||01:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by switch:<br /><strong> Yes - no alternator tensioner is bad.. it means the alternator is only being held on by one bolt! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uh, duh, I know what that is now.  WTF was I thinking?  Thanks.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||broke down||01-08-2004||01:11 PM||||a bar of soap will help quiet squeaky belts too, it may at least help rule out a squeaky belt.  But I wouldn't do that until you have taken it back to the shop.  The squeal may help them determine the cause.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
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A||||11||mj_rosenfeld||throwing alternator belt||||1||||mj_rosenfeld||00001058
Z||000000||mj_rosenfeld||12-25-2003||03:12 PM||mlr@cgate.net||Just had the T-belt and other belts changed by a capable mechanic a couple of weeks ago. The car has since thrown the alternator belt on two occasions. Both times were when starting the car, fortunately at locations where I could get the car inside to work on it. I am certain that the belt had good tension on it, wasn't loose, and was installed properly aligned on the pulleys. Anybody have this problem before? Suggestions? Thanks.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.231||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000001||mj_rosenfeld||12-25-2003||04:24 PM||||Well I think I discovered the problem -- the main pulley is shot. Yet another failure mode discovered. (Well might not be news to you but it's a new one on me.)<br />Apparently the pulley is not a single solid piece. There is some rubber between the rim and the hub and I guess it has worn out. So now the rim wiggles on the hub under belt tension, causing misalignment and allowing the belt to walk off the pulley. Now I need to try to find a new pulley the day after Christmas.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.231||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||12-25-2003||05:04 PM||||very common problem. The rubber dry rots. All 4G63 crank pulleys from 90-99 will work. Best to get a brand new one (even if you have to get a used one to tide you over) as the rubber is new on those.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||12-25-2003||05:26 PM||||MJ, <br />Do you have immediate access to one.  <br />If not I could overnite one to you. <br />I'll GIVE it to you, just pay for shipping....<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||mj_rosenfeld||12-25-2003||06:44 PM||||Geoff,<br />Thanks for your very kind offer. I will call around local dealers tomorrow and see if I can get one. If I can't source one I'll be getting in touch.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.28||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||12-25-2003||07:49 PM||||mine did the same thing not long ago, but I replaced it with an aluminum underdrive pulley that was a lot lighter and made of one single piece of metal, I don't want to go thru that problem again.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||12-25-2003||10:11 PM||||There has always been some talk about whether those solid underdrive pulleys do damage to your engine over the long run.  You're taking the 'harmonic dampner' out of the pulley, and just installing a nice lightweight pulley with no shock absorbing capabilities.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||BiggiB42||12-26-2003||12:57 AM||||i just snap my alternator belt tonight(as the voltometer read 10.2). my radiator was steamin and my power steering stop workin. i just put a new alternator in yesterday. the belts had good tension on them. i think im done with this car||64.136.26.227||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000008||bob in chicago||12-26-2003||09:47 AM||||I've had an underdrive pulley on my car for about 5 years without any problems. It's a daily driver now with 176,000 miles.  Aside from less mass to spin, your alt. & p/s pump do not rev as high as with stock pulley, This is good if you're a high revver, like me at track days.||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000009||BiggiB42||12-26-2003||11:54 AM||||does the aluminum pulley slow down accessories enough to create a problem?||64.136.26.227||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000010||bob in chicago||12-27-2003||09:21 AM||||I've had an underdrive pulley on my car for about 5 years without any problems. Without any problems.||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||12-27-2003||12:37 PM||||<a href="http://dinancars.com/html/danger_of_power_pulleys.htm" target="_blank">http://dinancars.com/html/danger_of_power_pulleys.htm</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
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A||||6||REDLINEGVR4||Fuel Gauge||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||12-25-2003||06:25 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||The Fuel gauge on my instrument panel is no longer working the only way I know when I am need empty is when the light comes on to warn me I am low on fuel. Does any one have a suggestion of the best one to buy?i||172.141.169.112||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||crucible||12-25-2003||06:48 PM||||Check the connections at the top of the assembly?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||12-25-2003||07:51 PM||||dealer charges about $ 50 for a new one, easy to change too.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||crucible||12-25-2003||08:03 PM||||Dealer charges 50$ for what?<br />Im curious||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||coop||12-28-2003||04:14 PM||||sending unit.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||12-28-2003||05:46 PM||||It looks like the light and the gauge both work off the same wire.  I could be wrong. Our manuals really suck for wiring stuff.<br /><br />My guess is your gauge is faulty.  Pull the connector at the pump in the trunk, put a test light between the middle two terminals.  <br /><br />Turn the key on and the light should come on and the gauge should go up.  If the light comes on but the gauge does not move, you need a new fuel gauge.||64.63.212.28||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||12-29-2003||11:05 AM||||Different senders, different wires.  The idiot light is yellow/blue stripe and the level sender is plain yellow (I think).  The power/ground wires are black/white variations.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
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A||||4||mr.mitsu||connection under seat||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||12-25-2003||06:29 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||just removed my seats and discovered a harness and was wondering if anyone knows what it's for<br /><br /><br />i'm sure someone knows   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />thanks<br /><br />p.s. loving my new short shifter   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||12-25-2003||06:47 PM||||if it is the same as US cars, then it is somehow connected to the seat belt. (assuming you are talking about the driver's seat). One wire connection there.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||12-25-2003||07:52 PM||||seat belt warning light.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||mr.mitsu||12-25-2003||11:18 PM||||i have manual seat belts   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />maybe i'll try and disconnect it and see what...well, doesn't happen<br /><br /><br />thanks||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-26-2003||11:58 AM||||The light just blinks for about a minute then shuts off....||67.25.38.212||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
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A||||11||BiggiB42||Harminic Balancer Help||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||12-26-2003||01:25 AM||||ok, yestarday i put a brand new alternator and  a-belt on cuz my car died while drivn  and wouldnt start. my car also had a whine  to it and a friend told me his alternator whined before it when out. anyhow i put it on  had good tension on the belts drove it last night and two hours today until steam is comin from my hood, temp gauge goes up, my voltometer starts readin single digits numbers and my power steering wont work.i pop the hood and the alternator water pump belt is cleanly cut as if someone took scissors to it and the power steering belt is loose. i was reading the "throwing alternator belt" post and the crank pulley was mentions as the culprit. my car has 126,000 miles on it and i doubt the previous owners replaced the crank pulley. or did i just not put the belts on right. my car still has the whine and a/the belt/s still squel. also when i push the clutch sometimes the moter shakes a bit. like when i shift gears and when i put it into first. someone please help me. if it is the crank pulley then <br />1 how much does one cost<br />2 how much work is involved<br />3 correct if im wrong but isnt the crank pulley and harmonic balancer the same thing||64.136.26.227||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||12-26-2003||02:24 AM||||1) I got a crank pulley/harmonic balancer from Conicelli Mitsubishi for like 90 bucks shipped overnight.  I have even seen some very generous offers for members offering to give them away if you pay the shipping.  <br /><br />2)  Work involved is really very simple. I would say est time to R&R for a novice is like 1 hour.  First you loosen the alt belt, then loosen the AC belt. Next, take the drivers side wheel off, move or remove splash guard.  You will now see the pulley, it is held on by 4 bolts.  Take the bolts off, and wiggle the unit off.  It may need a little convincing, but it will come off.  You put the new piece on, it only goes on one way, it's keyed. Put new belts on, tighten them down to spec and your set. <br /><br />3) You are correct they are the same thing.  <br /><br />My crank pulley failed at like 115K.  I think it may have something to do with the colder weather. This is just my guess, mine failed in the winter too, thankfully in my driveway.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||drew||12-26-2003||03:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong><br /><br />2)  Next, take the passenger wheel off, move or remove splash guard.  You will now see the pulley, it is held on by 4 bolts.  Take the bolts off, and wiggle the unit off.  It may need a little convincing, but it will come off.  You put the new piece on, it only goes on one way, it's keyed. Put new belts on, tighten them down to spec and your set. <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Take the Driver Side wheel non?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||12-26-2003||04:41 AM||||Oh crap! Post edited.  Damn night shift is killing me with no sleep. Thanks for the quality control.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||12-26-2003||07:33 AM||||did you check your water pump too? I would do it just in case.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||BiggiB42||12-26-2003||10:07 AM||||i did the water pump about 4000 miles ago||64.136.27.227||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000006||BiggiB42||12-26-2003||10:48 AM||||i call the local mitsu dealer he said 172 bucks  <br />  does anybody have one||64.136.27.227||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||12-26-2003||01:58 PM||||ok, i have one, learn from this.  the part number is MD130250.  mitsu SUGGESTED list price is 121.83.  this is just suggested, dealers are not bound to follow this, and most dont.  conicelli mitsu will give you a discount off of mitsu sugg list, and you will save a LOT of money.  bookmark this page:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishiparts.net/" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishiparts.net/</a><br /><br />this has ALL of the mitsu part numbers in their database, and the discount they give is not as good as conicelli, but it is a good place to see what you should be paying.  if you are planning to keep your car, you should get the CAPS program, and learn how to use it.  you might even want to print out the website copy with the part number and the pricing on it, and take it to your local dealer, and see if they will match the price.  if not, tell them to kiss your ass and leave.  there are 3 dealers local who beat the mitsuparts.cc pricing all the time.  remember, if i catch a fish and give it to you, you will have a good meal, BUT, if i teach you how to fish, you will never go hungry.  grasshopper.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||12-26-2003||03:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> if not, tell them to kiss your ass and leave. there are 3 dealers local who beat the mitsuparts.cc pricing all the time. remember, if i catch a fish and give it to you, you will have a good meal, BUT, if i teach you how to fish, you will never go hungry. grasshopper.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Very well put Ken son.  But what if he is allergic to fish?||68.76.178.231||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||mj_rosenfeld||12-26-2003||05:04 PM||||I was able to get one today from a Mitsu dealer in Columbus OH (about 35 miles from where I live). Two dealers had one in stock. Get this: Dennis Mitsubishi on Morse Rd wanted $239 (yes $239) for it. Fuck that! If you are in central Ohio stay away from that place. Ricart on Rt 33 south of town wanted $131 which is not terribly unreasonable. I'm sure Conicelli sells it for a little less and I would get it by Tuesday or Wednesday next week, but for the few extra bucks I was able to fetch it and get it on the car today in time for lunch. (Hope this stops the alt belt from flying off on a weekly basis.)<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.113||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000010||BiggiB42||12-27-2003||11:48 AM||||hey ken thanx a bunch. i ordered one from mitsuparts.net for 92 bucks with overnight shipping for a total of 111 bucks. thanx again||64.136.26.227||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||12-27-2003||12:26 PM||||ok, lemme clairfy something.  i am NOT endorsing mitsuparts.cc, if it were me, and i had no other choice, i would get stuff from josh at conicelli.  however, conicelli's site does not have ALL the parts in their database.  what i do, is use the mitsuparts database to see what list price is, and then i get my stuff local, because the local dealer here gives us a very good discount.  otherwise, i would try to keep the business within our group, or supporters thereof.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
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A||||15||MrEd||scary hammering noise during warmup||||1||||MrEd||00000068
Z||000000||MrEd||12-27-2003||11:12 AM||res122@psu.edu||My engine sounds like an irregular gatling gun for the first few minutes during warmup from a cold start.  Its at the pulley end of the engine, its RPM-dependent & sounds very metallic & clunky.<br /><br />It really sounds like a collapsed lifter, but I replaced the originals a few years ago, so they're probably "2g" lifters.  I suppose one could be bad again.  I always use Mobil1 & Mitsu filters.<br /><br />I have 87k miles & I did the full t-belt service about 30k ago- so the tensioner, idler, belts, water pump, & crank pulley are that old.  The crank pulley wobbles a bit while running but maybe that's normal- 30k would be an awfully short lifespan.  <br /><br />It runs & drives just fine.  If its related, this started a couple days after I tightened a loose alternator belt.  I don't think I overtightened, but if I did could that possibly cause a noise like this?  Any other ideas?  Thanks,<br /><br />Ed, GVR4 #963/2000||69.162.13.43||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000001||TurboVR4dr||12-27-2003||12:50 PM||||Pull the number one plug wire when the engine is cold and start it.  See if the sound is still there.  If it's not then you have a problem with that cylinder.  If it keeps making the sound then go to number 2 and repeat.  When you get rid of the sound you found your cylinder with the problem. What you are describing sounds like a rod knock.  It's hard to help with noises without hearing them.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000002||pisces_0||12-27-2003||02:53 PM||||If I were a betting man (which I'm not, 'cause I 'm TERRIBLE at gambling) I'd say that your harmonic balancer is shot.  Sounds like the rubber section separated and it's starting to wobble around a bit.  Take off the driver's side wheel, the splash guard, the belts and check out the balancer.  If it's bad swap it out ASAP.  In extreme cases a broken belt can somehow (don't ask me how) break a timing belt.  Heard of it happening, never had it happen to me *knocking REALLY hard on wood*.  Just my $.02...||64.199.238.126||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||12-27-2003||03:35 PM||||I second the rod knock noise, sounds like the engine doesn't generate enough oil pressure when it's cold,therefore there is no support in the rod bearing, making it knock like that.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||MrEd||12-27-2003||06:10 PM||||I pulled the plug cables one at a time today with no effect on the noise.  I had a friend watching under the hood & he noticed the crank pulley wobble seemed to be consistent with the clunks.  I kinda think the noise is the pulley rattling against its mounting surface- ie loose bolts.  So tomorrow I'll check the pulley bolts.  If that doesn't pan out I'll swap on my spare pulley.<br /><br />I hope its that simple.||69.162.13.43||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000005||Jason G.||12-27-2003||08:28 PM||||If your having a hard time finding the noise, use a stetho-scope, it's that simple. Guessing at the problem gets expensive. It's common for the bearings in the tensioner or idler pulley to get a lttle noisey on cold starts. ( But should still be replaced )<br /><br />If you for some reason you think the oil pressure is low on start up, simply pull the ignitor and turn it over until the oil pressure light goes out. Then start it up and see if it persist.||65.35.45.101||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||12-27-2003||10:20 PM||||If your crank pulley is visibly wobbling, you obviously have a problem.  When I had one separate, it was hitting the timing cover and making a lot of noise.  Either tighten those bolts, or replace it if it seperated.  Timing belts have been taken out from them coming apart.||63.188.97.58||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||12-28-2003||11:12 AM||||Timing belt tensioner. That's my bet. The engines are pretty robust for a rod knock problem. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||MrEd||12-28-2003||04:21 PM||||sonuvabitch its the crank pulley.  With belt tension applied it drove the accessories just fine.  I loosened the belts & the outer ring fell off.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> When I had one separate, it was hitting the timing cover and making a lot of noise.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yup, that's exactly what I found.<br /><br />The pulley was pretty "young" to have failed.  At least I found out in my driveway instead of grenading the t-belt in the middle of nowhere.<br /><br />Ed, GVR4 #963/2000||69.162.13.43||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000009||geoff@machv||12-29-2003||07:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MrEd:<br /><strong> sonuvabitch its the crank pulley.  With belt tension applied it drove the accessories just fine.  I loosened the belts & the outer ring fell off.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> When I had one separate, it was hitting the timing cover and making a lot of noise.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yup, that's exactly what I found.<br /><br />The pulley was pretty "young" to have failed.  At least I found out in my driveway instead of grenading the t-belt in the middle of nowhere.<br /><br />Ed, GVR4 #963/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's young ?  Is it the original pulley.  <br />If so, does your motor have at least or close to 100xxx miles?  If so, then there you go....  <br />Crank pullys start to degrade at or around 80,xxx<br />miles...... Replace with another one, and you'll be fine.  <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||12-30-2003||09:06 AM||||He said the crank pulley is about 30k miles old.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||12-30-2003||09:59 AM||||If the pulley was new and seperated after only 30k, I'd say that there's a good possibility that the belts were too tight...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000012||MrEd||12-30-2003||01:03 PM||||Minjin, I bet you're right about the belts being too tight, I'll be more careful when I put everything back together.<br /><br />Already have my replacement from Conicelli, so I'll be driving again soon.<br /><br />-Ed||69.162.13.43||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000013||MrEd||12-30-2003||01:16 PM||||oh yeah, the Conicelli guys included a nice 04 calendar with a bunch of Evo pics (& other Mitsus) including a collage of all versions since Evo 1.  Sweet!||69.162.13.43||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000014||Beemer||01-03-2004||11:51 PM||||The crank pulley is a common problem.  NEVER, EVER tighten the alt belt without tightening the a/c belt an equal amount.  What happens is the alt belt pulls the outer ring of the balancer off center and shreds the rubber insert.  Evening out the pull between the two belts keeps the outer ring centered.  When mine went, it broke at 7800 rpm and flew thru my hood and windshield on my white 90 eclipse gsx.  Not fun having glass hit your helmet on the strip...<br />Dave||69.66.78.216||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000015||Z-1 Jon||01-04-2004||08:21 PM||||or go for a UR crank pulley and never worry about that rubber insert  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.158.182.158||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes



ubb/Forum2/004249.cgi
A||XM||1||Phatlee||Need a tranny||||1||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002809">This topic has been moved to For Sale.</a>||Phatlee||00003135
Z||000000||Phatlee||12-26-2003||04:06 PM||JChu@tcastudent.com||I was wondering if anyone knew where I could possibly find a tranny for my GVR4 as I am totally clueless as to even begin where to start looking.||24.1.61.65||reg||1||Phatlee||00003135||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-26-2003||05:25 PM||||you mean you need a complete trans, or the one in your car rebuilt?  if you need one rebuilt, one of the best rebuilders in the nation is right up the street.  forced performance, in mckinney.  972 984 1800, ask for the gross max.  i had mine done there earlier this year.  there is NO WAY you can get it done better for less.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004251.cgi
A||||35||RTS182G-VR4||Which clutch?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||12-27-2003||04:23 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i cannot decide between the centerforce CFDF or the act 2600.  i do dragrace, but not too often, i only get to the track a few times a year.  RREs site kinda makes the 2600 sound like a tranny breaker, so i am leaning to the CFDF.  anyone have any experience with these and which i should use?  i should be makin close to 300 hp with my new motor.  thanks for any help<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||Invader||12-27-2003||04:39 PM||||Been running anywhere from low 13's to high 12's daily driven for around 2 years now (45k miles) on the same ACT 2600 PP and ACT Street Disc...  Good enough to cut consistent 1.7-1.8 60' times and durable enough to last through stop-and-go traffic sessions.<br /><br />It will chatter a little if you try slipping the clutch out off of idle, but that's easy to get used to anyway (just slip it out at 1k instead).<br /><br />Anyway, I'll vote ACT...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||Jason G.||12-27-2003||08:32 PM||||I second the ACT 2600 vote. Just take your time shifting.||65.35.45.101||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||12-27-2003||08:53 PM||||I had a new CFDF and it did't last, it started slipping at my last time at the track.<br /> Now, I switched to the ACT 2600.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000004||jayru||12-28-2003||01:50 AM||||I have an ACT 2600 in #1571 and it is strong. I would recomend it, but with one warning, Get ready for a left leg workout! The damn pedal is sooo hard, and there is no margin of slip, it's in or out. I would say a little anoying to drive everyday. Just my 2cents.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||TinyVR4||12-28-2003||07:44 AM||||2600 is the way to go.  I love it.  I think the peddal pressure is ok as long as you are not the type of person who holds the clutch in at a stop light.||68.73.164.167||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||12-28-2003||10:00 AM||||ACT gets my vote||68.76.178.231||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||MustGoFaster||12-28-2003||10:49 AM||||ACT.  I have seen a CFDF die in 700 miles due to the driver mostly.  (First M/T)||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||12-28-2003||11:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jason G.:<br /><strong> I second the ACT 2600 vote. Just take your time shifting. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Huh?  Why take your time shifting?<br /><br />Act is a great clutch.  My car has been a street car, but I installed at 2600 because I thought it would see the track more often.  I've had mine for about 3 years or so and it is great.  Just because I don't drag race it doesn't mean it doesn't get driven hard   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||RTS182G-VR4||12-28-2003||01:23 PM||||ok, maybe you have swayed me, but i am not wanting to shatter my tranny, and many shops i have talked to say it is a "tranny buster".  if noone has had trouble with it though, thats what im goin with.  i like heavy pedal pressure too.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||12-28-2003||02:23 PM||||I run CFDF and like it. As long as you don't think you're John Force, it'll hold up. Some people just abuse their clutches way more than others...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||curtis||12-28-2003||04:34 PM||||I burned up a cfdf in about 5000 miles just driving up and down the interstate when the car was stock.  I've had the best luck with the DXD/ Southbend clutches.   They've been building High Performance clutches for years and know what works.  If you call ask for eddie.||64.159.109.102||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||mj_rosenfeld||12-28-2003||05:40 PM||||ACT 2600. Has held up well in 2 yrs of daily driving including stop-and-go rush hour traffic. It will do 6,000 RPM launches all summer long. It won't take more than 15 minutes to get used to the pedal. Even my 5'-2" wife can drive it easily. (If you can't, time go to the gym.) But replace the clutch fork while you are at it, even if it looks fine.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.134||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000013||dlpinckney||12-28-2003||05:50 PM||||I think enough people have already voted on it, but I also would recommend the 2600.  If you put a braided stainless clutch line, replace the slave cyliner, and use a new clutch release fork and pivot ball, you will notice almost no increase in pressure over stock.  After doing the above, my pedal pressure was not only as light as my previous clutch, it was much smoother.||65.177.104.5||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000014||slvrblt||12-30-2003||01:43 AM||||I have an ACT2600 and I like it a lot. It came in the car when I bought it and I learned MT with it and it survived. I dont mind driving it in traffic, but when I get in my friends Saturn, I slam the clutch through the floor  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000015||turbowop||12-30-2003||02:09 AM||||2600||68.118.212.154||reg||14||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000016||a_santos||12-30-2003||10:54 PM||||The ACT seems to be the heaviest clutch for the grip it provides. Their recipe is a heavy pressure plate and a harder more durable less grippy friction disk. The downside is you get a heavy pedal, the upside is you can whoop the crap out of it. I personally run a Competition Clutch 2500lb pressure plate and their street disk, and have been very happy with it. I felt the ACT 2600 in my friends 1g, and takes much more effort to operate. <br /><br />Here is a link to the RRE site, where they have a comparison of pedal effort for several popular clutches. <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchpressure.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchpressure.htm</a>||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000017||229of1000||12-30-2003||10:55 PM||||2600!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000018||sleeper||12-31-2003||12:48 AM||||Abhay,<br />I could of got you a similar clutch for half the price. BTW what is the material on their street disc? Is it feramic on one side and kevlar on the other?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.226.35||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000019||Mitsuturbo||12-31-2003||01:24 AM||||i run a 2600# pressure plate with a custom disc.. "organic" on the flywheel side and sintered iron on the PP side<br /><br />so far it has held up to 40+ drag launches and is daily driven.. i pulled the tranny last week to swap some syncros and the clutch (i pulled it) still looked like brand new on both sides<br /><br />i also pulled consistent 1.7 60's on T rated tires with it.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000020||sleeper||12-31-2003||09:45 AM||||Who made the disk and why they put the organic on the flywheel side?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000021||Martin Tolentino||12-31-2003||10:01 AM||||Guessing here, but it should be ACTs street disk.<br /><br />ACT 2600 is great, on my 90 laser fwd I broke their street disk and they replaced it for free, something about a original bad batch of disks.<br />I'm very abusive and broke an axle on my fwd and alo ripped the front motor mount out of the frame. Recently, I wrecked my laser and removed the ACT 2600 and it still looks good with ~34,000 hard miles. Fun thing I liked to do in the fwd was to rev it up and dump the clutch.<br />I'm thinking about installing it in the vr-4.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000022||a_santos||12-31-2003||11:49 AM||||Gabor,<br /><br />Next time I need a clutch I will let you know. As far as I can remember, the disk looked like ceramic on both sides. It feels really grippy though, and sometimes if I don't give enough gas, it wil chatter. <br /><br />MachV sells them. Here is a link with pics. I paid $300 for the 2500lb pressure plate and the street disk. <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Abhay,<br />I could of got you a similar clutch for half the price. BTW what is the material on their street disc? Is it feramic on one side and kevlar on the other?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000023||sleeper||12-31-2003||12:46 PM||||$300 is a good price.<br />Did you get the pucked disk or the full face?<br />The full face (the one on machv's site) is organic the pucked is feramic (iron) not ceramic.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000025||geoff@machv||12-31-2003||05:56 PM||||I'm running a 6 puck sprung package from Competition Clutch.  The pedal pressure of a 2100lb ACT, but the clamping pressure of the 2600.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />This fucker grabs man!!! I love it.  <br /><br />  <img src="http://store5.yimg.com/I/machv_1770_43816868" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />This innovative clutch uses Competition Clutch sintered iron disc technology. Sintering is the process of compressing a powder under enormous pressure until it forms into a solid. Sintered iron has the unique property of having a  <b> higher coefficient of friction </b> when it is hot than when cold. When used for a clutch material, this means the clutch will slip nicely when cold, but as it spins the grip will increase.<br /><br />Sintered iron is also much less aggressive than ceramic material in terms of flywheel and pressure plate wear. Competition Clutch's unique pressure plate uses a <b>relocated pivot point </b> for the lever arms, so the pedal pressure is much lower than the competitor's plate of the same clamping load. Unlike the competitor's super-stiff pedal (which can bend clutch levers and damage pedal linkages) the 2500-pound pressure plate needs <b>only 35%</b> more pedal pressure than stock, despite having almost double the clamping force! This lower pedal pressure is a HUGE benefit for 2G turbo owners, who need to avoid excessive pressure on the thrust bearings to reduce the chance for crank walk.<br /><br />The discs are fully sprung to help reduce the engagement shudder that unsprung discs exhibit.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000026||Mitsuturbo||12-31-2003||09:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Who made the disk and why they put the organic on the flywheel side?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whenever you tear down a clutch that is burned up, blown to shit, etc, 99% of the time it's the PP side that is screwed.  The flywheel side does not see the abuse the PP side does, so does not NEED to be changed.  By leaving organic on the flywheel side you get a nice smooth engagement and dont snap axles and center diffs.  I've run 6 puck, both sides.. and full copper cerametallic both sides and they engage too harshly if you like to dump the clutch like i do.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000027||GVR$in||12-31-2003||10:37 PM||||I lub my 2600!||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000028||sleeper||01-01-2004||01:31 PM||||Geof,<br />The clutches I sell are very similar to the ones you guys are selling.<br />I could of supplied you guys with it too, rather than Chris, but I'm a shitty sales person.<br />I supply AMS, but only with the full face version of it.<br /><br />BTW. I can sell you some SS manifold covers if you like to make some money on those.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.57.62.81||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000029||geoff@machv||01-01-2004||03:23 PM||||Gabor, Call us a 703-237-0900 on Monday and speak directly with Dan Hurwitz.  He's the owner.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000030||Bigfoot200200||01-01-2004||05:44 PM||||Most of the complaints about the 2600 causing damage are from 2G's and crankwalk. Dissconnecting the lockout and starting it in neutral keeps the bearing surfaces oiled when the clutch is engaged.<br /><br />Pedal pressure might be a subjective thing, but I don't think an ACT 2600 has a stiff pedal at all. I had read about people having bigger left calves and all that. The first time I pushed it I said "That's it?"||64.233.107.89||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000031||geoff@machv||01-01-2004||06:56 PM||||Bigfoot.. you are certainly right !!!  I recently had a 1G AWD [2600 installed] that actually crankwalked !!!  I'm sure there were other mitigating factors to the crankwalk.  but I'm more than sure that IF I hadve disconnected the clutch saftey feature.  I mightve saved the crank from disaster.  Needless to say, I have disconnected that feature on my GVR4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000032||sleeper||01-01-2004||09:59 PM||||I also did a motor swap in a 1G with crankwalk.<br />Don't happen as often as it does with 2G's, but it does happen.<br />Disconnecting the clutch wire is a must, but what about the stutter box option with the TMO chip?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.195.132||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000033||dlpinckney||01-01-2004||11:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I also did a motor swap in a 1G with crankwalk.<br />Don't happen as often as it does with 2G's, but it does happen.<br />Disconnecting the clutch wire is a must, but what about the stutter box option with the TMO chip?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you tap the "wrong" wire on the clutch switch when installing the clutch wire for the TMO chip, the car will start without pushing the clutch in, and the selectable stutterbox and guages will still work as programmed.  Ask me how I know..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.69.139.136||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000034||Mitsuturbo||01-02-2004||04:35 AM||||to answer a question i skipped before.. my clutch discs are custom built for me locally by a place called exchange parts, and they cost me about $80-$120 depending on a couple different factors||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000035||RTS182G-VR4||01-03-2004||02:20 AM||||i guess i still have some looking to do.  ive heard of disconnecting the clutch saftey, but how do you do that? just unplug it?  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000036||Martin Tolentino||01-03-2004||08:05 AM||||yes, just unplug it||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/004252.cgi
A||||17||snwbrd40oz||Battery Relocation||||11||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||12-27-2003||09:45 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||So I was just looking at the member rides section and noticed that nearly everyone has relocated their battery to the trunk. How hard a job is this? I wrecked that side of my car and was going to be doing work over there anyway, so I thought I'd check on it. Are we talking total rewire, or just a quick weekend job?||64.136.27.228||reg||11||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||supervr4||12-27-2003||10:00 PM||||takes at the most a couple of hrs all you do is buy<br />1* battery box<br />6mtrs of the tthickest cable you can buy at least 4g<br />1* ground cable(buy it pre made easier)<br />1* 120amp fuse holder + fuse<br />1* post conector<br /><br />then search for the rest  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000002||sleepyvr4||12-28-2003||06:53 PM||||get this kit on ebay:<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=46101&item=2450834014" target="_blank">Battery relocator</a> <br /><br />I bought it and I haven't had an ounce of trouble - very high quality stuff, welders wire, email him and he'll hook you up w/ shipping.  I paid a little over $50 shipped.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000003||i hate fall||12-29-2003||01:43 AM||||maybe this is "duh" question but really what is the point to doing this?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000004||supervr4||12-29-2003||01:49 AM||||so you can move the air filter up to behind the headlight, for a nice easy cold air induction.<br />Save's the car from sucking hot engine air  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.0.48.28||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000005||chucklesas||12-29-2003||01:32 PM||||Other reasons to move the battery are to change the routing of the IC pipes.  But if you don't plan on doing that or using piping that will follow stock piping you can leave it in the engine bay, like this.<br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=802" target="_blank">Battery Tray</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=803" target="_blank">Tray Placement</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=804" target="_blank">Engine-bay with Battery Relocated</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=806" target="_blank">Battery Relocated</a>||68.169.107.14||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-29-2003||07:37 PM||||mine is relocated but still in the engine bay!  Kevin search for my intercooler post and you'll see the pictures. Works great and costs almost nothing!||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||mj_rosenfeld||12-29-2003||10:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> maybe this is "duh" question but really what is the point to doing this?<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Various important reasons:<br />More flexibility for routing intake and I/C piping. More hand and elbow room for making the inevitable repairs up front. And (my motive for having done this) it moves 50 lb off the already too heavy front and puts it in back, producing a theoretical but for all practical purposes imperceptible improvement in handling.<br />Not to mention the many other plusses:<br />It uses up an entire Saturday and $50 to do it right. It makes an already too small trunk even less useful. It confuses people when jump starting your or their car. And best of all, if you don't bother to protect the lead going through the firewall and don't bother to install a breaker you can burn your car down to the water line.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.219||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||12-29-2003||10:37 PM||||Don't you need a kill switch if you plan on doing any sort of drag racing?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||12-30-2003||01:08 PM||||only need a kill switch if it's in the trunk or if you run faster than 10.99 (Nhra)<br /><br />That's why mine is up front still. It's easy to get a lighter battery up front if you go with my setup and most don't ever need/want a kill switch.  If I run a kill switch still it will be *late* this next year...||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||whitetsi||01-02-2004||12:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kevin:<br /><strong> So I was just looking at the member rides section and noticed that nearly everyone has relocated their battery to the trunk. How hard a job is this? I wrecked that side of my car and was going to be doing work over there anyway, so I thought I'd check on it. Are we talking total rewire, or just a quick weekend job? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i did my battery relocation last weekend.  i bought a kit from a friend of mine that had a batter box, calbes (power and ground with the batter terminals and ring terminals. that cost me about 30 bucks. then i got a 140a circuit breaker, and a fused distribution block for the engine bay and spliced and wires and connected them.  the circuit breaker is in the trunk near the battery  and the fused block is in the engine bay.  took me about one hour to do.  came out pretty nice.  I did this because i installed a 1g side mount Intercooler so the hole for the upper pipe goes where the battery tray was, so the easiest thing to do was to put the battery in the trunk, good thing i did because my 2g mas now lays right behind the headlight.||67.80.86.236||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000011||joec||01-02-2004||11:40 AM||||Any pics of the 1G sidemount intercooler install?||216.179.104.211||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000012||REB||01-03-2004||01:14 AM||||Charles,<br /><br />I like the way you relocated your battery.  Where did you get the battery plate? What type of intake pipe was used to relocate the intake pipe?||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000013||atc250r||01-03-2004||03:44 PM||||BoostedVR4,<br /><br />     Where did you get the circuit breaker from and what brand is it? I am going to do mine in a couple of weeks and I'd like to do the same as you have.<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000014||crucible||01-03-2004||05:03 PM||||I wasnt too crazy about putting my battery in the trunk.So I cut out a thick aluminum plate and mounted it where the stock air can used to be.I used the old mounts from air can to bolt the plate in.Got a non-tall battery from local auto store and used some straps I had laying around to hold it down.My cruise control cables lay on top of it but have enough hood clearance so I havent had a problem.They key to this is finding a battery thats no too tall so it doesnt hit the hood.<br />Now I have room to mount a 2g mas and make a cold air box.<br />Just my .02||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000015||chucklesas||01-04-2004||04:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REB:<br /><strong> Charles,<br /><br />I like the way you relocated your battery.  Where did you get the battery plate? What type of intake pipe was used to relocate the intake pipe? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">REB,<br />My dad and I made the tray out of some galvanized metal he had lying around at work, basically, there are 3 bends involved.  I just made sure it was wide enough for my stock battery and for a gel-cell if I ever decide to get one.  The tray is bolted down to the stock aircan mount using two bolts.<br />Intake is the Dejon Tool 2 3/4" 1gDSM curved intake, long, regular bov.  (should have done side bov instead)||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000016||Duc Hunter||01-06-2004||04:37 AM||||Where is everyone grounding the Trunk Mt Batts? Mine is grounded to one of the trunk hinge bolts.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||01-06-2004||05:17 AM||||I grounded to what appears to be some sort of "frame" support bolt, maybe it's a bumper support?  In any case, I don't think it's doing the job, so with my new trunkmount battery install I'm going to both ground it in the trunk and run a grounding wire up to the front to some type of ground plate, ala an HKS "circle earth" kit.  I figure at the very least this can't hurt, and may help.<br /><br />On that note, anyone see the new Apex'i Super Ground system?  I've never seen a more steaming pile of horse shit in my entire life.  I can't wait to see some ignorant ricer pay a gajillion times too much for it and then give him/her the ol' mushroom tat' about a dozen times as punishment.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004253.cgi
A||||6||Dreis11301||Tranny Problem||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||12-28-2003||03:57 AM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||This isn't a Galant question but a Mitsubishi Chariot question.  My wife has a 1994 Mitsubishi Chariot, some crazy wagon/SUV thing they have here in Japan.  It has a 4G64 in it, automatic trans and the chassis # is EN44W.  It is AWD but as of late the tranny slips out of gear in 4th.  If I take the overdive off she goes fine.  I drive along and it shifts fine but when I get going in 4th about 5 seconds go by and it slips and the engine revs to high hell.  Any body have any suggestions.  I checked the fluid and she is right on the mark.  When it gets real cold in the morning it won't shift out of 1st until it warms up.  Open for suggestions...............||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||supervr4||12-28-2003||04:20 AM||||it sounds like the bands might be going on it my auto vr4 did this as well, does it make a screech noise some times.<br /><br />Shane||202.0.48.28||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000002||Dreis11301||12-28-2003||04:29 AM||||No noises just slips out.  I can downshift to second then back up and it will go to fourth again for about 5 seconds and slip out again.  Once the car warms up (after about 20 minutes) it will drive fine in 4th.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||12-28-2003||10:39 AM||||Check transmission fluid.  Is the level ok?  Is it red or black color?  Does it smell burnt?||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||Dreis11301||12-28-2003||11:50 AM||||Fluid level is good and red in color.  No smells, this one has me really scratching my head.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000005||Dreis11301||12-29-2003||03:46 AM||||Well now I have no 4th gear at all.  That really chaps my ass.  Can you lose just one gear in an auto? I don't know much about transmissions.  Are the rest soon to follow?||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||12-29-2003||07:35 AM||||It could be the overdrive solenoid, it's a little cylinder looking thing usually located at the right side of the trans on top of the valve body, Jatco transmissions were known for burning those, if it goes bad you get no 4th speed at all.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/004254.cgi
A||||4||Ryan Carey||4WS light keeps coming on when its super cold out||||1||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||12-28-2003||11:49 AM||Rcarey3853@aol.com||Anyone run into this problem?  It comes on and stays on for a minute or so on my way to work in the morning, but only happens when it is wicked cold out.<br /> It doesn't cause any problems with driving or turning, but if it is something more serious, I'd like to nix it now than have it become more of a problem later.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000001||jayru||12-28-2003||11:52 AM||||The light is only a low fluid indicator. Check your level. Possibily the fluid is real thick bcs of the cold and it's not returning back to the res fast enough?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||Ryan Carey||12-28-2003||01:12 PM||||That was kind of what I guessed, but wasn't sure. Fluid is full, so that must be the case.<br /><br />thanks||198.81.26.43||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000003||mbettez||12-28-2003||09:13 PM||||my car does the same and the level is fine, must be the cold!||68.160.169.27||reg||1||Mark||00002149||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||12-29-2003||12:47 AM||||I was just about to post about this same issue. When its cold and the light is on, I turn and hear a straining noise from the rack. I cant think right now, I will be more specific tomorrow.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004255.cgi
A||||4||DeanCouchey||Help with power steering lines!!!||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||12-28-2003||12:10 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Ok so I got my car back a while ago but havent had any time to be playing with it. I had the rear rear fixed when I brought my car in for all the repairs before. Whe I got it back the guy told me that it now has a leak in the front near the rack and pinion. My question is can I seal this leak with some liquid weld or does itr need something more strong? Also how hard would it be to change over to a manual rack!?||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||12-28-2003||04:10 PM||||changing to a manual rack: not worth it, sealing the leak in the p/s line: not possible,(lot of pressure going thru), replacing the line sounds more reasonable is not all that difficult, just time consuming, but  a manual rack is absolutely not worth the trouble, if you swap it you'll regret you ever did.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||coop||12-28-2003||04:12 PM||||If you drice the car in town alot, why bother witha a manuel rack? Switch it out with a gsx rack. it feels better, has a tighter turn radious, and you have power steering still.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000003||sleepyvr4||12-28-2003||06:49 PM||||forget about sealing it - (i tried)  post a wanted add - some of the guys have them who have removed their 4ws.  good luck.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||12-28-2003||07:32 PM||||well its not a rear steering leak thats why I fixed the rear leak, now there is one under the drivers side near the exhaust, I was wondering if I can cut the line and either weld something back there or do a line (rubber) and fix it that way?||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum2/004256.cgi
A||||6||RTS182G-VR4||!!urgent!! water pump gone?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||12-28-2003||01:28 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||ok, im drivin and i start to hear this wierd kind of grinding sound.  i thought something was messing up my t-belt, cause thats where the sound was coming from, but when i looked into the engine bay, the water pump pulley was moving in and out.  small amounts of antifreeze are leaking too.  what would cause this to happen so quickly?  also:i have another pump, but wont have time to install it till tuesday.  can i still drive to work without worrying too much(5mi)?  eye on the temp guage kinda thing?  sorry if that sounds dumb. thanks for any help<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-28-2003||01:31 PM||||i wouldnt.  the coolant will leak out onto the timing belt, and it will jump or break.  there is a weep hole inside the timing cover, and it drips right down on the crank sprocket.  get under the car, and look right below the harmonic balancer, if coolant or oily looking stuff is all over there, you need to fix it before you drive.  did you just install the pump?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||RTS182G-VR4||12-28-2003||02:34 PM||||nope. were talkin origonal 135k waterpump. i am rebuilding another engine, so i have a new pump for that engine.  i checked the t-belt and it was clean.  itd be nice not to have to tear into a beat-up engine and fix it for only a month or two worth of it being fixed.  if it has to be done though... any ideas about why this would happen? thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||12-29-2003||12:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> any ideas about why this would happen? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, it's about 70,000 miles past its expected lifespan.  Always replace the water pump with the timing belts.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||12-29-2003||01:30 PM||||maybe it was replaced then. previous owner did the timing belt 12k ago.  probly not though... damn||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||12-29-2003||04:42 PM||||Sounds familiar   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />How many times have we heard that the water pump went only 10-15K after the timing belt was done. THAT is why we recommend doing them both while you're in there.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.158.199.47||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||12-29-2003||07:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> nope. were talkin origonal 135k waterpump. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">C'mon maaaaan    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      She's seen better days.  <br />Just go ahead and change her before you....<br /><br />Over heat/warp the head.<br />Get stranded cause she broke altogether<br />Compromise your t-belt, jump timing and bend valves and/or hole pistons.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum2/004257.cgi
A||||6||henrok||valve cover removed||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||12-28-2003||04:23 PM||alvihen@aol.com||the other day my timing belt broke, today i took off the valve cover and all the valves look straight and intact.  you guys told me to take off the valve cover and check for bent/broken valves. i removed it and everything looks straight and good.  so, can u really tell by looking at the valves from the top?  im gonna get the timing belt set and put it on and see.  what do u guys think?  the valve cover and the inside looked really clean.||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-28-2003||04:30 PM||||With the valve cover off. Put on your belt. Get a compressoin tester and hook an air hose to it and do a leak down on all 4 cylinders this will tell you whats really going on.  Best of luck.||64.159.109.102||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||sleepergvr4||12-28-2003||05:10 PM||||EACH CYLINDER MUST BE AT TOP DEAD CENTER TO TEST IT THAT WAY. IF ALL THE ROCKERS ARE IN PLACE YOU MAY BE OK!||66.20.122.139||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||12-28-2003||07:24 PM||||another way to tell if tey're bent ( if the timing belt is off) move the crank ( main pulley) not to top dead or bottom center, try to leave it half way, all pistons will be away from the valves at that point, after that, turn the cams with a ratchet, if they spin 360 (you know, a whole turn) they're probably fine, when valves bend the cam tends to get stuck at a certain point , not the best way to test it but it can give you an idea what you're dealing with.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||henrok||12-28-2003||11:10 PM||||well, like i said everything seemed to be ok, the rockers in place and everything seemed ok. but i guess i should put the belt on and move the crank to see if it spins 360 without problems right?  thanks||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||Forced Style||12-29-2003||06:09 AM||||another way is to remove both cams and thus taking any tension off the valve springs, you may then rotate the crank, if it binds up at any point you know the valves somewhere are stuck open, but even if it doesnt bind up they still might be bent... good luck||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000006||henrok||12-29-2003||10:03 AM||||well then, what i will do is remove the head (i was gonna do it anyways to have it rebuilt) and then i can get a better look inside.  theres only one way to learn right? now before i do this let me ask a question.  will rebuilding my head to flow more/with better valves etc.. put more pressure to the bottom end once its put in to the point that i may have to take the engine apart again? i just figured, once im in there i might as well build the whole thing if this is a possibility.||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/004258.cgi
A||||8||BlackHole||front 5-lug swap w/ ABS front bolt-in possibility||||1||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||12-28-2003||05:10 PM||blackhole23@wowway.com||Was at the junkyard today and noticed something really useful - a 92 Diamante has the exact same ABS ring as the Galant but is 5-lug. So I picked up the hub / knuckle assembly and I see no reason it shouldn't bolt/plug right up to the front of the GVR4. Viola - instant 5-lug conversion for the front with the proper ABS. I just wish I could have found this before I did all of the ABS ring machining to fit the 4-lug ring to the 5-lug pattern.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />The only caveat is that the Diamante front knuckle appears to be of the FWD variety, not the AWD variety, so your toe setting will be off [and all of the other small differences - search if you care!]. Get an alignment or swap the Diamante stuff to the GVR4 knuckle [what I'll do].<br /><br />On a related note - I don't know if the Diamante axles will swap [different lengths?] but they are much thicker than the stock axles. The driver's side is 26mm vs stock 24mm and the passenger's side is a whopping 30mm [don't know stock offhand] thick. Beefy stuff and probably well suited to hi-power FWD turbos.<br /><br />It was a great trip to the yard - I finally found a good 2.4 crank. 2.3L here we come.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||12-28-2003||07:36 PM||||The rings have the 86 teeth count and bolt up to the TEL hubs? Good find.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||12-28-2003||10:27 PM||||Just to be clear - the rings have 86 teeth and are already on 5x4.5" hubs. So you don't even have to find DSM hubs. Just swap & go.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||01-07-2004||09:22 PM||||Oops! Sorry, false alarm...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />I finally got a good look at the Diamante hubs this evening and they won't work. The ABS ring has about 1/8th more teeth, but that is manageable I think. However, the Diamante uses much thicker axle splines at the hub so the stock axle shafts won't fit.<br /><br />Well, it seemed like a good idea at the time...||69.47.42.76||reg||13||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||01-08-2004||01:12 PM||||We can always count on you to come up with the grassroots ideas, at least.  Keep up the research.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||01-08-2004||04:37 PM||||Well said, Ryan.  Kyle's got to be the junkyard king, truly the master of badass on a budget.||12.224.208.198||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||jayru||01-08-2004||06:16 PM||||Kyle, did you have any luck re-drilling the factory hubs for 5 lug?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||01-09-2004||01:30 AM||||Kyle's first post said that he machined them to fit. Pics please   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    I have three choices. <br /><br />Machine the 4 bolt front rings to fit. Even though I have a 4 bolt LSD.<br /><br />Install a 90-91 TEL two channel computer and keep the TEL rings. Again, compatibility with LSD? <br /><br />Say the hell with it and dissconnect the lousy two channel ABS completely, I'm not yet sure if causes more braking problems than it fixes.<br /><br />I'd like to know how much trouble it would be to switch to the later 3-4 channel ABS.||64.233.105.148||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||BlackHole||01-09-2004||10:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Kyle's first post said that he machined them to fit. Pics please  I have three choices.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll post pics a soon as I have them done. I've got all of the lug holes drilled, but I'm still working on the retaining bolt hole placement. <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Say the hell with it and dissconnect the lousy two channel ABS completely, I'm not yet sure if causes more braking problems than it fixes.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think this exact thought all of the time... Even though on paper my GVR4 should stop better [better tires, suspension, ABS] than my Talon, I've had a ton more sphincter-pucker moments braking in the GVR4.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd like to know how much trouble it would be to switch to the later 3-4 channel ABS. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does anybody know if the difference between three & four channel is simply software [controller], or is it also a hardware difference [ABS unit]? If it is hardware, this would likely be a huge PITA.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/004259.cgi
A||||5||TWEAKD4||Loose timing belt caused by worn harm. balancer?||||1||||TWEAKD4||00000436
Z||000000||TWEAKD4||12-28-2003||05:40 PM||cdmyers@surfbest.net||I build my car up last year (was non running when I bought it) and replaced many parts just for maintenance.  After driving my car for about 3000 miles I went through it just to make sure everything was still ok.  I pulled my T belt cover and my belt was loose between the cam sprockets.  I let it sit for a few months to get back in the mood to work on it again (I hate doing timing belts).  A little before this time I had some squealing belts but I tightened the alt belt and it seemed to fix it.  Tonight I started to work on it and I spun the engine over with a breaker bar and the timing belt was still loose but it was a bit better.  The timing marks where still lined up.  I took all of the belts off (alt and A/C)and spun the engine and the timing belt felt about right as far as tension.  I didn't replace the harm. balancer (crank pulley) during the build up.  If it was warn could it cause the timing belt to be loose?  I will probably replace it but I didn't want to fix this and find out I should have taken the timing cover off because the problem was internal and have to do it all over again.||63.233.204.114||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||12-28-2003||05:47 PM||||The harmonic balancer would have no effect on the timing belt tension.  Had your car sat for any period of time before you checked the tension?  I remember reading somewhere that it is relatively normal for the belt to feel a little loose after sitting.  Try running it and test the tension after it is warm.  If it is loose enough that you can pull the belt off of the cam sprockets, then you definitely need to look at/readjust your tensioner.||65.177.104.5||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||TWEAKD4||12-28-2003||06:40 PM||||I checked the tension an hour after driving it.  I saw it was loose and I didn't want to do another timing belt right away.  I let it sit for 2 months for a break before I got up the motivation to work on it again which was today.  When I say it was loose if I pushed down on the center of the belt it would move about 1/2".  More play in the belt than I felt was comfortable to drive with.||63.233.204.114||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||12-28-2003||07:22 PM||||Some guys have seen the same thing with the timing belt slack between the cam gears.  At some points the intake cam may stay put and the exhaust will rock forward a little because of the rockers "falling" off the slope of the cam lobe.<br /><br />If you spin the engine and the marks line up, the belt has correct tension at that point then you should be set.  The manual gives much more detail about checking each belt for proper tension and when to do it.  When in doubt, consult the FSM.||64.63.212.28||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||01-03-2004||11:55 PM||||What happens is that the hydro tensioner backs off.  To combat this, I set the belt tension by turning the eccentric on the pulley with the two little holes in it that attaches to the arm that the hydro tensioner hits FIRST, setting it pretty tight belt tension wise, but not enough to make the belt howl.  (this means starting the motor with the hydro tensioner pin INSTALLED)  After I am satisfied that the belt is adjusted correctly, I tighten the bolt, and THEN release the hydro tensioner, so all the tensioner has to do is make up for belt stretch as the belt breaks in and wears.  I've seen far too many people that let the hydro tensioner do all the work.  It is normal to BLOW a motor after it sits in storage for a year while cranking it over if you don't set up the eccentric pulley the way I described.  The hydro tensioner bleeds down for some reason.  Set the belt with the pulley eccentric and this will stop.  Just a little extra insurance...I learned the hard way.  I've even run a couple of motors (this will sound like heresy) with the hydro tensioner completely removed.  Seems like the most unreliable part of the system.  However, on cars that see street duty, I still leave it in, but at the first sign of tension loss, I immediately pull the timing cover (I cut it in half under the motor mount) and check what's up, and reset the pulley to take up the slack.<br />Dave||69.66.78.216||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||WFOVR4||01-05-2004||01:12 AM||||Check your oil pump and see if it spins freely. If not it is starting to size and that is what is streching your belt I bet.||63.186.32.79||reg||1||WFOVR4||00003134||yes



ubb/Forum2/004260.cgi
A||||8||229of1000||BOV Flanges||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||12-28-2003||10:14 PM||||How do the flanges of aftermarket BOVs compare to the stocker?  I'm using JDM 55mm intercooler piping, but the flange is basically in the same place as the factory piping.  I'm looking to upgrade to an aftermarket one (eyeing the Tial), but which valves can I use with a stock flange?  Any?<br /><br />The factory BOV also barely clears the Dejon VPC Intake.  I'm worried that a big SSQ or the like may not work in that spot.  I'm reluctant to relocate it to in front of the wheel due to it being more exposed to the elements, and can't move it up because the uppper part of the UICP is a rubber hose.<br /><br />That being said, I don't want to use the Dejon unit because of the extra mess (valve and hoses), and because I don't have an extra to send off for two weeks, don't want to tap my UICP, and don't want to invest money into the stocker or buy a new stocker to eliminate wait time.<br /><br />Ideas?  I will be using an EVO3 16G pushing as much as 22-23 psi.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||12-29-2003||03:40 AM||||for some reason i thought maybe the greddy type s would.. The blitz will not.. why not just grind it off and weld on the new one?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||Colt4G63||12-29-2003||09:56 AM||||pretty sure the type s wont. the flange is smaller than the stock dsm. i havent tried it but looking at them it looks that way.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000003||TheJackalGT||12-29-2003||12:21 PM||||might also try an adapter and mount the bov 90 degrees in any direction.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||12-29-2003||06:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TheJackalGT:<br /><strong> why not just grind it off and weld on the new one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Because once the car is back together, it will be hard to get that pipe out, and I can't afford to do it now while it's all apart.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||12-29-2003||06:56 PM||||I believe I've read that the Greddy Type S bov will fit on the stock flange if you take a file to the bolt holes...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/flangesandgaskets.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/flangesandgaskets.htm</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||DsmSeifer||12-30-2003||02:12 AM||||I had a greddy type S on my car with the stock IC pipes and flange all I did was drill new holes for the greddy. (they are about 1/2 inch closer together than the stock BOV.) It worked great till I changed pipes.||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||12-30-2003||12:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DsmSeifer:<br /><strong> I had a greddy type S on my car with the stock IC pipes and flange all I did was drill new holes for the greddy. (they are about 1/2 inch closer together than the stock BOV.) It worked great till I changed pipes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yep this is true worked for me as well with the stock ic pipes....although the type s was the shittiest BOV i ever used in my life.||65.227.217.62||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||12-30-2003||09:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>although the type s was the shittiest BOV i ever used in my life. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought they had a reputation for being crap.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/004261.cgi
A||||3||ercp98||Eclipse Talon POWER STEERING PUMP 1g DSM 4g63 ||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||12-28-2003||10:26 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||if i swap this for my steering pump will this eliminate the 4 wheel steering and the problem with the leaking lines? how will this affect the steering input compared to a stock pump? will it be slower or faster in terms of turning the wheels? or am i better of just capping the the two powersteering lines coming out of the steering rack? i have the leak coming from there now.||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||12-28-2003||11:02 PM||||It will not do alot they are the same pump. You want a t/e/l reservoir.||65.177.232.135||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||12-28-2003||11:29 PM||||thanks!!||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000003||henrok||12-29-2003||09:38 AM||||hey i just went to the junkyard and got a lighter resevoir than the t/e/l one from a later model galant (i think it was a 1997-1998) it fit perfectly and works just fine.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/004262.cgi
A||||1||red91awdtalon||clutch problem||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-29-2003||12:21 PM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||FOR ONCE ITS NOT MINE!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  no, my buddy who has a black 1g just did<br />his clutch. did it by himself and he put a beck arnley??? (think its<br />a kragen thing? he works there so he got it dirt cheap) well he just<br />finished and he asked what i thought and his peddal feels pathetic<br />(very soft) but it returns and the car does drive and doesnt grind<br />at all.<br /><br />when i just did my clutch and the one on my old talon, i didnt have<br />to bleed my clutch because it felt good and pretty firm. do you<br />think we should bleed it? do you guys think it would make any sense<br />to? his car ran great before (clutch felt great) and no leaks on the<br />hydraulics? any suggestions? thanks<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||12-29-2003||01:38 PM||||did you guys bleed that thing?, if you did the pedal firmness is determined by the clutch plate, different brands feel different.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/004263.cgi
A||||14||howard_GVR4||fuel trims frozen?||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||12-29-2003||01:27 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I recently swapped in a 2G MAS and reset the ECU, and now my fuel trims won't budge from 100, ever.  I retuned the SAFC roughly, and I figured it would be off to some extent, but my fuel trims haven't changed yet, which seems strange to me.  Anyone else had this happen?<br /><br />Jeff, any insights?||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||Z-1 Jon||12-29-2003||02:22 PM||||how long ago did you adjust them, they should take some time to re-settle...and if you see 100 across the boards there is no need to change   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||12-29-2003||02:29 PM||||I made massive fuel tuning adjustments as recently as yesterday.  They can't really re-settle, since I reset the ECU and they're already at 100.  <br /><br />I'm just confused because they haven't wandered at all, and I've always seen them change a little.  I cranked the fuel way out of whack in the 1K range to tease the low fuel trims to change, and they didn't.  <br /><br />If I got the tuning done so well (in 10 minutes) that the fuel trims are right at 100, I'll be extremely surprised.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||Z-1 Jon||12-29-2003||02:31 PM||||give us some log info...timing, knock and O2 with what turbo and at what boost||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||12-29-2003||02:34 PM||||Certain conditions need to be met before the ECU begins to adjust the trims.  Any idea what those conditions are?  Maybe water temp, O2 cycling?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||12-29-2003||04:39 PM||||Check all your sensor readings on the logger, one of them must be too far out of wack. If I recall, the coolant temperature must be between 185 and 205, or something close to that. I'm sure the same holds true if the barometric pressure or intake temps are too far off. What is your O2 feedback doing? As long as its cycling, you may be able to get it close for now.||68.158.199.47||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||12-29-2003||06:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Check all your sensor readings on the logger, one of them must be too far out of wack. If I recall, the coolant temperature must be between 185 and 205, or something close to that. I'm sure the same holds true if the barometric pressure or intake temps are too far off. What is your O2 feedback doing? As long as its cycling, you may be able to get it close for now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The O2 trims are pretty good, I used them to tune the lo-throttle settings, hovering around 80-120 depending on throttle input.  <br /><br />Ahh, if the coolant needs to be 185, that might be it.  I have a 180 degree t-stat and in this colder weather I have a hard time getting coolant temps much over 175.  I'll get the car warmer and see what happens.  <br /><br />Z-1 Jon, I don't see what the turbo, boost, knock and timing have to do with fuel trims?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||Z-1 Jon||12-29-2003||08:51 PM||||I'm just wondering what parts you'd have that would make such drastic changes in fuel settings...||24.189.17.119||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||12-30-2003||01:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> I recently swapped in a 2G MAS </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, there's a 25-30% difference right there.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.215.11.156||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||SearsPointVR4||12-31-2003||12:44 AM||||I've been having the same problems intermitantly, although my trims are all stuck way rich, I did the same thing leaning out the low end til knock and still logs way rich on the trims.<br /><br />ford.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||12-31-2003||01:50 AM||||Just in case:<br />big fuel trim numbers = you're lean, ECU is adding fuel<br />small fuel trim numbers = you're rich, ECU is trying to remove fuel<br /><br />It was estimated once that 4 ~ 1% fuel.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||12-31-2003||02:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SearsPointVR4:<br /><strong> I've been having the same problems intermitantly, although my trims are all stuck way rich, I did the same thing leaning out the low end til knock and still logs way rich on the trims.<br /><br />ford. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like your trims are stuck rich because you've leaned it out too much.  I tune by watching the O2 trim indicator and keeping it around 100.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||01-21-2004||03:44 AM||||Well, I did some thinking and picked Groc's brain, and we both think this 2G MAS is the problem.  He cross-referenced part numbers and determined that the 055 part number indicates it's not quite compatible, since it's not 609.  <br /><br />I haven't noticed any real negatives to using this one, and even though the fuel trims are frozen at 100, I still got ~370 miles to one tank of gas, highway driving, 720's and 43psi base FP.  <br /><br />In any case, I will soon be trying out a real 2G MAS and seeing if this issue is resolved.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||01-21-2004||06:47 AM||||Interesting stuff, Howard.  So, if you "will soon be trying out a real 2G MAS," might I inquire as to what kind of MAS you're using now?  In other words, what car you got it from?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||01-21-2004||12:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Interesting stuff, Howard.  So, if you "will soon be trying out a real 2G MAS," might I inquire as to what kind of MAS you're using now?  In other words, what car you got it from? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The MAS I have now is from an early diamante, probably SOHC 2.4.  The part number is 055, and that one occurs mostly with the SOHC motored cars and some V6's.  This is the one causing the frozen fuel trims (I think).<br /><br />I tried another "2G MAS" from a 94-95 SOHC 2.4 Galant, and it even caused an error code for baro press. sensor.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/004264.cgi
A||||3||147/1000||questions after cyclone swap ||||1||||147/1000||00002688
Z||000000||147/1000||12-29-2003||03:01 PM||||i just swaped the cyclone engine and trans into the gvr4 i had to use the cam sensor off of my old motor and i cut and spliced the o2 sensor wires until i can get a new o2 sensor because the 2 hook ups were different. when i changed the cam sensor i put both motors at tdc and simply swaped it over to the new motor but the sensor didnt line up with the new motor . after the instalation the motor started right up but when it idals there is a sputter that i cant figure out it almost sounds like a missfire but when i drive it, it runs fine. could the sensor not lineing up have something to do with it? if so what do i do to fix it? could the timing be off because of the sensor? any help would be greatly appreciated. also when i shift it is almost impossible to get into 2nd gear but then at other times it goes into gear just fine. i checked the linkage and it seems fine any thoughts as to what could be causing it?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes
Z||000001||Dsmman||12-29-2003||03:52 PM||||You need to set the base timing with the CAS. Get yourself a timing light.||141.158.36.31||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||12-29-2003||06:17 PM||||need to bleed the clutch some more. <br />As for the running problem, line everything up just to make sure it is time. Then use a timing light to set base timing. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||jpgvr4||01-01-2004||02:21 PM||||Take the fuel injectors out and make sure the pin at the end of the injector moves freely. If one or two are stuck the engine may still start but behave rather oddly..||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes



ubb/Forum2/004265.cgi
A||||5||jayru||What's the best way to pull the motor out of a FWD Lazer?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||12-29-2003||03:30 PM||||My boss has one that was wrecked. When i get back from vacation next week he want's me to pull it. <br /><br />The tranny is junk, so is it easier to just pull the motor out; or should i yank it with the trans? Just Curious.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Dsmman||12-29-2003||03:50 PM||||It's much easier to remove the engine and tranny together.||141.158.36.31||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-29-2003||05:13 PM||||yup, drop the tires, pull the axles and remove the hood, unplug some junk  and pull them on up together. really is easy. good luck.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||12-29-2003||06:52 PM||||Pull motor and tranny together.<br />Even though the tranny is fubar'd, you'll run into pulley/frame clearance issues when you pull the block away from the tranny  [remember you have to clear the clutch and press plate]   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Pull em together, and you can tilt the whole shebang upwards, and then away from the chassis in one fell swoop!!!<br /><br /><br />G-||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||jayru||01-02-2004||09:17 PM||||Ok, i'm back from vacation and looked at the lazer today. Did anyone ever consider taking it out from the bottom. It seems like 6 bolts on the subframe and the struts and you could just lower the sucker right, out axles, hubs, & all (no pulling, twisting, ect,).<br /><br />Am i way off?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||01-02-2004||10:33 PM||||man its a cake walk Id have it out in 2 hrs by myself from the top . (we just stripped one) <br />Im fixing to download 2 pizza boxes onto matt after we finished the RIP services on this 91 lazer . sold the windshield and trans for 4x what I had in the car !     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2371" alt=" - " />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum2/004266.cgi
A||||7||229of1000||S-AFC / AVC-R / VPC Mounting||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||12-29-2003||07:12 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2328" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2328&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2329" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2329&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The S-AFC and the center console are the same width, so 30 minutes with a pair of side cutters got it in there nicely.<br /><br />Excuse all the doghair in the center console - the previous owner is a slob, and that is the one place I didn't bother to get all the hair up (with pieces of tape, took forever!).||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||12-29-2003||07:57 PM||||did you use the cup holder thingy?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||pisces_0||12-29-2003||08:11 PM||||Very nice setup!  I can appreciate the hidden/sleeper look.  I've got my VPC, SAFC and turbo timer all neatly mounted inside the glove box.  My aunt calls the car Kit (a la "Knight Rider") because she happened to pop open the glove box once while riding with me and saw all the "blinky lights."  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.199.237.144||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||12-29-2003||08:31 PM||||Nice install Paul. Now thieves can't see that stuff when they take a glance inside the car.||68.118.212.154||reg||14||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||12-29-2003||09:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TheJackalGT:<br /><strong> did you use the cup holder thingy? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope, just pull out the box that goes into the console, and cut a chunk out that matches the shape of the ends of the AFC.  Then it will wedge in.  The console itself has a lip that will need to be cut away in the same place to allow the wiring to go down inside of the console.  Works great.<br /><br />Your cupholder can't be used with this setup, but you don't have to cut it up either.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||12-29-2003||09:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Nice install Paul. Now thieves can't see that stuff when they take a glance inside the car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly.  Now I need to relocate my boost and EGT to somewhere out of sight, but still in my line of sight.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />Too bad the outside of the car is going to be pretty blatant now.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||12-29-2003||10:02 PM||||Awesome!!!! Now I know where my AFC and EVC are going. Excellent job!!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||12-30-2003||12:08 AM||||That looks awesome!||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/004267.cgi
A||||8||TheJackalGT||Thought it almost went (motor) but?||||1||||TheJackalGT||00002398
Z||000000||TheJackalGT||12-29-2003||07:56 PM||||Well on the way home from dinner, i grab the stop of second, and as im putting it in 4th (from 2nd) i look behind and instanly the car behind me is covered in white smoke, I mean alot! But it went away and seems to drive fine, only mods are a removed can, MBC@11 pounds and my afc isnt doin much right now, any idea what could have happend for those 3 or so seconds? Im about to go check my oil and water, after letting it cool down a little bit... Any info would be apperciated, that or make fun of me for being a noob if its posted all over the place (which i dont think it is)||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-29-2003||07:59 PM||||blown HG.  Look for oil in the coolant and/or coolant in the oil...||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Z-1 Jon||12-29-2003||08:53 PM||||would his temp gauge not reflect a toasted head gasket?  I'm betting on rings or seals in the turbo...||24.189.17.119||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||12-29-2003||09:04 PM||||sweet, im not the only person i know that goes from 2nd to 4th.||68.69.141.192||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||TheJackalGT||12-29-2003||09:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Z-1 Jon:<br /><strong> would his temp gauge not reflect a toasted head gasket?  I'm betting on rings or seals in the turbo... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yea i thought it might be the headgasket cause it happened to my friend, but his temp gauge flew up, and mine stayed the same.. I have a feeling my cars rings are going.. Its got 155k miles and i have the feeling it was modded before i got it, even though i got it stock.<br /><br />Also my lifter tick went away, ill have to drive it some more to see if its still there. My pocketlogger setup should be here this week also so maybe that will help<br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||12-30-2003||08:02 AM||||Usually the turbo seals isn't the cause if you are blowing smoke under acceleration because the pressure in the tubine and compressor housings is higher than the oil pressure.<br /><br />I would doubt it's the rings too. Maybe valve stem seals.<br /><br />If the smoke was white, it's probably either oil or water. If it's dark, it's probably fuel. I have no fuel control and when I punch it, I see a cloud of dark exhaust because the car is running rich. If yours is too, you can tune it better when you get your logger.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||12-30-2003||09:08 AM||||valve seals maybe? I know mine used to somke like a train before I changed those, in a similar manner to what they describe.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||TheJackalGT||12-30-2003||05:54 PM||||well i accelerated, shifted, THEN it went for like 3 seconds, but thanks for the help guys, ill keep and eye on it and i just wanted to make sure this wasnt a known problem that i should be watching for||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000008||josh91vr4||12-31-2003||06:13 PM||||when my turbo was on its way out it did the same thing... After letting off the hard acceleration it would puff out a big cloud of smoke.<br /><br />The second time it did this was when i lost the gasket to the oil return line. Under acceleration the oil pressure was high enough to shoot oil all over my downpipe, you can figure out the result from that. THe puffs of smoke lasted longer when this was the problem.<br />~J||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum2/004268.cgi
A||||6||VR4coop||Safc 2 setup?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||12-29-2003||11:07 PM||coop529@aol.com||Installed my safc 2 today and did intial set up. But i cant seem to figure out the knock setup part of it. If any one could explain it in normal terms maybe that would help. Car runs horrible with it hooked up right now.||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||VR4coop||12-30-2003||04:55 PM||||good help||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000002||VR4coop||12-30-2003||06:02 PM||||Aside i cant figure out the knock, the safc 2 seems to not b reading my idle correctly? its about 300rpms to low? ne one seen this before||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||12-30-2003||06:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> Aside i cant figure out the knock, the safc 2 seems to not b reading my idle correctly? its about 300rpms to low? ne one seen this before </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Put it on 2 cylinder.. See if that helps.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||pisces_0||12-30-2003||06:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> good help </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Patience is a virtue....<br /><br />From what I've heard, the knock feature on the SAFC 2 doesn't work all that well.  A TMO/Pocketlogger would be a better investment to watch knock.  As far as the car running poorly, something either isn't hooked up right or you didn't solder and have poor connections.  The first time I installed my SAFC I had the two airflow wires mixed up and the car ran like complete ass.  Basically like disconnecting the MAS.  Double, triple and quadruple check all the connections to make sure they're solid and correct, make sure all the settings are correct (check Road Race for those), zero out the SAFC and it should run just like it did without it hooked up.||64.61.225.89||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000005||VR4coop||12-30-2003||06:21 PM||||thanx guys, i think i figured it out. i was doin the inital setup wrong. turning the key off after the 6th step instead of just starting it up and settin knock, works find now. I also have the pocketlogger..||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||12-30-2003||09:01 PM||||The knock worked on mine, but the readings were really high and erratic.  Use a logger.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/004269.cgi
A||||1||Peakboost||how to take off 91 headlight???||||1||||Peakboost||00003013
Z||000000||Peakboost||12-30-2003||12:43 AM||integevo90@yahoo.com||how hard is it to take off the headlight?<br /><br /><br />i got a H4 HID and i wanna "custom" it to fit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" /> <br />(or at least ill try)<br /><br />thanks||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000001||crucible||12-30-2003||07:16 AM||||Take off the center grill between the lites.Slide out the side marker lites and dont forget to undo the tether spring holding them..Theres 2 bolts on inner and outer side of headlite for each headlite.Once again the bolts can give you fits if they are rusted so spray em down in advance.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/004270.cgi
A||||5||DongeR615||block to manifold bolts||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||12-30-2003||01:43 AM||||Does anyone know the dimensions (size, length) of the stud that goes from the block to the exhaust manifold?<br />TIA||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||12-30-2003||01:48 AM||||Um you mean the head to the exhaust manifold? not sure but the part number is md005317||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||12-30-2003||01:56 AM||||yes the head. I need to dimensions. someone has to have one laying around. plz!||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||mitsuvr4||12-30-2003||10:03 AM||||<a href="http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=FP&Product_Code=FPMSK&Category_Code=DSM-Engine" target="_blank">http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=FP&Product_Code=FPMSK&Category_Code=DSM-Engine</a><br /><br />Forced Performance sells the good stuff!||134.29.247.50||reg||14||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||12-30-2003||09:04 PM||||I can measure one tomorrow for you.<br /><br />Get a set that won't break off.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ssstuds.com/1g-copper-set.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ssstuds.com/1g-copper-set.htm</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||12-31-2003||01:22 PM||||got this from ward from sfgvr4:<br />Note: the (90-92) head can be drilled and tapped for the 93-up <br />two outer bigger studs.<br /><br />(nine) (90-92) 8x28x1.25mm<br /><br />(seven 93-up inner - 8x28x1.25mm (two) 93-up outer - 10x28x1.25mm<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/004271.cgi
A||||6||Martin Tolentino||JDM tranny info||||1||||496of2000||00000128
Z||000000||Martin Tolentino||12-30-2003||09:34 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Anyone have any info on a JDM tranny I just bought? gear ratio info or model car it came out of in japan.<br /><br />W5M332-wqnk<br />     PG3455<br />       <br />A white barcode sticker has BPG3455<br /><br />The passanger side motor mount lines up with my original tranny mount.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||12-30-2003||10:21 AM||||Try a search, this has been talked about many times, and I know there is a good list somewhere of the various trannies.  From the post below, it seems as though that tranny WILL NOT work in a US GVR-4.  By the code, it looks like it is from a JDM - GVR4 RS model - 5.443 final drive.<br /><br />    <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001777#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001777#000000</a>||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||12-30-2003||10:43 AM||||Thanks, and yes I did an archive search. Checked the Evo list and buyers guide and GSR forum. I did learn the an Evo 1 chassis id is CD9A<br />Evo2-3 CE9A, version RS id SDNF. The RS tranny has a closer gear ratio and the GSR has a longer gear ratio. I couldn't find any real JDM gear ratio data like I found on the tranny rebuild section on the DSMCD. The DSMCD has a chart which breaks down the US tranny serial numbers into actual gear ratio information. Guess, I'm down to taking it apart and counting gear teeth.<br />I found out to make it work in the vr-4 is to swap out the final drive gears in the tranny.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||12-30-2003||12:10 PM||||Let us know what you find out.  This topic comes up frequently.  From what I read, the "Q" in the second position of the last four digits indicates the 1-5 gearing.  If this is true, the 1-5 gearing in the WQxx trans you purchased should be the same as the US GVR-4 NQxx.  The final drive is all that should need to be changed.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||12-30-2003||01:22 PM||||not quite.  the case is machined for the final drive.  the final drive/case clearance acts as a pump to lube the innards.  i believe nate installed the correct final drive in one, so whomever got it will know in a short while if it lasts.  the WQNK is definetly the wrong trans.  you can make it work by getting the proper ring and pinion for the rear diff.  one last thing, look inside where the axles go, if you can see clear thru it, that is a lsd diff.  if you see a rod about 1" in diameter in the way, it is the normal open diff.  if it is lsd, i think you have to get a different axle.  if you got it from eigen engineering, take it back and stick it up their ass.  sideways.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||12-30-2003||02:50 PM||||I'm going to try to make it work. I found out the rear R&P is MB860149.  In all the caps listings, it is the latest gear set - used from 8/1/90 (Galant EVO RS) thru '95 or '96 (EVO3)<br /><br />The WQNK is a low ratio box.<br />The rear diff ratio was 3.909 instead of the 3.545 like our US spec boxes.<br />Ring gear shows 64T versus US spec 58T.<br /><br />Keith ran the tranny sn on his CAPS and found all this info.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000006||mromik||12-30-2003||08:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Anyone have any info on a JDM tranny I just bought? gear ratio info or model car it came out of in japan.<br /><br />W5M332-wqnk<br />PG3455<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have WQNK  on my MONTE CARLO with 65\35 central diff .<br />I can't find such box here.<br />Now I have NQBK gears installed (exept final gear)||212.19.24.11||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum2/004272.cgi
A||||7||coop||tire size ?||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||12-30-2003||04:29 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I want to know if people like to run a 17 or 18 and what do you think of them. thanks Colin||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||12-30-2003||05:01 PM||||I'm running 7 1/2 x 17 with 205/50zr17 tires on mine, so far no problem.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||12-30-2003||06:18 PM||||17X7, 215/45ZR17- a little rougher ride due to the low pro tires, but damn they look sweet.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000003||Z-1 Jon||12-31-2003||01:24 PM||||most 17's that people put on this car are 17X7 with a +40 offset...watch the tire size on this wheel, 225/45/17 is the biggest you'll be able to fit on a lowered car withouth rubbing on the fenders...my old bridestone RE40's in this size were fine, but my new PZEROS in the same size rub on fairly decent bumps and dips.  tire sizes do vary from company to company on the same size rating.||216.223.205.5||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-31-2003||02:17 PM||||I like 235/40/17s on a 17x7.5. My view is that if you're going to go with a large wheel like a 17, put some meat on it. I think 16s are the ultimate street wheel though...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||12-31-2003||02:56 PM||||My 17x8's with 235/45/17's are great (Whiteline Springs), no rubbing and handles better than any car I've owned.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||12-31-2003||06:05 PM||||Summer- 225/45/16 Dunlop SP9000 on 16x7.5"<br />Track- 225/45/17 Falken Azenis on 17x7.5" RotaSub-Zeroes<br />Winter- 205/50/17 Dunlop SP-Winter Sport M3 on 17x7" BBS clones||24.148.12.5||reg||14||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000007||mj_rosenfeld||12-31-2003||06:19 PM||||You can definitely lower the car with a 16x8 rim with 35 mm offset and 245/45/16 tires. Note also that most 17's will weigh more than most 16's. So I don't agree that a 17 is the optimal size, though I do agree that it looks great.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.198||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes



ubb/Forum2/004273.cgi
A||||7||229of1000||EVO3 16G / 14B comparison - pictures||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||12-30-2003||09:17 PM||||Look what I got in the mail today!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2343" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2343&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I've seen plenty of EVO16G vs. Small/Big 16G comparsions, but no 14B comparison.  So I am making one.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2346" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2346&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The EVO turbo, despite having the same compressor housing, has a much larger compressor inlet.  The 14B measures 1-5/8" (inner inlet, inducer size) while the EVO3 measures 1-7/8".  While a 1/4" difference doesn't sound like much, look at the difference it really makes (how much of the inlet the tape covers on each one).  What has been said about the blades being thinner is certainly true, they look a lot different than the 14B's thicker blades.<br /><br />14B:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2344" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2344&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />16G:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2345" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2345&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The turbine housing is a 7cm instead of the stock 6cm.  The existing comparisons go into detail about the new housing.  The 6cm exhaust outlet measures 2" across, while the 7cm EVO housing measures 2-3/8".  It expands the farther out you go, so you could do the same thing with a 6cm housing and a die grinder.  The inlet from the manifold is much larger however.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2347" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2347&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Hard to tell the difference in this picture, but clearly visible:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2348" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2348&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Hope this helps somebody!<br /><br />As far as performance goes, I've heard 118 in a 2G already (1/4mi of course).  Not bad at all.<br /><br />Original SBR 16G comparo -  <a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/EVO%2016g/Wheel_comparison.html" target="_blank">http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/EVO%2016g/Wheel_comparison.html</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||12-30-2003||10:37 PM||||Nice comparo.  New turbos sure are pretty.  I am going to port my 14B to all hell when it comes off the car in about a month.  Thanks for the info.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-31-2003||12:22 AM||||Port out the compressor outlet to 1 3/4 or better and weld on a 2 inch pipe to the flange.  It really helped my 14 a few years ago.  The flange is brazed on and pops right off with a torch.  Nice pictures by the way.||67.25.33.251||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||SearsPointVR4||12-31-2003||12:37 AM||||hey, you dug my cracked exhaust housing out of the garbage?!?!||198.81.26.43||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000004||miturra||12-31-2003||10:09 AM||||Nice comparison. Maybe some day, I'll get a new turbo for my galant.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000005||Frogger||01-02-2004||10:59 PM||||Not a bad comparison. I just installed an evoIII 16g in my galant. Its funny b/c I ordered a regular big16g but SBR sent me an evoIII. Im not complaining lol.||4.4.107.109||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000006||hecdws||01-02-2004||11:37 PM||||so how do you guys like the evo3 turbos? ive been thinking about getting one of these since the price is good. how much boost are you guys running on them on pump gas?<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||01-03-2004||12:55 AM||||Awww look how cute the little big16g is   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .. you'll have some fun! Nice comparison.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/004274.cgi
A||||9||spatchana||Did I lose my motor??||||1||||spatchana||00002703
Z||000000||spatchana||12-30-2003||10:39 PM||supoj.patchana@us.army.mil||About a month ago, I went on about a 500 mile road trip to Pennsylvania. The night before I left, the upper radiator hose burst and the fluid sprayed all over the transmission. To make matters worse the connector going to my thermostat (I think) broke off  --Needless to say, I replaced the hose prior to the trip but forgot to replenish the coolant. While driving, the car seemed fine and the temp. guage hovered around in the middle. However, once I arrived in Pa the Oil light display appeared so I pulled over at a service station and everything checked out okay to include the dipstick. Though, once again I didn't bother to check the radiator nor the resevoir. ---Anyway, to make a long story short, after an hour rest I get back on the road.  This time after about an hour and a half of driving, the car just shut down on the highway. The temp. guage may have hit hot I don't know but when I pulled onto the shoulder and tried to restart, the temp. guage shoots all the way to hot. The funny things is not once did I see any type of smoke.  Anyway, now the car sits in Wilkes-Barre Pa. Does anyone think the engine in fact seized and is totally gone or can it be rebuilt, etc???? Also, are there any outstanding DSM garages in Pa?? Thanks for any advice.||66.57.217.158||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||12-30-2003||10:54 PM||||The lack of smoke (steam) is because there wasn't any water to boil away when it reached its boiling point.  I don't want to be too specific (read: be wrong) and guess what your problem is, but I would guess you probably have done major damage.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||supervr4||12-30-2003||11:31 PM||||i too have done a smiliar thing thankfully all that happen to mine was the head gasket blew as well as the waterpump and the top tank on the raditor. my car also shut down, i believe that the vr4 will shut down at a certain temp to try to stop the engine from sezing.||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000003||number3||12-31-2003||07:11 AM||||Pull the spark plug cover and see if you can pull out the spark plug wires.<br /><br />Is this car at a friends house or at a garage currently?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Ryan Carey||01-01-2004||08:30 AM||||Funny, this reminds me of what happened to my GVR4 about three months ago.  It sucked, killed everything.  Damn coolant hoses.<br /><br />Oh well, $5321 and three months later and I'm finally back on the road.  I feel for you man.  Just be prepared for the worst, and think about what you want before you jump in.  This could be the best thing that happened to you.  Built engine, forged pistons and rods, bigger turbo, it's all up in the air now.  You could even go for a JDM swap.  Cheaper than a rebuild.<br /><br />my $.02||198.81.26.43||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||01-01-2004||10:12 AM||||Did the engine turn over and not start when you tried on the highway, or would it not even turn over?<br /><br />How did it die?  Just stall, or a big Kachunk like it just locked up?  <br /><br />Was it running rough before it died, or just crusing along and then dead?<br /><br />It doesn't sound good, but it may not be all that bad.<br /><br />Harry, are you thinking that the plug wires melted in the head?||64.63.212.153||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||number3||01-01-2004||10:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Harry, are you thinking that the plug wires melted in the head? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I have seen this happen before.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||Ryan Carey||01-01-2004||11:07 AM||||Shit, I melted plug wires, plug wire cover, timing cover and miscelaneous other plastic stuff when my engine went.  No klunk, just a total nuclear meltdown and the stench of an oil refinery.  When I popped the hood, the plug wire cover was still bubbling molten plastic.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Although, it may not be THAT bad.  That was just my experience.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000008||sleepergvr4||01-01-2004||12:10 PM||||do you want to sell the car?||66.20.121.60||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000009||RTS182G-VR4||01-03-2004||02:30 AM||||i found a talon with the plug wires melted into the head when i was looking for a block to rebuild.  knew right away not to mess with it.  i looked at the coolant hose and the lower one was blown to crap.  hopefully there was still enough coolant in the radiator to possibly circulate through the block.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum2/004275.cgi
A||||50||ken inn||ball bearing turbos||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||12-31-2003||10:58 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||anyone here running a ball bearing turbo?  i am considering a fp2544, which is supposed to be in between an 18g and a 20g, but with ball bearing, so i would think it would spool very quickly.<br /> <br /> <small>[ 12-31-2003, 02:32 PM: Message edited by: Jon ]</small>||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||Tommyquest||12-31-2003||11:41 AM||||What's the price on that puppy? I run a T-72 Q-trim single ball bearing on my Typhoon with only a 3300 stall converter because of how quick it spools. It's definitely a noticeable difference from the non-BB T-72.||151.205.162.140||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||12-31-2003||11:47 AM||||Have you seen that video of a ball bearing turbo next to a "normal" turbo?  They are mounted on a board and the guy spins the compressor wheel on each one.  The BB turbo just keep spinning and spinning.  The other turbo comes to a stop really quickly.  Pretty cool vid.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||12-31-2003||11:53 AM||||I'd love to hear some results. I've been wanting a new Garrett for a while now. It seems that the 4G63 guys are behind the times and that all of the Toyota and Nissan guys are really becoming experienced with them as of late.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||12-31-2003||01:09 PM||||Ken are you losing your hair at an increasingly rapid rate???<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Love the title "bald bearing turbos" . <br /><br />I think they are still too cost prohibitive when you consider that you'll probably have to trash the turbo if it ever fails since rebuild costs are close to buying a new one (hopefully that will change). Also depending on what size turbo your talking about spool time could decrease as much as 500-700rpm compared to a similar sized conventional bearing turbo. <br /><br />IMHO If I went BB turbo I would go with something bigger than "inbetween 18g-20g" as I think you'd be better off just getting one of those and saving the $200-400 extra it will cost for the BB turbo.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||12-31-2003||01:18 PM||||yah, but i am not looking for a lot more power.  i would like a bit more top end, and the hks cams were nice, but i didnt like the lopey idle, and the loss of power off idle.  with the hks cams, i actually broke the tires loose several times.  besides, i figger i can sell my tre big 16g for about 450, and i have another big 16g with a new fp hot side, probably get about 250 for that one, it needs to be rebuilt.  it's either put a bit more into the galant, or buy an sti.  right now, i think the sti draws too much attention, and there are no deals.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||12-31-2003||01:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> yah, but i am not looking for a lot more power.  i would like a bit more top end, and the hks cams were nice, but i didnt like the lopey idle, and the loss of power off idle.  with the hks cams, i actually broke the tires loose several times.  besides, i figger i can sell my tre big 16g for about 450, and i have another big 16g with a new fp hot side, probably get about 250 for that one, it needs to be rebuilt.  it's either put a bit more into the galant, or buy an sti.  right now, i think the sti draws too much attention, and there are no deals. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can fix the attention drawing characteristics of the STi easily Ken and probably make alittle money too since the wing is the only thing that draws alot of attention.<br /><br />I'd say go 20g unless you want similar spool to the 16g but with better top end and a stock compressor housing then go 18g or "sleeper" 16g from FP.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||russya||12-31-2003||08:10 PM||||I have an AGP L2R which flows a lot more than a 20g and it spools just as quick as the stock turbo maybe even a tad faster. The big difference for me is how little boost you lose between shifts, the thing just keeps spooled up, I would highly recommend the SS44 AGP turbo which is a slightly smaller version of what I have as is suppose to do 20 pounds plus of boost by 3200 rpms.  And as for getting it rebuilt, I just had mine rebuilt and it cost me a whopping $350 and it's like brand new now. So don't listen when people say they are impossible to get fixed right. <br /><br />Just my 2 cents||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000008||jayru||12-31-2003||08:13 PM||||We all want more power Ken! Don't kid yourself.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Mmmm-uu-wahaaa!!!!!!! (evil laugh)||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000009||number3||01-01-2004||02:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Russya:<br /><strong> And as for getting it rebuilt, I just had mine rebuilt and it cost me a whopping $350 and it's like brand new now. So don't listen when people say they are impossible to get fixed right. <br /><br />Just my 2 cents </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You had a BB turbo rebuilt and balanced for $350.00?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000010||91E39A||01-01-2004||03:02 PM||||fp3055.  3052 for the rest of ya's||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000011||russya||01-01-2004||05:09 PM||||That was with shipping as well. I got a deal on it because of how long it took, but the price range I was given was between $350 to $500.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000012||number3||01-01-2004||05:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Russya:<br /><strong> That was with shipping as well. I got a deal on it because of how long it took, but the price range I was given was between $350 to $500. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">By who?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000013||TurboVR4dr||01-01-2004||05:55 PM||||Turbo rebuilds are dirt cheap if you didn't hurt the wheels.  You can rebuild a normal turbo for about $10-$15.  There is just a lot of time in cleaning and such.  Having it balnced doesn;t cost to much if you know someone with a balancer. (Most people don't)  I am lucky to have a guy about a mile from my house who has been rebuilding turbos full time out of his garage for close to 20years.  Very smart guy.  He was one of the people in on the first couple of Bigfoot monster trucks.  He did a 13b for me for $12.50 because that's what he had in it.  When people say you can;t rebuild a BB turbo I can of laugh because you can and it's really not that much if you have a good source for bearings.  Try $50 for a CBB.  Unless you hurt the wheels you can have any almost any turbo rebuilt for $500 or less with a 2yr 24k warranty.  People who work for shops would love this.  If he messes up a turbo he even pays the shop labor if they have to take it back off and bring it back.  $40 an hour book time.  That is very rare in the auto repair world.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||01-01-2004||11:21 PM||||The guy who does Scott and Gabor's work is awesome. He re-built my 16G in 48 hrs and shipped it back.....cheap too!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||ken inn||01-01-2004||11:36 PM||||so, who is this guy?  i have a 16g i need rebuilt||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000016||Tevenor||01-01-2004||11:56 PM||||I love my L1R (SS44). Fucking thing hauls ass in my 96. 12.6 @ 112mph on pump. 21 psi. And this is my autocross car.||66.67.49.108||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000017||Kikwear||01-02-2004||12:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> Have you seen that video of a ball bearing turbo next to a "normal" turbo?  They are mounted on a board and the guy spins the compressor wheel on each one.  The BB turbo just keep spinning and spinning.  The other turbo comes to a stop really quickly.  Pretty cool vid. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where is this video of which you speak?||66.73.196.131||reg||1||Kikwear||00003109||yes
Z||000018||sleeper||01-02-2004||12:56 AM||||Ken,<br />PM sent.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.195.132||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000019||number3||01-02-2004||09:37 AM||||Well as of a year ago, there were very few places that could rebuild a BB turbo and balance it. I had one go south with 400 miles on it and had quotes of over $1000.00 to have it repaired by Turbonetics and Innovative. The only two shops at the time that could rebuild and balance BB turbos. I finally got it fixed at no charge by pulling some strings.<br /><br />Harry at Percision Turbo couldn't do it.<br /> <br />If that has changed that is good news.<br /><br />I would still want to see proof before I bought another BB and didn't have connections in the business.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||number3||01-02-2004||09:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kikwear:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> Have you seen that video of a ball bearing turbo next to a "normal" turbo?  They are mounted on a board and the guy spins the compressor wheel on each one.  The BB turbo just keep spinning and spinning.  The other turbo comes to a stop really quickly.  Pretty cool vid. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where is this video of which you speak? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I saw this display first hand at SEMA this year. When I spun the BB side it did spin easier and longer than the non BB BUT I own a BB and a non BB and the difference is not as different as the display showed.  I am still not convinced that BB is there to make it spool a lot faster but rather to provide high thrust loads.<br /><br /><br />Nevermind... it does both:  <br /><a href="http://www.turboneticsinc.com/faq.html#2" target="_blank">http://www.turboneticsinc.com/faq.html#2</a>||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000021||Doug Thomas||01-02-2004||09:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Russya:<br /><strong>And as for getting it rebuilt, I just had mine rebuilt and it cost me a whopping $350 and it's like brand new now. So don't listen when people say they are impossible to get fixed right. <br /><br />Just my 2 cents </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why did you have to get it rebuilt? What failed and how many miles were on the turbo?||12.10.219.40||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000022||joec||01-02-2004||11:34 AM||||AGP Turbo says they can rebuild them:<br /><a href="http://www.agpturbo.com/services.htm" target="_blank">http://www.agpturbo.com/services.htm</a>||216.179.104.211||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000023||sprntrgz||01-02-2004||01:52 PM||||I had an mr2 motor out of the car for a fuel pump upgrade and some tranny work etc. He had a gt30 on there. This was back in the summer last  year and so I turned a shop fan on to keep cool. The fan was blowing at the motor with the turbo still attatched and the wheel was spinning just from having this shop fan blowing thru it!! It totally wasnt intentional but it shocked the hell out of me. This car later went on to make some 436 whp I think on our dynojet. He has done a best 1/8 mile so far of 7.6 and damn near 100mph. I think it was like 96mph it was up there. <br /><br />From my experience with cams they will lope bad when you first put them in and for some time after esp. when cold...but they seem to settle in and dont lope as bad over time.<br /><br />Oh for the guy up there who says you can rebuild for $12.50 I would like to know where. I can rebuild myself just don't have a way to balance the thing. I can't find a rebuild kit for a td06 for less than $100 though where can i buy mitsu turbo rebuild kits for less?||64.217.224.32||reg||1||sprntrgz||00003189||yes
Z||000024||TurboVR4dr||01-02-2004||04:54 PM||||It all depends on which parts you buy and which parts you make yourself.  That is all I am going to say.  John does a lot of things that are no standard practice.  He doesn't buy things if he can make them cheaper.  And he can make some of the parts cheaper.  Here is an example of something he has done.  There is an older no mitsu turbo (can;t remember what car it came off of) That wears the shaft bad by the ring.  He take the shaft turns it down presses a sleeve over it and recuts a oil ring groove back to stock spec.  Instead of having to buy the $170 wheel and shaft he just fixed the old one for 75 cents plus his time.  that is just a little example of what he does.  He has never had one fail and he gives a better warranty than most anyway.  But if I give you his number or gabor does.  Please don't call and say I hear you can do it for this price.  Just tell him that Gabor or Scott sent you and they said you could give me a good deal.  He will and the more business that I send him the more he cuts me deals.   He made me a copy of a green for $675 ported.  That is because he had the extra 7cm housing sitting there doing nothing.  He can do custom shit like that but he is mainly a stock rebuilder so a 7cm housing was really nothing he could use.  But he can machine housings out to take bigger wheels and things like that.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000025||sprntrgz||01-02-2004||06:26 PM||||Well I can do this stuff too. I am a machinist as well. I can buy a lathe on ebay for $350 shipped to me and do quite abit. I need the other things that I can't make and nobody will seperate their rebuild "kit" it's annoying. I agree why pay $100+ for a couple of snap rings 2 little pieces of brass and a couple of special mitsu parts. Shoot I could make bearings all day long for whatever the brass costs that is no big deal. Turning a shaft down and making a sleeve pressing it on isn't a big deal either. I routinely work to -0/+ .0005 on a threading op. The OD onces et rarely ever changes so it could be said that that is held to -0/+.0002 This is on a CNC but holding tight tolerances is not a problem. <br /><br />If someone could point me to a POC (point of contact) for the exact mitsu pieces that I need I can take it from there. <br /><br />If I call the guy I will just tell him what I have and ask for a price for what i want to do. I respect that.<br /><br />OTH-I work for a small job shop and we machine parts for many gov. type places. We will machine stuff for anyone so if we can do it and make money we will. That said I oculd have bearings made for very little $$ prolly in lots of 100. I mean actually make an order with my work and pay the shop rate. For $100 I bet I can get quite a few bearings made. I still need the rest of the little special mitsu pieces though.<br /><br />So all that said i agree wiith you I am just looking for a contact at mitsubishi I guess.||64.217.224.32||reg||1||sprntrgz||00003189||yes
Z||000026||number3||01-02-2004||06:31 PM||||But who will you have V.S.R. balance it to 60,000-70,000 plus RPMs?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000027||TurboVR4dr||01-02-2004||06:32 PM||||PM me with the parts that you need for your turbo I am going over to his house tomorrow and maybe I can get you a deal on what you need.  <br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000028||sleeper||01-03-2004||02:03 AM||||Can you point me to some auctions where I can buy a lathe delivered for $350.00<br />I wouldn't mind playing around with one of those in the garage. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.30.64.247||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000029||TWEAKD4||01-03-2004||12:09 PM||||Here is a link on DSMtalk about the 2544 turbo  <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=1e6110b1bc7387f3467bf0396ab239a7&threadid=104943" target="_blank">HERE</a> .  It flows 44lb/min just like the 20g just with faster spoolup.  They claim 20psi by 3200-3300 rpm.  There are some nice pictures of that turbo that Brian posted on that link.||63.233.221.253||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000030||sprntrgz||01-03-2004||01:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> But who will you have V.S.R. balance it to 60,000-70,000 plus RPMs?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats a good question. I dunno if the local shops will only do a balance job. I think that kind of goes hand in hand with rebuilding. <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43998&item=2433480034#ebayphotohosting" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43998&item=2433480034#ebayphotohosting</a><br /><br />The ebay auction is over but you will find more. This guy may have more email him and ask. It was $300 dutch and then the shipping was flat rate $50 in the US I think.||64.217.224.32||reg||1||sprntrgz||00003189||yes
Z||000031||Tevenor||01-03-2004||02:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TWEAKD4:<br /><strong> Here is a link on DSMtalk about the 2544 turbo  <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=1e6110b1bc7387f3467bf0396ab239a7&threadid=104943" target="_blank">HERE</a> .  It flows 44lb/min just like the 20g just with faster spoolup.  They claim 20psi by 3200-3300 rpm.  There are some nice pictures of that turbo that Brian posted on that link. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same characteristics as the L1R (now SS44) that AGP has been selling for over a year.||66.67.49.108||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000032||Minjin||01-03-2004||07:48 PM||||Gabor, read this thread:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=UBB14&Number=382853&page=&view=&sb=5&o=&vc=1" target="_blank">http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=UBB14&Number=382853&page=&view=&sb=5&o=&vc=1</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000033||chauffeur1st||01-03-2004||10:06 PM||||When u say 18g do you know or been in a Galant or any car for that matter with one.. I have one Im about to put in my car.. just thought I would get any insite..<br /><br />Jason<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> yah, but i am not looking for a lot more power.  i would like a bit more top end, and the hks cams were nice, but i didnt like the lopey idle, and the loss of power off idle.  with the hks cams, i actually broke the tires loose several times.  besides, i figger i can sell my tre big 16g for about 450, and i have another big 16g with a new fp hot side, probably get about 250 for that one, it needs to be rebuilt.  it's either put a bit more into the galant, or buy an sti.  right now, i think the sti draws too much attention, and there are no deals. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can fix the attention drawing characteristics of the STi easily Ken and probably make alittle money too since the wing is the only thing that draws alot of attention.<br /><br />I'd say go 20g unless you want similar spool to the 16g but with better top end and a stock compressor housing then go 18g or "sleeper" 16g from FP. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000034||number3||01-03-2004||10:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Gabor, read this thread:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=UBB14&Number=382853&page=&view=&sb=5&o=&vc=1" target="_blank">http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=UBB14&Number=382853&page=&view=&sb=5&o=&vc=1</a> <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A message board on flashlights... just goes to show everyone has a hobby no matter how strange it is.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000035||howard_GVR4||01-03-2004||11:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kikwear:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> Have you seen that video of a ball bearing turbo next to a "normal" turbo?  They are mounted on a board and the guy spins the compressor wheel on each one.  The BB turbo just keep spinning and spinning.  The other turbo comes to a stop really quickly.  Pretty cool vid. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where is this video of which you speak? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There is also a video of me "blowing" a BB turbo at the 2002 DSM shootout.  I spooled that sucker like a....errr ... stroker?||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000036||Minjin||01-03-2004||11:30 PM||||Howard, you might want to keep that kind of stuff to yourself...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000037||sleeper||01-04-2004||12:52 AM||||I liked the Galant so I got a real one and not a Hot wheels version.<br />I'm looking for a full size lathe and not a toy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Thanks for the link anyway, it was an interesting read. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.227.65||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000038||keydiver||01-05-2004||01:09 PM||||Anyone ever deal with these guys:<br /><a href="http://www.victoryperformance.com/Product/Detail.cfm?ProductID=1658&temp=turbo" target="_blank">http://www.victoryperformance.com/Product/Detail.cfm?ProductID=1658&temp=turbo</a><br />The VPEGT3050 looks like it has very similar specs, for quite a bit less money.||67.34.8.11||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000039||BlackHole||01-05-2004||04:17 PM||||Jeff,<br /><br />The Victory GT3050 [it's actually a 48 trim TS04 comp wheel, 44 lb/hr, not a 50 trim as they state] looks to be the same as the <a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com" target="_blank">SBR</a> GT10 which is what I'm looking at for my 2.3L. The cartridge is the same and I wager that they are also using the PTE cast exhaust housing. SBR has the same price as Victory and I've heard nothing but good things about SBR.<br /><br />Don't forget to check out the FP turbo FAQ that has a lot of good general references and some specific info on the BB center sections: [URL=http://www.forcedperformance.net/faq.aspx][/URL]||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000040||ken inn||01-05-2004||05:22 PM||||the fp 25-44 is also a 44lb/hr turbo, and it is the favorite of the autocrossers.  i just spoke to fp again, and all the lines bolt up, except for a modified oil feed line.  the compressor outlet can only be a straight one, or the 90 deg neck.  i am waiting for scott to get back, and talk to him.  i think with this turbo, i will have to go with at least 660's.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000041||Tevenor||01-05-2004||05:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> the fp 25-44 is also a 44lb/hr turbo, and it is the favorite of the autocrossers.  i just spoke to fp again, and all the lines bolt up, except for a modified oil feed line.  the compressor outlet can only be a straight one, or the 90 deg neck.  i am waiting for scott to get back, and talk to him.  i think with this turbo, i will have to go with at least 660's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think you will find that the AGPT SS44, the SB10 and the FP 25-44 are all fairly close in specs and such. The SS44/L1R is also fairly popular with autocrossers for the same reasons that the 25-44 is. Decent spool, good air flow, and incredible transient response times.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000042||ken inn||01-05-2004||07:06 PM||||yah, but the kicker is that forced performance is within driving distance.  i have been there several times, and i really prefer doing business with a place i can go visit.  i have met the owner several times, and of course, scott evans is also there.  for me, it's either get another turbo from fp, or just not get another turbo.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000043||tikibeast||01-09-2004||02:48 AM||||AGP L2R?<br /><br />who makes these?||4.62.139.114||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000044||Bigfoot200200||01-09-2004||04:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by tikibeast:<br /><strong> AGP L2R?   who makes these? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um, AGP <a href="http://www.agpturbo.com/" target="_blank">http://www.agpturbo.com/</a> But they stopped making them. The GT turbine wheel just didn't perform well in a Mitsubishi housing, so they use PTE bolt-on housings now.||64.233.105.148||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000045||4drwhore||01-09-2004||10:43 AM||||Do any of the PTE GT ball bearing series turbo's come internally gated?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000046||keydiver||01-09-2004||11:05 AM||||I just talked to Kevin yesterday at AGP about the L1R, which I guess must be now called the SS44? (He's a GVR-4 owner, BTW) He said that the L1R is identical to the FP2544, they both came out at the same time. I'm fairly sure that this is the turbo I'm going to end up with. He even offered to help make up an elbow that would attempt to match up to my RRE pipes.<br />20G power all spooled up by ~3000 rpm! That has got to feel awesome! Its rated at 44lbs/min of air, which is roughly 440 HP on race gas. I've seen a plot of the FP2544 that had a flat 400 HP from 5000-7500 rpm! I asked about the EVO III, as a comparison, and he said that the EVO III 16G is rated at 42 lbs/min, but he said its not nearly as efficient, so you would probably never see 420 HP out of it. (Not that I need that much).<br />Nate *should* chime in here, as Kevin says that he has tried practically every turbo that AGP makes!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br />Oh, and he does offer it internally gated, and the way he mounts the gate for GVR-4's allows you to adjust the preload so you can get it set up to hold at just the boost you want! The gate actually comes off the opposite direction than our 14b's/16g's, it faces the driver's side.||68.153.101.201||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000047||Z1500||01-09-2004||01:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Um, AGP  <a href="http://www.agpturbo.com/" target="_blank">http://www.agpturbo.com/</a>  But they stopped making them. The GT turbine wheel just didn't perform well in a Mitsubishi housing, so they use PTE bolt-on housings now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's not why. They just take to much work to put in the 7cm. They actually spooled a little quicker in the 7cm. That's whats on my GVR4 btw is a 7cm L2R. Great turbo, just no market for $1400 turbos anymore.<br /><br />Kevin<br /><a href="http://www.agpturbo.com" target="_blank">www.agpturbo.com</a>||208.201.202.87||reg||1||Z1500||00002791||yes
Z||000048||Tevenor||01-09-2004||01:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> I just talked to Kevin yesterday at AGP about the L1R, which I guess must be now called the SS44? (He's a GVR-4 owner, BTW) He said that the L1R is identical to the FP2544, they both came out at the same time. I'm fairly sure that this is the turbo I'm going to end up with. He even offered to help make up an elbow that would attempt to match up to my RRE pipes.<br />20G power all spooled up by ~3000 rpm! That has got to feel awesome! Its rated at 44lbs/min of air, which is roughly 440 HP on race gas. I've seen a plot of the FP2544 that had a flat 400 HP from 5000-7500 rpm! I asked about the EVO III, as a comparison, and he said that the EVO III 16G is rated at 42 lbs/min, but he said its not nearly as efficient, so you would probably never see 420 HP out of it. (Not that I need that much).<br />Nate *should* chime in here, as Kevin says that he has tried practically every turbo that AGP makes!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />Oh, and he does offer it internally gated, and the way he mounts the gate for GVR-4's allows you to adjust the preload so you can get it set up to hold at just the boost you want! The gate actually comes off the opposite direction than our 14b's/16g's, it faces the driver's side. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My L1R pushed my heavy ass 2G to 112mph on pumpgas at 21 psi with a small Griffin FMIC. It pushed me to 111 mph on the stock 2G smic at 22 on 100 octane. All this on my 'autocross' car. It truly is a kick ass turbo.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000049||russya||01-09-2004||05:03 PM||||I didn't say this in my earlier post but my L2R is internally gated and I wouldn't trade it for an external gate. It holds boost anywhere you set it and unlike a lot of the external gates, it's not much louder than stock.  I know the Forced performance BB turbos seem really nice because of the fancy external wastegate mount cast into the housing but I'd much rather have my internal setup. So the pricing on the FP seems pretty good(and it is) but remember you have to buy and external gate which bumps up the price in two ways. <br /><br />1. you have to buy the external gate<br /><br />2. You have to buy a new o2 housing if you don't want it venting to the atmosphere and drawing every cop in town. <br /><br />Just a few thoughts to keep in mind. And AGP does have awesome customer service, and really knowledgeable staff I would recommend there product any day. And just for the record my turbo had to be rebuilt because I bought it used from someone who abused it really badly and there was no way to tell until I put it on and it leaked oil all over the place.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000050||tikibeast||01-10-2004||12:11 AM||||but is it legal to leave it open atmosphere? I mean are there any issues besides noise attracting attention?||4.62.139.114||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes



ubb/Forum2/004276.cgi
A||||6||DMX84||What is causing my knock?||||3||||DMX84||00003182
Z||000000||DMX84||12-31-2003||02:32 PM||dmx84@earthlink.net||Hi all, I need help trying to figure out what is causing my knock LED�s to progressively light up on my dash.(old boost LED�s) I seems to come on at about 3k rpm and only at partial throttle. If I put it to the floor it seem not to do it as much. So I�m seeing it with little or no vacuum. I do run 91 octane only and any suggestions would be appreciated. <br />Thanks, DMX84||67.234.231.69||reg||3||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000001||Jon||12-31-2003||02:36 PM||||My old car would phantom knock around 3500 rpm with light throttle in any gear.  It never would pull back timing when it knocked like this though.  So if you think about it, at 75 mph on the highway, it would phantom knock a lot.<br /><br />I even tried C16 and it would phantom knock.  Flooring it would make the knock sum drop to 0.<br /><br />It never did any damage so I just attributed it to a a badly tuned knock sensor from Mitsubishi.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||DMX84||12-31-2003||02:52 PM||||What is a C 16?  Also the knock LED�s drop off quickly except if it was what I think is a hard knock?, Then they will fall off slower. What do you think? How do I know if its pulling back timing or not? On my car I can watch timing or knock or what ever but not all at the same time.||67.234.231.69||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||12-31-2003||02:53 PM||||i get that too at 3500rpm at partial throttle. its just sucks.||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||stevevr4||12-31-2003||03:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DMX84:<br /><strong> What is a C 16. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">c16 is race gas i believe||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000005||AzA*||01-01-2004||11:21 PM||||i have the same problem i have mmcd v 1.4 data logger and at 2800 - 3500 at low throttal i get knock jumps every now and then just on the freeway or even if i just take of in first gear at low throttal it gets knock it is getting realy frustrating to tune :/||211.28.52.97||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||01-02-2004||10:10 AM||||The knock count increments to whatever the sensor is hearing and then "bleeds" off artificially -- I believe this is based on rpm.  I find that when I get lifter-induced knock on part-throttle I just need to back off the throttle completely and then lay into it again.  The knock count will drop faster off-throttle.  If I build up a knock count and hold the throttle steady the count tapers off much slower.<br /><br />It's isn't glamorous or smooth but it does keep me from getting crushed by merging semis.<br /><br />About seeing knock at ~0psi -- I usually attribute that to a post-turbo leak.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004277.cgi
A||||11||DMX84||16g too much for stock injectors?||||1||||DMX84||00003182
Z||000000||DMX84||12-31-2003||04:15 PM||dmx84@earthlink.net||I�ve got a ported 16g and 255gpm pump w/ stock injectors. Some people say that it flows too much and that I need bigger injectors / MAS etc. I�m only running 9 or 10 psi and I don�t think that�s too high & I rarely hit the second stage of boost (set at 14). I need some guidance on which direction I need to go form here. Any cheep fixes are welcomed.||67.234.231.69||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000001||TWEAKD4||12-31-2003||04:39 PM||||A 16G is not to big for stock injectors but your DC will be very high probably over 100%.  With your 255 pump your fuel pressure will be higher which will give you a little more out of your stock 450cc injectors.  You should be able to run 16-17 psi on 93 octane gas but watch for knock.  I suggest a datalogger if you don't have one already.  You will also hit fuel cut (if you haven't already) if you don't have any ECU tweaks done by Keydiver with cooler temps.  With race gas you can run about 20psi but again watch for knock with a datalogger because every car is different.||63.233.207.181||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000002||Z-1 Jon||12-31-2003||04:41 PM||||we used to run (before the logger came out hehe, couldn't hear any knock) a big 16G with just a 2.5 inch catback, K&N, and a supra TT fuel pump with 1.3 bar on an EVC4...we went over 20K on this setup before the FMIC, 660cc's, VPC and SAFC etc...that motor lasted 60K miles, blew the rings and later found out Mitsu sold us a NON TURBO motor when we bought it crated from them!!  I was amazed it lasted that long without oil squirters and higher compression!!||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000003||DynStatic||12-31-2003||06:00 PM||||I'm sorta in the same boat as you. Here is my plan.<br /><br />Mods so far<br />SBR Small 16g ported/polished 38mm wastegate<br />2g Ex Manifold ported/polished<br /><br />Parts sitting around:<br />Walbro 255 HP fuel pump<br />FTR 550 Injectors  <- got for xmas from friend!<br />SBR o2 elim. 3 inch downpipe <- need the catback<br /><br />Jeff is sending me a ECU chip for use with the 550 injectors. He raised the fuelcut by 20%. I plan on installing the injectors, fuelpump, and chips and driving just fine. I hope I wont need any tuning.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  If I do, I'll get the MAFT.<br /><br />I have more mods then that, they just don't apply.||68.57.53.129||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000004||DynStatic||12-31-2003||06:02 PM||||Oh as I am right now, I cant run more then 13-14 PSI on the street with out knocking. 93 oc. Inj. Duty around 75-85%  On the strip, I cant run more then 10 before I knock. I think it's from the IC getting heated up on the run.||68.57.53.129||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||12-31-2003||10:57 PM||||I am running a Evo 3 Big16G on stock injectors, Walbro 255, and a SAFC. The SAFC is tuned for 11psi (which I have not exceeded). I have at most 3 counts of knock (randomly, so I think it may be lifters?). I always run 91 or 92 (cant find 93 in town).<br /><br />I think you will be ok with that, DMX. Id definately suggest a logger and a SAFC as possible upgrades/options.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||DMX84||01-01-2004||11:21 AM||||Slvrblt, Do you thank that we can get together and do some data logging on this? PM me with your phone number OK? I'm looking forward to seeing your modifications also.||67.235.101.90||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||01-02-2004||10:30 AM||||I always seem to see people installing big fuel pumps without adjustable fuel pressure regulators (AFPR) -- what gives?  It is basically a REQUIREMENT.  YES, you can tune your car with an AFC to the point where it is driveable but it is not the right way.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||dlpinckney||01-02-2004||10:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I always seem to see people installing big fuel pumps without adjustable fuel pressure regulators (AFPR) -- what gives?  It is basically a REQUIREMENT.  YES, you can tune your car with an AFC to the point where it is driveable but it is not the right way. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have had the TT-Supra/Denso pump (not rewired yet) in my car for about 3 years with the stock fuel pressure regulator and do not have an AFC installed.  It runs a little rich at low RPM/idle, but starting/normal driving it is just fine.  Under wide open throttle situations it definitely doesn't matter because the stock regulator shuts the return line off just fine.  Around town I don't get the greatest fuel economy, but on the trip to the Shootout last year, still got right at 30MPG.<br /><br />That being said, an AFPR will definitely help to tune and stabilize the pressure the injectors are seeing and get your fuel trims right on.  I am getting ready to install 660cc injectors, S-AFC, and an Aeromotive/Buschur AFPR.||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||01-02-2004||11:44 AM||||That pump doesn't count.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||01-02-2004||12:52 PM||||The combo that worked well for me in my 2G was ported big 16G, 2.5" turboback, 550 injectors, ND0990 (150lph) pump.<br /><br />You definitely should look at 550's for any 16G and a pump upgrade of some level.  Supra/Walbro255's are good pumps but, as noted, are too big for the FPR.  You can still drive without an upgraded FPR, but your fuel trims just won't be where they should be, causing somewhat bad fuel economy and probably will affect your performance.  I chose the 150lph pump because it doesn't overrun the stock 2G FPR.  Supra pump is 260lph in comparison.<br /><br />Using this setup I could run as high as 20psi daily, though 17psi seemed to be the best spot.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||DMX84||01-02-2004||01:05 PM||||Are you guys saying I would need to do something with my fuel pressure regulator? It is stock and I run about 37psi normal driving and it goes up to about 60 ~ psi. under full throttle. Does this sound right?||67.235.99.110||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes



ubb/Forum2/004278.cgi
A||||2||curtis||Knock Fixed||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-31-2003||05:32 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Ok heres what improved  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />off idle acceleration, stalling at intersections or when the brakes were applied, funny idle, going up hills while holding a steady speed<br />and the ever so often going full throttle and getting knock counts. <br /><br />This cost me all of a 3 dollars and ten minutes out of my day.<br />I ziped tied a vacuum tube to the little red stick that comes on the side of the albany brake parts cleaner from auto zone.  Unhooked the boost gauge hose from the throttle body and sparyed a half a can of brake parts cleaner through the motor while it was running.  You have to hold the throttle to about 3500 rpm and give short bursts until you get the rpm where it will run without dying.  I don't know if it was carbon on the valves and pistons or just carbon on the O2 sensor but hell it worked.  I don't know how long it will last but it doesn't hurt anything and now the car has perfect idle.  It only blew a little black smoke out which means its running pretty clean and the 93 octane is good for something.  I used to do this all the time to mustangs years ago.  I've fulled up the whole neighbor hood with smoke from a few cars that had never been tuned or had just never been worked on.  I don't know why I had never done this to the galant.  Hope it helps.||65.54.98.23||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||admsr||12-31-2003||06:40 PM||||Hey Curtis, You might wanna use throttle body cleaner or something along those lines. I<br />m not sure if spraying "Brakes Parts Cleaner" is the best thing for the inside of your engine. Those brake cleaners have detergents and other chemicals that might not play so nice in the cylinder walls.....<br /><br />just my .02<br /><br />Happy New Year!!!<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.25.80||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-31-2003||08:23 PM||||The cleaner the better  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Hell I use to use lysol to start the tractor at the airfeild until the airport manager told me he was going to but sardines all over the engine of the Galant.  Then he really spazed out when he found out I was running av gas in the tractor.  So I just started using the waste fuel samples in the galant ran good.  Carb cleaner probably would haved worked better because of the oil in it but all I ever have in the garage is albany brake clean.  It doesn't stink up the house like crc and I buy it by the case at auto zone sometimes I can get it for under 1.75 a can depending on who is working.  But for sure this little trick helped.||65.54.97.152||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/004279.cgi
A||||6||jonvr4||no oil pressure, i suck!||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||12-31-2003||06:46 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||ok so i finally decide to get to working on the galant after i just switched the head gasket and bearings. i put the fucking head gasket on backwards so now i have no pressure in the head. now my only question is is can i drill through head gasket (metal) through the feed hole or do i have to pull it all apart and flip the gasket?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||12-31-2003||06:53 PM||||I don't have a definitive answer to this, but i would assume that drilling a metal object would leave metal shavings, do you really want that in your oil?<br />~Josh||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||12-31-2003||07:29 PM||||i don't care about the oil since i'll just use a flush and remove all of the crud. plus it won't be too much as the hole is about 1/8in.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||sleepergvr4||12-31-2003||08:05 PM||||take it back apart! do not run it.||68.212.66.199||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||12-31-2003||08:28 PM||||Yeah man.... Just re-do it...||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-31-2003||09:42 PM||||just redo it jon. we want to have a meet sometime in 2004  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||AWDpower||01-01-2004||01:13 AM||||How can you tell if a head gasket is on correctly after the engine is assembled? Isn't there a tab that sticks out that you can use to check? <br /><br />I ask because I helped a friend assemble his engine yesterday, but didn't double check carefully to see that he put the gasket on correctly. It looked fine at a glance, but I heard that a few people have but it on backwards and I want to make sure it's right before we do any more work. If it's wrong, it blocks the oil passages to the head? We ran the oil pump with a drill to circulate oil (as instructed by the engine builder) and oil did reach the head. Does that mean it's installed correctly?||63.204.132.232||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum2/004280.cgi
A||||12||Ryan Carey||What the f*%(&amp;. . . where did my oil cap go???||||1||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||01-01-2004||05:48 PM||Rcarey3853@aol.com||So I'm leaving work and cruisin down the road when some sort of gut instinct tells me to pull over.  I pull into the next gas station, pop the hood, and there is my head spitting oil everywwhere with no sign of oil cap and about a quart sprayed all over everything.  Take into mind this engine is brand new and only has about 1300 miles on it, so I panic.  I turn her off and immeadiatley check the oil.  The end of the dipstick still has oil, but past the median range.  I have to use penzoil because all I had left was about half a quart of mobil and gas stations don't hsve squat for quality oil.  I fill her up, check oil level, and proceed to sop up the remainder of oil that is essentially sprayed all over the intake manifold, firewall, horn, etc.  <br /><br />So, I now have a few questions:<br /><br />1) What is the easiest way to clean the rest of this oil up?? (I was thinkin' Simple Green or something)<br /><br />2)What damage could have possibly been done? (I never lost oil pressure, but what about everything else i.e wiring, grounds, coilpack, etc.)<br /><br />3)Has ANYONE ever lost an oil cap like this before? (Maybe I am a space cadet and didn't crank it down when I checked last, but I have been super anal about checking this stuff.  The engine is brand new and I'm super paranoid.<br /><br /><br />4)Who will be the first board member to call me a complete jackass? (Just kidding, but I feel ultra stupid having to post this shit)<br /><br />Thanks  All||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||01-01-2004||05:58 PM||||Either simple green, or a couple cans of break cleen.<br /><br />I've done that before too, luckily the cap was easy to find in my case.   Get some cans qof break cleen.   <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||01-01-2004||06:10 PM||||guilty!, it was about 10 miles that I realized I had left my oil cap on top of the engine before I stopped, needless to say there was oil everywhere, nothing a couple bottles of degreaser couldn't take care of.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||Ryan Carey||01-01-2004||06:17 PM||||Cool, glad to see I'm not the only one who does stupid shit (I gotta quit smokin that shit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Do you just spray on and rinse off??<br />Or just spray and leave??||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||01-01-2004||06:28 PM||||Don't get brakekleen on your valve cover.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||01-01-2004||06:54 PM||||If you are going to spray the engine off, I would cover the spark plugs up and any other electrical stuff - coil, and especially the CAS.  Brake Kleen will eat paint, so if you use it, spray it off pretty quick.  Spray it down real well with Simple Green, let is soak (but not dry up), then rinse off.  Stuff works good.||63.188.177.38||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||01-01-2004||06:57 PM||||I have not tried this (yet, but I will); but I saw a thing a while back that ALL Coca-Cola plants have used coke to clean their truck motors for years. Simple green has been my first choice for a long time though, but coke is cheaper (not the powder kind). lol.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||01-01-2004||07:03 PM||||If you still had oil on the dipstick, don't worry about it.  Don't make it a practice, but don't worry about it.<br /><br />Simple Green or something will make clean up easier.  I would just spray cleaner on it and pressure wash it all off.  But some people have had some pretty serious issues with electronic parts after washing the engine bay.||64.63.212.92||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||4G63Mirage||01-01-2004||07:23 PM||||My oil cap blew off when my motor blew, chipping a piece of #2 piston off and chipping a #1 valve.  Major blowby can blow off oil caps  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Sure is a sick feeling when you pop the hood and find that.||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000009||pisces_0||01-01-2004||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ryan Carey:<br /><strong>4)Who will be the first board member to call me a complete jackass? (Just kidding, but I feel ultra stupid having to post this shit)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">JACKASS!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Seriously though, your engine should be all right.  It seems as though you caught it soon enough and there was adequate oil left in it.  Being that you had to use Penzoil, I'd suggest an oil change as soon as possible.<br />As far as cleaning the engine goes I have to throw my vote in for Simple Green also.  I've used it for two years now on all my cars and am very happy with the results.  Here's a quick rundown of my procedure:<br />-Warm up engine (so all the grease/grime/crud gets pliable)<br />-Cover CAS and coil (if possible) with plastic bags<br />-Spray down engine and engine bay with Simple Green & let sit for ~15 min.<br />-Hose off and immediately start the car with the hood up (any remaining water will evaporate and the steam can exit the engine bay without harming any electronics)<br />-Repeat as necessary<br />I found out the hard way that a CAS doesn't work all too well when water gets inside of it.  Right after I got my Galant I washed the engine and engine bay (horendously dirty) yet couldn't get the car to fire.  Turns out that some water had seeped into the CAS and fried it.  Cover that puppy up!  Hope this helped a bit.||216.251.181.76||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||01-02-2004||10:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> I have not tried this (yet, but I will); but I saw a thing a while back that ALL Coca-Cola plants have used coke to clean their truck motors for years. Simple green has been my first choice for a long time though, but coke is cheaper (not the powder kind). lol.<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's a myth.  The acids are strong but not THAT strong.  Orange juice would actually work better.  It works "okay" for cleaning up corrosion, and when used with aluminum foil it can polish chrome very well.  Oh yeah, it does do a slightly better job of removing blood than straight water but it doesn't hold anything over vinegar.<br /><br />Stick with cleaners, otherwise you're just making a sticky mess.  You need something with some sudsing action to lift the dissolved dirt/grease/oil.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||Ryan Carey||01-02-2004||06:08 PM||||I sprayed most of everything with a sudsy solution of dawn.  Seemed to work pretty well for the most part, but I think I am going to try the simple green.  I didn't get anywhere near the CAS, so I think I am allright there.  Most of the oil was on the DS of the firewall, but I need to get oil out of the canyons of the intake manifold.<br /><br />It wasn't really that bad as far as I can tell, but I'm still not sure how far I drove with no oil cap, could have been one mile, could have been a hundred.  I didn't notice any performance issues, but we'll see when I bring it back to the builder on monday so he can check over everything.<br /><br />I'm just glad I had that gut instinct and haven't really ran the car past 4K since getting it back.  We'll see.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000012||drew||01-04-2004||10:26 PM||||Oil Eater works wonders. Better than simple green. more toxic too.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004281.cgi
A||||14||229of1000||Anyone used this alarm?||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||01-01-2004||10:16 PM||||Air Wolf Ultimate, made by Design Tech.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.designtech-intl.com:8080/merchant.ihtml?pid=158&lastcatid=36&step=4" target="_blank">http://www.designtech-intl.com:8080/merchant.ihtml?pid=158&lastcatid=36&step=4</a><br /><br />They list it for $299 but I found a site that has them for $209.  It looks like a very nice alarm.  The features are sweet - built in turbo timer, remote start, timed starting (say at 7:30 every morning before work), tons of stuff.<br /><br />That description doesn't describe much about the actual alarm, but if you go to the section for alarms without starters it goes more in depth.<br /><br />The other model I was looking at is this one.  The company is more reputable (makers of the Viper series) but the product has less features.<br /> <a href="http://www.autotoys.com/x/catalog/PYTHON_881XP_2_WAY_LCD_ALARM__REMOTE_START_p_14.html" target="_blank">http://www.autotoys.com/x/catalog/PYTHON_881XP_2_WAY_LCD_ALARM__REMOTE_START_p_14.html</a><br /><br />I can't believe these "high-tech" alarms are less than $250, and I didn't have one already.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-01-2004||10:38 PM||||All I want in an alarm is one with every tamper sensor possible and a remote to page me. I don't even care if it makes noise.  In fact I'd prefer it doesn't so I have time to get my louisville while the cops are on their way.<br /><br />My backup solution is really good insurance. At the moment I have only the latter. Probably best for me||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||01-01-2004||10:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> All I want in an alarm is one with every tamper sensor possible and a remote to page me. I don't even care if it makes noise.  In fact I'd prefer it doesn't so I have time to get my louisville while the cops are on their way.<br /><br />My backup solution is really good insurance. At the moment I have only the latter. Probably best for me </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.12voltshop.com/pager.asp" target="_blank">http://www.12voltshop.com/pager.asp</a> and theyre cheap !||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-02-2004||10:12 AM||||Wow, timed start?  Now if it would only grind beans and make coffee...||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||01-02-2004||05:38 PM||||If you can't pick the days it would be worthless - I don't want it starting up at 7:30 on Sunday morning.  You can set it to shut back off after ten minutes if you don't get in, though.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||01-02-2004||06:16 PM||||I have an alarm that is very similar to the airwolf, in regards to its capabilities and features.  I think it's the Aladdin 2000 or something.  Picked it up from <a href="http://www.groupbuys.com" target="_blank">www.groupbuys.com</a> (IIRC) about a year and a half ago.  I have never installed it, as I always find the wiring intimidating.  Don't get me wrong, I love electronics and am experienced in them, far more than cars, but it's a daunting task.  About every 4 months I'll dig it out, read the installation manual, look at the many wiring harnesses, and put it back.  Some day.  Maybe I'm lazy, maybe I'm a pussy.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||01-02-2004||09:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I have an alarm that is very similar to the airwolf, in regards to its capabilities and features.  I think it's the Aladdin 2000 or something.  Picked it up from <a href="http://www.groupbuys.com" target="_blank">www.groupbuys.com</a> (IIRC) about a year and a half ago.  I have never installed it, as I always find the wiring intimidating.  Don't get me wrong, I love electronics and am experienced in them, far more than cars, but it's a daunting task.  About every 4 months I'll dig it out, read the installation manual, look at the many wiring harnesses, and put it back.  Some day.  Maybe I'm lazy, maybe I'm a pussy. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You'll really feel bad when your car gets broken into, and you've had an alarm sitting around for a year and a half that you never felt like installing.  Don't think it can't happen, cause it happened to me, and my car looked 100% stock, didn't even have an FMIC.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||01-02-2004||10:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> All I want in an alarm is one with every tamper sensor possible and a remote to page me. I don't even care if it makes noise.  In fact I'd prefer it doesn't so I have time to get my louisville while the cops are on their way.<br /><br />My backup solution is really good insurance. At the moment I have only the latter. Probably best for me </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My friend had a JDM RHD Integra Type-R w/ one of the sickest alarms I've ever seen.. little beeper and all. He comes out from a movie theatre and its gone!! .. total loss!||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||01-03-2004||01:01 AM||||Terrin that's what i'm afraid of always  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I just keep my insurance up to date and keep all recepits. It's really the only solution besides parking it next to you in the bedroom like my sportbike   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||01-04-2004||10:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> All I want in an alarm is one with every tamper sensor possible and a remote to page me. I don't even care if it makes noise.  In fact I'd prefer it doesn't so I have time to get my louisville while the cops are on their way.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha, you sound like my roommate.  He ended up buying an ancient alarm off ebay, because it had a 4 fucking watt transmitter and a range of I think a few miles.  Due to health concerns, they don't make them that strong anymore.  He's also determined to install some kind of south african style theft deterrent, like electrodes in the seat that come on after 1 min. of driving if a code isn't entered.  Or put 4 sirens inside the car, with independent power supplies, to make it unbearable to drive.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||01-04-2004||10:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  You'll really feel bad when your car gets broken into, and you've had an alarm sitting around for a year and a half that you never felt like installing.  Don't think it can't happen, cause it happened to me, and my car looked 100% stock, didn't even have an FMIC. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Eh, don't have much to worry about right now, as it's undrivable in the garage, where it's been the last 8 months or so...||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||JAYGVR4||01-04-2004||11:05 PM||||why not just get this....<br /><br /><a href="http://www.cnn.com/WORLD/africa/9812/11/flame.thrower.car/" target="_blank">http://www.cnn.com/WORLD/africa/9812/11/flame.thrower.car/</a>||171.75.57.1||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000012||whitetsi||01-06-2004||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I have an alarm that is very similar to the airwolf, in regards to its capabilities and features.  I think it's the Aladdin 2000 or something. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I installed 4 of these alarms in dsm's only two of them worked, the rest had defective brains.  those aladin alarms suck!  The other two alarms that did work stopped working about 4 months later.  Get a better alarm.||67.80.86.236||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||01-06-2004||10:10 PM||||Hmm, good to know.  Is there anyway to test the unit before installing?  I'm a cheap and lazy bastard, so if the unit's still good I'll probably use it anyway.<br /><br />How would you rate the install?  Got any tips?  It looks like a nightmare to me...||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||04DrBlur||01-06-2004||10:58 PM||||I use this it seems to be effective. <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2395&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.76.176.219||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/004282.cgi
A||||1||boostedvr4ced||will 3000gt calipers bolt on to galant vr4's?||||1||||boostedvr4g63t||00002811
Z||000000||boostedvr4ced||01-02-2004||05:06 PM||deadwrong55@aol.com||hey guys just wondering on how i could upgrade my brakes and was wondering that if i was to buy a pair of 3000gt non-turbo or 3000gt vr4 calipers for the rear and front will they bolt up to our cars and  what kind of mods will have to be performed to the car for them to fit email me at deadwrong55@aol.com or just post a reply i would really appreciate it thanks a million-nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000001||V8EATER||01-02-2004||05:41 PM||||a vr4 already has the "big brakes"- this means that we have the same brakes on the front that the n/t 3k has on the front.  this is taken from the vfaq pages- you should use it as much as possible:<br /><br />I want to go all out! Can I bolt on the HUGE brakes from a Stealth / 3000GT Twin Turbo?<br /><br />No, it is not a bolt-on proposition. If you just gotta have MONSTER brakes, there are number of aftermarket vendors now offering giant bolt-on brake upgrades for the DSMs with 12" - 13" rotors and all of the necessary hardware, calipers, etc., but be prepared to pay for them.<br />To graft the VR-4 TT brakes to the DSMs, the spindle from the TT has to be modified by a machine shop so as to utilize the stock T/E/L front shaft bearings and hubs, and the stock Brembo calipers must be ground to fit 17" wheels, since the caliper sides will rub against the wheel spokes. Manuel Go seems to be the expert on this, and it is a very difficult proposition.<br />NOTE: In 1994, Mitsu upgraded the Stealth / 3000GT VR-4 TT brakes to even larger rotors front and rear, and they will not clear the stock 17" '91-93 TT wheels or brake dust shields. Aftermarket 17" wheels or '94+ factory 18" wheels are necessary for clearance.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum2/004283.cgi
A||||8||kartorium31||threads on the plug in t-stat housing||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||01-02-2004||08:06 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Does anyone know the size of the threads that the plug with the vac lines on it has?  Where is a good place to get this bushing to adapt to autometers 3/8" npt fitting?||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-02-2004||08:35 PM||||it's an NPT plug.  3/8" might be the size but i can't remember.  Any hardware store should have the bushings if you need to adapt.||24.171.61.117||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||01-02-2004||09:13 PM||||I don't think thats it, the napa guy and I searched for it and 3/8 wasn't working.  Would it be safe to retap the whole?||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-02-2004||10:02 PM||||then try another NPT size because I *know* I used an NPT bushing in mine.  I wish I was home to check for ya...||24.171.61.117||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||01-02-2004||10:22 PM||||Well shiat, maybe the napa guy is just a moron like me and doesn't know shitting about threads and fittings.  I'll try going somewhere else tomorrow.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000005||1101||01-02-2004||10:28 PM||||I belive it is BSPT, British Standard Taper Pipe thread. But it is close enough to npt that usually you can thread npt in and make it work.<br /><br />Ward||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||01-03-2004||01:06 AM||||Ward is technically right but NPT is so close that it works just fine for our cars.  I guaruntee that an NPT fitting will work in that hole because I have been using it there for months and months with no problem. I'll be home Sunday night if you still don't figure it out.||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||01-03-2004||01:37 PM||||Ok, I'll go try and figure that shit out.  Thanks for the help guys.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||01-03-2004||03:26 PM||||I believe 467 is right and it is in fact, BSPT.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/004284.cgi
A||||2||Phatlee||Spline count in tranny?||||1||||Phatlee||00003135
Z||000000||Phatlee||01-02-2004||10:44 PM||JChu@tcastudent.com||I was wondering as to how many splines are in the GVR4 tranny as I was offered a 22spline GVR4 tranny with 80k mileage on it for $350+shipping. Also I was wondering around how much a transmission would run. Im pretty new to the whole GVR4 thing so please excuse my (stupid) questions.||24.1.61.65||reg||1||Phatlee||00003135||yes
Z||000001||number3||01-02-2004||10:53 PM||||The GVR4 came with both the 22 and 23 spline count. You will need to count yours to be sure.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||G-GSX Turbo||01-02-2004||10:53 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Trannies.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Trannies.html</a>||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum2/004285.cgi
A||||6||Fonzo||WTFWTFWTF!!!????/partial rant/||||13||||Fonzo||00000681
Z||000000||Fonzo||01-03-2004||04:37 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||About a few weeks ago the rop radiator hose blew and everything was covered in what seemed to be beige shit colored coolant. Well, didnt get bothered about the coolant and replaced the radiator hose and thermostat. At the same time, donger and telecaster were doing timing belt job on it. They were really nice to go thru and do considering it was a real bitch, I want to help more than what I could but im an Automotive Newb, I know the basics, and upgrade paths and things required to kind of keep this car running. Well, yeah... today I went out to buy fertilizer, and when I was coming out of Home Depo I see a big puddle of coolant, so i proceed to pop the hood take a look and the hoses were fine but there seemed to be a large concentration of it on the tranny, so... I drive it home everything was fine if i ignore the fact there was a cloud of smoke behind me. So i park it, pop the hood again.  Seemed like the radiator was fine, the hoses were fine, but above the tranny, somewhere. Didnt have much time to look since it was pouring. There was a massive leak alot of pressure loss and coolant was erupting like a volcano! So, I dont panic or anything just say in my mind. Those were some good weeks and calmly proceed to listen to some music on my comp and wait fir it to rain, by the time it stopped raining it was too dark and couldnt find the flashlight. I was too depressed anyways. The thing that gets to me. Coolant is GREEN. This is some TAN murky crap, and some times there would be like just Globs of it not like in a liquid, more like a sticky gelly like substance. Its not dark just TAN!! Friends and I thought that oil might be mixing with coolant at an alarming rate. Oohh and today oil light came on, after i was leaving home depo. Im expecting the worst. This puppy has 214,xxx Miles maybe it can see more?<br /><br />Do any of you guys know what that stuff was? (sorry not in the mood to fix typos or anything)||64.163.138.65||reg||13||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000001||Ash||01-03-2004||05:26 AM||||could be oil/coolant mix if you are unlucky, the other thing is it may be that two totally different typed of coolant were put into the system, apparently they can form a lumpy tan sludge like you describe.  <br /><br />What I'd do is pull the dipstick & check the colour/level of the oil, also look in at the underside of the filler cap.  If the tan stuff is there then I'd say it's a head gasket or possibly worse   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />If the oil looks fine and there isn't any missing, drop the coolant replace it with straight water, find the leak & fix it (possibly heater hoses from your vauge description) and see if it gunks up again over perhaps a week at most, you don't really want to leave straight water in there for any period of time.  If this goes over your head, see if perhaps Donger/Telecaster could look at it for you, I would think if they can handle a timing belt they can handle this.<br /><br />if you are really unlucky, the bad coolant/rooted hoses may have caused the head gasket to go too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />It would be a good idea to replace every coolant hose on the car (that you haven't already just done).  there are about 8 coolant hoses in total IIRC - 2xradiator, 2xthrottle body, 2x turbo, 2xoil cooler and 2xheater<br /><br />hope this helps, if you are lucky a simple cooling system flush will fix it     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.220.88.159||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||01-03-2004||11:02 AM||||The leak could be inside the stock oil/water cooler, if you still have it.  Mine let go and turned my coolant into tan pudding, but my oil was clear and fine.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||01-03-2004||11:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> The leak could be inside the stock oil/water cooler, if you still have it.  Mine let go and turned my coolant into tan pudding, but my oil was clear and fine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I noticed the same thing when my oil cooler went bad.  I luckily caught it pretty quickly after it happened.  There was a trace amount of the 'tan' oil in my radiator when I took off the cap.  My oil was clear and always full, and the car never smoked.  I took it to a local DSM based shop while I was on vacation and they verified that my oil cooler was bad and I caught it at the right time before it got any worse.  I took the opportunity to upgrade to the 90 air-to-air oil cooler and have had no problems since.  It also solves that possibility of the problem of the oil filter backing off when switching the the 90 housing.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||01-03-2004||12:28 PM||||when my head gasket took a crap my oil became something like starbuck's caffe latte, had some antifreeze in the oil system, they emulsify and turn into that color, that wouls probably explain the cloud of smoke you described, I would take the oil drain plug (engine)out, if the first thing to come out is antifreeze then you head gasket just busted.good luck.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||01-03-2004||01:56 PM||||Sounds to me like you have "green" or "regular" coolant mixed with "dex-cool", the 5 year, 100,000 mile coolant.<br /><br />This does NOT work well at all.  I once saw an S10 Blazer that someone had put "green" coolant into it's "Dex-Cool" system.. it was HORRIBLE! It sludged up SOOO bad, the radiator was junk, the heater core was junk.. it was too thick to flush.  You get the point i guess.<br />Anyhow.. it turns out.. the dealer recommendation for an instance such as this (GM Dealer, not MMSA) is to REPLACE the engine block, heater core, and radiator, along with all hoses.  At least, this is what "I" was told, and this was an extreme case.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||Fonzo||01-04-2004||01:46 AM||||I will flush it out tommorow. I did that the first time I saw this (previously described) then i refilled it with prestone again. I have always used prestone. So that couldnt be the problem Mitsuturbo.<br /><br />Ill update whats going on, just to know your opinions. Thanks for the information so far. VERY helpful<br /><br />BBL||64.161.212.214||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes



ubb/Forum2/004286.cgi
A||||1||ercp98||engine seems to stall ||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||01-03-2004||09:16 AM||ercp98@yahoo.com||my car seems to stall for a split second when i was driving yesterday. here's what happened. i was on 2nd gear and catching up on traffic so i easily pushed down on the gas pedal and as soon as the rpm got to 4000 the engine seemed to stall/stumble and the whole car jerk forward. but as soon as the rpm went past 4000-4500 rpm it was back to normal. so later on i tried an experiment i held the gas pedal to get to 4000-4500rpm and held it there. to my surprise the same stalling/ jerking happened again. it felt like the engine was miss firing or plane burping. i just replaced my left,right and front engine mounts(couldn't get to the rear one). i thought this jerking was caused by sloppy engine mounts. any suggestions/ clues are appreciated. sorry for the long post i know people are still recovering from a hangover.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-03-2004||12:29 PM||||sounds like fuel cutoff, check your vacuums also.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/004287.cgi
A||||6||369of1000||Full Throttle AFPR||||1||||Paul Mc369||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||01-03-2004||01:42 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.fullthrottlespeed.com" target="_blank">full throttle</a><br /><br /> I'm in the market for an AFPR. I was looking at Buschur's, but theirs is way too pricey. The Full Throttle unit looks mint but looks aren't everything. Anyone have one or know if they are good quality? Are they quick to ship? Any other brands you'd recommend?<br /><br />Also, anyone know a good place to get a cheap quality fuel pressure gauge?<br /><br />thanks||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||01-03-2004||03:22 PM||||I have one in the back seat of my car because I am afraid to put it on. lol<br /><br /><br />The one I have has a similar fitting to the stock one, but its on then end of a hose. Its different from the one pictured, but Im almost positive its the same company. Mine also has a FP guage on it.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-03-2004||03:34 PM||||Good product, bolt-on, comes with all the fittings -- you just need a gauge.  I bought a nice simple black one from Jeg's for $20.<br /><br />Shipping? Well, it took awhile the first time around.  Call and ask if they're in stock.  Otherwise Mike Licht @ Full stands behind his stuff 100%.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||01-03-2004||04:02 PM||||Plus, Mike will give your money back if you don't like it.||64.63.213.83||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||369of1000||01-03-2004||11:07 PM||||Well, I put placed an order for both the FPR and jegs gauge today. We will see how it goes. Also I couldn't believe jegs had free shipping but an $8.99 handling fee.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||01-04-2004||04:14 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000336#000013" target="_blank">Deja Vu</a>||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||369of1000||01-04-2004||06:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000336#000013" target="_blank">Deja Vu</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That link is what made me look at the Full Throttle AFPR in the first place. Thanks for posting it.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes



ubb/Forum2/004288.cgi
A||||8||madgvr4||logging with PDA||||1||||madgvr4||00002369
Z||000000||madgvr4||01-03-2004||02:37 PM||madracing@coastalnet.com||I cannot get my PDA that I just purchased off ebay to connect to my computer. I have it all hooked up and all i get is that it didn't make a connection. If anyone else has had the problem and has fixed it please give me some feedback. Thanks||65.179.72.45||reg||1||madgvr4||00002369||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-03-2004||03:35 PM||||You need to supply us with a LOT more information.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||crucible||01-03-2004||04:48 PM||||Ditto above.<br />Did you get the software for the PDA to put on the puter?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||01-03-2004||07:05 PM||||What PDA?  Palm base I hope.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||madgvr4||01-05-2004||08:27 PM||||Sorry about the lack of info. It is a palm IIIxe the software that it came with is palm 4.1. When I load the software on my computer it all looks okay untill I try and connect to the internet and then the software has messed up my ports. Anyway fixed that and now the palm pilot says that it cannot get a connection. under the log it says not able to synchronize. Is there a place where I can download better software. Thanks||207.69.15.40||reg||1||madgvr4||00002369||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||01-05-2004||10:50 PM||||Do you have a external modem and palm wanting the same serial port?<br /><br />Check your hardware settings and make sure nothing else is tring to use the same port as your palm.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||01-05-2004||11:05 PM||||So it uses a serial connection or USB?||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Martin Tolentino||01-06-2004||03:55 AM||||I got this off <a href="http://www.palmone.com" target="_blank">www.palmone.com</a> look for support.<br />-----------------------------------------------<br />Information on troubleshooting data synchronization problems using HotSync(r) Manager<br /> <br />If your data does not appear on your handheld and in the Palm(tm) Desktop software after a HotSync(r) operation, check your desktop configuration as follows: <br /><br /><br />Make sure you selected the user name that matches your handheld. <br />Make sure the date on your computer matches that date on your handheld. <br />Check the HotSync Log: <br /><br />Open the HotSync log. <br />Windows: Click the HotSync icon on the taskbar. Select �View Log� from the menu. <br /><br />Macintosh: Double-click the HotSync Manager in the Palm folder and choose �View Log� from the HotSync menu. <br /><br /><br />Ensure that all applications are marked �OK.� If not, check your conduit settings: <br />Windows: Click the HotSync icon on the taskbar and select �Custom.� Select the user name that matches the handheld you are attempting to synchronize. Ensure that the application conduits (other than Backup and Install) are set to �Synchronize the Files.� <br /><br />Macintosh: Double-click the HotSync icon in the Palm folder. From the HotSync Manager menu, choose �Conduit Settings.� Select the user name that matches the handheld you are attempting to synchronize. Ensure that the application conduits (other than Backup and Install) are set to �Synchronize the Files.�||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000008||supervr4||01-06-2004||04:36 AM||||my palm would not sit in its cradle very well so i had to move it will trying to syncronize it try that and see how you get on||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes



ubb/Forum2/004289.cgi
A||||10||Ryan Carey||Ahhhhhhhh!!  Tranny noise/grinding.  My GVR4 is killing me financially||||11||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||01-03-2004||04:41 PM||Rcarey3853@aol.com||I'm sorry to have to keep posting all of my stupid problems, but I am extremely frustrated.<br /><br />I was coming home the other night from work when all of a sudden I start to hear what sounds like metal on metal from my PS front brake.  I roll down my window and listen, and it sounds exactly like I said.  I figuired the pad was toast due tothe fact that I've needed to do the brakes for some time, even before my rebuild.  I start investigating, and my rotor doesn't seem to be wearing strange at all, so I pop the hood and try to find the mystery noise.<br /><br />Here is what happens:<br />Any where from 2k to 4k (Ihaven't really run past 4k yet), in any gear I get this bobbling grinding noise, sometimes constant for a short period, sometimes not at all.  It occurs in all gears, yet I have no problems shifting at all.  When I checked under the hood I reved the throttle a little bit to source the noise, and it sounded like it was in the tranny.  It occcurs even when the car is standing still, and almost sounds like something loose bouncing around or vibrating.<br /><br />The tranny was flushed, resealed, and filled with fluid (I'm not sure what brand off the top of my head) during the rebuild, but it has 221K on it.<br /><br />Could flushing all that old crap loosened up everything in there and now my tranny is going to shit or what??<br /><br />I'm really at my wits end.  This car is putting me in the hole bigtime.<br /><br />What are my quickest options if it is toast??<br />I would prefer a completely rebuilt tranny if I need a new one, preferably one built to withstand some boost, but I can't afford to spend a fortune.<br /><br />I am skeptical about purchasing a used or JDM tranny because I know these things could take a shit on me just like mine is.<br /><br />Does anyone sell an affordable rebuilt tranny?  Downtime is an issue, and I would prefer to get this taken care of ASAP.<br /><br />Sorry to bitch about my problems, and thanks for any help provided.||152.163.252.136||reg||11||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||01-03-2004||04:50 PM||||Shephard Racing is where I will be having my transmission rebuilt. I have been through 3 stock trannies and I need a good one this time. No more screwing around for me. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.shepracing.com/services.html" target="_blank">http://www.shepracing.com/services.html</a><br /><br />I have only heard good stuff about them and their services. The prices are great as far as Im concerned. TRE is also a great place kwith slightly higher prices (but they use some different parts for the prices I compared).<br /><br /><br />Though it has yet to be determined that it is the tranny since it makes the sound in neutral at idle.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Ryan Carey||01-03-2004||05:18 PM||||Not at idle, but in neutral.  There are no shift problems, which is why I am confused and frustrated.<br /><br />This is my daily driver, so I need a tranny to hold me over until I can get it rebuilt.  Could a GSX tranny be rebuilt with GVR4 internals (double synchro, longer first gear, etc.) and tough stuff.  If I could find one cheap I could just send it off and be on my way.<br /><br />But it is never that easy, is it?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||01-03-2004||07:29 PM||||I busted a spring on the disc of my 2600 and it sounded like what you are describing.  It only made noise with the clutch out, but when you were actually driving it the sound of the car would drown out the noise of the clutch.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||01-04-2004||08:54 AM||||Does the sound change or go away if you push the clutch in?  Maybe the T/O Bearing?||207.69.139.156||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||Ryan Carey||01-04-2004||12:52 PM||||No it stays, regardless of weather the clutch is engaged or not.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||01-04-2004||03:18 PM||||GVR4s dont come from the factory with double synchro any gear. The 2G trannies do, but they take a little modification of the shifter arm (IIRC) to be installed and functional in our cars. (Essentually) All 1G AWD trannies will work in our cars.<br /><br /><br />I bought a JDM tranny from RisingSunEngines and had a great experience. I dealt with Mike. I had one blow up (case cracked) and he warrantied as well as helped me with the shipping charges. Nice guys over there if you need something for now. I paid almost $600 shipped.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||WFOVR4||01-05-2004||02:03 AM||||I bet you got a bad mainshaft bearing in the trans.||63.186.32.79||reg||1||WFOVR4||00003134||yes
Z||000008||Ryan Carey||01-05-2004||09:53 AM||||That could be it.  I notice it is the worst when the car is cold, and tames out once I am driving for a while.  I noticed it starting as soon as I shift into second gear, it stays  while in third between 2.5K and 3.5k and then in fourth and fifth I don't really notice it, but sometimes it starts grinding randomly.<br /><br />Would it be worth repairing, or would I be better off replacing the tranny??<br /><br />I just can't seem to win right now.  Everything is falling out on me.  I'm to the point where I am just ready to give up on my love of cars.  Maybe I'll just go get a new Hyundai with a 100K warranty and forget about this tuning shit.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000009||WFOVR4||01-06-2004||12:06 AM||||Your car has alot of miles, stuff wears out. Rebuild the trany and make it better, thats half the fun.||63.186.1.148||reg||1||WFOVR4||00003134||yes
Z||000010||WFOVR4||01-06-2004||12:08 AM||||Your car has alot of miles, stuff wears out. Rebuild the trany and make it better, thats half the fun.||63.186.1.148||reg||1||WFOVR4||00003134||yes
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A||||3||GREENVR4||injectors||||1||||GREENVR4||00002742
Z||000000||GREENVR4||01-03-2004||07:07 PM||TPMIPA@YAHOO.COM||Hi guys, I got a question, I got a set of orange top injectors with a whole bunch of numbers on them, and the number "468" on one of the corners, correct me if I'm wrong but it is a 468cc injector right? they came out of a 1.8 hyundai with the mitsu made engine in it.<br />Thanx.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-03-2004||07:11 PM||||I would doubt that Hyundai ever put that big an injector in a 1.8 (even turbo) motor. However, someone else could have, but I don't know who makes that particular size injector. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||01-03-2004||07:21 PM||||all I know is that they're made by HMC, and I do know that some engines when they're smaller they require bigger injectors, like I said I'm not sure where to find info on these.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||curtis||01-03-2004||07:31 PM||||<a href="http://www.autospeed.com/A_0102/page1.html" target="_blank">http://www.autospeed.com/A_0102/page1.html</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.geocities.com/ttskipp/injector.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/ttskipp/injector.html</a> <br /><br />A turbo ford buddy gave me this link a few years ago and I just pulled it up and its good.  I didn't look to see if the injectors were on there but they probably are.  I found out that the Turbo II RX7's have barney purples so thats what I went with.  But now wish that I had went bigger.  This is the biggest listing of injectors for comparision that I've ever seen.  Hope it helps.||65.54.98.19||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/004291.cgi
A||||7||369of1000||Fuel filter part number||||1||||Paul Mc369||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||01-04-2004||12:08 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I need a little help. I used caps to find this part number: mb504761<br />According to Conicelli it is list for $22.92. Is this the right part? I ask because buschur has an oem fuel filter for sale for $40 and DSMparts has one for $33. What am I looking for? Is Conicelli really that much cheaper or did I find the wrong part number?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />P.S. If you know a cheaper place to get one or are willing to sell me one for less, let me know.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-04-2004||12:47 AM||||nope.  you are correct.  22.92 is sugg list price.  stay with genuine on this one.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||369of1000||01-04-2004||01:43 PM||||Thanks Ken,<br />I placed an order with Conicelli. Funny how a dealer part is cheaper than on OEM replacement.<br /><br />Thanks again||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||01-04-2004||02:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Paul Mc369:<br /><strong> Thanks Ken,<br />I placed an order with Conicelli. Funny how a dealer part is cheaper than on OEM replacement.<br /><br />Thanks again </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">do you know what oem means?||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||369of1000||01-04-2004||03:03 PM||||One entry found for OEM.<br /> <br /><br />Main Entry: OEM <br />Pronunciation: "O-(")E-'em<br />Function: noun<br />Etymology: original equipment manufacturer<br />Date: 1968<br />: one that produces complex equipment (as a computer system) from components usually bought from other manufacturers <br /><br />Yes, I know what it means. I don't know which company makes the filter. If it's from the mitsu factory, it wouldn't be that funny. However, if it is an out sourced part, like I unfortunately assumed, then an aftermarket seller such as buschur should be able to sell it for less not more. <br /><br />I also understand that just about every part at the dealer IS oem, but if you had taken the time to read my first post you would have known the "OEM replacement" I was referring to was the part advertised by Buschur and DSMparts.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||01-04-2004||03:23 PM||||hold it!  oem is "original equipment manufacturer", NOT to be confused with oe, which is "original equipment".  two of the most widely misused acronyms in the automotive industry.  a part can be genuine, oe, oem, or aftermarket.  a genuine part is just that, genuine mitsubishi, in a mitsu bag, with a mitsu part nr/sticker on it.  an oe part can also be genuine mitsu, but it will NOT have a mitsu sticker on it.  for example, i just changed out my clutch master.  the old one, genuine, said "tabco" on it.  this was a genuine part.  the new one also said "tabco" on it, but it came in a plain white box.  an oem part is a part that is MADE by the mitsu genuine manufacturer, but, it might NOT be supplied to mitsu.  for example, tabco might make brake master cylinders, but they dont make them for mitsu.  so, the brake master is an oem part, BUT NOT OE.  see the difference?  in my experience, probably 99% of the non dealer suppliers either misuse the terms, or dont know the difference.  now, an aftermarket part can be oe, oem, and buttco.  you just dont know.  the biggest mistake the consumer makes is they all think quality is the same, therefore go for cheapest.  WRONG!||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||369of1000||01-04-2004||03:38 PM||||Thank you for the clarification. That is actually something I knew but also forgot. I too conveniently lumped oe and oem together. However, this clarification simply backs my previous observation up. It's funny that non-dealer companies don't sell the superior $20 oe filter as opposed to the inferior $40 oem filter.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||01-04-2004||04:06 PM||||Wait, are we talking about 40's of OE?||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004292.cgi
A||||5||BlingBling||GVR4 brakes to 1G?||||1||||BlingBling||00001825
Z||000000||BlingBling||01-04-2004||03:51 PM||||Has anyone swapped out 91-92 1G brakes for GVR4 brakes?  <br />The reason I ask is I totaled my GVR4 and want to take the brake off it and replaces those tiny 91-92 1G brakes||63.202.187.230||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||01-04-2004||06:31 PM||||it will work fine (calipers) but you'll need 1993 brake rotors<br />sell me your power antenne if your car is totaled  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.162.38.206||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||BlingBling||01-05-2004||05:15 PM||||My antenna was broken, sorry  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Anything else?||64.160.176.106||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||01-05-2004||05:24 PM||||yeah, sell me the upper part of the back seat if it isn't already split.||167.142.22.249||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||BlingBling||01-05-2004||05:32 PM||||Yea, I will take a look a little latter and get back to you.  It should be fine though (hit on the passanger side door)||64.160.176.106||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||01-05-2004||07:15 PM||||Don't forget to swap the master cylinder too.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
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A||||4||Peakboost||QUICK!  i need help..my car is on the side of the road....||||1||||Peakboost||00003013
Z||000000||Peakboost||01-04-2004||04:03 PM||integevo90@yahoo.com||.....well, i was on my was to take my friend home (snowstorm too) and when i was warming up my car, i saw red coolant on the snow by the pass. side foglight (underneath it).<br /><br />also i notice that i was getting idle surge...but i didnt think of it as anything and still drove the car.<br /><br /><br />later by his house, i notice my heater is blowing COLD air.....then my TEMP. Gauge is at almost red....i checked out the engine bay and there was coolant all over the tranny side.<br /><br /><br />then i saw the heater house by the turbo spraying it all over.<br /><br /><br />CLIFF NOTES:<br />What size is that house one that feeds coolant to the turbo?||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000001||crucible||01-04-2004||04:40 PM||||Actually, theres 2 hoses right next to each other in that area.I dont know which feeds the turbo.One of those short hoses has a 90 degree bend to it.If thats the one, you'll have a tough time putting a straight piece cuz it will kink when it makes the bend.If its the staighter one then you can use a 3/8 hose which I used when mine blew out.I had very thick heat resistant hose from work but you could get away with less since the stock ones seem soft at best.The other hose I got from my local Mitsy dealer for about 12$.Also, you should use worm clamps instead of the stock ones.<br />HTH||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||Peakboost||01-04-2004||07:18 PM||||yea i bought a 3/8s....its fix now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />thanks||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000003||chauffeur1st||01-06-2004||02:44 AM||||peakboost I would like to talk to u my car is goin through the same thing.. Please check ur pm and give me a call if u would:)<br /><br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||01-06-2004||05:19 AM||||Jason, if you're in Portland give me a call.  I may be able to help.  I have a new cell # though, it's 503 318-3585.  I'm stranded/bored, what with our Mazda in the shop, so please call.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
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A||||0||bazeng||engine rebuild parts list.. is it good enough?||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||01-04-2004||05:30 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hi guys..<br />im thinking of an engine rebuild very soon<br />so far im looking at these specs<br />can anyone reccommend anything to me..<br /><br />specs at the moment.<br />tdo5/6 hyrbid<br />evo exhaust manifold<br />780cc injec<br />wolf3d v4 standalone ecu<br />big cooler<br />exhaust<br />walbro 255<br />stock engine.<br />pumping 22 psi through the car.. done 250,000 kms so its getting tired.<br /><br />basically i want to do internals and want to run reliable 12's<br /><br />parts i want to put in:<br />*wiseco forged pistons 7.8 comp 20thou oversized<br />*eagle rods / or shot peen my stock rods<br />*arp bolts / studs<br />*port and polish all<br />*hks cams 272/272 (or is there another substitute for a cheaper price?)<br />*titanium retainers/ss springs/valves from extrememotorsport (any other recommendation?)<br />*evo 4 layer head gasket<br />*hard engine mounts<br />*balance shafts removed<br />*adj cam gears<br /><br /> <b>would this make a strong motor?</b> <br />is there anything else i need to get my car safely into the 12's? without any hesitation of blowing the engine into bits??||203.166.63.155||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
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A||||2||Z-1 Jon||fuel trim and O2 trims||||1||||Z-1 Jon||00002656
Z||000000||Z-1 Jon||01-04-2004||07:44 PM||jrotaryb@hotmail.com||quick question, I logged on my PDA @ idle to check my fuel trims and noticed that while revving the car from idle to about 2500rpm the O2 trims cycled from about 107% to 156%.  At idle it cycled from 89% to 96%.  Can someone please explain O2 trims to me?  my fuel trims seemed about right, hi= 100%, mid = 102%, low = 90%. fuel trims are for light throttle and cruise only correct?<br /><br />thanks||67.26.27.90||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-04-2004||08:06 PM||||WHEN the system is in closed loop, the ecu is trying to get your fuel mixtures to factory settings.  i think stoichiometric at sea level is about 14.7:1, for our cars it is probably closer to 12:1(air/fuel mixture).  with that in mind, the ecu looks at several inputs, then adjusts fuel.  your O2 trim is the ecu trying to compensate.  your fuel trims are the result of the compensation.  basically, if your fuel trims are below 100, you are rich-in that range.  if your O2 trim is cycling below 100, the ecu is trying to lean out the fuel, if above, it is richening.  there are 3 different levels of trim, low, medium, and high.  the levels are a combination of air flow(in hertz) and/or rpm.  if the car is not moving, the ecu relies more on rpm.  for example, low fuel is idle up to about 2000 rpm, med is 2-3000, hi is 3-4000.  above 4000, the ecu goes to open loop, and the ecu uses stored factory set fuel/timing maps.  if you log rpm and O2 trim, once you hit 4000, the trim goes to 100.  once the car is moving, the ecu now looks more at airflow.  low being up to about 125 hz, med 113 to 170, and hi is 175+.  you set your fuel trims with the car not moving; if you have an afc, whatever your adj points are, you hold the rpm at that level, and try to get your O2 trims to cycle near 100 by adding or subtracting fuel.  then, you go to the next level, and so on.  once your fuel is set, you then drive the car, and try to hold it at the set levels, and readjust.  i dont know if this applies to a vpc.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Z-1 Jon||01-04-2004||08:26 PM||||thanks, yep the car has a VPC and 660s   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.158.182.158||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
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A||||12||G-GSX Turbo||MT and AT DSM Cams||||1||||G-GSX Turbo||00003111
Z||000000||G-GSX Turbo||01-05-2004||12:12 AM||turbostangman@msn.com||I have a 90 DSM engine in my GSX from a MT AWD Talon.<br /><br />I'm not sure if this has been asked but I remember a few years ago discovering the AT DSM Cams have more lift on the Exh. than the MT cam. It is the same as the Int. on the MT cam. Total lift is .0113" more at the lobe (not sure what the ratio of the rockers are). Also, I am not sure of Duration differences.<br /><br />I have a set of AT cams here and was going to put them on my Cam Block and hook up my Degree wheel and compare them to another set of MT cams I have.<br /><br />I looked on the VFAQ but didn't find anything concerning this.<br /><br />Does anyone know if anyone has swapped the MT Ex. cam in favor of the AT one and if so how did it work out?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000001||curtis||01-05-2004||02:31 AM||||From the Haynes repair manual.<br />2.0 1990-92 Intake    1.3974   Exhaust   1.3858<br />2.0 1993 and later NA and turbo manual tranny<br />Intake   1.3974    exhaust  1.3974<br />2.0 1993 and later NA and turbo auto <br />exhaust   1.3858<br />2.0 1993 and later  turbo auto <br />Intake 1.3858<br /> Thats all it said I've heard that our factory ones are larger.  When I put on the ported head I found some little NA auto cams from a Hyundai or something and got VR4 cams from a friend to put back in it. But I didn't have a set of others to compare with.  I guess the cams went with the grey valve cover.||67.25.32.124||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||G-GSX Turbo||01-05-2004||02:50 AM||||Chiltons said the Auto cams had the higher lift on the exh. and the MT cams on the intake.<br /><br />I will find out for sure and let you know.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||01-05-2004||11:45 AM||||So the cams out of my 95 hyundai elantra might be bigger then my stock gvr4 ones?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||01-05-2004||12:19 PM||||I was told that the GVR4 cams were not as aggressive as the DSM cams. I don't have any proof, yet....but I will.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||01-05-2004||04:20 PM||||This has been beaten to death in the past, so search Team NABR for the DSM Archives [check the previous posts here for directions]. Very simply - GVR4 cams are the same as 91-94 DSM M/T turbo cams. They have the same part#. These are the most aggressive factory 1G or Hyundai cams. All others have less duration and/or lower lift.||130.36.27.125||reg||11||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||01-05-2004||10:50 PM||||How do I tell what year my cams are? Does anyone know how to read the code on the cams? <br /><br />I ask because the engine in my GVR4 had been replaced before I bought it, and I can't tell what year it is from since all of the GVR4 accessories had been switched over. I have a set of '92 cams, and want use those if the engine turns out to be a '90. If not, I'll put them in my '90 Talon.||67.125.224.120||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||01-06-2004||03:26 PM||||Get the VIN from the engine and call the dealer. They may be able to find out what the engine is from. Or you can just find the Mitsubishi VIN decoder online (I forget where...maybe VFAQ or the archive).||209.214.56.59||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||1101||01-06-2004||03:43 PM||||ID mark A,B,C,D,E on end of cam opposite sprocket<br />(tiny)<br />I found this in the BACKUP, Service Manual, ENGINE<br />GROUP INDEX<br />1992<br /><br />Pg 11C-9<br />valve timing<br />( ): camshaft identification mark	(A)	(B,C)	(D,C)	(E,A)<br />Intake valve<br />	Open 	BTDC			26	21	21 	16<br />	Close 	ABDC			46 	43	51	48<br /><br />Exhaust valve<br />	Open 	BBDC			55	57	57	55<br />	Close 	ATDC			3	15	15 	9<br /><br /><br />Pg 11C-11<br />Camshaft - DOHC		Standard		Limit<br />Intake<br />Identification mark: A,D<br />Cam height			35.49 (1.3972)		34.99 (1.3776)<br /><br />Identification mark: B,C,E,F<br />Cam height			35.20 (1.3858)		34.70 (1.3661)<br /><br /><br />Exhaust<br />Identification mark: A	<br />Cam height			35.20 (1.3858)		34.70 (1.3661)<br />Identification mark: C<br />Cam height			35.49 (1.3972)		34.99 (1.3776)<br />Identification mark E,F<br />Cam height			35.91 (1.3744)		34.41 (1.3547)<br /><br />Ward<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> How do I tell what year my cams are? Does anyone know how to read the code on the cams? <br /><br />I ask because the engine in my GVR4 had been replaced before I bought it, and I can't tell what year it is from since all of the GVR4 accessories had been switched over. I have a set of '92 cams, and want use those if the engine turns out to be a '90. If not, I'll put them in my '90 Talon. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000009||AWDpower||01-12-2004||01:00 AM||||Thanks Ward! That's what I was looking for.||63.203.78.233||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000010||G-GSX Turbo||01-12-2004||02:48 PM||||Looks like A-Intake and C-Exhaust are the most radical.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000011||BlackHole||01-12-2004||03:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Looks like A-Intake and C-Exhaust are the most radical. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A-intake is for the NTs (same duration and lift as D-intake) and will work if you want the extra 5deg of overlap. D-intake and C-exhaust is what you will find on the 91-94 MT turbo cars. The letters are stamped onto the non-timing belt the end of the cam(s) on the outer lip. Sometimes they aren't complete letters, but they are there. The dealer won't have a clue what cams are in your car, they'll just look up a part number.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000012||pitmac||01-14-2004||05:08 AM||||92 1G model factory manual<br />intake m/t 1.3974 lobe height a/t 1.3858<br />exhaust m/t 1.3974            a/t 1.3858<br />Intake m/t opens 21' BTDC  a/t 16' BTDC<br /> " "   m/t closes 51'ATDC  a/t 48' ATDC<br /><br />Exhaust m/t opens 57' BBDC a/t 55'BBDC<br />   "    m/t closes 15' ATDC  a/t closes 9' ATDC||144.138.13.159||reg||1||pitmac||00002115||yes



ubb/Forum2/004297.cgi
A||||13||91 #680||oil filter problems||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||01-05-2004||12:30 AM||detsss@hotmail.com||I was on my way to work today and noticed that the oil light was flickering.....eventually down the road a bit the light stayed on.  I pull over on the shoulder,looked under my car and noticed that my filter came loose and had leaked oil everywhere.  Any reason why my filter backed off like that?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||01-05-2004||12:47 AM||||It's the crappy design of the 91+ water cooled oil cooler.  I avoided that problem by switching to a 90 style air cooled oil cooler.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||My_GVR_4||01-05-2004||12:48 AM||||Did you recently have your oil changed?  If so, did you do the change or a shop?  I am assuming you or they didn't tighten it properly.  If the oil has not been changed in some time.. I have no idea why the filter would have loosened up.  Is it OEM?<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br /><br />"WTF, now I am at 3 stars!!"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.73.93.31||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000003||WFOVR4||01-05-2004||01:54 AM||||I have found that the filter housing is a two piece design held together by the threaded tube your filter screws on to. This thing will come loose wich in turn will allow your filter to work its way off. Make sure it is tight every time you change your filter and you should also take the whole thing off, take it apart and make sure the big orange o ring is not damaged. My filter fell off my talon at a rally cross and when we took the oil filter housing apart the o ring had ripped and we think that is what caused  everything to loosen up.||63.186.32.79||reg||1||WFOVR4||00003134||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||01-05-2004||02:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by WFOVR4:<br /><strong> I have found that the filter housing is a two piece design held together by the threaded tube your filter screws on to. This thing will come loose wich in turn will allow your filter to work its way off. Make sure it is tight every time you change your filter and you should also take the whole thing off, take it apart and make sure the big orange o ring is not damaged. My filter fell off my talon at a rally cross and when we took the oil filter housing apart the o ring had ripped and we think that is what caused  everything to loosen up. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah he's right.  In the 90 style housing, the threaded part is cast right into the housing and is apart of it, rather than being a separate entity like he said.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||01-05-2004||03:01 AM||||so my best bet is to get a 1990 style housing from a turbo eclipse?  Seems as if the older housing would be more efficient than ours.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||01-05-2004||06:53 AM||||The best way to fix the problem without changing to the 90 style housing would be to remove the water/oil housing, replace o-rings while you're in there, clean everything up real good, then loctite the large "bolt" that holds it together. Be very careful about how tight you make it. If you tighten it too much, the water/oil housing will crush and water and oil passages will join...Not good stuff.<br /><br />Thats why this happens. That "bolt" gets loose and when that happens, the oil filter backs out. However, if you're proactive and tighten it every time you do an oil change, you risk squashing it. Catch-22.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||01-05-2004||07:45 AM||||my filters use to come loose all the time until I started using the k&n oil filters, after that, no problem.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||01-05-2004||10:07 AM||||Just starting a few months ago my oil filter has started leaking, due to the threaded tube backing out. I couldn't find any info on where to buy the washer that some people have put under it, to allow you to torque it down properly. I bought a deep socket, and tightened it down as much as I felt comfortable doing, but its still dripping, but very slowly.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br />I believe the rear seal, the one behind the cooler, is the culprit. Those of you who aren't familiar with this problem, and the potential for it to cost you an engine (right Nate?), please read this:<br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/oilcool.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/oilcool.html</a>||67.34.8.11||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||01-05-2004||12:54 PM||||yup.  that o ring eventually becomes hard, and shrinks.  so, when you tighten down the oil filter hollow bolt, it is like metal on metal.  replace the o ring, and all will be fine.  until the next time.  replace the oil filter head with the 90, and there will be no next time.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||91 #680||01-05-2004||02:18 PM||||all I need is a 90 oil filter housing and cooler?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000011||Craig91||01-05-2004||02:38 PM||||I also got a smaller AC fan when I had mine done.  They told me they couldnt fit the cooler in no matter how they tried w/ the larger fan, but oh well.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000012||Matticus||01-05-2004||03:57 PM||||The stock setup fits like it was made for the spot.  Mine sits right under the fan.  It's not in the way of anything, well, the power steering fluid line maybe.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||01-05-2004||05:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> The stock setup fits like it was made for the spot.  Mine sits right under the fan.  It's not in the way of anything, well, the power steering fluid line maybe. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yup.  when i did mine, same thing.  i had to just slightly bend the p/s cooler, and make a couple of brackets for the cooler.  put it right in front of the square hole on the driver's side, looks like that is what it's for.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004298.cgi
A||||4||WFOVR4||No power to sunroof||||1||||WFOVR4||00003134
Z||000000||WFOVR4||01-05-2004||01:09 AM||FDBA@mindspring.com||I have a 91 GVR4 and there is no power to the sunroof. I also noticed that the dome lights and map lights don't work either, also my seat belt light does not come on when the door is opened. I have a feeling the problems are all related. I checked all the fuses. Any Ideas, maybe a relay or ??Thanks||63.186.32.79||reg||1||WFOVR4||00003134||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||01-05-2004||01:13 AM||||My sunroof doesnt work either.  It hasn't worked since I got the car, and I wasn't sure if it was just a missing fuse.  Unfortunately, I don't have the fuse cover that would show where it is.  If anyone does, is it possible you could snap a pic of it and let me know what fuse goes in there.<br /><br />Sorry to jack your thread...but it might be able to help us both.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||WFOVR4||01-05-2004||01:39 AM||||On your bottom row of fuses starting right to left it goes, 10 10 15 30 20 gap 20 amp. The sunroof is the 20 amp on the right of the gap (gap being the spot where there is no fuse). Hope this helps||63.186.32.79||reg||1||WFOVR4||00003134||yes
Z||000003||WFOVR4||01-05-2004||01:43 AM||||Well what do you know, I did find a bad fuse when checking again and now all my lights work and the clock but still no sun roof. Im getting closer.||63.186.32.79||reg||1||WFOVR4||00003134||yes
Z||000004||Martin Tolentino||01-05-2004||01:52 AM||||Sunroof fuse is 20 amps. It's in fuse block under the dash, bottom row, 3rd one over, starting from left to right.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/004299.cgi
A||||6||Cybernerd2||Auto cut-off air-cond when high rev.||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-05-2004||03:05 AM||||Does Galant VR4 comes with this feature?<br /><br />If not how do I DIY one?<br /><br />Thanks.||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||01-05-2004||07:55 AM||||No, the car does not come with this feature.  A DIY solution?  Quite possible, but what with Keydiver and all, why bother?  If you're wondering what Keydiver is, he's a board member who does free ecu chipping for GVR4 owners.  He can hook you up with all that you need for this, and so much more.  I believe that he now has a link for his site at the bottom of every page on this board, but if not you can contact him at keydiver@yahoo.com, and his name is Jeff O.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||01-05-2004||06:03 PM||||I will have to consult my owners manual, but I thought we already had it.  It all depended on what setting the AC control button was in for it to work.  There were 3 settings for it.  I can't remember for cetain, I will check it when I get home from work.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||jayru||01-05-2004||06:06 PM||||Does jeff do it free for us? Bcs the web link has prices.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||01-05-2004||06:11 PM||||Yes Jeff will mod/repair your ECU for free if you are a GVR4 owner.  I actually just got mine back in the mail today, and will be putting it back in tomorrow.<br /><br />If you were to email him, he'd tell you to fill out the form, but don't send him any money.  Good luck!||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||01-05-2004||06:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Does jeff do it free for us? Bcs the web link has prices. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is technically 100% free to GVR-4 owners.  (The rest of the DSM community pays..!!)  I still sent him some money to help with his time, knowledge, and any material/shipping costs.  Just thought it was the right thing to do.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Our A/C has two electrical settings.  The first push in is normal A/C where the compressor will cycle on and off when the desired temperature is reached.  The second click in on the switch is MAX A/C where the compressor runs all the time.  I guess technically the "third" step would be putting the air on recirculate instead of outside air.||207.69.139.146||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||Ian M||01-05-2004||06:45 PM||||I did the same. I know he doesnt ask for a dime, but its hard to find companys that provide first rate service such as Jeff's when you pay for it,much less for free..and that means a lot to me.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.28||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum2/004300.cgi
A||||16||iceman69510||Trunk mount battery-fuse question||||1||||iceman69510||00000038
Z||000000||iceman69510||01-05-2004||12:32 PM||||I moved my battery to the trunk, and used a 120 A fuse for the circuit, connected at the positive cable of the battery.  This morning the fuse blew when starting the car.  Not so cold, only about 20 F.<br /><br />Normally, the starter circuit of the car does not have any fuse so the starter can get full current (which is normally near 100+ amps).  Any one address this differently?  I hesitate to have the cable completely unprotected all that way to the engine compartment so that I can feed full current to the starter.<br /><br />Alternatives appreciated.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-05-2004||12:38 PM||||David,<br />I originally ran an 80amp (largest bus style I could find) and finally gave up on those since they were hard to get and would pop after a while. Had the initial groudning troubles that most have and once I ran 2 grounds, never had problems again. <br />BUT I did end up going to a blade style fuse holder with a larger amp fuse (think it was close to 200amp (much larger than I wanted, but if it shorts on my 600cca battery, I think it'll still pop the fuse). These cold 0 degree and -7 degree mornings are tough on the starting amp demand for sure!!<br />All this is utilizing 4 gauage wiring fwiw.||167.142.21.250||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||#258||01-06-2004||09:49 AM||||Go to your local high end audio shop and buy a 140 amp circut breaker. Works great and is resetable||151.198.226.11||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||01-06-2004||02:03 PM||||the one stereo shop I dealt with told me not to use the circuit breaker as it was not quite as "safe".  They had some fail and still let current through over the years, but not with the fuses.  Just passing on this little tidbit, although I would bet the circuit breakers would be fine - I'm just paranoid.||167.142.21.160||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||01-06-2004||02:50 PM||||Yikes, well don't buy any of that shop's breakers, then.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||01-06-2004||03:05 PM||||I like the breaker idea, although there may be a bit of truth to the failure suggestion.  I have heard of this only when a breaker has been popped many times, that it may lose effectiveness.  I do not plan on having mine function often (who wants to deal with that?), I just want to size it so I can start the car and not have it trip.<br /><br />140 is enough?  Not an expert on starter momentary current demand, but a straight calculation of the starter rating and 12V battery (and my Monday experience) suggests I need more than 120 A at least.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||pudhed||01-08-2004||12:20 AM||||I used phoenix gold circuit breaker for awhile, and had no problems. I think they become less accurate each time they trigger, though.<br /><br />Here's a link to a description, dunno about this store in particular, they just came up on top on a yahoo search.<br /><a href="http://shop.store.yahoo.com/efunctional/vb-200.html" target="_blank">http://shop.store.yahoo.com/efunctional/vb-200.html</a>||209.213.198.25||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes
Z||000007||number3||01-08-2004||07:38 AM||||I use a 80 amp Soundstream circuit breaker and it has worked just fine the last 4 years.<br /><br />I am also using 2 gauge and a have a very good ground.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||01-08-2004||09:22 AM||||My cable is either 0 or 1, I don't remember what I bought.  A time delay type fuse or breaker may be able to handle the spike current better at lower amperage rating.  I believe my ground is sufficient as I have no charging or other electrical issues of any kind, but maybe I'll revisit that aspect.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||01-08-2004||10:21 PM||||So I haven't been using a fuse.  My dad (Master Electrician for 30+ years) said that as long as the wire isn't shorted out somewhere it is not an issue.  My wire is run through the inside of the car via the wheelwell grommet so I don't think it is an issue - there isn't much chance of harm with this routing, especially with the type wire I am using.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||4G63Mirage||01-08-2004||10:38 PM||||>>said that as long as the wire isn't shorted out >>somewhere it is not an issue<br /><br />Well of course it's not, but we live in a world of flat tires, uncertainty and what if's.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  I've had my share of incidents that told me a fuse/breaker is manditory.||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000011||DMX84||01-08-2004||10:38 PM||||When my fuse went, I just ejected a round form my 30-06 and it works BEAUTIFULY!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.234.232.46||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||01-08-2004||10:38 PM||||No offense, but the reason for the fuse or breaker is to protect you in the event of a short.  Nobody is relocating their batteries with the intent of having them short.<br /><br />As I see it, either put a fuse or breaker near the battery or have a fire extinguisher on board.  Actually, both isn't a bad idea at all.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||01-08-2004||10:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> No offense, but the reason for the fuse or breaker is to protect you in the event of a short.  Nobody is relocating their batteries with the intent of having them short.<br /><br />As I see it, either put a fuse or breaker near the battery or have a fire extinguisher on board.  Actually, both isn't a bad idea at all. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When I run a new wire back from the alternator for a cutoff switch I will more than likely redo it with a fuse, just to be safe.  Fire extinguisher goes without saying.  I've got WAY too much time and money into this car now to watch it burn.<br /><br />I have seen people route the wire along the underbody of the car, tied to the 4ws lines.  This is more the situation of a fuse being a necessity (due to a short being likely), IMHO.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||iceman69510||01-08-2004||11:10 PM||||I routed the cable quite securely, wheel well grommet, under the seat mount rail, below the seat belt, under the plastic cover at the fr corner of the rear seat and through into the trunk.  Don't expect to ever have it wear through, but certainly better safe than sorry.  But it has to work too.||65.73.152.148||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000015||number3||01-08-2004||11:43 PM||||Paul,<br /><br />You must fuse that line, ASAP!  <br /><br />A Fire extinguisher will not put out a glow red hot 4-0 gauge wire. If your car were to get T boned, for example, and the wire was cut and shorted; the bent sheet metal will be the least of your worries. <br /><br />No offense to you father but he is wrong in this case...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||Bigfoot200200||01-09-2004||01:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DMX84:<br /><strong> When my fuse went, I lust ejected a round form my 30-06 and it works BEAUTIFULY!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This makes absolutly no sense to me. But hang on a minute[8 shots of Wild Turkey later] yep, I totally agree, but a 300WM puts em down faster. belch<br /><br />4 ga is fine for short runs, but pushing electricity through a long cable costs amps. 2 ga is better. I think a 150 amp fuse is about right, it's only needed in the case of a short. belch||64.233.105.148||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
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$forum_thread_data{"2"}->{"0043"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!Steering rack install ???!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!10:06 AM!,
q!2453015.1006!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!12:01 AM!,
q!2453018.0001!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!How to get a SNAPPED bolt out of its placE?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!02:50 PM!,
q!2453015.1450!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2453020.2256!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meng!,
q!galant gsr turbo!,
q!11!,
q!8!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452955.1654!,
q!meng!,
q!00000837!,
q!tikibeast!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2453011.0242!,
q!tikibeast!,
q!00003193!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!Logger and PDA, What Adapter?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2453015.1908!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2453016.2343!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!Oil housing removal!,
q!11!,
q!2!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2453018.1247!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!00000571!,
q!Matticus!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2453018.1704!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!Can any one weld cast?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!01:15 PM!,
q!2453018.1315!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2453019.0021!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!TT question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2453018.1332!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2453018.1627!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!did 3G lifters...PITA!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2453018.1348!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!09:57 AM!,
q!2453019.0957!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!GVR-4 Transmission problem solved :)!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2453016.1407!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!06:06 PM!,
q!2453018.1806!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!00000065!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!NUMBER11!,
q~HELP ME SET UP MY AEM AND I'LL GIVE YOU FREE STUFF!!!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!10:46 AM!,
q!2453011.1046!,
q!Peter Q!,
q!00002942!,
q!Sleeper Vr4 #1828!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!02:35 AM!,
q!2453012.0235!,
q!Sleeper Vr4 #1828!,
q!00003128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4gasmGGSX!,
q!gsx turbo conversion!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2453018.2313!,
q!4gasmGGSX!,
q!00003254!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!09:13 AM!,
q!2453022.0913!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!TB VACUUM LINES?!,
q!4!,
q!5!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!01:14 AM!,
q!2453019.0114!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2453019.1807!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!Are all GVR4's ABS?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2453019.0848!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!00003197!,
q!GrocMax!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!06:38 PM!,
q!2453020.1838!,
q!GrocMax!,
q!00001823!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!Trunk mount battery-fuse question!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!12:32 PM!,
q!2453010.1232!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2453014.0110!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob92vr4!,
q!miss fire ?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2453010.2131!,
q!bob92vr4!,
q!00003129!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!04:58 PM!,
q!2453012.1658!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!huge cap + battery?  stereo guys?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2453010.2141!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!number3!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!07:40 AM!,
q!2453013.0740!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!Stuttering problem.  Please help.!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!01:22 AM!,
q!2453011.0122!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2453013.2248!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!Dodge colt question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2453011.0233!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!10:13 AM!,
q!2453011.1013!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!NUMBER11!,
q~HELP ME SET UP MY AEM AND YOU CAN HAVE MY INTERIOR STUFF!!!~,
q!2!,
q!6!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!10:50 AM!,
q!2453011.1050!,
q!Peter Q!,
q!00002942!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2453017.1250!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!Spitting Oil!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!11:57 AM!,
q!2453011.1157!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!megaice!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!08:46 PM!,
q!2453011.2046!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sif1949!,
q!heated seats?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2453011.1454!,
q!sif1949!,
q!00002648!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!10:01 AM!,
q!2453014.1001!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!Samco radiator hoses?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2453015.2216!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!00000134!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!03:13 AM!,
q!2453018.0313!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!00000134!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!knock knock.... !,
q!9!,
q!8!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!04:07 PM!,
q!2453011.1607!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!10:16 AM!,
q!2453012.1016!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Compressor Oil leaking!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2453015.2224!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!02:31 AM!,
q!2453017.0231!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!sub frame tel!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2453015.2325!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!gtluke!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2453016.0032!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!General car questions!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2453016.1141!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!03:17 AM!,
q!2453017.0317!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Peakboost!,
q~HELP!!  T-Stat problem continues **PICS---not for 56k**~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!02:59 PM!,
q!2453016.1459!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!crucible!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2453017.2032!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ProudDSM!,
q!Not so techincal question!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2453016.1531!,
q!ProudDSM!,
q!00000638!,
q!ProudDSM!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!04:33 PM!,
q!2453016.1633!,
q!ProudDSM!,
q!00000638!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!leaking some thing and a lot of it.!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!11:24 AM!,
q!2453019.1124!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!00003030!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2453019.1403!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Valve stem seal install!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2453016.2316!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2453017.1920!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!turbo question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2453017.0116!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!supervr4!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!01:51 AM!,
q!2453017.0151!,
q!supervr4!,
q!00002593!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Valve cover stuck!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2453019.1432!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!08:36 AM!,
q!2453025.0836!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q!TCE brakes !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!01:01 AM!,
q!2452972.0101!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2453020.0107!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!what did I do?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!05:40 PM!,
q!2453019.1740!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2453019.1856!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!2600lb Clutch Or Better!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2453019.1842!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!Marty!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2453023.1521!,
q!Marty!,
q!00000661!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Kevlar Timing Belt - Does anyone use this?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!07:13 PM!,
q!2453019.1913!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!10:51 PM!,
q!2453020.2251!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Center Diff replacement!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!08:00 PM!,
q!2453019.2000!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!01:44 AM!,
q!2453020.0144!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!tq specs fedenza flywheel!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!09:14 PM!,
q!2453019.2114!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!Minjin!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2453019.2351!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SSS-610!,
q~What wheels are these!?~,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2453011.1731!,
q!SSS-610!,
q!00002413!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2453012.2218!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Sunroof autoclose?!,
q!1!,
q!32!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2453011.1944!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!04:43 PM!,
q!2453014.1643!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000032!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!2g MAS On A Dejon CIP-1GF!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!11:31 PM!,
q!2453011.2331!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2453012.0946!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Question for the electronic type guys!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!02:18 AM!,
q!2453012.0218!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!08:42 AM!,
q!2453012.0842!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!supervr4!,
q!Clutch Switch!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!03:56 AM!,
q!2453012.0356!,
q!supervr4!,
q!00002593!,
q!supervr4!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2453015.0052!,
q!supervr4!,
q!00002593!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AzA*!,
q!S-afc , datalogging question .!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!05:28 AM!,
q!2453012.0528!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!AzA*!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!05:28 AM!,
q!2453012.0528!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!think my turbo is mad at me....16psi!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!10:52 AM!,
q!2453012.1052!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!admsr!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!01:13 AM!,
q!2453016.0113!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!race fuel!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2453012.1627!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!curtis!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2453012.2200!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!differences between this two injector!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!04:21 AM!,
q!2453017.0421!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!MX4!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!02:35 AM!,
q!2453019.0235!,
q!MX4!,
q!00000093!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SLedge!,
q!Tranny number decoding!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2453012.2017!,
q!Sledge!,
q!00002035!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2453013.2216!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Quick head removal Q!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!06:30 AM!,
q!2453017.0630!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!Dan D!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!07:03 AM!,
q!2453017.0703!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AzA*!,
q!idle problem please help!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!11:33 PM!,
q!2453012.2333!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!01:00 PM!,
q!2453013.1300!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Thread size and pitch!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2453017.1116!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!09:49 AM!,
q!2453018.0949!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!Clutch problem?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!11:29 AM!,
q!2453017.1129!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!00003030!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!04:05 AM!,
q!2453018.0405!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!yiutsang!,
q!MMCd Datalogger on JDM E39A!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2453017.1250!,
q!Yiuwa!,
q!00002140!,
q!keydiver!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2453018.1745!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!no boost in neutral? why?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2453017.1531!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2453017.2036!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eman227!,
q!Idle and cold start Problem!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2453017.1758!,
q!Ethan Tuttle!,
q!00003256!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!04:34 AM!,
q!2453019.0434!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!ECU Question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!07:18 PM!,
q!2453017.1918!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!keydiver!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!06:46 PM!,
q!2453018.1846!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!ecu part number help!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!09:54 PM!,
q!2453019.2154!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2453020.1014!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!Early JDM ECU!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!07:39 PM!,
q!2453017.1939!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!00002376!,
q!yiutsang!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!11:45 AM!,
q!2453025.1145!,
q!Yiuwa!,
q!00002140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q! removing crank sprocket (t-belt sprocket)!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!09:21 PM!,
q!2453017.2121!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2453017.2240!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!LSD!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2453019.2252!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!12:38 AM!,
q!2453020.0038!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thon!,
q!Chassis similarities!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2453020.1430!,
q!thon!,
q!00000613!,
q!sti_95imp!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!09:14 PM!,
q!2453020.2114!,
q!John C.!,
q!00003267!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!Drive shaft carrier bearings??!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2453020.1605!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2453020.1803!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!Wierd clank and coolant!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2453020.1730!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2453024.2048!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Air-cond pulling the engine too much!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2453020.2004!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!08:51 AM!,
q!2453022.0851!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spatchana!,
q!Drive Shaft Removal!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2453020.2135!,
q!spatchana!,
q!00002703!,
q!4g63t!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2453023.1339!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mrryan47!,
q!Dual Runner system questions!,
q!2!,
q!1!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2453020.2209!,
q!classyVR-4!,
q!00003124!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2453020.2312!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Evo III O2 Housing?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2453013.0015!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Matticus!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2453013.1741!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tikibeast!,
q!16g...small or big!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!06:36 AM!,
q!2453013.0636!,
q!tikibeast!,
q!00003193!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!09:39 AM!,
q!2453015.0939!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!Tranny ?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2453013.0848!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!01:11 PM!,
q!2453013.1311!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!Max safe psi on stock ic?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2453013.1101!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!00003197!,
q!Marty!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!10:27 AM!,
q!2453016.1027!,
q!Marty!,
q!00000661!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Alternator screw...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2453013.1258!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!04:43 PM!,
q!2453013.1643!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!Some advice on tranny replacement!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!03:14 PM!,
q!2453013.1514!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!07:09 AM!,
q!2453014.0709!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Oil Return line bolt size?!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2453013.1754!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!11:17 AM!,
q!2453014.1117!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!No turnover!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2453013.1756!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!megaice!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2453013.2124!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!crank seal...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!07:18 PM!,
q!2453013.1918!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2453013.2255!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!maninblack!,
q!Transfer Case / Viscous Coupler ?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2453017.2226!,
q!maninblack!,
q!00003259!,
q!maninblack!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2453018.1911!,
q!maninblack!,
q!00003259!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Pin 64 - Check Engine Light!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2453017.2332!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2453021.0120!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JohnNK!,
q!U-joint snap ring!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!07:34 PM!,
q!2453013.1934!,
q!JohnNK!,
q!00000485!,
q!JohnNK!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2453014.1735!,
q!JohnNK!,
q!00000485!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pitmac!,
q!Valve lift!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2453018.0121!,
q!pitmac!,
q!00002115!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2453019.0015!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!running VERY lean (previously &quot;low fuel trims creep up ...)!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!08:29 AM!,
q!2453018.0829!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2453019.1254!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Valve cover question!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2453017.2346!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2453020.2309!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!AGX ?'s I have them and hate the ride . !,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2453015.1535!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2453017.2127!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Stupid Oil Question!,
q!5!,
q!18!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2453015.1716!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2453022.2239!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Opinions on this exhaust manifold style!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2453015.1130!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!04:28 PM!,
q!2453015.1628!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Width of second gear on the AWD tranny!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!10:06 AM!,
q!2453018.1006!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2453018.1223!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!Stripped Oil feed line tap !,
q!11!,
q!3!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2453018.1231!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!00000571!,
q!Oztek!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2453018.2216!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!tranny ratio!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2453013.2127!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!03:53 PM!,
q!2453017.1553!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Peakboost!,
q~HELP!!!! my car is overheating.....~,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!11:50 PM!,
q!2453013.2350!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!crucible!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2453050.1830!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!CAS question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!04:12 AM!,
q!2453014.0412!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!06:02 AM!,
q!2453014.0602!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!lightened flywheels!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!06:38 PM!,
q!2453014.1838!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!Beemer!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!09:50 PM!,
q!2453017.2150!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slow ride!,
q!Galant auto trans problem!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!07:27 PM!,
q!2453014.1927!,
q!slow ride!,
q!00001726!,
q!slow ride!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!09:23 PM!,
q!2453017.2123!,
q!slow ride!,
q!00001726!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q!Idle/Throttle issues...At my wits end...!,
q!8!,
q!8!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2453015.0000!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!agrabau!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2453015.1446!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Oil filter holder leaking engine oil!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!04:56 AM!,
q!2453015.0456!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2453017.0238!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/004316.cgi
A||||4||admsr||think my turbo is mad at me....16psi||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||01-07-2004||10:52 AM||alex.morales@avon.com||so I think the 14b is mad at me!<br /><br />Car blows out smoke screen on every shift when going from 16PSI to 20VAC to 16PSI.<br /><br />Does this sound like the turbo?<br /><br />Fun as shit in the city. Get in front of a yellow cab, floor it and shift.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-07-2004||10:55 AM||||hahaha sounds like an 'undocumented feature'||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||01-08-2004||01:21 PM||||What color is the smoke? Blue? White? Black?<br /><br />If its black its probably just a brief super-rich condition when the throttle closes and cuts off the boost and air.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||G-GSX Turbo||01-08-2004||02:31 PM||||You wouldn't happen to be venting the Bypass valve to the atmosphere would you?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000004||admsr||01-11-2004||01:13 AM||||no venting to atmosphere....<br /><br />smoke is blue as the sky on a sunday morning...<br /><br />turbo is def mad at me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />its ok. cause im going to make sure that i slam her ass on the shop floor a couple of times when i swap it out for my soon to be purchased evo16G!<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.27.71||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum2/004302.cgi
A||||15||bob92vr4||miss fire ?||||1||||bob92vr4||00003129
Z||000000||bob92vr4||01-05-2004||09:31 PM||||i am getting a miss fire on cyl 1 and 4 replaced plugs and wires still got miss fires at all rpms and idle maybe a coil ??????||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||01-05-2004||09:36 PM||||Sounds like a coil to me.  Our cars have two coils, and cylinders 1 & 4 share a coil and fire at the same time.  Run the car at night when it's dark, and pop the hood.  If the coil is bad you should see blue sparks in/on it.  Or, just swap the coil with a known good one from a DSM and see if it goes away.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||bob92vr4||01-05-2004||09:45 PM||||ok thanks ill try that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||01-05-2004||09:51 PM||||bob check the C.A.S. and if not i can get you a coil pack.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||bob92vr4||01-05-2004||09:53 PM||||i might sound really stupid but what is the c.a.s?||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||01-05-2004||09:54 PM||||But if the CAS was screwy, then wouldn't he have problems on all 4 cylinders?  Or, in other words, on all 2 coils?||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||bob92vr4||01-05-2004||09:54 PM||||oh ps this is on my buddys 91 not my 92||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||01-05-2004||09:55 PM||||The CAS is the crank angle sensor.  It's a slight misnomer, as it's actually positioned on the end of the intake cam on the passenger side of the car.  Or is it the exhaust cam... dunno, my car's not here.  Anyway, it's a little thing about the size/shape of a can of chew on the end of the head, and has a wiring harness plug going into it.  Can't miss it.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||01-05-2004||09:56 PM||||cam angle sesor||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||bob92vr4||01-05-2004||09:57 PM||||i really should have knowin that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000010||jonvr4||01-05-2004||10:01 PM||||i might have on||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000011||147/1000||01-05-2004||10:08 PM||||my car is doing almost the same thing. i just swaped the cyclone into my 92gvr4 but i had to use my old c a s because the cyclone was shipped without one. if the c a s is off how do u fix it? or where can i get one to match the cyclone?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes
Z||000012||stevevr4||01-06-2004||10:07 AM||||how are the plugs gapped?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||01-06-2004||03:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 147/1000:<br /><strong> my car is doing almost the same thing. i just swaped the cyclone into my 92gvr4 but i had to use my old c a s because the cyclone was shipped without one. if the c a s is off how do u fix it? or where can i get one to match the cyclone? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">huh?  are we talking about the same thing here?  the thing that goes on the back of the head, intake cam, that fires the coils?  and do you mean a cyclone engine, or a cyclone intake manifold?  because the cyclone engines came with both the older style(pigtail) and newer style.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||147/1000||01-07-2004||04:54 PM||||yes we are talking about the samething here (the thing on the end of the intake cam) . and im talking aout the cyclone engine||68.11.206.123||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes
Z||000015||ken inn||01-07-2004||04:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 147/1000:<br /><strong> yes we are talking about the samething here (the thing on the end of the intake cam) . and im talking aout the cyclone engine </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">if you installed the cyclone engine in a us vr4, you just use your old cas.  that is what i did.  if you are trying to install the jdm wiring harness, and need the cas with a pigtail, use one from a 90 t/e/l, it is the same thing.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004303.cgi
A||||12||theymightbegalants||huge cap + battery?  stereo guys?||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||01-05-2004||09:41 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I recently purchased one of the PC625 Odyssey batteries to cram in the passenger side crevice in the trunk, but am thinking about ways to beef up the car's electrical system to help out the cute lil' guy.  What if I put a hugeass capacitor inline with the battery?  Like up front in the engine bay?  I'm theorizing that this will help out the charging system in general by absorbing voltage spikes, and help out in times of great load/draw such as starting the car.  I've also heard, from the NWDSM board, that under WOT and climbing rpms the voltage tends to drop off, sometimes lower than 11 volts.  Would an inline cap like this help keep the voltage constant during those times?  And then just "recharge" when cruising?<br /><br />And if my musings are correct, what type/size of capacitor would be good?  I'm assuming any kind of stereo store would have something acceptable, but I don't really want to pay stereo shop prices.  I could also get a 2nd battery and run it in parallel, but I'd like to try this idea out first.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-05-2004||11:11 PM||||Hey, it will at least help your sound system.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Are they saying that with the PC625 it can drop to 11 volts?||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||01-06-2004||12:38 AM||||It really won't help your sounds wired like that.  It has to be wired right before the amp or it will draw too much and be almost useless.  If you want it for your amp don't put it any farther away then 2 or 3 feet max.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||01-06-2004||05:25 AM||||Ok, sorry, but you guys seem to be misinterpreting my post... I COULDN'T GIVE A RAT'S ASS ABOUT SOUND OR AMPS OR ANYTHING ELSE RICEY LIKE THAT.  I was asking about the car's electrical system as a whole.  Jeezus H. Christ.<br /><br />I'm moving the battery to the trunk because I care about weight distribution.  I'm moving it because I want a straight shot/CAI to the turbo.  I'm using a PC625 because I care about weight reduction.  FUCK SOUND QUALITY!!!<br /><br />I'm sorry, I'm drunk, but really, if this was about sound quality or other horseshit, I would have posted in general discussions.<br /><br />I want to know if putting a large capacitor somewhere between the battery and the alternator/starter/positive feed for accessories would help any if using a smaller battery.  I put the "stereo" part in there because you guys seem to use/know about capacitors.  I have no amp.  I will probably never purchase an amp, as that's adding weight to the car, which won't increase performance.  Fuck.<br /><br />Again, I just drank an entire 5th while watching Le Mans, so I'm sorry if you think I'm an asshole, I don't really mean it.<br /><br />I just want to know if it will hep, that is all.  If it will hinder any, that too is good information.  If all you can talk about is speaker shit, then save us all the trouble and don't respond.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||supervr4||01-06-2004||05:40 AM||||thats all the battery really is  a capacitor the only reason you need to use an cap with car audio is to stop it from dim your headlights ect when the amp draws current .<br /><br />So in short no it will not help you thats why the alternator is there for||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||01-06-2004||08:17 AM||||Well it might help the ignition system some, but I've never heard of anyone installing a stiffening cap for that reason.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||miturra||01-06-2004||10:18 AM||||From what I understand, the capacitor acts like a battery. The only difference is it discharges alot quicker. Once you have it in the system, it theoritically can maintain the current you wish it to accomplish. The main purpose of the capacitor is to resist change in voltage. Someone please correct me if I'm wrong.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||01-06-2004||12:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I'm sorry, I'm drunk, but really, if this was about sound quality or other horseshit, I would have posted in general discussions.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't drink and post.||24.12.59.172||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||PJGross||01-06-2004||03:23 PM||||Get a Jacobs accuvolt or other voltage regulator and be done with it.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||01-06-2004||04:26 PM||||Sorry, Ryan.  Thanks for all the helpful tips, guys.  I guess I'll just see how the wee PC625 does on its lonesome.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||mikeyoung00||01-08-2004||12:08 AM||||Where are all the EEs on this site? I don't think a cap would help with something like the starter that draws a lot of amps for a relatively long time (compared to a single excursion of a subwoofer cone). But I'm no EE.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000011||SLedge||01-08-2004||12:38 AM||||The way a capacitor is used in audio is a simple low-pass filter; it will "fight" attempts to change the voltage across it by sinking or sourcing voltage.  The battery does the same thing in the charging system, but with a much larger capacity (and correspondly slower response time).  <br /><br />A cap might help filter out some high-frequency noise, but all the critial systems already have their own filters...that's why we've all had to perform surgery on our ECMs!||209.78.20.27||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000012||number3||01-08-2004||07:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Where are all the EEs on this site? I don't think a cap would help with something like the starter that draws a lot of amps for a relatively long time (compared to a single excursion of a subwoofer cone). But I'm no EE.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Correct.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||



ubb/Forum2/004304.cgi
A||||16||GalantVR-4||Stuttering problem.  Please help.||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||01-06-2004||01:22 AM||||Hi there,<br /><br />My car has been acting strange lately, Sometimes at WOT roughly around 5-6k my car will stutter for a second until i let off the gas, tonight it was in third gear but i had no problems in first and second gear at WOT.  My Ecu has been repaired and i think fuel cut is removed.  My intake housing is gone along with the restrictor behind the maf sensor. My boost is set to 12-13. The turbo is a 16g.  All stock fuel.  NGK plugs roughly 6 months old and a borrowed set of accel dsm wires.  <br /><br />I did a log tonight.  Its 42 degrees outside so its pretty cold ( if it helps at all)<br /><br />Heres the cars reading just going down the street having no problems<br /><br />RPM:   2875<br />INjector Pulse: 8.19MS<br />Knock: 0<br />TPS: 53.9%<br />ISC 46.8%<br />Timing: 24 degrees<br />Coolant: 203 degrees F<br />Air Temp: 118.1 degrees F<br />Fuel Trim Low: 114.8%<br />          Mid: 110.9%<br />          High: 114.0%<br /><br />Mafs: 503.1 hz<br /><br /><br />Here is the Reading just right into 3rd gear. this is right before OR right on the time it stutters.<br /><br />RPM: 5375<br />INjector Pulse: 16.89<br />Knock: 37<br />TPS: 99.6%<br />ISC 46.8%<br />Timing: 21 degrees<br />Coolant: 203 degrees F<br />Air Temp: 124.9 degrees F<br />Fuel Trim Low: 114.8%<br />          Mid: 110.9%<br />          High: 114.0%<br /><br />Mafs: 1327.1 hz<br /><br />The highest my Maf sensor read was 1603.9 hz which i believe was in second gear.<br /><br />im almost positive my turbo needs to be replaced, it does smoke under boost.  The turbo starts to spool at 2700-3000 and hits full boost after 4k ( i think)<br /><br />I also have the stutter box mod that came with my ecu.  It works just like it should so i don't think that this is the cause.  I thought about it for a second and my launch RPM is roughly around 5k which is when i get the stutter/power loss.  Im not sure if the car is getting confused becuase of it but i thought i might as well just toss it out on the table hahah.<br /><br />Hopefully this is enough info.<br /><br />Thanks||67.116.239.217||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||supervr4||01-06-2004||01:38 AM||||my guess would be to buy a new set of leads and check the plugs <br /><br />Shane||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||01-06-2004||01:48 AM||||Whenever i had stuttering at high rpms it was usually a boost leak.  Are you still on the stock ic pipes?||216.175.107.12||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR-4||01-06-2004||02:54 AM||||yeah still got the stock piping.||67.116.236.12||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||01-06-2004||04:57 AM||||Thats what happened in my conquest..It was definetly boostleak.Is you look at both logs you posted.The knock goes upon the one where you were in 3rd gear because you were at a higher RPM and the turbo is actually boosting.That means the computer is still flowing the gas into the motor and you are leaking boost.So when that happens you create knock.So when the car stutters,that is because the air/fuel ratio isnt right and your leaning out.<br /><br /><br />I dont think it is the plugs if they are only 6 mths old.Check the I/C pipes first.If it is the pipes and it is the pipe going from turbo to I/C.I have one here that I will give to you..Just pay shipping.<br /><br />Good Luck buddy<br /><br />Robby||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR-4||01-06-2004||11:17 AM||||Hi there,  <br /><br />Thanks i will check my log again to see if the knock goes up everytime it starts boosting.  <br /><br />I'll check all my piping and hoses later today.<br /><br />Thanks||65.164.228.187||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000006||thejeebus2002||01-06-2004||11:37 AM||||I wouldn't rule out plugs quite yet.  Pull them out and check them.  I had the same problem and thought it was a boost leak.  Turned out it needed new plugs, replaced them, good as new!<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000007||GalantVR-4||01-06-2004||01:32 PM||||sounds good, i'll pull the plugs also. <br /><br />Thanks||65.164.228.187||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000008||GalantVR-4||01-07-2004||09:51 PM||||I have checked for any major leaks in the piping but i didnt find one,  However the car started doing the stuttering thing today at low and high rpms.  <br /><br />I read a code 44 and after doing some reading, i guess it could or could not be the ignition coil.  The ecu was fixed recently so i doubt that it is it.  <br /><br />I changed the spark plug wires and the car stopped stuttering.  To see if it was the old set of wires making the car stutter i put them back on, still the car ran fine. <br /><br />Could a lose plug on the coil do this?  <br /><br />It started weeks ago only at high rpms but today was doing it in all the gears.  <br /><br />I also noticed that when the car would stutter the o2 guage on my dash ( where the stock boost guage goes) would drop to the " - " side.<br /><br /><br />Thanks||67.124.39.4||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||01-07-2004||10:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I did a log tonight. Its 42 degrees outside so its pretty cold ( if it helps at all) </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">42, cold.  Try 18 all day. that is cold. But man does the car run so damn good especially with the new front mount.  Oh my does it pull, I hate to let off the gas but have to.||68.76.176.219||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||DarkDevilMMM||01-08-2004||12:42 AM||||hey, my car stutter sometimes also, and I always have hard time starting it when humidity is high, like rainning days or foggy days and cold, it won't happen during hot days, here in Davis, the temp is 32 at night, anyways, I read code 44 also, so I have checked my ignition coil and power transistor, their readings are normal, I bought some new plugs wires, the problem got a bit less, but the code 44 still on, anyone know what happen? does faulty spark plugs cause code 44? anything else cause the code 44?||67.114.221.136||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000011||GalantVR-4||01-08-2004||03:05 AM||||I played around with my wires and the problem got better, i'll swap out the plugs and replace the wire set, hopefully this is all it is.||64.175.33.113||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||01-08-2004||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DarkDevilMMM:<br /><strong> hey, my car stutter sometimes also, and I always have hard time starting it when humidity is high, like rainning days or foggy days and cold, it won't happen during hot days, here in Davis, the temp is 32 at night, anyways, I read code 44 also, so I have checked my ignition coil and power transistor, their readings are normal, I bought some new plugs wires, the problem got a bit less, but the code 44 still on, anyone know what happen? does faulty spark plugs cause code 44? anything else cause the code 44? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Try replacing the grounds from engine the engine.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||RayH||01-08-2004||01:12 PM||||Check for pinholes in the spark plug wire boots.  Under boost conditions with moisture in the spark plug holes (especially if you've got oil leaking in there), the spark can go through the boot into the head instead of the plug.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.magnecor.com/magnecor1/techbulletins/tech_mrbishi1.htm" target="_blank">http://www.magnecor.com/magnecor1/techbulletins/tech_mrbishi1.htm</a><br /><br />Also try disconnecting and reconnecting the coil pack connector and making sure the wires on the connector are tight.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000014||GalantVR-4||01-08-2004||04:43 PM||||This morning i replaced my old NGK's with new ones, I took out the accel wires and replaced them with bosch wires.  I check the gap on the old plugs to find that they were at .40  I gaped the new ones to .30-.32  and went for a drive.  So far the car has been running good.  Would a gap that wide cuase the problem?<br /><br />Thanks||67.121.127.28||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000015||DarkDevilMMM||01-08-2004||09:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Try replacing the grounds from engine the engine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what do you mean the grounds? where exactly is it? or do I need to take a nap now before I still want to use my head.... thanks||67.114.221.136||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||01-08-2004||10:48 PM||||I was thinking the black wire/yellow stripe between the intake manifold and firewall.  I was just throwing something out there that hadn't been mentioned yet.<br /><br />There have been some recent discussions about the condition of the wires in our old cars... plenty of cracked insulation, oxidized wires and corroded connections that can add up to mysterious problems.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004305.cgi
A||||3||TurboVR4dr||Dodge colt question||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||01-06-2004||02:33 AM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||First off I know this isn't a Colt forum but some people here have them so I have a question.  I bought a used colt for a couple hundred.  I pulled the tranny out tonight to fix a rear main seal.  when I pulled the flex plate and the shim the damn seal fell out.  I have seen rear mains leak on other cars but never fall out.  Is this a common problem on these cars.  Or did I just get a shitty seal from the factory.  I don't want to install another one and have the same thing happen.  <br /><br />Thanks Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-06-2004||08:09 AM||||when you put the new one on make sure to put some red silicone on the little plate that holds it, I never heard of that seal falling out, but I guess you learn something new everyday.||146.145.236.85||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||gvrfour173||01-06-2004||08:54 AM||||this site would be more helpful for any c/s/m questions. <a href="http://www.4g61t.com" target="_blank">http://www.4g61t.com</a>||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||01-06-2004||10:13 AM||||on many 'older' cars (meaning 10 or so plus), I have found that the rear (or front but higher miles on the front) seal comes out very easily when I am replacing it. New one is always tighter though. The rubber dries out and becomes brittle with age/miles. Not sure why the front one takes more miles to 'come out easily', unless the rear just gets more heat.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/004306.cgi
A||||6||NUMBER11||HELP ME SET UP MY AEM AND YOU CAN HAVE MY INTERIOR STUFF!!!||||2||||Peter Q||00002942
Z||000000||NUMBER11||01-06-2004||10:50 AM||Pete@everydayband.com||HEY ALL OUT THERE...I'M HAVING A HELL OF A TIME SETTING UP MY VR4'S AEM. AND I HAVE ALL THIS INTERIOR STUFF THAT I WON'T BE NEEDING CAUSE I'M GONNA STRIP IT ALL OUT. SO IF ANYONE'S INTERESTED I HAVE THE REAR SEATS AND PASSENGER SEAT. ( DRIVERS SOLD ) YET AND THE CARPET...( PERFECT ) ALL MY INTERIOR PEICES EXCEPT THE COMMON CRAPPY STEERING WHEEL ARE GREAT SO IF ANYONE IS INTERESTED PLEASE LET ME KNOW EITHER HERE OR AT PETE9339@HOTMAIL.COM <br />THANKS <br />PETE<br /><br />92VR4 #11<br />REBULILT 6 BOLT<br />ROSS PISTONS<br />EAGLE RODS<br />KNIFEEDGED CRANK<br />FIDANZA FLYWHEEL<br />FIDANZA CAM GEARS<br />HKS CAMS<br />ARP HEAD, ROD BOLTS<br />750CC INJECTORS<br />SUPRA FUEL PUMP<br />AEROMOTIVE FPR<br />LSD REAR END<br />22*4.5 FRONT MOUNT. <br />TIAL BOV<br />.56 TRIM 680HP RATED PTE TURBO<br />95 PORTED MANIFOLD<br />OVERSIZED VALVES<br />AEM STANDALONE<br />AEM WIDEBAND O2 SENSOR<br />AEM 3 BAR MAP SENSOR<br />AND A TON OF OTHER THINGS I CAN'T REMEMBER!!!||141.151.19.110||reg||2||Peter Q||00002942||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||01-06-2004||11:48 AM||||What are you having problems with?  If it's idle I can't help you much.  Other than that I have some maps with a similar injector size (720) but a smaller turbo.  So if it's idle, sorry I can't be of help.  If it's just getting the dam thing running I can help you out, I think.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000002||jayru||01-06-2004||05:25 PM||||Just met with pete today, really great guy. He'll have a monster of a GVR4 if he can get that AEM working. Someone help him out.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||number3||01-06-2004||05:30 PM||||Can I have your perfect carpet?<br /><br />As for the AEM help... either take it to Turbotrix or AMS. <br /><br />I own a AEM and I still run a VPC if that tells you anything.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||jayru||01-06-2004||05:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Can I have you perfect carpet?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Time to use that edit button Harry  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||NUMBER11||01-12-2004||09:20 AM||||UPDATE...well one of our members herewas nice enough to send me a good AEM map...and also a link to RRE's "AEM for DUMMIES" page...cause all i really need is a diagram or instructions that tell me what to hook my wideband o2 up to and my MAP and AIRTEMP sensors. like wire for wire. so thanks for the help. advice is always needed...harry i met you last year at carlile you had your car down there...right after that i went home and spent way too much money rebuilding my car...!!! and rebuilt it from the ground up. i think i listed what i had done to it up there...but thanks you and your car inspired me to get my ass in gear and rebuild it.||141.158.45.113||reg||1||Peter Q||00002942||yes
Z||000006||MustGoFaster||01-12-2004||12:50 PM||||So is it runnig, or are you still working on it?||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum2/004307.cgi
A||||5||megaice||Spitting Oil||||1||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||01-06-2004||11:57 AM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||I had a check enigne light come on and once I got home I checked oil and it was low and very black. Also noticed that a lot of oil was coming out of tailpipe. I checked the compression on 2 were at 100, 1 at 110 and the last at 130. Any ideas.||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||01-06-2004||12:03 PM||||Was there smoke billowing out behind you?  Maybe Turbo oil seals?  Your compression is way low however.  I'm sure you're getting blowby - does your oil dipstick pop out under higher boost levels?<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||01-06-2004||12:04 PM||||as far as I know the specs from factory were 160psi max 120 min, you might have a worn out engine.||146.145.236.85||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||01-06-2004||01:12 PM||||Low oil will not DIRECTLY cause the CE light to come on. You need to check the code, you have other problems too. Have you tried BG Motor Flush on the rings?||68.158.194.128||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||megaice||01-06-2004||02:43 PM||||I will have to try the code trying to get a pocket logger cable now. Keydriver i will have to try the flush. Thank guys||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000005||megaice||01-06-2004||08:46 PM||||Ok I went and bought a new compression tester and I am getting better readings. avg 130 across and did a cyclinder leak down test and no air out of dipstick or valve cover. My dipstick does not pop at high boost. I am running 18lbs for daily driving. Also noticed coolant was very low replaced it and reset ECU and will see what happens. The oil loss may have been caused by the night before I was pushing here pretty hard in some snow drifting   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> . Will have to see. Thanks for all your help   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum2/004308.cgi
A||||8||sif1949||heated seats?||||1||||sif1949||00002648
Z||000000||sif1949||01-06-2004||02:54 PM||sif1949@hotmail.com||I heard from someone that the Galant VR-4 had heated seats as a option is this correct? Mine does have a wire going into the seat so I'm not sure what thats for any info on this would help||208.187.122.221||reg||1||sif1949||00002648||yes
Z||000001||jayru||01-06-2004||02:57 PM||||No heated seats. The wire you see is for the seatbelt light on the dash.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-06-2004||03:41 PM||||I installed seat heaters.  I purchased the heating elements from a board member, but they were OEM from a Mercedes.  Installing them requires removing the seat cover.<br /><br />There may be a correct way to do it, but I pulled out the whole mess even though parts of the cover were molded into the foam (metal stitching reinforcement).  It gave me the opportunity to do 2 very simple but hugely rewarding mods:<br /><br />1: I removed 2 springs from the seat bases (second set in from the seatback).  It gives a less springy feel to the seat and gives me perhaps an extra 1/4" of headroom.<br /><br />2: I added an 8"x10"x2" block of foam to the seats.  After a few weeks the foam has compressed a little -- got some butt-print memory!<br /><br />The downside is that the appearance of the seat cover's shape is less defined (having removed those metal parts that hold the cushion and cover together)... and re-installing the seat covers isn't fun.<br /><br />I wired two switches for the seat heaters on either side of the center console just below the latch for the armrest/lid.  On the driver's side the switch is nestled partially under the lid because of the indendation for the e-brake.  Power comes from the cigarette lighter source, grounds are on the bolts near the seatbelt spools.  15 amp fuse in-line.<br /><br />The seat heater set that I purchased included upper (seat back) units, which I'm not sure I can install -- I haven't the slightest idea (or masochism) on how to remove the cover for the backs.  It is certainly reasonable to use the upper unit on a seat bottom.  I haven't decided their fate but if I don't use them I may offer them for sale.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-06-2004||04:56 PM||||i also researched this long and hard.  there are several places that sell aftermarket seat heaters, but taking the seat apart to install them is a bitch.  besides, the stock seats suck.  cloth recaros are really nice, and you dont need heaters with cloth seats.  the problem with recaros is finding the brackets.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||jayru||01-06-2004||05:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i also researched this long and hard.  there are several places that sell aftermarket seat heaters, but taking the seat apart to install them is a bitch.  besides, the stock seats suck.  cloth recaros are really nice, and you dont need heaters with cloth seats.  the problem with recaros is finding the brackets. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You need seat heaters in Texas?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||01-06-2004||06:34 PM||||if you are from hawaii, you do.  i like warm buns.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||tikibeast||01-09-2004||02:33 AM||||can't swap any other seats in?||4.62.139.114||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000007||KingGalantVr4||01-09-2004||06:22 AM||||VW puts heaters in cloth seats.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000008||Martin Tolentino||01-09-2004||10:01 AM||||here some info <a href="http://www.seatheater.com/" target="_blank">http://www.seatheater.com/</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/004309.cgi
A||||8||stevevr4||knock knock.... ||||9||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||01-06-2004||04:07 PM||stever321@yahoo.com||Got my datalogger hooked up and took some logs.  I'm getting a good deal of knock at higher RPMs.  Can anyone take a look at these logs and let me know what you think?  Walbro 190 and new fuel filter are going in very soon, so if there's just not enough fuel, hopefully that will take care if it.  Thanks.  Oh since I can't post an attachment, you can find it here:<br /> <a href="http://www.machvforums.com/attachment.php?s=&postid=274765" target="_blank">http://www.machvforums.com/attachment.php?s=&postid=274765</a>||208.215.178.150||reg||9||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||Jon||01-06-2004||04:12 PM||||You need to log the TPS so we know when you are flooring it.<br /><br />Things to help with knock:<br />1.  cooler plugs like NGK BPR7ES<br />2.  180 degree thermastat<br />3.  better intercooler<br />4.  lower boost<br />5.  better fuel<br />6.  water injection||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||01-06-2004||04:20 PM||||Ok 180 degree Mitsu thermostat is going in along with the fuel filter.  Fuel is 93 octane BUT I just started running fuel injector/system cleaner because I figured now is a good time (going to change the filter soon).||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||01-06-2004||04:25 PM||||Also, someone just suggested it could be a boost leak.  Knock coming on at higher RPMs.  I haven't pressure tested the intake so I'll have to get on that right away too.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||01-06-2004||09:22 PM||||You also need to log your O2. It could just be that you need to really richen things up on the higher rpm's.||67.34.81.42||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||01-07-2004||07:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> You also need to log your O2. It could just be that you need to really richen things up on the higher rpm's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll post a new log in a couple hours.  No SAFC though so I can't just richen things up on the top end.  Keep the ideas coming though, I appreciate it.<br /><br />Could spark plug gap have anything to do with it?  If they are gapped to close?||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||01-07-2004||09:33 AM||||How much boost are you running? What other mods? If you've upped the boost without any kind of fuel control, you're probably just running too lean. You might want to consider an adjustable FPR. What are your fueltrims?||216.77.204.124||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||01-07-2004||09:35 AM||||you should first check you base timing, to be sure.  it looks like you are running out of fuel, either your pump is tired, filter/lines clogged, or pump just not enough.  the first pull in second gear is not bad, and when you get to 3rd, the fuel gets less-this is why i think pump.  for a short burst, it can almost keep up, but after a long pull, it falls behind.  a rewire cant hurt, and if it reduces knock, then you know for sure you are on the right track.  also, i would suggest getting the injectors cleaned and flowed, not just run injector cleaner thru them, but take them off and have them done professionally.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||01-07-2004||10:16 AM||||Well guys my fuel trims are maxed out so I'm thinking:<br /><br />The ECU can't compensate enough to get enough fuel to to the motor.  Clogged filter, tired/dying pump?  I'm replacing the filter within the next week or so, and have a 190 pump waiting to go in.<br /><br />Or maybe its a bad o2 sensor.<br /><br />I turned the boost down to about lbs but it still creeps to 10/11psi.  If I keep it under 5500 rpms I don't get any knock... so thats what I'm gonna do for now.  Thanks for all the advice, and I'll report back with new info when I get it.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum2/004310.cgi
A||||13||SSS-610||What wheels are these!?||||1||||SSS-610||00002413
Z||000000||SSS-610||01-06-2004||05:31 PM||||<img src="http://www.jsrdesign.net/jsr/news/archives/VR4_1.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://www.jsrdesign.net/jsr/news/archives/VR4_2.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Does anyone know what wheels these are? I can't find what they are anywhere!||202.174.32.61||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-06-2004||06:24 PM||||can't help ya but I do like them too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||01-06-2004||06:26 PM||||dont know exactly.....but the rota cp08's look kinda like them||65.227.217.160||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||01-06-2004||07:07 PM||||They almost look like the wheels that came stock on some audi A4's.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||01-06-2004||09:17 PM||||Similar to a Racing Hart CP8.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.carexcess.com/wheels/racinghart.htm" target="_blank">http://www.carexcess.com/wheels/racinghart.htm</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||01-06-2004||10:46 PM||||They look like Civic type R wheels.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||01-06-2004||10:56 PM||||round ones with spokes in them dude||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||GVR4458||01-06-2004||11:25 PM||||They look like the GAB's in my garage.  Unfortuantely, the van would need to be pulled out for me to look at them, and its way too cold for me to do that in shorts.  I'll try to remember and check in the morning.<br /><br />EH||68.73.86.116||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000008||GREENVR4||01-06-2004||11:26 PM||||I know, it's like 22 over here.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000009||PacManVR4||01-07-2004||03:31 PM||||Nope not GABS,All the GABs I have seen have a polished lip with a red of silver center. They realley dont look like those anyway. Im thinking they are RS watanbe knockoffs. Check Ebay and search for JDM wheels. The come up every once and a while.||64.63.216.244||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000010||PacManVR4||01-07-2004||03:34 PM||||Hey, GVR4458 your pm box is full.||64.63.216.244||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000011||SSS-610||01-07-2004||05:09 PM||||Thanks guys!<br /><br />Your vague answers have actually been quite helpful   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||202.174.32.61||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||01-07-2004||08:06 PM||||Those are almost a dead ringer for the stock rims on my roommate's Saab 900.  Wish I had my digicam here so I could post a pic.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||01-07-2004||10:18 PM||||I still think they are these:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2453058633&category=43955" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2453058633&category=43955</a><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.customauto.ca/images/products/jdmwheels.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/004311.cgi
A||||32||turboflanagan||Sunroof autoclose?||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||01-06-2004||07:44 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Is there any way to get the sunroof to close with one touch like the driver window will do?  I really hate holding my arm up there and then having to let off the stupid button and push it again when the sunroof gets halfway.  <br /><br />Oh that annoys me!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyhow, any suggestions?||64.63.212.114||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||beavis||01-06-2004||08:29 PM||||i can't help you with the auto close but i wanted to ask if all galant sunroofs stop half-way when being closed.  i thought mine was malfuntioning.||138.23.82.57||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||01-06-2004||08:31 PM||||cant help you on the auto close but my sunroof stops halfway also when being closed.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||crucible||01-06-2004||08:34 PM||||Oh, what a wuss!<br />Just kiddin.Its obviously there to prevent accidental choking, most likely from kids.Or drunken adults.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||henrok||01-06-2004||08:39 PM||||i think its made to open at two locations just in case u want to have it open half way.||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||01-06-2004||08:40 PM||||In my car it is to save all the topless girls from getting smashed.  They love to hang out the sunroof naked.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I don't have a clue on how to make it work with one-touch, but I would really like to find out.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||drew||01-06-2004||08:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> i think its made to open at two locations just in case u want to have it open half way. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, it's only upon closing. And, it's that way for safety.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||01-06-2004||09:17 PM||||It looks like the #2 limit switch kills the power to the motor when it gets halfway closed.  What is the limit switch being tripped by?  <br /><br />Anyone with their sunroof apart want to check for me?||64.63.212.114||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||kartorium31||01-06-2004||09:53 PM||||I have a spare sunroof sitting in my barn, I'll take a look tomorrow.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||01-06-2004||09:58 PM||||Schweet!!  Thanks.||64.63.212.114||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||WFOVR4||01-07-2004||01:14 AM||||My sunroof won't open. Is there a common cause besides the fuse? Thanks||63.186.8.113||reg||1||WFOVR4||00003134||yes
Z||000011||AWDpower||01-07-2004||01:30 AM||||My GVR4 is one of the ones with the aftermarket ASC sunroofs. It has a third switch that when set, closes the sunroof automaticly when the ignition is turned off.||63.203.77.152||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000012||miturra||01-07-2004||09:57 AM||||I also have one of those aftermarket sunroofs. It leaks.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||01-07-2004||12:05 PM||||Why not wire up a junkyard d/s window switch to the sunroof.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||dsmsleeper||01-07-2004||12:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> My GVR4 is one of the ones with the aftermarket ASC sunroofs. It has a third switch that when set, closes the sunroof automaticly when the ignition is turned off. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My first galant had that sunroof.  The controls were mounted by the rear def. switch.  It would open and close without holding the button.  I liked it.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000015||sleeper||01-07-2004||01:03 PM||||No answer for the switch, but I would like to find an answer for that too. Yes, it is annoying.<br /><br />I do however have some pointers for the leeking roofs.<br />For starters all aftermarket sunroofs leak.<br />There are 2 drain hoses that let the water go down to the ground from the top. Try to fish something down on the tubes or blow air thrue them.<br />Another reason it might seem it's clogged because the barbarian way they routed the hose.<br />They cut your A pillar with an air chissel and if the hole is not big enough the hose probably just  kinked at the entry point. For that you'll have to pull the headliner or at least the pillar pod.<br /><br />So if your hoses are clear and your roof is still leaking try the adjustment screws. Turn them a little at the time as they are very touchy.<br />Better yet if you have a ASC (American Sunroof Company) roof just find an authorized dealer in your area and have them do it. Those roofs have a lifetime warranty.<br />If you have any other aftermarket sunroof, 99% of the time you're fucked because there isn't any warranty or the company is out of business.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000016||spoulson||01-07-2004||01:31 PM||||You guys have obviously never ridden in style.  My old 1984 Audi 4000S had a sunroof with a manual crank that despirately needed greasing.  I think my right arm got a little stronger after owning that POS.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000017||meshwork||01-07-2004||06:04 PM||||Me too, on my 87 Jetta. <br /><br />I looked like a monkey at lights cranking the hell out of the thing hanging out of the roof.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000018||kartorium31||01-07-2004||10:36 PM||||Ok i checked out the roof.  Looks like there isn't anything that would be in the tracks that triggers it.  On the motor and solenoid(?) assembly there are two little black deals that have two wires going to each one.  These black things are mounted on the outside of a plastic gear or wheel.  The only other wires are a bit thicker and go straight into the solenoid or motor(?).  It looks as though these little black units with wires might be tripped by the wheel then stop the sunroof,  i'm not sure.  I could take a pic or just start cuttin wires.  Any ideas?||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000019||Romanova||01-08-2004||12:47 AM||||After fucking with the sunroof on my Scirocco, I thanked God that my Galant didn't have one. <br />FWIW, VW makes the worst sunroof. Period.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000020||TheJackalGT||01-08-2004||02:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> You guys have obviously never ridden in style.  My old 1984 Audi 4000S had a sunroof with a manual crank that despirately needed greasing.  I think my right arm got a little stronger after owning that POS. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">oh its not just old technology, my 1995 3000gt vr4 has a damn crank, $45k when new, and not even a motorized sunroof, even though its a tilt, not a retract, its still ghetto..||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000021||turboflanagan||01-08-2004||07:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> Ok i checked out the roof.  Looks like there isn't anything that would be in the tracks that triggers it.  On the motor and solenoid(?) assembly there are two little black deals that have two wires going to each one.  These black things are mounted on the outside of a plastic gear or wheel.  The only other wires are a bit thicker and go straight into the solenoid or motor(?).  It looks as though these little black units with wires might be tripped by the wheel then stop the sunroof,  i'm not sure.  I could take a pic or just start cuttin wires.  Any ideas? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, don't start cutting anything.  Those black things are the limit switches.  I guess that #2 is seeing a spot on the motor wheel like you suggested and closing then.<br /><br />Thanks for looking and not whoring my poor post!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000022||kartorium31||01-08-2004||11:21 AM||||So what the crap, how do we ghetto rig this bad boy?||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000023||tplesko||01-08-2004||12:22 PM||||can we ground out that 2nd limit switch all the time and make it close without stopping?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000024||mikeyoung00||01-08-2004||01:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> In my car it is to save all the topless girls from getting smashed.  They love to hang out the sunroof naked.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats it...I'm moving to Ellensburg!||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000025||turboflanagan||01-08-2004||05:53 PM||||I'll have to look at the FSM again and see what each limit switch does when.  #2 does at least 2 or 3 different things at different times.  <br /><br />Best case scenario is that without it you would have to pay closer attention to which button you are pressing when because the control relay would have power all the time.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000026||kartorium31||01-08-2004||07:03 PM||||Yes you better move to e-town, all these cowgirls are crazy ladies.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />So basically we might not be able to ghetto rig the thing without making it so you can accidently press the close button some more and cause it to overstrain and possibly break?  Does it look like someone could buy a different limit switch and wire it in?||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000027||raceman77||01-08-2004||07:05 PM||||Autoloc makes a kit,cheap too.lt can handle one touch sunroof,windows,remote open doors etc.||68.35.2.165||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000028||chucklesas||01-08-2004||07:14 PM||||The sunroof doesn't really overstrain when you are going to close it.  I had the gears in my sunroof all messed up so it wouldn't turn off the motor when the sunroof was already flush.  Basically the motor turns one way to open it all the way back, and turns the other way to do just the pop-up (from the closed, flush position).  (I still need to get a new gearbox for mine, the worm gear finally ate up the plastic gear)||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000029||crucible||01-09-2004||08:11 AM||||I looked at the schematics and cant figure it out.Hell, the Factory manual doesnt even mention this safety function.My initial understanding is that the limit switches let the motor know when its fully open or fully closed so it can kill power.Im suspecting that the control relay is somehow counting steps so it knows how far the roof is open so when you go to close it will stop at that point where it makes you hit the close button again to fully close it.<br />If the limit switches do control that annoying closing feature then how does the motor stop when the roof is fully open or closed?<br />Where's Jeff? He's a circuit guru||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000030||chucklesas||01-09-2004||12:40 PM||||The switches rely on each other to tell what it's doing.  I don't remember exactly but when I had my sunroof gearbox apart  I looked at all this stuff. Basically there are 4 positions possible. No switches are pressed, switch a is pressed in, swtich b is pressed in, and swithc a and b are pressed in at the same time.  It basically works off those 4 combinations in order to tell the motor when to stop or go, or keep going.  Something like that.||129.137.196.88||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000031||chucklesas||01-09-2004||03:19 PM||||You can't ground out the switches as they are required for other positions, but what you can do is figure out the position of the 'brain gear' (the one that triggers the switches) and try to glue in a peice of plastic or fill in the area some way, that would normally cause the sunroof to stop at the halfway point.  If you open up the gearbox you'll have a better idea of what I mean.  That's all I got.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000032||turboflanagan||01-09-2004||04:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong> You can't ground out the switches as they are required for other positions, but what you can do is figure out the position of the 'brain gear' (the one that triggers the switches) and try to glue in a peice of plastic or fill in the area some way, that would normally cause the sunroof to stop at the halfway point.  If you open up the gearbox you'll have a better idea of what I mean.  That's all I got. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is pretty much what I expected because the little diag tree in the manual showes each one on and off in different combos for different actions.  <br /><br />I also was supposing that filling the spot on the motor gear that tripped the switches would need to be done to "fix" this.  I just REALLY didn't want to take the motor out to fool with it.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/004312.cgi
A||||3||Ferrari F50 GT||2g MAS On A Dejon CIP-1GF||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||01-06-2004||11:31 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||Is there anyway to adapt a 2g MAS on a Dejon CIP-1gF intake pipe?  I was just wondering since I am getting a 2g MAS and I want to see if I can use this one instead of getting rid of it and buying a new one.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.com/new%201g%20Intake.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dejontool.com/new%201g%20Intake.htm</a><br /><br />Should be a little ways down the page.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||01-07-2004||05:56 AM||||In theory, yes.  You just need the right size reducer, and that might be a challenge.  Might be easier to do with 2 of them, but then the intake is getting a little long.  Finding one big enough to fit over the 2G (and flexible enough to do so as well) that then steps down to 3 1/8" might be a challenge.  I think someone else that made their own intake said that the coupler they used for the 2G was like 5" or something... but pretty big anyway.  Yea, why not just make your own intake?  Could be done for a few bucks at Home Depot, even with a BOV recirculation tube.  Just need a few adapters is all, and then you can go bigger to better match the coupler for the 2G, plus shave some weight off the front of the car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Selling the Dejon after you make the new one will way more than cover it anyway, giving you more mod money.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||01-07-2004||09:01 AM||||If you are careful about doing it, you can buy a 3" (or even 3.5" - look hard enough, you may even be able to find a 4"-3" transition) Fernco sewer coupler from any home store - Lowes, Home Depot..etc. - and heat one end of it to stretch and fit over the 2G MAS.  It is thick enough rubber that it will stretch that far.  Just have to heat evenly, stretch, heat, stretch....slowly.  A friend had his that way for awhile - took some finess to get it on the 2G MAS, but worked well once it was on.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||01-07-2004||09:46 AM||||I am running a very similar Dejon set-up with a 2G MAS, using a Ferco rubber coupler I got a Menard's or Home Depot.||24.148.12.71||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/004313.cgi
A||||1||curtis||Question for the electronic type guys||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||01-07-2004||02:18 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Well got my suspension dash pod today and stared pricing gauges.  I want a 1 1/2 gauges  oil pressure, and a temp gauge.  For the temp I wanted a 3 position switch and 3 sensors. One for the air filter, one for the turbo outlet and one for the throttle body inlet.  Here's the problem all I can find is a 100 degree and up except for autometer which has a inlet temp gauge but its all most 300 dollars.  I was wondering if anyone has ever put a resistor in line to change the calibration of the gauge for example make it show a 100 degree difference (100 would be zero).  I hate paying silly money for something I don't need especially when I can buy the little gauge sets for 30 bucks from any auto parts store.||65.54.98.15||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-07-2004||08:42 AM||||problem with doing that is that you're bringing down the signal power from the sensor, it may not even register at all, those sensors work on resistance variations to give you a reading, putting an extra sensor there will throw the whole thing out of whack.||146.145.236.85||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/004314.cgi
A||||8||supervr4||Clutch Switch||||1||||supervr4||00002593
Z||000000||supervr4||01-07-2004||03:56 AM||||Hi there can some one please tell me how these work and if possible a picture of one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />The reason I ask is because I am going to be getting a Keydiver chip and would love the Stutterbox function,  But the JDM cars here in new zealand dont have these switchs.<br /><br />PS: I understand that it works when the clutch is in but im meaning in relation to the pedal switch relationship  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  If that made any sense  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Cheers Shane||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-08-2004||01:13 PM||||No clutch switch?  I take it then you don't have cruise control?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||supervr4||01-08-2004||03:41 PM||||nope and the cars an auto at the moment soon to be a manual   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||01-08-2004||04:35 PM||||Then why don't you just swap all the stuff over from the manual tranny donor I assume you have?  There was a writeup somewhere on the differences between the manual and auto chassis somewhere... could be useful for bolting in the pedal assemblies.<br /><br />You're brave, my friend.  I would have just sold it and bought a manual, personally.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||supervr4||01-08-2004||05:32 PM||||lol In New Zealand the super vr4s are like rocking horse shit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  so i wont to keeps this one but they only ever came as auto's the conversion is simple.<br />The problem is that the alot of the vr4s over here dont have the cruise control function so there for no clutch switch.||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||01-08-2004||11:03 PM||||Do you have a datalogger?  Doesn't MMCd have a screen where you can see the clutch switch condition?  I have a suspicion that in your auto-VR-4 there is the equivelant of a clutch switch in the P/ark on the shifter.  Can you start the car with the shifter in D/rive?  Hmm, no?  How does it know?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Get the logic?||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||supervr4||01-08-2004||11:20 PM||||hmmm yeah the data logger wont work on JDM's so I have been told the park switch might be the idea ill look into it||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000007||curtis||01-10-2004||12:02 AM||||How does a auto VR-4 feel. Street, launch, etc.  I have thought of this a few times.  For you guys that have driven a built Typhoon, Syclone or a nasty Grand National you know what I'm talking about.  I knew a guy in nashville that had a low 6 second eight mile syclone.  He would foot brake the truck and hold it at about 100 rpm before the converter locked up then when the light dropped he nailed the gas and side stepped the brake the front tires would bark when they fell back down. The truck was hell on axles and driveshafts.||67.25.35.254||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||supervr4||01-10-2004||12:52 AM||||CRAP I hate the bloody thing thats why its going to be a manual soon.<br />Te main problem is that when mitsi released the auto version they took the same gear box that they used on the N/A fwd galants,  and just added another shaft for the 4wd.<br />I did a best of 15.74 with the auto and a mate did a 14.20 with a manual both just with K&N<br /> and 3" exhaust.<br />His car used to be a auto aswell they just come with a tdo4 turbo the rest is the same as a normal vr4.<br /><br />Shane||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes



ubb/Forum2/004315.cgi
A||||0||AzA*||S-afc , datalogging question .||||1||||AzA*||00002136
Z||000000||AzA*||01-07-2004||05:28 AM||||i have been having nightmares, over tuning my car since i have instaled the 550 cc injectors , and datalogger , i have a 1g mas , 550 cc injectors , stock fuel reg and pump " for the time being" , settings on the safc currently are , low rpm : 5 ,5 ,7, 8, 9, 9, 9, my data logger isnt much help at all , car seams to be running rich but it is reading mega lean at low rpm it is reading 139% low fuel trim , i am realy confuded at what to do , i have a small leak between the dump pipe the the turbo mabey it is giving the o2 sensor bad readings, the o2 sensor is new , but it could be stuffed up cause the car has been running realy rich , when i try and adjust the safc to make the data logger get closer to 100% the o2 trim will drop down , but the low fuel trim refuses to drop back down , even when i got +2 on the safc at 1000 rpm at idle , does anyone know if this is a common problem would taking out my o2 sensor and cleaning it help ? would the leak in the exhust before the o2 sensor make a dig difrence to what the o2 sensor reads , could this be a leak in the intake pipe between the turbo and the maf .||211.28.54.61||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes



ubb/Forum2/004317.cgi
A||||4||V8EATER||race fuel||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||01-07-2004||04:27 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||i was doing some research on c16, and what i was told by VT fuels is that c16 is leaded- wouldn't this screw up my 02 sensors?  also, they only sell it in 55gal drums or 30gal drums.  does anyone know where to get smaller quantites?  <br /><br />fwiw, i think a general discussion on race fuels would be of great help to some of us n00bs.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||01-07-2004||04:40 PM||||Yes it is leaded and yes it will screw up your O2 sensor and your cat, if you have one.<br />All that on the long run though. I used at least 2 55 gallon containers in my car with no side effects at all, that I can see or feel, other than the nice white exhaust tip.<br /><br />You can buy in 5 gallon cans too, you just have to fing the right dealer for it. There is one about an hour away from St. Louis in southern Illinois. He'll sell you the stuff by the gallon but you'll pay for it too. Get some people together and split a drum, that way it's much cheaper.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-07-2004||04:42 PM||||here in Bakersfield California you can get it in 5 gal drums from Le-toy motor sports. <br />ive heard you can clog your o2 with leaded gas.  But if you dont run it all the time i dont think it would hurt anyhting that bad. the lead has to be small enough to go though the fuel filter and the injectors, so why would it clog a o2 and not that other stuff||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000003||jpgvr4||01-07-2004||07:21 PM||||If you do not need quite that much, Sunoco 100 octane is available on Johnson Drive in Mission. $4/gal. It's a small service station on the South side about one block west of the Theater.||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000004||curtis||01-07-2004||10:00 PM||||Go to your local airfield and buy AV gas its called 100 low lead but usually is around 106 to 111 octane.  I use to pull samples at the airfield I worked at I drove 500 miles a week for over a year and half the time was on this stuff straight.  It averages around 2.10 to 2.50 a gallon and sometimes the airport has a self service with a credit card machine.  If they ask say your getting it for a chain saw or your little brothers go cart.  If there cool they may let you pull on to the ramp and fill the tank up right there unless they have the big nozzle on it, then you need a funnel.||65.54.98.20||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/004318.cgi
A||||2||SLedge||Tranny number decoding||||1||||Sledge||00002035
Z||000000||SLedge||01-07-2004||08:17 PM||||Can one of you tranny number gurus find any info about this tranny number:<br /><br />w5m332wpge<br /><br />I assume the drive ratio is mismatched from the USDM rear, but I'd still like to know what it is.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||01-07-2004||09:15 PM||||3.909 will be the rear final drive ratio.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||01-08-2004||10:16 PM||||Search for my posts, I have posted a whole list in the past. My member number is 939 (for the search). Im on a different computer than where I have the list stored.||66.169.81.251||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004319.cgi
A||||1||AzA*||idle problem please help||||1||||AzA*||00002136
Z||000000||AzA*||01-07-2004||11:33 PM||||during , 800 - 2000 rpm , the car is idleing eraticly , it does this  when car is low on power ,but charge is still fine from the alternator . Also , my data logger is reading full lean at any rpm below 2000 , the low fuel trim is pegged at 139.8% and i carnt lower it with the safc no matter what setting i put it on , but the car does seam to be reacting to the safc adjustments , if i put it to 0 car runz rich because i have 550 cc injectors  and stock mas , if i put it to - 6 that is what it seams to run best on it seams to be ok no smoke from the zorst no popping , but it i put it to - 15 it starts to pop and im sure its running lean at that stage , what i dont understand is the o2 isnt cyceling at rpm under 2000 and 02 fuel trims at flat lining at 167% i have no idea whats going on :/ please help me someone !!!!!!!||211.28.58.159||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-08-2004||01:00 PM||||A fuel trim of <b>139% means</b> that the ECU is desperately trying to ADD fuel because it is sensing a <b>LEAN</b> condition.<br /><br />I know almost squat about the AFC, but if you're telling us that you're removing sensed airflow (negative numbers) you're <b>GOING THE WRONG DIRECTION.</b>||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004320.cgi
A||||8||Romanova||Evo III O2 Housing?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||01-08-2004||12:15 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||What mods need to be done to the downpipe in order to use this? FWIW, I have a 3" Certified down pipe. Thanks.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||drew||01-08-2004||12:20 AM||||the DP/o2 housing flange needs to be angled differently.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||jpgvr4||01-08-2004||12:30 AM||||I noticed a side by side comparison showing the difference in the angle. Maybe RRE or vfaq, I think it was roadrace.. Anyone measured the angle difference? Seems like a small adapter(gasket) could be machined but what material could handle the heat? Of course, a cast could be made too..||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||01-08-2004||12:30 AM||||You'll have to take it to a muffler shop and have it cut and rewelded. The EVOIII o2 housing angle causes the downpipe to rub against the transfer case.<br />RRE sells some with the proper angle for EVOII o2 housings.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||01-08-2004||04:17 AM||||I'm going through this as well, but with a 2.5" Mofugas dp.  If yours came with a flange for the stock O2, it's not big enough, and will need a new flange for the Evo housing.  So, here's the order of operations:  cut off the old flange, remove a "pie slice" of the dp to put the top at the new correct angle, and weld on the new Evo sized flange.  You could mod the existing flange, but at this point it's really not worth it.  The local dsm shop recommended that I just come in with the Evo O2 housing bolted on, and they'll fab me up a new dp (I already have the correct flange) and then I can sell my whole Mofugas dp to recoup my losses.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||skivittlerjimb||01-08-2004||09:47 AM||||Very good info.  Going to be going through this same operation with a 2.5" Certified Muffler DP pretty soon. <br /><br />The local muffler shop I use seems very competent. With EVO DP flange and DP gasket in hand and a competent exhaust technician to modify my existing DP, should I expect any big problems? I'd hate to go through the hassle of paying for a new DP then trying to sell a 2.5" DP only.  The RRE downpipes are "only" $230, though, so the difference in the extra labor to modify the Cert. DP might make the RRE worth it if I can get decent money out of the old DP.  Opinions out there?<br /><br />Also, is it worth upgrading the exhaust manifold to head studs or any other hardware in there?  I'm planning on a adding an EVO III mani at the same time, and porting to match with my old 14B (which means I'll need to open up [port] the 14B hot side, yes?)<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||01-08-2004||12:39 PM||||If you are taking off the manifold, go ahead and replace all of the stock studs with new stainless steel studs. These here are a pretty good deal, nice guys, and fast shipping.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ssstuds.com/1g-copper-set.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ssstuds.com/1g-copper-set.htm</a><br /><br />Also be prepared and spray the crap out of the out studs for about a week prior to removing the manifold.  Try and remove the manifold when the car is hot, makes getting the nuts off easier.  The old studs are SO brittle they wil break off in the head.  Bring a big bag of cuss words too.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||01-08-2004||04:41 PM||||Thanks for the link and info, Matt.  Anything else for "while I'm in there?"  I'll probably be adding my new turbine housing at the same time, so are there new turbo-to-mani studs that I should be putting in there?  New turbo-to-O2 bolts?||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||Matticus||01-08-2004||05:41 PM||||No problem, Oh yeah.  Order 4 new manifold to turbo bolts with 8 new lock washers.  Stock is 3 bolts and a stud.  I am not sure about turbo/O2 bolts, might as well order new ones since they will be off.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/004321.cgi
A||||14||tikibeast||16g...small or big||||1||||tikibeast||00003193
Z||000000||tikibeast||01-08-2004||06:36 AM||tikibeast@hotmail.com||as I understand the big 16g has more lag issues and the small 16g is better for the low end grunt...am I mistaken?||4.62.139.114||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000001||Marcus||01-08-2004||08:42 AM||||i had a ported big16 that i bought new and love it, spooled perfect.  2800, the ported 16g that it replaced would damn near spool at 2500, making for very jerking daily driving.  It's pretty easy to shift our cars before 2800, but harder to do so by 2500, so the boost would hit real hard for 1-200 rpm and throw you back, then you'd shift.  I really didn't care for it personally.  A turbo that would spool around 3k is best imo.  Good luck.<br />Marc||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-08-2004||08:50 AM||||With a big 16G, supporting mods on the gvr4 (aka replacing that stock POS intercooler and pipes) becomes apparent...<br /><br />A big 16G'd gvr4 with 2.5 or 3" exhaust, a nice set of IC pipes, decent sized FMIC and an intake pipe with 2G MAS, 550s, walbro pump, SAFC and dataloggger - will be an awesome street machine. Lag will not be an issue at all....||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-08-2004||09:34 AM||||my first upgrade was a small 16g, with turbine side ported.  then, i replaced it with a tre ported big 16g, and imho, the big 16g did EVERYTHING better.  however, the tre porting was just plain awesome.  i went to my friend's shop, removed the small, installed the big, and on the way home, it felt like i had just installed my front mount.  huge power increase.  BUT, with the price of the evo3 16g, i would go straight to that one, and pass on the small or big.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||01-08-2004||04:39 PM||||I also started with a small 16g after my stock one died.  I now have a big 16g which is no slouch when it comes to spooling up promptly. Of course I have all the supporting mods which optimizes its performance. I suggest not buying the small 16g unless you can get a new one, ported with a bigger wastegate valve for close to free.||24.148.12.71||reg||14||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||tikibeast||01-09-2004||01:46 AM||||but if I want to drop the hammer and have power right off the line...recomendations? hell sometimes I get in a mood and want to break them loose a little...course I've always had rwd and fwd...but sometimes it's just funny watching the cloud behind you and the shocked look on the face of the domestic owner behind you when they realize they don't hold the monopoly on tq...||4.62.139.114||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||01-09-2004||08:50 AM||||i break them loose off the line and make lots of boost early with a 20g...don't be afraid of the very little lag.  16g's are nice but 20g's are nicer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||01-09-2004||01:21 PM||||i think the "lag" deal is bull.  if you just gently release the clutch, then floor it, you get lag whether the car is na or turbo, or whatnot.  but, if you are accelerating from a stop, and coming out HOT, you got the motor revved up, and slip the clutch.  by the time the clutch is out, you got like 4000 rpm, and full boost.  then, if you shift at 7k, when you release the clutch, you got what, maybe 5.5k, STILL full boost.  now, if you are toodling along at 1k rpm and floor, it, you DESERVE to have lag.  lag only exists in the minds of those who dont drive cars with turbos.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||01-09-2004||01:24 PM||||You've got to have a huge turbo for lag to be an issue.  Once you learn how to drive your car to avoid lag, you will never see lag with a 16G.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> lag only exists in the minds of those who dont drive cars with turbos. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||Z-1 Jon||01-09-2004||01:31 PM||||I liked my ported big 16G better than than my new unported 18G (a turbonetics one)...gonna port everything again soon (stocker manifolds went back on, sold the ported stuff to pay for some rebuild stuff - though I do still have the ported EVO O2 housing)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000010||pisces_0||01-09-2004||01:51 PM||||On my old GSX I went from a stock engine to HKS 264/272s and a Green in one day (must've felt like spending some $ at the time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  ).  Anyway, took a while to get used to the "lag" of the new turbo but once I learned how to drive it I barely noticed any "lag" at all.  Granted the power band was higher, but you get used to it and adjust accordingly.  Ever notice that the people who rag on large turbos and their subsequent "lag" are either stalwart pushrod N/A fans or people who have never learned how to drive with a large turbo?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />In short, go with the big 16g  <i>at least</i>.  The EVO III 16g would probably be even better and would be the smallest I'd want to run.  You can easily say "A 16g is the largest I'd ever want to go; I don't want to lose all my low-end."  Mark my words, boost and horsepower are <i>very</i> addicting.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.199.238.209||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||01-09-2004||02:07 PM||||I just bought an EVOIII B16G and I love it. I had a 13g (only God knows why it was on my car) and the lag compared to my new turbo was not very different. The 13g (with a td05 exhaust housing) would get 15psi at 25-2700 rpm. My new turbo hits 11psi at around 2300rpm.<br /><br />The EVOIII spools faster than a regular B16G. The compressor inlet is also larger at 2.5 inches.<br /><br />I bought mine from FP for $569 shipped (cam with gaskets too).||209.214.57.216||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||tikibeast||01-10-2004||12:05 AM||||alright, good to know, all I've ever driven is N/A cars and a few 3kgt VR4's (twin 9B's) so I've never driven anything with a decent sized turbo...I know nothing of it but once I sell my beast I'll have enough cash left over to buy a fairly cheap GVR4 and  a mod list to be proud of...plus I'll have the joy of a few well spent weekends for once!||4.62.139.114||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000013||GVR$in||01-10-2004||01:29 AM||||My big16g got 20psi at 2900-3k rpm.. my green gets 20psi at 3300 which is amazing for a 50 trim hybrid.. I don't even notice the lag anymore.. it goes through the first 3 gears so quickly   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br /><br />My friend ran 12.3@110 w/ his small 16g in a 1g and he loved it.. <br /><br />I'd say if you're going to get any kind of 16g, get a ported 7cm big16g. I loved mine.. but had to go bigger.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000014||KingGalantVr4||01-10-2004||09:39 AM||||My FP 18g doesn't lag as much as my 14b did.  I have the RRE ported 7cm exhaust housing, ported 95, ported 2g o2.<br /><br />14b was on the same ported exhaust mani and o2.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes



ubb/Forum2/004322.cgi
A||N||3||Marcus||Tranny ?||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||01-08-2004||08:48 AM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I'm doing a tranny swap for my buddy.  I've done about 40 so I'm no rookie at this.  This is the second JDM tranny I've put in for him.  The problem is that the clutch won't disengage enough to go into gear or hold the car at a dead stop if you start it in gear.  He is running a ACT2600 pp that i used on my old car and just a disc from a local clutch house.  I've tried all the adjustments and no luck.  Do you all have any ideas?  Only thing that comes to mind is, the clutch house had build a thicker disc for a customer because the flywheel had been machined a lot and sold it to my buddy instead of the actual customer.  I can't wait to drop it again, it was 14 degrees last night and colder in my barn.  <br />Thanks for all/any help<br />Marc||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-08-2004||11:08 AM||||Did you get the flywheel steped?  i believe you have to do that with the ACT Clutches and pressure plates||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||01-08-2004||11:31 AM||||air in system somewhere would be my guess. Although since these cars are aging, the clutch pedal assembly is also wearing. Might be worn out? Taboo speed shop sells a longer rod for the slave cylinder. <br />Flywheel not stepped correctly (as someone previously said) could also be a factor. The pivot ball that the shift fork pivots on might be worn out (common problem). Some people install a washer under it to raise it up some. <br />All good suggestions, but you have to remove the trans again for most of them.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||01-08-2004||01:11 PM||||DSMParts sells a replacement clutch slave cylinder rod that is 1/4" longer than stock to address a problem that you may be having. Here is the text from their ad on the web site:<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  "When running clutches like the ACT 2600 & 2900. Problems have been known to exist; due to clutch not fully disengaging. With this machined clutch extender rod, your clutch will properly work. Save your transmission, and save your synchros. Machined from strong 4140 chromium-molybdenum steel (not some weak mild steel from a local hardware store) and built 1/4" longer than stock, this modified clutch slave cylinder rod will give you a plenty of clutch adjustment range without maxing out. A recommended upgrade when replacing or rebuilding the clutch slave cylinder on cars with ACT2600+.  Fits all Turbo 1G Talon, Eclipse, Galant Vr4. Comes with lifetime warranty."</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004323.cgi
A||||6||anomalyva||Max safe psi on stock ic?||||1||||anomalyva||00003197
Z||000000||anomalyva||01-08-2004||11:01 AM||requiemofanomaly@speedpost.net||I know the GVR4 has a worse ic than the 1gdsm, so should boost be lower?  What are some easy upgrades?  I have a custom aluminum radiator, so I can run piping, I just don't have the $$$ right now for it.||164.65.155.93||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-08-2004||12:02 PM||||max psi is dominated by knock so just check the logger and do what it tells you. I'm guessing you'll be in the 15-20psi range.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||01-08-2004||12:10 PM||||What about with a starion FMIC? Would it help if I did custom IC piping?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||anomalyva||01-08-2004||12:18 PM||||Sorry, I should have been more specific.  At what point does the stock fmic heat soak and become ineffective?||164.65.155.93||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||01-08-2004||12:31 PM||||4drwhore: The starion is better but piping and a core are needed for a decent FMIC setup. The stock fmic and pipes are tiny.  I think starions have gone 12s but if you are looking for big HP a starion isn't enough.<br /><br />anomalyva: I don't know exactly when it heat soaks, put a couple thermocouples in and find out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  My guess is even with moderate boost (15 psi) you'll be heat soaking it in 3rd gear in the 1/4 mile and on the highway extended 3rd and 4th gear pulls are going to heatsoak pretty bad.  At 15psi+ good luck.  But it all depends on what you want. What are your goals for hp/drag time/daily boost etc?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||01-08-2004||12:34 PM||||Heat soak can vary with outside temps.  Right now it is 30 degrees out, and that helps alot with heat soak.  But in the summer time, with 80 plus degree days the poor IC has a hard time cooling the air down.  I also imagine the stock 14B is getting past it's efficiency range when it starts to get in the upper teens in boost levels and it will boost much hotter air.  Like what was stated before, turn up the boost until knock becomes a problem.  Let knock and timing advance tell you how much boost to run.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||Marty||01-11-2004||10:27 AM||||I know the GVR4 has a worse ic than the 1gdsm, so should boost be lower? What are some easy upgrades? I have a custom aluminum radiator, so I can run piping, I just don't have the $$$ right now for it.<br /><br />I put C-16 (race gas) in and tried to get as much boost out of it as I could. This equated to 24psi that would drop to 18psi at the top of 3rd gear. That was with complete stock ic and piping. I did manage a 12.6@108.44 on that run and backed it up with a couple 12.71s. Id highly recommend the Dave Brode piping kit listed under sales. It's a nice inexpensive upgrade that you can piece together as your budget allows. <br />Marty<br />PS I live in Manassas Park if you want to see the kit in person.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes



ubb/Forum2/004324.cgi
A||||1||4G63_GSR||Alternator screw...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||01-08-2004||12:58 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||The other day I was tightening my belt due to the cold weather.  Well as I was in the process, I broke the tip of the long screw, with the rest still intact.  Can I use a 1g alternator setup or just go to a junkyard and look for any 4g63?||24.196.70.112||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-08-2004||04:43 PM||||Nope - you're screwed.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />I honestly can't picture what you've broken.  It may just be semantics, but I think you may have broken the head off of a bolt?  It's possible that you can just get a replacement at a hardware store.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004325.cgi
A||||9||Ryan Carey||Some advice on tranny replacement||||1||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||01-08-2004||03:14 PM||||Ok, so I have a couple of posibilities of what I could do with my current tranny situation:<br /><br />1)Allow the current tranny to be rebuilt locally (roughly $700)<br /><br />2)Ship tranny to John Shepherd ($895, he said roughly 3-5 day turn around, add a couple for shipping, stronger parts, better parts, will hold up better when I crank up the boost).<br /><br />3)Replace tranny with factory fresh stock tranny($1000, wouldn't have too much downtime, but it could still take a crap on me just like everyone elses).<br /><br /><br />IMHO I think shipping the tranny to Shepherd is the best option.  I hear nothing but good things about his tranny work and besides, his GSX runs 8's so his trannies have to be good.<br /><br /><br />LMK what you all think<br /><br />thanks||198.81.26.43||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-08-2004||03:31 PM||||ship to shep...get a 4 spider CD and all the stronger parts you can afford if you plan on making big boost. Trust me.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||snwbrd40oz||01-08-2004||04:49 PM||||off subject, where did you find a stock tranny for $1000? I looked and at the time the best I found was around $1500! I think I got hosed.<br />Back on subject...I'd go with the rebuild from Shepard....I put a new stock tranny on and havent been all that happy with it, seems to need to be really broken in gently.....||64.136.26.235||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||01-08-2004||06:09 PM||||Yeh, I was wondering the same thing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishiparts.net/cart/?pn=md995725&submit.x=8&submit.y=5" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishiparts.net/cart/?pn=md995725&submit.x=8&submit.y=5</a>||68.219.23.25||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Ryan Carey||01-08-2004||06:10 PM||||For now all I think I can afford is the rebuild.  I'm going to be juggling money for a while between credit cards and money saved for insurance and legal crap, so I want to  take what little I have and get the best I can.<br /><br />My GVR4 is going to feel almost brand new when I get it back.  I can't wait.  Funny how my $3K well worn car turned into a $10k investment.<br />I choose "go for broke" as my final answer.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||01-08-2004||08:57 PM||||895 for a rebuilt trans?  that's a bit low.  i think you better be prepared to pay for a lot more parts than what that price includes.  my rebuild cost me about 900.00 in parts.  i am extremely pleased with the work scott did.  i KNOW the trans is superior to a new factory one.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||DsmSeifer||01-08-2004||10:11 PM||||So a little off subject which is better a shepherd tranny or a team rip tranny?||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||01-08-2004||10:15 PM||||i'd say shep because you'll actually get one.  And this coming from someone who has a built TRE tranny.<br /><br />YMMV||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||01-09-2004||01:33 AM||||I have a John Shepherd tranny and not only is it awsome, the rebuild time was fast.  I also think his prices are great too.  You can't go wrong.  There might be other options, but I'll always recomend a John Shepherd tranny rebuild.  Not only did everything go smooth, John is just a nice guy.  I picked my tranny up in person and paid in cash and he didn't even count it.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||Ryan Carey||01-09-2004||07:09 AM||||John Shepherd said $895 should cover it.  I explained the majority of the problems I was having and he said I should be fine, but we'll see. As you tear shit apart more problems always arise. At this point I am willing to bite off way more than I can chew just to have a tranny that will last.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes



ubb/Forum2/004326.cgi
A||||5||mitsuvr4||Oil Return line bolt size?||||5||||mitsuvr4||00000369
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||01-08-2004||05:54 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||Hey guys/gals,<br />I searched for all the info on replacing the turbo oil return line but didn't see any mention of the bolt size?<br /><br />Anyone know what it is?  Same size for the two on the turbo and the two that go into the oil pan?<br /><br />I found P/N for the crush washer(p/n mf660031), but not for the bolts.<br /><br />Thanks for any help!||134.29.247.50||reg||5||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000001||Jason G.||01-08-2004||08:18 PM||||The thread size is the same on the pan side and turbo end. I THINK the oil pan side is slightly longer. You can take the bolt to Home Depot, they have a thing ( for lack of better terms) that you can thread the bolt in and give you the size.||65.35.46.138||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||01-08-2004||08:27 PM||||6x1.00<br /><br />On DSMs, if it has a 10mm head, its 6x1. 12mm head, 8x1.25. 14mm head, 10x1.25.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-08-2004||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> 6x1.00<br /><br />On DSMs, if it has a 10mm head, its 6x1. 12mm head, 8x1.25. 14mm head, 10x1.25.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, that's a goldmine...  I'm quoting it just so it appears again and we all realize just how fucking cool that info is.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||01-08-2004||11:12 PM||||Ahh, but when you get up to the 12's or down to the 5's things can get interesting.  Not too often though.||65.73.152.148||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||mitsuvr4||01-09-2004||11:17 AM||||Thanks guys for the help.<br /><br />I wimped out and ordered them from the dealer.  I'm a little skeptical if they ordered the right ones, but we'll wait and see.<br /><br />According to them the two bolts on the turbo side are different than the oil pan side.<br /><br />When I get the parts I'll post P/N and sizes.<br /><br />Thanks again!!||134.29.247.50||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes



ubb/Forum2/004327.cgi
A||||10||megaice||No turnover||||1||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||01-08-2004||05:56 PM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||Car trys to turnover and just cranks and trys to start but is getting to much fuel. Verified spark and afc settings are correct. Any idea why it cranks and and attempts to start and not turningover. At a lost  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||01-08-2004||06:05 PM||||Have you replaced the caps in the ECU?||68.219.23.25||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-08-2004||06:06 PM||||temp sensor wire broken (the one with 2 plugs on the t-stat housing)?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||megaice||01-08-2004||07:35 PM||||Keydriver - no did not replace the caps yet. I am working on sending ti to you. Never got a bad smell from them. <br />Piv- I will have to push it in the garage and check the wire, to cold outside <br /><br />Thanks guys||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||01-08-2004||07:50 PM||||I know this is semantics, but we're trying to get accurate communication here...<br /><br />No turnover means to me that the engine is not turning over. If its cranking, it IS turning over. If its trying to start, that means to me that the engine is getting occasional combustion. Is it?<br /><br />Watch your tach when you're cranking the engine. Does it move off the peg and hold constant at about 200 or so? If not, CAS is your problem.<br /><br />Give us more info and we'll help from there.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Jason G.||01-08-2004||08:13 PM||||Ditto on the CAS. Pull off the cover of the ECU and check for leakage, then replace the caps if it's ok.||65.35.46.138||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000006||megaice||01-08-2004||09:03 PM||||Shit!!! IT just started. I went to try to see where rpms sat at and it just turnedover. ANy ideas. I am going to put it in the garage and send it to Keydriver. Thanks guys||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000007||megaice||01-08-2004||09:04 PM||||The rpms never held at 200 so I am not sure what could of caused it.||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000008||megaice||01-08-2004||09:06 PM||||Umm this may be s dumb question, but what is the CAS?||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||01-08-2004||09:08 PM||||cam angle sensor||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||megaice||01-08-2004||09:24 PM||||Thanks I had figured it out. I will have to replace and see if that fixes prob before pulling ecu||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum2/004328.cgi
A||||4||GRV4726||crank seal...||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||01-08-2004||07:18 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so apparently i didn't put enough rtv on the crank seal (actually i didn't put any on the back of it i only put someon the sides, and even then i didn't put enough)... so, sigh. i've got more work to do! yipee.. the car has already been ran and driven a total of about ~50 miles<br /><br />my question is, would it be ok to reuse the crank seal? considering i cleaned it up from the oil. the only reason why i ask is that if i can reuse the seal then i can possible have this done and over this weekend but if not then i will have to wait and will most like be forced to put her in the shop. and of course get charged an arm and a leg for labor.  <br /><br />i ask this question in the hope that such a thing is possible though i doubt it highly.  <br /><br />by the way there is oil on my timing belt. and i planned on reusing that, is that a bad idea? my stepbrother didn't think so.  <br /><br />ps: if you couldn't tell. i'm fed up of this fucking car. all i do is work. all work and no play makes andre ...||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||sleepergvr4||01-08-2004||07:40 PM||||did the seal pop out? you should not use rtv on seals. if installed properly they should not pop out. i would not reuse the seal. also the belt.it is cheap insurance if you replace them now.||68.159.55.198||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||01-08-2004||07:58 PM||||These seals do not require any sealant. However, sometimes I put a VERY LIGHT coat of RTV on the outer edge to allow it to slide in easier.<br /><br />Obviously, your sealing surface should be perfectly smooth and clean.<br /><br />I would not reuse timing belt or crank seal.<br /><br />I know I'm going to sound like a dick here and I don't mean offence, but you should be blaming yourself not the car. Most of the problems reported on this board are from failure to fix the problem the first time around or neglect of maintenance. Learn from your mistakes and become a better mechanic. Its not the cars, its the people working on them.<br /><br />Good luck and keep at it. <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||01-08-2004||08:35 PM||||no offense taken, mark. i get what you are saying completely, it is my fault.  <br /><br />i read the vfaq, and it said to put rtv to seal it as it keeps on leaking. "I have had a couple of crankshaft seals leak around the edges after carefully installing a new one when not using RTV."<br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/balance-shafts.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/balance-shafts.html</a><br /><br />but actually, i haven't even taken a peak under the car yet, i only posted because i have been having a really hard couple of days. and i think that i thought up the worse case possible.  i did a balance shaft removal install as well, so i think it could be something else as well. but what would get the T belt covered in oil.... i'm taking a good check tonight<br /><br />thanks guys||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||01-08-2004||10:55 PM||||Hey the only ones here who aren't having problems have replaced everything.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Okay, most things.  Keep on it.<br /><br />So was the seal leaking or did it pop out?||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004329.cgi
A||||3||JohnNK||U-joint snap ring||||1||||JohnNK||00000485
Z||000000||JohnNK||01-08-2004||07:34 PM||jnkilbourn@yahoo.com||Does anyone know the size of the snap ring that goes into the first driveshaft u-joint past the transmission? I couldn't find the size in the technical manual CD.<br />Thanks||69.2.251.2||reg||1||JohnNK||00000485||yes
Z||000001||DMX84||01-08-2004||08:13 PM||||If I remember correct, the snap rings that came with the new u-joints is what I used. I got the u-joints at a driveline place here Albuquerque. As far as size goes, maybe you can call a local driveline shop for that info. The u joint I used is a SPI    PN# 5-1503x listed as an import u joint. If you cant find it any ware else and you don�t mind calling long distance, the shop is U Joints Inc. 505.345.2666||67.235.101.174||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-08-2004||08:28 PM||||they come with the mitsu transfer case recall kit as well<br /><br />$30 with our club discount||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||JohnNK||01-09-2004||05:35 PM||||Thanks for the help!||69.2.251.2||reg||1||JohnNK||00000485||yes



ubb/Forum2/004330.cgi
A||||6||boostx||tranny ratio||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||01-08-2004||09:27 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||where can i find the ratio for the vr4 , 1g, rs, tranny||67.87.157.244||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-08-2004||10:35 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Trannies.html" target="_blank">Here</a> and the FSM.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||boostx||01-09-2004||01:45 AM||||thanks alot Hertz  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />what about the RS any info on that tranny||162.83.218.192||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-09-2004||11:03 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001777#000000" target="_blank">Try this post</a>||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||boostx||01-09-2004||09:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001777#000000" target="_blank">Try this post</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thanks again||67.87.157.244||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000005||boostx||01-12-2004||12:41 PM||||so after looking at the chart could u put the first gear from 1G AWD MT and the 5th gear from GGSX in the VR4||207.127.241.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||01-12-2004||03:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so after looking at the chart could u put the first gear from 1G AWD MT and the 5th gear from GGSX in the VR4</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A) Yes.<br />B) In theory yes, but I've heard that the GGSX uses weaker / different gears even though it is a W5M3x tranny.<br /><br />So, why would you want to go with shorter ratios? I'm curious what you are thinking...||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/004331.cgi
A||||26||Peakboost||HELP!!!! my car is overheating.....||||1||||Peakboost||00003013
Z||000000||Peakboost||01-08-2004||11:50 PM||integevo90@yahoo.com||my car temperature is at that line before the redline...then it keeps on moving up.....the radiator is FULL of coolant and same with the reservoir.<br /><br /><br />remember last sunday, my turbo coolant feedline burst but thats been replace.  <br /><br />i dont see any coolant leaks.<br /><br /><br />what coudl it be?  thermostat?<br /><br />HELP!  i need this car for work tomorrow.||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000001||DsmSeifer||01-09-2004||12:03 AM||||I think it is your thermostat. <br /><br />Quick test let the car cool down then remove the thermostat all together then reaseble. That should let you know. <br /><br />I don't have a thermostat in my 91 GSX so there aren't any apperant disadvantages (besides being a little more cold natured)<br /><br />Hope that helps||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-09-2004||12:06 AM||||make sure the coolant is circulating as well, check the water pump, check the headgasket...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||01-09-2004||12:19 AM||||Is this while moving? While idling? After driving for a while? After beating on the car? Is the radiator fan turning on? Are all the belts still there? Is the heater blowing hot air? Is coolant pushing out of the overflow tube?<br /><br />Could be lots of things but we have no info.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||Peakboost||01-09-2004||01:54 AM||||well, thing is.....the car was parked outside (chicago weather---25degrees) and it was driving for couple hours earlier the day....it was sitting outside for about 3hours.....then i drove about 6blocks...then i look down and the temp gauge was almost at red!!!<br /><br />also, it seems like the engine is still COLD but when i start it up the needle starts at almost red..<br /><br />the heater seems to work fine.<br />thing is i dont think the fan is kicking in.<br /><br />ill check tomorrow. its kinda late and cold  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000005||Peakboost||01-09-2004||01:56 AM||||and no, i dont beat on this car....its mostly highway driving and stop and go.||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000006||GalantVR-4||01-09-2004||03:09 AM||||If you turn on the heater full blast when its overheating will the needle go down?||64.175.32.222||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000007||marvinmadman123||01-09-2004||03:14 AM||||I think your thermostat is getting stuck closed, maybe thats why your hose burst because the water pump pressured up or just from being extremely hot with no where for the coolant to go. pull the thermostat and see if it still overheats. I wouldnt drive around when its cold outside with it removed because while driving the engine will become really cold, not good.  Hope this helps.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||01-09-2004||08:35 AM||||I have a similar situation... this morning the datalogger showed coolant temps at about 223.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Changing the stat on Tuesday.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||bob in chicago||01-09-2004||08:51 AM||||If the wires on the thermostat housing are OK and if the temp guage is actually working, then I'd replace the thermostat with a Mitsu factory one, The cheapo ones from the autoparts chain stores are not as good and do not flow as much coolant through.<br /><br />If that doesn't fix the problem, then I suspect a blown head gasket.||24.148.12.71||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||01-09-2004||08:54 AM||||I'm going with a geniune Mitsu 180deg stat rather than the stock (which I guess is 200 or 210deg??)||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||GREENVR4||01-09-2004||10:11 AM||||mine used to do the same thing, I found out to be the cooling fan resistor that went bad (little white box next to it), changed it, never had that problem again.||146.145.236.85||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||01-09-2004||10:12 AM||||if the car overheats when driving around pretty consistantly, ie not too much stop and go, and it's cold out, the fan is not the problem.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||FlyBoy42||01-09-2004||10:32 AM||||id just replace the thermostat first. theyre not an expensive part. if that doesnt help, run your car till the temp gauge moves above normal, get out of the car leave it runnin, get some rags to cover the radiator cap good. then take off the cap and look to see if the coolant is moving.if its not, then you need a new waterpump. i just did my this past summer.||64.136.26.227||reg||1||FlyBoy42||00003213||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||01-09-2004||10:53 AM||||I think it is perfectly reasonable to remove the radiator cap FIRST and not risk disfiguring yourself by opening it after the engine is hot.  You can probably determine the situation by simply feeling the upper radiator hose for pressure (firmness) and it is a lot safer.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||G-GSX Turbo||01-09-2004||12:14 PM||||Verification of the temp may be in order.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000016||Peakboost||01-09-2004||01:26 PM||||i will order the thermostat today and fix it in this  0degree windchill   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />thanks guys, ill let you know whats up.||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000017||229of1000||01-09-2004||01:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> I'm going with a geniune Mitsu 180deg stat rather than the stock (which I guess is 200 or 210deg??) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">195, I believe.  I went with a 180 too.  My first VR4 used to do this when I got it.  Flushed the coolant and changed the t-stat, and no more issues.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000018||Peakboost||01-09-2004||04:15 PM||||DAMMITT!!! <br /><br /><br />i tried replacing the t-stat...and one of the bolt broke....but i still put it on.....and here is what i notice:<br /><br /><br />(note: the car hasnt moved since last night at 9pm---it is now 3pm and its been sitting outside in freezing weather)<br /><br /><br />when i first turn the car to "ON" position...the temp climb up to MIDDLE of the gauge right away!!!  (isnt that suppose to stay at C if it hasnt move or started for awhile espicially in a cold weather?)  well, it started at the middle and temp climb up again.....<br /><br />also, i notice that IF I turn on and off my parking lights, the temp gauge moves a lil (kinda back in forth)<br /><br />my local shop (a friend of mine) told me that it could be the sender or the gauge---or the line<br /><br /><br />ARRGGGHHH!!! what else could it be?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br />help!||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000019||Minjin||01-09-2004||04:43 PM||||You have an electrical problem, not mechanical. Start tracing.<br /><br />As for thermostat suggestions, I would advise that you run a 195 in the winter. Warms up alot quicker than the 180 and gives you better heat.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />As for checking for coolant flow when you are unsure, you won't get flow to the radiator until the t-stat opens. So, easiest way to check to make sure coolant is flowing is to make sure you're getting some heat as the car gradually warms up.<br /><br />Of course, I also have a coolant pressure light to do that job for me...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000020||ercp98||01-10-2004||07:32 AM||||this might a dumb question but what is your coolant ratio?? because if you have water in there more than the coolant you can possibly have a frozen cooling system. that might be causing the immediate rise in engine temp even at start up. did this happen just in the few days when we(chicago) have the below 0 temps?? this happened to me also because i did not add enough coolant in the mixture when i replaced my radiator last month. thats me being cheap and forgetting that i live in chicago.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000021||spoulson||01-10-2004||08:01 AM||||Check the wires on the two sensors on the thermostat housing.  They may be very btrittle and you may not have noticed one grounding out on something.<br /><br />If your engine really is right at full H, you would know it when you tried to open the hood.  Let's say the middle of the temp gauge is about 210*.  H is probably in the 270* range or higher.  I once drove an old Caddy Eldorado that had a digital temp gauge.  It had a problem with overheating when standing still.  Well wouldn't you know it I get stuck in bumper to bumper on I-95 and the temp started rising and rising, until I pulled over at 270*.  I turned the car off and it rose a little higher, then subsided.  I opened the hood, and the hood and hood release was HOT as hell.<br /><br />My point is, if the hood isn't scalding hot, then you're probably not really overheating.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000022||admsr||01-10-2004||09:32 AM||||i agree with mark...sounds like a wire or bad temp sensor to me (overly sensitive)....<br /><br />bring the car ove here to CT and drive it for a while....that sensor will be so cold it might fix itself!!!!<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.27.71||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000023||Peakboost||01-10-2004||02:33 PM||||where can i find that sensor and how much is it?<br /><br />as far as the wire goes....i checked it and seems like the insulator got ripped.. but wires are still visible and connected. <br /><br /><br />also, in that SAME area, there are TWO vacuum lines and its T'd up and closed....one vacuum line is ripped.<br /><br /><br />could this be BLOWHEAD GASKET?  (i got couple people telling me this)  how can i tell?    milky oil?<br /><br /><br />could an ALTERNATOR be causing this?<br /><br />coz before when i start up my car in the morning---i hear a whinning sound but then when it warms up its fine...sounds normal.<br /><br /><br />thanks for all the help fellas||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000024||spoulson||01-10-2004||05:20 PM||||A ripped vacuum line is not good, but it won't cause overheating.<br /><br />Uhh, I hope you meant "blown head gasket".  Milky oil or sludgy coolant is one way to tell.  However, this isn't the case because you're saying it's reporting overheating the moment you start the engine while cold, which is impossible.  All roads point to sensor.<br /><br />Don't forget that Mitsubishi still sells parts for their cars, including ours.  Don't be afraid to call up the parts dept and check for parts availability.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000025||agvr4||02-14-2004||06:17 PM||||I know this is an old post but i need to ad this cause there is a very simple way to diagnos a faulty or locked thermostat but i requires opening the bonnet.While engine is running hot feel top hose should be hot and feel botom hose should be same temp if it isnot means the thermostat is not opening <br />and in the 100s ive seen on the roadside the botom hose is usually cool hope that saves your skin.||203.219.104.14||reg||1||agvr4||00002560||yes
Z||000026||crucible||02-14-2004||06:30 PM||||Sounds like a electrical gremlin in the gauge sender wiring.Follow the wires from the sensor as far as possible.Over time the engine heat can dry rot the wires.Also inspect the connector.While key in 'on' position,have someone wiggle and lightly tug on the connector and wires while you watch the gauge.Make sure you're on the correct sensor.There's 4 temp sensors on the thermo housing.Check the other sensor wires and connectors while your at it.<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/004332.cgi
A||||1||GVR-4||CAS question||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||01-09-2004||04:12 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Which of the wires on the cam angle sensor is the rpm wire? The MAFT directions say pin #2 (black wire), but there are two black wires. From the back to the front they are white, black, red, black. So does pin number 2 mean the first black wire back to front?<br /><br />Thanks in advance.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||marvinmadman123||01-09-2004||06:02 AM||||Probably so, it is either front to back or back to front and the only way a black wire could be #2 is from back to front right? So I would think you are right.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||14||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum2/004333.cgi
A||||14||RTS182G-VR4||lightened flywheels||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||01-09-2004||06:38 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||with the stock lightened flywheel from RRE, did anyone feel a difference? is it safe?  i dont know whether to stay stock or go with this.  i do not want an aluminum, because my brothers impreza2.5 has a 9lb unorthadox and it is very difficult to launch compared to my car. any insight helpful. thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-09-2004||06:41 PM||||your car has a lot more power so don't worry about launching. I have an aluminum fidanza.  You're welcome to drive my car and see how it is.  I think it's no problem at all.  If you don't get an aluminum flywheel get one of the ACT steel ones.  And get a scattershield...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||01-09-2004||10:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> You're welcome to drive my car and see how it is. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So if I fly out there will you let me drive that monster that you have built?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.76.176.219||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-09-2004||11:23 PM||||if you fly out here you can drive it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Come on and visit Colorado||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||curtis||01-09-2004||11:38 PM||||The problem with the aluminum flywheels is that they don't build inertia like a big heavy ass steel ones.  But this is well made up for in the high rpms.  I've never seen any dyno results but on a stock Mustang 302 its worth 19 hp and a built 347 stroker its worth 38 hp.  I love mine you have to kinda rev it up a little on the street to get it going  but after that its no different feeling than a steel one except it revs up faster. But the mild steel inserts wear pretty fast if you slip the clutch alot. The heat builds up then they wil cup up like frying bacon. If you get one expect to replace the steel disc with every clutch change.  There are two styles 18 screws and 20 screws and they run about 50 bucks a piece. Just remember which one you buy and have one on hand so not to have 2 weeks down time like I had.||67.25.35.254||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||Invader||01-10-2004||04:46 PM||||I had my stock Mitsu flywheel shaved down maybe 6 lbs. by a local machine shop.  Ended up costing me $35 to have it machined...not bad at all.  It's survived through 50k+ miles of daily driving and who knows how many launches.<br /><br />I replace them every other clutch change (unless they show signs of stress).  Slipping the clutch off the line takes a little more finesse, but launching from a light isn't much worse (6k clutch slip and gone, lol).  I can slip the clutch out and get the car rolling from just over idle, so I suppose it isn't that bad.||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||01-11-2004||12:34 AM||||i've seen 3 explode so i'd NEVER run one on my car. the ACT steel one isn't too expensive, and well worth the safety. saw one blow up on a gvr4 once. destroyed the trans, hood, front bumper, headlight, and countless other pieces.||141.153.225.214||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||RTS182G-VR4||01-11-2004||08:48 PM||||i have heard of them exploding, but never at 7k rpms.  all i have hear of have been over 8k.  im not planning on revvin that high, just stock redline, so i dont really know.  im on a budget for the flywheel, engine rebuilding is expensive... thanks for the help guys.<br />p.s. Pivvay: may have to take you up on that offer.  see what differences there actually are.<br /><br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000008||number3||01-11-2004||10:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> i have heard of them exploding, but never at 7k rpms.  all i have hear of have been over 8k.  im not planning on revvin that high, just stock redline, so i dont really know. <br /><br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Most people never plan mis-shifts either.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000009||tplesko||01-11-2004||10:19 PM||||i've seen well over 7700 on my stock engine and stock ECU.  The rev-limit isn't instant on my car at least...I'll have a keydiver eprom and eprom ECU in a week or so though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   9000 rpm, here we come...<br /><br />Come drive my car.  I think you'll be surprised, even if I don't fix my idle surge before then.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||01-11-2004||10:31 PM||||I've got an RRE lightened flywheel and I could tell a difference when I put it in. I like it. The engine revs up quicker. Drivability isn't a problem, but I have the T/E/L 1st gear in my tranny to help get the heavier car moving from a stop. It seems to let the rpm drop just quickly enough to put the engine at the right speed for the next gear. Hopefully it won't blow apart. A scattershield is a good idea. I still have the stock rev limiter, but haven't revved the engine high enough to know where it engages.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||01-11-2004||11:01 PM||||it's supposed to engage at 7500 rpms but i've got it quite a bit higher  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||RTS182G-VR4||01-12-2004||06:14 PM||||well damn, im torn.  if i get the stock lightened and a scatter shield, then its about the same price as an aluminum, so i dunno.  pivvay, whens a good time to meet you?  let me know if we can set something up.  have to call rre... thanks for the info guys.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||01-12-2004||07:28 PM||||Get the Fidanza.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000014||Beemer||01-12-2004||09:50 PM||||A word of warning here...if you go with a fidenza, PLEASE use a fiber clutch disc.  I have warped the shit out of my fidenza friction surface with a 6 puck.  Too much heat for that thin piece of steel, and unfortunately, the mating surface, no matter how well done, is never perfect..so heat builds up on the steel, and never makes it to the aluminum.  However, on my next fidenza..get this, you'll love it, I'm going to use ARCTIC SILVER computer processor overclocking heatsink grease behind the steel.  Sure works good to even out a mating surface on an aluminum heatsink to a processor...dropped the temps on my P4 2.4 ghz running at 2.95 ghz by 30 degrees...fills in the pockets and machining grooves pretty well, even after I used 1500 grit wet/dry to lap the processor and heatsink..<br />Dave||12.73.108.239||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/004334.cgi
A||||7||slow ride||Galant auto trans problem||||1||||slow ride||00001726
Z||000000||slow ride||01-09-2004||07:27 PM||Charboneau1@hotmail.com||I have a 90' galant LS(2.0l SOHC 8 valve screamer, 205k miles, auto) that has for the last 3-4 years had trouble shifting into drive in the morning or after it sits a few hours. Trans fluid and filter were changed less than 30k ago. While it's a POS I wouldn't mind fixing it if not to involved.<br /><br />It goes into reverse right away(always), but acts like it's in neutral when any of the forward gears are selected when cool. Sometimes it will go into gear like normal in the warmer months(maybe a little slow)but, the problem gets worse in the cold. If I rev the car in neutral or park then select drive it goes into gear(always has). If I rev it in drive(when problems occuring) it will eventually catch and clunk into gear. After the first occurance it doesn't happen again until the car sits for some time and cools for say 3-4 hours. Anybody ever seen something like this in a auto DSM or Mitsubishi in general? <br /><br />I checked around the Auto DSM sites, but most deal with end clutches, shift kits and converters. I can see maybe a leaky seal in the high pressure system, but I don't know all that much about autos.||12.215.203.178||reg||1||slow ride||00001726||yes
Z||000001||supervr4||01-09-2004||07:50 PM||||I too had this problem with my auto vr4 now I have been told that its the bands in the auto box arnt strong enough for the vr4 but in your case I would think it could be the same problem<br />Take it to a auto trans shop they should be able to tell for sure though||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000002||crucible||01-09-2004||08:07 PM||||You are basically at the shops mercy if you dont have a clue about your cars auto tranny.I had my GGSX auto rebuilt for 2400 and 2 years later it shifts like crap.They are complex machines and you usually end up paying out your ass unless you have connections.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||atc250r||01-09-2004||08:08 PM||||I'll try and look into it at work tomorrow. I think it is common on the older Mitsu auto trans' to have the torque converter bleed down over time and that can cause a delayed engagement. I'll see what else I can dig up though.<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000004||slow ride||01-09-2004||10:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> I'll try and look into it at work tomorrow. I think it is common on the older Mitsu auto trans' to have the torque converter bleed down over time and that can cause a delayed engagement. I'll see what else I can dig up though.<br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks, I thought I had heard something like that before.  The only thing I don't get is that it doesn't happen in reverse.  I'd appreciate any pointers you can dig up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />I've seem my fair share of trans guts, but all standard.  I have a manual and could look into it, but as you can see the cars not really worth to much effort.  Can't polish a turd to bright  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.215.203.178||reg||1||slow ride||00001726||yes
Z||000005||supervr4||01-09-2004||11:49 PM||||the only reason that it wont happen in reverse i because you only spend at the most a minute of any day in reverse there for it wont even get close to the same wear and tear.||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000006||slow ride||01-10-2004||01:05 AM||||The torque converter is the engines link to the transmission and spins in the same direction reguardless of gear selection.  You would think if that was at fault it would affect forward and reverse.  I agree with you if it's something in the valve body or seals, but not the converter.||12.215.203.178||reg||1||slow ride||00001726||yes
Z||000007||slow ride||01-12-2004||09:23 PM||||Any word on this John?||12.215.203.178||reg||1||slow ride||00001726||yes



ubb/Forum2/004335.cgi
A||||8||Craig91||Idle/Throttle issues...At my wits end...||||8||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||01-10-2004||12:00 AM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||Holy shit I'm about to pull my hair out with total frustration. Well lately my car has been acting like a fuckin dumbass and idling and having symptoms of a sticky throttle or some shit. <br /><br />I can start the car and warm it up and the tach will start around 1000 then rise up to 1700 or so and stay there. Start to drive and then go to shift from 1-2, 2-3, or 3-4 and for some crazy ass reason the tach will actually RISE up to around 3000 or so. On top of that, when the car is warm and I stop, the idle will be around 1700 or so and sometimes even 2100. It's so bad I can almost just let off the clutch w/o pressing the gas at all and the car will start to move forward. <br /><br />On the AFC, the throttle is reading at 0% when shifting and the tach is rising, and when at a stop around 2100. I don't know if that number would be different on a logger or what. Now...up until this freezing ass cold weather, the car would idle right around 900-1000 and have the rising RPM symptoms most mornings/nights until the car is driven for a while and it will settle. <br /><br />I haven't looked to see if the throttle cable is sticking or binding at all. The last I tested the ISC, it was within spec. I might be able to adjust the idle position switch and see if that has any affect on it. Aaron also did the throttle body coolant bypass, but did not block off the FIAV to my knowledge. And I've yet to PROPERLY adjust the BISS per VFAQ by grounding the connectors. <br /><br />Is it at all possible ANY of these would be causing those crazy ass effects on RPM, or is it possible it's something entirely separate to those? Has anyone else had problems similar to these and how did you solve them if so? <br /><br />I'm literally about to tear my hair out and I regularly curse at the car (which probably makes it pissed at me). I've also given it a big "FAWK YOU" with the middle finger a few times. <br /><br />Help me before I kick it.||68.54.120.44||reg||8||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||01-10-2004||12:35 AM||||I'd start by pressure testing the intake. Air leaks can cause funky things. I tore a hole in my lower/upper innercooler pipe the car reved it's self to redline when I firsted touched the gas.||65.177.241.188||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||01-10-2004||08:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I haven't looked to see if the throttle cable is sticking or binding at all. The last I tested the ISC, it was within spec. I might be able to adjust the idle position switch and see if that has any affect on it. Aaron also did the throttle body coolant bypass, but did not block off the FIAV to my knowledge. And I've yet to PROPERLY adjust the BISS per VFAQ by grounding the connectors.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">this is easy stuff to do, takes only a few minutes.  i would also check the throttle body shafts, when it is warmed up and idling too hi, just grab the throttle shaft where the cable attaches, and twist it back, and see if the idle drops.  if it does, then the shaft/butterfly is sticking, or the cable is binding/too tight.  easy fix.  do the simple stuff first, if you just let it go, it wont change, and you get madder.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||admsr||01-10-2004||09:25 AM||||Hey Craig, its funny that you starting having problems since we have been below 0 here in CT. My fucking car is doing all sorts of crazy shit. It starts jumping around and acting like it got no fuel at 15PSI and its idling like shit. I was logging on the way home and the engine never reached 150f of operating temp doing 65 (bearly) up route 8.<br /><br />This fuckin CT cold is killing me and my blown 14b.<br /><br />alex.||69.0.27.71||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||01-10-2004||09:27 AM||||Check for some old threads on "IDLE SURGE"||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||01-10-2004||10:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> Hey Craig, its funny that you starting having problems since we have been below 0 here in CT. My fucking car is doing all sorts of crazy shit. It starts jumping around and acting like it got no fuel at 15PSI and its idling like shit. I was logging on the way home and the engine never reached 150f of operating temp doing 65 (bearly) up route 8.<br /><br />This fuckin CT cold is killing me and my blown 14b.<br /><br />alex. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's driving me nuts Alex.  Today is supposed to be the coldest day yet.  I think it's only like 1 or 2 degrees outside right now.<br /><br />I'll have to see if I can test out some of those things today and see what the results are.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||crucible||01-10-2004||10:26 AM||||I posted in another thread that I discovered the throttle cable running on top between the VC and fuel rail was out of wack.I saw the old rusty marks on the black cable sleeve when it sat in the clamps that hold it.I slid the cable back to where these marks should sit in the clamps so as not to see them.I hope this makes sense cuz I got rid of my high idling.<br />Hope this may help you guys out.<br />Also, you could take out the Idle Position switch,clean up the switch and switch holder threads as I found mine real gunked up,posibbly causing an intermittent bad ground.Open and close the throttle plate about 20 times while measuring for ground to see if its making a good ground each time.The switch may work in your hand but when its installed it might not be making up correctly.<br />Lastly,pop off the TB elbow and clean the throttle plate and such.Mine was gunked up as well.Might as well do these simple things to eliminate them as the culprit.<br />Overall, it ended up being my throttle cable coming out of the cruise control box.If you idle your car and "play" with these cables,you'll notice your idle go up and/or down.<br />I still have a sudden drop of rpms when idling thats giving me fits.Its as if an injector is shutting off intermittently.Possibly my 190 pump is over taxing the stock FPR?<br />Dunno<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||01-10-2004||01:24 PM||||FYI the throttle position on the AFC essentially lies to you.  It "learns" what zero is based on the minimum signal it sees -- so even if your TPS is out-of-whack it will still show zero.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||01-10-2004||02:46 PM||||Craig, try this thread.. maybe it'll help. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004049#000000" target="_blank">Idle surge</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/004336.cgi
A||||5||Cybernerd2||Oil filter holder leaking engine oil||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-10-2004||04:56 AM||||Hi,<br /><br />I have been tracing the source of the leaking on my car and found out that it was at the oil filter "holder". It's hard for me to explain the exact location, but there is this one BIG bolt nut that have some engine oil surrounded it. <br /><br />I do not suspect it's the oil filter leaking as there are no sign of engine oil surrounding it.<br /><br />Can someone tell me how to fix this problem?||219.92.155.165||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||Ash||01-10-2004||05:45 AM||||If I'm understanding you correctly, I think it's the oil cooler coming loose.  that big nut needt to be tightened up.  Can you take a pic of what you are talking about to make sure?||203.221.153.192||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-10-2004||01:28 PM||||Yeah, where's the pictures?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Cybernerd2||01-10-2004||10:15 PM||||Okay, here's the pic.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2430" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />The red circle is the bolt that i am trying to explain to you guys. That's the one that has engine oil surrounding it.||219.92.155.14||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||01-11-2004||11:18 AM||||I have never had a DSM oil housing apart but I believe that is where the pressure control valve is housed. There should be a ball and spring in there and maybe a sleeve also if it resembles other such oil pressure control units.<br /><br />I think they use the crush washers like used on other things elsewhere around the engine (such as the banjo bolts on the oil cooler lines in your picture) I have a few laying around and could pull it apart if you like and let you know what I find.<br /><br />Remove the bolt and see if it has a cruch washer. Then go get one from a local Parts Plus or anywhere that caries brake crush washers.<br /><br />Just be carefull not to loose any of the hardware housed in there.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000005||Cybernerd2||01-12-2004||02:38 AM||||G-GSX Turbo, yeah, could you take it apart and show them to me?<br /><br />Very much appreciated.||219.92.155.127||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum2/004337.cgi
A||||6||DsmSeifer||Steering rack install ???||||1||||DsmSeifer||00002241
Z||000000||DsmSeifer||01-10-2004||10:06 AM||dsmseifer@hotmail.com||Hey does any one have the magic knowledge they can give me as to how I am suposed to reach the power steering "feed line" on top of the rack. I still have my AC and it is rather difficult to see let alone remove/install that last fitting.||63.88.67.230||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000001||DMX84||01-10-2004||10:32 AM||||If I recall, when I was putting in my motor, there was some components underneath the car when removed, will allow access. I guess what I�m saying is that you will have to do everything underneath the car. That thing will be a mother to work on, especially if you don�t have a lift.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    It is very expensive with the FWS. Maybe that�s one reason they remove the rear steering?||67.234.231.44||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||01-10-2004||01:25 PM||||this might help, i didn't read it but it sounded like what you want:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.prostreetonline.com/pso/pages/howto/showarticle.asp?articleid=18" target="_blank">http://www.prostreetonline.com/pso/pages/howto/showarticle.asp?articleid=18</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-10-2004||01:31 PM||||i remember nate pharr saying it was a bitch, too.  if nate says it is a bitch, i just take it to someone and pay them to do it.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||DsmSeifer||01-10-2004||07:37 PM||||Well actually it wasn't that bad it only took me 2 1/2 hours to switch my rack out. Now I get to wait till my wife gets home with some fluid and we'll how I did. Thanks for the help guys||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||01-12-2004||08:09 PM||||Did you switch to a non AWS rack?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||DsmSeifer||01-13-2004||12:01 AM||||Nope put another AWS track in it. But now I have to replace my rear cross member. Anyone know if its the same on 1G AWD cars?||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum2/004338.cgi
A||||17||Peakboost||How to get a SNAPPED bolt out of its placE?||||1||||Peakboost||00003013
Z||000000||Peakboost||01-10-2004||02:50 PM||integevo90@yahoo.com||i snapped one of the bolt that holds the Tstat housing...now half of the bolt is there in place....whats the good way of taking this out?  <br /><br />drill it out?||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000001||chauffeur1st||01-10-2004||03:26 PM||||yea.... sk8bored and myself had this happen when I was havig him help me change my thermastat out.. Lets just say it was a peta getting it out.. Try a easy out but be careful not to brake the eazy-out bit, that happened to us a few times.. It took several bits and even just a plan drill bit to get this out.. Go ahead and PM sk8bored he will be able to help you more..or you can pm me or even cal me you have my number from the pm I sent to you.. To bad you just didnt call me when I pmed or for even that matter a return PM    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    I could have explained a few more details on this.. <br /><br />Good Luck<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000002||HHIVR4||01-10-2004||04:05 PM||||get an "easy out" at napa or someting they are a few dollars.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-10-2004||05:05 PM||||easy outs SUCK.  is the bolt in the head, or the thermostat housing?  the best way is to have someone tack weld a bold head on it, then use a socket to get it out, then beat the hell out of it.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||01-10-2004||05:32 PM||||Easy outs do suck, but these don't so much:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.sears.com/sr/javasr/product.do?BV_UseBVCookie=Yes&vertical=TOOL&pid=00952155000&bidsite=CRAFT" target="_blank">http://www.sears.com/sr/javasr/product.do?BV_UseBVCookie=Yes&vertical=TOOL&pid=00952155000&bidsite=CRAFT</a>||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||01-10-2004||06:09 PM||||another option (depending on if you have another car) is to get another housing. I have several, but am not next door to you. Maybe someone closer has one. The T/E/L ones will work (as they are the same), just use your cover that doesn't have a radiator cap in it.<br />N/T ones are the same also, 4G63 ones.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000006||CCDSM69||01-10-2004||06:36 PM||||Ya that craftsman thing works pretty well for the price||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||01-10-2004||10:46 PM||||MY favorite method which SOMETIMES works is to take a very small screwdriver, nail, I have also used c-clip pliers as well,etc and try to back the bolt out with a hammer. Since the bolt has no tension on it now. It also depends on how the bolt broke it it was a clean break or if it left something that the screwdriver could hold on to.||65.177.241.233||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||number3||01-11-2004||10:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peakboost:<br /><strong> i snapped one of the bolt that holds the Tstat housing...now half of the bolt is there in place....whats the good way of taking this out?  <br /><br />drill it out? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This happened to me at the local track and I use vice grips as a temp repair. I finished the night and the track and drove a few weeks that way. Of course will ask you why you have vice grips in your engine bay.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||henrok||01-11-2004||11:18 AM||||hey guys, the way i usually remove frozen bolts is heat the bolt up a bit, tap it with a hammer (lightly), then heat up again until it comes loose.  u must do it carefully and have patience and it works.  then i get some of that stuff to keep bolts from freezing up, apply it and never have the same problem again.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000010||RayH||01-11-2004||03:10 PM||||If enough of the bolt is exposed, you can slot the end of it with a Dremel and use a screw driver.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000011||henrok||01-12-2004||03:57 PM||||hey rey, nice idea.||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000012||Beemer||01-12-2004||09:54 PM||||I've had success using a dental tool and a small hammer to catch the edge of the bolt and turn it back out...patience is a virtue here, but I got two broken off bolts that hold the stub shaft out doing that...with the block in the car..a wee bit too much torque for the stock bolts to handle..broke them both off at the track.  Doesn't move very well when that stub shaft is spinning around uselessly...and it blew the viscous as well before I noticed it...I just heard a CLANK and then it was quiet again, so I ran one last time...trailered home by a friend...<br />dave||12.73.108.239||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000013||mikeyoung00||01-13-2004||05:49 AM||||This has worked once or twice. Drill a pilot hole in the center of what is left of the bolt. Then take a sharp pointed screw bit ("Reed and Prince" bit ideally) Tap the bit into the hole until it grabs, then use a vice grip to back the whole works out. Again, heat and patience help.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000014||henrok||01-14-2004||03:59 PM||||look, heat the damn thing with a torch. get one of those bits to remove broken bolts. drill it in a hole and use the bit (it screws in back wards so that when u turn it, it grabs the bolt.  get some wd 40 and do this:  heat it, with a bit hit the bolt and heat again then cool with wd 40, repeat several times while trying to remove the damn thing with the bit. dont try to remove it all at one time since the trick here is to get it loose little by little and use lots of wd 40. otherwise u might break it again. so, heat, hammer, lubricate, try to turn, and repeat.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||01-14-2004||07:30 PM||||look, weld a damn piece of angle iron to it. get some of those metal straps. weld them to the angle iron and bolt it to the frame of your garage (here is where i begin an explanation in paranethesis that I never close. now while u have the angle iron bolted to the garage, hit it with a hammer, heat up some smack, repeat several times.  now u put some dollies under the wheels of ur car, dont try to do all 4 wheels at once.  the trick here is to rotate the car around the angle iron.  dont try ro remove it all at one time since the trick here is to get it loose little by little and use lots of neadarthal tactics.  otherwise u might break it again.  so, weld, weld, hammer, inebriate, try to turn, and repeat.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||01:15 AM||||Haha, priceless Ryan.  I almost didn't believe it was you.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||mikeyoung00||01-15-2004||10:56 PM||||That was cold. Funny as hell but cold.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004339.cgi
A||||7||G-GSX Turbo||Logger and PDA, What Adapter?||||1||||G-GSX Turbo||00003111
Z||000000||G-GSX Turbo||01-10-2004||07:08 PM||turbostangman@msn.com||I got my Logger today from Galant VR4 here on the classifieds and I am a little new at this 1G logging stuff so please excuse my ignorance.<br /><br />Do I need some sort of adapter to connect this cable to my PDA? The only terminal on the PDA is for the cradle. Unless I'm missing something..... Its a Palm M130.<br /><br />I emailed him but would like to get the logger up and running sooner than later, especialy if I have to make a run to best buy or something. So if anyone knows what I need please tell me.<br /><br />Thanks.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000001||G-GSX Turbo||01-10-2004||07:14 PM||||I guess I should have Searched first, I broke my own cardinal rule. <br /><br />Anyway, I found this thread.... <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004156#000002" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004156#000002</a><br /><br />Keydriver states I need a  "null modem/gender adapter" Does this sound right?<br /><br />Thanks||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000002||G-GSX Turbo||01-10-2004||07:36 PM||||What do I do to get the software on the PDA? Copy and paste? I tried running the software off the disc from the command prompt but it doesn't start install. Don't know if it has a install exe on there(doesn't appear to) so how do I use it?<br /><br />I read the DL cable instructions doc and that was helpfull on knowing how I will need to hook it to the ALDL port but nothing about loading the software.<br /><br />Please, SOMEONE Help!!||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||01-11-2004||01:32 AM||||To get the logger software on the Palm, you need to transfer the files via the HotSync program. <br /><br />You need a serial (USB wont work) cradle to put the palm pilot in. The other end of the cradle has the serial (DB9) connection that hooks to one end of the logger cable. I bought a serial HotSync cable that doenst use the cradle (because while driving, the Palm will fall out). Then plug the logger cable into the diagnostic port under the dash (drivers side) directly under the fuse block.<br /><br />The null modem adapter, AFAIK, is only used when you use a Palm cable on a laptop or vise versa.<br /><br />Good luck.||209.214.56.215||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||01-11-2004||10:37 AM||||Thanks for the info.<br /><br />Now my next question has to do with getting the PDA to sinc up with the PC. I have the USB plugged into one of my 6 USB ports and I have the palm software loaded.<br /><br />I have the "Local" Icon highlighted on the palm and "Local USB" checked in the hot sinc icon in my system tray. <br /><br />When I am in the Palm software and I click on "hot sync" and then go to "set-up" and then "local" I only have a choice of "Com 1" or "Com 3" which I know com 1 is the serial port.<br /><br />So what am I doing wrong? How do I get it to work through the USB's?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||01-11-2004||01:54 PM||||Palm 101:<br /><br />HotSync Manager runs on your PC to do stuff when you press the HotSync button on the cradle or from the Palm itself.<br /><br />During a hotsync, it synchronizes any personal data (addresses, emails, contacts, etc.) AND programs to be installed on the palm.  This can be done by USB or Serial, it doesn't matter.<br /><br />.PRC files are palm executables.  When you doubleclick on them, they get added to the palm quick installer.  Now, the next time you do a hotsync, it'll be installed on the Palm.<br /><br />Now, to connect the palm to the car's diagnostic, you MUST use a serial cable.  A DB9 gender change may be necessary to hook the serial cable to the DB9 port you have from the car.  You'll want to use a <a href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B00005O0LH/qid=1073847070//ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i6_xgl23/104-5700189-0798334?v=glance&s=electronics&n=507846" target="_blank">non-cradle serial cable</a>, like mentioned above.  You could also find a PDA car mount, so it's not sliding around on the seat while you drive/race.<br /><br />Hope this helps.<br /><br />Btw, what logger software are you using?  Pocketlogger?  MMCd?||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||GalantVR-4||01-11-2004||04:29 PM||||Hi there,<br /><br />The hotsync cable that you use must be serial, it cannot be a combination of both  ( check ebay, hotsync cables are about 5 bucks i think).  Its very easy, the connector side goes to the cars diagnostic port, the computer looking end will plug into the hotsync cable and the end of the hotsync cable goes the PDA.||67.124.38.250||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000007||G-GSX Turbo||01-11-2004||11:43 PM||||Update: I got the PDA to Sync. Turns out the tards I bought it from sent me software for a M500 (DOH!). I loaded the 4.1 software and it worked fine.<br /><br />I loaded the Logger software and it worked fine. I went to Best buy and they had a PDA to USB/Female Serial connector. It worked perfectly.<br /><br />I am logging now with no probs.<br /><br />But now I discovered my 14B took a Major crap!!||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum2/004340.cgi
A||||7||1520/2000||Samco radiator hoses?||||1||||1520/2000||00000134
Z||000000||1520/2000||01-10-2004||10:16 PM||l_damiani@hotmail.com||I searched and could only find that maybe the upper would work from a lancer2 or a 2g, I can't remember which one it was. Anyone know if any of the kits fit upper and lower?||66.236.220.4||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000001||coop||01-10-2004||11:21 PM||||do a search I think turbonetics has a kit.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||1520/2000||01-11-2004||03:27 AM||||I looked on their website and couldn't find any kits, just individual pieces. Is that what you meant or is there really a kit that's not on their website...||216.222.234.149||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000003||BlitzVR4||01-11-2004||09:53 AM||||Turbotrix sells them.  I am not sure if they are car specific.  Check them out and let us know.<br /><br />Jonas||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000004||jpgvr4||01-11-2004||11:53 AM||||Samco started making kits @ the EVO4.. Kinda pricey too @ about $150 for 4 hoses. --according to my demon tweeks catalog.<br /><br />the factory hose is a 34.0mm bore. Samco makes 32.0mm and 35.0mm. You could make an upper pipe with two 45deg elbo's and a section of pipe.||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000005||1520/2000||01-12-2004||02:17 AM||||That's what I want to know- thanks guys!||216.222.234.149||reg||6||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000006||coop||01-12-2004||12:42 PM||||sorry turbo trix is the company that has the hoses||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000007||1520/2000||01-13-2004||03:13 AM||||Yea I called Turbotrix and they said they do have them, but black will be in next monday, which is the color I want. So I will have them early next week hopefully! Thanks for the help||216.222.234.149||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes



ubb/Forum2/004341.cgi
A||||5||Cybernerd2||Compressor Oil leaking||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-10-2004||10:24 PM||||Hi,<br /><br />This is my third time I am refilling my compressor oil, as it keeps leaking at the oil hose where there are two bolts connecting to each other.<br /><br />Here's the picture of it. Can someone tell me why is that? <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2431" alt=" - " />||219.92.155.14||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||jayru||01-10-2004||10:28 PM||||You need new o rings. They are in-between the coupling you are showing. If they are dried out or riped, they will leak nomatter how tight you make it.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||01-10-2004||10:37 PM||||Excellent! So how does an O-Ring looks like? Can post a pic?||219.92.155.14||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||jayru||01-10-2004||10:42 PM||||I don't have any pic's, but it looks just like it sounds. It's a rubber o, they come in diffrent sizes for diffrent lines. Your local autoparts store should have them if they stock A/C stuff. <br /><br />The freon needs to be evacuated/drained then you can disconect the line, replace the o ring, and ree fill/recharge the system. If you don't have a means of evacuating the system you should take it to a certified mechanic.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||Cybernerd2||01-11-2004||08:17 AM||||Thanks! I will have it change immediately.<br />Maybe also change the pressure hoses while i'm there.||219.92.155.92||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000005||Cybernerd2||01-12-2004||02:31 AM||||Got it fixed today and the source of the problem comes from the bolt that connects between the air-cond condenser and the pressure hose.<br /><br />Here's the picture of it. Apparently, the bolt is cracked, that's why the compressor oil is keep leaking even when I have it refilled twice. Never, never underestimate just a small crack that can cause a havoc to your air-cond.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2440" alt=" - " />||219.92.155.127||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum2/004342.cgi
A||||1||coop||sub frame tel||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-10-2004||11:25 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I am parting out my talon and doing the five lug swap. I was wondering if the front and rear sub frames are the same? I am going to beef them up if they are. thanks for the help.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||01-11-2004||12:32 AM||||rear is the same.<br />front is very similar but won't work on a gvr4.||141.153.225.214||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum2/004343.cgi
A||||7||snwbrd40oz||General car questions||||5||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||01-11-2004||11:41 AM||krossmiller00@msn.com||This isnt specifically related to VR4's but I thought you guys might be able to shed some light on this problem. My girlfriends Integra seems to have lost its spunk. The last couple of days it has just been seeming kinda sluggish (not accelerating like it used to). I've checked the plugs, they seem fine, so do the wires. Any suggestions?||65.100.165.64||reg||5||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||Ryan Carey||01-11-2004||01:19 PM||||Check for slack in the throttle cable.  I took the slack out on my accord and it helped, may also be time for a tune up.  I also notice that <br />7-11 gas causes some of the same symptoms you explained, so it could be a shitty batch of gas.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000002||HHIVR4||01-11-2004||02:39 PM||||if you run crap gas you may want to try some injector cleaner or run some octane booster.then run the crap out of it...it helped on my tegi when it seemed it wasnt making any power...not that it did in the 1st place..89  w/250k on original engine.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-11-2004||07:26 PM||||several years ago, 7-11 PAID to have it's fuel certified for use on bmw's.  also, 7-11 dont import fuel from the arabs.  check yer catalytic converter.||64.240.175.50||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||number3||01-11-2004||08:37 PM||||Injectors, converter, air filter, etc could all be problems.<br /><br />Year and mileage of the car would be helpful in helping you.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||snwbrd40oz||01-11-2004||11:08 PM||||I guess mileage would be helpful...It's a 95 with 128k, auto tranny. The really puzzling thing is that sometimes it'll have a lot of zip -push you back into the seat - and other times you stand on the pedal and it does not move.||67.4.101.228||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||01-12-2004||02:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kevin:<br /><strong> The really puzzling thing is that sometimes it'll have a lot of zip -push you back into the seat -</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would puzzle me too I have never seen a honda put you back in the seat, maybe it has worn out suspension or hydraulic's    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   . I have seen a sticking brake caliper do that, when is the last time the fuel filter was changed? Any CEL? I have also seen cars running rich do the same thing lots of carbon = no go, floor it blow out some carbon and power's back.||65.177.241.85||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||01-12-2004||03:17 AM||||how many miles? i'd say a good tune-up including a new themostat and timing belt if its about time but wtf do i know....||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/004590.cgi
A||||6||Wayne Twist||Oil spitting from exhaust manifold||||1||||Wayne Twist||00003420
Z||000000||Wayne Twist||02-01-2004||05:43 PM||wayne.twist@auspost.com.au||Oil spits from the exhaust manifold gasket as engine is revved which caused a fire and extensive damage. Studs are tight, valve cover OK,high pressure line to turbo looks OK ,no smoke from exhaust pipe.<br />Any ideas?||155.144.251.120||reg||1||Wayne Twist||00003420||yes
Z||000001||4G63Mirage||02-01-2004||05:57 PM||||Valve seals shot?  Cracked/bad guides?||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||02-02-2004||12:26 AM||||Yes you center upper exhaust manifold stud can leak oil.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  How do I know that is the one well if you take out the stud and sick something in that hole it goes straight to the oil jacket in the head, what a GREAT design. But that is the problem.||65.177.240.203||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||Wayne Twist||02-02-2004||12:58 AM||||That stud is tight.<br />Oil also spits from each end of the manifold  ( nos 1 and 4 cylinders) not just at the centre.||155.144.251.120||reg||1||Wayne Twist||00003420||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||02-02-2004||04:10 PM||||Then you have a VERY BIG PROBLEM my freind.  <br />I would suggest you pull off your manifold and studs and check to see IF oil is passing by your manifold studs. Also check to see if your manifold gasket is damamged.||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000005||ConquestCat||02-02-2004||05:09 PM||||My answer to everything; compression test and leakdown test for piston blow-by (but first take the outlet side of the hardpipe to make sure the turbo isn't dumping oil into the intake).||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000006||Wayne Twist||02-05-2004||07:20 AM||||Warped manifold at flanges. Oily engine but still strong.||155.144.251.120||reg||1||Wayne Twist||00003420||yes



ubb/Forum2/004345.cgi
A||||10||Peakboost||HELP!!  T-Stat problem continues **PICS---not for 56k**||||1||||Peakboost||00003013
Z||000000||Peakboost||01-11-2004||02:59 PM||integevo90@yahoo.com||well, today i decided to work on my car.<br />last night my friend gave me the whole tstat housing.  he said its from a GVR4...<br /><br />but check out this pics:<br />(note:  LEFT side *dirty* is the one from my car----right side was from my friend and he said its from a GVR4---but missing sensors?)<br /><br />Pic #1.  (notice that his didnt have tstat temp sensor) <br /> <img src="http://hionboost.20fr.com/GVR4/DSC00514.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Pic #2.  (top is the same---notice left side top bolt is snapped  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> )<br /> <img src="http://hionboost.20fr.com/GVR4/DSC00515.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Pic #3.   <i>(this is where all missing sensor is visible: top left for vacuum, lower middle sensor....and his right side doesnt have a coolant RETURN line for the turbo)</i> <br />  <img src="http://hionboost.20fr.com/GVR4/DSC00516.JPG" alt=" - " />  <br /> <img src="http://hionboost.20fr.com/GVR4/DSC00517.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Pic #4.   <i>Sideview looks about the same except for that vacuum plastic sensor thats missing.</i> <br /> <br /> <img src="http://hionboost.20fr.com/GVR4/DSC00518.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Pic# 5.  (notice, another sensor is missing)<br />  <img src="http://hionboost.20fr.com/GVR4/DSC00519.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />can someone tell me what are those sensors that are missing?  (see pic 3 and 5)<br /><br />thanks||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-11-2004||10:33 PM||||We have something like 3 different temperature sensors.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||GVR4N||01-11-2004||11:48 PM||||I will guess.... The top sensor with the plastic nipples is the EGR thermal sensor, the two prong sensor below is to the computer and next to that one is for the gauge. The sensor on the other side is to shut down the AC when it gets too hot and the top one is a switch to operate the condensor fan and cooling fan on high speed when hot hot and that's a guess for that one. But I will get my book out and research it, can't find my CD anywhere.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Ronnie||198.51.13.162||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000003||Peakboost||01-12-2004||12:35 AM||||ronnie,<br />thanks bro...if you find your book.. can you scan it for me or take a pic of that page?<br /><br />i want to make sure..since my car is having that sensor problem *gauge*<br /><br />thanks||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000004||GVR4N||01-12-2004||01:01 AM||||See if you can get one of the Board Members to burn a CD for you or buy one off of Ebay.||198.51.13.162||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000005||number3||01-12-2004||09:02 AM||||We discourage theft here on this board. Buy your original copy of the CD rom manual here. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||01-12-2004||09:12 AM||||that right housing looks like an eclipse turbo's||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||pisces_0||01-12-2004||01:49 PM||||The thermostat housing on the right appears to be from a 6 bolt (air cooled oil cooler) JDM engine being that there is no EGR switch (switch with plastic vacuum ports).  The thermostat housing on the left looks to have an aftermarket temp switch threaded into the rear of it.  There is a threaded hole back there, but it is plugged from the factory I believe.  Looking at the housing on the left in pic 3 the temp switches are (clockwise from top left): EGR temp switch, temp gauge in dash switch, ECU temp switch and the switch on the "rear" of the housing looks to be for an aftermarket gauge.  The temp switch on the upper radiator hose housing is for the AC.  Too many damn failure points!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   Seems like I've had a failure in every one of these switches over the years.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.199.237.151||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000008||Peakboost||01-12-2004||04:56 PM||||nathan,<br /><br />question is....can i use this JDM (right side) thermostat housing?<br /><br />thanks||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000009||pisces_0||01-12-2004||07:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peakboost:<br /><strong> nathan,<br /><br />question is....can i use this JDM (right side) thermostat housing?<br /><br />thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There is one extra water line port on the USDM engine thermostat housing (7 bolt engine; water cooled oil cooler?).  Check all the water fittings on the car to verify that the housing is compatable.  The temp sensors aren't a problem, minus the EGR temp sensor (which you should be eliminating anyway  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  ).  HTH...||64.199.237.108||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000010||crucible||01-12-2004||08:32 PM||||Couple of comments.<br />The housing on the left(in pic#1)-the inside looks very clean.The other one looks pretty crappy inside.Id stick with the one on the left.<br />Also,my housing has a vac switch with 2 nipples and its a non cali car.In pic #2, the plastic piece in the upper most left is suppose to have the nipples on it but looks like they "broke off".Also, the housing cover in pic #1(on the right) that connects to the radiator is missing the AC cutoff.The housings are definitely different looking.The one on the left in pic #3. is defintely from a GVR4.<br />Unless your stock housing is leaking I would keep it assuming the one on left is what was on yours.I do not know what the one on the right is from.There should be a vac diagram on the underside of hood to help with vac lines and such.<br />My .02<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/004346.cgi
A||||4||ProudDSM||Not so techincal question||||1||||ProudDSM||00000638
Z||000000||ProudDSM||01-11-2004||03:31 PM||proud_dsm@yahoo.com||What happens when you guys turn the car off with the headlights still on?<br /><br />My car has seen some messed up wiring jobs, and there is an alarm brain buried under the dash that someone bypassed and I'm afraid to pull for fear of several hours work in sub freezing temps.<br /><br />When I turn the key off, there are no buzzers and 1-2 seconds later a relay clicks and the headlights/dash lights shut off but the parking lights stay on (until the battery dies like the other day).<br /><br />-George||66.67.104.94||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000001||KenGVR4||01-11-2004||03:46 PM||||If you leave the headlight switch on, the headlights shut off, but parking/taillights stay on.  It's supposed to work that way.  Unfortunately, there is NO buzzer/chime/whatever so you just have to pay attention when you walk away from the car.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||01-11-2004||03:48 PM||||That's what mine does.  No buzzers, the main head lamps go out, but parking lamps stay lit.  Once a month one of my co-workers has to tell me I left my lights on.  I had a couple month streech where I didn't forget, but I broke it.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||number3||01-11-2004||04:16 PM||||Wire up a buzzer if you need to be reminded or get one of those devices that shut off the battery power when it senses low battery power.<br /><br />Either way it is a simple problem to solve.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||ProudDSM||01-11-2004||04:33 PM||||Thanks guys. This car has so many electrical problems (like clock/radio not coming on sometimes but not losing memory and automatic lock/unlocking doors with ON key) so I wasn't sure.<br /><br />-George<br />#1423||66.67.104.94||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes



ubb/Forum2/004349.cgi
A||||1||mromik||turbo question||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||01-12-2004||01:16 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Yesterday I changed gasket between head and exaust and noticed some oil in my turbo.<br />average 30g in the  air input pipe near turbo(from the air filter)<br />Does it mean, that it will die soon?<br />The engine consumes 600g-800 of oil per 5000km.<br /><br />5000-6000 rpms is a usua thing. The weather temp is -26C now.... <br /><br />Can I repair turbo myself?||212.19.24.11||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||supervr4||01-12-2004||01:51 AM||||if your car is standard the oil will be normal its just the breather pipe from the rocker cover any time you turbo sucks air it will bring in oil vapor through this tube and it bilds up over time||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes



ubb/Forum2/004348.cgi
A||||13||GVR-4||Valve stem seal install||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||01-11-2004||11:16 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Has anyone done this job with the engine still in the car and the head still on the engine? Looks like I'll be doing it in the near future and I would like some insight in order to start planning.<br /><br />Thanks.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||curtis||01-11-2004||11:42 PM||||Get the dealer seals first along with the seal from the valve cover.  Should be a little over 100 dollars.  Get with the technicials in the back and see if you can get there tool for this.  Its a little slide hammer deal that has a magnetic holder for the keepers.  Someone started a thread about this tool so someone on the board may have one.  Slide a piece of rope down in the cylinder and rotate the piston up till it crushes against it after the cams are out.  Take a large socket and extenstion and hit the top of the spring to get the keepers out of the retainer.  Don't forget to block off the oil drain holes to the oil pan.  Do this on all four slide on the protector on top of the valve stems, slide on the seals and seat them with a 7/16 deep well. Reinstall and repeat. Put on the new water pump and timing belt and reassemble everything. Your done.  Sounds like a quick job but its not, the only thing your saving is the price of the head gasket and a mill and valve job.  If the head has never been off I'm sure that a valve job would defininatly help performance.  By the way how is the street racing on Patton Ave these days.  I use to do some myself while I was in high school and when I was going to Mars Hill back in the late eighties.||65.54.97.145||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||AWDpower||01-12-2004||12:48 AM||||I've done it before. The tool is made by Miller tools. It is basicly a spring compressor that screws into the top of the head for support. It works great and is easy to use, just very time consuming. Unfortunately, the tool costs over $200.||63.203.78.233||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||01-12-2004||08:55 AM||||done it myself 2 times now, (my 2 galants), the tool is from snap-on ($180) plus 25 for the end attachment to screw in the spark plug hole (to keep it pressurized), takes about 3-5 hours to complete the job.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||01-12-2004||11:13 AM||||Thanks for the replies. I have an air compressor and the attachment to pressurize the cylinders, so I shouldn't need to do the rope thing (right?). Does anyone have the valve spring compressor I could borrow? If I can stand waiting, I'd like to do this job in a couple months. I just need some time to hate the car for a while before I start crawling around on the ground to fix something again. Along with the water pump and timing belt, it probably wouldn't be a bad idea to do the lifter upgrade too, eh?<br /><br />Curtis: Patton Ave is still crowded on the weekends, but being an old fart at 33 I rarely seek out a race. Besides, few people recognize these cars are fast, and when I have been on Patton in it on the weekend, nobody gives me a second look.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||thejeebus2002||01-12-2004||01:15 PM||||I think you guys in the latter posts may be talking about the other tool.  The spring compressor tool is easily 180-200 dollars.  The tool curtis is speaking of sounds like a device to hold the keepers in place to make reinstallation easier.  If thats the case, I would like to know where to get this tool as well.  It was a major PITA for me when I replaced my valve stem seals and that was the most time consuming part - getting the keepers in there right.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000006||curtis||01-12-2004||01:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>Curtis: Patton Ave is still crowded on the weekends, but being an old fart at 33 I rarely seek out a race. Besides, few people recognize these cars are fast, and when I have been on Patton in it on the weekend, nobody gives me a second look. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Old fart hell we're the same age.  Where did you go to school?  I grew up over in Mitchell county then my senior year moved to Yancey county.  I only get home once a year. Except about 3 years ago when my father had a heart thing going on.  I run to Asheville one Sunday and as I was pulling into the hospital in Asheville to my surprise there was a Galant VR4 at the red light.  I guess that was you.||65.54.97.150||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||01-12-2004||02:32 PM||||Maybe I just feel more like an old fart.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   I grew up in the Houston area and have lived here going on seven years. There are two of us (that I know of) who drive VR-4's; mine is green and Jeff's is black. Which was it?<br /><br />Sorry for being redundant, but if anyone knows of someone with that tool, I'd really like to borrow it or rent it rather than paying the $200 to buy it.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||DongeR615||01-12-2004||02:43 PM||||speaking of houston..the show with the judge from texas had the "bling, bling! game"||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000009||HHIVR4||01-12-2004||03:38 PM||||i know that places like advance auto have a tool loan program.i would try them first..you give them like a $40 deposit and when you return the tool they give you the money back..i have used their spring compressors before..(for suspension)||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000010||curtis||01-12-2004||04:17 PM||||"Green" so I guess it was you.||65.54.97.153||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||autobahntom||01-12-2004||04:24 PM||||The Miller tool mentioned above is available from Snap-on also. I just got one (instead of borrowing one) and it was only $60 or somewhere there. Advance and Autozone do not have this tool for loan. They have valve spring compressors, but this tool is really the thing to have. You do need a compression tester to use to hold the valves in place with compressed air. <br />The tool works wonderfully. Takes about 30 minutes to install all valve seals (once cams are off). Make sure to get a cheap ($2) telescoping magnet. Put clean rags down in the head oil return holes also. The magnet (a big headed one) is great for picking up the keepers when they get dropped as they always fall to the center of the car.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000012||GVR-4||01-12-2004||07:05 PM||||Check this out, 5th item from the bottom:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.lpcinc.us/miller_tools.htm" target="_blank">http://www.lpcinc.us/miller_tools.htm</a><br /><br />The guy said he would hold it for me until tomorrow while I think about it (read: ask my wife!). It's used, but not bad for under 50 bucks to my door. Then I can rent it out and make back the money.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000013||autobahntom||01-12-2004||07:20 PM||||this is the tool I was talking about. Leslie makes it also.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2441" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2441&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/004350.cgi
A||||21||bujang_hensem||differences between this two injector||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||01-12-2004||04:21 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||Hi there, just a quick question..is there any different between this two injector? (VR4 RS (Evo 0) and Lancer Evo3). I know both are 510cc...just want to know maybe type or etc...<br /><br /><br />ps...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  sorry guys i forgot to put the injector type ehehe  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-12-2004||08:18 AM||||GOT ANY PICS?||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||01-12-2004||10:01 AM||||HOLD THEM UP REAL HIGH, I CANT SEE THEM||64.240.175.56||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||01-12-2004||10:28 AM||||The one on the left is a Denso, the one on the right (the red one) is a Lucas. The Lucas, the third one right next to the table looks like a garden hose but I could be wrong because I'm comparing it to the one in the first picture which is slightly blurred when compared to the top 4 pictures.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||01-12-2004||11:22 AM||||HIGHER!!!!||68.211.210.246||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||01-12-2004||11:33 AM||||and turn off your TV in the background.||167.142.22.197||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||01-12-2004||12:54 PM||||ah! those injectors!, I must be blind (..)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||01-12-2004||01:13 PM||||oooh.  is that paris hil...oops.  monica lewinsky.  i dont think i would touch them.  one never knows WHERE they have been.||64.240.175.56||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||01-12-2004||02:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> The one on the left is a Denso, the one on the right (the red one) is a Lucas. The Lucas, the third one right next to the table looks like a garden hose but I could be wrong because I'm comparing it to the one in the first picture which is slightly blurred when compared to the top 4 pictures. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHAHA that's great.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.232.21||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||01-12-2004||03:29 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000010||GREENVR4||01-12-2004||03:54 PM||||let's chip in to give this guy a digital camera, I'm curious to see those injectors.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||01-12-2004||07:34 PM||||I did laugh at all of your responses. But keep in mind his sig says this guy is from Malaysia, and he may be having trouble with our language and/or how to post photos. Don't be too rough on him.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||dsmsleeper||01-13-2004||12:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bujang_hensem:<br /><strong> Hi there, just a quick question..is there any different between this two injector? (VR4 RS (Evo 0) and Lancer Evo3). I know both are 510cc...just want to know maybe type or etc...<br /><br /><br />ps...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     sorry guys i forgot to put the injector type ehehe     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I believe the Evo3 are the only ones of the two that have the dual pintle (like the 2g injectors).  The other 510's are like the 450cc and have a round pintle cap.  Here are my Evo III 510's:<br />   <img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/Web/510ccPintle.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||01-13-2004||06:52 PM||||the evo 6 injectors i have are exactly like that.  but those are dual diffuser, not dual pintle.  also, i recently saw some 510's on ebay that also had the dual diffuser, the japandy guy was selling them.  at least, the picture of them were dual||64.240.175.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||bujang_hensem||01-13-2004||08:16 PM||||thanks guy...yes vr4rs (evo0) only have 1..same like 450cc 1G...so if its have two...what are the advantages? eg more efficience, better fuel consumption etc...<br /><br />is there any advantage for 450cc 1G Vs 450cc 2G||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000015||ken inn||01-13-2004||08:25 PM||||i dont think it makes much difference.  the dual diffuser is supposed to match the intake valves better, since the spray pattern will be more of an oval.  the ball type and the disc type are supposedly better than the pintle, especially the disc type, excluding the lucas injectors.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000016||bujang_hensem||01-13-2004||08:49 PM||||some info....can anybody explaint to a simple non tecnical..<br /><br /><br />PATTERNS Of the 6 Basic metering devices used today -- Pintle  (Bosch / Nippon -Denso type), Ball and socket (Rochester), Radius Rod  (Siemens), Swirl plate (some Mitsubishi), Diffuser/Pintle Type (Toyota - and some models of all makes) Air feed Atomizers (many makes for emissions reasons) and the Disc Type used exclusively by Lucas. The atomization and pattern width will increase on single discharge pintle type injectors at, higher pressures. The Lucas Disc type does not deviate as severely. Dual discharge, diffuser type, pintle injectors don't change atomization quality, at higher pressures, like the single pintle discharge injectors.  Dual discharge injectors target the fuel toward the valve stem and reduce wall wetting, (puddling) behind the valve. These injectors are not high atomizers but targeted delivery types. <br /><br /> The Lucas injector maintains its pattern, cycle to cycle, the best under varying pressures and pulse widths. Diffuser/Pintle injectors have a rather tight, wetter pattern (more coalescence) than single discharge injectors. This is evidently caused by the impact of fuel on the diffuser surface causing the fuel to partially recollect. This provides a more concentrated liquid volume flux at the center of the cone, a tighter pattern angle, and a more accurate targeting capability. Cross sectional area of the port and distance to the valve is crucial with this type of injector. <br /><br />At 8000 RPM the intake valve is opening and closing at 66 times a sec. and is only open for an average of 9 Mil/Sec. At this cyclic rate the transient time to complete the delivery of fuel, from injector to valve, is critical. This is why; Indy car injectors are very precisely targeted and timed to provide a solid stream of fuel with non-existent atomization, LBDS, "Laser Beam Delivery System". In these engines the injectors can discharge fuel, at a "just prior to valve -open position", and get it all down the hole. As the fuel impinges the hot intake valve it virtually vaporizes and mixes quite well with the incoming air forming a very homogenous charge. This is one of the most extreme situations but it's a real interesting one. As an added benefit, the latent heat of fuel vaporized in the chamber also provides charge cooling that makes the mixture denser. A denser, heavier mixture (cold and thick) will produce more power then a thin (hot and light) charge. This is why Turbo intercoolers are so effective. Injector timing, phase angle, is altered by the ECU according to RPM in these systems and can control the delivery impact time precisely. In a, Steady State pressure, Fuel System the injector pulse is always moving at the same speed, regardless of engine speed changes. The velocity of discharged fuel is relevant to the area of the discharge port and the net operating pressure. Pressure changes activated by boost, at a 1:1 ratio, only compensate for port pressure and don't change the static pressure, flow rate or velocity. RPM adjusted fuel timing is utilized for this reason, it advances the injector timing based on engine speed, and maintains perfect impingement timing at all speeds. <br /><br /> ATOMIZATION High atomizing injectors are usually used in Throttle body applications only, and have a rather wide spray pattern.  A wide, finely atomized pattern is wonderful for emissions and economy but can cause problems in higher performance engines. At low RPMs, with a low air flow rate, the slow moving finely atomized fuel has enough time to get past the valve and create a close to stoichiometric mixture. (Air/Fuel mixture of 14.70  - Chemically ideal)  As RPMs increase this mass can't keep up, with valve open time, and many of the fuel droplets impinge the port wall and condense. Atomized fuel can only travel at port "air speed" and in large quantities it can actually displace air in the port. With a highly atomized mix in the port, at intake valve opening, the lighter droplets of fuel will be partly blown back up the port. This is caused by the residual exhaust pressure still resident in the combustion chamber. Some of this reverted mixture will adhere to port walls and condense. This puddling fuel may find its way home, on the next intake cycle, but it will cause cycle-to-cycle air/fuel ratio variances. The higher inertia of the more condensed fuel will carry it to its target. "The liquid film that wets the walls represents a capacitance that greatly reduces the transient response of the engine." (SAE 950506) This problem is compounded in Gang fire and Semi-gang fire systems, but is not as troublesome in sequential fire systems. Gang fire systems fire all injectors, every rotation, at the same time, discharging half of the required fuel at each event. Semi-gang fire systems fire groups of injectors in the same fashion, half-and-half, each rotation. Sequential systems fire each injector at a pre-determined time and discharge all required fuel in one event, prior to intake valve opening. In either of the gang fire systems there is no timing-of-event technology in operation, and as you can see it's a rather simple system.  NOTE: 7M-GTE fuel systems are semi-gang fire, as is the ignition system, and the injectors are fired in the same order, 1&6-5&2-3&4, as the spark plugs. 2JZ/GTE systems are true sequential operations, 6 coils, 6 injectors, and 12 separate events---- A state of the art well formatted system. <br /><br /> It's a known fact that you can't burn fuel until it's atomized. It's also known that you can't burn fuel without air. The most important, of all known facts is that you can't burn anything, if it's not in the combustion chamber. The secret is to provide adequately atomized fuel with as much air as possible.   Adequately atomized is the Secret Word of the day. Fuel does not have to be completely atomized at the injector tip (SMD of 10um - 20um) but it does have to get past the valve to do us any good. The more condensed the fuel delivery is the faster it will travel, (regulated by discharge area and pressure) and the more accurately it can be targeted. Resent (S.A.E.) "Injector Atomizing and Targeting" studies have provided us with one of the most prominent advances in High Performance Engine Management. These test programs have concluded that "accurate impingement onto the center of the valve head is vital for good vaporization" and "The targeting orientation of the injected fuel spray is a critical parameter in fuel evaporation" also that " Fuel injected directly onto the intake valve yields a significantly better engine response" (SAE950506) What all this means is, different engine designs require a different type of injector to operate efficiently and that 100% atomization is not always required or desired. In racing situations we usually have to do the best we can with what we have, or what's available. The goal, is of course, is to do the best in all cases, and in all situations. The best injector for your engine is the one that will yield an optimal fuel-air mixture and provide the required power output consistent with smooth and reliable operation. This is our goal, and all things considered, we feel that we provide an excellent service in this very specialized field.||203.82.67.204||reg||6||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000017||slvrblt||01-13-2004||11:08 PM||||I just read that today on the 3S board. How funny.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000018||ken inn||01-14-2004||12:09 AM||||lucas injectors SUCK.  bmw used them for a short while, then, they quietly replaced them.  whenever a car came in for service and they had lucas injectors, they were replaced, and the owners never knew it.  about the same time, a bulletin describing hydro lock came out.  hmmmm.  howard had some lucas injectors cleaned by my friend's shop, he calls us back, and says 2 of the injectors are like a fire hose, could shoot fuel clear across the room.  six cute, tiny, little streams of raw fuel.  lucas injectors dont idle worth a shit.  nope.  no lucas for me.  and, that article probably came from the place that sells lucas injectors under another name.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000019||keydiver||01-14-2004||01:00 AM||||That was a post that Russ Colins (RC Engineering) put on the Supra forum years ago I believe. They love those Lucas injectors!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.76.180.144||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000020||bujang_hensem||01-14-2004||01:24 AM||||yeap i got it from RC site||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000021||MX4||01-14-2004||02:35 AM||||I actually compared Evo 1 and Evo 3 injectors the other day. Only difference I noticed was that the evo 3 injectors are about 5mm longer||202.180.83.6||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes



ubb/Forum2/004351.cgi
A||||1||Ash||Quick head removal Q||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||01-12-2004||06:30 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||What size are the head stock bolts?  Is it 10mm internal hex?  Just need to buy the correct animal & I've lost my allen key set.||203.220.88.162||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||01-12-2004||07:03 AM||||10mm internal hex||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/004352.cgi
A||||9||GVR1643||Thread size and pitch||||5||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||01-12-2004||11:16 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Looking for the size pitch for the turbo oil feed line coming off the side of the head (you know - the PITA one).  Didn't strip it - yet. Got about 1 turn on it and it started cross threading, so I want to try to clean it up with a tap.<br /><br />If that doesn't work I was thinking of just barely drilling the first line of threads and attempt to use the remaining intact threads. <br />Yeah, I know Helicoil is next, but sucks to go that route when I can see just a fraction of the first thread bent!<br />TIA||167.142.22.197||reg||5||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||01-12-2004||02:47 PM||||10x1.25 make sure you have oil on it to catch the shavings.||65.177.232.21||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||01-12-2004||02:49 PM||||I think it's bigger than that no? I think that the clutch line fittings are 10mm making that one larger. I could be wrong but I thought the banjo on the head was bigger.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||01-12-2004||02:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I think it's bigger than that no? I think that the clutch line fittings are 10mm making that one larger. I could be wrong but I thought the banjo on the head was bigger. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just went out the garage to the helicoil kit I bought for it so yes.||65.177.232.21||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||01-12-2004||02:55 PM||||Sweet. Consider me corrected once again. <br /><br />"I thought I was wrong once but I was wrong"||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||01-12-2004||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Sweet. Consider me corrected once again. <br /><br />"I thought I was wrong once but I was wrong" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Were you just sitting there waiting for me to post? Wow that was quick. Oh and I loved you injector post.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.232.21||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||01-12-2004||03:33 PM||||Thanks guys. I'll use a vacuum to try to catch the shavings, but if they're oily, that probably won't work to well and since it's aluminum, a magnet won't help either...<br /><br />I still wonder if it would be safer/easier to drill past that one bad thread with a slightly larger bit.  If I can get ahold of that tap, I'll just try it first.<br /><br />Oh, and alex you can see the threads I'm speaking of in the picture at the top of the post  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  LOL||167.142.21.237||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||01-12-2004||05:06 PM||||When I helicoiled mine I just went little by little tapping the thread about 1 turn backing it out wiping it clean oil ing it up over and over till it was done. The nice thing is since it is a oil connection it kind of oils it's self for you. I REALLY hope you not adhd like I am, I had to stop about every 2-3 cycles back and forth to run around or do something  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  not fun.||65.177.233.24||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||01-12-2004||05:27 PM||||Nope, no adh...what where you saying?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I just hate taping anything - you only get one shot to get it right!||167.142.21.237||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||01-13-2004||09:49 AM||||Just a quick thanks.  <br />Got the tap for $4 at NAPA and took about 2 minutes to get the threads cleaned and then the banjo bolt slipped right in.  <br /><br />Also a little FYI for anyone doing the exhaust manifold. That one nut that is so hard to reach w/o moving the p/s pump: Some have said that they used a small swivel, but I haven't been able to do that. <br />I was able to get the 12mm ratchet wrench up in there this time to tighten things up and not move the p/s pump at all(only way I previously done it). Only have room with the turbo off, obviously.||167.142.21.179||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum2/004353.cgi
A||||7||DuckButterRacing DSM||Clutch problem?||||1||||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-12-2004||11:29 AM||Kholland@gwcvalve.com||Well I just bought #42/2000 Great car, I love it, but I was told there was a newer clutch in it.  It goes into every gear perfect no grinding what so ever but it seems to be slipping really bad, even going 65mph in 5th if I floor it the rpms go up and I do go any faster.  My questions are is there an adjustment that I could do or is it time for a new clutch.  BTW the car is completely stock.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||01-12-2004||12:52 PM||||Thats about the best sign, that you need a new clutch.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000002||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-12-2004||12:54 PM||||thanks, i was planing on replacing it with a act 2600 + street/strip disc anyways. just didnt want to do it this soon||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||01-12-2004||01:13 PM||||They might have put a new clutch in it, but they didn't step the flywheel right and thats why it's slipping.<br />Don't forget to buy a new clutch fork, before you put that 2600 in there. A new pivot ball would also go nice with that setup.<br />Then comes the rebuild of your clutch master cylinder and slave cyclinder. It never stops.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000004||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-12-2004||01:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gabor:<br /><strong> They might have put a new clutch in it, but they didn't step the flywheel right and thats why it's slipping.<br />Don't forget to buy a new clutch fork, before you put that 2600 in there. A new pivot ball would also go nice with that setup.<br />Then comes the rebuild of your clutch master cylinder and slave cyclinder. It never stops.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well i was toled everthing had been replaced, fork, pivot ball, slave cyclinder, and even had a steel breaded clutch line,  and master cylinder about 30,000 miles ago,  so hopefuly everything is new so i just have to do the clutch.  <br /><br />thanks for the help||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000005||pisces_0||01-12-2004||01:57 PM||||I'd check out the adjustment rod under the dash first.  Check the VFAQ on how it is done (very easy fix sometimes): <a href="http://mywebpages.comcast.net/njdsm2/clutch.html." target="_blank">http://mywebpages.comcast.net/njdsm2/clutch.html.</a><br />Had mine start slipping on the way out to the Shootout last year and had to do a little roadside adjustment.  You'd be surprised at how much wind a semi can produce going by at 80 mph.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.199.237.151||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||01-12-2004||02:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by pisces_0:<br /><strong> I'd check out the adjustment rod under the dash first.  Check the VFAQ on how it is done (very easy fix sometimes):  <a href="http://mywebpages.comcast.net/njdsm2/clutch.html." target="_blank">http://mywebpages.comcast.net/njdsm2/clutch.html.</a> <br />Had mine start slipping on the way out to the Shootout last year and had to do a little roadside adjustment.  You'd be surprised at how much wind a semi can produce going by at 80 mph.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can that adjustment help with the 2-3 shift grind?  I guess I oughtta just try it and find out.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||red91awdtalon||01-13-2004||04:05 AM||||man, i swear it has a new clutch it in. the clutch/flywheel/slave cylinder, fluid, pivot ball, and fork were just replaced like a month ago. adjust it, dont drive it if its slipping, i sent you the link to rre's adjustment site, try bleeding it again and adjust it. DONT RIP IT ALL APART, it was just done and it will simply be a waste of money. good luck with it.  have you been launching it? i mean its kinda wierd that it was fine the time i owned it, the time u test drove it, and now there's a problem? seriously take the time to adjust it before you decide to dig in to replace everything. good luck<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes



ubb/Forum2/004354.cgi
A||||5||yiutsang||MMCd Datalogger on JDM E39A||||1||||Yiuwa||00002140
Z||000000||yiutsang||01-12-2004||12:50 PM||||Hi all,<br /><br />Has anyone ever have the unit successfully work with JDM VR4?<br /><br />I got my unit properly setup (Palm III OS 4.1, MMCd 1.4c/1.5b) + cable.  All the time it just flashes with 0Hz on whatever sensor I picked.  I then went to the 'test' page and performed DTC (diagnostic?), both 'Active' and 'Stored' showed 'ECU comm error'<br /><br />Please help<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Yiuwa||218.103.192.136||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000001||k91||01-12-2004||01:19 PM||||Do you have the power wire on the logger cable plugged into a powered fuse?||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||01-12-2004||02:17 PM||||I just got mine set up, the communications goes over pin 1 (top left) and the other two wires from the cable just have to connect to pins 10 and 12... I can take a camera of my hookup tonight.. it took a little probing to get it right.  BUT, you're saying a JDM GVR4 so maybe something is different.  Didn't have to plug anything into a fuse....||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||01-12-2004||03:44 PM||||What year? The diagnostic protocols changed around 1989 I think. Prior to that, I don't think it will work, the ECU's were totally different.||68.211.178.192||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||yiutsang||01-12-2004||10:49 PM||||Hi all,<br /><br />I plugged it in according to Dmltry's page instruction <br /><br /><a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/</a><br /><br />But for JDM it's upside down i.e. data pin on bottom right<br /><br />I got the same cable as the one showed on this message<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002177" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002177</a><br /><br />which doesn't have power wire<br /><br />I will try to do some probing to confirm it<br /><br />My car is 1990, which has a ECU with 2 PCB boards<br /><br />I also tried it on a borrowed aftermarket ECU from Blitz (which seems to be thinner, and led me to believe it's single PCB) but still no luck<br /><br />Hi keydiver,<br /><br />I am using the ECU with ROM image I mailed you a while ago (early-mid Nov 2003).  Do you think it will possibilily work?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Yiuwa||218.102.39.132||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||01-13-2004||05:45 PM||||No, I do not think the logger will work with the ECU's that have 2 boards.||67.34.234.8||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004355.cgi
A||||9||DongeR615||no boost in neutral? why?||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||01-12-2004||03:31 PM||||if i go wot in neutral, why won't i build boost? explain to me the mechanics or theory of this.<br />TIA||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||HHIVR4||01-12-2004||03:33 PM||||it is not under load.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||01-12-2004||03:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HHIVR4:<br /><strong> it is not under load. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><b> what he said </b>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||01-12-2004||03:35 PM||||Then how can you build boost with a stutterbox at the line?  Isn't the engine still not under load?||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||01-12-2004||03:39 PM||||When you're on the stutterbox you're usually bouncing off the limiter @ about 5,000 rpm.  <br />And as SOON as you unload the clutch you're putting 5,000 RPM of load on the engine/turbo....<br />Hence, immediate <b>FULL</b> boost.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||01-12-2004||03:41 PM||||Jon,<br /><br />The TMO stutterbox feature shouldn't make boost, but it does. That's one of the interesting mysteries that I've never seen a conclusive answer for. But way back when Todd was testing it out, he had the same observation and made the same comment and played a little bit with the ECU code. According to him, Mitsu does a funny thing with the ignition / fuel and the cylinders are not firing exactly sequentially, but somewhere between sequential and batch fire. When he switched it to true sequential operation, the engine no longer made boost in neutral.<br /><br />These are memories from many years ago, so don't take them as gospel. But that is the general thrust of what I remember.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||01-12-2004||04:46 PM||||Hmm, interesting stuff, Kyle.  Nyaa, nyaa, told ya so, Geoff!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    J/K.  Thanks for the replies both of you.  Perhaps this is somehow also related to mods?  I mean, has anyone ever put a stutterbox on a bone stock car, complete with stock boost control, to see if it can make boost at the line?||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||chucklesas||01-12-2004||05:43 PM||||I just figured it was because the throttle is usually wide open and you are revved up long enough for it to start to build boost.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||01-12-2004||08:25 PM||||this is what i got from people. In Neutral, the turbo does not spin fast enough while if in gear, the turbo will spin faster.||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||01-12-2004||08:36 PM||||As we all know your turbo is driven by the expanding volume (heat) of gas in the manifold.  What's going on during the stutter that would increase the heat?  Well, for one thing you've got minimal timing (maybe 10&deg;) and fast rpm.  Why do many of us have EGT gauges?  Well the exhaust temperature increases when the timing is pulled, so an EGT can be used as an indicator of knock or a lean condition.  <br /><br /><br />When my lifter tick is on full clatter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  I can build boost <i>very</i> quickly -- however without the advanced timing (pulled because of the knock sensor) it does not get transfered into acceleration.  I was actually thinking that it might be a cool trick to artificially introduce a full knock count at the line and then remove it at launch.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004356.cgi
A||||8||Eman227||Idle and cold start Problem||||1||||Ethan Tuttle||00003256
Z||000000||Eman227||01-12-2004||05:58 PM||e_tuttle@hotmail.com||I have a problem with the car having cold starts and not idling when it warms up.. i was wondering if anyone has ever came across this problem before? When i try to start the car when its cold it just cranks over and over unless i prime it with some fuel first then it will kick over a few times and then die..after i do this several times it will eventually warm up and idle by itself, then once it gets warmed up it will not stay idleing without giving it  a little gas. I have checked all the trouble codes and their is nothing i replaced the TPS and i have also checked every sensor that is related other than testing the ISC motor with a 6 volt battery.. i was just wondering if anyone has had this problem and if it could be the motor? Any imput is helpful..<br /><br />Thanks||24.8.42.123||reg||1||Ethan Tuttle||00003256||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||01-12-2004||07:48 PM||||The sender on the thermostat housing with two male spade-type connectors that oppose eachother. That's the sender that tells the ECU that the car is cold. Make sure that the wires aren't broken or cracked for that sensor. <br /><br />It's not the one on top of the T-stat housing, that's for your air conditioning. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||chauffeur1st||01-12-2004||08:12 PM||||yea check those mine are cracked... and yes my car does the same idle problem.. <br /><br />Im takin care of mine tomorrow.. i will let u know how it goes..<br /><br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000003||crucible||01-12-2004||08:42 PM||||Make sure you guys check the wires all the way through the rubber insulator that runs by the head if the insulator is still there.The insulator is to protect the wires from heat.If the insulator is not there either run the new crimped or soldered wires away from the head or put some kind of insulation around them so they dont melt or dry rot again from the heat.<br />I rewired all my sensors in the housing cuz of dry or heat rot.<br />HTH<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||Eman227||01-13-2004||03:09 PM||||Mine the plug has actully fell off i will rewire it today and let you know if that was it..<br /><br />Thanks||24.8.42.123||reg||1||Ethan Tuttle||00003256||yes
Z||000005||Eman227||01-13-2004||04:33 PM||||Thanks for the help, it worked.||24.8.42.123||reg||1||Ethan Tuttle||00003256||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||01-13-2004||09:07 PM||||Cool.  I just helped Jason (chaffeur1st) redo his today, and his car seems to idle much better, although we didn't log it before or after to see what the changes were that the ecu saw... d'oh!||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||Eman227||01-14-2004||02:44 AM||||I logged mine before i fixed mine, and it wasnt throwing off any error codes..||24.8.42.123||reg||1||Ethan Tuttle||00003256||yes
Z||000008||chauffeur1st||01-14-2004||04:34 AM||||Yeah thanks to theymightbegalants.... my Galant is fixed and idles and starts well even if its cold... Props to Jon   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Lata<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes



ubb/Forum2/004357.cgi
A||||1||crucible||ECU Question||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||01-12-2004||07:18 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||When I took out my ECU to put the KEYDIVER chip in I noticed 2 wires running along the top the of board to underneath.Ive seen pics of our boards but never noticed these 2 wires.One was black and the other was either white or red,cant remember at the moment.Looks out of wack with OEM design but curious if these two wires are OEM stock.<br />Anybody else have this in their ECU?<br /><br /><br />Crucible||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||01-13-2004||06:46 PM||||Sounds like an acid damage repair job to me.||67.34.234.8||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004358.cgi
A||||7||vr4fun||Early JDM ECU||||1||||vr4fun||00002376
Z||000000||vr4fun||01-12-2004||07:39 PM||||Hi All,<br /><br />does anyone have any idears why  a palm logger won't work with my 88 JDM VR4 have tried mmcd and palmstein have tried two cables one i made and one i bought off this site & two palms Vx & m105 with correct os, a bit of info....<br />the ecu has two boards inside - mounted facing each other, i get a pulse on pin 1 at the diag connector with out pin 10 earthed to ground . is it that my ecu is too old??? will an ecu out of a  later JDM fit my car????<br /><br />cheers<br /><br />Andrew||220.244.224.10||reg||1||vr4fun||00002376||yes
Z||000001||switch||01-12-2004||08:22 PM||||Andrew,<br />I have heard from guys in NZ that the loggers wont work with Jspec ecu's...<br /><br />I sourced a US spec ecu (which plugs and plays) and am in the process of making my cable (My soldering iron broke). I will be using the TMO laptop software.<br /><br />Mike||144.135.2.76||reg||1||switch||00000205||yes
Z||000002||yiutsang||01-12-2004||10:52 PM||||I am also trying to figure out why it doesn't work with my 90' JDM VR4.  Please let me know if you have any luck on it<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Yiuwa||218.102.39.130||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000003||vr4fun||01-14-2004||05:31 PM||||Thanks for the info<br /><br />Cheers<br /><br />Andrew||220.244.224.10||reg||1||vr4fun||00002376||yes
Z||000004||yiutsang||01-19-2004||12:06 PM||||Hi Switch,<br /><br />I am also trying to do the same by plugging in the USDM ECU (if I can get one...).  My JDM has, however, the fancy air cond unit which allows me to set the required temperature which I've never seen in USDM.  I am wondering whether your car has the same air cond., and if it does then I would like to know is your air still functioning properly<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Yiuwa||218.103.192.136||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes
Z||000005||supervr4||01-20-2004||01:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Yiuwa:<br /><strong> Hi Switch,<br /><br />I am also trying to do the same by plugging in the USDM ECU (if I can get one...).  My JDM has, however, the fancy air cond unit which allows me to set the required temperature which I've never seen in USDM.  I am wondering whether your car has the same air cond., and if it does then I would like to know is your air still functioning properly<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Yiuwa </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">By not running right do you mean, all ways come on at 25dg when you turn the car on??||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||01-20-2004||09:49 AM||||Our US cars don't have ANYTHING to do with climate control, and i doubt if your's does either. The 3000GT VR-4's have a dedicated climate control computer under the dash, you probably do too.<br />I wouldn't know why you couldn't use the newer single-board ECU's, as long as you doublecheck all the wiring. I think other guys on here have swapped back and forth.||67.34.9.198||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||yiutsang||01-20-2004||11:45 AM||||Hi all,<br /><br />Thanks for the response.  If others have done that swap before than I have better confidence obn investing an USDM ECU<br /><br />Thanks again,<br /><br />Yiuwa||218.103.192.136||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004359.cgi
A||||3||RTS182G-VR4|| removing crank sprocket (t-belt sprocket)||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||01-12-2004||09:21 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||this is a dumb question: why cant i get the sprocket for the t-belt and bs-belt off the crank itself?  i need to get the oil pump body off and then pull the crank out, but i cant get the two seperated.  tryed breaker bar, impact... any ideas and experiences greatly appreciated.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||01-12-2004||09:45 PM||||That's a strange one..I had every single one of mine practically fall off.  What you can do, if it is seized on the shaft, is use the crank pulley holes and use a puller.  You shouldn't need this, as they are not a press fit, but if you live up north, salt can corrode the parts if your timing cover had a notch ground in it from the harmonic balancer.  Put some panther piss (liquid wrench) on the crank and tap the gear a few times with a hammer..not hard, but the vibrations allow the fluid to get in further down the shaft...eww, that all sounded bad.<br />if worst comes to worst, pull it off with a steering wheel puller..they work the best.  I have a ton of spare sprockets if you need one.  A hint though, put the bolt back in the center of the crank about 1/2 of the threads and put the center of the puller on that bolt.  You don't want to mushroom the end of the crank out if it is really stuck.  The other thing you can do is heat the gear up with a propane torch..you're replacing the seal anyway, right?<br />dave||12.73.108.239||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||TurboVR4dr||01-12-2004||10:39 PM||||Most fall right off but i have had to pull a few.  I'm sure you removed the bolt that holds it on right.  If so get a puller and pull it off.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.104.21||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||01-12-2004||10:40 PM||||Most fall right off but i have had to pull a few.  I'm sure you removed the bolt that holds it on right.  If so get a puller and pull it off.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.104.21||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes



ubb/Forum2/004360.cgi
A||||3||maninblack||Transfer Case / Viscous Coupler ?||||1||||maninblack||00003259
Z||000000||maninblack||01-12-2004||10:26 PM||maninblack@raidersfan.net||I purchased my vr-4 last week and got a good deal on it.  The previous owner had the transfer case go out on her and she did some driving with the t-case and driveshaft removed.  My question is: Does driving with the transfer case removed damage the center diff?  Thanks, I can't help but feel overwhelmed with the amount of info on the net for these cars.||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||01-12-2004||11:21 PM||||Not the diff itself, but the viscous coupling is probably damaged.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||01-13-2004||08:25 AM||||Having the rear driveline removed, causes the viscous coupling to try to divert all power to the front driveline.  This is what you want, however, it's only designed to do this periodically, not full time.  It will burn up and become stuck in 50/50 front/rear distribution (aka 4x4, not AWD).  When the transfer case and driveshaft are re-installed, it'll appear to drive normal but you may notice it handling funny around corners.<br /><br />Ever drive a truck while in 4x4 mode?  My gf's Montero Sport 4x4 skips wheels whiel backing out of the driveway and turning the wheel.  Tight corners do the same.<br /><br />Repair is to simply replace the viscous coupling.  This can be done without removing the transmission.  I'll make an assumption that a transmission shop with any experience with AWD, should have no problem with the task.  I would recommend finding a good used one if you're not willing to pay for a new unit.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||maninblack||01-13-2004||07:11 PM||||Thanks for the info guys.  Does anyone know if there is a test procedure for the coupler?  I just got off of the phone with local mitsu dealer and they said that transfer case recall was performed in 01 and it was just a reseal for $26.00.  I told them that the transfer case had crapped out and they said the recall is no longer open so there is nothing they can do.  What do you guys think?||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes



ubb/Forum2/004361.cgi
A||||12||Cybernerd2||Pin 64 - Check Engine Light||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-12-2004||11:32 PM||||I tapped the Engine Check Light at PIN 64 with a separate LED (with resistor) and it doens't light up when I disconnected the Air-Flow sensor. <br /><br />Can someone tell me why is it not working?<br />How is the behaviour of the Check Engine light?||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-13-2004||11:37 AM||||Pull the cluster and make sure you HAVE a CEL bulb in place. Sounds stupid, but mine was missing. Popped one in and on came the light.<br />Stupid previous owner...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-13-2004||12:16 PM||||He apparently doesn't have a Galant.  But you might be on to something -- if the bulb isn't there to complete the circuit it may not light -- unless you're grounding the LED?<br /><br />Post some pictures.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||01-13-2004||05:43 PM||||The CE lamp should ALWAYS light when you first start the car, and go off after a couple seconds. If you don't see it, then either the bulb is burned out, or the ECU is defective. The one side of the bulb is connected to the + voltage and the ECU grounds the other side.||67.34.234.8||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Cybernerd2||01-14-2004||08:52 PM||||Oh, must it be ground to the ECU ground pin?<br />I think i grounded to other gound wire.||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000005||SLedge||01-14-2004||10:02 PM||||Keydiver's saying one side of the CE light is always connected to power, the other side is connected to the ECU.  It's an active-low signal: the lamp lights when the ECU pulls the line to ground.<br /><br />Sounds like you have the LED wired backward, expecting the ECU to source, not sink, the power.||64.169.0.42||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000006||Cybernerd2||01-14-2004||10:39 PM||||Well, I have my LED +ve cable wired PIN 64 and the -ve cable (obviously the ground cable) wired to my ignition ground wire instead of the ECU ground wire.<br /><br />So do you think I should ground it to ECU ground PIN?||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000007||SLedge||01-14-2004||11:31 PM||||No.  Re-read my previous post.  <br /><br />Think of a switch inside the ECU which connects PIN 64 to GND (*not* VCC).  You complete the circuit by providing a path to ground through the ECU.<br /><br />Neither end of your LED should be connected directly to ground.||64.169.0.42||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000008||Cybernerd2||01-15-2004||12:53 AM||||ah, so i can just disconnect my LED -ve cable?||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||01-15-2004||10:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Michael:<br /><strong> ah, so i can just disconnect my LED -ve cable? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If by "-ve cable" you mean the cathode side of the LED, yes, disconnect it from ground. It needs to get connected to pin 64 of the ECU. The anode of the LED should go through a dropping resistor (approximately 1K) to the + ignition voltage.||68.158.203.101||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||SLedge||01-15-2004||11:05 AM||||Jeff since you've spent so much time rummaging around inside these things, do you know if the ECU uses a dedicated low-side lamp driver?  Just curious.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||01-15-2004||07:23 PM||||There is a transistor, TR15, if thats what you are asking. The transistor has its emitter connected to ground, and the collector drives the CE lamp through a 3.3 ohm resistor, R143.||68.158.203.101||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||Cybernerd2||01-16-2004||01:20 AM||||hi all,<br /><br />Really thank you so much for the excellent help, esp. to KeyDiver. I re-wire and now the check engine light is working perfectly.||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum2/004362.cgi
A||||3||pitmac||Valve lift||||1||||pitmac||00002115
Z||000000||pitmac||01-13-2004||01:21 AM||||Can anyone post the lobe height on the intake cam and the exhaust cam for the VR4<br />Thanks in advance||144.138.13.22||reg||1||pitmac||00002115||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||01-13-2004||06:49 PM||||This was just answered yesterday, again!<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004296" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004296</a>||67.34.234.8||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||pitmac||01-13-2004||08:29 PM||||Has anyone a genuine service manual. From what i can see Galant 4G63 DOHC cams are the same for non turbo and turbo. Same lift and timing.<br />1G dsm is another story. With differences between auto and manual and differences with 90 models verses 91-94. The letters on the cams ( that chiltons advise) don't exist. I'Ve looked for these letters on a set of Galant cams and also on a set of 1G cams.<br />The simple question is are galant non turbo cams the same as turbo cams.||144.138.15.99||reg||1||pitmac||00002115||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-14-2004||12:15 AM||||the letters ARE on the cams.  you just havent looked hard enough.  they are really tiny.  i mean, REALLY tiny.  when you finally see them, you will say, "man, that letter is TINY"||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004363.cgi
A||||12||stevevr4||running VERY lean (previously &quot;low fuel trims creep up ...)||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||01-13-2004||08:29 AM||stever321@yahoo.com||I had to replace the + batt terminal, so naturally all the fuel trims were reset back to 100% after having the battery disconnected. I drove back to work from the store, and the low med and high fuel trims remained at 100%. When I got into the parking lot at work and the car was idling in the parking spot, the low fuel trim crept up slowly to about 120% [edit]since that time, it has maxed out again[/edit]. It may have kept going up but I had to go. Any insights into this?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-13-2004||09:43 AM||||you are lean at idle. Need more details about your setup to help.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||01-13-2004||10:33 AM||||2.5" buschur dp, high flow cat, catback<br />unknown age on the fuel filter (changing today)stock fuel pump (installing 190 today)<br />stock injectors<br /><br />That's really it... found a major leak in the intake between the MAF and the turbo, which was the reason that ALL my fuel trims had previously been maxed out.  Now only my low fuel trim is maxed out.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||pisces_0||01-13-2004||11:21 AM||||You might be <i>a little</i> lean at idle, but it doesn't look to be anything to be too concerned about.  Low fuel trims actually move around quite a bit at idle.  With a fresh O2 sensor and fuel filter you should be able to get a pretty good idea of where your car is running at in regards to fuel control.||64.199.237.168||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000004||stevevr4||01-13-2004||11:22 AM||||I should update and mention that the low fuel trims are now maxed out at 139.8<br /><br />I'll see how the fuel filter does me.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||01-13-2004||11:44 AM||||fuel trims are affected by actual motion.  if the car is at rest, the ecu goes by rpm.  when the car is moving, it likes hz over rpm.  of course, there are other sensors involved.  that's why low trim will change if you just sit there, then if you drive it around, it will change again.  med and hi trims take longer, cause you gotta get up to higher speeds, especially hi trims.  also, i think you gotta be at the speeds within the range of the trim for it to change, for instance, just winding out the car to 75 mph is not enough, it needs sustained cruise at those levels.||64.240.175.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||01-13-2004||12:15 PM||||An injector cleaning and new plugs can do wonders as well.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||01-13-2004||02:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> An injector cleaning and new plugs can do wonders as well. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got new plugs in there from maybe a month ago.  We're gonna run a can of injector cleaner through there at the shop tonight.  Thanks again for all the info.<br /><br />Ken, I follow what you're saying about the fuel trims being based on actual motion, except the low fuel trim.  But what do you mean by "the ECU likes hz over RPM"?  The car normally idles around 900 RPMs after it warms up.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||01-13-2004||06:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Ken, I follow what you're saying about the fuel trims being based on actual motion, except the low fuel trim. But what do you mean by "the ECU likes hz over RPM"? The car normally idles around 900 RPMs after it warms up. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">if the car is not moving, at idle, the ecu looks at rpm for fuel trims.  once the car starts moving, it looks at airflow for fuel trims.  so, you come to a stop, it switches over to rpm.  you start going, it switches to airflow.  since airflow would be more based on load, when you stop, it changes again.  basically, you set your low fuel trim at a stop, and dont worry about it.  you can try to adjust it while moving, but it is really hard, cause it changes so fast, and it is difficult to stay at low rpms while moving.  <br /><br />low trim-0 to 125 hz, or about 2000 rpm<br />mid trim-113.37-170.5, or 3000<br />hi trim-above 176.35<br />these are just ballpark, actually, there is overlap.  like, low is 0 to 107.7-125.96 hz, and mid starts 113.37-132.26 on up.  so, when the car is moving, mid trim can come on anywhere from 113-132 hz.  depending on stuff like air temp, etc.||64.240.175.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||01-14-2004||10:19 AM||||Great info, thanks.<br /><br />So here's where it stands now:<br />New fuel filter, new Walbro 190 pump (not re-wired), fuel injection system has been <b>thoroughly</b> (thanks John) cleaned.  I know I should probably get the injectors cleaned and flowed.  Still no AFC.<br /><br />The car feels much better, smoother between low-rpm easy shifts, pulls harder, too.<br /><br />Problem: I'm still getting considerable knock at high revs, 3rd gear dogs really bad (timing is pulled to 9deg!!).  O2 voltage is just about zero in 3rd gear WOT (I wont be doing that again) which fits in with the above problems, but I don't know why its running so lean.<br /><br />When I first hit 2nd gear the O2 starts at about .4 and gets up to .76<br /><br />High trims are at 139.0, medium at 109.3, low is still high at 119.5.  But as long as they're not maxed it should be OK from what I gather.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||01-14-2004||10:42 AM||||Stock fuel pressure regulator?  Mine was leaking (fuel past the diaphram into the vacuum nipple).  Replacing the vacuum lines seemed to help, as well.<br /><br />New O2 sensor helped a bunch.  (At least now I <i>believe</i> my O2 readings)<br /><br />I think that lean at Hi trims usually = boost leak, provided you're runnning a reasonable boost (14-15lbs on a 14b) otherwise it could simply be that you're running out of injector.<br /><br />If you have pocketlogger, log rpm and injector.  In the preferences menu (tap the lower left icon in the input area) you can program it to calculate duty cycle (%) instead of pulsewidth, but it requires that you log rpm (to do the math).||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||01-14-2004||12:34 PM||||No, I don't think 139 HIGH trims are acceptable. The problem is that the trims don't help open-loop, so you're still WAY too lean when you get on the boost, which is why you have tons of knock, which is why your timing sucks. You need to find out why you're running so lean. Either:<br />1) someone has hacked the MAS, giving wrong airflow info to the ECU<br />2) you have a bad leak allowing alot of unmetered air into the engine, like on the intake manifold.<br />3) your fuel pressure is too low<br />4) your injectors are clogged<br />5) your fuel pump is failing<br />For now, turn down the boost before you damage the engine.||68.155.64.60||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||stevevr4||01-14-2004||12:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> No, I don't think 139 HIGH trims are acceptable. The problem is that the trims don't help open-loop, so you're still WAY too lean when you get on the boost, which is why you have tons of knock, which is why your timing sucks. You need to find out why you're running so lean. Either:<br />1) someone has hacked the MAS, giving wrong airflow info to the ECU<br />2) you have a bad leak allowing alot of unmetered air into the engine, like on the intake manifold.<br />3) your fuel pressure is too low<br />4) your injectors are clogged<br />5) your fuel pump is failing<br />For now, turn down the boost before you damage the engine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The MAS honeycomb is fully intact.  Fuel pump is a brand new 190, my brother's stock injectors will be goign out for cleaning and then into my car since he now has Evo8 injectors.  I'd have to check on the fuel pressure, I don't know.  The intake leak makes perfect sense, but if there was a leak at the intake manifold wouldn't it be leaking boost, and I'd be running rich?  It must be a leak before the turbo right?<br /><br />I'm definitely turning down the boost and staying out of boost, I understand exactly what is happening and melting pistons isn't high on my list.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum2/004364.cgi
A||||10||GVR-4||Valve cover question||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||01-12-2004||11:46 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Where can I find the original high temp red that our valve covers are painted with?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||01-13-2004||12:04 AM||||Just get some high temp engine paint from your local auto parts store.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||01-13-2004||12:18 AM||||That would work, but I'm looking for the original color.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||TheJackalGT||01-13-2004||12:40 AM||||i had a buddy powdercoat mine...||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||01-13-2004||12:46 AM||||It's pretty much just "red". I don't know how original it could really be.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||01-13-2004||02:28 AM||||If you decide to powdercoat it, like Mr. Jackal, be sure to NOT have the bottom powdercoated.  Hot oil loves to take off powdercoat, which can then plug up oil filters, journals, etc.<br /><br />I'm sure Harry can provide more info, or if you're serious, you could use the search button yourself.  But yea, only powdercoat the top.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||01-13-2004||03:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> If you decide to powdercoat it, like Mr. Jackal, be sure to NOT have the bottom powdercoated.  Hot oil loves to take off powdercoat, which can then plug up oil filters, journals, etc.<br /><br />I'm sure Harry can provide more info, or if you're serious, you could use the search button yourself.  But yea, only powdercoat the top. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry's post about that had me worried a bit because of some powdercoat overspray on the underside of my valve cover. I talked to my friend who does all my powdercoating for me and he said that it should never be a problem if a good powdercoat is used and properly applied. He does all my stuff for free so he has nothing to gain by telling me any of this. <br /><br />Apparently, the powdercoat is tested in various chemicals to see how durable it is. I don't remember all of the crap they used to test it but there was a lot of really harsh acids/chemicals, etc used that normal paint never in hell could deal with.<br /><br />After talking about it with him I looked under my valve cover since it was off the car anyway and the overspray that had seaped under there was still the same as when I had put the valve cover on after the powdercoat job. Also, no chunks of powdercoat were found in my oil pan or stuck in the pickup screen.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Now I'm not saying to coat the hell out of the underside of a valve cover or the inside of an oil pan, but it's something I just thought I'd throw out there.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||01-13-2004||09:56 AM||||hey, mark.  you cleaning the INSIDE of your motor now, too?||64.240.175.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||01-13-2004||09:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> hey, mark.  you cleaning the INSIDE of your motor now, too? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, and every time I go to clean it again that pesky oil is all over everything......the crank, rods, pistons, etc. It's damn near impossible.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||marvinmadman123||01-13-2004||10:23 PM||||<img src="http://www.steelheader.net/photopost/data/510/893Funny-thumb.gif" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.steelheader.net/photopost/data/510/893biglaugh-thumb.gif" alt=" - " />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000010||mikeyoung00||01-15-2004||11:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br />Yeah, and every time I go to clean it again that pesky oil is all over everything......the crank, rods, pistons, etc. It's damn near impossible.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I find that adding a quart of Simple Green to every other tank of gas helps fight that annoying oily build-up.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004365.cgi
A||||24||atsiauto||AGX ?'s I have them and hate the ride . ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||01-10-2004||03:35 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||what alternatives do I have? Patti wont even drive the car, it feels like a 2x4 with rollerskate wheels on it. I would love to think theres a less hars riding strut that handles out there. anybody ? Bueller ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||jayru||01-10-2004||03:44 PM||||Tell me about it. i have the tein coilover's on #1571 and the thing handles amazing, but rattles my fillings loose. I raised it up but it's still damn hard.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||01-10-2004||03:56 PM||||yup, my agx's ride like crap too... the fronts are apints cause the 3 setting is to stiff for everyday driving, but the 2 setting feels like I'm driving on slinkies    ... I guess that's the price for performance ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-10-2004||05:03 PM||||koni yellows, and stock springs.  on full soft, very nice ride, nice handling.  as compared to kyb gr2(harsh) bilsteins(REALLY harsh) and stock(wimpy to the max).  i actually like the gsx front springs better than the vr4 stocker, it will lower the front just a tad, but the ride is nice.  i also went back to the stock front sway bar.  whiteline rear, and front castor bushings.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||01-10-2004||05:20 PM||||I've got the AGX's, and love them.  Yea, they're a bit stiff and harsh, but I always thought that was because they were too much shock for the stock springs, and would get better with a more aggressive spring.  I've got Whiteline springs on the front and stock in the rear, stock swaybars, bushings, etc.  I drive them at 2 on the front and 3 in the rear.  It might seem like this would be a good understeer candidate, from stifffening only the front end, but on the contrarary it improves turn in, allowing me to load the front tires sooner and lightening the rear, for just a touch of oversteer that progresses into a 4wdrift across the apex and I come out smelling like roses.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    I actually have a shitload of suspension parts waiting to go on, but I really like how the car drives this way.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||number3||01-10-2004||05:21 PM||||Have you guys replaced the springs too?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||01-10-2004||06:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I've got Whiteline springs on the front and stock in the rear  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||01-10-2004||07:20 PM||||i have whitelines all round (50% stiffer) and agx's all round.  the ride quality was a LOT better when i first had the set up on. now its just rough as fuck. i thought the rear agx's were shot because it would bounce a lot and i set the setting on the rear at 8. but now its not so much bounce and feels like i have no suspension, just welded in bars. i think it took a really long time for the shock to adjust, because its definately different now.  i will soften up the rear and wait a week to see whats up. the galants down....again! so that may be a little while till i see what results i get.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000008||Ryan Carey||01-10-2004||07:35 PM||||Yeah, I have to agree, AGX's are a big disapointment.  I had some on an accord and within a month the DS front strut went to shit.  Changed coil-overs to ground control, replaced DS front strut, rides great for 3-4 weeks, PS rear strut went to shit.  They start making knocking noises during low speeds and shit, then as you speed up, they change settings and everything seems fine.  Horrible for stop and go.<br /><br />I think it has something to do with the self adjusting mechanism inside the strut that varies damping on the fly.  I also don't think they have enough travel at all either.  This was on an accord though, but I still would not recomend them to anybody.  Still, at less than $100 a piece, you get what you pay for.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||01-10-2004||08:14 PM||||I liked the AGX's on the gvr4 with the H&R's...I have them on my accord wagon now with eibach sportlines and it plain sux. Maybe the accord is lighter. Dunno, it sux, though!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||mj_rosenfeld||01-10-2004||09:18 PM||||The AGX's are too stiff? Cripes what a bunch of wimps. I drive 65 miles every day with AGXs set on '2' front and rear, for street. Set on full stiff for racing they aren't stout enough.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.133||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000011||HHIVR4||01-10-2004||09:30 PM||||im glad this thread came cause there is a group buy on them for a full set $370 and i was about to order them..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||01-10-2004||10:11 PM||||And you're still going to order them, right?  Yes, they're stiff, but so what?  You're ordering a stiffer shock because you care about performance, not to cushion your broken tailbone.  I don't even think they're that stiff, really.  There is no such thing as a free lunch.  Buy 'em, you'll love 'em.  Or get 'em off that guy on ebay for $20 less.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||chauffeur1st||01-10-2004||11:54 PM||||I have H&R springs and KYB's the thing could be more stiff.. I compare it to my last car which was a Acura Legend on 19's with Konis and Coilovers..which to me is more stiff than my Galant is now. I want this ride stiffer than it is now....SO I say get them...and dont worry about it. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  IMO<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000014||slvrblt||01-11-2004||01:14 AM||||What guy on eBay ? I am thinking about getting Some AGXs, and I wouldnt mind only paying $350 for a set.||209.214.56.215||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||01-11-2004||01:16 AM||||Mike - It was awesome in the gvr4...Stiffness doesnt piss me off - the bounciness does. In my accord, its either too stiff or too bouncy in the rear...It needs more than 4 levels of adjustment in the rear IMHO. It maybe the eibach pro-kits. I will try the sportlines, they lower the car more, but should have a better spring rate, I hope.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||01-11-2004||10:52 PM||||Where can one get some Konis?||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||AWDpower||01-12-2004||01:11 AM||||I have AGX's on my Talon and GVR4, both with Eibach pro kit springs. I'd say the ride is firm, but not overly harsh. Just about perfect in my opinion. I leave them set at 2 front, three rear for the street. The ride feels about as stiff as a stock EVO, I would call it "controlled" rather then stiff.||63.203.78.233||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000018||Dan D||01-12-2004||07:11 AM||||I've had agx for about 40k miles.  I got them ~3 or 4 years ago when jcwhitney did a set for $270.  I use them w/ tired stock springs.  I wouldn't mind them to offer a little more performance, but most of my handling issues are due to old bushings and springs.  The ride's not good, but it's not terrible either.<br /><br />Either you guys are whiney babies who should go buy a caddy (  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )or their quality has gone to shit the last couple of years.<br /><br />You guys that hate them, what size and profile tire are you running?||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000019||Franckypoo||01-12-2004||10:04 AM||||I have AGX and new stock springs on my Rally Laser (since I can't afford a real suspension) and those are not too stiff to my taste for daily driving but are for sure not stiff enough for racing.<br /><br />Maybe like someone else said the quality went bad for the last couple of years since I had them for 3 or 4 years now.||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000020||GVR-4||01-12-2004||11:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> You guys that hate them, what size and profile tire are you running? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's probably a big factor. I have AGX's and stock springs and the ride is not too bad. But I have the struts on their softest setting. A highway trip on anything more firm is intollerable. I have 215/45 17's and I suspect a 16 inch wheel would result in a nicer ride. But it's all about trade-offs: better handling results in a less comfortable ride.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000021||iceman69510||01-12-2004||02:07 PM||||I have them with GSX springs all around, with 205/55/16 tires currently.  I don't mind the stiffer ride overall, or the performance of the front, but the rear seems bouncy over bumps.  I have not yet tried changing settings, so they are probably on 2 in the rear.  When I have a warmer day (maybe today), I will change the setting and test again.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000022||HHIVR4||01-12-2004||03:45 PM||||Cox Import in NC has full sets for sale for $370..I dont remember if that includes shipping or not..<br />groupbuycenter.com and search or Coximport.com(i think)<br />I had progress race springs and koni's on my 2g gsx and loved them..but konis are expensive..ill give the kyb's a try when i get my valve seal issue resolved.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000023||BlackHole||01-12-2004||04:00 PM||||IMO, AGXs suck @ss and ride like crap. Not enough low speed compression damping, too much high speed IMHO. I'm not going to bitch [plenty of that in the Archives on this subject], just search there are plenty of comments and alternatives so you can make your own decision.<br /><br />The funny thing is that my GABs are stiffer than AGXs, but handle and ride better. It's amazing how much of a difference good valving makes. Pre-EVOs GB on coilovers seemed like a pretty good deal @ $750 if you could deal w/ non-adjustable. I'm probably going Tein, but not for a while.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000024||Bigfoot200200||01-12-2004||09:27 PM||||Ok then, what do we do about the bouncy rear end, besides taking sea-sickness pills. From all that I've read I thought it was stiction and might go away after the shocks break in. Also that bumping the 17" tires up to 40 psi might force the shocks to work. I have 400lb front springs and 315 rears. The car handles potholes and rough roads fine but on freeways I almost come out of my seat. I've played around with the shock settings to no avail. My car is down so I haven't been able to try anything recently. Solutions? Ideas?||64.233.105.148||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum2/004366.cgi
A||||18||chucklesas||Stupid Oil Question||||5||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||01-10-2004||05:16 PM||||Now I've been told by a friend that if you use synthetic oil in your car you don't have to ever change the oil, just the oil filter.  The reasoning was that synthetic oils don't break down like the dyno oils.  Is this true?  <br />He says that you only need to change out the oil filters.  It actually makes some sense.  Big diseal navy ships don't change out there oil very often, if ever.||65.27.235.229||reg||5||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||jayru||01-10-2004||05:18 PM||||Your friend is an idiot. You still need to change the oil like normal. Synthetic just gives you better protection/won't break down easy. It still get's dirty.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||01-10-2004||05:22 PM||||Haha... that's a good one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||01-10-2004||05:31 PM||||Wouldn't it be kind of hard to pull off the filter without the oil coming out anyway?||64.252.98.73||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||01-10-2004||05:40 PM||||Muahaha, thank you.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||01-10-2004||05:52 PM||||sounds like he's been info mercial'd by an AMSOIL Rep ..||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||HHIVR4||01-10-2004||09:34 PM||||the "recommended" oil change for synthetic is 5k-7k..i change it when its gets dirt around 3500||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||01-11-2004||12:21 AM||||the newer bmw's all come with synthetic, recommended service is 15k.  they will NOT change it if you bring it in earlier.  i think mercedes is the same.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||jayru||01-11-2004||12:33 AM||||Another rumor i always wondered myself, "You need to break in a motor with conventional oil before switching to synthetic." <br /><br />Is this true? New Vette's come with synthetic from the factory.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||01-11-2004||01:21 AM||||With new or rebuilt, I thought they say to use cheaper oil for about the first 2500 miles with oil changes every 500-1000 miles and check thoroughly for any metal shavings etc etc. Then, switch to synthetic....Just my 2 cents worth||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||jayru||01-11-2004||01:25 AM||||I believe the old school theory was that the synthetic oil didn't alow the rings and bearings to seat properly. I don't know if this still holds true though?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000011||GREENVR4||01-11-2004||01:31 AM||||bullshit!, synthetic oil works just like mineral oil in every way, It just lasts longer and has better additives to protect the engine, it's more resistant to molecular breakdown, that's why you don't change it as often.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000012||mikeyoung00||01-11-2004||03:40 PM||||First off, your friend is partly right. Synthetic oil will last a long long time (although not forever). Its the additives in the oil, things like detergent, etc., that are 'used up' between oil changes. Your friend may not be an 'idiot' as jayru suggests    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   but his is badly mis-informed. Unless he came to this conclusion on his own...in which case jayru IS right. <br /><br />Many very good mechanics sill maintain that you should break in a new or rebuilt engine with dyno oil. They say synthetic is so slick it just doesn't allow the rings to seat properly in a reasonable amount of time. Probably more true for domestic v8s which are not built to as tight tolerances as your typical hi-tech modern design. I figure thats why Mercedes, Porsche, etc, ship new cars with synthetic.<br /><br />Of course the best argument for breaking in the engine with dyno oil is cost. There is no real benefit to synthetic during break-in. The first three or four change intervals will be very brief and you aren't going to subject a green engine to the kind of stresses that would take advantage of synthetics superior performance.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000013||chhuong||01-16-2004||02:25 PM||||I work for mercedes and we won't turn you down if you want to come in earlier, but the reccomended interval is every 10k.  And it's serviced with mobil 1 full synthetic.  And the mobil 1 guy came in and gave his lil speech on why mobil 1 is the best.  But he said the new mobil 1 with supersyn, has been created so cars can use them when built in the factory.  It doesn't blow past seals or rings like the old mobil 1.  So that's why cars now get them from the factory.  The evo 8 even gets mobil 1 from the factory.||12.228.0.188||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||01-16-2004||04:25 PM||||Even Mobil 1 gets contaminated by blowby. Just try filtering that out of your oil!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.218.42.223||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||marvinmadman123||01-16-2004||05:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Even Mobil 1 gets contaminated by blowby. Just try filtering that out of your oil!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is why you still should change it on a regular basis. Gas seems to break down some oils  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000016||red91awdtalon||01-16-2004||10:46 PM||||what is this that v8's arent built to as tight of tolerances as dsm's or bmw's whatnot? maybe a car fromt the 50's-70's but ever since computers have become a factor in building and designing motors they have been always built to last as long as possable. i currently have 3 cars and a truck for towing and i run synthetic in all of them and change the oil every 2k miles. i have heard companys claiming 20k between changes, 10k between changes but the life of you car is gonna be from the cleanest best viscosity oil possable. go to synthetic and dont be cheap and change it every 2k 3k 4k whatever you want but the cleaner it is the longer your car will last. in the new rebuilt motor situation..... run regular oil not "the cheapest oil you can find" that people say.... i mean a decent oil is 2bux a quart and you only need 4 anyway for your galant and change it every 500 miles and check for leaks, metal. and i do that for every new motor i have for the first 3k miles, then go to the better oils.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000017||a_santos||01-17-2004||08:58 AM||||I second that your friend is definetly an idiot. Every oil needs to be changed. Amsoil says you can go 25000 without changing oil if you use Amsoil. I never go past 3500 between oil changes.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000018||mikeyoung00||01-17-2004||10:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong> what is this that v8's arent built to as tight of tolerances as dsm's or bmw's whatnot? maybe a car fromt the 50's-70's but ever since computers have become a factor in building and designing motors they have been always built to last as long as possable. Joe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You may be right. This idea (that current USDM V8s are not built to as tight tolerances as, say, your average Honda engine) came from a friend who does a lot of machine work. Of course V8 designs that are only now (in some cases) being replaced, designs that were most common up to a few years ago were designs that dated back to the 50s-70s. The small block chevy design was developed shortly after WWII and refined in the 50s and 60s. the block hasn't really changed a great deal since then.  Heads have evolved and new ohc engines like the Northstar and Ford's OHC engines have started replacing older pushrod designs. <br /><br />The other question is whether or not the manufacturing methods for those common pushrod v8 engines have evolved much. This is one of the many areas that lie outside my little shpere of knowledge. (More like a marble, really, given all there is to know.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ) <br /><br />Regardless of that, tolerances in your average chevy small block may very well be an order of magnitude looser than that B16A. That doesn't make it less reliable. Nor is it something that necessarily had to change much even with improved manufacturing techinques. It is simply one of many design factors that weigh cost against reliability against performance against economy of operation, etc. After all, you won't be winding that 327 out to 8 grand unless it has been blueprinted (tolerances reduced) first.<br /><br />Finally, I did not mean to imply that domestic v8s couldn't benefit just as much from synthetic oil. Just that <i>if</i> tolerances are looser, a less slippery oil might be better for break-in. But thats just a guess.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004367.cgi
A||||4||VR4coop||Opinions on this exhaust manifold style||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||01-10-2004||11:30 AM||coop529@aol.com||Wondering what everyones thoughts are on this style. Seems to be popping up alot online as a big performance mod. Does it compare to  EVO or 2G manifold? <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2453547401&category=33631" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2453547401&category=33631</a>||129.63.68.25||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||01-10-2004||11:39 AM||||that is a pace setter manifold. you could get that from summit racing for about 130.00. a few members of team nabr tested it and said that it works pretty well.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||01-10-2004||12:04 PM||||I'd buy one and test it if it were 130 bucks. I bet it'll crack' like Richard Prior.  Is there any link to the NABR test thread? I'm not cool enough to be a member of their party.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||369of1000||01-10-2004||02:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> that is a pace setter manifold. you could get that from summit racing for about 130.00. a few members of team nabr tested it and said that it works pretty well. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I looked on the summit website and couldn't find this. Is it a special order? Or did I look in the wrong spot?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||01-10-2004||04:28 PM||||I have read a thread on it. Same complaints from everyone. The paint burns right off then the header rusts. The welds are really shitty, and the quality is poor overal. And some people complained of slower spool up.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/004368.cgi
A||||1||agrabau||Width of second gear on the AWD tranny||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||01-13-2004||10:06 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||Does anyone know the width of second gear on the AWD tranny? ..or any gear for that matter? I'm interested in comparing it to the Mighty Max and then to the Starion gear widths which are 61 and 69mm wide respectively according to this site which is pretty cool I might add.. <br /><br /> <a href="http://userpages.umbc.edu/~mbowma1/projectSillion/4G63/index.html" target="_blank">Starion Drift Project</a><br /><br />Feel free to submit answers or perhaps questions that you feel may be more obscure and less important than the one I managed to ask above. <br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-13-2004||12:23 PM||||Poor fellow.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004369.cgi
A||||3||brandongvr4||Stripped Oil feed line tap ||||11||||brandongvr4||00000571
Z||000000||brandongvr4||01-13-2004||12:31 PM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||Ok, guys I think I'm fucked. I have the stock oil feed line. I was replacing the 2 copper washers on the line (the lind off the Head to the turbo). I tightened it and i think i stripped it, because on the way to work, it smelled like oil through the vents. I pop the hood and there was oil all over, the turbo was all covered in oil. So what should i do? I have the RRE stainless oil feed line but i need the little L-Fitting that goes to the oil filter. So the Head is Aluminum right? Should i plug it? <br /><br />~B~||63.80.6.4||reg||11||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-13-2004||12:36 PM||||danger danger!, if you stripped the threads off the head( for the turbo feed) you might want to pick up a helicoil repair kit, you don't want to starve the turbo of oil, and go easy with those bolts, aluminum is very temperamental in that matter, good luck.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||01-13-2004||12:38 PM||||Ooh, I feel your pain, I was almost in the same boat this w/e. <br />Is it leaking at the turbo or the head?<br />At the head, you have the option of using helicoil. That was my next step if I hadn't been able to fix my threads.<br /><br />Do a search on "oil feed line" and you'll see some of the other discussion about feeding from the housing vs. the head. Some feel it's too much pressure...yada yada.||167.142.21.179||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||Oztek||01-13-2004||10:16 PM||||Remember guys you only need to tighten that bolt down to about 12 lbs. <br /><br />That is my most hated bolt on the car.  I'm always paranoid about over-tightening the damn thing.||67.38.16.44||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum2/004370.cgi
A||||8||meng||galant gsr turbo||||11||||meng||00000837
Z||000000||meng||11-11-2003||04:54 PM||mengberserker@yahoo.com||i converted my 91 gsr into a 4g63 turbo and need 3 inch exhuast. will a 1g catback fit on my front wheel drive galant.||208.12.112.80||reg||11||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000001||akira01||11-11-2003||05:29 PM||||hey there i also own a gsr and was wondering if you would be likely to share what you did to convert it to a turbo...oh and how does it feel....thanks..||148.8.162.27||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000002||meng||11-12-2003||05:11 PM||||i got a jdm motor with a big 16g and but it togather with a gst transmission. The reason why i got all the stuff i needed was because i got a whole jdm front clip. All i needed was a 255lph fuel pump and air/fuel ratio. my galant gsr feels way stronger than my vr4 which has a super 16g and starion fmi. it literaly flys||208.12.112.69||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000003||akira01||11-12-2003||06:12 PM||||if its possible can u post up some pictures...thanks...oh and was it hard to do all that....||148.8.163.70||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000004||akira01||11-12-2003||06:14 PM||||oh and was the 255lph fuel pump and air/fuel ratio the only two things u needed....was there any other fuel management needed also....and what kind of injectors and what other things were also needed....sorry if i'm asking alot but i would also like to turbo my gsr also....thanks...||148.8.163.70||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000005||meng||11-13-2003||04:53 PM||||if you dont have a jdm front clip you need a lot of parts from a usa vr4. if you dont have all the parts, you can use eclipse or talon parts its all the same. but if you put the talon/eclipse motor in there you have to use the same n/a motor mounts that came with your car. all you need from a vr4 is the ic pipes and intake, vaccuam hoses. its a rather easy job its just like a motor swap. oh yeah you need a turbo ecu too. if u convert it to turbo you need to change the fuel pump or it will run like shit and you need fuel management. if i have the time i will post some pics.||208.12.112.60||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000006||akira01||11-13-2003||05:14 PM||||thanks for the info...and where did u get ur jdm clip from....||148.8.162.27||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000007||silly4turbo||11-14-2003||12:31 PM||||any pic's of the gsr turbo conversion ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000008||tikibeast||01-06-2004||02:42 AM||||quite facinated (sp?)...any new info?||4.62.191.90||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes



ubb/Forum2/004371.cgi
A||||2||brandongvr4||Oil housing removal||||11||||brandongvr4||00000571
Z||000000||brandongvr4||01-13-2004||12:47 PM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||Hey guys, is it hard to take the Oil Housing off? Do they have a Vfaq for it? How long should i take? What should i look out for?<br /><br />~B~||63.80.6.4||reg||11||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-13-2004||01:00 PM||||first, take off all belts and pulleys, the top motor mount, after that the front timing cover, held by a lot od 10mm bolts, once you have the cover off you should be able to see all the bolts that hold that thing in place, 3 of them are visible in plain sight, the last one is hidden under the cover, that's why you have to go thru all the trouble of taking it off, good luck.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||01-13-2004||05:04 PM||||You can do a search for more detailed information, it has been dicussed before.  You will need to remove the water pump and AC belt.  You don't need to pull the mount, it makes it a bit easier, but is do-able with the mount on.<br />-Drain oil<br />-Loosen alt/H2O belt<br />-loosen AC belt<br />-remove crank pulley, aka harmonic dampner<br />-do something with coolant lines, they will leak, I'm not sure how much, my coolant was drained when I removed mine.<br />-There are 3 exposed bolts, 1 is behind the timing belt cover, you can drill a hole through the cover to get the last one, again easier than removing the whole cover.<br />-the housing should come off, it may need a little convincing though||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/004372.cgi
A||||8||DsmSeifer||Can any one weld cast?||||1||||DsmSeifer||00002241
Z||000000||DsmSeifer||01-13-2004||01:15 PM||dsmseifer@hotmail.com||I broke part of the flange and #4 runner off of my turbonetics cast manifold. I was wondering if there is anyway to repair it or if I just need to buy a new one.||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-13-2004||01:27 PM||||cast stuff can be welded but that's going to be one tough project.  Best bet is to find someone who really knows their stuff or you'll be getting a new one anyway when the repair cracks.<br /><br />Good luck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||DsmSeifer||01-13-2004||01:53 PM||||Well I supose I'll just buy a new and save myself a headache. I didn't think it could but I was hopeing. But the manifolds have gone to 475ish which is alot less than what I paid a few years back.||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000003||G-GSX Turbo||01-13-2004||03:29 PM||||<b>DSM Seifer</b> I take it you're running a T3/T4.<br /><br />What are the specs on the turbo?<br /><br />Do you have a website or pics?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000004||DsmSeifer||01-13-2004||04:31 PM||||Actuall I'm useing a Hahn super 20G turbo because it spools faster than my old T3 (this is on my 2G eclipse by the way) Alot of people have spoken badly about the Hahn turbo's but mine even before I added an external waste gate was great I'd have 15PSI by about 3300 RPM.||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000005||G-GSX Turbo||01-13-2004||07:27 PM||||Hmm,that's interesting. What was the T3 exactly?<br /><br />I am curious to see how this responds.... I'll be pulling the 14B off tonight, hopefully have it sorted out and running some time tomorrow....<br /><br />I know two friends that had the "Super" Series, one a 16, the other a 20 and both were very lazy. The guy with the 20G traded for my car and as soon as I got it I took the turbo off and sold it.<br /><br />The guy with the 16G got a DSM link and added a considerable amount of timing between 2,000-4,000 and got his to spool much better.<br /><br />It all boils down to the tune, I guess.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000006||curtis||01-13-2004||09:18 PM||||You have to heat the cast up in an oven then weld with a high nickel rod then put it back in the oven and let it cool very slowly there are places that do this. Probably be about 40 or 50 to have done.||65.54.98.18||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||gvr4x2||01-13-2004||09:19 PM||||Where are you located.  I have welded cast manifolds before.  I am in Arlington, MA. - MIke||24.218.147.224||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||01-14-2004||12:21 AM||||I will be attempting to get a crack in a block for my race car welded soon, and the welder said he needed to do it just like Curtis said for best results.||65.73.152.182||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/004373.cgi
A||||3||V8EATER||TT question||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||01-13-2004||01:32 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||concerning the Greddy Turbo Timer, how does everyone have theirs hooked up?  Obviously with the factory alarm, this complicates things somewhat.  I'm just wondering, do you have it hardwired in, or did you use the harness?  This is becoming a PITA having to let the car run with the keys still in it.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-13-2004||01:35 PM||||Just get the harness, hook up the wire to the ebrake like it says and you're good to go. Nothing tricky at all.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||01-13-2004||04:04 PM||||that is what i was hoping to hear. the vfaq says that if you have a factory alarm, that you have to go cutting and splicing and soldering.  but, if i don't have to, cool.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000003||DsmSeifer||01-13-2004||04:27 PM||||Actually they make a harness for cars with alarmes (such as mine) If you need the greddy # let me know I can get it for you. <br />P.S. its the same as a 1G with alarm.||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum2/004374.cgi
A||||5||Z-1 Jon||did 3G lifters...PITA||||1||||Z-1 Jon||00002656
Z||000000||Z-1 Jon||01-13-2004||01:48 PM||jrotaryb@hotmail.com||ok, I went to the shop this weekend to put the new lifters in w/ the mechanic and some other small stuff (flush and fill coolant for winter, rotate tires etc...). everything was going SO smoothly bc everything is new, the motor only has 3K on it (used my old head w/ original lifters) so the valve cover gasket etc...was all new.  Once apart we went to loosen the cams to get out the lifters and I notice my timing belt is scarred on the inner edge BIG time!!  so, now I had to find out what it was rubbing on and swap belts (hehe had a new extra one).  It's a good thing we found this bc a portion of the belt was majorly chewed...turns out when the motor was assembled someone put in a slightly longer bolt in just the right location for the oil pan and the T-belt was rubbing it...under the lower timing cover it was all gooped up with the belt shavings and a bit of grease, nasty!!  so, we cleaned everything out, got the right bolt in the oil pan and threw in a new timing belt and set the car to spec...GRRRRR, ok just had to vent!!  car runs like a champ now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-13-2004||01:51 PM||||but the lifters were easy right  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Just the belt was bad.  Good thing you caught it though!||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||01-13-2004||03:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Z-1 Jon:<br /><strong> I noticed my timing belt is scarred on the inner edge BIG time!!  so, now I had to find out what it was rubbing on and swap belts </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When you installed the oil pan, you might not have installed the 10mm oil pan bolts in order.  <br />The <b>SHORTEST</b> ones are to be installed uner the crank pulley.  10 bucks says you have a long 10mm bolt under the crank pulley and it's rubbing on the <b>NEW timing belt</b> you just installed.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||01-13-2004||03:07 PM||||Okay.. my bad <b> BIG TIME </b>    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />I owe you 10 bucks for not reading the whole fokking post.  You did find  long bolt in the wrong place. Glad you found it before throwing the belt!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />G-||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||01-13-2004||09:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> but the lifters were easy right   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I helped a friend install his lifters, and I thought it was pretty easy.  Well, it was easier for me than it was for me... for once having small hands and stubby fingers came in useful!  So all you guys with gorilla paws out there might wanna find someone younger/smaller to help out when installing lifters.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||Z-1 Jon||01-14-2004||09:57 AM||||The lifters were incredibly easy since we took the cams out (hey, the gears and all were coming off do to the belt we just lifted the cams out).  the lifters went in without trouble in just a few minutes and even on these extremely cold mornings on long island I haven't heard the slightest bit of lifter tick - also, the car has a LOT more pull up top since the old lifters were pulling timing through the knock sensor...so, new lifters, new T-belt, coolant flush/fill and tire rotation.  all in all a productive saturday   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   next week = alignment and fix a couple of small oil leaks from the rebuild (rear line, must pull turbo...ARGHHH)  hehe||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
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A||||8||geoff@machv||GVR-4 Transmission problem solved :)||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||01-11-2004||02:07 PM||geoff@machv.com||I just want to thank autobahntom for going above and beyond the call of duty in helping me resolve the clutch engagement issue with my GVR-4.<br /><br />Here's what happened....<br />I bought the car from Tom a couple of months ago.  We installed a new flywheel with a 6 puck sprung Competition Clutch package with new T/O bearing.  For some time I was having a very BIG problem with the fact that the clutch wanted to engage right off of the floor.  So a bud of mine @ JBA Mitsu took a look at the car. [Took him 3 f*cking weeks to get to it] He opened up seperated the tranny from the block, and replaced the clutch fork, and the pivot ball.  That made a "little" difference but the problem still persisted. <br />   So I read up on the issue and started to replace problematic parts.  LAST MONTH we replaced the clutch master cylinder, the clutch slave cylinder, the slave cylinder rod, and bleb the system.  A "little" better, but still not good enough.   At this point I'm reserved to the fact that we will have to change out the clutch pedal assembly    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   .   Autobahntom suggests that we first try and re-bleed the system with shop tools rather than physically bleeding it.   So Friday nite we get down and dirty and bleed the system.. WHEW!! you can't imagine all the air bubbles that were pulled by the system!!!!!<br /> In any case, on the way back home, the problem cropped up again!!!!   [FUCK]  Now I'm reserved to the fact that I'll probably need a new fucking tranny!!!!  I start calling contacts trying to line up a tranny... tom beeps in and recommends that we pull down the trasnny and look look at the clutch assembly to see if anything is a little "off"    Well    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    a little "off" is a fucking understatement !!!!!!  As SOON as we pull the tranny back from the block, we can clearly see that the clutch DISC is coming apart from it's rivets!!!!  The dual clutch spings have separated, and the smaller springs have wedged themselves in between the clutch disc and the fucking fingers on the pressure plate thus preventing proper engagement/disengagement.  <br /><br />I WISH I had pics to show you guys, but I was running short on time.  Not only did the disc start to fall apart,  but because the disc wasn't operating properly, the rivets on the disc wore into the fucking pressure plate on one side and the flywheel on the other side!!!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /><br />Well, needless to say, I'm really pissed that it happened!! More-so cause we in the northeast are going thru a cold spell. [singe digits] If I hadve gotten stuck on the side of the road, I couldve frozen to death waiting for a  <b>got-damned </b> <i> [misspelled on purpose]</i> flatbed!!!<br /><br />Thanks to Tom   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   for coming thru with a slightly used OEM clutch and P/P assembly   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  to hold me over til I get this issue resolved. <br />I have heard that most aftermarket clutch manufacturers with clutch discs, So I <b>don't</b> want to assume that Competition Clutch is putting out <br />a shitty product.  I'm gonna talk with Dan [Mach V] and Comp clutch about this issue.  <br />Right now, I'm out a clutch/pressure plate and T/O bearing and not too happy about it.  <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||henrok||01-12-2004||04:01 PM||||damn why peepll always weary about there spellin , as loung as u understand i think short cuts are good less (short hand) space to take up.  so it should be encouraged.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||01-12-2004||04:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> damn why peepll always weary about there spellin , as loung as u understand i think short cuts are good less (short hand) space to take up.  so it should be encouraged. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your post is a perfect example of why people should take the time to spell things out correctly.  And I <b>think</b> you're trying to say that short hand typing is better?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||01-13-2004||11:41 AM||||Sorry, but to me proper grammar, spelling and punctuation are a gauge of your seriousness in me being interested in your subject.  If you are not committed enough to your subject to tell me clearly what you want me to hear/know, then why should I read/listen or bother responding?<br /><br />(This does not apply to your post above Geoff)||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||GrocMax||01-13-2004||02:37 PM||||Word.||209.151.115.252||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||01-13-2004||02:57 PM||||Thanks Henrok for trying to provide useful info on writing a post. <br /><br />But I'm 37 years old.  I don't have time to figure out a lazy shorthanded way of typing<br />a thread.  It's non-professional, and it LOOKS childish.  Not everyone wants to see alpha-numerical jargon, that most likley will take a minute to decipher.  <br /><br />If you look at most other boards <br />[Beside's this one and NABR] Half the kids can't spell to save their lives.   Wonder what they're doing in school when they should be learning proper grammer<br /><br />Ya' na-mean fam? <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||01-13-2004||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> Word. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And it's  <b> wurd </b> not WORD     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <i>at least that's what the youngins tell me</i>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <br /><br /><br />How have you been Grocmax, I haven't seen you since the early days of <b> ga.dsm.org </b><br /><br /><br />G-||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||01-13-2004||04:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> Word. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And it's  <b> wurd </b> not WORD      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <i>at least that's what the youngins tell me</i>    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     <br /><br /><br />How have you been Grocmax, I haven't seen you since the early days of <b> ga.dsm.org </b><br /><br /><br />G- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You n00bs... its "werd".  Aight?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000008||GVR4458||01-13-2004||06:06 PM||||On Topic:<br /><br />I had an RPS 2400 (stage II or something like that) give out at about 70 mph.  It had only been in for about 8000 miles when it gave up.  It really screwed up my tranny (bent forks and shot synchros).  I still haven't getten it back to what it was before that.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes



ubb/Forum2/004376.cgi
A||||4||NUMBER11||HELP ME SET UP MY AEM AND I'LL GIVE YOU FREE STUFF!!!||||1||||Peter Q||00002942
Z||000000||NUMBER11||01-06-2004||10:46 AM||Pete@everydayband.com||HEY ALL OUT THERE...I'M HAVING A HELL OF A TIME SETTING UP MY VR4'S AEM. AND I HAVE ALL THIS INTERIOR STUFF THAT I WON'T BE NEEDING CAUSE I'M GONNA STRIP IT ALL OUT. SO IF ANYONE'S INTERESTED I HAVE THE REAR SEATS AND PASSENGER SEAT. ( DRIVERS SOLD ) YET AND THE CARPET...( PERFECT ) ALL MY INTERIOR PEICES EXCEPT THE COMMON CRAPPY STEERING WHEEL ARE GREAT SO IF ANYONE IS INTERESTED PLEASE LET ME KNOW EITHER HERE OR AT PETE9339@HOTMAIL.COM <br />THANKS <br />PETE<br /><br />92VR4 #11<br />REBULILT 6 BOLT<br />ROSS PISTONS<br />EAGLE RODS<br />KNIFEEDGED CRANK<br />FIDANZA FLYWHEEL<br />FIDANZA CAM GEARS<br />HKS CAMS<br />ARP HEAD, ROD BOLTS<br />750CC INJECTORS<br />SUPRA FUEL PUMP<br />AEROMOTIVE FPR<br />LSD REAR END<br />22*4.5 FRONT MOUNT. <br />TIAL BOV<br />.56 TRIM 680HP RATED PTE TURBO<br />95 PORTED MANIFOLD<br />OVERSIZED VALVES<br />AEM STANDALONE<br />AEM WIDEBAND O2 SENSOR<br />AEM 3 BAR MAP SENSOR<br />AND A TON OF OTHER THINGS I CAN'T REMEMBER!!!||141.151.19.110||reg||1||Peter Q||00002942||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||01-06-2004||12:40 PM||||Still need more specs then that. Whats your compression ratio? What hks cams? The turbo you talk about would that be the PTE scm61? If so is it mitsu flange? If so what A/R is it, .48 or .63? Stock intake manifold? What kind of laptop are you using? There are more things then just the suposid "plug and play" about the AEM stand alone. I know of someone who just put it in his car, and I have another friend with about the same setup as you do. I can talk with them and get back to you if you wish.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-06-2004||04:57 PM||||I cant help since you post in CAPS||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||01-06-2004||07:33 PM||||Are you asking for help in making all the connections or getting it to run with a baseline map (which it doesn't usually come with). <br /><br />If you're looking for a baseline map or pinout for the Galant VR4 go to <a href="http://forum.aempower.com/bbs/login.php" target="_blank">http://forum.aempower.com/bbs/login.php</a> and register (you'll need some codes from your AEM box). Do a search for Mitsubishi and whichever version of the AEM you are using. There are many baseline maps that you would be able to chose through just look for the one with the same/similar mods that your car has. <br /><br />If you can't find the map or pinout let me know and I might be able to get one for you from AEM directly.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-07-2004||02:35 AM||||Hey Im interested in the rear seat. Im in virginia. give me an email at dontsleeponthevr4@yahoo.com thanks<br /><br />Mike||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes



ubb/Forum2/004377.cgi
A||||3||4gasmGGSX||gsx turbo conversion||||1||||4gasmGGSX||00003254
Z||000000||4gasmGGSX||01-13-2004||11:13 PM||eclipgsx22@aol.com||What all do you need to make a GGSX a turbo GGSX. I know the 4g63t motor. But what else. Cause i am swicthing everything over and i think i have everything. More info the better, Thanks B BLAKE||64.12.97.9||reg||1||4gasmGGSX||00003254||yes
Z||000001||G-GSX Turbo||01-13-2004||11:15 PM||||I just completed this on mine. PM me and I'll give you the run down of what I had to do.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000002||mistaVR4||01-17-2004||12:36 AM||||Hey,<br /><br />  I have a gauge in-lays for your car I think?? , There really nice!! silver face plate with blue/green mph, and all other tick marks,  background stays black. I paid $30 shipped. would sell much CHEAPER if you guy's are interested?<br /><br />They go to 140 mph.<br /><br />Steve||198.81.26.43||reg||2||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000003||G-GSX Turbo||01-17-2004||09:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mistaVR4:<br /><strong> Hey,<br /><br />  I have a gauge in-lays for your car I think?? , There really nice!! silver face plate with blue/green mph, and all other tick marks,  background stays black. I paid $30 shipped. would sell much CHEAPER if you guy's are interested?<br /><br />They go to 140 mph.<br /><br />Steve </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pics?<br /><br />I have a phantom boost guage in the car now but it only goes to 20psi and I could easily get a 30 psi Ultra-Lite||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum2/004378.cgi
A||||5||mistaVR4||TB VACUUM LINES?||||4||||mistaVR4||00003068
Z||000000||mistaVR4||01-14-2004||01:14 AM||tassap1@aol.com||Hey there,<br /><br />  What needs to be done to remove the vacuum lines from the throttle body?  With a manual boost controller I removed the boost control solenoid and plugged up all the other outlets those hoses were running to on the uicp and air can. I also have two more solenoids up on the firewall that connect the vacuum hosing to the throttle body,fuel pressure regulator, fiav, and egr valve. I know all that is for emissions purposes, but can I plug any of those up without an egr blockoff plate??<br /><br />Any input appreciated!<br /><br />Thanks, Steve<br />484/1000||198.81.26.43||reg||4||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||01-14-2004||02:17 AM||||Check this out: <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a>||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||mistaVR4||01-14-2004||10:46 AM||||Thanks man,<br /><br />  That's exactly what I'm looking for.<br /><br />Steve||162.18.75.91||reg||10||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-14-2004||10:54 AM||||you're in Boulder? What color is you GVR4?||162.18.115.118||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||mistaVR4||01-14-2004||04:59 PM||||Hey Chris,<br /><br /> We've met, I'm Keiths friend Steve. I have a Grey 92' just got it back with a JDM engine swap, starting to do some stage 1 mods.<br /><br />See ya round'  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Steve<br />484/1000||162.18.75.91||reg||11||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||01-14-2004||06:07 PM||||oh i gotcha.  Email me if you ever want to hook up. I live right by that Conoco that we met at I think.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004379.cgi
A||||18||anomalyva||Are all GVR4's ABS?||||1||||anomalyva||00003197
Z||000000||anomalyva||01-14-2004||08:48 AM||requiemofanomaly@speedpost.net||I am having trouble finding an answer for this.  As well has anyone gone from ABS to non-ABS?||164.65.132.64||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-14-2004||08:52 AM||||all GVR4s are ABS but some people have removed it. Search for ABS removal and I bet you'll get some specifics||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||01-14-2004||09:38 AM||||I've driven my daily driver for about one year with the ABS fuse removed. (actually need to unbolt the big ABS fuse to avoid a fluctuating idle)  Only problem: had to cover the dash ABS light with black tape.  Since I'm a perfect driver  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  , no problems braking so far.||24.148.23.215||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-14-2004||10:01 AM||||our abs is only 2 channel, and not very good.  i DID get it to work once, in a pure panic stop.    since our brakes are a tandem system, i dont think 3 channel(very common now) would work.  of course, the best is 4 channel.||64.240.175.49||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||01-14-2004||10:43 AM||||Of course it isn't <i>that</i> hard to pull the cluster and remove the ABS lamp.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Kikwear||01-14-2004||11:18 AM||||Why would you want to remove the ABS?||66.73.171.158||reg||1||Kikwear||00003109||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||01-14-2004||11:38 AM||||because our 2 channel ABS sucks||162.18.115.118||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||01-14-2004||12:02 PM||||It takes like 2 minutes to pull the gauge cluster and pop out that pesky light.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000008||sleepyvr4||01-14-2004||01:44 PM||||I had a 93 vtec prelude and the abs on THAT sucked.  I got the go-lant and I feel it is far superior to the early 90's hondas.  The cycle on the hondas is sooo slow and the brake pedal hits the floor after 3-4 thumps.  My mitsu stays straight in the snow when braking.  I don't think it's abs sucks.  Does anyone know how much weight is eliminated by the whole abs system removal?||63.67.120.78||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||01-14-2004||01:47 PM||||Speaking of Preludes, I saw an AWS Prelude crab-walking down the highway a few weeks ago.  lol||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||V8EATER||01-14-2004||01:52 PM||||somewhere around 18 lbs, with computer.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000011||MX4||01-14-2004||07:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> I've driven my daily driver for about one year with the ABS fuse removed. (actually need to unbolt the big ABS fuse to avoid a fluctuating idle)  Only problem: had to cover the dash ABS light with black tape.  Since I'm a perfect driver   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   , no problems braking so far. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bob, Any chance you can breifly describe what fuse it is? I have brake problems that I think is ABS and I want to see if they still happen when I disconnect ABS. Cheers mate, Ryan, NZ||202.180.83.6||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||01-14-2004||07:07 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001727" target="_blank">relevent page</a> and <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search" target="_blank">this helps too.</a>||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||MX4||01-15-2004||05:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001727" target="_blank">relevent page</a> and <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search" target="_blank">this helps too.</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanjs brudda||202.180.83.6||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000014||TheJackalGT||01-15-2004||04:04 PM||||my light has been on every since i bought the car, it doesnt work thats for sure, but its no big deal, kind of annoying to look at.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000015||coop||01-15-2004||04:35 PM||||a little racing story. Hon Stuck ran a car about six years ago( foctory stock ) at a test day. one lap with the abs off and another with it on. He lost 6 seconds with it on. It is a good tool if you do not have good pedal feel and feeling for your car. Other than that it is a pita.||64.12.97.9||reg||13||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||04:42 PM||||My ABS has only gone off once, when it shouldn't have.  I was cruising downtown on a warm, dry afternoon when a cop cuts me off and I slam on the brakes to avoid slamming into his bumper.  Not once did I feel any tire slip, yet almost immediately I could feel the ABS hammering away, and each pulse of the brakes brought me ever closer to his bumper...<br /><br />In all the rainy slick weather we get here in Oregon, it has never once gone off when "proper" to do so, not that I do a lot of panic braking, but you get the idea.  Our Suburban also has a shitty 2 channel ABS that I consider more of a liability than a safety feature.  Our '03 Passat has an advanced 4 channel setup that adapts to different braking situations, and it's fucking sweet.<br /><br />I'm looking forward to 18 lbs. of paperweight on my desk after my GVR4 goes through a safety induced diet.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||Yao||01-15-2004||05:34 PM||||When my car was new back in 92, The ABS would kick in everytime I pull into the parking spot and about scared me half to death with it.  This 2 channel thing really sucks.  Dealer told me it was just a little sensitive, but I don't buy it.  As time goes on, it got "less sensitive" but once in a while would scare the shit out of me.||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000018||GrocMax||01-15-2004||06:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Yao:<br /><strong> When my car was new back in 92, The ABS would kick in everytime I pull into the parking spot and about scared me half to death with it.  This 2 channel thing really sucks.  Dealer told me it was just a little sensitive, but I don't buy it.  As time goes on, it got "less sensitive" but once in a while would scare the shit out of me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is caused by an out of spec wheel sensor, a damaged tone wheel, crusty connector/wiring, or too much gap between the sensor and tone wheel. The signal wave form has poor definition (amplitude) at low frequencies and the ABS ECU thinks that wheel is locked up. Applies to ALL ABS   systems that use 2 wire magnetic sensors. <br /><br />Blame the system!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.151.116.167||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes



ubb/Forum2/004380.cgi
A||||5||DuckButterRacing DSM||leaking some thing and a lot of it.||||1||||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-14-2004||11:24 AM||Kholland@gwcvalve.com||I looked under my car last night to see how much oil i was leaking from the oil return line off the turbo.  That is when i noticed there was Gear oil on the ground.  I never saw it leak out of anything but there were 2 lines (im going to guess at AWS) that ran from the engine bay back towards the rear end that were caked in this stuff.  So my questions is, is that part of the AWS becuase if it is its coming out when i put in my 4 bolt. And if its not part of it, what is it?<br /><br />Thanks||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-14-2004||12:54 PM||||4WS uses ATF fluid.  When it gets low your 4WS lamp will light on the cluster.  It's very likely that it is leaking.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-14-2004||01:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> 4WS uses ATF fluid.  When it gets low your 4WS lamp will light on the cluster.  It's very likely that it is leaking. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">humm... well the fluid on the ground was deffintly gear oil, very thick, greenish color, smelt like gear oil too.   I hope my tranny isnt leaking now too.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||01-14-2004||01:35 PM||||Mine did a lot, changed both seals part # md707184 and md719710, about $20 for both, the difficult one is the driver side seal, you have to take off the transfer case to get to it.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-14-2004||01:53 PM||||well if it is the seals ill just replace them when i get my new clutch.  Thanks for the part numbers||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||01-14-2004||02:03 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/004394.cgi
A||||5||thon||Chassis similarities||||1||||thon||00000613
Z||000000||thon||01-15-2004||02:30 PM||thon@optonline.net||Do any of the following models share suspension (namely coilover (struts/shocks + springs)) with the GVR-4? I'm trying to do some research on coilovers with a contact in Japan.<br /><br />Mitsubishi Galant EC-5W<br />Lancer CD9A<br />Virage CS5A<br />Savrin<br />Evolution 7<br /><br />I know its a longshot, but im trying to find other options than JIC, which imho are not quite up to part quality wise, and their US staff (atleast of a few years ago) are thieves.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000001||drew||01-15-2004||04:59 PM||||none of those should work.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||01-15-2004||05:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thon:<br /><strong> Do any of the following models share suspension (namely coilover (struts/shocks + springs)) with the GVR-4? I'm trying to do some research on coilovers with a contact in Japan.<br /><br />Mitsubishi Galant EC-5W<br />Lancer CD9A<br />Virage CS5A<br />Savrin<br />Evolution 7<br /><br />I know its a longshot, but im trying to find other options than JIC, which imho are not quite up to part quality wise, and their US staff (atleast of a few years ago) are thieves.<br /><br />thon </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ummm according to quite a few people I know who worked for JIC it wasn't the staff but the management shizing people out of money for commission and hours worked.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||01-15-2004||05:42 PM||||Almost forgot but the only company that did or has made stuff for our cars is a company by the name of KG/MM or the like they had a set of springs and struts also apparently coilovers but according to their site when I looked like 4 months ago it all listed as "discontinued".<br /><br />There is another coilover type that pops up on yahoo auctions japan but is WAAAAY pricey.<br /><br />When I looked the closest I could find to even remotely affordable $1k and under is the hotbits ones I put up in the for sale section.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||drew||01-15-2004||07:14 PM||||What about TEIN?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||sti_95imp||01-15-2004||09:14 PM||||tein makes the type HA coil over for the gvr4. i think the evoI-evoIII share the same suspnsion as the galant/1g tel's. im not sure on that one, but im pretty sure. also tein makes the dirtra "coil over" actually a strut/spring set up / designed for dirt trials or rally cross. should be a very streetable set up.  also if the early evos use the same suspension, then the gravel damper from tein is also an option. apexi makes a coilover for the galant but i personally think its way over priced.||68.190.198.81||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes



ubb/Forum2/004382.cgi
A||||20||GVR-4||Valve cover stuck||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||01-14-2004||02:32 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||How do you guys get the valve cover off the head? Mine's stuck on there pretty good and I don't want to pry on it for fear of damaging it or the head. Yes all the bolts are out.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-14-2004||02:37 PM||||5lb hammer.  that will do the trick   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   But really, i just get a rubber mallet and hit the corners of it to brake it loose.||66.122.13.62||reg||10||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||01-14-2004||02:38 PM||||lots of patience and elbow grease.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||01-14-2004||03:06 PM||||You can use a screwdriver and a hammer.......<br /><br /><br />You wont damage the head if you insert the screwdriver between the valve cover and the <b>rubber half moon crescent</b> that is to the right of your CAS...... <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||TurboVR4dr||01-14-2004||03:25 PM||||Hit it with a hammer real hard.   Then buy one of my extras.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000005||HHIVR4||01-14-2004||03:26 PM||||try and tap if (not too hard) with a wood or rubber mallet..it should loosen it up...||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000006||Z-1 Jon||01-14-2004||04:21 PM||||I just had to take mine off my brand new rebuild to upgrade to 3G lifters, thankfully I used a new gaskets everywhere for the motor and it came right off  after 3K miles   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||01-14-2004||04:26 PM||||Thanks for all the responses. Prying up at the half moon plug with a 3/4" wide chisel did the trick. The half moon is toast, but better that than the cover or head. Thanks again guys.<br /><br />Now, what should I use to strip the valve cover?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||01-14-2004||04:27 PM||||there is no easy way to get it off.  and, be careful, cause you will nick the head, and it will leak.  use hylomar on both sides of the new gaskets, it will absolutely seal, and the next time it will come right off.||64.240.175.49||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||01-14-2004||04:28 PM||||Where do I get this Hylomar, Ken?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||AWDpower||01-14-2004||06:04 PM||||"Now, what should I use to strip the valve cover?"<br /><br />Do you mean strip the paint off? <br /><br />I've discovered that gasket remover spray works great. Spray it, let it sit for a couple minutes, and the paint will bubble off. You can then litetally rinse the paint off with a garden hose.||63.203.76.244||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||01-14-2004||07:10 PM||||Aircraft stripper works well, also.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||GVR-4||01-14-2004||10:32 PM||||Thanks again guys. Yeah, I meant the paint. I don't want to damage the magnesium valve cover.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000013||geoff@machv||01-15-2004||04:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Aircraft stripper works well, also. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There you go!!!<br /><br />I bought a gallon of that stuff, poured it into a deep tray, and sunk 4 valve covers into it.   <br />Came back after like 30 mins, and ALL THE PAINT literally feel off of the covers.    Good stuff!<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000014||snwbrd40oz||01-19-2004||05:35 PM||||Not to hijack the post, but what should I do if the irresponsible asshole that owned this car before me used heavy duty gasket glue? I can't get it to break loose at all (tried hitting it witha rubber hammer, and prying at the half moon) I cant get anything btw anywhere else (mostly for fear of nicking something. HELP!!!!!!||65.100.165.64||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000015||ken inn||01-19-2004||05:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Where do I get this Hylomar, Ken? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hylomar is a silicon type of sealant.  pep boys or someplace like them will have equivalent stuff.  great stuff, seals but comes right off.||64.240.175.56||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||01-19-2004||10:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kevin:<br /><strong> Not to hijack the post, but what should I do if the irresponsible asshole that owned this car before me used heavy duty gasket glue? I can't get it to break loose at all (tried hitting it witha rubber hammer, and prying at the half moon) I cant get anything btw anywhere else (mostly for fear of nicking something. HELP!!!!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you're getting desperate, try running a line looped through the spark plug holes and up into the rafters of the garage and yank on it a bit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   While praying... I mean prying.  Maybe not.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||Ska-TAY||01-19-2004||11:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Aircraft stripper works well, also. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.blulightning.com/" target="_blank">http://www.blulightning.com/</a>||24.209.125.217||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000018||snwbrd40oz||01-19-2004||11:23 PM||||thanks for the help guys. I found the best tool for the job was just some good old fashioned Irish rage. Now that I have it off, is it alright to use engine degreaser on the underside to clean it up? I know I'll have to rinse it well, but are there any bad affects that I dont know about?||65.100.165.64||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||01-19-2004||11:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ska-TAY:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Aircraft stripper works well, also. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.blulightning.com/" target="_blank">http://www.blulightning.com/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://static.zoovy.com/img/bluelightning/W180-H180-B000000/turbo_12oz" alt=" - " /> <br />Hmm... turbo polish.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||ken inn||01-20-2004||08:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kevin:<br /><strong> thanks for the help guys. I found the best tool for the job was just some good old fashioned Irish rage. Now that I have it off, is it alright to use engine degreaser on the underside to clean it up? I know I'll have to rinse it well, but are there any bad affects that I dont know about? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yah.  if you dont REALLY clean the degreaser off, it will leave pockets of the stuff behind the sheet metal cover, and when you put it back, it will mix with your oil.  besides, i dont think anything short of an acid bath will take it all off.  the alternative is to buy a used one from pontarolo.  i think he polishes his on the inside.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004395.cgi
A||||4||mistaVR4||Drive shaft carrier bearings??||||5||||mistaVR4||00003068
Z||000000||mistaVR4||01-15-2004||04:05 PM||tassap1@aol.com||Hey all,<br /><br />  I just took my driveshaft out and I'm having new carrier bearings pressed on, I'm wondering if I should fill them with silicon before I put the drive shaft back on? Is this a good thing to do to reinforce the bearings even more? or is it not necessary with brand new bearings?  pros - cons?<br /><br />Thanks, Steve  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||162.18.75.91||reg||5||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||04:35 PM||||If the stockers lasted this long, then I would think that new replacements would last plenty long.  While you could very much be correct in that adding silicon could reinforce the bearings to extend their life even further, you run the risk of not applying the silicon evenly all around the bearing, leading to even worse driveshaft vibration due to an inbalanced bearing.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||mistaVR4||01-15-2004||05:11 PM||||Makes sense, I think I'll leave as is.<br /><br />Thanks for the info Jon.||162.18.75.91||reg||14||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000003||madgvr4||01-15-2004||05:27 PM||||Just wondering how much those suckers are and did you just get them at mitsu or another place.||207.69.32.252||reg||1||madgvr4||00002369||yes
Z||000004||mistaVR4||01-15-2004||06:03 PM||||I bought 'em from Mitsu. With CoDSM club discount I paid $55 each normally $85-90. and another $50 under the counter to the shop technician for installation on the shaft itself. Pretty good deal!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.75.91||reg||4||mistaVR4||00003068||yes



ubb/Forum2/004384.cgi
A||||9||1420mark||TCE brakes ||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||11-28-2003||01:01 AM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||Fantastic service is what I got !!!  Coming soon-   a basic fact sheet to help Todd from repeating his educational efforts . <br />Also help people make confident purchases  of TCE/Wilwood upgrades.   Every time a customer for a brake set comes along  they basically need a course to allow them to understand .  same is true w/ other companies turbo sales.Problem is people tend NOT to like to study - they want to be told answers<br /><br /> efficiently designed BRAKE fact sheet is coming along soon.||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||number3||11-28-2003||08:22 AM||||Very good.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||curtis||11-28-2003||10:17 AM||||cool||67.25.37.212||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||drew||11-28-2003||10:59 AM||||sweet.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||number3||01-10-2004||12:49 PM||||How are we coming with the fact sheet?  I am really interested in further brake upgrades.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||number3||01-14-2004||01:27 PM||||BUMP!<br /><br />BTW this is as technical section as it gets...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||01-14-2004||02:23 PM||||Talking about brake upgrades. I am in the process of investigating what may be the most unlikely brake caliper graft. A caliper from a Toyota FJ40. It is a true 4 piston caliper, and is made to go on a rotor slightly larger then ours. They are really cheap. I will keep you guys posted on my progress. <br /><br />I would also like the know the results of the fact sheet. If my project does not work out, I would most likely go with the TCE brakes.<br /><br />One question I have is how does the displacement of our master cylinder match up with the new calipers from the TCE kit? Would a brake proportioning valve help direct more force to the front brakes? And does the TCE kit require more effort to operate?||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||1420mark||01-14-2004||08:24 PM||||ok ok , I am not looking to create a scene for flame throwing and controversy but a general  overview of the principles in brake upgrades . So when you do go shopping and maybe talk to Todd  you will be able to make the most of your time and not waste his  as I did .  I needed a whole education on brakes to grasp what I was considering buying and decide if it was what I wanted .  <br /> so , view the following  understanding I will be editiing it - the point - here is what I have so far <br /> Todd  at TCE gave me such a great comprhensive short course in brakes , I felt others may find it a good start point in discovering where they are  and where they could go - in field of brake upgrades.   The fact is there are any number of variables in the equation - there can be two totally different looking  brake packages  and they end up at the same end point . look at the list of all the variables .from the street up to the master cylinder.<br /><br />1. TIRES,  if you have really sticky rubber and brake upgrade will  provide provide shorter stopping distances as the brake clamp force can haul you down from speeds super fast without the traction breaking away into a skid. Converesley , hard slick rubber tires will probably break away a long time before you would like them to , with the stock brakes you have.<br />2. WHEELS.   unsprung wieght is a factor .  going bigger brake rotors  requires more space behind the  wheel so , bigger wheels are  a given in most rotor size increases.<br />3.CALIPERS .  lots of sub categories , read on<br />4.BRAKE  PADS.  how sticky, heat tolerant, wear character<br />5.  ROTOR - diameter, thickness, slotting ,cross drilled, vented<br />6. MASTER CYLINDER- piston size , front /rear bias emphasis, fluid type<br /><br />   look at two brake packages with fairly different parts.  as  you examine each corresponding part in the two systems  - you should grasp what is going on as a total .<br />1 . TCE/Wilwood GVR4 upgrade<br />    13. inch rotor<br />    wilwood FSL  4 piston ( 2 opposing)<br />  A.  The area of the 1.38" diameter (or 1.375 really) is<br />    sq" in"2.97<br />    Pi x R2  or .688 x .688 x 3.14159 x 2= 2.97sq.in"  <br />         1.38" diameter<br />              for clamping force calculation - use total of surface from one side <br />              of caliper in other words - count only one piston in each opposing <br />               pair clamping from both sides is equals clamping from one side<br />    Stock Master Cylinder-MC- keep in mind changing caliper piston size to the smaller  diameter<br />               results in  shorten and firm pedal while adding emphasis to<br />               rear brake clamping force. (smaller MC piston)<br />    Q brake pads - different stick factor<br /><br />2.  TCE /Wilwood  GVR4 upgrade<br />      12.2 " diameter rotor<br />      BSL   6 piston caliper  ( 3 opposing )<br />      2  at 1.12 "sq.in. and 1 at 1.62"sq.in.= 4.04sq.in.<br />               the use of three piston ( with  different sizes) gives more uniform<br />               pressure across the face of the pad. also  effects the throw and    <br />               linearity of pedal influence.<br />      switch to non-stock 1" MC piston- keep the pedal from becoming too soft<br />               moves more fluid per increment of pedal travel , keeps up with <br />               increase in caliper piston volume increases. maintain Front /Rear bias<br />      some other  pad ? character ?<br /> In truth the rotor change will not have as much of an effect as <br />may think. In order of importance is Piston area, Pad Cf and then Rotor<br />dia. (and that's assuming certain reasonable changes)<br /><br />.    Example; We can stop you car just as well on a two piston caliper>and larger rotors with ultra sticky pads too. And keep the stock bias too.<br /><br /><br />................back to the two set ups ..................what is the difference.. >>>> Keep in mind that the rotor diameter and the calipers can be<br />>>>>interchanged too. Meaning you can do a BSL6 on a 13 or a FSL on a 12.2<br />rotor .>>>    There is more piston surface area in the 2nd set-up and smaller rotor. so as clamping force goes up from the piston size increase  . the smaller diameter rotor does not provide as much increase in braking torque ( negative torque  you could say / leverage ! )  as the 13" rotor  of the first set . The further the caliper is mounted away from center line of axle /spindle  , the more resultant torque / resistance with the same actual amount of caliper squeeze.  You are advantaged the more distance from the center . You already noticed the first set has less piston surface area than the second  set.  So one could imagine based on these two features alone - you might end up with <br />the same increase in brake torque .  We will see later.<br />   the importance of changing MC piston should not be overlooked.  This change keeps the front to rear balance in braking force..... preventing a spongy long throw pedal.  Set-up #1 does not require  because the piston area size increase is not so much as in the 2nd set-up.- does not need to increase amount of fluid moved . However , if one did do the same MC piston change in set-up #1 - you would  get a very very short firm pedal motion , touchy responce and imbalance  front/rear with too much toward the front.  This is so because there is slight decrease in total piston area in the first set-up as compared to the stock sq.in." surface area. Stock area is  a little over 3.0 sq.in.  and the FSL Wilwood is a bir less sq.in. less.<br />    This difference is  a bit balanced out ( though difficult  to measure) by the fact the stock caliper design is  2 pistons on one side of caliper , a "floating caliper " design. The carraige of the caliper  slides a bit side to side  "floating " to maintain a centering of the brake pads over the center line of the rotor.  Set-up #1 has opposing pistons and no float , locked in place and firmer  caliper carraige   prevents uneeded flexing .  giving more exacting tight brake responce , more solidity in brake structure.  <br />   The issue of  pedal travel and feel is really  one of the highest priorities.  Consider extreme cornering - heel toe braking  - with a spongy long throw pedal ?  Now the other extreme , a super hard firm pedal with very short travel.  In the first case  you have to move your leg further  in the mid corner braking ( undesirable ) ,  you do not have to muscle the pedal ( desirable)- it is soft   BUT looking here further.. ( this can be a toss up - too easy and you have less feed back feeling  and with little resistance, it is harder to control leg motion in the bouncing enviroment of the car)  A real soft  pedal makes you  exercise effort in pushing AND pulling  of leg muscles  two way, whereas with a firm pedal  you only need to moderate the amount you are pushing because the pedal is pushing back against your effort ,one way.<br />....................... to be con't............||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||01-14-2004||11:54 PM||||KC, you're slacking...<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||01:07 AM||||Mark, awesome info, great post.  Keep up the good work, bro.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004385.cgi
A||||3||snwbrd40oz||what did I do?||||5||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||01-14-2004||05:40 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||this isnt GVR4 related, but I was hoping that someone could shed light on the situation...I was doing some work on my GF's Integra (tightening the throttle cable, checking plugs, cap and rotor)Today when she got in it to drive, the idle was going crazy, jumping from a base of 1600 to 2100! Is this a problem with the IAC/ISC like we have on our cars and if so what did I do to upset it? And if thats the case, is there a quick fix to get her home from work without wrecking havoc on the tranny? TIA||64.136.27.228||reg||5||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-14-2004||05:55 PM||||unplug the battery for 30 sec. that usually resets the fault codes, if it doesn't change check that throttle cable, it may be too tight.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||Ian M||01-14-2004||06:28 PM||||Check that cable first.<br /><br />Also check  to make sure you havent knocked any vaccum hoses off in the process of the work you did,Ive seen vaccum leaks cause idle surge in a few Hondas.||129.71.115.168||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||01-14-2004||06:56 PM||||Also if the idle screw is to high it could cause it to surge, down here it isn't cold to much but when it does get cold I have to reset my idle screw because of surge on my CRX.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum2/004386.cgi
A||||7||DuckButterRacing GVR4||2600lb Clutch Or Better||||1||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-14-2004||06:42 PM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||Im curious on these 2600lb ACT Clutches. Ive had them in my last 2 cars (90gsx/98gst) but neither of them have the power that im shooting for on my GVR4. Kind of curious if there is something better then the 2600lb Clutch kit. Maybe a better disk or maybe a 2900lb pressure plate (im thinking a little tooooo much for a street car) but, Just curious how much power and longevity of the 2600lb kit w/ 400+ hp. Thanks||12.34.246.37||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||01:20 AM||||Nate Pharr uses the ACT 2900 pp in his cars, and they still see street duty.  He uses a stock Mitsu 2G Eclipse disc, if I remember correctly.  Do a search for 2900 maybe.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||sk8bored||01-15-2004||06:29 PM||||Talk to mike at Road Race about the x-clutch that they make. It is holding 450+ on scott grey's eclipse.||199.168.32.10||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000003||red91awdtalon||01-15-2004||09:34 PM||||yeah i drove scots eclipse and dumped it hard and ran in an hours worth of traffic and it was plenty of hold and the pedal effort was pretty easy with very little to no chatter.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||01-15-2004||11:10 PM||||I run a 2900# ACT on the Talon and a 2600# ACT on the GVR4. The 2900 requires a stronger leg than the 2600, but it is not a huge difference. If you ask, ACT can make you stronger plates - I know of a 3200 and a 35/3600 version.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-16-2004||01:17 PM||||Dang, stronger than a 2900...shit, im just kind of worried about the street/strip disc. Is there anything stronger that isnt a puck?||205.242.228.44||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000006||HHIVR4||01-16-2004||02:14 PM||||i ran an ACT 2600 in my 95 gsx and took it to the strip every weekend and drove it everyday on the street..i used ACT street disk and never had any complaints..i wouldnt want to drive anything heavier than that everyday though..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000007||Marty||01-18-2004||03:21 PM||||I have an ACT 2600 with act disk and have no issues at all. My car was making 417whp and 426 ft pounds at the wheels on an awd dyno and I do drag race it. My buddy made 540whp in his Talon (ran 10.73@135.7mph) with a 2600 with no issues at all. <br />Marty||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes



ubb/Forum2/004387.cgi
A||||12||thejeebus2002||Kevlar Timing Belt - Does anyone use this?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||01-14-2004||07:13 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Anyone on here using this belt.  DSM parts sells one for 170 dollars.  Is it cheaper anywhere else?<br />Just curious if anyone does use it, how long have they had it on their car for?<br />thanks<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||199of2k||01-14-2004||07:53 PM||||MachV has them for 158||68.109.117.66||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||01-14-2004||08:40 PM||||waste of money. tons of guys are running 300+ hp and my buddy roy is 500+ and he and many others are just runing factory mitsubishi. but its your money do as you wish  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-14-2004||08:49 PM||||ya why get a kevlar belt?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||01-14-2004||09:28 PM||||i haven't gotten the belt, I was just curious about it.  I just ordered 3rd gen lifters, gaskets, SS. exhaust studs, water pump, tbelt, b.s. eliminator kit, etc.  Im gonna take the head in to have the seals installed and to have it decked and a 3 angle valve job.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||red91awdtalon||01-14-2004||10:03 PM||||wow, sounds like your doing it right. yeah id just stick with factory mitsu. im sure its a great upgrade for very high HP but i wonder how long it will go between changes?<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||01-15-2004||02:26 AM||||You're missing the point.  It's <i><b>bulletproof</b></i>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||pisces_0||01-15-2004||11:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong> waste of money. tons of guys are running 300+ hp and my buddy roy is 500+ and he and many others are just runing factory mitsubishi.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would "Roy" be the same one that was recently in the USCC?  DAMN that is one crazy mobile!<br /><br />Back on topic, I too have to throw my vote in for the factory Mitsu belt.  Granted the kevlar belt is strong, but once you get used to swapping timing belts it's no sweat to change 'em out every 20-40k.  That's just me though...||64.199.238.75||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||01-15-2004||03:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> You're missing the point.  It's <i><b>bulletproof</b></i>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, I run from the police a lot.  A bullet proof timming belt might not be such a bad ideal.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||01-15-2004||03:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> You're missing the point.  It's <i><b>bulletproof</b></i>    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, I run from the police a lot.  A bullet proof timming belt might not be such a bad ideal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya,,,,, just in time for the "bullet proof" tranny syncros to shit themselves as your pulling 3rd gear running from the cops   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||01-15-2004||04:12 PM||||I actually was considering the kevlar belts too, as my current Mitsu belt is looking very tired at only 30K miles.  <br /><br />Ken, weren't you saying that many car manufacturers are turning to kevlar now for newer cars' T-belts?||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||jayru||01-15-2004||04:33 PM||||I just read the description on dsm parts, and it seems like a worthwhile investment. Although i would probally still change it at 60K, it adds a little insurance for rev happy guys.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000012||mikeyoung00||01-15-2004||10:51 PM||||Mine has lasted 48 miles so far!<br /><br />Really.<br /><br />Actually, it looks like a factory belt with a kevlar reinforcing layer around the outside. I got one because, yeah, most factory belts last 60K or more but how many stories are on this board about belt failures for no apparent reason after only 20-30K.<br /><br />Plus now I can drive my car in New Orleans without fear of the tb getting severed by a stray round.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004388.cgi
A||||1||mixx2001||Center Diff replacement||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||01-14-2004||08:00 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||I just pulled the Center Diff out of 166, to rebuild it since the car car went FWD/RWD/AWD after a hard launch.  The car had a Viscous Coupling Eliminator installed for Dyno reasons, and it was never uninstalled, because it supposedly gives a 50/50 power distribution.  Well that and the fact that I wasn't there when my stepdad rebuilt the trans (after I bought the car) to tell him it wasn't supposed to be there.  <br /><br />Anyway, the CD had no broken spider gears, but one wouldn't turn for shit.  I thought for sure it would have gone to peices after the sounds it made.  If I got on the car at all the front tires would spin and hop.  And some times if the planets were aligned properly it would spin a rear tire or two on some turns.  So I spent $120 on a rebuild kit and I'm very apprehensive about using the spider gears in the kit, but after smoothing the shafts the new gears spin fine.  So hopefully with the surfaces smooth and new gears in place along with a VC instead of a VCE (which probably caused this problem in the first place) this car should roll smooth.  I can't wait to pull into a parking space on the first try, without the tires squealing and churping.  I won't be able to try it out though until I put the turbo back on Friday.||68.153.40.238||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||TurboVR4dr||01-15-2004||01:44 AM||||Do you want to upgrade to a 4-spyder.  I have one for sale that will fit a 1991.  $275 shipped<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes



ubb/Forum2/004389.cgi
A||||1||comfy||tq specs fedenza flywheel||||1||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||01-14-2004||09:14 PM||||i need the  tq specs for the 8lbs fedenza flywheel. about to put the tranny back in and i lost my paperwork and i dont remember them off hand.||12.202.163.77||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||01-14-2004||11:51 PM||||Torque specs are for fasteners, not the device being fastened. <br /><br />I.E. same as stock.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/004390.cgi
A||||4||mr.mitsu||ecu part number help||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||01-14-2004||09:54 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||my ecu model number is MD128618<br /><br />i was wondering if anyone can help me find out what it came from<br /><br />after doing my motor swap i picked up this ecu separately than the engine and doesn't seem compatible <br /><br />the mas must be unplugged in order for the engine to run. once warm, it just dies<br /><br />had no luck searching on the net   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||63.138.53.57||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-15-2004||02:29 AM||||Looks like it came from a VR-4.    <a href="http://www.google.com/search?q=MD128618" target="_blank">http://www.google.com/search?q=MD128618</a> <br /><br />Based on Mitsu's numbering I'd also say it is a '89.<br /><br />And from a tidbit in the <a href="http://www.me.mtu.edu/~edan/talon/digest-06.09.99.html" target="_blank">Talon Digest</a> I found this:<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br />Date:    Wed, 09 Jun 1999 22:23:05 +0800<br />From:    Tan Wee Seng <ghtan@pl.jaring.my><br />Subject: 2G Mas In 1G <br /><br />>Which DSM do you have?  If you have a Galant that is made for Asia, the<br />>ECU code is probably different.<br /><br />Oh yes, Todd you are right. I have the MD165808 and MD128618 ECUs which<br />are used on the Japan spec 205hp and 240hp Galant VR4. Both work happily<br />with the 2G mas. But I have the 510cc injectors at the same time too.<br />Not sure it will work if I put the 450cc back in.<br /><br />Wilson<br /><br />[The US Galants already have a slightly different calibration than the<br /> DSMs due to their missing bypass honeycomb.  I wouldn't be surprised<br /> if your Japan spec Galant has a slightly different MAF as well, resulting<br /> in a different calibration number for the MAF.  This calibration number<br /> and tables are more friendly to the 2G MAF/510 injector combo.  For US<br /> DSMs, I expect that to use a 2G MAF with no calibration changes, you'd<br /> need to run injectors bigger than 550s.  And of course, there will<br /> be other problems due to other calibration tables and injector dead-time<br /> differences, but it should sorta run okay over most of the band.<br /> -talon mgr]<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||mr.mitsu||01-15-2004||07:42 AM||||THANK YOU sooo much   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />now everything makes sense...<br /><br />big cheers    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.138.53.57||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||01-15-2004||10:04 AM||||What EPROM is in it? I wouldn't mind getting a copy of it if its one I don't have.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />I have the E952 and E769 JDM GVR-4 ones already. The E952 was in the MD165808 though, IIRC. 510cc injectors, and a hacked MAS.||68.158.203.101||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||01-15-2004||10:14 AM||||That ECU is listed as "E657 A"||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004396.cgi
A||||8||HHIVR4||Wierd clank and coolant||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||01-15-2004||05:30 PM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||i noticed today that when i am at low speed something is clanking in the engine bay.So i pulled over and could smell antifreeze burning and saw it was cooking off the turbo and leaking fairly bad..car has not overheated at all..what is most likely causing this??any help appreciated i will dig deeper into investigating it tommorow.||69.164.60.54||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-15-2004||05:39 PM||||busted a coolant line?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||01-15-2004||06:00 PM||||Yeah, sounds like a few of us (me included) had a coolant feed line burst, only I got it all over the front of the engine bay and on the valve cover.<br /><br />Also check the lines going to/from radiator, water neck, throttle body, and heater hose to the firewall.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||HHIVR4||01-15-2004||07:21 PM||||what about the clank..is that related it just started today along with the leaking..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||01-15-2004||07:30 PM||||find the leak and maybe you'll find the clank. I can't think of anything off the top of my head but who knows. Clank is not a good sound but if they started at the same time I bet you'll find them together.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||01-16-2004||12:07 AM||||Was it a one time clank or a consistant clank if it was a one time deal I would say thermostat broke in two, if consistant I would say waterpump.||65.177.240.26||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||HHIVR4||01-16-2004||02:10 PM||||well...i drove it up to the store..(less than a mile) and it didnt clank but was still pissing coolant somewhere near the bottom of the engine.i removed all the intake piping so i could get down deeper and still couldnt find the leak..while i was checking the exhaust manifold bolts i noticed that a couple were  semi loose and one of the big studs that bolt the bottom part of the manifold together was loose also..i tightened them and checked for shaft play in the turbo while i had enough room to get to it.well shit on me..the damn bolt that holds the fan in place was off the shaft and laying in the intake side of the turbo..i looked inside the turbo to check the fan blades to see if they are all bent up and chewed up from the nut flying around.it didnt look too bad there are some nicks in the blades and it looks like it is usueable..shaft play was minor a little in and out and barely any up and down..the guy i bought the car from said it was a new turbo so i guess maybe he used the old exhaust side and put in a new intake side and didnt get the shaft tight enough..there is also a little shaved metal in the j-pipe off of the turbo..so my next question is..should i tear off the exhaust mani and try and get the shaft back together or try and find another turbo and be done with it.or buy a whole engine and forget my head work that also needs to be done.or getting running and sell it...thanks for your help folks..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000007||G-GSX Turbo||01-16-2004||05:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HHIVR4:<br /><strong> well...i drove it up to the store..(less than a mile) and it didnt clank but was still pissing coolant somewhere near the bottom of the engine.i removed all the intake piping so i could get down deeper and still couldnt find the leak..while i was checking the exhaust manifold bolts i noticed that a couple were  semi loose and one of the big studs that bolt the bottom part of the manifold together was loose also..i tightened them and checked for shaft play in the turbo while i had enough room to get to it.well shit on me..the damn bolt that holds the fan in place was off the shaft and laying in the intake side of the turbo..i looked inside the turbo to check the fan blades to see if they are all bent up and chewed up from the nut flying around.it didnt look too bad there are some nicks in the blades and it looks like it is usueable..shaft play was minor a little in and out and barely any up and down..the guy i bought the car from said it was a new turbo so i guess maybe he used the old exhaust side and put in a new intake side and didnt get the shaft tight enough..there is also a little shaved metal in the j-pipe off of the turbo..so my next question is..should i tear off the exhaust mani and try and get the shaft back together or try and find another turbo and be done with it.or buy a whole engine and forget my head work that also needs to be done.or getting running and sell it...thanks for your help folks.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHAHA, Holy shit, now I see what you were talking about. Welcome to the club!! It's a  <b>Pisser!!</b> <br /><br />Will hopefully get mine up and running tonight.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000008||HHIVR4||01-19-2004||08:48 PM||||Not funny dammit..isnt that messed up...i cant believe it..i tried to call the guy i bought the car from and cant get a hold of him to try and find out where the turbo came from..maybe it will be warrantied but i doubt it..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum2/004397.cgi
A||||6||Cybernerd2||Air-cond pulling the engine too much||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-15-2004||08:04 PM||||Hi,<br /><br />Recently when I switch on my air-cond, the compressor is pulling too much power from my engine. Everytime I change gear, the car will just push back quite obvious. <br /><br />Could that be the cause of the belt to tight? Can that be adjusted?||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||01-15-2004||11:15 PM||||How's the A/C work? I hope the compressor isn't binding up. Sure you can adjust the tension via the idler pulley - look down from the end of the upper engine mount and you'll see the adjusting bolt to the right. Don't forget to loosen the pulley pinch bolt on the side.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||01-15-2004||11:23 PM||||I notice a large draw also.  Is this typical or should I look into it?  Whats everyone's ac experience?||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||Cybernerd2||01-15-2004||11:57 PM||||How can i tell it's tighten just right?||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000004||Mitsuturbo||01-16-2004||01:23 PM||||My AC experience is this.. Turn on AC = delete turbo.<br /><br />At least on a stock car.. dunno about on a modded car since i yanked it all when i started upgrading.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000005||Cybernerd2||01-17-2004||07:21 AM||||I found out that could not be the problem. I did my TIMING and it fixes the problem somehow...strange but it works.||219.92.155.80||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||01-17-2004||08:51 AM||||The A/C always draws alot from the engine. If you ISC is working correctly, the revs will drop and then go back to the set iddle, 800rpm for our cars.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum2/004393.cgi
A||||3||Cybernerd2||LSD||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-14-2004||10:52 PM||||Hi guys,<br /><br />What kind of advise can you guys give on this installation?<br /><br />I am planning to get LSD installed into my vr4 gearbox. Any pros and cons?<br /><br />Thanks.||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||sk8bored||01-14-2004||11:17 PM||||Pro= pretty colors and strange happenings<br />Con= Illegal<br />Seroiusly i can't think of any cons except for the price. if you don't have any other mods the $1000 that the lsd is going to cost could go a long way to more HP.||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||01-14-2004||11:53 PM||||You already have a factory LSD.<br /><br />Which one are you talking about, front or center?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||Cybernerd2||01-15-2004||12:38 AM||||The front LSD, MinJin.||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum2/004398.cgi
A||||5||spatchana||Drive Shaft Removal||||1||||spatchana||00002703
Z||000000||spatchana||01-15-2004||09:35 PM||supoj.patchana@us.army.mil||How difficult is it to remove the driveshaft on my gvr4 for towing?<br /><br />--thanks||66.57.217.158||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||01-16-2004||01:45 AM||||it is very easy to do. but make sure you have a rag to stick into the xfer case yolk, or it'll leat gear oil everywhere. all you have to do is remove the two sets of carrier bearings, take four bolts off of the rear differential, and pull it out of the xfer case. it takes like 20 min.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||TurboVR4dr||01-16-2004||01:52 AM||||I would just unbolt it from the rear diff and tie the back of the drive shaft up.  This can be done a lot easier and works just fine.  Just make sure you tir it up really good.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||01-17-2004||09:55 PM||||Or you can pull the axles.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||16GVR4||01-18-2004||12:58 PM||||Huh ? Why would he need to pull the axles ?||64.169.94.247||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||01-18-2004||01:39 PM||||Pull the rear axles and the wheels will turn without turning the diff/driveshaft/etc. The car can then be towed front wheels up.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum2/004399.cgi
A||||1||mrryan47||Dual Runner system questions||||2||||classyVR-4||00003124
Z||000000||mrryan47||01-15-2004||10:09 PM||mrryan47@hotmail.com||Hey got some questions about the JDM cyclone intake dual runner intake. Does anyone know how they butterflies work and how to plumb the vacuum lines for the actuator.||208.34.15.25||reg||2||classyVR-4||00003124||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||01-15-2004||11:12 PM||||You're new, so you'll get a break. Search is your friend - it has been discussed to death. If you want to be lazy, my website has a whole VFAQ on it.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/004400.cgi
A||||22||AzA*||Phantom knock , does anyone knock how to stop it.||||1||||AzA*||00002136
Z||000000||AzA*||01-15-2004||10:41 PM||||is there any way to stop it , i get knock at 2000-3000 rpm sometimes , only when the car feels like being annoying , it is bugging me because it wont go away when i accelorate , and it is retarding the timing ie: no power , i have to totaly back off the accelorator , sometimes even then the knock is still counting , then free rev and drop back into gear and hope it dosent knock , is there some way to make the knock sensor less sensitive and only sensitive to real knock i am seriously concidering unplugging the stupid thing ...||211.28.58.159||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000001||G-GSX Turbo||01-16-2004||03:56 PM||||Try unscrewing it a few turns. Sometimes they can be put in too tight and cause phanton knock. Otherwise a new sensor may be a good experiment.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||01-16-2004||04:35 PM||||What makes you think it's phantom knock? And don't unplug it, fix the problem not mask it.||65.177.232.123||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||01-16-2004||04:47 PM||||I have the keydiver modified eprom and noticed something about knock this morning. (5 degrees f outside when I went to work). The boost guage is the knock guage (5 for each led).<br />When the car is first started, I get knock, not right away; but within a few seconds. This morning, I turned the headlights on and noticed the knock goes down from 30 to 10 when I turn them off. I would attribute this to the load being placed on the alternator (and possibly the alternator going bad). <br />The car has a custom almost solid front motor mount, a fairly built motor (no bs of course). Now it looks like an alternator will be needed shortly. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||01-16-2004||05:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> What makes you think it's phantom knock? And don't unplug it, fix the problem not mask it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Deffinately!! If a new sensor does not irraticate or aid the probelm then trying other things may be the order of the day.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000005||Jason G.||01-16-2004||08:11 PM||||If the ECU hasn't thrown the knock sensor code, don't waste the 60 or so bucks on a sensor.<br /> Things that cause knock :camshaft timing off, noisey carrier bearings, knock sensor too tight ( 15-17 lbs/ft ), boost leaks,weak fuel pump and a million more things.<br /><br />What kind of trouble shooting did you do to diagnose your problem as phantom knock?||65.35.43.169||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000006||Marty||01-16-2004||08:28 PM||||Before I checked any of the mentioned reasons for phantom knock listed above other than retorquing the KS. I would ask you if you are still using stock 1g lifters? They tap loud enough to cause phantom knock and is a very likely source. You can usually hear them tapping pretty loud. They are easy to replace with a lifter replacement tool, never having to remove cams.  Have you changed your oil lately? Thin oil can make the lifters tap louder. I really cant see your carrier bearing causing your KS to show phantom knock. You may want to check to see if your motor is rubbing against anything. It may only do this under acceleration.<br />Good luck Marty||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000007||Jason G.||01-16-2004||08:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marty:<br /><strong> I really cant see your carrier bearing causeing your KS to show phantom knock.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why not? They have been known to do it, quite often. I do agree with the lifter check, one of the many things it can be.Most of them go bad because of oil contamination.<br /><br />"Phantom" knock is over rated. I only know of one person who has/had real phantom knock.||65.35.43.169||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000008||Marty||01-17-2004||09:14 AM||||Why not? They have been known to do it, quite often. I do agree with the lifter check, one of the many things it can be.Most of them go bad because of oil contamination.<br /><br />"Phantom" knock is over rated. I only know of one person who has/had real phantom knock.<br /><br />As for the carrier bearing causing phantom knock, that would be a long way for that thumping sound/vibration to travel in order to reach your KS to allow it to determine the motor is knocking and it needs to pull timing. Im not saying its impossible, just hard to believe. I for one have never heard this before. As for Phantom knock, I know of several people that have experienced it, me being one of them. My 1g lifters (small holes) were clogged and every time id step on the gas (no matter what RPM and boost level) the car would show full knock. I could hear the lifters tapping so I swapped them out with the 2g version (big holes) and the knock went away. Phantom knock is any issue that causes your knock sensor to "think" your motor is detonating when it is not. <br />Marty||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000009||G-GSX Turbo||01-17-2004||09:21 AM||||Has anyone tested to see exactly how sensitive the KS is?<br /><br />On GNs we used to take the hadle of a large screw driver and tap around the motor to see how loud and far away of knock caused what count.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000010||Jason G.||01-17-2004||03:14 PM||||Maybe I'm labeling a certain part the wrong name. I'm reffering to to the bracket that holds the half shaft to the block, those bearings, which is very close to the knock sensor.<br /><br /> I was also under the impression that Phantom knock is knock that is un explainable, IE you don't know what is causing the knock and have trouble shooted everything.If you KNOW your lifters are causing the knock then there is nothing phantom about it. I understand completely what you mean about knock that isn't from the combustion being a "false" form of knock though.<br />I've had 35+ brief counts of knock between shifts that I would consider phantom. I've also gotten 30+ counts at anything above 80% throttle and timing as low as -3 because the actual timing marks were off.I see all your points, we just have different terminologys on certain things.<br /><br /> It could be a number of things that cause knock to shoot up when the throttle is nailed.<br /><br />One things for sure, more info is needed to help.<br /><br />Edit: while I did have the terminology wrong on the carrier bearing, a search on NABR brought up several incidents where the actual carrier bearings have caused knock. I think the best thing to do is to search, then eliminate all possibilities one by one, starting with the easiest.||65.35.43.169||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000011||AzA*||01-20-2004||02:22 AM||||Thanks for replyes , i know it is false knock because , when i start up the car , it will do it the most , i carnt hear the lifters tapping , i have just rebuilt the motor , the knock comes in as soon as i give the car any throttal at all , and flatlines until i back off it will do this until the car warms up a bit then it will be less frequent , also even when i totaly back of the knock will still count for a bit then stop , it is realy annoying because the car feels realy unreponsive because it is constantly retarding the timing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||211.28.58.159||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000012||MiSTER2||01-20-2004||07:05 AM||||I have a similar problem with my car.  There are few options:<br /><br />Option 1: Change your lifters if they are noisy (but then again you can never know where the knock sensor is picking the phantom knock from, it can be your lifters, gearbox, it can be faulty knock sensor, it can be anything).  <br /><br />Option 2: Get a chip made which desensitizes the knock sensor so it doesnt pick every tiny bit of noise (i know ppl will say don't mask it fix it etc. but if you are not really running risky a/f ratios or high boost etc. this is the easiest way to get rid of your headache)<br /><br />Option 3: If you are planning to keep the car for long and planning to modify it further get aftermarket computer.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||01-20-2004||09:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AzA*:<br /><strong>  the knock comes in as soon as i give the car any throttal at all , and flatlines until i back off </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Have you checked the timing, with a timing light?<br />It certainly sounds like you have some kind of REAL mechanical noise, especially if it gats better when the car is warmed up. From what I've seen of JDM ECU code, the timing maps are VERY aggressive, made for higher octane fuel. I'm experimenting in my own GVR-4 with some new timing maps that help with a knock issue I have at part-throttle, ~3000 rpm, right when the 16g is getting really spooled up. When you look at the US GVR-4 timing maps, there is a big kink in the timing at 2500 rpm in the top 5 maps, right where the factory 14b spools. I have a theory that as we put larger turbos on these cars, that spool later, we should be moving that retarded datapoint higher in rpm. It worked on my car, zero knock sum!||67.34.9.198||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||01-20-2004||03:13 PM||||Jeff, that is EXACTLY what I was thinking.  With my sleeper 16G I get part throttle knock (~20-30) only really in 5th gear on the highway between 3K-4K RPM.  Once it gets into part throttle boost above ~10psi, I get knock like crazy, and the car stops accelerating.  I've logged this with stock MAS, blaha, and 2G.  <br /><br />I came to the same conclusion, that the timing map for those circumstances is based on stock parameters (turbo, injectors, lame intake tube, etc) and is way too aggressive for a bigger turbo setup.  <br /><br />Only thing I don't know is, why does it only do this in 5th gear on the highway?||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||01-20-2004||06:27 PM||||LOAD, is my guess. 5th gear gives the engine the worst torque advantage. Let me know if you want to test my theory.||68.223.209.86||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||Marty||01-20-2004||10:31 PM||||I agree with you as well Jeff. Once I went with the bigger turbo SCM 61 and 880cc injectors my car began knocking. If I floored the car, let off then floor it again the knock goes away. I was tired of messing with it so I just went out and got an AEM ems. Another simple way to see if it is real knock or phantom knock is to throw some <br />C-16 (117 octane) in there and see if it goes away, if it does more than likely it was REAL knock. <br />Marty||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000017||DMX84||01-20-2004||11:52 PM||||Real knock or phantom knock, it still retards timing right? When my knock LED�s light up on the boost gauge (TMO) it seems to drive differently at times.  I have looked down and seen the LED�s all lit up and had not felt any difference in it and other times I did. Usually I feel it is when I�m on the throttle slightly more. (Not to the floor) I�m not sure on the exact count but when it shows all LED�s across, than sometimes it feels like it is pulling the timing?  But what�s weird is it doesn�t feel the same all the time. I�m hooked on watching the LED�s I can�t stop staring at them!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   In the AM on my way to work going down a slight grade on the interstate the knock shows up in 5th gear. 75mph. Back off the throttle and it goes away just like most of you describe and other times it will come right back, two or three times. Drop it in 4th and floor it �gone. Jeff, your knock description sounds just like mine, but I also see it at times on a slight incline  on the interstate with the boost gauge reading about 0 psi, 75-80 mph. I�m wondering if altitude (7200 ft) has anything to do with it? Jeff, I would like to test your theory on my car as well. Tell me what I need / can do and I�ll try it. I think know what mods have been done per our conversations earlier. I would appreciate any help on this.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />Thanks<br />  Dean<br /><br />PS Any one using the TMO set up that can tell me more about the LED knock count? Each LED =what.||67.234.231.8||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000018||keydiver||01-21-2004||02:39 AM||||I've never seen a TMO with knock sum, I thought I invented it!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  Todd never advertised it on his site.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />If you send your TMO to me to have the timing modified, I could tell you what each LED represents.||216.76.180.8||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000019||DMX84||01-21-2004||11:14 AM||||Jeff, can you tell me what address you would like me to send it to? You need just the EPROM?||204.134.60.163||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000020||AzA*||01-24-2004||09:42 AM||||just an update , what i have noticed is that the car wont knock if i drive it cold , eg: when i first start it up , for about the first 2 miles , then all of a sudden lots of knock will come in , and it will come in alot till the car warms up a bit more then it gets less frequent again , if i floor it then back off then floor it again sometimes it will stop it knocking and i can get past 4,000 rpm  ,   after 4000 rpm there is no knock , also , sometimes it will go  crazy for no reson at all ,  it will just  start knocking like crazy eg: just crusing on the freeway , and  will not stop knocking  no matter what i do, if i back off , then get back on the gas it will start knocking right away , then it will just stop and be ok again , this is realy getting annoying  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||211.28.58.159||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000021||ken inn||01-24-2004||04:11 PM||||jeff, remember i was telling you that my led knock sensor would barely light at about 6lbs boost?  with the 650's and your chip, all gone.  i'm beginning to think when i upped base fuel pressure, i started seeing the lite.  i think it was still there with the 560's and your chip.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000022||keydiver||01-24-2004||05:33 PM||||Glad to see you're reaping some benefits from the injectors and chip Ken!<br />DMX84: send JUST the chip to:<br />Jeff Oberholtzer<br />8941 SE Duncan St<br />Hobe Sound, FL 33455<br /><br />Put a note in with it to remeind me what I'm looking for.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.2.9.138||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
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q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Toppah!,
q!JDM 4G63 eclipse swappable??!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!07:23 PM!,
q!2453027.1923!,
q!Toppah!,
q!00003341!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!11:03 AM!,
q!2453028.1103!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob92vr4!,
q!air fuel gauge???!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!01:54 AM!,
q!2453025.0154!,
q!bob92vr4!,
q!00003129!,
q!keydiver!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2453025.1826!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!2.4 stroker!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2453027.2012!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!02:23 PM!,
q!2453028.1423!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q~ISC help please!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!09:54 PM!,
q!2453027.2154!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!crucible!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!07:04 AM!,
q!2453028.0704!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!bottom end....which way to go?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!12:34 AM!,
q!2453028.0034!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!ConquestCat!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!12:30 PM!,
q!2453035.1230!,
q!liquidgvr4!,
q!00000268!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Purge control solenoid valve!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!06:08 AM!,
q!2453028.0608!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!04:29 PM!,
q!2453028.1629!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!2.4Q!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2453028.1318!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!coop!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2453029.1751!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Stereo Rattle!,
q!2!,
q!5!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!01:34 PM!,
q!2453028.1334!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2453028.1753!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Tuning Issues!,
q!8!,
q!1!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!02:26 PM!,
q!2453028.1426!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!lambertvr4!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2453028.2158!,
q!lambertvr4!,
q!00003314!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!91 GVR4 ECU to a 92 AWD!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2453028.1505!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!00001825!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2453035.1405!,
q!BlingBling!,
q!00001825!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!fuel gauge??!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!02:28 PM!,
q!2453021.1428!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!04:11 PM!,
q!2453021.1611!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!Turbo selection!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2453021.1609!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!10:45 AM!,
q!2453028.1045!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!VPC Settings for first start up!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2453021.1619!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!00003197!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2453021.2008!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q!NEW suspension specs , Koni/True Choice !,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2453021.1713!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!11:04 PM!,
q!2453024.2304!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!turning/balancing crank!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2453021.1832!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!01:14 PM!,
q!2453023.1314!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!replacement parts!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2453021.1924!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!Romanova!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2453021.2124!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!TB disconnected thingy!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2453021.2038!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!curtis!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2453022.1257!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!Clutch throw fix!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2453021.2307!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!Invader!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!02:26 AM!,
q!2453024.0226!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!3diamonds!,
q!cam timing?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!02:14 AM!,
q!2453025.0214!,
q!3diamonds!,
q!00000796!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!11:07 AM!,
q!2453025.1107!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Turbo Timer cause engine dies off!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!03:06 AM!,
q!2453025.0306!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!supervr4!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2453025.1441!,
q!supervr4!,
q!00002593!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!i hate fall!,
q~Problems with heat in my winter beater! HELP IT'S COLD!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2453022.0008!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!00001581!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2453022.2329!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!00001581!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!Apexi AFC question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!06:50 AM!,
q!2453025.0650!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!11:47 PM!,
q!2453025.2347!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ConquestCat!,
q!2.3 Stroker Motor info...!,
q!1!,
q!46!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!08:42 AM!,
q!2453025.0842!,
q!liquidgvr4!,
q!00000268!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!03:22 PM!,
q!2453068.1522!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!00002296!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000046!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!Another thing to add to the 'use other car wheels' faq!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!09:34 AM!,
q!2453025.0934!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!00003197!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!10:49 AM!,
q!2453025.1049!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob92vr4!,
q!t3t4 manifold?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!04:29 PM!,
q!2453025.1629!,
q!bob92vr4!,
q!00003129!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2453025.1710!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!camber bolts from dsmparts minor issue!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2453025.1821!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2453025.1915!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q!need suspension numbers /specs!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2453025.2024!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!1420mark!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2453025.2024!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!accident!,
q!eclipse front mount intercooler on a galant vr4?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2453028.1653!,
q!accident!,
q!00002572!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!01:24 AM!,
q!2453029.0124!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Wont go past 4k RPM's!,
q!3!,
q!8!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!08:53 PM!,
q!2453025.2053!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!keydiver!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!02:41 AM!,
q!2453026.0241!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Turbo Vs. Non-turbo block!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2453028.1747!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!josh long!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!03:07 AM!,
q!2453030.0307!,
q!josh long!,
q!00000943!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!maninblack!,
q~Help Me Locate A Part Please!~,
q!3!,
q!8!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2453025.2118!,
q!maninblack!,
q!00003259!,
q!maninblack!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2453032.1949!,
q!maninblack!,
q!00003259!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!AFPR Help!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!06:06 PM!,
q!2453028.1806!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!369of1000!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2453029.1919!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!abs problems...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!07:17 PM!,
q!2453028.1917!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2453029.1128!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!boost controller!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!11:38 PM!,
q!2453028.2338!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2453030.1719!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh long!,
q!looking for the 300hp/tq range !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!01:01 AM!,
q!2453029.0101!,
q!josh long!,
q!00000943!,
q!josh long!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2453029.1900!,
q!josh long!,
q!00000943!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Morphius!,
q!GGSX/GVR-4 owners:  Rear Diff Q's !,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!03:56 AM!,
q!2453029.0356!,
q!M.!,
q!00003349!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!04:07 AM!,
q!2453030.0407!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Anyone tried DSS Coilovers on their GVR4?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2453028.1603!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2453028.2346!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!What happened to my mass air sensor?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2453029.0943!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!07:21 PM!,
q!2453029.1921!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!I'm about ready to drive my car off a cliff.!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!03:14 AM!,
q!2453022.0314!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!keydiver!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2453023.2119!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ska-TAY!,
q!H&amp;R Springs for the GVR4 on ebay?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!09:01 AM!,
q!2453022.0901!,
q!Ska-TAY!,
q!00001541!,
q!number3!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!01:26 PM!,
q!2453023.1326!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kjeag!,
q!Wondering to rebuild Galant E33A, with E39A engine and perhaps 4wd system.!,
q!5!,
q!26!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2453022.1309!,
q!Kjetil Andre!,
q!00002902!,
q!kjeag!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!07:30 AM!,
q!2453029.0730!,
q!Kjetil André!,
q!00002902!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!oil and water from exhaust!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2453022.1615!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!Matticus!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2453022.1700!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Arty!,
q!Which synchro 1/2 hub/sleeve can I use ?!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2453022.1803!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2453022.1803!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Exauhst Leak!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2453022.1832!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2453024.0018!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!What's up with my motor mount?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!06:41 PM!,
q!2453022.1841!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2453024.1958!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!tel awd tranny!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2453022.2106!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!09:25 PM!,
q!2453022.2125!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!i hate fall!,
q~MSD?!?~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2453023.0009!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!00001581!,
q!Invader!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!02:11 AM!,
q!2453024.0211!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!boost gauge!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2453025.2208!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!08:35 PM!,
q!2453026.2035!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Exhaust broken!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!06:07 AM!,
q!2453023.0607!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2453024.0007!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lambertvr4!,
q!SCM50!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2453025.2357!,
q!lambertvr4!,
q!00003314!,
q!lambertvr4!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!12:16 PM!,
q!2453036.1216!,
q!lambertvr4!,
q!00003314!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob92vr4!,
q!bad cut out at 4500 and up?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2453026.0056!,
q!bob92vr4!,
q!00003129!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!08:51 PM!,
q!2453028.2051!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mcastanares!,
q!aftermarket alarm!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!02:20 AM!,
q!2453026.0220!,
q!mcastanares!,
q!00002941!,
q!mcastanares!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!02:20 AM!,
q!2453026.0220!,
q!mcastanares!,
q!00002941!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!Turbo recommendation ? AGP SS44? FP3052?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!08:08 AM!,
q!2453026.0808!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!00001869!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2453027.1251!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!00001869!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Valve stem seal question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2453026.1208!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2453026.1211!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!wolf computer!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2453026.1336!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!bazeng!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2453027.0016!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Wiring Diagrams!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!03:50 PM!,
q!2453026.1550!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2453026.1727!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!What is AMG?!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!05:59 PM!,
q!2453026.1759!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2453056.1620!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!How do I post pictures on this website?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!06:17 PM!,
q!2453026.1817!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!06:20 PM!,
q!2453026.1820!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!S-AFC II tuning for semi-stock vr4!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!08:51 AM!,
q!2453023.0851!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2453024.2324!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!MMC Datalogger: How do you get Logs onto your PC to View them?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2453023.1403!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2453024.2326!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!looking to install MAFT and have ???'s!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2453023.1552!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!keydiver!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!09:23 PM!,
q!2453023.2123!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!logger questions...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2453023.1717!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!09:49 PM!,
q!2453023.2149!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!255lph and AFPR!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2453023.1755!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2453026.2043!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!00000031!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!Max Hertz reading on a 1G MAF?!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2453023.1801!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2453025.1511!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!sound like a bad o2 sensor?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2453023.2244!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!01:13 PM!,
q!2453034.1313!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/004401.cgi
A||||7||JAYGVR4||Sticking Throttle Remedy?||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||01-15-2004||11:21 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Hey all, I'm assuming its cus of the bitter cold thats been rocking us lately, but over the past few days, I've noticed that my accelerator has been sticking - mostly when I go full throttle.  It'll hang at full throttle sometimes and to get out of it I need to depress the clutch, and as soon as it gets ready to bounce of the rev limiter, I blip the throttle and it comes back down.  Sometimes slower than others.  Other times, it'll stick at partial throttle during cruise and when I notice it, I again blip the throttle and it stops.  The scariest time this happens is when I'm coming from a full stop, and taking off to make a right hand turn, and the car just takes the hell off, and this will almost always happen to me - the sticking...  I haven't confirmed this, but I believe the issue goes away once the under hood temps are nice and warm.  Lately we have had sub-freezing temps so it takes a while for even under the hood to warm up.  Anyway, has anyone had a similar issue, and if so, what did you do about it?  I'm assuming what little moisture there is in my cables is perhaps freezing and causing some stiction...<br /><br />Any help, greatly appreciated!||171.75.56.208||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||01-15-2004||11:39 PM||||I also think mine is sticking a little as well with this freezing weather.  All day today, it would idle around 2500 or so and NEVER go lower, and tonight it actually managed to go from 2500 at a stop, to a creeping 3000.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||crucible||01-16-2004||08:00 AM||||Yeah, I noticed it too.Try lubing the cables,throttle linkage, and if you have Cruise,open up the cruise box and squirt lube on those cables.These cold temps make fluids kind of syrupy.Even my tranny is a bit sluggy in the cold until it warms up.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||HHIVR4||01-16-2004||02:17 PM||||mine was doing that too..but its 65-70F here i put a new cable on ($25) and have had no more problems.mine was pretty shredded though.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000004||Jason G.||01-16-2004||08:18 PM||||The problem usually lies in the throttle body shaft seals. Some new ones lubed up should remedy the problem.||65.35.43.169||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000005||JAYGVR4||01-18-2004||12:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HHIVR4:<br /><strong> mine was doing that too..but its 65-70F here i put a new cable on ($25) and have had no more problems.mine was pretty shredded though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Which cable did you replace?  The one coming off the TB to the cruise box?  The one off the cruise box to the pedal?  Lemme know which you did.<br /><br />Thanks||171.75.59.16||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||01-18-2004||12:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jason G.:<br /><strong> The problem usually lies in the throttle body shaft seals. Some new ones lubed up should remedy the problem. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any part numbers I need to look for these?  Or can I just look for matching o rings like from Home Depot?||171.75.59.16||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000007||curtis||01-18-2004||12:22 AM||||Look at where the cable hooks to the throttle body there is a plastic sleeve that sometimes slides out of the cable housing and down the cable to the linkage.  If so put some rtv on it and push it back up inside the housing.||67.25.34.42||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/004402.cgi
A||||8||kartorium31||Fan on intercooler?||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||01-15-2004||11:40 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I'm going with a slightly different intercooler setup than most and will have it mounted in the engine bay with a carbon fiber vent feeding it.  I am thinking about putting a fan on the bottom side of the intercooler.  I was thinking I could have it actuated by speed, boost or rpm, but i'm not sure what would be best.  I'm also unsure if a fan is even needed or if it might hinder airflow once i hit a certain speed.  How do you think I should actuate it if you think the fan would actually help?  Any ideas would be very helpful.  Thanks a lot guys.<br />Karter||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||01-15-2004||11:46 PM||||I don't think a fan would help much. If you did use a fan I would only have it kick on at 10mph or under because once you get going the airflow through the vent should be sufficient. Having a fan under there could block some airflow once the car got moving.<br /><br />There's a lot of WRX's out there that are fast as hell with either the stock top mount or a bigger one, and they aren't using any fans. Food for thought....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||01-16-2004||12:09 AM||||Actually,if you think about this way...Say the fan isn't working for the radiator,the car wil run hot...If it does a difference there..a fan might be able to drop the temperature pretty good...<br /><br />But who knows    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||supervr4||01-16-2004||01:42 AM||||the fan on the raditor is mainly there for stop start driving when you are stopped at lights i have been told||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||01-16-2004||01:43 AM||||at the same time, water is more dense than air, so it takes much more cooling to get it to desired temp. if you are using a spearco core, you'll be fine. tube and fin won't be as efficient but it'll still work just fine.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||i hate fall||01-17-2004||12:12 AM||||Has anyone run top mount on a vr4? shorter pipes are nice!||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||01-17-2004||04:55 AM||||No one that I know of has run a top mount, there have been water/air and beside the radiator mount, but that's all I've seen.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||01-17-2004||08:16 AM||||Fans do help on ICs.  MR2 turbo's have them on their Denso smic, which have bigger cores than our stockers.  There was an article, or series, on Autoweek (is that right?  the Aussie site?) where they verified intake temp drops by putting a fan on an underhood ic that already had a scoop.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||01-18-2004||06:03 PM||||i had a small spal fan on the stock intercooler for a long time.  it worked very well, especially in stop and go driving.  it still got hot, but not near as hot as without, and it cooled off a lot faster.  personally, unless you get the fan for free, on a stock intercooler it aint worth it.  on an aftermarket fmic, even with the starion fmic, it took a lot to get the outlet tank warm,  most of the time, it was ice cold.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004403.cgi
A||||3||slvrblt||Fog lights on w/o headlights||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||01-16-2004||12:57 AM||hamarabix@hotmail.com||I search a while back for this but wasnt able to find an answer. I want to be able to turn my fog lights on with the dash switch, but not have the headlights on also. I have read the VFAQ for 1Gs, but it doesnt seem to work. I wasnt able to figure it out in the time I played with my relays and such either. Has anyone done this ? How ?<br /><br /><br />Thanks.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||ConquestCat||01-16-2004||07:36 AM||||To my understanding, on a similar Mitsu product there was a more labor intensive way and a less labor intensive way, depending on what you're comfortable with.  You can run a jumper wire from each marker light to the closet fog light- is is more labor intensive.  On another product (starions) we could run a jumper wire right at the switch (it was located on the outside of the cowl for the instrument cluster- not sure how to do it on a VR4).||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||01-16-2004||06:00 PM||||you could just ground each of them to the body and run a wire to the switch, right, then you wont have to even have the parking lights on... and the lights would be controlled totaly dependent on the switch..||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||01-16-2004||11:44 PM||||I forgot to mention that I want tpo to go off with the ignition/turbo timer so they dont kill my battery if I forget them.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004404.cgi
A||||3||Cybernerd2||Rev limitter ||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-16-2004||02:25 AM||||Hi, <br />I am bored of the 112mph speed cut limit.<br />I am running on MD128618 ECU, how can I remove this limitter?||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||supervr4||01-16-2004||04:21 AM||||I have heard there is a screw at the back of the speedo that you take out???||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||01-16-2004||04:25 AM||||Interesting....where exactly is this screw located?<br /><br />Pic would be greatly appreciated.||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||supervr4||01-16-2004||04:35 AM||||dont know mine never had one try a search on here or go to <br /> <a href="http://www.nzmmc.co.nz" target="_blank">http://www.nzmmc.co.nz</a> <br /><br />The forums down at the mo but will be back up soonish   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />A wealth of knowledge is out there if you search   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes



ubb/Forum2/004405.cgi
A||||12||Duc Hunter||EVO VIII FMIC better than the RRE/Griffin||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-16-2004||04:29 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I currently have the RRE/Griffin FMIC and RRE pipes on my car. A buddy just put a bigger FMIC on his EVO and is giving me his stock EVO FMIC. Do your guys think it is better than the one I have or should I stick with what I got? It is cross flow, vs. mine is a top/bottom.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||bujang_hensem||01-16-2004||07:02 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||01-16-2004||12:44 PM||||Now folks, I was looking for a little bit more informative answer. Hehehehe. Everyone must still be asleep.||205.166.229.116||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||Colt4G63||01-16-2004||12:54 PM||||the evo is suppose to be good for about 300hp, dont know anything about the griffin but i would think crossflow would be better.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000004||HHIVR4||01-16-2004||02:19 PM||||if you end up not using the evo i/c pm me i could use it.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||01-16-2004||02:23 PM||||The top to bottom I/C is a better design if everything else is equal. The correct way to make a larger intercooler is to add more tubes (top to bottom), not make the tubes longer (cross flow). <br /><br />I would guess that the EVO I/C would have an advantage in that it would be less likely to cause cooling system issues if installed correctly. If your car doesn't overheat, I'd stick with the RRE intercooler.||63.204.135.184||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000006||TheJackalGT||01-16-2004||04:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> The top to bottom I/C is a better design if everything else is equal. The correct way to make a larger intercooler is to add more tubes (top to bottom), not make the tubes longer (cross flow). <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">but if its longer and skinnier, the air has more contact time from the oncoming front air, right? Is that not the right way to do it?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000007||henrok||01-16-2004||06:16 PM||||dude, keep them both i think u may get biased answers from future buyers. lol. get it. try both of them and compare. then u judge what u like better.  or just do a search for both types of intercoolers to find which works best.  id suggest do both research and hands on.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||01-16-2004||09:58 PM||||Keep them both because buyer will be biased, LMAO! That is great. Hehehe<br /><br />Ok, I think the reason people say a top to bottom is better is because more/shorter tubed have less pressure loss than fewer/longer tubes. I thought that was "all things being equal". I am not sure it takes into account that a top/bottom flow means that air needs to take 2 90 degree turns, which always damages flow characteristics. Also, at some point the core is a many-tube/short tube intercooler gets so big that ensuring that air moves through it evening becomes increasingly difficult. Lastly the griffin is much thicker which means the back of the tubes do not see much air. And air:air FMIC is all about surface area in the air stream. I do notice that people are replacing EVO FMIC's for more power. Then again I am not sure they are doing so because of the cool factor, like the way they change BOV's (IMHO the Dejon is the only one worth it, the rest are ALL junk! and a marketing gimmick). <br /><br />DING!!!!! The light just went on! I have an EMS and am converting to MAP sensor with an Air Inlet Temp sensor I can log. I could simply log the one intercooler, change to the other and see what the difference is. My EMS can graph engine RPM rate of change and log it so I can log a true performance change without a dyno��Hmmm, is it worth the work���� any thoughts?<br /><br />Oh, cooling problems, nope. Did not have them in 110 degree weather with the old stock radiator and now I have an alum rad. &#61514;||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||01-16-2004||11:34 PM||||Calculate the volume of the actual core, not including the endtanks.  Go with whichever is bigger.  Unless, however, the Griffin is only bigger by a small margin.  Remember that if you double the thickness of a core, you only increase the efficiency by 50%, whereas if you double the frontal area, you increace the efficiency by 100%.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||AWDpower||01-17-2004||02:12 AM||||"but if its longer and skinnier, the air has more contact time from the oncoming front air, right? Is that not the right way to do it?"<br /><br />It will have the same contact time either way if the volume is the same. But it will require more effort on the turbo's part to push it through a side to side intercooler. Think of what the intercoolers would look like if you pulled the endtanks off. Say you have two identically sized I/C's, let's say 18"x6"x2". One is cross flow the other is top to bottom. For the crossflow I/C, the turbo has to push the air charge through an opening that is 6"x2", or 12 square inches. The top to bottom set up requires the turbo to push the air charge through an opening that is 18"x2", or 36 square inches. Since the flow rate through the I/C is dependent on volume, the air charge will remain in the I/C's for the same amount of time. But there will be more internal resistance in the side to side, the turbo will have to work harder to push it through. <br /><br />"I am not sure it takes into account that a top/bottom flow means that air needs to take 2 90 degree turns,"<br /><br />Good point. For every 90 degree turn the aircharge has to take, you lose about 1% of flow. <br /> <br />"Lastly the griffin is much thicker which means the back of the tubes do not see much air. And air:air FMIC is all about surface area in the air stream."<br /><br />Another good point. If the volume is the same, the thinner I/C would present more of the air charge to the cooling air. <br /><br />Then you have to consider core construction. I belive the RRE I/C is of plate and shell construction, where the inner channels are flush at the edge of the core. I think The EVO I/C has an extruded tube core like a radiator, where the tubes poke out at the edge of the core. The former offers less flow resistance, while the latter is more efficient.<br /><br />Basicly I/C design is full of tradeoffs. The most efficent I/C's have a lot of flow resistance. But then the turbo has to work harder, and the air charge starts out hotter. If the I/C has little flow resistance, it is not as efficient but the turbo doesn't have to work as hard. The trick is to find the middle ground. You try to get the most while giving the least. The point of a large I/C is to slow the air charge enough to allow use of a more efficent, higher resistance core. <br /><br />That said, both the RRE and EVO 8 I/C's seem to be pretty effective, even theough they go about it in different ways. I'm going to try an EVO 8 I/C, I should be test fitting it in a couple days.||63.204.135.184||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000011||Duc Hunter||01-17-2004||02:15 PM||||AWD, great reply! In the end I think the best way to test would be run one and log the Air Inlet Temp with my EMS, then switch and run again. The is allot of work though. I would love to see a test of an EVO where they dyno'd it before and after an FMIC change to see if the change helped. Then I would not have to go through the effort. I do know that the EVO FMIC has ALLOT more frontal area compared to my RRE.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000012||henrok||01-17-2004||04:41 PM||||my suggestion was to do some research and go with whatever he liked best. thats all.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/004406.cgi
A||||4||chauffeur1st||ACT 2100 CLUTCH Question||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||01-16-2004||04:40 AM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||Okay I have a question for you all.. I have a brand new ACT 2100 clutch sitting here waiting to go onto my car... the question is to you all, after doing some searching on the board is this clutch the one I want to be putting on my car???? or should I really consider gettin the Act 2600... To give you all an idea of what my goals are here they are:  Go to the track just a few times....drive it somewhat hard on the road when needed   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> , driven daily in city and highway and to make all the power I can with a decently modded Galant Vr4 with an 18g... with supporting mods..(FMIC, 550's 190 pump, 2g mas, and all that jazz) <br /><br />Your help on this would be greatly appreciated..Thanks for you time and help in advance.<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||01-16-2004||08:47 AM||||What is the disk material? If it were copper puck you'll be fine, organic, you might smoke it- that's my intuition. The ACT website has max power and torque ratings for each clutch. You could check there.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||01-16-2004||09:07 AM||||If you have the money, get a 2600 or 2900 and install it now.  Why even have to fool around with removing the trans to replace a clutch later on?  I know I personally don't enjoy doing it.<br /><br />However, with that being said, I had a ACT 2100 in my GVR-4 with a stock mitsu disk that I beat the shit out of for over 70K miles.  I ran 13.80's with 1.7 60fts on numerous occasions and did many 6500rpm stutterbox launches on the street.  When I took it out to put the 2600 in, the disk was a little worn, but the pressure plate looked good still.  A friend took it and installed it in his daily driver and it is still kicking today.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||10:00 AM||||If you do get a 2600 make sure you get a new oem clutch fork (or a billet one)and pivot along with the usual stuff (throw-out bearing, alignment tool).  A stainless line, longer slave cylinder rod etc. aren't a bad idea either. Of course you can just pop in the clutch and then see what you might need on the cylinders, etc. But a lot of old forks have been broken with the act 2600 and that particular failure will pretty much leave you stranded.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000004||chauffeur1st||01-17-2004||06:05 AM||||thanks for you input GUYS:)<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes



ubb/Forum2/004407.cgi
A||||7||Clean92GVR4||best place to buy new fuel line fitting??||||1||||Clean92GVR4||00002409
Z||000000||Clean92GVR4||01-16-2004||04:51 AM||black_90tsi@dsmtalk.com||i broke mine while trying to install a walbro pump because it was so rusted. where's a cheap place to look to buy one?||204.95.228.125||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-16-2004||07:42 AM||||I'll sell you a brandy new fitting for lets say $20 shipped?  I can get you a pic if you want.  I ordered a whole fuel line from a Montero just to use ONE end for my fuel pump install.||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||Clean92GVR4||01-16-2004||01:15 PM||||ill take it....i really really need it.||204.95.228.155||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000003||Clean92GVR4||01-16-2004||01:17 PM||||actually can you send me a pic...because i need the "lid" that covers the fuel pump.||204.95.228.155||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000004||stevevr4||01-16-2004||01:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clean92GVR4:<br /><strong> actually can you send me a pic...because i need the "lid" that covers the fuel pump. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why do you need the whole lid?  You can drill out the tube that broke off, and put this one through there, then fix it up with JB Weld.  I'll try to get a pic of the fitting tonight and send it to you, maybe I'll also send a pic of how we fed the tube through the "lid".  The whole assembly is like $300 and include a stock pump, so its not worth it.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000005||Clean92GVR4||01-16-2004||04:30 PM||||ok i really need it....so send me some pics. <br /><br />black_90tsi@dsmtalk.com||204.95.228.150||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||01-16-2004||06:59 PM||||When my wife comes in I'll run out and snap a few pics.||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||01-16-2004||08:08 PM||||I'll email too.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2489" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2489&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2490" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2490&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2491" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2491&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum2/004408.cgi
A||||1||Cybernerd2||Detonation sensor||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-16-2004||10:40 AM||||Is Detonation Sensor on the ECU (PIN 9) same as Knock Sensor on S-AFC II?||219.92.155.167||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||03:02 PM||||The detonation sensor is the same thing as the knock sensor...two names for the same gadget. If that helps.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004409.cgi
A||||3||thejeebus2002||Piston re-use after timing belt failure||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||01-16-2004||11:04 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Few questions about piston re-use...<br /><br />Thanks everyone for your input.  This is just my daily driver so I'm not trying to put too much money into it.  I've got to do this in the street in downtown richmond so Pulling the motor is out of the question.  Compression was good before so I'm probably not going to re-ring it.  <br /><br />One question though, I've got the lovely half moon marks in pistons now.  I'm going to re-use them since the skirts aren't damaged but I was curious as to what tools I should use to debur the sharp edges left from the valve/piston collision.  Dremel?  Sandpaper?  I know I need to do something about it so I don't get unwanted detonation.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||Yao||01-16-2004||11:12 AM||||AS LONG AS THE NICK WASN'T TOO BAD YOU CAN SMOOTH IT OUT WITH DREMEL.  I'VE DONE IT AND IT WORKS.||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||03:01 PM||||Just be aware, you have probably weakened the topmost ring land (if your pistons look like mine did after a close encounter of the piston-to-valve kind). But I have heard other members on this site say they have just smoothed out the gouges and not had any problems later.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||smokindav||01-16-2004||04:08 PM||||You can use a Dremel to smooth out the nics.  Also, use a shop vac at the same time to suck up the shavings and debris so it doesn't jam a ring or get in between the piston and cylinder wall or into the water or oil passages (best to plug them with rags or something.)<br /><br />A wire brush for your Dremel will also work nicely for cleaning off all the varnish and build up on the piston tops.  Again, use the shop vac at the same time to suck up the shit as you Dremel.<br /><br /><br /> <i>I guess "Dremel" is a verb now.......</i>||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum2/004410.cgi
A||||2||chhuong||fuel gauge??||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||01-16-2004||02:28 PM||chhuong@comcast.net||My fuel gauge never reads all the way full, when the tank is all the way full, It reads 3/4 full, so i'm assuming its the fuel level sensor in the tank.  But my question is which one do we use??   Can i get it out of a tel or only galant or only gvr4???  Anyone else have this problem??||12.228.0.188||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||RayH||01-16-2004||03:29 PM||||My experience has been that the tank design causes gas pumps to shut off early.  Here in NJ where they don't trust you to pump your own gas I can never get a full tank but when I pump it myself I can usually get close to another gallon in there without overflowing the tank and the gauge will then peg past full.<br /><br />I forget what the sensor looks like but if it's a problem with your sensor it might be as easy as bending the arm on the float.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||01-16-2004||04:11 PM||||mine does that also and ray explained it perfect, just keep letting it click...||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes



ubb/Forum2/004411.cgi
A||||19||HHIVR4||Turbo selection||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||01-16-2004||04:09 PM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||I might have to buy a new turbo.please read my post "wierd clank and coolant" for more info of what i founbd today..I am trying to get some input on what turbos some of you are running (other than a 14b)..prices would be nice if you can remember them..<br />thanks||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||G-GSX Turbo||01-16-2004||05:28 PM||||I went with a T3/T4. Cost, I had it laying aorund. Does that count?<br /><br />Anyway, what do you have done to the car and what are your goals? If it is stock and you want to keep it that way then find a good used 14B and be done with it.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000002||4gasmGGSX||01-16-2004||05:48 PM||||I have get prices on turbo's Let me know what you need and i can see what price i can get it for. Thanks B BLAKE  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||4gasmGGSX||00003254||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||01-17-2004||03:26 AM||||What are your goals with this car ? Do you want to Autocross or drag race ?||172.197.53.167||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||01-17-2004||10:17 AM||||I see two choices:  <br />Your first step up is a 16G or big16G; these are under $700 new; $400-500 used. Good to 375hp.<br />Second step is T3/T4 Garrett, selling for $1000 new/ $700 used. Can give 400-500+ hp.||24.148.23.215||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||Telecaster||01-17-2004||03:29 PM||||There's a deal from DSS t3/t4 for $600 plus shipping.  Its the featured product on dsmtuners on the left side of the page.||216.175.106.141||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000006||HHIVR4||01-19-2004||08:44 PM||||i want it to be in the 12's respectfully.i will definately do some auto x's.most people tell my 16g or big 16g but i was thinking maybe 18g or something comparable.im kinda scetchy about buying a used turbo though unless its from someone who i know or can trust..i have bought/sold several things off the trader and ebay and have been lucky but have also had some problems with faulty or damaged goods.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000007||pisces_0||01-19-2004||09:08 PM||||If you're looking for 12's and still want to autocross it I'd say either a big 16g or an EVO 16g.  Both will drop in with zero modifications needed (not necessarily recommended though...).  If you're looking for a bit more of a drag turbo, but with drop-in convenience I'd have to (biasedly) recommend FP's Sleeper 16g.  I finally got all the bugs tweaked out of my setup right at the end of last year (~2 weeks prior to storing the car) and with it tuned in well this puppy HONKS!  I won't steer you away from the 17c/18g/Frank Jr. simply because I don't have any experience with them.  I <b>will</b> though direct you toward the Sleeper 16g if you're willing to give up a touch of low-end power for a good deal of punch in a small package.  Read the last line in FP's description of this turbo, it couldn't be more spot-on: <a href="http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=FP&Product_Code=NTDSMFPSleeper16G&Category_Code=DSM-Turbo" target="_blank">FP Sleeper 16g</a>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.251.182.234||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000008||HHIVR4||01-19-2004||09:55 PM||||"10lb of shit in a 5lb bag" damn thats funny..3700 rpm spoolup is little high for auto x although my gsx and tsi wouldnt go into 1st when your where rolling and the galant does.is it "creepy" at all?||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000009||bob in chicago||01-19-2004||09:55 PM||||A good rule of thumb: for every second under 14 in the quarter mile, you need to spend about a grand. Since I posted my Big16G turbo for sale, I've heard from 3 GVR4 guys who've run in the 12s with that turbo. It's an "overachiever"  but perfectly street-able. You just need to have the complimentary mods (255l/hr fuel pump, safc, 550cc injectors, big downpipe/exhaust, 2G mas or an Al Blaha 1g mas with cold-air box/K&N filter) For extra credit, you'll need the HKS 364 exhaust cam and a front mounted intercooler (FMIC). Figure $2,000. That's chump change for Hilton Head Island....  BTW, I'm renting a house on the beach in Sea Pines the first week of May. let's get together.||24.136.17.55||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000010||pisces_0||01-19-2004||10:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HHIVR4:<br /><strong> "10lb of shit in a 5lb bag" damn thats funny..3700 rpm spoolup is little high for auto x although my gsx and tsi wouldnt go into 1st when your where rolling and the galant does.is it "creepy" at all? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, it might be a bit high for an auto-x turbo.  It's definitely a higher boost turbo and is geared more towards the stock-appearing drag crowd.  That's me!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   It sure sounds like a big 16g or an EVO 16g would be the way to go for you.  IIRR an EVO 16g recently pulled a full-weight 2G to ~120 mph in the 1/4.  Not bad for a "stock" turbo (relatively speaking of course).  To answer your question though, no the Sleeper doesn't creep at all.  HTH...||64.61.224.164||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000011||HHIVR4||01-19-2004||10:38 PM||||For sure.are you driving or flying.my number is 843 684 0505 i live in Hilton Head Plantation...the ghetto side..lol..gimme a call when you get here..Ill be here then for sure.my idea of what im trying to acheive is this..tell me im dumb if you think this is stupid..<br />i will need a new turbo so i plan to upgrade and install on my stock car(other than guages and k&n).i will run mbc about 15lbs and mod as i go with exhaust and  fuel pump, afc and proper ic and piping.the reason i have to do this is i need to rebuilt my head and have little over a grand to get it running again.otherwise it would all go to basic mods.im going to take the turbo off tommorow and see if i can get it useable for a short period and r&r my head and ship it to my friends shop in NC that has done work on my previous 2 dsm's.if i find my turbo isnt as bad off as it looks (fan blades scraped due to the compressor fan nut comming off)ill run it for as long as possible until i can get all the must haves to be able to run a larger turbo.then get some strip and auto x time in the car and see what else it needs if anything and also fix what breaks in between.<br />later<br />dave||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||01-19-2004||10:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> You just need to have the complimentary mods (255l/hr fuel pump, safc, 550cc injectors, big downpipe/exhaust, 2G mas or an Al Blaha 1g mas with cold-air box/K&N filter) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So I probably shouldn't install this 190?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||01-20-2004||10:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HHIVR4:<br /><strong> 3700 rpm spoolup is little high for auto x  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you want the best turbo for auto x check out the AGP SS44, or the FP2544. Garrett ballbearing that pushes 44lbs/min and is all spooled by 3100 rpm! There are some autocrosser's reviews of it on DSMTuners or DSMTalk, can't remember which. It map be a little out of your $1,000 price range though. I'm pretty sure thats the turbo I'm going to end up with, if Ken doesn't talk me into an EVO III 16G  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.34.9.198||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||curtis||01-20-2004||10:53 AM||||The T3 housings come in a lot of different sizes and stages.  Most go with a .48 a/r for quick spool and the .63 a/r is more of a linear feel all the way across and the lag monster is the .82 but they do have a .36 a/r that would be insainly fast spool up or go with one of the 7cm mitsu housings that is being built for the garetts.  Bullseye-power.com has some really nice units that spool up crazy fast and are alloyed stainless so they won't crack out.  My friend has a to4e 57 trim compressor on a 2nd gen car and is at 21 by about 3200.||65.54.98.21||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||HHIVR4||01-20-2004||03:43 PM||||the more i look the more im leaning towards the evo III big 16g.They are probably one of the least expensive "drop in" turbos i can find..and sometimes even cheaper than a big 16g.cheapest i have found so far is $575(turbogarage.com i believe).anyone seen it for cheaper?sounds like that or the big 16g.lemme know if you see a better price ill be buying one within a week..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000016||dlpinckney||01-20-2004||05:27 PM||||Evo III Big 16G - $569 SHIPPED.  <a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/EVO%2016g/EVO16g.html" target="_blank">http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/EVO%2016g/EVO16g.html</a><br /><br />Mike is a great guy to deal with.||63.188.96.177||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000017||ken inn||01-20-2004||05:38 PM||||buschur has the evo for 535, plus shipping.||64.240.175.90||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000018||vrpower||01-21-2004||08:03 PM||||New small 16G turbo for $450 plus shipping from  <a href="http://www.turbochargers.com," target="_blank">www.turbochargers.com,</a> the price may have changed, however.||199.35.129.161||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000019||HHIVR4||01-23-2004||10:45 AM||||OK..thanks for all your input guys..Im definetaly going with the Evo III from buschur...Im ordering it monday or saturday..Thanks again.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum2/004412.cgi
A||||2||anomalyva||VPC Settings for first start up||||1||||anomalyva||00003197
Z||000000||anomalyva||01-16-2004||04:19 PM||requiemofanomaly@speedpost.net||Well here within 2 weeks #996 should be back up and slowly starting to boost.  The car has 3" Certified Muffler SS turbo back and VPC with a 450 chip as the only performance mods.  There is also a Fidanza Flywheel, suspension stuff, and an ACT 2600.  <br />My question comes in here:<br />Should I leave the VPC zeroed out for the first start up?  <br /><br /><br />p.s. I have my method for breaking in the motor so that isn't up for discussion =P.||164.65.132.64||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000001||drew||01-16-2004||06:24 PM||||yes||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||pisces_0||01-16-2004||08:08 PM||||I'd recommend turning the response all the way up.  VPCs are notoriously sluggish in response.  Idle can be <i>somewhat</i> tuned by ear, but a data/pocketlogger is best for that.  Being that you've got a 450 chip you <i>should</i> be okay with the gain at zero.  Again, tune via a logger.  If you haven't yet, I'd recommend picking up at least a GCC if not a SAFC.  I've got a SAFC wired in to modify airflow out of the VPC and it works very well.||64.199.237.201||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum2/004413.cgi
A||||6||1420mark||NEW suspension specs , Koni/True Choice ||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||01-16-2004||05:13 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||In regard to new development of suspension dedicated for the gvr4 and including KONI and EIBACH  components .   If you have strong conviction regarding  valve and spring rates to contribute to the design engineers and specific  detail input- Please Post . <br />it could be a great help <br />this would include alignment info , camber adjustment , lowering  details .  Your dream set up may be what actually is developed , or really close .||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||mj_rosenfeld||01-16-2004||09:12 PM||||Well I am unsure about what your are requesting, but here are my personal preferences on spring rates, which reflects what I now use on the car and intend to continue using. Other people use other setups. Eibach 425 lb/inch front, 375 lb/inch rear. Stock front sway bar, 25 mm rear sway bar. Tein front camber plates, which I plan to modify to get more camber. Near stock ride height and not interested in lowering. I have not investigated valving, but anticipate requiring very stiff valving considering the spring rates.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.168||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-16-2004||09:21 PM||||i'm looking for a drag and (somewhat) streetable setup. Stiffer springs are probably good and adjustability is good. I'd like to be able to stiffen it up for launches and still tolerate it on the street, but i'm pretty tolerant.  Lowering is good but i'm not looking to slam the car. A couple inches is good.  I'm interested in camber plates as well.  The car weight is also ~3000 pounds with driver so i'm quite a bit lighter than the average GVR4.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||1420mark||01-17-2004||02:08 AM||||I have no experience with the set up and driving of the GVR4 so far , so am really trying to sift the info  with some care <br />one friend wrote the following<br /><br />> Based on my experience, the Truechoice set up gives you the widest <br />> range of adjustment options for track use (with both adjustable bump & <br />> rebound, and United States based replacement parts.  Based on quality <br />> and fit & finish - I would go with the JIC Magic set up.  Every one of <br />> their products I have ever used has been absolutely awesome and a <br />> little better than the Truechoice.  I recommend a front spring rate in <br />> the range of 700 lb./inch for longer track use, 450 lb./inch for street <br />> use.  Rear - 550 track...350 - street.<br />( ON THIS note , BOTH RRE and DSS get custom modifications done to JIC valving in the sets they sell. Not  believing the JIC FLT-A2 is good as-is , off the shelf)<br /><br /> as far as lowering , the car is MAX  lowered 1.5" . a fairly well established fact . as  bump steering  increases very much after that .no mod is real affordable to correct it . <br /> <br />   THE CHOICES are to go with a coil over design OR  get a really well thought out strut/shock/ spring set up . The BIGGEST questions... would the costs end up being the same  & would the shock /strut superior double adjustable feature (wet-kit) result in it being better , still competetive with the coil and /or  more prefered? <br />   the suggestion on the KONI GB thread by MINJIN that to get double adjust  front koni  (wet-kit) and True Choice Modified double adjustable Koni ( also a wet kit set up ). plus springs would the way to do it right . Wet kit is a  valve gasketing install plus fluid , then sealed into the existing  strut. unlike the Koni insert which is dropped in and secured.  also wet kit cost $300 per corner from  Koni , but the idea is to get the price down in numbers and by going with True Choice.<br /><br />> <br /><br />>||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||01-17-2004||03:00 PM||||I played with spring rate ALLOT when I was running my Ground Control/KYB AGX setup. I found the spring rates WAY too stiff. In the end I settled on 275FT and 200 Rr. Now I have switched to the Whiteline springs and find them just about perfect. I want a car that handles great but it no harsh for daily driving. The car handles VERY well but does not pound. I would encourage you to look at the whiteline spring rates for your street, track day use. For rally/road course race cars you would need to go stiffer.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||1420mark||01-19-2004||01:49 PM||||Is this how you see the situation ?<br />The mitsu Galant GVR4 community has a shortage of suspension dedicated for the car  and as such has needed to mix and match and to date only modest successes have been made. The target is to have an affordable street sport set up (be it spring ./ shock combo or full coil  )<br />   we have approached lots of manufacturers and continue to try to find a better offering.  On market there are very good  and expensive set ups such as DMS, JIC  but we hope for a  more approachable cost . We also do not require the  build qualitity of full on race equipement  for the application will not place  that extreme  use - <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />      I confess a less than complete knowledge of specs and feature of <br />      the Tein HA's and JIC , however am going on the AVERAGE <br />      of feedback from many sources , reporting peoples experience <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />  We are presented with Tein HA's at $1200  off the shelf and a bit stiff in valving settings as the least expensive  upgrade coilver  .  we  are investigating the Koni , and other options for  having shock strut  made to order in providing correct valve range , easily adjustable , correct length ,, and mating to a coordinated spring - OR PERHAPS IN REVERSE ORDER is more technically correct .  End result would then be a very good performing unit that is better than any  at present  BUT this would not provide the features of <br /> 1.  lowering<br />2..  top plate adjustment of camber / pillow ball mount<br /> <br />and we are left with dilema of figuring out what compramise we can live with<br />  1.  making the double adj shock /strut would statr to bring the cost almost to where Tein HA' are - BUT htey would be far better valve rate and superior in offering double adjhustability<br /> <br />2. we may be able to have a special run of Tein made to a different valving<br /> <br />3. if we add the lowering coilkit  and camber plate kit the price then is in  the JIC range and  we are faced with another option .  JIC are ordered  by two of the most well regarded DSM  ( Eclipse , talon , Laser ) shops with a special valving  - so apparently off the shelf JIC are not quite right for our cars.  but these tailor valved units sell as the price.<br /> <br />The big question is then .. would the supoerior shock/strut package  w/ spring that we may  have developed and made ( it would allow for relative ease in future rer valving  by design)  offer a performance benefit to rival  Tein  or JIC EVEN THOUGH they lacked lowering  and camberr adjustability.   the sticking point is that -  the camber adjustment ability is really a requirement -  end result   (  AT BEST )is a set up to be superior to JIC and also of equal expense .  Not exactly the original goal of  affordable dedicated !<br />  If we went to a single adjustable unit  THEN it could well be  on target  - and I just do not know if single adjust would succeed performance wise.  the application is to have street and weekend racing adjment range capacity.  the pusuit of a double adjustable is in part due to the potential use of these shocks/ struts with alternate springs  - for those that DO wish to use in a more serious racing application. So the built in application flexibility would cater to a bigger market .  On the other hand the racer could also revalve with relative ease to further tailor the set up .<br />   the question is - can we meet our target and  offer REAL  price value to the current available  products?  what course of compramise is best .?||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||01-19-2004||11:04 PM||||Streetable = Good.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004414.cgi
A||||5||RTS182G-VR4||turning/balancing crank||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||01-16-2004||06:32 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||i have heard that if i turn the crank or balance the crank, it needs to be re-coated with the nitrate coating?  anyone hear of this?  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||01-16-2004||06:38 PM||||I've heard the same thing.  Any machining will ruin the crank if you don't get it re-nitrated.  Get prices but, you might be better off with getting a new one.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||10:07 PM||||Nitrating (Nitriding?) is a process that hardens the surface metal of the crank. It is done at the factory and helps prevent premature wear. Machine a crank won't ruin it but if you machine it enough and then install it without coating it after the machine work it will not last as long. And nobody likes a sloppy crank. My guess is it could cause bearing failure and other bad things.<br /><br />I checked on this with a very reputable DSM tuner, a crank reconditioner (who would have been happy to make a little extra profit by retreating my crank), and a good local race machine shop that is familiar with the the 4G63T. All agreed...you can polish the crank a certain amount without re-nitriding (nitrating?)it. Mine is down .025mm from factory spec and the machine shop saw no evidence that they would need retreating. The "coating" actually penitrates the metal. Two of the sources indicated .030 was about the limit. According to the machine shop, Vanderley Racing (no kidding...these guys never heard of Seinfield)when you machine the crank you can tell when you are getting to the point beyond the treated part of the metal because it changes color. Don't remember any more details (but I bet someone else here will) so don't base any decisions on MY pitiful lack of knowledge...but you should check it out.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||01-17-2004||10:23 AM||||I agree that you can polish it and not recoat it but if it has to be machined/turned it will need to be recoated.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||01-18-2004||01:35 AM||||si it can be polished?  what about balanceing? balancing should be ok cause thats just the counterwights right?  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||01-18-2004||01:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> si it can be polished?  what about balanceing? balancing should be ok cause thats just the counterwights right?  thanks<br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, balancing involved removing material from the counterweights.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004415.cgi
A||||2||coop||replacement parts||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-16-2004||07:24 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||where is the cheapest place to buy new tie rods and brake calipers from. thanks for the help||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||sti_95imp||01-16-2004||09:10 PM||||the junk yard....my fravorite place in the world. if you dont mind used parts.||68.190.198.81||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||01-16-2004||09:24 PM||||<a href="http://www.brakeco.com" target="_blank">www.brakeco.com</a> has good prices on brake parts... great service too.||12.242.163.83||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/004422.cgi
A||||26||kjeag||Wondering to rebuild Galant E33A, with E39A engine and perhaps 4wd system.||||5||||Kjetil Andre||00002902
Z||000000||kjeag||01-17-2004||01:09 PM||kjeag@online.no||Hello.<br />I thinking about rebuilding my 1992 mod. Galant Glsi 2.0, with E33A with Galant E39A engine. Is there anyone who know if there is tüv papers on this rebuild ?<br />I allso wondering about, how much vr4 4wd system can handle of horsepower !? And if anyone know if it work to rebuild a E33A fwd to 4wd ?||195.159.191.214||reg||5||Kjetil Andre||00002902||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-17-2004||04:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kjetil Andre:<br /><strong> Hello.<br />I thinking about rebuilding my 1992 mod. Galant Glsi 2.0, with E33A with Galant E39A engine. Is there anyone who know if there is tüv papers on this rebuild ?<br />I allso wondering about, how much vr4 4wd system can handle of horsepower !? And if anyone know if it work to rebuild a E33A fwd to 4wd ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Engine swap: yes.  Don't know what tub papers are, but there are plenty of people who've done similar swaps.  It will be a lot of effort and involve more than just swapping the engine.<br /><br />The VR4 awd system can handle probably 300hp, though at that point you need to look for an LSD rear, preferably 4-bolt.  A good suspension will help, too.  And to apply that power, you'll need a heavier clutch.<br /><br />You'll need to do some special fabrication to get the driveshaft to the rear.  Your car probably doesn't have the "tunnel" for it.<br /><br />If I were you and I wanted to make my Glsi into a turbo-charged AWD vehicle I'd buy a VR-4 instead.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Rasko Da Gama||01-17-2004||05:45 PM||||Yeah, but the only and the bigest problem is that there are just 2 (two) GVR4-s in Europe...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />Buying one from USA is not an easy task... To get one from USA to Europe is a lot of money - shipping costs about $1000   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />Way cheaper, but also way harder is to do an engine swap. There are much more turbo Eclipses here, so engines can be found to.||213.157.226.47||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000003||meng||01-17-2004||06:12 PM||||why dont you just swap 2.0turbo and eclipse gst trany. u well get a fwd turbo galant.||208.12.112.126||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000004||kjeag||01-17-2004||09:33 PM||||First of all, i knew i could get some good information here in this forum   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Thank you all   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Perhaps i have to get me off that thought, and rebuild my car with 4wd.. If i first get my car approved, i thinking of to get more than 300 horsepower ! <br />Does anyone got a picture of this "driveshaft tunnel" ?! <br /><br />Tüv papers, are approvements papers from Germany. German Tüv is very respective, standing very high in car approvements, in Norway. I hope you understand what i mean ! <br />In Tüv papers, it all so mention what i should do, to get it approved. <br /><br />I could get a vr-4 from Asia, or eterna zr-4 the could be called !? but i guess they got the steering wheel at det right side ?!  <br /><br />Can anyone give me an explanation on the word, "swap", what do you people mean with it ?<br /><br /><br />Meng: you mean, Vr-4 engine, with a eclipse fwd gear box ?  <br />Yeah, fwd was that i thought first, and i guess it is that i'm going do, when this project start rolling !||195.159.184.212||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||01-17-2004||09:49 PM||||ok Tuv papers sound lik einspection papers almost like smog tests out here in the states.<br /><br />SWAP- this means taking out your motor and putting in one from another car. In your case taking out the E33A and putting in (swapping) the E39A 4g63 engine.<br /><br />By the way, your english writing is pretty impressive. Better than some on this forum that are native English speakers!||65.227.204.30||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||kjeag||01-17-2004||10:53 PM||||If i found tüv papers for my H&R loweringsprings, i could get them scanned, and you could see how the look... if im not wrong, its papers that telling what car model they are fitting to.. mhm.. just don't know quite how to explain it !  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Okey, now im with you, what it means with swapping  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Thank you, i have allways felt that i have problems with finding the right words, in different connections ! But i can, when i have to.. but training makes masters  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />But what about brakes ? I surely have to upgrade them !  I have seen that, on guy used nissan calipers on his vr-4.. does they fit right on !? <br />here is the webpage, by the way... <a href="http://www.katoso.com/VR4/brake.htm" target="_blank">http://www.katoso.com/VR4/brake.htm</a>||195.159.184.212||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes
Z||000007||MustGoFaster||01-18-2004||12:48 AM||||99% sure that the Nissan calipers don't just bolt on or a ton of us are missing out on a cheap and effective brake upgrade.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000008||kjeag||01-18-2004||10:01 AM||||Just wondering about something.. How are the brakes at vr-4's, in the original condition ? Is it disk breaks in the back, and ventilated breaks in the front.. Calipers with 2 pistons ?||195.159.191.215||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes
Z||000009||kjeag||01-18-2004||11:03 AM||||Whats up with <a href="http://www.clubtgc.org/forum/portal.php" target="_blank">http://www.clubtgc.org/forum/portal.php</a> ?? <br />I don't get up this forum   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  Is there a new adress or something ?? I'm going thru my webpage, deleting thosw adresses that don't work anymore. I'm going to change language on the text to english  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||195.159.191.215||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes
Z||000010||i hate fall||01-18-2004||01:44 PM||||is it easy to just upgrade to the 3000gt's four piston calipers??||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000011||kjeag||01-18-2004||02:43 PM||||I really don't know.. but it have been nice if they could fit right on. But i don't have experience with this at all ! I'm here to get it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||195.159.182.248||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes
Z||000012||Akuma||01-19-2004||12:06 AM||||in order for the 3000gt calipers to work, wouldn't you need rotors the same size as the stock 3kgt's?<br />3kgt rotors have a 5 lug bolt pattern, so you'd need to have them redrilled if you wanted to use them.<br /><br />how big are gvr4 rotors? 11.5 in? i think i read somewhere that 3kgt vr4 rotors are 13 in, but i could be wrong..||63.230.104.124||reg||1||Akuma||00001519||yes
Z||000013||kjeag||01-20-2004||03:50 PM||||I really don't know  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  Guess i need to find out what you're thinking about first... mhm.... <br /><br />Just for notice, i ain't got gvr4.. i got an Galant E33A, that i want to rebuild  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||195.159.188.202||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes
Z||000014||HHIVR4||01-20-2004||04:07 PM||||gvr4 brakes are disc at all 4 corners im not exactly sure of the size though.i do believe it is 11.5 inches in front.you could always buy stock rotors and have them drilled(if you want).in my opinion the brakes are great but i have ceramic pads on them and they are excellent.<br />you would have your hands full with trying to make your fwd into awd..youll basically need an awd parts car becuase there are numerous parts you probably wouldnt be able to find.If i were you i'd do a turbo "swap" and leave it fwd unless time and money are not an issue.you can buy a 1g eclipse/talon awd and use the driveline parts (spindles,axles,brakes,motor,transmisison etc) but you will need a longer driveshaft.<br />hope this helps and good luck<br />post some pics of your car im interested to see it||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000015||drew||01-20-2004||04:25 PM||||In europe don't they have the Dynamic4? Buy one of those and put a turbo engine in it.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||kjeag||01-20-2004||04:28 PM||||Mhm... How many Horsepower is gvr4 breaks good for ?? I thinking about passing 300 hp, if just starting.. I'we decided to leave fwd as it is. Guess it is to much work, and if i don't got that "tunnel", then its waste of time thinking about it. And allso if awd system not handles 300+++ hp. <br />But, i need approvments papers, and money to get this project up running ! So, i guess i start with rebuilding, in a while.<br />I got some pictures at <a href="http://home.no.net/kjeag/?id=galant" target="_blank">http://home.no.net/kjeag/?id=galant</a> .. Sorry if you people don't understand whats written at my webpage, because its still at norwegian. I'm thinking about rewrite it to english ! <br /><br />Wheels, and tires. Since it's a fwd car, what size of the tires would you people recommend to use, for 300++ hp ?  Just wondering, but guess its going to stand in the approvments papers.||195.159.188.202||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes
Z||000017||kjeag||01-20-2004||04:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> In europe don't they have the Dynamic4? Buy one of those and put a turbo engine in it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, i know they have dynamic-4 in Sweden. But i don't know know here in Norway !? I know there is 4x4 here, but not what those models are called ! But i don't want to exchange my car !  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />But some bastards scratched it up. Happend in may, last year. Came home from folk highschool. Happend between 02, and 6.30 am  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><a href="http://home.no/kjeag/skadeverk/" target="_blank">http://home.no/kjeag/skadeverk/</a>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||195.159.188.202||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes
Z||000018||meng||01-20-2004||05:07 PM||||hey if you are going to swap a turbo 4g63 in that galant you have to use your n/a motor mounts. change your fuel pump to 255lph and you need an ecu.||208.12.112.46||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000019||kjeag||01-20-2004||05:09 PM||||meng: okey, but i'm thinking about getting a frontcut, with it all, there.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||195.159.188.202||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes
Z||000020||msaskin||01-20-2004||07:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by i hate fall:<br /><strong> is it easy to just upgrade to the 3000gt's four piston calipers?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">3000GT's never had 4-piston calipers for any generation...don't know what you're talking about.<br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000021||drew||01-20-2004||07:59 PM||||yes they did, the VR-4s did, not anything less.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000022||kjeag||01-21-2004||12:15 PM||||Evo lancer 1-2-3, engine.. does it fit, just like vr-4 engine ???  Or is it recommended to use the vr-4 engine anyway !??||195.159.176.149||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes
Z||000023||Hertz||01-21-2004||09:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kjetil André:<br /><strong>I got some pictures at  <a href="http://home.no.net/kjeag/?id=galant" target="_blank">http://home.no.net/kjeag/?id=galant</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, that rear hatch is sexy.  Wish we had those.<br /><br />Go for the EvoIII parts.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000024||kjeag||01-22-2004||10:13 AM||||Hehe, you think so ? Well, i don't like the rear at the US models... so, i agree  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mhm.. evo3 parts, okey.. got to look around then ! There is a more local shop, that import Galant E39A front cut, so i don't really know what to do.. I'll just think about it !  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||195.159.188.29||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes
Z||000025||kjeag||01-22-2004||10:58 AM||||By the way, is there any convertion kit, to make a awd gearbox to fwd ?!||195.159.188.29||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes
Z||000026||kjeag||01-24-2004||07:30 AM||||Damn.. Looks like I got to pick a quarrel with the importer of Mitsubishi in Norway, to get approvments papers to this project. If i'm not, i don't know what to do... Just want my car, approved, because of insurance. I don't want a  legal remedy, if somethings happends !||195.159.177.235||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes



ubb/Forum2/004417.cgi
A||||10||Cybernerd2||TB disconnected thingy||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-16-2004||08:38 PM||||Where should this thing be connected to?<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2493" alt=" - " />||219.92.155.14||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||01-16-2004||08:47 PM||||im not sure.. but does that look like where the BISS should be?...||203.166.63.206||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||01-16-2004||08:52 PM||||it should be turned 90degrees. One of the upper throttle body mounting bolts goes thru it.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||01-16-2004||09:26 PM||||Open the hood and stand in front of the passenger wheel.  The long right UPPER throttle body bolt goes thru that hook.<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||09:41 PM||||I saw that thing when I was taking off the tb and wondered "What the heck does THAT do?" Anybody got any ideas?||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||01-17-2004||01:11 AM||||I just delete it.  <br />Chock it up to "stage one weight reduction"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||01-17-2004||01:29 AM||||I believe it provides a ground for the ISC motor.||63.204.135.184||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000007||Cybernerd2||01-17-2004||07:13 AM||||Oh My GOD! That thing really solved my strange ISC problem! It is indeed a ground for ISC!<br /><br />Stick it back to your TB nut.||219.92.155.80||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||01-17-2004||08:13 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    My car runs just fine w/out that thing... so I don't think it's absolutely necessary for the ISC, but might help... dunno.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||Matticus||01-17-2004||11:30 AM||||Shit, I left mine off when I did my IC pipes a week or so ago.  My idle has been a bit flakey lately.  HMMMM, I might go ahead and put it back on then.  You learn something new everyday. Thanks.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000010||curtis||01-17-2004||12:57 PM||||I just ran a wire from the screw hole over to where the ground wire connects next to the throttle cable.  Don't know if it helps yet but it can't hurt.  Thanks||65.54.98.18||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/004418.cgi
A||||7||mikeyoung00||Clutch throw fix||||1||||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||11:07 PM||mikeyoung00@aol.com||During the rebuild I swapped in an ACT2600. Even with a new pivot, fork, ss line, longer slave cylinder rod, rebuilt slave (master checked out ok) had to floor the thing hard to completely disengage the clutch. And even then sometimes shifts would want to grind a little. Common problem I hear. I think there may be a little adjustment left without preloading the master cylinder. But I really just needed a little more throw. <br /><br />After five days I finally remembered the floor mats. Removed the driver side mat and it made a big difference. <br /><br />I post this not to illustrate what a moron I can be but to show how a little extra throw can make all the difference. Maybe next I will try removing the passanger side mat.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||Mitsuturbo||01-17-2004||01:06 AM||||My clutch engagement starts close to the floor as well.. i cannot have my driver's floormat interfering, or the clutch will pull the car forward a bit at really high RPM while the pedal is completely depressed.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||01-17-2004||08:56 AM||||This is a better fix to that. <br />At the end of the rod coming out of the cluth master cylinder, there is a u shaped piece with a nut welded to it that the rod thread into. Remove the master cylinder along with that u shaped piece. Source two more nuts with the same thread and weld them on one at a time with the rod threaded. Don't tighten the nut on the original nut, just snug, to make sure you can still thread the rod thru when you are done. I added two nuts to mine, increasing the adjustability by about 1/2 inch. I actually had to adjust it so the clutch ingages closer to the floor know. My clutch ingages about 2 inches from the floor or more depending on wheter it is warmed up or not.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||01-17-2004||06:23 PM||||I think the master cylinder has to be loaded a bit with a 2600. Mine is.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||01-17-2004||07:07 PM||||i've seen pedals bend also<br />also unthread the clutch switch as much as possible before it falls out. you can get a hair out of that too.||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||sk8bored||01-17-2004||07:26 PM||||You can also put a washer under the clutch fork pivot ball to raise the engagement point. But it is a little too late for that now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||01-17-2004||10:17 PM||||I have been told that loading the master cylinder will result in premature clutch wear. Probably not a huge deal if the car is not your primary one. <br /><br />This has probably been discussed countless times here and elsewhere before. The following is from the 1000 Already Asked Questions site and is reporduced here in case that site goes away before this one.<br /><br /><B>My clutch engages/disengages very close to the floor. Is there a fix? </b><br /><br />For those owning a new clutch, it is normal for the engagement point to drop low. The DSM clutch mechanisms are so constructed as to move the engagement point higher as the clutch wears. <br /><br />To adjust the clutch on 1Gs, read  <a href="http://www.dsm.org/archives/98/04/980409.txt/18.html" target="_blank">this post</a> by Dirk Starksen of Advanced Clutch Technology (ACT), and  <a href="http://www.dsm.org/archives/95/12/951205.txt/12.html" target="_blank">this one </a> by Jim McKenna. For 2Gs, read  <a href="http://www.dsm.org/archives/97/12/971219.txt/37.html" target="_blank">this post</a> by Brett Nashlund. <br /><br />There is some mention in the archives about using washers to shim the clutch fulcrum. Kyle Zingg, the originator of this technique, later decided it was not a good idea.  <a href="http://www.dsm.org/archives/96/01/960131.txt/1.html" target="_blank">See here</a> for details. <br /><br />Gary Selph, John Snodgrass and Kevin Fabec all found one of the connecting rods for the clutch mechanism was worn, causing the clutch to engage lower that it should. This may be a fairly common but easily overlooked problem, especially on older cars. A good test is to see if you can pull the clutch pedal up with your foot. If you can, the rod is likely worn. <br /><br />Gary and John both described the replacement process as being very involved (about six hours work) but Kevin seems to have an easier way. Read all about it  <a href="http://www.dsm.org/archives/1998/12/19981216.txt/12.html" target="_blank">here</a>. <br /><br />Another commonly overlooked clutch problem is wear on the clutch fork or pivot ball. The clutch fork could also possibly be bent, especially if heavy-duty clutches have been used. The pivot ball and clutch fork have both been mentioned as 'wear items' and should be considered for replacement if a new clutch is going in anyway. <br /><br />Of course, the problem may also be related to the clutch master cylinder. Replacing the cylinder and clutch lines can sometimes fix the problem. A few people have used stainless steel lines. It is far from required, but some people have found a steel line improved the clutch pedal feel quite a bit.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||Invader||01-19-2004||02:26 AM||||I'm of the opinion that increasing the throw (or preloading) the clutch pedal is just making up for a failure elsewhere in the system.  Generally a clutch release fork (the retaining clip bends or fork breaks), slave cylinder, or master cylinder is to blame.  Less likely is the clutch pedal assembly (depending on mileage I suppose) or tranny bolts or alignment.<br /><br />On my car, my clutch started engaging low so I adjusted the rod out.  A month or more later, it crept toward the floor again so I checked the slave, which was leaking.  Replaced the slave cylinder, and a month or so later it started egaging low again.  Damnit...check the master and it didn't appear to be bad, but I replaced it to make sure (it had many more miles than the slave) and my clutch pedal could be adjusted to engage anywhere.  Atleast until the clutch fork broke...but I figured it would have been first to go, so...||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/004419.cgi
A||||4||i hate fall||Problems with heat in my winter beater! HELP IT'S COLD!||||1||||i hate fall||00001581
Z||000000||i hate fall||01-17-2004||12:08 AM||nonage976@aol.com||ok So i have a 89 nissan maxima with 120000 miles for my winter car.... <br />The heat is pissing my off first off it takes forever to work even if i warm up the car. I have noticed this, the the temp gauge will jump up and down and when the "car is overheating" it's actually not... but no heat comes out... once the gauge drops again i can get heat..<br />does anyone know what might be causing this? PLEASE HELP IT WAS 3 DEGREES TODAY.....3 no joke...before wind chill 3!||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||01-17-2004||12:36 AM||||Coolant flush, radiator cap and thermostat first.  Cheapest easiest fix and I have fixed that problem 5 times this week with that remedy.  Next new radiator and hoses.  Or heater core.  I remember along time ago someone posting about pouring CLR or something in their heater core and flushing it out with a garden hose to remove all the build up in it.  Does anyone else remember that?||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||01-17-2004||12:36 AM||||does the fan just blow cold air?l`m not familiar with the coolant flow of the Maxima but if the fan blows cold your`re not getting coolant to your heater core.if you want a fast and nasty fix you can bypass the valve that directs coolant into the core, pretty easy if the valve is in the engine compartment,not so easy if it`s under the dash.How`s your t/stat? sounds like that may be a problem as well,change that.Finally you can block up the airflow to the rad with cardboard as a last and totally low budget resort,that should heat things up a little.good luck amigo,brrrrrr  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.2.165||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||curtis||01-17-2004||03:58 PM||||Fords have a restrictor in one of the factory heater hoses to keep the water in the core longer.  My old 240 did the same thing as your maxima.  I made a restrictor on the lathe at the airfield but they quickest fix is to put a 3/8 drive socket, about a 9/16 or 5/8 should do it, in the hose to act as a resistor. If it does have a valve on it just wire it open because the controls maybe stretched or broken. Let the car warm up and feel of the hoses if there cold then you have another problem.||65.54.97.139||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||i hate fall||01-17-2004||11:29 PM||||I think It might be my t/stat....<br />I went to a "you pull your parts" place to get some other parts and right there i ran into a another gvr4 owner.... white 91||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes



ubb/Forum2/004420.cgi
A||||15||Mitsuturbo||I'm about ready to drive my car off a cliff.||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||01-17-2004||03:14 AM||mitsuturbo@softhome.net||Ok, i need some advice here.  I hope SOMEONE can offer some sort of insight.  I'll start by telling what i have done to my car, and saying that before winter i had no problem.  I ran VERY consistently last season at the track.  This problem seems to have come out of nowhere.<br /><br />I have a stock IC still, 2.5" upper IC pipe, HKS BOV (plumbed), evo3 big16g, magnecor 10mm wires, ITC, AFC, DSBC-R, Walbro 255, 3" home depot ABS intake to turbo, and FIC 650cc injectors.  My base Fuel Pressure is about 45-46psi.  The car was logged and i see nothing really out of the ordinary.  The car is tuned well, i am certain that timing and fuel are in the correct areas.<br /><br />Now, i'm no newbie to the 4g63T having worked at the local dealership, been a mitsu mechanic for at least 5 years and what not, but this is driving me crazy.  The car runs GREAT until it warms up fully.. then it runs great still, unless i stab the throttle to the floor and/or drop a gear and load it up to the 16psi i'm running.  Then i get this bad misfire at about 4000-4500rpm, it kind of goes away around 5000 usually.  It is sometimes intermittent, and i have had an opportunity to get some good pulls in for tuning with the datalogger, itc, and afc.<br /><br />I have replaced the ECU, sparkplugs, the CoilPack, and the Power TR unit, thinking that it is something to do with spark delivery or timing control.  I have checked for boost leaks at 25psi.. no leaks.  Yet it still continues to cut out, sometimes affecting timing, resulting in knock and high EGTs.  I am now wondering if the COLD weather we've had lately is affecting things somehow.. it's been under 30 deg. F. most of the time lately.  What i really dont understand is that if the car is not COMPLETELY warmed up, then everything works fine and it pulls like a MoFo.<br /><br />I hope this is not too long winded, and someone has some sort of experience and can lend an experienced opinion.  Tomorrow i think.. i'm going to try some different plug wires and RE check all my ITC and AFC connections to the main harness.<br /><br />*edit*<br />I couldn't take it.. i went out tonight and checked all my wiring, and it's all good.  Now i have to wonder if something is up with the plug wires after they get hot, or maybe the CAS?  Maybe it's another problem altogether.. i dunno.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||01-17-2004||08:33 AM||||The ECU goes into closed loop mode when the engine is warmed up to operating temp.  Closed loop uses the O2 sensor, so maybe it needs to be changed?  You didn't mention this in your troubleshooting tales.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||01-17-2004||08:49 AM||||The O2 also seems like it cold be the culprit. At about 4000rpm or so it switches from open loop to closed loop. It seems to be having trouble doing that. <br /><br />Also just some advice for future purchases. Any spark plug leads thicker than 8.8mm will actually hurt spark. No need to go bigger than 8.8mm. There is no increase in performance. And also it would not hurt to swap the spark plug leads out just to make sure that they are not causing the problem.<br /><br />Another solution would be not to take it above 4000rpm for the winter. Would be easier on your car as well. Ok, that is probably not a realistic solution.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||01-17-2004||09:50 AM||||I'd try some trusty OEM spark plug wires.||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||01-17-2004||10:29 AM||||My car does the same thing.  My problem is I get intermintent tps readings.  When it's cold it always reads 100% when cold.  When it warms up after I hit a bump in the road it will read 0% or no higher than 60-70%.  It has to be a loose wire or something but it's not being driven right now so I haven't fixed it yet.  So check the tps also.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||jayru||01-17-2004||11:25 AM||||Get rid of the MAGNACORE'S!! I don't remember when, but there was a thread a while back where everyone who had them bitched about misfires. One guy even on a brand new set. Go with Kingsborne wires. There not expensive and better than stock. I love them.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||Mitsuturbo||01-17-2004||02:57 PM||||i do know the O2 sensor is shot, but i have been told by about 30 different people that it does nothing at full throttle<br /><br />i will be changing it today<br /><br />plugwires later tonight or tomorrow||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000007||Jason G.||01-17-2004||03:39 PM||||Have you logged 02 voltage at wot?<br />I'd check the fuel pump, make sure it's putting out enough pressure. A bad pump can cause the 02 to get fooled and not have any voltage and cause the the FPR to not raise in a 1:1 rate, also causing high EGTs.( And have seen near perfect logs with this problem as well)||65.35.43.169||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000008||GREENVR4||01-17-2004||05:02 PM||||and yes,the O2 sensor will affect performance like you're describing, they don't necessarily stop working alltogether, when they get saturated (the ceramic tip inside) they become "slow", meaning they don't read as fast and they cause surges and misfires, change it and check it again, good luck!||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||01-17-2004||06:16 PM||||Make sure your plugs are gapped to .028.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||turbogalant||01-17-2004||09:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>  Go with Kingsborne wires. There not expensive and better than stock. I love them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would go accel they have lower resistance and similar cost. Do a search I posted the specs. of the two side by side a while back.<br /><br />*edit* if you still want the kingsborne wires I'll sell you my set I used them for about 3 months and my guess that would be about 600 miles judging by the amount I drive. They are black 8mm paid $36 after shipping (have the invoice in front of me) bought them jan 2 of 03. Had my buddy warranty my accels and I am using them now.||65.177.233.176||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000011||Mitsuturbo||01-17-2004||11:43 PM||||well, i REALLY tightened up the nut that grounds the ECU and the ITC, and checked all the wiring.. everything looked OK and all connections are soldered.. then.. before i drove it today i threw some shitty old (but known good) plug wires on.. the problem has gone away<br /><br />not knowing if it was the plugwires or the wiring, i switched back to the 10mm magnecors, and the problem has not returned..maybe things were just not grounded quite well enough.. the nut was tight.. but i got it tighter<br /><br /> thanks for the advice, people.. if the problem returns, i'm pretty sure it will be wires<br /><br />still gonna swap the O2 sensor out, but at least i know that's not the problem||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000012||Mitsuturbo||01-17-2004||11:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Also just some advice for future purchases. Any spark plug leads thicker than 8.8mm will actually hurt spark. <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The 10mm wires were pretty much a freebie.. so i figured what the hell?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000013||i hate fall||01-18-2004||12:07 AM||||I had some magicores on my 200hp B16a crx back in the day, one day a cylinder stopped firing. We tried everything , disconnected the msd, replaced the interal coil, popped the cover ... it was the damn 3 week old $100 wire! i was pissed.||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000014||Mitsuturbo||01-18-2004||07:58 PM||||2 days now, and running like the well tuned machine it is supposed to be!  <br /><br />I'm pretty happy.  Now... i just gotta get my FMIC mounted and plumbed!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||01-18-2004||09:19 PM||||The O2 sensor is NOT used at WOT. It is ignored whenever the ECU goes open-loop. Now, if it throws a code, and the ECU goes into limp-mode, THEN maybe you'd have a problem at WOT.||216.76.180.65||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004421.cgi
A||||11||Ska-TAY||H&amp;R Springs for the GVR4 on ebay?||||1||||Ska-TAY||00001541
Z||000000||Ska-TAY||01-17-2004||09:01 AM||deischel@hotmail.com||Does H&R make coil springs for the VR-4?  I looked on the H&R website( <a href="http://www.hrsprings.com" target="_blank">www.hrsprings.com</a> ) which told me they do not...BUT this guy on eBay is selling a set: <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&rd=1&category=33582&item=2454606265&sspagename=STRK%3AMEBBI%3AIT" target="_blank">eBay</a>||24.209.125.217||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000001||number3||01-17-2004||09:25 AM||||Yes. <br /><br /><br />But they were in very limited batches.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||01-17-2004||11:21 AM||||i got h&r's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.122.35.217||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||01-17-2004||12:50 PM||||The ones on Ebay are from the same guy that is selling the GVR-4 that was on fire.  He also has a set of KYB struts, a set of factory service manuals, and an Eprom ECU up for sale.||63.188.41.89||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||Martin Chilcote||01-17-2004||12:54 PM||||H & R Springs: Good<br />KYB Struts: Bad<br /><br />just my opinion||66.139.167.130||reg||2||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||01-18-2004||11:51 AM||||Holy Cow ! Those springs on ebay at $187.50 right now...Not bad selling price for an used set!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||driftntouge||01-18-2004||11:55 AM||||Well, they say they are brand new...they're also really hard to come by.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-18-2004||11:55 AM||||I see you got outbid - but you are the one that outbid me.....LOL||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||Ska-TAY||01-18-2004||12:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by driftntouge:<br /><strong> Well, they say they are brand new...they're also really hard to come by. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just like those <b><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3160772359&category=47226" target="_blank">Care Bears</a></b> you like so much.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.209.125.217||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000009||autobahntom||01-18-2004||12:15 PM||||If you look at the color of the ECU he has for sale you will see that it is black. NOT the correct color. I am not aware of any of the ECU repair places that paint them; they just put tape to show if someone takes it apart. Since this guy is selling the burned GVR4, I wonder if the ECU came from it??<br /> We are still trying to get it, but it looks like the guy's buddies are running the bid up; so we won't most likely. Probably go some more as the car has low miles and says it has a clean title. We shall see.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000010||driftntouge||01-18-2004||01:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ska-TAY:<br /><strong> Just like those <b><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3160772359&category=47226" target="_blank">Care Bears</a></b> you like so much.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lol...my girl is crazy about those things, and I just dont understand it.  But, then again, she doesnt understand why I spend so much money on my car.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000011||number3||01-18-2004||01:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> If you look at the color of the ECU he has for sale you will see that it is black. NOT the correct color.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Soot.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/004423.cgi
A||||2||91 #680||oil and water from exhaust||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||01-17-2004||04:15 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||On a cold start my car will spew out some water and oil(light amount) from the exhaust....only when the idle is surging.  When the car isn't surging it doesn't blow out anything except the normal exhaust fumes.  The engine is still running strong at 170,000 miles but I'm wondering if a rebuild or a used jdm motor might be needed in the future.  I'll have to get a compression check here soon.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-17-2004||04:54 PM||||water is just from condensation due to the exhaust being hot, and it may look like oil but most of the time it's carbon being washed away by the water inside the exhaust, mine does the same thing even after the rebuild (done 2k miles ago).||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||01-17-2004||05:00 PM||||Mine does the same thing. 121K miles.  Runs strong.  I have a nice stain on my garage door from it.  Mine doesn't do it too bad since it has been so FREAKIN cold, all the water is ice.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/004424.cgi
A||N||0||Arty||Which synchro 1/2 hub/sleeve can I use ?||||5||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||01-17-2004||06:03 PM||||I need a new 1/2 synchro hub/sleeve but I'm not sure which of the 3 possible parts listed in CAPS is the right one.<br />9006.1 90011.3 MD738868<br />9012.1 9104.3  MD742465 MD746829  RP<br />9105.1 9205.3  MD748468 MD746144  MA<br /><br />the dealer says MD746829 is a functional substitute for MD738868, so I only have to choose between the last two.<br /><br />Can anyone tell me what the difference is between MD746829 and MD746144 is ?<br /><br />If you have successfully replaced a 1/2 hub/sleeve which part did you use ? If no one has used MD746144 then I'll probably go ahead and order MD746829.<br /><br />TIA<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||5||Arty||00000567||no



ubb/Forum2/004425.cgi
A||||3||Ferrari F50 GT||Exauhst Leak||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||01-17-2004||06:32 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||Could an exauhst leak in between the O2 housing and the downpipe interfere with O2 readings?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||Jason G.||01-17-2004||07:07 PM||||No. A leak at that point is after the sensor.||65.35.43.169||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000002||91GVR4||01-19-2004||12:08 AM||||Why does it seem that our cars like to leak at this place? I have seen many posts now about leaks between the o2 housing and down pipe. Mine leaked there when I got it, a new gasket fixed that. But I ported out my O2 housing to match my 2.5" exaust and now it leaks again. Yes I did get a brand new 2.5" gasket for it. It just seems strange. Well I feel better now, but my car still smells like exaust.||63.156.32.49||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-19-2004||12:18 AM||||mine only leaks there if the DP nuts back off.  They don't seem to back off if I retorque them hot.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004426.cgi
A||||6||GVR-4||What's up with my motor mount?||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||01-17-2004||06:41 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Here are two photos of my motor mount, one with the metal piece broken off. My guess is that this metal piece is there to cancel out some kind of harmonic vibration. Has anyone else's broken? How important is it that it be attached? And what should I use to glue it back on?<br /><br />TIA.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2516" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2516&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2517" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2517&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||01-17-2004||06:46 PM||||it's just OLD.... mine fell off too.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||01-18-2004||05:41 PM||||So how important do you think it is that I try and glue it back on?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-18-2004||05:44 PM||||dave, get a new mount.  they are pricey.  i think there are still some old pics of my motor a while ago, and you can see it canted on the left side.  i got a new mount, and i think i posted pics of new vs old, and you can REALLY see the difference.  trans mount, too.  makes a huge difference.||64.240.175.54||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||01-18-2004||11:45 PM||||Huh. I was wondering what went in that spot. Mine was gone before I bought the car.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||Sam Sayes||01-19-2004||04:06 PM||||Mine doesn't have it either,<br />well mine is from a 1G Eclipse and has poly mounts all around, TELs don't have that little thing that broke off<br />Dave don't worry about it and just use it as is.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||01-19-2004||07:58 PM||||Thanks for the responses, fellas. I think I'll try glueing it back on just for kicks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    and if (when) it falls off again, I'll just throw it in the trash.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/004427.cgi
A||||2||coop||tel awd tranny||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-17-2004||09:06 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||if the talon has lsd in the rear wich it does, does the tranny have lsd or not?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||4G63Mirage||01-17-2004||09:25 PM||||Um, some t/e/l's have lsd in the rear, all come stock with an open front diff however.||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||01-17-2004||09:25 PM||||No, just the rear.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum2/004428.cgi
A||||4||i hate fall||MSD?!?||||1||||i hate fall||00001581
Z||000000||i hate fall||01-18-2004||12:09 AM||nonage976@aol.com||Has anyone used this on thier 4g63? How did it work, i have one left over from my last car, wondering if i should use it or sell it.||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||01-18-2004||01:41 AM||||Specifically which msd product?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.177.240.97||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||jayru||01-18-2004||01:44 AM||||I am wondering the same thing. I bought a MSD ignition box when i first bought my VR4 but never installed it bcs it seemed that cars making 500+ hp all use stock ignitions. <br /><br />Anyone use it, and see any worthwile gains?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||i hate fall||01-18-2004||12:31 PM||||i would ahve to go look at it, but it's that most used one the 6al or something like that. i also have an external coil.... i'm not looking for hp gains, i'm more looking for mpg gains  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> , i just don't want to mess up anything. When i had it in my b16a crx i had to get a external tac because my stock tact was getting interference and would display improperly (not to mention my new engine red line 1.5 thousand rpms after my old tact)||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000004||Invader||01-19-2004||02:11 AM||||I've got an MSD DIS2 in my car simply because I had one sitting around from an old project.  The stutterbox between gears is the reason I finally went ahead and installed it (works pretty well)...I also had no problems with the MSD playing nice with the tach in my VR4.  I'd say it improves mid-range response/torque, but I'm not sure about overall power gains (I did have to replace my plug wires immediately afterward, lol).||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/004429.cgi
A||||3||Cybernerd2||Exhaust broken||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-18-2004||06:07 AM||||Can someone tell me if this was torn off, will it create exhaust leakeage?<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2523" alt=" - " />||219.92.155.15||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||DMX84||01-18-2004||09:50 AM||||I think that the outer mesh is to help keep the pipe straight and limit the amount of flex. I believe it is not the actual pipe of itself, If it�s not leaking now, I would leave it alone until it started to give you trouble. Were you thinking of removing the mesh? I would not recommend that.||67.235.101.148||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||01-18-2004||11:56 PM||||yeah, it's not the original exhaust piping. It's a custom steel piping.<br /><br />So that is the use of that flexing thingy.<br /><br />Alright, thanks.||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-19-2004||12:07 AM||||i did that to mine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Doesn't seem to leak at all though.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004430.cgi
A||||7||Cybernerd2||S-AFC II tuning for semi-stock vr4||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-18-2004||08:51 AM||||Hi,<br /><br />Below is my current S-AFC II settings:<br /><br />S-AFC II Tuning for my VR4<br />====================<br /><br />Ne Point<br />--------<br />Ne01     1000<br />Ne02     1600<br />Ne03     2200<br />Ne04     2800<br />Ne05     3400<br />Ne06     4000<br />Ne07     4600<br />Ne08     5200<br />Ne09     5800<br />Ne10     6400<br />Ne11     7000<br />Ne12     7400<br /><br />Lo-Thrtl<br />--------<br />Data File Used: Fi1<br /><br />RPM     Correction<br />----     ----------<br />1000    +4%<br />1600    +3%<br />2200    +3%<br />2800    +3%<br />3400    +4%<br />4000    +5%<br />4600    +6%<br />5200    +7%<br />5800    +8%<br />6400    +9%<br />7000    +9%<br />7400    +11%<br /><br />Hi-Thrtl<br />-------<br />Data File Used: Fi1<br /><br />RPM     Correction<br />----     ----------<br />1000    +4%<br />1600    +6%<br />2200    +8%<br />2800    +10%<br />3400    +12%<br />4000    +13%<br />4600    +14%<br />5200    +14%<br />5800    +15%<br />6400    +16%<br />7000    +17%<br />7400    +19%<br /><br />Th-Point<br />--------<br />Lo     Hi<br />--     --<br />15%  70%<br /><br />Knk Set<br />-------<br />No.     Knk     RPM<br />---     ---      ----<br />1        77       1500<br />2        94       3500<br /><br />Dec. Air<br />-------<br />Thr     10.2%<br />Ne1    12.5%<br />Ne2    17.5%<br /><br /><br />My current engine is running on HKS Super SQV bov, 2.5" stainless steel I/C piping and inlet manifold, 2.5" steel exhaust piping and running on 510cc injectors.<br /><br />I usually on town driving where there are frequent traffic stops and seldom boost. What is the ideal settings for my S-AFC II? As right now, the settings are abit too fuel consumption.||219.92.155.43||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||01-18-2004||12:04 PM||||i have been in a car with 450's run up to 20 psi and it felt pretty damn good.||68.122.35.217||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||bujang_hensem||01-18-2004||10:02 PM||||can  safc 11 knock feature be intergrated with our 1G gvr4. Are those reading correct because my friend are running it with his Evo 3 and it running great....but evo are 2G.<br /><br />I'm just thinking to get one of those   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />anybody got a diagram for Safc 1 and safc 2 for 1G  vr4?||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||01-18-2004||11:21 PM||||yea it can be integrated just that i am not sure if it is an accurate reading. I don't know anyone with a safc 2 version 2.||68.122.35.217||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||91GVR4||01-18-2004||11:44 PM||||I have a version 2 SAFC and have the knock wire hooked up. However it just gives some number that it generates based on how much noise it receives above normal from you knock sensor. I havn't found it that useful. Not as useful as keydivers knock gauge that is  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . As far as what to set your AFC at I would recomend a pocket logger for that as each car is different and needs custom tuning.||63.156.32.49||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000005||Cybernerd2||01-19-2004||01:47 AM||||What happens if in Lo-Thrtl settings, I set 0% for first 3 RPM range, will that cause my engine running too lean?||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||01-19-2004||11:15 PM||||You really need a data logging device to answer that -- and you shouldn't be tuning without one.  Otherwise are you just tuning by the seat of your pants?<br /><br />Yes, you can set it at zero, and you won't run lean unless it was running lean already.  Hence the ZERO adjustment.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Cybernerd2||01-19-2004||11:24 PM||||Where can I get this logger?<br />And what is the website to show the connection from my ECU to my logger? <br /><br />Pictures greatly appreciated.||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum2/004431.cgi
A||||11||G-GSX Turbo||MMC Datalogger: How do you get Logs onto your PC to View them?||||1||||G-GSX Turbo||00003111
Z||000000||G-GSX Turbo||01-18-2004||02:03 PM||turbostangman@msn.com||Title pretty much says it all. Anyone on here using the MMC Data logger know how to get the logs from my PDA onto my PC and then view them?<br /><br />I hope it is possible like with the Pocketlogger.<br /><br />Any help would be greatly appreciated!!||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-18-2004||07:28 PM||||Yes, it is possible with Pocketlogger.  Sure it is possible for the MMCd as well.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||01-18-2004||10:36 PM||||<a href="http://mmcdtools.sourceforge.net" target="_blank">http://mmcdtools.sourceforge.net</a><br /><br />I had the same question, and no one but the author of MMCd was able to answer it for me.||65.41.85.183||reg||14||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||01-18-2004||11:43 PM||||Steve, us computer retards need help: what was the answer?||24.136.17.55||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||01-19-2004||12:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> Steve, us computer retards need help: what was the answer? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The answer is  <b>NO!!</b> <br /><br />He said maybe the paml'nstein can allow it but he isn't sure....||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||01-19-2004||10:17 AM||||Sorry, the link I gave is for the software that makes it work!!!!!!||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||01-19-2004||12:04 PM||||Yes, Shawn Poulson, SPOULSON from this list, wrote a piece of software that allows you to export the logs from MMcD!<br />Follow the link.||67.34.39.107||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||01-19-2004||12:42 PM||||Note, the release that's currently out on that web site has some bugs in the conversion formulas for temperature related sensors.<br /><br />I'm currently working on a version that allows you to browse the graph on your PC, as well as fix those bugs.  I'll post it when it's ready.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||01-19-2004||12:45 PM||||hmm maybe thats why my intake air temps were showing somewhere around 200 degrees F<br /><br />You rock man, thanks.||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||G-GSX Turbo||01-19-2004||01:05 PM||||OK I went to the link above and followed some links on there to this page   <a href="http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=98203&package_id=105181&release_id=207476" target="_blank">http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=98203&package_id=105181&release_id=207476</a>  <br /><br />Is this the right DL or am I totaly in the wrong spot here?<br /><br />A little more explanation on the site may help eliminate the confusion.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||01-19-2004||11:05 PM||||I'll explain it to you for $20.||67.167.201.26||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||G-GSX Turbo||01-19-2004||11:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I'll explain it to you for $20. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're so kind.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum2/004432.cgi
A||||3||admsr||looking to install MAFT and have ???'s||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||01-18-2004||03:52 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||Hey Gang....Im lookin to do some work to the gvr4 this saturday and I have some q's<br /><br />I am using a HKS S-AFR and it is set to read the MAS Karman Vortex signaling. Do I have to change this to HotWire when I install the MAFT/GM MAF setup?<br /><br />I am hopefully going to be installing a 2G ported Mani. I dont think that I have enough $$$ to replace the blown 14b right now....will I run into any issues installing the 2G exhaust Mani and mating it back to my 14b?<br /><br />Is a 2G O2 Housing any better then a 1G?<br /><br />Doing Timing belt and replacing water pump and Oil Filter Housing.<br /><br />Also trying to aquire Starion FMIC so I can install with 2.5" I/C piping and MAFT.<br /><br />Any help and/or comments would be appreciated.<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.16.112||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||01-18-2004||04:46 PM||||"I am using a HKS S-AFR and it is set to read the MAS Karman Vortex signaling. Do I have to change this to HotWire when I install the MAFT/GM MAF setup?"<br /><br />No, i dont think so, im using the safc, and mine is still set to karman and it runs perfectly, but im using it in place of the maf, not blow through as of yet.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||sleepyvr4||01-18-2004||04:59 PM||||A 2g mani will bolt right up to a 14b no prob.  The 2g o2 housing does flow more than the 1g.  As far as the front mount, get an evo8.  I've seen them consistently go on ebay for $200 (as compared to $150 for the 15+ year old starion) - and they flow a few hundred more cfm than the starions (from what I've gathered in the posts) - you can also use stock pipe routing.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||01-18-2004||09:23 PM||||The MAFT already does the hotwire to Karman conversion, so leave it on Karman.||216.76.180.65||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004433.cgi
A||||6||sleepyvr4||logger questions...||||1||||sleepyvr4||00003137
Z||000000||sleepyvr4||01-18-2004||05:17 PM||sleepyvr4@excite.com||i recently got up my pocketlogger and have avoided asking questions until I read a lot and used the thing a lot.  But, here goes.  I have logged a couple runs where I would be a WOT and my rpms would actually decrease about 50rpms - and I'd see an increase in knock.  It wasn't noticeable driving it, and the rpms would climb right after it happened.  Was this a misfire?  I have magnecore wires and 7es w/ 4k on them.  Also, I'm running stock boost (BCS) on 14b and at about 12psi I'm seeing a little over 100% duty cycle on my injectors.  Why does the logger record up to 120% ?  I've hit 115% dc when it was 8 degrees outside and I was holding 15psi w/ stock bcs.  Should injectors be my first fuel upgrade?  My o2 readings are .88 then .86 after 5500 rpms.  My fuel pump is rewired.  The car runs great, just wanted to clear things up.  thanks for the help.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-18-2004||05:37 PM||||the logger will read over 100%, but the injectors wont do squat.  if anything, they will do worse.  it means they are open all the time, no dead time.  you need to pull back the boost.  your fmic is probably heat soaking.  magnecore wires suck.  15 lbs boost is possible with injectors that are in tip top shape(when was the last time you had your injectors cleaned and flowed?)  and the fuel system is also in tip top shape(when was the last time you changed the fuel filter)  and the pump is also in tts(pumps dont just die, they slowly die, over time, the output starts to decline).  these are only a few of the reasons.||64.240.175.54||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||sleepyvr4||01-18-2004||06:14 PM||||heat soak in 20 degree weather?  my egt's would skyrocket before I rewired my pump, so I assumed right away it was weak.  My fuel filter is new - maybe 5k on it.  Never had my injectors flowed/cleaned.  Is that fuel cut I am logging?||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000003||sleepyvr4||01-18-2004||06:15 PM||||not fuel cut, misfire...||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||01-18-2004||07:21 PM||||How did the O2 values react to this miniscule 50 rpm drop?||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||sleepyvr4||01-18-2004||07:27 PM||||stayed the same...||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||01-18-2004||09:49 PM||||from past experience, 15 lbs boost is just about the limit for the stock: fuel pump, injectors, AND mas.  if you upgrade the turbo, then you are there.  if you dont upgrade all, then you will forever be running one unit at max capacity.  you should plan on where you want to be.  power costs.  if you try to "get by" something will break, then it just costs more.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004434.cgi
A||||6||Akidosigh1||255lph and AFPR||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||01-18-2004||05:55 PM||||I have a holley 255lph fuel pump that i am getting ready to put on, do i need to buy an AFPR before I put it on or is the stock regulator going to be able to handle it?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||01-18-2004||06:16 PM||||im running a walboro 255lph W/O AFPR and the car runs fine. i dont have any tuning capabilities yet (MAFT and an AFPR are next on the list) but i hear if your going to try to tune the car that its hard to do w/o an AFPR since the 255lph causes strange low-RPM surges and whatnot. but ive been running my setup since september and its been doing fine.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||01-18-2004||06:22 PM||||ok, cause I don't want to over run the stock regulator. I do have a MAFt that is not hooked up yet. If anyone has a different opinion, please let me know. I'm trying to save money where possible and if I don't need to buy this before march, then I won't<br /><br />thanks||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-18-2004||07:15 PM||||Running "fine" or not, the 255 will most definitely overpower the stock regulators ability to keep a linear fuel curve.  Period.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||01-18-2004||08:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Running "fine" or not, the 255 will most definitely overpower the stock regulators ability to keep a linear fuel curve.  Period. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And you can drive the car, it will run rich, but that is better than lean.  Unless you have to get an emissions test before March, you should be fine to drive it with the bigger pump.||64.63.226.25||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||01-18-2004||10:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Running "fine" or not, the 255 will most definitely overpower the stock regulators ability to keep a linear fuel curve.  Period. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And you can drive the car, it will run rich, but that is better than lean.  Unless you have to get an emissions test before March, you should be fine to drive it with the bigger pump. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a 255 rewired stock fpr (I do want a afpr though) and pass emissions just fine. 0 carbon monoxide 32 ppm HC. Up from last year o carbon monoxide 24 ppm HC. I think it was just the longer line and colder range plugs this year.||65.177.232.229||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||LunarShadow||01-21-2004||08:43 PM||||Get an AFPR.  It should be one of the first things added along with manual boost control.  The problem with the stock regulator is that it can not flow enough to keep steady fuel pressure with a 255lph.  It will not be able to tune with the stock regulator. The AFPR will also add another variable to work with.<br /><br />You can run the stock regulator, I did for a time.  However, I should have bought an AFPR before the 255lph.  I thought about trying to port the stock regulator or fabing up to dual regulator type thing. For the time and energy,  decided that a good AFPR would be well worth the money.||172.128.60.44||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes



ubb/Forum2/004435.cgi
A||||20||G-GSX Turbo||Max Hertz reading on a 1G MAF?||||1||||G-GSX Turbo||00003111
Z||000000||G-GSX Turbo||01-18-2004||06:01 PM||turbostangman@msn.com||I tried a search here and came up with zilch. Tuners seems to be down right now, I keep getting server errors.<br /><br />So what is the max hertz readings from a 1G MAF?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||01-18-2004||07:05 PM||||Not going to swear to it, but I am pretty sure it is 1606hz.||63.188.40.175||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-18-2004||07:12 PM||||1606 is the limit of the diagnostic port to send to a logger...  it is not the limit of the MAS's ability to read.  You'll know what overrun looks like on a logger -- the count will drop to zero quickly and flutter around.<br /><br />There is a relatively specific number somewhere, but I suspect it is in the 2,000 range.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||G-GSX Turbo||01-18-2004||08:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> 1606 is the limit of the diagnostic port to send to a logger...  it is not the limit of the MAS's ability to read.  You'll know what overrun looks like on a logger -- the count will drop to zero quickly and flutter around.<br /><br />There is a relatively specific number somewhere, but I suspect it is in the 2,000 range. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok thanks, I thought it was ~2100hrz. You bring up the issue of my original question however.<br /><br />In my datalogs I hit a max of EXACTLY 1603.9hrz for about 1,000RPM. It then stutters and drops to like 1,0xxhrz and then climbs back up and then stumbles again. It however does not drop to zero.... This could however be a sample rate issue due to logging so many perameters but I am not possitive.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||01-18-2004||11:41 PM||||I've seen 2400+ Hz before the MAF started losing counts.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||01-18-2004||11:47 PM||||i started dropping counts at 2200 hz on a very hacked mas.  I was dropping very badly||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||G-GSX Turbo||01-19-2004||12:02 AM||||I take it those were on an AFC.....||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||01-19-2004||12:09 AM||||yes that's very true  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Good point||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||GalantVR41062||01-19-2004||01:06 AM||||The loggers sample rate is not high enough to show mas over run, but I think my mas over ran at 1900hz and went up to the 2200-2300hz range with the 2g mas installed, and a mutt1 turbo running 20psi.<br /><br />~John||172.198.249.92||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000009||G-GSX Turbo||01-19-2004||06:31 AM||||So do you think this could be happening right now? My knock counts go though the roof right when it happens. My O2 voltage also plumets. I really hate the fact this logger doesn't show Inj Duty cycle. I know I could sit down and figure it out but I am too lazy....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Ayway,<br /><br />Here's a sample of what's going on.<br />RPM...injp..knck...o2...TPS...TMA..AIT..MAF<br />4875..18.17...0.....87..99.6..24...31.5..1371.2<br />5093..20.73...0.....89..99.6..18...32.5..1585.0<br />5406..20.47...1.....85..99.6..19...32.5..1603.9<br />5718..16.63...1.....85..99.6..21...32.5..1603.9<br />6093..9.47....20....82..99.6..19...33.5..1465.5<br />6375..9.98....30....09..99.6..20...33.5..1346.0<br />6562..12.79...30....01..99.6..19...33.5..1289.4<br />6750..13.31...29....13..99.6..17...34.5..1534.7<br />7312..1.27....30....78..14.8..14...34.5..1188.8<br />6968..1.27....8.....83..8.9...36...33.5..119.5<br />6531..9.72....0.....89..22.6..44...33.5..106.9<br />5593..15.87...0.....83..99.6..33...33.5..1314.6<br />4781..17.91...0.....89..99.6..22...33.5..1327.1<br />4968..20.47...0.....89..99.6..18...33.5..1534.7<br />5062..22.52...0.....87..99.6..18...33.5..1603.9<br />5218..23.03...0.....87..99.6..19...33.5..1603.9<br />5437..22.52...0.....85..99.6..20...33.5..1603.9<br />5625..20.22...20....87..99.6..21...33.5..1289.4<br />5750..16.38...19....85..99.6..15...33.5..1603.9<br />6000..14.59...19....83..99.6..16...33.5..1603.9<br />6125..12.54...25....85..99.6..17...32.5..1490.7<br />6250..15.35...32....83..99.6..19...32.5..1591.3<br />6343..13.56...31....83..99.6..14...32.5..1396.3<br />6406..12.54...31....76..99.6..17...32.5..1132.1<br />7312..1.27....27....46..8.9...16...31.5..421.4<br /><br />It hasn't been railed on since this log in total fear. Like I said, it goes past 1603.9 for just a little and then the engine stutters and then cleans and stutters again.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000010||russya||01-19-2004||06:25 PM||||I've seen 2400 on my emanage quite a few times.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000011||VR6 Eater||01-19-2004||07:23 PM||||Check you tps also.  It is important that it reads 100% when at full throttle.  Could even be as simple as your floormat getting in the way.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000012||stevevr4||01-19-2004||09:05 PM||||MMCd can show injector duty cycle.  You have to turn on RPM and pulse width first.||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||01-19-2004||10:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> 1606 is the limit of the diagnostic port to send to a logger...  it is not the limit of the MAS's ability to read.  You'll know what overrun looks like on a logger -- the count will drop to zero quickly and flutter around.<br /><br />There is a relatively specific number somewhere, but I suspect it is in the 2,000 range. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok thanks, I thought it was ~2100hrz. You bring up the issue of my original question however.<br /><br />In my datalogs I hit a max of EXACTLY 1603.9hrz for about 1,000RPM. It then stutters and drops to like 1,0xxhrz and then climbs back up and then stumbles again. It however does not drop to zero.... This could however be a sample rate issue due to logging so many perameters but I am not possitive. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oops, sorry, my post probably isn't right.  It may not be dropping to zero, it just looks like it hits bottom.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   When I've seen it I seem to remember it "fluttering" a little when it drops.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||G-GSX Turbo||01-19-2004||11:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> MMCd can show injector duty cycle.  You have to turn on RPM and pulse width first. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You mean when you first open a new log?<br /><br />I don't see it anywhere on the perameter options.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000015||G-GSX Turbo||01-19-2004||11:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> Check you tps also.  It is important that it reads 100% when at full throttle.  Could even be as simple as your floormat getting in the way. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I may have to adjust it a bit. I ahve no floormats in the car as of yet.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000016||G-GSX Turbo||01-20-2004||12:02 AM||||Well, I found a chart that shows duty cycle vs RPM vs PW.<br /><br />In the log above if you look at 5,218RPM I have a pulse Width of 23.03ms. According to the chart that is 100% duty cycle. I also found a formula. Using my info it comes out to be 100.14% DC. <br /><br />The next reading at 5,437RPm and 22.52ms equates to 102.03%.<br /><br />That is where the knocking starts there shortly after and the subsequent drop in MAF readings.<br /><br />Not good I take it.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||01-20-2004||12:27 AM||||100% isn't <i>bad</i> but it isn't <i>good</i> either.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||G-GSX Turbo||01-20-2004||02:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> 100% isn't <i>bad</i> but it isn't <i>good</i> either. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL<br /><br />Well hopefully I can get an E-prom ECU soon w/ a key driver chip (Keydriver you out there?) for some bigger injectors and get a MAFT on. I want to get this sorted out ASAP. I will be installing the fuel components this weekend.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000019||ayvr4||01-20-2004||03:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> Check you tps also.  It is important that it reads 100% when at full throttle.  Could even be as simple as your floormat getting in the way. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">At WOT, My TPS never reads 100%, its always at 99.6 with MMCD.||68.74.197.25||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000020||G-GSX Turbo||01-20-2004||03:11 PM||||Someone mentioned that you can monitor Duty Cycle but I don't get what he is saying. DO you know what he's talking about?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum2/004436.cgi
A||||12||stevevr4||sound like a bad o2 sensor?||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||01-18-2004||10:44 PM||stever321@yahoo.com||My o2 voltage cycles up and down like "normal" at idle, but when driving they either continue to cycle up and down, or drops down to almost 0.  I don't know why I'd be running <b>that</b> lean, so should my next stab at this problem be the o2 sensor?  Or is there something else that might be the problem?||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||01-19-2004||01:32 AM||||Your O2 voltage comes how close to 0v ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||01-19-2004||10:16 AM||||it actually reads as low as 0.0 sometimes,||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||01-19-2004||12:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> My o2 voltage cycles up and down like "normal" at idle, but when driving they either continue to cycle up and down, or drops down to almost 0.  I don't know why I'd be running <b>that</b> lean, so should my next stab at this problem be the o2 sensor?  Or is there something else that might be the problem? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If it cycles normal in closed-loop, and does so pretty quickly as the rpm's go up, I would say that you are just WAY too lean. The ECU just can't maintain closed-loop. What are your fueltrims, 140%?||67.34.39.107||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||stevevr4||01-19-2004||12:16 PM||||Low mid and high fuel trims are 130, 135, and 140<br /><br />Any ideas why I would be this lean?  New 190 pump, we ran cleaner through the injectors, i plan on getting cleaned and flowed injectors but these ones shouldn't be COMPLETELY useless (i.e. 0.00v on the O2)!!  Don't see where there would be an intake leak before the turbo... it wouldn't really be driveable would it?||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||01-19-2004||11:07 PM||||Doublecheck your wiring at the O2 sensor on the ECU side of the harness in the engine bay.  Mine had broken wires/insulation just like the temp sensor gets.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||01-20-2004||10:21 AM||||Is the MAS hacked at all? Can you check the fuel pressure? Even one of those cheapy B&M gauges that go in the fuel filter work fine, at least for me.||67.34.9.198||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||01-20-2004||10:48 AM||||The MAS is unmolested... I'll have to try and check the fuel pressure too.  Keep the ideas coming.  Thanks!<br /><br />BTW I'm still trying to bum a spare ECU to swap in while I send mine in to keydiver... this isn't likely to be an ECU problem is it?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||01-20-2004||11:06 AM||||<b>Oh</b> -- that certainly isn't <i>good</i>.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   All kinds of randomness can happen when the ECU has dementia.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||Beemer||01-29-2004||12:59 AM||||If you were reading zero, you should be seeing super black smoke out the tailpipe when you stomp on it.  Have someone follow you and see.  Blue smoke (oil) is common on higher mileage motors with some blowby.  White smoke after the car is warmed up, on a warm day, is a bad thing.  If in doubt, replace it.  Autozone has them for around 50 bucks or so (bosch brand)  Better to replace it than drive yourself insane.  I can't see you going that lean and not having knock thru the moon.||69.66.78.203||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000010||MidEngine210||01-29-2004||02:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Doublecheck your wiring at the O2 sensor on the ECU side of the harness in the engine bay.  Mine had broken wires/insulation just like the temp sensor gets. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How do you check the voltage on the wiring on the ecu side? I noticed the insulation was going out on mine.||68.122.14.103||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||01-29-2004||12:06 PM||||With a logger.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||MidEngine210||01-29-2004||01:13 PM||||I have a logger. It cycles pretty well overall, but I was concerned that the voltages might be slightly less than what they're suppose to be. I currently get about (0V - .85V).||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes



ubb/Forum2/004437.cgi
A||||2||jpgvr4||Tein adj. front camber plates; fit stock upper? where to buy?||||1||||jpgvr4||00000179
Z||000000||jpgvr4||01-19-2004||10:38 AM||adam@technoracer.com||Can the stock upper strut fit the Front Tein plate? Can the front plates be bought by themselves(they have their own part no.)? Where do you recommend buying from, since there are now Many Tein distributors? I was thinking the Tallini arm of RRE?<br /><br />Adam||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||01-19-2004||12:20 PM||||I run the Tein camber plates on my car with KYB-AGX's.  So, the plates should work with stock or stock type struts.<br /><br />I'd also invest in the Whiteline offset caster bushing as they are relatively cheap (~$35), but may be a bit of a PITA to install.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||Z-1 Jon||01-19-2004||01:35 PM||||We sell Tein and have actually used their camber plates in most of our cars, they are easy to install and made really well.  Feel free to PM me...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.z1auto.com" target="_blank">www.z1auto.com</a>||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes



ubb/Forum2/004438.cgi
A||||7||DuckButterRacing DSM||whats wrong with my O2???||||1||||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-19-2004||11:03 AM||Kholland@gwcvalve.com||i have a apex turbo timer the one that reads o2 voltage, and i took a trip to L.A. this weekend and i noticed my o2 was reading anywhere from 5.50 - .00 volts, but when i hook up a data loger it reads normal .9-.1   anyone know whats going on?  is it my o2 or my turbo timer isnt reading correctly?||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-19-2004||11:11 PM||||I wouldn't trust that turbo timer then.  It may be interfering with your ECU's view of the O2 voltages as well.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||01-20-2004||12:38 AM||||Where did you hook it to? My apexi reads the same as my stock boost gauge that keydiver modded for me. Wired it right to the 02 sensor connector. And the same goes for my daytona apexi is same as blinky. That is wired to my 3 to 4 wire 02 conversion wiring.||65.177.241.116||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-20-2004||01:21 AM||||i didnt wire it, but before that trip to LA it read a normal reading.||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||01-20-2004||02:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing DSM:<br /><strong> i didnt wire it, but before that trip to LA it read a normal reading. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  How is it reading the o2 voltage then? Or do you me you didn't wire it yourself?||65.177.241.9||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||01-20-2004||07:39 AM||||Hmm, sounds sort of like the downfall to the blue wire mod.  That is, wiring the O2 voltage into the SAFC to monitor it.  There's a sticky on this site.  Anyway, doing so can affect the voltage that the ecu sees, and could cause the TT to misread as well.  Somewhere out there is a FAQ (it's got no "V") on how to make a voltage repeater (no current is drawn, so the voltage stays the same) out of an opamp.  Pretty easy, I made one up in a box, but haven't installed my SAFC yet... so it's collecting dust.  Want it?  Could solve your problems.  I have enough parts left over to make a few more.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||01-20-2004||09:21 AM||||It sounds to me like there may be a wrong setting on the TT, or its defective.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||67.34.9.198||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||01-20-2004||10:52 AM||||MMCd shows a O2F and O2R value, I assume front and rear.  I know we have no rear O2 but maybe your TT is pulling some erroneous info because its looking in the wrong place?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum2/004439.cgi
A||||19||DuckButterRacing DSM||knock||||1||||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-19-2004||11:29 AM||Kholland@gwcvalve.com||well i just installed a big 16g and a mbc this weekend.  My clutch slips if i have the boost any more then 10# so thats what its at.  i data loged my car and i was getting 36 counts of knock at 6500 rpms, 85% injector pluse.  even if i rev it up  in nutral i can get 43 counts of knock, but its only in the upper rpms that i get this.  <br />FYI the engine has 95 pistons and the balance shafts removed. Also when i did a compressiong check it was pretty much 170psi all the way across.  <br /><br />could it be running lean?  even with only 85% injector pulse?  i ask this becuase it had a 2g exhust manifold and it was white almost all the way through, even managed to crack it on the inside. also when i pulled the spark plugs they where pretty white as well. <br /><br />im running 91 octane, next bet would be 100 octane but thats 3.50+ a galon.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-19-2004||11:10 PM||||Fuel trims?||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-20-2004||01:19 AM||||low, 120-130, mid 100, high 130-135.  it changes every time i start the car.  is that normal?  im new to data loging.  i have stock injectors, and fuel pump.||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||01-20-2004||09:44 AM||||Your fueltrims will settle in over a period of days of driving, the low trim seems to never stop moving  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />You do sound VERY lean! What fuel mods have you made? With a 16G you need more than 450's can provide. Have you hacked the MAS? What fuel pressure are you running? I'm going to guess that you're at least 10% leaner than you should be.||67.34.9.198||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-20-2004||11:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Your fueltrims will settle in over a period of days of driving, the low trim seems to never stop moving   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />You do sound VERY lean! What fuel mods have you made? With a 16G you need more than 450's can provide. Have you hacked the MAS? What fuel pressure are you running? I'm going to guess that you're at least 10% leaner than you should be. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">stock fuel, im only running 10psi though, so i shouldnt need any mods just yet.  the lower honnycomb is removed from the mas. which could probliby acount for me running lean, problem is that the previous owner removed it so i dont have it to put back in.....  how else could i richen up the fuel?||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||01-20-2004||11:10 AM||||Stock fuel pumps do degrade slowly... what are they good for about 13 years or so...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />For some reason the VR-4 MAS never had a lower honeycomb, so nobody removed it except Mitsu.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||01-20-2004||11:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Stock fuel pumps do degrade slowly... what are they good for about 13 years or so...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />For some reason the VR-4 MAS never had a lower honeycomb, so nobody removed it except Mitsu. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was gonna say, I thought we only had one honeycomb.  Isn't it pretty risky to be hacking our MAS's?  Although I guess all this shit we do is pretty risky.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-20-2004||11:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Stock fuel pumps do degrade slowly... what are they good for about 13 years or so...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />For some reason the VR-4 MAS never had a lower honeycomb, so nobody removed it except Mitsu. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ok well it looks like time for a 255lph fuel pump||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||01-20-2004||11:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing DSM:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Stock fuel pumps do degrade slowly... what are they good for about 13 years or so...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />For some reason the VR-4 MAS never had a lower honeycomb, so nobody removed it except Mitsu. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ok well it looks like time for a 255lph fuel pump </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Remember, you'll need an AFPR with the 255.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-20-2004||11:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing DSM:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Stock fuel pumps do degrade slowly... what are they good for about 13 years or so...      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     <br /><br />For some reason the VR-4 MAS never had a lower honeycomb, so nobody removed it except Mitsu. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ok well it looks like time for a 255lph fuel pump </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Remember, you'll need an AFPR with the 255. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">really? ive got a 3 dsm friends that are running the 255 and no afpr.  is that just a safty thing?||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000010||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-20-2004||11:28 AM||||also i just put 5 galons of 100 octane in my tank and im still getting about 24-30 counts of knock at 6500 rpms.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000011||PJGross||01-20-2004||01:34 PM||||proper setup says afpr with 255.  Just part of setting up your system correctly.  It will give you another method to tune out knock and help adjust (edit: indirectly) airflow counts and timing.<br /><br />Just because other people do something doesn't make it correct.  You can tell them you are setting up your car correctly by having another variable to set for tuning purposes.  <br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000012||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-20-2004||01:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PJGross:<br /><strong> proper setup says afpr with 255.  Just part of setting up your system correctly.  It will give you another method to tune out knock and help adjust (edit: indirectly) airflow counts and timing.<br /><br />Just because other people do something doesn't make it correct.  You can tell them you are setting up your car correctly by having another variable to set for tuning purposes.  <br /><br />-PJ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">point well taken.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||01-20-2004||06:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing DSM:<br /><strong> really? ive got a 3 dsm friends that are running the 255 and no afpr.  is that just a safty thing? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The factory FPR cannot bypass enough fuel at idle or low rpm's to keep the fuel pressure down where it should be. This results in a VERY rich idle. You *can* tune around it somewhat, but it isn't the proper way to do it.<br />Before you run out and get the new pump, get the pressure gauge first. I think I even saw a guy on Ebay selling his own kits like it for <$30. Then, when you disconnect the vacuum line to the FPR, verify that the fuel pressure rises from ~27psi to 36 psi. If you can put pressure into the FPR, like with a vacuum/pressure pump, it should rise 1:1. Are you sure that vacuum is getting to the FPR now? <br />Also, there are lots of problems with bad vacuum lines to the FPR or incorrect routing of them causing problems. The vacuum line comes out the front driver's side of the intake, goes around the back of the engine, thru some little metal tubes to the FPR solenoid over by the aircan, and then around back of the engine again to the FPR. I once had issues, after I installed my nice RRE silicone hoses, because I didn't realize there are more than 2 little metal tubes back there! There are 2 extra ones, and I had the hose connected to the wrong one on one side of the engine. I don't think this is your problem, but check it anyway.||68.223.209.86||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||Ska-TAY||01-20-2004||08:35 PM||||Ok...I'm going to ask the obvious, did you check for a boost leak?  Are you sucking unmetered air somewhere?||24.209.125.217||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000015||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-20-2004||08:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ska-TAY:<br /><strong> Ok...I'm going to ask the obvious, did you check for a boost leak?  Are you sucking unmetered air somewhere? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i havent done a boost leak test yet, but ive inspected all the intercooler piping and it seems to be in good conditions, even though that doesnt really mean anything.||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000016||lambertvr4||01-20-2004||11:40 PM||||From what you described, adding the additional octane lowered your knock counts.  This assumes you made the two runs in the same gear, engine temps the same, outside conditions the same, same road/load, etc. to make it an equal comparison.  All this being equal, you definitely cleared some of the knock up by adding octane.  That would lead me to believe you're running leaner than you should be.  Listen to these guys.  Check for boost leaks first.  A pressure tester is cheap to build and I have yet to do a car that didn't show a slight leak somewhere if it hadn't been checked in a while.  I think the fuel system is an obvious upgrade that should accompany the 16G.  Sure, you need a clutch, but it won't do you much good if you don't have an engine to turn it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I personally ran a Supra pump with stock fuel lines and regulator for quite some time.  MPG was down ~3 from normal b/c of the puny stock regulator.  Go ahead and replace it and get the gauge so you can set it correctly.  I'd be surprised if this wouldn't solve most of your problems (aside from clutch).<br /><br />If you're dorking with an SAFC etc. realize that you may be leaning it out too much.  When you do this with the SAFC you will not only pull fuel via the lookup table(s), but you'll also add timing (typically).  That's a double whammy if you're too lean and into knock or close.  Just keep that in mind if you're ponderring and not operating.<br /><br />Good luck.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000017||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-21-2004||11:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by lambertvr4:<br /><strong> From what you described, adding the additional octane lowered your knock counts.  This assumes you made the two runs in the same gear, engine temps the same, outside conditions the same, same road/load, etc. to make it an equal comparison.  All this being equal, you definitely cleared some of the knock up by adding octane.  That would lead me to believe you're running leaner than you should be.  Listen to these guys.  Check for boost leaks first.  A pressure tester is cheap to build and I have yet to do a car that didn't show a slight leak somewhere if it hadn't been checked in a while.  I think the fuel system is an obvious upgrade that should accompany the 16G.  Sure, you need a clutch, but it won't do you much good if you don't have an engine to turn it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    I personally ran a Supra pump with stock fuel lines and regulator for quite some time.  MPG was down ~3 from normal b/c of the puny stock regulator.  Go ahead and replace it and get the gauge so you can set it correctly.  I'd be surprised if this wouldn't solve most of your problems (aside from clutch).<br /><br />If you're dorking with an SAFC etc. realize that you may be leaning it out too much.  When you do this with the SAFC you will not only pull fuel via the lookup table(s), but you'll also add timing (typically).  That's a double whammy if you're too lean and into knock or close.  Just keep that in mind if you're ponderring and not operating.<br /><br />Good luck. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey thanks for the advise everyone.  i data loged my car last night with someone who knows how to read a data loger,  turns out my knock is down to 7 counts, but i guess im running pretty lean as the o2 was at .78  so fuel is going to be my next upgrade.  thanks again everyone.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000018||howard_GVR4||01-21-2004||12:34 PM||||FWIW, the stock O2 sensor reading at WOT is pretty worthless.  Check your plugs and see what they look like.  I run in the ~.75 range constantly and I'm not running lean (no knock, EGT's low).  <br /><br />Despite what I just said about the O2 sensor readings, you probably are running lean, like everyone says, especially since the fuel trims prove it. I would buy a fuel pump, AFC, AFPR, and retune the setup.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000019||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-21-2004||12:37 PM||||ill be buying a fuel pump first since the one in the car is probibly origanl with 300500 miles on it, im sure its a bit tired.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes



ubb/Forum2/004440.cgi
A||||2||boosty||tranny diffrence||||1||||boosty||00003322
Z||000000||boosty||01-19-2004||02:09 PM||anairb@bellsouth.net||what is diffrence between 91 dsm and a galant vr4 tranny||66.156.172.72||reg||1||boosty||00003322||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-19-2004||02:13 PM||||i believe 1st gear in the vr4 is longer then the dsms||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000002||coop||01-19-2004||03:08 PM||||the out put shaft is difrent between years and first is taller in the vr4||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum2/004441.cgi
A||||6||147/1000||can someone tell me what this ecu came off of?||||1||||147/1000||00002688
Z||000000||147/1000||01-19-2004||03:34 PM||||i have a ecu that was given to me from the guy that i bought my cyclone engine from, he says it was sent with the engine but dosent know what it came off of. the #s on the top of it read md165809, and e2t37276 . also who would i talk to about getting the caps replaced , a chip and possibaly tuned?||68.11.206.123||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes
Z||000001||DsmSeifer||01-19-2004||03:43 PM||||Key driver is the man for the CAPS and Chip (A link to his page is at the bottom of the screen.)||63.88.67.230||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-19-2004||11:02 PM||||The 240hp JDM VR-4 came with a MD16580<b>8</b>.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||01-20-2004||10:29 AM||||I would guess that it is the same as a US ECU, except for the EPROM code and a few jumper changes. Let me know if you want it converted for free, I've done it before.<br />Are you planning on using the Cyclone Intake?||67.34.9.198||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||147/1000||01-20-2004||04:35 PM||||yes, i am running the cyclone intake and i would like it converted and new caps.||68.11.206.123||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||01-20-2004||06:23 PM||||If you have the Cyclone intake with the dual runners/butterfly valves, did he include all the other stuff necessary to actuate the diaphragm? There's a vacuum canister, and at least one solenoid supposed to be attached to the engine. I was trying to get another list member to document what all was attached on his Cyclone, but I don't know whatever became of that. Does your engine have the 510cc yellow-top injectors and a 16g, or the 450cc blue injectors and a 14b like the US models?<br />If you plan to use the Cyclone properly, you really have 2 options:<br />1) figure out how the JDM car was wired/connected to have the JDM ECU control the diaphragm, or<br />2) the good ol' Ken Inn Engineered way, using our Purge Solenoid output of the ECU at 3000 rpm, going through a Hobb's pressure switch, to control a pair of solenoids that will bleed the vacuum out of the diaphragm when you get >3000 rpm and 5 lbs of boost. Its documented here on the site if you search.||68.223.209.86||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||147/1000||01-21-2004||10:59 AM||||my engine has the blue top injectors and im guessing the 14b? did the blue tops come with a 16g? the guy did include the vacuum canister but im not sure about the solenoid, where would it be located and what does it look like? i have read a little bit about hooking up the intake with the Hobb's pressure switch but i am still not exactly sure how to do it.  also where do i send it to to have it converted and how much do you charge for caps?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes



ubb/Forum2/004442.cgi
A||||9||cevic||heater problem||||1||||cevic||00001034
Z||000000||cevic||01-19-2004||03:46 PM||||It is 12"F here all week and my car's heater is not working. I can turn it on when the car is fully warm up(temp gauge at the position about middle). However, the air is cold when the driving. The temp gauge always stay at about 1/4 while driving. I thought the temp gauge should always stay in the middle to have a proper operation temperture. Does this have anything to do with my heater?||129.237.85.104||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-19-2004||04:00 PM||||nope.  your thermostat is whacked.  get a new one.||64.240.175.56||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||01-19-2004||04:01 PM||||just 1/4 up on the gauge? sounds like you're either running without a t-stat or it stuck open,if that's the case just change it and your problems are solved, if not check your water valve and bowden cables from the heater control inside.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-19-2004||05:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Greenvr4:<br /><strong> just 1/4 up on the gauge? sounds like you're either running without a t-stat or it stuck open,if that's the case just change it and your problems are solved, if not check your water valve and bowden cables from the heater control inside. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">our cars dont have a valve.  blende doors only.  it's the thermostat.||64.240.175.56||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||cevic||01-24-2004||12:01 AM||||I replace the thremostate and the temperture is the proper state now. However, the heater problem is still here. The air blowed out are cold even the temp gauge shows fully warm up. Any idea?||129.237.85.99||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000005||jcgalantvr4-244||01-24-2004||02:10 AM||||heater core anyone anyone?||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||01-24-2004||08:05 AM||||it's possible the blende door for heat is stuck shut, or the cable to control the door is broke.  heater core could also be really clogged, or blocked off.  get a long hose the same size as the heater inlet/outlet, disconnect the hoses, connect the long hose, and try to blow thru it.  if you can, core is ok, it is the blende door.  THAT sucker is a bitch to get at, i think you might have to remove the dash.  you might be able to get at it if you remove the glovebox.  i think someone here was able to get the heater out without pulling the dash.  i had to pull the dash.  it is not bad, just takes a looong time.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||BarnesMobile||01-24-2004||02:41 PM||||I had the same exact problem you describe. I had a clogged heater core. From personal experience, just pull the entire dash. It isn't that bad if you do it properly.  To even get the air control box out, you need to pull the dash. I don't know if it is possible to pull it out without removing the dash, but I wouldn't attempt it. And if you find your air controls are fine, then you have the heater core already pulled at that point. The heater core is inside the air control box. The one tip I could think of, is to unbolt the steering column from the large cross bar under the dash. This will let you drop the steering wheel onto the seat, and it will make it much easier to get the dash out. Also, keep a factor manual handing, bag EVERYTHING, and take your time. If you attempt this and need more details, just pm me. <br /><br />Also, if you get stuck with the car apart, and still need to drive it. Just make a loop for your heater supply/return lines. And take the wiring harness out of the dash and plug it back in. I drove my car for 6 months with no dash because I was too cheap/lazy to get a new heater core. But it works great now.||66.189.195.216||reg||1||BarnesMobile||00000827||yes
Z||000008||4g63t||01-25-2004||12:02 AM||||I have 2 heater cores. If you need one, PM me||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||01-25-2004||12:33 AM||||Don't forget...: <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001300#000000" target="_blank">Douching the heater core</a>||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/004443.cgi
A||||1||miturra||Balancing Turbo's||||1||||hondo||00001080
Z||000000||miturra||01-19-2004||04:30 PM||miturra@hotmail.com||Does anyone recommend a shop to balance a rebuilt turbo? Also, at what cost?||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000001||jpgvr4||01-19-2004||05:34 PM||||I could recommend turbo engineering corp in Golden, CO. They balance to over 100,000rpm. If no parts are necessary It's probably less than $75.||65.70.151.123||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes



ubb/Forum2/004444.cgi
A||||10||giantrobot||Hey guys..first post/stupid newbie ???s||||1||||giantrobot||00003313
Z||000000||giantrobot||01-19-2004||05:03 PM||giantrobot9000@yahoo.com||Man,this place is a godsend! I'm about to get my first GVR4 and I just want to run a couple things by you guys first.I've searched on here and found what could be the answers,but I just want some advice.It's a 92,#389,and has 108k on it.It needs a clutch(slips at higher revs) and crunches 2nd gear pretty bad.The shift gate is horrid,too..1-2 are where 3-4 should be.Other than that,seems ok.It's totally stock,which is great.I just need some advice on what I should do when I replace the clutch,as far as what to check and replace while I'm in there.I've heard about trying synth fluid for the grind,and it only seems to be second gear.<br /><br />I'm real excited to get this car.I have no idea how far I'll go with upgrades yet,but I just want it to be at a good stock baseline to begin with,except I may just put in a performance clutch right now like an ACT 2100 or something.Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.210.82.81||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||01-19-2004||05:07 PM||||2nd gear grind is notorious in DSM's. Try not shifting into 2nd gear at more then 6k rpm's. Also try to shift slowly to give time for the syncro's to line up. I think if your going to get a clutch you should do it right the first time and just go with a 2600 and a street plate. IMO. Welcome to the club.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-19-2004||05:17 PM||||welcome to the club. You'll have a lot of fun working on these cars and driving the crap out of them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  If you have any questions just ask, after you use the search button at the top of the page first.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||giantrobot||01-19-2004||06:15 PM||||Thanks...been laying waste to the search option.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Seeing just how common these problems are.||204.210.82.81||reg||12||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||01-19-2004||07:59 PM||||Welcome to hel...er...the club. Enjoy the ride!<br /><br />At the strip I have to be more careful with my 1-2 shift than my 2-3 throw.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||01-19-2004||09:25 PM||||Welcome to hell w/4 doors.. I mean hell of a welcome with 4 doors  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Just curious, how much is it?  Those problems u mentioned are typical, nothing out of the ordinary.  This board will become your addiction if you don't have one already!!||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||01-19-2004||09:39 PM||||I'll have a Center Force Dual Friction high performance clutch set-up out of my car around the 1st week of Feb. It's good for 350+hp and perfect for a daily driver. I'll sell it cheap because you'll need a new disk.||24.136.17.55||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||01-19-2004||10:28 PM||||welcome! I hope you enjoy this site, by the way if you're doing the clutch take the extra 5 minutes and check your rear main seal, you never know if you're gonna need it or not, and since you're in there anyway might as well do it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||01-19-2004||10:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by giantrobot:<br /><strong> It needs a clutch(slips at higher revs) and crunches 2nd gear pretty bad.The shift gate is horrid,too..1-2 are where 3-4 should be.Other than that,seems ok.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Check out the shifter cables, they could probably use some adjustment (under the center console) and drain the tranny fluid and replace with BG Synchroshift or similar.<br /><br />Replace the ECU capacitors -- it won't help you're clutch, but if it hasn't been done yet, it may save you from pulling your hair out.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||skivittlerjimb||01-20-2004||01:18 AM||||A big second on doing the capacitors now.  I waited and paid the price, but KeyDiver put me<br />back on the road when a stumped dealer couldn't.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Since you're in Maine, any intention of volunteering/working the Forest Rally this July, or any interest in ice time trials in VT this winter?  I'll post the ITT dates as soon as I know<br />them.  <br /><br />Good luck with it.  It'd be great if you post what you paid/will pay for the car, if you're <br />comfortable with that, as it does help others establish the value of their cars.  NE cars tend to be cheaper, though.  Any rust on yours?<br /><br />-Jim B.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000010||giantrobot||01-20-2004||05:05 PM||||Yeah,I'd love to help out at the Forest Rally!Just keep me informed about it.I've wanted to attend that for a while but just never made it.I want to take part in more local racing events.<br /><br />I'm getting the car for $1500,which seems fair to me! I could have had it for even less but this guy saw it when it got traded in(he worked there) and I saw it that night.He lost his license(and then job) so he had to get rid of it instead of fixing it himself.I'm not gonna count my chickens yet,because this isn't my kind of luck.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.210.83.175||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes



ubb/Forum2/004445.cgi
A||||6||Garfield Wright||Profec B w/only 5psi ??????||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||01-19-2004||10:46 PM||garfieldgw@yahoo.com||So I got my Profec B hooked up & now I can only get 5psi no matter the boost setting.  Before I was getting 8psi.  When I unhooked the hose from the unit, I'm supposed to get maximum boost right?  Well I get zero boost.  My bov sounds like it's fluttering which it wasn't before the install.  As a result I don't allow the car to go into boost & haven't driven it since.  Ready for my mods, 3" cat back, jdm fmic w/stock pipes.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||01-19-2004||11:14 PM||||sup garfield. when my old style profec b was acting up it drove me crazy checking everything in the world to find out something ate the wires that go from the head unit to the valve. that what i get for living in the hood.<br /><br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||bleck||01-19-2004||11:57 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Hec, you need to change jobs man!  I'm over here cracking up.  Just go on TV and do your stand up, and get your millions man!  LOL.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||01-21-2004||07:01 PM||||So today I opened the bonnet & notice the hose that goes on top of the bov is off.  Reatached it & problem solved.  1st run resulted in 13psi of boost.  Adjusted the low boost setting & done.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000004||hecdws||01-21-2004||08:15 PM||||cool thing garfield, glad to hear it was nothing crazy. damn i can remember 13lbs. when my profec was bad and i ran 11 lbs i hated the vr4. guess im hooked on the 18lbs. no wonder 14b's hate me. funny how quick a 14b starts to smoke when you run high boost on it. oh well one day ill upgrade to a better turbo. then 18lbd probally wont be good enough.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||01-21-2004||08:56 PM||||Garfield,<br /><br />Can you please tell me how you like the Profec B? I will most likely be getting one, or a AVCR. Does it regulate boost accuretly? Was it easy to install, all those sort of things.<br /><br />Thanx<br /><br />By the way Garfield, your car is one of the best looking galants out there. When I was in the market for one, I saw yours and fell in love. Make sure you let us know when you get some more JDM goodies like bumpers etc..||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||MiSTER2||01-21-2004||09:37 PM||||Theres also car type select buttons at the back of profec B maybe has to do with that also......||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum2/004446.cgi
A||||1||BlackHole||need help identifying front diff type||||5||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||01-19-2004||11:17 PM||blackhole23@wowway.com||I have a JDM AWD-FWD trans and I'm trying to determine what type of front diff it has w/o tearing it apart. It doesn't look like any I've seen.<br /><br />Looking through a normal open front diff where the axles would go there is the large cross shaft. In the EVO RS front LSD I have, there is a clear path through the diff with no change in diameter and the longer pass side axle splines are evident.<br /><br />But in this tranny there is no open diff cross shaft, but an LSD-like open path. There is obviously a cross-shaft like those in a <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/tranny/lockable-diff.jpg" target="_blank">center diff pic item# 22620</a> spider setup. But unlike the LSD diff, the diameter is smaller than the axle size and it uses standard length axles.<br /><br />I'm guessing that it is just another Mitsu variation on an open diff, but I'm wondering if anyone knows for sure. Will a standard LSD test work here - rotate one axle and the other will rotate the same direction?<br /><br />Thanks for any help you can provide.||69.47.42.76||reg||5||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||phat4||01-20-2004||01:32 PM||||I would say that you maybe lucky enough to have some form of aftermarket LSD unit<br /><br />It sounds exactly like a cusco and ATS units that i have had<br /><br />I have a picture of the ATS one when it is removed from the car<br /><br />FYI - THE Japanese aftermarket LSD all use the std axles||219.88.32.165||reg||1||PHAT4||00003333||yes



ubb/Forum2/004447.cgi
A||||1||coop||block heator||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-20-2004||12:42 AM||ccooper202@aol.com||anybody know the part #'s and where to buy on? thanks Colin||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-20-2004||08:32 AM||||you have to ask mitsu parts, there is a universal one they can get, i think it was about 50 bucks, and it goes in the frost plug.  i got one that goes in the lower radiator hose, and it works ok.  the best ones are the ones that actually circulate the coolant, but they are a lot bigger, and you have to find a place for them.  got one here called zerostart, made by phillips temro inc, eden prairie, mn.  1500 watts.  INSTANT HEAT.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004448.cgi
A||||4||admsr||Alternator went bye bye!||||8||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||01-20-2004||12:59 AM||alex.morales@avon.com||wassup guys....I am so freakin tired right now it isnt even funny. What a day...what a day.<br /><br />Left for work this morning and alternator stopped working 1\4 into my drive to work (for those of u who dont know, I drive 70 miles to work every day).<br /><br />Managed to get back home when I realized that the radio cutting in and out as well as the lit up ABS light on the dash were not good things.<br /><br />So i didnt really feel like gettin my hands dirty so I brought the car over to pep boys and pretty much handed my keys over and said "please fix my alternator". Went to work in the wifes Matrix (she was off today and home with the kids) when i get a call at 12 noon from "pepgirls" (stole that one from kevin on CCDSM) saying that the mechanics opened up my hood and refused to work on my car. Scared panzies......I guess it was a sign from GVR$ heaven not to let these "master" mechanics touch my ride.<br /><br />Well fast forwarding to now. I have remove all of the following:<br /><br />Dejon Intake<br />Battery<br />Radiator<br />Front (Drivers side) Motor Mount<br />Oil Filter<br />and all the liquids of life that flow through her veins....<br /><br />finally got the alterator out but not before i broke the adjuster retaining bolt, then getting so madd that i took a 12" knife that I keep in the garage and sliced up the belt.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Now she lays in a coma waiting for more parts $$$$$ to revive her.<br /><br />anybody think I should change anything else while i have all this other shit out.<br /><br />Oh and by the way. I removed my anti-freeze and the shit was almost black?????? Sound like oil/Anti-Freeze mixing to you?<br /><br />Alex.<br /><br />p.s. sorry for the long post but i have allot on my mind.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||69.0.16.112||reg||8||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||01-20-2004||03:06 AM||||timing belt job, thermostat, and replace the radiator hoses||68.122.35.217||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||01-20-2004||07:34 AM||||Wow, sorry to hear all that.  Best of luck getting her back together.  Did you drain the oil as well?  If so, was it cloudy, or milky looking?  That can be a sign of oil/water mixing as well.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||NZGZR4||01-20-2004||03:18 PM||||I had the same thing happen last weekend,  3+ hours from home at 1 in the morning.<br />Fortuatly a mate came out and towed me back to civilisation.<br /><br />I'n the morning, ring around the local wreckers, found an alternator, borrowed a few tools,  and had the car going again after about an hours work.  I only removed the power steering pump and intercooler pipe to get the alt. out.<br /><br />It helps that I have a hole in my splash gaurd to get the mounting bolt in/out from a previous job.||219.88.129.201||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000004||admsr||01-20-2004||04:32 PM||||you are the fuckin man CAM.....<br /><br />I have an appt with the sube dealer tomorrow....<br /><br />STI waiting for me.<br /><br />GVR4 is going to be the race whore!<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum2/004449.cgi
A||||5||bob92vr4||air fuel gauge???||||1||||bob92vr4||00003129
Z||000000||bob92vr4||01-20-2004||01:54 AM||||went to install new air fuel gauge today and not getting any readings from it then went to auto meter web site they said well for tel cars to hoook right to ecu how are yu guys running yours???? i tried to hook to  o2 and i got really wierd reading from it||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||01-20-2004||07:40 AM||||It's like the blue wire mod for the SAFC install.  You tap right into the ecu's O2 sensor input, as you said.  There's a sticky for it on this site.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660</a>||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||01-20-2004||09:19 AM||||You can also connect it to the O2 test plug. Its a single 1/4" spade terminal in a white plastic connector down under the glove box somewhere, its been a while.||67.34.9.198||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||01-20-2004||11:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> You can also connect it to the O2 test plug. Its a single 1/4" spade terminal in a white plastic connector down under the glove box somewhere, its been a while. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is what I used for mine. The gauge is just for eyecandy. One of these days I will ditch my shitty Autometer gauges and install the electronic peak/hold Greddys that have been sitting in my room for months and months...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||bob92vr4||01-20-2004||03:44 PM||||thanks guys for your help  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.40.154.184||reg||6||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||01-20-2004||06:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong>  One of these days I will ditch my shitty Autometer gauges and install the electronic peak/hold Greddys that have been sitting in my room for months and months... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Even better: I ordered a PLX M-300 Wideband O2 today  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Now THAT'S functional!<br />But, I'll probably still keep the blinky lights, just for a quick check to see if I'm in closed-loop or not.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.223.209.86||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004450.cgi
A||||1||3diamonds||cam timing?||||1||||3diamonds||00000796
Z||000000||3diamonds||01-20-2004||02:14 AM||adriancraig69@hotmail.com||hey<br /> just wondering if anyone has had much experience with the HKS 272 cams? i would like to know if anyone is willing to share their info on what they ended up have them set at? as i'm hiring out a dyno and if i have some form of info to where i should start the cam settings at would be able to maybe save me some time/money. i do relise that all motors can have a different setting but any info would be appretiated.<br />Thanks Adrian||203.111.169.1||reg||1||3diamonds||00000796||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-20-2004||11:07 AM||||I've got them but I don't have adjustable cam gears.  Might post back with what you find out though!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004451.cgi
A||||5||Cybernerd2||Turbo Timer cause engine dies off||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-20-2004||03:06 AM||||Hi,<br /><br />I am using Apexi Turbo Timer  and sometimes when I turn off my ignition key, I previously set it to Auto Mode, and the engine just dies off without the Turbo Timer taking over the idling of the engine. The Timer is still counting down but engine is already off. <br /><br />Why is that?||203.193.30.13||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||01-20-2004||03:30 AM||||Try checking the e-brake switch. Glad to see alot of people are going to apexi's there are great I love both of mine.||65.177.241.9||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||01-20-2004||07:20 AM||||yes, my TT is connected to the e-brake just fine.<br /><br />Sometimes the TT will count down without the engine dying off, but other times engine will dies off even when TT is counting down.<br /><br />Could it be the engine cranking problem? As when I switch off my ignition key, I can feel my engine like going to stall.||219.92.155.137||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-20-2004||11:26 AM||||Doesn't sound like your TT's fault your car is stalling.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||stevevr4||01-20-2004||12:17 PM||||Right.  The TT wouldn't even have power if the car was actually off, would it?  I don't think my TT display comes on until the ignition is started.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000005||supervr4||01-20-2004||02:41 PM||||My guess would be one of the connections is loose,  just follow the TT harness back to were it joins and see if they just use "vampire"  clips undo them and soldier them together||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes



ubb/Forum2/004452.cgi
A||||3||MiSTER2||Apexi AFC question||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||01-20-2004||06:50 AM||||I have this prehistoric Apexi AFC in my garage.  It was left over by my great great grandfather during 2nd world war.  It's kind of an antique now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />My question is do i have any use for it on my VR4? Would it benefit me at all.  It's the single button version so i can't adjust the fuel at different revs points.  Oh and also i don't have installation manual for it either.  <br /><br />Specs of my vr4:<br />3inch exhaust system<br />Air filter<br />Fuel pump and wire upgrade<br />boost: low 11 high 15<br />jap spec FMIC will be fitted very soon.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2540" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2541" alt=" - " />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-20-2004||11:28 AM||||Sure it would be useful for broad tuning...  no installation manual is a tough one, though... good luck finding any info on it.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||01-20-2004||11:32 AM||||That thing can probably auto synch' 4 barrell carbs with ease.<br /><br /><br />I don't know if any of the wires on this one are the same.. maybe.. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_safc_wire.pdf" target="_blank">Apexi</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||MiSTER2||01-20-2004||11:47 PM||||thanks guys||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum2/004453.cgi
A||||46||ConquestCat||2.3 Stroker Motor info...||||1||||liquidgvr4||00000268
Z||000000||ConquestCat||01-20-2004||08:42 AM||brooks_tim@yahoo.com||I've got a 2.4 6 bolt crank from a 86 galant (this is supposedly the forged crankshaft- 4g64, that fits into the 4g63).  To my understanding if I get Wiseco pistons (pn K571M855; 85.5mm pistons which is what I have right now- .020 over), supposedly I can use the stock 4g63 rods and wham, I'm done.  Does anyone know where I can confirm this?  Any "gotchas" I need to be aware of?||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000001||russya||01-20-2004||09:01 AM||||I'm not sure if that's the right crank or not, but if it is and you have the right pistons, yes you can use the stock 1g rods as long as the wristpin location has been moved up in the piston to compensate for the longer stroke.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000002||anomalyva||01-20-2004||09:18 AM||||There is some minor grinding that needs to be done inside the block to clear the new rod angles, and your wrist pin needs to be moved.  Otherwise you're good to go =)||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000003||Ska-TAY||01-20-2004||10:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by anomalyva:<br /><strong> There is some minor grinding that needs to be done inside the block to clear the new rod angles, and your wrist pin needs to be moved.  Otherwise you're good to go =) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree.<br /><br />liquidgvr4: For informational purposes, what did you pay for the pistons and the 4g64 crankshaft?  Did you get the crank from a 2.4 block in a junkyard?<br /><br />If you have the funding you should upgrade to at least <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33623&item=2454093704" target="_blank">Eagle rods</a> while you have it apart. $319 is a fairly good deal IMO.||24.209.125.217||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||01-20-2004||01:01 PM||||liquidgvr4,<br /><br />The K571 pistons are the correct ones for this application. I just ordered a set myself. Just have your machine shop pay close attention to the Wiseco piston clearance specs - they need a lot more than stock cast pistons otherwise they will sieze in the bores due to expansion.<br /><br />Outside of normal block rebuild issues and the aforementioned clearancing of the block you are good to go. It is that simple which is why I went this way instead of the full 4g64 route.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||Ska-TAY||01-21-2004||11:34 AM||||I'd rather go the the 6-bolt 2.4 route myself. It's easier unless you just have a 2.4 crank.  But if you find a 2.4 shortblock in a junkyard, you might as well go with the 2.4 build-up instead of just doing the 2.3 stroker.<br /><br />Pictures of a 2.4L(4gcs) from a 1989 Sonata that I put together for a local guy.<br /> <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/attachment.php?s=&postid=644754" alt=" - " /><br />   <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/attachment.php?s=&postid=644761" alt=" - " />||24.209.125.217||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||01-21-2004||11:51 AM||||Building a 2.4 is simpler than a 2.3? Could you please explain your reasoning? If I can build a true 2.4 simpler than the 2.3 I'll do it, please let me know how.<br /><br />On the 2.3 beyond the crank and pistons there is no hybridization, everything else is stock 4g63.<br /><br />My understanding is that on the 2.4 you have to plug passages, drill & tap oil squirters, use the 4g64k timing belt, manufacture a front engine mount and still swap pistons. What am I misunderstanding that makes the 2.4 simpler?||130.36.27.125||reg||5||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000007||Ska-TAY||01-21-2004||12:34 PM||||Yeah you would have to buy a timing belt(look below), but are you going to use your old belt anyway?<br /><br />89-91 Sonotas and 85-87 Galants have 6-bolt 2.4's.  The plugging of holes in the deck is for 7-bolt 2.4s. Look at the above pictures and compare to a 2.0L headgasket if you need convincing.<br /><br />A <b>6-bolt</b> 4g64/4gcs uses the same motor mounts.<br /><br />You're buying aftermarket pistons for either the 2.3L or the 2.4L.<br /><br />Oil squirters are not needed. This is accounted for in the aftermarket piston design.<br /><br /><b>DECK MODIFICATIONS:</b><br />1)If you use a <b>6 BOLT</b> 4g64/4gcs 2.4 block there is <b>no</b> plugging holes in the deck.  <br />2)Two small holes should be drilled in the deck at the front side(near the water pump, look at the pics above).  Use your headgasket as a templet. You can drill these yourself before you take the block/crank to your machine shop. There's not much material here to drill through...almost impossible to screw-up.<br /><br /><b>TIMING BELT:</b><br />1)Use a timing belt from 94 Galant 2.4L DOHC($70-80)<br />2)Cam sproket/gears are also needed($50) unless you have a set of adjustable cam gears. (Set at +3* approximately)<br /><br />Everything else from your 2.0L transfers over and bolts right on...waterpump, frontcase/oil pump/oil pump pickup tube, rear main seal, oil pan. The knock sensor bolts on as well.||24.209.125.217||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000008||ConquestCat||01-21-2004||07:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  There is some minor grinding that needs to be done inside the block to clear the new rod angles, and your wrist pin needs to be moved. Otherwise you're good to go =)</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please explain the grinding in detail; I was hoping to do a in-car rebuild.  The crank is mint condition from an 1986 4g64b galnt; got it for $25 bucks.  I was going to send the crank to a machinist to micro polish it, my block is bored .020 over (and I believe the machinist mistakenly bored it "loose", so the forged wisco's should be perfect).  I haven't ordered the pistons yet; I'm trying to decide since I need a new rear main, whether to do this now or build another motor. The grinding of the block may or may not be an issue.||67.33.166.184||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000009||ConquestCat||01-21-2004||07:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd rather go the the 6-bolt 2.4 route myself. It's easier unless you just have a 2.4 crank. But if you find a 2.4 shortblock in a junkyard, you might as well go with the 2.4 build-up instead of just doing the 2.3 stroker.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know about other 6 bolt 4g64's (mighty max/expo), but the one that came from the early galants (they were 2.4's) had main bolts that had 17mm heads but the shaft was the same diamter of a 14mm bolt's shaft.  Didn't seem too sturdy.||67.33.166.184||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000010||BlackHole||01-22-2004||07:29 AM||||SKA-Tay,<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The plugging of holes in the deck is for 7-bolt 2.4s. A 6-bolt 4g64/4gcs uses the same motor mounts. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay, that explains a lot. I've seen it mentioned both ways, so I have incomplete / confused information.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oil squirters are not needed. This is accounted for in the aftermarket piston design . </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't agree with this at all. The oil squirters are there for piston cooling and have nothing to do with the design of the piston. For drag no squirters is fine since the engine is running for such short periods. But under any sustained load [autox, road race, top speed runs, etc.] the extra safety margin of oil squirters is essential, IMO. Especially on forged pistons where minimizing temp minimizes piston growth.<br /><br />liquidgvr4,<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please explain the grinding in detail; I was hoping to do a in-car rebuild. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This does not sound like a good idea to me. With forged pistons wall clearance is critical and you are at very high risk of siezing a piston if your clearance is at all off on the small side. Too much clearance will tend towards piston slap, but that is not catastrophic.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000011||ConquestCat||01-22-2004||08:02 AM||||This is a quote from <a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com:" target="_blank">www.dsmtuners.com:</a><br /><br />    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> 1. 94-98 Galant 4g64 Block, can be a SOHC or DOHC, or 96-99 Eclipse Spyder NT 4g64 Block. The SOHC will need 5 oil passages plugged, the DOHC will not. However the DOHC block is hard to find, only came in a 94 Galant GS DOHC. These is a pic below of the 5 holes that would need to be plugged on the SOHC block, how do you plug these?<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just depends if you go SOHC or DOHC as far as plugging the holes go.<br /><br />    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I don't agree with this at all. The oil squirters are there for piston cooling and have nothing to do with the design of the piston. For drag no squirters is fine since the engine is running for such short periods. But under any sustained load [autox, road race, top speed runs, etc.] the extra safety margin of oil squirters is essential, IMO. Especially on forged pistons where minimizing temp minimizes piston growth. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I disagree with this.  Sufficient cooling can come from proper Air/fuel mixture and I am a witness.  I just got rid of a '91 GS mirage (DOHC 4 door 1.6) that I turbo-charged- I installed new rod bearings but it still had the original pistons and rings at 120k.  I pounded on that veh. for a year EVERY DAY.  Never any probs.  What I did notice that oil squirters do (comparing the mirage to the VR4 and other buddies TEL's), is lower the oil pressure considerably.  The mirage idle could dip as low as 300rpm but the oil light never came on.  The VR4 (and other turbo TEL's) could dip to 700rpm and the oil light begins to flicker.  If I had a DOHC 2.4 I would build it with no squirters and just make sure I had enough fuel so the veh. didn't run lean and raise the egt's.  Oil squirters may help cool slightly, but I don't like the impact they have on overall oil pressure.  And I've spun bearings before in DSM's; I've never had issues with pistons seizing.  In all fairness I've only turbo'ed 1 veh that didn't come turbo.||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000012||ConquestCat||01-22-2004||08:47 AM||||Has anyone actually stroked a 2.0 and had to grind?  I'm getting conflicting info about the grinding.||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000013||Jon||01-22-2004||08:54 AM||||I believe this is how it goes:<br />4G64 is a 2.4L 7 bolt engine.<br />G64B is a 2.4L 6 bolt engine. <br /><br />If you want to build a 2.4L engine, use the G64B block and crank instead of the 4G64 short block.  Many times, people call the 6 bolt 2.4L engine a 4G64 but it is really a G64B engine.<br /><br />I've never heard of the 4GCS.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||01-22-2004||09:06 AM||||<a href="http://www.swordfishgsx.8m.com/4G64/shortblock4.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.swordfishgsx.8m.com/4G64/shortblock4.jpg</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.swordfishgsx.8m.com/photo4.html" target="_blank">http://www.swordfishgsx.8m.com/photo4.html</a><br /><br />I think the 4gcs is a 7 bolt also.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000015||lambertvr4||01-22-2004||10:23 PM||||One concern I had with the 2.4L block was the larger bore and what head gasket to use.  I don't believe you can get the Ralliart gasket for the oversized bore of the 2.4L block.  Especially if you have to bore it 20-over.  This would mean o-ringing the head and block and using a copper gasket.  I figure the 2.3L stroker will be fine and I won't have to worry about it with the Ralliart gasket.<br /><br />Oil Squirters:<br />Don't they have a check ball that only lets oil pass through above a certain oil pressure?  Maybe that's a Honda squirter I'm thinking of.  I personally like the idea of oil squirting.  If you have low pressure issues, change your oil.  It's either due for a change anyway or you could use a thicker weight oil due to wear on the pump.  I had a bad experience with 20w50, so I stick with 10w30 though.  I have heard of several who love it though.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000016||dc_style||01-22-2004||10:39 PM||||wow... stupid for me to post a separtate topic. i'm using the block from an 89 hyundai sonata. i believe it will bolt right up. correct me if i'm wrong.. <br /><br />just wondering. does anyone actually have a finished 2.4? and what were the gains?||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000017||Ska-TAY||01-22-2004||11:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong>I've never heard of the 4GCS.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah it's really a G4CS...my bad for posting 4gcs in the first place.<br /><br />RRE Mitsu engine info <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/mitsumotorapplications.htm" target="_blank">HERE.</a><br /><br />The pictures above are a G4CS and here's another with the ID stamped right on it.<br />   <img src="http://images.cardomain.com/member_images/6/web/474000-474999/474825_16_full.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.209.124.41||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000018||Ska-TAY||01-22-2004||11:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by lambertvr4:<br /><strong> One concern I had with the 2.4L block was the larger bore and what head gasket to use.  I don't believe you can get the Ralliart gasket for the oversized bore of the 2.4L block.  Especially if you have to bore it 20-over.  This would mean o-ringing the head and block and using a copper gasket.  I figure the 2.3L stroker will be fine and I won't have to worry about it with the Ralliart gasket.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cometic makes a MLS head gasket for the 2.4L stock bore and overbore.  Many DSM vendors carry Cometic HGs.||24.209.124.41||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000019||Ska-TAY||01-22-2004||11:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dc_style:<br /><strong> wow... stupid for me to post a separtate topic. i'm using the block from an 89 hyundai sonata. i believe it will bolt right up. correct me if i'm wrong.. <br /><br />just wondering. does anyone actually have a finished 2.4? and what were the gains? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It will bolt right in. What turbo are you planning on running?||24.209.124.41||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000020||GVR-4||01-22-2004||11:46 PM||||What do you do about the smaller combustion chamber in the 4g63 head? The stock bore on the 4g63 is 85mm, but the stock bore on the g64b is 86.5mm. Does it matter?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000021||dc_style||01-23-2004||01:01 AM||||i'm planning on sticking with the 14b for a bit until i find a 16g. all i know is that spool up will be really quick. but yeh, i'd like to knwo the gain. i recently bought the evo 6 intercooler from someone.. any good?||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000022||theymightbegalants||01-23-2004||03:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> What do you do about the smaller combustion chamber in the 4g63 head? The stock bore on the 4g63 is 85mm, but the stock bore on the g64b is 86.5mm. Does it matter? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Eh, just think of it as extra quench area.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000023||ConquestCat||01-23-2004||07:31 AM||||News on the block grinding; supposedly when using the 6 bolt 2.4 crank with stock 2.0 rods and custom pistons, you shouldn't have to grind.  But in the case of the posted site/picture above, he used longer rods, and that increases the outward range of travel of the side of the rod (one of those reasons why I should've paid attention in geometry class).<br />Oil squirters- the dips in oil pressure on my VR4 is with a new oil pump, and it's been even after an oil chane where I topped off hte oil.  Usually on turbo dsm's (in my circle of buddies here) if the rpm's dip to 600 to 700, the oil light flickers (not solid).  The non-turbos seem to have more pressure, even after turbo-charging a non-turbo.||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000024||GVR-4||01-23-2004||08:51 AM||||I've heard the piston skirts on a 2.4 will dip into the oil at the bottom of the stroke. Can anyone confirm this?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000025||lambertvr4||01-23-2004||10:03 PM||||Not sure, but that would reason that the stock 2.4L pistons were 6mm from dipping into the oil stock.  Maybe, but I doubt it.  What's it matter anyway?  Sounds like a "natural" replacement for thos pesky oil squirters.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000026||Beemer||01-29-2004||12:50 AM||||I've heard of folks shaving the piston skirts a few mm just to be safe.  If the pistons do dip into the oil, you'll be foaming the oil..not good.  Swapping the crank in the car is a total bitch, as you still have to move the tranny off the engine to get at the flywheel bolts...remember?  It is much easier to pull the motor.  I just finished an IN THE CAR rebuild on the white eclipse gsx and let me tell you that it was the stupidest thing I ever did.  It worked, but prying the damned upper thrust bearing out with the crank in was a total nightmare.  To each his own though.  There isn't a guy who owns a dsm that isn't a masochist at heart...these cars have some strange engineering.  I have a dohc 4 banger 91 camry with almost 200k on the original timing belt.  Try that in our cars.  The 2g oil squirters have check balls.  Ours do not.  Unfortunately, it doesn't take much for the sqirters to get stuck open or closed.  The 2g squirters are also a contributor to the 2g crank walk problem, as the squirters are fed off the main and rod bearing oil feed, not a separate oil feed as in the 1g big rod motors.  Nothing like reducing your oil pressure to the rod and mains at high rpm to get people in the dealership spending money.||69.66.78.203||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000027||fast_gvr4||01-29-2004||07:00 AM||||Since I posted this before in detail, but my post was erased!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />I'll post in short words 2.4 rod ratios suck!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||172.144.193.186||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000028||BlackHole||01-29-2004||08:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">News on the block grinding; supposedly when using the 6 bolt 2.4 crank with stock 2.0 rods and custom pistons, you shouldn't have to grind.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">On my 4g63 block using stock rods, 2.4 crank and Wiseco stroker pistons as best I could tell [it was hard to get a feeler gauge in there] there was not enough clearance [>1.25mm / 0.050" recommended by a reputable local race engine builder] for the rod end especially on the oil squirter side. Just to be safe I ground the lower edges of the cylinders and flattened the casting step in the block on the oil squirter side. Too much clearance is better than the alternative.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">(edited) Sufficient cooling can come from proper Air/fuel mixture and I am a witness....Oil squirters may help cool slightly, but I don't like the impact they have on overall oil pressure.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can agree to disagree on this issue, but let's not confuse the two - cooling and oil pressure. If you don't like squirters because of the oil pressure drop, that's a completely separate issue from whether or not the squirters provide some piston cooling. Mitsu very clearly states in the Tech Manual that the squirters are there to cool the pistons. If Mitsu didn't think they had a useful benefit, they wouldn't have spent the money to install them. I'll agree that with proper tuning they may not be necessary, however, I want the extra safety margin since I will have the car running WOT for 45min to run the Silver State Challenge and that is incredibly tough on any cooling system.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">(edited)  Oil squirters- the dips in oil pressure on my VR4 is with a new oil pump...Usually on turbo dsm's (in my circle of buddies here) if the rpm's dip to 600 to 700, the oil light flickers (not solid).</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This interests me, since I've NEVER had this problem on my 3 DSMs or with either of my two closest friends. A combined 21+ years, 250k+ miles of ownership never having spun a bearing or had a oil pressure problem of any kind. The only time I've ever seen the low oil pressure light is when my friend used 0W Mobil 1 in the summer. At my first Talon's 150k mile refresh the original bearings were excellent and the bores still had the original crosshatch. Guess I've just had good luck.<br /><br />Anyway, as far as the 2.3/2.4 swaps go, to each his/her own since there are many "right" ways to do it all depending on your goals. I'll just say that I'm finding the 2.4 crank in 2.0 swap very easy, painless, relatively inexpensive and things are going well. Yeah the rod ratio sucks, but I won't be revving the thing beyond the stock redline so I'm not worried.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000029||dc_style||01-29-2004||10:16 AM||||how much did it cost you to put in the oil squirters?||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000030||anomalyva||01-29-2004||10:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fast_gvr4:<br /><strong> Since I posted this before in detail, but my post was erased!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /><br />I'll post in short words 2.4 rod ratios suck!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">People and rod ratio.  IT IS A NON ISSUE!  I have 4 friends, one with over 20k miles, who all run their 2.3L stroker or 2.4's up to 8500-9k rpm.  They all drive the cars hard, and NONE of them have had issues.  Yes the rod ratio is worse than the 2.0, but it is still within acceptable range.  You will have a non-shifting tranny long before rod ratio starts breaking parts.||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000031||tplesko||01-29-2004||10:35 AM||||I agree 100% with anomalyva <br /><br />ROD RATIO in a nonissue now.  Plenty of high HP, much higher than all of you, have gone to 9000rpms.  Don't buy JE pistons and build the stroker right and it will be troublefree||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000032||MustGoFaster||01-29-2004||10:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong>   The 2g oil squirters have check balls.  Ours do not.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">False!  The 1G squirters DO HAVE a check valve in them. It is built into the bolt that holds them in.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000033||ConquestCat||01-29-2004||11:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> False! The 1G squirters DO HAVE a check valve in them. It is built into the bolt that holds them in</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">actually your right; now I remember they do have a little spring in the bolt (sometimes I confuse starions and eclipse engines because I've done both, but both have the springs I think).<br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I can agree to disagree on this issue, but let's not confuse the two - cooling and oil pressure.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My statement was meant to be a comparison of trade-offs; sorry it that wasn't clear.  I didn't confuse to two.<br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> This interests me, since I've NEVER had this problem on my 3 DSMs or with either of my two closest friends. A combined 21+ years, 250k+ miles of ownership  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Who know's; maybe it's the warmer GA climate, I don't know.  But here's my resume and that of one of my friend's:  8 mitsu turbo cars (6 starions/conquests, one gvr4, one tel) and a former Mitsu service adviser (currently @ land rover), and I've built almost as many engines as mitsu products I've own.  My buddy Mike (who experiences the same prob) has been working @ mitsu for 10 years, is currently an asst. svc manager, has a 450whp '92 talon (1998,1999,2000, and 2003 Nopi Nat'l eclipse mild class champ), slightly modded '92 eclipse (his fiancee's; 2003 Nopi Nat'l conservative class champ), and a deadly quick 1989 modded turbo colt (1.6 dohc; he doesn't experience the pressure drop in this; and to be fair my turbo mirage was a 1.6, too, so that may be unfair to include that car in my "sacraficed Oil pressure w/ squirters" theory).  My buddy's bro-in-law had two tel's and even in his when the RPM's dip (when pulling from a stop and not getting on the gas, or whatever reason the rpm's dropped under certain conditions, the oil light will flicker for a brief sec. or less), it did the same thing.  Why we got into listing the "resume", I don't know.  I guess I just wanted to let you know that I'm not a total idiot, just partial    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000034||BlackHole||01-29-2004||03:05 PM||||dc_style,<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how much did it cost you to put in the oil squirters?</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not sure if you are asking me, but it cost me ~$110 for the block machining and $80 for brand new oil squirter parts from Mitsu.<br /><br />My poor motor - it started out it's life as a NT, then got turbo'ed and now is turning into a 2.3L. I'm sure the poor 4g63 is scared to see what I do to it next.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000035||dc_style||01-29-2004||04:22 PM||||sounds reasonable. how much for maching your 64 block? what turbo you have on it?||24.118.170.17||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000036||turboren||02-29-2004||07:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I've heard the piston skirts on a 2.4 will dip into the oil at the bottom of the stroke. Can anyone confirm this? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That can't be true.  The piston skirts would have to extend BELOW the rod journal at BDC.  Think about it. If that were the case, the crank would be spinning in the oil all the time.<br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.99||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000037||gixxer||03-01-2004||01:30 PM||||i'm glad to hear about the 2.3 not having longevity issues as that is something i am definetly going to start piecing together come summer.  i'm surprised no one has talked about the 2.4 block with the 2.0 crank yet, can you say 11,000 rpm rev monster? cool idea, but i'd take peak power before 7k please. people dislike the JE's becuase of cylinder sidewall scuffing right? Ross still the way to go these days?||129.219.23.221||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000038||BlackHole||03-01-2004||01:44 PM||||Marco / Magnus has offered the hi-rev 2.4 for a while now - 2.1L. 11k rpm would be nice if you actually get the stock tranny to shift at that speed.<br /><br />As far as 2.3L pistons go, I'm building mine w/ Wiseco.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000039||gixxer||03-01-2004||02:40 PM||||yeah, i also heard about the 2.17L first from Magnus, i haven't heard of a single person using one yet though.||149.169.33.86||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000040||tplesko||03-01-2004||03:22 PM||||g64b crank part number = MD080691<br />bearings part number = MD091399<br /><br />I'm about to order both of these so if anyone knows differently please tell me now. Groc or anyone else with a finished stroker?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000041||russya||03-01-2004||05:24 PM||||I also need to know if those are the right part numbers or not||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000042||tplesko||03-02-2004||11:14 AM||||bump...anyone?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000043||tplesko||03-03-2004||12:47 PM||||6-bolt g64b Crank: MD080691<br />6-bolt g64b Main Bearings: MD091399<br />6-bolt g64b Rod Bearings: MD071298<br /><br />I ordered these today. If they're wrong i'll correct them for the archives.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000044||JUANPSI||03-03-2004||03:11 PM||||How much was the crank??||67.100.180.2||reg||6||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000045||tplesko||03-03-2004||03:14 PM||||$500 I think. I'll get exact prices when I pickup next wed.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000046||JUANPSI||03-03-2004||03:22 PM||||Cool thanks<br />      <br />         Juan||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes



ubb/Forum2/004454.cgi
A||||1||anomalyva||Another thing to add to the 'use other car wheels' faq||||1||||anomalyva||00003197
Z||000000||anomalyva||01-20-2004||09:34 AM||requiemofanomaly@speedpost.net||The 02 (or whever the first year is) Sentra SE-R Spec V rims also work.  Just FYI.||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-20-2004||10:49 AM||||Cool, I was looking at my buddy's SpecV and those wheels look niiiice and they're pretty big.  Hmmm he might find his car on blocks when he gets back from Scotland!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum2/004455.cgi
A||||1||bob92vr4||t3t4 manifold?||||1||||bob92vr4||00003129
Z||000000||bob92vr4||01-20-2004||04:29 PM||||who makes a goood t3/t4 manifold my buddy has one on his h22 from south florida performance just wondering if anybody had run there set up on there 4g63 and how the fit and finish is??||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000001||pisces_0||01-20-2004||05:10 PM||||Two close friends of mine both run the SFP T3/T4 manifold.  One went on slicker than dog snot, and the other we wrestled with for a while.  Being that it is a fabbed-up piece they're going to vary slightly from one to another.  All in all though the fit and finish are nice.  Two years on one and eight months on the other both with zero cracks.  If you really want to go high buck but high quality check out Full Race (www.full-race.com).  DAMN some of their stuff is sexy!  I think that D-N Performance also puts out a pretty good manifold (www.dnperformance.com).  I've heard that the Turbonetics cast manifolds had instances of cracking, but then again I heard the same about the SFP manifolds.  Crap shoot either way I guess...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.61.224.32||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum2/004456.cgi
A||||1||DongeR615||camber bolts from dsmparts minor issue||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||01-20-2004||06:21 PM||||So were trying to install the camber bolts from dsmparts and there is this washer that has a nub 90 degrees on side and on the other side of this washer is a bent nub that faces 45 degrees.<br />now the question is where does this washer go? on the outside left , inside left, outside right, inside right? see pics!<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2542" alt=" - " /> <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2543" alt=" - " /><br />TIA||68.122.35.217||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||01-20-2004||07:15 PM||||It goes exactly how you have it in the first picture - the picture with it sitting on the strut.  It really doesn't even have to be in there, it just gives you a reference as to where the "lobe" is on the bolt - kind of like a pointer.  If the alignment is being done on a machine, they are going to read what the machine says, not pay attention to that washer/pointer anyway.||63.188.41.34||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/004457.cgi
A||||0||1420mark||need suspension numbers /specs||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||01-20-2004||08:24 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||in planning  of suspension kit I need <br /> strut / shock inside diameter measurement <br /> Front<br />Rear<br /> <br />need inside length distance measurement , assuming you have cleanly  cut off top cap of strut <br />   used for checking fit of the insert shock <br /> <br /> <br />Front<br />Rear<br /> <br />need spring rate ( understandably this is application specific and varies from user to user )<br />1st application<br />Front <br />Rear <br /> <br />2nd application <br /> Front <br />Rear<br /> <br />3rd application<br />Front <br />Rear<br /> <br />Need the motion ratio for Gvr4 <br />Front <br />Rear||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes



ubb/Forum2/004458.cgi
A||||8||Vr4in'||Wont go past 4k RPM's||||3||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||01-20-2004||08:53 PM||nohad43@aol.com||This is in my 1991 Eclipse GS-T.The car will rev past 4k if Im not in gear.While driving..I will only get up to 4k and it will stay on 4k.The car is bone stock besides a K&N Drop in and air can removed.I know that on our Galants the boost gauge isnt all that accurate,but on this car It reads out it is only getting 7lbs.What can possibly be doing this?Thanks a lot<br /><br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||3||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-20-2004||09:08 PM||||is the throttle opening all the way?  Will it go past 4k if you manually hold the thottle open in the engine bay?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||01-20-2004||09:26 PM||||Boost leak somewhere? Loose or blown IC pipe?||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||01-20-2004||09:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> is the throttle opening all the way?  Will it go past 4k if you manually hold the thottle open in the engine bay? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That will be tricky while he's driving.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   He said it revs fine in neutral.||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||01-20-2004||10:29 PM||||hehe oops. that will teach me to read the thread more carefully   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||01-20-2004||10:39 PM||||I dont think it is a boost leak,but i will check it out though.Like I said it will rev past 4k at neutral,but not while driving.Thanks for the quick replies.<br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||01-20-2004||11:12 PM||||Have you done a compression check?<br /><br />The 7psi could be due to real or false knock.  <br /><br />Things to do if you don't know the last time they were done.<br /><br />fuel filter<br />wires<br />plugs||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||lambertvr4||01-20-2004||11:44 PM||||Is the car making any abnormal noises when it does this?  Sounds like a MAF problem or a boost leak.  Might want to pull the plugs to check if they're really white indicative of a fuel pump failure or filter clog or injector(s) clog.<br /><br />Any other irradic driving characteristics (stumble, hard to start).<br /><br />Wouldn't hurt to check the battery too.  And the ECU for stinky CAPS.<br /><br />I know that's a bumrush of Q's, but I'm trying to troubleshoot several scenarios for ya.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||01-21-2004||02:41 AM||||What if you put it in neutral while driving? With clutch in? With clutch out? Just making sure it isn't a rev limiter thing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||216.76.180.8||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004459.cgi
A||||8||maninblack||Help Me Locate A Part Please!||||3||||maninblack||00003259
Z||000000||maninblack||01-20-2004||09:18 PM||maninblack@raidersfan.net||To make a long story short the previous owner of my car was told that it would be ok to drive the car with the transfer case and driveshaft removed.  From what I understand of the operation of the VC it is probably fried.  I have no trouble finding used 22 spline transfer cases for sale, but I'm pretty sure I'm going to need a new viscous coupler.  I have searched and had no luck locating a good used one online.  Also I would like to hear from anyone who has changed this part out on their tranny.  From what I understand this can be done without dropping the tranny.  Thanks for the help guys.||68.35.166.17||reg||3||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||01-21-2004||02:47 AM||||I think you can use these instructions for removing the center-diff, they remove the VC as part of the disassembly:<br /><a href="http://www.geocities.com/spencerhut/talon/center_differential_repair.htm" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/spencerhut/talon/center_differential_repair.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com</a> is your friend.||216.76.180.8||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||TurboVR4dr||01-21-2004||10:03 AM||||Get a hold of John Shepherd or TRE.  I'm sure these guys have extras that they will sell.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000003||zeroboost||01-22-2004||09:00 PM||||i got a VC from a blown ggsx tranny<br /><br />let me know<br />later<br />Dc||68.84.207.228||reg||1||zeroboost||00003165||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||01-22-2004||10:38 PM||||You can get it off the shafts by removing the case cover and removing the snap ring holding it on the shafts. You'll see the snap ring easily when you remove the cover. Then you have to get it off the splined shafts. Don't lose the ball that goes in there. It goes in a hole on the outer shaft, I think, and the viscous unit holds it in place once it's on the splines, over the hole. It may sound tough or confusing, but it's really not. I'd try John Shepherd first, if the one from zeroboost won't work.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.shepracing.com/" target="_blank">http://www.shepracing.com/</a>||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||maninblack||01-24-2004||01:00 PM||||Thank you all for your help.  It sounds like John Shepherd will be able to help me out.||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000006||maninblack||01-27-2004||07:27 PM||||Ok guys, I read the vfaq on how to remove the viscous and center diff.  This does not look too difficult.  I ordered a new viscous, rebuilt transfer case, and used trans output shaft.  Someone posted that the output shaft is also easy to changout, but I can't find where now    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   .  Has anyone done this?  *edit* It looks like the trans output shaft is part of the center diff.  Can someone confirm this?||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000007||pisces_0||01-27-2004||07:45 PM||||I got a quick "schooling" in DSM trannies two winters ago when I first got my GSX.  That s#it was COLD on a cement-floored garage in the middle of a MN winter!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Anyway, changing out the VC, output shaft and transfer case are a breeze.  The transfer case is obvious, and it seems that you've already got the general idea for the VC.  That being the case, you're 90% of the way there.  The output shaft has a groove machined into its circumference on the side closest to the VC.  In this groove rides a ball bearing that holds the output shaft in place.  Once the VC is off you can remove the ball bearing and the output shaft simply slides out towards the driver's side.  You *can* run without the ball bearing holding the output shaft in place, but whenever you want to take off the transfer case you end up pulling out the output shaft at the same time and 1) butting the transfer case up against the oil pan thus preventing you from removing it or 2) completely removing the output shaft thus rapidly expelling gear oil all over the garage floor.  Been there, done that, have the shirt.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Hope this helped a bit.||64.61.225.250||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000008||maninblack||01-27-2004||07:49 PM||||Yes this helps Pisces O.  So I won't need to remove the center diff or the second case, correct?||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes



ubb/Forum2/004460.cgi
A||||9||REDLINEGVR4||boost gauge||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||01-20-2004||10:08 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||I am running stock boost right now. I just wanna know how if my gauge is right. when i boost it reads .6 bar is that correct? also at idle i am at -1 bar is that correct? thanks||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||01-20-2004||10:47 PM||||.6 is about 9psi, a little less. and -1 bar is 14.7 vacuum. stock i think thats the right boost, i think i normally get -18/19 vacuum, ive got mods though.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||marvinmadman123||01-20-2004||11:24 PM||||I'm stock but with 11psi.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||01-21-2004||08:49 AM||||I was getting 9lbs with just the Buschur 2.5" turboback.  Maybe the boost control solenoid isn't doing its job?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||01-21-2004||11:48 AM||||Are you even hooked up to the boost control selenoid?  I remember a few months back I let a friend borrow my MBC so he could dyno the car, and I ran a vacuum line rihg onto the wastegate and was only making around 9lbs of boost as well.  I think I read that a "good" stock wastegate will be around 8-9 lbs.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||mistaVR4||01-21-2004||12:31 PM||||Hey,<br /><br />  If possible you should just get a mechanical boost gauge,  I put one in recently and I'm getting 11 to 12psi stock. then of course a MBC to get rid of the stupid BCS.||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||01-21-2004||12:36 PM||||Max boost at factory settings is a little over ten lbs.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||REDLINEGVR4||01-21-2004||03:48 PM||||where do you all have your boost gauges tapped? i have it tapped on the p vacum line off the throttle body, is that a good place?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000008||Matticus||01-21-2004||06:05 PM||||P port is just fine.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||01-21-2004||08:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> .6 is about 9psi, a little less. and -1 bar is 14.7 vacuum. stock i think thats the right boost, i think i normally get -18/19 vacuum, ive got mods though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">14.7 PSI different than 14.7 in/hg.||65.177.233.120||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/004461.cgi
A||||9||lambertvr4||SCM50||||1||||lambertvr4||00003314
Z||000000||lambertvr4||01-20-2004||11:57 PM||||Anybody used/using this turbo?  I plan on slapping one on my 95 AWD with a .48A/R turbine housing to keep the spoolup nice.  Not looking for the all out street king.  Just a solid ~350HP.  Quick rundown of additional mods and spoolup if you don't mind.  I haven't found much about them on the web.  Not sure if they're not being used or nobody's talking.<br /><br />For those that aren't familiar with this turbo, it's a Precision unit that boltson.  It is basically a T3/T04E 50trim with a Stage3 exhaust wheel.  Internally gated.  Options are a .63A/R or .48A/R turbine wheel.  I'd rather have good spoolup than topend honestly.  It's a 7-bolt for Pete's sake!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||01-21-2004||03:18 AM||||I know they're being used.  I actually know someone who has one on his Talon, but he's in Alabama till Wed or Thurs.  Anything in specific you'd like to know about it that I can ask him?||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||01-21-2004||09:44 AM||||What would you like to know? My buddy has one on his 99 gs-t. Runs fine, spools at about 4000rpms. Not sure which A/R he has though. I'll talk to him today.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||anomalyva||01-21-2004||10:24 PM||||Well considering the 50 trim t04e .63ar is considered the "pump gas king" I think they are ok =)  Def go with the .63 AR.  His friend must run bigger as i've never heard of someone spooling at 4krpm with that set-up without a bad boost leak or something serious wrong.||68.100.239.168||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000004||lambertvr4||01-22-2004||12:21 AM||||I orderred it today.  Got the .48 A/R turbine.  I know, "that's too small."  That's fine.  It's a Stage3 wheel and I'll have 3" exhaust, so it shouldn't be too much of a restriction.  This will be my daily driver and I really would rather have a quick spooling turbo than one that pulls all the way to 7500.  If it peters off at 6500 I'll just shift early.  It's a 7-bolt anyway.  I'm just asking for trouble.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I figure ~18psi with a nice FMIC will be my setup.  I'm curious if that much boost is reasonably nice.  My biggest question is how the turbo spools up with that .48A/R.  It sounds really small, but one comparisson between it and a 16G(or so) makes it look pretty big.  <br /><br />I guess it's too damned late now anyway.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I can always grab a .63A/R later if I think it's what I want.<br /><br />Thanks for the replies.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000005||anomalyva||01-22-2004||09:28 AM||||Honestly I haven't messed with or seen any of the small housing 50 trims.  I can't comment on how it spools.  Good luck.||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000006||4drwhore||01-22-2004||09:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by anomalyva:<br /><strong> Well considering the 50 trim t04e .63ar is considered the "pump gas king" I think they are ok =)  Def go with the .63 AR.  His friend must run bigger as i've never heard of someone spooling at 4krpm with that set-up without a bad boost leak or something serious wrong. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope no boost leak. Just something seriously right with it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000007||lambertvr4||01-31-2004||01:54 AM||||Got the turbo in.  .48 A/R turbine housing.  Stage 3 exh wheel.  Internal wasetegate.<br /><br />Compared to a big 16G and inducer of compressor is .5" bigger, and exducer of exhaust wheel is .5" bigger.  Flapper is the same size (larger than 14B).  Should be a blast on the stock 7-bolt '95 AWD I'm putting it on.<br /><br />I am getting the turbo cryo'ed too.  Along with the Spec Stage3 clutch, pressure plate, and stock flywheel (already stepped and surfaced).  We'll see how it goes.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000008||number3||01-31-2004||08:12 AM||||I have run both size housings Lambo, the .48 with a stage five wheel and the spool up was very fast, almost to fast. <br /><br />I currently run a .63 with a stage three and it seems to spool just fine but I haven't finished the break in and tuning so I can say for sure how I like it just yet.<br /><br />BTW guys I still have this for sale!  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002961#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002961#000000</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||lambertvr4||01-31-2004||12:16 PM||||I figured it would spool pretty quick with that "little" .48 even with the Stage 3 wheel.  I don't mind if it falls off up top honestly.  It's my daily, so it doesn't have anything to prove.  Just a little better than the bone stock 91 Laser I'm driving (damned reliable).  But if I see that little bastard in the yellow SRT4 again, the Laser's big brother will layeth the smacketh down.  If only I'd gotten gas in the morning and not hit fo-fuel cut I could have let the Laser earn its keep!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Nice turbos.  I'll keep them in mind.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes



ubb/Forum2/004462.cgi
A||||6||bob92vr4||bad cut out at 4500 and up?||||1||||bob92vr4||00003129
Z||000000||bob92vr4||01-21-2004||12:56 AM||||my car has been doing this for a long time i have tried every thing it seems like fuel cut but thats impossible it got about 60psi steady all the way till 6500 i got the car from a dip shit who messed it all up he put a t/3 to4 on it using the stock manifold with an adapter wich flows  exhaust  past an opening about 1 and 1/2 inches wide ive tried all the usall suspects the plugs and the wires fuel filter  he made a custom hard pipe kit by himself i think it has a bad boost leak or somthing anybody got any ideas it smokes like it is running real rich i cant figure it out||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-21-2004||01:06 AM||||yikes. sounds like you may have several issues there. Start with the basics. Do an intake leak test and fix those first.  Where abouts in Denver are you?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||01-21-2004||12:42 PM||||A boost leak will definitely produce the symptoms you describe.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||PJGross||01-21-2004||02:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob92vr4:<br /><strong> it seems like fuel cut but thats impossible it got about 60psi steady all the way till 6500 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just make sure you understand what fuel cut is caused by before making this statement absolute. I personally don't think it is impossible.  Also, I hope your fuel pressure is not steady, it should rise as boost rises.<br /><br />What color is the smoke and under what conditions does it smoke? (all the time, under load, under boost, etc) With a better description someone can help you understand what is going on.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000004||bob92vr4||01-23-2004||12:04 AM||||i think i got it just checked out his "hard pipe kit"and the new t3/t4 the pipes a full of metal shavings on closer inspection of the turbo the impeller shaft walks inside the housing about 1/4 to3/8 of an inches and the smoke is oil smoke from the turbo seals only does it under faily high boost oh and iam located in littleton colorado at wadsworth and about c-470||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000005||HHIVR4||01-23-2004||05:57 PM||||ouch....that sucks..ever rebuilt a turbo before??i have a couple of 14bs that are unuseable due to shaft play..i would be interested in rebuilding them but i have never done it before.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000006||Mitsuturbo||01-23-2004||08:51 PM||||i had that problem.. and it was even sometimes a bit intermittent<br />i changed my plugwires and now it's fine<br /><br />BTW, magnecor 10mm wires are not all they're cracked up to be   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/004463.cgi
A||||0||mcastanares||aftermarket alarm||||1||||mcastanares||00002941
Z||000000||mcastanares||01-21-2004||02:20 AM||mcastanares@comcast.net||i already did a search but could not find an answer on how to wire an aftermarket alarm on the galant..i need to get it wired so that i can arm the alarm while the turbo timer is counting down..the problem is the factory alarm and it unlocks teh door once the car shuts off....does anybody know of any good alarm install shops in the SOCAL area?<br /><br />Mark||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes



ubb/Forum2/004464.cgi
A||||11||SteveHebert||Turbo recommendation ? AGP SS44? FP3052?||||1||||SteveHebert||00001869
Z||000000||SteveHebert||01-21-2004||08:08 AM||Shebert@mail.usa.com||Am looking for a new turbo for GVR4, Street Car, want to make 450+ hp, but spool up is verrrry important. (at least 3100, is anything lower possible?)<br /><br />I have seen some good info on the AGP SS44, Others have written here about the FP3055, but I can't find that on the FP webpage - they recommended to me the FP3052. <br /><br />Cost is no big deal - $ 1200.00-$ 1500.00 is fine.<br /><br />Oh Ya - I am also getting a stroker engine.<br /><br />Opinions appreciated.<br /><br />197/1000||66.189.119.8||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-21-2004||08:40 AM||||With a stroker, a bigger turbo will spool quicker. The older AGP L3R would be great with a stroker, IMHO....<br /><br />I have done business with AGP and Ben is the man...his t3/t4 kits are also pretty sweet. Their kit with one of Harry's BB turbos (in the for sale section) may also be an awesome combo...<br /><br />Just my 2 cents...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Tevenor||01-21-2004||09:10 AM||||On a 2.3 or 2.4 liter motor, think bigger. The SS44 and FP25 series (and the SBGT10's ) are going to be torque monsters on that big of an engine so I would think bigger. The L2R size as a minimum.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||01-21-2004||12:02 PM||||When you say 450hp, I am assuming this is on race gas and crank not wheel hp. Because if you want good spool [<3100rpm] and 450whp on pump gas you're not going to get it w/o 3+L of displacement.<br /><br />There is always a tradeoff - I just went through this debate and settled on the SBR GT11 [probably similar to the FP3052]. While the GT10 will make buttloads of power on the bottom end, on a 450hp 2.3 that will be pushing the compressor out towards the edges of the map. The GT11 will sacrifice some bottom end, but at that 450hp level you'll still be in the sweet spot of the compressor and have some extra headroom.<br /><br />My perception of the SBR turbos on a 2.3L:<br />GT10 - autoX<br />GT11 - road race<br />GT12+ - drag<br /><br />The best advice I have is to define more clearly what you want the engine to do and plan accordingly. Compromises must always be made. And get good advice - I talked extensively w/ SBR and they knew exactly what I was talking about and what the tradeoffs were. As a result, they are now on my short list of suppliers [along w/ FP] because of their knowledge and service.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||01-21-2004||12:12 PM||||FP3052 wheels are closer in flow to the SPR GT-12 but with a better turbine housing. Awesome wastegate location. with a 3" downpipe and a stroker motor I'd say full spool around 3400. Include a DNPerformance equal length manifold and drop that another 400. 450 whp on pump no problem, well over 500 with race gas. Kinda spendy though, the manifold, downpipe and external wastgate add $1200 or so. But if spooling around 3000 is important to you there it is.||64.233.105.148||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||Notorius||01-21-2004||03:05 PM||||do you want it to spool fully by 3100 or at least have started to spool? if start spooling then on a 2.3L Stroker i know that the FP RED turbo starts spoolin at about 3000. and 450HP isnt exactly a challenge to make w/ that turbo.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000006||anomalyva||01-21-2004||04:49 PM||||Even with a 2.3, 450whp on pumpgas and full boost at 3100 just isn't going to happen.  Now 450crank hp on pumpgas might be doable with really really good EMS tuning and a FP3052.  What are your needs?  Is the car a daily driver?  Then why do you want so much power?  Have you ever driven a 400+whp DSM?  What kind of drivetrain mods are you going to do?  Don't tell me you thought the 3 bolt would hold that.  Oh, your tranny has 100k miles on it?  Send that to Shep.  You were going to try this using a SAFC2 and eprom chip?  Thats the funniest thing i've heard all week.||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000007||fast_gvr4||01-21-2004||06:44 PM||||If you want quick spool up with your 2.3 Stroker you could go with a T3/T4 setup something like .63 stage III and probably a TO4E 57 Trim that would get the horsepower your looking for and full boost somewhere  in the 3100-3500 range. Price would be cheaper than a direct bolt on.||172.202.245.149||reg||5||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000008||SteveHebert||01-21-2004||07:04 PM||||I Appreciate all the replies - to answer a few questions<br /><br />I have already done $ 8,000.00 in mods by Victor Reasearch. (FMIC - 16G - turbo back exhaust - blah blah blah) <br /><br />Mods yet to be done - Tranny rebuild (nothing wrong with it currently just original)- 4 bolt rear - suspension - stroker engine - and anything else needed to support what I want.<br /><br />I know I couldn't expect full boost at 3100 (unless I set the boost low enough) I just want it to seriously respond at around 3000 rpms.<br /><br />It is a street car - not our daily drive tho - we both have other cars (2004 turbo Subaru Forester - 2002 Pontiac Grand Prix) - but this one is the fun car.<br /><br />VR will be doing all the work - but I still want to know as much about the options as possible.||66.189.119.8||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000009||anomalyva||01-21-2004||07:40 PM||||Then go with FP3052 and an AEM EMS.||68.100.239.168||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||01-21-2004||07:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SteveHebert:<br /><strong> I have already done $ 8,000.00 in mods by Victor Reasearch. (FMIC - 16G - turbo back exhaust - blah blah blah) <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you serious?  $8K in mods?  Yikes, what else got put on with the exhaust, FMIC, and 16G?||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||SteveHebert||01-22-2004||12:51 PM||||I think this list is complete of what been done so far.<br /><br />replaced rear wheel steering lines.<br />Replaced Drive shaft carrier bearings<br />New radiator<br />Act 2100 clutch - street disk<br />Shifter bushings replaced<br />wires<br />plugs<br />16G turbo<br />550 injectors<br />APEXI AFC 2<br />FMIC -<br />13" SPAL fan<br />boost controller<br />Walbro 255 <br />Aeromotive reg. fuel pressure gauge...<br />guage pod<br />Boost guage, Air fuel guage<br />3" Turbo back w/cat<br />New 95 Exhaust mani<br />dejon intake pipe<br />K & N Filter<br />9"Spal pusher fan<br />Battery to trunk<br />Mitsu O2 sensor<br />Porting (turbo - exhaust mani - O2 housing)<br /><br />I think that is it - at least the important stuff - plus I did none of the labor - so need to include labor.<br /><br />This is actually my wifes car and I was considering getting one for myself. But she really likes whats done and said I can go as far as I want with it - and she will let me drive it - (LOL) so I figure all the money I've saved by not getting one myself and modifying it - I can now easily put into this car...<br /><br />So now I want to lay everything out - suspension - tranny - and whatever I will ever want done - and set up a schedule.  I do want to keep the 4dr family sedan 'look'.  To me that is the most fun part about the car. And isn't fun what it's all about?||66.189.119.8||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes



ubb/Forum2/004465.cgi
A||||2||GVR-4||Valve stem seal question||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||01-21-2004||12:08 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Are the exhaust and intake valve stem seals the same?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||01-21-2004||12:10 PM||||yes||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||01-21-2004||12:11 PM||||Thanks, Kyle.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/004466.cgi
A||||2||coop||wolf computer||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-21-2004||01:36 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||anybody ever use one of these systems?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||01-21-2004||02:13 PM||||I know of a couple people who have used the Wolf 3d before. It's alot more complicated than most out there. Supposedly the Microtech or Link is much more user friendly and if I had a choice between those three I'd probably go Link depending on what my goals were since it's an ECU replacement. The Microtech is more of an full EMS but lacks some of the features you would find on the likes of the AEM (great user interface) and TecIII.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||bazeng||01-22-2004||12:16 AM||||i know of 2 vr4's with the wolf3d ver4.<br /><br />goto <a href="http://www.wolfems.com.au" target="_blank">www.wolfems.com.au</a><br /><br />they are very good.. just make sure u have a good tuner..<br /><br />lots of features..<br />i've been told that its easier to tune..<br />125rpm map points instead of microtec's 500rpm.<br />so its more finely tunable..<br /><br />electronic boost control. air temp compensated. water temp compensated. voltage comepensated<br /><br />hand controller and lap top controlled..<br />lots of AUX ports also||144.132.120.23||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum2/004467.cgi
A||||1||mixx2001||Wiring Diagrams||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||01-21-2004||03:50 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||Does anyone have (that you could e-mail) the wiring diagrams for the fuel system?  Or maybe know where some can be found on the internet?||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||01-21-2004||05:27 PM||||Got em.  Google kix ass.<br /><br />Here's a couple links to damn near the whole Electrical portions of the Service Repair Manual in pdf format.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/gift/dsm/galant_chassis_electrical.pdf" target="_blank">Chassis Electrical</a> (180 pages)<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/gift/dsm/galant_circuit_diagram.pdf" target="_blank">Circuit Diagrams</a> (269 pages)||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/004468.cgi
A||||23||giantrobot||What is AMG?||||1||||giantrobot||00003313
Z||000000||giantrobot||01-21-2004||05:59 PM||giantrobot9000@yahoo.com||What I can tell is it has to do with a JDM version? Is there anything that lists all the overseas versions we didn't get?||24.198.139.197||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000001||jayru||01-21-2004||06:07 PM||||It's not in english, but the pictures shure are pretty.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/" target="_blank">http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/</a>||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||01-21-2004||06:12 PM||||Do a search for it; it comes up semi-frequently on this site.  In a nutshell, they're a non-turbo, FWD Galant with a unique bodykit.  It has it's own bumpers and taillights, side panels, 3 piece wraparound rear wing, and solid orange corner lights.  Comes with Recaro buckets up front, and I could be wrong but I think they also had wood trimmed interiors.  The engine is "tuned by AMG," but I don't think it makes any more than 150 hp.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||giantrobot||01-21-2004||07:13 PM||||Thanks..that site is nice!! I actually work for a Mercedes dealer,so that is kinda ironic I guess.Nobody would understand if I put the AMG badging on my car,they may think it's a joke or something(like the V12 badge that I put on my old Stanza..EXACT same font and chrome as the Stanza badging!LOL)||24.198.139.197||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||01-22-2004||01:44 PM||||damn that car is slick:  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www12.plala.or.jp/colt-amg/owners/dogleg/d_1.jpg" target="_blank">http://www12.plala.or.jp/colt-amg/owners/dogleg/d_1.jpg</a>||68.74.197.25||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||forgottenvr4||01-22-2004||03:19 PM||||I like that wrap around spoiler!!!!!!!!!!<br /><br />Sweet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||01-22-2004||03:38 PM||||"AMG is derived from the original founders' initials: Hans-Werner Aufrecht and Erhard Melcher, as well as the town in Germany where Aufrecht was born, Grossaspach."<br /><br />A german hot rod shop specializing in mercedes.. also my initials. AMG||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||chauffeur1st||01-22-2004||05:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> damn that car is slick:   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /> <a href="http://www12.plala.or.jp/colt-amg/owners/dogleg/d_1.jpg" target="_blank">http://www12.plala.or.jp/colt-amg/owners/dogleg/d_1.jpg</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YES that car is sure sick as hell.. I want that body on my car.. <br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000008||gvr4-27||01-24-2004||05:25 PM||||is there any way to get a hold of that wrap around spoiler, or any of thoes body kits, they are all great looking cars.||24.13.207.110||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000009||giantrobot||01-24-2004||08:04 PM||||Ditto on the rear spoiler...I love it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.210.80.155||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000010||drew||01-24-2004||08:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by giantrobot:<br /><strong> Ditto on the rear spoiler...I love it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If I recall correctly, I read someone's website (japanese one) and he got it from the dealer. All three peices cost him 1,000 USD||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||DsmSeifer||01-24-2004||09:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> damn that car is slick:   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /> <a href="http://www12.plala.or.jp/colt-amg/owners/dogleg/d_1.jpg" target="_blank">http://www12.plala.or.jp/colt-amg/owners/dogleg/d_1.jpg</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I want  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.88.67.230||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000012||Rickmate||02-17-2004||08:05 PM||||actually makes 170hp, woodgrain interior, not sure on the recaro buckets, but i think your right, leather interior. im looking to pick one up in a couple of weeks, pity its not the amg vr4 awd model, but its still a great lookin car with a beautiful interior and decent engine, good for 15sec passes off of 4g63 2L na, not bad..<br /><br />check that site out through here, get a bit more in english, should work - <a href="http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/urltrurl?lp=ja_en&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.excite.co.jp%2Fworld%2Furl%2Fbody%3Fwb_url%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fhpmboard2.nifty.com%252Fcgi-bin%252Fbbs_by_date.cgi%253Fuser_id%253DUHI55758%26wb_lp%3DJAEN%26wb_dis%3D3" target="_blank">http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/urltrurl?lp=ja_en&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.excite.co.jp%2Fworld%2Furl%2Fbody%3Fwb_url%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fhpmboard2.nifty.com%252Fcgi-bin%252F bbs_by_date.cgi%253Fuser_id%253DUHI55758%26wb_lp%3DJAEN%26wb_dis%3D3</a><br /><br />it was called a gyaran in japan apprently<br /><br />cheers<br />Rick||210.50.25.53||reg||1||Rickmate||00003580||yes
Z||000013||drew||02-18-2004||02:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Rickmate:<br /><strong> <br /><br />it was called a gyaran in japan apprently<br /><br />cheers<br />Rick </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All Galants are gyarans. That's how we pronounce it in Japanese. It's like the french pronunciation or somethin.<br /><br />Mitsubishi Gyaran Bui Aaru fou<br />Mitsubishi Galant V   R    four||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||02-18-2004||02:15 PM||||Drew - Are you jokin or serious?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||drew||02-18-2004||07:35 PM||||I'm serious.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||megaice||02-20-2004||01:15 AM||||Everything looks good but the rear wiper   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||209.219.209.72||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000017||Gvr4-330||02-20-2004||01:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RockGVR4:<br /><strong> Everything looks good but the rear wiper    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Love the rear wiper.  If it weren't so hard and expensive to ship a JDM rear windshield with a wiper, I'd rock it!<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.144||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||02-20-2004||04:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RockGVR4:<br /><strong> Everything looks good but the rear wiper    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yer treadin' on thin ice, pal.  That ther wiper is hot!!  I'd give my left nut for one.  I think the only reason we don't have 'em here in the US is some DOT asshole has his head where the sun don't shine, and the beancounters at the reins of every automotive corporation aren't complaining that they can save $0.37.  I want a rear wiper.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||02-20-2004||10:21 AM||||Grow that mullet out longer, eventually you'll have a rear wiper.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||02-20-2004||02:25 PM||||Man, what the hell was I thinking, posting those pics...  I'm never gonna live this one down.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000021||theymightbegalants||02-20-2004||02:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by giantrobot:<br /><strong> Ditto on the rear spoiler...I love it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If I recall correctly, I read someone's website (japanese one) and he got it from the dealer. All three peices cost him 1,000 USD </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm... very interesting.  Anybody got any part numbers?  What do you think the odds of one of us duplicating that feat are?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000022||Libila||02-20-2004||02:46 PM||||Is there anyway to get ahold of the body kit and wing?||67.118.53.191||reg||1||Libila||00003548||yes
Z||000023||GRV4726||02-20-2004||04:20 PM||||i like how threads echo like this, i remember everyone getting all hyped up but nothing ever materialized, and i doubt something will any time soon. don't get your hopes up, unless someone on the board knows how to fabricate some kits just from pics. which if someone is familiar with that line of work, i don't think it would be too hard for them to do. is thats the case... lets see from front bumper covers please   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.65.182.208||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum2/004469.cgi
A||||1||thejeebus2002||How do I post pictures on this website?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||01-21-2004||06:17 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I need to post some pics to sell my car and I'm not sure how.  I know hot to post them from a website but these are on my computer.  Anyone?  I'd really appreciate it.<br /><br />thanks<br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||01-21-2004||06:20 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">you can upload them to Hertz's site</a>||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum2/004470.cgi
A||||25||blacksheep||Spring rates of the H&amp;R springs...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-21-2004||08:03 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone know what the spring rates of H&R springs are for the gvr4. They are the best srpings ever made for the gvr4 IMHO compared to the whitelines I had atleast. <br /><br />I was thinking if we could make custom Ground control coilover springs which are about the same rate as the H&R's, they would be decent with KYB AGX's, aye?<br /><br />This would be a decent poor man's setup for those who cant afford real coilover setups which cost way over a $1000...<br /><br />Just curious if anyone had thought of this ?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||01-21-2004||09:54 PM||||I've been trying to find out for years.  YEARS.  <br /><br />I'm still sitting by the phone waiting for the German receptionist at the US office to call me back with that info.  I think maybe she wrote my message on a small post-it...||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-21-2004||11:49 PM||||Can springs be tested or something....I wonder if someone has a set laying around, we could send it off and get it tested on some sort of thingamajim   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||01-21-2004||11:59 PM||||Anyone try the DSMotorsport ground control coilovers???<br /><br /><a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/suspensionparts.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/suspensionparts.shtml</a><br /><br />Ground Control Coilover Kit    $389   <br />Most are in stock.  We have a custom set for GVR4 that has a nice soft ride, still firmer than stock, but not harsh, select GVR4 soft for those.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-22-2004||12:03 AM||||nice catch, didnt see those. I need to call and talk to these folks I suppose....Also, the gvr4 set will need a longer spring in the rear as well to make up....||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||01-22-2004||12:17 AM||||yeah, i saw it while i was ordering all my parts off of there inventory reduction page.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||lambertvr4||01-22-2004||12:24 AM||||I'll see if I can find out.  I may in fact have a good source on this.  And some good news for anyone interested in some H&Rs.<br /><br />Give me a day or two.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||01-22-2004||04:07 AM||||Man am I glad Lambert's back in the pack.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||01-22-2004||01:57 PM||||The m/t GSX springs I put in the rear lowered the car just right imho.  But the fronts are too tall for my taste, though I believe the car is mostly level.  <br /><br />If Lambert can't get the info, we may be able to roughly calculate the spring rate from the dimensions if someone has some we can measure.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||Kibo||01-22-2004||08:13 PM||||I have a set of (used) H&R springs sitting in my garage.  I'm pretty sure I could take them somewhere and have the spring rate measured--don't 4x4 places do that sort of thing?  Problem is, they're used, so I don't know how accurate the reading will be.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000010||lambertvr4||01-22-2004||09:57 PM||||I talked to the owner of H&R America today.  I've been in touch with him about the Galant VR-4 spring kit for a while now.<br /><br />The kits are in production right now and will be on sale again in about 8 weeks.  Realistically they should be on sale at the beginning of April.  The cost will be the same as they were last time they were for sale ($300).  No inflation!<br /><br />I did talk to him briefly about the spring rates and he explained that the springs aren't the best just because of the spring rate.  There's more to ride quality and performance than just a k constant.  And custome springs are expensive btw.<br /><br />Anyway, I was very excited to find this out and hope this is the news you guys wanted to hear.  <br /><br />I'll keep you all posted if I hear any more.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||01-23-2004||12:20 AM||||That is good news, and you are correct that there is much more to good handling and ride than the spring rate.<br /><br />Find out who will be distributing them, and (sniff, sniff) do I smell a group buy?||65.73.152.107||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||01-23-2004||12:30 AM||||Hey Lambie - thats awesome to know. Are we sure on this, bro? Not that I doubt you, just wanna double check!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Group buy - hell, yizzah!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||driftntouge||01-23-2004||12:54 PM||||Thats the best news Ive heard so far this year.  Im deff in for a group buy (if one comes along)...sh!t, Im in no matter what.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000014||forgottenvr4||01-23-2004||03:56 PM||||Group buy?......Group buy?......Did someone say group buy?......Sh!t!!!!! this will be the 1st one I actually get my ass in gear in time to do...Whoopie!!!!!!||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000015||lambertvr4||01-23-2004||09:38 PM||||I was told by the owner of H&R America that the springs are being made right now.  By approximately the beginning of April they will be for sale for $300 retail.<br /><br />I assume that anyone who carries H&R will be able to get these.  Maybe someone knows a shop that could set up a group buy.  <br /><br />I thought this was good news too!  I can't wait to have springs for a car that doesn't run.  That's the life story of a Galant owner I think!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000016||Martin Chilcote||01-24-2004||01:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by lambertvr4:<br /><strong> I talked to the owner of H&R America today.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Lambert,<br />Why don't you call the owner of Koni  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  and have him make a correct rear shock for us. I have koni front inserts but the rears that Tire Rack "were" selling weren't for our cars. I posted this past summer about  the deal; good thing Scotty was doing the swap-out as he took pics and I got my $$ back and more. <br />Koni had listed a rear shock w/ a 3 position spring perch.<br />This would be a decent lower cost than coilover setup.||66.139.167.251||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000017||kartorium31||01-24-2004||01:28 PM||||Martin, where did you get the front koni insert?  What springs do you have it mated with and how does it ride?  Thanks, and sorry for kinda jackin the thread.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000018||Martin Chilcote||01-24-2004||10:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> Martin, where did you get the front koni insert?  What springs do you have it mated with and how does it ride?  Thanks, and sorry for kinda jackin the thread. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002559" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002559</a>||66.139.166.27||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000019||chauffeur1st||01-25-2004||03:48 AM||||I could maybe look into a group buy in the H&R spring.. I can get back to people on this how many people would buy these springs....<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||01-25-2004||09:40 AM||||please do so!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||mj_rosenfeld||01-25-2004||09:49 AM||||I did work out the comparative spring rates at one time based on the coil dimensions. I forget the numbers but the H&Rs are about 50% stiffer than the stock springs.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.228||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000022||bleck||01-25-2004||04:22 PM||||sign me up||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000023||silly4turbo||01-25-2004||04:50 PM||||I'd be down for springs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000024||chauffeur1st||01-25-2004||06:13 PM||||Okay I made a post in the general discussion on this possible group buy on H&R Springs... post on it if you would for sure want to get them... Thanks it will give me an idea of the demand..<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000025||chauffeur1st||01-27-2004||03:17 PM||||can some one get me the part number on these?<br /><br />Thanks working on the priceing now<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes



ubb/Forum2/004471.cgi
A||||2||Ferrari F50 GT||Hacking a 2G MAS||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||01-21-2004||11:15 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||Is it worth it to hack the 2g MAS, or remove the honeycomb?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||01-22-2004||12:22 AM||||The center, large honeycomb needs to be left in. The lower and side honeycombs can be taken out. I tried it like that once but couldn't get my car to idle right with it like that so I put them back in. I am going to try pulling them out again now that Jeff O. can set up the eproms to compensate for that. I just need to figure out which injectors I'm going with.<br /><br />When I did have those honeycombs out the spoolup of the turbo was waaaaaay louder. I imagine it removes a bit of restriction.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||Invader||01-22-2004||09:29 PM||||I pulled the side HC's and left the lower HC.  I've heard of too many people having serious idle problems with the lower HC out...<br /><br />I would like to yank the lower HC and give Keydiver's chip a shot...||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/004472.cgi
A||||6||MidEngine210||By-pass tube clamps||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||01-21-2004||11:15 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I have a quick question about the hose from the bov to the turbo intake. Are there suppose to be clamps on both sides of the connection? I'm asking because the turbo intake hose seems too loose. I believe the connection is letting some air into the turbo which is causing the trims to be lean slightly (~110%). I'll snap a pic if my explanation isn't clear. Thanks in advance.||68.125.167.236||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||coop||01-21-2004||11:19 PM||||yes you want clamps on both sides.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||AWDpower||01-21-2004||11:47 PM||||You mean just at the turbo intake hose, where the BOV return tube connects, right? From the factory, there is just one clamp, on the hose that slips onto the metal coupler. The other half of the coupler is supposed to just plug in to the intake hose, and is supposed to be sealed with silicone. Mine seemed loose too, so I put a clamp on that end too.||63.204.133.44||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000003||MidEngine210||01-22-2004||03:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> The other half of the coupler is supposed to just plug in to the intake hose, and is supposed to be sealed with silicone. Mine seemed loose too, so I put a clamp on that end too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is what I was talking about. So only silicone huh? I think the silicone came off on mine. To the auto store I go. Hopefully this will solve some problems. Thanks for your replies.||68.125.167.236||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000004||MidEngine210||01-28-2004||05:58 PM||||I got a clamp over the area, but I am still having some higher than normal fuel trims. I basically pulled the intake from the bov tube off when I was installing the K&N. I didn't know I removed the sealant. Anybody know which one I should buy? I have some of that marine grade sealant at home, but I wanted to make sure I do the job right.<br /><br />Other things I suspect are: lower o2 voltage going to the ECU and boost leaks.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||01-29-2004||03:01 PM||||a boost leak would make you run rich, not lean.. the MAF would be counting air that the engine never sees.. yet the ECU would be delivering fuel for the discharged air||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||MidEngine210||01-29-2004||05:28 PM||||Right. So if my trims suddenly became higher, I should be focusing on air not being counted assuming my fuel system is up to par. Hmmm, I'll have to do some investigating.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes



ubb/Forum2/004473.cgi
A||||9||stevevr4||fuel return line||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||01-21-2004||11:55 PM||stever321@yahoo.com||If I clamp this off or squeeze it shut while idling, my O2 readings should pretty much max out, right?  Trying to figure out if its my o2 sensor/wiring thats causing me to see 0.0V at WOT!  I have a feeling even when I'm running rich, I can't get a solid positive voltage from this thing.||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-22-2004||08:53 AM||||C'mon guys!  Maybe its a stupid question... but it should run pig rich if I do that, and I should be able to log a high O2 voltage on the datalogger, right?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||01-22-2004||02:17 PM||||Fockers.  I tried it and yes the O2 voltage stays pretty solid at about .82 or so.  This is idling with the fuel return line being squeezed.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||01-22-2004||02:29 PM||||Yes, check this post. I think this guy tried it and it worked!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004473" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004473</a>||68.153.107.254||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||stevevr4||01-22-2004||02:30 PM||||BWAAAHAHAHAHAHA||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000005||curtis||01-22-2004||04:43 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Jeff got the laugh of the day award for thursday.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.54.97.151||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||LunarShadow||01-22-2004||07:32 PM||||When my O2 failed, the car ran like crap under closed loop. It threw a code for the MAS (don't know why), and would only behave under WOT.  I, seem to remember 0.0 showing up quite a bit.<br /><br />Don't do anything funky. Go to the local parts store, buy an O2 and stick it on there.  If you keep her real pertty you can take it back.||172.139.170.41||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000007||atc250r||01-22-2004||08:03 PM||||Steve,<br /><br />   I just started logging mine Tuesday and I also hooked up the Autometer Rich/Lean gauge. I think I need a new 02 also, I am almost positive the heater in mine is shot. If I let it idle for a minute it goes lean and when the car is cold it goes lean even though you can hear and smell that it is rich. I'll get a price on it and you can try it if you'd like then if it is not the problem I'll take it.<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000008||Ska-TAY||01-22-2004||11:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Yes, check this post. I think this guy tried it and it worked!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004473" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004473</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good one...I'll have to use trick sometime.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.209.124.41||reg||14||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000009||drew||01-23-2004||12:03 AM||||infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop infinite loop||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004474.cgi
A||||9||Ferrari F50 GT||Ball-Disc Type Injectors||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||01-22-2004||12:35 AM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||So just how good are these things compared to Denso injectors?  Just wondering since they are a good deal cheaper than the Denso's.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-22-2004||01:10 AM||||Lots of people run them with good success Ian.  What size are you looking at?  Keydiver said his are running great at the 680s with his chip.  I'll plug in my new eprom ECU in the morning and see how his chip works with my denso 660s.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||01-22-2004||01:58 AM||||I will probably go with the 680's.  The turbo I am planning on running will be either a 20g or a sleeper 16g.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||01-22-2004||07:05 AM||||I avoid them because of very high reported failure rates in my previous life as an Isuzu / GM performance shop. But they seem to be working for most DSMers, so I'm not sure what to believe anymore.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||01-22-2004||11:14 AM||||I've heard reports of them getting dirty and clogging faster than pintle injectors.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||16GVR4||01-22-2004||04:44 PM||||Hey Pivvay:<br /><br />Let me know how it works out with your Denso 660 and keydiver chip.<br />I have the same Denso660 injectors and keydiver chip + MAFT. I think the ND660 flows more like 770 or so, because I still have to lean the MAFT dial even with keydiver injector-compensation chip.<br /><br />Not that big of a deal, but I'm just curious if other folks with ND660 also seeing the same thing.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||01-22-2004||04:59 PM||||luke what fuel pressure are you running?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||Mariner31||01-27-2004||05:27 AM||||Is it normal for the FIC 750cc injectors to<br />come scratched all over and the lettering<br />next to the e626 writting to be engraved<br />out and the word FIC 125-750 to be engraved<br />poorly into the body by someone with the shakes?<br />I bought these brand new from a reputable<br />US DSM Online Store. Are FIC an injector<br />reco mob or did I get a raw deal?<br /><br />They are clean and have new seals at least.<br /><br />Cheers...||203.166.96.237||reg||1||Mariner31||00002411||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||01-27-2004||11:34 AM||||I think mine were engraved also. I think they try to hide the original manufacturer's part number maybe?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.223.228.183||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||Mitsuturbo||01-27-2004||03:28 PM||||my FIC 650s were engraved<br />i believe they're just reworked injectors that were stock on something else||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/004475.cgi
A||||22||mistaVR4||MILES PER GALLON??||||5||||mistaVR4||00003068
Z||000000||mistaVR4||01-22-2004||02:55 AM||tassap1@aol.com||I was just wondering what all of you, with or W/O mods get for gas mileage? (preferably w/o mods except for a boost controller..like me) As I understand we have a 14-15 gal tank , I've been getting like 215 miles on a tank which averages about 14.2 miles to the gallon, without driving the car hard , mostly highway. Is that normal? or might I have an issue with fuel usage?? injectors, fuel filters etc...<br /><br />input appreciated, thanks.<br /><br />Steve<br />484/1000||198.81.26.43||reg||5||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000001||16GVR4||01-22-2004||03:18 AM||||When you fill up at the gas station, do you really put in 14-15 gallons ?<br /><br />You can't just divide by the size of gas tank. You have to divide by the amount of gas you fill up. ( this is assuming you top off your gas tank the last time you filled up ).<br /><br />Anyway, if that's really your mpg, it is awfully low.||67.113.235.142||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||01-22-2004||03:50 AM||||25-28- hacked 1g mas, 16g, 2.5" turboback exhaust, ported head, 9:1, 255,ported 2g exhaust manifold, k&n with no aircan ( yes my enigine bay does look stock, but it doesn't act like it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ) running 9 psi boost. That's all the mod's I can think of now, I'm sure there is more. I would expect 22-25 from a stocker, do a search someone posted the original window sticker.||65.177.241.109||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-22-2004||10:10 AM||||i get 20mpg minimum even with the 20g and 18psi daily boost.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||mistaVR4||01-22-2004||10:49 AM||||Alright I found the original window sticker, 19 city, 25 highway, but it cut out how many gallons the tank actually holds. So if it is 14-15 gal tank, and say on average I fill up about 12-13 gal and get 215-220 miles till the light comes on, I'd be around 17 mpg. So how many miles can you put on a tank until it runs out of gas? if I could get 250 miles on a 14 gallon tank..run dry. I'd still be at about 16-17 miles per gallon. So either way it's close. I'll try replacing fuel filters, maybe run a techron fuel system cleaner through it and see what happens??||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000005||snwbrd40oz||01-22-2004||11:24 AM||||According to the Service Manual, if I remember right, the total capacity of the tank is 16.9 on AWD Galants. With only a clipped airbox, I get anywhere from 20-25mph. I usually get around 300 miles per tank||67.40.51.32||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||01-22-2004||11:34 AM||||mistaVR4 - try to find someone with a datalogger/pocketlogger to check out the car, it may show some possible causes of such bad fuel economy.  <br /><br />With my 720cc injectors, Walbro 255, raised fuel pressure, sleeper 16G, SAFC, and incorrect 2G MAS (frozen fuel trims), I still get 350+ miles per tank on the highway.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||Doc_Seuss||01-22-2004||12:18 PM||||i usually get around 280 per tank fill up.  Granted i am running really rich at idle with my walboro 255 without an FPR.<br /><br />anyway mods:<br /><br />hacked air can, big16g, walbro 255 hp, RD 550's , 2.5 inch turbo back no cat, SAFC etc..<br /><br />thats about it that could effect the MPG<br /><br />dave||128.153.217.200||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000008||BlackHole||01-22-2004||01:27 PM||||On the old motor [2.0 8.5:1] / turbo [16g] / FMIC [EVO III] setup I averaged ~21 mpg city, 26 highway. Typical range was 300mi, I once hit 380mi on a long trip. With the engine starving at idle from lack of fuel, the most I've ever fit in the tank is 15.2gal.<br /><br />As odd as it may sound, I am actually expecting better mileage out of my new 2.3 setup due to increased efficiency.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000009||mistaVR4||01-22-2004||01:52 PM||||So I definately have some issues,  I have a buddy with a datalogger, I think he just fixed his cable I'll have to give it try tonight. On top of all this crap, I ordered a Transmission from Noyan USA. Got it all installed only to relize the the bearings are going out, I get mean vibration that reverberates down the drive shaft and makes the whole car shake when off the throttle in 3rd, 4th, and 5th gear. Just sent a fax to them with description of problem, they better reimburse   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   if not I'm SOL for a while, until I can get a Shep or TRE.<br /><br />Thanks, fella's<br />Later||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||01-22-2004||02:11 PM||||Steve that sucks. You're welcome to borrow my datalogger anytime as well. Just come pick it up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||mikeyoung00||01-22-2004||02:59 PM||||Hey, guys. Reread the thread. You can't really tell much of anything about your mileage from "how far I get on a tank of gas." How empty is the tank when you fill up? Is it bone dry? Oh...you fill up when the needle on the gas gauge just touches the empty mark? Well...I doubt these old gauges are very accurate or consistant from car to car, or even for the same car from fill to fill for that matter. And how full do you fill the tank? Till the pump cuts off? Some pumps have touchy shut-off setups. And I think the GVR4 fuel filler is sort of restrictive. I can sometimes pump as much as 2 or 3 additional gallons into the tank after the first pump shut-off by babying the pump's grip and/or shifting the pump nozzle around in the filler neck. <br /><br />Here's a quick example. Lets say you and I compare mileage. We both drive cars with 14 gallon tanks. I say I get about 280 miles per tank and you say you get 220. Actually I would probably say I got almost 300 and you would say you got about 200. Now lets say you fill your tank when its about empty. When the gauge says empty you probably have 2.5 gallons left. Lets say I don't fill mine until the light comes on and then some. So there is only about a gallon left when I fill up. Now when you fill up, you stop when the pump hits its auto-shut-off. But as noted above, this may be as much as 2 gallons short of actual tank capacity. I go ahead and fill it to the neck. So my tank full is actually 3.5 gallons more than yours because I started with 1.5 gal less than  you and filled it until I had 2 gallons more than you. So my mileage would be 280 miles per 13 gallons (14 gal tank minus the gal that was left when I filled up). This works out to 21.5 mi.gal. You got 220 miles from 9.5 gallons or 23 mpg. So even though you are only getting a couple hundred miles from your tank and I get almost 300 from mine, you actually are getting better mileage than I am! This example is extreme but still realistic.<br /><br />So the only accurate way to compare mileage between cars is in Miles/Gallon and the only accurate way to determine anything close to an accurate miles/gallon is to fill your tank completely, drive a couple hundred miles or more, go back to the same pump and fill the tank completely again, and then divide the number of miles you drove by the number of gallons you pumped in during the second fill-up. Actually you can get pretty close by filling up at different stations as long as you completely fill the tank each time, not just to the first pump auto shut-off.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000012||mistaVR4||01-22-2004||03:47 PM||||I have a suitable laptop for datalogging, all I need is a cable, I was thinking about making one but would rather just purchase one due to time constraints, preferably local. Do you know of anywhere Chris? by the way thank you for the offer to use yours, I might just do that I'll let you know, Keith and I get together regularly and he just got his cable fixed also.<br /><br />TOF:  Your analogy of this gas mileage prediction sounds right on to me, however, When the pump stops I usually hang it up because I don't think overfilling is good is it???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   I don't know where I heard that but whatever, I'm going to try that next time, drive 200 miles, then fill to the brim again, and use that amount of gas to find the real number.||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||01-22-2004||04:30 PM||||There is a guy on CoDSM that makes cables locally. I'll try to find the info for ya.  A logger is a necessity. I can't imagine living without one.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||mikeyoung00||01-22-2004||05:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mistaVR4:<br /><strong><br />TOF:  Your analogy of this gas mileage prediction sounds right on to me, however, When the pump stops I usually hang it up because I don't think overfilling is good is it???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is true you don't want to overfill it when the ground is cool then park the car in the sun. The fuel can expand enough to lose a little out of your overflow.  But I know on my Galant the tank is still far from full when most pumps turn off the first time. This may be unique to my car or it may be common. Maybe it is why you get so little range out of a tank full.<br /><br />Good luck in sorting it out. Sounds like help is on the way.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||01-22-2004||05:47 PM||||i pump a couple clicks. The first click doesn't even get the full line to the top...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||mistaVR4||01-22-2004||06:14 PM||||I'll post the new # when I get it, I just filled up today (but not to the brim) So I'll have to wait till next time, which won't be long  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks||162.18.75.91||reg||3||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000017||Matticus||01-22-2004||07:03 PM||||My mileage on my last tank took a turn for the worse.  I will probably only get about 180 miles out of this tank.  I "normally" get about 210-220 miles, which is still not too hot.  My fuel trims are all at 80 and do not budge.  I have some issues with my fuel delivery system.  I may start a new topic on the subject.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000018||Duc Hunter||01-23-2004||01:22 AM||||Mista, take the number of miles driven on a given tank and divide by the number of gallons you put into the tank to refill it. I just drove 280 miles on 12.75 gallons. That means I got 22 miles to the gallon on that tank. <br /><br />Without that calculation we cannot really say how bad your gas mileage is.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000019||bleck||01-23-2004||08:50 AM||||I think TOF is onto something.  Not only can I never get my gas gauge to read full, out here in Jersey (where there is no self-service), I never get a consistent fill-up like when I was doing it myself in NY.  I actually get about 19 on the highway, but that was before I put the 16g in.  It's been noticeably better since... well, when I'm not boosting it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000020||dwatters@sisna.com||01-23-2004||12:59 PM||||I get 280-300 mi on a fill up 12.8 gals during the summer and 230-250 mi in the winter.My best tank was going across Wyoming to Colorado with the wind at my tail, I filled up in Rock Springs WY and did not have to fill until we got to Longmont CO.<br /><br /> I fill up when the needle hits empty. The Station the I fill at has a slight lean, so I always fill with the neck on the uphill side.||147.178.2.110||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000021||mikeyoung00||01-23-2004||04:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> Mista, take the number of miles driven on a given tank and divide by the number of gallons you put into the tank to refill it. I just drove 280 miles on 12.75 gallons. That means I got 22 miles to the gallon on that tank. <br /><br />Without that calculation we cannot really say how bad your gas mileage is. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Doc, thanks for saying in about 75 words what it took me five paragraphs in two posts to say.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  Nobody reads anymore!||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000022||howard_GVR4||01-23-2004||04:44 PM||||Yesterday I drove to Austin on a full tank, refilled when I left today.  230 miles on ~8 gallons, 28.75mpg.  Woot!<br /><br />That was with some spirited driving on the way down, 80-90mph, with several minutes of dusting a 96-98 Mustang GT.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum2/004476.cgi
A||||6||stevevr4||removing center console (yes I searched)||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||01-22-2004||09:23 AM||stever321@yahoo.com||I've got the whole thing loose, the only thing in my way is the parking brake handle... wtf do I do with it?<br /><br />Ken, it seems like you're a pro at this from reading all the old threads on this topic.  I didn't have that bad of a time with those two sumbish screws up towards the front.  Took them out with a phillips with minimal cussing.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-22-2004||10:52 AM||||there is a small panel on the side of the handbrake, you still have to fight with the console, it helps to pull the handbrake up as high as you can, and put the shift lever in 4th.  you gotta pull the console back, and kinda twist it to the right.  you can reach under the shift boot, and disconnect it, held there just in 4 places, on these little posts, it pulls right off.  remove the shift boot.||64.240.175.58||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||01-22-2004||11:05 AM||||The shift boot is out (actually it wasn't held in by those posts, it just popped right out).  I'll try twisting the console away from the ebrake handle.  I had also removed the small cover next to the ebrake.  I guess this would be a lot easier with the passenger seat out.  Or maybe reclining it all the way would help.  Thanks!||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||bob92vr4||01-23-2004||12:00 AM||||be sure you have the two rear screws out and then pull slack from the seat belt to the inside of the console put the shifter in 2nd or try 4 and just work it out i just did this with mine it was a pain in the ass to me almost an hour   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000004||dwatters@sisna.com||01-23-2004||01:03 PM||||When I take the console out of mine I lift it from the back and slip the seat belts through the their holes and than pull it back and twinst it to the passengers side and it come right out, It take me about 15 mins to remove the console.||147.178.2.110||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000005||Lucky13||01-24-2004||12:18 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=003771#000004" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=003771#000004</a><br /><br />I saved it awhile back for my own reference, see if it helps.||68.218.41.235||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000006||ekschulz||01-24-2004||12:57 PM||||Anyone know why the photos don't show up anymore on the center console removal post mentioned above?  Thanks for putting this together My_GVR_4!<br /><br />Never mind....turn off Zone Alarm and they show up.  Weird.||24.21.191.209||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes



ubb/Forum2/004477.cgi
A||||0||4drwhore||switching to bigger||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||01-22-2004||11:11 AM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||What do I have to do/buy to prepare for my turbo upgrade? I will be going from a 14b to a SCM61. Other then the obvious intercooler/piping and injectors. Anyone happen to have like an install with pics page on this?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum2/004478.cgi
A||||2||forgottenvr4||Glovebox rattle.........Help!!!!!!!!||||1||||forgottenvr4||00002619
Z||000000||forgottenvr4||01-22-2004||03:15 PM||aaronshort@comcast.net||Anyone have some great ideas for taking care of a glovebox rattle.......Seems like it is the latch mechanism on the outside of the glovebox. It's driving me frickin crazy...........Any ideas shy of complete removal would be appreciated.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000001||RayH||01-22-2004||04:44 PM||||You might want to check the latch for the glovebox on the dash side to make sure it's screwed on tight.  The only other think I can think of that would rattle is the stop which limits how far the glovebox opens.  If I remember correctly, it snaps onto the sidewall of the glovebox and it may be loose.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000002||forgottenvr4||01-23-2004||01:26 PM||||Thanks for the info.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes



ubb/Forum2/004479.cgi
A||||4||blobjob||questions to help me against finnish byrocratia||||1||||blobjob||00002733
Z||000000||blobjob||01-22-2004||07:08 PM||make114@hotmail.com||i'm wondering if you guys could help me. I'm from finland and here we don't have any vr4's, so I would like to build one from 2.0L 4x4 gti galant and if I want to make it street legal I need certificate that this kind of car model has made for use in streets in USA and also certificate that this model has filled emission test standards(or something like this)as new in that year in the usa. Is there this kind of certificate or information and what is it called and where could I find it? thanks for the answers before-hand.||24.167.30.8||reg||1||blobjob||00002733||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||01-22-2004||10:52 PM||||I don't think we have anything like that here.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-23-2004||12:11 AM||||Manufacturers are required to file Certification papers with the EPA (Environmental protection Agency) in the US that certifies they meet US emission standards.  These are kept by the government and usually normal citizens do not have access to them.  These also would be about 13 or 14 years old and may no longer be on file.  <br />Perhaps you should try the TUV route another poster from Norway was looking into. Or contact the Finnish distributor for Mitsubishi and get some kind of statement from Japan.||65.73.152.107||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||01-23-2004||12:27 PM||||If you search for some of the posts from our two canadian GVR4 owners they speak about some paperwork they needed to get to certify their cars in Canada. I know they posted it within the past few months.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||V8EATER||01-23-2004||01:59 PM||||this guy has a vr4 and he's in finland. <br /><br />contact him.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004336" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004336</a>||66.143.44.18||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum2/004480.cgi
A||||0||Matticus||Fuel Problems||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||01-22-2004||07:16 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I have been having a problem with my gas mileage recently.  I started using my logger more often to see if I can see what�s happening.  My fuel trims are at the bottom, 80's across the board.  <br /><br />I notice when I am driving and get off of the throttle, both my O2's voltage and my injector pulse drop to 0.0V and 0 DC respectively.  As soon as I get back on the throttle they go back to normal, O2s moving and the DC back to normal.  At idle everything seems ok, they don't read zeros.<br /><br />I checked out how my plugs looked, NGK BPR6ES, they are looking a little white, the ground and the insulator.  Haynes manual says that is a symptom of running lean, too hot of plugs, intake manifold vacuum leak.  Now I don't know if my white plugs have anything to do with no fuel getting in the engine.  <br /><br />I am going to get my tired old injectors professionally cleaned here soon.  I guess I am just looking for some advice, suggestions, or tell me I am all wrong.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/004481.cgi
A||||8||Toppah||JDM 4G63 eclipse swappable??||||1||||Toppah||00003341
Z||000000||Toppah||01-22-2004||07:23 PM||Toppah@linkinpark.com||I'm very interested in buying a galant vr4, but they all seem to have alot of miles, so i was checking out a site, and they have the 4G63 engine listed that you can buy,  <a href="http://www.total-boost.com/index.cfm/fuseaction/engines.displayengine/item_num/JDMMITSU4G63T/jdm_engines.htm" target="_blank">linky</a>  , is it the same engine? Will it swap right in.. Will it mount right up?<br /><br />edit: Sorry if this has been posted before.. forgot to use the search first...||66.42.178.250||reg||1||Toppah||00003341||yes
Z||000001||mistaVR4||01-22-2004||08:04 PM||||Toppah,<br /><br />  Certainly will, I just swaped my stock motor with a JDM VR4 motor, the red valve cover with Mitsubishi embossed on it is the only difference as far as I know,unless the Eclipses in Japan have the same one, and make sure you ask whomever you by the motor from if it has the Blue top injectors and a TDO5 or TDO5-H marking on the compressor housing of the turbo which will either be the 14b or the 16g, if you get a motor with a turbo that has TD04 on the compressor housing your getting a motor out of an automatic trans vehicle, which has a smaller exhaust manifold and of course a T-25 turbo which you do not want!  Go to RRE's website for a listing of JDM re-sellers, just make DAM sure you don't order anything from noyan USA. There are many other options.  <br /><br />Good luck!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Steve<br />484/1000||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000002||atc250r||01-22-2004||08:07 PM||||That should fit but the strange part is that there is no such thing as a JDM Eclipse! The Eclipse was never offered over there. When I did the motor in my car I searched the DSM for sale forums until I found a good deal on a short block. I paid $100 for mine and I got the whole motor minus the head and whatever was attached to it. Be careful with these "importers", you really have no idea how many miles are on the motor they send you.<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000003||mistaVR4||01-22-2004||08:07 PM||||Just in case you not aware?  RRE = roadraceengineering.com||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000004||Toppah||01-22-2004||08:10 PM||||Oh ok thanks, any links would be much appreciated.||66.42.178.250||reg||1||Toppah||00003341||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||01-22-2004||10:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> you by the motor from if it has the Blue top injectors and a TDO5 or TDO5-H marking on the compressor housing of the turbo which will either be the 14b or the 16g, if you get a motor with a turbo that has TD04 on the compressor housing your getting a motor out of an automatic trans vehicle, which has a smaller exhaust manifold and of course a T-25 turbo which you do not want!  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i have a jdm motor out of an automatic.  it was so clean i thought it was brand new, or had just been rebuilt.  i think the automatic motors have not been beat on like the manual trans motors.  if i ever get another motor, i will specify one from an automatic trans.  also, mine came with 450's and the mt cams.  i think only the usa cars had the auto trans cams.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||mistaVR4||01-22-2004||10:42 PM||||Hey Ken,<br /><br />  I totally agree with you, the auto trans motors are probably driven much softer than a manual's, but unless you have the manifold and turbo to replace, your looking at that much more money?, I guess it all depends on what components you want your replaced motor to have  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||01-23-2004||12:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> That should fit but the strange part is that there is no such thing as a JDM Eclipse! The Eclipse was never offered over there. <br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sort of.  There were not "JDM" or Japanese made Eclipses, but they were available over there in 1g and 2g form.  They went over from the US.  The turbo models had motors that were the same.  the NA 1g units had slightly higher compression motors like the European units did.||65.73.152.107||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||01-23-2004||11:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mistaVR4:<br /><strong> ...if you get a motor with a turbo that has TD04 on the compressor housing your getting a motor out of an automatic trans vehicle, which has a smaller exhaust manifold and of course a T-25 turbo which you do not want!  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It should actually be a 13G.  Still a unwanted turbo none the less.  You will also have to fab up some sort of mount for you coils.  I just used one of the bolts for the drivers side shock tower.  And of course the Cyclone intakes, which you could swap for a USDM one, if you buy into all the hoopla that their "restrictive".  Which I think was disproved with some actual flow testing.  There was also some clearence issues with the Cyclone intakes and the USDM A/C compressors.  It's all right here:  <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/4g63motorsearch.htm" target="_blank">Link</a>||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/004482.cgi
A||||7||dc_style||2.4 stroker||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||01-22-2004||08:12 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||in the process of doing the 4g63/4g64t hybrid set up. has anyone else done this? if so, could you give me input on what to remember to do? and what's with the oil squirters, i know you'll have to make holes for them. put them in or leave them out? any info would be appreciated. thanks. oh, also, any opinions on the evo 6 intercooler and if it's any good? thanks once again.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-22-2004||08:33 PM||||Magnus Motorsports has done and sells parts for what you are doing. Go to their website and read up. They are in Canada, and have a very informative website.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||lambertvr4||01-22-2004||10:09 PM||||Magnus is definitely a great resource.  I am having a stroker built by Polk Performance.  They have quite a few on the road including a 2.4L in a shop car that's pushing 600wHP no N2O.  I think he typically deletes the squirters, but I think you can leave them in with a little work.  There's not too much that will trick you.  Of course custom pistons are required.  Other than that it's pretty straight forward.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000003||anomalyva||01-23-2004||08:44 AM||||First off, it will be a 2.3L stroker motor.  To get 2.4L you can get either a 4G64 block and a 6-bolt 4g64 forged crank, or a 4g64 block and a 7-bolt cast crank (really stay away from this.)  For the 2.3L you should just get any 4g63 block, a 100mm 6-bolt 4G64 forged crank (299 shipped from slowboyracing.com, up to 499 from forcedperformance.com), stock or aftermarket stock length rods, and pistons with a custom pin height (I forget exactly what it is).  You will also need to do some minor grinding on the inside of the block on a 2.3L for the rods to clear.  It generally costs ~1k to do a 2.3L stroker with forged pistons vs 4-500 for a 2.0 with forged pistons.  If you aren't going to run something larger than a 50 trim, it's not worth it as you'll have so much torque down low you'll be breaking drivetrain parts easier than you already do.||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000004||Ska-TAY||01-23-2004||10:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by anomalyva:<br /><strong> it's not worth it as you'll have so much torque down low you'll be breaking drivetrain parts easier than you already do. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you basing this on first hand experience?||24.209.124.41||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000005||dc_style||01-23-2004||11:13 AM||||what my shop said was that they'd take the block off a 90 sonata, 2.4l and put my 4g63 head on it. this is still all preliminary. nothing set in stone yet... what kind of crank comes in the 4g64 engine? forged?||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000006||launch||01-23-2004||12:17 PM||||Yes it is a forged 6 bolt to my recollection.||63.94.42.44||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||01-23-2004||02:23 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004453" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004453</a>||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum2/004483.cgi
A||||3||Z-1 Jon||ISC help please!!||||1||||Z-1 Jon||00002656
Z||000000||Z-1 Jon||01-22-2004||09:54 PM||jrotaryb@hotmail.com||we finally decided to tackle the ongoing idle surge tonight without any luck...grounded the timing plug and the diagnostic port and the idle still surged.  We finally figured out that the idle is stable when the fans are off...as soon as the fans kick on the surge comes in from about 800-1400 which is exactly what the idle control is supposed to compensate for, correct?  anyone know how much a new one costs and or if I can buy a known good one from anyone.<br />thoughts?<br /><br />Thanks!!<br />Jon||24.184.22.151||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||01-22-2004||10:54 PM||||I bought mine from hyundai when I worked there. The 90-94 sonota's used 4g63's they are the cheapest place to buy them from. I think I paid ~$100 for it. I have used the hyundai ones in my gvr4, my brothers talon tsi has one and he put one in the 94 eclipse 2.0 nt. They work fine, I don't believe they can be any different than mitsubishi would sell since it is still a mitsu motor.||63.184.64.161||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||01-23-2004||03:49 AM||||When mine flaked, I bought a used one off the trader, for about $30.  Gabor (Sleeper on the board) rebuilds them.  You might give him a PM.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||crucible||01-23-2004||07:04 AM||||Ive got 2 spares.They are used but cleaned up.They measure fine on the bench.I can send you one to see if it fixes your problem.<br />PM if interested<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/004484.cgi
A||||7||neonturbo1995||bottom end....which way to go?||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||01-23-2004||12:34 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I have 90K on my engine and I just had the cylinder head machined (not ported) and the guides replaced, and I am in the process of reassembling it.  While I have the motor basically apart, I am considering rebuilding the bottom end.  While I am in there, I might as well upgrade some parts, but I am sure on which way to go.  Please let me know what you think I should do.  <br /><br />With options like 2G pistons, or a 2.3L stroker, or 2.4L hybrid.it is a hard decision.<br /><br />I want to assemble everything myself and let the machine shop handle the honing/boring/machining...stuff like that.<br /><br />I have a 16G which I plan to run at 25PSI (I am doing 22 now with no ill effects), Water/alcohol injection and I am currently installing a 100HP shot of nitrous (wet kit).  I have all the fuel mods to support this, and I drive the car daily.<br /><br />Please let me know what you think I should do.  Trying to spend as little as possible (but who isnt!) and get the best result.||66.2.65.213||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||01-23-2004||02:50 AM||||after seeing several 2.3L stroker galants and a prototype 2.5L one running, im a huge fan of going the stroker route. those mofo's move like a bat out of hell and none have failed due to a shitty build. one 2.3L engine died when the A/C belt snapped and got caught in the tiiming belt, but it wasnt a direct 2.3L related issue.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||anomalyva||01-23-2004||08:38 AM||||A stroker is truly overkill for a 16G.  You will spool sooner and make more power, but your efficency range will also drop considerably.  Strokers really should only be used with something like a 50trim or larger.  As far as bottom end, a stock bottom end would work fine.  I would suggest Ross 8.5:1 .20over pistons/rings/pins combo from slowboyracing.com  Their $395 right now on sale, and I just picked a set up.  2g pistons on 1g rods are VERY expensive to machine, and it comes out to be about $100-200 more to go to forged pistons.||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||01-23-2004||12:53 PM||||well, thanks for the suggestions.  I am still undecided.  I will wait for more feedback before making the final call.  <br /><br />I am trying to get the car into the low 12's (on the nitrous) with the combination (high 12's without the nitrous) I have and I just thought that increasing displacement would help...and it should.  I want to run the 16G I have in the manner I stated in my original post.  <br /><br />I am also going to HKS 264/264 cams, and a 4-bolt LSD rear.||66.2.65.145||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||anomalyva||01-23-2004||01:13 PM||||Turbo and nitrous can be a dangerous combination.  I personally wouldn't do it without a lot of knowledge in both areas.  While people HAVE run 11's on the 16g, to me it is more work than it is worth.  It seems prudent to buy something like a PTE 50 trim, which will bolt right up and isn't that expensive, to help you out.  The problem with running a 2.3 stroker and a 16g is, you will have no top end.  The turbo will definately run out of breath around 6,000 rpm.||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||01-23-2004||04:17 PM||||I just rebuilt and since I had to replace the pistons anyway I put in Wiseco 8.5:1s. I am very happy with the resulting improvement in low end performance. It will be a few weeks before things are broken in sufficiently for me to make a couple quarter mile passes but if I do so before I put on the FMIC I will post the results in this thread for your reference. The Wisecos were only $395 plus shipping. I kept the factory rods since they were in good shape and since the first gen rods are pretty stout.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||neonturbo1995||01-30-2004||12:20 PM||||this decision blows||67.162.93.187||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000007||ConquestCat||01-30-2004||12:30 PM||||2.4 crank, grind the block for rod-path clearence, have the stock rods shot-peened (will proved extra strength, and you'll have to get custom piston kit (avail. off the shelf from wiseco or j.e. at up to 9:3:1 compression) at stock, 20 or 30 overbore.  Shouldn't pay more than $400 for pistons, and get a reman crank for no more than $150.  I do agree with whoever posted that a 16g may be a bit small, but it'll still pull better than a 2.0.||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes



ubb/Forum2/004485.cgi
A||||1||Cybernerd2||Purge control solenoid valve||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-23-2004||06:08 AM||||In the ECU, one of the PIN is for the Purge Control Solenoid Valve.<br /><br />Can anyone tell me what is it?||203.115.231.248||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||01-23-2004||04:29 PM||||The purge control selenoid valve is part of the evaporative emissions system designed to keep the car from venting gas fumes into the atmosphere. the PCSV controls the release of built up gas fumes from the charcoal canister into the intake. <br /><br />Here is a nice explanation from an Acura web site: <a href="http://pw1.netcom.com/~gentile/Vigor/Timely0203-2.htm" target="_blank">http://pw1.netcom.com/~gentile/Vigor/Timely0203-2.htm</a>||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004486.cgi
A||||4||coop||2.4Q||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-23-2004||01:18 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||I was wondering if just putting a stock 2.4 block in would be of a benefit? thats for the help||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-23-2004||01:23 PM||||sure you'd have an additional .4 L of displacement.  But the 6 bolt 2.4L blocks that bolt up come out of pretty old cars and I don't know if the pistons and rods are up to the boost.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||coop||01-23-2004||04:15 PM||||I found one with 160 ,155,158,160, with 95,000 miles on it.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||01-23-2004||10:28 PM||||A five cylinder?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||coop||01-24-2004||05:51 PM||||to much coffee  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||216.210.204.106||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum2/004487.cgi
A||||5||ayvr4||Stereo Rattle||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||01-23-2004||01:34 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||I took off the interior plastic molding around the quarter windows and padded them, but there is still a massive rattle when the bass hits comming from the rear. I think its the rear deck lid thing?? I'm wondering how the little fabric thing comes off... are there clips? anyone have any input or ideas?<br />Thanks||68.74.197.25||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||forgottenvr4||01-23-2004||01:46 PM||||I had the same noise.......For me it was a rattle or more like a buzz coming from the rear shelf rubbing or rattling against both the metal framing under it and at the base of the rear glass. I used some insulating foam strips and pushed them in tight at the base of the glass. Push them in far enough that they aren't visible but don't fall down back behind. I first tried adhesive strips but could not get my fingers in far enough, and they would stick to the glass before I could get down far enough. Also, I know it's crude, but I used mutiple layers of cardboard and sandwiched them between the rear deck and metal framing that the deck rests on. You can access this from the trunk. Just lay upside down. I hope this helps. Let me know.<br /><br />Aaron||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||01-23-2004||02:03 PM||||I actually already did the foam tape wedged at the base of the glass too (made it not too visable) but I still get that same buzz/rattle... maybee i'll try the cardboard...<br />It just makes me so mad that i cant crank up the music without the horrid rattle...<br /><br />I think it is from the metal framing under it...||68.74.197.25||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||forgottenvr4||01-23-2004||03:36 PM||||Yeah, try wedging something between the metal framing and the actual paperboard of the rear deck. That's where I noticed the most noise coming from........||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||01-23-2004||03:41 PM||||good call. I'll give that a shot & hopefully it works  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.197.25||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||HHIVR4||01-23-2004||05:53 PM||||alot of times its the liscence plate and sometimes the wing make sure all the screw are in it..i used rubber o rings on my liscence plate.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum2/004488.cgi
A||||1||229of1000||Tuning Issues||||8||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||01-23-2004||02:26 PM||||I've got the car running, and I'm trying to tune it now.  I have it tuned in pretty decently - at 21psi this thing pulls like crazy!<br /><br />My relevant mods are:<br /><br />VPC<br />S-AFC<br />AVC-R<br />EVO 3 16G (mildly ported)<br />JDM 45mm FMIC with 55mm piping<br />3" Turboback<br />FP Ported 1G O2 housing (and then hogged out even more by me)<br />EVO exhaust manifold with all nine studs<br />Aeromotive AFPR @ 38psi base pressure<br />Venom fuel rail<br />680CC PTE Injectors<br />6AN fuel feed from tank to rail with hi flow filter<br />Dejon VPC intake with BOV vented to atmosphere<br /><br />I think that's all the important stuff for this.<br /><br />I set my AVC-R for 1.35 bar (20psi).  It was overboosting to 1.45 bar (21.5psi).  The duty setting didn't seem to make much of an impact on boost.  If I set it lower, it would hang down around 1 bar for a second at WOT, then go to 1.45.  If I set it higher, it would go straight to 1.45.  I left it higher.  I figured that's enough overshooting that I could live with it for now.<br /><br />I started tuning the car.  I am getting knock at 6k rpms and above that I cannot seem to tune out.  I'm using a 550 chip in my VPC with these 680cc injectors, so 0% +/- is 23% rich.  I have tried adjusting the 6k and 7k settings from -10% (at which point the knock gets worse) up to 35%+ which doesn't seem to make any difference, other than me being able to feel the car hesitating from too much fuel.  It's generally 10-14 counts of knock at WOT 3rd gear, a bit less in 2nd gear.  I'm using my keydiver knock gauge and EGTs (which haven't once gone over 800C) to tune since I haven't got the logger set up yet.<br /><br />I decided last night that turning the boost down a bit might make it easier to tune.  I set the AVC-R to 1.2 bar.  It's still boosting to 1.5 bar!  I set it to off, and it boosted to 1.5 bar again.  Am I really getting boost creep this bad?  <br /><br />I figured my cooling and fuel systems would be sufficient to tune for 22psi, especially in this whether.  I can overlook not being able to go below 22psi if I can get it tuned in.  Any ideas?  I haven't tried playing with the AFPR any yet.||65.33.242.24||reg||8||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||lambertvr4||01-23-2004||09:58 PM||||It really sounds like a turbo problem.  Most likely at that boost level the IATs are so hot that the engine can't help but knock.  <br />There are a few things to try.<br />Number one is to reduce the boost.  It sounds like you're running smooth over your wastegate.  Sounds about right considerring the exhaust and intake system you have.  This may mean you need to get the flapper oversized or maybe it's time for the external you've been eyeing.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Second, octane may help.  Add a couple gallons of race fuel to your tank and see if the counts go away.  It's likely.<br />And third, you could try to back your base timing off a couple degrees.  Try dialing in 2degrees less with the timing light.  Watch your EGTs on the first couple of runs.  With less timing you should have higher EGTs.  Not sure how your car/tune will react, so it's better to be safe than sorry.  800C is the max you need to go.  That's 1475F and that's damned hot; probably due to knock though.  I try to keep things below 1450F for reliability unless the needed fuel is too great and washing the cylinders.  Then it's time to reassess the setup.  If 2degrees of retard looks better, but not perfect, try a little more.  Take this slow and watch those EGTs.  This approach will narrow in on what your combo needs.  <br /><br />All this may be temporary.  When summer rolls around those IATs are going to get even hotter.  Might need to keep an eye on this one.  It may need more attention than just a quick fix.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes



ubb/Forum2/004489.cgi
A||||4||BlingBling||91 GVR4 ECU to a 92 AWD||||1||||BlingBling||00001825
Z||000000||BlingBling||01-23-2004||03:05 PM||||Can I take the ecu on my 91 vr4 and use it to control a 92 AWD Laser?||64.160.178.63||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||01-23-2004||04:39 PM||||Yes.||68.223.203.14||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||01-29-2004||12:51 AM||||The ECU god has spoken...||69.66.78.203||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||01-29-2004||11:07 AM||||I actually did the reverse of that when my caps took a crapper on me.  I borrowed my friend's ECU out of his 92 Laser while I sent mine out to Jeff.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||BlingBling||01-30-2004||02:05 PM||||Thanks for the help||64.172.62.175||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes



ubb/Forum2/004490.cgi
A||||6||accident||eclipse front mount intercooler on a galant vr4?||||1||||accident||00002572
Z||000000||accident||01-23-2004||04:53 PM||edgross1@msn.com||would a front mount intercooler for a eclipse or talon work on a galant vr4?||69.81.3.136||reg||1||accident||00002572||yes
Z||000001||HHIVR4||01-23-2004||05:49 PM||||i dont see why it wouldnt but would require some cutting of the bumper and probably would have to modify your i/c pipes.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||01-23-2004||06:10 PM||||hmmmmmmm.   <br />I know I run the risk of sounding like an ASSHOLE........<br /><br /><br />Both cars have the SAME motor.  <br />Both cars have DIFFERENT intercooler ROUTING. <br /><br />So one should figure that you'll need CUSTOM piping right?<br /><br /><br />Problem solved!!!<br /><br /><br />G-||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-23-2004||06:18 PM||||Quick answer - yes, with some custom work!<br /><br />Longer answer - Please search, the FMIC topic has been beaten to death on the board !!!!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||01-23-2004||10:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by accident:<br /><strong> would a front mount intercooler for a eclipse or talon work on a galant vr4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes. I've got a 2g intercooler behind my bumper. And yes, the piping is custom.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||curtis||01-24-2004||12:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Quick answer - yes, with some custom work!<br /><br />Longer answer - Please search, the FMIC topic has been beaten to death on the board !!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Gets another car and starts beating up on the FNG'S instantly. Dammmmn  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Just Kidding Blacksheep glad to hear your back in one.<br />Accident, you can spend a month reading about projects, free mods, expensive mods, where to find parts, prices etc.. Just click the search button and have fun.  I would recommend reading up on the tranny because you will break one.||65.54.97.145||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||01-24-2004||01:24 AM||||here's some good galant VR4 FMIC install information...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004030" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004030</a>||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004491.cgi
A||||6||Vr4in'||Turbo Vs. Non-turbo block||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||01-23-2004||05:47 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I have a Non turbo 2.0 block sitting here in my garage.I was thinking about tearing it apart and rebuilding it with turbo motor parts for a spare motor.I was wondering if the blocks are the same.Thanks a lot<br /><br />Robby||24.129.160.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||01-23-2004||05:57 PM||||search please this has been discussed 56,454,657,035 times.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||01-23-2004||06:07 PM||||Turbo block =oiling jets.<br />Non-turbo = no oil jets.  <br /><br /><br />Take the safe route... rebuild a <b>turbo</b> block.||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||01-23-2004||07:38 PM||||Or drill oil jets into a non-turbo block.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||josh long||01-24-2004||12:20 AM||||I have a non turbo block in my car.... I took it to my machine shop and said drill and face now mine is turbo too complete with oil squirters and other goodies too!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Josh||67.75.217.249||reg||10||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||01-25-2004||12:24 AM||||Complete with knock sensor?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||josh long||01-25-2004||03:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Complete with knock sensor? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why yes, and eagle rods, CP 8:1 pistons 20thou over, chromoly rings, balance shafts removed, RRE Lightened flywheel, ARP head studs and all.||67.75.218.207||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes



ubb/Forum2/004492.cgi
A||||4||369of1000||AFPR Help||||1||||Paul Mc369||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||01-23-2004||06:06 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||My full throttle AFPR came in the mail today so I went to install it. Has anyone ever done this? I don't frequent other boards and I'm not sure where to look, but I can't make it fit. There are a few pictures of it  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000336" target="_blank">here.</a> They were posted by Hertz.<br /><br />Anyway, I tried to install the regulator to the fuel rail and found two things I didn't count on. First, I had to unplug wire #4 from the coil. This is because the new fpr has a circular mounting plate and it is wider than the stock plate and pushes against the plug wire. Is this a common problem? Can anyone think of a way to get around this space conflict? <br /><br />Second, the new fpr doesn't use stock mounting hardware. The stock fpr uses two bolts to hold down the fpr to the threaded holes on the rail. The new fpr uses two smaller bolts to slide through the holes and then get held down with nuts from the other side. This would work great except the stock fuel rail has what I call cast webbing or structural ribs which get in the way, so the nuts stat a good 1/8th of an inch off the back of the rail mounting plate. Is this also common? Any ideas? <br /><br />This "bolt on" fpr is less than perfect. Oh, one last thing. The convenient 1/8npt threaded hole for a fuel pressure gauge is also in a poor spot. The hole faces the back of the engine bay, towards the fire wall. This is the same direction the plug wires are it is also makes looking at the gauge a chore. That is if I could mount it. The intake manifold is in the way for a gauge, at least two additional fittings would be needed to move the gauge to a better location.<br /><br />So, has anyone else had these problems? Or maybe known someone with them? I'm not sure where to look for answers or to at least find out if I'm the only one with these problems.<br /><br />Thanks for your time.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||01-23-2004||10:02 PM||||Paul, I haven't seen one, but I'll be at work tomorrow (8 to 2) at Gwinnett Place Dodge if you want to bring it by.  I would be happy to take a look with you and see what we can do to get it on.||64.63.213.170||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||01-24-2004||12:52 AM||||Drew posted this on the link you gave. <br /><br />To be honest, I don't like the new design. That adapter plate is annoying, they don't reuse the stock bolts, instead use a hex/nut, and the afpr forces the elimination of the rubber insultaor for the spark wires behind the head, the elimination of the spark plug wire clip behind the head, and plug #4 is snug against the adapter. The full throttle adapter seems like it would make for a *really* tight fit for the #4 plug.||65.177.240.132||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||drew||01-24-2004||11:42 AM||||i have a Charged Air Systems one. The adapter plate is notched for more clearance. I would notch it if I were you.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||369of1000||01-24-2004||07:19 PM||||Thank you all for the help.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Paul, I haven't seen one, but I'll be at work tomorrow (8 to 2) at Gwinnett Place Dodge if you want to bring it by. I would be happy to take a look with you and see what we can do to get it on.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would have definitely welcomed the help but the car was none drivable what with no 4th plug wire and no fpr  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Drew posted this on the link you gave. <br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I must have read that post like five to ten times before I bought the fpr. Funny how important things never make it to my brain. Also the link to a pic of an installed one on that was a big help as well. <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I have a Charged Air Systems one. The adapter plate is notched for more clearance. I would notch it if I were you.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly what I did. Ten minutes with an air grinder and some sanding and it was done.<br /><br />I also picked up two 90 degree elbows so my gauge now faces up. I would recommend that to anyone with this AFPR.<br /><br />Thanks again||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes



ubb/Forum2/004493.cgi
A||||4||sleepyvr4||abs problems...||||1||||sleepyvr4||00003137
Z||000000||sleepyvr4||01-23-2004||07:17 PM||sleepyvr4@excite.com||just driving along and my abs decides to stop working (it's 5 degrees in PA right now) well, the abs light isn't on, and it sounds like the unit is making a sort of grinding sound as the brakes lock up.  It pulses for the 1st second the brakes are applied on snow, then it grinds/whines.  It has plenty of brake fluid, and I can find no leaks near the abs unit.  Any ideas?  I searched and found I can pull abs ecu codes, but am curious if anyone else had a similiar problem.  thanks guys.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-23-2004||07:59 PM||||you sure it is the unit itself not pads wore out? or a caliper hanging? (cold weather does nasty things). I say that because you said the abs light is not on. If there was a problem, the light (assuming it works) would come on.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||sleepyvr4||01-24-2004||12:03 AM||||it's struggling to work, so I think it may simply be frozen up.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000003||DMX84||01-24-2004||11:03 AM||||Sleepvr4, I�ve heard that break fluid attracts moisture. I think that if there is any moisture in the lines, as cold as it is, it will cause problems. I also recommend you move somewhere that is <i>warmer!</i>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   There is snow on the ground here but it�s only about 50 deg. not to cold when working in the garage. (Heated).  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    When working on the brakes, I get a couple of large cans of break fluid. I always clean the master cylinder reservoir because it turns black after a while. I bleed the breaks to drain the reservoir just before letting air in the lines. I then wipe the black crud out with a lent free rag. I start in the back, as it will need more new fluid to get the old fluid out. I�ll pump it until it is as clean as I think it will get. This will remove the old fluid and in your case moisture. Hope this helps. <br />Dean||67.234.231.212||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000004||sleepyvr4||01-24-2004||11:28 AM||||sweet, i just got 7 bottles of dot4 brake fluid too.  I'll pick up some goodridge stainless brake lines and go to town.  thanks man.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes



ubb/Forum2/004494.cgi
A||||6||REDLINEGVR4||boost controller||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||01-23-2004||11:38 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||what is a good boost controler to get id like a good manual one that i dont have to spend more than 100 dollers i just need some thing reliable, the manual one i have now is real screwy it is either on stock boost or its at like 1.3 bar i believe that is 15-18 psi. ne how any suggestions on what ot get? oh if anyone has a good one they dont use anymore let me know<br /><br />Thanks||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-23-2004||11:41 PM||||I got a Joe P MBC it was about $45 shipped for the one that is hand-adjustable (don't need a tool to adjust), and it seems to work fine for me!  I'd like to be able to turn the boost back up soon, granny driving sucks.||69.34.160.81||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||01-23-2004||11:51 PM||||Been using the XBC (extreme) unit since 95 and it holds right at what I want.  Been good to me so far.||68.75.203.173||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||01-23-2004||11:58 PM||||Just make your own.  Should cost around $5 in Home Depot parts.  Do a search; this has been brought up several times.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||Notorius||01-24-2004||04:36 AM||||im using a boostcontroller.com Hallman ES MBC. been using it since august and it always holds perfectly at 13psi under any condition ive thrown at it. 50 bucks||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000005||HHIVR4||01-24-2004||04:10 PM||||I just ordered the Joe P like 5  minutes ago.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||01-25-2004||05:19 PM||||I am using a Hallman MBC. It works great and I got it free  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004495.cgi
A||||5||josh long||looking for the 300hp/tq range ||||1||||josh long||00000943
Z||000000||josh long||01-24-2004||01:01 AM||jibber@icestorm.net||Have any of you hit this mark with 550's? Ie am looking to hit this mark in my rally car with H20 injection and a escort cosworth t3 group A turbo.<br /><br />I need to get some injectors and am looking to find some information on the 550 and 660 choices.<br /><br />Thanks all for the space.<br /><br />Josh<br /><br />Ps I am currently running 8.0 forged CP pistons and eagle rods, with the EFI systems PMS, although I am planing to switch to the keydiver chip/ 2G mas setup.||67.75.217.249||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-24-2004||01:28 AM||||what octane fuel?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||01-24-2004||01:43 AM||||I don't see any reason you can't run 300-300 with 550's the only advantage to 660's is less injector pulse so the ecu will give you a timing advance.||65.177.241.51||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-24-2004||01:48 AM||||if he's running race gas as well he'd be better off with 550s.  660s are too much advance unless you use a keydiver ECU. I was having all kinds of tip in advance knock problems.  Plus 550s are cheaper. Use the extra money for something else  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||01-24-2004||08:09 AM||||i just took out 560's and installed fic 650's.  i also have keydiver's chip, and a 2g mas, and water injection.  with the 560's and wi at 18 lbs boost, fp 43 static, i had the afc in the negative range at hi throttle.  7100 rpm i was getting 0 knock and 28 timing, duty cycle about 77%.  check out automotosports cam test, they got 290whp with a small 16g and 510's.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||josh long||01-24-2004||07:00 PM||||Thanks for all the response. I was looking to run on pump gas. I am building a rally car an I want reliability more than anything else. I forgot to mention I have a starion front mount as well. <br /><br />This   <a href="http://automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a>   will help alot. <br /><br />I also found this again <a href="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/" target="_blank">http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/</a><br /><br />It looks like they got ALOT out of 550's<br /><br />Thanks for the input any other thoughts on reliable power let me know.<br /><br />I am leaning towards the 550's at this point.||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes



ubb/Forum2/004496.cgi
A||N||5||Morphius||GGSX/GVR-4 owners:  Rear Diff Q's ||||5||||M.||00003349
Z||000000||Morphius||01-24-2004||03:56 AM||||For you GVR4/GGSX owners. A fellow DSMer has helped me locate a 90 GGSX with a much sought(by me) magical rear end. Supposedly, the GGSX has a 2.846 rear gear. This in turn would help lower the RPM's at cruising speed. I need the diff for my V8 powered Talon.  <br /><br />Knowing that, I've got some Q's pertaining to the Galant AWD cars.<br /><br />1. I know the early models had 3 bolt axles/4bolt hubs. Has anyone done a 4 bolt axle/5 bolt hub conversion? Can Talon/Eclipse/Laser parts be used? <br /><br />2. It would only make sense that the center pumpkin... diff (or whatever YOU make call it) would be identical to the T/E/L cars. But not having owned a Galant, I can't say for positive. Are the axles totally interchangeable between the T/E/L and Galants? 3bolt or 4 bolt? How about spline count into the rear diff? Same? (I'm after simply changing out the center pumpkin into my car....... thus the interchangability question)||205.188.208.172||reg||5||M.||00003349||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||01-24-2004||08:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Supposedly, the GGSX has a 2.846 rear gear. This in turn would help lower the RPM's at cruising speed. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your just switching the rear ratio on an AWD car? OK <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  I need the diff for my V8 powered Talon.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, OK <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Has anyone done a 4 bolt axle/5 bolt hub conversion? Can Talon/Eclipse/Laser parts be used? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes. And yes. <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I'm after simply changing out the center pumpkin into my car. thus the interchangability question </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So tell me if I've got this right, you have an AWD V-8 Talon and you want to change only the rear diff ratio. OK<br /><br />Oh, and your an engineer at Chrysler?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.233.107.108||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||Morphius||01-24-2004||09:52 AM||||Bigfoot,<br /><br />Thanks for the info. The car it's going in is not AWD anymore. It's been converted to RWD. Thus, there are no issues with different ratios between the tranny and the rear diff. <br /><br />And yes, I work for DaimlerChrylser here in Detroit. I'm the corporate release engineer for hydraulic clutch systems for truck. <br /> <br />Thanks again!!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Morphius||00003349||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||01-24-2004||10:31 AM||||Ok you threw me when u said you were changing the center diff. To us that's the one in the transmission. I've done the 4 bolt LSD and 5 bolt lug pattern swap, it's easy. The 4 bolt LSD axles are stronger than the 3 bolt, but I dont know if they are strong enough for the torque of a RWD V-8 powered car. Some have swapped the 4 bolt axles into the 3 bolt carrier in order to keep the rear wheel steering, but they have to swap the guts too. Someone should chime in about the spline count.<br /><br />We seriously need some more info and pics of your car. And tell us what motor/trans etc. I think your a ground breaker with that V-8.||64.233.107.108||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||Morphius||01-24-2004||10:44 AM||||Here's some info...<br /><br />Things changed or built:<br />(Gone is the entire powertrain.)<br />4 bolt rear (temporarily, going to Conquest setup later or Vette IRS)<br />Modified Trans tunnel on the body.<br />Relocated manual steering rack w/custom front crossmember to mount <br />Highly modified front suspension crossmember.<br />Custom transmount crossmember.<br />Relocated dual radiator setup.<br />Modified front axles.<br />Custom driveshaft w/safty loops.<br />Modified fuel and electrical system.<br />Stock interior with auto shifter.<br />Stock 1.8L hood. No power bulge.<br /><br />Engine is a 1970 SF code 455 Buick. Bored .30 over. 10.5:1 compression. Cammed. Stock intake w/Quadrajet carb. TA Shorty headers. Dual 2 1/2 exhaust. Mated to a Turbo400 tranny. Should be good for 425hp and 550 ft-lbs torque. (Brutal torque band for some serious get up!!) Just at the limits of the rear diff according to John Shepard. <br /><br />It was nearly done last spring until I decided I didn't like where the engine was in relation to the firewall. It was too far forward, causing a seriously heavy front. Now it's closer to stock balance. Neadless to say, I started a few other projects in the meantime and got distracted. I just finished them, so I'm back to working on the monster again. I'm in the process of finishing another front suspension crossmember for better clearance and another engine mount to move the CG reward. I'm expecting to have it out this spring. In theory, given the weight and HP it should run mid 11's. Get it to hook and a shot of NOS and it'll be in the 10's. <br /><br />I've got a few early pics I could post but nothing in too much detail. I don't want to give away my secrets and then have someone who has nothing to do but build a car, beat me to the punch. This is a weekend project for me. I'm not the first RWD talon, but might be the first V8 powered one!!<br /><br />I'll have a post in the spring with new pics and such explaining what I did on DSMTuners.com. I'll be sure to post the link here.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Morphius||00003349||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||01-25-2004||04:07 AM||||Wow.||24.21.86.243||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
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A||||7||JAYGVR4||Anyone tried DSS Coilovers on their GVR4?||||5||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||01-23-2004||04:03 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||<a href="http://styx.forgedesign.com/domainssecondary/diamondstarspecialties/pages/rnd.html" target="_blank">http://styx.forgedesign.com/domainssecondary/diamondstarspecialties/pages/rnd.html</a>||208.254.3.3||reg||5||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||01-23-2004||05:44 PM||||you can get ground control's for that much, who knows they might BE ground controls under another name.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-23-2004||06:16 PM||||JB - Are you tired of the H&R's already ?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />OK, the whol coilover dealie. Mike's setup look like a ground control setup from pics I have seen in the past.I have been researching this a while now. <br /><br />When using ground control or any other coilover, the rear spring needs to be longer than the front spring in GVR4's. I think the rear spring needs to be 9" and the front 6 or 7".<br /><br />I have PM'd Nathan Crisman who owns(?) Diamond Star Motorsport. I hope to hear from him soon as he sells gvr4 specific Ground control setup. <br /><br />Only problem with coilovers is to find the right strut that can handle the spring rate. With KYB AGX's, a less aggresive spring rate is necessary else they will blow out.<br /><br />Koni yellows may be a good match. RRE does not list them on their site anymore.<br /><br />Whiteline sells a modified Koni that works with their springs. But the lowest they go is 1"...<br /><br />A decent spring rate coilover system with KYB AGX's should work well on our cars. So, Calling out DSMotorsport - come out, come out wherever you are!!!!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||01-23-2004||06:27 PM||||KC your a slut LOL.<br />Just so you know I was also informed that you can use the Koni fronts for the GVR4 and the 2g Koni Rears if your lowering the car.<br /><br /><br />But I Still think for the amount of money you'll spend on a GC/AGX or koni setup you can get the hotbits for close to the same price which is why I went that route for the GB.<br />I only need 2 more people to make the minimum of 5 sets.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-23-2004||07:42 PM||||Pre-Evo - Are you saying that the front and rear 2G struts can be used or just the rear? <br /><br />Anybody else know if this theory is true ?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||01-23-2004||09:33 PM||||PM Mike Green. He has a set of DSS. They are very high quality..||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||01-23-2004||11:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Pre-Evo - Are you saying that the front and rear 2G struts can be used or just the rear? <br /><br />Anybody else know if this theory is true ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm saying if Tirerack or Koni still has the Koni Red fronts for our cars use those and the 2g Koni rears if your going @2" or lower as they are basically a shortened version of 1g koni shocks apparently. This is second hand info I had found I would have to hope I still have it sitting around but still other than the adjustability I'm not sure if I would go that route unless you plan on playing around with spring rates and lengths alot or you have a good shock dyno chart for the dampers to match the spring rates better. Keep in mind the AGX are really only designed to adjust from stock to @40% stiffer than stock. Koni is probably similar but can go alittle stiffer but don't have a "fine adjustment" like the 4/8 different settings on the AGX. With Koni it's a matter of counting 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and full turns. Alittle tough to feel as though your definetly matched between front and rear.<br /><br />Hopefully I can get these hotbits for a few owners on here so we can see if they are well up to snuff for us since the price is just alittle more than the cost of AGX and springs. Also I hope to find out if their 2 year warranty will be available for them as well. Granted it would be nice to have the damping adjustability at least but if they did their homework on these (which judging by the stats given they did a good job and the reviews praise them as good street/track compromises for most cars). If those who get in on the GB like them then I'll find out about offering them permanently.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||JAYGVR4||01-23-2004||11:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> JB - Are you tired of the H&R's already ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No not at all, however I was a lil too hasty in trying to sell them along with my AGX's when I thought I was gonna let the GVR4 go...  Now that I've kept the car, I'm still with original stock suspension waiting on just the right combo, but I keep hearing all the hubbub on this combo or that combo or another combo...  Everyone has a different combo it seems.  I just want my car to handle like a Bimmer.  Not too stiff, not too squishy...  Dammit, got outbid for those H&R's on EBAY too!  Who got those anyway?||171.75.56.93||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
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A||||12||Romanova||Little relay thing?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||01-24-2004||05:59 PM||avonamor16@yahoo.com||What is the relay-thing that is next to the windshield wiper motor? It is on the passenger side mounted to the firewall. It has a plug going into the bottom of it and it says 'Nippon Denso' on it. <br />I'm curious because I'm trying to install a new knock sensor and when I plug it in, that relay makes all kinds of clattering noise if I have the knock sensor on the motor. If I hold onto the knock sensor, it doesn't clatter.<br />Thanks!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||01-24-2004||10:58 PM||||I think that's the relay for the wiper motor you're talking about, Tyler. Why it's going crazy in conjunction with your knock sensor I haven't the slightest idea though. I need to replace that relay because my intermittent wiper feature doesn't work right.<br /><br />*edit* I pulled a pic from my computer and circled the relay I'm talking about. It's gold and kind of behind the cruise control stuff. Is that the one you're talking about?<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2610" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||01-25-2004||12:06 AM||||God Mark, that engine bay is so sick...I just stare every time I see it. Nice job!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||01-25-2004||12:20 AM||||That is the relay. Everything seems to be working fine now. Crazy God-damned car...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||01-25-2004||12:45 AM||||HEY, MARK!  you missed a spot.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||01-25-2004||01:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> HEY, MARK!  you missed a spot. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh crap!! You're right. I hope that doesn't ruin your image of me Ken....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||jayru||01-25-2004||02:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> God Mark, that engine bay is so sick...I just stare every time I see it. Nice job! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What did you use to get that engine compartment so clean?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||01-25-2004||02:48 AM||||no way.  Mark was trying to show me that picture earlier and wanted to show me how clean his pistons were.  Looks like he found some people to show it too, just not in a direct way  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Look close everyone and see how nice and clean his pistons are.  I guess they are pretty clean dude.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||01-25-2004||02:58 AM||||Clean that block off slacker! Donde esta water pipe?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||01-25-2004||10:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Clean that block off slacker! Donde esta water pipe? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i'll tell you where that sucker is.  mark has it off so he can polish it, and wax the inside of it.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||01-25-2004||07:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Clean that block off slacker! Donde esta water pipe? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i'll tell you where that sucker is.  mark has it off so he can polish it, and wax the inside of it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Surpised he didn't powdercoat the fuckin thing! .. Or wait, maybe he did..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||jayru||01-25-2004||08:04 PM||||Anyone ever powdercoat a block? Any reason why you couldn't do it?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000012||mikeyoung00||01-25-2004||09:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Anyone ever powdercoat a block? Any reason why you couldn't do it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The guy who just rebuilt my engine painted the block with black engine enamel. I'd expect if you didn't it would turn rust color pretty quickly since it is cast iron. Haven't heard of anybody powdercoating one, though.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
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A||||2||mixx2001||What happened to my mass air sensor?||||5||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||01-24-2004||09:43 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||After putting the fresh turbo in and rebuilding the center diff, I absolutely could not wait to drive my Galant.  Everything was back on the car and I was ready to start her up (this was Monday).  No such luck.  So I figured it was a voltage problem, since I the battery relocation I did was less than perfect and it was very cold, so I started there.  After completely rewiring all grounds and the battery, I was now seeing 10v instead of 7v at the feul pump check terminal.  So I knew it wasn't the FP, and the starter was turning better than ever.  This time the car started, it was idling high, but it started.<br /><br />It was then that I realized that I didn't have my AFC-II plugged in.  So I plugged it in and the car bogged down and shut off.  After a call to my buddy John (Intrusive97GSX) I find out he had a similar problem with his mass.  The car actually ran better with it unplugged.  So with the car running and the AFC unplugged I disconnected the mass.  No change.  The idle stayed steady at 1500rpm's.  So it's either the mass or the mass's connector I suppose.  <br /><br />Hopefully I can get John to bring me a good mass to test with.  The car had water get up to the bottoms of the seats but not as high as the ECU or fuse panel (parking lot the car was at flooded, unbeknownst to me).  So my question really is, what could have happened to my mass sitting in a box untouched by anyone or anything?  Or does anyone suspect something else is amidst?  My mass is hacked by the way, yet never posed a problem before this.||65.165.18.233||reg||5||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||HHIVR4||01-24-2004||04:26 PM||||where did your car flood that sucks.<br />try a different mas first or maybe clean your sensor.i dont know diddly about afc's as i have never had one.i had touched sensor by accident while pushing out the honeycombs(2g mas) and it wouldnt run either.cleaned it with rubbing alchohol and a q tip.it woked again..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||01-24-2004||07:21 PM||||Make sure to look at the SAFC and make sure it is set on "Karmen" for sensor type. After zeroing the SAFC out, it is not on Karmen anymore. Not sure this is the case, but worth a look.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
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q!Turbo Replacement!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!01:31 AM!,
q!2453036.0131!,
q!Schooners!,
q!00003375!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!02:56 PM!,
q!2453036.1456!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!pictures of custom ic setup??!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!01:48 AM!,
q!2453036.0148!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!dc_style!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2453036.1430!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thundercoupe!,
q!how do you guys keep the drivetrain in these cars?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!02:16 AM!,
q!2453036.0216!,
q!dmitriy!,
q!00002673!,
q!keydiver!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2453036.1853!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!HKS Seq BOV!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!05:10 AM!,
q!2453036.0510!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2453037.2138!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Little relay thing?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!05:59 PM!,
q!2453029.1759!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2453030.2100!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!redheat86!,
q~symptoms of a bad turbo? please help!!!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!06:02 PM!,
q!2453029.1802!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!curtis!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2453029.2113!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Quick wheel question!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2453029.1922!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2453031.1317!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REB!,
q!Car Won't Start!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2453030.0129!,
q!REB!,
q!00002494!,
q!REB!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2453030.2228!,
q!REB!,
q!00002494!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kjeag!,
q!Just wondering, what evo engine fits to my Galant E33A ?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!07:34 AM!,
q!2453030.0734!,
q!Kjetil André!,
q!00002902!,
q!yiutsang!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!08:40 AM!,
q!2453030.0840!,
q!Yiuwa!,
q!00002140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!plugs!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2453030.1220!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2453030.1635!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!Anybody got pics of Aeromotive/SX fuel pressure reg set up?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!09:17 AM!,
q!2453030.0917!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!00000528!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!08:00 AM!,
q!2453031.0800!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!00000528!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!will this work.!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2453030.1559!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!dc_style!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2453030.1620!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!Transmission P/N C11BPH?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2453033.0009!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2453033.2244!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Schooners!,
q!1990 VR4 Turbo problem!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2453030.1716!,
q!Schooners!,
q!00003375!,
q!josh long!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!11:50 PM!,
q!2453031.2350!,
q!josh long!,
q!00000943!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!tikibeast!,
q!Galant - Faux VR4 conversion...!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!05:06 AM!,
q!2453033.0506!,
q!tikibeast!,
q!00003193!,
q!tikibeast!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!05:37 AM!,
q!2453041.0537!,
q!tikibeast!,
q!00003193!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Here's a good one, any ideas?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2453030.1731!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!Romanova!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2453030.2054!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!tuning vr4 engine!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!07:11 AM!,
q!2453033.0711!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2453033.1948!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Jeff: Maximum ECU Airflow Reading!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!10:48 AM!,
q!2453033.1048!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2453033.1247!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!bolt size...embarrasing ?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!12:04 PM!,
q!2453033.1204!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2453033.1555!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!Anyone got a Buschur CAI to work on the stock FMIC?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2453033.1605!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!00003197!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2453033.1605!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!00003197!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!transfer case rebuild!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!04:24 PM!,
q!2453033.1624!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2453033.2222!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!evo 3 RS fuel pump flow !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2453033.2004!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!MX4!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2453034.0039!,
q!MX4!,
q!00000093!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!turbo for 2.4??!,
q!5!,
q!27!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!08:50 PM!,
q!2453033.2050!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!06:39 AM!,
q!2453041.0639!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!help...too much knock!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!07:06 PM!,
q!2453036.1906!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2453037.1719!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!Water in trunk.....spare tire area..!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2453033.2145!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!REB!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2453035.1902!,
q!REB!,
q!00002494!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DaveK!,
q!ECU compatibility!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2453036.1936!,
q!Dave!,
q!00002466!,
q!keydiver!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2453037.1847!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Logger Mounting points in car?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2453036.2157!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!05:01 AM!,
q!2453039.0501!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Problems with leaky valve cover!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2453036.2209!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!02:04 AM!,
q!2453039.0204!,
q!Luke!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Slammed90Galant!,
q!Mis-fire + High boost?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2453036.2221!,
q!Slammed90Galant!,
q!00003321!,
q!Slammed90Galant!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2453037.1101!,
q!Slammed90Galant!,
q!00003321!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fstrthnu!,
q!have fuel, ignition, and timing...won't start...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2453036.2351!,
q!fstrthnu!,
q!00003442!,
q!keydiver!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2453037.1843!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meng!,
q!black water out the muffler!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2453037.1307!,
q!meng!,
q!00000837!,
q!meng!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2453039.0031!,
q!meng!,
q!00000837!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!1990 Eclipse GSX ECU = Missfire?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2453037.1318!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!08:06 PM!,
q!2453046.2006!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!remove roof?!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2453037.1441!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!renoman!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2453040.2017!,
q!renoman!,
q!00003473!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!ecu temp sensor!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!02:50 PM!,
q!2453037.1450!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!00003391!,
q!crucible!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!03:26 PM!,
q!2453037.1526!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!stock throttle body size!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2453030.1844!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!00002127!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!06:57 PM!,
q!2453030.1857!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!00002127!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!fuel cut?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!07:10 PM!,
q!2453030.1910!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!01:05 PM!,
q!2453040.1305!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!fuel pump problems!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2453030.1813!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2453063.1252!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!What cams are you running!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!12:54 AM!,
q!2453029.0054!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2453037.2133!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JGR_Galant!,
q!problem!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2453030.2157!,
q!JGR_Galant!,
q!00002086!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2453030.2218!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jerzefigga!,
q!Hello, new here and have a lot of questions!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2453031.0019!,
q!jerzefigga!,
q!00003339!,
q!jerzefigga!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!05:11 AM!,
q!2453031.0511!,
q!jerzefigga!,
q!00003339!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!RX7 injector!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!07:11 AM!,
q!2453031.0711!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!AzA*!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!04:12 AM!,
q!2453033.0412!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!Going to the DYNO!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2453031.1328!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2453032.2120!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!how do i take the wheel hub off!,
q!4!,
q!8!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2453033.2200!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!Ant!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!08:35 AM!,
q!2453035.0835!,
q!Ant!,
q!00000415!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!hello!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!02:23 PM!,
q!2453031.1423!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!00003391!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2453032.1229!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!00003391!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Remo!,
q!ECU Pinout diagram for early JDM VR4 needed!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!06:50 AM!,
q!2453034.0650!,
q!Remo!,
q!00002786!,
q!Remo!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!06:50 AM!,
q!2453034.0650!,
q!Remo!,
q!00002786!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!rear caliper brake line.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!11:18 AM!,
q!2453034.1118!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!10:42 AM!,
q!2453035.1042!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Boost gauge readings HGMM HGIN LBS!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!12:26 PM!,
q!2453034.1226!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!Notorius!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!01:25 AM!,
q!2453039.0125!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Coolant Everywhere, Need help.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!03:49 PM!,
q!2453034.1549!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!01:37 AM!,
q!2453035.0137!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!Down Pipe Nut Size!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2453034.1559!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2453034.2325!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!2.4 block!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2453034.1625!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!09:13 AM!,
q!2453035.0913!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!underdrive pulley belts!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2453034.1711!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!curtis!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!11:45 PM!,
q!2453034.2345!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!how do i remove lower control arm from knukle!,
q!4!,
q!7!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2453034.1735!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!4g63t!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!08:29 PM!,
q!2453034.2029!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!Oil spitting from exhaust manifold!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2453037.1743!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!00003420!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!07:20 AM!,
q!2453041.0720!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!00003420!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!white canister in engine  bay!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!06:24 PM!,
q!2453034.1824!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!04:53 AM!,
q!2453035.0453!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TRA_GreenDragon!,
q!dumb question but i need to know!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!09:11 PM!,
q!2453037.2111!,
q!Mohne!,
q!00003115!,
q!TRA_GreenDragon!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2453038.1947!,
q!Mohne!,
q!00003115!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!Where can I find Koseis for the GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2453037.2318!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!09:46 PM!,
q!2453039.2146!,
q!Greenvr4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q~PLEASE ID this transaxle...I have pics now!~,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2453038.1608!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2453039.1519!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Safe boost on stock exhaust ?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2453038.1723!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!10:17 PM!,
q!2453038.2217!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!trapkit3!,
q!sensors ground wiring problem!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!05:24 PM!,
q!2453038.1724!,
q!Jacob!,
q!00003100!,
q!trapkit3!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!05:24 PM!,
q!2453038.1724!,
q!Jacob!,
q!00003100!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!VR4 engine with small turbo!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2453038.1751!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!00003420!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2453041.1704!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dwatters@sisna.com!,
q!Downpipe Heat Sheilds!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2453038.1907!,
q!GVR4*1990!,
q!00000935!,
q!curtis!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2453039.0041!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q~car won't start HELP!!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!07:23 PM!,
q!2453038.1923!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2453038.2307!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Car falls flat!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!07:26 PM!,
q!2453038.1926!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!AzA*!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!02:25 AM!,
q!2453040.0225!,
q!AzA*!,
q!00002136!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Trans &amp; Rear Info!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2453031.1608!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2453031.2120!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!Vertical flow FMIC!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!05:08 PM!,
q!2453031.1708!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!00001198!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2453053.0925!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!00001198!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!Knock Sum Issue!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!05:24 PM!,
q!2453031.1724!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2453035.1614!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!Need opinions?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2453031.1728!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!beavis!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2453031.2108!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q!No one even has stock shock valve rate specs?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2453031.1504!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!1420mark!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2453043.1411!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!re-adjusting the oil cooler placement!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2453031.2041!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!07:42 PM!,
q!2453032.1942!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Idling is stable around 700+ to 800+!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!08:46 PM!,
q!2453031.2046!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Beemer!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!12:34 AM!,
q!2453034.0034!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q~Nitrous! =)~,
q!3!,
q!16!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!09:02 PM!,
q!2453031.2102!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2453033.0051!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mrnvit!,
q!need help asap!,
q!4!,
q!4!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!11:21 PM!,
q!2453031.2321!,
q!mrnvit!,
q!00002584!,
q!mrnvit!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2453032.2219!,
q!mrnvit!,
q!00002584!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q~ABS light help!!~,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2453034.1830!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!06:58 PM!,
q!2453036.1858!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!People who run ground controls...please read!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2453031.2332!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2453033.2133!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Failed Emissions!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2453034.2010!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2453035.1506!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!Exhaust level!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2453034.2106!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!00002376!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2453034.2106!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!00002376!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!is it possible to replace the lower ball joint?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2453034.2216!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2453034.2341!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!oil coolers!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2453035.1002!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!10:50 AM!,
q!2453035.1050!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!supasigma!,
q!D113 on ecu!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2453035.1422!,
q!supa^^!,
q!00001181!,
q!supasigma!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2453035.1422!,
q!supa^^!,
q!00001181!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mariner31!,
q!Walbro 2G into GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!02:35 AM!,
q!2453032.0235!,
q!Mariner31!,
q!00002411!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!08:10 AM!,
q!2453032.0810!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Slicks for 16x7 Wheels!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!01:53 PM!,
q!2453032.1353!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!01:10 PM!,
q!2453033.1310!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!KYB AGX Durability!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!03:47 PM!,
q!2453032.1547!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2453033.2136!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!russya!,
q!Best of both worlds Walbro!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2453032.1805!,
q!Russya!,
q!00000991!,
q!thon!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!04:43 PM!,
q!2453033.1643!,
q!thon!,
q!00000613!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!MAF Translator Install Question!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2453032.1859!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!07:55 PM!,
q!2453032.1955!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!best road racing tires?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2453032.1948!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!00002127!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!09:31 AM!,
q!2453041.0931!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!11!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4gasmGGSX!,
q!tech ?'s!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2453032.2137!,
q!4gasmGGSX!,
q!00003254!,
q!4gasmGGSX!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2453032.2137!,
q!4gasmGGSX!,
q!00003254!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/004501.cgi
A||||1||redheat86||symptoms of a bad turbo? please help!!!||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||01-24-2004||06:02 PM||||I started my car this afternoon and drove it around, i gave it a little gas to excelerate and it puffed out a big cloud of smoke, i then pulled over and looked it over, it will only smoke in 3rd gear when i get into boost and then part throttle. i proceeded home and left it sit, for a couple hours and then i drove it again, no more smoking? any ideas here?<br /><br />running 5w30 oil and turbo has minimal to no shaft play. <br /><br />thanks<br />ben||66.41.127.36||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000001||curtis||01-24-2004||09:13 PM||||What color was the smoke?<br />Black=fuel<br />white=water=head gasket problem<br />blue=oil<br />How many miles on motor?<br />Has the valve stem seals been changed? Are they factory seals or off brand?<br />Is there any sounds coming from the turbo?<br />You can pull the exhaust loss and check the downpipe for a lot of oil blow by inside.<br />When in doubt do a compression test?<br />Is the hose from the valve cover still hooked to the turbo inlet pipe?   This will pull alot of oil in.||65.54.97.139||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/004502.cgi
A||||16||blacksheep||Quick wheel question||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-24-2004||07:22 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Size    - 17 x 7.5 <br />Pattern - 4 x 114.3 <br />Offset -  42<br /><br />Will this stick out or coz any rubbing issues? <br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||thon||01-24-2004||07:43 PM||||Definitely won't stick out, i think it'll sink in more than you think.  Stock is 15x6 +45??<br /><br />I think you'd need a 7.5 width with about a +35 offset to maintain stock profile..although the stockers sink in a little more than what i'd like in the back anyway.<br /><br />although im tired/sick so i could be totally wrong, someone correct me if so;)<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-24-2004||08:07 PM||||Thanks, Thon. H&R offers spacers...5mm and 100mm, 10mm sounds too much, 5mm too little...<br /><br />Anyone else have advice?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||RayH||01-24-2004||08:28 PM||||<a href="http://www.gorilla-auto.com/" target="_blank">Gorilla Auto</a> makes spacers.  They also make wheel centering rings which can be hard to find.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000004||chauffeur1st||01-24-2004||09:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Size    - 17 x 7.5 <br />Pattern - 4 x 114.3 <br />Offset -  42<br /><br />Will this stick out or coz any rubbing issues? <br /><br />Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hope this dont cause rubbing problems or look funny.. I myself have H & R springs and that is the same exact setup rim size and offset as I am goin to be putting on my car (Racing Hart C2's in bronze)... I too would like to maybe see a pic of hear some more on this setup..<br /><br />Thanks in advance<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||01-24-2004||09:58 PM||||anyone else have some good info? Where is Mark Rieb ?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-24-2004||11:00 PM||||Ok, I did some reading and searching  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />17x7.5 and 18x8 wheels with a 42 offset will work on our cars, but may not clear the fender wells. So, the only thing to do is to use a spacer to bring it out... <br /><br />If I used a 10mm spacer, will it stick out too far? <br /><br />My ? with spacers is that the lugnuts needs changed as well, if we do that, will the stock rims fit back on with the factory lugnuts - I dont think it will...<br /><br />OK, I have broughten more to the table to discuss  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||01-25-2004||03:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Ok, I did some reading and searching   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />17x7.5 and 18x8 wheels with a 42 offset will work on our cars, but may not clear the fender wells. So, the only thing to do is to use a spacer to bring it out... <br /><br />If I used a 10mm spacer, will it stick out too far? <br /><br />My ? with spacers is that the lugnuts needs changed as well, if we do that, will the stock rims fit back on with the factory lugnuts - I dont think it will...<br /><br />OK, I have broughten more to the table to discuss   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Umm KC I think your getting that entirely wrong.<br />Spacers will move the wheel further out from the hub not closer in as to not interfere with the fender. <br />I would say not to run any lower an offset than +35 with an 8-8.5" rim (good luck finding one though you can get 17x8 5ziggen FNO1R's in 35mm offset  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  ). Reason being is you will also be rubbing for sure on the front fender well's. 235's seem to be the widest used on our cars for 17 or 18" wheels. <br /><br />Keep in mind offset is from the centerline of the wheel to where the back of the hub face on the wheel is. + means it's closer to the face of the rim - means it will have a deeper dish or lip to it. <br /><br />The highest positive offset I would consider running is +48 as then you will run into clearance issues with the struts and or inner fender liner/etc. Also it will leave less clearance for any type of Big Brake Kit upgrade depending on spoke shape.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||01-25-2004||03:22 AM||||Also 24.7mm=1" incase you need that info so take the center line of the wheel and you can convert it to inches for you to measure if you want to get an idea of where the wheel face will be by using a tape measure and to check for fender clearance.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||01-25-2004||03:26 AM||||Also if you intend on using spacers get the longer lug studs from RRE before putting both the wheels and spacers on your car.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||01-25-2004||08:54 AM||||when I meant clear the fenders, I meant sunk in....Thanks, Rich!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||369of1000||01-25-2004||10:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Also 24.7mm=1" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">??? <br />I thought 1" = 2.54cm or 25.4mm. At least it did the last time I used the conversion. Is it a different conversion when used on wheel spacing?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||01-25-2004||03:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Paul Mc369:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Also 24.7mm=1" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">??? <br />I thought 1" = 2.54cm or 25.4mm. At least it did the last time I used the conversion. Is it a different conversion when used on wheel spacing? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry it was a late night when I posted (@2am)but yes it's 25.4mm = 1" .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000015||mj_rosenfeld||01-25-2004||08:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Definitely won't stick out, i think it'll sink in more than you think. Stock is 15x6 +45??<br /><br />I think you'd need a 7.5 width with about a +35 offset to maintain stock profile.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This seems about right to me, though depends somewhat on the tire size you select. For street I use 16x8's with 35 mm offset and 245/45/16s. They do not stick out and in fact will allow the car to be lowered without interfering with the outer fender. They may rub a little against the plastic inner fender liner when at near full lock, for example when parking, but who cares. With the 45 mm offset, you would want a 10 mm spacer (10 mm = 0.4 inch or a little over 3/8 inch), though a 5 mm would be enough, especially with a 225 tire. With the 5 mm spacer, no need to worry about the lug length; not sure about the 10 mm spacer with the stock lug length. Also, whatever you go with, be sure to get centering rings to keep the wheel hubcentric.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.165||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000016||markrieb||01-26-2004||12:52 AM||||Sorry guys, I don't get a chance to cruise the board much on weekends, and this weekend I had my home office tore apart for some re-arrangement so the computer was down.<br /><br />I did respond directly to KC earlier today.<br /><br />I do have record of some 17x7.5, 42mm offset wheels fitting the GVR-4 with both 235/40/17's and 215/45/17's.<br /><br />I think for the ideal fit, the rim needs a little less offset, something in the 35-40mm range.  I'm pretty sure they'll fit as is, but a 5mm spacer may be needed.  Not all rims fit the same, even with the same width and offset.<br /><br />KC also has a new copy of my GVR-4 tire and wheel chart (Excell spread sheet) and is trying to html-ize it so that it can be posted permanently here.  A slightly older version of the chart is posted in the files section of both of the GVR-4 yahoogroups mailing lists.<br /><br />Mark||4.10.180.87||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||01-26-2004||02:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong>KC also has a new copy of my GVR-4 tire and wheel chart (Excell spread sheet) and is trying to html-ize it so that it can be posted permanently here.  A slightly older version of the chart is posted in the files section of both of the GVR-4 yahoogroups mailing lists.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Finally!!!<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||Z-1 Jon||01-26-2004||01:17 PM||||17x7.5 W/ +42 should be perfect w/ a 215/45/17  A 225/45 MIGHT rub on the fenders depending on the brand of tire.||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes



ubb/Forum2/004503.cgi
A||||4||REB||Car Won't Start||||1||||REB||00002494
Z||000000||REB||01-25-2004||01:29 AM||rbertsch@cfl.rr.com||When you turn the key, nothing happens. The lights are OK, buzzer goes off but when you turn the key to Accesories there is nothing, no clock, no radio,nothing turn to on/start position no clock, no radio, nothing.  Before, this happened we did two things, 1) a lite engine cleaning, sprayed around fire wall (with simple green), lightly around battery/air filter area and around the power steering/ABS side but rinsed with a spray bottle just trying to loosen some dirt.  The second thing we were working around the ECU area under the passenger dash trying figure a path for running a power wire for a stereo amp under the passenger sit.  Been aleast 5 hours after lite rinse still does nothing.  Any ideas<br /><br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||01-25-2004||04:19 AM||||Check you fuses.||65.177.241.36||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||01-25-2004||09:15 AM||||fuse or battery conntection (either power or ground). I found the ground (where it attaches to the body) to be rusted and once I replaced the cable, no more problems. If your lights work, but when you turn the key you have nothing, sounds like a connection (+ one) to me. Too much draw will break a weak connection. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||grimm||01-25-2004||05:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REB:<br /><strong> When you turn the key, nothing happens. The lights are OK, buzzer goes off but when you turn the key to Accesories there is nothing, no clock, no radio,nothing turn to on/start position no clock, no radio, nothing.  Before, this happened we did two things, 1) a lite engine cleaning, sprayed around fire wall (with simple green), lightly around battery/air filter area and around the power steering/ABS side but rinsed with a spray bottle just trying to loosen some dirt.  The second thing we were working around the ECU area under the passenger dash trying figure a path for running a power wire for a stereo amp under the passenger sit.  Been aleast 5 hours after lite rinse still does nothing.  Any ideas<br /><br />Randall </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You say that you were in the ecu area i'd say check the relay (belive its the main ignition relay,not sure) under the glove box on the right side of the support of the glove held in by a philips like, in front of where you would slide the ecu out if you were to remove it, any disruption to it will break the ign circut and cause all types of problems happened in mine  couldn't move it from my shop for 2 days almost rewired the ign circut cause no fuses were blown till i found the relay with the base sightly ajar, reset it and she worked right as rain just a thought||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000004||REB||01-25-2004||10:28 PM||||Well it turned out to be two things, 1) two fusible links, 30A ignition, & 20A(Fusible link?)after replacing them the car started right up (10 am).  2) The car wouldn't start again, this time everything was working (accessory position, start/on position, with radio, clock, buzzer, etc)but no crank.  So I took apart the Ground post connector wire brushed everything (to include the end of the copper cable) fluxed, heated, reassembled, started right up.<br /><br />Thanks for the insight<br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes



ubb/Forum2/004504.cgi
A||||1||kjeag||Just wondering, what evo engine fits to my Galant E33A ?||||1||||Kjetil André||00002902
Z||000000||kjeag||01-25-2004||07:34 AM||kjeag@online.no||Hey you folks...<br />Just go a question ! <br />Im going to talk with the importer of mitsubishi in norway, and wondering what evo engine i can use... up to evo 3 ?  What is the "name" at this engine, just like e39a engine is 4g63t !?  Guess i have to know that, to perhaps, get those papers from the importer people....||195.159.184.240||reg||1||Kjetil André||00002902||yes
Z||000001||yiutsang||01-25-2004||08:40 AM||||Hi,<br /><br />Evo 1-3 are equipped with 4G63 as our E39As do.  Those engines are, however, similar to the 2G which can't be directly dropped into our Galants.  You may check out the detail here:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/4g63motorsearch.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/4g63motorsearch.htm</a><br /><br />:C)<br /><br />Yiuwa||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004505.cgi
A||||4||GVR-4||plugs||||5||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||01-25-2004||12:20 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Is anyone using the Denso Iridium Power spark plugs in their 4g63t?||68.115.168.144||reg||5||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-25-2004||12:51 PM||||those suckers are not cheap.  i have been using the bosch wr7dtc, or ngk bp6et.  copper core, triple electrode, used in the audi turbos.  they are the correct reach and heat range(actually, they are one heat range colder-wr8dtc is stock) and come gapped at .28.  the water injection keeps them so clean, i can tell how good or bad they are.  but they dont miss a beat.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||01-25-2004||02:32 PM||||i use ngk bpr7es pligs||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||REDLINEGVR4||01-25-2004||02:33 PM||||*plugs (i really need to start reading what i write before i add a reply)||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||01-25-2004||04:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> i use ngk bpr7es plugs </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So do I, but I'm thinking about switching to these.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/004506.cgi
A||||11||BlitzVR4||Anybody got pics of Aeromotive/SX fuel pressure reg set up?||||1||||BlitzVR4||00000528
Z||000000||BlitzVR4||01-25-2004||09:17 AM||killertsi@yahoo.com||Just bought an Aeromotive fuel pressure regulator and was wondering if anyone has a photo of their set up?  I just need to get some ideas on where to mount and routing the fuel lines.  Plan on buying the fuel install kit from Slowboy or DSmotorsport.  Thanks in advance.<br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000001||curtis||01-25-2004||11:40 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2613" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2613&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.54.98.30||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-25-2004||02:14 PM||||Here is mine...<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/manifold.jpg" alt=" - " />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||01-25-2004||02:39 PM||||<img src="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/fpr1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />    <img src="http://members.cox.net/martins_vr4/files/fpr2.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-25-2004||02:45 PM||||Daoommn, Plesko. Your bay has a lot of wires and hoses, dawg!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||01-25-2004||04:31 PM||||pimp'n all electronic gauges plus water injection on the street plus the usual vacuum hoses etc  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||curtis||01-25-2004||04:48 PM||||Chris what type of electric fuel gauge are you running?||65.54.97.143||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||01-25-2004||04:56 PM||||Greddy 52mm electronic black face...the only way I fly.  Works awesome.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||Oztek||01-25-2004||06:59 PM||||Here's a link to my setup.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?op=modload&name=news&file=article&sid=6&mode=thread&order=0&thold=0" target="_blank">http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?op=modload&name=news&file=article&sid=6&mode=thread&order=0&thold=0</a>||67.38.19.95||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||01-25-2004||10:40 PM||||Chris, is that a map sensor to the left of your afpr?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||01-25-2004||11:20 PM||||Greddy boost gauge sensor||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||BlitzVR4||01-26-2004||08:00 AM||||Thanks to everyone who posted a pic.  As soon as it warms up here I will start working on it.  <br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes



ubb/Forum2/004507.cgi
A||||5||dc_style||will this work.||||5||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||01-25-2004||03:59 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||i'm buying this exhaust and when i compared the picture with pictures of other exhausts, it seems a little different. will this work? description says it will bolt right up.||24.118.172.38||reg||5||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||dc_style||01-25-2004||04:01 PM||||here's the picture. <br /><br /> <img src="http://i23.ebayimg.com/01/i/01/37/ec/eb_1.JPG" alt=" - " />||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-25-2004||04:02 PM||||LOL. The one on ebay...2.5" exhaust, right ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||dc_style||01-25-2004||04:04 PM||||haha yeh. i've been talking to the dude for awhile and then he posts it on ebay?! hah. i think i got it now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   good deal.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||01-25-2004||04:14 PM||||It should work, bro!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||dc_style||01-25-2004||04:20 PM||||thanks for the help. i'm doing a ton of upgrades at once... fmic.. exhaust.. intake.. 2.4... it's crazy. i don't even think i'll know what it's like to feel a "gain in power" with the bolt ones since it's being done all at once..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes



ubb/Forum2/004508.cgi
A||||2||Schooners||1990 VR4 Turbo problem||||1||||Schooners||00003375
Z||000000||Schooners||01-25-2004||05:16 PM||schooners@xtra.co.nz||Just bought a mint 90 VR4 and seller siad turbo had been rebuilt a couple of years back but "was not working". Car blew no smoke but was obviously a bit gutless. First job was to remove piping and see if air turbine would move. t didn't, frozen solid. Gave it a bit of CRC and gently oaxed it back to life with a socket. Motor restarted okay, but as the turbine was still a bit stiff, I was doubtful that the turbo would boost up. Went for a test drive just to be on safe side, and the boost gauge burst into action and the car took off! That's the good new. The bad news is that huge clouds of blue smoke were produced on boost - So, have turbo can't drive it because there's obviously a seal gone and lubricating oil in the exhaust side.<br /><br />Have stripped turbo etc out of car (bit of a fiddle) and after a clean up, a check of the tourbine blades (air and exhaust) shows them to be in perfect condition. There's no end play or any other movement in the shaft etc either and it spins freely on it's bearing, with no obvious noise. Suspect that as the turbine was frozen in the casing for a number of months, the seal mahy have hardened and cracked when I freed it up.<br /><br />Any thoughts out there before I take it to the turbo man and he takes my wallet?||210.54.202.161||reg||1||Schooners||00003375||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||01-25-2004||06:49 PM||||budget wise, i would buy a small 16G or a good working 14B. having it rebuilt will be expensive and not worth it. theres plenty of people selling turbos in the parts for sale section. check there first<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||josh long||01-26-2004||11:50 PM||||There are no seals that can dry out on a turbo..... They are either in spec, or out. Check all your breather lines as if they are plugged off they can cause the oil to not drain from the turbo, and billowing smoke.<br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes



ubb/Forum2/004509.cgi
A||||7||meshwork||Here's a good one, any ideas?||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||01-25-2004||05:31 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||So today in the frigid air I finished my battery relocation to the trunk. <br /><br />This car has been sitting for a while, so long in fact that I forgot I put straight water in the radiator when I installed that and the FMIC two months ago. So I checked it today and, yup, its frozen solid. My plan was to start the car, drain the water once it melted and fill with antifreeze. All the while there was a nagging thought that I might have cracked the block, but it wasn't that much of a worry, I had Jeff Hill fully built engine sitting on a stand waiting to go. <br /><br />So when I was done with the wiring, I hooked up the battery in the trunk, and I have interior lights, so I know every connection is good. <br /><br />Now, when I went to start it, it was reluctant at first, but on the second try it fired right up. Thirty seconds later, smoke from the engine bay. I shut down, wave the smoke away, and yell for my girl to grab the fire extinguisher. When all clears, I see that the alternator belt was burnt itself off. <br /><br />Now the question, why the hell could this have happened? I would run back out and check and see if the alternator pulley will spin, but in the last half hour it got dark out.  <br /><br />Anybody got ideas? I know the straight water thing was really stupid, but I just totally forgot I had water in it. <br /><br />(I'm not ultimately too worried, I have the new engine ready to go in the next couple weeks, it was just a matter of driving it back to my shop, or having it towed.)||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||01-25-2004||05:40 PM||||Well, if the water in there is frozen the water pump ain't gonna be able to spin. That alt belt also spins the water pump so that would explain it probably.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||01-25-2004||05:49 PM||||Ah, didn't think about that. Damn. Oh well, looks like its getting towed back to the shop.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||01-25-2004||07:19 PM||||Mark is a JEeNYus!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||01-25-2004||07:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Mark is a JEeNYus!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Must be all that sex from Martha his realdoll.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||01-25-2004||07:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Mark is a JEeNYus!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Must be all that sex from Martha his realdoll. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that how they do things in backwoods Yakima?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||01-25-2004||08:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Mark is a JEeNYus!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Must be all that sex from Martha his realdoll. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that how they do things in backwoods Yakima?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Backwoods?! Spokane is just a bigger, dirtier Yakima.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  I just thank God we don't have all the strip clubs like you guys. I wouldn't have any money left to put into the car. One word: Stateline....||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||01-25-2004||08:54 PM||||There is a tavern downtown called 'The Rainbow'. This place is a total dive. Anyways, you go in there and there are exotic dancers. Well, that is what the sign outside says. You say "Sweet!" because you want to drink booze and oogle hot naked chicks. But the fact of the matter is, these are not chicks. They are cracked-out whores. Hookers. Ladies of the night. So they come off the street and 'dance' while you throw change at them. The more change you throw, the more they smile and the more teeth you see they are missing. Forget Stateline where $20 gets you ONE lapdance... $20 gets you a few beers, a lot of laughs at the expense of the economically disadvantaged, and a blowjob if you're interested. If you are ever in Spokane, I'll take you Mark. <br />Spokane is the meth producing captiol of the country for a reason.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/004510.cgi
A||||2||Colt4G63||stock throttle body size||||1||||Colt4G63||00002127
Z||000000||Colt4G63||01-25-2004||06:44 PM||forum69boardr@aol.com||anyone know the size of the 1st gen. throttle body? mine is on my car right now, and im too lazy to go out in the cold and find out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />thanks <br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||01-25-2004||06:50 PM||||60mm||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||Colt4G63||01-25-2004||06:57 PM||||damn that was quick, thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes



ubb/Forum2/004511.cgi
A||||14||kazerak2||fuel cut?||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||01-25-2004||07:10 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||every so often i get a fuel cut when im driving, it just happens randomly. i can be at a stop light then a fuel cut occurs and kills the car, it happens when im not stopped too, do i just need anew fuel pump or what?||12.218.138.125||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||01-25-2004||07:16 PM||||I don't think its necessarily fuel cut.. Are you venting your blow off valve to the atmosphere? If so, thats your problem.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||kazerak2||01-25-2004||07:27 PM||||its not the bov ive checked the intake and vacuum lines and ther there fine, and the bov is supposed to vent to the atmosphere||12.218.138.125||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||01-25-2004||07:45 PM||||Please elaborate when you say, "Its supposed to vent to the atmosphere."<br /><br />The bov is supposed to route back into the intake, unless you have an aftermarket blow off valve and an aftermarket intake, in which both of them don't have a return line.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||kazerak2||01-25-2004||07:49 PM||||mmmmm negative it's blitz supersound bov with the dsm parts intake||12.218.138.125||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000005||kazerak2||01-25-2004||07:51 PM||||sorry that i forgot to mention i have an aftermarket bov  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.218.138.125||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||01-25-2004||08:20 PM||||Just because the BOV isn't the type that recirculates doesn't mean that it's okay to run it that way on a car with a karmen vortex type airmeter. The BOV venting vs. recirculation argument has been beaten to death on forums for years and it has been proven that the car will run much better with it recirculated unless you have a different type of air metering system. Put the stocker back on and enjoy excellent driveability of the car minus the ricer sound effects.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||01-25-2004||08:55 PM||||High, ho, steveo. When you vent the bov to the atmosphere you have air that was "counted" by the mass air flow sensor but never allowed to reach the engine. The result will be too much fuel since the ecu is providing fuel to go with air that isn't there any more. This can cause various drivability problems. I expect keydriver and some of the other ecu gurus could explain precisely what sort of havoc this setup creates for the GVR4 brain.<br /><br />The only way to avoid this if you are still using some type of MAF (as opposed to a map sensor setup) would be with a maf mounted between the blow-off valve and the throttle body. That way the MAF only sees air that will eventually make it to the tb. The air that is vented to the atmosphere by the bov is never counted by the maf so it doesn't result in bad data to the ecu.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||01-25-2004||09:29 PM||||TOF only touched on one of the many problems of venting in his post. <br /><br />The reason your car is stalling is most likely because while idling engine vacuum is probably pulling your BOV open and causing a huge vacuum leak. Ever blow an intercooler hose off? Same thing...||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||01-25-2004||10:21 PM||||You answered your own question... hmmm sounds familiar.||69.34.160.81||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||kazerak2||01-25-2004||11:02 PM||||no its nmot the vacuum lines or the intake ive already checked all that stuff.||12.218.138.125||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000011||turbowop||01-25-2004||11:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by steveo:<br /><strong> no its nmot the vacuum lines or the intake ive already checked all that stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WTF?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  Did you even read the above posts???||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000012||stevevr4||01-26-2004||07:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by steveo:<br /><strong> no its nmot the vacuum lines or the intake ive already checked all that stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YOU CAN'T JUST VENT YOUR BOV TO ATMOSPHERE SIMPLY BECAUSE ITS AN AFTERMARKET BOV.  One time that all caps is necessary, sorry.||69.34.160.81||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000013||boostboy51||02-04-2004||11:54 AM||||stevo............as the former owner of that car, it is the bov causing that. i have a friend who was gonna help me build a custom BBOV feed tube to reinduce that air. i have a design to make that bov go both ways, depending on your mood. Also, you will notice the MPG in that car is shit due to the blow off, and you will also be shooting out flames at wot during a shift.........Kinda cool, but not good. Many times in that car people would roll up after i was getting on it and say" Holy shit dude.............your shooting flames out your exhaust"||67.66.236.120||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000014||mikeyoung00||02-04-2004||01:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boostboy51:<br />[QB...i have a design to make that bov go both ways, depending on your mood....[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh...sort of like Madonna.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004512.cgi
A||||12||369of1000||fuel pump problems||||1||||Paul Mc369||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||01-25-2004||06:13 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I'm not sure what section this should be in.<br /><br />I installed my afpr yesterday, so today I tried to install my walbro. It wasn't that bad. I had to do a little custom work and the nuts and bolts were all rusted. So it took some effort but not really a big deal. That is until I put it all back together.<br /><br />It turns out I bent the fuel line in between that pesky 19mm/14mm connection and the pump assembly. I didn't bend it a lot. In fact I didn't even notice it, until I started the car up. I managed to bend it enough to get 2 cracks in it. Fuel was spraying out of both.<br /><br />I have no idea how to fix this. Do I need to get it welded? Can I get it welded? Do I need a new one? <br /><br />thanks||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-25-2004||06:17 PM||||This is very common. VFAQ has a nice fix for that.<br /><br />I doubt you will find anyone (sane) that will weld a gas line; especially one that small. Motorcycle gas tanks are sometimes welded by careful people, but the tank is filled with water while the welding is done; after it is rinsed several times. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||369of1000||01-25-2004||07:52 PM||||Thanks for the reply. I was aware of the link on vfaq, however, I can't get the link to work. I keep getting a "page cannot be displayed" error.<br /><br />I figured I'd make a third trip to the parts store tomorrow and pic up a couple more hose clamps. So I can cut the pipe and put some high pressure hose on there, clamp it down and be done with it. <br /><br />Will this work?<br /><br />thanks again||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||01-25-2004||09:32 PM||||That same thing happened to me when I changed mine, but instead of cutting the hose I slit some fuel injection hose open and wrapped it around the pipe, making sure the hole was covered, put a couple of clamps on each end and voila!, no leaks, it's been like that for 8 months so far, but I always check it everytime I change the oil.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||369of1000||01-31-2004||04:22 PM||||Man I'm pissed<br /><br />Everything I've tried to do has not worked.<br /><br />First, I tried slitting a hose and clamping it over the leak...no good.<br /><br />Then I tried cutting the pipe, sliding hose on the two sides and clamping it down with a clamp on each end. I think this would have worked, except the leak was too close to the plate. So the clamp couldn't clamp down far enough away from the cut so...no good.<br /><br />Then I drill the whole out so there is no pipe at all, just a hole in the plate. I get a few brass pipe fittings and rig a setup. A hose from the pump to a brass fitting. Tighten that brass fitting to another brass fitting on the opposit side of the plate. I used a peice of fuel hose which I cut and laid flat and two washers to seal the hole. It should have worked, except, the brass fitings tightend to the plate before they tightend to each other. So when I put it in...no good.<br /><br />I took the whole thing apart, took the washers and hose out. This time I just used a whole lot of tephlon tape to seal the whole. Well this time I had it. It was all tightening the way it should. Until I tightend it too much and sheared the one brass fitting into the other. <br /><br />Now I'm back where I started. Except I have a bigger hole in the plate from drilling. My hands are all tore up from the sheet metal hole in the body. And I have to go back to the parts store for the fifth time just for this one job.<br /><br />Sorry, I had to vent. Any one have any advice?<br /><br />edit---the vfaq for this is still down   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||01-31-2004||06:56 PM||||Could you run that high pressure reinforced rubber fuel (injector) line the whole way from the pump to the nearest "Good" piece of metal?  Flare the end of the metal line. <br /><br />Sounds like you were on to the right thing with the fittings, I suppose that there is probably a good reason for the metal plates and lines...||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||369of1000||01-31-2004||08:02 PM||||The only problem with running one hose from the pump to the pipe is the hole in the tank. There may be some stress issues, but I'm more concerned with fuel spilling out of the tank. Or maybe vapors igniting. The trick is to get a solid line from the pump to the first peice of good metal AND seal the tank.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||01-31-2004||09:24 PM||||Paul, I've been there more than once (as I suspect you have, too) and I can only offer these words of comfort: You'll get this one solved too and tomorrow will be a brighter and hopefully a more pain free day. Keep us posted on your progress.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||369of1000||01-31-2004||10:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> You'll get this one solved too and tomorrow will be a brighter and hopefully a more pain free day. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've had my Galant long enough to know that's not true.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />But it's the dream of a smoothly running car that keeps me going.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000009||369of1000||02-25-2004||10:05 PM||||Well, It took WWWWWAAAAYYYY too long, but the car is back on the road.<br /><br />After getting some good advice, I bought a replacement fuel assembly from John C. Man, you guys in Cali have it nice. There was no rust at all on the assembly.<br /><br />I cut the inside metal pipe so the pump would fit. I start to tighten everything down and "SNAP". The plastic outlet of the pump snapped off. This was do to me not cutting enough of the pipe away. The hose put too much pressure on the plastic.<br /><br />So, I bought a second pump (I'm never going to pay off my credit cards). Thank God Darkside has such a good deal on them.<br /><br />Finally, I put it all back together and drove it. Over a month for a fuel pump upgrade. How is that for a record?||68.114.21.70||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||02-26-2004||10:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Paul Mc369:<br /><strong> I cut the inside metal pipe so the pump would fit. I start to tighten everything down and "SNAP". The plastic outlet of the pump snapped off. This was do to me not cutting enough of the pipe away. The hose put too much pressure on the plastic.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've done the same thing -- except I was using hi-pres fuel hose -- I was doing the oh-so-smart move of using pliers to wiggle the hose down onto the nipple and squeezed a little too hard.  Luckily the pump was dead anyhow...||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||geoff@machv||02-26-2004||04:32 PM||||If anyone has any BUSTED pump assemblies.  send em to me so I can FIX them for you.  <br /><br /><br />Let me know!!!<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000012||mikeyoung00||02-27-2004||12:52 PM||||Goeff...I have an extra assembly with a bent and slightly twisted pipe. Looks like the junk yard I got it from bent it when they were unscrewing the connector. I would like to straigten it out but I'm not sure if it is a good idea to heat it. Without heat I'm afraid I would damage it. Your thoughts?<br /><br />Also, there is a lot of surface corosion on the fuel level sending unit box, although the float lever moves freely. Is this type of surface corrosion any reason to be concerned? Is it worth it to disassemble it and clean it up?||139.177.224.71||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004513.cgi
A||||23||curtis||What cams are you running||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||01-24-2004||12:54 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Well as bad as I hated to I spent real money on a set of cams from a guy on ebay today.  Bought them on ebay his sign-on name led me to believe they came out of a GVR4.  There a set of stage 2 crowers.  Just wondering if anyone else is running them and if there spool up picked up, stayed the same, or fell off.  A friend of mine has a set in a second gen car and they sound great and run even better.  But there is no base line to judge from because when he buys a car he builds it all a once.||65.54.97.145||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-24-2004||01:07 AM||||cams = good.  A guy in our club is running the stage 2 crowers and likes them. They are new so no numbers yet.  I'm running the 272s personally||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||01-24-2004||02:58 AM||||our shop car went 10.8 @ 126 on stock cams, and 126 on 272's <br />wow, it was so worth the horrible idle.||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||Telecaster||01-24-2004||03:42 AM||||HKS 264/264.  Would have gone 272 ex. but the 264 passed smog here in Cali  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" /> .||216.175.82.37||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||01-24-2004||07:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> our shop car went 10.8 @ 126 on stock cams, and 126 on 272's <br />wow, it was so worth the horrible idle. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wait, is this a misprint?  i took out the 264's cause i didnt like the idle, or the loss of low end.  they did improve top end a lot.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||01-24-2004||01:24 PM||||Crower stage 2, they are a little lumpy at idle.<br />No dyno numbers on them yet.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||01-24-2004||01:25 PM||||FWIW my car is a heck of a lot faster (airflow) and seat of the pants with the 272s and the 20g.  So the idle is lumpy, who cares?  It doesn't stall or anything.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||01-24-2004||01:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> So the idle is lumpy... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lumpy idle   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||14||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||4G63Mirage||01-24-2004||04:21 PM||||<a href="http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a> <br />I'm running webs I got for dirt cheap in the Galant and 272/264s in the Mirage.  I guess I can say the idle was a good reason I got the webs   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||01-24-2004||04:24 PM||||the AMS test was on a 16g...not the best way to test the bigger cams as the 16g is running out of airflow||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||drew||01-24-2004||08:41 PM||||I run stock cams.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||01-24-2004||09:28 PM||||Yep, I am using the crower stage 2 64413's. Good cams in my opinion, pull the car like a mofo to redline. No numbers using them, just a night and day difference from the stockers is what I have noticed. The idle is lumpy.||65.227.204.39||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||01-24-2004||10:45 PM||||Ken - does it idle well even if lumpy? What do you use for fuel management!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||tikibeast||01-27-2004||04:12 AM||||what do they do to your fuel economy though...I mean just normal driving around town...not jumping on it...||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000014||BlackHole||01-27-2004||08:06 AM||||The new 2.3L motor will be running HK$ 264/272 and selling the Web 546/547 set I have. The Webs are good once there is boost, but on my beater daily driver they lost too much low end for my taste.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000015||autobahntom||01-27-2004||06:31 PM||||I have HKS 272/272 and love them. As far as idle goes, one would never know the car has aftermarket cams. Keydiver Eprom, and SAFC set to -25 at 1k. Car idle is silky smooth. Going to try and get through emissions with these cams (when I get my notice). Pulls to 8300 or so very well. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000016||tplesko||01-27-2004||06:33 PM||||my gas mileage is same as always. ~20 mpg in mixxed driving.  I do the same damn commute everyweek so it's not likely to vary unless a mod makes it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000017||Beemer||01-29-2004||12:26 AM||||I'm running web stage III's with a ported to hell 1mm over head, venom drag intake (old mailbox, not the round one) with a cheapie pacesetter 2g tubular header and 2g ported 02 and they killed the bottom end up to around 4800 rpm.  Idle?  shit..450, no power brakes.  Jeff and I have been fighting this for 5 months now with new chips trying to get the idle to raise.  New IAC going in when it warms up.  Rollon power in any gear?  A school bus will pull you.  Now launch at 5500 and shift at 8500 and it goes like hell.  Sorry, these are NOT street cams.  Idles like a pro stocker.  I drove from Panama City FL back to iowa with these...dropping two gears to pass someone was ridiculous.  downshifting going up hills was frustrating to beat hell.  I had an old pinto that did better.  Stock cams for the street up to 272's.  Anything more and the pain isn't worth the gain.  I'm just running a big 16, and it wouldn't spool until 4500 because of the cams.  So a bigger turbo would be fine, because I get no power till 4800 anyway.  However, hit 5500 and it feels like you got rear ended by the same school bus doing 100 mph.<br />dave||69.66.78.203||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000018||jaakkima||01-30-2004||03:47 AM||||I bought tomei poncams 260/260 IN 10.7mm EX 10,2.<br />I haven't installed those yet, but maybe during <br />next week if I have time.<br />Does anyone have any experience about these cams.<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.tomei-p.co.jp/_2003web-catalogue/e088_cam_4G63.html" target="_blank">Tomei Cams</a>||194.215.52.217||reg||6||dynamic four||00002246||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||01-30-2004||04:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dynamic four:<br /><strong> Does anyone have any experience about these cams.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow.  Uh, I would wager NO.  I think most of us have never heard of those.  Interesting though.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||howard_GVR4||01-30-2004||12:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> I'm running web stage III's <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I tried to help a local guy tune his car with the Web Race cams, and we hated them.  Terrible lag, constantly stalling, and the top end gain was no better than 272's that actually idle.  I would say a sheet metal intake manny and some 264's or 272's, or the Crower 413 or 414 cams would be more streetable, and still make great top end power.  <br /><br />Dave, you might consider the  <a href="http://www.hesspower.com/products.htm" target="_blank">Idle Air Simulator</a> to improve idle quality.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000021||geoff@machv||01-30-2004||04:36 PM||||Yeah, <br />I'm running Web 546/547's too.  <br />When boost comes on, it comes on alot HARDER.<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000022||hibrn8||01-30-2004||07:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Ken - does it idle well even if lumpy? What do you use for fuel management! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah it still idles fine, but definatley can use more tuning. Using an afc...||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000023||Duc Hunter||02-01-2004||09:33 PM||||I am running HKS 264/272's and they idle pretty smooth with the AFC in. With the AEM EMS I can make it idle like stock. There is more power too, I know there is more power than with the stock cams so I am not sure how the guy above went 126 with stock and 272's. Maybe tuning, driving or conditions. Maybe even another component is holding him back, the HKS cams are faster. I chose the 264/272 combo because I need to pass smog here in CA. I think with the MES I should be able to with this but I was not sure about the 272�s being able to  pass. <br /><br />For what it is worth the HKS cams are built from new billets and are hard on the Rockwell scale than the stock cams. AS a result they will last allot longer. A shop near me has had Web cams go flat after a year. Also the profile on a cam is a black art and many people have said the ramps on the HKS are the best.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/004514.cgi
A||||1||JGR_Galant||problem||||1||||JGR_Galant||00002086
Z||000000||JGR_Galant||01-25-2004||09:57 PM||juano12@hotmail.com||hello i have an question my car is a galant 1992 ls soch ok my problem is that my car is smoking a little bit the smoke have a white color i want to know how to solve this problem thanks||199.239.128.107||reg||1||JGR_Galant||00002086||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-25-2004||10:18 PM||||white is usually coolant.  Bad headgasket is a good possibility...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004515.cgi
A||||5||jerzefigga||Hello, new here and have a lot of questions||||1||||jerzefigga||00003339
Z||000000||jerzefigga||01-26-2004||12:19 AM||jerzefigga80@hotmail.com||Hello I dont own a GVR4 yet but I may withing the next month.<br /><br />My current car is a 91 MR2 Turbo so I have a lot of experience with turbo cars.<br /><br />Here are the questions:<br /><br />-how big are the stock injectors?<br />-how much HP can the stock fuel system handle before it has to be upgraded?<br />-how much power is the stock turbo good for?<br />-at what psi does fuel cut initiate?<br />-how much psi is the stock turbo good for?<br /><br />I did a search but i did not get any clear answers. hopefully some experts can help me out. I love my MR2 to death but i have to sell when i move back to chicago(mid-rear + snow = scary turns) But i figured what better car to replace it with then a 4wd 4 door turbo. so if anyone can answer these questions and also maybe add some tips i would appreciate it.||171.75.67.165||reg||1||jerzefigga||00003339||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||01-26-2004||12:47 AM||||As with so much most of the answers are "it depends"<br /><br />-how big are the stock injectors?<br /><br />Stock injectors are 450 cc/min.<br /><br /><br />-how much HP can the stock fuel system handle before it has to be upgraded?<br /><br />The fuel pump and possibly the fuel pressure regulator need to be improved as soon as you turn up the boost.  The stock pump can't keep up at the higher rpms even with the stock injectors.  Upgrades can be as simple as a rewire using a relay to get the pump true battery voltage, or you can upgrade to a bigger pump.  Go very big on the pump though, and you'll need a new adustable fuel pressure regulator as the stock one can't bypass enough fuel at low/no boost conditions.<br /><br />-how much power is the stock turbo good for?<br /><br />Stock HP is 195.  The stock turbo is good for 250 or so, possibly more on race fuel.<br /><br />-at what psi does fuel cut initiate?<br /><br />Fuel cut is not a function of psi, but of mass air flow.  Exceed the mass air flow, regardless of the boost and you'll hit fuel cut.  Most cars seem to hit that particular wall around 16-18 psi on the stock parts.  Improve the air flow or air quality, and it will happen at lower pressures.<br /><br />-how much psi is the stock turbo good for?<br /><br />The stock 14b will sag to less than 20 psi at the upper rpm ranges.  It is way out of its efficiency island at that point, so the air is very hot as well.  You'll never be able to run 20 psi on pump gas with a 14b, even with a big FMIC.  Even a 16g is on the edge.  Other, bigger and more efficient turbos are able to run 20 psi on pump gas.<br /><br />Mark||4.10.180.87||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||Ian M||01-26-2004||01:10 AM||||Required reading:<br /><br />  <a href="http://1000q.dsm.org/" target="_blank">http://1000q.dsm.org/</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://vfaq.com/index-main.html" target="_blank">http://vfaq.com/index-main.html</a><br /><br />TONS of info!||129.71.115.75||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000003||91GVR4||01-26-2004||01:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how big are the stock injectors?<br />-how much HP can the stock fuel system handle before it has to be upgraded?<br />-how much power is the stock turbo good for?<br />-at what psi does fuel cut initiate?<br />-how much psi is the stock turbo good for?<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well you are asking very good questions but most don't have solid answers as there are lots of veriables to any car and any day on which it is tested. I will try to give the answers I know. <br /><br />The stock injectors are 450cc. They work good even when maxed out. I have 225whp out of mine with 12psi. Upgrades are easy to come buy and are next on my list so I can turn up the boost. <br /><br /> A good site for fuel system upgrades is. <a href="http://www.stevetek.com." target="_blank">www.stevetek.com.</a> It shows how the fuel pump is not always the big problem. <br /><br />Stock turbo starts to become inefective around 16psi or so. That said, how much power you can get out of that is up to you. Itercooler upgrades, fuel pump, injectors, bigger pistons, ect. With more are comes the need for more fuel and for efective intercooler and pipes. <br /><br />Fuel cut can be eliminated(along with may other mods)by a great guy on this board by the name of keydiver, check out his site at the bottom of the page. <br /><br />Another good site of referance is <a href="http://www.vfaq.com." target="_blank">www.vfaq.com.</a> Lots of good info and mods there. Have fun with you new car it won't disipoint in the snow or warm weathe, but you will end up spending way more on it then you want. Remember keep your air cool and your fuel rich. Hope this helps.||63.156.32.84||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000004||mcastanares||01-26-2004||02:17 AM||||wow, another mr2 guy...im in the process of selling my mr2..i just got my gvr4...its pretty fun...just feels heavy compared to the mr2...i was the one who started that thread on the mr2 board about the gvr4...<br /><br />i dont know the answers to any of your questions, i dont plan to modify the car too much...i will try to get pics up asap<br /><br />Mark<br />mcastanares@comcast.net<br />941/1000||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000005||jerzefigga||01-26-2004||05:11 AM||||hey mcastanares, i read that post a while ago. im glad youre enjoying the vr4.<br /><br />this is a great board with tons of info, im glad you guys are a lot nicer then the supra forum   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||171.75.75.178||reg||1||jerzefigga||00003339||yes



ubb/Forum2/004516.cgi
A||||5||bujang_hensem||RX7 injector||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||01-26-2004||07:11 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||guy need to know before i buy this injector<br /><br />FC RX7 4th 550cc Purple 195500-1370 <br /><br /><br />are this injector socket will just plug and play on my JDM vr4 existing injector socket? Do i need to use rx7 injector socket?||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-26-2004||09:13 AM||||it will fit, but it will be tight.  the injector is a tad too long, the black rubber insulater above the plug will squash, and the nozzle will barely squeeze into the seal.  it will all fit, use silicon spray on the nozzles and they will just fit.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Z-1 Jon||01-26-2004||09:20 AM||||there are 4 different types of injectors for FC RX-7's...there are the stock primaries which I believe are 480cc's then there are the secondaries which kick on only @ 3800rpm and up for boost/load and these are the 550cc's.  I'm not sure if this applies but there are 2 different impendance ratings for 86-88 FC injectors than 89-91 FC injectors.||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-26-2004||01:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Z-1 Jon:<br /><strong> there are 4 different types of injectors for FC RX-7's...there are the stock primaries which I believe are 480cc's then there are the secondaries which kick on only @ 3800rpm and up for boost/load and these are the 550cc's.  I'm not sure if this applies but there are 2 different impendance ratings for 86-88 FC injectors than 89-91 FC injectors. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">195500-1370 IS a 550 cc low impedance injector.||64.240.175.50||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||curtis||01-26-2004||03:16 PM||||I'm running the 86 Turbo II secondaries in mine.  There plug in play.  There really like 571 cc but everyone calls them 550's.  I posted some fuel injector stuff a while back just do a search.  I think I added to someone elses post.||65.54.98.24||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||AzA*||01-28-2004||04:12 AM||||ok , i may sound like an idiot hear , but , i have a set of rx7 injectors from a series 5 motor , they are marone top high impendance , are u saying 2 of the injectors are 480cc and 2 are 550cc being 2 are the primary and 2 are the secondary?||211.28.58.159||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes



ubb/Forum2/004517.cgi
A||||11||Z-1 Jon||Going to the DYNO||||1||||Z-1 Jon||00002656
Z||000000||Z-1 Jon||01-26-2004||01:28 PM||jrotaryb@hotmail.com||I'll be dynoing @ pruven this weekend and was curious as to what kind of #'s I should see...my setup is as follows:<br />*newly rebuilt motor w/ balance shafts removed and 3G lifters, 2.5 inch turbo back, JDM FMIC w/ 2.25 inch IC piping, 18G turbo, Walbro 255,    HKS VPC, SAFC, 660cc's, HKS twin power, HKS EVC-IV, ported EVO O2 housing, zero emissions equipment and 17psi.  My AFC for hi throttle is a bit rich I think (lil black smoke about 5k under boost) as my settings range from about -16 to -12 from 3K to 7K (where the boost is).  Any idea as to what range I should expect for power?  I'll let them handle the fine tuning on the rollers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||01-26-2004||10:07 PM||||take some pic's and let us know how you do  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||01-26-2004||11:25 PM||||You happen to know who is tuning your car down there?  Hopefully after I get my front mount in (whenever that is) and a couple other things, I'm gonna hit the dyno down there and have them tune it for me.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||Z-1 Jon||01-26-2004||11:44 PM||||I believe Dan is doing the tuning but I'm not positive.  There is an EVO meet going on and Adam and I scheduled some dyno time early in the morning, I even have my stock wheels on since the snow this week is supposed to be significant - it'd be so nice to outpower all the EVOs w/ my stock belize green 15's hehe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.184.22.151||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||01-26-2004||11:52 PM||||You'd be lucky if Dan is doing the tuning.  He doesn't do much tuning from what I'm told anymore.  Mostly sticks to the fabrication stuff.  You're right...we're supposed to get a ton of snow up there starting tomorrow night.  Anywhere between one and two feet.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||Z-1 Jon||01-27-2004||11:47 AM||||I can't be sure who will actually be fiddling with the car, but we trust Pruven - they know their DSM's   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Adam is friendly with them, we get them some parts from time to time...great guys.  I'm very excited, I've never been there before.  We're supposed to get about 10 inches tonight on Long Island, everyone please be safe in the snow tomorrow.<br /><br />Jon||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000006||thon||01-27-2004||04:36 PM||||What day are you going? I live like 8 miles down the road and would love to see a nice modded vr4 on the dyno, or just talk car b.s.<br /><br />Kenny may be doing the tuning, he's been doing it lately, he would've done mine had i not done it myself.  There is a younger guy, Doug, who's also pretty knowledgable (he's only been there for a year or so, kenny's been there for quite awhile..if not since the  begining)<br /><br />anyway, i'd love to go for a ride in a gvr4 with some decent power and upgrades......i can trade u for a ride in a 300rwhp s13 w/sr20det? <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />let me know (thon@optonline.net)<br />thanks<br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000007||Craig91||01-27-2004||05:03 PM||||Kenny knows his shit and has been there for decent time.  Doug is local CCDSM'er (I never even knew he tuned customer cars).  There is another guy there named Fred who tuned my friends GSX when I went down there with him.<br /><br />I definitely wanna get my front mount in and get down there.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||01-27-2004||05:04 PM||||I would say at 17 psi you should be making about 280-300 at the cranck. You should be able to up the boost alot more with your setup. I would bump it up to about 20psi. As long as the air is cold and you make sure your intercooler does not get heat soaked during your runs, you should be ok.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000009||Z-1 Jon||01-27-2004||09:07 PM||||with the car @ 1.4 bar it is REALLY fast but the EGT's get up there in 4th in this weather and I'm I'm not sure the IC is large or efficient enough for that boost.  I haven't logged the car in a while but it's just been too cold and too nasty around here to safely log the car so I'll just let the experts handle it with the wideband.  I can tell you that I can SUCK UP Adam's 350Z with bolt-ons (gruppe S intake, pulley, high flow cats, Y pipe and Apexi catback w/ ECU flash).   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   After tuning 300 @ the wheels would make me VERY VERY happy hehe  I'd love to outpower some EVOs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.184.22.151||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000010||Telecaster||01-27-2004||09:19 PM||||I hope you get some good numbers.  I have a similar setup (18G + all supporting mods) with the difference of 264/264 cams and keydiver chip.  Can you log a dyno run?||216.175.82.37||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||01-27-2004||09:20 PM||||I'm going to the dyno on Sat for the first time as well.  Mods are from the link in the sig.<br /><br />Hoping for big numbers  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004520.cgi
A||||1||Jose||Trans &amp; Rear Info||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||01-26-2004||04:08 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Im posting this for Hector, he needs info on this trans: C50PH FJ8292. Also would any one know what rear has 44 teeth on the big gear.<br />Jose....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||01-26-2004||09:20 PM||||Isnt the c50ph a switchable tranny ?||68.35.33.36||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004519.cgi
A||||4||gassa1963||hello||||1||||gassa1963||00003391
Z||000000||gassa1963||01-26-2004||02:23 PM||gary.morton@tesco.net||hello all my name is gary. Just got an e39a galant 4wd 4ws non turbo. looks like i have found a site for this model. It has a 4g63 twin cam 4 pot lump viscous coupled 4wd system and 4 wheel steering. I live in the uk and have the car for about a month. I am hoping that the car is similar to what you call the vr4.  If not thnks for letting me say hi, if it is YIPEE.  regards to all Gary||62.252.0.6||reg||1||gassa1963||00003391||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-26-2004||03:14 PM||||just drop a turbo on it and let the dogs loose, and welcome.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||01-26-2004||07:24 PM||||yo||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||01-27-2004||01:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gassa1963:<br /><strong> hello all my name is gary. Just got an e39a galant 4wd 4ws non turbo. looks like i have found a site for this model. It has a 4g63 twin cam 4 pot lump viscous coupled 4wd system and 4 wheel steering. I live in the uk and have the car for about a month. I am hoping that the car is similar to what you call the vr4.  If not thnks for letting me say hi, if it is YIPEE.  regards to all Gary </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  Unless it is different in the uk the e39a is the vr-4 turbo/4wd/4ws. And the e38a is the non-turbo/4wd/no 4ws. I don't kow if maybe they made that model in the uk but I REALLY doubt that they would make another model galant with the same chassis code since ever other model/engine combo car mitsu makes has it's own chassis code. Sound like you car got hack jobbed before you got it.||65.177.241.219||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||gassa1963||01-27-2004||12:29 PM||||as far as i know u.k spec e39a didn't come with turbo. Very unusal car in this part of the world. What turbo do you suggest, and any cheaper performanc boosts,  Thanks  Gary||62.252.0.6||reg||1||gassa1963||00003391||yes



ubb/Forum2/004521.cgi
A||||12||AWDnot2||Vertical flow FMIC||||1||||AWDnot2||00001198
Z||000000||AWDnot2||01-26-2004||05:08 PM||Pisceskmb@aol.com||I need some info on the airflow of a few GVR4s<br /><br />  What is your est. maximum CFM at WOT.||64.214.214.82||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000001||AWDpower||01-26-2004||07:14 PM||||I needed the same info, and found a few equations in my "Maximum Boost" book.<br /><br />Here are a couple basic equations to get you in the ballpark.<br /><br />To determine the basic (no boost) engine CFM, use...<br /><br />        cid x rpm x 0.5 x ve<br />     ------------------------- = Airflow rate<br />               1728<br /><br /><br />cid= cubic inch displacement<br />rpm= revolutions per minute<br />ve=  volumetric efficency<br /><br />I guessed the ve of our engines to be around 90%, so if that is correct for our cars the equation would read...      <br /><br />                                                         122 x rpm x 0.5 x 0.90  <br />     ---------------------------  = Airflow rate<br />                 1728<br /><br /><br />At 7000rpm, our basic engine airflow rate would be 222 CFM. At 7500rpm, it would be 238 CFM.<br /><br />To figure out the airflow rate under boost, multiply by the pressure ratio.<br /><br />             14.7 + boost<br />           ---------------- = Pressure ratio<br />                 14.7<br /><br />Pressure ratio is the same as BAR. <br /><br />So for 15psi, the pressure ratio would be...<br /><br />     14.7 + 15psi         <br /> ------------------ = 2.02 pressure ratio<br />        14.7<br /><br /><br />To see what the engine flows at 7000rpm and 15psi, you would multiply the basic airflow rate of 222 by the pressure ratio of 2.02. So the engine should make 222 x 2.02, or 448 CFM under those conditions. <br /><br />If anyone knows the true volumetric efficiency of our engines, the numbers would be more accurate. <br /> <br /><br />BTW, I highly recommend the book by Corky Bell.||63.203.77.143||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||01-26-2004||08:20 PM||||im in the wastegate chapter||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000003||AWDnot2||01-28-2004||11:51 AM||||If you took a 14b and a big16, both set at 15psi.<br /> Wouldn't the big16 flow more air than the 14b?||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||01-28-2004||11:40 PM||||Yes.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||01-29-2004||04:32 AM||||"If you took a 14b and a big16, both set at 15psi.<br />Wouldn't the big16 flow more air than the 14b?"<br /><br />Good question. <br /><br />It depends what you mean by more. The volume of  air would be the same. However the 16g is more efficent in that range and would supply a cooler, denser air charge of a greater mass. Same volume, but more air molecules per cubic foot. So CFM is not the most accurate measure of airflow. You can convert CFM to the more accurate pounds of air per minute by multiplying the CFM by the relative density of the air. The relative density is dependent on the altitude and temperature. <br /><br />Then you have the density ratio, which is where the turbo system itself makes the difference. For example, 15psi should provide 2.02 times as many air molecules as zero boost, if the turbo system was 100% efficient. But it's not, so you have what is called the density ratio. That is the difference between how much air the  pressure ratio says there should be minus the density lost due to the turbo heating the air. If the turbo system was 100% efficent, pressure ratio would equal density ratio. Say a turbo's efficency is around 70% at 15psi, while an I/C improves that another 20%, to 90%. Then at 15psi, you would flow 1.02 x 90% more air then you would at zero boost. If a 14b were 69% efficent at 15psi, and the 16G were 71%, the 16G would be supplying an air charge that is more dense for the same volume. That's why compressor maps are so helpful, they let you match a compressor to your expected pressure ratio and engine CFM. Here are a bunch of compressor maps...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rmdsm.org/dsmtech/compmaps/" target="_blank">http://www.rmdsm.org/dsmtech/compmaps/</a>||63.203.77.143||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000006||AWDnot2||01-29-2004||10:57 AM||||A vertical flow core, 24"x6"x2.25", flows 578 CFM with 1psig drop out the back. The use of a 2.25"t core will also help keep ambient pressure drop to a minimum. This is something that is often overlooked. Starving the radiator for air just adds to the already stressful environment that the engine is in. This is why I suggested mounting the S2S flow FMIC close to the bumper skin. It has to be 3" thick to keep internal flow high, so you need a little ram air effect to<br />help force the ambient air thru the charge core and into the radiator. The gap between the S2S FMIC and the radiator was enough to let some cooler air come up from underneath. <br /><br />If the v.e. of the 4g63 was 95%= (234.75 base cfm.) Running 20psig. boost. (2.36 pressure ratio) You would be looking at 554.01 CFM.<br /><br />The v flow 24"x6"x2.25" would be great for applications that do not exceed 21psig.<br /><br />I not sure, but I would think that comp ratio would also have an influence on the basic CFM. This is probably part of the v.e. value. If it were the case, I'd expect the v.e. to be somewhat low w/ the 7.8:1 ratio. <br /><br />Moving on! This FMIC will be for use with short route piping that will be provided at client's request.<br /><br />I just need to hear some opinions.<br /><br />Should it have 2.25" piping or 2.5"?<br />Should I raise the internal flow rate?||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000007||04DrBlur||02-01-2004||10:51 AM||||I would think that with most applications that are willing to go through the trouble for the short route piping with the vertical flow are the guys looking at race applications.  Therefore many of them are pushin 20 psi already some much more.  I would definitely look into raising the internal flow rate if these havent already started the design process.  Also just personal opinion but step it up to the 2.5 inch piping.  Easier for me to use.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.76.187.86||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000008||jayru||02-01-2004||10:57 AM||||What is the diffrence between verticle flow and s2s? I can't even picture what v-flow looks like.<br />Pic's please?<br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||02-01-2004||12:24 PM||||Vertical flow has the endtanks top and bottom.  And side to side has the endtanks on each end.(left and right side).||68.76.187.86||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||Tondar||02-10-2004||09:03 PM||||AWDnot2,<br /><br />are you talking about the Griffin core?  Do you have a source for these?||68.41.147.249||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000011||AWDnot2||02-11-2004||08:49 AM||||I don't use griffin cores. They don't have a lifetime warranty.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000012||AWDnot2||02-17-2004||09:25 AM||||VE is at least 100% for a turbocharged engine.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes



ubb/Forum2/004522.cgi
A||||24||mikeyoung00||Knock Sum Issue||||1||||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||01-26-2004||05:24 PM||mikeyoung00@aol.com||No data logger yet (I GOTTA get a cable) but I do have a knock box that reads out the knock sum in realtime along with the timing and O2 voltage. <br /><br />I have a big 16G and 3" turbo-back w/tp. My engine was recently rebuilt with 8.5 pistons. Intake, fuel pump, pfr, etc are all stock.<br /><br />Until this weekend I almost never saw any knock. And when I did it was in the 1-9 range and VERY brief. <br /><br />This weekend I installed a fuel pressure gauge on top of the filter. During the install I noticed puddles of gas in the valleys of my intake manifold. Obviously a leaking injector and I had no access to replacement o-rings on the weekend. Fortunately I had a set of 550s that I was going to put in AFTER I installed my new fuel pump and FPR. So I went ahead and put them in. I also had a Keydiver chip for the 550s so I installed it as well.<br /><br />Now I get quite a bit of knock. Mostly in second and third and mostly when accelerating a little from part throttle at around 3k RPM. Sums run from one or two all the way up to 35 or more. Once in a while if I accelerate slightly and hold the throttle position I can sustain a knock count of 6-10 for several seconds, then it drops back to 0. <br /><br />No problems at wide open throttle although I only ran wot a couple times since the engine is still green...about 400 miles.<br /><br />Jeff's chip is programmed for a MAFT which is not yet installed, as well as the 550 injectors. <br /><br />Any thoughts? Is it the injectors? The chip? The chip with no MAFT? The still stock fuel pump? Remember, this is under light throttle with no boost.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||lambertvr4||01-27-2004||12:58 AM||||Sounds like you're running a little lean, too much timing, or a combo of both.  I'd blame this one on you.  If your chip is tweaked with a MAFT, 550's, and likely a fuel pump, then what you are running is out of spec.  Hence, the knock.<br /><br />Either remove the chip and injectors ASAP, or install the MAFT.  Why not just replace the o-rings now and put it back the way it was?  <br /><br />If you're actually knocking then your EGTs are hotter than normal.  This may be OK at the light loads, but why risk it on the new motor?<br /><br />Don't half a$$ it.  You'll be sorry in the long run.  Not trying to scare you, rather trying to make you realize what to do.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||01-27-2004||01:24 AM||||Why didn't you take the o-ring you need off one of the 550's and put it on the 450's? If you only need one you are bound to find one o-ring that will be in good enough condition to swap. Then when you get the new o-rings (read ASAP) swap them out. Oh and the 550's probibly need a cleaning.||65.177.241.219||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||01-27-2004||10:06 AM||||The o-rings on the 550s are not the same as the ones on the 450s. They are thinner to comensate for the slightly larger diameter of the 550s. So just transferring the o-ring is not an option. The 550s are supposedly new although they appear to possibly be remans. If so, I believe they were at least cleaned and balanced.<br /><br />I should add that I saw some big knock numbers when the o-ring first failed, along with a CEL. But other than the transient knock the car has run pretty much flawlessly since I installed the 550s and the chip. Maybe I need to install the MAF and MAFT tonight. It looks to be a pretty simple procedure.<br /><br />I agree with you, Lambert. I certainly don't fault the chip. But I am not clear on what was done to the maps to compensate for the GM MAF with the MAFT. I was instructed to set the MAFT for standard injector size since the chip would adjust for the larger injectors so I assumed that any adjustment in the maps for the MAFT would be to richen the mixture to compensate for the improved breathing from the MAF. The soot in my exhaust seems to indicate a rich mix as well. But without doing some logging I really can't be sure what is going on at part throttle. Again, I don't see any significant knock under load. Just during small tip-ins from maybe 1/3 throttle and briefly at times under steady throttle after acceleration.<br /><br />I will probably either put the old injectors back in or do the MAFT within a day or so. The car is only driven about 3 miles back and forth to work under light throttle.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||01-27-2004||10:57 AM||||Do you have an AFC? Without the lower honeycomb, the GVR-4 MAS will run leaner than the MAFT that I programmed in. So, unless you have a lower HC to put in the MAS, you need to add 17% at 1000, sloping down to only about 3% at 6500, just to get you in the ballpark. Those are the raw percentages if I divide the GVR-4 MAS compensation by the DSM one (MAFT).<br />Jeff||68.223.228.183||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||01-27-2004||01:54 PM||||Jeff...I don't know how you do it! Keep track of everything, deal with extra email and still spot my thread! Thanks. I removed something from my factory maf, (silencer?) but it was awhile ago. I don't think I took out the honeycomb (part that straightens out airflow?). But I will pop it open tonight and check.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||01-27-2004||02:05 PM||||I believe the honeycomb is actually what meters the air, right?  That's how TEL guys can avoid fuel cut, by hacking the honeycomb so it doesn't "see" as much air.  Of course you have to correct for that with a SAFC.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||01-27-2004||02:51 PM||||As I now recall, having thought about it for a few minutes, the part I removed was more of a baffle...a zig-zag length of cardboard that, on edge, formed a circle.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||crucible||01-27-2004||08:17 PM||||The GVR4 mas only has 1 honeycomb,correct?<br />A gutted VR4 mas is when the lower chamber(no honeycomb here) is cut out to make a gaping non-metered hole.That ziz zag thing you mentioned is the silencer.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||mikeyoung00||01-27-2004||10:11 PM||||Yeah...and thats all that has been hacked from my maf.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000010||AzA*||01-28-2004||03:53 AM||||welcome to phantom knock , <a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/phantomknock/" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/phantomknock/</a><br /><br />all i have to say is good luck cause i have exactly the same problem after instaling my 550's .||211.28.58.159||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||01-28-2004||11:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AzA*:<br /><strong> welcome to phantom knock ,  <a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/phantomknock/" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/phantomknock/</a> <br /><br />all i have to say is good luck cause i have exactly the same problem after instaling my 550's . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well if you know what caused it, it isn't phantom.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||mikeyoung00||01-29-2004||09:16 AM||||UPDATE:<br />Installed the 3" GM MAF and translator last night. Helped a lot but did not eliminate the problem all together. I started by setting the base mixture on the translator 5% rich. This did not help at all and caused a the car to go into limp mode briefly (either that or one cylinder was missing for a bit). Set the base back to 0 and the car ran much better. I still will sometimes get very brief bursts of knock with sums running from 1 or 2 up to 16 or more on occasion. <br /><br />A side symptom that developed when the new injectors and chip were installed that I had not mentioned: I have a hunting idle. When I stop and release the accelerator the idle will hunt between 1 and 2K. It does this from three to eight times, then drops down to normal. (Normal being about 900rpm before the MAFT and now about 1000) <br /><br />At a steady 2500RPM in 4th the O2 voltage will sit at .88 and timing will be 35 degrees. This strikes me as odd. Isn't the car supposed to be in closed-loop at that point? Or does it keep the A/F mix steady once its happy with the O2 reading? I know my Civic used to bounce the mix up and down in closed loop so that the A/F gauge I had looked like a light show.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Where's the best place to get the best logger cable? (I should have sent my entire ecu to Jeff instead of just getting a chip. He was going to install a cable for me. But my spare GSX  ecu seems to create a lot of drivetrain lash so I really didn't want to run it for that long.)||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000013||mikeyoung00||01-29-2004||09:19 AM||||PS: Thanks to Aza (Goodonyamate!) for the link to the PK link and to GVR-4 (Dave "Can't polish a turd" Peter) for the link to the MAFT list.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||01-29-2004||09:40 AM||||.88 steady is open loop.  so, you are back in stored maps.  you might check your coolant temp, i believe the coolant temps have to be quite high for full closed loop operation.  3 miles might not be enough to get there.  scott says above 185 deg.  i just changed out my thermostat back to the 195 deg one, and the car runs much better.  got a LOT more heat, too.  when i first had the blaha mas, at freeway speeds and certain rpms, i would also get .88 steady.  i had no logger at the time, and shortly after, i converted to the 2g mas and never saw that again.||64.240.175.254||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||01-29-2004||12:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Where's the best place to get the best logger cable? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Check the for sale section.  A member is selling custom cables...  might be a sticky post.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||keydiver||01-29-2004||01:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong>  I removed something from my factory maf, (silencer?) but it was awhile ago. I don't think I took out the honeycomb (part that straightens out airflow?). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats not what I was trying to explain. The chip I sent you was calibrated for a 1G DSM MAS or MAFT (same thing). That calibration adds LESS percentage to the Karman value than a GVR-4 MAS compensation map does, so it will run leaner. I wasn't saying you had removed anything from your MAS, just saying why you would be running leaner with that chip.||68.218.75.150||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000017||mikeyoung00||01-29-2004||02:46 PM||||Thanks for clearing that up, Jeff. My misunderstanding. And thanks for everything!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Thanks for the tip, Ryan. I will check it out.<br /><br />Ken, I think you are on to something. I put in a 160 thermostat during the rebuild. If what you say is true than that would not be a good thing. I will get a stock tstat and get it in as soon as I can. Many thanks. Constant open loop could be the source of any number of my problems.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000018||mikeyoung00||01-30-2004||10:54 AM||||PROBLEM SOLVED!!! (pretty much)<br /><br />Last night I replaced the 160 thermostat with a 180. This improved the idle problem significantly and got my O2 voltage dancing as the ECU started running in closed loop again. (A 185 (factory?) stat would probably be better but they only had a 180 at the parts store and the Mitsu dealer has to order stats for the 16G so that will come later.)<br /><br />The knock problem was slightly improved but still pretty bad. Since I had already tried running the MAFT baseline one setting richer without any success, I tried one setting leaner. VIOLA! Almost totally eliminated the knock. I still get some at tip-in or very light throttle acceleration but I can probably fix that with the low range adjustment. And it probably needs to go leaner, although I will try richer first. Performance isn't quite up to snuff but that should be easily taken care of with a datalogger since I've never seen a speck of knock at WOT.<br /><br />Thanks to all on this thread for your suggestions and especially to Ken for catching my thermostat gaff. See you suckers at the track!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000019||Romanova||01-30-2004||11:59 AM||||PN for the 195 degree thermostat?||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000020||bob in chicago||01-30-2004||12:13 PM||||MD997608 at Conicelli for $15.19 plus shipping. Call Josh 1-866-221-0913||24.136.3.207||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000021||ken inn||01-30-2004||01:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Thanks to all on this thread for your suggestions and especially to Ken for catching my thermostat gaff. See you suckers at the track!  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you youngsters should know there is no substitute for experience, and experience comes with age.||64.240.175.4||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000022||mikeyoung00||01-30-2004||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  ...you youngsters should know there is no substitute for experience, and experience comes with age. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken, if that was addressed to me you must not know what TOF stands for.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Unfortunately most of my auto mechanics experience has been gleaned since my 50th birthday and most of that on Hondas and Nissans. There was a Triumph Spitfire and an Opel 1900 Manta that I played with in my callow youth. The former ended up left for dead in a parking lot on Kelly AFB in 1971 after a bungled attempt to change the head gasket with pliers, some sae wrenches and possibly a socket or two. At this point in my young life I was unfamiliar with torque wrenches, assembly lube, etc. and the head and block had spent several months apart. This no doubt resulted in a rather poor fit. Bottom line, the engine would not turn over after assembly, even with the car in 2nd going down a hill at 30 MPH. Clutch release resulted only in a lot of tire noise as the drive wheels simply stopped rotating.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   The Opel was my first new car and, as such, received far more gentle treatment. Major mechanical work was always performed by a professional, although the fact that said professional was a third generation native of Blythville, Arkansas (The Land of Opportunity!) named Bubba whose family tree looked more like a stick led to numerous minor emergency roadside repairs...really the start of any meaningful understanding of things automotive by yours truely.<br /><br />If you have read this far and are still awake, you probably have figured out that TOF stands for The Old Fart (in polite company...other F words may be substituted in more testosterone enriched environments). This is in mock-homage to The Old One (aka TOO) of Endyn. (www.theoldone.com)||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000023||ken inn||01-30-2004||03:13 PM||||yah, i DO know what it stands for.  actually, it should be TSOF.  i'll let you guess on that one.  but hey, you're ALMOST there.  dob 6/12/1945.  need i say more?  oh, and in 1971 i was already out of the army more than a year.  my first car was a 1953 buick special, 100k, my dad gave it to me.  in those days, oil was detergent or non-detergent.  a tastee feeze cone was a nickel.  gas was 15 cents a gallon, for SUPER.  the first hamburger joint opened up in 1958, you could get a burger, fries, and a coke for 24 cents.  nissans were datsuns.  there were cars like hudson, desoto, studebaker, packard, i remember the shop teacher got a 54 corvette.  made in japan stuff was junk, and made in america stuff was the highest quality around.||64.240.175.4||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000024||mikeyoung00||01-30-2004||04:14 PM||||I bow in your general direction, Ken. You are, indeed the Numero Uno OF on the site. No wonder you are so crochety. A TRUE baby boomer...not a 'tweener like me. Hey, you probably still have an "I Like Ike" button and some 78s in the closet somewhere. When did your family get its first tv? Did you have a hot water heater when you were a kid? (We didn't until I was about 6).||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004523.cgi
A||||3||chhuong||Need opinions?||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||01-26-2004||05:28 PM||chhuong@comcast.net||The head is bad on my motor!! I bought this from the dealer at 155k, and the previous owner was on this board, and told me that the head has a rupture in one of the oil feed journals!!  That is why its losing oil bad!!  Like a 1 1/2 qts at 1000 miles.  The motor allready has 175k.<br /><br />Here are my options,<br />buy a japanese motor and fix that up,<br />buy a used head and fix the bottom end,<br />buy a used us motor and fix that.<br /><br />My dilemmas are the down time, i don't have much down time maybe 3 days unless i spend the money to rent a car which i really don't want to do.  But will if i have to!!<br /><br />What do you guys think would be the best route, and will save me some money, either one i know will be somewhat expensive!!||24.16.230.236||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||01-26-2004||05:29 PM||||I have a head for a core if you want it. I could even ship it direct to a shop if you want to have it rebuilt by a dsm shop. PM if interested.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||01-26-2004||05:58 PM||||i recommend the jdm motor.  got mine for 970+206 shipping.  i would do it again in a heartbeat.||64.240.175.50||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||beavis||01-26-2004||09:08 PM||||i agree with ken.  a clean jdm motor will last you a long time if installed correctly.  make sure you put in a new water pump and all new belts.||198.81.16.48||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes



ubb/Forum2/004524.cgi
A||||3||1420mark||No one even has stock shock valve rate specs?||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||01-26-2004||03:04 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||after all this time , after so many have begun to try for better suspension options more suspension options - I cannot find in a search the basic specs of shock/strut OEM body length , valving .  I have come up with <br />14.25" for front body length and <br />total installed length including threaded end <br />18  15/16"<br />15 " for rear. <br />total installed length not incl. top machined end and nut <br />21.7/8" <br />please add any numbers of stock you know - I have spring info from other posts||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||01-26-2004||06:17 PM||||Did you search under my old screen name MPREZYAVR4? I had a post that listed specs for stock and the DSM stock suspension though can't recall if it had damping rates.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||01-27-2004||08:07 AM||||The stock damping rates are in the service manual / CD. I don't know them offhand, but they are in there.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||1420mark||02-07-2004||02:11 PM||||thanks!  got them , follow thread on "we have suspensions coming" for current  news||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes



ubb/Forum2/004525.cgi
A||||2||Cybernerd2||re-adjusting the oil cooler placement||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-26-2004||08:41 PM||||Hi, I have an oil cooler situation next to my FMIC. Now, I find that my oil cooler sits just too low to the ground, lower than my FMIC.<br />I am afraid it will hit any hard objects on the road.<br /><br />Could it be rotated 180 degree vertically (upside down) so that I can at least reduce the risk of hitting anything that can burst the oil cooler?||218.208.7.195||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||01-27-2004||08:12 AM||||Don't see why not, but the one side effect is that if any air gets trapped, it will be less likely to bleed out since the outlets point down. I put my oil cooler in the factory FMIC location.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||01-27-2004||07:42 PM||||Alright, thanks.<br /><br />I just tried that and drove my car for a few rounds and it seems my oil temp. has raisen quite a bit. So I decided to put it back the original position. I guess I have not choice then.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||218.208.7.195||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum2/004526.cgi
A||||3||Cybernerd2||Idling is stable around 700+ to 800+||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||01-26-2004||08:46 PM||||Hi all,<br /><br />I have my idling seems to be quite stable, but my car still vibrates when idling. Why is that?<br /><br />I just changed my engine mountings and they are new so I suspect somethingelse is not right, can anyone here help?||218.208.7.195||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-26-2004||08:49 PM||||The balance belt (little timing belt) is broken? or the rear balance shaft is out of phase. If you look in your rear view mirror and see two or more of everything then it is one of those two. IF it is, then it needs IMMEDIATE attention or you might end up with bent valves. When the little belt breaks, it often ends up taking the big belt out with it.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||curtis||01-26-2004||10:09 PM||||Eliminate the balance belt and the shafts.  Its a one day job.||65.54.97.139||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||01-29-2004||12:34 AM||||A one day job if you saw the balance shaft off the back of the oil pump...and just leave them in.  Doing the bearing spin and removing both of them?  in a shop maybe...not on your garage floor, or in the driveway in this kind of cold ass weather.  However, the diagnosis is sound.  I'd also check for vac leaks, as a small one, like a cracked or hardened up rubber line, can induce a stumble at idle.  So can a crapped up throttle plate, or bad plug wires or a misfiring plug.  I had erosion on my coil on the #4 plug.  At idle, it was firing out the side of the coil tower onto the little transistor box for the tach.  Fire her up when it is pitch dark and open the hood...listen for a steady snapping sound and look for the blue flashes.  It might be that easy.  If it IS the balance shaft belt, it WILL take out the timing belt.  All it takes is a little chunk of that balance shaft belt getting caught between the crank gear and the timing belt to shred it...and it happens pretty easily.  I think we have all had this happen.||69.66.78.203||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum2/004527.cgi
A||||16||DuckButterRacing GVR4||Nitrous! =)||||3||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-26-2004||09:02 PM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||Hey guys, a V8 buddy of mine is the head guy of a local speed shop here in Bakersfield, CA. He had a guy over at Diamond Pistons to make him some custom pistons for a Huge Nitrous Shot. The guy over at Diamond claimed that the standard pistons for his LS1 will handle a maximum of a 300 shot, And the custom ones he had made for my buddy could handle a 500 shot (A lot of nitrous, but doable in a BUILT LS1 V8 Stroked)<br /><br />Anyways, he is trying to convince me to get the same custom piston for my GVR4 (not the exact same, but built alike) and squeez a 100-150 Maximum. Think it would work? Custom Pistons, Eagle Rods, Re-Ring/Bearing bottom end, ARP Everything, and a fresh head with a HKS head gasket if not just stock metal 4layer head gasket? Any Thaughts or Opinions are Welcomed. <br /><br />Thanks||12.34.246.37||reg||3||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||01-26-2004||09:25 PM||||why not just buy a nice new turbo kit. your talking about rebuilding your entine w/ custom forged internals, plus your gonna need fuel upgrades, plus the nitrous kit, your easily lookin at 2 grand if your buddy hooks you up hardcore and you do it right. so say you do a 150 shot, if your car is stock your looking at probably 280WHP thru drivetrain and whatever other efficiency losses. or you can buy a RNR Racing Street kit for 1500, get new injectors and a fuel pump for another 500 bucks, and be putting down 250whp all day long, under any conidition. no bottles to refill, heat up, or lines to purge. plus the more fuel and intake mods you do w/ the turbo kit your gonna be able to pull 400WHP outta that setup. wehreas the 150 is the MAX your gonna pull outta the nitrous.<br /><br />if your gonna use nitrous, id use a relatively small shot, any major power gains i would try to get from turbo or efficiency (ie better intercooler) upgrades.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||lambertvr4||01-27-2004||12:52 AM||||Yep, totally depends on what you want out of your car.  Nitrous is awesome, but it's so much easier and less maintenance(hopefully) to upgrade the turbo system on DSMs/GVR4s.<br /><br />Diamond pistons are some of the best out there.  Kind of a shame to mate them to Eagles.  No shame with the Eagles, just that the Diamonds will probalby cost much more than the rods.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I vote get the pistons and do the rebuild.  Then get a bigger, badder turbo.  Nothing T-series, but you could get something that will ROWYCO all day long and not require the regular maintenace of a bottle.  And with a 150shot you'll go through some bottles.<br /><br />Don't forget that you'll have to pull quite a bit of timing to keep that N2O safe.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000003||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-27-2004||04:10 AM||||Actually, I can get the pistons for 400 for the 4 + rings. Then 300 for the rods w/ arp wristpins. I was going 9:1 for sure. So far, ive got EVO16g, FMIC, Fuel Pump, 2g Mas, SAFC, and im running a 2100lb clutch (came w/ the car) but im debating the 2600 Pressure Plate and maybe a stronger clutch disc. Anyways, The N2O will be Track Only (or a setup street race) Anyways, Im still looking for idea's. Please, Any suggestions.||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||01-27-2004||01:48 PM||||Haha. That clutch is history no matter what  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />I vote turbo and nitrous, that's what i'm doing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-27-2004||02:45 PM||||Where can i get that....."NAWWWWWWZ" stuff Vin Diesel was talking about on Fast N Furious? Hahaha, NOT!. But, yeah, Im needing a rebuild anyways, i might as well set it up for something. I just spent 1400 bucks on a EVO 16g and a FMIC, so, i might as well keep it, boost 18, and sqweeez! =).||12.34.246.37||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||01-27-2004||02:55 PM||||I'd make sure you have something that can monitor knock real-time. Either the keydiver mod to the factory boost leds or a knock box. Even the stoutest pistons will not survive severe knock. With that compression ratio, boost, AND nitrous, you may need about 130 octane to keep the detonation at bay!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||01-27-2004||02:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> I'd make sure you have something that can monitor knock real-time. Either the keydiver mod to the factory boost leds or a knock box. Even the stoutest pistons will not survive severe knock. With that compression ratio, boost, AND nitrous, you may need about 110 octane to keep the detonation at bay!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-27-2004||03:49 PM||||yeah, i have a datalogger, but i have the AEM standalone in the near future (if i can get this car sold)||205.242.228.31||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||01-27-2004||05:09 PM||||when you spray your boost will rise. A lot.  No matter what turbo you have (within reason).  You must make sure you can handle 25+ psi and the shot if you are going to spray at 18 psi  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-27-2004||05:22 PM||||yeah, I figure w/ a BUILT bottom end, HKS head gasket, and stud the head, it should handle it. If it doesnt, then ill try something different. =).||12.34.246.4||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000011||Ian M||01-27-2004||05:55 PM||||You wont need to hit it with as big a shot as a 100 or 150 to see big gains. Even the intercooling effect of 50 shot makes a nice difference.<br /><br />A freind of mines Galant went from a best 12.05@115 to 11.67 @121 on the same day with a 50 shot.  He was running a td05 20g at 22 psi on both passes,with stock internals minus '95 pistons.<br /><br /> He tried spraying out of the hole,which was a mistake. The car hazed the tires and went sideways,killing his usuall high 1.60s 60ft times,going a 1.85. Im sure a couple more passes would have netted deep 11's- but he was kicked out for no bar.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /> He sprayed a good bit on the street too,and it showed no ill effects.<br /><br /> One more thing to avoid is the rev limiter,another friend learned the hard way by GRENADING and I mean GRENADING his engine at the track. A RPM window switch may be another good investment!||129.71.114.104||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||01-27-2004||05:57 PM||||Ian,<br /><br />Balance shafts in that motor?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||Ian M||01-27-2004||06:14 PM||||The motor in the Galant didnt,but engine in the GSX that grenaded did. It was an untouched 140,000 mile motor.<br /> <br /> The GSX had run in the same form with a best of 11.60 @123 without the bottle for a couple years,and he ran the car almost every weekend during that time. Then he got the urge to go faster,and out of morbid curiosity,see how much the motor would take. <br /><br />It held up suprisingly well on the street running a 75 shot (from a roll),but the first pass at the track it spun badly out of the hole,and he just stayed on the rev limiter. When it let go,It LET GO..there was shrapnel in the other lane. <br /> It was a shame to have killed that motor,as good as it ran. I would liked to have seen on good pass out of it at least!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.104||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000014||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-27-2004||08:04 PM||||My roomate has a 91 TSI FWD w/ a big16g and a 50 shot, supporting mods + slicks and hit a 12.2 at 117mph. His 60ft was still 2.1. but, I want MORE then just the standard 50 shot. I want "more power" if yah know what i mean. my roomates alone have proved what nitrous can do (and cant do hense a bent up rod in roomates vette) I know Shephard is running a 125 shot + the 30+ psi on his block + crank. I dont know his compression ratio though. With a 125-150 shot, you think 9:1 would be too high? or how does that work?||12.34.246.4||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000015||lambertvr4||01-27-2004||11:43 PM||||You definitely need a window switch.  Nitrous backfires are not fun.  If your parts survive.<br /><br />We ran 10.6@137mph in Polk's FWD with a direct port 100shot + 30psi from a 60-1.  2.0L, 9:1 JEs, Ralliart gasket, Crower rods, ARP hardware, stock crank.  Tons of passes and dyno pulls.  We were using a TEC-2, so we had a little more control over spark and fuel than you do.  That's a big deal.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000016||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-28-2004||12:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by lambertvr4:<br /><strong> You definitely need a window switch.  Nitrous backfires are not fun.  If your parts survive.<br /><br />We ran 10.6@137mph in Polk's FWD with a direct port 100shot + 30psi from a 60-1.  2.0L, 9:1 JEs, Ralliart gasket, Crower rods, ARP hardware, stock crank.  Tons of passes and dyno pulls.  We were using a TEC-2, so we had a little more control over spark and fuel than you do.  That's a big deal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What you told me proves that what I have in mind will work. How much HP did you put down w/ that setup? Could you send me any pics or anything to my e-mail? Im very curious about your setup.||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes



ubb/Forum2/004528.cgi
A||||4||mrnvit||need help asap||||4||||mrnvit||00002584
Z||000000||mrnvit||01-26-2004||11:21 PM||chris.suttie@xtra.co.nz||i havent started my car since last week, its been sitting in the same spot since then tomorrow/thursday its supposed to be going on the dyno to be set up so i can run it in, now i go to start it and check engine light is on, wont rev its like its running on 2/3 cyl's or in serious limp mode. <br />ive checked the afm plug, lead connections <br />i havent done anything to the car since i first started it/drove it apart from hook my ex temp gauge back up to its power source (funny enough its working now) <br />i took out plugs and gace them a clean still nothing<br />what else could it be? <br />im supposed to drop it off tomorrow <br /><br />helppppp||219.89.172.197||reg||4||mrnvit||00002584||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-26-2004||11:25 PM||||If the check engine light is on, you should read the error code.  If you don't know how to do this, you have no business putting your car on a dyno.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||01-27-2004||01:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> If the check engine light is on, you should read the error code.  If you don't know how to do this, you have no business putting your car on a dyno. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second that chck you error code, they are you friend.||65.177.241.219||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||mrnvit||01-27-2004||01:20 AM||||ummm <br />im not tuning its going on the dyno to be tuned not by me.<br />also car isnot a gvr4 its a gsrlancer/evo with a vr4 engine. <br /><br />...<br /><br />ok ive read up on vfaq the pic isnt the clearest but i think ive found the diognostic port, now being my cars right hand drive would i reverse that pic since its on a lhd car||219.89.172.197||reg||1||mrnvit||00002584||yes
Z||000004||mrnvit||01-27-2004||10:19 PM||||ok done the code test and i counted #44 which is the coils. <br />could the coils have deteriotad (spl) over close to 6 months of sitting in the garage unused while the car was off the road?||219.89.161.186||reg||1||mrnvit||00002584||yes



ubb/Forum2/004529.cgi
A||||21||blacksheep||People who run ground controls...please read||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-26-2004||11:32 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone run a set of ground controls setup specifically for a gvr4 ie - rear springs longer than the front. I have a few questions regarding your impressions, spring rates, lenght of springs etc... a well designed set can be comparable if not better than H&R's and seems like H&R's are gonna run $300. Unless the GB knocks them down a lot, I think GC's are worth it....<br /><br />I would like to run them with KYB AGX's, I am not looking for fantastic performance, just better overall and decent lowering capability.<br /><br />DSMotorsports has a gvr4 specific coilover and I hope Nathan brings some info to the table as well. Who knows...Maybe another group buy, aye ?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||01-27-2004||01:52 AM||||KC contact me so I can give you alittle insight and smack you around some.<br />Thank you drive through.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||01-27-2004||04:26 AM||||I got both AGX's and spring from GC. I ordered 350 Fr and 275 R. Somehow I got 400 FR and 315 R. The AGX's can't control the rear so I got the dreaded freeway bounce, otherwise it rides stiff but smooth. Potholes are no problem. And the dumbasses sent me 8" Fr springs and 9" R. Bad. It was 1/2" higher in front then stock with the collars all the way down. And the rear only dropped 3/4". My(now fired) shop lied to me and said I could try out the spring rate before we sent them back, but GC wouldn't take em back once they got the inside of the springs scraped, which they do immediatly because of the threads. <br /><br />I ended up cutting down the perch on the front shocks and got it down to within 1/4" of where I wanted it, about two fingers between tire and fender. It sits almost level, a little too high in back still.  8" springs are a standard size, 7" and 9" are oddball. So if you cut down the front perches like I did you can run 8" all around and trade them with others if you dont like the spring rates. <br /><br />When I realised the spring rate the excuse was that they thought it was a track car.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   When I saw the ride height the excuse was they thought it was a rally car.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   Yeah, a rally racing car with short wheel travel I guess, assholes. Be careful when dealing with these clowns.||64.233.107.108||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-27-2004||08:39 AM||||Bigfoot - Thanks a lot! I see they have 7 and 9 inch springs listed on their site. I was thinking 300/250 or 350/300. I dunno if thats good or not....Anyone else running this setup?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||01-27-2004||09:34 AM||||Bob in Chicago has GC coilovers I believe, but not sure on his shocks.  KC try a search (I didn't yet) because he had fairly high spring rates.<br /><br />I have some 12" Eibach 250 lb rear springs for sale if someone wants them, as they may be too long for my race car.   Bob had them on the rear of his VR4.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||01-27-2004||09:42 AM||||David - I tried that, I also PM'd him last week which he hasnt read yet...Maybe he is outta town or busy. Any idea what struts Bob runs?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||01-27-2004||12:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> KC contact me so I can give you alittle insight and smack you around some.<br />Thank you drive through. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">FYI I'm not kidding KC.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-27-2004||12:27 PM||||I found this from an old old thread by Bob in Chicago!<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've put over 100K miles of daily driving on coilovers. Front-10" free length; 275lbs on GAB shocks set at 1 of 4. Rear-12" free length;175lbs on AGX shocks set at 2 or 3 (of 8). Tires are 225/45/16; 22mm front swaybar & 24mm rear with poly bushings in suspension everywhere. Ride is firm but very tolerable, especially with 30psi in tires. <br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||01-27-2004||12:28 PM||||Rich - I emailed you...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||Sam Sayes||01-27-2004||01:31 PM||||KC,<br /><br />I run the Ground Control Setup on my car with AGX shocks.<br />I have the front at 500 and the rear at 400, I had that dreaded bounciness in the back but i softened the shocks a littlei n the back.<br />It is stiff but it rides nice on 18s wit 35 profile tires<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000010||TWEAKD4||01-27-2004||09:56 PM||||KC,<br />I also have GC setup.  7" front and 8" rears (should have gotten 9") on KYB GR2s.  Like everyone I also have a little highway bounce but it is much better on this car than my old talon which this kit came from.  I think the Galants weight helps the ride a bit.  Running 350 front, 275 rears.||63.233.206.221||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000011||R332||01-27-2004||10:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> I got both AGX's and spring from GC. I ordered 350 Fr and 275 R. Somehow I got 400 FR and 315 R. The AGX's can't control the rear so I got the dreaded freeway bounce, otherwise it rides stiff but smooth.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would have to disagree with this. The AGXs do have enough rebound damping to control a 315# spring. Most likely what you are feeling is the overly-aggressive compression damping of the rear AGXs which will cause the rear to be very stiff and "bouncy" on compression.<br /><br />FWIW, I wouldn't go less than 350# front springs in a VR4 or you'll risk spending too much time on the bumpstops. This has nothing to do with the GC kit, but rather what happens when you try to lower a ~3300lb car on soft springs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||137.186.205.84||reg||1||R332||00002894||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||01-27-2004||11:58 PM||||R332 - so, you are saying the rear strut need backed down from like 6 down to 4 (just an example)<br /><br />TWEAKD4/Sam Sayes - How low are you guys compared to stock...I am guessing between 1.5 and 2" ?<br /><br />Thanks, guys! I am learning a lot.<br /><br />Also, I talked to GC today. They offer a KYB AGX/ GC coilover kit with any spring rate and length.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||01-28-2004||02:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> R332 - so, you are saying the rear strut need backed down from like 6 down to 4 (just an example)<br /><br />TWEAKD4/Sam Sayes - How low are you guys compared to stock...I am guessing between 1.5 and 2" ?<br /><br />Thanks, guys! I am learning a lot.<br /><br />Also, I talked to GC today. They offer a KYB AGX/ GC coilover kit with any spring rate and length. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">KC also you can have them cut the spring perches if you want but you'll lose any warranty on the AGX. Also you should ask them about possibly doing some Koni 1gDSM AWD front inserts and Koni 2g rear's if they can do that.<br /><br />I still think you should consider my other option.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||Sam Sayes||01-28-2004||08:53 AM||||KC,<br /><br />Mine is about 2.5 inches.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />Check your mail<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000015||mj_rosenfeld||01-28-2004||10:54 AM||||I use GC's and AGX's as well, springs are 375/425 front/rear. This is at the limit of what AGXs can probably control. Ride is very firm. The springs were something like 8 inches front and rear which might work for the Eclipse, but is too short for the Galant. In order to gain back a couple of inches of lift I built a spacer for the top of the rear spring from PVC plumbing parts from Lowe's, using a 3" coupling as an inverted cup over the spring and a 3" to 2" reducer as an upper spring seat. The spring nestles inside the coupling and the hole in the center was just right for the top of the shock to go thru. Hey, it works.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||01-28-2004||12:40 PM||||mj_r - <br /><br />1)whats the theory behind the heavier rear spring rate ?<br />2) Was the 8" spring tall enuf for the front? You DIY's a soltion just for the rears, correct?<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||01-28-2004||03:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> mj_r - <br /><br />1)whats the theory behind the heavier rear spring rate ?<br />2) Was the 8" spring tall enuf for the front? You DIY's a soltion just for the rears, correct?<br /><br />Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can use a stiffer rear spring rate to create more oversteer like you would a stiffer swaybar.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||mj_rosenfeld||01-28-2004||04:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> mj_r - <br />1)whats the theory behind the heavier rear spring rate ?<br />2) Was the 8" spring tall enuf for the front? You DIY's a soltion just for the rears, correct?<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually the story is that I stated incorrectly front and rear. I have been running the slightly higher spring rates in front just because the car is nose heavy. But before race season starts, I'm going to swap them so the stiffer one is in the rear to make the car more neutral without having to resort to drastic tire pressure differences.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000019||TWEAKD4||01-28-2004||08:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong><br />TWEAKD4/Sam Sayes - How low are you guys compared to stock...I am guessing between 1.5 and 2" ?<br /><br />Thanks, guys! I am learning a lot.<br /><br />Also, I talked to GC today. They offer a KYB AGX/ GC coilover kit with any spring rate and length. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Since I went with the shorter 8" rears mine are adjusted to the highest they will go.  It dropped mine about 1.3" which luckily is the lowest I wanted to go.  Never drove the car pre ground control because I bought the car non running.<br /><br />I am unsing 7" front springs and there is plenty of room for adjustment on my car.  KC I will send you a picture of my car and you can see it for yourself.||63.233.207.157||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000020||Bigfoot200200||01-28-2004||08:27 PM||||8" Fr with cut down perch dropped me 1/2"<br />9" R dropped me 3/4" Both with collars all the way down. I'd like another 1/2" drop in back since my car had the stick bug ass high stance.  For my car 7" and 8" would have been perfect.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000021||blacksheep||01-28-2004||09:33 PM||||Craig's gvr4 everybody. Looks toite like a tiger!<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2653" alt=" - " />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/004530.cgi
A||||2||Mariner31||Walbro 2G into GVR4?||||1||||Mariner31||00002411
Z||000000||Mariner31||01-27-2004||02:35 AM||||Is it possible to fit the 2G Walbro Pump<br />GSS317 into a Galant VR4? I know the correct<br />part number is GSS307 but the supplier got<br />it wrong and send me the other, with the<br />2G install kit... Since Im about 11 hours<br />flying time away from them I dont really relish<br />the chance to send it back and wait for a new<br />one...<br /><br />Cheers...||203.166.96.239||reg||1||Mariner31||00002411||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||01-27-2004||02:44 AM||||IIRC, the AWD 2g pump is the same one as ours. It has the whole outlet/electrical-connection side turned 180 degrees compared to the 1g pumps. Just cut off the flared piece that the o-ring slides into on the pump bracket and connect the pump to the tube with a piece of fuel injection hose. It explains this on the <a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.autoperformanceengineering.com</a> website under "in tank pumps".<br /><br />*edit* I went to the site for you. Instead of the pump bracket looking like this:<br /> <img src="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/pics/mitsu_oe_pump1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />It will look like this:<br /> <img src="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/pics/mitsu_new_pump.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||01-27-2004||08:10 AM||||And the benefit of FI hose is that you don't have to worry about getting that #$@! o-ring sealed just right. I just cut the stock "funnel" just before it tapers to the main fuel line, making an artifical lip for better sealing.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/004531.cgi
A||||9||tplesko||Slicks for 16x7 Wheels||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||01-27-2004||01:53 PM||||Hey all,<br /><br />I need some new race tires and I'm seriously considering slicks for all 4.  Anyone know a slick that will fit on 16x7s?  I'd really rather not do a drag radial (like the 555rs) since it gets cold here even on summer test and tune nights and I obviously can't heat them. If I don't get slicks I will be running the greendot retreads.  Help?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||01-27-2004||02:28 PM||||Is this for daily driving and racing or just a dedicated drag set?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-27-2004||02:38 PM||||Just for the track. I've got tires for the street.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||01-27-2004||03:32 PM||||You need to heat up slicks, too.  Are you really running out of traction to need slicks?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||Doug Thomas||01-27-2004||03:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> You need to heat up slicks, too.  Are you really running out of traction to need slicks? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've seen John Shepherd and Sean Glazer pull 1.3 60'without doing a burn out. <br /><br />Pivvay, What type of 60'are you looking to pull?||67.87.106.82||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000005||fast_gvr4||01-27-2004||04:25 PM||||Hey I have Yokohama Advan A032R's 225/50-15's the best 60' I've gotten are 1.64 and it aint due to cold weather, here in PR weather ranges from 75 to 100+.<br />Tire spin!!! rev the 4G63 to 7000+ and smooth out the clutch, and believe me when the clutch grips you'll spin them like a motherfu....(THAT IS IF YOU HAVE THE POWER).<br /><br />I too am considering slicks to try and combat the loss of traction!||172.150.102.51||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||01-27-2004||05:06 PM||||Doug,<br /><br />That's the reason I want slicks. Good 60s (1.5 and under) and traction. I could spin all four with abandon last year and I've added cams and a SMIM. I had to pedal the launch to 1.7s since full thottle in first just resulted in wheelspin. Plus I have a 100 shot direct port installed but still unused.  My turbo is a 20g and that will be upgraded end of season to fp3065 or full t4.  My tranny was done by TRE and I have a 4spider and 4 bolt plus fidanza/2600/scattershield.  I think my driveline can take it. I don't want to mess around with anything less than green dots (1.5 mid reported through NABR) and it's too cold here at night to go drag radials. Full slicks or ET streets still like to be heated but are stickier than anything else even unheated. I"m looking to go deep 11s or high 10s @ 5800 feet this year plus a trip down to sea level. I want to maximize this setup.  I know I need suspension and that is coming, possibly JICs.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||01-28-2004||11:38 AM||||anyone? Man i'm starting to get out in much less traveled territory...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||Carl Morris||01-28-2004||01:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> anyone? Man i'm starting to get out in much less traveled territory...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, you may want to talk to some Honda guys on this one.  I've seen some of them with slicks that are exactly what you want, but in the DSM world there's very little experience in that area.||147.145.40.44||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||01-28-2004||01:10 PM||||26 x 9.5 x 16 <br />Mickey Thompson Sportsman Pro Tire<br />Hoosier Quick Time Pro D.O.T <br /><br />These both might work to answer my own thread. 9.5" apparently means 8" width in the slick world. They will fit on the 16x7 rims. Will they fit on the car, and with tire growth? Dunno. Still trying to find out.  But at $130-$175 per tire I don't want to screw up. Going to need coilovers at the least. Time to call RRE about JICs.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004532.cgi
A||||7||Mitsuturbo||KYB AGX Durability||||5||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||01-27-2004||03:47 PM||mitsuturbo@softhome.net||I read some posts about how AGXs wear out and become worn out mudholes, basically.. and was wondering what the life expectancy should be of these (i just installed a pair in the rear yesterday) and what i can do to prolong the life of them?||67.161.247.241||reg||5||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||01-27-2004||07:05 PM||||There's some thought towards a degredation of their quality recently, but mine have been on the car for 3.5 years and ~70k mi.  They feel about they behave no differently than when I put them on.  2 fr, 3 rear day in, day out.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||mj_rosenfeld||01-27-2004||08:11 PM||||I've had mine on the car for something like 4 years and 60K miles, with some stiff springs. Though now pretty worn out, I'd say they were good for the price.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.21||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-27-2004||08:16 PM||||mj_r - what springs?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||GalantVR-4||01-28-2004||11:51 AM||||Doesn't KYB and Tokico offer lifetime warranty?  I think you just have to send them the blown shock/strut and they will repair it.||65.164.228.187||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||01-28-2004||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR-4:<br /><strong> Doesn't KYB and Tokico offer lifetime warranty?  I think you just have to send them the blown shock/strut and they will repair it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah but with Tokico it stated along the lines that the warranty does not cover wear due to performance springs or lowered vehicles, in really large print. Not sure about KYB.||65.227.204.45||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||Z-1 Jon||01-28-2004||09:32 PM||||now how are they to know if you use high performance springs?  maybe you just drive 50K a year   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   i get a lifetime exchange on all KYB through our distributor, just replaced the FC's KYB's last year hehe  soon the GVR4 - they have about 50K on them||24.184.22.151||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000007||Z-1 Jon||01-28-2004||09:36 PM||||don't be fooled though, KYB's are really nice struts for a really good price.  guess who makes a TON of OEM struts?  KYB.  guess who makes HKS's sport struts and hiper dampers?  KYB   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   they last about as long as any strut would with reasonable driving...if anyone is using GC coilovers or 1G springs this will wear out your struts more quickly if the car is very low (over i.5 inch drop or so) and thats not a result of build quality, just that the KYB's aren't super super stiff.  awesome for daily drivers though, konis are way too hard and I just don't like illuminas.||24.184.22.151||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes



ubb/Forum2/004533.cgi
A||||9||russya||Best of both worlds Walbro||||1||||Russya||00000991
Z||000000||russya||01-27-2004||06:05 PM||russya@woodenpickle.com||I know this pump was brought up before but it's been awhile and I don't think anyone really looked at the flow chart.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/html/fuelpump.html" target="_blank">http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/html/fuelpump.html</a><br /><br />Now if that chart is right the new 190 high pressure is better than the 255 in everyway and you theoreticaly wouldn't need to use a non stock FPR though I think that a better fuel delivery system is a good idea no matter what. It just seems to me you could get this pump to max out your 14b or 16g without upgrading your fpr and still be able to upgrade to a 20g, t3/t4, etc without having to upgrade your pump. Looks like the best of both the 190 and 255 to me in fact with enough voltage the 190 high pressure supports more fuel at higher pressures than than the 255 hp. <br /><br />Something to think about.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000001||sleepyvr4||01-27-2004||10:33 PM||||a 255lph pump will put your base fuel around 50psi on stock fpr - does anyone know exactly what psi a 190lph or 190lph high pressure pump will put base fuel at? (assuming 13.5 volts)||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000002||curtis||01-27-2004||10:51 PM||||The new Turbo magazine compares a shit load of pumps at different voltages.  I got it in yesterday so really haven't read it as of yet.||65.54.98.24||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||sleepyvr4||01-28-2004||02:40 PM||||anyone know base fuel w/ 190lph on stock fpr?||63.67.120.78||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||01-28-2004||03:44 PM||||Denso has a 190lph pump called the 0990 and is available at RRE.  That one won't overrun the stock FPR.  And it will be as quiet as stock.  I had it in my 2G.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||thon||01-28-2004||03:54 PM||||I'm curious as to why the 255lph (high pressure) outruns your stock FPR?<br /><br />Most people in the SR world use these pumps with stock FPR's all day long.  I know our stock fuelpressure is 43.7psi though....<br /><br />Just curious if someone could explain it to me, i'd like to learn.||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||01-28-2004||04:09 PM||||The oriface in our FPR is too small to bypass enough fuel to keep the base FP at 37 psi (stock base FP). That's why you need an aftermarket AFPR to turn DOWN The pressure with a big pump. Of course then you make more power and want to turn the pressure up which is nice too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||thon||01-28-2004||04:19 PM||||Ah ok, so im guessing it doesn't increase my pressure enough to make a big difference....does that sound right?<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||01-28-2004||04:36 PM||||the hole in your factory FPR must be big enough to bypass the excess fuel at low rpms/idle etc.  So it doesn't cause you any problems.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||thon||01-28-2004||04:43 PM||||Ah ok, thanks for taking the time to explain it to a non DSMer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes



ubb/Forum2/004534.cgi
A||||3||mikeyoung00||MAF Translator Install Question||||5||||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||01-27-2004||06:59 PM||mikeyoung00@aol.com||My GM DSM MAF Translator has a purple wire. Like the white wire, it simply terminates in a trimmed end, not in either plug. The installation instructions make no mention of this wire, nor does the troubleshooting section that lists voltages for all the other wires. WHAT IS this thing and what does it connect to?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.119.121.146||reg||5||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||01-27-2004||07:08 PM||||It's for nitrous or water injection or something like that. Ignore it. <br /><br />Did you get the white wire tapped into the correct wire on the CAS?<br /><br />Here's a resource:<br /><br /><a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/dsmtranslator/" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/dsmtranslator/</a><br /><br />I've got my translator installed, now I just have to learn how to tune.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||01-27-2004||07:18 PM||||wow...thanks for the fast reply.<br /><br />I haven't installed it yet. But the directions are pretty clear on the cas wire. Errrr...is the CAS tach signal wire black and is it on pin 2 on a GVR4?<br /><br />Also, did you find the connector to the GVR4 harness as tricky as they make it sound in the directions?||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||01-27-2004||07:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> ...is the CAS tach signal wire black and is it on pin 2 on a GVR4?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004332" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004332</a><br /><br /> <br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Also, did you find the connector to the GVR4 harness as tricky as they make it sound in the directions? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, the harnesses fit right together. But I was careful no to bend anything.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/004535.cgi
A||||12||Colt4G63||best road racing tires?||||1||||Colt4G63||00002127
Z||000000||Colt4G63||01-27-2004||07:48 PM||forum69boardr@aol.com||anyone recommend a good tire for autox/road racing? i was looking at the hoosier A3S03's but i have heard they flat spot very easily. is there any other specific autox/road racing tires out there?<br /><br />thanks<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||01-27-2004||08:02 PM||||Hoosiers are probably the stickiest tires you can get. <br />Toyo RA1's are good all around but not quite as fast as the Hoosiers.<br />Yokohama A048 are pretty good but not as sticky as above. <br />Kumho Victorracers are very popular due to price but again not quite as sticky as the above. <br /><br />Other than that there are some others but none off hand I can think of.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||mj_rosenfeld||01-27-2004||08:08 PM||||Those others are good, but if you like winning just spend the money and get Hoosiers. Use R3S03's for track, A3S03's for autocross. I've heard the A3S04's due out this year are even faster. Once they come out the A3S03's will probably be on sale.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.21||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000003||Colt4G63||01-27-2004||08:18 PM||||cool thanks for the info<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||01-28-2004||02:47 AM||||No one runs Falken Azenis Sports?  I don't really know much about road racing tires; just wondering where they'd slot in the lineup.||69.59.219.156||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||01-28-2004||03:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> No one runs Falken Azenis Sports?  I don't really know much about road racing tires; just wondering where they'd slot in the lineup. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They get way too greasy during hard road racing the tires above make the azenis look like m+s tires.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||01-28-2004||05:47 PM||||Usually rally tarmac tires are much more progressive in breaking loose on turning. I will be using a Silverstone S585 in a hard compound for durability. If durability is not an issue, the soft compound might be a better choice. <br /><br />I have not done any road racing, so a tire that is more progressive in breaking away will be safer for me. Plus the rally tire goes more with the pedigree of the Galant Vr4.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||01-29-2004||12:15 AM||||Hoosiers only flat spot if you lock the brakes or lose it in a smokey slide.  I ran BFG Comp TA R1's for years, and they'd flat spot, bounce, and do all sorts of stuff to piss you off.  They needed to be balanced after every heat.  Every soft tire will move around depending on what you do with them.  Kinda like an asphalt road on a hot ass day.  The rubber heats up, and under say, hard braking, but not lockup, the rubber will shift rearwards on the tire, creating a slight flat spot where the brakes were released.  Solution?  Pick a tire you like, and learn to be a better driver that goes around the track smooth and fluid, not stomping the brakes, smoking tires, and fishtailing everywhere.  Drifting is cool, but it eats tires, and isn't the fastest way around the track.  Believe it or not, Bob Bondurant's driving school helped me turn faster laps than ANY mod I did to my cars, and I've been autocrossing since 1978, and I was waxing built, well suspended and sorted mustangs with a 200k mile 83 rx7 gsl-se, and a built ford fiesta (1.6L kent motor) even on long tracks, versus short ones where lack of torque in the rx was a blessing..impossible to light the tires exiting a tight corner in a clapped out rotary...<br /><br />If you remember days of thunder and cruise having it out with his crewchief over tires because he kept blistering the shit out of them, and he actually improved his lap times by SLOWING DOWN a bit?  Same deal.  That part of the movie was actually true.  Find a set you like.  Hit up some autocrossers in your area for a set with a race or two left on them.  I used to give mine away to aspiring racers at the season's end.  Even if you are showing cords on the outside, just reverse them on the wheel and spray paint the cords so it passes tech.  you don't do much on the INSIDE corners of the tires anyway, as they only contact lightly when cornering, as the outside edge takes the weight of the car..<br />This way you can try out several brands over the course of the coming year, drive on free tires, and then decide what you like.  Predictable breakaway is what I like, not stick, then kaboom, into the wall, or cones, or curb..or once..light pole in the middle of the track.<br />dave||69.66.78.203||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000008||Colt4G63||01-29-2004||12:43 AM||||thanks for the advice dave, i appreciate it. ill probably end up buying a set of the hoosiers and see if i like them<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000009||markrieb||02-01-2004||08:04 PM||||The new Kuhmo V710's are supposed to be on par with the Hoosiers.  No data yet on their resistance to flat spotting.<br /><br />I do know that the Hoosiers fall off badly after 10 heat cycles or so.<br /><br />Mark||4.10.180.87||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000010||slugsgomoo||02-03-2004||01:08 PM||||hoosiers are good, and get better all the time. When my dad was autoX'ing in the early 90's, he had a race prepared vette that ran McCreary's on it. Apparently 14" wide hoosiers don't get hot enough in an AutoX lap to be very happy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  He got the stickiest, gummiest tires he could, and the first run was still really hairy. Of course, that's what having a very high horsepower 1800lb car will do to you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />(and 14" wide tires on all four corners makes for a HUGE footprint.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> )||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000011||NZGZR4||02-05-2004||03:41 AM||||Has anyone used Dunlops?<br />Formula R D01-J or the new Direzza 02G?||219.88.128.108||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000012||bob in chicago||02-05-2004||09:31 AM||||Road racing Dunlops are not widely sold here in the USA.  So we don't have much chance to try them.||24.136.3.207||reg||11||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/004536.cgi
A||||0||4gasmGGSX||tech ?'s||||1||||4gasmGGSX||00003254
Z||000000||4gasmGGSX||01-27-2004||09:37 PM||eclipgsx22@aol.com||ALright i am looking for parts for my galant vr4 or gsx. I was wondering if the eclipse gsx crossmembers would work on a vr4. cause if it did it would save me alot of money. I dont know if anybody has done this. But please let me know or try and help me. THanks B Blake email for a pic of the parts i need or to show you what i mean THanks.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||4gasmGGSX||00003254||yes



ubb/Forum2/004537.cgi
A||S||12||blacksheep||GVR4 wheel and tire Knowledge base!!!!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-27-2004||11:29 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, the "K Base" is up on my site for now! Please PM me suggestions and concerns. A big thanks to Mark Rieb for all his hard work. It will be updated with more info at appropriate periods of time!<br /><br /><a href="http://boostin.home.mchsi.com/wheelandtiremain.htm" target="_blank">GVR4 Wheel and Tire Information can be found here....</a> <br /><br /><br />Enjoy!<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||boostx||01-28-2004||11:03 AM||||very good info <br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Ok, the "K Base" is up on my site for now! Please PM me suggestions and concerns. A big thanks to Mark Rieb for all his hard work. It will be updated with more info at appropriate periods of time!<br /><br /><a href="http://boostin.home.mchsi.com/wheelandtiremain.htm" target="_blank">GVR4 Wheel and Tire Information can be found here....</a> <br /><br /><br />Enjoy!<br /><br />KC </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||207.127.241.2||reg||14||john||00001419||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||01-28-2004||11:28 AM||||Awesome.  I heard the Sentra SER SpecV wheels will fit our cars.  If this is confirmed you could add it to the list.  Nice job!||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-28-2004||12:12 PM||||Hoosier Quick Time Pro D.O.T 26 x 9.5 x 16<br /><br />Hoosier says it's an 8in wide tread and it will be going on a 16x7 rota slipstream.  What do you think Mark, will they fit?  They are aweful pricey to screw up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||01-28-2004||02:02 PM||||Nice job, very informative! If  I could add something, the 92-96 prelude rims will fit, but they need to be massaged with a grinder to fit on the "hub-centic" part of our hubs. Also, the inner lip of the rear wheels rubs against the rear control arm, the arm needs to be notched. Just my .02  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||megaice||01-31-2004||05:07 AM||||Best guide ever!!!!! Thanks much||192.128.166.68||reg||14||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000006||markrieb||02-01-2004||08:43 PM||||Pivvay, <br /><br />Look at the tire and wheel chart and we'll work from there.<br /><br />The biggest problem I see is the 26" tire height for the slick as the stock tires are only 24" and change tall.<br /><br />The 8" tread width is not a problem as 8" x 25.4mm/inch = 203mm, well within what we can run.  Even 9.5" width is only 241 mm.<br /><br />Normally a 7" rim would be too narrow for that tire, but a drag tire is a bit of a different beast.  Run a slightly narrower rim for drag racing as that will give you more sidewall flex than compared to a wider rim.<br /><br />Two extra inches in height at that width is a bit much, plus you would be loosing significant gearing.<br /><br />Bottom line is that I'd look for a similar width tire, but shorter, maybe 25" tall at most.  Also realize that a slick will grow in height at speed.<br /><br />Also realize that I started this database/list for street tires and road race/autox tires and haven't paid too much attention to drag tires.  I don't have any information on fitment of drag radials.<br /><br /><br />Mark||4.10.180.87||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||02-01-2004||11:45 PM||||mark,<br /><br />Thanks for the response. I've been researching further and you are right. those 26"s are probably too tall. I'm going to run some 24.5" tall hoosiers instead. I'll update all the info here when I get them||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||fast_gvr4||02-03-2004||10:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> mark,<br /><br />Thanks for the response. I've been researching further and you are right. those 26"s are probably too tall. I'm going to run some 24.5" tall hoosiers instead. I'll update all the info here when I get them </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Too Tall? depends also on what 1st gear you are using. 26" with stock 1st gear might not work, but with a DSM 1st gear which is shorter, it souldn't be a problem.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||172.149.45.185||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||02-03-2004||10:39 PM||||too tall even with teh 1g first gear.  Comes directly from shep's mouth to me personally.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||02-03-2004||11:03 PM||||I have a question. You say all 240sx wheels will fit, yet their bore center size is smaller than ours...They are 66.1, we are 67.1 - Isnt this an issue?<br /><br />Also, is our lug thread pattern 12x1.25 or 12x1.50 - I think 1.50, but wanted to double-check!<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||02-10-2004||05:29 PM||||12 x 1.5.  Same as Toyota, Mazda, most domestics that have gone metric.  Nissan is 12 x 1.25.  I have lots of lugnuts of both sizes in my garage.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000012||Martin Chilcote||02-11-2004||07:53 PM||||for what it's worth: This summer I installed 17"x 7.5" wide Team Dynamic Mirage wheels w/ 37mm offset and 215-45-17 GDYR F1 tires....the slight buldge of the outer face of the tire is slightly past the fender.||12.110.136.91||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum2/004538.cgi
A||||18||Bobbo||Please say it isn't so...||||1||||Bobbo||00000641
Z||000000||Bobbo||01-28-2004||12:05 AM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||Well, I went to the dealership the other day to get an oil change (I would've done it, but I have no garage and its cold in Minnesota) and they told me that I had a leaking head gasket. I didn't really trust them seeing as how they told me awhile ago that I had to get a new manifold to replace my "bad" O2 sensor. Anywho, I checked my coolant and its between the min and max line. The oil doesn't look like milkshake either. When I drive a a certain period of time, the temp gauge would go past the halfway mark for a little bit and then proceed back to mid levels. This is my first turbocharged car and I know that they are prone to overheat easier than NA cars, but I never before have seen the temp gauge go beyond the half point until recently. Plus, once in awhile the check engine light would come on briefly, and then come off. Could it be that I need a new radiator and hoses? Upon physical inspection, there are melting spots on the radiator itself. The car has about 152k on it, new timing belt and water pump last year, ACT 2100, k&N filter, and free mods (removed wastegate selenoid and cansiter, and paper filter).<br />Just wanted some other opinions before I jump the gun on replacing the head gasket which is a pricey install.||170.224.224.38||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-28-2004||12:12 AM||||do a compression test. Doesn't always catch it but sometimes.<br /><br />If there is no:<br />white smoke<br />no pushing coolant<br />no coolant in the oil<br />no oil in the coolant<br />no bad compression test results<br /><br />I doubt you have a bad HG.  If some of those are true you may.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||G-GSX Turbo||01-28-2004||12:50 AM||||Did you ask how exactly they ascertained the conclusion you had a failed head gasket...Hmmmmmmm?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> <br /><br />Buy a coolant pressure tester. It will tell you for sure.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||01-28-2004||02:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> Did you ask how exactly they ascertained the conclusion you had a failed head gasket...Hmmmmmmm?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Buy a coolant pressure tester. It will tell you for sure. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He said it was a leaking head gasket not a failed one. They will leak oil or coolant before they will blow. So you may or may not see the low compression numbers and/ or a big leak with the coolant tester. Your best bet is to clean the head/block good and go from there. It may even just be the valve cover gasket or the thermostat housing.||65.177.240.114||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||chhuong||01-28-2004||03:23 AM||||actually i think if you do a cylinder leak down with a compression test it will tell you for sure!!  A leaky headgasket will usually leak oil before it fails, and you should be able to track it down from where the head meets the block and see if it runs down anywhere on the block!!||24.16.230.236||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||01-28-2004||08:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bobbo:<br /><strong>When I drive a a certain period of time, the temp gauge would go past the halfway mark for a little bit and then proceed back to mid levels.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Replace the stat, I had the same problem.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||01-28-2004||08:34 AM||||I second the compression test, I learned not to trust what the dealershit tells, that's why I work on my own stuff now.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||ConquestCat||01-28-2004||08:41 AM||||First, if you haven't already, find out exactly how it was leaking (oil outside the block, coolant outside the block, compression present in the coolant system, etc.).  A compression test is very simple to do; leakdown takes a little more patience, but still relatively simple.  I would try to retorque the heads before either replacing the head gasket or running the veh. hard again.  Testing the oil will give you results better than compression tests because it tests in ppm (parts per million), and will detect even the slightest coolant in the oil system (used to work for a company that made a $45k machine that fits on a desk that could do this, and when it was operational, it does awesome).  There was two truck stop companies that bought/leased a bunch of these machines: Flying J and Speedco.  For about $20 bucks and a sample as big as a bottle of baby food, they can give you results immediately.  Or your local parts store may have a kit you can buy and mail a sample in.<br />If you do need a head gasket, go with the 2000 galant metal gasket p/n MD349347 (I can get it for you for $90) and ARP head studs.  Would be awesome if you could at least port the exhaust side w/ a dye grinder to help w/ flow.  I'd replace all the exhaust manifold studs too- just my 1 cent.||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000008||rrustedcage||01-28-2004||08:42 AM||||can't they use ph strips or something like that to test for contaminates (carbon monoxide, etc) in the cooling system?  i know they can check for over pressurization of the cooling system.  they use an inline flow meter and let your engine idle for a while.  once your thermostat pops they can get a reading.  i was at a radiater place where i sat out there and bullshitted with them while they did it.  they ended up doing the test free.  quite nice of them actually.  i later had them rod out my radiator for me which was a waste of money considering the rod out was 75 and the new one was 120 shipped (bought it a month later because the plastic one cracked, poor reassembly?).  oh well.  i think i'm rambling.<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000009||BlackHole||01-28-2004||10:25 AM||||My mechanic just puts a sniffer up the tailpipe that detects coolant in the exhaust.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000010||HHIVR4||01-28-2004||02:41 PM||||i believe mine is on its last leg also..i havent been driving due to turbo shitting out but i noticed the other day (i drive about once a week) that coolant was steaming off the turbo under the exhaust mani heat sheild.i havent had a chance to get a good look as its been in the low 30's here for the past week and a half.i drive it to the store about 15 minutes ago and went ahead and installed my boost guage and gave it a good rev and it shit a little coolant out of the exhaust.i have to replace it anyway when i rebuild my cylinder head  soon so its not like i have to go out of my way to do it since i was going to do it anywayz.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000011||DMX84||01-28-2004||09:58 PM||||Bobbo, I agree with chhuong. A cylinder leak down tester also known as a differential cylinder pressure tester (MAC Tools pn# cld200m @  $100 bucks) could be what you need. But with this system you can check everything, head gaskets, valves & piston rings. If you have a military base near by and know someone that can get you in, try going to the auto hobby shop. They have tons of tools, lifts etc. They usually help with knowledge and will give some assistance if needed. I think that the standard compression test is a thing of the past. It does not tell you any thing other than that you have compression or the lack there of. Check it out and you will see.||67.235.102.193||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000012||Beemer||01-29-2004||12:02 AM||||If you already have a compression tester, I can tell you how to make a leakdown tester..free.  I made mine out of a cheap ass O'Reilly's 25 dollar compression tester.  It uses the same A4 fittings as an air compressor line to fit the line you screw into the spark plug hole to the actual gauge itself.  Now the part that screws into the spark plug hole has a schrader valve in it, just like your valve stem on your wheels.  Just take a valve stem core removal tool, remove the core of the schrader valve in the end that screws into the spark plug hole.  Take your valve cover off and lock the cams so the motor won't turn (obvioulsy at top dead center compression for whichever cylinder you are testing) and hook that hose up to an air compressor line that's pushing at least 120 psi.  You will feel air in one of 3 places.  Rushing out of the intake means a bad intake valve.  Out the exhaust?  Bad exhaust valve.  Out the breather hole where you add oil?  Bad rings.  Now this won't give you a percentage, but if you have been blowing your dipstick out and oil seals are leaking that are new, like your cam seals, this would show it.  Then, if you need to investigate it further, you buy the actual leakdown tester.  I know for a fact it finds bad exhaust valves in a hurry, and rings.  It will pop your dipstick out in a hurry if it has a good seal on it.||69.66.78.203||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000013||LunarShadow||01-29-2004||12:38 AM||||High coolant temperatures is a sign of a head gasket leak as exhaust gases push into the coolant flow.  Do the test the other guys have suggested.  <br /><br />Compared to other engine problems, a head gasket is not that bad in my opinion. It's just a real pain in the ass. If all the tests point to a head gasket, make sure the head is not warped.  The warping will show up if you place a straight edge across the top of the head.||172.137.189.59||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000014||Bobbo||01-30-2004||09:56 PM||||Thanks for all the input folks. Really appreciate it. Well, I decided to check on the reserve coolant tank again the other day, and guess what, it's empty. I thought my eyes were playing tricks on me, but once I took the cap off, all I saw were just a few drops of coolant and black deposits. Oh oh, so I check the radiator and its filled with coolant to the kneck. Hhmm, now I'm starting to get worried, but I couldn't stay outside too long cause its -12 and I'm getting icicles on my eyelashes! Ahh, also one of the tubes that connects to the cap came off and I don't know where that sucker goes. It's not the overflow tube that goes to the radiator, but the other one. I looked at the manual, but there is no mention of that tube and where it connects to.<br />Hhhmm, maybe when I get my taxes back, I should start looking for a new motor...||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||01-31-2004||12:48 AM||||Step 1.  Don't trust SATAN.  You went for a oil change and you were told you need a new head gasket.  I love it.<br /><br />SATAN once told me I needed a new clutch when I had a new 2600 installed.  <br /><br />I wouldn't trust SATAN to wash my car without doing something wrong.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||lambertvr4||01-31-2004||01:40 AM||||This may be a re-post of what's already been coverred, but I didn't want to read all this.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Did you check the oil filter housing?  If this coolant "sandwich" cracks then you're going to mix oil and coolant.  That COULD show some of the signs typical of a blown/leaking headgasket.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000017||DMX84||01-31-2004||11:34 AM||||Very good point lanbertvr4, I�ll bet that SATEN shagged the oil filter housing when they put the oil filter back on! If so they must replace it! Dealers do such crappy work how can the stay in business?  Bobbo this will be a good time to do the oil filter housing mod.||67.234.231.116||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000018||Bobbo||02-01-2004||11:02 PM||||DAMN SATAN TO HELL!!! This is the first time I heard that the damage of the oil filter housing could cause the coolant and oil to mix. What is this mod you speak of? I'll go check the site to see what the mod is if I can find it. Thanks again  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.119.34.39||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes



ubb/Forum2/004539.cgi
A||S||8||agrabau||Thread and fitting guide for 4G63 Cars||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||01-27-2004||06:38 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||I think that there are a lot of questions on this subject and this might be a good resource for those making waterlines/oil lines for the mitsubishi turbo, oil lines for the oil cooler etc.. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dentsport.com/fittings/index.htm" target="_blank">DSG 1</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dentsport.com/4G63hardware/index.htm" target="_blank">DSG 2</a> <br /><br />you can scroll through the menu. Please let me know if you find any bad information. <br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />AL<br /> <br /> <small>[ 01-28-2004, 12:07 AM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||01-27-2004||10:46 AM||||Alex, either you don't sleep or you don't have a girlfriend/wife or you don't have a job.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks for the data.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||01-27-2004||10:53 AM||||I'll take "A" sleep for $100. <br /><br />I have a 40hr/wk job, and a 20hr/wk job, full time player.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-27-2004||11:47 AM||||"Roll all day, ride all nite..."<br /><br />That should be "playah", foo!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||01-27-2004||03:47 PM||||This should probably get stickied in the Tech section.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||01-27-2004||11:51 PM||||What would I do without this board?  I know, I'd be paying some one some big time moolah for working on my ride.  Good job Alex..||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000006||stupidweirdo||02-07-2004||07:17 PM||||whats the thread of the oil cooler outlets on the oil filter housing? if ya know off hand, maybe something you could add||216.65.171.186||reg||1||stupidweirdo||00000625||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||02-17-2004||02:16 PM||||I believe that they are M16 * 1.5 thread. Someone tell me if I'm wrong.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||jazzguy||02-25-2004||06:11 PM||||How about fittings on the rubber brake hose between the front caliper and the steel brake line.....maybe then I could make my own SS brakelines.<br />thanks||66.186.170.40||reg||1||jazzguy||00000786||yes



ubb/Forum2/004540.cgi
A||||2||mistaVR4||Transmission P/N C11BPH?||||5||||mistaVR4||00003068
Z||000000||mistaVR4||01-28-2004||12:09 AM||tassap1@aol.com||I got a transmission with the prefix P/N  <b>C11BPH</b> printed right beneith it is  <b>HC2959</b>The casing is very similar to ours I thought it might be out of a EVO or some type of JDM 4g63-t. Can avyone ID this transmission?||198.81.26.43||reg||5||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||01-28-2004||09:05 PM||||All of this info has been copied and pasted from GalantVr4.org into this document. I take no responsibility for the accuracy of it. Sorry for the way its organized, but I wanted it to be the same way it was originally authored.<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br /><br />Transmission model numbers that I know will interchange with my 1991 <br />> Mitsubishi Galant VR4 AWD 5spd turbo:<br />> <br />> Model Comments<br />> <br />> W5M33-2-NQBK 91-2 Galant VR4 up to 4/92<br />> W5M33-2-NQBM 92 Galant VR4 mfg 5/92<br />> W5M33-2-NPXV 91-94 Eclipse AWD 5spd mfg 6/90-2/94<br />> W5M33-2-NNZT 95? Eclipse AWD 5spd mfg 3/94 [not sure about this <br />one]<br />> W5M33-2-NPZT 95-96 Eclipse AWD 5spd mfg 3/94-6/96<br />> <br />> From my friends with a switchable 2WD->4WD JDM Galant trans that I <br />> would LOVE to get a hold of:<br />> C5OPH-EK1420 or<br />> C5JPF-FL8420<br />> <br />> See   <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Tranny-switchable.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Tranny-switchable.html</a>   for more <br />details.<br />> <br />>> <br />> FYI: Other Mitsu AWD M/T trans of note that WILL NOT interchange <br />> (supposedly):<br />> <br />> W5MG1-0-FNBR 3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 4/90-5/92<br />> W5MG1-1-FNCR 3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 11/91-5/92<br />> W5MG1-2-FNBR or FCNR 3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 6/92-9/92<br />> W5MG1-3-FNBR or FCNR 3000GT 4WD w/ 4WS, 5spd mfg 10/92-5/93<br />> W6MG1-0-FNBR 3000GT 4WD w/ or w/o 4WS, 6spd mfg 6/93-end<br />> <br />> W5M33-2-NPZS 89-90 Eclipse AWD 5spd turbo mfg 3/89-6/90 [change <br />> shift linkage]<br />> W5M33-2-MUZT 97-99 Eclipse AWD 5spd turbo mfg 7/96-end<br />> <br />> W5M31-2-VQZH Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 6/89-5/90<br />> W5M31-2-VQBK Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 6/90-5/92<br />> <br />> W5M31-2-VNXL Expo-LRV 1.8 AWD non-turbo 5spd<br />> W5M33-2-NNXL Expo-LRV 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd<br />> W5M33-2-NNXL Expo 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 6/92-2/94<br />> W5M33-2-NNXZ Expo 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd mfg 5/91-5/92<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br />US TEL 1G 3/89 - 6/90 (shift link) -> w5m332npzs<br />US TEL 1G 6/90 - 2/94 -> w5m332npxv<br />US TEL 2G 3/94 - 6/96 -> w5m332npzt<br />US TEL 2G 7/96 and up -> w5m332muzt<br /><br />US spec GVR4 to 4/92 -> w5m332nqbk<br />US spec GVR4 5/92 and up -> w5m332nqbm<br /><br />US Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 6/89-5/90 -> w5m312vqzh<br />US Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 6/90-5/92 -> w5m312vqbk<br /><br />US Expo 1G AWD -> w5m33_mn__??? (Anyone know?)<br />US Expo-LRV 1.8 AWD non-turbo 5spd -> w5m312vnxl<br />US Expo-LRV 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5spd -> w5m332nnxl<br />US Expo 2.4 AWD non-turbo 6/92-2/94 -> w5m332nnxl<br />US Expo 2.4 AWD non-turbo 5/91-5/92 -> w5m332nnxz<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />w5m332 means they are for turbo AWD 4g63 powered 1G, GVR4 and evo 1-3 (don't know about evo iv and beyond, anyone?). <br /><br />nq -> is for the GVR4 (US and JDM)<br />np -> if the the US 1G and some 2G cars (up to 96; in '97 MMC switched from np to mu for the 2G)<br />c50ph -> is the switchable tranny (2wd/4wd)<br />c51ph -> if for the 88-89 JDM VR4 (early GVR4s) and select foreign market (a specimen was reported in Australia for example) GVR4s <br /><br />All of the above are compatible with the GVR4 3 bolt and the 1G 4 bolt rear diffs.<br /><br />wq -> is for the GVR4 RS and the evo1<br />evo2 and evo3 -> trannies each have letters that are different from all of the above and from one another.<br /><br />The wq and evo2 and evo3 trannies DO NOT work with the US GVR4 3 bolt nor the US 1G 4 bolt rear diffs. The above data was gathered from multiple lists over a period of two years. I have found no exceptions to date.<br /><br /><br />PS -- As an FYI there are some wierd ones, for which I cannot comment about their compatibility with US cars. I'd stay away from these. They are:<br /><br />nr -> unknown<br />f5m332sp -> unknown<br />w5m33?nn -> unknown<br />w5m33?mn -> unknown<br /><br /><br />W5M31 is a non turbo galant gsx <br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||mistaVR4||01-28-2004||10:44 PM||||Been there, done that, unless I'm blind or just tired  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    I didn't see this # on that list,  I can't find anyone that knows; anywhere, it's kind of weird, it looks just like ours except for a few small differences?  TRE coulden't even tell me what it was by reading the numbers, they recommended I send them pictures, which is what I'm about to do in few days,  I'll post them here so you guy's can see them too?<br /><br />Then we'll see who can ID the transaxle  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.43||reg||10||mistaVR4||00003068||yes



ubb/Forum2/004541.cgi
A||N||16||tikibeast||Galant - Faux VR4 conversion...||||1||||tikibeast||00003193
Z||000000||tikibeast||01-28-2004||05:06 AM||tikibeast@hotmail.com||besides the obvious lack of AWD are the majority of the VR4 part (IE: turbo, intercooler, etc.) bolt on capable for a standard galant?||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||01-28-2004||03:35 PM||||No ther are not.  <br />The base Galant FWD. Has a non-turno 4G63 motor that makes its' power from a high compression motor.  If you stick a turbo setup on that high mileage motor you will blow it.  Also: your FWD tranny is different||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||tikibeast||01-28-2004||05:48 PM||||if I were to lower the compression and beef up the internals...and would the tranny handle it? I want a GVR4 but it's pretty much impossible to find one around and the one I'm looking at will likely be gone by the time I have the cash for it...||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-28-2004||05:52 PM||||nope...regular GVR4 tranny's aren't that great to begin with so a weaker one to start with is asking for trouble||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||01-28-2004||05:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by tikibeast:<br /><strong> if I were to lower the compression and beef up the internals...and would the tranny handle it?<br /><br />NO....  get a 1G tranny<br /><br /> I want a GVR4 but it's pretty much impossible to find one around and the one I'm looking at will likely be gone by the time I have the cash for it... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000005||tikibeast||01-29-2004||01:09 AM||||1 gen as in 1 gen eclipse?||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000006||Bigfoot200200||01-29-2004||07:47 AM||||Hold out for a GVR4, you'll find one. California is car heaven. You dont want a FWD Galant, not even modded.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000007||yardhippie||01-30-2004||01:29 PM||||There is one up on ebay right now. And its still reasonable. And if that dont work, I now where a couple are. Most of those guys are like me... for the right amout of money... its always for sale. Send me an pm w/ you email and Ill see if I cant put you in touch w/ some folks.||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000008||fstrthnu||01-31-2004||11:56 PM||||I'm about to sell a 95 galant with a JDM 4g63t motor in it with about every mod you can list from turbo to body. if your interested...||66.119.33.170||reg||1||fstrthnu||00003442||yes
Z||000009||tikibeast||02-02-2004||01:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fstrthnu:<br /><strong> I'm about to sell a 95 galant with a JDM 4g63t motor in it with about every mod you can list from turbo to body. if your interested... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I truly wish but there are two simple issues, one the distance and two my lack of funds, the only reason I ask about a standard galant is because I could pickup this one down the street for about 300 because he wants to pay me back for a favor...||4.62.185.155||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000010||Bigfoot200200||02-02-2004||03:34 PM||||The GVR4 is fast because we can put down alot of power. With FWD your just going to have a heavy car that spins it's front tires. For $300 it might be a good buy for transportation because the Galants are well built, but dont try to turn it into a GVR4. Any motor mods you do to it should be transferable to a GVR4 down the road.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000011||tikibeast||02-03-2004||01:57 AM||||but how transferable are GVR4 mods to and from a galant?||4.62.185.155||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000012||slugsgomoo||02-03-2004||12:30 PM||||he could grab a 4g63t & tranny out of a 1g GS-T... that would get him a motor that would at least be swappable to a GVR4 if that was later the goal (and not a terrible platform to work on at that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> )<br /><br />Of course, the transmission wouldn't carry over, but i don't think that would be a huge concern. I'm not sure how "cheap" doing something like that (especially if only short term) would be.<br /><br />if that sounds like a good idea, and since you can get the car for $300, it might not be a terrible idea. obviously putting a turbo 4g63 into a G-GSX would be better, but you can't have everything.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  (there's a nice one here, if you look for it)||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000013||rallyart||02-03-2004||03:20 PM||||I got a 90 galant gsx. Will the turbo engine plug right in to my stock connection? What else do I needs for a complete transformation?||138.162.128.41||reg||1||rallyart||00002887||yes
Z||000014||ConquestCat||02-03-2004||05:45 PM||||The GSX (NT/DOHC/AWD galant) or the GS (NT/DOHC) will accept all the turbo parts (just bolting them on) but there are some diff's; no Knock sensor (this can be added relatively easy but you will need a turbo ECU), and saturated injectors (no injector resistor).  The turbo parts will not fit if the engine is the 1.5 (supposedly the 1.8 has the same dimensions on the exhaust manifold gasket so I've been told, but the 1.5 definately not).  The Knock sensor keeps you from detonating (you'll need a turbo computer) and the injector resistor will allow you to run turbo injectors (you can get aftermarket bigger saturated injectors, but the ecu won't be able to handle it).  I turbocharged a DOHC 1.6 non-turbo mirage and encountered a lot of the issues you will.  But with the mirage it only weighed around 2200 to 2300 pounds, so it was still quick even for a FWD.  To each his own; if you want to turbo-charge a FWD, go for it.  Don't let people discourage you; hey, the eclipses came FWD.  If you turbo a non-turbo motor, just remember too much boost will blow the motor, leaning out (why the turbo injectors are important) will end the fun fast, and no intercooler will cook that engine, well done!  I agree that you'll have tranny issues; best to go to the turbo FWD tranny from an eclipse.  Just wanted to add that I did change the rod bearings out, which I strongly suggest (would be nice also to install arp studs and a head gasket spacer to lower compression).||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000015||ConquestCat||02-03-2004||08:31 PM||||btw, those of you with a GSX galant; your gear ratios are different from all other AWD turbo mitsu cars (gvr4's and eclipse AWD's are interchangeable).  Due to this, if you blow your tranny, you will either have to find another GSX galant, or change the tranny and rear end to an eclipse or gvr4.  You have been fairly warned.||67.33.108.63||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000016||tikibeast||02-05-2004||05:37 AM||||well...after listening to the wisdom of the experienced I'll either have to wait patiently and pray that there's one around (reasonably close) or give up and go the 3/s route...||4.62.185.155||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes



ubb/Forum2/004542.cgi
A||||4||bujang_hensem||tuning vr4 engine||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||01-28-2004||07:11 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||guy, which of this method are the best?<br /><br />1. Wideband + dyno tune (can't see knock)<br />2. Datalogger/pocketlogger (MMCD)<br />3. A/F meter + exzos temp meter (can guest knock  <br />   with temp meter)<br />4. TMO knock Box..anyone has try this?<br /><br />please advice||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-28-2004||08:19 AM||||wideband+pocketlogger+dyno||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||01-28-2004||09:17 AM||||add a EGT||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000003||supasigma||01-28-2004||01:49 PM||||bujang u got the cable for the pocket logger?which model u using for the logging?||210.195.228.51||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes
Z||000004||Cybernerd2||01-28-2004||07:48 PM||||the DigitalTuning is the best so far. I am using it on my JDM GVR4.<br /><br />I think Malaysian GVR4 are the JDM version so it should work as well.||218.208.7.195||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum2/004543.cgi
A||||2||tplesko||Jeff: Maximum ECU Airflow Reading||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||01-28-2004||10:48 AM||||This is mostly a question for Jeff:<br /><br />Is there a maximum airflow reading (Hz) that the stock ECU can understand before anything detrimental happens? My GVR4 is currently seeing over 3000 Hz at 18 psi and 6500 rpms on pump gas. I'm turning it up to 25psi + this weekend on the dyno so I'll be pushing even more air.<br /><br />Do you have any capability to run a 1g ECU up to 10kHz and remove this "check" if needed? I know you are horribly busy so I don't expect an answer right away but if you get a chance.<br /><br />From Dave Mertz via NABR:<br />quote:<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />I believe Dave wired an ECU up on the bench and fed it up to a 10khz MAF signal before things started overflowing internally.<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />This was on a DSMLink chip. The stock ECU has a limit on the maximum airflow value that it considers to be valid, and this check has been removed in the DSMLink chip. I'm not absolutely sure of my calculations, but at 6500 rpm that stock limit may correspond to a bit over 2800 Hz (both 1G and 2G). It varies proportionally with rpm above some intermediate rpm that I haven't determined for the 1G but is about 3000 rpm for the 2G.<br /><br />Dave||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-28-2004||12:41 PM||||I get 2404 hz according to the SAFC. Car keeps accelerating, but that number hovers right there. <br />Have the translator; not sure how much difference that makes. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-28-2004||12:47 PM||||Thanks Tom. Are you modifying that signal with the AFC appreciably?  The AFC shows pre modified airflow on the screen.<br /><br />I saw 2998 Hz last night in 1st gear at 8300 at only 18psi.  We'll see what happens this weekend at 25+   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004544.cgi
A||||3||91 #680||bolt size...embarrasing ?||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||01-28-2004||12:04 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I can't believe it, but I dont have a socket that fits or comes near the size of the threaded bolt where the oil filter threads on.  It's the bolt that is used to tighten the oil cooler to the oil housing..what size is it?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||01-28-2004||03:32 PM||||22 or 24mm...||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||01-28-2004||03:50 PM||||24mm||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||01-28-2004||03:55 PM||||MustGoFaster is the man!||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum2/004545.cgi
A||||0||anomalyva||Anyone got a Buschur CAI to work on the stock FMIC?||||1||||anomalyva||00003197
Z||000000||anomalyva||01-28-2004||04:05 PM||requiemofanomaly@speedpost.net||The car I bought has one, but the previous owner said he couldn't get it to fit until he got an upgraded front mount.  Has anyone got this piece to fit on the stock fmic?||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes



ubb/Forum2/004546.cgi
A||||2||coop||transfer case rebuild||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-28-2004||04:24 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||is there a way to rebuild our cases?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||maninblack||01-28-2004||09:22 PM||||I just purchased a rebuilt t-case from shepherd racing.  If you email him I'm sure he could do one for you.   <a href="http://www.shepracing.com" target="_blank">web page</a>||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-28-2004||10:22 PM||||You can also order parts to do it.  I have not myself, but it appears a whole lot simpler than a trans rebuild.||65.73.152.148||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/004547.cgi
A||||1||bujang_hensem||evo 3 RS fuel pump flow ||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||01-28-2004||08:04 PM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||anybody know how big it will flow? are this fuel pump flow more than nissan silvia sr20det s14 (180lph) because i'm using it right now||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||MX4||01-29-2004||12:39 AM||||Only good for 100lph <br />Ryan||202.180.83.6||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes



ubb/Forum2/004548.cgi
A||||27||dc_style||turbo for 2.4??||||5||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||01-28-2004||08:50 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||so i'm going to the 2.4 route with a block from a hyundai. i was wondering what turbo would you all reccomend for me to put on there? that is, something that's not too extreme. i was looking at the evo 3 16g but some said the 2.4 would kill it? opinions? comments? thanks alot guys.||24.118.172.38||reg||5||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||01-28-2004||08:54 PM||||That 2.4 will swallow the 16G whole......<br /><br /><br />Go with a 60-1.   That 2.4 will spool that 60-1 like a 2.0 spools a big 16G.  <br /><br /><br />G-||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||01-28-2004||09:15 PM||||25G||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-28-2004||09:16 PM||||20g, 14b, 19c<br /><br />This is pointless without knowing your goals. What do you want out of the car?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||dc_style||01-28-2004||09:28 PM||||i was hoping for around the 350 range... but no clue about the turbos.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||01-28-2004||09:46 PM||||get a 20g then. Simple will make 350 and then some and will spool like crazy on the 2.4. Everyone always wants to go crazy with the turbo choice but tried and true works great.<br /><br />Just my 0.02 from someone sorta fast||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||dc_style||01-28-2004||09:51 PM||||anyone have a 20g they want to let go cheap for a fellow member?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000007||lambertvr4||01-29-2004||12:32 AM||||I just posted up some dyno numbers in another thread about 2.3L stroker motors.  Close to the 2.4L.  The car has 9psi at 3100RPM and makes 385hp at the wheels on pump gas at 18psi.  That's a 2.3L stroker, 9:1, TEC-3, sheetmetal intake, 272's, 60-1 w/ .82A/R Stage 3 exhaust.  Spoolup is quick.  Probably not as quick as a 20G would be, but the car also pumped out 508hp on C16 race fuel and 26psi. <br /><br />It's all in what you want to accomplish.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||01-29-2004||12:56 AM||||<a href="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g1cat/turbo.htm" target="_blank">http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g1cat/turbo.htm</a> <br />Extreme Technologies/PTE Super Street Turbos <br />New custom designed turbochargers built in custom cast turbine housings for a direct fit with all the benefits of Garrett's new technology. Available in several different trim sizes to help support increasing horsepower levels from the max rated hp of 425 on the 50 to 680 on the 56, with a nice 580 on the 60 to meet all levels of performance. Available internally gated also. Custom oil lines required and available upon request<br /><br />Screw a lame 20G, garrett T3 baby that will get you moving   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   . Extreme (and I am sure other do the same) has a garrett t3 wheel in a mitsu housing to bolt up to the stock style manifold. Or go for the real deal a T3 manifold with a T3 turbo, or if you like to break stuff T3/T4 or the   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   T4 you can run a semi off that bad boy.||65.177.240.142||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||01-29-2004||01:00 AM||||blah blah...he wanted 350.  20g will be well over that on  a stroker and it's tried and true.  If he wanted 500+ I would have suggested something else.<br /><br />Everyone is always on the latest and greatest but sometimes it's not needed.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||dc_style||01-29-2004||02:18 AM||||could i make over 350 easily with the 20g? i've been told the t3/t4 is nice too. i dunno tho. anyone upgrading even bigger, want to sell me their turbo?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000011||dc_style||01-29-2004||02:21 AM||||i was looking at the one in the for sale section by 16gkid?||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000012||AWDpower||01-29-2004||03:01 AM||||A friend on mine just put a 2.3 stroker with a EVO 16G in his GVR4. His goal is a fat torque curve and a wide power band rather then peak HP. The car is almost done, I'll let you know how it works out.||63.203.77.143||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||01-29-2004||10:32 AM||||Yes. People go low 11s and high 10s on a 20g at sealevel. With a stroker you'll spool it fast as hell.  You wouldn't be disappointed.  It works with you 2g manifold too and you can *always* sell it later if you get the need for more than low 11s.  I've had 10 offers to buy my 20g already and I'm not even ready to sell it yet.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||dc_style||01-29-2004||03:07 PM||||how much have people been offering you? i really want a 20g... which kind hsould i look for. right now, i'm lacking funds.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   buuuut... i believe i have found someone to buy my eclipse...||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000015||ConquestCat||01-29-2004||03:30 PM||||One important thing to remember is the 2.3/2.4 set-up will spool the turbo up as much as 800rpm (give or take 100) earlier.  16g's spool up fast on a 2.0.  If you're gonna autocross, that may be the way to go because you can stay in the power band longer, but if you're going for fastest 1/4 times, 20g/25g.  I've got a buddy that has a GT 30/37 ballbearing that is awesome on spool-up, but not cost-effective because spool-up won't be an issue with a stroked motor (for more or less street use).||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000016||BlackHole||01-29-2004||03:31 PM||||I'm with pivvay - what do you want it to do? Pump or race fuel? AutoX or drag? etc. 350hp is easy - how do you want to make it? Turbo selection is always a compromise - a 20G sized or smaller turbo would be better for low end spool but the 2.3 will push it out of the efficient part of the map at high rpm+boost. A bigger compressor will be more efficient up top but you'll have to give up some bottom end.<br /><br />[soapbox]<br />Educate yourself. The engine is a system of parts that all have to work together and should be treated as such. There are plenty of people with cars that have all the "right" parts but don't perform worth crap since the parts aren't "right" for each other. There are plenty of resources here and on other DSM sites that will teach you everything you could ever want to know if you want to learn.<br />[/soapbox]<br /><br />AWDpower, keep us updated on the 2.3/EVO 16G. A wide powerband is my goal too, but I estimated that a 2.3 with that turbo would be making ~10psi boost near 2000rpm and suck that turbo dry by 5000rpm. I'd love to see that torque curve and how the dyno correlate to my calculations!||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000017||dc_style||01-29-2004||03:36 PM||||i want to achieve the goal of 350+ on race fuel. of course i'd get all the supporting mods and such. tuning is key as many have told me. <br /><br />i hear the would be eaten up. i just wanted something that would spool up like a 16g on a 2.0. something that gives overall performance... thanks guys for your help. i'm still faily new.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000018||dc_style||01-29-2004||03:41 PM||||ah yes... what would i need to support the 20g. same as 16g? 550s, safc, fuel pump, afr?||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000019||tikibeast||02-01-2004||03:56 PM||||but does the 2.4 just bolt in or am I missing something?!||4.62.185.155||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000020||RTS182G-VR4||02-01-2004||04:38 PM||||if you wanna go the t4 route, i have one for sale. its a turbonetics and has a ball bearing center section.  it would support way more than 350hp though. <br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000021||LunarShadow||02-01-2004||05:01 PM||||I'll have to support Pivvay's position and I'll add to it.  You need to figure out what you want.  You should be able to attain 350hp with a 2.0L.  I don't know why you are going with 2.4L.  You will spend a heap on that alone to do it right.  You made no mention of your future goals or where you are now with the car right now.  <br /><br />The way I figure, if you are moving to the 2.4L, you shouldn't be asking this question.  This comment comes from my past attempts to reach higher than my knowledge will allow.  I took a step back and went with a simpler plan.  Knowledge will only get you so far; pratical experience is a whole different deal.  Set your budget and set your goals.  Don't do everything at once.<br /><br />I know that a car with 330-350hp with a good set up and a proper tune can make one smile like flip top trash can.  What do you want?  Much more than that on a daily basis will cause other problems.<br /><br />On the other hand, If you have lot's of $$ to blow, swing away.||172.151.179.87||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000022||dc_style||02-01-2004||07:27 PM||||yea. i have since decided to stick with the 2.0. i'm getting evo 16g, cheaper. i'll be able to get the power i want and hopefully still keep a reliable daily driver. thanks for allthe info guys, hopefully it helped others as well.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.25.255.26||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000023||tikibeast||02-02-2004||01:44 AM||||that still leaves me wondering where the hyundia motor swap came from? is there a site I can look up for more info...(reading material...I need a GVR4 and a few years modding it before I'd want to swap the motor...just like my old ranger)||4.62.185.155||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000024||dc_style||02-02-2004||09:39 AM||||hyunda motors were made by mitsusbishi.. a 6 bolt 4g64, 2.4L. take the short block, and bolt it onto our 4g64 head.. and there you have it! 4g63/4g64t hybrid engine. more displacement.. more torque.. turbo spools up like crazy. it's full mixed opinions and all about personal preference.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000025||tikibeast||02-03-2004||02:00 AM||||so it's that easy to just bolt in? no complications? what about the strength of the new bottom end?||4.62.185.155||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000026||tikibeast||02-05-2004||05:39 AM||||bump||4.62.185.155||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000027||BlackHole||02-05-2004||06:39 AM||||Don't bump - SEARCH! This has been discussed ad nauseam.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/004549.cgi
A||||16||chauffeur1st||Water in trunk.....spare tire area..||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||01-28-2004||09:45 PM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||Like it says in the thread topic, I have alot of water that builds up in the spare tire compartment... I unpluged the drain plug and leaked it out, but I have no clue where it is coming in from... anyone have any ideas... oh yea I also have some water that build up on the side little compartement I drained it out too..(muffler side) <br /><br />thanks in advance<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||sk8bored||01-28-2004||10:05 PM||||it is the same problem you had with your windows except that the black goo is around your tail light housing. remove the trunk liner and feel the wetness around the lights. you will also want to crawl under the back of your car and remove the rubber grommets at the bottom of the quarter panels and watch the water drain out.||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||01-28-2004||10:08 PM||||Make sure your trunk weatherstrip isn't cracked or broken also.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||DMX84||01-28-2004||10:10 PM||||You checked the obvious, trunk lid seal and such. I�m thinking the rear window is leaking. Try witting the trunk lid a little at a time, spraying one side of the trunk at a time until you have completely tested the trunk seal. Then start on the rear window. You should be able to duplicate the leak since you have as much water as described.||67.235.102.193||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000004||chauffeur1st||01-28-2004||10:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sk8bored:<br /><strong> it is the same problem you had with your windows except that the black goo is around your tail light housing. remove the trunk liner and feel the wetness around the lights. you will also want to crawl under the back of your car and remove the rubber grommets at the bottom of the quarter panels and watch the water drain out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought that too, but it seems as if it is only wet in my spare tire area...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    I dont know I will get out there and check it out soon as it stops raining.. I let the water out, it was alot...<br /><br />Make sure your trunk weatherstrip isn't cracked or broken also.<br /><br />Yea I dont have water anywhere else in my trunk except those two places....<br /><br />thanks<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000005||chauffeur1st||01-28-2004||10:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DMX84:<br /><strong> You checked the obvious, trunk lid seal and such. I�m thinking the rear window is leaking. Try witting the trunk lid a little at a time, spraying one side of the trunk at a time until you have completely tested the trunk seal. Then start on the rear window. You should be able to duplicate the leak since you have as much water as described. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea that is my next project Im gettin my rear window resealed alone with my side sail windows.. That damn butle crap is gettin on my nerves.. Thanks I will try that||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||01-29-2004||12:35 AM||||My daytona had the same thing when I bought it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  and I mean it had ALOT of water in it the thing was a damn bird bath. Only the spare tire area, I drained all the water and never had a problem since and this was over 5 years ago now.||65.177.240.142||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||LunarShadow||01-29-2004||12:45 AM||||I suspect a leak around the lights too.  If you look at the trunk, there is a large lip in addtion to the seal.  I think it would be hard for the water to get by the lip and the seal.  <br /><br />Try this, lay some news paper or paper towel flat in the trunk area.  Close the drunk hose it down and to simulate rain.   Look for drip marks or a trail leading to the spare tire area.||172.137.189.59||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||01-29-2004||12:53 AM||||Isn't the sunroof drain in the trunk area on the passenger side?<br /> I can't recall but that could be part of the issue as well.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||01-29-2004||06:44 AM||||Lights or antenna mast seal.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||jayru||01-29-2004||10:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Lights or antenna mast seal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ditto.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||01-29-2004||11:58 AM||||I had exactly the same problem in the muffler area after an enormous week of rain.  It could have been there before the rains, but I just happened to be building a mount for my battery box in the trunk and pulled back the lining -- surprise!<br /><br /> I sealed around the taillamp with black rubber caulk and it solved the problem, however I would also suspect the windows.  Never did figure out how to drain that section and had to mop out about 4" of water.  I guess I didn't look hard enough for that grommet.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||miturra||01-30-2004||03:35 PM||||My car collects water in both fender wells behind the covers. The spare tire area has no water. I suspect it to be the drains from my sunroof.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000013||chauffeur1st||01-30-2004||04:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hondo:<br /><strong> My car collects water in both fender wells behind the covers. The spare tire area has no water. I suspect it to be the drains from my sunroof. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Someone correct me here if I'm wrong but isnt the sunroof drain come out to the front feder area..?<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000014||Arty||01-30-2004||05:17 PM||||I just couldn't trace where water was getting into the right nside of my boot. I took a chance and removed the tail light, at one spot on the butyl rubber I could see it was coated 180 degrees with dust showing that the butyl wasn't bridging the gap at that spot. The leak stopped when I replaced the butyl rubber.<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000015||4g63t||01-30-2004||05:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chauffeur1st:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hondo:<br /><strong> My car collects water in both fender wells behind the covers. The spare tire area has no water. I suspect it to be the drains from my sunroof. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Someone correct me here if I'm wrong but isnt the sunroof drain come out to the front feder area..?<br /><br />Jason </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The sunroof has a drain at each corner. 1 to each front fender and one to each rear fender. The drain tube would be good to check also.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000016||REB||01-30-2004||07:02 PM||||My son had the same problem with his car, that being water in the spare tire well. What we did was, spray water on the trunk with a garden hose while one of us with a flash light, looked around inside the trunk through the back sit access panel.  Turns out one of the driver side tailight was leaking.  Took off the tail light and it turned out to be the gasket was bad, removed and replaced.  Problem solved,||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes



ubb/Forum2/004550.cgi
A||||8||kazerak2||how do i take the wheel hub off||||4||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||01-28-2004||10:00 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i need to know how to take off the front wheel drivers hub, or at least know how to chang the wheel studs.||12.217.60.215||reg||4||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||01-28-2004||10:19 PM||||Well, the front is the bad one.  To do it right, you have to take the front knuckle off and have the hub pressed out of the front bearing.  The ABS rotor also needs to be removed to access the front studs.||65.73.152.148||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||kazerak2||01-28-2004||10:28 PM||||i have the rotor and the knukle off how do i get to the bearing or what do i do from there||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||01-28-2004||11:13 PM||||I pm'd you back.  Have to press the hub shaft out to get clearance.||65.73.152.148||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||01-28-2004||11:37 PM||||You have to spit them apart - either with a press or a mallet and a brass punch. Have fun, its a pain.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||01-29-2004||07:40 AM||||Take it to a shop. Mine laughed at my 12 ton press. The shop checked all specs, gauranteed the work and charged $20 per side.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||pisces_0||01-29-2004||11:08 AM||||Unless you have a hub bearing puller or a press in your garage I'd suggest taking it to a shop and having it done.  The job is an absolute bear!  This summer one of my friends got a little ambitious while tightening one of the lugs on my car.  SNAP!  Luckily his brother is the gen. manager at a local shop.  The use of a hub puller, press and all the "right" tools really sped up the job.||216.251.181.95||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000007||kazerak2||01-29-2004||11:11 PM||||i would take it to a shop but i cant, reason being is that all 4 of my wheel studs are broken and its in my garage on jacks. i wish it was at a shop. or at least had the right tools||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000008||Ant||01-30-2004||08:35 AM||||I remembered typing this out not too long ago<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003046" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003046</a><br /><br />That should help.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes



ubb/Forum2/004551.cgi
A||||0||Remo||ECU Pinout diagram for early JDM VR4 needed||||1||||Remo||00002786
Z||000000||Remo||01-29-2004||06:50 AM||guyluke@hotmail.com||Hi..  does anyone have the pinout diagram for a 1988 (1G) JDM VR4 ECU,  I looked on VFAQ but they only have the USDM version.<br /><br />thanks in advance...<br /><br />Guy<br />1988 JDM VR4||144.132.4.178||reg||1||Remo||00002786||yes



ubb/Forum2/004552.cgi
A||||3||GalantVR-4||rear caliper brake line.||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||01-29-2004||11:18 AM||||Hi there,<br /><br />When changing the rear brake pads, theres only one bolt that hold the caliper down right?  <br /><br />I took that bolt out and the caliper was loose but i couldn't left it up because the brakeline was in the way.  What do you do about the rear brake line that hits the caliper?<br /><br />Is there anything to look out for when doing the rears?.<br /><br />Thanks||65.164.228.187||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||01-29-2004||05:40 PM||||You have to disconnect the parking brake cable from the caliper to rotate it up fully and pull it out of the caliper bracket.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||GalantVR-4||01-30-2004||03:55 AM||||Hmm i'll take another look at it soon,  Anything i should watch out for?<br /><br />Thanks||64.175.35.112||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000003||mitsuvr4||01-30-2004||10:42 AM||||Yeah, the rear caliper pistons screw in, not push in.<br /><br />The new pads will be thicker and you'll have to recess the piston in order for the new ones to fit.  You can either buy the special tool that slots into the piston or be cheap and try using a needle nose pliers.  Just be careful not to tear or poke the piston seal because then you'll have to rebuild the caliper.<br /><br />Good luck!!||134.29.247.50||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes



ubb/Forum2/004553.cgi
A||||18||agrabau||Boost gauge readings HGMM HGIN LBS||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||01-29-2004||12:26 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||So this morning I was finishing some work and I began wondering why many boost gauges have positive manifold pressure measured in LBS and vacuum measured in inches of mercury (HG/in) or European style Millimeters of mercury (HG/MM) for those with Japanese gauges. Does anyone know? From what I understand of weather readings and barometers, normal atmospheric pressure is 30hg/in which converts to 14.7psi (1 Bar) So, if that's true, why not do vac. readings in the same scale on the gauge? <br /><br />So.. the gauge would go plus 30, minus 15 or whatever. There must be a reason. <br /><br />I just finished designing a vacuum chamber that's going to get pumped out to 10^-9 bar. that's 1/1000000000 of an atmosphere. Hoo waa. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dentsport.com/nrims" target="_blank">Link</a> for those interested in this digression. (my friend Bob is in the pics. He's the welder)<br /><br />So what of the gauges?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-29-2004||12:37 PM||||ALEX, GET BACK TO WORK AND QUIT FUCKING AROUND.||64.240.175.254||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||01-29-2004||12:52 PM||||Ken, you've just presented me with a classic conundrum, reply and show that I really am not very busy.. let it sit and pretend I'm working hard or get my nose to the grindstone purely out of guilt borne from your post. I'll have to think about this after a brief nap at my desk..||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-29-2004||03:38 PM||||It's simple, really.<br /><br />Pounds per square inch is a measure of pressure on a surface.  If there is no pressure on the surface (vacuum) you have zero pounds per square inch of force.  Just like you're not traveling a negative speed when you're going backwards.<br /><br />Inches of mercury is a measure of vacuum.  It correlates to a method of measuring whereas mercury in a tube will expand to fill the space of the removed air.   If there is pressure applied to such a device you'll have a hard time getting less than 0 inches of travel as the air will compress long before the mercury lowers, if at all.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||01-29-2004||05:26 PM||||So Ryan, what you're saying is that even though the units are convertable from one to another that the traditional way to measure vac is HG/In and positive in lbs? What i don't get is that in the scientific community BAR is measured  + and -.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Evilnissan||01-29-2004||05:36 PM||||Very interesting.<br /><br />Just what excatly is the uber vacume chamber used for???? makeing a small marshmellow expand to the size of a of a small car.???||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||01-29-2004||07:11 PM||||This is what the chamber is used for. It's a spectrometer. I'm not too down with the science. These are the people i designed it for, and if you can get through reading this stuff you'll have an idea of what it's all about. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.nrims.hms.harvard.edu/about_mims.php" target="_blank">http://www.nrims.hms.harvard.edu/about_mims.php</a> <br /><br />EDIT:<br />I'll elaborate a little since I think Chris is interested. Spectroscopy is a practice of bombarding a substance with  an electron gun (that produces an electon beam) The substance in this case is different medical samples. The charge is great enough to break the molecule into cations and radical ions (both carry a different charge) they are separated by passing through a magnetic field. The fragments travel through a lens array and are collected for sampling.  The electron gun produces 50KV. That's Kilovolts. Dayum! <br /><br />So.. what I do exactly is design stuff. I'm an engineer who's not really an engineer. I didn't go to school for it is what I'm saying. This is a contract job and my day job is doing the same thing basically at BU. <br /> <br /><br />My first day on the job I thought I was going to make a Smurf city inside the vacuum chamber but i was told to shut up. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||01-29-2004||07:11 PM||||Alex, you are absolutely insane! I'm tired of trying to figure it out, what the heck do you do?||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||01-29-2004||07:27 PM||||i think alex is really a proctologist, and gets kinda wierd from the fumes.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||01-29-2004||07:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i think alex is really a proctologist, and gets kinda wierd from the fumes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ohhh, so that's why he always does this weird 2-finger handshake...||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||01-29-2004||10:01 PM||||I use the middle finger of the shaking-hand to caress your palm gently... <br /><br /><br />(this used to be a tech question  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||01-29-2004||10:51 PM||||And what about the 20 hour/week job? You pimpin'?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||01-30-2004||05:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> So Ryan, what you're saying is that even though the units are convertable from one to another that the traditional way to measure vac is HG/In and positive in lbs? What i don't get is that in the scientific community BAR is measured  + and -. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, I didn't say shit about bar and no, inches of mercury and pounds per square inch are NOT interchangable.   One is a measure of pressure (positive force) and the other is a measure of vacuum ('negative force').<br /><br />I'm telling you that if there is a vacuum on something there is zero positive force on it (from the 'inside' or source of the vacuum -- in most cases the positive force would be the 'outside' force of one atmosphere).  These units of measure do not go below zero.  Like if I asked you how many prostitutes you had sex with tonight you would'nt say minus 35 thousand, you'd say zero.  (I guess)<br /><br />BAR is another measure of atmospheres... so it is <i>relative to the pressure at sea level</i>, it can be less than zero.  It isn't necesarily measuring pressure or vacuum, only the relation to the "normal" presence of atmosphere. <a href="http://acept.la.asu.edu/PiN/rdg/vacuum/vacuum.html" target="_blank">http://acept.la.asu.edu/PiN/rdg/vacuum/vacuum.html</a><br /><br /><i>Whatever</i>.  I'm going to put my 4G63 in a Yugo now...||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||agrabau||01-30-2004||08:56 AM||||Hertz, I understand what you're saying. The prostitute analogy brought it together for me. <br /><br />You say that they aren't interchangeable but BAR at sea level is 29.xx and that equates to 14.7lbs which equates to 1 bar. I do get what you're saying about negative and I've used a barometer so I get that part too. <br /><br />This is what I don't get:<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">BAR is another measure of atmospheres... so it is relative to the pressure at sea level, it can be less than zero. It isn't necesarily measuring pressure or vacuum, only the relation to the "normal" presence of atmosphere. <a href="http://acept.la.asu.edu/PiN/rdg/vacuum/vacuum.html</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">" target="_blank">http://acept.la.asu.edu/PiN/rdg/vacuum/vacuum.html[/QUOTE]</a> <br /><br />Because that paragraph contradicts itself. Bar is a measure of pressure, whether it's relative to one atmosphere or another. A barometer measures pressure and that's how the mercury rises. I would agree that Bar isn't, then, a measure of pressure below what we'll call a "normal atmospheric" condition. I guess that answers my question then hunh. <br /><br />Thanks for the info! <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000014||mikeyoung00||01-30-2004||11:08 AM||||Don't worry, Alex. You got it. You can not, in fact, talk about negative bars except relative to normal atmospheric pressure at STP (in the sense that there is more pressure on the OTHER side of the surface, in which case the side you are referencing might be considered to have negative bars, I guess). But this would be just like talking about negative lb/sq.ft. <br /><br />You can talk about fractional bars. i.e. pressure that is lower than atmospheric. In that sense, a total vacuum (or the inside of your box for all practical purposes) would have a pressure of zero bars. But if your baseline is normal atmospheric pressure, then I guess you could say the inside of the box has nearly infinite negative bars.<br /><br />I think I'm ready for the bar. (And its only 10:09AM...Ahhhh, but its also Friday!)||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000015||markrieb||02-01-2004||08:22 PM||||To figure this out you need to differentiate between psig (gauge) and pisa (ambient).  Our boost gauges measure in psig, which is the pressure above the ambient atmospheric pressure (nominally 14.7 psi).  You could measure boost/vacuum using psia from 0 (perfect vacuum) to say 50 psia, but you'd confuse the hell out of everybody when you told them you run around 25 psi stock (14.7 + ~11 psig).<br /><br />To measure atmospheric pressure, you use a manometer filled with either mecury (Hg) or water.  As atmospheric pressure changes due to the weather, the inches of Hg or water will change.  A manometer is just a simple, easy way to measure vacuum that is commonly used.  Mecury is used to keep the number small.<br /><br />High vacuum applications like what Alex is talking about is usually measured in Torr.  <br /><br />To compare equivalents (like what you would see with the car off):<br /><br />1.00 atmosphere<br />1.01 Bar<br />101.325 kPa (the metric/scientific unit)<br />14.70 psia<br />0.00 psig<br />0.00 inches Hg vacuum<br />29.92 inches Hg barometer/manometer<br />0.00 inches water vacuum<br />760 mm-Hg or Torr<br /><br /><br />At idle, you should see:<br /><br />0.33 atmosphere<br />0.34 bar<br />33.618 kPa<br />4.88 psia<br />-9.82 psig<br />20 inches Hg vacuum<br />9.93 inches Hg barometer<br />-272.12 inches water<br />252.16 Torr<br /><br />At 20 psig of boost you would see<br /><br />2.36 atmosphere<br />2.39 bar<br />239.220 kPa<br />34.7 psia<br />20.0 psig<br />-40.72 inches Hg vacuum (minus vacuum would be positive pressure/boost)<br />70.64 inches Hg barometer<br />554.21 inches water<br />1794.3 Torr<br /><br /><br />In short, the inches or mm of mecury for vacuum is just convenient as is psig or bar or kPa.<br /><br />Mark||4.10.180.87||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000016||Mitsuturbo||02-01-2004||09:30 PM||||hmm.. i was hoping to see KG/CM and mm/Hg, since every boost controller i've ever had reads that way as well||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000017||markrieb||02-03-2004||01:11 AM||||1 kg/cm2 = 98.07 kPa<br /><br />So in our examples above:<br /><br />0 psig = 1.03 kg/cm2<br /><br />20 psig = 2.44 kg/cm2<br /><br />So kg/cm2 is approximately bar<br /><br />Mark||4.10.180.87||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000018||Notorius||02-03-2004||01:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> The electron gun produces 50KV. That's Kilovolts. Dayum! <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">not quite 50KV but i figure its impressive enough (500,000V)<br /><br /><a href="http://www.minmatar.com/bing/vids/arc.mpeg" target="_blank">http://www.minmatar.com/bing/vids/arc.mpeg</a>||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes



ubb/Forum2/004554.cgi
A||||6||a_santos||Coolant Everywhere, Need help.||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||01-29-2004||03:49 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys.<br /><br />My car broke down a few days ago on the coldest day we have had so far here is MI. <br /><br />This is what happened:<br /><br />I was heading home from school at night and suddenly my heat stopped working. Didn't think much of it and kept on going keeping a close eye on the temp gauge. Sure enough a couple of minutes later the temp started going up slowly. I was in a bad part of town and decide to see it I could make closer to home. The temp creeped up and stayed at about the second tick mark. If I accelerated it would go down allitle. At this point my o2 gauge was reading full rich all the time, on or off the throttle and the engine stayed at about 3000 rpm all by itself, revving down very slowly if I let off the gas.I pulled over, popped the hood and noticed a lot of steam coming out, from the end of the hard pipe that goes under the turbo, tranny side. I waited for the engine to cool allitle and saw that the rubber hose that connects to the end of the hard pipe had slipped off, so I put it back on. I then waited for the engine to cool down and refilled with coolant, but as soon as I tried to restart the car, coolant would come out of the area around where the water pump is. Anyways I managed to get the car home without it blowing up. The oil in the engine looks like it got totally cooked, and it smells like there is some fuel in it. <br /><br />What do you guys think went wrong? Do you think my water pump broke and/or exploded somwhow?<br /><br />Any help would be apreciated.<br /><br />Thanx||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||01-29-2004||07:01 PM||||Bump.<br /><br />C'mon guys, I knwo someone can give me some insight.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||01-29-2004||07:23 PM||||So you reconnected your lower radiator hose to the hard pipe that connects to the water pump.<br />But after doing so, you saw water/steam coming from the water pump/water pipe location.....<br /><br /><br />When <b> was </b> the last time you installed a water pump on your car?||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||01-29-2004||07:27 PM||||Pull off your accessory belts to the water pump and see if is turns freely. If there's grinding or resistance, it's safe to say that your pump might've bitten the dust.  <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||HHIVR4||01-29-2004||07:45 PM||||im pissing coolant from somewhere also...i have no lift and no floor jack and coolant is steaming off the turb..sounds like you have the same problem as i do..if i could get under it im sure it would be easy to find..big puddle after being parked over night.let me know what you find i think we are in the same boat.<br /><br />my t belt looks new..no cracks, all print is still there.so im assuming the mitsu in columbia did the change..as thats where the car came from in both its sales..it was bought off the same mitsu dealer lot twice.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||01-30-2004||12:40 AM||||Water pump, timing belt & balance belt (if you still have it) are the 3 most notorious killers of 4g63's.  Both cases sounds like water pump.  Puddle over night, consider yourself extreemly lucky.  Get it replaced ASAP befor it cost you an engine.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||01-30-2004||01:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HHIVR4:<br /><strong> no floor jack </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude you can't afford a $20 autozone larin jack? If you can't you bought the WRONG CAR.||65.177.240.210||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/004555.cgi
A||||3||91GVR4||Down Pipe Nut Size||||5||||91GVR4||00000884
Z||000000||91GVR4||01-29-2004||03:59 PM||||Well I go to start the car yesterday and it has a very loud rummble under the hood. Some time earler in the day when my wife had it out the two nuts on the down pipe came off. I was wondering if someone could tell me the size of these nuts so I can scrounge around at work and the local hardware store. Thanks||63.156.32.115||reg||5||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000001||drew||01-29-2004||04:18 PM||||19mm i believe... or was it 21mm?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||G-GSX Turbo||01-29-2004||05:02 PM||||14mm x 1.0 I beleive.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||01-29-2004||11:25 PM||||12x1.25 19mm or 3/4" SELF LOCKING makes a big difference if you are lucky enough to find a hardware store with them if not put on the mitsu nuts asap mb059359 list for $.67 a piece.||65.177.241.142||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/004556.cgi
A||||4||coop||2.4 block||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-29-2004||04:25 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||how do I tell if a car has a 2.4 block in it? thanks for the help.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||coop||01-29-2004||11:10 PM||||nobody can tell me how to tell a 2.0 to a 2.4. whats up||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||01-30-2004||08:01 AM||||I'd look at the serial numbers stamped below the exhaust manifold, but that's just me. 4G64, G64B or G4CS.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||Ant||01-30-2004||08:28 AM||||The block will say <br />2.4L on it somewhere towards the bottom.<br />Or you can measure it.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||01-30-2004||09:13 AM||||This is very vague but worked for me on the Hyundai 2.4 SOHC... The valve cover is flat and at about the level of the top of the intake manifold, whereas the 2.0 SOHC has a stepped valve cover lower in the front. The valve covers on the 2.0/2.4 are a cast piece as compared to the stamped metal ones on the 1.5/1.8. It just took me a lot of looking since not every car in the junkyard had the emissions tag on the underside of the hood stating displacement.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/004557.cgi
A||||2||ercp98||underdrive pulley belts||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||01-29-2004||05:11 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||for those of you who uses an underdrive crankshaft pulley do you have the part number and manufacturer for the accessory belts? by the way i only have the underdrive crankshaft pulley. <br />my alternator belt is just squicking so bad right now. i've tried buying smaller diameter/ next size smaller belts but no luck so far. they either gave a quarter inch too small and they don't have the next size. i appreciate any suggestion.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||G-GSX Turbo||01-29-2004||07:37 PM||||Hey if I can ask a qick question: Has anyone ever dyno'd the difference of an Underdrive vs the stocker?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000002||curtis||01-29-2004||11:45 PM||||Advance Auto has them in stock.<br />Alt==Dayco==5040378<br />AC==Dayco==5040390<br />Talon AC compressor and bracket on a Galant==Dayco==5040350<br /><br />I also had an extra belt out in the garage that was a 5040333 it maybe the one for the factory ac.   The underdrive I am running is one from a talon and at first had a problem chewing belts on the balance shaft/oil pump nut sticking through the cover because the dia of the pulley is so small but with the talon compressor it is farther away.  The 378 and the 350 are on the car now.<br /><br />As for dyno results I couldn't tell you.  The unorthdox pulley weighed in a 15 oz. where the stocker was six pounds.  For every ten pounds of rotational weight that is lost you pick up a tenth in the quarter.  I did notice a seat of the pants differance with the way the car reved up.||65.54.98.25||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/004558.cgi
A||||7||kazerak2||how do i remove lower control arm from knukle||||4||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||01-29-2004||05:35 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i got everything off now i need to get the lower control arm removed from the knukle at the ball joint||12.217.60.215||reg||4||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||01-29-2004||05:39 PM||||I remove mine by pressing down on the control arm whilst whacking (technical term) the area of the knuckle where the stud goes through with a hammer.<br /><br />There are special pullers too, but few have them.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||01-29-2004||06:36 PM||||Correct me if I'm wrong, but you could use a ball joint separator.  It looks like a two-prong fork on a long handle.||68.167.38.131||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||01-29-2004||07:08 PM||||I've done the ball joint seperator, and I can't do it without destroying the boot. I've also whacked it with a hammer, make sure you thread the nut on first so you don't screw up the threads. I would guess that it would be a lot easier to heat the outside with a torch and then whack it, but I don't have a torch.  Good luck!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||kazerak2||01-29-2004||07:08 PM||||hey iceman did you hit the stud with a hammer?||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||01-29-2004||07:43 PM||||No,you dont hit the stud,you hit the knuckle itself. The ball joint stud *should* pop out of the knuckle.||129.71.115.125||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000006||#258||01-29-2004||08:25 PM||||Simple. Remove the castle nut from the ball joint and install it up side down back on the ball joint. Then lay a very thick wrench or similar chunk of steel between the nut and the bottom of the strut. remove nut again and it automatically presses the ball joint out. Oh, also give the hub housing a few quick wraps with a hammer first. Works 99% of the time||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||01-29-2004||08:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by #258:<br /><strong> Simple. Remove the castle nut from the ball joint and install it up side down back on the ball joint. Then lay a very thick wrench or similar chunk of steel between the nut and the bottom of the strut. remove nut again and it automatically presses the ball joint out. Oh, also give the hub housing a few quick wraps with a hammer first. Works 99% of the time </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man, that's freakin brilliant! Dammit, I've cursed and sworn and destroyed boots   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  and all this time there was this simple way! Thanks for that idea!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum2/004559.cgi
A||||12||ercp98||white canister in engine  bay||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||01-29-2004||06:24 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2659&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2660" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2660&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />does anybody know what that white canister next to the brake reservoir is?? here is an emlarge view of it.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||01-29-2004||06:26 PM||||Post the photo so we can see it better- enlarge it.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||01-29-2004||07:09 PM||||I'll be tempted to say part of the evap system, looks like a charcoal canister with CA emmissions specs.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||crucible||01-29-2004||07:36 PM||||Yeah, what the hell is that?<br />My evap canister sits way low out of sight on the passenger side.||198.8.3.36||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||curtis||01-29-2004||08:19 PM||||Looks like extra weight.  Get rid of it.||65.54.97.202||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||chopped 39||01-29-2004||08:32 PM||||do those lines go to the a/c compressor. i have installed after market a/c systems before. looks like it could be drier for ac. need better picture||209.109.227.101||reg||1||steve||00003394||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||01-29-2004||08:43 PM||||There is a much better picture of it here:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=12;t=000048" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=12;t=000048</a><br /><br />Someone suggested that it might be an pre/post oiling system.  From looking at the pic, I am leaning towards agreeing.||63.188.81.185||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||marvinmadman123||01-29-2004||09:04 PM||||Maybe a pre-lube system   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000008||HHIVR4||01-29-2004||09:35 PM||||looks lke a water/feul seperator (only on boats)...read the canister..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000009||HHIVR4||01-29-2004||09:36 PM||||looks lke a water/fuel seperator (only found on boats)...read the canister..it will give useful info||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000010||Ian M||01-29-2004||09:54 PM||||If you look at it in the close up pics in the other thread,it looks like there is a white spin on (oil?) filter on the bottom of it.<br /><br /> I cant read the writing on the cast housing on the top. <br /><br /> Im leaning toward some kind of pre-post lube/filtration  system too.||129.71.115.149||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000011||turbogalant||01-29-2004||11:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HHIVR4:<br /><strong> looks lke a water/fuel seperator (only found on boats)...read the canister..it will give useful info </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They use water seperators on diesels also, is yours diesel?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  Looks like a oil filter relocation or a turbo after oiler, works on the same idea as a turbo timer except you shut down the motor and that thing pumps oil through the turbo instead of using the engine/oil pump.||65.177.241.142||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||01-30-2004||04:53 AM||||WTF is this?  You're posting pics from an ebay auction on my server?   That's a relocated oil filter.  If you want to know details ask the seller or go check it out yourself.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004560.cgi
A||||14||Z-1 Jon||ABS light help!!||||1||||Z-1 Jon||00002656
Z||000000||Z-1 Jon||01-29-2004||06:30 PM||jrotaryb@hotmail.com||my ABS light came on while pulling out of my office tonight and once I got home I noticed that something was making noise in the engine bay when the key was out and the engine was off (ABS motor I guess).  this happened weeks ago on the last big snow storm when the wheels were covered w/ snow inside and out...after a few minutes witht he battery disconnected the light was off and the noise went away.  I reset the battery tonight but it didn't work...I left the negative off so my batt isn't drained in the morning hehe  ideas??||24.184.22.151||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000001||Z-1 Jon||01-29-2004||07:02 PM||||anyone?  bueller?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.184.22.151||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||01-30-2004||12:34 AM||||Did you check your power steering fluid level???  May just need to be refilled.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000003||Z-1 Jon||01-30-2004||12:34 AM||||the ABS didnt work on the way home though the brakes were responsive and locked up when floored...the pedals seems to have lost a little pressure, maybe it's just in my head.  anyone attribute this to the cold weather or maybe sand/salt and snow on the sensor?||24.184.22.151||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||01-30-2004||04:48 AM||||Yes.<br /><br />Pull the fuses.  Our ABS is garbage.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||crucible||01-30-2004||09:16 AM||||Mine was acting up this past storm also.Sounded like a bear and a lion fighting under the hood.All kinds of squeals and howls and had erratic pulsing unlike any ABS car Ive driven.<br />Of course, snow tires would help  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||Z-1 Jon||01-30-2004||09:42 AM||||I reconnected the battery this morning and all was well - no light, the brakes felt good.  i'll clean everything tonight w/ wheel cleaner and brake cleaner at the shop when we prep for tomorrows dyno tune at pruven...new plugs, change the oil (it's only got 1K on it but oh well), put in the new ISC (thanks to a very generous forum member) and off I go.  I'm also gonna probably put my 17's back on, I don't wanna embarrass the EVO crew too badly tomorrow making all that power on stock 15's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I hope there isn't too much snow up there, PZERO's are not winter friendly||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||01-30-2004||11:00 AM||||Has it been running your battery down also? I know 3000GT VR-4's have an issue with a relay sticking, and keeping power on to the ABS pump even with the battery off.<br />Jeff||65.80.10.125||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||Z-1 Jon||01-30-2004||12:20 PM||||well, thats why I disconnected the batt. last night...when I turned the car off last night you could hear the ABS motor.  this morning all was fine - I'll clean the wheels tonight.||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000009||RayH||01-30-2004||12:35 PM||||There's a bunch of electrical connectors on the driver's side wall of the engine compartment right above the wheel well.  You might want to make sure they're all tight.  I had a loose one which intermittently prevented the engine from starting and caused the ABS light to sometimes come on.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000010||yardhippie||01-30-2004||01:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">   Hertz: Yes.<br /><br />Pull the fuses. Our ABS is garbage</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good call, my ABS kept kicking in when I got on the breaks hard and downshifted that the same time. Much better now!||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000011||atc250r||01-30-2004||09:40 PM||||Are the fuses to pull the two on the battery terminal. A 20amp and a 60 amp? I have been having problems with mine but as long as the abs light is on (abs inoperative) everything is fine. I know pulling the wrong fuses can lead to other problems (high idle, etc..). I am just looking for a confirmation on which to pull, please.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000012||Craig91||01-30-2004||11:12 PM||||I think you have to pull the yellow fuse under the hood.  The blue one causes the car to idle high until you reach like 13mph and then drops down.  I had that problem when I first got the car.  Unfortunately, I don't remember what the amperage is for the fuses, but I'm pretty sure they are yellow and blue.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000013||Z-1 Jon||01-31-2004||12:59 PM||||well, we found the problem...the voltage regulator on the alternator took a crap...I was supposed to go to pruven today to dyno but now, not!!!  I changed the oil last night, put in some fresh plugs and cleaned everything up.  just as I was leaving the shop my HIDs went completely out and my interior lights were VERY bright when the car was revved...the radio shut off when the interior lights got brighter (i love fuses hehe).  so my ride is stuck in the shop and I was forced to buy a booster pack this morning to revive the battery in my FC (been sitting since october in freezing weather).  So Adam went without me today...GRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR||24.184.22.151||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||01-31-2004||06:58 PM||||FYI, it's the yellow ABS fuse that you could pull to neuter it without side-effects.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004571.cgi
A||||3||229of1000||AGX question||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||01-30-2004||06:50 PM||||Going drag racing tomorrow, what should I set my rear AGXs at, and what should my tire pressures be?  Will be launching at a 5k stutterbox.  See my for sale ad for mods.<br /><br />I'd rather spin the tires a tad than break stuff.  I was thinking 6 on the AGXs and 30psi.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=12;t=000047" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=12;t=000047</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||giantrobot||01-31-2004||12:49 PM||||?||24.198.139.233||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000002||giantrobot||01-31-2004||01:25 PM||||Oops..this post was titled under my post for some reason,but now it isn't..?<br /><br />Please continue...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.198.139.233||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||01-31-2004||01:30 PM||||I haven't been to the track since installing my AGXs, but personally I am going to run the rear on 8 at the track.  You want as little transfer onto the rear wheels as possible.  Helps keep from un-loading the front tires and I believe will also help keep from breaking driveline parts.||63.188.81.79||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum2/004572.cgi
A||||16||Hertz||Broke Down Need Help (overheating)||||4||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||01-30-2004||07:09 PM||rhertz@baits.com||Well it's a lovely 2&deg; here with windchill in the "don't go outside" range...<br /><br />I go start the VR-4 and it fast idles at the usual 1k rpm but instead of dropping it slowly rises.  I'm thinking that maybe the throttle cable is a little frozen so I jab at the throttle a few times.  Nope.  I let it get up to 2500rpm before I shut off the car, say a little prayer and start it back up again.  It repeats the process.  I then notice that my exhaust manifold temperature gauge (don't ask) is getting up to temp (~400&deg;) but oddly the water temp is not rising.<br /><br />I'm freezing but the seat warmers are working well, but I figure I should turn on the heat.  As soon as I do the water temp gauge climbs up to dead center.  Okay...  but it doesn't stop there, it slowly rises until I convince myself it isn't going to come back down and I shut the engine off.<br /><br />Then I notice I'm getting some steam and manage to pop the hood (frozen) and I have a small amount of antifreeze pooled on the tranny.  Through the shivering I couldn't really determine where the steam was originating but it was somewhere between the turbo and the head.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm going to do some research now, I think this is very similar to what Abhay was dealing with, but I thought I'd throw this out here and hope someone will shed some wisdom on it.<br /><br />[FYI: Timing belts and water pump are about 17k miles new]||24.12.59.172||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||01-30-2004||07:20 PM||||Just an idea, maybe the coolant in the radiator froze, but the coolant in the block didn't.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-30-2004||07:31 PM||||So what I think I've learned is that the leakage by the turbo (which was scaring me) is probably because there is a blockage, the water pump pressurized against it (and lost) causing the water line to come loose or pop off.<br /><br />The temperature shot up when I turned on the heat because it bypassed the blockage.<br /><br />The blockage is possibly ice or probably the thermostat being stuck... or both.<br /><br />Now, where should I get my thermostat from?  And should I run 195&deg or 180&deg;?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-30-2004||07:38 PM||||I would suggest geting the 180 from Josh Jones @ Conecelli....||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Ant||01-30-2004||09:14 PM||||You can get a thermostat from any auto parts store.  <br /><br />If you have coolant on top of the trans you should check those coolant hoses that are in that area.<br />Heater core feed and return <br />Throttle body lines<br />water line to turbo<br />water line to oil filter housing<br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||01-30-2004||09:59 PM||||put the 195 stat in.  with this cold, the car wont get to operating temps.  use the 180 in the summer.  with the 180 in there, and the cold temps, it may not even get to 180, or, it will take a long time to get there.  meanwhile, it may think it is still in cold start/warmup, and run rich.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||atc250r||01-30-2004||10:06 PM||||I have been running the Mitsu 180 stat for several weeks in mine and I have not noticed any extra warm up time. According to my logger it runs in the 185-190 range on the highway during a recent 250 mile trip to Syracuse, NY (5-10 degrees outside air temp). The heat is plenty hot too. I say go with the 180, I don't see a downside to it.<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||01-31-2004||12:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> I have been running the Mitsu 180 stat for several weeks in mine and I have not noticed any extra warm up time. According to my logger it runs in the 185-190 range on the highway during a recent 250 mile trip to Syracuse, NY (5-10 degrees outside air temp). The heat is plenty hot too. I say go with the 180, I don't see a downside to it.<br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You personally may not have seen a change but the ecu does, the colder the temp the more fuel put in the motor, I believe it is due to the ecu thinking that the 02 sensor is not at operating temp so it will compinsate by adding fuel and going by a slightly different fuel map than a fully warmed up map.||65.177.240.174||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||01-31-2004||01:08 AM||||I am about to pull out my 180 T-stat tommorow morning, because the car really does run too cool with it.  Hell, with ambient temps between 30-50, my car never sees more than 175-180 unless I sit in one place for a very long time.  <br /><br />On the highway, it is about 165-170 at cruise, and I would definitely like to see it warmer now in the winter.  I think a huge reason why my fuel trims have been frozen is because the coolant isn't ever above 185.  <br /><br />I plan on doing like Ken said and only running this 180 during the summer, and a 195 in the winter.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||LunarShadow||01-31-2004||04:26 PM||||Pull the cap off the radiator and start the car.  Wait to see if coolant starts to flow into the raditor.  If the car is up to temp and you don't see any coolant flow, supsect air in the coolant or some other problem with the thermostat.<br /><br />Our cars are different than the DSMs because of the placement of the radiator cap.  It is very easy to get a vapor lock around the thermostat.  This will cause a the temp gauge to bounce around on the high side.  Also,  since the coolant does not flow, pressure will build up as the coolant in the block and head becomes too hot.  This pressure will push coolant out of the easiest route.  Sometimes its the radiator hose, sometimes it's the turbo lines.  If you are real unlucky, it will leak at the heater core and you will find the passenger foot well soaked with coolant.<br /><br />Trust me.  I have had all the above things happen.  It always comes back to the T-stat not opening for some reason.  <br /><br />I always run the car with the cap off after doing any work or after the car has been idle for any length.<br /><br />I lost an engine because of this.  I temp gauge jumped suddenly.  The engine was gone in the time it took me to pull across four lanes of highway.||172.142.138.91||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000010||Jason G.||01-31-2004||05:50 PM||||Might I recommend a Mitsu T-stat. With a recent rebuild and 2 new faulty (Beck-Arnelly 195 and a Supet Stant 180)which closed up on different occasions while driving, I am now running a Mitsu 180 T stat with no overheating at all.||65.35.43.169||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000011||joec||01-31-2004||11:49 PM||||I've heard that some of the aftermarket t-stats have a smaller opening than the stock Mitsu one and can cause the car to overheat (of course the person complaining about it was running a large front mount and drafting on a race track) :-)||216.179.104.211||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000012||bob in chicago||02-01-2004||10:11 AM||||I've eye-balled a Pepboys thermostat versus the Mitsu one and there really is a bigger opening on the Mitsu.  IMHO Mitsu quality is definitely worth the extra $13.||24.136.3.207||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000013||DongeR615||02-01-2004||01:45 PM||||the opening is a bit bigger compared to the kragen special. i just installed the kragen special yesterday and I took it all apart only to realize the mitsu thermostat was still good. Since I had the kragen special, I replaced the mitsu with the kragen.  The fault was an electical connection that came off the sensor. for 15bucks i would have bought the mitsu one!||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||02-02-2004||01:33 PM||||After I get the new thermostat in and fill the radiator I realize that I'm leaking fluid.  Turns out the lower radiator hose split (right before the thermostat, of course).<br /><br />I go to Pep Girls and get a hose.  Computer says it is "cut to fit" and I ask pimple boy what that means... he tells me that it means it has been cut to fit exactly.  Okay... I'm skeptical.<br /><br />Of course... doesn't fit.  Not even close.  Nor would cutting it in any way make it fit... doesn't clear the tranmission level arms.<br /><br />So I ordered both hoses and a thermostat from Conicelli.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||02-02-2004||01:43 PM||||Good luck, Hertz! Hope that fixes the issues!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||agrabau||02-02-2004||01:59 PM||||Ryan, I was going to say.. this happened to me a few days ago. I hose clamp was only loose and some air got into the system. It took an hour to drive 5 miles because it would keep overheating. I had to flush the coolant and repour it. It seems that the air pocket was introduced when I had the loose clamp..similar to your hose leak.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/004563.cgi
A||||15||Ferrari F50 GT||Failed Emissions||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||01-29-2004||08:10 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||Well, I failed my emissions test.  But only on one factor, the HC readings.  Here were my specs:<br /><br />HC GPM: Legal Limit-2.5000<br />        My Reading-2.8459<br /><br />CO GPM: Legal Limit-20.0000<br />        My Reading-10.9348 <br /><br />NOx GPM: Legal Limit-6.0000<br />         My Reading-4.8848<br /><br />It said that the reason for the high HC readings was because of partially or unburned fuel.  I know that I have a mis-fire, and I have been trying to track it down for a while.  Could this mis-fire be the reason for the partial or unburned fuel?  It's is the only reason I can really think of.<br /><br />Oh, and here are all the emissions stuff I have removed:<br /><br />No Cat<br />Blocked off EGR<br />Blocked off ISC and FIAV<br />All vacum lines to the tb eliminated<br />Removed charcol canister<br /><br />Any help would be great, thanks!||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||ercp98||01-29-2004||09:07 PM||||did you pass before with  all the emission parts removed, specially the cat?? i was afraid that my car won't pass emission so i ended up buying a cat. do you have an afc??||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000002||chopped 39||01-29-2004||09:12 PM||||I WOULD HAVE TO SAY WITHOUT A CAT . YOU MIGHT HAVE A HARD TIME PASSING A SMOG TEST. I AM FROM CHICAGO. AND WE HAVE REAL STRICK RULES. WE HAVE THE IM240 TEST.THEY GIVE US A FAIL TRACE.IF YOU HAVE ONE POST IT . IT SHOWS YOU IF CAR HAS FUEL CONTROL OR NOT.  I CAN TELL YOU WHAT IT MEANS.<br /> HOW ARE THE PLUGS AND WIRES. WHEN WAS LAST TUNE UP DONE.||209.109.227.101||reg||1||steve||00003394||yes
Z||000003||HHIVR4||01-29-2004||09:16 PM||||go and run race fuel or high octane so it will be a "full burn"..hapened to my 2g gsx b4..i ran a half tank of race fuel..it burned cleaner i guess.or advance timming so my friend says..he does inspections..*in NC*||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000004||HHIVR4||01-29-2004||09:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />It said that the reason for the high HC readings was because of partially or unburned fuel.  I know that I have a mis-fire, and I have been trying to track it down for a while.  Could this mis-fire be the reason for the partial or unburned fuel?  It's is the only reason I can really think of.<br /><br />Oh, and here are all the emissions stuff I have removed:<br /><br />No Cat<br />Blocked off EGR<br />Blocked off ISC and FIAV<br />All vacum lines to the tb eliminated<br />Removed charcol canister<br /><br />Any help would be great, thanks! [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">isnt that the point...you have eliminated your emision eqiupment.try a bribe....||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||01-29-2004||09:29 PM||||I failed back in September... on HC at idle. I got a cat and just have not installed it yet... hopefully that will make it pass. If not, back to square one...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||Ian M||01-29-2004||09:39 PM||||HC is unburned fuel,CO is partially burned fuel.<br /><br />A missfire could cause high HC readings,also not running a cat could be a problem. I would put a cat back on for the test. A cat can make a big difference.<br /><br /> If you end up having to bite the bullet and go with a hi-flow cat,say a Catco or the like,It seems that they take a bit longer to warm up and light off than the stocker. If its possible,It might help to take the car for a spirited drive and bring it to the smog inspector fully warmed.<br /><br />Check the o2 sensor while you are at it.<br /><br /><br />The EGR is to control NOX,which is created under load,on a two speed idle test it isnt an issue.<br /><br /> Interesting how your car passed the visual part of the inspection..Colorado doesnt do a visual?||129.71.115.149||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000007||369of1000||01-29-2004||11:11 PM||||I made it through with a similar setup. I failed because of no cat, but my numbers were all good. My secret...leaned it out on the afc for the five minutes they tested it. I passed with flying colors.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||01-29-2004||11:32 PM||||Well, many guys in Boulder County (where I am at) have pasted emissions with the same setup as me without the cat as well.  I just need to figure out where my misfire is coming from and get that GTP stuff to add to the gas just to be safe.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000009||RTS182G-VR4||01-29-2004||11:46 PM||||i tested my car without a cat and it passed fairly well.i dont have an afc either.  they never do a visual here.  didnt even pop my hood.  they did look under the hood of my friends all trac celica, but more out of curiosity... colo is fairly easy i guess.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000010||Z-1 Jon||01-30-2004||09:47 AM||||damn, those #'s without emissions equipment are great   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   you only failed one test and by vry very little...without cats on my RX-7 the HC's were off the charts!!!  try running down your tank very low and fill up with a gallon or 2 of 87 octane, it burns faster than the high octane you probably use and therefore possibly make for less unburnt fuel in the exhaust.  you can also try a hotter set of plugs just for the test...you should pass after that.||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000011||MustGoFaster||01-30-2004||10:31 AM||||Hotter set of plugs and GAP them wide.  Use very little boost, or non, while driving with these. Your missfire my be you plug and wires.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000012||Shockvvave||01-30-2004||10:55 AM||||I don't have to worry all of that emissions test cause I buy my inspection sticker  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000013||Z-1 Jon||01-30-2004||12:27 PM||||run a couple of ground wires too - believe it or not this may help.  just get a decent couple feet of wire from any car stereo shop and some connectors from radio shack...crimp them on, wrap w/ a bit of tape or heat shrink and clean the areas you're connecting to...I'd go for a strut tower, the firewall and maybe the throttle body.||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000014||gassa1963||01-30-2004||01:58 PM||||As an MOT tester in the UK I would say the misfire is a big issue regarding HC readings.  It is unburnt fuel or Oil in the gases.  Luckily for me the age of my car 1989 means I can remove the cat without fear of the emissins being too high. The cat will bring down HC but wont fully compensate for unburnt fuel from a cylinder that isn't fir4ing properly.  Have you tried pulling each plug lead in turn and seeing which one makes no difference to the sound of the engine. When you find the one that makes no difference then that is the one with the faulty lead, plug,or part of the ignition system.<br />   regards Gary||62.252.0.6||reg||1||gassa1963||00003391||yes
Z||000015||Ferrari F50 GT||01-30-2004||03:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hotter set of plugs and GAP them wide. Use very little boost, or non, while driving with these. Your missfire my be you plug and wires.<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just replaced the plugs and wires, and the plugs are gapped correctly as well.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes



ubb/Forum2/004564.cgi
A||||0||vr4fun||Exhaust level||||1||||vr4fun||00002376
Z||000000||vr4fun||01-29-2004||09:06 PM||||Hi all,<br />Anyone know what the noise level (in db) is for a stock vr4 exhaust??? just after a reference point......<br /><br /><br />cheers<br /><br />Andrew||220.244.224.9||reg||1||vr4fun||00002376||yes



ubb/Forum2/004569.cgi
A||||0||supasigma||D113 on ecu||||1||||supa^^||00001181
Z||000000||supasigma||01-30-2004||02:22 PM||teostephen@hotmail.com||can any one tell me wats the value of D113 on the ecu?it is next to the large diode just behind the first cap from the connector side.||210.195.228.7||reg||1||supa^^||00001181||yes



ubb/Forum2/004566.cgi
A||||2||kazerak2||is it possible to replace the lower ball joint?||||5||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||01-29-2004||10:16 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||well once i got it off i looked at it and it had a gash in the joint boot and the threades are damaged some how.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   i need to know if its replaceable or not cause if not i have to buy a new lower control arm and i dont wanna do that||12.217.60.215||reg||5||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-29-2004||11:26 PM||||yup.  but mitsu dont sell them.  most any auto parts store should have them, watch out for the taiwanese ones, basically any ball joint with a zerk fitting i would avoid.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-29-2004||11:41 PM||||Otherwise, repair the threads and get a boot.  Mitsu does sell them, as I have replaced them before.||65.73.152.63||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/004568.cgi
A||||2||henrok||oil coolers||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||01-30-2004||10:02 AM||alvihen@aol.com||do our cars have oil coolers just like 1g dsms?  if not can we add this to our cars?  i know that cooler oil would benefit the life of the engine but is there any performance gain from this?  i wonder just because i havent heard anyone talk about this before.  oh, and what if a person would put two oil coolers on their cars?  How could this be beneficial to our cars?  i ask because i was reading somewhere about this and i just cant find the website again.  thanks.||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||01-30-2004||10:17 AM||||Yes, we have oil coolers.  They use the coolant of the engine to cool the oil.  The cooler is the big silver thing that the oil filter seals to.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||01-30-2004||10:50 AM||||Better yet, is the 1990 TEL oil filter housing and remote air to oil cooler.  When properly positioned, it provides better cooling without the possibility of oil/coolant exchange due to loosening or leaks in the original GVR4 oil filter housing. The '90 set-ups are sometimes sold for ~$100 on <a href="http://www.dsmtrader.com" target="_blank">www.dsmtrader.com</a>||24.136.3.207||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/004570.cgi
A||||8||henrok||round headlights||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||01-30-2004||06:01 PM||alvihen@aol.com||anyone good with electronics? i was wondering of the possibility of transplanting the round lights from an integra into our headlights and sort of putting the two together to make it look like rally lights.  anyone know if it can be done as far as electronics go? i know, stupid idea, i just want to make my galant different(please no insults required here). thanks.||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-30-2004||06:05 PM||||Sorry, but how do you plan on getting a round headlight from an integra to work with our rectangular headlights? Rally lights, in our bumpers - like in our bumpers. <br /><br />I think this would be waaay too much work (if even possible) ! Dont bother!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||sti_95imp||01-30-2004||06:09 PM||||do you mean putting the projector from an integra light in a galant haedlight ??? that would be possible, ive seen people take the projector out of integra light and put them in all kinds of headlights, usually alot of RTV is involved. if you try it, post some pics. it sounds cool if you can pull it off||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000003||henrok||01-30-2004||06:15 PM||||yes john thats exactly what i mean. but i need to know if theres anything i have to do as far as electronics so that i can plan ahead before embarking on this idea. i know i can do this but it will involve work and that is why i need to know about the electronics part.  if i have the whole integra unit with plugs and all, would i be able to just make a lens to attach to the rear part of the galants light base. in other words take off the lens, make a lens to accept the integra lights and attach it to the galants base. then just wire and ur good to go.  this would look awesome. or do the opposite take the shape of the base and add the galant lens while painting the inside black for that bmw look.||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||01-30-2004||08:48 PM||||I like the angel eye look from bmw's myself.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||curtis||01-30-2004||08:56 PM||||If your just putting a low and a high together just use our plugs or cut the honda plugs and butt splice together.  If your adding an extra light just get a few 30 amp relays and wire it up like a normal fog light install.  I've been thinking about the round lens from a diamante installed inside myself.  Its just risky tring to melt the sealant out of the stock lights and you take a risk in breaking the plastic or the glass.  A guy in town had a 92 grey car that he painted the insides of the lights with black metal flake to look like alot of the JDM stuff it turned out great but he kept melting the corner lights when trying to get them apart.  Heat in an oven on low for about 1 hour just keep checking them to see when the sealent starts to pull apart.||65.54.97.139||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||bleck||01-30-2004||09:39 PM||||Alright, I knew I had seen this once before.  Check this out, this guy actually recorded, step by step how he put projectors in his 99 Galant.  Pretty good stuff.<br /><br /> <a href="http://home.comcast.net/~c.tangonan/galant/Projector_Tutorial.html" target="_blank">projector tutorial</a>||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||01-31-2004||12:28 AM||||These are my kind of disclaimers.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Warning: If you screw up don't blame me!<br /><br />STOP! THINK! Make sure you really want to do this. <br /><br />Just no hate mail if in case you screw up, okay?||65.177.240.174||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||henrok||01-31-2004||12:30 AM||||separating the lens is easy, ive done it many times before. just use a propane torch with the lens side down and heat lightly on the edges where the tacky glue connects the glass and plastic. do it in a back and forth motion and keep your distance gradually doing it until gravity will make the glass fall off when the tacky stuff starts to melt. do one side at a time. this works very well.  make sure to heat the glass part not the plastic part and make sure u have something to protect the lens incase it falls. then just get some silicone or something similar to that material so when done u can just glue it back and seal it. however if u do the lights inside the glass make sure u make some holes on the bottom part of the plastic to keep the lights cool and dry(increasing life of the bulb).||64.12.97.9||reg||3||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/004573.cgi
A||||1||dc_style||20g||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||01-30-2004||09:02 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||what needs to be done to it? cost and how?<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2456599638&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2456599638&category=33742</a>||24.118.122.71||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||01-30-2004||11:13 PM||||The compressor wheel looks knicked up if you supersize the picture.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum2/004574.cgi
A||||3||kazerak2||compression test||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||01-31-2004||12:16 AM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i have a not so jolly of an oil leak on the yee ole vr4, and its bothering me(and scaring me).  i think the leak is coming from the head, not so sure though. and doesnt a compressin test kinda pin point the leak? would a normal shop have this    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||Ash||01-31-2004||12:46 AM||||a compression test checks the combustion chamber health - It won't do a thing for oil leaks unless the leak is into the combustion chamber||210.8.29.151||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||chopped 39||01-31-2004||02:26 AM||||if you go to auto zone . OR A GOOD PARTS STORE YOU CAN GET DYE THAT YOU CAN PUT IN YOUR OIL AND THEN WATCH WERE IT LEAKS WITH A ULTRAVILOT LIGHT.<br /> I USE THEM ALL THE TIME AT WORK, REALLY WORKS PRETTY GOOD AND WONT HURT ANY ENGINE PARTS. <br />THEY HAVE DYE FOR COOLANT AND ALL KINDS OF OIL/ POWER STEER TRANS ECT. JUST DONT PUT ANY IN MASTER CYL FOR BRAKES OR CLUTCH. GOOD LUCK||209.109.241.12||reg||1||steve||00003394||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||01-31-2004||11:32 AM||||you might wanna keep ur skin and uv light away from one another...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum2/004575.cgi
A||||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||wheel bearings||||1||||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-31-2004||01:24 AM||Kholland@gwcvalve.com||ive try a search on this but couldnt find anything.  my wheel bearins are pretty bad.  A metal grinding noise for the hub area. Then tonight i started to take everything apart (taking axle out) then i moved the hub and its 100% the wheel bearings are bad, there is metal slivers mix in with the grease.  so my question is will the hub off a non turbo galant work on a vr4? (the bearings are bad on the front pasinger side)  if not how do you get off the cover that has the lug nut studs on it?  any help would be great!  Thanks||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000001||chopped 39||01-31-2004||02:10 AM||||the steering knuckles are not the same. <br /> but the hub and bearing are the same.<br />the only difference is if you have antilock brakes or not. there are two different part numbers for the hubs. w/abs parrt# mb407931 and wo/abs mb349349. but they both use the same bearing # 303865.  this info came from my mitchell<br />program . so it should be correct. good luck. hope this helps||209.109.241.12||reg||1||steve||00003394||yes



ubb/Forum2/004576.cgi
A||||2||Schooners||Turbo Replacement||||1||||Schooners||00003375
Z||000000||Schooners||01-31-2004||01:31 AM||schooners@xtra.co.nz||The td05 Turbo on my 1990 GVR4 is beyone repair, and I need info on what to replace it with as TD05's in Kiwi Land are as scarce as hens (Kiwis?) teeth.<br /><br />Ladies and gentleman, what's the good word on this?||210.54.202.28||reg||1||Schooners||00003375||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||01-31-2004||04:34 AM||||Slap an Evo turbo on it.  It's also a TDO5, but has a bigger (16g vs. 14b) compressor on it.  Or maybe a Lancer GSR turbo?  I don't know what size it is, but am pretty sure it'd be fine to replace it with that as well.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||HHIVR4||01-31-2004||02:56 PM||||evo III big 16g (just bolt it on) 535 from buschur where i got mine||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum2/004577.cgi
A||||3||dc_style||pictures of custom ic setup??||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||01-31-2004||01:48 AM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||do any of you have pictures of the custom ic set up you guys made? in and out of the car? i'm thinking of doing my own..||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||01-31-2004||05:40 AM||||<b>SEARCH!!!!!!</b>||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||kazerak2||01-31-2004||12:47 PM||||i have a custom setup<br />i can get pics up in bout an hour or so||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000003||dc_style||01-31-2004||02:30 PM||||yep, i did search. i was thinking of pictures of all the parts, bends, tubs, connectors, etc so i could see what parts are needed. the ones i found are just of the set up IN the car.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes



ubb/Forum2/004578.cgi
A||||7||thundercoupe||how do you guys keep the drivetrain in these cars?||||1||||dmitriy||00002673
Z||000000||thundercoupe||01-31-2004||02:16 AM||thundercoupe9@aol.com||I drove a stock 92 vr4 and I think I broke the front diff in like 2 min???  How do you keep them in there with more than 190hp???? Btw can I get a diff out of a talon?? or eclipse???<br /><br />Thank you, I kind of want to keep the car, but it's kind of pricey to mod plus drivetrain sucks. Can you get over 400whp for say $1500 in mods??<br /><br /><br />Thank you||198.81.26.43||reg||1||dmitriy||00002673||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||01-31-2004||05:39 AM||||Yeah, the drivetrain is horrible and they're expensive to mod. You should just sell it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||01-31-2004||08:55 AM||||With nuts and bolts mostly.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||01-31-2004||02:36 PM||||I thought the official DSM solution was to use zipties?||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||HHIVR4||01-31-2004||02:53 PM||||.........driver error....beat on anything hard enough and it will break.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000005||lambertvr4||01-31-2004||05:56 PM||||I don't know what the heck you were doing to pull that off, but it must have been fun!  If you're having problems with the tranny, then I assume you're making more power than stock, or you drive like a maniac.<br /><br />While you've got the tranny apart to fix what you broke upgrade so you won't have to go back.  Front diff is kindof hard to upgrade reasonably.  Quaife is tried and true, but expensive.  I guess you could use a Phantom grip, but I've never heard good/bad about them.  Looks kinda cheezy, but again, I just don't know.  Center diff is another story.  You could get a 4-spyder diff or even a spool.  Either would be reasonably priced and provide stronger than stock parts.  The spool would need a VC weld-up or replacement collar.<br /><br />If you still don't think that will help, cryo the driveline.  That helps too.  Shepherd had his driveline cryo'ed.  His car is running the factory drivetrain (for the most part).<br /><br />400HP would be pretty tough at the price you are looking at.  Clutch, turbo, FMIC + piping, fuel pump, injectors, 4-bolt, exhaust, tuning hardware/software.  Hard to fit that all into a small budget.  Stock turbo just can't make that much power to the ground.  I guess you could just get N2O and a fuel pump and do it once.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000006||marvinmadman123||01-31-2004||06:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by lambertvr4:<br /><strong>  I guess you could just get N2O and a fuel pump and do it once.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon14.gif" alt=" - " /> ..........   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  LOL||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||01-31-2004||06:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dmitriy:<br /><strong> I drove a stock 92 vr4 and I think I broke the front diff in like 2 min???  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've had my GVR-4 for 5 years, and it has 138,000 miles on it, and I haven't broken a diff yet, even at the track doing 1.9 60 fts.<br />Something was either wrong with the diff when you bought it, or, as others said, driver error. BTW, winding it up to 7500, and side-stepping the clutch, is driver error, in case you were going to ask.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.77.204.81||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004579.cgi
A||||6||megaice||HKS Seq BOV||||1||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||01-31-2004||05:10 AM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||Any one use this BOV in their car and if so what do you think of it? Thanks in advance||192.128.166.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||Cybernerd2||01-31-2004||06:31 AM||||I am using HKS Super SQV bov on my GVR4 and it really sounds cool everytime I release the accelerator pedal.<br /><br />Swooshhhhhh pssssttttttt.......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||219.92.155.74||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000002||Jason G.||01-31-2004||05:54 PM||||I have one, it came with the car and is super annoying. Getting ready to revert back to the factory valve.||65.35.43.169||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000003||TheJackalGT||01-31-2004||06:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jason G.:<br /><strong> I have one, it came with the car and is super annoying. Getting ready to revert back to the factory valve. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ill trade ya lol||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000004||curtis||02-01-2004||12:32 AM||||Its plug and play.  the only problem I had is that the vacuum fitting blew off a few days after install from where it wasn't pressed in completely.  Mine is vented back in and is just as loud as to the atmosphere.  Its been on the car for almost two years and have never regreated the purchase.||65.54.97.147||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||yardhippie||02-01-2004||01:29 AM||||I belive it to not be the top of the line, but up there in relation to sound/performance/value (correct me if I'm wrong) It what I will be running shortly, and cant wait.||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||02-01-2004||09:38 PM||||I have been through many valves. Go to  <a href="http://www.dejontool.com/dsm-misc.htm" target="_blank">Dejon Tool</a> and get their stock valve with their pressure kit. IF you buy both from them they will charge you and extra 9.95 to build it. It acts like stock at light boost and will hold over 50PSI. The rest are just crap in comparison. I know because I have one and LOVE IT! The car runs different and I have the confidence that the BOV is not an issue. Well that is unless you need to be cool. I just need to run well.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dejontool.com/BOV1.HTM" target="_blank">BOV Pressure Test Data</a>||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum2/004580.cgi
A||||9||sleepyvr4||help...too much knock||||1||||sleepyvr4||00003137
Z||000000||sleepyvr4||01-31-2004||07:06 PM||sleepyvr4@excite.com||I changed my oil today and used a craptech walmart oil filter.  I instantly noticed lifter tick.  I've never heard it before from my head.  It is very distinct hammer tapping metal sound.   Well, I put a 3" intake on at the same time, and it upped my boost 1-2psi to about 16psi in this 10 degree weather.  Well, I get massive amounts of knock now in 3rd and 4th gear.  Is it from lifters, or having an oil filter w/ no check valve? (I had a mitsu filter on it prior)  I have pocktlogger, and never had knock before, at all (maybe 1-2 counts tops)  Also - I'm hitting as high as 130% duty cycle w/ rewired fuel pump.  Any ideas?  I'm putting on a mbc and turning the boost down here in about an hour, so i'll post up then and update on the knock situation.  It runs great now and whistles and pulls harder than ever, though!  My egt's aren't really affected that badly, either.<br />  <img src="http://img5.photobucket.com/albums/v22/sleepyvr4/intake.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />intake from machv||24.154.50.189||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000001||sleepyvr4||01-31-2004||07:08 PM||||here's my current mods:<br /><br />3 inch custom mandrel turbo back exhaust - no cat<br />evo3 manifold - slowboy stage 2 port<br />2g eclipse o2 housing - heavily ported<br />14b turbo - heavily ported - 34mm flapper<br />MachV 3" aluminum intake<br />magnecore 8.5mm plug wires - ngk bpr7es plugs<br />battery relocated<br />ground wire kit<br />fuel pump rewire<br />non-cruise throttle cable<br />pocketlogger - palm IIIc pda<br />magnetic oil plug<br />egr blockoff<br />stainless steel turbo oil feed<br />stock boost solenoid<br />stock clutch||24.154.50.189||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000002||sleepyvr4||01-31-2004||07:10 PM||||Is it from lifters, or having an oil filter w/ no check valve?<br /><br />I worded that incorrectly:  am I getting knock because I used a shitty filter and hence the tapping lifters?||24.154.50.189||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||01-31-2004||09:29 PM||||I am to technically unversed in the Mitsu world to be of any help on this one but I wanted to keep the thread alive for my own information. Hope somebody comes up with some answers for ya.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||01-31-2004||09:37 PM||||hm sounds interesting. keep us updated to ur find||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||01-31-2004||10:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepyvr4:<br /><strong> Is it from lifters, or having an oil filter w/ no check valve?<br /><br />I worded that incorrectly:  am I getting knock because I used a shitty filter and hence the tapping lifters? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Process of elimitation CHANGE THE DAMN OIL. No tick before, changed oil/oil filter now it has lifter tick try a better oil/filter combo.||65.177.241.26||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||Jason G.||01-31-2004||10:11 PM||||Did you switch to a different oil when you changed it? I've run the cheap Wal-Mart filters a couple times. Having a check valve or not doesn't make your lifters tap. Having a pre-turbo air leak would cause a high knock count. Check that new pipe out for leaks. <br /><br />At what RPM does it knock?||65.35.43.169||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000007||sleepyvr4||02-01-2004||01:34 PM||||alright.  lifter tick went away on its own.  knock count is down almost completely.  I imagine the knock was simply from the lifters priming?  I've never had that happen before, though.  I use castrol oil.  Same as before.  Maybe because the new filter didn't have the check valve, the oil passages didn't get to build pressure right away?  Is that the purpose of the check valve in the filter, to maintain a certain oil backpressure?  <br />I also threw on a hallman mbc and set it for 10psi.  well, even w/ my portwork and flapper, it creeps to 14psi roughly.  I've never had a problem w/ creep since my portwork.  I guess that intake is letting lots more air in   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.154.50.189||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000008||sleepyvr4||02-01-2004||02:39 PM||||I've checked my connectors/vacuums a few times too.  Is it possible to maintain 10 psi w/ my setup?||24.154.50.189||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000009||sleepyvr4||02-01-2004||05:19 PM||||Is it possible to maintain 10 psi w/ my setup?||24.154.50.189||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes



ubb/Forum2/004581.cgi
A||||5||DaveK||ECU compatibility||||5||||Dave||00002466
Z||000000||DaveK||01-31-2004||07:36 PM||davidkern@hotmail.com||I searched around a bit on ECUs, but didn't find an answer to my question.<br /><br />Can I use a 1991 gvr4 ecu in a 1992 gvr4?  Plug and play?  I've seen that I can use another ECU by switching around a few wires, but will I need to this?<br /><br />My 91 got T-boned during a snow storm last weekend, and I think they're going to total it out.  I've found a replacement vr4, but its got a blown ECU, so I'm just trying to figure out if I can just move it from one car to the other.<br /><br />Any help is much appreciated!<br /><br />Dave||66.28.55.246||reg||5||Dave||00002466||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||01-31-2004||07:39 PM||||swap away.<br /><br />~John||63.226.153.224||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||01-31-2004||09:25 PM||||I popped in a ninetysomething first gen eclipse gsx ecu and it works pretty well. I would think your GVR4-GVR4 swap would be transparent.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||drew||01-31-2004||11:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dave:<br /><strong> I searched around a bit on ECUs, but didn't find an answer to my question.<br /><br />Can I use a 1991 gvr4 ecu in a 1992 gvr4?  Plug and play?  I've seen that I can use another ECU by switching around a few wires, but will I need to this?<br /><br />My 91 got T-boned during a snow storm last weekend, and I think they're going to total it out.  I've found a replacement vr4, but its got a blown ECU, so I'm just trying to figure out if I can just move it from one car to the other.<br /><br />Any help is much appreciated!<br /><br />Dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One caveat would be swapping a CA ECU into a Federal car.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||DaveK||02-01-2004||02:17 AM||||I'm not sure on the history of my VR4 (bought it in AZ back in September), but I'm pretty sure that the one I'd be buying is a CA car.  Any issues that direction?  Is there some emissions BS that I can remove to eliminate any problems?<br /><br />Thanks!||66.28.55.246||reg||1||Dave||00002466||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||02-01-2004||06:47 PM||||ALL GVR-4 ECU's are identical, 1991 or 1992, except for the R129 (1K resistor) being missing on California cars. If you solder in the missing resistor, the ECU will work in any GVR-4.||216.77.204.133||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004582.cgi
A||||5||thejeebus2002||Logger Mounting points in car?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||01-31-2004||09:57 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Where do you all run your logger cables.  I want to run mine permanently where it's out of the way and I don't have to open my glove compartment to access it.  Also, how do you guys mount yours?  I was using a AFC stand but I left it in the car I sold (DOH!!!).<br /><br />scott||209.158.202.143||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-01-2004||11:45 AM||||To the right of the fog light switch is a "dummy".  Remove the entire switch assembly (pulls out easy) and from the back side pop out the dummy plate.  Stuff your logger cable into that hole and run it down to your feet, zip tie the cable up out of the way and run it across to the diagnostic port.<br /><br />Now you should be able to push (long coil) all of the cable into the dash.  If you're anal, you can notch the dummy plate and recover the hole.<br /><br />I have a Palm m105, it's got a lid that opens 180&deg and is hinged.  If you have one of these you'll find that you can wedge the lid into various console parts for a built-in mount.  I took an angled piece (lengthwise 90&deg; bend) of aluminum about 5.5" long and cut a 4.25" long slit on the bend, centered along the length.  Then I stuck this piece above the center vents with the bend hanging down.  The lid of the m105 slips into that slot and now my Palm hangs from there.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||atc250r||02-02-2004||10:25 PM||||The cable on mine goes from the diagnostic plug, across under the knee bolster to the center console and then into the ashtray as does my turbo timer display. If I want to I can hide the timer and the logger cable in the ashtray whenever I want.<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||02-02-2004||11:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> To the right of the fog light switch is a "dummy".  Remove the entire switch assembly (pulls out easy) and from the back side pop out the dummy plate.  Stuff your logger cable into that hole and run it down to your feet, zip tie the cable up out of the way and run it across to the diagnostic port.<br /><br />Now you should be able to push (long coil) all of the cable into the dash.  If you're anal, you can notch the dummy plate and recover the hole.<br /><br />I have a Palm m105, it's got a lid that opens 180&deg and is hinged.  If you have one of these you'll find that you can wedge the lid into various console parts for a built-in mount.  I took an angled piece (lengthwise 90&deg; bend) of aluminum about 5.5" long and cut a 4.25" long slit on the bend, centered along the length.  Then I stuck this piece above the center vents with the bend hanging down.  The lid of the m105 slips into that slot and now my Palm hangs from there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">After I saw this in your car I stole the idea   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.248.115.28||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||16GVR4||02-03-2004||12:06 AM||||I did the exact same thing, having the cable going through the dummy switch. ( I did not steal the idea though    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   )<br /><br />I also mounted my palm vx on where the stock clock is. My head-unit has a built-in clock, so I don't need the stock clock.<br />I  made a voltage regulator circuit, so that my palm vx charges whenever the car is running. This allows me to use the logger with backlighting at night and won't have to worry about draining the battery in the palm vx.||66.124.254.204||reg||12||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||02-03-2004||05:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> The cable on mine goes from the diagnostic plug, across under the knee bolster to the center console and then into the ashtray. If I want to I can hide the logger cable in the ashtray whenever I want.<br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What he said.  I decided to do this after seeing the Top Gear review of the R34 GTR.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004583.cgi
A||||4||MidEngine210||Problems with leaky valve cover||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||01-31-2004||10:09 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||OK gang...<br /><br />I replaced the valve cover gasket, spark plug gaskets, and half moon. I think I over torqued it on a couple of bolts. Now the lower right (when facing the engine) bolt next to the timing belt cover won't let me tightened it. There was a lot of oil in the spark plug wires area. I hope it's a bad valve cover and not a messed up head. Please relieve my stress. TIA.<br /><br />- Sunny||68.122.13.211||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||01-31-2004||10:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong> OK gang...<br /><br />I replaced the valve cover gasket, spark plug gaskets, and half moon. I think I over torqued it on a couple of bolts. Now the lower right (when facing the engine) bolt next to the timing belt cover won't let me tightened it.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Two things number 1 I bet you did over tighten them 2-3 ft/lbs is the torque spec, second that's nothing a heli-coil can't fix.||65.177.241.26||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||MidEngine210||01-31-2004||10:47 PM||||I looked a little closer and found the crack. Thanks for replying anyway. Another lesson learned, don't buy a cheap torque wrench. To the parts section I go.||68.122.13.211||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000003||drew||01-31-2004||11:26 PM||||You want to tighten them hand tight. don't even bother with a torque wrench. most torque wrenches don't go that low.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||16GVR4||02-03-2004||02:04 AM||||I wouldn't recommend tightening by hand. The term "hand/finger tight" is way too subjective.<br /><br />I would recommend using a good torque wrench and tighten it in steps. Go 1 lb.ft all the way around, then 1.5 all the way around, and so on.<br />I believe the spec is 2lb.ft, but check your manual on this.<br /><br />FYI, I did it the first time "hand tight", and it was leaking like crazy, because I under-tighten it.||66.124.254.204||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes



ubb/Forum2/004584.cgi
A||||4||Slammed90Galant||Mis-fire + High boost?||||1||||Slammed90Galant||00003321
Z||000000||Slammed90Galant||01-31-2004||10:21 PM||Cloud57569@yahoo.com||Having a small problem with #1778. The car is dropping cylinders in all gears and the RPM it drops them at successively gets lower. As an example, in first gear I don't think it cuts out until just after 6k RPM, then in second it drops at like 5k, and then about 4k in third. It seems to do it only under a high boost situation. I think this might be a coil pack, or maybe a bost leak, but I'm not sure of the symptoms with that. I have an 85 grand national so I am kinda familiar with turbos and stuff, but just don't get too technical cuz that thing is old skool! Someone guide me in the right direction!||24.195.200.129||reg||1||Slammed90Galant||00003321||yes
Z||000001||curtis||02-01-2004||12:22 AM||||Check and see If your exhaust manifold or your manifold to turbine housing gaskets are smoked.  I had a similar problem when the turbine to manifold gasket went last week.  Look behind the turbo for black residue on the water pipe and small metal flakes from where the gasket has melted and is being blown out under pressure.  The problem maybe that your O2 is getting a mixed up signal and going pig rich.||65.54.97.147||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Slammed90Galant||02-01-2004||01:26 AM||||could be, but I think that the manifold and turbo and whole exhaust was just replaced. That doesn't mean that the gasket couldn't be blown, but just FYI. Thanks.||24.195.200.129||reg||1||Slammed90Galant||00003321||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR-4||02-01-2004||02:44 AM||||Try replacing the spark plugs and wires first.||67.116.237.209||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000004||Slammed90Galant||02-01-2004||11:01 AM||||I'm still waiting on getting the money for the wires, but the plugs are brand new... Although they probably could use replacement after the number of misfires its had. I was on another forum and someone told me to check the gap on the plugs. They said that it should be less than .028. Could that be the problem as well? Thanks for another good idea though.||24.195.200.129||reg||1||Slammed90Galant||00003321||yes



ubb/Forum2/004585.cgi
A||||5||fstrthnu||have fuel, ignition, and timing...won't start...||||1||||fstrthnu||00003442
Z||000000||fstrthnu||01-31-2004||11:51 PM||fstrthnu2003@yahoo.com||Ok guys, maybe you can help me out... I have a JDM 4g63t motor out of a 91 gvr-4, with a 95 gst ecu running it. I had a shop do the wiring for me (although I don't know 100% if it's correct, didn't have the time to do it myself and now I'm kicking my own a## for not making time). Anyway, here's my problem, I have spark and fuel, and according to my timing light (when attached to #1 wire) tells me that I am right at TDC. So the car should run right? NOPE. All it does when I hit the key is turn over and hit like it wants to run but it doesn't. I don't know what else to do...could the injectors be pulsing at the wrong time? Am I missing some critical piece? Do I need some sort of fuel management (i.e. it's rich?) Or some sensor that is bad? Any help would be greatly appriciated. Thanks in advance.||66.119.33.170||reg||1||fstrthnu||00003442||yes
Z||000001||fstrthnu||01-31-2004||11:52 PM||||BTW...this is all in a 95 galant.||66.119.33.170||reg||1||fstrthnu||00003442||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-01-2004||11:34 AM||||You have a second generation ECU running a 91 JDM 4G63?  Something tells me that may not be plug-n-play.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||DMX84||02-01-2004||11:57 AM||||Should your timing be set 5deg. <b><i>BTDC?</i></b> Not sure about your car, but the VR4�s are 5deg. BTDC. I would check your timing specifications to be sure.||67.235.99.235||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-01-2004||12:11 PM||||check the firing order of the ign wires.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||02-01-2004||06:43 PM||||When putting a 6-bolt motor in a 2G car, you have to reverse plug wires 1-2, and 3-4, IIRC. Also, on DSM's, due to a little issue with misfires, I think you have to swap the injector wiring around too. <br />RRE and Magnus both have some good 1G>2G swap info. I'm just learning it, due to making 2G chips now.<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/1gcasin2g95-96M2.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/1gcasin2g95-96M2.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/1g2g.asp" target="_blank">http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/1g2g.asp</a><br /><a href="http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/1g2g/wiregram/wiregram01.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/1g2g/wiregram/wiregram01.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/1g2g/wiregram/wiregram02.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/1g2g/wiregram/wiregram02.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/1g2g/wiregram/wiregram03.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/1g2g/wiregram/wiregram03.jpg</a>||216.77.204.133||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004586.cgi
A||||10||meng||black water out the muffler||||1||||meng||00000837
Z||000000||meng||02-01-2004||01:07 PM||mengberserker@yahoo.com||hey my car is recently spiting out black water out the exhuast when i hit the gas peddle. i dont know if its the turbo gone bad or valve gasket. a little help with knowledge well be appriciated.||208.12.112.30||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||02-01-2004||01:50 PM||||Is the septic tank full?||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||02-01-2004||02:25 PM||||Usually it's just condensation from the exhaust warming up with carbon build up mixed in.  Could be a little oil mixed in also.  I am assuming you can only tell that there is black water coming out of the exhaust because your revving the engine and it's parked.  Black stain in the snow.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    My car does the same.  I'm sure alot of other people's cars are also.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||02-01-2004||05:04 PM||||I made the mistake of reving mine with my new white Civic Si behind it. I put a nice black spot on it that looked like smeone sprayed it with matte black spray paint. My motor is all new(less than 3,000 miles) and does it so I'm sure it normal.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||TheJackalGT||02-01-2004||05:24 PM||||if your not running a cat, that might do it also, i remember one time my friend asking me to rev my car (3000gt) and his leg was right behind my exhaust, his leg turned instantly black, i thought it was pretty funny, but that was just a muffler, no cat. I wouldnt worry about it.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||02-02-2004||12:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TheJackalGT:<br /><strong> if your not running a cat, that might do it also, i remember one time my friend asking me to rev my car (3000gt) and his leg was right behind my exhaust, his leg turned instantly black, i thought it was pretty funny, but that was just a muffler, no cat. I wouldnt worry about it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is the exact opposite of what his problem is, A cat will produce the water out of the tailpipe, I believe it is from reactiance of CO and HC becoming C and H2O ie a black colored water.||65.177.240.203||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||02-02-2004||12:19 AM||||Both of my Galants have done it.  Both had 3" turboback with no cat.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||02-02-2004||04:07 PM||||It's VERY cold where you are.  You're car is running very rich as a result of the outside temps.  Plus when your car starts to warm up, the exhaust condensation mixes with the carbon buildup, and produces the black spum coming out of your tailpipe.  It's common for this time of year..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||02-02-2004||04:11 PM||||My car did that all the time with a test pipe on it.  Now it has a high flow cat and it only does it during warm up.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||ConquestCat||02-02-2004||04:30 PM||||What kind of mods do you have?  The black stuff could be a rich condition, blowby, leaky turbo, etc.  Compression test will reveal blowby; remove intake side of turbo pipe for front seal leak, removed downpipe to see if turbo is leaking (after ruling out piston blow-by), air-fuel ratio or EGT to rule out rich condition.  Are you hitting fuel cut?||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000010||meng||02-03-2004||12:31 AM||||i have fuel cut at like 5k rpm and lag with a 16g turbo is that normal? i boost 18+psi with the stock ic and my car is not a vr4. my car is a galant gsr with a jdm turbo motor, with 550cc injectors, and a k&n filter thats it. Oh yea i run striaght pipe too.||208.12.112.118||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes



ubb/Forum2/004587.cgi
A||||12||TinyVR4||1990 Eclipse GSX ECU = Missfire?||||1||||TinyVR4||00000831
Z||000000||TinyVR4||02-01-2004||01:18 PM||GoranD@HotPOP.com||Hey guys,<br />I have a question.  I recently replaced my broken VR4 ECU with a ECU out of a 1990 GSX.  I swapped the two wires and also installed a first gen SAFC.  Before my original ECU's capacitors went the car had been running really well.  Now the car seems to misfire when i am holding the throttle steady.  I am not sure if this is due to the different ECU or if the addition of the SAFC is causing this.  FYI i have stock FPR and stock injectors. If anyone has any clue what is causing this i would appreciate any help.<br />Thanks||65.43.172.9||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||02-01-2004||06:36 PM||||Have you compensated for the 1G DSM ECU by richening up the AFC, especially at 1000 rpm? My car doesn't like '90 ECU's either, it throws a CE #44 once in a while, ignition related.<br />Jeff||216.77.204.133||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||TinyVR4||02-02-2004||12:22 AM||||I have been playing with the afc today, and it seems to have gotten most of it out.  I did have to go pretty rich at 1000 rpm. I really need to get the Datalogger working!  I will have to readjust again on wednesday when the 625cc injectors come in, which should help that also.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.43.172.9||reg||14||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||02-02-2004||09:46 AM||||double check your wire swap.check the dsm vfaq to make sure you crossed the right wires. seems 90 ecu where a littel different. the 90 eclipse i  had a 92 ecu and it had 2 wires crossed.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||TinyVR4||02-05-2004||05:53 PM||||Today, I installed the 625cc injectors and my car is not liking it.  The missfire is even more pronounced.  It jerks while coasting at low rpm.  I have tried everything to the SAFC, but nothing works.  I tried messing with the timing, which seems to worsen the effect if i retard, and it is not as bad if it is advanced.  I do not have FPR, ordering one next week, i have a 190lph pump, reviwred.  I do not know where to go from here, any advice is appreciated, as always.  Thanks.||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000005||TinyVR4||02-06-2004||08:30 AM||||One more thing.  I was driving today and watching my Air/fuel ratio gauge (the digital one from Jumptronix).  The gauge reads 0.1V for every bar out of 10 on the gauge.  Everytime the gauge hits the 9th bar the car stutters, and has no power.  I have also noticed that my turbo gauge is going crazy when i'm just coasting, only sometimes.(It is a VDO, i think the gauge is just crap).  I guess my question is how do i adjust the Air/Fuel ratio on my car so it is not getting crazy ritch.  I am going to install the FPR soon, and the datalogger that i purchased from the sale section i can not get to link up.  I need to get another one. If this makes any sense to anyone and can help me i would appreciate it.  Thanks.||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000006||Mitsuturbo||02-06-2004||04:28 PM||||sounds like you're running rich and falling on your face there buddy||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000007||TinyVR4||02-07-2004||10:35 AM||||I just bought the Aeromotive FPR, and i'm going to install it on sunday.  Hopefully that will help.  Car runs perfectly when cold, as soon as it is warmed up, it goes crazy rich.  Lowering the base fuel pressure should help, i hope!||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000008||TinyVR4||02-10-2004||01:53 AM||||AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHH!<br />Installed 625cc injectors.  Installed the Fuel pressure regulator.  Reset the base timing.  Checked the TPS.  The car is running terrible.  I can not hit the accelerator at all without the car jerking and bucking.  I don't know where to go from here.  I am going to swap in my old injectors to see if the bucking is still there.  The only thing i have yet to do is the Intake Pressure test.  I will try to do this on Thursday.  Am i missing something?||65.43.172.9||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||02-10-2004||09:56 AM||||What is your base fuel pressure?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||TinyVR4||02-10-2004||01:12 PM||||I tried setting the base at 42psi.<br />I tried moving it down in increments of 2psi, all the way to 34psi.  Nothing made a difference.||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||02-10-2004||05:18 PM||||What were the numbers on the ECU? Did the numbers on the lid match the numbers on the connectors inside?<br />Have you tried anotehr ECU?||65.2.40.151||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||TinyVR4||02-10-2004||08:06 PM||||The ECU is from a 1990 Eclipse GSX.  It was working fine when i first installed it. I did not look at the numbers, because i figured it would work for sure, providing the wire swap.  <br />I am starting to think i have a boost leak somewhere.  I find that i can see boost on the factory gauge but no boost on the aftermarket gauge. I can also hear the BOV even though my aftermarket boost gauge is showing no boost.  I was not able to hear the stock BOV unless i was boosting. I am going to do the intake pressure test per VFAQ.  Thanks for everyone's input.||65.43.172.9||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes



ubb/Forum2/004588.cgi
A||||21||jonvr4||remove roof?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||02-01-2004||02:41 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i need to replace my roof. i had an incident where my hood flew up and smashed the shit out of my windshield and roof. how the hell do you remove the roof? is it a cut off job? i need help so if anyone knows how to do this, let me know asap.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||199of2k||02-01-2004||02:48 PM||||does it look like this:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2694" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2694&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.9.235.175||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||02-01-2004||03:09 PM||||sadly yes<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2695" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2695&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||02-01-2004||03:10 PM||||I feel your pain.||68.9.235.175||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||02-01-2004||03:13 PM||||i was going about 65 when it flew open||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||02-01-2004||03:44 PM||||I'd say yes, you have to cut the thing up.  It's probably gonna be a biatch to do too.  On a side note why are there so many sweet cars in the backround of your photo jon?<br /><br />Maybe cut the whole roof panel out in the roof rack grooves and do all the work right there, that way it keeps it real clean looking.  That might not be a good idea though because it would make it more difficult to smooth out the welds and stuff.  I'm not really sure, just throwin out ideas.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||02-01-2004||03:55 PM||||all the sweet car are in the back because it was taken at the dyno comp. that was held yesterday. by the way the other galant vr4 is chris aka(Pivvay) and the grey one i dont know who owns it.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||RTS182G-VR4||02-01-2004||04:42 PM||||it can be done fairly easy by a body shop, its pretty normal for classic restorations.  all you need is a donor roof obviously.  dont know how much they charge though... call around i guess.  <br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000008||TheJackalGT||02-01-2004||05:28 PM||||i was like 3 cars to the right, guess im not special enough to be in the pic...||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||02-01-2004||05:32 PM||||too far to the right Austin<br />i got a hood though so all i need is a winddow and the roof fixed||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||02-01-2004||05:48 PM||||you can always make it the first Galant VR4 targa!!!!||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000011||TheJackalGT||02-01-2004||06:33 PM||||hahahah, sedan targa baby||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000012||RayH||02-01-2004||10:35 PM||||I think a Galant chop top would look cool.<br /><br />Here's a chopped Silvia:<br /> <a href="http://www.urbanracer.com/gallery/gallery/event_coverage/Tokyo_Auto_Salon/Tokyo_Auto_Salon_2004/Day_1/img_9209.jpg" target="_blank">Silvia chop top</a>||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000013||KenGVR4||02-03-2004||08:11 PM||||It's called reskinning.  You cut the top portion of the roof, and then drill out the spot welds, and replace the dented "skin".  I have friends that do body work, they say it's not too hard to do.  It's a fairly common repair for rollovers and such.||24.18.118.197||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000014||pisces_0||02-03-2004||09:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> I think a Galant chop top would look cool.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">BAH!  Ya beat me to it!  I was reading through the entire thread waiting for someone to bring it up and I thought I'd be the first to mention it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Any Photoshop masters care to take off a few inches of the roof height just for kicks?  Some pics would be quite interesting.||216.251.182.16||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000015||chucklesas||02-04-2004||12:11 AM||||I should post some pics of the photoshop I did where I turn my galant into a convertable... I just haven't found a good pic of a car interior I could pretend to squeeze in there yet... eh, someday.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000016||RayH||02-04-2004||10:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by pisces_0:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> I think a Galant chop top would look cool.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">BAH!  Ya beat me to it!  I was reading through the entire thread waiting for someone to bring it up and I thought I'd be the first to mention it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Any Photoshop masters care to take off a few inches of the roof height just for kicks?  Some pics would be quite interesting. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know the details but I think it would be a fair amount of work.  If you keep the same roof size, all the pillars would have to be re-angled.  Also the door frames and probably every piece of glass would have to be cut.  I think the end result, though, would look great.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000017||pisces_0||02-04-2004||12:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong>I don't know the details but I think it would be a fair amount of work.  If you keep the same roof size, all the pillars would have to be re-angled.  Also the door frames and probably every piece of glass would have to be cut.  I think the end result, though, would look great. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've seen first-hand the ammount of work needed to take a few inches off of the roofline.  Not a job for the backyard bodyman. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   I would agree though, a Galant would look quite good with a few inches taken off of its roof height.||65.183.139.241||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000018||REDLINEGVR4||02-04-2004||01:03 PM||||Jon I was doing 85 when mine flew up and my car was real badly damaged i took my car to a macco by my house and well if you were to look at it you would never know it happend.||168.254.225.217||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000019||REDLINEGVR4||02-04-2004||01:08 PM||||Pics Of my car<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1981&width=400" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1981&width=400</a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1982&width=400" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1982&width=400</a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1980&width=400" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1980&width=400</a>||168.254.225.217||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000020||Mitsuturbo||02-04-2004||04:42 PM||||i see hood pins.. <br />it looks like someone just screwed up.. whoops!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000021||renoman||02-04-2004||08:17 PM||||There is a lot to e said for front hinged bonnets....<br /><br />Any decent body shop should be able to take out the dents - its s tricky process involving heating small areas with an oxy torch, and wiping a wet sponge over it. This takes out any stretching that will have occured. Can be done, but depending on how the Galant is put together, it may be easier/cheaper to get it reskinned. Just make bloody sure they drill out the spot welds properly and reweld them correctly and strongly. I've seen some dodgy jobs where spot welds are drilled out/rewelded and will come unstitched in an accident very easily, not to mention the rust issue.||220.240.65.245||reg||1||renoman||00003473||yes



ubb/Forum2/004589.cgi
A||||1||gassa1963||ecu temp sensor||||1||||gassa1963||00003391
Z||000000||gassa1963||02-01-2004||02:50 PM||gary.morton@tesco.net||Read the posts about rewiring ecu temp. sensor.  It seems like I have a similar problem.  The engine does not like pulling from low throttle settings until fully hot. i.e. thermostat hads opened more than once. When re-wiring the sensor on the stat housing how far back in the lom should I go,  How do I tell if the sensor is working ok?  Sorry if this is a repeat question but when i do a search some of the older posts come back with an error message.  Thanks in advance  Gary||62.252.64.6||reg||1||gassa1963||00003391||yes
Z||000001||crucible||02-01-2004||03:26 PM||||Follow the wires back to where they run along side the head.There should be a rubber tube they run through which protects the wires.I found my wires were dry rotted from age and heat inside the rubber loom.So you should at least go back that far to check.<br />HTH||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/004591.cgi
A||||4||TRA_GreenDragon||dumb question but i need to know||||5||||Mohne||00003115
Z||000000||TRA_GreenDragon||02-01-2004||09:11 PM||TRA_GreenDragon1@hotmail.com||Will a dohc head fit on a sohc engine? If so will i need to change injec, ecu, etc....?||12.216.58.21||reg||5||Mohne||00003115||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||02-02-2004||12:08 PM||||I'm gonna go out on a limb here and say NO.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||02-02-2004||12:21 PM||||ditto  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||TinyVR4||02-02-2004||03:57 PM||||Which DOHC head on which SOHC engine?<br />You can do this on many different engines.<br />GOOGLE SEARCH||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000004||TRA_GreenDragon||02-02-2004||07:47 PM||||on 4g63 motor||12.216.58.21||reg||1||Mohne||00003115||yes



ubb/Forum2/004592.cgi
A||||7||giantrobot||Where can I find Koseis for the GVR4?||||1||||giantrobot||00003313
Z||000000||giantrobot||02-01-2004||11:18 PM||giantrobot9000@yahoo.com||Tire Rack doesn't show any in the 4x114 bolt pattern.I've read that 16x8.5 w/30mm would be perfect,but I'll take 16x7.5 or 17x7 even if I can find them.I loved these wheels on my other cars.This is the K1 I'm talking about.||24.198.139.233||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||02-02-2004||12:08 AM||||I've got a set of 17x7.5 Anthracites. What are they worth to ya? lol||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||02-02-2004||09:19 AM||||I got the kosei k1 on mine, but they disconyinued it, try the aka sa3's.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||Tevenor||02-02-2004||10:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> I've got a set of 17x7.5 Anthracites. What are they worth to ya? lol </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mmmmm. Yummy.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000004||jpgvr4||02-02-2004||10:35 AM||||Might try s13/240sx tuner's. Also Kosei OEM's the K1;  aka buddy club. The 16x8.5 you speak of might require spacers, and I believe was marketed for the rear of the early 4-lug s13/240sx.<br /><br />I have 17x7.5 anthracite, but they are actually more like a murky green. They're light. ~36Ibs. with 225/45 P7000||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||02-02-2004||12:22 PM||||yup!, used spacers on both o'mine, they work good though, I'll try to post some pics.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||giantrobot||02-02-2004||04:30 PM||||I'm not sure on the anthracite...not dark enough and that green tint you mentioned....on my white car I want white wheels,too...I LOVE JD Ross' car in the gallery!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.198.139.233||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||02-03-2004||09:46 PM||||these are the koseis<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2719" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2719&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />these are the aka's<br /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2720" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2720&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/004593.cgi
A||||10||mistaVR4||PLEASE ID this transaxle...I have pics now!||||5||||mistaVR4||00003068
Z||000000||mistaVR4||02-02-2004||04:08 PM||tassap1@aol.com||Here it is, can't identify can you????<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2699&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2700&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2701&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2702&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2703&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />the p/n reads  <b>C11BPH</b> underneith it says  <b>HC2959</b>  <br />let me know<br />Thanks||162.18.75.91||reg||5||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000001||LunarShadow||02-02-2004||06:41 PM||||I don't know where that came from.  I wouldn't want to try it in our cars though.<br /><br />The transfer case appears to be all aluminum.  Most likely it is pre-'91.||172.161.252.229||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000002||mistaVR4||02-02-2004||10:01 PM||||The final drive gear ratio is different, it's a good thing I tested it before deciding to throw it on the car!<br /><br />1 reply so far.......hmmmmmmmmm I guess I should keep this for a lawn ornament since it's so rare   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br />Unless there's still someone out there.. I'll pay 5 bucks to whoever can give me proof of what this tranny came off of   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||02-02-2004||10:06 PM||||Here's all I got and it doesn't look like it will help:<br /><br />US TEL 1G 3/89 - 6/90 (shift link) -> w5m332npzs<br />US TEL 1G 6/90 - 2/94 -> w5m332npxv<br />US TEL 2G 3/94 - 6/96 -> w5m332npzt<br />US TEL 2G 7/96 and up -> w5m332muzt<br /><br />US spec GVR4 to 4/92 -> w5m332nqbk<br />US spec GVR4 5/92 and up -> w5m332nqbm<br /><br />US Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 6/89-5/90 -> w5m312vqzh<br />US Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 6/90-5/92 -> w5m312vqbk<br /><br /><br />Do I get $2.50?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||curtis||02-03-2004||12:14 AM||||Plus being a lawn ornament you can't use the tranfer case either.  The shaft is 23 splines but is a smaller diameter than the 23 USDM stuff we're use to.  You can change the final drive out to a US spec and your in business.  I think that one is out of a pre-90 JDM Galant.  Call up TRE they can probably give you some help with the numbers.  I have a similar transfer case in the garage that came with my JDM tranny.  I got a switchable tranny but not a switchable transfer when I ordered it.  During rebuild I used the US transfer case and output shaft because the US transfer case I had was brand new.  Call up one of the importers and try to get a high geared rearend (they can't usually sell them so you could probably get it cheap).||65.54.98.20||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||02-03-2004||02:48 AM||||Get the VIN off of it and I'll tell you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.240.178||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||mistaVR4||02-03-2004||01:27 PM||||Where is the VIN on a transmission  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   is it the bar code sticker? I thought the VIN is only on the dashboard of a car...||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000007||Mitsuturbo||02-03-2004||01:45 PM||||i think it's probably something similar to what comes out of an EXPO LRV or Galant GSX maybe<br /><br />if you decide to sell it, i may want to buy it regardless of what it came out of||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000008||mistaVR4||02-03-2004||01:57 PM||||If your interested in buying it, I'd be willing to discuss price with you (PM) unless I can figure something out because this thing weighs a shit load (more than ours..or at least it seams like it) this thing is in perfect shape it seems like it has barley been used, I wish I could use it but I don't really feel like tring to find a rear end to match.||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000009||phat4||02-03-2004||02:29 PM||||I would say that it is from a 87-89 Lancer GSr Sedan or Liftback.<br /><br />These came out with 4G61T motors in a 4WD config.<br /><br />The box will be a bit weaker than the std early JDM KM255<br /><br />One last thing vtho - Check on the end case by the oil drain....there could be the number KM255 stamped there if so it is  87-89 VR4 JDM Box<br /><br />Good Luck||219.88.32.214||reg||1||PHAT4||00003333||yes
Z||000010||turbogalant||02-03-2004||03:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mistaVR4:<br /><strong> Where is the VIN on a transmission   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    is it the bar code sticker? I thought the VIN is only on the dashboard of a car... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hope you have never sold a stolen car because the vin is on almost every body panel ie doors, hood, trunk, chassis,fenders, bumpers, engine block, transmission. And to anwser your question in the 2nd picture all the way on the right hand side there is a piece of flat metal that is partially cut off in the pic it's on there.||63.184.72.192||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/004594.cgi
A||||2||slvrblt||Safe boost on stock exhaust ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||02-02-2004||05:23 PM||hamarabix@hotmail.com||I have an EVOIII B16G and Im not sure how much boost is too much for the stock exhaust before it starts getting dangerous to the compressor.<br /><br />Any comments ? Would I be safe at 14psi ?<br /><br /><br />I have quite enough fuel to support upwards of 20psi, so thats not an issue.||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing DSM||02-02-2004||06:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I have an EVOIII B16G and Im not sure how much boost is too much for the stock exhaust before it starts getting dangerous to the compressor.<br /><br />Any comments ? Would I be safe at 14psi ?<br /><br /><br />I have quite enough fuel to support upwards of 20psi, so thats not an issue. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">a buddy of mine has a 12.2 sec fwd talon and he has the stock down pipe, all he does is unbolts the cat when at the track.  and he has run i believe 22psi the the the full exhust on. cat gutted of couse.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||02-02-2004||10:17 PM||||22psi with the full stock exhaust (gutted cat) installed ? Damn, that sounds dangerous.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004595.cgi
A||||0||trapkit3||sensors ground wiring problem||||1||||Jacob||00003100
Z||000000||trapkit3||02-02-2004||05:24 PM||trapkit3@fastmail.fm||i have a 1990 galant gsx and i just completed a jdm cyclone swap. (those butterfly valvle things are great!) and i am throwing all the ec that are in the mass air flow sensor. i go through all the procedures and my sensors grnd. has 68-75 ohms when it says in the book i am supposed to have continuity or 0 ohms.  has anyone else had a sensors ground problem? please help||216.251.191.118||reg||1||Jacob||00003100||yes



ubb/Forum2/004596.cgi
A||||15||Wayne Twist||VR4 engine with small turbo||||1||||Wayne Twist||00003420
Z||000000||Wayne Twist||02-02-2004||05:51 PM||wayne.twist@auspost.com.au||Am looking to buy a spare 4G63 engine from a japanese engine import place. I note it has a TDO4 and not a TDO5 turbo. Is this from a VR4?<br />Is the turbo the only difference to the engine specifications?||155.144.251.120||reg||1||Wayne Twist||00003420||yes
Z||000001||Mitsuturbo||02-02-2004||06:29 PM||||Odds are the cams are different as well.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-02-2004||07:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> Odds are the cams are different as well. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i dont think the cams are different except in the usa.  the jdm motor i got was from an automatic, and it had 450's and m/t cams.  i think that if the motor has 450's, it will have the m/t cams||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||LunarShadow||02-02-2004||07:20 PM||||It's from an automatic.  My JDM is from an automatic.||172.161.252.229||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000004||miturra||02-03-2004||10:09 AM||||From what I've read, the turbos on the automatic transmission cars are 13G's and not 14G's. You can always buy another turbo, if that's not good enough.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||02-03-2004||10:15 AM||||Hmmmm my engine is from a JDM motor vendor, the guy I bought the car from had it put in.  I think it says TD04 on the turbo housing!  Is this a 13g instead of 14b?  That would suck.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||MustGoFaster||02-03-2004||10:31 AM||||You got your numbers mixed.  They are a TD04 13G for the AT cars and a TD05 14B for MT cars.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||02-03-2004||11:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> You got your numbers mixed.  They are a TD04 13G for the AT cars and a TD05 14B for MT cars. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're right   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||02-03-2004||11:24 AM||||Hmm, maybe its not so bad if the car has a 13g, that just means I can upgrade to a 14b really cheap (once the car is on the road again, and the O2 problem is figured out).  :dreams:||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||supervr4||02-03-2004||11:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> Hmm, maybe its not so bad if the car has a 13g, that just means I can upgrade to a 14b really cheap (once the car is on the road again, and the O2 problem is figured out).  :dreams: </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You will also need to buy a manifold from a tdo5 or similar   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  They spool so quick though||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000010||LunarShadow||02-03-2004||06:59 PM||||Yep, the manifold is different too.  The collector is offset instead of in the middle.  <br /><br />I intentionally bought a motor from an automatic.  I figured there is a less chance it was abused.||172.145.203.48||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||02-04-2004||01:15 PM||||Dont bother upgrading to the 14, just get a EvoIIIB16G.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.100.24.153||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||stevevr4||02-05-2004||07:19 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Yeah, I didn't realize it required a different manifold.  Well all this means its gonna have to wait quite a while.  Damn.<br /><br />Just to make sure, if it says TD-04 (it does) on the compressor housing, its definitely a 13g?||24.225.255.96||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000013||ConquestCat||02-05-2004||08:44 AM||||TDO4 is definately the 13B.  The engine is either out of an A/M galant (2.0) or a cyborg (this would really suck because it would mean it's a 1.6 or 1.8 liter).||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000014||supervr4||02-05-2004||02:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by liquidgvr4:<br /><strong> TDO4 is definately the 13B.  The engine is either out of an A/M galant (2.0) or a cyborg (this would really suck because it would mean it's a 1.6 or 1.8 liter). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have been told that "g" and twin layerd one shorter and one taller on the comp blade.<br />And the "b" are just single layer <br />If this is true then the tdo4 is 1 13g I can take A pic if people wont??||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000015||stevevr4||02-05-2004||05:04 PM||||I'd try to take a pic of the compressor blades but my camera doesn't have that kinda zoom capabilities... I'll try to find a microscope.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    Man I am so pissed about this.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum2/004597.cgi
A||||3||dwatters@sisna.com||Downpipe Heat Sheilds||||1||||GVR4*1990||00000935
Z||000000||dwatters@sisna.com||02-02-2004||07:07 PM||gvr_41990@sisna.com||Are there any problems with removing the heat sheilds on the downpipe?||147.178.2.110||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000001||DMX84||02-02-2004||07:41 PM||||Probably not as the aftermarket pipes do not have one.||67.234.231.91||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||02-02-2004||08:58 PM||||I didnt notice any DP heat shield on my car last time I was under it. There is a O2 housing heat shield though.||172.194.164.196||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||curtis||02-03-2004||12:41 AM||||Leave on any heat sheild that the factory desided to build they're there to keep heat in the exhaust, and heat in the engine compartment is a bad thing.  Maybe one of the engineer types on the board can give a disertation on Thermodynamic properties and there relation to fast spool up of a Mitsubishi turbo and the calibration of the O2 sensor and the loss of heat due to convection.  Leave it on if its there.||65.54.98.20||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/004598.cgi
A||||3||ercp98||car won't start HELP!!!||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||02-02-2004||07:23 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||hi my car did not start last thursday when it got cold here in chicago. at the time it was no big deal. i thought it was the battery; which actually needed a jump. then i found out that the coolant turned to slurpee. still no big deal.early today after waiting for the ice and coolant to melt back to their liquid state i tried to start the car once more. i hooked up jumper cables but the car won't start. the engine cranks over and over... but to me it sounds like my engine lost compression. so i pulled the plugs and it smelled like gas. now i'm thinking that if i replace the plugs and let the gas evaporate i'd be able to start the car again. my worry is from the fact that the car sounded like it lost compression. can i put a little oil in the cylinder and still start the car?? i'm assuming that the oil will at least restore a little compression in the cylinder. i guess my rings are shot at this point. please any suggestion will be appreciated. sorry for the long tale.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||02-02-2004||10:44 PM||||Put a teaspoon of oil in each cylinder, and prepare to smoke out the neighborhood. My engine has 138,000 on it, and has done the same thing to me. Time for new rings.||216.76.180.89||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||02-02-2004||10:47 PM||||so i guess this really confirms my fear about the rings. thank you for the advice. i guess among other things that i have to plan for will be an overhaul of the engine.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||02-02-2004||11:07 PM||||I've never used it, but you might try some fuel stabalizer.<br /><br />My galant has been in the garage nice and toasty and it starts every time, but our 03 Spec V has trouble starting in this harsh weather.  You need to start your car every day.  Also your coolant needs changed too.  5w30 might not be a bad ideal if your car is kept outside.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/004599.cgi
A||||5||jonvr4||Car falls flat||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||02-02-2004||07:26 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||this weekend i put on a gm trans, 3in maf, exhuast, mbc, and fmic. i had it tuned really well for the dyno comp at mac motorsports, and won the competition with no issues what so ever. well on sunday afternoon the car seemed to start falling flat on it's face at about 4k+ and full boost, 17psi. i have no idea why. i have an o2 reading .85v, injector pulse width is about 17.40, and the hz is about 1063, timing is 28, and 0 knock. however under full boost i was seeing knock as high as 8. i have no clue what the fuck happened as it was running like a champ. anyone have any suggestions?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||lambertvr4||02-03-2004||12:41 AM||||Few things to check:<br /><br />Boost leak is probable.  Pressure testers are cheap and handy.<br /><br />While you're at it, check the turbo shaft play. Maybe not what you want to hear, but you'd better check.<br /><br />Spark plugs.  After several good pulls on the dyno you get a lot of heat in the engine.  Add that on top of "spirited" driving and I'm sure your plugs need to be checked.  Don't just check the color, check the gap.  Try .028" and see how they do.  I noticed that my plugs would gap out on me after a few months of hard driving (similar to what you've probably done here).||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-03-2004||09:41 AM||||I'm gonna say boost leak. (Pretty easy and safe way to look smart since there is about an 80% chance thats the problem.) Of course you should also double check all your vacuum connections.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||02-03-2004||10:06 AM||||FYI, get a wideband o2 that will help troubleshoot<br />it.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||02-03-2004||06:25 PM||||I vote for a boost leak and plaug check. Also, check your heat range on the plugs. I found my BOV was leaking, installed the Dejon modified stock valve and it is like having a new car.||205.166.229.116||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||AzA*||02-04-2004||02:25 AM||||he recons he has an 02 readout of .85v , that wouldnt be happing with a boost leak due to the fact that ur car will run realy rich with a cooler pipe leak , it sounds like ur mas is getting close to fuel cut 1063 is quite high check to c if it flatlines after 4000 rpm...||211.28.58.159||reg||1||AzA*||00002136||yes



ubb/Forum2/004600.cgi
A||||9||Notorius||timing vs boost||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||02-02-2004||10:07 PM||||will retarded timing increase or decrease spool time? im on a quest to figure out the mystery of this damn slow spooling 14B. 13PSI@3500rpms w/ the mods in my sig, i dont even see 1PSI until 2800.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||curtis||02-03-2004||12:26 AM||||Ported head is the problem more than likely.  I have the same problem but much worst.  I'm running a Garrett that doesn't hit 21 until about 4200 or so.  Your head has larger runners now and which kill port velocity.  <br /><br />Try getting a second gen exhaust housing and open it up so the exhaust ports have unrestriicted flow.  The exhaust maybe opened up to a second gen gasket and the air is hitting on the edges of your manifold.  Who ported the head and what gasket did they use? When you take it apart you will be able to tell.  Without seeing it and with limited info on what you have done this is my 2 cents.<br /><br />I saw a dyno article once in a ford magazine.  They (intake) gasket matched a 302 and picked up 38 horsepower from just that.  If your manifold hasn't been opened up a ported 2nd gen will help out alot.||65.54.98.20||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||02-03-2004||12:34 AM||||What gear are you guys testing spool in?  Also, at what RPM do you go WOT during the test?||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||lambertvr4||02-03-2004||12:37 AM||||Having retarded spark advance will definitely slow the spoolup.  Check your base timing.  Should be 5deg.<br /><br />If your head is REALLY hogged out or ported incorrectly (leave the short side alone!) then you'll kill velocity.  Probably pulls like a mother under boost though.  <br /><br />Check for a boost leak too.  Pressure testers are cheap to make and will most likely show a leak rather than not.  I haven't done a car yet that didn't have a slight leak somewhere.<br /><br />How are your plugs?  Old?||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000004||Notorius||02-03-2004||12:44 AM||||plugs are 6 weeks old<br /><br />the head was previously on a 2.3L stroker engine that loved 30PSI...<br /><br />mitsubishi metal head gasket if i remember right<br /><br />and how is the timing checked? can you do it manually by looking at something or do you need to get a datalogger, i can get a TMO unit if i need one.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||02-03-2004||09:45 AM||||I'm a little puzzled. I never saw boost below 2800 or so nor have I ever seen full boost before the mid thirties. This with a big 16G which I thought spooled about as easily as the 14b and with a dead stock intake manifold ported 2nd g exhaust mani and O2 housing and 3" turbo-back. So whats a fast spool-up? (Only had the car for six months)||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||02-03-2004||10:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> and how is the timing checked? can you do it manually by looking at something or do you need to get a datalogger, i can get a TMO unit if i need one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, the logger doesn't show you the true base timing! You MUST use a timing light:<br /><a href="http://www.myzero.com/engine/timing.html" target="_blank">http://www.myzero.com/engine/timing.html</a><br /><a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/timin.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plymouthlaser.com/timin.htm</a>||68.223.228.185||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||Notorius||02-03-2004||04:30 PM||||k, read that first link from you keydiver. im at roughly 7000ft above-sea level at home. according the last paragraph above 2300asl needs more advance, so what kinda base timing should i be looking for?||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||02-03-2004||06:22 PM||||My Frank Jr does makes 20psi by about 4000. I always thought that was pretty good considering it is clipped 15 degrees. I never thought non-ballbearing turbo's would spool much better than that.||205.166.229.116||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||02-03-2004||06:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> k, read that first link from you keydiver. im at roughly 7000ft above-sea level at home. according the last paragraph above 2300asl needs more advance, so what kinda base timing should i be looking for? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The ECU does that AUTOMATICALLY, given that your barometric sensor is functioning.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.214.49.156||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
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q!4!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2453046.1614!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2453047.1519!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Crank Angle sensor prob!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2453046.1755!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!06:23 PM!,
q!2453055.1823!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Daemon!,
q!General GVR-4 Reliablity Problems!,
q!5!,
q!11!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2453046.1758!,
q!Daemon!,
q!00003492!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!12:01 PM!,
q!2453047.1201!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!formerscoobyguy!,
q!Axles!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2453046.2056!,
q!formerscoobyguy!,
q!00002588!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!12:05 PM!,
q!2453047.1205!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Logger!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!04:03 AM!,
q!2453047.0403!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!yiutsang!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!08:45 AM!,
q!2453047.0845!,
q!Yiuwa!,
q!00002140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!timing vs boost!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2453038.2207!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!keydiver!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2453039.1843!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!Evo 3 into VR4!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2453039.0003!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!00003420!,
q!talontsi!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!06:28 PM!,
q!2453039.1828!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!DMS Coilovers!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!01:22 AM!,
q!2453039.0122!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!00000437!,
q!josh long!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!01:34 AM!,
q!2453039.0134!,
q!josh long!,
q!00000943!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!ECU Shuts off at 5K?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2453039.1231!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!00002816!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2453040.1655!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!Removing black trim!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2453039.1722!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!Dan D!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!07:50 PM!,
q!2453039.1950!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!VR4 / EVO Valve Cover!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!05:37 PM!,
q!2453039.1737!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!00003420!,
q!drew!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2453040.0051!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!Need confirmation on shifter cable issue!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!06:10 PM!,
q!2453039.1810!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!Ash!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!09:42 PM!,
q!2453040.2142!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Lifter tech!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2453042.1440!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!SLedge!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!04:11 PM!,
q!2453042.1611!,
q!Sledge!,
q!00002035!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Skunk2 coilovers?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2453039.2244!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!01:33 PM!,
q!2453040.1333!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Logging the ISC!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2453042.2203!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2453046.2315!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!zedder24!,
q!ABS master cylinder and bleeding!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2453043.1018!,
q!zedder24!,
q!00002774!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2453043.1158!,
q!Greenvr4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!Header and Collector flanges!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2453043.1612!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2453045.1412!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!IDC vs HZ!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2453043.1714!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2453043.2216!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!andkilde!,
q!Driveline Noise!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2453043.1726!,
q!Ted Andkilde!,
q!00002209!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2453045.1153!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!aladdin11!,
q!coil +ve!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2453043.2100!,
q!aladdin11!,
q!00001683!,
q!aladdin11!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!03:00 AM!,
q!2453044.0300!,
q!aladdin11!,
q!00001683!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh long!,
q!ECU issues, no injector  #4 where to have repaired?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2453043.2227!,
q!josh long!,
q!00000943!,
q!josh long!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2453044.2232!,
q!josh long!,
q!00000943!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!Solenoids??!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2453047.1051!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!04:02 PM!,
q!2453047.1602!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!Knock at 4500rpm!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!11:03 PM!,
q!2453043.2303!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!01:14 PM!,
q!2453053.1314!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!trans question!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2453047.1259!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2453048.1528!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Low Compression, Need Advise!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2453043.2351!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!12:33 PM!,
q!2453044.1233!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!ABS. motor noise!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2453047.1337!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2453049.0017!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!Recom. Radiator Replacement!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2453047.1339!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2453049.1512!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!madgvr4!,
q!shep trany or new one!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2453047.1949!,
q!madgvr4!,
q!00002369!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2453048.0039!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!better ic without new pipes?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!08:39 PM!,
q!2453047.2039!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!01:14 AM!,
q!2453048.0114!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!18 inch wheels on a GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!09:15 PM!,
q!2453047.2115!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!Jose!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2453047.2349!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!slave cylinder or clutch master cylinder?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2453048.0007!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!slowpokin699!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2453048.0008!,
q!slowpokin699!,
q!00002108!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!intercooler water spray!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2453048.0102!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2453049.0040!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Dash Noise!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!01:05 AM!,
q!2453048.0105!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!01:17 AM!,
q!2453049.0117!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Slimline Fan!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2453039.2244!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2453040.1316!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!seat belt not working!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!09:33 AM!,
q!2453040.0933!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!10:19 AM!,
q!2453040.1019!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!still not right!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2453040.1410!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!00003391!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!02:59 PM!,
q!2453041.1459!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!00003391!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MattsVR4!,
q!Clutch Pedal Goes Down Will Not Return?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2453040.1603!,
q!MattsVR4!,
q!00002407!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!02:30 AM!,
q!2453042.0230!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!renoman!,
q!Nasty noises when cold!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2453040.2010!,
q!renoman!,
q!00003473!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!01:41 AM!,
q!2453041.0141!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!are 850s to big for a 16g?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2453040.2204!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2453043.1710!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REB!,
q!Little Help With Starter!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2453040.2241!,
q!REB!,
q!00002494!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2453043.1307!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Which Dejon Tool intake ?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2453041.0102!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2453042.0036!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q~jdm motor question!!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2453041.0129!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!07:00 AM!,
q!2453041.0700!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Alternator dying  when idling!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!08:46 AM!,
q!2453044.0846!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!08:03 PM!,
q!2453044.2003!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mcastanares!,
q!sunroof problem!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!02:32 AM!,
q!2453041.0232!,
q!mcastanares!,
q!00002941!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2453041.2255!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!Where did this come from?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!10:20 AM!,
q!2453044.1020!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!00001484!,
q!supervr4!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!01:58 AM!,
q!2453045.0158!,
q!supervr4!,
q!00002593!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Power/Ground Source for Boost Gauge!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!02:18 PM!,
q!2453044.1418!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!Minjin!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2453046.1609!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!phat4!,
q!Poly Bushes!,
q!5!,
q!35!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!07:54 PM!,
q!2453044.1954!,
q!PHAT4!,
q!00003333!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2453060.1100!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jsn929!,
q~help!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!10:46 PM!,
q!2453044.2246!,
q!jsn929!,
q!00003496!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!03:17 PM!,
q!2453045.1517!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Running lean on deceleration!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2453044.2359!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!Matticus!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2453046.1012!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!Oil filter housing!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!02:36 AM!,
q!2453045.0236!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!kentheis!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2453060.1842!,
q!KT!,
q!00002652!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!XS Engineering IHI &quot;16G Killer&quot; Info!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!04:32 AM!,
q!2453048.0432!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!gixxer!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2453049.1848!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!Intercooler Heatsoak!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!02:48 AM!,
q!2453045.0248!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2453047.1325!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!00001198!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!logick!,
q!too many vacuum lines ... !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!09:55 AM!,
q!2453048.0955!,
q!logick!,
q!00000897!,
q!Minjin!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2453048.1755!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jsn929!,
q!build up boost!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2453045.1101!,
q!jsn929!,
q!00003496!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!02:55 PM!,
q!2453047.1455!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!00001198!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!3literpwr!,
q!Peoples impression of HKS 264s w/big 16!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2453048.1513!,
q!Larry Parker!,
q!00003547!,
q!3literpwr!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!08:18 AM!,
q!2453049.0818!,
q!Larry Parker!,
q!00003547!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!JDM Headlight Wiring, Need a little direction.!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2453048.1925!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2453049.0043!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TomekP21!,
q!Whats the best setup!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2453048.2011!,
q!Turbo Tommy!,
q!00001902!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2453049.1041!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!I smell burning!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2453048.2126!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2453049.1133!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sjg!,
q!oil filter bracket!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2453048.2248!,
q!sjg!,
q!00003515!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2453049.0036!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!simjet22!,
q~Making at least 300hp!!!~,
q!6!,
q!11!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2453048.2358!,
q!simjet22!,
q!00003397!,
q!simjet22!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2453053.2131!,
q!simjet22!,
q!00003397!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JoshWeaver!,
q!Speedo delay!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!02:09 AM!,
q!2453049.0209!,
q!Josh Weaver!,
q!00003241!,
q!grimm!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!04:57 AM!,
q!2453062.0457!,
q!Grimm!,
q!00003384!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SSS-610!,
q!Cyclone Intake Manifold!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!02:16 AM!,
q!2453049.0216!,
q!SSS-610!,
q!00002413!,
q!aladdin11!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!01:59 AM!,
q!2453053.0159!,
q!aladdin11!,
q!00001683!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blitzr4!,
q!tourque specs.!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!04:09 AM!,
q!2453041.0409!,
q!blitZR-4!,
q!00002367!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!06:57 AM!,
q!2453041.0657!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!3diamonds!,
q!FP3065???!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!06:54 AM!,
q!2453041.0654!,
q!3diamonds!,
q!00000796!,
q!tikibeast!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!02:57 AM!,
q!2453048.0257!,
q!tikibeast!,
q!00003193!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!Words on intake plenum!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!07:31 AM!,
q!2453041.0731!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!00003420!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!08:40 AM!,
q!2453042.0840!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!Suspension pick!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2453041.1130!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!ercp98!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!09:25 PM!,
q!2453042.2125!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Tubular Manifold Pictures Please!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2453041.1452!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!gvr4x2!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2453041.2238!,
q!Mike Green!,
q!00002399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!Idle still not right!,
q!11!,
q!2!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2453041.1504!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!megaice!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!04:01 PM!,
q!2453041.1601!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vroom!,
q!multiple intercoolers!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2453041.1527!,
q!91vroom!,
q!00003102!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!12:03 PM!,
q!2453047.1203!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!93 Headlights?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!03:32 PM!,
q!2453041.1532!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!01:41 PM!,
q!2453043.1341!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!One of these is not like the other!,
q!13!,
q!7!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!12:33 PM!,
q!2453045.1233!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2453046.1222!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ska-TAY!,
q!Which Muffler?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2453041.1614!,
q!Ska-TAY!,
q!00001541!,
q!SLedge!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2453042.1316!,
q!Sledge!,
q!00002035!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Deciding on what injetors to run?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!01:12 PM!,
q!2453045.1312!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2453045.1715!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q!GAB rear, adjust shock , Rebuildable  in US?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2453045.1328!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!Xan!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!04:17 AM!,
q!2453049.0417!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Ceramic brake pads from NAPA!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2453045.1337!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!atc250r!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2453045.2147!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!quick0ne!,
q!BCS Boost Control Solenoid Part #!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!03:17 PM!,
q!2453045.1517!,
q!thompstone!,
q!00003051!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2453045.1535!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!solenoids!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2453045.1535!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2453046.1101!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!radiator support??!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2453045.1807!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2453045.1811!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Funny Karman (Hz) reading!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!09:50 PM!,
q!2453045.2150!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2453045.2255!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!madgvr4!,
q!JDM rear diff!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2453045.2218!,
q!madgvr4!,
q!00002369!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2453049.0041!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!New engine almost ready to go...some Qs!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!10:31 PM!,
q!2453045.2231!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!meshwork!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!07:17 PM!,
q!2453047.1917!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!Anyone running HID's in 93+ housings?!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!04:37 PM!,
q!2453041.1637!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!00003197!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2453044.1753!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!Fog Lights, passenger side not working!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2453041.1719!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2453043.1329!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!yardhippie!,
q!Beating a dead horse... errr 4 bolt!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!06:24 PM!,
q!2453041.1824!,
q!yardhippie!,
q!00003069!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!03:51 PM!,
q!2453042.1551!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!grimm!,
q!Adjustible fuel pressure to use? !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!08:27 PM!,
q!2453041.2027!,
q!grimm!,
q!00003384!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2453042.1409!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Still_Good!,
q!Uneducated Performance Question....!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!09:21 PM!,
q!2453041.2121!,
q!Still_Good!,
q!00003468!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!12:26 PM!,
q!2453045.1226!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q~Thank You so much, Keydiver!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2453042.0005!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!Invader!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2453046.0027!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!cyclone intake?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!03:21 AM!,
q!2453042.0321!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!08:34 AM!,
q!2453042.0834!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/004601.cgi
A||||7||Wayne Twist||Evo 3 into VR4||||1||||Wayne Twist||00003420
Z||000000||Wayne Twist||02-03-2004||12:03 AM||wayne.twist@auspost.com.au||Is this engine swop straightforward?||155.144.251.120||reg||1||Wayne Twist||00003420||yes
Z||000001||slugsgomoo||02-03-2004||12:33 PM||||i might be missing something, but isn't the entire motor backwards? (i.e. belts & stuff on the passenger side, rather than driver side?) I don't know if you could do it, is the 4g63 head able to bolt on either direction? If you can't easily reverse things, it sounds like it would be more trouble than it's worth.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000002||jayru||02-03-2004||12:36 PM||||I think evo 3 and down were the same direction as our cars?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||GForcedVR4||02-03-2004||12:44 PM||||yes or else the evo3 manifold that you can buy would be in the other direction.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.9.144.238||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||02-03-2004||12:47 PM||||"EVO Motors: The valve covers of the EVO 1-3 motors will be a kind of titanium color. They are the same as a US 2G motor with nothing fancy. They have the smaller 2G style intake ports, a small runner intake manifold with a larger plenum and a larger throttle body than a 2G motor. Still they are hard to find. Many are from other 4G63 powered cars and can have small 13G sized turbos. They will not bolt into a 1G because there are no provisions for the front roll stopper motor mounts that bolt to the block. Everything in Japan from 94 and up has the front and rear roll stopper motor mounts on the transmission 2G Eclipse style. Many people are running around yapping about how they have an EVO motor in their car. If it bolts into a 1G, it isn't an EVO motor."<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/4g63motorsearch.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/4g63motorsearch.htm</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||anomalyva||02-03-2004||01:20 PM||||Basically, no it won't fit.  It has the motor mount set up of a 2g, and while a 1g in to a 2g works, a 2g in to a 1g does NOT work.||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000006||slugsgomoo||02-03-2004||01:24 PM||||well color me retarded. I forgot that there were evo's with the correct direction on them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  i'm too used to seeing the 6.5/7/8 i guess.<br /><br />/me = retard||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000007||talontsi||02-03-2004||06:28 PM||||Also I think the EVO 1-3 are 7 bolt motors as well.<br />If your going to replace it just use once from a JDM GVR4.||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum2/004602.cgi
A||||1||SPEEDFIEND||DMS Coilovers||||1||||SPEEDFIEND||00000437
Z||000000||SPEEDFIEND||02-03-2004||01:22 AM||speedfiend@msn.com||Found this while surfing.  Anyboby here familiar with these?     <a href="http://www.rallyperformance.com/lsportcompetition.htm" target="_blank">http://www.rallyperformance.com/lsportcompetition.htm</a>||206.214.57.225||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000001||josh long||02-03-2004||01:34 AM||||Tis is a VERY good rally suspension.<br /><br />check this out <br /><a href="http://www.dmsnorthamerica.com/tech_articles/" target="_blank">http://www.dmsnorthamerica.com/tech_articles/</a><br /><br />then this<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003089" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003089</a><br /><br /><br />Josh||67.75.217.173||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes



ubb/Forum2/004603.cgi
A||||3||Evilnissan||ECU Shuts off at 5K?||||1||||Evilnissan||00002816
Z||000000||Evilnissan||02-03-2004||12:31 PM||evilnissan@yahoo.com||I was messing with the galant yesterday while the weather was good and I took it up the road(still no 2nd gear) and It wouldnt rev past 5K,, The ecu would shut off,( loud click ) and as soon as it got back under 5k it would come back on like nothen happend,  no CELs or anything...<br /><br /><br />Ill disconect the battery some time this week when i get another chance to look at it but i was woundering if any one else has had this problem?||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||02-03-2004||06:45 PM||||Its sounds like either an ECU or battery cable issue, but I've never seen an ECU die at exactly 5000 rpm before.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.214.49.156||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Evilnissan||02-04-2004||11:14 AM||||it baffeled me,  Ill mess with it again on saturday. <br /><br /><br />Im actualy not to worried about it because the trans is still fubared. It might iend up with a for sell sign on it sometime soon the way things are going.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000003||Mitsuturbo||02-04-2004||04:55 PM||||i've had that happen.. it was bad caps on one of mine||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/004604.cgi
A||||3||giantrobot||Removing black trim||||1||||giantrobot||00003313
Z||000000||giantrobot||02-03-2004||05:22 PM||giantrobot9000@yahoo.com||My black door and window trim is faded in quite a few places.What would you recommend I do as far as painting them? Leave them on and tape around or remove?||204.210.81.65||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||02-03-2004||05:26 PM||||I taped mine up and painted them. I used trim paint that I bought at Eastwood. It made a big difference in the look of my car.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||giantrobot||02-03-2004||06:07 PM||||Sweet..I've heard of them..I'll try that out.Thanks.||204.210.81.65||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||02-03-2004||07:50 PM||||The trim is part of the door.  It can't be removed. Mask the car and use bumper or trim paint.  Spend 85% of your time doing good prep work and you can even get away with using plasticote or walmart/autopepzoneboys brands.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum2/004605.cgi
A||||2||Wayne Twist||VR4 / EVO Valve Cover||||1||||Wayne Twist||00003420
Z||000000||Wayne Twist||02-03-2004||05:37 PM||wayne.twist@auspost.com.au||Did any of the early evo engines have a red valve cover like the VR4's?||155.144.251.120||reg||1||Wayne Twist||00003420||yes
Z||000001||GForcedVR4||02-04-2004||12:30 AM||||titanium<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.9.144.238||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes
Z||000002||drew||02-04-2004||12:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Wayne Twist:<br /><strong> Did any of the early evo engines have a red valve cover like the VR4's? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004611.cgi
A||||3||gvrfour173||seat belt not working||||1||||gvrfour173||00000368
Z||000000||gvrfour173||02-04-2004||09:33 AM||||been looking for a reason why my passenger side electric seat belt doesn't work, anybody have any ideas? any input would be great, thanks guys.<br /> gary||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-04-2004||10:01 AM||||The automatic seat belts do break. Not too hard to replace either. I had one break on me when a bigger person was getting out of the car and the belt caught, they grabbed it and yanked. It would never move in it's track again. Some 89's had manual seat belts, but any Galant from 90-93 should have the same belts (different color though on some).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||gvrfour173||02-04-2004||10:12 AM||||so what am i going to have to replace?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||02-04-2004||10:19 AM||||Just the track and what is attached to it. Plugs in behind the trim pieces. It has been a while, but you have to remove the trim on the B-pillar also. (that is where the motor and plug is). Once the trim is out of the way, just take the old out and install new. If you get one from a salvage yard, the trim is sometimes already gone, or brittle from sitting for so long; making it easy to see what you have to remove.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/004607.cgi
A||||4||geoff@machv||Need confirmation on shifter cable issue||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||02-03-2004||06:10 PM||geoff@machv.com||The problem just started today.<br /><br />When the car's in neutral and when I try to move the shifter to the right [or back to the left for that matter] I'm, getting "resistance" from the shifter <br />I pulled up the shift boot and looked at the linkages, while moving the shifter at the same time.  Both cable connections are tight and aren't loose in any way.  This problem just sorta cropped up!<br /><br />Note:  The car goes into and out of each gear perfectly, so it seems like it's a bad left-right<br />cable!!  I checked the archives, there was a ton of "cable" info.  nothing describing exactly when I'm experiencing, but I would bet I have a cable <br />issue.  <br /><br /><br />Can anyone confirm this?<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-03-2004||07:38 PM||||Have you checked the shifter bushings on the arms on the tranny?  If the bushing on the left/right cable arm is worn, it might cause your situation.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||02-03-2004||08:05 PM||||As a matter of fact, I replaced the rubber bushings with BRASS bushings about a month ago.   She was doing fine til today....<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||Whistler||02-04-2004||12:33 AM||||Geoff, make sure nothing is interfering directly with the shifter arms under the hood.  I had a similar problem that was caused by the wiring harness rubbing on the shifter arms.||12.74.164.76||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000004||Ash||02-04-2004||09:42 PM||||can you see if the plastic shroud the cables slip into is still secured properly to the front plate?  They should be able to flex a bit but the rubber perishes with time - my forward/back one completely tore off and kinked badly, my sideways one was torn a little too.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/004609.cgi
A||||3||Akidosigh1||Skunk2 coilovers?||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||02-03-2004||10:44 PM||||I'm looking in one of my parts books and there is a part number for skunk2 coil overs that are supposed to fit 90-94 galants. what do you all think?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-03-2004||11:01 PM||||I would stay away as their spring rates are high (for hondas atleast)...GC allows adjustabel rates, that I know...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||02-04-2004||07:53 AM||||Garbage. If you want coilovers, there are the better route to go. The best is the one posted in the for sale section  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003089" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003089</a> <br /><br />With those coilovers you can get custom spring rates as well as valving. These are the real deal, not some cheap ass shit. Dish out the cash if you really want performance suspension. If I did not already have suspension in the works, which by the is very similar to the above mentioned, I would be next inline to get some made.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||02-04-2004||01:33 PM||||If, on the other hand, you are mostly looking for a small improvement in handling, a lower look (samller wheel well gap), or just want to be able to corner-weight your car, (and are willing to give up some suspension travel) Ground Controls will fill the bill for somewhere in the $400 range (never priced them for the GVR-4) vs. well over a grand for true coilovers. I agree that skunkworks tends to use higher spring rates, at least on Hondas. They tend to be pretty harsh. Plus they would be harder on your factory shocks. Ground Control makes a kit for stock shocks and a different one for KYB-GR2 and GAB/HP shocks.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004610.cgi
A||||5||neonturbo1995||Slimline Fan||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||02-03-2004||10:44 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I am looking for a slim fan to open up some space in my GVR4.any suggestions?   Stock radiator.||67.162.93.187||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||02-04-2004||01:18 AM||||local auto parts store, or ebay.  16" is too big though so go with somthing a tad smaller.  Just my .02$||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||drew||02-04-2004||02:06 AM||||SPAL. Jaycorptech has good prices.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||02-04-2004||04:31 AM||||do they all make fans specific to the GVR4?  or do I need to just measure and go from there?||67.162.93.187||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||number3||02-04-2004||08:18 AM||||The 16" Spal fit the OEM radiator with just a little trimming of the fan. The work is very minor and easy to do. Buy the easy mount kit as well.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||02-04-2004||01:16 PM||||Actually, none of the aftermarket fans are specific to the GVR4 radiator that I am aware of. They won't bolt on. With all the ones I have seen, you use giant zip ties to attach the fan to the radiator (not as ghetto as it sounds). These should be included with the fan or available as an installation kit. <br /><br />When I installed my radiator (it came with a SPAL fan already attached) I transferred the resistor (that thing with the sheetmetal cover bolted to the fan support bracket) to the new fan. Not sure this is necessary but I figured it wouldn't hurt.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004612.cgi
A||||3||gassa1963||still not right||||1||||gassa1963||00003391
Z||000000||gassa1963||02-04-2004||02:10 PM||gary.morton@tesco.net||O.K. rewired temperature sensor yesterday but still doesn't run right. Any other suggestions.  Engine idle from cold is about 800 to 900 rpm when travelling at about 40mph in 5th a slight increase in pressure on the throttle causes a hesitancy in engine as if fuel or timing not right.  When engine is fully hot it pulls ok.  temp gauge reads normal(changed stat) high throttle settings pulls ok ???????<br />  MTIA Gary||62.252.0.6||reg||1||gassa1963||00003391||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||02-04-2004||02:28 PM||||I have the same issue as you. I replaced the thermostat thinking it was broken but it was not the problem. I need to check the resistance on the thermostat gauge sending unit and rewire the connection.  Do you have a logger? What are your fuel trims? what mods do you have? The hesitation could be a boost leak. <br />DongeR||153.18.18.69||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||gassa1963||02-05-2004||02:54 PM||||Thermostat was the first thing I replaced when I got the car, it was stuck open and not warming up at all.  Car is U.K. spec non turbo.  It seems more of aproblem on low thottle as I said.  If I give it lots of gas it doesn't happen.  hought possibly leek between air flow sensor and throttle body but nothing there. Seems also less prominent when fullt hot so sort of rules out leak.  No mods as yet, whant to get it running right first and then change all the belts, cam balance shaft alternator etc.  Any tips for changing those?  Envy you over there with turbo versions  aprt from that problem car is great to drive, so much traction coming off all the roundabouts we have here, still not been brave enough to find limits of traction, first 4wd car i've owned.  If I have any luck sorting it i will let you know, could you do the same Thanks  Gary||62.252.0.6||reg||1||gassa1963||00003391||yes
Z||000003||gassa1963||02-05-2004||02:59 PM||||No logger checked the emissions at work today, I am an MOT tester in UK make sure the rubbish is kept off our roads.  HC and CO werre minimal AFR was 14.7/1 which is perfect checked at 2500 rpm and idle.  What resistance should I see on the tempsensor, hot and cold?  can lay my hands on a multimeter, thanks again  Gary||62.252.0.6||reg||1||gassa1963||00003391||yes



ubb/Forum2/004613.cgi
A||||5||MattsVR4||Clutch Pedal Goes Down Will Not Return?||||1||||MattsVR4||00002407
Z||000000||MattsVR4||02-04-2004||04:03 PM||||Today I got into my gvr4 and depressed the cluthch pedal to fire it up, the pedal went to the floor and stayed there.  Fluid level is good is it the slave cylinder?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||MattsVR4||00002407||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||02-04-2004||04:08 PM||||BLEED IT! and you'll probably need a new clutch||153.18.18.231||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-04-2004||05:07 PM||||Could be one of at least five things:<br />1. Low clutch fluid and/or air in clutch line (no biggie to fix)<br />2. failed clutch line (short flex section below near battery...not too bad to fix.)<br />3. failed slave cylinder (not sure if you can get to this without pulling the trannie...never worked on one)<br />4. broken clutch <br />5. broken clutch fork. If you are running an extreme clutch like the ACT2600 this is a real possibility.<br />6. broken clutch fork pivot (see 5)<br />7. failed master clutch cylinder<br /><br />see...told you it could be AT LEAST 5 different things. Good luck. I hope its 1. or 2.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||02-04-2004||05:14 PM||||What clutch are you running?<br /><br />Jack it up and look at your clutch fork.  Have beer waiting just in case.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||02-04-2004||05:29 PM||||Is the clutch fluid pissing on your right foot? If so, its your clutch master cylinder.<br />Is the clutch fluid puddling under the front passenger-side of your car? Slave cylinder is leaking.<br />I had both of these go out with 6-12 months of each other.||67.34.36.117||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||02-06-2004||02:30 AM||||Try pulling off the master cylindar cap and pump the clutch pedal a couple of times. I have had it fix my gvr4 and a friends 300zx. Then check for leaks etc.||65.177.240.24||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/004614.cgi
A||||1||renoman||Nasty noises when cold||||1||||renoman||00003473
Z||000000||renoman||02-04-2004||08:10 PM||haakonmarold@optusnet.com.au||Hi from Australia. Hoping you guys might know what is making a horrible rattle/bearing grinding type noise from the valve cover area when cold.<br />It is on a JDM Galant GSR with a 4G67 1.8 litre motor that I bought s/h from Japan to replace a seriously stuffed motor that had a belt go.<br /><br />The noise wasnt there when first started upon installation, but turned up the next day when started from cold. Made the noise for about 3 minutes and went away. Didnt come back for 2 more days, and now does it always when cold, but always goes away after a few minutes.<br /><br />I was thinking sticky hydraulic lifters, but would have thought this would only make a tapping noise - do the rollers rockers make a funky "failing roller bearing" type noise if they have a lot of clearance?<br /><br />I can claim the warrenty on the motor and get another one, but it means another 2 days stuffing about in the garage, and more money on fluids etc  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   The engine was supposed to have around 40000 km on it, but going by the oil colour in the engine and the auto trans, I reckon its got a lot more...<br /><br />cheers.||220.240.65.245||reg||1||renoman||00003473||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||02-05-2004||01:41 AM||||I had funky noises from the t-belt cover area on start up.  I belived to to be a loose t-belt and the problem went away with a new t-belt and tensinoer.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/004615.cgi
A||||12||Akidosigh1||are 850s to big for a 16g?||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||02-04-2004||10:04 PM||||The question is simple. Are 850cc injectors to big to use with a 16g? I'm not planning putting my fp3055 on my galant anymore since i bought the GSX but i still want to be doing some things at the track. would it run alright with the 850s or should i get some more, smaller injectors?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-04-2004||10:12 PM||||how much boost?  at 18 lbs, my 560's are at 77%.  without water injection, they were at 86%.  93 octane pump gas||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||02-04-2004||10:21 PM||||yeah, that doesn't sound like it will work with 850s then.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-04-2004||10:36 PM||||Can a s-afc/MAFT control 850cc's well?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||02-04-2004||10:41 PM||||not in my opinion.  timing will be out of control.  Now if you chip the ECU and get the injectors close to the right timing maps then you'll be okay.  I don't know if Jeff can get them to stock idle though.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||02-05-2004||01:11 AM||||Well, the SAFC can only adjust for 50%, so I think you may have some problems if you are using that to control fuel.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||silly4turbo||02-05-2004||01:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> The question is simple. Are 850cc injectors to big to use with a 16g? I'm not planning putting my fp3055 on my galant anymore since i bought the GSX but i still want to be doing some things at the track. would it run alright with the 850s or should i get some more, smaller injectors? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">why not just use 660's ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000007||Ash||02-05-2004||02:22 AM||||I think he may have bought 850's to suit the FP3055||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||TurboVR4dr||02-05-2004||02:25 AM||||I think most people use to big of an injector.  A local guy just put 335hp to the wheels on a stock 2g engine (throttle body and intake are stock also but it has HKS cams) with a 20g and 550's.  This was with 22psi on pumpgas. He was using an AFC to tune.   People have run 550's to 120mph (the highest I know of) on 2g cars.  So I think there isn;t much of a reason to go bigger than 550's or 660's for kost of us.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||05:01 AM||||I did the math a little bit ago.  550cc injectors are good for about 400 crank hp, so plenty big enough for most of us.  However, that leaves little to no room for a margin of error.  Running richer to be on the safe side will require less air, which means less power.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||BlackHole||02-05-2004||06:52 AM||||Setup makes all of the difference here... My Talon w/ the same turbo / engine setup as my GVR4 needs a lot more injector [~630 vs. 550 cc/min] at the same boost level and duty cycle. Why? The Galant had a much better intercooler and a more efficient intake thus didn't need the extra fuel to drop charge temps and suppress knock.<br /><br />850s will work fine w/ a 16G WOT, you'll just have to lean them out. The downside to such large injectors is that getting them to idle well is a challenge since even at the minimum pulse width they will inject a lot more fuel than is necessary.<br /><br />And I want to re-emphasize Pivvay's point - with the stock ECU and a massive AFC correction the ECU will be on a really wrong part of the airflow / timing map which will add to driveability problems. I'm running 660s @ 43psi on a 1G hacked MAF in the Talon and it's just tolerable for street use - the ECU thinks there is a lot less air going in than there is so the timing tables are very aggressive - at highway speeds even though the fuel trims are at 100% the car has huge amounts of spark knock since the ECU is using 45+ degrees of advance. Throttle response is abrupt to put it nicely.<br /><br />I'm waiting for the furor over Keydiver going out of business to die down before I see if a more appropriate chip can be made.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000011||DuckButterRacing DSM||02-05-2004||12:03 PM||||shit my buddy ran 12.7 at 109mph on stock 450cc injectors with 22psi (big 16G) on c16 of couse.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000012||HHIVR4||02-07-2004||05:10 PM||||im glad this came up since im in the market for fuel support for my new evo III turbo.i was thinking 550's or 660's but since im a noob to fuel tuning i need all the help i can get.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum2/004616.cgi
A||||5||REB||Little Help With Starter||||1||||REB||00002494
Z||000000||REB||02-04-2004||10:41 PM||rbertsch@cfl.rr.com||Can someone discribe where the starter motor is located, can't see it.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-04-2004||10:43 PM||||Easy to see from under the car... towards the passenger side in the rear... easiest on a hoist.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||02-04-2004||11:41 PM||||hoist? LOL..<br />its underneath the throttle body and below that is the egr valve and below that is the starter. u can pull it out from the top of the engine in 15 mins.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||Monstabishi||02-07-2004||06:17 AM||||Two bolts then its out, just make sure u disconnect the battery before u do it, u don't wanna go shorting things out.. btw, its actually under the intake manifold, not really the throttle body  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||203.29.209.6||reg||1||Monstabishi||00002812||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||02-07-2004||01:05 PM||||Be prepared for some cussing. I suggest a couple of beers first.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||thejeebus2002||02-07-2004||01:07 PM||||I truly enjoy drinking and working on my cars.  Problem is I get excited cuz everything is going so smoothly I start drinking more.  Than I have a hard time concentrating......<br /><br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/004617.cgi
A||||13||slvrblt||Which Dejon Tool intake ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||02-05-2004||01:02 AM||hamarabix@hotmail.com||Which is a better fit ?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.com/images/DSM-Intake/CIP-2.1gC_red.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.dejontool.com/images/DSM-Intake/CIP-2.1gC_red.JPG</a><br /><br />or<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.com/images/DSM-Intake/CIP-2.1gD.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.dejontool.com/images/DSM-Intake/CIP-2.1gD.jpg</a><br /><br /><br />I will install my RRE IC pipes and a battery relocate tray from RRE. The relocate tray moves the battery a little towards the cruise box and turns it sideways, btw.<br /><br />Will either of those not fit ? I am in the process of buying a 2G MAF as I am overruning my stock MAF.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||02-05-2004||01:08 AM||||dsmparts.com seem to have intakes for the BOV return in the corrent location.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||BlitzVR4||02-05-2004||01:09 AM||||Make sure it is for the GVR4.  I have the black one and I can't recirculate the BOV back into the BOV return.  (Stock location)  DSMparts.com has one specific to the Galants.  <br /><br />Eventually I will installing a FMIC where the BOV is at a different location.  <br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||02-05-2004||02:12 AM||||Any comments on DSMparts.com service and shipping times ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||02-05-2004||03:22 AM||||You want the second one:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.com/images/DSM-Intake/CIP-2.1gD.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.dejontool.com/images/DSM-Intake/CIP-2.1gD.jpg</a><br /><br />That is what I used with my RRE ic pipes. You can route the bov back in by using two stock bov return hoses connected to each other. Also, instead of using the coupler they give you to connect to the turbo, use one that is about 6-8 inches long to bring the filter closer to the fender. It will fit perfect even with the stock fan. You can use an L-bracket from the hardware store to mount the maf down to where the battery used to sit. It'll wind up looking like this:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.llarian.net/~gomer/mshr/images/mark4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />That's the best pic I have of it right now.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||02-05-2004||09:37 AM||||i got the red one, and i did the same as mark, except i didnt clean the crap out of the engine.  you might be surprised at the bov hose, they have become nla.  the rre bov flange is in a much different spot.  i had the scott evans battery tray, and the rre pipes would not clear, i had to move it to the trunk.  my 2g mas air cleaner rests perfectly on top of the pump for the water injection.  yo, mark, what did you use for the nice post for the positive battery connection?  looks really nice.||64.240.175.81||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||02-05-2004||09:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Any comments on DSMparts.com service and shipping times ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have ordered from them several times (at least five or six) over the last six months. Almost all orders were just done on the web site. A couple over the phone because I needed some tech assistance. Every order shipped quickly. They have a hookup with FedEx (I think it is) and I usually get my stuff two business days after ordering which I consider to be outstanding service. Every shipment was complete and every bill was accurate. Pretty good outfit although sometimes you will pay a bit more for the generic stuff.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||02-05-2004||11:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Any comments on DSMparts.com service and shipping times ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have ordered from them several times (at least five or six) over the last six months. Almost all orders were just done on the web site. A couple over the phone because I needed some tech assistance. Every order shipped quickly. They have a hookup with FedEx (I think it is) and I usually get my stuff two business days after ordering which I consider to be outstanding service. Every shipment was complete and every bill was accurate. Pretty good outfit although sometimes you will pay a bit more for the generic stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree.  I ordered a Datalogger cable, that turned out to be incompatable with my setup.  Justin let me return the part, and use that as credit towards a AFC-II that I was pruchasing later.  Both were shipped within 2 days.  Very pleased.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||02-05-2004||02:12 PM||||Thanks for the input guys.<br /><br />Ok, so the black one is the best bet for fitment then ? I guess I will get that one then.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||02-05-2004||03:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>yo, mark, what did you use for the nice post for the positive battery connection?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's this, Ken? You want something to look nice in your engine bay? Before long you might even spray some water and degreaser under your hood to clean off all the dirt.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Its a Phoenix Gold terminal. You just strip the cable and insert it into the terminal and then use the provided setscrew to hold it in. Reusable and looks nice. You should be able to get them at local stereo shops for around 10 bones.||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||06:04 PM||||I'm using the CIP-2/1gD intake pipe.  I'm also running the RRE IC pipes.  I'm using the coupler that came with it, but also a 4" piece of pipe to put it closer towards the fender, which is coupled to the turbo with a reducer.  I originally used a piece of radiator hose to connect the BOV to the dump tube, but this was stiff, a bitch to work with, and tended to pinch shut at the bends.  I then cut about 1" off the dump tube on the intake to put it at a better angle, got a BOV recirculation hose off a 1G at a junkyard, cut about 2" off that, and it now fits perfectly.<br /><br />I also ordered the AFKN-2/1g, their adapter plate which allows you to bolt your 1G K&N filter onto the 2G MAS.  However, at $19.95, it's overpriced, for merely being a plate plastic with holes cut in it.  You could make your own with a dremel and a marker easily.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||06:31 PM||||Ooh, here's a nice and much cheaper alternative.  Looks both hot and stock at the same time.<br /><br /> <a href="http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=FP&Product_Code=FPAIP&Category_Code=DSM-Intake" target="_blank">http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=FP&Product_Code=FPAIP&Category_Code=DSM-Intake</a><br /><br />EDIT-- Hmm, the options can make this a bit spendier.  Anyone know a cheap source of couplers/reducers?  Aw hell, Home Depot probably has Fernco's in the right size.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||Martin Chilcote||02-05-2004||07:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> ...........<br />I will install my RRE IC pipes and a battery relocate tray from RRE. The relocate tray moves the battery a little towards the cruise box and turns it sideways, btw.<br />........... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">slvrblt,<br />Please elaborate on the "battery relocate tray from RRE". Do you have a pic, price, part #?<br />Thanks<br />Martin||12.110.136.91||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000013||slvrblt||02-06-2004||12:36 AM||||I actually dont think the tray is from RRE. My mistake. I bought some RRE IC pipes from Coop (Good guy btw) on this board and he included a relocate tray.<br /><br />I will snap some pics and get them up in the next few days. I am very busy wioth work this week so I dont have a whole lot of time for my car.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004618.cgi
A||||2||chhuong||jdm motor question!!||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||02-05-2004||01:29 AM||chhuong@comcast.net||do the jdm motors have an egr??  If not then what do you do about the plug from the stock motor??||24.16.230.236||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-05-2004||03:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chhuong:<br /><strong> do the jdm motors have an egr??  If not then what do you do about the plug from the stock motor?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, JDM motors have the Cyclone Intake Manifold. I would highly recommend you using the stock USDM intake manifold.||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||02-05-2004||07:00 AM||||I'll agree that the Cyclone motors don't have an EGR and if you need one, go to the US manifold. Otherwise the Cyclone manifolds are pretty nice one you get them setup right. Just pull all of the EGR plumbing and go.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/004619.cgi
A||||5||mcastanares||sunroof problem||||1||||mcastanares||00002941
Z||000000||mcastanares||02-05-2004||02:32 AM||mcastanares@comcast.net||i am having a problem with the alignment of my sunroof...it opens and closes fine...just that when i try to tilt the sunroof, the drivers side doesnt tilt up all the way....the passenger side is fine....does this sound like it could have came off the track?...is there a solution to this problem..please let me know..<br /><br />Mark||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000001||beavis||02-05-2004||09:19 AM||||if you do a search this topic has been discussed before.  the problem is fairly common (mine does it too).||198.81.26.43||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000002||mcastanares||02-05-2004||11:15 AM||||i've alraedy done a search but everyone seems to have a problem with it opening or closing...my sunroof opens and closes fine..it is just when i tilt it....the drivers side doesnt go up all the way...is there a quick fix for it?  thanks<br /><br />Mark||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||02-05-2004||04:28 PM||||My sunroof would open fine, and start closing fine but would go crooked when about have way closed.  When you tried to tilt it the drivers side(i think) would stay down while the passenger side went up(could be the other way around).  Anyway, i found out that a little white plastic deal on the drivers side of the assembly had broken off of the track setup.  Long story short there is no way to fix the little white plastic thing, if that is what's causeing your problems.  I'll check to see if i can take a picture of it, then you guys can look at your own stuff and see if that is the issue.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||mcastanares||02-05-2004||08:10 PM||||yea, my problem is just the tilt on the drivers side, it dont wanna go up all the way..if its just the plastic piece, is that something that can be bought at the dealer? thanks<br /><br />Mark||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||02-05-2004||10:55 PM||||I'm not sure, but it would be a real pain to fit it back in because you would have to somehow bond it to the part it broke off of.  Again though this is just what happened to me so might not be what your problem is.  I'll try to get pics sometime soon.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum2/004620.cgi
A||||1||blitzr4||tourque specs.||||5||||blitZR-4||00002367
Z||000000||blitzr4||02-05-2004||04:09 AM||||maybe a dumb question......and ive done a search and come up with nothing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  ive even searched the net and have found nothing and want them asap.<br /><br />im after the tourque settings for standard rod bolts and head bolts. the motor is a jdm vr4 4g63 but im sure its the same bottome end and head as the dsm's.<br /><br />any help much apreciated.<br /><br />Richie||210.55.167.62||reg||5||blitZR-4||00002367||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||02-05-2004||06:57 AM||||No shop manual and you are rebuilding a motor?<br /><br />Which bottom end is it - the 6 or 7-bolt DSM motor? They have different torque specs. Since you are building a hybrid, I don't want to assume which block you are working with.||130.36.27.120||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/004621.cgi
A||||11||3diamonds||FP3065???||||1||||3diamonds||00000796
Z||000000||3diamonds||02-05-2004||06:54 AM||adriancraig69@hotmail.com||Hey all,i have recently purchased a fp3065 and just wondering if anyone on here has some info on the characteristics on this turbo?will it only be suited for the track or will i be able to cruise on the street and not have a lag machine? <br />cause i have a well prepped motor to suit but the only info i could get of them was it will make the power they have quoted but couldn't get info on specs. so i thought some people could shed some light on what to expect when the car is ready to go.<br />Thanks Adrian||211.29.136.13||reg||1||3diamonds||00000796||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||02-05-2004||09:22 AM||||I don't understand... you spent over a grand on a turbo that you don't even know if it's right for you?||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||02-05-2004||09:28 AM||||My friend has one that he will be using this year. I would say that it will spool slower than the small turbos but not as slow as most big turbos. When it reach's spool all hell will break loose. Ive seen his and its sick!!!||162.83.76.69||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||02-05-2004||10:48 AM||||It's fairly streetable, should spool in the lower-mid 4 K's. The 3" downpipe and wastegate dump are spendy though.<br /> <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=fc4c6636876af2e4475025018859fc4b&threadid=96844" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=fc4c6636876af2e4475025018859fc4b&threadid=96844</a>||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||KingGalantVr4||02-05-2004||11:01 AM||||Spools like a Green, makes the power of a 65 trim.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000005||Ska-TAY||02-05-2004||11:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong>The 3" downpipe and wastegate dump are spendy though.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually the <a href="http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=FP&Product_Code=O2FP3025&Category_Code=DSM-Exhaust" target="_blank">FP 2.5" SS o2 housing</a> is cheaper($222) than my VP 2.5" SS o2 housing($275).  Using the FP 2.5" allows you to use a "standard" 3" down pipe.<br />  <br />No one here "needs" a 3" o2 housing.||24.209.146.2||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000006||Ska-TAY||02-05-2004||11:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 3diamonds:<br /><strong> Hey all,i have recently purchased a fp3065 and just wondering if anyone on here has some info on the characteristics on this turbo?will it only be suited for the track or will i be able to cruise on the street and not have a lag machine? <br />cause i have a well prepped motor to suit but the only info i could get of them was it will make the power they have quoted but couldn't get info on specs. so i thought some people could shed some light on what to expect when the car is ready to go.<br />Thanks Adrian </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">List your current mods Adrian.  What else did you buy from FP?||24.209.146.2||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000007||Notorius||02-05-2004||12:42 PM||||a local guy is using the FP3035 model for his road racing talon if that helps, hes hoping to keep up with porsche GT2s now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000008||pisces_0||02-05-2004||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong>I would say that it will spool slower than the small turbos but not as slow as most big turbos.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I don't mean to dig into ya 14bCrazy, but isn't that statement kind of like going into a Ford dealer, asking the aproximate size of a Taurus and receiving the answer, "Well, it's smaller than that Crown Victoria over there, but bigger than the Festiva out in the lot."   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   It just sounded funny when I first read it.  Maybe all this snow is going to my head...<br />Back on topic, a buddy of mine had a 3055 on his GSX and it'd reach 23 psi by ~3800 RPMs.  He had it tuned in <b>spot-on</b> and it pulled like a damn freight train!  I've got to imagine the 3065 would spool 500-700 RPMs higher, but have <b>insane</b> top-end when run at higher boost levels.||65.183.136.30||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000009||ayvr4||02-05-2004||12:53 PM||||I like anything that says 650 hp & direct bolt on   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />   <img src="http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/graphics/00000001/features/fp3065_feature.gif" alt=" - " />||68.74.200.106||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000010||3diamonds||02-05-2004||09:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I don't understand... you spent over a grand on a turbo that you don't even know if it's right for you? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i found that these turbos were being used on motors with similar mods to what i have done and were performing well so considering the price that turbo was half the price of any local Garrett in Australia and i would of still needed a custom manifold to suit and external gate.||203.111.169.1||reg||1||3diamonds||00000796||yes
Z||000011||tikibeast||02-12-2004||02:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by pisces_0:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong>I would say that it will spool slower than the small turbos but not as slow as most big turbos.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it pulled like a damn freight train!</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that has to be the best turbo description I've ever heard...||4.62.185.151||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes



ubb/Forum2/004622.cgi
A||||2||Wayne Twist||Words on intake plenum||||1||||Wayne Twist||00003420
Z||000000||Wayne Twist||02-05-2004||07:31 AM||wayne.twist@auspost.com.au||Looking at engines at jap importer. Some say CYCLONE and others say EFI. The "cyclone" crank angle sensor wires come out of the bottom of it, the "efi" wire have a plug out of the top. What do these differences mean?||155.144.251.120||reg||1||Wayne Twist||00003420||yes
Z||000001||renoman||02-05-2004||08:37 PM||||Bugger all mate. I just put an JDM "efi" motor in a JDM Galant GSR that had a Cyclone motor, and I too noticed that differance (and a different O2 sensor too - Cyclone, single wire, EFI, 3 wires). I just used the Cyclone CAS and O2 sensor so it would connect to the cars wiring properly and all was fine.||220.240.65.245||reg||1||renoman||00003473||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||02-06-2004||08:40 AM||||If the crank angle sensor has a long wire on it, it's 90-style engine electronics [at least here in the US]. If it has a plug, the engine uses 91+ style electronics. While not terribly functionally different, the sensors don't all plug&play interchange.<br /><br />What words are on the manifold are pretty much useless as a guide.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/004623.cgi
A||||18||Yao||Suspension pick||||1||||Yao||00000044
Z||000000||Yao||02-05-2004||11:30 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Hello all,<br />I am in the process of deciding the suspension on the car.  Down to two choices.  <br /><br />JIC FLT-A2  Coil over. $1500<br /><br />Koni yellow and eibach springs. $900-1000<br /><br />I want to do this once and mostly for street driving, but am getting VERY much into autocross.  What are all you thoughts and experiences?  Main thing about JIC is the maintence to keep it clean on the street, is it vital?  I've done a lot of reading and am just going back and fourth with this....  HELP!||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||02-05-2004||11:42 AM||||There have been some huge and sometimes heated discussions recently on the DSM-Autox list over just this issue.<br /><br />I would talk with two people:<br /><br />John Mueller at RRE<br /><br />Mike Croutcher at DSS<br /><br />Mueller champions the RRE modified JIC's, Mike his own blend of parts and shocks.<br /><br />Talk with both of those guys and make your decision there.<br /><br />Let us know how it works out.<br /><br />Mark||4.10.181.45||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||02-05-2004||12:08 PM||||Keep in mind what class you are planning to run in autoX as what you choose will weigh heavily in what class you can compete in.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||Yao||02-05-2004||12:47 PM||||Am thinking about street modified class, so far the car have 16g, 3"downpipe, cat back, running 245/45/17. Looking into suspension now and a BIG, BIG brake later this year.  I just wanted some input from people that have tried JIC or Koni yellow on the street or have driven one and what is the impression of them.  I didn't want to call up any shops yet, because I don't want to feel obligated to buy from them.  Trying to do all the research I can before that.||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||02-05-2004||01:53 PM||||Take a look in the for sale section. There is a guy having custom coilovers made for him. The price is about $1350 shipped. <br /><br />You would be able to custom tailor the setup for your needs. <br /><br />I think it would be the best way to go for someon with your needs.||198.111.39.16||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||02-05-2004||04:58 PM||||You may want to consider what you will be facing in Street Modified as it sounds to me as though you better have some more plans instore to be remotely competitive or one hell of a hot shoe.<br /><br />SM cars are usually some of the fastest though it does vary some region to region.<br /><br />Also Mueller gave me a ride in RRE's JIC equipped Evo and he definetly has that thing nailed down perfect. I was truly impressed with how the car handled and even resisted being upset once you've chosen a line. <br /><br />I would definetly consider giving RRE a call for custom valved JIC's for the ultimate track suspension and also look into doing bushings as well as some type of camber kit for the rear.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-05-2004||05:08 PM||||i have koni yellows with stock springs.  i also had a set of tein ha's.  the tiens were far better for handling.  car was incredible, and immediatly i knew i needed more tire.  i still have the stock wheels on the car, and i plan to keep them there.  peter flanagan got the teins.  if i was autocrossing again, i would not even consider the konis over the teins.||64.240.175.81||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||05:11 PM||||I've read the entire listing of testimonials for the JIC FLT-A2s on RRE's site maybe a half dozen times now.  I have such a huge boner for that setup.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I keep telling myself that one of these days I'll roadtrip my way down there and drive back up in a race car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||Yao||02-05-2004||05:22 PM||||YEAH, I know I have some work to do, but you got to start somewhere.  I also forgot to mention I have tre trans with Quife Front Diff.  Am currently working on reducing weight at this point.  But I've also heard Horrible stories with JIC as far as afterservice and customer service.  I am also looking into DSS coil over with Koni yellow to start, but I have no idea on the quality of those.||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000009||TheJackalGT||02-05-2004||05:23 PM||||Theres a group buy sort of in FS for agx's... Do you solo 2 at coors and world arena?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000010||Yao||02-05-2004||05:33 PM||||I have tried AGX, and not impressed with them.  Also have the full set of whiteline bushings setting in the Garage that is waiting to go with what ever I end up picking.  I've personally yet to run in any events, except watching on the side line.  As soon as I picked my setup, will be heading towards second creek to tune the car and see what I can do.||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000011||AWDpower||02-05-2004||05:54 PM||||It all depends on what you want do do with the car. In my opinion, too many people rush to put big dollar/ overly complex suspensions on their cars when a simple shock and spring upgrade with a proper alignment is more then enough for what they are really going to do with the car. With suspensions, you quickley reach a point of diminishing returns where it cost a lot more to go just a little faster. That money would usually be better spent in other areas.<br /><br />However...<br /><br />If you do want to commit to getting the most out of your car possible (and at your driving skill level lesser equipment is actually holding you back) then you would be better off doing it right and going with the JIC/RRE/Mueller set up. You can save a little now with a cheaper set-up, but in the long run it will cost you more after endless trial and error with spring rate changes, alignment settings, etc.  I've open tracked an EVO with that JIC setup at Thunderhill, and it was magic. The car was very fast and easy to drive at the limit.||63.203.77.143||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000012||Yao||02-06-2004||12:24 PM||||Here is the story behind the JIC if anyone is interest.<br /><br /><a href="http://forums.evolutionm.net/showth...&threadid=59226" target="_blank">http://forums.evolutionm.net/showth...&threadid=59226</a>||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||02-06-2004||12:56 PM||||link no worky Yao||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||Yao||02-06-2004||02:05 PM||||Here you go<br /><br /><a href="http://forums.evolutionm.net/showthread.php?s=&threadid=59226" target="_blank">http://forums.evolutionm.net/showthread.php?s=&threadid=59226</a>||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||02-06-2004||04:06 PM||||Whatever.  I will never take those guys seriously.  What a bunch of whiners.  Yes, a mis-sized nut does sound like a pretty lame error, but what's this guy's problem?  Why did he whine to the company for weeks about this?  I would have just gone to the hardware store and gotten a proper sized nut.  Then the whole deal could have been over in 30 min. and $2.  Or, if it kept backing off, just stick a second nut on top of it.  I believe this happens to other high end coilovers as well.  Anyway, if you get it through RRE, you've got nothing to worry about.  They have excellent customer service, and they've got your back.  If you have an issue, they'll make sure your satisfied.<br /><br />ps- sorry for the rant.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||mj_rosenfeld||02-06-2004||09:01 PM||||Personally, I'll be going with Koni yellows. They have a long established history of winning on every kind of car and in every variety of racing. They can handle high spring rates. There are a number of places that can rebuild them. And they cost less. At least that is my perception.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.226||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000017||tplesko||02-06-2004||09:06 PM||||what koni yellows do we order for a GVR4? Are they front and rear?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000018||ercp98||02-06-2004||09:25 PM||||yao you might want to check pre evo's gb on coilovers in the parts for sale section. he will start to take names for the gb.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes



ubb/Forum2/004624.cgi
A||||6||agrabau||Tubular Manifold Pictures Please||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||02-05-2004||02:52 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||I've finally collected all the parts I need to build this manifold. I've been trying to conceptualize something nearly-equal length but I'm interested first in seeing if and what others have done. I've seen some pics here and there, maybe we could show them in one thread. I'm really interested in the collector design. <br /><br />This one's nice  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.burnsstainless.com/MergeCollectors/TurboCollectors/4-1_shorty2.gif" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Thanks, <br /><br />AL <br /><br />By the way, because this is the technical section.. I used pipe (forged) from Weld-bend and bought the flanges from some dude named stainlesssteeljim or something like that on ebay. I'll post a raw materials pic tonight.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-05-2004||05:08 PM||||Check out there collectors as well. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.hytechexhaust.com" target="_blank">www.hytechexhaust.com</a> <br /><br />Just go to the section on collectors. I can't link directly to it. <br /><br />I think you should have a setup similar to this one.<br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1951" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />This setup is from our race civic. It should work nicely in your car. The runners are not equal length, but close. With this setup though, you must anchor the turbo to something. But again our turbo is huge and weighs alot. With your fabrication skills, making a brace for the turbo should be easy.<br /><br />The material is 304 stainless. The thickness is about 1mm. I would only use 304 stainless if I was you.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||05:24 PM||||Damn, those are both sweet.  I can't wait to see what you cook up, Alex.  Abhay, it seems like it would have made more sense, flow-wise, to switch the locations of the turbo and WG in your setup.  The way it sits, the exhaust has to make a 90* bend to get to the turbine, whereas the WG has a straight shot.  Hmm, just occurred to me that maybe you need it that way to control the boost at some astronomical level.  How much are you guys running?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||02-05-2004||05:44 PM||||I don't want to steal the thread. We are making 612whp and 27psi so far. We are finishing up some things, but we hope to make 750whp at about 36psi.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-05-2004||05:48 PM||||Also, full-race.com has some nice tubular manny's like what mike green has on his gvr4!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||02-05-2004||07:40 PM||||What does the center of the collector look like from the outside? I can't "see" the cut to make them all join nicely to form a rough circle on the outside. I like that honda header. The bend at the WG will create a lot of turbulence but I'm clearly not one to critizise and everyone can laugh when mine's done and it looks like a metallic disaster.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||gvr4x2||02-05-2004||10:38 PM||||Hey AL if you need any help with cutting/machining/welding give me a ring. - mike||24.218.147.224||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004633.cgi
A||||9||grimm||Adjustible fuel pressure to use? ||||1||||grimm||00003384
Z||000000||grimm||02-05-2004||08:27 PM||grimmdich@yahoo.com||I need help, what is a good afpr to use that is good price and direct bolt-on? As I would like to cut down the risk of engine fires, any help would be appreciated?||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000001||pisces_0||02-05-2004||09:03 PM||||I've got the Buschur bolt-on AFPR.  Granted, it is a little more expensive but it's very nice.  It's basically an Aeromotive regulator top bolted to a custom fitting that bolts on to the fuel rail.<br /><a href="http://www.buschurracing.com/cgi-bin/ez-catalog/cat_display.cgi?3X376545" target="_blank">Buschur AFPR</a><br />-about halfway down the page||216.251.182.23||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000002||grimm||02-05-2004||11:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by pisces_0:<br /><strong> I've got the Buschur bolt-on AFPR.  Granted, it is a little more expensive but it's very nice.  It's basically an Aeromotive regulator top bolted to a custom fitting that bolts on to the fuel rail.<br /><a href="http://www.buschurracing.com/cgi-bin/ez-catalog/cat_display.cgi?3X376545" target="_blank">Buschur AFPR</a><br />-about halfway down the page </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thanks for the heads up, I suppose that gauge goes under hood but can it go in the cockpit, I know I could do another gauge for the interior, but I is poor and would like to monitor what's going on with the car at all times I drive it, I guess cuz I'm anal like that, I seen a B@M command flo that is bolt up but a little wary about price to quality ratio (u get wot u pay 4)||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-06-2004||12:00 AM||||Nathan - I thought that when welded to the stock rail, they were problems with the FPR being too heavy and leaking or breaking etc etc. Thats why most guys attach it on the firewall somewhere, I thought. How do you feel the bolt-on compares ?<br /><br />Also, do you have SS lines or stock? I wonder if a SS line can be used for the return line where they have a barb fitting.<br /><br />I also wish they made an additional port on that thing so an electric sending unit can be attached to it and run a gauge into the car.<br /><br />I wonder if the sender was placed in line on the return line, it would be considered accurate? <br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||02-06-2004||12:08 AM||||no no on the sender in the return line KC.  You can put it before the rail though and it will be accurate.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-06-2004||12:09 AM||||Thats what I thought but wasnt 100% sure, hence I asked. Thanks, Plesko!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||02-06-2004||12:19 AM||||no problem KC.  Gotta get the power to the people!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||02-06-2004||12:12 PM||||The B&M Command Flo is simply a modification to the factory fpr. It won't improve the inadequate flow capacity of the return system that result from using a stronger fuel pump. It will do a decent job letting you adjust your fuel pressure.<br /><br />As an alternative to the buschur approach of sticking a heavy fpr on the end of the rail, I would get an adapter kit. This will include a fitting that simply bolts on to the end of the rail in place of the stock fpr, a length of high pressure steel braided fuel line, and the necessary fittings to hook it all up to a firewall mounted fpr like the aeromotive. diamondstarmotorsport.com has a kit for $100 or you can get just the adapter for $25 and get your hose and fittings elsewhere.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||02-06-2004||12:32 PM||||I just bought a SARD. I'm going with the AN6 weld-on to the rail so the parts list is as follows:<br /><br />FPR<br />6INCH Braided AN-6 Female-Female Line (2)<br />AN-6 to Barb Fitting for FPR-out to fuel tank<br />AN-6 MALE-MALE for FPR Out line-to Female AN Barb<br /><br />(2) AN-6 to 1/8 NPT fittings in and out of FPR<br /><br />1 Fuel pressure gauge from Jeg's.<br /><br />It's a lot of parts and money by the time you're done. <br /><br />If someone has no idea what I'm talking about they can look here:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dentsport.com/fittings/index.htm" target="_blank">Fittings</a> <br /><br />Or Here:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dentsport.com/4G63hardware/index.htm" target="_blank">More</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||pisces_0||02-06-2004||02:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Nathan - I thought that when welded to the stock rail, they were problems with the FPR being too heavy and leaking or breaking etc etc. Thats why most guys attach it on the firewall somewhere, I thought. How do you feel the bolt-on compares ?<br /><br />Also, do you have SS lines or stock? I wonder if a SS line can be used for the return line where they have a barb fitting.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow, I hadn't heard people were having problems with this.  I ran mine all last summer and there was nary a leak to be seen.  Honestly, the FPR isn't all that heavy.  The entire thing is made out of aluminum and althought it's large(r) it's surprinsingly light.  I absolutely love the Buschur AFPR.  I got curious one day and began wondering how far I could turn the base pressure down with this unit.  Got all the way down to 25 psi and the car started to stumble and hiccup.  This is with a Walbro 255.  Would I buy this AFPR again?  In a heartbeat.<br />As far as the stainless fuel lines, I've got stock right now.  You could easily hook up a stainless line to the return fitting.  I think the thread pattern for it is 1/4" NPT so all you'd have to do is get an adapter to go to -AN.  Easy-cheesy...||64.61.224.175||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum2/004626.cgi
A||||2||megaice||Idle still not right||||11||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||02-05-2004||03:04 PM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||OK so I replaced the ISC and checked for vacum leaks and I am still getting idle surge. It is driving me crazy. Any ideas? Thanks in advance||67.167.249.96||reg||11||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||02-05-2004||03:20 PM||||Did you try adjusting the BISS?||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||megaice||02-05-2004||04:01 PM||||Thanks Howard on my way to the store to get some alligator clips.||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum2/004627.cgi
A||||11||91vroom||multiple intercoolers||||1||||91vroom||00003102
Z||000000||91vroom||02-05-2004||03:27 PM||jmoe5@aol.com||Hey All,<br />   Ive seen projects where people sandwhich intercoolers to make one big one and it worked.  Can it be done using stock dsm IC's but instead of sandwhiching back to back, can it be done from side to side?  ----Thanx, Josh----||152.163.252.136||reg||1||91vroom||00003102||yes
Z||000001||TurboVR4dr||02-05-2004||03:33 PM||||I will do this when I build my next budget car.  But unless you can do it yourself and make everything then I would say don't do it.  Just buy a real core and piping.  Because if you have to pay someone then the price is going to be to much.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||02-05-2004||03:56 PM||||This may be a really dumb question, but would two intercoolers side by side help out, or would there be too much of a pressure drop, or would it be just too ghetto?<br />like this:<br />======[ic1]==[ic2]=====||68.74.200.106||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||slowpokin699||02-05-2004||04:32 PM||||2 wrongs dont make a right  just get a supra smic if anything.||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||05:40 PM||||If you're talking about just putting two stock fmic's or dsm smic's up front, linked by a coupler, then no that's not worth it.  You'll get marginally better cooling but at the cost of a high pressure drop.  If you're talking about cutting one endtank each off of two stock ic's, and welding them together to make one fmic that's twice as long, then yes that's worth it.  Many people and several business have adopted this.  You just have to ask yourself how much time and money you'll invest in the project, compared to your needs/planned power, and decide if a "proper" intercooler would better for you.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||curtis||02-05-2004||09:49 PM||||I've got 3 thunderbird 2.3 cores welded together.  Total investment including welding was 60 dollars.  I can run the shit out of the car at 21 plus psi and the hot side endtank isn't even warm and the cold side builds up ice. I drove it in the garage other day an put an ac thermometer between the fins and it read 34 degrees the outside temps were around 38 but it was rainning and I had been running about 60 the whole way home.  I have a friend here in town that has 3 stock talon units on his talon and it works great. I'm not sure if you could get them in the galant front bumper though Most of the time you can get the t-bird units for 10 a piece on ebay.  Go to city search dot com and look up Turbo Auto in Nashville.  Jeff has a pallet full of new cores (without tanks)that were the upgrades for the svo mustangs, he also has endtanks to weld on.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2741" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2741&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.54.98.27||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||stupidweirdo||02-07-2004||05:29 PM||||i have 3 1g dsm sidemounts up front bottom to top flow, tight fit but it works well for my cheap ass.||216.65.171.186||reg||1||stupidweirdo||00000625||yes
Z||000007||henrok||02-07-2004||09:21 PM||||hey curtis, what grill is that? looks really nice.||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000008||VR4ownzU||02-07-2004||10:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> hey curtis, what grill is that? looks really nice. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000009||4g63t||02-08-2004||07:17 PM||||Thats a 93 grill.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000010||AWDnot2||02-11-2004||09:36 AM||||I will post pics and explain why extruded tube and fin cores have more resistance when compared to bar and plate.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||02-11-2004||12:03 PM||||<a href="http://www.are.com.au/techtalk/intecoolersMR.htm" target="_blank">http://www.are.com.au/techtalk/intecoolersMR.htm</a>||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004628.cgi
A||||19||DuckButterRacing GVR4||93 Headlights?||||1||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-05-2004||03:32 PM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||I heard that 93 Headlights fit on our cars. Is this true? Also, what benifit are they and whats the dif. Oh, and from a 93 Non-VR4?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Nick||12.34.246.4||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||REDLINEGVR4||02-05-2004||03:40 PM||||They do fit. I have them. They just ook better that the ones we get on our cars.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000002||drew||02-05-2004||03:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing GVR4:<br /><strong> I heard that 93 Headlights fit on our cars. Is this true? Also, what benifit are they and whats the dif. Oh, and from a 93 Non-VR4?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Nick </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Since there were no 93 VR-4s, it would have to be from a non-vr-4.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||RayH||02-05-2004||03:57 PM||||<img src="http://www.gvr4.com/images/members//93_galant_headlights.jpg" alt=" - " />||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||05:41 PM||||They are supposed to not only look better, but work better.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-05-2004||05:43 PM||||They look good, but IMHO the clear corners look better with the 92's or JDM 92's...Just my opinion!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||lambertvr4||02-05-2004||10:41 PM||||Hey!  That's my car!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />No, I don't have that stupid red grill anymore.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />The lights bolt right in.  Damned expensive though.  Luckily the dumbsh!t I bought the car from already had them installed.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||02-05-2004||10:46 PM||||JDMs are the way to go. Just need to get around to wiring mine up...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||02-05-2004||11:00 PM||||It's cake. I had my bitch (Rich/pre-evo) wire mine up in about 10 minutes.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||02-05-2004||11:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> It's cake. I had my bitch (Rich/pre-evo) wire mine up in about 10 minutes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And for this I shall kick you square in the nuts and take your car and make it a true 11 sec street car. Dave will help me too.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||Romanova||02-05-2004||11:12 PM||||I'm going to run higher wattage bulbs... Hella 100W H1s, and Hella 80/100W H4s... so I am going to use a relay for each light. Going to run 10 gauge cable from the battery to each relay... blah blah blah. <br />A little over kill, but they will be bright as fuck... which is good when you like to drive fast at night.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000011||chauffeur1st||02-06-2004||04:10 AM||||I wanted to get the 93 housings...but I will prolly just to contiue to run my 91 with HIDS and get some nice amber corners.. I want to clean and polish my lights now.. Does anyone have any pictures of their headllights they have polished... and cleaned up..<br /><br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000012||BlackHole||02-06-2004||08:31 AM||||Installing 93 headlights is one of the better mods I've done to the car. The light pattern and visibility are significantly improved, although I'd still rather have a real set of HIDs.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000013||Z-1 Jon||02-06-2004||12:19 PM||||I have real HID's and they rock...when we first built the car a couple years back we got new '92 headlights not knowing what the '93s look like - STUPID!!  how do you polish the current lights?  I know nail polish remover works wonders on yellowed old lenses and some rubbing compound is great for lights with a ton of road crud on them but i'd advse against it on clean lights.  so what do you use to polish them??||216.223.205.5||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000014||PRE-EVO||02-06-2004||01:22 PM||||I've heard good things about toothpaste polishing the lenses and cleaning them up.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000015||Z-1 Jon||02-06-2004||01:38 PM||||makes sense...it's abrasive but much less so than a typical compound.  cleaner waxes should do well also then...like a 3M fine cut||216.223.205.5||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000016||yardhippie||02-06-2004||03:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey! That's my car!  <br />No, I don't have that stupid red grill anymore.  <br /><br />The lights bolt right in. Damned expensive though. Luckily the dumbsh!t I bought the car from already had them installed.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking... damn that looks like Lamberts car... w/ the gay red grill and all   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />Sorry dude, you better of than me anyways.. I got the factory rusted one.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000017||RayH||02-06-2004||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by lambertvr4:<br /><strong> Hey!  That's my car!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />No, I don't have that stupid red grill anymore.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />The lights bolt right in.  Damned expensive though.  Luckily the dumbsh!t I bought the car from already had them installed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just pulled it from the gvr4.com member images area but didn't know who owned it.  I remember it being used as an example before for 93 headlights.  Great picture; makes you want to say Checkout the headlights on that baby.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000018||yardhippie||02-06-2004||03:52 PM||||yea lamberts got a schweet looking Galant, too bad it doesnt run   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  ! But when (if) is finished it should be spankin fast. Mine? its slow now... and will be for some time.<br /><br />I remember when back in the day a car running low 10's in 1000' was fast.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000019||turboflanagan||02-07-2004||01:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Z-1 Jon:<br /><strong> makes sense...it's abrasive but much less so than a typical compound.  cleaner waxes should do well also then...like a 3M fine cut </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think those would do a thing for our glass lights.  On plastic, yes, but not glass.||64.63.213.154||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/004629.cgi
A||||11||Ska-TAY||Which Muffler?||||1||||Ska-TAY||00001541
Z||000000||Ska-TAY||02-05-2004||04:14 PM||deischel@hotmail.com||1) <a href="http://www.borla.com/uk.melloprimo/?cartID=2004020512192024.209.146.2" target="_blank">Borla Turbo-XL P#40670</a><br />3 in. center inlet/2 1/4 in. dual outlets<br />Material: Stainless Steel <br />Length: 19 in. <br />Width: 9 1/2 in. <br />Height: 4 in.<br />$195<br /><br /> <img src="http://static.summitracing.com/global/images/prod/large/bor-40670.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />OR<br /><br />2) DynoMax Ultra Flo P#17228<br />3 in. center inlet/dual 2 1/2 in. outlets<br />Material: Aluminized Steel <br />Length: 19 in. <br />Width: 9 3/4 in. <br />Height: 4 1/2 in. <br />$88<br /><br /> <img src="http://static.summitracing.com/global/images/prod/large/wlk-17228.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Looks like the Borla would need a set of tips to look decent.  Although I would prefer a stainless steel muffler, I'm leaning towards getting the DynoMax. Anyone have direct experience with either muffler?||24.209.146.2||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-05-2004||04:39 PM||||I have the Borla XR-1 Sportsman Oval, 3" in 3" out. It sounds amazing. Not to brag, but it is one of the best sounding 4G63Ts I have ever heard. I have a 3" inside diameter, 3.75" outer diameter resonated tip on it. <br /><br />If I was you I would get the same muffler. I like the dual tip look, but non of the manufacturers seem to have a dual 3" outlet setup. And it might be a tight fit as fas as the bumper opening for the tips. <br /><br />If you are bent on of the two mufflers that you have selected, get the borla. Million mile warranty, great quality, and sweet as hell sound. <br /><br />Also the Borla is very quiet compared to equivalently sized mufflers.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||02-05-2004||04:52 PM||||Hmmmm, any way we can get a sound byte page going of exhaust recordings?  <gears turning>||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||04:56 PM||||I was going to vote Dynomax, but after that glowing review how can I compete.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   One thing to consider, are they both straight through?  And also, just because your inlet is X" doesn't mean that the outlets must also be X" each.  For example, if you have dual 2.25" outlets, they will actually flow more than the single 3" inlet, and further help to reduce the noise and keep it stock looking.  Perhaps another thing to consider is the weight of each muffler?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-05-2004||04:57 PM||||i'll sell you a brand new 17228 for 75+shipping||64.240.175.81||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||02-05-2004||05:15 PM||||The Borla is straight thru. I have also heard that the split off at the end of an exhaust system ,twin tips, gains power.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||05:18 PM||||Yea, I guess that makes sense.  If the twin tips can flow more than the single inlet, then it's like an expanding exhaust system, ie 2.5 dp -> 3 catback, which aids in flow and scavenging.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||SLedge||02-05-2004||07:04 PM||||You might look at the Borla #40349 too.  I've been seriously considering one of thier XS mufflers; from the muffler "shoot-outs" I've seen they rank near the top in flow and at the bottom for dB -- exactly what most of us want in a GVR4!||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000008||pisces_0||02-05-2004||07:17 PM||||I had a muffler just like the Dynomax on my Galant and wasn't too pleased with the look.  Being that the twin outlets were spaced quite far apart (as they are on the Dynomax) the muffler had to terminate before the bumper opening.  The sound resonated off of the bumper cover and back up into the passenger compartment.  Needless to say, I scrapped the muffler this fall right before storage.  Had a sacrificial chopping of it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   If the Borla has a good sound to it I'd DEFINITELY have to suggest that.  From all that's been said it sure seems like the Borla sounds good.||64.61.224.21||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000009||Ska-TAY||02-06-2004||09:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> You might look at the Borla #40349 too.  I've been seriously considering one of thier XS mufflers; from the muffler "shoot-outs" I've seen they rank near the top in flow and at the bottom for dB -- exactly what most of us want in a GVR4! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah I like that one too, but it's not available.  I'll keep looking...||24.209.146.2||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000010||Ska-TAY||02-06-2004||10:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I have the Borla XR-1 Sportsman Oval, 3" in 3" out. I have a 3" inside diameter, 3.75" outer diameter resonated tip on it.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look at Summit Racing's catalog for me please...which one? There's a couple that are 3"in/3"out.<br /><a href="http://store.summitracing.com/product.asp?d=8&s=598&p=290&searchtype=ecat" target="_blank">Summit Racing's Borla XR-1 page here</a><br /><br /> <img src="http://static.summitracing.com/global/images/prod/large/bor-40941.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.209.146.2||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000011||SLedge||02-06-2004||01:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ska-TAY:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> You might look at the Borla #40349 too.  I've been seriously considering one of thier XS mufflers; from the muffler "shoot-outs" I've seen they rank near the top in flow and at the bottom for dB -- exactly what most of us want in a GVR4! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah I like that one too, but it's not available.  I'll keep looking... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why isn't it available, did Borla discontinue it?  Not many places stock the XS mufflers, but I found a couple of on-line places that at least list them:<br /><br /><a href="http://gotta-have-it.net/asccustompages/products.asp?categoryid=47&force=1" target="_blank">http://gotta-have-it.net/asccustompages/products.asp?categoryid=47&force=1</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.exhaustproslinc.com/borhemsin3du.html" target="_blank">http://www.exhaustproslinc.com/borhemsin3du.html</a>||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes



ubb/Forum2/004630.cgi
A||||16||anomalyva||Anyone running HID's in 93+ housings?||||1||||anomalyva||00003197
Z||000000||anomalyva||02-05-2004||04:37 PM||requiemofanomaly@speedpost.net||What kit or OEM retrofit did you do?  What bulbs/ballasts/projectors (if any)?  Do you have pics of the cut off?||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-05-2004||04:51 PM||||I have 100w in my high beams in the 93 headlights. I know this is not what you asked, but these lights are extremely bright (chrome backing is in good condition also). Lots cheaper then HID ones. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||04:57 PM||||Jason O. (chaffeur1st) is running HIDs in his stock '91 housings.  You can ask him.  Also, anyone try those Xenon "HID look" bulbs that are all over ebay?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||TheJackalGT||02-05-2004||05:17 PM||||im not sure that would be a very good idea, personally i dont like the HID's in non-projector housings... I would say just get the 100w bulbs as stated above... And if you want the hid look, get the blue ones. Otherwise, i used to be able to get kits that you can modify to fit for around 330 shipped..||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000004||marvinmadman123||02-05-2004||06:51 PM||||Sylvania Silver Stars are the best without going HID in my opinion. I saw the result after putting them in and bought the low beam set for $25.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000005||Pep||02-05-2004||08:24 PM||||I may be the only one on here who thinks this, but I think those "HID-look" bulbs are seriously gay.  Having blue bulbs for the sake of having blue bulbs is terribly ricey when you can get plenty of regular white bulbs that are just as bright or brighter.  That's just like putting a damn wing on your car or throwing stickers all over it as far as I'm concerned, basically doing useless stuff just to get people's attention.||66.233.102.134||reg||1||Pep||00000675||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||02-05-2004||09:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pep:<br /><strong> I may be the only one on here who thinks this, but I think those "HID-look" bulbs are seriously gay.  Having blue bulbs for the sake of having blue bulbs is terribly ricey when you can get plenty of regular white bulbs that are just as bright or brighter.  That's just like putting a damn wing on your car or throwing stickers all over it as far as I'm concerned, basically doing useless stuff just to get people's attention. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Before the blue bulb thing even got big, I tried it and it's NOT WORTH IT.  The bluish tint makes it harder to see, and the high power bulbs don't last for shit.  Think I got 6 months out of those ugly ass things.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||02-05-2004||09:49 PM||||here is a threada they may shed some light on the subject.... <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=13;t=000217" target="_blank">the thread</a>||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000008||chauffeur1st||02-06-2004||04:02 AM||||Yea I am running HID in my 91 headlights......... I am using a 6000k kit, that has Hella's as the ballast and SPW bulbs.. I am really pleased with the quality of the light... I can prolly get u a kit if you wanted.... It seriously only took 15 minutes to get them in.. complety plug and play.. I will try to borrow a camera to take a few pics.<br /><br /><br />Lata <br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||02-06-2004||11:05 AM||||Jason, see about getting those kits please.  <br /><br />Is your setup for high and low beam?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||chauffeur1st||02-06-2004||01:38 PM||||Its for the low beams, although I had another set of 9006/9007 (high and low beam) bulbs that had a o-ring adapter to make it work, and I just sold them I was goin to do high beams but couldnt see myself spending the money to have them, plus I am broke and needed to sell them.....<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000011||anomalyva||02-07-2004||07:42 PM||||It's definately not for the 'look.'  If you have driven Hella or Philips ballasted 42-5k kelvin bulbed HIDS you will notice a huge difference.  I have silverstars right now, and the difference is amazing.||68.100.239.168||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000012||crucible||02-07-2004||08:20 PM||||Not to piss people off, but what looks great for the driver might not be so great for oncoming cars or cars in front.Now Im not familair with HIDs but know enough about high wattage lites that are blinding although it might have something to do with realigning the lamp assemblies.Like I said, Im not familiar with HIDs so maybe the blinding effect doesnt apply.<br />Its a driving distaction when people use those Off-Road Baja lites.<br />Just my opinion<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000013||anomalyva||02-07-2004||11:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Not to piss people off, but what looks great for the driver might not be so great for oncoming cars or cars in front.Now Im not familair with HIDs but know enough about high wattage lites that are blinding although it might have something to do with realigning the lamp assemblies.Like I said, Im not familiar with HIDs so maybe the blinding effect doesnt apply.<br />Its a driving distaction when people use those Off-Road Baja lites.<br />Just my opinion<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Properly aimed HID's, in the proper housing, will have no problems with cut off.  It looks like im going to put Valeo ECE projectors in the housings so I don't have any problems.||68.100.239.168||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000014||ron||02-08-2004||08:44 AM||||I have HID low beams in 93 headlights.  I had to adjust the aim lower.  It wasn't a problem for the oncoming traffic (my headlights are US spec and the shine up to the right) but drivers ahead of me get mad, especially when I have people in the backseat.  I have the CATZ brand but all the HID lights except the DOT apporved ones are now illegal in US since 8/03.  So can't buy them anymore.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Who makes the 100 watt hi beam bulb for our car? is it real 100watt or 55 watts with 100w light output stuff?<br />Ron||67.125.26.247||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000015||markrieb||02-08-2004||04:54 PM||||One of the interesting things about the EVO VIII is that it has HID low beams, and an in-the-cockpit adjustment for aiming the headlights.<br /><br />Parked 10' or so from the garage door, I can move the upper cut-off of the lights a good 8" to 12".<br /><br />I'm not so sure the added expense of a motorized light housing is such a good idea though...  I'm a big fan of KISS (Keep It Simple Stupid), and this seems unnecesarily complicated.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000016||TheJackalGT||02-08-2004||05:53 PM||||i love the hid's in the 3000gt with projectors, but hids shouldnt really be used in halogen, non projector housings... do what you want but when an oncoming driver hits you head on, dont come bitchin to us   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes



ubb/Forum2/004631.cgi
A||||4||TheJackalGT||Fog Lights, passenger side not working||||1||||TheJackalGT||00002398
Z||000000||TheJackalGT||02-05-2004||05:19 PM||||Theres a problem with the wiring somewhere in the wiring on the passenger fog light, I checked the 1 fuse over near the battery, How else should I go about it?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000001||miturra||02-06-2004||10:12 AM||||Try exchanging bulbs with the one that works.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||02-06-2004||05:43 PM||||i took the pass. side foglight and plugged it into the drivers side, i know its not the foglight, its the wiring...<br /><br />is there another side specific fuse somewhere?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-06-2004||07:00 PM||||Corrosion inside the bulb recepticle or plug.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||TheJackalGT||02-07-2004||01:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Corrosion inside the bulb recepticle or plug. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ill try to clean it out then, thanks.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes



ubb/Forum2/004632.cgi
A||||10||yardhippie||Beating a dead horse... errr 4 bolt||||1||||yardhippie||00003069
Z||000000||yardhippie||02-05-2004||06:24 PM||||Ok, Ive been browsing the forums for info on 4bolt conv. Ive been here:  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001233#000000" target="_blank">thread</a> and the link is 404. also <a href="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/" target="_blank">1000 faq</a> and  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001658" target="_blank">thread; 4 bolt information.</a> <br />But I still have issues. and maybe im just a goober. I have heard that Mofugas makes a 4ws eliminator kit? Where can I find one (their web page is down). I thought the  rear rack (ps pump) came out. Does it stay and all the steering linkage stay put? Im assuming so.<br />thanks in advance.||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-05-2004||06:29 PM||||Mofugas is down and out aka no longer in business||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||02-05-2004||06:38 PM||||<a href="http://diamondstarspecialties.com/product.asp?section=Eclipse_Talon&subname=DSM&productid=27-100-300" target="_blank">http://diamondstarspecialties.com/product.asp?section=Eclipse_Talon&subname=DSM&productid=27-100-300</a><br /><br /><a href="http://co.dsm.org/users/jake/DSM/projects/rear_suspension/index.shtml" target="_blank">http://co.dsm.org/users/jake/DSM/projects/rear_suspension/index.shtml</a>||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||yardhippie||02-05-2004||06:46 PM||||those links are great. Gives me some insight. But what about the fluid side of it all. I theory I assume you could just plug the lines at the rack, but funny thing about hydralics, they dont belive in my theories. Currently they will be "looped" each high side back into the return side.||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000004||slowpokin699||02-05-2004||06:46 PM||||i wouldnt even worry about the toe issue since you can just leave the rear steering rack in there with the lines cut....<br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/atil.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/atil.htm</a>||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||02-05-2004||09:48 PM||||The 4 bolt diff doesn't have a pump. I'd remove the rack and lose 40-50 lbs. I swapped in an entire 4 bolt subframe so I ditched the rack that way. And bolted in a stiffer sway bar while I was there, since its on top. I also did the toe link mod using five bucks worth of washers, piece of cake. For the RWS lines, <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001689" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001689</a> go to Lukes post next to last, that's how I did it.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||02-06-2004||03:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> I also did the toe link mod using five bucks worth of washers, piece of cake. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Could you please elaborate on this?  TIA!||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||02-06-2004||08:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> I also did the toe link mod using five bucks worth of washers, piece of cake. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Could you please elaborate on this?  TIA! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">... <a href="http://co.dsm.org/users/jake/DSM/projects/rear_suspension/index.shtml" target="_blank">...and again.</a>||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||02-06-2004||12:07 PM||||Check out the second link in my first post. I used a sawzall to cut most of that stupid rubber bushing off, then finshed it with a wire brush on a drill.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000009||yardhippie||02-06-2004||03:10 PM||||Thanks for all the help. Looks like were gonna plug the rack to solve the hyd problem. And as soon as I have time... well do the $5 washer mod.<br />Then... when I have LOTs 'O time I will start hacking that maze that DSM call return lines.<br />Im going to try to put together some sort of compilation of all this: links, advice, experience. Cuz all the info is out there just not in one place, so please if you have any more info let me know.<br />thank you again.||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||02-06-2004||03:51 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    Oops, my bad.  Thanks Howard & Bigfoot!||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004634.cgi
A||||6||Still_Good||Uneducated Performance Question....||||1||||Still_Good||00003468
Z||000000||Still_Good||02-05-2004||09:21 PM||gofaststopfast@yahoo.com||Just wondering on the 4G63 how much of a difference in powerband there is between a 16G and a 20G turbo. Was looking to build a car for autocross and road course and was wondering if there'd be a noticable larger powerband with the smaller turbo.<br /><br />Mostly the voice of inexperience here, but any help is appreciated.||209.102.1.120||reg||1||Still_Good||00003468||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||02-05-2004||09:34 PM||||autox? i believe ward would rip us a new one with his stock galant.||153.18.18.163||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||02-05-2004||10:04 PM||||Talk to Andre over at Pina Motorsports. He runs a 20G and a Cyclone manifold. A pretty good low buck compomise between autocross and track.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||02-05-2004||10:08 PM||||powerband is a 2 stroke term.  Its all boost in here...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.76.182.219||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-06-2004||07:18 PM||||Get an Uneducated Perfomance Underdrive Pulley.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||AWDnot2||02-09-2004||11:58 AM||||Are you going to race the car, or is it a daily driver?||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||02-09-2004||12:26 PM||||IMHO, a 20G might have too much lag for an autocrosser, where quick spooling, low-end torque is the hot set-up.  It may be possible to tune it to reduce the lag, but I was very happy with the low end grunt from my 16G and big 16g turbos from 3,500 to 6000 rpm.||24.136.3.207||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/004635.cgi
A||||10||Mitsuturbo||Thank You so much, Keydiver!||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||02-06-2004||12:05 AM||mitsuturbo@softhome.net||Now that i got the chip i just have a couple questions.. maybe someone else can gimme some good answers, if Jeff is too busy.<br /><br />Here's what i got: <br />revlimit = 8250<br />stutterbx= 5000<br />NLTS     = 5500<br />knock gauge<br />Enh. Closed loop<br />650 inj. compensation<br />2gmaf compensation<br />264uS extra deadtime<br />CE shiftlight at 7000<br /><br />Now for the questions.  I have 650cc injectors, and a 2g maf (obviously).  Currently my SAFC settings are at PLUS 9 at 4500rpm.. ramping up to that from 1k, 2k, 3k, 3.5k, 4k, then falling off rapidly at 5k and up.  (the car likes this tuning, and thats just the way it is).<br /><br />Since the chip compensates for the 2g maf and 650s, am i going to have to go EVEN RICHER now?  Or should things even out a bit?<br /><br />I was also having a problem with my Injector Duty Cycle being high (like 100%+ at 2000hz/6800rpm).. is this going to be worse or better do you think?<br /><br />I know in light of the complexity of tuning, ecu parameters, enviromental discrepancies (weather), etc, this is probably a pretty general question and i wish i could go more into detail without boring you to death so you wouldnt even want to read this post, but any educated opinions would be appreciated.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||02-06-2004||12:15 AM||||Okay you need to know what you are doing on a few things.<br /><br />The keydiver chip compensates for the 2g maf and 650s. Zero your AFC and retune via the logger/afc from there.<br /><br />If your injectors are at 100% DC now they will still probably be at 100% DC after the retune.  You need more base FP or bigger injectors.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||02-06-2004||01:31 AM||||WHY did you have to run it so rich before? The 650's MORE than compensated for the 2G MAS. Was it because of knock, or to get you fueltrims around 100?<br />If your base fuel pressure is where it belongs (~37 psi) you should be able to set everything to zero, and start from there, as Pivvay said. What turbo/boost are you running? It takes a LOT to run 650's to 100% duty!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />Are all the HC's in the MAS?<br />Jeff||216.77.204.73||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||Mitsuturbo||02-07-2004||05:09 PM||||I just checked my base FP last night again and it's at 44psi (vac hose off)<br />as for the engine, it's at 9:1 compression, with a very ported head<br />the turbo is an Evo16 at 17-18psi.. my intercooler is still stock, as my FMIC is sitting right in front of me, waiting for me to build piping for it<br /><br />I have to run this much fuel to keep knock and high EGTs at bay.  I don't really pay too much attention to fuel trims, as my O2 sensor barely works well enough to keep the CEL off.<br /><br />For some reason i get a lot of knock right at 4500rpm the way things are currently set up.  I hope to get my ecu socketed soon and get this chip in.. hopefully that will help things out a bit.<br /><br />i had 550's, but they were running over 100% very quickly at 15psi, since i was having to add ~20% with the afc when using them<br /><br />Oh yeah.. the best fuel i can get at the pump here is 91 octane.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||02-07-2004||10:36 PM||||I think your problem is that right now your dumping in WAY too much fuel to correct your timing issue. 650's, a 2G MAS, an AFC, and 91 octane is a BAD combination!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />I think that once you put the chip in, the timing will get closer to where it should be, and you won't need to run it quite so rich.||209.214.27.87||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||02-07-2004||10:46 PM||||i failed to mention that i'm also running an ITC    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    i can do as i wish and advance or retard the hell out of timing but i make a lot less power when i retard it enough to make a difference<br /><br />i hope the chip helps, and it sounds like it will.. pivvay and i had a discussion recently about it, and it cleared up some misconceptions i had||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||Mitsuturbo||02-08-2004||01:58 PM||||in summation.. <br />less fuel = TONS of knock<br />less timing = NO power||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000007||Mitsuturbo||02-09-2004||02:46 AM||||i'm beginning to think i'm needing all this fuel because of IC heatsoak.. it runs GREAT if it's been running less than 5 minutes on the road<br /><br />time for a new thread i guess, about that||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000008||Ash||02-09-2004||04:59 AM||||so what cooler do you have?||210.8.29.151||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||Mitsuturbo||02-09-2004||05:10 AM||||stock<br />i need to install my FMIC soon, i know<br />it's sitting on the floor of my living room.. beckoning me daily to get started on the install||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000010||Invader||02-10-2004||12:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> i'm beginning to think i'm needing all this fuel because of IC heatsoak.. it runs GREAT if it's been running less than 5 minutes on the road<br /><br />time for a new thread i guess, about that </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If by five minutes you mean a cold start in the morning...it runs very rich during cold start and there's very little chance for detonation (coolant/head aren't up to temp yet).<br /><br />I'm in a similar situation (high compression with knock) and have wondered if running the engine colder wouldn't help?  My temps hover in the 190-194 area with a 180 t-stat, and I'd like to try dropping it down ten degrees...might use something other than your standard coolant (like that Evan's Cooling stuff).||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes



ubb/Forum2/004636.cgi
A||||1||chhuong||cyclone intake?||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||02-06-2004||03:21 AM||chhuong@comcast.net||what has to be done to get it to fit??  i heard grinding, but grind what??   I am thinking of using this intake, and keeping ac, because i just got a jdm motor and it came with it the dual runners one. did a search and found nothing on this!! <br /><br />pix please  <br /><br />Also when i got my motor i noticed the wastgate on the turbo was a little crushed, is the turbo junk now or is it okay??||24.16.230.236||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||02-06-2004||08:34 AM||||Search better, this info is everywhere.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  For a simple overview look at my homepage.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/004637.cgi
A||||10||quick0ne||Wastegate Solenoid and Fuel Control Solenoid||||5||||thompstone||00003051
Z||000000||quick0ne||02-06-2004||08:37 AM||comcastsucks1@comcast.net||Ok, i have a problem. As you may know both of these solenoids run on the same harness as the maf sensor wiring. You may also know that both of the solenoids look exactly the same. Now my problem, during the process of installing my FMIC either my FPS or Wastegate solenoid was discarded. I have a 1g maf still and the harnesses for both the solenoids are still present. I have one of them, I think the Fuel solenoid still plugged in, and the one that goes to the wastegate is just hanging out without the solenoid. I'll heard people can bypass these solenoids, are you just running a jumper wire across the connections on the harness, or do you guys all keep your solenoids intact, if so does anyone have them for sale. If I can jumper them that would be great, because right now my car is not running correctly because of this, I cant go over about 4K on the tach, and of course before I discarded what i think is the wastegate solenoid it ran just find. HELP!!!<br /><br />Ryan<br />1653/2000 Big 16G, FMIC, HKS BOV, 255 walbro, 550 R/C, act 2600, TMO stage 3, Manual Boost Controller, EVo III manifold, etc...||66.213.222.37||reg||5||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||02-06-2004||10:54 AM||||Where's the vacuum signal coming from and going to if you have the Wastegate solenoid and a manual boost controller both hooked up at the same time? It's been a long time but I think you can just disconnect that WG solenoid and leave the connector hanging.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||02-06-2004||11:04 AM||||This has been posted a bunch of times....<br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a><br />DO NOT run a jumper wire across the harness connections, you will blow up the ECU!||68.209.12.206||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||quick0ne||02-06-2004||11:34 AM||||I thought I could just disconnect it and let it hang out, but it doesnt seem to be running correctly. Though I suppose if it was hooked up, and I adjusted my boost controler accordingly I was acutally resticting the boost I can run. So now that it is disconnected I should be able to run the correct boost, in theory. But i dont understand why i cant go over 4,500 rpm and I cant get over 70mph with out it bucking like Im hitting the boost cut, which I know is not present thanks to your chip jeff. I already went dumpster diving to try to find it, to no aval. I just want to make sure I rule everything out. Thanks for the link Jeff, it does help. I just dont understand why it runs like garbage now, and didnt when i had it connected. <br /><br />Ryan||66.213.222.37||reg||1||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000004||quick0ne||02-06-2004||11:40 AM||||I thought I could just disconnect it and let it hang out, but it doesnt seem to be running correctly. Though I suppose if it was hooked up, and I adjusted my boost controler accordingly I was acutally resticting the boost I can run. So now that it is disconnected I should be able to run the correct boost, in theory. But i dont understand why i cant go over 4,500 rpm and I cant get over 70mph with out it bucking like Im hitting the boost cut, which I know is not present thanks to your chip jeff. I already went dumpster diving to try to find it, to no aval. I just want to make sure I rule everything out. Thanks for the link Jeff, it does help. I just dont understand why it runs like garbage now, and didnt when i had it connected. <br /><br />Ryan||66.213.222.37||reg||1||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000005||crucible||02-06-2004||05:00 PM||||You said you dont have the FPS anymore?Curious why you took it out.<br />That might be your problem.<br />If you still have the stock IC pipes there are 2 nipples the wastegate solenoid tapped into on the pipes.One on the turbo outlet and the other on the IC outlet pipe coming up the passenger side by the radiator I think.Make sure you plug the one you're not using for the boost controller and also plug the nipple on the stock air can which the WGS dumped into.<br />HTH||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||02-06-2004||05:07 PM||||I'm guessing that you have bad plug wires.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||quick0ne||02-06-2004||05:33 PM||||Nope, plug wires brand new. No I was not sure if I discarded the FPS or the WGS, but i've figured that it was the WGS. I'm getting conflicting stories now if I can go with out, or with. I've searched here and over the yahoo group and some say you can and some say you cant. All I know is that it runs like crap with out it, which doesnt make sense to me. If anyone has an old one they can part with, I would like to see if it runs good with it, and since I'm a dumbass and threw mine away Im in a jam.||66.213.222.37||reg||1||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000008||quick0ne||02-06-2004||05:37 PM||||Crucible, yeah thats how it was when i had the factory pipes. when I changed the pipes and intercooler I found my rats nest of vacuum lines running to the WGS , which were all capped off and running to nothing, BUT it was plugged in to the harness, which doesnt make sense because there is no vacuum for it to detect if everything was capped.||66.213.222.37||reg||1||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||02-06-2004||06:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thompstone:<br /><strong>  I'm getting conflicting stories now if I can go with out, or with. I've searched here and over the yahoo group and some say you can and some say you cant. All I know is that it runs like crap with out it, which doesnt make sense to me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You do NOT need the wastegate solenoid if you have a manual boost controller. I haven't had one for 4+ years now. If you don't have the FPR solenoid, be sure that you have looped the vacuum from the intake DIRECTLY to the FPR, otherwise your fuel pressure will not be automatically adjusting with boost. The vacuum nipple that used to feed the solenoid is the one on the front driver's side of the intake, fairly close to the FPR.||68.223.145.134||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||04DrBlur||02-06-2004||06:30 PM||||Can we say boost leak...  it started after the FMIC install right.  Well do you have a presure tester??  Sounds like a leak to me.||68.76.189.48||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum2/004638.cgi
A||||7||GREENVR4||loose steering||||1||||Greenvr4||00002742
Z||000000||GREENVR4||02-06-2004||10:44 AM||TPMIPA@YAHOO.COM||Ok, I'm kinda baffled with my car, just put urethane bushings on the front, checked play on ball joints and tie rods, did the alignment, but my steering still feels loose, in other words feels like it wanders out sometimes (not that surefooted feeling ), is there anything else I should check in the front?, maybe strut mounts?, thanx guys.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||02-06-2004||11:43 AM||||Mine is doing that as well. I don't recall it feeling that way six months ago when I first got the car. It is especially noticable cruising on the interstate.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-06-2004||07:11 PM||||Tire pressure?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||02-06-2004||08:33 PM||||checked||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||02-07-2004||12:08 AM||||ditto||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||02-07-2004||01:28 AM||||Draging brake?||63.203.77.143||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000006||renoman||02-07-2004||02:48 AM||||worn rack and pinion||220.240.65.245||reg||1||renoman||00003473||yes
Z||000007||renoman||02-07-2004||02:50 AM||||worn rack and pinion, loose column uni joint bolts, inner tie rod joints..<br /><br />Without motor running, wiggle wheel back and forth through about 30 degrees quickly and listen for clunking. Get an assistant to do this while feeling the rack housing and tierods to determine loose point.||220.240.65.245||reg||1||renoman||00003473||yes



ubb/Forum2/004639.cgi
A||||2||DuckButterRacing DSM||whats a good o2???||||1||||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing DSM||02-06-2004||02:03 PM||Kholland@gwcvalve.com||just going to be replacing mine and i need to know what a good brand is.  i heard bosch is better then oem||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||02-06-2004||02:09 PM||||go with OEM.<br /><br />The Bosch do not seem to cycle as quickly.<br /><br />Matt||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||russya||02-06-2004||08:37 PM||||The denso is the best I've used much better than stock and I got it pretty cheap too from pickproparts.com||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes



ubb/Forum2/004640.cgi
A||||3||curtis||Lifter tech||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||02-06-2004||02:40 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Well its like this.  My cams are here and soon I'll be installing them along with seals, cam cover gasket and of course an other timing belt and lifters.<br /><br />Here's the tech info I have <br />The 1st gen lifters are shit and are 2.133 inches total lenght and at the place the roller sits are 2.118 total lenght.  The second gen lifters are 2.063 total lenght and since they have a larger hole the rocker sits there isn't the extra material on top.<br /><br />I'm wondering if the 3rd gens are an longer than the second gen's or the same lenght as the 1st gen's etc..  I know they are a zero lash set up and are not fully pumped up when the engine is running.  I just don't want to run into any rocker arm geometry problems down the road.  This is always a bad thing.  I don't want worn guides broken valves or any other problems.  If any one has pictures comparing the 3 or measurements I would like to see them.  Also I thought I had a set of 2nd gens already but someone has pressed them in a vice to collapse them instead of using a paper clip, so those are out.  I have another set up they have been disassembled fot cleaning and I can't seam to find a set of the perma swedged locks for the tops so I can rebuild them.   If anyone knows where to find these new locks please reply and also who has the best prices on the 2nd or 3rd gens.  So if I have to buy all sixteen.     Thanks Curtis||65.54.98.17||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||02-06-2004||03:09 PM||||Curtis, fwiw what we are referring to as 3rd gen lifters are really just revised 2g lifters if I remember correctly. True 3g lifters I believe are from the newer motors (ie 2.4) - again iirc.<br />I have the new lifters in my white car and have no issues - cleared up all the tick.  With so many people running these now with no reported problems that I've heard of, I don't think you could go wrong with them. <br />As far as measurements, I can't help you there, but, there were some pics posted here a while back comparing the two side by side.<br /><br />Eagle Automotive Warehouse has the best prices I know of. I think they were about $8-9 a piece.||167.142.22.65||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||02-06-2004||03:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Eagle Automotive Warehouse has the best prices I know of. I think they were about $8-9 a piece. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">$8.65 a piece - definitely the best price I have seen on them.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com/Imports/Mitsubishi/4G63_Prices.htm" target="_blank">http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com/Imports/Mitsubishi/4G63_Prices.htm</a>||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||SLedge||02-06-2004||04:11 PM||||PartsDinosaur.com has them for $8 and the VC gasket set (VC, spark plug hole, and half-moon) for under $10.<br /><br />I bought a set this week to install over the weekend.  Nothing looks "cheap" about them, espite being the cheapest I found.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes



ubb/Forum2/004641.cgi
A||||11||Romanova||Logging the ISC||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||02-06-2004||10:03 PM||avonamor16@yahoo.com||What does normal operations look like for the ISC when you are logging it?||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||02-08-2004||09:27 AM||||I want to know also.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||02-08-2004||11:33 AM||||Typically when the car starts, I believe the ISC does a full range check, then goes 50%.  Then it seeks a smooth idle and sticks to about that range, going up and down in small increments as necessary.  I'm sure temp and pressure have bearing on what exact % the ISC sticks to to get a good idle.<br /><br />You can see this when you look at the sample MMCd logs available on MMCd's <a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru" target="_blank">web site</a>.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||02-08-2004||12:47 PM||||why do you need to log the ISC? does it help tuning? i personally dont even have the ISC hooked up so im wonderin what logging it helps for those who do have it?||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||02-08-2004||02:55 PM||||It's probably only good for adjusting BISS until ISC stays around 50%.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||02-08-2004||04:05 PM||||So what reading are you guys getting at idle?||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-09-2004||11:55 AM||||Don't know what those percentages are -- but the FSM says the steps should be something like 8-15 or so.  I tried once to set the ISC to be lower (I was shooting for zero) but failed to realized that you can't have negative steps, and depending on the weather I wouldn't have enough range.<br /><br />Lower is better, but not too low.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||02-09-2004||12:01 PM||||So when I am getting 65 steps at idle... all the way up to 120+ with a little bit of throttle... there is probably a problem with my ISC?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||02-09-2004||10:43 PM||||Problem?  Perhaps not, adjust your BISS and see if you can bring it down.  If your ISC is stuck at a particular value I'd be suspicious, otherwise, it may not be broken, just working a little too hard.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||02-10-2004||06:22 PM||||Once you press on the throttle, everything changes, so you can't go by that. The real test of an ISC is to jerk the wheel or turn on the A/C and see if the rpm's increase.||65.2.40.151||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||14bCrazy||02-10-2004||06:28 PM||||Jeff so if I turn my a/c on and It doesn't change then it is bad? I get a reading of 0 at idle with mmcd.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||02-10-2004||11:15 PM||||0 at idle is bad, it can't adjust any lower than that.  Adjust the BISS to bring it up some.<br /><br />Another note, if that lead isn't attached to the power steering pump (single wire) the ECU won't know that you're turning the wheel...  mine is prone to falling off and I have to plug it back on occassionally.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004642.cgi
A||||1||zedder24||ABS master cylinder and bleeding||||1||||zedder24||00002774
Z||000000||zedder24||02-07-2004||10:18 AM||gbedard@phobia.net||Hey guys,<br /><br />I got my girlfriend's GVR4 running (1470/2000) this week.  We bought it from a guy who removed the ABS, and the brakes were mushy at that point.  I assumed they just needed to be bled.<br /><br />Well I bled them and they are just as mushy as they were before.  I can't get a decent pedal feel out of it.  Are the ABS and non-ABS brake master cylinders different?  How can I tell which I have in the car?  I know I'm bleeding correctly, I've done it many many times on my other DSMs.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Greg<br />93 Talon TSi AWD 11.9 @ 120<br />91 Eclipse GSX 12.9 @ 105||24.151.130.122||reg||1||zedder24||00002774||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||02-07-2004||11:58 AM||||Did you bleed all the calipers from the further one to the closest one? , if so bleed the master cylinder itself, if all that fails check what kind of pads that car is running with, I know of some brands of brakes that will just compress under caliper pressure, giving you that spongy feeling.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/004643.cgi
A||||5||marvinmadman123||Header and Collector flanges||||1||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||02-07-2004||04:12 PM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||Anyone have Auto-CAD drawings of these? I would like to cut my own but dont have an extra one to pull measurements off of.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  Could possibly cut extras for whoever helps me out.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />Thanks||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||marvinmadman123||02-09-2004||09:50 AM||||Anyone?||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||02-09-2004||10:28 AM||||I could supply you with a drawing if you can supply me with a deal on flanges... possibly in bulk. <br />PM me but I'll have to think about it for a little while. <br /><br />I don't have a drawing now but I could make one based on a flange i have.<br /><br /> It's probably not worth the time because you can buy them so cheaply from many places. <br /><br />I got stainless ones on ebay for 25 dollars.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||02-09-2004||11:31 AM||||I can do it. hook me up with some collector flanges and head to exhaust manifold flange after I send it to you.<br />DongeR  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-09-2004||11:54 AM||||why dont you just buy the gaskets, and use them for a pattern?  the one on the rnr pipe i got is supposedly a laser cut one from rre, but it is way off.||64.240.175.95||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||HHIVR4||02-09-2004||02:12 PM||||vfaq.com has a pretty good exploded diagram.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum2/004644.cgi
A||||2||Mitsuturbo||IDC vs HZ||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||02-07-2004||05:14 PM||||On a stock car.. at what HZ does the ECU calculate 100% IDC?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||02-07-2004||10:11 PM||||It's not that simple - the ECU factors in barometric pressure and temperature with the airflow to determine the air mass which is what ultimately determines injector duty cycle. So in 110F temps @ 6000ft elevation the airflow Hz required to hit 100% duty is going to be much higher since the air mass is much smaller than in the dead of winter at sea level when air is very dense. That doesn't even account for normal car-to-car variation so about the only way is to log it and find out where yours does it or watch an A/F gauge go lean when you run out of fuel [OUCH!].||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||02-07-2004||10:16 PM||||Makes perfect sense.  Thanks.<br />I was thinking for some reason that the more dense air would be "counted" by the maf, and would show as HZ.  Guess i was mistaken.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/004645.cgi
A||||8||andkilde||Driveline Noise||||1||||Ted Andkilde||00002209
Z||000000||andkilde||02-07-2004||05:26 PM||ted@andkilde.com||I know this has been discussed before but I can't pull up a good thread in search.<br /><br />My car has a driveline whine, noisy during acceleration, noisy at steady highway speed, goes away on deceleration. Noise is the same in every gear (pitch does not change between 4th and 5th).<br /><br />T-case is full, tranny is full, rear diff is full. The two rubber hangar bearings are a bit "droopy", that is if you push the driveshaft up it'll move a couple of inches inside each of the hangar bearings.<br /><br />Tranny is typical, graunchy 2nd gear, both 1-2 and 3-2.<br /><br />Anyone have any recommendations? I recall something about BG Synchroshift a few months back. Is the driveshaft in need of rebuilding? <br /><br />Thanks, Ted||216.8.168.18||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000001||curtis||02-07-2004||05:42 PM||||Mine does the same thing.  The driveshaft needs rebuilding.  My lazy ass hasn't found time to fix it yet.  Its done it with the old tranny the JDM one, 3 different transfer cases, and the JDM after rebuild.  The GM sychromesh in the tranny will help with the shifting but your going to need to carrier bearing and all the rest of the stuff.  Don't do the talon fix with the silicon because the noise will become a noise and a vibration.||65.54.98.13||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||crucible||02-07-2004||07:11 PM||||Yeah , mine vibrates above 6K and I also have the dreaded bounce and whrrr on decel.<br />Not to steal the thread, but what else besides carrier bearings should be done?<br />I also fear that the rear diff is on its way out.<br />Eeek  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-07-2004||07:12 PM||||I read somewhere that the rear diff needs shimmed on the inside or something, not sure!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||marvinmadman123||02-07-2004||08:43 PM||||I just get the "KONK" when shifting under normal conditions in the vr4 and my stealth. Feels like slack from driveshaft back. I think the backlash (rear end) needs to be set. Accomplished by some Mitsu "special tools"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  not shims like chevys, I think||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000005||andkilde||02-07-2004||10:38 PM||||Cool, so I need to drop the shaft , replace the U-joints and hangars -- do I need a press to get the hangar bearings off? Or is it a manual job?<br /><br />     Thanks, Ted||216.8.168.18||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000006||sleepyvr4||02-08-2004||01:11 PM||||when I do a hard shift from 1st to 2nd at redline, I get a pulsing thump through 2nd until 6000 rpms, and it goes away.  you can feel it and hear it.  that's the only time it does it, and it doesn't do it every time.  Damn drivetrain gremlins.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||02-08-2004||07:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ted Andkilde:<br /><strong> Cool, so I need to drop the shaft , replace the U-joints and hangars -- do I need a press to get the hangar bearings off? Or is it a manual job?<br /><br />     Thanks, Ted </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There is a very good VFAQ on the rebuild of the driveshaft.  <br /><br />Your noise is most likely coming from the rear diff though.  Mine has a growling type wine on decel, is quiet during coast and power.<br /><br />If I can find a lsd with axles (cheap) to go in mine, I will probably just buy the tools and rebuild the rear end from scratch to spec.  It looks quite easy once you have the tools to determine the spacer size you need.||64.63.213.157||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||02-09-2004||11:53 AM||||Take a look at the motor mounts, too.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004646.cgi
A||||2||aladdin11||coil +ve||||1||||aladdin11||00001683
Z||000000||aladdin11||02-07-2004||09:00 PM||||Is the black/white wire on the coil pack the +ve?<br />I am wiring up a cordia with VR4 engine, using a wolf ecu, your help will be appreciated.<br />Also...can anyone help with fuel/ignition maps?<br />Thanks<br /><br />David||202.6.138.41||reg||1||aladdin11||00001683||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||02-07-2004||10:05 PM||||As far as I can tell, yes. There are 3 wires to the coilpack - pin #1 YB and #2 YG both map to different ignition coils and trace back to the power transistor, so that would the spark control for the ECU. The pin #3 BW you are asking about traces back to the ignition switch and MPI relay, so it should be +VE.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||aladdin11||02-08-2004||03:00 AM||||Thankyou...that helps a great deal||202.6.138.41||reg||14||aladdin11||00001683||yes



ubb/Forum2/004647.cgi
A||||5||josh long||ECU issues, no injector  #4 where to have repaired?||||1||||josh long||00000943
Z||000000||josh long||02-07-2004||10:27 PM||jibber@icestorm.net||I lost the injetor signal on #4 cyl. (farthest from the timing cover)on the way to work the other day. I need to have my ecu repaired. I was going to have keydiver burn me a chip but I know he is busy. I need to find a competent person to repair it. <br /><br />Josh||67.75.217.133||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||02-08-2004||04:45 PM||||Give Andreas at <a href="http://www.pinamotorsports.com/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.pinamotorsports.com/index.html</a> a call.  He should be able to help you out.  Andreas is in Kent.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||GrocMax||02-08-2004||05:02 PM||||I just fixed one with the same symptoms, you can do it yourself if you are handy with a soldering iron.||209.151.115.126||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000003||josh long||02-08-2004||07:03 PM||||I have already repaired it once my self.  I think I need a little more tech support. As I am not a computer tech guy, <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  How did I even get here????||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||02-08-2004||08:11 PM||||If you've already repaired it yourself, then you should be able to do it yourself:<br />1) look up the pinout on VFAQ.com<br />2) find the pin for #4 injector<br />3) trace the circuit backwards from the pin, until you no longer get continuity on the trace. On many ECU's that have had acid damage, this is almost immediately, right where the trace has to go through those vertical ceramic capacitor matixes, right next to the connectors. The acid tends to accumulate there and eat off the traces. If you continue to follow the trace, it will take you to the collector (righthand pin) of one of the 4 injector driver transistors bolted to the heatsink. The collector of each transistor connects to a different injector pin on the back, so you could also do it by process of elimination.||216.77.204.169||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||josh long||02-08-2004||10:32 PM||||Thanks for the words of encouragement I will look at it again carefully this time.<br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes



ubb/Forum2/004648.cgi
A||||20||Mitsuturbo||Knock at 4500rpm||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||02-07-2004||11:03 PM||||I was talking with some friends who drive DSMs and it seems that 3 of my friends, and myself are running into this problem.  Often times, a logger will show knock at 4500rpm, in any gear.. even if it's been under full boost since just over 3000rpm.  Is there something with the ECU that causes this?  Does the timing, or fuel map suddenly change at 4500?  Knock comes in at 4500 on my car, and slowly drifts off as the revs climb.  If i add a TON of fuel, it will keep it at bay, most of the time.. but occasionally it comes back to haunt me.  Others that i know with DSMs have the same, or a very similar condition.  Why?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||02-08-2004||08:42 AM||||When my high-mileage engine was pulled, its original knock sensor had lost much of the silicone(?) material that dampens vibrations. No wonder I saw phanthom knock. Change the knock sensor?||24.136.3.207||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||02-08-2004||12:24 PM||||Gee.. thanks for that insightful response.  I still don't know why so many cars seem to see knock right at 4500.<br />And how do you know how old my knock sensor is?  I replaced it when i rebuilt the engine 12k miles ago.  Telling me outright to replace it was jumping the gun a little, don't you think?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||02-08-2004||02:27 PM||||Damn dude chill out.  Where in your post did you mention that the knock sensor was recently changed.  He was simply offering a suggestion.||68.76.188.167||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||Mitsuturbo||02-09-2004||02:33 AM||||Obviously, myself and everyone i know (in all likelihood) would not have a bad knock sensor, now would they?<br />Sorry to come off like an asshole.. i was just looking for a more educated answer.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000005||Ash||02-09-2004||05:03 AM||||how the hell do complete strangers on a internet forum know what you have & haven't changed?  Calm down a bit dude.<br /><br />For the record, I've always had that problem too.  The engine probably makes peak torque at 4500rpm so that would be the most detonation prone rev range.||210.8.29.151||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||Mitsuturbo||02-09-2004||05:16 AM||||logic would dictate that odds are.. myself and 3 people i know would not have the same exact issue and need the same exact repair, at the same exact time<br /><br />i'm guessing this is some sort of "condition" common to the 4g63t powerplant, and/or management system.. i'm just now making enough power and tuning enough to realize what a bitch these sort of "bugs" are.. and it's frustrating<br /><br />didn't mean to make anyone feel like shit.. sorry once again||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||02-09-2004||11:45 AM||||4500 is approximately the change between closed-loop and open-loop.<br /><br />I would say that you're getting actual knock.  I would suspect boost leaks, O2 sensor and of course tuning.<br /><br />Of course now that I read that you have a stock IC I'd recommend that you turn down the boost until you replace it.   Heat soak is probably the problem as you identified.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||AWDnot2||02-09-2004||12:09 PM||||Do the other 3 people have stock intercoolers?<br /><br />Im selling the same FMIC that 04blur has on his car for $370.00 shipped. GVR4 owners only!<br /> <a href="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp" target="_blank">FMIC install</a>||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000009||Mitsuturbo||02-09-2004||12:19 PM||||Thanks for the offer on the IC, but i have one.. i just need to get off my lazy ass and make the piping for it.. then mount it.<br /><br />Core dimensions are as follows.  22"W, 8"H, 2.5"D, with 2.5" inlet and outlet<br /><br />Came from the '03 Saab Viggen, and i got it brand new in the box for only $145.  Wraps around the radiator just perfect too.  <br /><br />The Viggen runs stock 19psi on a TD04HL-15T-5cm2.. so i think this thing should work pretty well with my TDO5H-16g-7cm2 at the same or higher boost level.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000010||TinyVR4||02-09-2004||05:26 PM||||isn't the Viggen IC the one with plastic endanks?<br />I always wondered if that would fit.  I had one on my 1994 Saab 900SE and it worked wonderfully.||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||02-09-2004||10:35 PM||||Thread jacking!<br /><br />Roger, do you take third-party out of state checks?  Terms?  Payment plans?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||Mitsuturbo||02-10-2004||12:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TinyVR4:<br /><strong> isn't the Viggen IC the one with plastic endanks?<br />I always wondered if that would fit.  I had one on my 1994 Saab 900SE and it worked wonderfully. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, it is.. one on each end, which have pipes that just BARELY, (with a little modification) go around the radiator.<br /><br />Good luck finding one though, Viggens are not a real common car to find that you can pull parts from, and from what the dealership in PA told me where i got it from.. they ordered so many and sold them.. they were on National backorder, but that was back in November, so who knows?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000014||AWDnot2||02-10-2004||04:31 PM||||Plastic end tanks suck. They are crimped on w/ a rubber gasket in-between. Do yourself a favor and don�t be a tight ass.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Buy a high quality unit that has a low pressure drop and is guaranteed leak free to 150psi for life.  Plastic is also just about the worst material for transferring heat. Every part of your intake has some type of heat transfer ability.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000015||Mitsuturbo||02-13-2004||08:53 PM||||i'm a cheap ass, and that is that<br />no way in hell i'm paying $1000 for an intercooler!! i ran 13.4 last year on the stock IC and pipin, and i still have just under $3000 into my car.. INCLUDING ORIGINAL PURCHASE PRICE!<br /><br />i cannot justify spending another 30% on JUST a FMIC||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000016||crucible||02-13-2004||08:58 PM||||<b>i'm a cheap ass, and that is that</b> <br /><br />Hehe,I hear ya loud and clear  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000017||04DrBlur||02-13-2004||11:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> i'm a cheap ass, and that is that<br />no way in hell i'm paying $1000 for an intercooler!! </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Im selling the same FMIC that 04blur has on his car for $370.00 shipped. GVR4 owners only! </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude for 370. shipped you cannot get a better deal.  This cooler is Fu..in awesome. I had knock like you say after one run.  Now I have no knock after beating on my car.  This cooler makes my car pull so much harder it is like I installed a new turbo.  If you were closer I would take you for a ride to prove it..||68.76.186.240||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000018||Mitsuturbo||02-17-2004||12:20 AM||||yes i can<br />the one i bought was 145 shipped.. and in the original box, never opened||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000019||AWDnot2||02-17-2004||08:49 AM||||Wow $145!  That is a damn good deal.  Got any pics of it?  Is it an intercooler made for the VR4?  Its probably extruded tube and fin.  If I know how things go, you get what you pay for.<br /><br />All my intercoolers come in the original box.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000020||Mitsuturbo||02-17-2004||12:47 PM||||i could take a couple pics of it.. the thing retails for like $500<br />i have NO idea how they sold it so cheap without losing money<br /><br />i don't exactly know what extruded tube and fin is, but it does not have the flat vanes like a spearco.. however, the vanes are QUITE large.. like 3x as thick as the starquest vanes, and they have a little /\/\/\/\/\/\/ thru the middle of them (inside the vanes)||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000021||Mitsuturbo||02-17-2004||01:14 PM||||started a new thread about the intercooler.. check out the pics there||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/004649.cgi
A||||4||a_santos||Low Compression, Need Advise||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||02-07-2004||11:51 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys.<br /><br />I had an incident with my car where I think the water pump failed. The car's temp reached the second of the tick marks, the very top of the normal range. I have not driven it since because coolant was everywhere, and it would have been dumb to drive it. Anyways, today I had a compression test run on it. Cylinders 1, 2, and 3 had really low compression. 50, 75, and 50. But cylinder number 4, which had oil in it, had 120psi of compression. <br /><br />The test was done with the motor cold. And the motor has been sitting for about 4 days without beeing run.<br /><br />My theory is that since the ECU dumper in so much fuel when the car got hot, it accumulated and washed the oil off of the walls. I also tried to start the car after the incident, and it did not start. That, I believe, also dumped fuel in the cylinders.  So since I have 3 cylinders that have clean walls, no oil, and the motor was cold, the compression numbers were that low. <br /><br />I also have compression tested my egine in the past, and I got a solid 120-125 all across the board.<br /><br />So you guys believe that the above combination, cylinders walls with no oil, and the car being cold can yield such low compression numbers?<br /><br />Keep in mind that my head is freshly rebuilt, less than 2000 miles on it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||02-08-2004||01:26 AM||||Compression tests should be done with the engine at normal operating temperature, the MPI fuse pulled, and the throttle plate blocked wide open. Fix whatever the problem is and go warm up the car and try again.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||curtis||02-08-2004||02:12 AM||||If your really worried just dump a little oil in the spark plug holes and do again.  The numbers will go up.  I wouldn't worry about anything except getting the water situation fixed.||65.54.98.12||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||02-08-2004||03:02 AM||||Once you find out and fix the water problem,put some oil in the cylinders and try it.<br /><br />  *<i>If</i>* its the rings that are fuel washed,it should seal them enough to get enough compression to start. <br /><br /> Ive seen fuel washed rings cause extremely low compression a few times,and the motor wouldnt start. Dont condemn it just yet.<br /><br /> If that fails...||129.71.115.24||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||Mitsuturbo||02-08-2004||12:33 PM||||you could have warped the head due to overheating<br />i would recommend doing a leakdown test.. <br />If your water pump failed you wouldn't be saying "i think it failed" you'd know it, because water starts weeping out of it first, then strange noises occur as the impeller hits the housing or your block when it gets really bad.  <br />You could have lost an alternator belt and then blew a rad hose, or just blown a rad hose.. if your hoses look ok and there's coolant everywhere, then it's probably coming from between the head and block, or around the water neck somehow.<br />Without knowing more details, it is kind of difficult to point you in the right direction.  Find the source of the coolant that's everywhere, and go from there.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/004650.cgi
A||||4||Cybernerd2||Alternator dying  when idling||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||02-08-2004||08:46 AM||||Hi, <br /><br />everytime when I drive my car, when reaching a traffic stop, the battery reading will drop all the way down to 12.2v or somethings can cause my car to stall.<br /><br />This also happens when I brake my car immediately.<br /><br />Can someone shed some light on this problem?<br /><br />Cheers.||219.92.155.131||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||Mitsuturbo||02-08-2004||12:27 PM||||are you running an underdrive pulley?  that would account for a PORTION of the drop.. but my guess is that your Alternator is about to shit the bed, regardless of what else is going on||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||02-08-2004||07:32 PM||||Alright, I will have it changed soon.<br />Hope that will solve the irritating problem.<br /><br />BTW, what is an underdrive pulley? where is it located?||203.193.30.11||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000003||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-08-2004||07:57 PM||||underdrive pulley is a mod for a little extra unph and less resistance on the engine. you may have a slipping belt or a bad bearing in a pulley somewhere. Has your crank pulley (harmonic balancer) been changed? I had the same simptoms but also had a noise that came with it. The pulley is two parts with rubber inbetween for shock absorbtion. The rubber dryrots and the pulley can seperate.||172.168.122.44||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000004||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-08-2004||08:03 PM||||underdrive pulley is a mod for a little extra unph and less resistance on the engine. you may have a slipping belt or a bad bearing in a pulley somewhere. Has your crank pulley (harmonic balancer) been changed? I had the same symptoms but also had a noise that came with it. The pulley is two parts with rubber inbetween for shock absorbtion. The rubber dryrots and the pulley can seperate.||172.168.122.44||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes



ubb/Forum2/004651.cgi
A||||3||fast_gvr4||Where did this come from?||||1||||fast_gvr4||00001484
Z||000000||fast_gvr4||02-08-2004||10:20 AM||fastgvr4@aol.com||Anybody have a clue what car this came out of? If it was a Galant what was "Super" about it?<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2769&width=300" alt=" - " />||172.210.62.188||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-08-2004||10:40 AM||||It came off of one of the JDM models. They had many different trim levels. I don't believe the Super VR4 had any more power, just more interior amenities.  <br /><br />Someone plese correct me if I am wrong.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||phat4||02-08-2004||07:57 PM||||correct  - The super VR4 was just a different trim level towards the end of 92<br /><br />From what i have heard mitsi tried to use up the leather interiors that were left over after from the AMG and US bound cars were out of production<br /><br />They have leather , sunroof and cruise ....some were auto, some were 5 speed<br /><br />All had bonnet vents and the 240hp motor (E0)<br /><br />Byron||210.54.103.35||reg||1||PHAT4||00003333||yes
Z||000003||supervr4||02-09-2004||01:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PHAT4:<br /><strong> correct  - The super VR4 was just a different trim level towards the end of 92<br /><br />From what i have heard mitsi tried to use up the leather interiors that were left over after from the AMG and US bound cars were out of production<br /><br />They have leather , sunroof and cruise ....some were auto, some were 5 speed<br /><br />All had bonnet vents and the 240hp motor (E0)<br /><br />Byron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">they were also sold in 90, the super refers to an upped trim level ie leather or the cruise or the sunroof, not all were needed to make these a super vr4.  mine is a super and has no bonnet vents or 240hp and the manaul one that i have seen also is the same as mine ie no 240hp ect||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes



ubb/Forum2/004652.cgi
A||||9||MidEngine210||Power/Ground Source for Boost Gauge||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||02-08-2004||02:18 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||Where did you guys tap for a 12v source and ground? TIA.||69.105.157.32||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-08-2004||03:25 PM||||The only electric in a manual boost guage is the backlighting. I spliced mine into the ashtray lighting, so the lights would come on and off with the exterior lights. The ground can be any metal that is attached to the frame of the car. <br />If you have an electronic boost control, someone else might have a better idea for power source. The cigarette lighter power should work though-I have my ValentineOne wired there.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-08-2004||03:39 PM||||You could tap in off your turbo timer if you are running one...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||02-08-2004||04:24 PM||||mine is tapped to the foglights. my foglights are broken so i dont use em anyways, plus now i can flick the foglight switch on and off to turn the gauge lighting on and off whenever i need to.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||91GVR4||02-09-2004||10:23 AM||||I tapped mine into my dash light dimmer switch. That way my gauge is just as bright as the rest of my lights. plus it is also green light on a black gauge so it looks stock  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.156.32.41||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000005||MidEngine210||02-09-2004||12:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91GVR4:<br /><strong> I tapped mine into my dash light dimmer switch. That way my gauge is just as bright as the rest of my lights. plus it is also green light on a black gauge so it looks stock   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's the easiest way to access this wire?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||02-09-2004||02:54 PM||||The EASIEST thing to do is what I did...find a fuse that has switched power and stick the stripped end of the 12V wire under one end of the fuse. Of course the gauge will be illuminated during the day time but, guess what...you can't tell. <br />I guess a tap is almost as easy. You can get wire taps at the parts store. They are unbelievably easy to use and fine for applications like lighting. I guess I will have to take 30 minutes to do mine right and tap the dimmer like nate.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||02-09-2004||10:41 PM||||Simply pry out the dimmer switch/foglight housing...  This is a good source for 12V.  You can ground anywhere.  *IF* you want to do dimming gauges I believe you need to use the dimmer's ground, as that is how the illumination is controlled (variable ground, not variable voltage).  Use a voltmeter, you'll figure it out.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||91GVR4||02-10-2004||03:51 PM||||yep what Ryan said. I just pried out the dimmer/fog switch plate. There are two tabs that hold it on, just put a flat screw driver in on top and bottom and it pops out. Oh, and you do have to use both power and ground from the switch to get the dimming. A little trial and error and you can figure it out.||63.155.245.5||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000009||Minjin||02-10-2004||04:09 PM||||I like using the clock wiring. Everything you need is right there, including constant power.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/004653.cgi
A||||35||phat4||Poly Bushes||||5||||PHAT4||00003333
Z||000000||phat4||02-08-2004||07:54 PM||byron@dtraffic.co.nz||I'm just looking for some feedback on the complete Engery bush set that Road Race sell for the 1G before i ship them 1/2 round the world to NZ<br /><br />Thoughts and comments on the product , install and results would be much appreciated<br /><br />Thanks in advance<br /><br />Byron||210.54.103.35||reg||5||PHAT4||00003333||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-08-2004||08:52 PM||||Why don't you just get some Noltec or Whiteline bushings from AU?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||02-08-2004||09:43 PM||||i'd like to know as well...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||02-09-2004||03:02 AM||||Noltec and Whiteline advertise that thiers are softer too. If this is true or not I dont know, but softer would be better.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||Oztek||02-09-2004||07:58 AM||||The Noltec bushings are slightly softer, which makes for a better overall ride.<br /><br />Give them a call, especially since you are so close.  They have all of the bushings for the galant.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||02-09-2004||11:23 AM||||Does noltec make a full kit or do we have to buy each piece individually like the whiteline parts I saw at dsmparts.com for the galant vr-4?  Roadrace has Energy Suspension full kit for 135 bucks for the galant vr4. just wondering who else makes a full kit. <br />TIA||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||Oztek||02-09-2004||11:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> Does noltec make a full kit or do we have to buy each piece individually like the whiteline parts I saw at dsmparts.com for the galant vr-4?  Roadrace has Energy Suspension full kit for 135 bucks for the galant vr4. just wondering who else makes a full kit. <br />TIA </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have to buy them separately.  I'm not sure if the ES kit is every bushing in the car.  Does anyone have a list?||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||02-09-2004||11:52 AM||||'89-94 Bushings @ road race <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclsuspension.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclsuspension.htm</a><br />Front Lower Control Arm Bushings $45 <br /><br />Front Sway Bar Bushings $13 <br /><br />Front Sub frame Bushings $38 <br /><br />Rear Control Arm Bushings AWD $38<br /><br />Rear Sway Bar Bushings AWD only $19<br /><br />Full Kit Price AWD $135||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||launch||02-09-2004||12:07 PM||||I would get the noltec or whiteline over the energy suspension b/c they are much more streetable.  They don't allow as much engine vibration from what I have heard and felt firsthand.||63.94.43.161||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000009||Oztek||02-09-2004||03:39 PM||||Okay energy suspension is missing a bunch of bushing.  Here is the full Noltec list of the bushings.  These are every single one you can replace on the suspension of the Galant (1g):<br /><br />N52148 Control Arm - Inner Front<br />N52149 Control Arm - Inner Rear<br />N62147 Lower Control Arm - Inner<br />N92170 Moustache Brace<br />N52168 Stub Axle To Chassis<br />N92146 Subframe Mounts<br />N62169 Upper Control Arm||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||02-09-2004||03:44 PM||||Yes, yes - Energy Suspension bad, Noltec good!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||lambertvr4||02-10-2004||12:28 AM||||So where do you get Noltec?||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||02-10-2004||12:29 AM||||Lamby - Oztek (Andy) - remember him from the shootout ??? Sells them! <br />He has his own fancy shmancy business , a forester turbo, z06, big pimpin...<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||Oztek||02-10-2004||07:53 AM||||Word 'g!||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000014||BlitzVR4||02-10-2004||08:21 AM||||Oztek,  Could you post prices on all the pieces.  I really need to replace all my bushings.  <br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000015||Oztek||02-10-2004||09:49 AM||||Galant VR4 HG, HH [90-93]<br />	N52148 - $48<br />	N52149 - $58<br />	N44035	Strut - Top Mount - $308<br />	N44035S	Strut - Top Mount - $308<br />	NGSS90-227-AD	Shock Absorber - $1633<br />	N62147 - $70<br />	N92170 - $73<br />	N52168 - $44<br />	N92146 - $166<br />	N62169 - $48||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000016||Oztek||02-10-2004||09:50 AM||||Forgot to say.  If anyone buys a full set, I'll give you 20% off because you guys are cool.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000017||anomalyva||02-10-2004||10:10 AM||||Does the full set come with the top mounts and shock absorbers?  I sure as hell hope not!||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000018||DongeR615||02-10-2004||11:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Oztek:<br /><strong> Word 'g! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WORD! LOL||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||02-10-2004||11:16 AM||||Big ups to O.Z.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||Oztek||02-10-2004||11:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by anomalyva:<br /><strong> Does the full set come with the top mounts and shock absorbers?  I sure as hell hope not! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, I just included them just-in-case people were interested.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000021||phat4||02-10-2004||01:52 PM||||Thanks for the replys guys<br /><br />Much appreciated<br /><br />Will try and sus out who noltec are<br /><br />Byron||210.54.193.188||reg||1||PHAT4||00003333||yes
Z||000022||Oztek||02-10-2004||05:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PHAT4:<br /><strong> Will try and sus out who noltec are<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.noltecsuspension.com/" target="_blank">http://www.noltecsuspension.com/</a>||67.38.19.95||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000023||#258||02-10-2004||08:04 PM||||<a href="http://superflex.co.uk/superflex_product_range_index.html" target="_blank">http://superflex.co.uk/superflex_product_range_index.html</a>||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000024||DongeR615||02-10-2004||10:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by #258:<br /><strong> <a href="http://superflex.co.uk/superflex_product_range_index.html" target="_blank">http://superflex.co.uk/superflex_product_range_index.html</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how do these rate?||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000025||Oztek||02-11-2004||07:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by #258:<br /><strong>  <a href="http://superflex.co.uk/superflex_product_range_index.html" target="_blank">http://superflex.co.uk/superflex_product_range_index.html</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how do these rate? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't know.  But again, it doesn't look like they have all of the bushings.  It looks like they have the same ones as the super-pro.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000026||hibrn8||02-22-2004||03:06 AM||||So for those of you that are against these Energy Suspension poly bushings, whats wrong with them that makes you not like them. Just merely curious.||67.248.115.196||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000027||s_firestone||02-22-2004||10:25 AM||||On the topic of polyurethane bushings, I also hear they are prone to squeaking if not periodically lubed.<br /><br />I have been reading and came across references to graphite impregnated poly bushings(polygaphite).  Apparently they have the same characteristics as polyurethane but no squeaking.  I see them targeted at older cars and rebuilder/restorers.<br /><br />Can anyone comment on this as it may open up several new sources of bushing kits for our older cars.<br /><br />I for one am interested in a "complete" set of new bushings.  I also like my kidneys(kidneys are good) and am curious about the road harshness I hear about with poly bushings.  I know there are different hardness ratings can anyone eloborate on hardness of different available bushing sets.<br /><br />It has been my understanding though that Whiteline and Noltec are Austrailian companies and they have NO "stocked" distributors in the US.  This means that you must incur a 3 month wait after pre-paying.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000028||turboflanagan||02-22-2004||01:36 PM||||I got a full set of Whiteline bushings from the first Fogdarter group buy.  (Man the dollar has REALLY dropped since then.)<br /><br />I also put on 22&26mm swaybars, so I can't comment on what JUST the bushings did.<br /><br />The car with Yoko ES100's, big swaybars, the Whiteline bushings and Tein HA's is SPECTACULAR!  The Teins are not fun going over speed bumps, but going down the road is a really nice sound, tight ride.<br /><br />Someone commented in my "on the road again" thread that the blue on my car looked too "sporty" or something.  With this suspension, my car IS sporty!<br /><br />So far the bushings don't make any noise and the ride is not harsh at all.  In fact it is much smoother.  In part due to the fact that I was driving on bricks before getting the Yokohama's, and partly because the old bushings were shot.||64.63.213.171||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000029||04DrBlur||02-22-2004||11:43 PM||||I dont have the poly bushings for my suspension yet but I can add that I have been runnin poly bushings in my swaybar mounts for a few years now and have not heard a squeek from them.  I think if you lube them as per instructions you wont hear them at all..||68.76.190.132||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000030||sjg||02-23-2004||01:57 AM||||FYI, all of the "black" Energy Suspension bushings are graphite impregnated.  It does considerably decrease noise.  Other common noise reducing tricks include installing the bushings using axle grease, or soaking them in 80/90 overnight.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000031||Oztek||02-23-2004||07:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by s_firestone:<br /><strong> It has been my understanding though that Whiteline and Noltec are Austrailian companies and they have NO "stocked" distributors in the US.  This means that you must incur a 3 month wait after pre-paying.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm the Nolec distributor for the US and I generally have bushings for the Galant in stock.<br /><br />I understand about the kidneys though.  The exchange rate really sucks right now.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000032||Oztek||02-23-2004||07:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> So for those of you that are against these Energy Suspension poly bushings, whats wrong with them that makes you not like them. Just merely curious. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's really nothing wrong with them.  They are going to be a little stiffer than the Noltec bushings.<br /><br />The problem is is that they don't have all of the bushings.  Then you get into the problem of mixing different bushings from different manufacturers.  That's where you get into problems.  You have to be careful mixing the different Durometers (hardness) of bushings across the vehicle.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000033||hibrn8||02-24-2004||12:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sjg:<br /><strong> FYI, all of the "black" Energy Suspension bushings are graphite impregnated.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats good to know, and thanks for the clarification Oz. So the energy ones listed for the AWD eclipse will work for our cars for sure?||67.248.115.24||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000034||theymightbegalants||02-24-2004||05:17 AM||||Ken, yes.  Personally, I would go ahead and order from RRE, the entire ES bushing kit that is.  Then, I would order the "missing" bushings from Oztek, the Noltec ones that is.  I think the harder the bushing the better, short of going metal that is, and the ES have the added benefit of having the graphite included as a manufacturing step.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000035||s_firestone||02-24-2004||11:00 AM||||Thanks OzTek I'll be contacting you likely in a few weeks when I get ready to make an order.  <br /><br />I found a set of 1yr old Lower control arms from a 93 TSI AWD with ES poly bushings pre-installed for $100+ shipping.  Assuming they arrive(DSMTrader) I'll be ordering other bushings.  The guy said it has one ripped ball joint boot from removal but the balljoint is in near perfect condition.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes



ubb/Forum2/004654.cgi
A||||2||jsn929||help!||||1||||jsn929||00003496
Z||000000||jsn929||02-08-2004||10:46 PM||jsn929@yahoo.com||>hey,<br />>i just recently registered in ur site, i was hoping i could find some <br />help <br />>from u guys. my problem is that i just transplanted a 4g63 engine to a <br />>mitsu 92-96 lancer chassis (evo 2-3). i think the previous owner <br />replaced <br />>the turbo (td04 i think??) with a mitsu diesel turbo. he even swapped <br />>smaller injectors and the ecu (code 8617 for non turbo.) i already <br />replaced <br />>the injectors to 450-500cc i think and replaced the ecu from the 8617 <br />to <br />>8618, which everyone told was the right ecu for the engine. all i get <br />from <br />>the car is 7psi of boost.. and i think that's slow. im from the <br />philippines <br />>and i cant get that much aftermarket products if i dont have a fat <br />wallet. <br />>i hope you can help me with this, any advice would greatly be <br />appreciated. <br />>tnx and more hp!||203.131.168.75||reg||1||jsn929||00003496||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||02-08-2004||11:45 PM||||7PSI is stock i think, maybe its 8 or 9. i dunno, go to <a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/tuning-guide/1gturbo/stage1power.php" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/tuning-guide/1gturbo/stage1power.php</a> and look for the "FREE MODS" list above the Stage 1 Upgrades for a little more boost.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-09-2004||03:17 PM||||Stock boost peaks at 10.1 psi. 7PSI peak may be from a vacuum line leak to the boost control selanoid, a bad selanoid, or ecu boost cut due to excessive knock, etc.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004655.cgi
A||||6||Matticus||Running lean on deceleration||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||02-08-2004||11:59 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I have come into a problem, or I think it is a problem.  I don't know what is causing this but we'll see.  <br /><br />On deceleration, I notice my O2 volts and my injector PW will both go to 0.0V and 0.00ms respectively.  Shouldn't the car still get fuel during deceleration?  Once I stop and start to idle I will notice the O2 volts start bouncing again and I see something like 2ms PW. <br /><br />During cruising or acceleration I see the O2 volts bounce like they should I see the injectors working.  All of my fuel trims are around 81% so I am running very rich.  That is another issue I am trying to figure out.  My plugs are looking a bit white on the electrode, which indicates a lean condition. <br /><br />If anyone could offer any kind of advice on what the problem might be, it would be most appreciated.<br /><br />This is on a close to stock car.  aprox 13 PSI on a stock 14b, cat back exhaust and hard IC piping, and open K&N filter.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||Ash||02-09-2004||12:07 AM||||It's meant to do that (0 MS & 0 O2v) on deceleration, it's normal relax.<br /><br />I can't help with your lean/rich condition cause as you have said the symptoms are at odds with each other.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||02-09-2004||01:42 AM||||the ecu shouldnt be giving fuel or spark for that matter while rpms and going down and the throttle is at 0%.. If it put gas in, then it would be a waste, if it sparked the plug then the engine would want to accelerate..||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||02-09-2004||01:56 AM||||Now when you guys put it that way, why would the motor need gas?  I feel dumb now.  Man, I really thought I was onto something, hah.  Thanks for the quick answers.  <br /><br />Mat||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||02-10-2004||12:49 AM||||deceleration fuel shutoff. Every FI vehicle does it.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-10-2004||09:57 AM||||Is this just a hunch or do you have other symptoms?  (popping, stalling, etc. on decel?)||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||02-10-2004||10:12 AM||||Not really, the car runs pretty strong aside from the fact it is really rich.  I was concerned because all of my fuel trims are at the lowest, but yet my plugs are white like it is running lean.  I thought that perhaps the lack of fuel on decel. was causing my plugs to turn white.  But that is not the case.  The car does bog down a bit when idling. I have the base idle set to 900 RPMs but gets bogged down and idles around 750-800 RPMs.  I plan on getting new wires and plugs in the next couple of days.  I also need to find a timing light to see what the base timing is set at.  I think there may be a vacuum leak somewhere, I am only pulling about 14-15 in/hg at idle.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum2/004794.cgi
A||||7||atc250r||Evo 5 Crankshaft Question.||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||02-23-2004||02:56 PM||johngmr@yahoo.com||Hopefully one of you on here can answer this (maybe one of our overseas memebers). My buddy has an Evo 5 motor at his machine shop that he is putting together. He needs a crank and it is a 7 bolt. I already know the motor sits opposite the TEL ones but is the crank the same? Is it maybe the same as the EVO 8 crank? He does a lot of stuff for me and I would really like to help him out.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000001||gixxer||02-23-2004||03:02 PM||||call RRE||149.169.33.86||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||02-23-2004||05:57 PM||||Dumb Question...<br /><br />Why wouldn't the crank from an Evo8 motor work?<br /><br />I would go with that more than a 2g 7 bolt crank.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||02-23-2004||06:02 PM||||maybe because an evo8 is a 6bolt? hmm||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||atc250r||02-23-2004||10:38 PM||||The question may seem a bit dumb but you know who would feel really dumb? The guy who spent close to a grand on a crankshaft only to find that it wouldn't fit. The reason I threw the 2G 7 bolt in there as a possibility is that it is much easier to find a good, used 7 bolt crank than an Evo 8 crank. BTW the EVO 8 crank is a 7 bolt, I've had the tranny out of a couple of them already for clutches.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||02-24-2004||01:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> maybe because an evo8 is a 6bolt? hmm </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DOH...<br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||02-24-2004||07:50 AM||||From the probably not much help department:<br /><br />DSM 7-bolt crank part# MD346024<br />* MD195939 rod bearings (std)<br />* MD195916 main bearings (std) <br />* MD343330 thrust bearing (std)<br /><br />EVO 8 crank # MD357543<br />* MD326359 rod bearings (std)<br />* MD326349 main bearings (std)<br />* MD351820 thrust bearings (std)<br /><br />Can you find the part number for the EVO 5 crank or bearings? If they are the same, you can probably swap. Your machinist should have a good bearing catalog somewhere like ACL who make applications for most of the Mitsu motors to cross-reference.<br /><br />IF the DSM crank will interchange, why not go with a 7-bolt 2.4 crank and make a 2.3?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I've been waiting for someone to figure out how to do this to an EVO but Mitsu redesigned the 7-bolt a bit, especially the thrust bearing. I wonder if EVO motors will crankwalk?||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000007||atc250r||02-24-2004||09:57 AM||||Thanks for the info. The guy they are doing the motor for runs rallies so I would guess that there are regulations on motor size.<br /><br />JOhn||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes



ubb/Forum2/004657.cgi
A||||14||MustGoFaster||Oil filter housing||||1||||MustGoFaster||00000748
Z||000000||MustGoFaster||02-09-2004||02:36 AM||Ryan034316@yahoo.com||Is there anybody here running<a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/images/filterhousing2.jpg" target="_blank">this</a>  housing? It's from Turbo Trix. I was just wondering about it.  How is the clearance on the �H� frame?  Is there enough room for an 1&1/4" sandwich adapter so you can use an oil cooler?  Also from the one picture I have seen of it, it looks like the only port it has is for an oil pressures sender.  Is there any place to feed a turbo?  Thanks in advance for any information you have.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000001||Mitsuturbo||02-09-2004||12:25 PM||||my advice.. "don't waste your money.. don't buy it"<br /><br />i went with the FMOC (front mount oil cooler) out of a 1990 DSM, and would strongly recommend it to anyone looking for a solution to the problem of the pancake one being a POS, and wanting their oil cooled well at the same time||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||02-09-2004||10:43 PM||||I have the '90 set up already (90 housing, custom cooler), I was looking for people that have, it not people to tell me not to do it. (not to be an ass or anything) I don't want to screw with burning myself on the DP when doing oil changes.  I have a few other reasons also.  One being that I have this O2 elimiator that came with the car but it hits the oil filter when it's on all the way.  Yes, I could make a new O2, but I have to spend $$ either way.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000003||Invader||02-10-2004||12:11 AM||||It's a Mitsubishi part for their 4G6x trucks...<br /><br /><a href="http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=5661" target="_blank">http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=5661</a>||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||02-10-2004||01:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong> It's a Mitsubishi part for their 4G6x trucks...<br /><br /> <a href="http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=5661" target="_blank">http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=5661</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Had that figured out.  It is good to see the part # confirmed from multiple sources though, thanks.  It lists for almost half what Turbo Trix wants.  I guess I am just going to order one and an oil cooler adapter and see for my self, no one mentions clearance issues, but you never know.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000005||curtis||02-10-2004||02:31 AM||||Hit the junk yard you can find them on the dodge rams and mighty max trucks||65.54.98.28||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||MustGoFaster||02-10-2004||11:18 AM||||Or I could go the dealer and get it for $28 list price.  I know of one junk yard that has a Van, same thing?  Looked in CAPs, it's the same.  Thanks for the tips but what I am really looking for is info in clearance/fit.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000007||Mitsuturbo||02-10-2004||12:15 PM||||i seriously doubt you'll be able to get a cooler in there and be able to put on a filter also, unless the cooler somehow threads onto the existing stud, and has it's own for the filter to go onto<br /><br />i seriously doubt it will clear the frame out front either.. esp with a cooler in there elongating things, and with the angle it is cocked downward at||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000008||MustGoFaster||02-10-2004||09:46 PM||||<a href="http://www.racerpartswholesale.com/mocal.htm" target="_blank">Like these?</a>  On the bottem of the page.  I may have found a cheaper, thiner, alternative, but who knows.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000009||MustGoFaster||02-23-2004||12:31 PM||||For future reference this housing  will not fit with any sandwich adapters or spacers.  I have about 1/4inch clearance when the filter is all the way on.||63.226.181.123||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||02-23-2004||01:20 PM||||so theres no way to run an oil cooler with that?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||Mitsuturbo||02-23-2004||02:16 PM||||have you considered a complete filter relocation?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000012||MustGoFaster||02-24-2004||01:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> have you considered a complete filter relocation? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, and I will be doing one.  I will have about $350 into my filter/cooler setup.  I have the cooler setup already, -8AN lines and fittings and a 24 row bar and plate oil cooler.  I will use the thermostatic sandwich adapter I linked to above to feed/control oil temp.  Then I will attach a spin on adapter from perma cool and run it to a filter mounted in my driver side wheel well. (ABS deleted) I am running no fog lights so I am putting the cooler over there too.  Are there other places I could spend the $$?  Yes, but with this I won�t have to worry about my oil filter spinning off or anything.  Also oil changes will be easier.  It also makes exhaust easier to deal with.||63.226.181.123||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000013||s_firestone||02-24-2004||11:32 AM||||Has anyone considered running a wholly separate oil system with its own pump and cooler just for the turbo?  Or does the turbo just generate too much heat?<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000014||kentheis||02-24-2004||06:42 PM||||Have you ever considered doing your oil changes on a Sat. morning while the car is cool?  Just my .02<br /><br />KT||24.230.38.82||reg||1||KT||00002652||yes



ubb/Forum2/004658.cgi
A||||12||Mitsuturbo||Intercooler Heatsoak||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||02-09-2004||02:48 AM||||Just how bad is the stock intercooler on our cars?  I'm beginning to think anything more than one pull up through 4th, and the thing is basically useless for quite some time.  This would cause me to need more fuel, or less timing to keep knock at bay.. right?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||Ash||02-09-2004||05:07 AM||||the stock intercooler on our cars would be undersized on a 1.5l engine, get rid of it & get bigger pipes - you won't regret it||210.8.29.151||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||MidEngine210||02-09-2004||07:50 PM||||I just found this out after running a new C class Benz. The first time I took him pretty good. Went at it again, but the car just went flat. I thought my supercharged mr2 was bad, the IC on the e39 is very very small.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000003||RTS182G-VR4||02-09-2004||08:33 PM||||heres a question:  how much good will just a bigger ic do?  like a starion per say.  it will still cool better right?||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000004||absolootbs||02-09-2004||08:38 PM||||starion definitely has greater cooling capacity and larger face, but from what i hear (and i think some tests have shown) it still heat soaks pretty bad also.  i've heard the 1g dsm side mounts are supposed to be as good or better.  the starions usually go for 150+ and then you usually still have to do some modifications to get it to work right on a gvr4.  by that time, you might as well just buy a nice one.||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||02-09-2004||08:42 PM||||i had the rre converted starion and the rre pipes for a long time.  the only time the intercooler would get anything close to heat soak was in stop and go traffic.  get out on the freeway for a few minutes, and it cooled right down.  after doing several runs, as long as there was no stoplite traffic, the intercooler never got warm.  i used to stop and check it a lot, i could feel the inlet was warm, but outlet was always quite cool.||64.240.175.95||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||bujang_hensem||02-10-2004||01:36 AM||||are this JDM vr4 200hp intercooler same size and efficient as Starion intercooler...last week i replace the stock rubber piping with 2" steel piping...wow my car now get full boost a lot faster...well it has been for a year my stock rubber has boost leak and i only know it after I install my SAFC...stock boost at 0.5 bar my karman goes up to 1500Hz...now ok down to 890hz only.<br /><br />Well how good HP this JDM IC can produce with 16G at 1.2 bar, 3" exzos and K&N||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||02-10-2004||08:40 AM||||I believe the stock intercooler is good thru first and second gear, in lets say a 75 degree day. After that, it just does not work. I remember when I was at the shootout, 3rd gear was just slow. After I installed my bigger intercooler, I noticed a world of difference. <br /><br />And if you have a sttuterbox, and use it at the line, the intercooler gets heatsoaked even faster. <br /><br />Stock intercooler would make a good oil cooler though. May be it would work on a turbo motorcycle.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||Mitsuturbo||02-10-2004||12:21 PM||||it probably doesn't flow worth a crap either, right?<br /><br />my turbocharger is probably choking on the dinky little thing Mitsubishi decided to call an intercooler||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||02-10-2004||09:02 PM||||With the stock cooler running 16 psi I had knock (about 7-9 counts) after one run.  With this new cooler I can run 18 psi all day with knock totally gone unless I really lean it out.  After several hard pulls the cooler is only warm for about 8-10 inches.  The rest is still cold to the touch.  The car definitely pulls all the way through 5th now instead of feeling like someone pulled the e -brake after third gear.  Just my opinion but stock intercooler is definitely the first weak link that should be dealt with..||68.249.233.144||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||AWDnot2||02-11-2004||08:59 AM||||I�m telling ya..  It�s the best investment you'll ever make.<br /><br /> <a href="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp" target="_blank">Rahj FMIC</a>||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000011||91 #680||02-11-2004||11:52 AM||||is that the IC that comes with the Dave Brode pipes?  Thats a nice piece.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000012||AWDnot2||02-11-2004||01:25 PM||||Yep, same one.  Outlet will be repositioned; therefore the fog lamp will be retained.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes



ubb/Forum2/004659.cgi
A||||7||jsn929||build up boost||||1||||jsn929||00003496
Z||000000||jsn929||02-09-2004||11:01 AM||jsn929@yahoo.com||how much psi could a stock 4g63 turbo take? would it be safe to up the boost to 1 bar or 14 psi? with stock internals, etc.. all i get from my engine is 7 psi. im planning to put a manual (fabricated boost controller  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ) coz im eating dust from a stock honda b16's..||203.131.168.75||reg||1||jsn929||00003496||yes
Z||000001||1969MIB||02-09-2004||12:16 PM||||A 14b turbo is definitely good for 15 PSI on stock internals and a basically stock car. 15 PSI along with a hacked air can & K&N, removed silencer, and a rewired stock or upgraded fuel pump will do you a ton of good. <br /><br />Dave||208.57.81.236||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-09-2004||03:05 PM||||If you are only getting 7psi you may have a knock problem or you may have a bad boost control senanoid or vacuum line problem. 7 is what you get if you block the senanoid vent line to the filter housing or if you run a vacuum line straight from the intake manifold to the waste gate.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||jsn929||02-10-2004||09:33 AM||||tnx for d advice! im still troubleshooting the engine ryt now. does the turbo matter on this problem? what i mean is that i think the turbo came from a mitsubishi diesel engine. im kinda new on the turbo thing but trying to learn a little bit..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||203.131.168.212||reg||1||jsn929||00003496||yes
Z||000004||jsn929||02-10-2004||09:45 AM||||another problem i have is, icant seem to find a filter element that fits with the air sensor. we have k&n's here but nothing fits, it may fit but i think i may have to do a conversion. my headaches getting worse..||203.131.168.212||reg||1||jsn929||00003496||yes
Z||000005||bujang_hensem||02-10-2004||08:10 PM||||I think your 4G63t are JDM right? because you are from philippines and i also used JDM engine...I think for stock 4G63T 200hp (88-89) it only come with 7 psi of stock boost because it already have bigger intercooler compare to US Vr4. Mine also come with 7 psi<br /><br />200hp JDM (88-89) 7 psi <br />220hp JDM (90-93) 10.5 psi<br />200hp US Vr4 (90-93) 10.5 psi<br />240hp JDM (RS) 10.5psi but with bigger Intercoller and turbo<br /><br />anybody got better info?||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000006||Ash||02-10-2004||09:06 PM||||There is a special K&N for the factory sensor, hopefully someone has the part number for ya.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />So far as the turbo, what makes you think it's off a diesel?  What numbers are on it?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||AWDnot2||02-11-2004||02:55 PM||||I don�t know of any 4g63 that came stock w 7psi. The lowest boost I could ever get out of a 14b was like 9psi.  Remember the exhaust takes the path of least resistance. When you get into low psi like 9 w/ a 14b un-ported the path of least resistance is thru the turbine.  I have seen a GVR4 run 0psi, but the turbo was seized. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes



ubb/Forum2/004660.cgi
A||||7||Mitsuturbo||One of these is not like the other||||13||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||02-09-2004||12:33 PM||||So i have been having the issue of DSMlogger showing fairly high IDC from time to time.. i tried MMCd today, and it says i'm in the butter zone for iDC at 85-90% one of these softwares is wrong, apparently.<br /><br />any ideas on which one is more reliable?||67.161.247.241||reg||13||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||G-GSX Turbo||02-09-2004||04:14 PM||||Could you please tell me how EXACTLY you get your MMcd to datlog IDC and not just Pulse Width?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||02-09-2004||04:37 PM||||%IDC = pulse width (ms) * rpm / 1200. Both programs better be reporting the same values, so I'd recheck the raw numbers and do the calculation manually.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||02-09-2004||05:58 PM||||What is IDC?  Seems like you're talking about Injector Duty, but I don't know how you got IDC out of that.  MMCd doesn't have anything called IDC.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-09-2004||10:33 PM||||For Pocketlogger (and I suspect MMCd is the same way) you MUST log rpm to get IDC -- if it isn't watching rpm, you can't make the calculation.<br /><br />Knowing what you have I would <i>not</i> believe MMCd, simply because if you have a Big (Evo?) 16g and you're pushing 16-17psi on stock injectors you should be able to go over 100% on command... unless you have your base fuel pressure jacked up.  Which you might...<br /><br />Don't believe either of them.   Don't believe me, either.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||02-09-2004||11:20 PM||||i was directed to a PW/rpm/duty-cycle chart online, and the MMCd software seems to coincide with the chart perfectly<br />since DSM Logger does not allow viewing of both IDC and IPW, it's hard to really ascertain whether or not it's just mis-calculating somewhere or what.. but 2 (as close as possible to) identical pulls, logging with mmcd, then dsmlogger, yield completely different IDC numbers||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-10-2004||09:59 AM||||What about pulsewidth numbers?  Are those the same?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Mitsuturbo||02-10-2004||12:22 PM||||not sure.. i didn't get that far into it yet.. i'll let everyone know if i find anything out that shows one logger to be more accurate than the other on this parameter||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum2/004661.cgi
A||||3||VR4coop||Deciding on what injetors to run?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||02-09-2004||01:12 PM||coop529@aol.com||Ok i am trying to decide on injectors, My major engine mods right now are, AMS front mount, Safc 2, 2g mas,walbro 225lp fuel pump, 2.5 dp and exhaust, ported 2g exhuast mani, ported exhuast housing, Soon to have either Slow Boy Racing SBR-50 or SBR-60 M series turbo <a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsu._hybrid.html" target="_blank">Turbo Info</a> , So i am just wondering what injectors to run, and even what else i need to run these mods safley.<br />Thanx<br />Coop||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-09-2004||01:20 PM||||I would guess 650's or 750's...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||grimm||02-09-2004||03:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> Ok i am trying to decide on injectors, My major engine mods right now are, AMS front mount, Safc 2, 2g mas,walbro 225lp fuel pump, 2.5 dp and exhaust, ported 2g exhuast mani, ported exhuast housing, Soon to have either Slow Boy Racing SBR-50 or SBR-60 M series turbo <a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com/Mitsu._hybrid.html" target="_blank">Turbo Info</a> , So i am just wondering what injectors to run, and even what else i need to run these mods safley.<br />Thanx<br />Coop </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey go to  <a href="http://www.dsm-performance.com/fuel_injectors.php" target="_blank">http://www.dsm-performance.com/fuel_injectors.php</a> [/url]  there's a nifty little calculator that will help you figure out what you need ust be sure to have an idea as to what type of power you want to harvest from your car||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000003||VR4coop||02-09-2004||05:15 PM||||Hey thanx guys, i also have a keydiver chip. forgot to add that in there.||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum2/004662.cgi
A||||12||1420mark||GAB rear, adjust shock , Rebuildable  in US?||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||02-09-2004||01:28 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||ok, so are GAB <br />rear  external adjusting  shocks <br />rebuildable  here in States ?<br />Additionally, are they at all still available NEW from Japan,<br /> I know they are rare||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-09-2004||04:22 PM||||Check with TAD motorsports in Illinois to see if they know...Good luck!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||02-09-2004||04:33 PM||||As for availability - check with  <a href="http://www.alamomotorsports.com/" target="_blank">Alamo</a> since they still list them as available from Japan.<br /><br />As for rebuilding, I have no idea but I doubt it. If you do find a place, let me know since I have a set that's getting old...||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||1420mark||02-12-2004||12:57 AM||||I was just covering the bases of learning, found they were a basic street unit, had some warrantee issue and  were not rebuildable, made in Japan so that addresses domestic service . they were an adjustable. WERE is the key word . no longer marketed in USA.  <br /><br />we can do better.||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000004||RayH||02-12-2004||10:59 AM||||I've been using the adjustable GAB Super HP's on my car now for close to 10 years and they've held up pretty well.  A bit harsher on the street but great when cranked up on a road course.  At the time they were pretty much the only alternative after HKS stopped selling their adjustables for the Galant.<br /><br />I think GAB also had springs for the Galant, one of which made for rallying that actually raised the car.  That would be an interesting look for the winter with some oversized tires...||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000005||3literpwr||02-12-2004||11:04 AM||||Guys i dont know what if any GAB are still made for the Vr4 but I did find these KYB parts (who made GAB) on the japanese website....I currently getting quotes on them.... they sell them for rally/road coarse<br /><br />larry parker <br />#622 scca club rally<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.kybclub.com/image/Rally3.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.kybclub.com/image/Rally3.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.kybclub.com/image/Gykn3jpg" alt=" - " />||204.80.222.12||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||02-12-2004||03:53 PM||||Mark wrote:  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">we can do better [than GAB].</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hope so, but I haven't seen anything yet in the last five years short of full-on coilovers like Tein or JIC that are even close. GABs just rock - near perfect damping rates IMO and very streetable with softer springs.<br /><br />Larry - very interested to hear pricing when you find out on those reservoir KYBs - that would work well for my friend's rally car.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000007||3literpwr||02-12-2004||07:49 PM||||Those kybs are sold as rally shocks and thats why im trying to get them.... <br /><br />I am currently developing a 50mm inverted damper setup for my rally car using bilstein parts and custom housings....<br /><br />I built motorsport shocks for the last few years and just recently decided to do so on my own....<br /><br />Larry||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000008||1420mark||02-12-2004||08:23 PM||||GAB are an upscale model within the KYB line according to one veteran  who I spoke to on the phone 2 days ago.  he sold them , he is one who said there were warrantee issue and that they were no longer USA available.  This is intrigueing to see you found these ..  ?  an e-bay deal?  or  regular sale item ?<br /><br />I was told by  Koni that for ROAD application the "remote "  reservoir style  was not fast acting enough to accomodate the required performance , that for on the fly adjustablility  for street use they were to slow , needing to move so much fluid back and forth and  other fluid dynamic situations internal to the shock in the valve to allow the fluid exchange-  There is not a remote design yet to work FOR STREET.  THE CORRECT use of these is in fact for off road where great height changes are needed lift car when you do your off roading.  <br /><br />  But these look as minimally remote reservoir as you could possibly get , they look neat , I also would like to hear the manufacturers description blurb on them.||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000009||3literpwr||02-12-2004||09:06 PM||||Well Koni told you wrong........... funny that koni would say that when the technology inside there dampers are from the 70's...............<br /><br />The qoute that there is no remote design that works for street is simply WRONG! Bilstein and SACHS both make resivor shocks for high level BMW and BENZ for OEM cars ..... I know this as I have close ties to them<br /><br />Funny that ALL top end racing shocks use resivors!! BILSTEIN (germany), JRZ, OHLINS, PENSKI, MOTON etc......<br /><br />As for the quote about them not being fast enough<br />Well I could show you some ROAD DATA from shock speed sensor on street cars and then rally and road racing..... you would be amazed at the shock speeds on road racing and the rally cars........<br /><br />The reason for the resivor is cuz the shocks need extra oil volume to keep cool and also need it cuz most racing shocks will have a large piston rod to displace alot to fluid so the damper is very sensative..... so the large rod displaces so much fluid it needs some where to go.......<br /><br /><br />Sorry if i went off there but I dont like when bad KONI salesmen tell consumers bad info......<br /><br /><br />cheers<br />larry parker||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000010||BlackHole||02-12-2004||09:20 PM||||FWIW, almost every high performance motorcycle these days uses a remote reservoir rear shock for the exact reason Larry mentions.<br /><br />As I understand it KYB was making shocks for GAB but GAB was not actually a part of KYB [not that it really matters now either way]. I still can't figure out why KYB didn't just use softened-up GAB damping rates for the AGXs instead of the crappy damping they went with.<br /><br />I'll stop beating the dead horse now...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000011||3literpwr||02-12-2004||09:50 PM||||As far as the whole GAB thing goes I heard that GAB would not pay the licsense fee that kyb charged them to use kybs shock design so kyb stoped making them for GAB as they where made in a kyb plant.....<br /><br />Cheers<br />Larry||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000012||Xan||02-13-2004||04:17 AM||||yes, a nice rally setup is much needed, I've been stumped on what to go with and suspension is most likely my next upgrade.  Getting sick of the stiff rise aswell.  Keep us posted Larry, hopefully they aren't too much.<br /><br />BTW, you just do club rally here in MI?||67.162.195.66||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes



ubb/Forum2/004663.cgi
A||||3||4G63_GSR||Ceramic brake pads from NAPA||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||02-09-2004||01:37 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||I'm looking at ceramic brake pads from napa and the guy told me that the pads had to be machined before they replace the old ones.  Does anybody know what he means by this?  Has anybody used these pads before? Ceramics are suppose to be the original pads.  Any help, suggestions?||68.114.215.31||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||PJGross||02-09-2004||01:54 PM||||maybe he meant to say the rotors had to be machined?<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-09-2004||02:48 PM||||That sounds likely, although most mechanics, etc. refer to disks as needing to be "turned". Can't imagine what you would machine on a pad.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||atc250r||02-09-2004||09:47 PM||||He must have meant that you should have the rotors machined. I am running those pads on my Dodge Ram diesel and I am VERY happy with them. No noise, not a lot of dust, and they seem to last longer.<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes



ubb/Forum2/004664.cgi
A||||2||quick0ne||BCS Boost Control Solenoid Part #||||1||||thompstone||00003051
Z||000000||quick0ne||02-09-2004||03:17 PM||comcastsucks1@comcast.net||Can anyone verify this part # for the BCS, MD115466.||66.213.222.37||reg||1||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||02-09-2004||03:23 PM||||I removed mine when i installed the hallman manual. So, I can sell you mine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.200.106||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-09-2004||03:35 PM||||part number for boost control solenoid is md134751||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes



ubb/Forum2/004665.cgi
A||||7||mistaVR4||solenoids||||5||||mistaVR4||00003068
Z||000000||mistaVR4||02-09-2004||03:35 PM||tassap1@aol.com||All of the solenoids i.e. EPS, BCS and FPS, all regulate the same amount of pressure right?..in other words they are all the same unit??  this may be a stupid question but I'd like some heathly feedback.<br /><br />Thanks||162.18.75.91||reg||5||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-09-2004||04:33 PM||||they are either normal open, or normal closed.  hook them up to 12v, and then blow thru them.  the bcs is the only one that is normal closed.||64.240.175.95||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||02-09-2004||04:39 PM||||Just to add to what Ken said - the purge control solenoid has two outlets with one normal open, one normal closed.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||mistaVR4||02-09-2004||04:45 PM||||Ok,  so they all have the same function open or closed.  So the only way you could really jack things up is if you accidentally hooked the BCS in place of the FPS, in turn you would't get any rise in fuel pressure under boost....  Thanks fella's I figured they were one in the same but it's great to know that difference!!  I just ripped all that crap out anyway with EGR plate, but I's still good to know.<br /><br />Have a good one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000004||peterlsmith||02-09-2004||09:51 PM||||And if you swap the BCS for the EVAP solenoid, you'll fail an emissions test on a hot day - and guess how I know about that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Peter||68.100.70.66||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||02-10-2004||02:55 AM||||how can u tell the bcs from the evap solinoids? i thought they were all the same.||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-10-2004||09:55 AM||||Your BCS may still have the restrictor in the nipple (look for the the plastic donut inside reducing the ID)||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||mistaVR4||02-10-2004||11:01 AM||||So do you guys still have all these hooked up?? I would imagine if you live in Cali you might because of the more strict emission requirements, here in CO. I know there not as strict,  I guess the only real benificial reason to do this is to clean the intake air, by blocking of the EGR, but would anyone recommend keeping the EPS or the FPS,  what about the characoal canister? I guess by removing the EPS and EGR there nothing to hook up to it any way. <br />Just wonderin' what everyone else has done with emission contols?||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes



ubb/Forum2/004666.cgi
A||||1||dc_style||radiator support??||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-09-2004||06:07 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||so my car was in a front end collision. it's fixed but the radiator support crumpled in. i can't stand looking at it everytime i pop the hood. is it possible to replace the support only? thanks everyone.||24.118.171.12||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-09-2004||06:11 PM||||That is called the core support, and yes it is replacable. Just a cut and weld in-but a body shop (or skilled person) should be the one to do it or the front end parts won't line up. Regular Galants might have the same core support-just have to look it up in a crash guide. <br />Would save lots of labor if you were to remove everything from front end-so just the core support was left (and car was undrivable). Then you could put it all back. However, if you remove it, and then it all doesn't line up the body shop might say it is your fault. Way to solve that is to just use a GOOD body shop. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum2/004667.cgi
A||||2||Cybernerd2||Funny Karman (Hz) reading||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||02-09-2004||09:50 PM||||I get some funny Karman reading from my S-AFC2 when I cruise my car slowly. The reading will occasionally jump from 40Hz to 200Hz! And then it stays there for awhile and return to normal again.<br /><br />Can someone tell me what is wrong with it? Could it be there is some leaking from the air-filter to the air-box? Cuz I notice my clips aren't tight enough to hold the air-filter.||203.193.30.11||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||02-09-2004||10:30 PM||||A leak would certainly do it if the air can pass directly through the lower portion of the MAF or downstream. I'd look for an intake leak. Does it do this at any other time? I've had one MAF go bad on me and it spewed out all wierd kind of readings.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||Cybernerd2||02-09-2004||10:55 PM||||Yeah, most defintely is the air-can being not tight enough to hold the air-filter. <br /><br />Will try to figure out a way to tighten it.||203.193.30.11||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum2/004668.cgi
A||||10||madgvr4||JDM rear diff||||1||||madgvr4||00002369
Z||000000||madgvr4||02-09-2004||10:18 PM||madracing@coastalnet.com||A guy at a local shop here in town has a JDM vr4 rear clip of the car don't ask me why I haven't seen it yet. Anyway is the diff a 4 bolt and does anybody know exactly what can and can't be used off of it. If it is a 4 bolt can I just unbolt the whole rearend and bolt it on mine axles brakes and all.||207.69.3.181||reg||1||madgvr4||00002369||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||02-09-2004||10:24 PM||||what's the ratio 3.545? if so it should bolt in, you'll need the axles and cups off the 4-bolt.<br />The axles off a us spec. dsm lsd unit are bigger/thicker than the 3-bolt.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||02-09-2004||10:40 PM||||count the teeth i have a jdm rear 4 bolt but it has 44 teeth no good to me i believe we need 39.so im waiting on a 4 bolt so i can swap it into this housing adn keep my 4ws.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||SLedge||02-10-2004||07:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> count the teeth i have a jdm rear 4 bolt but it has 44 teeth no good to me i believe we need 39.so im waiting on a 4 bolt so i can swap it into this housing adn keep my 4ws.<br /><br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hector, if you still have the JDM rear I may be interested in buying it.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000004||hecdws||02-10-2004||07:55 PM||||sorry not selling.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000005||phat4||02-10-2004||09:58 PM||||I have the gears out of a VR4 RS rear end here<br /><br />Im not going to be using it so would be willing to sell<br /><br />Shipping from NZ would hurt tho||210.54.193.136||reg||1||PHAT4||00003333||yes
Z||000006||NZGZR4||02-12-2004||03:50 PM||||It should all bolt in,  but will most likely be 3.909 if it is a 4 bolt,  the silver sticker on the rear should state the ratio and LSD if any.<br />If the ratio is wrong, you can swap your current 3.545 gears into the 3.909 diff assembly.||203.109.201.193||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||02-12-2004||04:09 PM||||I'm in the market for a 4-bolt.  Just for reference, how many teeth should it have?  39?||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||02-12-2004||06:54 PM||||The CD manual says the AWD Turbo has 39 teeth on the ring, 11 on the pinion, giving you the 3.545 ratio.<br />Jeff||68.223.209.108||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||madgvr4||02-12-2004||08:18 PM||||If I used the jdm rear diff will it work if I have the trany that is wrong for the us spec rear diff||207.69.4.105||reg||1||madgvr4||00002369||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||02-13-2004||12:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> count the teeth </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004669.cgi
A||||14||meshwork||New engine almost ready to go...some Qs||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||02-09-2004||10:31 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||So in the last week I got the old engine out, disassembled, the new one built the rest of the way, and mounted in the car. <br /><br />So far everything has been smooth, but I haven't had an engine start from scratch before. I had Jeff Hill build the whole longblock, so I need some advice on breaking it in. I was planning on running cheap 5w30 oil and a cheap filter, letting it run for 20 minutes, draining it, refilling it with more cheap 5w30, letting that run and maybe drive around the block a little bit. Then drain and put in cheap 5w30 and do the normal break-in thing (taking it easy for the first ~1000 miles).<br /><br />Do you think this is overkill? I am just thinking of what I'd need to do to get any dust particles, small peices of dirt out. I have been blowing out the head (valve cover removed) with the air gun (carefully), and also the crank area (while the oil pan was off). <br /><br />I'm just nervous because I'm doing a lot of upgrades all at the same time (Aero FPR, Supra pump, 2600, new engine).<br /><br />If it matters, the engine consists of 2g pistons .020 over, 1g rods, balanced and blueprinted, ported head, 5 angle valve job, WEB 264 cams, double springs, titanium retainers, 1mm oversized SS valves. <br /><br />TIA||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||02-10-2004||12:00 AM||||<a href="http://www.mototuneusa.com/break_in_secrets.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mototuneusa.com/break_in_secrets.htm</a><br />???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||02-10-2004||08:03 AM||||A little paranoid is better than not enough... One suggestion that I've heard and always used is to use straight 30 or 40W oil for break-in. What I usually do:<br /><br /></font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Prime the motor w/ oil using the starter [pull the MPI fuse on the battery].</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Idle the motor to full operating temp, let cool, then recheck all fluid levels and retorque all fittings.</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Drive until at temp. On a empty section of road do about a dozen 30-60mph full throttle accelerations [3rd gear] and decelerations to seat the rings.</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Drive easily [minimal boost] and change the oil & filter at 600 miles.</font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Optimal? Dunno, everyone has a different opinion on how to do it. But it's worked very well for me on 4 motors so far.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||02-10-2004||09:29 AM||||Awesome, thanks Kyle!||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||02-10-2004||01:58 PM||||Kyle's point about priming is especially important. You want to be sure you get lubrication to the turbo before start-up.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||ConquestCat||02-10-2004||03:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Prime the motor w/ oil using the starter [pull the MPI fuse on the battery].<br />Idle the motor to full operating temp, let cool, then recheck all fluid levels and retorque all fittings.<br />Drive until at temp. On a empty section of road do about a dozen 30-60mph full throttle accelerations [3rd gear] and decelerations to seat the rings.<br />Drive easily [minimal boost] and change the oil & filter at 600 miles. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Great info black hole.  In addition, use a very clean recepticle each time you drain the oil and inspect the oil for metal (may save internal parts if there is a prob).  Added note on priming: sometimes this can take a VERY VERY long time.  If it happens, it's normal.  Try turning motor over 7 to 8 times a shot.  After 5 or 6 tries, I've been trained to wait about 30 seconds.  I've seen several devices that can make a world of difference in priming; one guy used a condenser from a domestic veh, turned it into a oil reservoir for oil, and pressurized it and pushed oil through one of the oil filter bracket fittings.  sometimes the cars would prime almost immediately.  But if you don't have a close buddy that owns a speed shop, you may have to go the old fashion route; just be patient.  If you don't have a gauge for oil pressure, as soon as the light flickers off, you're good to go.  Have someone watching underneath when starting the veh to check for leaks: usually bad ones will be gushers.||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||02-10-2004||07:06 PM||||Hey Ryan, glad to see this finally getting together! A note about the priming, I'.ve done this before and it can be a real pain, and scary when you've been priming for 20 minutes and still no oil! One trick I've learned that I really like is to have a buddy stick an air nozzle in the dipstick tube and pressurize the bottom end while you crank, it forces the oil up into the pump, and works like a charm!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||autobahntom||02-10-2004||07:14 PM||||Is your motor in your car or out?<br />The BEST way to prime a motor (that I have found and used) is to get the motor almost totally together either in the car or on the stand. What I mean by 'almost' is leave the timing belt off. <br />Get an electric motor and a scrap acc belt. Then take the motor and the belt and turn the oil pump pulley with the belt (on the oil pump sproket) and electric motor. DO NOT USE THE nut on the oil pump sprocket as it will strip. I normally fill the oil pump gears with Vaseline, and using the electric motor and belt, always get good pressure almost immediately. <br />If you have the valve cover off/loose, you can see the oil shooting out near the lifters when it gets up that far. <br />This method gives great peace of mind in knowing 100% that your oil pickup is working, and you have oil everywhere. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000009||4g63t||02-10-2004||08:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> If you have the valve cover off/loose, you can see the oil shooting out near the lifters when it gets up that far. <br />This method gives great peace of mind in knowing 100% that your oil pickup is working, and you have oil everywhere. <br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Another thing too that I forgot until Tom mentioned it, is checking for oil pressure. If your vc is off then you will see it right away, another method is to break loose the oil feed line at the turbo, it will start gushing once pressure has been achieved.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000010||#258||02-10-2004||08:21 PM||||What ever happened to packing the oil pump with grease to speed up priming? You should have pressure in about 10/15 sec.||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000011||ConquestCat||02-10-2004||10:14 PM||||I used to do that, but the guy that taught me how to build engines found out that packing the oil pump w/ grease and make priming more difficult, so I stopped doing it (I think there was another reason for not doing it, but it's been a couple of years and I can't remember exactly)||68.158.69.211||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000012||meshwork||02-10-2004||10:31 PM||||I got everything ready to go tonight, I just need to put some spark plugs in and do the accessory belts and I'm ready to prime the engine. <br /><br />I did the timing belt before I dropped the engine into the car, so I think I am just going to pull that fuse and crank until its primed right. I bought a couple cases of cheap 10w30 today, so I am going to be paying close attention to the oil and also to the coolant. Thanks for the tips guys, hopefully this'll help anyone else out later on who finds this in a search.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000013||sleepyvr4||02-11-2004||02:15 PM||||that's one hell of an article!<a href="http://www.mototuneusa.com/break_in_secrets.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mototuneusa.com/break_in_secrets.htm</a>||205.149.71.8||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000014||turbogalant||02-11-2004||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong>  Then drain and put in cheap 5w30 and do the normal break-in thing (taking it easy for the first ~1000 miles).<br /><br />TIA </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is $8 for 5 quarts of valvoline and like $4 for a good filter really to much for you? I would definatly go for a good filter all the break in crap going threw should be filtered well. Just seems to me that a $12-$13 oil change is not to much to ask think of how much you spent on the motor is it worth going cheap now? I did a 50 mile, 500 mile, 2500 mile oilchange (yesterday) after reading the posted link a while back. I would run low boost for the break in I am running like 8 psi and drive it like I would normally wot it if I want but most of my driving is normal most of the break in is in the first few miles and is broke in at about 50 since engines now are tight tolerance not like your 60's-70's motors which is where most people get there info from kind of a urban ledgend now. I went about 1500 miles before getting on it and would do the same thing again now. Oh and I primed mine off the oil pump nut just fine, with no timing belt on and let up when I got oil flowing, you WILL know when you get oil pressure I also do not have BS so that also decrease the drag on the oil pump sprocket/nut. Then used the starter to prime the motor once it was in the car.||65.177.241.28||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000015||meshwork||02-11-2004||07:17 PM||||I got decent oil and a few Fram filters. I know the Frams aren't the best, but they aren't the worst either. <br /><br />I'll have to take my time and prime off the starter, since I already have it all together.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum2/004670.cgi
A||||6||formerscoobyguy||Computers||||1||||formerscoobyguy||00002588
Z||000000||formerscoobyguy||02-09-2004||11:31 PM||||Anybody know if the Galant and 1G t/e/l computers are the same? If I swap a Talon motor into a Galant, will i have to get a Galant computer? Was there ever an eprom Galant computer? Thanks!!!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||formerscoobyguy||00002588||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-09-2004||11:38 PM||||1. They are not the same, but close enough.<br />2. No you will not.<br />3. All USDM GVR4s came with Eproms from the factory.<br /><br />More important would be to make sure that:<br /><br />1. Caps are okay.<br />2. If you're using a 90 DSM ECU to modify it to work with the GVR4<br />3. If you have a Federal car use a Federal ECU or modify the CA ECU to work with a Federal car.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||02-10-2004||04:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> 3. If you have a Federal car use a Federal ECU or modify the CA ECU to work with a Federal car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can run a CA ecu in a Fed car just fine, it will throw a CE for the EGR temp. probe is all.  This does mean though that you can't tell w/out a logger if a different code throws the CE.  Modifying yourself is easy; there's a VFAQ on it.  Solder in a 1k resistor and you're done.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||formerscoobyguy||02-10-2004||08:16 PM||||Thanks guys! I dont think my car was a California car but how can i tell the diff. in the computers?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||formerscoobyguy||00002588||yes
Z||000004||switch||02-10-2004||11:56 PM||||By the MD##### written on teh case of the ecu<br /><br />You can reference this to <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> which lists the types of ecu's and the corresponding md######'s look under the electrical section.<br /><br />Mike||210.9.11.156||reg||1||switch||00000205||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||02-12-2004||12:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by formerscoobyguy:<br /><strong> Thanks guys! I dont think my car was a California car but how can i tell the diff. in the computers? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Chassis code is <br />E39ASNPFL2M for federal<br />E39ASNPFL7M for california<br />The chassis code is on the metal plate on the firewall.||65.177.240.140||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||JoshWeaver||02-13-2004||02:21 AM||||I'm currently running a 1g talon computer in #1901. Things run fine but the computer isn't mine, i will have to return it eventually. Mine was fried due to the previous owner not having the caps replaced. It was running really rich. But my O2 sensor is dead so that is most of my problem. Other than that, it is a close enough swap, especially if you have afc to fix fuel map. (I don't  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> ....yet)<br /><br />-Josh||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes



ubb/Forum2/004671.cgi
A||||1||aladdin11||fuel/ignition maps||||1||||aladdin11||00001683
Z||000000||aladdin11||02-10-2004||01:06 AM||||Can anyone help? I am running a wolf 3d ecu in my VR4 powered cordia...so I need the fuel maps etc...anyone?||202.6.138.41||reg||1||aladdin11||00001683||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||02-10-2004||02:23 PM||||You might have more luck finding Wolf experience on the DSM sites. Lots more members and many with 4G63Ts. Good hunting!||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004672.cgi
A||||11||devtsikev||Jacking up my car. Stupid question.||||1||||devtsikev||00000249
Z||000000||devtsikev||02-10-2004||12:54 PM||luckee14@hotmail.com||I'm ready to rotate my tires and was about to jack up the rear of my car, but I don't see a spot where i can.  The closes thing i see is where you can tow your car.  Any suggestions? I'm not using my stock jack, but a 4ton car jack.||69.11.254.85||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-10-2004||12:58 PM||||i go under the rear diff||64.240.175.140||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||drew||02-10-2004||01:04 PM||||rear diff is where the factory suggests.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||02-10-2004||01:45 PM||||There are also rear jack points a little forward of the rear wheels (check the owner's manual). If you have two jacks you can do the entire side by getting on both jack points and jacking up one side, then swap the two tires.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||02-10-2004||04:07 PM||||This is something on my eventual project list. I'd like to weld in a jacking point closer to the bumper to make things easier at the track. Its quite a pain pushing the jack that far under the car to the rear diff and and getting fractions of an inch of lift until the handle has good movement. Especially when my exhaust goes around the rear of the diff...<br /><br />That and a rear tow hook of course. I always end up towing people with the front hook.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-10-2004||11:17 PM||||What, you don't have your rear hook?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||02-11-2004||04:58 AM||||My thought exactly, Ryan.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||02-11-2004||04:01 PM||||<where's my head scratching icon?><br /><br />I must be getting senile. Probably related to my birthday coming up soon...<br /><br />Last time I pulled someone out of ditch was with my Laser from the front. Some circuits in my head must not have been connecting. I can even now  remember using the rear tow hook on the Galant.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||mikeyoung00||02-11-2004||06:00 PM||||I just checked the service manual. You guys are pretty much right...the rear diff is the recommended jacking point for the back when using a floor jack. The jacking point in front of the wheels is supposed to be used only with the scissors jack or on a rack with the proper adapters. I used the tow hooks on both my Civic and Accord regularly with no ill effects but I had a good look first to be sure there was frame support for vertical stresses on them before I used them.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||02-11-2004||10:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> The jacking point in front of the wheels is supposed to be used only with the scissors jack or on a rack with the proper adapters.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why is this?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||01:11 AM||||Haha, apparently I never need to post on here anymore as Ryan always beats me to it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||mikeyoung00||02-12-2004||07:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> The jacking point in front of the wheels is supposed to be used only with the scissors jack or on a rack with the proper adapters.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why is this? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK...this is pretty much just a guess but the jack points are recessed and too small for the average floor jack sadle to fit up into. Anywhere else under there and you probably risk denting the floorpan.||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004673.cgi
A||||3||4G63_GSR||rear brakes vs front brakes||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||02-10-2004||01:37 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||I'm in the process of changing my brake pads, but stuck on how to get the rear pads out?  I unscrewed the bottom bolt of the caliper but have no other clue to as where to go next to get to my old pads?||69.11.254.85||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||02-10-2004||01:43 PM||||Somebody posted something on this not long ago. A search should turn up the thread.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||GalantVR-4||02-10-2004||01:49 PM||||That was my question a few weeks ago,  just remove the lower bolt then use something to unhook the ebrake cable, then take out the bolt that holds the ebrake cable in place.  The caliper should lift up after that.||65.164.228.187||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||02-10-2004||02:24 PM||||thanks guys.||69.11.254.85||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes



ubb/Forum2/004674.cgi
A||||4||91GVR4||Funky voltage after Alternator change (long)||||5||||91GVR4||00000884
Z||000000||91GVR4||02-10-2004||04:14 PM||||Well here is the deal and a problem for you to ponder. My alt died last week so I got a remanufactured Mitsu 90amp alt. After I got the new one in I noticed my headlights pulsing. I checked my voltage on SAFC2 and I had 15.4~6 volts. I called the electrial shop that got me the new Alt and asked some questions. The guy that runs the place is very knowledgable and has been in business a long time. He said I probably had resistance in the sense wire and to check all the conections. I found the sense and excite wires had been melted by an exaust leak so I cut out the bad sections and spliced in some quality aircraft wire and taped it all up. I checked things again and found the same thing. 14.7 volts at idle no load. Above 4K rpm with no load it jumps to 15.4+. Above 2Krpm with load it jumps to 15.4+ volts. I took the Alternator in and had the shop test it, it was fine. Loaded it up to 60 amps and voltage stayed the same, 14.5 volts. So I came home and put the whole thing together again   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   . What a pain. Then I checked for voltage drop. I only have a .08 volt drop from the Alt to my fuse link. I have a trunk battery so I checked back there. I only have a .15 volt drop to the battery. I just don't know what to do now. The theory that the sense wire has resistance makes sense   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   (pardon my pun). If the wire had too much voltage drop then the Alt would "see" lower voltage and try to raise it. But I don't have any volt drop. The shop said you can have up to .2 volt drop from the Alt to the power sorce, more then that is bad. Well lets here the theories from you guys. Anyone had this problem?||63.155.245.5||reg||5||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-10-2004||06:27 PM||||sure sounds like a bad voltage regulator to me.  i dont believe the shop.  did you see them test it?||64.240.175.140||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||grimm||02-10-2004||06:36 PM||||I agree with Ken. Bad voltage regulator in alternator, I have seen this many times in customer cars (I install car audio and security)||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||02-10-2004||08:25 PM||||I have seen some with bad voltage regulators that show to be good at ambient temp but when they heat up they will skyrocket voltage. I tested one that was good for about a minute or two then made a quick fluid motion to 16 volts and shut it's self down.||63.184.65.113||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||91GVR4||02-11-2004||03:19 PM||||I was leaning towards voltage regulator also, but when I took it back to be tested I watched him test it. This was after he had run it for a few minutes, then he called me to the back and I watch him load it up to around 60amps. Voltage stayed constant and the occilscope was smooth. It looked perfect. That is why I am so confused. My old Alt didn't do this, but then it may have been so shot it couldn't produce above 15 volts. Very strange. I hate bugs like this.||63.156.32.88||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes



ubb/Forum2/004675.cgi
A||||15||crucible||Crank Angle sensor prob||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||02-10-2004||05:55 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Im assuming my CAS crapped out.<br />Took car out for ride and started bucking and missing.Heard a crackling sound under the hood as if arching.Didnt noticed any sparks but changed coil with known good one but same thing.<br />Checked my timing and it was jumping from 10 BTDC to off-scale back and forth.Either my ECU or CAS crapped and Im leaning toward the latter cuz it sounded like the arching was coming from there but of course could be wrong.<br />Anybody know how to trouble shoot this thing?<br />I have it in my hands<br />TIA<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-10-2004||06:16 PM||||There seems to be a rash of the CAS going bad lately. I have just sold a couple to people around here. If the motor has been pressure washed, or been subjected to moisture (on the East coast I am sure it has) it might be bad. The ones that have been bad would idle, but not well; and would not rev over 3k under any circumstances. We tried the ECU first, and same thing; then a new CAS and no more problem.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||crucible||02-10-2004||07:08 PM||||Nah, I didnt wash the engine but it has been very wet and damp outside lately.I just checked the CAS harness connector and everything measured fine as per the sevice manual so hopefully this further rules out the ECU(Caps changed already).It aint the coil but possibly the Transistor?<br />Tommorrow Im gonna rip the CAS out of my GGSX and stick it in #14.If it aint that then Ill try the Transistor out of the GGSX.<br />CSMFCWB<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||crucible||02-11-2004||02:46 PM||||Well, Ill be fucked  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br />Just swapped out CAS,coil,wires,new plugs,transistor and no go.Idles like poop.Whats also strange is that I cant seem to pick up the timing mark.Only occasionally the light will flash for a few seconds to show correct timing.I checked my light on my other G and its fine.And all I hear is arching near the spark plug holes.Appears my worst fear just became a reality-Deep Fried ECU.<br />Any insight on this?<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||02-11-2004||03:03 PM||||you may need new wires--plug wires the boot may be arcing on to the manifold.  wait till late at night when it is dark out and start it up and look for the sparking||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||chopped 39||02-12-2004||12:51 AM||||WRAP SPARK PLUG BOOTS  WITH ELETRICAL TAPE.<br /> QUICK CHECK FOR BAD WIRES. IT SOUNDS DUMB BUT ITS FAST AND EASY. AND IT WORKS.||209.109.230.8||reg||1||steve||00003394||yes
Z||000006||crucible||02-12-2004||07:40 AM||||Thanks for the clue on plug wires.However, I swapped wires from the other G and still the same.<br />Pulled the ECU and noticed possible board damage.Took it to work for repair.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||TinyVR4||02-12-2004||09:55 PM||||Hey Cruce,<br />I am having the same problem.  Missfire under load, and timing is jumping around between 5degrees to beyond 10BTC. I have replaced everything, except the ECU.  I have not checked mine yet.  I will do that tomorrow.  Let me know if fixing the ECU took care of your problem.||65.43.157.75||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000008||crucible||02-13-2004||09:56 AM||||Still no worky.<br />I have no idea what else could be causing the arching in the spark plug wells other than ECU.Im working on borrowing an ECU from someone local to see if thats my problem.<br />Contunued...||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||02-13-2004||11:16 AM||||Sounds like the way my Magnecors went......||68.153.78.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||Jon||02-13-2004||11:19 AM||||If the TPS is going out, it will cause it to buck when it hits the dead spot in the pot.  <br /><br />Get a datalogger and watch the TPS, knock, and timing values.<br /><br />Any check engine lights?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000011||crucible||02-18-2004||06:05 PM||||Well, just swapped in another ECU and no workey.And no ECU trouble lite.Its kicking my butt.<br />The computer wants to pull timing off scale.When I ground the timing plug and set the timing again  the sparking noise comes back.When I unhook the timing ground it pulls it way off and my knock leds are lighting up.Either my engine is shot and making enough noise to pull timing or the knock sensor is screwing up.I cant get out of the driveway its so bad.Idles and runs like poo.<br />Gonna get another knock sensor and after this I have no idea.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000012||Mitsuturbo||02-18-2004||06:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Sounds like the way my Magnecors went...... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000013||Mitsuturbo||02-18-2004||06:31 PM||||Timing going wacky could be from a funky MAF reading, like a split/disconnected IC hose.. right?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000014||crucible||02-18-2004||06:46 PM||||I swapped my wires from my other G 2 times.<br /><br /> <b>Timing going wacky could be from a funky MAF reading, like a split/disconnected IC hose.. right?</b> <br />Hmmm, didnt think about that.Now that I think about it, the nite before this occured,I took the Turbo outlet hose and pipe off to put on Gabors heat shield.Everything "seems" tight but Ill inspect the hose and connections.<br /><br />Thanx||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000015||crucible||02-19-2004||06:23 PM||||Well, I got it running today<br /><br />I have no clue what exactly the problem was.<br />I took my intake pipe off to swap the mas which wasnt the cure.Put the original mas back in and thoroughly tightened all the hose connections.Took it for a spin and seems fine except for funky idle.<br />I think either it was the mas plug connection or an intake pipe leak although neither one produced an 'AHA'.<br />Thanx for the help<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/004676.cgi
A||||11||Daemon||General GVR-4 Reliablity Problems||||5||||Daemon||00003492
Z||000000||Daemon||02-10-2004||05:58 PM||keshic@adelphia.net||I'm trying to get my hands on one of these beloved GVR-4's. I would like to get some info on what to look for on these cars so I don't get "had". Also I've heard terriable things about these cars being stuck in the garage because tey brake down more often. Is there any truth to this? If so what's the big problem with them? From what i've seen, it's like everyone has replaced the clutch or tranny, so I'm assuming there is a problem in that area. Anyone want to help a glassy eyed kid every time he see's one of these cars and possiably make a Newbie buyers guide? Any Help or Suggestions would be great thanks<br /><br /> ( oh forgive my spelling, I'm a computer guy and rely on spell check WAY to much )||68.69.118.19||reg||5||Daemon||00003492||yes
Z||000001||yardhippie||02-10-2004||06:20 PM||||if you do a search im sure youll find gobs of info. I bought mine and yea its been broken down, a lot. but hey what do you want out of a 13 year old car that came from up north? Since purchase I have replaced brakes: 3 rotors, 1 caliper, both frot half axles, clutch, rear end (my 4ws steer was messin up so I went to a 4 bolt), had the ECU rebuilt, replaced the stock turbo w/ a big 16 and the A/C is still givin me fit. But if you look at what ive dont... its not at all out of whack w/ what youd do to other cars of similar configuration. Oh yea.. its got 175,000 on the OD too.||144.167.90.139||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-10-2004||06:21 PM||||this is an ENTHUSIAST'S car.  meaning, one must be able to maintain it, either pay someone, or do it yourself.  i consider it very reliable, and i have made a LOT of changes.  some people should not own this car, or ANY car, for that matter.  be careful, if you are mechanically challenged, it will eat money.  i would say that the really nice ones are all owned by people who do most of the work on the car themselves.||64.240.175.140||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||02-10-2004||06:23 PM||||Hey. How could anybody live in Winchester. When Stephens City is so much nicer. If you find one let me know and I can help you out.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||02-10-2004||07:04 PM||||Listen to Ken. He's old and wise. Especially old.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />And remember the point about these cars also being old. Try to find a 12 year old mustang from up north that has never been freshened with a lot of new parts yet is still trouble free for years at a time. Or a Mercedes or a Nissan (pickups don't count) or a VW (especially a vw) etc.<br /><br />But the other kicker here is parts. A few parts are unique to the GVR-4, not shared with either the 1st gen DSMs or lesser Galants. Some of those can take a few days to get. Fortunately most of the really vunlerable parts are shared with the plentiful DSMs so this problem is minimal. Just don't plan to keep the rear wheel steering functional forever unless you are prepared for some serious investment. And check the condition of the nuts and studs on the inner fuel sending unit cover. Remove the floor mat from the trunk, remove the black outer cover and take a look-see. If the nuts on the inner cover look like they would crumble at the first sign of a wrench and the studs look shakey be prepared to either do some fabrication or start looking for a used tank (easy) and sending assembly (much harder to find) because eventually you will want to rewire the pump and/or upgrade it or your fuel gauge sending unit will fail and you will want to fix it. The tank and cover are unique to the GVR4 and the cover is prone to rusting as it is one of those areas (below the trunk floor and above the fuel tank) where salty road slush can collect.<br /><br />Look to replace the alternator on a semi-regular basis. Some guys have had zero problems with these...others have gone through several in a matter of months!<br /><br />The car is awsome. And its potential is truely phenominal. But when you are figuring the cost in your head, be sure to budget for repairs in addition to the purchase, mods, insurance, and gas. It doesn't hurt to have a backup plan for getting to work, etc. as well on those rare occasions when the GVR4 is down.<br /><br />If you must have dependable transportation with a minimum of fuss, get a 6 year old civic. Just don't block the left lane when you see one of us coming up from behind.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Good hunting and good luck!||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||02-10-2004||09:50 PM||||Be ready to spend a LOT of money when you first get one of these cars. A good tune up can rack up some dollas in parts in a hurry. O2 sensor, knock sensor, changing all fluids, plugs, wires, timing belt, water pump, hoses, etc... it all adds up in a hurry. But damn, they are fun as hell.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||Daemon||02-11-2004||12:15 AM||||well ya have givin me alot to think about, I'm still going to try and get one, my dad used to own a garage so we are more then capable of handling alot of DIY work. Thanks again||68.69.118.19||reg||1||Daemon||00003492||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||02-11-2004||12:54 AM||||I cant complain about the reliabilty of mine. <br /><br />Until recently its been my daily car,and I generally run the snot out of it,but I dont abuse it. Its been one of the most reliable cars Ive owned. The only times its been down is by my own choice.<br /><br /> I cant see having anything else,an EVO doesnt even look tempting to me. Well,maybe in 15 years or so,when you can pick them up for $300 with a broken timing belt like you can with a T/E/L..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  Bang for the buck,these things are the best thing going,IMO.<br /><br />The biggest problem is that these cars arent generally regarded as anything special by the layman. So unless its enthusist owned, most of these cars are pretty neglected when you find them. Maintainence first! Dont be cheap,fix it the correct way the first time. Then you can start to have fun..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Read everything you can.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.31||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000008||drew||02-11-2004||01:36 AM||||If you have a high mileage one of them, sometimes trolls come out from under the dash. You need to make sure to have a goat sit in shotgun for a few days, until it takes care of it.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||AWDpower||02-11-2004||02:30 AM||||Like people have said, the key is that you have to be able to do the work yourself if you want one of these cars. Parts are cheap, but labor is expensive, and it's very hard to find a shop that will do a good job. That said, these cars are easy to work on. But they will bite you if you try to take shortcuts on maint. and repair like most shops do. <br /><br />I would consider these cars to be very reliable considering their age and performance potential. Like any car, things tend to wear out over time. The engine itself is pretty much bullet proof. The main thing at this age is that the high underhood heat has taken it's toll on rubber and plastic bits like hoses, seals, and wiring. Most of us choose to replace these things when conveinient before they fail. Otherwise you can drive yourself nuts replacing one different, old, leaking coolant hose or oil seal every week. Also it may be more cost effectice to spend more up front on a nicer example then save a few bucks on a car with problems. <br /><br />I have three similar cars, and they've all been good to me...<br /><br />'90 Talon AWD- 185,000 on original engine. I did a lot of maint. at 120k, and it has been very reliable since. Modded it's whole life, engine is still strong.<br /><br />'92 GVR4- Bought cheap after a "mechanic" tried to ruin it at 101k, put 12,000 trouble free miles on it, and now it is getting a lot of goodies installed.<br /><br />'96 Eclipse GSX- Bought ar 45k moderately modded, has been trouble free with the exception of the clutch master cylinder at 70k, and the clutch is going now at 85k.||63.203.77.143||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000010||thejeebus2002||02-11-2004||11:37 AM||||YES!!  Winchester Representing!  I lived in Stephens City for probably 13 years before I moved to Richmond.  There's a few people in that area that own Galant's, all on this board.  <br /><br />I think they are definitely enthusiasts cars.  As far as parts - they are a dime a dozen at the junkyards.  I know G&G auto recycling always has plenty of goodies.....as long as 14B crazy and Billy Boden don't get to them first!<br /><br />Good luck!<br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||02-11-2004||12:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> Otherwise you can drive yourself nuts replacing one different, old, leaking coolant hose or oil seal every week.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why is everyone picking on me?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004677.cgi
A||||6||formerscoobyguy||Axles||||1||||formerscoobyguy||00002588
Z||000000||formerscoobyguy||02-10-2004||08:56 PM||||Does anyone know if the axles from a 1g t/e/l are the same as the Galants? What about the intermediate shaft? I don't know if the Galants and the Talons have the same track(width)?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||formerscoobyguy||00002588||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-10-2004||09:01 PM||||I have T/E/L axles in the front of my car. Actually, since I have a four bolt, have them on the rear also. The jack-shaft is the same as well. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||02-11-2004||05:03 AM||||What's a jack shaft?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||02-11-2004||06:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> What's a jack shaft? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you serious?||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000004||fast_gvr4||02-11-2004||06:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by marvinmadman:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> What's a jack shaft? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you serious? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is a jack shaft?||172.202.117.205||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000005||marvinmadman123||02-11-2004||06:51 AM||||AKA intermediate shaft. Designed to keep both axles about the same length. Bolts behind the block and "stabs" into the tranny to take up space that a longer shaft usually inhabits.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Hope I explained it alright?||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-11-2004||12:05 PM||||Sounds like a porn star...<br /><br />VR-4-Gasm featuring Jack Shaft and Stanley Tool||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004708.cgi
A||||31||i hate fall||poll: balance shaft remove yes or no?||||1||||i hate fall||00001581
Z||000000||i hate fall||02-13-2004||07:10 PM||nonage976@aol.com||Ok so in a few weeks I should have a jdm front clip that I ordered. Since I have to pull the engine out I would thinking "hey I should just do the balance shaft removable". Who has done this did you find it to be worth it? what else should I do while the engine is out? I have a fidanza (spelling) flywheel and I was thinking about getting an act 2100 clutch, since the front clip should have the jdm intercooler i will be adding that as well. whatelse should i do and is balance shaft removable worth the time and effort? (it looks like a project that is going to take days!)||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000001||i hate fall||02-13-2004||07:30 PM||||I know this seems like a non-tech question but i was looking for the insight of those who know..... and this is where those people seem to be.||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000002||sleepyvr4||02-13-2004||07:31 PM||||I will never do it after riding in my friend's 90 talon.  He stated he couldn't even feel it.  Well not only did I feel it, but heard it.  The other car that had it done was a kid named Jesse who worked for slowboyracing.  It was a 2g eclipse w/ 400hp, and I could tell there was a vibration but it may have been his cams (benefit of the doubt)  his car ripped though, so I quickly forgot about it.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||02-13-2004||07:34 PM||||If the balance shaft belt fails it takes out the timing belt, then people start crying. I pulled the shafts from the GVR4 and I cant tell the difference.<br /><br />Ditch em.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||02-13-2004||07:35 PM||||If you are doing the timing belt, take them out. I have seen many balance shaft bearing failures within 1k miles of a timing belt job or motor rebuild. Maybe because most don't install new balance shaft bearings during a motor rebuild. As for the occurances after doing a timing belt. The only thing I have attributed this to is the new (hopefully) adjuster and different tension (right or wrong) being placed on the belt.<br />Make sure you put a rear main seal in (as you will have the clutch off so you are almost there). <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||i hate fall||02-13-2004||07:46 PM||||I have also heard of people doing just the front and leaving the rear.... I don't know i have doubts about leaving a part in engine if it's just there... that is like a bad omen. can you explain the vibrations you felt? did he replace his motor moutns as well?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000006||sleepergvr4||02-13-2004||07:46 PM||||anyone have a link for the best way to remove the balance shafts? or easiest way. there are so many differt styles of removal. what did  you do?||65.0.249.102||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000007||autobahntom||02-13-2004||07:53 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> has a nice writeup.<br />I removed mine when the bottom end was built. If your motor is in, just take the mounts off and drop that end down and they will come out. Have to take the pan off to take the timing cover off-so get a new oil pan gasket along with a timing cover gasket. Depending on miles might think about a new timing cover and new oil pump gears.<br />There is really no end to the amount of money you can spend-so it is hard to know where to stop.<br />If you plan on keeping the car, then I would spend the money now and do all you can while it is apart.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000008||Martin Tolentino||02-13-2004||08:34 PM||||Yes. I had it done when they rebuilt my engine. FYI, motor was re-balanced by the machine shop.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000009||Mitsuturbo||02-13-2004||08:39 PM||||not worth leaving them in.. you solve a few reliability issues by removing them<br /><br />1) BS bearings lock up.. when this happens they shoot material right down the oil gallery, into the thrust main bearing<br /><br />2) You get better oil pressure when the BS are removed<br /><br />3) BS belts break easier than T belts.. it's easy for them to run under the Timing belt<br /><br />Not to mention they spin at twice the speed of the crankshaft, so instead of the 10# of rotating mass that they weigh.. it's more like 20#.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000010||Jason G.||02-13-2004||08:56 PM||||I did not notice anymore vibration after I ditched mine. Like RRE says, if your doing a timing belt job, you still have alot of work ahead of you.||65.35.40.130||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000011||04DrBlur||02-13-2004||11:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I will never do it after riding in my friend's 90 talon. He stated he couldn't even feel it. Well not only did I feel it, but heard it. The other car that had it done was a kid named Jesse who worked for slowboyracing. It was a 2g eclipse w/ 400hp, and I could tell there was a vibration but it may have been his cams (benefit of the doubt) his car ripped though, so I quickly forgot about it. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did they have Poly motor mounts??  Those thing make your motor shake like it wants to come out of the car.||68.76.186.240||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||02-14-2004||02:09 AM||||If you are going to balance the motor than I would, if not then I would leave them.||65.177.241.83||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000013||AWDpower||02-14-2004||03:42 AM||||Balanceing your motor has absolutely nothing to do with removing balance shafts. Balance shafts are there to cancel second order vibration (side to side shakeing) due to the design of inline four cylinder engines. Balancing the engine will do nothing to affect those forces.||63.203.77.143||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000014||Martin Tolentino||02-14-2004||09:59 AM||||I had to do it due to I have new 2g pistons.<br />I guessing you don't balance your wheeels/tires?||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000015||14bCrazy||02-14-2004||03:51 PM||||My timming belt broke because of the B shaft belt breaking. I rebuilt it with out the shafts. I don't feel any difference.||68.232.64.191||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000016||AWDpower||02-14-2004||03:55 PM||||"I had to do it due to I have new 2g pistons.<br />I guessing you don't balance your wheeels/tires?"<br /><br />The STOCK engine is very well balanced from the factory, there is very little to gain from balancing a STOCK Mitsubishi assembly. Other engines are a different matter. If you change out and machine major reciprocating parts of your engine, by all means get it balanced, since you just threw the balance off. However, the best machine shop in the world doing a perfect job balancing an engine will do nothing to address second order vibrations, which is what balance shafts do. So to answer your question, no I don't balace my wheels and tires when I change my brake pads.||63.203.77.143||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000017||G-GSX Turbo||02-14-2004||04:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepergvr4:<br /><strong> anyone have a link for the best way to remove the balance shafts? or easiest way. there are so many differt styles of removal. what did  you do? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If it is a rebuild I remove the front side bearing and have new ones installed and turned to blck the oil passages in the journals. I then cut both shafts off and weld the oil feed hole on the oil pump driven shaft and grind the weld smooth. You end up with two stubs about 1" long sticking off the front cover housing.<br /><br />If I am removing it and the engine is not being rebuilt I leave the front side shaft alone and just don't put the belt on it. I do the same to the oil pump driven one the same as above.<br /><br />Balance shafts are just because people buying these want v-8 smoothness in a four cylinder. ALl stock rotating assemblys I have had balanced were only out a few grams from the lightest rod/piston to the heaviest. Now, if the rods have been modified for 2G pistons I have seen as much as 12grams difference between heaviest to lightest. Something that would potentialy be catastrophic at 7000+RPM.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000018||mikeyoung00||02-16-2004||10:35 AM||||Another balance shaft bearing failure here...and about 1k miles after a rebuild by the previous owner. When I did MY rebuild (bs bearing took out tb as it usually does) I had the balance shafts removed. Very little second order vibration. Not really noticable. I sleep better at night.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000019||AWDnot2||02-16-2004||12:19 PM||||Hell yeah, those poly mounts aren't bad in the summer, but when the temps start to drop, they about rattle your teeth loose. And that was w/ the b shafts. I wonder what it would be like if you drilled a few small holes in the poly mounts?||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000020||Mitsuturbo||02-16-2004||01:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepergvr4:<br /><strong> anyone have a link for the best way to remove the balance shafts? or easiest way. there are so many differt styles of removal. what did  you do? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If it is a rebuild I remove the front side bearing and have new ones installed and turned to blck the oil passages in the journals. I then cut both shafts off and weld the oil feed hole on the oil pump driven shaft and grind the weld smooth. You end up with two stubs about 1" long sticking off the front cover housing.<br /><br />If I am removing it and the engine is not being rebuilt I leave the front side shaft alone and just don't put the belt on it. I do the same to the oil pump driven one the same as above.<br /><br />Balance shafts are just because people buying these want v-8 smoothness in a four cylinder. ALl stock rotating assemblys I have had balanced were only out a few grams from the lightest rod/piston to the heaviest. Now, if the rods have been modified for 2G pistons I have seen as much as 12grams difference between heaviest to lightest. Something that would potentialy be catastrophic at 7000+RPM. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WOW! I could have not said this better myself.  Very well put!  Having worked in a machineshop myself, i know exactly what you're talking about.<br /><br />Everything you just said is 100% correct.  Awesome!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000021||Mitsuturbo||02-16-2004||01:50 PM||||oh.. take a look at the 420A engine.. or the ford zetec.. or the ford 2.3L turbo<br />they do not have balance shafts<br /><br />my opinion of balance shafts is that they just help sell the car.. when someone test drives it new, they're thinking "Wow, this thing is SMOOTHE!" and have a better first impression.<br /><br />balance shafts help get the cars off the lot, that's why "I" think they used them in the first place.. they are NOT necessary||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000022||geoff@machv||02-16-2004||03:03 PM||||I've seen this debate time and time again.  <br />once again, you DON'T need balance shafts, and NO you won't damage/destroy the motor when they are removed.<br /><br />If someone is hell bent on thinking that you need them, then have your entire rotating assembly <br />balanced.  <br /><br /><br />Also, if anyone knows ANYONE who's motor was destroyed as a result of excessive vibrations, I'd love to hear it now.  <br /><br />If not... then what you heard from others is URBAN LEGAND.  <br />*************************************************<br /><br />From vfaq.com<br /><br />So why do it?<br /><br />Simply put, reliability. The balance shafts are only there for your butt, not the engine. They are there to cancel out vibrations at idle and around 3-4K that would be annoying to the average driver that just owns a car for transportation, and wants the drive to be as smooth as possible. For the enthusiast, though, the slightly increased vibration from removing the shafts can easily be tolerated (right after doing this mod, you may think the vibration is much worse, but the vast majority of people barely notice it after a couple of days). The balance shaft system adds more complexity to the engine. Most importantly, if the front balance shaft belt breaks, it can tangle itself in the timing belt, leading to a trashed engine. Too many dealerships replace the timing belt and leave the old balance shaft belt in place if it looks OK. If you have a shop of any type replace your timing belt, MAKE THEM REPLACE THE BALANCE SHAFT BELT ALSO, no matter how new it is!. I know someone who had a balance shaft belt fail after roughly 30K miles, he got lucky and caught it before it tore up the timing belt and trashed his engine.<br /><br />There is no reliability decrease from removing the shafts as long as the job is done properly. Reliability should actually increase, and the engine should rev slightly easier, as there is less reciprocating weight for the crank to accelerate/decelerate (roughly 5-7 lbs for both shafts). The only real drawback is that the engine will vibrate a bit more at idle and about 3-4K rpm (some people have reported it vibrating harder at 6K and up, but I haven't seen that on my 3 cars). You do NOT have to have your entire shortblock balanced to do this job. It will smooth out the engine a bit, but it isn't absolutely necessary. I balanced the engine on one of my cars, not the other 2, and they don't vibrate that much more than the balanced engine. However, if you are doing a complete rebuild on your engine, balancing it wouldn't hurt. 4G63s are usually very well balanced from the factory, so very little needs to be done to have them fully balanced.<br /><br />Removing the balance shafts also makes future timing belt replacements a lot easier - I can replace a timing belt and all pulleys, etc, on my car in less than an hour (of course, I have removed the power steering and AC, that cuts down on the time a lot).<br /><br /><br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />Parts Required: <br /><br />Turbo drain tube gasket <br />Oilpump cover gasket <br />Oil filter bracket gasket <br />Balance Shaft Eliminator Parts (listed at top of VFAQ next to picture) <br />Timing belt and associated parts (if planning to do timing belt at the same time) <br />1 tube "Ultra Gray" RTV silicone <br />Oil and filter <br />2 or more cans of good brake parts cleaner <br />Tube of Loctite medium strength(blue) thread locker <br />Tube of Loctite high strength (red) thread locker<br /><br />Bearing grease (or Vaseline, white grease, or moly lube) <br />It is recommended that you go ahead and replace the front crankshaft and oil pump seals while you have it apart if the car is high mileage||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000023||AWDpower||02-17-2004||02:46 AM||||Who said you need balance shafts? I just said that balancing the engine was not a replacement for balance shafts, and vice versa. They are as different as apples and oranges.||67.125.226.241||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000024||Ash||02-17-2004||03:10 AM||||Isn't Mistubishi the only manufacturer who uses balance shafts?  Doesn't it say something when no-one else has them?||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000025||agvr4||02-17-2004||05:05 AM||||Honda prelude v6,comodore vn buick v6 theres a few g,day ash.||203.219.104.14||reg||1||agvr4||00002560||yes
Z||000026||ConquestCat||02-17-2004||07:49 AM||||Consider this:  the 1.6 DOHC turbo mtr does not have balance shafts.  I may be incorrect on this one, but I don't think the 1.8 dohc jdm turbo motors have them either.  My b.s.'s are removed, and my engine is very smooth (I do have 2nd gen pistons w/ 1st gen rods and the motor had to be balanced) I've heard of a few cases that when the b.s. was removed from a 2.0, there was extra vibration, but I would bet that most of those probably needed new motor mounts or a tune up...||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000027||iceman69510||02-17-2004||09:55 AM||||Mitsu actually developed them.  Porsche licensed them for the 944.  The larger a 4 cylinder motor gets in displacement, the worse this shaking phenomenon gets.  The 944 was a 2.5, which is a large 4 cylinder.  <br /><br />Some that are upgrading to 2.4s may notice more of this also. Smaller motors like the 1.6 or 1.8s probably do not need them.  Most 2 liters did not have them in the old days, whenever they were.<br /><br />Other manufacturers use them, just not a widely advertised fact.  If you look for balance shaft eliminator kits, you can find them for other products as well as Mitsu.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000028||atc250r||02-17-2004||02:36 PM||||The reason the previous owner sold me my car was due to the balance shaft bearings having "spun" in their bores. The gas station that was trying to fix it was going nuts to figure it out, it took me less than 4 hours to diagnose and repair it (remove shafts). 200 miles later a rod let go, probably due to the loss of oil pressure when the bearings let go. When I put the fresh motor in I removed them again and unless I am up in the 5000-6500 rpm range I don't even notice it. I say take them out and save yourself the potential trouble.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000029||Mitsuturbo||02-17-2004||03:00 PM||||they initially help sell cars.. nothing more, IMO||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000030||G-GSX Turbo||02-17-2004||04:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>WOW! I could have not said this better myself.  Very well put!  Having worked in a machineshop myself, i know exactly what you're talking about.<br /><br />Everything you just said is 100% correct.  Awesome! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thank you!! I try....||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000031||gvr4ever||02-18-2004||01:29 PM||||Are the later 92.5 and above 4g63s as balanced as our engine?  I knew someone who had a 93 TEL who removed the balance shafts and I rode in the car.  I didn't like it at all.  The vibrations were very strong and the engine did self destruct in a few months.  The engine had under 100K miles.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum2/004679.cgi
A||||2||Cybernerd2||Logger||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||02-11-2004||04:03 AM||||Hi all,<br /><br />I have the Palm Vx handheld and the HotSync cable ordered from PocketLogger website (but without the PocketLogger software).<br /><br />Can I install other logger software for my JDM GVR4 with this HotSync cable? Is it compatible?||203.193.30.11||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-11-2004||04:55 AM||||Yes.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||yiutsang||02-11-2004||08:45 AM||||But you need to have a USDM ECU / single PCB ECU for your logging software to work with (I own a JDM VR4, and still looking for a ECU for the same task).  Those JDM ones won't work with datalogger<br /><br />Good luck<br /><br />Yiuwa||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004680.cgi
A||||6||chhuong||Solenoids??||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||02-11-2004||10:51 AM||chhuong@comcast.net||Did a search and found nothing!!<br /><br />Where is fps (fuel purge solenoid) and bcs ( boost control solenoid) located in the engine bay??  Also if someone has a pic that would be great!!||64.3.20.98||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||mistaVR4||02-11-2004||11:09 AM||||<a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/</a><br /><br />AND YET AGAIN  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000002||mistaVR4||02-11-2004||11:14 AM||||The first will show you how to remove modify your emission ctrl's.............this one give's you pics of those little things under your hood! it's for a 1G DSM but close enough to give you an idea.<br /> <a href="http://members.shaw.ca/dsm.1000q/Engineprimer/" target="_blank">http://members.shaw.ca/dsm.1000q/Engineprimer/</a> <br /><br />enjoy!||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-11-2004||12:02 PM||||Perhaps you should look at that really cute diagram under the hood.  That might help a bit.  :smirk:||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||mistaVR4||02-11-2004||02:33 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000005||chhuong||02-11-2004||03:34 PM||||well i'm looking to hook up my cyclone intake ken inn's way, and needed to know where these hook are so i can hook them up.  Also the diagram under my hood is faded and can't read it anymore.<br /><br /><br />thanks misatvr4 for those links those should help!!||64.3.20.98||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000006||mistaVR4||02-11-2004||04:02 PM||||No Prob!||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes



ubb/Forum2/004681.cgi
A||||6||TAMBLERAMBLE||trans question||||1||||Tambleramble||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-11-2004||12:59 PM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||Will the trans out of a 90 gsx all wheel drive work in a vr4 if the output shaft had the same amount of splines?||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||02-11-2004||01:49 PM||||Yes, with two caveats - 1. as you mentioned you need the same output spline count and 2. the 90 trans either needs the 91 shift linkage bumpstops altered since the 90 uses a shorter lever [i.e. throw] on the tranny or 91 shifter levers need to be installed on the 90 trans. Otherwise it will work fine.<br /><br />Does that make any sense? My brain is a little fuzzy today...||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-11-2004||02:39 PM||||I have the vin# can I find out how many splines the output shaft has?||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000003||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-11-2004||02:43 PM||||the part # for the output shaft is MD742530 if that helps. Thanks for any help. I am trying to get one of these girls back on the road again.||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000004||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-11-2004||03:54 PM||||HELP PLEASE they are an endangered species.||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000005||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-12-2004||11:00 AM||||transfer case is a 21 spline. Are all vr4's 91-92 geared the same? The output shaft on the tranny has 28 splines. Does anyone have a used trans for sle or know of one anywhere that will match up or if the gsx or tsi have the same spline count? Thanks, Brian||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||03:28 PM||||Read the VFAQ.  Do a search.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004682.cgi
A||||14||forgottenvr4||ABS. motor noise||||1||||forgottenvr4||00002619
Z||000000||forgottenvr4||02-11-2004||01:37 PM||aaronshort@comcast.net||So, I just get done reading about how someone's abs isn't workin' and think to myself...."poor shmuck." When I get home, as I'm pulling into the garage, my abs light comes on. I turn the car off and remove the keys, I hear the abs still running........F**k!!!!!!<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br />I went ahead and unplugged the power supply in the front driver's side corner right above the abs motor. What are the chances that really all it needs is an abs. relay and not the entire abs. motor? I know that the relays fuse and melt causing a constant connection. I've been told that this is due to increased amperage being run through the relay due to a failing motor......<br /><br />guys, let me know your thoughts/options. I really don't want to have to replace the abs motor, but it would be nice to have my abs again.<br /><br />Aaron||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000001||sleepyvr4||02-11-2004||02:06 PM||||I was that "poor shmuck" you were talking about.  My abs made the same grinding sound when it was 5 degrees outside, and it went away after it warmed up.  My abs light never came on though.  From what I gathered on all the dsm forums you gotta get the manual cd and find out the code the abs computer is throwing and that'll tell you.  If you can get the relays/fuses cheap go for it. I'd start simple and go from there.  Good luck shmuck.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   j/k||205.149.71.8||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000002||forgottenvr4||02-11-2004||02:09 PM||||serves me right for the shmuck thought.......<br /><br /><br />although it does seem a little severe......<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000003||fastgvr4||02-11-2004||02:20 PM||||Had the same problem last year.  Try to replace the abs motor relay located below the coolant reservior.||199.43.32.22||reg||1||fastgvr4||00001934||yes
Z||000004||sleepyvr4||02-11-2004||02:20 PM||||I don't think so.  When it comes to dsm's in general, you always get a hint of glee when other people are having problems, as you more than likely have been through the same ones.  Oh well, I'm sure I'll have rod-bearing failure for posting this one.  Yeeeeehaaaa!||205.149.71.8||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000005||forgottenvr4||02-11-2004||02:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepyvr4:<br /><strong> I don't think so.  When it comes to dsm's in general, you always get a hint of glee when other people are having problems, as you more than likely have been through the same ones.  Oh well, I'm sure I'll have rod-bearing failure for posting this one.  Yeeeeehaaaa! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">F****r!!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000006||forgottenvr4||02-11-2004||02:35 PM||||How much is involved in replacing the relay?<br /><br />And what's the possibility that it may be only a temporary fix?<br /><br />I could measure the amperage the abs. motor is pulling......<br /><br />Aaron||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||02-11-2004||03:47 PM||||"Tis The Season" about a week ago mine came on too...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   its acting like a little bitch, it'll kick on all the time, i feel its a definite safty hazard as it wont let me slam on the brakes if neccesary, it'll keep the pedal at the top.||68.74.205.246||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||mistaVR4||02-11-2004||05:05 PM||||mine does it sometimes to, when it does I just unhook the battery and it resets and goes away,  I only get it when I brake really hard, it doesn't come back very often, so for now I can deal with just unhooking the BAT once in a while, if it's starts happening all the time I'm ripping that stupid shit outta there for good  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||02-11-2004||10:22 PM||||Pull the fuse, don't bother fixing it.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||01:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by forgottenvr4:<br /><strong>  it would be nice to have my abs again.<br /><br />Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WHY??    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    No, I am honestly wondering why you would want the ABS.  Has it ever worked properly for you?  I consider it a liability, and can't wait to get rid of it.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||forgottenvr4||02-12-2004||11:38 PM||||Good point. I guess I can't really every remember a time when ABS saved my ass, or allowed me to steer in a direction I couldn't get the car to go in without a little throttle steering.............F**k it, i'm pluggin back in the power supply and pulling the fuse.......<br /><br />Thanks for helping me see the light......<br /><br />Aaron||66.41.112.73||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||11:51 PM||||My pleasure.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||forgottenvr4||02-13-2004||12:01 AM||||Just out of curiosity partially, mostly cause I'm too lazy to go out to the garage right now, but if I pull the fuse and the abs motor power supply is plugged in, will the abs light still be on..........cause that's really what bugs me.<br /><br />Aaron<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||66.41.112.73||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||02-13-2004||12:17 AM||||Eh... good question.  I dunno.  Probably, as I've heard of others pulling their gauges off to remove the ABS bulb.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004683.cgi
A||||12||forgottenvr4||Recom. Radiator Replacement||||1||||forgottenvr4||00002619
Z||000000||forgottenvr4||02-11-2004||01:39 PM||aaronshort@comcast.net||I noticed a crack on my radiator at my upper hose connection the other day. I still have the original radiator. Any reccom. for replacement, keeping in mind that I will be installing a new i/c system in the near future.....<br /><br />thanks guys,<br /><br />Aaron<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000001||russya||02-11-2004||01:55 PM||||Pretty much is eithr a C&R or Griffin if you want a nice all aluminum unit, but they're pricey. Or you can get the all brass one from Radiatorbarn.com for just over $100. I just got one and it bolted right up and I'm happy not to have crappy plastic end tanks anymore.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000002||sleepyvr4||02-11-2004||02:00 PM||||I have that same crack.  Only it has progressed into 3...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   They sort of ooze a little bit of coolant, not really leak.  My coolant level is always the same.  Pisses me off though.  Are 1g TEL rads direct fit?||205.149.71.8||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000003||Scott Y||02-11-2004||02:02 PM||||I've got a radiator barn unit. It bolted right up, no issues except for one:<br />2 months after installation, I can still smell the black paint burning off of it when the car's been driven for a while. I consider it a pretty minor issue.<br /><br />-scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||02-11-2004||02:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepyvr4:<br /><strong> I have that same crack.  Only it has progressed into 3...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    They sort of ooze a little bit of coolant, not really leak.  My coolant level is always the same.  Pisses me off though.  Are 1g TEL rads direct fit? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">TEL's have the radiatior cap on the thermostat housing not the raditor like ours.||65.177.233.92||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||sleepyvr4||02-11-2004||02:17 PM||||that's right...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||205.149.71.8||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000006||drew||02-11-2004||02:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepyvr4:<br /><strong> I have that same crack.  Only it has progressed into 3...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />     They sort of ooze a little bit of coolant, not really leak.  My coolant level is always the same.  Pisses me off though.  Are 1g TEL rads direct fit? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">TEL's have the radiatior cap on the thermostat housing not the raditor like ours. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Also, TEL Rads are shorter. You'll need to modify the mounts to get it to fit||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||forgottenvr4||02-12-2004||11:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">TEL's have the radiatior cap on the thermostat housing not the raditor like ours. [/qb][/QUOTE]Also, TEL Rads are shorter. You'll need to modify the mounts to get it to fit [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Hence the member #140 and the 5 stars.......<br /><br />All I want is 5 stars........really....can someone get me 5 stars as a belated X-mas gift?||66.41.112.73||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000008||skivittlerjimb||02-13-2004||11:43 AM||||Pretty happy with my crappy-plastic-end-tanks Koyo model from Radiators.com.  Installed with zero problems over a year ago, came with a decent warranty, and about $110 shipped as I remember.<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||02-13-2004||12:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by forgottenvr4:<br /><strong>All I want is 5 stars........really....can someone get me 5 stars as a belated X-mas gift? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, learn how to quote right first.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||forgottenvr4||02-13-2004||12:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> No, learn how to quote right first.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes wise Jedi master...........||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000011||3literpwr||02-13-2004||02:42 PM||||The all copper unit from rad. barn Works great!<br />My rally car didnt get over 195 while on stage 2 weeks ago.....Besides copper is a better heat exchanger than aluminum.....||204.80.222.12||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000012||forgottenvr4||02-13-2004||03:12 PM||||What about corrosion issues with the copper vs. aluminum or brass? How do they differ?<br /><br />Aaron<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes



ubb/Forum2/004684.cgi
A||||2||madgvr4||shep trany or new one||||1||||madgvr4||00002369
Z||000000||madgvr4||02-11-2004||07:49 PM||madracing@coastalnet.com||I'm in the need of a new trany can't figure out which way to go and thought I would run it by the group to see what we come up with. The car has a stock motor 2g ported manifold and o2, 3inch exhaust, big 16g turbo, starion front mount, fuel to go along with it, and a 2600 clutch. Trying to figure out if I need to go with a rebuilt trany from shepered or I can get a whole jdmswap for 1300 since the motor has 130000 miles on it. I go to the drag strip about twice a month in the summer and I do drive kinda hard. Which way would you go. If it is with sheperd what mods done to the trany. Thanks||207.69.13.83||reg||1||madgvr4||00002369||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-11-2004||10:18 PM||||Both, then you don't have any down time.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||02-12-2004||12:39 AM||||Might buy the JDM tranny/engine combo and send one of your trannies to shep.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004685.cgi
A||||2||RTS182G-VR4||better ic without new pipes?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||02-11-2004||08:39 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||how much will an intercooler (say a starion or jdm) do if i dont change pipes right away? will using stock pipes defeat the purpose of a better intercooler?  just really low on cash and dont want to blow up the engine i just built.... thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||02-11-2004||08:50 PM||||ill sell you my starion if this other guy doesnt want it.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||01:14 AM||||I bet the only major difference between the two when using stock pipes is that it will take the Starion a lot longer to get heatsoaked.  So, I doubt you'll really notice any performance gains, but the car will be a lot more consistent.  I've never used a Starion; I'm just theorizing.  And if you didn't blow up your motor using the stock fmic (or did you??  'fess up, now), then you certainly won't blow up the new one, all things being equal.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004686.cgi
A||||6||DuckButterRacing GVR4||18 inch wheels on a GVR4?||||1||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-11-2004||09:15 PM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||I was wondering if 18s will fit correctly on a GVR4? any turning problems ect? Anyone have a pic with 18s on? <br /><br />Thanks||12.34.246.35||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||jayru||02-11-2004||09:35 PM||||I have 18's on #1571. and in my opinion they look too big for the car. I will be stepping down to 17's when i get my new rims. No problems otherwise though.<br /><br />Do a search under AMG and you'll find some pics of the car.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||02-11-2004||09:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> I have 18's on #1571. and in my opinion they look too big for the car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it depends on the design of the wheel. The Racing Hart C5's are a big "looking" wheel while my Centerline RPM's are smaller looking for 18's. A lot of people that see my car in person ask if they are 17's.<br /><br />About the original question......18's fit fine.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||02-11-2004||09:52 PM||||I've run 18x8 Team Dynamic Motorsports w/o a problem.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-11-2004||10:16 PM||||Apparently you didn't see the second post in this forum... it has an exclamation point next to it. <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004537" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004537</a>||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||VR4coop||02-11-2004||11:29 PM||||These are velox 18x7.5 with 225/45/18 tires, No problems at all<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1854" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1854</a>||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000006||Jose||02-11-2004||11:49 PM||||18s fit without any problems. Before I sold the Galant it had 18s on it for about 3 years. If I didnt sell the car it would had 19s on it this year. And yes 19s fit without a problem, tried on some 19s from a friends car one time.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum2/004687.cgi
A||||1||kazerak2||slave cylinder or clutch master cylinder?||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||02-12-2004||12:07 AM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i think either my slve cylinder or my clutch master cylinder is going out. today i stepped in my car and i put my foot on the clutch and it stuck to the floor, but once i pulled it back it didnt stick to the floor. instead it was kinda slower it felt like it took a lot longer to engage the clutch. my master cylinder isnt empty, well it was then i filled it up. but before i filled it up i dont think it came of the floor, now it does.  which do you think it is?||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||slowpokin699||02-12-2004||12:08 AM||||probably slave cylinder...  see if it's leaking.||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes



ubb/Forum2/004688.cgi
A||||6||bujang_hensem||intercooler water spray||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||02-12-2004||01:02 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||Hi guys, its it worth to built up intercooler water spray from old unused wiper bottle + water pump, connect it with wiper water spray and spray it to the intercooler when needed by a manual switch. How good it is? I think with cost only lest than $20.00 or maybe free||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||01:04 AM||||Well, certainly wouldn't hurt.  Water injection is even better than water spraying, and a proper IC even better than that, but it all depends upon available funds.  I would bet that it would help the stock IC quite a bit, as it tends to heat soak rather readily.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||bujang_hensem||02-12-2004||04:21 AM||||Well i'm using the JDM 200hp intercooler with cyclone engine now...so far the ic working very well but i just think to increase it efficiency to max when on the hot day or traffic jam. I don't want to spend on bigger IC because it will increase lag for daily driver..||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||05:04 AM||||Horse poopy.  Besides, you want lag on a daily driver... it gives you better gas mileage.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />If you really wanna increase the efficiency of what you've already got, for very little money, then I suggest getting some cheap semi-flexible plastic and build airducts for your fmic.  That way you can force the air already hitting the front of your car to go through the core, and not just around it.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||marvinmadman123||02-12-2004||05:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Horse poopy.  Besides, you want lag on a daily driver... it gives you better gas mileage.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">good advice    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   My 14b spools up around 4k   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   I get great gas mileage   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000005||bujang_hensem||02-12-2004||09:49 PM||||quote:<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br />Horse poopy. Besides, you want lag on a daily driver... it gives you better gas mileage.  <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />good advice  My 14b spools up around 4k  I get great gas mileage <br /><br /><br />are this true? wow have to try it...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.82.67.204||reg||6||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||02-13-2004||12:40 AM||||Here's a test.  Just go fill up the tank, reset the tripmeter, and disconnect the wastegate.  Voila, you now spool at, um, never.  Now go drive around for half of a tank, probably cursing the day you ever listened to me the whole time, and then go fill up and calculate the mileage.  Then go figure out how much you'd save each on gas each year with no boost.  A lot.  Then get depressed at how much it costs to have turbo levels of fun.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004689.cgi
A||||12||slvrblt||Dash Noise||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||02-12-2004||01:05 AM||||There is a winding/rubbing noise coming from my dash behind the guage cluster. It only does it when Im driving. Its not the tach. I think it might be the speedo or its cable. <br /><br />Anyone else ever have a problem like this ? What'd it end up being ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||01:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I think it might be the speedo or its cable.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||02-12-2004||01:14 AM||||well....<br /><br /><br />ok, maybe it is, but I would appreciate some insight as to what it actually is. I have never been behind this dash, so I really dont know a whole lot about it. Has this happened to anyone else ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||02-12-2004||02:48 AM||||if the dash noise is a high-pitched squeeling sound that sounds like metal spinning on metal then i have the same problem. im 99% sure its the speedometer cable. my mechanic disconnected the speedo cable from the engine bay (dunno how he did it, he just reached down and did something near the firewall) and the noise was gone when we drove it again, hooked the cable back up and the noise returned. i have a new speedo cable sitting in my trunk but the thing is like 3 feet long and doesnt look like it would fit behind the dash, and if it does its not going to be fun putting in, ive had it for like 4 months now but its currently 1 degree outside and i would have to do my work in a school parking lot so F that idea. im hoping i just bought a new HKS S-AFR so when i go to tune that over spring break ill prolly put the cable in then as well. but if it sounds the same, thats my guess. you can disconnect the speedo cable if you want, you wont be able to see how fast your going but the noise will go away and youll learn that at 3600RPMs in 5th gear your going 75 miles an hour  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||16GVR4||02-12-2004||02:59 AM||||Interesting.. I have some noise coming from behind the dash as well..<br />Let me try disconnecting the speedometer cable.<br /><br />They're very very easy to remove from the tranny.<br />You don't even need a wrench. You can just turn it by hand.||64.171.254.202||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||02-12-2004||03:10 AM||||same here luke.||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||Notorius||02-12-2004||04:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Luke:<br /><strong> Interesting.. I have some noise coming from behind the dash as well..<br />Let me try disconnecting the speedometer cable.<br /><br />They're very very easy to remove from the tranny.<br />You don't even need a wrench. You can just turn it by hand. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">see, he did it by hand from the engine bay so its obviously not that hard to do that way, but im wondering how i would run it from the tranny up into wherever it goes behind the dash...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000007||cevic||02-12-2004||09:49 PM||||I do have noise come behind the dash at the driver side. It does sound like metal spinning on metal. However, it only happen at cold weather and when the speed is over 40mph. It will eventurally disappear after driving for about 3 mins. Is this the same noise you guys talking about?||129.237.117.119||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||02-12-2004||10:43 PM||||Classic speedo cable.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||sjg||02-12-2004||10:51 PM||||The actual cable part should just pull out of the housing, you should be able to change it w/o getting under the dash, in theory.  Just unplug from trans, pull the cable out, and slide the new one in.  Be sure to use some grease.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||02-12-2004||11:19 PM||||I removed mine from the car and tried pumping some greese into the housing and it did not help. And you can't remove the inner cable from the housing. Or at least I couldn't. From either end. YMMV.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||forgottenvr4||02-12-2004||11:45 PM||||Wow, something I know about......I've done it.<br /><br />you have to replace it, the whole cable assembly. It's not like a brake or shifter cable on a bicycle. It's unique. Only way to take care of the noise........the noise is more noticeable for alot of people when it is cold because the original lubricant has started to evaporate/break down/harden, take your pick.....after warming up, it gets softer and lubricates better.......<br /><br />Aaron||66.41.112.73||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000012||slvrblt||02-13-2004||01:17 AM||||2 more questions:<br /><br />Where (PN ?) can I get it ?<br />Whats involved in changing it ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004690.cgi
A||||9||bujang_hensem||XS Engineering IHI &quot;16G Killer&quot; Info||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||02-12-2004||04:32 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||anybody are using this turbo? how good this turbo are compare with 16G and how many HP it can produce? Roadrace also comment that "IHI compressor wheel is taller (tip height). Makes for higher efficiency." so that mean this turbo boost can be up more than 19psi are this true?<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/killa.htm" target="_blank">Killa page impression at roadrace</a>||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||02-12-2004||08:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> We do not sell the "Killer" (has not killed any 16Gs we have installed).   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pretty much sums it up, from what I've heard.  Mostly used on 2G's it sounds like a waste of money.  I'm hearing a lot of people say around 280 with the killer.  Just get a Big 16G.<br /><br /><br />  <a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=34331" target="_blank">Link 1</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=5207&highlight=16g+killer" target="_blank">Link 2</a>||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||02-12-2004||02:53 PM||||That turbo is a fekking waste of your time and money.  You can see higher HP numbers using a big 16G.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||talontsi||02-12-2004||09:21 PM||||Get a any 16g and it will kill the "kill r"<br />Plus I read somewhere that these cost a lot ot rebuild.||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000004||GrocMax||02-13-2004||04:43 AM||||The EVO III "16G" works really well. Or any TD05H using that special little modern comp wheel. Easy 350 WHP on pump gas.||209.151.113.176||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||02-13-2004||05:01 AM||||Dont know about this turbo but IHI's arn't known for high reliability.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||drew||02-13-2004||02:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Dont know about this turbo but IHI's arn't known for high reliability. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">MR2s and other Toyotas run IHI turbos don't they?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||02-13-2004||02:52 PM||||Subaru's run IHIs, and yes, they are known to fail.  Subaru drivers are also known to drive their cars hard (at least all the ones I know) and most don't allow time for the car to cool down.  One of my friends would even shut his car off while driving around at 3k rpm and then just coast into a parking spot.  Asshole.<br /><br />Anyway, IHIs also have ball bearings, and have for quite some time, well before they became popular.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||02-13-2004||03:23 PM||||Why do you think Supras ditch thier turbos and go single or twin? Not only do the IHI turbos fail, but they wont sell you the parts to rebuild them.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000009||gixxer||02-13-2004||06:48 PM||||toyota makes their own turbos. Ct-26s, ct-20bs, etc.||129.219.23.238||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes



ubb/Forum2/004691.cgi
A||||5||logick||too many vacuum lines ... ||||1||||logick||00000897
Z||000000||logick||02-12-2004||09:55 AM||markdegroot@nsatel.net||While I was cleaning my filter I dropped my flashlight (heavy thing) and I busted a small 'sensor' in front of the charcoal canister.<br /><br />There are 2 of these on the same string of T'd vacuum lines before shooting to the cc and the other end going under the intake (to the intake somewhere im sure) . What are these things for ? and ... more important I guess .... do i need m ? (ecu is chipped if that matters).<br /><br />Thanks||208.38.84.89||reg||1||logick||00000897||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-12-2004||10:03 AM||||<a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a><br /><br /><br />That should help.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||logick||02-12-2004||12:18 PM||||that helped indeed! thanks, all I need now is a blockoff plate .. <br /><br />Would I be correct to assume that as an added bonus  I dont have to adjust the MBC anymore as temperature changes ?||208.38.84.89||reg||1||logick||00000897||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||03:26 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    Why?  Do you have an electronic mbc with a thermistor so that it can self-adjust on the temperature?  Or a temp. triggered solenoid to intercept the boost signal?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||logick||02-12-2004||05:16 PM||||No i dont, i just figured that instead of having the presure reference coming from my turbo outlet b4 the intercooler & upper ic hose it now comes from the actual manifold pressure.<br /><br />I guess im missing something   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||208.38.84.89||reg||1||logick||00000897||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||02-12-2004||05:55 PM||||The factory did it right. I use a boost source as close to the turbo as possible for the best boost control. Leave your MBC hose connected to the turbo outlet tube nipple. Mount the MBC behind the radiator and its temperature will stay pretty constant, hence same boost.<br /><br />Some people disagree with this though...<br /><br />Oh yeah, to prevent this happening again, get a lighter flashlight: <br /><br /><a href="http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/ubbthreads.php" target="_blank">http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/ubbthreads.php</a><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/004692.cgi
A||||24||3literpwr||Peoples impression of HKS 264s w/big 16||||1||||Larry Parker||00003547
Z||000000||3literpwr||02-12-2004||03:13 PM||porsche944s2racer@yahoo.com||Guys im thinking about gettin a set of 264's for my 92 talon rally car... I have not been able to find anyone on those "dsm" boards that no anything about the cams..... I cant rev my motor past 6500 due to the turbo restrictor required by the SCCA so low end is my main concern.....<br /><br />I wanna build all the torque I can down low.... I should have built a 2.3.........<br /><br />Thanks<br />Larry Parker<br />#622 scca club rally||204.80.222.12||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||03:23 PM||||If  you want low end torque, then don't get those cams.  Those cams are basically designed to pick up where the stock cams left off, which is on the top end.  If you want torque and response, I'd suggest spending your money on a set of adjustable cam gears instead.  You can pick up a lot of response with a set of properly degreed cams.  This is at the sacrifice of upper end breathing of course, but it sounds as if this isn't a priority for you anyway.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||02-12-2004||03:24 PM||||wait, I don't get it, how does the turbo restrictor prevent you from revving past 6500RPM?<br /><br />I helpded build an Open class GSX (#777, S. Leonard) and it was making decent power over 6500 with the restrictor in place.  <br /><br />On the 264 cams note, I think you'll be fine, since those add a significant amount of midrange power.  AMS did some excellent cam tests that show the merits of the 264's, at least with a 16G turbo.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||02-12-2004||03:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> If  you want low end torque, then don't get those cams.  Those cams are basically designed to pick up where the stock cams left off, which is on the top end.  If you want torque and response, I'd suggest spending your money on a set of adjustable cam gears instead.  You can pick up a lot of response with a set of properly degreed cams.  This is at the sacrifice of upper end breathing of course, but it sounds as if this isn't a priority for you anyway. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uhh, properly degreed cams don't necessarily sacrifice top end.  It's all about getting your valve events in perfect time, accounting for decked heads/blocks, headgasket thickness, etc.  <br /><br />Also, have you ever driven a car with 264's?  AMS reported improved throttle response off-boost, which is undoubtedly good for a rally car.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||02-12-2004||03:30 PM||||Here's the AMS cam test:<br /> <a href="http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a><br />See that big torque bump at 4000 with the 264 cams:<br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/Stock%20VS%20HKS%20264%20264.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/Stock%20VS%20HKS%20264%20264.JPG</a> <br /><br />Dale Forrester tells me that his dyno tests of the stock intake manifold show that it's a waste to shift after 6500 rpm. HP/torque drop off before that even with hotter cams. That's why he sells a $550 intake manifold.<br /><br />If you fine tune the 264/16G combo and have a 3" free-flowing exhaust, you should be happy (until something breaks in the driveline.)||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||02-12-2004||03:36 PM||||Hey Larry,<br /><br />Check out this article. <a href="http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a><br /><br />AMS did a test with alot of common cams. The test car was equiped with a ported big 16g, blah blah blah. It made 309hp with stock cams. <br /><br />Ok here is the graph.   <img src="http://www.automotosports.com/Stock%20VS%20HKS%20264%20264.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />As you can see, the HKS 264/264 combo made alot more torque and hp at lower rpms. They also mentioned that the car peformed better when off boost with the hks 264/264.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-12-2004||03:41 PM||||from personal experience, the 264's will NOT improve low end, or even stay the same.  YOU WILL LOSE SOME LOW END.  i just took these out because i didnt like the loss of low end, and the lumpy idle.  perhaps with adjustable cam gears, or more playing around, you can get them to idle or whatever.  i didnt care for them.  low end response is MUCH better with the stock cams.<br />  i also saw the chart/read the article, that's what prompted me to get those cams.  after i installed them, drove the car for a bit, then went to memphis, about 450 miles each way.  when i got back, i took them out and put the stockers back in.  for me, the stock cams are much nicer.||64.240.175.95||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||02-12-2004||03:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> from personal experience, the 264's will NOT improve low end, or even stay the same.  YOU WILL LOSE SOME LOW END.  i just took these out because i didnt like the loss of low end, and the lumpy idle.  perhaps with adjustable cam gears, or more playing around, you can get them to idle or whatever.  i didnt care for them.  low end response is MUCH better with the stock cams. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken, low end for Larry is 3000-4000. From the graph, it appears to make much more torque and hp at that range. Maybe you can be more specific with what you mean by low end.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||02-12-2004||04:04 PM||||i know, i saw the graph before i got the cams.  here's my impressions.  if you floor it wot, then maybe when it gets to 4k rpm there is more power.  i got full boost by then, so it's hard to tell.  off boost, there is definetly a loss, but to me more important is the motor runs rough at idle, and just off idle.  most of the time, i shift at about 4k anyway.  us older people are not in as much a hurry as you young'uns.||64.240.175.95||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||RayH||02-12-2004||04:38 PM||||I think the graph is a little deceiving if you don't look closely.  The lines look close but since the curve is so steep at low rpms, there is a significant difference.  Looks like stock is better by at least 8hp and 10 ft-lbs @ 3k.  Might be even more below that.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000010||ConquestCat||02-12-2004||05:13 PM||||One thing I'd like to point out is SET-UP!  264's (and especially 272's) are going to respond better the bigger the turbo when comparing to the stock cams (and depending on the remainder of the SET-UP).  Those cams will actually help 20g equivelent and bigger spool up faster than the stock cams.  A 16g is not going to respond as well.  But even on the dyno runs that have been posted, the low end did not suffer with the bigger cams (below 3500rpm), but they did not improve either.  the mid-range (or powerband from when the turbo really starts pulling to where power stops dropping) improved significantly.  And a bigger turbo is needed if the goal is to rev higher; a 16g doesn't quite wind up as far i dont think>||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000011||bob in chicago||02-12-2004||05:20 PM||||Sounds like he's up against a SCCA mandated intake restrictor plate. Therefore,  I think a big 16G is about as big as he can feed air to with the plate.||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000012||3literpwr||02-12-2004||07:44 PM||||Thanks for the respose guys! much better then those other dsm forums!<br /><br />Howard didnt Scott have alot of problem with that car? head gaskets and such? Thats what he told me when i bought some parts from him......<br /><br />I can rev the motor over 6500 but the power starts to die off and I dont think its any use to rev higher.....  <br /><br />My current restrictor design flowed 490 cfm or air<br />at 14.7 psi on a local flow bench...... <br /><br />I think a 2.3 would have done the trick... I should have spent the extra 500.00 and built the bigger motor  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />I have talked to a guy in tennesee that wants to build cams specificly for a restricted motor but I need to get him a stock head and cams to study... Also I need to install a second boost gauge in my exhaust manifold to give him some readings.......<br /><br />here is the car 2 weeks ago at the sno drift pro <br />rally......  <img src="http://www.plaftaphoto.com/gallery/album29/IMG_2763" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.plaftaphoto.com/gallery/album31/IMG_2976" alt=" - " />||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000013||3literpwr||02-12-2004||07:45 PM||||<a href="http://www.plaftaphoto.com/gallery/album31/IMG_2976" target="_blank">http://www.plaftaphoto.com/gallery/album31/IMG_2976</a><br /><br />larry||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000014||talontsi||02-12-2004||09:18 PM||||When I had them in my 91 Talon with a 20g they where great cams. Mind you the car was setup for drag racing and had a cyclone dual runner intake.<br /><br />No lumpy idle and I had 20psi by 3500- 4000 rpm. (motor was a 2.0 with 95 pistons)<br /><br />I think with the right setup cams may help you. I never ran them with a 16g so I have no data to compare there.<br />Sounds like you could really use a 2.3 or 2.4||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000015||BlackHole||02-12-2004||09:23 PM||||Larry - quick trip O/T. What are you using for a hood vent in the pic link you posted? I've been thinking along those same lines...||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000016||curtis||02-12-2004||09:32 PM||||When I bought my galant someone had replaced the head from a N/A motor because when I rebuilt it there was a set of N/A cams in there.  I replaced the N/A cams with a set from a stock VR4 and noticed the car did lose bottom end and spool up.  You might want to try a set of them.  There cheap and you can find them at any junkyard.||65.54.97.153||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000017||3literpwr||02-12-2004||10:03 PM||||Blackhole,<br /><br />The hood vent is from a marine supply house... its a window trim ring.... it light and Super tough looking! and it only cost $8.00...... I got it rivited to the hood with some mesh behind it....Bad ass road warrior style!||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000018||3literpwr||02-12-2004||10:29 PM||||another pic of the hood vent <br /><br /><a href="http://www.onalimbracing.com/gallery2/view_photo.php?set_albumName=2004snodrift&id=IMG_2136" target="_blank">http://www.onalimbracing.com/gallery2/view_photo.php?set_albumName=2004snodrift&id=IMG_2136</a>||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000019||a_santos||02-12-2004||10:38 PM||||Larry,<br /><br />Your mudflaps look alot like mine. Weird.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2807" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2807&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000020||howard_GVR4||02-12-2004||10:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Larry Parker:<br />Howard didnt Scott have alot of problem with that car? head gaskets and such? Thats what he told me when i bought some parts from him......<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My stomach hurts just thinking about all the problems with that car, and how they could've been avoided with more planning and execution.  Scott is a super guy, and really like him, but man that car was set up all wrong.  It had a Haltech setup wrong (shop name omitted), the biggest boost leaks I'd ever seen, the rad fans were blowing towards the front, the trans rebuild was questionable, the timing belt was 2 teeth off, it had a POS turbo, and the cams were some wacked out regrinds that wouldn't idle worth a damn. <br /><br />I made some pointers and helped him get some of the stuff sorted out, TRE trans and sponsor, FP turbo (18G TD06) and sponsor, 4 bolt rear, 2-120 FMIC, boost leaks fixed, timing corrected, cams replaced with 264's, Forrester intake manifold, etc.  The last time I drove it, the car had definitely improved, but the setup never got perfected before he threw in the towel.  It did pull well up near redline though, even before the Forrester manifold.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />I can rev the motor over 6500 but the power starts to die off and I dont think its any use to rev higher.....  <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's probably the fault of the stock cams + intake manifold.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />My current restrictor design flowed 490 cfm or air at 14.7 psi on a local flow bench...... <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Scott had some ideas for a custom machined restrictor with a nice taper on the leading side, to reduce turbulence and keep velocity up.  Don't know if he actually got it made or not.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />I think a 2.3 would have done the trick... I should have spent the extra 500.00 and built the bigger motor   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I have talked to a guy in tennesee that wants to build cams specificly for a restricted motor but I need to get him a stock head and cams to study... Also I need to install a second boost gauge in my exhaust manifold to give him some readings.......<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wish you the best of luck with that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Scott's cams were also "custom made" by some "cam guru" and they were really terrible.  I'm not saying this experience is universal, just a caveat.  Can your cam builder make them from new billet blanks and avoid regrinding?||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000021||3literpwr||02-12-2004||10:59 PM||||He said they would be new cores.... I dont know if i need it really......<br /><br />With my current 8.3:1, ported and polished, balanced and bluprinted, evo3 this and that setup I get full boost (15-20 what ever I feel like)<br />at 3000 rpm....... maybe I sould just install a autotronics engine managment and turn the anti lag on......BANG BANG POP!!<br /><br />Ohh yeah A-santoes is a member of the PARKER RALLY SPORT team.... he dumped spme gear oil in the Xfer case while in service at sno*drift.....<br /><br />Abahy I choped open mikeys intake manifold today at the machine shop......||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000022||bob in chicago||02-12-2004||11:53 PM||||Larry, We are so happy that a RALLY Guy is interested in our opinions.<br />1. First, from the photo, I see you need $pon$or$.<br />2.  9.5 :1 compression will give more torque power in the 3,500 to 5,000 rev range. <br />3. You need $pon$or$.<br />4. Antilag ain't worth the $, if you don't tune what you've got to it's full potential.<br />5. Did I mention that you need $pon$or$?||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000023||i hate fall||02-13-2004||12:40 AM||||Is anti-lag also called a "mis-firing system"?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000024||3literpwr||02-13-2004||08:18 AM||||My original plan was to run a higher comp ratio, but after much thought I decided to go with a lower #..... I looked at the cost of race gas for a whole rally (about 30-40 gallons) and at 4.00-5.00 a gallon that adds up quick!! Also I did not plan to run a larger intercooler as I didnt want to cover the radiator at all....  I may get a upgraded side mount one day but as of right now I have run 20 psi on 94 pump gas and got almost 30 deg of advance and 0-3 count of knock on the data logger (thanks Jeff@keydiver) so I think its workin well and not heat soakin....<br /><br />Larry||204.80.222.12||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes



ubb/Forum2/004693.cgi
A||||7||TheJackalGT||JDM Headlight Wiring, Need a little direction.||||1||||TheJackalGT||00002398
Z||000000||TheJackalGT||02-12-2004||07:25 PM||||<a href="http://www.humanspeakers.com/audi/headlight-simple.htm" target="_blank">http://www.humanspeakers.com/audi/headlight-simple.htm</a><br /><br />Alright, So after lookin at that I get most everything except where to soldier  (sp?) or splice into the stock wires? Can i just use one side, like passenger side, splice into the stock harness wires?<br /><br />Im confused because the picture shows the relays suppling both sides, and well theres 4 wires that in my mind, need to be spliced... <br /><br />Can ya give me a little direction?<br /><br />thanks<br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-12-2004||09:35 PM||||How hardcore do you want to do it? Gonna run stock bulbs? You don't need a relay. Want to have the sun in front of your car? Run one relay for each bulb. Use 10 gauge wire. Get Bosch or Hella relays, 30 or 40 amp ones. Go overkill. Solder everything and use heat shrink tubing. You don't want your lights to go out when you are running triple digit speeds in the dark.<br />I suggest Hella bulbs. How about 100W H1s and 80/100W H4s. Try  <a href="http://www.rallylights.com" target="_blank">Rally Lights</a> This place will take good care of you.<br />For more relay info, read:  <a href="http://lighting.mbz.org/tech/relays/relays.html" target="_blank">Relay info</a> Very informative. <br />Need parts?  <a href="http://www.partsexpress.com" target="_blank">Parts Express</a> <br /><br />You made the right choice going with JDMs. I've got everything to wire mine up... everything except warmer weather. They will be bright as shit. I have a similar setup in my Scirocco... insane ammounts of brightness.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||02-12-2004||09:40 PM||||thank you.<br /><br />say i want to go with the "stock" wattage, what would that be, i just dont want to fry my harness..||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000003||mistaVR4||02-12-2004||10:43 PM||||Stock bulbs are 55w I think. it's either that or 50w, I bought my bulbs at napa for 15 bucks a piece. I just installed the JDM headlights also, I figured frying the harness would suck too so I went with stock wattage, since they are H1 lights and the glass is very clear, they are still super bright at night, I don't see the need for 100w bulbs in those headlights.<br /><br />They look really nice to, good choice   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000004||TheJackalGT||02-12-2004||10:57 PM||||hey did you have the grey one at mac? I was goin to try to talk to you about how you did it.. So ill just splice them in incase i ever have to go back to stock headlights and use 55w bulbs... thanks alot guys.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||02-12-2004||11:03 PM||||Stock are 55/60W. They will be bright because the stock system has one relay. But, based on how easy it is to relay the headlights and add super bright bulbs, I urge you to consider. <br />When I relay mine this spring, I'll be doing a write-up with pics... then might be the time to do it too. <br />For wiring the H4, use this handy info:<br />The TOP wire is for the LOW BEAM. The LEFT wire is for the HIGH BEAM. The right wire is for the GROUND. If you have the left and right wires reversed, it's not a big deal; you'll know because when you turn on the low beams, the high beams will glow dimly. <br />If your JDMs came with citylights, you can just use a voltage test and figure out which wire is which and tap into the parking lights. <br />GL.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||mistaVR4||02-13-2004||12:10 AM||||yup!  I don't think we met?? We'll have to plan another met since the wingman thing didn't quite go through!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Later<br /><br />p.s. are u on the CoDSM list??||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000007||TheJackalGT||02-13-2004||12:43 AM||||nope, well def have to talk, im awgoesdigital on aol.aim and thejackal003 on yahoo...||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
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A||||10||TomekP21||Whats the best setup||||1||||Turbo Tommy||00001902
Z||000000||TomekP21||02-12-2004||08:11 PM||TomekP21@aol.com||I have an evo 16g and im about to buy injectors but I want to know what will be the biggest ones I can use with this turbo for now. <br /><br />Also what do u guys think is a good fuel controller (safc II) and what maf should I get 2g maf or gm maft and if gm which one 3.5 or 3 inch. <br /><br />thanks tom||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Turbo Tommy||00001902||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||02-12-2004||08:15 PM||||well, i think you need to ask your self, when, not if your goin to go bigger (turbo)<br /><br />i would go with the safc and the maft setup, thats what i run, only as a regular maf, not blow through at the moment (pending intercooler piping). Also the translator is a fuel controller in it self also. You can lean it out across the board in 15-20% increments i think (injector setting) and also theres either rpm specific or throttle specific points also. <br /><br />Id say go with the 600 series (650cc,660cc,680cc) or 700 series(760cc,780cc) injectors||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||TomekP21||02-12-2004||08:30 PM||||Thanks and i most deffinetly will go with a bigger turbo just no quite yet. Thats why im asking whats the biggest i can go with this one.<br />Im thinking of the 780cc ones but im not sure that theyll idle well. Im asking about those injectors and  the maft because i want to send out my ecu to jeff.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Turbo Tommy||00001902||yes
Z||000003||TomekP21||02-12-2004||11:03 PM||||Does anyone else have any suggestions and can tell me what set up is the best<br />thanks tom||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Turbo Tommy||00001902||yes
Z||000004||Martin Tolentino||02-12-2004||11:56 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||02-13-2004||12:07 AM||||IMHO, expensive big turbos & injectors won't make their potential power unless you have the necessary mods to support them:  Front mount intercooler, 255ltr/hr fuel pump, cold-air intake with a K&N filter on a 2G mas, fuel control, 3" down pipe and 3"exhaust.  Those mods have been shown by Turbo magazine to produce 80+HP before a bigger turbo and injectors were added.<br />So, do them first, and then you'll get the HP you paid for when you add the turbo & injectors. Building on that platform, Turbo mag. got nearly 400hp at the wheels with cams. 550cc injectors and a 16G turbo. Then, do you have a clutch that will handle this??||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||02-13-2004||12:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo Tommy:<br /><strong> Does anyone else have any suggestions and can tell me what set up is the best<br />thanks tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just like Smokey says, the solution rests with "only you."  Only you have and drive your car.  What mods are on it now?  What mods do you have planned?  What do you plan to do with the car, ie what are your goals?  Are you going to rally it, drag it, autocross it, or just want a daily driver with more grunt?  We can't tell you what's best.  That's something you have to decide for yourself.  What we can do is give you recommendations depending on our own experiences and the information that you choose to give us.  You, my friend, have a shitload of reading ahead of you.  The search button is your friend.  Use it.  If you're unsure of what to search for, or are unsure of a specific question to ask, spend the next 6 months or so at Hertz's site.  It has plenty of info to both answer your questions and prompt new, more specific questions.  Then, you can search for the answer.  Then, if you still can't find what you're looking for, come ask us again.  Good luck.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||TomekP21||02-13-2004||02:01 AM||||Ok thanks for your reply i know what i am going to do but i asked to give me an opinion on what works well. Again thanks but i still didnt get my answer what are the biggest injectors i can use on the evo 16g.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Turbo Tommy||00001902||yes
Z||000008||BlackHole||02-13-2004||09:07 AM||||You're missing the point here and I see quite a few answers to your question on this thread. You can use any size injectors you want - you haven't defined your design criteria for this car. In general the bigger the injector, the worse it will idle and the less driveable it will be with the tradeoff being more headroom for bigger turbos etc.<br /><br />Besides, if you already know what you are going to do then why are you asking for our opinions anyway?||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000009||GrocMax||02-13-2004||10:28 AM||||I used some 1600 cc/min bad boys on our shop beater 16G car. <br /><br />There is my contribution for the week.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.151.114.9||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||02-13-2004||10:41 AM||||I think that crosses the line from injector to fire hose.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
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A||||6||DongeR615||I smell burning||||5||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||02-12-2004||09:26 PM||||Driving on the freeway towards home, the car died. The wipers turned on rapidly and the ABS light flashes. The circuit breaker that was put on accord with the positive 1/0 gauge wire trips for the battery relocation in the trunk. I think no biggie. I stop the car, open the trunk, and flip the circuit breaker. I start the car with the ABS light on and no other indicators.  A mile down the road, the car does the same thing accept this time the wipers run on high speed for at least 10 seconds, the circuit trips and I pull over. When I stop there is smoke from coming from the glove compartment.  I immediate call the tow company and check the car out.  The car blew its ABS fuse in the battery terminal, two of the fuses underneath the drivers side dash and one fuse under the hood that was the Vent/Con fuse.  I am confused about why it blew the ABS fuse and the vent con fuse.  The car does crank over but will not start.  <br />I am at school writing this and have not had a chance to look at the car.  I will pull the glove compartment out and hopefully the ECU isn�t fried. I�m thinking the battery relocation wiring caused this incident. Anyone else have this issue? Or some insight?<br />TIA<br />DongeR||153.18.20.168||reg||5||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-12-2004||10:51 PM||||You had the wipers on?  Or are you saying they turned themselves on AND had no regard to the speed setting?<br /><br />"ETACS" is watching the vehicle speed (through the reed switch) to control the wiper speed when it is set to intermittent.  I don't know if it has any other control of the wipers when in the "normal" modes.<br /><br />What size circuit breaker do you have?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||02-12-2004||11:32 PM||||I just did the battery relocation and had a similar incident, except now everything is fine. I got in to start the car and when I turned the key from "on" to "start," everything died. Then it would come back on. I am using 1 gauge wire and a 100amp fuse (I carry a spare) and it didn't blow. There was some noise coming from the B pillar (near my left ear) that sounded like buzzing. After trying several times to go from "on" (with power) to "start" (no power), the car eventually got no power at all. I left it and got a ride home. I came back about 45 minutes to an hour later with some tools and it started right up. No troubles since (knock wood).<br /><br />I still don't know why that happpened. Does anybody else?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||02-13-2004||01:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> You had the wipers on?  Or are you saying they turned themselves on AND had no regard to the speed setting?<br /><br />"ETACS" is watching the vehicle speed (through the reed switch) to control the wiper speed when it is set to intermittent.  I don't know if it has any other control of the wipers when in the "normal" modes.<br /><br />What size circuit breaker do you have? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The wipers turned itself on at high speeds. Today was a clear sunny day.<br /><br />The size circuit breaker I was using was a 200 amp no brand off Ebay.||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-13-2004||10:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I just did the battery relocation and had a similar incident, except now everything is fine. I got in to start the car and when I turned the key from "on" to "start," everything died. Then it would come back on. I am using 1 gauge wire and a 100amp fuse (I carry a spare) and it didn't blow. There was some noise coming from the B pillar (near my left ear) that sounded like buzzing. After trying several times to go from "on" (with power) to "start" (no power), the car eventually got no power at all. I left it and got a ride home. I came back about 45 minutes to an hour later with some tools and it started right up. No troubles since (knock wood).<br /><br />I still don't know why that happpened. Does anybody else? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Poor electrical connections, probably ground.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-13-2004||10:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> The wipers turned itself on at high speeds. Today was a clear sunny day.<br /><br />The size circuit breaker I was using was a 200 amp no brand off Ebay. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh, that's fucked up.  I would suspect that the ECU is fried.  200 amp may be too big.  The breaker should be the "weak link"... I don't think there are any components that can handle 200 amps in our cars.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||02-13-2004||11:33 AM||||i agree. I had a logger present and i couldn't get a reading from the ecu. this blows! its 830am right now so i'll find out more later on,||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
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A||||1||sjg||oil filter bracket||||1||||sjg||00003515
Z||000000||sjg||02-12-2004||10:48 PM||galantvr4org@evilcode.net||<a href="http://evilcode.net/IMG_0983.JPG" target="_blank">http://evilcode.net/IMG_0983.JPG</a> <br /><br />I know this has been talked about quite a bit, but I didn't see this particular question answered anywhere.  Not that it really matters, but which port is high pressure, and which is the return? <br /><br />Also, I have an electric oil temp and oil press. guage sitting here wanting to get installed, Is the best way to do this just to tee the two pressure's (stock and guage), and then use the other port for the oil temp?   And wth are all the other ports for?  :-)<br /><br />Still waiting on my Russel braided lines and fittings, but we'll see how well the 11x11" B&M SuperCooler works.  Oh, before I forget, I hear the stock 89-90 Eclipse adapter (pictured above) has a built-in thermostat?  True?||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-13-2004||12:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sjg:<br /><strong> <a href="http://evilcode.net/IMG_0983.JPG" target="_blank">http://evilcode.net/IMG_0983.JPG</a>  <br /><br />I know this has been talked about quite a bit, but I didn't see this particular question answered anywhere.  Not that it really matters, but which port is high pressure, and which is the return? <br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/oilline/1goillinelocation.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/oilline/1goillinelocation.jpg</a><br /><br />Also, I have an electric oil temp and oil press. guage sitting here wanting to get installed, Is the best way to do this just to tee the two pressure's (stock and guage), and then use the other port for the oil temp?   And wth are all the other ports for?  :-)<br /><br />Sure.  I don't know.<br /><br />Still waiting on my Russel braided lines and fittings, but we'll see how well the 11x11" B&M SuperCooler works.  Oh, before I forget, I hear the stock 89-90 Eclipse adapter (pictured above) has a built-in thermostat?  True? <br /><br />Yes.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
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A||||11||simjet22||Making at least 300hp!!!||||6||||simjet22||00003397
Z||000000||simjet22||02-12-2004||11:58 PM||jamerican1981@aol.com||Whats up guys, i am new to this forum, and recently got a '92 VR4 # 385 to be exact!! i am happy as hell to get one, i always wanted one. By doing some research online, and reading information off this site, i came to the conclusion, i would like #385 to have at least 300hp! since u guys are the specalists,and im not one yet, i would like to hear what i should do, to get to my 300hp goal, thanks for hearing me out, My name is Terry by the way, nice to meet u all!!!||24.186.60.239||reg||6||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-13-2004||12:23 AM||||Welcome!  Always glad to have a new member here.  Where'd you get your car, ie who'd you buy it from?  Someone on the board?  You should post your VIN so Iceman can add it to his database of GVR4s.<br /><br />I'm somewhat confused by your post... you say you've done research to determine that you want your car to make 300 hp, and yet you also don't know how to get it.  That, my friend, is what's called a contradiction.  You haven't read enough.  There is a search function on this board.  Use it.  There's a guy here named Hertz, but you can call him "Daddy."  His website is the shit, and you should read everything on it.  Also, read everything at <a href="http://www.vfaq.com," target="_blank">www.vfaq.com,</a> especially all the newbie faqs.  When you know enough to ask more specific questions, we'll give you more specific questions.<br /><br />Again, welcome to the fold.  Your G-ride got any mods yet?  Got any pics?  How many miles?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||02-13-2004||12:33 AM||||Various vendors have GVR4 upgrade paths which show what mods to do in steps. One of the best is Road Race Engineering   <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm</a>  <br /><br />Turbo Magazine did a 5-part series modifying a GVR4. They got 300 hp at the wheels fairly easily. See round three:<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/" target="_blank">http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/</a><br /><br />Most of us struggle to keep whatever power our GVR4s produce going on a consistent, daily-driver basis.||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||simjet22||02-13-2004||11:28 PM||||thanks for the welcome! i have done alot of research, but i wanted another opinion! here's what i had planed to do so far : FMIC,660 fuel injectors, upgraded fuel pump & fuel regulator,got the car with a K&N air filter, and get a 2.5"-3" exhaust, and put in a ACT 2600 clutch, thats what i have down so far! Thanks alot for the info u have given me||152.163.252.136||reg||1||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000004||simjet22||02-13-2004||11:34 PM||||i got the car from HECDWS he's a member on this site the car has 140+ miles and runs strong, but i want a new ECU and a Rear spoiler if anybody knows whos selling them, thanks for looking||152.163.252.136||reg||1||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||02-14-2004||03:55 PM||||TURBO!!!!!!!!! You will not need 660's on the stock turbo. As fas as what turbo I would say get aleast a big 16g or maybe a 20g.||68.232.64.191||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||Notorius||02-14-2004||08:18 PM||||if your getting 660 injectors then dont look for anything smaller than a 20G, it will spool fast still and provide more than enough power for 300HP when combined with the 660's||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000007||hecdws||02-15-2004||12:52 PM||||damn terry about time. welcome and good luck. if you need anything feel free to ask me. <br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000008||simjet22||02-15-2004||07:05 PM||||lol hector Whats Good, thanks alot man, well im gonna do more research and them come to an agreement with myself,lol i know i got hector(HECDWS) to help me out, THANKS ALOT GUYS!!!!||24.186.60.239||reg||1||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||02-16-2004||12:48 AM||||660s are not too much with the stock turbo. Use a SAFC to compensate and then when you upgrade turbos, you wont need new injectors.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||02-17-2004||12:49 PM||||I have denso 660s on a stock 14b and keydiver ecu to compensate for them.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||simjet22||02-17-2004||09:31 PM||||well guys thanks for all of your tech know how's!! tell me what u think of this, 2.5" DP,High Flow Cat, 2.5"Cat back exhaust,Boost controller,EVO exhaust manifold,porting of o2 housing and turbine,& last a better fuel pump! how does that sound?||24.186.60.239||reg||6||simjet22||00003397||yes
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A||||4||JoshWeaver||Speedo delay||||1||||Josh Weaver||00003241
Z||000000||JoshWeaver||02-13-2004||02:09 AM||JoshWeaver@drexel.edu||My speedo doesn't work at all when starting from a stop. As soon as I hit 30mph, the speedo slides on up and is accurate (i think) after that. If i go past thirty and get the speedo working, then slow down, it will display speeds under 30. I'm not getting any squealing at all. Any help would be much appreciated.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />-Josh||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||02-13-2004||04:41 AM||||Find grimlin and discard.<br /><br />That's a strange one.  Check to make sure the cable is screwed in to the tranny all the way.<br /><br />Anyone have the speedomitor go bad?||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||02-13-2004||07:31 AM||||Do we need to grease up the speedo cable?  I know people have those problems with the Ford Escort for example.||69.34.60.167||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||JoshWeaver||02-26-2004||04:39 AM||||Just as a followup, I sprayed some wd40 on the speedometer's moving parts and all is fixed. Now on to the more difficult problems to diagnose.<br /><br />-Josh||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000004||grimm||02-26-2004||04:57 AM||||have you removed the gauge cluster at all may not be plugged in all the way or the teeth behind the speedo may be worn and slipping just a thought||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
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A||||8||SSS-610||Cyclone Intake Manifold||||1||||SSS-610||00002413
Z||000000||SSS-610||02-13-2004||02:16 AM||||Does anyone know what VR4's from Japan had the Cyclone Intake Manifold? I thought all J-Spec ones did, but apparently not.<br /><br />I am looking at a Jap import VR4, but don't want to be buying something that has an Aussie/US manifold...||202.174.33.214||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||02-13-2004||02:57 AM||||The cyclone intake manifold is not worht your time. I have one, and its nothing special (yes, it is actuated correctly).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||SSS-610||02-13-2004||08:13 AM||||I'm not really fussed about the intake itself, just wondering if it's a good car to buy. I dont want to be wasting my time looking into a car that has been made from 15 written off ones..||202.174.33.218||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||02-13-2004||08:49 AM||||Not all of the intakes will say cyclone on them. But as far as I know, they will all be the same.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||02-13-2004||03:10 PM||||Buy an engine with the td04 turbo. Its from an automatic car and was likely taken care of (not raced). It will have slightly different cams, 390cc injectors and the 13g turbo.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||02-13-2004||04:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Buy an engine with the td04 turbo. Its from an automatic car and was likely taken care of (not raced). It will have slightly different cams, 390cc injectors and the 13g turbo.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i think the automatic cams and the 390's were only us cars.  my jdm came with 450's and the same cams as m/t.  it did have the smaller exh and the 13b.||64.240.175.136||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||SSS-610||02-13-2004||07:55 PM||||yeah i just talked to a guy that rallies a vr4 and he said not to worry about it as one of his rs' didnt come with the cyclone intake manifold, but it's exactly the same.<br /><br />thanks guys||202.174.34.162||reg||1||SSS-610||00002413||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||02-14-2004||02:57 AM||||Thats right Ken. My mistake.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||aladdin11||02-17-2004||01:59 AM||||Hey guys, can anyone tell me when these "extra" butterflies open and close etc? I am running an aftermarket ecu and want to try and get them to work.<br /><br />Thanks for your input.<br /><br />David||202.6.138.41||reg||1||aladdin11||00001683||yes
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A||||24||mr.mitsu||which plug wires||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||02-13-2004||08:34 AM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||in my jdm motor the regular wires from a t/e/l or galant won't fit<br /><br />cylinder 1&2 or 3&4 wires are too short<br /><br />i think the coil pack is in a different postition (farther)<br /><br />can anyone give me a part number (looking for accel 300 thundersport) or suggest the best set that works for you<br /><br /><br />cheers, chris||24.153.24.118||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||02-13-2004||08:54 AM||||Based on my experience I would avoid Accel - the wires I had misfired at anything over 10psi boost.<br /><br />Aftermarket NGKs are a good bit longer than OEM, work well and are cheap. Or if you need a custom length you can go Magnecor which has an expensive application for everything.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||mr.mitsu||02-13-2004||10:00 AM||||cheers, i think i'm gonna check out what ngk's are out there   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />can i just look up a t/e/l or is a regular galant ok?<br /><br />don't supppose anyone has a part number handy?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.153.24.118||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||02-13-2004||10:33 AM||||Magnacore are good, but they have a crappy warrenty-no matter why they go bad it is your fault.<br /><br />MSD-good<br /><br />Jacobs-great other electronics, I will probably buy these next time<br /><br />Taylor (10mm), what I have and no problem with them. <br />and yes, the wires are the same for the T/E/L as they are for our cars.<br /><br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-13-2004||10:37 AM||||Kingsborne was also recommended by people on the board.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||02-13-2004||10:55 AM||||Ken Inn  had Kingsborne make him a set for the Cyclone, so they should be able to do it again.<br /><br />Bonus:  Choice of colors IIRC.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-13-2004||11:06 AM||||kingsborne has the wires.  tell them you need the talon wires to fit a cyclone.||64.240.175.136||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||02-13-2004||11:13 AM||||I have the Kingsbourne wires in my car. Love them, but shipping took awhile longer that I expected, and the person who I spoke to one the phone didn't seem to enjoy the English language.<br />Great product though!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||TAMBLERAMBLE||02-13-2004||11:15 AM||||If you would like a set of OEM wires I have two sets in stock. I will sell them to you at a dicount at 47.70 shipped. I work in a mitsu parts dept. Let me know. Number to parts dept is 765-449-2189  Make sure and ask for Brian if you want the discount. I can ship them out today if you like at no charge.||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||02-13-2004||01:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tambleramble:<br /><strong> If you would like a set of OEM wires I have two sets in stock. I will sell them to you at a dicount at 47.70 shipped. I work in a mitsu parts dept. Let me know. Number to parts dept is 765-449-2189  Make sure and ask for Brian if you want the discount. I can ship them out today if you like at no charge. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">and these are wires for the cyclone intake?  coil in the back of the manifold, not inside?  this AINT a usa part.||64.240.175.136||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||sleepyvr4||02-13-2004||07:34 PM||||hey - does anyone else notice that magnecore wires fit shitty on the plugs?  They don't "seat" on the valve cover lip.  I guess you have to have the wire cover on, or the wires will fall off.  My friend has magnecores on his civ shitbox, and they fit great.  ?||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000011||Mitsuturbo||02-13-2004||08:34 PM||||magnacore = junk<br />there is lots of information out there to support the idea that magnecor wires are junk||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000012||sleepyvr4||02-13-2004||08:42 PM||||anyone else have fitment issues?||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000013||sleepyvr4||02-13-2004||09:45 PM||||?||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000014||mr.mitsu||02-13-2004||10:48 PM||||it MUST be for the cyclone intake b/c it IS a jdm motor.<br /><br />the regular t/e/l wires just won't fit||24.153.24.118||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000015||4g63t||02-15-2004||09:04 PM||||I had fitment issues. Also, I put them on and they immediately missed. I took them off, put the cheapo's back on, and it ran fine. Put the magnacore's back on, missed. I spoke to a guy on the phone, sent them back, and had to repeatedly call back for 3 months to get updates on the wires. Finally they came back with a note saying how they had a pinhole in them cuz' of moisture in the plug hole (which I know was b.s. cuz' I cleaned the plug holes to death as per their directions). Anyway, I got them back and immediately traded a friend some parts for them. I will never buy another magnacore product again, nor will I reccommend them. My .02||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000016||mr.mitsu||02-16-2004||01:07 AM||||where can i get these Kingsborne wires from?<br /><br />are they available up here in canada?<br /><br />thanks||24.153.24.118||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||02-16-2004||01:18 AM||||<a href="http://www.kingsborne.com/800.htm" target="_blank">http://www.kingsborne.com/800.htm</a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||Mitsuturbo||02-16-2004||02:06 AM||||the blue NGK wires are sworn by, by MANY MANY people.. they're as good as, or better than stock||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000019||slvrblt||02-16-2004||03:38 AM||||I also have fitment issues with my magnacors. They are decent, but I will be buying NGKs soon.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000020||chauffeur1st||02-16-2004||04:05 AM||||I just recently put on my magnacores and they fit fine.. I took of NGK's.. I will use them for a bit then try the Kingsborne wires later....<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000021||mr.mitsu||02-16-2004||09:16 AM||||i'm still lost, does kingsbourne make wires for the cyclone motor or do they have to do a custom job?<br /><br />i just want direct replacement and not have to worry about one or two wires being too short||24.153.24.118||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000022||ken inn||02-16-2004||09:28 AM||||AHEM!  i say again, tell them you want the wires for a talon with a cyclone intake.  i got the first set they made.||64.240.175.139||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000023||14bCrazy||02-16-2004||09:39 AM||||How much are they I didn't see a price on their web site?||162.83.110.108||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000024||mr.mitsu||02-16-2004||05:15 PM||||thanks ken   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.153.24.118||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
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q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!damaged threads!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2453053.2243!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2453053.2339!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!justducttapeit69!,
q!Cruise Control Fuse!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2453053.2343!,
q!justducttapeit69!,
q!00002110!,
q!4g63t!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!09:05 PM!,
q!2453057.2105!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sdpnoi214!,
q!S-AFR VS. S-AFC!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2453054.0052!,
q!mak!,
q!00002628!,
q!sdpnoi214!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2453054.1348!,
q!mak!,
q!00002628!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ermer!,
q!Boost Gauge Install problems???!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!01:09 AM!,
q!2453054.0109!,
q!Ermer!,
q!00003493!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2453054.1411!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Lotek pods, which color?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!10:20 PM!,
q!2453056.2220!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!bob92vr4!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2453057.1746!,
q!bob92vr4!,
q!00003129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!MAX Hz for 1G MAS = 100% injector DC!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2453054.0129!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2453054.0129!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!Suspension...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2453056.2318!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!08:39 PM!,
q!2453057.2039!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!00000427!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!Brakes?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2453057.1714!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2453057.1832!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!Crower 414's with stock parts!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!08:27 PM!,
q!2453057.2027!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2453060.0116!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Remo!,
q!a question for ppl who have done the transfer case fix on VFAQ!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!03:18 AM!,
q!2453058.0318!,
q!Remo!,
q!00002786!,
q!Remo!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!03:39 AM!,
q!2453060.0339!,
q!Remo!,
q!00002786!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!blowing oil filter seal!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!04:08 AM!,
q!2453058.0408!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!12:19 PM!,
q!2453063.1219!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TURBOWILL!,
q!fuel problem!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!11:27 AM!,
q!2453058.1127!,
q!TURBOWILL181!,
q!00003289!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!12:02 PM!,
q!2453058.1202!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Where can i send my ECU to be fixed?!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!12:34 PM!,
q!2453058.1234!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!scooter!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!01:22 AM!,
q!2453062.0122!,
q!scooter!,
q!00001604!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!rear steering rack!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2453058.1320!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!00003391!,
q!slowpokin699!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!01:00 AM!,
q!2453060.0100!,
q!slowpokin699!,
q!00002108!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!Where to buy rear main seal,etc..!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!09:16 PM!,
q!2453049.2116!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!02:24 PM!,
q!2453052.1424!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chhuong!,
q!Oil Light?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2453050.0013!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!turbowop!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2453051.0129!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!lifter tick!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!03:33 AM!,
q!2453050.0333!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2453053.1410!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Libila!,
q!ECU and pocketlogger!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!12:48 PM!,
q!2453050.1248!,
q!Libila!,
q!00003548!,
q!Jason G.!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2453050.2032!,
q!Jason G.!,
q!00002561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!2G tranny vs 1G!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!01:56 PM!,
q!2453050.1356!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!boostx!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!01:56 PM!,
q!2453050.1356!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!pulling the center diff!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2453050.1544!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!maninblack!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2453051.1559!,
q!maninblack!,
q!00003259!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!Battery in boot question.!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2453050.1703!,
q!MX4!,
q!00000093!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!05:19 AM!,
q!2453051.0519!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agvr4!,
q!Fan resistor removal!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2453050.1843!,
q!agvr4!,
q!00002560!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2453055.1648!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!RPM ? AFC?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2453050.2101!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!yiutsang!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!12:14 PM!,
q!2453053.1214!,
q!Yiuwa!,
q!00002140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!Balanc e shaft drive belt!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!08:33 AM!,
q!2453054.0833!,
q!Wayne Twist!,
q!00003420!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2453054.1615!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!QShip!,
q!Misc. Gremlins/Questions..Help Me Out!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2453054.1322!,
q!Kanihitit!,
q!00000300!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!01:34 AM!,
q!2453056.0134!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!2nd gear synchro. need help!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!01:46 PM!,
q!2453054.1346!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!sjg!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2453055.2349!,
q!sjg!,
q!00003515!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4!,
q!clogged cat or...!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2453054.1603!,
q!GVR4!,
q!00000358!,
q!GVR4!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!11:07 AM!,
q!2453055.1107!,
q!GVR4!,
q!00000358!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atc250r!,
q!2G MAS plumbing ?'s.!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2453054.1700!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!atc250r!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!07:54 PM!,
q!2453057.1954!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!Replaced squeaky ps pump, still squeaks!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2453054.1845!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!851/1000!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2453055.1758!,
q!Mark LaVallee!,
q!00003551!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!maft tuning!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!02:21 PM!,
q!2453058.1421!,
q!Greenvr4!,
q!00002742!,
q!yardhippie!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!06:49 AM!,
q!2453060.0649!,
q!yardhippie!,
q!00003069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!trunk mounting the battery !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2453054.2138!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!00003340!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2453054.2140!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Stripped lug nut!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!12:25 AM!,
q!2453059.0025!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!02:35 AM!,
q!2453062.0235!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!R332!,
q~Need tuning help after Keydiver install!~,
q!2!,
q!16!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2453054.2147!,
q!R332!,
q!00002894!,
q!henrok!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2453058.1034!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Optima battery!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2453059.0950!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!11:39 AM!,
q!2453063.1139!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!crankshaft sprocket key!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2453059.1324!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!02-29-2004!,
q!08:45 PM!,
q!2453065.2045!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atc250r!,
q!Evo 5 Crankshaft Question.!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!02:56 PM!,
q!2453059.1456!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!atc250r!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!09:57 AM!,
q!2453060.0957!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!getboosted!,
q!Apexi Turbo Timer Install For GVR-4!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2453059.1521!,
q!getboosted!,
q!00000668!,
q!yiutsang!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!04:43 AM!,
q!2453060.0443!,
q!Yiuwa!,
q!00002140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q~I broke my tranny!~,
q!9!,
q!17!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2453059.1703!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!sjg!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2453060.1540!,
q!sjg!,
q!00003515!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!stock boost solenoid acting up...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!06:34 PM!,
q!2453059.1834!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!08:03 PM!,
q!2453060.2003!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!QShip!,
q!Going to the Dyno..Fuel Questions!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2453059.2206!,
q!Kanihitit!,
q!00000300!,
q!keydiver!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2453061.1727!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!T/E/L control arms!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!10:51 PM!,
q!2453059.2251!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2453059.2322!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!how much horsepower?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2453051.0107!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!tplesko!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!01:53 AM!,
q!2453051.0153!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!What turbo to get for VR4?!,
q!1!,
q!35!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!03:17 AM!,
q!2453051.0317!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2453053.2312!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!stripped top oil feed threads!,
q!11!,
q!3!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!04:10 AM!,
q!2453051.0410!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2453051.1840!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thirtyseven!,
q!looking for help in seattle or nearby!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2453051.1507!,
q!thirtyseven!,
q!00003364!,
q!turbowop!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!08:59 PM!,
q!2453051.2059!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!Palm software!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2453051.1723!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2453052.0043!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!my D/S auto seatbelt wont work!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2453051.2206!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!229of1000!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!12:38 AM!,
q!2453052.0038!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!How much boost on a 1 gen MAF......!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!09:18 AM!,
q!2453052.0918!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2453052.2328!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!vce install question.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2453052.1445!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!maninblack!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2453052.1951!,
q!maninblack!,
q!00003259!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!belt slippage!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2453054.2238!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!meshwork!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2453055.1520!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!maninblack!,
q!$2500 to spend!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2453052.2247!,
q!maninblack!,
q!00003259!,
q!bleck!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!01:37 AM!,
q!2453057.0137!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!logick!,
q!jdm fmic install ... what needs to go ?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2453054.2252!,
q!logick!,
q!00000897!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!06:15 PM!,
q!2453055.1815!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!1 cap for 2 amps?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2453052.2301!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2453053.1644!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Torrington Bearing and 4 spider diff ?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!01:13 AM!,
q!2453055.0113!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!02:43 PM!,
q!2453056.1443!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!Washer Sprayers!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!01:14 AM!,
q!2453055.0114!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2453055.1100!,
q!pisces!,
q!00000768!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!Stab throttle, get tons of knock, external gets excessively loud!,
q!8!,
q!17!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!11:15 AM!,
q!2453055.1115!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2453056.1405!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meng!,
q!no boost reading!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2453055.1303!,
q!meng!,
q!00000837!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2453055.1644!,
q!pisces!,
q!00000768!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!Rotating a mitsu compressor housing!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2453055.1306!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2453055.1355!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atc250r!,
q!Full Throttle AFPR?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2453055.1330!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!Minjin!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2453055.2354!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!rs vr4 engine swap!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!04:36 PM!,
q!2453055.1636!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!boostx!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!01:08 PM!,
q!2453056.1308!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rallyart!,
q!02 wire!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!05:21 PM!,
q!2453055.1721!,
q!rallyart!,
q!00002887!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2453055.1840!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jsicustoms!,
q!engine swap!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!02:00 AM!,
q!2453053.0200!,
q!jsicustoms!,
q!00003566!,
q!drew!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!02:43 AM!,
q!2453053.0243!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!EVO VIII turbo ?s!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!03:56 AM!,
q!2453053.0356!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!agrabau!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2453053.2137!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Brake Dragging !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!07:30 AM!,
q!2453053.0730!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!06:19 AM!,
q!2453054.0619!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!relocating coil pack!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2453053.1116!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!09:01 AM!,
q!2453054.0901!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!The Viggen FMIC!,
q!1!,
q!69!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!01:08 PM!,
q!2453053.1308!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2453060.1751!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!00000427!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000069!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!br street core!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!02:18 PM!,
q!2453053.1418!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!Craig91!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!11:18 AM!,
q!2453054.1118!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum2/004701.cgi
A||||15||3literpwr||50mm inverted monotubes for the VR4||||1||||Larry Parker||00003547
Z||000000||3literpwr||02-13-2004||08:41 AM||porsche944s2racer@yahoo.com||This is a screen shot of the 50mm inverted mono tube dampers im workin on for the Parker Rally Sport team car and any other talon/vr4.... they will use bilstein guts from germany that are valved to your needs ... Ohh and they will be owner serviceable as they will have a schrader valve in the top for gasin them up........<br /><br />Would you guys have an interest in these?<br /> <br /> <small>[ 02-15-2004, 10:46 AM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||204.80.222.12||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-13-2004||08:44 AM||||Larry,<br /><br />Here is the link for free image hosting for galantvr4.org members.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp</a><br /><br />Your pic did not show.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||02-13-2004||08:52 AM||||Rough pricing? I know of at least one person interested.||130.36.27.120||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||3literpwr||02-13-2004||09:40 AM||||lets try this<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2809" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2809&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||204.80.222.12||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||02-13-2004||11:43 AM||||Would these be adjustable in separately in compression and rebound?  I don�t have $$ to spend right now but in the future I see about a $1000+ suspension budget.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000005||3literpwr||02-13-2004||12:03 PM||||They will be over 1000.00 in the adjustable form...... These are after all motorsport shocks<br />NOT just up valved street shocks.......<br /><br />I think around 350ea for the struts in a non adjustable form and 450 each in the dbl adjustable at the same time..... To spilt the adjustment will require a check valve and a remote canister that would add 200 or so to each shock... <br /><br />Now that is alot and I dont see them being sold for much street use cuz of the price and lack of need for such a highend damper... <br /><br />Really only serious racers could get the full benifit from these, I just wanted to show you guys and see if there would be interest....||204.80.222.12||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000006||Martin Tolentino||02-13-2004||08:36 PM||||I'm interested.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000007||josh long||02-13-2004||09:12 PM||||Hey Larry,<br /><br />I'm having some built too. have you seen this?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003089" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003089</a><br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||02-14-2004||04:58 AM||||How about you guys get together and make us some good stuff?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||3literpwr||02-14-2004||09:19 AM||||Yeah Johns makin those.... They are 41mm od tube not the 50mm od....  I  have spoke with John before and hes a great guy (real wild) but knows he stuff and has been building cars for a long time....  John uses the 41mm od inserts from overseas which was the shit back in the late 80's and early 90's but sense then bilstein developed the 50mm inverted tube for motorsport use.... the advantage of the 50mm is larger oil capacity and <br />more lateral strength.... It may not be need for our rally cars at the club level but I can build the parts for nearly the same price in the 50 that why in going with the larger stuff....<br /><br />Cheers<br />Larry||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000010||3literpwr||02-14-2004||09:23 AM||||As far as DMS goes they are not worth the money!<br />They have NO adjustment range!!! So when you buy DMS you are getting pretty much a non-adjustable setup for $$3200.00..........<br /><br />I have the dyno #'s to prove it.....||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000011||josh long||02-14-2004||07:50 PM||||Sounds good! Let me know your progress. By the way what is the part number for the 50mm motorsport insert? Who is supplying these? Phone #?<br /><br />Thanks again<br /><br />Josh <br /><br />Wouldn't it be cool to go slide in the woods?||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000013||3literpwr||02-15-2004||09:44 AM||||I am working directly with bilstein in germany to get these parts......||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||02-16-2004||04:11 PM||||I want real rally coilovers so which ever of you two comes up with actual tested items, I'm in.<br /><br />I simply haven't come across anything for the Galant yet that can handle abuse. GABs are vaporware now and were the best besides DMS ($$$). Surprisingly enough, stock suspension worked quite well...<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||SPEEDFIEND||02-16-2004||04:30 PM||||Larry, I'd be interested this.  How close to a finished product are you?||206.214.57.63||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000016||3literpwr||02-16-2004||07:45 PM||||40mm struts can be built very quickly......  50mm parts will take some more time.... I have yet to get a set shipping and $$ for the 50's from germany......I have many of the parts for the setup now......<br /><br />Street/track cars dont need the 50s.... shite even many rally cars wont need them..... But I wanted to build something that no one is offering right now....<br /><br />DMS are not all that they are cracked up to be......<br /><br />larry <br />586-873-2984||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes



ubb/Forum2/004702.cgi
A||||3||DuckButterRacing DSM||antifreeze||||1||||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing DSM||02-13-2004||11:45 AM||Kholland@gwcvalve.com||Last night i was driving around and I could fantly smeel antifreeze from inside the car  (windows were up) so i pull over and theres nothing leaking from the engine bay. So im thinking it the heater core and some how its leaking.  has this happned to anyone else? and how hard is it to replace the heater core?||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-13-2004||11:57 AM||||Yes.  It sucks.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-13-2004||01:09 PM||||aaahahaha.  loop your heater hoses now, cause if it is leaking, it will be all over the floor, soaked in, and if it is coolant, it will take forever to dry.  and yup, remove the dash.  i remember someone on here saying they could have it out in like 2 1/2 hours.  took me 2 days to r&r my heater core.  not really hard, just a ton of stuff to take off.||64.240.175.136||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||DuckButterRacing DSM||02-13-2004||01:28 PM||||Damn it.  Well i guess spring is almost here, so i wont need the heater.  ill just loop the hoses together.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes



ubb/Forum2/004703.cgi
A||||10||i hate fall||Question about &quot;antilag&quot;||||1||||i hate fall||00001581
Z||000000||i hate fall||02-13-2004||03:59 PM||nonage976@aol.com||...um what is it? Is it also known as a "misfiring system"? how does it work, how much is it..etc?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||02-13-2004||04:15 PM||||im guessing its related to turbo systems not having to "spool" up. like your either at full boost or in vacuum. i think WRC uses "antilag" systems but it beats the piss out of their equipment.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||drew||02-13-2004||04:46 PM||||Have you been watching Initial D?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||i hate fall||02-13-2004||04:58 PM||||Have you been watching Initial D?<br /><br />--------------------<br />92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<br /><br />hahahaha Good guess and yes! I was really confused as to how the hell that system worked! everything else i fully understood....then the only thing I could apply to my car... i didn't understand hahaha. I take you have see it, What is your personal opinion... I thought it was great for what it was... but i would hardly compare to other anime series i have watched...||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||02-13-2004||05:12 PM||||<a href="http://www.rallycars.com/Cars/bangbang.html" target="_blank">http://www.rallycars.com/Cars/bangbang.html</a><br />I personally liked the series.  I'm still waiting on Stage 4...||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000005||josh long||02-13-2004||06:29 PM||||This will shed some light.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.specialstage.com/forum/cgi-bin/DCForumID8/1262.html" target="_blank">http://www.specialstage.com/forum/cgi-bin/DCForumID8/1262.html</a><br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000006||i hate fall||02-13-2004||06:51 PM||||first thanks for those threads, i now understand..better anyway. <br /><br />as far as initial i watched stage1,2, and the movie....should i get the extra stage and battle stage are they good?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000007||chucklesas||02-13-2004||07:02 PM||||Battle Stage is just a recap of all the races.<br />Extra Stage is more about the two girls in the blue sil-80.  I'd say worth the download.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000008||i hate fall||02-13-2004||07:21 PM||||You KNOW there is going to be alot more with that sw20! and i can't wait||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000009||chucklesas||02-13-2004||07:25 PM||||Sorry, getting off topic in your thread, but...  I heard from one of my friends that supposedly, in the comic/anime that it is based off of, Bunta ends up with a WRX!!!||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000010||i hate fall||02-13-2004||07:28 PM||||In the movie he buys three copies of the manga! hahahaha I wish my japanese was advanced enough to read the manga but unfortately it is not||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes



ubb/Forum2/004704.cgi
A||||11||chucklesas||? About 2G cylinder head||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||02-13-2004||05:46 PM||||I know that the 1G head is supposed to be the better cylinder head but, 2G heads are so much cheaper to pick up and they already have the revised lifters in them (if you get one with all the extras on it).  Is there a huge performance difference between a 1G and a 2G head?  I also noticed that some companies that sell race heads will use the 2G head for their top of the line performance heads.  So would using a 2G cylinder head be a bad idea overall?||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||02-13-2004||06:10 PM||||Bah, nevermind... Stupid idea, stupid question.  Better off just buying a 1G head that doesn't have any stripped bolt holes and buying the revised 2g lifters.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||02-13-2004||06:15 PM||||I think it is more a matter of opinion than anything else. I am not a porter or a machinist, but supposedly the 2g heads have more meat in them and they can be ported better-in a particular fashion as opposed to just removing material and polishing. The intake is smaller, exhaust is the same. Lifters have no bearing as they are the same for 1g heads and can be interchanged. <br />Since we have forced induction, one can make gains by using a larger turbo, better intake/exhaust rather than porting. There is still much to be gained by porting, but if the motor is not done all the way (or you are not a hardcore dragracer) then money can be spent on 'bolt-on' mods rather than machine work mods. THEN, down the road if the desire is still there a ported head can be used.<br />Since 1g heads are relatively cheap and easy to come by, I would buy that over a 2g. The 2g heads only came on turbo cars and are less plentiful.<br />My .02<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||02-13-2004||07:04 PM||||I saw one on ebay, not sure how much it will end up going for, but the intake side was ported to work with a 1G intake, and it is relatively cheap and close by.  I know I definitely need a cylinder head rebuild soon, so I just figure upgrade while in there anyway.  At the very least redo the valves and seals and upgrade to titanium retainers and better springs.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||02-13-2004||07:14 PM||||If I recall, the bolt holes on the intakes are not even close so no matter about the porting, it would still not bolt up. <br />I have a few 2g intakes (and two bad 2g heads) so will look tomorow.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||mikel||02-16-2004||09:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> If I recall, the bolt holes on the intakes are not even close so no matter about the porting, it would still not bolt up. <br />I have a few 2g intakes (and two bad 2g heads) so will look tomorow.<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bolt holes line up fine, there are plenty of 2g head cars with 1g intake's, we recently installed it on my friends 97.||198.184.0.254||reg||1||MikeL||00003518||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||02-16-2004||10:58 AM||||I'll bet the Evo8 has more in common with the 2G head than the 1G head, which sorta dispels the myth that bigger is always better.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I've always kinda wanted to try a 2G head on my GVR4.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||02-16-2004||02:37 PM||||I have a couple of 2G heads for sale if anybody is interested.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000008||chucklesas||02-16-2004||06:07 PM||||This should probably end up in the forsale section, but... How much you looking for one of them?||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000009||slowpokin699||02-16-2004||06:43 PM||||plus if you are getting a 2g head with cams, the 2g cams sucked compaired to the 1g cams.. but who wants stock cams anyways?||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000010||curtis||02-17-2004||12:06 AM||||I've ported 3 or 4 2nd gens and there a pain in the ass.  You can't make the ports even as big as a stock 1st gen.  Real power is made with the intake, cams and heads on any car.  You can only force so much air through a straw.  Small ports are fine for spool up and velocity but real power is made with a well ported head that has velocity. The valves in your engine open only once during the intake and exhaust strokes.  They hit max lift once but hit the mid lift range twice.  The proper combination will give the best filling and evacuation of the cylinders. Porting is becoming a lost art but if you guys can get with some of the old gearheads in your area that run big numbers find out who did there heads.  Just about every town has someone that knows that bigger isn't better and hogging out a port isn't the way to make power.  There's certain things you do to a head and certain things you don't.  These internet companies that cater to imports are making a killing on heads and intakes.  Alot of these heads are just stock heads with bigger valves that have been gasket matched.  If you noticed most places will not show you a picture of the roof of the port or the bowl area.  All they want to show is a picture of the opening and the polished chamber.  Mainly because they aren't doing shit to them.  Which gives people the impression that a truly ported head doesn't really help.||65.54.98.26||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||02-18-2004||12:38 AM||||Just send me an offer plus shipping and we'll see what I can do.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.195.184.144||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum2/004705.cgi
A||||14||JUANPSI||CRYODIZING||||1||||JUANPSI||00002296
Z||000000||JUANPSI||02-13-2004||06:04 PM||DJUAN4JOU@AOL.COM||Anyone have have anything cryoed? Think it's worth it?||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||02-14-2004||09:28 AM||||I had a set of new front brake rotors cryo'ed because I was continually warping them even though they were cross-drilled and/or slotted.  Cost $70 plus shipping. Result: no warping.  Lots of rally and road racers do this.||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-14-2004||03:01 PM||||I've got Walt Disney's head.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||JUANPSI||02-14-2004||03:10 PM||||lol  Did you have it cryoed??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||02-14-2004||03:48 PM||||My freind got sick of breaking tranys so he bought a new one. Then he toke to whole thing and had it cryoed. He then rebuilt it because it ruined all the gaskets(He know it would going in). He has ran this trans for years and has not had one breakage. His car has had many a 5500 rpm launch and has gone 12.3 with a big 16g.||68.232.64.191||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||lambertvr4||02-15-2004||12:40 AM||||I'm good friends with the owner of DeepFreeze.com in Little Rock who cryo'ed Shepherd's entire driveline.  I just had my clutch/flywheel/pressure plate and turbo cryo'ed for my 2G AWD.  I had to buy a new clutch, and went ahead and cryo'ed it too to make sure it will hold.  The turbo was there in time, so I cryo'ed it too.<br /><br />My Galant will have damned near everything cryo'ed top to bottom.  I did a lot of research about the cryogenics process and the advantages of the technology.  I was a big skeptic at first, but am thoroughly convinced now.  Technical information from people in the field, and first hand accounts changed my mind.  Mr. Burnett at Deep Freeze knows his sh!t.  And he is a racer through and through.<br /><br />Sounds like a plug I'm sure, but I know a reliable source and am happy to share.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000006||Notorius||02-15-2004||12:47 AM||||the only thing ive ever heard negatively about cryo-ing is it supposedly (keyword) makes things more brittle, just what i read though so if someone has info to say that isnt true let me know, im always down for a technical discussion...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000007||Martin Chilcote||02-15-2004||11:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by lambertvr4:<br /><strong> I'm good friends with the owner of DeepFreeze.com in Little Rock ........</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lambert, all I saw at that website was FOOD related, we're not talking about freezing turbo potato heads.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.139.166.81||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000008||bob in chicago||02-15-2004||11:35 AM||||Here's another vendor with a list of benefits:<br /><a href="http://www.ffwdconnection.com/index2.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ffwdconnection.com/index2.htm</a>||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000009||lambertvr4||02-15-2004||04:33 PM||||Well I feel like a moron.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.DeepFreezeCryo.com" target="_blank">www.DeepFreezeCryo.com</a> <br /><br />is the actual website.  Sorry about that!  The website does have quite a bit of information that will probably be of interest.  Pricing is there for most parts.  <br /><br />BTW, cryoing does not make metal brittle.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000010||jayru||02-15-2004||10:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I've got Walt Disney's head. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just when i thought you couldn't be any more of a smart ass, you go and out do yourself   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />How many hours a day do you spend writing material for this board?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||02-16-2004||08:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> How many hours a day do you spend writing material for this board?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">25.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||turbowop||02-16-2004||08:43 PM||||There is a small article in "Turbo" about cryo treatment right now. Some tractor pull guy used to only get like six pulls out of a turbo but after cryo he was able to get around 160 or so. Sounds pretty cool. I wonder how much stronger the three bolt axles could be made by doing this?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||02-16-2004||10:41 PM||||Does the treatment "care" wether or not an item has any wear on it?  I wonder if it can correct for stress weakening or just help prevent it.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||iceman69510||02-17-2004||09:50 AM||||I had the cam, springs and rockers done for my race car (Nissan motor), but will not put it to use until this summer.<br /><br />Hertz, I don't think it can fix parts that have stress damage or any kind of cracking already.  I basically makes for a more homogeneous grain structure that becomes stronger throughout.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/004706.cgi
A||||7||Ferrari F50 GT||Question About O2 Voltages and Stumbling||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||02-13-2004||06:05 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||Just did a little datalogging today and O2 volts were around .85 at WOT with absolutley no knock.  <br /><br />.85 is a little lean right?  Sorry for the dumb question, but right now I have stock injectors, 190lph fuel pump, and stock fpr with no S-AFC.  <br /><br />I am also stumbling at only 15psi at WOT as well.  Plugs and wires are new and the plugs are gapped right.<br /><br />Just need to figure why I am stumbling whether it is missing or whatnot.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||02-13-2004||07:04 PM||||Ideally you want your o2's to be between .85-.88 at WOT. .85 is the lowest you want to go on your o2's at WOT. I tend to stay a bit more on the lean side (.85-.86) <br /><br />Your 'stumbling' could be fuel cut. Try to explain what the car actually does a bit more.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Do you still have the stock intake and exhaust?||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||02-13-2004||07:24 PM||||No, I have a 3" downpipe and 2.5" cat-back with a test pipe.  For the intake I have a Dejon comp intake pipe that goes all the way to the fender with the K&N on.<br /><br />I guess at WOT it feels like little miss-fires or little fuel cuts.  It kind of makes the car jerk a tiny bit, but nothing like full on fuel cut.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||02-13-2004||07:31 PM||||Ya, Usually when it hesitates at higher rpm's its a faulty plug, But you say yours are new. Check them out just in case, and re-check the gap also (.28). If you dont have them, get some NGK bpr6es'. <br /><br />Sounds like you don't have enough fuel for the computer to compensate for the amount of air you have. Grab some injectors (660's if you plan on any kind of turbo upgrade) and an SAFC soon.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||Carl Morris||02-17-2004||12:38 PM||||I don't know if it's all GVR4s or just mine, but my O2 voltages have always been low compared to what other TEL people have reported, and I even went out of my way to ground the downpipe.  At around 0.88 I start stumbling from richness.  I seem to run nicely in the 0.84 range on pump gas, and am usually leaned into the high 0.7x range on race gas.  Now that my O2 sensor has seen some lead a few times, all those numbers are 0.02-0.04 lower.||147.145.40.44||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000005||pisces_0||02-17-2004||12:50 PM||||I'd have to agree with Carl on this one.  My GVR-4 also likes things a bit leaner at WOT(~.78 O2s).  This is also monitoring EGT, knock and timing.  Keep in mind though that O2s are the LAST item you want to watch to monitor the tune of the car.  EGTs give a decent indication, knock & timing are pretty spot-on and a wideband would give you the most accurate picture.  With that being said, I'd venture to say that you may be running a little rich on the top-end.  15 psi is well within the range of a rewired stock pump and 450 injectors.  The 190 probably bumped up your base pressure a bit and you're getting a bit too much fuel at WOT.  This is very common with Walbro 255s and a stock fuel pressure regulator, but not out of the realm of possibility with a 190.  Don't take this as gospel or 110% accurate, just use it as a guide.  If you don't have a datalogger, EGT or access to a wideband then utilize the "old school" method of checking the state of tune: pull the plugs and read 'em.  The methods of making power have changed immensely in the past 35 years, but the general rules governing it still hold true.||65.183.138.187||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||02-17-2004||01:00 PM||||I just got my FPR all hooked up. My O2 voltage is at .96 with 38 base psi and -8 across the board at high throttle settings (AFC). I have a 255lph pump and 550s. Should i bring it down to .90 ? <br /><br />Shit this thing's going to be fast.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||02-18-2004||12:37 AM||||What do your fuel trims look like?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004783.cgi
A||||2||marvinmadman123||Brakes?||||1||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||02-21-2004||05:14 PM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||What pads would yall recommend. I am looking at some sets but dont know which to go with either axxis MM or some Lomandi kevlar pads (both on <br />Ebay   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> ) . Oh and I will be running cross drilled and slotted rotors in front and back.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-21-2004||05:16 PM||||Mabye some Porterfields from RRE? Check their site!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Or EBC Greens... from Tire Rack. Check their site as well.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||02-21-2004||06:32 PM||||In stock front calipers, I was VERY happy with Porterfield's 4S pads and happy with EBC street pads.  I've always thought that the factory GVR4 rear brakes did not work hard enough, soon enough, so I recommend Porterfield'd 4s pads on rear, too. They'll bite sooner. Well worth the extra $40 over the usual stuff outthere.  Buy direct from <a href="http://www.porterfield-brakes.com/" target="_blank">http://www.porterfield-brakes.com/</a>||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/004723.cgi
A||||3||thirtyseven||looking for help in seattle or nearby||||1||||thirtyseven||00003364
Z||000000||thirtyseven||02-15-2004||03:07 PM||thirtyse7en37@yahoo.com||im trying to find some help for installing my new exhaust system. i dont feel like paying $150 at some muffler shop, but im willing to pay someone who knows galants. thanks||64.40.45.40||reg||1||thirtyseven||00003364||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-15-2004||03:13 PM||||Too bad you are on the wrong side of the state. We could knock it out in an hour.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />It is pretty easy to do it yourself though. All you need is simple hand tools, a jack, and some jack stands. Soak the bolts with Liquid Wrench or WD-40... remove the stock system. Pretty straight forward.  Then install the new downpipe, cat or test pipe, and cat-back section. Tighten everything down and make sure you use the exhaust hangers off your old system... (might have to order new ones... I did). Make sure you used new gaskets and that everything looks good. Fire it up and listen for leaks. Enjoy your new power!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||chhuong||02-15-2004||04:00 PM||||i'm in seattle i might be able to help depends on when you are trying to get it done!!||24.16.230.236||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||02-15-2004||08:59 PM||||Damn, seems like a lot of Seattle guys are popping up lately.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/004710.cgi
A||||12||giantrobot||Where to buy rear main seal,etc..||||1||||giantrobot||00003313
Z||000000||giantrobot||02-13-2004||09:16 PM||giantrobot9000@yahoo.com||I'm doing my clutch soon and want to get a rear main seal just because I'm gonna be in there.Do I have to go to Satan to get one?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />Also,any other stuff I should do while the tranny is out(That isn't big money)?||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-13-2004||09:19 PM||||Rear main seal can be had at any good parts store. The one thing to replace while there is (along with all clutch related parts) is the seal around the output shaft (that goes to the transfer case). That comes from Satan. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||giantrobot||02-13-2004||09:25 PM||||How about upgrading to stainless clutch line? Worth it,to feel engagement?||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-13-2004||09:34 PM||||the ss clutch line helps, but removing the restrictor is way better.  do both.  i would get a genuine mitsu rear seal, too many buttco brands out there.  you get something made in korea or taiwan, and you will be taking the trans out again real soon.  you might save 10 bucks, but if you gotta take the trans out again, the 10 bucks aint gonna cover it.  think of it this way, if the part is internal, or is going to be labor intensive, use the best you can get.  also, you might want to get 2, just in case you bugger up the first one.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||giantrobot||02-13-2004||09:37 PM||||Totally agree on getting the best quality you can.About how much are seals from the factory?||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||02-13-2004||09:50 PM||||I thought only 2G DSMs had clutch restrictors?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||02-13-2004||11:41 PM||||Definitely change the clutch fork and pivot ball..||68.76.186.240||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||02-13-2004||11:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I thought only 2G DSMs had clutch restrictors? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no mon.  ours got them, too.  makes a big difference.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||Mitsuturbo||02-14-2004||03:34 AM||||where is this resistor thing located?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||02-14-2004||10:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> where is this resistor thing located? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">on the clutch slave, there is a banjo bolt where the input line attaches to.  remove this, and you will see a tiny plate with holes in it.  remove it.  i think there is also a spring behind it.  you will be amazed.  i would also recommend you change out the flex line to a braided ss one at the same time.  i also changed out my fluid to silicon.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||02-14-2004||10:45 AM||||as far as i know we have the largest supply of oem mitsu engine parts aside from a dealer. we can't list every gasket individually but we almost always have every single one.<br />give us a call if its not on the site, and its a engine part, we probably have it. we are starting to carry high quality aftermarket engine parts too now.<br /><a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com" target="_blank">www.diamondstarmotorsport.com</a>||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||mikeyoung00||02-16-2004||10:38 AM||||A shameless plug for diamondstarmotorsport here. They are easy to work with and almost always have these parts in stock and ready to ship.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000012||giantrobot||02-16-2004||02:24 PM||||I just checked their site...think they'll be getting an order from me soon.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes



ubb/Forum2/004711.cgi
A||||5||chhuong||Oil Light?||||1||||chhuong||00000797
Z||000000||chhuong||02-14-2004||12:13 AM||chhuong@comcast.net||Okay this is on my freshly installed jdm motor, and new oil pump,  balance shafts are removed also but only one bearing was replaced, the outer front. <br /><br />So my oil light comes on only at idle and only if the idle drops below 800.  Anyone have a clue to what this is??  I was wondering if not installing the other bearing could cause this loss of oil pressure.  I installed 2 sending units thinking its the problem and same thing.<br />Could it be a bad pump, too much slack in the t-belt??||68.167.252.176||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||02-14-2004||12:51 AM||||Were the bearings turned to block the oil holes?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||chhuong||02-14-2004||03:03 AM||||that's the thing only the front one was, but the inner one wasn't, so do you think that could be the problem??||68.167.252.176||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000003||3literpwr||02-14-2004||11:35 AM||||If you removed the balance shafts and didnt properly block the holes with the bearings you would be dumping all that oil pressure out of an unrestricted 1/4" hole.... Which could trans late into alot of oil... if that is the case your valve train and turbo could suffer badly......||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000004||chhuong||02-15-2004||01:15 AM||||Do do you think that not blocking the inner front bearing is the problem??  Thanks for the help!!||24.16.230.236||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||02-15-2004||01:29 AM||||If the front shaft is removed, both front shaft bearings need to be removed and spun to block the oiling holes. If the shaft is left in place they can be left alone because the shaft itself will block them enough to keep oil pressure up.<br /><br />I removed my rear shaft and left the front one on my car. The front shaft could've been removed fairly easily but removing the bearings and then reinstalling them from under the car would've been a real PITA so I left it. Sounds like you need to get back in there and spin that bearing to block off the hole.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum2/004712.cgi
A||||12||Notorius||lifter tick||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||02-14-2004||03:33 AM||||k, im getting insane lifter tick right now, it started last night after some high-speed highway fun, its very audible at idle all the way up to about 3500rpm, beyond that the engine begins to drown it out. do i need to change my oil or is something possibly causing it? i searched and didnt find any other possibilities anywhere...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||jayru||02-14-2004||09:26 AM||||Try some marvels mystery oil, but ultimately you just have to change the lifters.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||kentheis||02-14-2004||12:51 PM||||If you haven't replaced the 1G lifters with 2G lifters, that will probably cure your tick.  Check around for prices.  A good price is under $200 for the set.<br /><br />KT||24.230.38.82||reg||1||KT||00002652||yes
Z||000003||sleepyvr4||02-15-2004||05:08 AM||||No.  $128 for revised lifters on ebay.  They are from partsdinosaur.  It is the best price I've seen by far.  Shipping is $4 - and they are nice.  The oil inlet and outlet holes are about 5 times larger than typical 1g lifters.  email partsdinosaur2@earthlink.net and they can get them for you.  Shipping takes three days from time of order to arrive.  They are so simple to change to.  I think my girlfriend could change them if instructed, however my friend just had his Talon head rebuilt and we put them in in 30 seconds.  Otherwise, remove valve cover, LOOSEN cam caps, slide out roller rockers, pull old lifters w/ pliers, install new ones, put rollers back in (carefully - they sort of balance) and torque the cam caps to spec.  I guess you can pop the rockers w/o loosening the cam caps, but it's pointless if you got a torque wrench.  That's it.  $130 and maybe a half hour of labor.  Might as well replave valve cover gasket while your in there.  Hope that helps.||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000004||sleepyvr4||02-15-2004||05:11 AM||||oh yeah, you have to prime them when you first start your car.  It'll sound like a machine gun, so hold revs at 2-3000rpms and they will fill w/ oil shortly.||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||02-15-2004||03:26 PM||||I just pulled mine out the other night and found about half of them were "updated" ones with big holes and the others were the old small hole ones!?  What's up with that?<br /><br />They were all quite clean inside from doing a BG Engine Purge treatment to the engine.  But looks like I will still be buying a set to have matching lifters.||64.63.226.136||reg||5||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||Notorius||02-15-2004||03:55 PM||||and i have no idea what lifters do and how they work. i understand that oil flows through them but where does the oil come from/go, why is more oil-flow through them important, where are they physically located?||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||02-15-2004||09:50 PM||||They are in the head.  They ride on the cam lobes and transfer the lobe height to the rocker arms which push down on the valves to open them.<br /><br />The oil is supplied through a channel in the head.  The flow is not as important as the fact that the small supply holes tend to clog.  The lifter is like a mini hydraulic shock.  Softer than solid lifters, so easier on the cam and rocker.||64.63.212.21||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||Arty||02-16-2004||05:53 PM||||I thought the main reason for hydraulic lifters is their ability to automatically take up any excessive clearance between the cam lobe and the valve stem. Removing the need for manual clearance adjustment by screw or shim, from time to time.<br />Being easier on the cam and rocker may be a side effect ?<br /><br />John.||203.24.125.135||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000009||SLedge||02-16-2004||09:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> They are in the head.  They ride on the cam lobes and transfer the lobe height to the rocker arms which push down on the valves to open them.<br /><br />The oil is supplied through a channel in the head.  The flow is not as important as the fact that the small supply holes tend to clog.  The lifter is like a mini hydraulic shock.  Softer than solid lifters, so easier on the cam and rocker. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your description is right for an OHV engine where the lifters transfer the cam lobe's lift to the rocker.  We don't really have "lifters" in the traditional sense, they're "lash adjusters."  The two ends of the rocker arm ride on the valve stem and lifter/lash-adjuster.  The cam hits the middle of the rocker: since the "lifter" height is basically fixed when pumped up w/ oil, it acts as the fulcrum and the cam's lobe profile is transfered to the valve.||64.169.4.33||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000010||mikeyoung00||02-17-2004||09:34 AM||||Nice explanation, Sledge. You a tech writer by chance?<br />(edit) whoop...just pulled your profile. Engineer, I see. What kind?||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000011||SLedge||02-17-2004||02:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Nice explanation, Sledge. You a tech writer by chance?<br />(edit) whoop...just pulled your profile. Engineer, I see. What kind? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">TOF, I'm playing firmware engineer, mainly RTOS and protocol development.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||02-17-2004||02:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> They are in the head.  They ride on the cam lobes and transfer the lobe height to the rocker arms which push down on the valves to open them.<br /><br />The oil is supplied through a channel in the head.  The flow is not as important as the fact that the small supply holes tend to clog.  The lifter is like a mini hydraulic shock.  Softer than solid lifters, so easier on the cam and rocker. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your description is right for an OHV engine where the lifters transfer the cam lobe's lift to the rocker.  We don't really have "lifters" in the traditional sense, they're "lash adjusters."  The two ends of the rocker arm ride on the valve stem and lifter/lash-adjuster.  The cam hits the middle of the rocker: since the "lifter" height is basically fixed when pumped up w/ oil, it acts as the fulcrum and the cam's lobe profile is transfered to the valve. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're right, you're right, you're right.  Sorry, I was having a brain fart!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    And I just got done fooling around in there the other day.  <br /><br />Thanks for the correction to keep everybody straight.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/004713.cgi
A||||4||Libila||ECU and pocketlogger||||1||||Libila||00003548
Z||000000||Libila||02-14-2004||12:48 PM||turbotalonawd@hotmail.com||I have a 95 talon right now and I was thinking to myself "what if I swapped out the ECU when I sold it and kept my eprom?" I have a datalogger and I was wondering if I would be able to use it on a GVR4 with my ecu, I dont see why not. Also how hard would an ecu swap be? And most important of all, would this even be worth it? Thanks in advance.||207.213.173.39||reg||1||Libila||00003548||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||02-14-2004||02:59 PM||||Your GVR4 will have an EEPROM unless it was replaced with a non-||69.34.60.167||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||Libila||02-14-2004||03:35 PM||||so swapping out my 95 would be pointless?||207.213.173.39||reg||1||Libila||00003548||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||02-14-2004||07:57 PM||||Yes pointless, and I don't think it will even work.  2G cars have different sensors, and I think run OBDII (but maybe not the '95s?).||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||Jason G.||02-14-2004||08:32 PM||||Yes, 2G ECUs are OBDII and will not work in your Galant.||65.35.40.130||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes



ubb/Forum2/004714.cgi
A||||0||boostx||2G tranny vs 1G||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||02-14-2004||01:56 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||which is stronger , i have heard that the 2G is stronger||67.87.133.134||reg||1||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum2/004715.cgi
A||||4||kartorium31||pulling the center diff||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||02-14-2004||03:44 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Is it difficult to pull the center diff out of the trans?  I've never worked on the internals before, do you guys think I could do it with out spending a whole day on it and without buying a bunch of special tools?  Any advice?  I'm gonna start looking through the service cd and books.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||3literpwr||02-14-2004||04:03 PM||||Do you want to pull the center diff or the viscous coupling?  What are you intensions?<br /><br />If you wanna remove the center diff you need to pull the gearbox and might have about an hour getting it out..... The v.c does not require the gear box removal.....||68.62.44.143||reg||1||Larry Parker||00003547||yes
Z||000002||TurboVR4dr||02-14-2004||05:07 PM||||You don't need to pull the gearbox to change the diff.  You can change it in the car  I have done this.  It is a bit of a pain but not to bad.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||02-14-2004||08:32 PM||||naw, the trans is out of the car.  Someone just need the diff and doesn't want the whole trans.  Thanks guys||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||maninblack||02-15-2004||03:59 PM||||Here is a link to the VFAQ page.  If you click on drivetrain there is a vfaq on how to r&r the center diff. Doesn't look too difficult.  You'll need retaining ring pliers and a gear puller.  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html" target="_blank">VFAQ page</a>||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes



ubb/Forum2/004716.cgi
A||||5||MX4||Battery in boot question.||||1||||MX4||00000093
Z||000000||MX4||02-14-2004||05:03 PM||||Before anyone asks I have done a search and not really found what Im looking for.<br /><br />I have my battery in the boot and its tidy apart from where the battery cable joins into the main + line under the bonnet. I need to work out a way I can mount the cable somewhere because its currently sitting loose.<br /><br />Can anyone suggest something or post a pic of there setup. Many thanks<br /><br />Ryan, NZ||202.180.83.6||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-14-2004||07:54 PM||||Run it under the carpet.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||02-14-2004||09:10 PM||||Your mean like hunting boots to keep your feet warm? Or maybe your bonnet is heated to keep your head warm and the wires run to your boots? Yeah, thats it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />If you want to keep the cable firmly in place, I think there is some wiring hold downs under the passenger side carpet. Under the bonnet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  , I'd get some tie downs and screw it into place. But I havent run mine yet, soon though. A 150A fuse is a good idea too, in case the insulation gets cut somehow.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||supervr4||02-15-2004||02:04 AM||||Nope he means where the cable joins under the bonnet.<br /><br />Im just using a peice of Perspex's with a small bolt through it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />If you want some let me know?<br /><br />Shane||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||02-15-2004||03:25 AM||||Ah, I bought an insulated stud and used it for a junction point. It's 1 1/4" x 3/8", I mounted it to the shock tower with two screws. Got it at the parts store, they said there is a Ford one if I wanted to go junk yard hunting. Now I wished I'd asked them which Ford car it came out of.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||02-15-2004||05:19 AM||||Oops, I think I misunderstood you.  I just put a bolt through the holes in the cable ends, put a nut on the end of it, and mounted it on this plastic bracket I made, and bolted that to one of the battery tray threaded holes.  It works, but I'd like something better.  I found out that a lot of Chevy trucks have an electrical bus mounted on their firewalls.  It's basically a plastic rectangle with two bolt holes on either end, and 5 or so threaded posts sticking out.  All of the posts are joined inside, and have 0 ohms of resistance as per my multimeter.  I originally swiped one to use for a homemade ground kit, but the Chevies use them for positive power, so I may grab a 2nd one to use for that.  And then maybe a 3rd one in the trunk for all the shit coming off the battery...  I'll try to remember to take pics tomorrow.||69.59.219.130||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004717.cgi
A||||16||agvr4||Fan resistor removal||||1||||agvr4||00002560
Z||000000||agvr4||02-14-2004||06:43 PM||got028smarts@yahoo.com||I am running a Davies craig radiator fan i am wondering i if anyone has removed the fan resistor to get more flow.<br />My gvr4 overheats on 45 degree + days with a\c on when in traffic.buy turning a\c off cools down.<br />all fans work properly and seems to be a flow problem any experiences apreciated.||203.219.104.14||reg||1||agvr4||00002560||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-14-2004||07:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Davies craig radiator fan </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is this a special company or brand? Just curious...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||curtis||02-14-2004||10:02 PM||||Im not sure how the aussy cars are wired but for your USDM cars there is a thermo switch on the back side of the thermostat housing that is there for emergencies.  It kicks the fans into full speed if the car gets too hot.  Just pull the wire from it if you have it and wire it up to a switch to complete the ground circuit.  Mine is hook to a economy/ power switch from an automatic car.  The switch fits into the center console were the bullshit change compartment once was.   I ran a wire from the switch to the wire from the thermo switch and ran a wire from the switch to the body of the car under the center console.  If I see that its getting hot I just hit the button to kick on both fans full blast.||65.54.98.22||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||agvr4||02-15-2004||02:59 AM||||I found a bit of a pic relating to it i didnot relise it was a 2 speed arangmeent the resistor only works on the low speed fan i dont think either of my  high speeds are working sorry i snagled it acrobate so user unfriendly.  <img src="http://users.tpg.com.au/adsl7l9g/radiator%20fan.bmp" alt=" - " />||203.219.104.14||reg||1||agvr4||00002560||yes
Z||000004||agvr4||02-15-2004||03:01 AM||||<a href="http://www.daviescraig.com.au/" target="_blank">http://www.daviescraig.com.au/</a>||203.219.104.14||reg||1||agvr4||00002560||yes
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||02-15-2004||11:11 AM||||FYI, you don't have to remove the resistor to turn both fans on high. If you ground the coolant temp/ switch at B-22-4 both fans will kick in on high.<br />I'd do some maintenance first, flush the system, new cap, check the waterpump weeping hole for leaks. The stock radiator is big enough on the vr-4 for cooling.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000006||agvr4||02-15-2004||08:49 PM||||Ive been running aroung thinking 110deg on datalogger was ok  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  so i earthed b 224 drove around and it ran at 100deg to 89deg so i have ordered both radiator fan switches from mitsu i think my thermostat my have boiled out but i will wait and see with new switches there is nothing on my cooling system which is less than 1year old except for switches  this may have been an underlying problem for years all cars should have a data logger they are essential.||203.219.104.14||reg||4||agvr4||00002560||yes
Z||000007||agvr4||02-17-2004||12:06 AM||||radiator low speed fan resistor was open circut i found after buying both the switches for $200 bloody  hell.the blue wire going down to resistor was open circut at the little shunt fuse down there i resoldered it i think ive done it before been years though.never over look the obvious.||203.219.104.14||reg||1||agvr4||00002560||yes
Z||000008||mikeyoung00||02-17-2004||09:24 AM||||So that resistor assembly that bolts to the fan support does do more than just resist? There is a thermostat switch in it as well? I wondered about that when I was putting in a new radiator and spal fan that came pre-installed. I did go ahead and move the resistor pack over just in case. I know the question is answered within the rhuns of that electrical schematic above but my literacy in regard to electrical schematics is pretty much limited to the battery/lightbulb and crystal radio diagrams of my youth.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />OK...after a second look it looks like there is a thermal sensor in the cooling fan resistor housing but not in the AC fan housing? That right?||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000009||agvr4||02-17-2004||04:08 PM||||a/c fan runs low speed constantly whenever compressor is on .Both fans have a resistor on low speeds this is how low speed is achieved if the resistor is open circut   the fan will not turn at all until 102deg is reached at the thermostat housing earth switch or 258 psi with a/c on.this will switch both fans on bypassing both resistors therefore full speed.||203.219.104.14||reg||1||agvr4||00002560||yes
Z||000010||mikeyoung00||02-17-2004||10:20 PM||||???258PSI???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||02-18-2004||12:15 AM||||What does B-22-4 look like in the car -- where is it in relation to the sensor housing?  I'm confused by the myriad of temperature sensors.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||Martin Tolentino||02-18-2004||02:27 AM||||it's on the t-stat housing block. pointing towards the rear||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000013||mikeyoung00||02-18-2004||02:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> What does B-22-4 look like in the car -- where is it in relation to the sensor housing?  I'm confused by the myriad of temperature sensors. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And I'm confused by the myriad of your posts.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000014||crucible||02-18-2004||02:45 PM||||Theres also a temp sensor on the bottom of radiator.I have yet to figure out what that one does.Way too many temp sensors<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||02-19-2004||11:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> What does B-22-4 look like in the car -- where is it in relation to the sensor housing?  I'm confused by the myriad of temperature sensors. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And I'm confused by the myriad of your posts.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">May all your stock IC pipes split in places you cannot see.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||mikeyoung00||02-19-2004||04:48 PM||||Too late, Ryan...they already did.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Thats why half my IC plumbing consists of sections of 240sx exhaust pipe.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004718.cgi
A||||3||14bCrazy||RPM ? AFC?||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||02-14-2004||09:01 PM||acuradude@msn.com||I installed my new SAFC III today. When I turned it on I noticed that the RPM's where showing half of what they should be. I checked all the conections and they were right. I double checked to see if I set it to 4 cylinders and that was right also. I changed it to a 2 cylinder and it was correct. I checked the pin out of the ECU and noticed that the wire that the directions say to use is for one of the coils. Is it supposed to be set on 2 cylinders since its only reading from a wire for one coil and not both?||68.232.64.191||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||jayru||02-14-2004||09:03 PM||||that's a mistake in the afc wiring, however just set it to 2 cyl and you'll be fine.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||02-14-2004||09:13 PM||||Thanks that's what I thought but just thought I'd ask.||68.232.64.191||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||yiutsang||02-17-2004||12:14 PM||||You may check this out:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001660</a><br /><br />I've never installed SAFC III before but the documentation of SAFC I did make a mistake on where to tap the RPM wire in ECU<br /><br />I experienced the same problem before and fixed it after reading the link<br /><br />Good Luck<br /><br />Yiuwa||219.77.170.167||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004784.cgi
A||||10||MustGoFaster||Crower 414's with stock parts||||1||||MustGoFaster||00000748
Z||000000||MustGoFaster||02-21-2004||08:27 PM||Ryan034316@yahoo.com||Just looking for thoughts on this.  414's are "stage 3" and compare with 272's for those of you who don't know.  I know that the stock head (spring and retainer, valve float issues) will work with the 414's and 272's.  Any major things to worry about?  I know a guy that nuked 2 14B's with 272's.  Any thought's on this issue? Run less boost (16psi?) and avoid it?||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-21-2004||09:32 PM||||i think the 272's are measured in lift and the 414's are measured in duration. Im not completely sure, but thats my 2 cents.<br /><br />Nick||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||02-22-2004||01:14 AM||||My question stated differently: <br />I got a friend that nuked 2 14b�s with a set of 272�s and trying to run 20psi or so.  To me running less boost (16PSI?) would seem to be the logical solution.  Sound like it will work?||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000003||Ash||02-22-2004||04:58 AM||||I don't think the cams had anything to do with him nuking 2 14b's if he was running 20 pound with them!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />I would imagine you would be fine.<br /><br />Upgraded springs & retainers should be used though shouldn't they?||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||fast_gvr4||02-22-2004||08:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> I don't think the cams had anything to do with him nuking 2 14b's if he was running 20 pound with them!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <br /><br />I would imagine you would be fine.<br /><br />Upgraded springs & retainers should be used though shouldn't they? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I disagree with the cams not being a factor on "nuking" the 14b's, I mean 20psi is overkill for the 14b's no matter what combination you have. But the airflow with stock cams @20 psi and 6500rpm's is far less than with the 272's and 7500rpm, the turbo will bust big time trying to maintain that boost level. I think it blow just trying to maintain 16psi at the high RPM's the cams produce thier peak power.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||172.153.99.21||reg||7||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||02-22-2004||05:05 PM||||There could be other reasons that the turbo "blew". This is from Forced Performance's FAQ:<br />"The crankcase vents are the second largest cause of oil loss from a good condition turbocharger. The seals in the turbocharger were designed with expectation that the pressure inside the compressor and turbine housing will always be greater than the pressure in the bearing housing. If this is ever not the case then oil will come out pass the seals. A restricted crankcase vent will cause this to happen. If the amount of ring blowby exceeds the ability of the crank vents to release the pressure positive pressure will build within the crankcase. This pressure within the crankcase can exceed the pressure inside the compressor and turbine housings under some operating conditions resulting in oil being driven pass the seals by the improperly biased pressure gradient across the seal rings. In severe cases it may be necessary to introduce vacuum pumps to deal with crankcase pressure, but these would be very severe high boost applications where even low percentages of blowby produce a high volume of crankcase vent flow."||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000006||Ash||02-22-2004||09:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fast_gvr4:<br /><strong> I disagree with the cams not being a factor on "nuking" the 14b's, I mean 20psi is overkill for the 14b's no matter what combination you have. But the airflow with stock cams @20 psi and 6500rpm's is far less than with the 272's and 7500rpm, the turbo will bust big time trying to maintain that boost level. I think it blow just trying to maintain 16psi at the high RPM's the cams produce thier peak power.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didn't think of that, good point   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||Kibo||02-23-2004||01:06 PM||||I ran 64414's with my 14b and tried to keep boost below ~18psi.  It's hard to say what boost I was actually running, though, because it would peak and then fall off so quickly, I didn't know when to read the gauge.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />FWIW, the 14b was in awesome shape when I pulled it off to upgrade--the best of any I've seen, actually.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||02-23-2004||01:19 PM||||I really don't see cams attributing to turbo failure without physical proof.  Hell, overspeeding turbos due to boost leaks is more likely to cause failure, and I've never even seen that happen.  Hell, didn't Leon Reitman set the 11-sec 14b record with bigger cams and a good amount of boost?<br /><br />I wouldn't worry about it man, I would just install the cams.||129.120.56.144||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||Kibo||02-24-2004||12:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>Hell, overspeeding turbos due to boost leaks is more likely to cause failure, and I've never even seen that happen.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have seen that one--ask Pivvay about his 14b, or anyone who has ever blown a T25...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />However, I agree that installing the cams on the 14b isn't a bad thing for the turbo.  You'll see increased lag, and the added breathing up-top doesn't do much on a turbo that's already maxed out; but if it's just a part of a bigger upgrade plan that includes a larger turbo I wouldn't sweat it.||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000010||MustGoFaster||02-24-2004||01:16 AM||||Well I didn't get them because a slight $$ issue (I could have got them but it would have put me below my self imposed �broke level� due to a possible increase in car insurance) and I figure I better get the car running first.  And by nuking I mean the good old 3 piece conversion: nut, compressor wheel, turbine wheel/shaft.||63.226.181.123||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum2/004720.cgi
A||||3||henrok||how much horsepower?||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||02-15-2004||01:07 AM||alvihen@aol.com||hey guys is there a way to determine how much wheel horse power u have without putting the car on a dyno?  is there a fixed amount that gets transferred to the wheels from a fixed amount of horsepower?( for instance, any car with 300 horses will have 250 at the wheels.)||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||02-15-2004||01:10 AM||||run it at the track and get the weight. That will give you an estimate.  It doesn't really matter anyway...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||02-15-2004||01:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> run it at the track and get the weight. That will give you an estimate.  It doesn't really matter anyway... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you do that use the trap speed instead of E.T. to determine the HP estimate. Trap speed is a good indicator of HP while E.T. is a good indicator of driver skill. No matter how crappy of a launch you get usually your trap speed will still be close to what it would be with a good launch.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||02-15-2004||01:53 AM||||true dat...trap speed is what i meant. ET just tells you if you're a shitty driver for your trap  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004721.cgi
A||||35||MiSTER2||What turbo to get for VR4?||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||02-15-2004||03:17 AM||||My turbo feels like it's life is coming to an end.  It's the stock 14b.  Now, I had my mind set up on a big 16g before however here in Australia they cost around US$1200.  So now i'm thinking of alternatives.  I know some ppl run 12s with the 14b.  Should i just get my 14b rebuild and high flowed and exhaust wheel backclipped etc.? Or should i just keep my stock turbo until i can afford a big 16g?  What should i do?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> <br /><br />Oh and will a highflowed 14b too far off from a 16g?  And i know there is 20g option but as far as i know that requires external wastegate and custom manifold etc.  is this correct?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||Ash||02-15-2004||03:48 AM||||Did you ask this on the Aussie VR4 forum too?  You get more accurate pricing on bits is all.  For instance PTE garret hybrids (non BB) for $1850AU new, B16G $1500AU<br /><br />It all depends how much you want to spend of course.||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||MiSTER2||02-15-2004||04:16 AM||||Well like i said i can't pay that much for a turbo right now.  In US same turbo costs half the price, maybe i should find ways of bringing it from US.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000003||sleepyvr4||02-15-2004||04:51 AM||||good thinking||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||02-15-2004||05:06 AM||||A 20G doesnt have to have a external wastegate. It's better of course, but if your a little tight right now you could get by with the internal and maybe go external later. It also depends on how much boost your able to run. <br /><br />Cant you get normal 16s cheap there? I'm not a fan of the big 16, if I was getting a Mit turbo with that much lag I'd just go ahead and get a 20.<br /><br />I CANT SLEEP.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||MiSTER2||02-15-2004||08:05 AM||||Turbos are generally expensive here compared to US.  Price is the main determining issue here.  Many ppl highly recommend the big 16g (i don't know why u don't like it bigfoot).  Is there too much lag difference between the 16g and big 16 g?<br /><br />My options seems to be:<br />14b rebuild highflowed<br />16g<br />big 16g<br />20g<br /><br />Which one should i get if i can find a way to get it from US?  Or any other alternatives that you guys can suggest?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||02-15-2004||11:03 AM||||I'd contact some of these reliable US retailers for their 16G & EVO3 B16G prices, shipped to Aussieland:<br /> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/</a><br />   <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.automotosports.com/dsm_turbo.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/dsm_turbo.asp</a>||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||02-15-2004||11:04 AM||||you should check out the evo 3 16g.  has a lighter compressor wheel, that is just a tad larger than the big 16g.  the turbine housing is 2 lbs lighter, and the wastegate has an improved routing so you wont get creep.  spools as fast or faster than the 16g, and will put out up to 44 lbs, which is equal to most 20g.  the best part?  they are cheap here, in most cases, less than a big 16g.  i've seen them new for as low as 525.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||MiSTER2||02-15-2004||11:56 AM||||I'm all confused now.  I thought the big 16g was the biggest 16g (not counting frankenstein) Some shops say evo3 big16g.  So is the evo3 16g the best of 16g turbos?  Why don't they offer backclipping on them?  Should i get ported turbine housing or backclipping?  Why isn't there evo4,5,6,7,8 turbos? Didn't mitsubishi improve their turbos since evo3.  <br /><br />I want a 12sec car, dsmparts say small 16g runs 12s so do i really need the evo3big 16g?  What about high flowing the 14b?<br /><br />Ok the options are:<br />Rebuild highflowed 14b<br />small 16g<br />big 16g<br />evo3 big16g <br /><br />By the way which one of those shops is the most reliable to deal with?<br /><br />Actually i purchased a datalogger cable from DSMparts before so they are reliable.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000009||MiSTER2||02-15-2004||12:11 PM||||Evo3 big16g sounds cool.  Does anyone has this turbo and are you happy with it?  When does it hit full boost?  Is it laggy?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||02-15-2004||01:32 PM||||i just got one, but havent installed it yet.  i have a ported big 16g on there now.  what swayed me was an article by another vr4 owner who said he had a 16g, and the evo spooled earlier, and pulled way harder all the way past redline, where the 16g would start to fall off at about 6500.  supposedly, the 16g is about 34 lbs, the big 16g is 36, and the evo is 40+, some reports have it at 44, the same as the 20g.  with the lighter compressor wheel, it should spool up faster than the 16g, all reports i have read indicates it does.  fp also says the improved routing for the wastegate negates the need for a bigger flapper, and it is 2 lbs lighter.  also, the turbine outlet is larger, and it matches up nicely to the evo 2 o2 housing.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||MiSTER2||02-15-2004||01:58 PM||||Sounds really good Ken.  You'll make me get one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  When r u going to install yours?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000012||1969MIB||02-15-2004||02:56 PM||||Everyone down here in San Diego is starting to get PTE 50 trims. Not only are they affordable, but they perform extremely well. In Southern California, people are looked down upon for buying a 16G when a 50 trim has the same bolt on capabilities for around the same price. Most everyone with the ability to buy a new turbo are ditching their 14b's, 16g's, and even 20G's.  <br /><br />I don't know if you're interested in real performance or not, but a friend of mine just ran a 7.6 @ 96 on a 50 trim at 26 PSI and little tuning (AKA no EGT gauge). <br /><br />Good luck.||66.75.232.28||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000013||MiSTER2||02-15-2004||04:33 PM||||7.6 @ 96 with little tuning at 26 psi   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000014||kazerak2||02-15-2004||04:54 PM||||i have a hahn race craft super 16G turbo its bigger than the evoIII 16G,||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000015||Martin Tolentino||02-15-2004||05:08 PM||||It all depends on if you just want to bolt it in 16g, big 16g, 18g in my case. How much HP you want?||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000016||HHIVR4||02-15-2004||05:11 PM||||Just order one from an american company and wait for it..even with shipping it will be cheaper than what you can find there it sounds like.<br />buschurracing.com has them for 535 us.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000017||Mitsuturbo||02-15-2004||05:27 PM||||my evoIII big16 hits full boost of 17# at about 3200rpm, and holds it to redline||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000018||Ash||02-15-2004||10:39 PM||||Watch import duty's & GST - they make things that appear cheap at first not so cheap.  I had looked at importing a few parts myself and it can become dearer than it seems at first.||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000019||ken inn||02-15-2004||11:11 PM||||i think you can get by if you list it as machinery.  i had a friend who was a high muckity muck for mobil stationed in australia for a couple of years.  he told me about this nut who was assembling bmw's that were sent over in pieces from some other nut in germany.  they assembled them back together, and got around the import laws.  i think one of them is in boston now, working for the government, but he is still doing crazy stuff to cars.  maybe you can have someone take it apart, and send the stuff in small parcels.  here's another idea.  a while ago, axxis pads were called repco, and imported from australia, where they are known as pbr(pacific brake and reline, i think).  repco had exclusive distributor rights in the us, so they could not be shipped to the us.  the place i used to work for had them shipped to germany, then reshipped from there to the us.  i remember when they got here, repco was backordered like 27000 sets of pads, and we had a couple thousand.  sales had a field day.  maybe you could have it shipped to another country, then to you.  hey, be creative.  it's the thrill of the hunt.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000020||1969MIB||02-15-2004||11:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> 7.6 @ 96 with little tuning at 26 psi    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.racelegal.com/results/race_results.asp" target="_blank">http://www.racelegal.com/results/race_results.asp</a><br /><br />Sean Cook 7.624@96.35 MPH||66.75.232.28||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000021||gtluke||02-15-2004||11:55 PM||||bolt on precision gt28<br />spools the same as a 16g, and makes more power.||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000022||slvrblt||02-16-2004||03:46 AM||||1. HRC is blah...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br />2. Buy an EVO 3 Big16G. VERY nice for the price and flows damn well. Spools fast as well. <br /><br /><br />As for Mitsu making better turbos since the E3B16G, yes they have. No they dont bolt up to our manifolds. No its not worth the customization to make one fit and work. They now make twin-scroll turbos for their EVOs.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000023||MiSTER2||02-16-2004||06:27 AM||||Thanks for all the input guys.  I think Evo3big16g is the way to go.  Now i gotta find a way to get it from US for a reasonable price.  Maybe the seller can do me a favour and devalue the turbo on the invoice.  <br /><br />350-400hp at the engine is what i aim for.  12sec everyday car.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000024||Martin Chilcote||02-16-2004||12:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> bolt on precision gt28<br />spools the same as a 16g, and makes more power. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please post a link to these, THANKS !<br /><br />Martin||66.139.166.99||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000025||Mitsuturbo||02-16-2004||02:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Thanks for all the input guys.  I think Evo3big16g is the way to go.  Now i gotta find a way to get it from US for a reasonable price.  Maybe the seller can do me a favour and devalue the turbo on the invoice.  <br /><br />350-400hp at the engine is what i aim for.  12sec everyday car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm sure a reputable member of this board would probably have no problem purchasing the turbo for you, and lie on the paperwork and say it's only worth $10 when shipping it out to you.  Right guys?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000026||Bigfoot200200||02-16-2004||02:13 PM||||PTE's GT-28 <a href="http://www.precisionte.com/sportcompact.php" target="_blank">http://www.precisionte.com/sportcompact.php</a><br /><br />FP's Big-28  <a href="http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=FP&Product_Code=NTDSMFPBIG28&Category_Code=DSM" target="_blank">http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=FP&Product_Code=NTDSMFPBIG28&Category_Code=DSM</a>||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000027||AWDnot2||02-16-2004||05:57 PM||||16Gs are CHEAP to   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    rebuild!<br /><br />Is a PTE 50Trim a ballbearing turbocharger?||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000028||4drwhore||02-17-2004||11:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> 16Gs are CHEAP to    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     rebuild!<br /><br />Is a PTE 50Trim a ballbearing turbocharger? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000029||agvr4||02-17-2004||04:42 PM||||I live in aus and have imported from US privatly if you purchase anything over $300 AU u pay tax 15%gst and then import duty on top now that varies depending on trade deal with US i bought a fidanza and it cost me $500 on top of the 800 i paid for the  flywheel once landed.I sugest u pay them the correct amount and tell to write $299AU on the picking invioce or u will be screwed.||203.219.104.14||reg||1||agvr4||00002560||yes
Z||000030||Arty||02-17-2004||05:01 PM||||The "duty free" under A$300 occurs in a round about way. There is a clause in the customs act that says any duty under A$50 is deemed too trivial to collect. From memory they base the calculation of the import duty on the value of the goods AND the shipping costs. Then they determine the type of goods eg. gearbox parts for domestic use, then they look up the percentage duty that these goods incur. For gearbox parts it's 15%, there is about 5000 types of goods, with many different percentages, listed in the act. At 15% you should be able to get about A$332 worth of gears imported without customs charging you duty. YMMV though. If you go over the A$50 trivial amount, the costs seem to increase exponentially, once you start getting hit with GST and customs agents fees.<br /><br />John.||203.24.125.167||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000031||Bigfoot200200||02-17-2004||05:56 PM||||Smear old grease all over it, tell em its off an old Chrysler.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000032||Ash||02-17-2004||08:01 PM||||we get taxxed on 2nd hand stuff here now, unless it's private sale    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000033||MiSTER2||02-17-2004||09:33 PM||||So what do i do?  Will they believe it if someone priced it AU$290?  Or will they look at it an say this looks brand new theres something shifty going on here?  I don't want to take a risk and end up paying more than the us$1200 that costs to get that turbo here.  Of course the other problem is to convince the shop that i'm buying from to change the price to US$230 (instead of US$600).  I was planning on paying by credit card.  <br /><br />The lengths we go for 12seconds of fun.<br /><br />Oh and i got some friends who live in US other than galantvr4.org members, but i don't know they can help.  Because it's a brand new turbo, ripping the packaging may not help.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000034||Bigfoot200200||02-17-2004||11:09 PM||||Well the FP Big-28 uses T-25 housings. Have a member buy a old T-25 for $50-$100 or whatever and use that reciept. Buy the turbo with the credit card, ship to the member(or friend) and have them package and sent it to OZ. <br /><br />Here is a review for it. I dont know much about the turbo and this thread looks like its way long so I'm not reading it. I think it's a 12 sec turbo though. FP does really great stuff.  <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=30118&highlight=big28" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=30118&highlight=big28</a>||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000035||jonvr4||02-17-2004||11:12 PM||||the FP Green is one sick turbo. thats all i have to say.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum2/004722.cgi
A||||3||mistaVR4||stripped top oil feed threads||||11||||mistaVR4||00003068
Z||000000||mistaVR4||02-15-2004||04:10 AM||tassap1@aol.com||Well,<br /><br />  This kinda sucks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    I just got done swapping to a 16G with ported 2G manifold and 3" 02 dump, everything went great until I over tightened the top oil feed banjo in the head, it didn't strip bad but bad enough to leak a bit, I'm thinking about running a tap back through or just trying to use JB weld or something,  can anyone recommend a satifactory method of repairing this dumbass mistake I just made???<br />Hopefully without replacing the head.<br /><br />Any input greatly appreciated!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />Thanks||198.81.26.43||reg||11||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-15-2004||08:18 AM||||Get a feed from Road Race so you have fresh oil from the pump. As far as the stripped hole goes, Helicoil it will work; then it will still function properly with the proper threads.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||ConquestCat||02-15-2004||08:44 AM||||Happened on my brothers' talon once.  I did helicoil it, but I used about 50 q-tip swaps to make sure I had every shred of metal out of the hole.||68.215.240.252||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000003||mistaVR4||02-15-2004||06:40 PM||||Yo fellas,<br /><br />  Just got done with the drill and tap, put everything back together....wala, no oil leakage   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   , thanks for the input.  Also I didn't use a helicoil, I went with a much cheaper but just as functional insert, it is 9/16 drill and tap to match the stock banjo bolt, it's much bigger but the way I see it the threads are thicker steel I can torque that bolt until it's hand tight and take it back out with no problems!<br /><br />Thanks,||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes



ubb/Forum2/004724.cgi
A||||4||driftin galant||Palm software||||5||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||02-15-2004||05:23 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||Ok i picked up a m100 used of course. and now i need the software to install it on my computer, dose any one know were i can get it or do i have to buy some software from a computer store?  Yes, i did search. I know were to get the cables and software to log.||67.160.105.167||reg||5||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||02-15-2004||06:08 PM||||I'd start here.<br /><a href="http://www.palmone.com/us/support/m100/" target="_blank">http://www.palmone.com/us/support/m100/</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||02-15-2004||06:47 PM||||If all you are wanting is the Desktop software for the Palm M100 I can burn you a copy and send it to you.  I dont know where to look online for it.||68.76.186.240||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||02-15-2004||08:31 PM||||I am not 100% sure, but I think you can download it from the Palm website.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||02-16-2004||12:43 AM||||You can get it right from the palm site. I just got the new version, but it didnt like me, so I still use the old version.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum2/004725.cgi
A||||2||kazerak2||my D/S auto seatbelt wont work||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||02-15-2004||10:06 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||ok i got the car with the a frame gauge pod in it  and the PO said when he put in the lo-tek pod in, the drivers side auto seatbelt wouldnt work it's. has anyone had this problem? any ideas how to fix it.||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-15-2004||11:14 PM||||check for screws in the pod.  i bet he screwed a wire into the frame, and grounded it.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||02-16-2004||12:38 AM||||Happened in my '92.  The lo-tek screws are too long - get a couple of 7/16" black sheet metal screws (point, not tek) and screw them (by hand!) in new places.  The pod and gauges are light enough to be attached just to the trim, and not to the metal.||206.148.96.151||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum2/004726.cgi
A||||8||14bCrazy||How much boost on a 1 gen MAF......||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||02-16-2004||09:18 AM||acuradude@msn.com||How much boost can you run with  a 1G maf before you over run it with a big 16g? If you over run it will it cause the car to studder?||162.83.110.108||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-16-2004||09:27 AM||||at 18 lbs boost, i was getting overrun at about 6k rpm, maybe as low as 5500.  it didnt studder, but i could feel it, like it was falling off the cam.  also, the knock sensor led would go crazy.||64.240.175.139||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-16-2004||10:07 AM||||Hey, Ken...what sort of fuel pump are you running?||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||02-16-2004||05:16 PM||||I think Im getting overrun with my E3B16G on 12psi at 5000rpm. My IPW drops as well as my timing. I get ZERO knock though, so Im a bit confused.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||AWDnot2||02-16-2004||05:38 PM||||With 3" intake and full 3" exhaust w/ the 16G (1990 GSX) I had mas overrun @ 5,500-6,000rpm   No "stuttering", it felt like fuel cut.  If you feel stuttering, it might be the spark plug wires.  My 95 and 90 both would stutter @ about 10psi when the spark plug wires started to go south.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||02-16-2004||06:02 PM||||On a hacked 1G MAS (blaha) I got no overrun or stuttering, and it worked great at WOT.  For a cheap solution, I liked it.  For part throttle driving and autocross, I didn't like it.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-16-2004||06:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Hey, Ken...what sort of fuel pump are you running? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i have a 3kgtvr4 pump.  spoolinup afpr, pressure at 36 static.  660 fic injectors, but they are new.  i was running 550's at the time.||64.240.175.139||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||gvr4-27||02-16-2004||11:00 PM||||i have a stock intake and the stock mas is hacked as much as i could get it and i have the Evo 3 16g and i can hit 18-19psi and it runs good, but i do have a 2nd gen mas and intake pipe awaiting install when i have time.||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||02-16-2004||11:28 PM||||the kicker is fmic/piping.  when you upgrade the stock system, you will hit mas overrun a LOT quicker.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004727.cgi
A||||2||dc_style||vce install question.||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-16-2004||02:45 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||does anybody know of a site with a walk thru or anyone have pictures of their install? i have searched but have not found any pictures. thanks.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||02-16-2004||02:56 PM||||If you have NEVER installed a VC...  Here's how to do it...<br /><br />Drain the tranny fluid<br />Take off the 5th gear end casing.  <br />Take off the "C" clip securing the VC to the shaft.  <br />Tap off the Viscous Coupler.<br />Press on the VCE.<br />Clean the end casing.<br />Put peramtex or Mitsu gasket sealant on the casing.  <br />Put casing back on the tranny. <br />Refill tranny with fluid  <br />Done.||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||maninblack||02-16-2004||07:51 PM||||look here  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html" target="_blank">vfaq page</a> under drivetrain center diff replacement||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes



ubb/Forum2/004728.cgi
A||||8||maninblack||$2500 to spend||||1||||maninblack||00003259
Z||000000||maninblack||02-16-2004||10:47 PM||maninblack@raidersfan.net||I recently purchased my galant #631/2000, white.  It has 155,000 miles on it.  It is due for a timing belt, and I'm planning on doing water pump and getting rid of the balance shafts.  I also have a new radiator and rebuilt transfer case.  The trans and clutch have about 15,000 on them.  The stock 14b has too much shaft play, but seems to boost fine. The car is 100% stock.  As the thread title would suggest I have about $2500 to spend on maintenance and mods.  I have been doing alot of reading and have learned quite a bit in the last month plus.  I would like to hear from some experienced people on the upgrade path they would take and why.  P.S. I plan on keeping this car for a long time and my goals are a quick street car and maybe some passes at the drag strip.  I won't be driving the car everyday.||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||02-16-2004||11:43 PM||||$2500 may sound like a lot, but a fourteen year old car with 155k on the clock is gonna need some serious maintenance. And if it doesn't now, it will once you start slapping the mods on it. I'm not trying to sound negative, but just trying to inform you of what to expect. <br /><br />If you've read a lot, then you know the things that should be addressed first. Capacitors in the ECU, harmonic balancer, maybe a 1990 oil filter housing. That's all I can think of at the moment in terms of "old stuff that should be replaced."<br /><br />For mods, I think you should start with a 3" turbo back exhaust system. If it's feasible, have the O2 sensor housing and turbine housing ported. That will help reduce spoolup time and give you more power.<br /><br />Just my $.02...||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-16-2004||11:49 PM||||Befor you get any mods, get it running right. New timing belt, water pump, ECU Caps, crank pulley, 3g lifters, carrier bearing, tie-rod ends, new brake pads and calipers (if necessary), K&N, plugs and wires, fuel filter, radiator flush, tranny flush, rear end flush, check leaks in 4ws, Axle boots etc etc. You get the idea. Putting mods on a badly maintained car only makes it worse...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||02-17-2004||09:32 AM||||Yes...do your maintenance and bank the balance. You will have a cushion against future repairs. Then save for mods from your disposible income. Don't worry, won't take that long. And as you add stuff over time you will continuously be improving the car's performance. This is much more satisfying than building up the car in one big step. You get a tremendious improvement in performance but as you get used to the car over time you get jaded and  the car just starts to feel "normal" (although that Hertz Taurus you pick up on an out of town trip feels like a lead sled). With continuous improvement your GVR4 continues to offer a very satisfying driving experience. How Zen!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-18-2004||12:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> (although that Hertz Taurus you pick up on an out of town trip feels like a lead sled).</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, I'm a Hertz Taurus you bastard.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||grimm||02-18-2004||01:13 AM||||I would get the car in a-one shape b-4 putting stuff on, after that I would do a search on this site for "free mods" and go from there. my two pennies.   <br /><br /> oh and I think you should buy me some 720cc injectors. just a thought...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||02-18-2004||02:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> (although that Hertz Taurus you pick up on an out of town trip feels like a lead sled).</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, I'm a Hertz Taurus you bastard. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  What is that? Spanish for injured bull?||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||851/1000||02-19-2004||06:06 PM||||I agree with the suggestions offered already. If you mod a car that isn't in top shape all you will have is a hand grenade! It will not be fun and it is supposed to be fun.||12.111.39.195||reg||1||Mark LaVallee||00003551||yes
Z||000008||bleck||02-21-2004||01:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Grimm:<br /><strong>   <br /> oh and I think you should buy me some 720cc injectors. just a thought...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This guy's got the right idea.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.60.136.192||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum2/004729.cgi
A||||5||4g63t||1 cap for 2 amps?||||1||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||02-16-2004||11:01 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||A quick question for the stereo guys - Can I run 2 kenwood amps off of 1 rockford 1 farad cap? One amp will be 300x1 (sub) and the other amp will be 25x4. Rockford Fosgate 1 farad caps are pretty cheap on ebay, but I'm not sure if I need 1 or 2. The 1 farad caps can supposedly handle up to 1000 watts, but can you split the wire after the cap to 2 amps or does the cap have to be dedicated to the amp?||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||02-16-2004||11:05 PM||||I don't see what would stop you from running both off of 1.  Sounds fine to me.||65.41.84.91||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||Jose||02-16-2004||11:41 PM||||Get a distribution block and run it after the cap. That way you can run multible amps.<br />Jose....||64.12.113.162||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||02-17-2004||01:50 AM||||yes, 1 Fd for those two amps is fine. Jose's suggestion about the distibution block is an excellent one.||67.248.115.14||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||02-17-2004||02:02 AM||||Thanks guys, thats the way I'll go||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||02-17-2004||04:44 PM||||The sub is the only thing that will really need the cap.  'specially with 25x4.  I would just feed the amp for the sub with the cap.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/004730.cgi
A||||1||jsicustoms||engine swap||||1||||jsicustoms||00003566
Z||000000||jsicustoms||02-17-2004||02:00 AM||mintsbro@yahoo.com||hi, i'm jsicustoms i've been given a 92 galant w/ a 4g63 soch n/a engine (warped head...hense free!)<br />i'm planing on swaping it for a 1gen eclipse 4g63t<br />anything else i should need other than ecu wiring harness 250 walboro fuel pump or 1st gen eclipse fuel pump exhaust reworked form 1st gen eclipse. any opinions can be helpful this my first swap ever and am a little nerves but i think it will work!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||jsicustoms||00003566||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-17-2004||02:43 AM||||IC pipes<br />IC<br />injectors<br />tranny<br />axles?<br />intake pipe||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004731.cgi
A||||11||marvinmadman123||EVO VIII turbo ?s||||1||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||02-17-2004||03:56 AM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||Would the whole  manifold, turbo, o2 housing etc. fit on the vr4? Any issues to be conserned with?||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||MiSTER2||02-17-2004||08:10 AM||||I think the turbo spins the opposite way or sthg.  After evo3 the engines were placed on opposite direction so i think some stuff won't straight fit.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||02-17-2004||08:32 AM||||The turbo inlet will hit the powersteering pump. <br /><br />(Don't bid on "my" turbo!!)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||02-17-2004||10:23 AM||||I am just curious, I have never seen a EVOVIII turbo, but here it goes.  <br /><br />Could you take the turbine housing off, and rotate it 180 degrees and then bolt the compressor housing/center section back on?  So now the center section bolts on to the left of the turbine housing.  This will appear to make the turb look like "our" turbo.  Again this is just a thought, I have no idea how the turbine housing looks, or if it would have clearence problems being rotated.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||AWDnot2||02-17-2004||11:02 AM||||If i'm not mistaken, the exhaust housing connects to the center with a band and the compressor is held on by the big ass circlip.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||02-17-2004||11:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> (Don't bid on "my" turbo!!)    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you getting one for the Bimmubishi?  That would simplify all things underhood.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||marvinmadman123||02-17-2004||03:08 PM||||"Your turbo"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  I thought it was "mine" and I just received my income tax check   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  just kidding   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||02-17-2004||08:56 PM||||Thanks! I won it. <br /><br />Anyone want a 16G/ EVO 3 combo? PM me if interested. <br /><br />Mix2001, yeah.. i hope this works! $350 for a turbo, mani and o2 with 500 miles, someone pinch me!<br /><br />That manifold project is the first one I'm going to abandon. I can't deal with it. I don't have the right welder yet for it (getting a tig in a few months) and the weldbend pipes are simply too frustrating to cut into a collector. This Evo is said to fit but the alternator might have to be moved to the other side of the engine. <br /><br />NBD.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||02-17-2004||09:02 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2858" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||Akidosigh1||02-17-2004||09:11 PM||||did you know buschur sells an alternator relocation kit or bracket to put it on the other side?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000010||LunarShadow||02-17-2004||09:31 PM||||I can't say I haven't wondered the same thing. The bolt pattern and exhaust ports are all the same, so it should bolt up mirror image or not.  The irony is that some EVO owners are switching to after-market manifolds so they can bolt on any turbo (Garrett) they wish.  The EVO turbo spins backwards.  I think the real payoff will be fitting the after-market EVO manifolds to our heads.  <br /><br />Things will get flipped around, but it opens more possibilities.||172.170.29.8||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||02-17-2004||09:37 PM||||I didn't know about that bracket that Burschurererer has. I'll check it out. I'll probably make my own but if his is reasonable I'm not against buying one.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/004732.cgi
A||||4||agrabau||Brake Dragging ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||02-17-2004||07:30 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||Hi guys, this is yet another inquiry into the mysteries surrounding my brake pedal "over assist" that's causing brake dragging. I know a lot of you guys are techs that work on several brands other than Mitsu, and that this is the most technically advanced board I've been on, so you guys get to suffer through this post... Yay!<br /><br />I'll do my best to keep it short, but as some of you know after a turbo conversion I have persistant brake problems in my 1991 318i which causes the brakes to drag after about 10 minutes of driving, to the point where I have to stop the car or it will stop on it's own. I've overcome the problem with a bleeder valve tapped into the booster. It's good for keeping the brakes from dragging but the pedal is hard under boost (as the booster is seeing boost not vac and the assist goes in reverse causing the pedal to become hard as a rock) So the brakes work fine with the bleeder but they wouldn't be sufficient for the track. <br /><br />Here's what I've done:<br /><br />Replaced the booster<br />Replaced the check valve (4 times)<br />replaced all pads and rotors including the drum-ebrake setup inside the disk <br />Tapped the vacuum bleeder into the system<br />checked brake pedal height several times<br /><br />Here's what I expect is going wrong:<br />The check valve is clicking in when it sees boost, keeping it from "boosting up" the booster, but eventually it will stay "in" as vacuum builds inside the booster, is not released, and overcomes the valve's propensity to return to neutral. There should, from what I understand, be a bleeder valve inside the booster to equalize chamber pressures on the "working" half and the half that sees vacuum. My question is:<br /><br />When does this valve equalize pressure? When the pedal is in it's resting position? Is my Master cylinder somehow faulty causing a non-equalizing situation inside the booster?  I guess I would like to know if the master cylinder is somehow related to the function of the brake booster because if it is, it's likely to be the problem as everything else has been replaced.<br /><br /><br />If I can't fix it this week I'm getting a Tilton dual master cylinder brake and clutch pedal and chucking this dumb vacuum canister. <br /><br />Thanks for any help. <br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-18-2004||12:42 AM||||You have the valve in backwards.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||02-18-2004||03:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Hi guys, this is yet another inquiry into the mysteries surrounding my brake pedal "over assist" that's causing brake dragging. I know a lot of you guys are techs that work on several brands other than Mitsu, and that this is the most technically advanced board I've been on, so you guys get to suffer through this post... Yay!<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">and the technically advanced answwer...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> You have the valve in backwards. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">its past 1am and im laughin my ass off at this...||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||02-18-2004||03:51 AM||||My brakes were doing the same thing but in the galant. I unplugged the abs fuse and everything is fine now. It would only do it when I would be almost to a complete stop (around 2 mph) the pedal would actually push my foot up but the car would just halt to a dead stop, buckin a little back and forth||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||02-18-2004||06:19 AM||||Hertz. The price of that turbo just went up foo'. <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />If the valve were in backwards there would be no assist as no vacuum would build in the reservoir.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/004733.cgi
A||||9||mr.mitsu||relocating coil pack||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||02-17-2004||11:16 AM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||has anyone done this?<br /><br />how hard is it to do?<br /><br />thanks guys||24.153.24.118||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||02-17-2004||12:07 PM||||When the images come back up you can look at mine.  I just mounted mine on one of the three strut mounts, then persuaded it a bit to clear the hood.  No stress on the wires and no worries.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||02-17-2004||01:53 PM||||Mine is relocated. No big deal. Pictures are around on here somewhere and are hosted on my site so they will be up.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||02-17-2004||03:41 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004039#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004039#000000</a><br /><br />pictures inside||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||mr.mitsu||02-17-2004||10:47 PM||||thanks for the pics   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />is there anywhere i can find a write up on how to do this||24.153.24.118||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||02-17-2004||11:20 PM||||what more do you need to know?  you can get me at AIM at TriTeen if you want to.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-17-2004||11:21 PM||||are you relocating the coil on a cyclone intake?  if so, all i did was rotate my coil about 10 deg, and redrill one hole.  i have the coil bolted to 2 of the 3 mounting points, cause i had to grind off one mounting boss to clear the a/c line.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||mr.mitsu||02-18-2004||08:55 AM||||well, how many bolts are holding it down (it's pretty dark in there   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   )<br /><br />can i just remove them and re-mount it somewhere else? or is there a lot more to it than that?<br /><br />i'll take a peek and see what i come up with||24.153.24.118||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||02-18-2004||09:01 AM||||Nope just remove and re-mount. My coil is held down to a small aluminum bracket off the engine mount there by 1 bolt. It's not heavy.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||02-18-2004||09:01 AM||||there are 3 bolts holding the coil.  one of the raised bosses and the coil will hit the a/c line.  if you leave the coil loosely bolted to the mount that is closest to the driver, you can use that as a pivot point, and slowly rotate the coil bracket.  then, you gotta eyeball it and drill a new hole.  it is tight, but it works.  after i did this, i ground off the boss that was in the way, and there is no interference.  also, the surge tank bracket will hit the compressor, you have to grind off a lot of it, or it can cut the clutch wire.||64.240.175.86||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004767.cgi
A||||6||atc250r||Full Throttle AFPR?||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||02-19-2004||01:30 PM||johngmr@yahoo.com||I have read so many bad stories about all the AFPR's and the companies selling them I am more confused now than when I started searching. I know the Buschur one is a nice a nice piece but it too pricey for me so I am leaning towards the AFPR from fullthrottlespeed.com. I want to hear some opinions on their ability to get the product to me. It isn't a nine month wait like some other people's product, is it? A little input would be great.<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-19-2004||07:55 PM||||I don't know anything about it, but it will not fit without modification.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Kibo||02-19-2004||08:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> I don't know anything about it, but it will not fit without modification. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Really?  Could you expand on this?||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000003||369of1000||02-19-2004||10:14 PM||||I ordered one on Jan 1st. They were slightly backed up and it took 3 to 4 weeks for me to get it. It is a good quality Universal (or perhaps custom for a Buick) AFPR with a machined aluminum adapter plate. The plate is circular and the top right portion is in direct conflict with plug wire number 4 on the coil pack. You will have to grind or cut that part down for clearance. Also, the adapter plate does not use stock mounting hardware. It uses 2 smaller/longer bolts and 2 nuts. The bolts go through the existing holes in the fuel rail, but the fuel rail is not flat on the back side. So you will have to smooth it down or put up with the nuts not mounting flatly. And one last thing, the 1/8th npt hole for a gauge is in a bad location and some brass elbows will need to be used in order to actually see your fuel pressure gauge. <br /><br />That's everything I know so far. I don't have any travel time on it yet do to other fuel pump issues.<br /><br />If you're not scared to do the above modifications I would recommend this AFPR.<br /><br />Hope this helps.||68.114.21.70||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||02-19-2004||11:23 PM||||Do NOT under any circumstance try and order a ChargedAir.com unit.  You will get ripped off.  Spend the extra $$ and get the other guys unit as you know it will show up.||68.249.233.115||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||LunarShadow||02-19-2004||11:41 PM||||They have a bolt on version and a universal unit.  The company that makes this piece (and no, Full Throttle is not the source) has a habitual back order status on most of it's line.  Even if it is sourced directly, it can take some time before you see it. They make a bunch of stuff for the Buick GNs and Mustangs.  <br /><br />If you do order from Full Throttle, I am willing to bet they will drop ship.  This may not be the case, but it is worth while to ask them.  A drop ship will always take longer, and Full throttle may not be aware of the availablity at the time you order. <br /><br />What happend to Charged Air?  The website doesn't exist anymore. URL is still registerd though.  <br /><br />We have covered some of this before. Check my thread.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004409#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004409#000000</a><br /><br />As for reliablity of the unit, I'm not sure.  I have the universal AFPR and overall construction is extremely good.  I think they have a good reputation among the Buick GN community.<br /><br />I will be doing a poor man's AFPR install thread on the universal unit with in the next week.  I need to get my hands on a digi first.<br /><br />Also, I should be able to nail down the details of these AFPR's.  Hopefully, I can put to rest any questions about them.||172.155.94.187||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||02-19-2004||11:54 PM||||FYI, when I was under my hood today, I noticed that my VDO fuel pressure gauge that was mounted on my AFPR blew out. Don't buy cheapies. <br /><br />If anyone can recommend a better PROVEN one, please let me know.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/004735.cgi
A||||69||Mitsuturbo||The Viggen FMIC||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||02-17-2004||01:08 PM||||I figured i'd start a new thread on this, with pics.. since i was getting asked about it.<br />This is my FMIC.  It will be running in front of a EvoIII b16g.  I hope it looks as good to you guys, as it looks to me.  This "Seems" perfect for my application.. at least for the time being, and for $145 shipped.. i couldn't pass it up!<br />   <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/fmic1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/fmic2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/fmic3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/fmic4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/fmic5.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/fmic6.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/fmic7.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://mitsuturbo.home.comcast.net/fmic8.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Let me know what you guys think.  I know it's no monster, but i think something like a 2-216 is somewhat overkill, even for a 50 trim.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||02-17-2004||01:36 PM||||What's with the plastic endtanks? Expect those to break or crack soon.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||AWDnot2||02-17-2004||02:10 PM||||Yep, that's an extruded tube and fin with composite tanks. Sealed by crimping the end tank with header tabs. There is a rubber gasket in-between to achieve the seal.<br /><br />It's better than the stock unit.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||02-17-2004||02:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> What's with the plastic endtanks? Expect those to break or crack soon. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not nessisarily.  A lot of turbo neons run those IC's with the plastic end tanks and no problems.  Granted they run less boost, but I have two A4 1.8T IC's welded together with plastic endtanks, and no worries.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||02-17-2004||02:16 PM||||What kind of boost are you looking to run with that? I would think it wouldn't hold up that well if you want to run say 22+ lbs of boost.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||Tevenor||02-17-2004||02:27 PM||||The stock Supra IC sidemounts are infamous for blowing their plastic-crimped end tanks at anything over 20 psi. They go as far as metal banding the end tanks to prevent blow-off incidents.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000006||Mitsuturbo||02-17-2004||02:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> What kind of boost are you looking to run with that? I would think it wouldn't hold up that well if you want to run say 22+ lbs of boost. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uh.. i believe you'd be mistaken, or else SAAB would be up to their necks in warranty issues on these things.. considering the Viggen runs 19psi STOCK.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||02-17-2004||03:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> What kind of boost are you looking to run with that? I would think it wouldn't hold up that well if you want to run say 22+ lbs of boost. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uh.. i believe you'd be mistaken, or else SAAB would be up to their necks in warranty issues on these things.. considering the Viggen runs 19psi STOCK. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's fine. I just thought it wouldn't be that good if you plan on running high psi. I have been wrong before, just let us know how it goes. Let me know if you hit 32lbs of boost on it, I might consider buying one.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||Mitsuturbo||02-17-2004||03:41 PM||||so.. what you're saying is.. you like the looks of the core, just not the endtanks?<br /><br />if anything happens with the endtanks, i'll be having something else welded on in the future<br /><br />i seriously doubt i'll ever be hitting anything over 25psi with my Evo3 big16||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000009||gixxer||02-17-2004||03:41 PM||||looks like a good buy to me, good job dude.  anything is better than stock....ANYTHING||129.219.71.85||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||02-17-2004||03:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> so.. what you're saying is.. you like the looks of the core, just not the endtanks?<br /><br />if anything happens with the endtanks, i'll be having something else welded on in the future<br /><br />i seriously doubt i'll ever be hitting anything over 25psi with my Evo3 big16 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes I like the core, just not too sure about the whole plastic endtanks deal. For your setup seems perfect, especially at that price. Wish I could do something like that.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||02-17-2004||03:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br />Let me know what you guys think.  I know it's no monster, but i think something like a 2-216 is somewhat overkill, even for a 50 trim.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's not really such thing as "overkill" for air-to-air IC sizing.  I'd go for the biggest that fits easily.  Start measuring pre/post IC temps and you'd be amazed how much bigger IC's cool better.  <br /><br />I have a 2-120, and I'd like to step up to the 2-216 in the future.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||giantrobot||02-17-2004||04:42 PM||||I work at a Saab dealer and i might get one eventually.Another guy is using one on his turbo LS/vtec Integra.||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000013||RTS182G-VR4||02-17-2004||04:51 PM||||if anyone has a connection to get these i am very interested, ive heard very good things about these from some friends.  let me know, cause im leaning twards a starion, but these flow better.  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000014||AWDnot2||02-17-2004||05:10 PM||||Any of them have a lifetime warranty?<br /><br />I look at it as buying a $50 for $145<br /><br />Its like getting a 10 cent value for only 50 cents.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000015||GVR-4||02-17-2004||05:51 PM||||I think it's perfect. 22psi is about the most that you should run with a b16g anyway. That would probably not blow the endtanks. The dimensions seem perfect to fit behind the bumper. The opening in our bumpers is 28" x 7". What size are the inlet and outlet?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000016||giantrobot||02-17-2004||06:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> if anyone has a connection to get these i am very interested, ive heard very good things about these from some friends.  let me know, cause im leaning twards a starion, but these flow better.  thanks<br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Let me see how much I can get them for and I'll let you know.||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000017||Mitsuturbo||02-17-2004||08:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I think it's perfect. 22psi is about the most that you should run with a b16g anyway. That would probably not blow the endtanks. The dimensions seem perfect to fit behind the bumper. The opening in our bumpers is 28" x 7". What size are the inlet and outlet? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They're like 2.25 in and out, i believe. (inside diameter)||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||02-18-2004||12:21 AM||||Sounds like a good deal to me.  You can sell your stock IC for like $40-50, you're 1/3rd paid for.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||AWDnot2||02-18-2004||11:02 AM||||Specs on the viggen:<br /><br />Core Size: 22" X 6.5" x 2.25" <br />Inlet: 2.25 <br />Outlet: 2.25 <br />Overall Length: 33<br />Height, max, at Outlet: 8<br />Aluminum Core. Plastic Tanks.<br /><br />Flows 164 CFM based on 1psig pressure loss across the core and a charge-air pressure of 10psig.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000020||Mitsuturbo||02-18-2004||12:49 PM||||164cfm?  uh..isn't that a BAD thing?<br />what's our stock one do 10cfm?!?!?  it's got to flow more than 164cfm!!  my turbo is rated for like 550-600cfm!!  it must be CHOKING TO DEATH!!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000021||AWDnot2||02-18-2004||01:47 PM||||Don�t get that confused with maximum CFM.  It can flow additional air, but at 164cfm you are already at a 1psig drop. The greater pressure you put on it, the higher drop you will see because it is falling out of its efficiency range.<br />Its like a turbocharger, one size does not fit all.<br /><br />Bottom line: That intercooler was intended for a stock Saab, not a modified Galant VR4||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000022||giantrobot||02-18-2004||04:52 PM||||If anyone wants one and thinks they will work for their application,I can get you one for $120 plus shipping.||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000023||theymightbegalants||02-18-2004||05:08 PM||||Well, I think it's hot, especially for the money.  For all you naysayers out there, keep in mind the monetary difference between this core and the one's you're mentioning.  Is this one perfect or ideal?  Probably not, but then, is any intercooler?  No.  This one seems to be more than capable of what he plans to throw at it, and will look good and fit nicely at the same time, as well as not costing an arm and a leg.  Props to ya Mitsuturbo.  Happy boosting, and let us know how it goes!||24.21.86.243||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000024||Mitsuturbo||02-18-2004||05:09 PM||||i'm nearly tempted to get another and weld them together for that price, but since this one seems like it will fit so well.. i'll be trying it first......one of these days||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000025||Mitsuturbo||02-18-2004||06:26 PM||||are there any flow specs on the stock GVR4 IC?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000026||RTS182G-VR4||02-19-2004||12:35 AM||||im definately interested in that, starions only flow like 130cfm right?  ill see what i can get together.  thanks for checking!||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000027||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||01:25 AM||||i also have a buyer for a Viggen IC<br />let us know how to go about getting you the money and getting the IC||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000028||AWDnot2||02-19-2004||10:10 AM||||I have a few extruded tube and fin cores on the shelf that im never going to use.  3 sizes:    28" x 8" x 3"/ 28" x 10" x 3"/ 28" x 12" x 3"<br /><br />For those of you that only want a cheap core, this is the way to go.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000029||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||10:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> I have a few extruded tube and fin cores on the shelf that im never going to use.  3 sizes:    28" x 8" x 3"/ 28" x 10" x 3"/ 28" x 12" x 3"<br /><br />For those of you that only want a cheap core, this is the way to go. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If they're well under $200, already have endtanks, and have large, high flow vanes, then you just may have yourself a deal!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000030||AWDnot2||02-19-2004||11:31 AM||||No end tanks.<br /><br />The smallest one I have is still larger than the viggen.<br /> <br /> $80, $90 and $115 for the 3 sizes.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000031||sjg||02-19-2004||11:55 AM||||The plastic endtanks are of no concern unless your BOV is set really stiff.  My '86 Audi 5000 had plastic endtanks on the IC and was a-ok without a BOV at all on I think it was 8-9 psi.  If you're concerned about it run a thin but wide metal strap all the way around the IC and cinch it down.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000032||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||12:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> No end tanks.<br /><br />The smallest one I have is still larger than the viggen.<br /> <br /> $80, $90 and $115 for the 3 sizes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They're larger, but are the vanes tiny like a starquest fmic?  Can you weld up endtanks on them for an extra charge?  If so.. how much?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000033||giantrobot||02-19-2004||12:46 PM||||If you guys PM me,I'll find out how much shipping is to you.I'll check at work and see what the best way is..maybe even just send it from them.||209.222.212.42||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000034||AWDnot2||02-19-2004||01:27 PM||||1/4" internal tubes and 3/8" external tubes.<br />vanes?  do you mean the tubes or fins?||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000035||DSMGVR4||02-20-2004||12:36 AM||||I was curious what Saab car does this IC come from? Is it from a currently sold car? I may be interested in one of these as well. Giantrobot, can u get these for anybody on the list or are your resources limited? Thanks, John||69.115.25.212||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000036||theymightbegalants||02-20-2004||04:22 AM||||Um, going to hazard a guess here... the Viggen??   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />But seriously, it's full name is the 9-3 Viggen.  It's a coupe/hatch (y'know... the cool/funky Saab usual) w/a 2.3L turbo four driving the front wheels through a 5 speed manny tranny.  Might be available in either slushbox or convertible, but who the hell would buy either of those??||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000037||DSMGVR4||02-20-2004||06:43 AM||||Oh ok, thanks for the reply. I had asked mainly because I don't know shit about Saab cars...like u had mentioned I never ever pondered the idea of ever buying a Saab, so I don't know shit about those cars, names, specs, etc etc. But thanks anyway for the reply  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||69.115.25.212||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000038||RayH||02-20-2004||10:56 AM||||For reference, stock Viggen is 230hp.<br /> <br /><a href="http://www.lehigh.edu/~erp4/saab/Upgrades/VIntercooler.html" target="_blank">Here's the intercooler on a Saab upgrade.</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.genuinesaab.com/tuning/pu/PU250.htm" target="_blank">At least one upgrade path for the Viggen shows 300hp using the stock intercooler.</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000039||AWDnot2||02-20-2004||11:05 AM||||I just think that a core that has a flow area of 2.25" x 6.5" and is 22" long would have a great flow loss due to the aerodynamic drag, the net area of the tubes, the length of the tubes, and the density and style of the turbulators.<br /><br />Im interested in some pressure drop measurements.<br /> If any drop in excess of 3.5 psi is measured, then the intercooler is not suited for the job and is harming the performance.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000040||AWDnot2||02-20-2004||11:13 AM||||This is my reason for offering a vertical flow core. I thought some of you might find this interesting.<br /><br />For those of you that question what factors affect the pressure or flow loss?<br />"The internal flow area is the major controlling factor. Tube length is the second biggest consideration, as a tube twice as long as another will have nearly twice the drag at the same air velocity. Tube entry and turbulator density play small roles and can be considered insignificant. When configuring the orientation of the core in a given space, always position the core to offer the shortest length tube and the most number of tubes. Clearly, this optimizes the internal flow area" bell||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000041||Mitsuturbo||02-20-2004||02:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> I just think that a core that has a flow area of 2.25" x 6.5" and is 22" long would have a great flow loss due to the aerodynamic drag, the net area of the tubes, the length of the tubes, and the density and style of the turbulators.<br /><br />Im interested in some pressure drop measurements.<br /> If any drop in excess of 3.5 psi is measured, then the intercooler is not suited for the job and is harming the performance. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Keep in mind that "I" am comparing this to STOCK, and nothing more.  Is it better than the stock IC or not?<br />You seem to have lots of numbers/opinions that disfavour the Viggen IC, but do you have any numbers that show how the STOCK IC performs?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000042||theymightbegalants||02-20-2004||02:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSMGVR4:<br /><strong> like u had mentioned I never ever pondered the idea of ever buying a Saab </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Er, um, no.  I was trying to say who the hell would buy either an automatic or a convertible, as they both suck.  I would totally rock a Saab, those cars are awesome!<br /><br />And AWDnot2, I'm totally with you.  If you take two cores, same dimensions, but one's side flow and the other's top flow, the top flow one is way more efficient.  The air inside the tubes is more spread out, and so it's velocity is significantly lowered, giving it more dwell time within the IC and allowing it to scavenge more heat.  The only downside is that the endtanks are typically larger (thus heavier) and depending on size/mounting can block more of the radiator.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000043||AWDnot2||02-20-2004||02:42 PM||||Give me the dimensions on the stock GVR4 core.<br /><br />I guess it would depend on what your hp goal is.<br />All I am saying is; I have bought cheap shit in the past bc I was only thinking about saving a buck. Only to realize later that I had to upgrade again bc the cheap part I bought 6mo ago is not capable of handling the mods I have now.<br /><br />I just hate to see people get ripped off.<br /><br />Put your $145.00 back in your pocket, keep the boost down for a little while longer, save up the extra $185.00 and spring for a high quality piece.<br /><br /> Just do it right the first time.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000044||Mitsuturbo||02-20-2004||03:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> Give me some dimensions on the stock GVR4 core. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're kidding me, right?  You're posting here on galantvr4.org of all places.. and you don't.. or never have.. owned one?<br />I do not know the exact dimensions of the core.. i know it's EXACTLY like a Supra FMIC, just a lot smaller.<br />I'm not sure on the inlet and outlet pipe sizes of the stock unit either.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000045||AWDnot2||02-20-2004||03:30 PM||||Lets get something straight here... I don�t have to make FMICs for GVR4s. Shit, I sell them for just about what I have in them. I do this only because a few friends of mine own them and tell me that there are only a handful of companies that offer FMICs. And the companies that do offer them want an arm and a leg.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000046||Mitsuturbo||02-20-2004||03:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> Lets get something straight here... I don�t have to make FMICs for GVR4s. Shit, I sell them for just about what I have in them. I do this only because a few friends of mine own them and tell me that there are only a handful of companies that offer FMICs. And the companies that do offer them want an arm and a leg. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Geez.. get all defensive all of a sudden why dont you?!  I assumed you'd know SOMETHING about the stock unit, being as you are offering upgrades.  I never asked you to make anything.  I only asked what some people thought of the Viggen FMIC, since that is what i have.  I already bought it, and if that bothers you and you want to say how stupid i am for thinking it may work 300% better than the stock unit then that's fine.. but you don't need to jump all over my case about it.  <br />You have precise CFM stats for the Viggen FMIC, therefore i figured you'd have precise CFM stats on the stock GVR4 unit.<br />I'm sorry if i hurt your feelings because you don't agree with me, or i assumed something and was out of line.  Either way.. sor-reeee dude!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000047||GRV4726||02-20-2004||04:11 PM||||mitsuturbo... what awdnot2 is did for us is fucking awesome. i'm still hoping i can purchase one before he stops making them.<br /><br />the stock intercooler is a peice of shit. you want proof? try and sell one! haha, doesn't happen very often. people on the board have tried giving them away. but nobody wanted to waste money on the shipping. just take a look at it. its the dinkiest thing i've ever seen. sure its better than nothing but it still sucks balls.  anything is an upgrade. even the talked down starion intercoolers are considered a big improvement. <br /><br />all i'm really saying is that if you don't have much knowledge of the field, or if you just haven't had enough experience with intercoolers then avoid being aggressive. because then you just look like an ass||65.65.182.208||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000048||Mitsuturbo||02-20-2004||04:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong> mitsuturbo, you need to get your head out of your ass. <br /><br />you just look like an ass </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah.. thanks for the personal attack there, buddy.<br /><br />i have no idea what this guy is making as far as FMICs for GVR4s, nor did i ask, or do i care.. i simply wanted to know if WHAT I HAVE HERE IN FRONT OF ME IS going to make a DIFFERENCE in my car's performance!<br /><br />this topic has gone from "will this be a good upgrade" to "fuck what you already bought, buy this, it's MUCH better!"||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000049||spyderman||02-20-2004||04:23 PM||||OK- an intercooler 3x the size of the original one is going to make a difference bar-none. u have 3x the cooling efficiency over the stock one. yeah the flow pattern is not as efficient as the one AWDnot2 is stuck on, but for being cost-effective & having-better than a stock gvr4 pos intercooler, $145 seems decent. Hell if it doesn't work you can sell it for 200 to a DIY-Turbo Honda Boy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.204.247.94||reg||1||spyderman||00002346||yes
Z||000050||Mitsuturbo||02-20-2004||04:27 PM||||That's what i was thinking too, but i wanted some opinions as well. <br />I didn't go trolling for someone to compare what i have to something out of my price range that is KNOWN to be "the shit".  <br /><br />I'll get this thing mounted before too long, and I'll start a thread telling how much i like or dislike it.<br /><br />(if i could afford to "save up" for a $500 intercooler, i would have done so.. i'm not made of money)||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000051||giantrobot||02-20-2004||05:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSMGVR4:<br /><strong> I was curious what Saab car does this IC come from? Is it from a currently sold car? I may be interested in one of these as well. Giantrobot, can u get these for anybody on the list or are your resources limited? Thanks, John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can't buy too many,because management "could" get suspicious, but I could get maybe 2-3 if people want them.My cost is $120,so that's what you can have them for,plus shipping of course.If you seriously want one,drop me an email at giantrobot9000@yahoo.com.I can only buy 2-3 right now,but maybe later I can get more.||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000052||04DrBlur||02-20-2004||09:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I do not know the exact dimensions of the core.. i know it's EXACTLY like a Supra FMIC, just a lot smaller. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What a contradiction.  EXACTLY huh. try far from it.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're kidding me, right? You're posting here on galantvr4.org of all places.. and you don't.. or never have.. owned one?<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So he has a few friends that have VR-4s and he has been lookin for one. Not to mention he has totally helped several of us out already.  Why should he not be allowed to post on this board...||68.76.187.82||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000053||curtis||02-20-2004||10:54 PM||||Here's some test that our turbo van buddy did.<br /><br /><a href="http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/intercoolers.html" target="_blank">http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/intercoolers.html</a><br /><a href="http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus/index-old.html" target="_blank">http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus/index-old.html</a>||65.54.98.24||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000054||GRV4726||02-20-2004||11:38 PM||||hey, i said (as did many others) that anything would be better over stock. so yes what you have it better. yes it will work if you make it fit your set up. just put it on and see for yourself.<br /><br />did you waste your money? i would have personally saved up the cash and bought either a spearco off ebay or one of awdnot2's intercooler.  but thats up to you. and yeah you do sound like an ass. you could have searched and found a couple of sites that compare different stock intercoolers and reasoned that what you have is much better then stock. but hey i have had many stupid posts in my time too.||65.65.182.208||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000055||Mitsuturbo||02-21-2004||11:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong> and yeah you do sound like an ass.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Again with the personal attacks.  Thanks a bunch buddy!  You just made my day.. i feel  great now.<br />Do me a favor and keep your fucking personal opinion of me to yourself.  I didn't ask for it, and i don't believe anyone else did either.. it is completely un-necessary and un-called for!<br /><br />Not to mention.. just flat out and blatantly rude.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000056||Mitsuturbo||02-21-2004||11:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I do not know the exact dimensions of the core.. i know it's EXACTLY like a Supra FMIC, just a lot smaller. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What a contradiction.  EXACTLY huh. try far from it.<br /><br />    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're kidding me, right? You're posting here on galantvr4.org of all places.. and you don't.. or never have.. owned one?<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So he has a few friends that have VR-4s and he has been lookin for one. Not to mention he has totally helped several of us out already.  Why should he not be allowed to post on this board... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I never said anything about "not being allowed" to post here. wtf?  I was merely curious as to WHY he would be on THIS forum and know little about the IC on a GVR4, yet claim to fabricate "upgrades".  If you don't know what's on them stock.. how do you know what is an upgrade?<br /><br />As for the first quote you snipped.. yeah.. the supra FMIC is EXACTLY the same core as the GVR4 one as far as i can tell.. the Supra one is just LONGER, and lays sideways from ours, with the inlet and outlet on the same end.. pointing the same direction.  Does this not look just like our core, only longer?   <img src="http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/coolersupra3.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000057||Mitsuturbo||02-21-2004||11:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Here's some test that our turbo van buddy did.<br /><br />   <a href="http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/intercoolers.html" target="_blank">http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/intercoolers.html</a>   <br />   <a href="http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus/index-old.html" target="_blank">http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus/index-old.html</a>   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks.. NICE LINK! however, this (sort of) proves that even though i did try and research the Viggen FMIC, i could find little information on it.  Nobody seems to have any numbers on them.  This guy did not test a Viggen fmic, or a GVR4 fmic, so i have no basis for comparison except for the fact that the Viggen runs a TINY little turbo at 19psi, so i figure they threw in a big FMIC to compensate.<br /><br />I thought it would work.. maybe i should just throw it in the garbage, and not pay my rent so i can afford one that this other guy is selling.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000058||GRV4726||02-21-2004||12:21 PM||||jesus christ just put it in. you made your choise now stick with it or sell it. shit or get of the pot.<br /><br />once its done, give it a little butt dyno and tell us how it runs because i'm actually interested and i'm sure others are. enough with the posts. get to work!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />you don't need to get defensive, i'm just calling it how i see it. awdnot2's "supposed" upgrade is 450 shipped (or at least was), and thats a great deal. i can say and still realize that i only have about 5 bucks to my name and can't even afford to eat lunch on a daily bassis. the core is 24 by 8 by 3. and its bar and plate not tube. the end tanks are fabricated to fit our car. i'm only telling you this because you obviously don't know. he made something for our car specifically, and fitted it to OUR car. <br /><br />i don't know where you can find flow specs on our ic's because honestly i don't think anyone wasted their time. all you need to know is that anything would be better. <br /><br />i think the mods should close this thread, its not going anywhere||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000059||AWDnot2||02-23-2004||08:49 AM||||$370 shipped. <br /><br />I could calculate the viggen core at my work using the Header-to-header measurement, width and the thickness.  I know what the GVR4 factory deal looks like; I had to take it off when I installed the first FMIC. I just never took the time to measure it. I do recall it looking like an oil cooler. <br />However, I Don't really know how to get specs on the factory core bc the end tanks are part of the unit. My specs on the viggen are approximate, because I used a header-header dimension of 20" which would have given it a lower pressure drop than what it really is.<br />  <br />I also say install it and tell us what you think.<br /> I agree that anything is better than stock. It'sjust a question of how much better.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000060||curtis||02-23-2004||09:48 AM||||An intercooler is nothing more than a heat exchanger.  It creates a denser air charge and reduces detonation. The one you choose isn't a zero lost core but know one else has one either.  It is definately better than the one that Mitsubishi installed for us. The Viggen unit has a larger heat transfer area and isn't to large which would increase spool up time.  I think the unit will work fine and if the intercooler was designed to hold together at 19 psi on a stock car I wouldn't worry about the tanks.  The 2.3 ford guys I know all ran Volvo plastic tanks years ago and boosted the shit out of them.  For the money you spent your not hurt and if you ever want to sell it someone on ebay would buy it. Thanks for the post on it, I'm sure your not the only one willing to try it.<br /><br /><br />Lag Time = (Core Volume/flow rate) x 2.<br />Density change= (original absolute temp./final absolute temp)-1.<br />Intercooler efficiency= (Comp outlet temp.- intercooler exit temp)/(comp outlet temp-ambient)||64.159.108.42||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000061||GRV4726||02-23-2004||10:43 AM||||i'm pretty glad nobody closed this thread now. good formulas and a reduced price on the intercooler... oh so tempting. i may have to sell a kidney  now||65.65.182.208||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000062||a_santos||02-23-2004||10:52 AM||||I have the supra IC pictured above in my car. It is huge compared to a stock vr4 I/C. I really like it. I modified so that the inlet and outlet are on opposite ends. I think that this resulted in even less pressure drop than stock, because the air does not have to turn around. <br /><br />Here is a pic of it on my car.   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1645" alt=" - " />||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000063||AWDnot2||02-23-2004||11:00 AM||||Ok, from the pics I have found at work the original core looks to be a denso tube and fin. In the notes section: It reads that they are prone to leak at the seams. I would assume that would apply to the larger units that are more likely to flex.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000064||Mitsuturbo||02-23-2004||02:13 PM||||i have a supra fmic, and it's split on a seam.. i was going to use it, but shied away due to it being so similar to our stock core, and nearly impossible to weld up because it's so thin<br /><br />my stock IC also split at a seam, it's currently JBwelded not to leak<br />i think in the next 2-3 weeks i'll be mounting this thing, as i'll have the money to do so<br /><br />i appreciate the comments.. both positive and negative, just felt earlier like i was being told to junk it and buy something else.. sorry guys||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000065||a_santos||02-23-2004||03:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> i have a supra fmic, and it's split on a seam.. i was going to use it, but shied away due to it being so similar to our stock core, and nearly impossible to weld up because it's so thin<br /><br />my stock IC also split at a seam, it's currently JBwelded not to leak<br />i think in the next 2-3 weeks i'll be mounting this thing, as i'll have the money to do so<br /><br />i appreciate the comments.. both positive and negative, just felt earlier like i was being told to junk it and buy something else.. sorry guys </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any competent welder should be able to weld that for you. I really like the intercooler. It allows more air to flow thru it then just about any intercooler of equal size. This means more air to you radiator. It also cools very well. No matter what the temp outside, or how long the car has been running, the outlet side of the intercooler is alway ambient temp. It cost me $45 to have one pipe plugged and moved to the other side. I also had 2.25" aluminum straight pipes welded on both sides. That made it really easy to install. Don't junk it man, it would be a waste of your money.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000066||Mitsuturbo||02-23-2004||05:15 PM||||it was a freebie, so no biggie||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000067||DSMGVR4||02-23-2004||05:19 PM||||So let me get this straight, AWDnot2's FMIC is $370 shipped now? Is this correct? And does this include endtanks? Is there any cutting of the bumper necessary? Is Dave Brode still looking to see if it'll fit his piping kit in the future if someone were to upgrade to this exhaust from stock? Sorry for all the questions, but a GVR4 FMIC for $370 shipped (hope that includes endtanks) sounds like a great deal...especially since the weather is getting nicer...in NJ at least. John||69.115.25.212||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000068||AWDnot2||02-24-2004||09:22 AM||||John, <br />   <br />Yes, That includes end tanks.<br /> It will bolt up to the Brode pipes with 2 reducers and a little ingenuity<br />His pipes are 2.25" and my inlet/outlets are<br />2.5".<br />Dave is working with an intercooler specifically for his pipes. It will have 2.25" in/outlets. It�s going to be the shiznit!||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000069||DSMGVR4||02-24-2004||05:51 PM||||Thanks for the reply Roger. I've been wanting a FMIC for awhile, but never wanted to cut up the bumper. I like to be able to bolt on and go...if I need to sell the car and want to keep parts, I could always do that. I appreciate you telling me that Dave is working on an IC for his pipes. thanks! John||69.115.25.212||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes



ubb/Forum2/004736.cgi
A||||14||4drwhore||br street core||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||02-17-2004||02:18 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||So in haste I bought a BR street core setup. I have seen pics of a green galant vr4 with the same but no idea who's it is or even where I saw it. Anyone had any experience trying to put this thing on a galant vr4? I hear I might have to do some cutting of the frame. If someone has done this setup I'd like to talk to them. I have alot of ?'s from can I keep a/c and fog lights to other ?'s. Someone point me in the right direction or should I just sell it what I got it for and go with the gb on here or another setup where I don't have to do any cutting if it is required to run the br street core.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-17-2004||02:22 PM||||howard has the old 2-120 BR street core. Dunno if new one is the same. <br /><br />you need to "work it", whore! (always wanted to say that)    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||02-17-2004||03:40 PM||||I'm one of the people who've installed a 2-120 core on the GVR4.  Search to find my install thread(s), there you can find pics and answers to questions.  <br /><br />AC can be kept, fogs can be kept, light cutting of the radiator core support must be done.  The bumper support also needs carving.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||02-17-2004||04:26 PM||||I've got the same core sitting in my room just waiting to be installed.  I need to make piping though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||02-17-2004||04:54 PM||||howard - not sure if i just suck at searching but i couldnt find your install thread(s). Did you use the piping that came with it from BR?<br /><br />Craig91 - If the BR piping works, why not just buy it. or do you have different endtank configurations?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||02-17-2004||07:54 PM||||Mine looks just like this one, except instead of the squared off endtanks, mine around rounded around the inlet/outlet.  I have a pic on my computer, but imagestation isn't working for hosting right now.  If anyone is willing to host, I'll email it to you.<br />  <img src="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/fmicparts_files/120FMICreal.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I wasnt aware that the BR piping works...does it?  To be honest, I'm not sure what the going rate is for if I took it somewhere and had the piping made.  I can't remember what the local DSM shop told me as far as pricing. <br /><br />By all means, if there is a set of pipes out that that works for this core and can be utilized...I'll probably go that route and save myself some trouble.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||Craig91||02-17-2004||08:50 PM||||Here's the pic of the IC.  I forgot about Hertz's hosting for GVR4 members...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2857" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2857&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000007||BlitzVR4||02-17-2004||11:28 PM||||One thing that will get in the way is the stock radiator.  I have the 216 core from Indy Race and had a bitch of a time trying to install the i/c.  I got the intercooler on without the radiator.  Once I put the radiator back on the passanger side pipes were in the way.  So I had to take the intercooler out and get a shorter radiator.  Still waiting on the radiator.  <br /><br />The pipes that came with the kit do fit.  Just a lot of work getting them to fit.  Once I get the shorter radiator I hope to post some pics of the install.<br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||02-17-2004||11:31 PM||||I fit a 216 on with a stock replacement radiator.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||02-18-2004||09:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> I fit a 216 on with a stock replacement radiator. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, I installed a 216 and 120 core on my car with the stock radiator and it works great.  You just have to trim the rad support sheetmetal a tad, and the piping will come right up past the pass side headlight.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||02-18-2004||09:57 AM||||Thanks howard. That's good to know as mine is not a stock radiator.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||02-18-2004||10:49 AM||||Here are my old install pics, if they'll help anyone.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2867" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2867&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2868" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2868&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2869" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2869&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2870" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2870&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2871" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2871&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2872" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2872&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2873" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2873&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||02-18-2004||11:08 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2874" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2874&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2875" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2875&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2876" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2876&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2877" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2877&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2878" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2878&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2879" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2879&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2880" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2880&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||02-18-2004||11:10 AM||||As you can see, I used three 90 degree bends, identical to those used in TEL piping from BR/IRC.  I used one 45 degree silicone coupler, and one 90 degree coupler for the IC inlet and outlet.  Everything else was made with straight 2.5" piping and connectors.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||Craig91||02-18-2004||11:18 AM||||Thanks alot Howard!  I'm definitely gonna save your pics on my computer and what pipes you said you used to possibly get this ball rolling.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum2/004737.cgi
A||||1||jonvr4||wet turbo into dry turbo||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||02-17-2004||03:04 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||is it possible to change a turbo that uses water to cool into a non water cooled turbo by simply plugging the water lines and feeds into the turbo?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||02-17-2004||03:37 PM||||yes||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum2/004738.cgi
A||||1||jonvr4||is there any possible way........||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||02-17-2004||05:58 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||for this item to work on a mitsubishi???<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33679&item=2460797886" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33679&item=2460797886</a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||thon||02-17-2004||06:18 PM||||ive got one<br /><br />and you can PROBABLY make some of the things work, but most likely not many of them.  Its got dipswitches set for different nissan engines on the main unit and then taps into the ECU.  Considering the dsm's use karmann type sensors any of the a/f stuff will not work (nissan uses hotwire), maybe u could get the tach to work, or the speed, but thats about it.<br />Mine doesn't even work 100% anymore cuz i upgraded mafs<br />Thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes



ubb/Forum2/004739.cgi
A||||1||pitmac||ECU MD165808||||1||||pitmac||00002115
Z||000000||pitmac||02-17-2004||06:07 PM||||Has anyone any experience with ECU MD165808 off <br />a VR4 RS  Model.<br />Is it programmed anywhere near the right metering for my set up with 16G  550 inj  and a 2G Mas.||144.138.15.239||reg||1||pitmac||00002115||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||02-17-2004||06:36 PM||||It is programmed for 510cc injectors, but I don't know 100% about the MAS. If I remember, the MAS compensation map looks almost identical to a 1G MAS, but is about 20% more compensation, whereas the 2G MAS is about 30% more.  It should about equal out actually. The E952 chip also has VERY aggressive timing maps, and leaner A/F maps, for higher octane fuel.<br />Jeff||68.209.74.15||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004740.cgi
A||||7||jpgvr4||working the - 14b compressor housing locking ring / mutt turbine housing locking ring||||1||||jpgvr4||00000179
Z||000000||jpgvr4||02-17-2004||06:32 PM||adam@technoracer.com||What is the best tool to grab the two fingers on the ring to install / un-install?<br /><br />I'm installing a bullseye power ( 7.5cm or so ) turbine housing on the bearing section with lines and compressor section still mounted in the car.<br /><br />The turbine housing is secured to the bearing section by a locking ring just like the compressor housing ring (14b). I'm thinking of having two barbs welded to a set of vice grips?||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||02-17-2004||06:45 PM||||Snap ring pliers.||162.83.109.211||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-18-2004||12:32 AM||||Ding ding ding!||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-18-2004||08:58 AM||||i went to pep boys and bought a cheap pair of 90 deg needle nose pliers.  ground down the tips just a tad, and they fit nicely.  you might want to take the old snap ring with you, cause that sucker really expands, and normal stuff may not reach.||64.240.175.86||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-18-2004||02:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm installing a bullseye power ( 7.5cm or so ) turbine housing   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whats that? Got a website or a link for us? Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||02-18-2004||05:00 PM||||Ah, the wonders of Google.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://stores.ebay.com/bullseyepowerperformance" target="_blank">http://stores.ebay.com/bullseyepowerperformance</a>||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-18-2004||05:02 PM||||dont make me take some scissors to that mullet!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||s_firestone||02-20-2004||09:16 AM||||At the advice in the 14B rebuild VFAQ I purchased a set of Craftsman snap ring pliers.  Turn the tips backwards.  It was still hard because the ring gets clogged with gunk on an old turbo.  Broke one set of tips and thought I was boing to have to cut up a hex wrench to get steel hard enough but it finally gave.  <br /><br />It also helps to have a small flathead screwdriver handy to lift the opposite side of the ring while its being comressed.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1K||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes



ubb/Forum2/004741.cgi
A||||2||fastgvr4||Boosting problems||||1||||fastgvr4||00001934
Z||000000||fastgvr4||02-17-2004||07:19 PM||elau18@yahoo.com||Hi,<br /><br />Can someone assist with my boosting problem?<br /><br />Everything is stock.  It has about 146k and I believe the orginial turbo.  A couple of months ago, I was getting blue and black smoke from the exhaust.  In the last 2 days, whenever I try to boost, in any gears, the whole entire car begins to shake violently.  No joke it feels like an earth quake.  The car runs smooth without any boost.  Did my turbo seize?<br /><br />Thanks for your help!!!||199.43.32.21||reg||1||fastgvr4||00001934||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-17-2004||11:24 PM||||probably your ign wires.  change the wires and the plugs||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-18-2004||02:19 PM||||I'm placing my bet on a boost leak. A bad one. The blue and black smoke is probably a sign that your valve guides or rings are worn. Either that or turbo oil is somehow getting into the exhaust stream but I don't know much about the internal plumbing of the turbo oil feed. So I'm still betting on the boost leak. Good luck. Post when you find it.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004742.cgi
A||||20||DMX84||4 turbo bolts that go through the manifold||||1||||DMX84||00003182
Z||000000||DMX84||02-17-2004||08:56 PM||dmx84@earthlink.net||I did a search and found that the 4 bolts that hold the turbo to the exhaust tend to back out. This is my second time, and I do not to particularly want to do this again.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   I read an old post about someone using/suggested safety wire. I think this is a good idea and I�m thinking of doing it to mine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   This is a daily driver. My question is can I drive this car with out the heat shield to work? I can put the O2 sensor wire out of the way until I get the shield on. (I also have high temp varglass over the O2 wire)  I am thinking I can unbolt them one or two at a time go drill it on the Bridgeport, then put the drilled ones back on, & do the remaining ones. Drive the car home and safety wire it with stainless wire. (.035 dia.) And install the heat shield.  I would like to keep this serviceable so not to use any non-removable type of thread lockers. Let me know if this you think I should not drive this car without the heat shield installed, or if you have any other suggestions.<br /><br />Slvrblt if you want me to do this to yours just call me or send me a PM, and we can do this to yours as well, I have everything we need.||67.235.99.191||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000001||pisces_0||02-17-2004||09:27 PM||||I went through this all last summer and the stainless safety wire sounds like an excellent idea.  I got sick of having to retorque the turbo to manifold bolts every few weeks.  I'm not sure that any type of thread locker would work as it gets WAY too hot in there for that.||65.183.138.162||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-17-2004||10:17 PM||||I have been driving my car for a month now without the heat shield. And for another month before the engine failure (not heatshield related  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> ). As long as you have a way to keep the o2 wire from coming in direct contact with the hot stuff its no problem.||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||DMX84||02-17-2004||11:05 PM||||Thanks for the info. While I was out in the garage I decided to wire the turbo up with bale�n wir�e (Texan for baling-wire)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  & remove the four bolts and drive the wife�s Tacoma instead. It was going to be a lot of work just to drive it. Plus working on it hot sucks!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||67.235.99.191||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||02-17-2004||11:13 PM||||I use red thread locker and have not had a problem yet with takin the bolts back out.  They do not ever back out on me either.||68.250.13.240||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||02-17-2004||11:19 PM||||you have to use the factory washers, and they are NOT reuseable.  some use 2 washers.  i have never had the bolts back out, and i use neversieze, which is the opposite of a threadlocker.  i would NEVER use a threadlocker on those bolts.  i WANT to be able to remove them.  some people retorque them after they get hot.  i never reuse the bolts, either.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Craig91||02-17-2004||11:23 PM||||About 4 months ago I busted one of those bolts in the housing.  I had to take off the exhaust housing, but I got 4 new bolts when I got the housing back.  I put them back in, no threadlock or anything, and tightened them down.  Drove the car for like 20 minutes, then retightened them while they were hot.  Haven't had any problems since w/ them backing off.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||02-17-2004||11:33 PM||||Is your downpipe secured to the block, like it comes from the factory? If not, that's your problem. Fix that, get NEW lockwashers and some copper or nickel high-temp anti sieze, and your problem will be fixed. It's a lot less trouble than trying to drill the heads of those bolts. Don't ask how I know.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||Craig91||02-17-2004||11:36 PM||||Lucky for me the local DSM shop around here found a machine shop that uses a laser to remove the broken off bolt from the hole w/o damaging the threads.  Cost me like $15 I think to have it done.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000009||Notorius||02-17-2004||11:40 PM||||i ran my car w/o a heatshield one day, 2 hours i burned/blew a hole in the intercooler hose that goes up and over the heatshield. im now running the heatshield again.||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||02-18-2004||12:34 AM||||DMX, I may be interested in that. <br /><br />I have the same problem and its gets annoying to fix every few weeks. It bothered me the other day so I put some high temp thread locker on the front 2 bolts. I dont know if it will work, but it made me feel better.<br /><br /><br />Im pretty sure it only happens because my DP is not secured like my stock on was.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||drew||02-18-2004||02:40 AM||||The factory solution is to get the washers from the 95-99 Eclipse/Talons. They have 2 cupped washers per pair for a total of 8. The cupped sides go on the outside. Torque to spec.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||mitsuvr4||02-18-2004||10:12 AM||||Forced Performance sells a 4 bolt set with the locking washers.  Give em a call.<br /><br />972-984-1800||134.29.247.50||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000013||curtis||02-18-2004||11:40 AM||||Most of the time they don't back out but elongate from heat.  The bolt I used for the Garrett convertion kept blowing gaskets so I used some 7/16 ARP studs from a ford 302 main cap and torqued those bitches to 85 ft lbs.  So far it hasn't happened again.  I had to redrill the adapter plate and drill the manifold for the large dia but I believe it was worth it.||65.54.97.152||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000014||s_firestone||02-18-2004||11:41 AM||||I have been using Spark Plug antiseize(Grey waxlike sticky silver goop) on every bolt near any heat source including manifold/turbo bolts, downpipe bolts(which backed out before I put this stuff on it), Catalytic converter bolts, wheel lugs, Axle hub nut, and a thin film on the mating surface of the brake rotor.  Haven't had a problem with backing out or corrosion since.  It seems to be moisture resistant and doesn't dry out so it cuts down on corrosion and gives a little cohesive force to keep the bolts from vibrating loose.  Plus I think it acts as a lubricant smoothing out torque values as you tighten.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 Galant VR-4 #918 of 1000||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000015||mikeyoung00||02-18-2004||02:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> i ran my car w/o a heatshield one day, 2 hours i burned/blew a hole in the intercooler hose that goes up and over the heatshield. im now running the heatshield again. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">mmm...thats a very good point. Since my upper ic hose split I have replaced it with some hard pipe (actually a short section of 240SX exhaust that happened to have just the right bends) and used the good ends of the original hose for connectors. This is only a temporary solution until I install the FMIC and its pipes. But with the stock hose running over the exhaust manifold sans shield, you probably are asking for trouble.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000016||91GVR4||02-18-2004||06:15 PM||||I had the same bolt backing out problem and solved it with new bolts and those factory lock washers. Got mine from DSMotorsport. Also used "Silver Goop" on the bolts, but I doubt many of you can find that. It is very high temp jet engine anti-seize. Used on some very hot parts in jet engines (1800+F).||63.156.32.9||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000017||ken inn||02-18-2004||07:14 PM||||nickel based anti sieze is rated up to 2400 or 2600.  it is the best you can get.  if you use aluminum based on hi heat parts like the turbo bolts, it will act like a thread LOCKER.  you will never get it back off.  check your o2 sensor, they all come with nickel based on the threads.||64.240.175.86||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000018||DMX84||02-18-2004||10:01 PM||||Well I got the bolts drilled for safety wire, this was not that hard to do, took just over an hour. This is not a job to do in the garage with a cordless drill. I used 5 drill bits on a Bridgeport Mill. I used a new drill for each one. I know you say that only adds up to four, okay I did break one on the first hole. As it started to break through it grabbed and snapped it off. Luckily it was almost through and I was able to back drill and use a small punch to push it out! Otherwise SOL.<br /><br />So When I got home after reading about the gasket I removed the old one and it was toast! Thanks for the heads up. I only hope the metal did not go through the TURBO! I think that it probably got pushed out to the side with the leaking exhaust. Although some of the gasket could have gotten into the turbo, I have no way to tell yet but I have my doubts that it has harmed the turbo.  When this has happened before I just tightened it all up and it was happy. There was no way this gasket was going to give me any type of seal. So I�ll put a new one in. <br /><br />This is when it gets bad.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />Talked to SATEN this afternoon and told �her� what I needed. �Oh yea we got it�. She would not let me fully explain exactly what I needed. So I called my wife who was going to pick it up and told her what to look for. Well the part the gal pulled was wrong. My normal parts guy (Louie) was out. Go figure. <br />So she asked what the VIN # was and you know what that will get you. My wife told her that the car was not stock and that we needed an exhaust manifold gasket for the turbo. What size engine? Manual or Automatic transmission she asked. Are you kidding me? The one thing I <i><b>Hate</b></i>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   is when you ask any parts guy for a specific part, especially if you have the part # (not this time) and they ask, �What is it going on?�  Obviously if I have the part # it should not matter what its going on! Just sell me the part! So any way I told the SATEN chick (again) it was 1995 Exhaust manifold Turbo flange gasket. If that was not the correct terminology she should have helped me to explain to her what I needed. She explained to my wife that I did not tell her what I needed exactly. Dumb broad. How can they run a parts department with such idiots? Anyhow she got the correct gasket after I explained what I needed. When I compared it to the old one it was a smaller diameter. Damn! So I dug out the receipts and found a Forced Performance invoice for a Factory type 7cm exhaust manifold gasket. So I guess I will call them and get one on the way tomorrow, unless you guys can offer some help or insight. <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Thank you mitsuvr4 for the phone # to Forced Performance as mine was old and not working! I think I will get some bolts from as well since they will be sending a gasket anyway, probably will drill a safety wire them too to avoid this in the future. <br /><br />Ken inn, where can I find nickel based anti-seize?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||67.234.231.17||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000019||GVR-4||02-18-2004||11:39 PM||||Forced performance also sells a copper gasket for the turbine housing/manifold interface. You might look into that if you haven't already ordered one.<br /><br />I think the nickel is hard to find, but copper is not and it's good to 2000*. Napa carries the permatex brand of the copper. I bet if Ken responds he will say Pep Boys for the nickel.<br /><br />EDIT: Ask the guy at Forced Performance to put a little dab of nickel based antiseize in a baggie for you.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000020||DMX84||02-23-2004||07:19 PM||||Okay, I got my special washers & new copper gasket form Forced Performance. I looked in the factory manual and it said to torque these bolts to 40-47 ft.lbs. However since this is a newer 95 setup using the newer style washers I need to torque it to the newer speck? Here is why I ask, in a chiltons book for �90-�98 Eclipse it tells me to torque them to 20-23 ft.lbs. This is half the torque of the old style with one washer! Is this correct?||67.235.101.37||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes



ubb/Forum2/004743.cgi
A||||0||pnkpig||EFI wiring diagram||||1||||pnkpig||00003574
Z||000000||pnkpig||02-17-2004||09:11 PM||pnkpig@hotmail.com||does anyone have a schemtaic of the 1989 vr4 efi wiring diagram, or anything similar.||203.97.2.243||reg||1||pnkpig||00003574||yes



ubb/Forum2/004744.cgi
A||||14||toecutter665||gvr4 hubs||||1||||toecutter665||00003482
Z||000000||toecutter665||02-17-2004||09:25 PM||toecutter665@hotmail.com||Hi, I need to replace both front hubs on my vr4, can any of you tell me if the vr4 hubs are specific to the vr4 only or if i can use hubs from other mitsubishi models, ie normal galants or magnas from the same era?<br />I am in Queensland, Australia.<br />Any help would be greatly appreciated.||211.29.136.13||reg||1||toecutter665||00003482||yes
Z||000001||toecutter665||02-19-2004||08:04 PM||||Anyone?||211.29.136.13||reg||1||toecutter665||00003482||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-19-2004||08:19 PM||||I know the galant gsx hub is the same, dont know if they were sold in Australia, though. A dealer should be able to tell you. Most of the time, the part no's are the same too, another way to tell!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||toecutter665||02-19-2004||08:28 PM||||Thankyou, that is great news.||211.29.136.13||reg||1||toecutter665||00003482||yes
Z||000004||LunarShadow||02-19-2004||09:45 PM||||Through my knowledge gained scouring of the local U-pick, I have found that the whole hub/spindle/knuckle assembly is the same on all Galants of that generation.  The lower control arm is different.<br /><br />PS.  I dig the sig. One of my favorite movies ever.||172.201.158.33||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||02-19-2004||11:27 PM||||Not sure you can say they are all the same, as some hubs have provision for attachment of the ABS ring and not all have ABS.  Also, I know for a fact that the AWD versions front knuckles have slightly different steering arm geometry.  They may appear the same, and may even work, but that does not make them all the same.||65.73.152.96||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||02-20-2004||07:41 AM||||If you want a bolt-in replacement, you are stuck with GVR4 stuff unless you want to realign after installing FWD parts.<br /><br />Per Mitsu CAPS and previous experience - all of the 1G era Galant / Talon AWDs use the same knuckle, all the FWDs use a different application. Then the 4 and 5-lug hubs are another variable but interchange. I know nothing about the old EVOs. So there are 4 basic variations not counting ABS rings...<br /><br />Correct me if I am wrong, but aren't the Magnas the same as the US Diamantes? If so, you can't use those hubs since they are built for thicker axles.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000007||s_firestone||02-20-2004||08:36 AM||||The Diamante/Magna has the DOHC 6G72 V6 engine which is a good bit larger than our 4G63.  I think they use all share same suspension platform with minor variations.  The Hyundai Sonata uses the same DOHC engine on some models.<br /><br />Are there any known suspension parts adaptable from the 3000GT platform?  Or is the suspension platform totally different for all the V6 cars?||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000008||toecutter665||02-20-2004||08:44 AM||||Thanks for the all the replies. I found that Mitsubishi Australia will supply them (part#MB407931) for AUD$206 each. I doubt I will find a cheaper option.<br /> I fear I know the answer to this question allready but Would you recommend changing the CV joints while it I have the car in pieces? It has done just over 100,000 miles.||211.29.136.13||reg||1||toecutter665||00003482||yes
Z||000009||atc250r||02-20-2004||11:11 PM||||Change them, no. Replace the boots and grease, yes.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000010||turbogalant||02-21-2004||03:41 AM||||They list for $128 in the states you can get them for less than $100 a piece if you know the right people  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . I think there was a guy on here that worked for a mitsu dealer maybe he would ship them for you?||65.177.241.8||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000011||Bigfoot200200||02-21-2004||06:15 AM||||AUD $206 is about $160 US.||64.233.106.56||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000012||s_firestone||02-21-2004||01:07 PM||||If you change CV joints many people strongly recommend buying at least a new passenger CV axle from Raxles or rebuild yours.<br /><br />And under no circumstances buy a remanufactured axle from Carquest.  I never got the one I got from them to stop leaking(2 different seals and even a different transmission), pain from the day I bought it.  From what I hear so called "remanufactured" axles are iffy because companies are not actually reconditioning them properly.  <br /><br />Several people have found that the generic remans that auto parts stores sell may or may not be the same exact length/specs or even had the originally worn parts replaced.<br /><br />Might save you the grief that some of us have experienced.<br /><br />I found a site that has some very informative info on CV axles.  Look up Constant Velocity of Ocala.  He actually shows the steps he uses to rebuild and shows pictures of supposedly reman axles he disassembled and found shoddy parts that should have been replaced.||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000013||chopped 39||02-21-2004||05:10 PM||||hes not kidding.  i watched a rebuilder do some axles for me and he went to a pile of shit shafts and pulled one apart for parts for mine .  i grabbed mine and left.||209.109.241.174||reg||14||steve||00003394||yes
Z||000014||turbogalant||02-21-2004||08:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> AUD $206 is about $160 US. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well what I meant was 128 list 100 through mitsubishiparts.net and if you find the guy who works for mitsu then probibly like 80 a piece. If you want to check I know he posted about someone asking for which wires to use for a cyclone intake motor that's all I can remember||65.177.241.24||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/004745.cgi
A||||1||kazerak2||damaged threads||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||02-17-2004||10:43 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i was wandering if you can fixed damaged bolt threads by heating it up with a blowtorch and rethreading it?||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||02-17-2004||11:39 PM||||Anything's possible. But I wouldn't heat the bolt to chase the threads with a die. Replace the bolt if you can. If that's not an option, use a die with some oil to chase the threads. If that doesn't work, have a good welder put a little more material on the bolt, and then chase the threads with a die.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/004746.cgi
A||||2||justducttapeit69||Cruise Control Fuse||||1||||justducttapeit69||00002110
Z||000000||justducttapeit69||02-17-2004||11:43 PM||justducttapeit69@hotmail.com||Hey, I was wondering where the fuse is located for the Cruise Control on the Galant VR-4?  I searched in the fuse box and there isn't anything there that has to do with the cruise control that I noticed.  I think that is my problem means that the light on the dash doesn't turn on when I turn on the cruise control.  Any other Ideas? thanks!||24.116.155.229||reg||1||justducttapeit69||00002110||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-18-2004||12:04 AM||||Bad speed sensor, clutch switch or e-brake switch?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||02-21-2004||09:05 PM||||If the cruise still works, maybe a bad bulb?||24.229.132.56||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum2/004747.cgi
A||||2||sdpnoi214||S-AFR VS. S-AFC||||1||||mak||00002628
Z||000000||sdpnoi214||02-18-2004||12:52 AM||sdpnoi214@yahoo.com||Does anybody here uses the HKS S-AFR? I know most people uses the Apex-i S-AFC. I wondering  if the S-AFR is better or not than the S-AFC. Is there any major differences or advantages between them?||138.163.0.41||reg||1||mak||00002628||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||02-18-2004||01:52 AM||||i hear the S-AFR is harder to tune due to its physical button layout/use but that it is more flexible and can be tuned more accurately. it also has the EIDS or whatever that lets you vent to atmosphere w/o a speed-density setup, plus it doesnt scream "LOOKIT ME!" like apex'i does. you can also get them cheaper than the S-AFC usually assuming you can find one for sale.||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||sdpnoi214||02-18-2004||01:48 PM||||Notorius,<br />            You think $200 for a new one is a fair price for it?||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mak||00002628||yes



ubb/Forum2/004748.cgi
A||||3||Ermer||Boost Gauge Install problems???||||1||||Ermer||00003493
Z||000000||Ermer||02-18-2004||01:09 AM||ermer23@hotmail.com||Hey y'all! I just bought a 91 Galant VR4, and I went to the VFAQ to try to see where to tap my line in, and I've tried two places that it says 1) Where Line "P" of TB and 2) A Vacuum line near the FPR. <br /><br />So I tried both and my gauge tells me I'm boosting 5 lbs WOT??? Did I do something wrong, or is it a different place to tap the line in on a 91 VR4? <br /><br />Thanks!||68.107.83.229||reg||1||Ermer||00003493||no
Z||000001||grimm||02-18-2004||01:18 AM||||you could try off of the bov mine is there and I don't see any problems, or maybe u r boosting 5psi||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000002||drew||02-18-2004||02:45 AM||||Maybe you truly are boosting only 5psi. Check for intake leaks.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||02-18-2004||02:11 PM||||Also check the boost control selanoid mounted on the air filter canister. If the end connected to the intake tube is clogged or if the vacuum line is leaking it will restrict your boost to max of 7 lbs.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004749.cgi
A||||0||bujang_hensem||MAX Hz for 1G MAS = 100% injector DC||||10||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||02-18-2004||01:29 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||so far i don't have  logger but already have SAFC for my car car, that why i need to know what are the normal range that you guy get from SAFC before stock 450cc injector reach 100% DC. I know every car will have different Max Hz but i just want to collect info min and max hz from you guy...just for safety ..||203.82.67.204||reg||10||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes



ubb/Forum2/004750.cgi
A||||3||Wayne Twist||Balanc e shaft drive belt||||1||||Wayne Twist||00003420
Z||000000||Wayne Twist||02-18-2004||08:33 AM||wayne.twist@auspost.com.au||Have read the info about the benefits of removing the balance shafts and how to do it. What are the consequences of simply removing the balance shaft drivebelt. ie leave the shafts in place but not driven?||155.144.251.120||reg||1||Wayne Twist||00003420||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||02-18-2004||09:21 AM||||You can do that with the front one, but the back one runs off the timing belt and the rear balance shaft also drives the oil pump. It has to be removed from the car and cut off or replaced with a stub shaft.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-18-2004||02:15 PM||||Not sure I would want to run just one balance shaft either unless someone posts that they have done it with no problems. From a vibration point of view one could be a lot worse than none. Don't know this for sure but its a risk.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||G-GSX Turbo||02-18-2004||04:15 PM||||I did that few times. no real unusual vibrations I have noticed.<br /><br />I had that on my gsx until the rear shaft bearing decided to walk out and end up in the oil pan.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum2/004755.cgi
A||||25||atc250r||2G MAS plumbing ?'s.||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||02-18-2004||05:00 PM||johngmr@yahoo.com||I know I cannot fit the 2G mas in the space where the stock one was. I am going to move the battery to the trunk to make room for it. Anybody have any suggestions on what intake to use? Any home made "ghetto" ones out there? Any pics?<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-18-2004||05:02 PM||||This was just covered recently if you do a search.  I think most people end up using a Dejon intake, which is a very nice piece, but a little spendy.  I've heard Fernco makes a coupler that can be used to attach the MAS to a round pipe, which would allow you to make your own intake very cheaply out of Home Depot parts, but I don't know any more about it.  I would suggest a search.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||atc250r||02-18-2004||05:20 PM||||Thanks Jon. I actually did a search and found 100's of threads but most of them covered the tuning end of the install. I think I am going to take a shot at the HD Racing set up.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||02-18-2004||05:54 PM||||Look for some posts by myself about this. I found the answer a week ago. The DejonIntake is what you need. There is even one for sale in the parts For Sale forum from "Pisces" IIRC.<br /><br /><br />EDIT: I see you bought it. Right on. I just paid $150 from Dejon for one last week. I wish I had gotten it for what you paid.||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||atc250r||02-18-2004||06:05 PM||||I wish I had gotten it too but someone beat me to it. I went to the local hardware store today and I think I am going to take a stab at a home made one. I just hope it doesn't melt before I get the $'s for a good one.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||02-18-2004||06:09 PM||||Ok, found a pic of mine.  Yes, it's messy.  Yes, I know.  Anyway, I had to mod mine a bit to make it work well.  I trimmed down the dump tube on the intake to keep the hose from kinking, and put in a 3" or so extender between the intake and the turbo to push the filter towards the fender and basically get everything to fit better.  You can sort of see it down there... there's a blue coupler that connects the black extending pipe to the turbo, and then a black coupler that connects the extender to the intake.  I used a stock DSM dump tube from the junkyard, with about an inch trimmed off of it.  I'm also using the original 1G K&N filter with the Dejon adapter plate.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2882" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2882&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />EDIT-- what's HD Racing?  All my searches turn up motorcycle crap...||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-18-2004||06:16 PM||||Ummmm...Home Depot aka HD, maybe ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||atc250r||02-18-2004||06:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Ummmm...Home Depot aka HD, maybe ?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YUP!!||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000008||Ash||02-18-2004||06:32 PM||||My Getto attempt.<br />  <img src="http://www.clubvr4.org/photos/Ash_MAS.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />I modified my original stainless 3" intake tube & shoehorned the bastard in, the original tube is below.  I used an adaptor similar to the "fernco" one to fit the oval MAS to the circular 3" pipe.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.dart.net.au/users/ajhinds/Ashvr406.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I cut it where the weld is between the two 45deg bends & used the weld as a bead for some 3" flexable black ducting.  This attached to a 3">2.5" reducer that is in turn attached to the turbo.  Had to "bulk up" the turbo with the original rubber ring that fits inside the stock inlet pipe, then the 2.5" silicon fits snug enough to clamp down.||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||Mitsuturbo||02-18-2004||06:38 PM||||i have a "ghetto" intake.. 3" all the way to the turbo inlet, where it necks down of course.. if you would like to see pics i can take a couple and show you<br /><br />the whole thing cost me about $10||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||02-18-2004||06:59 PM||||Mine is like Jon's. You can see the longer hose connecting the intake to the turbo by looking at the clamps on mine. (its dark and the hose is black so it's hard to see) It even clears the stock fan, but not by much.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2886" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||Ferrari F50 GT||02-18-2004||09:09 PM||||So as far as the Fernco coupler goes, you need a 3"-4" right?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000012||dlpinckney||02-18-2004||09:17 PM||||If you can find a 3" to 4", it would probably work well.  A straight 3" is what most people I know have used and just "finese" it onto the 2G MAS.  A little heat from a heat gun would go a long way too.||65.179.104.102||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000013||Ian M||02-19-2004||12:05 AM||||Mine is pretty simple,I took a "3 mandrel u-bend and  cut out a section (making a shallow "u") to the correct length and angle. For the BOV return,I welded on a  stock metal BOV nipple. <br /><br />The MAS sits in the car angled slightly upwards,still leaves plenty of room for the modded 1g aircan and filter.<br /><br />I used a straight "3 Fernco coupler for the MAS end. If you dont heat it,its somewhat of a PITA to get on,but it'll go. <br /><br />Other than the Fernco coupler,it doesnt look Ghetto..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.159||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||02-19-2004||03:57 AM||||I see you copied me in your catch can placement, Mark.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||turbowop||02-19-2004||10:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I see you copied me in your catch can placement, Mark.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha...funny funny. Actually I did that after seeing it on Keydiver's website. I'm going to change it though so that its mounted somewhere more straight up and down because I got a little bit of oil out the filter with it at that angle like that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000016||atc250r||02-19-2004||02:15 PM||||Thanks for all the help. Even when I install the "correct" intake I know that I should get a longer hose for the turbo end. If I get one of the intakes for a 2G TEL off ebay it should fit pretty well with the exception of the BOV hose routing, right? I think the answer is yes but I want to double check before blowing $90 on one.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||02-19-2004||02:36 PM||||Depends on the position of your BOV, which depends on your IC pipes.  The Injen intake, designed for 2G DSMs, is nearly identical to the Dejon intake that I'm using.  It works fine, but with the stock piping and BOV location, you'll have to get very creative with the dump tube routing or just vent to atmosphere.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000018||atc250r||02-19-2004||02:42 PM||||Thats what I figured. I am currently running 100% stock piping. I have a JDM FMIC and the piping to go with it but I have yet to install it. I think the BOV is in the same location as stock on that set up. I have heard that I may need to get creative on the dump tube. I will probably try going to atmosphere and if it runs OK then I'll leave it alone for now.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000019||crucible||02-20-2004||10:26 AM||||So, all you need is a 3 or 4 inch coupler.Im assuming that you can clamp the round coupler onto the oval end of the 2g mas without any problems?<br />Sounds good to me||198.8.3.36||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000020||atc250r||02-20-2004||10:53 AM||||I have the 3" Fernco (hardware store) coupling on my 2G MAS right now, it took a little heat, WD-40, a screwdriver, and some swearing but it only took 5 minutes. I got the rest of the parts last night and I may try it today. I got a 2" to 3" coupling to hook the turbo to the 3" PVC pipe, some 3" PVC pipe, a few fittings for when I try to hook up the BOV, and a piece of 1 1/8" flexible plastic hose (kinda like a black vacuum cleaner hose) to hook the BOV up. For now I just want to get the MAS in and the piping mocked up so I can see if the car runs like $hit with the BOV to atmosphere. If anyone needs a parts list I can e-mail you a picture of the rcpt from the hardware store.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000021||Romanova||02-20-2004||11:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Mine is like Jon's. You can see the longer hose connecting the intake to the turbo by looking at the clamps on mine. (its dark and the hose is black so it's hard to see) It even clears the stock fan, but not by much.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2886" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, I believe that is MY setup now Mark.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  And it looks so damn good sitting on my bookshelf.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000022||dsmsleeper||02-20-2004||12:30 PM||||I used the Dejon 1g to 2g pipe:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/782/782-Engine-02-04.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000023||atc250r||02-21-2004||06:41 PM||||I got the whole intake sorted out and even hooked up the BOV return line (it idled like crap without it). Luckily there is a well stocked Sears Hardware near by so I am naming my mess the "Sears Racing Intake System". If anyone is interested in seeing this mess just let me know and I'll take some pics. I wouldn't leave it like this permanently unless I used a "real" turbo to intake hose because I know the heat will kill the Sears parts but I know it'll be OK until I get a good deal on an intake. Along with the 2G MAS, 560's, and Keydiver chip the whole package works pretty well now. Much smoother with those nice new injectors.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000024||crucible||02-21-2004||07:26 PM||||Nice!<br />What did you use to connect the oval end of the 2g mas to the pipe?<br />I want to keep my pipe and adapt to the 2g mas without buying a new pipe.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000025||atc250r||02-21-2004||07:54 PM||||I used a 3" rubber coupler for PVC or Cast Iron drain pipes. It is often called a Fernco coupler and it has a hose clamp on each end. A little heat, WD40, and a flathead screwdriver is all you need to convince it to go over the oval meter.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes



ubb/Forum2/004752.cgi
A||N||5||QShip||Misc. Gremlins/Questions..Help Me Out||||1||||Kanihitit||00000300
Z||000000||QShip||02-18-2004||01:22 PM||kanihitit@yahoo.com||Guys,<br /> I have some gremlins Im hoping you can help me with.<br /><br />1) Brake Booster hose.  There is a valve or something in this hose. Is this a dealer only part? Just running a silicone vacum hose doesnt work. The brakes suck without the power assist.<br /><br />2)O2 Sensor. How do you tell if its bad?<br /><br />3) Lighting-voltage problem.  When I turn on my headlights my O2 readings double on the logger and my jumptronix and get all screw.  My idle changes and my car does not run as well. Any ideas?<br /><br />4)TPS CE. This error shows up due to my TPS being zeroed out. My plan is to adjust the switch so that it is open about 10% at idle. Comments on this approach?<br /><br /><br />All comments are greatly appreciated.<br /><br />Thanks||12.147.96.10||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-19-2004||11:32 AM||||2) It will cycle very slowly during "normal" operation, it may cut in/out but don't be confused by the open/closed loop behavior.  If it is REALLY bad it will throw a CE light.<br /><br />3) Short or ground issues.  Try a multimeter.<br /><br />4) Zeroed out where?  As shown on an AFC or as shown by a datalogger?  Adjust it so that it is 10% on the logger and/or use the adjustment specs in the FSM (using a multimeter).||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||02-19-2004||11:49 AM||||There is a one way check valve in the line from the intake to the booster. On the dsm cars it's press fit into the hose so you can't see it but it's in there. I'm unfortunately very familiar with the feeling of stiff brakes and overly assisted brakes...||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||drew||02-19-2004||07:57 PM||||DON'T FEED THEM AFTER MIDNIGHT!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-19-2004||08:22 PM||||I remember Nate mentioning to me that there is another line inside the booster and that would it wouldnt work. Crap, old age getting to me!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Gvr4-330||02-20-2004||01:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> DON'T FEED THEM AFTER MIDNIGHT!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Darn, beat me to it.  I was going to say they don't like sunlight.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.144||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum2/004753.cgi
A||||16||SRT2477||2nd gear synchro. need help||||1||||SRT2477||00002310
Z||000000||SRT2477||02-18-2004||01:46 PM||||I'm replaceing the bearings in the trans. and also putting in a new clutch my problem is that I wanted to replace 2nd gear and the synchro. but I can no longer get the synchro through Mitsu. does any one else make this part please help||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||02-18-2004||02:49 PM||||You're probably talking to the wrong dealer.  GVR4's used the old style friction synchros, which didn't last as long as the normal ones with the ridges in them for fluid pressure resistance.<br /><br />Talk to <a href="http://www.teamrip.com" target="_blank">TRE</a>, <a href="http://www.shepracing.com" target="_blank">Shepard Racing</a>, or <a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">Conicelli Mitsu</a>.  They can source you the updated parts for the entire rebuild.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||02-18-2004||02:58 PM||||What part number are you asking for?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||dc_style||02-18-2004||03:26 PM||||where could i get a 2nd synchro kit? i remembere seeing them somewhere but don't remember.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000004||giantrobot||02-18-2004||04:55 PM||||Can someone just add a link as to how to change a 2nd gear synchro...I may do it too when I do my clutch since I'm in there if it isn't too much for me.||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000005||SRT2477||02-18-2004||05:03 PM||||thanks for the help but I did end up finding the part it seems there are two <br />a double synchro for late 1991-1992 pt # MD747643<br />and a single synchro for early 91s pt # MD747642||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000006||Mitsuturbo||02-18-2004||06:02 PM||||the BEST thing you can do for your tranny, if you're having 2nd gear issues, and you can afford more than the $9 a single syncronizer ring costs.. is to buy the hub & slider assembly.. it comes with both 1st and 2nd gear syncros, and you don't have to worry about engagement issues due to a worn slider that way<br /><br />the hub&slider kit runs about $100, but there are 2 versions.. one for a big shaft, and one for a smaller shaft<br /><br />removing 1st and 2nd gear is EASY, as all you have to do is remove one snap ring, and you can usually drive them off by stickin a punch or screwdriver into the shaft and slamming it against the cement a few times.. just keep your hand between the bearing and concrete so it does not hit when it comes off, and damage it<br /><br />you should not even need use of a press to remove 1st/2nd hub/slider/syncros/gears||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000007||giantrobot||02-18-2004||06:08 PM||||Who has that kit for $100?||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000008||Mitsuturbo||02-18-2004||06:25 PM||||that's about what i paid at the local dealership<br /><br />i forgot i get a pretty good discount though||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000009||TomekP21||02-18-2004||06:33 PM||||do u have a part number of the assembly||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Turbo Tommy||00001902||yes
Z||000010||Mitsuturbo||02-18-2004||06:36 PM||||there are 2 different ones.. one for a big shaft, and one for the small   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.161.247.241||reg||13||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000011||giantrobot||02-18-2004||08:35 PM||||..how do we know which we have?||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000012||TomekP21||02-18-2004||11:59 PM||||how about u give us both <br />thanks||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Turbo Tommy||00001902||yes
Z||000013||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||10:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by giantrobot:<br /><strong> ..how do we know which we have? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the only way "I" know, is to pull the tranny apart and look at the hub after pullin it off the shaft||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000014||DSSA||02-19-2004||10:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by giantrobot:<br /><strong> ..how do we know which we have? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the only way "I" know, is to pull the tranny apart and look at the hub after pullin it off the shaft </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're getting this confused with the early 90 DSM transmission Intermediate shafts.<br /><br />There's no "big shaft/small shaft" in the GVR4s.  It's a matter of the pitch of the teeth on the gears cast into the shaft that spin the opposite gears on the input shaft (3-4).||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000015||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||11:07 AM||||sorry.. i have SOO many tranny parts lying around my shop, it's hard to tell what came from what<br /><br />the part number for the hub/slider kit should be readily available from the local dealership<br /><br />as far as the old vs. updated syncros.. the older style works better, but for a shorter time than the updated ones.. i go thru my tranny about twice a year no matter what anyhow, so i think i'm gonna go with the syncros with the clutch material crap on the back side of them this season.. i've seen the old style syncros come out of a good running tranny that's nearly 15 years old, so i think the old style will do just fine for me for a year or 2<br /><br />if you baby your car as a daily driver (i beat my tranny to shit as a daily driver) then you probably want to go with the updated syncros<br /><br />if you race a lot, i'd recommend the older style. but i think it's just a matter of preference.. they both do the job as intended||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000016||sjg||02-19-2004||11:49 PM||||fyi, shep. told me that he would not supply stock parts as they are available locally everywhere through the dealership.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes



ubb/Forum2/004754.cgi
A||||9||GVR4||clogged cat or...||||5||||GVR4||00000358
Z||000000||GVR4||02-18-2004||04:03 PM||spyder_gsr@hotmail.com||something else...<br /><br />here's the problem. The car runs fine for 10-15 min. maybe longer but about halfway to work the exhaust note changes slightly and I have NO power. Boost is ok according to my autometer gauge. Datalogs don't turn up anything out of the ordinary regarding o2, timing, knock, etc...<br /><br />RPM's climb slowly and no power. help!<br /><br />Tim Jones<br />'92 Galant VR4 #226||137.144.96.235||reg||5||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-18-2004||04:13 PM||||That sounds possible. Can unbolt your exhaust in front of the cat and drive it (be loud but you would not hang parts if you don't need to); and see if the problem persists. Could also be a clogged fuel filter. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||02-18-2004||04:35 PM||||voltage dropping on the fuel pump maybe? a clogged cat usually gets cherry red and you have a burning smell.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||GVR4||02-18-2004||04:41 PM||||how can I check the fuel pump?||137.144.96.235||reg||5||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||02-19-2004||04:17 AM||||Remove the carpet and cardboad spare tire cover in the trunk.  On the driver's side floor of the trunk, you'll see an odd triangular sort of brassy plate held down by screws.  Remove the screws and there will be a wiring harness plug in there.  The plug goes to the fuel pump, but I'm not sure which wire carries the power feed to the pump.  If you check out RRE's tech section on rewiring the fuel pump, or the VFAQ on the same subject, it'll tell ya.  Matter of fact, just go read the VFAQ.  stick a pin behind the proper wire in the plug and hook it up to a multimeter to see how many volts it's getting.  You should probably just go ahead and rewire it while you're in there.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||02-19-2004||07:04 AM||||Is the fuel pressure regulator signal hose still on?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||02-19-2004||07:05 AM||||How's your exhaust manifold?  Another culprit for bad performance.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000007||GVR4||02-19-2004||10:15 AM||||not sure where the FPR hose is. The ex. mani. was done not too long ago. Had a couple of broken studs that where replaced, helicoiled etc. It could still be a problem though. I don't have the cash to throw at this thing right now trying to fix it myself. Guess I'll have to take it somewhere. Thanks<br /><br />TJ||137.144.96.235||reg||1||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000008||mikeyoung00||02-19-2004||10:26 AM||||Watch your temp gauge next time you go to work. Does the trouble start about the time your temp gauge makes it up to its highest point or sooner? I'm thinking this could take 5 or 10 minutes in winter if you don't warm up the car before leaving. I'm also thinking your problem might be starting when the ecu switches from cold to normal mode. I think it runs open loop (ignoring the O2 signal) when cold and won't switch to closed loop (using O2 signal to achieve good mix) once at normal op temps. If so, you might have an ECU problem. I will assume the O2 sensor itself is ok since you are logging that.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000009||GVR4||02-19-2004||11:07 AM||||yea that's about the time I start having problems. The ECU has had it's caps replaced about 2 years ago. Everything was good. The local guru that replaced them said it was the cleanest ECU board he had seen. That would be a bummer if that was the problem as I don't have a spare to swap. I'm still leaning towards the cat. If the fuel pump was going I would expect to see some strange o2 voltages and I'm not. <br /><br />TJ||137.144.96.235||reg||1||GVR4||00000358||yes



ubb/Forum2/004761.cgi
A||||5||logick||jdm fmic install ... what needs to go ?||||1||||logick||00000897
Z||000000||logick||02-18-2004||10:52 PM||markdegroot@nsatel.net||I just got my jdm vr4 fmic in, incl. piping, just wondering what all needs to go/be cut for it to bolt in. Need to leave for kck tomorow afternoon and would like to hang it in before i leave. <br /><br />Mark||208.38.84.89||reg||1||logick||00000897||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-18-2004||11:44 PM||||you gotta cut the hell out of the front bumper.  easiest(not the fastest) way to do it, is remove the bumper, then separate the plastic cover from the metal reinforcement.  now you can eyeball and cut, hang, eyeball, cut, hang, repeat.  i used a sawzall and a cutting wheel.  heavy gloves is a must.  there is a threaded 8mm bolt hole in the latch support, and the center mount goes there perfect.  the 2 lower mounts dont have any holes or threads.  dont forget to cut some of the plastic from the bumper center so air can get thru.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||sleepyvr4||02-19-2004||09:52 AM||||what does everyone do about the ps cooling metal lines?  anyone remove them?  what about the center bracket from the latch to the crass member?  anyone get rid of that too?||205.149.71.236||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000003||crucible||02-19-2004||11:11 AM||||I put a starion cooler up front.I just hacked off the middle of the metal bumper support with the bump cover still on.Hard to tell someone how much to cut.You'll know as you go.I had no problems fitting it in.I think I hand bent the lines a bit or relocated the bracket thats holds them.Something like that, cant remember.Not a big deal.<br />I had the most trouble getting the bumper off the car.Once thats off, get the sawzall and go to work<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||02-19-2004||02:47 PM||||When I first installed my RRE (Griffen/Spearco) FMIC, the power steering cooler and hood latch support were not in the way, although the support was only like 1/8" away from the bottom endtank.  I had to trim the bumper support up to the first seam on the back.  It still wouldn't fit on, but I was unwilling to cut more out of the bumper so set about remounting the IC.  I mounted it TEL style, where the core becomes the new hoodlatch support.  The support attaches in three places:  to the latch itself on the top, to the crossmember on the bottom, and to that strip of metal between the headlights and the bumper in the middle.  I cut it off right below that middle bolt, and slid a RRE TEL bracket in there to use that same bolt.  I then rebent one of RRE's bottom brackets to hold it to the crossmember and made my own bracket for the other side.  This put the core and the PS cooler in the same space, so I just undid the PS cooler from the crossmember, bent it by hand, and rebolted it down.  It all fits like a glove now.  I know this is a different core than what you're talking about, bit figured it wouldn't hurt to share what I had to do.<br /><br />Here's a crappy pic showing the bent PS cooler.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2902" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2902&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Here's a crappy pic showing where I cut the hood latch support.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2903" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2903&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Ryan, did I ever tell ya how much I love ya?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   But if you tell anyone...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||02-19-2004||06:15 PM||||the jdm fmic has 3 mounting points.  the top one bolts directly to one threaded 8mm hole already there.  it is perfect.  the other 2 lower brackets make the fmic go forward, so it is out of the way of the p/s cooler.  if you have the rubber grommets in the mount holes, you can get away with just the center mount, then the inlet/outlet hoses will help support it.  it might rattle against the lower part of the core, but it is really light, and the brackets are really on there.||64.240.175.15||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004757.cgi
A||||11||sleepyvr4||Replaced squeaky ps pump, still squeaks||||1||||sleepyvr4||00003137
Z||000000||sleepyvr4||02-18-2004||06:45 PM||sleepyvr4@excite.com||4ws lines were leaking and my power steering fluids ran low.  I replaced lines and ps pump squeaked after that.  Got awd dsm pump for free.  Replaced mine, and it was fine for 2 hours, squeak free.  Same squeaks came back.  Constant noise while car is running, regardless of me tuning.  Ran Lucas power steering stuff (really thick) and it made no difference.  Any ideas?  (by the way - it's NOT THE BELT)||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000001||sleepyvr4||02-18-2004||06:48 PM||||regardless of me turning||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||02-18-2004||08:40 PM||||using the stock oem belt? (sorry had to ask)||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||ejectseat||02-18-2004||09:01 PM||||yeah.  it's a mitsu belt.  It looks brand new (so at least 6 months old)||24.154.50.222||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||02-18-2004||09:42 PM||||weiiiiiiiiiiird. Adjust it right and everything? Is it that belt? Maybe it's a bad bearing or something? Hell if I know.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||02-18-2004||10:15 PM||||sounds like air in the system, I'm pretty sure he bled it properly but you never know, also are you sure you didn't pinch any of the metal lines going to the back? a restriction in the line could be causing too.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||02-18-2004||10:43 PM||||Something with mine squeaks too, ever since I had to put in a new rear power-steering line.  I know nothing of bleeding them, could be part of the problem, could be loose belts too.  Could even be the alternater, since it's right in that location too.<br />What I'm saying is I have the same problem, and haven't figured it out yet.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||02-18-2004||11:11 PM||||don't forget that these cars (with 4ws that is ) have two bleeder screws on the rear rack by the pass side rear wheel, they look like brake bleeders, you have to make sure you bleed all the air out of there, otherwise those pumps are gonna complain.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||sleepyvr4||02-19-2004||09:47 AM||||I questioned that, but there's no noise from the back.  Someone I know told me that the dsm ps pump are self priming? or something like that and they do it automatically.  As soon as I changed the pump the squeeks went away for a couple hours.  It pisses me off.  I think I'm going to run some Honda ps fluid through it.  I guess it had a higher/better heat rating so what the hell.  I have some cheapo prestone in it now.||205.149.71.236||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000009||mikeyoung00||02-19-2004||10:30 AM||||If the dsm pump is like the gvr4 one, you should run transmission fluid (Dextron or Dextron A) in it, not PS fluid. Not sure the differences or if this is the source of your problem but worth checking.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000010||Arty||02-19-2004||03:48 PM||||Mine's been squeaking for a while too. The squeak goes away monentarily while I'm turning the wheel. I think the fluid is original, because ages ago someone else having problems with their fluid level mentioned the fluid was a yellow-ish colour, which is the same as mine ? Not sure if replacing the fluid would help ?<br />I'm thinking the pump is just wearing out, I'm sure the price of new one will put me off getting one as preventative maintenance.<br /><br />John.||203.24.125.175||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000011||851/1000||02-19-2004||05:58 PM||||Do not run Mitsubishi SP-III Auto Trans Fluid in there. It is not compatible with the seals in the ps syst. (there's a TSB on it) Dexron is cool although I run BG in mine.||12.111.39.195||reg||1||Mark LaVallee||00003551||yes



ubb/Forum2/004758.cgi
A||X||1||gvr4-27||trunk mounting the battery ||||1||||gvr4-27||00003340
Z||000000||gvr4-27||02-18-2004||09:38 PM||gvr427@yahoo.com||has anyone done this in their galant? anyone have any photos of the process and how to also mount the battery cut off switch and hook it up. where is the best place to ground? just info on all aspects of the process.||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-18-2004||09:40 PM||||dude - did you even search. There are 2 threads right now in general discussions.<br /><br />LOCKDOWN!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/004759.cgi
A||||16||R332||Need tuning help after Keydiver install!||||2||||R332||00002894
Z||000000||R332||02-18-2004||09:47 PM||||Hello guys, I just installed my Keydiver chip (550 comp, knock gauge, etc) and I am having trouble getting the car to run well and keep the knock counts down. I know Jeff is a busy guy so I thought I'd ask for advice from others   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I have a MAFT, 550cc injectors, EVO16g, etc. The car was tuned very well with the following MAFT settings:<br />-Base +3<br />-Low +4<br />-Mid +2<br />-Hi +1<br /><br />Knock was between 0 - 10 counts on 94oct @ 17psi but now it is much higher. Not what I expected with the 550 compensation chip! Obviously my tuning is messed up! Is there some kind of "baseline guide" to setting the MAFT after the chip install? So far I am running:<br />-Base 0<br />-Low 0<br />-Mid +1<br />-High +1<br /><br />I get quite a bit of knock with these settings. I have played around with the logger but I can't get the knock to go away. My trims look decent, all between 90 - 110.<br /><br />Any advice?||137.186.205.84||reg||2||R332||00002894||yes
Z||000001||Rob_M||02-18-2004||11:02 PM||||I don't have a MAFT.... so pardon my ignorance.....<br /><br /><br />Have you setup the MAFT for stock injectors?  The ecu is compensating for the upgraded injectors now, so you should be able to zero out the maft as a test.||68.228.45.25||reg||1||Rob_M||00003342||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||02-18-2004||11:18 PM||||At what rpm's/throttle position are you getting the knock? Ae you sure your base timing is 5*, with the idle terminal grounded, timing wire grounded, and the datalogger unplugged? When you say "3" for the base setting before, is that "-3", as in subtracting 3 X 5%? The chip should now be subtracting about 18% more fuel, so 3 clicks positive might not be quite enough. When you had the low set for "4" before, was that "-4", as in you were REMOVING 20% fuel before? <br />Jeff||209.247.222.47||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||R332||02-18-2004||11:36 PM||||Thanks for the replies.  I have always had the MAFT adding fuel with the low, mid, hi knobs, both with the stock EPROM and the Keydiver. Pre-chip the BASE was set to -3 to subtract fuel and compensate for the 550cc injectors. I now have the BASE @ zero, assuming the chip will take care of that. FWIW, my fuel pressure is 37-39psi @ idle and the base timing is 5deg. <br /><br />I know something is wrong since it should knock less with the chip, not more! I do not have any boost leaks and haven't made any other changes pre or post chip install.<br /><br />Are you suggesting I try going 5% richer on the BASE setting? The knock (obviously) comes in when the boost hit (~3500) and will sometimes taper off a bit after 6000rpm.<br /><br />Thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||137.186.205.84||reg||1||R332||00002894||yes
Z||000004||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||01:28 AM||||I'm interested as to how this goes for you, since my ECU is soon to be compensated for 650's.  Keep us posted as to what your settings were before and after, so i'll know more of what to do with my SAFC when i get the 650's in.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||02-19-2004||09:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by R332:<br /><strong> Are you suggesting I try going 5% richer on the BASE setting? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, thats where I would start, since that is close to the 18% less fuel. However, it seems like the mid area is where you need to concentrate the most, if thats where the knock is most prevalent. Remember too, when you were compensating with the MAFT alone, all your settings slid down the scale, so midrange may have become low, high became mid, etc. So, instead of adding 4 to the LOW, it may want more now in the mid airflow range. Did you log O2's before and after?||68.215.112.13||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||02-19-2004||10:20 AM||||I have the same problem with the same combination...3" GM MAF, MAFT, 550 injectors, and keydriver SUPERchip!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I also had the MAFT set for zero across the board with the KeyChip. I have tried going both richer and leaner by 5, 10, and 15% mid. I am getting high knock counts from time to time at steady throttle anywhere above around 2500 rpm. Interestingly, I get almost no knock at WOT! I would get similar knock numbers with boost limited to either 7 lbs or 11 lbs.<br /><br />Because of the knock I have reverted to the factory ECU until I could get a datalogger cable and laptop. (Knock was detected with a KnockBox...cool instrument) With the factory ECU I get some brief knock at full boost (11 lbs) ranging from 1 to 15 or so for a moment or two, dropping to 1-5 at most as timing is retarded. (Knock box also shows timing advance!) <br /><br />Now that I have both a laptop and a cable, I hope to run some data logs on both the factory setup and the KeyChip within a day or two so I can send the readings along to Jeff and we can sort this out. It may turn out that it is easier to set up the chip for stock injector flow and compensate for the 550s with the MAFT, although I understand there could be some drivability issues with this approach.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||02-19-2004||10:45 AM||||First make certain of two things:<br /><br />1)  You have a compatible MAF.  Just because it is GM doesn't mean it is the right one.<br /><br />2)  The translator is set up for the correct size MAF that you have (3" vs. 3.5")<br /><br /><br />Remember, the base setting is applied across the board.  So you (had) +7 for your low.  I don't recall exactly, but I <i>think</i> each position is 5% -- were you adding 35% more fuel?  Is the 550 35% larger than the 440?  Don't think so.<br /><br />If your trims are now good and you still get knock I would also look for leaks.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||R332||02-19-2004||09:10 PM||||Update! The car is getting better with tuning, but still not there.  Here is what I have done to the MAFT.<br /><br />-BASE changed to F (+5% fuel) as per Jeff's suggestion<br />-Low 0<br />-Mid 0<br />-High -2<br /><br />The car runs well and all trims are between 90-110. The problem is still knock. At 17psi (94oct) I still get too much knock right when the boost hits hard. If I ease into the boost I can usually avoid knock, and I hardly ever get knock in the high RPMs. It is all around 3500-5000 RPM.  Any ideas?  I have tried going richer on the MID but it doesn't seem to help. BTW, I am using a Wideband O2 and the car is rich @ WOT, somewhere in the 9.5 - 10.5:1 range. If I go any leaner the knock gets worse all around.<br /><br />Ideas?||137.186.205.84||reg||1||R332||00002894||yes
Z||000009||Garfield Wright||02-19-2004||09:36 PM||||I tell you what, I'm not that technical when it comes to tuning.  As a matter of fact, I don't know jack.  However, I must say, staying in touch with the the Tech Threads have made me alot more knowledgeable.  Thanks to all for posting there issues & for others for helping to solve them.  Shit, just this one thread have taught me so much about dialing in a safe set up.  I know I'm not the only one & there are others like me who are truely greatfyl.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000010||R332||02-20-2004||12:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong> I tell you what, I'm not that technical when it comes to tuning.  As a matter of fact, I don't know jack.  However, I must say, staying in touch with the the Tech Threads have made me alot more knowledgeable.  Thanks to all for posting there issues & for others for helping to solve them.  Shit, just this one thread have taught me so much about dialing in a safe set up.  I know I'm not the only one & there are others like me who are truely greatfyl.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is nice to hear you've learned a lot by spending time here. I too am trying to learn...so please feel free to help me with my tuning issues  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||137.186.205.84||reg||1||R332||00002894||yes
Z||000011||R332||02-21-2004||04:09 PM||||Anyone out there with advice for me?  <br /><br />My tuning is getting closer. I now only get a few counts of knock, but it is still all when the boost hits. To get to this low-knock area I have to run the car very rich which in turn hurts power.||68.144.20.64||reg||1||R332||00002894||yes
Z||000012||crucible||02-21-2004||05:57 PM||||Takes time to tune.Alot of time.<br />I would love to try the MAFT but I dont have time to tinker with something like that since its a daily driver.The MAFT is fairly new and not a lot of people are running it so advice is from a very small group.<br />Like you said, your getting better already.If you keep at it, hopefully you'll be answering questions from others.<br />Always better to run a little rich<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||02-21-2004||08:00 PM||||I don't know a ton about the MAFT, but I do know that at one point Hal was able to fix some tuning problems by setting it to the wrong MAF size (i.e. 3" vs. 3.5") due to a bug in an early revision of the unit.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||R332||02-21-2004||11:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Takes time to tune.Alot of time.<br />I would love to try the MAFT but I dont have time to tinker with something like that since its a daily driver.The MAFT is fairly new and not a lot of people are running it so advice is from a very small group.<br />Like you said, your getting better already.If you keep at it, hopefully you'll be answering questions from others.<br />Always better to run a little rich<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, I know the MAFT is fairly new to Import world, but I don't feel my tuning woes are MAFT related. I think anyone with an S-AFC, etc would be in the same boat, and the knock vs. boost vs. AFR is mostly the same, regardless of the MAFT or S-AFC. Right now I am fighting with the lesser or two evils.!<br />Do I...<br />(A) Run it very rich (9.5:1)with zero knock?<br />(B) Run it a bit leaner 11:1)with some knock?<br /><br />If there was a way to make it so the knock didn't start when the boost hit, I could probably see no know all the way to redline, but now when the boost hits and the knock starts it won't go away until I lift  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||137.186.205.84||reg||1||R332||00002894||yes
Z||000015||Telecaster||02-22-2004||12:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by R332:<br /><strong> <br />knock vs. boost vs. AFR <br /> <br />(A) Run it very rich (9.5:1)with zero knock?<br />(B) Run it a bit leaner 11:1)with some knock?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats my problem too.  Where do you draw the line for the safety of the engine?  I currently right now have 10-15 counts of knock everytime i'm at WOT (18g on 18 psi).  I also run both maft and safc.  Last two dyno session i had my a/f dip below 10:1 and there was no knock.  But adjust the safc to somewhere above 11:1, bam, instant 20 whp gain with 15-20 counts of knock.   Doesn't help either with crappy cali 91   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  .Sometimes i get the sensation of a harder pull during 75-80% throttle.||216.175.102.184||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000016||henrok||02-22-2004||10:34 AM||||hey i was thinking of getting a chip myself, but all this talk has changed my mind.  lol. thanks.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum2/004760.cgi
A||||6||kazerak2||belt slippage||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||02-18-2004||10:38 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||the screaching sound that you here when you first start the car isnt that the drivline belt slipping. at least thats what it sounds like. does it need a new belt or does it need to be tensioned||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||02-18-2004||10:45 PM||||Think it's the alternater, or the alternater belt.  Mine does it too.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||02-18-2004||10:51 PM||||Mine is super bad. I cant figure out which belt it is tho. Some Rices at school were laughing at it today and I told them it was my supercharger  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   warming up and they shup up and walked away. Dumbass Ricers believe everythig I say.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||ercp98||02-18-2004||10:57 PM||||is anyone of you using an under drive pulley?? i'm asking because i have the same squealing problem. but i think mine is cause by the alternator belt. i am using stock belt with the under drive pulley. i have the tensioner pulled back all the way right now. i'm still trying to get the part number for the correct belt to use.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-19-2004||11:05 AM||||At startup or under initial load is usually the alternator (battery voltage has dropped from starting and there is load on the alternator to charge the battery which equals resistence to the belt).<br /><br />If it is really humid out (i.e. raining) I can get my car to squeal by turning all the lights on, the rear defog and the seat warmers.  I can then magically turn the squeal off by turning off any of those accessories.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />One thing to be vigilant about is the potential that the squeal is related to that harmonic dampener pulley separating!  If it begins to separate it will loosen the acc. belts before it finally splits and fucks you up.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||02-19-2004||03:11 PM||||Mine screams sometimes, but only when its really cold outside. If I start the car for the first time in the middle of the day, its fine.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||02-19-2004||03:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ercp98:<br /><strong> is anyone of you using an under drive pulley?? i'm asking because i have the same squealing problem. but i think mine is cause by the alternator belt. i am using stock belt with the under drive pulley. i have the tensioner pulled back all the way right now. i'm still trying to get the part number for the correct belt to use. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The part number for my alt belt (with UDP) is 5040385 or 4040385. Its an interchangable part number.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum2/004762.cgi
A||||8||slvrblt||Torrington Bearing and 4 spider diff ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||02-19-2004||01:13 AM||||I am planning on sending my extra tranny to Shep for a nice build up. I plan on running high 12s-low 13s at 5500ft elevation. That equates to approximately 300hp up here.<br /><br />What are the benefits of have the torington bearing and the 4 spider center diff ? Can someone explain some details of these to me or point me to some good reading ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-19-2004||03:21 AM||||I've never heard of that bearing, so can't offer any insight on that.  As to the 4 spider diff, our stock center differentials have two spider gears.  If you're unsure what I'm talking about, head on over to <a href="http://auto.howstuffworks.com/differential.htm" target="_blank">http://auto.howstuffworks.com/differential.htm</a>  Anyway, with a high hp car launching, that's a lot of load for those two tiny gears and they can break.  By putting in a 4 spider diff, you're simply doubling the number of gears bearing the load, or in other words cutting the load of each gear in half.  Voila, less breakage.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||02-19-2004||02:57 PM||||Thanks for the link. I should have looked there to start with.<br /><br />So is the 4 spider diff worth $400 ? What about the torrington bearing upgrade for another $75 ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||02-19-2004||03:14 PM||||Hmm, that's a tough call.  I Googled "Torrington bearing," and while they sound really cool, I've never heard of people having trouble with their bearings, and if you're getting it rebuilt anyway, it should have new factory bearings and grease so I'd say you're set.  If it were me, I'd save the $75 and spend it elsewhere.  As for the 4 spider diff, that depends on the car and you.  Looking at your mod list, I would hazard to guess that you don't need it.  Do you drag race?  If so, how often?  How hard do you launch?  Do you use a stutterbox?  If so, at what rpm and boost?  What kind of tires are you running?  How much does your car weigh?  What are your future mods/plans for the car?  $400 now is cheaper than a 2nd rebuild later, but if you never need another rebuild, then that $400 could make the car a lot faster.  Then again, if it's $400 faster, than you may need those extra gears after all.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Sorry if I raised more questions than I answered, I'm just trying to consider all angles here.  The 4 spider upgrade is considered to be pretty standard in rebuilding a tranny though, so a lot of people think it's worth it if that helps any.  I've also heard that it helps to act somewhat like a LSD, perhaps due to more friction??||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||02-19-2004||03:33 PM||||I rebuilt my tranny and had the 4 spider gear mod done by TRE. It's just insurance. Now my tranny can handle more torque and I don't have to worry about breaking the center diff. I didn't have the torrington bearing mod done though. It too is just an upgrade, but TRE didn't say anything about mine needing replacement. I don't think it's that big of a problem.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||02-19-2004||04:11 PM||||I do drag race and I usually launch at around 5k-5.5k rpms. I dont have a stutterbox yet, and I am hoping that Jeff will let me get one of his chips so I can have said mod.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />My car is full factory weight, minus the spare tire (REAL big weight loss there!).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||02-19-2004||09:35 PM||||The center diff bearings in mine were, well, one was broken in half and being quickly ground away.  The other one... what other one?  Oh! You mean the one stuck on the magnet and spit all through the other bearings and gears!<br /><br />I got the torrington bearings and didn't get the 4spiders.<br /><br />The original bearings are like big thick washers with dimples that are rubbed against by the center diff.  I like the idea of roller bearings in there much better!||64.63.212.152||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||GrocMax||02-20-2004||11:59 AM||||Biggest benefit to the torrington needle thrust bearing like Shep is doing is the gear backlash stays where you set it, the bearings don't pound out like the stock thrust washers. After the backlash goes high is where you get 99% of your center diff failures.||209.151.117.51||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||02-20-2004||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> Biggest benefit to the torrington needle thrust bearing like Shep is doing is the gear backlash stays where you set it, the bearings don't pound out like the stock thrust washers. After the backlash goes high is where you get 99% of your center diff failures. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, there is no explaining why mine didn't grenade on me.  It had to be going that way for a while.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/004763.cgi
A||||7||snwbrd40oz||Washer Sprayers||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||02-19-2004||01:14 AM||krossmiller00@msn.com||This isnt very technical  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  , but does anyone know how to get the windshield washer sprayers off of the hood? I checked the manual, but couldnt find anything. I need to get to them to replace the hoses (cracked from age). TIA||67.40.128.16||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||Ash||02-19-2004||02:10 AM||||On my Aussie model I just pulled really really hard on the old leaky cooked solid hoses.  Maybe another difference between Aust & US models?||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||02-19-2004||02:22 AM||||You have to reach from underneath and squeeze the tabs on each side with a pair of needle nose pliers. I think the tabs are located front/back. When you put them back in they snap into place.||67.163.210.161||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||02-19-2004||09:57 AM||||What Chris said, but you shouldn't have to pull the squirters just to replace the hose.  Just pull on the hose.  The hose is attached by a barbed fitting on the bottom of the squirter.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||02-19-2004||10:06 AM||||If the hoses are diffacult to remove from the squirter barbs, take a pair of pliars and  <i>gently</i> turn the hose on the barb. Don't squeeze the pliars too much and break the barb! Breaking the hose loose first will make it easier to get it off the barb.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-19-2004||10:48 AM||||Okay, I've always wondered -- how do you fix clogged squirters?  I've got one that dumps a stream into the middle of the window and consequently the other one shoots onto the sunroof.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-19-2004||10:52 AM||||happens with old age, Hertz. Dont worry about it, medical surgery can fix that...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||pisces_0||02-19-2004||11:00 AM||||The easiest way to clean them out is with some compressed air and a pin.  Usually wax gets plugged in 'em.  You should be able to adjust where they spray with the pin.  Put the pin into the sprayer opening and you'll be able to move it around a bit.<br />On a related note, while cleaning the rear washer squirter on my friends '93 GSX we decided to have a little fun and point it up at an angle insted of down on the rear window.  Went out for a drive and gave unsuspecting motorists behind us a free windshield cleaning.  You'd be surprised at how far it'd spray.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.183.136.92||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum2/004764.cgi
A||||17||Mitsuturbo||Stab throttle, get tons of knock, external gets excessively loud||||8||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||11:15 AM||||I have been fighting this problem for a while now, and cannot figure out what the hell is going on here.  Just like the topic heading says.. i can be driving along in say.. 3rd gear, at about 3500-4500rpm.. mash the throttle, and immediately get a LOT of knock, like 20+ counts.. my logger alarm goes nuts.  So i briefly let off the throttle and stab it to the floor again.. no knock!  Since i have a Tial 38mm gate, i can HEAR it as well.. i believe it's timing retard i'm hearing, but i'm not sure.. i have not bothered to try and log this phenomenon yet, but it's not really necessary, as it's not going to tell me WHY it's doing this.  It will do it in any gear, and i NEVER KNOW if it's going to do it or not!!  Sometimes it does it.. sometimes it doesn't.<br /><br />Any suggestions?  Similar experiences?||67.161.247.241||reg||8||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||02-19-2004||12:14 PM||||I've got something similar with mine.  Tons of knock when I stab the gas, like you.  Also, just crusing around at say 45mph steady on a flat road with a steady throttle... knock goes through the roof!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />I haven't done a thing yet to figure it out.  Just cleaned all the lifters and though they were clean still from the BG Engine Purge, there were two different sizes in there.  The original small hole ones and ones with a bigger hole.  I think 9 of the original and 7 of the other.?  Because they were clean and clear of deposits I wouldn't think that they would cause problems, but don't know.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||12:16 PM||||I'm almost wondering if it's some sort of drain on the fuel system and it's running lean, or if maybe the ECU has a hiccup of some sort.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||02-19-2004||12:57 PM||||I bet a Keydiver chip for your injectors would solve it. There a few topics and some comments about his chip solving that IIRC. I have the same problem, but I dont have a socketed ECU yet, so I may as well wait until then to oerder a chip from him.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||01:01 PM||||i have the chip.. just need to get it socketed, but have been too broke to do so yet||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||02-19-2004||01:05 PM||||Got the chip installed already.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-19-2004||01:20 PM||||How's the vacuum line to your FPR?  It could be a source of "lag" to adjusting the fuel if it leaks.  Also might want to check out your TPS readings, I imagine if there were "dead spots" the ECU may have trouble noticing that you're on the throttle and not give you the accel trim you need.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||02-19-2004||01:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I bet a Keydiver chip for your injectors would solve it. There a few topics and some comments about his chip solving that IIRC. I have the same problem, but I dont have a socketed ECU yet, so I may as well wait until then to oerder a chip from him. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got the keydiver chip matched to my 720's, and I still get the part throttle knock in 3rd gear and up (mostly 5th).  I can't figure it out though, I've pulled my hair trying to determine why my car didn't behave as expected with the compensated chip, and I have no idea why.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||01:28 PM||||I'm not getting part throttle knock.. i'm getting full throttle knock, and LOTS of it!  But if i blip the throttle closed and back open as fast as my foot can move.. it goes away.<br /><br />I checked the TPS, it seems to be just fine, it's fairly new.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||02-19-2004||03:04 PM||||Same here [good thread, thanks for opening it] <br />I HAVE the Keydiver Chip installed. Adsjustable FPR too.   Part throttle ? knockknockknock   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />But when I let off and drop the hammer.... She hauls balls like a raped ape!!!!<br /><br />I HAVE noticed that if the car sits for awhile<br />[ie:  When I go to work nd come outside after 5 hours] The Fuel PSI gauge is at ZERO.  <br />I dont know if the system is supposed to purge the pressure or what.   <br /><br /><br />G-||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||02-19-2004||03:31 PM||||I've learned that with DSMs (and actually lots of cars) that its better to roll into the throttle rather than flooring it as fast as you can. This tip-in throttle problem (and part throttle knock problem) is thought by some people to be related to EGR. There's even a mailing list on Yahoo dedicated to phantom knock on dsms.<br /><br />As for the fuel gauge thing, aftermarket pumps and regulators leak down more than the stock units. Think of it this way: sure its more wear and tear on your starter, but it also gives the engine more time to pressurize the oil system.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||02-19-2004||04:45 PM||||Even if I slowly roll on the throttle in 5th gear at 3K, it still generates massive knock counts as soon as boost gets above 5psi.  If I go down to 3rd and floor it, no problem, car hauls ass with no knock.  <br /><br />I can't figure out my compensation problems though.  720's, 2G MAF, keydiver chip for this setup, FP base at about 40-43psi, base timing at 5 deg BTDC, no massive boost leaks.  <br /><br />At WOT I have the SAFC going +22 > 5K RPM.  Doesn't make sense.  Lo throttle is about zero all the way across.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||08:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Even if I slowly roll on the throttle in 5th gear at 3K, it still generates massive knock counts as soon as boost gets above 5psi.  If I go down to 3rd and floor it, no problem, car hauls ass with no knock.  <br /><br />I can't figure out my compensation problems though.  720's, 2G MAF, keydiver chip for this setup, FP base at about 40-43psi, base timing at 5 deg BTDC, no massive boost leaks.  <br /><br />At WOT I have the SAFC going +22 > 5K RPM.  Doesn't make sense.  Lo throttle is about zero all the way across. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In 5th gear, flooring it at 3k isn't really going to do anything for you anyhow.. i'm more concerned with the power loss and detonation i'm getting in the lower gears.  I'd hate to go out to the track this season and "hit a brick wall" at the top of 3rd, due to knock retard.<br />It seems to be REALLY sporadic, and i cannot find anything to attribute it to.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||02-20-2004||12:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br />In 5th gear, flooring it at 3k isn't really going to do anything for you anyhow.. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I never said I floored it at 3K, I said it was lo throttle knock at 3K, like when you pass someone at 55 mph in 5th gear.  <br /><br />So have you tried tuning out the knock?  What do the plugs look like after a hard run?||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||mcastanares||02-20-2004||01:57 AM||||my car sounds like it is knocking as well...just random times...after doing a search, i thought it was the lifters...but know i am not sure...i also noticed that my idle is a little high...around 1100-1500 or so....im not exactly sure what it is...do you guys have any suggestions..please let me know||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000015||curtis||02-20-2004||08:35 AM||||I'm has the exact problem also.  I haven't put the lifters in let hopefully when I do the cams and lifters this will go away.  I'm running the 550's from the RX-7 turbo II's and have the keydiver chip.  This also happen before the chip.  I can turn the fuell down on the afc and it almost goes away.  If I drive around at higher RPM's in a lower gear it usually doesn't happen.  Sometimes I think it is the lifters because if I rev it up a few times then launch the can it pulls with no knock but if I putt around at low rpms the pull out it knocks like crazy.  I think all in all the car is loading up like an old carbed car from the 70's if you have driven a built V8 with too big a carb you get the same feeling of it stumbling the hauling ass.  Play with your fuel pressure and your fuel trims and see if that helps.<br /><br />Someone needs to build a knock simulator or build a plug in add on box that makes the little ass holes less sensitive.  Maybe some sort of resistor inline.||65.54.98.30||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000016||DongeR615||02-20-2004||12:21 PM||||Whelp I get the same thing. I can't mash the throttle but I have to gently accelerate to WOT. I believe its because the amount of air that is in trapped in the intercooler pipes aren't being calculated with Air fuel ratio's so say at 1/2 throttle to Wide open throttle(WOT), the same amount of air that has been calculated from the Mass Air Flow sensor is going into the cylinders creating a rich condition. Then a split second after WOT the computer recalculates the needed air and fuel creating an ideal mixture.||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||02-20-2004||02:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Someone needs to build a knock simulator or build a plug in add on box that makes the little ass holes less sensitive.  Maybe some sort of resistor inline. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This sparked my memory that something like this had crossed my path once before... searching... searching... got it!  It's an email from my roommate.  I never used it, so take it for what it's worth.<br /><br />> If your knockboard sucks as much as the honda one does (good thing I<br />> don't have<br />> one, eh?!) you can construct a bandpass filter to put inline with the<br />> sensor, to<br />> help it out, assuming it doesn't already have one.  Apparently, all<br />> knock falls<br />> between 2kHz and 12kHz, but you can figure out the resonant frequency<br />> of your<br />> combustion chamber, roughly, by using <br />> <br />> <br />> 900/(3.14xCylinderRadiusInMeters) = resonant frequency in Hz. Mine is<br />> apparently<br />> around 7700Hz.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004765.cgi
A||||7||meng||no boost reading||||1||||meng||00000837
Z||000000||meng||02-19-2004||01:03 PM||mengberserker@yahoo.com||hey my boost gauge reads no boost and or very little when on the gas paddle.  the car has lag at lower rpm and boost does hit at around 3500 rpm.  i running 16g, what can cause this? thanks||208.12.113.51||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-19-2004||01:08 PM||||Did you search the archives? If you had, you would know to check your wastegate actuator arm!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-19-2004||01:15 PM||||Just a boost gauge or a boost/vacuum?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||02-19-2004||01:17 PM||||so you do have boost, but your gauge is just not showing it?||68.75.80.116||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||02-19-2004||02:41 PM||||Are you referring to the stock LED boost indicator, or an aftermarket boost gauge?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||meng||02-19-2004||02:43 PM||||yes i do have boost but it doesnt show on the gauge. ive try another gauge too still no boost reading.  is it normal if its really laggie at lower rpm?||208.12.113.51||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000006||meng||02-19-2004||04:16 PM||||its after market my car dont have stock LED boost indicator, its a turbo galant gsr.||208.12.113.171||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000007||pisces_0||02-19-2004||04:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Did you search the archives? If you had, you would know to check your wastegate actuator arm! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think we may have a winner here!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />If I was to put money on it I'd have to say either the wastegate arm fell off or there's quite a leak around where the boost gauge is hooked into.  That's just me though, what do I know...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.183.137.2||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum2/004766.cgi
A||||3||Mitsuturbo||Rotating a mitsu compressor housing||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||01:06 PM||||I have never seen this done, but would like to do it, so that my IC piping goes across UNDER the manifold instead of OVER it.  Has anyone done this?  Can i just remove the little pin in the compressor housing, rotate, and replace the snap ring?<br /><br />I'd like to have my IC piping pretty much laying over the crossmember that goes across the front of the car, then take a 90 to the IC, rather than a 90 up, 90 down, and 90 into the IC.  Get what i mean?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-19-2004||01:16 PM||||Try doing a search on "clocking"||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||01:34 PM||||Thanks a bunch.  I remembered seeing this a while back, but could not remember where.  I searched for clock, rotate, and some other things, but couldn't find anything.  I ended up finding THIS:<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Compressed:<br /><strong> Totally doable.  Heres a vfaq from a member of CO dsm group here.    <a href="http://co.dsm.org/users/jake/DSM/projects/clock_turbo/index.shtml" target="_blank">http://co.dsm.org/users/jake/DSM/projects/clock_turbo/index.shtml</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks a lot!<br />Now maybe the search will find it a bit easier as well.. for lame-o's like me!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-19-2004||01:55 PM||||Nice find !!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum2/004768.cgi
A||||9||boostx||rs vr4 engine swap||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||02-19-2004||04:36 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||i did a search no luck on any info <br />will the jdm rs vr4 tranny and transfer work with the US rear diff<br />i am in the process of getting a rs drivetrain||207.127.241.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||atc250r||02-19-2004||04:41 PM||||I am not an expert but from what I understand the final drive ratios are different. You'll need a rear to go with it but if you can get it that would probably be a great set up since you'll have a little more aggressive gearing.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||02-19-2004||05:00 PM||||AFAIK, the final drive gears are different, so unless you get the rear end to go with it, you will blow up your VC and maybe the Tcase too.<br /><br /><br />I agree with the above post.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||02-19-2004||05:12 PM||||Just buy the motor. The only difference is the turbo and injectors that came on them. 16g and 510cc injectors. Keep in mind that these were probably driven harder.  You might have better luck and find a better price on a regular 4g63t. Just a thought. I know Ken had excellent luck with his auto tranny version motor and my regular one was excellent with perfect compression.||167.142.22.246||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-19-2004||06:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by john:<br /><strong> i did a search no luck on any info <br />will the jdm rs vr4 tranny and transfer work with the US rear diff<br />i am in the process of getting a rs drivetrain </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no.  just for grins, check the number on the trans.  rs is probably W5M332WQNK.  the "W" is the final drive, and us cars are "N"(NQBK or NQBM).  nate pharr switched out the final drive with a us car, but the casings are machined for the gear, because it acts as a pump to supply oil to other parts of the trans.  however, look thru the hole where the axles go, if you can see clear thru, there is a limited slip in there.  if you can see a rod about 1" in diameter, it is plain jane.||64.240.175.15||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||mromik||02-19-2004||07:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> W5M332WQNK. the "W" is the final drive, and us cars are "N"(NQBK or NQBM) </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">JDM Vr4 are most NQBK <br />We have a lot of JDM AWD MMC cars here with N-gearboxes/<br />And it is difficult to find W gearbox.<br />Is it difficult to find them in Japan?<br /><br />My Montr-Carlo galant has WQNK tranny.<br />And I have to swap/rebuilt it.||212.19.24.11||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000006||boostx||02-19-2004||09:11 PM||||thanks for all the info i think  i will just get the plain one , they are both the same price||67.87.133.134||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||02-19-2004||09:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> JDM Vr4 are most NQBK  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i dont think so.  when i was looking for a trans, i called several places.  NONE had "N".  i found one place who had 25 transmissions.  NONE were correct.  the guy even asked me where he could unload the transmissions.  a couple more would say, "i'll go look, give me your number and i'll call you back."  they never called back, and when i called THEM, the answer was always no.  except for eigen engineering, bold face lying cur dogs.||64.240.175.15||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||SLedge||02-20-2004||11:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by john:<br /><strong> thanks for all the info i think  i will just get the plain one , they are both the same price </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Out of curiosity how much did they want for the RS tranny?  I may be interested in one.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000009||boostx||02-20-2004||01:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by john:<br /><strong> thanks for all the info i think  i will just get the plain one , they are both the same price </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Out of curiosity how much did they want for the RS tranny?  I may be interested in one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">he was giving me the complete engine, trany and wire harnessfor  $1300 ship to me <br />i have buy about 10 JDM engines from him||207.127.241.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum2/004769.cgi
A||||2||rallyart||02 wire||||1||||rallyart||00002887
Z||000000||rallyart||02-19-2004||05:21 PM||tranq.vm@barstow.usmc.mil||Hi guys, I am running into a little trouble may be your guys can help me out. I got 90 galant gsx dohc 2.0 motor. I am trying to replace my o2 sensor. I bought an universal one. I don't know what wire is what on my old one. Which wire is signal, heat, or ground? The one got two blacks, one white, and one blue. Any help would great. Thank you..||138.162.128.42||reg||1||rallyart||00002887||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||02-19-2004||06:29 PM||||I've yet to hear anyone with luck using a universal O2 sensor.  I'm not sure why you'd want to, when they're <$100 from Conicelli Mitsubishi.  Call the number at <a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">www.partznet.com</a> to get one.<br /><br />Plus, not all O2 sensors are the same.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||MidEngine210||02-19-2004||06:40 PM||||Try this:<br /><br /><a href="http://groupbuycenter.com/buy.aspx?id=14385" target="_blank">http://groupbuycenter.com/buy.aspx?id=14385</a>||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes



ubb/Forum2/004770.cgi
A||||2||s_firestone||Lower control arm question||||1||||s_firestone||00000502
Z||000000||s_firestone||02-19-2004||05:48 PM||s_firestone@yahoo.com||Does anyone know right off hand if the lower control arms for the GVR4 are the same part on 1G DSM's?<br /><br />According to the dealer:<br /><br />Lower control arm part numbers for 92 Galant VR-4 are:<br /><br />MB573098 Right <br /><br />MB573093 Left<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-19-2004||06:04 PM||||yes, they are the same.  the reason the part numbers are different is because the bushing that comes on the rear of the arm, where it bolts to the unibody is different.  however, i dont think they want you to reuse the old bushing.  replace them with noltec or whiteline camber bushings, and begone.||64.240.175.15||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||s_firestone||02-19-2004||07:04 PM||||As always, Thanks Ken.||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes



ubb/Forum2/004771.cgi
A||||5||GVR-4||Tuning question||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||02-19-2004||06:13 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I need some help tuning my car. I've got a Translator, 3.5" MAS in draw through, hard pipes, stock 2g intercooler, b16g, 2.5 turbo back, ported 2g manifold, turbine and O2 housing, stock injectors, upgraded fuel pump. I've done a search here and read over 100 (of the 3300+) posts on the Yahoo Translator group. I'm sure if I kept reading, I'd find the help I need. But you guys can save me hours of research. I started with this:<br /><br />DSM MAFT Tuning Procedure, Try This First<br /><br />1.	Set the BASE control to 1 click richer than your injector size (smaller injector)<br />2.	Leave the other controls at ZERO, go drive the car at 50 to 55 MPH steady and use the BASE control to get the HIGH trim in the right area. (90-105) <br />3.	Stop and let the car idle, use the IDLE control to get the LOW trim in the right area (90-105)<br />4.	Use the MID control to adjust off idle response, it will NOT move the mid trim<br />5.	Use the WOT control to get the O2 voltage and or EGT to the right place at wide open throttle.<br />This should give you a good baseline to tune from.<br /> <br />The problem is I can't get the HIGH fuel trim to go up past 85 %. I lean out the BASE (turn it clockwise) and the LOW and MID move, but the HIGH doesn't budge. I have the MAFT set for a 3" MAS and the BASE on 1, and I've got HIGH=85% MID=93% and LOW=96%. I had it so leaned out at one point the LOW was at 139%, but the HIGH was still on 85%.<br /><br />What do I do now?<br /><br />I'm new at tuning. Any and all input is appreciated. Thanks.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||QShip||02-19-2004||11:31 PM||||Disclaimer: I am not a professional tuner nor do I play one on tv.<br /><br />Now that thats out of the way.<br /><br />Here's what I know, the High Fuel Trims will not move unless you at least dip into 6K.  You will have to hit it hard, stop and check your logs.  Just my two cents. Others will have more to add Im sure.||68.155.65.20||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||02-19-2004||11:35 PM||||Thanks for the reply. That would make sense. I'll give it a try. <br /><br />I'm on post number 273 of 3300 on the Yahoo Translator group.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||02-20-2004||09:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kanihitit:<br /><strong>Here's what I know, the High Fuel Trims will not move unless you at least dip into 6K.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't believe this is true. In fact, anything above 4000 rpm's is open-loop, so it can't affect the trims at all. The trick is that HIGH fueltrim is only for >175 Hz:<br /><a href="http://www.dsmchips.com/~keydiver/trimtuning.doc" target="_blank">http://www.dsmchips.com/~keydiver/trimtuning.doc</a><br />Jeff||68.158.97.130||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-20-2004||09:37 AM||||i also think hi fuel trim is at speed.  i think you not only gotta have the airflow, but it seems to me that it will not change unless the car is driven over 70 mph for a period of time.  i watched mine for a long time, and it never changed until i got out on the freeway.||64.240.175.83||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||02-20-2004||11:16 PM||||Thanks a lot guys for the input. Ken, you're right. After a jaunt on the highway today, the HIGH went up to 87%. And Jeff, thanks for the tuning steps. Although they are for an AFC, they still give me insight into what I'm supposed to do and how I go about doing it. You guys rock!||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/004772.cgi
A||||10||mromik||What is the normal\exelent\poor compression?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||02-19-2004||07:50 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||for 4g63t ?||212.19.24.11||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||02-19-2004||08:06 PM||||I believe the lowest is 140-145 psi...average is 150-155..high is 155psi and up.Correct me if I am wrong guys.<br /><br />Rob||24.96.16.140||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||08:43 PM||||i think it varies a little with elevation, but i'm not 100% on that||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||02-19-2004||11:56 PM||||Bah, its a turbo. As long as they're pretty even and above 100, its good to go...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||02-20-2004||07:31 AM||||From the FSM:<br /><br />"new" compression: ~1150 kPa / 164 psi<br />minimum compression: 800 kPa / 114 psi<br />max cyl-to-cyl variation: <100 kPa / 14 psi<br /><br />my $.02 - leakdown <8%<br />typical compression: ~1020 kPa / 145 psi||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||Yao||02-20-2004||10:55 AM||||Sorry, to hijack the thread, but How much compression would let's say at sea level and 6000 feet above sea level would make?||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000006||DuckButterRacing DSM||02-20-2004||11:35 AM||||when i bought my car the guy said there was 95 pistons in there so with that i tested my compresstion and it read out 180-170-170-170. all my friends cars are about 145 all the way across.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000007||Mitsuturbo||02-20-2004||02:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Yao:<br /><strong> Sorry, to hijack the thread, but How much compression would let's say at sea level and 6000 feet above sea level would make? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good question.. i was wondering the exact same thing.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000008||sleepyvr4||02-20-2004||04:46 PM||||I have 120psi across, and mine runs great.  It ran great stock even.||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||02-21-2004||03:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing DSM:<br /><strong> when i bought my car the guy said there was 95 pistons in there so with that i tested my compresstion and it read out 180-170-170-170. all my friends cars are about 145 all the way across. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have been wondering what my 9:1 with a slightly shaved head puts out for numbers my guess is ~  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   . I have been planning on checking i'll post it when I check. Maybe I'll clear the 200 mark (N/T's run 194 stock). Oh and on the old motor I had ~140 all around and my guess is about 130k on it.||65.177.241.8||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||02-21-2004||02:51 PM||||On my old GVR4 I had compression numbers that were horrible (120-115-100-90) and leakdown of (3%, 5%, 15%, 20%) yet the car ran fine and burned no excessive oil. <b>For those who haven't done an engine flush</b> of any sort I do highly reccommend it as after I did that following the tests the car ran alot better and you could see the sludge that was flushed out. Since then I flushed it @every 3 oil change since I was using regular dino oil.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum2/004773.cgi
A||||8||boostx||turbo rebuild how much $$||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||02-19-2004||09:18 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||where <br />how much $$<br />what type of turbo<br /><br />i got a 20g thats needs to rebuild||67.87.133.134||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||miturra||02-20-2004||10:23 AM||||Try searching on the yellow pages or the web.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||02-20-2004||11:02 AM||||<a href="http://www.turbochargers.com/" target="_blank">http://www.turbochargers.com/</a>     They'll give you an estimate before proceeding. Figure $275 to $400, plus shipping. They did my big16G, replacing everything except the intake housing for $400.<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.precisionturbo.net/index.php" target="_blank">http://www.precisionturbo.net/index.php</a>    I heard that they might do it. <br /><br />  <a href="http://stores.ebay.com/bullseyepowerperformance" target="_blank">http://stores.ebay.com/bullseyepowerperformance</a>   makes a superior exhaust housing for the 20G for $220. Might make sense to buy a new turbo cartridge and one of these.<br /><br />Gabor told me about his guy. Basic rebuilds run around $300+ I believe. John at 314-481-3778. Tell him Gabor sent you. I'm sure there are others out there.||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||02-20-2004||12:04 PM||||<a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net/" target="_blank">Forced Performance</a> also does excellent work, which they will stand by.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||02-20-2004||12:23 PM||||Center cartridges aren't cheap.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||s_firestone||02-20-2004||01:05 PM||||I called Majestic turbo in Texas who had quoted me like for $130~150 for a DIY 14B/16G kit.  I verified that they still do this.  I did not ask about the 20G but I can't see where it would be any more expensive parts-wise.<br /><br />He apparently doesn't like the generic rebuild kits because people end up having problems.  But where his kit differs:  <br /><br />You dissasemble your cartridge and send them the center shaft, compressor wheel and bearings. <br />They mic out new bearings specifically for your shaft, check for straightness and computer rebalance it and send it back as a kit with new bearings, seals, etc., pre-marked shafts,  ready to reassemble.  Guy quoted me like 1 day turnaround.<br /><br />Gives you the time to thoroughly clean and decoke the center cartridge and you save the labor you would have been charged for a rebuild which usually runs $300+.  Plus your getting a rebalance for only $25 dollars more than the price of a kit.<br /><br />I think the only stipulation which is normal for any tubo is that if the wheels are damaged, or shaft is seized they can't do it.<br /><br />Haven't done mine yet but when you consider it's not really more expensive than the generic kits they sell on Ebay.  Nor the kaboodles of questionable turbos out there.<br /><br />Anyone have any experience dealing with Majestic Turbo, good or bad?  Their site is very informative and everytime I call the guy is real nice.<br /><br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1K||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||02-20-2004||01:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by s_firestone:<br />Anyone have any experience dealing with Majestic Turbo, good or bad?  Their site is very informative and everytime I call the guy is real nice.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had a 16G rebuilt by them a few years ago.  Not only did it take way too long, but it failed within a year.  Upon disassembly at TEC, they noticed it was rebuilt with a bent shaft and nasty looking bearings.  The TEC technician actually said, "you're saying this thing has been rebuilt?"<br /><br />Majestic is local to me, and I'm not the only one around here to have bad experiences with them.  I once met a guy with a race Integra sponsored by Majestic, and I personally witnessed it go through 2 of their turbos in one race.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||wtgvr4me03||02-20-2004||01:11 PM||||I had a VNT daytona shelby turbo rebuilt by Majestic turbo a few years back.  They did good work and were very nice to deal with.||68.10.181.53||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||02-20-2004||01:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> I once met a guy with a race Integra sponsored by Majestic, and I personally witnessed it go through 2 of their turbos in one race. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    Was he running some crazy twin turbo setup?  Did they swap in a V6 or something?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004774.cgi
A||||18||snwbrd40oz||Idle Problems at warmup||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||02-19-2004||11:50 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Before anyone says it, I searched and didnt find anything that seemed to fit this prob. exactly. I was driving my car today after letting it sit for about 2 months. It started and idled just fine, until I got it warmed up, and then as soon as I would step on the clutch, the RPM's would take a dive (from ~850 to ~150) and sometimes it would die. It would start and idle just fine until I started moving and then the same thing, stumble and sometimes die.<br />I checked the ISC, throttle plate and BISS, all seemed to check out. Anythoughts, riding the bus is getting REALLY f*ckin old  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.40.128.16||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||megaice||02-20-2004||01:02 AM||||You getting idle surge? IF so check for porblem with Blow/off. I had that problem||209.219.209.72||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||02-20-2004||09:11 AM||||Has the motor been rebuilt?||68.158.97.130||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||snwbrd40oz||02-20-2004||01:55 PM||||No its the same engine, all I replaced was the radiator, the thermostat, and the valve cover gasket  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.136.27.228||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||02-20-2004||02:12 PM||||You may have already checked this, but the sensor wires on the thermostat housing have been known to get loose when t'stat is changed.||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||s_firestone||02-20-2004||02:29 PM||||If you replaced the thermostat, check the connection/operation to the coolant temperature sensor on the thermostat housing since thats where you were working.  <br /><br />Did you replace the thermostat with the same temperature rating?  Our cars are supposedly real picky about the thermostat temperature rating.  <br /><br />Check the connection/operation to the Fan/temperature sensor on the radiator.  Did you just swap the radiator, or radiator assembly with fan/sensor?   If so, maybe the new one is bad?<br /><br />Check that you don't have a leaking hose connection from the PCV valve(or clogged PCV), Vapor Canister, or Nipple on the valve cover to the intake allowing bypass air.<br /><br />Could the BISS O-Ring be leaking.  Idle switch not operating?  Base Idle set too low?  Wires/Sparkplugs?  <br /><br />Have you checked for any engine codes?<br /><br />Have you checked for Squirrels living in your intake?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Sorry had to throw that one in.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Good Luck,<br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000006||snwbrd40oz||02-20-2004||02:58 PM||||If there are any squirrells in my intake, they arent very happy anymore  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . I havent checked the O ring on the BISS, is it a visual thing or is there some secret test I should know about  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . Plugs and wires are brand new, I dont know about the temp rating on the t-stat, the old one was in there when I got the car so I have NO idea what rating it has, the new one is a 190deg I'm pretty sure. Thanks for the ideas guys! Keep em coming, cause if I have to ride the bus one more freakin time Im gonna scream||64.136.26.230||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||02-20-2004||03:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I checked the ISC, throttle plate and BISS, all seemed to check out. Anythoughts, riding the bus is getting REALLY f*ckin old  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">did you just check, or did you do a base reset?  i would start there first.  reset both base timing and idle.||64.240.175.83||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||snwbrd40oz||02-20-2004||04:08 PM||||Just checked  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  , I'll trya reset when I get home tonight. I'll keep ya posted||64.136.27.228||reg||11||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000009||pisces_0||02-20-2004||04:45 PM||||I battled idle problems all last summer.  I'd reset the idle speed (properly) and it'd be all right for a day or so and then go back to surging (550 RPMs to 2000 RPMs).  All the sensors checked out (ISC, idle switch, coolant sensors, etc.).  A few days ago I figured I might as well try blocking off the FIAV and bypassing the coolant in the throttle body.  It now idles a bit low when it's cold, but rock steady at 800 RPMs when it is warm.  Has been that way for a few days now and I'm happy as a lark.  Thank God for VFAQ and JB Weld!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.vallotton.com/fiavblockoff.asp" target="_blank">http://www.vallotton.com/fiavblockoff.asp</a>||65.183.137.20||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes
Z||000010||snwbrd40oz||02-20-2004||05:22 PM||||A quick update, I had my intake off (presumably to check for squirrells  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  ) and noticed that there seemed to be an abnormal amount of oil between the (cork?) gasket between the MAS and the intake body. Could this be indictive of a bad PCV?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.136.27.228||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000011||s_firestone||02-21-2004||12:28 AM||||When in doubt replace the PCV valve anyway.  It only costs $3~$5.<br /><br />More likely from the hose coming into the side of the intake nearest the MAF.  Trace it over to the  side of the valve cover.  It's from oil vapor coming into the intake pipe via that breather hose.  It gets everywhere in the intake tract.  <br /><br />You cannot block it off totally on the valve cover side but you can install a catch can.  You can install the filter inline to the original nipple on the intake or let it vent to atmosphere.  There is a VFAQ on this.<br /><br /><br />Someone back me up on this. The PCV/Breather system on our cars work like this:<br /><br />The PCV(check valve) connects directly to the intake manifold and only opens when there is a vacuum in the intake manifold (deceleration, idle).  <br /><br />Since the intake manifold vacuum is higher and the intake pipe is near atmospheric pressure, the breather tube sucks fresh air into the valve cover  and onward through to the intake manifold.  Air pressure always flows from high to low.  This allows equalization of pressure and the blowby gasses to be vented.  Plus some of that unburned fuel vapor goes back into the cylinder.<br /><br />But the downside to this is when the car is under boost, the hot corrosive gasses and oil vapor escaping into the crankcase must still be vented. <br /><br />So guess where they go?  <br /><br />Under boost the intake manifold is under really high pressure and the PCV valve is closed on purpose so the crankcase is not being pressurized by the intake manifold.  This would be bad.  <br /><br />So the only place for the gasses to go is out the breather tube and into your intake pipe before the turbo which is now at a lower atmospheric pressure compared to the crankcase.  Hence the oil everywhere in your intake pipe, turbo, intercooler, intercooler pipes, throttle body, and intake.  All of which lies in between the Intake pipe and intake manifold.<br /><br />The difference is that normally aspirated cars never have their intakes pressurized.  In other words, they always suck. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    There is always a slight vacuum with respect to atmospheric pressure.  <br /><br />Investing in a breather catch can and venting the breather tube to atmosphere makes the intake tract much cleaner in the long run.  You have to empty the can perioically but compared to the hours cleaning ...<br /><br />Does anyone want to comment on cons of disconnecting the PCV/breather and using a catch can?<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||02-21-2004||05:32 AM||||The only thing I have to add to this is this.  I'm currently using a "blocked off" catch can, that is, I removed the filter off the top of the catch can and plugged it up.  I then routed one fitting back to the intake pipe, to put a vacuum on the catch can.  The other fitting goes to a T, one side of which goes to the PCV and the other goes to the VC breather fitting.  I figured this would be the best way, as now both the PCV and VC breather would see a vacuum and yet the catch can (stuffed full of rolled up window screen to better catch vapor/droplets) would remove all the nasties before the turbo ever huffed them in.  It all seems to work just fine, except that the catch can has yet to put a drop of nasty fluid out the drain bung on the bottom.  My roommate has a very similar setup on his T3'd Civic, and has to literally pour his catch can out ever few hundred/thousand miles.  So, to wrap this rambling up, my concern is that the intake pipe vacuum is less than the intake manifold vacuum, such that the PCV never sees enough vacuum to open and let the catch can do it's thing.  Am I right?  Am I wrong?  I dunno... I'd appreciate any/all thoughts on this.  A pic of my catch can setup can be found in the 2G MAS plumbing thread.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||s_firestone||02-21-2004||09:49 AM||||I don't see why the oil from the catch can couldn't be plumbed back into say the turbo oil return line with a one way check valve. Allowing the oil to return by gravity but keeping the oil pressure from pushing upwards.  As long as the return point was below the oil fill line I bet it would work.<br /><br />I guess the question is...Is the oil in the catch can contaminated and no longer useable?||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000014||4g63t||02-21-2004||09:27 PM||||Yeah, I have the RRE catch can and it always fills up with slop. It's a mix of oil, unburned fuel, blow-by chemicals, etc. I wouldn't want this stuff going back into the oil system...||24.229.132.56||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000015||atc250r||02-21-2004||10:46 PM||||Jon,<br /><br />     The intake pipe vacuum is DEFINITELY less than the intake manifold vacuum. The pipe should have really no vacuum in it, the vacuum that the motor creates is caused by the throttle plate. Thus, there is almost no vacuum before the throttle plate.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||02-22-2004||04:12 AM||||Thanks John, that's good to know.  I realize that yes, the majority of the time, there is little to no vacuum in the intake.  However, wouldn't there still be some vacuum in the intake when the throttle is wide open?  I mean, at full boost, the turbo has to be sucking in a lot of air.  Would that be enough vacuum to open the PCV?  It also seems to me that that would be the most appropriate time to open the PCV, as that is when blowby, if any, would occur, thus necessitating the PCV to be open.  Hehe, maybe I should get a dumbestic vacuum canister to hook up to the catch can...||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||snwbrd40oz||02-22-2004||11:25 AM||||I've thought about blocking off the FIAV, but I take my car skiing, and worry about it starting after sitting in sub-zero temps for 8 or 9 hours. Anyone have any experiance with this?||67.40.128.16||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000018||snwbrd40oz||02-24-2004||10:29 AM||||A quick update, I changed the PCV valve and it seemed to help a bit, the idle still drops but not as dramatically. Even if it wasnt part of the problem, it still definately needed to be changed. Thanks for the tip||67.40.128.16||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes



ubb/Forum2/004775.cgi
A||||19||megaice||Short Rack||||1||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||02-20-2004||01:07 AM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||Just curious if anyone ever put a short rack in their car if so where did they get it from and how difficult was it? Thanks in advance||209.219.209.72||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-20-2004||04:19 AM||||What the hell is a short rack?||24.21.86.243||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||megaice||02-20-2004||04:26 AM||||Short Steering Rack||192.128.167.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||02-20-2004||08:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> What the hell is a short rack? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">BWAAAAHHHHHAAAAAHHHHHAAAAA!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />Roof rack was the first thing I thought of. Then RIBS!||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||02-20-2004||09:14 AM||||Is a short steering rack something like a short block? Missing the ends??||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||02-20-2004||09:40 AM||||what???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   do you mean manual steering rack||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-20-2004||09:55 AM||||a "short" rack is a rack without tie rods.  if you do get a "long" rack from a rebuilder, make sure the tie rods are a quality part.  rebuilders will buy the cheapest part to maximize profit.  even if the rack carries a lifetime guarantee, labor is NOT included.  if labor is included, then you can bet the best quality parts are used.  if i ever get my rack changed, i will definetly get a short rack, and the best tie rods i can find.||64.240.175.83||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||RayH||02-20-2004||10:27 AM||||I'm curious, does this increase the turning ratio?  If not, has anyone done anything to try to increase the turning ratio on their car?||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000008||atc250r||02-20-2004||10:55 AM||||I think the rack from a GSX Eclipse will "quicken" the steering if that is what you mean.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||02-20-2004||11:00 AM||||Ralliart made a quick rack for the E39A. I'm sure they're out there. there are also shops that sell custom racks as well as steering quickeners sold by race supply shops. A quickener is a gear reducer coupled into the steering column. They're very reliable and like $150 bucks. I might try one once I get some other stuff sorted out. Here's a pic. Man, i'm full of information today. Someone send me some flowers no roses or anything It's not Valentine's day anymore. (KC I do appreciate those you sent me though..what a total surprise.)<br /><br />They are available in 1.5:1 and 2:1 ratios<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.howeracing.com/Images/Steering/Steering5/Quickener.jpg" alt=" - " />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||RayH||02-20-2004||11:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> I think the rack from a GSX Eclipse will "quicken" the steering if that is what you mean.<br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks, I may have to look into that.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||02-20-2004||12:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> I think the rack from a GSX Eclipse will "quicken" the steering if that is what you mean.<br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, if I remember the factory manual specs correctly, the GVR4 has a tighter rack, which would make sense since it has a longer wheelbase.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||02-20-2004||12:37 PM||||janet jackson has a tight rack.||64.240.175.83||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||02-20-2004||12:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> janet jackson has a tight rack. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, and it ain't a short rack either.  I think her tie rods are crappy remans though.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||s_firestone||02-20-2004||01:59 PM||||Theres a movie posted labeled "GVR4 day out".  I remember they driver mentioning either on this board or on the GVR4 Yahoo group that he had a shorter rack intalled specifically for rallying that reduced his end-to-end steering wheel rotation to like 2 turns from 3.  Three turns I think being the standard for most road driven cars in America.  Rather 1-1/2 turns from center left or right to hit the stops.<br /><br />I do notice the stock Galant VR-4 does seem to have one of the tightest turning radii of any car I have ever owned and I've owned several smaller and larger cars.  89 Sentra, 91 Tercel, older 300ZX, 80 Z-28, 90 Camaro RS, 73 Buick LeSabre, 79 Monte Carlo, 72 RoadRunner, 78 Mercury Caprice Land Boat, 92 Hyundai Sonata, Toyota Previa(Weeble-Mobile) Minivan, Nissan Pathfinder Kingcab with optional bullethole(hehe)... <br /><br />Ummmmm...I know theres more but I can't seem to remember anymore.<br /><br />But none of them seem to turn as tight as the Vr-4.<br /><br />Several people who have ridden in it have commented about that as well.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||02-20-2004||02:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> I think the rack from a GSX Eclipse will "quicken" the steering if that is what you mean.<br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The GVR4 has the same steering rack as the DSMs, as long as you're talking about the PS racks.  They are identical in everyway except the GVR4 rack has two fittings for the rear steering lines.  Both racks feature 2.5 turns lock to lock.  If you swap in a non-PS rack from a base model 1.8L Eclipse, those have 2.7 turns lock to lock.  I got this info from a DSM list, not the factory, so if I'm wrong be gentle.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />EDIT-- I just realized something, and that's that some people may think the Eclipse rack is quicker because that car has a shorter turning radius, but that's because of it's shorter wheelbase, not it's steering rack.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||Bigfoot200200||02-22-2004||12:38 AM||||I've installed lots of short racks in mine. I just shove em behind the seat, sometimes I'll put it in the trunk.||64.233.106.56||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000017||GRV4726||02-22-2004||01:24 AM||||i'm guessing i should swap out my old stock tie rod ends. i'm hoping that will make the steering feel a little more tight from what you guys are saying. is it really a big difference? because i would like it to be. i'm still waiting for a mod/maintenance operation to give me a night and day change...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />damn it i want to enjoy my car!||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000018||04DrBlur||02-22-2004||09:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> i'm still waiting for a mod/maintenance operation to give me a night and day change...  <br />damn it i want to enjoy my car!<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Off topic but have you swapped out your cruise control for a non cruise cable.  That made a night and day difference with my car...||68.76.190.132||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000019||RayH||02-22-2004||01:02 PM||||I've found the Whiteline castor bushing to make a subtle but noticeable difference in steering response.  Enough that I might take off my JIC lower arm bar.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum2/004776.cgi
A||||2||VR4 Me||well, I'm officially a dumbass! (ECU prob)||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||02-20-2004||01:36 AM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||okay, so I decided to install keydiver's chip after it's been sitting on my dresser for a couple weeks. I thought that by enlisting my mom, who previously produced circuit boards prior to modern stamping techiques, to help would be ideal. APPARENTLY NOT!<br /><br />Haha, I'm guessin the ECU is fried because the socket is in, chip is on, and the car will not start. I'm guessing she popped some traces on the circuit board when she took the old chip out. So sad, so sad. But it's not like I can just say, "Mom, you fucked my car up", so I'm just gonna have to find an ECU somewhere. So sad. 193 is NOT happy.||68.215.178.34||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-20-2004||02:33 AM||||you know whats funny, i baught a EPROM chip on ebay, and i installed the chip upside down. Check that. If not, Sorry =/<br /><br />Nick||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000002||crucible||02-20-2004||07:46 AM||||Ive posted before about this operation.Its not for the novice.Theres a special tool to do this type of work correctly.I for one, will not attempt this again.<br />First, check for solder that could be connecting socket pins together.There should be no solder between the pins.A magnifying glass would help here.Obviously check for solder for each pin.<br />Like mentioned above, put the chip in correctly.Jeff marks his chips with writing or labels.<br /><br />BTW,it took me 4 repairs to the socket before my car started.<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/004777.cgi
A||||10||agrabau||How a brake booster works. (BORING!) ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||02-20-2004||10:50 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||Brake booster function-<br /><br />There are two chambers inside the booster. One at the front that recieves direct signal from the engine and then one at the back (when I say back I mean at the back of the diaphragm that seperates the two chambers). The two chambers are connected by another one way valve. The back and front chambers are both under equal vacuum during normal driving conditions. When the brake pedal is depressed the rear chamber is relieved of it's vacuum and brought to atmospheric pressure. This draws the diaphragm toward the master cylinder piston giving the driver an assist as the pull effect is a derivative of unequal chamber pressures. <br /><br />Since the chambers are seperated by a valve there is no vacuum leak evident to the ECU when you brake. This was a difficult concept for me until I realized that the booster was it's own enviornment. <br /><br />The check valve from the engine to the booster will only allow vacuum into the chamber, no positive pressure. <br /><br />There maybe you learned something cause over the last 2 months I did.  Discuss. <br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-20-2004||11:26 AM||||How does this relate to the problem you are having?  Are there plans for filming a sequel with Brake Booster?  Tell us about the bedroom scene.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||02-20-2004||11:29 AM||||Helped me out! <br /><br />I appluad thee!||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||02-20-2004||02:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> There maybe you learned something cause over the last 2 months I did.  Discuss. <br /><br />Alex </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cawfee Tawk!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Ok, sorry, I know I'm being an OT/thread jacking asshole.  But what Alex has informed us all of is more technical knowledge than I have use for right now, or have experience enough with to form a useful response.  However, I know for a fact that at least a dozen of us are going to NEED this info at some point in the future.  Well done, Linda!  I mean Alex!  Seriously, is this guy great or what?<br /><br />Hmm... a thought just struck me... for those people who have the Cyclone intake but it didn't include the vacuum canister, could they somehow tap into the brake booster reservoir and utilize that instead?<br /><br />EDIT-- Ooh!  Ooh!  Hot idea!  I know this is way out there, but it's just crazy enough that it might work.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Could one somehow modify a brake booster (a 2nd one I mean) to act as a CLUTCH booster?  So, for those people who want a seriously beefy clutch to handle all their power but still a light, stock feeling pedal for daily driving.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||02-20-2004||05:40 PM||||Thanks Jon.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   I figured that it'd be a good one for the archives. It still doesn't solve my particular problem but it's a start to understanding it. <br /><br />A||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||02-20-2004||05:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong>The check valve from the engine to the booster will only allow vacuum into the chamber, no positive pressure.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where is this check valve located?  I had always assumed it was in the fitting on the intake manifold or the end of the hose that attaches to that fitting, but I pulled my intake manifold off last night and that's not the case (on mine, at least).  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />I was too lazy to pull off the rest of the booster hose and check...I figure one of you probably knows, though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000006||curtis||02-20-2004||06:15 PM||||Holy cow Homer.  I just checked the line from my booster to the manifold and there isn't a check valve in-line to keep boost out.  Looks like I'll have to rape the mustang of yet an other part.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.54.97.151||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||crucible||02-20-2004||06:24 PM||||Check valve is inside the hose going to the brake booster.Should be nearer to the booster nipple.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||02-20-2004||06:37 PM||||Cruce is right. It's not visible on the outside of the hose but it's there. Very tricky Mr.Bishi. Very Tricky.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||curtis||02-20-2004||10:41 PM||||True statement.  Got all excited, thought I could mod something. I pulled the line and the booster still had a supply of vacuum.  No new mods today.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.54.98.24||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||turbogalant||02-21-2004||03:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> True statement.  Got all excited, thought I could mod something. I pulled the line and the booster still had a supply of vacuum.  No new mods today.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Think that's bad try and diagnose that my daytona's was bad took me months to find it (the car had many other problems  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  ) especally when you pressurize the intake and it will drop 15 psi in about 1/2 second just long enough for my to shut off my electric tire pump and start to get my head under the hood.||65.177.241.8||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/004778.cgi
A||||15||GVR4||rpm's climb slowly...no power||||9||||GVR4||00000358
Z||000000||GVR4||02-20-2004||11:51 AM||spyder_gsr@hotmail.com||well, let me try this again. Here's the problem.<br /><br />The car is boosting fine, it show's full boost on my AFTERMARKET gauge but the rpm's climb very slowly and as a result I have no power. <br /><br />Now, ex. mani. cracks or gasket issues would not allow me to reach full boost right? so X that out. If my fuel pump or filter were at fault my o2 readings would be funny right? X that out (they look normal) Taking these things into account does anyone have an educated guess as to what's going on. Car is stock (ex. K&N, catback)<br /><br />Thanks<br />Tim Jones<br />Tired of taking this car somewhere to be fixed!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />'92 GVR4 soon to be for sale in Houston!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />or Thrash it till it wont go no more then leave it burning on the roadside!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||137.144.98.224||reg||9||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000001||jayru||02-20-2004||11:57 AM||||Do you have a logger? If the knock sensor is pegged at full knock the car will pull timing and it will feel like you described.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||GVR4||02-20-2004||11:59 AM||||yes I have a logger and no there is no indication that anything is wrong on the logger.<br /><br />TJ||137.144.98.224||reg||1||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||02-20-2004||12:29 PM||||your clutch is messed up and not able to grip? i dont know how the RPMs react to a slipping clutch but if it was the clutch youd see normal boost yet since its not gripping the acceleration would be slow.||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||stevevr4||02-20-2004||01:13 PM||||I think it would be revving quickly but not accelerating if it was the clutch, rather than revving slowly.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||02-20-2004||01:14 PM||||Has the car always been like this since you bought it?  What's the story behind this... I must have missed your other posts.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||MustGoFaster||02-20-2004||01:41 PM||||How much boost is "full" boost?  Is the gauge tapped into the intake manifold?  Have you changed the plugs and wires recently?  What are they gapped at?  Are there any other symptoms besides just being slow?  Hesitation, jerky ect.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||02-20-2004||01:51 PM||||Perhaps too much rotating mass?  Such as, a fluke flywheel that weighs more than a standard stocker?  A super heavy aftermarket clutch?  19" chrome rims?  Did you recently put new tires on?  Is the parking brake off?  A dragging caliper or two perhaps?  A sticking throttle plate that doesn't open all the way?  Is your AC on?  An incredibly filthy/clogged air filter?  A leaking BOV?  A cracked wastegate?  You're in too high of a gear and just need to downshift?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||ayvr4||02-20-2004||01:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> your clutch is messed up and not able to grip? i dont know how the RPMs react... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">slipping clutch would send the rpms up quickly...<br /><br />Do a compression test....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.197.30||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||02-20-2004||01:54 PM||||have you tried cooking on the manifold?||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||GVR4||02-20-2004||02:14 PM||||lol, I get back from lunch to this! lol<br /><br />car ran fine a week ago. Gauge is tapped into the "p" port on the intake. Car is all stock except what was mentioned already. My filter is pretty dirty but would that cause the car to run slower than a civic? full boost would be 11 psi or so. A boost leak would not allow me to reach full boost correct? Have not changed the plugs and wires in a while. It does "jerk" a bit as if it's trying to breath and only gets a little breathe. And I have not tried cooking on it. Although a burger sounds nice about now. <br />TJ||137.144.98.224||reg||1||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000011||RayH||02-20-2004||04:54 PM||||If you're getting black smoke when this happens, it's most likely a boost leak.  Depending on the size of the leak you can still hit full boost but you'll be running rich due to the lost air.<br /><br />If you're on the stock intercooler pipes the most common spot to check is the inside of the first bend on the rubber pipe coming off the turbo.  It usually starts splitting there and only get worse once it starts.  If it's a small split, you may have to take the pipe off to check.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||02-20-2004||04:57 PM||||Clogged cat?||68.215.81.80||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||AWDnot2||02-24-2004||01:29 PM||||To determine if it is exhaust related just unbolt the (2) down pipe bolts and push it to the side. Test drive. <br /><br />Check comp.<br />If all checks out, check the timing marks.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||02-24-2004||04:26 PM||||Is your ECU happy?  When I bought a used TEL I got it with a failing ECU.  It had similer problems to what you are discribing.  The car would buck from time to time, and the RPMs whould stop going up.  Do you hear your ECU clicking?<br /><br />I was lucky enought to only have to change the caps.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000015||Ash||02-24-2004||05:24 PM||||Is it fine off boost then slow as on boost?  Mine was as you described but was fine off boost, it ended up being plugs/wires.||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum2/004779.cgi
A||||6||RTS182G-VR4||mechanical or electronic boost gauge?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||02-20-2004||06:44 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||my boost gauge is crap and i need a new one.  anyone know if the electronic gauges are better enough to cost 90 bucks more?  i think i am going to change my guage pod to blue and try out the autometer cobalts.  that mihgt be cool.  any info appreciated.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||bob92vr4||02-20-2004||07:19 PM||||i have ran both mechanical and elec they both operated about the same suprisingly the electric was just as responsive as the mech. i thought it would be slower i like my elec one better just my .02 cents   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000002||sjg||02-21-2004||02:26 AM||||Not 100% on topic, I got a 0-35 mechanical BTW, I would step up to an electric only if I wanted to do logging (I run all autometer), but if you do decide to run a mechanical gauge and don't want to use a silly piece of that clear'ish plastic tubing, you might check  <a href="http://www.fittingsandadapters.com/malpiptap.html" target="_blank">these</a> out.  I plan on running silicone vacuum hose to the gauge itself, it's easier than running a hardline, and should last longer than that cheap plastic hose that comes with most gauge's.  It gets brittle with time, I have had more than one mechanical oil pressure gauge using that type of hose start blowing oil all over my carpet before....||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||02-21-2004||05:25 AM||||I use mechanical (my 2nd one) and have had no issues.  Considering I'm a cheapass, I will probably continue to use mechanical in the future should this one crap out on me.  And SJG, don't take this the wrong way, but that's what you get for running an oil line inside the cabin.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||mcastanares||02-21-2004||02:39 PM||||if you dont need all the peak/hold and playback features, then mechanical is teh way to go.||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000005||sjg||02-21-2004||03:28 PM||||theymightbegalants, yeah, but believe it or not 95+% of the V8 guys out there are running a line into the cabin.  The smart ones run hardline.  Electrical gauge's are like "black magic" to a lot of them.  If any of you guys are into V8's, don't take offense, you know it's true.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000006||bob92vr4||02-21-2004||05:51 PM||||your rright i am a v8 guy in my v8  truck and cars i run all mechanical gauges theres more room and easier to hook up that way for sure but in my galant its just as easy to run the electric as mechanical hook ups||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes



ubb/Forum2/004780.cgi
A||||14||spoulson||Lotek pods, which color?||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||02-20-2004||10:20 PM||spoulson2@comcast.net||I'm about to buy a bunch of junk.  One out of the list is a lotek dual-gauge pod.  Which suits the GVR4 interior color scheme best:  unpainted black or med gray?<br /><br />I understand the paint doesn't match too well, but does black match better or worse?<br /><br />Are there any decent alternatives to Lotek pods?||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||sjg||02-20-2004||10:21 PM||||I ordered a black one from dsmparts.com, they sent me a painted gray one.  It doesn't match at all.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||02-20-2004||10:42 PM||||I have a black one and it matches.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-21-2004||12:15 AM||||VR-4s have enough black pieces in the interior so that the black pod won't look out of place.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||02-21-2004||12:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sjg:<br /><strong> I ordered a black one from dsmparts.com, they sent me a painted gray one.  It doesn't match at all. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is there really a difference in the colors. I ordered the grey and got black and I don't think anyone really got grey who ordered it unless yours is the first.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||sjg||02-21-2004||02:18 AM||||<a href="http://evilcode.net/109CANON/IMG_0992.JPG" target="_blank">http://evilcode.net/109CANON/IMG_0992.JPG</a> <br /><br /><br />Sorry for the large image, but yeah.  It doesn't look to match very well to me.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000006||coop||02-21-2004||02:30 AM||||go to the automotive paint store and buy some charcoal plastic die and be done with it. There are two diffrent dark greys to choose from. <br /><br /><br />PRE-EVO   "Thanks, please drive through"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000007||sjg||02-21-2004||02:38 AM||||coop, thanks for the suggestion, but i'm not going to use this pod.  it's a piece of $hit.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000008||Ermer||02-21-2004||03:24 AM||||Well you know what you could do also, is purchase a Full Pillar pod for a 2G and mount over the stock one, with minimal cutting.  I just did it on mine.  Looks a whole lot better than the two pillar bolt on the Lotek sells.||68.107.83.229||reg||1||Ermer||00003493||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||02-21-2004||05:23 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    Wow, that looks like complete ass, SJG.  I believe I ordered the dark grey for mine, direct from Lotek.  It looks like this:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2915" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2915&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Please ignore the rest of the filthy mess of the car.  Yes, I already know I need to clean it...  It's a work in progress.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Anyway, now that I look at that pic, it doesn't look too far off from yours, which is really weird as in person it's nearly a perfect match.  Still, I really hate that "bolt on" look, so I may give that 2G full pillar pod idea a try.  Did you use the dual or triple gauge model, Ermer?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||02-21-2004||09:15 AM||||I'd be interested to see how much cleaner the 2g setup looks than the Lotek.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||DMX84||02-21-2004||10:38 AM||||I purchased an unpainted black pod form lotek. The black is kind of shiny so what I did was take a piece of scotchbrite® pad (RED it�s the medium one) & scuffed it all up and it took the shine off it and match�s really close now.   <br />Just to mention this, I ended sending back the first one because they �trimmed� it before the sent it. It did not meet the edged of the original pillar plastic and look like crap.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  A told them about the problem and asked for an untrimmed one, with no screw holes.<br />I used a heat gun to reshape it to fit perfect & trimmed it to fit. It was not just a slap in job, but it looks real nice and it fits beautifully.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I drilled my own screw holes using press in hardware on the pillar plastic. (PEM® nuts as used in sheet metal) I used a 10/32 counter sunk screw (Black) The only thing that cant be fixed is the top edge. But I also had to trim that too. Just cut it square and used a file to make nice. <br />That�s is my .02¢, thought this may be of some help.<br />Dean||67.234.231.180||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||02-21-2004||03:14 PM||||Wow, a lot more feedback than I hoped for!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Thanks all.<br /><br />I think I'll do the unpainted black and possibly use plastic dye.<br /><br />What does lotek give you for fasteners?  In my 2G, I got a Road Race pod (before Lotek made em for Spyders) and it used these plastic push-in button fasteners which seemed to work well.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||Romanova||02-21-2004||05:18 PM||||Lotek will send you two screws and two caps for the screws for a clean look. You should probably get shorter screws from the local hardware store... the Lotek ones just might fuck up your auto seatbelts. Be prepared to use a heatgun to reshape your pod to fit. It just needs a little work... at least mine did.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000014||bob92vr4||02-21-2004||05:46 PM||||i ordered a black one from dsm parts they sent me a gray one but it fits good and i am just going to die it to match||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes



ubb/Forum2/004781.cgi
A||||5||TheJackalGT||Suspension...||||1||||TheJackalGT||00002398
Z||000000||TheJackalGT||02-20-2004||11:18 PM||||I have a few questions about suspension that i couldnt find searching through numerous threads so..<br /><br />1. Will t/e/l agx's (shocks and struts) fit the galant? If so will they operate normal?<br /><br />2. I have heard that t/e/l springs will fit the galant (hence why i think #1 would work) but they are uneven, and the car doesnt sit right. Now what i couldnt find is, is the back higher or the front higher? If possible, if i got intrax (1.7" drop) what would be the outcome, how low do you think, and would the front be higer or the back?<br /><br />thanks in advance.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||02-21-2004||12:59 AM||||the part number is the same for both gvr4s and tel's. so yes the agxs are the same.||67.248.54.119||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||02-21-2004||02:12 AM||||thanks alot    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />now for which size the springs favor...||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000003||drew||02-21-2004||02:12 PM||||The TEL springs FIT, but taht doesn't mean they work right with the car. The spring rates, and lengths are totally diff with the TELs and the GVR4s||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-21-2004||04:49 PM||||yup.  changing out my springs as we speak.  galant spring is 1" taller.  i even took pics.  i like the gsx spring with the konis a lot better.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||DSMGVR4||02-21-2004||08:39 PM||||Wow, I am real happy to see that no one started their replies with, "Go do a search asshole..."   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I remember like a year ago or so, I asked the same questions about TEL springs, AGXs, etc, and all I got were "sheesh, use your search button"-type of answers. At least people do respect the "old questions" still. I do use the TEL AWD springs with AGXs, the car sits close to level to my eyes. Ride is a bit harsh though, even when set to the softer settings. John||69.115.25.212||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes



ubb/Forum2/004785.cgi
A||||4||Remo||a question for ppl who have done the transfer case fix on VFAQ||||1||||Remo||00002786
Z||000000||Remo||02-22-2004||03:18 AM||guyluke@hotmail.com||Hi.   <br /><br />I have a question re. the VFAQ on the transfer case rebuild URL=http://www.vfaq.com/mods/transfer-print.html]HERE[/URL].  <br /><br />The section I am questioning is next to this picture   <img src="http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/transfercase/transfer06.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />The VFAQ says </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">and seal it off the car. Make SURE to let the RTV dry for at least several hours, if not a full day (a full 24 hours is highly recommended), before filling the transfer case with fluid, or it will leak again right away. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What I want to know is after you have coated the splines and the brass cap with RVT do you immediatly re-attach the yoke to the transfer case and let it dry while it is all attached OR do you let the yoke dry while it is still unattached to the transfer case and then attach is when it is dry (24 or so hours later)?<br /><br />This may be a dumb question but the vfaq is not clear on this matter.<br /><br />Thanks||144.132.25.5||reg||1||Remo||00002786||yes
Z||000001||jayru||02-22-2004||09:03 AM||||Leave it off, you could probally put it on but the tranny splines may touch the rtv. So better safe than sorry.<br /><br />I used quick drying JB weld on mine. Worked great and was dry in 4 hours.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||Remo||02-23-2004||04:10 AM||||on page 8 of the "transfer case PDF file"  <br /> <a href="http://152.122.48.13/prepos/files/Artemis/Public/Recalls/1998/V/RC-98V168-NN.PDF" target="_blank">Official Transfer Case recall PDF</a> <br /><br />they mention a "Driveshaft Yoke Package" that was distributed to dealers as a fix for the transfer case leak.  Can anyone suggest where I could buy one of these packages online (most probably from a SATAN dealer) and get it shipped over here to Australia.  I have phoned Mitsubishi Australia about the recall and they had no idea what I was talking about.  btw my car is a JDM VR4.  <br /><br />thanks.||144.132.25.5||reg||1||Remo||00002786||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||02-23-2004||05:07 PM||||Ask your local dealer to see if they can order MR470072.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||Remo||02-24-2004||03:39 AM||||I tryed that, no luck. Can you point me in the direction of a US based Mitsubishi dealer who would have this recall part instock and could ship it to me in Australia?<br /><br />thanks,<br />Guy||144.132.25.5||reg||1||Remo||00002786||yes



ubb/Forum2/004786.cgi
A||||17||turbowop||blowing oil filter seal||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||02-22-2004||04:08 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Over the winter the car was on jackstands. I pulled the rear balance<br />shaft and left the front one. I replaced all gaskets and seals on the<br />timing belt side of the engine with new ones. I had the head rebuilt<br />and installed a Mitsu MLS headgasket and ARP's. The other stuff I did<br />like turbo, motor mounts, afpr, injectors, etc I don't think pertain to this<br />problem.<br /><br />Tonight I finally finished putting the car back together. Everything<br />fits and looks nice. Before I fired it up I pulled the MPI fuse and<br />cranked it over several times until the oil light flickered off. I<br />then replaced the fuse and went to start it up. It fired right up and sounded damn good but no more than 10 seconds had gone by and<br />the seal on the oil filter blew out sending oil all over the garage<br />floor. Thinking it was a bad seal I replaced the filter with a new<br />one along with the oil that had spilled out onto the floor only to<br />fire it up again and have the same thing happen. I don't know why its<br />doing this. I'm not really sure what to be looking at for a cause.<br />I can tear into it tomorrow but could use some advice as to what I should be looking for. <br /><br />Man, I'm tired. I think in the past two days I've put in around 30 hours putting the car back together. Here is a link to the car with a description of its mods if anybody wants more detail. I posted this on a couple forums tonight hoping to get this figured out. Bedtime.....<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" target="_blank">http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</a>||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-22-2004||04:21 AM||||I didn't see it mentioned on your mod list, but are you using the stock filter mount/cooler, or a 1990 TEL style?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||02-22-2004||04:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I didn't see it mentioned on your mod list, but are you using the stock filter mount/cooler, or a 1990 TEL style? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stock oil filter assembly.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||02-22-2004||04:42 AM||||If the oil pressure relief valve was stuck closed could it create this kind of pressure at "warm up" idle (1900rpm)?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-22-2004||08:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> If the oil pressure relief valve was stuck closed could it create this kind of pressure at "warm up" idle (1900rpm)? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">definetly.  this is a problem on all cars.  bmw has gone to great lengths to try and fix it.  metric mechanic used to sleeve the pressure relief valve, and that seemed to stop it.  the ole E30 318i had a special oil filter developed to try to counteract this, finally bmw put an extra relief valve in the pump pickup.  i remember selling a lot of oil coolers for the early 750's, then bmw revised the oil pump, and removed the oil coolers.  you CANNOT take a chance, you have to find out if it is sticking.  besides, there is a chance it is not getting oil to the rest of the motor.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||02-22-2004||11:21 AM||||What filter were you using? OEM? I've had TERRIBLE luck with fucking OEM filters. I had your SAME problem. Seal blew oil everywhere. Threw filter in trash. Put on another NEW OEM filter and had the SAME thing happen. Jumped on my fucking bike and rode to Schucks... got a Fram, put it on and problem was solved. I no longer use OEM filters... only AC Delcos which I get from work at a reasonable price. <br /><br />Lets see some pics of the new setup Mark!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-22-2004||12:06 PM||||i gotta disagree.  i like the genuine filters.  but, this is a new motor, you cant take the chance.  try calling scott at fp, 972 984 1800, he might be able to shed some light on this.  but, if your relief valve is sticking now, it could cost you the motor somewhere in the future.  it sucks, but you cant take the chance.  besides, i KNOW you dont want oil all over the engine bay.  heck, just think if you are really cooking it, then the filter blows, and right then you hit a duck.  hey, it could happen.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Mitsuturbo||02-22-2004||01:42 PM||||pull your bypass valve out of the filter housing and clean it thoroughly, it may have stuck up somehow and the pressure blew your filter gasket<br /><br />i've had this happen to my car a number of times, and the last 6bolt in a 2g swap i did was blowing seals one right after the other.. i pulled the bypass and found it was stuck||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||02-22-2004||03:24 PM||||Does the filter housing need to be pulled off to check the bypass?<br /><br />I used to use Mitsu filters until they stopped carrying the nice 1g large style filters. Now they just sell the 2g style small ones. I started using Napa "gold series" which are the same as Wix and are of good quality. Last night after the Napa filter seal blew I went to Shmucks and all they had was Fram, so I bought an "extra guard" and figured it'd be good for now. They were the only parts store open.<br /><br />Here are some pics of the new setup, which don't really look much different than the old setup.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2924" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2924&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2925" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2925&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Tight squeeze:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2926" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2926&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2927" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2927&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Finally off the jackstands:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2928&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||02-22-2004||04:32 PM||||Where is the JDM bumper?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||02-22-2004||09:04 PM||||Thanks to Ken and Mitsuturbo I think I found the problem. I pulled off the bolt for the pressure<br />relief valve and only the bolt and the spring came out *dry*. I think<br />the rest is stuck up in there. Soooo....I am guessing my problem is a<br />stuck oil pressure relief valve. I'm going to pull off the whole<br />filter housing and see what I can do about it. Maybe clean it all out<br />or just buy a new one. I guess putting the filter housing through the<br />parts washer was a bad idea. Live and learn.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||12.160.161.82||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||02-22-2004||10:16 PM||||well, you can count your blessings.  i did a motor a long time ago, and i put the relief valve in upside down.  did the same thing, blew out the filter seal.  but, in a bmw, you gotta drop the oil pan, and remove the front cover, a big pita job.  another time, i didnt notice the machinist had not replaced a plug in the back of the block, installed the motor, installed the trans, started the motor, oil all over the floor.  had to drop the trans(had to clean the floor first), get a new clutch, pull the flywheel, oh yeah, you got off easy.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||02-22-2004||10:59 PM||||That garage floor is much too clean anyway.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.63.226.112||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000013||turbowop||02-23-2004||12:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> That garage floor is much too clean anyway.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know. The house is brand new. I pulled my car into the garage last September about four weeks after my friend and his wife moved in. I felt horrible about that much oil all over the floor but he's cool about it. I told him that he needs to trade me spots in the garage now because that one is dirty.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  He said my car had marked its territory so that's its spot from now on.<br /><br />Anyway.....The problem is definately the pressure relief valve. I pulled off the<br />filter housing and the valve was beyond stuck. I got it out of there<br />finally and cleaned it all up and relubed it and now it slides back<br />and forth nicely so it should be good. Tomorrow I will buy a new<br />filter housing gasket and put it all back together *again* and fire<br />it up with my fingers crossed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000014||Mitsuturbo||02-23-2004||02:02 AM||||It really makes me feel good inside knowing that my advice helped you.  Thanks for posting that you isolated the problem/solution.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000015||sjg||02-26-2004||06:17 AM||||I just picked up my new (bone stock) GVR4, #1185 tonight.  Changed the plugs, wires and oil (The oil filter was on super tight, really had to wrestle it off with the super-filter-remover-tool).  Started her up and had to clear the wildlife out of the garage due to the spreading oil slick.  Thanks to this thread I think I have some idea what the problem might be. ...  thanks guys.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000016||sjg||02-27-2004||04:07 AM||||Apparantly I wasn't paying attention when I changed the oil.  The rubber filter gasket stuck to the face of the oil cooler when I took the filter off, and was pulled out of the filter, so I had 2 filter gaskets on there.  Squirt squirt, puddly on the floor.  My bad.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000017||iceman69510||02-27-2004||12:19 PM||||Great info guys.  I just bought a 90 style housing a while back.  I will definitely have to check that out before installing it.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/004787.cgi
A||||1||TURBOWILL||fuel problem||||1||||TURBOWILL181||00003289
Z||000000||TURBOWILL||02-22-2004||11:27 AM||WILLTURBO9@AOL.COM||hey i was wondering if anyone could help me out my car was sitting for about 6 months because the head had to be rebuilt it has a half a tank of gas but will not start on its own it will however start with starting fluid and it will stay on with out any problems i was wondering if the gas went bad or something and i dont feel like draining my gas tank i was wondering if someone could help me out and if any one had an extra stock or 16g turbo and or injectors 550's or higher of course for sale thanks <br /><br />TurboWill181||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TURBOWILL181||00003289||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-22-2004||12:02 PM||||you probably got a lot of water in there, and maybe some of the fuel has turned to varish.  if you dont drain the tank, then the injectors will probably clog, if they arent already.  you should drain the tank, bench test the fuel pump, change the filter, get the injectors cleaned and flowed, and blow out the lines.  if not, i bet you have fuel problems forever.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004788.cgi
A||||22||jayru||Where can i send my ECU to be fixed?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||02-22-2004||12:34 PM||||I pm'ed Keydiver, but he hasen't returned my PM (I know he's busy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )<br /><br />Does anyone know who is doing it now?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||russya||02-22-2004||01:19 PM||||I'm doing them for keydiver now, I'm just waiting on his supplies that he's sending me. I have a few people in line already but not too many. As soon as I get the stuff I should be able to do everyone's who's asked me so far in a day or two.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000002||jayru||02-22-2004||01:21 PM||||Ok, let me know when i can send it to you. I definately need it soon.<br />Thanks,<br />Jay||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||russya||02-22-2004||03:14 PM||||As soon as I'm ready to go I'll post it on here so everyone knows.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000004||Sam Sayes||02-23-2004||03:17 PM||||Hi Russ,<br /><br />Its Sam here, i need the caps changed in my ECU how much woul dyou charge me?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||02-23-2004||03:20 PM||||Russya, are you going to follow his "free chips for gvr4 owners" policy? I need a new chip as I went to bigger injectors.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||russya||02-23-2004||04:46 PM||||Yes I will, the ecu repair work will be $30 for either socketing or caps and $40 for both. I will also be doing the built into the ECU logger cable but am not ready to do it but will let everyone know when I am. Seems I should have my stuff by tomorrow so if people want things done make a list and let me know.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||02-23-2004||04:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Russya, are you going to follow his "free chips for gvr4 owners" policy? I need a new chip as I went to bigger injectors. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just so everyone understands, I will still be doing the chip design, Russ will just be doing all the legwork that eats up too much of my time. He will be doing socketing/repairs/caps/dataports, and burning most of the chips, packaging, and mailing them. Of course, if you are in Florida (4drwhore) it doesn't make much sense that way, so I would burn and mail you the chip directly.<br />Donger and Russ are helping me make up a nice FAQ page, and others are helping to get a support forum launched. Hopefully, between all these new additions, some of the 2-3 hour a day email answering will diminish.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Jeff||67.34.40.56||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||sleepyvr4||02-23-2004||06:52 PM||||I just changed the caps in my friends 90 talon tsi the other night.  It took 20 minutes.  I remember mine being A PAIN IN THE ASS.  Oh well.  His car ran.  He even claimed that it ran better than ever (probably in his head)  Then, today he replaced his fuel filter w/ a mitsu oem one, and said it was his best mod to date.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||02-24-2004||02:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Russya, are you going to follow his "free chips for gvr4 owners" policy? I need a new chip as I went to bigger injectors. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes same here. So Russ or Jeff, what do I have to do to get this taken care of. Ive been really lost with all these ecu topics lately.||67.248.115.24||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||russya||02-24-2004||06:50 PM||||Well, I'll probably have to make a new post and make it a sticky. But if you send me your ECU with a list of what you want done and I'll take care of it and then ship it back out within a day or two. If you already have your ECU socketed then just let me know what chip you need and I'll get burned and sent out to you.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000011||scooter||02-24-2004||06:59 PM||||when are you gonna start doing the socketing??  is there anyway i could just send my ecu to you, and you socket it and install the chip?  i would like to get it done like this, to keep from so much downtime.  im ready to go whenever, so let me know||205.188.208.172||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000014||russya||02-24-2004||11:15 PM||||Yes scooter I can do that for you no problem. Need your caps replaced too or have they already been done?||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||02-24-2004||11:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by scooter:<br /><strong> sorry, dont know how that happened. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well then, delete it!<br /><br />Everyone, things should work roughly the same as before, except you will have to ship the ECU to Utah, instead of Florida. For some of you that may be a good thing, for others, sorry.<br />Plus, I can't expect Russ to do the repairs and socketing for free, like I have, so you will have to negotiate with him.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Its best to still fill out a form on my website for a chip, just don't go to the Paypal stuff. Then, I'll email Russ the completed chip file, so he can burn it, mail it, or install it. Be sure you have prearranged with Russ to have it installed, so he doesn't end up shipping it to you. I've mailed Russ a nice supply of capacitors too, so he can help with all caps replacements. I'll be shipping him a supply of stuff to do the dataport installations too, if anyone is interested.<br />Jeff||209.247.222.46||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||DongeR615||02-25-2004||12:31 AM||||I know someone who can socket it and replace your caps for 10 bucks (u got to supply the caps and socket).  Not trying to take away profit but I feel that we should get the best possible prices even if we can't get it for free. That�s what I call a bargain. <br /><br />The lady that does it for me is a friend of the family. She is nice old lady and does soldering for a living, she understands how to read resistors and capacitors on a board. And she even told me if I supplied all the parts she can build me a brand new one. Anyone know where I can get parts? LOL||68.122.225.65||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000017||scooter||02-25-2004||02:10 AM||||ok, let me get this straight.  so i fill out the form on the website, just not the paypal part. then i send the ecu to utah.  where do i send the money though, and exactly how much?  i will send the ecu off this week.  just need all the details. i dont need my caps replaced though.  i just bought the ecu from foreign ecu repair or whatever.  i would like the thing jeff described for the stutter box.  somekind of externally wired up box or something.  let me know asap.  thanks guys||64.12.116.200||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000018||DongeR615||02-25-2004||03:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by scooter:<br /><strong> ok, let me get this straight.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">newb..there i said it.....<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.122.225.65||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000019||scooter||02-25-2004||03:37 PM||||a newbie to what i might ask????  i guess for trying to figure out how to get my ecu chipped.  ive been trying to do this for a few weeks now.  its the only thing holding me back from 10's.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000020||keydiver||02-25-2004||04:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> can't expect Russ to do the repairs and socketing for free, like I have, so you will have to negotiate with him. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">As I said, PM or email Russ, and negotiate your best deal.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />The reason you are being called a newb is because anyone who has been on this board for ANY time at all, knows that my chips are FREE to GVR-4 board members.<br />Jeff||66.156.210.165||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000021||blacksheep||02-25-2004||04:47 PM||||Thats right, its $ free.99, noob. You better recognize!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000022||Jose||02-25-2004||11:16 PM||||Jason what ecu do you need fixed? Its not for 1571 is it?<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000023||drew||02-25-2004||11:27 PM||||You can have Tom Stangl of VFAQ fame fix it for you. <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000024||scooter||02-26-2004||01:22 AM||||well sorry guys, i didnt know they were free. i try to keep up with like atleast 10 forums, and im not doing a very good job of it.  i dont mind paying for the chip and socketing, i just need it done in the next week or so.  its the only thing holding me back now. thanks guys||152.163.252.136||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes



ubb/Forum2/004789.cgi
A||||2||gassa1963||rear steering rack||||1||||gassa1963||00003391
Z||000000||gassa1963||02-22-2004||01:20 PM||gary.morton@tesco.net||Got a leak from the pipes from the rear rack to the pump above the rear diff.  Does anyone know of a source for these?  If cost too high what would be involved in removing rear steering, pipes come from front rack to pump at rear and then to rear rack.  Don;t wannt to spend a fortune on something that doesn't seem to do a lot.  MTIA<br />  Gary||62.252.0.6||reg||1||gassa1963||00003391||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||02-22-2004||04:52 PM||||Most of us do a search before asking a question. The search function is up at the top. Here's an example of what you'd find looking for "aws":<br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002461#000002" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002461#000002</a>||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||slowpokin699||02-24-2004||01:00 AM||||go to taboospeedshop.com and in the tech articles you'll find a compairison of a t/e/l and gvr-4 rear suspension/steering setup.  they are identical except the galant has the steering rack back there.  all you have to do is plug the lines, remove the rear diff and take out the pump drive gear and you can leave the rear rack where it is to stabilize the car a little bit better than stock t/e/l's....  you can find on this board how to block what lines and where by searching   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.199.14.170||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes



ubb/Forum2/004790.cgi
A||||13||GREENVR4||maft tuning||||1||||Greenvr4||00002742
Z||000000||GREENVR4||02-22-2004||02:21 PM||TPMIPA@YAHOO.COM||yes yes, I know, use the search button and all your questions should be answered, well guess what, I searched and searched and I didn't see anybody with the same problem as I did, just put in the 3' gm maf with matching pipe and translator yesterday, so far so good, went to drive it...fuel cut off! ( yes I did flip the switch), but after I hit cutoff there's this HUGE cloud of smoke ala 007 spy car kind, did it twice, so after researching I'm still a little in the dark about this thing, oh! and by the way I'm running 450cc injectors with about 13psi of boost.<br />Thanks guys.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||02-22-2004||04:11 PM||||if you have a data logger, you can watch your readings and just turn the fuel cut off||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||peterlsmith||02-22-2004||05:32 PM||||There's no way you should be hitting fuel cut at 13 lbs unless you are running way too rich.<br /><br />What settings do you have on the dials on the MAFT? Also, do you have the rpm wire hooked up?<br /><br />Peter||68.100.70.66||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||02-22-2004||06:44 PM||||no logger, all dials set at 0 and the rpm wire is hooked up to the black wire from the cas, my question is qhere is all that smoke coming from?||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-22-2004||07:23 PM||||Don't use the fuel cut switch.||24.14.17.16||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||02-23-2004||07:56 AM||||I didn't, now I got it to where it doesn't blow smoke like that anymore, but it still cuts off.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||AWDnot2||02-23-2004||08:37 AM||||Even if the RPM wire were off that would not happen. As far as the fuel cut switch I have no idea my ecu had the tmo deal so it was always in the off position. I say your biggest problem is messing with your a/f without the proper equipment. Logging software!  I�m probably never going own a mitsu again so if you want my log cable and software, make an offer. It�s for a laptop though.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000007||Martin Tolentino||02-23-2004||08:58 AM||||What are you using for tuning? Minumum should be a EGT,boost,datalogger and wideband o2. Especially if you running that GM maft. Another thing you can do is to tune on an awd loading dyno with a wideband a/f meter.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000008||peterlsmith||02-23-2004||09:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Greenvr4:<br /><strong> no logger, all dials set at 0 and the rpm wire is hooked up to the black wire from the cas, my question is qhere is all that smoke coming from? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If it's black smoke, then it's unburnt fuel.<br /><br />Have you checked for boost leaks recently? A good sized leak would let you hit fuel cut prematurely, and make you run very rich under boost. <br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000009||mikeyoung00||02-23-2004||09:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Greenvr4:<br /><strong> I didn't, now I got it to where it doesn't blow smoke like that anymore, but it still cuts off. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What change did you make to get rid of the smoke and what color was the smoke (black, blue, or white?)<br /><br />I'm running a 3"gm maf, factory ecu and maft with 550 injectors and my car runs very well. I haven't done any data logging yet...hopefully this week I will get to that. But I do have a knock box so I can watch the knock sum. I was getting a little knock at full (11 lbs) boost with this setup but it went away after I installed an Aromotive FPR.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||02-23-2004||09:46 AM||||The fuel cut switch on the MAFT is not the answer to eliminating fuel cut.  Get bigger injectors and tune accordingly.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||Martin Tolentino||02-23-2004||09:50 AM||||maybe someone local to you in MD can help.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000012||GREENVR4||02-23-2004||10:04 AM||||I'm hoping the guys at extreme can shed some light on this, to get rid of the smoke I flipped the switch to go from 3' to 3.5' maf (weird ain't it?)but it did it.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000013||yardhippie||02-24-2004||06:49 AM||||is it hitting at 4000 rpm? hmmm... me have the same problem trying to push too much fuel for the injectors I (we) are running. I have the base up 1 click, and the WOT up one click and thats all shell take. and IM running 15lbs of boost, but im turning it down to try not to get into a lean situation. bigger injectors are the fix from what im learning you can get it to push more fuel through the 450's but you exceeding (im guessing here) their capacity and/or duty cycle.||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes



ubb/Forum2/004791.cgi
A||||19||4G63_GSR||Stripped lug nut||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||02-23-2004||12:25 AM||vlee14@hotmail.com||Does anybody know where I can get another one? One of my lug nuts is fudged.  Will any local auto parts store (autozone, pep boys, etc) carry them, or do I have to call my local mitsu dealership?||69.11.254.85||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-23-2004||12:28 AM||||you can try to find one that works. The stock rims are lugcentric and so you'll need to find a lugnut shaped like the stock one. Make sure it's flat bottomed so it will seat properly against the wheel||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||02-23-2004||01:40 AM||||u can find them at ur local autoparts store or mitsu can sell you some. I got pissed at my cousins integra when her's stripped because it broke off like it was butter. STUPID EAST COAST CAR!!!! So i went to pepboys and got replacment for all the studs and nuts. If you live in a place where it snows a lot. might as well replace it all at one time.||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||02-23-2004||10:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> u can find them at ur local autoparts store or mitsu can sell you some. I got pissed at my cousins integra when her's stripped because it broke off like it was butter. STUPID EAST COAST CAR!!!! So i went to pepboys and got replacment for all the studs and nuts. If you live in a place where it snows a lot. might as well replace it all at one time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">At least it broke off.  Mine stripped the splines off of the stud so it just spun in the hub.  Had to chisel, drill, cuss, etc that stupid thing out of there.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||pisces_0||02-23-2004||02:42 PM||||You should be able to find the lug and stud at any decent parts store.  Replacing the stud isn't all too fun though.  You've got to take off the caliper, hub, ABS ring and probably a few other small items I'm forgetting.  I'd rather block that replacement out of my mind.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||65.183.137.68||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||02-23-2004||02:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by pisces:<br /><strong> You should be able to find the lug and stud at any decent parts store.  Replacing the stud isn't all too fun though.  You've got to take off the caliper, hub, ABS ring and probably a few other small items I'm forgetting.  I'd rather block that replacement out of my mind.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have to replace one or 2 on the front left of 161/2000.. i'm dreading it, to say the least.  After having done a wheelbearing on 1411, i'm really not too enthused that i will have to do this.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||02-23-2004||09:43 PM||||I got a lug from the local mitsu parts dept it was like 2.50 or somethin real cheap.  And I dont remember having to take off the ABS ring or any of that stuff.  I thought I just tapped the old one out and put the new one back in.  It was so long ago so dont quote me on that one..||68.76.190.132||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||02-24-2004||12:57 AM||||I would go dealer they are a hard shape to find like it was said they are lugcentric.||65.177.240.66||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||02-24-2004||05:15 AM||||I thought we were hubcentric?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||s_firestone||02-24-2004||11:18 AM||||If the car has ABS there is a grooved sensor ring attached to the rear of the hub.  The ABS sensor ring blocks the clearance you need to remove the stud from the rear.<br /><br />To replace a lug stud you have to pull the whole hub from the knuckle so replace them all.  The studs w/nuts are cheap, I was quoted approx $35 shipped for all 16 studs with nuts for the entire car.<br /><br />I have been thinking about ways to modify the ABS rings into 2 pieces so hub removal would not be necessary.  As long as the sensor can see the magnetic peaks and valleys of the ABS ring I don't think it would matter if it was 2 halves.  It has 4 bolts which are accessible from where te sensor mounts.<br /><br />The only disadvantage would be obviously having to disassemble the hub the first time.<br /><br />Anyone want to sell or donate me a set of front 92 ABS rings to test this out???<br /><br />I know some of you disable/remove ABS but I would like to keep it on the car.  But replacing a simple stud is a major pain because of that ring being one piece.<br /><br />I liken it to replacing the Turbo stud with a 4Th bolt saving 2 hours of disassembly time on the manifold.  Once you do it, maintenance/disassembly is a breeze from that point on.<br /><br />Thanks in advance,<br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000010||turbogalant||02-24-2004||07:30 PM||||Okay did everyone not read his post his said his LUGNUT was stripped not his wheel stud.||65.177.240.99||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000011||KingGalantVr4||02-24-2004||09:00 PM||||If you striped the outside off the lug nut, get a slightly smaller impact socket and smack it on with a sledge hammer.  Then use a breaker bar to remove it.  Its what I use to do to remove striped lugnuts and people that lost lug keys.  EASY AS HELL to do.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||02-25-2004||04:52 AM||||Anyone else suddenly like this guy??  ^^^||24.21.86.243||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||s_firestone||02-25-2004||08:46 AM||||So your referring to the lug nut cap?  My mistake.<br /><br />If the lug nut is stripped then wouldn't there be a good chance that the stud is possibly cross threaded, corroded or in roughly the same condition?<br /><br />It seems the way that most lug nuts get fudged to begin with when they are put on with impact wrenches and nobody bothers to check that it actually threaded first.  Impact wrenches don't care whether the nut threads properly or not, it will spin it on.<br /><br />Thats why Mitsubishi sells the lugnut/stud as a pair for roughly $2.25?<br /><br />Seeing that anything that attaches with or to a "stud" on a Mitsubishi car seems to end up being a problem.<br /><br />I now put antiseize on all my studs as a result of the nightmare created by a crossthreaded/fudged lug nut put on by a shop during a tire change.<br /><br />Sorry, I just trying to help the guy cover his bases as Murphy's Law seems to have a whole subsection written specifically for Mitsubishi.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000014||4G63_GSR||02-25-2004||04:52 PM||||Well thanks for the info and I think you guys jinxed me with the studs response.  I went back and doubled checked the wheel stud and it's stripped at the tip.  So now I guess I'll have to replace all the studs.  The only problem is, I have no clue how to.  Wish me luck.||68.190.92.186||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000015||s_firestone||02-25-2004||07:12 PM||||You only have to replace the one stud but since they are so cheap go ahead and do all on one wheel.  <br /><br />The hub containing the stud has to be pulled from the knuckle which also contains the wheel bearing(another good candidate for inspection and/or replacement at this time since it's out).  <br /><br />It is a pain.  I tried to get the tire shop who overtorqued or crossthreaded my lugnut to do it and they never seemed to grasp the concept that a puller was required and that a hammer and prybar was not.  The end result was that I did not get the stud replaced, and every time I hit the brakes the car made this rythmic stutter everytime the wheel rotated to a certain point.<br /><br /><br />If you have a good puller and press you can do it.  If you don't, go ahead and take it to a mechanic that is familiar with pressed hubs & bearings, or experience with Mitsubishi.  I think it will run you about 1 to 1-1/2 hour labor.<br /><br />The reason I say take it to a mechanic is that the ABS sensor ring has a very tight tolerance and if someone gets to prying on it they will inadvertantly damage the teeth which is what the ABS sensor "sees" as evenly spaced magnetic pulses.  The tolerance on the clearance between the wheel speed sensor and sensor ring is only like 0.6mm(.3~.9mm).<br /><br />If the ring gets damaged or warped, everytime you hit the brakes you will get the ABS stutter because the sensor on whatever does not "see" the pulses.  The computer is watching for pulses from all four wheels when braking and if any one wheel sensor stops giving pulses the ABS computer thinks that wheel is skidding and starts pulsing the brakes.<br /><br />If the ring gets damaged you will have to disable ABS or endure the teeth clenching feeling akin to putting an automatic transmission in park while the car is still rolling.  <br /><br />Think "Ddddddddddddddddddddd".<br /><br />It is the second freakiest feeling you will ever get behind the wheel of a car if your not prepared for it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />The freakiest being the feeling of a brake pedal hitting the floor with no resistance whatsoever...but no brakes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000016||drew||02-25-2004||07:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I thought we were hubcentric? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nope. That's why it's a pain to put wheels on/off at times.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000017||mj_rosenfeld||02-25-2004||09:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br />I thought we were hubcentric? <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />nope. That's why it's a pain to put wheels on/off at times.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">With all due respect, I believe this is incorrect. Our stock rims are hubcentric and that is why it is sometimes difficult to get them on -- the hub is a very close fit. If you ever buy accessory wheels you must get the same center bore or get centering rings, or else you _will_ get persistent intermittent vibration as if the wheels are out of balance.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.102||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000018||drew||02-25-2004||11:21 PM||||No disrespect taken, but I'm so sure that it's not hubcentric. Someone else please chime in!<br /><br />check this thread out:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=000736" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=000736</a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||02-26-2004||02:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong>If you ever buy accessory wheels you must get the same center bore or get centering rings, or else you _will_ get persistent intermittent vibration as if the wheels are out of balance.<br />Mike R. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not true.  I've got aftermarket wheels on my car that are most definitely not hubcentric, as there is a visible gap between the center of the rim and the edge of the hub.  I have no type of centering ring on there, and get no vibration.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004792.cgi
A||||14||GVR-4||Optima battery||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||02-23-2004||09:50 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||The local Autozone has a used Optima Red Top for sale for $30.00. I heard these were bulletproof and last forever. What do you guys think? Should I get it? Opinions?||68.115.168.208||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||02-23-2004||10:00 AM||||Jump on it.  Some kid I know said that the idiots there always replace them because they test them wrong and it come back with a failed test.  I don't know what kind of test they do, but it is worth a slow charge to see.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||02-23-2004||10:01 AM||||I would get it if it is a reconditioned one. The local place here has them for $55, direct from the Interstate Battery man. However, he doesn't get very many 12 volt ones (6 volts there are more of).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||tsiawd94||02-23-2004||06:53 PM||||optima red tops are the best battery i have seen yet they will hold a charge for ever (just about)they sell them here in SC for over a $100 I would jump on it. You can mount them upside down on its side at an angle it don't mater.<br />the onley thing is you can kiss your battery box good bye and the power cable where the fuses are, that bracket has to be bent up slightley, but if you plan on moveing the battery to the trunk all you have to do is go to a boat store like bass pro. and buy a battery box for a boat and then go to a speaker shop and buy some 2-4 gauge wire and run it through your under carrige.||68.115.125.236||reg||14||tsiawd94||00003604||yes
Z||000004||bleck||02-23-2004||06:57 PM||||I just bought a yellow top last week for #135.  Expensive-ass battery tho.  But now that I'm using the A6 as my DD, I bought into the whole deep-cycle thing.  We'll see.||67.84.11.26||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||02-23-2004||11:03 PM||||Jump on it. Its worth a chance at that price.<br /><br />I got a yellow-top for 75 new from a fellow member of an Accord V6 web site. He somehow ended up not needing it and sold it "as new". It was still in the factory packaging including the shrink-wrap. It has served me well even when I left the parking lights on for six hours on a cold day. (Also, if you DO run it down, you won't hurt it -- thus "deep cycle". Thats why they "last forever"--or until heat and/or cold gets to them. It's one or more full discharges that kill most batteries.||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||curtis||02-23-2004||11:26 PM||||Buy it and if it dies take it back or hook up with someone that has a red top and get another one under warranty.  I got mine at advance auto  hint hint  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I had the guys at advance check mine when I bought it and they test and charge them different than other batteries chances are it fine.||65.54.98.26||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||bleck||02-24-2004||06:26 PM||||Y'know, it's funny.  I didn't even check the price before I walked out with the yellow top.  Just needed a battery for #135 which had been sitting for 2 months, saw it, said "cool, Optima" and when I got to the counter and went to sign the receipt, the thing was $130.  Whatever, I at first thought that at that price it should make coffee, but then figgered I prob. had the worlds best battery.  I guess it'll make up for all the idiosyncrasies of my car     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />I may break things, or get stuck, but my battree will always be good!||67.84.11.26||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||02-25-2004||05:01 AM||||Good god, why the hell don't you people just buy an Odyssey and never worry about for the rest of your lives, your children's lives, and possibly their children's lives?  I would never, ever, ever pay for what Optimas go for... new or used or returned or reconditioned or whatever.||24.21.86.243||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||dsmsleeper||02-26-2004||09:12 AM||||I've had the same Red Top for over 5 years now.  The car that is was in sits a lot.  I picked up a Yellow Top when I thought I had another issue.  I've been thinking about the Odyssey mini for another project.  It's close in price though by the time you buy the battery for $85 and the terminal for $15 and then shipping.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||02-26-2004||09:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Good god, why the hell don't you people just buy an Odyssey and never worry about for the rest of your lives, your children's lives, and possibly their children's lives?  I would never, ever, ever pay for what Optimas go for... new or used or returned or reconditioned or whatever. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Acutally, I have an Odyssey that's not faring as well as my Red and Blue top Optimas did.  I'd say the Optimas are more reliable only because they're easier to recharge.  If you kill that Odyssey, don't dare put a normal trickle charger on it.  I'm almost sure the Odyssey I have now is "wounded" from being improperly charged by a previous owner in the past.  <br /><br />My red top Optima has been good to me for 6 years, and it's still working (in a different car), so I give it plenty of credit.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||02-26-2004||10:20 AM||||"Oh, my god. You killed odyssey, you bastard"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||02-26-2004||06:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> I've had the same Red Top for over 5 years now.  The car that is was in sits a lot.  I picked up a Yellow Top when I thought I had another issue.  I've been thinking about the Odyssey mini for another project.  It's close in price though by the time you buy the battery for $85 and the terminal for $15 and then shipping. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    I got mine for $64 shipped, and I didn't need any special terminals or anything.  You guys should hang out with your wives/girlfriends more so they can teach you a thing or two about shopping.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||chauffeur1st||02-27-2004||02:55 AM||||I got the redtop in my trunk and it works great, and Jon my car starts up   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   But you know how it seems to idle like crap....btw I took the chip out and put the stock on in and it seems to do a bit better but not to good..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Jason||67.41.86.171||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000014||Franckypoo||02-27-2004||11:39 AM||||I bought a red top for my rally car last december, great battery!  <br /><br />Drove the car 2 days for a Rally-X, parked it for 1 whole month in the worst cold I ever seen, opened the trunk and forgot to close it (without starting the car), came back like 7 hours after, the lights inside the car were still on and it started like it was 80-90 outside! <br /><br />For that price I'd go for it without any hesitation!||209.87.238.50||reg||14||Frankypoo||00000740||yes



ubb/Forum2/004793.cgi
A||||17||GRV4726||crankshaft sprocket key||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||02-23-2004||01:24 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||anyone have any trouble with these breaking? because a shop just told me mine did. all of you that have been reading my posts know that i have been working on my car for quite some time. well a while ago it sprung an oil leak from the crank seal. my parents got fed up with me working on it all the time and arrange it to be sent to a mechanic they know. so off it went without me really knowing about the whole deal, i found out when they told me to push it out the drive way for the towtruck (flatbed...they know too)<br /><br />long story short i got a call today "man your engine is kicking our ass. we had it running, for 5 mins. then it just stopped. the crankshaft key to the bottom gear for timing broke. so and so is is pissed, and is going to start tearing down the engine because the timing is off and there's probably one or two bent valves" oh and he said "by the way the oil pump cover we orderd and put on is for a 1.6 turbo, just to let you know" wtf! i mean i don't fucking beleive it, i've never heard of that breaking. i don't see how this can happen. do i just have the worst luck or something? i mean i don't want to tell someone they're full of shit with out being 100% sure because my luck is pretty awful and i guess god could be taking advantage of little andre over here. and whats the deal with the 1.6 turbo oil pump cover? do those work on our engines?<br /><br />what a shitty day...this just tops it off beautifully. when he told me, i just started laughing because i couldn't beleive it. i still can't.  i think someone cursed my car and my jdm engine a long with it. did i piss off someone who practices voodoo on the board????||65.65.182.208||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-23-2004||02:02 PM||||is the crank pulley keyed?  the dampener has a rolled pin to center, i cant remember the actual crank pulley, seems to me it is aluminum, and that sucker would break before it shears a key.  sounds like they effed it up, and are looking for blame elsewhere.||64.240.175.47||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||02-23-2004||02:19 PM||||thats what i was thinking but i needed someone to else to say it. <br /><br />i want my car back, its been so long since i drove it. more shit, piled on top of more shit...||65.65.182.208||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000003||Mitsuturbo||02-23-2004||02:29 PM||||I've personally built way too many engines to believe that for even a split second.  They're full of shit.  Plain and simple.<br /><br />I would suspect they did some work to it, and set the mechanical timing wrong, or didn't tighten the tensioner idler bearing and shit slipped, bending valves, and most likely breaking valve guides.<br /><br />Refuse to pay any more than quoted.. they fucked up.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000004||atc250r||02-23-2004||03:42 PM||||I think its the key than goes in the front of the crank that the shop is talking about. I just finished fixing a 2G Eclipse that some a$$hole hacked up pretty good and the key in the crank was a bit loose and bent. In 8 years of working on only Mitsu's I have never seen one let go altogether.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||02-23-2004||03:46 PM||||I know what they're talking about.. but what i am saying is that they screwed up somewhere else and they're LYING so they dont look like stupid assholes.<br /><br />I could be wrong.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||atc250r||02-23-2004||03:54 PM||||Absolutely, I just thought Ken was confused but I read through the posts again and see that I am confused!! I feel better now.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||02-23-2004||07:38 PM||||The outer dimensions of a 1.6 is identical to a 2.0.  Yes the 1.6 oil pump front cover works.  <br /><br />I have one on my GVR4.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000008||GREENVR4||02-23-2004||09:24 PM||||I was on a rally team pit crew for two years, imagine the worst punishment you could put an engine thru.. we would do something even worse, I have seen pistons go thru the head, rods out the oil pan and block, flywheels being chewed up and driveshafts fly out like boomerangs, but the chuck key in the crank NEVER! gave out on us, not one time ever, those guys have something fishy there, I wouldn't trust what they're saying.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000009||curtis||02-23-2004||11:32 PM||||There trying to screw you chances are they didn't collapes the tensioner and are looking for a way out.  The first time they put a load on the motor it ate the valves.  Make them pay to replace everything including the guides because they are cracked.  I wouldn't let them touch a damn thing take it somewhere else  IE the dealer it will be a higher bill for them.||65.54.98.26||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||GRV4726||02-24-2004||01:34 PM||||yeah, i agree on the tensioner. i've heard many horror stories about people not setting it right. thats why when i did the timing in the before winter i took my damn sweet time. i don't know if i will ever trust someone else to do a timing job. they were just supposed to replace the crank and tbelt because it was cover in oil, and with that balance shafts removed thats an easy job considering they've got all the tools. i'm so pissed off! i don't see how i can have such bad luck.<br /><br />i'm going to call today to find out the damage, but whatever it is, they won't get a dime. i'm considering sending it to another shop but that would require it to be towed again, and this place is kind of far. why would my parents go out of the way to get my car to this shop in particular, they did "good" work on my dads accord. but they certainly fucked up now! needless to say we won't be dealing with them ever again. they seemed like nice people but fucking retards||64.132.1.195||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000011||turboflanagan||02-24-2004||01:52 PM||||One can do supurb work on a Honda and not have a clue about Mitsu's.  Working on Honda's causes one no anxiety.  Working on Mitsu's should cause a bit of anxiety even after many years of doing so.  If it isn't there it is just too easy to screw up and cost someone a LOT of money.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000012||GRV4726||02-28-2004||03:26 PM||||so the shop is trying to stick us with an additional 400$ bill for the work! and thats not the crazy part. the crazy part is that my parents are probably going to pay it because ... well i don't really know. i guess they're just stupid. i showed them both the replies to my post, explained to my stepdad what they said happened and what probably happenned. but i guess they don't really care about their money like i do. how anyone can allow themselves to get fucked over is beyond me... i don't know what the fuck is happening, i think my stepdad's gone soft because i know from the stories i've heard that he used to be a hard ass at times...<br /><br />i'm just so pissed right now, and disappointed in my folks. of course i feel rotten because if no one else gets the blame, it all falls back on me. after all it is my car, and they are helping me out. so once again its becomes my fault that my parents end up wasting so much money.  and i've tried everything to save them as much money as possible. this has been such a horrible year....<br /><br />eitherway, they're fucking retarded for not doing anything. i hope you all agree||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||02-28-2004||04:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> . so once again its becomes my fault that my parents end up wasting so much money. and i've tried everything to save them as much money as possible.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">parents will NEVER stop spending money on their children.  sometimes it gets worse with grandchildren.  a parent NEEDS to do things with/for/to their children because we want to still have our children be dependent on us parents, even tho the children want to be independent.  as the children get older, spending money on them is about the last way we can do this.  you SHOULD allow parents to spend money on you.  if you dont want parents to spend money on you, give them grandchildren.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||GRV4726||02-28-2004||04:28 PM||||haha, i'm still too young for children but thanks a lot for trying to make me feel better. i guess you're right, but they've wasted a lot of money on me already. and its on stupid shit like this, practically throwing it away. just makes me feel bad. <br /><br />i guess i should be happy to be getting my car back, but strangely i'm not. maybe i just need to drive it or something.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000015||chopped 39||02-29-2004||01:44 AM||||ANYONE CAN WORK ON A HONDA. ID RATHER DO TIMING BELTS ON A HONDA THAN A MITSU AND I OWN 3 MITSU<br />DONT TAKE THE CAR OUT OF SHOP UNTIL YOU MAKE SOME KIND OF AGREEMENT WITH SHOP ON GETTING IT FIXED SOMEWHERE ELSE   ONCE YOU LEAVE YOU ARE SCREWED.<br />AND  THERE IS NO WAY KEYWAY BROKE OFF THEY DONT WHAT THEY ARE DOING IT WILL SHEAR OFF DOWL PINS IN CAMS BEFORE IT BRAKES KEYWAY IN CRANK. SEEN THAT HAPPEN BEFORE. NEVER A KEYWAY. HAVE THEM SHOW YOU WHAT BROKE.THEY WILL SHIT THEIR PANTS WHEN YOU SAY THAT. AND ASK TO SEE TOOL TO SET TENS. PROBABLY DONT EVEN HAVE ONE. WHERE IS SHOP IF AROUND CHICAGO I WILL GO LOOK AT IT.   IM SUPRISED CAR RAN FOR FIVE MINS.  GOOD LUCK  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||209.109.229.62||reg||11||steve||00003394||yes
Z||000016||turbogalant||02-29-2004||02:05 AM||||I would drive down there and ask to see the broken key, don't call first just show up so they don't have a chance to break one in the mean time. Honestly with a piece of metal that small I can not believe for a second that it could break. If the key does not have a flat edge where it sheared off them that was from them breaking it not the engine. Also ask to see the crank and balance shaft sprocket and the timing belt and balance shaft belt see if they wrapped up and jumped timing.||65.177.241.186||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000017||turboflanagan||02-29-2004||08:45 PM||||Certainly make sure to get the broken parts back, all of them.<br /><br />But while they are spending money, would you call the shop and ask if they may have broken your turbo too?  I could use something like a 16G.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.63.212.188||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/004795.cgi
A||||10||getboosted||Apexi Turbo Timer Install For GVR-4||||1||||getboosted||00000668
Z||000000||getboosted||02-23-2004||03:21 PM||getboosted@juno.com||If you have installed this TT in your GVR-4, can you give me some heads up on the installation? I do have the instruction sheet that came with the unit, I just need some GVR-4 specific instruction.  Thank you!<br /><br />-Tuan-<br />GVR-4 #1421<br />Matthews, NC||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||02-23-2004||04:18 PM||||Its called TT harness. Best 20bux I ever spent on this 4doorr pile.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||russya||02-23-2004||04:20 PM||||I second that, I've got it installed on mine but wouldn't think of doing it without the harness since it makes it so much cleaner and undoable if you sell the car. I say spend the cash and be amazed how much easier it is.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||02-23-2004||05:07 PM||||is the O2 monitor feature relatively accurate on this timer or no? thats really why im interested in this particular timer...||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||02-23-2004||06:06 PM||||what do you mean about the o2 moniter?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||Notorius||02-23-2004||06:12 PM||||"Apex's new Auto Timer is easy to use and great looking too. The control/display head is about the size of a marking pen. It features a manual timer mode as well as an automatic mode.  <b>The best feature is that is shows battery voltage, O2 sensor voltage and also A/F ratio.</b>  Price includes adapting harness for your year Eclipse. "||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000006||sleepyvr4||02-23-2004||07:51 PM||||wow...and it's the size of a pen!  I'll bet you'll wreck while straining to read a single thing that it displays!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   Why not view it on a logger?  And you can log it and actually look at it later.  Going down the road a logger (or your pen) is pointless unless a friend is looking at it telling you what's going on.  Between boost and egt on the left, rpms and speed in the middle, and about ten parameters just to the right of the wheel there is just too much going on.  Just my worthless 2 cents.<br /><br />  <img src="http://img5.photobucket.com/albums/v22/sleepyvr4/cockpit.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000007||bleck||02-23-2004||08:19 PM||||Nice friggin steering wheel sleepyvr4!  What kind is it?||67.84.11.26||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||02-23-2004||11:35 PM||||Um, Isotta maybe?  And what kind of Palm mount are you using?  I've been looking for a vent mount for my Handspring Visor for a while now...||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||sleepyvr4||02-24-2004||01:34 AM||||yeah, isotta stratos wheel.  As far as the mount goes, it's custom.  Simply type "pda vent mount" on ebay and you'll get a slew of them.  Mine was too small for my pda, so that's why it's custom.  The side bolsters slide on tracks to adjust it's width.  It didn't adjust out far enough, so I gutted it and superglued them in place.  Never falls off or slides.||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000010||yiutsang||02-24-2004||04:43 AM||||I installed the unit without the harness as it's not available in HK.  I don't seem to have any problem with it other than making it looking a bit messy<br /><br />As Datalogger doesn't work with my JDM dual PCB ECU I need to rely on O2 reading of the unit for SAFC tuning<br /><br />I installed in according to the installation instruction from previous generation of APEXi timer.  Do feel free to PM me if you have specific question to ask<br /><br />:C)<br /><br />Yiuwa||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004796.cgi
A||||17||Gvr4-330||I broke my tranny!||||9||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||02-23-2004||05:03 PM||roby827@hotmail.com||I was driving today, and was shifting from 2nd-3rd without the clutch (I've done it tons of times without problems) and it went into 3rd with a bang and there was no 3rd gear.<br /><br />So right now it looks like the transmission is stuck in 4th gear if it's in the 4th gear slot.  If I move it to any other slot, the car just stalls.<br /><br />I did a search, but I can't really tell if this is a sign of a broken shift fork or what.  I'm gonna look at the cables later, but I think I need a rebuild.<br /><br />Also, I don't understand why people give me funny looks when my car is stuck in the intersection when there's a red light.  Obviously, my car isn't working otherwise I'd be moving...<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.144||reg||9||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||Rasko Da Gama||02-23-2004||07:06 PM||||Hmm... Sory, this may sound like a stupid question, but why do you shift without clutch?||213.157.226.47||reg||1||Rasko Da Gama||00000835||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||02-23-2004||07:35 PM||||It's called powershifting.<br /><br />The theory is when there's no load, or resistance on tranny, you can insert the shifter to the next gear without the use of the clutch. <br />It takes alot of practice but it can be done.  <br />However it's not really suggested on a COMMUTER CAR.<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||02-23-2004||07:44 PM||||Shifting without pushing the clutch pedal in is very common with Diesel motors (i.e. tractor trailers). The main reason being that the redline is usually around 3200 rpms or so. To get the trans into the next gear, you just have to match rpm and speed. Easy to do when you have such a limited rpm range. Harder to do when you have 8000 free-revving rpms to worry about. Also car trans are not made for this, and trucks have much stronger forgiving gears. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||02-23-2004||08:31 PM||||hm what is it called when I can shift gears by pushing down 1" on the clutch pedal?||68.122.225.65||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||02-23-2004||08:34 PM||||What is that called? Tearing up your clutch/trans/etc. LOL. Actually, I have no scientific evidence to back that up. But I am sure it would wear things uneven or incorrectly or just plain tear them up. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||6||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||02-23-2004||08:53 PM||||I have a similar problem with one of my trannies. I think its stuck in fourth gear as well. I (being a dumbass) got pissed at 3rd because it ground and didnt go in, so I put it in the hard way. Well, the car decided to stall when I let the clutch out at a light to start going (shifter in first). It wouldnt go into any gear (contrary to what the shifter looked like) but fourth. I got it in fourth and got into a arking lot. The tranny will not get back into 4th or any other gear now. It is locked up and Im not sure why. I dpont know if I can send it to Shep for a rebuild either now.<br /><br />Sorry, didnt mean to hijack your thread.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||VR4 Me||02-23-2004||09:25 PM||||^^^this happened to me. Almost the exact same scenario too. Had the car towed, had to buy a tranny. It's cool tho, cuz my old tranny had a couple of holes in it from where the O.E. clutch shattered. oops.||68.158.11.134||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000008||Gvr4-330||02-23-2004||10:16 PM||||It's not really powershifting when I do it because I wait for the rev's to match the speed and the gear lever just kinda falls into gear if you apply a tiny bit of pressure.  As long as the speeds are matched properly, it was never a problem.<br /><br />If you did it right, you never ground the gears or anything.  I did it when I was too lazy to hit the clutch (not very often, but sometimes).  It's also just something I played with.  Oh, and I definately never did it at anything above 3500rpm... only when driving slowly around town.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.144||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||02-23-2004||10:24 PM||||I've driven dumptrucks (diesels) and not used the clutch, which is normal. But the one time I tried it with one of these trannys convinced me not to anymore. These things are tempermental as it is and I'm not going to do anything to risk damaging mine. Especially after a I spent $2k on parts and rebuilt it myself.||68.115.168.208||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||Gvr4-330||02-23-2004||10:28 PM||||I would say 99% of my shifts are done with the clutch.  Just every once in awhile I'll do it without and I think it's cause I don't like the way the clutch feels in this Galant, because I don't do it in the other Galant and that was kind of a subconscious thing.<br /><br />Like I said, I'd never had a problem before, and it even came in handy once when the slave cylinder blew and I had to limp the car home without the use of the clutch.<br /><br />Anyway, back to the original question.  Is this the symptom of a broken shift fork?<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.144||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000011||sjg||02-24-2004||01:37 AM||||Stuck in 4th?  That's a broken 3-4 shift fork or possibly rail.  Most likely the fork, not much else it can be.  I just finished replacing one in the green car, I purchased the fork, roll pin, etc. from the local Mitsu. dealership (roommate works in parts, I get his prices, h0h0), but shortly thereafter found out the EVO III steel forks are available for hardly any more money from partznet.  It's not too bad to do yourself, the one I just did was my first, I have some documentation on it if you'd like.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||02-24-2004||08:13 AM||||I bet you broke a shifter cable. Look very carefully under the shift boot where the cable enters it's housing. One of the two cables is probably bent and needs to be replaced.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||dlpinckney||02-24-2004||08:46 AM||||I would say it is a broken shift fork.  Sounds exactly like what I did on the dragstrip once.  If you put the shifter in neutral, and slowly let the clutch out the car will try to move.  If you put it in the gear it is stuck in, it will do the same.  However, if you put it in any other gear and try to let the clutch out, it will feel "bound up" and stall because it is actully in two gears at once.  Good luck.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||02-24-2004||08:52 AM||||I doubt the cable is broke if he can put it in other gears, but not 4th.  It sounds like he can put it in two gears at once, causing the engine to stall.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||02-24-2004||09:03 AM||||I didn't read carefully enough.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000016||slvrblt||02-24-2004||01:58 PM||||Im not sure if you guys are throwing ideas out about my car of his, but I have another tranny in it now and its works fine. My cables are not broken, bushings may be a bit soft, but the cables are ok.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000017||sjg||02-24-2004||03:40 PM||||Not sure why people replace trannies over broken forks, I've seen it time and time again, and purchased several $50 GVR4 trannies with broken forks that people thought were useless. A new fork is something like $40, but by all means, if you break a shift fork .. buy a new transmission and sell your old one to me for $50, I'll take it.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes



ubb/Forum2/004797.cgi
A||||5||sleepyvr4||stock boost solenoid acting up...||||1||||sleepyvr4||00003137
Z||000000||sleepyvr4||02-23-2004||06:34 PM||sleepyvr4@excite.com||I recently installed a 3" machv intake on my galant.  I have 3" turboback, rewired pump, and portwork.  Well, w/ the stock solenoid boost was between 12psi and 19psi, very randomly.  I threw on my friend's mbc, and it was fine w/ a little creep (at 12psi it would creep to 14) - well I had to give it back for no reason, so I threw my stock solenoid back on.  I double checked the vacuum lines to connect on my dsm cd.  It was perfect for a day.  13psi, no creep or spike.  Today I drove it and it's hitting 16psi consistently.  Great.  At 12psi I'm going over 100% duty cycle and o2's have been as low as .80 - I'm looking for a good deal on a profec B ($180-200) but I'm changing my timing belt over spring break and I may as well throw in a clutch.  That's at least $300.  Any ideas on getting my boost to settle down?  I don't feel like wasting money (IMHO) on an mbc.  Any help appreciated.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||02-23-2004||09:49 PM||||Go to home depot and make a small MBC. It will cost you $5. You can get them on eBay for $10 shipped. If anything is a waste of money, its an EBC. I cant see sitting in my car and turning up the boost (except with a TXS DSMBC) worth $300-500. Call me cheap, I guess.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||02-23-2004||11:27 PM||||^^ I'm right with this guy.||24.21.86.243||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||sleepyvr4||02-24-2004||01:36 AM||||I'll try the depot job tomorrow.  thanks    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000004||jayru||02-24-2004||09:20 AM||||I have a Hallman Ceramic ball MBC comes with a heavy and light spring, and the ceramic ball allows better boost control. <br /><br />Boost was rock steady on my car. I paid $120 6 mon ago. I would take $75 shipped.<br /><br />I'm all for doing things cheaply, but when it comes to boost i just don't trust a bunch of home depot parts thrown together to do something it wasen't intended to do.<br /><br />Just my 2 cents, weather you buy my controler or not...||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||sleepyvr4||02-24-2004||08:03 PM||||well, I got my car to boost 11psi flawlessly by replacing all my vacuum lines w/ brand new 7/64 inner diameter vacuum lines (really small) using stock boost solenoid.  It lowered the boost and ran great.  I went to home depot anyways and picked up a bleeder valve.  Hooked it up and was surprised to see it spiked to 13psi and fell to 11psi and held the whole way.  It was 5 dollars.||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes



ubb/Forum2/004798.cgi
A||||9||QShip||Going to the Dyno..Fuel Questions||||1||||Kanihitit||00000300
Z||000000||QShip||02-23-2004||10:06 PM||kanihitit@yahoo.com||Guys,<br /><br />I am taking 530 to the dyno this weekend. I went by my DSM dyno shop last weekend and my well known DSM tuner had a couple concerns about a couple of items in my fuel setup. <br /><br />We are planning to try for 500+ whp (30lbs of boost), however my tuner says he doesnt believe my hipress 255 walboro can cut the mustard. <br /><br />Does anyone know how much hp the walboro pump can support?<br /><br />I have PTE 850 cc injectors. My tuner has lost a couple of high boost engines due to these (disc type not specifically PTE)injectors. He says that the disc in disc injectors sometimes waffles and stops spinning under high boost causing the injector to stick in an open or closed position. The cylinder is flooded if the injector freezes open and of course you get a "boom" if it is stuck closed. Anyone experienced or have comments on this? <br /><br />Not sure if I need to postpone my dyno runs and upgrade the fuel accordingly. My tuner and I have butted heads a few times on different issues and plans for this car. However, I'd rather spend a few hundred now then pay for another engine later.<br /><br />Thanks||68.218.109.55||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||02-23-2004||10:25 PM||||i'll say 2 things here:<br />1) I've never heard any issues with ball and disc injector failures in catastrophic ways. That doesn't mean it doesn't happen but I haven't heard it out of anybody in the DSM world.<br /><br />2) the fuel pump issue is all about pressure and flow. with 840 injectors you shouldn't have the base fuel pressure too high. Fuel pumps flow more at lower pressures. If you are at 40 psi base and add 30 psi boost you are at 70 psi. <br /><br />Lets say your walbro 255 (non HP but REWIRED) can flow 185 LPH at 73 psi. That's a base FP of 43 plus 30 psi of boost.<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumpflowrates.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/fuelpumpflowrates.htm</a><br /><br />Now 185 LPH = 2500 CC/minute of fuel delivering capacity<br /><br />What does this mean to you? Well if you need 100% DC on your 840cc injectors then you need 3360cc/min total capacity. Not good.<br /><br />*However* if I were going for 500+whp I'dt be on race gas and probably not near maxing out 840cc injectors at 43 psi. If you were at a max of 70% DC (reasonable to me) you need a total fuel delivery capacity of 2352cc/min. This is under your limit. You have to do the math for your own setup. A quick calculation by yours truely shows that a rewired supra pump is capable of delivering enough fuel for 1000cc/min injectors at 73psi if it's rewired. That should be good enough for almost anyone, even at 30 psi unless you have nitrous.<br /><br />Damn I hate when I prove my own setup inadaqute...try this external FP part number fed by your walbro in tank pump to correct this situation  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Bosh 0-580-254-967.<br /><br />That's all for now folks!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||02-24-2004||01:20 PM||||Bump...good read for anyone learning about their fuel systems  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||02-24-2004||06:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kanihitit:<br /><strong>  He says that the disc in disc injectors sometimes waffles and stops spinning under high boost causing the injector to stick in an open or closed position. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I SERIOUSLY question this. If you are providing a 1:1 increase in fuel pressure, the injector sees the same differential pressure across it. So, the disk is not under any different pressure, no matter how much boost you are running. Your "tuner" should know that. However, I could foresee a problem with running too high of a base pressure, to stretch the injectors, and that high hydrostatic pressure causing an injector not to open. Someone mentioned on here a few months ago about the Delphi injectors having this problem in some testing his company did. Just keep the base pressure under control, maybe even only the stock 37 psi base pressure.<br />If you are planning on using C16 to dyno the car, even conservatively you will be running a .55 BSFC. According to RC's site, to make 500 HP at 43 psi fuel pressure and a .55 BSFC, you need 808cc/min, or 848cc at 39psi. (the Delphi's are actually about 850cc, so I like this)<br />I may be mistaken, but I don't know how Pivvay got 2500cc/min from 185 lph. I get 185 X 1000 /60 = 3083cc/min., just a little less than needed. However, if you do the rewire, to ensure a constant 14 volts to the pump, the lph goes to 220 X 1000 /60 = 3666cc/min, more than enough. Of course, all this is contingent also on you needing 30psi to make 500 HP, which I can't define/answer for you. I would suggest starting at lower boost, and watching the A/F ratio with a wideband.||67.34.22.142||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||02-24-2004||07:39 PM||||i probably screwed up the math on this one but 185 LPH is rewired so you can't gain anything more there unless it's the walbro 255 HP which most aren't.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||QShip||02-24-2004||07:57 PM||||Chris and Jeff <br /><br />Thanks for the feedback..<br /><br />I have the HP GS 342 Walboro. It is rewired with 10 gauge wire directly from the battery post. Soooo based on the RRE info, I should be good to go. We will try to tune the car with 93 and the wideband for streetability up to about ~22-25 PSI.  After we get that sorted out we will go for MAX HP at 30-32 PSI.<br /><br />Again, Thanks for the Feedback.<br /><br />PS. Jeff, Thanks again for the "Chip" support.||68.153.75.119||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||02-24-2004||08:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kanihitit:<br /><strong>  my hipress 255 walboro </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He said he had the high pressure 255 lph, if I read right. 220.8 X 1000/60 = 3680cc/min /4 = enough fuel to support 920cc injectors.||67.34.22.142||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||02-24-2004||08:34 PM||||Dude ur name is tight, Kan-i-hit-it.  I just realized that.||12.144.250.15||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000008||mikel||02-25-2004||10:18 AM||||Aren't injectors generally rated @42psi?  how can we compare flow capacity @70psi vs numbers quoted @42psi, does anyone have a flow sheet showing flow rate @70psi?||198.184.0.254||reg||1||MikeL||00003518||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||02-25-2004||05:27 PM||||*Most* injectors are rated at 43.5 psi (3 bar), but not all. If you are talking about 73psi of fuel pressure with 30 lbs of boost, the injector flow does not change, because the DIFFERENTIAL pressure across the injector is the same. <br />However, if you are talking a change in BASE pressure, say 37 vs 43.5 psi, just divide the one by the other, and take the square root. So, 37/43.5 = .85, and the square root is .92, so an injector rated at 43.5 psi will flow 8% less at 37psi.||66.156.210.165||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
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A||||1||kazerak2||T/E/L control arms||||5||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||02-23-2004||10:51 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||does anyone know if a 1G eclipse d/s lower control arm fits a gvr4||12.217.60.215||reg||5||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-23-2004||11:22 PM||||Yes.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
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A||||7||coop||20g to ball bearing||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||02-24-2004||01:07 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||Any idea how I can convert my 20g to a ball bearing. Any help would be great. Thanks Colin||64.12.113.179||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||phat4||02-24-2004||02:28 PM||||This has been done in New Zealand by Motorsport Engineering<br /><br />They have used a TDO4L (Ball bearing) from a JDM only RVR<br /><br />Uses all Mitsi parts||219.88.32.141||reg||1||PHAT4||00003333||yes
Z||000002||AWDnot2||02-24-2004||03:44 PM||||When I was at buschur the other weekend, I heard them talking about how they didn't have much luck with ball bearing turbochargers. Then another guy said they were too expensive to rebuild and didn't last long.<br /><br />Just thought I would pass it along.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||02-25-2004||05:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PHAT4:<br /><strong> This has been done in New Zealand by Motorsport Engineering<br /><br />They have used a TDO4L (Ball bearing) from a JDM only RVR<br /><br />Uses all Mitsi parts </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please, more info.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||02-25-2004||01:12 PM||||Dumb question - why do you want to create a ball bearing 20G when you can buy a DSM direct-fit factory new Garrett BB for probably about the same price? I know you have the 20G now, but wouldn't it be easier / cheaper to sell it and buy a new turbo?<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When I was at buschur the other weekend, I heard them talking about how they didn't have much luck with ball bearing turbochargers. Then another guy said they were too expensive to rebuild and didn't last long.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've heard questionable reliability about the Turbonetics BB turbos, but good things about the true Garrett BBs. I know that new center cartridges for the BB Garretts are only ~$800, so they aren't outrageously expensive. So there may be two different issues here since not all of the BB turbos are the same.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||phat4||02-25-2004||02:23 PM||||The RVR is a JDM only people mover (7 seats) <br /><br />It kind looks like a mini van as you yanks would call it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />However there is the RVR Hyper Gear that is a 2 door and comes with the Evo 3 runing gear but with 450cc inj, top mount I/C  and TD04L<br /><br />This TDo4l has a ball bearing core - It is the ONLY Mitsi Turbo to do so<br /><br />Steve has fitted his TD06 cover to the TDO4 core....the result a ball bearing 20G , 22G or 25G<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||219.88.30.215||reg||1||PHAT4||00003333||yes
Z||000006||RayH||02-25-2004||03:20 PM||||To us in the US, the RVR is a Mitsubishi Expo on steroids.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000007||drew||02-25-2004||05:29 PM||||Expo LRV to be more specific.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
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q!HKS AFR **NEW Question**!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2453070.0111!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2453070.0111!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q~Dave Brode IC pipes cause reverse pressure drop!~,
q!4!,
q!9!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2453070.0943!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2453070.1844!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q~I broke a bolt!!!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2453070.1506!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!agrabau!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2453070.1710!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147/1000!,
q!car wont turn over/start!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!11:57 AM!,
q!2453062.1157!,
q!147/1000!,
q!00002688!,
q!147/1000!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2453064.0036!,
q!147/1000!,
q!00002688!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!Door molding question!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2453062.1229!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2453063.1347!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ermer!,
q!Stock 2G Radio Install!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!12:40 PM!,
q!2453062.1240!,
q!Ermer!,
q!00003493!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2453063.1224!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!Inside car temperature sensor!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2453062.1302!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2453062.1835!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!gas leak!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2453062.1337!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2453063.1337!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!Spring spacers!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2453062.1410!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!00003030!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!03:53 PM!,
q!2453062.1553!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!fuel pressure!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2453062.1457!,
q!Z-1 Jon!,
q!00002656!,
q!number3!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2453062.1504!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Logger glitches + Qs!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2453062.1635!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2453063.1600!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rrustedcage!,
q!flywheel dowel!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2453066.1223!,
q!ryan!,
q!00001263!,
q!rrustedcage!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!04:10 AM!,
q!2453068.0410!,
q!ryan!,
q!00001263!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!Metal head gasket?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2453062.1651!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2453063.1717!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!00000500!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bill!,
q!EVO 8 DAMPING RATE!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!06:19 PM!,
q!2453062.1819!,
q!Bill!,
q!00000334!,
q!markrieb!,
q!02-29-2004!,
q!04:17 PM!,
q!2453065.1617!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jay4g63t!,
q!safc install !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2453066.1246!,
q!jay4g63t!,
q!00003658!,
q!yiutsang!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2453067.1015!,
q!Yiuwa!,
q!00002140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostedvr4ced!,
q!Will 1992 e,t,l shifter work on my 91 galant vr-4??!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!04:50 PM!,
q!2453066.1650!,
q!boostedvr4g63t!,
q!00002811!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2453067.1739!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Will a HKS Super AFR S AFR  work with a Apexi SAFC 2!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!07:10 PM!,
q!2453066.1910!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!Notorius!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2453066.2318!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!Spec clutch!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2453066.1949!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!unccGST!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!01:33 PM!,
q!2453067.1333!,
q!unccGST!,
q!00002467!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DMX84!,
q!anyone experience vacuum leak?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2453066.1956!,
q!DMX84!,
q!00003182!,
q!DMX84!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!11:04 AM!,
q!2453067.1104!,
q!DMX84!,
q!00003182!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q~O2 flatlines with headlights?!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2453066.2128!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2453067.2210!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REB!,
q!Al Blaha Flapper Door!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2453066.2252!,
q!REB!,
q!00002494!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2453067.1529!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Here's another first. Fitting an EVO 8 Turbo to a 1G!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2453066.2344!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2453067.2133!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!getboosted!,
q!Turbo Timer Wiring Harness!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2453070.1531!,
q!getboosted!,
q!00000668!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2453070.1754!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!rittscher44gg6633!,
q!block swap!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2453067.0013!,
q!Danny_Boy!,
q!00003687!,
q!rittscher44gg6633!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2453067.0013!,
q!Danny_Boy!,
q!00003687!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Jdm lites!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2453070.1952!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!hecdws!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!08:46 PM!,
q!2453070.2046!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Need some non-galant help!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2453062.1832!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!curtis!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!11:45 PM!,
q!2453062.2345!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!T R Posten!,
q!Installing a air/fuel gauge. Need Help.!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!07:10 PM!,
q!2453062.1910!,
q!T R Posten!,
q!00003075!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2453062.2326!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!radiator support??!,
q!2!,
q!2!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2453062.2005!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2453063.0052!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!fender dimensions!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2453062.2127!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!12:26 PM!,
q!2453063.1226!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!formerscoobyguy!,
q!fmic!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2453063.0037!,
q!formerscoobyguy!,
q!00002588!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!02:03 AM!,
q!2453064.0203!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JoshWeaver!,
q!Car won't start!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2453063.0110!,
q!Josh Weaver!,
q!00003241!,
q!JoshWeaver!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!02:34 AM!,
q!2453067.0234!,
q!Josh Weaver!,
q!00003241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!did first log have ?'s!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!07:14 AM!,
q!2453063.0714!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!crucible!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!03:50 PM!,
q!2453063.1550!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!My selected parts - compatibility - Cams &amp; Management!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!08:29 AM!,
q!2453063.0829!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!QShip!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!10:44 AM!,
q!2453066.1044!,
q!Kanihitit!,
q!00000300!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Tranny built for low 12s ?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!02:04 AM!,
q!2453067.0204!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2453069.0016!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Evo 8 Turbo fitting 1G head. (yes it does) !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!10:45 AM!,
q!2453063.1045!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!12:07 PM!,
q!2453063.1207!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!SPEEDO GEAR IN TRANS???!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2453067.1148!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!Tevenor!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!10:20 AM!,
q!2453070.1020!,
q!Tevenor!,
q!00001607!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q~Need Help RIGHT NOW!!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2453063.1511!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!02-29-2004!,
q!11:37 AM!,
q!2453065.1137!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Which way does your fan blow?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2453067.1441!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!09:13 AM!,
q!2453068.0913!,
q!Greenvr4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!7kraus7!,
q!mounting batt where the charcoal canister is!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!04:29 PM!,
q!2453067.1629!,
q!7kraus7!,
q!00002578!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2453069.2259!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!7kraus7!,
q!drive train noise on decel!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!04:47 PM!,
q!2453067.1647!,
q!7kraus7!,
q!00002578!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!11:06 PM!,
q!2453069.2306!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!00000065!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RoderickBertsch!,
q!Gvr4 Carpet customization!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2453067.1648!,
q!Beat-Down-Unit!,
q!00003694!,
q!RoderickBertsch!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2453068.2300!,
q!Beat-Down-Unit!,
q!00003694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!injectors maxed at 10psi?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2453067.1717!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2453069.1148!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KenW!,
q!ABS to Non-ABS conversion!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2453067.1903!,
q!KenW!,
q!00000403!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2453068.1845!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!00000031!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Car missing &amp; check engine light comes on!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2453067.1915!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2453067.2147!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!maninblack!,
q!T/E/L and GVR4 parts compatibility!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2453067.2138!,
q!maninblack!,
q!00003259!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!03-03-2004!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2453068.2219!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!new info on my O2 voltage problem!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2453063.1557!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!12:38 AM!,
q!2453064.0038!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!? about using OEM 2g clutch disk with ACT PP !,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!04:57 PM!,
q!2453063.1657!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2453064.2230!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Weird throttle cable condition...!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2453063.1726!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!Jose!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!11:48 PM!,
q!2453064.2348!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!headlights/low beams!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2453063.1736!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!keydiver!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2453063.2036!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doug Thomas!,
q!Brake lock up!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!07:29 AM!,
q!2453064.0729!,
q!Doug Thomas!,
q!00000077!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!08:40 PM!,
q!2453067.2040!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q~HELP!...Base timing question~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2453064.1154!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!keydiver!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2453064.2315!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!thoughts on this please!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2453064.1251!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!00003391!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2453064.1251!,
q!gassa1963!,
q!00003391!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
};
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A||||5||atc250r||Anybody ever tried this AFPR?||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||02-24-2004||05:11 PM||johngmr@yahoo.com||I was looking around for a more affordable alternative to the aeromotive and I came across this:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mustangwarehouse.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Product_Code=KPP5071" target="_blank">http://www.mustangwarehouse.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Product_Code=KPP5071</a><br /><br />It looks like a pretty good deal, it even comes with the AN fittings. Here is a line to the suppliers site:<br /><br /><a href="https://www.kirbanperformance.com/index_turboregal.htm" target="_blank">https://www.kirbanperformance.com/index_turboregal.htm</a><br /><br />Unless someone here has a horror story about this one too I am going to order it.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000001||Kibo||02-24-2004||05:53 PM||||Interesting...I wonder if those are being made by Mike Licht? ( <a href="http://www.fullthrottlespeed.com" target="_blank">Full Throttle Speed</a> )<br /><br />The 'universal' version looks the same; he makes a bolt-on 1G version as well.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000002||atc250r||02-24-2004||09:18 PM||||Well I ordered one tonight, I'll let you all know how it works next week (hopefully). I'd be willing to bet they are being made by someone else but Mike is selling them, I just happened to get the best deal directly from Kirban. The other site said "free shipping on internet orders" and then tried to whack me with an $8.00 "handling fee". I hate when businesses try that BS. Anyway, it was cheaper overall to get it from Kirban. I guess I'll be ordering for the AN fittings next.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000003||jayru||02-24-2004||09:42 PM||||I had a rail mount AFPR from krbin on my mustang. I was very happy with it...||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||LunarShadow||02-25-2004||07:22 PM||||Crap guys, we've covered this before. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004767#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004767#000000</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004409#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004409#000000</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004287" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004287</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000339#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000339#000000</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000336#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000336#000000</a><br /><br />There may be more.  <br /><br />They all have one thing in common and that is Kirban Performance.  Good part, horrible availability.  Most retail vendors will drop ship from Kirban.  You don't ever know if they are actually in stock.  It's best to ask if they have it in front of them and demand a tracking number immediately or the day after.  If they hesitate, be wary. Ask them if they "Drop Ship" the part.  If so, ask them to check the availability.<br /><br />$109 is very good price.  I do know what the wholesale is, and no I won't tell.<br /><br />It cost me all of $16 to hook the thing up to the stock rail.||172.173.90.22||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000005||atc250r||02-26-2004||04:57 PM||||Not too bad, I ordered it at 10pm on Tuesday and it arrived at 3pm on Thursday. I understand about the availability problems, this was the only one Kirban had in stock! If anyone else is interested in one ask if it is in stock before ordering and I would only order from Kirban since it appears that they are the source for other dealers. Heres a pic:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2963&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes



ubb/Forum2/004802.cgi
A||||0||DMX84||Which torque speck?||||4||||DMX84||00003182
Z||000000||DMX84||02-24-2004||06:00 PM||dmx84@earthlink.net||This is pertaining to the 4 bolts that mounts the turbo to the exhaust manifold. I posted a reply to the original post, but no response. So I made a new topic.<br /><br />Okay, I got my special washers & new copper gasket form Forced Performance.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    I looked in the factory manual and it said to torque these bolts to 40-47 ft.lbs. However since this is a newer 95 setup using the newer style washers I need to torque it to the newer speck? Here is why I ask, in a chiltons book for '90-'98 Eclipse it tells me to torque them to 20-23 ft.lbs. This is half the torque of the old style with one washer! Is this correct?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.235.99.139||reg||4||DMX84||00003182||yes



ubb/Forum2/004803.cgi
A||||13||pudhed||PCV valve and vacuum leak||||1||||pudhed||00000339
Z||000000||pudhed||02-24-2004||06:00 PM||||I've never seen this posted on the forums, so I though I'd mention it.<br /><br />A lot of people disconnect the hose going from the valve cover to the intake, and put it into a catch can, or just let it hang there. This is BAD, and will create a huge vacuum leak. <br /><br />The crankcase is open to the intake manifold under vacuum, and the air will get sucked in through the catch can, directly through the crankcase, and into the intake manifold. You can stick you finger over the end of this hose at idle and feel the air being sucked in.<br /><br />One solution is to get a PCV valve from pep boys or kragen and stick it inline with the hose, so engine blowby can escape, but no air can enter.||66.218.52.237||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes
Z||000001||DMX84||02-24-2004||06:03 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    Not sure about that because there is another hose without any check/pvc valve. <br />Shouldn�t this also cause a vacuum leak like you are describing?||67.235.99.139||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||02-24-2004||06:29 PM||||And, how is breathing in fresh air, through the catchcan filter, different than sucking in air that has come in through the MAS filter?||67.34.22.142||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||02-24-2004||06:59 PM||||dont you leave the PCV valve in place when you use a catch can, otherwise there is no way to hook the catch can hose to the crankcase since the PCV valve is what the hose attatches to.||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||sleepyvr4||02-24-2004||07:57 PM||||I just did the catchcan mod today.  I got a 1/8 fitting at home depot, replaced pcv valve.  ran a hose from that to the can.  It's fine.  I didn't notice any huge vacuum leaks.  My car ran/idled the same.||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||02-25-2004||04:55 AM||||This guy has the most accurate username ever.||24.21.86.243||reg||11||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||pudhed||02-25-2004||08:59 AM||||The air coming in through the catchcan is not going through the MAF, therefore the ECU doesn't know about it.<br /><br />The vacuum leak follows this path: <br />Catch can filter -> crankcase vent hose -> crankcase -> pcv valve -> manifold.<br /><br />The definition of a vacuum leak is air that is entering the engine without being metered by the maf. You can have a lot of vacuum leaks before your car won't run at all, but your car won't run well either. Your low fuel trim will be off, and your car will be hard to tune.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes
Z||000007||#258||02-25-2004||09:48 AM||||Wow!!!!!!!  Following that logic im going to remove the vac line to my power brake booster. Might as well take out my emissions canisters as well.  I wonder what would happen if I plugged my pcv valve................................  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000008||getboosted||02-25-2004||09:49 AM||||That's why I got one of these: <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/greddycatchcan.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/instructions/greddycatchcan.htm</a><br /><br />-Tuan-<br />GVR-4 #1421||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000009||meshwork||02-25-2004||10:09 AM||||I think we're talking about two different things here.<br /><br />If you are looking at the engine bay from the front of the car, on the left hand side of the valve cover is what you run the catch can to, right? And the small hose on the back side of the valve cover that connects to the intake manifold is the PCV valve? <br /><br />I've known lots of people that have run the line on the left hand side to a catch can and had no problems.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000010||PJGross||02-25-2004||11:01 AM||||I think the point is not to run anything back from the catch can to the intake manny.  Plug that port on the manifold.<br /><br />Mysterious boost leak problem solved.<br /><br />Do whatever you want to the PCV and other bung on the valve cover.  Typically you can ditch the PCV and use a fitting as stated above to provide better ventillation, though you will lose vacuum scavenging effect.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.42||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000011||PJGross||02-25-2004||11:06 AM||||Ok, didn't see you were from CA and need smog approval.  Either use the type above from RRE or use the style you have and reconnect the PCV to the manny for emissions check, then swap back to the plugged bung on the manny for normal use with an open to the air type catch can.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.42||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000012||pudhed||02-25-2004||02:59 PM||||There's a lot of trashtalking on this thread by people who obviously didn't read the original post   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />The RRE catch can setup is actually the best solution, you get no unmetered air, and you still get ventilation through the crankcase. <br /><br />Testing this on my friend's car with the logger, the O2 trim % at idle was 30 higher when running an open crankase breather than when running a closed crankcase breather.<br /><br />If anyone still isn't understanding what I'm talking about, there's a diagram of this on page 9-8 of the DSM Technical Information Manual that's included on the shop manual CD||66.218.52.237||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes
Z||000013||sleepyvr4||02-25-2004||03:48 PM||||that's the R2D2 of catchcans!||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes



ubb/Forum2/004804.cgi
A||||6||jas3113||Which can I use?||||1||||jas3113||00003274
Z||000000||jas3113||02-24-2004||06:50 PM||jas3113@aol.com||Hi,<br /><br />I'm new to the vr-4 board, I don't have a VR4 per say, but I do have it's older brother, 90 GGSX.  <br /><br />I just had a question, I have a exhuast for my 1g's t/e/l awd lying around and I wanted to know if I can use the exhaust from them?  I have a 3" turbo back, but heard that the 1g awd is shorter then the galant exhaust. <br /><br />So my question is which side is the perfect fit, the DP or the cat back?<br /><br />BTW this going thru a turbo conversion.<br /><br />John||68.237.16.117||reg||1||jas3113||00003274||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-25-2004||04:59 AM||||Do a search; this has been covered exactly 8 kajillion times.<br /><br />To cut you some slack for being a newbie, the DP is a perfect match, but the catback needs to be approximately 1 foot longer.  Need more exact info?  Do a search.<br /><br />Oh, and your sig is stupid.  Change it, or I will repeatedly refer to it as being stupid.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Welcome aboard!  The GVR4's redheaded stepchild (being NT) is always welcome in these parts, as long as you promise to mod it, lol.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||jas3113||02-25-2004||07:19 AM||||Thanks theymightbegalants, I did try searching but might have searched under the wrong terms.<br /><br />if you wantd to know what's been done or what's being done to the cars in my sig just ask   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />modding will commence this w/e with a 4 bolt and 5 lug swap, 92 grill and jdm light going on too.  Motor is being built   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />John||68.237.16.117||reg||1||jas3113||00003274||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||02-26-2004||02:46 AM||||Man, you don't wast time fooling around, do you?  Impressive list of first round mods.  Good luck to you!<br /><br />What else did you need to know about the exhaust?  Since our cars gain the length in the middle, to make more room for the rear seat passengers, that's where the extra exhaust length needs to be.  So, if you have an exhaust shop you trust, you can take an entire 1G exhaust to them and have them make an addition to have it fit your car.  This will allow you to then resell it down the road to a DSMer, a much larger market.  Like I said, the DP is fine, use that as is.  Also, the catback can be used as is, but there will be about a 1 foot gap between the cat and the catback.  The shop can then just fab up a sort of off road pipe style extension to join the two, or say fuck it and just have them fab up an extra long offroad pipe.<br /><br />Oh, and your sig is stupid.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||atc250r||02-26-2004||10:27 AM||||Doesn't it come up a bit short at the rear bumper too? Someone correct me if I am wrong.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-26-2004||10:30 AM||||That would be the 1 foot gap Jon mentioned.||24.12.59.172||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||jas3113||03-02-2004||09:33 AM||||Thanks theymightbegalants, didn't realize there was any response.<br /><br />I'll just have a test pipe fabbed up to be longer. <br /><br />btw: is it better with out the sig  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />John||168.100.247.82||reg||1||jas3113||00003274||yes



ubb/Forum2/004805.cgi
A||||11||vr4fun||K&amp;N||||14||||vr4fun||00002376
Z||000000||vr4fun||02-24-2004||09:53 PM||||Hi All,<br /><br />       Is it worth while putting a replacement k&n air filter in the oem air box, will it make a difference / worthwhile difference???<br /><br />car is stock.... planning a 2.5" exhaust & mbc<br /><br />cheers<br /><br />Andrew||220.244.224.10||reg||14||vr4fun||00002376||yes
Z||000001||atc250r||02-24-2004||10:09 PM||||As long as you are going to carve up the air can I'd say yes.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-24-2004||10:27 PM||||i have an hks powerflo, 50 bucks, shipped.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||number3||02-25-2004||01:17 PM||||The K&N is a good safe upgrade. What I mean by that is that it can not hurt to do it.<br /><br />I personally would not cut up the air box and no offense Ken but I would never put a HKS filter on my car again unless they stopped the issue of the filter falling apart and being sucked up piece by piece into the turbo and intake. (Sell it on ebay   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   )<br /><br />If you really want the K&N element to be exposed you can simply remove the top part of the can and use the OEM clips to hold down the filter.<br /><br />Replacing the OEM intake pipe to the turbo is also a very good thing to do. It increases response etc.<br /><br />Have you removed the paper silencer (star looking thing) from the MAS?<br /><br />Harry||64.139.80.227||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||02-25-2004||01:27 PM||||I would definetly do it. Don't carve up the air can. If the filter is exposed under the hood, not only does it suck in much hotter air, you can actually loose power. Let me explain how this can happen. At certain speeds, air rushing by the engine compartment can actually create a negative pressure area. This is not good. You always want positive pressure on your intake if possible. If I remember correctly, just the K&N filter in the stock intake can nets about 11-15hp and around 20ft/lbs of torque. This is according to the Turbo magazine VR4 buildup. <br /><br />So to sum it up, yes do replace your stock filter with a K&N, but don't cut up the can, unless you are going to make a shield so the filter is not sucking in hot underhood air.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-25-2004||01:35 PM||||"Abe-hay" is right.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I datalogged the air temps as follows:<br /><br />1) K&N and stock can in stock location<br />2) K&N and open can with TEL style intake<br /><br />The temps were lower in case 1) by 10-20F. This was on a 85 degree day on the same road back to back. <br /><br />Its best to build a shield like bob in chicago has if using an open can.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||02-25-2004||01:56 PM||||Here's my coldair box (black cover is moved to the back) with a K&N on GVR4 filter/mas plate:<br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2949&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />With cover on:<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2951&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000007||atc250r||02-25-2004||02:10 PM||||Nice set up Bob, I am going to try that once I get my "real" intake and lose the PVC pipe.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000008||vr4fun||02-25-2004||05:48 PM||||Thanks Everyone for your input,<br /><br />You've made my decision for me <br /><br />I shall go order me one now........   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   <br /><br />One more question, i was at the exhaust shop the other day and the fella started talking to me about doing the pipe from the wastegate or somthin' when i get me exhaust done - is this the down pipe??? and is it worth while doing (going for a 2.5" turbo back) sorry for the description but when he was talking my face looked like this    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <br /><br />yours probably looks that way after the way i've asked that question......<br /><br />cheers<br /><br />Andrew||220.244.224.9||reg||10||vr4fun||00002376||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||02-25-2004||05:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vr4fun:<br /><strong> Thanks Everyone for your input,<br /><br />You've made my decision for me <br /><br />I shall go order me one now........   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   <br /><br />One more question, i was at the exhaust shop the other day and the fella started talking to me about doing the pipe from the wastegate or somthin' when i get me exhaust done - is this the down pipe??? and is it worth while doing (going for a 2.5" turbo back) sorry for the description but when he was talking my face looked like this    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <br /><br />yours probably looks that way after i've asked that question......<br /><br />cheers<br /><br />Andrew </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you can get him to make your downpipe, go for it. I would higly recomend a flex section as well.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||MidEngine210||02-25-2004||08:00 PM||||A heat shield is very necessary in my opinion if you have the stock intake with K&N and no can. Reason being is that once the car warms up, the fan on the radiator will pull all the hot air right at the intake. This is going to dramatically increase temps going into the turbo as verified by a datalogger. I simply made a heat shield from some materials at Home Depot. It only cost around $.63/sheet.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000011||MiSTER2||02-25-2004||09:03 PM||||My car went a bit funny after i installed the replacement K&N filter.   By the way i also ripped the zigzag silencer when i installed the K&N.  The revs went really high during idle at peak hour traffic (1500 to 2000rpm) and also the car stalled a few times. But interestingly it fixed itself after couple of days like the ecu had some sort of self learning function or sthg.  I also have to say i really didn't feel any difference between the factory and the K&N.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum2/004806.cgi
A||||12||atc250r||Weird fix for knock.||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||02-25-2004||04:48 PM||johngmr@yahoo.com||Ever since I put the 2G MAS, 560's, and Keydiver chip in I have been struggling with a knock issue. At 50% throttle I could get knock over 20 with only 10 psi of boost! Today I moved the source for the wastegate from being T'd with the BOV off the intake and hooked it directly to the fitting on the outlet pipe of the turbo. Believe it or not the part throttle knock is almost gone entirely and on a WOT run the knock stays at zero until boost creep pushes the boost to 15 or 16 psi and that was 3rd gear so the stock IC was probably pretty hot by then. Furthermore the boost used to creep up to 21 psi now the peak meter on the TT shows 19.5 psi. Hopefully this can help someone else who is dealing with similar issues. Now I just have to get this boost under control and I'll be   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000001||crucible||02-25-2004||05:05 PM||||You're getting IC heat soak in this weather?<br />You just put in the 2g mas so maybe the ECU needs a little time to "warmup"?<br />Dunno.Ive been eyeing your progress  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||02-25-2004||07:58 PM||||i had a real simple fix for my knock issues. an sx afpr. after install last week i have had no more knock issues im talking 0 knock on 1.3 bar of boost 18.? of boost i do have some other upgrades all listed but hey no knock. <br /><br />hector||64.12.113.12||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||atc250r||02-25-2004||08:37 PM||||I am glad to hear that the AFPR worked for you, Hec. I am putting in a similar set up next week so hopefully it'll take care of what knock is left. Anybody think it is worth going to a 34mm flapper on a 14B if it wont cost more than the price of the flapper? I want to run the 14 B for a while so maybe it would be worth my while.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||02-25-2004||09:01 PM||||I put the big flapper on mine and a 7cm housing.  Ported the crap out of it.  Spools quite quick with my short piping and holds boost very steady.||64.63.226.116||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||02-25-2004||09:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong>1.3 bar of boost 18.? hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">19.11 PSI  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||63.184.73.228||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||02-25-2004||10:15 PM||||Nice!  I gotta get my POS put together and running right!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.41.84.91||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||Mitsuturbo||02-26-2004||12:11 AM||||maybe he meant 1.3kg/cm.. easy mistake<br /><br />as for the AFPR.. are you guys upping the FP, or is the AFPR just doing a better job of keeping up the rising rate as boost comes in?  i have often suspected that the little diaphragm in my FPR is somehow fluttering and not "keeping up" with boost.. is this possible?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000008||hecdws||02-26-2004||07:49 AM||||yea you might be right on the bar whatever the greddy gauge reads for boost im at 1.3. ont he afpr i raised the fp a bit but it does a better job of controlling fuel when a big pump is installed is my opinion.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000009||atc250r||02-26-2004||10:24 AM||||I have a big pump in mine and I think the pressure was up around 47psi. I checked it when I first got the car running so it has been a while. It wasn't too bad with the 450's but even though Jeff's chip compensates for 550's I've got 560's and way too much fuel pressure. All the trims are at 81%. The AFPR is definitely needed with the big pumps and a good idea for extra tuning ability. According to UPS mine should be here today, if the plumbing comes in I know what I am gonna be up to on Saturday.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000010||Mitsuturbo||02-26-2004||11:02 PM||||i actually raised my FP using an NA FPR, and it seems to work well so far.. i believe it's the same FPR the 2nd gen DSMs use, since the 2g runs more FP than the 1g/gvr4<br /><br /> <b>i have heard the term "overrunning" the FPR.. does this mean fuel is blowing it open even though boost is trying to hold it shut?</b>||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000011||Mitsuturbo||02-27-2004||01:11 AM||||any experienced input on this?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||02-27-2004||01:25 AM||||over running means that fuel can't be bypassed fast enough by the FPR so FP rises higher than it's supposed to be by BASE + boost.  Most common at vacuum and low boost. Shouldn't effect WOT performance but you should fix it anyway. Anyone with a big upgraded pump probably needs one...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum2/004807.cgi
A||||12||Rasko Da Gama||A few 4G63 DOHC n/a upgrade questions - please help||||10||||Rasko Da Gama||00000835
Z||000000||Rasko Da Gama||02-25-2004||04:53 PM||crazyrasko@hotmail.com||I am sorry if I'm bothering you with questions about 4G63 n/a, but I really think you fellas could help me out.<br />Anyway, I have a 1990 E39A Galant GTi / 4G63 DOHC, AWD, 4WS, AC, All power, ABS etc... 110kW/150HP. I am reading this forum every day for the past 3 years, and I must say I've learned a lot from you fellas - thanx a lot   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I'm in love with this place   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Since VR-4s were never sold in Europe (btw: my dream car) it is very hard to grab hands on it. So after 3 years of driving 1991 SOHC AWD Galant, I sold it and bought AWD DOHC for about $2200 USD. There are only 5 AWD DOHC Galants in my country - so yeah - they are very rare. I have plans for it, but all step by step. First, I'll do a new paint job (2 weeks from now I'm painting my baby metallic BLACK), next I'll try to put some more HP out of it - and here I need your advice.<br />I know that putting a turbo on n/a car is pain in the ass - and much easyer is to just do a 4G63T swap. But this is not what I'm thinking of now.<br /><br />So right up to the question. This is my plan of mods that could be useful on my n/a 4G63:<br />- 2G MAS with K&N / custom made intake pipe from MAS to intake many / relocation of battery to the place where air box is now and reverse<br />- Polishing the guts of my intake<br />- Polishing and porting the head / want to make bigger exhaust ports for better torque<br />- Custom made polished exhaust manifold<br /><br />OK, so far so good, but here comes the tricky part   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />- What about CAMS? Can I use HKS 264 or 272 cams? Wich combination is better for my n/a engine? Are stock GVR-4 cams the same as mine - if not - would it be better to just put in stock GVR-4 cams?<br />- When putting in cams like up mentioned, what else should I change? Valves, valve springs and retainers? Cam gears?<br />- Will my stock 240cc injectors handle these mods or should I just get stock gvr4 450cc ones?<br /><br />OK, let it be for now - I apologize for posting so many questions, but I really need some help. Here where I live, there are no Mitsubishi freaks like me - most people just buy Honda and fit it with aftermarket bodykits - can I please throw up? <br /><br />I will be greatfull to all of you for every single answer - help me build up my 1990 "Old school" sleeper   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />With all the respect for all of you Galant lovers...<br />Rasko<br /><br />p.s. Here are some pictures of my car. Rims are stock 15s<br /> <img src="http://www.mobisux.com/album/data/500/19448Big-med.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.mobisux.com/album/data/500/19448013-med.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.mobisux.com/album/data/500/19448012-med.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />1 hour after I bought the car - engine looks much cleaner now ;-)<br /> <img src="http://www.mobisux.com/album/data/500/19448004-med.jpg" alt=" - " />||213.157.226.47||reg||10||Rasko Da Gama||00000835||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-25-2004||05:07 PM||||Congrats on the ride.<br /><br />I know that you can get the JDM vr4s in Russia. Maybe that is something you should look into.<br /><br />The first place I would start would be getting exhaust. I think 2.5" would be plenty for as much power as you are ever going to make. If you can get headers, that would also help. I know that the AMG Galant had a N/A 4g63, and it makes about 160hp I think. Do some searching and find out why that car makes more power. <br /><br />Exhaust, intake and headers. That's what you should focus on now. Do the head work after you have all of the bolt-on mods done. <br /><br />Also when you do the head, get it "shaved". This means removing some material from the surface of the head. This will increase compression.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||crucible||02-25-2004||05:36 PM||||<b>Here where I live, there are no Mitsubishi freaks like me - most people just buy Honda and fit it with aftermarket bodykits - can I please throw up? </b> <br /><br />Yes, you can  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||slowpokin699||02-25-2004||06:30 PM||||someone told me that the galant gsx (n/a dohc 4g63 awd) came with oil squirters already inside the blocks, unlike the n/a t/e/l's.  is this true?  maybe it wouldnt be too much a pain to turbocharge your car if it's just like the usdm galant gsx.||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000004||Rasko Da Gama||02-25-2004||06:36 PM||||Thanx for that info... And for permition to throw up    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Joke ;-)<br />But I am still confused about CAMS...<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slowpokin699:<br /><strong> someone told me that the galant gsx (n/a dohc 4g63 awd) came with oil squirters already inside the blocks, unlike the n/a t/e/l's.  is this true?  maybe it wouldnt be too much a pain to turbocharge your car if it's just like the usdm galant gsx. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm - intersesting. I never thought of that... This is something I will try to find out. But acording to DSM CD-manual USDM GSX and European GTi have the same 4G63...||213.157.226.47||reg||1||Rasko Da Gama||00000835||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||02-25-2004||07:48 PM||||Forget the cams. Do everything else first. Then experiment with cams.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||02-25-2004||10:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Rasko Da Gama:<br /><strong> E39A? <br />So right up to the question. This is my plan of mods that could be useful on my n/a 4G63:<br />- 2G MAS with K&N / custom made intake pipe from MAS to intake many / relocation of battery to the place where air box is now and reverse<br />- Polishing the guts of my intake<br />- Polishing and porting the head / want to make bigger exhaust ports for better torque<br />- Custom made polished exhaust manifold<br /><br />OK, so far so good, but here comes the tricky part    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />- What about CAMS? Can I use HKS 264 or 272 cams? Wich combination is better for my n/a engine? Are stock GVR-4 cams the same as mine - if not - would it be better to just put in stock GVR-4 cams?<br />- When putting in cams like up mentioned, what else should I change? Valves, valve springs and retainers? Cam gears?<br />- Will my stock 240cc injectors handle these mods or should I just get stock gvr4 450cc ones?<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">First off are they e38a's I know they gsx's are e39a is the cassis code of a vr4. Secondly do you reall think that you are out flowing you mas? I would leave that one in there thers is a somewhere around 12% fuel difference from the 1g-2g mas do you really want to change your fuel maps for that i.e. safc I wouldn't. Why port they intake manifold they make minimal power gains on turbos seems to be almost worthless on a n/a. Porting they head would be a good place to look for some more power along with shaving it. But I would put on a header ( a good one not a pacesetter I think hotshot make a nice one) and a 2 1/4" exhaust from header back. Make a cold air intake and remove those stupid intake resonators. If you really have your heart set on cams I would not run those cams you are looking at are to big for that motor I would go for 92+ n/t cams and 92+ pistons which make your compression 9.8:1 vs. you 9:1 if you really want to to could go a turbo intake cam since they have a 8 degree later intake valve closing, the exhaust cams is the same on the 92+ and turbo motor. There is no reason to change the valves they are the same as the turbo's and will be fine for you . If you really want you can use cam gears I would not due to compexity of tuning they (read dyno tuning) minimal power gains and risk of them sliping  and making the valves and pistons try to occupie the same space at the same time (read bent valves), if I remeber right most people end up only running one I think it was the intake one due to the exhaust having VERY minimal gains (I could be backward on the which one they do not use it could be the exhaust was used but not the intake). And lastly I would not use 450's you will run REALLY rich if not compincated for i.e afc and you will end up tuning them back down to almost stock flow anyway. I would how ever send yours out to get cleaned ( not just using the fuel injector cleaner you put in the tank). But the very first thing you need to do is a GOOD tune up I.E o2 sensor, fuel filter, ngk or denso plugs, good 8mm wires, and jive a goo once over on the motor check everything out and make sure the car is sound before tuning it.||63.184.73.228||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||Rasko Da Gama||02-26-2004||02:21 AM||||<b>First off are they e38a's I know they gsx's are e39a is the cassis code of a vr4.</b> <br /><br />But USDM GSX doesn't have 4WS as far as I know... In my documents I can see only this code: E39A<br />But under the hood in the place where chasis No. is listed I see two codes. One has E39A in the middle, but the other one has E38A in the middle... <br />Anyway - So best to do first is complete exhaust system, some good polished exhaust manifold, and increasing the compression (doing a shaved job on the head...). Putting injectors out and cleaning them "phisically" sounds like a good idea. After all my car has about 130k Miles on it (208k kilometers), and previous owner - 55 years old man - used this car for ocasional driving. Before I bought it, the car wasn't used for about 8 months...||212.30.71.133||reg||1||Rasko Da Gama||00000835||yes
Z||000008||Rasko Da Gama||02-26-2004||08:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"turbogalant"...But I would put on a header ( a good one not a pacesetter I think <b>hotshot</b> make a nice one)...</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Will a 2G fit? I've found just this one:<br /> <a href="http://www.hotshot.com/headers/MT3041.htm" target="_blank">http://www.hotshot.com/headers/MT3041.htm</a>||212.30.71.133||reg||1||Rasko Da Gama||00000835||yes
Z||000009||BlackHole||02-26-2004||01:37 PM||||Depends how far you want to get into this but the 92 Galant NA pistons are 9.8:1 CR. Personally I'd skip that and go straight to building a 2.3L stroker at ~11:1 CR. Use a stock DSM NT intake cam [not sure if it is different] + 91-94 5spd MT turbo exhaust cam + header should get you around 175 whp SAE. For exhaust, if you can get a GVR4 stock cat-back exhaust cheap that will be enough for what you need until you start w/ turbo or N20. For that hp level you'll need injectors in the 300cc range.<br /><br />Then again, for all of that work you could just throw in a turbo motor and be done with it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />I wouldn't touch the head - its too big already and hogging out will lose power. If I was building an NT I'd use a small-port 2G head to keep intake velocity up.<br /><br />FWIW, none of the 1G NT motors in the US including the E38A GGSX AWD have oil squirters.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000010||gassa1963||02-26-2004||02:00 PM||||Here in the uk the e39a galant doesn't come with a turbo.  Mine is the same as yours and it is difficult to find mods here.  If you have any luck finding any tune up parts for yours please let me know.<br /><br />  Best regards Gary<br /> p.s I have heard that lancer evo 1 2 and 3 have same layout of engine and transmission as ours, that would be a nice upgrade.||62.252.0.6||reg||1||gassa1963||00003391||yes
Z||000011||turbogalant||02-26-2004||05:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Rasko Da Gama:<br />Will a 2G fit? I've found just this one:<br />   <a href="http://www.hotshot.com/headers/MT3041.htm" target="_blank">http://www.hotshot.com/headers/MT3041.htm</a> [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The 2g n/t are a 420a chrysler motor not a 4g63 so not it will not work. It may not be hot shot that is why I said "I think" it may have been for the infinity g20 my brother was looking for. I just mean don't go pacesetter they suck. The more I think about it I would try to get custom pistons made up for the car I know JE will make custom ones, because our buick lesabre has 10.5:1 JE's in it that were custom made for the 3.8L it has. If you were to do that I would port the head and get it done by some one who knows these motors if you can and get the turbo or n/t cams from 92+. Also I was just asking if they wer e38a's or e39a's I was not sure because I only know the usdm motors, so all the info I am giving you is for a usdm motor which should be the same. Oh and the info I posted is correct because I pulled it from my galant factory service manual and the caps cd. Sorry about all of my typo's also I usually go back and reread what I wrote but really can't now because I need to be studing for my finals this week, which yes I should be doing now, but wanted to help you out. You also may want to find a mitsu 2.4L motor to work on. Also post what comes out of this, I had been thinking about doing up a n/t motor to have as a DD.||65.177.240.144||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000012||Rasko Da Gama||02-27-2004||03:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>...I need to be studing for my finals this week, which yes I should be doing now, but wanted to help you out...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Thanx a lot. This is some very usefull information I can use now. I just changed my STOCK   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   clutch today, and shifting is so much fun now. I'll get to the engine soon, after I do a new paint job   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I'll keep you posted.<br /><br />Thanx again - I knew you fellas won't let me down.<br /><br />BTW: One more funny question   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />What is a 2.3L stroker at 11:1 CR ? Is this different - bigger block or what?||213.157.226.47||reg||1||Rasko Da Gama||00000835||yes



ubb/Forum2/004808.cgi
A||||5||kazerak2||slave cylinder||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||02-25-2004||11:12 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||wheres the slave cylinder on these?||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-25-2004||11:28 PM||||what slave cylinder?<br /><br />If you're asking about the clutch slave cylinder, it sits on the front of the tranny.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||02-26-2004||07:50 AM||||if it's clucth, look by the bottom front motor mount bracket (facing the front of the car, not the engine), it's right behind it.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||giantrobot||02-26-2004||12:27 PM||||If my clutch pedal sticks about halfway when coming back up,could it be time for a slave cylinder? There is no mat catching it or anything.||209.222.212.42||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||02-27-2004||03:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by giantrobot:<br /><strong> If my clutch pedal sticks about halfway when coming back up,could it be time for a slave cylinder? There is no mat catching it or anything. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Check the Master Cyl too.. Make sure it's not leaking down the firewall....||68.74.197.30||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||02-27-2004||04:08 PM||||I would suspect master as well on the sticking pedal.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/004809.cgi
A||||10||Armitage||Front bumper removal?||||1||||Armitage||00002625
Z||000000||Armitage||02-26-2004||09:23 AM||armitage@crinkle.net||There used to be a VFAQ hosted on an AOL website for GVR4 front bumper removal. This morning when I went to look it was gone. Does anyone know if it moved?<br /><br />Alternatively, can anyone give me the steps required? Last time I did it without an FAQ it took forever as I'm sure I did it wrong. Thanks!||151.207.240.3||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-26-2004||10:34 AM||||<a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/samfmic.htm" target="_blank">web page</a>||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Armitage||02-26-2004||10:50 AM||||Much appreciated  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||151.207.240.3||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000003||snwbrd40oz||02-26-2004||10:51 AM||||They make it look so easy! Mine has never come off without much cursing and screaming and gnashing of teeth.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Good luck in any case||67.40.128.16||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||02-26-2004||10:54 AM||||Mine comes off super easy. <br /><br />Now that I know where the bolts are.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||giantrobot||02-26-2004||12:25 PM||||Thanks..I needed this too,my bumper is sagging to the left too much plus needs a respray.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.222.212.42||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000006||Armitage||02-26-2004||12:34 PM||||Yea the first time I ever took my bumper off it probably took 2 hours. <br /><br />I took out the headlights, unbolted everything I could find, never bothred to look inside the turning lights tho! Ended up removing the 3 big bolts on each side that hold the bumper to the mounts that attach to the car and there's NO good way to do that. <br /><br />This will be sooooo much easier.||151.207.240.3||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000007||cevic||02-28-2004||11:11 AM||||I did take off all the bolts even those two inside the turning light. However, I still couldn't take it off. Did I missing something?||216.185.234.227||reg||1||cevic||00001034||yes
Z||000008||crucible||02-28-2004||03:18 PM||||Good site however it forgets to mention the 2 vertical bolts that are essentially under the headlites and need to be removed from under the car.If you take the headlites out,you'll see the threads of a bolt.One for each side and can be very rusty.I got mine out rather unconventionally and they stayed out to ease further bumper removal.<br />HAVE FUN!||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||02-28-2004||07:22 PM||||There are also two bolts (one under each fender well) where the bumper cover and fender meet. I think they're 10mm and you have to get a socket (with an extension) on them from the bottom, facing up vertically.||68.115.168.208||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||Garfield Wright||02-29-2004||12:58 AM||||Here's another look at this <a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Wrightouch/garfields_galant/Garfield/bumpers.htm" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Wrightouch/garfields_galant/Garfield/bumpers.htm</a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum2/004810.cgi
A||||8||147/1000||car wont turn over/start||||1||||147/1000||00002688
Z||000000||147/1000||02-26-2004||11:57 AM||||when i try to start my car it dosent do anything, it wont even turn over. at first i thought my battry was dead but thats not it. i just installed a cyclone engine and it has been running fine for about a month then last night it wouldnt start. what should i check? soory if this had been covered before, did a search And couldnt find it.||68.218.231.13||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||02-26-2004||12:03 PM||||clutch switch?, ignition switch?, starter?, cables to the starter secure? (the main and the signal wires), main fuse?, check your electricals.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||147/1000||02-26-2004||12:30 PM||||i already checked the clutch switch, the cables going to the starter are secure and all the fuses are good. where exactly is the ignition switch? is there ANYTHING else it could be?||68.218.231.13||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes
Z||000003||jayru||02-26-2004||12:36 PM||||When you turn the key to the on position before starting, does the boost led light up in the gauge cluster? If it doesn't check the MPI relay (big box under glove box by ECU) also the mpi fuse under the hood.<br /><br />It should click and give the ecu power. Could be your ECU also. Have the caps been changed?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||Armitage||02-26-2004||12:37 PM||||When that happened to me it was just bedcause my battery terminals/connectors needed cleaning.<br /><br />Use a multimeter and check your battery voltage on the battery terminals, then check the voltage on the  connectors themselves and see if there's any difference. If the voltage is lower when checking from connector to connector versus battery terminal to terminal, clean everything with a wirebrush.||151.207.240.3||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000005||s_firestone||02-26-2004||12:49 PM||||Might be the alarm.<br /><br />Get out of the car(with the keys) and leave the door unlocked.  Close the doors, hood.<br /><br />Lock the door with the key manually, then unlock it with the key.||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000006||Oztek||02-26-2004||12:55 PM||||Your ground is probably bad.  That would be the first thing I'd check.  Same type of thing happened to me.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||02-27-2004||09:02 AM||||ignition switch location: behind the lock cylinder in the steering column, you have to pull both covers out to see it.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||147/1000||02-28-2004||12:36 AM||||thanks for all the help guys but i have tried everything but the ingntion switch and still no luck. how hard is it to get to the ignition switch? when i get to it what do i do with it? i also hooked up a different starter just to see if my starter went out but that wasnt it either. please help this car is my daily driver and i hate buming rides.||68.18.99.182||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes



ubb/Forum2/004811.cgi
A||||7||giantrobot||Door molding question||||1||||giantrobot||00003313
Z||000000||giantrobot||02-26-2004||12:29 PM||giantrobot9000@yahoo.com||My driver's door molding doesn't match the other moldings,in that the lines are different.It was apparantly replaced at some point.My question is was there a difference in the 91 and 92 side moldings or could it be from a non-VR4 Galant?||209.222.212.42||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-26-2004||01:44 PM||||91 and 92 are the same. can you take a pic?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||02-26-2004||01:54 PM||||the GS model doors fit on the VR-4 but im pretty sure they have different moldings. i know my car has the GS doors on and the seals dont match perfectly and there is a lot of wind noise as a result, im lookin for 4 white VR-4 doors in the Colorado area if anyones got em... preferrably w/ power mirrors/windows, PM me if ya do  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||giantrobot||02-26-2004||05:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> the GS model doors fit on the VR-4 but im pretty sure they have different moldings. i know my car has the GS doors on and the seals dont match perfectly and there is a lot of wind noise as a result, im lookin for 4 white VR-4 doors in the Colorado area if anyones got em... preferrably w/ power mirrors/windows, PM me if ya do   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is exactly what mine is doing!...I took it out on the highway for the first time and noticed way too much wind noise,like my door wasn't shut.Then I could feel the top of the window frame flexing because it isn't sealing,either.After that is when I noticed the molding being different.I'd like a VR4 driver's door in white if I could find one,unless you can make the seals match somehow.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000004||Notorius||02-26-2004||10:03 PM||||ive got roll-up windows and while im driving the window drops down a fraction of an inch and makes a lotta wind noise, slightly pushing on the level to roll it up puts it all the way closed again and reduces a decent amount of wind noise, but this only works for the drivers seat (unless you have a passenger with you) and wind noise is definately still a problem above about 75mph.<br /><br />if there is a way to seal it better i havent discovered it. i went thru all the sealing and weatherstripping a few months ago to get them to fit perfectly with the door itself (not the car frame) and it didnt help at all. i was in a fight with black ice and 2 aspen trees a couple of weeks ago so the seals will never fit right again on my car so i cant test other tricks out. but try moving the metal D bar on the B-pillar that the door latches onto, move that in towards the cabin of the car (just loosen the screws and slide it, then retighten them). since its farther in the doors will close farther to latch on and that might provide a better seal. it worked on my old Taurus SHO so it might work here.||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000005||ercp98||02-26-2004||10:29 PM||||hey you guys should check ebay and doa search for "4g63" on page 3 someones selling front and back doors for our car||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000006||1101||02-26-2004||11:46 PM||||My 89 GGS mouldings are the same as my 92 GVR4.<br /><br />I recently saw a 92 GGS and the mouldings were different (fewer ribs I believe).<br /><br />Ward<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by giantrobot:<br /><strong> My driver's door molding doesn't match the other moldings,in that the lines are different.It was apparantly replaced at some point.My question is was there a difference in the 91 and 92 side moldings or could it be from a non-VR4 Galant? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||216.233.209.226||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||02-27-2004||01:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> if there is a way to seal it better i havent discovered it. i went thru all the sealing and weatherstripping a few months ago to get them to fit perfectly with the door itself (not the car frame) and it didnt help at all. i was in a fight with black ice and 2 aspen trees a couple of weeks ago so the seals will never fit right again on my car so i cant test other tricks out. but try moving the metal D bar on the B-pillar that the door latches onto, move that in towards the cabin of the car (just loosen the screws and slide it, then retighten them). since its farther in the doors will close farther to latch on and that might provide a better seal. it worked on my old Taurus SHO so it might work here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've done the D bar moving.  I got fair results but you have to balance a nice tight fit vs. actually being able to open the door easily.<br /><br />I had a couple cracks in my weatherstripping which I attempted to fix with some rubber caulk.<br /><br />As far as the top of the door not sealing tight there is a very technical procedure to fix it:<br />1) roll the window down and open the door.<br />2) sit in the car and put your knees on the door's arm rest.<br />3) pull the top of the window towards you and make strained faces.<br /><br />Another option would be to block the door open and push on it.  Or hit it with a hammer.||24.14.17.16||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004812.cgi
A||||7||Ermer||Stock 2G Radio Install||||1||||Ermer||00003493
Z||000000||Ermer||02-26-2004||12:40 PM||teamworkracing@hotmail.com||Is there a wiring harness that can adapt to our Vr4 config for this stock 2G (Double din) head unit???<br /><br />Or is there like a vfaq of how to install it in our cars?  thanks!||68.107.83.229||reg||1||Ermer||00003493||yes
Z||000001||atc250r||02-26-2004||01:14 PM||||Mitsubishi makes one. I used to have a '90 Mitsu pickup (double plug) and I put a '00 Galant CD Player in it. If the local dealer has a parts guy that knows his stuff he can find it in the parts/accessories book.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||02-26-2004||01:39 PM||||any good stereo shop usually carries the connections to plug any radio into our cars. I got one from the local place for $10 a few years ago. Radio Shack carries some, but did not carry ours. Ours is the same as the T/E/L, Colt/Mirage, Stealth/3000, and probably a few more. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||02-26-2004||04:12 PM||||I once bought a adapter that Mitsu makes.  The only problem with the 2G stereo is, that it WON'T work without the amp.<br /><br />You can try and get it to work, but for the work and cost, you might as well just buy a new deck.  Also,  it is a bitch to get the security code if lost.  So, if you do want to attempt to do this, make sure you have the security code for the deck.  <br /><br />Also, if I remember right, the 2G stereo doesn't sit even screwed in to the mounts.  It was either too high or too low, I don't remember, but it wouldn't fit right unless you alter the mounts with new holes.  It will fit in the spot for the stereo, but the bezal wouldn't fit in place.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||atc250r||02-26-2004||04:34 PM||||As long as the 2G radio doesn't say "Infinity" on it it will work. The Infinity ones are the only ones with a factory amp. As for the trim plate do a search, someone just posted the part number not too long ago. You'll need the trim piece even with an aftermarket stereo if you want it to look right. The replacement trim piece has a divider in the middle and you can get a plate that snaps in the bottom hole from the dealer. You can mount some gauges in it if you'd like. I posted some pics of my car and the interior if you want to see what I am talking about.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000005||851/1000||02-26-2004||07:56 PM||||581's got a 2001 Galant CD and 6-disc factory changer in it now. It is not an infinity stereo. I had a little cottage industry going around the dealership when all the salesmen lost there demos and bought Galants! I would put their aftermarket head units in with adapter cables. Price: their stock audio stuff. My old Eclipse has the same setup. A 2 hole audio surround, and the stock GVR-4 brackets fit mint. NOTE: You must deal with the floor vents for the heater. If you have a changer it must be mounted on top. No way it fits on the bottom. Hope that helps.||12.111.39.195||reg||1||Mark LaVallee||00003551||yes
Z||000006||851/1000||02-26-2004||08:01 PM||||Oh yeah, I forgot, if you have only one unit in a 2 unit hole and you'd like a little cubbyhole under the audio use the one from a 3g Eclipse (Those damn things are good for something besides secretarial transport.) Maybe after I hit Lotto a set of evo factory accessory gauges will turn up there.||12.111.39.195||reg||10||Mark LaVallee||00003551||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||02-27-2004||12:24 PM||||I have a 2000 Galant stereo wired up with the 10 disc changer in the trunk.  Also non-Infinity, so not overly powerful.  But I'm old and don't crank it so loud anymore.<br /><br />I used the accessory box from the 1999-2003 Galant also to fill the hole and provide a cubby.  Small mods required, but it is larger than the one Mark mentioned.  (Didn't try that one).<br /><br />I wired up my own stereo adapter with a kit from  Best Buy or somebody.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/004813.cgi
A||||4||Cybernerd2||Inside car temperature sensor||||1||||Michael||00000995
Z||000000||Cybernerd2||02-26-2004||01:02 PM||||Hi all, I am quite interested to custom made a temperature sensor inside my car. Is there already a gauge that can do it already?<br /><br />I just want to detect the current temperature inside the car with the air-cond on.||80.168.139.168||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||02-26-2004||03:02 PM||||Wouldn't a plain old thermometer work?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||02-26-2004||03:39 PM||||Yeah can't you get something like that at radio shack?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||SLedge||02-26-2004||04:08 PM||||Something like this?<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2462195030&category=6763" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2462195030&category=6763</a>||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||02-26-2004||06:35 PM||||Hehe, when I wanted to tesy my car's HVAC system I just plugged my TRE type K thermocouple right into my multimeter.  I stuck the probe in the center vent and went to town (pun intended).  I can't remember off the top of my head what the temps were, but if you do a search you can find my post.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004814.cgi
A||||4||stevevr4||gas leak||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||02-26-2004||01:37 PM||stever321@yahoo.com||Since the Walbro 190 install I have had the tank filled 1 time, and at that time the guy at the gas station said the tank was leaking.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   I think it must have leaked from the filler tube or something, because there is no leak from the tank itself.  So today I got $10 put in, and there was no leakage.  I looked at the fuel pump assembly and everything was dry in there.  So I took a quick drive, got back to work, and decided to check the assembly again, and there is gas all over the top of it and the top of the gas tank.  I couldn't find a leak anywhere, any ideas?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||crucible||02-26-2004||06:12 PM||||Did you reuse the gasket under the assembly?Mine was a bit dry and bent.I used some gas resistant RTV on the upper and lower part of gasket and fixed my leak.I also RTVd the outside of the metal lid to the tank and the nuts to thrwart off further rust.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||AWDpower||02-27-2004||12:09 AM||||I had that happen on my Talon. One of the wires was trapped between the gasket and tank.||63.204.133.26||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-27-2004||12:17 AM||||New gaskets are not that much $$ from the dealer. I picked one up in prep. for my fp install in the coming months. Cheap insurance...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-27-2004||01:37 PM||||I had a little leak around where the fuel line passes through the cover... fixed it with a fillet of epoxy.||24.14.17.16||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum2/004815.cgi
A||||5||DuckButterRacing DSM||Spring spacers||||1||||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing DSM||02-26-2004||02:10 PM||Kholland@gwcvalve.com||Ive done a search and didnt find what i needed to so here is my question.  My friend is going to sell me a suspention out of a GSX and i know that the rear springs are too short, now ive heard of people making spacers for the rear springs, so i was wondering how many inches do i need to make these spacers???  <br />The shocks are KYB GR2, and Springs are Eibach prokit springs.<br /><br />and yes i know the spring rate and all that will not be the same but its better then the suspension i have in there now.  FYI someone who had the car before me heated up the springs to lower it, and im pretty sure all the Stuts are blown out.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-26-2004||02:15 PM||||Someone posted about this....Kyle or Mike R. <br /><br />Basically, they bought rubber ring spacers from Home Depot or something like that. Crap, I hate old age, my memory is giving out on me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||DuckButterRacing DSM||02-26-2004||02:23 PM||||search didnt come up with anything.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||02-26-2004||02:40 PM||||Pep boys actually carries spring spacers in either donut shaped to put under the springs or block shaped that offer 1" and 1.5" of lift. I gave a set of blocks to TeArIn for the rear of his as without them the rear of his GVR4 sat way low.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-26-2004||03:47 PM||||the term "dago" comes to mind.||64.240.175.21||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||02-26-2004||03:53 PM||||Duck,<br /><br />I have some upper spring mounts for the rear from a 2g that will raise the rear about 1" compared to the stock upper mounts.  It might be a bit more or a bit less, I only have memory to draw on as I checked them out when I put the AGX on.  If you are interested in them, or maybe would trade the front lowering springs for them,I'd do that.  Are the prokit the really low ones? **Edit** No, they're not.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/004816.cgi
A||||1||Z-1 Jon||fuel pressure||||1||||Z-1 Jon||00002656
Z||000000||Z-1 Jon||02-26-2004||02:57 PM||jrotaryb@hotmail.com||what should FP be set at?  adam set the car up but i'm curious...I have an 18G, FMIC, walbro, SAFC and VPC - the car is set @ 1.10 bar with the AFC at -15 when boost comes on and slowly richens to -11 by redline.  I have a nasty idle surge and have a working ISC to put in thanks to a forum member as well as a brand new BISS, oring and cap from conicelli.  I want to make sure the FP is right when I put this stuff in...the car runs a little rich (some black smoke past 4500 rpm).  there have been a LOT of cops around so I'm a bit hesitant to log the car...I need dyno time so the car is set conservatively.||65.219.235.99||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000001||number3||02-26-2004||03:04 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/FPR.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/FPR.html</a><br /><br />Harry||64.139.80.227||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum2/004817.cgi
A||||5||crucible||Logger glitches + Qs||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||02-26-2004||04:35 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||I finally got around to replacing my busted Palm 130 and Im using MMCD<br />I drove the car for awhile to get a good baseline record without boosting.When I reviewed it, I notcied quite a few parameters spiking beyond normality.<br />For ex, knock=255  Timing=130  FTRL=199% Cool=76F 02=4.98v<br />Im hoping these are just glitches.Anyone else get this?<br />Now, a Q about o2.How am I suppose to read the o2 voltage?The most I getduring idle is 0.8. I also get alot of flatlining to zero.<br />What should I see when getting on the boost hard or normal driving?<br />Ive read a few articles and alot of posts on logging o2 and Im possibly not quite getting it.<br />Also my low trim is showing 115%,mid 100%,high 90%.Im using a rewired 190 and stock fpr,510s,stock mas, and chip.<br />TIA<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||Mitsuturbo||02-26-2004||11:12 PM||||I have run into no glitches with the MMCD software, but i have run into an anomaly in the DSMlogger software and Injector Duty Cycle %.. it will give erroneous readings quite often<br /><br />as far as O2's, at idle if you're cycling to .800 then you should be good<br /><br />when reading O2s during a pull, it depends.. my car likes to see .90, but maybe you will do fine with no knock at .87 or .88  it should go up when you reach full boost, (at full throttle) and stay there for the most part with little variance||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||02-26-2004||11:14 PM||||The flatlining at zero isn't good... I have the same problem right now, accompanied by a lot of knock in the top end.||65.41.84.91||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||Mitsuturbo||02-26-2004||11:16 PM||||the glitches you showed, look like something that would occur with a bad cable connection||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||02-26-2004||11:42 PM||||Something is screwy if you're seen an O2 reading of 4.98volt. Should be under one volt.||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||crucible||02-27-2004||04:00 PM||||Yeah, I agree something is screwy.The car seems to run fine though.I just wanted to see what the ECU was seeing before I started mashing the throttle.I dont understand the low trim though.Its about 115% while the mid is 100 and the high is 90 at the moment.Apparently Im running lean at idle with 510s and 190 pump.Possibly my stock FPR is headed for the crapper.Dunno<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/004818.cgi
A||||13||RTS182G-VR4||Metal head gasket?||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||02-26-2004||04:51 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||whats the deal with these, i know they dont blow as easy as the regular gaskets, and that they lower compression a bit (i think thats right).  are they reusable?  i have 2g pistons in my new motor, do you guys think i should go with the regular gasket or a metal one, considering the compression will be higher?  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||02-26-2004||04:56 PM||||always go with the metal one. also sell me your t-66   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||RTS182G-VR4||02-26-2004||04:58 PM||||haha jon totally forgot to get back to you on that.  pm me and well talk. do the metal ones lower compression at all?  thanks||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||02-26-2004||05:07 PM||||you have a pm!||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-26-2004||05:40 PM||||i have read that the metal one, you GOTTA have the block and head absolutely clean and straight, or it wont seal.||64.240.175.21||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||02-26-2004||06:34 PM||||hear you can re use it? any truths, i want to re use mine since it only has about 5miles on it and barely saw warm up temps.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||02-26-2004||07:13 PM||||yes you can reuse them. I would only do it if you can't spare $70 for another one though. Why take the head apart again for $70 if it doesn't seal. Just my style but they are reuseable...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||Jason G.||02-26-2004||08:21 PM||||If the head and block are properly prepped and straight, you can reuse them. Doing it right now as a matter of fact.||65.35.41.130||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000008||Mitsuturbo||02-26-2004||11:05 PM||||i have an OEM MLS gasket and i have used it 3 times now.. NO LEAKS!<br />they lower compression only marginally... and if you buy a reman block from mitsu, they deck it, and include an MLS gasket free of charge, to ensure that you "do it right"<br /><br />at least my block did.. i was a fool and bought a reman shortblock from the dealer a few years ago (4 i think).. it was rebuilt by cummins of canada, and included an OEM MLS gasket||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000009||PhilthMonger||02-27-2004||11:32 AM||||drop in compression is negligible, no more than 5 points on a healthy motor. I have seen this gasket take alot of abuse and the same gasket re-used 4 times....still holding strong. I have personally had my head off twice for different upgrades and run 20psi daily beatdowns for the past two years, almost 20k miles. this gasket rocks.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||02-27-2004||12:12 PM||||Probably been posted before, but what is the part number of this gasket?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000011||Mitsuturbo||02-27-2004||03:14 PM||||MD349347<br />for 89-99 eclipse and galant with 2.0L DOHC engine||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000012||RTS182G-VR4||02-27-2004||04:57 PM||||where can we get these gaskets for cheaper than a dealer?  i only found it for 95 at buschur.  the dealer wants more for it.  thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000013||PhilthMonger||02-27-2004||05:17 PM||||I think I paid $65 at Conicelli...||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes



ubb/Forum2/004819.cgi
A||||9||Bill||EVO 8 DAMPING RATE||||1||||Bill||00000334
Z||000000||Bill||02-26-2004||06:19 PM||||Any datas for front and rear damping rate for EVO 8?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Bill||00000334||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||02-27-2004||10:08 AM||||I just spent a bit going through the factory service manual and could not find the info you are looking for.  I couldn't even find the spring rates, they list wire diameter, coil diameter and free-length, but not rate.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||Bill||02-27-2004||12:42 PM||||Thanks Mark!  Can you be able to post some datas<br />for coil thickness, # of coils,etc?  EVO 8 front<br />strut fits our car with minimal mod.  Can you also<br />post total weight as well as corner weight?  Thanks!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Bill||00000334||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-27-2004||01:15 PM||||Hmm... I like where this is going.||24.14.17.16||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Bill||02-27-2004||01:39 PM||||Front strut is KYB monotube unit and it is exactly<br />the same dim. as 1G strut but rod length is 1/2 in. longer.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Bill||00000334||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||02-27-2004||05:27 PM||||Front spring rate:  37.3 N/mm, or 212lbf/in<br />Wire thickness  14.4 mm<br />4.5 coils, 3.0 effective coils.<br /><br /><br />Rear spring rate:  47.1 N/mm or 267 lbf/in<br />Wire thickness 12.1 mm<br />7.6 coils, 6.6 effective coils||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||Bill||02-28-2004||09:30 AM||||Thanks iceman!  Would you happen to have valving or damping rate for EVO 8?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Bill||00000334||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||02-28-2004||02:44 PM||||Measurements are in mm (inches)<br /><br />Front<br /><br />Wire diameter     14 (0.6)<br />Coil diamter      155 (6.1)<br />Free Length       286 (11.3)<br /><br />Rear<br /><br />Wire Diameter     12 (0.5)<br />Coil Diamter      88 (3.5)<br />Free Length       287 (11.3)<br /><br />The manual didn't show number of coils, and it's raining so I don't want to lay on the ground to count them...<br /><br />Total weight is: Curb weight 3220 lbs, GVWR 4222 lbs.  Sorry no corner weights available<br /><br />I don't think the springs/shocks will swap with the GVR-4, but it does look like the springs will swap between the EVO and other Lancers.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000008||Bill||02-28-2004||03:19 PM||||Thanks Mark!  EVO 8 front strut uses 12mm and has<br />camber adjusting bolt where as GVR4 uses 10mm strut lower mounting bolt.||64.12.116.200||reg||1||Bill||00000334||yes
Z||000009||markrieb||02-29-2004||04:17 PM||||Just found a thread over at evolutionm.net regarding EVO spring rates.  It does look like somebody there is looking into putting the EVO shocks on a shock dyno to get some numbers.<br /><br />Look at:<br /><br /><a href="http://forums.evolutionm.net/showthread.php?s=&threadid=66296&perpage=15&pagenumber=1" target="_blank">http://forums.evolutionm.net/showthread.php?s=&threadid=66296&perpage=15&pagenumber=1</a>||4.4.47.213||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum2/004820.cgi
A||||1||VR6 Eater||Need some non-galant help||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||02-26-2004||06:32 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I am going to help my dad replace the intake manifold gaskets on his 88 camaro with a 5.7 tpi.  I looked at it and it looks pretty straight foward.  We have the torpue specs and tightening sequences already.  Just wanted a good site or a step-by-step for reference like our vfaq.  I looked at a bunch of camaro forums but it was like looking for aneedle in hay stack.  Not very user friendly.  Just give me some links and point me in the right direction.  <br /><br />Anyone in the Olympia, Washington area want to help tomorrow?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.41.32.226||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||curtis||02-26-2004||11:45 PM||||Make sure you get the corners and ends good with some black or grey RTV the cork shit will leak.  I'm not sure but I think the felpro gaskets come with the nice rubber end seals.  Make sure the gaskets don't slide down and cover the tops of the ports.  Best of luck at least its not a new body style they suck balls because there is about two inches between the intake and that bullshit windsheild design.||65.54.98.27||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum2/004821.cgi
A||N||7||T R Posten||Installing a air/fuel gauge. Need Help.||||1||||T R Posten||00003075
Z||000000||T R Posten||02-26-2004||07:10 PM||tmposten@mchsi.com||I am installing a Sport Comp air/fuel gauge in my 425 of 1000. What wire do I splice the violet wire into, at the ECU?  Thanks||12.217.127.14||reg||1||T R Posten||00003075||yes
Z||000001||atc250r||02-26-2004||07:25 PM||||You don't need to splice at all, there is an O2 sensor check connector next to the ECU. It is a single wire connector and the wire to it is green with a white stripe.  It is probably taped to the harness below the ECU. I think all that you need it either a male of female "spade" connector (like the ones on car stereo speakers and plug it right in. I just did mine last week and it is way better than tapping into the ECU wire.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000002||T R Posten||02-26-2004||08:24 PM||||Sounds simple enough. Thanks.||12.217.127.14||reg||1||T R Posten||00003075||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-26-2004||09:20 PM||||Ahhh... the Eye Candy gauge. Chicks dig it... they always ask what it does. For tuning value, it's pretty much worthless.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||T R Posten||02-26-2004||09:42 PM||||Yeah, I know. Already have it in. Looks good next to the volt and boost gauge. I installed them under the radio so it doesn't bother me to much when I drive. I just bought the car 2 months ago. Bone stock, but not for long. Fun in the Iowa winters. Can't drive my 40th anniversary vette in the snow. Both cars are white, manual trannys and a whole lot of fun.||12.217.127.14||reg||1||T R Posten||00003075||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||02-26-2004||11:08 PM||||did you find the connector you needed?  it's up in there a bit sometimes, and it's taped up to the harness.. it's a little male spade terminal with an opaque white female clip housing around it||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||T R Posten||02-26-2004||11:14 PM||||Yep, No problems. Had it in the dash and working in 15 min. See General dissusion forum for my "New car" post for info on my car.||12.217.127.14||reg||1||T R Posten||00003075||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||02-26-2004||11:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Ahhh... the Eye Candy gauge. Chicks dig it... they always ask what it does.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">SO true.. I just say its not worth the explantion, just enjoy the light show.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum2/004822.cgi
A||||2||dc_style||radiator support??||||2||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-26-2004||08:05 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||i've posted before but my car was in an accident. correct me if i'm wrong but the top part of the radiator support collapsed. soo.. the bar that holds up the radiator that you see when you open up the hood, crumpled. i hate seeing it and want to replace. just three questions.<br /><br />- can i just replace this bar?<br />- can i use this part off of any galant or is it vr4 specific?<br />- how do i change it? <br /><br />thanks alot guys. appreciate it.||24.118.123.37||reg||2||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||coop||02-26-2004||09:30 PM||||yes you can shange it and the parts are the same. As far as changing it you will need to drill out the spot welds then weld the new one in. Have fun.||64.12.116.200||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000002||snwbrd40oz||02-27-2004||12:52 AM||||You can get the parts from a donor car (any Galant will do)I've been looking around for a nice cheap one, but to no avail. I dont know if this will help you or not, but every body shop I've been to calls it a front tie bar(?)I just got wierd looks when I asked for the radiator support/mount||67.40.128.16||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes



ubb/Forum2/004823.cgi
A||||1||dc_style||fender dimensions||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-26-2004||09:27 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||are the 93 galant fenders the same size as ours?||24.118.123.37||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||02-27-2004||12:26 PM||||Should be.  Might not have the exact holes for the front cladding.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum2/004824.cgi
A||||5||formerscoobyguy||fmic||||1||||formerscoobyguy||00002588
Z||000000||formerscoobyguy||02-27-2004||12:37 AM||||Does anybody know if an Evo 8 front mount will work on a GVR4? How much work is involved? Are there any front mounts that will work with a/c?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||formerscoobyguy||00002588||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||02-27-2004||01:02 AM||||$1100 for my kit...Spearco 2-216 core. Keep the AC.  <br /><br />Email me privately for more details if you are seriously interested.  Need 5 to do the first run. We have 2 so far.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||02-27-2004||01:10 AM||||AWDnot2 has a FMIC that uses the stock piping and fits w/ only removing the foglights AFAIK. last week i asked him if he was still making them and he said yea, 370 for GVR4 owners w/ your choice of bare/thermal black/alodine finishes, hes got his own shop now as well. ima get one from him in a couple months when school is finished.<br /><br />heres the link for more info and photos<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003357;p=2#000042" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003357;p=2#000042</a>||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||02-27-2004||01:20 AM||||BTW I keep the foglights  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||chauffeur1st||02-27-2004||02:52 AM||||Im going to try and get the money together PIVVAY, I like ur setup:)  I'll keep you posted.<br /><br />J||67.41.86.171||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||02-28-2004||02:03 AM||||I'm working on that project right now. However, I'm doing it a bit differently then most. I'll be mounting it higher up and farther back then the usual FMIC install, behind the hood latch support. I'll have to do a little trimming of the sheet metal to get it there, and have a new inlet and outlet welded on. But airflow to the i/c and radiator will be improved, I'll get to keep the fog lights, and it will be real sleeper. <br /><br />The outlets would need to be modified to mout it conventionally in the bumper too, unless you wanted the pipes to hang below the car.||63.204.133.26||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum2/004825.cgi
A||||8||JoshWeaver||Car won't start||||1||||Josh Weaver||00003241
Z||000000||JoshWeaver||02-27-2004||01:10 AM||JoshWeaver@drexel.edu||I was getting ready to go to work today and i couldn't get my car started. I didn't have time to fiddle too much but here's what i do know. I replaced the O2 sensor last night. In the process 2 wires broke under the hood. They werent the o2 wires though, i think they were water temp gauges (the lower one) the cluster guage still works. It started fine then, but idled terribly. It worked the rest of the night though, then today, it cranked but did not start. I kept doing cranks til my batt was dead. Any thoughts?<br /><br />-Josh||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-27-2004||01:33 PM||||Fix it.||24.14.17.16||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||JoshWeaver||02-27-2004||03:22 PM||||Got the car started today. Didn't take too much, put the 50amp charger on it and it started without too much fuss. I had to give it gas to keep it started though. Once it ran on it's own i looked under the hood for a bit. The bottom temp sender that the wires broke off is leaking water pretty badly. I'll try to fix that this weekend. I can't imagine that the temp sender would be the reason it wouldn't start though. I think it's been broken for awhile. I was told the bottom temp sender controls the radiator fan and with that i had thought that i hadn't heard my fan kick on in awhile. So, i'm better off than I was now that it's started but now i have a leak to fix and who knows what other gremelins may bite me. Are there any other wires in that O2/water temp harness that may be broken that would effect my engine like this. Also, when started, the idle surge is lower in the rpm range and when it drops the car wants to cut off. Sigh. I'll keep you posted. <br /><br />-Josh||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000003||crucible||02-27-2004||03:55 PM||||A little confused on which sender you talking about.If you face the front,there should be 2 sensors on the lower part of housing.On the back of the housing there should be 1 sensor and on top theres another.Which one are you having trouble with?<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||JoshWeaver||02-28-2004||04:07 AM||||The sender that the wires broke off of is the one facing the bumper. If im standing at the front bumper the sensor plug points to me. Its the lower one under the throttle body. After work today the car had trouble starting again. It almost killed the battery by the time i got it started. It seems like a have a fuel prob almost. If it starts i have to give it gas and keep it above 3000rpms. The first few times it dies even then. When the rpms start dropping i go wot to try to revive to no avail. the rpms even got so low it felt like it was going like 3 rpms (i could hear each piston trying to fire) After about 4 or 5 times of dying it eventually will stay running with me doctoring the throttle. After it's warmed up it will run on it's own at normal rpm range ~900. PS. Have always had idle surge issues since i bought it. I;m pretty sure its isc since the rpms dont rise when the ac is turned on.||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||02-28-2004||03:09 PM||||If you're talking about the ECU coolant sensor, then with the 2 wires broken off the ECU thinks the car is like -40 degrees, or something like that, so it will run REALLY rich.||209.247.222.47||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||JoshWeaver||03-01-2004||12:23 AM||||Wow, keydiver, i think you hit it right on the money. It's been running really rich for quite some time. I don't have datalogging yet so i can see how much, but it definately sounds really rich. But the starting issues are what are bugging me. They just started. When it's starting it seems as if it isn't getting fuel. I think it has a 2g fpr, had to cut the rail to get the bolts on. When starting the rpms are relatively unreponsive to throttle then after it runs for about 5 sec (really really low rpm) with the throttle down, then the rpms kick up until i release throttle. Is there a test i can do on the wires that broke from the sensor to make sure their getting a signal from ecu? I will try to put some spade connectors on them tomorrow and reattach. However, the wires are extremely brittle. I noticed a water leak from that sensor so that may be why the wires are brittle. That's why i would like to test them before i try to reattach. Hopefully i won't have to run new wires. Thanks for the help so far guys, i really appreciate it. I'll keep you posted as i get new info.<br /><br />-Josh||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000007||JoshWeaver||03-01-2004||04:52 PM||||I fixed the plug today with some spade connectors  and my CE light went off. I will have to wait until after work to see if that fixed the starting issues. I took the car to advanced auto today to have my battery checked. I thought they could test the charging system and starter but the chic running said it just did the battery. I don't think she really knew how to work it. I was thinking that if my starter is going bad and pulling too many amps, that would prevent the fuel pump from working properly? Caues once the car is started and running on it's own it seems to do fine. It's just getting it started that seems to be the problem. I'll let you know what happens tonight.||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000008||JoshWeaver||03-02-2004||02:34 AM||||Well, apparently that sensor being wired back up made all the difference. I just need to do something about it leaking now. It starts right up now.||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes



ubb/Forum2/004826.cgi
A||||4||driftin galant||did first log have ?'s||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||02-27-2004||07:14 AM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||ok so i did my first log today and i am getting some odd readings.  first off i have both the mmcd and palm'stein on my pda.  and the fuel trim when running off the mmcd reads at 100% and dose not change at all.  then if i go to palm'stein all three fuel trims leves read 162%.  the car runs horrable right now. it also has two codes one is for intake air sensor and the other is a barmotic sensor code. would this have any effect on the way the car runs? It does not want to idle and if you were to hold the throttle at a fixed spot the eingne goes up and down in rpm as it pleases there is no pattern. any help would be great.<br /><br />Erik||67.160.105.167||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||Mitsuturbo||02-27-2004||10:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Erik:<br /><strong> ok so i did my first log today and i am getting some odd readings.  first off i have both the mmcd and palm'stein on my pda.  and the fuel trim when running off the mmcd reads at 100% and dose not change at all.  then if i go to palm'stein all three fuel trims leves read 162%.  the car runs horrable right now. it also has two codes one is for intake air sensor and the other is a barmotic sensor code. would this have any effect on the way the car runs? It does not want to idle and if you were to hold the throttle at a fixed spot the eingne goes up and down in rpm as it pleases there is no pattern. any help would be great.<br /><br />Erik </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">clear the codes while the car is not running.. see if the air sensor and baro codes come back<br />if they do, your MAF is probably screwed up||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-27-2004||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> clear the codes while the car is not running.. see if the air sensor and baro codes come back<br />if they do, your MAF is probably screwed up </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uh, or it's unplugged.||24.14.17.16||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Mitsuturbo||02-27-2004||03:11 PM||||unplugged maf would cause 3 codes.. not just 2<br />baro, iat, and maf are all on the same plug<br /><br />right?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000004||crucible||02-27-2004||03:50 PM||||Yeah, try clearing the codes with the software.The computer can go in limp mode when it sees problems and make the car run weird.You might want to check for air leaks in the intake system and IC system also.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/004827.cgi
A||||21||Ash||My selected parts - compatibility - Cams &amp; Management||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||02-27-2004||08:29 AM||ajhinds@dart.net.au||Hey all,<br />I melted my engine between Xmas & new years & I'm just starting on the rebuild plans.  I have came across forged 8.5:1 pistons & eagle rods for a great price (came with a full gasket & bearing kit + ARP head studs free essensially) but I'm not 100% sure of the power parts.<br /><br />Here's a list of my planned parts, any concerns chime in with suggestions.  remember I'm in Australia so some things aren't attainable/cheap as in the US.<br /><br /><b>rebuilt bottom end</b> - no balance shafts, rotating assy balanced Forged 8.5:1 pistons, eagle rods.<br /><br /><b>Reco the head</b> - stock valves, new lifters, crower springs/Ti retainers, cams, arp head studs, metal HG.<br /><br /><b>Turbocharger</b> PTE SCM61 (easy/cheap to get in Aust)<br /><br /><b>Support systems</b> Bosch 044 fuel pump, 550cc injectors, adjustable reg, stock intake manny, 2.5" IC pipes, big IC, E3 exhaust mani, big exhaust with o2 eliminator, S-AFC, 2G MAS, Keydiver chip<br /><br /><br />Now, I know I'm going to need bigger injectors (780cc/min?), but Im hoping the 550's with about 50psi base pressure will get me something workable in the mean time (the bosch pump is big, like 260lph @ 5 bar)  <br /><br />What I'm concerned with is cams & the 2G MAS/S-AFC combo being good enough to use with this turbo.  I'm only planning on revving the engine to about 8000rpm, so I was tossing up between the Crower 413 cams (supposed to be good till 8k with little lost down low) or the HKS 264/272 combo.  Crower being a fair whack cheaper makes it tempting.<br /><br />The car isn't a daily driver, I'd ideally like to run 20psi or so on the street & more like 30 with race fuel.  Am I barking up the wrong tree or do my plans sound about right?  <br /><br />Any input appreciated<br />Thanks<br />Ash||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||02-27-2004||11:02 AM||||Wow!  You are building a very nice engine.  As for the cams, you might look at AMS cam test here:<br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a><br />For your set-up, the HKS 264/272 or 272/272 looks  well worth it to me.||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Ash||02-27-2004||08:09 PM||||I've read that test, and other cam comparisons on dsmtalk - that test is on the 414 grind which is meant to be equal to or slightly lumpier than the HKS 272s.  I want to keep more midrange & only rev to 8k so the 264/272 combo or the Crower 413 grind are more my target parts.  I know HKS is a proven quantity, I was just wanting to know if anyone here has used the crowers (413 grind) as the reviews on DSMtalk rate them pretty highly & I can spend the extra $200AU or so on other parts.  I've heard little of the quality control problems that Web cams have a bit of a rep for, and Crower being who they are you would think they would be a good item.<br /><br />Any concerns about keeping stock management/AFC/2G MAS/Keydiver Chip with this setup?  Who is using this sort of management on a similar setup?||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||02-27-2004||08:14 PM||||Ash, why spend twice the amount of money on the crowers cause you have to buy adjustable cam gears also or just buy hks's and get it over with with one "swing of the bat". hks come dead centered so no need for adjustable cam gears. Tell me how this setup goes for you. sounds the exact same as mine.<br /><br />And for using the safc/chip/2gmaf for your setup, it will hold fine. My friend is using a pte scm61 on a built ported head with a safc/chip and 2gmaf but you will need to go bigger injectors if you plan on running any kind of "real boost". perf. 880s||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||Ash||02-27-2004||08:22 PM||||so crowers aren't aligned correctly?  Gears do wipe the floor with any savings on the cams themselves.  880cc?  crikey thats big   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  I spose it is a 56 trim GT40 compressor wheel in there hey.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||Telecaster||02-27-2004||08:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> hks come dead centered so no need for adjustable cam gears. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, thats the same reason i got hks cams.  There was no need to index the cams with aftermarket gears.||216.175.111.233||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000006||Ash||02-27-2004||08:29 PM||||so how would 264/272 compare to straight 272s?  real world drivability - when does the power start.  I've seen the dyno sheets but the 16g is the bottleneck there.  Anyone with a biggish turbo done a back to back test between the 264/272 & straight 272s?||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||GrocMax||02-28-2004||03:16 PM||||Working on some cams here. Results have been encouraging so far, 10-15 more WHP up top over 264's, 60 more over stock (on a 16G Joe Everybody car) with OEM idle vacuum and no loss of low end. Very good quality control. Lobe centers will be ground to our spec, no need for gears.<br /><br />272's are overkill for an avg. 16G car, lose too much down low.<br /><br />HKS makes a quality cam, but availability and price can be improved upon, along with the power delivery.||209.151.116.203||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000008||GrocMax||02-28-2004||03:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> hks come dead centered so no need for adjustable cam gears. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, thats the same reason i got hks cams.  There was no need to index the cams with aftermarket gears. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you want to 100% optimize your setup you still need to play with cam timing, regardless, but for the avg. guy it is definately nice to be able to see an improvement without the additional expense.||209.151.116.203||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000009||JUANPSI||02-28-2004||03:41 PM||||Grocmax keep us updated on those cams   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000010||Ash||02-29-2004||08:19 PM||||I've emailed RRE about international orders, I'd rather deal with someone like them having a good reputation, I could save $100 or so going through Japanese mobs but they seem to disappear every so often.||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000011||turbogalant||03-01-2004||12:21 AM||||Where are the ARP rod's and main's on that list sounds like a good investment on a motor like that. Glad to see you bought a big fuel pump too   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   . After reading the topic the FIRST thing I looked for was you fuel pump and injectors then went back and read the whole thing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   550's will flow ~580-590 cc of fuel at 50 psi. A base pressure of 56 psi will be equvilant to 660"||65.177.241.7||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||03-01-2004||12:22 AM||||i wouldn't run ARP mains...no reason to at all.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||turbogalant||03-01-2004||12:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> i wouldn't run ARP mains...no reason to at all. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why do you say that?||65.177.241.7||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||03-01-2004||01:16 AM||||no one needs the mains.  You spend extra money on them, you need a dowel kit to really align them properly since they aren't exactly like stock style.  Search the NABR archives (public) for full information. i can dig up more if your skeptical but I've done a lot of research on this for my 2.3 rebuild.<br /><br />Bottom line: Shep and Rau used stock mains...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||Ash||03-01-2004||01:21 AM||||What Pivvay said with regards to main studs, the eagle rods came with ARP bolts & I have the head stud kit so she'll be apples.||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000016||turbogalant||03-01-2004||01:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> no one needs the mains.  You spend extra money on them, you need a dowel kit to really align them properly since they aren't exactly like stock style.  Search the NABR archives (public) for full information. i can dig up more if your skeptical but I've done a lot of research on this for my 2.3 rebuild.<br /><br />Bottom line: Shep and Rau used stock mains... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was just curious as why you said that, definately not flaming you. I just had never heard of any problems with them . I also asked because I have them in my motor.||65.177.241.137||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000017||bazeng||03-01-2004||06:07 AM||||i too have been told that ARP main studs aint required..<br /><br />but this was for an engine stated to be built to hold around 250kw's atw...<br /><br />maybe with this power its not required.||144.132.127.212||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000018||tplesko||03-01-2004||07:22 AM||||if they're in your motor and you have no  issues you should be fine.  Just not worth the attention they should be paid during machining and install seeing that no one really needs them that's all  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000019||howard_GVR4||03-01-2004||10:19 AM||||Most people also don't realize that the stock hardware is pretty good.  Yup, even the early non-stretch headbolts work fine when installed correctly.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000020||keydiver||03-01-2004||10:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> Working on some cams here. Results have been encouraging so far, 10-15 more WHP up top over 264's, 60 more over stock (on a 16G Joe Everybody car) with OEM idle vacuum and no loss of low end. Very good quality control. Lobe centers will be ground to our spec, no need for gears.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh! Now, isn't that just great Scott! Just when I finally get a set of 264's installed on my new head!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Nice work!<br />Jeff||68.156.238.175||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000021||QShip||03-01-2004||10:44 AM||||Use the HKS cams, 264/272. They idle good with just about anything except a VPC and even then I think they idle ok.  Down low you wont lost too much and with a big turbo they are well worth it. <br /><br />ARP hardware is cheap or expensive insurance depending on how you look at it. If you dont feel ARP mains arent needed, dont buy them.  The same could be said about your rods and pistons. <br /><br />Many people have stout motors built on 1G rods and 2G pistons. Its your money before you build it and after if you blow it up over 150.00 bucks.<br /><br />My .02 ..||12.147.96.10||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes



ubb/Forum2/004828.cgi
A||||3||agrabau||Evo 8 Turbo fitting 1G head. (yes it does) ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||02-27-2004||10:45 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||It looks like the flange for the Evolution 8 turbo will allow it to be bolted to our 1G cylinder heads. I matched them last night and they're identical. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2966&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2967&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />This isn't really a technical question but I thought it may be of some technical value somewhere down the line. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Mitsuturbo||02-27-2004||11:03 AM||||Now i wonder if the EVO 8 manifold would be an upgrade for us or not.  I believe it's set up for divided tang, but some creative cutting with a die grinder can work wonders.<br />EDIT - is that an evo manifold, or just turbocharger?<br />EDIT2- nevermind.. looks as if the bolts do not go all the way through that manifold!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||02-27-2004||11:08 AM||||Ok, ok.. now i DO have a "real" question.<br />Are you going to remove the compressor housing and take a pic or 2 of the actual compressor?<br />If not.. are there pics anywhere online of a stock EVO 8 compressor?<br /><br />How about the turbine?  I'm really curious about the turbo.. especially the titanium compressor and turbine wheels.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||02-27-2004||12:07 PM||||I'll have more pics when I come back from Canada. Maybe even a few ice race movies too. Fwarr!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/004829.cgi
A||||10||thejeebus2002||Need Help RIGHT NOW!!||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||02-27-2004||03:11 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Guys, <br /><br />I just got done putting my car back together and I've been cranking on the car (MPI) fuse out to prime it.  Problem is after something like 45 cranks oil light still not out and i cracked the turbo feed line from the head loose and no oil there either.  Any suggestions?  I don't have time to do a search right now.<br /><br />scott||141.152.12.55||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||boostx||02-27-2004||03:22 PM||||try thaking the plugs out so it will crank much faster and see if the oil comes up now||207.127.241.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||02-27-2004||03:27 PM||||I think Turbowop just posted about oiling problems after getting his motor back together. His was a pressure relief valve and it caused oil to go everywhere. Just throwing out a quick reply/possibility.  Probably not relevant if you don't have the oil slick.<br /><br />You might want to mention what you just did to the motor for more insight and possible answers. (I assume a rebuild)||167.142.21.218||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||atc250r||02-27-2004||04:15 PM||||Did you pack the oil pump with grease when you reassembled the motor? I know they say it may have difficulty priming if you don't. Just another possibility.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||02-27-2004||04:34 PM||||The oil pump needs to be packed with assembly lube (or equiv) to prime it. I packed Lubriplate assembly lube all around the gears and then all the way down the oil pickup tube until it almost came out of the screen. While cranking the engine over to prime it without the MPI fuse in it only took about 15 seconds of cranking for the light to flicker off.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR41062||02-27-2004||04:35 PM||||Start the car, if its full of oil and the motor turns over it will fine.  You could also have a bad or unhooked oil pressure sensor.  check the oil level and have at it, watch for leaks.<br /><br />~John||63.226.181.135||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||02-27-2004||06:19 PM||||You have to have some type of oil grease ect in the pump in order to displace the air in the pump. What you are experiancing is cavitation. I would try jacking up the car put a oil drain pan under the car remove one of the plugs on the oil filter housing and squirt a good amount of oil in to the pump. put back in the plug and now try priming it with the plugs out. I really don't rember how I did it on my motor it was not this way but this should work for you. If you can get one of those flexable funnels in there that would be you best bet. Good luck||65.177.240.135||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||thejeebus2002||02-27-2004||06:36 PM||||Fixed it guys!  I took a bunch of silicone hose that i had lying around, attached one end to the dipstick and the other I ran to the car while cranking.  Worked awesome!<br /><br />Thanks for everyones help.<br /><br />scott||141.152.12.55||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||02-28-2004||08:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> I took a bunch of silicone hose that i had lying around, attached one end to the dipstick and the other I ran to the car while cranking.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Huh?||68.115.168.208||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||MustGoFaster||02-28-2004||08:47 PM||||I will assume he applied pressure to the crank case to help push the oil up to the oil pump.  For my motor I just dumped oil down the pickup tube and spun the pump by hand before putting on the oil pan.  Then after the oil pan was on I put 3 quarts in and spun the pump with a drill.  Always a good idea after you have the motor far enough together.||63.226.181.123||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000010||thejeebus2002||02-29-2004||11:37 AM||||Yup.  thats what I did.  I ran the hose into the car and blew in it while cranking.  I tell ya though, I had people driving/walking by my car looking at me like WTF?  I live in downtown Richmond (2 blocks from the crackheads) so people probably thought I was was getting my smoke on.  Kill 2 birds with one stone right?  haha<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum2/004830.cgi
A||||4||stevevr4||new info on my O2 voltage problem||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||02-27-2004||03:57 PM||stever321@yahoo.com||I finally found my hotsync cable so I wanted to take another log today.  My first run was totally flawless, the o2 voltage stuck at about .85 when I went WOT, and I only had 1 count of knock in the top end (over 6000 rpms).  I pulled over to review those numbers, then turned around and did another run.  The second run was sh*tty again with 0.0v and 0.1v readings for the O2, and lots of knock.  WTF?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||02-27-2004||04:24 PM||||flakey FPR maybe?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||crucible||02-27-2004||04:52 PM||||Im getting flat lining zero readings on mine .But this is without boosting.Ive got a 190 pump and 510s so I shouldnt be running lean.Im gonna check the o2 wiring from sensor to ECU.<br />I think my FPR is acting up also.Time for an upgrade<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||atc250r||02-27-2004||06:38 PM||||Steve,<br /><br />    I have a fuel pressure gauge that taps into the top of the fuel filter and it is on a hose. You can rest it under the wiper and see if your FRP is flaking out while driving. I can send it down with the other stuff tomorrow if you want. If that's all it is I should have my stocker out on Sunday, your welcome to it. Cruc, where are you in NY, your welcome to borrow it too if need be.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000004||stevevr4||02-28-2004||12:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> Steve,<br /><br />    I have a fuel pressure gauge that taps into the top of the fuel filter and it is on a hose. You can rest it under the wiper and see if your FRP is flaking out while driving. I can send it down with the other stuff tomorrow if you want.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sounds good, thanks!||65.41.84.91||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum2/004831.cgi
A||||12||1101||? about using OEM 2g clutch disk with ACT PP ||||1||||467||00000061
Z||000000||1101||02-27-2004||04:57 PM||karns10@comcast.net||There seem to be two active numbers for the 2g AWD turbo clutch disk.<br /><br />MD745530 exedy<br /><br />MD747788 OR DCC<br /><br />Anyone know the difference between these two?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ward||216.233.209.226||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||02-27-2004||04:58 PM||||MD747788. <br /><br />I only know because I have one sitting in front of me. (Changing the clutch in the girlfriend's 98 GSX tomorrow).<br /><br />But thats not your question. Thats just the one I got when I asked Conicelli for it.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-27-2004||06:12 PM||||you'd better go read up on this on the tre site.  he recommends against using the stock disc with act.||64.240.175.21||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Mitsuturbo||02-27-2004||06:21 PM||||I'd go with an ASCO hub and custom friction material.  If you have a local clutch shop they can usually face a disc fairly inexpensively.<br />Exchange Parts, here in SLC will sell me a brand new custom disc for 120, and that's for any friction material i want on an asco hub.  (ACT uses ASCO (aisin seiki) hubs)||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000004||Mitsuturbo||02-27-2004||06:25 PM||||<a href="http://teamrip.com/clutch%20adjustment.html" target="_blank">Clutch info</a> <br />There's the direct link.  Pay close attention to the comment about shimming the pivot ball.  I started doing this YEARS ago it it works wonders!<br />Usually a washer about as thick as a head bolt washer works great, but you may need to go with a thinner one depending on your situation.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000005||1101||02-28-2004||02:25 AM||||Yes I have seen the TRE comments, but also know a few people that really like the ACT OEM disk combination. I helped put a 2900 and OEM disk in a GVR4 a few months ago (with the shim). Everything seems to work nicely so far.<br /><br />Ward||216.233.209.226||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||02-28-2004||02:59 AM||||Im using a OEM 2g disc with my ACT PP, its been ok for the little I drove on it so far.||66.153.126.115||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||02-28-2004||12:11 PM||||My GVR4 had an OEM disc with an ACT 2600 PP when I bought it.  I have ordered a replacement ACT street disc because this combo is not working for me.<br /><br />As the TRE page says, it does drag the clutch with the OEM disc.  And you wonder why I just rebuilt my trans...||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||02-28-2004||01:31 PM||||Same story here.  Fresh trans rebuild by Grocmax, ACT 2600 + OEM 2G disc = doesn't disengage all the way sometimes.  It drags just barely enough to make fast shifting a PITA.  Not what you'd want a freshly rebuilt tranny to feel like.<br /><br />Next time I will definitely NOT be using an OEM disc just to save $50.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||GrocMax||02-28-2004||02:56 PM||||As long as the PP is brand new, has no warp at all, works OK. ACT PP warp a little in a jiffy, once it has some warp, you're screwed for using an OEM style thick marcel spring disc.||209.151.116.203||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||02-28-2004||04:06 PM||||HEY!  we eating thai or what?||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||GrocMax||02-28-2004||06:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> HEY!  we eating thai or what? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hell yes. Call.||209.151.116.203||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000012||BlackHole||02-28-2004||10:30 PM||||So if the 2g clutch disk is slightly thicker than the ACT disc, why not just increase the flywheel step the corresponding amount to account for the difference?<br /><br />Or am I oversimplifying / missing the point here?||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum2/004832.cgi
A||||12||jayru||Weird throttle cable condition...||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||02-27-2004||05:26 PM||||First a little background...<br /><br />When i bought #1571 from Jose a few months ago their was a problem with the turbo, or so i thought. It would never boost past 5 psi (feels very strong though). <br /><br />Well since #120 was eating up my time along with school and work, i never really got a chance to look at it.<br /><br />Today i discovered that the TPS % is not going past 53%. Which would explain why the turbo never goes past 5 psi.<br /><br />I checked the TB and shure enough the cable isn't pulling it open all the way.<br /><br />But here's the weird part, the cable is ajusted all the way snug, so if i tightened it up anymore it would pull the throttle open. So how can i get the throttle blade open all the way if the cable is at maxium ajustment?<br /><br />Has this happened to anyone else? Any suggestions?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-27-2004||06:08 PM||||does your car still have the cruise control?  you might check the cables in the cruise box.||64.240.175.21||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||jayru||02-27-2004||07:06 PM||||It does still have cruise, any idea what might be out of the ordinary or to look for inside the cc box Ken?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||02-27-2004||07:08 PM||||Bend the gas pedal.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||02-27-2004||07:13 PM||||Maybe Jose wanted to make sure you wouldn't destroy it on the test drive   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br />Also I would check to see if the cable is binding on something under the dash.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||02-27-2004||09:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> It does still have cruise, any idea what might be out of the ordinary or to look for inside the cc box Ken? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you need to look at the manual, it tells you how to set the slack in the cruise.  i removed mine, then i had to put it back, it is confusing at first.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Telecaster||02-27-2004||09:58 PM||||Is the gas pedal touching the floor?  I had the same problem and i found out there wasn't enough travel for the pedal to reach 100%.  So i yanked the pedal back.  I pulled back far enough to get the tps at 100% with a little added heal and toe action  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> .||216.175.100.154||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000007||jayru||02-27-2004||10:01 PM||||I haven't gotten a chance to mess with it yet (school work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  ) But, i did mash it as hard as i could and it went to 61% so it might be a clearance issue with the carpet mabye?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000008||Jose||02-28-2004||12:06 AM||||You sure about that 5psi, when I last drove the car it was still making 11psi. Check the floor mat, I never drove with the floor mat in place it ended up stopping the pedal from going to the floor.<br />Jose......||64.12.116.200||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000009||jayru||02-28-2004||01:18 PM||||Yup, it's been 5psi since the first night you dropped it off. No floormat down there either.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000010||Romanova||02-28-2004||06:28 PM||||Now could be the perfect time to step up to a non-cruise throttle cable?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000011||jayru||02-28-2004||06:31 PM||||I have one actually  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  , i like my cruise though. I'll mess with it tomorow. Mabye i'll have to go that route.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000012||Jose||02-28-2004||11:48 PM||||Check the setting on the boost controller. I know it was making more boost than that the day I took it to your house.<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum2/004833.cgi
A||||6||4drwhore||headlights/low beams||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||02-27-2004||05:36 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||parking lights work, all turn signals work, highbeams work but no regular beams. when i turn them on its like its still just in parking lights untill i turn the highbeams on. PLEASE help!||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-27-2004||05:55 PM||||Not sure, but I think there is two relays for the headlights; one for low and one for high. The relays are the same so can be switched. (could have both bulbs burned out-more common than you think).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||02-27-2004||06:59 PM||||I just had this happen Wednesday night: coming home in the rain, across some railroad tracks (not bad ones), turned left at the light, and Whoa! Where did my headlights go??? I pulled into a Walgreens, checked fuses, relays, etc, couldn't find ANYTHING that ONLY effected the low beams, as I finally figured out the high beams are fine.<br />So, I drove the rest of the way home with my high beams on (sorry if anyone was on Route 1 that night), and checked the schematic on the CD Manual when I got home. I found out that if the high beams are working, the low beams MUST work! The only thing left was the bulbs. Now here's where it gets interesting: I just put in 2 new low beams, Philips Silver Stars from Wallmart, about 2-3 weeks ago. When I put the old bulbs back in, NO PROBLEMS! WHY would both new bulbs blow almost simultaneously?? I looked at one of them, and the filament detached from the top post!<br />I'm going out now to check my charging voltage, BTW.<br />(UPDATE) My charging voltage is 15.5 volts! A little high, I'd say! Dang Mitsu alternators!<br />Jeff||68.218.11.88||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||02-27-2004||07:30 PM||||So our cars have seperate bulps for high and low beams?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||marvinmadman123||02-27-2004||07:40 PM||||Your kidding right?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||02-27-2004||08:09 PM||||Dead serious, i have been too busy buying shit for it to pay attention to the headlight problem yet. especially since i started the car up after a year of work getting it together and it has a balance shaft knock, oh yea and the flywheel is all fucked up so is the clutch and the throwout bearing sounds like a BB downspool after the car is shut off.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||02-27-2004||08:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> So our cars have seperate bulps for high and low beams? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes.<br />The ONLY thing that would keep the low beams from working, if the highbeams functional, could be a grounding or wiring issue. Otherwise, there are NO relays, fuses, or switches that could cause those symptoms.<br />Jeff||68.218.11.88||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004834.cgi
A||||22||Doug Thomas||Brake lock up||||1||||Doug Thomas||00000077
Z||000000||Doug Thomas||02-28-2004||07:29 AM||dougth@optonline.net||The driver side front brake and the passenger rear brake keep locking up and the car won�t move until the brakes cool off. The whole system has been bleed many times, installed a new proportioning valve, replaced the driver�s side front caliper and rebuilt the brake master cylinder, but the driver front wheel still locks up. Anyone have any ideas what could be causing this?||67.87.106.82||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-28-2004||08:19 AM||||Doug - Weird...Does the gvr4 still have ABS or was ABS removed and you have a different proportioing valve from a non ABS galant or TEL?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||s_firestone||02-28-2004||08:30 AM||||Didn't notice that you said you replaced the caliper.<br /><br />Did you regrease the bolts(pins)?  They need a very thin coating of axle grease.  Not alot, just a thin coating.<br /><br />Another thing to check.  One on those two bolts has a notch with a rubber grommet.  It is called a locking pin(top one).  Might have it in the wrong side as the bolts are the same length.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2968" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2968&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />The last time I had wheel sieze (different car) it was the piston, we just replaced the whole caliper from a junkyard.  So you might have to get a piston rebuild kit.<br /><br />Could it be that check valve thing that I heard mentioned in earlier posts?<br /><br />Good Luck, I hope it's something simple.  <br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000003||Doug Thomas||02-28-2004||08:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Doug - Weird...Does the gvr4 still have ABS or was ABS removed and you have a different proportioing valve from a non ABS galant or TEL? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The car still has ABS. I was told the ABS under hood unit could be bad, but I'm not sure.||67.87.106.82||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000004||Doug Thomas||02-28-2004||08:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by s_firestone:<br /><strong> Might be a bad piston in the caliper or binding of the bolts that allow the two sides of the caliper to clamp evenly.  <br /><br />Did you regrease the bolts(pins)?  They need a very thin coating of axle grease.  Not alot, just a thin coating.<br /><br />Another thing to check.  One on those two bolts has a notch with a rubber grommet.  It is called a locking pin(top one).  Might have it in the wrong side as the bolts are the same length.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2968" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2968&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />The last time I had wheel sieze (different car) it was the piston, we just replaced the whole caliper from a junkyard.  So you might have to get a piston rebuild kit.<br /><br />Good Luck, I hope it's something simple.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Every thing was grease up. I�m going to try another caliper.||67.87.106.82||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000005||DMX84||02-28-2004||09:50 AM||||Doug,<br />Not sure about Axel grease but if it is the same as bearing grease, that is your problem. Regular grease will cause the rubber seals to swell up and it won�t operate correctly. To check this, unscrew the #1 & 2 bolts, hold caliper so that there is no binding of the bolts. Push in #1 & 2 If they push themselves back out you have the wrong grease in it. Go to the parts store and get <i>brake</i> caliper grease. Unfortunately you will also need new seals, I think I got them form NAPA Auto Parts. <br />Hope this helps. <br />DMX||67.234.231.14||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000006||josh long||02-28-2004||09:58 PM||||Check the the rubber brake hoses, If they crack on the housing (outer) the inner part squishes out the crack, and the caliper locks. It is one of the toughest things to find if you do not know to look for.<br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000007||chopped 39||02-29-2004||01:14 AM||||DRIVE TILL WHEEL STICKS . OPEN BLEEDER AT THAT WHEEL. IF WHEEL BRAKES LOOSE IT MAY BE THE HOSE OR ABS UNIT. IF IT STAYS LOCKED ITS THE CALIPER. MAKE SURE NO ONE PUT ANYTHING OTHER THAN BRAKE FLUID IN MASTER.<br />WHEN YOU BUY BRAKE GREASE GET SYL GLIDE FROM NAPA THAT STUFF IS GOOD.||209.109.229.62||reg||1||steve||00003394||yes
Z||000008||GrocMax||02-29-2004||09:43 AM||||It is a dual diagonal system, so if the LF and RR act up it is a problem on that hydraulic channel. I vote for ABS HCU or master cylinder, most likely HCU.<br /><br />steve- <br /><br />Take small screwdriver, place edge under caps lock key, pry up, throw away.||209.151.117.53||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000009||LunarShadow||02-29-2004||10:22 AM||||What Groc just said was that one chamber of the master cylinder feeds the LF and RR and the other feeds the RF and LR.  Some brake systems have one camber for the front and the other chamber for the rear.  Our system crosses over.  I would imagine that this would make it very difficult to manually bais the brakes if one has made any modifications to the brake system or moved weight around the car.<br /><br />Usually if the pedal itself gets a bit out of wack, the front brakes willl clamp down as you drive  while rears stay free.  That is what happened when I removed the pedal assembly to fix play in the clutch pedal.<br /><br />You could try to back off the pedal adjustment a bit.  Although I am not sure that is your problem because your affected brakes are different, and you didn't mention doing any work on the pedals.  <br /><br />I highly doubt it is a problem with a caliper.  Only one brake would have problems. Your problem points to something in the system that feeds the LF and RR.||64.12.116.200||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000010||Doug Thomas||02-29-2004||10:43 AM||||The problem turned out to be the ABS under hood unit. My friend swapped ABS units and the brakes stop locking. Thanks guys for replying with suggestion.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.87.106.82||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||02-29-2004||11:27 AM||||Another reason why the POS ABS should be pulled outta our cars...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||jayru||02-29-2004||11:36 AM||||If we wanted to remove ABS properly, what would need to be done? Has anyone done it besides just disconecting it? What lines are needed, which year galant, what proportioning valve, ect?<br /><br />I don't think this has been covered before.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||02-29-2004||06:45 PM||||No, trust me, it has been covered before.  As someone that has pored over the archives probably over a dozen times on this very subject, however, I think I know where you're going with this, and it's that no one has bothered to make a VFAQ and spoonfeed you the knowledge.<br /><br />Here's what you need for it to be a bolt on affair:  the proportioning valve (also called a distribution block, it's found on the firewall) from a non-ABS Galant.  Supposedly a valve from a non-ABS DSM will work also, but I figured that a regular Galant would have closer to the weight bias of our cars than even an awd DSM would, in case there wire minor valving differences.<br /><br />Anyway, besides that valve you need a few brake lines from a non-ABS donor vehicle, including the two that go from the MC to the valve and the ones that go to each front wheel.  I've heard that you can modify your existing front brake lines to work, but this just seemed easier and cleaner to me.<br /><br />Once that stuff is installed, you can unbolt and remove the ABS pump unit in the right front corner of the car and use it as a chock the next time you have to jack your car up.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   There's also the ABS ecu in the trunk and it's associated wiring.<br /><br />I've gathered the parts, but haven't actually done the swap yet.  Getting those parts out of a junked car that I didn't care about was a bitch, despite getting frustrated and cutting/breaking nearly everything on top of those brake lines (I've decided those are the first things bolted onto the car after the paint has dried; EVERYTHING is on top of them) so I'm a bit worried about putting them into a car that I actually care about.  First I'll ditch the AC, then the ABS gets the boot.  Having no AC lines that spray in your face when you cut them (I thought yards were supposed to vent/dispose of that shit?) will make it a lot easier.||69.59.219.230||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||02-29-2004||06:50 PM||||I have a question: Can we just use some sort of braided SS line for brakes rather than the hard lines that I think are NLA from the dealer now?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||03-01-2004||03:05 AM||||I think KC wasn't referring to the "wheel well" lines, which is what RRE and the like carry, but the "under hood" brake lines, such as the ones that I mentioned need to be swapped out.<br /><br />KC, yea, probably, but quit bein' a high rollin' playa, buyin' bling-bling new parts and shiznit, and go get yo' fool-ass hands dirtay pullin' filthy used shit outta some rust bucket in a yard!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||69.59.219.192||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||number3||03-01-2004||07:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I have a question: Can we just use some sort of braided SS line for brakes rather than the hard lines that I think are NLA from the dealer now? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can also buy hardline, a bending tool and flare tool and make your own.||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000018||blacksheep||03-01-2004||09:04 AM||||Jon F was right on the money! As my new idol, Johnny B on tuner transformation would say, "Its all about the bling"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry - yeah, I know that can be done. But, my lazy ass would rather just run -2AN (guessing here) or something since its a lot easier than bending lines. Some creative zip-tieing is all I need to do then....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||iceman69510||03-01-2004||12:48 PM||||For whatever my opinion is worth, KC, I would use hard lines, not ss for that length and location.  Not really that hard to.  The under car lengths are pretty straight.<br /><br />Cheaper too.  You can probably do it twice for less than ss. <br /><br />And brake lines are usually 3 AN.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000020||KenW||03-02-2004||08:07 AM||||I'm looking into removing the ABS from 172/2000.  The local Mitsu parts dealer said the non-abs galant proportioning valves are no longer available. <br /><br />After reviewing  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000621" target="_blank">this </a> thread, I have an option for the 93 AWD DSM valve.  Does anyone have more experience with this option?<br /><br />(btw - a new valve is only $50.  seems like its worth it to get new than to break knuckles in a junk yard)<br /><br />KenW||68.58.112.174||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes
Z||000021||turboflanagan||03-02-2004||08:36 AM||||Maybe we should start a new thread, but...<br />The awd Galant has the highest split point setting in the proportioning valve.  Quite a bit higher than any in the t/e/l's.  <br />I guess you would just loose a bit of rear braking sooner with another valve.<br /><br />And the valves off a non abs Galant were closer in split point than any of the t/e/l's, so I would just get one from a galant, or a VR4 getting parted out.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000022||LunarShadow||03-02-2004||07:46 PM||||I agree that we should start another thread, or maybe the Mods can move the tail end of this to a new thread.  <br /><br />I would think that the stock distribution valve will work for ABS cars only.  If you simply remove the fuse for the abs, and take a test run, you will find that the rear brakes lock up before the front.  I think a swap of parts will not have good results. This is why you can't run lines into the stock distribution block.  <br /><br />Because our lines cross over LF RR and RF LR, you can't add a simple adjustable proportioning valve to get the bias right.  <br /><br />With all the weight we like to remove and switch around , I don't think we will find a stock solution.  If you pick up another proportioning valve it will not be optimized for your particular car.<br /><br />I do think that it may be possible to rewire the stock valve so that one chamber of the master cylinder feeds the front brakes and the other feeds the rear.  Then you could add an adjustable valve to manually bias the brakes.  It would then be possible to dial in the brakes for the mods.<br /><br />It's just a thought.  I haven't done it myself and I don't know if anybody else has.  I may try it.  We don't have a simple swap like the TEL's.  I don't think anybody will find a non-abs Galant with disc brakes front and rear, and dual pistons on the front.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000023||theymightbegalants||03-02-2004||08:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by LunarShadow:<br /><strong> I don't think anybody will find a non-abs Galant with disc brakes front and rear, and dual pistons on the front. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I swear to god you just described the car I got mine off of, but I don't think the car is still there to confirm/deny this.  Of course, I could be either crazy or confusing it with one of the other miserable moldy heaps I was pulling shit off of that day...  Anyway, on that chart I didn't see non-ABS Galants, just non-ABS TELs.  Do they have the same split, does anyone know?||69.59.219.245||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum2/004835.cgi
A||||7||GVR-4||HELP!...Base timing question||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||02-28-2004||11:54 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I'm trying to set the base timing, but I can't find the terminal to ground which bypasses the ECU. I've done (and am doing) a search. The one diagram I've found is for a T/E/L and isn't much help. And of course, all my wiring has been moved around a bit with the battery relocated to the trunk. <br /><br />Anybody got a photo or a detailed description?||68.115.168.208||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||02-28-2004||03:07 PM||||There are 2 black plastic terminals hanging right next to the VIN plate on the firewall. You want the fatter one, which is *supposed* to have a dust cover you need to remove. It has one little skinny terminal inside that you have to ground.<br />There are pictures posted somewhere on this site...<br />Jeff||209.247.222.48||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-28-2004||04:04 PM||||base idle goes right along with this.  you should also set base idle, you need to ground out a terminal inside the car, next to the cabin fusebox.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-28-2004||06:26 PM||||In reguards to timing, when the car is idling and the base timing is set to 5 degrees, I should see 5 degrees on the logger at idle. Is this correct? Also, at full throttle, where should the timing be ideally?<br />Thanks||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||02-28-2004||06:44 PM||||You guys rock!||68.115.168.208||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||crucible||02-28-2004||07:02 PM||||Romanova, I think thats a big negative.When you ground out the terminal,it takes the puter out of the loop.When its idling normally, the puter will put it where ever it wants,mostly around 10 I think.Ideally, you want maximum advance but thats hard to do.Maximum advance and no knock is like hanging out with Hugh Hef and his girlfriends.<br />Also, when checking base timing a la 5 degrees,make sure your logger(if you got one) is disconnected.If you ground the engine terminal and your logger is conncected,it assumes your checking the BISS not BASE IDLE.My mechanic couldnt figure out why he wasnt seeing the timing when they did my timing belt.I had my logger connected.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||02-28-2004||07:41 PM||||Yeah, I think base timing WITHOUT the terminal under the hood being grounded should be about 8*.||68.115.168.208||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||02-28-2004||11:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> In reguards to timing, when the car is idling and the base timing is set to 5 degrees, I should see 5 degrees on the logger at idle. Is this correct?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You should see about 8 degrees at idle, fully warmed up, depending upon your idle speed. But, the ECU *assumes* you have the base set to 5 degrees properly with a timing light, so it doesn't mean anything if the base isn't set right.<br />Jeff||209.247.222.47||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum2/004836.cgi
A||||0||gassa1963||thoughts on this please||||1||||gassa1963||00003391
Z||000000||gassa1963||02-28-2004||12:51 PM||gary.morton@tesco.net||My n/a e39a 4wd 4ws has benn running rough. All voltages to sensors are ok.  Reset ECU by disconnecting earth lead on battery last week and car ran fine for about 3 days or so. Reset ECU again today and as i went to loosen nut on battery lead the terminal moved on the post.  Packed nut with a washer to get it to tighten on post prperly, and car was running sweet coming home.  Question/thoughts   if the terminal is moving on the post when car is running will this affect voltage/resitance going to the sensors to the ECU and therefore cause car to run like a pile if cr*p.  Just running this through my head and seems to make sense, just want to run it thtough other heads as well.  First thing I will check if it mucks around again is battery lead,  <br />   Thanks in advance for any thoughts,<br />  Regards Gary,||62.252.0.6||reg||1||gassa1963||00003391||yes



ubb/Forum2/004837.cgi
A||||9||boostedvr4ced||when installing the gauges in the suspension device on the dash board?||||1||||boostedvr4g63t||00002811
Z||000000||boostedvr4ced||02-28-2004||04:30 PM||deadwrong55@aol.com||HI,    <br />       When you guys install the gauges in the dashboard peice from the controllable suspension Galant's where do you guys run the wires do you guys make a hole in the dash or is there a trick or nice way to not cut a hole in the dash to run the wires and sender wires  and stuff if you guys know of a way email at deadwrong55@aol.com or just post a reply thanks.<br /><br />thanks again-nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||02-28-2004||08:02 PM||||LOL. you will have to make 4 holes on your dash to snap the housing in so one more for the wires wont be a big deal. atleast it wasnt for me on my afc install.<br /><br />hector||64.12.116.200||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||02-28-2004||10:30 PM||||i drilled into the clock because i didn't want to drill into the dash. i used black heat shrink to make it look better. the wire are somewhat visible but its not bad. looks fine to me.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||02-28-2004||11:55 PM||||Since you'll be covering the number plaque anyway why not take it off (put is somewhere safe) and drill a hole behind it for the wiring. If you ever want to change it back you can cover the hole by reinstalling the number plaque.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||02-29-2004||01:51 AM||||Picture please.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.233.107.38||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||02-29-2004||02:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Since you'll be covering the number plaque anyway why not take it off (put is somewhere safe) and drill a hole behind it for the wiring. If you ever want to change it back you can cover the hole by reinstalling the number plaque. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dammit Mark, you been stealing sneak peaks at my ride?  J/K.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Yea, what this guy said.||69.59.219.158||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||fast_gvr4||02-29-2004||09:24 AM||||<b>PICS!!!!!</b> please...||172.169.7.118||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000007||hecdws||02-29-2004||11:05 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2970" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />i had no badge and would never take the pod off. what im saying the way the pod snaps in is with 4 holes straight down on he corners. so whats the difference between 4 or 5 holes.<br /><br />hector||64.12.116.200||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000008||boostedvr4ced||03-01-2004||01:09 PM||||Well guys I appreciate all the advice and help I installed it 2 nights ago and it looks sweet Hector I thought I was the only person to think of putting an s-afc in that spot but i guess i wasnt it really came out nice it looks just like your car came out I will post pics of how it came out up as soon as possible which will prob be later tonight or tommorrow but thanks for all the tips and pics Hector you the man!<br /><br />Thanks Again-Nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000009||silly4turbo||03-01-2004||01:43 PM||||has anyone installed their s-afc in place of the vent under the stearing columm ? looks like a cool spot||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum2/004838.cgi
A||||0||LunarShadow||Cheap AFPR install||||1||||LunarShadow||00000031
Z||000000||LunarShadow||02-28-2004||05:31 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||Well, I had planned to do a how-to with pictures, but the digital camera broke.  Anyway, this is just a reminder that we can still do some things for little money.<br /><br />Basically, it cost me all of $16 dollars to install my AFPR. I have a universal unit, which there are plenty of pictures of in other posts.  Just search for AFPR, and you find one.  Anyway, it comes with three 6-AN fittings, and one plug fitting.  I was really apprehensive about tapping the stock fuel rail for an AN fitting.  The DOHC fuel rail is not that easy to find if you screw it up.  Also, it's very hard to find the correct tap which is large enough for the stock rail.  I have heard many horror stories about leaks after taping the stock rail.  Also, it is cast aluminum and not that durable. I know you can buy an AN adapter, but availability, the additional cost of the item plus shipping, and wait time, ect made me look elsewhere.<br /><br />So I took a trip down to the local U-pick and looked around a bit.  I found the high pressure side hose from a NA galant and removed it with my 19mm.  The high pressure nipple and o-ring are the same size as the return end of the rail.  No need to tap the rail for an AN fitting!<br /><br />Cost $3.25 + $1.00 admission fee = $4.25<br /><br />The next step was more tricky and I can't get the exact details right now.  There is a parts wholesaler down the street from where I work.  They also fabricate any automotive hose possible.  I told them what I had, and after some digging they came back with two compression type  3/8 nipples.  They thread on nicely to the 6-AN fittings on the regulator.  A little teflon tape made sure there would be no leaks.  The sad part is the invoice simply states "fitting" so I don't know what they are really.<br /><br />Cost $3.48 X 2 = $6.96<br /><br />The next trick is that the high pressure line does not bolt directly to the return end of the rail.  The bolt spacing is different.  You do have to tap the rail for the two bolts, but it much more forgiving situation because you don't need these threads to hold fuel pressure. You can reuse stock FPR bolts with this tap. <br /><br />6mm 1.0 Hanson Tap with drill bit - $4.89<br /><br />It's a bit over $16 dollars, but you get the point.  I used a few odds and ends to finish the job.  The bracket for the AFPR was made from some scrap aluminum and bolted to a throttle cable mounting point on the firewall side of the intake manifold.  I used some spare hose clamps on the barbed fittings.  <br /><br />It holds with no leaks and and my fuel pressure doesn't bounce around anymore.  There are some things which can cause problems. You should make sure the hoses aren't twisted when you slip them over the barbed fittings.  They kink very easily when twisted and it's a pain to pull them back off. When you tap the rail for the bolts,  make sure to hold the rail straight with the drill.  A vice and a drill press would help.  I did mine without either, but the design of the rail in the area you need to tap does not offer a flat surface on any side.  It is very easy to allow the drill bit to slide off at an angle.  Also, the aluminum is a bit thinner in this area than the original threads, so be very carefull not to over torque the bolts.      <br /><br />That's about it. Altough I haven't put many driving hours on this, I am sure it will hold up well.  Hopefully I will be able to post some pics soon.  It's kind of hard to get the idea without them.||172.164.249.49||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes



ubb/Forum2/004839.cgi
A||||11||e&c||engine vibrations please read!||||1||||698||00002660
Z||000000||e&c||02-28-2004||09:08 PM||||I know this has been talked about alot & ive searched but listen.  I had an ACT 2100 put in, valve cover gasket, resealed oil pan, timing set, other basics... And afterwards i noticed a slight all around vibration & bad vibes starting at 3500 rpm so i just didnt drive past that. But then it started vibrating bad at lower & lower rpm when it came to 3k i decided to take it past, up to 5k, and the vibes stopped about 4k.  SO for a range of about 1k it vibes real bad, its down to 2700rpm now.  this all started a few weeks ago. <br />     IT causes the whole car to vibrate whether driving or not and sounds horrible with the hood up. MAYBE starting near intake manifold, a ticking vibration, its hard to tell, then resonating everywhere.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||698||00002660||yes
Z||000001||851/1000||02-28-2004||09:28 PM||||Your Balance shafts are out of phase.||12.111.39.195||reg||1||Mark LaVallee||00003551||yes
Z||000002||number3||02-28-2004||09:29 PM||||Whom ever did you your timing belt did not amke sure the rear balance shaft was in of phase with the other shaft. <br /><br />"Remove the balance shaft plug on the rear side of the cylinder block and insert a Phillips screwdriver {shank diameter 8 mm (.31 in.)} through the hole to check that the balance shaft is in the correct position." "The balance shaft is in the correct position if the screwdriver can be inserted at least 60 mm (2.4 in.). If the inserted depth is less than this only 20-25 mm (.8-1.0 in.), the oil pump sprocket must be rotated one full turn and timing marks realigned. Recheck the balance shaft position using the screwdriver to ensure that it can be inserted 60 mm (2.4 in.) or more. Keep the screwdriver inserted until timing belt installation is complete."<br /><br />Take it back to them and have them redo the timing belt work correctly.<br /><br />For more details please visit the following link...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-engine.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/FAQlocator-engine.html</a> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||02-28-2004||09:33 PM||||Better yet, take it back and have them remove the balance shafts. I just had mine removed, and the increase in vibration is really minimal.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||02-28-2004||09:35 PM||||Was the work done by someone that knows dsm's or someone the knows cars in general?  If it's cars in general I would say your front b-shaft is out of time. The front balance shaft is basically right behind the turbo. <br /><br />Also is  your VR4 a 91 or 92?  If it�s a 92 is the closest number I have seen to mine on these forums.||63.226.181.123||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000005||DSMGVR4||02-28-2004||10:05 PM||||Not to go OT, but I'm 685/1000 Kensington Grey. ...is that closer?||69.115.25.212||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000006||e&c||02-29-2004||12:07 AM||||Well the plug is stuck pretty good, i'll check it later but i'll bet thats what it is. Yeah this guy works for chevy but knows a lot about imports, grew up in Japan, owns sweet 240sx, but not dsm. About removing b shafts, can you hear the vibrations, is it constant or does it change much with engine speed? <br />1992 Green GVR4 #698||198.81.26.43||reg||1||698||00002660||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||02-29-2004||12:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 698:<br /><strong> About removing b shafts, can you hear the vibrations, is it constant or does it change much with engine speed? <br />1992 Green GVR4 #698 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've only driven my car a couple times since the BS removal, but so far I can't even tell. Then again the poly mounts I put in at the same time make it buzzy as hell so maybe because of those I can't really tell the difference.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||MustGoFaster||02-29-2004||01:30 AM||||Thought it was in my sig.  710/1000.||63.226.181.123||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000009||e&c||02-29-2004||11:39 PM||||well, its not the rear b shaft now going to check front, but it looks harder to get to and now my check engine light's on!||198.81.26.43||reg||1||698||00002660||yes
Z||000010||grimm||03-01-2004||12:33 AM||||I think I got all three of you beat with 680/1000 and I have no balance shafts with minimal vibratory(<-is this a word) increase    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br /> oh and she is grey as well  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000011||e&c||03-01-2004||11:11 PM||||Checked both b.s. and the screwdriver inserts about 50mm for both, should that be changed? Next time the timing belt comes off or if the b.s. need adjusted now, i think i'll just have them removed. <br />Thanks for the input.<br />So many plans so little money!!||198.81.26.43||reg||1||698||00002660||yes



ubb/Forum2/004840.cgi
A||||4||kazerak2||how would i get off a striped nut?||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||02-28-2004||10:58 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i have a stripped nut on my lower control arm(its the big one closest to the front bumper), it is stripped bad, i was starting to drill through the top of the bolt, the nut is real close to coming off. but how would i get it off? would an impact wrench help any?||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||02-28-2004||11:44 PM||||If it is the nut that is stripped, can you get a pair of vice grips on it?  Or maybe use a dremel tool to cut a slot in the nut and use a big ass screwdriver to try and get it off.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||kazerak2||02-29-2004||12:26 AM||||do you think heating the nut up with a blow torch and trying to pop it off would work?||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000003||chopped 39||02-29-2004||12:47 AM||||ARE YOU REPLACING THE CONTROL ARM.<br />IF YOU ARE REPLACING THE CONTROL ARM OR THE BUSHING USE THE TORCH AND CUT THE NUT OFF AND THEN KNOCK OUT THE OLD BOLT.IF YOU ARE SAVING THE BUSHING AND THE ARM.USE A SAWSALL OR HACKSAW.<br />IF BOLT IS STUCK INSIDE BUSHING CUT BOTH SIDES OF BOLT OFF AND PRY ARM OUT OF FRAME BEING CAREFUL NOT TO BEND THE FRAME TO MUCH. REMEMBER HEATING BOLT OR NUT IS GOING TO TRANSFER HEAT TO BUSHING AND MAY DAMAGE IT    HOPE THIS HELPS GOOD LUCK||209.109.229.62||reg||1||steve||00003394||yes
Z||000004||hecdws||02-29-2004||11:08 AM||||if you have acces to  welder you migth be able to weld another nut on it and remove it like that. im just guessing, sounds like it would work.<br /><br />hector||64.12.116.200||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum2/004841.cgi
A||||16||josh long||Intercooler efficiency||||1||||josh long||00000943
Z||000000||josh long||02-28-2004||11:37 PM||jibber@icestorm.net||I hear a lot of people saying how inefficient some intercoolers are, so I have a question.<br /><br />How many people have multiple intake air temp gauges/ sensors? One before, and one after. We could test some and post the results.......... How do you "know" how bad these are?<br /><br />Now for the seat of the pants method. I have one of those "terrible" Starion coolers. It is mounted where the condenser  was up at the top of the radiator with the factory pusher fan retained pushing through about half of the cooler and the puller working the other half over. <br /><br />I have yet to install my Garrett (.42 in .48 ex) but the 14b pushing 1.1 bar seems to heat the turbo side greatly, and the post intercooler side is much cooler to the touch.<br /><br />I just wonder, what is the real world difference between a bar and plate, and the "atrocious" Starion cooler? I recall reading somewhere on the net (so you know this is credible   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  ) the difference between a "perfect" and "horrible" intercooler of the same size, being somewhere in the range of 4% to 6% less effective. For all but the people searching for the Holy Grail I would find this to be an acceptable loss for the $ saved.<br /><br />My flame suit is now on......<br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||02-29-2004||02:31 AM||||interesting point, i will add some knowledge to it however... This for the most part was out of maximum boost but it states something like:<br /><br />given a certain intercooler size and efficientcy (sp?) you will need twice the intercooler size to gain half the intercooler efficentcy left.. example:<br /><br />if the intercooler is 10x5x2 and is rated at 50% efficency, then a 10x10x2 is twice and big and therefore will increase the effiency half of what is left, to 75%...<br /><br />Sorry if this is confusing its hard to get thoughts on paper... but yea ill add to that.<br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||02-29-2004||02:48 AM||||Also, increasing thickness is only half as effective as increasing any other dimension.  So, to resue your example, if you went from a 10x5x2 to a 10x5x4, yes, you've doubled the volume, but not in equal terms as from going from 10x5x2 to a 10x10x2.  In my first example, you would go from 50% to 62.5%, vs. the second example which allows an increase of 50% to 75%.<br /><br />Another thing to keep in mind that the best way of doubling the volume is to double the number of tubes, not double their length.  So, it would be better to go from a 10x5x2 to a 10x10x2, instead of a 20x5x2.  They both double the volume, but the prior one will have much less pressure drop and the air flowing through the core will slow down, spending more time transferring heat to the core.<br /><br />I have no idea why bar and plate is better than tube and fin.||69.59.219.158||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||AWDpower||02-29-2004||03:40 AM||||"I have no idea why bare and plate is better than tube and fin."<br /><br />It's not. Tube and fin is more efficent, meaning it will transfer more heat away from the air charge. But it's also more restrictive, so all things being equal, tube and fin will create more of a pressure drop. The ideal design would use a tube and fin core, but be large enough to slow the airflow down enough to reduce the pressure drop to acceptable levels.||63.204.133.26||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000004||turboren||02-29-2004||09:27 AM||||If all the above statements are true, then shouldn't the Volvo 740/760 intercooler, which gets such a bad rap, in actuality be a pretty decent unit?  The only problem I can see with it is that it's not that thick, at about half as thick as a Starion IC.  That, and the plastic end tanks.  But, the inlet and outlet pipes on that thing are huge.<br /><br />Ren||205.56.129.102||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000005||s_firestone||02-29-2004||09:42 AM||||This one has been in the back of my mind for quite some time.<br /><br />I am seriously considering making an active intercooler using peltier modules.<br /><br />Peltier modules are plates of sandwiched dissimilar metals.  They exhibit whats known as the Peltier effect.<br /><br />When you pass DC current across them they act has a heat pump.  One side gets cold, the other hot.  When you reverse the polarity the heat moves in the opposite direction.<br /><br />The temperature drop across single peltier module can achieve 70-80 degree below or above ambient temperatures on a given side.  They literally get cold enough on one side to drop below 0 or approach the boiling point of water.<br /><br />They are now relatively cheap, with a 5cm square 130W~170W panel costing about $15.  I figure 5 or 6 of these attached to copper finned plates could dissipate 900W to 1050W or more.<br /><br />The downside is that these things use alot of current.  Roughly 10 to 15 amps each. They would require approximately 60 to 105 amps.<br /><br />The applications for these things are endless.  You could construct a heater/air conditioner for your car that only weighed 10lbs or so and required no compressor, freon, nor belts to drive them.<br /><br />A very very interesting effect is that the peltier effect is reversible(although I do not know the efficiency).  <br /><br />That is, when you apply a temperature differential across the plates, they put out DC voltage and current.  Imagine lining your exhaust pipe with these and getting all the DC current that your alternator puts out and then some.  This effect is called the Seebeck effect.<br /><br />Just as our turbo forces induction to our intake from the using the pressure of the exhaust creating a positive feedback system.  You could use this reverse effect to scavenge some of that waste heat for power generation to actively cool the intake charge, or oil, or even the coolant.  <br /><br />The downside is that large Heatsinks on the opposing side of a peltier device are required.  You still have to be able to dissipate the heat.  Your not cancelling the heat, simply moving it.<br /><br />Whether or not this could be made to approach the efficiency of air charge coolers has never been tested.  This would be experimental from the ground up.<br /><br />The possible benefits however would be a reduction  in the both the huge air/air intercooler assembly and also the miles of piping it requires.  The benefit of this would be in the reduction of piping lag time, the reduction of temperature and associated pressure drop.<br /><br />This technology could also be adapted to water/air charge coolers as water conducts heat better than any known liquid or gas.<br /><br />I know we have a couple electrical engineers, and many who are well versed in efficient charge air cooling and turbo principles.  <br /><br />What are your thoughts???<br /><br />For an example image of what one of these devices can do...<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2598451203&category=4660" target="_blank">Peltier Device on Ebay with demonstration of ice formation.</a> <br /><br />On a side note smaller peltier devices could be used to aid in cooling some of the more temperature sensitive comonents under the hood.<br /><br />I'm going to do some preliminary experiments with some smaller modules I purchased and efficient copper/aluminum heatsinks designed for CPU's.  <br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000006||TheJackalGT||02-29-2004||02:08 PM||||i have the feeling that once you boost 25+ pounds on an intercooler that is 7+ years old and has plastic end tanks, its going to blow up...<br /><br /><br />The thing i dont "Get" with an air to water setup is that it seems to me the intercooler couldnt keep up, sure for 3-4 seconds the air would be cold, but what about 3rd gear pulls, thats ALOT of heat for the water to take care of, does it really would that well and keep the air cool?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000007||turboren||02-29-2004||04:16 PM||||Well, having no personal experience with these setups on vehicles, I have read that the w/a ic does have advantages even when the water isn't moving.  The reason being, water is an excellent conductor of electricity (and by extension, heat), whereas air is a faily good insulator (poor electron/heat transfer).  One thing I have read/heard a lot about w/a setups is that they are very consistent.  Although you have a lot more potential for flow of cooling medium with the relatively limitless airflow going through an a/a ic, the transfer per unit of flow across the core isn't as great with the a/a ic.  So, you don't have to have as much flow to exchange the heat by using water.  <br /><br />If Chemistry class memory serves, pure water has the highest rate of heat transfer of any known fluid, especially as it changes state (ice to water, water to steam, and vice-versa).  The only reason it's not used for refrigeration is the fact that it requires so much enegry for it to change state.  Were that energy free, water would be the ideal refrigerant: non-toxic, high latent heat, easily transfers heat.  It is actually used as a cooling medium for shipboard air-conditioning aboard most large ships, through use of heat exchangers on the hot (water to air heat exchanger with fan for air circualtion through space being cooled) and cold (water to refrigerant heat exchanger -- condenser for refrigerant) sides.<br /><br />Hope that wasn't too confusing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Ren||205.56.129.102||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000008||turboren||02-29-2004||05:58 PM||||Actualy, I think I have to recant that statement regarding why water wouldn't be the best choice for a refgigerant.  After thinking about it, I think the real reason it's not used is because it has such a high boiling point (relative to the other commonly-used refrigerants).  The fact that it takes a lot of energy to convert from state to state is actually a plus.<br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.101||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000009||#258||02-29-2004||08:27 PM||||Which is exactley why water makes a great cooling medium. Heat can be withdrawn or added to water and its temp. doesnt change. Neat stuff!||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000010||josh long||03-01-2004||02:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> The ideal design would use a tube and fin core, but be large enough to slow the airflow down enough to reduce the pressure drop to acceptable levels. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What? I am confused............ Is this not a conterdiction?<br /><br />If you are slowing the air flow down are you not increasing the pressure drop? Although if you slow down the charge air you will give the air "time to cool"<br /><br />Water is the best cooling medium as it can cool a amazing amount of heat. Water expands at a rate of 1700:1. Once in the steam state there is much more surface area exposed, enableing much more cooling effect. The biggest issue is the problem is the water to air setups take much more area and are more complex. I helped build one for a rally car and after a few rallys it is coming off..... as it is not very reasonable weight and space wise.<br /><br />Josh||67.75.217.238||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||03-01-2004||02:48 AM||||No Josh, it is not a contradiction.  A pressure drop is caused by a restriction of the air flow.  By increasing the number of tubes, instead of merely increasing their length, you provide more area (a wider path) for the air to flow through.  To use a metaphor, for the same volume of traffic, a 6 lane freeway will have less congestion than a 2 lane freeway.  And because we're talking about the same volume of air here, because it has more area to flow through, less air has to move through each tube.  But because the overall flow remains the same, this is why the air's velocity must drop when the flow area is increased, and lower speed equals more time in the tube which allows the air to transfer more heat.<br /><br /><br />Basically, in a nutshell, the "best" air/air FMIC setup is tube and fin, top to bottom flow.  I put best in quotations because nothing is perfect, and compromises will have to be made.  This allows for the maximum number of tubes to tube length ratio, which is the best for keeping pressure drop down and efficiency up.  These are key for making power.  Another benefit is that it is easy to orient the endtanks on a top to bottom to allow super shorty piping, which is great for spoolup and throttle response.  So, what are the downsides, as I mentioned the compromises?  One is weight, as the top to bottom style requires much larger endtanks, which obviously will weigh more.  The other is airflow AFTER the FMIC.  The larger endtanks on the top to bottom will block more air that could be flowing through or around the FMIC to reach the radiator and keep engine coolant temps down.  On most side to side setups, the endtanks are either small enough or on the outside of the radiator anyway so as to not matter a significant amount.  There is, however, a slight benefit to the larger endtanks of the top to bottom, and that is that they are a much larger heatsink compared to those on a side to side.  The don't absorb much heat from the air directly, but they do absorb a lot as transmitted from the core itself.  Now, frankly I doubt that anything but the stocker will experience heatsoak to such a severe degree that this will matter, but I'd just thought I'd toss it out there as a sacrifice to the debate gods.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||69.59.219.192||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||s_firestone||03-01-2004||08:02 AM||||Water is the single best medium for thermal transfer of any known liquid or gas.  What method of cooling does your body use?  Property of thermal transfer by evaporation of water across a large surface area.<br /><br />In a car cooling system The reason we dilute the water with antifreeze is:<br /><br />1. To lower its freezing point.<br />2. Cut down on oxidation.  Your engine block is iron.  Water rusts iron.  Ethylene Glycol(alchohol in general) doesn't conduct heat very well, otherwise there would be no reason for using water in cooling systems.  <br /><br />Water needs a large surface area to release heat because it is efficient at storing alot of it.  The larger the surface area the faster the release.  That's why a radiator uses lots of aluminum or copper fins creating a humongous amount of surface area by which to extract the heat stored in the water.  But since the fins are all in such close proximity to one another, for the transfer to be efficient we must force air to move the heat away from the fins.||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000013||gixxer||03-01-2004||01:01 PM||||to the guy who posted the peltier IC idea, there is already at least one peltier intercooler on the market, we had a thread on it a few months ago on here.||129.219.23.221||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000014||VR4 Me||03-01-2004||03:03 PM||||okay, well, let me ask you guys this...<br /><br />I've got a tube and fin from my Celica project that has been put on hold due to monetary issues. Anyway, I would like to incorporate the intercooler (since I've already got it, and I'm gonna want to upgrade the VR4 IC anyway) into my setup. Here's a pic, measurements of the core are 8x13x3. Inefficient? It's gotta be better than stock...   <img src="http://www.newcelica.org/photopost/data/500/6300cic.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />take note, that the endtank bungs are on the same side. this can't be good. maybe I'll just sell it, as I've already got all the correct piping, then again, I could probably use some of the piping and some welder trickery, and fab up some new pipes, eh?||68.155.225.6||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000015||AWDnot2||03-01-2004||03:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> <br /><br />  So, what are the downsides, as I mentioned the compromises?  One is weight, as the top to bottom style requires much larger endtanks, which obviously will weigh more.  The other is airflow AFTER the FMIC.  The larger endtanks on the top to bottom will block more air that could be flowing through or around the FMIC to reach the radiator and keep engine coolant temps down.  On most side to side setups, the endtanks are either small enough or on the outside of the radiator anyway so as to not matter a significant amount.  There is, however, a slight benefit to the larger endtanks of the top to bottom, and that is that they are a much larger heatsink compared to those on a side to side.  The don't absorb much heat from the air directly, but they do absorb a lot as transmitted from the core itself.            <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />       </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The extra weight from the AIS vtrtical flow is 3lbs.<br /> <br />Air flow to the rad does not suffer. The tanks are tucked behind the bumper skin, so only the core is exposed. The external FPI would play a big role in airflow to the rad.<br /><br />Tanks are are very poor at transfering heat.   <br /><br />If the inlet air temperatures of the engine in cruise condition is 20°C above ambient, then on a 25° day the inlet air temp will be 45°C. After 30 minutes or so of running, all of the different components of the intake system will also have stabilized at around this temperature. If the engine then comes on boost and there is a sudden rise in the temp of the air being introduced to this system, the temperature of the turbo compressor cover (or blower housing), inlet duct, throttle body, plenum chamber, and inlet runners will all increase. These components increase in temp because they are removing heat from the intake air, limiting the magnitude of the initial rise in the actual intake air temperature. As a result, the infrequent short bursts of boost used in a typical road-driven forced-induction car often produce a lower initial intake air temperature than expected. This doesn't mean that intercooling is not worthwhile - it certainly is - but that the theory of the temperature increase doesn't always match reality<br /><br /> 1)Header-to header measurement= Length of tubes.<br /> 2)Core thickness<br /> 3)Number of tubes<br /> 4)Size of internal tube<br /> 5)FPI of internal tube<br /> 6)Size of external tube <br /> 7)FPI of external tube<br /> <br />When we manufacture a core, these are the dimensions we have to have.<br /><br /><br />"Bar & plate intercooler cores dissipate more BTU's than plate tube & fin & then tube & fin cores - per square inch." <br /> If tube and fin cores transferred more BTUs per square inch, we would use them, as they're are a lot cheaper to manufacture.<br /><br />AWDpower, I know what you're talking about. A vertical flow core would allow a lower velocity so that the heat transfer had more time to take place.  As far as the tube and fin, I would have to disagree about the heat transfer ability. It does allow more ambient air to pass, cooling the rad. This is because of the round shape tube.<br /><br />But, anything is better than a stock GVR4 IC.<br /><br />You could go on and on about the pros and cons of every intercooler made. You will never have an air-to-air intercooler that is 100% efficient.||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000016||josh long||03-01-2004||06:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> <br />Originally posted by AWDpower:<br />The ideal design would use a tube and fin core, but be large enough to slow the airflow down enough to reduce the pressure drop to acceptable levels. <br /><br /><br />No Josh, it is not a contradiction.  A pressure drop is caused by a restriction of the air flow.  By increasing the number of tubes, instead of merely increasing their length, you provide more area (a wider path) for the air to flow through.  To use a metaphor, for the same volume of traffic, a 6 lane freeway will have less congestion than a 2 lane freeway. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What you are saying is easily understood but not what was origionally said. <br /><br /><br />The larger you make an intercooler the less restriction it will be to the same pressure. this of course does not work with an intercooler that is two rows tall and six feet long.<br /><br />All I was trying to say was if you slow the airflow down you just created a pressure drop, not reduced it.<br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes



ubb/Forum2/004842.cgi
A||||0||arpa||compression results...||||8||||arpa||00002653
Z||000000||arpa||02-29-2004||05:39 PM||broknnex89rs@hotmail.com||Well we finally got the car home and off the trailer last night around 11:55pm (thanks autobahntom and brother). So today I started the basic looking around to see what all I could find was wrong. Well I cleaned up the interior and then decided to put the motor back together. Went to the autoparts store and picked up new fluids for the transfer case and rear, coolant and all the other goodies that I could think of off the top of my head. So when I got home I decided to do the compression test, I did a total of 3 and here are the results.<br /><br />4 Cranks w/ open throttle<br />1: 180<br />2: 165<br />3: 165<br />4: 155<br /><br />4 Cranks w/ closed throttle<br />1: 185<br />2: 163<br />3: 165<br />4: 155<br /><br />Cranked for 10 seconds w/ closed throttle<br />1: 195<br />2: 165<br />3: 165<br />4: 155<br /><br />The cylinder(sp?) with the high numbers just so happens to be the one that was half full of oil when I took the spark plug wires out, reason for that is still unknown as well. But it seems that 1 and 3 had oil in them, 1 being half ful and 3 having enought to coat half the plug but not cover it like 1 was. Any ideas on either of these issues would be greatly appriciated.<br /><br />-Mike||68.54.153.95||reg||8||arpa||00002653||yes



ubb/Forum2/004843.cgi
A||||8||turboren||O-ring block vs. MLS head gasket||||1||||turboren||00002199
Z||000000||turboren||02-29-2004||07:44 PM||turboren@yahoo.com||Which is better?  Or could you actually go with both?<br /><br />I have to get some machine work done on one of my blocks anyway, so I was thinking of getting it o-ringed while I was at it.<br /><br />Opinions?<br /><br />Sorry if this has been covered before, but I DID search...<br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.101||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000002||turboren||02-29-2004||09:59 PM||||OK, cool, thanks Harry.  I was thinking that might be the case.<br /><br />Other than the recommendation of the builder, is there a reason you would want to do both?  I mean, does it have a lot better potential to seal?<br /><br />Man, that's one good thing about rotaries... never have to worry about head gaskets  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.99||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000003||number3||02-29-2004||10:21 PM||||just Apex seals...||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000004||4drwhore||03-01-2004||10:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboren:<br /> OK, cool, thanks Harry.  I was thinking that might be the case.<br /><br />Other than the recommendation of the builder, is there a reason you would want to do both?  I mean, does it have a lot better potential to seal?<br /><br /><b>Man, that's one good thing about rotaries... never have to worry about head gaskets   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> </b>   <br /><br />Ren </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or have to worry about them running long enough to make a pass down the track.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||tom_collins||03-01-2004||04:42 PM||||I think the typical gist of o-ringing is that they make a groove around the bore of each of your cylinders into which they put a metal wire that is harder than the metal your headgasket is made out of.  Then when you put everything together and torque it down the harder wire presses into the softer metal of the headgasket forming a better seal than if you had nothing at all.  This can be done to the head or the block.<br /><br />I've also heard of o-ringing the actual gasket though, and I'm not really sure what that entails.<br /><br />In any case, a MLS headgasket is great, and so is o-ringing, so doing them both is just extra insurance.||65.196.105.182||reg||1||tom_collins||00003462||yes
Z||000006||number3||03-01-2004||04:47 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2978" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2978&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />Here is a picture of the O-ringed block in number3.||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||turboren||03-02-2004||11:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Or have to worry about them running long enough to make a pass down the track.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not much of an issue with NA rotaries.  In actual race-prepped engines, rotaries last a LOT longer than equivalent-powered piston engines of twice their displacement.  It's not uncommon for race teams to a whole season or more on the same engine.  I'm referring to road race and rally here, not quite so true for drag racing.<br /><br />As for the 0-ring material, I thought they were all copper, which would be softer than steel (obviously).  The seal is supposed to result from the crushing of the o-ring, not the gasket.  At least, that's how I understand it.<br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.101||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000008||number3||03-05-2004||10:22 AM||||I think we have missed each other at the overpass, so to speak. <br /><br />You don't want to run a MLS "AND" and O-ring block at the sametime. <br /><br />Both ways are very effective on their own but not together.<br /><br />Harry||64.139.80.227||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000009||pisces_0||03-05-2004||10:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>You don't want to run a MLS "AND" and O-ring block at the sametime. <br /><br />Both ways are very effective on their own but not together.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I've heard also.  The MLS gasket is quite a bit harder than a stock composite gasket and doesn't accept the o-rings all too well.  With both it'd be tough to achieve a good seal.  If you're dead-set on o-ringing the block or head I've heard that people have had success with the stock composite head gasket and even Fel-Pro head gaskets in conjunction with an o-ring.||64.61.224.148||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum2/004844.cgi
A||||24||rkomers||4g63b vs 4g63t||||1||||rkomers||00003648
Z||000000||rkomers||02-29-2004||08:00 PM||rkomers@sbcglobal.net||I am the original owner of 1991 Galant VR4 (#1 of 2000).  The car has 176,000 and is all original.  I'm thinking of buying a JDM 4363t.  What are the swap issues.<br /><br />Ron Komers||67.124.30.35||reg||1||rkomers||00003648||yes
Z||000001||369of1000||02-29-2004||08:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rkomers:<br /><strong> I am the original owner of 1991 Galant VR4 (#1 of 2000)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.114.21.70||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000002||jayru||02-29-2004||08:06 PM||||Wow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  You own one of the Holy Grails of VR4's sir. The only other being #1 of 1000 for 92.<br /><br />Welcome, it only took you 13 years to find the board?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />JDM motors are the same as ours except for a few things. They have the Cyclone intake which has buterflies in the intake that are accuated by vaccum, also they have an air cooled oil supply.<br /><br />Do a search and you'll find all the info you need.<br />Good Luck||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||02-29-2004||08:06 PM||||Whoa. You're famous and you don't even know it. Do you have a picture of the dash badge? What color is your car? <br /><br />As far as the swap, its not entirely diffent from the USDM setup, I think the biggest difference is in the intake manifold.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||02-29-2004||08:11 PM||||thats the first one out of all 3000.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||crucible||02-29-2004||08:14 PM||||<b>thats the first one out of all 3000. </b> <br /><br />And he's the original owner.Nice!<br />Gotta love loyalty<br />Sorry I didn't answer the question<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||ShaggyTE||02-29-2004||08:23 PM||||I think he deserves stars by his name for owning #1 AND being the original owner.||207.177.3.192||reg||1||ShaggyTE||00002769||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||02-29-2004||09:32 PM||||wow||65.41.84.91||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||02-29-2004||11:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rkomers:<br /><strong> I am the original owner of 1991 Galant VR4 (#1 of 2000). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br />If you do a search there has been atleast 3 threads I know of asking if anyone ownes number one AND your the original owner  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  . WOW, well you got 5 stars for me anyone who has owned one of these cars for that long definately deserves 5 stars in my book. And what jayru said is right, the only other thing I know of is the motor my buddy got did not have a provision to put an oil pressure sender   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  . Also it is wise to get an automatic motor due to less chance of abuse, that's what Ken Inn did and I think it is good advice, the only thing I remember that was different between the auto and stick was the cams and maybe the fuel pressure regulator. Oh yea and some have 16g's and 510 cc injectors but those are rare.<br /><br />Well looks like Harry has been dethrowned.||65.177.241.7||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||number3||03-01-2004||07:22 AM||||I own a 92.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||GREENVR4||03-01-2004||08:27 AM||||oooooh! MASTER!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||03-01-2004||09:01 AM||||What does it take to be numbah 1 ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||iceman69510||03-01-2004||09:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> What does it take to be numbah 1 ?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're probably already number 1 in sheer quantity KC!||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000013||gixxer||03-01-2004||12:58 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     bow down!||129.219.23.221||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000014||turbogalant||03-01-2004||03:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I own a 92.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <br /><br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just meant that he had a lower number than you, as far as I knew you had the lowest number 91 or 92. But you still have the nicest looking car, I don't think that will ever change.||65.177.240.68||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000015||number3||03-01-2004||04:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I own a 92.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />      <br /><br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just meant that he had a lower number than you, as far as I knew you had the lowest number 91 or 92. But you still have the nicest looking car, I don't think that will ever change. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your production number came before mine...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    I knew what you ment I was only giving you a hard time.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Any pictures of 1/2000?||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||turbogalant||03-02-2004||05:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br />Your production number came before mine...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     I knew what you ment I was only giving you a hard time.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Any pictures of 1/2000?</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.241.94||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000017||MiSTER2||03-03-2004||09:55 AM||||You guys scared him off   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000018||MiSTER2||03-03-2004||09:57 AM||||Or even worse, gave him a big head so now he thinks he's the mitsubishi galant god.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />If he ever comes back give him the bad news slowly and tell him i'm the real mitsubishi god   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000019||HHIVR4||03-03-2004||10:25 AM||||thats cool now whos number 2???||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000020||Mitsuturbo||03-03-2004||12:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rkomers:<br /><strong> I am the original owner of 1991 Galant VR4 (#1 of 2000).  The car has 176,000 and is all original.  I'm thinking of buying a JDM 4363t.  What are the swap issues.<br /><br />Ron Komers </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Excuse me.. i don't mean to seem rude.<br />However.. this is a bit hard to swallow.<br />Are you for real?  Does the car really still exist and is in good shape?  This is not a joke someone is playing on us all here on the forum?<br />If you own #1......<br />(speechless)||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000021||turbogalant||03-03-2004||03:14 PM||||I think he has to take the cake for one post and already having 5 stars.||65.177.240.164||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000022||grimm||03-03-2004||03:41 PM||||number 1!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  that is cool. as far as I know the jdm is like ours execpt the Cyclone intake... should not be hard swap||132.194.83.162||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000023||GForcedVR4||03-03-2004||06:22 PM||||now we just have to find out who owns #1 of 1000  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  if this kid is for real. i want to see some pics of the dash plaque<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.9.144.238||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes
Z||000024||joec||03-03-2004||06:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GForcedVR4:<br /><strong> if this kid is for real.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Probably not much of a kid if he's owned the car for 13 years   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.179.104.211||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum2/004845.cgi
A||||0||mj_rosenfeld||high RPM PS cut off||||1||||mj_rosenfeld||00001058
Z||000000||mj_rosenfeld||02-29-2004||09:50 PM||mlr@cgate.net||Our PS is RPM sensitive. There is supposed to be a way to disable that feature involving disassembly of the PS pump spool valve and inserting a washer or sleeve. Last year an intensive web search uncovered some links on the subject but I did not have a printer. Now that I do have a printer, I find that those links are dead and what are still active aren't that useful. Does anyone have info on what precisely is involved? <br />As an alternative, has anyone put a larger pulley on their PS pump? What did you use? It appears to be shrink fit on the shaft.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.58||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes



ubb/Forum2/004846.cgi
A||||1||mistervr4||jdm headlight problems||||1||||mistervr4||00002348
Z||000000||mistervr4||02-29-2004||10:22 PM||mistervr4gsx@hotmail.com||Hey everyone.  I just bought a set of jdm headlights online, and I've discovered a problem.  They're not a matched set.  One of the lights has an h4, and an h1 bulb, and the other light has an h4, and some other bulb that is not labeled.  It is a dual filament bulb, and is a lot bigger than the others.  Can anyone help me out, and let me know what I have?  I bought this set from someone on this board, and am disappointed to know that someone would offload a set of lights that aren't a matched set, and not tell anyone.  Thanks a lot for your time.<br /><br />Fred Clavell||67.164.206.223||reg||1||mistervr4||00002348||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-29-2004||10:37 PM||||They should have H4s and H1s. Just got buy some new bulbs, you'll be set.<br /><a href="http://www.rallylights.com" target="_blank">www.rallylights.com</a>||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum2/004847.cgi
A||||6||rabz||is there a plug to test the factory tach||||5||||rabz||00003455
Z||000000||rabz||02-29-2004||10:27 PM||joemunk47@aol.com||I am putting in a aftermarket tach and wanting to know the easiest way to do it.Please send me some tips.thanks||152.163.252.136||reg||5||rabz||00003455||yes
Z||000001||grimm||03-01-2004||12:56 AM||||There is one in the ecu harness, if you, or a friend have a S-AFC wiring manual, you  could look at that and it'll tell you which wire it is. Quick question though, Why do you want to install a tach when you already have one that is pretty accurate in the dash? May I suggest just a shift light if you wanna know when to shift...||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||03-01-2004||02:56 AM||||Anyone ever measure the stock tach?  I believe that most of the aftermarket tachs are about 5", and I wanna say that ours is even bigger than that, or at least comparable.  Unless you're revving over 9k, you don't need an aftermarket tach.  You can either spend that money elsewhere and be faster, or be a ricer.||69.59.219.192||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||atc250r||03-01-2004||11:21 AM||||I'm a ricer, yeeeehhhhhh!!! HAHAHAHAHAHA!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   Actually, the stock tach seems pretty accurate as compared to my Autometer tach. I think it is a bit off at idle but who cares about that, you can just use your logger to check idle rpm. <br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||03-01-2004||11:53 AM||||When you start making some power (400+) some can get a little behind.  A friend of mine's tach was sometimes up to 500 RPM slow (Shift light on at 7K tach only reading ~6500)  If you can make the power you should be smart enough to hook up a tach.  Unless you stock tach is dead, I would say don't give ricers a reason to break into your car.  You can also go to <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> and they have a ECU pin out diagram.||63.226.181.123||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000005||rabz||03-01-2004||07:49 PM||||my whole gauge cluster is dead I am putting the tach in it's place. that's all I need.I'm not putting it up on the dash like a frikkin ricer.Sorry I didn't think I had to explain what I was doin.Why is everyone so fast to jump to conclusions and start bashin.Thanks for the help I have a s-afc so I will check that out.I guess next time I will explain everything I am tryin to do so I don't get bashed on.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.12.116.200||reg||12||rabz||00003455||yes
Z||000006||atc250r||03-01-2004||07:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> I'm a ricer, yeeeehhhhhh!!! HAHAHAHAHAHA!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     Actually, the stock tach seems pretty accurate as compared to my Autometer tach. I think it is a bit off at idle but who cares about that, you can just use your logger to check idle rpm. <br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude, I wasn't making fun of you, I was making fun of me. I have a Monster Tach with a shift light mounted over the left dash speaker. The only comments I got when I posted some pics of my car were about the rice tach, ask me if I CARE what anyone else thinks.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes



ubb/Forum2/004848.cgi
A||||12||QShip||Dismal Dyno Run||||1||||Kanihitit||00000300
Z||000000||QShip||03-01-2004||09:34 AM||kanihitit@yahoo.com||Well I put 530 on the Dyno on Saturday and was  a little disappointed by her performance. I was very happy she held together though considering the number of pulls we did. We could only put out 440hp at the weels with 103 and 30PSI. We made peak horsepower at 6500 RPM. Everytime we approached 7K (@ 30psi) we got a stutter and the the power would cut out. At 15 PSI the stutter would go away and we could run to 8000 easily. We changed AFM, Coils, Wires, Plugs, FPress, but could not get to the other side of 7K on 30 PSI. Have'nt decided if it is electrical or physical. Is MSD, Bigger Throttle Body, etc needed? Anyone got any ideas? Wisecracks?<br /><br />Thanks||12.147.96.10||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||03-01-2004||09:40 AM||||I don't think anything north of 400hp is anything to sneeze at.  That's an accomplishment in anyone's book. Congrats and good luck working out the gremlin's.||167.142.22.213||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||03-01-2004||09:47 AM||||What did the A/F ratio do? It could also be the Valves floating did it do the same thing at the same RPM each time you ran it at 30 psi. Our race motor did it and we found out that the valve springs were bad. The thing I don't know is if there would be more of a floating issue at 30 psi than 15 psi.||162.83.76.117||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||QShip||03-01-2004||11:05 AM||||1643- Thanks for the well wishes.  My disappointment stems from not being able to get past the 7k.<br /><br />14B- The AFR is actually relatively flat from about 5800 to the 7K spot where it was going rich at first. I got happy, leaned it out and it was inline with the preceeding RPMs but still stuttered like Stuttering John.<br /><br />Thanks again.||12.147.96.10||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||03-01-2004||11:45 AM||||I bet it's ignition related.  Was there a boost threshold for the problem?  Did you test the car at increments between 15 and 30psi?||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||03-01-2004||12:46 PM||||HaHa! Dismal 440HP run!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Yeh, like Howard said, I'll bet if you would have upped the boost in Stages you would have found the spot where the ignition was breaking down. What gap and plugs?||68.156.238.175||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||QShip||03-01-2004||04:49 PM||||Howard and Jeff,<br /><br />We did not identify where the threshold was. I did the 15psi to try to verify that it was boost related. That didn't help identify the cause though.  I was originally running BPR8ES with a 28 gap.  We switched those for BPR7ES with stock gap but it did not improve any. Given my setup my car should be on the other side of 460hp at 30psi. So something is sapping my power.||12.147.96.10||reg||9||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000007||14bCrazy||03-02-2004||09:08 AM||||You changed the heat range but not the gap. At high boost you can blow the spark out if there is to big of a gap. I'd try to make the gap smaller.||162.83.76.117||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000008||Hal||03-02-2004||09:15 AM||||We just went through hell trying to find a misfire at higher boost levels.<br /><br />We changed EVERYTHING ignition related and it didn't help.<br /><br />What it turned out to be was the spark was arcing from under the boot on the coil end.<br /><br />It did this with two different sets of Magnacore wires.<br /><br />We put NGKs (from RRE) on it, and the misfire is all gone.<br /><br />The wider the plug gap, the harder it is for a spark to occur.  Instead of sparking, the electrical flow tries to find an easier path to ground.<br /><br />If you can't maintain a .028 gap while raising boost then there is an "arcing" problem someplace (assuming your fuel delivery is good).<br /><br />Hal||162.119.240.100||reg||1||Hal||00003522||yes
Z||000009||Garfield Wright||03-02-2004||09:56 AM||||I met Kanihitit on Staurday for the 1st time.  I had seen his car at the shop along time ago being built but never met him until Saturday.  1st, I must say props to Keydiver.  That car started up & idled alot smoother than my closer to stock car w/his chip.  It was amazing. I wasn't there for all the dyno runs but from what I saw, the car is well put together.  I was able to sanp some shots before I left. Hope you don't mind me posting the pix Joe  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2984" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2984&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2985" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2985&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2986" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2986&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2987" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2987&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000010||Rice Killer||03-02-2004||11:29 AM||||You guys should of just swapped the plugs out with BR7ES in the first place, instead of using BPR7ES I was getting spark blow out at high boost 23psi+ with my 1G Race car with BPR7ES I swapped in the br7es and no more blow out and 354WHP with a Green 5800ft above sea level at 24psi this was with the good old TMO stage 3 ECU and AFC setup with 660cc injectors, no fancy EMS.||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000011||GalantVR41062||03-02-2004||11:35 AM||||I would say you are blowing out your spark.  Go back to the 8s and gap it to 25.  What kind of set up are you running as well, you could be out running somthing.<br /><br />~John||172.199.197.205||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000012||QShip||03-02-2004||08:53 PM||||Garfield   Thanks for the PICs.<br /><br />Rice and GVR41062, I will give them both a shot tomorrow night.<br /><br />Setup Basics<br />Fuel: Walboro 255,PTE 880cc, AFC<br />Induction: 2G MAS, 2-216, FRH Intake, PTE RS60<br />Ignition: Stock<br /><br />Thanks||68.219.40.65||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes



ubb/Forum2/004849.cgi
A||||4||atc250r||AFPR Installed, pics inside.||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||03-01-2004||11:47 AM||johngmr@yahoo.com||I got the AFPR done Sunday. Apparently you can get knock from being too rich since my knock issues are greatly reduced now. I still have to pressure test the intake but I just figured some of you may be interested in a mounting possibility. Fuel trims went from 81% across the board to Low - 95% Medium - 99% High - 107%. My advice to anyone going to a 255 pump is don't put it in unless you have the regulator ready to go. BTW it is a Kirban regulator and I made the bracket myself. Hopefully some of you will find this info useful.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2976&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||03-01-2004||11:56 AM||||looks sweet, nice job. how much was that reg ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||03-01-2004||01:17 PM||||Anyone have the part number for the EVO 8 oil fill cap (Mobil 1)? I've been meaning to get one of those...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||03-01-2004||01:47 PM||||CAPS says that MN163112 is the part# for the whole oil filler cap, MN163040 is just for the "engine oil caution" insert.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||03-01-2004||05:17 PM||||Danke.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum2/004850.cgi
A||||3||rrustedcage||flywheel dowel||||1||||ryan||00001263
Z||000000||rrustedcage||03-01-2004||12:23 PM||rrustedcage@yahoo.com||i don't have the cd roms in front of me, nor have i pulled it apart yet, but dowel for my flywheel was pushed in/won't contact the flywheel and i'm just wondering the best way to get access at the backside of that.  thanks<br /><br />ryan<br /><br />(can that be all one sentence like that?)||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000001||Wei||03-02-2004||11:48 PM||||When the dowels are in, they are in for good.  I had to change to new flywheel and i wanted to use the old dowels from the old flywheel.  I took it to a machine shop but that didnt help.  It made it even worst.  You can not get the dowles from the other side.  So i had to order new ones to put in to my new flywheel.||172.173.221.243||reg||1||HKSVR-4||00003680||yes
Z||000002||AWDpower||03-03-2004||12:08 AM||||Do you mean the single large dowel at the end of the crank? Maybe you can remove it with an ez-out and replace it with a new one. You don't want to do without it. That dowel was missing from my friend's car, and his flywheel worked it's way loose.||63.204.133.26||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000003||rrustedcage||03-03-2004||04:10 AM||||yeah, sorry, i should have been more clear.  its the dowel that aligns the flywheel to the crank.  i remember it being pushed in and i don't know why i decided to put the car together without dealing with the problem.  sometimes i think i just like to make more work for myself.  i'm just wondering if i can pop it back out from the other side or if it sits in a blind hole and i can just push it in a little deeper and put one on top of it, or if its not a blind hole and i can push it through into the oil pan and get at it that way.  i'll actually have time to try those ideas hopefully within the week.  i was just looking for someone with some prior experience in the matter.  it'll be the second time in a month that i have dropped the trans for shit i should have picked up when i first put the engine back in the car.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   thanks for the input fellas  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes



ubb/Forum2/004851.cgi
A||||4||jay4g63t||safc install ||||1||||jay4g63t||00003658
Z||000000||jay4g63t||03-01-2004||12:46 PM||snomangsx901237@aol.com||hello im in need of some assistance i need the safc installation instructions for my 1g.........I already tried <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> and there was no info......if any one could please help id greatly appreciate it........thanks in advance||205.188.208.172||reg||1||jay4g63t||00003658||yes
Z||000001||k91||03-01-2004||01:09 PM||||In case you missed the thread up top called READ ME FIRST <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712</a>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Also <a href="http://www.apexi-usa.com" target="_blank">www.apexi-usa.com</a>||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||03-01-2004||02:06 PM||||For a 1G, use the install instructions on the VFAQ site....which seem to be gone now. Odd.<br /><br />So then just use the ones in the Tech section as stated above.||65.100.24.153||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||TheJackalGT||03-01-2004||03:37 PM||||use the apexi site, theres a contradiction though, everything is the same except the maf signal wires, if i remeber right i have the pink/orange combo, and the other combo doesnt work..||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000004||yiutsang||03-02-2004||10:15 AM||||I would recommend use the one on READ ME FIRST as the instruction from Apexi will get you incorrect rpm read (it will report doubled figure, and some people work around with it by setting it as 2 piston instead of 4)||202.64.195.200||reg||1||Yiuwa||00002140||yes



ubb/Forum2/004852.cgi
A||||10||boostedvr4ced||Will 1992 e,t,l shifter work on my 91 galant vr-4??||||1||||boostedvr4g63t||00002811
Z||000000||boostedvr4ced||03-01-2004||04:50 PM||deadwrong55@aol.com||Hey Guys,<br /><br />        People say that if you use an Eclipse,Talon or Laser shifter on the Galant VR-4 it is a cheap alternative for a short shifter kit but I know only certain years work all I need to know is which year are the ones that work. Is it 1992 and up? I think it is, but just need someone verify that for me. I would appreciate it if you guys could help me out once again if anyone knows an answer to this qustion just email at deadwrong55@aol.com or just post a reply thanks a million!<br /><br />Thanks Again-Nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000001||gvrfour173||03-01-2004||04:52 PM||||just used the arm from a 91-94, should be fine.||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000002||JoshWeaver||03-01-2004||04:55 PM||||I'm using the arm from a 91 talon. Works great! It gives a tighter, more accurate, feel to the shifts. Good luck. <br /><br />-Josh||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000003||Rice Killer||03-01-2004||05:10 PM||||Do you switch out the whole shifter assembly including the shifter plate? I have a 92 AWD Tsi parts car sitting around that I can take the shifter assembly out of to put in the GVR4. Free mods are the best bang for the buck money can buy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||03-01-2004||05:12 PM||||Personally, I think its too short. After I had it installed for a while with my Sparco ball knob (which sits LOW), I had to put a different knob on that sits higher. <br /><br />I'm considering putting two inch spacers underneath the shifter assembly to raise the whole thing up...<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||boostedvr4ced||03-01-2004||05:51 PM||||Thanks a million guys for the input my shifter from a 92 talon will be going on tonight!<br /><br />Thanks Again-nick||65.206.75.1||reg||1||boostedvr4g63t||00002811||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||03-01-2004||06:08 PM||||I think that the GVR4 shift knob with the '91-'94 TEL shifter and boot is perfect.  The factory boot must go as well if you do this swap.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||atc250r||03-01-2004||06:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I think that the GVR4 shift knob with the '91-'94 TEL shifter and boot is perfect.  The factory boot must go as well if you do this swap. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A great reason to get one of those sweet leather boots from VR6Eater!!<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000008||sleepyvr4||03-01-2004||10:23 PM||||check this thread...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004434" target="_blank">Shifter</a>||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||03-01-2004||10:34 PM||||and this thread, pardon the mess in the background   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004337#000000" target="_blank">another shifter thread</a>||65.41.84.91||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||turbogalant||03-02-2004||05:39 PM||||Mine works fine for me. Whole thing from a 92 eclipse assembly and arm.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2993&width=400" alt=" - " />||65.177.241.94||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/004853.cgi
A||||3||VR4coop||Will a HKS Super AFR S AFR  work with a Apexi SAFC 2||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||03-01-2004||07:10 PM||coop529@aol.com||Was wondering if this item, which is like a air/fuel controller but can be used to vent BOV to atmosphere, could work in conjuntion with the apexi safc 2?||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||VR4coop||03-01-2004||07:27 PM||||Just to add to this, Is there any way to wire our cars for this feature.<br /><br /><br />Setting Mode (Dec.-Air)<br />Some vehicles equipped with hot-wire air flow meters with forced induction units may experience engine stalling when the throttle is let off. This can be caused by a blow off valve releasing into the atmosphere, lack of a blow off valve, or the use of a very large turbocharger. By using the Deceleration Air Flow Correction function, the S-AFC can prevent the engine from stalling. Please note that this function can ONLY be used on vehicles with hot wire type air flow meters. Please also note that if this value reads **** then this parameter is not functional.||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-01-2004||07:29 PM||||I remember Lambert having the decelaration in the s-afc set and venting his gvr4 to atnmosphere with a greddy type-s. So, it can be done!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||03-01-2004||11:18 PM||||why would you want to run both, they do the same thing (tune air/fuel ratios at various RPMs and throttle positions). just run the HKS unit, sell the S-AFC2 to some ricer for 250 bucks, find another 50 bucks and buy an LM Wideband O2 sensor and tune to your hearts content.||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes



ubb/Forum2/004854.cgi
A||||1||SRT2477||Spec clutch||||1||||SRT2477||00002310
Z||000000||SRT2477||03-01-2004||07:49 PM||||does any one use a SPEC clutch and if so what do you think of it I'm just looking at my options||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000001||unccGST||03-02-2004||01:33 PM||||I had a SPEC stage II on my last car - 95 GST. PP was 2350lb I think, disc was segmented carbon/kevlar (full face). Near stock engagement, very grabby.. and the salesman pitched me some idea that when kevlar heats up it gets even stronger. For a VR4, I would suggest stage III .. but I don't know how streetable it is.||152.15.70.118||reg||1||unccGST||00002467||yes



ubb/Forum2/004855.cgi
A||||3||DMX84||anyone experience vacuum leak?||||1||||DMX84||00003182
Z||000000||DMX84||03-01-2004||07:56 PM||dmx84@earthlink.net||I was doing a intake pressure test and the 4 ports on the toddle body were leaking. I have done a search on this and found that the vacuum plugs are what are used to seal this off. I am using the plugs & the spring clips to hold them tight, but it�s not working.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br />I was thanking of using some type of sealant like Motoseal or Halamar on the vacuum plugs to make it a good seal.<br />Is there another/better way to seal this?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||67.235.99.235||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000001||QShip||03-01-2004||09:57 PM||||Are the plugs smaller than the nipples? Did you try tie wraps? This has worked for me. HTH||68.219.40.65||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000002||marvinmadman123||03-01-2004||10:01 PM||||tie wraps are your best friend when it comes to vacuum lines   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000003||DMX84||03-02-2004||11:04 AM||||Thanks, I�ll get some tie wraps and redo the plugs.<br />I just put some old hoes form one port to another to continue with the pressure test. It showed my throttle body is also leaking and the bolts are tight. So do I just replace the gaskets or is there another fix? This would be a good job for Halamar as it is non drying and easily removable.  <br />Thanks for the input please keep the ideas coming.<br />DMX||204.134.60.163||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes



ubb/Forum2/004856.cgi
A||||6||turboflanagan||O2 flatlines with headlights?!||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||03-01-2004||09:28 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Any ideas why my O2 sensor would act this crazy?<br /><br />At idle it will switch just dandy between like .2 and .8, floor it and it goes high for a second then down to near 0 for a while.  <br /><br />Ok, that's fine.<br /><br />Turn my headlights on and ____________ it flatlines.  Like .04 volts.  If I rev the engine, it will climb up for a bit then back to flatline.  No switching at all.  Then when I turn the lights back off, switches fine again.<br /><br />Pretty new sensor.<br /><br />Any ideas?||64.63.212.172||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||QShip||03-01-2004||09:55 PM||||I had a very similar problem. It turned out to be a ground problem with my ecu.||68.219.40.65||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000002||crucible||03-02-2004||07:02 AM||||Kanihitit<br /><br />What exactly did you do or fix?<br />Im also getting o2 zero flatlining at times<br />TIA<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.3.36||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||03-02-2004||05:31 PM||||Definate grounding issue you don't have enough grounding area when the headlights are turned on. My egt used to swing up and down when the headlights and turn signal were in. I replaced the two ground from the intake manifold to firewall for my problem and it was gone I had It come bak only one time since then and I cleaned up my grounds and no problems and this is in about an 8 month time span. I used 8 gauge high strand count copper wire for mine that I got free from radio shack turns out they were discontiuing it and it was taken out of invertory  and they had some left. I would also clean up all the under hood grounds I think there is about 6 of them. And also check the wiring for the 02 sensor around where the clip you are supposed to use to hold it to th ehead it gets very hot there and can kill the wiring. I fixed my wiring and will not clip it there any more.||65.177.241.94||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||QShip||03-02-2004||08:29 PM||||Cruce,<br /><br />I cleaned up the grounding for the ecu. Turboflanagan's suggestion about cleaning your grounds is a good place to start.<br /><br />HTH...||68.219.40.65||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||03-02-2004||09:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kanihitit:<br /><strong> Turboflanagan's suggestion about cleaning your grounds is a good place to start.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    My name is turbogalant, turboflanagan is the one with the problem.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Just giving you shit.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Oh and that is a funny name took me a couple of seconds to get but when I did I thought that was great.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.177.233.223||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||03-02-2004||10:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kanihitit:<br /><strong> Turboflanagan's suggestion about cleaning your grounds is a good place to start.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />     My name is turbogalant, turboflanagan is the one with the problem.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey!  Nobody said I had a problem!  I just get modification oppurtunities.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.63.212.213||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/004857.cgi
A||||1||REB||Al Blaha Flapper Door||||1||||REB||00002494
Z||000000||REB||03-01-2004||10:52 PM||rbertsch@cfl.rr.com||Does anyone have pics of the Al Blaha Flapper Door, or even better a Flapper Door they no longer need, I am in need of one either duplicate from a pic or purchase<br /><br />Thanks<br />Randall||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||03-02-2004||03:29 PM||||No pics, but I have all the dimensions:<br />Flapper door is 1" square aluminum pop-riveted to a very small brass hinge.  Hinge is 3/4" long with a 5/8" total width. There are 3 segments on one side and 2 segments on the other side. Hinge is mounted on chamber wall of MAS with two tiny phillips-head screwa.  Hole in MAS plastic for screws is about 1/16".   Spring is held to flapper door with a #6 bolt and lock-tighted nut.  Spring is very lightweight.  You can blow flapper door open with a hardy puff.||24.136.3.41||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum2/004858.cgi
A||||13||agrabau||Here's another first. Fitting an EVO 8 Turbo to a 1G||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||03-01-2004||11:44 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Like I said.. this is a busy day. That's why it's midnight and I'm still up. This is going to be one of those 3 week projects I think. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dentsport.com/evo8turbo" target="_blank">DentSport Midnight Shift</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||03-02-2004||12:01 AM||||pics no worky||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||marvinmadman123||03-02-2004||12:09 AM||||works for me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||03-02-2004||08:25 AM||||Maybe you should get the manifold from the EVO as well, that way, the twin scroll feature would be used to it's full potential.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||03-02-2004||10:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Maybe you should get the manifold from the EVO as well, that way, the twin scroll feature would be used to it's full potential. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">huh?  He does have the exhaust manifold from the Evo on there.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR41062||03-02-2004||11:28 AM||||Why is this being done?  I would think a 20g would spool faster and make more power then that turbo, and fit a little better.<br /><br />~John||172.199.197.205||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||03-02-2004||11:43 AM||||i think he wants the intake facing the other way since it's in the BMW||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||03-02-2004||12:21 PM||||right-o. <br /><br />Anything would be easier than this. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||03-02-2004||12:31 PM||||Good luck! Sounds like a fun time-consuming project   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||mikel||03-02-2004||03:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> Why is this being done?  I would think a 20g would spool faster and make more power then that turbo, and fit a little better.<br /><br />~John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The EVO16g spools a good bit faster than a 20g, the first one I met on the highway shocked me, good thing I still pulled on him, but they have excellent response.||198.184.0.254||reg||1||MikeL||00003518||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||03-02-2004||05:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> Why is this being done?  I would think a 20g would spool faster and make more power then that turbo, and fit a little better.<br /><br />~John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uhh, find me a 20G that spools faster than the stock Evo 8 turbo.  Ain't gonna happen.  My 20G is NOTHING like a stock Evo 8 turbo.  <br /><br />The other comment is right, that a 20G would also face the wrong direction in the BMW.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||talontsi||03-02-2004||06:00 PM||||Very cool! Making progress is always good, and you have the means to make it work.||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000012||Ant||03-02-2004||08:02 PM||||I drove an EVO8 with a boost controller and some other mods.<br /><br />Saw 20psi by 2800 rpm.<br /><br />Thats T25 spool with 20g power.<br /><br />Ant||155.246.15.32||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000013||turbogalant||03-02-2004||09:33 PM||||God you are a good fabricator, or just nuts  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . Also I have wondered why did you pick a 4g63 for the bmw?||65.177.233.223||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum2/004859.cgi
A||N||0||rittscher44gg6633||block swap||||1||||Danny_Boy||00003687
Z||000000||rittscher44gg6633||03-02-2004||12:13 AM||seaking@tgi.net||I am buying a 91 galant w/a seperate race head extra for 4500, and my brother keeps telling me that I should buy a 2.4 block machine new oil passages into it build it up w/ forged pistons knifed and ballenced crank and have more low end tq.  <br />It seems possible but will the new engine have the same potental hp and high reving as the 4g or am I better just swaping the heads right away.  also do you know how much a block would be  Keep in mind that time is not a factor and I want the car to have about 450 to 500 hp @ the wheels. Thanks for the help.||170.224.224.38||reg||1||Danny_Boy||00003687||yes



ubb/Forum2/004860.cgi
A||||13||slvrblt||Tranny built for low 12s ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||03-02-2004||02:04 AM||||What should I get in a built/rebuilt tranny from either Shep or TRE for it to hold up to the abuse of running low 12s at 5500 ft altitude ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||03-02-2004||08:30 AM||||Why don't you call them?  I don't see why either would be a bad choice.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||03-02-2004||04:47 PM||||I just want to get an idea of what I will need to buy before I call either of them and ask them what they think I should buy from them.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||henrok||03-02-2004||05:38 PM||||why dont u do a search but not in here about putting in a tranny from that mistu truck(forgot the name). i read somewhere of a guy who did this and it holds up really well.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||talontsi||03-02-2004||05:54 PM||||You probably want the double cone syncros for better shifting. As for the center diff you have a lot of choices.<br />From welded, 4 spyder or Quaife/kazz. <br />Upgraded shift forks are a good idea as they tend to be a weak link as well<br /><br />There are lots of options but it all depends on your driving style (how aggressive) and how much power your car is making.||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000005||beavis||03-02-2004||08:16 PM||||i would run a stock tranny that you can rebuild yourself.  ask slow4dr he has made dozens of low to mid 12 sec passes on a completely stock trans.  learn to drive the car before you dump a bunch of sensless money into it.  i put new synchros on 1-2-3-4 and a new shift fork for 3-4 with the help of my friends. parts were less than $350 from the dealer.  the trans shifts like a champ and i wont be upset if i brake it.  last time at the track it gave me 3 1.8 60 foots without a wimper.||138.23.116.105||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000006||QShip||03-02-2004||08:37 PM||||Im gonna have to go with Beavis on this one. Many people have run 12's and high 11's on a stock tranny.  Make sure you can get into the 12's first. It is easier said than done. Along time ago I called Robert at FP and asked him about the Green Turbo (they were just coming out). He asked me what turbo I had. I had a Big 16G and could not get it into the high 12's or low low 13's.  He told me to get into the 12's and then call him back. :-)<br /><br />PS. I called him back 8 months later.||68.219.40.65||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||03-02-2004||10:24 PM||||The extra tranny I have grinds 2nd and 3rd and has a broken 3-4 shift fork, possibly the rail. I dont have the time or space to learn how to rebuild a tranny, much less and AWD tranny, so I need to get it done by someone else. I wish I could save the money and do it myself though, but ohh well.||68.35.34.40||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||03-02-2004||10:36 PM||||The AWD tranny is no more complicated than FWD in our cars.  You have a center diff, VCU, and rear output shaft.  Out of those, the only extra work is bearings and shimming with the center diff.<br /><br />But it is true, you will need time, patience, and many chances to go buy parts and tools.  If I were to do mine over again, it'd still take some time.  Once the gears are pressed back onto the shafts, I then need to measure endplay and order shims before I can put it back on the car.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||03-02-2004||11:14 PM||||I recommend John Shepherd. Give him a call and talk to him about it. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.shepracing.com/" target="_blank">http://www.shepracing.com/</a> <br /><br />I rebuilt mine with a lot of upgrades. Minimum, I'd get the double synchro 2nd gear. Here's a list of what I got: Four spider center diff, double synchro 1st and 2nd gears, input shaft, steel shift rails, shift forks w/bronze pads, 3rd/4th gear synchro ring, neodymium trash magnet, oil filter, magnetic drain plug, all needle bearings, all roller bearings, roll pins, snap rings, synchro springs, shaft end nuts, all seals, 10% taller 5th gear, and the nylon block for the shift linkage.||68.115.168.208||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||HHIVR4||03-03-2004||10:41 AM||||shep is a little cheaper than tre also..im going with shep later on this year..i want to rack up some miles and feel the car out to see exactly what i need..that is if i dont kill my semi grinding 2nd gear before then.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||03-03-2004||07:02 PM||||GVR-4, what'd that cost ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||03-03-2004||07:16 PM||||I recently rebuilt my tranny using parts from TRE.  He supplied double-synchro 2nd assembly plus all replacement synchros, bearings, shift forks, pins, nuts, etc.  Parts cost about $650 (half of that was for 2nd gear upgrade).  Add 3 qt of BG, $16 tube of Mopar axle sealant, and $25 in shims and it was done.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||03-04-2004||12:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> GVR-4, what'd that cost ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just under $2k. And I too got the parts from TRE. I got the standard T/E/L 1st gear. Now it's easier to get the car moving.||68.115.168.208||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum2/004861.cgi
A||||13||mistaVR4||SPEEDO GEAR IN TRANS???||||1||||mistaVR4||00003068
Z||000000||mistaVR4||03-02-2004||11:48 AM||tassap1@aol.com||Whats up,<br /><br />  Well I did a search through the archives to find out some info regarding a broken speedometer,  I will be testing the cable with a drill to see if the cable is ok and replacing if necessary. But if it turns out to be the gear inside the trans. how the hell do you fix that???  It sucks driving around not knowing how fast your going,  as my speedo, both trip, and regular odometer no longer work?  <br />????????<br /><br />ANy other input appreciated!!<br /><br />Thanks||162.18.75.92||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||03-02-2004||01:22 PM||||The problem should be the cable.  The drive gear for the cable is off of the diff and is a steel gear.  I doubt that it broke.  The gear at the end of the speedo cable is plastic.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||03-02-2004||02:03 PM||||The speedo gear should last, but if it doesn't, it'll be an expensive replacement unless you know your way around the trans yourself.<br /><br />Extra special short version:  Replacement entails disassembly of the tranny cases.  Once the case is apart, the diff pops out and the speedo gear is underneath it.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||Rice Killer||03-02-2004||02:26 PM||||Mine is broken on the VR4 I just bought today, I hope it's just the cable.||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000004||mistaVR4||03-02-2004||05:24 PM||||I'll say,  that sounds like a biaaaaaatch!<br />I'll just replace the cable & pray!<br /><br />Thanks||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||03-02-2004||05:34 PM||||if it is the speedo gear steve we can replace it. it's more a pita to pull the tranny than to split the case and fix it.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||03-02-2004||06:17 PM||||Pivvay is about right.  To someone who's done it, cracking the case open is not as difficult as it may sound.  You may think so, but springs don't pop out when you open it.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||03-02-2004||09:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>You may think so, but springs don't pop out when you open it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHAHAHAHA  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Yea I have pulled mine apart and it's not too bad just clean everything real good with brake clean. But I can garantee that is not it because the plastic would strip stip first and if it broke you would have other trans problems.||65.177.233.223||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||curtis||03-02-2004||11:16 PM||||I believe to pull the gear in the tranny all you need to do is take out the assembly that the cable attaches to.||65.54.98.30||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||mistaVR4||03-03-2004||01:01 AM||||I ordered a speedo cable today, I'm pretty sure thats it now because I could hear a slight sound coming from behind the cluster like something was tring to turn. I'll have it next week. Hopefully this does the trick!<br /><br />Thanks for the input!<br /><br />Later||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||03-03-2004||07:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I believe to pull the gear in the tranny all you need to do is take out the assembly that the cable attaches to. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Correct me if I'm wrong, but the gear doesn't fit through the hole where the cable attaches.  You have to put the gear on from the inside.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||turbogalant||03-05-2004||04:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br />Correct me if I'm wrong, but the gear doesn't fit through the hole where the cable attaches.  You have to put the gear on from the inside.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  I read this 3 times still   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> , so I gave up. Me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  now.||65.177.241.195||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||03-05-2004||09:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   I read this 3 times still    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  , so I gave up. Me    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||Tevenor||03-05-2004||10:20 AM||||The plastic speedo gear assembly can be pulled up through the hole in the tranny without dropping it.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes



ubb/Forum2/004862.cgi
A||||6||turboflanagan||Which way does your fan blow?||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||03-02-2004||02:41 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||My a/c condensor fan sucks from the engine bay and blows out the front grill.  Is it wired backward?  Which way does yours blow?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-02-2004||02:51 PM||||that's backwards.  needs to blow on to the condensor.||64.240.175.29||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||03-02-2004||03:12 PM||||mine don't blow, it sucks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||03-02-2004||03:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Greenvr4:<br /><strong> mine don't blow, it sucks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Depends which end your on.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||03-02-2004||10:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Greenvr4:<br /><strong> mine don't blow, it sucks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They suck only because they blow.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />I just don't know how it would have gotten wired backward.  I got the car stock and haven't fooled with that fan at all.  I only noticed it because I had to rewire the a/c coolant temp sensor on top of the thermostat housing due to wire breakage.<br /><br />A/C cools just fine.||64.63.212.213||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||03-03-2004||12:13 AM||||Yeah, does anyone have a preference here as far as the fan acting as a puller or a pusher? Which is more effective?||67.248.54.82||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||03-03-2004||09:13 AM||||that fan has to pull fresh air in order for the evaporator to work correctly, if it pushes air from the engine bay that's hot air it's getting, there's no thermal exchange there, air has to be drawn from the outside.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum2/004863.cgi
A||||7||7kraus7||mounting batt where the charcoal canister is||||1||||7kraus7||00002578
Z||000000||7kraus7||03-02-2004||04:29 PM||dckraus7@yahoo.com||i have heard that removing the charcoal canister wil provide enough room on the cross member to mount a battery,  it looks like this is a good option to trunk mounting and won't be to difficult.  I think the stock tie down can also be used for this||205.157.244.33||reg||1||7kraus7||00002578||yes
Z||000001||7kraus7||03-04-2004||01:36 PM||||has anyone done this||205.157.244.33||reg||1||7kraus7||00002578||yes
Z||000002||Ant||03-04-2004||03:32 PM||||I was about to work on doing this.<br />Going to fab a bracket and get it done probably tommorrow or saturday.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.46.101||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||03-04-2004||04:04 PM||||Let us know how this goes, post pics!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||03-04-2004||04:05 PM||||Interested in the outcome as well.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||03-04-2004||04:07 PM||||Also interested. Post pics when done.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||03-04-2004||04:33 PM||||I was also thinking about this but to me seems too low and could get wet. I removed my winshield washer reservior and there is alot of room up there, so I was planning to make a support base and weld it in that area.||67.248.54.138||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||03-04-2004||10:59 PM||||It looks like if you take out the little heat shield box behind the headlight and remove the intake snorkle you would have a good bit of room to mount a smallish battery sideways. Who all has done this? Any issues?||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004864.cgi
A||||12||7kraus7||drive train noise on decel||||1||||7kraus7||00002578
Z||000000||7kraus7||03-02-2004||04:47 PM||dckraus7@yahoo.com||my '91 has a growl type noise on decel.  at first i thought it was the rear diff but after replacing it the car feels tighter but the noise is still there. so now i'm considering the carrier bearings but I cant't picture how load on the drive shaft in the opposite direction on decel could make this noise more noticeable or is this a normal noise on these cars||205.157.244.33||reg||1||7kraus7||00002578||yes
Z||000001||sleepyvr4||03-02-2004||05:33 PM||||possibly the lack of tension placed on it gives it a chance to rattle/vibrate.||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000002||mistaVR4||03-02-2004||05:33 PM||||I've got the same problem in my VR4,  I replaced the carrier bearings and made damn sure the exhaust isn't hitting anything,  what does that leave..........the tranny,  I have come to the conclusion that the bearings inside my trans are whats making this wierd virbration (reverberation) down the drive shaft, there's nothing else it could be?  I just keep BG sync shift II fresh in there by replacing it every 5000 miles or so..everytime I do it's almost black the rear stays clear as well as the transfercase, thank god I got a new one on the <br />way   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />If you find out otherwise I would love to hear what it is cause I think we have the exact same problem.||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000003||GrocMax||03-02-2004||06:43 PM||||Adjust your front/rear tire pressure bias until you get perfectly equal rollout on front and rear.||209.151.116.241||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||03-02-2004||07:23 PM||||may be the t case/lashing effect ..||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||DMX84||03-02-2004||09:05 PM||||7kraus7, I�m also having a growling sound on my �new� VR4. I have checked the backlash on the rear diff. & it�s out of spec. So I have contributed that to my noise. Did you check yours? <br />When my first car made noise on deceleration (it was more of a bumping sound?) it ended up being the u-joints. <br />I don�t think my carrier bearings were bad, but replaced them anyway as I had everything off anyway.   <br />Definitely check you exhaust system, as mine drove me <i>crazy</i> the first few months I had it. Turned out the exhaust hanger would swing over against the driveline at 70mph (on a curve going home) and make a noise that resembled a bad bearing. That�s when I found my backlash out of tolerance.||67.235.99.139||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000007||7kraus7||03-03-2004||06:49 PM||||grocmax, very interesting, but how would you measure rollout accurately, please elaborate||209.6.102.183||reg||1||7kraus7||00002578||yes
Z||000008||Martin Chilcote||03-03-2004||07:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 7kraus7:<br /><strong> grocmax, very interesting, but how would you measure rollout accurately, please elaborate </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mr.Grocmax....please elaborate  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.139.166.137||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000009||agvr4||03-03-2004||08:28 PM||||Stop everything every 1 with vr4 should know early vr4 19 spline output late 23 spline out put into right angle drive why 19 splines wear severly by 150000 kms the writings on the wall.i have chased and spent money for years discovering this.||203.219.104.14||reg||1||agvr4||00002560||yes
Z||000010||Mariner31||03-04-2004||04:39 AM||||I just PM'ed Ag for the answer as Im not too bright. I tell a similar story which has haunted me for 6months.<br /><br />Old Gearbox, Transfer & Stock Suspension: Growling Noise on Decel (ONLY WHEN IN GEAR!)<br /><br />Now I installed the below...<br /><br />Newer Gearbox, Newer Transfer & full Whiteline kit: No Noise on Decel. Got new tyres and a wheel alignment 2 Wednesdays ago and guess what, the noise returned!!!<br />Got semi slicks and the following alignment<br />1degree, 1mm toe in rear<br />1.25degree, 1mm toe in front<br /><br />So awaiting the answer to this delima! Thought it<br />might of been the toe in & Semi's causing some added stress to the drive train and hence noise?||203.166.96.239||reg||1||Mariner31||00002411||yes
Z||000011||turboflanagan||03-04-2004||10:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by agvr4:<br /><strong> Stop everything every 1 with vr4 should know early vr4 19 spline output late 23 spline out put into right angle drive why 19 splines wear severly by 150000 kms the writings on the wall.i have chased and spent money for years discovering this. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HUH?!<br /><br />Did someone delete every third word or something?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000012||7kraus7||03-04-2004||12:28 PM||||what the... strange dialects at work here.  I forgot to mention the noise only occurs under 20mph.  I also came up with a way to measure rollout.  use a straight edge and mark each tire in the exact same location,  roll the car one rotation and check the marks, the position of the marks will tell you where to + or - air pres.  that should work eh grocmax.||205.157.244.33||reg||1||7kraus7||00002578||yes
Z||000013||GVR4458||03-04-2004||11:06 PM||||You can also search for "wub" on this site.  This is a fairly common problem.<br /><br />My white car has that problem.  After rebuilding the tranny, driveshaft, rear diff, center diff and swapping in parts from a "quiet" car, my car still has it.  Best of luck.  Let us know what works for you.<br /><br />My green car also has it.  I turn the radio up...<br /><br />EH||68.78.113.38||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes



ubb/Forum2/004865.cgi
A||||5||RoderickBertsch||Gvr4 Carpet customization||||1||||Beat-Down-Unit||00003694
Z||000000||RoderickBertsch||03-02-2004||04:48 PM||jbertsch@cfl.rr.com||hello , first time poster here. <br />was wondering if anyone knew about dyeing carpets in the gvr4 black or maybe buying new carpet that will fit the gvr4 without TOOO much fuss. anyone know?||65.33.133.63||reg||1||Beat-Down-Unit||00003694||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||03-02-2004||10:48 PM||||I bought my truck totaled, grey interior trashed too. Since some of the replacemant pieces were black I decided to change it all to tan. They sell plastic/vinyl and carpet/cloth spray cans. After a year the plastic paint has held up pretty good. The carpet and headliner takes a good eye to spray evenly, but except for one spot where I spayed too heavily it looks good still. Black paint would hide even better.||64.233.107.38||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||RoderickBertsch||03-03-2004||01:00 AM||||hehe thanks , is the texture the same? i have problems with carpet that feels like steel wool lol.||65.33.133.63||reg||1||Beat-Down-Unit||00003694||yes
Z||000003||coop||03-03-2004||01:23 AM||||BIGFOOT-<br />I had no idea you could spay your carpet.<br />hahaha<br /> <br /><br />that is great. '<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||03-03-2004||02:15 AM||||It feels like carpet. I guess the dyes sink in. I say go ahead and SPAY it.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />I got the paint at a local high end salvage yard that also sells paint, body shop supplies, reproduction parts, etc. to rebuilders. <a href="http://www.fosterauto.com/" target="_blank">http://www.fosterauto.com/</a> They have a room filled with motors, LS6, Supra twin turbo, S2000. Almost all late model. F-ing paradise.||64.233.107.38||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||RoderickBertsch||03-03-2004||11:00 PM||||oh , does it last long? kinda worried it will wear out and look nasty... might just buy new carpet and trace the old carpet||65.33.133.63||reg||1||Beat-Down-Unit||00003694||yes



ubb/Forum2/004866.cgi
A||||12||sleepyvr4||injectors maxed at 10psi?||||1||||sleepyvr4||00003137
Z||000000||sleepyvr4||03-02-2004||05:17 PM||sleepyvr4@excite.com||I recently logged (pocketlogger) a run in my galant, and later that night logged a run in my friend's talon.  My mods are 3" turboback, evo3 mani, 3" machV intake, 34mm flapper on 14b, 2g o2 housing, port work, and rewired fuel pump.  Here's my log numbers:<br /><br />1991 galant vr4, 10psi, 3rd gear<br /><br />6281 rpm<br />.88 o2<br />0 knock<br />24 timing<br />71 air temp<br />5 air volume<br />inj d/c 97.9<br /><br />at ten psi I've been holding o2 values around .86 to .90 - not getting any knock - and my injector duty cycle (stock 450's) is around 100% at the top of 2nd, 3rd, and 4th gears.  Why are they so maxed out at just 10psi?  I know I'm moving more air, but going over 100% seems high to me.<br /><br />My friend's FWD Talon has an o2 dump, k&n, free mods, and port work - otherwise stock.  I logged his car in 3rd gear at 10 psi and this is what we came up with.<br /><br />1990 talon tsi fwd, 10psi, 3rd gear<br /><br />6438 rpm<br />.90 o2<br />0 knock<br />23 timing<br />77 air temp<br />4 air volume<br />75.66 inj d/c<br /><br />out on the highway I pull him a little through each gear.  We both have very similiar egt's.  I'm curious if I just have some weak old injectors.  I know I have a weak fuel pump, if I rewired it and my friend's is stock and we're getting similiar numbers.  My egt's were sky high before I rewired it.  Lastly, if I get a walbro 190, will the increase in fuel pressure lower my injector duty cycle?  thanks for the input, later.||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||03-02-2004||05:37 PM||||When I had my 14b with similar setup to yours, I had my DC maxed at 15psi - with no FP rewire. My injectors were stock originals at the time. <br />When did your fuel filter last get replaced?  Sock on the FP could be dirty/clogged.<br />But I would bet that you need to get your injectors cleaned/flowed or replace them and your FP. <br />If it were me I would start with the fuel filter, then move to the fuel pump and then to the injectors. That way your replacing/upgrading things you need to do anyway and might address your problem along the way.||167.142.21.225||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||03-02-2004||06:05 PM||||Injector duty cycle isn't related to fuel pump, filter, or injectors at WOT. Its a pure ECU and MAF sensor calculation. The ecu doesn't give a crap if you're running a stock fuel pump or a T-Rex. It sees K amount of karman, corrects it with B barometric pressure, and I intake temperature. From there, it calculates (or looks up in a map) the necessary injector pulse width for the current RPM.<br /><br />What EGTs are you seeing? What are the fuel trims? How old is the o2 sensor? What octane gas are you running?<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||sleepyvr4||03-02-2004||06:33 PM||||wow.  i tried to post all info, but I guess you got me.  EGT's are at 1450 F at top of 3rd.  Fuel filter is about 7 months old, but I don't know what brand.  I'm ordering a mitsu one soon.  Only 93-94 octane since I got it.||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000004||sleepyvr4||03-03-2004||11:31 AM||||o2 sensor is probably original.  I get between 200 and 250 miles to a tank.||205.149.71.8||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000005||mikel||03-03-2004||11:55 AM||||Like Minjin said, it has nothing to do with your o2, fuel filter, pump etc.  How many Hz is the ECU seeing, I'd guess that your boost gauge is off, which you could guestimate by knowing the Karman count.||198.184.0.254||reg||1||MikeL||00003518||yes
Z||000006||Mitsuturbo||03-03-2004||12:14 PM||||ok ok.. wait.. hold it<br /><br />i have mentioned this before, and here i go again<br />the pocketlogger software seems to have a bug in it, and does NOT REPORT IDC CORRECTLY<br /><br />i use MMCD for IDC and get reasonable, steady values<br />pocketlogger goes ALL over the chart with IDC.. MMCD does not<br /><br />try logging your IDC with MMCD and see what you get.. if you're still maxxed out, then you're maxxed out.. but get the "2nd opinion" anyhow<br />I know you compared to another car, so that probably tells you right there, but i just wanted to let you know what "I" have found with pocketlogger.  I love pocketlogger software and always use it, but the peak numbers (when you're viewing 4 values) for IDC will go ALL screwy.. something's "off" with it. It may be showing in your log as well.<br />i wonder if it's not something relating to the "air volume" and how the lookup table is for IDC that pocketlogger uses, because i see that is a variable in your case.. you are seeing a 5 instead of his 4||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||03-03-2004||02:16 PM||||Or just log injector pulse width and RPM with the pocket logger and do the math yourself...<br /><br />You did save your log, didn't you?<br /><br />Let us know.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||sleepyvr4||03-03-2004||04:31 PM||||yeah I logged the runs.  Something else I noticed:  I've had logs where at about 6500rpm's there would be a dip in my rpm's when I'd be at full throttle, it would fall 100rpm's or so and return to normal.  No other indicators on the log to explain this rpm drop.  Well, when I logged my friend's talon he had the same rpm drop.  I was blaming it on my magnecore wires, but he has stock wires, and had the same glitch.  It's happened on about three or four of my logs over the past few months.||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000009||sleepyvr4||03-03-2004||09:09 PM||||UPDATE:<br /><br />I downloaded MMCD and logged some runs. the numbers were almost identical w/ 3rd gear runs on Pocketlogger and MMcd.  o2 values were off .01 - and outside of that everything was the same.  MMcd is kind of neat.  I like pocketlogger because it can display 4 large values at once, and hold peak values when in that display mode.  Not bad for free software.||24.154.29.71||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000010||sleepyvr4||03-04-2004||10:53 AM||||I got the tunerstein software last night too.  Holy shit is it hard to use (even after reading tutorial).  It took over an hour to learn how to use w/ ANY success!  And it's still difficult.  It will not let me log runs though, as it gives a fatal error and resets my palm.  I'll figure it out though.  I think I'll do a comparison between the three sometime soon.||205.149.71.236||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||03-04-2004||11:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Injector duty cycle isn't related to fuel pump, filter, or injectors at WOT. Its a pure ECU and MAF sensor calculation. The ecu doesn't give a crap if you're running a stock fuel pump or a T-Rex. It sees K amount of karman, corrects it with B barometric pressure, and I intake temperature. From there, it calculates (or looks up in a map) the necessary injector pulse width for the current RPM.<br /><br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK that makes sense...Does the ECU not make any adjustments based on O2 readings then (as in lean - more fuel, rich - less fuel)? Where do the fuel trims come into play? Guess I'm not 100% clear here.  <br />My inj DC went down after larger pump, rewire and new injectors.  It went down considerably. My airflow wouldn't have changed as nothing was done on the intake side - I was just able to add sufficient fuel at that point.<br /><br />...duh! I forgot that I had already installed the afc back then which changes the whole picture.<br />sorry for any confusion I threw in the mix there.||167.142.22.209||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000012||dsmsleeper||03-04-2004||11:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> ok ok.. wait.. hold it<br /><br />i have mentioned this before, and here i go again<br />the pocketlogger software seems to have a bug in it, and does NOT REPORT IDC CORRECTLY<br /><br />i use MMCD for IDC and get reasonable, steady values<br />pocketlogger goes ALL over the chart with IDC.. MMCD does not<br /><br />try logging your IDC with MMCD and see what you get.. if you're still maxxed out, then you're maxxed out.. but get the "2nd opinion" anyhow<br />I know you compared to another car, so that probably tells you right there, but i just wanted to let you know what "I" have found with pocketlogger.  I love pocketlogger software and always use it, but the peak numbers (when you're viewing 4 values) for IDC will go ALL screwy.. something's "off" with it. It may be showing in your log as well.<br />i wonder if it's not something relating to the "air volume" and how the lookup table is for IDC that pocketlogger uses, because i see that is a variable in your case.. you are seeing a 5 instead of his 4 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That sounds feasible as I'm showing 140% DC as my Peak w/ a b16g, 510cc @ 43psi base, and RX-7 TT pump.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum2/004867.cgi
A||||11||KenW||ABS to Non-ABS conversion||||1||||KenW||00000403
Z||000000||KenW||03-02-2004||07:03 PM||kbwilliamson@earthlink.net||This is a continuation from  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004834" target="_blank">this</a> thread.  <br /><br />When removing the ABS from the GVR4, what is the preferred Non-ABS proportioning valve to use? <br /><br />After reading  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000621" target="_blank">this thread</a>  and the table of different valve split points  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BigBrakesInfo.html" target="_blank">here,</a>  its still unclear which valve to use. If all wheels "braked" the same amount, what would be the proportioning split?  I understand from the table that the smaller number means reduced bias on the front brakes. <br /><br />I can still get the lines, but the Non-ABS valve is NLA from Mitsu according to the local parts guy.  What, in your opinion, is a good alternative?  Anyone have a part number?<br /><br />Ken||68.58.112.174||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes
Z||000001||GrocMax||03-02-2004||07:31 PM||||Just plug the unused ports.||209.151.116.241||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000002||1101||03-02-2004||07:53 PM||||I got a 4200 from a 90-91 FWD in a junk yard. I really haven't tested it yet to see if it is optimum for me. The the table of different valve split points show the valves generally available from the various non-abs models.<br /><br />It really depends on your set-up, springs, pad choices, tire grip all play a part.<br /><br />Ward   <br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenW:<br /><strong> This is a continuation from  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=004834" target="_blank">this</a> thread.  <br /><br />When removing the ABS from the GVR4, what is the preferred Non-ABS proportioning valve to use? <br /><br />After reading  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000621" target="_blank">this thread</a>  and the table of different valve split points  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BigBrakesInfo.html" target="_blank">here,</a>  its still unclear which valve to use. If all wheels "braked" the same amount, what would be the proportioning split?  I understand from the table that the smaller number means reduced bias on the front brakes. <br /><br />I can still get the lines, but the Non-ABS valve is NLA from Mitsu according to the local parts guy.  What, in your opinion, is a good alternative?  Anyone have a part number?<br /><br /><br />Ken </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||216.233.209.226||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000003||atc250r||03-02-2004||08:09 PM||||What about an adjustable proportioning valve like Wilwood makes? It is only $40 from Summit Racing.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||03-02-2004||11:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> What about an adjustable proportioning valve like Wilwood makes? It is only $40 from Summit Racing.<br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking the same thing.||68.115.168.208||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||KenW||03-03-2004||04:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 467:<br />[QB] I got a 4200 from a 90-91 FWD in a junk yard. I really haven't tested it yet to see if it is optimum for me. The the table of different valve split points show the valves generally available from the various non-abs models.<br /><br />It really depends on your set-up, springs, pad choices, tire grip all play a part.<br /><br />Ward   <br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So the ideal is for front and back to take about an equal share of the braking effort?||68.58.112.174||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes
Z||000006||silly4turbo||03-03-2004||04:14 PM||||does all this save any weight ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000007||1101||03-03-2004||05:09 PM||||No, the fronts do most of the work beacuse the front is heavier, and downward forces on the front tires increase when braking due to CG, thats why you have proportioning valves. I believe the ideal is to get front lock up just before rear lock up for max braking force without causing rear instability.<br /><br />Ward    <br /><br />[/QUOTE]So the ideal is for front and back to take about an equal share of the braking effort? [/QB][/QUOTE]||216.233.209.226||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||03-03-2004||05:26 PM||||Yes, removing ABS saves weight. Not much, though. What it does is remove underhood complexity, improve brake pedal feel, and arguably make them easier to modulate at the limits.<br /><br />I went with the 92 AWD valve because it has a lower split point than stock and I had one sitting in my driveway. I want as much braking performance from the rear as possible. Due to our longer wheelbase, when stopping, we won't transfer as much weight as a TEL (all other factors being equal) so our rear brakes can do more work.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||03-03-2004||05:32 PM||||Mark - Isnt the 92 AWD valve designed for ABS? Did you block off the ABS ports ? Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||03-03-2004||06:01 PM||||Nope. I had one from a non ABS car. I guess I should have said that it was a 92 TEL AWD.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||LunarShadow||03-03-2004||06:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> What about an adjustable proportioning valve like Wilwood makes? It is only $40 from Summit Racing.<br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking the same thing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Read the last half of the original post and you will see why this not so easy.||172.140.186.196||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes



ubb/Forum2/004868.cgi
A||||2||Garfield Wright||Car missing &amp; check engine light comes on||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||03-02-2004||07:15 PM||garfieldgw@yahoo.com||This 1st happended yesterday.  I start the car & it's mis-firiing & the check engine light comes on. I shut it down & start it again & it's fine. Today it did it again.  This time I notice when I turn the key to the on position, the tach needle points straight up.  I turn it off & put the key in the on position again.  The tach needle points straight up again.  I turn it back to the off position & put it back in the off position, the needle doesn't move & I start the car.  The miss firing goes away. I have the pda cable hooked up to the diagnostic port & not sure if this has anything to do with it.  Need some help please.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||QShip||03-02-2004||08:55 PM||||Garfield,<br /><br />What code is the CE throwing?||68.219.40.65||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||03-02-2004||09:47 PM||||Unfortunately, I had the pda cable hooked up but didn't have the pda attached to the other end.  I'm going to hook up the pda tomorrow & see if I can get the code.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum2/004869.cgi
A||||4||maninblack||T/E/L and GVR4 parts compatibility||||1||||maninblack||00003259
Z||000000||maninblack||03-02-2004||09:38 PM||maninblack@raidersfan.net||Someone smack me if this info is somewhere and I am just ignorant.  I would like to see a comprehensive guide of what will work on our cars from a T/E/L.  Does this guide exist?  If not we should start one and make it a sticky.  Just a suggestion from a person who is new to GVR4 and DSM.||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||03-02-2004||10:13 PM||||Almost everything that is not directly related to the length or shape of the car will fit fine. The interior parts obviously wont work, but almost ALL electronics and drive line parts will.||68.35.34.40||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||maninblack||03-03-2004||06:57 PM||||As far as parts compatibility goes what regular galant parts will fit into a GVR4.  Hey slvrblt! I never thought I would see another albuq. person on here.||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000003||crucible||03-03-2004||07:10 PM||||You could use interior pieces from regular Gs but I dont think they came in black which all VR4s came in.I guess you could paint them.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||03-03-2004||10:19 PM||||I got some black manual seatbelts and moulding out of a 2WD Galant, sleeper trunk lid too.||64.233.107.38||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum2/004870.cgi
A||||6||whitetsi||overheating||||5||||BoostedVR4||00002391
Z||000000||whitetsi||03-03-2004||01:12 AM||||last week i took car to a local shop to get my t-belt done.  car was fine, car came out overheating at idle but when i drive it on highway its fine.  i took it back today and mechanic changed t-stat (i had replaced it about a week before form a 195 to a 185).  so mechanic orders one from dealer and swaps it.  still overheating  i have had other dsm;s and had people do the t-belt wrong and the car overheated.  this mechanic says its not possible for a car to overheat cause of timing being off by one or two teeth?  any ideas?||67.80.86.236||reg||5||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||03-03-2004||01:15 AM||||Did he remove the radiator to do the TB? Are you sure he plugged all 3 of the fan connectors back in, including the one to the sensor in the bottom of the radiator?<br />Jeff||209.247.222.46||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||whitetsi||03-03-2004||01:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Did he remove the radiator to do the TB? Are you sure he plugged all 3 of the fan connectors back in, including the one to the sensor in the bottom of the radiator?<br />Jeff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">doesn't that sensor at the bottom of the radiator turn on the fan?  i do know that my fan turns on.||67.80.86.236||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||03-03-2004||07:20 AM||||You probably have an air pocket in the coolant somewhere (that is, if he took the waterpump off to replace it) Get the fill hole on the radiator as high as possible above the rest of the car ie:jack the front end, and with the cap off, run the car and check the level when it's warm. The bubble should rise to the highest point which at that time should be the fill hole.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||whitetsi||03-03-2004||08:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> You probably have an air pocket in the coolant somewhere (that is, if he took the waterpump off to replace it) Get the fill hole on the radiator as high as possible above the rest of the car ie:jack the front end, and with the cap off, run the car and check the level when it's warm. The bubble should rise to the highest point which at that time should be the fill hole. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i put a 1g radiator in my vr4 with a 1g t-stat housing.  i had the waterpump replaced like 2 months ago when someone orginally did the belt.  i went in for a side cover and the mechanic told me it was bad so he redid it.  My question is can a car overheat because of timing being off?||67.80.86.236||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||03-03-2004||09:11 AM||||To answer that I would say "yes" but the driveability problems that you'd encounter before any heat problems would be more obvious.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||whitetsi||03-03-2004||09:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> To answer that I would say "yes" but the driveability problems that you'd encounter before any heat problems would be more obvious. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">like?||67.80.86.236||reg||1||BoostedVR4||00002391||yes



ubb/Forum2/004871.cgi
A||||7||Rice Killer||Rock Hard Gas Pedal ||||1||||Rice Killer||00003437
Z||000000||Rice Killer||03-03-2004||12:35 PM||keith.garnett@sartorius.com||I just bought my first GVR4 and the gas pedal is rock hard, is this normal? Is there anything I cand do to fix it besides removing the cruise control, if there isn't I'll just remove it as it's pretty dam annoying.||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||03-03-2004||12:45 PM||||sounds weird Keith. You and Steve need to come over to my place and i'll go over the new car with you.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||mikel||03-03-2004||01:07 PM||||is it rock hard through the whole travel? or just at first? if at first the TB plate could be getting stuck, my 1gtb does this when it's cold, I was told I need to put the stopper back in and set it to not shut 100% and adjust idle accordingly.  If it's through the whole range chances are the cable is binding somewhere, trace the cable from the firewall through the CC system and check that there is a bit so slack in the cables, you may have to open up the boxes and make sure none of the cables jumped out of the levers. The 95 I have came with the CC boxes all hacked up, I replaced them with the units from my 99 since I had removed them anway, it made a big difference.||198.184.0.254||reg||1||MikeL||00003518||yes
Z||000003||mikel||03-03-2004||01:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MikeL:<br /><strong> is it rock hard through the whole travel? or just at first? if at first the TB plate could be getting stuck, my 1gtb does this when it's cold, I was told I need to put the stopper back in and set it to not shut 100% and adjust idle accordingly.  If it's through the whole range chances are the cable is binding somewhere, trace the cable from the firewall through the CC system and check that there is a bit of slack in the cables, you may have to open up the boxes and make sure none of the cables jumped out of the levers. The 95 I have came with the CC boxes all hacked up, I replaced them with the units from my 99 since I had removed them anway, it made a big difference. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||198.184.0.254||reg||1||MikeL||00003518||yes
Z||000004||mistaVR4||03-03-2004||01:12 PM||||What are you up to this weekend Chris, we should get together then If you have time.<br /><br />The car Keith got is VERY nice. With a new hood it could almost qualify for a MINT Green VR4.||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000005||Rice Killer||03-03-2004||01:38 PM||||And a new left front fender and rear wing, paint is chipping on both. We should meet up sometime this week or weekand for sure Chris. Im pretty sure it has most of the emissions stuff still in it as well.||205.166.75.67||reg||1||Rice Killer||00003437||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||03-03-2004||08:01 PM||||i've noticed that vr4 pedals are harder than skylines / etc etc... maybe the cruise control box??<br /><br />i know for a fact that the stock clutch is softer than the accel pedal..||144.132.127.212||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000007||7kraus7||03-04-2004||01:27 PM||||I say ditch the cc, buy a non cc mitsu throttle cable and you will have a smooth, easy pedal feel.  as the cc box ages the mechanism gets tight, if you want to keep it open it up and thoroughly clean/ lube it.  if you remove it that spot is good for crank vent res||205.157.244.33||reg||1||7kraus7||00002578||yes



ubb/Forum2/004872.cgi
A||||13||DuckButterRacing DSM||Knocking and Timing||||1||||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing DSM||03-03-2004||05:53 PM||Kholland@gwcvalve.com||Ive try searching and nothing really fit my problem.<br /><br />First off i have a Big 16G (12-14psi)and a 255hp fuel pump.  Base timing at idel is between 9-12 deg. then when im just crusing my timing goes all the way to 20-35 deg.  with no knock,  but when i lay into it even in 5th i will get 30 counts of knock and my timming will be around 40-45 degs.  <br /><br />my fuel trims are about 135 low  105 mid, and 100 high, and my o2 volts are at .83-.85 at WOT but they are flat lined as of late for some reason.  i just replaced the o2 about a month ago.  my AFC is all 0.   If i add any fuel it falls on its face, even adding only 3%.  i dont have an egt yet.    <br /><br />Anyone have any ideas of what could be going on?  i just bought some 8 gauge wire and im going to add a bunch of grounding points tonight, i hope that will help somehting.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000001||fast_gvr4||03-03-2004||06:14 PM||||tried lowering you base timing?||172.161.31.62||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||03-03-2004||06:36 PM||||there is no way you can get 40 deg of timing at wot.  max timing at wot is 29.  and that would be with ZERO knock.  with knock sum of 30, your timing would be more like 4 or 5.  as you go with more mods, you need to bring base timing back, leave it at 5 deg btdc.  also, your system will "flatline" if you dont have an adjustable fpr, cause the pump has overpowered the regulator, o2 CANNOT adjust, so the ecu has gone open loop, and is using default fuel/timing maps.  you'd be surprised at how much better the car will run when you get fuel pressure correct.||64.240.175.4||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||crucible||03-03-2004||07:06 PM||||I think he might be talking about what he's seeing on the logger when at idle and 9-12 degrees sounds about right.<br />He didnt mention what his actual "base" timing is set at which should be 5 BDTC.<br /><br />Can you clarify?<br />And at what value is the o2 flatlining?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||DuckButterRacing DSM||03-03-2004||07:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> I think he might be talking about what he's seeing on the logger when at idle and 9-12 degrees sounds about right.<br />He didnt mention what his actual "base" timing is set at which should be 5 BDTC.<br /><br />Can you clarify?<br />And at what value is the o2 flatlining? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes sorry all timing was taken off a logger using MMCd,  and the o2 is about .04-.01 wont move anymore then that.  <br /><br />BTW thatnks for the quick respones||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000005||DuckButterRacing DSM||03-04-2004||01:44 AM||||well i check it again and im pulling up to 45 degs timing accroding to MMCd tools.  i dont know how accurate it is, but im pretty sure a car cant run with 45 degs of timing being pulled.   so what else could it be??????||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000006||DuckButterRacing GVR4||03-04-2004||01:51 AM||||Maybe a new cam angle sensor? ............no? ................ok =(<br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||03-04-2004||09:53 AM||||I thought "timing being pulled" meant timing was being retarded, as in moving closer to 0* before top dead center. Is this correct?||68.115.168.208||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||crucible||03-04-2004||10:11 AM||||Based on many posts about the 255 pump, an AFPR seems mandatory to get the fuel curve manageable.<br />A few guys have recently posted how an AFPR helped solve their high knock counts cuz the 255 just over works the stockie.And getting the knock counts down can get timing back under control.<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.3.36||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||DuckButterRacing DSM||03-04-2004||11:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Based on many posts about the 255 pump, an AFPR seems mandatory to get the fuel curve manageable.<br />A few guys have recently posted how an AFPR helped solve their high knock counts cuz the 255 just over works the stockie.And getting the knock counts down can get timing back under control.<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am going to try an AFPR next but before i installed the new fuel pump i was haveing the same problems||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000010||sleepyvr4||03-04-2004||01:35 PM||||...with knock sum of 30, your timing would be more like 4 or 5.<br /><br />I've gotten 30 counts off knock and my timing was always between 12-15||24.154.50.222||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000011||DuckButterRacing DSM||03-04-2004||02:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepyvr4:<br /><strong> ...with knock sum of 30, your timing would be more like 4 or 5.<br /><br />I've gotten 30 counts off knock and my timing was always between 12-15 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well when i get high knock counts timing is around 10-20 degs. but when there is no knock it goes all the way up to 45 degs.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||03-04-2004||02:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepyvr4:<br /><strong> ...with knock sum of 30, your timing would be more like 4 or 5.<br /><br />I've gotten 30 counts off knock and my timing was always between 12-15 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i was only guessing.  i have never SEEN knock counts that high, and if i had knock that bad at wot, i would fix it or never wot the car again.  i would certainly lower boost.  heck, 30 knock sum is bad ANY time.  what i should have said is with knock counts of 30 AT WOT, your timing will be very low.  happy now?||64.240.175.29||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||DuckButterRacing DSM||03-04-2004||03:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepyvr4:<br /><strong> ...with knock sum of 30, your timing would be more like 4 or 5.<br /><br />I've gotten 30 counts off knock and my timing was always between 12-15 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i was only guessing.  i have never SEEN knock counts that high, and if i had knock that bad at wot, i would fix it or never wot the car again.  i would certainly lower boost.  heck, 30 knock sum is bad ANY time.  what i should have said is with knock counts of 30 AT WOT, your timing will be very low.  happy now? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it has to be phantom knock of sum sort.  im only boosting 12-14 psi, even went i turn it down to 10psi it still gets high knock counts,  is it posible to have a bad knock sensor?  or what could be causing this knock? besides not having an AFPR||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes



ubb/Forum2/004873.cgi
A||||15||VR4coop||Dumb Question I Know||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||03-03-2004||06:35 PM||coop529@aol.com||Was wondering if a GVR4 chip will work in a 90 t/e/l?||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||VR4coop||03-03-2004||09:54 PM||||anyone, any help??||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||03-03-2004||09:59 PM||||Don't really know what you mean.||65.41.84.91||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||VR4coop||03-03-2004||10:10 PM||||a gvr4 ecu chip, will one work in a 90 lasers ecu?||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||03-03-2004||10:56 PM||||Yes, buuuttt...<br />1) you will get the GVR-4 800 rpm idle<br />2) the maps are slightly different, because the GVR-4 mas is missing the lower HC<br />3) the config resistors are different for '90's, but I can't say how. This may effect the EGR junk.<br />4) I boobytrap all my dsmchips.com GVR-4 chips so they only run in GVR-4's.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Jeff||209.247.222.49||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||VR4coop||03-03-2004||11:45 PM||||thanx jeff, for the help once again.||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||03-04-2004||12:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Yes, buuuttt...<br />1) you will get the GVR-4 800 rpm idle<br />2) the maps are slightly different, because the GVR-4 mas is missing the lower HC<br />3) the config resistors are different for '90's, but I can't say how. This may effect the EGR junk.<br />4) I boobytrap all my dsmchips.com GVR-4 chips so they only run in GVR-4's.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />Jeff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">#4... lol||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||rrustedcage||03-04-2004||05:43 AM||||he said boobytrap.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||03-04-2004||09:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> he said boobytrap.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">my wife trapped me with her boobies.||64.240.175.29||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||03-04-2004||11:05 AM||||hehe i like boobies<br /><br />(*)(*)||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||03-04-2004||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> hehe i like boobies<br /><br />(*)(*) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">to continue the hijack...<br />I can tell Chris is a youngster - when you get older your wife's/girfriend's look more like this instead:<br /><br />(.)(.)||167.142.22.209||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||TurboVR4dr||03-04-2004||01:00 PM||||My future wife (May 8th) won't look like that because they are store bought.  little tiny girl with big boobs  god I love america<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000012||Armitage||03-04-2004||01:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> <br />4) I boobytrap all my dsmchips.com GVR-4 chips so they only run in GVR-4's.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />Jeff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What if you're using a TEL ECU in your GVR4 'coz when you bought your GVR4 one of the previous owners had swiped the EEPROM unit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||151.207.240.3||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000013||GVR4458||03-04-2004||06:38 PM||||I've got a real 90 ECU in my garage if you want it.  I really have no need for 2 spare ECU's anymore.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.162||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000014||turbowop||03-04-2004||08:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong><br />4) I boobytrap all my dsmchips.com GVR-4 chips so they only run in GVR-4's.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />Jeff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha.....like the asian kid says it from "Goonies".  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000015||HHIVR4||03-05-2004||08:56 AM||||"Its a Boobytwap" Data from goonies||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum2/004874.cgi
A||||6||hecdws||injector ?||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||03-03-2004||08:04 PM||hecdws@aol.com||i have a st of injectors that look like precision turbo injectors they are supposed to be 680cc but they have no markings. they do have a part # 25234743 any chance some one can help me out to verify these injectors.<br /><br />thanks hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||RayH||03-03-2004||09:04 PM||||Looking down from the top, the set of Precision 680cc I have from the group buy have the following numbers:<br /><br />6193   17113814||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||03-03-2004||09:06 PM||||damn so maybe they are different. why dont these companies just put the size on them that would make it alot easier.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||369of1000||03-03-2004||09:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> Looking down from the top, the set of Precision 680cc I have from the group buy have the following numbers:<br /><br />6193   17113814 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My Precision 680cc injectors from the DSR buy say 7253 17113814. Looks like the last 8 digits are what matter.||68.114.21.70||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000004||hecdws||03-03-2004||10:27 PM||||if thats true about the last 8 then these are not 680's i guess ill call pte tomorrow and find out. <br />can any one on the list shed some light on what size these migth be.<br /><br /><br />thanks hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000005||crucible||03-04-2004||07:13 AM||||Theres nothing written on the plastic connector indicating size?<br />Just a shot since Mitsu injectors put the size on the connector.<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.3.35||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||hecdws||03-04-2004||08:03 PM||||they are aftermaket injectors. i just dont know thw size. they were on a 2nd gen at work and are supposed to be 680cc i just want to try and verify before i get them.<br /><br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum2/004875.cgi
A||||4||turbolag007||turbo mirage||||1||||turbolag007||00003655
Z||000000||turbolag007||03-03-2004||10:11 PM||rw4384@yahoo.com||what year mirage/colt should i buy in order to get the best results in, and the least amount of wiring problems.||192.234.16.2||reg||1||turbolag007||00003655||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||03-03-2004||10:14 PM||||welcome to galant vr4.org not colt/mirage.com...<br /><br />That's my nice way of saying I don't know   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Someone on here might so I'll try not to be too big an ass    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||turbolag007||03-03-2004||10:23 PM||||thankz man||192.234.16.2||reg||7||turbolag007||00003655||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||03-03-2004||10:51 PM||||Try <a href="http://www.4G61T.com" target="_blank">http://www.4G61T.com</a>||209.247.222.48||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||GForcedVR4||03-03-2004||11:28 PM||||89-92 colt gt/turbo mirage<br /><br />just about plug and play<br />--------------------------------------------<br /><br />89 colt w/4g15 motor is alot more complicated, splicing wires, have to use either elantra 1.6 mounts or turbo mirage/colt mounts, much more involved. <br /><br />i have both, took me a day to do the swap in the colt gt, took me a week and a half to get it done in the 4g15.<br /><br />like jeff said 4g61t.com has alot more info, go to index and look under 4g63 swap. or go to <a href="http://www.turbomirage.com" target="_blank">turbomirage.com</a> <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.9.144.238||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes



ubb/Forum2/004876.cgi
A||||5||Akidosigh1||Need help ASAP. Axle broke?||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||03-03-2004||11:57 PM||||Ok, we are getting the engine ready to come out and my friend was taking the passenger side axle out. he was pulling it from the end. He thought he got it out and I got up from under the car to see 3 bearings at the end of the shaft. The red line in this picture shows where the boot broke:<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=3010" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />the gray part was still on the car with half of the boot attached and the shaft had the other half of the boot with the bearings. My question is: Does this mean the axle is broken or is it just the boot that needs replaced? I've never seen an axle come apart so I don't know. Thanks for the help.||64.12.116.200||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||03-04-2004||12:02 AM||||It means you need a boot kit.<br /><br />Use a prybar and give the stuck end a little tap to remove it. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||03-04-2004||12:06 AM||||I got the stuck end out. It would be nice if I don't need to but a new axle. I really am trying to save money and time and that put a halt on progress for the night.||64.12.116.200||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||03-04-2004||01:53 AM||||Just get a new boot.  It will be a kit with grease and clamps.||63.226.181.123||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||marvinmadman123||03-04-2004||02:40 AM||||Never seen my mitsu axle but I've done many Hondas. All that needs to be done is put the bearings back on the "nubs" and turn them until they line back up with the cup, then slide it on.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||03-04-2004||05:39 PM||||Did it come apart dry?  Or was there grease all over the bearings and in both sides of the boot?<br /><br />If there was grease all over, just put a boot on it, but if it was dry get a new one.||64.63.213.220||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum2/004877.cgi
A||||2||Telecaster||Ground from MAF harness||||1||||Telecaster||00000416
Z||000000||Telecaster||03-04-2004||01:33 AM||telecastr@email.com||Being dumbass two days ago when cleaning my air filter, i forgot to remount my maft box.  Well it fell right into the axel and got chewed up while i was driving. It pulled the maf harness with it but it didn't rip.  The wires on the maft box were all stripped and tangled together.  These were the cel codes on the pocketlogger: <br /><br />12. Air flow sensor<br />13. Air Temperature sensor <br />14. Throttle Position sensor <br />21. Coolant temperature sensor <br />25. Barometric Pressure sensor <br /><br />I plug my old 1g maf back in and still threw code.  So i took my test light out and tested the red volt source wire and the ground (grn/blk) wire.  The ground wire was out.  I'm think it was pulled and disconnected somewhere.  I experimented and cut the ground wire from the warness straight to the neg batt terminal.  All the cel codes are now gone and the car started right up and idled normal.  I heard that the tps, coolant sensor, maf, all share the same ground pin 24 or pin 17 on the ECU.  Everything was ok on the ecu.  So my question is where the other end of the ground wire go to?||216.175.100.154||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000001||sleepyvr4||03-04-2004||06:02 PM||||I can't answer you question, but that was a funny post.  My friend did the same thing the day he installed a $45 k$n filter.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000002||crucible||03-04-2004||06:56 PM||||Pin 24 is an internal ECU ground.Pin 17 is an input to the ECU for whatever.The ECU is also gounded to the chassis in engine compartment on the firewall and also on one of the ECU bolts that hold it down and the oxygen and knock sensor share this ground point also.They're all tied into the ring terminal on the ECU bolt.<br /><br />HTH<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum2/004878.cgi
A||||12||simjet22||running rich and ideling ruff||||1||||simjet22||00003397
Z||000000||simjet22||03-04-2004||09:43 AM||jamerican1981@aol.com||my car has been sitting for a few months, i got a rebuilt ECU, and started it for the first time, was ideling ruff and running very rich, i smell alot of fuel, so i changed the spark plugs, the pcv valve, fresh motor oil, and the car is ruiing much better, but still ideling ruff and running rich, please help||24.186.60.239||reg||1||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||03-04-2004||10:15 AM||||Could be a stuck injector??<br />How "rebuilt" was the ECU?<br />Jeff||209.247.222.47||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||crucible||03-04-2004||10:17 AM||||Was the battery dead or ECU disconnected for awhile?<br />If so, the ECU has to relearn and it can take a bit before the car idles smooth.<br />How long did you leave it running?<br />Any problems before it was down?<br />Any ECU error codes?<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.3.36||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||simjet22||03-04-2004||03:34 PM||||the car was sitting with a dead battery, as well as a bad computer, i purchased a rebuilt ECU from a guy i met on dsm trader, and he was holding it as a spare for his GVR4. but looking at the ecu, it looks fresh from the factory.||24.184.100.158||reg||1||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000004||simjet22||03-04-2004||03:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Was the battery dead or ECU disconnected for awhile?<br />If so, the ECU has to relearn and it can take a bit before the car idles smooth.<br />How long did you leave it running?<br />Any problems before it was down?<br />Any ECU error codes?<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i have let it run for a few minutes,prob. 20 min's max. any problems before... i don't know about. but it was a daily driver before it sat for a few months.and the engine check light cam on once, but after i disconnected the batter for a few min. to reset the ECU, i didn't have that light again.<br />how long should it take the ECU to relearn?||24.184.100.158||reg||1||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||03-04-2004||04:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by simjet22:<br /><strong> the car was sitting with a dead battery, as well as a bad computer, i purchased a rebuilt ECU from a guy i met on dsm trader, and he was holding it as a spare for his GVR4. but looking at the ecu, it looks fresh from the factory. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I believe keydiver and I are curious as to how you can 'rebuild' an ECU...||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||simjet22||03-04-2004||06:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by simjet22:<br /><strong> the car was sitting with a dead battery, as well as a bad computer, i purchased a rebuilt ECU from a guy i met on dsm trader, and he was holding it as a spare for his GVR4. but looking at the ecu, it looks fresh from the factory. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I believe keydiver and I are curious as to how you can 'rebuild' an ECU... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i didn't rebuild it , it was sent out and somebody redid it, new caps and everything||24.186.60.239||reg||1||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000007||pisces_0||03-04-2004||07:41 PM||||<b>running rich and ideling ruff</b><br />WOOF WOOF!<br />Sorry, had to throw that in!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    As far as your idling problem goes, a few questions for ya.<br />Do you still have the stock size injectors?<br />Larger than stock injectors will be fired for the same duration by the ECU that the stockers were fired at but inject more fuel and thus cause the car to run VERY rich.<br />Do you have any boost/vacuum leaks?<br />Air that is being counted by the MAS but not making it into the cylinders can cause a rich condition while air that is being sucked in (under vacuum) during idle from places besides the MAS can cause a rough idle.<br />How old is the coolant temp sensor for the ECU?<br />I'm a big proponent of making sure this sensor is working properly.  Battled with it in -5* weather when I had my GSX; learn from my mistakes.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    It's located under the thermostat housing & has two wires running in to it in a "T" formation.  When this sensor goes bad (or looses connection in my case) the car will be VERY hard to start and when it does it will lope and chug like you've got HKS 727s and a HUGE vacuum leak.<br />Just a few things to check.  Hope this helped out.||216.251.181.86||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes
Z||000008||simjet22||03-04-2004||07:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by pisces:<br /><strong> <b>running rich and ideling ruff</b><br />WOOF WOOF!<br />Sorry, had to throw that in!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     As far as your idling problem goes, a few questions for ya.<br />Do you still have the stock size injectors?<br />Larger than stock injectors will be fired for the same duration by the ECU that the stockers were fired at but inject more fuel and thus cause the car to run VERY rich.<br />Do you have any boost/vacuum leaks?<br />Air that is being counted by the MAS but not making it into the cylinders can cause a rich condition while air that is being sucked in (under vacuum) during idle from places besides the MAS can cause a rough idle.<br />How old is the coolant temp sensor for the ECU?<br />I'm a big proponent of making sure this sensor is working properly.  Battled with it in -5* weather when I had my GSX; learn from my mistakes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     It's located under the thermostat housing & has two wires running in to it in a "T" formation.  When this sensor goes bad (or looses connection in my case) the car will be VERY hard to start and when it does it will lope and chug like you've got HKS 727s and a HUGE vacuum leak.<br />Just a few things to check.  Hope this helped out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well as far as i know, the injectors are stock size, and for vacum leaks, i checkd from the mas all the way to the intake manifold, and all are good and tight! shit i dunno, what else to think||24.186.60.239||reg||1||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000009||mikeyoung00||03-04-2004||10:57 PM||||Don't forget to check ALL your vacuum lines too. You might want to build a pressure tester. A few bucks and a trip to the hardware store and you can find any leaks fast and easy. Plans are  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/ICtester.html" target="_blank">here.</a>||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000010||simjet22||03-04-2004||11:25 PM||||thanks i will try to check all vacuum lines tomorrow, i hope thats the problem! i have a question, there is one thing also that i found out, u know the 2 ports on the boost solenoid, well there is nothing attached to them, can that be the problem? if so what the hell do i attach there, i see no discinnected lines!||24.186.60.239||reg||1||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000011||simjet22||03-05-2004||03:51 PM||||would the o2 sensor have anything to do with the car's running problem?||24.186.60.239||reg||1||simjet22||00003397||yes
Z||000012||mikeyoung00||03-05-2004||05:48 PM||||The O2 sensor is one of many things that can cause a rough idle so I guess the answer is "yes". I'd be more suspicious of the things that don't take well to just sitting around (vacuum lines, plug wires, etc) or things that are different like the plugs and the rebuilt ECU. Does anyone have an ECU you could swap in for a test? Any GVR4 or 1st gen DSM AWD turbo ecu will work.<br /><br />It might help if you could describe the rough idle (missing? changing RPM?) and also how you determined it was rich.<br /><br />And I assume you are not venting the BOV to the atmosphere.||139.177.224.71||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004879.cgi
A||||1||crucible||Strange wire in o2 loom||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||03-04-2004||10:26 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Anybody else notice a a bare wire in their o2 wire loom/sleeve?<br />I was checking my o2 connection and saw a bare  frayed wire sticking out on the ECU side of the o2 connector sleeve/loom.I was only looking here cuz Im getting wierd o2 readings on the logger and saw it.<br />Is this a shield of some sort and should it be grounded? <br />Dont know what else it could be for since all my sensors are connected.<br /><br />cruce||198.8.3.36||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||03-04-2004||10:34 AM||||Aye, Tis a shielding wire.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum2/004880.cgi
A||||3||Armitage||Email notification??||||1||||Armitage||00002625
Z||000000||Armitage||03-04-2004||03:33 PM||armitage@crinkle.net||Is there any way to set email notification of a reply to your thread ON by default?||151.207.240.3||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000001||Armitage||03-04-2004||03:35 PM||||Any way to enable email notification if you REPLY to a thread someone else started?||151.207.240.3||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-04-2004||03:39 PM||||I dont think so, I will let Jon/Hertz confirm!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||03-04-2004||11:00 PM||||Looks like you found the "Auto Echo Default to ON" setting, though.||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004881.cgi
A||||4||hibrn8||Did my suspension search, but most topics are deleted :(||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-04-2004||06:07 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Hey guys, I did a search about 3 months ago on here and found alot of answers, now most of these posts with the info I needed are deleted. I bought the AGX's and now debating on stock GVR4, stock 1g AWD, or Whiteline springs. I don't want my car dumped at all, I just want it at most an inch, maybe 1.5 at most (preferably 2 finger gap between the tire and wheel well), as I dont plan to add a camber correction kit. I had a few questions that need to be answered. <br /><br />For everyone that is running any of the above setups please post some pictures and give me your feedback on how the car rides and handles. <br /><br />Also, someone posted that the overall length of the KYB strut is shorter than the stock, does anyone remember by how much (I thought 0.5" or so). There were some specs on the overall height differences of the stock vr4 vs 1g AWD spring. If I recall the rear vr4 spring was 15.3" and the 1g AWD was 12.9 or 13.1 but more stiff. So when all said and done, how much lower will this bring the car down? (it obviously will not be 15.3-12.9= 2.4" since there is a difference in thier stiffness). <br /><br />Id appreciate any feedback. Pictures will tell me the most so please don't forget to throw those at me. Thanks!||67.248.54.138||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||03-04-2004||06:50 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000824" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000824</a><br /><br />That was all the info I gathered when I first started looking around. I featured it since I wouldn't want it to get lost.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||03-04-2004||08:24 PM||||I have a two finger gap all the way around. Rear camber is way off. So I'm looking into getting this Whiteline camber kit now. <a href="http://co.dsm.org/users/jake/DSM/projects/rear_suspension/index3.shtml" target="_blank">http://co.dsm.org/users/jake/DSM/projects/rear_suspension/index3.shtml</a>||64.233.107.38||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||03-04-2004||10:18 PM||||putting in 1g TEL springs with kyb agx/gr2's pretty soon, i'll have detailed before and after pics||69.69.71.130||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||03-04-2004||10:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> putting in 1g TEL springs with kyb agx/gr2's pretty soon, i'll have detailed before and after pics </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Great!||67.248.115.27||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum2/004882.cgi
A||||1||giantrobot||Best shift bushing kit?||||1||||giantrobot||00003313
Z||000000||giantrobot||03-04-2004||06:34 PM||giantrobot9000@yahoo.com||I've seen several,from the machined Symborski kit,to others that use a softer material.What is the consensus favorite,and why?||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-04-2004||09:38 PM||||my absolute favorite is stock.  i had the symborski in there, but after scott did the trans, the bushings were too harsh.  the stock ones are really nice.  the symborski bushings are good if your trans is old and has a lot of slop, but once a new one, or one that has been fully rebuilt is put back it, you will not like it.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum2/004883.cgi
A||||12||dc_style||ebay turnine housing.. ||||5||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||03-04-2004||09:01 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||have you guys seen this? opinions? positive negative? i need a turbine housing since mine has cracks all over.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2464458491&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2464458491&category=33742</a><br /><br />thanks alot.||24.118.123.37||reg||5||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||03-04-2004||09:12 PM||||Very interesting. This is news to me...<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||sleepyvr4||03-04-2004||09:16 PM||||that's one sick piece.  I've seen those before.  I wouldn't spend that kind of money though.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000003||GrocMax||03-04-2004||11:03 PM||||The makers of the Mutt, DSMPerformance have arisen from the ashes.<br /><br />Nice engineering, its not like that extra 5 lbs of material isn't needed or anything.......||209.151.114.125||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000004||dc_style||03-04-2004||11:39 PM||||so good buy? bad buy?||24.118.123.37||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000005||jpgvr4||03-04-2004||11:41 PM||||I'm installing that exact piece Saturday. I'm very impressed with the engineering. The exducer is slightly larger than the evo III o2 housing as is the wastegate ( mild porting ).<br /><br />There was a small hitch in my order, and they got another housing right out to me.<br /><br />Their plan is to essentially make "coupler" turbine housings for various manifolds and cartridges.||65.70.151.122||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000006||dc_style||03-04-2004||11:54 PM||||you think this would match up to my 2g o2 housing (ported)?||24.118.123.37||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000007||pisces_0||03-05-2004||12:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> The makers of the Mutt, DSMPerformance have arisen from the ashes.<br /><br />Nice engineering, its not like that extra 5 lbs of material isn't needed or anything....... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.bullseye-power.com/" target="_blank">BULLSEYE!</a>||64.61.224.128||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes
Z||000008||mikel||03-05-2004||09:08 AM||||that piece is very heavy, a local tried to pass it off as his own design, it just looks like a hack job to me personally.||198.184.0.254||reg||1||MikeL||00003518||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||03-05-2004||12:45 PM||||I never understood why it is some people put stuff up like this and never mention who made it or who they originally bought it from.  It's like one of those cheapo homemade intake manifolds we've seen before that emulate a Magnus.  If it was so good, why is it for sale?<br /><br />That turbine housing is a piece of work; I'll say that.  But regardless whether it's worth the money or not, I can't trust the seller if I don't even know who he is.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||jpgvr4||03-05-2004||07:32 PM||||From what I understand the seller's name is David Hall, and he is an account manager for Bullseye Power. He is very knowledgeable. eBay feedback speaks fairly well for itself.<br /><br />I'm just happy they came up with the idea, designed it in CAD, and then farmed out the job(s) to a 1st class casting business. Its definitely a good thing for us.  Think of some of the brand new low cost BIG diesel turbo's out there and a "coupler" to make them work with a standard 1g/2g manifold and your downpipe.<br /><br />Another thing is this, they have a Stainless Steel option that is one grade below iconel steel. My brand new evo III o2 housing started rusting the moment I put it on.<br /><br />As far as the housing being heavy, heat is power, A. Graham Bell would be proud.<br /><br />I'll let you know what I think of the performance.||65.70.151.122||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000011||jpgvr4||03-05-2004||07:35 PM||||I do think its interesting that they've sold quite a few of them and noone has claimed one on times.dsm.org||65.70.151.122||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000012||DuckButterRacing DSM||03-05-2004||07:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jpgvr4:<br /><strong> From what I understand the seller's name is David Hall, and he is an account manager for Bullseye Power. He is very knowledgeable. eBay feedback speaks fairly well for itself.<br /><br />I'm just happy they came up with the idea, designed it in CAD, and then farmed out the job(s) to a 1st class casting business. Its definitely a good thing for us.  Think of some of the brand new low cost BIG diesel turbo's out there and a "coupler" to make them work with a standard 1g/2g manifold and your downpipe.<br /><br />Another thing is this, they have a Stainless Steel option that is one grade below iconel steel. My brand new evo III o2 housing started rusting the moment I put it on.<br /><br />As far as the housing being heavy, heat is power, A. Graham Bell would be proud.<br /><br />I'll let you know what I think of the performance. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Inconel is very expensive and i dont think that it would do much more then what a 304SS or a 316SS would do||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes



ubb/Forum2/004884.cgi
A||||2||sdpnoi214||Hesitation after upgrades||||1||||mak||00002628
Z||000000||sdpnoi214||03-04-2004||10:05 PM||sdpnoi214@yahoo.com||I just installed a new 255 lph pump and a set of rc 550cc's today. On the test drive though, the engine would hesitate to rev past 4200 rpm. Boost is set at 14 psi. Everything is stock except for the fuel pump, injectors and boost controller. Would a S-AFR cure this? If not what could be causing it? Everything checks good on the datalogger, knock counts below ten, no knocks above 3800 rpm.||138.163.0.41||reg||1||mak||00002628||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||03-04-2004||10:12 PM||||You need an AFC to control the larger sized injectors.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||03-04-2004||10:51 PM||||You also need a better fuel pressure regulator. The stock one cannot flow enough fuel back to the tank. As a result, fuel pressure rises faster than it should (and faster than the ecu thinks it is) resulting in a very rich mixture. <br /><br />Email keydiver (search for his email address...he posts almost daily) for an ECU upgrade to take care of the injectors. The chip will do some other very nice things for you and you just can't beat the price.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum2/004885.cgi
A||||4||josh long||Evo 4 gears?||||1||||josh long||00000943
Z||000000||josh long||03-05-2004||12:23 AM||jibber@icestorm.net||Anybody know if the gears from an evo 4 will fit in a US tranny? <br /><br />did a search no lucky.... <br /><br />Yes I am aware the motor faces the other direction.<br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||03-05-2004||12:29 AM||||I severly doubt it. I bet the final drive is different and will not work with the our rear end.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||03-05-2004||08:50 AM||||Since the earlier trans have an intermediate shaft, and the later ones have only input and output, I really suspect there would be virtually no interchange of parts.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||03-05-2004||08:53 AM||||I'd suspect that the gears may be a little wider in the evo4 tranny. The splines to fit them onto their shafts may be the same but the added width will force a difficult combination of gears and spacers to make everything work. Sounds like a TRE or similar is a better avenue.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||josh long||03-05-2004||08:09 PM||||I got a reply on another forum from Mike W. from road race... the iceman was correct.<br /><br />Thanks guys<br /><br />Josh||206.81.222.24||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes



ubb/Forum2/004886.cgi
A||||0||GalantVR-4||HKS AFR **NEW Question**||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||03-05-2004||01:11 AM||||Hi there,<br /><br />I have installed the HKS AFR in my car and it works great.  My questions is when you do the self learning mode and turn on switch 4, do you ever turn it off?  The manual say turn on switch 4, self learning is now complete.  My "Eids" light never goes on but i don't think its supposed to work anyway.<br /><br />Thanks||64.175.34.208||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes



ubb/Forum2/004889.cgi
A||||5||4G63_GSR||I broke a bolt!!!||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||03-05-2004||03:06 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||Well, I broke the bolt while trying to tighten my alternator belt.  Any tips on taking what's left of the bolt out?||68.190.120.222||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||03-05-2004||03:41 PM||||Jesus, how tight were you making the belt?  Which bolt?  The one that increases tension or the one that holds it?||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||HHIVR4||03-05-2004||04:30 PM||||sounds like a job for an easy out or a pair of needle nose pliers if its not too tight.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||03-05-2004||04:39 PM||||it's the bolt that tighens the tension... the belt isn't tight at all, i think it was cold and the bolt was old/rusty that's why it broke.||68.190.120.222||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||03-05-2004||05:08 PM||||If there's enough sticking out: lube it with penetrating oil and try to get some vice-grips or big plyers on it and turn it out. If it's in there with nothing sticking out - you can try several things:<br />1)notch the head of it with a dremel and try to get a flat head screwdriver to turn it out.<br />2)jb weld something to the end to give yourself something to turn it out with (not one I would use, but have heard of others doing this)<br />3)easy out (or reverse drill bit) and pull it out.<br />4) Heat is always your friend if it's frozen in there and oil doesn't loosen it up.<br /><br />Isn't that the bolt/bracket that seperates from the whole unit with the alternator out? If so, you could pull the alternator out and just get another one of those. I just did this R&R a few months ago and already forgot...||167.142.22.78||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||03-05-2004||05:10 PM||||Just jam a hammer handle in there and use that to adjust the tension. You don't even need that bolt. <br /><br />-hacka mechanica||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
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A||||9||mixx2001||Dave Brode IC pipes cause reverse pressure drop!||||4||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||03-05-2004||09:43 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||Just kidding.  But seriously I'm getting some strange readings in the boost dept.  Can anyone testify to the accuracy of the Blitz DSBC or the mechanical VDO boost gauge?  I have my Blitz boost source tapped at the elbow right off the Comp housing, and my VDO tapped into the vac line that runs from the intake to the BOV.  My Blitz boost controller reads boost in bar, and is currently reading a steady .69 (10psi).  The VDO gauge reads 13-14psi.  So unless the Dave Brode pipes are giving me a magical 3psi pressure increase, I've got an inaccuracy problem.<br /><br />Another thing that I was thinking about was that, if my Blitz's off, and I'm actually seeing 13psi at the intake (factoring in a theroretical 2psi pressure drop) the turbo would be putting out about 15psi, which would mean my Blitz was off by 5psi?!?!  Or vice versa with the VDO.  I'm installing a third gauge tonight, as well as doing some more testing.  Just thought I'd post just in case one of you knew what was going on.  <br /><br />PS: Dave Brode IC pipes are the shit.||65.165.18.233||reg||4||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||03-05-2004||10:00 AM||||Switch them around, where you tapped them. I have mine off of the P port on the intake mani. That is the most accurate because it is right before it goes into the motor, where you want the pressure to be what you set it to. <br /><br />Also what intercooler are you using? If you are measuring before and after the intercooler, which sounds like you are, there should be a pressure drop. <br /><br />If your gauges are not reading zero when the car is turned off, they are most likey not calibrates correctly.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||mikel||03-05-2004||10:53 AM||||Well that's why he said reverse pressure drop since he's seeing more boost after the IC than before.  I would swap them around though and see what it reads, and borrow another boost gauge from a friend, I don't have faith in any boost gauges now awadays, but I do trust my knock sensor  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.184.0.254||reg||1||MikeL||00003518||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||03-05-2004||11:22 AM||||Yeah, no logger right now.  I'm going to try switching them, as well as using a T and tapping both at the same point, just to see if they read the same.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||MidEngine210||03-05-2004||02:35 PM||||Did you get the pipe kit for the stock IC? Do you have pics?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||03-05-2004||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MikeL:<br /><strong> Well that's why he said reverse pressure drop since he's seeing more boost after the IC than before.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh, I thought that he said that to make us go WTF?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  and click on it and read.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.177.241.103||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||03-05-2004||04:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong> Did you get the pipe kit for the stock IC? Do you have pics? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got the pipe kit for the Stock IC, yes.  But I modified it for my custom FMIC.  I have the pipes temporarily hooked up (the FMIC is not sitting in straight).  So I'll post pics of the FMIC up close once I make some adjustments.  In the mean time here are some engine bay shots.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=3016" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=3016&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=3017" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=3017&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||HHIVR4||03-05-2004||04:28 PM||||i would trust the blitz over a vdo anyday...but i could be wrong.. if they are taking readings from different areas it will give different readings but i 5 psi is a little much..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||03-05-2004||05:22 PM||||I was thinking the same thing Dave, that the Blitz would be more accurate.  I just tapped them both off the same spot (at the turbo) so I'll find out in a minute.  There most definately should be a difference in boost pressure from the turbo to the intake, it should'nt be an increase though.  <br /><br />I hope the Blitz was right and I'm only running 10psi, cause it felt like 15.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||03-05-2004||06:44 PM||||Well I just ran it with both devices tapped in the same spot (moved the VDO tap to the turbo)  and there was no change.  The Blitz still said .69bar(10psi) and the VDO still said 15psi.  Actually if there was any change it was VDO reading 15 now at the turbo vs 13.5 at the intake.  The good news is, depending on how "off" the VDO gauge is, I don't appear to have much pressure drop at all.  So I'll try to hook up my Greddy electronic boost gauge tomorrow and see which is the culprit.  <br /><br />I'm keeping my fingers crossed that the VDO turns out to be off and not the Blitz.  Cause she sure does feel strong, and if thats only at 10psi, well...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.180.2||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum2/004890.cgi
A||||4||getboosted||Turbo Timer Wiring Harness||||1||||getboosted||00000668
Z||000000||getboosted||03-05-2004||03:31 PM||getboosted@juno.com||Will a tt wiring harness for an Eclipse with factory alarm fit the GVR-4?  I have an Apexi TT that I need to install.  Thanks in advance!<br /><br />-Tuan-<br />GVR-4 #1421||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-05-2004||03:33 PM||||yep,. done it many a time!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||getboosted||03-05-2004||03:40 PM||||Man, that was fast!  I wish my car is as fast as your response :=)! Thank you very much.  I'll go install it now.<br /><br />-Tuan-<br />GVR-4 #1421||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-05-2004||04:24 PM||||I need to take a pic of the harness I have (from Pre-Evo) -- I understand everything except the single wires...  one of them is for the parking brake, not sure what the others are.<br /><br />Oh, and do I <i>have to</i> disconnect the factory alarm?  Or will it just not arm when the TT is running?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||marvinmadman123||03-05-2004||05:54 PM||||It just wont arm   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum2/004891.cgi
A||||1||crucible||Jdm lites||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||03-05-2004||07:52 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Anyone know what bulb # is used or can be used for the city lites?<br />Mine came burnt out and I can see any writing on them.<br />TIA<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||03-05-2004||08:46 PM||||not sure what type it is but it looks like a flashlight bulb. cant you just take it out and match it up. when you do let me know  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  cause i have them in my car. just incase one blows.<br /><br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||7||hecdws||00001291||yes
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    q!001915! => q!2452745.1816!,
    q!003519! => q!2452947.2347!,
    q!002571! => q!2452839.2325!,
    q!001916! => q!2452745.2159!,
    q!001918! => q!2452745.0009!,
    q!000970! => q!2452552.1014!,
    q!002574! => q!2452844.0701!,
    q!001919! => q!2452755.1534!,
    q!004179! => q!2453013.0959!,
    q!000971! => q!2452530.1208!,
    q!002575! => q!2452842.1503!,
    q!000972! => q!2452528.2332!,
    q!002576! => q!2452842.1612!,
    q!000973! => q!2452529.2135!,
    q!002577! => q!2452842.0009!,
    q!000974! => q!2452539.0043!,
    q!002578! => q!2452842.0358!,
    q!000975! => q!2452529.1633!,
    q!002579! => q!2452844.1850!,
    q!000976! => q!2452529.2105!,
    q!000977! => q!2452529.1858!,
    q!000978! => q!2452530.0759!,
    q!000979! => q!2452530.1937!,
    q!003520! => q!2452947.0829!,
    q!003521! => q!2452951.2004!,
    q!003522! => q!2452964.1037!,
    q!003523! => q!2452948.1544!,
    q!001920! => q!2452746.1331!,
    q!003524! => q!2452947.1134!,
    q!004180! => q!2453021.2136!,
    q!001921! => q!2452746.1037!,
    q!003525! => q!2452947.2232!,
    q!004181! => q!2453013.2214!,
    q!001922! => q!2452745.1457!,
    q!003526! => q!2452947.1626!,
    q!004182! => q!2453012.1400!,
    q!001923! => q!2452746.0700!,
    q!003527! => q!2452948.1304!,
    q!001924! => q!2452746.1730!,
    q!003528! => q!2452951.1516!,
    q!002580! => q!2452842.2339!,
    q!001925! => q!2452746.0007!,
    q!003529! => q!2452948.1803!,
    q!004185! => q!2453020.0821!,
    q!002581! => q!2452843.1648!,
    q!001926! => q!2452747.2118!,
    q!004186! => q!2453012.0410!,
    q!002582! => q!2452842.2138!,
    q!001927! => q!2452750.1928!,
    q!004187! => q!2453012.1001!,
    q!002583! => q!2452845.2108!,
    q!001928! => q!2452746.0837!,
    q!000980! => q!2452531.0424!,
    q!002584! => q!2452842.2250!,
    q!001929! => q!2452746.0900!,
    q!000981! => q!2452532.0314!,
    q!002585! => q!2452845.1011!,
    q!000982! => q!2452532.0134!,
    q!002586! => q!2452847.1357!,
    q!000983! => q!2452532.1519!,
    q!002587! => q!2452843.1950!,
    q!000984! => q!2452533.1220!,
    q!002588! => q!2452846.1531!,
    q!000985! => q!2452533.0105!,
    q!002589! => q!2452843.0901!,
    q!000986! => q!2452532.2343!,
    q!000987! => q!2452533.1702!,
    q!000988! => q!2452556.0949!,
    q!000989! => q!2452536.0030!,
    q!003530! => q!2452948.1424!,
    q!003531! => q!2452948.2255!,
    q!003532! => q!2452948.1134!,
    q!003533! => q!2452964.0421!,
    q!001930! => q!2452747.0008!,
    q!003534! => q!2452948.1758!,
    q!001931! => q!2452747.2253!,
    q!003535! => q!2452948.2343!,
    q!001932! => q!2452747.1451!,
    q!003536! => q!2452948.1600!,
    q!001933! => q!2452749.0056!,
    q!003537! => q!2452948.1431!,
    q!004193! => q!2453012.1907!,
    q!001934! => q!2452746.2357!,
    q!004194! => q!2453012.2117!,
    q!002590! => q!2452843.2206!,
    q!001935! => q!2452762.1017!,
    q!003539! => q!2452961.0225!,
    q!002591! => q!2452843.1016!,
    q!001936! => q!2452747.0939!,
    q!004196! => q!2453014.2023!,
    q!002592! => q!2452843.2158!,
    q!001937! => q!2452747.0946!,
    q!002593! => q!2452845.0147!,
    q!001938! => q!2452748.2235!,
    q!000990! => q!2452535.0726!,
    q!002594! => q!2452845.0014!,
    q!001939! => q!2452747.1541!,
    q!000991! => q!2452536.1553!,
    q!002595! => q!2452843.2128!,
    q!000992! => q!2452537.1236!,
    q!002596! => q!2452844.1214!,
    q!000993! => q!2452552.0201!,
    q!002597! => q!2452848.2319!,
    q!000994! => q!2452541.1846!,
    q!002598! => q!2452844.0019!,
    q!000995! => q!2452540.0948!,
    q!002599! => q!2452844.1311!,
    q!000996! => q!2452546.1925!,
    q!000997! => q!2452539.0610!,
    q!000998! => q!2452551.1348!,
    q!000999! => q!2452540.1445!,
    q!003540! => q!2452948.2152!,
    q!003541! => q!2452949.1628!,
    q!003542! => q!2452986.1132!,
    q!003543! => q!2452951.0953!,
    q!001940! => q!2452750.1833!,
    q!003544! => q!2452951.1013!,
    q!001941! => q!2452752.1211!,
    q!003545! => q!2452949.1621!,
    q!001942! => q!2452747.2348!,
    q!003546! => q!2452949.1417!,
    q!001943! => q!2452747.2158!,
    q!003547! => q!2452951.0119!,
    q!001944! => q!2452749.2128!,
    q!003548! => q!2452949.1343!,
    q!001945! => q!2452747.2255!,
    q!003549! => q!2452949.1157!,
    q!001946! => q!2452754.0207!,
    q!001947! => q!2452752.0540!,
    q!001948! => q!2452771.1529!,
    q!001949! => q!2452751.2243!,
    q!003550! => q!2452950.1910!,
    q!003551! => q!2452949.2147!,
    q!003552! => q!2452950.1510!,
    q!003553! => q!2452949.2135!,
    q!001950! => q!2452753.0852!,
    q!003554! => q!2452976.1511!,
    q!003555! => q!2452949.2204!,
    q!001952! => q!2452749.2341!,
    q!003556! => q!2452950.1919!,
    q!001953! => q!2452748.2327!,
    q!003557! => q!2452951.2258!,
    q!001954! => q!2452756.0248!,
    q!003558! => q!2452951.1418!,
    q!001955! => q!2452754.0215!,
    q!003559! => q!2452952.1737!,
    q!001956! => q!2452750.1613!,
    q!001957! => q!2452754.0130!,
    q!001958! => q!2452749.2227!,
    q!001959! => q!2452751.2346!,
    q!004500! => q!2453050.2001!,
    q!004501! => q!2453049.1649!,
    q!004502! => q!2453050.2131!,
    q!004503! => q!2453050.1611!,
    q!004504! => q!2453051.0723!,
    q!002900! => q!2452879.1812!,
    q!004505! => q!2453059.0026!,
    q!002901! => q!2452879.1340!,
    q!002902! => q!2452880.1620!,
    q!004506! => q!2453059.2209!,
    q!004507! => q!2453053.1558!,
    q!002903! => q!2452879.1831!,
    q!003560! => q!2452952.2325!,
    q!002904! => q!2452879.1655!,
    q!004509! => q!2453053.1114!,
    q!003561! => q!2452950.1936!,
    q!002905! => q!2452891.2138!,
    q!003562! => q!2452952.0355!,
    q!002906! => q!2452880.1303!,
    q!003563! => q!2452951.1156!,
    q!002907! => q!2452879.2346!,
    q!001960! => q!2452752.2358!,
    q!003564! => q!2452952.0710!,
    q!002908! => q!2452880.1059!,
    q!001961! => q!2452758.0032!,
    q!003565! => q!2452952.1315!,
    q!002909! => q!2452879.1948!,
    q!001962! => q!2452753.1627!,
    q!003566! => q!2452953.1015!,
    q!001963! => q!2452750.2126!,
    q!003567! => q!2452951.1811!,
    q!001964! => q!2452752.2348!,
    q!003568! => q!2452951.1819!,
    q!001965! => q!2452751.2220!,
    q!003569! => q!2452952.0016!,
    q!001966! => q!2452751.1235!,
    q!001967! => q!2452751.1647!,
    q!001968! => q!2452751.2337!,
    q!001969! => q!2452751.0102!,
    q!004510! => q!2453051.1628!,
    q!004511! => q!2453053.1053!,
    q!004512! => q!2453051.1405!,
    q!004513! => q!2453052.1839!,
    q!002910! => q!2452883.0415!,
    q!004514! => q!2453052.1546!,
    q!004515! => q!2453051.1704!,
    q!002911! => q!2452880.1632!,
    q!004516! => q!2453052.1418!,
    q!002912! => q!2452880.0252!,
    q!004517! => q!2453052.1417!,
    q!002913! => q!2452881.0123!,
    q!003570! => q!2452954.0009!,
    q!002914! => q!2452885.1223!,
    q!004518! => q!2453054.1840!,
    q!003571! => q!2452951.1944!,
    q!002915! => q!2452880.2237!,
    q!004519! => q!2453067.0101!,
    q!003572! => q!2452954.1402!,
    q!002916! => q!2452880.1852!,
    q!003573! => q!2452952.2007!,
    q!002917! => q!2452881.1020!,
    q!001970! => q!2452751.0509!,
    q!003574! => q!2452951.2313!,
    q!002918! => q!2452881.1559!,
    q!003575! => q!2452954.1324!,
    q!002919! => q!2452881.0112!,
    q!001972! => q!2452751.2309!,
    q!003576! => q!2452953.0004!,
    q!001973! => q!2452752.1508!,
    q!003577! => q!2452954.1123!,
    q!001974! => q!2452753.0217!,
    q!003578! => q!2452961.1824!,
    q!001975! => q!2452752.0953!,
    q!003579! => q!2452953.2022!,
    q!001976! => q!2452753.1331!,
    q!001977! => q!2452752.1613!,
    q!001978! => q!2452754.1020!,
    q!001979! => q!2452753.0825!,
    q!004520! => q!2453059.0957!,
    q!004521! => q!2453052.0834!,
    q!004522! => q!2453052.0928!,
    q!004523! => q!2453054.0143!,
    q!004524! => q!2453052.1101!,
    q!002920! => q!2452880.2105!,
    q!002921! => q!2452881.1255!,
    q!004525! => q!2453052.2157!,
    q!004526! => q!2453055.1528!,
    q!002922! => q!2452881.1603!,
    q!004527! => q!2453057.1001!,
    q!002923! => q!2452886.1641!,
    q!003580! => q!2452963.1733!,
    q!002924! => q!2452881.1848!,
    q!004528! => q!2453052.1630!,
    q!004529! => q!2453054.0058!,
    q!003581! => q!2452954.2153!,
    q!002925! => q!2452883.0205!,
    q!003582! => q!2452953.1812!,
    q!002926! => q!2452884.1228!,
    q!003583! => q!2452953.1408!,
    q!002927! => q!2452881.1904!,
    q!001980! => q!2452754.1306!,
    q!003584! => q!2452957.1557!,
    q!002928! => q!2452881.2347!,
    q!001981! => q!2452754.1336!,
    q!003585! => q!2452953.1928!,
    q!002929! => q!2452881.1929!,
    q!001982! => q!2452769.1320!,
    q!003586! => q!2452953.2345!,
    q!001983! => q!2452756.1515!,
    q!003587! => q!2452953.2049!,
    q!001984! => q!2452776.1628!,
    q!003588! => q!2452953.2058!,
    q!001985! => q!2452754.1309!,
    q!003589! => q!2452954.1844!,
    q!001986! => q!2452821.1307!,
    q!001987! => q!2452754.0948!,
    q!001988! => q!2452758.1935!,
    q!001989! => q!2452755.0909!,
    q!004530! => q!2453052.2324!,
    q!004531! => q!2453052.2316!,
    q!004532! => q!2453054.0106!,
    q!004533! => q!2453056.1718!,
    q!002930! => q!2452883.0116!,
    q!004534! => q!2453058.2051!,
    q!004535! => q!2453054.0719!,
    q!002931! => q!2452883.1424!,
    q!002932! => q!2452882.1126!,
    q!004536! => q!2453058.1919!,
    q!002933! => q!2452882.1142!,
    q!004537! => q!2453054.1314!,
    q!004538! => q!2453055.2047!,
    q!003590! => q!2452956.0656!,
    q!002934! => q!2452883.1558!,
    q!004539! => q!2453055.2336!,
    q!003591! => q!2452954.0925!,
    q!002935! => q!2452882.1258!,
    q!003592! => q!2452956.0501!,
    q!002936! => q!2452883.2241!,
    q!003593! => q!2452954.2138!,
    q!002937! => q!2452883.0614!,
    q!001990! => q!2452756.0057!,
    q!003594! => q!2452956.1820!,
    q!002938! => q!2452977.1038!,
    q!001991! => q!2452758.0423!,
    q!003595! => q!2452955.2035!,
    q!002939! => q!2452883.1856!,
    q!001992! => q!2452755.1453!,
    q!003596! => q!2452954.1816!,
    q!001993! => q!2452756.1220!,
    q!003597! => q!2452961.0350!,
    q!001994! => q!2452758.0411!,
    q!003598! => q!2452954.2141!,
    q!001995! => q!2452756.1330!,
    q!003599! => q!2452961.1144!,
    q!001996! => q!2452756.1645!,
    q!001997! => q!2452756.1406!,
    q!001998! => q!2452760.0902!,
    q!001999! => q!2452757.1155!,
    q!004540! => q!2453061.0419!,
    q!004541! => q!2453055.1202!,
    q!004542! => q!2453057.1300!,
    q!001200! => q!2452598.2214!,
    q!004543! => q!2453055.2306!,
    q!004544! => q!2453057.2138!,
    q!001201! => q!2452601.1648!,
    q!002940! => q!2452885.1115!,
    q!004545! => q!2453057.0905!,
    q!001202! => q!2452599.2343!,
    q!002941! => q!2452886.2219!,
    q!004546! => q!2453057.1230!,
    q!001203! => q!2452598.2145!,
    q!002942! => q!2452883.2316!,
    q!004547! => q!2453059.1005!,
    q!001204! => q!2452598.2246!,
    q!002943! => q!2452888.1911!,
    q!001205! => q!2452598.2300!,
    q!002944! => q!2452886.1253!,
    q!004548! => q!2453056.1615!,
    q!004549! => q!2453062.1233!,
    q!001206! => q!2452599.1738!,
    q!002945! => q!2452884.2353!,
    q!001207! => q!2452599.1034!,
    q!002946! => q!2452885.2047!,
    q!001208! => q!2452599.1455!,
    q!002947! => q!2452887.2240!,
    q!001209! => q!2452600.0039!,
    q!002948! => q!2452886.1425!,
    q!002949! => q!2452901.1543!,
    q!004550! => q!2453057.1639!,
    q!004551! => q!2453058.1801!,
    q!004552! => q!2453067.1958!,
    q!001210! => q!2452600.1534!,
    q!004553! => q!2453058.1228!,
    q!004554! => q!2453060.1954!,
    q!001211! => q!2452599.1755!,
    q!002950! => q!2452885.2201!,
    q!004555! => q!2453061.0417!,
    q!001212! => q!2452600.2058!,
    q!002951! => q!2452887.0150!,
    q!004556! => q!2453060.1655!,
    q!001213! => q!2452601.0421!,
    q!002952! => q!2452885.2045!,
    q!001214! => q!2452601.2246!,
    q!002953! => q!2452889.2130!,
    q!004557! => q!2453057.1729!,
    q!004558! => q!2453059.1759!,
    q!001215! => q!2452606.1253!,
    q!002954! => q!2452886.1850!,
    q!004559! => q!2453063.0951!,
    q!001216! => q!2452603.2025!,
    q!002955! => q!2452885.2043!,
    q!001217! => q!2452601.1702!,
    q!002956! => q!2452892.2237!,
    q!001218! => q!2452602.2219!,
    q!002957! => q!2452891.1602!,
    q!001219! => q!2452603.1112!,
    q!002958! => q!2452887.0333!,
    q!002959! => q!2452886.1811!,
    q!003900! => q!2452986.1346!,
    q!003901! => q!2452985.1128!,
    q!003902! => q!2452986.0111!,
    q!003903! => q!2452986.0442!,
    q!003904! => q!2452985.1526!,
    q!004560! => q!2453061.0233!,
    q!004561! => q!2453059.2322!,
    q!003905! => q!2452987.0342!,
    q!003906! => q!2452990.1256!,
    q!004562! => q!2453059.0024!,
    q!003907! => q!2452986.1816!,
    q!001220! => q!2452602.2216!,
    q!004563! => q!2453059.1207!,
    q!003908! => q!2452990.1614!,
    q!001221! => q!2452603.1947!,
    q!002960! => q!2452888.2330!,
    q!004564! => q!2453061.1102!,
    q!003909! => q!2452987.0233!,
    q!001222! => q!2452603.1427!,
    q!002961! => q!2452890.1342!,
    q!004565! => q!2453063.0319!,
    q!001223! => q!2452605.1955!,
    q!002962! => q!2452887.2357!,
    q!004566! => q!2453059.1658!,
    q!001224! => q!2452604.1928!,
    q!002963! => q!2452888.0959!,
    q!004567! => q!2453063.1940!,
    q!001225! => q!2452604.1318!,
    q!002964! => q!2452891.0313!,
    q!004568! => q!2453066.0344!,
    q!001226! => q!2452606.0350!,
    q!002965! => q!2452887.2318!,
    q!004569! => q!2453065.2234!,
    q!001227! => q!2452609.1807!,
    q!002966! => q!2452887.2201!,
    q!001228! => q!2452611.1204!,
    q!002967! => q!2452887.1335!,
    q!001229! => q!2452605.1236!,
    q!002968! => q!2452888.0203!,
    q!002969! => q!2452887.2301!,
    q!003910! => q!2452987.0237!,
    q!003912! => q!2452985.2335!,
    q!003913! => q!2452989.2239!,
    q!003914! => q!2452987.0051!,
    q!004570! => q!2453065.1904!,
    q!004571! => q!2453061.0827!,
    q!003915! => q!2452986.1506!,
    q!003916! => q!2452986.1558!,
    q!004572! => q!2453062.1924!,
    q!004573! => q!2453063.1441!,
    q!003917! => q!2452988.0333!,
    q!001230! => q!2452605.1047!,
    q!004574! => q!2453063.2226!,
    q!003918! => q!2452986.1738!,
    q!001231! => q!2452605.2212!,
    q!002970! => q!2452889.0105!,
    q!004575! => q!2453062.1254!,
    q!003919! => q!2452986.1802!,
    q!001232! => q!2452605.1813!,
    q!002971! => q!2452887.2330!,
    q!001233! => q!2452850.1119!,
    q!002972! => q!2452889.2211!,
    q!004577! => q!2453061.0841!,
    q!001234! => q!2452605.2030!,
    q!002973! => q!2452888.1853!,
    q!004578! => q!2453061.1036!,
    q!001235! => q!2452608.1433!,
    q!002974! => q!2452888.1733!,
    q!001236! => q!2452608.2315!,
    q!002975! => q!2452893.1954!,
    q!004579! => q!2453061.1839!,
    q!001237! => q!2452606.1407!,
    q!002976! => q!2453022.1307!,
    q!001238! => q!2452606.1159!,
    q!002977! => q!2452889.1730!,
    q!001239! => q!2452606.1218!,
    q!002978! => q!2452890.0149!,
    q!002979! => q!2452890.0403!,
  );


1;




ubb/Forum3/forum_thread_data_0004.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0004"} = {
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!design kid!,
q!pillar gauge mounts!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!03-04-2002!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2452338.0129!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!06-03-2002!,
q!02:43 PM!,
q!2452429.1443!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Momo steering wheel adapter!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-05-2002!,
q!04:30 AM!,
q!2452339.0430!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!boostingvr4!,
q!03-25-2002!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2452359.1133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Colorado GVR-4 Meeting !,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-25-2002!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452331.1748!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Newt GVR4!,
q!03-17-2002!,
q!07:21 PM!,
q!2452351.1921!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/forum_thread_data_0005.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0005"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!Custom Gauge Holder/CE Code reader!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-26-2002!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2452360.2043!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7541000!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!10:14 PM!,
q!2452361.2214!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!charging Black Panther Battery!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-12-2002!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2452377.1822!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!04-12-2002!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452377.2212!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Good Guy -pappybl@hotmail.com. !,
q!14!,
q!1!,
q!03-26-2002!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2452360.2356!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!04:18 AM!,
q!2452361.0418!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Quick Rod Question....!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-14-2002!,
q!12:38 AM!,
q!2452379.0038!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!04-14-2002!,
q!12:55 AM!,
q!2452379.0055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Good Guy -kinn@ssfautoparts.com!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!12:06 AM!,
q!2452361.0006!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2452361.2223!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob dole!,
q!jdm parts!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-14-2002!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2452379.2222!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!04-15-2002!,
q!12:04 PM!,
q!2452380.1204!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!rear windows!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-15-2002!,
q!11:18 AM!,
q!2452380.1118!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!04-15-2002!,
q!12:02 PM!,
q!2452380.1202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!tranny replacement!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-15-2002!,
q!03:39 PM!,
q!2452380.1539!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!04-16-2002!,
q!12:09 PM!,
q!2452381.1209!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!turbo charge temps!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-16-2002!,
q!08:02 PM!,
q!2452381.2002!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2452383.2324!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!sender for oil temp. or pressure!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-16-2002!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452381.2329!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!06-30-2002!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2452456.1540!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Tuned by AMG!,
q!5!,
q!17!,
q!04-17-2002!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452382.0011!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!07:43 PM!,
q!2452390.1943!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!I don't think!,
q!6!,
q!5!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!02:27 AM!,
q!2452383.0227!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452383.2302!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!Gearbox probs!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!02:29 AM!,
q!2452383.0229!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sr71sss!,
q!04-27-2002!,
q!06:44 AM!,
q!2452392.0644!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!jdm motor!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!03-10-2002!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452344.1521!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-17-2002!,
q!08:07 PM!,
q!2452351.2007!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!Hey Kartorium!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!02:39 AM!,
q!2452361.0239!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!04:40 PM!,
q!2452361.1640!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~asian power!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2452361.1738!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!03-28-2002!,
q!09:29 AM!,
q!2452362.0929!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!VR4 number vs. VIN!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!03-15-2002!,
q!01:05 PM!,
q!2452349.1305!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!dave758/1000!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2452389.1713!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!you mean to tell me!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2452361.2228!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!03-29-2002!,
q!12:42 AM!,
q!2452363.0042!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Good Guy -francois@aga.ca !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-29-2002!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452363.0021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!03-29-2002!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452363.0021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Some pics of my VR4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-29-2002!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2452363.0051!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!03-29-2002!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2452363.0051!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q! Manual Seat Belt Install!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-29-2002!,
q!04:21 PM!,
q!2452363.1621!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!04-01-2002!,
q!08:27 AM!,
q!2452366.0827!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Good Guy - caspa69@dsmtalk.com!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-29-2002!,
q!04:50 PM!,
q!2452363.1650!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!03-29-2002!,
q!04:50 PM!,
q!2452363.1650!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!Did a Compression Test!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-29-2002!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452363.2216!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!04-01-2002!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452366.1644!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Pictures!,
q!10!,
q!1!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!03:17 AM!,
q!2452383.0317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452383.1529!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kyvr4owner!,
q!murder!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-29-2002!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452363.2357!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kyvr4owner!,
q!03-31-2002!,
q!05:21 PM!,
q!2452365.1721!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!Homebuilt ram air & cold airbox!,
q!3!,
q!4!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!08:44 AM!,
q!2452383.0844!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!04-20-2002!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452385.1505!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!Leakdown and Compression check (weird results)...!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!03-30-2002!,
q!02:46 AM!,
q!2452364.0246!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7541000!,
q!04-04-2002!,
q!04:52 PM!,
q!2452369.1652!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!source for metric studs!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452383.1749!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!still!,
q!05-10-2002!,
q!06:32 AM!,
q!2452405.0632!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!771of2k!,
q!radiator fans???!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452383.2339!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!04-22-2002!,
q!11:43 AM!,
q!2452387.1143!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Clutch Pressure Plate Question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-19-2002!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452384.0130!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!04-19-2002!,
q!03:08 AM!,
q!2452384.0308!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Timing!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-20-2002!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452385.1644!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-22-2002!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2452387.1803!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!ken inn!,
q!cyclone wire set!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-21-2002!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452386.1034!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!10:13 AM!,
q!2452389.1013!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boost!,
q!fuel/temp gauge problems!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!04-21-2002!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2452386.1845!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!boost!,
q!04-21-2002!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2452386.1845!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q~Pics of new turbo, thanks Garfield!~,
q!14!,
q!27!,
q!04-22-2002!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452387.1521!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!04-28-2002!,
q!12:55 AM!,
q!2452393.0055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Cops and GVR4's!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-22-2002!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452387.2358!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452396.1128!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!Touch-up paint for Kensington Grey?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-15-2002!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452349.2317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!03-17-2002!,
q!01:22 AM!,
q!2452351.0122!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitzy!,
q!ECU location in a GVR4!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!03-16-2002!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2452350.2230!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitzy!,
q!03-17-2002!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452351.1654!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!www.zainobros.com!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-17-2002!,
q!11:17 AM!,
q!2452351.1117!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!02:31 PM!,
q!2452352.1431!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!bleeding abs compressor!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-17-2002!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452351.1141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!03-17-2002!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452351.1141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Newt GVR4!,
q!carpet dying?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-17-2002!,
q!07:30 PM!,
q!2452351.1930!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Newt GVR4!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452352.0107!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!nz vr4!,
q!dump pipe off wast gate!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!06:21 AM!,
q!2452352.0621!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!03-20-2002!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452354.2329!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!1817 is officially dead!,
q!9!,
q!11!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2452352.1225!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!07:27 PM!,
q!2452355.1927!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!What are some of your brake setup's!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452352.1515!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452352.1515!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!Attn. Mr Mark Rieb!,
q!14!,
q!7!,
q!04-01-2002!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2452366.1504!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!04-05-2002!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452370.1732!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!new stuff!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2452352.1859!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2452355.1528!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!welding brass??!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-01-2002!,
q!05:59 PM!,
q!2452366.1759!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!04-02-2002!,
q!05:14 AM!,
q!2452367.0514!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!Lotek pillar pods!,
q!8!,
q!4!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452352.1905!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!03-22-2002!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452356.0021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Galant brake compatibility!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!04-01-2002!,
q!09:48 PM!,
q!2452366.2148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!04-03-2002!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452368.2139!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!New Member's Ride!,
q!14!,
q!13!,
q!04-02-2002!,
q!11:04 AM!,
q!2452367.1104!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!04-09-2002!,
q!05:12 AM!,
q!2452374.0512!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!wheel offset?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-02-2002!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452367.1449!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!04-02-2002!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452367.1843!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!GVR4 sighting!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!04-02-2002!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2452367.1502!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!04-13-2002!,
q!06:54 PM!,
q!2452378.1854!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!strut tower bars!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!04-03-2002!,
q!10:36 AM!,
q!2452368.1036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!04-05-2002!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452370.1158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!lancer evo VII!,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!04-03-2002!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452368.1833!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!04-17-2002!,
q!12:34 AM!,
q!2452382.0034!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Boost or Timing Problem!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-23-2002!,
q!12:48 AM!,
q!2452388.0048!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!04-23-2002!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2452388.1908!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Badging Adhiesive!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-03-2002!,
q!06:50 PM!,
q!2452368.1850!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!04-04-2002!,
q!03:01 AM!,
q!2452369.0301!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!number of forums!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-23-2002!,
q!09:47 AM!,
q!2452388.0947!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSSA!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!10:31 AM!,
q!2452389.1031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!cyclone plug wires!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-04-2002!,
q!06:28 PM!,
q!2452369.1828!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!design kid!,
q!04-05-2002!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2452370.0233!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!11!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q~Watch out for Ken Inn!~,
q!4!,
q!6!,
q!04-23-2002!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452388.2126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!12:14 PM!,
q!2452390.1214!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!rear brake pad install!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452389.0031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!04-27-2002!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452392.1750!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!daviddilts!,
q~Make the PIMP RIDE!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2452389.1407!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!daviddilts!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2452389.1407!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Dumb ?!,
q!5!,
q!19!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2452389.1659!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!04-26-2002!,
q!01:00 PM!,
q!2452391.1300!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!Parking and instrument lighting not working!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!06:00 PM!,
q!2452389.1800!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!08:13 PM!,
q!2452389.2013!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!911307!,
q!exhaust help!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-24-2002!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2452389.2018!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!07:45 PM!,
q!2452390.1945!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q~leaking oil!!!????~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-25-2002!,
q!09:56 AM!,
q!2452390.0956!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-26-2002!,
q!04:36 PM!,
q!2452391.1636!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!short shifter mod??!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-26-2002!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452391.0027!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!04-26-2002!,
q!12:57 AM!,
q!2452391.0057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vilesgvr4!,
q!Ignition System!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-18-2002!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452352.2025!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!vilesgvr4!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!08:00 AM!,
q!2452355.0800!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Trunk and Gas Tank Levers!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-19-2002!,
q!03:24 PM!,
q!2452353.1524!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-20-2002!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452354.1447!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!GB on Zaino Brothers Wax!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-20-2002!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452354.1035!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!03-20-2002!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452354.1035!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Knock Sensor Ordeal(Funny...Sort Of)!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452355.0037!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!03-27-2002!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452361.2152!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!#813/2000 is dead!,
q!9!,
q!3!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452355.0924!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Nate!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!09:56 PM!,
q!2452355.2156!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!rob yu!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452355.1148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-11-2002!,
q!09:57 AM!,
q!2452376.0957!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!How offten should I burp my inner child?!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!04:40 PM!,
q!2452355.1640!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!03-23-2002!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452357.2151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vilesgvr4!,
q!Import Show at Rockingham Dragway!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2452355.2145!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!vilesgvr4!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2452355.2145!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vilesgvr4!,
q!Funerals!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452355.2155!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!vilesgvr4!,
q!03-21-2002!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452355.2155!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!reminder!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-05-2002!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452370.1208!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!04-05-2002!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452370.1208!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!cats!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-22-2002!,
q!01:43 PM!,
q!2452356.1343!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!03-23-2002!,
q!10:54 AM!,
q!2452357.1054!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!becool!,
q!n/a engine in my car?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-07-2002!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2452372.1743!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!04-08-2002!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2452373.1410!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!body modifications!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!04-08-2002!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452373.2326!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!04-09-2002!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452374.0045!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!OneDay!,
q!Should i get one......!,
q!9!,
q!6!,
q!04-09-2002!,
q!09:33 AM!,
q!2452374.0933!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!04-09-2002!,
q!08:14 PM!,
q!2452374.2014!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!becool!,
q!what's al mas?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-10-2002!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452375.1017!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-10-2002!,
q!11:05 AM!,
q!2452375.1105!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!Blitzed my Evo!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!04-10-2002!,
q!11:05 AM!,
q!2452375.1105!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!04-10-2002!,
q!11:05 AM!,
q!2452375.1105!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!JDM rear bumper install!,
q!10!,
q!5!,
q!04-10-2002!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452375.1730!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!04-14-2002!,
q!11:17 AM!,
q!2452379.1117!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!stainless exh studs!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-10-2002!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452375.1757!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!still!,
q!05-10-2002!,
q!06:30 AM!,
q!2452405.0630!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!NIC International!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-12-2002!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2452377.0120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!04-12-2002!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452377.1417!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!sean!,
q!anyone have pictures of an Apex'i N1 on a VR4!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!04-12-2002!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452377.1644!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!04-22-2002!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452387.1432!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Go Fast Bits Hybrid BOV!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!03-23-2002!,
q!03:15 AM!,
q!2452357.0315!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!03-23-2002!,
q!03:15 AM!,
q!2452357.0315!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vilesgvr4!,
q!Missing...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-23-2002!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452357.2237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!vilesgvr4!,
q!03-23-2002!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452357.2237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!WRC game on PS2!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-23-2002!,
q!11:06 PM!,
q!2452357.2306!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!03-24-2002!,
q!02:10 AM!,
q!2452358.0210!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!battery in the trunk!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!03-24-2002!,
q!12:30 PM!,
q!2452358.1230!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!04-18-2002!,
q!01:39 AM!,
q!2452383.0139!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!brake pad shims & clips!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-24-2002!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452358.1821!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!03-25-2002!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452359.1821!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!bleeding brake master cylinder!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-24-2002!,
q!06:24 PM!,
q!2452358.1824!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!03-24-2002!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2452358.1830!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!uno!,
q!centerforce clutches?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-25-2002!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452359.2001!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!design kid!,
q!03-28-2002!,
q!01:28 AM!,
q!2452362.0128!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/forum_thread_data_0006.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0006"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Fuel Pressure Gauge!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!05-07-2002!,
q!07:36 AM!,
q!2452402.0736!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!05-08-2002!,
q!07:47 AM!,
q!2452403.0747!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Evo vs. WRX!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!05-07-2002!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452402.1158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!05-09-2002!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452404.1515!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!on the road again!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-22-2002!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2452417.1631!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!05-22-2002!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2452417.1631!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!ECU Capacitators!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-07-2002!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2452402.1902!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!05-07-2002!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452402.2155!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!heater hoses - it's been awhile.....!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-23-2002!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2452418.1949!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!09:47 AM!,
q!2452597.0947!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!Replacement Carpet?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-23-2002!,
q!11:03 PM!,
q!2452418.2303!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452419.1821!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!palm ? for jgr!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!12:25 AM!,
q!2452419.0025!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!01:12 PM!,
q!2452419.1312!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!998!,
q~Rusty Rusty Rusty!!~,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!10:30 AM!,
q!2452419.1030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q!05-29-2002!,
q!09:39 AM!,
q!2452424.0939!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!rad fan question!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!10:58 AM!,
q!2452419.1058!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2452419.1959!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pao_111!,
q!NEED HELP WITH PARTS?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452419.1120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!pao_111!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452419.1120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!torque specs on oil filter housing!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!08:03 PM!,
q!2452419.2003!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452419.2314!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!James!,
q!Drove a  beast  today!,
q!14!,
q!1!,
q!05-25-2002!,
q!06:03 AM!,
q!2452420.0603!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!05-25-2002!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452420.1337!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q~Interesting item found in car!~,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!05-25-2002!,
q!05:06 PM!,
q!2452420.1706!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!06-10-2002!,
q!04:29 AM!,
q!2452436.0429!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Stock GVR-4 Braided I/C Hose!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-26-2002!,
q!01:04 AM!,
q!2452391.0104!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!04-26-2002!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452391.1844!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q~SF CA BBQ MEET!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! READ ME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~,
q!4!,
q!2!,
q!04-27-2002!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2452392.0056!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!04-28-2002!,
q!02:44 PM!,
q!2452393.1444!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!viruses!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-27-2002!,
q!09:38 AM!,
q!2452392.0938!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452396.1126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!N1 exhaust/T70 turbo pix!,
q!6!,
q!12!,
q!04-27-2002!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452392.0945!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452397.1630!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Wouldn't!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-27-2002!,
q!09:51 AM!,
q!2452392.0951!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!04-29-2002!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452394.0020!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Steering Rack!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-27-2002!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2452392.1520!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!04-27-2002!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2452392.1520!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!carbon fiber hood for gvr4?????!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-27-2002!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452392.2351!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!04-28-2002!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2452393.1912!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!best price for fuel system upgrades!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-27-2002!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452392.2353!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!04-30-2002!,
q!08:13 PM!,
q!2452395.2013!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!installed new fuel pump!,
q!14!,
q!1!,
q!04-28-2002!,
q!05:13 AM!,
q!2452393.0513!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!04-28-2002!,
q!08:32 AM!,
q!2452393.0832!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dank!,
q~HELP! FACTORY ALARM GOING OFF FOR NO REASON!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-08-2002!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452403.0013!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-06-2002!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2452585.1958!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Robert Duncan!,
q!Cam sprocket bolt won't come off.!,
q!9!,
q!8!,
q!04-29-2002!,
q!10:02 PM!,
q!2452394.2202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452397.0936!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!How to identify CAS and coil pack!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-08-2002!,
q!09:56 AM!,
q!2452403.0956!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-10-2002!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452405.1642!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!Is there a gasket between the transfer case and tranny?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-08-2002!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452403.1707!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!05-08-2002!,
q!07:13 PM!,
q!2452403.1913!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Car Stalling!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-08-2002!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452403.2137!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!05-09-2002!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452404.1002!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Good Guy -garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-09-2002!,
q!05:30 AM!,
q!2452404.0530!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!02:15 AM!,
q!2452954.0215!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pao_111!,
q!WHERE IS THE KNOCK SENSOR?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-10-2002!,
q!10:07 AM!,
q!2452405.1007!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!pao_111!,
q!05-11-2002!,
q!12:26 AM!,
q!2452406.0026!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!hibern8!,
q~HELP!!! TRYING TO PUT IN AFTERMARKET RADIO~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-10-2002!,
q!11:36 PM!,
q!2452405.2336!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!05-13-2002!,
q!09:54 AM!,
q!2452408.0954!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pao_111!,
q!KNOCK SENSOR QUESTION!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-11-2002!,
q!12:22 AM!,
q!2452406.0022!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!pao_111!,
q!05-14-2002!,
q!08:25 AM!,
q!2452409.0825!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!EVO 7 steering wheel diameter?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-25-2002!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452420.2235!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!05-25-2002!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452420.2235!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pao_111!,
q!PARTS PARTS!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-11-2002!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452406.0036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!pao_111!,
q!05-11-2002!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452406.0036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!stereo stuff!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-12-2002!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452407.1012!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!05-18-2002!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2452413.2120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!FPR solenoid!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-26-2002!,
q!12:10 PM!,
q!2452421.1210!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!05-27-2002!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452422.1422!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q~Thanks Jon!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-26-2002!,
q!08:44 PM!,
q!2452421.2044!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!05-28-2002!,
q!08:36 AM!,
q!2452423.0836!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!flushing coolant in block/heater core !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-27-2002!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452422.0130!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-27-2002!,
q!10:45 AM!,
q!2452422.1045!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Is my turbo stuffed?!,
q!9!,
q!11!,
q!05-27-2002!,
q!07:55 AM!,
q!2452422.0755!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!05-29-2002!,
q!08:02 AM!,
q!2452424.0802!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Turbo fitment probs!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-27-2002!,
q!11:27 AM!,
q!2452422.1127!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!06-05-2002!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452431.1330!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q~NEED HELP!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-27-2002!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2452422.1704!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!05-29-2002!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452424.1515!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!771of2k!,
q!hatchback vr4's???!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-27-2002!,
q!09:15 PM!,
q!2452422.2115!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!05-29-2002!,
q!01:09 AM!,
q!2452424.0109!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!gm synchromesh!,
q!14!,
q!1!,
q!05-28-2002!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452423.0053!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!05-28-2002!,
q!02:36 AM!,
q!2452423.0236!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob dole!,
q!C&R RACING RADAITOR!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-28-2002!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452423.2005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!05-28-2002!,
q!08:59 PM!,
q!2452423.2059!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Front bumper?!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!04-30-2002!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452395.2001!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452396.2301!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!underhood pad!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452396.0031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452396.1034!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!PITA!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452396.0037!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2452396.0242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Does anyone know?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!01:17 AM!,
q!2452396.0117!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!11:18 AM!,
q!2452396.1118!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!A tech question and other shtuff!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2452396.1144!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452396.2318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!dimensions of s-afc!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452396.1148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!05-03-2002!,
q!05:08 PM!,
q!2452398.1708!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!CV Shafts!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452396.1714!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!08:37 PM!,
q!2452397.2037!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!A MESSAGE TO ALL  ( A Life Saving Product )!,
q!7!,
q!1!,
q!05-01-2002!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452396.1748!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!04:29 AM!,
q!2452397.0429!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!davesvr4!,
q!Looking  for VR4  Shop  Manuals!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!07:55 AM!,
q!2452397.0755!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!davesvr4!,
q!05-08-2002!,
q!07:35 AM!,
q!2452403.0735!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!certified muffler!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-13-2002!,
q!03:33 AM!,
q!2452408.0333!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!05-13-2002!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452408.2221!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!hibern8!,
q!HOW TO CLEAN USED INJECTORS???!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!08:41 AM!,
q!2452397.0841!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452397.2109!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Whistler!,
q!installing polyurethane bushings!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-13-2002!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452408.1639!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!#258!,
q!05-14-2002!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452409.2213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!slowry01@earthlink.net!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!05-14-2002!,
q!08:27 AM!,
q!2452409.0827!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!05-21-2002!,
q!08:14 PM!,
q!2452416.2014!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Help w/ the VR4!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-14-2002!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2452409.1704!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!05-14-2002!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452409.2025!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tondar!,
q~Need info only you Aussie's and Kiwi's can provide!~,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!05-14-2002!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452409.1920!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Tondar!,
q!05-21-2002!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452416.2126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!On the road again:)!,
q!10!,
q!4!,
q!05-15-2002!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452410.0019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!threestardiamond!,
q!05-19-2002!,
q!01:47 AM!,
q!2452414.0147!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!1312 is up & rollin(just not running yet)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-15-2002!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452410.2157!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!05-22-2002!,
q!09:06 AM!,
q!2452417.0906!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!you guys are so lucky!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-16-2002!,
q!01:05 PM!,
q!2452411.1305!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-16-2002!,
q!06:46 PM!,
q!2452411.1846!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Hard Clutch Line!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-28-2002!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452423.2159!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!05-28-2002!,
q!11:47 PM!,
q!2452423.2347!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Evo - VR4 Diff ratios !,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-16-2002!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452411.2112!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452638.0130!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q~Need new oil pan.  Help!?~,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!05-29-2002!,
q!09:56 AM!,
q!2452424.0956!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!05-31-2002!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452426.1731!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q~emisions test failed !!!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-29-2002!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2452424.2240!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!05-31-2002!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452426.1732!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Big 16G and 450cc injectors ???!,
q!4!,
q!7!,
q!05-30-2002!,
q!07:22 AM!,
q!2452425.0722!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!05-31-2002!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452426.1924!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Blasphemy?!,
q!5!,
q!16!,
q!05-30-2002!,
q!07:06 PM!,
q!2452425.1906!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!06-05-2002!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452431.2334!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Ward!,
q!12!,
q!1!,
q!05-31-2002!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2452426.1133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!06-01-2002!,
q!01:42 AM!,
q!2452427.0142!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!what switch is this?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-01-2002!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452427.0027!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!06-01-2002!,
q!01:14 AM!,
q!2452427.0114!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q~o my god!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-01-2002!,
q!05:08 AM!,
q!2452427.0508!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!06-03-2002!,
q!01:53 AM!,
q!2452429.0153!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!cockpit mounted switch to manually turn on rad. fan!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-01-2002!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452427.2320!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MrEd!,
q!06-02-2002!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452428.1529!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!dsm backup!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452397.1503!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!05-03-2002!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2452398.1251!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!HELP!,
q!10!,
q!2!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452397.2101!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!11:23 PM!,
q!2452397.2323!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!UncleDonut!,
q!New owner!,
q!6!,
q!2!,
q!05-02-2002!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2452397.2241!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!UncleDonut!,
q!05-03-2002!,
q!06:57 PM!,
q!2452398.1857!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!Help possibly stranded.....!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-03-2002!,
q!02:26 PM!,
q!2452398.1426!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7541000!,
q!05-04-2002!,
q!01:58 PM!,
q!2452399.1358!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!still down!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-03-2002!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452398.2249!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!05-05-2002!,
q!09:50 PM!,
q!2452400.2150!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!attn jon roberts!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-03-2002!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2452398.2257!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!05-04-2002!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2452399.1451!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!Need some part #'s for repairing the transfer case leak...!,
q!9!,
q!1!,
q!05-04-2002!,
q!01:25 AM!,
q!2452399.0125!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-04-2002!,
q!10:29 AM!,
q!2452399.1029!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!Lug pattern converter!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-04-2002!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452399.2033!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!05-09-2002!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452404.1523!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pudhed!,
q!rear swaybar!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-04-2002!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2452399.2055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-05-2002!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2452400.1317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!deathsled!,
q!finding out what number a gvr4 is!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!05-17-2002!,
q!03:08 PM!,
q!2452412.1508!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!06-01-2002!,
q!11:06 AM!,
q!2452427.1106!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!whats your favorite music to drive to?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-17-2002!,
q!06:15 PM!,
q!2452412.1815!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!05-18-2002!,
q!11:35 AM!,
q!2452413.1135!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!ready to add pressure sender to filter housing..?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-05-2002!,
q!12:09 PM!,
q!2452400.1209!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!05-06-2002!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452401.1220!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!leather!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-18-2002!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452413.1730!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-18-2002!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452413.1730!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!Does N/A tuning have relation to turbo tuning? !,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!05-18-2002!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2452413.2244!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!05-20-2002!,
q!01:46 AM!,
q!2452415.0146!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!check this out!,
q!6!,
q!2!,
q!05-19-2002!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2452414.0110!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!05-26-2002!,
q!01:53 AM!,
q!2452421.0153!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!replacing front axles!,
q!5!,
q!12!,
q!05-19-2002!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452414.1715!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!05-24-2002!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2452419.1015!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Good Guy -tonytistabap@hotmail.com!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-20-2002!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452415.1453!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!05-20-2002!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452415.1453!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!rre stainless oil line install!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-21-2002!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452416.0031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!05-21-2002!,
q!07:23 PM!,
q!2452416.1923!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!threestardiamond!,
q!1G calipers and Galant VR4 calipers!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-22-2002!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452417.0027!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!threestardiamond!,
q!05-23-2002!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452418.0000!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!kick-ass vr4!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-22-2002!,
q!11:27 AM!,
q!2452417.1127!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!05-22-2002!,
q!07:14 PM!,
q!2452417.1914!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Cell Phone Carriers?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-05-2002!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452400.1839!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!05-05-2002!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452400.2352!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!hks valcon vcam !,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!05-05-2002!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452400.2203!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!05-05-2002!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452400.2243!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Rob's T70 & custom radiator!,
q!10!,
q!9!,
q!05-05-2002!,
q!11:08 PM!,
q!2452400.2308!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!05-08-2002!,
q!03:22 PM!,
q!2452403.1522!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!leatherique!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!05-06-2002!,
q!10:31 AM!,
q!2452401.1031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!10:52 AM!,
q!2453062.1052!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!How much fluid in the transfer case?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-06-2002!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452401.1925!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!05-08-2002!,
q!04:58 PM!,
q!2452403.1658!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!airheademc!,
q!NEED HELP, replacing suspensions!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-06-2002!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452401.2329!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!airheademc!,
q!05-06-2002!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452401.2329!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!MSW wheels???!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!05-07-2002!,
q!03:20 AM!,
q!2452402.0320!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!05-07-2002!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2452402.1557!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
};
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$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0017"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!What the hell is going on in America?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!12:54 AM!,
q!2452717.0054!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!Numberless!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452719.1506!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!How much do stock Gvr4's weigh?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!04:29 AM!,
q!2452717.0429!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!00001073!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!01:09 AM!,
q!2452718.0109!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!00001073!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!New paint - whatcha think? !,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!03:14 PM!,
q!2452721.1514!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452736.2200!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Blacklisted???!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!08:59 AM!,
q!2452717.0859!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2452717.1502!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!wishman!,
q!belize green paint - subsitute?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452721.1734!,
q!wishman!,
q!00000432!,
q!a_santos!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2452721.2049!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!ATTN: RON!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2452721.2218!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!229of1000!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452725.1518!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!to4b turbo!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!01:23 AM!,
q!2452722.0123!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!01:23 AM!,
q!2452722.0123!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!dash gauge pod for in front of number plate!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!02:31 AM!,
q!2452722.0231!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!02:20 AM!,
q!2452724.0220!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q~Forced Performance GREEN!!!!!!!!~,
q!6!,
q!7!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!03:40 AM!,
q!2452722.0340!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Nate!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452723.1449!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tondar!,
q!whiteline parts and prices?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452722.1034!,
q!Tondar!,
q!00000325!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2452723.1722!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!novus!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2452722.1555!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!4g63t!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2452724.1752!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Pictures of my car. **Pics fixed**     (really)!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2452722.1827!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452723.2346!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Hard Drive Question!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452722.2155!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452723.1600!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!00000890!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Replacing missing TB vacuum lines!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!09:29 AM!,
q!2452711.0929!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452711.1751!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q~Mortgage Rates Officially lowest in over 30 years!!!~,
q!14!,
q!11!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452711.1017!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!number3!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!06:38 PM!,
q!2452713.1838!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Sighting...Me.!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2452711.1659!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2452711.1659!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!link to timing belt group buy!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452711.1710!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452711.1710!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Numberless!,
q!Forum suggestion: FMIC setup &quot;vault&quot;!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452711.1727!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2452712.1411!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!Anybody got any info on this wing?!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452711.1736!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452713.1725!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!cdlong!,
q!is this car worth it?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2452711.2129!,
q!cdlong!,
q!00001116!,
q!cdlong!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!12:06 AM!,
q!2452713.0006!,
q!cdlong!,
q!00001116!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!How many people have done this while typing?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452717.1618!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2452717.1745!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Chappelle's show!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!10:55 AM!,
q!2452712.1055!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!10:20 PM!,
q!2452712.2220!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!help stomp out........!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2452712.1306!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Ash!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!04:29 PM!,
q!2452713.1629!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!wheres # 1????!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452717.2151!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!11:52 AM!,
q!2452718.1152!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!Stainless steel exhaust prices???!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452717.2252!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!00000427!,
q!number3!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2452742.1316!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!translator!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452717.2315!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!joec!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452718.1707!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!JDM Seats???!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!11:48 PM!,
q!2452717.2348!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!09:08 AM!,
q!2452718.0908!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q~found ! ! intercooler/exhaust tubing supplier ! !~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2452718.0028!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!gtluke!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!04:00 AM!,
q!2452722.0400!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!floor mats!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452718.0130!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!a_santos!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452753.1833!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q~Civic Nayshin! Represent Yo'!!~,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!03-23-2003!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2452722.2210!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452725.2025!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!JDM Galant!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!02:47 AM!,
q!2452718.0247!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!00001073!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2452718.2354!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!My new galant VR4!,
q!10!,
q!1!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!05:13 AM!,
q!2452723.0513!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!00000890!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!12:35 AM!,
q!2452724.0035!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Tan leather interior?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!07:56 AM!,
q!2452718.0756!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452724.0021!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mr.Samples!,
q!JDM conversion!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!05:21 AM!,
q!2452723.0521!,
q!Mr.Samples!,
q!00001193!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452723.1707!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!direct tv/tivo!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2452723.1102!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!talontsi!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452724.0047!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q~18&quot; wheel owners, help!~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!04:52 PM!,
q!2452723.1652!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!00000528!,
q!a_santos!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!12:32 PM!,
q!2452725.1232!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!GVR4 Picture !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!08:21 PM!,
q!2452723.2021!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452723.2208!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Already An Upgraded Intercooler.!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452723.2151!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!03:00 AM!,
q!2452735.0300!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!17&quot; Wheel owners, what size tires are/have you run.!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452723.2203!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!number3!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452725.1208!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Alarm?!,
q!1!,
q!30!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452723.2205!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!crucible!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2453020.1719!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!The icing on top of all my problems!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452724.0036!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452725.1427!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!Tires!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452712.2025!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!11:36 AM!,
q!2452715.1136!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Anyone have a picture of a stripped GVR4 front?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2452712.2120!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!meshwork!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452716.1355!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!just curious!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!09:05 AM!,
q!2452713.0905!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452713.1529!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Aluminum driveshafts...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!10:01 AM!,
q!2452713.1001!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2452713.1229!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!tongue twister!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452713.1220!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2452713.1228!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~the REAL skill test!!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452713.1523!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!91 #680!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2452713.1527!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!Sleeper/Gabor!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2452713.1627!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452714.0045!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q~Funny Commercial!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452713.1641!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!91 #680!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!04:01 PM!,
q!2452714.1601!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q~Doh! Busted Diablo~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452713.1710!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!RayH!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452713.1710!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Good price for Teins?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!10:44 AM!,
q!2452718.1044!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!ron!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2452719.1412!,
q!ron!,
q!00000491!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!I am finally excited about the gvr4 again...!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!06:57 PM!,
q!2452713.1857!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!06:29 PM!,
q!2452714.1829!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Chicago radio - Energy 92.75 FM gone?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!12:37 PM!,
q!2452718.1237!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!number3!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452718.1821!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q!HELP...Good price for GVR4!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!02:24 PM!,
q!2452718.1424!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!Craig91!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!04:58 PM!,
q!2452718.1658!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!ducktape how are you?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!04:29 PM!,
q!2452718.1629!,
q!mikey!,
q!00000063!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!03:14 AM!,
q!2452720.0314!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!S-AFC !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2452718.1704!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!05:12 PM!,
q!2452718.1712!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Who is it on this board that makes custom decals?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!06:15 PM!,
q!2452718.1815!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2452718.1902!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!Exporting my GVR4 need some info!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!07:26 PM!,
q!2452718.1926!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!00000559!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!12:19 PM!,
q!2452719.1219!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!00000559!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!Do you need Hig Octan\e !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!01:59 AM!,
q!2452724.0159!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!00001073!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!02:12 AM!,
q!2452724.0212!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!DSM Parts.Com!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!08:37 PM!,
q!2452718.2037!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452718.2250!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!00000509!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!My Galant makeover!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452724.1148!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!05:40 PM!,
q!2452737.1740!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!glove box gauge holder!,
q!2!,
q!7!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!09:46 PM!,
q!2452718.2146!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2452723.1837!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Look at this $ HP ratio.!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!01:00 PM!,
q!2452724.1300!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2452726.1716!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!00001073!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!Member of the moment.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2452724.2110!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2452725.2312!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!91/92 differences!,
q!8!,
q!8!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2452724.2210!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!00000890!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2452725.1735!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!St. Louis Arch on the move!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452725.0107!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!08:39 PM!,
q!2452727.2039!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!How moded and powerful is you galant ? !,
q!1!,
q!47!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!04:37 AM!,
q!2452725.0437!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!00001073!,
q!meshwork!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2452736.2132!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000047!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Whew! Got back from vacation in North Carolina~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!11:50 AM!,
q!2452725.1150!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452726.2209!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!My Foor-chun Cookie says:!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!11:59 AM!,
q!2452725.1159!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!11:31 PM!,
q!2452725.2331!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!GVR-4 vs. EVO VIII!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452725.1339!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452737.1725!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!FLAGVR4!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452713.2301!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!06:04 PM!,
q!2452716.1804!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!What were you thinking?  Defrauding SOA...!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452713.2301!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!11:47 PM!,
q!2452715.2347!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Palm shopping!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452713.2313!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452715.1427!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Hit a pot hole!,
q!8!,
q!4!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2452713.2337!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!02:04 AM!,
q!2452714.0204!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!You need to see this. CP!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2452714.0016!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!sleeper!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2452715.0112!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!New Galant Driver...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452714.1035!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!a_santos!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!07:21 AM!,
q!2452716.0721!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!New 14b!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2452714.2041!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452715.1757!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Finally!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452714.2242!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2452715.1546!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!phaze 2 performance chip!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!03:09 AM!,
q!2452719.0309!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!sleeper!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!11:34 AM!,
q!2452719.1134!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!update post indicator!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!03:56 PM!,
q!2452715.1556!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452715.1753!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Is it possible to get the &quot;MMC&quot; rear trunk emblem?!,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2452719.0948!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!GVRfore!,
q!03-25-2003!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452724.1750!,
q!GVRfore!,
q!00000647!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q!Buschur Website?  Where'd it go?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-16-2003!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452715.2346!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452716.0030!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!I thought Audi owners where smarter!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452719.1126!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452721.1447!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Operation Iraqi Freedom???!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452719.1324!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452719.1405!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Garage Pics!,
q!1!,
q!35!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!02:38 PM!,
q!2452719.1438!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452740.2358!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!doggy talks!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-20-2003!,
q!06:41 PM!,
q!2452719.1841!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452720.1014!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!DSM Translator!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!01:56 PM!,
q!2452720.1356!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!01:56 PM!,
q!2452720.1356!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!black91!,
q!noobie .... !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!06:17 PM!,
q!2452720.1817!,
q!black91!,
q!00001187!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!03-24-2003!,
q!05:12 PM!,
q!2452723.1712!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!I think these past two weeks have been the worst of my life...!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-21-2003!,
q!08:31 PM!,
q!2452720.2031!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452721.2001!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!AWD Mirage on Ebay!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2452721.0050!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!talontsi!,
q!03-22-2003!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452721.1128!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!Canadians With Galants !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!04:47 AM!,
q!2452716.0447!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!00001073!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!04:47 AM!,
q!2452716.0447!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!00001073!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!Any Galant Racing videos ? !,
q!7!,
q!5!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!05:13 AM!,
q!2452716.0513!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!00001073!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452716.1821!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!00001073!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!happy st. patty's day!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!11:06 AM!,
q!2452716.1106!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2452716.1956!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!amazing!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452716.1252!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2452716.2052!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!the wheels?!,
q!4!,
q!77!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!06:54 PM!,
q!2452716.1854!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!305VR4!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!07:06 PM!,
q!2452741.1906!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000078!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!diagnostic code retrieval for subaru!,
q!11!,
q!1!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2452716.2127!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!Bobalouy!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2452717.2241!,
q!Bobalouy!,
q!00001156!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Anyone have carfax that can run a VIN for me???!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2452716.2309!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!03-18-2003!,
q!11:45 PM!,
q!2452717.2345!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/forum_thread_data_0007.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0007"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!beavisish/ducktapish query!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!06-14-2002!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452440.1808!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!06-16-2002!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2452442.2354!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Galant in NEW SCC!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-15-2002!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2452441.1511!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!06-16-2002!,
q!12:44 PM!,
q!2452442.1244!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!Alternator problems and does it have internal or external voltage regulator?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-01-2002!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2452457.0016!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-05-2002!,
q!08:52 AM!,
q!2452461.0852!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q~Oil Cooler problem!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-15-2002!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452441.2030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!06-16-2002!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452442.1140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Wheel Offset!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-01-2002!,
q!06:32 AM!,
q!2452457.0632!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!uno!,
q!07-02-2002!,
q!11:38 AM!,
q!2452458.1138!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!Update on Nocturnal Motorsports!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-01-2002!,
q!01:34 PM!,
q!2452457.1334!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!07-01-2002!,
q!01:34 PM!,
q!2452457.1334!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q~Need Advice on Fuel Problem!!~,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!07-01-2002!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2452457.1513!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q!07-01-2002!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2452457.1513!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!TMO question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-02-2002!,
q!02:44 AM!,
q!2452458.0244!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!07-02-2002!,
q!08:29 AM!,
q!2452458.0829!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q~It's heeeeerrrrrreeeee!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-02-2002!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452458.1919!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!07-04-2002!,
q!10:16 AM!,
q!2452460.1016!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!parts!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-03-2002!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452459.1449!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!07-03-2002!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452459.2339!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pj!,
q!Determining which number!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-03-2002!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452459.1453!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!07-04-2002!,
q!04:11 PM!,
q!2452460.1611!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!Attn: Ian/ ferrari f50 gt!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-04-2002!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2452460.1605!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2452464.0233!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Pics are up....!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-04-2002!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2452460.1655!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!07-04-2002!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452460.2318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!STUPID question.....!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-02-2002!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2452428.1133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-02-2002!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452428.1252!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MrEd!,
q!fixing a small coolant leak!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-03-2002!,
q!10:49 AM!,
q!2452429.1049!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-03-2002!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2452429.1504!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q~Strange noise!???~,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!06-03-2002!,
q!03:56 PM!,
q!2452429.1556!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!06-03-2002!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452429.1757!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!New ??? turbo!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-03-2002!,
q!04:24 PM!,
q!2452429.1624!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-04-2002!,
q!09:21 AM!,
q!2452430.0921!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!R134 AC conversion!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!06-03-2002!,
q!04:36 PM!,
q!2452429.1636!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452741.1606!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!deceleration noise!,
q!9!,
q!4!,
q!06-04-2002!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2452430.0946!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!georgeno1!,
q!06-06-2002!,
q!04:54 AM!,
q!2452432.0454!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Steve!,
q!What to look for when purchasing a GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!06-05-2002!,
q!06:00 AM!,
q!2452431.0600!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Steve!,
q!06-06-2002!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452432.2335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!georgeno1!,
q!problem with the car !,
q!8!,
q!4!,
q!06-05-2002!,
q!08:32 AM!,
q!2452431.0832!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!georgeno1!,
q!06-06-2002!,
q!04:42 AM!,
q!2452432.0442!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q~Going insane!! Need opinions~,
q!8!,
q!9!,
q!06-06-2002!,
q!01:31 AM!,
q!2452432.0131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!06-17-2002!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452443.2315!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Alex!,
q!Galant Vr4 For Sale!,
q!6!,
q!2!,
q!06-16-2002!,
q!12:48 PM!,
q!2452442.1248!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pego Mack!,
q!06-19-2002!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452445.1811!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!Seat noises!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-06-2002!,
q!12:26 PM!,
q!2452432.1226!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!06-06-2002!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452432.2112!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!The Ugliest Galants in the World!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-17-2002!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452443.1014!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!threestardiamond!,
q!06-21-2002!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452447.0030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q~MUST HAVES!~,
q!3!,
q!2!,
q!06-17-2002!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452443.1843!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!vr4king!,
q!06-18-2002!,
q!04:40 AM!,
q!2452444.0440!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!manny stud thread fix!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-17-2002!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452443.2326!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!02:21 PM!,
q!2452500.1421!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q~look, mini-galants!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!06-18-2002!,
q!10:47 AM!,
q!2452444.1047!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!06-21-2002!,
q!07:34 PM!,
q!2452447.1934!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!obd II fault codes!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-18-2002!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452444.1324!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-18-2002!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452444.1324!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!Removing 4WS!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-19-2002!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452445.1012!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!06-19-2002!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452445.1332!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Bowie!,
q!ac compressor!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!06-20-2002!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2452446.0052!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!06-20-2002!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2452446.1504!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!Paint job and steering wheel!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!07-05-2002!,
q!02:56 AM!,
q!2452461.0256!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!07-06-2002!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452462.2300!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q~Pulling my hair out, please help!~,
q!9!,
q!4!,
q!06-21-2002!,
q!12:44 AM!,
q!2452447.0044!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!06-23-2002!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2452449.2356!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Blinkers!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-06-2002!,
q!01:56 AM!,
q!2452462.0156!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!07-07-2002!,
q!07:42 PM!,
q!2452463.1942!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!vacuum line after MBC!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-21-2002!,
q!09:18 AM!,
q!2452447.0918!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!06-21-2002!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452447.1725!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!Finally have some pics up of my car!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-07-2002!,
q!06:10 PM!,
q!2452463.1810!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!07-07-2002!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2452463.2226!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!How much boost do you run? !,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!07-07-2002!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452463.2158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!07-10-2002!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452466.2205!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q~RX7 Injectors - Again!~,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!07-07-2002!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452463.2318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!07-11-2002!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2452467.1745!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mattp!,
q!reliability?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2452464.0233!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!notagst!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452472.2201!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q!Auto Performance Engineering!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!10:21 AM!,
q!2452464.1021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!11:36 AM!,
q!2452464.1136!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q~Attention Ken Inn!!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2452464.1401!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2452464.1401!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pj!,
q!is it worth buying this gvr4?!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2452464.1540!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!07-12-2002!,
q!11:46 AM!,
q!2452468.1146!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!cutting bumper for fmic!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452464.1919!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452473.1003!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!new member's ride!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!06-06-2002!,
q!03:39 PM!,
q!2452432.1539!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!06-17-2002!,
q!07:08 AM!,
q!2452443.0708!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Steve!,
q!Is everyone from Kentucky?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-06-2002!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452432.1649!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!eVRythng_4!,
q!06-13-2002!,
q!01:48 AM!,
q!2452439.0148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Any tips for BISS?!,
q!6!,
q!3!,
q!06-06-2002!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452432.2126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!06-07-2002!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452433.1751!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!check it out!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-07-2002!,
q!01:51 AM!,
q!2452433.0151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!06-07-2002!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2452433.2230!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!http://www.aftermarket.org/Government/Federal_Issues/hr2735.htm!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-07-2002!,
q!12:18 PM!,
q!2452433.1218!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-08-2002!,
q!08:42 AM!,
q!2452434.0842!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!For the guys in  New Zealand!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-07-2002!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452433.1222!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!06-08-2002!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2452434.0043!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!How much oil?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-08-2002!,
q!12:57 AM!,
q!2452434.0057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!06-08-2002!,
q!01:33 AM!,
q!2452434.0133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!Weird VR4 Question!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-08-2002!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452434.2340!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!06-09-2002!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452435.2215!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!tranny, new or rebuild?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!06-21-2002!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2452447.2110!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!06-22-2002!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452448.0013!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!Guage Holder changes!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-09-2002!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452435.1750!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!06-09-2002!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452435.1750!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Question....!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-22-2002!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452448.1747!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!06-26-2002!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452452.1158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!uno!,
q!Battery relocation question...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-10-2002!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452436.1757!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!06-12-2002!,
q!09:23 AM!,
q!2452438.0923!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!digital camera!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-22-2002!,
q!10:46 PM!,
q!2452448.2246!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!06-26-2002!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452452.1714!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Pretty Cool!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-23-2002!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2452449.1454!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!06-23-2002!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2452449.1527!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GroceryGetter!,
q!New Top Dog!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-23-2002!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2452449.2140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GroceryGetter!,
q!06-24-2002!,
q!08:25 AM!,
q!2452450.0825!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!Back from Vacation!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-24-2002!,
q!09:30 AM!,
q!2452450.0930!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!06-26-2002!,
q!08:33 AM!,
q!2452452.0833!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!getting the coil pack out.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-24-2002!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2452450.1100!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!06-24-2002!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452450.1801!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!Another coil pack question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-24-2002!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452450.1400!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-24-2002!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2452450.1441!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Subs!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!08:22 PM!,
q!2452464.2022!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452472.1131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Hyper Fest @ Summit Point Raceway...!,
q!6!,
q!15!,
q!06-24-2002!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452450.2215!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!07-02-2002!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452458.1919!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Butterdogg!,
q~How to install CD player! ~,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!07-08-2002!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452464.2137!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!07-10-2002!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452466.2109!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!771of2k!,
q!no sunroof- worth more?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-25-2002!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452451.1905!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!06-25-2002!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452451.1937!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Not so Good Guy -Boostedgalant@aol.com!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-09-2002!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2452465.1711!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452473.1848!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q~ITS ALIVE!!!~,
q!10!,
q!2!,
q!07-13-2002!,
q!05:02 AM!,
q!2452469.0502!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!07-13-2002!,
q!04:50 PM!,
q!2452469.1650!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!140/1000 down for the count !,
q!9!,
q!9!,
q!07-14-2002!,
q!03:34 AM!,
q!2452470.0334!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!07-22-2002!,
q!10:25 AM!,
q!2452478.1025!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Kibo's speakers!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!07-14-2002!,
q!02:16 PM!,
q!2452470.1416!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452471.2147!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!Axle ?s!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-14-2002!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2452470.1452!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!07-14-2002!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452470.2343!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!Bumper chrome trim!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-14-2002!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2452470.1653!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452472.2352!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!poorboy!,
q!Need some help!,
q!9!,
q!4!,
q!07-14-2002!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2452470.1704!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!poorboy!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452471.2320!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Hey Im New!,
q!6!,
q!4!,
q!07-14-2002!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2452470.2024!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!07-14-2002!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452470.2351!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Galant question....!,
q!8!,
q!1!,
q!06-10-2002!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2452436.1853!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!threestardiamond!,
q!06-11-2002!,
q!12:54 AM!,
q!2452437.0054!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q!Where to get replacement gas tank? Fuel cell?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-11-2002!,
q!09:20 AM!,
q!2452437.0920!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q!06-13-2002!,
q!11:03 AM!,
q!2452439.1103!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!Question for those in PA!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-11-2002!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2452437.1552!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!06-11-2002!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2452437.1552!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!venting to atmosphere?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-11-2002!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2452437.2222!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!06-11-2002!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452437.2344!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!leak under throttle body??!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-11-2002!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452437.2346!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-13-2002!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2452439.1102!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!pic of ducktape water cooler set up!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!06-11-2002!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452437.2357!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!06-16-2002!,
q!12:48 PM!,
q!2452442.1248!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!RX7 injectors!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-12-2002!,
q!07:40 AM!,
q!2452438.0740!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!06-12-2002!,
q!10:02 PM!,
q!2452438.2202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!green or orange?!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!06-12-2002!,
q!04:07 PM!,
q!2452438.1607!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!06-21-2002!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452447.1427!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!georgeno1!,
q!retarding timing problem !,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!06-13-2002!,
q!04:48 AM!,
q!2452439.0448!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!06-13-2002!,
q!12:16 PM!,
q!2452439.1216!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!GVR4 sighting!,
q!7!,
q!3!,
q!06-26-2002!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2452452.0039!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!06-29-2002!,
q!05:21 PM!,
q!2452455.1721!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!Next Member's ride!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!06-26-2002!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452452.1453!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-02-2002!,
q!02:35 PM!,
q!2452458.1435!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!how to replace front rotor?!,
q!9!,
q!6!,
q!06-13-2002!,
q!09:40 AM!,
q!2452439.0940!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!06-14-2002!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452440.1035!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!russthelm!,
q!What are these for?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-26-2002!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2452452.2043!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!06-27-2002!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452453.0030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!funny links for jgronline.com!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-26-2002!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452452.2340!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!06-27-2002!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452453.0031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!farmingdale, nj!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-27-2002!,
q!06:57 PM!,
q!2452453.1857!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452454.2237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!Z28 VS VR4!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452454.1505!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!07-02-2002!,
q!10:29 PM!,
q!2452458.2229!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!Galant for Sale in Spokane CHEAP!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2452454.2257!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!06-28-2002!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2452454.2257!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!Radiator Interchangability?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-29-2002!,
q!08:20 PM!,
q!2452455.2020!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!06-30-2002!,
q!02:26 PM!,
q!2452456.1426!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!dremel carbide bits!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-30-2002!,
q!11:08 AM!,
q!2452456.1108!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-30-2002!,
q!11:08 AM!,
q!2452456.1108!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!Water Inj.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-13-2002!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2452439.1133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!06-13-2002!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2452439.1133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!spearco!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!06-14-2002!,
q!10:00 AM!,
q!2452440.1000!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!06-18-2002!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452444.1731!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!Anyone install the Ingalls?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-14-2002!,
q!10:01 AM!,
q!2452440.1001!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!06-15-2002!,
q!04:10 AM!,
q!2452441.0410!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!i want the wagon!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-14-2002!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452440.1040!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!06-14-2002!,
q!01:45 PM!,
q!2452440.1345!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Russ Keenan!,
q!VR4 ? SCC Ultimate street car challenge!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-14-2002!,
q!03:38 PM!,
q!2452440.1538!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!06-18-2002!,
q!10:11 PM!,
q!2452444.2211!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!pusher or puller....whats the difference???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-14-2002!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2452440.1755!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!06-15-2002!,
q!01:33 AM!,
q!2452441.0133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!hubcentric or lugcentric!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-14-2002!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452440.1758!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-14-2002!,
q!06:25 PM!,
q!2452440.1825!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
};
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$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0018"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!Found MO rally heaven!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!12:17 PM!,
q!2452732.1217!,
q!evol!,
q!00000360!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!06:53 AM!,
q!2452738.0653!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Local gals on spring break .!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452732.1715!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!10:25 PM!,
q!2452732.2225!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BigMal!,
q!Newbie from Australia!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2452738.0946!,
q!BigMal!,
q!00001176!,
q!BigMal!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!09:26 AM!,
q!2452740.0926!,
q!BigMal!,
q!00001176!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!today (well the day i am writing this)!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452732.1748!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!08:27 PM!,
q!2452734.2027!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!CELEBRITY NUDE!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!10:29 AM!,
q!2452738.1029!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!07:33 AM!,
q!2452740.0733!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!open sesame!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2452738.1317!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!07:17 AM!,
q!2452740.0717!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!JDM vs Engine Rebuild...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!02:20 PM!,
q!2452738.1420!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2452739.0959!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!Cyclone Vacuum Actuator!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!02:23 PM!,
q!2452738.1423!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452741.0111!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Part name? I know someone can help me out!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2452739.0110!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2452739.1931!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q~check this one out!~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!02:18 AM!,
q!2452739.0218!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!03:54 AM!,
q!2452740.0354!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!wheels !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!02:40 AM!,
q!2452739.0240!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452740.2224!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Bye bye Saddam!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2452739.1051!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2452740.1755!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Best chicken joke ever?!,
q!10!,
q!3!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!12:48 PM!,
q!2452739.1248!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!number3!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2452739.1755!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!New to the board!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!12:58 AM!,
q!2452726.0058!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!09:26 AM!,
q!2452728.0926!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q~Super JDM vtec civic nos inside! (my f'd up exhaust housing pictures!)~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!03:36 AM!,
q!2452726.0336!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!05:50 AM!,
q!2452726.0550!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Here's a Haynes manual I wouldn't mind owning...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!06:12 AM!,
q!2452726.0612!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!06:27 AM!,
q!2452726.0627!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!crank scrapers???!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2452726.1259!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2452737.1722!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Our new 03 Nissan SER Spec V!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!01:05 PM!,
q!2452726.1305!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452737.1749!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!2g that came into our shop....!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2452726.1627!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!meshwork!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2452726.1627!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Cannot Believe My Eyes....!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452726.1641!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2452737.1745!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!3&quot; flex tubing or flex section!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!10:33 PM!,
q!2452726.2233!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!06:09 PM!,
q!2452737.1809!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91gvr4mainer!,
q!Any rims like these?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-27-2003!,
q!11:08 PM!,
q!2452726.2308!,
q!91gvr4mainer!,
q!00000598!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452737.1732!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!zooter!,
q!Wheels for my VR4 in OZ Speed Mag!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!03:19 AM!,
q!2452733.0319!,
q!zooter!,
q!00001247!,
q!zooter!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!03:19 AM!,
q!2452733.0319!,
q!zooter!,
q!00001247!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!WTF?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!09:13 AM!,
q!2452727.0913!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452737.1734!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!Terre Haute, IN!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!07:50 AM!,
q!2452733.0750!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!markrieb!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452736.1654!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!$30K Eclipse GSX!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452733.1200!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!09:37 AM!,
q!2452734.0937!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Can someone get me the Pocketlogger software?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2452733.1410!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452733.1741!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Chip features!,
q!1!,
q!73!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2452733.1805!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!Ash!,
q!05-03-2003!,
q!02:27 AM!,
q!2452763.0227!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000073!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Anyone have any pics of stock 1G springs all around on AGX's? !,
q!5!,
q!19!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2452734.0008!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!01:55 AM!,
q!2452737.0155!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Lambo SUV!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!09:11 AM!,
q!2452734.0911!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452737.1816!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Oh..Matt Wenger, Uncle KC has a gift to mail to you ....!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452734.1907!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!09:10 AM!,
q!2452737.0910!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!benwah!,
q~Funny story about my super educated room mate!!~,
q!10!,
q!17!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452735.1120!,
q!benwah!,
q!00000735!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!07:39 PM!,
q!2452736.1939!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Need shipping weight!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!08:13 PM!,
q!2452739.2013!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2452740.2004!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Is Nextel worth it?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452735.1125!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!06:14 PM!,
q!2452737.1814!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!bumper question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452739.2204!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452739.2311!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!This is technical, but not a question.  You be the judge.!,
q!4!,
q!4!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452739.2247!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452740.1430!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!benwah!,
q!What was the MSRP for a 91-92 GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!02:30 AM!,
q!2452740.0230!,
q!benwah!,
q!00000735!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!09:25 PM!,
q!2452750.2125!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!nyquil!,
q!Galant vr4's done up?!,
q!6!,
q!8!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!03:22 AM!,
q!2452740.0322!,
q!nyquil!,
q!00001317!,
q!nyquil!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!04:32 AM!,
q!2452741.0432!,
q!nyquil!,
q!00001317!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Reminder to Sadam!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!04:12 AM!,
q!2452740.0412!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2452740.1015!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Back At High School!,
q!10!,
q!23!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!03:56 PM!,
q!2452740.1556!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!05:29 PM!,
q!2452742.1729!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Big Brakes finally !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452740.1812!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!Romanova!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!07:43 PM!,
q!2452741.1943!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Super-Tank!,
q!Is a GVR4 the car for me?!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2452740.1944!,
q!Super-Tank!,
q!00001324!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2452742.0056!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kcramer!,
q!new!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2452740.2010!,
q!kevin!,
q!00001284!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2452740.2319!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Numberless!,
q!Found some good MOMO steering wheel prices!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!11:19 AM!,
q!2452727.1119!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2452737.1726!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Damn Deer!,
q!8!,
q!17!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!01:23 PM!,
q!2452727.1323!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452737.1757!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Anyone need a 14b......  How about 50 of them...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452727.1332!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2452737.1752!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Had 18&quot; wheels repaired!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452727.2352!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!03-28-2003!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452727.2352!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Benz (still car stuff...)!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!01:32 AM!,
q!2452728.0132!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452737.1750!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!TEL shifter!,
q!1!,
q!36!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!03:22 PM!,
q!2452728.1522!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!broke down!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!12:49 AM!,
q!2452745.0049!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Full size RC car!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-29-2003!,
q!07:34 PM!,
q!2452728.1934!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452737.1753!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!new stock clutch PB in 1/4!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-30-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452729.1620!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!01:13 PM!,
q!2452731.1313!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!the ultimate data logger!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!03-30-2003!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2452729.1902!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!03-30-2003!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2452729.1902!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!kyb!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!01:19 PM!,
q!2452735.1319!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452735.1515!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!what has your car been mistaken for?!,
q!1!,
q!36!,
q!03-30-2003!,
q!08:31 PM!,
q!2452729.2031!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!benwah!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!10:50 AM!,
q!2452735.1050!,
q!benwah!,
q!00000735!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!Best price for ACT Street disc?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2452735.1335!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!dsmjay!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2452735.1403!,
q!dsmjay!,
q!00000745!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pick!,
q~Dumbest Dealer on Earth!!!~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!06:00 PM!,
q!2452735.1800!,
q!Pick!,
q!00000697!,
q!Pick!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452736.2147!,
q!Pick!,
q!00000697!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!White 92' w/ blk rims, reading, ma area!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!06:23 PM!,
q!2452735.1823!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!06:23 PM!,
q!2452735.1823!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Timing Belt group buy - Thanks Ken!,
q!7!,
q!7!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2452736.0050!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!Romanova!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452737.2001!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!3&quot; Certified Muffler!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!12:48 PM!,
q!2452736.1248!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!229of1000!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!04:38 PM!,
q!2452737.1638!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!where are jdm bumpers?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2452736.1548!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452736.1924!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!Where to buy Omori gauges?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452736.1620!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2452737.1552!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q~NEVER EVER DO THIS!!!~,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452741.1148!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!229of1000!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2452743.1309!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!uploading videos!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!04-06-2003!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452736.2144!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!03:54 PM!,
q!2452737.1554!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!there is joy again in the inn household!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452741.1445!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452744.1848!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!racing mitsubishi`s at sears point!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452737.1122!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!10:21 AM!,
q!2452741.1021!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!opinions on anything > 16g....!,
q!1!,
q!40!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452741.1542!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!andy!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452749.1014!,
q!andy!,
q!00000471!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000040!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Nice website for various stock 1/4 mile ETs on everything!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!04:04 PM!,
q!2452741.1604!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!04:04 PM!,
q!2452741.1604!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Its all about dah flo.... !,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!07:04 PM!,
q!2452741.1904!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!04:53 AM!,
q!2452742.0453!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!VR-4 Toy!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2452741.2058!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!4g63t!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452743.1725!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q~Man i really got hosed!!!!!~,
q!11!,
q!15!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452741.2237!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452745.2329!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q~Bad ass Eclipse GSX on EBAY!!! Check it out.~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!03:28 AM!,
q!2452742.0328!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!03:28 AM!,
q!2452742.0328!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Camber questions!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!05:07 AM!,
q!2452742.0507!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!07:58 AM!,
q!2452742.0758!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!Bathroom Performance!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!09:10 AM!,
q!2452742.0910!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452742.2151!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!certified exh systems!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-30-2003!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2452729.2206!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!998!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!11:45 AM!,
q!2452730.1145!,
q!998!,
q!00000480!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!from close to the front lines!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!10:47 AM!,
q!2452730.1047!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!01:12 PM!,
q!2452730.1312!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Driveaxles...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!11:55 AM!,
q!2452730.1155!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!11:38 PM!,
q!2452730.2338!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!parts compatibility!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!01:51 PM!,
q!2452730.1351!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!10:25 AM!,
q!2452731.1025!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!where can I find...!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452730.1506!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452737.1808!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q~Deal of the century!~,
q!6!,
q!3!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!03:56 PM!,
q!2452730.1556!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!06:06 PM!,
q!2452737.1806!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!95 Supra TT injectors!,
q!6!,
q!12!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!04:17 PM!,
q!2452730.1617!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!04-11-2003!,
q!12:39 PM!,
q!2452741.1239!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Need some advice from Colorado guys!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452730.2128!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2452731.1531!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!First Rolled Evo...!,
q!9!,
q!9!,
q!03-31-2003!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2452730.2131!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452737.1811!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!watch your credit!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!11:50 AM!,
q!2452737.1150!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452737.1252!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Want new carpet?!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!02:08 PM!,
q!2452737.1408!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2452737.1659!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Stock GS/GST Chrome rims...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!08:56 AM!,
q!2452731.0856!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!10:46 AM!,
q!2452731.1046!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!HKS Exhuast!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!06:09 PM!,
q!2452737.1809!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2452739.0039!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!MiniMeet at Sam's  S.  4/6/03!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2452737.1845!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2452738.0925!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!JDM engines???!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2452737.1859!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!00000159!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452740.0012!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!summer tires!,
q!8!,
q!2!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452737.2025!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!udriveu!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452738.1856!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!american choppers anyone?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452737.2317!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!04-09-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452739.2300!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Do you know what sucks?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-07-2003!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2452737.2322!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!spoulson!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!10:19 AM!,
q!2452738.1019!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Please help...Galant = out for the count!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!04:08 AM!,
q!2452738.0408!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!07:35 AM!,
q!2452740.0735!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!how many gvr4's??!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!04-08-2003!,
q!05:11 AM!,
q!2452738.0511!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!04-10-2003!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2452740.1931!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!pretty interested in this...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!09:00 AM!,
q!2452731.0900!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!10:50 AM!,
q!2452731.1050!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RichB!,
q!Body Kit!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!12:05 PM!,
q!2452731.1205!,
q!Richard!,
q!00000864!,
q!lancerevoiv!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!08:26 PM!,
q!2452733.2026!,
q!eric!,
q!00001248!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!were to buy?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452731.1544!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!08:13 PM!,
q!2452731.2013!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q~Got the TEL Pro-Kit and KYB AGX on...pix!~,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!06:36 PM!,
q!2452731.1836!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!04-03-2003!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452733.1700!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Fixing side mirrors?!,
q!5!,
q!12!,
q!04-01-2003!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2452731.2011!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!Arty!,
q!04-05-2003!,
q!04:09 AM!,
q!2452735.0409!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Anyone in Ohio!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452732.0924!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!11:24 AM!,
q!2452732.1124!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!New Turbo v. New Exhaust Housing!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-02-2003!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452732.1211!,
q!evol!,
q!00000360!,
q!evol!,
q!04-04-2003!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452734.1002!,
q!evol!,
q!00000360!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
};
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q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q~HELP!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-09-2002!,
q!11:59 AM!,
q!2452496.1159!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!08-09-2002!,
q!12:05 PM!,
q!2452496.1205!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!notagst!,
q!problems with 1758 of 2000!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-29-2002!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452485.2301!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-30-2002!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2452486.1827!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!good guy, jason wollerton!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-09-2002!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452496.1445!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!08-12-2002!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452499.1242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!How to get a head gasket off?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-30-2002!,
q!05:59 AM!,
q!2452486.0559!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!07-30-2002!,
q!08:59 AM!,
q!2452486.0859!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!new JDM motor !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-09-2002!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452496.1700!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!08-14-2002!,
q!09:18 AM!,
q!2452501.0918!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q~IT RUNS!!!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-10-2002!,
q!09:49 AM!,
q!2452497.0949!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!12:57 AM!,
q!2452506.0057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q~140/1000 pulling my #%$@! hair out!~,
q!4!,
q!3!,
q!08-10-2002!,
q!03:53 PM!,
q!2452497.1553!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!08-10-2002!,
q!11:50 PM!,
q!2452497.2350!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q~40 count's of knock BS! ~,
q!10!,
q!4!,
q!08-10-2002!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2452497.1651!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!08-12-2002!,
q!01:41 PM!,
q!2452499.1341!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!flywheel torque specs, ASAP please.!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!08-10-2002!,
q!06:19 PM!,
q!2452497.1819!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-10-2002!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452497.1935!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!I have a question!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!08-10-2002!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452497.2357!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!03:01 AM!,
q!2452509.0301!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Those with the SS Exhaust Studs!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-11-2002!,
q!12:26 AM!,
q!2452498.0026!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!09:15 AM!,
q!2452500.0915!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!headlight removal!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-11-2002!,
q!12:29 AM!,
q!2452498.0029!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!08-11-2002!,
q!11:51 AM!,
q!2452498.1151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Wiring Harness Question!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!01:34 AM!,
q!2452471.0134!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2452471.1113!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!What color are stock injectors?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!04:22 AM!,
q!2452471.0422!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!02:31 PM!,
q!2452471.1431!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!ken inn!,
q!watch out for phil carneiro!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!10:16 AM!,
q!2452471.1016!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452473.1017!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!Lug Torque #s!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2452471.2124!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2452471.2145!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!BMW E60 M5!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452471.2224!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2452473.2100!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!poorboy!,
q!Ecu cap replacement!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!07-15-2002!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452471.2325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!10:58 AM!,
q!2452472.1058!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!lost my roof rack key!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2452472.1259!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452472.1542!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sleeper VR4!,
q!Possibly buying #1424 tonight (need advice)!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452472.1427!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kage!,
q!07-23-2002!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452479.1947!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!Electrical Gremlins!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-30-2002!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2452486.1320!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!notagst!,
q!07-30-2002!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452486.1935!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Rear brake install !,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2452472.1502!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452473.1034!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!CNS-CAMCO JDM motor!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!07-30-2002!,
q!02:28 PM!,
q!2452486.1428!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452492.1158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!galants for sale!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2452472.2043!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Geovannie!,
q!07-18-2002!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452474.2135!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#258!,
q!EXTERME EMERGENCY!,
q!8!,
q!1!,
q!07-30-2002!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2452486.1832!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!07-30-2002!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452486.1947!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Three gauge a-pillar mounts?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!07-30-2002!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2452486.1941!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2452614.1912!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Tire Size For 16 in Wheels!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!07-30-2002!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452486.2313!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!02:28 AM!,
q!2452488.0228!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!deck lid emblems!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!02:02 AM!,
q!2452487.0202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!KarT!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452487.1714!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Automatic climate controls for USA guys?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!02:05 AM!,
q!2452487.0205!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!08-02-2002!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2452489.2011!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!KarT!,
q!Oil Pump!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452487.1720!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2452487.2240!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q~Thanks a million Ken!~,
q!6!,
q!5!,
q!08-11-2002!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452498.2318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!09:49 PM!,
q!2452500.2149!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!KarT!,
q!93 Headlights!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2452487.2043!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452506.0037!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q~I screwed up i think!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-12-2002!,
q!01:37 AM!,
q!2452499.0137!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-12-2002!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452499.1506!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bill!,
q!longevity of vr4 motor!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!10:52 AM!,
q!2452488.1052!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!09:43 PM!,
q!2452488.2143!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!do i deserve this car?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-12-2002!,
q!01:42 AM!,
q!2452499.0142!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-12-2002!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452499.2326!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!How to get center console off...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-11-2002!,
q!02:15 PM!,
q!2452498.1415!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!08-11-2002!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452498.2216!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q~HELP!!!!! FAILED EMISSIONS TWICE ALREADY.~,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2452500.1728!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!08-15-2002!,
q!10:31 AM!,
q!2452502.1031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!TAKATA Harness?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2452500.1928!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!08-14-2002!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2452501.2036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Want to Disable Power Antena!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452500.2327!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!08-15-2002!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452502.1730!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Shift boot?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-13-2002!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452500.2101!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!08-14-2002!,
q!06:17 PM!,
q!2452501.1817!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!KarT!,
q!Good Guy/Bad Guy ? ? ?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!08-14-2002!,
q!05:21 PM!,
q!2452501.1721!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-14-2002!,
q!05:29 PM!,
q!2452501.1729!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!transfer case fluid!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-16-2002!,
q!09:46 PM!,
q!2452472.2146!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!07-23-2002!,
q!02:28 AM!,
q!2452479.0228!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!140/1000 learning as I go!,
q!11!,
q!4!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!02:30 AM!,
q!2452473.0230!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452473.2328!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!What the hell is the matter with you people????!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!01:45 PM!,
q!2452473.1345!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2452473.1412!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!roth4fun!,
q!Just got my RRE FMIC kit!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2452473.1354!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!roth4fun!,
q!07-22-2002!,
q!09:16 AM!,
q!2452478.0916!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!any body have a rs rear diff?  where can i get one!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2452473.1959!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452494.0019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Apexi RSM!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452473.2005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!07-17-2002!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452473.2005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!K&N cleaning!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-18-2002!,
q!08:32 AM!,
q!2452474.0832!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!07-18-2002!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452474.1749!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!I FOUND WHERE GARFEILD GETS HIS PARTS!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!07-19-2002!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2452475.2032!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!07-22-2002!,
q!01:48 AM!,
q!2452478.0148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!AMS Adam's GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2452488.1225!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!08-02-2002!,
q!07:58 AM!,
q!2452489.0758!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!T/E/L fmic!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-21-2002!,
q!12:42 AM!,
q!2452477.0042!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!07-22-2002!,
q!09:51 AM!,
q!2452478.0951!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!roth4fun!,
q!AC Bracket different for GVR4s?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452488.2047!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-02-2002!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2452489.1320!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Exterior Accessories..!,
q!6!,
q!9!,
q!07-21-2002!,
q!03:29 AM!,
q!2452477.0329!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!08:06 PM!,
q!2452484.2006!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!dsmtalk featured car contest!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2452488.2141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!08-01-2002!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2452488.2241!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!GVR4Greg!,
q!Looking for this body kit!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!08-02-2002!,
q!03:00 AM!,
q!2452489.0300!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91redjoker!,
q!08-03-2002!,
q!02:13 AM!,
q!2452490.0213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!notagst!,
q!dent removal?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-02-2002!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452489.2134!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!08-03-2002!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2452490.1735!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!Dash light poll: Orange or Green?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-03-2002!,
q!01:21 PM!,
q!2452490.1321!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!01:24 AM!,
q!2452494.0124!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Gauge suggestions!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-04-2002!,
q!04:24 AM!,
q!2452491.0424!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2452492.0959!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Wiring question!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!08-05-2002!,
q!04:06 AM!,
q!2452492.0406!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!08-09-2002!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452496.1147!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q~Interior Design Question, HELP!~,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!08-14-2002!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452501.2224!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!08-15-2002!,
q!05:59 PM!,
q!2452502.1759!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q~Finally Dynoed my car!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-15-2002!,
q!01:43 PM!,
q!2452502.1343!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!08-16-2002!,
q!12:39 PM!,
q!2452503.1239!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!jon's new car!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-15-2002!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452502.1505!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!08-16-2002!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452503.1905!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!high octane 2!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-16-2002!,
q!03:16 AM!,
q!2452503.0316!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!08-16-2002!,
q!03:56 PM!,
q!2452503.1556!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!JDM vacuum connections!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-16-2002!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2452503.1005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-16-2002!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452503.1445!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ilikemturbos!,
q!north california dsm tuners...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-16-2002!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452503.1355!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2452508.1121!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q! Trans case recall question  !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-16-2002!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452503.1400!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7541000!,
q!08-20-2002!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452507.1413!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!APEXI'S HOW DO YOU CONNECT THE VACUMM TO MAKE IT WORK!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!08-16-2002!,
q!08:13 PM!,
q!2452503.2013!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452508.2147!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Shout Out To TEAM DUCKTAPE!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!03:21 AM!,
q!2452504.0321!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!03:21 AM!,
q!2452504.0321!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!johnny bravo!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2452504.1504!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!08-20-2002!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452507.1220!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!dsm shootout!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-21-2002!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2452477.2110!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!07-21-2002!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2452477.2113!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Found the AMG website!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-21-2002!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2452477.2120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!07-23-2002!,
q!02:13 AM!,
q!2452479.0213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!Interesting rice boy discussion!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-22-2002!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452478.1002!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!07-22-2002!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452478.1002!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!turbo seal ring!,
q!8!,
q!3!,
q!07-22-2002!,
q!07:27 PM!,
q!2452478.1927!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSSA!,
q!07-23-2002!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2452479.1259!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!New cars!,
q!1!,
q!51!,
q!07-23-2002!,
q!09:16 AM!,
q!2452479.0916!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!08-08-2002!,
q!02:26 AM!,
q!2452495.0226!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000053!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Turbonetics Rajay T56 ?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-23-2002!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452479.1355!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-23-2002!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452479.1355!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Steering Rack!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-23-2002!,
q!10:20 PM!,
q!2452479.2220!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!07-29-2002!,
q!09:31 AM!,
q!2452485.0931!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!New owner of 533/1000!,
q!6!,
q!2!,
q!07-24-2002!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2452480.0121!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!07-24-2002!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452480.1654!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!Xotic Motorsports!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-25-2002!,
q!11:46 AM!,
q!2452481.1146!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!07-27-2002!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2452483.1659!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Whos Galant is this? (Bay Area)!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!08-06-2002!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452493.0004!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!08-08-2002!,
q!02:11 AM!,
q!2452495.0211!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q~20G, 12mm X 1.50  banjo bolt!~,
q!9!,
q!10!,
q!07-25-2002!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452481.2200!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!02:45 AM!,
q!2452487.0245!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~LMAO!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-06-2002!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452493.1211!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!08-06-2002!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2452493.2010!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q~Finally!! on the road again!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-06-2002!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2452493.1316!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452494.2112!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!A-Pillar pod?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-06-2002!,
q!10:58 PM!,
q!2452493.2258!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!08-06-2002!,
q!10:58 PM!,
q!2452493.2258!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!davesvr4!,
q!got engine vibration !,
q!9!,
q!4!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!08:43 AM!,
q!2452494.0843!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!08-09-2002!,
q!12:57 AM!,
q!2452496.0057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!JDM GVR4 front bumper support pics?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!01:33 PM!,
q!2452494.1333!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452494.2352!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Anyone else from this board going to this??!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452494.1545!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452494.1545!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!GVR-4 Key Chain!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!08-07-2002!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452494.1753!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!08-14-2002!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452501.2330!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!help my Justy!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-09-2002!,
q!02:02 AM!,
q!2452496.0202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!08-09-2002!,
q!02:02 AM!,
q!2452496.0202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q!Help with Oil Pan? Any advice?!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!08-09-2002!,
q!11:06 AM!,
q!2452496.1106!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!08-10-2002!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2452497.1752!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!I made it too Supra Forums:)!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-25-2002!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452481.2221!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!07-26-2002!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452482.2334!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Anyone know this guy?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-26-2002!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452482.1405!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!07-26-2002!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452482.1405!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q~Hey, Ash!!~,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!07-27-2002!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452483.0004!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!07-27-2002!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2452483.1931!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!Roll cage!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-27-2002!,
q!03:14 PM!,
q!2452483.1514!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!07-29-2002!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452485.1727!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q~42 counts of knock!!! WTF?~,
q!9!,
q!19!,
q!07-27-2002!,
q!10:17 PM!,
q!2452483.2217!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!07-30-2002!,
q!10:58 PM!,
q!2452486.2258!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Any body notice Kenn Inn has almost a 1000 posts?!,
q!12!,
q!14!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452484.0059!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!07-31-2002!,
q!05:40 PM!,
q!2452487.1740!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!poorboy!,
q!Full exhaust for gvr4!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!11:55 AM!,
q!2452484.1155!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!TheObiJuan!,
q!07-28-2002!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2452484.1531!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/forum_thread_data_0009.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0009"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!0-60 in 5.4 and only $62,000!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-27-2002!,
q!01:10 PM!,
q!2452514.1310!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!09-05-2002!,
q!09:42 AM!,
q!2452523.0942!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!ABS valve body repair?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2452528.0943!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-04-2002!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452552.1014!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!A better theory on the 11 second cars that everyone seems to, have-to-have.....!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!08-27-2002!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452514.1925!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!09-07-2002!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452525.0936!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Just got her back from shop...trans case & rear diff bad???!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452528.1355!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!09-12-2002!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452530.1208!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Brake, Alternator and ABS lights came on?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!08-28-2002!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2452515.0056!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!03-15-2003!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2452714.1559!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Robs!,
q!10!,
q!2!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2452528.2228!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2452528.2332!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!WTB - WiNNiNG LoTTo TiCKET!,
q!12!,
q!3!,
q!09-11-2002!,
q!03:25 AM!,
q!2452529.0325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!09-11-2002!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452529.2135!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!VR4 Kit - What do you think?!,
q!1!,
q!35!,
q!09-11-2002!,
q!03:45 AM!,
q!2452529.0345!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!09-21-2002!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2452539.0043!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Removing spark plugs.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-11-2002!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2452529.1410!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!09-11-2002!,
q!04:33 PM!,
q!2452529.1633!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!WOW check this out... ;)!,
q!6!,
q!3!,
q!09-11-2002!,
q!03:30 PM!,
q!2452529.1530!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!09-11-2002!,
q!09:05 PM!,
q!2452529.2105!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Video stuff.!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-11-2002!,
q!05:08 PM!,
q!2452529.1708!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!09-11-2002!,
q!06:58 PM!,
q!2452529.1858!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Jumptronix A/F meter!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-11-2002!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452529.2057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!09-12-2002!,
q!07:59 AM!,
q!2452530.0759!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!sam!,
q!vr4 pillar pod!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-12-2002!,
q!01:33 PM!,
q!2452530.1333!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sam!,
q!09-12-2002!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452530.1937!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt Freeman!,
q!Can you make a W5M31 work on a VR4?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2452504.2038!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Matt Freeman!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!03:13 AM!,
q!2452506.0313!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!front bumper!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452504.2119!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!08-17-2002!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452504.2119!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!91redjoker!,
q!paint!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-18-2002!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2452505.0102!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!08-18-2002!,
q!02:39 PM!,
q!2452505.1439!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!I need a new part, what's the name of it?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-18-2002!,
q!06:02 PM!,
q!2452505.1802!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2452506.1225!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!Someone donate a gray hood...!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!08-18-2002!,
q!07:29 PM!,
q!2452505.1929!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!08:59 PM!,
q!2452506.2059!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!Alternator problem ?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!01:35 AM!,
q!2452506.0135!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2452532.1651!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!ingalls rear upper control arms!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!03:39 AM!,
q!2452506.0339!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!03:39 AM!,
q!2452506.0339!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Club VR4!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!09:30 AM!,
q!2452506.0930!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2452506.2354!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MrEd!,
q!our friendly little knock sensor!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-29-2002!,
q!11:08 AM!,
q!2452516.1108!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!08-29-2002!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452516.1750!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!White Face Gauges!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2452506.1354!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!02:55 AM!,
q!2452509.0255!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q~IT'S A BOY!!!!!!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!08-29-2002!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2452516.1540!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!09-01-2002!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2452519.0120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!KarT!,
q!Buscher FMIC ? !,
q!6!,
q!19!,
q!08-29-2002!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2452516.2110!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!09-02-2002!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2452520.2136!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!KarT!,
q!HKS 264's!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!08-29-2002!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2452516.2124!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!KarT!,
q!09-01-2002!,
q!03:39 PM!,
q!2452519.1539!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Getting ready to change dash!,
q!10!,
q!4!,
q!08-30-2002!,
q!11:37 AM!,
q!2452517.1137!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!09-06-2002!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452524.2318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!Check this out!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-30-2002!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452517.1430!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!08-31-2002!,
q!08:34 AM!,
q!2452518.0834!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Finally got pix up of the!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-30-2002!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452517.2005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!08-31-2002!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452518.1447!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!EVO 7 purchased!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-30-2002!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452517.2314!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!threestardiamond!,
q!09-06-2002!,
q!02:44 AM!,
q!2452524.0244!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Hood Washers!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-12-2002!,
q!09:04 PM!,
q!2452530.2104!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!09-13-2002!,
q!04:24 AM!,
q!2452531.0424!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Wow, AMS 11.16 run in the video section...!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!08-31-2002!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452518.0021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!08-31-2002!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452518.0021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!KarT!,
q!RalliArt stuff!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-13-2002!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452531.2137!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!03:14 AM!,
q!2452532.0314!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonathan gibson!,
q~Tyre wear, bolt in that intercooler !~,
q!13!,
q!2!,
q!08-31-2002!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452518.2005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!09-01-2002!,
q!02:21 AM!,
q!2452519.0221!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q~i need everyones help!!!!~,
q!8!,
q!1!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452532.0045!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!01:34 AM!,
q!2452532.0134!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Crutchfield $20 off order over $200!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2452532.1519!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2452532.1519!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!For A Laugh!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!06:17 PM!,
q!2452532.1817!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!09-15-2002!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452533.1220!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!BOV mod!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452532.2302!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!09-15-2002!,
q!01:05 AM!,
q!2452533.0105!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!JDM parts pics...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452532.2343!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!09-14-2002!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452532.2343!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Cost of gvr4 AC compressor!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-15-2002!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452533.1630!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!09-15-2002!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452533.1702!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!dazboy!,
q!Getting a vr4!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-15-2002!,
q!07:01 PM!,
q!2452533.1901!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!PhilD!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!09:49 AM!,
q!2452556.0949!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Greddy Type S BOV!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-15-2002!,
q!08:37 PM!,
q!2452533.2037!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!09-18-2002!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452536.0030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!Maxed out 550's?!,
q!5!,
q!21!,
q!08-19-2002!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452506.2346!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!08:43 AM!,
q!2452509.0843!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!unibuft!,
q!Rust in A pillar on GVR4 - a common problem?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-20-2002!,
q!12:33 PM!,
q!2452507.1233!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!08-20-2002!,
q!12:40 PM!,
q!2452507.1240!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Anybody around Atlanta?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-20-2002!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2452507.1325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2452508.2206!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rtyszka!,
q~Check out this front clip!!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-20-2002!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2452507.1852!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2452508.2041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!cyclone intake!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-20-2002!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452507.2203!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2452509.0946!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Derk!,
q!Indy Rac Cores?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!12:26 AM!,
q!2452508.0026!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Derk!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452508.1903!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Factory ECU?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!03:06 AM!,
q!2452508.0306!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452508.1253!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!noise filter?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-01-2002!,
q!04:00 AM!,
q!2452519.0400!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452521.2351!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Would any body care...........!,
q!3!,
q!24!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2452508.2024!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!08-25-2002!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452512.1258!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Why does it happen?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-01-2002!,
q!08:13 PM!,
q!2452519.2013!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!09-05-2002!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2452523.2230!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Roof Rack Install!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-21-2002!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452508.2358!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!08:31 AM!,
q!2452509.0831!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!Auto Window Up Mod?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-01-2002!,
q!08:39 PM!,
q!2452519.2039!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!09-02-2002!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2452520.2223!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!lbs/min as CFM relationship!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-02-2002!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452520.1125!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!09-04-2002!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452522.1307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#345!,
q!Need help in Baltimore Maryland !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!12:10 AM!,
q!2452521.0010!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!09-04-2002!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2452522.1144!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Autometer Gauge Sending Units!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452521.1445!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!09-03-2002!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452521.1445!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Spring Cleaning!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-06-2002!,
q!01:05 AM!,
q!2452524.0105!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!09-06-2002!,
q!12:36 PM!,
q!2452524.1236!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Figures, just got the GVR4, and already somebody hit it. !,
q!13!,
q!6!,
q!09-06-2002!,
q!08:24 AM!,
q!2452524.0824!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!09-07-2002!,
q!10:51 PM!,
q!2452525.2251!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Do i need a 4 bolt?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-17-2002!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452535.0030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!09-17-2002!,
q!07:26 AM!,
q!2452535.0726!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!Site updated!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-06-2002!,
q!10:10 AM!,
q!2452524.1010!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452528.1754!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!Does your BOV squeal ?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-18-2002!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452536.0111!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!09-18-2002!,
q!03:53 PM!,
q!2452536.1553!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!Attn: KarT!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-06-2002!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452524.1330!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!KarT!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2452526.1306!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Need a part number.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-18-2002!,
q!04:10 PM!,
q!2452536.1610!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!09-19-2002!,
q!12:36 PM!,
q!2452537.1236!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPAM!,
q!JDM Headlight clips....!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-18-2002!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452536.2200!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!10-04-2002!,
q!02:01 AM!,
q!2452552.0201!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q~FIND THIS BITCH!~,
q!4!,
q!14!,
q!09-19-2002!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452537.2243!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!09-23-2002!,
q!06:46 PM!,
q!2452541.1846!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~The town I live in!!!!!! eBay Auction~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-20-2002!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2452538.0238!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!09-22-2002!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2452540.0948!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!Gauges!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!09-20-2002!,
q!08:59 AM!,
q!2452538.0859!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452546.1925!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Something smells, and i sure didn't let one.....!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-21-2002!,
q!12:55 AM!,
q!2452539.0055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!09-21-2002!,
q!06:10 AM!,
q!2452539.0610!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Installing new stereo!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!09-21-2002!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452539.1634!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2452551.1348!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!New wheels!,
q!10!,
q!4!,
q!09-21-2002!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2452539.2218!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!09-22-2002!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452540.1445!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GAZM!,
q!Thermostat Sensors!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!12:02 AM!,
q!2452509.0002!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2452509.1328!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPAM!,
q!Major Problems!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!03:18 AM!,
q!2452509.0318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2452509.1015!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!How about a Mini!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!10:46 AM!,
q!2452509.1046!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!08-24-2002!,
q!02:09 AM!,
q!2452511.0209!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Wind whistling through my door!,
q!2!,
q!12!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!01:53 PM!,
q!2452509.1353!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!08-24-2002!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452511.1758!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Vehicle to tow a car. (4Runner)!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2452509.2120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2452513.1933!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!You better watch out for Kias.....!,
q!10!,
q!9!,
q!08-22-2002!,
q!09:21 PM!,
q!2452509.2121!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452513.1616!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!car insurance for GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!08-23-2002!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452510.1222!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!norm!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452513.1903!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Washing!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-23-2002!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452510.1919!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!08-24-2002!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2452511.1746!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Horrible vibration somewhere in driveline...!,
q!4!,
q!6!,
q!08-24-2002!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452511.1406!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!08:35 AM!,
q!2452513.0835!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Is 1400 too mutch for a JDM?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-07-2002!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452525.1122!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!09-07-2002!,
q!02:24 PM!,
q!2452525.1424!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Non-Power Steering Coversion Question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-25-2002!,
q!01:14 AM!,
q!2452512.0114!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!06:01 AM!,
q!2452513.0601!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Compressed!,
q!Looking to buy a VR4!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-07-2002!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452525.1843!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!09-09-2002!,
q!08:26 PM!,
q!2452527.2026!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!122 Performance Exhaust!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!12:35 AM!,
q!2452526.0035!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!09-20-2002!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2452538.1130!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Wheel and tire upgrade.  Opinions, suggestions?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452526.1606!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!09-16-2002!,
q!03:20 AM!,
q!2452534.0320!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!GVR4 Wedding Car Video!,
q!6!,
q!15!,
q!09-08-2002!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452526.2330!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!01-20-2003!,
q!09:04 PM!,
q!2452660.2104!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!the rookie!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-09-2002!,
q!09:16 PM!,
q!2452527.2116!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!09-09-2002!,
q!09:16 PM!,
q!2452527.2116!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!My new toy.!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-09-2002!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452527.2126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!09:48 PM!,
q!2452528.2148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAP-SPEC!,
q!Vehicle Certification Label?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-09-2002!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2452527.2133!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!09:53 AM!,
q!2452528.0953!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!brake pad install problems!,
q!5!,
q!12!,
q!09-09-2002!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452527.2135!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!09-13-2002!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452531.2128!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!Member's Ride updated!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!09:10 AM!,
q!2452528.0910!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!09-10-2002!,
q!09:10 AM!,
q!2452528.0910!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Hood Spacers!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-25-2002!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2452512.1831!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-25-2002!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2452512.2140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!misaligned sub frame?  WTF?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-25-2002!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452512.1905!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!10:11 PM!,
q!2452513.2211!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!bob dole's galant!,
q!10!,
q!9!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!11:03 AM!,
q!2452513.1103!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!08-28-2002!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2452515.1440!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!sunroof troubles!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2452513.2124!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!teet!,
q!09-02-2002!,
q!03:54 AM!,
q!2452520.0354!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!livnlrg8ez!,
q!92 Galant VR4 Question!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452513.2212!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!08-28-2002!,
q!12:55 AM!,
q!2452515.0055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!New to VR4's not to DSM's!,
q!14!,
q!22!,
q!08-26-2002!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2452513.2228!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452603.1409!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Burnout?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!08-27-2002!,
q!09:32 AM!,
q!2452514.0932!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!08-29-2002!,
q!06:28 PM!,
q!2452516.1828!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
};

1;
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A||N||8||Ferrari F50 GT||Colorado GVR-4 Meeting ||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||02-25-2002||05:48 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I know that there are a few people on this board from Colorado.  Just thought it would be cool if we had a Colorado GVR-4 meet.  Aside from from the Colorado people on this board, I know a few other owners in Colorado that woud want to do this.  Post or e-mail me on whether you want to do this.||63.231.77.185||reg||1
Z||000001||mdpvr4||02-26-2002||01:24 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||hey ian,<BR>we need to have a meet. that would be sweet. i know of a few people 5-6 that have vr4's... you wouldnt happen to have an extra turbo would you. i need one really bad.<BR>thanks <BR>matt<BR>did scott ever get a new car?||198.81.17.27||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||02-26-2002||06:04 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Cool, ask those people and let me know when they all have time to do it.  Sorry, don't have a spare turbo.  Are you looking for a 14b?  I'll ask around, when I find you one I'll let you know.  Yeah, Scott did find a new car...a new Sentra SE-R!  Bleh, I'll take a GVR-4 any day over a SE-R.||63.231.76.76||reg||1
Z||000003||Kibo||03-01-2002||03:42 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||So how come I was the only GVR-4 at last weekend's CoDSM gathering in Colorado Springs?  Sheesh...all these DSM's, and I was the only one with 4 doors!<P>Y'all missed a great time--the caravan was a blast, lots of winter projects being revealed, etc.  I've already heard Ian's excuse, and it's a valid one.<P>If you have a get-together, will you ping me Ian?  I'm not very good about checking the boards regularly (hence the "Junior Member").<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||209.254.34.12||reg||1
Z||000004||mdpvr4||03-01-2002||02:45 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i would have gone but i was in the process of removing my balance shafts and doing a new turbo and oil pump. sorry to leave you hanging. im sure we will meet up though. as soon as all this damn snow goes away||198.81.17.38||reg||1
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||03-01-2002||08:59 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Yeah Erik!  Or course I'll let you know.  We need to get as many GVR-4's as we can.  So, so far we have me, Matt, Erik, Lisa, maybe Jon Amick, Carl Morris, can you guys think of anybody else?||63.227.47.3||reg||1
Z||000006||tplesko||03-02-2002||08:33 PM||plesko@colorado.edu||add me too  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> i'm new and in boulder,colorado.  1991 GVR4 Belize green, mostly stock (but not for long)<P>Chris Plesko<BR>||12.253.122.145||reg||1
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||03-04-2002||12:21 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Cool, so now we have a good amount of people to do this.  Anybody have any suggestions on where to meet or what to do?||63.231.76.33||reg||1
Z||000008||Newt GVR4||03-17-2002||07:21 PM||chriszender@hotmail.com||Yeah me too, but i am in grand junction, just put in a big 16g and act 2600. so maybe i could join you guys during the summer, student.<P>1504/2000 GVR-4 White<BR>Performance: Big 16G, APEXi AVC-R and S-AFC, SMC Alki Inj, RC 550s, EVO 3 manni, ACT 2600, PocketLogger, GReddy BOV and TT, Starion FMIC, Mofugas 2.5 Man DP and TP, HKS crappy Magnaflow and Rusted-out Cat Back, 3 Inch ABS Intake, Bst A/F ExhTmp FP Guages, Battery Relocated.<BR>Ralli: GAB Struts 4/8 way and Towerbraces front/back, H&R Springs, P-Slot Rotors, Enkei RP0-1s, and some big old fat Dunlops.<BR>Spare 1G 4G63T with everything, bought for 50 Bucks and it still ran!!!<BR>Former 3000GT VR-4 Owner (Where do you think I got all these parts?)<p>[This message has been edited by Newt GVR4 (edited 03-17-2002).]||216.169.65.144||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/forum_thread_data_0010.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0010"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!What does everyone recomend for Suspension?!,
q!3!,
q!1!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2452556.1933!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452556.1940!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!HKS turbo timer hook up!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2452567.1513!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452569.1606!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Blot pattern for the galants?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!08:37 PM!,
q!2452556.2037!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2452557.2055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!PROBLEMS with the mail!,
q!8!,
q!1!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452567.1725!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2452567.1837!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Here's your 11second honda....!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452556.2128!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!10-13-2002!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452561.2216!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dazboy!,
q!My VR4!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452567.1843!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!07:48 AM!,
q!2452614.0748!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!terribleone!,
q!finding history on a vr4!,
q!4!,
q!9!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2452567.2118!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!terribleone!,
q!10-23-2002!,
q!05:00 AM!,
q!2452571.0500!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!broke down!,
q!SUPER cheap turbo outlet pipe!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452567.2252!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452567.2252!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!pressure test, no pressure!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!10-20-2002!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452568.2056!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!teet!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2452569.1256!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Reverse blows lamp fuse!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-20-2002!,
q!11:55 PM!,
q!2452568.2355!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!11:11 AM!,
q!2452569.1111!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!PT cruiser  turbo - 2.4L  DOHC motor?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452569.1337!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!04:03 AM!,
q!2452577.0403!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!SEMA anyone?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452569.1609!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2452569.1853!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Any body own a GVR-4 in another country?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452569.1754!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91vr4evolution!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!06:41 PM!,
q!2452569.1841!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Fuel cut or something else!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-22-2002!,
q!04:06 AM!,
q!2452540.0406!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!09-29-2002!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452547.2157!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPAM!,
q!Fuel pump causing hard start?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-23-2002!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2452541.2230!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!09-24-2002!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452542.1940!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!merikgvr4!,
q!tire size!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!09-24-2002!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452542.1247!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!09-25-2002!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452543.1937!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q~Junk Yard Wars tonight!~,
q!14!,
q!7!,
q!09-25-2002!,
q!08:26 AM!,
q!2452543.0826!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2452545.1615!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Friction Modifier!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-25-2002!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452543.1625!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-25-2002!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452543.1625!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Anyone got pics of battery relocated to trunk?!,
q!5!,
q!50!,
q!09-25-2002!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452543.2151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!CKA!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452551.1330!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000050!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Garfeild do you know this guy????!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-26-2002!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2452544.1005!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!12:48 AM!,
q!2452545.0048!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Project car !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2452545.1229!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!10:31 AM!,
q!2452546.1031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!entities!,
q!Control arm?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452556.2310!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!entities!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452556.2310!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!How much can go wrong?!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452545.1515!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!09-30-2002!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2452548.1605!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MrEd!,
q!mitsu part # for oil filter!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452557.1336!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2452557.1557!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!who has ingalls control arms?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2452545.1520!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452546.1427!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!terribleone!,
q!common problems for vr4s!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!10-10-2002!,
q!04:19 AM!,
q!2452558.0419!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!10-10-2002!,
q!10:56 AM!,
q!2452558.1056!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ChiaPuke!,
q!Oil pressure sender wire missing??!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-10-2002!,
q!08:35 AM!,
q!2452558.0835!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ChiaPuke!,
q!10-10-2002!,
q!01:27 PM!,
q!2452558.1327!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!Rims: Gold vs. Bronze vs. Black vs. ???!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-10-2002!,
q!10:10 AM!,
q!2452558.1010!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!10-11-2002!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452559.2252!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikey!,
q!changing fuel injector o-ring!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-10-2002!,
q!02:04 PM!,
q!2452558.1404!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!10-11-2002!,
q!05:21 PM!,
q!2452559.1721!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!Need opinions!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-10-2002!,
q!03:25 PM!,
q!2452558.1525!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!10-10-2002!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2452558.1837!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Long Pocketlogger question!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!10-11-2002!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452559.0047!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!10-12-2002!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452560.1515!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Bypass(ground harness) for timing where is it loc.?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2452569.1830!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-23-2002!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452571.1801!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!switchable tranny price?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!10-11-2002!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2452559.1847!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-13-2002!,
q!08:36 AM!,
q!2452561.0836!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!smarcoVR4!,
q!AMG Tuned Galant VR4 !,
q!14!,
q!3!,
q!10-22-2002!,
q!04:10 AM!,
q!2452570.0410!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smarcoVR4!,
q!10-22-2002!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452570.2134!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Oil Pan Gasket!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-11-2002!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2452559.2041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!10-13-2002!,
q!03:48 AM!,
q!2452561.0348!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Funny clicking/grinding noise!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-22-2002!,
q!09:40 AM!,
q!2452570.0940!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!10:38 AM!,
q!2452583.1038!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!overheating problem!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!10-22-2002!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2452570.1541!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smarcoVR4!,
q!10-23-2002!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2452571.0052!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q~Watch out for dead deer!~,
q!9!,
q!5!,
q!10-22-2002!,
q!11:03 PM!,
q!2452570.2303!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2452572.2127!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Saw Nate's maroon car!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!10-22-2002!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452570.2310!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!10-22-2002!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452570.2310!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!remember the superfriends ?!,
q!6!,
q!10!,
q!10-22-2002!,
q!11:31 PM!,
q!2452570.2331!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!02:54 AM!,
q!2452572.0254!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Warm Up Problem!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!10-23-2002!,
q!12:54 AM!,
q!2452571.0054!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452572.1002!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!New WI DSM site.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-23-2002!,
q!12:58 AM!,
q!2452571.0058!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!10-23-2002!,
q!12:58 AM!,
q!2452571.0058!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!garfield wright!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!10-23-2002!,
q!02:48 AM!,
q!2452571.0248!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!01:53 PM!,
q!2452576.1353!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Went to the Junkyard.............!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-27-2002!,
q!05:40 PM!,
q!2452545.1740!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!09-29-2002!,
q!12:48 PM!,
q!2452547.1248!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Painting the car another color????!,
q!1!,
q!29!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!01:52 AM!,
q!2452546.0152!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!10-07-2002!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452555.0936!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!My Modified headlights!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!10:36 AM!,
q!2452546.1036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blytz!,
q!10-01-2002!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452549.1153!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~BMW type question for our VR4s.... Ken this is coming your way!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2452546.1228!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!threestardiamond!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2452551.0003!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Take a Look at This.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-28-2002!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2452546.1535!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!10-01-2002!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2452549.2100!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!FAO: mpdvr4 or Lisa!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-29-2002!,
q!05:06 PM!,
q!2452547.1706!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!09-29-2002!,
q!05:06 PM!,
q!2452547.1706!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!my car hates me!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!09-30-2002!,
q!09:30 PM!,
q!2452548.2130!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!04:36 PM!,
q!2452551.1636!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!This weekend;  IL,MI, MN or close to WI peoples?!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!09-30-2002!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2452548.2136!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!10-17-2002!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2452565.1412!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Stalling VR-4!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-11-2002!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452559.2138!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!10-12-2002!,
q!07:50 PM!,
q!2452560.1950!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!New parts!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-30-2002!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452548.2155!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!10-04-2002!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452552.1609!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Chase!,
q!Complete noob here...(usual 1st thread)!,
q!14!,
q!6!,
q!10-12-2002!,
q!01:08 AM!,
q!2452560.0108!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Chase!,
q!10-12-2002!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452560.2033!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPAM!,
q!C&R Rads!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-01-2002!,
q!12:26 AM!,
q!2452549.0026!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!10-04-2002!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452552.0019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Love this Site...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-12-2002!,
q!08:08 AM!,
q!2452560.0808!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-18-2002!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2452566.0237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!www.mitsubishiparts.cc!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!10-13-2002!,
q!07:04 PM!,
q!2452561.1904!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!10-13-2002!,
q!07:04 PM!,
q!2452561.1904!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q~Offical USDM EVO Site!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-14-2002!,
q!01:36 AM!,
q!2452562.0136!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452569.1503!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Compressed!,
q!greddy turbo timer harness?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-14-2002!,
q!09:16 PM!,
q!2452562.2116!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452564.0021!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!new dvd player!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-14-2002!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452562.2247!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!10-18-2002!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2452566.2341!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!who's got the lowest mileage?!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!01:52 AM!,
q!2452563.0152!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!10-17-2002!,
q!07:46 PM!,
q!2452565.1946!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4_1221!,
q!JDM transmissions!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-23-2002!,
q!11:38 PM!,
q!2452571.2338!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!teet!,
q!10-25-2002!,
q!04:11 PM!,
q!2452573.1611!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!Rusted Fuel Pump Assembly Removal!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2452563.1605!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452572.2326!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Clutch slippage in3rd-5th but not 1and 2???!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!09:32 AM!,
q!2452572.0932!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!10:07 AM!,
q!2452579.1007!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!Looking for Luke Damiani!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2452563.2140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2452563.2140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!How to remove center console!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2452572.1441!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-25-2002!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452573.1125!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~@#!$% AN fittings~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2452572.1614!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-25-2002!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452573.1131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slackr!,
q!electrical problems!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2452572.2322!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!slackr!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2452572.2322!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Neon SR-T turbo !!!!~,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2452572.2337!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!12:09 PM!,
q!2452577.1209!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Shifter bushing replacement!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-24-2002!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2452572.2349!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!10-26-2002!,
q!07:45 PM!,
q!2452574.1945!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!poorboy!,
q!Crank question......!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-25-2002!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2452573.0120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!poorboy!,
q!10-25-2002!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2452573.0120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!pics of my new wheels!,
q!10!,
q!22!,
q!10-25-2002!,
q!03:13 AM!,
q!2452573.0313!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452577.1723!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!Battery Cutoff Switch Location?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!04:50 AM!,
q!2452550.0450!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!01:56 AM!,
q!2452551.0156!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!PhilD!,
q!Another New Born!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!06:50 AM!,
q!2452550.0650!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452551.0013!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!cam markings!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!10:28 AM!,
q!2452550.1028!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!10:28 AM!,
q!2452550.1028!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!front axles!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!11:27 AM!,
q!2452550.1127!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2452550.1548!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!11!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q~finally got it!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-02-2002!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2452550.1535!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kibo!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!02:00 AM!,
q!2452551.0200!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!4G63 Elantra ?!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!11:29 AM!,
q!2452551.1129!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!threestardiamond!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!12:48 AM!,
q!2452563.0048!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!What size socket for O2 sensor? Any tips for removal/installation?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2452551.1603!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!10-03-2002!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452551.2144!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mands!,
q!GVR4 floor mats!,
q!10!,
q!7!,
q!10-04-2002!,
q!12:26 PM!,
q!2452552.1226!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mands!,
q!10-05-2002!,
q!12:44 PM!,
q!2452553.1244!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mands!,
q!check out my EVO VII RSII!,
q!10!,
q!16!,
q!10-04-2002!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452552.1405!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!10-12-2002!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452560.0013!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!how to get scrape out?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!10:25 PM!,
q!2452563.2225!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!10-21-2002!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452569.2243!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Terps just whupped up on Mountaineers :-)!,
q!10!,
q!5!,
q!10-05-2002!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452553.1529!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!10-07-2002!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2452555.1631!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!BeauDiddley!,
q~1991 GVR-4 , Help So I can Keep her!!!!!!!~,
q!10!,
q!5!,
q!10-15-2002!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452563.2342!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-20-2002!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2452568.1513!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!another newbie with a few questions!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!12:54 AM!,
q!2452564.0054!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452567.1718!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!watch out for ls1 owners with too much money!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!12:36 PM!,
q!2452564.1236!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSSA!,
q!10-18-2002!,
q!08:04 AM!,
q!2452566.0804!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Thinking of getting another car.!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452564.1247!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!10-17-2002!,
q!01:53 AM!,
q!2452565.0153!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Where can I buy a threaded rod to do my timing belt?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-16-2002!,
q!02:20 PM!,
q!2452564.1420!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!10-17-2002!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2452565.2118!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!BeauDiddley!,
q!91 GVR-4 problem!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-17-2002!,
q!08:13 PM!,
q!2452565.2013!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BeauDiddley!,
q!10-18-2002!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452566.1714!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!pics of dads hotrod project!,
q!14!,
q!8!,
q!10-17-2002!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452565.2334!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!10-18-2002!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452566.2221!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!vr-4 Cage Q's.!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!10-18-2002!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452566.1750!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!10-23-2002!,
q!12:46 AM!,
q!2452571.0046!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!hibern8!,
q!CAN SOMEONE PLEASE HELP ME OR ELSE I WILL BE FORCED TO SELL MY VR4!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-18-2002!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452566.1813!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!10-19-2002!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452567.1242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!broke down!,
q!caliper walk!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!10-05-2002!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452553.2247!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!10-06-2002!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452554.1120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Avgas Identification???!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-06-2002!,
q!06:58 AM!,
q!2452554.0658!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!11:38 PM!,
q!2452557.2338!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!k-n!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-07-2002!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452555.1122!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!10-07-2002!,
q!01:56 PM!,
q!2452555.1356!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Sighting:  I-270 near Gaithersburg, MD!,
q!6!,
q!4!,
q!10-07-2002!,
q!04:38 PM!,
q!2452555.1638!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!12:02 PM!,
q!2452556.1202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!Victoria's Secrect ebay item...!,
q!10!,
q!3!,
q!10-07-2002!,
q!09:07 PM!,
q!2452555.2107!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q!10-09-2002!,
q!08:51 AM!,
q!2452557.0851!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Caution:  Crankshaft pulley disintegrates at high rpm's!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-07-2002!,
q!09:21 PM!,
q!2452555.2121!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ChiaPuke!,
q!10-10-2002!,
q!08:28 AM!,
q!2452558.0828!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hywell!,
q!Your Ideas Needed!,
q!6!,
q!5!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452556.1422!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!10-08-2002!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2452556.1928!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/forum_thread_data_0011.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0011"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!front differential!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-03-2002!,
q!08:09 PM!,
q!2452582.2009!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!11-03-2002!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2452582.2038!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!hard starting?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-03-2002!,
q!09:04 PM!,
q!2452582.2104!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-09-2002!,
q!08:18 AM!,
q!2452588.0818!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSSA!,
q!Anyone know where to get Ti?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!08:24 AM!,
q!2452591.0824!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSSA!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2452592.2058!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!install of profec b!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2452591.1852!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452591.1907!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!fmic install pics!,
q!10!,
q!36!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452583.0045!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!03-26-2003!,
q!08:42 PM!,
q!2452725.2042!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Australia - Club VR4 Forums!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452591.2151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452591.2151!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!lancer info needed!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-12-2002!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452591.2203!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452593.2227!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!oil on valve cover!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!12:15 PM!,
q!2452592.1215!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452593.1600!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!I'm a moron (take my money)!,
q!9!,
q!8!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452592.1635!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!10:07 AM!,
q!2452593.1007!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!a_santos!,
q!What the Hell?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452592.2247!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452593.2213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!WWJD?!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!02:09 AM!,
q!2452593.0209!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!05:37 AM!,
q!2452611.0537!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon22B!,
q!car not idling?!,
q!1!,
q!31!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!09:32 AM!,
q!2452593.0932!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452619.2144!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000031!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Pictures.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-26-2002!,
q!09:18 AM!,
q!2452574.0918!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!10-26-2002!,
q!09:18 AM!,
q!2452574.0918!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!any of you smell burning substances after long drives?!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!10-26-2002!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2452574.2019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452576.2335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Another day with my baby...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-27-2002!,
q!01:54 AM!,
q!2452575.0154!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!10-27-2002!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2452575.1936!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!smarcoVR4!,
q!Carburator??!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2452576.0129!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smarcoVR4!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2452576.0129!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!wet dreams!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452576.1253!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452577.1523!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!1G BOV squeal at low rpm lift-off!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452576.1331!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2452576.1504!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!Question About Wheels!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2452576.2024!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452583.2259!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!02 sensor part number?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!10:36 AM!,
q!2452583.1036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSSA!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!08:22 PM!,
q!2452583.2022!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!a different question about wheels!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-28-2002!,
q!11:04 PM!,
q!2452576.2304!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2452577.0039!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!stud/nut sizes!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!12:02 PM!,
q!2452583.1202!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!06:34 AM!,
q!2452590.0634!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!2G Downpipe!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2452577.0103!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452577.1417!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Really off topic about AWD system?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2452583.1316!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!stupidweirdo!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!07:08 AM!,
q!2452584.0708!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!broke down!,
q!whiny sound!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452583.1336!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!01:44 AM!,
q!2452584.0144!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!Cool Foreign Movies w/Driving Themes!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!01:43 PM!,
q!2452583.1343!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!11-06-2002!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452585.1618!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!I NEED HELP???!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!05:40 PM!,
q!2452583.1740!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2452584.1101!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!fuel pump question....!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2452583.2038!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2452584.2240!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!Auto-x / Track Race @ SoCal?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452583.2201!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!01:08 PM!,
q!2452586.1308!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Helicopter anyone????!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452593.1254!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2452593.1411!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!new motor swap!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!01:58 AM!,
q!2452584.0158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!01:58 AM!,
q!2452584.0158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!a_santos!,
q!DIN gauge pod!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!07:53 PM!,
q!2452593.1953!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2452593.2239!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!Lost dash lighting!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!05:44 AM!,
q!2452584.0544!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2452586.1101!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!intercooler pipe joint hose/clamps!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452593.2311!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!03:56 PM!,
q!2452594.1556!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!dnperformance com ????!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452593.2342!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!12:02 AM!,
q!2452594.0002!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!how the heck do you post pictures!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2452594.0023!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!12:25 AM!,
q!2452594.0025!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MrEd!,
q!good guy report!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!10:31 AM!,
q!2452594.1031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!11-16-2002!,
q!12:55 AM!,
q!2452595.0055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!TEST YOUR EYES, not your hands!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452594.1840!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!06:54 AM!,
q!2452597.0654!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!Texas GVR4 owners!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!11:50 PM!,
q!2452594.2350!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!11-15-2002!,
q!11:50 PM!,
q!2452594.2350!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!GVR4 seat brackets...!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!11-16-2002!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452595.0111!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-17-2002!,
q!09:21 PM!,
q!2452596.2121!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Driver's seat belt doesn't work!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-16-2002!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452595.1432!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452598.2139!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Hey, I am new!,
q!7!,
q!2!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!12:04 PM!,
q!2452577.1204!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452577.1720!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~How to make your Sentra SE go 14.7!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452577.1211!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452577.1211!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Custom catback?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2452577.1452!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452577.2236!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Evo WRC!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!02:55 PM!,
q!2452577.1455!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!CO VR4!,
q!11-10-2002!,
q!07:27 PM!,
q!2452589.1927!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!2.0 4g63 head on NA Galant 2.4 block!,
q!1!,
q!30!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2452577.1528!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!07-05-2003!,
q!10:21 AM!,
q!2452826.1021!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000031!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!towing!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452577.1542!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smarcoVR4!,
q!11-03-2002!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452582.2126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Pocket logger VS. Data logger!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!04:01 PM!,
q!2452577.1601!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-30-2002!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452578.0115!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Detailing interior.....!,
q!13!,
q!7!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452577.1758!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!10-30-2002!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452578.2209!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drifter148!,
q!MAS problems!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452584.1140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2452584.1912!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!White plugs!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-29-2002!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452577.2203!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-30-2002!,
q!12:17 PM!,
q!2452578.1217!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!MORTGAGE REFINANCE OR LOWER RATES???!,
q!14!,
q!12!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452584.1405!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452600.1801!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!ignition coils!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-30-2002!,
q!12:14 AM!,
q!2452578.0014!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!06:54 PM!,
q!2452952.1854!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Can someone help me with getting the front bumper off?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2452584.1711!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!09:49 AM!,
q!2452586.0949!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Front Bumper Support!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2452584.2322!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!11-06-2002!,
q!09:51 AM!,
q!2452585.0951!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!Engine light.......!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452584.2358!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-09-2002!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2452588.2043!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Paint code....Belize Green!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-06-2002!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452585.0115!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452586.1620!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!My GVR-4 (pictures)!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-06-2002!,
q!08:35 PM!,
q!2452585.2035!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!11-08-2002!,
q!09:43 PM!,
q!2452587.2143!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Air intake setup.....!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452586.1014!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!04:43 PM!,
q!2452586.1643!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!Gas milage?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-16-2002!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2452595.1451!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!11-17-2002!,
q!08:42 PM!,
q!2452596.2042!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mofugas!,
q!the end of an era..er, of mofugas!,
q!12!,
q!25!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2452586.1325!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!SnoBlind!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!08:11 AM!,
q!2452590.0811!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!antenna!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-16-2002!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2452595.1655!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-16-2002!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452595.1715!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!oXoreoXo!,
q!GSX vs. VR4 imma n00bie!,
q!11!,
q!19!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!05:06 PM!,
q!2452586.1706!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!02:07 AM!,
q!2452593.0207!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!Napa sucks!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-16-2002!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2452595.1956!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!11:11 AM!,
q!2452598.1111!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!DIY anti lag!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-17-2002!,
q!07:56 AM!,
q!2452596.0756!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-17-2002!,
q!09:14 PM!,
q!2452596.2114!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mofugas!,
q~JDM Auto sucks?  You bet!~,
q!13!,
q!3!,
q!11-17-2002!,
q!09:16 PM!,
q!2452596.2116!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!11-17-2002!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452596.2359!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JonGVR4!,
q~New Car!!!~,
q!14!,
q!27!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!08:24 AM!,
q!2452597.0824!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!10:19 AM!,
q!2452600.1019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!John Shepherd runs 9.35/152mph!,
q!7!,
q!14!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!10:44 AM!,
q!2452597.1044!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!02:26 PM!,
q!2452599.1426!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!EZ!,
q!Hot idle question-1600 to 1100rpm..!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452597.1123!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!11:29 AM!,
q!2452597.1129!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!H2O injection/no intercooler!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452597.1148!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!10:39 AM!,
q!2452598.1039!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!RPMs @ 70 mph???!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!01:52 AM!,
q!2452598.0152!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Invader!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!04:03 AM!,
q!2452599.0403!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!amg rear spoiler!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-30-2002!,
q!08:56 AM!,
q!2452578.0856!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!11-09-2002!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452588.2315!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Fun trick with insturment cluster lights...!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!10-30-2002!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452578.1744!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2452583.0943!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!What the hell did I do wrong?!,
q!9!,
q!8!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452579.0011!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!11-01-2002!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452580.1741!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!WTF?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!10:39 AM!,
q!2452579.1039!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!09:15 PM!,
q!2452579.2115!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Check this out!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!01:12 PM!,
q!2452579.1312!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!01:12 PM!,
q!2452579.1312!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!Foglights!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!03:32 PM!,
q!2452579.1532!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2452579.2120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!SMALL TECH QUESTION????!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452579.1733!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!06:28 PM!,
q!2452579.1828!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!Is shifter movement common w/ GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2452579.1944!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!11-02-2002!,
q!01:56 AM!,
q!2452581.0156!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q~CUP HOLDERS!~,
q!4!,
q!3!,
q!10-31-2002!,
q!08:26 PM!,
q!2452579.2026!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!10:55 AM!,
q!2452583.1055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~HOLY COW BATMAN!~,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!06:14 PM!,
q!2452586.1814!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!11-10-2002!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2452589.2257!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KiwiMR2!,
q!VR4 + ZR4 Any pwr difference??!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-01-2002!,
q!03:52 AM!,
q!2452580.0352!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!11-03-2002!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2452582.0102!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!What color should I paint my guitar?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!11-07-2002!,
q!08:42 PM!,
q!2452586.2042!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2452718.1116!,
q!evol!,
q!00000360!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!E & H Motors in PA.!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-08-2002!,
q!09:32 AM!,
q!2452587.0932!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!11-08-2002!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452587.2025!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Dont worry about the SRT-4 LOL!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!11-08-2002!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2452587.1041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!11-14-2002!,
q!10:07 AM!,
q!2452593.1007!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q~NEED HELP!!!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-09-2002!,
q!09:41 AM!,
q!2452588.0941!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!11-09-2002!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452588.1250!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!roth4fun!,
q!Motor mounts on GVR4 vs 1G DSM!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!11-09-2002!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452588.2158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Invader!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452590.2315!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Repeat of Stud/Nut size question from other post!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!12:06 AM!,
q!2452590.0006!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!07:31 AM!,
q!2452590.0731!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Fellow DSM'er on the DYNO this weekend!,
q!7!,
q!3!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!07:04 AM!,
q!2452590.0704!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!11-18-2002!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452597.1040!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!JDM Bumper Part Numer!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2452590.1951!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2452590.1951!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!Horn sound while driving????!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-11-2002!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452590.2359!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-13-2002!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452592.2159!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!check THIS out!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-01-2002!,
q!10:38 AM!,
q!2452580.1038!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!11-01-2002!,
q!03:36 PM!,
q!2452580.1536!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Question about Lo-Tek pod!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-01-2002!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2452580.1259!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!11-01-2002!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2452580.2019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!Arospeed floor "strut" bar - does it fit?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-01-2002!,
q!05:01 PM!,
q!2452580.1701!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2452583.1246!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!What happened to Mofugas?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-01-2002!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452580.2252!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!11-03-2002!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452582.2213!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!s-afc "blue wire" mod.  dont do it!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-02-2002!,
q!01:45 PM!,
q!2452581.1345!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-02-2002!,
q!01:45 PM!,
q!2452581.1345!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Valve cover touch up paint?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-02-2002!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2452581.1548!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!11-04-2002!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452583.2307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!Dash Lights!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-03-2002!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2452582.1959!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-05-2002!,
q!01:57 PM!,
q!2452584.1357!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/forum_thread_data_0012.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0012"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!check this out, will it work?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!10:48 AM!,
q!2452606.1048!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2452606.1407!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!khadiyev!,
q!Idling weird, cutting out, dying!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!12-06-2002!,
q!12:14 AM!,
q!2452615.0014!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452686.2108!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q~Opening Day Drifting Accident in the Galant?!?!~,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!11:59 AM!,
q!2452606.1159!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!11:59 AM!,
q!2452606.1159!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4mike!,
q!GVR-4 for sale in the S. F. bay area!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-06-2002!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452615.1324!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!12-06-2002!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2452615.1738!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q~John Shepherd runs 9.22/161mph!!!~,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!12:18 PM!,
q!2452606.1218!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!12:18 PM!,
q!2452606.1218!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!borrowing parts!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-06-2002!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2452615.1412!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452618.1714!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!ANyone have a favorite Alarm for their GVR4?!,
q!5!,
q!17!,
q!12-06-2002!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452615.1620!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!09:58 AM!,
q!2452619.0958!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MrEd!,
q!parts sourcing (non-Galant)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-06-2002!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2452615.1722!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!12-06-2002!,
q!09:14 PM!,
q!2452615.2114!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!New VR4 owner... Introducing myself!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-06-2002!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2452615.2024!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2452619.1941!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q~Purtty!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-07-2002!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452616.1644!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!12-08-2002!,
q!08:14 PM!,
q!2452617.2014!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Carrers???!,
q!1!,
q!64!,
q!12-07-2002!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2452616.2018!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!01:44 AM!,
q!2452621.0144!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000065!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!can anyone help with pocketlogger settings?!,
q!9!,
q!15!,
q!12-07-2002!,
q!09:25 PM!,
q!2452616.2125!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!02:50 PM!,
q!2452619.1450!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!some people...!,
q!4!,
q!3!,
q!12-08-2002!,
q!08:52 AM!,
q!2452617.0852!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!01:55 AM!,
q!2452620.0155!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!help anyone??!,
q!8!,
q!3!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452598.1140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!10:14 PM!,
q!2452598.2214!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Mounting a turbo timer...!,
q!10!,
q!7!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452598.1242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452601.1648!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!How to make a big turbo spool faster?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!07:01 PM!,
q!2452598.1901!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452599.2343!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Chase!,
q!Cockpit adjustable suspension replacement?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452598.2108!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Chase!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2452598.2145!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!fuel line = weekness!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!09:50 PM!,
q!2452598.2150!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!10:46 PM!,
q!2452598.2246!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!clutch master cylinder!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452598.2205!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-19-2002!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452598.2300!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!Fooling around in photoshop!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!05:52 AM!,
q!2452599.0552!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2452599.1738!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!buying a gvr4!,
q!14!,
q!1!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!09:21 AM!,
q!2452599.0921!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452599.1034!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!Oil on VC!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!02:28 PM!,
q!2452606.1428!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452606.1748!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!black oil!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!12:37 PM!,
q!2452599.1237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!02:55 PM!,
q!2452599.1455!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q~Have a Happy Turkey Day!~,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2452606.1504!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-01-2002!,
q!09:54 PM!,
q!2452610.2154!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!BOV and DP flanges!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!01:53 PM!,
q!2452599.1353!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2452600.0039!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!somebody hit my car!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-29-2002!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2452608.1348!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2452613.1722!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!A-pillar pod causing a leak at the windshield?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!11-30-2002!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2452609.1302!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-30-2002!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452609.1600!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Driveline noise!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-30-2002!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452609.1417!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!11-30-2002!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452609.1417!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!removing front bumper!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-30-2002!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452609.1718!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!11-30-2002!,
q!07:10 PM!,
q!2452609.1910!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitadmin!,
q!Nieoficjalny Klub Mitsubishi!,
q!4!,
q!14!,
q!12-01-2002!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2452610.1101!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452611.2242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Symborski Shifter Bushing Kit!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!12-01-2002!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2452610.2244!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-01-2002!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2452610.2244!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!digital photography stuff on ebay.....!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-08-2002!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452617.1702!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!08:45 AM!,
q!2452618.0845!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4_1221!,
q!The beginning of the end for the Galant VR4!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!02:45 AM!,
q!2452611.0245!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!11:42 AM!,
q!2452614.1142!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!Gauge pods!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!11:09 AM!,
q!2452618.1109!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!05:36 AM!,
q!2452619.0536!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Winter tires!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2452611.1018!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!12-03-2002!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2452612.1434!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!It runs again!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2452618.1235!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!02:39 PM!,
q!2452618.1439!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Any body see the SAFC II!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2452618.1354!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!02:36 PM!,
q!2452618.1436!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVRfore!,
q!new member!,
q!14!,
q!2!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452618.1801!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2452618.2120!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q~finally, pics of my car!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452619.0012!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2452620.0039!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!Key Diver is "Da man"...!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!02:26 AM!,
q!2452619.0226!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452622.2256!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!help!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452619.1208!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2452619.1303!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Ha Ha Ha!,
q!7!,
q!1!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2452619.1623!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452619.1744!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4_1221!,
q!EVO  3 Transmission !,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452619.1826!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!01:58 AM!,
q!2452620.0158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!EVO 5 Front Bumper for the GVR4???!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!02:21 PM!,
q!2452599.1421!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!03:34 PM!,
q!2452600.1534!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SnoBlind!,
q!Junkyard Dog!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452599.1741!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-20-2002!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2452599.1755!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!New Idea?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2452600.0008!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2452600.2058!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!the next level!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!01:49 AM!,
q!2452600.0149!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!04:21 AM!,
q!2452601.0421!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!Pocketlogger program!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-21-2002!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452600.2314!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!10:46 PM!,
q!2452601.2246!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Lancer EVO VII WRC engine pic!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2452601.1259!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452606.1253!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Taking off ABS...!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2452601.1451!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452603.2025!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!Datalogger or Pocketlogger Question.!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!04:33 PM!,
q!2452601.1633!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452601.1702!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!New Member's Ride!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!10:30 AM!,
q!2452611.1030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!09:43 PM!,
q!2452613.2143!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Howard Draper - where are ya?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-22-2002!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452601.1707!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!11-23-2002!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452602.2219!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!EZ!,
q!whats that site/dealer w parts pricer again?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2452611.1154!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!EZ!,
q!12-03-2002!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2452612.1933!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!check this out - www.superkaos.com!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-23-2002!,
q!11:09 AM!,
q!2452602.1109!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!11:12 AM!,
q!2452603.1112!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!New Idea?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2452611.1446!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2452611.1713!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!College Football Fans Anyone???!,
q!6!,
q!1!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2452611.1511!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2452611.1512!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!Mitsu says good bye to WRC....!,
q!1!,
q!33!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452611.1749!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!03:31 AM!,
q!2452643.0331!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000033!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q~ATTENTION: dsmtrader parts warning!!!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2452611.1959!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!12-03-2002!,
q!11:04 AM!,
q!2452612.1104!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!Knock sensor LED mod wire?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2452611.2127!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!12-03-2002!,
q!06:46 AM!,
q!2452612.0646!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!BeauDiddley!,
q!4WD questions???!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2452611.2232!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!12-03-2002!,
q!11:15 AM!,
q!2452612.1115!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!driveshaft issues need solution. !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452619.2030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2452621.1653!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lamps-oz-gvr4!,
q!Compression Test!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!05:23 AM!,
q!2452613.0523!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!03:53 PM!,
q!2452613.1553!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!davesvr4!,
q!not running!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452619.2339!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!davesvr4!,
q!12-10-2002!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452619.2339!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!oh lord, wont you buy me a bmw e46 m3!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!11:12 AM!,
q!2452613.1112!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2452613.1803!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pep!,
q!new member!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!07:05 AM!,
q!2452620.0705!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452622.1445!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!Oil Pressure Gauge!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!12:40 PM!,
q!2452620.1240!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452622.1449!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Thanks to all!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2452620.1251!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2452620.2041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Fading window trim!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!09:17 PM!,
q!2452620.2117!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!07:53 PM!,
q!2452997.1953!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!Belt rubbing I think!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452620.2237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452630.2302!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!need some pictures!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-11-2002!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2452620.2239!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2452622.1009!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!Possible GVR4in sighting...!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!01:14 AM!,
q!2452621.0114!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!03:01 PM!,
q!2452624.1501!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!amp and subs in the boot (trunk)!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2452621.1711!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!05:21 PM!,
q!2452621.1721!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~my next ride!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-23-2002!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2452602.1401!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!11-23-2002!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452602.2216!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!sold my VR4!,
q!9!,
q!7!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!03:57 AM!,
q!2452603.0357!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452603.1947!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Chris Sanders!,
q!CTC Cruise For Kids!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452603.1427!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Chris Sanders!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452603.1427!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!Leaking Windshield causing leak under driverside dash?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452603.2255!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!07:55 PM!,
q!2452605.1955!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!Trailer Hitch!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-24-2002!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2452603.2322!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-25-2002!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2452604.1928!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Plugs fixed overheating?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-25-2002!,
q!01:01 PM!,
q!2452604.1301!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-25-2002!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2452604.1318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!No new members rides ???!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-25-2002!,
q!01:14 PM!,
q!2452604.1314!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!11-27-2002!,
q!03:50 AM!,
q!2452606.0350!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Want to buy : T/E/L non-abs distribution block...!,
q!5!,
q!24!,
q!11-25-2002!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2452604.1705!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!11-30-2002!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2452609.1807!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!a_santos!,
q!What does boost leak sound like?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-25-2002!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452604.1754!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!12-02-2002!,
q!12:04 PM!,
q!2452611.1204!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!fuel guage!,
q!9!,
q!6!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452613.1400!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!01:15 PM!,
q!2452618.1315!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Two questions.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-25-2002!,
q!06:24 PM!,
q!2452604.1824!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSSA!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!12:36 PM!,
q!2452605.1236!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!a_santos!,
q!VR4 owners in Michigan?!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2452613.1520!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!12-28-2002!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452637.1126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Why are some BOV's adjustable and not others?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-04-2002!,
q!03:33 PM!,
q!2452613.1533!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452614.1515!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!meshwork!,
q~Snowing in Philly...the VR4 ROCKS!!!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!08:54 AM!,
q!2452614.0854!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452614.1304!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!BeauDiddley!,
q!Rear end advice please.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!11:38 AM!,
q!2452614.1138!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-09-2002!,
q!04:50 PM!,
q!2452618.1650!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Spare Galant Motor???!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452614.1254!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!12-08-2002!,
q!02:16 AM!,
q!2452617.0216!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!VR4 Owners in Ohio???!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2452614.1302!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2452614.1302!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Modine Radiator!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!01:15 PM!,
q!2452614.1315!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452621.2317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MrEd!,
q!my morning commute in the PA snow was kinda disappointing!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!03:36 PM!,
q!2452614.1536!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MrEd!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452614.2358!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!2002 WRC season Highlight Video...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-05-2002!,
q!06:10 PM!,
q!2452614.1810!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!12-06-2002!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452615.1332!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!davesvr4!,
q!Climate Control!,
q!4!,
q!1!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!04:30 AM!,
q!2452605.0430!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!10:47 AM!,
q!2452605.1047!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!price of intercooler?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452605.1432!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452605.2212!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LAGVR4!,
q!TB shaft seal part #?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2452605.1535!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452605.1813!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!Caps in the ABS computer?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452605.1725!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!11:19 AM!,
q!2452850.1119!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!91GVR4#479!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452605.2030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452605.2030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!Health Insurance!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452605.2139!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!11-29-2002!,
q!02:33 PM!,
q!2452608.1433!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Rear Wheel Bearing Replacement!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-26-2002!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2452605.2234!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!11-29-2002!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452608.2315!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
};
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q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Synchro rings!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2452628.1540!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2452628.1540!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q~Get my vr4 back!!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!09:56 PM!,
q!2452628.2156!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!01:44 AM!,
q!2452629.0144!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Turborich!,
q~Thanks Santa... for the broken timing belt!!!!~,
q!8!,
q!12!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!03:33 AM!,
q!2452636.0333!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2452773.2230!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!gift for a 420a!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452628.2205!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!01:34 PM!,
q!2452630.1334!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q~StopTaking My Baby!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2452636.1552!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!03:17 PM!,
q!2452646.1517!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Anyone on tis board weld or have access to welder in Chicagoland area.??!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-28-2002!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452637.0115!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!12-28-2002!,
q!12:43 PM!,
q!2452637.1243!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!Automatic Transmission Gremlins!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-28-2002!,
q!01:23 AM!,
q!2452637.0123!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-28-2002!,
q!11:15 AM!,
q!2452637.1115!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MattC!,
q!Contacting KarT:!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-28-2002!,
q!07:26 PM!,
q!2452637.1926!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MattC!,
q!12-28-2002!,
q!07:26 PM!,
q!2452637.1926!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!hibern8!,
q!just got ripped on dsmtrader.....please help..!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-28-2002!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452637.2344!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!12-30-2002!,
q!04:32 PM!,
q!2452639.1632!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Porting...!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!12:22 AM!,
q!2452638.0022!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!09:44 AM!,
q!2452642.0944!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Sponsorship?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452638.0031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!12:44 AM!,
q!2452649.0044!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!For the guys in Australia !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!02:57 AM!,
q!2452638.0257!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2452640.0008!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Message board security idea/suggestion!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452621.1734!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!07:04 PM!,
q!2452621.1904!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!pocketlogger readings!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!07:01 PM!,
q!2452621.1901!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!02:08 PM!,
q!2452625.1408!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!Official EVO VIII specs/info!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2452621.2234!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!06:00 PM!,
q!2452622.1800!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!boost guage!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-12-2002!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452621.2242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452622.1448!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!GalantVR4.org!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!10:57 AM!,
q!2452622.1057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!12:15 PM!,
q!2452622.1215!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!Bay area people who can help with smog repair!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2452622.1224!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2452622.1224!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonathan gibson!,
q!Goodbye and thanks!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452622.1725!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!10:54 AM!,
q!2452625.1054!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!no spark!,
q!5!,
q!11!,
q!12-13-2002!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452622.2311!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4519!,
q!12-25-2002!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2452634.1949!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!my life is like a country song:(!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!04:18 AM!,
q!2452629.0418!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!08:55 AM!,
q!2452629.0855!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!who was talking about green diamond tires lately?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452623.0111!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452624.1801!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mdpvr4!,
q!ATTN: KEN INN!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2452623.1735!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452626.1253!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Cam gear cover part number?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452629.1330!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2452629.1401!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!Fuel Pump!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452629.1453!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!03:38 AM!,
q!2452630.0338!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!pocket logger!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2452629.1546!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452629.2203!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Fuel Leakage!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452629.1619!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!rallyracer!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452636.1619!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!Pocket Logger Cable!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!04:02 AM!,
q!2452630.0402!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-25-2002!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452634.1727!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!a/f gauge!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2452630.1507!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!04:40 PM!,
q!2452630.1640!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!Who's interested in I/C pipes by number3!,
q!1!,
q!36!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452630.1609!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!11:37 AM!,
q!2452658.1137!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!How to install boost gauge?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2452630.1615!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452630.1635!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q~Its Dead!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452638.1839!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!09:14 AM!,
q!2452646.0914!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!TT with factiry Alarm? Is it possible?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452630.1634!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2452630.2113!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Hood hinge rattle!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452638.2025!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2452640.2110!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!question for the iceman69510!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452638.2147!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Mike!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2452662.1745!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!Water in jack location in the trunk!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452638.2147!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!12-30-2002!,
q!03:18 AM!,
q!2452639.0318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Part number question.!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452638.2153!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!12-30-2002!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2452639.2234!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Antenna Mast Replacement?!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!12-30-2002!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2452639.1623!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!04:17 PM!,
q!2452642.1617!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!anyone on the board from north carolina?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-30-2002!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452639.2326!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!12-30-2002!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452639.2326!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!updates!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452623.2126!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452627.1153!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!How do you wire door speakers thru the stock routing?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452623.2334!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!09:31 AM!,
q!2452632.0931!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!homepage emblem!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-14-2002!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452623.2351!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452624.1618!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Sighting in Lancaster PA!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!03:10 AM!,
q!2452624.0310!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!10:57 AM!,
q!2452625.1057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!You don't need a trim puller!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452624.1750!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2452624.1938!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Transmission part numbers!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452624.1915!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!06:28 PM!,
q!2452628.1828!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Derk!,
q!WTB Foglights!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2452624.2016!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!12-15-2002!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2452624.2019!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!Repoting In!,
q!7!,
q!4!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!03:53 AM!,
q!2452625.0353!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!04:31 AM!,
q!2452625.0431!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Colorado GVR-4 Meet!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!07:50 PM!,
q!2452630.1950!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2452640.1807!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Forum color codes!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!11:59 AM!,
q!2452625.1159!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!06:15 PM!,
q!2452626.1815!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!GSX ECU!,
q!3!,
q!8!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452630.2357!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!12-24-2002!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2452633.2131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PJGross!,
q!Oil Filter Housing anatomy ?'s....!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452625.1413!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!PJGross!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452625.1413!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!no lightsocket!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-22-2002!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2452631.0028!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!12-22-2002!,
q!10:55 AM!,
q!2452631.1055!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kamekaze!,
q!Will these work??!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-22-2002!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2452631.0237!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!12-22-2002!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452631.1733!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!timing belt question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-22-2002!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452631.1131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!12-22-2002!,
q!11:35 AM!,
q!2452631.1135!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!astondg!,
q!It's over!,
q!9!,
q!7!,
q!12-22-2002!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452631.2314!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!12-30-2002!,
q!01:41 PM!,
q!2452639.1341!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!A night of making ic pipes!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452632.0036!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2452632.1318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!A unknown resource......!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2452632.0050!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452632.1427!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!caps software ?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-29-2002!,
q!04:47 PM!,
q!2452638.1647!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!vrpower!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2452640.1827!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Rear dust sheild part number confusion...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!01:49 AM!,
q!2452632.0149!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!09:31 AM!,
q!2452632.0931!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!yo momma!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452640.1222!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!02:16 PM!,
q!2452761.1416!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!racerxxv!,
q!Foglight bulbs!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452632.1200!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!07:14 PM!,
q!2452632.1914!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!FIA World Rally all day!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2452640.1354!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452642.1844!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Sound deadening spray...!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-31-2002!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452640.1856!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!02:21 PM!,
q!2452642.1421!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q~Happy NeW YEARZ!~,
q!4!,
q!1!,
q!01-01-2003!,
q!01:27 AM!,
q!2452641.0127!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!01-01-2003!,
q!02:09 AM!,
q!2452641.0209!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!BT and Ferry Corsten rockin new years party!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!01-01-2003!,
q!04:59 AM!,
q!2452641.0459!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452642.1911!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Anyone own a: Matrix/Santa Fe/Odessey?!,
q!1!,
q!42!,
q!01-01-2003!,
q!05:34 AM!,
q!2452641.0534!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2452649.1229!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000042!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!rally question!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-01-2003!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2452641.1411!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2452645.0040!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!LOW Compression!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2452642.0043!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2452645.1558!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!MAME Roms!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452625.1839!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!09:34 AM!,
q!2452632.0934!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!CAPS software...!,
q!6!,
q!13!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!06:46 PM!,
q!2452625.1846!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hunter!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!03:50 AM!,
q!2452629.0350!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!gray/black vr4 paint mix code.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-16-2002!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452625.1940!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2452626.1519!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q~I'm back!!~,
q!10!,
q!2!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!05:17 AM!,
q!2452626.0517!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2452626.1446!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Signatures now on!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!02:24 PM!,
q!2452626.1424!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452627.2057!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~jus' plain bitchen!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-17-2002!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2452626.1603!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!02:14 PM!,
q!2452627.1414!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!evo 8?  i think i will pass!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452627.0945!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2452628.1317!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!R34 in Atlanta!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!12:44 PM!,
q!2452627.1244!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!12-21-2002!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452630.1123!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!In the spirit of Ken and his "eye test"...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!04:28 PM!,
q!2452627.1628!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!12:49 AM!,
q!2452628.0049!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon22B!,
q!Question about unplugging ECU!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452632.1200!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!MPREZYAVR4!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!12:34 PM!,
q!2452632.1234!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!Stock or Mod!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!04:37 PM!,
q!2452627.1637!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452632.1848!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Gran Turismo Molds Decisions Of Car Manufacturers!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452632.1304!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!12-26-2002!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452635.2252!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!MAP sensor mod!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2452632.1348!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!07:30 PM!,
q!2452632.1930!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Need help of member/members from Australia / NZ ...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!02:44 PM!,
q!2452632.1444!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!04:24 PM!,
q!2452647.1624!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Sub-Gear next to 3rd gear on input shaft!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452632.1545!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452632.1545!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Pop up windows?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-23-2002!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452632.1634!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-24-2002!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2452633.1614!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Merry Christmas to all...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-24-2002!,
q!09:14 AM!,
q!2452633.0914!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!12-24-2002!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2452633.1603!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitadmin!,
q~Caps mi nie dzia³a!!!~,
q!13!,
q!5!,
q!12-24-2002!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2452633.1520!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Mitadmin!,
q!12-25-2002!,
q!06:10 AM!,
q!2452634.0610!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!squat!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-26-2002!,
q!06:24 PM!,
q!2452635.1824!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!01:19 PM!,
q!2452636.1319!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!davesvr4!,
q!crushed bov!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452636.0041!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!12-27-2002!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452636.0950!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!another online mitsu dealer!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452627.1907!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!03:38 PM!,
q!2452629.1538!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Eibach springs!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452627.2318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!12-18-2002!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452627.2318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q~Grindy transmission fun!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!01:43 AM!,
q!2452628.0143!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4_1221!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!04:07 PM!,
q!2452628.1607!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!Happy Holidays!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2452628.0242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452628.1322!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Need Public  Opinion...!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!02:43 AM!,
q!2452628.0243!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!07:24 AM!,
q!2452628.0724!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!FMIC advice!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!07:38 AM!,
q!2452628.0738!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-20-2002!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452629.1033!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!intercooler piping !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!03:24 PM!,
q!2452628.1524!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-19-2002!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2452628.1852!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
};
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ubb/Forum3/forum_thread_data_0014.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0014"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q~COOKIES!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!02:30 AM!,
q!2452654.0230!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452654.1242!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!superbowl!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452664.1250!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452667.1448!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!Check out our website!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!06:30 AM!,
q!2452654.0630!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!06:30 AM!,
q!2452654.0630!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Volkswagen Tarek Prototype!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452664.1715!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!joec!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!09:42 PM!,
q!2452664.2142!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Best place to get a front cut?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!11:59 AM!,
q!2452655.1159!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!12:07 PM!,
q!2452658.1207!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!RRE I/C Piping Question!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2452664.2017!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452665.2219!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!Height issues!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452665.0031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!11:14 AM!,
q!2452667.1114!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!check this out.  !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2452665.1235!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!04:50 PM!,
q!2452665.1650!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!quote of the year!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!02:55 PM!,
q!2452665.1455!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!02:48 AM!,
q!2452667.0248!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!carfax help!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452665.1503!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452665.1503!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!New baby, uh I mean car.  !,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452665.2253!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!01-26-2003!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452666.1707!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!History of #985/2000???!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-26-2003!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2452666.1225!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452667.1141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!DVD Burner, equipment, software!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452667.0107!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!TLT!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!12:12 PM!,
q!2452668.1212!,
q!TLT!,
q!00000705!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!DNR letter!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!01:59 PM!,
q!2452642.1359!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!03:16 PM!,
q!2452646.1516!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drewgvr4!,
q!ECM wanted!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!04:33 PM!,
q!2452642.1633!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!06:46 PM!,
q!2452642.1846!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!RRE Website!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!02:20 AM!,
q!2452643.0220!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452643.1648!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!CKA!,
q!How much HP will this con rod hold??!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!04:36 AM!,
q!2452643.0436!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!CKA!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!04:36 AM!,
q!2452643.0436!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!JDM parts?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-02-2003!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452642.2318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452647.1707!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Congrats USC!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2452643.0925!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2452643.0925!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Butterdogg!,
q~thanks you all! SOld the galant~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!11:09 AM!,
q!2452643.1109!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452643.2320!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Waterpump gasket part number!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!01:23 PM!,
q!2452643.1323!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-03-2003!,
q!04:32 PM!,
q!2452643.1632!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!did i dodge the bullet?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2452655.1228!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!01-16-2003!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2452656.1746!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!hosed by paypal and eigen engineering!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-04-2003!,
q!10:54 AM!,
q!2452644.1054!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!10:37 AM!,
q!2452645.1037!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q~Check THIS out!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!01:52 PM!,
q!2452655.1352!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!12:44 PM!,
q!2452657.1244!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!Which Pocketlogger program...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-04-2003!,
q!04:40 PM!,
q!2452644.1640!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-04-2003!,
q!04:58 PM!,
q!2452644.1658!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Raxels.com?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452655.1612!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452655.2158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Mitsubishi key blanks?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452655.1618!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2452655.1807!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q~Check out this bad ass VR4!!!~,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452655.1620!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!02:59 PM!,
q!2452769.1459!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!Here's a family car for ya!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452655.2320!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452655.2320!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jon!,
q!moderators wanted!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452657.1034!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2452659.1510!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!What the heck?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452657.1609!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!08:45 PM!,
q!2452657.2045!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!AFC Version 2!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!03:54 PM!,
q!2452667.1554!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2452667.1626!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Anyone know the history of #449/2000?!,
q!4!,
q!1!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452658.0047!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!01:13 PM!,
q!2452661.1313!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4#1862!,
q!new Vr4 member !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452667.1756!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4#1862!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452668.1220!,
q!GVR4#1862!,
q!00000733!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BossGVR4!,
q!CARFAX anyone ?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2452658.0925!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!09:03 AM!,
q!2452659.0903!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!52 or 60!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452667.1848!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452671.0945!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!00000574!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!*Wanted*!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2452667.2004!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ron!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!12:58 AM!,
q!2452669.0058!,
q!ron!,
q!00000491!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!test!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!08:31 PM!,
q!2452667.2031!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!02-02-2003!,
q!09:54 PM!,
q!2452673.2154!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!crack in exhaust manifold...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2452667.2052!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2452667.2118!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!while i have the head off.......!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452667.2219!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452667.2219!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!I really like..............!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2452668.1149!,
q!hibern8!,
q!00000461!,
q!vrpower!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!11:47 PM!,
q!2452668.2347!,
q!vrpower!,
q!00000547!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Shootout hotel room!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!12:34 PM!,
q!2452668.1234!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!sleeper!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!11:21 PM!,
q!2452668.2321!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Still Hot Mortgage Rates!,
q!14!,
q!3!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452668.1453!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!number3!,
q!01-28-2003!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2452668.2012!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!GVR4 sighting in NYC!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-04-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452644.2328!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!01-04-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452644.2328!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Funny!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452645.1749!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452645.1749!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Pics of GVR4 Exhausts!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-05-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452645.2307!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452648.2030!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!Decisions decisions!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452646.1336!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2452646.2305!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Here It Is...US STi Specs!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452646.1843!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!01-06-2003!,
q!07:42 PM!,
q!2452646.1942!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!a little help? !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!01:01 AM!,
q!2452647.0101!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452647.1710!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q~calling all computer dorks!~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-07-2003!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452647.1731!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!11:18 AM!,
q!2452655.1118!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Anyone here play X-Box?!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452648.1642!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!11:08 PM!,
q!2452648.2308!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Rota NR1 wheels what do you think . !,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2452658.1259!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVRfore!,
q!01-20-2003!,
q!02:11 AM!,
q!2452660.0211!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!bypass valve question !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!07:09 PM!,
q!2452648.1909!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Invader!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452648.1940!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!joec!,
q!New GVR4 owner!,
q!6!,
q!2!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452658.1919!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!joec!,
q!01-18-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452658.2342!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!EVO gets toasted . !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-08-2003!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2452648.2136!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452650.1140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Wedding Launch Video?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!10:43 AM!,
q!2452659.1043!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!01-20-2003!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452660.1014!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!galant .!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!07:43 PM!,
q!2452659.1943!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!01-19-2003!,
q!07:43 PM!,
q!2452659.1943!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Jon!,
q!New UBB version and money needed.!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-20-2003!,
q!11:57 AM!,
q!2452660.1157!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!08:37 AM!,
q!2452661.0837!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Who has seen the ultimate in Rice!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!01:50 AM!,
q!2452661.0150!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452661.1957!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!fuel cut with Blaha!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2452661.1009!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2452661.1348!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q~Calling all aussies!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!04:58 PM!,
q!2452661.1658!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!07:55 AM!,
q!2452683.0755!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Hey I am back!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452669.1003!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452669.1003!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!cheap laptop???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2452661.2004!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!talontsi!,
q!01-21-2003!,
q!08:59 PM!,
q!2452661.2059!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Where can I find some Koni's for cheap?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452669.1247!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2452669.1603!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Josh @ Conicelli!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452662.0020!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2452662.1510!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q~Hi everyone!~,
q!6!,
q!14!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!03:17 PM!,
q!2452669.1517!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!UncleGGSX!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2452676.1735!,
q!UncleGGSX!,
q!00000331!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Ebay!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452669.2106!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2452669.2207!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Trick shifter!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-29-2003!,
q!09:25 PM!,
q!2452669.2125!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!sleeper!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452681.1220!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!Totally!,
q!8!,
q!21!,
q!01-30-2003!,
q!11:09 AM!,
q!2452670.1109!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!09:03 AM!,
q!2452682.0903!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!DsmParts.com!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-30-2003!,
q!02:20 PM!,
q!2452670.1420!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-30-2003!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2452670.2017!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q~damn!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452671.1213!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!Ian M!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!07:01 PM!,
q!2452671.1901!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!New website found!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!01:19 PM!,
q!2452671.1319!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!00000304!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!01:19 PM!,
q!2452671.1319!,
q!mitsu13ishi!,
q!00000304!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q~Getting the GVR-4 back today! WOOT WOOT!!~,
q!6!,
q!8!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452671.1336!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2452672.2036!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!DIN gauge panel question...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!03:06 AM!,
q!2452649.0306!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2452650.1309!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MattC!,
q~New Member!~,
q!6!,
q!11!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452649.1753!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2452650.2008!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Anyone have feedback on RnR racing?!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!06:00 PM!,
q!2452649.1800!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!12:07 PM!,
q!2452964.1207!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!For those of you that have girlfriends wives etc......!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!01-09-2003!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452649.2302!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2452655.1507!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!A Nasti Story!,
q!6!,
q!1!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!11:39 AM!,
q!2452650.1139!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2452650.1144!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!super speedway!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!11:42 AM!,
q!2452650.1142!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452653.0111!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!"yo momma"  joke...!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452650.1750!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-17-2003!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452657.1613!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Build your own civic here Yo' !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-10-2003!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2452650.1859!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2452653.1318!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!EVO VIII 4 sale!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-11-2003!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2452651.1738!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452652.2351!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!interesting table!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452662.1732!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-22-2003!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452662.1732!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q~whoa!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452652.1600!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!01-12-2003!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452652.2155!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!One question for number 3!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!01:41 AM!,
q!2452663.0141!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452663.2335!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Does 465/1000 qualify for a readers ride?!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452663.1400!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!11:46 AM!,
q!2452705.1146!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!help/opinion of Mark 4 supra (93-99)!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452663.1400!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452664.1252!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Northern CA Shop that is good!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!03:52 PM!,
q!2452663.1552!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!08:28 PM!,
q!2452667.2028!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!JDM Motor!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452663.1702!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!01-27-2003!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452667.1635!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!good 4wd alignment shop !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!09:50 PM!,
q!2452663.2150!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!03:30 PM!,
q!2452664.1530!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Saunaab 900!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-23-2003!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452663.2158!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2452664.1713!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~hitler lives!~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452664.1033!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!01-25-2003!,
q!06:29 PM!,
q!2452665.1829!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fastgvr4!,
q!Vibration problem!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452664.1140!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-24-2003!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452664.1717!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!new scoobie pics. !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!07:52 AM!,
q!2452653.0752!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!02:23 PM!,
q!2452653.1423!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lance!,
q!NO COMPRESSION in cylinder 2 and 3!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!09:13 AM!,
q!2452653.0913!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452654.1131!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibern8!,
q!Any advice for financial aid for grad school?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!10:49 AM!,
q!2452653.1049!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!02:28 PM!,
q!2452653.1428!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!Tuning from scratch!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!12:17 PM!,
q!2452653.1217!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2452653.1316!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Leather Conditioning!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2452653.1502!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452655.2302!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!94? headlights? !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2452653.1916!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!01-15-2003!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2452655.1912!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!Clutch lever!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-13-2003!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2452653.2136!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!01-14-2003!,
q!01:13 AM!,
q!2452654.0113!,
q!!,
q!!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
};

1;
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$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0015"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Autospeed.com Article!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452682.2344!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!Nate!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2452683.0015!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ron!,
q!pics of my car!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!03:39 PM!,
q!2452690.1539!,
q!ron!,
q!00000491!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452693.2255!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q~Subaru RICE!!!~,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452683.1616!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2452689.1229!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Turbor Timer?  Yes or No.!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2452690.1803!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452691.2316!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q~got my FMIC!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452683.1644!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!02:21 PM!,
q!2452684.1421!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!20g hybrid for the conquest , !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!08:06 PM!,
q!2452690.2006!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!smokindav!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!11:39 AM!,
q!2452691.1139!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!Digital Camera!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!11:50 AM!,
q!2452691.1150!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!01:53 PM!,
q!2452692.1353!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!GVR-4 sighting in MD!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2452691.1224!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2452691.1224!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!recent pic!,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!12:49 PM!,
q!2452691.1249!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452697.1736!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!my first GVR4,and it`s stock...!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!02:28 PM!,
q!2452691.1428!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!raceman77!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!01:58 AM!,
q!2452692.0158!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Updated Pics!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452691.1634!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!06:15 PM!,
q!2452696.1815!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!Knock counts??!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2452691.2058!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452692.1432!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!BIG engine..Little car..!,
q!14!,
q!4!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452691.2300!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!number3!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452692.1741!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!gtech pro!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!01-31-2003!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2452671.1510!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!Romanova!,
q!02-01-2003!,
q!06:34 PM!,
q!2452672.1834!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!ARP manifold studs!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-02-2003!,
q!09:21 PM!,
q!2452673.2121!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!Ian M!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452674.2317!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Texas members!,
q!9!,
q!2!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!09:56 AM!,
q!2452674.0956!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR4#1862!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!06:15 PM!,
q!2452674.1815!,
q!GVR4#1362!,
q!00000733!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Untinting the windows...horrendous experience!,
q!8!,
q!7!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2452674.1933!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-04-2003!,
q!03:16 PM!,
q!2452675.1516!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Galant Vr4 Getting Towed!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!09:49 PM!,
q!2452674.2149!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!02-03-2003!,
q!09:49 PM!,
q!2452674.2149!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q!Searched, but couldn't find what I'm looking for..!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2452676.0018!,
q!998!,
q!00000480!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452676.1920!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-05-2003!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2452676.2016!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452678.1642!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!Who is user hibern8?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!07:40 AM!,
q!2452677.0740!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!06:34 PM!,
q!2452677.1834!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!recaro seat brackets!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452683.1758!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Romanova!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452684.1736!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q~YUCK!!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!12:33 PM!,
q!2452677.1233!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!11:21 PM!,
q!2452677.2321!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Hung with WRX Impreza  today ,!,
q!7!,
q!1!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452683.1812!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!06:34 PM!,
q!2452683.1834!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Aftermarket radiator lenghts.....!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452683.2208!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2452684.1320!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!e-bay intercooler!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!11:36 PM!,
q!2452683.2336!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!Matt Freeman!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!01:50 AM!,
q!2452689.0150!,
q!Matt Freeman!,
q!00000101!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!gas and guns!,
q!8!,
q!35!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!04:53 AM!,
q!2452684.0453!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!DSSA!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2452688.2004!,
q!DSSA!,
q!00000454!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Just a curious interior question!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!12:44 PM!,
q!2452684.1244!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!02:08 PM!,
q!2452685.1408!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q~Found the cheapest downpipe!!~,
q!10!,
q!32!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!06:41 PM!,
q!2452684.1841!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!91 #680!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2452758.1235!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000032!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Found the source of the wub-wubs, without a doubt!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!08:39 AM!,
q!2452692.0839!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2452692.1257!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4door!,
q!tranny question???!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!02-13-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452684.2227!,
q!vr4door!,
q!00000880!,
q!vr4door!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!04:10 PM!,
q!2452685.1610!,
q!vr4door!,
q!00000880!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q~Free Carfax!~,
q!4!,
q!9!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2452692.1454!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!12:39 PM!,
q!2452695.1239!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!Dejon Tools: where'd they go ?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!09:22 AM!,
q!2452685.0922!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!01:46 AM!,
q!2452687.0146!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Numberless!,
q!New to gvr4, old to dsms...just wanted to say whats up/great site!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2452692.1548!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!Numberless!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452693.1453!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!800+ members?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!04:10 PM!,
q!2452692.1610!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452692.1700!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!KC do you have a relative on NPR!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2452692.2312!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!drew!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!09:42 PM!,
q!2452693.2142!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!Ron @ Motorsports Techniques !,
q!14!,
q!1!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452693.1128!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!ron!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!08:02 PM!,
q!2452693.2002!,
q!ron!,
q!00000491!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!budget intercooler pipe ideas?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!12:38 PM!,
q!2452693.1238!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!05:05 AM!,
q!2452694.0505!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!other racing!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!03:47 PM!,
q!2452693.1547!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!03:47 PM!,
q!2452693.1547!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Finally, my FMIC issues are over...!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452693.1727!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Whistler!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!08:56 AM!,
q!2452695.0856!,
q!Whistler!,
q!00000120!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!211-91VR4!,
q!New member!,
q!6!,
q!4!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!08:02 PM!,
q!2452693.2002!,
q!211-91VR4!,
q!00000742!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!02-22-2003!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2452693.2239!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!00000596!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!member rating!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!01:44 PM!,
q!2452677.1344!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!sleeper!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452677.2342!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q~Now here's some brakes!!~,
q!14!,
q!2!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!05:37 PM!,
q!2452677.1737!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452677.1747!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!IC Kit!,
q!10!,
q!13!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!06:14 PM!,
q!2452677.1814!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!02:02 AM!,
q!2452687.0202!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!some pics of  some of my junk . !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452677.1947!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2452678.1837!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q!free web hosing -where?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-06-2003!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452677.2346!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!04:36 PM!,
q!2452678.1636!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!anyone buy from turbochargers.com !,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!02:29 PM!,
q!2452678.1429!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452683.2126!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Installing Sparco Evos !,
q!6!,
q!3!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452678.1947!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!Pappy!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!01:47 AM!,
q!2452679.0147!,
q!Pappy!,
q!00000327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!What happens when your GVR4 meets a telephone pole!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-07-2003!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2452678.2011!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452681.1700!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!what's the worst thing you have ever done to a girl?!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!03:33 PM!,
q!2452685.1533!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!229of1000!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!11:03 PM!,
q!2452782.2303!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!An idea for us po' college folks!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!06:57 PM!,
q!2452679.1857!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!07:39 AM!,
q!2452681.0739!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!$$ ic piping $$ ?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452685.1811!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!02:05 AM!,
q!2452686.0205!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Slippery when icy n stuff!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452685.2109!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!01:50 PM!,
q!2452686.1350!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!Pics of Tein install!,
q!14!,
q!20!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452685.2203!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!turbowop!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2452691.2222!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q! Dampner Pulley!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452685.2204!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452686.0053!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!my daily driver!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!02-14-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452685.2248!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452686.2147!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!90 Galant GSX Worthy??!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!02-15-2003!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452686.2139!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!00000649!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452690.2025!,
q!SD90GalantGSX!,
q!00000649!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!what ever happened to integrity and research?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!06:11 AM!,
q!2452687.0611!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!Ash!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!06:13 AM!,
q!2452688.0613!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Stock Seat Weights!,
q!6!,
q!4!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2452694.0017!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!04:41 AM!,
q!2452694.0441!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!8-20&quot;!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!11:55 AM!,
q!2452687.1155!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452688.1714!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!My New(er) Galant!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452694.0036!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452694.0036!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!Sloppy rear end..!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452687.2209!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2452688.1511!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!God Bless America!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!02:58 PM!,
q!2452694.1458!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!10:02 PM!,
q!2452695.2202!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!2003 Detroit Autorama!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452694.1613!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!natec!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!01:34 PM!,
q!2452695.1334!,
q!natec!,
q!00000940!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!front grill!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452694.2152!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452694.2152!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!Gran Turismo 3!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!02-23-2003!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452694.2351!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452699.1720!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!So what 4g63 &quot;car&quot; is this from?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!02:51 AM!,
q!2452695.0251!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2452696.1916!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!Sticky How-To Posts in Technical Forum!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!07:41 AM!,
q!2452695.0741!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!number3!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2452697.2118!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!TGedwHNXdovY!,
q!000010!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Reman Injectors!,
q!14!,
q!7!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452695.1337!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!01:32 AM!,
q!2452703.0132!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!So what does VR4 stand for?!,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!04:38 PM!,
q!2452695.1638!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!02:15 AM!,
q!2452890.0215!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!buschur 1g big front mount!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-08-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452679.2201!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2452683.0003!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Pics work....!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-09-2003!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452680.1821!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452683.1131!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!A little slack in the shifter!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-09-2003!,
q!11:45 PM!,
q!2452680.2345!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2452821.1959!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!GOLD intercooler, can you say RICE!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452681.1448!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452681.2119!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Something cool for your VR-4!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452681.1521!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!91 #680!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2452703.2129!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!andy!,
q!Pics and vid!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!06:38 PM!,
q!2452681.1838!,
q!andy!,
q!00000471!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!03:54 PM!,
q!2452713.1554!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Best way to clean angine bay!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!06:50 PM!,
q!2452681.1850!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452698.1437!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!My wrecked car pics!,
q!9!,
q!12!,
q!02-10-2003!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452681.2119!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!02-21-2003!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452692.0936!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!imracing!,
q!First Mod Help!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452682.0012!,
q!Chris G!,
q!00000759!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452682.1710!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chrisnurse!,
q!1998 VR-4 BBS RIM!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2452687.2218!,
q!chrisnurse!,
q!00000902!,
q!chrisnurse!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!08:43 AM!,
q!2452690.0843!,
q!chrisnurse!,
q!00000902!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!intake pipe help!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!07:38 AM!,
q!2452682.0738!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!Dan D!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!09:05 AM!,
q!2452682.0905!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!readers rides?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2452687.2241!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!Jon!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2452688.1102!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Photo!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-16-2003!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452687.2330!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452691.2056!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!crack in valve cover!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452688.0012!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!11:42 AM!,
q!2452689.1142!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!monster garage?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!02:25 PM!,
q!2452688.1425!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!sleeper!,
q!02-20-2003!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2452691.1121!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!money is death!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452688.1545!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!04:47 PM!,
q!2452689.1647!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q~MAF translator for sale!!~,
q!1!,
q!41!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!10:31 PM!,
q!2452688.2231!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!Tondar!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2452718.2036!,
q!Tondar!,
q!00000325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000041!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Looking for Ringtones!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452688.2334!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!04:24 PM!,
q!2452689.1624!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Car stereo!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-17-2003!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2452688.2356!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!02-18-2003!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452689.2212!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Ok, so I learned my lesson. Azenis+snow=thumbs down!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!10:57 AM!,
q!2452690.1057!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!02-19-2003!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452690.2315!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!new intake !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!10:54 AM!,
q!2452682.1054!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!a_santos!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!05:59 PM!,
q!2452682.1759!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Walbro 190LPH fuel pump?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!01:33 PM!,
q!2452682.1333!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452682.1339!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!any wisconsin owners here???!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!01:43 PM!,
q!2452682.1343!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!Numberless!,
q!02-24-2003!,
q!11:51 AM!,
q!2452695.1151!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!change topic default?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!02:59 PM!,
q!2452682.1459!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!03:37 PM!,
q!2452682.1537!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!DSMotorsports!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!03:25 PM!,
q!2452682.1525!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-12-2003!,
q!09:14 AM!,
q!2452683.0914!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q~4ws lines fixed, NO LEAKS!!!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452682.1937!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452682.1937!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q~calling Ken Inn !!!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452682.2318!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!broke down!,
q!02-11-2003!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452682.2318!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/001728.cgi
A||||1||gvr4in||update post indicator||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||03-16-2003||03:56 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||hey jon, or other mods, What ever happened to the update new posts indicator? that was very useful, I could see what posts have been posted since I was there last. Asking for everyones benefit.||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-16-2003||05:53 PM||||..didnt notice it was in the profile link..could you possibly put it back on the main page also?||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/001708.cgi
A||||5||DeanCouchey||Chappelle's show||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||03-13-2003||10:55 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Does anyone else watch him? I love his show and he is gonna be coming to Albany in April and I think I wanna go but tickets are 32.50 each... so has anyone else seen him live and is it worth the money cause me and my girl are gonna go.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||Louters91GVR4||03-13-2003||11:20 AM||||the show is funny as hell, but i have not seen him live, i imagine it would be worth the money.<br /><br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000002||gvrfour173||03-13-2003||11:42 AM||||ya, he is funny, fell asleep last night tho, how was it? i was try to get tickets for the upper derby one, but it sold out in like two days.||63.72.235.5||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||03-13-2003||12:01 PM||||From what I've heard he's great in person.<br />Last nights show was hilarious with the "what men want" movie take and Crack Head ??? at an intervention. Only thing that sucked was I missed most of the Half-baked Outtakes. <br /><br /><br />"I'm reeeeeoooch beeeooooooooooooch"||199.35.9.83||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||03-13-2003||07:17 PM||||That little kid on the "what men want" skit was damn funny"<br /><br />LOL..they kept kenny in prison & just smoked the seed.<br /><br />5 o'clock free crack giveaway..HAHAHAHAHAHAHA||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||03-13-2003||10:20 PM||||The crack-head was funny as hell! 5 oclock free crack giveaway!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001709.cgi
A||||7||ken inn||help stomp out........||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||03-13-2003||01:06 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://www.confound.com/games/squoosh_terrorist.php" target="_blank">http://www.confound.com/games/squoosh_terrorist.php</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||03-13-2003||06:25 PM||||someone emailed me this yesterday i kicked ass. squashed 28!||65.227.217.199||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||03-13-2003||08:22 PM||||damn.. 27||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-14-2003||12:08 AM||||Damn, only 22.  Stupid French statue.||67.37.178.91||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||03-14-2003||11:08 AM||||LOL i got 28 but I dont know if that counted all those terriorist camels that I killed!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||03-14-2003||11:35 AM||||32, whoohoo!||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||beavis||03-14-2003||12:42 PM||||only 27, but i got three in one stomp.||138.23.43.142||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000007||Ash||03-14-2003||04:29 PM||||Bah! only 20, I must be loosing my touch.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||203.221.18.197||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/001710.cgi
A||||18||driftin galant||Tires||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||03-13-2003||08:25 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||what kind of tires are you guys using?||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||03-13-2003||09:12 PM||||Summer: Dunlop SP-9000 225-45-16<br />Winter: Bridgestone Blizaks 185-65-15||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||03-13-2003||09:41 PM||||225/50/15 Falken Zeix on the stock wheels||65.56.123.207||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||03-13-2003||09:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> 225/50/15 Falken Zeix on the stock wheels </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How do they fit?  You got a picture?  I can't get Pirelli P7000s anymore in 205\55\15  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I havn't picked out my next set yet, but I need to buy soon.  I'm running on winter tires.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||number3||03-13-2003||10:03 PM||||225 45 R 17 Potenza SO2.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||03-13-2003||10:36 PM||||I think that they fit well, If you look at John Rs car in readers rides he had 225/50s on it at the time. I like them even with my non power rack||65.56.123.207||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||03-13-2003||10:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> 225 45 R 17 Potenza SO2.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Finally, someone else that uses the same size as I do!  <br /><br />Me: 225/45/17 Kumho Ecstas||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||talontsi||03-13-2003||11:20 PM||||Falken Azenis  205/50/15<br /><br />Edited<br /><br />Sorry... yes they are 15's, typo from my DSM days.<br /><br />Pics can be seen here.<br /><a href="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=7" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=7</a>||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||03-13-2003||11:30 PM||||Glen, Stock wheels are 15s lol||65.56.123.207||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||driftin galant||03-14-2003||01:42 AM||||i was thinking on some AVS 205-55-15. what do you think||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000010||smokindav||03-14-2003||09:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Erik:<br /><strong> i was thinking on some AVS 205-55-15. what do you think </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think the Falken Azensis are the way to go.  This is the hot street tire in the SCCA Street Mod autox class.  And they are cheap!  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.tires.com" target="_blank">www.tires.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.onlinetires.com" target="_blank">www.onlinetires.com</a> might be the cheapest on the net<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.85.144||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000011||Sam Sayes||03-14-2003||10:34 AM||||225/35/18's Toyo Proxes FZ4s<br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000012||hibrn8||03-14-2003||01:15 PM||||225 50 16 potenzas||65.227.204.254||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000013||a_santos||03-14-2003||07:42 PM||||Go with the AVS Intermediates. They are really sticky, but noisy. The good part is they are really cheap.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000014||1312VR4||03-14-2003||10:00 PM||||215/35r18's Parada spec-2's. I will finally be able to actualy put some miles on them next week..yyeeehaaa( Sorry, just excited because they are 8 months old & I have only put 50 mies on them)||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000015||Jose||03-14-2003||10:43 PM||||225/40/18 Falken's||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||03-14-2003||10:54 PM||||Anyone running Bridgestone Potenza S-03 Pole Position?<br /><br />That is one of the tires I am looking at.<br /><br />Damn you Pirelli, why did you have to cancel the p7000 in my size?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||Garfield Wright||03-16-2003||01:21 AM||||225 40 18 Marshall's that will be replaced in about in less tha a month with Falken's.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000018||Martin Chilcote||03-16-2003||11:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Go with the AVS Intermediates. They are really sticky, but noisy. The good part is they are really cheap. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think these have been discontinued.||66.139.167.243||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum3/001711.cgi
A||||6||meshwork||Anyone have a picture of a stripped GVR4 front?||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||03-13-2003||09:20 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I am looking for a picture of a GVR4 with bumper removed and maybe stock IC removed. <br /><br />I'm getting endtanks custom made, and I want to get a general plan for how I want them to be. <br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />Ryan||68.162.67.148||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||03-13-2003||10:30 PM||||i am not sure if this is what you needed but this is a non turbo front end stripped.it is gvr4#1362's,i happened to be just looking at it.Just scroll down the page and you will see it(white).||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||03-13-2003||10:31 PM||||i'm sorry i forgot the link  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.funtigo.com/caspergvr4" target="_blank">http://www.funtigo.com/caspergvr4</a>||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||talontsi||03-13-2003||11:19 PM||||More here if you need them.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4</a>||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000004||kazin||03-17-2003||10:06 AM||||We've got a couple of pictures of a GVR4 getting a Buschur front mount intercooler with some custom piping.<br /> <a href="http://www.victorresearch.com/Customers/Wess92GVR4/" target="_blank">http://www.victorresearch.com/Customers/Wess92GVR4/</a>||64.252.159.64||reg||1||LastOne||00001152||yes
Z||000005||number3||03-17-2003||01:28 PM||||<a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4/" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4/</a> <br /><br />Go to Photos<br /><br />Click on Harry<br /><br />I have 2 shot of number completly (everything)stripped. One is a very good front end shot.<br /><br />Lots of other goodies to... Someone posted for Galant racing videos. There are two of number3 at Carlise under the file section. They were shot by a bystander that I do not know.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||03-17-2003||01:55 PM||||That helps a ton guys, thanks a lot!||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum3/000485.cgi
A||||5||design kid||pillar gauge mounts||||5||
Z||000000||design kid||03-04-2002||01:29 AM||ihw@jps.net||anybody know where to get dual gauge pillar mounts for the galant.  i know mofugas had them but they are no longer listed on the site.<P>thanks - ian ||216.224.151.135||reg||5
Z||000001||turbowop||03-04-2002||01:31 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com|| <A HREF="http://www.gaugepods.com" TARGET=_blank>www.gaugepods.com</A> <P>I just ordered mine yesterday.||66.189.208.20||reg||12
Z||000002||design kid||03-04-2002||01:31 PM||ihw@jps.net||hey thanks<P>have a good one - ian||216.224.153.216||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||03-04-2002||03:40 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hey make sure you buy the grey one not the black. When I was looikng what color I should get, I ordered the black one only to find out I should have ordered the grey. Well that's what I get for lookng at it at night, But after I sent in the black one they sent me a grey one no charge. BTW the grey is $5 more.....If your are a DSM club member I think they still have free shipping<BR>Laterz||24.196.80.234||reg||1
Z||000004||Martin Chilcote||06-03-2002||12:29 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||How well did the pillarpods fit ?<BR>How well does the grey match ?<BR>Thanks<P>Martin||12.110.136.90||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||06-03-2002||02:43 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Well on mine the grey is a little off, to light. The fit is good though. ||24.196.87.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001712.cgi
A||||3||udriveu||just curious||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||03-14-2003||09:05 AM||udriveu@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33748&item=2407380866" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33748&item=2407380866</a><br />These looks like a good fit, but any idea why the person would let them go for so cheap? Is ADR crap or something?||64.252.98.41||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||drew||03-14-2003||02:36 PM||||can you give a better subject so I know what to expect when opening up a topic?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||03-14-2003||02:57 PM||||Sorry, I wasnt sure what to title it. But, please, try to keep the thread on topic.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||149.152.182.1||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||03-14-2003||03:29 PM||||First off you don't need a great name even wheels on ebay ?'s works. And second of all it is a ebay marketing idea if they put on a resrve people stop bidding if you start the price high people won't bidif you put the price low people bid stupid amounts (or have a buddy do it for you)and you will get more money for the same thing.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/001713.cgi
A||||3||Johnny Bravo||Aluminum driveshafts...||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||03-14-2003||10:01 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Hey folks, just found this while surfing the web looking for driveshaft parts since mine is totally farked.  I found a post over on the Mach V board of a guy who just got one.  The price of $499 isn't bad at all considering fixing mine would probably cost close to that if not more.  They only have the DSM shafts & axels listed, but I'm sure they could make a custom one.  Since my car will only be street driven & won't see the rigors of hard racing the strength of it won't be a huge issue compared to a steel shaft.  The post is at:<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.machvforums.com/showthread.php?s=3488d790ac3d2cea3eb1355890f09f85&threadid=16340" target="_blank">http://www.machvforums.com/showthread.php?s=3488d790ac3d2cea3eb1355890f09f85&threadid=16340</a><br /><br />...and more info on the parts at:<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.driveshaftshop.com/MITSU.ivnu" target="_blank">http://www.driveshaftshop.com/MITSU.ivnu</a>||128.8.218.137||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-14-2003||10:31 AM||||The T/EL & VR4 driveshafts are the same. Thats what I have in mine right now.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||03-14-2003||12:17 PM||||Hmmm...I could've sworn that the TEL's were shorter.  I know they have one less joint in them...or at least I thought they did.  Anybody have any pics of the two side by side...or at least pics of either one?||128.8.218.137||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||03-14-2003||12:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> Hmmm...I could've sworn that the TEL's were shorter.  I know they have one less joint in them...or at least I thought they did.  Anybody have any pics of the two side by side...or at least pics of either one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uh, the TEL driveshafts are not the same.  The axles are the same, but the driveshafts are quite a bit shorter.  <br /><br />Years ago I tried to swap a TEL driveshaft onto my car, and it was about 11 inches shorter if I remember correctly.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/001714.cgi
A||||1||ken inn||tongue twister||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||03-14-2003||12:20 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||All Kmarts and Walmarts in Iraq are being sold<br /><br />They are being replaced by  Targets  <br /><br />Tongue Twister for you to enjoy:<br /><br />If a bra is an upper topper titty flopper stopper,<br />and a jock strap is a lower decker pecker checker,<br />and a roll of toilet tissue is a super duper doody pooper scooper,<br />what do you call a Japanese drummer boy whose father has diarrhea?<br /><br /><br />A slap happy Jappy with a crap happy pappy||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||03-14-2003||12:28 PM||||too much time on your hands ken!||65.227.217.160||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001715.cgi
A||||1||ken inn||the REAL skill test!!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||03-14-2003||03:23 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://viral.lycos.co.uk/games/condomgame.html" target="_blank">http://viral.lycos.co.uk/games/condomgame.html</a>||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||91 #680||03-14-2003||03:27 PM||||lol  i got 280.  No babies for me!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum3/000490.cgi
A||||9||HKS VR-4||Momo steering wheel adapter||||1||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||03-05-2002||04:30 AM||||I was wondering if the Eclipse Momo hub adapter would work on the GVR4.||12.81.99.127||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||03-05-2002||08:19 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Yes, same part.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||03-05-2002||09:20 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Does a regular 1G T/E/L steering wheel bolt to a GVR4 or do you need an adapter for that?  <P>What's an 'Eclipse Momo'?<P>Dave||128.255.247.163||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||03-05-2002||11:11 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smokindav:<BR><B>Does a regular 1G T/E/L steering wheel bolt to a GVR4 or do you need an adapter for that?  <P>What's an 'Eclipse Momo'?<P>Dave</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Yes, a regular 1G DSM steering wheel bolts right in. <P>I think Eclipse Momo meant, the Momo hub adapter for the Eclipse.<P><BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||smokindav||03-05-2002||12:43 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||OOPS!  There I go again not checking the CAPS program again.  Oh well.  I'll try and do better!  <P>Now, does anyone have a Eclipse stock steering wheel for sale?||128.255.247.173||reg||1
Z||000005||HKS VR-4||03-05-2002||01:09 PM||||Sorry, I meant a MOMO hub adapter for an 90-94 eclipse. <P>So it will work???||12.81.76.221||reg||1
Z||000006||JonGVR4||03-05-2002||09:19 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<BR><B>Sorry, I meant a MOMO hub adapter for an 90-94 eclipse. <P>So it will work???</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>si||64.129.136.41||reg||1
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||03-20-2002||02:09 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Does anyone know any good places to pick up a Momo hub adapter?  I usually see them for around $60-65, but that seems a little steep to me, especially when you have to get horn buttons separate.||65.90.98.9||reg||1
Z||000008||BluFalcon||03-20-2002||03:32 PM||muttski@gte.net||You can get them at nopi.com on their E-Catalog Page.  You have to go through the vehicle specific menus to find it.  The MOMO hub is $54.10 plus shipping.||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000009||boostingvr4||03-25-2002||11:33 AM||boostin@hotmail.com||Try <A HREF="http://www.ltbmotorsports.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ltbmotorsports.com/</A> <P>Call them, I got a momo hub for 55 shipped! It was for my 92 MR2 Turbo which I sold, I still have the dang hub, now I need a gvr4 or TEL hub..anyone gots one for me ?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.37.235.250||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001716.cgi
A||||5||91 #680||Sleeper/Gabor||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||03-14-2003||04:27 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||Good guy.  I wouldn't or should any you be hesitant to buy from him.  Thanks again Gabor  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ...everything looks great.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||03-14-2003||06:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> Good guy.  I wouldn't or should any you be hesitant to buy from him.  Thanks again Gabor   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   ...everything looks great. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second that.  I got a faster turn around then I thought I would.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||gsxtasee||03-14-2003||08:27 PM||||I got my spark plug cover ASAP and it is _wonderful_  all I expected and more.  Gabor is a stand up guy!  I am also checking out his Heat shield and will report back fitment but I can already attest to the workmanship.  The welds on this thing are the stuff dreams are made of!!!  Honestly.  I think a good weld is a beautiful thing and a jacked up weld is one of the ugliest things you can do to your car... this thing is really nice, very thick and of sound build quality.  I look forward to running this thing on my car.<br /><br />Jason<br />1703/2k<br />'02 GTI 1.8t<br />'02 GSX-R 600<br /><br />all modded :-)||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-15-2003||12:05 AM||||I got the 5lbs of heroin in just 3 days.  The cut was perfect, just as advertised.  A+++++ seller.||64.108.201.168||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||03-15-2003||12:24 AM||||Damn, I mailed you 10lbs. The postal workers must of got the other half.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks for the feedback guys. As you read it on this tread. The first couple of manifold covers are sent out to be looked at and to see what the reaction was on them.<br />Unfortunately those where the only ones finished.<br />I don't think it's going to be welded, as it's really not neccesary. The material is strong enough to stay/hold on it's own.<br /><br />In the meantime I got more plug covers done if anybody wants one, with their number or anything else you might like engraved in it.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.202.251||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||03-15-2003||12:45 AM||||And I am waiting to say how good his work is when I get my valve cover    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001717.cgi
A||||5||talontsi||Funny Commercial!||||1||||talontsi||00000553
Z||000000||talontsi||03-14-2003||04:41 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||<a href="http://www.boostmobile.com/commercials/videowm.html?speed=mid&mo=streetracer" target="_blank">http://www.boostmobile.com/commercials/videowm.html?speed=mid&mo=streetracer</a><br /><br />Edited, hopefully this link works.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||03-14-2003||04:51 PM||||The link to which you refer to, it is unfunctional.||68.162.68.100||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-15-2003||12:12 AM||||Works.  Fire in the hole!||64.108.201.168||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||03-15-2003||12:44 AM||||It worked for me..thats some funny shit. Thats me in another 40 years...LOL||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||03-15-2003||12:59 AM||||That is so wrong.  Funny though, just wrong as shit.  It's like Fast and the Furious meets On Golden Pond or something.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||03-15-2003||04:01 PM||||fire in da hole fire in da hole!! lol||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum3/001718.cgi
A||||0||RayH||Doh! Busted Diablo||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||03-14-2003||05:10 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||<a href="http://www.1888fastlap.com/lamborghini_diablo_at_road_atlan.htm" target="_blank">Busted Diablo</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum3/001719.cgi
A||||8||blacksheep||I am finally excited about the gvr4 again...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-14-2003||06:57 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Winter is finally ending and I was glad today was friday. I got a whole bunch of goodies in the mail including my AGP L2 turbo, braided lines, and some other knick-knacks. <br /><br />I can see project Blacksheep finally taking some form and with summer coming soon, I can get to working on the car again!<br /><br />I will start posting pics soon and doing a write-up on my site. I figured I'd just share since it was lie Christmas in March.<br /><br /> <a href="http://boostin.home.mchsi.com/images/plug_covers.JPG" target="_blank">Which one would you put on your valve cover?</a>||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||03-14-2003||07:39 PM||||I would go with the carbon fiber one. If you decide to maybe polish your valve cover, the carbon fiber one would look even better.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||03-14-2003||08:28 PM||||Yeah, I say go with the cf one too.  That way you can sell me the AMG one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   ...cuz it'll look great on my polished valve cover    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    lol||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||03-14-2003||08:57 PM||||Thanks, guy. yeah, I landed up buying the CF one before and then found the AMG one for a steal and just grabbed it coz I figured AMG stuff is hard to come by...<br /><br />I am waiting on my valve cover. Gabor is doing some custom work to it, polishing it and and its what you would call "Shaved" ????...LOL. thats the line from American Pie 1...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||03-15-2003||12:02 AM||||You suck.  Really.  I loathe you.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Yeah, how 'bout that weather.  Beautiful day.  Thank god I was finally able to wash my car and not have it covered in crap by the snowplows.  Anyone need salt?||64.108.201.168||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||smokindav||03-15-2003||12:45 AM||||KC, put down the credit card and the crack pipe and slowly back away!||64.6.85.61||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||03-15-2003||08:57 AM||||Dave<br /><br />Actually, I dont own any credit cards, just my bank card. Credit cards are the devils child. I paid 3 1/2 years of college with them. I am not going go in debt building this car, thats for damn sure...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||number3||03-15-2003||10:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Winter is finally ending and I was glad today was friday.<br /><br />...and with summer coming soon, I can get to working on the car again!<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Me too. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||03-15-2003||06:29 PM||||That's why I kept riding you about not selling it and just putting it back together - and I didn't even snag any of the parts you'd need to get it rolling again   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /> <br />We'll see if once the boost hits hard you still have any thoughts of letting her go  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.222||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001720.cgi
A||||4||REDLINEGVR4||FLAGVR4||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||03-14-2003||11:01 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||New Website for all you fla gvr4 owners<br /><br /><a href="http://flagvr4.4t.com/" target="_blank">http://flagvr4.4t.com/</a>||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-14-2003||11:50 PM||||All right!  I like the popups!  Way cool.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I was the <a href="http://www.yourfreedvds.com/creatives/popunders/congrat_star_fastclick.html" target="_blank">21806098th visitor to your site and I won a free gift!</a>  Thanks!||64.108.201.168||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||03-17-2003||12:44 PM||||Glad you like the site||168.254.5.7||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||03-17-2003||01:35 PM||||You might want to find a different host.<br />One of the popups just locked up my computer.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||03-17-2003||06:04 PM||||I hate spam .,||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/001721.cgi
A||||12||number3||What were you thinking?  Defrauding SOA...||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||03-14-2003||11:01 PM||||<a href="http://www.i-club.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=9739" target="_blank">http://www.i-club.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=9739</a><br /><br />This is one reason Mitsu and DSM hates to sells turbo cars in the US of A. Sounds like a lot of GVR4 owners and DSMers with their Xfer cases...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-14-2003||11:44 PM||||Wow.  I'm stunned.||64.108.201.168||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||03-15-2003||12:15 AM||||"No, thats not a good thing. You dishonesty and your BSing is what causes the rest of us to have warranty denials for claims that are actually real. I for one am pretty pissed off that you got away with this crap.<br />YOU PLAY, YOU PAY<br />You don't have other people pay for your retarded mistakes and f-ups!" - imprezence<br /><br />no shit. i can't beleive he's getting away like this<br /><br />"If you guys were smart and scandalus, then you guys could get things covered under waranty too! What, did you think I was gonna pay $6gs to get my car fixed at the dealership! Hell no! So I took the time to put it back to stock, and I just played stupid! I don't see what is wrong with that!" - asshole<br /><br />what the fuck!!! what an ass... and he's acting as though it was other peoples fault<br /><br />that was fun to read but long.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||03-15-2003||04:05 AM||||This came up in another forum.   I was laughing so loud when I read the part that the guy reported him and then the poor sap cursing everyone out that he got busted.  But the entire thread turned into a moral discussion about which was worse:<br /><br />- Being a rat<br />- Turning your head away from what was happeneing right in front of you<br /><br />I think I stand that the Statman guy did ultimately what was right for him, but I wouldn't have announced that I reported the guy.||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||03-15-2003||04:45 AM||||no one likes to be ratted out. i know some of you folks are pretty honest but there is some kind of dark side within us all.  whether it happens in our past, present or future ie, stealing, cheating on your spouse/gf, doing a half-assed job, fooling around on the companys dime, etc.  We live and learn and that lesson is who ever ratted him out will be known as the snitch.  We can not see what people might not say in his presence or in our case..the forums.  For Example, how others say honda engineers browse the honda forums and mitsubishi browses the mitsu forums. Although we could just be paranoid about big brother...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.201.91.242||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||03-15-2003||11:37 AM||||Some people should be just put out of  <i>our</i>  misery.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   If he was so worried about being "ratted out" then he should've thought about what he was doing before he decided to take it upon himself not only to destroy his nice car, but to also defraud Subaru.  Serves him right.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000006||number3||03-15-2003||01:27 PM||||Or at least not brag about it to the world...<br /><br />I personally feel they should press charges. If not for fraud... for being stupid.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||03-16-2003||07:09 PM||||Well put it this way, it's about time someone tried to rip off a dealership, sence they do it everyday..... But yes he isn't very bright to say it on the net.||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||03-16-2003||07:14 PM||||I bet the same thing is gonna happen to Mitsu with the EVO's. SOme kid whos dad buys him a new one will blow it up cause he has all the JDM parts and he will do the same thing. Atleast we dont have these kind of Scumbags here... Well besides that Mod Jon who sold out to that Sentra ;-)... LOL sorry Jon||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||03-16-2003||07:17 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001851" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001851</a>||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||03-16-2003||07:17 PM||||I bet the same thing is gonna happen to Mitsu with the EVO's. SOme kid whos dad buys him a new one will blow it up cause he has all the JDM parts and he will do the same thing. Atleast we dont have these kind of Scumbags here... Well besides that Mod Jon who sold out to that Sentra ;-)... LOL sorry Jon||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||number3||03-16-2003||10:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001851" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001851</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's the dealer being stupid not Mitsu.  <br /><br />A better example of mitsu being stupid is the crankwalk issue.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||Team Ducktape||03-16-2003||11:47 PM||||The example was what I wanted, the dealer being stupid, because that is what the artical was about. The car companies aren't the bad guys the dealers are.....||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum3/001722.cgi
A||||5||gvr4ever||Palm shopping||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||03-14-2003||11:13 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Cheap uh er, Palms for logging.<br /><br /><a href="http://store.yahoo.com/craytonelectronics/index.html" target="_blank">http://store.yahoo.com/craytonelectronics/index.html</a><br /><br />Mine's already shipped, so you guys can have the rest  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-14-2003||11:29 PM||||I have a Palm IIIx...  I'll sell it for, say $5 plus shipping.  If anyone is interested.  Only problem is the backlight is burned out.  I purchased a m105 (cheap) thinking that it would be cool to have the backlight on in the car while logging at night.  Well... 1) shouldn't be looking at it and driving.  2) backlight sucks anyhow.||64.108.201.168||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||BlitzVR4||03-14-2003||11:37 PM||||So what's the deal with this company?  Are they brand new in a box or refurbished?  If they are brand new I am digging the Palm 505 with the color screen.  <br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||03-14-2003||11:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlitzVR4:<br /><strong> So what's the deal with this company?  Are they brand new in a box or refurbished?  If they are brand new I am digging the Palm 505 with the color screen.  <br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The web site says they are refurbished with a 30 say waranty.  What ever Palm you get, make sure it has a serial connector on it.  Maybe in the future we will have USB loggers, but right now you need to stick to serial.  Also read pocketlogger.com for Palm OS 5.0 issues.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||BlitzVR4||03-16-2003||01:10 PM||||I read it thorougly and did see that they were refurbished.  I guess I was blinded by the price.  I will definitly be very carefull.<br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||03-16-2003||02:27 PM||||If you're going to get a refurb, I'd recommend the Palm Vx, since it's slimmer and has 8mb memory.  I got mine for about $100 last year, and they're even cheaper now.  <br /><br />You can find many for about $75 on  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3013153339&category=15023" target="_blank">ebay.</a> <br /><br />I think that's where ken bought his, errrrrr, Claudia Schiffer edition Palm Vx.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/001723.cgi
A||||4||Garfield Wright||Hit a pot hole||||8||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||03-14-2003||11:37 PM||garfield@southfloridatuners.com||& blew both front & rear passenger side tires & bent rims.  Unbelievable.  I've driven this way home everyday for the last 5 years from work.  Where the fuck did this damn hole come from.  I was entering the highway @ approx 15-20mph when it happened.  Just my luck.||66.176.228.110||reg||8||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-14-2003||11:46 PM||||In Chicago, I believe if you can prove where it happened, the City will pay for the damages...  but I don't think they'll patch the hole.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.108.201.168||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||03-14-2003||11:50 PM||||I lost two Talon rims to a nasty pot hole.  I Know it's enough to piss you off.  That and YOU have to eat the cost.<br /><br />Anyone need two 1G talon rims  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I sware I'm just going to polish one up and put in on my desk at work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   That along with my spare turbo.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||03-15-2003||12:01 AM||||The city bought one of my new Centerline RPM's because of a pothole. Basically it bent one of my old wheels, so I filled out a claim with the city and their adjuster wound up giving me a check for $300 in the end. It took about a month from incident to check in hand. I used the money to put down on my Centerlines.<br /><br />*edit*  BTW, they let me keep my old bent wheel which still let the tire hold air so I was able to sell them as a set and get some money for them.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||03-15-2003||02:04 AM||||yeah that what happened last year when i got my prelude out of the body shop last year. car just got painted and had brand new 17s on it and on the way home form the shop i smashed a pothole. i took pictures and sent it to the Illinois Dept of Transportation and eventually got reimbursed after a long time (4 months). it just pissed me off b/c my car was entered in hot import nights 3 days later and i had to try to scavenge up a new rim fast.||64.80.249.222||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001724.cgi
A||||3||sleeper||You need to see this. CP||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||03-15-2003||12:16 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||If you're going to the shootout this year or thinking about it to go.<br />The new ride at Cedar Point is almost completed.<br /><br />Whatch this movie.<br /><a href="http://www.topthrilldragster.com/public/inside_park/rides/thrill/ttd/video/videos/Dragster-Hi.mov" target="_blank">http://www.topthrilldragster.com/public/inside_park/rides/thrill/ttd/video/videos/Dragster-Hi.mov</a><br /><br />Enjoy<br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.202.251||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-15-2003||12:28 AM||||You may get best results by right-click "Save As..." -- the file is 27.7 megabytes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.108.201.168||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||03-15-2003||12:42 AM||||Wow, that looks f&*king awsome.  I rode MF, and that was fun.  I guess I have a reason to go back.<br /><br />Damn 120 in less the 4 seconds!  I hope they check blood pressure in stuff before they let people on.  Thats insain for something that is open to the public. I'm so there.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||03-16-2003||01:12 AM||||Did anybody see the clock? The ride is only like 15 seconds.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.202.23||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/001725.cgi
A||||4||Romanova||New Galant Driver...||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||03-15-2003||10:35 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||1:30pm yesterday, my girlfriend gave birth to a 9 pound 5 ounce, 22 inch baby boy. #490 never looked so good with a car seat in the back. Just need to get one of those Recaro child seats now. <br />Just sharing the news!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||03-15-2003||10:39 AM||||congrads on the baby boy !  sounds healthy :-) <br /><br />yea, now you need to get a matching leather baby seat, you should put a chrome fire extinguisher on your pillar as well, safty first !   lol||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||Pappy||03-15-2003||09:24 PM||||Congratulations!  I think you definately need a recaro baby seat.  And a 5 point harness too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||03-16-2003||01:06 AM||||Congratulations, now you're a man!  5point for the young one.  Safety 1st.  By the way, be sure to get some kind of protection for the leather seat from those shartp edges of the recaro baby seat.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||03-17-2003||07:21 AM||||Get the Recaro baby seat. "Honey, it is much safer". And maybe you could even get two front Recaros to match. <br /><br />Congrats on the baby.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/001726.cgi
A||||2||gvr4in||New 14b||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||03-15-2003||08:41 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I knew my wastegate was f'd, but dayum was it cracked when i took it out! the whole area around the gate was cracked like crazy! I could see my finger through the other side, haha! Anyways I got a 14b off of a friend and just spent the last few hours putting it in, reason it took a few hours? Its POURING over here! I can't not have my car out for one day, sad huh? lol so I just swapped it in the rain (under a tarp the last half) but had to lie down for a while for the oil return and downpipe, i felt as if i were swimming with jeans, sweatshirt, ratchet, a 19, 17 & 19 mm socket.. haha anyways just thought id share! Oh and now I can actually boost past 14 lbs! Whoo whoooo<br /><br />Oh ya don't think I told you guys..I put on 3" turbo back the other day, what a difference!||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||03-16-2003||05:54 PM||||what exhaust did you use?...||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||03-16-2003||05:57 PM||||It's sd90galantgsx's old exhaust, some custom setup he had lying around his backyard.||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/000502.cgi
A||||12||ken inn||jdm motor||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||03-10-2002||03:21 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i am posting this as info on the jdm motor, which i have now run for about 500 miles.  breifly, last november, my car ate a valve, and i bought a jdm motor for 980+206 shipping from nic international, gardena, ca. 800 523 2343.  it was from an automatic, and arrived in 3 days, complete with cyclone intake, fuel injectors, exh+turbo(13b).  everything was sealed off with either very thick tape or a bolt.  they gave a 6 mo warranty, and it came with a card that showed a compression check.  the motor looked brand new, not a speck of dirt.  however, when i replaced the exh manifold, i could see that it had been run, and one exh stud was broken off.  with the motor on the stand, i changed out the timing/balance belts, and the water pump.  it sure is easy to do this with the engine on the stand.  everything inside was clean and dry, and i reused the pulleys and the tensioner.  i even used the jdm throttle body, it's GOT to be a lot newer and tighter than my old one, but it only has one vacuum port, and it sees nothing until 3000 rpm.  i left the cyclone intake on.  some modifications have to be made to get the cyclone to clear the a/c compressor, and you need the cyclone spark plug wires, too.  the cas was the old pigtail type, so i reused mine.  i also replaced the oil filter housing with my 90 air to air cooler one.  every nut or bolt i took off was clean and tight.  however, the following are different, and had to be removed.<BR>1.  the a/c compressor bracket<BR>2.  the sheet metal shield between the block and the trans.  we messed up on this, had to remove the trans and flywheel AGAIN.<BR>3.  there is a guide sleeve on the auto trans crank, and it was a mother to remove.  someone had posted that they got it off with a chisel and some robocop pliers.  i tried everything, i finally went after it with a dremel, and these tiny carbide bits i had gotten off of ebay for like 7 bucks.  if you have a dremel, you should get a set of these.  they will cut thru anything.  i even tried them on the exh studs, they cut right thru.  but even with the carbide bits, it took about 30 minutes.<BR>4.  i never changed out the cams, the automatic cams are supposedly not quite as good as the manual trans ones.  i cant tell the difference.  i had trouble starting the car, because i had the plug wires on reversed(DOH!). since the cyclone coils are on the outside of the manifold, it is easy to connect them backwards.  <BR>5.  the coils i got with the motor were exactly like the 91 and later.  i had gotten a cyclone intake before, and the coils were the earlier 90 type, and i had to switch them.  with this motor, this was not the case.<BR>6.  the surge tank bracket had to be severely ground on in order to clear the larger us a/c compressor.  also, one mounting boss for the coil had to be ground off, to clear the a/c line.  many have posted to just bend the line,  i tried that, and freon started to leak out.  only one small bolt holds the line to the compressor, and when you bend it, it forces the flange to lift up, and break the seal.  grinding off the boss, and moving the coil slightly works perfectly.  <BR>     the actual install took quite some time, because of the weather, i only have a carport, and it rained a lot.  i got a bunch of nasty notes from the management about junk cars in the park, and how it was not allowed.  it was not until after the motor was installed and i took it out for a test drive that i found out about the turbine wheel being jammed by the piece of the exhaust valve.  i bought a new center cartridge, and when i removed the old one, the piece of the valve fell out.  howard dropped a whole bunch of nuts and bolts in the  downpipe, and he had to remove it from the cat.  <BR>     for a few days, the car would not run right, because the injectors were clogged.  i threw in a bottle on fuel cleaner, and drove around, and they cleared up.  i did not seal off the ends when i removed the fuel rail, and they sat for about a month.  i reused my old injectors, i am planning on getting the jdm ones cleaned and will use them later.  <BR>     the jdm throttle body has only one vacuum port, and the cyclone has no egr, so i removed all of the egr lines.  <BR>     the thermostat housing has a feed pipe coming off the back, in the wierdest place, and i had to block it off.  sometime in the future, i will remove it again, and have it welded shut.<BR>     all of the hoses that were intact were in MUCH better condition than the ones on the car.  however, i put new ones on.  the o2 sensor was a funky one wire one.  what was left of the wiring harness was all clean and fresh, and flexible.  i was amazed.  these motors are still in production, they have not sat for years and years.  in the old motor, i was using 15w-50 mobil 1, in the new motor, i am using 5w-30, and i get much higher oil pressure readings in the new motor.<BR>     shortly after the motor install, the left front cv joint broke, so i had to install a new axle.  all in all, i am VERY pleased with the motor, and i recommend it to anyone.  sure, it's not a race motor, but i dont race.   and a lot of people have gone very fast on these motors.  lots of people have posted about the problems they have had with a rebuild, even problems with the machine shop assembly, and incorrect parts used.  some, even after the rebuild, still smoke, and use oil.  this one does neither.  in retrospect, i think the automatic motor is way better for my needs than the evo motor,because it probably hasnt been beat on, and probably has lower mileage.  even tho the evo motors put out more hp, most of that is in the ecu, and the bigger turbo, which i already have.  given a choice, i will take the automatic motor over the evo one.||4.35.73.86||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||03-10-2002||10:03 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||thanks for all the info. another place we have bought several reliable motors and trannies from is C&T in Pomona, California they have jdm motors for 1350 w/ 5speed.  the motors are all compression checked, but only carry a limited warranty.||207.94.118.192||reg||1
Z||000002||BluFalcon||03-13-2002||02:30 AM||muttski@gte.net||Thanks for the info Ken, looks like I'm going to have to go the JDM motor route for my Mirage 4G63 project.  I saw your motor in person, and it was in fact very, very clean.  I couldn't believe it.  Oh well, just waiting on an income tax check now..then it's JDM time.||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000003||roth4fun||03-13-2002||12:35 PM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||Good info there.  I am putting a JDM motor that I bought from NIC into my GVR4 as well.  I am trying to document most of the process and prices as I am doing it.  If anyone is interested, keep track of the project at <A HREF="http://www.rothbuilt.com/gvr4/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rothbuilt.com/gvr4/</A> ||209.144.56.250||reg||1
Z||000004||iceman69510||03-13-2002||12:49 PM||||I am interested in opinions on the 6 bolt v. 7 bolt engine debate.  Seems that due to the crankwalk issue, most TEL guys are pretty down on 7 bolt motors.  Are the JDM engines being acquired also 7 bolt?  I presume they are since that is what MMC built from 92. <BR>(just noted on the rothbuilt site that the engine in the picture appears to be a 6-bolt)<P>Anyone have one in long enough to report on durability?<P>Reason I am asking is I have acquired a slightly used 7-bolt which I may put in my car (after verifying internal condition), and wonder if that is the best move.<P>Thanks.<p>[This message has been edited by iceman69510 (edited 03-13-2002).]||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||03-13-2002||01:36 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||my motor was a 6 bolt.  perhaps the 7 bolts had to do with obd2||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000006||roth4fun||03-13-2002||02:33 PM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||When you order the motor, they ask for the application you are putting it into for compatability.  Since the 1G DSMs had 6 bolts that is what they offered.  I don't think you could fit a 7 bolt into a 1G without having to fabricate parts anyway.  I know the motor mounts do not allow a direct fit, I am sure there is more involved as well.||209.144.56.250||reg||1
Z||000007||Nate||03-13-2002||03:50 PM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||7 bolt 1G motors will bolt in, but why bother?  If you're not going to race the car, I suppose it won't matter, but I still wouldn't put one in any car of mine.  JDM motors have all been six bolt ones from what I've seen.  Just my opinion.||205.157.244.33||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||03-13-2002||05:14 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yo, nate, did you send out the fmic?||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000009||roth4fun||03-13-2002||08:56 PM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||Ken, I am curious what your NIC card read that came on the motor.  What was the compression for each of the cylinders on your used motor?<P>It is a German produced chart, go figure since it is a Japanese motor.  It ranges from "3,5" to "17,5".  If it is a times 10 scale for PSI, I have approximately 120 120 120 115.  That is pretty low and in the rebuild zone.  But if it is in bar which is times 14 to get PSI, then I have approximately 170 170 170 160.  That would be pretty good for a used motor.||24.207.191.71||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||03-14-2002||11:41 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||it is in bar, i got 140,140,135,137.  i can tell  it is a lot better than the old motor, because at idle i am getting about 20 in of vacuum, the old motor would only pull 17.  none or very negligeable oil usage, and that is on 5w30, much thinner than the 15w50 i was using.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000011||mitzy||03-17-2002||05:01 PM||nymig@hotmail.com||What brand oil cooler kit can you recommend for a JDM motor in a GVR4.  Car is located in Las Vegas so you can imagine how hot it gets in there.  <P>Thanks in advance.<BR>||24.46.88.185||reg||5
Z||000012||ken inn||03-17-2002||08:07 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i have always liked factory oil coolers.  some of the jdm motors come with the oil filter head, which is the best.  it will have the thermostat in it, and allow the oil to reach operating temps and then open, and send the oil to the cooler.  also, the threaded boss for the oil filter is part of the casting, and without the sandwich cooler, it locates the filter further away from the downpipe.  most important, it takes away the danger of the sandwich cooler coming loose, and you losing all of your oil. it will have 2 big banjo bolts for the lines, i just used the stock stuff off of a 90 eclipse, it all bolted right up without much problem, but i have the braided steel lines and a much bigger cooler to put on, whenever i get the gumption.  oil is a MUCH better heat transfer that water, so if you run a big cooler, it will have the effect of a radiator several times as large.  it will add years to the life of the motor.||4.35.74.104||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001727.cgi
A||||1||REDLINEGVR4||Finally||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||03-15-2003||10:42 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||After 2 year of not being on the road 1991 GVR4 1938/2000 is back up and running!!!||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-16-2003||03:46 PM||||Sweet, what was the problem? The longest mine was out was for 2 months, I wouldn't be able to stand it gone for 2 years!||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/001729.cgi
A||||1||305VR4||Buschur Website?  Where'd it go?||||1||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||03-16-2003||11:46 PM||||Judging from my Computer, Buschurracing.com has dissappeared from the face of the earth!  What's the deal?||12.254.6.11||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-17-2003||12:30 AM||||<a href="http://www.buschurracing.com/" target="_blank">http://www.buschurracing.com/</a> just worked for me||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/001730.cgi
A||||0||BigItalian||Canadians With Galants ||||1||||BigItalian||00001073
Z||000000||BigItalian||03-17-2003||04:47 AM||chill_dog33@hotmail.com||I know there may not be any but I wondering if there is any canadians thats have the special edition vr4 91 or 92 galants. If so how did you get your galant to canada and where did u find it? Shipped or pick up? Just wondering because I'm in BC and looking for one.||24.67.253.203||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes



ubb/Forum3/001731.cgi
A||||5||BigItalian||Any Galant Racing videos ? ||||7||||BigItalian||00001073
Z||000000||BigItalian||03-17-2003||05:13 AM||chill_dog33@hotmail.com||Does anyone have any galant racing vids or just video of there galant I'd sure love to seem em !||24.67.253.203||reg||7||BigItalian||00001073||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||03-17-2003||07:19 AM||||Go to the section on this site that is titled "Pictures and Videos". OK||68.41.73.246||reg||3||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||03-17-2003||12:46 PM||||I've got lots of random videos but don't know where to post them or get them out so people can see them.  Could i send them to you Jon, to post on the site?||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||number3||03-17-2003||01:41 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=001711#000005" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=001711#000005</a><br /><br />See my reply here as well.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||number3||03-17-2003||01:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Go to the section on this site that is titled "Pictures and Videos". OK </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Because he was not very clear the Pictures and Videos are under the "NEWS" section.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||BigItalian||03-17-2003||06:21 PM||||Thnx that yahoo site was great! The one in the new section i've see it before but still good... I can't wait to get one of these cars.||24.67.253.203||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes



ubb/Forum3/001732.cgi
A||||7||beavis||happy st. patty's day||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||03-17-2003||11:06 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i hope everyone is eating corned beef hash and drinking some beer.  just remember to drive safe.  i don't want to read any crashed galant posts.||138.23.82.51||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||03-17-2003||12:09 PM||||Thanks! Are you Irish??? I am half and the other half is french... so all the beer and wine I can drink! Funny thing I think my fam is like one of the only ones that has corned beef and cabbage and potatoes more then 10 times  ayear....||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||03-17-2003||01:35 PM||||I'm not irish, but it is my B-day, so i guess for today, I'm irish, so bring on the guiness !||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-17-2003||01:52 PM||||i have green underwear on.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||MrEd||03-17-2003||03:21 PM||||I hope your shorts came out of the package that color...<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.70.115.123||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||yes
Z||000005||BluFalcon||03-17-2003||03:24 PM||||I'm not wearing any green to work, but I'll be driving the GVR4 (Green) to work today, so thats gotta count for something.  If only I had a Green Turbo to go on it as well.  Alas....||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000006||beavis||03-17-2003||07:01 PM||||i always have green on (tattoo)  my family is 100% irish.  my wife and i went there on our honeymoon.  it was awesome.  we rented this pos called a nissan micra and drove around the whole country.  while we were there i saw two sti imprezas and an evo v, it was a real treat.  my wife was pissed cause i wasted 2 rolls of film on cars.||138.23.82.55||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||03-17-2003||07:56 PM||||ha,good way to use film||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/001733.cgi
A||||7||ken inn||amazing||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||03-17-2003||12:52 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||this place has cars with 298 whp on 270cc injectors.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rippmods.com/" target="_blank">http://www.rippmods.com/</a>||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||03-17-2003||01:32 PM||||I just looked at there site and I dont know if they are a good dealer or just some people who will tune anything. They had a Lambo, porsche and those 4cyl galants. They got 173 hp out of a 5 sp 2.4L. Not ot bad but considering the kit is like 3500 bucks its not worth it. Plus the running of small ass injectors seems liek they will just do anything... Oh and if you get a chance check out there Stratus R/T running 14.1 after they proed alot of money in it....||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||03-17-2003||01:59 PM||||I don't know a thing about the company, I was just breezing over the website, when I noticed this:<br /><br />"RIPP Now excepts PayPal"<br /><br />I'm sorry, but if you can't spell correctly, you're not going to get any of my business.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||03-17-2003||04:01 PM||||DDP's VR4 made 329hp with the stock injectors. I would upgrade my ignition system before upgrading injectors, there is not point in feeding the engine more fuel, if you can't completely burn it. Eficiency, not size.||198.111.38.164||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||DSSA||03-17-2003||04:47 PM||||I've seen many 400+ rwhp cars running the stock ignition systems without any misfires....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||03-17-2003||07:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> DDP's VR4 made 329hp with the stock injectors. I would upgrade my ignition system before upgrading injectors, there is not point in feeding the engine more fuel, if you can't completely burn it. Eficiency, not size. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just upgraded to 550's because my stockers couldn't keep up. I've never had an ignition problem. I don't know what power the car puts down, but I'm guessing after my clutch finally goes in this month I should be around the high 12's.<br /><br />*edit* BTW....I know the stockers were maxed because I use my logger for tuning. For the amount of air I'm flowing my car required more fuel. And I'm pretty sure its being burned.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||03-17-2003||08:19 PM||||<a href="http://www.rippmods.com/japan/galantsc.asp?menuId=2&pageId=68" target="_blank">Did you guys see this on that site?</a> ...||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||03-17-2003||08:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> DDP's VR4 made 329hp with the stock injectors. I would upgrade my ignition system before upgrading injectors, there is not point in feeding the engine more fuel, if you can't completely burn it. Eficiency, not size. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here's how it works.  Bigger injectors + scaled back pulsewidth = more timing/more power. <br /><br />I have bigger injectors and an upgraded ignition, and I would definitely recommend the bigger injectors over the ignition.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/000509.cgi
A||||27||iceman69510||VR4 number vs. VIN||||1||
Z||000000||iceman69510||03-15-2002||01:05 PM||||Posting this to this list (because most user here seem to be cool)  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">-<P>I have a VIN list of all the VR4s imported to the US, and to make a comprehensive match of the vehicles, I would like to request people submit to me two pieces of information:<BR>1) VR4 number xxx/1000, etc.<BR>2) Last 8 of VIN, or last 6 and model year of the car.  <P>Information will not be used in any commercial way, only for benefit of all VR4 owners, and would eventually be posted somewhere for all to use.  You may provide owner name and location, but not necessary unless you would all like to see this become a accurate registry. If you have any info on scrapped or previously owned vehicles, I would take that too.<P>Please submit comments or the information to me at dbliese@juno.com, or go ahead and post here.<P>Thanks for the help!<p>[This message has been edited by iceman69510 (edited 03-15-2002).]||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000001||markrieb||03-15-2002||06:24 PM||markrieb@3-cities.com||I don't mind sending the info, but I'd rather send to an email address rather than post to this board.<P>Mark Rieb||208.8.197.2||reg||1
Z||000002||iceman69510||03-18-2002||01:07 PM||||Thanks for the reply Mark.  I noticed you had supported the idea on the yahoo list as well when Tom posted there.  <BR>As you can see, I did provide my email address.  If anyone has already sent to there, thanks.  I did not get to check this weekend since Saturday am.  <P>I encourage everyone to do this to help the owner community.  Again, be assured that there is not intention to do anything with this info other than help old, new, potential owners.<P>Thanks.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000003||smokindav||03-19-2002||09:45 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||657/2000 thus it's a 1991<P>last 5 of vin 09255<P>Dave||12.87.87.213||reg||1
Z||000004||iceman69510||03-19-2002||09:52 AM||||Thanks, Dave.<P>That's 2. <P>(Mark was #1)<P>Dave||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000005||iceman69510||03-19-2002||10:11 AM||||Some teaser statistics for you:<P>1991 Model Year:<P>White  721 cars<BR>Black  660 cars<BR>Green  627 cars<P>Federal    1724<BR>California  284 <P>Top 5 states for sales<BR>California<BR>New York<BR>Texas<BR>Pennsylvania<BR>Florida<P>All those sunshine states getting AWD!||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000006||1312VR4||03-19-2002||01:29 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||#1312/2000 Obviously<BR>V.I.N. 010857<BR>According to documentation<BR>Originally shipped to: <BR>Rick Case Mitsubishi<BR>3180 Satellite Blvd.<BR>Duluth, Ga. 30136||63.52.203.50||reg||1
Z||000007||markrieb||03-19-2002||03:34 PM||markrieb@3-cities.com||I actually bought my car new off of the showroom floor in Concord CA in November of 91.<P>At that time the dealer had like 6 each 91's on the lot and about the same number of '92's.<P>I looked at both and decided I liked the wheels and lack of chrome trim of the '92's best, so I bought a 92.<P>I didn't want another black car, the grey was too close to black, white was too plain, so that left me with green.  Although given the choice again, I'd look closer at the white and grey.<P>Mark Rieb||208.8.197.2||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||03-19-2002||07:03 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||#1886/2000<BR>vin # MZ006838<BR>||66.156.210.183||reg||1
Z||000009||turbowop||03-19-2002||09:57 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Less green ones than any other car huh? I could swear I see more green ones than the other colors. Including mine. I rarely see black. <BR>Oh, uh, I'll give you my VIN when I can see it. I don't know it off the top of my head and it's at my fathers shop.<P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 03-19-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000010||Ferrari F50 GT||03-19-2002||11:18 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||#651/1000<BR>last 8 of vin: NZ007324<BR>Black||63.227.47.180||reg||1
Z||000011||Ash||03-19-2002||11:31 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Geez, I really like my Maroon colour now!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000012||iceman69510||03-22-2002||10:38 AM||||Come on everbody, pitch in.  I've gotten about 6 or 7 responses, but I'll be 100 years old before I finish at this pace. Please send info any way you want, but please consider the request seriously.  I've already identified a few VINs that indicate "salvage" titles, and that is good info to know if considering buying a car. <P>1992 stats:<BR>White     283<P>Green     282<P>Black     210<P>Gray      226<P>Federal     840<P>California  161<P>Thanks again to those contributing.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000013||number3||03-22-2002||11:22 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||JA3CX56U7NZ016102<P>#3/1000<P>Black<P>1992<P>All options.<P>Harry||208.59.96.67||reg||1
Z||000014||VR4#623||03-22-2002||12:57 PM||anthony_gould@ams.com||1992 White<BR>623/1000<BR>Last 8 of Vin. - NZ009074<P>Tony||162.70.122.91||reg||1
Z||000015||1101||03-22-2002||06:29 PM||karns10@attbi.com||1101/2K<BR>JA3CX56U2MZ009797<BR>Green<BR>Sunroof<P>467/1K<BR>JA3CX56U3NZ016663<BR>Grey<BR>Sunroof<p>[This message has been edited by 1101 (edited 03-22-2002).]||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000016||blytz||03-23-2002||01:01 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||1992 Grey<BR>Sunroof/Cd Player<BR>#373/1000<BR>vin : NZ018485<p>[This message has been edited by blytz (edited 03-24-2002).]||24.159.61.65||reg||1
Z||000017||Team Ducktape||03-24-2002||01:54 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||32/1000<BR>1992 Kensington Grey Metallic <BR>VIN last 8: NZ012918||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000018||VR6 Eater||03-24-2002||11:06 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||24/2000<BR>green<BR>VIN-MZ010337||65.227.187.197||reg||1
Z||000019||DeanCouchey||03-25-2002||11:45 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||#1778/2000<BR>Summit White<BR>MZ008527<P>NO sunroof and no CD player!<BR>Dean-1778||12.78.223.233||reg||1
Z||000020||#258||03-25-2002||06:10 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||Green 1992 V.I.N. NZ007745||67.82.196.57||reg||1
Z||000021||Jimmy||03-26-2002||06:55 AM||||817/2000<BR>Summit White<BR>MZ012642||198.26.74.99||reg||1
Z||000022||4g63t||03-27-2002||03:30 PM||||140/1000<BR>'92 Green<BR>NZ013413<p>[This message has been edited by 4g63t (edited 03-27-2002).]||199.254.212.48||reg||1
Z||000023||boostboy51||04-02-2002||02:54 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||#327/2000<BR>vin 012667 black on black on black!<P>bought mine in Milwakee<BR>now resides in Springfield MO||64.12.106.47||reg||1
Z||000024||rxtuner||04-08-2002||09:15 PM||rxtuner@aol.com||698 of 1000<BR>NZ014311<BR>1992 green CD & sunroof<BR>bought in Chicago IL<P>Working on a white 1991. I will get you the data for it one way or the other.  If there is not a registry yet I vote for starting one, if you and the other member are up for it.  I could not agree more about the members of this board being cool. I have only been involved since Nov. 2001. The information has been worth a bunch and lots of fun. ||198.81.17.166||reg||14
Z||000025||eVRythng_4||04-09-2002||02:41 AM||||#1280/2000<P>Summit White w/out sunroof or cd<P>V.I.N. MZ010772<P>I bought mine in '99 from the original owner who lived in Beaufort,SC...He bought the car from a local mitsu dealer- Stokes Mitsubishi of Beaufort. I was fortunate to aquire w/the car most if not all of records/paperwork, even the original window sticker.||65.33.38.241||reg||1
Z||000026||SPEEDFIEND||04-09-2002||04:16 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||#160/1000 VIN: JA3CX56UXNZ012450 Kensington Gray. I just bought the car a month ago. It still had the window sticker in the glove box.  It was delivered to Tulsa, OK.  I live in Matinsburg, WV.  Kris      ||67.208.122.212||reg||1
Z||000027||dave758/1000||04-24-2002||05:13 PM||dnoble77@hotmail.com||758/1000  NZ007533<BR>belize green w/sunroof<BR>99k miles||206.168.195.115||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000510.cgi
A||||3||DSMGVR4||Touch-up paint for Kensington Grey?||||1||
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||03-15-2002||11:17 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Can I just get a bottle of color-matched touch up paint from the Mitsubishi dealer?<P>What info do i need to talk Mitsu?<BR>Thanks John||152.163.194.198||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||03-15-2002||11:49 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||the dealer can get you a bottle.  i can't remember if they need the vin number or the paint code off the driver's door.||207.94.118.144||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||03-16-2002||12:40 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I know for sure that the paint code is on the metal plate on the firewall, it may also be on the door jam. Just give the dealer that number.||66.156.210.183||reg||1
Z||000003||DSMGVR4||03-17-2002||01:22 AM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Thanks for the lead guys. <BR>John||152.163.194.191||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000511.cgi
A||N||2||mitzy||ECU location in a GVR4||||5||
Z||000000||mitzy||03-16-2002||10:30 PM||nymig@hotmail.com||Where exactly is the ECU located inside the GVR4?||24.46.88.185||reg||5
Z||000001||turbowop||03-16-2002||11:23 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Above the passenger side kickpanel behind the glovebox.||198.81.17.162||reg||1
Z||000002||mitzy||03-17-2002||04:54 PM||nymig@hotmail.com||Thanks.  I plan to replace the caps.<BR>||24.46.88.185||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000512.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||www.zainobros.com||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||03-17-2002||11:17 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||about a year ago, i started using this stuff on the wife's mazda.  i had to take off all the old wax,and put on a base, then started using the polish, and the scratch remover.  the car is black, and has a clear coat.  this stuff is amazing.  it is by far the best i have ever used.  nothing will stick to it, bird shit, bugs, road tar, nothing.  and you can layer it, not like most polishes, which remove the last coat.  when i remove the front mask, underneath is still slippery to the touch, like it just got polished.  i havent tried it on the galant, i dont think the galant has a clear coat, or, if it did, it dont now.  this stuff outlasts by far any other product i have ever used.  also, when i am done polishing, i can usually wash off the applicator with dishwashing detergent, but not this stuff.  i gotta throw away the applicator now, but it is well worth it.  after the initial prep, application and removal is extreemly easy.  you gotta try it, but dunno if it will work on non clear coat.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000001||galantvr4us||03-18-2002||01:44 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||I was researching wax products for my new car and zaino brothers seems to be the most liked.  Did you use the claybar at all or just z-1, z-2, and z-5?<P>Katie<BR>||65.65.199.113||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||03-18-2002||01:51 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Hey Ken if you dont want to order it theres a shop in Irving that caries it. Its a Viper place off of Beltline and 183. I LOVE that stuff on my Nile Black car.<BR>Zach||216.51.102.170||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||03-18-2002||02:31 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||first, i did the dawn dishwashing soap, then i did the clay bar.  then z-1 and z-2,  since then, i have been alternating the z-2 and the z-5, i notice that the z-5 does not give quite the shine as the z-2, but it does remove a lot of the swirl marks.  the z-2 makes it like glass.  yah, black is not an easy color to polish, cause every little scratch shows||63.146.72.140||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000513.cgi
A||||0||suprflewus||bleeding abs compressor||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||03-17-2002||11:41 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||can someone explain how you bleed the abs compressor??<P>thanks<BR>dale||64.12.103.163||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000514.cgi
A||||2||Newt GVR4||carpet dying?||||1||
Z||000000||Newt GVR4||03-17-2002||07:30 PM||chriszender@hotmail.com||my interior black carpet is a little grey from the sun (floormats too).  I have heard of dying the carpet, but what do you use?||216.169.65.144||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||03-17-2002||10:57 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Acually,the GVR4 carpet and mats were originally grey in color. Only the seats were black..||129.71.114.246||reg||1
Z||000002||Newt GVR4||03-18-2002||01:07 AM||chriszender@hotmail.com||well then i guess do to various oil, grease, and mud stains (previous owner, i swear it can't be my fault).  the carpet in question does not have a uniform color.  i would like to fix that and make it black.  i guess the grey thing is probable my 3000 had beige carpet, but i was able to keep that clean.  i need/like some spray on dye or something (black pref).||216.169.64.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000515.cgi
A||||5||nz vr4||dump pipe off wast gate||||1||
Z||000000||nz vr4||03-18-2002||06:21 AM||philipsdaniel@hotmail.com||Has anyone got a dump pipe off the wast gate ? If so did it make much of a diffrence if any ?||203.96.199.89||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||03-18-2002||03:26 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea it makes it louder... Somepeople like it some people think it's ricey?||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||03-18-2002||06:00 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I'm building a 2" dump off the wastgate with either a 2 1/2" or 3" dump from the turbine but it's all plumbing into the exhaust, somehow...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||03-18-2002||06:51 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Im running a o2 eliminator with an external "2 dump. I dont know about the performance difference compared to the standard 02 housing,because I put it on when I built my motor. I do know that with a full "3 turbo back I get no  boost creep. Its defineatly obnoxious under full throttle,so you learn some restraint to avoid getting the attention of the local five-oh..||129.71.114.75||reg||1
Z||000004||evol||03-20-2002||01:40 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com|| "I do know that with a full "3 turbo back I get no boost creep."<P>thats the best news ive heard all day.<P>whats your setup?||172.133.176.148||reg||1
Z||000005||Ian M||03-20-2002||11:29 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| When i got my motor together,i just wanted to get it going so I severely ported the 14b,kinda just to experiment. Along with porting the exhoust housing inlet and wastgate flapper,I belled out the turbine outlet to 2.5 to match my 02 eliminator (2"dump) From there back it a 3"Dp back to a Dynomax welded ultraflo. Since I havent put a pump in it yet,I have a Grainger(ball spring) valve set at 13psi,and it holds rock steady. Ill see what happens when I upgrade the turbo,Although freind of mine has a Talon with a similar exhaust setup as mine,except he has a small 16g,95 pistons,and 2.5 ic pipes and it had terrible creep using the stock solenoid when he was breaking in the motor-When he installed a Grainger valve,it never creeped again...||129.71.114.68||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000516.cgi
A||||11||mdpvr4||1817 is officially dead||||9||
Z||000000||mdpvr4||03-18-2002||12:25 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||last week colorado had a pretty quick storm move in and everything turned to ice, my beautiful vr4 was out in front of my house when some fucker decided to hit it then run  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif"> however, due to the fact that this person is a complete dumb ass, he left a piece of his bumper next to my car. i am a auto body specialist and i knew right away what kind of vehicle it came off. so idecided to look at the local high schools and i found them right away. i had the security guards park behind him so he couldnt leave..... to be continued untill the police tell me what they did to the little bastard. i do know that a hit and run is a felony, sucks to be him.<BR>damage report is:<BR>driver fender<BR>front door<BR>rear door<BR>front and rear bumper rocker panel(side skirts) <BR>A-frame(door post)<BR>camber is way off in the back, bent arms and shock.<BR>inner quarter pannel, outer quarter panel<BR>and of course a paint job<BR>its hard to tell untill i get it on a frame rack, but probably a slightly bent frame.<P>i would love to beat the shit out of this kid but i cant because the police are already involved.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||198.81.17.58||reg||9
Z||000001||Ash||03-18-2002||05:59 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Sorry to hear  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||03-19-2002||12:59 PM||||damn, that's hella bull shit!!!. So what happened??? I mean, was your car snowed in and covered to the roof and the stupid kid just decided to do some 4x4ing or he saw your car clearly and picked out your car for some monster trucking???<P>Either way, that's hella f**cked up...kid is definately gonna get what he deserves!!!! Hope your baby (GVR4) is fixable even with all the damage. Keep us informed.||12.81.69.190||reg||11
Z||000003||bomberbboy||03-19-2002||09:54 PM||bomberbboy28@yahoo.com||sorry to hear that... but at least you found the kid!||64.170.194.14||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||03-19-2002||11:25 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Hey Matt, good to hear that you found that kid.  You know what you could do...wait until this all dies down, then get go and beat his ass <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  That knock sensor you got for me is melted on the back, so I ordered a new one from Boulder Mitsu.  Only $60 (originally $100) with the Colorado DSM discount.  Are you going to get that Talon you were talking about?  I'll keep an eye out for a GVR-4 or a good deal on a DSM.<P>Ian||63.227.47.180||reg||1
Z||000005||mdpvr4||03-21-2002||12:45 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||well this is some bull shit, that kid got away!!!!!!! they didnt even write him a fukin ticket. they said it waecaus it happened when we were on accident alert. but it still doesnt explain why he didnt leave a note or something. all i know, is that kid is in a world of shit and he's in too deep to get out. maybe we can have a vr4 rally and park all the cars infront of the kids house, and ill pull a seat out of my car and sit in the street.then we can make fun of him.||198.81.16.46||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||03-21-2002||01:22 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Do you have any legal path to follow?  Geez, its a bloody limited edition car there, it may not be worth much, but they aren't just some shitvic or something.  I'd be out for blood.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif">||165.228.131.11||reg||5
Z||000007||ken inn||03-21-2002||09:40 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||a similar thing happened here with stephen reiter's car.  got front ended when it was parked in front of his house.  totaled it out, jammed in the front bumper, hood, both front fenders, core support.  his car was BUILT!  air to liquid custom intercooler, 20g, tial wastegate, fuel cell, agx, he got like 10k insurance for the car, bought it back, and sold all the stuff off of it, and the shell later.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000008||mdpvr4||03-21-2002||11:06 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||how much did he buy it back for??||198.81.16.47||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||03-21-2002||11:32 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||dunno.  usually, ins co's have a set percentage.  they will probably cut you a deal if you want to buy it back.  but first, before you let them know you want to buy it back, get your full settlement price, then ask how much to buy back the car. if you keep it, it saves them a lot of time and money.  btw, place i used to work for, some people stopped payment on thier checks, and the owner hired a couple of guys to steal back the car.  they did this for a living, and once the car is on the lot, he would slap a lien on it, and the customer had to come down with cash money.  repo companies, like gmac, have full crews who do this.  dont colorado have some very high cliffs?<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 03-21-2002).]||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000010||Hunter||03-21-2002||01:22 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||whoa whoa... u mean u can fuck up any car as long as you guys are on "accident" alert??   i'd get a lawyer...  i've heard of some kooky laws, but that takes the cake.  pretty much sounds like they legalized reckless driving to special EVENTS...  man..  that's crazie||4.62.225.45||reg||5
Z||000011||mdpvr4||03-21-2002||07:27 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i will look in to getting a lawyer, only if the insurance co. doesnt give me all my money back for the high performance stuff. i have reciepts for everything! theres no way im gonna let them fuck me on this.... if they did legalize wreckless driving, i guess ill have to but a pinto and crash into his car.||198.81.16.178||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000517.cgi
A||||0||1312VR4||What are some of your brake setup's||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||03-18-2002||03:15 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I'm looking at replacing my brakes again. I can get the KVR set up for about $500, but I havent heard much about us running them. Or are Power Stop w/ Metal Mater pads a better set up. This is another Co. that I found(Pure Performance) but heard NOTHING of them. <A HREF="http://www.pureperf.com/brakes/Import_brake_x.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pureperf.com/brakes/Import_brake_x.html</A>  I want something that performs good & looks even better w/ my 18's. The car is mainly for show But also for drag racing. Thanks for the inputs<BR>||209.253.62.100||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000518.cgi
A||||5||turbowop||new stuff||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||03-18-2002||06:59 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Alright! I drilled and tapped my 2g manifold. Then had it match ported to a 7cm gasket. Had to put a plug in the new sensor  hole until my EGT gauge ships as it's on backorder. But I did hook up my boost gauge and Jumptronix a/f gauge. At WOT the a/f shows .88 after the car is warmed up. Vacuum at idle is 16in/hg at about 1200ft, and full boost from a ported TRE small 16g is 11.5psi<BR>(no boost controller yet) at 3200 rpm. I expected a little more boost since the restrictor in the BCS is taken out. Does this all sound pretty good.<BR>Can I up boost to 14 or 15psi before I get a new fuel pump or is it needed first. I am going to get a upgrade pump anyway in a month or two but wanted to know if the engine would be okay until then.<P>Thanks<BR>Mark<BR>1051 ||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000001||markrieb||03-19-2002||03:30 PM||markrieb@3-cities.com||What is the rest of the exhaust like?  Stock or upgraded and what size.<P>The other thing to do on a GVR-4 to get a bit more boost is to trace the lines from the boost solenoid back to the IC piping.  You will notice that the tubing Y's and goes to two places on the IC piping, one upstream and one downstream of the IC.  Pull the tubing off of the upstream (turbo) side of the IC, plug the nipple on the IC piping and plug that portion of the boost solenoid tubing.  Now you are only sensing boost from the downstream side of the IC.  This pressure will be lower (from both flow restriction and the cooling effect of the IC) than the upstream side of the IC.  Replace the tubing between the boost solenoid and IC piping with new tubing, slightly larger than what is there, either 3mm or 5mm, I can't remember which.  This should get you into the 15 psi range with the 16g, assuming you have at least a 2.5" exhaust.  <P>A bigger exhaust will also help the boost come on sooner as 3200 rpm is a little late for a small unclipped 16g to hit full boost, should be closer to 2800 rpm for 10-11 psi.  Vacuum idle is also a bit low, I see 18-20" in Kennewick (approx 500' asl).  I have seen 14-16", but that was in Salt Lake City at 4800' asl.<P>0.88v on the O2 is a bit low, depending on where you are measuring the voltage and the age of the O2 sensor.<P>14-15 psi *should* be OK, but I would at least rewire the stock pump (this is also a good mod for an upgrade pump).  If you replace the fuel pump, realize that if you go for one of the huge pumps (supra, Walbro 255 lph, Cosmo, etc) you *will* have to also install an adjustable fuel pressure regulator.<P>Mark Rieb<BR>||208.8.197.2||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||03-19-2002||09:46 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Exhaust is 2.5" catback. No cat. I thought vacuum seemed a bit low also, but my friend's GSX has an engine with only 4000 miles on it and he sees the same readings. Last summer I did a leakdown and got 2% or better in all cylinders, so my engine should be healthy. I have only put 3000 miles on it since then. O2 sensor is 3000 miles old. Jumptronix is tapped in right before the ECU.<BR>Hey, since you're in the Tri Cities we should get together sometime. I have three friends here with gvr4's. One of which works in the Carey Motors parts dept.(mitsubishi dealer)I think some DSM people are getting together on April 6 at Renegade raceway for the start of season test and tune. I'm not big on quarter mile racing, but it would be cool to get some eastern WA gvr4's out.<P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 03-19-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000003||kartorium31||03-20-2002||11:51 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Hey i think it would be cool to have some eastern wash vr4s together.  I live in ellensburg so let me know or somthing and i could prob go down there.||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000004||turbowop||03-21-2002||04:50 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Kartorium,<P>I also live in Ellensburg, since my girliefriend goes to CWU. I work in Yakima though and daily drive a Subaru Justy. I keep my gvr4 at my parent's house in Yakima, since there's no room for it at my apartment. I think I saw you a couple weeks ago. Is your car black with the paint sanded off of the hood? We should get together sometime. I have a couple friends in Yakima I get together with to work on cars.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000005||kartorium31||03-21-2002||03:28 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||yeah i am painting my car it doesn't need that much work but the hood was kinda messed up and the rear passenger side of the roof is screwed up too.  somebody didn't do a proper job when they painted it last.  i just got a boost gauge and i have a 2.5 inch exhuast.  I will be getting a mbc soon but I dont' have any money, all tied up in painting.||12.18.158.25||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000519.cgi
A||||4||turbowop||Lotek pillar pods||||8||
Z||000000||turbowop||03-18-2002||07:05 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Mine fits like SHIT! The predrilled top mounting hole would have put the screw right into the seat belt track. I had to cut some of the bottom off so I could mount it lower on the pillar. It looks somewhat okay when mounted but could've been much better. My friends Lotek full pillar fit WAAAYY better in his 96GSX.<BR>Anyone else have these problems?<P>Mark<BR>1051 ||66.189.208.20||reg||8
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||03-19-2002||03:54 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||sorry, no, only the upper screw is a bit too long, so I changed to a shorter screw and it fits perfectly...||63.204.72.115||reg||1
Z||000002||BluFalcon||03-19-2002||04:40 AM||muttski@gte.net||I used "automotive goop" adhesive and a bunch of C-Clamps to secure the pod to the pillar.  I screwed the supplied screws into the pillar and cut off the excess length.  Pod is secure, and not going anywhere for awhile.  I do have to get in there with a heatgun or torch and try to reshape it a bit..so that it fits the contour of the pillar a bit better.||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000003||galantvr4us||03-19-2002||02:49 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||I just used a smaller screw also-fits perfect no complaints here.<P>Katie<BR>||65.65.199.113||reg||1
Z||000004||Russ Keenan||03-22-2002||12:21 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||I had to heat mine up a little (sounds wierd) to get it to fit half decent but it looks pretty good now. The only thing that dissed me was the color I ordered the dark grey and not where near dark enough and its not black either so i had a hell of a time matching up the paint. But all's well that ends well....I guess  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.164.41.58||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000520.cgi
A||||5||vilesgvr4||Ignition System||||1||
Z||000000||vilesgvr4||03-18-2002||08:25 PM||vile@corporatedirtbag.com||I have a 91 VR4 and was wondering what the estimated cost of a DIS Coil (ignition) <BR>and spark plug wires ran for this car<BR>and whats the easiest way to go about removing the coil? preciate all the info||168.191.89.161||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||03-19-2002||03:39 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Buschur Racing  5009  MSD DIS-2 $320 <BR>Summit Racing MSD-6211   Distributorless, 4-cylinder engines with two coil packs, MSD DIS-2 ...    $319.95 <BR>As for wires..... Look at the same places, Also it will make it easier when you buy it to have all shipped from one place.<BR>Hope it helps.<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||03-19-2002||03:41 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Oh, And the easiest way to get it out is to remove the bolts that hold it in hehehe.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000003||vilesgvr4||03-19-2002||09:05 PM||vile@corporatedirtbag.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>Oh, And the easiest way to get it out is to remove the bolts that hold it in hehehe.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>lol yea i guess that would make sense||206.133.82.223||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||03-19-2002||09:55 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I used NGK's. And had no problem with them, I think they are around $50 or so? You don't have to remove the coil to put in a Dis-2. You have to tap into the wires, This link will tell you all you need to know about the dis-2 and how to hoo it up: <A HREF="http://www.dsm-performance.com/catalog/msd_dis2.php" TARGET=_blank>www.dsm-performance.com/catalog/msd_dis2.php</A> <P>Hope it helps,<BR>Rob||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000005||vilesgvr4||03-21-2002||08:00 AM||vile@corporatedirtbag.com||Preciate the info man,<BR>heh my names Rob also.||206.133.82.137||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000521.cgi
A||N||3||mitsu13ishi||Trunk and Gas Tank Levers||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||03-19-2002||03:24 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||Yes, i have a 1990 Galant GSX, Non turbo, and the trunk and gas tank levers are located at the bottam left of the driver seat right when you open the door. anyway, about 2 months ago i pulled the trunk lever and it didn't work. hasen't worked since, and today.. i pulled the gas tank lever and it stopped working also. anybody know why it stopped? or better yet how to fix it? thanks alot guys... it would be really appericated!||152.163.213.76||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||03-19-2002||09:51 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||My trunk release lever quits working in winter and starts to work again in summer. Something to do with the temperature. I just use my key to open it. No problems with my gas lever.<P>Mark<BR>1051<BR>||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||03-20-2002||01:58 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||The trunk lever stopped working on my '92 VR4 also.  When I pull on it, it's not really linear resistance also.  It feels like something's stretching?  The gas lever works fine though...||64.210.248.135||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||03-20-2002||02:47 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||both of those are cable operated.  the cable has broken, and you need to replace it||63.146.72.143||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000522.cgi
A||||0||galantvr4us||GB on Zaino Brothers Wax||||1||
Z||000000||galantvr4us||03-20-2002||10:35 AM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||From the WRX board I'll post an update when I know whats going on.  Not to bad of a deal.<P>S2000 International, <A HREF="http://www.s2ki.com" TARGET=_blank>www.s2ki.com</A>  and <A HREF="http://www.rsxworld.com" TARGET=_blank>www.rsxworld.com</A>  wish to invite all i-club members to join in our Zaino Group purchase. <P>We have the minimum of 20 participating members to host a GP, but I wanted to let other members of the auto enthusiast groups know what we are doing. <P>Zaino is a great product to keep your car looking good. It is a high end product which you cannot order from your local automotive store. This Group Purchase is simple. You buy 4 products from Zaino and they will throw in one free product. This GP is direct from the company. The company is very strict with their pricing and distribution and rightfully so. Their product is high quality. <P>I hope to have all the ordering details finalized by Friday March 22/02. Again, this is a FYI for those you need or want Zaino. When I have the ordering details, I will post here with the requirements and how to go about this purchase. <P>Thanks everone for your time! Enjoy your Car!! <P>HondaGal!<BR>||65.65.199.113||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000523.cgi
A||N||16||Ferrari F50 GT||Knock Sensor Ordeal(Funny...Sort Of)||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||03-21-2002||12:37 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Well, I was replacing my knock sensor today.  I waited until the car was cooled down quite a bit.  I reacjed my hand down in there and got my hand on the sensor.  All of the sudden I heard a sizzeling and my wrist started to burn.  I had my watch on that touched something extremely hot down there and started to burn into my wrist.  I yanked my arm out of there and took off my watch and threw it to the ground.  And there it left a linked watch band brand all the way around my wrist.  Nothing like the good 'ol smell of burned flesh!  I went to the emergency room and had it treated.  They turned out to be 2nd and 3rd degree burns.  Any way, I still can't get the sensor unscrewed from where I am trying to get at it.  It is just too cramped.  Is it easier to get at from the bottom?  Any suggestions?<BR>Thanks. ||63.227.47.180||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||03-21-2002||09:36 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if you have never removed the sensor before, it will be ON there pretty good.  i think i had to use a crescent to remove it.  also, it is clipped on the surge tank bracket, and is a bitch to remove.  if you are tossing the old sensor, just cut the wire, and use a deep socket.  now you know why it is recommended to remove the neg battery terminal when working on the car.  had a similar case when i was in the army, we had a real dufus radio repairman, and he was reaching in one of our transmitters, while it was still on.  i asked him, "dont you want to turn off the power?"  he says "nah, i've been working on these for ten years and.."  right about that time, his whole body starts shaking violently, and his mouth was wide open, but no sound came out.  finally, he yanks his arm out, and there was a burn mark that started about his thumb, and exited about his wrist.  i laughed so hard, i fell down, and tears came out.  he had tears, too, but not from laughing.  i think he wet his shorts, too.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||03-21-2002||09:47 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Don't feel bad, I made a nice big arc weld mark on my wrench a few months ago when I did my knock sensor! And, yes, I did remove the battery cable after that.||66.156.210.183||reg||1
Z||000003||Russ Keenan||03-23-2002||12:37 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Jeeeezzz, hope your ok. I couldn't get to mine taking head off now anyway so mute point.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||24.164.41.58||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||03-23-2002||02:47 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Well, I just got the knock sensor off.  Finally!  I used a small 3/8" swivle ratchet with a 1/2" adaptor for the 24mm socket.  I cut the wire off at the sensor.  It was hard to do, but I blindly got the socket on the sensor and put a pipe on the handle of the wrench for more leverage.  Then it broke loose!  I did all this from the top of the car.  The burn is healing up now pretty fast.  And I found out what heated my watch.  Of cousre it was electrical because I didn't disconnect my battery(stupid!).  When you feel for the sensor, there is a somewhat large cylindrical object below your hand/wrist.  I guess the whole cylinder object is charged, and that is what heated up my watch in a split-second.  Does anybody know what that thing is?||63.227.47.180||reg||1
Z||000005||Pappy||03-23-2002||04:08 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Ouch, geez.  Hmmm... I'm not sure what that was that had the charge.  Sorry to kind of branch the topic, but, when the car detects knock, what does it lower the boost to?||12.91.36.58||reg||1
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||03-24-2002||02:31 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||It doesn't actually lower boost, it retards the timing.||63.231.78.193||reg||1
Z||000007||Pappy||03-24-2002||03:12 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Oh, okay thanks.  I had thought that it did both.||155.33.74.135||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||03-24-2002||10:01 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if i remember correctly, it also pulls boost to 8 lbs||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000009||Dan D||03-24-2002||11:04 AM||lear133@hotmail.com||If you didn't take the boost control solenoid out of the loop when installing a boost controler, then the car will open the solenoid when knock gets high.  When the solenoid is open, it feeds a direct boost signal to the wastgate, hence lowering boost to 8-9psi (what ever your turbo's wastegate opens at).||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000010||Ferrari F50 GT||03-24-2002||03:29 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Oh, okay...my boost solinoid is no longer apart of my car since I have a MBC.||63.231.78.193||reg||1
Z||000011||Pappy||03-24-2002||04:18 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Hmm... that's what I suspected.  That could be why I was only getting 8psi of boost the other day when I was testing out my new boost gauge.||155.33.74.135||reg||1
Z||000012||keydiver||03-26-2002||01:53 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||That "somewhat large cylindrical object" is the starter, and that big, heavy duty connection on it that connects directly to the battery makes for very exciting fireworks! I've had friends who have had their wedding rings burned into their fingers the same way.||66.156.210.183||reg||1
Z||000013||Ferrari F50 GT||03-26-2002||05:33 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I am never ever going to wear jewlery again when working on a car even if the battery is disconected.  I have heard of some peoples fingers being eaten all the way through by electrified rings...ouch!||63.231.78.193||reg||1
Z||000014||Pappy||03-27-2002||04:19 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||My dad was in the air force, and his job was fixing radios and other electronics.  The first thing they teach you is to take off anything metal on your hands/wrists.||155.33.74.135||reg||1
Z||000015||keydiver||03-27-2002||10:32 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Having been in electronics all my life (it seems) my wife understands that I've never worn my wedding ring. It doesn't fit now anyway.||66.156.210.183||reg||1
Z||000016||turboflanagan||03-27-2002||09:52 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I don't wear my wedding ring either.  One of the guys at work told me about when his ring melted into his finger and when he ripped it off most of the skin on his finger went with it.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  ouch!  And with gold being the super conductor that it is, mine is better off on my key chain where it is close to the keys to the other things dear to me.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||66.114.238.18||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000524.cgi
A||||3||Garfield Wright||#813/2000 is dead||||9||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||03-21-2002||09:24 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I had a slight overheating problem & traveled with a bottle of water in the trunk for this reason.  Well, Saturday night we (my wife & I) went to return a rental car approx 20min away.  She took the wrong exit & I got off at the next exit to try to catch up to her.  My car had never felt that good before.  I mean the thing was pulling like there's no tomorrow.  Anyway, I was having so much fun trying to find her that I was not paying any attention to the gauges.  I finally caught up to her after I circled back & jumped back on the highway.  I set the TT for 3min after arriving @ the drop off location.  Just before enterring the highway, I noticed my temp was between the 1/2 mark & the dead zone.  No problem I thought.  I pulled over & cracked the cap to release the pressure.  After a few minutes, I decided it should be cool enough to open it all the way.  Bad move!! Very, very bad move!!  It errupted like a volcano & launched the cap into orbit.  With the engine still running, I refilled the radiator & the temp dropped back to normal level.  Here's the smart part:  My daughter 4 & her friend 3 was sleeping in the back & instead of spending another 20min looking for the cap, I got in & slowly started for home.  Keeping an eye on the temp more than the road, I figured if the temp went up, I'll just simply pull over & refill.  THE TEMP DID NOT MOVE!!  The engine would die 2 times before getting to my friends home to drop off his daughter & finally again died a 3rd time @ his gate.  By this time I could not ignore the knocking anymore.  This is a good opportunity to upgrade I thought.  Remember my friend that ships JDM engines from Japan.  As luck would have it, he said he's got 4 coming in 2weeks in the container.  I'm hoping he'll have one with the big 16g & 550cc injectors.  Regardless, I'm going JDM, engine, tranny, wiring harness & computer... you name it.||207.239.80.34||reg||9
Z||000001||urdumb||03-21-2002||10:33 AM||||deleted<p>[This message has been edited by JonGVR4 (edited 03-21-2002).]||205.188.200.157||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||03-21-2002||06:04 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||If all the coolant drains out of the system for some reason, the temperature sensor/gauge is no longer accurate.||64.12.102.182||reg||1
Z||000003||Nate||03-21-2002||09:56 PM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||Good luck using the JDM harness.  Their ECUs are on the other side of the cars from ours, so the harness inside the car is a mirror image of ours, so to speak.  Also, the JDM ECU won't work with our wiring harness without some pin changes.||208.59.97.199||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000525.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||rob yu||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||03-21-2002||11:48 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||or whomever it was that bought the intercooler and pipes from me, if you want the pipe that exits the turbo, it is off the car now, and i will ship it to you.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||04-11-2002||12:10 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Ken I am getting ready to purchase the set you sold and I need that pipe and also the intercooler feed pipe as well. Contact me via e-mail MPREZYA555@hotmail.com or post here.<BR>Rich<BR>||65.139.47.154||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||04-11-2002||09:57 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||send me your address, and i will ship you the pipe.  the only feed pipe i got was the non powdercoated one.  rre does not supply a feed pipe with the set, and since the intercooler is not from rre, you will have to get one made.  i have a starquest rre converted intercooler, and it has the feed pipe as part of the intercooler.  i think.  btw, that intercooler you are getting is WAY more efficient than the starquest.  i bought the pipes from dale nardozzi(superflewus), and he had them on the car, so he might be able to tell you how they went on.||63.146.72.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000526.cgi
A||||8||Team Ducktape||How offten should I burp my inner child?||||5||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||03-21-2002||04:40 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea just wanted to know how often I should burp my inner child? Once a year? Once a month? Once a week? Or once a day? Also how long should I keep suckling it? Weaning times would be a big help! Thanks in advanced...||24.196.87.195||reg||5
Z||000001||Ash||03-21-2002||06:49 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||My inner child suckles every night  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  As often as possible.  No wait, you dont mean maturbation do you?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif">  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/confused.gif">||165.228.131.12||reg||10
Z||000002||drew||03-21-2002||09:54 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Take a shot of gasoline and I think you'll figure it out for yourself||64.194.28.233||reg||1
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||03-22-2002||10:01 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||This general discussion is getting real general.  I recommend one table spoon of gasoline every 3-4 hours or as needed winter boy. HE! hehe ||207.239.80.34||reg||11
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||03-22-2002||11:34 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hey I was thinking of "How often I should buy something for myself?" Like feeding that urge to make your car faster for no reason. Or buy useless shit for it?? WOW there are some sicko's on here hahahahah.||216.183.225.195||reg||14
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||03-22-2002||11:42 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Galants...drinking gasoline,masterbating??? Now how often can you see that all in the same message board?||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000006||Russ Keenan||03-23-2002||12:30 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||My rule of thumb for buying something for the VR$, if there is food (no matter what kind)in the fridge and the lights still work, and there is still money in my wallet... well go for it IM RICH<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.164.41.58||reg||1
Z||000007||Russ Keenan||03-23-2002||12:34 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||As far as the masturbating thing. Hey, I just lost my balance belt which took out the TB so I have been wrenching all day taking the head off (again kinda wierd givin the topic) so my arm is to tired.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.164.41.58||reg||1
Z||000008||Ash||03-23-2002||09:51 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I was just joking around guys, really!  Whenever I get some spare cash, I waste it on either the VR4 or drinkies. <BR>(I'm not an alcoholic, I've never been to a meeting)||203.21.226.247||reg||12




ubb/Forum3/000527.cgi
A||||0||vilesgvr4||Import Show at Rockingham Dragway||||1||
Z||000000||vilesgvr4||03-21-2002||09:45 PM||vile@corporatedirtbag.com||There will be a Import car race Featuring <BR>Speed Styles Import Car Show. Sponsored by BFast, Import Auto Salvage, and JSpeed at Rockingham Dragway In Rockingham, North Carolina on April 14th<BR>No V8's.<BR>And only street legal cars allowed to run.<BR>Admission - $15.00 children under 12 admitted free.<P>"Think you can hang?<BR>Prove it at The ROCK"<P>For more info <A HREF="http://www.rockinghamdragway.com/graphics/event%20brochures/Imports%20at%20the%20Rock.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rockinghamdragway.com/graphics/event%20brochures/Imports%20at%20the%20Rock.htm</A> ||158.252.84.104||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000528.cgi
A||||0||vilesgvr4||Funerals||||1||
Z||000000||vilesgvr4||03-21-2002||09:55 PM||vile@corporatedirtbag.com||Im starting to see to many deaths,<BR>are ya sure there dead?<BR>what if your letting them go <BR>and they still have life.<BR>just a thought...lol||158.252.84.104||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000529.cgi
A||||5||ken inn||cats||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||03-22-2002||01:43 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||fyi, cats have these glands back in their ass, and it secretes a foul smelling liquid when they are frightened.  so what, you ask.  read on, it will make sense.<BR>     cats hate to ride in cars, especially to the vet.  it frightens them.  so what?<BR>     leather seats are very hard to clean, and also will absorb spills quite easily.<BR>     moral of the story, if you HAVE to take the damn cat to the vet in the vr4, put it in a pet carrier, and put it in the trunk.  dont ask me how i know.||63.146.72.146||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||03-22-2002||05:10 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||AAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!||24.196.87.195||reg||11
Z||000002||Dan D||03-22-2002||05:23 PM||lear133@hotmail.com||Again, I'll state my opinion of Cats.  Cats = Dog Food.  Sorry if you're a cat lover, I just don't "get" them.||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000003||7541000||03-22-2002||11:24 PM|||| <A HREF="http://members.aol.com/johnk0/godkills.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://members.aol.com/johnk0/godkills.jpg</A> <P>dont ask me how i know.||12.78.142.108||reg||11
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||03-22-2002||11:26 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hheheh, good one!!||216.183.225.195||reg||14
Z||000005||Russ Keenan||03-23-2002||10:54 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||LOL to funny. Although I do have 2 cats.||24.164.41.58||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000530.cgi
A||||0||HKS VR-4||Go Fast Bits Hybrid BOV||||5||
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||03-23-2002||03:15 AM||||I was wondering if anyone has heard of the Go Fast Bits Hybrid type BOV. Supposively, it dumps the air back into the intake on side, but at the same time on the other side, it has a small opening with an air horn that releases a small amount of the compressed air for the sound. They claim that it would eliminate the rough idle, running rich, and etc.<BR>I just wanted to see if anyone had heard of it, used it, know anything about it...with some insight on the product.<BR>THANKS, KEN||12.81.67.211||reg||5




ubb/Forum3/000531.cgi
A||||0||vilesgvr4||Missing...||||1||
Z||000000||vilesgvr4||03-23-2002||10:37 PM||vile@corporatedirtbag.com||Missing:  1 Dash Badge.<BR>Since: Since I noticed  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>I dont have a dash badge anymore<BR>that does make me angry, why in the hell<BR>are you going to take my dash badge.<BR>sigh, ive been violated  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/redface.gif">||63.178.243.32||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000532.cgi
A||||1||BossGVR4||WRC game on PS2||||1||
Z||000000||BossGVR4||03-23-2002||11:06 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Damn,<P>My brother just got this from Electronics Boutique in Fair Oaks Mall today.<P>The video is awesome.<P>The graphics and car physics are just like GT3 the course are all there but you have to progress in the game to unlock them. The graphics while driving are just like when you watch the in cockpit cam on speedvision.<P>Only drawback it takes a while to load up the courses before you race.<P>My brother says he tried the XBox rally game in the store and that WRC is better.||209.244.212.26||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||03-24-2002||02:10 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I've really been looking forward to the WRC game.  I saw it released in England a while ago and couldn't wait.  I think I shall be purchasing it tomorrow.||155.33.74.135||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000533.cgi
A||||18||ken inn||battery in the trunk||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||03-24-2002||12:30 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||where is everybody running the cable thru the firewall?  anyone NOT drilling a BFH?||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||03-24-2002||01:43 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I ran mine through the pasenger side support rail under the car. The holes are already there and you don't have to mess with the interior. I brought the battery end through the trunk- there is a plug you can cut and slide the cable through it.  The plug is under your spare tire, if you have one that is. It's easy and safe....<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||03-24-2002||02:15 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||can you be more specific?  where does your cable enter the rail, and where does it exit?  i can see a couple of plugs in the rail in the engine compartment, but where do they exit?||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000003||Joe||03-24-2002||02:59 PM||templetn@optonline.net||I ran mine through the firewall where the large bundle of wires go through.  There should be a rubber boot, just pull it back and you should see a plastic ring pushed into the firewall that the boot connected to.  Pull this ring back aswell, take a metal coat hanger and push it down through the hole to the side of the bundle, it may take a a minute or two, but you should be able to push the hanger into the car, coming out right behind the glovebox.  I had my glovebox out, but you might not need to, just make sure the carpet is pulled back.  I simply taped the 2 guage power wire to the hanger and pulled it through to the engine compartment.  Finish it up by cutting a slit in the rubber boot and notching the plastic ring slightly so it can accomidate the wire.  I've probably made it sound a lot more complicated then it really is, good luck. ||24.187.101.230||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||03-24-2002||03:07 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Ok run it throught the first hole on the rail that starts under the car. The rail that starts under the car just after the gusset (that you need to remove to do a tranny) the AWS lines hook up to the rail near here. You will have to inch it along to get it to the back. There are a few options when you get it to the rear of the rail, I went up the rail a little to the last hole, but you can come out any hole you want. Out that hole and along the rear part of the rail and over the rearend support brace. Then I used the plug at the bottom of the trunk, just under the spare tire. Hope it helps,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||03-24-2002||08:01 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i did mine the same as joe.  it is completely hidden and looks very clean.  to get some good pictures of the battery relocation go to <A HREF="http://www.teamhightower.com" TARGET=_blank>www.teamhightower.com</A>  look at the galant buildup pictures.||205.188.200.22||reg||1
Z||000006||JonGVR4||03-24-2002||08:52 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Just below the charcoal canister is a good spot to make a hole.  The charcoal canister completely hides the hole.||64.129.136.41||reg||1
Z||000007||mofugas||03-26-2002||11:55 AM||rob@mofugas.com||Remove the plastic fender liner in the front passenger wheel well.  If you look up in there you'll see an unused wire channel with a rubber grommet on the firewall side (which is located way up past the ECU) and a rubber grommet on the fender side (which exits just under the relay/fuse box).<P>You could route the wires for a small business server into the engine bay and never have to drill a hole.<P>||64.208.47.65||reg||12
Z||000008||ken inn||04-12-2002||02:22 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i did what rob suggested(boy, that's a first.  he's always telling me where to go), and it is easy.  however, to make it neat, i routed the cable under the carpet, and had to remove all kinds of stuff(pass seat, B pillar trim, scuff plates front and rear, rear seat, glovebox)but there is plenty of room, and this cable is huge.  heck, there is enough room to run several cables this size.||63.146.72.148||reg||1
Z||000009||DarkDevilMMM||04-13-2002||02:01 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||hmm, that's a problem, I have been doing what rob said long time ago to run my 4 guage wire from the front to the back for my stereo, i took, the passanger side fender wheel well off and blar blar blar, and ran my AVR-R wire from there too, but that's when the whistle on the freeway started happening after I did that, don't know what I did wrong or something, I think I have put everything back in there but still there's whistling, is there a way to check where the whistling is coming from? I mean scientific way, not stucking your ear to the window to hear, coz I really don't know where the sound is coming from, it seems like it's coming from passanger side window + a little from moonroof + a little from passanger side fender + a little from everyday dose of crack, anyways.....||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000010||Russ Keenan||04-13-2002||02:49 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||I actually ran mine through the int. Inside through the rear pass next to the rear seat and along the bottom pass floor pan and drilled a hole on the right side underneath the ac blower hsing and the hole comes out in side the front frame rail. Then just eased through and out the big hole with the plug in it under the cruise (mines gone now) control ass. Aaannnd there you go.Nothing to see cept where it comes under the rear trunk trim to connect to the batt and after it exits the plug in the engin comp.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.164.43.202||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||04-13-2002||04:05 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i did the exact same thing, but right above where you must have drilled the hole is where the opening that rob talks about.  you have to remove the huge plug that is there, then you can actually see thru it.  it is oval, about 2x3 inches, and nothing is going thru it.  it was perfect.  there is plenty of room under the carpet, along the right side, so no holes have to be drilled.  i thought the "0" guage wire was a bit excessive, but it went thru with plenty of room to spare.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000012||Russ Keenan||04-13-2002||04:14 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Damn, 0 gauge I just ran 2ga. <P><BR>Russ<BR>431/1000<BR>1g awd 12.6@116mph sold<BR>From the frying pan into the fire  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.164.43.202||reg||1
Z||000013||smokindav||04-14-2002||09:19 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||The previous owner ran the battery cable under the car along the fuel and powersteering lines I think.  I suppose it's safer that way.  If the positive lead were to short out fire would probably be avoided.  That reminds me, I need to get another fire extinquisher.  One in the Miata and one for the GVR4.<P>Later,<BR>Dave||172.175.50.200||reg||1
Z||000014||number3||04-14-2002||11:15 AM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smokindav:<BR><B>The previous owner ran the battery cable under the car along the fuel and powersteering lines I think.  I suppose it's safer that way.  If the positive lead were to short out fire would probably be avoided.  That reminds me, I need to get another fire extinquisher.  One in the Miata and one for the GVR4.<P>Later,<BR>Dave</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>If you find a good spot for it in the Miata you let me know...<P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000015||smokindav||04-14-2002||10:25 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Harry, for the Miata I just stick the fire extinquisher behind the passenger seat.  It sits on a little ledge back there and doesn't fly around during high G cornering manuevers.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Dunno where you'd mount it if you were going to use a bracket.<P>Dave||172.150.221.12||reg||1
Z||000016||GVR1643||04-16-2002||02:54 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||FWIW, you don't have to use 0 gauge or even 2 gauge wire.  I had this come up and thanks to an expert on another board, their isn't enough resistance/voltage drop to make a difference.  I been running 4g in mine with no trouble.  4g is much easier to work with, I thought. Just remember the fuse off of the battery in trunk.  I had to double up on my ground to get that right and not pop another 80 amp fuse!  I wasn't keen on drilling the firewall and wish I had used Rob's method!<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.21||reg||1
Z||000017||evol||04-17-2002||11:46 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I assume you're moving your battery for IC piping? I bought a small ass Battery, took out the battery tray and mounted it directly against the passenger side "wall" of the engine compartment. I used the stock tie-down, too and it looks like there's going to be plenty of room...||134.124.18.17||reg||1
Z||000018||Russ Keenan||04-18-2002||01:39 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Actually I did it for alot of reasons. I guess the main one being to cut out the area under it and put the air filter there. But also for weight distribution as well as the ic piping and just helps clean up the engin compartment some. Also as a side benefit makes it easier to run wire for fuel pump rewire and any amps you might wanna put in the trunk. Buttt wo'nt see me doing the amp thing. Shoot a couple of amps gonna have to slow me down a .001 or so. Can't have that  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||67.234.10.227||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000534.cgi
A||||3||suprflewus||brake pad shims & clips||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||03-24-2002||06:21 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||do y'all use your stock shims and clips with your aftermarket brake pads??<BR>i was reading some dsm faq's and they say that it is very important to use the factory shims/hardware in order to keep things in proper order.......do you guys agree with this?<BR>i guess i have to buy a new set of oem pads to get these shims??<BR>thanks<BR>dale||141.158.96.208||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||03-24-2002||06:32 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if you are using pads like axxis, you dont need the shims, unless you want to keep the alarm for low pads.  the shims will help with anti squeal.  i just throw them away.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000002||James||03-25-2002||03:56 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Thats true Ken, a friend of mine who is a brake specialist says that if you remove the shims etc. there is a lot more chance of brake squeal.Just for that reason alone I always use them.||210.48.128.214||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||03-25-2002||06:21 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||If anyone really doesn't want their shims, send 'em my way.||203.21.226.252||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000535.cgi
A||||1||suprflewus||bleeding brake master cylinder||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||03-24-2002||06:24 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||do we have to bleed our brake master cylinder?<BR>my shop manual says that there is no check valve in there, so if the m. cylinder is empty that it needs to be bled.  Is this true?? any procedure info. on this?<BR>thanks<BR>dale<BR>(trying to make RaTtLeTrAp stop better)||141.158.96.208||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||03-24-2002||06:30 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||are you talking about bench bleeding?  i never do that.  i just install the master, and bleed the system.  ours is a tandem, very similar to bmw.  i always bleed the front brakes first after installing a tandem cylinder, that way, it pulls the fluid up thru the front and rear.  then, i go farthest to nearest, just to be sure.  i like the ate-200 dot 4 fluid, it really lasts.||4.35.74.104||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000536.cgi
A||||10||uno||centerforce clutches?||||1||
Z||000000||uno||03-25-2002||08:01 PM||corona1977@juno.com||Who have you guys found that has the best price on these?||216.187.162.66||reg||1
Z||000001||Russ Keenan||03-25-2002||08:34 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||I just got mine from RRE they may not be the cheapest (but there close) but they include the factory throwout bearing. I also got a lightened flywheel, synchroshift and some other stuff too. So it was cheaper on the shipping all together anway.||24.164.41.58||reg||1
Z||000002||Peter#1||03-25-2002||10:39 PM||greddy917@hotmail.com||This may be BS but I heard that CFDF cant handle Nitrous...anyone have the info?||146.18.173.72||reg||1
Z||000003||mdpvr4||03-26-2002||12:55 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i heard that too, i also heard that it wonl last through too many launches. ||198.81.16.158||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||03-26-2002||08:44 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I have about 25,000 miles on my CFDF right now.  It will slip if I power shift but other than that, it holds pretty well.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||uno||03-26-2002||01:09 PM||corona1977@juno.com||I had mine three years and about 30,000 miles and didn't race all the time. Just recently put it through the paces in the snow (a little to deep) and that was probably the last straw for it. Until then I think it had the perfect amount of grip for my setup. Cat-back, and k&n. I won't be doing nitrous or anything creating to much power since I can't afford it so centerforce will do for me.||216.187.162.66||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||03-26-2002||01:41 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Group buy has a sale on them right now: <A HREF="http://www.race-car-parts.com/oc/groupbuy/centerforce/MITSUBISHI.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.race-car-parts.com/oc/groupbuy/centerforce/MITSUBISHI.html</A> ||66.156.210.183||reg||1
Z||000007||evol||03-27-2002||02:22 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||centerforce got mixed reviews on dsmreviews. seems like some people burn them out rather quickly...||24.207.240.194||reg||1
Z||000008||Dan D||03-27-2002||03:50 PM||lear133@hotmail.com||I've been told by a couple of people who use them that the break in period seems to be really important for proper holding and a decent life.  That means no boost for 500miles?  I forget what the number is.  I know I can't keep my foot out of it enough for that.||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000009||Russ Keenan||03-27-2002||06:49 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Yeah the break in time is huge. I went thru 2 in no time (on a mid 12. sec NOS 305 TA)because I didn't break them in after that they were fine. RRE has a good articule about the different clutches.||24.164.41.58||reg||1
Z||000010||design kid||03-28-2002||01:28 AM||ihw@jps.net||i have had my centerforce in for about 35k and i'm really happy with it.  i have broken a three bolt rear with it, however i don't launch my car much.  RRE does have a little bit to say about the centerforce on their site.  they seem to like it unless you are launching your car a whole bunch.  like i said before i'm happy with mine.<P>good luck -ian<p>[This message has been edited by design kid (edited 03-28-2002).]||216.224.149.75||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/000537.cgi
A||||10||blytz||Custom Gauge Holder/CE Code reader||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||03-26-2002||08:43 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I just finished up my custom Boost Gauge, A/F Meter, and ECU Code Reader panel.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.miragetuner.com/gvr4/panel/" TARGET=_blank>www.miragetuner.com/gvr4/panel/</A> <P>The boost guage will be in later this week, right in the middle, and the A/F Meter is going on the left of it (it's almost finished, but I can't find a 2.3k ohm resistor ANYWHERE locally).<P>I think it came out pretty nice...||66.168.100.68||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||03-26-2002||08:45 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||btw, the "lines" in it, I did... I had a few small blemishes around the edges, and decided to pull them out a little and give the whole thing kind of a rough look.... I think I'm gonna take a wire brush to it...||66.168.100.68||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||03-26-2002||08:49 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||What about possibly painting it black? Because the sun will hit that sucker and I would imagine it will reflect some...Plus black will give it a "stock" apperance, and more uniform look.....Or just brush it like you said.||216.183.225.195||reg||5
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||03-26-2002||08:50 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Looks good either way.||216.183.225.195||reg||14
Z||000004||blytz||03-26-2002||10:01 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I've considered painting it black, BUT it's got too many surface flaws to get a decent coat off paint on it, I think... I MIGHT be able to get a couple of coats of Powder Coat though to smooth it out, not sure...||66.168.100.68||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||03-26-2002||11:46 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Well if you want to cover some stuff. Use bed liner spary for truck beds. It will give a matte finish and get rid of the blemishs, oh and works on ar stocks and handgaurds also. You can get it at most auto stores...Another possiblity?||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||03-27-2002||01:54 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||If you want to paint it, put a coat of Bin Primer on it.  That primer will stick to anything.  Then you can put you coat(s) of paint on.  You can get Bin at any Home Depot, or other hardware ot paint stores.  I work at Sherwin-Williams, if you use the account: Sillstrop*Ian, and the store #7223, they will give you a 75% discount.||63.231.78.193||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||03-27-2002||11:04 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||You can always series 2 resistors together to get 2.3K. A 2.2K is a common value, just add a 100 ohm in series with it.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.183||reg||1
Z||000008||blytz||03-27-2002||01:50 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Thanks for the suggestions guys. I'm probably gonna pull it out and take it to a local machine shop to have it refined. Also to have the holes for the a/f and boost cut out. Then Probably use bed liner (Good idea!)<P>Keydiver, don't tell my dad, he's an aircraft electrician and would be imbarresed that I don't remember anything he taught me, but I finally verified exactly what you said last night. I'm gonna stopp and get a 100 ohm resistor tonight.||66.168.100.68||reg||1
Z||000009||Ash||03-27-2002||08:08 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||It looks pretty sweet dude!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  I shoved my boost, EGT and O2 gauges into the old dash speaker hole on the drivers side.  looks bodgy but they are easy to see whilst driving.||203.21.225.218||reg||1
Z||000010||7541000||03-27-2002||10:14 PM||||nice spot, if your looking at your hand pulling gears... which happens(especially AWD).  yeah flat black or gunmetal grey, whatever that is.<p>[This message has been edited by 7541000 (edited 03-27-2002).]||12.78.145.239||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000538.cgi
A||||1||Team Ducktape||Good Guy -pappybl@hotmail.com. ||||14||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||03-26-2002||11:56 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Just to let the rest of you Galanters know "Pappy" on the message board is a "Good Guy" he bought a boost controller and some injectors from me. I sent him the stuff and he later paid me for it, just as we had planed. Yea kind of chezzy to post this but how often do we here about the "good" people who you can trust. I would be happy to do bussiness with him again.<BR>Rob Neubauer||216.183.225.195||reg||14
Z||000001||Pappy||03-27-2002||04:18 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Huzzah.  Thanks for the complements Rob.  I would like to extend it right back.  The parts he sent me were in top order.||155.33.74.135||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000539.cgi
A||||2||Team Ducktape||Good Guy -kinn@ssfautoparts.com||||1||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||03-27-2002||12:06 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I would also do bussiness with Ken Inn from this message board he had bought a ECU from me also. Same deal very trustworthy! He is also very knowlegeable of the Galant and it's systems.<BR>Rob Neubauer||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000001||BluFalcon||03-27-2002||02:22 AM||muttski@gte.net||Ken Rocks!  He's helped me out with parts numerous times.  Very trustworthy, and knowledgable.  You won't go wrong dealing  with him.||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000002||DSMGVR4||03-27-2002||10:23 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||I agree, I bought recently from Ken and sent out the part before I even told him payment was sent..very trustworthy guy. I would do business with him again.||205.188.200.21||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000540.cgi
A||||5||turbowop||Hey Kartorium||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||03-27-2002||02:39 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||If you're wondering who in the hell the dude in the Subaru Justy was waving at you next to CWU today, it was me. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||03-27-2002||11:47 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||sorry, to but in, but you have a justy? is it 4wd???? I've been looking for one!||66.168.100.68||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||03-27-2002||03:44 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||yeah i thought it was.  I saw that justy and remembered that u drove one so i kept looking to see if u noticed me.  I then found out yes it was u when u waved.<BR>I am almost done prepping the front of the car, just have to fix a few small dents and get the bumper prepped.  My doors are gonna take a long time cause they have a lot of door dings, but other than that i don't have much to fix.  Just prep work.  I also took off my air can last week and the car sounds way better when the turbo spools.||168.99.144.159||reg||1
Z||000003||KenGVR4||03-27-2002||04:01 PM||kman940@earthlink.net||Wow, I didn't realize there were more than 2 GVR4's east of the cascades...||207.168.131.247||reg||1
Z||000004||turbowop||03-27-2002||04:22 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||There's more than that. I also have two friends in Yakima with gvr4's that don't use the internet, so you will never see them on the board. Also, Mark Rieb lives in the Tri Cities.<P>Blytz, the Justy is the perfect daily driver/work car. It's cheap, keeps the miles off the Galant, and keeps it clean. And yes, it's 4WD. It has a push button on the gearshift that switches it from front drive to 4WD. It's amazing in the snow. And surprisingly it does 60-65 mph up the hills between Yakima and Ellensburg on I-82. (of course that means nothing to you guys that don't live around here-steep grades) If you find one to buy, make sure you get a manual. The automatics have some problems. They are that freaky constant variable trans type auto. Expensive to fix.<P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 03-27-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000005||blytz||03-27-2002||04:40 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Cool, thanks for the info. I've come across some CLEAN ones locally, but they've all been auto and FWD, but the price is GOOD ($400-900). A friend and I are thinking about getting one to setup for rallycross/rally eventually. I think it would be a good starter car!||66.168.100.68||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000541.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||asian power!||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||03-27-2002||05:38 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <A HREF="http://crus.darknebula.org/Asian.html" TARGET=_blank>http://crus.darknebula.org/Asian.html</A> ||63.146.72.146||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||03-27-2002||07:15 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Think that's funny? Check this out.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.siccoproductionz.com/powerpuff1.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.siccoproductionz.com/powerpuff1.html</A> <P>Someone on DSMtalk posted it.<P>Mark<BR>1051<BR><p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 03-27-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||James||03-28-2002||09:29 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Hey guys, they are pretty funny.||210.48.128.214||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000542.cgi
A||||8||suprflewus||you mean to tell me||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||03-27-2002||10:28 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||that the e39 galant vr-4 has been sold on at least 3 continents for 10+ years, was built to be rallied by the factory, is still popular with budget ralliers, and NO ONE MAKES SEAT BRACKETS???  WTF????<P>can i just not find brackets for our car, or is it true? no aftermarket seat company makes brackets? ||64.12.103.157||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||03-27-2002||10:39 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Yeah, I've wondered the same thing.  I'd love to had a couple Sparco Torinos in my car, but can't find brackets.  Hehe, well I couldn't afford them anyway....but that's not the poing  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||155.33.74.135||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||03-28-2002||09:40 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net|| <A HREF="http://www.ralliartuk.com/contents/index.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ralliartuk.com/contents/index.htm</A>  you can try here.They are expensive in the UK just to warn ya. Everything is almost double the price but they have alot of things. They stopped making them in Japan cause there is no market for them.I know a Co. called Bride(very popular in Japan) makes them though.||63.52.132.151||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||03-28-2002||10:00 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i still have my recaro sitting in my computer room.  i spoke to recaro at length, there is ONE possibility, they sent me a bluepring of a bracket in europe, it looks like it should fit.  however, the caveat is, you have to pay 250 bucks up front, wait about 90 days, and there is no guarantee it will fit.  there are 3 different heights where the brackets bolt to the floor.  i even got an old recaro t/e/l bracket off ebay, and it is not even close.  eric so has a nice adaptation, using small angle brackets, but the seat belt receptacle is part of the seat, so it wont work.  i have also asked a couple of body shops to adapt the t/e/l bracket, but they wont do it, because of liability.  you know, car crashes, seat flies off, driver(me) gets killed, they get sued, yada, yada.  with a little bit of cutting and welding, the t/e/l bracket will work.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||03-28-2002||10:25 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net|| <A HREF="http://www.ecpracing.com/nex_seats.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecpracing.com/nex_seats.html</A>  take a look at these seats. They come with the brackets but sit about 2" lower than stock. From what I hear they bolt up to the stock seat brackets to give stock seat height. I have never used them but hear they are really comfortable.||63.52.132.151||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||03-28-2002||02:33 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Cool BRIDE makes a bracket? Cool there seats are nice and you can get them in the US, Too bad the 650.00 thou.<BR>||216.51.107.7||reg||1
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||03-28-2002||06:40 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Somebody ask Teeter what he used for brackets, he must have real seats in that race car.  :-)||4.35.129.219||reg||1
Z||000007||suprflewus||03-28-2002||10:31 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||does anybody know what a stock seat weighs??<P>i could probably have some brackets made up that i could sell, but i have to make sure pulling the stock seats are worth the weight savings....<BR>thanks<BR>||152.163.207.202||reg||1
Z||000008||1312VR4||03-29-2002||12:42 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I think its like 17lbs give or take a few. The average racing seat(Bride,Nex,Recaro) is about 7-8 lbs. & almost all of the are alot more comfortable.||63.52.132.35||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000543.cgi
A||||0||Team Ducktape||Good Guy -francois@aga.ca ||||1||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||03-29-2002||12:21 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||UncleGGSX is a good guy. from this message board. I sold him a turbo, exhaust mainfold, and piping, He paid me before he got the stuff. Pleasure to deal with him. Very trusting person... would gladly do bussiness with him again.||24.196.87.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000544.cgi
A||||0||1312VR4||Some pics of my VR4||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||03-29-2002||12:51 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Yes it is a mess right now. There are just a few pics of it. If anyone is interested. I'll be adding more pics. as I install the cage,exhaust, FMIC, engine, basically the whole build up. In these pics I'm just fitting everything thats why it all looks loose & rusty. Its been sitting for about 5 years(I only drove about 600miles). I got it a year ago & finally got around to working on it. Lots of work ahead of me, but the wife loves the car. <A HREF="http://photos.yahoo.com/mitsudrifter" TARGET=_blank>http://photos.yahoo.com/mitsudrifter</A> ||63.52.132.35||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000545.cgi
A||||1||1101|| Manual Seat Belt Install||||1||
Z||000000||1101||03-29-2002||04:21 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Jon.<P>What did you do to mount the retractor mechanisms? I am thinking of useing a strap between the two bolt holes on either side of the recess and then bolting to the strap.<P>Thanks,<P>Ward||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||04-01-2002||08:27 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I used one of the four bolt holes that was intended to hold the lap belt retractor in place.  I then cut a piece of metal to cover the hole and held in place with the four bolts.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000546.cgi
A||||0||Team Ducktape||Good Guy - caspa69@dsmtalk.com||||1||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||03-29-2002||04:50 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||1quickvr4 is a good guy he bought a fuel pump from me, would deal with him again!<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000547.cgi
A||||4||blytz||Did a Compression Test||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||03-29-2002||10:16 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Okay, the whole skinny... Two days ago, I had my windows down for the first time in several days while driving home, and I noticed a small clattering noise... It only happened under boost.<P>I got home, and right as I pulled into the Driveway, my oil lights flickers... odd...<P>So I go and check my oil level, and apparently in the last 2800 miles, I've burned up 2.5 quarts of oil.... That right, I was 2.5 quarts low. So I fill it up and the noise quiets down immediately. Still there, but not nearly as bad. It may have even retured to "normal" but I REALLY notice it, because, well it was louder at first.<P>Anyway, I've gotta figure out why I'm burning oil (no leaks, my garage floor is CLEAN). So I buy a compression tester today, here are the results:<P>#4 145<BR>#3 150<BR>#2 130<BR>#1 145<P>Keep in mind, I was using a standard tester, with no extension o compensate for deep wells. I might not have gotten it on good in #2, but It got higher after a few more attempts of tightening it up.<P>I put a cap full of oil in, and BAM straight up to 210 PSI on that cylinder. Bad rings right?<P>Well, after starting the car up, I notice that the extra oil is burning off in the cylinder and leaking out somewhere around the point that the exhaust manifold joins the head. I HAVE noticed this before, and just attributed it to a small crack in the manifold or something else.<P>My questions, what are your thoughts?<BR>Can a bad head gasket respond the same way to the "wet" test? <P>I'm hoping to have enoguh cash by late summer to do a decent in car rebuild with 95 pistons, new head, etc... Will it kill the car to keep driving it in this state? It still boosts great and drive wonderfully...||66.168.100.68||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||03-29-2002||10:20 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||btw, I pulled the inlet pipe off the turbo, and I noticed ZERO turbo wiggle, shaft play...<P>Thanks for any input!||66.168.100.68||reg||1
Z||000002||Ant||04-01-2002||10:13 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I was doing some work on the car at the shop the other day and when i finished i was putting the exhaust manifold studs in and noticed i was short 2... so anyway i bolt everything up and start it ... oil leaking off the downpipe ... <P>i traced it back to the hole where i didn't put a stud in for the exhaust manifold ... <BR>oil was dripping out of the hole = cracked head<BR>needless to say it wasn't a good day<BR>hope this isn't the case with you<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000003||turbowop||04-01-2002||02:53 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I'm not sure about this but I have heard that the bottom middle stud extends into and oil galley and needs to be sealed with rtv when installed. If missing I imagine it would leak excessively. This is not from personal experience though so don't hold me to it.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||04-01-2002||04:44 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||That is correct.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000548.cgi
A||||3||kyvr4owner||murder||||1||
Z||000000||kyvr4owner||03-29-2002||11:57 PM||galantvr41991@hotmail.com||Well 395/2000 has had it. Just got the motor rebuilt at mitsubishi dealership 2 months ago. Barely even got to drive it, and i was comming home one day. BOOM! bye bye motor =(||64.24.238.96||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||03-30-2002||12:05 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Sorry to hear but surely they screwed it up and have to fix it?||203.21.226.136||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||03-30-2002||04:13 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||The dealer didn't have a warrenty on the rebuild?||155.33.74.135||reg||1
Z||000003||kyvr4owner||03-31-2002||05:21 PM||galantvr41991@hotmail.com||yea they better fix it. it has a warranty. if they dont i guess im gonan tkae there ass to court||64.24.154.182||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000549.cgi
A||||11||MPREZYAVR4||Leakdown and Compression check (weird results)...||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||03-30-2002||02:46 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I just did a leakdown and compression check on mine today as well and these are my results (yes they are weird and some of the numbers seem way off but this is what they got):<P>Cyl<BR>1: @30% Leakdown and 70 compression  <BR>2: @20% Leakdown and @90 compression<BR>3: 5% leakdown and 100 compression<BR>4  5% leakdown and 110 compression<P>Now the odd thing is I did have a small problem with my oil dipstick being pushed out under boost and spraying oil but no real oil burning problem. The car seems to run fine but the results really have me lost though it seems like the cylinders closest to the fuel pressure regulator are the ones with the worst results (I know I may have numbered them wrong on order but you get the idea). I'm considering having the tests run again at a later date to verify the results.<BR>Rich||63.232.198.202||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||03-30-2002||03:20 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I am guessing that the rubber like stuff on your dipstick is rock hard?  I had the dipstick and oil filler cap seal stuffed within a few months of each other.  I dont think its related to the leakdown/comp test.||203.21.226.116||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||03-30-2002||10:13 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||    a properly done leakdown is the best indicator of your motor's condition.  also, during the test, you should be able to tell if the leak is thru the valve guides or seals, or the rings. if it is guides, you have no choice except to pull the head.  while it is possible to do the job on the car, it is a real pita.  also, if the guide seals are leaking, you probably need a regrind anyway, and possibly some new guides.  if the test says rings, you can try a flush, i recommend the BG engine purge, if that dont work, it is getting close to a rebuild.  but with that kind of leakage, you must be consuming oil.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||03-30-2002||06:27 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Ken that's the thing is that I'm not consuming oil more excessive than what I deem normal (half qt a week or less due to me putting on about 500mi every week).<BR>The thing that promted me to go ahead and do the leakdown was just to make sure that it wasn't rings causing the oil dipstick to pop up. Though when he did the first cylinder you could hear audible leakage  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/confused.gif"> .<P>I drove the car again today (120+miles) after changing to a semi-new dipstick and no oil leaks and no noticable consumption. The car pulled like a champ up to full boost (yet to put in a real guage) according to the stock led's. <BR>I am going to try and do the test again next saturday and see what results I get.<BR>Rich<BR> <BR>||63.232.194.161||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||03-31-2002||11:30 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||what you are saying is you are consuming about a qt every 1000mi, which is a lot.  i think even a qt every 5000 mi is a lot.  now, were was the air sound coming from?<BR>     a lot of the time, with cars as old as ours, and the use of non synthetics, causes the oil rings to stick, so they cant wipe the bore correctly.  this causes oil to get by to the second ring, and it cant wipe away that much oil, so it goes into the combustion chamber, and is burned.  the bg engine purge will free up the oil ring, and if the second ring is stuck, free up that, too.  i have seen some amazing results on compression after using the bg stuff.  it is only about 12 bucks, and will take a couple of hours.  if the air noise was coming from the block, this may fix it.  one think for sure, it will clean out the sludge from the motor so well, that the next oil change you will think you have a new motor.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000005||Russ Keenan||03-31-2002||04:22 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||So out of curiosity sake where do you get that stuff (BG engin purge)? I heve never heard of it before.||24.164.41.58||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||03-31-2002||04:54 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <A HREF="http://www.bgprod.com" TARGET=_blank>www.bgprod.com</A>   they are sold by independent contractors, you can probably contact them,and they will send you a dealer in your area.  the products are distributed and used only in shops, sometimes a place like pep boys may have the line, but i always get them from my friend at his shop.  they also are the ones who make the synchroshift, also a good product.  the 44k, a fuel additive, we used to call "car cocaine" because it made the cars run so good. engine purge is part nr 120, it have a bottle of it right in front of me.  the best way to convince someone is to do a compression check before, then do the treatment, and then do another compression check.  you will be amazed. ||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000007||MPREZYAVR4||03-31-2002||07:05 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Ken I should have said that in he 5kmi and 2.5 months I have had the car I have had to add about a half qt of oil. Also I have a small crack in the oil pan that was temporarily repaired that could be a portion of that. The rings sticking does sound like it may be the issue. Also the sound was coming from what appeared to be the block. I will look into the flush before I redo the test.<BR>Rich<BR><p>[This message has been edited by MPREZYAVR4 (edited 03-31-2002).]||63.232.198.76||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR1643||04-03-2002||10:15 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks for the info Ken.  I found a local dealer to buy from off the net listing.  Question/concern though - Do you or anyone else know of this potentially loosening the sludge and clogging oil feed lines, squirters,etc?  I guess you guys have used it succesfully - but couldn't help but wonder.<BR>Thanks<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.150||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||04-03-2002||11:46 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i have done it on several motors, only one mitsu, my galant, no adverse affects.  HOWEVER, one consideration, is to make sure you know which way the wind is blowing.  the car will smoke up pretty good, and my neighbor got really pissed, and got in his car and smoked the tires leaving.||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR1643||04-03-2002||02:18 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Funny Ken... <BR>I know with good synthetics you get the excellent cleaning properties over time, but also I always inherited gasket leaks when switching from conventional to synthetic, which is why I didn't make the switch in my GVR4...anyone want to make a guess as to wether this process will do the same thing?<BR>I hate to switch from oil consumption to oil leaks ;-)<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.237||reg||1
Z||000011||7541000||04-04-2002||04:52 PM||||i learned that switching over to synthetic is no fun but after a year or so my leaks have finally slowed to come and go not too bad so im glad i switched either way, mobil 1 has saved many an engine before and im trying to delay an engine swap for as long as possible- so im gonna hold off on any motor flush for right now -unless some sort of another conditioner/snake oil product is possibly added right after the flush - tough call.||12.78.155.83||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000550.cgi
A||||7||turbowop||Attn. Mr Mark Rieb||||14||
Z||000000||turbowop||04-01-2002||03:04 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||This weekend a bunch of DSM guys from WA are going to Renegade Raceway in Toppenish for the first of season test and tune. Just thought I'd see if you'd like to show. I'm going along with a couple friends with gvr4's and various other DSM's. I'm not really into the 1/4 mile so I'm not racing, but it will be nice to all get together. I would need a clutch pretty bad anyway if I were to race. I'd like to see your setup, though. Everyone's meeting at K-Mart at 8:30a.m. Saturday morning in Yakima.<P>This also goes out to Kartorium since you pretty local also. <P>Let me know. <P>Mark <BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||14
Z||000001||kartorium31||04-01-2002||09:58 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I will probably be able to make it but i doubt i will race seeing as i don't want to kill my clutch either and i have an oil leak.  Also can i bring a friend along? He doesnt drive a dsm but he likes all  cars.  Where is the k-mart located?||12.18.158.25||reg||10
Z||000002||turbowop||04-02-2002||12:27 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Sorry, your friend is not allowed.<P><BR>Just kidding. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> Yeah, bring your friend along. The K-Mart is right off of I82 at the Nob Hill Blvd exit. After meeting at K-Mart's parking lot everybody is going to a fellow DSMers shop for race gas and preparations. Gates open at 10:00a.m. That's why everbody's meeting at 8:30a.m. Should be some guys from Seatown as well. If you have any questions call me on my work cell. (509)728-2876.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||04-02-2002||10:37 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||can i bring the swedish bikini team?  they will be practicing for a wet t shirt contest||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||04-02-2002||07:04 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>can i bring the swedish bikini team?  they will be practicing for a wet t shirt contest</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Can you fly me over too?  Im their, um, quality control officer, yeah, thats it!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR>||203.21.226.157||reg||12
Z||000005||markrieb||04-02-2002||08:01 PM||markrieb@3-cities.com||I'd love to race, but I have moved my battery to the trunk and Renegade (an NHRA track) won't let me run without an external battery disconnect.<P>I might come and spectate and take pictures tho.  Probably won't decide until Friday, late.<P>Mark<BR>||208.8.197.2||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||04-05-2002||04:52 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by markrieb:<BR><B>I'd love to race, but I have moved my battery to the trunk and Renegade (an NHRA track) won't let me run without an external battery disconnect.<P>I might come and spectate and take pictures tho.  Probably won't decide until Friday, late.<P>Mark</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Here is how I get around that.  You take a junkie helment to tech with you, they get so worked up about the helmet they forget to check the rest of the car, ie. battery in the trunk. I then tell them I will barrow a good helmet. Works so far.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Or just hide the battery out of veiw and it never dawns on them to ask.<P><BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||turbowop||04-05-2002||05:32 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Alright Mark, it's decision time. If you don't want to meet at K-Mart, the gates open at 10:00 a.m. at the track. Hope to see you there. I want to see your car.<P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 04-05-2002).]||216.132.224.151||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000551.cgi
A||||3||suprflewus||welding brass??||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||04-01-2002||05:59 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||can brass be welded to any other metals??<P>||205.188.197.26||reg||1
Z||000001||switch||04-01-2002||06:54 PM||onnzo@hotmail.com||its called brazing... dont know whats involved, but i know its different...||202.129.95.21||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||04-01-2002||09:34 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Brazing is better than glue, not as good as welding.  Unless you're doing it to a brass radiator.  It is more a patch than a repair.||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||04-02-2002||05:14 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Think of it as really big soldering  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||203.21.225.45||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000552.cgi
A||||3||turboflanagan||Galant brake compatibility||||5||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||04-01-2002||09:48 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Do any of you guys (that is generic for guy or gal!) know if brake pads from earlier Galants ('87) fit the post '89 calipers?  My CAPS CD dosn't go back to '87 and I have converted the brakes on my '84 Dodge Colt Turbo to Galant disk at each corner, but need some good pads to really make stopping fun!||66.114.238.18||reg||5
Z||000001||1101||04-01-2002||11:32 PM||karns10@attbi.com||87 would be a galant sigma in the US. Different car. Mit started selling the USA galants in mid 88 as 89 models. I know because I bought a mid 88 / 89 model GS (and still have it).<P>This is from memory so you will have to check this out but according to the caps there was a caliper changeover in mid 89 I believe. As near as I can tell the front rotors went from 10.5" dia to 10.1" dia. The calipers probably changed at that time also. So measure your rotors and it may help pin down the pads. I hope that helps<P>Ward  ||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000002||MX4||04-03-2002||06:32 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>I know the very first VR4 Galant was released in 1987<P>Raz||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||04-03-2002||09:39 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Thanks Ward, and Raz, I'm in the deprived US.  We only saw "spirited" Galants in '91-'92.  I don't remember the size, but I want to say that the front rotors were like 11.something inches and the rear weren't much smaller, though not vented.||66.114.238.18||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000553.cgi
A||||13||JonGVR4||New Member's Ride||||14||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||04-02-2002||11:04 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_ride_5.html" TARGET=_blank> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/images/smallevo_iii_1.jpg"> </A>||205.145.64.64||reg||14
Z||000001||ken inn||04-02-2002||11:37 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||WHAT A GORGEOUS CAR!  i want one!||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||04-02-2002||05:25 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I love that body style. I also love the EVO V. If they brought over either one I would step up and buy one.<P>Nice car thanks for showing it to us.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||04-02-2002||07:06 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I love that car!!!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">   <BR>3's are my favorite EVO. James you are one lucky dude.||203.21.226.157||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||04-02-2002||07:24 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Very nice, damn nice!||216.183.225.195||reg||14
Z||000005||7541000||04-02-2002||08:13 PM||||Me3||12.78.144.223||reg||14
Z||000006||blytz||04-02-2002||09:44 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||DAMN!!!!!!!!!!!! That is my most FAVORITE car off all time, AND it's in the best factory color!!!!!!!!!!!!<P><BR>I'm STILL thinking about putting a 4g63t into my Mirage Sedan and getting an evo III body kit for it!||66.168.100.68||reg||1
Z||000007||James||04-03-2002||10:19 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Tomorrow night I'm getting a Blitz electronic boost controller fitted. We will be setting it up on a 4wd dyno. It currently runs about 11 or 12 psi. Due to the 9:1 compression on the Evo 3, I think about 17 psi would be the safe limit.(without water injection).The Evo 3's have a big 16g standard. Even so, I reckon there will be quite a nice power increase. I would hope it to run mid 12's . I don't see why you guys in the States can't import the earlier Evos . It's not easy here either , but a few have been brought in. Mainly Evo 1's and 2's||210.48.128.214||reg||1
Z||000008||1312VR4||04-03-2002||11:51 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||It's not hard at all. The import laws have changed recently making it cheaper to import them to the states.This place normally has very good deals:: <A HREF="http://bestjapancar.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://bestjapancar.com/</A>  I'm looking at importing a R34 to the states when we finally get to Florida.||63.52.132.101||reg||1
Z||000009||Ferrari F50 GT||04-03-2002||06:36 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I hate you!... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Nice Evo 3!  Keep us posted on you mods for it.||63.231.77.198||reg||1
Z||000010||James||04-05-2002||09:43 PM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||I have to wait a few more days to get the Boost controller fitted as the dyno was out of action.<BR> The main differences I find between the Evo donk and the VR4 one ,is the Evo is a more free revving.Even with the stock dump and cat, it is happy revving to 7500, whereas the Vr4 with stock dump start to run out of breath over 6-6500rpm. Even just revving the engine in nuetral, it revs a lot faster. It just feels so much more responsive. I took it for a bit of a thrash through the hills last night, and it is like a go-kart through the turns. I just love it. Start saving your pennies for when you guys finally get the Evo 7. I've seen some in the flesh, racing here in Australia, and they are very nice. <BR>  Don't be tempted by the WRX's. They are not a patch on a Evo .I would rather have my Evo 3 than the latest WRX anyday||210.48.128.214||reg||14
Z||000011||karl_kininmonth||04-08-2002||07:51 PM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||Hey evo3's over here are common as  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">, i've got few mates with 3's. and too many to name with 1's and 2's.<P>one of the 3's does 12.3 at 108mph other does 12.5 at 108mph. both have 3" off turbo, airfilter, and run around 18psi. go have a look at them if ya interested on <A HREF="http://www.onboost.co.nz." TARGET=_blank>www.onboost.co.nz.</A>  members section 'mark' and 'warran'<P>oh and our friend brett has the fastest evo in nz, an evo 1, does 10.8 at 120 mph. its on the site to.<P>ps nice evo 3 dude.<BR>karl||130.217.76.32||reg||1
Z||000012||karl_kininmonth||04-08-2002||07:54 PM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||oh the 10.8 evo 1 is under memebers 'BRET'<BR>theres video's and shit you can download.||130.217.76.32||reg||1
Z||000013||James||04-09-2002||05:12 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Yeah, but you Kiwis get all the good cars, because NZ doesn't have any car manufacturers to protect. In Australia, it is harder to bring them in as we have the big car companies here. In fact new laws have just come in which will make some HI-PO imports a lot more difficult.<BR>  I can assure you , there are very few EVO 3<BR> GSRs over here. There are plenty of Lancer GSR 4wd turbos with evo body kits ( rice boy)<BR> but at least they are a 4wd turbo I guess, with heaps of potential I might add, but they will never be an EVO.||210.48.128.214||reg||12




ubb/Forum3/000554.cgi
A||||1||boostboy51||wheel offset?||||1||
Z||000000||boostboy51||04-02-2002||02:49 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||what is the wheel offset for my 91 GVR-4? And bolt pattern? Thanks<P><BR>#327/2000||64.12.106.47||reg||1
Z||000001||bob in chicago||04-02-2002||06:43 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net|| <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com/resources/default.asp?main=galant" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mofugas.com/resources/default.asp?main=galant</A> ||24.148.46.1||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000555.cgi
A||||13||boostboy51||GVR4 sighting||||1||
Z||000000||boostboy51||04-02-2002||03:02 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||spotted a white 92 on glenstone ave here in springfield MO. Cruised up next to her(prob 30 yr old) and gave her a thumbs up. she looked at me like i was crazy. Her's was very clean, but i don't think she even knew what she had, or that our cars looked identical other than mine is black. my partner spotted a white one with a grey hair lady drivin it last week. And a neighboor down the street has a green one. They are thick in springfield MO. #327/2000 ||64.12.106.47||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||04-04-2002||12:48 PM||||boost,<P>Go around to all of those cars and get the VINS/#'s for me!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> ||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000002||galantvr4us||04-04-2002||03:33 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Speaking of sightings-I keep seeing a white one in the alton, IL area.  I have seen it about three times looks like an older male but can't tell.<P>Katie||65.65.199.113||reg||1
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||04-09-2002||03:52 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I live in Martinsburg, WV and theres 8 of us that I can account for and another 3 or 4 that were not sure about.  Were trying to see how many VR-4's we can get to go to the DSM meet in PA.     Kris 160/1000 ||67.208.122.212||reg||3
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||04-09-2002||09:24 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Where is the meet in PA?????? I live in NY and I have seen like 3 others around here and one in VT..... I feel so alone||205.232.152.2||reg||1
Z||000005||4g63t||04-10-2002||04:26 PM||||Yeah, where is the meet? I'm with ya Dean, I feel alone too <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||199.254.212.48||reg||1
Z||000006||DSMGVR4||04-10-2002||08:48 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Any GVR4's in the NJ area??? I already met one dude with a VERY clean green 92. His friend wanted to buy my white 92 but I sold it to some dude in PA. Just curious if anyone on this list is from the NJ area...I'm usually zipping up and down Route 1 in the Brunswick area. John||64.12.105.169||reg||1
Z||000007||7541000||04-10-2002||09:59 PM||||Im in Nj this one came out of VT- originaly imported to buffalo, its a white 92 mostly a clean gas n go stocker- i live on the coast near Seaside aka TR, "home of the suicidal cop"LOL...heres the VIN while im at it: NZ010471 <P>Just wanted to say a full-on Tri state meet will never happen...prove me wrong hahaha... Iceman you got any #'s for the east coast?<BR>only time Ive seen another is at TT there were 3 white ones haha.||12.78.142.38||reg||7
Z||000008||iceman69510||04-12-2002||06:01 PM||||What kind of numbers you looking for?  How many cars sold where?  Let's see, NJ got 81 cars in '91, and only 34 in '92.  NY got 120 in '91, but 46 in '92.<BR>Your car does not show a selling dealer, but shows a "demo date" of 6/17/92.  Looks like it may have been used as a Mitsu field rep car originally. June was towards the end of the '92 selling year, so maybe the car did not move quickly off the dealer lot.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000009||7541000||04-12-2002||06:43 PM||||thats true it was a demo i forgot about that, I must of gotten Buffalo off the sticker? I was mostly curious as to an "estimate" of how many are on the road now?<P>whats a mitsu field rep exactly? does he travel around or they a car salesman.<p>[This message has been edited by 7541000 (edited 04-12-2002).]||12.78.183.145||reg||1
Z||000010||suprflewus||04-12-2002||10:00 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||where is martinsburg WV located???<P>when/where is the PA dsm meet???<P>i will probably come in my mini-van.....my vr-4 is in about 3000 pieces.....<P>dale<P>btw- my gvr-4 was originally owned by hks.  im sure it was beat on really good.....||64.12.101.159||reg||1
Z||000011||Ian M||04-13-2002||12:20 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Im in Martinsburg too. We're on the tip of the eastern panhandle of WV,about an 90 min or so from Washington DC. Funny,in a 20 mile radius from here there are 14 vr-4s I am aware of,of those about 9 or 10 are modded. I think the ricers around here are catching on,Ive been revved on by two body-kitted,monster tached,Altezzaed (one of them hubcapped) Neons this week...:-)The meet Speedfeind was referring to is the Shootout in OH.....:-)||129.71.115.179||reg||1
Z||000012||SPEEDFIEND||04-13-2002||04:23 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Sorry guys, Ian M has the right info. He's the one that told me about the meet.  Didn't mean to get peoples hope's up.    ||67.208.122.82||reg||1
Z||000013||number3||04-13-2002||06:54 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I live in King of Prussia PA. If you "local" guys want to meet up I am willing to host a BQ/party on a weekend in the not so distant future if your interested. I live 5 mins from a number of major highways. (202, 76, 476, aka PA turnpike, 422, and about 25 mins from 95)<P>let me know...<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000556.cgi
A||||13||4g63t||strut tower bars||||1||
Z||000000||4g63t||04-03-2002||10:36 AM||||Alright, 140/1000 is ready for front and rear strut tower bars. I'm looking for some input on which ones to get. I know Mofugas and RRE have them, does anyone else make them for our cars? I've looked around a bit for info but I'm coming up dry. Any input will certainly be appreciated. Thanks!||199.254.212.48||reg||1
Z||000001||kartorium31||04-03-2002||10:58 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||if you go to nopionline.com and put in your car it comes up with a Greddy strut brace.||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||04-03-2002||06:45 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Mofugas Motorsports has front and rear strut bars made for the GVR-4.  I would go with them.  <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com" TARGET=_blank>www.mofugas.com</A> ||63.231.77.198||reg||1
Z||000003||adamvr4||04-03-2002||10:07 PM||zxt@webtv.net||GReddy one is nice..have it on my car; Cusco makes one too, aso nice.  I have the Whiteline rear...good enough unit.||209.240.222.132||reg||1
Z||000004||DarkDevilMMM||04-04-2002||12:43 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||I am pretty sure that 5-zigen have one too, I personally like cusco, so is ralliart, but I think due to the age of our car, couple nice brands u can't find anymore, so stick with whiteline at mofugas, or weld one yourself...||169.237.135.204||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||04-04-2002||01:06 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I use a generic 2-bolt TEL front bar.  I flipped it around from the typical TEL mounting and added 1 bolt on each side in the blank holes on the shocktowers.  Works great, cost $40.  <P>My rear strut brace is an RRE bar from a DSM also...||4.35.131.5||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||04-04-2002||01:06 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||since i sell parts for a living, i like to go with the ones that support the group.  i bought one from extreme a looooong time ago, before mofugas, but i think i will get the mofugas set in the near future, as soon as rob gets over being mad at me.  HEY, ROB-GET OVER IT.  WE CANT ALL BE ORIENTALS.  remember, if you dont support our supporters, they go away.||63.146.72.143||reg||1
Z||000007||drew||04-04-2002||01:39 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Rugs and inanimate objects are Oriental<BR>People are Asian.<P>Thank you much.||64.194.28.233||reg||1
Z||000008||Ash||04-04-2002||05:43 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I made my own, it isn't hard.  If I was paying, I'd get the whiteline ones (from Mofugas in the US)||203.21.226.79||reg||1
Z||000009||4g63t||04-04-2002||05:59 PM||||Thanks for all the info, guys. I'll probably go w/ the whiteline/mofugas setup- I know its good stuff, and ken made a good point about supporting those who support us. <BR>   As an off-topic note, did you guys see the thread about the civic taking the c-5? Its @corvetteforum.com and just about everywhere else,too. Man, what a riot! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||199.254.212.48||reg||6
Z||000010||DarkDevilMMM||04-05-2002||01:24 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||I am sure civic is fast, coz they have stickers all over the place, I saw couple civic have ralliart stickers on there, each sticker add at least 5HP to the wheel(they think), and they all lower their car, which adds another 20HP to the wheel(they think), and loud ugly HELLA big exhaust too, hmm, maybe another 40HP(of course they think), u do the math, so that's why they are always fast! :P||63.204.74.199||reg||1
Z||000011||HKS VR-4||04-05-2002||04:54 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DarkDevilMMM:<BR><B>I am sure civic is fast, coz they have stickers all over the place, I saw couple civic have ralliart stickers on there, each sticker add at least 5HP to the wheel(they think), and they all lower their car, which adds another 20HP to the wheel(they think), and loud ugly HELLA big exhaust too, hmm, maybe another 40HP(of course they think), u do the math, so that's why they are always fast! :P</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hey, I thought you knew!!!....50lbs. of vinyl equal 50rwhp!!! now you do the math!!! =)  <P>||63.205.11.25||reg||12
Z||000012||HKS VR-4||04-05-2002||05:03 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Actually, I think my GVR4 91 #439/2000 is slow....I'm sorry to say, but it's slow. Probably cuz of my fat ass in it...you figure, the GVR4 weighs in at around 3200lbs., plus my stereo gear another 60lbs., plus my "fat ass" another 200lbs., perhaps some misc. weight and that totals around 3450 - 3500lbs. Let's see, I only have like intake, plugs, wires, 3" exhaust, basic mods...stock hp is 195, with mods, probably 210-220 at best...put the equation together, my car is slow...the power to weight ratio sucks. My friends 95 Integ. GSR with intake, full exhaust can beat me once he gets up to 3rd gear. His car weighs in a total of 2850lbs I believe with driver...about 170 hp with mods?!?...go figure...<BR>...this sucks...I need to up my boost =)||63.205.8.76||reg||9
Z||000013||DarkDevilMMM||04-05-2002||11:58 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||hmm.... I thought should be the other way around, should be once u get to 3rd or 4th, u should beat him?!? hmmm I know GSR is fast, all is coz of the super high rev NA VTEC engine, as it's NA, how much he step on it will have how much power out, it's a good thing about NA cars, more explosive/smooth at lower RPM, turbo cars are different, u have to wait for the turbo to kick in before u "really" have power to the car, so I thought, the GSR should out beat u at the lower gear, as he can rev the car to like around 9krpm before he switch gear, and u already shifted at 6krpm, and his VTEC kick in at around 4kRPM if he didn't add a VTEC controller, there is around a 3k difference, if u have turbo lag on the car, that 3k is a lot of road he is ahead of u, but after u all get to the 4th gear, which is around 80MPH, u should able to catch up, as your turbo is at full power at 4k-5k rpm, and horsepower wise u should still a little more then him, right? I don't know, I have got beaten my a celica GTS one time, I heard his engine was revving way beyond me, and was ahead of me for a while, then I caught up once we are on the freeway... and the guys at subaru always said the S2000 is slow on freeway too, but they still got beaten bad on the street roads, anyways, I have drove the variable timing cars, they are really fast and smooth, but launching a NA car is totally different then launching a turbo car, too bad the MIVEC(Lancer) isn't here in the US, or that will be my second car  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> just if anyone don't know, almost every band have it's own variable timing control, but not everyone of them is in US, VTEC(honda), VVT-i(toyota), MIVEC(Mitsubishi), M Power(BMW, similar), and Nissan too, I forgot what the Nissan is...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||63.204.74.199||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000557.cgi
A||||34||beavis||lancer evo VII||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||04-03-2002||06:33 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||well its official.  the local mitsu dealer has finally let me put my name on the waiting list for the evo.  its supposed to debut this coming january.  no sissy car either.  they told me its going to be rated at 280hp, awd, and have all the jdm goddies.||138.23.82.208||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||04-03-2002||06:52 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||any word on price?||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||04-03-2002||07:09 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Oooh, nice.  I was sad when I heard that it was only gonna have 250 horses.  This is a nice suprise.  Congrats on your eventual purchase.||155.33.74.135||reg||1
Z||000003||adamvr4||04-03-2002||10:06 PM||zxt@webtv.net||Here's the real deal: price is $29k base plus options.  It willhave Brembos, no AYC as far as my Mitsu guys tell me,but that may change again.  IC willbe  FMIC, though smaller than the JDm version, hp is 261....<P>on the list too!||209.240.222.132||reg||1
Z||000004||Pappy||04-03-2002||10:43 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||No AYC??!?!?!?  now that's just not forgivable.  I could see not including the same FMIC due to bumper laws, but the AYC is a huge thing in my book.||155.33.74.135||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||04-04-2002||01:37 PM||lear133@hotmail.com||My guess is they wanted to keep it under $30k to stay somewhat competative with the scoobys. The AYC is probably an expensive system that would add considerable cost.||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000006||DSMGVR4||04-04-2002||05:23 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Just curious...whats AYC??? 29K base price? ouch, don't wanna know what the options are gonna cost. I do wanna get one, however I'll probably wait til after the first year of availability..hoping they'll work on the bugs for the next year.||152.163.201.204||reg||1
Z||000007||iceman69510||04-04-2002||05:43 PM||||AYC= Active Yaw Control.<P>That car needs to be priced a little closer to the Rex, maybe $27k or so.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000008||turbowop||04-04-2002||05:49 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSMGVR4:<BR><B>Just curious...whats AYC??? 29K base price? ouch, don't wanna know what the options are gonna cost. I do wanna get one, however I'll probably wait til after the first year of availability..hoping they'll work on the bugs for the next year.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>They've been working on the bugs since the first Evo came out in the early nineties. Remember this car has always been around, just not imported into the states.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000009||Ash||04-04-2002||05:49 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||You guys are aware that these things make a WRX look stupid!  They compare to WRX STi's not regular WRX's.||203.21.226.79||reg||1
Z||000010||beavis||04-04-2002||08:02 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||price should be well under 30k.  if you look at the car and driver test of the VII they converted the yen to dollars and it came out to $29,000.  my mitsu dealer says that they are shooting for a target price of closer to 25-26.  lets remember what happened to the market for supras, rx-7's and the like when they started asking over 30,000.  i think all the manufaturers realize that their target market could not afford $500 a month car payments.  if it is close to 30k i have a back-up plan.  any body want to buy a kidney? <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||138.23.82.219||reg||1
Z||000011||199of2k||04-05-2002||12:14 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||I think ill wait about 2 years to buy a 1g evo(assuming that there will be a evo8), then there should be an aftermarket for it, and they should be relativly cheap by then. ||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||04-05-2002||04:49 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 199of2k:<BR><B>I think ill wait about 2 years to buy a 1g evo(assuming that there will be a evo8), then there should be an aftermarket for it, and they should be relativly cheap by then. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hopefully the older models Evo V + will be easier to import now that we have the body style and engine in the States. The Evo VII does really do anything for me, yet.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000013||blytz||04-05-2002||07:44 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I don't think importing them will be much easier, it's an entirely new frame... similar drivetrain, but I think the suspension is new also...||24.159.62.33||reg||1
Z||000014||Ferrari F50 GT||04-05-2002||10:11 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Why couldn't they just keep the 15hp...argh.  Oh, well, I am sure some emition modifications should take care of that.  How much smaller is the FMIC on the U.S. spec?||63.231.77.255||reg||1
Z||000015||DarkDevilMMM||04-06-2002||01:31 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||I think the main problem is still if the car will come or not, to me, I feels like it's still a rumor, I don't know, my 6th sense told me that I still won't see that car at the end of this year, or even next year.... well who here buy a car and don't fix up? so I think those small FMIC, HP, all those stupid little emission stuffs, don't have to care at all, after we really buy the car, we will take it off anyways... I really want to see it here, so at least I have a "chance" to buy it, although I don't have 30k, or not even near, but I still would like to go test drive the car every weekend at the dealer  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> that's what me and my friend did to the new 3000GT VR-4...||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000016||beavis||04-07-2002||01:42 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||if anybody needs any information about the evo, old or new, go to <A HREF="http://www.myevo.com" TARGET=_blank>www.myevo.com</A>   this website is really cool and has enough information to choke a horse.||205.188.200.190||reg||1
Z||000017||Duc Hunter||04-10-2002||01:16 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||So sell my VR4 for maybe $7000 (full whiteline suspension, BBS 17's, 19c Frank Jr (fully ported and clipped), RRE pipes and FMIC, fuel pump, fuel pressure regulator, 3 inch down pipe, 2.5 inch exh, raptor intake, TRE MASC (coming as soon as tehy are done making it), EBC pads/drilled rotors, ported 95 exh manifold, ported O2 housing, short throw shifter)...............and spend $30,000 on an EVO (they wont be off the lot for under 30k. Hell dealers will be charging a premium for sure).............yes it has newer sytling.........leather though? <P><BR>My galant is larger inside (go sit in a Lancer) and there is no way the EVO is $23,000 better than my VR4. I would be better off spending $5,000 on new seats/clutch/bigger injectors, and saving the other $18,000 for a house. I would still smoke an EVO!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000018||BossGVR4||04-10-2002||08:33 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||&gt;My galant is larger inside (go sit in a Lancer) and there is no way the EVO is $23,000 better than my VR4.&lt;<BR>They guys who compete with EVO's in the SCCA Pro Rallies would be able to argue that better than I would. If what you are saying was true, then why aren't all our cars being bought up and used by these US rally teams ? Oh and then there's the WARRANTY that will come with the new EVOs<P>&gt;I would be better off spending $5,000 on new seats/clutch/bigger injectors, and saving the other $18,000 for a house.&lt;<BR>New seats & brackets $1500 pr<BR>Clutch $400<BR>660 Densos $390<BR>Total $2390 where did you get $5000 ?<P>&gt;I would still smoke an EVO!&lt;<BR>Maybe in cargo space, insurance rates, repair bills.<P>You guys seem to forget that there IS an aftermarket for the "flipped" 4G63 already the. I have dozens of Japanese EVO tuner magazines with tons of stuff for this car. ||165.247.90.87||reg||10
Z||000019||JonGVR4||04-10-2002||08:54 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by BossGVR4:<BR><B>You guys seem to forget that there IS an aftermarket for the "flipped" 4G63 already the. I have dozens of Japanese EVO tuner magazines with tons of stuff for this car. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Everything I've heard about the Evolutions is that they will suffer from crank walk just like the 2G DSMs.  For instance, the VII is now in the WRC class.  They can basically put a different engine in the VII for racing than what they sell to you.  Think of the Ford Focus.  I don't think Ford even sells the Focus Cosworth to anyone.<P>The more I learn about the EVO, the more I like my 6 bolt, big rod motor.  I also like the lack of OBDII.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000020||Duc Hunter||04-10-2002||10:47 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Originally posted by BossGVR4:<BR>[B]&gt;They guys who compete with EVO's in the SCCA Pro Rallies would be able to argue that better than I would. If what you are saying was true, then why aren't all our cars being bought up and used by these US rally teams? Oh and then there's the WARRANTY that will come with the new EVOs&lt; Warranty, yes, you got me there. They are not being snatched up because Mitsi pays money and lends support for "current" cars, just like Suzuki does in motorcycle racing, for example. Big sponsors want to win but they want to be on a new car....then when people see it on the street they will think of the product. Also, the EVO, when built is a better rally car, and street car. I just do not think it is 23,000 better......esp not with the power and handling I already have in my massaged VR4. I would spend 23k more, be slower, handle worse, have a smaller interior, have a warranty etc....<P>&gt;New seats & brackets $1500 pr, Clutch $400, 660 Densos $390, Total $2390 where did you get $5000?&lt; I was being conservative. If I wanted the tops of the line Sparco's they might be more $$$. You can buy and ACT/Centerforce/Clutch Masters clutch and have it put in for $400? Where? Plus, we all know how projects always seem to cost more than we think going in. Your number make my point even more as, according to them I could add those parts and put $20,610 in the bank........there is REALLY no way a new EVO is better than that Galant, not $20,610 better. <P>&gt;Maybe in cargo space, insurance rates, repair bills.&lt; Read my cars equipment. I am SURE it makes more power (way more after the injectors), handles better than an EVO. Stops better, no (love those Brembo's) but for a street car that sees some track days it is WAY more than enough! <P><BR>&gt;You guys seem to forget that there IS an aftermarket for the "flipped" 4G63 already the. I have dozens of Japanese EVO tuner magazines with tons of stuff for this car.&lt; You are right. But there again, you want me to spend $30k on a car then spend $$$ to hop it up. To get it on par with my Galant would take thousands (turbo/exh/FMIC/pipes/injectors/fuel computer/MAF/springs/shocks/swaybars/bushings/tires (stock wheels would be fine on the EVO though)/Stain brake lines/clutch/seats (sparco's above out have to go in to make it equal   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  )....how much will all that cost? Now I am into it for $40k. Will it be better by a long shot at that point. YES! Will it be $30k better? NO WAY! For that $30k I could keep my Galant and buy a nice/used ski boat and a truck to tow it with........or have my Galant and a down on a nice house..........or my Galant and a sick Hog......<P>Maybe for you it would be worth it. For me it is not. Plus you loose the sleeper (how the hell did that thing beat my 911) all together.<P>Jon is VERY right.........the rally cars I believe....use a block like ours that is not in the Group N cars or the street cars. those WRC cars have only ~280HP.....which that engine can handle just fine. They wont take the 400+ some of us run for the reasons Jon states. But Jon....ODBII........they never need to get smogged! After something like 1997 the cars just need an "up-the-butt" test, even here in sunny CA. That would be nice huh? <BR> <P><p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 04-10-2002).]||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000021||Pappy||04-11-2002||01:22 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'm personally just waiting for the Skyline GT-R to officially come over.  The new design is very odd, but it's growing on me.||155.33.74.99||reg||1
Z||000022||ken inn||04-11-2002||04:09 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yah, but i'm hearing the us version will be normal aspirated v8, and maybe only 2 wheel drive||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000023||DarkDevilMMM||04-11-2002||07:59 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||Jon, the cosworths(not exactly saying Focus), are being sold in europe and the rest of the world, just not US, this is the fact just not the cosworths, like Evolutions, peugets 206/306, STi WRX, and a lot more, all these cars are sold everywhere in the world, just not US, if u want them, go sleep, u will see them somehow  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Duc, if your car will really smoke the Evolution? hmm, maybe yes in a fact, but u have already put so much time and money in the car already, that's why, a totally fixed up eclipse can smoke a ferrari 360 also, but will your car tends to breakdown more easily then the evolutions? I can tell u yes, and will your car hold longer then the evolutions? maybe not, is evolution more worth to spend money on to do the fixed up? yes, as the base line of the car is 280HP, the components(like piston, rod, crank) inside can already handle 280HP+ w/o doing a lot to the engine internal, but is the baseline of our car can handle 280+HP? hmm don't think so... they will break... ok and the handling part, the lancer have shorter wheel base which make the handling more precise, plus all the new LSD + AYC, and don't forget, the weight, how heavy the galants are compare to the lancer, so how are u going to compare those facts, there is no way a galant can handle better then a evo7, the only time a galant will handle better is Tommi driving a galant and I am driving a evo7, then u can see the difference that the galant handles better... so I still think evo7 is still worth all the bits and pieces for a future point of view, galants is very good, maybe 10 years ago, but now it's too old to compete on the market already, not saying the Evo7, even the low end WRX, u will still lose big time... but if u say the size of the interior, yes, the lancer is relatively small compare to the galants, but if u like large comfortable car, a hunduh accord is very comfortable indeed already...I am not trying to flame u at all, but I rather spend all the money on one thing other then seperate them into 10 things, having 10 blunt knife is no use, having 1 god damn sharp knife will save you the whole life, save it for a house is good, but if spend on a boat, I rather save it for fixing the galant...i am exhausted from literally fixing the galant, not fixing it up, most of the things have died on my car, now the stupid whistling on the freeway is still there which annoies me a lot... anyways, bottom line is, if I have money, I will definitely get the evo7, if I don't have enough money, I will get the mini cooper, period.||169.237.155.127||reg||1
Z||000024||keydiver||04-11-2002||08:04 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||What kind of whistling on the freeway? The driver's side door is known to whistle at high speeds, but I fixed mine by just bending the window frame back in a little bit.||66.156.212.120||reg||1
Z||000025||Pappy||04-11-2002||11:40 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>yah, but i'm hearing the us version will be normal aspirated v8, and maybe only 2 wheel drive</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I heard about the NA V8.  But that'll produce over 400hp they speculate.  And I love the rumble of V8s, along with the low end torque.  However, the 2 wheel drive is very upsetting to me.  If it only has rwd, I'm not gonna get it.<P>||155.33.74.99||reg||1
Z||000026||markrieb||04-12-2002||10:35 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Acutally one of my biggest problems with the EVO VII and even the VI is that the EVO is gaining huge amounts of weight.  The EVO VII is up to 3200 lbs already, before the addition of US safety equipment.  The GVR-4 is around 3400-3600 lbs.  400 lbs is nothing to sneeze at, but not enough of a difference.<P>I want an EVO that is down around 2800 lbs if not lighter.<P>I want an EVO that doesn't: have a bad dynamic camber curve, has sufficient caster stock, has a shifter that is not "grab and guess", has a transmission that will shift up at redline and down without grinding or double clutching, rear axles that will live with at least stock hp, a clutch that will last more than a year of spirited driving, has head room for me (6') plus my helmet, seats with proper side supports, 8" wide wheels stock (this is already true), brakes that won't or at least resist warp and fade, pedals that are placed better for heel-and-toe shifting.<P>What my EVO doesn't need is a sun roof, electric windows, 600 watt sound system, I'm not sure I want AYC or an active center dif(lots of problems reported on the EVO mailing lists).<P>I have a sinkig feeling that the EVO is already headed the way of the last 300ZX's and the 3000GT.  Amazing cars that ended up overweight GT cars rather than proper sports/racing cars.<P>Mark Rieb||208.8.197.100||reg||1
Z||000027||Duc Hunter||04-12-2002||02:52 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Mark is right....and lok at teh wheel base fo the EVO VII.........compare it to the Galant......   I still say it is not worht $23,000 more than my car.......or $30,000 more aftern mods. Break down?? My car has NEVER left me stranded....I am tuning on it al the time for fun, but I coudl leave it allone and jsut drive it. That is what I love about it, it is hot rodded and yet as reliable as a plain Jane Jap Sedan. <P>Let's get real too, I can get an Audi A4 1.8T at auction for 15-18k, clean ones. Put 10k into that and you have 400+ HP, S4 brakes.....and it is an Audi so it will have far better interior appointments etc...and I am still not into it for $30....  Hell for $30k I can get myself a Viper GTS coupe..........||205.166.229.133||reg||1
Z||000028||beavis||04-12-2002||05:35 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||that audi would need one more upgrade to hang with the evo.  a healthy dose of crack smoke.  a4's suck period.  all the guys here dump tons of cash in them only to get smoked repeatedly by my vr4 and my friends 87 turboII.<p>[This message has been edited by beavis (edited 04-12-2002).]||138.23.82.49||reg||1
Z||000029||smokindav||04-14-2002||09:24 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Two things:<P>1. I thought GVR4s weighed about 3250, 100lbs. more than a T/E/L DSM?<BR>2. How do you buy a Viper GTS coupe for $30K?<P>I guess my thoughts on the EVO VII or VIII or whatever number it will be when it arrives are:<BR>1. Sounds like it will be too expensive<BR>2. Regular used WRXs are already below $20k<BR>3. Wait and buy a used one <BR>4. Keep my GVR4   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Dave||172.175.50.200||reg||1
Z||000030||DarkDevilMMM||04-14-2002||02:32 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||hmm.... I thought the galant weight 4189lbs, coz it said on my door panel.... I don't know, I just read off what is on the door panel....||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000031||HKS VR-4||04-16-2002||12:23 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DarkDevilMMM:<BR><B>hmm.... I thought the galant weight 4189lbs, coz it said on my door panel.... I don't know, I just read off what is on the door panel....</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>HAHAHA, I don't think it weights that much, even with my fat ass in there...it's only about 3300 - 3600 lbs.  =)<BR>||12.81.80.252||reg||10
Z||000032||GVR1643||04-16-2002||02:50 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||GVR4's weight is 3200#.  I've had this come up a few times and I even had mine on the scales.  It weighed in at 3290 with over 1/2 tank of gas, and you have to figure the other misc. oils.<BR>Kevin<BR>#1643<BR>#401||167.142.22.21||reg||1
Z||000033||Garfield Wright||04-17-2002||12:18 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Friends have taught me that the flawless Evo's are the 3rd gen of any of the designs.  eg:  1 was ok, but 2 was better & 3 by far is superior to the previous.  4 was ok, 5 was better but 6 is superior to all previous.  I think the same will follow the the 7, 8 & 9 will be best Evo ever.  I'm not putting in my order for one unless, it's a 3, a 6 or by the time I reach my mid life crisis the 9.  This I've learnt from friends that have owned all of the above & have been driving them for years in Jamaica.||152.163.204.176||reg||1
Z||000034||LunarShadow||04-17-2002||12:34 AM||ahagopia@bellsouth.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DarkDevilMMM:<BR><B>hmm.... I thought the galant weight 4189lbs, coz it said on my door panel.... I don't know, I just read off what is on the door panel....</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That is the gross vehicle weight.  Kind of like towing capacity of trucks.  <P>I have the original certificate of sale for my car.  The vehicle weight is 3251lbs (no sun roof).<P>I will keep my VR4, thank you very much.  I like the way it looks, and I like the fact that I can mod the shit out of it and still pass emissions.  In a straight line, the evo won't stand a chance. I doubt I could match the EVO in the twisties, but I'll give it a shot. ||172.154.41.137||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000558.cgi
A||N||1||Ferrari F50 GT||Badging Adhiesive||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||04-03-2002||06:50 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I just got some GVR-4 badges since my car had them stripped off before I bought it.  What would be a good adhiesive to put these on with?  Thanks.||63.231.77.198||reg||1
Z||000001||James||04-04-2002||03:01 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||I would suggest a good quality double sided tape. That stuff sticks like shit to a blanket!||210.48.128.214||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/000559.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||cyclone plug wires||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||04-04-2002||06:28 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||well, i finally gave in.  my wires are all burned up, so i sent in a diagram to kingsborne, and they are going to make me a set for 25 bucks. if any of you want one, call them at 800 643 0375, and ask for the 11-571 cyclone wire set.  i got lazy, and never rechecked my timing.  it was way off, like 15 deg btdc, and must have had bad detonation.  the knock led was just starting to flicker, but would go out when the water sprayed.  the electrodes on the plugs kinda grounded themselves out, and musta shorted out the wires. ||63.146.72.143||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||04-04-2002||08:05 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||do you still need the set off my jdm motor?||138.23.82.219||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||04-04-2002||09:05 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||wait a couple of days.  i'm gonna call them tomorrow, and see how long.  i am using parts of 2 usa sets now, and it works but they are all over the place.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000003||design kid||04-05-2002||02:33 AM||ihw@jps.net||hey ken<P>i'll hold my plug wires as well.  if you need them let me know.  i was gonna ship them a few days ago and then realized my budget is so tight that shipping those wires might break me. sad huh? on the other hand the jdm engine new 16g atc 2600 rre lightened fly wheel and removed balance shafts sure will be nice.  you gotta do it right when the engine is out of the car right?  well that's what i keep telling myself.<P>by the way anybody know of any sweet graphic design jobs in san francisco? i'm good i swear.<P>cash deep - ian||216.224.155.172||reg||11




ubb/Forum3/000560.cgi
A||||0||JonGVR4||reminder||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||04-05-2002||12:08 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Guys, please be sure to keep your profile up to date.  Where you live and more importantly, your email address.||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000561.cgi
A||||3||becool||n/a engine in my car?||||1||
Z||000000||becool||04-07-2002||05:43 PM||||Hey, my engine just blew a month ago and I got a suppose to be jdm engine in my car right now, but it is not cyclone.  no turbo came with it, just head/short block.  my mech had everything together but we did compression and it's high...can't remember the number (200psi?), do they come with higher compression pistons?...also could i have a n/a motor on here?  what if i do?  what will happen and also is this going to cost me in the long run?  how can i tell the difference between a n/a and turbo with no turbo on or cams??  am i going crazy/??<P>thanks.||65.31.243.155||reg||1
Z||000001||1101||04-07-2002||07:57 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Probably do. Shine a light down a spark plug <BR>hole and look at the top of a piston, turbo engines should say T on top. NT no T ||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||04-08-2002||10:19 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||wont the na's also have the oil feed line for the turbo as just an untapped boss?  or is it capped with a plug?||63.146.72.141||reg||1
Z||000003||1101||04-08-2002||02:10 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Capped with a bolt and crush washer. Also the NT flywheel does not have a step now that I think of it.<P>Ward||12.235.102.34||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000562.cgi
A||||1||kartorium31||body modifications||||5||
Z||000000||kartorium31||04-08-2002||11:26 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Hey all i have my cars front bumper off right now and am thinking about cutting out some of the support and cover so that when i get a FMIC it will slip right in but i am not sure if this is a good idea.  The thing is that i can make it look good at the moment because i have access to all the equipment to do body work.  I am open to suggestions on other body mods too. so give me some input, and ideas if u have any.<BR>thanks||12.18.158.25||reg||5
Z||000001||turbowop||04-09-2002||12:45 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I think it depends on which intercooler you get in the future. I'd hate to see you cut out what you think is enough for pretty much any intercooler only to have to pull everything off to do it again because it wasn't enough. OR cut out way more than you ever needed to.<BR>Hurry up and paint that damn thing so I can see how it looks.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000563.cgi
A||||6||OneDay||Should i get one......||||9||
Z||000000||OneDay||04-09-2002||09:33 AM||hairy_ewok@hotmail.com||Gday Fellas, <P>i discovered this useful website a month or two ago after searching high and low all over the web for GVR4 sites.<P>My question is wether it is worth getting a GVR4.  My major problem is that i can afford to buy one, but i can't afford to fork out big dollars for large repairs.<P>So are the GVR4 generally reliable, i am not expecting a reply of 'yeh they never have a problem' but are they on a whole a well built car??  I have heard that the cam belt needs to be changed every 100,000 K's but that is normal.  Any major problems?? Rememeber your input could decide wether i purchase one. <BR>Cheers, David||202.160.140.11||reg||9
Z||000001||GVR1643||04-09-2002||09:56 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Well, I have 177,000 MILES on mine with original motor and until a few miles back, even the original turbo...And it runs pretty damn good...so, not too bad.  It will mostly depend on who had it, how they took care of it and how you plan on caring for it and driving it. <BR>p.s. I liked it enough to go by a second one for the wife :-)<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.153||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsuvr4||04-09-2002||10:08 AM||||Hey David,<BR>I've got 150,000 miles on mine with the original turbo and no problems.  It runs like a champ.  I don't know how hard parts are to come by in your part of the world?  If it's been taken care of and not abused (even if it is sometimes) the engines are very robust.  Transmissions/transfercases can sometimes be sketchy.  Make sure they aren't leaking bad, possibly leading to a lock-up or a required investment in the future.  All and all a great car for the age and amount of "stuff" Mitsu packed into them.<P>Good luck,<BR>Karl||134.29.244.141||reg||1
Z||000003||mdpvr4||04-09-2002||01:49 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i think a lot has to do with who you buy it from, i didnt have any problems with mine except for the tranny and when my motor blew but that was my fault.||152.163.194.208||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||04-09-2002||07:10 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I've had mine nearly 2 years and have had the following probs, bear in mind that I flog the shit out of the car   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> <BR><I>Clutch @ 105k km</I> - it was the original clutch.<BR><I>Clutch master cyl @ same time</I> - It helped the clutch slip and sped up its demise, but the 5k launches are prob the real reason    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR><I>Transfer case leak @ 105k</I> - Discovered when replacing clutch.  There is a plug in the back of the transfer case that leaks and drops all the oil out, not good. <B> This is a must do!</B><BR><I>Radiator top tank gasket @ 110k km</I> Happens to all radiators with plastic tanks.<BR><I>Harmonic Balancer @ 115k km</I> - it happens to all cars eventually.<BR><I>Caps in ECU</I> - A preventitive maintenence thing, happens to anything with capacitors eventually. <B> This is a must do!</B><P>Considering its a turbo car with 120000km on it, its pretty damn good.  Way more reliable than old turbo cars and only having problems now due to age, eg. a WRX will be just as bad after that timeframe/KM.  Overall a very solid car.  I generally do about 15-20 passes at street meets without any problems (cept the times being too slow).  They are a very well screwed together car.<P>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 04-09-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 04-09-2002).]||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000005||OneDay||04-09-2002||08:11 PM||hairy_ewok@hotmail.com||Thanks guys for the quick and informative replies. I think i will take the plunge and get a GVR4 in the next couple (few) months depending on the finacial position.<P>Even if there are issues with the car there seems to be alot of switched on people in this forum, which is more than i can say for every other one on the web.<P>Thanks Again,<P>PS Ash i was looking forward to those AWD launches, oh well i better leave it for special occasions only, ahah||134.148.4.19||reg||7
Z||000006||Ash||04-09-2002||08:14 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I know of a guy with one for sale for about 12k atm. Had an exhaust, 17" wheels etc.<BR>I think he is in sydney too. Email me on ajhinds@austarnet.com.au if interested.||165.228.131.11||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000564.cgi
A||||1||becool||what's al mas?||||1||
Z||000000||becool||04-10-2002||10:17 AM||||Hi some newbie questions.<BR>What's an al blaha mas? <BR>When would I use it and what for?<BR>What other parts would I need to use it well?<BR>Does this do the same as 2g mas?<P>Can I run the car with upgraded pump and 550s, if all else stock?  or do i need safc?<P>Thanks.||141.233.158.65||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||04-10-2002||11:05 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||Hi some newbie questions.<BR>What's an al blaha mas?<P>the blaha mas is a 1g mas that has the lower portion removed, and some additional things done to it electronically to make it run better.  it also has a "flapper" door so it will allow the car to idle with stock injectors and no fuel control<P>When would I use it and what for?<P>you would use it in place of the stock mas, it will improve your upper end power.  otherwise, it will perform in all ranges the same as stock.<P>What other parts would I need to use it well?<P>if your car is stock, you dont need anything else.  if you remove the flapper door, you will need fuel control, because now the car will run too lean.<P>Does this do the same as 2g mas?<P>basically, yes.  but the difference is, if the car is stock, it will allow it to idle, and not lean out at wot<P>Can I run the car with upgraded pump and 550s, if all else stock? or do i need safc?<P>i have run as much as 20 lbs boost with stock injectors, and no additional fuel control, with no adverse effects.  but i also have water injection.<P><BR>||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000565.cgi
A||||0||James||Blitzed my Evo||||14||
Z||000000||James||04-10-2002||11:05 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||I had my Blitz elec.boost controller fitted today . The car was running 13 psi stock according to the 4wd dyno. I have got the high setting on 17psi. Boy does it make a difference on the road. The car is still running the stock dump and cat, which would be restricting it a fair bit. It is putting out around 225kw at the flywheel. With this Blitz controller, the boost holds very steady and is fully adjustable in cabin. <BR>  I think my next mod will be the dump and cat(3" ). I might go for a thrash through the twisties this coming weekend, and terrorize some guys on their sports M/Cs.<BR> This thing really tears up the turns,||210.48.128.214||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/000566.cgi
A||||5||Garfield Wright||JDM rear bumper install||||10||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||04-10-2002||05:30 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I've just completed removing my front & rear bumpers & installing the rear JDM bumper.  Goto <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com," TARGET=_blank>www.southfloridatuners.com,</A>  click on garfield's galant (under cars to see) & go to updates.  If I left out anything, please let me know.  Hope this will answer all the questions I got a couple of weeks ago.||152.163.194.192||reg||10
Z||000001||JonGVR4||04-11-2002||09:02 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Will the bracket from the JDM bumper mount on the US spec bumper?  I am talking about the bracket that runs the length of the bumper and has those two metal pieces that slide into the car and mount with bolts inside the trunk.<BR>If so, I sure would LOVE to get one of those.<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/_derived/lens_removal.htm_txt_rbumper5.gif"> <P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||04-11-2002||09:09 AM||jon@jgronline.com||actually, how much is a JDM bumper with brackets?||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||04-11-2002||01:17 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||That's pretty sweet.  So did you finally get a shipment over, or was this just a few parts?||155.33.74.99||reg||1
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||04-14-2002||11:12 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||The JDM bumper bolted up directly without any modifications.  It does comes with the 2 brackets but doesn't have the 5mph brace across the middle.  I only got 1 fmic, 1 f/bumper & a pair of headlights.  I've had this bumper for approx 5mths @ a friend's shop.  I've given my friend a list of the items the guys on this message board need for the next container.  This way he can have all the parts sourced & ready to be loaded when he makes the next trip to Japan.||64.12.102.181||reg||1
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||04-14-2002||11:17 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||My email is garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com.  Email me privately for cost.||64.12.102.181||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000567.cgi
A||||10||ken inn||stainless exh studs||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||04-10-2002||05:57 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i just got my set of stainless exh studs, they are gorgeous.  a full set was like 4 bucks, and they will NEVER break.  i am going to red loctite them in, and never have to worry about breaking one any more.  if you missed out on the group buy, you can still get some, jpw26@drexel.edu.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000001||roth4fun||04-11-2002||12:05 AM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||I got mine as well.  They look a lot better than my old rusted ones.  Hopefully they will last as I am having to extract 2 broken studs right now.||24.207.191.71||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||04-11-2002||09:52 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||$4???? I emailed the guy and it's $21 now...||24.159.62.33||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||04-12-2002||10:46 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||whoops!  i just checked my paypal records, it was 20 bucks shipped, and i got a dozen.  i had called arp, and they wanted, i think, about 3 bux each.  heck, i think the mitsu stock ones are about a buck each.||63.146.72.148||reg||1
Z||000004||still||04-12-2002||06:30 PM||still@drexel.edu||I just wanted to clear up a few things about the studs we are selling. We never sold the studs at a price of $4/set(this was already cleared up but just making sure). They are $21 if you are using paypay, we didn't realize that paypal takes a percentage and the extra dollar covers that.<P>A comment of the strength of these studs: They are A2-70 Stainless Steel studs, here are a few specs...<BR>Tensile Strength ~ 700MPa<BR>Yield Strength ~ 450MPa<P>oem(assuming that they are grade 5.8 carbon steel)<BR>Tensile Strength~520MPa<BR>Yield Strength~420MPa<P>They are stronger than stock but not unbreakable. The major reason that they will not break like the stock studs is because they are STAINLESS STEEL. The stainless will not corrode with the aluminum head like the zinc plated carbon steel studs will. When the studs corrode their strength severly drops. This is the reason that it is so easy and common to snap these studs off in the head. These studs can still break from overtorquing so use the same torque spec as stock, 15-17 ft. lbs. when installing. Also, if not installing using a new locknut when installing the studs, make sure that the stud is screwed into the head as far as possible before installing the manifold.<P>One more thing. Do NOT use Loctite on these studs. If one did break from overtorquing, removal of the leftover stud will be very difficult if not impossible.<P>We do not have any left at this point although we recently ordered more and should be in the week of April 15.<P>If you have any questions please give me an email.<BR>Thanks,<BR>Jeff and Joe<BR>||151.199.248.3||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||04-12-2002||10:11 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||what about the nuts? <P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||04-13-2002||10:16 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||harry, you should look at the bmw exh nuts, 11 62 1 737 171.  i have been using them for a long time, and they are excellent.  it is a copper coated steel nut, with a shoulder, and the threads are an alloy helicoil.  very trick, it goes on the newer bmw's that have the catalyst inside the exh manifold.  lots of heat there.  even the older nuts with the smaller shoulder and no helicoil work fine.  they are slightly crimped, so no lock washer is needed, and they tighten up with heat, so they wont back off. ||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000007||still||04-16-2002||06:33 PM||still@drexel.edu||We also have zinc plated locknuts if people are interested.  Many have asked for stainless but that is a bad idea.  We are not going to sell something that we wouldn't do on our cars.  Stainless nuts on Stainless studs will gall together.  I haven't seen the BMW nuts before, how much are they?  ||129.25.23.85||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||04-16-2002||06:55 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||bmw list price is 1.39ea.  most dealers charge more than suggested list.  12mm wrench size, huge shoulders, i really like them. ||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000009||still||04-18-2002||02:00 PM||still@drexel.edu||Thats pretty expensive but I guess thats what you would expect from a BMW dealer.  We are selling the zinc plated locknuts for $2/set of 12.  They do the job pretty well(thats what my friends and I use).||129.25.23.85||reg||1
Z||000010||still||05-10-2002||06:30 AM||still@drexel.edu||Hey guys,<BR>We just got our new order in.  We now have the stainless studs in stock.  Check out <A HREF="http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~jpw26/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~jpw26/</A>  for pictures and info.<BR>thanks for the space||151.199.248.3||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000568.cgi
A||||2||Pappy||NIC International||||1||
Z||000000||Pappy||04-12-2002||01:20 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Does anybody know if they have an email address that I could reach them at?  I'm not a phone type of guy.  I like to talk with people in person, just not on the phone.  So if anybody could help me out here, that'd be great, thanks.||155.33.74.99||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||04-12-2002||10:41 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||800 523 2343  they will fax you an app, you gotta givem yer credit card, and make sure you follow up.  they claim they did not get my first return fax.  they came thru in the end, tho.  i am very pleased with my motor.||63.146.72.148||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||04-12-2002||02:17 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Thanks||155.33.74.99||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000569.cgi
A||N||14||sean||anyone have pictures of an Apex'i N1 on a VR4||||1||
Z||000000||sean||04-12-2002||04:44 PM||bigsexy@sympatico.ca||I have a 3" turbo back exhaust but I don't care for the muffler.  I plan on getting either the N1 or Dunk.  I just don't know how the N1 will look with the way the VR4 bumper is molded.  I have the Tanabe Racing Medalion on my Talon and I like the way it looks and my Girlfriend has the Dunk so I know it looks OK.  But I would really rather get the N1, I just want to see it on a car first.  Anyone?||64.230.200.237||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||04-12-2002||10:08 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||That muffler IS LOUDER than F&CK!  It is actually a amplifier instead of a muffler.<P>Are you sure you want to put one on? I had a customer/friend install one on his Galant and you could hear from a mile away. Cops don't like it either. That muffler is long gone...||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||sean||04-12-2002||10:21 PM||bigsexy@sympatico.ca||The car is already really loud so the noise doesn't bother me.  As long as it goes fast and looks some what good while doing it it's okay with me  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||64.230.200.237||reg||1
Z||000003||HKS VR-4||04-14-2002||02:24 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sean:<BR><B>The car is already really loud so the noise doesn't bother me.  As long as it goes fast and looks some what good while doing it it's okay with me    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I have pics....I use to have a Dunk on my VR4, but sold it to my co-work since he gave me an offer I couldn't refuse. What's your email???...or how do I post a pic???<p>[This message has been edited by HKS VR-4 (edited 04-14-2002).]||64.165.69.210||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||04-14-2002||11:16 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Don't say I didn't warn you. It not just loud it is VERY LOUD!<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||sean||04-14-2002||01:05 PM||bigsexy@sympatico.ca||My email is on top of the message in the profile icons.  To post it just upload the pictures to the DSM site and link the images here.||64.230.200.104||reg||1
Z||000006||HKS VR-4||04-14-2002||02:58 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Don't say I didn't warn you. It not just loud it is VERY LOUD!<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>The Apexi N1 would be loud, how loud, that I don't know. The Dunk, IS NOT LOUD at all!!!. The Dunk actually has a built in silencer...only a few db's over stock when you punch it...but on idle, you can't even tell unless you were outside standing right next to the muffler. <P>I'll send you the pics tonight, since I'm not home right now. <BR>||63.205.15.102||reg||1
Z||000007||galantvr4us||04-15-2002||09:23 AM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||I have a apexi N1 on my car, without a cat and I don't think its loud.<P>Katie||65.65.199.113||reg||1
Z||000008||HKS VR-4||04-15-2002||12:22 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Sean, check your email. I have sent the pics. ||12.81.73.80||reg||14
Z||000009||evol||04-17-2002||11:52 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||let me get a pic, too I was going to get that tight-ass black n1 muffler. maybe I'll just go with a mofugas with an extra silencer, instead...||134.124.18.17||reg||1
Z||000010||mikey||04-17-2002||02:57 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Can anyone post this pic up please?||141.233.158.65||reg||1
Z||000011||Butterdogg||04-20-2002||05:40 PM||||I have N1 muffler mounted angled... very coool, 2.5 turboback and is alright.. is loud from outside, but not from inside.. I guess i got used to it. <P>teach me how to post pics, I have one... <P>Eddie||4.41.65.126||reg||1
Z||000012||sean||04-20-2002||06:41 PM||bigsexy@sympatico.ca||email me the picture and I'll post it.||64.230.197.181||reg||1
Z||000013||evol||04-22-2002||11:49 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||any luck on the post? please email me a pic (racemygvr4@aol.com)||134.124.18.19||reg||1
Z||000014||HKS VR-4||04-22-2002||02:32 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I don't have pics of the N1, but I did have a Apexi Dunk. Now I'm running a dual N1 style....loud as F**K....I don't like it. It's very low, deep, rumble...non of that riced-out weed wacker type sh!t sound...but way too loud in my opinion (my current setup that is, not with the Dunk). Looks good though. =)||207.62.218.251||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000570.cgi
A||||1||Martin Chilcote||charging Black Panther Battery||||1||
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||04-12-2002||06:22 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||I have a Schumacher 10 amp deep cycle charger w/ 3 settings: manual, maintenance free, and low maintenance. Anybody know which setting would be best for a dry cell?<BR>I've lost the manual on the charger and the charging instructions for the battery almost require a special charger. I feel like a newbee. Thanks||12.110.136.90||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||04-12-2002||10:12 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||10 amp charger is too strong. You need a 1-3 amp trickel charger.  ||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000571.cgi
A||||2||VR4GAZM||Quick Rod Question....||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||04-14-2002||12:38 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Do we have the big rods? Or the small rods?  Just figuring out whether to buy some 1g Rods machined fo and come with 2g Pistions and are .010 over. Now whats with the .010 overbore and stuff, that kinda confuses me a little bit....The guy wants 195 for the set, and personally think this might be a good deal.<P>MIke<BR>||209.156.76.71||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||04-14-2002||12:45 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Our rods are the big rods. The .010 over pistons mean you will need to have the block bored .010 over for them to fit, which isn't really a bad idea on a high mileage block. Thats a great deal if he's already gone to all the trouble to have the rods resized to fit the 2g pistons.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.120||reg||1
Z||000002||VR4GAZM||04-14-2002||12:55 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Well Ill think Ill get them, and sell my 1g rods that are in my engine now.  Plus, since my car has 150k miles on it, that .010 seems to be a good idea for me then.<P>Thanks!<BR>Mike<P>||209.156.76.71||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000572.cgi
A||||2||bob dole||jdm parts||||1||
Z||000000||bob dole||04-14-2002||10:22 PM||mdexclusive@aol.com||This past weekend at a NIRA event i saw a JDM galant vr4.  I am wondering if anybody know how i can get the little lights that sit on both sides of the front fenders.  In person they look really cool. <P>thanks<BR>||205.188.192.177||reg||1
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||04-15-2002||01:32 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I can get them.  Eamil me garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||205.188.192.153||reg||10
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||04-15-2002||12:04 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by bob dole:<BR><B>This past weekend at a NIRA event i saw a JDM galant vr4.  I am wondering if anybody know how i can get the little lights that sit on both sides of the front fenders.  In person they look really cool. <P>thanks</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I can get them, I actually have a set on my car. You're talking about those "hood markers" right???...connect it to your turn signals???...I believe they are like $20. <P>||12.81.73.80||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000573.cgi
A||||1||mitsu13ishi||rear windows||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||04-15-2002||11:18 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||anybody know how to make the rear back seat passenger windows go FULLY down? instead of stopping with like 3 inches of window up.. <P>thanks||205.197.171.119||reg||1
Z||000001||smokindav||04-15-2002||12:02 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Not looking at my car right now, but usually, when back seat windows won't go down all the way it's because the rear doors are shaped in such a way as to clear the rear wheel well.  Hence, for the rear windows to go down completely you would need to strech the car and door so there is enough clearance down inside the door for the window to fit.<P>Later,<BR>Dave<BR>||128.255.247.174||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000574.cgi
A||||3||1312VR4||tranny replacement||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||04-15-2002||03:39 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Got a quick question. I have to replace(just put it back in) my tranny. Being that I have a broken foot & right knee in a brace.I just can lift it in how I took it out. How can I go about doing this. I was thinking of taking off the subframe bar that runs right under the trany/engine & just jack it up into place. It looks like it will work that way but have never done it like that. It just looks the easiest way to do it considering I'm doing it by myself & can hardly move. I need to get the car back on the ground. Any pros or cons of doing it this way? I just cant spend time guessing if its a right way & have the damn thing fall off of the jack cause it will take me a while to put it in place. Thanks for any input.||206.252.171.246||reg||1
Z||000001||Russ Keenan||04-15-2002||08:23 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||It is Much harder to put in than to get it out specially by oneself still it's not that bad. The frame rail below the firewall is kinda tricky. Better to put in twisted a little then once the shaft is in rotate it back around. Basicaly follow the vfaq for a clutch install for a T/E/L. One thing a friend of mine said to do that helped a ton the second couple of times I did a tanny swap was to stick a small jack between the firewall and the intake and push the motor foward a good bit. Helped make it MUCH easier to get lined up and in. I just used the factory jack and a couple of pieces of plywood trust me it helps. Alot. GL HF  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Russ Keenan<BR>431/1000<BR>91 awd talon 12.6@116mph sold<BR>from the frying pan into the fire  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||67.234.75.213||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||04-16-2002||09:22 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Well, the last time I installed a tranny (in a TSi) I used a floor jack.  <P>I'm not sure how you took the thing out or what you are talking about with the subframe brace.  But, if you dropped it out the bottom of the car, then it will go back in the same way.<P>For a successful floor jack insertion you will need some patience and or luck.  The last time I did it this way (as opposed to just muscling it up in there with no jack) it went straight in like a guided missile.<P>So what I did was have the floor jack with the handle facing directly away from the passenger side of the car, use a 1 or 2' 2x4 and set that on the floor jack, securing it with tie-straps will help keep things stable.  Then set the tranny on it and roll it under the car.  I just hope you have it jacked up enough, but from pix I've seen of your car in your garage, the jack stands should be up high enough.  A little jack-assing around and you might get lucky enough to have it slide right into the clutch.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Good luck,<BR>Dave Flaherty||128.255.247.171||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||04-16-2002||12:09 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Cool thanks for the replys. I was going to use the 2x4. With the brace,I figured maybe if I took it off it would make it easier(Jack it straight up, instead of having to twist the crap out of it. Taking it out I just pulled it straight out with no problems,but like I said Now I have a broken foot & leg brace(all on my right leg),so muscling it is a no go.Housing here on base is being an ass about my car, that is why I have to do it or else I could wait & use my engine hoist & lift it through the bottom.Right now it would be alll about luck. Once again thanks for the replys ||206.252.171.240||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000575.cgi
A||||2||suprflewus||turbo charge temps||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||04-16-2002||08:02 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i was curious what average charge air temps are before they hit the intercooler?<P>im sure they go up with boost.....just looking for a round about number at a given boost....18psi if possible....<P>thanks<BR>dale||64.12.101.171||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||04-16-2002||11:10 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I've got some reading for ya, but they are at 15PSI just before the TB, not after the turbo outlet.  Also, from before and after boost control settings, I assume that at 15psi the stock intercooler actually has about 5psi pressure drop and the poor old turbo was trying to blow 20psi!?!?!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif"><BR>They may give you an idea though obviously the readings would be higher.  No matter how hard I spanked the car, the highest reading I could get was 75.5 DegC with the cooler fully heat soaked so I think it would be close to that temp for 15psi.<P>14b @ 15psi Stock IC:<BR>Ambient - 30 DegC <BR>Cruise@60km/hr - 40 DegC<BR>End of strip - 65 DegC<BR>Serious flogging up a mountian - 75 DegC<P>14b @ 15psi Front mount:<BR>Ambient - 30 DegC<BR>Cruise@60km/hr - 40 DecC<BR>End of strip - 47 DegC<BR>Serious flogging - 55 DegC||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||04-18-2002||11:24 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I wish more people would use the word flogging in the US. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>Zach||216.51.102.239||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000576.cgi
A||||11||suprflewus||sender for oil temp. or pressure||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||04-16-2002||11:29 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i was thinking about adding an oil temp. gauge or pressure gauge.  Would the stock idiot light sender be a good thing to swap out for a temp. or pressure sender?? if not....any other places on the oil filter housing that are good to use for senders??<BR>thanks<BR>dale||64.12.101.161||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||04-17-2002||07:56 AM||jon@jgronline.com||The stock idiot light is exactly the same as most aftermarket oil pressure sending units.  Very good and easy way to add an oil pressure gauge.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||04-17-2002||10:20 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Jon,<BR>What is involved if you want to keep the stock idiot light sender and add a pressure gauge sender? What threads are in the oil filter housing, and what threads are normally on aftermarket senders? I was under the impression the original threads were metric, but aftermarket was 1/8" NPT?<BR>I don't see anything on the VAQ site, but I figured you've been down this road before.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 04-17-2002).]||66.156.213.37||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||04-17-2002||11:20 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I am pretty sure it is a 1/8" NPT bolt.  To have both, you'll need to put a T in there to have both sending units.  It will most likely leak too.  You'll have to use teflon tape on the T connections.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||BluFalcon||04-17-2002||01:13 PM||muttski@gte.net||I used the oil filter housing fron a 6 bolt DSM Turbo motor, when I replaced the motor in my car.  It has an extra fitting included for a factory oil pressure sending unit in addition to the idiot light unit.  I have an Autometer gauge and the threads were 1/8 NPT on the sending unit.  The fitting on the filter housing is already the correct diameter, but has the wrong thread pitch..I just ran a 1/8 NPT tap in the hole for the new senfding unit.  No problems.  I believe in order to put the oil filter bracket on the engine while in the car, will require the front timing cover and belts to be removed for access.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  Might be easier to just use an adaptor fitting in one of the other unused ports on the GVR4 housing for the sender.  You can get one of the DSM housings pretty cheap from a junkyard, or the dealer, and re use the sandwich cooler from your Galant housing.||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||04-17-2002||06:36 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i have a vdo oil press, and the sender is a dual sender, keeping the idiot lite, and sending the signal to the pressure guage.  since i am using the housing from the 90 air to air oil cooler, it also has another opening for the oil temp sender.  the threads seemed to be 1/8 npt, but just not deep enough.  so i just ran the tap thru, and bottomed out the sender, and i use a crush ring.  no leaks.  dont do this with the housing on the car, tho.  it left a PILE of shavings.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000006||suprflewus||04-17-2002||11:23 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i know this is off the topic....but could someone please clarify which types of threads(an threads, npt threads, etc) some kind of sealant (ie teflon tape) and which need no type of sealant?  <BR>thanks||64.12.101.171||reg||1
Z||000007||kartorium31||06-29-2002||07:03 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||ok, i am installing my pressure gauge today and i have it pretty much done.  there is a small problem though, once everything is connected and i start the car the oil idiot light comes on and the gauge goes way below zero.  I checked all my wires twice and nothing works.  i am trying to use the stock sending unit so i spliced into the wire coming off it.  i wasn't positive where to hook the wire that is suppose to run to the ignition so i hooked it to my remote wire on the turbo timer.  Is this correct?  I can't get the thing to work.  Oh and another thing is that when i disconnect the gauge from the sender the idiot light goes off.  any response welcome, i need help bad.||12.18.158.25||reg||5
Z||000008||#258||06-29-2002||09:14 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||The wire off the idiot light and most aftermarket pressure guages is ground, not hot. Sounds like you have polarity reversed.||67.83.145.170||reg||1
Z||000009||kartorium31||06-29-2002||09:59 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||thanks for the help.  So how in the hell do i get this thing to work?  do i need to just not use the stock sender and put a T fitting in there?  I am stumped.  I thought that the oil filter housing acted as the ground and the wire coming off of the sender was the signal.  anyways i just need to get this figured out.||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||06-30-2002||11:01 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the stock sender is just a switch.  at a certain pressure, it closes, closing the loop to ground, and the lite comes on.  i have a vdo dual sender, which replaces the stock sender.  it has one pole for the gauge, and one for the lite.  the only problem is the threads.  either vdo has slightly larger diameter fittings, or the mitsu threaded hole is smaller, because if you dont hog it out with a tap, the vdo only wants to go in about one turn, and that is NOT enough on aluminum.  i just ran the tap farther in, and use a crush ring.  no leaks, and good ground.  to get a the other bolt in the housing, just make a hole in the front cover with a dremel, and seal it up later.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000011||kartorium31||06-30-2002||03:40 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||thanks a lot for the help guys, i could never own this car without this board.  I think i will hook a T fitting in there and put the aftermarket sender in.||12.18.158.25||reg||7




ubb/Forum3/000577.cgi
A||||17||Garfield Wright||Tuned by AMG||||5||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||04-17-2002||12:11 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I have my JDM engine that came out of an automatic vr-4 galant.  It has the valve cover that reads 'Tuned by AMG' & came with the td04h turbo.  Does it have the same internals as the engines without the AMG valve cover?  I have a friend that had a gsx galant which he put this engine in about 3 years ago & he said it never gave him any problems.  He was running vpc, 22psi on a small 16g.  Can anyone shed some light?||152.163.204.176||reg||5
Z||000001||199of2k||04-17-2002||12:55 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/about_g_amg/about_g_amg.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/about_g_amg/about_g_amg.html</A> ||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||04-17-2002||01:07 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||I really wish that I could read that web page.  It looks very interesting.  Does this company still tune Galants?||63.231.76.147||reg||1
Z||000003||199of2k||04-17-2002||09:35 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://babelfish.altavista.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://babelfish.altavista.com/</A> <P>(for translation)||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||04-17-2002||10:14 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||1. I gotta get me one of those "skin wind shift boots". Sounds very fast!<BR>2. What is the "Surge tank capacity increase", is this part of the Cyclone intake?<BR>3. The wording indicates that titanium valve retainers were standard production, is that true?<BR>4. That "side garnish" made me hungry, excuse me while I go get a snack......<BR>||66.156.213.37||reg||1
Z||000005||MrEd||04-17-2002||10:51 AM||res122@psu.edu||looks like babelfish must be how they translate instruction manuals for VCRs sold in the US...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||128.118.220.55||reg||10
Z||000006||Pappy||04-17-2002||02:14 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Ferrari F50.  It's the same AMG that tunes Mercedes.  Unfortunately I don't think they do anything with Mitsubishi anymore.||140.247.227.177||reg||1
Z||000007||1101||04-17-2002||02:24 PM||karns10@attbi.com||I was under the impression that the amg engine was non-turbo. I think that some turbo owners may have grabbed the spark plug cover as an "upgrade."<P>Ward  ||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000008||1quickvr4||04-17-2002||09:59 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||They were no turbos as far as I know, In the webpages Iv seen they were taken of those cars and put on vr-4s.<BR>Zach||216.51.104.57||reg||1
Z||000009||Garfield Wright||04-18-2002||02:32 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I heard there were turbo AMG engines but was only available in automatic.  I also heard that the non turbo AMG engine has approx 175hp with high compression.  I couldn't figure out any of the links listed above.  I still don't know if the internals are the same or not.  The reason I'm asking is I want to run a 20g setup on this motor in the future with high boost & want to make sure I have the correct foundation for (low compression).<BR>Thanks<BR>Garfield||172.132.149.205||reg||1
Z||000010||HKS VR-4||04-22-2002||02:46 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||That's insane!!! AMG tuned the GVR4...how cool is that!!??!!||207.62.218.251||reg||14
Z||000011||drew||04-23-2002||02:35 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||AMG DID NOT TUNE THE GVR4<P>AMG tuned the Galant, same body style, before the GVR4 came out.<P>All AMG Galants were N/A and FF. There were no AWD or Turbo AMG Galants. The AMG Galants used high compression and better internals for additional power.<P>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 04-23-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 04-23-2002).]||64.194.28.233||reg||1
Z||000012||HKS VR-4||04-23-2002||04:56 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by drew:<BR><B>AMG DID NOT TUNE THE GVR4<P>AMG tuned the Galant, same body style, before the GVR4 came out.<P>All AMG Galants were N/A and FF. There were no AWD or Turbo AMG Galants. The AMG Galants used high compression and better internals for additional power.<P>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 04-23-2002).]<P>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 04-23-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I didn't know it was the pre VR4 model...but I bet they could've kicked ass if they tuned the GVR4. <BR>||63.205.13.162||reg||12
Z||000013||blytz||04-23-2002||07:02 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||didn't they start making the VR-4 in 88 in Japan (also the first year of the body style?)... that would make it the same time as the vr-4, wouldn't it?... although, I doubt you as far as them being FWD and NA (I've seen pics of one somewhere)....||24.159.62.33||reg||1
Z||000014||drew||04-24-2002||12:46 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Ok. After checking the website, (i read japanese) let me clairfy some info. <P>the Galant AMG came out in 89 with the e33a chassis designation (our GVR4s are e39a)<P>The car is FF Front Engine, FWD<BR>The car is Naturally Aspirated 170ps <P>The major differences between the stock Galant and the AMG are:<P>domed pistons instead of recessed for higher compression<P>high lift cams<BR>cyclone manifold<BR>larger surge tank<BR>ported exhaust manifold<BR>better muffler<BR>more oil jets<BR>improved radiator<BR>improved engine mounts<P>larger left axle<BR>better tranny<BR>larger clutch, modified flywheel<P>quick ratio steering<BR>improved shocks, 2piston calipers<BR>AMG labeled wheels<P>||64.194.28.233||reg||1
Z||000015||1101||04-24-2002||01:14 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Drew wrote:<P>high lift cams<P>more oil jets<P>improved radiator<P>That is kind of interesting.<P>The cam lift on my 89 GGS is the same as the my VR4. I wonder if this could be am upgrade.<P>Same with the radiator.<P>Sounds like it has the turbo block piston oil squirters.<P>I have seen one or two of these engines at the importers in Berkeley. They seem to hang around because no one knows what they have inside them. <P>Ward<BR>||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000016||Garfield Wright||04-24-2002||09:32 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Drew, thanks for breaking it down for me.  I appreciate all the info..  I don't want a high compression engine.  I am going to see if I can exchange for another if available.  I haven't installed it yet.  I'd rather get the low compression later year engine.  ||66.176.235.123||reg||1
Z||000017||blytz||04-25-2002||07:43 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||cool! Thanks for that info!||24.159.62.33||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000578.cgi
A||||5||Garfield Wright||I don't think||||6||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||04-18-2002||02:27 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||anyone (maybe I'm wrong) has thanked Jon for this medium through which we buy, sell, trade & argue gvr4 stuff.  Because of Jon, we have a way to get expert advise from everyone on just about anything related to the vr-4 galants for FREE.  Try taking that jumping tach, or that overboosting or no boost to the dealer or a shop.  They'll show u what free is, then they'll charge u for stuff u don't need, like shop charge, or disposal charge, or some other surcharge that looked like a lawer typed up your invoice!!  Thank u Jon.  Keep the galants alive   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>Garfield||172.132.149.205||reg||6
Z||000001||Ash||04-18-2002||05:44 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Here here, 3 cheers for Jon! ||203.21.225.62||reg||14
Z||000002||MX4||04-18-2002||07:11 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<P>Thanks John (VR4 God)||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||04-18-2002||09:06 AM||jon@jgronline.com||You guys need to find a woman.  BAD! ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||04-18-2002||10:32 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I have a women but thanks for thi anyways because it has saved me alot of oney and time!||205.232.152.2||reg||7
Z||000005||number3||04-18-2002||11:02 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||WHITEY RULES THE UNIVERSE!!!||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000579.cgi
A||||5||MX4||Gearbox probs||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||04-18-2002||02:29 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||Hey guys,<BR>After the new clutch my gearbox is being a real bitch to change gear etc. The mechanic said just adjust the clutch but I dunno how to do it. I had a look at it and there doesnt seem to be an adjustment on the pedal and/or cable anywhere. this is for an 89 VR4.<P>Someone plz help!!!<P>thanks<BR>Ryan||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||04-18-2002||11:06 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||There is a threaded rod above the gas pedal that can be turned in and out for adjustment.<P>Have fun its a bitch!<P>I would also make sure you fluid is full, clean and bubble free. ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||04-18-2002||11:29 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I was going to tell him that, until I noticed he's from New Zealand. If its right-hand drive, the best thing you can do is watch the clutch linkage under the dash as you push the clutch in and out, to see where it goes. In our US cars, the adjustment rod is actually about a foot away from the clutch, who knows where it is on yours??? There's like an extension rod that takes the motion from the clutch pedal and transfers it to where the master cylinder is (on the other side of the firewall, of course). Right there, under the dash, at the point where it pushes on the master cylinder piston, there is a nut on an adjustment rod that you loosen, and then screw the rod out a little, then tighten the locknut back down.<BR>Your Aussey friends might be able to help more than us lefthanded blokes!||66.156.214.135||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||04-19-2002||01:45 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||You did get the flywheel machined to match the clutch right? The step might be off(had that problem with my 88vr4)||206.252.171.244||reg||1
Z||000004||MX4||04-22-2002||04:45 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<P>I found the probs guys.<BR>Was my master cylinder leaking. Had my friend put new seals in her and shes all good<P>thanks<P>ryan||165.84.1.12||reg||1
Z||000005||sr71sss||04-27-2002||06:44 AM||sr71sss@aol.com||I have been having the same problem after I had a passenger side CV joint blow up on a track day. noticed after I had replaced the joint the next morning that the fluid has signs that I had done some damage to the tranny, must have been when I drove the car without a RH side shaft connected for 6 miles to get it back to our motel from the track, possible center diff damage??||64.12.103.154||reg||9




ubb/Forum3/000580.cgi
A||||1||Garfield Wright||Pictures||||10||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||04-18-2002||03:17 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||If anyone has pictures they want posted, email them to me & I'll post it on my pages.  Tell me what the pic is about, & who u are, I'll attach your email address to it or place it where anyone can email u about it.  When u have some one that wants to look @ it u can direct them to my page.  I try to update my page every weekend.<BR>Thanks<BR>Garfield||172.132.149.205||reg||10
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||04-18-2002||03:29 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I sent some pics of the new turbo and header, it would be great if you could post them for me..<BR>Thanks!!!<BR>Rob<p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 04-18-2002).]||24.196.87.195||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/000581.cgi
A||||4||bob in chicago||Homebuilt ram air & cold airbox||||3||
Z||000000||bob in chicago||04-18-2002||08:44 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Just finished making a cold airbox for cheap. For raw material I used a $7 "spray paint shield" that I picked up at the local Menard's (like a Home Depot). This shield is a flat piece of black ABS plastic about 1/16" thick by 28"x 14" with a handle attached.  It is easy to trim the plastic with a utility knife and bend with a heat gun. Looking down from the top, it's a upside-down U. I attached it only to my HKS aircan and made certain it didn't rub anywhere. It's bound to drop temp of intake. <P>My homebuilt "ram air" allows me to get fresh outside air into the cold airbox for track days, street racing, etc. I started with a spare passenger-side front corner light- I dremeled out the clear lens and the back side. This lets air flow thru to a hole (which I opened up) in the inner fender to reach the cold air box just in front of battery. I used some black racers tape to seal the holes behind the light, replaced the clear lens with some 1/4 by 1/4 hardware cloth (screening) which is secured by clear silicon caulk. With the yellow side reflector untouched, it almost looks stock; takes 10 seconds to swap in and out with the original light.  I'll test this setup Saturday at a track day at the Gingerman road course. Clever, right?<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 04-18-2002).]||24.148.23.180||reg||3
Z||000001||1312VR4||04-18-2002||04:33 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I'm doing something similar. I cut out the whole section where the battery used to be. I'm making a piece out of aluminum to go over the section(near the frame up to the hood)& sealing it to the hood. Making a funnel that goes down toward the old fog light. I rewraped all of my wiring & it runs where the frame & box meets under the filter hose. So I dont have to screw around with the box later if a problem comes up. I dont have to remove anything to get to the lights to change the bulbs or whatever. Cost was $6.00 for the 1/16 aluminum & $3.50 for the rubber. & alot of cussing & beer to get it to fit right to the hood||206.252.171.247||reg||1
Z||000002||7541000||04-18-2002||07:06 PM||||nice!||12.78.142.168||reg||14
Z||000003||Ash||04-18-2002||09:43 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I put the stock MAS & K&N minus the airbox where the battery was and made a heatshield out of some galvanized sheet metal.  I removed both driving lights, due to the IC plumbing being in the way anyway, and shaped a funnel to fit in the hole snugly and ran a hose up to the K&N.  Looks ok and seems to work.||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||04-20-2002||03:05 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Anybody have pics of what they did?||63.231.76.147||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000582.cgi
A||||5||suprflewus||source for metric studs||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||04-18-2002||05:49 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i was curious if y'all have a good source for metric studs.  I am having trouble finding them locally.  I was needing studs in common mitsubishi sizes (12mm/10mm/17mm) and thread pitches.....<P>thanks<BR>dale<P>ps-  i have never tried it, but is it even worth trying to cut the head off of a metric bolt to make a 'poor man's stud'???||64.12.103.158||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||04-18-2002||07:41 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Depending what your useing the bolts for, Summit Racing has some studs made my ARP that will fit the 4g63. They are cheaper than RRE if I remember.. Other than that I went to ACE Hardware and got some metric studs, but make sure they will take the abuse that you intend them to, I.E. hardness of the stud. If anything the people at the hardware shop might be able to steer you in the right direction. HA HA I said steer....<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||04-18-2002||11:04 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Why cut the head off? ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||suprflewus||04-20-2002||03:22 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||cutting the head off of a bolt would be like a stud right??  Im sure this would f**k up the threads.....<BR>||64.12.103.172||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||04-20-2002||10:39 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||why not leave the head on and bolt it up. No nut needed...  That is what I do.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||still||05-10-2002||06:32 AM||still@drexel.edu||We have stainless M8's in stock.  Check out <A HREF="http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~jpw26/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~jpw26/</A>  for pics, pricing, and other tech info.<BR>thanks for the space||151.199.248.3||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000583.cgi
A||||7||771of2k||radiator fans???||||1||
Z||000000||771of2k||04-18-2002||11:39 PM||snakedojo@hotmail.com||stupid ?, but here goes...<BR>how many fans should a GVR4 have? Cause I know t/l/e's have 2, but I only have one on my GVR4, on the passenger side, & it only seems to go on when the ac is on. I changed the temp sensor for the ecu today & that didnt seem to make a difference. ||68.1.190.117||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||04-19-2002||12:56 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||GVR4s also have 2. The GVR4's 2nd fan sits in front of the AC condenser behind the front bumper on the drivers side.||64.194.28.233||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||04-19-2002||01:37 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Someone might have taken it off because it didnt work(you should have seen my VR4 when I got it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">) & figured it was impeading the air flow & never bothered to fix it. Possible yes/no ||206.252.171.244||reg||1
Z||000003||771of2k||04-19-2002||11:01 AM||snakedojo@hotmail.com||ok, I found the other fan, its there,didn't realize its a pusher mounted on the other side of the radiator. which one is the ac fan? & what temp should it come on? should they both come on at the same time?<BR>the passenger side fan, I think I'm gonna rig it so its always on when the car is on. it sits right behind the intercooler, so I'm thinking that would be a good thing||151.203.212.142||reg||1
Z||000004||drew||04-19-2002||12:59 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||the pusher is the ac fan. they do not always come on at the same time.||64.194.28.233||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||04-19-2002||01:01 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Here's the schematic from the manual: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/radiator.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/radiator.pdf</A> <BR>It also lists the temperatures for each of the sensors.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.214.135||reg||1
Z||000006||771of2k||04-21-2002||01:29 PM||snakedojo@hotmail.com||thanks for the help.<BR>I found the issue. The 2 relays on the drivers side, next to the radiator were all corroded. I ran a jumper wire between 2 of the connections on 1 of the relays (it didnt seem to matter which 1, cause both would turn the fan on high), & now the engine fan is on high when ever the car is on, & that works for me. still cant seem to get the ac fan on though. ||68.1.190.117||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||04-22-2002||11:43 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||It looks like the same thing could be done to the AC relays, just jumper past them. However, the AC fan also has a dedicated fuse in the fuse box you should check if that doesn't work.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.214.135||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000584.cgi
A||||3||VR4GAZM||Clutch Pressure Plate Question||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||04-19-2002||01:30 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Would a clutch pressure plate from a 95-99 gsx fit our cars? Or is it different because of the 7 bolt crank?<P>Mike||209.156.76.3||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||04-19-2002||01:41 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||For a quick(no nonsense) awnser go to the local parts store & ask them to look up the part numbers, for what you think might work. You would be suprised at what fits on out cars. <BR>Oh yeah I have a spare if you want it<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 04-19-2002).]||206.252.171.244||reg||1
Z||000002||VR4GAZM||04-19-2002||01:57 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Well, im talking to a guy and he has a C.A.P. Clutch Mfg pressure plate off his 97 gsx.  It suppossedly has like 30% more holding power over stock.  he doesnt have a disc, so I might get the act 2100 disc.  Because since my engine is out of my car, i might as well change the clutch, even tho the guy who owned the car before me said he just changed it.  Upon inspection, the plate seems to almost have a polished ring around the splines or whatever those things are called, plus the disc seems to be kinda chewed up bad, altho im no expert  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>BTW, he wants 75.00 for the plate. So 75.00 and 125.00 equals 200.00, not a bad price for a decent holding clutch.<P>Did a review on dsmtalk, one guy said he had it and its working really really awesome for him.<P>Mike||209.156.76.3||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||04-19-2002||03:08 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Its ok if it has a light groove around it, but if its nice & shiny has a good groove in it I'd pass. Just for a look here ya go. <A HREF="http://nopionline.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=dspparts&vL1ID=0&makeid=250&modelid=020&catyear=1991&catid=0035&pcid=365&vTitle=1991%20MITSUBISHI%20Galant%20Clutch/Transmission%20Clutch" TARGET=_blank>http://nopionline.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=dspparts&vL1ID=0&makeid=250&modelid=020&catyear=1991&catid=0035&pcid=365&vTitle=1991%20MITSUBISHI%20Galant%20Clutch/Transmission%20Clutch</A>  %20Kit  Its only $230 for new plate & disc. $30 more I'd go with that IMO||206.252.171.244||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000585.cgi
A||N||5||Ferrari F50 GT||Timing||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||04-20-2002||04:44 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I just re-timed my car.  Here is where I have the timing set right now: (the 4 marks represent the timing marks, and the asterix shows where I am at)<P>---<P>---<BR>    *<BR>---<P>---<p>[This message has been edited by Ferrari F50 GT (edited 04-22-2002).]||63.231.76.147||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||04-22-2002||11:50 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Are you asking if thats OK? Each of the timing marks is 5 degrees, so it looks like you have it set at about 7 degrees, not bad. Stock is 5 degrees, but alot of guys push it to 8 or 10. I think I'm at 8, much more than that and the ECU just pulls more timing because of knock.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.214.135||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||04-22-2002||12:19 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Okay, that helps.  So, is the top mark Top Dead Center?  Also the higher you go(upwards towards top dead center)the more advanced the timing gets?||63.231.76.147||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||04-22-2002||01:55 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||first off, did you ground out the timing adjustment connector?  then, the first mark in your diagram, or actually, the tallest one, should have a "T", and the 3rd mark should have a "10".  T=top dead center, 10=10 degrees before tdc.  factory settings is 5, which is the second mark.  as you go farther away from the "T" the more the timing is advanced.||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||04-22-2002||05:07 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Thanks Ken.  I did ground the timing out when I adjusted it.  Is it possible for the timming to be so retarded that the car missfires and the car thinks it is knock?||63.231.76.147||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||04-22-2002||06:03 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||usually, if the timing is way retarded, it runs smooth, but no power.  if it is advanced too much, then you get knock.||63.146.72.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000586.cgi
A||N||3||ken inn||cyclone wire set||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||04-21-2002||10:34 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i have just installed the kingsborne spark plug wire set for the cyclone intake, and it is almost perfect.  the #3 wire is a tad short, about 1/2 inch.  i am notifying them.  the overall quality is the best i have seen in a mitsu wire set, even better than the stock.  the ends that go into the coil are rigid, like stock, so the boot doesnt slide in and out, and they are a very positive fit, you can feel and hear then "click" into place.  the spark plug ends fit perfect, and seem to be a MUCH better seal than the factory ones.  again, you  can feel and hear the "click" as they go into place, and the boot end that fits over the raised part of the valve cover is perfect.  i am really impressed.  the wires are also red, so they look original.  they are a tad fatter, so it is a bit difficult to fit them into the stock guides, but a little silicone lube fixed that.  they follow the stock route, and look and work great.  at 25 bucks, it is a real deal.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||04-21-2002||10:54 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Let me know when they've sorted out the short wire.  I'll get a set.<BR>Thanks<BR>Garfield||66.176.72.123||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||04-23-2002||09:11 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||ken do you have any technical data such as resistance?  i understand that they are inexpensive, but it would be nice to see how they compare to a build you own set.||138.23.82.233||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||04-24-2002||10:13 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i never checked the resistance.  i have been selling the kingsborne wire sets for 15 years for bmw's, and have never had a problem. i've probably sold a couple hundred sets.  for instance, the orginal manufacturer of bmw wires is beru.  if a customer looked at the beru wires, and the kingsborne wires, they would always take the kingsborne.  these wires fit even better than the factory.  especially the spark plug end, where the boot goes over the raised part of the valve cover, around the spark plug hole, it is the best seal i have ever seen.   and the coil ends are just like factory, where the boot is positioned out from the actual end, and everything fits perfectly when you put the end into the coil.  you dont have to slide the boot up over the end of the coil, it is just right.  and you can hear and feel a definet click when you attach the ends.  the only difference is the actual wire is a tad larger in diameter, and is a tight fit on the slots in the guides, but a little silicone lube fixed that.  also, the factory wires dont bend very easily, and you can see the outer covering starting to wrinkle.  these dont bend easily either, but when they do, there is no wrinkling.  there is no way you could duplicate this set yourself, because of the way they put on the ends.  these wires would be a deal at twice the price.  ||63.146.72.147||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000587.cgi
A||||0||boost||fuel/temp gauge problems||||9||
Z||000000||boost||04-21-2002||06:45 PM||cheese643@hotmail.com||Hi people<P>I have a JDM VR4 and I am having problems with the fuel and temperature gauges. Sometimes they work fine but other times they both read off the scale (i.e. really hot and really full) and the car is not hot or full. I have been told it may be an earthing issue but I would not have a clue where to start looking. Any help you guys can provide would be much appreciated||203.96.111.200||reg||9




ubb/Forum3/000588.cgi
A||||27||Team Ducktape||Pics of new turbo, thanks Garfield!||||14||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||04-22-2002||03:21 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Garfield was nice enough to post some of my new turbo pics. So there they are; also take a look at the other stuff on the site. They have some neat JDM stuff and other cool things. <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm" TARGET=_blank>www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||04-22-2002||04:05 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||It's crazy people like Ducktape why Mitsubishi put the 4g63 in the Evo VII.  This is probably the only 2.0l motor u can double up the hp output with boltons & stock internals.  Keep us abreast of your progress.<BR>mitsubishi spy...||207.239.80.34||reg||10
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||04-22-2002||04:52 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Will do! And thanks again! I not a spy if that is what you are talking about, more like a Wolf in Sheep's clothing......||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000003||suprflewus||04-22-2002||06:00 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||man...thats a honkin big turbo!!<P>where are you mounting your radiator??<P>are you running water to air intercooler?? i was wondering since the turbo outlet is facing toward the t.b.<P>who built the tubular manifold??<P>good luck with your car...<BR>dale||152.163.206.214||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||04-22-2002||10:44 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Super,<BR>Thanks for the Q's. The radiator is going in front of the turbo, I had to have a custom one made to fit. I will have more pics soon of everything together. The Air to Liquid IC is still out, but should be already to go this week and hopefully the whole car will be up and running later this week. But the turbo is rotated to "just" see what clearence I had, but I'm not sure where everyhting will all fit just yet. I pretty much have to just mount the big stuff and then work around everything else. The header was designed and fabbed by  Joel B., myself and Mark B.. Joel was the real mastermind, he did most, if not 99.5% of the work on it. He has great welding and mechanical skills, he used to race those minni-rod things, with building those things from the groung up DSM fabbing is a breese for him. And thanks Dale for the luck, trust me I'll need it!!!!||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000005||Ash||04-22-2002||11:40 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Holy shite, you're a crazy man!  How much power do you think you are going to end up with there?  Are you going for the fastest VR4 on the planet or what?||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||04-23-2002||12:36 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Well I wouldn't mind holding that title! But then again I have to have more than a bigger than stock turbo to get that title hehehe. But well we'll have to see what shes got  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> But as for power, well not sure yet, have to see what breaks first... I'm close to AMS they have a dyno and they seem to have a good bussiness and great customer sevice. But they need to light a fire under Spearco,  but then again who doesn't..... I sent some more pics of the header and the turbo in the car to Garfield, if he has space and the time maybe he'll post them. I really have no other way until my friend and I get Team Ducktape Racing.com up and running heheehe. But one nice thing is one of my good friends runs the WIdsm site. he has some older pics of my car with the t3/t4, and some newer ones. Go here then to my name under the member section. <A HREF="http://www.strongwelding.com/users/widsm/framed.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.strongwelding.com/users/widsm/framed.html</A> <BR>Later ppls,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000007||turbowop||04-23-2002||01:52 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif">OH    MY    GOD  !!!!!! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif"><P>Is that thing off of a semi? It's like a turbo with a car connected to it. That thing is almost as big as my johnson. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif"><P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000008||DarkDevilMMM||04-23-2002||05:06 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||oh my GOD! that's one god damn big fuking assy bloody turbo! that is not off a semi! that's off a Mitsubishi Zero Fighter back in the pearl harbour, engineers are freaks!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">hmm... maybe I am one of them :P, but too bad I am not a mechanical engineer, hehe, but good god, hope your car runs well, cross your finger when u turn that puppy on  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">, and drive like u are on a plane, show us the finaly HP and your track time!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> good luck!||63.204.75.157||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||04-23-2002||01:30 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Don't take this the wrong way but you guys act as if this is the first time You have seen a t/4 compressor housing on a GVR4???||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000010||Team Ducktape||04-23-2002||03:32 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Thanks guys for the info and comments. Yea this thing should be intresting to say the least, but yes who knows it may not be any faster than a big 16 or something like that heheehhe. Actually it's a t70 housing seperate from the t/4 series for the Garrets. The biggest t/4 is the tso4 which is smaller than the t-70. The t series compressor housings are all different depending on the turbo, I.E. tso4 housing is different from the t66 as is the t70 has a different housing from the t-66 and tso4. Some wheels are interchangeable to different housings some are not. Here is just a smal list of the differnt part numbers for the housings. <BR>PART NUMBER: TRIM: <BR>PN 20450 TS04 (Garrett 446560-1) <BR>PN 20498 T61 <BR>PN 20451 T64 <BR>PN 20452 T66 <BR>PN 20453 T70 <BR>PN 20454 T72 <BR>PN 20466 T76 <P>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000011||HKS VR-4||04-23-2002||05:01 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I think that turbo is little too big....it's gonna take days to spool...hahaha....but it's gonna be one hell of a ride. =)<BR>My friend has a T3/T4 in his Jetta....fast as hell!!!...the turbo is as big as my head...hehehe||63.205.13.162||reg||14
Z||000012||Team Ducktape||04-23-2002||05:13 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Well GN's have three cylinders running t88's and bigger turbos than that. Yes they're putting out a lot of HP but they don't make more HP out of three cylinders than a 4g63 can make. But yesss it will spool different than a 14b hehehe. Oh and yea those damn jettas can be pretty darn fast, I saw one race a Rustang once.. He smoked him by like 3-5 car lenghts. Needless to say the Ford Boy was not pleased. ||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000013||suprflewus||04-23-2002||05:36 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i had a feeling you were gonna tuck your radiator in front of the turbo.....not too many other places it can go.....<BR>thats what i am doing albeit for a different reason....but.....at least i will be already set up for the ducktape manifold and t series turbo  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>some people questioning the lag on a BIG turbo setup.  you would be suprised how little lag a big turbo can have with the proper setup.  I have a friend with a forced performance which is a fairly big turbo and the lag is minimal because the car is fully supported in other areas....<P>looking forward to hear how that thing runs.....(curious as to how your car runs too harry.....i know you have a big turbo too  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>dale<BR>"a turbo without lag is not big enough"<BR>                          corky bell||152.163.206.189||reg||1
Z||000014||Team Ducktape||04-23-2002||07:23 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| Dale my freind thanks for the backing, that quote says it all<P>-"a turbo without lag is not big enough"<BR>corky bell<P>Yea I'll keep you ppls up to date. I didn't want to post the pics to say ha look here, it's just other people have posted pics of things similar so hey why not. If I started the thread like "I got big turbo" or something like that I would expect to be draged to the streets and beaten, I just personally want to break all the misconseptions put up by these so called DSM Venders,. I'm not saying ALL Venders!!! Just like the ones that are selling unreal priced exhaust that would take you $350 from JC Whitney to make- and they charge $800 to $900 for, turbos, injectors,ect,ect. It goes on and on and on. The shipping, customer service, and prices all suck! We are a small group of car lovers we should be helped not raped by these people But no everything has to be a mistery and expensive...It's pages like this that the real true word can get out to all, not just the pyrimid few. Sorry I won't keep taking up bandwith to complain... ||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000015||Team Ducktape||04-23-2002||07:37 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Sorry, you know damn well that it doesn't cost that much to make or get those exhausts and come on $350-$575 for injectors haa, Summit Racing among the many, sells injectors that fit our cars for cheaper than any other so called DSM only vender that I have seen thus far. But I would imagine some who read this didn't know that... Oh and yea I also know of a Vender that sells Holley injectors for our cars and tries to pass them off as custom flowed disk style. when I inquired about the injector they said they send them out to have the disk machined to go on them and the whole nine yards, so I bought a set, but when I got some Holleys from Summit they just happended to be the exact same thing. (sold the 650's bought 800's then sold 800's went Venom Injectors)Then I find out it's better to run the pin style because our heads were designed for them not the disk style. I understand running a business but hmmmmmm.........||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000016||Garfield Wright||04-23-2002||11:00 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||i support ducktape's comments.  A lot of these vendors take advantage of us & without even thinking twice.  Building up your car should be fun & not require a second job.  If you take the fun out of it, then you'll realize that u just spent a bag of money on something that isn't what the seller claim it to be & u get PISSED.  We love our cars & want to get the most out of them not spen our life savings on them.||66.176.235.123||reg||1
Z||000017||Garfield Wright||04-23-2002||11:07 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I have friends who are running Greddy T88 turbos on their 1st & 2nd gen dsm's.  These guys have out powered porsches, bmws (m series) Vipers on the bottom end all the way through to 180mph on the highway.  Don't drag ducktape through the street.  Be thankful that he's sharing his r&d with us.  It's people like him why mitsubishi has put the 4g63 into the Evo VII.  ||66.176.235.123||reg||1
Z||000018||suprflewus||04-24-2002||12:18 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||oops....<BR>sorry....in my previous post, i forgot the word 'red' as the designation of the forced performance turbo......<BR>thats a fairly big turbo, and in a properly set up car, lags less than most peoples 16g's<P>dale||152.163.207.207||reg||1
Z||000019||DarkDevilMMM||04-24-2002||11:19 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||can someone plz built me a turbo-back exhaust for way less then 800 to 900 that some vendor want? I got not enough money to get a $800 exhaust? someone help?||63.204.75.157||reg||1
Z||000020||Team Ducktape||04-25-2002||02:05 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I can, in fact I will (me and a friend) be selling some here in the near future. We have a place that is going to make our mandrel full lenght pipes. Depending on what you would like; for a polished stainless three inch with your choice of magnaflow or ultra flow muffler it will be around $550-$600 shipped. No flex section and no cat. It will be one piece, if we can ship it like that, otherwise you will get a really long down pipe and a cat back..It's cheaper if we get the whole 12ft bent at one time. Depending on how much it takes to get it all up and running we will offer around 5 at a time, the more we can make at a time it will be cheaper for all. I will post some pics of mine soon.  ||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000021||DarkDevilMMM||04-25-2002||11:19 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||just some thoughts, is having a flex section better then no flex section? as it will eat some of the vibration from the engine so the the mount to the piping won't be stressed out? I don't know, that why I asked, and one more thought, some of us in CA would like to see CAT, or interchangeable test pipe + CAT, u know, stupid CA emission here, we check our car ever year... thx a lot! keep up the good work!!!||63.204.73.241||reg||1
Z||000022||number3||04-25-2002||02:20 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<BR><B>i support ducktape's comments.  A lot of these vendors take advantage of us & without even thinking twice.  Building up your car should be fun & not require a second job.  If you take the fun out of it, then you'll realize that u just spent a bag of money on something that isn't what the seller claim it to be & u get PISSED.  We love our cars & want to get the most out of them not spen our life savings on them.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Food for thought...<P>Where were Summit, JCW and Jeggs type stores a few years back when we need import parts support at a fair price?  Where were Holley, Flow Master, Crane, etc.<P>No where to be found. If it wasn't for the DSM specific vendors your cars (and mine)would all be slow and the V8s would continue to rule the road.  Hell if it was for Honda... <P>Just a thought...<P>BTW I run a small exhuast housing (7cm equivalent)to keep my T4 spooled.<BR>||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000023||Team Ducktape||04-25-2002||03:04 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||The technology has been paid for a long time ago! Now it's a matter of making money. You forget places like Nopi sell stuff for our cars cheaper that the dsm venders. Actuall most of the Honda venders are starting to carry some of the stuff for our cars. Summit and the other big v8 boys are finally getting stuff for our cars and yes they are cheaper yet, but the turbos, piping and that stuff doesn't need to come from the DSM venders. But I do agree it's about time for them to setup. Any exhaust shop can make these $250 IC pipes for $30 in materials and 15min. of their time. Garret and Turbonetics turbos are cheaper and for the most part better than the Mits. But as of now I only "owe" very few parts to these so called venders, so I'm still not impressed. Yes that means most of my stuff was fabbed or bought from Summit, Jegs or other nondsm specific venders. We are the reason they still sell the stuff for so much money, not any more is it a case of you pay for what you get.... ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000024||number3||04-25-2002||11:50 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Just about everything on my car is custom made. Very little comes from a "DSM Shop". But my point was missed as usal.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000025||Team Ducktape||04-26-2002||04:53 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Number 3,<BR>Was your point that the v8 boys are finnaly getting into them? Yes I must agree 100%!! I think maybe a few of the CEO's got beat with their rustangs by a E/T/L or something like that and decided they might be worth getting into. I think after the Hondas paved the way we had more people intrested in the 4 cylinder cars, oh and making money heheh, sorry had to get that in there. Also what are you running for the header/manifold? You said 7cm right? I couldn't see on the pics, also where is your wasetgate mounted? Who made the cage or did you make it?<BR>Thanks,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000026||number3||04-27-2002||06:12 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Sorta...<P>The "Big" boys didn't want anythign to do with imports. Two things "made" them get into them. Anyone care to take a guess at one or both?<P>I am running the manifold that is now know as the turbonetics manifold.<P>I have a 60-1 T4 BB with a .48 exhaust side.<P>The cage was originally made by a Joke of a shop in northern NJ. I used most of the chromoly from the original attempt and had a certified cage builder help me "reinstall" it. He needed to do the welding to be right, be safe, and properly pass tech.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000027||Dan D||04-28-2002||12:55 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||One of two reasons = money!||128.211.159.15||reg||1
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A||||12||VR4GAZM||Cops and GVR4's||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||04-22-2002||11:58 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Okay, so since Ive had my Galant, ive been pulled over more times in the 3 months that I have had it then I did when I had my tricked out eclipse (nt).   <P>So how many people have been pulled over in their galants, and for what?<P>Mine:<P>1st Time: Illegal Tint (stupidly admitted i didnt fix the problem-    <BR>          (90.00)<BR>          No Front License Plate (dropped, cuz i said i fixed it)<BR>2nd Time: No Safety Inspection (90.00)<BR>3rd Time: Speeding (55 in a 35)<P>So peeps, share your experiences.  Although I still havent pulled over for drag racing and i do a lot of it in my town.  Maybe thats the one advantage to having a 4 door clunker?<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.71||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4#169||04-23-2002||12:23 AM||boostedgalant@aol.com||I have gotten pulled over for loud exhaust, 98 in a 65, 75 in a 65, 78 in a 65.  They all said that if my exhaust hadn't been as loud, they wouldn't have pulled me over. Oh well, the price I pay for my 3 inch.||205.188.192.172||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||04-23-2002||01:02 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||got pulled over a few weeks ago for a loud exhaust and no front plate, all together 181$!  I am gonna contest it in court this week.<BR>most cops around here are cool with loud exhausts because of all the big chevs and fords, but if you get a stater then you are screwed.||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||04-23-2002||01:47 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I've been pulled up once for a RBT and that's it in nearly 2 years. ||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000004||turbowop||04-23-2002||02:05 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Unless your female (ask my gfriend) run ins with WA state patrol usually mean money out of your pocket.My record is almost clean again. Two speeding tickets left to drop off in about a year. And they were cheesy too. Like 67 in a 60. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif"> Although I did get one when I had a sportbike for doing over 90 in a 60 on the freeway. Whoops. Oh well, that was a few years ago.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000005||DarkDevilMMM||04-23-2002||04:51 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||hmm.... talking about tickets, I think I have a very nice record that u guys have never or not seen very often, try this:<P>1, 80 over 65<BR>2, 75 over 65<BR>3, running red light(I see yellow light)<BR>4, 65 over 50<BR>5, did not stop at the red light before turning right(I see yellow light when I turn)<BR>6, 75 over 65<BR>7, 85 over 65<BR>8, this is the best one I ever had, 105 over 65 + street racing, ticket is $1700+, but I end up paying $400 only<BR>9, 80 over 65<P>hmm... I still have couple like 3-4 that the cop let me go after I talk nice to them, those cops are nice, all those tickets are done in 2 years, I have been suspended once, as couple of the tickets I got off from traffic schools, know what car I am driving? a totally fixed up EVO 4 like mirage, the cops just like me a lot, that's why I ended up tearing off all the stuffs + kit on that car and sold the car, and got myself a galant vr4, and I haven't got a ticket since then, like for 2 years now( knock on wood ), and I still got I think 5 points on my record, anyways, good luck guys!||63.204.75.157||reg||1
Z||000006||bob in chicago||04-23-2002||07:27 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I have been stopped only once in 110K miles:<BR>103 in a 55mph back country road. It was a speedtrap because there was a Harley bikers' event at a nearby speedway. Otherwise I've lucked out.||216.65.164.239||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||04-23-2002||10:17 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I've never seen as many cops per capita as here in Palm Beach County, Florida. Everyone warned me when I moved here that the cops are pricks in Jupiter and Tequesta, and they are. I've been pulled over 3 times in the 2 1/2 years since we moved here. I got my first speeding ticket in over 20 years, at a speed trap right outside my apartments. I knew it was just a matter of time, since they set up there all the time. The neat thing though was that as soon as I got the ticket, I got letters in the mail from at least 6 different lawyers offering to go to court for me. It cost me $75 for the lawyer fee, the cop never appeared (eveidently they never do), I didn't have to even appear, and the ticket would have been $128 and 3 points. Sweeeeeeet!||66.156.213.23||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||04-23-2002||01:34 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Never!  No one ever seems to give my the time of day on the street. No street racers or cops. No the Miata however is another story and it the slowest car I own...||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000009||HKS VR-4||04-23-2002||05:07 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I never gotten a ticket once. Don't get me wrong, I got pulled over more than a few times, but the cops were nice about it. <P>My friends and I were at Alemeda at the abandon Navy air strip...5 cars...just having fun, early afternoon, tuning our cars and did a few runs, no big deal..but someone at the local women's fitness center called the cops on us. A Japanese guy, really nice cop, he was cool about it...didn't give anyone of us a ticket. <BR>...yep, he was a "JDM" cop...hehe||63.205.13.162||reg||1
Z||000010||beavis||04-23-2002||09:09 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||never been pulled over in my galant.  the cops here in socal are too busy with all the fast and furious hondas to take notice of my grandma mobile.  i did a second gear pull with no muffler and the CHP officer behind me(which i didn't know was there) pulled over the prelude next to me(damn altezzas <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||138.23.82.233||reg||1
Z||000011||199of2k||04-24-2002||12:36 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||It�s around 3am I�m bringing a friend home from a night of clubbing. No other cars on the road, I stop at an intersection. In the opposing lane a cop stops. I bet my friend $10 that we are going to get pulled. Light turns I continue straight the cop pulls a u turn as I�m passing him. He turns on his lights I pull over (I win $10) and shut off my car. I get the usual "license and registration" blurb, he goes back to his car, about 10 minutes later he comes back and asks my passenger for his license. My passenger obliges, as two more police cars drive up (one in front of me and one in the rear). The cop goes back to his car again, this time one of the other officers comes up to the car and starts asking questions like �What are you doing in this neighborhood?�(Dropping off my friend) ,�Where are you from?�(Providence),�who�s car is this?�(Mine). I remain calm and polite during the whole ordeal, answering his questions with a smile. Another cop shows up, this brings the count up to 4 cars (6 officers). I�m like �Wow, are you guys bored or what �.Eventually they decide to pull my passenger out of the car �for questioning�. The original cop comes up to my window and begins to question me: �when is your birthday?�(7/xx/79)� so what�s your zodiac sign� (cancer),�who is that guy� (my best friend), how long have you known him� (as long as I can remember), �so you guys are cousins?� (No). About 20 minutes later they let my friend get back in the car and show up with a ticket for a broken tail light. Apparently the reason I got pulled over is because my tail light was out and the officer could see that while I was facing him. The funny thing is, when he told me that that was the reason I was getting a ticket I tried to get out of the car and look but he told me not to worry about it. After they left I looked and there was absolutly nothing wrong with my taillight. <P>Ah racial profiling, Gotta love it! <BR>Sorry for the long post||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000012||evol||05-01-2002||11:28 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||damn what a bunch of dickhead cops. &lt;199of2k&gt;<P>||134.124.150.76||reg||1
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A||N||7||Ferrari F50 GT||Boost or Timing Problem||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||04-23-2002||12:48 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||A few days ago I timed my car to about 6-7deg.  It was running great and pulling hard until I gave it a hard run on 287.  Now it doesn't push hard anymore and will not build boost past 11psi.  I am suposed to be running 15psi on my MBC.  So I know that my ECU can't be cutting boost because the solinoid is gone.  I then re-timed my car to 5deg to make sure it wasn't knocking.  It is still doing the same thing.  It is not a sudden or jerky power loss, it's almost like the power is never there.  Anybody have any ideas?||63.231.76.147||reg||1
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||04-23-2002||05:11 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||check if anything is blown, like a head gasket or turbo gasket or whatever, check leakage on exh manifold or the turbo, my car isn't building any boost also, due to the crack on the turbo and the exh mani I assumed, good luck.||63.204.75.157||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||04-23-2002||09:34 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||you should first try resetting the ecu.  fusebox inside car, lower right fuse, says interior lites, clock, etc.  this is the constant voltage supply for the ecu.  pull this fuse, wait about 30 sec, then put it back.  then, take the car out for a drive, and see if it pulls good.  the ecu will pull timing, and it will act just like you describe.  if this is the case, you should install the knock sensor led, it is easy and cheap, and will tell you a lot.||63.146.72.145||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||04-23-2002||09:45 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Sounds like a boost leak to me.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||04-23-2002||05:24 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I am going to pressure test it later this afternoon.  In the mean time, I will reset the ECU.  I'll keep you guys posted.||63.231.76.147||reg||1
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||04-23-2002||05:56 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Ken, this is the "most" lower-right fuse right?  Just making sure, mine is a 10amp.||63.231.76.147||reg||1
Z||000006||Ian M||04-23-2002||06:48 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Do you have a ball/spring type boost controller? My car did something similar once where I had my controller set at 13psi,and suddenly after flogging it once, it would only make like 8-10. I could screw the controller all the way in ,and it would make no more boost.I checked for boost leaks and everything,then I got the hunch to pull off the line going to the controller and blow thru it. Sure enough,I could blow thru it like nothing was there. Somehow a piece of dirt made its way into it,and caused the ball not to seal.||129.71.114.55||reg||1
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||04-23-2002||07:08 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Yeah, I have an XBC ball/spring valve.  I'll check that too.||63.231.76.147||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000591.cgi
A||||10||JonGVR4||number of forums||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||04-23-2002||09:47 AM||jon@jgronline.com||If you had not noticed, the Mofugas forum is now gone.  Rob asked me to remove it.  <P>Pretty soon, the group purchase one will go away.  That means I will have just 4 seperate forums.  You guys think I should break it up some more?  If so, how?||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||04-23-2002||10:04 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I think the forum breakup is good.  I like that there aren't gobs of categories or subjects.  Saves wear and tear on the mouse finger <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Perhaps you could split racing up into racing and kill stories separetly if you're aching for more topics.||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||04-23-2002||04:40 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yes I like it also! Easy to move through all the stuff,ect. This is by far one of the best if not the best vr-4 sites out there! Keep it simple the categories are great as they are. Me personally, would like to see a good guy list, yes I know there are other lists out there, but not one for just these members of this site. Also a stupid section should be nice tooo; one for people like me with strange and funny things to keep people on their toes with... Just a thought. But anyways congrates on the site, either way it will be a great site.||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000003||beavis||04-23-2002||09:13 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i think we need a babes forum <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> j/k then we could be like all the other dumb forums.  i think you have done a good job.  if you spit it up too much we will attract people who don't own galants and just want to start flamefests.||138.23.82.233||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||04-23-2002||10:03 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I like it the way it is. ||165.228.131.11||reg||14
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||04-23-2002||10:30 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I think the board is fine.  I never got into the mofugas board so I don't know what I was missing.  How about a gvr4 rally category?||66.176.235.123||reg||1
Z||000006||Ian M||04-23-2002||11:09 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||I like it the way it is.||129.71.115.237||reg||7
Z||000007||James||04-24-2002||05:24 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||I reckon it is one of the easiest to use forums I have come across, and very helpful and friendly. I  never went to the Mofugas section. Maybe a few more roadkill stories would be good. Hopefully I can add some from my Evo soon. It's going great with the boost at 17psi. I took off from fueling up tonight, damp road ,gap in the traffic. Result was spectacular drift hitting the rev limiter. Felt great, combined with blistering acceleration. I love this car.||210.48.128.214||reg||14
Z||000008||ken inn||04-24-2002||10:02 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||heck, any format would be fine with me.  this is a GREAT forum, and jon is doing a GREAT job.  i would like to see the actual names of the people posting.  i have learned to watch out for new posters, especially if they are selling something.  yo, matt,am i your father?||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000009||1312VR4||04-24-2002||10:17 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I like it like this. Like Ken said is there anyway to know who is on the board( like when we are here at the bottom it says. How many members are on the board) cause now we have no clue & it would seem a little more personal to the members, IMO. ||206.252.171.243||reg||1
Z||000010||DSSA||04-24-2002||10:31 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B>If you had not noticed, the Mofugas forum is now gone.  Rob asked me to remove it.  <P>Pretty soon, the group purchase one will go away.  That means I will have just 4 seperate forums.  You guys think I should break it up some more?  If so, how?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Jon,<P><BR>   I'm thinking perhaps you should break it up into the following:<P>-Yoogaling 101<BR>-Nate's Car finally moved<BR>-Harry's car actually went to the track<BR>-Josh actually has a car that runs for once instead of being in 1001 pieces<BR>-Jon's new Biceps<BR>-Ben's got a new summer job<BR>-Read the Fugging Manual (moderated by the infamous Snott Evans)<BR>-Zach learned that picking bar fights isn't smart when he's only 5'6"<BR>-Spooning 101<BR>-General Discussion<P>What do ya think?<P>Josh<BR>||152.163.207.64||reg||12




ubb/Forum3/000592.cgi
A||||6||Team Ducktape||Watch out for Ken Inn!||||4||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||04-23-2002||09:26 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea you better be carefull! last time I delt with him he sent me the money right on time and even picked up shipping! Oh and also watch it, he may give you info that will help your car run better!!! Yea this guy even tried to help people with setting up some unique stuff (WI), ha what a you-know-what!!!! So you've been warned!!!!!||216.183.225.195||reg||4
Z||000001||turbowop||04-23-2002||09:33 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Yeah, that guy is a serious moron. Can you believe his nerve giving me a throttle body free of charge AND paying for shipping. What an ass. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif"><P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||8
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||04-23-2002||10:34 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Hey, every now & then u come accross someone u can take advantage of.  U guys don't blow it for us who haven't had that opportunity yet.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif">  Keep up the good work Ken||66.176.235.123||reg||10
Z||000003||GVR1643||04-24-2002||05:04 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Yeah, that damn Ken even took a lot of time explaining his WI system to me - forever (but he wouldn't sell me his :-P )<P>Kevin||167.142.22.24||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||04-24-2002||07:06 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I have met this shady person and hes worse then some would ever think, I would NEVER deal with him or let him give me tech advice. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Zach||216.51.101.113||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||04-24-2002||09:24 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yo, zach, i still aint done the struts yet.  i just finished the fmic, and i still need to reinstall the water injection.  maybe this weekend.  know anyone wanting an optima battery for a good price?||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||04-25-2002||12:14 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Ken, hold that battery for me, I'm interested.<P>I'll trade you two balljoint separators for it.  :-)||129.120.56.219||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000593.cgi
A||||10||suprflewus||rear brake pad install||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||04-24-2002||12:31 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||i am having a little trouble figuring out how to fit my new metal master rear pads in the caliper.....<P>problem is that with the stock pad clips the pads are super freakin tight to the point where they really wont fit in the caliper properly.....i tried sliding the pads in while the bottom clip is in place...no way.....tried taking the bottom clip out and placing it on the pad....no go....lotsa brake lube.....nada....<P>without the clips the pads are pretty loose....<P>what is the proper procedure here? should the pads be 'snug' or more loose? or REALLY tight??  The fronts are so easy its making me frustrated how much trouble the rears are giving me....<P>do i have to trim the metal masters or something to make them fit??<P>any help is appreciated.....<BR>thanks<BR>dale||152.163.206.182||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||04-24-2002||09:16 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Let me know if you figure it out Dale. I'll be doing the same install this weekend!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>Axxis Metal Masters and new Mofugas Rotors going on the rear, EBC Greens for the front!||66.156.213.23||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||04-24-2002||09:27 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I put the rear MM pads & Power Slot rotors on a AWD TSi(same rear brakes) & had no trouble at all. I would measure them Just to make sure you got the right ones(not from a 92-up AWD) cause they are bigger. Just a thought. I never take for granted the parts I get for the VR4 are the right ones, cause the way things have been going lately. (Almost no one knows what this car is) I even tooK the car to a dealer & they said that it isnt stock & I had a body kit on it).They have never even heard of it. They were like the galant NEVER came with a turbo. I know this doesnt apply to your parts but I'd figure i'd share. Before I even try to fit parts(unless they look ok) I will call up where I got them from & talk to someone different than I got them from & ask them the part#'s & 70% of the time they give me a different number. Thank god I have plenty of time to build my car.||206.252.171.243||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4458||04-24-2002||12:43 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I had a similar problem when changing to oem pads.  I had to get a flat file and file the crap out of the pad channel on the caliper.  Enough rust had "grown" there to cause the pad to hang up and rub the rotors during hard corners.<P>Give that a try.  You are not trying to modify the caliper, just clean it up a bit.  If it doens't fit with a few minutes of filing, you got the wrong part...<P>Eric<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by suprflewus:<BR><B>i am having a little trouble figuring out how to fit my new metal master rear pads in the caliper.....<P>problem is that with the stock pad clips the pads are super freakin tight to the point where they really wont fit in the caliper properly.....i tried sliding the pads in while the bottom clip is in place...no way.....tried taking the bottom clip out and placing it on the pad....no go....lotsa brake lube.....nada....<P>without the clips the pads are pretty loose....<P>what is the proper procedure here? should the pads be 'snug' or more loose? or REALLY tight??  The fronts are so easy its making me frustrated how much trouble the rears are giving me....<P>do i have to trim the metal masters or something to make them fit??<P>any help is appreciated.....<BR>thanks<BR>dale</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||57.68.12.102||reg||1
Z||000004||7541000||04-24-2002||03:27 PM||||anyone have there rear calipers go on them? i apologize but its just too close to the topic to make a new one.<P>rebuild/ replace w/ used or new?  there ording them @$150 for me but i have a good feeling theyll be wrong. is there another way around this.<P>inner pads get worn down to nothing.<BR>if you want email me a heads up, thanks.||12.78.142.142||reg||5
Z||000005||1312VR4||04-24-2002||05:12 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||90-92 T/e/l AWD calipers are the same as the VR4's(for the rear). I think The Zone had them for like $60 rebuilt.||63.52.202.3||reg||1
Z||000006||7541000||04-24-2002||05:50 PM||||thanks.||12.78.145.219||reg||1
Z||000007||4g63t||04-25-2002||12:33 PM||||I just put on powerstop rotors and MM pads in the rear. I had the same problem, the pads wouldn't fit! All it took was a minute or two of filing the metal pad edges down with a file and they fit in like butta!||199.254.212.48||reg||1
Z||000008||DarkDevilMMM||04-25-2002||12:40 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||haha, everyone is doing the same thing at the same time, my rear pads are totally gone, I didn't notice until I hear them scratching on my rotors, I think my rotors got scratch big time, anyways, I need to change out the pad, anyone got any sweet/sour experience with the brands of pads? or OEM is just the best? I don't need anything that is the best, but just seeing anyone got a cheapest best solution, thanks||169.237.135.217||reg||1
Z||000009||pudhed||04-27-2002||01:04 AM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||I had the same problem last week, there's some <BR>clip for the bottom end of the inside pad.. <BR>I eventually got it to snap in by putting the <BR>bottom end in first, pushing down really hard, <BR>then sliding in the top of the pad.<P>DarkDevilMMM: I've got an extra set of new<BR>metal masters if you want them, I'm south bay <BR>also.. ||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000010||DarkDevilMMM||04-27-2002||05:50 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||are u going to BBQ? if yes, please bring it too, I will buy it from u or something if u don't need it, thx a lot||208.59.199.233||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000594.cgi
A||||0||daviddilts||Make the PIMP RIDE!||||1||
Z||000000||daviddilts||04-24-2002||02:07 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||Off topic but fun! <A HREF="http://www.ebaumsworld.com/pimpride.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ebaumsworld.com/pimpride.html</A> <BR>Sorry if you guy seen this before.||64.157.74.207||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000595.cgi
A||||19||GVR1643||Dumb ?||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||04-24-2002||04:59 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||O.k. since we've all bashed the F&F forever now, what movies out there are actually any good for in your face racing.  Driven wasn't too bad for getting short glimpses, but movie was cheesy.  Anyone got any good favorites that I can add to the DVD collection. I want to hear the cars racing through the family room :-P <BR>I told you it was a dumb ?, but I can't find crap!!<BR>Kevin<BR>||167.142.22.24||reg||5
Z||000001||7541000||04-24-2002||05:04 PM||||Smokey an da Bandit 1, also whats that movie with the stang hucking it through SF? and Jackie chan movies.||12.78.142.142||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||04-24-2002||05:09 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||the Bandit...that's funny!  Good flick back in the day! :-)  I forgot...gone in 60 seconds wasn't too bad either.  ||167.142.22.24||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||04-24-2002||05:19 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Oh yeah Jackie Chan movies, Plus he is Sponsored by Mitsubishi so almost all his movies he is driving a mitsu. I have about 27 of his movies(in all Languages) If you like anime go here <A HREF="http://www.discountanimedvd.com/dvd_detail.asp?dvdno=127" TARGET=_blank>http://www.discountanimedvd.com/dvd_detail.asp?dvdno=127</A>  I have all of them(driver D). I got hooked when I was in Japan.||63.52.202.3||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||04-24-2002||06:22 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||smokey and the bandit!  East bound and down style, that movie is the best along with the steve mcqween movie. both those are good along with Ronin, ronin is a tight movie and it has some good chases in it.||12.18.158.25||reg||14
Z||000005||1quickvr4||04-24-2002||07:10 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Two lane Blacktop. Old skool, Has James Taylor and Warren Oates in it.<P>Zach||216.51.101.113||reg||1
Z||000006||7541000||04-24-2002||08:42 PM||||Ronin! damn good one.  ahh JT, someone spoon me <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Just to keep it going, most anything on COPS, doesnt exactly count.||12.78.183.45||reg||1
Z||000007||turbowop||04-24-2002||08:55 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||If you guys use KAZAA look up Getaway in Stockholm 2. About 25 minutes of a TT Supra and a Ford Escort Cosworth racing through the town in Sweden actually looking for cops to get in cat and mouse chases with. The camera is mounted on the Cosworth and it is awesome. You can hear the turbo and bov soooo well. <P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000008||Ash||04-24-2002||09:26 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||What about the cams in that cossie?  WAY louder then the turbo, awesome.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||203.21.226.158||reg||6
Z||000009||turboflanagan||04-24-2002||09:37 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Bullit.  Not sure about the spelling, but that is the movie with the Mustang and Charger mixing things up in I think it was San Fran.  It has some really cool car scenes.  And it has the actual engine and tire sounds not a blow-off 6 or 7 times on one top speed pull like some movies.||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000010||Whistler||04-24-2002||10:50 PM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||From the brilliant mind of Luc Besson, TAXI I and TAXI II, both in French but with excellent scenes.  Highly recommended!||12.86.90.254||reg||1
Z||000011||bob in chicago||04-25-2002||09:02 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||The Italian Job for best street action in Mini Cooper S (original)||24.148.46.28||reg||1
Z||000012||smokindav||04-25-2002||09:04 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Don't forget "Gone in 60 seconds" the original and the remake.  "Bullitt" as someone mentioned, Steve McQueen was the man.  "No Man's Land" with Charlie Sheen has some good scenes in it, he's a Porsche car thief.  "Rendevouz" is a classic, but expensive to buy and you can't rent it.  Classic Motorbooks sells that one.  It's not a movie, but an actual Ferrari owner/move director (semi-famous, but can't remember his name) that straps a movie camera onto his Ferrari GTO (I think, might me a 250 California Spyder or something) and rips through the streets of some town in France.  Dude really pushes it and is using pedestrians crossing the street as an apex.  Awesome film.<P>"On Any Sunday" is a classic motorcylce movie.  And let's not forget "Le Mans" starring Steve McQueen (hmmm, I haven't seen this one yet) and "Grand Prix" starring James Garner.<P>AND, if someone has a copy or knows where to get a copy of the Japanese Ferrari F40 owner that filmed himself going 180mph and over and then was arrested and the film was used against him at his trial, please let me know WHERE TO GET A COPY.<P>Happy viewing,<P>Dave Flaherty||128.255.247.172||reg||1
Z||000013||GVR1643||04-25-2002||09:10 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Ah, Dave...I had been trying ro remember that Charlie Sheen movie forever, Thanks! <BR>Some great titles, guys.  <P>Hey Dave, are you coming over for an autoX this Saturday?  Did KC tell me it's in Ankeny?<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.117||reg||1
Z||000014||daviddilts||04-25-2002||04:02 PM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||Getaway in Stockholm 2 GREAT! <BR>The Max Power Mag Has a bunch of video. The Beasts from the East was good. Some guy in japan doing 220KPM (I think) In a tunnel with a Skyline.A was a little old man too. ||209.245.117.241||reg||1
Z||000015||91vr4evolution||04-25-2002||05:04 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||The Gumball Rally...there's some cheesy stuff in it, but the scenes where the  ac cobra and a ferrari are racing wheel to wheel on the open highway are good...also 'smash palace' from new zealand...about a race car driver marriage floundering but has him test driving his Formula Pacific on the road and getting chased by a cop in a HQ Holden(and its only a six!!)||203.96.111.200||reg||14
Z||000016||Pappy||04-25-2002||06:36 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="ftp://leech:leech@155.33.74.130" TARGET=_blank>ftp://leech:leech@155.33.74.130</A>   I have the getaway in Stckholm videos.  My server is up pretty much all the time, but I'll warn you that this weekend April 26th-28th it will be down.  When you're in, just go to videos, then car videos.<p>[This message has been edited by Pappy (edited 04-25-2002).]||155.33.74.130||reg||1
Z||000017||GVR1643||04-26-2002||09:27 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||The Gumball Rally - oh yeah :-)  When the guy rips the RV mirror off and says "what's behind me doesn't matter!" - Classic!!!  That's what the Cannonball Run aspired to be.  <BR>Kevin||167.142.22.50||reg||1
Z||000018||lazer4ever||04-26-2002||11:26 AM||lazer4ever@aol.com||[QUOTE]Originally posted by GVR1643:<BR>[B]Ah, Dave...I had been trying ro remember that Charlie Sheen movie forever, Thanks! <BR>Some great titles, guys.  <P>What about Charlie Sheen in The Wraith, cheesy but fun to watch.  <BR>And let's not forget Barry Newman in Vanishing Point, great flick!!||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000019||RayH||04-26-2002||01:00 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||For DVD it's hard to beat the audio and in car footage on IMAX Super Speedway.||167.211.190.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000596.cgi
A||||1||AWD4DR||Parking and instrument lighting not working||||1||
Z||000000||AWD4DR||04-24-2002||06:00 PM||awd4dr@turbologic.net||I was installing my new radio and everything seemed to be ok until I went to drive off and I noticed there were no lights on my cluster,HVAC,and parking..MY headlamps work along with brake lights..I've checked all the fuses and they seem OK..Anyone have any ideas??I just got this car 2 days ago and I need to be able to drive it..It still persists even after I removed the radio..||208.59.249.9||reg||1
Z||000001||AWD4DR||04-24-2002||08:13 PM||awd4dr@turbologic.net||Please disregard the above post.I overlooked the rear lamp fuse under the hood..Thanks||208.59.249.9||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000597.cgi
A||||9||911307||exhaust help||||1||
Z||000000||911307||04-24-2002||08:18 PM||tonytistabap@hotmail.com||just got a message from mofugas they no longer sell exhaust systems. does anybody know who else sells one? 3" aluminized preferred.any help would be appreciated||198.81.16.24||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||04-24-2002||08:51 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com|| <A HREF="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com" TARGET=_blank>www.certifiedmuffler.com</A> <P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||DarkDevilMMM||04-24-2002||11:20 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||they sell them for 800+ for 3" aluminized, can someone built a cheaper one for me?||63.204.75.157||reg||1
Z||000003||turbowop||04-24-2002||11:51 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Your local muffler shop could probably press bend you a 3" system for cheap.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||04-25-2002||02:38 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum3/HTML/000588.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum3/HTML/000588.html</A> <BR>We can't do alum. Only stainless. But we will take trades.... I would like to be the junk king of the vr-4 world.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||04-25-2002||02:44 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||HahahA then I can have all the used stuff and jack up the prices.....||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000006||JonGVR4||04-25-2002||08:07 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <A HREF="http://www.buschurracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.buschurracing.com</A>  &lt;--- not listed on their website but same price as 1G 3" exhaust. <A HREF="http://www.ddynopower.com" TARGET=_blank>www.ddynopower.com</A>  &lt;-- resell of Buschur's exhaust <A HREF="http://www.122performance.com" TARGET=_blank>www.122performance.com</A>  &lt;-- Aluminized but cheaper.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||04-25-2002||09:18 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||As stated above...try a local shop/ask around.  We have a shop here (outside of town) that did a 2 1/2 DP, no cat and 3" back for me, aluminized for $170, with muffler.  Now the muffler isn't fancy and it is pressbent, but their bends are very gradual so as to keep the diameter, probabley doesn't get below 2 3/4 anywhere and works and sounds great.  For that price it doesn't have to last too many years! Good luck.   <BR>Kevin||167.142.22.117||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR4458||04-25-2002||12:04 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Martin at AMS has made a few custom SS 3" systems.  They seem pretty nice and not too loud.  Email them and see if they are willing to make one and ship it (they are in IL) to you.<P>EH||57.68.12.102||reg||1
Z||000009||blytz||04-25-2002||07:45 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I've got a custom 2.5" mandrel bend system (bought used for $80 from another local vr-4 guy) that was basically a 2.5" pie with 2 90degree mandrel bends (available from RRE) welded to muffler. Used the stock mounting points. Sound/works great...||24.159.62.33||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000598.cgi
A||||11||hibern8||leaking oil!!!????||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||04-25-2002||09:56 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey guys--<BR>my 92 gvr4 is leaking oil on the drivers side. it only starts to leak after i drive the car. where should i look to find the source and what are usually the main spots of where the oil leaks? thanks ||131.193.9.104||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||04-25-2002||10:27 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Give it a good cleaning with Simple Green so you can see where it starts...then just run it and look for leaks.  Might check your dipstick as these don't seal well with age and can leak/spray oil.<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.117||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||04-25-2002||12:01 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||might also be leaking at the sandwich oil cooler.  to tighten you have to remove oil filter and tighten the nut that will become visible once removal of oil filter has been accomplished.  not sure what size nut that is but it's pretty big.<P>dave flaherty||128.255.247.76||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||04-25-2002||02:00 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||witaminutetherereverend.  dont over torque the nut on the sandwich cooler, or you will crush the cooler, and you will mix the coolant with your oil.  i believe the nut is a 24mm, and you need a deep socket.  there used to be a vfaq on this, and we used a couple of copper washers to support the middle of the cooler.  then you can bear down on it.  if the leak is coming from the front crank seal area, you need to fix it NOW.  otherwise, you risk oil getting on the timing belt, and having it jump teeth, which bends/breaks valves, etc.  dont ask me how i know.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||04-25-2002||07:18 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Possible oil return line? Oil pan? But yes check the oil filter housing first as stated.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||kartorium31||04-25-2002||09:35 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||ok i have a similar problem, my oil is going somewhere and i don't know where. i just cleaned me under carriage cause i was gonna try to trace it but i am not seeing any oil from anywhere underneath yet.  its odd because i am using a lot of oil and it seems like it would show by now.  I don't blow smoke but my tailpipe gets black within a day after i clean it.  My valve cover leaks but not very much, not enough to explain the large loss of oil. any help would be much appreciated.||12.144.250.119||reg||1
Z||000006||smokindav||04-26-2002||12:03 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Ken, thanks for the very important INFO!  I appreciate it.  I too have a slight oil leak in the oil cooler area.<P>When I first got the car last month I changed the oil and the cooler backed off a little before the filter seal broke loose.  So I figure that's where the oil is coming from.  I have put a bit of muscle on the oil filter and watched the cooler turn tighter so I know that the next time I change oil I will have to first go to Sears and get a 24mm deep well so I can tighten the cooler.  <P>I haven't looked closely, but is there a rubber seal on the other side of the cooler from the oil filter side?  Does that need to be replaced.<P>My first DSM was a sweet 92 which was almost new when I bought it and I sold it at 48k miles with never an oil leak or problem.  My next THREE DSMs were '90s so I had the good style oil cooler, again, no probs.<P>About this VFAQ and some copper crush washers, is this on <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com</A>  ?<P>Thanks,<BR>Dave Flaherty||172.145.56.220||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||04-26-2002||09:34 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i dont remember the vfaq, and what howard did, is one day he came over and we dug thru some washers, and i had a bag of these copper ones, which fit perfectly.  i had already converted to the older style air to air cooler.  i also had the loose cooler problem.  on the back of the cooler is a huge o ring, and i dont think you can get it separate.  over time, it gets harder, and shrinks, and doesnt seal as well anymore.  the very center of the cooler is slightly higher tha the outside, so if you overtorque it, the center moves, and squashes the little channels inside, and you get oil and coolant mixing.  that is what is in the vfaq.  i think it was randy nuckels, and a couple of his postings are gone.  anyhow, if you put the right size washers around the threaded bolt in the center, then you can torque it down, and maybe loctite it, and stop it from leaking.  a much better way is to convert to the 90 air to air cooler, and get rid of that junk.  ||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||04-26-2002||09:43 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/oilcool.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/oilcool.html</A> <BR>Does anyone have the specs on these washers?||66.156.210.164||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||04-26-2002||01:25 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||well, i got 2 bags here of copper crush washers,  19x25, and 20x26.  i bet they were the 20x26.  these suckers are really thick, too.  i think howard said 2 worked perfectly.  i can send you a bunch, since i have no idea what else they fit, and why i have them.  btw, can you send me the fuel pressure gauge?  the ecu is working perfectly.  i have it in the car now.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000010||keydiver||04-26-2002||04:08 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Yeh, I was planning on looking for it this weekend. I'll try to ship it out Monday before I head to Pa. Glad you're enjoying the ECU, did the work I did on it look OK? <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.164||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||04-26-2002||04:36 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||oh, like I can tell?  the area that was leaked on looks brand new, but other than that, i wouldnt know a transistor if it bit me.  you could tell me that you changed every part on there, and i would believe you.  but thanks for the work.  now i got a spare, and i am a happy camper.||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000599.cgi
A||||4||turbowop||short shifter mod??||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||04-26-2002||12:27 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||A friend of mine is putting an aftermarket short shift kit in his 1g fwd eclipse. He said I can have his stock shifter if I want it.<P>Wasn't there something about that shifter being a shorter throw or something for our cars. If any of you have info let me know. I looked under the vfaq's but it was a little confusing.<P>Thanks,<BR>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000001||1101||04-26-2002||12:48 AM||karns10@attbi.com||Between 91 and 94 the 1g tel shifters were the same as in the VR4 except the shift lever is much shorter and angled more toward the rear. The shorter lever gives a shorter throw. You have to do something different with the accordion boot as it gets severely deformed the lever is so short.||12.235.102.34||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||04-26-2002||12:51 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||So if I modify the accordian or install a leather shift boot it would bolt right in?<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000003||1101||04-26-2002||12:53 AM||karns10@attbi.com||Yes!||12.235.102.34||reg||14
Z||000004||turbowop||04-26-2002||12:57 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||NIIIICCCEEEE, a free short shifter.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/000600.cgi
A||N||1||Ferrari F50 GT||Stock GVR-4 Braided I/C Hose||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||04-26-2002||01:04 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Just recently, my I/C hose coming from my turbo outlet to the pipe that goes into the bumper just ripped under a high boost run.  If you don't know what I am talking about, it is that stock rubber hose that has nylon braided into it that runs next to the radiator.  I just wanted to know if any of you would have one for sale.  Thanks!||63.231.78.53||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||04-26-2002||06:44 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i blew up two of them.  i think the heat from the manifold really weakens them.  i'll ask my buddy if he has one.||138.23.82.203||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000601.cgi
A||||2||DarkDevilMMM||SF CA BBQ MEET!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! READ ME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!||||4||
Z||000000||DarkDevilMMM||04-27-2002||12:56 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||sorry, it not that biggy, but I'm just being pathetic, anyways, a BBQ will be held this Sunday, April 28, at around 12:00pm, at some park in mountain view, forgot how to spell it, someone back me up please, so anyone who's near(like 500miles within, j/k), hope u can come and join us, it won't be some big food thingy, just hoping to get some galant together and see how everyone have been, if u cannot stay long or don't like BBQ at all it's fine, just swing by and say hi would be nice too, hope to see a lot of galants! see u all there!!!<P><BR>1329||208.59.199.233||reg||4
Z||000001||design kid||04-27-2002||10:05 PM||ihw@jps.net||oh man i'd love to come to the Q<P>however it's raining with snow to come up in nor cal, and i'm broke as hell. the thought of 30 bucks in gas hurts. plus that 2.5 hour drive. have a great time and if you do it agian i'll be there for sure.<P>bye 4 now - ian||216.224.146.12||reg||11
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||04-28-2002||02:44 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Thanks for telling us earlier or perhaps I just missed the signs....hehe....I want to make it, but I can't as I am still up at Davis and have to work....dammit....wish I can go...*sigh*||63.205.9.230||reg||9




ubb/Forum3/000602.cgi
A||||6||JonGVR4||viruses||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||04-27-2002||09:38 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Someone out there keeps on sending this virus to me.  <BR> <A HREF="http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/data/w32.klez.h@mm.html" TARGET=_blank>http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/data/w32.klez.h@mm.html</A> <P>Please make sure you guys have virus protection and scan your computer regularly.<P>||64.129.136.41||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||04-27-2002||05:15 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Jon, It was probably me (at least partitally me)... I've got my end fixed now, but I'm STILL getting bombarded by it!||24.159.62.33||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||04-27-2002||06:46 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i am getting a ton of undeliverable mail messages, and my norton quarrantines this virus.  i have scanned my machine about a dozen times, and i am still getting it.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||04-28-2002||01:47 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I've been cleaning that bugger off at work a bit too, it's sure getting around.||203.21.225.196||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||04-28-2002||10:00 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Also guys, make sure you have all of the critical updates from Microsoft.<BR> <A HREF="http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com/</A> <P><BR>Outlook has some security holes.||64.129.136.41||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||04-28-2002||01:32 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Good tip Jon, Thanks. You have to love the cable modem.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||evol||05-01-2002||11:26 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||yeah I got a virus email, too. Of course, you'd have to be just about a fucking moron to dl something that you didnt ask for IMHO.<P>I'm not apologizing for calling people morons, they cant see this anyway cause their comp doesnt work! LOL||134.124.150.76||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000603.cgi
A||||12||Garfield Wright||N1 exhaust/T70 turbo pix||||6||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||04-27-2002||09:45 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Hey Rob & Eddie, the pix of the N1 exhaust on Eddie's galant is up & so is some more pix of Rob's grande T70 turbo & manifold.  <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm</A> ||66.176.235.123||reg||6
Z||000001||Butterdogg||04-29-2002||09:43 PM||||thanks for posting!!<P>Eddie||4.41.65.126||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||04-30-2002||01:41 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Dido...||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||04-30-2002||02:00 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||The N1 muffler isn't very noisy is it?||63.231.77.35||reg||1
Z||000004||DSSA||04-30-2002||07:58 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Actually, the N1 muffler is quite loud.  Listening to 4 DSMs leave my house last night while I was trying to sleep, I could *DEFINITELY* hear the N1 muffled car over the rest.  <P>Garfield, what A/R exducer housing are you using on that T70?<P>Josh||205.188.193.23||reg||1
Z||000005||Nate||04-30-2002||10:45 AM||npharr@cpcus.jnj.com||Sorry 'bout coming back in twice, but I remembered that today was garbage day and the garage's trash cans were quite full. :-)||208.247.212.121||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||04-30-2002||04:44 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||.81 a/r||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000007||DSSA||05-01-2002||08:20 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Nate:<BR><B>Sorry 'bout coming back in twice, but I remembered that today was garbage day and the garage's trash cans were quite full. :-)</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Oh no, Joe...it okie.  Whenever you wanna pick up my slack like that around the house/shop, you're more than welcome to come back like that.  <P>||152.163.201.199||reg||1
Z||000008||DSSA||05-01-2002||08:22 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>.81 a/r</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You're spraying w/ that setup, right?<P>||152.163.201.199||reg||1
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||05-01-2002||07:48 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Um uh what do you mean? hehehe ||216.183.225.195||reg||5
Z||000010||number3||05-01-2002||11:04 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||See I told you guy that was a loud muffler. Looks like I am not the only one that feels that way.<P>With a .81 you will have lots of lag. NOS or spray will combat that.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000011||DSSA||05-02-2002||08:20 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>Um uh what do you mean? hehehe </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Good, good.  Was worried there for a bit.  A T-70 w/ .81 A/R would be a lag monster without a little juice.  Good luck with the project!<P>Josh||64.12.104.58||reg||1
Z||000012||Team Ducktape||05-02-2002||04:30 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Thanks. Yea I will hopefully be starting with a 50 shot or so in the turbo tract. But to really be honest I would rather not use it at all. In fact I'm going to wait to see it first with my setup before I decide first if I need it, how much and where should I go with it. I have talked with a few people that are running the pt88's in their GNs and the lag is there but really not to bad. Yes they are 6cylinders with stalls but they run the turbo off three cylinders, and I know I can make enough HP out of my engine to equal what they put out of half of theirs. Oh and thanks for the luck I will need it...<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000604.cgi
A||||5||Garfield Wright||Wouldn't||||1||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||04-27-2002||09:51 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||u guys like to put a face with the names on this message board.  If so, send me a pic or yourself standing next to your vr-4 galant with name & registered name on this message board.  I'll post them on my page.  the 1st member I'd like to see is Mr. moderator.  How many people would like to see what Jon & all the other members here look like.  ||66.176.235.123||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||04-27-2002||05:50 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<BR><B>u guys like to put a face with the names on this message board.  If so, send me a pic or yourself standing next to your vr-4 galant with name & registered name on this message board.  I'll post them on my page.  the 1st member I'd like to see is Mr. moderator.  How many people would like to see what Jon & all the other members here look like.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I have a few pictures of Jon. What is it worth to you  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||04-27-2002||06:47 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i dont have a digital camera, and even if i did, i have no idea on how to use it.  can i send regular pics?||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||04-27-2002||11:55 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||sounds like a plan||63.62.132.191||reg||1
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||04-28-2002||10:49 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Didn't get the response I thought I would.  Anyway if anyone want to send me a pic, email me @ garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||66.176.235.123||reg||1
Z||000005||turbowop||04-29-2002||12:20 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Here's me and my car<P>  <IMG SRC="http://www.eframes.com/ef-cgi/p/pontarolom_hotmail_com/small_8943im000060.jpg">   <IMG SRC="http://www.eframes.com/ef-cgi/p/pontarolom_hotmail_com/small_7246pimp7.jpg"> <P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 04-29-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000605.cgi
A||N||0||Ferrari F50 GT||Steering Rack||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||04-27-2002||03:20 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Does anybody know where to get a re-built steering rack?  Mine is getting so bad that it won't let me turn the wheel sometimes. *Not safe*!  Thanks.||63.231.76.123||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000606.cgi
A||||1||hibern8||carbon fiber hood for gvr4?????||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||04-27-2002||11:51 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||does anyone know if there are carbon fiber hoods out there for the gvr4????||63.62.132.191||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||04-28-2002||07:12 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||There are none out there as far as I know, wholehyper.com was going to do some but last time I talked to the they said it wasent going to happen. The reason being is that a large company needs to sell at least 500 hoods to be worth it, They said at best the could sell 50 world wide if they put them in to be made. Another problem is that most of "US" GVR-4 guys wont settle for low quilty hoods but at the same time dont want to pay over 450.00 foor a good one. Some people have wanted to do it but becouse of the demand for such a item is low a small run would be expenseve. Personley I could settle for a low quiltey hood if it was about 450.00. If I sell my car I might have a run of 8 done through Fiber Images. Who Knows..........<P>Zach||216.51.101.251||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000607.cgi
A||||7||hibern8||best price for fuel system upgrades||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||04-27-2002||11:53 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||who has the best price on the s-afc, walbro pump, and rc 550's?? if anyone out there is selling this stuff let me know. <P>thanks,<BR>ken||63.62.132.191||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||04-28-2002||10:37 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i may get blasted from the montana crowd, but i am still getting readings on my jumptronix as high as .99.  i have just installed the nate pharr signature edition starion intercooler and piping, and had to disconnect my water injection, which should be going back on today.    boost is 15-16 lbs, stock injectors, 3kgt fuel pump, blaha mas, raptor intake, big 16g ported, not clipped, and stock ecu.  even at part throttle, under boost, i get mid .9's, and egt's are still below 1550.  if you have the proper guages, i think you should first try the fuel pump, then see what you get.  i think the stock injectors are capable of much more than most people do.  look at the article on the gvr4 in the mag, even if the base hp is off, there is still a VERY  substantial gain using stock injectors.  and, btw, i think lucas injectors suck.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||04-29-2002||12:57 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||What does everyone think of upping the base pressure?  Are those Purple things at Road/Race any good?<P>PS: Sorry for the thread hijack.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>Edit:  By Purple things I mean Command-Flo's<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 04-29-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||04-29-2002||11:22 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Do NOT waste your money on a B&M Commandflo regulator. Duc and I both found out the hard way that the unit only piggybacks on top of your STOCK regulator, allowing you some adjustment range. The problem is that the stock regulator cannot flow enough fuel for any of the popular fuel pump upgrades, so as soon as you put a Supra, Walbro 255, or even my Denso upgrade with rewire, the fuel pressure is not linear at low RPM's and without an AFC to tune around it you will run RICH! If you only do the fuel pump rewire and are trying to stretch your 450's a little further, go for it. Otherwise save your money for a real regulator.  This is my current regulator, and I am very satisfied: <A HREF="http://www.spoolinup.com/html/DSM1G/fuel.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.spoolinup.com/html/DSM1G/fuel.html</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.164||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||04-29-2002||10:44 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Thanks Jeff, thats what I thought.  Im not exactly sure what rating my pump has, its a VDO pump, my O2's are up at around .95 now (was .85  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif"> ) but I want to hack the MAS for more boost & wanted a cheap way to increase fuel to compensate.||203.21.226.120||reg||1
Z||000005||771of2k||04-29-2002||11:49 PM||snakedojo@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.importpoweronline.netfirms.com/rc.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.importpoweronline.netfirms.com/rc.html</A> <BR>they got 550's for 270 shipped||68.1.190.117||reg||1
Z||000006||dank||04-30-2002||02:01 AM||accordpage@email.com|| <A HREF="http://www.xtecheng.com" TARGET=_blank>www.xtecheng.com</A>  for the S-AFC<P>$315 shipped.  email me @ dankresha@hotmail.com and i will make sure it ships asap. ||63.227.64.25||reg||1
Z||000007||blytz||04-30-2002||08:13 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com|| <A HREF="http://www.german-autowerks.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.german-autowerks.com</A> <P>$290 shipped for the AFC.... (not affiliated).||24.159.62.33||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000608.cgi
A||||1||turbowop||installed new fuel pump||||14||
Z||000000||turbowop||04-28-2002||05:13 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I bought a Walbro 190 from Autoperformance Engineering. It arrived today and I just finished installing it. Only about $100 shipped and came with everything needed. I got flare wrenches to use as per the vfaq and all in all it was a pretty easy install. I just had to cut the hood off the stock bracket where the old pump outlet goes in and use a piece of fuel tubing with clamps which came with the kit to connect the pump outlet to the tube where the hood was. No worries about the o-ring. Anyway it works great and now I set boost at 16 psi and my egt's look good and o2's are around .90. Just thought I'd share.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>P.S.  I don't understand all the hoopla about Walbro's pump noise. Sheesh, it's hardly audible if at all.<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 04-28-2002).]||152.163.213.73||reg||14
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||04-28-2002||08:32 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||The noise complaint is from dsm owners, maybe due to it's a hatchback design. I just did the supra pump install. Looking back it would have been alot easier to do the walbro pump.  <P>Martin Tolentino<BR>90 Laser RS-T<BR>91 Galant VR-4 <BR>496/2000||68.8.84.182||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/000609.cgi
A||N||8||Robert Duncan||Cam sprocket bolt won't come off.||||9||
Z||000000||Robert Duncan||04-29-2002||10:02 PM||rlduncan@chartermi.net||I am doing my first timing belt on #49/2000.  At 82,000mi I am replacing the water pump, the tension and idler pulleys, and all the oil seals.  I have everything apart except the exhaust cam sprocket.  The intake sprocket bolt came off with just hand tools.  I tried my 1/2" impact wrench with 175psi behind it and fractured a 17mm impact socket trying to remove the exhaust cam sprocket bolt.<P>I am ready to either:<P>1) heat the bolt to cherry red and let it cool, my concern with this is loosing the temper on the camshaft or damaging the #1 cam bearing.<P>2) drill the head of the bolt until it falls off and remove the sprocket and extract the bolt remains.<P>Anyone with an experience like this?  I really want to replace the oil seal on this cam, ironically it is the only oil seal actually showing signs of leakage.||24.247.213.27||reg||9
Z||000001||Whistler||04-30-2002||03:20 AM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||Penetrating oil and a bigger impact gun.  I would cirtanly not drill.<BR>Good luck.||12.86.88.66||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||04-30-2002||09:36 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||How are you holding the cam still?  If it is moving back and forth while you are impacting it, then it is just absorbing all the torque from the blows.  Get another maybe better? short impact socket and hold that cam still and try again.  I've seen BIG channel lock pliers holding the cam gear, a pipe wrench on the cam itself (non-machined portion!) and I'm not sure about our cams, but some have holes that a big punch will fit in to aid in holding the cam.<P>If you take the head off the bolt, my guess is that with as much trouble as you're having, it will forever be one with that head.<P>The Mopar Rust Penetrant is AWESOME stuff!!  Works  very very well.<P>Peter<P><BR>||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||04-30-2002||07:09 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i had a similiar problem.  i think the factory uses something like loctite to hold it on.  i had to hit it again and again with a 1/2 in impact.  make sure you are using a sixpoint socket and a quality gun.  i picked up a craftsman professinal that has 750 ft/lbs and 1200 ratchets per minute.  that took care of it right away.||138.23.114.168||reg||1
Z||000004||Robert Duncan||04-30-2002||11:11 PM||rlduncan@chartermi.net||It came off!<P>I was holding the cam with the hex cast into the cam by the #2 cylinder.  1 1/16� fit it perfect.<P>I let it soak with PB Blaster penetrating oil overnight.  Then cycled the air wrench forward and backward in 10-second bursts.  It broke loose after about 5 cycles.<P>The head is beat up enough that I am going to replace the bolt.<BR>||24.247.213.27||reg||10
Z||000005||Ian M||04-30-2002||11:16 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I had a hell of a time with mine too. My impact wouldnt budge the bolt on the first sprocket,so I tried a breaker bar,and I got the bolt off-but it sheared the pin out of the cam. The other bolt seemed just as tight,so I gave up. Luckily I had a second set of cams,A friend offered to take a shot with his higher quality impact gun,and they came right off,they didnt seem to even put up a fight. I gotta get a better gun....||129.71.115.228||reg||1
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||05-01-2002||10:32 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||You don't have to remove that cam sprocket to replace the oil seal.  I replaced my cam oil seals when I rebuilt the motor, and I just carefully worked the new seals past the lobes (with plenty of assembly lube).  I haven't had my cams and sprockets apart yet. ||129.120.56.208||reg||1
Z||000007||Robert Duncan||05-01-2002||10:57 AM||rlduncan@chartermi.net||I didn't want to take the cam out of the head.  How do you properly seat the seal if the cam is in the way?<BR>||24.247.213.27||reg||1
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||05-02-2002||09:36 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Robert Duncan:<BR><B>I didn't want to take the cam out of the head.  How do you properly seat the seal if the cam is in the way?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The seal will seat just fine doing it this way, I just pressed on it with my fingers to ensure seating.  20K hard miles later, no leaks.  ||4.35.131.5||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000610.cgi
A||||8||Team Ducktape||Front bumper?||||5||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||04-30-2002||08:01 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Do we need the front bumper on a non-street legal car (vr-4)? Is it possible to go with out one, or will the bumper cover sag? I need to mount the IC coolers and if I can ditch the bumper it would help....<BR>Thanks<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||5
Z||000001||number3||04-30-2002||09:02 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||See my car.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||04-30-2002||09:41 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Are you talking about the metal bumper? IF so hell yeah cut it or or just rip it out and fabricate a bracket for it. On my car the front support is sectiond and I did the rear too and dropped a little weight in when I did it. I think of it this way if I wreck my car its gonna be totaled any way.<P>Zach||216.51.103.84||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||04-30-2002||10:41 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Sweet, thanks guys!!!!!!!!||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||05-01-2002||11:22 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||That thing weighs about 60lbs.  Dump that sh**.  Then you'll be able to fit any size intercooler your go fast heart desire.  dump it!! dump it!!  dump it!!  While you're @ it, remove the rear one as well.  You'll drop about another 60lbs.  I weighed the entire rear bumper when I pulled it off my car (incl cover) & it was 65lbs.  dump it!!  dump it!! dump it!!||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000005||evol||05-01-2002||11:45 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||and you can put the bumper covers back on and have the car be "normal" again ( minus the fact that your car is totalled if you run into something going a few miles per hour--bent frame?)||134.124.150.76||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||05-01-2002||02:36 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Ok she's gone! Thanks again!!||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000007||SPEEDFIEND||05-01-2002||05:24 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||If you remove that piece, does the bumper still keep its form?  I have to take the bumper off anyway, cause who ever had my car before me ran the poor thing off the road and messsed it up.  Any help would be grate.  Kris||67.208.122.217||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||05-01-2002||11:01 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I keep the rear bumper because I cannot control anyone from rear ending me. Plus the the front of the car is so much heavier than the rear if you want to try and get closer to 50/50 then this will help alittle  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>The cover will loose there shape if you dont supprt them with some thing.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000611.cgi
A||||2||turbowop||underhood pad||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||05-01-2002||12:31 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Is the underhood padding necessary. Mine has seen better days and I would like to toss it. Does it just deaden some sound. Its got that heat shield stuff on part of it, but I don't think that does much. I'm not taking the heat shields off the turbo ever so can I get rid of this eyesore.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||05-01-2002||02:02 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Mine caught on fire when I toasted my last engine, been out ever sence. I have had it like this for a few months, no problems yet.<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||05-01-2002||10:34 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I haven't had mine for several months now, and I only have an exhaust shield on the manifold.  The paint on both sides of the hood still looks fine.  The dealer wants about $60 or so for a new hood pad.  You can buy nice heat reflective sound deadening for $50 that will cover the entire underside of the hood.||129.120.56.208||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000612.cgi
A||||1||turbowop||PITA||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||05-01-2002||12:37 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I don't know if anyone else has done this but I just finished pulling out the o2 housing on my car without removing the turbo or manifold. Holy shit, it sucked balls. I need to match port it to my TRE 16g now (finally) since I got a turboback 3" exhaust off the trader a couple of weeks ago. Man, I never want take it off ever again like this. Now I just have to put it back on. I almost gave up on a couple of the bolts and said forget it. It's a good thing the turbo hasn't been on that long or I don't think it would have been possible.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||05-01-2002||02:42 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Its a prick of a job isn't it.  I did it a shit load of times making my custom O2, the bolt at the back  nearest the block is the worst.||203.21.226.116||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000613.cgi
A||||1||91vr4evolution||Does anyone know?||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||05-01-2002||01:17 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||When I bought my '91 VR4 Evo it had all orange front indictors('til some wanker stole then out of the car). A lot of other VR4 Evo seem to have all clear corners. Does any know what this difference means? Anything? Or did the owner in Japan just change them...No hurry just wondering.<P>Mike||210.54.204.43||reg||5
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||05-01-2002||11:18 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||They were probably that color due to the law requirements.  The clear ones look a lot better if u ask me.||207.239.80.34||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000614.cgi
A||||2||evol||A tech question and other shtuff||||1||
Z||000000||evol||05-01-2002||11:44 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Wow. <P>I havent been on the board in a while cause I've been helping my friend research the MKIV he's getting (SWEEEEEET). Since I've been gone WOW. I didn't knwo how into it you guys really are. Make me look like a poseur. I just ogt done reading about some dude cashing his car durig a rally, another breaking his car running at the track, and another braking and still running a 12.09--JESUS CHRIST. Also, that tubular exhaust manifold and FAT ASS turbo setup- DAMN. thats beautiful. Too bad I'm not going to have the gvr-4 as the speed machine ( getting a bike to fuel my need for speed this summer <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">)or else I'd have another addition to my wish list.<P>Anyway, I need some pictures. I want to see some pictures of your fast-ass 12's running gvr4 and your rally car. That shit is awesome. If my gvr4 wasnt a daily driver...<P>Anyway.................<P>I've got my puny, little 14b out and was wondering how one goes about taking the exhaust housing off to port it. (isn't porting with the exhuast housing on bad demo?)I figured it would probably not be too good, ya know, Also, how the F do you get the wastegate flapper off enough to port the shit out of the WG hole?<BR>Let me know.<BR>Ben<P>Oh yeah, the car's coming along quite nicely, I just need to do the timing belt and clutch/shift forks and will be good to go...||134.124.150.76||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||05-01-2002||04:19 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||to remove the exhuast housing, take off the 4 bolts that hold on the O2 sensor housing.  next remove the Brass(?) clamp that goes completely around the center section of the turbo.  there is only on small 10mm bolt that holds it on.  once the clamp is removed gently tap the exhuast housing away from the compressor side.  when reassembling make sure you have the small pin lined up.  you'll see what i'm talking about when you get it apart.  good luck.||138.23.89.47||reg||1
Z||000002||evol||05-01-2002||11:18 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I thought that was all there is to it, but it seems to be stuck. I'm going to try try again tomorrow morning and see what I can do w/it.||172.144.160.181||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000615.cgi
A||||3||evol||dimensions of s-afc||||1||
Z||000000||evol||05-01-2002||11:48 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I was thining about mounting my new SAFC in the driver's side air vent. Can someone give me some dimensions of it so I can figure it out before it comes in the mail?||134.124.150.76||reg||1
Z||000001||evol||05-03-2002||11:15 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||it amazes me. ive posted this question on 5 different bb's and nobody knows how to use a ruler for 30 seconds. i'm glad i'm so smart, cause if the general population doesnt even know how to use a ruler, i'm waaaaay ahead of the game.||134.124.18.49||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||05-03-2002||04:45 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||5.1" X 2" X 1.1"<BR>Sarcasm will get you everywhere!||66.156.210.164||reg||1
Z||000003||evol||05-03-2002||05:08 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||hahaha. thats true. <P>you fuckin rule man.||216.148.246.70||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000616.cgi
A||||5||SPEEDFIEND||CV Shafts||||1||
Z||000000||SPEEDFIEND||05-01-2002||05:14 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I was wondering what my options are.  My rear cv shaft boot is gone and the knuckle makes noise while corner.  What cv shafts will work with our car.  I hope I don't have to order it from mitsubishi.  Please let me know.  Kris||67.208.122.217||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||05-01-2002||05:28 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||raxles.com<P>Really good business to deal with!||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||05-01-2002||06:41 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i will probably have the two rear axles out of my car soon.  they are in good condition(i'll double check) i'm switching to a gsx rear end so i think i'll be using the axles out of that car.  make me an offer chris 909-824-2869||138.23.82.202||reg||1
Z||000003||#258||05-02-2002||11:32 AM||steverallyc@netscape.net||definitely use raxles. Great to deal with and the prices arnt that bad. Snapped one of his axles in New Hampshire and Marty had a new one to me in 2 days. Really cant beat that service. I know this may make a few people unhappy but i personally would stay away from used axles. If your going through the trouble of changing them, use new. You already have used axles now. Why put different used ones in. Just my opinion||151.198.226.2||reg||1
Z||000004||smokindav||05-02-2002||03:10 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||If you are a gambling man then just put a new boot on it and load it up with grease.  If it still clicks and makes bad noises a new axle is the answer.<P>Dave Flaherty||128.255.247.166||reg||1
Z||000005||SPEEDFIEND||05-02-2002||08:37 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Thanks for the help guys.  Check out my other post.  (MESSAGE TO ALL)  You may find it to your liking.  Hope this stuff helps you guys, I know it did me.  I'll call those guys at RAXLES.  Thanks, Kris||67.208.122.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000617.cgi
A||||1||SPEEDFIEND||A MESSAGE TO ALL  ( A Life Saving Product )||||7||
Z||000000||SPEEDFIEND||05-01-2002||05:48 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Well you guys I have some great info for you. You now how JB80 is like 10 times better that WD40.  Well, I found some stuff like 10 times better than JB80.  Its called Aerokroil and this stuff is the SHIT.  The company that makes it is Kano Laboratories.  There number is 615-833-4101 and FAX 615-833-5790 and WEB SITE <A HREF="http://www.KANOLABS.COM" TARGET=_blank>www.KANOLABS.COM</A>   No more stubborn or broke bolts and screws.  Just figured I'd share the wealth.  Later, Kris||67.208.122.217||reg||7
Z||000001||BluFalcon||05-02-2002||04:29 AM||muttski@gte.net||I use Kroil at work, I agree it's excellent stuff.  I have some at the house too, and it puts WD40 to shame.  Good stuff to use, and have.  ||4.40.163.242||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000618.cgi
A||||6||davesvr4||Looking  for VR4  Shop  Manuals||||1||
Z||000000||davesvr4||05-02-2002||07:55 AM||||Hi Guys!<BR>   I live in Australia and I`m thinking about pulling the head off my car so I`m looking  for  manuals preferably  hard  copy!<BR>  Can anyone help? the only one I can find  at this stage is the standard Galant and   thats not good enough.<BR> If  you can tell me were to get it, it   would be greatly appreciated.<BR>      Thanks Dave<BR>  p.s.  Ash maybe you can help me as you live in AUS?||210.50.96.229||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||05-02-2002||08:03 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Sorry dude, My mate no longer works at the local Mitsu dealer.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">   Have you looked on <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com</A>  ?  They have guides to almost everything up there, I usually look at a faq & then just rip the thing apart, I haven't had to crack the motor yet though.(touch wood)  why do you want to pull the head if you don't mind me asking?||203.21.225.48||reg||1
Z||000002||davesvr4||05-03-2002||04:36 AM||||Ash<BR> How are you?<BR>Heres the story:<BR>  I`ve had a bad idle since i bought the  car, first it was surging and I had a  engine light on. The engine light was the  TPS code  so i changed that, I also changed the ISC, both 2nd hand parts.<BR>   At that stage I got rid off the surging but had a pop in the exhaust at idle and had little hesitation.  My friend thinks its a little down on power but I don`t think so.<BR> Since then I cleaned and tested injectors and new fuel filter.<BR> New  plugs, two sets(different types) to  make sure the iridiums that I bought werent bad.<BR> I`ve  just recently  got a 3" mandrel bent exhaust from the turbo back.<BR> This weekend I`m going to test the leads  and see if i can check the coil packs  but at this stage I can`t get rid off that bad idle, its really shitting  me.<BR> I also think I have bad  mileage.<BR> And I`m told that when I gas  it, it blows black smoke and a little  white, I`m also checking compressions next week.<BR> Im still thinking that the bad idle is electrical but  I`m thinking of taking the head off to quiet it down and refresh it.<BR> I`ll keep you informed but I`m still after the manuals at this stage.<BR>     Thanks Dave<BR>||203.134.36.85||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||05-03-2002||08:26 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||All turbo cars blow black smoke out the exhaust when you get on them, its normal.  I don't think reco-ing the head is going to help with fuel consumption at all.  My car gets about 350km to a tank which is shite but normal.  Have you cleaned your throttle body yet?  It can help with a bad idle.  Leads/colis will show up more under load, not at idle so I dont think they are your prob.  What gap have you got the plugs set to?  0.7-0.8mm is the correct gap, the books listing it as 1.1mm are wrong and this gap can cause odd an idle also.||203.21.226.47||reg||1
Z||000004||davesvr4||05-04-2002||03:42 AM||||Ash<BR>  thanks for the reply.<BR> I hav`nt cleaned the thottle body yet but it sounds like a good idea.<BR>  I just checked my leads and one off them seems to have a high resistance so I`m    buying some new leads tommorrow that way  I  will know if its defenatly it or not.<BR>  I`ll keep you posted<BR>    DAVE<BR>  I still want to get the manuals though||210.50.134.83||reg||1
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||05-04-2002||11:10 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Also try adusting the BISS screw on the throttle body. But make sure you ground your timing and ground the diagnostic socket on the inside of your car.||63.231.79.202||reg||1
Z||000006||davesvr4||05-08-2002||07:35 AM||||Ash<BR> I did my compressions yesterday they were all between 118-125 with a max gain of 24 will a capfull of oil.<BR> I put new leads on and I also found a vac leak and it seems to be idling good now.<BR>   Dave||210.50.30.4||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000619.cgi
A||N||5||hibern8||HOW TO CLEAN USED INJECTORS???||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||05-02-2002||08:41 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey guys,<P>i'm planning on buying some used rc 550's but the seller recommended ofr me to clean them before i put them on my car. does anyone have any idea how to do this?? please let me know b/c i want to buy them asap. its a good deal. <P>thanks<BR>Ken 541/1000||131.193.154.185||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-02-2002||10:13 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||they have to be professionally cleaned.  this costs about 25/per.  some shops only charge 12.50/per.  every set, except one, i have had cleaned and flowed, took at least 2 backflushings to get rid of all the rubbish.  flow rates came up about 20 percent, and evened out much better.  the last set of rc's(lucas, prince of darkness) we cleaned, one injector shot out fuel across the room, it was called a firehose.  the others did not mist, but sprayed 6 tiny streams of fuel.  i dont care for lucas.  ANYTHING lucas.  okay, i do like george's films.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||05-02-2002||10:55 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||do you have any suggestions on what shops i can take them too to get it done? ||131.193.6.102||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||05-02-2002||12:15 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the place i take mine to services a lot of bmw, mercedes, and porsche.  the owner is a personal friend of mine.  this is one of those "you get what you pay for" things.  they put it in an ultrasonic cleaner, then backflush them, and repeat until only clear solution comes out. then they hook it up to a machine that measures flow, and they can check stuff like spray pattern, output, etc.  they give me a before and after flow chart, and individual flow characteristics for each injector.  the solution that is used is also a very light lubricant, so if you store the injectors for a long periond, they wont stick.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||05-02-2002||01:22 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.cruzinperformance.com/fuelinj.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.cruzinperformance.com/fuelinj.html</A> <P>These prices are awesome, and the web page gives a detailed explanation of the cleaning process.  Pretty cool blueprinting/matching service for $5 per injector.  ||129.120.56.208||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||05-02-2002||09:09 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||rc used to charge around $30 per injector.  that is expensive, but they used to gaurentee (sp?) same day service.  also they flow test each injector before and after, and then include a prinout with the cleaned injectors.||138.23.89.47||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000620.cgi
A||||5||ken inn||dsm backup||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||05-02-2002||03:03 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||in trying to use the parts catalog on the backup cd, i am finding a lot of stuff missing, and i have had to go to microfiche to find them.  just now, i couldnt find the hose coming off of the blow off valve, or any of the intercooler intake tract.  also, i could not find these little step washers on the trans side of the shift cables.  anyone using the factory cd seen this too?||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||05-02-2002||04:09 PM||jon@jgronline.com||BOV hose to air intake pipe: MD130328.  Page 15 410.  All of the intercooler pipes are on that page.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||05-02-2002||05:30 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||on my caps, that is the turbo only.  i can easily find the hose on fiche.  i am using the caps program off of the backup cd||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||05-03-2002||08:54 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Click the arrow highlighted to switch pages.  Also, on the far right you'll see 1/3 for page 1 of 3, 2/3 for page 2 of 3, and 3/3 for page 3 of 3.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/~jon/temp/page1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/~jon/temp/page1.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/~jon/temp/page2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/~jon/temp/page2.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/~jon/temp/page3.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/~jon/temp/page3.jpg</A> <P><BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||05-03-2002||09:43 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||AHA!  thanks, jon.  works great now.||63.146.72.144||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||05-03-2002||12:51 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Don't feel bad Ken. It took me quite a while to figure out some of the diagrams had multiple pages. Just consider yourself "enlightened".||66.156.210.164||reg||1
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A||||2||SPEEDFIEND||HELP||||10||
Z||000000||SPEEDFIEND||05-02-2002||09:01 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Hey guys, quick question.  How difficult is it to remove the turbine wheels from the shalf on the turbo.  I'm buying #169 and need to get it home(5 1/2hrs).  I would tow it, but Uhaul won't rent me a dolly.  They said my truck won't put it.  The car has a 20g on it and he said the turbo froze up.  Any help would be great.  Thanks, Kris ||67.208.122.2||reg||10
Z||000001||beavis||05-02-2002||09:06 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||you do have to remove the turbo from the car.  that is the hard part.  next undo the clamp that holds the two sections of the turbo together. separate the two halves and then remove the snap ring that holds the turbine assembly to the compressor housing.  reassemble the two halves and then reinstall the turbo.  i think it would be worth your while to simply find another way to tow the car home.  all this work would take 3-4hrs.||138.23.89.47||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||05-02-2002||11:23 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Why not just rent the biggest U-haul they have as a car can easily fit in most of them. I know that this happened to some idiots a while back on I-club where one wrecked his car like 50 miles from any shop and so they drove to a u-haul rental place and loaded it up on the truck. mJust be sure to take good measurements.<P>||65.139.48.141||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000622.cgi
A||N||2||UncleDonut||New owner||||6||
Z||000000||UncleDonut||05-02-2002||10:41 PM||uncledonut@attbi.com||Hi all.  I'm the proud new owner of a '91 GVR4. (797/2000)  It's good to see that there is an active community online for these cars.  I do have one question.  What is the stock boost pressure supposed to be?<P>thanks||24.128.102.224||reg||6
Z||000001||Ian M||05-03-2002||12:55 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||About 10-11 psi.||129.71.115.127||reg||1
Z||000002||UncleDonut||05-03-2002||06:57 PM||uncledonut@attbi.com||Thank you very much, Ian M.||24.128.102.224||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/000623.cgi
A||||8||MPREZYAVR4||Help possibly stranded.....||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||05-03-2002||02:26 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Okay I drive to work this morning with no strange events in my GVR4 but just now I go outside to go to lunch and there is a puddle of fluid underneath it coming from what appears to be either the oil pan or the transfer case. I check my oil levels and they are fine. I get a rag and try and get the fluid so I can see if it's gear oil and it smells like it is. <P>I know that the transfer case is prone to having the brass seal fail and leak but this is alot of fluid all at once. The closest mitsubishi dealer is @10miles away should I risk driving it to there as I live 40 miles away currently or have it towed?<P>Also is there a way to check the tranny fluid and transfer case without having to jack the car up?<P>Finally the bad thing about this is before I bought the car I had a mitsubishi tech inspect it and asked him specifically about the transfer case and he said that it was fine and not leaking.  <BR>Please post suggestions or ideas of other possible items it may be as I will be at work for 4 more hours. <BR>Thanks <BR>Rich<BR>||65.200.93.16||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||05-03-2002||02:58 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Update: Definetly the transfer case yoke as that is where it appears to be coming from. <P>Problem is that the dealer I talked to says that I would have to pay for it since the recall has already been performed on the car. WTF that's BS considering the design has never changed in the first place and the recall states nothing about it being a one time recall. <BR>Any input on this can and will be appreciated as I am printing up the recall (which states automatic WTH?) and the 1000?'s page on the matter.<BR>Rich<BR>||65.200.93.16||reg||1
Z||000002||lazer4ever||05-03-2002||04:42 PM||lazer4ever@aol.com||I've been a Service Writer for Chrysler for 8yrs & I'm here to tell you that recalls are lifetime.  Talk to the service manager, if he can't get it resolved, call Mitsu customer service.  Just make sure that the leak is coming from the plug in the x-fer case output yolk.  If it's not they won't cover it on the recall.  What did they do the 1st time they did the recall?  I don't believe that the new style yolk has a plug in it at all.<P>Josh<BR>||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000003||lazer4ever||05-03-2002||04:44 PM||lazer4ever@aol.com||Oh yeah, I've had the whole x-fer case replaced twice under the recall.||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000004||MPREZYAVR4||05-03-2002||05:01 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Called Mitsu USA and they called the regional manager and he said it's a one time deal WTH. Time to call NHTSA now.<BR>||65.200.93.16||reg||8
Z||000005||MPREZYAVR4||05-03-2002||07:15 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Called the NHTSA and they said that whatever Mitsu USA said was their procedure for the recall which is one time. <BR>But they did have me file a saftey complaint to start proving that the transfer case fix mitsubishi is doing is not a permanent fix so please for all of those who have or will have (that's all of you) please call the NHTSA and report to them about the transfer case and how many times it has leaked or failed and been repaired and then re-occurred. Otherwise we will end up paying out of our pocket for mitsubishi's design mistake that can cost lives.<BR>NHTSA:<BR>open 8am-10pm EST<BR>1-888-327-4326<P>Rich<BR>||65.200.93.16||reg||1
Z||000006||7541000||05-03-2002||07:41 PM||||i ran into those same walls, filed a complaint to NHSTA, blah blah. redline shockproof makes a differance, not to take away from this matter, it is very serious to me.<P>oh btw, i believe it was only "checked" before i owned her and that qualifies as the one time deal!||12.78.183.90||reg||1
Z||000007||MPREZYAVR4||05-04-2002||12:13 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Well I had the car inspected by the same dealer that did the transfer case repair back in 1999 before I bought it and I even asked the tech multiple times if the transfer case was good and no signs of leaking. I was told it's perfectly fine. <P>Also I was told today that the transfer case was repaired with the new parts to replace the faulty ones and also that the cars only warranty issues were with the transfer case and nothing else. <P>Apparently everyone knows there is a problem with the transfer cases but they really think they solve it with their "repair" (which I honestly can say that 3 years with it "repaired" seems like a long time compared to most).<P>Now I get to wait for the NHTSA paperwork and in the mean time do the fix on VFAQ which will be a pain in the arse since my car is 40 miles away from home sitting in the parking lot at work  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif"> .<BR>Rich<BR>||67.218.79.6||reg||1
Z||000008||7541000||05-04-2002||01:58 PM||||my jeep started having the same leak, not that its common but expected- just sucks checking it.  Ive been getting a metal grind only when im in the rain, so havent figured that one out yet but my carrier bearings are wearing, all im saying is i think its related<P>i know bitch bitch bitch  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>so hows the forty mile commute in a gvr4 otherwise  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>isnt it true you should let the awd in reverse or in gravel on occasion?<p>[This message has been edited by 7541000 (edited 05-04-2002).]||12.78.143.157||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000624.cgi
A||||3||Garfield Wright||still down||||1||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||05-03-2002||10:49 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I'm still down.  I was hoping that my new engine would have been in by now.  Every morning I get up & look @ it in the drive way <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/confused.gif">||66.176.235.123||reg||1
Z||000001||VR4GAZM||05-04-2002||02:33 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||dont worry bro, i know how ya feel. Im still waiting for my engine to be done....hopefully by the end of next week!  Man, im gonna be so happy to be boostin in my leather seats again. Driving a n/a honda sux.||209.156.76.28||reg||9
Z||000002||7541000||05-04-2002||02:07 PM||||too funny,lol||12.78.143.157||reg||4
Z||000003||Russ Keenan||05-05-2002||09:50 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Sniffle, sniffle,  I know just what you mean man. Been looking at my stripped carcus of a car for 6 weeks now the way it's going I will be lucky to have it up and running for the nopi race in september.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||24.164.43.10||reg||9




ubb/Forum3/000625.cgi
A||||2||turbowop||attn jon roberts||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||05-03-2002||10:57 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I just bought a palm IIIxe for datalogging and was wondering how you mounted yours on the vents. Thanks.<P>Mark<BR>1051||216.187.135.63||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||05-04-2002||11:24 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I took the back off of the Palm, drilled two holes in it, and used nylon screws and nuts to hold an L bracket to the back of the Palm.  Then I slid the bottom the L bracket under the air vent.||64.129.136.41||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||05-04-2002||02:51 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Thanks Jon.<P>Mark<BR>1051||205.188.200.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000626.cgi
A||||1||MPREZYAVR4||Need some part #'s for repairing the transfer case leak...||||9||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||05-04-2002||01:25 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I need to get the part #'for the following:<BR>Transfer case end seal<P>I'm going to try and do the fix on VFAQ for my transfer case and get my car home.<P>||65.141.32.214||reg||9
Z||000001||ken inn||05-04-2002||10:29 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||md701430.  check out <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc," TARGET=_blank>www.mitsubishiparts.cc,</A>  this is the best online parts price check i have ever seen.  they have the entire mitsu parts database, even if they dont stock it, it will give you a price, show suggested list(so you can see if your dealer is REALLY giving you a discount), and a discounted your cost price.  it will also calculate shipping costs, from where they are, and you can kinda guess from there.||4.35.74.104||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000627.cgi
A||||1||Pappy||Lug pattern converter||||1||
Z||000000||Pappy||05-04-2002||08:33 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Does anybody know where to get some lug pattern converters so I can use wheels that don't fit the galant?||155.33.74.156||reg||1
Z||000001||markrieb||05-09-2002||03:23 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I wouldn't bother with the converters as they also space the wheel out 1/2" or more.<P>If you want to do this, go ahead and convert the GVR-4 to the Talon/Eclipse 5 bolt pattern (5x4.5).  Quite a few more rims available in that pattern.<P>Mark Rieb<BR>||208.8.135.6||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000628.cgi
A||||1||pudhed||rear swaybar||||1||
Z||000000||pudhed||05-04-2002||08:55 PM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||I'm trying to take out my rear swaybar, but the rear steering rack is right on top of it.. how did you guys with new swaybars sqeeze them by the AWS stuff?<P>Thanks!!||12.235.26.99||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-05-2002||01:17 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i did mine on a lift.  i dropped everything as far as i could, diff, rear axles, supported them, and then the bar comes out fairly easy.  have never done one with the car on jackstands.  <BR>     the rear bar took me like an hour, which was a setup.  from what i had read, the rear was the hard one, the front was easy.  it was the opposite with me.  the front bar took me like 5 hours, and i had help, and a lift.  and it STILL aint right, and i have already redone it twice.||4.35.74.104||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000629.cgi
A||||5||suprflewus||ready to add pressure sender to filter housing..?||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||05-05-2002||12:09 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i am ready to add a pressure sender to a 90 oil filter housing, but not sure where to fit it.<P>it looks as though there is a factory sender similar to the one on a stock gvr4 housing, located right next to an allen plug - is this the idiot light sender?<P>there is also a large mushroom shaped item located between two of the bolt holes - is this another sender?  T/E/L cars have an idiot light and an oil pressure gauge right?  <P>where did y'all fit your pressure senders??<P>thanks<BR>||141.158.117.49||reg||1
Z||000001||BossGVR4||05-05-2002||12:42 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||I took the idiot light sender out.<P>Used a 1/8 NPT tap to re-thread the hole.<P>Brakleened the whole area.<P>Used some teflon tape and put my Autometer sender in there.<P>DaveC||165.247.85.132||reg||6
Z||000002||ken inn||05-05-2002||01:07 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||on my 90 t/e/l oil filter head, i used the opening that makes the sender point towards the front, on that, i used the vdo dual sender/idiot lite, on the one closer to the motor, i used it for a sender for my oil temp gauge.  i ran the tap way in, and both senders bottom out, and i used crush rings to seal.  no leaks at all.  t/e/l's use both.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000003||bob in chicago||05-06-2002||07:24 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Ken, I plan to do the '90 oil cooler conversation, too. Did you use the '90 oil hoses to the '90 oilcooler? Or run new hoses and oilcooler? Thanks! -Bob<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>on my 90 t/e/l oil filter head, i used the opening that makes the sender point towards the front, on that, i used the vdo dual sender/idiot lite, on the one closer to the motor, i used it for a sender for my oil temp gauge.  i ran the tap way in, and both senders bottom out, and i used crush rings to seal.  no leaks at all.  t/e/l's use both.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||216.65.173.42||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||05-06-2002||10:17 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i orginally used the 90 entire assembly, the cooler just barely fits on the left(driver's) half, about 6 inches from the center rib that has the hood catch on it.  when you do this, it looks like the cutouts are there for it.  i have since changed to an aftermarket cooler, using braided steel lines, but i kept the oil filter head, because it has the thermostat in it.  one bolt that is on the 90 oil filter head is longer than the stock ones, also, to access one bolt, you will have to remove the lower timing cover, or make a hole it it with a dremel, like i did.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||05-06-2002||12:20 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I believe you should not use teflon tape to seal it.  The sender uses it's thread contact with the housing as an electrical ground.  I did not seal my vdo dual sender and it does not leak.||128.211.159.15||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000630.cgi
A||||1||Dan D||Cell Phone Carriers?||||1||
Z||000000||Dan D||05-05-2002||06:39 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I'm getting a new cell phone.  My main use of it would be local/central indiana use and along highways/interstates.<P>I can't decide on which service provider to go with.  Does anyone have any good or bad experiences with one carrier or another that they would like to share?  I'm looking at verizon, worldcom, nextel, sprint, and cingular. <P>Thanks||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000001||VR4GAZM||05-05-2002||11:52 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Get verizon. They have the most coverage than any other carriers.  For 35.00 u can get 4000 night and wknd minutes and 300 anytime mins. I work for motorola and one of the stores i go to is verizon. Good service, not many complaints around here. Check with ur area tho.<P><BR>MIke||209.156.76.9||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000631.cgi
A||N||1||kartorium31||hks valcon vcam ||||5||
Z||000000||kartorium31||05-05-2002||10:03 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||any of you guys seen or heard about this, it looks kinda sweet but it is hard to tell cuase i can't read crappily translated japanese very well.  I guess it basically gives you vtec for a 4g63. I bet it is super expensive though.  I think it would be kinda sweet to have though.<BR>karter||12.18.158.25||reg||5
Z||000001||Dan D||05-05-2002||10:43 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Well, I'll give you that V-tec,VVti, ect. is a really cool and useful inovation in engine technology, most high power turbo hondas scap the v-tec.  I think I'd pass.||128.211.159.15||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000632.cgi
A||||9||Garfield Wright||Rob's T70 & custom radiator||||10||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||05-05-2002||11:08 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Yo Rob, the new pix you sent me of the custom radiator & T70 set up is up.  <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm</A> ||66.176.235.123||reg||10
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||05-06-2002||01:58 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Cool beans! Thanks!!!||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000002||JonGVR4||05-06-2002||02:28 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Where is this car?  It has KY tags on it. ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||05-06-2002||03:37 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||The black 91' is from Lexington, KY it's owned by Eddie Pan. The "Ducktape" grey 92'  is from Watertown, WI owned by me.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||Butterdogg||05-06-2002||03:51 PM||||Jon.. the black(sort of) Vr4 is mine, I am in lexington KY<P>Eddie||4.41.65.126||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||05-06-2002||11:10 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||How thick is the radiator?||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||05-06-2002||11:29 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Is that exhaust manifold equal length on each runner?||155.33.74.156||reg||1
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||05-07-2002||01:24 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||The radiator is just under 3inches thick. The header is as equal as we could get. Some say it really doesn't matter on a turbo car, but Joe (who built it) said he wouldn't start it unless he could do what he wanted... He used to run/make minni rods- pretty much a seat on a big block, and he said he used to tune them with the design of the exhaust header.. So I'm not sure if a equal is needed but yes it is damn close. That's the reason for the strange mounting location. Thanks for the Q's!!<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||05-08-2002||07:34 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||If I ever replaced my OEM (no reason to unless it starts leaking) I would need one stock thickness. <P>The stock coolant system in my car even with a big FMIC and AC seems to keep the car cool even under hard track condtions.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||05-08-2002||03:22 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea I wish I didn't have to change it. I have never had a problem with cooling the engine with the stock cooling system. But I didn't have any room...||24.196.87.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000633.cgi
A||||21||ken inn||leatherique||||1
Z||000000||ken inn||05-06-2002||10:31 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the leather in my car is like the leather on the bottom of your shoe.  i got the car used, and the prior owner never did anything, only wash the outside.  although the leather is not coming apart at the stiches, where the sun has beat down on it, it's very hard.  i have been using this stuff for about a week, and i can REALLY see and feel the difference.  check it out on the web, you will see all kinds of testimonials, lots of car clubs recommend it.  right now, you can get the rejuvinator and prestine clean at a discounted price.  i have used about 1/3 of it, and have ordered another batch, which i dont think i will need, the original batch seems to be more than enough.  i have tried lexol, hyde food, zymol, meguiars, turtle wax, dog food, camel urine, whatever.  nothing softened the leather, this stuff does.  i am amazed, and the people that sold it to me said i would be.  the worst part is the top of the back seat, where the leather was hard like metal, and the stiching was just barely starting to open up.  now, it is much softer, and i can see where it will soon be nice and soft.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||05-06-2002||11:03 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Oooh, thanks for the tip.  My leather is just like yours was.  I was about to start testing out all the different products but hadn't gotten around to it.  I guess I don't have to do any testing now, I know what to get.  Thanks again.||140.247.202.24||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||05-06-2002||12:35 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||make sure you get the prepping agent, i didnt, but have since ordered it.  the prepping agent will remove all past deposits from whatever was used, and open up the pores, so the rejuvinator oil will penetrate deeper and faster.  when you apply the first coat, after it has been cleaned,  i used a small paint brush, and then massaged it it with my hands.  a lot like putting sun tan lotion on.  it's kinda messy, dont lick your fingers, but it cleans up easy.  if you leave the car out in the sun, it makes the fibers expand, and easier to absorb more of the stuff, BUT, it will make it very hot, and you will have to use gloves to spread it around, it is so hot.  also, the rejuvinator oil and the prestine clean look the same, but you put on the rejuvinator oil first, then leave it sit, at least a day.  then, you use the prestine clean to remove whatever is left.  i didnt know how to apply what, the directions are kinda vague, but numerous phone calls and emails got me on the right track.  amazing results||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000003||BossGVR4||05-06-2002||06:26 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||So is this the order you are supposed to use it in ?<P>1)Prepping Agent<BR>2)Rejuvenating Oil<BR>3)Pristine Cleaner<P>How much would you suggest getting to do all the seat surfaces ? 32 oz of each or MORE <P>thanks for the heads up on this I didn;t know anything like this existed .. where did you find it ?<P>DaveC||165.247.92.236||reg||6
Z||000004||ken inn||05-06-2002||06:50 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||that is correct.  i have been trying for years to bring back my leather. and it seems like the 32 oz of rejuvinator and prestine clean are enough, the first time i did not get the prepping agent, the instructions are not clear on this.  it was not until after several calls and emails that i figured i should have got it.  the trick is to first remove what ever is there, from all the years, including any residue from your skin.  that way, the ingredients from the rejuvinator will give the most benefit.  i have tried so much stuff over the years, i wanted to be sure i removed whatever, so it would work.  i still havent gotten the prep agent yet, and the leather is softening up.  even the nice leather smell is coming back.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000005||911307||05-09-2002||11:28 AM||tonytistabap@hotmail.com||what is the web address?||198.81.17.46||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||05-09-2002||03:15 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.leatherique.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.leatherique.com/</A> ||155.33.74.156||reg||1
Z||000007||Pappy||05-09-2002||04:49 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Hey Ken, how much of the stuff did you end up using?||155.33.74.156||reg||1
Z||000008||Martin Chilcote||05-09-2002||05:16 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||I went to the site. Maybe I need to go back a couple of times and re-read but it looks to me like the "prepping agent" is to prep before dying the leather. Did I see wrong ??||12.110.136.90||reg||5
Z||000009||ken inn||05-09-2002||05:25 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i think you need the prepping agent to remove all of the old waxes, silicones, body fluids, etc.  from the leather, then the rejuvinator can penetrate better.  i didnt use it, because, like you, from what i read, it looked like you didnt need it.  but after a bunch of emails and phone calls, you need it.  and, it seems the 32 oz size of both rejuvinater and prestine clean is enough to bring back the leather.  i have only used about 1/4, and it is already a lot softer, and the smell is better.  i put it on with a paint brush, and then rubbed it in with my hands.  put the car out in the sun with the windows rolled up, so the seats get warm, and it works better.||63.146.72.142||reg||1
Z||000010||turboflanagan||02-23-2004||02:58 PM||||Hey Ken, how is your leather these days?  I never got around to getting this stuff.  Are you still liking the results?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||atc250r||02-23-2004||03:05 PM||||I have been meaning to do a search on this very subject and BAM this comes up. The leather on the top of my back seat feels like cardboard but still looks fine. Are you still happy with the results, Ken?<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||02-23-2004||03:30 PM||||i havent done anything for quite a while.  the top of the seat is a lot better, but not soft like the rest of the seat.  the back upper seat got all wrinkly again, and softer.||64.240.175.47||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||turbowop||02-23-2004||03:30 PM||||I ordered this stuff a couple weeks ago but it hasn't arrived yet. I know Mark Rieb used it on his car (which is Karter's car now) and his seats feel nice and supple. Haha......supple.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||02-23-2004||03:38 PM||||I called and talked to the lay at leatherique this morning. <br /><br />They are running some kinda special right now...$50 for the 32 oz rejuvenator and pristine clean.<br /><br />She was nice and patient and answered a bunch of my questions!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||drew||02-24-2004||12:01 AM||||can you say thread resurrected from the dead?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||Bigfoot200200||02-24-2004||12:54 AM||||Yeah too bad, I wanted to know how well the dog food and camel urine worked.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.233.107.38||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||02-25-2004||11:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> They are running some kinda special right now...$50 for the 32 oz rejuvenator and pristine clean. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ouch plus $20 s/h.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||02-25-2004||11:47 AM||||didnt see that part, hertz. Shafted!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||dsmsleeper||02-26-2004||10:16 AM||||I bought this stuff a few years ago. In fact, I'm almost out of the Rejuvenating Oil.  They suggest that you NOT leave it exposed to the sun. Some people will take a tash bag to and cover the seats after they apply it.  You want the heat, but not the direct sunlight.  I used to put it on in the summer and just let it bake in garage.  I this stuff more than the Lexol with neetsfoot.<br /><br />Also, unless it has changed, you only need the Rejuvenating Oil and Pristine Clean.  The rejuvenating oil is what is supposed to get the old agents (Lexol, whatever) out.||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000020||mikeyoung00||02-26-2004||10:46 AM||||Just ordered some of this stuff. Has anyone used it on the steering wheel rim?||139.177.224.71||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||02-26-2004||10:52 AM||||I ordered some too.<br /><br />I've had mixed feelings whenever I've treated a leather steering wheel...  it will be slippery and unsafe for awhile and makes your hands stink like the product.  Same thing with the shifter knob.  Perhaps if you weren't driving it for a while.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/000634.cgi
A||||6||MPREZYAVR4||How much fluid in the transfer case?||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||05-06-2002||07:25 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I just wanted to make sure that the transfer case uses 75w90 gear lube and the amount is about .3qt. ||65.200.93.16||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||05-06-2002||09:03 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||It takes .63qt. & its 75w85w GL-4 or higher||63.52.150.252||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||05-06-2002||11:03 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||With your car on a level surface; just keep filling it until it comes out the hole. Then stop filling it. Less than one bottle.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||05-06-2002||11:51 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I still like to go by the owners manual||63.52.202.148||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||05-08-2002||07:38 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Good idea. measure out exactly .63 liters and makes sure every drop goes in.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>They only give you that spec so you know how many bottles of fluid you need to buy. The method dicribed will give you damn close to .63l in the case.<P>BTW my Mazda Miata Manual says to place kids in the back seats to keep them away from the air bag!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||iceman69510||05-08-2002||12:46 PM||||If you have any kids, substitute "trunk" for "back seat" and you'll be fine. ||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000006||1312VR4||05-08-2002||04:58 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I was waiting for someone to catch it. lol||63.52.132.52||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000635.cgi
A||||0||airheademc||NEED HELP, replacing suspensions||||1||
Z||000000||airheademc||05-06-2002||11:29 PM||ericcostales@hotmail.com||I've come to a point where I really have to replace the who thing. Prob is I've got an 89 w/ ECS (ELEC. CONTROLLED SUSP.)  Tried going to any shop and they kinda think that the T/E/L's should be the same but non of 'em would dare try coz if it doesn't fit, they're committed to the part.  Anyone could help me "please".  IF anyone knows what sort of conversion i can do ie: part numbers to bring out so when i go to the shop I have confirmation???THNX ...||209.29.175.41||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000636.cgi
A||||2||Team Ducktape||MSW wheels???||||5||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||05-07-2002||03:20 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Anyone know where I can get MSW wheels? I lost a tire and wrecked a wheel, and I can't find anyone who sells them anymore. Tire rack doesn't carry them and a place called Elite-one or something like that was no help either?? Any help, will help!!!<BR>Thanks,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||5
Z||000001||1312VR4||05-07-2002||12:03 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||You can try here <A HREF="http://wheelchoice.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://wheelchoice.com/</A> ||63.52.127.177||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||05-07-2002||03:57 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I'll try them.<BR>Thanks <BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/000637.cgi
A||||4||Ash||Fuel Pressure Gauge||||5||
Z||000000||Ash||05-07-2002||07:36 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hi all,<BR>I'm looking for a fuel pressure gauge & I was wondering why electric oil pressure gauges are less than 1/2 the price of the equivelant fuel presure gauge, what's the diff?  The dude at my local speed shop told me that a 0-100psi oil pressure guage will go fine as a fuel pressure gauge, is he full of shit?  I may end up getting a mechanical gauge & stuff it in the engine bay anyway, but do I have to shell out twice the dosh just to have it say fuel instead of oil?  Also, are autometer crap?  I've heard some bad things lately about the quality of their gauges.   Last Q, there isn't anything wrong with drilling & tapping the stock banjo bolt above the fuel filter to mount the sender/mech gauge is there?  (Obviously removing the bolt from the car first before someone wisecracks at me.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> )   Thanks in advance.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||203.21.226.12||reg||5
Z||000001||JonGVR4||05-07-2002||09:37 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I've never seen an electrical fuel pressure gauge work very well.  They always seem slow and not very accurate.  The best one to get will be a mechanical gauge.  The problem with using a mechanical fuel pressure gauge is you don't want fuel going through the firewall and into your dash.  <P>So, you can get an isolator kit and use I think radiator fluid to isolate the fuel to the engine bay.  It is a pain to install but you'll get the best readings that way.  <P>To install it, you can get an adapter where you just have to cut the fuel line. It will let you T into the fuel line that way and stick a braided fuel line going to the isolator.  <P>I personally run an SX fuel pressure regulator and it has a place for a gauge.  I ran a small fuel line to the firewall and I have a big Autometer fuel pressure gauge mounted there.  Very accurate and it is isolated from the vibrations of the engine.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||05-07-2002||07:18 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Well I'll just go mechanical then, an isolator sounds like a pita so firewall it is.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  There isn't anything wrong with my banjo bolt idea though is there?  Those cheap BM gauges use a pre made bolt, I can't see a problem tapping my existing one to attach a fuel line for the gauge.||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||05-08-2002||07:45 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||I run both. I have the mechnical gauge on the FPR under the hood (firewall) for adjustment purposes and I have a mechnical with an isolatr in the cabin of the car.<P>Autometer has just finally start selling the isolators again. I had to buy mine used on Ebay an couple years back. <P>I have a T out of the FPR the mini gauge threads into it and the isolator into the other.  BTW the isolator uses coolant as the buffer. Works great!  I have a picture if you want to see it and if you look close on my car under Jon pic section you maybe able to pick it out as well.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||05-08-2002||07:47 AM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine.jpg</A> ||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000638.cgi
A||||11||GVR1643||Evo vs. WRX||||1||
Z||000000||GVR1643||05-07-2002||11:58 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Just an FYI that Automobile mag had a nice article on the new EVO and the WRX Sti that should be stateside soon (03).  Basically said the EVO kicked some butt :-P<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.17||reg||1
Z||000001||BossGVR4||05-07-2002||01:56 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||RANT WARNING !<P>Y'know what .. thisis the kind of import in-fighting that is utterly USELESS.<P>Yes, the EVO is coming we already know that. You do know that we have SUBARU to thank for this right ? If they didn't take the risk in bringing the WRX over in the first place the moron's at Mitsu would'nt have a brass ring (aka profit margin) to be grabbing at ! <P>There is a great big automotive world outside the small US Market. Galant VR-4 TWIN TURBOS, Subaru Liberty 22B wagons, Pugeot 206, VW Rally Golfs, Seat Cordobas, Toyota  Corollas, Nissan Sunnys, Cosworths, Holdens are kick ass cars that you can't even get here, think of how they must laugh at you in your 11 year old heap. Saying one car sucks is completely relative, so the EVO performs better than a WRX, so what !? Can you go to a dealer today May 6th, 2002 and buy one .... no you can't. That makes a WRX on the road better than the EVO you drive in your dreams at night that much better.<P>I used to hate Honda's in general but now there are too many tuned street Hondas that can actually run. Now I only hate the poser wannabe's with foam filters, fart cannon exhausts and stickers that are slower thatn a 3 speed bicycle.<P>Hating ever other car that poses a threat is gonna wear down on you so chill and go smack down a V8 powered ponycar.<P>DaveC  ||165.247.105.2||reg||13
Z||000002||GVR1643||05-07-2002||02:33 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Wow,<BR>didn't mean to antagonize or incite anyone!?<BR>Just passed on the idea that it's a interesting article, since most of us here are quite fond of the Evo and Subbie's.  I was even thinking of getting the WRX for my wife earlier this year and do like them.  The article doesn't say that the Evo kicked the WRX butt, but, they raved over the car and it kicked butt in general - and spoke highly of the WRX.  I'm aware of the other great cars out there beyond our borders as well, but again, just thought it was a very good article for those interested - in the discussion area, not performance.  <BR>BTW - thanks to those who replied to the DVD titles...I really enjoyed the Andretti/Newman story.<BR>thanks, Kevin||167.142.22.17||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||05-07-2002||02:49 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||You do realize that the EVO has always been the more "track" hardened car and not the one most would choose to live with day to day. If you look most reviews of the EVO vs. STi point that out and say for day to day b-road blasting the STi would be the weapon of choice but if it was all out beast then the EVO would win hands down. <BR>Trust me I loved my Impreza when it was turboed and I respect the Galant and the 4g63 even more than the GS-T I've driven when it's with AWD. <BR>I expect the EVO to come here "soft" compared to the GSR and others available overseas just to cater to the mainstream american market.<P>FYI the STi will be here in the begining of 2003 (from an accidently leaked SOA document) and will share similar specs to the UK STi. <BR>A turbo forester will follow and then the Legacy over the next 5 years so subaru knows were it's at. Hopefully Mitsu will bring in the newer Galant VR4 twin turbo V6's  and some other goodies (I'd rather have an FTO than the current Eclipse).<BR>||65.200.93.16||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||05-07-2002||07:07 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||BossGVR4, I think that you are the one that needs to chill.  He wasn't attacking your Subie in any way...settle down man.<p>[This message has been edited by Ferrari F50 GT (edited 05-07-2002).]||63.231.79.202||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||05-07-2002||07:28 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||An article in one of our Aussie mags had the EVO 6 head to head with the current (at the time) STI.  Both these cars were the older shape as you are most likely aware.  One thing that stuck in my mind was that the EVO cost 80k $Au where as the STi cost 65k $Au.  It compared apples & oranges of different sizes rather than just apples & oranges, if you get what I mean.  The STi was a warmed up WRX whereas the EVO was a dulled down group N car.  The EVO7 & latest STi should be much closer than they were back then.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000006||James||05-08-2002||04:08 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au|| Ash ,if GTP  racing is anything to go by,  Evo 7 will  whip the new  heavy STI. The Evo 7 is only allowed to run 0.9 bar boost,   and the new  STI have been  allowed to run  1.4 bar to make them competitive.  The STIs are all running Motecs etc., and virtually all  the EVO  teams are running stock ecu. I'm part of one of the EVO  6 teams||210.48.128.214||reg||7
Z||000007||Ash||05-08-2002||07:09 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Crikey!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif">   I thought the 7 was heavy like the new WRX?||203.21.226.203||reg||1
Z||000008||James||05-08-2002||09:07 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||The EVO 7 is heavier than the 5/6. In  GTP , all the  EVOs have a  race weight of 1435 kg with  85kg  driver allowance.A Makinen  according to specs has a dry  weight of 1290 kg.+85 = 1375. Procar enforced  race weight 1435. So that means they carry ballast of  65kg. On top of this they  are running about 3psi boost less than  stock.The new  STI has  been  running as high as 7.5 psi more than the EVOs to   make them competitive. You know  yourself how much a few psi  makes||210.48.128.214||reg||1
Z||000009||smokindav||05-09-2002||09:06 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||"Hating ever other car that poses a threat is gonna wear down on you so chill and go smack down a V8 powered ponycar."<P>I don't think he was hating.  Just pointing out an interesting article about the EVO and the WRX.  <P>I know that it's going to be a hard decision for me and the wife when we are trying to decide which one to get to replace the GVR4.<P>Dave<BR>||128.255.247.172||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR1643||05-09-2002||10:24 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks Dave and Ferrari,  you both got the point.  It was just another interesting article and as I said they are both great imports!  <BR>Dave - what do you mean replace the GVR4...you just got it :-P<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.39||reg||1
Z||000011||smokindav||05-09-2002||03:15 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I really have no desire to replace it right now as it's running great now that I've got it (mostly) sorted!  But, I'm sure once we get out of grad school, the bug will bite for something newer.  Although Carolyn really likes it and might be happy with it for a few more years.  We'll see.  It's more me that wants to upgrade to something newer.  Us Car Guys are never satisfied.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Dave<BR>||128.255.247.237||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000639.cgi
A||N||3||Ferrari F50 GT||ECU Capacitators||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||05-07-2002||07:02 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Does any body by chance have the ECU capacitators for the replacement for the ones that leak?  Thanks.||63.231.79.202||reg||1
Z||000001||BossGVR4||05-07-2002||08:40 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Yeah I have some....<P>Oh, wait, no, I got rid of them when I got my Subie !?!?!?<P>When did I EVER say I owned a Subaru ?||165.247.92.55||reg||6
Z||000002||ken inn||05-07-2002||09:27 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yah, send me your address, i'll send you what you need.  why dont you just send your ecu to jeff, and he can do it?||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||05-07-2002||09:55 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Thanks Ken, you have mail<P>BossGVR-4, why are you bringing this up on this topic?||63.231.79.202||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000640.cgi
A||||8||dank||HELP! FACTORY ALARM GOING OFF FOR NO REASON!||||1
Z||000000||dank||05-08-2002||12:13 AM||accordpage@email.com||Sorry about the caps, but I don't know what to do.  I have a 91 VR-4 w/factory alarm. A few days ago it started going off for no reason. I dont know how to lock the doors without arming the system, so i have to leave my car unlocked. Please tell me how to disable the factory alarm, or if there is a way to lock the doors without arming the alarm.||63.227.64.25||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||05-08-2002||10:58 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Lock the door without the key and then close the door.  That shouldn't arm the car alarm.<P>You could always unplug the factory alarm horn on the firewall.  It is right next to the brake booster.<P><BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||05-08-2002||06:23 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||  Mine used to do the same thing. Both of my Galants and every Galant that Ive seen (between my freinds and I,about ten or so) will arm the alarm even when you lock the door without the key. And if you disconnect the horn,the lights still blink. I dont think you can dissconnect the ETACS unit under the dash either,because it appears that the alarm isnt the only thing it controls. Mine was fine for about a month after I got it running,then it started to go off almost every time I locked it (And it would always take a while,just long enough to go off at about 3:00 am). I remembered that I plugged in the hood switch that had been disconnected by apparently a previous owner,while I was reinstalling the engine. I unplugged it,and it hasnt done it since-so far so good.....  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 05-08-2002).]||129.71.114.151||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||05-08-2002||06:53 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Check the harnesses for the locks in the doors.  I had one of the wires break on the drivers side and it wouldn't disarm when opening the car from that door. <P>Does the alarm still go off if you unlock it from the passanger side door?||128.211.159.15||reg||1
Z||000005||blytz||05-08-2002||08:19 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||If you lock the door without a key it shouldn't arm the system? Mine does!||24.159.54.84||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||05-08-2002||10:21 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Nope. The alarm is armed and disarmed by locking/unlocking the door with the key only.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||turbowop||05-08-2002||10:33 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Not mine. If I lock the door before closing it the security light on the dash comes on and then after closing the door it goes out after a minute.(like it's supposed to do) I've tested it by unlocking it without the key after locking it with the window down and the alarm goes off when the door is opened.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||05-09-2002||10:47 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I never use the key to lock the door, but the security light always comes on like its supposed to. The repair manual says "after key locking or key-less locking". You can either a) troubleshoot which one of the switches is malfuntioning, or b) cut the wire that feeds the diodes that pull in the headlight and horn relays. It looks like it is off pin 2 of the ETACS, or you could catch it at pin 3 of connector C-03. Hope you've got a manual.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.79||reg||1
Z||000010||gvr4ever||11-06-2002||07:58 PM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Nope. The alarm is armed and disarmed by locking/unlocking the door with the key only.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Mine has always armed by just locking the doors.  Pushing either the of the front door locks down.  No key needed.<P>Using the key is the only way to unarm the system tho.<P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1



ubb/Forum3/000641.cgi
A||||4||keydiver||How to identify CAS and coil pack||||1||
Z||000000||keydiver||05-08-2002||09:56 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Can anyone tell me how to properly identify a CAS and coil pack to fit our GVR-4's? Isn't there a problem with certain years ('90 maybe?) not being the same? How many pins on the connectors, which DSM years, etc?<BR>I've been thinking of trying to pick up a spare of each. Thanks!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.79||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-08-2002||10:17 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the 90 cas has a pigtail on it.  i'll send you a spare coil, if you want.||63.146.72.148||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||05-10-2002||01:15 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Everybody look out, there's that Ken Inn guy again trying to give advise and sell parts!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||66.114.238.18||reg||10
Z||000003||turboflanagan||05-10-2002||01:18 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Correction!!  He said SEND, I missed that the first time.  Be careful Jeff, He may be trying to GIVE you something!||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||05-10-2002||04:42 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||ok, ok, how about i send the coil, and, say, 50 bucks too?||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000642.cgi
A||||2||MPREZYAVR4||Is there a gasket between the transfer case and tranny?||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||05-08-2002||05:07 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Or is it just sealed with RTV? I wanted to know before I take the transfer case off.<BR>Rich<BR>||65.200.93.16||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||05-08-2002||05:24 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||there is no gasket btw the actual parts.  just make sure the seal on the output shaft isn't leaking.  there is no need to use rtv to seal the transfer case to the transmission||138.23.89.47||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||05-08-2002||07:13 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||It appears I have a leak coming from there so this is why I ask.||65.200.93.16||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000643.cgi
A||N||4||Ferrari F50 GT||Car Stalling||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||05-08-2002||09:37 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||My car just started to do this:  When I start it up, and give it gas to get<BR>going, it completely dies.  It is perfectly fine if it idles.  But the<BR>moment that I push down on the throttle, the car just stalls.  No leaks of<BR>fluid or boost anywhere, idles perfectly, but once again: once it sees a<BR>little throttle, it shuts off.  I really need to get this fixed seeing as it<BR>is my only car.  Does anybody know what is going on?  Thanks.||63.231.79.202||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||05-08-2002||10:22 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Are you sure you don't have any major boost leaks?  Sounds like a popped IC pipe to me. Are you running a VPC?<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||05-08-2002||10:24 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||No VPC.  I checked the car for a pooped pipe, but nothing.||63.231.79.202||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||05-09-2002||08:06 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||MAS plugged in? CAPS replaced?||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||05-09-2002||10:02 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I agree with Harry, this is exactly how the car will act if you have a huge leak, or the MAS is disconnect. Do you have an AFC? What is the Karman reading? Is is set to "Karman" type metering? If you don't have an AFC, can you datalog it to see the Karman?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.79||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000644.cgi
A||||4||Team Ducktape||Good Guy -garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com ||||1
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||05-09-2002||05:30 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yep another Good Guy in my book! I got some stickers and some clear corners from Garfield Wright here on this board, not only was he helpful he was a pleasure to deal with. I would gladdly do bussiness with him again!<BR>Thanks,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||05-10-2002||11:46 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I'll gladly sell u anything again & again & again. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||207.239.80.34||reg||10
Z||000002||kartorium31||08-10-2002||02:42 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I am gonna second that, i ordered a tranny from him.  It was a pleasure doing business.||12.18.161.153||reg||14
Z||000003||Jose||08-11-2002||07:46 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have nothing but praise for Garfield, I have gotten so many items from him (front & rear bumpers, grille, corner lights, valve cover insert, headlights with city lights, rally suspension, and stickers.<BR>Jose.........||152.163.207.202||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||11-10-2003||02:15 AM||||Purchased car from him and Gary. Great person to deal with and was a pleasure meeting him in person. Part two, to "Good Guy" list.||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum3/000645.cgi
A||||4||pao_111||WHERE IS THE KNOCK SENSOR?||||1||
Z||000000||pao_111||05-10-2002||10:07 AM||||can anybody tell me where the knock sensor is located?||202.163.208.14||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||05-10-2002||12:14 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Under the intake manifold it wiring is attached to the the intake stay||63.52.202.94||reg||1
Z||000002||lazer4ever||05-10-2002||12:18 PM||lazer4ever@aol.com||It's on the driver's side of the engine block in the back, under the intake manifold.<BR>The easiest way to find it is to reach your hand down under the intake on the driver's side & feel for the bracket that holds up the intake.  Then feel to the top of the bracket & you will find the connector for the knock sensor (you can see the connector if you look over the top of the intake).  Then just folow the wire back towards the block till you feel the sensor.  Works best if you are a contortionist, lol.<P>Josh<BR>93 Laser awd 12.53 @ 109.07 stock 14b<BR>now with big 16g, still tuning<BR><p>[This message has been edited by lazer4ever (edited 05-10-2002).]||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000003||pao_111||05-11-2002||12:25 AM||||thanks. if i can find it or confused send me a pic thanks again||202.163.208.14||reg||1
Z||000004||pao_111||05-11-2002||12:26 AM||||thanks a pic would be nice as well if you have one||202.163.208.14||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000646.cgi
A||N||4||hibern8||HELP!!! TRYING TO PUT IN AFTERMARKET RADIO||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||05-10-2002||11:36 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i'm trying to put in an alpine DIN size headunit in my car. the car came with the double din unit(casette w/ factory eq). now if called all of the installation dash kit manufacturers and nobody makes one. does anyone have any suggestions on what to do to fill in the bottom space below the radio. <P>thanks||63.62.132.171||reg||1
Z||000001||BossGVR4||05-11-2002||12:50 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Go to the dealer and ask them for the lower radio pocket.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com" TARGET=_blank>www.mofugas.com</A>  sells a din panel with 3 holes in it for gauges.<P>Blitz and HKS make din panels for two 1/4din electronic pieces (EQ, EVC, Old Skool AFC) and one gauge||165.247.87.78||reg||6
Z||000002||ken inn||05-11-2002||08:54 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i got some plywood and made a panel, and put 3 gauges in it.  i used model airplane plywood, it is real thin, and milti layered, very strong.  i attached it to the square plastic surround, and the gauges are attached to the plywood. the radio is din mounted, using the supplied brackets.  painted the panel black, and it fits and looks very nice.  a simple hole saw for the round holes, and a jigsaw for the retangular cutout for the radio.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||05-11-2002||07:41 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||The plywood you speak of is also used in finish sub flooring otherwise known as Luanne (sp?)<P>Any local car stereo place (even walmart) should have a sigle din pocket for sale, as a second option.<P>This is the din plate that Mofugas used to sell installed in my car. <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_inside2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_inside2.jpg</A> <BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||05-13-2002||09:54 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Get part number: MB716801 which has two seperate holes for the radio.  You'll use the stock mounting brackets to hold the radio in.  The get part number: MB424422 which is a pocket that fits below the radio.<P>The screws to mount the radio are part number: MF453016 which are pretty basic screws.  Self tapping 4x10 screws.||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000647.cgi
A||||7||pao_111||KNOCK SENSOR QUESTION||||1||
Z||000000||pao_111||05-11-2002||12:22 AM||||what is the best way to know if your knock sensor is not working properly? can you clean this or do you have to replace it. can anybody send me a picture of a good  sensor so i can compare it with mine.<BR>thaks||202.163.208.14||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-11-2002||09:09 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||why do you suspect your knock sensor is NOT working?  maybe it IS working, and you have knock.  if you know your boost or timing has been pulled, reset your ecu, and go drive it.  it will run like it used to for a short while, then, if it hears knock, it will pull the boost and timing, and you will know it.  the best way to monitor knock is a dataloger, if you cant get one of those, the knock led is also very good.  go to the vfaq site.  however, the 1g knock led site is down.  you can follow the instructions for the 2g, just be sure you tap into the correct pin on the ecu.  i think it's the orange wire, i forget which pin #||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||05-11-2002||07:37 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||If you see a phillips head screw or the black stuff covering the phillips head screw is gooey you need to replace the knock sensor. (in my best Jeff Foxworthy impression)||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||VR4GAZM||05-12-2002||12:16 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Hey Harry, what causes that gooey black stuff anyways?  Also, whats wrong with having the philips head screw in the back of it? Is this an older knock sensor?<P>Thanks<BR>Mike<P>||209.156.76.1||reg||1
Z||000004||pao_111||05-12-2002||02:40 AM||||well  the knock comes and goes. it only basically happens when i floor it. sometimes it knocks sometimes it doesnt. doesnt matter wat gear im in. and another thing the knock only comes wen im in gear, if im in neutral it does not come out. ||202.163.208.14||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||05-12-2002||11:42 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||sounds to me that it is working properly.  you should not get knock when in neutral, if you do, you have serious problems.  knock should only come under load, like when you are at wot.  you may have bad gas, or, the place or brand of gas you are getting is sub par.  try to stay with a name brand of gas, and a station that is very busy.  this way, you get fresh gas, and a more stable octane count.  a simple solution to your problem would be water injection.||4.35.74.104||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||05-12-2002||11:21 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||If you look at a new (or old knock sensor in good shape) you will see a hard black shiney substance. This hard black Glue over time softens up. If the "glue" is gone altogther you see a phillips head screw exposed. I am not sure what the the hard black glue does, my guess would be that it provides some deading property. All I know is it is recommedn you replace it under those conditions.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||pao_111||05-14-2002||08:25 AM||||thanks ken. what do you mean water injection?||202.163.219.164||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000648.cgi
A||||0||pao_111||PARTS PARTS||||1||
Z||000000||pao_111||05-11-2002||12:36 AM||||NEED HELP LOOKING FOR LIGHT PARTS? LIGHT PARTS MEANING PLASTIC, RUBBER...etc. so mail wont be so expensive since i live half way around the world. here in my country 2nd hand good running 4g63 engines cost very cheap about 400 for a NT and 450 for a T, thats with the front suspension,radiator and transmission! not bad huh EMAIL ME AT pao_111@yahoo.com il be glad to help. you dont necessarily have to pay for it...we can trade parts.||202.163.208.14||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000649.cgi
A||||9||turboflanagan||stereo stuff||||1||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||05-12-2002||10:12 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||What kind of stereo's are you guys running?  My factory tape player went on the frits a few months ago and I replaced it with an Eclipse cd unit.  I just got a Boston Acustics 6.53 speaker set that I'm in the middle of installing.  I've got two Audiobahn subs coming and would love some input on what kind of amp to get to push them.  And what would you guys suggest for the rear stage?  I will still have the factory speakers there for now.<P>All this because my stock VR4 was just too quick and I needed to add some weight to give it a more manageable accel rate!<P>Let me know what you are running and what amps you would suggest for the subs.<P>Peter||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||05-12-2002||12:23 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I did 5.25 MMATS componet for the front and MMATS 6.5 Low Driver rears... which menas that they dont have tweets in them and they have a coil to eliminate the tweet signal going to them...... I have a old school powerakoustik amp 280 and an Alpine 7863 CD player which has the 60x4 amp in it which is useless because I run all of the stereo stuff off my amp..... I dont have Subs but I have had 10's 12's and 15's the 12's were MTX and sucked real bad.... the 10's were Power Acoustik and they were pretty good... had 12" soud for 10's and the 15's were MMATS... because they broke the OLD sound drag record of like 173.0 dB's.... BUt Cadence is starting to come up....||64.246.132.28||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||05-12-2002||01:03 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||My Mother-In-Law is hard of hearing and really annoying for a soft-spoken guy like me to talk to because I have to talk much louder than I want to.  I don't want to be like that when I get old, so I'm not looking to win any comps for highest decible system, I just want a great sounding and very clean system that I can mostly hide to keep outside interest to a minimum.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000003||DarkDevilMMM||05-12-2002||02:20 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||depends on how much u want to pay at first(that's always), if u have BA 6.53 in the front, I would get the BA 6.5LF for the back, it's only a 6.5" driver without tweeter, coz i don't like having high freq come from my back of my head! anyways, that's me tho, so how do u install the 6.53? custom kick panel? or custom the door? I like the BA a lot, I used to have the whole set of BA, pro 6.5 at front, pro6.5LF at the back, and pro12.5 for the sub, running on a phoenix gold LE reactor amp (75x4+600x1), too bad I sold that car, and the BA pro6.5 won't fit in the door of the galant, so that's why I asked u how do u install it, coz the pro6.5 is too deep, and seems like the door of galant is too shallow, or if u insist to install, u can't open the window fully, anyways, for amp part, I have used PPI, phoenix gold, pioneer premier, kenwood, alpine, rockford fosgate and sound stream before, I like the most is phoenix gold, it's very very clean, base part is right for me, not too loud, not too soft, but it's a little more expensive, my second choice would be pioneer premier, coz for the price(low), u get a better quality then the same low price ones, PPI and alpine have very good mids and highs also, but the base part is kind of weak(for me), or u have to spend a lot of money to buy a base amp, so not worth it, rockford fosgate mid and highs are weak, at least compare to my phoenix gold or even alpine, but the base is hella loud! when I use my BA pro 12.5 and running the rockford, I turned it up and the neighboor came and told me to turn it down... which is literally 2 streets away, sound stream is getting worse from year to year, I used to have the one from 1996, I sold it, but that's when the company have the best amp, after that (other ppl said) their amp is getting weaker compare to other company, anyways, so if u want a clean system and have a little more cash, I would run the phoenix gold, or if u like clean but don't care about base, go for PPI and alpine, that's only my idea, if u don't like those I mention, there's always ebay  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> good luck!||208.59.199.233||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||05-12-2002||05:14 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I've not gotten to look at the door speakers yet.  Just ran rca's and power wire.  Still need more speaker wire.  I have heard good stuff about the phoenix gold amps, but have no experience with them to form an opinion.  That's why I need you guys!  Thanks||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000005||RayH||05-13-2002||12:05 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||I'm running a JVC KD-SH99 receiver and have a bunch of stuff waiting for a good weekend to put in most of which came off ebay:<BR>CDT HD-642 component speakers<BR>PPI Art Series 600.2 amp<BR>PPI Art Series 600 amp<BR>Orion 12" XTR3 sub<P>I'm already expecting some problems with the install.  I'm hoping to put the 4" midranges in the stock dash location but I think the CDT's might be too deep.  Was also hoping to build a sub box and have the speaker fire through the center pass through in the rear seats but the strut tower bar just about rules that idea out.<P>My stock cd player stopped working about 5 years ago and I only just replaced the receiver this December.  Funny thing is that I've gotten so used to listening to just the engine when I drive that I'm having a hard time listening to music again.||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000006||turboflanagan||05-16-2002||09:41 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||The 6.5's don't just drop into the doors.  The hole is just big enough for the 5.25 stock speakers.  I just cut the hole bigger and am making a mounting plate to bring the 6.5 out of the door 1cm.  That leaves plenty of clearance for the window and the door grill.  I am trying to piece it together a bit at a time because we have a two week old little girl in the family now.  Don't want to get into too much trouble!<P>Where have you guys put your tweeters though?  I'm looking all around and want good imaging, but don't want to put holes in my dash very much.  What have ya'll done?||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000007||Dan D||05-17-2002||09:31 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Blau alaska HU, esx Q275-1 monoblock running a/d/s 310rs.2 @2ohm, Lunar amp on front stage cdt cl-series Tweets in the stock dash hole, drivers in the door.  The tweets reflect off the windshield pretty well.  It's not ideal for SQ, but overall, the imaging is good and phase shift from reflecting is not too noticable.<P>Check out ampman.com.  I've purchased from them a couple of times and have never had a better experience with any online buisness ever.  Kirk is the owner and is one of the best businessmen I've come across.  Service is absolutly first with them.  Highly suggest the lunar amps for your fronts.  ARC audio is a hot new brand as well.  <P>Rear stage...rip'em out.  Unless you care about rear passengers' listening experience, imo, a properly setup front stage doesn't need help from the back, expect for subs.<p>[This message has been edited by Dan D (edited 05-17-2002).]||157.254.234.50||reg||1
Z||000008||RayH||05-17-2002||11:15 AM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Other than the stock dash location, another good place for tweeters is externally mounted on the small triagular plastic plate behind each of the side mirrors.  If you're going with a midrange in the stock dash location, you'll want the tweeters as close as possible to help imaging.<p>[This message has been edited by RayH (edited 05-17-2002).]||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000009||turboflanagan||05-18-2002||09:20 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Yeah, those little triangle trim pieces are what I'm leaning toward, but I just ran a speaker wire through each door and I don't look forward to doing it again.||66.114.238.18||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000652.cgi
A||||4||Whistler||installing polyurethane bushings||||1||
Z||000000||Whistler||05-13-2002||04:39 PM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||Yesterday I installed polyurethane bushings into my front lower control arm and had some problems.  The bushing consists of two halves and a crush tube, is made by SuperPro and I got it from Mofugas.  The problems started as I tried to press the crush tube into the already installed halves.  Every time the crush tube would push out one of the halves.  After countless tries and hours of swearing, I got both halves to stay in.  But now, the control arm no longer fit back into its place.  The new bushing was too fat.  I had to trim about a 1/4" of the bushing to press the control arm back into place.  Has anyone had this problem?||208.63.207.51||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||05-13-2002||09:34 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||There is a metal sleeve the need to be removed. It doesn't look like there is but there is. I ran into this myself.<P>Good Luck ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||Whistler||05-13-2002||09:47 PM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||Harry, do you mean that there is another metal sleeve inside the lower control arm that can be removed?  The only things I removed were all the old rubber and the old crush tube.  If there is another sleeve, how did you remove it?||12.86.91.162||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||05-14-2002||08:02 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i had to press out all the stock sleaves when i intalled the bushing kit on my galant.  i used the energy suspension kit.  talk to the guys at road race they might have some installation tips.  there is a lot of swearing involved, but you shouldn't have to trim the bushings.||138.23.82.219||reg||1
Z||000004||#258||05-14-2002||10:13 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||I found it easier to clamp the arm in a vise then make a CAREFUL cut through the bushing and then fold it out with a small chisel. Took me about 15-20 minutes per arm. Hope this helps.||151.198.226.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000651.cgi
A||||2||turbowop||certified muffler||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||05-13-2002||03:33 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I was so excited to install my new exhaust that I almost forgot to snap some pics. I picked up this barely used 3" stainless turboback system from a guy on the trader for $650. Not too bad. For those that haven't seen Certified's work here you go. The system fit perfectly with no problems at all. It is replacing my old 2.5" pressbent crap with a Thermal muffler. I was halfway into the install when I took this pic. The new downpipe is already under the car.<P>  <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid20/p7d64725ac3dc0cb8d4d74dcba0869cc0/fdbe031e.jpg"> <P>Mark<BR>1051 <p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 05-13-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000001||dank||05-13-2002||04:11 AM||accordpage@email.com||let me know how it turns out.  im about to replace my 3in press bent cat back with a full 3in turbo back from certified.  im hoping it will increase top end power a bit, it seems my car feels kinda weak up high.||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||05-13-2002||10:21 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Well, for me it increased power a lot. Response is way better and top end is crazy. Boost went up from 15psi to 17psi and I am now hitting fuel cut.(which scared the bejesus out of me as it was the first time) I turned boost down to 14psi for now to play it safe. It is definately not a daily driver exhaust. It's pretty loud. But it has a nice throaty tone to it at WOT. I was gonna get a 2.5" aluminized turboback but this popped up so I jumped on it. Probably will never need the 3" but I like it anyway. I'm glad I got the 34mm wastegate mod when I bought my turbo last summer.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000653.cgi
A||||12||JonGVR4||slowry01@earthlink.net||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||05-14-2002||08:27 AM||jon@jgronline.com||slowry01@earthlink.net has that email virus.  Please fix it.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||roth4fun||05-16-2002||10:57 AM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||Are you sure it is slowry?<P>We have the KLEZ virus/worm running through Gateway DSM as well.  This thing grabs a random person for the TO and a random person for the FROM and composes e-mail text based on previous messages.  So it is a little tougher to figure out who it "really" came from.||209.144.56.250||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsuvr4||05-16-2002||11:44 AM||||Here's the fix if anyone was looking?<BR> <A HREF="http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/data/w32.klez.removal.tool.html" TARGET=_blank>http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/data/w32.klez.removal.tool.html</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.symantec.com" TARGET=_blank>www.symantec.com</A>  usually has free fixes up for viruses that hit the general public.<P>Good luck,<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.244.141||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||05-16-2002||07:44 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||That tool works well, I've used it nearly every day since Klez came out.  (No, I dont get infected, I'm a tech)||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||blytz||05-16-2002||07:47 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||hey Jon, we've been having this problem on another board I'm on, and it doies appear to be coming from the wrong people....||24.159.62.20||reg||1
Z||000005||turboflanagan||05-16-2002||09:28 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Who wants to bet that it's all Ken Inn's fault?!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||66.114.238.18||reg||10
Z||000006||Ian M||05-16-2002||10:33 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I also frequent the Callook Forum (a big time hi-po VW board),and the problem is huge there. Ive been getting "messages" from regulars of the board almost everyday,for about the past week or two. ||129.71.114.81||reg||1
Z||000007||JonGVR4||05-17-2002||08:52 AM||jon@jgronline.com||If you read the header information which is not displayed as the "from" in the email, you can find who it most likely came from.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||evol||05-19-2002||12:34 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||yeah i get emails from gdsm with attachments all the time. I just delete them and don't worry abour it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||172.175.224.91||reg||1
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||05-20-2002||02:56 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yep I agree with turboflanagan it's more than likely Ken Inn's fault!!! Yea I'm still waiting for that Water injection system from him because fo his last skrew up....||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000010||JonGVR4||05-21-2002||08:07 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Should we ban Ken?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||05-21-2002||09:11 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||maybe i should move to montana, where men are men and the sheep are scared.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000012||Team Ducktape||05-21-2002||08:14 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Men are men and the women are to...||216.183.225.195||reg||12
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A||||3||1312VR4||Help w/ the VR4||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||05-14-2002||05:04 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I need to know if anyone knows of or has good close up pics. of the engine bay. I took pics. but the film got wet. I need to know where the FPR hose goes to(the one with blue dashes right)also the FPR solenoid & the coolant housing wires were bugerd up too. I know the 2 green ones go to the top sensor, but dont know which green one goes where(no connector). The throttle body vac hoses also. I cant find any diagrams & the ones in the book I have are about worthless. The car has ben sitting for 9 months & as ya'll know the memory fades. I got most of them routed back where they should be. But its the fuel  vac. lines& coolant housing wires & all vac lines(under the intake). Thanks for any help anyone can give me. I'm starting to rip out my hair.||63.52.127.220||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||05-14-2002||05:47 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I have a pdf from the CD Manual on my website: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf</A> <BR>Let me know if you need more info.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.16||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||05-14-2002||08:06 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||In a pinch there is also a diagram on the underside of your hood.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||05-14-2002||08:25 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Dont I wish there was a diagram.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> All the stickers are gone. Thanks though. ||63.52.202.154||reg||1
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A||||5||Tondar||Need info only you Aussie's and Kiwi's can provide!||||5||
Z||000000||Tondar||05-14-2002||07:20 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||I'm trying to find some info on the turbos used in the various EVO's.  From what I understand they eventually went with a twin scroll/entry turbine.  I've heard rumors that they have a ceramic turbine and even some rumors of ball-bearing cartridges?<P>Can someone tell me what's true what isn't and what years have what?  What about pricing information?<P>And here's the "I owe you one six pack" question.  I also have an MR2 turbo.  The 3rd gen models came with a CT-20b turbo.  Can someone tell me how much a CT-20b costs in New Zealand?<P>Thanx in advance for the info!!!!!||68.41.156.82||reg||5
Z||000001||Ash||05-15-2002||07:04 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||You can only use up to EVO 3 (Big16G) turbo's because after that the tools at mitsu made them spin the other way.  If the MR2 is 3S-GTE powered, then you should have the CT26 dual entry turbo (also found on GT4 Celicas).  These can be highflowed with a TO4E compressor wheel to go like stink. Did this help?||203.21.225.112||reg||1
Z||000002||Tondar||05-15-2002||07:46 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Did this help?<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Thanks for the reply, but no...<P>I will be doing complete custom setups so any changes in turbo design will be accomodated.  Still need the information asked for above.<P>The CT-26 is turbine limited, even with a 12 degree clip, to about ~270rwhp.  The CT-20b in stock form can make ~300rwhp, I imagine ~330-350rwhp is possible with an upgraded compressor.  The CT-20b also has a ceramic turbine = less lag!! especially when compared to a CT-26 (steel turbine) with a 12 degree clip!!<P>No one can help me?<BR>How about this, are their any good dealerships in New Zealand or Australia with fair prices?  How about some contact info?<P>Thanks!!!!!<P>||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||05-15-2002||08:04 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||You do know that ceramic turbines tend to fall off it overspun, most of them fail at about 15psi.  Maybe try GCG turbos  <BR> <A HREF="http://www.gcg.com.au/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gcg.com.au/</A> <P>||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000004||KiwiMR2||05-21-2002||04:02 AM||awrenn@xtra.co.nz||I might be able to get an idea of price, and I'll try and see where abouts they can be brought from!!<P>Cheers<BR>KiwiMR2||202.180.83.6||reg||1
Z||000005||Tondar||05-21-2002||09:26 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||KiwiMR2!!!!  You da man!!!<BR>any help would be much appreciated!!<P>Thanks||68.41.156.82||reg||1
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A||||4||Garfield Wright||On the road again:)||||10||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||05-15-2002||12:19 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Yes!  The jdm install is completed & we've been reunited & it feels so good.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> Although not 100% complete, I drove it home tonight.  Just some minor stuff to be dealt with, like oil change, flush coolant & broken manifold stud.  Oh yea, & a front bumper!  Hopefully I will be ordering it this weekend.  All belts, seals & gaskets were replaced.  I haven't driven it above 60mph nor have I gone over 4k rpm.  I'll have the coolant flushed tomorrow & the oil changed this weekend.  It sounds pretty strong & much more alive than my 160k dead engine.  I kept the AMG engine.  A friend of mine has one in his car for over 2 years running a small 16g, vpc & 550cc injectors & this thing screams.  I'll keep everyone posted on progress & should have pix once engine bay is cleaned up.||66.176.235.123||reg||10
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||05-15-2002||02:10 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Garfeild how much did your JDM cost and where did you get it... you know all the usual stuff like how many miles and was it certified and how did it look and blah blah blah! Thanks for your info! Dean||205.232.152.2||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||05-15-2002||07:58 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I bet you are a happy chappy!||165.228.131.11||reg||10
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||05-15-2002||11:59 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||The cost for these engined here in Florida runs anywhere from $1300-$1600 (depending on mileage & how clean it is).  My friend actually goes to Japan, test drive the cars before he takes out the engine.  He offers a limited 30days warranty & has been selling engines for a very longtime.  He's honest & trustworthy.  ||66.176.235.123||reg||1
Z||000004||threestardiamond||05-19-2002||01:47 AM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B>My friend actually goes to Japan, test drive the cars before he takes out the engine.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I'd love to have a job like that.  Racking up the airmiles every year!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by threestardiamond (edited 05-19-2002).]||66.185.84.196||reg||1
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A||||2||1312VR4||1312 is up & rollin(just not running yet)||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||05-15-2002||09:57 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net|| <A HREF="http://photos.yahoo.com/mitsudrifter/" TARGET=_blank>http://photos.yahoo.com/mitsudrifter/</A>  here are some pics of it. I added 3. It has 215/35r18 Parada Spec-2 tires on it. What do you all think? It should be running next month.||63.52.202.27||reg||1
Z||000001||threestardiamond||05-22-2002||12:30 AM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com||just need to lower the beast and ur all set! :d||66.185.84.196||reg||6
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||05-22-2002||09:06 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I agree.  It looks good but could loose an inch or so in the height.||207.239.80.34||reg||12
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A||||2||ken inn||you guys are so lucky||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||05-16-2002||01:05 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||you guys are so lucky.  you get to drive your cars to work every day, and i gotta stay in my house and work a remote terminal.  i finally got to go and visit one of my accounts today, about a 25 mile drive, one way.  it was great.  when i quit the commute, everyone went about 70 mph.  now, it's 80 and above.  coming back, trying to enter the freeway, i got stuck behind a dump truck, you know, one of those that go 0-60 in like 7.5 MINUTES.  and, as we were trying to merge, this other dump truck was barrelling down, trying to cut me off.  so, at about 10 mph, i slam it into first and floor it, both my green(water injection) and red(knock sensor) led's come on, and i cut around the dump truck, wind second, cut back in, and am up the on ramp shifting to fourth.  a mile down the road, i am merging onto another freeway, and the dump truck aint even at the end of the on ramp yet.  then, going back north a few minutes later, in the hammer lane, and some 18 wheeler is going about 40, and, like cattle, everyone else is following him.  so, i cut over into the right lane, and just as i hit fourth gear, and am about to pass the 18 wheeler, the sucker signals and starts to come over INTO MY LANE, he's doing 40, i'm at like 70, so again, i cut over onto the shoulder, floor it, and pass him, shift into fifth at about 95, and cut back in.  check the rear view for cops, traffic is WAY back there.  so, now i am back home, stuck in front of this computer.  you guys sure are lucky.  how come no one has mouse flavored cat food?||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||05-16-2002||06:29 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||you are lucky that you can actually speed on the freeway.  in socal the freeways are so busy that usually we have four lanes going ten miles an hour.  yesterday somebody got shot on the freeway, so the police closed it down in both directions for seven miles!  talk about gridlock.  why don't they make cat flavored dog food?||138.23.89.47||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||05-16-2002||06:46 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||how times have changed.  i remember a LOOOOONG time ago, when i was living in LA, going to oceanside, i had a 59 porsche 356 super 90, convertible, and the freeway was 6 lanes wide in either direction, and there were hardly anyone on them.  when dog food has a new and improved tasting, who tests it?||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000659.cgi
A||||6||Ash||Evo - VR4 Diff ratios ||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||05-16-2002||09:12 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Basically, I want a rear limo for my VR4. Does anyone know if the centre's from EVO lancers/VR4s have the same ratio & will they will fit or can the whole diff be swapped. I know that the eclipse 4 bolt rear ends will fit buy buying stuff from the states doesn't seem like the best option, unless if they are cheaper than I think they are? Any idea's, thoughts?<P>||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000001||teet||05-17-2002||11:32 AM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||no, the rear diff ratios in the GVR4 RS and the EVO 1-2 are different than the standard GVR4...as well as the gearing(1-5 speeds as well as final drive) in the tranny.<P>however...the gears are interchangeable...<P>so...if you bought a rear diff from an RS/EVO1/2 you should be able to disassemble it and put your stock gears on the LSD from that rear end.<P>for example...I put EVO 1 rear diff gears in a US spec 4-bolt rear diff to match the RS tranny I had.  Should go the other way with no problems...You just won't be able to use the EVO cases...you will have to use your stock case.<P>john||134.134.248.29||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||05-17-2002||11:19 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Teet - 3 bolt/4 bolt won't matter then?  Are they the same on the inside except for LSD & ratio's?  Is EVO3 in the list too or did they change?  I just don't want to go buying the wrong thing from a importer, I want to be absolutley straight on what will work.<BR>Thanks for your help.||203.21.226.133||reg||1
Z||000003||James||05-18-2002||02:04 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||I think the  EVO III diff has higher ratio than the  I and II. The III has different gear ratios to  the normal GVR4. Maybe ring Ralliart in Sydney ,Ash.||210.48.128.214||reg||1
Z||000004||kikoman||12-27-2002||11:37 PM||kikoman@mydestiny.net||The rear diff and the Tranny Ratios of the GVR4 and the EVOgvr4/Gvr4RS are totally different. The stock GVR4 carries a 4.9 rear diff while the GVR4 RS/Evo carries a 5.4 rear diff. The tranny also has different ratios and are not interchangable.<BR>The GVR4 has ratios of (1st to 5th gear) 2.8 - 1.6 - 1.1 - .87 - .667  The GVR4 RS has ratios of 2.5 - 1.8 - 1.2 - .87 - .611<BR>As you can see the gvr4RS has a closer ratio and has a lower 1st gear ratio for a better and prolonged take off. The 5th gear has also a lower ratio to sustain your top end to about 220kph as to 240kph with the 4.9 diff. It is important to match the rear diff with the proper tranny. Believe me, I slapped a 5.4 on a stock tranny and blew the tranny the same day @ 6500rpm. The tranny was just spinning faster than the rear diff w/c forced the tranny to lock out. You should remember that this is an AWD w/c has a transfer case to regulate and match revolution. Not like the FWD or RWD w/c you can just change final ratios at will. Btw, GVR4 RS rear diffs caomes standard with LSD. Its a beautiful setup, I can only top 220kph but acceleration is tremendous. Getting to 220 in a blink of an eye. Hope this tech insight will help all of you, transmissions don't come cheap and I hope I can abort an expensive disaster.<BR>Frank<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ash:<BR><B>Basically, I want a rear limo for my VR4. Does anyone know if the centre's from EVO lancers/VR4s have the same ratio & will they will fit or can the whole diff be swapped. I know that the eclipse 4 bolt rear ends will fit buy buying stuff from the states doesn't seem like the best option, unless if they are cheaper than I think they are? Any idea's, thoughts?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>||202.8.224.134||reg||1
Z||000005||astondg||12-28-2002||03:13 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||Not trying to confuse everybody but according to our VR-4 owners manual our first gear ratio is 2.20? We have a standard(not RS or EVO) 1991 model. Everything I have read agrees with the 2.80 ratio you gave though?<BR>Aston.<P>------------------<BR>||198.142.111.166||reg||1
Z||000006||NZGZR4||12-29-2002||01:30 AM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz||Teet is correct AFAIK.<BR>But you will need 4bolt axles to use the evo diff,  as the shaft/spline size is bigger than the 3 bolt,  and the LSD axles are different as well.<BR>Evo axles are like 2G DSM (I assume) in that they go right into the rub, no bolts/flange.<BR>I'm looking to do something along these lines myself, as I've broken 2 3 bolt axles in as many outtings.<P>Cam<BR><P>------------------<BR>||203.109.204.253||reg||1
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A||||10||deathsled||finding out what number a gvr4 is||||1||
Z||000000||deathsled||05-17-2002||03:08 PM||magnetbox@boone.net||there's a black galant vr4 here in town im probably going to pick up.  Its been sitting for a while because the timing belt slipped and it damaged some valves, but the rest of the car looks really great still.  However someone vandalized it and stole the little "limited edition" plate that was on the dash.  Is there a place where I can check the VIN to find out what number it is?||65.81.203.177||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||05-17-2002||04:40 PM||jon@jgronline.com||This has been discussed a million times.  There is no way to tell what number plate the car had.  The number doesn't match to the vin.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||deathsled||05-17-2002||08:25 PM||magnetbox@boone.net||oh ok, well whatever, i guess its trivial information anyway.||65.81.203.177||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||05-17-2002||09:45 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||All I can tell you is it is not 3/1000.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||evol||05-19-2002||12:35 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||i'd be pissed. i like my special edition plate. lucky #333||172.175.224.91||reg||1
Z||000005||Pappy||05-19-2002||07:55 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||It's not 995/1000 either.||155.33.74.156||reg||1
Z||000006||199of2k||05-20-2002||05:23 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Cruise the local scrap yards for a junk vr4 and take the plaque off, there you go!||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000007||VA VR-4||05-31-2002||12:00 PM||hcscpa@naxs.com||Every GVR-4 came with a key fob which was identical to the dash plaque.  Have you asked the owner about it? If you can contact the original owner he or she may have kept the key fob.<BR>I know it is not 1010/2000, 259/1000, 402/1000 or 602/1000.<BR>Good luck with your GVR-4!<P>[This message has been edited by VA VR-4 (edited 05-31-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by VA VR-4 (edited 05-31-2002).]||216.24.68.165||reg||1
Z||000008||beavis||05-31-2002||05:27 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||its not 1927/2000||138.23.82.213||reg||1
Z||000009||LunarShadow||05-31-2002||11:28 PM||ahagopia@bellsouth.net||No stinkin #1563 either.||172.174.45.129||reg||1
Z||000010||Jose||06-01-2002||11:06 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Or 1571.........||205.188.199.172||reg||6
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A||||6||beavis||whats your favorite music to drive to?||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||05-17-2002||06:15 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||mine in no particular order:<P>1.  the soundtrack to ghost in the shell or akira.<BR>2.  Cake <BR>3.  old wu tang<BR>4.  punk||138.23.82.203||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||05-17-2002||06:57 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Groups/Bands:<BR>1.  Rage Against the Machine<BR>2.  System of a Down<BR>3.  The Crystal Method<BR>4.  Pink Floyd (Any time really)<P>Music:<BR>1.  Hard house<BR>2.  Hard rock/metal<BR>3.  Progressive<BR>4.  Hard trance||63.231.79.146||reg||1
Z||000002||7541000||05-17-2002||09:16 PM||||you listen to punk beavis, come to think of it try out any pennywise cd its all good.<P>gangstarr is the only hip hop ill listen to also good, get their double greatest hits album youll see what im saying. <P>for some reason smashing pumpkins sounds really good driving around with the stock radio- which i still cant figure out but that "of course" is because im usually listening to the car.  ||12.78.145.201||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||05-17-2002||11:34 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Prodogy, Tool or Metallica.||203.21.226.133||reg||1
Z||000004||MX4||05-17-2002||11:44 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<P><BR>God Damn some of the old prodigy music....everytime I play that in the car I get a speeding ticket... Its good stuff aye Ash??<P>Ryan||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||05-18-2002||02:42 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I prefer Jilted, the songs on that album make me go faster.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||203.21.226.133||reg||1
Z||000006||MX4||05-18-2002||11:35 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>thats what I mean dude....older as in older then "fat of the land"<P>it fully rocks||203.96.111.200||reg||1
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A||||0||ken inn||leather||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||05-18-2002||05:30 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||who can tell me what parts of the seats are leather, and what is not?  i thought all of the parts that would touch a persons body when you sit on it would be leather, but now i'm not sure.  are the headrests front and rear leather?  and what about the center part of the rear seat, some if it looks like leather, and some doesnt.  i am about to take the covers off just to see.  if anyone has theirs apart, the vinyl will have a cloth backing.||4.47.36.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000663.cgi
A||||2||91vr4evolution||Does N/A tuning have relation to turbo tuning? ||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||05-18-2002||10:44 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Does anyone have any information in regard to this? eg Formula one/Cart racing/WRC rally cars? since turbos 'create' a greater pressure differential between the cylinder and the manifold, shouldn't some of the same tuning techniques apply? If you have any links to tech sites it would be great...thanks<P>Mike||210.54.204.89||reg||5
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||05-19-2002||02:08 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I am prettyu sure that you can do some N/A tuning to a force fed car.... I think it would kinda be like proting it or soimething I guess... I dont have any links but I am startign to look osme stuff up so if I see anyhting then I will pass it on!||205.232.152.2||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||05-20-2002||01:46 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Thanks, if I find some links I'll post them up as well.<P>Mike||210.54.103.210||reg||1
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A||||2||Matt379||check this out||||6||
Z||000000||Matt379||05-19-2002||01:10 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||this is hilarious...you have got to try all the options<BR> <A HREF="http://www.funnyjunk.com/pages/ride.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.funnyjunk.com/pages/ride.htm</A> ||68.51.85.114||reg||6
Z||000001||beavis||05-23-2002||08:19 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i saw this on another forum.  i'm glad you posted it here.  it's alot of fun to play with.||138.23.82.35||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||05-26-2002||01:53 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Its a good laugh that one, the whole site is a crack up    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||203.21.226.41||reg||1
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A||||12||turbowop||replacing front axles||||5||
Z||000000||turbowop||05-19-2002||05:15 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I am replacing both front axles do to torn cv boots. They have been this way for about 6 months, but not with many miles. I went to Les Schwab to order them. The guy there didn't know which ones to order because he never heard of an awd galant. Not wanting to get into a big discussion on the drivetrain of my car I suggested looking up the axles for a 1g eclipse gsx. He found these much easier so I said to order them. So, are these the same axles as our vr4's. I just want to make sure before I start tearing into my car next weekend. And is there anything I should look out for when replacing the axles. <P>Thanks,<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>P.S. I paid $99 a piece for the axles. About average I thought.||64.12.105.56||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||05-19-2002||05:58 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i think i paid like 70 for the right side from pep boys, and 60 for the left side from carquest.  the left side one has to be removed from the car with the intermediate shaft. you remove the wheels, then the cotter key, and the castle nut that holds the outer joint.  the intermediate shaft is held on with 2 i think 12mm wrench bolts to the block.  take those 2 bolts off, separate the outer joint from the lower knuckle, and pull the whole mess off the car.  if you have bigger than stock sway bars, you may have to separate the lower part of the shock from the knuckle.  i had to, and i just removed the whole strut assembly. put a drain pan under the trans, or just drain it.  the new shaft will not come with the intermediate shaft.  you have to separate the old one from the intermediate shaft.  all you do is hold the shaft with one hand, so that the outer joint is pointing down at the ground, and tap at the inner joint, right were it goes into the intermediate shaft with a hammer.  a couple of good whacks and it should fall to the ground. watch out for toes.  to install, i just put a bit of grease on the splines, turned it upside down, and dropped it intermediate shaft first on our wood deck, a couple of times, and it clicked into place. after that, i got lazy, and paid howard to put it back.   you may want to make sure you can loosed the castle nut on the knuckle before you get started.  when we were taking parts off of a car in richardson, ed had a breaker bar, and a cheater bar, and was yanking on it so hard, the front end was bouncing off the ground.  cracked me up.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||HKS VR-4||05-20-2002||01:30 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Darn it...my CV boots are out too, found that out when I replaced my front rotors. How difficult is it to replace the front axles??? Sounds complicated.||12.81.67.144||reg||8
Z||000003||BluFalcon||05-20-2002||03:23 AM||muttski@gte.net||Ken,<BR> Glad I could be so entertaining.....  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I have since refined my technique for getting the axle nut off.  Take a big ol' screwdriver, place it in the brake rotor cooling slot and let it butt up against the brake caliper in the direction of rotation for the nut.  Take the 36 MM axle nut, a large breaker bar and a cheater bar, place it on the nut  and proceed to try and lift the car off the ground.  I haven't lifted a car off the ground since I started doing it this way.  Sometimes a shot of Kroil or WD40 on the nut helps beforehand.  Seems to work everytime..especially if the cheater bar is nice and long.  ||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000004||iceman69510||05-20-2002||12:41 PM||||Gee,  all I did was use my impact...:^)||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000005||BossGVR4||05-20-2002||02:22 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||what in the .....<P>I though the axle/spindle nut was a 32mm !<P>I followed teh VFAQ for getting them out worked perfectly.<P>To get the axle nuts off I removed the wheel, got the cotter pin out, put the wheel back on put the car on the ground. Used a 32mm 1/2" + 18" breaker bar + 5' iron pipe.<P>||165.247.94.131||reg||6
Z||000006||teet||05-20-2002||06:43 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||I just put the standard breaker bar on...and then put my jack under the end of the handle and jack  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>course occasionally it lifts the car too before the nut busts loose...but then you just have someone stand on the brakes  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>john||134.134.248.29||reg||1
Z||000007||JonGVR4||05-20-2002||07:15 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <A HREF="http://www.raxles.com" TARGET=_blank>www.raxles.com</A> <P>Don't buy cv joints (or complete axles that only contain rebuild cv joints) from Pep Boys.  ||64.129.136.41||reg||1
Z||000008||SPEEDFIEND||05-20-2002||08:40 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Does any one know who might have rear CV Shafts.  I called Raxles, but he only makes the front CV Shafts for our cars.  I have a 1gen GSX parts car, to shave money for the meantime would the rear passanger side shaft off that car work on GVR4.  If not does anyone have any other sources for rear CV Shafts?  Kris  ||67.208.122.126||reg||1
Z||000009||BluFalcon||05-21-2002||06:19 AM||muttski@gte.net||Doh!!  You were right BossGVR4, it is a 32 mm nut and not a 36.  It was late when I made the post and I was tired..heh.<P>Impact Wrench?!!  Real men don't use power tools..they use cheater bars, BFH's and whatever other dirty trick in the book that works to get the job done.  Guys like Howard use power tools   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Joking...I usually get so caught up in what I'm doing, I usually forget that I do have power tools.  Every axle nut I've tried to get off for the first time has required the use of a breaker bar, a screwdriver in the cooling slot on the rotor and a healthy dose of "chimp rage".  Impacts usually won't budge the nuts.<p>[This message has been edited by BluFalcon (edited 05-21-2002).]||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000010||beavis||05-23-2002||08:13 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i was lazy and didn't read all of the other posts, so i'm not sure if anybody else said this.  it is recommended to replace the old axle nuts with new ones when you put in the new axles.  any part house will have them in stock.  also don't go ape sh*t tightnening the axle nuts.  use the factory torque rating, because if you go to tight, it puts a lot of stress on the hub. have fun getting the intermediate shaft away from the axle.  that for me was the most difficult part.  its also a could time to change all your fluids.||138.23.82.35||reg||1
Z||000011||smokindav||05-24-2002||10:11 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<BR><B>Darn it...my CV boots are out too, found that out when I replaced my front rotors. How difficult is it to replace the front axles??? Sounds complicated.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You can just put new CV boots on if the CV joints haven't been trashed.  ||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000012||smokindav||05-24-2002||10:15 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR> also don't go ape sh*t tightnening the axle nuts.  use the factory torque rating, because if you go to tight, it puts a lot of stress on the hub.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You should always torque axle nuts to the factory setting so as not to overtighten and F-up your wheel bearings.  <P>edited for spelling<BR><p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 05-24-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000666.cgi
A||||0||Team Ducktape||Good Guy -tonytistabap@hotmail.com||||1||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||05-20-2002||02:53 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I sold "911307" another good guy from this board a coil pack, got the $ when he said he would send it. I would deal with him again. ||24.196.87.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000667.cgi
A||||2||suprflewus||rre stainless oil line install||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||05-21-2002||12:31 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||anybody have one of these??<P>i was curious how far that the 90 degree fitting screwed into the oil filter housing....<BR>rre's site says that the threads are cut at a different angle and the fitting looks like it is going in crooked.....mine was extremely difficult to thread, and i still have about 3/4" of thread exposed.....is this normal??  im thinking no since the 90 degree fitting is basically touching the front frame rail.....<BR>this is a 90 style oil filter housing btw....<P>any pics or info on this matter?<BR>thanks<BR>||205.188.197.38||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-21-2002||09:13 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yo, dale, are you done with the tap?||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||suprflewus||05-21-2002||07:23 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||can we please keep this thread on topic?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>yeah ken, im done with it.....<P>i will send it out this week.....<P>||205.188.193.36||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000668.cgi
A||||3||threestardiamond||1G calipers and Galant VR4 calipers||||1||
Z||000000||threestardiamond||05-22-2002||12:27 AM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com||Are they the same 2 piston calipers?  Also, anybody has the part # for the caliper brackets for the VR4?||66.185.84.196||reg||1
Z||000001||lazer4ever||05-22-2002||09:06 AM||lazer4ever@aol.com||The calipers & bracket are the same as a 1g dual piston set up.  <P>Josh<BR>||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||05-22-2002||09:28 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I am posting from memory, but I believe that the following calipers are the same as a 91-92 GVR4.<P>Diamante<BR>93+ AWD DSM<BR>Non-turbo 3000/Stealth<P>Does anyone have anything to add?<P>Dave Flaherty<BR><p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 05-22-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000003||threestardiamond||05-23-2002||12:00 AM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com||thnxs boys!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||66.185.84.196||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000669.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||kick-ass vr4||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||05-22-2002||11:27 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| [URL=http://WWW.ivanko.com/GVR4.html<P>the ride of the year!<P>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 05-22-2002).]<P>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 05-22-2002).]<P>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 05-22-2002).]<P>ok, the GVR4 had to be in caps<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 05-22-2002).]||63.146.72.141||reg||1
Z||000001||smokindav||05-22-2002||12:08 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||i can't get that link to work.....<P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||05-22-2002||07:14 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://WWW.ivanko.com/GVR4.html" TARGET=_blank>http://WWW.ivanko.com/GVR4.html</A> ||65.200.93.16||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000670.cgi
A||||0||beavis||on the road again||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||05-22-2002||04:31 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||well despite its best efforts to piss me off i was able to finish up 1927 yesterday and have started driving it.  here is what i did:<P>installed balance shaft eliminator kit<P>installed poly motor mount kit(pain in the butt)<P>clutchmasters stage 4 w/ fidanza flywheel<P>lightly ported the exhaust manifold, o2 housing, and exhaust housing on my 16g<P>all new gaskets including mitsu 4layer metal head gasket.<P>added an external oil cooler off a 90 awd<P>new water pump<P>stainless steel clutch line<P>all new fluids.<P>i had an oil leak but i think i got it fixed, the power steering is freaking out dumping fluid out the top of the fill hole. i may have to change the pump.  once i get some break in miles on the clutch i will turn up the boost.  right now i am running 9lbs and it pulls very nice.  <BR>||138.23.89.47||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000671.cgi
A||||3||suprflewus||heater hoses - it's been awhile.....||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||05-23-2002||07:49 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i've had my heater hoses off for awhile now and im not sure which one goes where....<P>does the heater hose that connects to the water pipe connect to the barb closest to the driver's side if you are looking at the engine bay from the front??  my crappy shop manuals don't illustrate this hose connection...<P>thanks<BR>dale||205.188.193.27||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-24-2002||10:50 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||well, i have mine so that the long hose goes to the right/passenger side.  BUT, looking at CAPS, it appears i have them on backwards!  AND, looking at the hoses on the car, it looks like they could go either way.  i have had it this way for a couple of winters, and i get lots of heat-burns your toes.  but, i seem to remember that when i first got the car, the heater would give out heat a lot sooner.  there is no valve on the heater system, blend doors only, so it may not make much of a difference.  anyone?<P>looking at the CAPS, i am sure i have them on backwards.  i remember now, i did one of those prestone back flush deals with the garden hose?  and i blew up the heater core.  so i just routed the two hoses together for a while, until i got another core.  then, i had to take the whole dash out to get at the core.  what an experience.  after i was done, i got a hammer and beat the prestone kit to death, then burned it.  <p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 05-24-2002).]||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||11-18-2002||09:10 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||How exactly did you blow up your heater core, Ken?  I have the Prestone flush kit sitting in my garage, but haven't put it on yet.  You're supposed to have the drain on the radiator open while flushing, I thought, and have the motor running...  Could some other variable have caused the heater core to give?  Did it actually explode, or split, what happened?  I'd like to know why you blame the Prestone kit, before I decide to use or not use it.  Thanks!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||11-18-2002||09:47 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have use the kit many times before, and it just depends on how much pressure the garden hose can put out.  the heater core will have little or no resistance, and it is a sonofabitch to change.  all i can say is, i am not ever going to use the prestone kit on my car again.  when i told one of my shops i had broke the heater core, he IMMEDIATLY started laughing, and says, "HA! did the ole garden hose backflush, and blew up the heater core, huh?"  he says he sees it all the time.  some hoses just put out too much pressure, and the heater core just cant handle it.  if you must do it, dont turn the hose on a lot.||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000672.cgi
A||||2||blytz||Replacement Carpet?||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||05-23-2002||11:03 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Does anybody have any idea were to get one?<P>Thanks,||24.159.62.20||reg||1
Z||000001||VR4GAZM||05-24-2002||02:09 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Is something wrong with the carpet you have now?  Just do what I did to my "show" eclipse a year ago.....paint it.  Just get some krylon paint, yes the glossy type too, and take ur carpet out and start a sprayin....it dries in like a half hour too.  And even after u paint it, the gloss almost waterproofs itself, so you can take a steam cleaner to it and it wont make the paint run.....I promise u this, ur car will also smell better....that aerosol really traps ur old carpet smell too.<P><BR>YES IT DOES WORK....it may seem ghetto, but it does work!! and it looks really really good. Paint it black....it looks soooo rich..the only downfall that I know of is, it makes the carpet a little rough in texture..but if u plan on driving barefoot, it might feel a little bit weird, lol.<P>I plan on doing this to my vr4 when I install my amp and sub in about 5 years.<BR>Mike<P><p>[This message has been edited by VR4GAZM (edited 05-24-2002).]||209.156.76.26||reg||3
Z||000002||blytz||05-24-2002||06:21 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I actually had a battery leak on my rear floorboard, and now the carpet is wasted... I can't find these ANYWHERE!||24.159.62.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000673.cgi
A||||2||turbowop||palm ? for jgr||||5||
Z||000000||turbowop||05-24-2002||12:25 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||How did you get your Palm to display sideways like in your featured ride pics?<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||5
Z||000001||JonGVR4||05-24-2002||08:47 AM||jon@jgronline.com||The flip hack.  I just searched on the web until I found it.  You can download the install from the pocketlogger's yahoo group site.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||05-24-2002||01:12 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Thanks Jon<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000674.cgi
A||N||5||998||Rusty Rusty Rusty!!||||5||
Z||000000||998||05-24-2002||10:30 AM||||Hello! I am new to this forum and to the GVR4 world as well. I recently purchased a 91 and it is a northern car. The underside is pretty rusty and I was thinking of sandblasting it and then coating or painting it. I was wondering if any of you have had the same idea and what if anything you did or would recommend?<P>Thanks!||198.185.18.207||reg||5
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||05-24-2002||04:09 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hello and welcome!! I used bed liner spray for a truckbed on my Talon on the underside. The Galant doesn't need it (yet). But make sure you get ALL the rust off, otherwise it will bubble later on. You can use the brush on bedliner also but the spray is easier and less messy. Yea that stuff works for a lot of jerry rig, I mean custom work...<BR>Hope it helps,<BR>Rob<BR>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||998||05-28-2002||08:18 AM||||Excellent! Thanks for the advice!||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||05-28-2002||04:00 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||most auto stores sell undercoating in a spray can.  this might not be the way to do the entire underside of the car , but it will work well if you have some areas that need immediate atttention.||138.23.114.163||reg||1
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||05-28-2002||10:47 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Jeez I used to live in cincy... and no one was around me and now you are there... oh well I am in NY...||205.232.152.2||reg||1
Z||000005||998||05-29-2002||09:39 AM||||Yeah, I think I have the only GVR4 in Dayton. ||198.185.18.207||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000675.cgi
A||||5||mikey||rad fan question||||1||
Z||000000||mikey||05-24-2002||10:58 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Hi the fan on the passenger side.  if that was on all the time when the car is on, is that bad for the car in any way?  what about in the winter when it gets cold, any drawbacks?  thanks.||141.233.158.65||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||05-24-2002||04:02 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Infact in the summer you may want to make both fans the a/c and the radiatior fan to come on all the time. No it won't hurt it in the winter either, and our WI winters have been pretty warm the last few years. Other than that how's the car been running Mike?||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||05-24-2002||04:54 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||why would you want to do that?  if the cooling system is up to par, it does an excellent job.  if you want to remove heat and make it more efficient, install an air to air oil cooler.  oil is MUCH better at removing heat than water, and the benefit is your motor and turbo will last a LOT longer.  also, you eliminate the possiblity of the sandwich cooler leaking oil, or some lickem and stickem oil changer crushing it internally.  another way is to search around, and find a fan switch with a lower temp rating.  this is popular with the bmw's, stock on most bmw's is a 2 speed aux fan, 91 and 99 deg.  a fan switch from a slaab is 82 deg, so we change out the 91, put in the 82, then put the 91 in place of the 99.  now the aux fan comes on 10 deg sooner.  maybe a switch from a nissan or something like that is a bit cooler, too.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000003||mikey||05-24-2002||05:00 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Hey Rob,<BR>It's going okay so far, it's not idling as good as I want it to but we'll see after it's broken in.  Hey how's your project coming along?<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>Infact in the summer you may want to make both fans the a/c and the radiatior fan to come on all the time. No it won't hurt it in the winter either, and our WI winters have been pretty warm the last few years. Other than that how's the car been running Mike?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||141.233.158.65||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||05-24-2002||06:20 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Sorry Ken but I have done this on all my DSMs. No extra parts are needed and it's a free mod that does work. And the fans really don't draw a crazy amount of juice anyways. Noisy maybe, but if you can't live with that you shouldn't be owning a DSM. Not to be a jackass but I would imagine that Mike which lives a about 45min. from my house doesn't have the time nor the place to do the oil cooler. But like I said I do it even if I don't have any heat problems, keeps the dust off the motor hehehe.<BR>Oh and Mike I will be hopefully getting all finished this weekend, just have to weld in a tank to lower my cell, looks and is a sh^%$# mount job as of now, plus the fuel lines aren't even close to where they should be. If you get a chance you should stop down this weekend. <BR>Laterz,<BR>Rob<BR> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||suprflewus||05-24-2002||07:59 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||speaking of wiring up fans.....<P>whats the best way to add a cockit mounted switch that would allow you to turn on a fan whenver you felt like it???<BR>i want to add a switch to do this, but i am really not sure the best way in going about it.....<BR>thanks<BR>dale||205.188.197.52||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000676.cgi
A||||0||pao_111||NEED HELP WITH PARTS?||||1||
Z||000000||pao_111||05-24-2002||11:20 AM||||i can help with any gvr4 part you need, as long as their not too heavy they will be wothit. just email me at pao_111@yahoo.com it would be better if you send a picture of a part you want and il see what i can do about it. no heavy parts please itl cost you too much to ship it there, i live half way around the world||202.163.208.14||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000677.cgi
A||||1||suprflewus||torque specs on oil filter housing||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||05-24-2002||08:03 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||does anyone know torque specs for the bolts that hold the oil filter housing to the block??<P>how about torque specs for the banjo bolts for the air to air cooler on a '90????<P>is this info given w/ caps??  i need the caps cd's but my dealer is stingy!!!<P>lates<BR>dale||205.188.197.52||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-24-2002||11:14 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||filter head, 11-16<P>banjo bolts, on filter head, 22-25.  make sure you use those fancy mitsu crush rings, they have a  center that looks like neoprene, you need 2 per bolt, and they really seal good. i even used them on my steel braided lines.  i think they cost like 1.26/ea.  ok, here's the part number, MB033054.<P>you should just get the dsm cd from vineet singh, it is worth it at twice the price, and it has the caps on it.||4.47.36.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000678.cgi
A||N||1||James||Drove a  beast  today||||14||
Z||000000||James||05-25-2002||06:03 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||We  launched a new car club in  Adelaide today.  It is  called  "Mitsubishi GSR/EVO Club" We will  have  CAMS santioning. Anyway  ,  some  very nice  cars  turned up, which included Lancer GSR 4wd turbos, a couple of really nice modded VR4s , and several EVOs. A I, my III, 2 IVs, a Makinen VI , and 2 regular VIs. One of the VIs was a full on tarmac racer with roll cage  and  all the gear(rally rego).It has  325hp at  all 4 wheels. I  was  talking to the owner and to  my surprise, he threw me the keys and said take it for a quick  blast. I thought about it for a while ( 1 second) and said yeah. This thing has a Autronic ECU and really lumps over  at idle(sounds sicko). I thought my EVO III was  quick. This thing  would absolutely piss all over mine. The torque was amazing. What a weapon. I think I  saw God! I can't  get over the fact that I met him for the first time 15 min before he threw me the keys and said "go  for your life.Just bring it back in one piece". Can you  believe  that. He also  owns a EVO IV which is just as quick. It holds    the hillclimb  record  here.||210.48.128.214||reg||14
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||05-25-2002||01:37 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||Wow, what a conincident! I drove one last night also! it was really fast! but then, I woke up this morning...||208.59.199.233||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000679.cgi
A||||12||blytz||Interesting item found in car!||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||05-25-2002||05:06 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Okay, so I decided today to cut out the ruined part of my carpet, and underneath I find a lighter, 5 pencils, a pen, and  this weird Mitsubishi Screwdriver set!<P>Pics: <A HREF="http://www.miragetuner.com/gvr4/screwdriver/" TARGET=_blank>www.miragetuner.com/gvr4/screwdriver/</A> <P>Anybody have/had/seen one of these before?<P>The wording say:<P>Mitsubishi<BR>FasTrack<BR>TO EXCELLENCE<P>Sorry, I SUCK at taking close ups!||24.159.62.20||reg||1
Z||000001||Russ Keenan||05-25-2002||08:53 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Hmmmmmm uhhhhh , no. But when I removed my carpet and removed the back seat I found several pens some change some cheetoh's and about 5 or 6 cups of corn kernals. Guess the guy that owned the car (it is from New Mexico) carryed horse or cow feed or some thing in the back. Think the car ran like a second quicker after getting it all out  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000002||bob in chicago||05-26-2002||10:39 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||When running battery cable back to trunk, I found an extra cigarette lighter under the carpet next to passenger front door! Anyone need one?||216.65.173.14||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||05-26-2002||11:16 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I found about 30 sugar & creamer packets & a bunch of change between the front & rear seats. I guess someone liked coffee more than me  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> not to mention $8.46 in change.<BR> BTW I've heard of something like what you found but never seen 1 in person.||63.52.132.79||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||05-26-2002||05:12 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||It could be from a Mitsu mechanic.||63.231.78.231||reg||1
Z||000005||dank||05-26-2002||06:58 PM||accordpage@email.com||bob in chicago:  as a matter of fact, the cigarette lighter in my car is all gummed up and wont get hot enough.  let me know how much you want for it.||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000006||blytz||05-26-2002||08:40 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I don't think it's from a mechanic, it's too small to actually be useful on a car, but will make a neat addition to my RC toolboox.||24.159.62.12||reg||1
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||05-27-2002||12:30 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||When I pulled up the carpet and rear seat bottom in my Talon, I found at least 10-20 live ammo rounds.  :-(||129.120.56.208||reg||1
Z||000008||blytz||05-27-2002||01:02 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||scary!||24.159.62.12||reg||1
Z||000009||Hunter||06-03-2002||01:36 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||hehe.. Howard that's pretty funny. what kind? maybe the previous owner played 1 to many games of 'SPY HUNTER'?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||4.62.226.131||reg||10
Z||000010||Steve||06-06-2002||05:30 PM||||When removing the carpetting and interior panels to make room for a roll cage, a friend of mine found a stash of marijuana in a small plastic baggy.  Good thing it had never been searched when he was ticketed for speeding.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif">||24.158.118.31||reg||1
Z||000011||blytz||06-08-2002||06:08 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I was gutting a friends Mustang with him, and we found a rather large stash of pot also... Neither of us smoked, so we showed his parents... the bag disappeared... we have a feeling his no good ex-step-father took it...||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000012||evol||06-10-2002||04:29 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||hahaha too funny. here's probably what happened. <P>"Maybe we should hide this duuude, just in case we get pulled over"<P>than after the ride's over<P>"whoooa dude where's we put the weeeed?"<P>never happened to me before. I keep mine in a safe place. hahahahaha||172.137.28.208||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000680.cgi
A||||0||1101||EVO 7 steering wheel diameter?||||1||
Z||000000||1101||05-25-2002||10:35 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Anyone know the outside diameter of the EVO 7 steering wheel?<P>Thanks,<P>Ward Karns<P>||12.235.100.219||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000681.cgi
A||||7||1312VR4||FPR solenoid||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||05-26-2002||12:10 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Can someone tell me the colour of the wires that go it. I got most of the electrical figured out except fo the fact that there are like 5 of the same looking connectors. Thanks||63.52.127.206||reg||1
Z||000001||Russ Keenan||05-26-2002||06:59 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Heck, I would go out and look. But that's one of the first things I removed when I got the car.||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||05-26-2002||07:23 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Do I even need it? I figured I did with the stock FPR but I might get an adj. one.||63.52.150.255||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||05-26-2002||10:23 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||no, it's a kinda anti vapor lock.  when the motor is hot, it delays vacuum to the fpr, so you get more pressure on start.  then it opens and restores vacuum, and the pressure lowers.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||Russ Keenan||05-27-2002||01:18 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||First thing I did was get rid of that whole bank of relays back there and all vac lines except 3. 2 from under the injecter harness 1 runs to bov and hallman, the other runs to FPR and boost gauge. The 3rd on is on the back of the intake goes to the brakes everything else....GONE Just cleans things up, easier to tune, less to go wrong, And the HUGE weight savings  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000005||1312VR4||05-27-2002||11:12 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||The bank of relays? I cant remember if I told ya'll but this car was a mess when I got it. Everything was still attached but disconected or broke( I thought this was going to be like my old 88 VR4, man was I wrong). So the TB vac lines can all be disconnected right? What in the hell is that silver deal right behind the TB(4 wires w/ whithe sleeves). If ya'll are wondering why all of the questions. It's because I now have a new(actually a junkyard engine  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  ) that has a Frank 2( so I've been told cause no one can identify it) turbo, some kind  of thick ass manifold, 660's, B/S removal.     ( Compression is 165 psi) & I want everything right so I dont distruct this thing. I have a son due in Aug & just need to get it running. I'm going to post another thread about some other probs. I'm having(or might have). Thanks for all of your help guys||63.52.132.154||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||05-27-2002||11:56 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i believe that is the resistor pack for the injectors.  makes them low impedance.  if you bypass that, i think it will blow up the final stage drivers in the ecu.  it will at least take out the injectors.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000007||1312VR4||05-27-2002||02:22 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Thanks Ken. I figured it had to do with either that or the ignition. I just hate the way it looks. I might make a box to go around it with vents in the top for ventilation (cause I know it proabably gets pretty hot).||63.52.202.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000682.cgi
A||||1||blytz||Thanks Jon!||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||05-26-2002||08:44 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Jon,<P>I finally got a chance to AutoX on the tires I bought off of you... MAN did they help.. last time, I was a good 4 seconds behind the car in front of me in my class, and about 89 seconds behind our class leader...<P>Today, on a slightly faster course, I was 3 second behind our class leader, and only .5 seconds behind the number 3 guy. I even think I coulda knocked a good two seconds off, if I had put some more air in my fronts, but couldn't find any air (end of the day) so didn't get a chance to run my last 3 runs of the day.<P>Thanks!||24.159.62.12||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||05-28-2002||08:36 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Cool!  I'm glad they worked out for you.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000683.cgi
A||||1||suprflewus||flushing coolant in block/heater core ||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||05-27-2002||01:30 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||i was wondering if its possible to get the old coolant in the block and the heater core out w/o having the car on or cycling coolant through the rad..?<BR>i have a new rad and dont want to cycle the old crap through it....plus my car isnt to the point  <BR>where it can fire...i have an idea of how this can be done, but was looking for a little feeback from the experienced mechanics first....<BR>thanks<BR>dale||141.158.117.172||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||05-27-2002||10:45 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yo, dale, DO NOT USE THE PRESTONE BACKFLUSH KIT AND THE GARDEN HOSE, if you do, first disconnect the heater inlet/outlet, and join them together.  if you use the garden hose and the heater core is hooked up, you will blow up the heater core, then, you get to take out the dash to get to it.  go ahead, ask me how i know.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000684.cgi
A||||11||Ash||Is my turbo stuffed?||||9||
Z||000000||Ash||05-27-2002||07:55 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Basically the turbo whistle just doubled in volume & sounds sick (Metallic spinning sound, not just air sucking noise).  No smoke, power & spool up are normal (this confuses me).  I'm pretty certian its the turbo, it only happens under load when the turbo boosts, are there any other possibilities before I shell out for a rebuild/bigger turbo?||203.21.226.52||reg||9
Z||000001||1312VR4||05-27-2002||11:28 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Your BOV might be leaking||63.52.132.154||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||05-28-2002||02:51 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I'm going to block the BOV as a quick test & if it still squeals I'm pulling the sucker off.  (No jokes please people!)||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||05-28-2002||08:00 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||It's definately the turbo.  The compressor wheel appears to have been scraping on the housing, the exhaust wheel seems fine but whoa, is there a record for cracked exhaust housings?  I'm taking it in to a reputable local turbo rebuilder to get an idea of whether to rebuild & highflow this one into a Big16G or just start looking for another one.  I'll post some pics of the cracked housing if I get a chance.||165.228.131.11||reg||9
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||05-28-2002||09:02 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Sorry to hear that man! But did you say "if it still squeals I'm pulling the sucker off",?? HAhAHhah Sorry that's the funniest thing I heard all day!!!||216.183.225.195||reg||5
Z||000005||1312VR4||05-28-2002||10:43 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||You talking about the turbine housing( I have 4 cracks in that ON THE OUTSIDE) or the exhaust manifold( mine almost broke in half) I JB welded it to use as a door stop along with the 14b||63.52.202.247||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||05-29-2002||01:16 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Ducktape - Someone had to do it huh, may as well be you!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif"><P>1312 - I haven't looked too closely at the manifold it seemed ok, I was talking about the exhaust housing, its a real mess.  Apparently the compressor ate something as well, that's what actually caused the squeeling noise.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||05-29-2002||02:13 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||But really that's to bad. It seems there is always something going wrong. Good luck with the job! But yea you have to have atleast one Jackass on each board  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> might as well be me. heheeh||216.183.225.195||reg||12
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||05-29-2002||02:16 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Oh BTW do you need another housing? I have a old one here just collecting dust, little ported. I don't know what shipping would be, oh also what turbo are you running? If it's a 14b you can have mine for free.<BR>Rob||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000009||Ash||05-29-2002||04:02 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Rob - It <I>was</I> a 14B before I destroyed it, I just traded what was left in on a brand spankers Big16G that I will have in 2 days, thanks for the offer of your parts though.  Shipping from the US to Australia would probably be a bit of a killer too, with our dollar as bad as it is and all.  I should be online & rockin after the weekend hopefully. I also have a larger adjustable reg to put in until I get the injectors & s-afc, probably limited to 10psi for a while I guess.  <p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 05-29-2002).]||203.21.226.47||reg||14
Z||000010||91vr4evolution||05-29-2002||04:06 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Sorry to hear about your turbo Ash...I'm in a similiar situation at the moment...took the turbo and manifold off to port...snapped one bolt and stripped a thread out of the housing with another...Argh!!!then I looked at the compressor wheel and the raised fins are eroded(crap air filter I think)...Argh!!!so I'm getting a local guy to fit a TD06 compressor housing and T04 wheel...by the way I found a tc06 on a wreaked leaded Cordia and the turbine housing is a 8cm and the turbine wheel appears to be the same size as a Td06 so I might see if this can be used on the turbo...might crack into the 12s...here's hoping<P>Mike ||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000011||Ash||05-29-2002||08:02 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||That's kinda my hope too, isn't a Big16G capable of high 12's?  I got 13.6 with the rooted 14B so surely the 16G will do a 12.9? (after I get fuel control of course)<P>Edited 'cause I'm a spoon.<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 05-29-2002).]||203.21.226.97||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000685.cgi
A||||2||1312VR4||Turbo fitment probs||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||05-27-2002||11:27 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||As stated in a previous thread. I might have a problem. Right now I have something along the lines of a Ported Frank 2. When I did a loose fitment on the car. The damn thing will not fit between the fan & engine block.( It hits on the shroud & I cant put the radiator in al the way) Should I just get aftermarket fans? All of the lines fit up( with a little cussing & streching). I heard RRE has a SS oil line kit(attaches to the front of the head instead of the side). But cant find it. Another problem is the Starion FMIC. Right now it is set up with the tube on the endtank on the DS facing up & the PS going out the bottom(that isnt the problem). If I hook up the IC piping as ya'll know the compressor housing faces down 1/4" away from the engine mount(another problem) so its an immediate 90 deg bend then straight(another problem for fitment of the Radiator) then to a 180 deg bend to mate to the IC( this is a problem right). There are more but I just need to figure out this first. Remember I just need to get the car running & I'll finish it when we move to Fl in Dec. I know I'll end up getting a new FM but not now with the baby comming & all. Thanks for any help. I'll have some pics up soon so y'all can see exactly what I'm talking about.||63.52.132.154||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-05-2002||12:53 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||How do you have the outlet pointed? My outlet is pointed down. And the piping goes throu the stock area into a modifeid starion I/C and uses all stock piping. I did have to rotate the compressor housing a couple of times but other than that it bolted up like a stock turbo. I also run a stock fan but part of it is melted away.<P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||06-05-2002||01:30 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Its pointing down. About 1/4-1/2" away from the engine mount. I have a loose fitting of some IC piping. In order for it to go between the turbo outlet & the inlet to the IC, it goes to a VERY tight 90deg bend then I have a 8" straight pipe to another sharp 90  up to a almost 180deg. bend. to the IC. The endtank has the outlet on the top of it(in the stock location of the car). I have to do it like this to make everything fit right. if I take off the 1 fan everything fits ok. So I figure if I just get 2 aftermarket fans everything "SHOULD" be fine. I figure what would be wrong with pointing the compressor housing outlet upward like the 14b? Anyone ever done it like this? The only thing I see that might be a factor is the piping running too close to the wastegate.<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 06-05-2002).]||63.52.150.233||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000686.cgi
A||N||8||mitsu13ishi||NEED HELP!||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||05-27-2002||05:04 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||okay guys, i need to put a new power window motor in my car. going to the junk yard to see if i'm lucky enough to find anythingthis weekend... if anybody ever put a new motor in their driver side window, let me know!!!! i need all the help i can get, lol.||205.188.193.171||reg||1
Z||000001||BossGVR4||05-27-2002||07:45 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||It's not TOO hard just tedious.<BR>The motor and the regulator are removed as a unit. THEN you can remove the motor from the regulator.<P>- Remove the door panel<BR>- Turn the car on an plug in the window switch.<BR>- lower the window until you can access the 2 screws that hold it to the regulator tray.<BR>- Unscrew them and remove the glass.<BR>- there are 4 or 5 screws that hold the regulator assembly to the door. A set pf Gearwrenches comes in handy right about now.<BR>- Once it is loose you will have to work it around a little till it comes out of the door.<BR>- Then you can remove the motor (be careful NOT to strip out the screwheads).<P>Now I am not 100% sure but I think Starion & TEL Window motors will work.<P>Dave||165.247.83.58||reg||1
Z||000002||SPEEDFIEND||05-28-2002||12:18 AM||speedfiend@msn.com||Hey man I'm from Martinsburg, WV.  If your familair with Ernie's Junk Yard in WV or D&D Junk Yard in MD.  Both of these yards have galants with power windows.  Erine's will probally give you the best price though.  I think I've been to every junk yard in the Tri state area.  You should be able to find what you need.  Kris ||67.201.148.200||reg||1
Z||000003||mitsu13ishi||05-28-2002||02:15 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||okay thanks for the steps to do it, i'll first go to the junk yard, and rip one out... and then i'll put mine in. i hope it won't be hard to get the motor out with the window on since the car will be at the junk yard. i checked concelli partznet.com and they want 135 some for it. i'll let ya know how i'm doing. for the guy in WVA what kinda car you got? make/model/year/color/mods, etc.<P>thanks.<P>Derek||205.188.193.154||reg||6
Z||000004||SPEEDFIEND||05-28-2002||03:38 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I have two 92' Galant VR4's.  One is gray and the other is green (sort a).  The gray cars is stock except for a 95 manifold and a burnt up clutch.  The green which I just purchased has a nice broken timing belt.  Good news is, it has a 20g with a Evo 3 o2 houseing and a full 3 inch Mofugas exhaust.  I'm suppost to be get a 90' or 91' GSX parts car which has a good motor.  My ONLY problem know is a place to work on them.  Neither car is on the road now.  REALLY SUCKS  Hey man do you know Ian M(White VR4) or Terry(Black VR4) or Billy(White VR4) or Danny(Black VR4).  We all live in Martinsburg, except for Billy, he's from Winchester.  Sorry don't have a clue what there last names are.  Ian M counted about 15 of us in the area.  It would be sweet to get all of us to go to the Shoot out this year.  It would be a VR4 caravan.  Kris    ||67.201.148.139||reg||10
Z||000005||SPEEDFIEND||05-28-2002||04:17 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I was wonding if you could give me the web address for concelli.  I tried the one you have posted but no luck.  I've been trying to call them but they don't pick up there phones.  That info would really help. I just ordered some parts from the Mitsubishi Dealer there in Hagerstown, let me tell you, that will be the last time I do that.  Thanks man,  Kris||67.201.148.139||reg||1
Z||000006||markrieb||05-28-2002||04:36 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net|| <A HREF="http://www.partznet.com/mitsubishihomepage.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.partznet.com/mitsubishihomepage.html</A> ||208.8.135.6||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||05-28-2002||05:50 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I am sure Rob at <A HREF="http://www.Mofugas.com" TARGET=_blank>www.Mofugas.com</A>  might have the motor. He just stripped one down for racing.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||mitsu13ishi||05-29-2002||03:15 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||AHHH! i'm confused. okay, i went to the junk yard. and it took me forever getting the thing out, well i hope its the right thing.. i'll explain.<P>first i unscrewd the 3 screws that hold the motor to the door, it wouldn't slide out, so i remvoed the gold colored bar with 2 screws at the top and 2 at the bottam.<P>then, attached by 2 cords was this the pulley i assume, and what i presume to be the motor which was a black cylinder sticking off the end. there were only 2 screws on the entire thing. so i unscrewed this black thing from the gold colored pulley. it was a cover to what looks like a bunch of copper wires bound up together, and i turned it, and it was screwd down into the pulley.<P>then i unscrewd it. it looks like a bunch of wires, with a long screw at the bottam. is this the motor? i dunno how to put it back in my car, if this one from the junkyard actually works?! PLEASE HELP ME GUYS<P>Derek<P>p.s. another side note, my idle is running low, and i looked around for stuff on the BISS screw. but where the hell is my throttle body?<P>thanks alot guys!||152.163.213.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000687.cgi
A||||8||771of2k||hatchback vr4's???||||1||
Z||000000||771of2k||05-27-2002||09:15 PM||snakedojo@hotmail.com||I found a cool site with the history of the galant line,& apparently they had 5 door galant hatchbacks in europe.  <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/docs6/history/img/pages/galant/galahb" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/docs6/history/img/pages/galant/galahb</A>    were any of these vr-4's???<BR>heres the link ot the page: <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/docs6/history/html/galant.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/docs6/history/html/galant.htm</A> <P>[This message has been edited by 771of2k (edited 05-27-2002).]<P>[This message has been edited by 771of2k (edited 05-27-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by 771of2k (edited 05-27-2002).]||68.1.190.117||reg||1
Z||000001||771of2k||05-27-2002||09:20 PM||snakedojo@hotmail.com||yup, I cant get the link to the hatchback pic to work, but its on that page in the 6th gen section||68.1.190.117||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||05-27-2002||10:40 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||yep... they've got them out in OZ...||24.159.62.12||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||05-27-2002||11:18 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||We have the 5 door versions here, but only in FWD non turbo spec.  They have electronic adjustable suspension and are badged as a GSR Galant.  Similar bodykit with the side skirts & ripples along the sides but smaller front & rear bumper.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||05-28-2002||01:19 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||There was a model that prescended the VR4, it was called the ZR4 and originally came with a 180kw motor,4wd,4ws(i think).||210.54.103.130||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||05-28-2002||01:28 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||There's a NZ dude on here that has or used to have a ZR4 I believe.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000006||SPEEDFIEND||05-28-2002||03:54 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Hey guys I have a HOT CARS FOLDER for the VR4.  It has a picture of the hatchback VR4 and its called a VR4 RS.  I'm not sure if the Folder has the right info or not.  If I can figure out how to us my scaner.  I'll scan some pictures of the folder on to the site.  Kris<p>[This message has been edited by SPEEDFIEND (edited 05-28-2002).]||67.201.148.139||reg||1
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||05-28-2002||04:32 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Here is some history and specs of the EVO if anyone would like... goto the manufacturer section:  <A HREF="http://www.onboost.co.nz./main-teamonboost.htm" TARGET=_blank>www.onboost.co.nz./main-teamonboost.htm</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000008||NZGZR4||05-29-2002||01:09 AM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz||I do have a ZR4, hatch back version of the GVR4.<BR>They where available (JDM) in both the 88-91 and 92-95 model lineups,  I haven't heard of them in the later models.<BR>They are (AFAIK) mecahically identical to the GVR4 (both JDM spec) with the bodywork being the only difference.<BR>I'm not aware of any ZR4 RS versions, and I doubt they exist as they where not a FIA homologated version and the ZR4 is 80(?)Kg's heavier than the VR4.<BR>I've also only heard stories of an EVO version.<P>Cam<BR>||210.54.12.22||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000688.cgi
A||||1||turbowop||gm synchromesh||||14||
Z||000000||turbowop||05-28-2002||12:53 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Alright, so I did my front axles over the weekend along with the shaft seals and filled the transfer case and transmission with gm synchromesh. I don't know about anybody else but the stuff did wonders for my tranny. Mine never grinded or anything bad before but it made the shifts waaayy smoother. Hopefully it will keep my tranny trouble free for many more miles. If you guys with grinding or other tranny woes that aren't for sure big problems haven't tried it, you should.<P>I was gonna use BG synchroshift but the dealer only had one quart left and everybody else was out. I can't imagine it would've been any better than it is now anyway. GM's product was cheaper anyway.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P> <p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 05-28-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||14
Z||000001||VR4GAZM||05-28-2002||02:36 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Hey what did u use to get the seals in?  It took me over 2 hours to get the old one back in and about another hour to get the new one in.  I used a 2 inch piece of pvc pipe and at first started hitting it in with a hammer and then moved on to a metal mallet.  And somehow....dont know y...I still ended up putting a hole in the new seal..actually its on the upper part of the seal in the outer rubber ring..I put tons of sealant over it hoping that may have helped some..gawd I hope it did.  <P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.32||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000689.cgi
A||||1||bob dole||C&R RACING RADAITOR||||1||
Z||000000||bob dole||05-28-2002||08:05 PM||mdexclusive@aol.com||just wondering if you guys have ever heard of this company. They say they make a alum radaitor of the galant vr4. It is $479 w/fan.  <P>Thanks||152.163.201.186||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||05-28-2002||08:59 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Martin Tolentino has one he has pics here: His email is on the page also, maybe try him, I think he might be on JGR, but  I think he is on the Gvr-4 yahoo list also?<BR>mailto:martindtir@cox.net<BR> <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm" TARGET=_blank>www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm</A> ||216.183.225.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000708.cgi
A||||9||1quickvr4||Going insane!! Need opinions||||8||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||06-06-2002||01:31 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Im about at my wits end with my car. It starts out well and good with me changing the clutch, No problem as this isnt the first time Iv dropped a AWD tranny. All goes well. Then I put the thing back together put in the axles and start to fill it with GM syncromesh and it starts running out on the floor. Great I think its only 10 buck a quart. So I let it all drain out to reuse it<BR> Pull the axle (Drivers) and pull out what I thought was the axle seal go to autozone and buy a new one. Dosent work. Go to Mitsu. Dosent work. So I guy to Oreillys with whats left of the seal that was in the tranny and have the part number cross matched. 17 bucks and special order. The seal gets there the next day. No wonder instead of my tranny having a rubber stock type seal it has a metal sleeved oddball and part of it was stuck in my tranny. Problem solved. After all this  I push in the clutch and the trans moves away from the motor! WTF!!! After all the other bs this happens. Turns out one of the bolts that holds my tranny snapped in the block after driving it. I dont know if I can take it anymore. I cant decided if I should put it back almost stock or sell all of the parts (motor and tranny too) and get a stock JDM setup to go inn. Damnd MMCs<P>Zach<BR>91 GVR4, Frank1, 550s, 3inch turbo back, non power rack, Tubeheader, Slow and broken.<BR> <p>[This message has been edited by 1quickvr4 (edited 06-06-2002).]||4.47.41.67||reg||8
Z||000001||Ash||06-06-2002||02:21 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I just want to let you know that you aren't the only one pissed off with your car.<P>I cooked my 14B 2 weeks ago & have just fitted a brand new semi-ported B16G.  Now I have a dirty great intake leak that wasn't there before. (I need to drive the car & haven't had time to pressure test my intake yet.)  Before that my harmonic balancer split in 1/2 & I got a defective brand new replacement that shredded 2 A/C belts before they would replace it under warranty. (Belts not covered of course  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif"> )   I've had cracked exhaust studs, top radiator gaskets blow, coolant hoses blow, Tfer case, caps, clutch.  <P>We all get the shits with the car sometimes, thats the price we pay to have something a bit different I guess.  Overall I'm still happy with the car, I just wanted to let you know that you are not the only frustrated person on here.||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||06-06-2002||03:10 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i've been there too.  my car was down for over two months after losing the balance shaft belt.  i finally got everything sorted out only to have a massive oil leak that required me to add 5 qts in only 460 break in miles.  the weird thing about it was the car wouldn't leak when idling only after driving so i could never find the leak.  finally a friend of mine who works as a mechanic at ups was kind enough to take a look at it.  turns out when i did the balance shaft removal kit i messed up the front main seal.(i thought i was so slick for remembering to put a new one in.)  luckily he had a new one at his house.  now the car runs great, but you always learn something new.  good luck and remember you can always get back at your car when its running properly by jumping it or turning donuts.||138.23.114.166||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||06-06-2002||06:58 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||HaAHha you guys complaining... My car hasn't seen the road sence December. Here is some advice Zach before you decide to do anything radical go and beat the living crap out of the next door's neighbors dog. You will feel better and have a fresh new look on life.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||06-06-2002||08:36 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Dec. damn your lucky. Mine has been down since last JULY. I will finally be done next month. 1quickvr4 I've replaced my Complete drivetrain & I'm in the process of rerunning all my electrial. Took out all my ABS, ect,ect... my point. I've been at my wits end more times than I can count( & still am). But I just thinking of driving it when I get done makes the effort, more than worth it. Just take it easy & if you get to frustrated, just take a step back & open up a 6 pack & relax.||63.52.132.8||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||06-06-2002||09:08 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||After all of this the water pump goes out. Oh well.<BR>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||06-06-2002||09:18 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Maybe look at the postitive side, it wont be long now before you have replaced everything & have a new car!  That's how I've tried to look at it.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000007||mdpvr4||06-13-2002||12:32 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||welcome to my hell,<BR>first my clutch went out so i upgraded to a clutch master. a month later my tranny goes out along with the clutch again not to mention a broken rear axle after replacing the tranny and the clutch again...(i went through 5 clutch master clutches in eight months. so i went to an act and never had a problem after that) six or seven axles a differenital and a blown motor. thanks to the stupid ass mechanic a mitsu who was smart enough to put a 390cc injector in the #3 cylinder insterad of the 450cc. so i rebuilt the motor myself and it was fast as shit and i was happy, until a drunk ass hole hit and ran my car when it was parked infront of my house and it was totaled. i have the worst luck!!!!||68.102.228.167||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||06-13-2002||09:33 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Ummm, ummm yea ok, that's a little worst than my situation.... Yes that is the worst "luck" I have heard of. Well bad luck is better than no luck at all. But anyways God luck! Break a axle out there.||216.183.225.195||reg||12
Z||000009||khadiyev||06-17-2002||11:15 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Yeah, that's pretty bad stories, Here's mine: 3 weeks ago I just put my 3rd motor in my car. The first one blew a gead gasket and seazed the whole motor, the second one put holes in 2 of my 95 pistons, then a rod bearing went out and I still need a new crack for that motor, now this motor is JDM. I blew my intake gasket after about 3 weeks, couldn't run more then 12psi for about 3 months(still beat LS1's on a cold day!) then my "something flew thrugh my turbo 18G and chipped all the blades and gave it on hell  of a shaft woble. I still don't know what did it. So i ended up with chunks of metal and, GET THIS: RUBBER chunks, about a hand full in my FMIC, I don't know where the rubber came from, that ring around the comp inlet is till on there So I bought a 20G $1100 from Mike Huml (slowboyracing.com) haven't got it yet. My tranny Started making crazy noises, had 183K on it and was about to fall apart, I'm talking I couldn't get in reverse or first sometimes only after like 10 tries. So I sent it off to BMTranny that cost me $1331 I found out I had a broken shift fork and my 3&4 gears about to go. Still waiting for my tranny. My clutch CFDF has about 4k on it, but looks like it has about 75k and cracks in it also. Got a new one. Guess I shouldn't launch that hard any more?<BR>Gotta figure I'm only 20 years old and don't make that much money in the military (CPL, USMC), Oh yeah about a month ago I got hit by some jackass also, messed up my whole right side of the car! had to get 2 new doors and a fender. (liabilty only) it was kinda my fault.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> My car is still in the hobby shop waiting for the turbo and tranny.<P>Sorry for the long post.<P>John<BR>||64.12.105.39||reg||9




ubb/Forum3/000691.cgi
A||||3||VR4GAZM||Hard Clutch Line||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||05-28-2002||09:59 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Do we have the same hard clutch line as the eclipse?  I need a whole new line going from the master cylinder to the slave cylinder.  Anyone know where I could get a ss line going straight down with out 2 different setts of lines?<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.23||reg||1
Z||000001||VR4GAZM||05-28-2002||10:16 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||The line going from the master to the slave is all a hard line correct?  If so, how come it doesnt bend and such with tranny vibration and movement?<P>Mike<P>||209.156.76.23||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||05-28-2002||10:46 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Its hard until it gets to the frame above the tranny. Then it goes to a (IMHO) sh***y soft line. Which you should replace(its only like $25)||63.52.202.247||reg||1
Z||000003||VR4GAZM||05-28-2002||11:47 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||I did replace it with a ss line which I got from RRE.  It leaks so what I did was try a rubber hose type deal instead of the ss line and now, it wont keep any pressure at all.  With the leaking ss line it would keep a little bit of pressure and once I try and put it into gear, the pressure would just go away.  Plus everytime I pressed on the clutch pedal, clutch fluid would spray all over the engine.<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.29||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000692.cgi
A||||4||998||Need new oil pan.  Help!?||||5||
Z||000000||998||05-29-2002||09:56 AM||||Hello there, me again, your trusty newbie. I need to replace my oil pan, it has a nice dent in it, probably from when the previous owner had the timing belt replaced. But I have an oil leak in that general area most likely from the cover. Anyway I need some suggestions on where to get a new one. I would prefer a nice aftermarket aluminum job, but I'll take what i can get. Any ideas????||198.185.18.207||reg||5
Z||000001||lazer4ever||05-29-2002||10:04 AM||lazer4ever@aol.com||Turbotrix sells a very nice aluminum Moroso oil pan for the 6 bolt engines.   <A HREF="http://www.turbotrix.com" TARGET=_blank>www.turbotrix.com</A>   look in the engine section of parts.<P>Josh||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000002||998||05-29-2002||10:07 AM||||Awesome! Thanks a lot! I just want to say that this board rocks, you guys are all helpfull!<P>Thanks,<BR>Mike||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||05-29-2002||10:41 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||For additional info...<BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newproducts.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/newproducts.htm</A> ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||beavis||05-31-2002||05:31 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i took a block of wood and the bfh and pounded out the dent in my pan.  total cost $0 <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||138.23.82.213||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000693.cgi
A||||1||VR6 Eater||emisions test failed !!!||||1||
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||05-29-2002||10:40 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Has anyone ever had there car pass the emmision part but fail the equiptment part?<BR>I just did.  No egr valve, no catalytic converter, but it still passed the emmisions.  I turned down the afc to 0 at 1000 rpm, passed with flying colors.  I failed because I didn't have the air can on covering the K&N air filter.  When I asked if I would've passed with an aftermarket pipe, even though there still wouldn't be an air can, they said it has to be the way it came from the factory.  Illinois never bothered me with this, Wisconsin couldn't tell a test pipe from a catalytic converter, but make sure you have your air can installed.  I'll go back tomorrow.||63.155.240.201||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||05-31-2002||05:32 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||same thing happened here.  my car passed emisions with flying colors, but the ass at the test station was going to fail me for the air cover being off.  i pulled it out of the trunk and put it on so i could pass.||138.23.82.213||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000694.cgi
A||||7||Ash||Big 16G and 450cc injectors ???||||4||
Z||000000||Ash||05-30-2002||07:22 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I basically have no choice at the moment due to funds, the S-AFC & injectors are coming, but not for a while.  I know everyone say's the 450's can't handle the B16G, but how much boost can I run safely until I get 550/650's?  I do have an adjustable FPR too (not a command flo), so I can squeeze up the base pressure, how much though?  I know I'm doing it all wrong, but this is my situation since I killed the turbo.  I figure go for about 43psi base like 2g cars & stick with maybe 12psi of boost, or can I go higher?  Anyone had any experience with 450's in a similar situation?  <P>PS. I have an uprated pump w' rewire, a larger FMIC & 2.5" piping, Full 3" exhaust.<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 05-30-2002).]||203.21.225.85||reg||4
Z||000001||lazer4ever||05-30-2002||08:52 AM||lazer4ever@aol.com||I've run 18psi on pump gas with the 450's & a big 16g & I've run 22psi on race gas.  Both were with the stock fpr.  If you have the pump rewired you should be fine.  In my opinion people tend to over fuel their cars & never get the full potential out of their combo.<BR>c-ya <BR>Josh<BR>||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||05-30-2002||10:48 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i currently have a tre ported big 16g adn 450's, at 17 lbs boost.  i noticed a huge difference when i installed the 3kgt fuel pump.  with ONLY that change, my a/f went from a steady .89 to the high .9's, a couple of times, 1+ volt.  eventually, long term fuel trim has cut it back, but the difference was astounding.  the old pump definetly was tired.  i think you need a fuel pump, then you can go over 15 lbs boost.  also, i was getting steady a/f of .94-.96, then, i installed the spoolinup fpr, adjusted my base pressure, and a/f is down considerable.  other equipment is 2.5 exh turbo back, starion fmic and rre pipes, raptor intake, stock mas with lower rib removed, water injection.  with the blaha mas, i have had it up to 20 lbs boost, and the a/f and egt's have been fine.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000003||Telecaster||05-31-2002||03:34 AM||telecastr@email.com||Interesting.  I'm in a similar boat, i'm a bit short on cash.  But i also have a B16G on stock 450's and stock FPR.  But i did get a Whinebro 255 and recently put a Evo 5 IC with 2.25 UICP.  I can't run anything past 14 psi or else i get fuel cut.  What should be the next buy to get above 15 psi?<P>On another note.  My Greddy Type S BOV sounds very different now.  It stutters and sounds like compressor surge at low boost. I've loosened the valve screw to its softest setting, its at a point where its about to fall off and it still stutters. Any idea's on this? <p>[This message has been edited by Telecaster (edited 05-31-2002).]||216.175.109.5||reg||1
Z||000004||BluFalcon||05-31-2002||05:03 AM||muttski@gte.net||I had 450's and a ported small 16G in my car when I first got it back up and running.  I never ran more than stock boost with the original fuel pump.  When I swapped out exhaust manifolds a few months later, I noticed the mani passages and exhaust housing inlet were white on the inside.  I decided to get a fuel pump, 510's and an AFC then.  Every car is different, so your car might be able to take it. But after what i saw with my car,  I wouldn't boost it too much until you get those injectors and AFC  in.  Just my opinion....||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000005||lazer4ever||05-31-2002||08:50 AM||lazer4ever@aol.com||I forgot to mention in my other post that I have a TMO stage 3 ecu, so fuel cut is not an issue & also had a vpc.<P>Josh||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000006||beavis||05-31-2002||05:29 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i've been running a big 16g and 450's for over a year. i run 15psi on pump gas no problem.  the only fuel mod i have is the rewire.||138.23.82.213||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||05-31-2002||07:24 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Last night after getting it in, I took it for a drive @ 10psi with the stock FPR.  The richest reading I got was .85!  I then went back & fitted my adjustable FPR & set it to various base pressures & found the richest I could get was .88!  It was .92 with the old turbo on 15psi, I even reset the ECU which usually makes it go way rich & still nothing past .88, what the hell is going on?  ||203.21.226.1||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000695.cgi
A||||16||Team Ducktape||Blasphemy?||||5||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||05-30-2002||07:06 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||So if I were God, and if I being GOD had low self-estem would it be considered Blasphemy?||24.196.87.195||reg||5
Z||000001||Ash||05-30-2002||07:54 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||If you were god, you could call it whatever you wanted!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  You could wallow in self pity for as long as you wanted & strike down anyone who annoyed you.<P>On a side note think about this, if god was a woman, do you really think they would have times of the month?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">||165.228.131.12||reg||12
Z||000002||1312VR4||05-30-2002||09:52 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||ASH, very well put. Couldnt have said it any better.||63.52.132.26||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||05-31-2002||12:13 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||....just wondered because if I don't believe in myself, who will? And yes ASH if I were God women would still have the monthly visitor, accept when I want to get a little hehehe oh sorry that wasn't the question  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> But actually if God was (or is) a women I think us men would be having the period. Also would God really need sex organs? For what masterba???....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||05-31-2002||07:28 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||C'mon, what do ya thing all them hot as angels are for? ||203.21.226.1||reg||12
Z||000005||James||06-01-2002||04:33 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||WTF are we talking about 'ere?||210.48.128.214||reg||5
Z||000006||7541000||06-01-2002||03:42 PM||||well mary didnt need no sex organs, every hot angel ive know has worked for lucifer. lol  "im just playin ladies you know i love you"||12.78.142.199||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||06-01-2002||10:19 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Bloodhound Gang<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||06-02-2002||07:47 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I have a new found respect for Harry!!! It's about time "good" music is heard... I thought I was the only one who listened to such noise???||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000009||NZGZR4||06-02-2002||08:38 PM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz||and I thought everyone had heard that song.<P>Cam||210.54.12.38||reg||1
Z||000010||number3||06-04-2002||05:36 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I know music all too well. I listen to all kinds of shit. I can name most song from 85-87 but just one or two notes. Its a sickness.<P>Ever listen to King Missile? ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||06-04-2002||05:37 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||that should have read 85-94.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000012||Team Ducktape||06-04-2002||08:21 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||King missile no I haven't heard of them, what kind of music do they play?||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000013||Ash||06-04-2002||10:30 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Didn't they do "Detachable Penis" ????||165.228.131.11||reg||12
Z||000014||blytz||06-05-2002||06:57 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I thought Primus did detachable penis?!?!||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000015||Ash||06-05-2002||09:00 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||No, definately NOT PRIMUS!  They did some weird shit but not that particular weird shit.  Geez, you brought back some memory's mentioning them.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000016||blytz||06-05-2002||11:34 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||huh, your right, it is king missle... man, I coulda swore when I first saw that video on Beavis and Butthead it was primus! haha!||66.168.102.163||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000696.cgi
A||||1||Garfield Wright||Ward||||12||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||05-31-2002||11:33 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Hey Ward, what's your email address?  Drop me a line @ garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com<BR>Thanks||207.239.80.34||reg||12
Z||000001||1101||06-01-2002||01:42 AM||karns10@attbi.com||Garfield check your mail.<P>Ward||12.235.100.219||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000697.cgi
A||||2||VR4GAZM||what switch is this?||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||06-01-2002||12:27 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||There is a switch that is kinda on the hood support bracket on the very front of the car.  It has a little button that goes up and down. It looks to be like a switch that is turned on/off when the hood is unlatched.  But iver never seen the door ajar light come on when I have my hood open tho.<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.34||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||06-01-2002||01:11 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Its for the security system||63.52.127.163||reg||1
Z||000002||VR4GAZM||06-01-2002||01:14 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||I hate my alarm system. Im beginning to tear everything out of it, mainly because its caused too much problems for me in the past 2 months then anything else.  <P>Once I get my car inspected im going to rip everything that I dont really need in that car. Ive done a great deal already in my engine bay. Ive removed tons of useless brackets that are only there to cut my hands up when I need to get into tight places.<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.11||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000698.cgi
A||||4||beavis||o my god!||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||06-01-2002||05:08 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i found this link on supraforums.com<BR> <A HREF="http://www.exvitermini.com/movies/852r33.mpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.exvitermini.com/movies/852r33.mpg</A> <P><BR>this car is unbeleivably powerfull<P>||64.12.102.32||reg||1
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||06-01-2002||11:24 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||How much HP did that have I coulndt see what it said. ANd also what kind of car was that???? maybe i have bad eyesight.||205.232.152.2||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||06-01-2002||11:44 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||That was a 95 R33 Skyline, and it made 852hp.  The title of the vid is also 852r33.  :-)<P>The other videos of that car are in the root directory at <A HREF="http://www.exvitermini.com/mr33.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.exvitermini.com/mr33.htm</A> ||4.47.87.58||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||06-01-2002||08:30 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||One of my friends has a MAX Power vid called "Beasts From The East".  It has plenty of 1000hp+ Skylines and Supras.||63.227.47.164||reg||1
Z||000004||beavis||06-03-2002||01:53 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||the car actually made close to 1,100hp at all four wheels.  the 852 figure is in kw which have to be converted to the hp rating we are used to in the states.||205.188.200.44||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000699.cgi
A||||1||suprflewus||cockpit mounted switch to manually turn on rad. fan||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||06-01-2002||11:20 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||I was trying to figure out how to add a switch in the cockpit to turn on my radiator fan when i wanted to, but i am not too good at reading circuit diagrams...<P>it looks as though (and correct me please if this is not right) the factory rad fan relay (high) becomes grounded when the thermo sensor hits a certain temperature - this completes the circuit and turns the fan on....<P>if the above is true, can i just splice into the relay ground wire, add a switch to this wire, and ground the switch??  then, when i flip the switch, the relay is grounded, and the fan turns on....<P>if the above info isnt right, can someone explain to me a decent way to ovveride the rad fan control with a switch??  Im not interested in having the switch connected directly to the battery in any way though......<P>thanks<BR>dale||152.163.207.211||reg||1
Z||000001||MrEd||06-02-2002||03:29 PM||res122@psu.edu||Dale-<P>I think you read that right.  Looks like the "engine coolant temperature switch" grounds the coil of the high-speed relay when the switch sees 102 C, & the relay then provides a path-to-ground for the fan motor.  You could confirm (with the key on, probably) by pulling that switch connector & grounding it.<P>I think picture D on page 55-10 (636/934 on the CDrom) locates the switch.  Might be easier to test/tap the relay ground wire at the relay itself (picture C).  Good luck,<P>Ed<BR>GVR4 #963/2000||68.68.64.233||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000700.cgi
A||N||1||mitsu13ishi||STUPID question.....||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||06-02-2002||11:33 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||where is the throttle body to adjust the BISS SCREW?<P>thanks!||152.163.213.78||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||06-02-2002||12:52 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||open the hood; standing in front of the car, and looking towards the rear, see the red valve cover, on top of the motor.  right near the right far corner, a black hose comes off the valve cover, and then makes an immediate bend to the right.  where the bend is, it almost touches a circular, black plastic object, with a brown connector on it.  this is the tps(throttle position sensor), the aluminum object it is bolted on to is the throttle body.  right next to the tps, slightly to the left of if, should be a small rubber plug, about 1/4" in diameter, remove that, and underneath, you should see a brass colored phillips head screw, recessed inside.  that is your biss.  BUT, you need to read the vfaq on how to adjust it.  idle is controlled by the ecu, and you need to ground out the control for idle, then set the base idle, or you may set it too far off. turning it in will lower idle.  it is also a good idea to set your base timing at the same time, and there is also a vfaq on it.  you are, in fact, asking a very basic question, and you should not touch it unless you are very sure on what you are doing.  also, there are MANY things that affect and/or cause idle to change.  just adjusting it may only mask a real problem.  <p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 06-02-2002).]||4.47.36.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000701.cgi
A||||2||MrEd||fixing a small coolant leak||||1||
Z||000000||MrEd||06-03-2002||10:49 AM||res122@psu.edu||I've found a coolant leak from the thermostat housing area so I will be dismantling soon to fix.  2 questions for anyone who's "been there done that"<P>-there's a gasket between the upper housing & lower housing, easily found in CAPS.  I can't find any listing for a gasket between the lower housing & the head; is there one?<BR>-for reinstalling the screw-in sensors, is teflon tape OK or should I use something else?<P>TIA,<P>Ed<BR>GVR4 #963/2000<p>[This message has been edited by MrEd (edited 06-03-2002).]||128.118.220.55||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||06-03-2002||02:53 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||If the leak is inbetween the head and the lower housing, you can leave all the sensors on the housing. All you will need to do is remove the three bolts that hold the housing on, the sensors will come with. And yes there is a gasket, if you can't get one or need one in a hurry just use high temp. rvt gasket maker. But if you take off sensors teflon tape will be fine. Hope it helps||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||06-03-2002||03:04 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||MD145038 is the gasket number.  you can see it if you go to the engine section, cyl head.  <BR>     i think the sensors are pipe threads, teflon tape may interfere with ground, but i think only the tiny one in back is open/closed to ground, the other two are merely continuity.  ||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000702.cgi
A||||1||998||Strange noise!???||||5||
Z||000000||998||06-03-2002||03:56 PM||||I just had my timing belt replaced and now the car is making a high pitched whine coming from the area by the belts. Has anyone had this problem? It doesn't sound like the typical belt screech, it sounds like a consistent whistling/whine sound. Any suggestions? The dealer said it was doing that when they pulled it in, but I would have noticed it. I'm wondering if something else didn't fail while they were working on it.||198.185.18.207||reg||5
Z||000001||beavis||06-03-2002||05:57 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||the tensiioner pully is likely rubbing against the arm it sits on.  if you tighten the belt too much with the pully, it will cause the pulley to contact the arm.  i would tell the dealer that if they don't find and fix the noise free of charge that you will contact the better business bureau and mitsu of north america.  if necessary, tell them you are going to place a full page ad in the local paper warning people not to use their service department because they do substandard work.  talk to the main manager at the dealership.||138.23.114.168||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000703.cgi
A||||3||Martin Chilcote||New ??? turbo||||1||
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||06-03-2002||04:24 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||I may have been screwed recently with a purchase of a "factory new" 16g. It was clipped by the vendor's supplier. It was installed w/ a new oil line and all the other proper install techniques were used. It squeals and won't build boost.<BR>Is there any way to tell if a turbo is really new or a rebuild? Do new mitsu-turbos come with any paperwork from mitsu ? I've seen 2 "new" turbos recently, one had red plastic caps/plugs in where the oil lines attach (the squealer), the other had metal caps/plugs pressed (its replacement). If I can prove the squealer turbo was a rebuild, I can get a refund f/ my CC co.<BR>Thanks for any advice.||12.110.136.90||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||06-03-2002||06:01 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||this aint gonna help.  my first small 16g was supposedly new, ported by jeff carpenter, and it had plastic caps on it.  bought it from the second owner, it supposedly had never been on the car.  worked well, until i changed it out for a tre big 16g, also bought from original owner, never been on car, worked very well, until it ate part of a valve. it also had plastic caps on it. then, i bought a new center cartridge for the big 16g, it also was supposed to be new, and it had the red plastic caps on it, too.  on both turbos and the center cartridge, i had no reason to suspect they were anything but new, and they all performed like new.  until one ate the valve.  then, it squealed, and then stopped.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||1101||06-03-2002||11:58 PM||karns10@attbi.com||I would think a rebuild would show signs of bead blasting on the outside of the housings? If you examine the finish very closely with magnification with bead blasting you should be able to detect a more velvet like texture of the surface verses an as cast surface. If you go to an auto machine shop they should be able to show you the difference.  ||12.235.100.219||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||06-04-2002||09:21 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||nope, no bead blasting.  however, i have seen engine blocks come out of the washer looking brand new.  at a shop i used to work at in houston, we had a block washer from zep that would heat the block to about 200 deg, then spray it with hot solvent as it rotated.  it always came out cleaner than acid dipping.||63.146.72.141||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000704.cgi
A||||14||1101||R134 AC conversion||||1
Z||000000||1101||06-03-2002||04:36 PM||karns10@attbi.com||How is this working for the people that have done this? Does it <BR>reduce the cooling capacity a lot?<P>Thanks,<P>Ward||12.235.100.219||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||06-03-2002||05:53 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i sell a whole lot of a/c stuff for bmw's and mercedes.  this is texas, and it gets HOT here.  the shops that do the conversions all say they just flush the system, throw a drier at it, and change the fittings, fill with pag oil, and charge it up.  in some cases, it will actually be colder than with r12.  they say that in some cases, if the compressor is weak, that it will not be as cold, and, the compressor may fail.  but it is not like a given.  also, whatever mineral oil is left in the system will tend to puddle and collect in the nooks and crannies inside the system, and become a non factor.  some also say that it takes a few minutes longer to cool down, but once it is going, there is no difference.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||1101||06-04-2002||12:07 AM||karns10@attbi.com||Thanks Ken, the R12 costs are eating me up. I am doing the installation of the parts but keep getting bad parts from mitsubishi. The parts costs are negligable becuse I can send most of them back, but the labor and costs of the R12 are $250 a pop. If I go with the R134 I can do much of the charging myself and save a bundle. It will probably be done better anyway.  ||12.235.100.219||reg||1
Z||000003||Tondar||06-04-2002||10:41 AM||mkii91@yahoo.com||I currently have my engine and transmission out of the car and would like to get my AC ready for when everything goes back together.  What should I replace/inspect so I can run R134a??<P>Thanks||136.2.1.101||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||06-04-2002||12:07 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||it should be flushed with a special solvent, this is usually done with a machine, and then you should get a new drier.  pag oil is also needed, some say you should change out the o ring seals, but no one does that any more.  beware of places trying to sell you a lot more than you need.||63.146.72.141||reg||1
Z||000005||turboflanagan||06-06-2002||09:43 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||O-rings are so cheap and easy to do if you are opening the system I wouldn't skip them.  There is a new (I think Viton) o-ring material that is supposed to be "new and improved".  The new ones are red in color and do quite well in sealing and living longer than the green ones and much longer than the black ones.  Also, I think that Ester oil is supposed to be compatible with both the r12 and r134a oils and will carry both through the system so you don't get the pooling that Ken is talking about.  Absolutely put a new drier on and it is better to under charge just a smidge with the r134a, like 2/10 of a lb.  <BR>The main problem with this conversion is that it is a less efficient refrigerant and may not do as good of a job with the same size condenser and evaporator.  It sucks in my K5 Blazer!<P>Peter||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||04-11-2003||12:19 PM||||I was searching and found this old thread.  Do you guys think that it would be reasonable to put the AC back on my car?  I still have all of the parts.  <br /><br />TIA||63.146.62.141||reg||5||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||1101||04-11-2003||01:36 PM||||You should be able to do it. It is tight but not real complicated. You will need a new Receiver Drier.||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||04-11-2003||02:09 PM||||i just did this last year.  really easy.  got a kit from pep boys for about 45 bucks, as long as your system still has some freon in it, what you do is evacuate the old r12, put on the new fittings, and charge it up.  the new r134 stuff has dye and sealer in it, and it took me about 15 minutes.  watch your sight glass, when the bubbles go away, you are done.  blows just as cold as before.  went thru all last summer no problems.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||dsmsleeper||04-11-2003||02:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1101:<br /><strong> You should be able to do it. It is tight but not real complicated. You will need a new Receiver Drier. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You tell me the part number for this or maybe what Mitsu calls it?  I looked at partznet and didn't find it.<br /><br />Thanks for your help.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||04-11-2003||02:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br />as long as your system still has some freon in it</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why do you still need freon in it?  Is that so you know that it's not leaking before bothering to convert?||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||1101||04-11-2003||02:49 PM||||Try MB813459 Receiver Assembly. But double check it to make sure.<br /><br />Ward <br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1101:<br /><strong> You should be able to do it. It is tight but not real complicated. You will need a new Receiver Drier. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You tell me the part number for this or maybe what Mitsu calls it?  I looked at partznet and didn't find it.<br /><br />Thanks for your help. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000012||dsmsleeper||04-11-2003||03:14 PM||||It looks like that (MB813459) was the one!<br /><br />Thanks||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||04-11-2003||03:19 PM||||one of my accounts in toledo is one of the best a/c guys in the nation.  he has done thousands of conversions.  he says as long as the system has not been contaminated; i.e, it is still holding freon, you dont have to do anything, just take out the old r12 and charge it up.  works great for me.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||dsmsleeper||04-11-2003||04:06 PM||||The problem is that all of the lines and compressor have been in a box in my garage for a couple of years.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
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A||||4||mikey||deceleration noise||||9||
Z||000000||mikey||06-04-2002||09:46 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||There's a weird noise when I decelerate. Sound like a low ch-ch-ch, like somethings are rubbing.  This noise can be heard right before I let go of the gas pedal completely.  So it's between acceleration and deceleration.  On the boost gauge, is in around 15-17 Hg, whereas 20 Hg is full deceleration.<P>If you don't understand what I'm trying to say, let me know and I can try to explain it again.  Thanks.<P>||141.233.158.65||reg||9
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||06-04-2002||05:14 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I know what you are talking about.  My car does the same thing.  It is the tranny.  I have asked about this time and time again, and people just say, "Welcome to the club".  So...Welcome the club :P  Kidding, I really can't help you out on this one.  Anybody else?<p>[This message has been edited by Ferrari F50 GT (edited 06-04-2002).]||63.231.76.198||reg||1
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||06-04-2002||05:23 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I think I'm having the same problem.  At first, I thought it was something with the engine.  I have since changed my engine but still hear the noise, sounds like the flywheel?  I don't know.  ||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||06-05-2002||06:38 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i would check the transfer case or rearend.  it is difficult at best without knowing better where the noise is coming from.||138.23.82.44||reg||1
Z||000004||georgeno1||06-06-2002||04:54 AM||georgeno1@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mikey:<BR><B>There's a weird noise when I decelerate. Sound like a low ch-ch-ch, like somethings are rubbing.  This noise can be heard right before I let go of the gas pedal completely.  So it's between acceleration and deceleration.  On the boost gauge, is in around 15-17 Hg, whereas 20 Hg is full deceleration.<P>If you don't understand what I'm trying to say, let me know and I can try to explain it again.  Thanks.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE> <P>ok Ive had the same problem with that sound i found out that it was the bearings in the transfer case also the shaft was damaged so i change all of that. no more problem.<P>||210.50.96.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000706.cgi
A||||10||Steve||What to look for when purchasing a GVR4?||||1||
Z||000000||Steve||06-05-2002||06:00 AM||||Hey group,<P>Let me first say that I've searched the archives (and even tried google.com) and found nothing regarding pre-purchase inspection tips for potential buyers.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/confused.gif"><P>I've admired the GVR4 from afar for quite some time and the opportunity to buy one now presents itself.  Being fairly new to the world of DSMs, I'm hoping you may be able to point out any problem areas that should be inspected to thoroughly check-out a GVR4s condition.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/cool.gif"><P>At this point all I know is that the car has a "for sale" sign in the window.  I'm assuming it has 100k+ mileage by the price.  Any information (links to websites, etc) you guys can give me would be greatly appreciated.  My apologies for the novice-type question.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/redface.gif"><P>Best,<BR>Steve<BR>Kingsport, TN<p>[This message has been edited by Steve (edited 06-05-2002).]||24.158.118.31||reg||1
Z||000001||smokindav||06-05-2002||08:41 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||There's not much to look for on a GVR4 that is different from a regular Talon/Eclipse/Laser mechanically.  Check the cruise control I guess.  On our cars it's a vacuum actuator, on a regular DSM it's electronic.  If the light on the stalk comes on but the cruise won't hold speed, it's probably just a cracked vacuum hose.  A 5 minute fix with a new hose.<P>I can't really think of anything else that's unusual.  Check the DSM page for info on what to look for.  <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsm.org</A> <P>Are you looking at a specific car?<P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>Also look here:  <A HREF="http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/" TARGET=_blank>http://members.shaw.ca/costall/1000Q/</A> <p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 06-05-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||06-05-2002||11:46 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||exactly where might you look for a cracked hose?  my cruise lights turn all the way on but it doesn't work.  I have looked around under the hood for cracked hoses but couldn't find any bad hoses.<BR>thanks<p>[This message has been edited by kartorium31 (edited 06-05-2002).]||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000003||smokindav||06-05-2002||12:28 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Locate the cruise control unit under the hood.  You will see a rubber vacuum hose going to it.  Replace this hose.  Let us know if this fixes the problem.<P>here's a pic for ya.<BR> <A HREF="http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/lst" TARGET=_blank>http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/lst</A> <P>You may inspect this hose and it may appear to be OK, but change it anyway.<P>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 06-05-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 06-06-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000004||beavis||06-05-2002||06:36 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||1.  Ask if the transfer case recall has been done<P>2.  If it has a sunroof make sure it is in proper working condition.<P>3.  Ask to see service records.  Especailly for timing belt/balance shaft belt replacement.<P>4.  Make sure all power locks and windows function properly.<P>5.  Check the compression or have it checked by a shop you trust.<P>6.  Check the seats for wear and tear.  Make sure all levers function properly.<P>7.  Get dirty and look under the car.  brakes, axles, and undercarriage should be checked.<P>8.  If you do buy it make sure you have the capacitors rplaced in the ecu.<P>9.  if all is well buy the car, take it in the dirt and commence donuts.<P><BR>||138.23.82.44||reg||1
Z||000005||kartorium31||06-05-2002||06:42 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||can't get that link to work tried to copy paste a million different times.<BR>I second the donuts idea, much fun.<p>[This message has been edited by kartorium31 (edited 06-05-2002).]||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||06-05-2002||09:28 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Donuts are what killed my first clutch, beware flat shits into 2nd whilst going around & around & aroun....<P>Definately check that Tfer case & Caps.||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000007||smokindav||06-06-2002||08:39 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Here's another link, the actual picture is labled gvr4 cru or something.<BR> <A HREF="http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/lst" TARGET=_blank>http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/lst</A> ||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000008||Steve||06-06-2002||12:42 PM||||smokindav (et al),<P>Thanks for the link to the 1000AAQ.  I discussed the minor differences & similarities between the GVR4 and T/E/L models with a friend over dinner (whose stable has included quite a few DSMs).  It seems my concern regarding lack of information on the GVR4 is not because it's unavailable, but because it's synonymous with that provided for the Talon, Eclipse, and Laser models.  Needless to say, I'm on the right track.<P>The car that started this quest toward ownership turns out to have a terrible grind in 2nd gear that renders is almost useless.  What's a gearbox rebuild or replacement cost?  The car's green color appeals to me but I may pass this one up to give myself time to become better acquainted with the cars and find one that's "just right".<P>Thoughts? Opinions? Bad jokes?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>-Steve<BR>who can't get his 'sig' to automatically post||24.158.118.31||reg||1
Z||000009||turboflanagan||06-06-2002||09:29 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Check out Jon Ripple's site for trans help.  The trannies are not cheap to build right but I have only heard good stuff about his work.  <A HREF="http://www.teamrip.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.teamrip.com/</A> ||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000010||Steve||06-06-2002||11:35 PM||||turboflanagan,<P>Thanks for the link.  I enjoyed looking at what TRE has to offer.  My friend also concurs that they do good work and that he's used their stuff.  Keep the good info coming!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>-Steve||24.158.118.31||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000707.cgi
A||||4||georgeno1||problem with the car ||||8||
Z||000000||georgeno1||06-05-2002||08:32 AM||georgeno1@hotmail.com||Im having some small problems with a 1993 lancer GSR 4WD Turbo with the crap 4G93 1800cc motor.Its retarding the timing when coming on load. i have changed a hell of  alot of sensors. still no change <BR>if you have some info please help thanks  ||210.50.16.135||reg||8
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||06-05-2002||07:07 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I'm not sure how similar the 4g93 & the 4g63s are.  However my galant (4g63) did the same thing & found out it was timing.  Had new belts & water pump installed & problem went away.  Good luck||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||06-05-2002||09:25 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||You aren't running too much boost with crap fuel or anything like that are you?  Are you injectors/fuel pump OK?  If the car is running lean for any of these reasons it will pull timing.||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000003||georgeno1||06-06-2002||04:40 AM||georgeno1@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ash:<BR><B>You aren't running too much boost with crap fuel or anything like that are you?  Are you injectors/fuel pump OK?  If the car is running lean for any of these reasons it will pull timing.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Its been running 17 psi all the time with out a problem for 2 years. on the dyno the fuel/air mix is real rich. soon as the boost comes up timing comes back and fuel/air mix is real rich.||210.50.96.75||reg||1
Z||000004||georgeno1||06-06-2002||04:42 AM||georgeno1@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<BR><B>I'm not sure how similar the 4g93 & the 4g63s are.  However my galant (4g63) did the same thing & found out it was timing.  Had new belts & water pump installed & problem went away.  Good luck</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>thanks for the tip. but i did that as soon as the problem was found  But thanks for giving it a go!<BR>||210.50.96.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000709.cgi
A||||2||Pappy||Seat noises||||1||
Z||000000||Pappy||06-06-2002||12:26 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Is it just my car, or does your driver's seat make a aluminum can crunching noise sometimes when you adjust it?||155.33.74.156||reg||1
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||06-06-2002||05:43 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||How many hours have logged in your seat there fellow.  I hate to move my seat especailly after I find that one sweet position that feels so perfect.  Once u move the seat, it takes a couple of months sometimes to find back that position.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||06-06-2002||09:12 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Well, occasionally soemone else has to drive it.  I'm very picky about who gets to though.||155.33.74.156||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000710.cgi
A||||18||JonGVR4||new member's ride||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||06-06-2002||03:39 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I need a new member's ride.  Anyone have a car that should be featured?||64.129.136.41||reg||1
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||06-06-2002||05:36 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||How about Ken Inn's car.  For all the good advice & free stuff he gives away, he deserve his 15mins of fame.  Anyone agree.  Ken, give me the water injection......||66.176.234.150||reg||10
Z||000002||GVR1643||06-06-2002||05:57 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Yeah... I second that - Ken Inn! (I'll take the WI :-P)<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.5||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||06-06-2002||07:15 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i think ken should get some recognition.  is there a list of all the previous winners?  maybe we could make a calender? to sell?||138.23.82.41||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||06-06-2002||09:07 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Give me 2 more months, I just need to get some things done and send it to the paint shop <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||06-06-2002||09:14 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I have alway's asked for Ken Inn's car to be featured, love that WI! Ken is one of the better contributors to this board & deserves some recognition IMHO.  Failing that (I don't think Ken has a Digicam), maybe a New Zealander with a hot EVO VR4?  ||165.228.131.12||reg||10
Z||000006||turbowop||06-06-2002||10:57 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I sent you pics and info on my car a couple of weeks ago. Did you get it?<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||06-06-2002||11:15 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by beavis:<BR><B>i think ken should get some recognition.  is there a list of all the previous winners?  maybe we could make a calender? to sell?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_rides.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_rides.html</A> ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||06-08-2002||08:46 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I vote for Ken as well.||63.231.77.19||reg||1
Z||000009||James||06-09-2002||07:48 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||You don't need a digicam. My  Evo pics were taken with a normal type camera. I then scanned them on to my pc and converted to jpg. and e-mailed them to Jon. I too  would like to see Kens' car.||210.48.128.214||reg||14
Z||000010||ken inn||06-09-2002||12:01 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||well, i am flattered by the request.  perhaps howard can come over and take pictures, he has a digital cam.  but the car is like me, ugly on the outside, clean on the inside.  i personally like the stock appearance.  all the good stuff is under the hood.  i wish i could say the same for me.||63.146.72.144||reg||1
Z||000011||JonGVR4||06-10-2002||08:19 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I just checked my mail and I don't see any pictures from Ken.  <BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000012||Garfield Wright||06-13-2002||11:43 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Jose's (from jersey) car is cool as hell.  If u can't get any pix of Ken Inn's car, Jose's car is really a show stopper.  Guys, Jose's car has 3 tv monitors, a killer sound system, jdm front bumper, jdm engine, stage 4 clutch, a perfect paint job, 18" wheels......  This car truly deserves to be featured.  U guys won't be disappointed.  This link shows the US f/bumper, jdm h/lights & 18" wheels.  He's adding the power retractable side view mirrors.....What more do I need to say.  Feature it, feature it, feature it....||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000013||Garfield Wright||06-13-2002||11:46 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Sorry, here's the link for the pic  <A HREF="http://southfloridatuners.com/images/jose_gvr4.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://southfloridatuners.com/images/jose_gvr4.JPG</A> ||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000014||turbowop||06-13-2002||11:56 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Damn, I want his wheels. I thought my six spokes looked good, but man those are badass.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000015||karl_kininmonth||06-16-2002||11:11 PM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||New Zealander here,<BR>Here are my specs, is this enough to be featured???. If so i'll sort some photos out within several weeks  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> (busy student, but never too busy for the vr4  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">)<P>25G Td06<BR>Turbonetics external wastegate<BR>Evo 3 Intercooler<BR>Blitz Bov<BR>Evo 6.5 pistons squeeze cast, oversized, teflon coated<BR>3 layer stainless steel head gasket<BR>ARP Headstuds/Rodbolts<BR>3" exhaust right off turbo<BR>Rs running gear (rear clutchpack LSD no 4ws)<BR>Antera 17" by 8.5" alloys<BR>Bilstein adjustable platform suspension<BR>Custom Blurple paint job (dark blue to purple)<BR>ACT 2600 clutch <BR>Link standalone computer<BR>Twin turbo supra pump (to be installed)<P>And all the usual crap like momo wheel <BR>Electronic trust gauges (oil pressure, exhaust temp) with warning lights and memory.<P>umn 1 momo rookie seat  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> (looking for another)<P>errr yea..oh and bigger brakes (2 pots off the evo 0 model)<P><BR>oh and the biggest joke is that i have 450 cc injectors  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">) thats what happens when you underbudget...owell it will be enough to break the new engine in. Lifes hard for a student you know,, theres alot of beer and stuff i need to dedicate my money to also.<P>anyhow..once my engine is broken in i'll fire off an email with photos and stuff to you jon if my cars ok for that.<P>Regards<BR>karl the NZ uni student with small injectors  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>||203.96.111.200||reg||10
Z||000016||Ash||06-16-2002||11:35 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Sounds good Karl, but with those injectors isn't it a bit like waving a bloody big stick with a puny little arm?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000017||karl_kininmonth||06-17-2002||04:46 AM||karl_kininmonth@hotmail.com||hhaha dont worry  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> those injectors are just for breakin the new engine in (4psi max). ONce thats done i'll garage it up while i find an evo spec engine to ransack  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> (510cc)<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||210.55.178.228||reg||10
Z||000018||Ash||06-17-2002||07:08 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Surely you will need bigger than that with such a big turbo.||203.21.226.26||reg||1
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A||||8||Steve||Is everyone from Kentucky?||||1||
Z||000000||Steve||06-06-2002||04:49 PM||||I see lots of "From: " lines that list cities in Kentucky.  Do the originators of this fine establishment come from KY?  Just curious...<P>I'm in northeast TN.<P>Steve||24.158.118.31||reg||1
Z||000001||BluFalcon||06-07-2002||03:44 AM||muttski@gte.net||What's weird is that there are 4 GVR4's where I live, a place called Denton.  Nothing special around here, just a town north of Dallas that has two colleges and surrounded by a bunch of small country towns.  There's 2 Green ones (myself, Howard) and two white ones (Ken and another guy named Chris).  All of them modded in some way.  Weird...||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||06-07-2002||11:28 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Yeah there is one in NY where I am and the guy is nevber seen or doesnt talk to me! I am all alone! I should buy another one so I can have another VR4 to look at!||205.232.152.2||reg||1
Z||000003||kyvr4owner||06-08-2002||12:06 PM||galantvr41991@hotmail.com||=)||65.144.8.64||reg||1
Z||000004||deathsled||06-08-2002||05:19 PM||magnetbox@boone.net||there are atleast 5 here in Boone, all sorts of differet colors, ones i didnt even know they made.  i dont think anyone is on this board tho.||65.81.202.235||reg||1
Z||000005||blytz||06-08-2002||06:12 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I'm about 5 minutes from the KY border, in North Central Tennessee....||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000006||JonGVR4||06-10-2002||08:22 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Steve:<BR><B>I see lots of "From: " lines that list cities in Kentucky.  Do the originators of this fine establishment come from KY?  Just curious...<P>I'm in northeast TN.<P>Steve</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I started this site and I'm in Louisville, KY.  JGR (Jon Gregory Roberts) and I'm online so I created jgronline.com.  The site used to be hosted on my cable connection but then I switched to a hosting company.  <BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||06-10-2002||10:48 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||"What's weird is that there are 4 GVR4's where I live, a place called Denton."<P>It seems like the Dallas area has more than its share of GVR-4's! I flew there 3 years ago to buy #1886.<BR>Once in a while I bump into a guy with a white '92 here in Jupiter, but his is bone stock. He's a driving instructor for a race team called Red Beard Motors.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>||66.156.213.165||reg||1
Z||000008||eVRythng_4||06-13-2002||01:48 AM||||Over here in the Palm Bay,Melbourne Fl. area I have personally seen 5 GVR4s...4 whites and 1 green. Just up the road in the Orlando area i've seen 2 white ones and i know that there are at least 3 more in the same area that i've checked on that were for sale.||24.165.244.132||reg||1
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A||N||3||mitsu13ishi||Any tips for BISS?||||6||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||06-06-2002||09:26 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||okay guys, idle running low. went to home depot, got that .17 cent o-ring, and about to put it in and screw the screw in right.. any tips, so i don't f- up?<P>Derek<P>||152.163.213.58||reg||6
Z||000001||VR4GAZM||06-07-2002||12:00 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||I think im going to be doing the same thing as you and replacing the o-ring.  My idle is at like 1100 right now, and any lower the car almost stalls out.<P>One thing tho, and some guy was telling me that when u adjust the biss, u also adjust the a/f mixture as well? because, my spark plugs where soaked with fuel and i could see my pistons thru the sp holes and could see like fuel sitting on the pistons.  So, i think my adjustment of the biss was messing up my mixture.<P>MIke<BR>||209.156.76.14||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||06-07-2002||09:30 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||there is VERY LITTLE reason to adjust biss.  and, you should be sure to read the vfaq on this, as you must ground the a couple of terminals so the ecu doesnt kill itself trying to override your adjustments.  once BASE idle is set, the ecu controls idle.  it does have a slight effect on mixture, but only at idle and very low rpms.  pistons wet with fuel is not your biss.<P>also, since it is the same terminals for timing, you should check your timing at the same time.||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||06-07-2002||05:51 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||there is a sensor that you need to ground out in order to set the base timing.  it is the same as the eclipse, but not in the same location.||138.23.82.235||reg||1
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A||||2||1quickvr4||check it out||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||06-07-2002||01:51 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com|| <A HREF="http://www2p.biglobe.ne.jp/~inucchi/GALANT/meeting/2001.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www2p.biglobe.ne.jp/~inucchi/GALANT/meeting/2001.html</A> <P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||06-07-2002||06:09 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||awesome link.  thanks alot.  that gives me an idea.  hmmm.  fake my death, collect insurance money, move to japan, buy fat ass galant, live happily ever after.||138.23.82.235||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||06-07-2002||10:30 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Thanks, I try. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Zach||209.246.130.34||reg||1
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A||||4||ken inn||http://www.aftermarket.org/Government/Federal_Issues/hr2735.htm||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||06-07-2002||12:18 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||     this is a bill in congress right now.  we all need to write our congressman, and make sure it is passed.  of course, if you like taking your car ONLY to the dealer, you need not participate.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.aftermarket.org/Government/Federal_Issues/hr2735.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.aftermarket.org/Government/Federal_Issues/hr2735.htm</A> <BR><p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 06-07-2002).]||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||06-07-2002||05:54 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||Hell with them, we never brought our car to the dealer to fix, never ever ever!||63.204.72.119||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||06-07-2002||08:22 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yep I'm with you guys, just started stocking up on ammo and food........||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||06-07-2002||11:36 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Most of these dealers wouldn't know how to handle a problem with our cars anyway.  They diagnose your car with the wrong thing to begin with & charge you for it, u take it back, they tell u it's the alarm that's causing your turbo not to spool up & shit like that.  Oh, they charge u for that too & what do u get, u get to go home without the problem being resolved anyway & spent your hard earned cash on top of it.  I for one refuse to take my car to the dealer.  I'd rather park it until I can figure out what;s wrong or until one of u guys can give me some advice or a friend can help me fix it.  Screw the dealer.  Is anyone else with me.  Can I get a Amen!||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||06-08-2002||08:42 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||you guys are missing the point.  right now, bmw is the absolute WORST about releasing information necessary to repairing it's cars.  also, the equipment needed is proprietory, so most of the newer bmw's HAVE to be worked on at the dealer.  passage of this bill will make auto manufacturers release info necessary so independents and ourselves can work on our cars.  otherwise, you best make sure your galant runs forever, cause if you buy a new car soon, you may not be able to touch it, much less modify it.  right now, for example, there is NO WAY and afc will work on a bmw.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
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A||||5||Jose||For the guys in  New Zealand||||1||
Z||000000||Jose||06-07-2002||12:22 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I just got some JDM mirrors (the ones that fold in)off of EBAY, and I got them to work. I just cant figure out what the green & orange wire do. Do you guys in New Zealand have these mirrors? If so is it possible you can find out what they are for? Or get me the wire diagram for them? <BR>Jose............||152.163.195.197||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-07-2002||12:45 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I was wondering who got them, I was kinda thinking about the Signal Auto carbon mirrors.<P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000002||Jose||06-07-2002||01:37 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Im planning on putting the blinker lights from the Mercedes Benz mirrors on the JDM ones. As soon as I can figure out these wires.<BR>Jose........<P>||205.188.198.51||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||06-07-2002||10:32 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Thats not realley my style, But it sounds cool and I would like to see it. I was also think about the 90 to 93(?) Toyota Celica mirrors that kinda look like M3s.<BR>Zach<BR>||209.246.130.34||reg||1
Z||000004||NZGZR4||06-08-2002||12:09 AM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz||If you have them all working the I have no idea what the extra wires might be, (you do have them folding in and out electrically, don't you?)<BR>I guess it is posible that they are heated.<BR>It's not that cold here that I'd ever find out if they where.<P>Cam<BR>||210.54.12.81||reg||1
Z||000005||Jose||06-08-2002||12:43 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||The mirror has 7 wires, blue, white & yellow are for ajusting the mirror, red & brown is for the mirror to fold in and out. Then I have orange & green left. <P>||205.188.193.33||reg||5
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A||||3||VR4GAZM||How much oil?||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||06-08-2002||12:57 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||How much oil do u guyz usually have in your car?  Mine is a little more than a quarter inch after the second notch on my dipstick.<P>Is that too much? <P>Mike||209.156.76.54||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||06-08-2002||01:13 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Just a hair too much, it should be level with the second notch.||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||06-08-2002||01:15 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Oh and it won't hurt it so no worries...||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000003||VR4GAZM||06-08-2002||01:33 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Okay, I wasnt sure if it was too much or not.<BR>Thanks<BR>MIke<BR>||209.156.76.54||reg||1
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A||||5||MX4||Weird VR4 Question||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||06-08-2002||11:40 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Hey Guys,<BR>Im wondering how the hell do you get the air vents out to next to the drivers steering wheel? Id like to mount my boost guage inside one of them. I tried running a screwdriver around the outside but no success. I also removed the panelling below it, but still couldnt work out how to remove them. Surely someone here must have some experience with them!!<P>Thanks<P>Ryan||203.96.106.229||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-09-2002||12:53 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I have treid a ton on mine sevral diffrent times. But I am lazy.<P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||06-09-2002||02:07 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||They are screwed on from the back.||63.52.150.200||reg||1
Z||000003||MX4||06-09-2002||07:32 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<P>Thanks for the reply dude,<BR>so how bigger job to get the thing out? Full dash removal??<P>Ryan||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||06-09-2002||09:50 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Pretty much. Its not that hard to take out the dash. It took me about an hour, to take it out, gut everything & put it back on. If its your first time doing it. Its a pain in the a$$.||63.52.151.46||reg||1
Z||000005||MX4||06-09-2002||10:15 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Bugger that. Think Ill just look for antoher place to mount it||203.96.111.200||reg||1
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A||||0||blytz||Guage Holder changes||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||06-09-2002||05:50 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I like the new look MUCH more:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.miragetuner.com/gvr4/guages/" TARGET=_blank>www.miragetuner.com/gvr4/gauges/</A> <p>[This message has been edited by blytz (edited 06-09-2002).]||66.168.102.163||reg||1
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A||||3||uno||Battery relocation question...||||1||
Z||000000||uno||06-10-2002||05:57 PM||corona1977@juno.com||What size breaker (amps=40,60,10,120)should be enough for the battery relocation. Thanks.||216.187.162.4||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||06-10-2002||08:16 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I run an 80 and have never had any problems.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||199of2k||06-11-2002||03:41 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||I have a 100, no probs here||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||06-12-2002||09:23 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I think Mike Miller had a 75 amp circuit breaker and it tripped a couple of times on him when he had a hard time starting the car.  Something about a skipped timing belt and valves hitting the pistons makes a car hard to turn over.  Go figure.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
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A||N||1||mitsu13ishi||Galant question....||||8||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||06-10-2002||06:53 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||okay guys, this is an on-going problem, that i haven't been able to solve. my power windows! i'll try to explain best that i can...i'll start at the beginning... <P>1. about 6 months ago, my driver side window sometimes wouldn't go down.<BR>2. it would however go down with a swift pop with my fist in the door panel.<BR>3. so, i go to junk yard, and buy the power window switch... a $235 part, for $5.<BR>4. it works for awhile, but then the window acts up again. about 1 month later, i go back to the junk yard, and rip another one out.<BR>5. that lasted about 3 months i'd say...<BR>6. then this new switch just stopped working again, and i tried to plug the old one again, and well, accidently touched the door lights cords together and blew 3 fuses... <BR>7. i post a topic on here to install the motor, i get help, and i get the entire motor and everything, a $163 part for $40. <BR>8. its installed. works.<BR>9. 1 week after installation... i push the window down, don't work, no windows at all work!! <P>sorry for writing so much, but i just wanted to explain as best as possible. any ideas out their guys/gals? i think my only options will be to take it to a body shop locally, but, hopefully not the dreaded Mitsubishi dealer in town.<P>thanks, any input would be helpful!||152.163.197.78||reg||8
Z||000001||threestardiamond||06-11-2002||12:54 AM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com||Going through 2 switches in less than a year could be cause by a bad ground somewhere.<P>Hope that gives you some ideas.<P>||66.185.84.196||reg||1
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A||||4||998||Where to get replacement gas tank? Fuel cell?||||1||
Z||000000||998||06-11-2002||09:20 AM||||Any suggestions? Mine is pretty corroded, and I don't want to spend a ton of cash. The dealer wanted $850 just for the tank. Any ideas would be greatly appreciated.||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||06-11-2002||10:17 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Find a Junk yard that is parting a GVR4 or GSX. I would also find a rally shop that runs and or builds GVR4's and they may have a few around not needed anymore. I would sell you mine but I gave it to Nate last year. ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||998||06-13-2002||09:46 AM||||Cool thanks! I think I'll have trouble finding one in junk yard around here though, but it's worth a shot!||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||06-13-2002||10:47 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||here's another option.  you can try sealing inside the tank with epoxy.  look in hemmings motor news, where they have a lot of restoring stuff for antiques, and a couple of places sell a sealing epoxy for fuel tanks.  what you do, is remove the tank, and get it dipped at a radiator shop, or, what i did is pour into the tank a bunch of nuts and bolts, tape up all the openings, and then just shake the shit out of it, in all different positions.  this will bust loose most of the bad rust.  then, dump out all of the stuff, and slosh some solvent around it it, let it dry, then you pour in this epoxy, tape up the openings, and then tilt it all over the place, so the epoxy covers all inside the tank.  then, pour out what is left of the epoxy, and let it dry.  it worked very well for me, then the car got totalled.  the epoxy was 30 bucks.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||998||06-13-2002||11:03 AM||||That's a great idea, but my problem is that the cover that the fuel lines run to is the bad part. The metal line broke, so it was connected to the broken part by a fuel hose and two clamps, but now its leaking from the cover itself. I tried to seal it up with jb weld, epoxy, you name it, but the gas just slowly seeps around it. I was thinking of just gooping the living hell out of it and then checking to see if that holds but I don't know. ||198.185.18.207||reg||1
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A||||0||1101||Question for those in PA||||1||
Z||000000||1101||06-11-2002||03:52 PM||karns10@attbi.com||How hard are the chemicals and salt PA puts down in the winter on <BR>parts like a headlight assy. I have a price for some in a Scranton boneyard in <BR>PA but don't want them rusty or glass pitted. The yard claims they <BR>are in good shape but could not give me a mileage figure on the car, <BR>I am assumeing the car is high mileage.<P>Thanks,<P>Ward ||12.235.100.219||reg||1
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A||||3||kartorium31||venting to atmosphere?||||1||
Z||000000||kartorium31||06-11-2002||10:22 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Ok i looked around on this board about venting the bov to air but i couldn't really find some solid answers but came to the conclusion that it will mess up the idle at least.  So today after school i went and disconnected the line going back into the accordian tube to see what would happen.  The idle was pretty bad because i didn't plug the hole in the accordian tube, but once i plugged it the car idled fine.  Is this normal and can i do this without messing everything up?  It sounds way better between shifts.  Although If it is bad i don't want the little sound i would rather have a properly running car.||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||06-11-2002||11:27 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||It depends on the car. I have a turboxs type 34H bov that vents just fine but it is adjustable. Sometimes if I come off the throttle just right though, it will buck a little. For the most part I have no atmosphere venting issues. If you can live with a couple small driveability probs than it's no big deal, but for racing I suggest plumbing back into the intake like I do. It sounds pretty cool venting to atmosphere which is fine on the street imho.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>P.S. I have that testpipe if you want it. If you can't find me on IM than call me at: 509-728-2876<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 06-11-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||06-11-2002||11:40 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Sweet, yeah i figured there would be some problems but i wasn't seeing any in my car.  about the testpipe, i will give you a call if i can't get u on im.  my car is done being painted i finished the spoiler and grill today, although i still have to put the clear coat on the spoiler.  there are some issues with the clear on the rest of the car so i am gonna have to go over everything with some super fine sand paper and buff it out.  might have a detail or body shop do it though.  looks good overall with much room for fine tuning.  next on the list is wheels and getting my crapping oil leak that i can't find fixed.  oh by the way what did u use to block the bov return hole on the intake tube?<p>[This message has been edited by kartorium31 (edited 06-11-2002).]||12.18.161.236||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||06-11-2002||11:44 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||The cars I have had thus far; two Talons and one Galant, have had no problems with venting the stock BOV into the atmostphere. The only mods I had to the "air stuff" was a Hacked 1g MAS, and complete lose of vac lines. And two of the cars for a while had no fuel control at all (AFC or SDS,ect.) The dumping of the emissions, tubes, vac lines and all (non-street)  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> and hacking the MAS where always the first few steps when I started moddin'. Cheap easy ++++ free. But to get back to the point I din't have any problems with idle, well atleast any problems that I didn't know where they were coming from (bad BISS,cams,ect). I now have a RFL but have yet to hear it, %$#$^%%^ car is still being fixed at the hospital....||216.183.225.195||reg||1
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A||||6||suprflewus||leak under throttle body??||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||06-11-2002||11:46 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||hello.<BR>i am getting a MAJOR his coming from under my throttle body?<P>has anyone experienced this??  the noise seems to be coming from where the t.b. mates with the intake manifold - its not leaking anywhere else along the tops or sides of the throttle body - why would it leak just under the t.b.??<P>its NOT leaking from the seals...<P>do y'all recommend using high temp rtv silicone along w/ the stock gasket??<P>thanks fellers,<BR>dale||64.12.103.159||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||06-12-2002||12:18 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I would try to find out what the problem was first before using the RVT, just incase a little gets into the air flow and into the  (sorry was reading another post and put injectors)engine. Try to replace the gasket. If ALL else fails try a high temp. gasket sealer, but I think the gasket would be cheaper and would be safer/easier to do? Just my $0.00002<p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 06-12-2002).]||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000002||MrEd||06-12-2002||08:57 AM||res122@psu.edu||Have you ever removed your ISC?  The first time I pressure tested, I had a huge leak like you describe.  I had never removed the ISC myself, but apparently the former owner did, because the O-ring gasket was missing.  Replacing with the Mitsu part cured the leak.<P>-Ed<BR>GVR4 #963/2000||128.118.220.55||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||06-12-2002||09:15 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Throttle body shaft leaks in this car.  Here is how you can fix it: <A HREF="http://www.ca.dsm.org/faq/tb-shaftseals.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ca.dsm.org/faq/tb-shaftseals.html</A> <BR>and <A HREF="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tbor.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.plymouthlaser.com/tbor.htm</A> <P><BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||06-12-2002||12:12 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>I would try to find out what the problem was first before using the RVT, just incase a little gets into the air flow and into the eingine I don't think the injectors would like that. Try to replace the gasket. If ALL else fails try a high temp. gasket sealer, but I think the gasket would be cheaper and would be safer/easier to do? Just my $0.00002</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I am not sure how the RTV could ever effect the injectors but a new gasket on both sides of the TB with a thin coat of RTV will assure a good seal. Also make sure you put the gaskets in the right way (it is pretty easy to get them upside down).<P>Does the noise get worse (louder) when you apply side to side pressure on the TB shaft? <P>Replace the shaft seal using the links Jon presesnted and you will have addressed all the possible leaks.<P>Good luck<P>||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000005||suprflewus||06-12-2002||11:56 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||thanks for the replies....<P>i replaced the throttle body seals...they are not the cause of the leak....the noise is localized under the throttle body.......there is an indentation next to one of the rubber caps where the t.b. coolant lines enter.......i can feel vacuum at idle right where the indentation is.....<P>i will check the isc........i did have that out recently.....<P>i may have put the factory gaskets in the wrong way.......does the raised green part face the manifold or the throttle body?<P>thanks<BR>dale||152.163.207.202||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||06-13-2002||11:02 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i bet you cocked the o ring for the isc.  when you take it off, you should see a rather stout o ring, and if it aint there, that's your problem.  sometimes, when you remove the isc, the o ring falls to the ground, or inside the engine bay, and you gotta look real hard for it, and it usually falls someplace you cant see, so you move the car, and still cant find it, even tho you used your best cuss words, then you go to the dealer to get it, except you get there too late, and they are closed, and when they open on monday, cause they are closed sunday, and they dont stock it, so they have to order it, except you missed the cutoff, so you have to wait another day...anyhow, check and see if the o ring is gone or crimped.  ||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000725.cgi
A||||21||Garfield Wright||pic of ducktape water cooler set up||||1||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||06-11-2002||11:57 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Hey Rob, I finally got the pix up that u sent me.  The water cooler & rear door decal.  <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm</A> ||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||06-12-2002||12:04 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Sweet thanks!! Yea the other "box" is my friend's (Jason from this board, help me out man explain your project!) it is made from from using two stock vr-4 front mount IC's. He caged it in stainless and is running the same IC pump as I am, with rear mounted resivior. So no matter what it should flow atleast 800cfm's and oh yea it has about 8inches on each side for IC piping to the turbo and the TB. I think he has about maybe just over $100 into it.. He has a temp gauge so he'll have to post some results. Now that's Team Ducktape at it's best!!!||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||06-12-2002||02:09 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Geez, I'd thought of making the stock cooler into a water to air jobbie too.  I'd be keen to know how it goes.||165.228.131.11||reg||1
Z||000003||CKA||06-12-2002||02:41 AM||cka@globaldialog.com||Your help is here...  Hello all, this is Jason, I've been watching the boards for a while now and this is my first post.  I bought 980/1000 this spring when my Olds lost a tranny (how unfortunate for me, now I'm a VR4 owner).  Anyways, as Rob has said I've embarked on a journey to build a air to liquid intercooler (due to downtime for replacement of a head (always buy mitsu belts, lesson learned).  The reason being is that my VR4 ought to have a better IC and I don't have the funds to give it one, so I'm taking the bite out of the price by fabbing one myself.  Seeing that I posted some replies to someone's thread at dsmtalk and explained the whole thing in detail, here�s a link to it (page 7) <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=30866&pagenumber=7" TARGET=_blank>www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=30866&pagenumber=7</A>  , I'm posting under the name 980VR41k.<P>In short, and as the picture above shows, I�ve boxed two stock VR4 ICs in a stainless steel cage, welding the whole thing together with stainless steel weld (including two liquid fittings per side) and sealing over the weld with JB weld (long story).  I�m wrapping the IC with Thermo-Tec�s cool-it mat for insulation and condensation prevention.  For the heat exchanger (last item I need to buy yet) I�m leaning toward using two of Summit�s tranny coolers, 8 feet of heat exchanger (two foot long loops each) and it will replace the stock IC space. The liquid system is being powered via a sureflow 4 gallon per minute pump and is being delivered with ½� heater hose.  The reservoir and pump is trunk mounted as Rob had said.  <P>Also in the plans are the building of the box of knock be gone.  I�m going to take a normal beer/beverage cooler and drill two holes on the top right and left sides.  Next a 15-20 foot length of coiled copper tubing will be placed inside and the ends inserted through the two drilled holes.  Hose fitting will then be braised/soldered onto the copper tube�s ends and the cooler holes sealed.  The hose in the back of the trunk that will be heading towards the IC will have a quick detachable fitting so as to be able to break the line and insert the cooler inline with the incoming cool liquid.  When heading for a night on the strip or street or dirt roads just throw the cooler in the trunk, head to the nearest gas station, fill the cooler with ice and presto, you should have incoming IC liquid in the 40-50 F range.  When the ice has melted, just head to another near by gas station, dump the water and refill with ice.<P>The only down fall I can see with this system is adding even more weight to the VR4s.  Other than that it should provide with very satisfactory air intake charge temps and quite a few more green backs in my wallet.  It did cost a bit more than what Rob had though, it�s around $350-$400 for everything, but most likely could be less if you found material laying around.  I�ll report more info when it�s up and running (about one or two weeks).<P>Jason<BR>||66.84.245.203||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||06-12-2002||10:05 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i think the problem here is not really the intercooler, but the restrictive small piping.  once you go to more boost, the piping cant handle it.  i think that most of the power increase coming from fmic and piping is really the effect of larger i.d. piping.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||06-12-2002||12:59 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Isn't the pressure drop across 2 stock IC's going to horrible?  The stock IC doesn't just do a bad job of heat exchanging, it's also a flow impediment.||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000006||Doug Thomas||06-12-2002||01:13 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>i think the problem here is not really the intercooler, but the restrictive small piping.  once you go to more boost, the piping cant handle it.  i think that most of the power increase coming from fmic and piping is really the effect of larger i.d. piping.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You keep mentioning that the piping is more of a restriction than intercooler. Are you referring to the stock piping or after market piping? What size piping are you talking about? Are you basing this on dyno, track time or seat of the pants? <P>I�m not trying to be a wise ass. Just curious to know where you get this information from.<P>I know of cars with FMIC and air to water intercoolers that have run at track (drag racing) and the air to water car was not any faster than the FMIC car. I have examples if you like.<P>Doug<BR>||12.10.219.27||reg||1
Z||000007||CKA||06-12-2002||02:40 PM||cka@globaldialog.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B>i think the problem here is not really the intercooler, but the restrictive small piping.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR> I do see this as being true, but up to a point.  For reading peoples responses after they upgraded their upper and lower IC piping, quite a bit of performance is added to their cars by allowing the IC to breath.  But there will be a point when the efficiency of the stock IC is reached, maybe on a 14b most likely on a big 16g and above (why would there be larger FMIC for sale if this were not the case).  When I started this project I was primarily targeting reducing the cost factor verses how efficient the whole system was, if efficiency was the target I would have bought two Spearco cores.  Next I wanted this IC to match my future turbo plans (when I have the cash), so running two in parallel was the choice.  Yes I am expecting to see a bit more lag on the ported 14b that I have, but the reduced IC plumbing should help that a bit, as well as jumping up to a bigger turbo that can pressurize the system faster by spitting a larger volume of air in a given amount of time.<P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B> I know of cars with FMIC and air to water intercoolers that have run at track (drag racing) and the air to water car was not any faster than the FMIC car.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The objective wasn�t aimed directly at creating a �faster� car, that�s the secondary goal.  The primary goal is to create a intercooler that will be dumping colder than air to air intercoolers can, consistently, past the TB.  Lower intake charge temps (primary goal) = lower knock = increased timing for a longer duration = more HP (the secondary goal).  If I gain colder than most big front mount setups, I will have achieved more than I could have by spending more money on a large FMIC setup, that�s how I�m viewing this.  Only time and a intake temp gauge will tell. Next project will be a water/alc injection setup, Ken�s results are sounding quite promising.<P>Jason<P><p>[This message has been edited by CKA (edited 06-12-2002).]||66.84.245.238||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||06-12-2002||02:50 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||ok, this is what i did.  recently, i installed a set of rre pipes, and a starion intercooler.  and while the starion intercooler aint very good, it is a hell of a lot better than the stocker.  what did i notice?  lots more power  beginning at much lower rpm.  lets say, i was getting 100 ft/lbs at 4k, now its like at 2500.  but, i dont think there is a big increase in power, it is just there a lot sooner.  so yeah, the intercooler is doing a better job than the stocker, but the real gain is because of the greatly increased flow.  i bet that if this fmic was installed on a stock car, it would also feel like a big hp increase, but it is more the pipe size than the increased cooling.  <P>     i'm not saying air to water is superior to air to air, i'm saying pipes bigger than stock are badly needed in our cars, ESPECIALLY if you are boosting more than stock.  AND, that with the bigger pipes, it FEELS like a whole bunch more power, but in my case, i think the same amount of power is there, just a whole lot sooner.  so, ON A STREET CAR, a lot more torque, and much more "driveability".  at wot, i dont think there is much of an increase.  now, if i upgrade, bigger injectors, and increase boost, then wot will be more.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000009||Doug Thomas||06-12-2002||02:59 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||[QUOTE]Originally posted by CKA:<BR>[B]  The objective wasn�t aimed directly at creating a �faster� car, that�s the secondary goal.  The primary goal is to create a intercooler that will be dumping colder than air to air intercoolers can, consistently, past the TB.  Lower intake charge temps (primary goal) = lower knock = increased timing for a longer duration = more HP (the secondary goal).  If I gain colder than most big front mount setups, I will have achieved more than I could have by spending more money on a large FMIC setup, that�s how I�m viewing this.  Only time and a intake temp gauge will tell. Next project will be a water/alc injection setup, Ken�s results are sounding quite promising.<P>Jason<P>Only asked because I've mainly seen air to water IC on race cars and very few street cars. How much boost are you running? I would think that the air to water would involve more parts, but I'm not excatly sure though. Good luck<P><BR>||12.10.219.27||reg||1
Z||000010||Doug Thomas||06-12-2002||03:28 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>ok, this is what i did.  recently, i installed a set of rre pipes, and a starion intercooler.  and while the starion intercooler aint very good, it is a hell of a lot better than the stocker.  what did i notice?  lots more power  beginning at much lower rpm.  lets say, i was getting 100 ft/lbs at 4k, now its like at 2500.  but, i dont think there is a big increase in power, it is just there a lot sooner.  so yeah, the intercooler is doing a better job than the stocker, but the real gain is because of the greatly increased flow.  i bet that if this fmic was installed on a stock car, it would also feel like a big hp increase, but it is more the pipe size than the increased cooling.  <P>     i'm not saying air to water is superior to air to air, i'm saying pipes bigger than stock are badly needed in our cars, ESPECIALLY if you are boosting more than stock.  AND, that with the bigger pipes, it FEELS like a whole bunch more power, but in my case, i think the same amount of power is there, just a whole lot sooner.  so, ON A STREET CAR, a lot more torque, and much more "driveability".  at wot, i dont think there is much of an increase.  now, if i upgrade, bigger injectors, and increase boost, then wot will be more.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I wonder if there would be similar seat of the pants feel with IC pipes and a stock IC? Any reason for shouting STREET CAR? I would think it would benefit both street/strip cars. How much boost are you talking about running?<P>||12.10.219.28||reg||1
Z||000011||CKA||06-12-2002||03:35 PM||cka@globaldialog.com||I hear ya Ken, I'm anxious to see what the results will be with this setup.  I defiantly should feel a lot more down low like you were saying, I�m plumbing the IC with 2.5� pipe.  Similar to what I felt when I opened up my exhaust with a custom 3� setup.  I also don�t want to give the idea that I�m out to shoot down air to air intercoolers, by no means, they work just fine.  But to try and match or even one leg up them with the budget I have, the air to liquid setup seems a good option.  I was also wanting to see if the box of knock be gone would be practical, if so it could dramatically drop the intake temps and aid the future H20/acl injection with a little effort (having to seek a supply of ice).  <P>Also, yes Doug there are a bit more parts involved, but mainly for the liquid part of the system, the IC and IC piping is more or less the same as a FMIC, just positioned in different parts.  I�ll most likely boost around 17 or so, I�ll try and find a number the maximize performance (need to get a datalogger yet).  The Cyclones and Typhoons came with air to liquid ICs if I�m thinking correctly.  I�m assuming it would be easier to sell air to air�s because all you need is plumbing, verses selling air to liquids and selling the liquid system kit in addition.  Spearco sells them, that�s all I know of at the moment, and you have to supply the liquid system your self.<P>Jason<BR>||66.84.245.238||reg||1
Z||000012||Team Ducktape||06-12-2002||04:04 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||So Captin Kick Ass  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> when is this thing going to be done? Hasn't your car been down for like three weeks??? WTF you just lazy or somethin'??? hahahaha jackass....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000013||ken inn||06-12-2002||05:20 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the problem with the stock intercooler is the inlet/outlet is just too small.  i think even 10 lbs boost is too much for such a dinky pipe and intercooler.  ||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000014||Team Ducktape||06-12-2002||06:23 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||That's why he used two IC's??. But I don't know, when I had the t3/t4, I was running 20psi or so and it worked. Granted I didn't care about that engine. And I didn't have the clutch in so I couldn't really get on it anyways. HAhaha yep and BTW don't use stock injectors and fuel pump when you're running a t3/t4 and cams. Yea it lasted a while because I didn't get on it, but one night I was playing with a friend from work, put it this way when I passed him I lost my engine (two pistons the vlaves). But like the DSM motto goes, "oh well I'll just fix it with something better"..... Well not actually I had the set of J@E's from Tim at AMS just waiting in a box. The last Talon I had, had the rinky side mount and the guy before me just welded/brazed new inlets and outlets on it. Granted the core is only so big, but still it helped. Plus the system CKA is using will be running about 18-20psi (I think) so if your math is indeed correct his setup should be ALMOST perfect with using two IC's. If I remember the piping he is using is 2.5inch once the two join. But just the same the numbers will be here soon?, either way it was a neat idea and project...||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000015||CKA||06-13-2002||01:26 AM||cka@globaldialog.com||Just wanted to add, Capt.KickAss is my online gaming handle.  Started during the Quake 1 era and have been using it ever since.  Damn them online 1st person shooters are addicting, can wait for Doom 3... and a real connection (dial-up sucks(I get 24K max)).||66.84.245.110||reg||1
Z||000016||Team Ducktape||06-13-2002||09:35 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Anyone have a place to post a quick pic of what one of the pistons looked like?||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000017||Garfield Wright||06-13-2002||11:47 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Send it to me duck tape.  I'll put it on my page.  garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000018||Team Ducktape||06-14-2002||01:12 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Will do thanks!||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000019||CKA||06-14-2002||01:31 AM||cka@globaldialog.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>So Captin Kick Ass   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> when is this thing going to be done? Hasn't your car been down for like three weeks??? WTF you just lazy or somethin'??? hahahaha jackass....</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You know best not to go there, seeing that your VR4 has been down since... have to think for a bit... ahh, December.  Hey, at least your paint won't get any sun fade from the coating of dust stuck to it, heh.<P>Jason||66.84.245.122||reg||1
Z||000020||Team Ducktape||06-14-2002||04:26 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||2 shay!||24.196.87.195||reg||10
Z||000021||evol||06-16-2002||12:48 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||i think i have all you guys beat. my gvr4 has been down since october.||172.151.231.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001734.cgi
A||||77||jonvr4||the wheels?||||4||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||03-17-2003||06:54 PM||jonvigil81@hotmail.com||which wheels look the best on the GALANT VR4? ive been lookin in to getting some wheels for my green beast.<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||4||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||03-17-2003||07:23 PM||||Whoa.....that's a very opinionated(is that a word?) question. You're gonna get a lot of varied answers on that one. Here's mine..18" Centerline RPM's. I love the way they look....<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/500/6219wheels.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||number3||03-17-2003||07:31 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=166" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=166&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I like mine best   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   of course.  Simple and effective. But it is all a matter of opinion.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||03-17-2003||07:52 PM||||i know just seenin whats out there.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||Jose||03-17-2003||08:06 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/500/2246Front3-thumb.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/500/2246Front3-thumb.JPG</a><br />Here mine<br />Jose....||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000005||Jose||03-17-2003||08:07 PM||||How do you guys put pics here?<br />Jose....||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||03-17-2003||08:15 PM||||Edit your post and put [img] in front of your pic addy and [/img] after it.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||VR4coop||03-17-2003||08:36 PM||||hey, turbowop. what tires size and suspesion setup do u have?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000008||Jose||03-17-2003||09:43 PM||||<img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/500/2246Front3-thumb.JPG" alt=" - " />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000009||Jose||03-17-2003||09:44 PM||||<img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/500/2246Front3-med.JPG" alt=" - " />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000010||Jose||03-17-2003||09:46 PM||||Now I got it. Thanks Mark(Turbowop).<br />Jose...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||03-17-2003||10:03 PM||||are those racing harts? c5's i was thinking...<br /><br />they look really nice||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000012||Jose||03-17-2003||11:28 PM||||Yes they are 18inch Racing Hart C5's, with 225/40/18 Falken's.<br />Jose..||205.188.209.7||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||03-18-2003||12:17 AM||||i think Mark just slapped on the Tein coilovers...if I remember correctly there was a thread on it||65.227.204.92||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||Nate||03-18-2003||12:33 AM||||Quit beating around the bush, you guys.  You all know that the TE37s look best on a Galant. ;-)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000015||hibrn8||03-18-2003||12:49 AM||||you know what im not gonna lie to any of you.<br /><br />Mark's car looks awesome. Those rims are the shit. Suuuuuppper lightweight. My buddy has a set of gunmetal 17s I may pick up. Then Harrry's ride. Theres nothing else to say but flawless. The look great with the black paint. Nates car looks dope as hell. Im partial to bronze and it makes the car stand out with the maroon color. <br /><br />For me, weight is a major issue. I run the stock gray wheels on my 92'. However I plan to pick up a set of 17" rota attacks in bronze because they are simple, 16lbs and i love the color. <br /><br />Rims really make the car stand out. if you realy want to keep it looking like a sleeper go with a simpler style. But the rims that every has chosen for thier cars really makes them different and i have yet to see a pic of anyones car on this board that i didnt like. from what ive seen everyone has good taste.||65.227.204.92||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000016||Pappy||03-18-2003||01:31 AM||||In my opinion Volk TE-37s look the best on galants.  Too bad they're so expensive.<br /><br />If he doesn't mind, I'll put up a couple pics of Nate's car.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.agpturbo.com/nate5.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.agpturbo.com/nate4.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000017||Nate||03-18-2003||11:02 AM||||I don't mind one bit. :-)  Had I known where those pics were when I saw the topic ~1am this morning, I would have posted them too. :-)  Thanks.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000018||number3||03-18-2003||11:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> Quit beating around the bush, you guys.  You all know that the TE37s look best on a Galant. ;-) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They do???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||number3||03-18-2003||11:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> you know what im not gonna lie to any of you.<br /><br />Mark's car looks awesome. Those rims are the shit. Suuuuuppper lightweight. My buddy has a set of gunmetal 17s I may pick up. Then Harrry's ride. Theres nothing else to say but flawless. The look great with the black paint. Nates car looks dope as hell. Im partial to bronze and it makes the car stand out with the maroon color. <br /><br />For me, weight is a major issue. I run the stock gray wheels on my 92'. However I plan to pick up a set of 17" rota attacks in bronze because they are simple, 16lbs and i love the color. <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">First off thank you for the kind words...<br /><br />My wheels are 17" polished SSR and weigh 16 lbs. Very good for a strong 17" wheel, I think. Weight was a major reason for the decision.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||jonvr4||03-18-2003||11:54 AM||||pappy where did you find thoes volks? and how much were they?||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000021||number3||03-18-2003||12:00 PM||||You really need to ask Nate that question. It is his car. <br /><br />I know the story behind them but I am sure I will fuck it up so I won't say anything more.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||91 #680||03-18-2003||12:24 PM||||yes, those volks on Nates car look purty....what size Nate?  they look like 16's.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000023||dsmsleeper||03-18-2003||02:38 PM||||Here's my car with 17x7 Enkei's:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/joe_side.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Here's my car with 18x8 Team Dynamics:<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/782/782sd.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />They match the paint almost perfectly.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000024||Nate||03-18-2003||03:20 PM||||I got them from Bozz Performance about three years ago.  They're 16x8s.  If I were to buy them again, I'd get the rears with a different offset, since I have to use spacers at the moment for the rim to clear the rear control arms.  Oops.<br /><br />You guys should have seen the car a few months ago when it had the 15" Konig GTRs from the Mirage on it.  Seexxxxxxxxxxx-yyyyyy.  The Volks are about to come off again, temporarily, for some tire swappage.  Yokohahas don't do well at the strip.  :-(||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000025||howard_GVR4||03-18-2003||03:28 PM||||Here are a couple pics of my wheels, 17 x 7 Konig Villains (stickers removed, of course).  These are the poor man's tribute to Harry's wheels.  :-)<br /><br />  <img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0006/vr4_side.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0006/vr4_back.jpg" alt=" - " />||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000026||mixx2001||03-18-2003||04:05 PM||||<img src="http://store6.yimg.com/I/machvw_1733_20497219" alt=" - " /><br /><br />17 x 8 Pannasports (17lbs ea.) w/235/40/17||65.165.18.81||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000027||jonvr4||03-18-2003||06:16 PM||||so far i like all the wheels. Nice job guys on picking your wheels  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||14||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000028||number3||03-18-2003||06:50 PM||||Removed image to help the memebers with slower connections.<br /><br /><br />Click the link below to see more...<br /><br />|<br />|<br />v<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||turbowop||03-18-2003||08:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> hey, turbowop. what tires size and suspesion setup do u have? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The tires in that pic are crap ass Toyo FZ4's in the 225/35/18 sizing. My new Parada spec 2's will be here this week and will go on this weekend. I got 225/40/18's this time around for a bit more sidewall. The car has Tein HA's on it. I ordered a sticker of the little Tein shock absorber with eyeballs and arms and legs and put it on the back window. Too bad it didn't show up in the pic. It looks cute  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br />On a different note....I love those damn Racing Hart C5's. If they weren't much heavier than the Centerlines I would have gotten them instead. But I'm still happy with the look of the RPM's.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000030||DookGVR4||03-18-2003||10:30 PM||||I am trying to decide between these two wheels...<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.tirerack.com/images/wheels/asa/swap/asa_ka3_ci3_l.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />And....<br /><br />    <img src="http://discounttiredirect.com/product/wheels/tswsti.hs.large.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000031||Garfield Wright||03-18-2003||11:45 PM||||Here's mine [img] <br /> <img src="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/images/events/moroso121502/galant_vr4/front.gif" alt=" - " />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000032||Numberless||03-19-2003||09:39 AM||||Of the two, I would say go with this one:<br /><br />  <img src="http://discounttiredirect.com/product/wheels/tswsti.hs.large.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />It's a simpler, sportier wheel in my opinion.<br /><br />I love the TE37s and those Panasports....the galant looks so good with a nice, simple, yet "chunky" kind of tough looking wheel.  Got all that"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Jon<br /><br /><br /><b>PS...has anybody weighed the stock wheels?  Dang I pulled them off for the first time last night and they are just super light!  (had to replace the lower control arm and spindle....thats what you get when you slam into a curb in the snow.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  )</b>||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000033||Numberless||03-19-2003||09:41 AM||||PS, yes, I just said Dang||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000034||GVR-4||03-19-2003||10:40 AM||||I didn't want to make this thread any more sluggish, so check these out if you have the time.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />dp<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=50" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=50</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=55" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=55</a>||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000035||hibrn8||03-19-2003||11:12 AM||||yeah i asked that the ohter day bc i relaized the same thing how light the stockers are. they said between 14-15 lbs. not bad.||67.200.121.201||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000036||jonvr4||03-19-2003||11:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong> Here's mine [img] <br />  <img src="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/images/events/moroso121502/galant_vr4/front.gif" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what kind are theis?||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000037||jonvr4||03-19-2003||12:00 PM||||these wheels are pretty dope                      <img src="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2406982588&category=38662" alt=" - " />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000038||jonvr4||03-19-2003||12:04 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2406982588&category=38662" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2406982588&category=38662</a>||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000039||ron||03-20-2003||02:06 AM||||I would like to get these old skool wheels...<br /> <a href="http://www.hartwheels.co.jp/cat_racinghart_cpr/racinghart_cpr_index.htm" target="_blank">Racing Hart CPR</a>||152.163.188.200||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000040||BluFalcon||03-20-2003||02:19 PM||||Here's my car with my wheels: 16X7 Rota Slipstreams.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=188" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Koni Yellows and Whiteline springs  A little too low for my tastes..plus the exhaust kept scraping<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=189" alt=" - " /><br /><br />AGX's and Stock Springs<br /><br />I really like the way the Slipstreams look, but I'd rather have Howard's Villians....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000041||mixx2001||03-20-2003||02:51 PM||||Real sweet man.  I always thought that blk wheels on a dark colored car was mean as shit.||65.165.18.58||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000043||Louters91GVR4||03-20-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://store6.yimg.com/I/machvw_1733_20497219" alt=" - " /><br /><br />17 x 8 Pannasports (17lbs ea.) w/235/40/17 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Those look sick!!! I want them.<br /><br />Tom||65.24.254.99||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000044||meshwork||03-20-2003||10:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<br /><strong> Those look sick!!! I want them.<br /><br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My thoughts exactly. <br /><br />I am looking for any white 17*8 wheel but for now I'm gonna go with the stock uber-sleeper look.||68.162.69.144||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000045||Garfield Wright||03-20-2003||10:49 PM||||I don't recall the brand name of my wheels.  Bought them from a friend that sold his galant.  They are the ones I bent recently.  Will be picking them up tomorrow.  Rolling on stockers right now.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000046||Numberless||03-21-2003||11:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BluFalcon:<br /><strong> Here's my car with my wheels: 16X7 Rota Slipstreams.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=188" alt=" - " /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I love it!!!!!!!!!!!!!  Awesome!<br /><br />What color are they?  Black, gunmetal?<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000047||mixx2001||03-21-2003||12:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Those look sick!!! I want them.<br /><br />Tom </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks, but unfortunatly they do look sick up close.  When Dan at Mach V owned the car I'm sure they looked great, but after the Dumb-fuck rich brat that I bought the car from was done with them, they had changed quite a bit.  Nothing a trip to the body shop wont cure.||65.165.18.250||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000048||Numberless||03-21-2003||12:47 PM||||I've had a hard time finding an online store that sells the panasports....and ideas?||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000049||Louters91GVR4||03-21-2003||01:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Those look sick!!! I want them.<br /><br />Tom </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks, but unfortunatly they do look sick up close.  When Dan at Mach V owned the car I'm sure they looked great, but after the Dumb-fuck rich brat that I bought the car from was done with them, they had changed quite a bit.  Nothing a trip to the body shop wont cure. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">where can i get them<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000050||mixx2001||03-21-2003||01:17 PM||||You know I'm not sure but if you call Dan @ Mach V I'm sure he'll remember.  His # is (703) 237-0900.||65.165.18.250||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000051||BluFalcon||03-21-2003||02:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Numberless:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BluFalcon:<br /><strong> Here's my car with my wheels: 16X7 Rota Slipstreams.<br /><br />   <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I love it!!!!!!!!!!!!!  Awesome!<br /><br />What color are they?  Black, gunmetal?<br /><br />Jon </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The color is "Steel Grey" as listed on the website I bought them off of.  My old roomate picked up a set of "Sub Zero's" in Gun Metal Grey and they were way too dark for my tastes.  The wheels look dark in the picture, but they're actually close to the grey found on the 93-94 Talon Tsi swirl rims.  <a href="http://www.machiii.net" target="_blank">http://www.machiii.net</a> has the Slipstreams for sale, $500 for the 16X7's shipped..I believe.  It's been about 6 months since I bought htem, so i dont know if that price is still in effect.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000052||Louters91GVR4||03-22-2003||10:23 PM||||Anyone ever roll 91 GVR4 wheels without the caps? How does that look?? Any pics??<br /><br />Tom||140.254.114.115||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000053||markrieb||03-23-2003||09:45 AM||||<a href="http://www.panasport.com/street.html" target="_blank">http://www.panasport.com/street.html</a><br /><br />They are in California.<br /><br />Mark||4.47.234.53||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000054||mixx2001||03-23-2003||10:49 PM||||This is a more recent pic.  The digital camera does a good job of hidding the hairline scratches in the wheels, plus I spent all day waxing them.<br /><br />  <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0QADjAloR5xFaZUrV6CZGUP4aRyTml6GydHrEMK5hKay2uh6QuynC9qc4KUfZPIlwv9gILE4I2qbbv9aKhzI1iDb*o!is*6FLqo7jAhxwsA8/JDVR4a.jpg?dc=4675414784299244413" alt=" - " />||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000055||gvr4in||03-23-2003||10:56 PM||||I noticed the bolt pattern for those slipstreams on machiii only comes in 5 lug, do they still work? Looking at the picture:  <img src="http://www.machiii.net/machiii/html/images/wheels/big_slipstream2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />It looks like 4 lug would work||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000056||gvr4in||03-23-2003||11:01 PM||||Ok, that was in the specials part of the site, If you just go into the normal 'wheels' section, there is 4 x 114.3 for the same price.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000057||joec||03-24-2003||10:18 AM||||Does anyone know if the 17 x 7.5 Rotas with the +45mm offset will fit a GVR4?||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000058||Vr4in'||03-24-2003||05:17 PM||||I like those Racinghart's,i think they look bad.And where can i find some TEIN COILOVERS?||68.41.97.219||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000059||Jose||03-24-2003||08:14 PM||||Does any one here know what the offset of a 3000GT VR4 is?<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000060||silly4turbo||03-24-2003||11:42 PM||||16's<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=202&width=400" alt=" - " />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000061||bob dole||03-24-2003||11:46 PM||||34 High||205.188.209.7||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000062||markrieb||03-25-2003||03:21 PM||||The stock 6" wide rims are 46mm of offset.<br /><br />A 7.5" rim needs more like 35-40mm of offset.<br /><br />I've posted a file to the files section of the gvr4list on yahoogroups that lists all of the appropriate tire sizes for the GVR-4, all of the known to fit combinations and some other general tire and wheel info.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000063||Duc Hunter||03-26-2003||01:05 PM||||<img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/13706075/medium.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000064||uno||03-26-2003||02:56 PM||||Hey Mark, maybe you could post the same chart to this site sometime. Thanks, Micah.||216.187.161.26||reg||1||uno||00000228||yes
Z||000065||a_santos||03-26-2003||02:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/13706075/medium.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DucHunter,<br /><br />Are you sure those RKs are only 7" wide? I thought they were 8" wide. It is not recommended you put a 235 wide tire on a 7" wide wheel. Those look absolutely sweet by the way, too bad they are so expensive.||198.111.38.164||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000066||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||04:01 PM||||In general, most passenger car rims are approx. 85% of the width of the tire.  You can go down as low as 70%, but below that is really not recommended.  You can also go as high as 90%, but some get away with 95%, but also not recommended.  Generally I shoot for 75-80%...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000067||305VR4||03-26-2003||04:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> yeah i asked that the ohter day bc i relaized the same thing how light the stockers are. they said between 14-15 lbs. not bad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">According to wheelweights.net, the '91 stock wheels are 17 lbs, and '92 are 16 lbs.  Here's my car:<br />17 inch Motegi MR7, 25 lbs each. OUCH!  Much faster with stockers!<br /><a href="http://www.gvr4.com/images/Galant%20Front.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.gvr4.com/images/Galant%20Front.jpg</a><br />Also with 17 inch Team Dynamic Motorsports back in the day:<br /><a href="http://www.gvr4.com/images/chrisklarzuk.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.gvr4.com/images/chrisklarzuk.jpg</a>||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000068||blacksheep||03-27-2003||03:16 PM||||Interesting choice of wing...do you have pics from the rear with that type-rish spoiler?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000069||305VR4||03-27-2003||04:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Interesting choice of wing...do you have pics from the rear with that type-rish spoiler? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a genuine Evo II spoiler, the led plug on the wing plugged right in, all the bolts even lined up!  I don't think I have pics of the back.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000070||theymightbegalants||03-27-2003||05:24 PM||||Yes, pretty hot wing.  Sportier than stock, yet looks like it could be stock.  Haha, "type r-ish" lol.  Shoulda figured KC'd pipe up on that one! j/k, we love ya KC.<br /><br />ps- where did you source that wing, and for how much?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000071||blacksheep||03-27-2003||07:33 PM||||Jon<br /><br />In my defense, I wasnt poking fun - it looked kinda like a type-r spoiler from the angle. <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br />I had an aftermarket WRX wing sourced last week. Sadly, it was only 42 inches from end to end our trunk lid is about 51 inches end to end. It would look kinda weird, I think.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000072||markrieb||03-29-2003||07:20 PM||||Took a few pictures of my car today at a local historical site called the Teapot Dome Gas Station.  An old 50's relic from when they would build unusual gas stations to entice people to stop by<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=214" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=214&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The wheels are Jon Roberts' old wheels, 16x7.5, 37mm offset Allesio Carrera's with Kuhmo 712's in 225/45/16<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=215" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=215&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I took these on the way back from Renegade Raceway in Yakima.  The first time this car has ever been to the drag strip.  Don't ask how I did, because I pretty much sucked....  I have to get some logging time in.  And some driving time...  I only got two runs in today before I had to leave.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=216" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=216&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Images were taken with a Nikon CoolPix 995 and edited in PaintShop Pro<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.234.53||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000073||7541000||03-29-2003||09:00 PM||||i like the idea of having a differant offset on the rears...<br /><br />cop cars use 16's so thats my best bet... i like to keep things fair  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />otherwise the stockers are hard to beat.||12.94.165.230||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000074||Hertz||03-31-2003||02:19 PM||||Nice to see that my "click to enlarge" works.  (Click on Mark's pics to get a boost)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.36.191.136||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000075||Bean||04-01-2003||10:04 AM||||Nate,<br />    Who's the tubby little guy sporting the wife beater in the backround of the pic of your car??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.162.7.36||reg||1||Bean||00000928||yes
Z||000076||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||06:12 PM||||i think those racinghart cp8's would look raw on our cars.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000077||Duc Hunter||04-11-2003||01:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you sure those RKs are only 7" wide? I thought they were 8" wide. It is not recommended you put a 235 wide tire on a 7" wide wheel. Those look absolutely sweet by the way, too bad they are so expensive. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">According to the info I have seen the 4 lug RK's are 7" wide and the 5 lugs are 8" wide. I know you are not supose to put 235 on a 7 but they fit, the tire it wearing normally and there is not too much sidewall stick out ( <a href="http://www.pbase.com/mrcjb60290" target="_blank">Pictures</a> ).<br /><br />They are not cheap but every time I have bought other wheels for other cars I always saw cars with BBS's and wanted them. So now I have them and pine no more!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.104.76.130||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000078||305VR4||04-11-2003||07:06 PM||||I think Rota has the best overall deals, cheap prices, look good, lots of colors, and most importantly, LIGHTWEIGHT.  I plan on getting some 16x7s this summer.||12.211.202.100||reg||14||305VR4||00001096||yes



ubb/Forum3/000726.cgi
A||||5||Ash||RX7 injectors||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||06-12-2002||07:40 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Has anyone on here used any turbo rotor injectors in their VR4?  I've been told that Series 4 turbo 550's will fall straight in & even have the right impedance.  What about Series 5 or old 12A turbo injectors?<BR>Any ideas?  ||203.21.226.7||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||06-12-2002||09:17 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I used a set of 550s from an RX7 a long time ago.  I bought them from someone that told me they would work.  They did perfectly.  They had white tops on them.  I've heard that the black top ones don't work.   I have no idea what year RX7 mine came from.  I run RC injectors now though.<BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||06-12-2002||10:19 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||A local guy here runs/ran rx7 550's.  He ran the wrong impedance ones and modified his resistor pack.  I think he just removed it.  They worked fine.  ||157.254.234.50||reg||1
Z||000003||mdpvr4||06-12-2002||12:11 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i have been told that the 85-87 rx-7 injectors will work... thats just what i have been told. i prefer to use the good ol' nippondenso supra tt injectors i know those work awesome||12.65.145.22||reg||1
Z||000004||blytz||06-12-2002||07:36 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I know someone who just ordered some 1987 RX7 injectors to use... they were like 600cc (i think) for $215 shipped... brand new.||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||06-12-2002||10:02 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I might be able to pick a set up for next to nothing, I knew to check the resistance but was unsure of whether they were direct fit or not.  I'll get 'em cleaned first of course.||165.228.131.11||reg||6




ubb/Forum3/000727.cgi
A||||23||beavis||green or orange?||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||06-12-2002||04:07 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||green most of the time, but the orange is a nice change.||138.23.82.53||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||06-12-2002||05:01 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yep me 2! I got sick of the orange in my Talon, the green was/is nice.||216.183.225.195||reg||14
Z||000002||blytz||06-12-2002||07:33 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||green here too! They say the orange is easier on the eyes, but I don't think so...||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000003||dank||06-12-2002||08:40 PM||accordpage@email.com||green most of the time, orange when i feel a little spicy||204.26.91.182||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||06-12-2002||08:44 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Green 99% of the time and orange sometimes. It looks crazy with my autometer a/f, HKS turbo timer blinking red/blue and the afc doing its thing.<BR>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||06-12-2002||08:59 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I would have to say green.  I only change it to impress my friends.  Well...I guess it kind of wears off after the first time <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||63.231.77.20||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||06-12-2002||09:58 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Another difference between the US and Aussie markets, ours can't switch colours so I'm stuck on green, which I quite like anyway. <P>(thats our spelling of colour too)||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000007||Garfield Wright||06-13-2002||12:56 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Green.  I'm actually thinking of changing the orange bulb or bulb cover to the new passat blue color.  Does anyone know where I  can get them. ||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000008||Jose||06-13-2002||09:05 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have taken out the bulbs with the green covers and replaced them with hyper white bulbs. Now it matches my Blitz boost controller.||205.188.197.36||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||06-13-2002||10:49 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||how about black light?  then, when you are coming up on someone in the night, they will see a big SEG on your face.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000010||mdpvr4||06-13-2002||12:13 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||green is the best i tell my friends that green if for race mode and orange is for economy... try it some time its fun to f&*$ with them||68.102.228.167||reg||1
Z||000011||DarkDevilMMM||06-13-2002||01:43 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||sorry, totally different from anyone here, I have ALL RED!!! I changed all the bulbs in the cluster to red, including the ones in the climate control, and all my autometer guages are running red bulbs, kind of looks like I am driving an evolutions/BMW, go figure...||63.204.74.30||reg||1
Z||000012||Pappy||06-13-2002||09:24 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I always go green.  The orange just looks horrible in my opinion.  I do switch it to impress people too, ROFL.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000013||Garfield Wright||06-14-2002||12:00 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||mdpvr4, that's cruel man.  I'm pretty sure they believe u too.  Afterall, it sounds logical.  With all the techno goodies packed in these cars, it's not hard to pass off some stuff that might be true.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000014||turbogalant||06-14-2002||12:21 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||hey DarkDevilMMM where did you find red 74 bulbs I  have been looking for them except in blue but even red would be a nice change currently running clear / darker green and light green (could not find colored 74 bulbs)<BR>||209.24.168.28||reg||5
Z||000015||Pappy||06-14-2002||01:57 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B>hey DarkDevilMMM where did you find red 74 bulbs I  have been looking for them except in blue but even red would be a nice change currently running clear / darker green and light green (could not find colored 74 bulbs)</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I think he got LEDs.  There are online stores where you can order a bunch of them.  You can get em at radioshack, but they don't stock enough.  74 blue LEDs is gonna cost you a pretty penny.  They're like 3-4 bucks a pop if I remember right.  Maybe they came down in price, I'm not sure.  Red and green LEDs are the cheapest.<BR>||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000016||DarkDevilMMM||06-14-2002||12:36 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||hehe, the LEDs are nice, but I don't have time to play with those things, actually I am just too lazy... I just do the very very simple way, just take out the the rubber cover, and paint the thing red with some nice marker, I thought if this doesn't work out, I will go for the LEDs, but turns out nice enough, but one bad thing is, don't know why the color kind of fades after couple months, then once in a while, take it back out and repaint them, that's all, happy happy...||63.204.74.30||reg||1
Z||000017||evol||06-14-2002||08:36 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||you guys realize that green matches with basically every autometer and vdo gauge---anything with one of those nifty green bulb covers. yeah the green-orange switch is pimpin fo sho dirty. Also, doesn everyone else have a green light in their glove compartment, too? i do. ||24.207.250.27||reg||1
Z||000018||DeanCouchey||06-15-2002||03:42 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||TurboGalant... your in Danbury! I am in Poughkeepsie like an hour away! Come and see me soon I leave in July so maybe we can meet up some time!||205.232.152.2||reg||1
Z||000019||Pego Mack||06-19-2002||06:04 PM||pegom@snet.net||Green is easier on the eyes.||204.60.211.39||reg||6
Z||000020||199of2k||06-19-2002||11:50 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Green, but I was once trying to think of a way to have the color automatically switch at a specific rpm....... ||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000021||Pappy||06-20-2002||01:58 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 199of2k:<BR><B>Green, but I was once trying to think of a way to have the color automatically switch at a specific rpm....... </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>It's definately possible, but I'd have to research how the wiring is and various other things.  Some other people might know how to do it off the top of their head.<BR>||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000022||Jose||06-20-2002||10:04 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Use a MSD rpm switch, get the chip for the rpm you want it to change at then tap into the color change switch on the back of the cluster. <P><BR>||205.188.200.156||reg||1
Z||000023||mdpvr4||06-21-2002||02:27 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||that would be sweet. it would be a new kind of shiftlight. you could make a lot of money selling that kind of stuff to those stupid rice boys with their cool(gay) neon lights they have mounted every where.||12.65.162.5||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000728.cgi
A||||1||georgeno1||retarding timing problem ||||5||
Z||000000||georgeno1||06-13-2002||04:48 AM||georgeno1@hotmail.com||having a problem were the timing is retarding its self.<BR>1 fuel/air mix is ok at all rpm's<BR>2 knock sensor hade been changed<BR>3 ECU hase been changed ||210.50.135.92||reg||5
Z||000001||mdpvr4||06-13-2002||12:16 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||what are your mods... do you have an afc ect...||68.102.228.167||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000729.cgi
A||||6||mikey||how to replace front rotor?||||9||
Z||000000||mikey||06-13-2002||09:40 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Hi,<BR>I tried to replace the front rotors last night but no luck.  I wonder if I'm doing this right.  I thought it would be simple right?  But I can't get the damn thing off.<P>After raising the car and removing the wheel, I took off the caliper and brake pads, then the caliper support.  Shouldn't I be able to just pull the rotors off?  It said in the manual (90-93 Eclipse) that there may be two screws holding the rotor to hub but I didn't see any on mine.  So I tried to pull the rotor off but no luck.  Even tried banging on it too.  Any suggestions?||141.233.158.65||reg||9
Z||000001||keydiver||06-13-2002||10:03 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If its been awhile since they were off last time, you'll find that they're probably rusted on there pretty good. If you look at the rotor, between the studs, you'll see 2 tapped holes for I believe a #8 bolt. As you turn the bolts into the holes, it will help push the rotor off the spindle. Good luck, and once you get it off, wire brush everything good so it won't be as hard next time.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.209.50||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||06-13-2002||10:09 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Don't be scared to take a big hammer and knock the living shit out of the rotor.  It took a lot of work to get my stock rotors off of my car.  You'll need new ones after that of course.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||mikey||06-13-2002||10:17 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||That's what I thought, the rotors are rusted on there pretty good.  I tried banging it too but I didn't want to break anything else.  I also tried the screw method but it only messed up the thread.  The rotor is on there pretty tight.  I guess I'll try to bang them some more tonight.  Thanks for your help!||141.233.158.65||reg||1
Z||000004||mitsuvr4||06-13-2002||10:33 AM||||Instead of using the thread on the car get a nut to put between the support and the disk.  I used this method on my last brake job and it worked great.  Screw it out a bit, then rotate the disk to the other side and repeat as needed.<P>Good luck, those disks really do get rusty (especially up here in MN).<P>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.244.141||reg||1
Z||000005||smokindav||06-14-2002||08:58 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||You can also try a wheel puller or go rent a torch and heat it up, then bang on it.<P>later,<BR>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000006||Dan D||06-14-2002||10:35 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Old Front rotors require one BFH!!  Just don't bang on them at 10:30 at night.  The neighbors won't care for you.  <P>It they didn't come off, get a bigger BFH <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||157.254.234.50||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000730.cgi
A||||0||Yao||Water Inj.||||1||
Z||000000||Yao||06-13-2002||11:33 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Thought some of you may be interested.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gnttype.org/techarea/fuelsystem/alkyrecipe.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gnttype.org/techarea/fuelsystem/alkyrecipe.html</A> ||207.13.174.102||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000731.cgi
A||||12||ken inn||spearco||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||06-14-2002||10:00 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||one of my accounts who is a spearco distributor, says turbonetics just bought spearco, and all of his prices have gone way up.  he is looking for another source.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000001||galantvr4us||06-14-2002||10:06 AM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Our company deals with intercoolers.  Check out our website.  If there is certain size intercoolers he sells and he wants some pricing tell him to fill out our request for quote on our website...to be honest our pricing is cheaper then spearco to begin with.<P>This goes for anybody if you are interested in a big intercooler for your galant or any other sized intercooler I haven't found anybody yet that sells them cheaper and with as good quality.<P>Katie||65.65.199.113||reg||1
Z||000002||galantvr4us||06-14-2002||10:08 AM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||I guess it would be nice to include our web address   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P><A HREF="http://www.fluidcontrol.net" TARGET=_blank>www.fluidcontrol.net</A> <P><p>[This message has been edited by galantvr4us (edited 06-14-2002).]||65.65.199.113||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||06-14-2002||01:57 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I like that intercooler and pipes you have on your GVR4.  Are you selling that as a kit?  Is is a Griffin core?||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||06-14-2002||04:45 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Nice site Katie!!!||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||06-14-2002||07:53 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Oh and about the spearco thing, just like Walter Solcheck would say: <BR>-"Fu$king Nazi's... nothing changes"<P> So I guess all the big boys are going to get into one big monopoly and run up all the prices for things for our cars. Then when Japan and the rest of the pokemon come we're dead my friends!! Look at how they got us addicted to these cars! They have already got some of us, to the rest of you sell me your vr-4's before it's too late and save yourselves!!!!!!!!!!||216.183.225.195||reg||4
Z||000006||number3||06-15-2002||01:30 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||I have a question Katie. You are using the Wiggins clamps (I still would love to see one up close) on your IC system. I doesn't they have any give. Did you take in account for engine movement? <P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||06-15-2002||09:56 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||that should read...<P>It doesn't appear to have...||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||06-17-2002||01:32 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||argh... the <A HREF="http://www.fluidcontrol.net" TARGET=_blank>www.fluidcontrol.net</A>  site doesn't work!<P>   -howard||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||06-17-2002||11:21 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Works for me. Try again.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||galantvr4us||06-18-2002||09:55 AM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||They have 4 degrees of flexiblitiy so they will move with engine movement and a burst rate of 350 psi.  <P>We don't have any kits for cars we just sell the intercoolers.  I could probably have more pics this weekend as the project might actually be started up and finished this weekend.  The pipes are now powercoated black and the fuel lines are all redone with the wiggins quick disconnect clamps.  We also cleaned out the engine bay and made it look a lot better.<P>I just have come across a problem with the lower radiator hose and the filter I put on the car...it doesn't work-so more fabrication will have to come into play.<P>Katie||65.65.199.113||reg||1
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||06-18-2002||01:36 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Finally got the web site to work...for whatever reason our work server has fluidcontrol.net blocked.  Anonymously browsed to it...<P>I like the wiggins clamps, about how much do those suckers cost?  <P>Katie, is that a 216 core?  Like this one: <A HREF="http://www.indyracecores.com/2-216.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.indyracecores.com/2-216.html</A> <P>    -howard||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000012||galantvr4us||06-18-2002||05:31 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Our intercoolers are custom made from the united kingdom so I don't think its a specific core...<P>Katie||65.65.199.113||reg||1
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A||||5||mikey||Anyone install the Ingalls?||||1||
Z||000000||mikey||06-14-2002||10:01 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Has anyone install the Ingalls rear control arms (camber kit)?  I'm trying to but the inner bolt is rusted, seized and I'm trying to get a new one since I'll have to saw it off.  I tried calling a few places but they have no idea what bolt I'm talking about.  Does anyone else know what I'm talking about and what part number it is?<P>On the manual it says "upper control arm installation bolt".  I called a few places and they said, there's no control arm in the rear?!?||141.233.158.65||reg||1
Z||000001||mdpvr4||06-14-2002||01:49 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i know what you are talking about. we had the same problem. and if my memory is correct i think you will also need new bushings for the kit too depending where you live i got mine at checker kragen schuks. thats probably not enough help||68.102.228.167||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||06-14-2002||04:38 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Remeber the control arms on stock Galants aren't adjustable like yours. Yours are aftermarket adjustables. Also double check the numbers and fitting riquirements, those are for a Talon right?, just make sure they will work. If you want just bring it down, we can heat it up and hack it off. We then can replace it with some stainless 3/4inch bolts or what ever size you need. Get other the "boost" problem fixed? I will be here this weekend, give me a call. Or get a calipers and measure the bolt, goto the nearest ACE and find out if they have a "hardened" bolt that is the same size, take the control arm with you for the thread pitch if needed. Then take the bolts and control arms to a compentent suspension shop and have them install them. Also make sure you get a 4 wheel alignment when your done. ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||06-14-2002||04:41 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Or just stop by Mike. I'll be here all weekend. Getting thearpy, I mean working on car....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||mikey||06-14-2002||05:22 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Rob, yes I will stop by this weekend.  I got these from Mofugas.com so hopefully the guy there knows his stuff - so it should fit.  It looks like it will fit too.<P>About the boost thingy.  I put the BOV line into the manifold and the MBC line to the turbo elbow and wastegate.  Turned up the boost and tested it.  It boosted to 15psi fine but the power went down (seat of the pants feel).  Well, you can double check the lines when I come down there.  Yes, I'm going to turn boost down.  Thanks!||141.233.158.65||reg||1
Z||000005||turbowop||06-15-2002||04:10 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I have those control arms. They work great. Is the bolt you're talking about the one that goes through the stock adjuster cam? Shouldn't matter what bolt you use if you have to cut the old one off so long as its comparable in size.<P>Mark<BR>1051||152.163.213.76||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000733.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||i want the wagon||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||06-14-2002||10:40 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <A HREF="http://www.news24.com/News24/Wheels24/News/0,3999,2-15-47_1198518,00.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.news24.com/News24/Wheels24/News/0,3999,2-15-47_1198518,00.html</A> <BR>||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000001||lazer4ever||06-14-2002||11:07 AM||lazer4ever@aol.com||Ok then, I guess I'll take the sedan  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>Cool, very cool.  Too bad you'll have to give your left nut to own one, heheh<BR>||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000002||RayH||06-14-2002||01:42 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||I still remember when the fastest sedan was the Lotus Carlton.  Too bad it wasn't AWD.||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000003||mdpvr4||06-14-2002||01:45 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i dunno ken i think i still would rather have the gvr4 grocrey getter. but it is nice though.||68.102.228.167||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000734.cgi
A||||4||Russ Keenan||VR4 ? SCC Ultimate street car challenge||||1||
Z||000000||Russ Keenan||06-14-2002||03:38 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Enough of this. What could be more of an ultimate street car than a mid 11 sec full street attire VR4. Ok thats my new goal. Next year were throwing down.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.164.43.10||reg||1
Z||000001||kartorium31||06-15-2002||04:07 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I was thinking the same thing.  number3 should be in those pages, i was sad that there wasn't a vr4 in the USCC.||12.18.161.236||reg||10
Z||000002||mitsu13ishi||06-15-2002||08:24 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||seriously guys, i bet they will put it up on as one of the candiates for the ultimate street car, but it won't be picked to be tested. most likely because of the new lancer evo coming over next year. which would be awesome, that car is gonna be so great! i can't wait. i don't get the idea for that magazine. Sport COMPACT Car, yet they ran ferrari's and vipers in that test last year? oh and one last thing, i already said in another thread about galant mentioned in this months issue, but if ya'll got this months, read the TECHNICAL ISSUE part, where some idiot wants his new Sentra to beat his buddies MX-6. hahaha, they chop it down to bits, no doors, no roof, everything is gone! lol, check it out.<P>Derek||64.12.107.164||reg||7
Z||000003||GVR4458||06-16-2002||10:52 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Yeah!  I was thinking the same thing as well.  What gives?  Harry?  Hello?!?! Ultimate street car?!  Nate?!?! Okay, Nate's already said he's really busy, but someone has gotta enter.  There are at elast a half dozen built and show quality VR4's out there.<P>Here's my contribution:  here's the "reason to be in the USCC":  "FOUR Doors, FOUR Wheel Drive, over FOUR Hundred Horsepower."<P>My car doesn't cut it, but I'm all about encouragement (and not the financial kind).<BR>EH||64.81.229.179||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||06-18-2002||10:11 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I am working out a few kinks and learning the road race circuit and its in and outs this year. I am having fun. It is alot different from the drag racing scene. <P>Not to mention I didn't know of the contest until the issue came out last month. Plus I am sure the winners need to find a way to get the car and themselves to CA and I don't get that much vacation time.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Thanks for the vote of confidence however.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000735.cgi
A||||2||suprflewus||pusher or puller....whats the difference???||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||06-14-2002||05:55 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||is there any performance difference between a pusher radiator fan and a puller radiator fan???  Most cars seem to have puller fans like ours....just wondering if there was a reason.....<P>thanks<BR>dale||205.188.193.34||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||06-14-2002||06:28 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||HUGE difference.  sucking air thru the core is like 6 times more effective at removing heat than blowing it thru.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||06-15-2002||01:33 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||AC condensor is in the way.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000736.cgi
A||||2||suprflewus||hubcentric or lugcentric||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||06-14-2002||05:58 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i hear these termas alot but i am not actually sure what they mean......is this a car-specific or wheel-specific issue?<P>trying to figure out if i need hubcentric spacers for my wheels...<BR>thanks<BR>dale||205.188.193.34||reg||1
Z||000001||lazer4ever||06-14-2002||06:05 PM||lazer4ever@aol.com||Hubcentric=  wheel is centered by the hub to the mounting surface.<BR>Lugcentric=  wheel is centered by the studs/lugsto the mounting surface.<BR>All Mitsu's are hubcentric.  Most vehicles, import & domestic, since the early 90's have gone to hubcentric.<BR>Josh<BR>||208.252.159.170||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||06-14-2002||06:25 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i think it also means strange habits by older people.||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000737.cgi
A||||4||suprflewus||beavisish/ducktapish query||||5||
Z||000000||suprflewus||06-14-2002||06:08 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||so....<BR>do Lexus IS-300/Altezza owners yearn to put normal, non-chromed housed, non-tri-clustered taillights from say, an Accord on their load??<P>just curious,<BR>dale<BR>(may puke if i see another set of ricetezzas)||205.188.193.34||reg||5
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||06-14-2002||11:46 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||If you have the $ laying around for a Lexus you probalbly don't care what they look like. In that case it's the name, oh and they do happen to be nice cars. My friend's brother has one, when it's running you can barely notice. But people who think they have to have one usually have problems, I heard it's from water on the brain? This causes their vision to be blured; thus we see rice tail-lights they see objects they cannot live without. Kind of sad if you think about it.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||06-15-2002||12:19 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Thats funny you mention the Altezza and the lexus,dont forget the new Altimas! Some freinds and I have had the same discussion.  We all agreed we'd want to put standard lights in them if we owned one... I think APC could stay in business from selling the taillights and LED washer nozzles on their own! *gag*||129.71.115.76||reg||1
Z||000003||evol||06-16-2002||12:47 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||hahaha you should see all the cavaqueers around here with big apc stickers on them lol. <P>apc is evil. those bastards must die.||172.151.231.95||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||06-16-2002||11:54 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Most "smart" IS 300 owners put on the non chrome housings.<P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000738.cgi
A||N||2||mitsu13ishi||Galant in NEW SCC||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||06-15-2002||03:11 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||okay guys, pick up the new Sport Compact Car, it has a yellow skyline on the front. and read the article about L.A. street racing, and as the author is telling his story, he says that a Galant was out there racing........||64.12.107.153||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||06-15-2002||03:27 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I just read it.  That integra didn't learn his lesson and got doubly spanked by DSMs.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000002||evol||06-16-2002||12:44 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||damkn i havent gotten my new scc yet. i have the one with the evo/sti test still. maybe monday ill get it.||172.151.231.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000739.cgi
A||||4||blytz||Oil Cooler problem!||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||06-15-2002||08:30 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I pulled the galant in the garage last night (have been parking in the driveway), and noticed when I pulled it out, there is a fairly large amount of oil on the floor. <P>I started feeling around, and the oilcooler  (I assume that's what it is, the part the filter screws into and the turbo feed line runs off of) is loose, I can move it back and worth about half an inch. I start pulling on the oil feed line, and it's REALLY loose, but I notice there is a clear liquid running down it. Oil is leaking around the mouth of rubber hose, and this clear sweet smelling liquid (very similar to anti-freeze, except 100% clear) is running down this tube... <P>ANY ideas? Is the filter assembly supposed to move?||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||06-15-2002||10:07 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||okay, I got it, the oil coolant line was leaking, got that fixed, and tightened the oil filter houaing down. Should be okay now. I didn't realize that coolant ran through there, I thought that was the turbo feed line.||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||06-16-2002||12:24 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Caution!!!!Do not over tighten that nut or you can crush the cooler and coolant will get into the oil etc.<P>Alot of us converted over to the 90 style oil filter housing and oil cooler because of this nut loosening problem.  As a added precaution for those that run the 91 and up style housing you should safty wire the filter to keep it from backing off again.<P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||06-16-2002||10:47 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||another way to safely do it, is to remove the large hollow bolt, and get a washer of the CORRECT size(a crush washer works very well for this) to support the center of the sandwich cooler.  i had already done the 90 conversion, but howard used a copper crush washer from a bag  i had lying around, he said it was perfect.  this will prevent the center from collapsing if you overtorque it.  once you find the correct washer, i would red loctite it.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||blytz||06-16-2002||11:40 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||hum... Thanks for the insight guys! I'll look into that!<P>Do the 90 style oil filers replace the sandwich cooler? Is it possible to get a universal Mitsu Sandwich cooler to replace the OEM one?||66.168.102.163||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000740.cgi
A||||2||Alex||Galant Vr4 For Sale||||6||
Z||000000||Alex||06-16-2002||12:48 PM||||<BR>I was wondering if anyone has had a chance to check out the highly modefied 1991 galant VR4 for sale on Ebay? I am looking to buy a VR4 and was wondering if anyone could give me some input on this car and or how much i should expect to pay for it? also the guy selling it has e mailed me alot of pictures and everything looks neat and professionlly built. please advise<P>Thanks<BR>Alex||68.38.22.163||reg||6
Z||000001||ken inn||06-16-2002||05:55 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||well, it gets my vote for vr4 of the month.  heck, of the year.  to duplicate the stuff on that car would be 20 grand, easy.  i know one thing.  if i bought that car, i sure would pull out the seats and carpets and see what i could find.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||Pego Mack||06-19-2002||06:11 PM||pegom@snet.net||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Alex:<BR><B><BR>I was wondering if anyone has had a chance to check out the highly modefied 1991 galant VR4 for sale on Ebay? I am looking to buy a VR4 and was wondering if anyone could give me some input on this car and or how much i should expect to pay for it? also the guy selling it has e mailed me alot of pictures and everything looks neat and professionlly built. please advise<P>Thanks<BR>Alex</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Hi Alex<BR>I don't know where you live but I'm trying to sell a stock 1992 #132/1000 VR4.  I'm asking 5k.  The car has a newly rebuilt engine and looks good. Look at my ad. Car lives in Connecticut<BR>Pego<P><p>[This message has been edited by Pego Mack (edited 06-19-2002).]||204.60.211.39||reg||7




ubb/Forum3/000741.cgi
A||N||7||mitsu13ishi||The Ugliest Galants in the World||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||06-17-2002||10:14 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||well guys, here is my tribute to the loyal Wal-Mart Automobile department shoppers, the guys that "think" their car is fast, and have no idea where their dipstick is located. You know these cars, and see them all around. They are marked by big $5 exhaust tips, dark "do it yourself" window tint, miscolored spoilers, loads of stickers, and of course the $99.95 chrome wheels. <P>Here is my first entry.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>UGLY #1<BR> <A HREF="http://www.clan-cck.com/foreigner/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.clan-cck.com/foreigner/</A> <P>I found this guy on <A HREF="http://www.thegalantcenter.com," TARGET=_blank>www.thegalantcenter.com,</A>  posting crap after crap of his "cool" car, so I emailed him to vent my thoughts upon him. hahaha. I just wanted to give him some congrads on his very nice fog lights. lol.<P>any other ugly galants guys?<P><BR>||205.188.200.46||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||06-17-2002||02:12 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||mine for the time being.  Mangled front bumper, faint scratches on the paint everywhere, 3 out of the 4 calipers are yellow(previous owner) and some fading around the window trim.  But the calipers and window trim should be taken care of this coming weekend.  And by the end of the summer I should have a nice paint job.||140.247.202.24||reg||1
Z||000002||BluFalcon||06-17-2002||02:57 PM||muttski@gte.net||Looks like a Eagle 2000GTX he tried to rebadge as a Mitsu.  Look at the grill and see what I maen, that definitley looks like an the old Eagle badge, was taken off and replaced with Mitsu stickers.  Yeesh, also his mod list and technical info wasn't linked.  Nice pics of the ladies though.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||4.40.163.242||reg||1
Z||000003||markrieb||06-17-2002||03:42 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Somebody ought to let Rob at Mofugas know that the guy with that page stole one of the Mofugas logos (top left cartoon of a GVR-4).<P>Mark Rieb||208.8.135.6||reg||1
Z||000004||mitsu13ishi||06-17-2002||06:02 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||you guys seen any other stupid looking galants?<P>or if you guys got pics of yours how do we post 'em if we don't have a site?||64.12.107.173||reg||12
Z||000005||number3||06-17-2002||11:18 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||This says it all...<BR> <A HREF="http://www.clan-cck.com/foreigner/technical.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.clan-cck.com/foreigner/technical.htm</A> ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||Ian M||06-17-2002||11:30 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> LOL<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 06-17-2002).]||129.71.114.2||reg||1
Z||000007||threestardiamond||06-21-2002||12:30 AM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com||His car is alright, id take off that chrome shit he has on the wheel well, and the grill...<P>I want those quad lights that the blue VR4 (?) has :d.||66.185.84.196||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001735.cgi
A||||1||broke down||diagnostic code retrieval for subaru||||11||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||03-17-2003||09:27 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Anyone on here know how to retrieve check engine codes for a subaru 2.5 rs A/T from '99.  Car is obd-II? any help appreciated.  Thanks||68.51.68.201||reg||11||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||Bobalouy||03-18-2003||10:41 PM||||Well this is my First post here, I joined because im interested in VR4's but I happen to own a 99rs.<br /><br />Im pritty sure the car is obdII so you could use a scanner.<br /><br />your best bet would be to ask around on<br /><a href="http://www.rs25.com" target="_blank">www.rs25.com</a> or<br /><a href="http://www.nasioc.com" target="_blank">www.nasioc.com</a>||65.33.178.38||reg||1||Bobalouy||00001156||yes



ubb/Forum3/000742.cgi
A||N||2||mitsu13ishi||MUST HAVES!||||3||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||06-17-2002||06:43 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||hey guys, email this guy supershyguy_2000@yahoo.com and ask him for pictures of his JDM mitsubishi emblems.<P>he has <BR>(logo) Mitsubishi in chrome<BR>      Powered by:<BR>(logo)Mitsubishi<BR>      Motor Corporation<BR>and different colored diamond star emblems.<P>At good deals, like $25 plus shipping for an emblem which you can't get anywhere else, trust me i've looked.<P>Derek<BR>||64.12.103.37||reg||3
Z||000001||199of2k||06-17-2002||11:31 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||ebay||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000002||vr4king||06-18-2002||04:40 AM||vr4king@hotmail.com||A guy in New Zealand makes ones that read IT TH SHIT with a mitsi logo in front off it for about $25nz i think i have seen them and they look classic||203.109.133.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000743.cgi
A||||7||suprflewus||manny stud thread fix||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||06-17-2002||11:26 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i have 1 manny stud that pulled all of the threads out of the head...<BR>what are my options here?<P>what if i decide to do nothing until the head comes off next year......will  one manny stud with only about 6 ft/lbs of torque holding the nut on cause problems??<P>thanks<BR>dale||205.188.197.33||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||06-18-2002||05:44 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I have one stud totally missing - the one nearest the PS pump - and I don't notice any problems.  I have the same problem as you & plan to fix it eventually when I have to pull the head.  Its been like that for nearly a year on my car.||203.21.225.72||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||06-18-2002||09:14 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||     6 lbs torque wont hold it for long, especially with the heat cycles.  the one stud that is critical is the middle one, on the bottom row.  that one goes thru to the water jacket, and if you lose that one, you lose your coolant.  not sure about the upper ones, they may go thru to the inside of the head, in which case you will lose oil.  just bite the bullet, and install the stainless studs.  takes about a day.  i did this about 3 weeks ago, and while i had the studs for a long time, i kept putting it off because i just wasnt motivated.  i'd come out, look at it, and then put it off.  on another note, when i got my jdm motor, it had a 13b on it, and the stud nearest the water pump had come off, and i could clearly see where it had blowby, and a lot.  so, a stock motor with 13b and auto trans had a good amount of blowby.  what turbo and boost levels are you going to be running?||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000003||suprflewus||06-19-2002||07:14 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||hmmm....<BR>the stainless studs arent going to help me though since the stud size is the same right??  <BR>i will be running big turo and 22+ psi on race gas.....<BR>thanks<BR>dale||64.12.101.178||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||06-19-2002||09:19 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||you will have to helicoil or timesert it.  and that means taking off the intake, and probably the radiator too, to get at it.  i even went and bought a 90 deg drill, for like 175 bucks to get clearance.  if you are going to run that high a boost, i would make sure all the studs are there.  and also, do the 10mm ones on the end, too.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000005||KenGVR4||06-22-2002||03:09 PM||kman940@earthlink.net||I helicoiled a stripped exhaust manifold stud hole last weekend, and replaced all the studs with stainless ones.  You have to have a 90 degree drill to do this, lucky for me I found a brand new porter-cable at a pawnshop for 40 bucks.  Otherwise, I'd call the rental places and see if they have one for rent.  The top ones are easy to get to with the manifold removed, but the bottom ones will most likely require removing the turbo.||206.71.103.219||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||06-22-2002||10:42 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||dang!  i never thought about a pawn shop.  i need to go and look at some.  one can NEVER have too many tools.  <P>as far as stainless NOT helping, you are wrong.  the stock ones will eventually break, the stainless ones will last forever.  ESPECIALLY if you are running high boost.  positive seal, do it now, and forget about it.  dont do it, and you will wish you had.  if you had stainless in there, you would not be looking at a broke one now.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000007||91GVR4||08-13-2002||02:21 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Where can I get the stainless stud for exhaust manifold?<P>thanks!||24.56.134.194||reg||5




ubb/Forum3/000744.cgi
A||||10||mikey||look, mini-galants!||||1||
Z||000000||mikey||06-18-2002||10:47 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Nice toys  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jade.dti.ne.jp/~kan-/mr1.JPG"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jade.dti.ne.jp/~kan-/mr2.JPG"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jade.dti.ne.jp/~kan-/mr3.JPG"> ||141.233.158.65||reg||1
Z||000001||mitsuvr4||06-18-2002||10:51 AM||||Mikey, where did you find those?  I want the black one!!<P>Let me know, thanks,<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.244.141||reg||1
Z||000002||mikey||06-18-2002||10:57 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Sorry they are not mine  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  I just found them on a a japanese website <A HREF="http://www.jade.dti.ne.jp/~kan-/galant.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jade.dti.ne.jp/~kan-/galant.htm</A>  while looking through the galant vr4 web ring (all japanese).||141.233.158.65||reg||1
Z||000003||bomberbboy||06-18-2002||03:09 PM||bomberbboy28@yahoo.com||i want one of those!||64.167.150.117||reg||1
Z||000004||7541000||06-18-2002||04:56 PM||||i must say those are bad ass, nice find.<P>wish they had like a bov sound or a rev 1stgear launch:P<P>next time my dad goes to japan im goin with.||12.78.142.83||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||06-18-2002||10:00 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I have the rally "dressed" one. I bought it off e bay about 2 years ago.<P>I had it with me at last years shootout in the trunk of my car. <BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_trunk.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_trunk.jpg</A> <P>You can see the box it came in in the upper left.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||06-19-2002||10:02 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||If ya want something more realistic check out this one I found at Hobby Link Japan (www.hlj.com)...<P> <A HREF="http://www.hlj.com/cgi-local/hljpage.cgi?HSGCD1" TARGET=_blank>http://www.hlj.com/cgi-local/hljpage.cgi?HSGCD1</A> <P>I just ordered it a few days ago myself, but it says it's a limited production model so I'm not sure if I'll even get it or not.  I've ordered from them a number of times before so they're good to deal with too.  ||205.188.193.153||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||06-19-2002||10:56 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Have a few of them too. <P>You want to talk realistic the Rally models frpm them come with fabric they want you to cut into strips for the 5 point harness belts! <P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||turbowop||06-20-2002||07:25 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I have all of the rally models (unbuilt) and the one stock one that I finally built. I customized it of course.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.imagestation.com/mypictures/inbox/view.html?id=4255120963&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.imagestation.com%2Fpicture%2Fsraid23%2Fp1dbf4fb32a168a735ba4a0ee9cc7e3f8%2Ffd9ffe43.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.imagestation.com/mypictures/inbox/view.html?id=4255120963&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.imagestation.com%2Fpicture%2Fsraid23%2Fp1dbf4fb32a168a735ba4a0ee9cc7e3f8%2Ffd9ffe43.jpg</A>    <P>Mark<BR>1051<P>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 06-20-2002).]<P>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 06-21-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 06-21-2002).]||198.81.17.178||reg||1
Z||000009||4g63t||06-20-2002||11:18 PM||||Those look like those bit char g racers - mini rc cars the size of matchbox cars. If anyone figures out where to get those from, please post it here. Thanks!||65.129.89.89||reg||6
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||06-21-2002||07:34 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||4G63T, I have one of the Bit Char-G's.  I'm waiting now for a better controller & motor.  Go to <A HREF="http://www.hlj.com" TARGET=_blank>www.hlj.com</A>  & they have lots of them there & also other little r/c cars too. They're not all that cheap though.  <P>How do you post pics on here anyway??  I have a pic of mine, but can't figure out how to post one....||152.163.213.69||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000745.cgi
A||||0||ken inn||obd II fault codes||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||06-18-2002||01:24 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <A HREF="http://www.actron.com" TARGET=_blank>www.actron.com</A>   ||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000746.cgi
A||||1||blytz||Removing 4WS||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||06-19-2002||10:12 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Is there a howto out there somewhere? I've serached the archives, google, etc, and can't turn up anything!<P>Also, about how long does it take to do? Could I do it in a weekend?||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-19-2002||01:32 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||There are sevral ways to do it. You could block of the lines, put in a non power eclipse rack, or a power 2ws rack. I went with the non power rack.<P>Zach||65.56.120.17||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000747.cgi
A||N||1||Bowie||ac compressor||||5||
Z||000000||Bowie||06-20-2002||12:52 AM||bowerman@pcez.com||Has anyone every changed out an AC compressor<BR>in a '91 GVR4? Which way do I start...remove going dowm, up, to the side or start lifting the whole engine????? I may want to do my clutch soon can I get in easy if the tranny's out??? Any pointers....||216.239.167.54||reg||5
Z||000001||Yao||06-20-2002||03:04 PM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||You could remove AC compressor, but it would be very tight(space wise).  You might end up removing the intake manifold just to make things easier.  But on the other hand, removing intake manifold with the head in the car is pain too!  There are 4 bolts holding the AC compressor to the block, I believe they are either 12mm or 14mm.  If I remember correctly they are LONG, and might need a little wiggle to clear the Subframe.  I did the AC with heads off the car, so it wasn't bad at all.  But with everything attached and try to get the compressor is like pulling teeth, I could barely get my hands down to the AC let along unbolt it and take it out!  I purposely leave out 1 bolt on the AC that is pain in the ass to get to when I put the AC back on, because I know sometime, someday, somewhere I would be doing it again!  Oh, by the way, I think the Axle might be in the way too.||207.13.174.102||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000748.cgi
A||||4||4g63t||Pulling my hair out, please help!||||9||
Z||000000||4g63t||06-21-2002||12:44 AM||||Alright, yesterday morning I fill my tank w/ 93 and head to D.C. 20 mins in, I notice a strange(engine)vibration at about 3k in 5th. Soon, its vibrating anywhere under 3500 rpm in any gear. Feels and sounds EXACTLY like a misfire. Get back to Lancaster, throw in new wires, still missing(?). Ignition is great, spark at the coil, spark at the plug. Clogged fuel filter? Change the filter, nothing. Pull the plugs- 4,3, and 2 have white deposits, #1 is black/sooty. Bad plug? Change all the plugs, nothing. Dirty/clogged injector? Swap all the injectors with a set of spares I have. Nothing. Its idling @ 600 rpm, vacuum fluctuating @12in/hg. Sounds fine(and normal vac) during decel. Homemade boost controller set @14lbs, still boosting fine. After 4k in any gear it mostly smooths out, but under 3500 its barely drivable. Caps were done several months ago, and all emissions crap was removed(I know, shame on me). For the curious, I have a K&N, 3" cat-back, hollow cat (I know, shame on me again), RRE catchcan, SS clutch/turbo oil feed/brake lines, and a boost gauge in the dash.I don't have a datalogger and I'm scratching my head over what to do. Something is telling me that I got a tank full of really bad gas, has anyone had that happen before? If anyone has any ideas of what I should try next, I'm all ears. Thanks in advance for the help and sorry for the long post.   -Chris    ||65.129.89.89||reg||9
Z||000001||BossGVR4||06-21-2002||08:56 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Check your timing ..... <P>Check the knock sensor .......<P>Bascially you need to get the car on a datalogger so you can see/hear what the ECU is seeing at 3500RPM and below||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000002||mdpvr4||06-21-2002||02:23 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||Make sure that the idle screw on the throttle body is still in there. ?????||12.65.162.5||reg||1
Z||000003||khadiyev||06-22-2002||12:21 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Put your engine at TDC and check the timing marks on your cams, sounds like your belt might have jumped a tooth or two. <BR>Just my guess.<P>John.||205.188.201.186||reg||1
Z||000004||4g63t||06-23-2002||11:56 PM||||Thanks for the tips guys. I'm going to do some checking and tinkering and see what happens. I'll keep you posted.  -Chris||65.129.88.150||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000749.cgi
A||||5||mikey||vacuum line after MBC||||1||
Z||000000||mikey||06-21-2002||09:18 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Ok so how does everyone have their vacuum line hooked up with the MBC?  Is it it MBC lines to turbo elbow and wastegate, BOV line to manifold?  Or is it MBC lines to wastegate and BOV, BOV line to manifold?||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||06-21-2002||11:59 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||boy, i'm confused.  my mbc has 2 lines, both are pressure.  one comes from the turbo outlet and goes to the valve, the other goes from the valve to the dashpot that opens the wastegate.  pressure goes into the valve, when the set pressure is reached, the valve opens, and sends the pressure to the dashpot, and it pops open the wastegate.  we are talking manual boost controller, right?||63.146.72.144||reg||1
Z||000002||mikey||06-21-2002||02:23 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Ken, u confused me too.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>I just want to know, there's two lines on the MBC.  One goes to turbo elbow, the other to wastegate, right?<P>Or can you have one goes to wastegate and one tee-ed to the BOV line, which then goes to the manifold?||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||06-21-2002||04:05 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||why would you want it to do that?  when the t/body shuts, you get instant vacuum in the system, and this vacuum pulls the bov open.  if you tee into that line, the vacuum neutralizes itself, and the bov wont open.  it would act like the line was not even on there.<P>if you teed the line going to the dashpot, you get the same effect, except now the wastegate doesnt open, and you get infinite boost.  then, the engine grenades itself.  seppuku!<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 06-21-2002).]||63.146.72.144||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||06-21-2002||05:15 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Mikey,<BR>That is how I have my MBC, I tee'd into the boost/vacuum line that goes from the intake manifold to the BOV. Just like the picture here: <A HREF="http://membersites.namezero.com/jogauthi.nmu.edu/gi/mbc.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://membersites.namezero.com/jogauthi.nmu.edu/gi/mbc.htm</A> <BR>and here: <A HREF="http://www.cableregina.com/users/belitski/cars/talonmods/turbo/vfaqhallman.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.cableregina.com/users/belitski/cars/talonmods/turbo/vfaqhallman.html</A> <BR>and here: <A HREF="http://www.carreview.com/projecteclipse^boostcontrollercrx.aspx" TARGET=_blank>http://www.carreview.com/projecteclipse^boostcontrollercrx.aspx</A> <BR>Its all in the VFAQ's.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000005||mikey||06-21-2002||05:25 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Thanks!  The 1 and 3 article made sense.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>Mikey,<BR>That is how I have my MBC, I tee'd into the boost/vacuum line that goes from the intake manifold to the BOV. Just like the picture here: <A HREF="http://membersites.namezero.com/jogauthi.nmu.edu/gi/mbc.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://membersites.namezero.com/jogauthi.nmu.edu/gi/mbc.htm</A> <BR>and here: <A HREF="http://www.cableregina.com/users/belitski/cars/talonmods/turbo/vfaqhallman.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.cableregina.com/users/belitski/cars/talonmods/turbo/vfaqhallman.html</A> <BR>and here: <A HREF="http://www.carreview.com/projecteclipse^boostcontrollercrx.aspx" TARGET=_blank>http://www.carreview.com/projecteclipse^boostcontrollercrx.aspx</A> <BR>Its all in the VFAQ's.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||141.233.234.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000750.cgi
A||||1||kartorium31||tranny, new or rebuild?||||5||
Z||000000||kartorium31||06-21-2002||09:10 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||i need to do something about my tranny.  It shifts like crap.  The thing is that i don't have that much money to spend.  I don't know if i should have it rebuilt or if i should get a new one.  how much do rebuilds generaly cost and what are some reputable places to buy a new one.  Any advice is much appreciated.  If it matters first through third are the trouble gears, 4th and 5th are ok.||12.18.161.236||reg||5
Z||000001||khadiyev||06-22-2002||12:13 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I just got my tranny rebuild by ww.BMtranny.com  payed $1331 total for: 2nd gear double syncos, steel shift forks, and new 3&4th gears, mine was going out. just put it in today, will fire up the car tomorrow. there's is another place: <A HREF="http://www.teamrip.com" TARGET=_blank>www.teamrip.com</A>  there're are good also. but a little bit more pricy then bmtranny.<P>John||205.188.201.186||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000751.cgi
A||N||6||mitsu13ishi||Question....||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||06-22-2002||05:47 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||alright everybody, i want a sunshade in my galant, but i can't find the one i want. i just wanna block the sun out when i park it at work, anybody know of a sunshade that has Mitsubishi written across it? or any other aftermarket brand sunshade. like HKS, or whatnot?<P>thanks<P>Derek||64.12.105.41||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||06-22-2002||09:48 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||I don't think anyone makes a performance sunshade for our car. Maybe you can have one custom built? maybe a carbon fiber one, or an aluminum one? If you get enough people together, maybe we can set up a group buy?||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsu13ishi||06-22-2002||09:56 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||carbon fiber, aluminium? i don't think you know what i mean. a sunshade. like ones that are made outta cloth or like cardboard that you put up on your windshield and they reflect the sun's rays from coming into the car and keep it cool inside.......just with a MITSUBISHI logo across it, or something different like that relating to our cars.<P>ANYBODY HAVE IDEAS?||64.12.107.166||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||06-22-2002||11:36 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I think he is fucking with you...||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||06-24-2002||07:26 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||First go here and get your Sticker, Mits., Talon, ect. <A HREF="http://www.stickerhere.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.stickerhere.com/</A> <BR>Then goto Walmart and get a generic sunshade and put the sticker of your choice on it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>There ya go a custom made sunshade.... Make sure you take lokts of pics for the VFAQ.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||DSSA||06-26-2002||09:23 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by drew:<BR><B>I don't think anyone makes a performance sunshade for our car. Maybe you can have one custom built? maybe a carbon fiber one, or an aluminum one? If you get enough people together, maybe we can set up a group buy?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>ROFL!!!||64.12.101.151||reg||1
Z||000006||RayH||06-26-2002||11:58 AM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||I'm still using a sunshade I bought right after getting the car about 9 years ago.  It's silver mylar on top of a flexible foam core and rolls up.  It was custom made for the Galant and I think I either got it from Alamo or DSS.  No logos.<P>JC Whitney used to sell a smoked plexiglass GTS spoiler which goes on the top of the rear windshield and there was one for the Galant but it disappeared from their catalog a while back.||167.211.190.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000752.cgi
A||||5||ken inn||digital camera||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||06-22-2002||10:46 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||well, wonder of wonders.  the wife and i went to her company picnic, and she won a kodak digital camera.  so, soon as i figger out how to use the thing, i will send pictures.  the first one will probably be of my finger over the lens.  the instruction book is like 200 pages.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-23-2002||01:42 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Come on, only use instrutions if all else fails and your about to break it. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Zach||64.157.127.175||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||06-23-2002||01:43 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Oh yeah, Take me some ransom pics of the front struts. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Zach||64.157.127.175||reg||12
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||06-25-2002||03:20 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Instrustions are in case of an emergency.  Here's the rule, throw them away!!!  Only when u can't figure out a particular function that's when u go searching for them.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR4458||06-26-2002||02:27 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Great, now Ken can takes pics of all the stuff he sells for too little and doesn't charge shipping for.  This also gives us something else to complain about.||57.68.12.102||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||06-26-2002||05:14 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Finally, we'll get to see the WI setup??||157.254.98.201||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000753.cgi
A||N||2||Ferrari F50 GT||Pretty Cool||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||06-23-2002||02:54 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Here is a short little vid that's good for a laugh!  It involves an Evo. <A HREF="http://homepage.mac.com/dmora/.Movies/evo.mpg" TARGET=_blank>http://homepage.mac.com/dmora/.Movies/evo.mpg</A> <BR>||63.231.78.116||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||06-23-2002||03:01 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||THat's a clip from the movie "Who Am I" with Jackie Chan... AWESOME movie with lots of evo driving action in it!||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||06-23-2002||03:27 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Awesome!  I'll have to check that out.||63.231.78.116||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000754.cgi
A||||1||GroceryGetter||New Top Dog||||1||
Z||000000||GroceryGetter||06-23-2002||09:40 PM||fevangelista@cfl.rr.com||Well it looks like someone broke Victor's record.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtimes.org/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtimes.org/</A> ||65.33.201.200||reg||1
Z||000001||GroceryGetter||06-24-2002||08:25 AM||fevangelista@cfl.rr.com||Nevermind I read the post in the racing section.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||65.33.201.200||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000755.cgi
A||||8||JonGVR4||Back from Vacation||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||06-24-2002||09:30 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Hey guys.  I just got back from vacation so if I missed anything big, let me know.  I went to Hilton Head with the entire family including my parents.  Overall it went well.  <P>Funny little story though.  I went to this pizza place for lunch with my wife.  While we are in there, we notice all this Pittsburgh Pirates stuff on the walls.  You know, autographed pictures, jerseys, etc.  Then we see that they have special beer on the menu from Pittsburgh.  Iron City Beer I think it was.  <P>So when the waiter comes over, I ask him, "do you have any other special beer from PA?".  <P>He immediately says, "you're looking for Yuengling right?".  I about fell out of my chair cause that is exactly what I was looking for.  <P>He of course didn't have it and he then asked me where I was from.  You should of seen his face when I said Kentucky.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Anywhoo, for those of you who know how lucky the PA bastards are to have Yuengling beer, you know why I told this story.  Very good beer but impossible to get in most places.<BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||06-24-2002||03:42 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||LOL!||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000002||suprflewus||06-24-2002||05:04 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||hehehe,<BR>yeah...i just grabbed a case for my uncle in north carolina.<P>i work for the master distributor of Yuengling in Pittsburgh.  we get calls from all over asking where they can get some....<P>i am planning to bring a butt load of beer to the shootout.  i may even bring a few kegs for the night parties.....i have a sweet cold plate setup w/ co2.....none of that pumping b.s.<P>later,<BR>dale<P> ||152.163.206.182||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||06-24-2002||05:34 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||How hard would it be able to get a hold of in Colorado?||63.227.45.167||reg||1
Z||000004||Pappy||06-24-2002||07:12 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'm definately going to have to try and get a hold of some of this stuff.  What type of beer is it?  Could you describe it?||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||06-24-2002||11:14 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Its Lager.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||JonGVR4||06-25-2002||08:53 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by suprflewus:<BR><B>hehehe,<BR>yeah...i just grabbed a case for my uncle in north carolina.<P>i work for the master distributor of Yuengling in Pittsburgh.  we get calls from all over asking where they can get some....<BR> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Looks like Yuengling is in NC now.   <A HREF="http://www.yuengling.com/n_north_car.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.yuengling.com/n_north_car.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.yuengling.com/n_north_car2.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.yuengling.com/n_north_car2.htm</A> <P><BR>Why don't you ship me some beer since you work at the distributor.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||suprflewus||06-25-2002||04:51 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||why dont you come to the shootout and grace us with your presence.....i will bring you beer....<BR>you cant live THAT far from Norwalk....<P>dale||205.188.197.54||reg||1
Z||000008||JonGVR4||06-26-2002||08:33 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Yeah, I thought about going this year.  I want to get an autograph from Nate Pharr in my Turbo Magazine.||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000756.cgi
A||||4||mikey||getting the coil pack out.||||1||
Z||000000||mikey||06-24-2002||11:00 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Ok I have all the screws off but I can't pull it out.  Looks like the fuel rail and/or manifold is in the way.  Has anyone taken this out to test?  Did you have to take the fuel rail out?  Thanks.||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||06-24-2002||11:14 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i had to loosen and just move the fuel rail a bit.  some say you dont have to, but even my best cuss words didnt help.||63.146.72.144||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||06-24-2002||01:49 PM||jon@jgronline.com||You can get it out but it out without removing anything else.  There is a trick to it.  You have to get the coil pack forward some and then it slides out towards the timing belt.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||06-24-2002||02:48 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Are you sure you didn't miss that one bolt that is recessed way back in? Mine came right out without removing the fuel rail, after I found that bolt. Of course, now that I think about it, I did have the fuel pressure regulator off first. <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000004||mikey||06-24-2002||06:01 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Yes I did get that bolt.  I'll try getting the regulator off. ||141.233.234.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000757.cgi
A||||1||1101||Another coil pack question||||1||
Z||000000||1101||06-24-2002||02:00 PM||karns10@attbi.com||I have seen a post that claims JDM coil packs have a higher intensity discharge than the stock USA packs. Does anyone have information on this?<P>Thanks,<P>Ward<BR>||12.235.100.219||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||06-24-2002||02:41 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i dont think so.  there are at least 2 different ones, just like the 1g early(90 and before) where the tach sender is part of the coil, and the 91 and later.  i had both, and removed the tach adapter, it worked, then, on the jdm motor i just got, it had the later style, and i am using it with no mods, except the way it is bolted to the intake.||63.146.72.144||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000758.cgi
A||||15||Johnny Bravo||Hyper Fest @ Summit Point Raceway...||||6||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||06-24-2002||10:15 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Hey folks, just thought there might be some of you on here that might be interested in this...   If you live in the Hagerstown/Frederick, MD area, DC/Baltimore/Northern VA Metro areas, Martinsburg, WV, or Leesburg/Winchester, VA areas you might wanna come check it out....<BR> <A HREF="http://www.hyper-fest.com/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.hyper-fest.com/index.html</A> ||152.163.213.48||reg||6
Z||000001||suprflewus||06-24-2002||11:18 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i will be there.....<BR>i dont know if my car will though.....maybe.<P>but i am going..i think its going to be pretty decent.....<P>llater<BR>dale||152.163.206.179||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||06-24-2002||11:43 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Sucks I live like 15-20min from Summit Point,and I havent been there to see any racing in 10 years..A bunch of us are planning to go check this out though! Sounds like its gonna be a cool event. Where else are you going to see a drifting contest-or a car roll over competition???  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I originnally heard about this when Harry posted about this on the Yahoo list,if your reading this Harry,are you bringing number 3?||129.71.114.243||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||06-25-2002||07:34 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I'm at least going with my friend Kristy & maybe a few other people.  Hopefully I'll have my car by then, but not likely. :-(||152.163.213.69||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||06-26-2002||05:30 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Maybe. Car is down again. ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||Ian M||06-26-2002||10:57 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Get going,you have two days!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||129.71.115.164||reg||1
Z||000006||suprflewus||06-27-2002||11:47 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||fellas w/ gvr4's....<P>look for a guy in a forced performance t-shirt.....that will be me.....i'd like to talk to y'all about your cars and what not and especially if you bring your cars....<BR>i will be coming down in a v6 accord (i am waiting for some parts to come in before mine is done) that plans to make its way onto the track.....should be fun...<P>later<BR>dale||152.163.206.187||reg||1
Z||000007||JonGVR4||06-28-2002||08:18 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Maybe. Car is down again. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>What now?  <P>First time you went 30+ psi of boost and messed up a cylinder, right?  You pulled the engine, fixed the piston with a stock one and put the car back together.  Right?<P>Now what happened?||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||06-28-2002||04:08 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Engine is fine. In fact it's for sale.  <P>148 equal compression across the 4 cylinders.<P>gvrfour@comcast.net if interested.<P>I learned a lesson the hard way. (what else is new)  I was told by a sales manager of the turbo manufacturer that you could run a wet housing dry. I even had the choice of wet or dry when I bought it and wnet wet for the hell of it.<P>Well that is not true. 430 odd miles and the bearing died. You CAN NOT run a wet housing dry. Learn for my mistake. <P>There is also a rumor about the oil line of the oil filter housing having too much pressure? Anyone verify this?<P>It still put down 345ish hp  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">blowing oil so thick the fire company was on the way and the oil was literaly running out of the downpipe. <P>racing is a bitch...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||06-30-2002||08:42 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Well to top of the week, I was rear ended in Miata last night in downtown Landsdale by a drunk dike. too tired to finish right now.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||Ian M||06-30-2002||11:39 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Damn,that sucks! Well,hey-if you missed the Hyper Fest you didnt miss much. It was $25 to get in. The 600 show cars (what they advertised on a DC radio station) turned out to be like maybe 60. The drifing contest was pretty cool,got to see some guys beat on some pretty high $$ cars. The burnout contest was kinda lame,they had to do it on a slab of metal that was staked to the ground and hooked with chains (and it kept coming loose). ....And in the bikini contest,a chick got DQed for flashing her you-know-whats...what kind of crap is that??  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||129.71.114.47||reg||1
Z||000011||Johnny Bravo||07-01-2002||07:41 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Man, I'm glad I didn't make it there after all.  Would've been a waste of $25!  Oh well more money I saved to spend on the VR-4 when it comes this week   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||205.188.193.156||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||07-01-2002||10:05 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I was going really only to run on the 2 mile plus road course, not the show. Did you guys watch any of the cars run? Is it a nice facility?<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000013||suprflewus||07-02-2002||12:57 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||the race track is very nice....<P>but...<P>what happened to the Champ cars that were supposed to run??<P>they refunded my $25 becasue i told them that the website said that the Champ cars were running on Sat.<P>dale||64.12.101.156||reg||1
Z||000014||Ian M||07-02-2002||07:08 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yes,it is a nice track. It would have been a blast to have run the track. There were some pretty healthy sounding early (60-70s)Volvos spankin'Honda butt on the Hyper drive,we got a kick out of that! We had two VR-4s there Saturday morning,I rode in  my freind Terrys 11-sec Galant (my car was down for the day,i found a missing rear caliper bolt),we were trying to get him to run the course-but we figured the instuctor probably wouldnt care for him  boiling the stock brakes and taking out a tire pile on turn one (3000ft straight)!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> For $10 over admission you could ride with one of the BSR drivers in one of their prepped Caprices. We thought that was a gyp until we saw those guys go-man,they dont mess around. The Honda Challenge guys were pretty impressive,some of those cars were hauling ass. Suprflewus-You now,now that you mention it,I didnt see any Champ cars in the pits Saturday. We left and came back Saturday night,I figured they ran while we were gone. Cool they gave your money back,maybe we should have been more observant   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">...<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 07-02-2002).]||129.71.114.46||reg||1
Z||000015||Ian M||07-02-2002||07:19 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Oh,superflewus-did you have your car there? When we came back saturday night,there was a green 91 and 92 parked behind the stands. Curious if they were anyone on this board...||129.71.114.46||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001736.cgi
A||||8||blacksheep||Anyone have carfax that can run a VIN for me???||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-17-2003||11:09 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I need a VIN run thru carfax. Can someone please help? I would really appreciate it. <br /><br />The VIN no. is JH4DA9351NS013120<br /><br />Please email me at boostboyee@hotmail.com or PM me. <br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||dsmjay||03-18-2003||09:29 AM||||I will run it for you and then forward it to your email address.<br /><br />     Jason||152.163.188.33||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-18-2003||09:51 AM||||Thanks a lot, Jason. I appreciate it.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||03-18-2003||12:19 PM||||if it's at all possible can you run mine ?.. I tried to use that free car fax thread a little while ago, but it came up with no history.<br />will carfax give a history of dealer recall done ?<br /><br />JA3CX56UOMZO1O916 here's mine if you can help me ?<br />e-mail ... jonny_turbo@hotmail.com<br /><br />totally appreciated ! !<br /><br />Jon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||03-18-2003||01:00 PM||||Jon,<br /><br />There are no open recalls on your car.  Transfer case was done 10/98 if that is the particular one you are interested in.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||silly4turbo||03-18-2003||01:43 PM||||cool thanks... I just wanted to know what would show up for it's history..<br />Thanks Iceman <br />Jon<br />it's good to know the x-fer case has been done||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000006||joec||03-18-2003||02:22 PM||||iceman69510, when you say "the transfer case was done" does that mean the yoke was actually replaced or just that the car was brought in for inspection?  I've heard lots of stories of dealers not knowing what to look for and saying cars are fine when they were actually defective...||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||dsmjay||03-18-2003||07:42 PM||||Jon,<br /><br />If you want it still i can run a carfax for you and mail it to you. let me know<br /><br />   Jason||152.163.188.33||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||03-18-2003||11:45 PM||||Joec,<br /><br />I guess I have been remiss in being specific. I would say about half show a yoke, with about half showing nothing replaced, including mine.  <br />Full case replacements have been few on the GVR4s.  I will be more specific in the future.||204.246.220.32||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/000759.cgi
A||||1||771of2k||no sunroof- worth more?||||1||
Z||000000||771of2k||06-25-2002||07:05 PM||snakedojo@hotmail.com||I heard the gvr4's without sunroof's are worth a little more cause they are more rare than the the ones with a sunroof, & the chassis is stiffer cause it dosent have a hole in the roof, & they are a little lighter, so anyone looking to race one would prefer one without a sunroof. has anyone found this to be the case?||65.235.144.69||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||06-25-2002||07:37 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Maybe the non-sunroofs are rarer,but I havent seen any difference in value. The prices on these cars seem too vary widely based more on condition that anything else,considering their age. The rally guys probably would want one more specifically than anyone else,and im sure they arent (I hope) doing it to creampuffs. I guess it comes down to how bad someone wants one and what its worth to them..||129.71.115.174||reg||7




ubb/Forum3/000760.cgi
A||||3||kartorium31||GVR4 sighting||||7||
Z||000000||kartorium31||06-26-2002||12:39 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||saw a galant on I-90 going east between easton and cle elum today.  black and looked stock on the outside.  this is the 4th vr4 i have seen on the east side.  i also saw a late 80s bmw m3 which are really cool also.||12.18.161.236||reg||7
Z||000001||KenGVR4||06-28-2002||10:45 PM||kman940@earthlink.net||There's 4 that I know of in Spokane.  One of course being mine.<P>||207.168.128.5||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||06-29-2002||10:14 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i sell a ton of parts for the ole E30 <BR>M3.  this car is very well made, and they get beat to death, and just come back for more.  a lot are going to the 2.5 ltr(stock is 2.3) of the evo 3, only produced for 3 months, and was really a barely streetable race car.  we even have group A and N parts for this car.  very, very good handling, but a little rough for me.  car is noisy, vibrates a lot, and rides a bit stiff, but handling and braking is superb.  these cars are STILL beating the later M3's at the track.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000003||kartorium31||06-29-2002||05:21 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||i would love to have a m3 from back then, but they are a little pricey.  When i was looking for my vr4 i was thinking about those but when i actually found one for sale it would always be close to ten grand.  A little out of my range.  very cool cars though.||12.18.158.25||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000761.cgi
A||||11||JonGVR4||Next Member's ride||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||06-26-2002||02:53 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Go check it out.  It took a free camera and lots of dirt but we finally know what Ken Inn's car looks like!  <BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_ride_6.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_ride_6.html</A> ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||06-26-2002||06:14 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||That car doesn't look like it leaves the driveway Ken.  Engine is clean & attractive.  I like the white galants because the color shows all the curves & body details.  I don't think the water injection is a good idea, send it to ME.  I know some fool I can sell it to & make us both some cash.  If I were u, I would take it off the car right away.  If u send it to me, I'll be the first one to pay for freight.  How does that sound?||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||06-26-2002||06:36 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Looks tidy alright. I've heard people recommend both of those locations for WI (seperately though), good to see someone do both at once.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||VR4GAZM||06-26-2002||10:33 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Is it just me or does ken's engine look like its leaning to the right?<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.63||reg||1
Z||000004||Martin Chilcote||06-27-2002||08:45 AM||chilcote@swbell.net||Hey Ken,<BR>Is that a 1st gen JoeP MBC ?  What boost are you running ?  Looks almost as good as my white one. And I may be as old as you.||65.64.2.227||reg||5
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||06-27-2002||12:19 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR4GAZM:<BR><B>Is it just me or does ken's engine look like its leaning to the right?<P>Mike</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hopefully that's because we put a new tranny mount on it when we dropped that motor in.  :-)||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||07-01-2002||02:29 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Nice ride Kenn!||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000007||ken inn||07-01-2002||09:04 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Martin Chilcote:<BR><B>Hey Ken,<BR>Is that a 1st gen JoeP MBC ?  What boost are you running ?  Looks almost as good as my white one. And I may be as old as you.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>57 on june 12.  AND my hair aint grey yet.  yah, the joe p mbc is probably the first one he ever made.  kinda hokey.  boost is at 17.  i have to keep the mazda looking new, so i dont spend as much time on the galant.  i like to sit on the couch and think about it, tho.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||07-01-2002||07:39 PM||eunosfd@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>   boost is at 17.  i have to keep the mazda looking new, so i dont spend as much time on the galant.  i like to sit on the couch and think about it, tho.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>What kinda Mazda do ya have Ken?  RX-7?  :-)<BR>||205.188.193.156||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||07-02-2002||01:11 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||no such luck.  the mazda is the wife's millenia.  it's black.  i use zaino on it, after all the pita prep work, now it is a breeze to keep polished.  the paint on the galant is too far gone for zaino.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000010||keydiver||07-02-2002||02:05 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Ken,<BR>Which Zaino's products did you use?<BR>They seem to have a ton of them, and its rather confusing where to start: <A HREF="http://www.zainobros.com/files/info.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.zainobros.com/files/info.htm</A> <BR>My wife's Sable Black 3000GT could use a good freshening up, and I'd like something that would make it easier in the future.<BR>Thanks, Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||07-02-2002||02:35 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||first, i had to remove all of the old wax/polish.  they recommend washing with dawn dishwashing detergent, and i did.  then, i clay barred the car, then wash again.  pant, pant.  then, apply this precleaner/conditioner, do not remove it, and then start applying the Z5 scratch remover, or the Z2 polish.  i also bought the Z7 carwash, but i dont use it any more.  the stuff will layer, and after a few layers, this stuff is like iron.  nothing sticks to it, bugs, bird shit, tree sap, it all just wipes off. and once you are thru with the prep, i just take it to the car wash, and get a wash only, then come home and apply either the Z5 or Z2.  the Z5 scratch remover leaves an ok shine, but the Z2 is incredible.  if you are going to do this, i can send you plenty of the Z1 pre conditioner, Z7 car wash, and a clay bar.  the initial prep is a real pain.  but, you only gotta do it once, and then the stuff goes on and comes off the easiest of anything i have ever used.  can even go on in direct sun.  the only drawback is you have to leave it on for 24 hours, and by then there is a layer of dust on the car.  and here, i cant keep my wife out of the car that long anyway.||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000762.cgi
A||||5||russthelm||What are these for?||||1||
Z||000000||russthelm||06-26-2002||08:43 PM||rrwarren@earthlink.net||What are these two items?  Do I need them?  I tried finding them in the manuals, but got tired of searching.  <BR>I have a JDM engine if that matters.<BR> <A HREF="http://home.earthlink.net/~rrwarren/Galant/mystery1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://home.earthlink.net/~rrwarren/Galant/mystery1.jpg</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://home.earthlink.net/~rrwarren/Galant/mystery2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://home.earthlink.net/~rrwarren/Galant/mystery2.jpg</A> <BR>||67.210.16.49||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||06-26-2002||10:37 PM||jon@jgronline.com||1.  windshield wiper motor.<BR>2.  the silver box has a 5 wire harness.  1 wire comes in and 4 comes out.  It basically has 4 resistors in there for the injectors.  <BR>If you are talking about the solenoid, it is probably for the evaporation canister.  I see you have all of the hoses plugged on the throttle body so you can just remove that solenoid.  It could also be for the fuel pressure regulator to help with hot starts.  Again, you can remove it since you have all of the hoses removed.  I don't have any of those solenoids plugged in anymore.<P>||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||06-26-2002||10:45 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Ooh Ooh, Jon can thai be bypassed to run high impedence injectors then?  It will make my RX7 injector hunt easier cause none of the dumbasses trying to sell me them know what I'm talking about when I ask if they are high or low impedance.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||VR4GAZM||06-26-2002||11:15 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Thats the wiper motor? I always thought it was for the cruise control or for the brakes.  Can it be relocated perhaps?<P>Ash, I beleive some people have removed the resistor pack to run low impedance injectors such as from the rx7.<P>Mike<P>||209.156.76.63||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||06-26-2002||11:31 PM||jon@jgronline.com||You can bypass the resistors but the white wire must be connected to all 4 wires.||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||06-27-2002||12:30 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Thanks Jon, that will help my cause a fair bit.||165.228.131.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000765.cgi
A||||8||ken inn||farmingdale, nj||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||06-27-2002||06:57 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||anyone live near farmingdale, nj?  i may have given someone there free money.  he has not answered my emails, and my check has cleared.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000001||#258||06-27-2002||08:34 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||Two farmingdales in new jersey. One about an hour away from me and one about 3 hours. How about a zip code?||67.83.145.170||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||06-27-2002||10:31 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I thought all the deadbeats lived in Florida?||63.208.31.235||reg||1
Z||000003||7541000||06-27-2002||11:19 PM||||florida, NY? hows the weather? i here its nice this time of year. <P>zip code and a street number.||12.78.183.243||reg||12
Z||000004||ken inn||06-28-2002||09:52 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||brian portilla<BR>207 casino dr<BR>farmingdale nj 07727<P>i have sent 4 emails so far, and i see my check has cleared.  i was supposed to get a couple of used spal fans.  i'd just like to know that they are on the way.  another one of those free shipping deals, except this time it's money.<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 06-28-2002).]||63.146.72.144||reg||1
Z||000005||#258||06-28-2002||12:01 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||working on phone number for brian. when i get it i will email you. I can tell you he is 5'9" tall with hazel eyes. born on 10 aug 1978 and drives a Ford||151.198.226.2||reg||1
Z||000006||Garfield Wright||06-28-2002||06:27 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I hope I never cross any of u guys.  By the way, stop picking on us Floridains.  Afterall we might just ban you all from taking vacations here!||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000007||turboflanagan||06-28-2002||09:02 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||It's always a gamble sending money to someone who lives on casino dr.  Hehe||66.114.238.18||reg||10
Z||000008||ken inn||06-28-2002||10:37 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||false alarm.  i got my stuff,  i guess he just didnt want to answer my emails.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000764.cgi
A||||2||JonGVR4||funny links for jgronline.com||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||06-26-2002||11:40 PM||jon@jgronline.com||People that have visited these sites came directly to <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com" TARGET=_blank>www.jgronline.com</A>  (not listed in order). <BR> <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiclubbayern.de" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitsubishiclubbayern.de</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.machvforums.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.machvforums.com/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://forum.index.hu/" TARGET=_blank>http://forum.index.hu/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.superhonda.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.superhonda.com/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.teamnabr.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.teamnabr.com/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.lancerforums.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.lancerforums.com/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.4g61t.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.4g61t.com/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtuners.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtuners.com/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.thegalantcenter.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.thegalantcenter.com/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.google.co.nz/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.google.co.nz/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.hywell.org/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.hywell.org/</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://board.performanceforums.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://board.performanceforums.com/</A> <P><BR>Still trying to figure out why superhonda.com is on the list!  <P><BR>||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||06-27-2002||12:22 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Probably because some Honda got spanked by a GVR-4 and went to his little Honda board to ask all the other Hondoodlers if they knew what beat him.||63.227.45.31||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||06-27-2002||12:31 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Good Call F50 ||165.228.131.12||reg||6




ubb/Forum3/000766.cgi
A||||19||Yao||Z28 VS VR4||||1||
Z||000000||Yao||06-28-2002||03:05 PM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Check it out!<P>Go to kill section and look up VR4 kill.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.camaroz28.com/messagebd/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.camaroz28.com/messagebd/index.html</A> ||207.13.174.102||reg||1
Z||000001||kartorium31||06-28-2002||04:08 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I confess, it was me. basically i got a bad launch and my second gear syncros are dead.<BR>he started pulling hard in second (got traction).  I knew from the start i was gonna get smoked but thats no reason not to race.  The z28 is pretty dope, he has a neat little gizmo that makes it shift in the red and shift faster.  My tranny and clutch are gonna have to be done soon.||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||06-28-2002||04:11 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Don't enlighten them too much over there...1/2 the fun is in the surprised look on their face :-)<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.199||reg||1
Z||000003||turbowop||06-28-2002||10:32 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Damnit Karter, you should not be racing with those fubared synchros. Your gonna give the gvr4 a bad name, J/K. Oh well. Let me have some fun with your friends "muscle car". I can shift from first to second without having to wait 5 minutes so it doesn't grind. Tonight sucks!!! I'm stuck at my girlfriends house on the computer because the 1/4 got rained out.<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.16.36||reg||12
Z||000004||AmericanMuscle33||06-29-2002||02:48 AM||mendenhall3@hotmail.com||Hey, I'm the Z28.  I would be happy to arrange a "meeting" with you turbowap.  Preferably after I do some minor body work (long story).  Just let me know when and where...||206.61.184.63||reg||14
Z||000005||turbowop||06-29-2002||03:46 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Bring it down to Renegade Raceway. (when it's not raining) Although I'm not sure we would go up against each other we can at least compare times. Here's a link to info on my car from dsmtalk.com if you're curious.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=53936" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=53936</A>  <P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 06-29-2002).]||198.81.16.161||reg||1
Z||000006||kartorium31||06-29-2002||02:52 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||yeah turns out i need new axles and while i am at it i think i am gonna do the clutch to so i won't be doing any hp modds for a month or so.  I think that mark would win that race because the z only pulled a few cars.  ||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000007||AmericanMuscle33||06-29-2002||03:59 PM||mendenhall3@hotmail.com||I have no experience running at a track, so my first few times will nodoubt be terrible.  If I can get my 60' down close to a 2.0 I should be good for a high 13sec, or low 14(that's what the cars capable of anyways...the driver could be another story).  Your trap speed of 99.5mph is higher than I thought these cars put out running low 14's(granted I know little 'bout your car).  Running a high 13 I should be trapping at around 100-101.  Well, let me know when you go down there, if I have my fender fixed by then I'll join ya.<P>BTW turbowop, what was your 60' and R/T, when you ran that 14.3?||206.61.184.46||reg||10
Z||000008||turbowop||06-30-2002||02:12 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||My r/t was like .990 and my 60' was 2.2. My clutch is still stock and slips like all hell. That was my third run ever racing at Renegade. I think with a new clutch I could run a high 13. I also can't turn the boost up past 15 psi because I hit fuel cut. That just means that I have to spend more money on 550's and an AFC to control them. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif"> I ran again today at Renegade. No import class so we had to run in the street legal class with the muscle cars. It was fun. I went up against a beefy Nova. We were even until I was at the top of third and then he pulled away. He ran a 13.3 and again I ran a 14.3.<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.16.164||reg||1
Z||000009||AmericanMuscle33||06-30-2002||02:17 AM||mendenhall3@hotmail.com||Damn, just practice r/t and you could shave like 4 tenths off.  Then with a new clutch you might be in 13.6-14.0 zone.  I'm sure you will beat me unless I somehow summoned the camaro gods and got a 60' time less then 2.0 seconds.  It should be fun...||206.61.184.58||reg||1
Z||000010||andy||06-30-2002||03:20 AM||andybeachly@aol.com||"Just wait until I get a better reaction time!"<P>I have seen/heard this so many times it makes my head spin. And I really dont like to hear it from V8 guys cause they should know better.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Reaction time PLAYS NO ROLE in your ET. The reaction time is the time it takes from when the light turns green until you start moving. When you actually start moving is when the ET clock starts. So bascially, you can wait for the tree to drop and turn green, sit there for 10 minutes, and still run a 14.0.<p>[This message has been edited by andy (edited 06-30-2002).]||172.144.9.51||reg||1
Z||000011||turbowop||06-30-2002||03:28 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I don't think he knew that. He did say that he has no experience at the track. I do need to work on my launch technique though. Well, after I get a clutch. I could launch at 6000 and my clutch will just spin. (and smell)<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.16.164||reg||1
Z||000012||91vr4evolution||06-30-2002||04:01 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I don't know if that's true Andy, 'cause if you staged shallow and nailed it a bit earlier than if you staged deep, then as the lite went green you would be moving at a greater speed than if you left later and deeper. In turn that intial movement would give you a greater terminal speed and lower et. I agree with you that if you were just practicing your launches then r/t is not important, though. If anyone has definite knowledge about this please post.<P>Mike.||210.54.84.64||reg||1
Z||000013||Ash||06-30-2002||06:57 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Mark - I have got 60' times as low as 1.6 in a car with less mods than yours, that clutch is really letting you down mate.  You should be able to get mid 13's after you fix it.  ||203.221.153.205||reg||1
Z||000014||AmericanMuscle33||06-30-2002||02:33 PM||mendenhall3@hotmail.com||Yeah, sorry for any confusion, but I will have to plead ignorance on this one.  I was under the impression that r/t was factored into the et.  ||206.61.184.31||reg||1
Z||000015||kartorium31||06-30-2002||03:23 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||that really blows that you can't run over 15 psi.  if you could run like 18 it would be tight.  damn, i thought that r/t was involved too.  I should have known cause i have read many articles about drag timing and crap like that.||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000016||AmericanMuscle33||07-02-2002||06:47 PM||mendenhall3@hotmail.com||Damn, have you guys been reading that thread on camaroz28.  It's gotten so out of hand, it's not even fun reading anymore...||206.61.184.13||reg||8
Z||000017||Ian M||07-02-2002||08:02 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yeah,and how did it manage to become an argument about the 3000gt's ??||129.71.114.46||reg||10
Z||000018||keydiver||07-02-2002||08:52 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I'm sorry I even looked:-(<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000019||kartorium31||07-02-2002||10:29 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||i knew that was gonna happen, after a few people posted i could tell someone was gonna get confused and then end up starting a rumble.||12.18.158.25||reg||1
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A||||0||KenGVR4||Galant for Sale in Spokane CHEAP||||1||
Z||000000||KenGVR4||06-28-2002||10:57 PM||kman940@earthlink.net||I saw a GVR4 the other day at a car lot here in town.  It's a white 91, 490/2000 (if i remember correctly) My friends and I took a look at it.  Some riceboy has done some work to the interior with a white rattle can *shudder*, it has a big watermelon shooter on the back, and has non GVR4 wheels on it, they're like the stock Galant wheels (UGLY)  It starts and runs, needs the vacuum lines fixed, someone botched up the boost solenoid vacuum routing, and its rough when you get on the gas.  Doesn't smoke though.  The lot owner tells me that 2nd gear is "scratchy"... go figure.  The body is straight, had one spot of rust on the a-pillar.  Looks like a decent car though.<P>Anyway, it was 2695, and needs to go to a good home.  Oh an added plus, it has a MD player in it!<P>Thanks,<P>Ken||207.168.128.5||reg||1
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A||||8||blytz||Radiator Interchangability?||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||06-29-2002||08:20 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Will a nonturbo automatic Galant radiator bolt up to a vr-4?||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000001||1101||06-29-2002||10:51 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Probably, my 89 NT standard GGS has the same radiator.||12.235.100.219||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||06-30-2002||12:13 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||cool, thanks.... I'm a little worried about one thing, Partznet.com has 2 radiators listed, one for standards, one for autos, and the fact that the autops have a built in Auto tranny cooling radiator in the same core, but if nothing else, it'll work for now (crakced radiators suck!!!)<P>Thanks again!||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||06-30-2002||10:55 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the modine i have is for both auto and std.  it still had the internal cooler.  i just got one off ebay(39 bucks!) and it does NOT have the auto trans cooler.  actually, the best one to get is one for a diesel, but it is euro only.  i found it in a radiator catalog, exactly like ours, except a thicker core.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||blytz||06-30-2002||11:31 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Thanks Ken, that's a big help... I can only find auto's around here!||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||06-30-2002||12:28 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the reason you can only find auto radiators is easy.  it is a stocking deal.  to stock a std AND and auto, you gotta have 2 bins, and double your outlay in funding.  many cars have the exact same radiator, except the automatics will have the internal cooler.  very little efficiency is lost, and, in the case of the galant, the auto trans cooler doesnt have and exotic fittings, so the wholesale cost of the auto radiator is probably only a couple of bucks.  a shop or store could stock the auto radiator, and cover both auto and std.  in my case, the girl who i bought the car from, and i have the invoice to prove it, bought a new radiator from mitusbishi, and they charged her like 600 bucks, and it is the modine, which probably cost the dealer 100 bucks.  and i bet she didnt even get kissed while being screwed.  all of the later bmws' are going to just one radiator for auto or std, and if auto, it has a separate trans cooler.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000006||blytz||06-30-2002||01:05 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||okay cool<P>Anybody ever use the auto cooler as an additional oil cooler?||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||06-30-2002||02:03 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yep.  here's why it WONT work.  <P>1.  engine oil is like 10 times higher pressure that trans oil.  the internal cooler may not take it, and if it breaks, like they sometimes do, you instantly get coolant in the oil, and vice versa.<P>2.  the fittings on the trans cooler is just clamp on, you will get leaks. the tubes to the cooler are not designed to take the massive clamp loads needed to seal the engine oil. <P>3.  the oil will probably pass thru too fast to really cool down, you really need a thermostat to control the oil temps.  if oil is too cool, it is not as efficient, and the cooler may not be able to handle the added heat from the oil, making the coolant itself too hot, then you get an overheating engine.<P>i DID think about the coolant supply to the turbo, tho, running a line from the coolant supply to the auto trans cooler, then to the turbo.  too much work.  went back in the house and crapped out on the couch.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000008||blytz||06-30-2002||02:26 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||didn't think about the higher pressure... I had a feeling too that the oil might actually make the coolant itself hotter though...<P>Thanks man.||66.168.102.163||reg||1
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A||||19||hibrn8||What the hell is going on in America?||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-18-2003||12:54 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Yeah im not big into these political issues at all but this is absolutely insane. I watched Bush's speech on tv today and hes giving Sadam 48 hours to disarm. If not then he will attack. Makes me feel really safe in this country.||65.227.204.92||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||03-18-2003||01:28 AM||||Sadam has had how many years to disarm and he hasn't?  I think he's had enough bloody time.  But more important than that to me is the attrocities that he's commited against his people.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||03-18-2003||01:42 AM||||Yeah, this is nothing new.  I think the Bush administration has done everything it could do to rally support but our only followers seem to be Britain, Spain, and Portugal.<br /><br />Aside:  I thought it was humorous that Bush said preservation of oil wells was the first thing worth mentioning in the military campaign.||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||03-18-2003||01:52 AM||||i know that this shit has been going on for a really long time,  secound bush dealing with similar shit too, but i dont think you can just give someone 48 hours till an attack and not be serious about it. there's a level a commitment to a statement like that. he can't just say, well that was test but here is there real thing, or another test perharps? he won't look good if he steps back after 48 hours, so some shit is going down... and thats not cool. <br /><br />i'm not infavor of any war, and i'm sure this one is inevitable now... unless bush bites the bullet and pulls out early. <br /><br />what sucks too is that my brother is 21||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||Ash||03-18-2003||01:59 AM||||Hey!  Our pathetic joke of a PM is like George W's lap dog guys, heaps of our boys are going too.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||Invader||03-18-2003||02:09 AM||||We are going to war because we can win...  It's retarded, but it seems like the reasoning...<br /><br />There are worse regimes...<br />There are bigger national threats...<br />There are worse atrocities...<br /><br />...all occuring elsewhere...  But we can't solve those problems with military might, like we think we can in Iraq.<br /><br />So we're going to war with Iraq...  I get the feeling that the President is trying to make a broader statement to the international community...I'm just not sure I care for the way he's going about it.||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||03-18-2003||07:01 AM||||I think we need to remeber 9-11 and pull all our troops out of there and push that little red button that says "boost".  I mean nuke!!  They have no remorse for takin out Americans so I feel we should repay the favor and drop their population by oh about all of them..||65.42.51.115||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||03-18-2003||09:21 AM||||I didnt get to watch the lil show cause I was trying to get my new deck in the car but..... I think we are gonna get in to deep in too many places. Cause now North Korea is wanting to push their nuclear buttons. And this seems like it will just open up more terrorist crap cause the A-Rabs are gonna get all pissed about it....||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||DarkDevilMMM||03-18-2003||12:27 PM||||All I want to say is bomb the assholes!!!I mean the bad ppl, not specific races, anyways, but I don't know if Bush have read the history enough to make this war decision, attacking IRAQ? hmm, almost every country over there have fought with IRAQ for many centuries already, the Chinese have tried, the Russians have tried, even the British have tried, I am sure other countries around IRAQ have tried too, none succeed, coz they have the geographical advance, they know their places so well that we don't know a thing, it's not some open plain war that u just use tanks to crush through it, if u do that, u are only killing the innocents, and the bad ppl still hiding somewhere that u don't even know it exists, so right now America is telling Sadam to get out of there in 48 hours? if I were him, I would say screw u, come in and get me if u can.... I mean which war that America fought have "actually" won? Viet? Korean? Gulf?!? don't think you throw 2 nuke at the Japanese makes u the best in the world, every war America made is only killing innocent, sending the innocent to die, oh well, just as Hibrn8 have said, makes me feel really safe in this country... anyhow, best wishes to the troops over there and good luck to America||63.205.9.82||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||03-18-2003||02:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DarkDevilMMM:<br /><strong>I mean which war that America fought have "actually" won? Viet? Korean? Gulf?!?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How about the American Revolution, WWI, WWII, and yes we won the Persian Gulf War to name a few.  We're not too bad, unless of course your definition of "actually won" means the enemy is annihilated.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||03-18-2003||02:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DarkDevilMMM:<br /><strong> I don't know if Bush have read the history enough to make this war decision, attacking IRAQ? hmm, almost every country over there have fought with IRAQ for many centuries already, the Chinese have tried, the Russians have tried, even the British have tried, I am sure other countries around IRAQ have tried too, none succeed </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One word for ya there pal, Israel.  They kicked the shit outta Eygpt, Syria, Jordan, and you guessed it big ol badass Iraq, all at the same time.  It was hailed as "one of the largest battles in armoured warfare".  Oh yhea, did I mention they did it in six days.  Guess that's why they call it the "Six Day War".  They virtually eliminated the Eygptian air-force (as well as Jordan's, Syria's and Iraq's).  Destroying in total about 400 aircraft in three hours, damn.  Lyndon Johnson tried to get everyone to clam down during the scurmish by moving the USS Liberty in close to Israel.  But tragically he got a little too close, as Israel promptly destroyed it.  They later apologized, President Johnson accepted the apology due to the fact that it was in international waters at a time of war.  Anywho, Israel is with us now.  I don't think I'm too worried about Iraq, short of him pushing that big red button.  But I could probably spend a little more than ten minutes on the internet and find more instances where Iraq has been defeated.  Iraq, give me a break.||65.165.18.81||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000011||7541000||03-18-2003||02:41 PM||||We won the american revolution against GB with great help from france???lol<br /><br />this war should not be fought but since we are we have to support those who are.||12.94.163.201||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000013||mixx2001||03-18-2003||03:25 PM||||I could be wrong, but Since Iraq's independence in 1932, I'm having trouble finding where they ever won a war.  I'm giving up searching.  The closest thing to a victory I can find is the War of Attrition, in which Iraq lost to Iran but sustained a lower amount of casuallties.  Here's a  <a href="http://www.countryreports.org/history/iraqhist.htm" target="_blank">link</a> to Iraq's history from the Libray of Congress. Towards the bottom under "The War of Attrition" there is an article describing the rediculous unefficiency of the two countries battle strategies.  While this is not a complete history, it is damn close.<br /><br />P.S.  It is being said that "after the US defeats Iraq" we will be sending about 75,000 troops in to protect a defeated Iraq from Iran.  Just enter "Defeated Iraq" into a Google search and see what comes up.||65.165.18.81||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000014||92vr4#971||03-18-2003||03:42 PM||||This war is neccessary. It may seem to most people to be about oil, or Isreal, or some other reason. But, the fact of the matter is that Iraq, more specifically Saddam Hussien, is a meance to the world. He has played the U.N. like a drum for the past 12 years. Constatly seeing how far he can go before U.N. actually does something to push him back into his hole. The U.N. has shown that it only wants to momentarily deal with Iraq, by making weak resoulutions to appease the other governments that see Iraq as a threat to the rest of the world. I know that I am not in president Bush's situation and I am definitly not privy to the information that he is, but lets look at what has been going on here. <br />1. U.N. resolution 1440 was past in i beleive September. This resolution stated that Iraq must comply with U.N. weapons inspections immediatly, or face "serious" consequences. <br />It took until january for the weapons inspectors to get access to sites suspected to harbor weapons of mass destruction. <br />To me that is not immediatly, Saddam was obviosly attempting to hide something while he was stalling the weapons inspectors.  To me if he was serious about doing what is right for his people he would have allowed the inspectors in sooner. That alone, to  me, seems like reason enough to go in there and wipe his regime out. <br />2. Lets see why the other members of the security council do not want to go to war with Iraq. <br />It is because they do have oil contracts with Iraq right now. Russia, France, and the other veto holding members have contracts with Iraq to supply them with oil. They do not want to lose their contracts for the oil so they will veto the war. They are only looking out for their immediate interests. OIL. <br />Now I am not saying that I think this war is about oil, or that it is not about oil. I think that those claims have no bearing in the decision to go to war with Iraq. I do think that oil does play a part in preventing the other nations of the world to jump on the wagon and go to war with Iraq. If this war was soley about oil control it would have been fought a long time ago. Think about it, most of our oil comes from other arab nations, almost none of it comes from Iraq. Now, there are those who would say that we are doing this so we are not going to be dependent upon those other nations anymore, to me that makes no sense. Why, well because they are more dependent upon us than we are upon them. They for all intensive purposes live in a desert. There are no other natural resources to have, except for oil. They produce almost nothing else. So, their entire livelyhood resides on other nations need for their oil. We shut down major oil drilling in the united states in the 1980's not because we were running out of oil, it was so we could get oil from other countries first and then use our reserves last. So, you see, its not about gaining the oil of Iraq as others would claim. We don't need to becuse they need to sell it to us more than we need to take it from them. I honestly think the reason we are going to war now, is because that entire area over there is very unstable because of the Israel / Arab fight, and we want to bring stability to the area. This war is going to attempt to bring another democratic nation that does not have extremist ties to the muslum faith. When we remove Saddam, we are ending the funding of suicide bombers. That will bring greater stability to the area, why, because the peace talks between Israel and Palestine can resume and the fighting between the two peoples will lessen. It will also reduce the unstable nature of the muslum theocratic society, by implanting a society of demcratic nature in its place. It will reduce the places that the terrorist al-qaeda network can reside. It will reduce the threat of terror attacts from that area based in chemical weapons and nuclear attack. Of course there is a chance that it will not work out as easily as i have laid it out for you. So you see it is neccessary to remove Iraq to bring greater stability in that area of the world and make the world a safer place.  I honestly think it will not work out that way at all, but I do think this is what Bush and his advisers meant for this war to accomplish. In the end we will all see..||129.15.163.155||reg||1||92vr4#971||00000532||yes
Z||000015||MrEd||03-18-2003||03:54 PM||||This isn't a pissing match between our prez & Iraq's, this isn't about gas prices, this isn't about Bush casually risking the lives of young service persons to help with his re-election- This is about eliminating a massive threat to America & the world that is about to change from potential to real.<br /><br />So much of the recent world debate has been philosophical & intellectual- these people don't even play in that sandbox.  Honorable people lose sleep over the thought of civilians dying in a war, but terrorists are not honorable people.  I'm sure they find it amusing that they get additional time to prepare chemical & biological warheads while the rest of the world has a high-minded debate about protecting civilians & being diplomatic.  From the outset, we're placing more value on the lives of Iraqi citizens than their own president ever has.<br /><br />Hussein & those like him seethe with hatred for America.  It is the driving force in their one-track lives.  They make their children begin the school day with chants of "death to America."  The don't just hate our country, freedoms, & values- they hate each & every one of us.  If they are allowed to finish building weapons of mass destruction, they will use them.  Its time to eliminate him.<br /><br />oh, yeah: <a href="http://www.boston.com/dailyglobe2/061/focus/Chirac_s_other_Iraq_policy+.shtml" target="_blank">good article of the French/Iraq lovefest</a>||146.186.116.57||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||yes
Z||000016||GVR1643||03-18-2003||04:29 PM||||Those who have paid attention and thought about this, know why we are going to war...not for oil and gas (those reasons are clearly byproducts of the war but not the impetus).  It's about the things listed above:  basically future threats that will be realized if given time and a place to breed and be nurtured to fruition.  An attempt at Middle East stability is a noble experiment, and I for one hope it works.  I'm not a fan of war, but I do understand why we are going.  <br /><br />One thing I don't care for though is how Bush and some other's attempt to "heap on" other links and issues to foster a higher level of support.  <br />If there are issues that should be tied to Iraq, but can't be reavealed for security reasons - just state it that way and not by throwing some rhetoric around.  I'm for this caimpain, but also unnerved by the new policy of "pre-emptive".  I also hope this works and doesn't bite us hard in a decade or less. <br /><br />I really hope we can minimize loss to #1 ourselves/troops, and #2 civilians, but also absolutely kick Saddam and his lackies asses.<br />I personally would have him drawn and quartered and take those for pieces of him to 4 corners of Iraq with a sign saying "No militants or cowardly terrorist beyond this point"||167.142.22.228||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000017||spoulson||03-18-2003||09:19 PM||||I'm confident that once Bush gives the battle cry, US and allied forces will find the stuff that Saddam's been hiding from the rest of the world.<br /><br />After all, how easy is it to find the smoking gun by knocking on their door and asking to look around?  No, you kick the door in and show your search warrant.||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000018||mixx2001||03-18-2003||10:54 PM||||I think that the reason for Bush and others heaping on additional issues as to way we should eliminate Hussein and go to war, is simply because in order for us to be considered a part of the United Nations (and not the leader of the them, even though we are from a military standpoint) we have to rally the support of other countries, so we don't look like the Wyatt Earp of the world.  This is important to keep in mind when we start to think that Bush is taking too long, or giving Saddam too much time.  And I do argee that Saddam is the least of our worries.  The reason the UN has done it's best to eliminate any dictatorships is because it enpowers one man with all of a countries resourses.  And when one of those resourses is Nuclear, it will create the most dangerous man on the face of the planet.  And KIM Chong-il is that man.  No one man has can make the decision alone to launch a nuke except the ruler of North Korea.  That upsets me alot more than an over-confident pimp of the middle east whos fun time is over.||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000019||Bigfoot200200||03-19-2003||06:25 AM||||Saddam tried to kill Bush Sr. Clinton talked about regime change but did nothing. Bush Jr. has nads, he's the anti-Clinton. Straight talker. I wasnt sure about him for a while but he's got my respect now. Gotta stop this ass hole before he gets a nuke. Saddam is a Stalin wanabe, fuck him.<br /><br />(You can curse on this board.  -Jon)<br /> <br /> <small>[ 03-19-2003, 08:16 AM: Message edited by: Jon ]</small>||64.233.106.136||reg||1||Darrel Painter||00000854||yes
Z||000020||Numberless||03-20-2003||03:06 PM||||If you have some time, read these excellent programs from pbs about the history of the entire iraq situation.<br /><br />Totally cleared the situation up for me, and I now support what we are doing.  The reporting is non-biased, well written and researched, and worth the reading time in my opinion.  Don't even bother with cable news, it's just terrible.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/saddam/" target="_blank">http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/saddam/</a>||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
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A||||0||ken inn||dremel carbide bits||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||06-30-2002||11:08 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yesterday i was installing the konis' into the stock struts, and i had to hog out the hole i had drilled for the bolt holding the insert to the strut tube.  after about 10 minutes of using a regular oxide bit, i got one of these teeeny carbide bits i got off of ebay, and it cut thru the strut tube like a hot knife thru butter.  i had also used these to cut thru that metal spacer ring in the back of the crank on the jdm motor i had bought.  anyone with a dremel should get a set of these, they were like 7 bucks, and you get like 5 of them, all different sizes and shapes, and man, do they work.  i bet you could use these to remove a tap or and easy out from a cylinder head.  just for grins, i used one on an exh stud, and it ate it up.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
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A||||7||MPREZYAVR4||Alternator problems and does it have internal or external voltage regulator?||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||07-01-2002||12:16 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Okay the battery jockey at the local sears says my alternator is bad and all he tells me is that it's charging at 12 volts ???<P>It does appear that the alternator is dying but the car had no problem with idling with voltage as low as 10.4v showing on my turbo timer and it staying around 11.3v the entire hour freeway drive back home. They did have to fix the positive battery clamp as it was loose and tweaked to the point it wouldn't hold anymore. <BR>So is there an internal voltage regulator that may be going out or an external one?<BR>Any suggestions or should I just go ahead and replace the alternator. I have a feeling the only alternator I can get will be one for a 1st gen (75 amp) compared to the stock 90 amp.<P>Rich<BR>||207.95.18.35||reg||1
Z||000001||1101||07-01-2002||01:34 AM||karns10@attbi.com||Voltage regulator is internal. If you want to settle for a 75 amp unit, I have a VR4 JDM 75 amp that has about 50k miles on it. I will let it go for $25.00. You are near the Bay area aren't you? I am in Fremont.<P>Ward ||12.235.100.219||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||07-01-2002||08:45 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I bought a rebuilt alternator (I know, I know, but it's working fine still) from Advance Auto Parts and it was the 90 amp model.  They had it in stock.<P>Dave Flaherty<p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 07-01-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-01-2002||09:00 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||make a list now of your best cuss words.  you will use every one when you r&r the alternator.  definetly NOT a fun job.  when my harmonic balancer went out, i thought it was the bearings in the alternator, so i removed it and had it rebuilt.  when i picked it up, they said it was fine, but they rebuilt it anyway.  119 bucks.  it was not until i was almost finished, and was tightening the belts that i noticed it was the harmonic balancer.  there is a diode pack in the regulator, and probably one is wasted.  dunno how to get the regulator out, but that is probably all you need.  also, the regulator has the carbon brushes on it, and they eventually wear out, cause they ride on the stator(?) shaft, or whatever it is called.  i sell a lot of regulators for bmw and mercedes.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||07-01-2002||12:02 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I've gone through a few various used and reman alternators on my car, and I finally have a factory "new" reman unit, and it's been working longer than any of the others.  <P>I don't think replacing the alternator on a GVR4 is that bad, *as long* as you pull the radiator first to have clearance.  I also hammer the little metal mount bushings further into the alternator arms to make it slide on easier.  ||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000005||MPREZYAVR4||07-01-2002||05:07 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Ward I'm interested. Can you call me up tonight (209) 329-4558. I've had the worst past month with both my cars (1 entire hub and half shaft destroyed along with a strut on the subaru and the transfer case leak, oil pan cracks, and carrier bearing go bad along with the alternator now on the GVR4).<BR>||207.95.20.37||reg||1
Z||000006||MPREZYAVR4||07-05-2002||12:26 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Ward thanks that alternator worked well but removing and installing it was not the funnest expierence. Also I did notice the pulleys on the alternators are different diameters compared to each other. The 90amp has the larger of the two by maybe a 1/8"-1/4".||207.221.255.56||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||07-05-2002||08:52 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||this is the difference, i think, of age.  howard is still young, and i am not, so working on the car can be a chore to me.  sometimes, i pay howard to do the work, unless i am REALLY motivated.  the alternator is not a fun job, it is not hard, it just takes a long time because of all the stuff you have to remove.  ||63.146.72.144||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000771.cgi
A||N||3||BluFalcon||Wheel Offset||||1||
Z||000000||BluFalcon||07-01-2002||06:32 AM||muttski@gte.net||I was thinking about getting some new wheels for my Galant. I'm looking at a set of 16 in wheels with a 40mm offset.  I believe the offset on the factory wheels is 46mm.  Can I use these wheels with my car, or do I need to find something thats a little closer to the factory offset?  I was going to mount a set of 225/50/16 Toyo Proxes tires on the wheels.  Any comments would be appreciated...thanks.<BR>||4.64.87.14||reg||1
Z||000001||markrieb||07-01-2002||03:35 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||What is the rim width?<P>Stock offset is 46mm on a 6" wide rim.<P>40mm is perfect offset for 7" wide rims.  If you can find any, around 35mm is what you need for 8" wide rims.<P>The rim width should be more than 70% of the tire section width.  The closer to 100% you get, the more vertical the side wall of the tire and the better the tire should handle.<P>A 7" wide rim is great for a 205 or 215 wide tire, but starts to become marginal for a 225 wide tire.<P>There is a chart on Rob's Mofugas web page of the common tire sizes that fit, rim widths and offsets that fit.<P>Mark Rieb||208.8.135.6||reg||1
Z||000002||BluFalcon||07-02-2002||02:44 AM||muttski@gte.net||The wheel width is  7 inches.  According to the website, they offer it in a +40mm offset only for the 4x114.3 bolt pattern.  I guess I'll go ahead and order them..the Galant has been needing new wheels for awhile now.  Thanks for the info Mark.||4.64.87.14||reg||1
Z||000003||uno||07-02-2002||11:38 AM||corona1977@juno.com||which ones you doing?||216.187.161.220||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000772.cgi
A||||0||JonGVR4||Update on Nocturnal Motorsports||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||07-01-2002||01:34 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Shannon recently told me that his relationship with Eric is over.  Nocturnal Motorsports is now only Eric.<P>If you want Shannon, the real brains behind building those kits, contact him here kycshann@kyol.net, or 270-699-1767.<P>He can build you anything you like but it will just take some time.||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001738.cgi
A||||5||BigItalian||How much do stock Gvr4's weigh?||||1||||BigItalian||00001073
Z||000000||BigItalian||03-18-2003||04:29 AM||chill_dog33@hotmail.com||are they lighter then talons and how much do they weigh anyone know ?||24.67.253.203||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||03-18-2003||08:13 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001713#000003" target="_blank">I think the answer is in here somewhere</a>||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||03-18-2003||09:15 AM||||I think the stock weight is about 3285 or so. I dont know how many Kilo's that is though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||BigItalian||03-18-2003||06:09 PM||||I had found the weight but didn't know if it was right thnx for looking for me guy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.67.253.203||reg||7||BigItalian||00001073||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||03-18-2003||11:40 PM||||wonder why all Italians call me guy.... LOL the two italians at work call me that too! not that I am complaning but I was just wondering||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||BigItalian||03-19-2003||01:09 AM||||hah man I never say guy but that one time I did..hmm  maybe it's just a Italian thing..||24.81.104.16||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes



ubb/Forum3/000773.cgi
A||||0||998||Need Advice on Fuel Problem!!||||5||
Z||000000||998||07-01-2002||03:13 PM||||OK here's the deal. I need to replace my gas tank and with it most likely the fuel pump. I am looking into installing a 16 gal fuel cell in the trunk and installing an inline fuel pump. My questions:<P>In-line fuel pump, suggestions? Cost?<BR>How difficult would it be to wire up?<BR>What is the stock fuel pressure, and if I install a higher flowing pump what else do I need to run safely on stock injectors?<P>Any advice is greatly appreciated.||198.185.18.207||reg||5




ubb/Forum3/000774.cgi
A||||2||turbowop||TMO question||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||07-02-2002||02:44 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I will be sending my ecu off for the stage III mods and was wondering if any of you know if TMO can put in new caps since mine haven't been done yet. I've had no probs with them yet but want to stay safe.<P>I tried emailing them yesterday, but haven't gotten a response yet. Thought I'd see if you guys know.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000001||SnoBlind||07-02-2002||07:49 AM||modularv8@hotmail.com||Yes, they will do it.  They don't like to though.  I think they will charge you like $50 - $75 bucks to do it.||63.68.228.197||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||07-02-2002||08:29 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Todd is rather slow these days.  What am I saying?  Todd has always been slow with everything he does.  It may take him a while to do the work.  It takes him even longer to respond to an email.||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000775.cgi
A||||4||Johnny Bravo||It's heeeeerrrrrreeeee!!!!||||1||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||07-02-2002||07:19 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Whelp folks the truck came by today & dropped 'er off while I was at work...#580/1000.  Not totally what I had expected, but not too shabby for an 11yr old car with 74k on it.  Anybody know how to post pics on this site...if at all???||205.188.193.176||reg||1
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||07-03-2002||12:09 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Hey, congratulations man.  ||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||07-03-2002||07:27 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Hey thanks man!   I'm pretty stoked & can't wait to get it on the road & it definately needs cleaned up a lot.  Hopefully I'll be able to figure out what's up with this jacked up idle soon too.  ||152.163.213.67||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||07-03-2002||10:39 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Sweet! Where did you get it from? So,when are you gonna bring it by the 'Burg???  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||129.71.114.51||reg||1
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||07-04-2002||10:16 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||I bought it from some dude in Schaumburg, IL.  Hopefully I'll get time to get it inspected & registered & whatnot this upcoming week so I can get it on the road.  I don't think my poor ol' Honda is gonna make it much longer   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I dunno if it'll pass inspection or not with the idle the way it is.  I'm gonna have to dig around under the hood this weekend to see if I can find anything wrong.  Seems like it might be a vaccuum leak or something, but who knows.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/confused.gif">||152.163.213.84||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001739.cgi
A||||3||chucklesas||Blacklisted???||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||03-18-2003||08:59 AM||||Where are the sites that say if a person has blacklisted me?  Someone that I ordered an FMIC from, but have never recieved, is threatening to blacklist me because I went to paypal and filed a buyer claim.  I'm just wondering how he would go about doing this.||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||03-18-2003||11:44 AM||||take care of yourself man , dont worry about what he says, good guy bad guy list on DSM trader is the only one i have ever seen . and i takes an act of congress to have someones name slammed up on there.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||03-18-2003||12:35 PM||||Alright, it probably would go up on dsmtrader if it does happen, since thats where I found the ad that all this started from.  And I just checked dsmtrader now, and there is a post about the guy I bought stuff from as being a scammer.  So I think I'm in the good here.  Where do you find the "blacklist" on dsmtrader? or do you have to be registered to see it?||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||03-18-2003||03:02 PM||||Well the site that someone would do that would be  <a href="http://www.goodguybadguy.org" target="_blank">www.goodguybadguy.org</a>  It sounds like he's just lashing out because people are on to his scamming ass.  Serves him right if he gets caught.  What you need to do ideally is contact the FBI's Internet Fraud Complaint Center online at:  <a href="http://www.ifccfbi.gov" target="_blank">www.ifccfbi.gov</a>   You can file a complaint on him.  I'd get in touch with the other people who he's scammed to get his ass good.  He deserves it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.2.17.152||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum3/001740.cgi
A||||3||meshwork||How many people have done this while typing?||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||03-18-2003||04:18 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Stupid amusement. <br /><br />Almost ever time I type GVR4, I end up holding down the shift button too long and writing GVR$. Then I laugh at myself and say "you got that right". <br /><br />Thats my dumb story of the day.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-18-2003||04:20 PM||||All the time, because that is what they are VR$$$$||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||03-18-2003||05:39 PM||||GVR$, GVR take our money  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||03-18-2003||05:45 PM||||haha I type the $ all the time, but never thought of It like that, Very true! gvr$!||63.207.141.71||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/001750.cgi
A||||9||DeanCouchey||Good price for Teins?||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||03-19-2003||10:44 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I found this is that a good price?<br />HA DSR08-K1SS1 $1,460.00 W/Pillowball Upper Mount||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||03-19-2003||12:25 PM||||New anything in the neighborhood of $1200-1300 as most items cost to buyers are @30-40% less than MSRP.||199.35.9.146||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||03-19-2003||01:23 PM||||TurboWop extended his friends offer of 1250 or so a aset awhile back, ask him.....||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||03-19-2003||01:58 PM||||I can get them for $1299.00 plus shipping.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||03-19-2003||09:04 PM||||tom, where do you get then from? i've been looking for some for quite a while now.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||03-19-2003||10:24 PM||||Just so everybody knows, Tein USA is no longer stocking the HA's for the E39A in the states.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   You can still order them but they take upwards of two months to ride a boat over from Japan. I think that Dale (suprflewus) got the last set.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||Jose||03-19-2003||10:42 PM||||Dale(Suprflewus) no longer has the last set, I purchased them from him 3 weeks ago. I was one of the guys that was going to wait to months for them.<br />Jose....||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000007||Louters91GVR4||03-20-2003||01:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> tom, where do you get then from? i've been looking for some for quite a while now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My friend's company is a Tein Dealer and I can get them for that price. I talked to Colin at Tein USA and he did say the wait could be long. If they are worth waiting for is another question. I don't know.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000008||number3||03-20-2003||01:36 PM||||Waiting.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||ron||03-20-2003||02:12 PM||||Hi Guys,<br /><br />I carry both Tein and JIC.  I got the JIC SF1 because they come with the lower spring rate.<br />But I am thinking about upgrading to the FLTA2, because they are adjustable and might not be too much stiffer. <br />I think they are better than Tein because they are lighter, can raise or lower the ride height without changing shock travel.  They do cost about $250 more per set.  And AFAIK they are available right now..<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Ron||152.163.188.200||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes



ubb/Forum3/001742.cgi
A||||3||jonvr4||wheres # 1????||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||03-18-2003||09:51 PM||jonvigil81@hotmail.com||does anyone know of or heard of the GVR4 with the first badge?||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-19-2003||08:50 AM||||I bet some mitsu exec owns it or it doesnt even exist. Maybe Iceman can answer this one.<br /><br />All I have goin thru my head now is that Nelly song - "what does it take to be #1 ? "||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-19-2003||11:18 AM||||LMFAO--<br /><br />"I am number one"......."what does it take to be number 1."<br /><br />Got some nelly going...lol||67.200.121.201||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||03-19-2003||11:52 AM||||some idiot probly had it and totaled it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/001743.cgi
A||||11||DSMGVR4||Stainless steel exhaust prices???||||1||||DSMGVR4||00000427
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||03-18-2003||10:52 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Just curious if $740 is a fair price for a 3" T304 SS turbo-back exhaust with Magnaflo muffler and tip? i can get one from Mufflex in NJ....installed on the car. What have most of you paid for your turbo-back....homemade or purchased?<br /><br />John||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-18-2003||10:55 PM||||Home made is much cheaper than most of the times. I have had a crush bent alumiinized 3" turbo back with a flowmasterish 3" muffler and 3" tip for about $275.<br /><br />Why dont you just get aluminized ? Stainless is more heavy and way more expensive. I would get aluminized and use some rustoleum if you are worried about rust. Just my opinion...||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||03-18-2003||11:04 PM||||Anyone disagree with Blacksheep?  Because unless anyone can generate some HP figures that show a $500 dollar difference in 3" mandrell and 3" pressbent I'm going to my local muffler shop.  This is somthing I've been fighting with for a while.  I just needed someone like Blacksheep to say they belive too.  My car already has 2.5" BR SS but it got all beat to shit when the Dumbfuck I bought the car from either hit something or tried to drive the car without the DS fully bolted in.||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||03-19-2003||08:41 AM||||Ok, here is the lowdown about everything I know on exhaust systems. I have been around DSM's and gvr4s for a bit and have messed with exhaust systems on every vehicle I have owned. My first mod, always! So, I hope this helps and comes up when searches are made in the archives...<br /><br />The catalytic converter(CC) and the muffler are major restrictions. <br /><br />- Free-flowing muffler and no cat is the best option. If you are concerned about smog etc, get a catco 3" CC, flows more than a stock cat or spend $300 on a random technologies 3" CC. Magnaflow makes a 3" CC for less than $99 and their mufflers are awesome, so I would buy a cat from them if I need to run it.<br /><br />What about 3.5" systems?  <br /><br />2.5" systems are good for 12's and high 11's. If you want low 11's, 10's 9's..go 3"<br /><br />3" is almost 99% free-flow and virtually no backpressure and sufficient! Harry (Number3) runs a crush-bent 3" aluminized system as far as I remember, he ran 12's with a fairly simple setup(16G'd). That is proof enuf that 3" crush bent works.  <br /><br />-the 3.5" systems are supposedly for bigger turbos with Nawz, but I think track times or dyno figures will prove if a 3.5" system is actually worth it over a 3". I personally think it will lead to loss of torque in the lower revs with street setups. Great for all-out drag cars with mondo turbos and Nawz. <br /><br />Some concerns people have with crush bent systems:<br /><br />1) Well, the bends will seriously hamper performance.<br />- Not if they are done right. Yes, it will not be round as mandrel. But, if you follow a modified path along the driveshaft, two nice 45 degree bends and you'll be all set.<br /><br />2) What about stainless?<br />- Maybe stainless transfers heat better, but I dunno if it makes a HUGE difference to justify the cost. <br />- Stainless is also heavier. <br />- Yep, stainless is all nice and shiny, but no one can see the pipe. If you are worried about looks, a nice stainless muffler and tip will take care of that, mate. Then take the extra money and buy another mod thats worth it.<br />- Yes, stainless may not rust, but depending on the way the flanges and hangars are welded on, they will rust before the pipe. <br />-Aluminized systems will last 2-4 years atleast. <br /><br />Kevin(GVR1463) has had a 3" aluminized system for atleast a year or 2 now, I can look at this gvr4 and see.  He runs a 3" crush bent aluminized system as well and its pretty free-flowing. We are here in BFE..err Des Moines, Iowa so there is snow and salt.<br /><br />3) What about downpipe options?<br />Yes, that first bend can be trickey, but its not a 90 degree bend. Its about 72 degrees (RRE says it somewhere). Again, if you think crush bent really will not work here, just buy the 2.5 inch flange and the first section from RRE along with the 2.5" flex and then go to 3". This is identical to the downpipe RRE sells. Then do the 3" crush bent, you'll be set! Else buy a 3" downpipe, if you are extremely worried about boost creep etc etc.<br /><br />4) Does rustoleum work?<br />It has for me in the past, I got the highest temp rating they had. I coated the pipes as much as I could esp the flanges and hangar welds. It will burn off for a while and stink outside the car, but it does stay on there to prevent rust, IMHO.<br /><br />This is all just personal opinion and what I have picked up from exhaust talk over the years..I am not an exhaust god, so feel free to correct me. Just trying to my share of helping on the board, thats all.<br /><br />PS - Harry, I know this is a long post and will wear you out. I go on vacation today,so I had some free time on my hands to post...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||number3||03-19-2003||08:59 AM||||Not sure if this helps. <br /><br />My 3" exhaust is press bent (not my first one either). The # and angle of bends were kept min. The O2 eliminator is made of 3" mandrel bends I bought. No cat and I use a dyno max straight through 3" oval muffler. I make great power.<br /><br />When I had mine made it was $800 for mild steel (6 years ago) and mandrel bent GVR4 exhaust were $1200.00. (See Galants were not very popular in the aftermarket so we made almost everything on our own, including IC kits. There was no choice.) <br /><br />Is mandrel better? Sure. Is 3" press bent good enough? I think so.<br /><br />Just my opinion.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||number3||03-19-2003||09:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> <br />4) Does rustoleum work?<br />It has for me in the past, I got the highest temp rating they had. I coated the pipes as much as I could esp the flanges and hangar welds. It will burn off for a while and stink outside the car, but it does stay on there to prevent rust, IMHO.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When you paint exhaust parts paint them hot. The paint will last a lot longer.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||03-19-2003||09:49 AM||||Harry, what dynomax oval 3" muffler is it?  Because I thought the largest oval dynomax was the 2.5" ultraflow?||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||03-19-2003||11:16 AM||||$200 for 3" turbo back mandrel bent stainless but alot of fabrication to finish it up. Also incoluded a Borla muffler and not running a cat.||67.200.121.201||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||03-19-2003||11:40 AM||||As KC(Blacksheep) mentioned, I've been running a pressbent for about 2 years on mine.  I never painted it and it's alumnized (galvanized) steel. The only rust that I've seen is where I bottomed the car out once (or twice :-)and scaped the downpipe.  On my GVR4, my setup is 2.5 DP and 3" beyond the flex (no cat). Same thing on my Talon just did the 3" all the way back on it for no particular reason.  The DP is also pressbent with the smoothest bend possible and it has 2 near 45 degree bends in the back.  I think it flows nice (nice enough for me to get a f*ing ticket for it yesterday - I'll take that BS to court as I know it's quiter than my cousins brand new F250 truck!)<br /><br />Total cost on my GVR4 was $160 at the local Ma & Pa shop, and $170 on the Talon.  That was for everything as I run an off the shelf muffler that's not straight through.||167.142.21.215||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||number3||04-12-2003||10:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Harry, what dynomax oval 3" muffler is it?  Because I thought the largest oval dynomax was the 2.5" ultraflow? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry Howard, I never saw the question... The part number for the 2.5 is 17222 and the 3" is 17221. That is from memory so I hope that is right.<br /><br />If anyone ever needs either. I have an old friend that stocks them at his exhaust shop.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||04-12-2003||12:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br />Sorry Howard, I never saw the question... The part number for the 2.5 is 17222 and the 3" is 17221. That is from memory so I hope that is right.<br /><br />If anyone ever needs either. I have an old friend that stocks them at his exhaust shop.<br /><br />Harry [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Awesome, thanks for the info, Harry.  Since it's an oval 3", is it much quieter than the round 3" that Buschur uses?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||number3||04-12-2003||01:16 PM||||I think so. It is still loud but a nice tone and level.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001744.cgi
A||||7||driftin galant||translator||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||03-18-2003||11:15 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||were can i find a japanese to english translator on the net?||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||03-19-2003||12:23 AM||||hey go to google and look for babble fish it is a universial translater ...for any one who knows where they got the name from gets a cookie||64.12.96.102||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||03-19-2003||12:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong>for any one who knows where they got the name from gets a cookie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A fish that translates any spoken language into a language that the person possessing the fish can understand.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||03-19-2003||12:57 AM||||<a href="http://world.altavista.com/" target="_blank">http://world.altavista.com/</a><br /><br />i've used this for awhile but never knew it was called babel fish||63.201.91.242||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||03-19-2003||09:31 AM||||google itself has a translator.  check out the fine print on the right.<br /><br />advanced search<br />preferences<br />language tools||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||GVR4458||03-19-2003||12:59 PM||||That'd be Hitchkers Guide to the Galaxy written by Douglas Adams.  The fish was actually inserted into the auditory canal and would translate alien languages.  It was REALLY hard to get that in the text-based game (involved a mail sack in a sink and a BF dispenser system) but now I'm rambling.<br /><br />Unfortunately he died last year (at least recently, time just sorta blurrs together anymore).  The series was HILARIOUS.  The TV shows were OK (I just bought em on DVD and need to actually watch them again).<br /><br />He's written a few books, and all are pretty damn funny.  Highly recommended.<br /><br />EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||03-19-2003||03:46 PM||||R.I.P.<br /><br />Don't panic.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||joec||03-19-2003||05:07 PM||||"So long, and thanks for all the fish."||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum3/001745.cgi
A||||4||DeanCouchey||JDM Seats???||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||03-18-2003||11:48 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||OK what do you think the odds are that I can source a set of these and about how much would it be??? I am looking at Garfields way......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||1101||03-19-2003||01:05 AM||||Pretty good actually. Most of the JDM VR4s I have seen have a blueish grey tweed pattern cloth seat.<br /><br />That same material is used in many 89 GS Galants. I have one. I also have a spare set front and back that I got from a junk yard for $100.<br /><br />The kicker is that the foam under the cloth seats does not hold up as well as the foam under the leather seats. The driver's seat will probably need new foam on the left side (sliding in and out of seat).  <br /><br />Ward<br /><br />1101||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000002||Pappy||03-19-2003||01:20 AM||||Yeah.  They just have the cloth seats.  Why would you want to get them?||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000003||1101||03-19-2003||01:25 AM||||Well, I do have to say they are more comfortable, and they grip way better in a turn. I don't think you can find the 89 GS seats with the lumbar adjustment though.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||03-19-2003||09:08 AM||||I want the auctually JDM VR4 seats. THe ones that have the lumbar support and the GALANT VR4 stitching on them.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001746.cgi
A||||5||raceman77||found ! ! intercooler/exhaust tubing supplier ! !||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||03-19-2003||12:28 AM||raceman77@comcast.net||let it be known that mandrel bent aluminum,stainless,and,get ready,titanium tubing is available for our mad plans at; <a href="http://www.burnsstainless.com" target="_blank">www.burnsstainless.com</a>     .l finally found this place by emailing a guy with a turbo 510 who had his web page link on google.l don`t know about you but l had a tough time finding mandrel bends in aluminun.Stainless,yeah..mild steel,yeah..aluminum? uh,we`ve only got straight stuff..l plan to make intercooler pipes,intake and exhaust with stock from burns.All in titanium of course.... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.35.69.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||03-20-2003||07:07 PM||||Sorry, but that is not news. Burns Stainless is very well known. They make excelent headers and mufflers too.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||03-20-2003||09:50 PM||||Burn's prices are also a bit on the high side.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||03-20-2003||10:35 PM||||but we all know inconel is a must    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||raceman77||03-21-2003||01:53 PM||||l guess l wasted a couple hours searching when l could have posted an inquiry..Burns is pricy though but where`s the cheaper stuff available? Anybody have a source for mandrel bent aluminum tubes?||68.35.69.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||03-23-2003||04:00 AM||||this place kicks ass<br /><br /><a href="http://shop.airflowonline.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=AFSI&Category_Code=EE" target="_blank">http://shop.airflowonline.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=AFSI&Category_Code=EE</a>||138.89.43.137||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum3/001747.cgi
A||||4||driftin galant||floor mats||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||03-19-2003||01:30 AM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||does any one know were i can get some new floor mats or some in good condtion, maybe it VR-4 on them.  That would be cool.||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||04-22-2003||04:48 PM||||I found this  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001027#000000" target="_blank">Floor Mats</a> <br /><br />Is there other places that makes them for our cars?||24.56.134.194||reg||5||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000002||VR4EVER||04-23-2003||05:35 PM||||hey there you sexy boy<br /><br />i would recommend staying with the old ones, they're probably less likely to give you rug burn if you know what i mean<br /><br />bee tee double yew i want your hot body!||12.228.209.142||reg||12||VR4EVER||00001407||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||04-23-2003||06:09 PM||||I have a set of the Lloyds mats in my Scirocco. Let me just say that they are top quality. Perfect fit and the embroidery is excellent. I got mine through a group buy for like $100 or so... perhaps we could set up a group buy for those who are interested in getting a set for their Galant...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||04-23-2003||06:33 PM||||I would be interested in the group buy.<br /><br />Perhaps we should start a new post.||198.111.38.153||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/001748.cgi
A||||4||BigItalian||JDM Galant||||1||||BigItalian||00001073
Z||000000||BigItalian||03-19-2003||02:47 AM||chill_dog33@hotmail.com||I found a JDM galant on ebay today not to temping to me because of the right hand drive..but I had a few questions is it a grv4 JDM? is it faster ? I heard they are wasn't sure no VIN # but the guys says it's good for parts so yah here she is:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2406989699&category=6353" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2406989699&category=6353</a>||24.81.104.16||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||03-19-2003||04:38 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001053" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001053</a>||24.209.153.248||reg||11||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||BigItalian||03-19-2003||05:59 AM||||didn't see that but are they faster ? and what do you call em ?||24.81.104.16||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||03-19-2003||09:11 AM||||Yeah Garfield had that car for sale. That is kinda faster cause it has the 16G I beleive and bigger injectors. And it is just called a VR4, thay had others over there, like VXS, ZR4 and so on.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||03-19-2003||11:54 PM||||This one is the same spec as the USDM.  440cc injectors & td05h turbo.  I just lowered the reserve price to $4k.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum3/001749.cgi
A||||8||Johnny Bravo||Tan leather interior?||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||03-19-2003||07:56 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||I know all GVR-4's came with black leather, but I remember someone on here that had converted theirs to tan leather.  I  <i>think</i>  I may have found a '92 Galant with tan leather at a local pick-n-pull with tan leather (I haven't seen it in person myself yet).  Just wondering if there actually were Galants with tan leather & if so will it work?  I think the tan leather would go very well in my Belize Green GVR-4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    TIA!||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||03-19-2003||09:09 AM||||I'm the guilty party.  Yes, I have a tan or beige leather interior. Was on the car when I bought it used in '94. Even the door panels have inserts in this wrinkled leather.  Makes the car cooler in hot sunny summer.   I assume the stuff came from a normal Galant.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||03-19-2003||03:03 PM||||My car doesn't have a sunroof so cooling is a BIG issue as far as the lighter interior is concerned...not to mention the look   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Hopefully this weekend I'll be able to look into it further   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||Gvr4-330||03-19-2003||07:46 PM||||I would still love to see pics of this tan interior...<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||03-24-2003||05:35 PM||||Damn i never seen one yet,if you can can you put up some pics?||68.41.97.219||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||03-24-2003||08:48 PM||||Yeah, I 3rd that request   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||03-24-2003||10:09 PM||||Fourth-it.||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||03-24-2003||10:25 PM||||number 5 here...bob i think its time for you to post up some pics||67.200.73.9||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||03-25-2003||12:21 AM||||Bob has an open invitation to borrow or use my scanner -- I also have pictures of Bob's car, but am waiting to get with him to make him a "members ride" page.||64.109.166.82||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001751.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||Chicago radio - Energy 92.75 FM gone?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-19-2003||12:37 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Chicago GVR4 owners,<br /><br />anyone listen to that station? I loved it and couldnt get enuf when I visited chi-town and used to listen to it online. <br /><br />All of a sudden, they are gone, their website is gone..whats up with this? Anyone have a idea...<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||GVR4458||03-19-2003||12:54 PM||||You really don't get out here that often do you?  Those went spanish a while ago.  I didn't listen all that often, but they have quite a spread, so they were easy to tune in even in the boonies.<br /><br />EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000002||DRIFT N VR-4||03-19-2003||12:57 PM||||i live in Rockford. and i used to listen to it all the time.. now it turned into a spanish channel.. i am curious too what happend.. one day i was listening to it and the next day it was gone||12.221.198.245||reg||1||DRIFT N VR-4||00001159||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||03-19-2003||02:09 PM||||yeah it was all dance music. it always came in fuzzy by me. however their is another station that is now playing that type of music in the chicago area. ill have to ask my gf what it is bc she pointed it out to me a few weeks ago.||65.227.204.4||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||03-19-2003||03:45 PM||||You came to Chicago and you didn't call me?  *sniff*||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||number3||03-19-2003||06:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4458:<br /><strong> You really don't get out here that often do you?  Those went spanish a while ago.  I didn't listen all that often, but they have quite a spread, so they were easy to tune in even in the boonies.<br /><br />EH </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He is from Iowa Dude.... He can't get "out" <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  "Out" is over 600 miles away.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001752.cgi
A||||3||Craig91||HELP...Good price for GVR4||||5||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||03-19-2003||02:24 PM||Wolfpac268@aol.com||I need your help guys...Here is the deal.  I have a 91TSi that I'm trying to get rid of to replace w/ a GVR4.  I found one from a local guy who is finishing the car within the next week and will be selling it.  He's highly regarded as far as DSM's go in my area.<br /><br />Here's the rundown on the car...<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1991 GVR4, #145 of 2000 (I think. Ill dbl check tomorrow) Outside color is <br />green and is in good shape (see pictures) has Black leather interior in great <br />shape. Milage on chassis is 106K. Car is fully loaded as always and has the <br />power mo roof option. <br /><br />Now for the list  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" /> )<br /><br />*Car has been converted to 5 lug. The conversion retained the ABS system.<br /><br />*New "Big" brakes up front. New rotors up front. Fresh turned 94 rotors in the <br />rear. Real calipers rebuilt and checked. No froze calipers in the rear. Front <br />calipers checked and are all set. braking system is 100%<br /><br />*Motor is brand new. Its a stage 1 VR motor. This is 8.5:1 pistons ("95 <br />pistons"), new oil pump, no balance shafts, new timing belt, new water pump, <br />  full valve job, all new gaskets including valve cover, exhaust and intake, <br />block color is black.<br /><br />*Clutch is brand new. Fresh turned flywheel and new TOB. Clutch is an ACT 2100 <br />Street Disk<br /><br />*Full BG fluids in tranny, transfercase, and rear end<br /><br />*Nearly new 1999 GSX wheels (in MINT shape) with new tires. (Michelin Piolets <br />215/50/17's)<br /><br />*Battery is relocated to the trunk<br /><br />*Car has a seasoned and planed 1995 ported exhaust manifold, a ported <br />(unclipped) 16G, and a ported o2 housing<br /><br />*Exhaust is a 2.5 downpipe to a 2.5 test pipe to a 3" Thermal cat back. All <br />mandrel bent SS tubing. <br /><br />*550cc RC injectors<br /><br />*Apexi S-AFC<br /><br />*2G MAS with filter and custom intake pipe (powdercoated black)<br /><br />*Underhood has been cleaned up extensivly. Rusted brakets either cleaned and <br />painted or replaced all together. Underhood is going to look very clean and <br />uncluttered.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now he's asking $7500 for the car and I wanted to know if this sounds like a good deal or not.  He's gone to Texas for a couple days to pick up a new truck, so he won't be back till this weekend or early next week.<br /><br />A friend of mine has seen the car and I've heard it is very clean.  I've got potential buyers for my car, and have to pick up this GVR4 ASAP when he's done w/ it or I know it'll be sold.<br /><br />C'mon guys...What's your thoughts on this????||68.54.120.44||reg||5||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||03-19-2003||02:50 PM||||I think thats a damn good deal, provided it runs right. Why's he building it and then selling it right away?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||03-19-2003||02:55 PM||||The price sounds about right if the trans is good. On your post you did not say anything about the trans. Also is the trans a VR4 trans or is it a DSM trans? The VR4 has a longer first gear and a stronger input shaft. Also if the caps on the ECU have not been replaced, I would negotiate on lowering the price.||198.111.38.134||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||03-19-2003||04:58 PM||||He works pretty much on just DSM's.  He doesnt buy the cars to keep them.  From what I understand, he buys the cars, fixes them and upgrades parts for them, then sells them.<br /><br />Everything I've heard about him has been really really good.  He sent a message to my friend the other night saying that the "Transmission shifts BEAUTIFULLY".  I'm not sure about the caps or if its the VR4 tranny or a T/E/L tranny.  I wanna say its a VR4 tranny but I'm not sure.<br /><br />I'm trying to work it out now w/ my dad to see if he'll cosign the loan I'm trying to see if I can get for it.<br /><br />HOPEFULLY...I'll be a part of the limited GVR4 community<br /><br />-Craig||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum3/001753.cgi
A||||5||mikey||ducktape how are you?||||1||||mikey||00000063
Z||000000||mikey||03-19-2003||04:29 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Sup Rob,<br />Haven't seen you in a while.  I heard you moved to Plymouth?  Hey you're moving closer and closer to me! I haven't seen you since that time you had the meet in Watertown.  Hope you had a good winter.  Did you ever get your car finished?  I'm not saying it will ever be done but you need to let the beast out!  Anyways, I still have that pump assembly laying around.  I never got the chance to do anything with the car.  Well, hope to see you again this summer.  Stay warm and keep in touch!<br /><br />Mikey||141.233.234.74||reg||1||mikey||00000063||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||03-19-2003||11:14 PM||||Hey man how's it going?? Yeah getting closer to you. Just to let you know we can do the pump when it gets warmer, if you want- a week or two? I will be having another gettogether soon, so hopefully you can come again. hahah is my car finished.... How's your car running? I must say I really like the way your car sits... Keep intouch, you bet!<br />Rob||24.209.153.248||reg||14||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||mikey||03-20-2003||03:06 PM||||Rob,<br />Alright let me know when the get together is, I'll be sure to see you then.  Get some coilovers and go for the rice look like me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  , too bad I can't go any lower. j/k.  Good to hear from you.<br />Later!||141.233.234.74||reg||7||mikey||00000063||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||03-20-2003||04:32 PM||||Better late than never????<br /><br /><br />17" BBS RK's with 235/40's<br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/13706075/medium.jpg" alt=" - " />||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||03-20-2003||11:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong>  Just to let you know we can do the pump when it gets warmer, </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa, way to be so open about your sexuality.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.109.164.119||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||03-21-2003||03:14 AM||||Well I do live in WI......||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum3/001754.cgi
A||||1||04DrBlur||S-AFC ||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||03-19-2003||05:04 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||Well guys since it looks like I may never recieve my FPR would it be a bad idea to go ahead and install my AFC?  It has been sitting on top of my computer for some time now and would rather look at it in the car. Any info would help out. Thanks.||65.42.51.115||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-19-2003||05:12 PM||||You dont need a aftermarket AFPR to use a AFC..Install that sucker.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/001755.cgi
A||||2||hibrn8||Who is it on this board that makes custom decals?||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-19-2003||06:15 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||if you do please pm me...thank you.||65.227.217.225||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||number3||03-19-2003||06:18 PM||||Sleeper =  Gabor||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-19-2003||07:02 PM||||thanks harry||65.227.217.225||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001783.cgi
A||||9||Matt379||direct tv/tivo||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||03-24-2003||11:02 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I've finally moved into my new house, and have decided to go with Direct TV.  Suggestions on what brand of receivers with features would be appreciated.<br /><br />thanks||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||number3||03-24-2003||11:46 AM||||They are all basically the same. The picture performance is a standard set by Direct TV. The menu speed and how easy they are to navigate are the differences. So basically try them out and get the cheapest one like. Oh by the way they are all made as cheaply as possible and they are all pieces of shit. But don't let that stop you from DSS (I have it) because so are the cables boxes.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-24-2003||01:17 PM||||i use the Sony SATHD200 which is the HD decoder satellite box. I only got it because of my massive discount and that I receive the HD picture on teh few movie stations that offer it. <br /><br />But going along with Harry, they are all the same and will perform all the same. So just get a cheap one.||67.200.121.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||03-24-2003||01:52 PM||||Ken do you have a HDTV???? Me and my girl are gonna be getting a HDTV soon hopefully and I was wondering if it was expensive or anything... plus we have Time Warner Digital cable so we will have to see how that works!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||GVR4458||03-24-2003||06:49 PM||||Get Tivo.  It will change your TV viewing drastically.<br /><br />There are about a gazillion forums about it if you need more info.  You can even borrow one form a friend (for about a week before it stops working) so you can see just how damn cool it is.<br /><br />EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||03-24-2003||06:58 PM||||I've used a Sony Tivo and a Direct TV tivo, and the Sony was much better quality.  I know two Direct TV subscribers that have had the boxes start acting flaky for no reason.  While fast forwarding, they would hit play, but even though the remote had good batteries, it never stopped the forwarding.  <br /><br />The Sony is hackable to add huge drives, and I like the remote layout better. <br /><br />Unfortunately, I now have neither Tivo option.  :-( <br /><br />Of course, the nice thing is, I never waste time in front of the boob toob anymore, because the Tivos make it SO EASY to find cool stuff to watch.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||number3||03-24-2003||07:06 PM||||I use a RCA DTC-100 DSS and RF HDTV decoder. I use it to pick up HDTV channels free out of the sky with an antenna. It is about 3 years old now. It works well. I have had HDTV for about 5 years now and it is the greatest thing since sliced bread.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Philly's majors stations (NBC, ABC, FOX, CBS and PBS) are all in HD.<br /><br />I use a Sony SatA65 for my DSS because it is easier and quickier to use in Sat. mode.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||03-24-2003||10:31 PM||||Dean---&gt; if im rading the post right and you are curious about my tv, yes i have an HDTV. well i couldnt afford a plasma... but the tv i have is a 61" Hitachi SWX12B from last year. 6 lens element tv which is totally wicked and has an extremly sharp picture. Hitachi has been rated very highly for a while. But not too bad for my first projection that i purchased at 18 years old.... well here in Illinois it is looking like we will be the last to receive hd signals for a few years. however as Harry stated as few locals come in like some ball games and jay leno.||67.200.73.9||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||03-25-2003||12:18 AM||||The DirecTivo device cannot record "regular" signals -- only DirecTV streams.<br /><br />All of the units are upgradeable.  They're actually Linux PCs.  If you're a hacker type you can run a webserver, FTP, mail and other bizarre shit on them.  To upgrade the hard drive (replace or add new) requires some technical skill and a PC running Linux.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.tivocommunity.com/tivo-vb/" target="_blank">TiVo community forum</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.tivofaq.com/" target="_blank">TiVo FAQ</a> <br /> <a href="http://tivo.lightn.org/" target="_blank">TiVo web project</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.newreleasesvideo.com/hinsdale-how-to/" target="_blank">The Hinsdale How-to</a> <br /><br />My Sony unit (DirecTiVo) can record two channels simultaneously -- or record one, watch another...  It requires a dual LNB dish, but those are fairly common nowadays.  It is a max of 35 hours, which really isn't enough.  I don't own a VCR (analog sucks) so I can't really archive large amounts of movies and shows.<br /><br />You'll definitely love TiVo.  It changes the way you view TV forever.  Fast forward through commercials, pause live TV, replay, blah blah blah.||64.109.166.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||talontsi||03-25-2003||12:47 AM||||I too have the sony direct tv/ Tivo combo.<br />Best thing I ever did in my life.<br />Definitly chages the way you watch TV.<br />And with my wierd work schedule I never miss any of my shows.<br /><br />Got mine on ebay for a great price as a new subscriber.||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum3/001757.cgi
A||||4||LAGVR4||Exporting my GVR4 need some info||||5||||LAGVR4||00000559
Z||000000||LAGVR4||03-19-2003||07:26 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||i'm trying to export my GVR4 and the buyer has been trying to find out some test specs that he was not able to get in his country. does anyone know where i may be able to find this info? TIA<br /><br />*Brake test - and how big diameter<br />*Noise test -on engine i guess<br />*exhaust test- how many/much gasses coming out<br />*seatbelt test||64.160.242.131||reg||5||LAGVR4||00000559||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||03-19-2003||07:43 PM||||Yeha I heard saddam was looking for a fast car .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-19-2003||08:20 PM||||same with osama to stay on the run||65.227.204.119||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||03-20-2003||10:16 AM||||LA,<br /><br />You don't mention what country, but the best bet for a buyer is to do one of a couple things:<br /><br />Find out if homologation or registration papers were ever filed in that country for an exact, like or similar vehicle.  If so, you can reference those papers.<br /><br />Or, he can contact the local Mitsu distributor in that country and find out one of two things-Did they ever import the same car?  If so, they may have the papers, or they can request Japan to provide the necessary information. (May not be possible on a 10+ year old car).<br /><br />Or, have them ask the local officials if that is really necessary on an older used car.  Sometimes it is not.  You could also ask this of that country's embassy in this country.<br /><br />Hope that helps.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||LAGVR4||03-20-2003||12:19 PM||||he said he was not able to obtain the papers through mitsu norway. they stated that the US made model was not tested in norway, but that is supposedly untrue. regardless, they would not provide the paperwork. i was hoping somebody on here might have access to the US tests results. thanks||64.160.242.131||reg||1||LAGVR4||00000559||yes



ubb/Forum3/001758.cgi
A||||2||Jose||DSM Parts.Com||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||03-19-2003||08:37 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Who is it from the board that works at DSMPARTS.COM? <br />Jose....||205.188.209.7||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-19-2003||10:45 PM||||His name on the board is dsmparts||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||03-19-2003||10:50 PM||||Jose,<br />DsmParts (Justin)||64.157.77.171||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes



ubb/Forum3/001759.cgi
A||||7||jonvr4||glove box gauge holder||||2||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||03-19-2003||09:46 PM||jonvigil81@hotmail.com||i am building a gauge holder for the glove box, and i need to know what is the most commonly used gauge size, and electronics (i.e. boost controlers or safc). i also need to know what meterial is the most desired, carbon fiber, carbon kevlar or plastic. it is going to look similer to this holder. i also need to know what you guys think is a good price. i am an industrial design major, so i know how to fabricate parts, and make them look good. my galant vr4 is my test subject for quite a few on going projects. in the next month or two look for carbon fiber hoods, and fenders.||12.235.229.244||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-19-2003||10:10 PM||||Id say the most common gauge is 52mm (2 1/16th in.), Many have a single 60mm (for egt's, etc.) and an afc (not sure on dimensions). Carbon Fiber would look great, but its pricey. Plastic wouldn't look bad imo.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||03-20-2003||09:03 AM||||52mm = 2 1/16th  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||03-20-2003||11:54 AM||||here is a example of it  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2407068872&category=33675" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2407068872&category=33675</a>||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||Franckypoo||03-20-2003||12:49 PM||||I also think most ppl use 52 mm gauges.<br /><br />I know I would definitly like one of those!  I want to keep the stock look of the Galant, but can't mod it w/o proper gauges.  So that would be really nice way to hide them!||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000005||Oztek||03-20-2003||09:27 PM||||Jon, if you could build one that could hold a VPC, EVCIV, and a SAFC I would be eternally grateful.||67.38.3.3||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||03-24-2003||05:28 PM||||are you going to use carbon fiber?||68.41.97.219||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||03-24-2003||06:37 PM||||i am going to make some in carbon fiber and some with abs plastic. the plastic has a texture like car interior.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/001760.cgi
A||||1||jonvr4||phaze 2 performance chip||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||03-20-2003||03:09 AM||jonvigil81@hotmail.com||has anyone heard of phaze 2 ecu chips? i have seen them selling a few of these chips on ebay over last few months, and i wanted to know wheather they are worth as shit or what.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||03-20-2003||11:34 AM||||Do a little search it was just discussed a couple of weeks ago on this board.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/001761.cgi
A||||34||meshwork||Is it possible to get the &quot;MMC&quot; rear trunk emblem?||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||03-20-2003||09:48 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I think they were on the AMG cars. I'm planning my repaint now, and I thought the MMC would be a little more different than the MITSUBISHI thats on there now. <br /><br />Anyone know where or if I can get one?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||gvrfour173||03-20-2003||10:12 AM||||just go badge less, but the mickey mouse club(mmc) badge is nice tho. i think that there was a place that was selling them, like two years ago, i think it was called options salon, its in all the mags. oh i just found it:http://www.optauto.com/webstore/product_information.asp?number=MITS-EM2&variation=&aitem=2&mitem=2&back=yes||63.72.235.5||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||03-20-2003||10:30 AM||||I don't really want to go badgeless, I want the TEL owners in my area to know whats up. I like the badgeless look, but with such a rare car I'd rather have people go "is that...YEAH, ITS IS!!!". <br /><br />Thanks for the link, thats exactly what I was looking for!||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||03-20-2003||10:56 AM||||Awesome, I was looking for that too!  Thanks!||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||number3||03-20-2003||11:00 AM||||Another plus for 92 models  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||03-20-2003||11:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Another plus for 92 models   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">92 models had the "MMC"? <br /><br />Or are you talking about the "VR4" thats a part of the taillight?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||03-20-2003||11:39 AM||||<a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/mmcbadge.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/mmcbadge.JPG</a><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||meshwork||03-20-2003||11:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/mmcbadge.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/mmcbadge.JPG</a> <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd have to get the Mitsubisi logo to go along with it...like this:   <img src="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/my_galant/myamg/e_res.jpg" alt=" - " />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||03-20-2003||11:57 AM||||You can't even image how many people will ask you what MMC means. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||03-20-2003||12:51 PM||||Isn't this what you guys want?<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2166005280&category=2036" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2166005280&category=2036</a>||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||meshwork||03-20-2003||01:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Isn't this what you guys want?<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2166005280&category=2036" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2166005280&category=2036</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um, yes!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Then I'll really stand out from the crowd!||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||03-20-2003||03:27 PM||||my friend who own technospeed (a new start up company) could get those emblems. i have one for mine, it took two weeks and it is an official mitsu product. i think it was like $22. email me if you want one i could have him order some up||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000012||Johnny Bravo||03-20-2003||04:58 PM||||I know I found some online not toooo long ago...I'll have to dig through some back issues of SCC to see if I can find it again.  I did just order 2 different Ralli///Art emblems though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.188.200||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||03-20-2003||11:56 PM||||<a href="http://www.optauto.com/webstore/product_information.asp?number=MITS-EM2&variation=&aitem=2&mitem=2&back=yes&dept=491" target="_blank">MMC emblem (Chrome)</a>||64.109.164.119||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||03-21-2003||12:04 AM||||This is the factory part number for the MMC badge<br />MB594684.  Call the dealer and see if they can get one for you.<br />I have one sitting here (brand new) $15.00 shipped.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.201.238||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000015||meshwork||03-21-2003||11:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> This is the factory part number for the MMC badge<br />MB594684.  Call the dealer and see if they can get one for you.<br />I have one sitting here (brand new) $15.00 shipped.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">According to Conicelli thats not a legit part number. Maybe DSSA could shed some light. <br /><br />In the meantime, I'll take that brand new one off your hands, I can paypal you as soon as I hear back from you.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000016||REDLINEGVR4||03-21-2003||04:47 PM||||Does any one know where i can get the VR-4 badge?||205.188.209.7||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000017||meshwork||03-21-2003||04:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> Does any one know where i can get the VR-4 badge? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You should be able to get the VR-4 badge from Conicelli.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000018||sleeper||03-21-2003||06:19 PM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]According to Conicelli thats not a legit part number. <br />[/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Looks legit to me.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/mmcmark.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.136.187.244||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000019||autobahntom||03-21-2003||06:25 PM||||The part number is most likely valid; just not in the USA. I tried a while back to get some VR-4 badges from the 2003 GVR4; with part numbers (someone had posted pictures of them in plastic with the part numbers clearly visible), and was told  'not available in the USA'. <br />I can dig the part numbers up if someone wants them or is interested in trying to get some.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000020||gsxtasee||03-21-2003||06:45 PM||||My sister in law works at Mitsu dealership in Japan.  start a list, consolidate it, and I will try to get that many badges.  I have it on my car and it is "tits".  adds to the uniqueness :-)<br /><br />Jason||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000021||meshwork||03-21-2003||06:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Looks legit to me.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/mmcmark.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that the badge I sent the payment for a few hours ago?<br /><br />I meant that its not a good number in the USA, I think they work off completely different databases between countries.||68.162.65.143||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000022||sleeper||03-21-2003||07:51 PM||||Yes, that's the one.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.202.174||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000023||meshwork||03-21-2003||07:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Yes, that's the one.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YAY!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.162.65.143||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000024||Jose||03-21-2003||11:30 PM||||I have had that badge on my car for two years already, and I still have people asking me what it stands for. Jason (GSXTASEE) you think your sister-in-law can source some clear corner lights, not for a VR4. I have a 1997 Montero Sport, I think in Japan they are called Challengers.<br />Jose....||205.188.209.7||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000025||sleeper||03-22-2003||12:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong>  I tried a while back to get some VR-4 badges from the 2003 GVR4; <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you talking about this badge?<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/jdmvr4badge.JPG" alt=" - " />||65.66.62.177||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000026||autobahntom||03-22-2003||09:44 AM||||The part number for the VR-4 in red is<br />MR416355.<br />Part number for the MMC  MB594684.<br /><br />I have a picture of these new parts in the plastic bags, but not sure how to post the picture here.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000027||Hertz||03-22-2003||02:45 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">Free image hosting for GalantVR4.org here</a>||67.37.225.95||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000028||autobahntom||03-22-2003||05:54 PM||||I do not take credit for this picture. It is from someone on the GVR4list on yahoo (cannot remember who). <br />Tom  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_next.asp?id=201" alt=" - " />||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000029||autobahntom||03-22-2003||05:55 PM||||Try this again.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_next.asp?id=201" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_next.asp?id=201</a>||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000030||gvr4ever||03-22-2003||07:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> You can't even image how many people will ask you what MMC means. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It means My Motherf*&$ign Car right? He he he<br /><br />Anyone who doesn't know, take your hand and smack it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000031||Louters91GVR4||03-22-2003||10:04 PM||||I love JDM stuff.<br /><br />Tom||140.254.114.115||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000032||chhuong||03-23-2003||04:24 AM||||Gabor in the picture that was posted of the vr4 emblem did you paint the turn signals of your taillights??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000033||sleeper||03-23-2003||08:14 PM||||No it's yellow. The flash might made it look red.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.187.49||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000034||GVRfore||03-25-2003||05:50 PM||||<a href="http://www.optauto.com/webstore/product_information.asp?number=MITS-EM2&variation=&aitem=2&mitem=2&back=yes&dept=491" target="_blank">http://www.optauto.com/webstore/product_information.asp?number=MITS-EM2&variation=&aitem=2&mitem=2&back=yes&dept=491</a><br /><br />Here's the emblem.  I bought mine from them about a year ago.||166.90.30.85||reg||1||GVRfore||00000647||yes



ubb/Forum3/001762.cgi
A||||23||sleeper||I thought Audi owners where smarter||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||03-20-2003||11:26 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||How not to port the head<br /><a href="http://forums.audiworld.com/a4/msgs/1567770.phtml" target="_blank">http://forums.audiworld.com/a4/msgs/1567770.phtml</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||LAGVR4||03-20-2003||11:57 AM||||you should check your spelling before you make a statement like that.||64.160.242.131||reg||1||LAGVR4||00000559||yes
Z||000002||Franckypoo||03-20-2003||12:47 PM||||tell me it's a joke?<br /><br />that can't be true?  how would anybody (even someone who don't know shit about cars) could think that would work?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />At least I'm pretty sure this guys intake pipe must be really well polished inside now!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||03-20-2003||12:53 PM||||What did I misspell?<br />Then again what does bad spelling and somebody being stupid have in common?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||91 #680||03-20-2003||02:09 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||03-20-2003||02:27 PM||||Not that I'm concerned, but here's the answere to your question, sleeper:<br /><br />I thought Audi owners where smarter <br /><br />And actually, now that I look at it LAGVR4, it's not a misspelled word. It's the wrong word. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||03-20-2003||02:31 PM||||We had a customer get his 5000s towed to us to after the engine siezed up on him.  "Ironically" he said "I was on my way to the dealership to price out a new oil pan" as the one on the car was dented.  He was even nice enough to bring the oil pan off the car to make sure we ordered the right one.  He said he had seen those Valvoline comercials where they run the cars without motor oil, and figured he could run it like that as long as he did'nt go too far.  You see a lot of stupid things when you work at a dealership.  This however I think is a joke.  There's just too many hints that it could be (the "my friend works on hondas" part especially).  I mean who would'nt get their rocks off by posting something like this on a real big bulletin board.  You how worked up we get when a real jackass posts something.||65.165.18.58||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||03-20-2003||02:36 PM||||Proof!  I want to see sand embedded in the pistons, valve seats, and chipped up turbine wheel.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||03-20-2003||02:43 PM||||Oh wait is this GALANTVR4.ORG?   <br /><br />Wait.........yep it is.  <br /><br /><br />I was worried.  For a second there I thought I was posting at Spellingwordscorrectly.net again.  I hayte it when dat happens.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.165.18.58||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||03-20-2003||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> <br /><br />I thought Audi owners where smarter <br /><br />And actually, now that I look at it LAGVR4, it's not a misspelled word. It's the wrong word.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     <br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I said, 1 though Audi owner.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||LAGVR4||03-20-2003||04:33 PM||||stay in school.||64.160.242.131||reg||3||LAGVR4||00000559||yes
Z||000011||number3||03-20-2003||05:08 PM||||"Zmax will fix it"     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||03-20-2003||06:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by LAGVR4:<br /><strong> stay in school. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Guess what? I never went to school to learn your language, but at least, I know as much to capitalize the beginning of my sentences and where to put my punctuation marks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />You're either trying to attack me because you're an english teacher or a smart Audi owner.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.202.58||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||sleeper||03-20-2003||07:11 PM||||Just to show you're not perfect either.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001083#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001083#000000</a><br /><br />"is there a <b>coolder</b> thermostat..."    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.202.58||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000014||LAGVR4||03-20-2003||08:32 PM||||well i'm not an english teacher. i'm not the one saying i'm smarter than anyone else either. <br />check yourself before you wreck yourself....and by the way i think it's hilarious that you searched all my posts to see if i ever misspelled anything.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.160.242.131||reg||10||LAGVR4||00000559||yes
Z||000015||Garfield Wright||03-20-2003||11:05 PM||||Ladies, ladies, Please.  Stick to the top pick (I meant topic) & play nice.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000016||sleeper||03-20-2003||11:19 PM||||I still don't understand, why are you in a pissing contest with me about one word?<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.201.238||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||03-20-2003||11:43 PM||||Why?  ... because he just fed 25lbs of sand through his Audi.||64.109.164.119||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||LAGVR4||03-21-2003||12:15 AM||||"Then again what does bad spelling and somebody being stupid have in common?"<br /><br />this statement pretty much makes my point for me. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />you are the reason people on audiworld post things like that.||64.160.242.131||reg||1||LAGVR4||00000559||yes
Z||000019||sleeper||03-21-2003||12:40 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.65.201.238||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000020||gvr4ever||03-21-2003||08:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Why?  ... because he just fed 25lbs of sand through his Audi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think a engine could take 1/2 a lb of sand without trashing it.  It it could we wouldn't need air filters.<br /><br />It was a joke.  The engine would not have lasted that long.  Also, no one is that stupid.  Not even Honda guys.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000021||mixx2001||03-21-2003||10:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Also, no one is that stupid.  Not even Honda guys. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thank God.||65.165.18.43||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000022||spoulson||03-21-2003||11:11 PM||||Regardless, this story is almost as good as the Mustang owner who welded the head to the block, or the new A4 owner who put tire dressing on his tires because it looked great but then drove it into a tree.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000023||Hertz||03-22-2003||02:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Why?  ... because he just fed 25lbs of sand through his Audi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think a engine could take 1/2 a lb of sand without trashing it.  It it could we wouldn't need air filters.<br /><br />It was a joke.  The engine would not have lasted that long.  Also, no one is that stupid.  Not even Honda guys. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was inferring (joking) that it was LAGVR4 who had done it.  I realize it is a joke.  I thought VR-4 owners were smarter.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.37.225.95||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001763.cgi
A||||1||Louters91GVR4||Operation Iraqi Freedom???||||1||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||03-20-2003||01:24 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Well, its on!!! Good luck to our guys over seas, my thoughts and prayers are with them. Hopefully this is a quick ordeal.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||03-20-2003||02:05 PM||||I belive it will be quick indeed.  I've already heard reports of Iraqi soldiers surrendering to companines during traning manveurs (spell?).||65.165.18.58||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/001764.cgi
A||||35||BluFalcon||Garage Pics||||1||||BluFalcon||00000366
Z||000000||BluFalcon||03-20-2003||02:38 PM||muttski@comcast.net||I was just wondering how everyone else had their garages set up. I've got it pretty good with my setup, but I know some folks hae some truly small spaces to work in.  Anyway post up pics of where you work on your GVR4's.  Heres some shots of my work area: <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=190" alt=" - " /><br /><br />My 1/2 of the garage.  One of my roomates has the other 1/2  for himself.  Since he works at a shop, he usually uses his side for storage.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=191" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=192" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Parts storage and Supplies.  Not very organized and not as many parts as I used to own before I moved into this house.<br /><br />Anyway, that's it.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||03-20-2003||02:47 PM||||Not really related, but I just was just looking at one of those "Caution... Aircraft Engine" signs today, only this one was actually attached to the packaged up engine.||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||03-20-2003||03:03 PM||||Haha mine looks the same...Stock parts (fan, manifold, exhaust)||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||03-20-2003||03:34 PM||||I would have posted pics of CTC, Just becouse I could.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.245.228.110||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||03-20-2003||06:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong> Not really related, but I just was just looking at one of those "Caution... Aircraft Engine" signs today, only this one was actually attached to the packaged up engine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah that sign is from my days in a F-16 Engine shop.  I uh.."rescued" it from a dumpster when the base was being closed down.  Now I work on civilian jet engines...not as much fun.  It pays better though.<br /><br />Zach: Heh, I only take the car to CTC when there's stuff I don't know how to do..(welding..and uhh welding).  Everything else gets done in the garage at the house.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||03-21-2003||02:25 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=194&width=400" alt=" - " />   <br /><br />here's one with car in garage<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=196&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />old se-r...RIP<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=197&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||03-24-2003||05:30 PM||||Don't those have like 205 horsepower,or something like that with the sr20's?||68.41.97.219||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||03-24-2003||06:24 PM||||Is that a sunny/GTIR motor? Im just curious.............||209.245.226.128||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||03-25-2003||12:28 AM||||I'm soon to be the owner of a ... A GARAGE!  And it came with a free house, too!<br /><br />The fiance and I have signed on a house in the suburbs (Westchester, IL).  It has a nice 2.5 car garage (which I will post pics of when we close).  This will be a step up for me, as my current facilities are located wherever I park on this busy Chicago street.  Now we just need to sell this fuckin' condo before May 16th so I don't have to sell the car!<br /><br />There was a garage thread about 6 months ago... I think Harry and others were talking about garage heaters...   Anyhow, I can already anticipate that my first actions will be to paint the floor and install a bottle opener.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.109.166.82||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||998||03-25-2003||09:02 AM||||Actually I will sadly be losing my nice 2.5 car garage in less than a month.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    We sold our house and are moving into an apartment for 2 years. The good news is that we will eventually build a new house and with the money we save I may buy an EVO next year.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000010||dsmsleeper||03-25-2003||11:32 AM||||<img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid56/p88fb88a4c9623b91d840ad1d2ea7e1f3/fc72bcaf.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid56/pdef47e0e8c1c80123bbe60944fb926ad/fc72bcab.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||03-25-2003||12:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>   Anyhow, I can already anticipate that my first actions will be to paint the floor and install a bottle opener.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Make sure that floor is clean before you paint it.<br />Use muriatic acid to clean it and let it dry for a couple of days. Put some sand in the best quality paint you can find. (two part is the best)<br />I painted my garage floor a week after the concrete was poured and now it's peeling off all over the place.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000012||91 #680||03-25-2003||01:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> Is that a sunny/GTIR motor? Im just curious............. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it was the blue bird sr20det found in the aussie/japan altimas. It had 205 stock ponies....I had it up to about 230whp at 11psi with a t-25.  My best time was a 13.8 at stock boost and street tires.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||03-25-2003||04:01 PM||||I never bothered cleaning or painting my garage floor when I bought my house.  I did, however, install a bunch of florescent worklights and garage door openers for my 2 car detached.  Now if I can provide something better than 14ga power wire, I can avoid blowing circuit breakers with my compressor...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||Team Ducktape||03-26-2003||03:26 AM||||Yea well I have a small garage now, here doing a 4-bolt, in my apartment garage.... <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=206" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=206&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=204" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=204&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Still can't find all the stuff sence I moved. And I don't have space for the stuff so it goes in my Kitchen floor...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=205" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=205&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000015||Team Ducktape||03-26-2003||03:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid56/p88fb88a4c9623b91d840ad1d2ea7e1f3/fc72bcaf.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />    <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid56/pdef47e0e8c1c80123bbe60944fb926ad/fc72bcab.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well some people might kill for a pic like that; two Galants in their garage.....||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||06:49 AM||||Ducktape, what kind of manifolds and turbos are those?  Source and cost?<br /><br />And if those are the ones on your floor, what's on your car?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||Team Ducktape||03-27-2003||03:08 AM||||Well one manifold was bought one was made   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I got the shinny one from Doug Derby. Well and as for the other stuff, I sold my red talon with blown motor and forged but N/A pistons- and took the Haltech, msd, ect out of it for the Galant body I am in the process of buying. The turbo is off my Grey Galant along with the "Team Ducktape" header. I am in the process of selling/taking out the engine out of my car (j@E's, ect) that's why the turbo is out; going with a 2.4..<br />Sorry had to add some more pics; so each time someone complains about not having enough space, they will really understand what cramped is. From the first pic I posted of my garage down the side of the garage.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=208" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=208&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Here is another pic from the end of the garage, next to the tire.:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=207" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=207&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Then the desk in the background, then the tour is over.....<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=209" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=209&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000018||Team Ducktape||03-27-2003||03:24 AM||||Walking space around just my car....||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000019||BluFalcon||03-27-2003||05:54 AM||||Man,<br />  I'll never complain about not having enough space.  How do you manage to get any work done in there?||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000020||sleeper||03-28-2003||12:49 AM||||The best tool in my garage is the computer with hight speed internet. The refrigirator, stocked with cold beer comes in at the close second.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/garage1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/garage2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.56.229||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||03-28-2003||02:44 AM||||Ah ha!  That's what I need to do with my spare CPU.  I never thought of the necessity of having a computer in the garage!<br /><br />Gabor: is that a hot tank?||64.108.204.241||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||04:15 AM||||Daaamn, Gabor, that is one nice setup!  Maybe I'll take some pics of my ghetto-fabulous workspace when I'm home this wknd.  Or maybe not.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000023||BluFalcon||03-28-2003||04:27 AM||||Gabor,<br />  Damn, I am now officially jealous.  That's what I'd like my place to look like.  Maybe one day when I actually buy my own house and stop renting...someday.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000024||number3||03-28-2003||06:55 AM||||The red thing is a sandblast cabinet. You don't have one?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   They are cheap but take up alot of room.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000025||sleeper||03-28-2003||01:05 PM||||Thanks, I always wanted something like that, but realized, that just like the house we outgrow the garage too pretty fast.<br />So now I'm in the market for a new house with some land and an outbuilding.<br /><br />No hot tank there. The tranny I just bought was shipped in that yellow bucket, if thats what you're talking about.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000026||howard_GVR4||03-28-2003||01:48 PM||||Gabor, what do you do for a living?  (I've been wondering for a while now)||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000027||sleeper||03-28-2003||10:36 PM||||Haha. Nothing special. I'm the inventory guy at a local foodservice supplier.<br />My whole paycheck goes to the wife. I'm not rich by any means and KC can tell you, I'm not living in a villa either.<br />Anything related to cars, must be paid for with my own money, by selling decals, cars, parts and working on other peoples DSM's in the evenings and weekends.<br />I take any job where I smell money. Painting, small home repairs, yard work, anything.<br />Doing pretty good with lots of hard work you "lazy americans" are affraid of.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Don't flame now I just quoted some jelous japanese dude who said that.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000<br />97 GSX<br />95 Mustang Cobra<br />96 Aerostar<br />87 Acura Legend<br />99 Yamaha GP1200<br />98 Mugen Super Athlete  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.136.184.20||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000028||spoulson||03-28-2003||11:05 PM||||Here's my pit:  (It's quite messier than usual because of all the project work I'm doing with the car)<br /> <img src="http://users.rcn.com/spoulson/pictures/DSCF0578.JPG" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://users.rcn.com/spoulson/pictures/DSCF0579.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br />And of course, no "Real Man" garage would be complete without:<br /> <img src="http://users.rcn.com/spoulson/pictures/DSCF0580.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br />For anyone interested, I also have a picture of that <a href="http://users.rcn.com/spoulson/pictures/DSCF0581.JPG" target="_blank">amp install</a> I've been working on.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000029||#1459 VR-4||03-29-2003||12:47 AM||||You did away with your ski pass through!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   I'm going to end up using mine for the first time in a couple days... unless racks that fit a 1g will fit the Galant, anybody know?<br /><br />Schaefer... damn I drink cheap beer, but Scheafer!?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||Benny||00000618||yes
Z||000030||spoulson||03-29-2003||05:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Benny:<br /><strong> You did away with your ski pass through!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    I'm going to end up using mine for the first time in a couple days... unless racks that fit a 1g will fit the Galant, anybody know?<br /><br />Schaefer... damn I drink cheap beer, but Scheafer!? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wanted to keep the prisoner porthole, but the amps wouldn't fit well around it.  An yeah, Schaefer is damn cheap and takes _almost_ as good as Yuengleng.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000031||VR6 Eater||03-29-2003||05:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>   Anyhow, I can already anticipate that my first actions will be to paint the floor and install a bottle opener.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Make sure that floor is clean before you paint it.<br />Use muriatic acid to clean it and let it dry for a couple of days. Put some sand in the best quality paint you can find. (two part is the best)<br />I painted my garage floor a week after the concrete was poured and now it's peeling off all over the place.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Even if you acid etch the floor, if you don't neutralize the acid your coating will not stick.  You have to check it when still wet with lithmus paper/ph pen.  Diamond grinding to a CSP 2 or shotblasting to a CSP3 or 5 are your other options.  Always wait 28 days after pouring any concrete, or do any pathces that are portland based.  It does not matter what the temp is outside you must wait 28 days.  The only way around the cure time is to have the concrete in the truck treated with Gill 33 or Gill 29.  About 100$ a gallon.  500 for a truck of concrete.  It's catalyst for concrete.  <br /><br />Of course you could always hire me to do your floor   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.primecoat.com" target="_blank">Prime Coat </a><br /><br />If you wait and watch the picture on the right of the screen, a picture of me spraying polyurea inside of a can lift station will come up.||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000032||Hertz||03-31-2003||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> Even if you acid etch the floor, if you don't neutralize the acid your coating will not stick.  You have to check it when still wet with lithmus paper/ph pen.  Diamond grinding to a CSP 2 or shotblasting to a CSP3 or 5 are your other options.  Always wait 28 days after pouring any concrete, or do any pathces that are portland based.  It does not matter what the temp is outside you must wait 28 days.  The only way around the cure time is to have the concrete in the truck treated with Gill 33 or Gill 29.  About 100$ a gallon.  500 for a truck of concrete.  It's catalyst for concrete.  <br /><br />Of course you could always hire me to do your floor     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.primecoat.com" target="_blank">Prime Coat </a><br /><br />If you wait and watch the picture on the right of the screen, a picture of me spraying polyurea inside of a can lift station will come up. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Alright, now we're talking!  Actually I need to get in touch with a mason or concrete guy.  My new garage's floor is cracked (settled, drains the wrong way).   How can I fix this besides repouring, etc.?  Can I skim coat it?  I haven't been able to hit it with a level (don't live there yet) so I'm not sure how much of a grade we're looking at.  I suspect that most of the damage was actually caused by the driveway's slope towards the garage foundation.  All I really know is that I wouldn't be able to use a creeper very easily to move about.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.36.191.136||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000033||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||06:04 PM||||Too bad my garage now is a second living room,but thank god my dad has a 3 bay garage with a carlift in each one so it is kinda better.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000034||mofugas||04-10-2003||09:50 PM||||Here's my shop...don't mind the mess.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.mofugas.com/images/shop1a.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.mofugas.com/images/shop2a.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />We've had up to three cars in there at once, and still have enough room to work on them.||206.71.120.1||reg||10||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000035||theymightbegalants||04-10-2003||11:58 PM||||Rob, you suck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Don't mind me; I'm green w/envy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    That's a very nice setup you have there.||134.10.23.206||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001765.cgi
A||||7||ken inn||doggy talks||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||03-20-2003||06:41 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||How to Wash the Cat<br /><br /><br />1. Add the required amount of shampoo to the toilet water and have both lids<br />up.<br /><br />2. Find the cat and soothe him while you carry him toward the bathroom.<br /><br />3. In one smooth movement put the cat in the toilet and close both lids.<br /><br />  The cat will self-agitate to make ample suds. (You may need to stand on<br />the lid so that he cannot escape.) Never mind the noises that come from your toilet, the<br />cat is actually enjoying this.<br /><br />  CAUTION: Do not get any part of your body too close to the edge, as his<br />paws will be reaching out for anything they can find.<br /><br />4. Flush the toilet three or four times. This provides a "Power Wash" and<br />"Rinse", which I have found to be quite effective.<br /><br />5. Have someone open the door to the outside and ensure that there are no<br />people between the toilet and the outside door.<br /><br />6. Stand behind the toilet as far as you can, and quickly lift both lids.<br /><br />7. The now-clean cat will rocket out of the toilet, and run outside where he<br />will dry himself.<br /><br />  Sincerely,<br /><br />          THE DOG||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-20-2003||07:14 PM||||BUAHAHAHA||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-20-2003||10:24 PM||||leave it up to Ken for that!||65.227.217.124||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||03-20-2003||11:12 PM||||Was it a little slow for you today, Ken?<br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||03-20-2003||11:45 PM||||What's wrong with using the washing machine?||64.109.164.119||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||03-20-2003||11:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> What's wrong with using the washing machine? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn , beat me to it. I was just posting that.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||03-21-2003||10:02 AM||||amn how do you dry him??? in the microwave???||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||03-21-2003||10:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> amn how do you dry him??? in the microwave??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think so.  You put it in the stove.  Hello?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.165.18.43||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/001766.cgi
A||||0||Martin Chilcote||DSM Translator||||1||||Martin #1064/2000||00000028
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||03-21-2003||01:56 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||As mentioned in an earlier post, there's a new product for 1st gen DSMs and GVR4s.<br />Made/distributed by Ramchargers.com. Just yesterday they started a Yahoo Group.<br />Good way to follow the products testing by others before you lay out any $$$.<br />I'm hoping it's all it's suppose to be as I want something better than but as easy to use<br />as my Blaha mas.<br /><br /><a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/dsmtranslator/messages" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/dsmtranslator/messages</a><br /><br />Martin||66.139.167.252||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum3/001767.cgi
A||||9||black91||noobie .... ||||1||||black91||00001187
Z||000000||black91||03-21-2003||06:17 PM||i@is-otaku.com||Hey all ... <br /><br />I've been trolling this board since januari or so, and after a few botched deals i finaly found and bought a vr4!!!! go me<br /><br />imaculate interior, some dings on outside, 162k and 80-100 on longblock ... <br /><br />Anyway, thanks for the info that helped me find one, and thanks for advance for all the stuff ill read in the mod/tech section.<br /><br />a black 91||24.169.246.199||reg||1||black91||00001187||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||03-21-2003||07:23 PM||||Keep coming back ......||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||joec||03-21-2003||10:34 PM||||Congratulations!  It's a great feeling when you finally get a GVR4.||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000003||BigItalian||03-22-2003||08:06 PM||||how much you pay and does it have mods?||24.81.104.16||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes
Z||000004||black91||03-23-2003||12:35 AM||||I payed $5750, a bit more then ive seen some go for, but i was tired of waiting, and was closeby, and i was extremely tired of botched deals with out of state sellers.<br /><br />Mods ... Boost gauge, apexi exhaust 3" catback downpipe,testpipe, 3000gt fuelpump, 13" cross drilled rotors, newer (not sure what kind) calipers, and im sure its newer then stock leather, you dont get 162k without tearing some up, its immaculate. huge knn, knn breather ... and a bunch of other non performance upgrades/replacements.<br /><br />Gues the guy was getting ready for 'something' up to me to do 'something' now i gues   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.169.246.199||reg||1||black91||00001187||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||03-23-2003||01:25 AM||||Considering how rare our cars are you did fine.   Regular DSM's can go for cheap, but we're an elite class.  Enjoy your car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    BTW, I'm sure there probably aren't many in NE...my dad is from Bellevue, NE...a 'burb of Omaha.  Not much out there, but beautiful country  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||03-24-2003||08:44 AM||||Congratulations.  I got mine about a month ago and I've been liking the car more and more.  I only wish I could drive it because I never have time to finish the tires, brakes, replace some missing parts, etc. to get it inspected.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||03-24-2003||11:52 AM||||I've been driving mine for 4 days now, woo hoo.  It's shut down on me three times so far.  <br /><br />1st time: Broken Cam Position sensor connector.  A few wiggles later and a trip to Napa for some wire ties, problem solved.<br /><br />2nd time: Loose Ignition power module, couldn't see it at night with out a flash light, plus I was drunk.  Got a ride home.  Next morning wiggle connector and I on my way to Napa again.<br /><br />3rd time: On the way to Napa.<br /><br /><br />So, nothing too bad.  Feels like my driveline may be on the brink of extinction.  But hey what fun would life be with out a few callenges, right?||65.165.18.110||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||03-24-2003||12:07 PM||||Drove mine for the first time in 9 months two days ago.  Felt good.  Damn good; it'd been too long.  Did a buncha intake mods, including a 2G MAS, but was running stock inj. and FP on only a Denso 190 w/no fuel control, so only allowed myself a few pounds.  I think she's got a lot more torque and midrange now tho', because that was enough to slide the rear end out on a few curves and it was tough to let out the clutch and not spin all 4 when parked in the grass.  I'm getting some Denso 550's rebuilt in the next few days, plus rewiring the pump and putting in a SAFC and EGT, so with a little tuning I'll unleash the beast!||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||03-24-2003||05:12 PM||||Congradulations!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.97.219||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001768.cgi
A||||8||hibrn8||I think these past two weeks have been the worst of my life...||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-21-2003||08:31 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||All of you are my friends on this board and I really need to vent off what has been going on lately. Everything in my life seems to just be biting me in the ass right now. These last two months have been really stressful because i have been awaiting responses from the Pharmacy schools i applied to. I planned to stay near home, so my choices were Univ. of Illinois Chicago(where I am in undergrad now) and Midwestern Univ. Well I received no response from UIC which really hurt bad. Last monday i received my response letter from Midwestern to find out that im on their waiting list. After reading that letter, everything had jsut hit me so hard. my chances of getting in are slim. <br /><br />for those of you what its like trying ot get into professional school its really a joke nowadays. i have been working my friggin ass of for 2 years to get in. Not only have I been a full time student but i have also worked a full time job during all of this, whereas everyone else sits at home and studies all day. My credentials to get in are stellar. My Gpa is 4.75 and i scored 65 on the addmissions exam. Full time job, licensed pharm technician and volunteer in a pharmacy, in many high honor academic organiazations and the list goes on...  <br /><br />i really dont want to get into this but i think this comes down to this race/minority issue. chicago is dominated by a very diverse ethnic group. many asian, indian, african americans here. it honestly seems like they have first priority over anyone else. again im not racist but this is totally true. and its not bc they are smarter, some of them may well be, however many of them got admitted with a much lower performance than i did because of 'equal opportunity' standards. <br /><br />besides for all this, work has sucked too. sales is frustrating and all this war bullshit has made this economy even worse. the last thing i want to do is sales for the rest of my life, at least not this type of sales. to top it off the girl is being weird too. the last thing i need is more stress from her.<br /><br />so obviously the school thing is what is really depressing me the worst. it really hurts that your hard work doesnt get recognized or that i dont evne get a chance to show these people that i have outstanding potential to succeed in their programs. i have already tried to call the admissions to talk to someone and they all blew me off. sorry for the extremely long boring post but i have no others to talk to. thank you.||65.227.217.43||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||03-21-2003||08:48 PM||||Man things have a way of turning around for the better, I have seen it in my life too many times to say that there is not something good in the works for you . It sounds like you have paid your dues for sure! be patient... this war thing and economy will pick back up eventually and things WILL look better. I know you didnt get where you are at now for not being the best Keep Getting It!! It will pay off for you eventually . My phone works man 804 272 2570 if you need to call do it . Scotty||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||03-21-2003||11:33 PM||||Pharmacy school is hard to get into so I hear.  The whole race/ethnic issue has nothing to do with you but more with big schools have to admit so many of different races or ethniticity to recieve that allmighty GOVERNMENT dollar.  In my own opinion I think you should try a few more schools in other areas.  There are some other really good schools out there. And a degree from one school isnt goin to get you any farther than a degree from another school.  You will still end up a Pharmacist in the end just dont loose concentration.  And remeber the GVR-4 owners when we get older and have to take all those medications so that we dont have heart attacks when we are smokin that "rustang" and get all worked up...||64.109.1.212||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||GVR4458||03-21-2003||11:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> You will still end up a Pharmacist in the end just dont loose concentration.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, I agree with the sentiment; chin up, hang in there, etc.  Not so much that you'll be a pharmacist in the end.  Sure you'll start out as a pharmacist, but you'll probably end up selling pharmaceuticals for a major company and making $140k in commission every year.  My Chemistry degree held out for 3 years when I turned to IT support and now IT project management (by the way, so much happier...).  Things will work out in the end.  DON'T PANIC.  Just stay organized and focused.  Worst case, you'll have to pick a different school.  Incidentally, I thought you were polish or something.  I know its not much of a minority in Chicago, but use what ya got.<br /><br />EH||68.73.91.107||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||03-22-2003||12:44 AM||||I was kind of bummed out today, but then I downloaded the theme from "Perfect Strangers" off of kazaa. Its pretty uplifting. <br />But I feel ya man, sometimes it seems like college isn't worth it nowadays.||64.252.98.60||reg||14||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||03-22-2003||01:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> All of you are my friends on this board and I really need to vent off what has been going on lately. Everything in my life seems to just be biting me in the ass right now. These last two months have been really stressful because i have been awaiting responses from the Pharmacy schools i applied to. I planned to stay near home, so my choices were Univ. of Illinois Chicago(where I am in undergrad now) and Midwestern Univ. Well I received no response from UIC which really hurt bad. Last monday i received my response letter from Midwestern to find out that im on their waiting list. After reading that letter, everything had jsut hit me so hard. my chances of getting in are slim. <br /><br />for those of you what its like trying ot get into professional school its really a joke nowadays. i have been working my friggin ass of for 2 years to get in. Not only have I been a full time student but i have also worked a full time job during all of this, whereas everyone else sits at home and studies all day. My credentials to get in are stellar. My Gpa is 4.75 and i scored 65 on the addmissions exam. Full time job, licensed pharm technician and volunteer in a pharmacy, in many high honor academic organiazations and the list goes on...  <br /><br />i really dont want to get into this but i think this comes down to this race/minority issue. chicago is dominated by a very diverse ethnic group. many asian, indian, african americans here. it honestly seems like they have first priority over anyone else. again im not racist but this is totally true. and its not bc they are smarter, some of them may well be, however many of them got admitted with a much lower performance than i did because of 'equal opportunity' standards. <br /><br />besides for all this, work has sucked too. sales is frustrating and all this war bullshit has made this economy even worse. the last thing i want to do is sales for the rest of my life, at least not this type of sales. to top it off the girl is being weird too. the last thing i need is more stress from her.<br /><br />so obviously the school thing is what is really depressing me the worst. it really hurts that your hard work doesnt get recognized or that i dont evne get a chance to show these people that i have outstanding potential to succeed in their programs. i have already tried to call the admissions to talk to someone and they all blew me off. sorry for the extremely long boring post but i have no others to talk to. thank you. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I guess I won't tell you about me and your sister.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . Yes everyone has had times similar to this. That unfortunately is just the way life is sometimes. What you need is to think about the stuff you have, family, friends, health, car hehe etc. Think about what you have accomplished already, be happy with that; just for a while- because life is a journey, it takes a while but if that's what you want it will happen, not always when you want. But yea I bet you can do it..........||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||03-22-2003||02:35 PM||||Hey Ducktape, I know that Hibern8 wasn't going to tell you, but his "sister" is actually his brother!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Ken, I haven't been to school for a long time, but I thought that admins usually atleast replied to the decent candidates.  Especially those that are already students.  In your contact with them did you check to see if they actually got your app and passed over you or didn't get it at all?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||03-22-2003||02:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  My credentials to get in are stellar. My Gpa is 4.75 and i scored 65 on the addmissions exam.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy shit -- 4.75?  That's like A+++.  You should be able to go anywhere with that.||67.37.225.95||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||03-22-2003||08:01 PM||||yeah UIC is on a 5 point scale but its still an A average.||65.227.204.207||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001769.cgi
A||||1||sleeper||AWD Mirage on Ebay||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||03-22-2003||12:50 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2407570679&category=6355" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2407570679&category=6355</a><br /><br />"All electrical systems work including check engine light."<br />At least he's honest about it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.62.177||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||talontsi||03-22-2003||11:28 AM||||That car has been out on ens Ralley page for a while.||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum3/001770.cgi
A||||19||turboflanagan||New paint - whatcha think? ||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||03-22-2003||03:14 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Trying to get a new paint job for 478 of 1000.  I really like this color, but can't find any good pics of a viper with it.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.dodge-vipers.com/html/gts43.html" target="_blank">http://www.dodge-vipers.com/html/gts43.html</a><br /><a href="http://www.dodge-vipers.com/html/gts42.html" target="_blank">http://www.dodge-vipers.com/html/gts42.html</a><br /><a href="http://myweb.ecomplanet.com/DEAT4991/default.htm" target="_blank">http://myweb.ecomplanet.com/DEAT4991/default.htm</a><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2407832471&category=6209" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2407832471&category=6209</a>||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||DSSA||03-22-2003||04:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Trying to get a new paint job for 478 of 1000.  I really like this color, but can't find any good pics of a viper with it.  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dodge-vipers.com/html/gts43.html" target="_blank">http://www.dodge-vipers.com/html/gts43.html</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.dodge-vipers.com/html/gts42.html" target="_blank">http://www.dodge-vipers.com/html/gts42.html</a> <br /> <a href="http://myweb.ecomplanet.com/DEAT4991/default.htm" target="_blank">http://myweb.ecomplanet.com/DEAT4991/default.htm</a> <br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2407832471&category=6209" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2407832471&category=6209</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It looks okay.  My one GVR4 is painted this color.  I can send you pics if you want.<br /><br />Color name is "Viper Steel Grey" (some places quote it as "Viper Steel Blue").<br /><br />If I get one painted again, I'll definitely go a few shades lighter.<br /><br /><br />If you *do* decide to get this color as well, do yourself a favor and make sure that they use a 3-stage paint (base/pearl/clear) instead of the 2 stage versions that are out there.  The colors vary tremendously between the two.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||03-22-2003||05:20 PM||||Has anyone painted one bright red?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||03-22-2003||08:59 PM||||What variations of white have people used on the GVR4?  Btw, is the stock white called "Nordic white"?||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||03-22-2003||11:38 PM||||I am not 100% on this but I believe it is called "Summit White".||64.109.1.212||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||03-23-2003||12:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> I am not 100% on this but I believe it is called "Summit White". </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The winner, it's you.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||DSSA||03-23-2003||09:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Has anyone painted one bright red? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes.  I think it was Porsche Guards Red but I saw it a long time ago.||152.163.188.200||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000007||BluFalcon||03-24-2003||03:56 AM||||I'd paint mine "Banzai Blue" like my old Talon.  If I were doing a full on repaint that is...  That's a nice color you picked though, kind of like a blue steel grey.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||03-24-2003||05:19 PM||||That viper color looks cool to me.||68.41.97.219||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||VR4coop||03-24-2003||05:30 PM||||Im in the process of painting my car 2002 Isuzu trooper, Anthracite Pearl Metallic. I will get pics posted as soon as i get my car back.||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||03-25-2003||12:30 AM||||About how much would one expect to pay for a quality paint job?  I.e. sanded, primed, painted and clear coated?||64.109.166.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||1quickvr4||03-25-2003||12:38 AM||||About 700.00- 1500.00 depending on your body work. To get the best job possible remember to remove the door handles, grill, taillights, headlights and so on. Most good shop will remove this stuff the more budget shops will just tape over it and when they do it makes a nice place for the paint to chip.||67.29.235.125||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||03-26-2003||08:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> About how much would one expect to pay for a quality paint job?  I.e. sanded, primed, painted and clear coated? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have current paint "problems"?  Like flaking clear, checking, other?  If your paint is in good condition, just faded and old, then you can get away with just spraying over what you got.  If all your panels are perfect then they would just need to scuff and tape and paint.  For that I would expect about $1000-1500.  For actual "work" like filling dents repairing other paint problems you can expect $2-4K.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||03-26-2003||03:18 PM||||My paint is perfect, bizarre.  I was just curious.  I have an afinity for silver cars.  Noticed that Shannon Knoeplfer painted his silver, but I'm honestly not sure if I like it.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||03-26-2003||04:05 PM||||Anyone else lose their roof paint?  In the last 6 months, mine went from being perfectly fine to having white paint-less patches.  I figure I've had it coming, since I haven't had a garage to park it in for 4 years.  I'm considering getting only the roof resprayed.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||GVR1643||03-26-2003||04:35 PM||||No problems with my paint flaking as you mentioned Howard.  I think it has spend most of it's 187K miles garaged when not on the road. Has lots of chips in the nose and a type of "sand blasting on the rockers/plastic by the wheels.  Also has hail damage from last year.  <br /><br />I like the Viper color mentioned; have always like the pearl white 300Z's, and for simplicity (not having to actually change colors - as in under the hood, truck, doors, etc) I'll probably go with a kind of blach cherry color.  Just a hint of cherry in the sunlight. Not my absolute favorite, but I've always liked it.||167.142.22.195||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||04-06-2003||04:05 PM||||DSSA is Josh right?  Do you know what brand of paint that is on your car?  I will be using ICI, which in my opinion is one of the premier brands.  It does not list a three stage option.  Both pearl and metalic are mixed in with color. <br /><br />So far I've gotten a role of 180 da paper, gal of bondo w/hardener, gal of primer (donated), and gal of catalyst for primer $$$.  My shop cost for these supplies is just over $230.  Still need to buy the paint and clear, thinner and hardener for them and paper to tape the car up with.  Total supplies should be about $600 if we don't get any more donations.  The one gallon of hardener for the primer was over $135.  Good products are expensive and unfortunatly they don't sell it in smaller quanties from the supplier.||64.63.212.160||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||GVR-4||04-06-2003||08:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Anyone else lose their roof paint?  In the last 6 months, mine went from being perfectly fine to having white paint-less patches.  I figure I've had it coming, since I haven't had a garage to park it in for 4 years.  I'm considering getting only the roof resprayed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, Howard. In the last six months, I've started losing the clearcoat on  my spoiler and in the last month my roof has begun to look identical to yours. Kind of a drag, but understandable given the age of these cars. Unfortunately, I have lots more performance upgrades in mind before I'm ready to get new paint. Oh well.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000018||meshwork||04-06-2003||09:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> DSSA is Josh right?  Do you know what brand of paint that is on your car?  I will be using ICI, which in my opinion is one of the premier brands.  It does not list a three stage option.  Both pearl and metalic are mixed in with color. <br /><br />So far I've gotten a role of 180 da paper, gal of bondo w/hardener, gal of primer (donated), and gal of catalyst for primer $$$.  My shop cost for these supplies is just over $230.  Still need to buy the paint and clear, thinner and hardener for them and paper to tape the car up with.  Total supplies should be about $600 if we don't get any more donations.  The one gallon of hardener for the primer was over $135.  Good products are expensive and unfortunatly they don't sell it in smaller quanties from the supplier. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You are gonna need a lot more than 180 DA paper. 180 is for rough sanding body work. You'll need 1000 to do the car, then 1500, 2000, and 3000 to sand and buff it after its done. It is probably recommended that you get some 800 too, to sand out the chips in the paint. I just did a full dip on a Blazer, so I know. <br /><br />Where are you planning on applying these sprays? Do you have access to a booth or are you going to do it in a garage?||151.197.63.224||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000019||turboflanagan||04-06-2003||10:00 PM||||Sorry, I wasn't very clear.  Those supplies are just to start the project.  The 180 is just to remove some paint, sand filler...etc.<br /><br />We will be painting in buddies cross flow booth, so I will probably color sand the majority of it afterwards.||207.69.92.62||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum3/001771.cgi
A||||1||wishman||belize green paint - subsitute?||||1||||wishman||00000432
Z||000000||wishman||03-22-2003||05:34 PM||john@lukonline.com||Hi, <br />Does anyone know what is a good subsitute for belize green paint?  I need to paint the lower front trim (below the front grill, above the bumper) to that color from white.  <br />Or if anyone knows a good reasonable paint shop (ny area - nyc) that I can just bring them the trim. <br /><br />Also anyone got any good methods to remove yellow taxi paint off your bumpers? <br /><br />Thanks - John||24.239.170.20||reg||1||wishman||00000432||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||03-22-2003||08:49 PM||||A good place to get paint is the dealer. A dealer with a body shop will be able to mix you up a batch. The other day I went to the Mitsu dealer i usually go to, they suck, and asked for trim paint for touchup. They sent me to the dealer's body shop and they mixed me up a small container for free. Thats right they gave it to me at no cost. I was pleasently surprised.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/001772.cgi
A||||6||Louters91GVR4||ATTN: RON||||1||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||03-22-2003||10:18 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||I was looking at your car. That front mount seems to fit very well, and looks awesome. Where did you get it and how are hard was it to install and fab???<br /><br />Tom||140.254.114.115||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||ron||03-23-2003||01:02 AM||||The IC I have is from  <a href="http://www.pwr-performance.com/" target="_blank">PWR Performance</a>. We are a distributor for them and I can get them for you at a good price if you are interested.  They make many different sizes and can custom make the end tanks for you.<br /><br />Mine fit right in the bumper reinforcement after I cut the middle piece out of it. And I have the inlet 2.25" pointed towards the engine and the outlet 2.5" pointed toward the passenger side.  Install wasn't too bad.<br /><br /><br />Ron||198.81.26.171||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000002||BluFalcon||03-23-2003||03:34 AM||||Got any pictures of your setup?||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000003||ron||03-23-2003||10:56 AM||||A couple of pics are on reader's ride.. I just changed the manifold, turbo (T3) and a couple of piping the past week so I will take some pic and post it here when I get a chance..<br />Ron||198.81.26.171||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||03-25-2003||12:43 AM||||I too like your setup.  I like your pipe routing, it seems simple and direct.  The stock upper pipe route sucks.<br /><br />Could you get me a price on that core w/ endtanks in the same configuration as yours, please?<br /><br />I'd love some more detailed pictures if you have any   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||ron||03-26-2003||12:51 AM||||PWR IC just like mine is about $450.  <br /><br />After the IC, I used two 2.5" 90degree silcone hoses ~$25 ea.  one 2.5" al. pipe 3'long ~$30. and some 2.5" pipes I had laying around.  <br /><br />From turbo to IC.. I just use whatever I see laying around as I knew I might change the turbo. but if I were to use stock or 16g, I would just buy the RRE turbo outlet pipe $55.   A 2.25" 90degree silcone elbow ~$25 and a 2.25" 45degree elbow ~$25.<br /><br />So it will cost about $600 total.  You will need to move the battery to the back or get a small one like mine.  Fog light on the passenger side won't fit. You have to do some cutting and stuff. <br /><br />I didn't get a chance to take more pics. yet but I will post when I get some.<br /><br />Ron||198.81.26.177||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||03-26-2003||03:18 PM||||Thanks for the info, Ron.  <br /><br />How does that core compare to others out there as far as flow, build quality, etc., are concerened?<br /><br />I might be interested in getting one in a month or so.||209.208.44.153||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/001773.cgi
A||||0||jonvr4||to4b turbo||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||03-23-2003||01:23 AM||jonvigil81@hotmail.com||what do you guys think of a to4b turbo? i was thinking of getting one for the broken bastard.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/001774.cgi
A||||14||hibrn8||dash gauge pod for in front of number plate||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-23-2003||02:31 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||did a search but found no link to get these. just saw a lot of you selling them in the for sale section. where do i find them?||65.227.217.89||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||03-23-2003||09:26 AM||||its from a Galant GSX||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||1101||03-23-2003||10:13 AM||||Nope, GS or GSR with active suspension.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000003||daviddilts||03-23-2003||01:03 PM||||<img src="http://www.gvr4.homestead.com/files/amggaugepodafc1.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.208.192.46||reg||1||DavidDilts||00000067||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||03-23-2003||06:05 PM||||I've got one if you want it. Email me.||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||03-23-2003||08:08 PM||||youve got mail||65.227.217.239||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||03-23-2003||10:42 PM||||Anyone have a Mitsu part #??||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||03-24-2003||01:26 PM||||hey chris did you get my email||67.200.121.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||03-24-2003||01:50 PM||||my bad damn it. I want one so if anyone does find the Caps # please post it.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||03-24-2003||05:10 PM||||So that pic up there is a picture of inside a Galant vr4 or and gsx?||68.41.97.219||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||03-24-2003||06:37 PM||||Part is MB716913 for a dark grey one.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000011||chhuong||03-24-2003||11:05 PM||||What size gauges fit in there???  2 1/16??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000012||gvr4in||03-24-2003||11:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> So that pic up there is a picture of inside a Galant vr4 or and gsx? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Unless that pic is reversed, you can tell its from a right hand drive..||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000013||1101||03-24-2003||11:57 PM||||I have one of these pods and you can get two 2 1/16" gauges in there. <br /><br />I am trying to get an dodge ram autometer pod that is similar but can take three 2 1/16" gauges.<br /><br /> <img src="http://home.attbi.com/~karns10/pictures/15001.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||02:20 AM||||The gauges shown in that pic of the Galant (AMG I may add) are smaller than 2 1/16".  46mm or something like that; Blitz and HKS are the only manufacturers in that size that I've seen.  As far as fitting gauges in the suspension pod, yes 2 2 1/16 will fit but there will be space on the sides and the top and bottoms will be cut off.  It's really not the best place to mount round analog gauges.  Something like the SPA dual digital display would be great because they have a rectangular display in a round housing anyway, and you could relocate the warning lights to the top of the pod and use bigger/brighter LED's anyway.  Isuzu troopers (late 80's to early 90's, I believe) also had three gauges in a pod on the dash stock (maybe it was an option).  You could always snag one of these from a junkyard and trim the base to fit.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001775.cgi
A||||7||jonvr4||Forced Performance GREEN!!!!!!!!||||6||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||03-23-2003||03:40 AM||jonvigil81@hotmail.com||Good news..........i am getting the forced perfomance green turbo next week....mmmmmmuuuuuuuuhhhhhhhhaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhaaaaaaaaa   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||6||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||03-23-2003||04:27 AM||||hm could you tell me the reason behind this choice over the agp l2r turbo?<br /><br />donger||63.201.91.17||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||03-23-2003||04:08 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsmtooners.com........" target="_blank">www.dsmtooners.com........</a>||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||03-23-2003||04:32 PM||||That link, she ain'a workin'.<br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||number3||03-23-2003||05:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> That link, she ain'a workin'.<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com" target="_blank">www.dsmtuners.com</a> maybe?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||03-24-2003||12:59 PM||||the link was not supposed to work, just making reference to the "hey guys look at my turbo".....||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||03-24-2003||02:40 PM||||When my Frank Jr dies I may go to the L2R with the Mitsi manifold setup. I will want the biggest/badest turbo I can get while still using the stock manifolds to keep the smog nazi's here in CA happy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   . They have no clue about my Frank now and I love that. I really like the idea of a ballbear turbo more and more||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000007||Nate||03-24-2003||02:49 PM||||I have a really nice L3R that won't be used for much longer bolted to my white car daily driver that you may be interested in. :-)  This is the one that put 475 down at 27psi on BM Tranny's dyno.  Excellent shape.  I'd say it spins for a good 30-45 seconds after I shut the car off, if that's any indication. ;-)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum3/001776.cgi
A||||5||Tondar||whiteline parts and prices?||||1||||Tondar||00000325
Z||000000||Tondar||03-23-2003||10:34 AM||mkii91@yahoo.com||Are these goodprices?<br /><br />Front Sway - 22mm - $100<br />Rear Sway - 20mm - $100<br />Rear Sway - 22mm - $130<br /><br />F. Strut Bar - $105<br />R. Strut Bar - $105<br /><br />Springs - 1"-1.5" drop - $200<br /><br />Rear Camber Arm Bushings - $55 <br /><br />The rear bushings correct .75 degrees of negative camber<br /><br />Does anyone know the whiteline part numbers for all of the suspension bushings?<br /><br />Does anyone have pics of the whiteling strut tower bars?<br /><br />Thanks for the help||68.41.153.186||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||03-23-2003||11:22 AM||||Yeah, those are good prices. Where?||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||03-23-2003||06:03 PM||||Yeah, where?||68.82.236.19||reg||5||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||03-23-2003||06:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tondar:<br /><strong> Are these goodprices?<br /><br />Front Sway - 22mm - $100<br />Rear Sway - 20mm - $100<br />Rear Sway - 22mm - $130<br />Yes, but as for the rear swaybar I would go with a RM racing one they are 15/16 inch or 24 mm.<br />F. Strut Bar - $105<br />R. Strut Bar - $105<br />Yes for whiteline that is. I have a matrix front for $46 (summit). As for the rear I had a pilot one I bought a while back and lost the part that bolt to the strut and bought a rear STB for a 95-99 Eclipse off ebay and used those ends on the 90-94 front for the rear. SO basically I got a front and rear for what you paid for a front OR rear. You decide.    <br />Springs - 1"-1.5" drop - $200<br />You can get Ground Control coilovers for $285 from <a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/suspensionparts.shtml." target="_blank">http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/suspensionparts.shtml.</a> Always heard that whiteline springs have a lifted front end look and with coilovers it your fault if it doesn't look right  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Rear Camber Arm Bushings - $55 <br /><br />The rear bushings correct .75 degrees of negative camber<br /><br />Does anyone know the whiteline part numbers for all of the suspension bushings?<br />No but whiteline does <a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au" target="_blank">www.whiteline.com.au</a><br />Does anyone have pics of the whiteling strut tower bars?<br /><br />Thanks for the help </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||Tondar||03-23-2003||09:37 PM||||where?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.limecreekmotorsports.com" target="_blank">www.limecreekmotorsports.com</a><br /><br />I don't know if there is any info there or not, but go to <a href="http://www.xceedspeed.com" target="_blank">www.xceedspeed.com</a> and in the general section there is a whiteline thread and contact info.  I couldn't find what I was looking for at the whiteline webpage.  Don't they make a bushing kit for our cars?||68.41.153.186||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||03-24-2003||05:22 PM||||Thanks for the site.||68.41.97.219||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001777.cgi
A||||10||ken inn||novus||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||03-23-2003||03:55 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i just finished using this stuff to polish out the scratches on this spare instrument cluster i got.  this stuff makes it look like new.  took out all the scratches, and it is nice and clear.  i can hardly wait to get my car back and do the one on it, too.  i originally bought this stuff to do the lenses on the headlites of the gsx, but fortunatly, i crashed it before i got around to it.  it comes as a set, you get cleaner/polisher, then #2 and #3.  800 548 6872, or <a href="http://www.novuspolish.com" target="_blank">www.novuspolish.com</a>||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||03-23-2003||04:41 PM||||Hey Ken that is a no go on the link above..||64.109.1.212||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||1101||03-23-2003||04:42 PM||||Looks like some hackers took out the website.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||03-23-2003||07:56 PM||||well, i guess you will have to do a search.  i got this stuff at least 3 years ago, and finally got to try it.  the 3 little bottles cost like 15 bucks, it really works good.||63.146.72.146||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||03-23-2003||08:33 PM||||I offer this service if anybody have a TEL and interested.<br />I take my time and buff all the chips and scratches out with a machine. The outcome clearly shows on this picture. Some of the easy fix in the bottle stuff work, but only take off the top surface discoloration and not the chips and scratches.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/headlights.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.187.49||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||chhuong||03-23-2003||09:00 PM||||Gabor what do you use to buff it??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||03-23-2003||09:25 PM||||Industrial buffer with different grades of compounds.||66.136.187.49||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||03-24-2003||05:24 PM||||Yeah it looks good.||68.41.97.219||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||4g63t||03-24-2003||06:30 PM||||Can you do this to 93 galant lights? If so, whats the price?||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||03-24-2003||10:39 PM||||If they are plastic yes. I usualy charge $40.00 for a set. By the time you add shipping, it might not worth it for you. Just sell me your crappy 93 lights and find a set that looks good.<br />You have any pictures? Never seen fogged up 93 lights yet.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.209||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||4g63t||03-25-2003||05:52 PM||||Nah, my 93's are glass. They aren't fogged, just chipped a little. Thanks anyway.||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/001778.cgi
A||||17||mixx2001||Pictures of my car. **Pics fixed**     (really)||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||03-23-2003||06:27 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||Well after two days of washing, buffing, waxing, sealing and all around cleaning, here she is.  And I'm going to die of exhuastion now.  Please excuse me while I decease.  Enjoy the pics.<br /><br />       <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0QADjAloR5xFaZUrV6CZGUP4aRyTml6GydHrEMK5hKay2uh6QuynC9qc4KUfZPIlwv9gILE4I2qbbv9aKhzI1iDb*o!is*6FLqo7jAhxwjxk/JDVR4a.jpg?dc=4675414784299244413" alt=" - " /> <br />       <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0QACvBFsRIBJuK4FwgTjjo2D7U7j1*iqc9GSWYYsnLIIL4DjQUSoVzV80K4v9N*XoTFLBhDkzm19UD3p4U*ClFIS2AnLwnWnPqo6vBBxwKBo/JDVR4b.jpg?dc=4675414784301084886" alt=" - " /> <br />       <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0QACvBFwRWRJuzvKIV0H67rDWpdtbn2Jlycww04TZ78ERxVrk*EnM!gIDAh8JLPXEJpDBHnQBLMDu9u6to0rucKGGT*7biKSXqo6vBBxwyBo/JDVR4c.jpg?dc=4675414784302876047" alt=" - " /> <br />       <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0QAB0cF0RkhK6XT8P5qfMenkNsIaZrQiybJM9YXZOJFUMPIPSwztUiLM9ub4ZXPMkCGHdvcOZcvrfJnkxNn693Rrg6jHCblvtAAAAAAAAAAA/JDVR4d.jpg?dc=4675414784304912179" alt=" - " /> <br />       <img src="http://groups.msn.com/_Secure/0QADiAl4RyxIOzZpsTcECtWjipiit83J8quitpMD2PPWMtnmylZHrcg*Oifwr5nMYcgC6EgtV!kK1EjzD*ScDFPNRHW!JGpXdqo7iAhxwMA8/JDVR4e.jpg?dc=4675414784307400079" alt=" - " />||24.88.214.52||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||03-23-2003||06:35 PM||||Nice!||68.82.236.19||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||4g63t||03-23-2003||09:15 PM||||Ummm, I can see them perfectly - three exterior shots and two interior. The pics are right here in the post. What kind of steering wheel is that?||68.82.236.19||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||03-23-2003||09:22 PM||||What kind of browser you runnin 4g63t?||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||03-23-2003||09:34 PM||||Nardi steering wheel.  Ok.  That didn't work either.  How about this:<br />   <br /><br /><br />**Edit**  That didn't work either. If anyone can host them I can E-mail the pics.||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000011||mixx2001||03-23-2003||10:18 PM||||If you still can't see them go  <a href="http://groups.msn.com/E394G63/homepage" target="_blank">here.</a>   And click on pictures.  Feel free to add more pics.  That's it I'm giving up.<br /> <br /> <small>[ 03-25-2003, 08:57 AM: Message edited by: Jon ]</small>||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000012||gvr4in||03-23-2003||10:27 PM||||Wow, very clean! Im goin to add a pic of mine..||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000013||mixx2001||03-23-2003||10:35 PM||||Sure go ahead.  I'd like everyone to just go ahead and cram as many GVR4 pics as they can.  Just no repeats.||66.26.138.47||reg||10||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000014||Romanova||03-23-2003||11:19 PM||||What rims?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000015||1312VR4||03-23-2003||11:57 PM||||Looks nice mixx.||68.56.210.128||reg||14||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000016||a_santos||03-24-2003||08:09 AM||||Mixx, do those wheels stick out? It looks like the front ones stick out a little? Also where did you buy those? I went to the Panasport site and it is absolute ass. I also went to retailers on the net but they did not have that wheel. <br /><br />Looks really good though.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000017||mixx2001||03-24-2003||08:28 AM||||Yes the wheel do come out slightly, maybe a 1/4 of an inch.  Not that noticable.  The wheels are called a C5CR and if you go to Pannasports website they are at the bottom right under the street wheels.  But their website sucks so just call them.||65.165.18.188||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000018||Duc Hunter||03-24-2003||02:43 PM||||Nice coil mount for your cyclone. I would be intersted in seing closeups of that if you have them. I will need to do the same thing once mine is extrude honed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Email them to me if you want. <br /><br />I like the look of the wheels out right to the edge of the fender. I will be adding spacers to mine to get my BBS out there. <br /><br />Nice car!||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000019||mixx2001||03-24-2003||04:29 PM||||The original braket was bent, and the inside strut tower nut/stud was used, tah dah!  Custom JDM coil mount.||65.165.18.149||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000020||gvr4in||03-24-2003||04:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Custom JDM coil mount. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">haha||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000021||Vr4in'||03-24-2003||05:01 PM||||That looks bad ass.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.97.219||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000022||vrpower||03-24-2003||11:07 PM||||Very, very clean!! Did you go off on a Homer Simpson tangent in the bath tub " Still not clean, still not clean!!!"  Very nice...||67.248.133.217||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000023||04DrBlur||03-24-2003||11:46 PM||||I think it was the run time to down time ratio is why it is so clean. Nice looking ride.||64.108.84.49||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum3/001779.cgi
A||N||5||Ferrari F50 GT||Hard Drive Question||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||03-23-2003||09:55 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||I installed my HD but it is not showing up under My Computer.  I know that it is n ot because I haven't formatted it yet.  <br /><br />So my question is: How do I format it?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     Thanks!||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||GVR4458||03-23-2003||11:25 PM||||what OS?||68.73.91.107||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000002||black91||03-24-2003||12:42 AM||||Several things, make sure you have it said as SLAVE if the other one the same cable is MASTER.<br /><br />The First hd on the Cable = Slave, other master. If by iself either Master or Cable select is fine.<br /><br />If that doesnt fix it, pop in your disk that came with the HD, reboot, and you should be taken through some type of menu that will let you either quick format, or format.||24.169.246.199||reg||1||black91||00001187||yes
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||03-24-2003||01:03 AM||||I am running XP.  The drive is a slave drive and is the first one on the harness.  The drive I got was a Maxtor and didn't come with a CD or intallation disc or anything.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||03-24-2003||01:31 AM||||I got it to work.  I just had to d/l a format program from Maxtor's site.  Thanks!||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000005||Sabwafare||03-24-2003||04:00 PM||||when you get a new hard drive sometimes it has no partitions on it. What ya have to do is run fdisk frmo the command line (for windows) or get partition magic.||65.58.132.182||reg||1||Sabwafare||00000890||yes



ubb/Forum3/001780.cgi
A||||28||atsiauto||Civic Nayshin! Represent Yo'!!||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||03-23-2003||10:10 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||funny chit...  <a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/videos/civicreality.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com/videos/civicreality.wmv</a>||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||03-23-2003||10:38 PM||||Yhea, isn't that ghey.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />It's like honda's playin on the fact that it's a fuckin bandwagon.  Desperate times.....||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||03-23-2003||10:59 PM||||Just wait from what I heard the next mitsubishi commercial will be similar to the civic nation one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  .||67.25.92.203||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||03-24-2003||02:01 AM||||I was just imagining the look on all those guy's faces if a 12 year old Galant came flying out of a side street and none of them could catch it.  <br /><br />The next commercial would be the whole Honda Nation pulled over with that "what the fuck was that!" look on there face.||24.167.211.186||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||03-24-2003||06:17 AM||||First off I have to say man imagine how bad it must have sounded with dozens of fart cans nowonder the cut out the audio. Secondly they are doing this NOW with the new civic being the biggest piece of shit ever even in hondaboys eyes. I beleive it was best put by sport compact car (I think) the new Civic SI is in search of a different crowd. Also if mitsubishi needs a car for there version (and mine is running that is) I be more than happy to be in it as long as it's for the EVO. Imagine TONS of GVR4's, Eclipse's, Starion's. Bov's whailing, turbo's spooling, Flames shooting (Howard?)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  , AWD burnouts. I'm loving it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||03-24-2003||02:54 PM||||I'll link the thread to some pics of stuff that may end up in the commercial or I'll put the pics here.||207.220.135.225||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||03-24-2003||03:37 PM||||Civuc NayshuN OfF dA Hizzy.....Fo sHo!   <br />Yo.  Dis du FaTt 9-Uno GaNsteR BlazTin Civuc.  Wit wHyerz.<br />  <img src="http://www.epcc.edu/ftp/Homes/elcon/javier%20pedroza_91%20honda%20civic.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.149||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||03-24-2003||05:05 PM||||Yea that was funny...Damn that civic is fu**ing ugly.||68.41.97.219||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||03-24-2003||07:30 PM||||That was really funny.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||03-24-2003||09:27 PM||||Here's an example you may see in the next Mitsu commercial:<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.scsot.com/hbmeet/IMG_0104.jpg" alt=" - " />  <br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.scsot.com/hbmeet/IMG_0106.jpg" alt=" - " />||207.220.133.69||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||turbogalant||03-24-2003||10:02 PM||||What the hell is that white thing next to the tiburon with the supra taillights? Is that an eclipse? Looks like the eclipse bubble in the hood and looks like eclipse rear rotors but that doesn't mean much.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||03-24-2003||11:50 PM||||That is an Eclipse.||199.182.13.203||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||mixx2001||03-25-2003||05:00 PM||||It's a total eclipse of the common sense.||65.165.18.85||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000013||DookGVR4||03-25-2003||09:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> It's a total eclipse of the common sense. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO....<br /><br />And that video was kinda funny too...<br /><br />Over on the machv board someone was speculating that mitsu has scheduled a commercial sorta like this for the end of the month or next calling out all 2g eclipses and 3g's as well....||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||03-25-2003||11:21 PM||||I'd imagine that Honda is loosing sales to not only Toyota, but for once Mitsubishi and maybe even Subaru.  <br /><br />Sounds like a cry for help to me.  <br /><br />I kinda liked Honda untill the whole rice boy thing. Back when the CRX was new, I wanted a Honda.  Now, I wouldn't be cought driving a Honda rental car.  I wouldn't even borrow a Honda.  Sure the quality might still be there, but the imagine is stupid as shit.  It's all fake.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000015||1312VR4||03-26-2003||12:39 AM||||Did anyone notice the store they were at? LOL<br />Now we know why they do what they do. Not just drugs, CHEAP DRUGS!!!||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||07:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I kinda liked Honda untill the whole rice boy thing. Back when the CRX was new, I wanted a Honda.  Now, I wouldn't be cought driving a Honda rental car.  I wouldn't even borrow a Honda.  Sure the quality might still be there, but the imagine is stupid as shit.  It's all fake. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So you used to like Hondas but now you don't because of the ricer image.  (ie you don't like the image that ricers gave Hondas)  It sounds like you think ricers are all about the image of their cars.  So you bought a DSM or GVR4 because of the image it DIDN'T have, but the decision was still based on image.  Therefore your car ownership was based on image, which by your apparent definition makes you a ricer.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    What's it feel like to hate yourself?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||07:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> Secondly they are doing this NOW with the new civic being the biggest piece of shit ever even in hondaboys eyes. I beleive it was best put by sport compact car (I think) the new Civic SI is in search of a different crowd.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Right on the money.  I may have missed some, but I didn't see a single current gen Civic in that swarm.  Makes me think that at least some of those cars had some go for their show, as even Honda guys recognize that the new style is only good for ricing.  (compared to the previous models)||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000018||mixx2001||03-26-2003||09:07 AM||||The reason I chose DSM's is because it's a cheap way to shut the fuckin' Stupra owners up.  I hate Stupras!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />And whenever the situations arises I'll do my "civic" duty and lay the smack down on the Honda kids.  With my low boost setting.||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000019||gvr4ever||03-26-2003||09:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I kinda liked Honda untill the whole rice boy thing. Back when the CRX was new, I wanted a Honda.  Now, I wouldn't be cought driving a Honda rental car.  I wouldn't even borrow a Honda.  Sure the quality might still be there, but the imagine is stupid as shit.  It's all fake. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So you used to like Hondas but now you don't because of the ricer image.  (ie you don't like the image that ricers gave Hondas)  It sounds like you think ricers are all about the image of their cars.  So you bought a DSM or GVR4 because of the image it DIDN'T have, but the decision was still based on image.  Therefore your car ownership was based on image, which by your apparent definition makes you a ricer.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     What's it feel like to hate yourself? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, you figured me out.  You nailed it.  I bought my Galant soly based in image.  Cause you know, I'zzzz get AWLLLL Da bitches when I'm driving my 92 4 door.<br /><br />BTW choosing to avoid the crowd doesn't make me a ricer.  Where did you ever come up with that?  If you slowed down to read, you would have read that I didn't buy a Honda because of the ricer crowd.  How does that have anything to do with a TEL or a GVR4?||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||09:41 AM||||Your wish to avoid the ricer crowd is based on image; ie an image that you wished to avoid.  This still means that a part of your decision to join the DSM camp was based on image, and you seem to hate on the ricers because of their interest in their cars' image.  It is this similarity between you and the ricers that I am drawing upon.  I meant nothing malicious in my statements; merely an attempt to be humorous and demonstrate that blanket statements of hatred harm everyone.  We have more in common with ricers than we may choose to admit.  And besides, isn't hating something because of their appearance akin to racism?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000021||mixx2001||03-26-2003||10:30 AM||||I'm racist.  Towards Supra owners.  It's kind of like a "love to hate" situation.  Their fast but Cocky.  I'm fast too, and the mere fact that I would outwardly challenge any Supra (even if I know I'd loose, hoping for a miss shift) basically means I too am cocky.  So it kind of falls into the realm of like personality types usually but heads (cocky and fast).  DSM's being the Brut's and Supras being the Rich Pretty-boys.  The differences being Supra owners suffer from PDLSECD or "Penile Disfunction Low Self Esteem Compensation Disorder"  They usually have ridiculously large turbos and loud blow off vales.  In the front seat is where you will find the Blonde emotionally difuntional implant ridden Barbie Doll, who's never acheived a orgasm due to her notorious preference in men suffering from PDLSECD.  Their head can never be seen from the road due to multiple atempts at Oral performances (unsuccessful atempts thanks to the PDLSECD) or looking on the floor for her anti-depressants.  This is when I fly bly in a third gear explosion of economical power.  Supras, yhea ok.||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000022||gvr4ever||03-26-2003||12:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Your wish to avoid the ricer crowd is based on image; ie an image that you wished to avoid.  This still means that a part of your decision to join the DSM camp was based on image, and you seem to hate on the ricers because of their interest in their cars' image.  It is this similarity between you and the ricers that I am drawing upon.  I meant nothing malicious in my statements; merely an attempt to be humorous and demonstrate that blanket statements of hatred harm everyone.  We have more in common with ricers than we may choose to admit.  And besides, isn't hating something because of their appearance akin to racism?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, I never used the word hate.  I think that is a strong word that should not be used unless you really mean it.  Thats just me though.<br /><br />You are still making the asumption that I joined club DSM or the Galant VR4 list because I how I feel about Hondas.  The two are not related.  I never did or never will buy a car to be a part of a group.  I'm on this list to get help and give help when needed for the US spec GVR4.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000023||a_santos||03-26-2003||12:49 PM||||The bottom line is most Jap cars have potential. Honda makes some of the best N/A engines ever, but people that buy them are mostly interested in image. They want to get fart cans not because of the possible power increase, but because everyone else has them, same with the body kits. Same with the washer nozzles and M3 style mirrors. Like a heard of sheep, those type of people are born to follow. Us VR4 owners on the other hand value substance over apearence. The Galant is not the pretties car ever made, but it is one hell of a platform. It has a turbo motor, AWD, and the very important AWS, just kidding. We like to drive, and we like to go fast, first and foremost. We also like performance wheels, performance being the key word, because they make our cars more enjoyable to drive, and they look good. I like to think of our cars as "the ultimate driving machine for someone on a budget". I could go on and on but you guys get the point. All go and some show, mostly go though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.111.38.131||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000024||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Well, I never used the word hate.  I think that is a strong word that should not be used unless you really mean it.  Thats just me though.<br /><br /></strong>  I never said you used it, and I agree with you on appropriate usage.  <strong><br /><br />You are still making the asumption that I joined club DSM or the Galant VR4 list because I how I feel about Hondas.  The two are not related.  I never did or never will buy a car to be a part of a group.  I'm on this list to get help and give help when needed for the US spec GVR4. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didn't mean you joined the club or list because of your feelings towards Hondas.  I don't mean to be picking on you either; you just proved to be a great example of many in the DSM crowd, myself included.  I'm merely trying to state that when one examines the reasoning behind our conceptions of what a ricer is, we often fall into the same category.  My original point doesn't even really matter anymore, as I'm sure we can all agree that there's nothing blowing away a Rustang or a set of Altezza's and a fart can in grandma's car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000025||mixx2001||03-26-2003||03:16 PM||||I do hate supras though.............don't know if I metioned that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000026||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||03:58 PM||||I think you misspelled it... I believe the correct way is "poopra."   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000027||Hertz||03-26-2003||05:30 PM||||I got into DSMs because I like the AMC Eagle.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000028||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||08:25 PM||||ROTFL!!  Although, I always have wanted to too around in one of those... do a bit of muddin'.  I guess that's the (very small) hick part of me.||134.10.23.206||reg||10||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001781.cgi
A||||1||Sabwafare||My new galant VR4||||10||||Sabwafare||00000890
Z||000000||Sabwafare||03-24-2003||05:13 AM||||I found a galant I could get cheap with something wrong in the transmission. It's been sitting at this auto shop for about 2 years. Perfectly straight body. It's painted white with grey sideskirts and bumpers(pics soon). Finally decided to get it last week. I got it home and pulled the tranny out to find out it was just the planetary gears inside the transmission. I just wanted to say thanks to everyone who posts on this board for convincing me to pick it up. I will let you all know when it is running and I'll get some pics up asap. <br />THANKS!!!||65.59.0.72||reg||10||Sabwafare||00000890||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-25-2003||12:35 AM||||Sounds ugly.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Congrats!||64.109.166.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001782.cgi
A||||3||Mr.Samples||JDM conversion||||5||||Mr.Samples||00001193
Z||000000||Mr.Samples||03-24-2003||05:21 AM||mr.samples@bobtheserver.com||does anyone know were I could get JDM font & rear bumbers, fenders, lights & hood. I have searched all over and have had no luck.||65.26.23.230||reg||5||Mr.Samples||00001193||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||03-24-2003||02:25 PM||||Some people on the board here, maybe that eigen engineering(sp?), atoybodykits.com, and thats all i can think of right now.||12.18.161.83||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||03-24-2003||02:37 PM||||Last time I tried it was over $1100 for the ft bumper and lights. Too much for me, esp since most are white and I need black. If you find someone let me know!||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||03-24-2003||05:07 PM||||If you were to get those,would they come straight from Japan?||68.41.97.219||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001784.cgi
A||||11||BlitzVR4||18&quot; wheel owners, help!||||1||||BlitzVR4||00000528
Z||000000||BlitzVR4||03-24-2003||04:52 PM||killertsi@yahoo.com||I am looking to put some 18" wheels on my VR4.  It won't be my daily driver that what my 92TSi is for.  Anyways I am debating between tire sizes.  225/40r18 or 225/35r18.  I know the 225/35r18 have the same diameter as the stock tire and shouldn't affect the speedometer.  The 225/40r18 will affect the speedometer by 2 mph which is not much to worry about.  <br /><br />I just wanted to get some opinions before I purchase a set.  <br /><br />I am either going with Yokohama Prada Spec 2 or Nitto 555r.  <br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92TSi||216.9.78.74||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||03-24-2003||08:42 PM||||Go with the 40's. I just switched from 35 to 40 series and there is way more sidewall to protect the wheel and it rides a "little" bit softer. I just got the Parada's and so far I love them.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||03-24-2003||09:34 PM||||The 40's will protect the rims better & should give a little more cusion.  Not a daily driver!  Go all out for the radical look & exact diameter with the 35 series.  Hey, if it's not a daily driver you can do things to it you wouldn't dare do to a daily driver.  Go for the 35's.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000003||Jose||03-24-2003||09:41 PM||||40's can handle more road hazards than the 35's. If I had 35 series tires on my car I would no longer have 18's (the roads in NJ & NY suck).<br />Jose....||152.163.188.200||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||03-24-2003||10:00 PM||||This thread is a good idea I'm going to do a similar one for 17's.||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||03-24-2003||10:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong> The 40's will protect the rims better & should give a little more cusion.  Not a daily driver!  Go all out for the radical look & exact diameter with the 35 series.  Hey, if it's not a daily driver you can do things to it you wouldn't dare do to a daily driver.  Go for the 35's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My car isn't a daily driver and I still needed to upsize. My damn RPM's already have flat spots on the inner edge on two of them because of the damn 35's. Fucking train tracks and sunken in manhole covers that jump out at you do horrible things to wheels that haven't got much sidewall around them. I actually like the look of the 40's better anyway. It fills out the wheelwell even better.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||BlitzVR4||03-24-2003||11:19 PM||||The roads around here aren't too bad.  There are some death holes.  What I do with railroad crossings is drive to the side so the driver side is on the middle.  Since the middle doesn't get that much wear.  Its usually smoother.  <br /><br />Well thanks for all your opinions.  I will probably go with the 35 series.  Just have to keep an eye on tire pressure.  <br /><br />The rims I am planing on getting are Racing Hart CP8 in bronze.  It should look really nice on a green car.  I will post pics when I get them.  <br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000007||BlitzVR4||03-24-2003||11:25 PM||||Also how low did you guys lower your cars?  I thinking of getting some coilovers.  The other thing is my exhaust sits low.  It sometimes scrape on some speed bumps.  Got an 1G Apex-i exhaust.  Might have to take it back to the muffler shop to have it fit closer to the frame.  <br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000008||bob dole||03-24-2003||11:34 PM||||I would go with the 40 series. The 40 ride better and look better. The 35 have less protection. And the 40s are cheaper. Trust me go with the 40s. I have 225-40-18 nt555 great tire for the price.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||03-24-2003||11:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlitzVR4:<br /><strong> The roads around here aren't too bad.  There are some death holes.  What I do with railroad crossings is drive to the side so the driver side is on the middle.  Since the middle doesn't get that much wear.  Its usually smoother.   <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I do the same thing.....it doesn't matter though, some things jump out at some point or another. Another thing, the 35's are more expensive than the 40's. Just something to think about.<br /><br />BTW.....I have a set of Toyo FZ4's in 225/35/18 for sale. Two are newer and the other two have some wear. I only want like $200 for the set if you or anybody else is interested. I can take some pics probably tomorrow.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||BlitzVR4||03-24-2003||11:49 PM||||That's a good point.  About the price.  I found some 225/40R18 for $104 each from Tire Rack.  They are the Khumos.  If anyone is interested.<br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000011||a_santos||03-26-2003||12:32 PM||||Get the Paradas. I had a set on 17", they were 215/40/17 and the sidewall was very stiff and protected me from the various road hazards here on MI, like 10" deep massive potholes. They are not very sticky, but offer a good compromise between grip and tire wear. Do not go with Kumhos or Nittos. They are much narrower then the Yokohama Paradas of the same size, and the sidewalls are way too soft, the means death to 18" rims. When you go to <a href="http://www.tirerack.com," target="_blank">www.tirerack.com,</a> you can check under specs of the desired tire to see what the actual tread with is. Don't be fooled, make sure you get a tire that is actually a 225.||198.111.38.131||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/001785.cgi
A||||4||229of1000||GVR4 Picture ||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||03-24-2003||08:21 PM||||I got bored with photoshop.  I think this turned out pretty cool, just thought I'd share it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />   <img src="http://community.webshots.com/sym/image5/8/51/96/67485196fHkJUq_ph.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />If the picture doesn't work, follow this link.<br /><br /><a href="http://community.webshots.com/photo/58151079/67485196fHkJUq" target="_blank">http://community.webshots.com/photo/58151079/67485196fHkJUq</a>||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||03-24-2003||08:55 PM||||well then share ! that pic didnt show,||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||03-24-2003||09:06 PM||||I don't know why the picture won't show.  If you right click and hit properties, then put that address into your browser, it will load up the picture.<br /><br />I guess just use the link.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||03-24-2003||09:11 PM||||wow thats pretty cool lookin||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||03-24-2003||10:08 PM||||Like some sorta shroomed-up pcyhcedelic voodoo tiger-galant.  I'm freakin' out dude.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/001786.cgi
A||||8||Jose||Already An Upgraded Intercooler.||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||03-24-2003||09:51 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||<img src="http://urbanracer.com/gallery/gallery/event_coverage/import_survival_series/import_survival_series_1_3-23-03/0139.jpg" alt=" - " />||152.163.188.200||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||03-24-2003||10:11 PM||||God that shit is dope.||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||03-24-2003||11:32 PM||||what track is that?<br />looks familiar||138.89.43.137||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||Jose||03-24-2003||11:36 PM||||E-TOWN.<br />Jose.....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000004||joec||03-25-2003||10:21 AM||||Is that Pruven Performances car?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pruvenperformance.com/lancer.html" target="_blank">http://www.pruvenperformance.com/lancer.html</a>||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||03-25-2003||04:57 PM||||Sure is.  Clad in their Stage one for the Evo.  It has 300hp AWHP and cut a 12.5 recently.||65.165.18.85||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||thon||04-05-2003||12:12 AM||||Saw the car again today when i was picking up some parts from pruven.<br /><br />New FMIC (WAY WAY thicker, HKS core)<br />and new turbo (dan wouldn't talk about what is was)<br /><br />keep in mind they ran the 12.58 on the stock turbo.<br /><br />be afraid, be very afraid<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000007||udriveu||04-05-2003||12:17 AM||||I keep driving by Pruven at night hoping to see it in action, but nothing yet.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||69.0.80.19||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||04-05-2003||03:00 AM||||Fecking hell I hate being a po' college student!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Someday...||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum3/001787.cgi
A||||13||mixx2001||17&quot; Wheel owners, what size tires are/have you run.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||03-24-2003||10:03 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||I have 235/40/17's and whiteline springs.  I was wondering if anyone has run ***/45/17's, and if so do you have a pic.  I was wondering what a difference it would make on the wheel gap and ride.||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||SD90GalantGSX||03-24-2003||10:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> I have 235/40/17's and whiteline springs.  I was wondering if anyone has run ***/45/17's, and if so do you have a pic.  I was wondering what a difference it would make on the wheel gap and ride. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have 235/40/17's, AGX's w/ GC coilovers.  I had 245/45/17's but they stick out a little.  It depends on how wide your rims are...I don't have to worry about wheel gap, coilovers  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.188.200||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000002||number3||03-24-2003||10:19 PM||||I run Potenza pole position SO2 225/45R17s.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||03-24-2003||10:32 PM||||My wheels are 17x8 so 235/45/17's should work.  I'm getting a another set of 235/40/17's for free and the ones on the car don't have 500 miles on them, so I probably wont change for a while.  What kind of coil overs do you have?  How much?||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||03-24-2003||11:17 PM||||Harry,<br /><br />  Do you happen to know the offset of those wheels?....<br /><br />And what the width of them are?..<br /><br /><br />I think i am going to opt for Yokohama AVS ES100's...anyone have any feedback on them?..<br /><br />Thanks,Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||ron||03-25-2003||10:07 AM||||I have 225/45-17s on my 17x7.5 wheels.  235/40-17s are closer to stock tire height.  My next tires will be 235/40  Bridgestone S-03.. The best all around tire available IMHO.. I have them on my other car..<br /><br />Ron||198.81.26.171||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||03-25-2003||12:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> <br />I think i am going to opt for Yokohama AVS ES100's...anyone have any feedback on them?..<br /><br />Thanks,Dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yhea I've got some feedback for ya there, pal.  They kick ass, for the price at least.||65.165.18.240||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||DookGVR4||03-25-2003||07:00 PM||||So do you guys think 17x7's with 40mm offset will work fine with 225/45/17's?...No rubbing||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000008||number3||03-25-2003||07:39 PM||||FYI on my wheel and tire combo...<br /><br />Speed Star aka SSR <br /><br />Integral (polished)<br /><br />17 X 7 +38 offset<br /><br />Potenza S02 Pole Position<br /><br />225/45R17<br /><br />total Weight 37 lbs<br /><br />Stock GVR4 wheels with tire total weight 35 lbs.<br /><br />Best 2 lbs (8 total for you math whizzies) I ever gained.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Harry<br /><br />P.S. the SO3 are heavier than the SO2 from what I hear.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||DookGVR4||03-25-2003||08:38 PM||||So would anyone guess that that extra 2mm of offset on the wheels i am looking at make any much more of a diffrence?...<br /><br />Will the +2mm move the tire closer to the suspension or to the fenderwell?....||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000010||number3||03-25-2003||09:27 PM||||You should just fine.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||ron||03-26-2003||09:38 AM||||+2 mm will bring you in towards the suspension.<br />You should have no problem fitting.<br />Mine are 7.5" with +44 off set. <br /><br />Harry, How much does your SO2 weight? <br /><br />Thanks,<br />ron||64.12.96.102||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000012||markrieb||03-26-2003||10:12 AM||||17x7's with 40mm of offset will fit fine.<br /><br />There is a chart on the file section of the GVR4List on yahoogroups.com that lists the tire sizes that will fit the car, a list of what combinations are known to fit and some recommendations on rim width and offset.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000013||number3||03-26-2003||12:08 PM||||SSR states the wheel is roughly 16lbs so that puts the tire at 20-21 lbs.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001788.cgi
A||||30||mixx2001||Alarm?||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||03-24-2003||10:05 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||How do I turn the fucker off?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    I know how to turn it off when it's going off, but how do I keep it from going off?||66.26.138.47||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||chhuong||03-24-2003||11:12 PM||||I wanna know how do you turn it on??  Cuz i just recently acquired mine and the security light comes on when i lock the door, but if the window is down and i unlock the door by the knob the alarm doesn't go off!!  So if anyone can help me that would be great!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||03-24-2003||11:15 PM||||I have to lock my door from the outside when I get out, If I lock it from the inside, the alarm goes off spontaneously...it sucks||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||BlitzVR4||03-24-2003||11:29 PM||||Do a search.  Someone posted a way to disconnect the alarm.  I think its under the steering column.  <br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000004||Sabwafare||03-25-2003||10:13 PM||||The galant has a stock alarm?||24.116.71.210||reg||1||Sabwafare||00000890||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||03-25-2003||11:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sabwafare:<br /><strong> The galant has a stock alarm? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh my.<br /><br />The way the alarm "should" work.  To arm the alarm, lock the doors. You should see a alarm light go off on the dash. To turn it off, use the key to unlock a door.<br /><br />For everyone who has problems. Your alarm is busted  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I guess I am lucky to have not had problems over the years.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||03-25-2003||11:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chhuong:<br /><strong> I wanna know how do you turn it on??  Cuz i just recently acquired mine and the security light comes on when i lock the door, but if the window is down and i unlock the door by the knob the alarm doesn't go off!!  So if anyone can help me that would be great!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you wait for the alarm light to go off?  Read the owners manual.  I forget how many seconds you have to wait. If you still have problems, it's busted  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Doh.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||03-25-2003||11:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sabwafare:<br /><strong> The galant has a stock alarm? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the VR4 does.  Gee' I'm having fun with this.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||joec||03-26-2003||12:17 AM||||Yeah, it's got an alarm.  I found out when I went to put my hockey equipment in the trunk and the alarm went off on my "new" car.  So I'm standing in the rink parking lot with the alarm/horn blaring and this quizical look on my face as I try to figure how to turn it off without any kind of remote key fob type device  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Apparently turning the key in door lock turns it off...  guess my trunk switch is broken.||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000009||Ferrari F50 GT||03-26-2003||01:17 AM||||I tried taking the relay out from under the colum.  It didn't work.  My alarm still goes off at random and when I unlock the driver door with the key and open it.  The only way I can make it turn off is to pop the trunk with the key.  I am going to search for some more relays...||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000010||BluFalcon||03-26-2003||03:22 AM||||I have the factory alarm on my 91 GS-T, and it would go off at random when I first got it.  A friend suggested checking the hood sensor, which I did.  The bracket that holds the hood pin, was slightly bent downward which meant the pin wasn't making full contact when the hood was closed.  I bent it up a little bit, and it's woked just fine for the last 5 months or so.  Also check your door contacts, and any other switches.  if those are all good, and it still goes off....you're hosed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Good luck trying to figure out how to disable the stupid thing.  The alarm in my GVR4 hasn't given me any problems...yet.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000011||JAYGVR4||07-09-2003||03:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> I tried taking the relay out from under the colum.  It didn't work.  My alarm still goes off at random and when I unlock the driver door with the key and open it.  The only way I can make it turn off is to pop the trunk with the key.  I am going to search for some more relays... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is the exact problem that I have on my 91.  Unlock with key in drivers side door, and alarm goes off.  Only way to stop it, is to open trunk with key.  However, if I open trunk first with key, then go to try openning the drivers side door, the alarm will STILL go off!  <br /><br />If I unlock the doors from the passenger side, the alarm will not go off if I then open my drivers side door.  <br /><br />Has anyone successfully figured out how to disable the alarm?  and yes I have done a search on "alarm" and although many solutions were posted, most were found to be unsuccessful.<br /><br />Any help greatly appreciated....  I would simply pull the wires for the 3rd horn, but then the lights would still flash right?<br /><br />TIA,||171.75.33.231||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000012||miturra||07-09-2003||10:19 AM||||I have a similar problem. When I unlock the drivers side door the alarm goes off. So I have to go to the passenger side door to un-arm the alarm and open the door. In my case, the switch in the drivers side door is bad. <br />One day I'll either change the switch or the alarm system. You need a wiring diagram to figure out how to disable the alarm.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000013||turboflanagan||07-09-2003||12:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> when I unlock the driver door with the key and open it.  The only way I can make it turn off is to pop the trunk with the key </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is the exact problem that I have on my 91.  Unlock with key in drivers side door, and alarm goes off.  Only way to stop it, is to open trunk with key.  However, if I open trunk first with key, then go to try openning the drivers side door, the alarm will STILL go off!  <br /><br />If I unlock the doors from the passenger side, the alarm will not go off if I then open my drivers side door.  <br /><br />TIA, </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I found the connector for the pass side had come off the lock inside the door.  This caused the same problem you describe.  I couldn't unlock the pass door without the alarm going off, but the driver's side worked fine.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000014||JAYGVR4||07-09-2003||01:11 PM||||So basically guys I should look for frayed wires, or loose connectors in the door - by the lock or by the hinge should I be loooking?  Both perhaps?  and I take it that if I can't find any then perhaps my door switch is bad?<br /><br />Thanks!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000015||josh91vr4||07-09-2003||06:26 PM||||Yeah well, my alarm works almost perfect (Doesn't go off if the trunk gets opened, i don't think.) <br />but alas, my Power Seat belts don't move, and i have no such thing as power locks. There's some sort of short somewhere that's killing these, too bad i haven't had time to trace it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.56.225.124||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000016||slvrblt||07-09-2003||07:24 PM||||Just get a reliable wiring diagram and cut the alarm wires until it doesnt work anymore. Then get on eBay and buy one of those LCD pager alarms. Look 'em up, those are pretty cool units.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000017||Ant||07-17-2003||10:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlitzVR4:<br /><strong> Do a search.  Someone posted a way to disconnect the alarm.  I think its under the steering column.  <br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Still I have not found a solution to the stock alarm going off whenever it feels like problem.<br />The relays near the steering column do not solve the problem.<br /><br />Locking the car without using the key doesn't solve the problem.<br /><br />The closest solution I found in my search was by Jeff (keydiver) in which he suggest cutting the wire that feeds the diode/relay for the alarm or disconnecting a pin at some connector in the harness.<br /><br />I don't have a wiring diagram so I have no idea where I would find these pins.  Time to get a manual.<br /><br />I'm at work and it's a huge pain in the ass when every 10 min I get a call saying my lights are flashing....<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000018||JAYGVR4||07-18-2003||08:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ant:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlitzVR4:<br /><strong> <br />92 TSi </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The closest solution I found in my search was by Jeff (keydiver) in which he suggest cutting the wire that feeds the diode/relay for the alarm or disconnecting a pin at some connector in the harness.<br /><br />I don't have a wiring diagram so I have no idea where I would find these pins.  Ant </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Keydriver, any insight on which wire to isolate off of the harnesses to remedy this?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000019||keydiver||07-18-2003||10:46 AM||||Man, I don't even remember posting that! Someone want to post a link to my post, maybe it'll stir some brain cells.||68.17.211.211||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000020||Ant||07-18-2003||12:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Man, I don't even remember posting that! Someone want to post a link to my post, maybe it'll stir some brain cells. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=000640#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=000640#000000</a>||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000021||wtgvr4me03||12-09-2003||04:31 PM||||Both key locks have connectors which are supposed to disarm the alarm when you open the doors.  They break often though.  I found that if you unplug the connector on the trunk lock and short the two wires together that the plug connects to the alarm will always stay disabled.  The security light still comes on when locking the car, but you can unlock the doors now and the alarm doesn't go off.  This is also handy so you can install keyless entry without the alarm going off.||68.98.246.116||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000022||Ant||12-29-2003||12:40 PM||||I searched and found this thread about alarms.  <br />My dam alarm was good for 4 months and now it's going off at will again.  It left me stranded last night when it went off and killed the battery.<br /><br />I cut the horn out but the headlights flash and I'm being forced to leave my car unlocked for the time being.<br /><br />If someone has a wiring diagram I will gladly go through it and find the wires and tell everyone how to do it. <br />Yes I checked my hood and door sensors they are all fine.  There has to be a way to disable the factory alarm.<br /><br />thanks<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000023||Hertz||12-29-2003||01:24 PM||||Trunk sensor.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000024||GREENVR4||12-29-2003||01:43 PM||||sh%@t, mine just goes off whenever it feels like, specially when it rains.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000025||Ant||12-29-2003||02:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Trunk sensor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will check that but I want to disable the alarm.  I don't want it to activate.<br /><br />jeff said it's on connector CO-3 somewhere in the link I posted just 4 posts up. <br />Could someone tell us where that connector is?<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000026||getboosted||12-29-2003||02:26 PM||||Go here vfaq.com under electrical to find your answer!  HTH.<br /><br />-Tuan-<br />'89 Turbo Colt Gt<br />'91 GVR-4 #1421||65.114.37.193||reg||1||getboosted||00000668||yes
Z||000027||Ant||12-29-2003||03:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by getboosted:<br /><strong> Go here vfaq.com under electrical to find your answer!  HTH.<br /><br />-Tuan-<br />'89 Turbo Colt Gt<br />'91 GVR-4 #1421 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks<br />I found this<br /><br />Wire: OEM Alarm Disarm <br />Wire Color: Green/Blue <br />location: (-) Driver's kick panel<br />Tie to ground to permanently disable the alarm <br /><br /><br />I am going to try this when I get home.  <br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000028||JAYGVR4||12-30-2003||03:12 PM||||So did this work?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000029||wtgvr4me03||01-15-2004||03:29 PM||||As I stated before if you short together the two wires that plug onto the trunk sensor it will keep the alarm from going off.||68.10.181.53||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000030||crucible||01-15-2004||05:19 PM||||The Green/Blue wire mentioned above feeds the trunk key cylinder.Why this would be the answer to disabling is a mystery.The only thing I could find was in the troubleshooting section of the service manual.It only mentions the trunk key cylinder as the culprit(other than the ETACS ECU) when alarm goes off in error.This wire should be found at the trunk key switch connector in the trunk.<br />Personally, mine hasnt worked except recently for no apparrent reason.I wouldnt want my starter being disabled cuz of a schizo alarm,especially in this frigid time of year.<br />Ill try grounding this wire myself as soon as it warms up a bit,like around 25-30 degrees.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
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A||||20||hibrn8||The icing on top of all my problems||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-25-2003||12:36 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||So i posted al this crap about Pharmacy school recently. Well to top off the problems comes the girl. For the last week or so I havent gone out or really talked to anyone because I just needed my time to really think this out. As you all know I have been depressed like hell lately. Well you figure that my gf may be supportive that I need some time to myself, no, not happening. All I heard all night tonight was her complaining to me that she thinks I dont love her anymore. Because I havent called her lately. I mean, dont they understand that we have problems in our lives too? It all this shit that shes "thinks". "I think you dont care anymore" "i think you dont love me". Im sick of hearing it. I mean i tired to explain to her that I cant be there all the time for her. Our schedules are completely opposite so we hardly see or talk to eachother. Were busy people but shes still never happy enough. I dont get it.||67.200.73.9||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||02:14 AM||||I belive Snoop said it something like this:  "Bitches ain't nothin' but hos and tricks"||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||03-25-2003||02:26 AM||||hey man i know what your talking about.  i'm getting very tired of haveing to repeat conversations with my girlfriend. she just doesn't get that just because i've been having a bad day, week, month, (and so on) and that everything is crumbling in my life doesn't mean i'm getting tired of her. just getting tired of my fucking life, i don't think girls really know how to help out, and that kind of pisses me off because i've everything i have into our relationship and have sacraficed my very essence for her happiness, and what do i get, nothing but complaints.  i don't know if this ever changes or gets better...<br /><br />i don't really have advice, but i guess just hear her out a bit so that you don't fight.  this weekend was our junior/senior prom, and it didn't go to well at the begining but i just had to bite the bullet and remove myself from a state of honest consciouness so that i wouldn't ruin the whole night for her.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||03-25-2003||02:31 AM||||Email this to her:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001789" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001789</a><br /><br /><br />Or just read your first post to her.....||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||02:45 AM||||*nod*<br /><br />Communication is key.  If you can't tell her how you feel, you've got nothing.  Lay it out and she'll be there.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||03-25-2003||02:51 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001768" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001768</a><br /><br /><br />This wouldn't hurt to send/read her either...||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||04:10 AM||||What are you, shadetree mechanic or marriage counselor?  j/k  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||03-25-2003||10:24 AM||||What I've found is that women get an idea in their heads that things should go a certain way & if it doesn't then all hell breaks loose.  No matter how good (or bad) things are if it's not "their" way they have stuck in their head then something is up.  Go figure   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||03-25-2003||11:09 AM||||GVR4726----sounds like you know exctly what im talking about. you just get sick of hearing it. <br /><br />I mean well be fine for a while but if something goes wrong then she dumps all the blame on me. As far a s communication, its there. I told her i wanted time to myself bc of this bs going on with school but that seemed to hae caused a problem. its either they have it the way they want or if not, then they hate you. <br /><br />i just need to get a hot girl, who's into cars and going to school for something in the med field, has a job.... then we can relate and understand al the stress involved with this lifestyle.||131.193.8.212||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||03-25-2003||02:51 PM||||Good luck with that...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />I've been with my gf for over 2 years and it's always a battle of priorities.  Over time she's come to see my way more and more.  She grew up being Daddy's princess and thought she desirved a guy who'd give her the world.  *screeech*  Yeah right.<br /><br />It's a maturity/security thing and it takes time for girls to get over it.  Some longer than others.  If you told her you need time and she still wants to smother you with her life, then hang up and take the dog for a walk or something.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||number3||03-25-2003||07:55 PM||||I have been with the same girl for 15 years. Married for 8. Read at least one book by John Gray   <a href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-form/104-9231005-1152763" target="_blank">http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-form/104-9231005-1152763</a>  <br /><br />I am telling you this guy is a fucking genius. Trust me. You will not regret it. I am not a reader. I am a guys guy etc. But He makes it all so clear. It is not because of him that I have been with the same girl for 15 years but has recently helped me to make it another 35!<br /><br />Trust me on this. Married or not married this will help everyone. It is the DSM back up CD manual and CAPS of relationships.<br /><br />I cannot believe how much of an eye opener it was!!<br /><br />GET IT NOW!||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||meshwork||03-25-2003||08:36 PM||||Harry, any particular book by him in particular?||68.162.64.225||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000012||number3||03-25-2003||09:37 PM||||Mars and Venus Together Forever: Relationship Skills for Lasting Love<br /><br />Was the last one I read.<br /><br /><br />They are all good, however. Do a search for John Gray Ph.D. on Amazon.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||GRV4726||03-25-2003||10:31 PM||||i've been with my girlfriend for one and a half years and i think we can make it last but sometimes i just think about shooting my fucking brains out.  not to pleasant. the thing that really  bothers me is that if i'm fucking up she'll tell me and that ok, but then she twist it and put it all on her, so have to tell her that its nothing to do with her, that its just me. and really it is me a lot of the times, but the mental games drive me crazy because i always analyze whats going on and i get stuck in circular arguments and there's no way out.  <br /><br />i think i just have a lot of things i'm trying to deal with and just can't take it anymore.  not only that but most of is sort of phychological and phylisophical and my fucking brain hurts from thinking so much about it. <br /><br />but oh well, i guess this is just shit we have to adapt to with time||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000014||number3||03-25-2003||10:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> i've been with my girlfriend for one and a half years and i think we can make it last but sometimes i just think about shooting my fucking brains out.  not to pleasant. the thing that really  bothers me is that if i'm fucking up she'll tell me and that ok, but then she twist it and put it all on her, so have to tell her that its nothing to do with her, that its just me. and really it is me a lot of the times, but the mental games drive me crazy because i always analyze whats going on and i get stuck in circular arguments and there's no way out.  <br /><br />i think i just have a lot of things i'm trying to deal with and just can't take it anymore.  not only that but most of is sort of phychological and phylisophical and my fucking brain hurts from thinking so much about it. <br /><br />but oh well, i guess this is just shit we have to adapt to with time </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The book will open both of your eyes. Read it together. <br /><br />You will be smacking your forhead going Yeah that is us!!  We do that!  I do that!! She does that!! (I know I did)  And it will explain why. And it is so much easier to work things out knowing the other persons perspective.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||Arty||03-25-2003||11:52 PM||||I agree with Harry.<br />When I read this part of your post<br />"For the last week or so I havent gone out or really talked to anyone because I just needed my time to really think this out."<br />I recognised what you were saying as something Grey describes as "going into your cave", he says it's a regular guy thing but girls don't do, so they don't understand why you do it, and worse they misinterpret it, just how you say your gf has.  He says there's girl things we don't understand too, why they nag us, why they tell you their problems, then when you try to fix the problem they get annoyed :-)<br />Intrigued ?<br />It's all in his books.<br /><br />Art.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000016||markrieb||03-26-2003||10:08 AM||||I agree with Harry.  The Mars-Venus books explain a lot.<br /><br />I still (after 10 years of marriage and 4 years before that) have arguments with the wife about needing "time in my cave".  Hell, I'm still fighting for some space of my own in my own house.<br /><br />I set up an office for myself and shortly after it got taken over for her storage and sewing room.  I had most of the garage, but now it is full of her gardening tools and the kid's outside toys.<br /><br />I'm now looking for a new piece of property with room for a proper shop...<br /><br />It is getting better, but it takes a lot of work and patience.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000017||hibrn8||03-26-2003||10:50 AM||||i think im gonna get this book||131.193.10.205||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000018||number3||03-26-2003||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> why they tell you their problems, then when you try to fix the problem they get annoyed :-)<br /><br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is was alone worth 100x the price of the book. I like to help people out. I like to try and fix things for those I care about. (Like this thread) And all it would do is make us fight. He explains why! And once it was explained it made all the sence in the world. It is still hard to keep my mouth shut but now I know why I am keeping it shut;)  <br /><br />Just like anything in this world if you don't have instruction (or someone to sheld light onto the situation) on how it works you will only get mad. <br /><br />If no one ever explained to you how an intercooled turbo system worked would you enjoy your GVR4 as much? I doubt it.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||spoulson||03-26-2003||02:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> why they tell you their problems, then when you try to fix the problem they get annoyed :-)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is was alone worth 100x the price of the book. I like to help people out. I like to try and fix things for those I care about. (Like this thread) And all it would do is make us fight. He explains why! And once it was explained it made all the sence in the world. It is still hard to keep my mouth shut but now I know why I am keeping it shut;)  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I probably learned that one on my own the hard way.  Last year, my gf's parents were harrassing her about her weight for months and it just got worse and worse.  Making comments, talking behind her back about her, evil sister making nasty comments, etc.  So I got fed up hearing about this shit and went to the source.  Wouldn't you know I stuck my nose were it didn't belong and no one saw that they were hurting her and annoying the hell out of me.  Man was she pissed at me for that one.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000020||GVR-4||03-26-2003||02:27 PM||||Here's my input. You can take it or leave it:<br /><br />A womans greatest need in a relationship is SECURITY. <br /><br />A mans greatest need is RESPECT.<br /><br />The Mars/Venus book is good. It will help you understand each other better.<br /><br />THE FIVE LOVE LANGUAGES by Gary Chapman is excellent for improving your relationship. It's full of insight. But it's probably geared more toward married couples or long-term relationships.<br /><br />Best of luck. Post again if you guys need to. This board is full of wisdom.<br /><br />Dave Peter||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/001790.cgi
A||||1||BigItalian||Do you need Hig Octan\e ||||1||||BigItalian||00001073
Z||000000||BigItalian||03-25-2003||01:59 AM||chill_dog33@hotmail.com||Do you need high octane fuel for all turbos ?||24.81.104.16||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||02:12 AM||||Please.  Don't ever run less than premium, unless you've got full gauges, know what you're doing, and are doing your own fuel tuning.  Some have been able to run over 20 psi on 87 or 89 pump gas, but they are rare.  Generally, consider the highest octane available (91/92/93 depending on location) as the minimum octane rating to run.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001791.cgi
A||||23||DeanCouchey||My Galant makeover||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||03-25-2003||11:48 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||OK so I finally got my beater car, the girl and I are gonna be sharing finacial responsibilities next year and i think it is time for me to finally put some money into my VR4. I was looking at spending $5000 on all of this stuff. The car has like 157K on it now and it doesnt run right. These are my plans. I have est. prices next to them and finaly prices for what I found. Let me know if these are good<br />JIC exhast-$550 Ron Motor sport-final price???<br />2G mani-$150 est<br />93 headlights-$200 est<br />HID kit $380 RSVersion.com<br />Intercoolercore-$600 est<br />IC pipes-$ 250 est<br />Rims and wheels-$600 wheelguyz.com  <img src="http://www.wheelguyz.com/cgi-bin/prodspics/tnbsa239s.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Suspension mods?????? figured $800 dont know what<br />JDM engine- $1200 shipped flashoptions.com<br />comes to about $3800 or so without install of engine and if I could find some one near me to help with the other stuff it would help. If you know of any good prices and where to find it please post so I can know about how much I am gonna spend.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||03-25-2003||04:53 PM||||if you PLAN on spending 5k, be ready for 10<br />if you estimate 3 weeks of downtime, be ready for 9<br />remember, all projects cost twice as much and take 3 times as long as initially planned.<br /><br />sounds like a good plan to me though. dont forget a good clutch  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||138.89.43.137||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-25-2003||05:50 PM||||i agree it sounds like you have yourself a real good plan. however, the wheels arent really catching my eye too much, now thats my opinion. if you like them, get em. good luck.||65.227.204.178||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||03-25-2003||05:51 PM||||Do it in pieces, not all at once. I spent 15,000 dollars on a Honda Civic that I never drove because I got sick of the time it took to do everything. I would say 600-750 labor to install the motor. Thats what my buddy charges, he has done that swap numerous times.<br /><br />Tom<br /><br />P.S. By the way, I will never do a Honda again, it takes too much cash to make them fast. If you guys didn't already know that.||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||06:56 PM||||Listen to gtluke.  He is a wise and correct man.<br /><br />ps- lemme know where you find those '93 headlights, and if they've got a second pair!!||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||03-25-2003||08:41 PM||||Yeah, I definately agree with not doing it all at one time. If you have a problem it'll be tougher to diagnose if you do everything at once, plus its more possible to lose interest. <br /><br />Like my Talon that I bought in immaculate shape with a broken timing belt, and subsequently tore to shreds before giving up. Now I have a pile of glass, plastic, and metal.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.162.64.225||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||03-25-2003||11:05 PM||||<a href="http://www.carpart.com" target="_blank">www.carpart.com</a> look for 93 headlights, the most expensive ones I found were 125 bucks so 250 for a set. As for doing the work part by part I planned on doing that. I was gonna get the JDM engine installed then get my pocket logger and then add parts like the IC and pipes and so on. THE IC is about the only thing that can really play with the engine isnt it? I mean the exhast and manny wont do much will they? Ohhh and one last thing. can you guys post some nice cheap wheels that you like that are about 900 with tires???||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||SD90GalantGSX||03-26-2003||12:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> , all projects cost twice as much and take 3 times as long as initially planned.<br /><br />-luke- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That isn't true.  If you carefully spend your money on what you NEED and then what you want, you won't go over your est amount. You need to find accurate prices. I did my entire car in 5 days.  Turbo, FMIC, injectors, S-AFC, suspension, fuel pump, EGT gauge, boost gauge, oil pressure gague, HKS cams....||198.81.26.177||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000008||DookGVR4||03-26-2003||12:14 AM||||I just ordered these tonight   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/Katana/inspire-hsilver.htm" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Now lets get that group buy on the JIC exhaust!!||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000009||ron||03-26-2003||12:34 AM||||These wheels you guys picked need special lug nuts.. make sure you don't use the one that use an 10 mm allen key... I have seen many of those stripped.  Try to get Gorilla small diameter lug nuts thrown in with the deal... if not I can get them for you.<br /><br />I would spend a little more on the HIDs and buy the one made in Japan or Germany.<br />If you are using HID lights, you can just use your stock lights.  HID perform the same. But the high beams are MUCH brighter in the 93s.<br /><br />I can get the PWR IC core for much cheaper than $600 and you can get it to your spec..<br /><br />yeah.. let me know if you guys want to do JIC group buy. But I just put my friends old 3" exhaust, it seems like real easy to make.  1 U bend and a few feet of straigth pipe will make you a nice mandrel bent 3" exhaust. Probably cost no more than $200.<br /><br />my .20 cents.||198.81.26.177||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||03-26-2003||09:32 AM||||I haver found the Germany Hella's or Sylzanias i think for like 425 for the 10K HID but yesterday I couldnt find the kit. Ron if you could please send me more info on the IC... does it come with endtanks? Oh and it would be great if I could get my exhast done for like 200 bucks but the hick-ass mufflerplaces around here dont wanna do it cause they say its not needed and it is a small car.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||03-26-2003||10:54 AM||||as far as the rims im gonna pick up some rota attacks. 450 shipped. then tires....prolly around 1000 for everything once they are put on and balanced. the rotas are good price and really light and most of thier designs are cool.||131.193.10.205||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||a_santos||03-26-2003||12:11 PM||||I think first you should make sure that the drivetrain is solid, not engine of course because you are getting a new one, but driveshaft and rear end, maybe a 4 bolt swap. When you get the engine, send the trans to TRE or BMTranny, to get it fully modded. Also get your ECU modded, TMO, to make sure you know what is going in that engine of yours. Then get the Ramcharger MAF translator, that way you will not have to buy a SAFC, and you will be able to run a GM 3" or 3.5" MAS tha flows copius amounts of air. Then get a good clutch. Then get your intercooler and exhaust done at once. Get turbo back exhaust, not just catback. Then you can get 93 headlights, some nice wheels and suspension. Don't skimp on the suspension, you get what you pay for. People have been happy with the TEIN setup. After that you should have one very sweet VR$, oops I meant VR4.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.111.38.131||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||03-27-2003||09:13 AM||||Hey Abhay... thanks for the advice, I didnt think about the 4 bolt and everything cause I didnt plan on making alot of power yet. The reasoin I was gonna get the engine first was because my turbo is blown and the orginal engine has 160K on it. so I thought that I should get the car running first and then start to work on it. Whats that ramcharger your talking about? I was thinking a 2G MAS cause it is cheap and plentiful.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000014||a_santos||03-27-2003||08:05 PM||||Go to this link:<br />  <a href="http://www.ramchargers.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/CategoryDisplay?cgrfnbr=29841&cgmenbr=541&cat1=29839&cat2=29840" target="_blank">Ramchargers MAF Translator</a>   This will enable you to run a 3" or 3.5" GM Hotwire MAS. It is way more free flowing than a 2g, or a hacked 1g. This means more power and better throttle response. Read the info on it, I don't feel like explaining. You will have to get your own sensor, $20-$50 at a junkyard, and the translator $199. <br /><br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> Hey Abhay... thanks for the advice, I didnt think about the 4 bolt and everything cause I didnt plan on making alot of power yet. The reasoin I was gonna get the engine first was because my turbo is blown and the orginal engine has 160K on it. so I thought that I should get the car running first and then start to work on it. Whats that ramcharger your talking about? I was thinking a 2G MAS cause it is cheap and plentiful. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000015||DeanCouchey||03-27-2003||11:27 PM||||hey abhay. I looked that over and it looks cool, I read it and all but can I install a intake pipe and everything? If you have this installed and feel more like telling me about it and what it does and so on please email me at heavyroller@yahoo.com Thanks!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||03-28-2003||02:53 AM||||Dean, it replaces the MAS inside the air can with a GM "hotwire" air volume sensor.  What does this mean?  It means you can remove the huge restrictive black box from your intake.<br /><br />The MAFT is actually a bit of electronics that allows for ECU adjustment (similar to an AFC, but with only 3 levels).  In theory you can install everything for about $250 and you'll have huge airflow, more room under the hood, and it is an approximate replacement for the VPC and S-AFC.  Upgrading your injectors?  Turn the dial.<br /><br />You could do something like keep your stock battery location, run the filter off the turbo and measure the air near the throttle body.||64.108.204.241||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||DeanCouchey||03-28-2003||10:20 AM||||cool thanks Ryan! So if this is so great then how come not alot of people are running it? Are there any bad things about it? And what I would bne doing is removing the black box and putting in there MAS and a silicone filter right?||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||03-28-2003||10:29 AM||||Because it has just come to market in the last month or so.  I guess it just took the right people to figure it out.  (Bailey has done translation before, just never for DSMs)...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001566#000000" target="_blank">Here's a recent thread</a> on it.  1312 has a very good picture of what the setup can look like.  Another option would be to put the MAF in a "blow through" configuration (other side of the turbo).<br /><br />And FYI <a href="http://www.bailey-eng.com/mafs.txt" target="_blank">here's the MAFs that will work</a> with the system.||67.37.176.121||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||Compressed||03-28-2003||10:43 AM||||The reason why many people are not running it yet is becuase the system just came out.   <a href="http://www.dejontool.com" target="_blank">Dejon Tool</a>  is actually already selling this system and is selling everything needed to switch over.  There is already a thread about this here, also check dsmtalk and tuners.  This has been discussed at length and everyone likes the idea.  I haven't heard reports of people using it yet, but I haven't looked for awhile either.  <br /><br />For your makeover ideas, I would suggest a few different things.  First instead of the JIC exhaust buy a nice muffler and get a shop to do your exhaust, definitely do a turboback, I would think about a tubular O2 eliminator style as they flow much better.  Take the $ you save and add a full urethane bushings for all the suspension components.  Our cars are getting old, and the bushings are rubber, most are completely deteriorated, replacing the bushings will help dynamics immensely.  Wheels are a personal choice but I would get something else, get what YOU like though.  I like these right now   <img src="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/5zigen/n1blk.gif" alt=" - " />||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000020||DeanCouchey||03-28-2003||10:58 AM||||I like those wheels todd..... I thoguth Rob was the only one who had the bushings for our cars from whiteline???? I am looking to you guys to help me out cause I havnt bought much for the car so I dont know who to buy from. I like these wheels too.  <img src="http://www.discounttiredirect.com/product/wheels/rgevig.large.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||03-28-2003||05:55 PM||||Don't forget, you have 4 lugs, not 5.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmparts.com" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com</a> has Whiteline stuff now.||64.108.204.9||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||DeanCouchey||03-29-2003||09:08 AM||||yeah thats just the pic they have it in 4 and 5 lug 100 and 114 bolts.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000023||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:40 PM||||those black wheels up there are sweet.what are they called?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001792.cgi
A||||5||sleeper||Look at this $ HP ratio.||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||03-25-2003||01:00 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://www.autotrader.com/findacar/vdetail.jtmpl?car_id=117618904&dealer_id=&car_year=1995&make=FORD&distance=any&max_price=&model=MUST&end_year=1995&advcd_on=n&min_price=10000&address=63116&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1995&color=" target="_blank">http://www.autotrader.com/findacar/vdetail.jtmpl?car_id=117618904&dealer_id=&car_year=1995&make=FORD&distance=any&max_price=&model=MUST&end_year=1995&advcd_on=n&min_price=10000&add ress=63116&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1995&color=</a><br /><br />What a waste of money to run 12's<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||03-25-2003||01:02 PM||||that car is a big pile of shit!!!||12.235.229.244||reg||13||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||03-25-2003||01:36 PM||||Its got a supercharged Turbo! I gotta get me one of those!||68.158.237.76||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||03-25-2003||02:00 PM||||The phone conversation with the AutoTrader :<br />"Only a 1000 break-in miles. Well except for the time we beat the livin' shit outta it, in order to squeeze out that pathetic 12sec 1/4 mile time.  Wait, leave out that last part."  <br /><br />Yep that's about right.||65.165.18.214||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||03-27-2003||10:16 AM||||LOL i have an 86 mustang and its N/A and goes 11.72 @ 115.5<br />thats horrible<br />i dont even need a supercharged turbo haha||138.89.43.233||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||BigItalian||03-27-2003||05:16 PM||||super charged turbo hahahha||24.81.104.16||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes



ubb/Forum3/001793.cgi
A||||2||04DrBlur||Member of the moment.||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||03-25-2003||09:10 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||Sweet I made member of the moment under my original board name.  I lost the board for a long time then found it again and am now 04DrBlur.  sweet.||64.108.84.49||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||03-26-2003||12:12 PM||||*********CONGRADULATIONS********<br /><br /><br />Enter your E-mail adress here __________________ to receive your free webcam.||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||03-26-2003||11:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> *********CONGRADULATIONS********<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.201.88.191||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum3/001794.cgi
A||||8||Sabwafare||91/92 differences||||8||||Sabwafare||00000890
Z||000000||Sabwafare||03-25-2003||10:10 PM||||What are the differences between the 91 and 92 gvr4? Anything major?||24.116.71.210||reg||8||Sabwafare||00000890||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||03-25-2003||10:17 PM||||Rims, front grill (crome color in 91, solid in 92), tires, and the grey avalible in 92.  <br /><br />I think the 91 CD stereo had a aux input, I'm not sure if that was avalible in 92.  I've never seen one, just pictures.  <br /><br />They both have the same HP, torque, and engine.  Oh ya, 2000 in 91, 1000 in 92.  They even have a different font on the limmited plate.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||03-25-2003||10:32 PM||||Taillights and rear badging is also different between the two. And I think that when the pocketlogger is plugged into the 92's the abs light comes on where with the 91's it doesn't.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||03-25-2003||11:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I think the 91 CD stereo had a aux input, I'm not sure if that was avalible in 92.  I've never seen one, just pictures. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got the factory combo CD/tape/tuner and no AUX input in my '91.||67.36.177.160||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||01:02 AM||||Taken from list of standard equipment:<br /><br />"ETR AM stereo/FM stereo/casette/graphic equalizer sound system with 6 speakers and auxiliary CD input (ETR AM/FM stereo cassette w/6 speakers was standard in '91)"<br /><br />Taken from list of factory options:<br /><br />"ETR AM/FM stereo/cassette/graphic equalizer with compact disk player and 6 speakers (ETR AM stereo/FM stereo/cassette/graphic equalizer w/6 speakers and auxiliary jack for portable CD player was optional for the '91 model)"<br /><br />I printed the pages these lists came from some time ago and can't remember where I found them.  The standard equipment list also reports 195/60R/15 Bridgestone Potenza RE88 tires were standard for both years, but the '91 got H rated and the '92 V rated.  The '91 rear lights were shared with JDM GVR4's; not sure about the badging.  The '92 rear lights are unique; they did not appear on any other Galant in any market.  Unless I'm wrong.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||markrieb||03-26-2003||10:09 AM||||The '92's also had H rated tires, not V rated.  Bridgestones RE88's or RE92's.  It's been a while since those tires were on the car...  Those were actually pretty good all around/all weather tires.  Not great at anything, but pretty good at everything.<br /><br />My next set were some stock sized Dunlop D60 A2's.  Much better in the dry and wet, but much worse in the snow.<br /><br />After that were some Yokohama Avid V4's.  Another very good all around tire, even did a few autox's on these.<br /><br />After that I got serious and bought extra rims.  Stockers with snow tires, 16x7.5's with summer tires and now some 17x7's with race tires.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000006||RayH||03-26-2003||03:15 PM||||The 92 rear lights made it onto the 93 year Galants.  Once in a while I'll spot a regular 93 Galant on the road by the rear lights.  Only the VR-4's though had the led brake light on the wing.<br /><br />I drove the stock RE92's on Pocono International and they held up ok.  Wore out quite a bit but didn't chunk or melt.  Been using SP8000's on 16x7.5 rims since then during the non-winter seasons and snow tires on the stockers.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000007||number3||03-26-2003||03:29 PM||||The wheels and ABS system are different as well.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||03-26-2003||05:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Taken from list of standard equipment:<br /><br />"ETR AM stereo/FM stereo/casette/graphic equalizer sound system with 6 speakers and auxiliary CD input (ETR AM/FM stereo cassette w/6 speakers was standard in '91)"<br /><br />Taken from list of factory options:<br /><br />"ETR AM/FM stereo/cassette/graphic equalizer with compact disk player and 6 speakers (ETR AM stereo/FM stereo/cassette/graphic equalizer w/6 speakers and auxiliary jack for portable CD player was optional for the '91 model)"<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Right, so if you got the cassette/CD option you don't have a AUX jack.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001795.cgi
A||||11||sleeper||St. Louis Arch on the move||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||03-26-2003||01:07 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2408373219&category=6168" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2408373219&category=6168</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.33||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||03-26-2003||01:18 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   WTF?||12.235.229.244||reg||13||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||BluFalcon||03-26-2003||03:17 AM||||Umm, that's horrible.  Looks like they were trying to make it look like a Soopra or something.  Pretty beat interior for a "show car".||12.237.59.14||reg||13||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||06:52 AM||||Yea... those seats look like a pack of hotdogs.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Still, probably one of the best bodykits for a Vette of that era that I've seen.  If that wing was shortened by at least 6" and flattened on the top, it might not be so horrible.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||03-26-2003||10:53 AM||||<img src="http://64.49.221.202/pix/laxchix/VE16.JPG" alt=" - " /><br />Is it just me or does this look a lil like a 3KGT from the side?<br /> <img src="http://a137.g.akamai.net/f/137/3538/120m/imageonthefly.cars.com/jsppages/admsimage.jsp?IMG=U7MIGEC1.JPG&width=250&COLOR=ffffff" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||03-26-2003||10:57 AM||||i think im going to go throw up now...........AMERICAN RICE!!!!||131.193.10.205||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||03-26-2003||11:43 AM||||I wouldnt call it american rice...steak sounds better!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||03-26-2003||12:03 PM||||Cars like that should not be allowed to roam the streets. Some people just don't get it.||198.111.38.131||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||03-26-2003||01:52 PM||||lmao||131.193.10.205||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||broke down||03-28-2003||06:09 PM||||makes sense that the seats look like a pack of hot dogs, cause the rest of the car looks like a big weiner.  My hot dog has a first name.....||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||06:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong> makes sense that the seats look like a pack of hot dogs, cause the rest of the car looks like a big weiner.  My hot dog has a first name..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Friggin' Hilarious!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||10||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||VR6 Eater||03-28-2003||08:39 PM||||If looks could kill, we would all be dead!!!||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
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A||||47||BigItalian||How moded and powerful is you galant ? ||||1||||BigItalian||00001073
Z||000000||BigItalian||03-26-2003||04:37 AM||chill_dog33@hotmail.com||I've been looking for galants and i've seen some pretty wicked moded ones. How moded are peoples here? How much horsepower does your galants have? Psi ? Just curious whats under the hood and how much power it has.||24.81.104.16||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-26-2003||04:42 AM||||SSHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!! Its a secret.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Ash||03-26-2003||05:35 AM||||Mine's a slow piece of shit.||203.221.18.49||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||03-26-2003||12:09 PM||||My car, on a regular basis, chirps the tires when pulling into parking spots.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||number3||03-26-2003||05:27 PM||||Very!||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||03-26-2003||06:39 PM||||SD90galantgsx's galant is a true badass... if he catches this post, he'll tell you everything<br /><br />OR just go here to see his mods/pics:<br /><a href="http://www.sddsm.org/pages/cars/brandon/brandon.htm" target="_blank">http://www.sddsm.org/pages/cars/brandon/brandon.htm</a>||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||vrpower||03-26-2003||07:13 PM||||Just slowly on my way of tuning the car for good street use. I'll actually be installing a 16G this week, with a full 3 inch exhaust and a 2g manifold. Also have the 2600lb in there. That will keep me busy for a while!||67.248.70.224||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000007||SD90GalantGSX||03-26-2003||08:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BigItalian:<br /><strong> I've been looking for galants and i've seen some pretty wicked moded ones. How moded are peoples here? How much horsepower does your galants have? Psi ? Just curious whats under the hood and how much power it has. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got a little of this and a little of that.  Are there many Galants in Canada?  I don't know how much hp i'm putting out for sure, but it's over 400 hp at the wheels.  Look at my page in my sig and you'll see some pics and mods.  I've been working on the car for almost 2 months now.  By summer I should be done building the block and mabye get a head built.  The car is my daily driver.  It's the only car I own now, so it is very streetable.||198.81.26.177||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||08:16 PM||||Wow, that is one hot Galant GSX!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    I think I like the look of the non-LED wing better...<br /><br />My car's still a work in progress, but here's what it's got so far:<br /><br />small 16G<br />ported '95 exh mani<br />Mofugas 2.5" mandrel turbo back (incl. test pipe)<br />Magnaflow straight through muffler w/4" Ractive tip (all painted black; stealth!  booya)<br />Home Depot boost controller (15 psi)<br />2G MAS w/1G K&N on Dejon intake<br />RRE FMIC pipes<br />RRE Griffen/Spearco FMIC (6x18x3, top to bottom)<br />crushed BOV<br />sealed Hawker battery (friggin' tiny!)<br />3kGT VR-4 fuel pump (ND 190)<br />1G DSM clutch master cyl. (bigger reservoir)<br />stainless clutch line<br />ACT 2600 w/street disk<br />KYB AGX's (for street, fronts=1, rear=2)<br />Whiteline 0.5" drop springs in front<br />'90 oil filter housing w/air/oil cooler bigger than stock IC!<br />leather shift boot<br />Autometer black 35-0-20 boost gauge in a-pillar<br />16x7 Superior Type 102 Diablo GT wheels<br />205/50VR/16 Falken Ziex ZE326 tires<br /><br />I think that about sums up what's on the car right now... there's a much bigger list of parts under my bed waiting to go on (or just mods in progress that need finishing).||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||SD90GalantGSX||03-26-2003||08:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Wow, that is one hot Galant GSX!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     I think I like the look of the non-LED wing better...<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks, you have a nice mod list yourself.  I want to have the fastest GGSX in the nation, and on of the top fastest Galants, VR4s or GSXs, in the nation.  To top it off it's not a track car.  I went food shopping last night...haha||198.81.26.177||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000010||smokindav||03-26-2003||08:25 PM||||My wife drives our GVR4 daily.  It has a 2.5" turbo back exhaust, no cat, K&N air filter, ACT 2600 clutch, boost gauge, bleeder valve, battery in trunk, Whiteline springs and AGX shocks, 17x7" OBX Racing wheels.<br /><br />We plan to sell it this summer and get my wife a 2002 Maxima - that's what she wants and if I keep her happy I get what I want, capice?<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.86.84||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||08:32 PM||||Yea, no track car here either.  I only plan on taking it to drag once- to lay the smack down on my T3'd Civic buddy in a series of grudge races we have planned to see who has the ultimate car.  Sort of our own little SCC SCC.  We'll have drag, autox, rallyx, and maybe a TSD to test the driver.  We'll see what other types of races and tests to compete in are out there, but I'm pretty sure his behind will be pink for a month from all the spankin' he's gonna get.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   But mainly I work on my car because I love it, and want it to be just that much better in every way.  And also b/c I hate Rustangs, and all the assholes w/bimmers in my town.  I've had a few refuse to race me because they say their car is faster, so there'd be no point.  Really, I say?  Then you'd have no problem proving it.  Waste of time, they say.  Buncha pussies.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||hibrn8||03-26-2003||10:22 PM||||i have a t3t4 60 trim witha lot of other mods  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.251.224.117||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||03-26-2003||11:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SD90GalantGSX:<br />it's over 400 hp at the wheels. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't mean to be a naysayer (or a dick), but you might want to dyno it before making any claims.  Just my $.02.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||Nate||03-26-2003||11:56 PM||||I'm with Howard on this one.  Having spent a good amount of time on a dyno, it makes me want others to prove it to me.  Though, in the world where dyno numbers are only comparable if two cars use the same dyno, nothing has less of a BS factor than trap speed.  What is your trap speed?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000015||SD90GalantGSX||03-27-2003||01:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> I'm with Howard on this one.  Having spent a good amount of time on a dyno, it makes me want others to prove it to me.  Though, in the world where dyno numbers are only comparable if two cars use the same dyno, nothing has less of a BS factor than trap speed.  What is your trap speed? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know my trap speed yet, I will know this Saturday.  I should be trapping 116 to 120ish is my estimate.  I'll let you know Sat...I have a friend(Eclipse GSX) that ran 11.9@118 and I pulled on him slowly(w/out my Magnus Intake), so I should be up there some where...||198.81.26.177||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000016||Team Ducktape||03-27-2003||03:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BigItalian:<br /><strong>  Just curious whats under the hood  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know about you Canadians but I have a engine under the hood    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000017||BigItalian||03-27-2003||04:02 AM||||haha good one...i have american citizenship as wll...but sadly there are no galants to canada and the ones i find are to far away but i really enjoyed hearing about everyone else cars and still hope to get my own galant some time here anyways thanx for the reponce and remeber if you guys find a galant for sale in canada let me know PLEASE !! THNX||24.81.104.16||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes
Z||000018||GVR-4||03-27-2003||08:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong> ...that's what she wants and if I keep her happy I get what I want, capice?<br /><br />Dave Flaherty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What might that be?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000019||smokindav||03-27-2003||09:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong> ...that's what she wants and if I keep her happy I get what I want, capice?<br /><br />Dave Flaherty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What might that be?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Since you asked....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />125cc shifter kart<br /><br />Honda RC51<br /><br />As for my daily driver, I'm trying to figure out what to do.  I would really like to keep my Miata.  The problem with the Miata is that I can't really tow the shifter kart with it (or put a baby seat in it).  So I guess I'm gonna have to sell the Miata.  <br /><br />As for a Miata replacement I'm debating between an E36 M3 or a 911.<br /><br />The reason I've narrowed it down to those two cars are that we are having a boy in August.  I want to have a car that I can take to track days and drivers schools (and doesn't need alot of mods to be a decent track car) and that I can fit the three of us in for those Sunday drives.  A Maxima isn't fun, or trackable.  I already had a 911 before I got married so I might try an M3.  Eventually I plan to save my pennies and get a 996 911 when they get a little cheaper.  <br /><br />Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000020||GVR1643||03-27-2003||10:00 AM||||Dave, <br />you let me know when you get that shifter kart!  After playing last year in the karting scene, it's a blast, but I'm only running the slower briggs class - still a lot of fun, 'cause it's still racing and 50+mph 2 inches off the ground is fun. But I've always wanted to take a shifter around the course once or twice to feel that power to weight ratio!  Can meet in Marshalltown for one of the meets...<br />Congrats on the baby - oh, and do 911's have room for a baby seat?||167.142.21.191||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000021||smokindav||03-27-2003||10:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Dave, <br />you let me know when you get that shifter kart!  After playing last year in the karting scene, it's a blast, but I'm only running the slower briggs class - still a lot of fun, 'cause it's still racing and 50+mph 2 inches off the ground is fun. But I've always wanted to take a shifter around the course once or twice to feel that power to weight ratio!  Can meet in Marshalltown for one of the meets...<br />Congrats on the baby - oh, and do 911's have room for a baby seat? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">As soon as I get the kart you can take it for a spin at Marshalltown!  There's a guy here in Iowa City that is selling his 1998 Birel with a TM 125 engine, I think he's asking around $3k.  Sadly, I won't be able to buy it as I won't be ready until later this summer/fall, but he wants to sell now.<br /><br />Yes, 911s have room for a baby seat in the back.  But I don't want to spend $30k for the 911 that I like when I can get the M3 that I like for half that, $15k!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  So it's M3 for me until I save up the $$ for the 996 911.<br /><br />Dave||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||03-27-2003||02:05 PM||||Mine is dead slow. Thats coz she is on jackstands and will be for a bit. My parts shopping is almost done, all I have left is engine stuff (yeah, I know, the most expensive part)<br /><br />Dave and Kevin - y'all need to come down to auto-x and run them gvr4's. It'll be fun to see how it does. I need to contact someone who has the schedule for the whole year....||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||GVR1643||03-27-2003||02:19 PM||||KC, I know you want to watch me beat my daily driver into oblivion   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  but I can't stomach the punishment it puts on the car and mine definately isn't in autox condition - you know that :-)) <br />I would be happy with just fast in a straight line right now!  <br />The link for local SCCA is here:<br /><a href="http://www.dmvrscca.org" target="_blank">www.dmvrscca.org</a><br /><br />Dave, that sounds like a pretty decent price for the kart.  We bought ours from the president of the Marshalltown track and he does a lot with shifters as well - let me know when you're ready to buy and I'll get his info to you as well.  You know their high maintenance to be competitive..<br /><br />As far as what's under my hood...dirty old 187K mile engine with mods listed in sig.  They sure build the hell out of these engines to withstand that kind of mileage and abuse  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.22.212||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000024||BigItalian||03-27-2003||03:05 PM||||Anyone have more to say about there cars ?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.81.104.16||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes
Z||000025||GVR4458||03-27-2003||11:03 PM||||As for power, 274 hp/ 295 ftlb (19 psi 93 Octane)<br /><br />K&N air filter (with stock air box)<br />ND 660 cc injectors<br />Apexi S-AFC<br />95+ ported exhaust manifold<br />ported 16G turbo (small)<br />ported EVO III O2 housing<br />3" turbo-back exhaust (with high flow cat)<br />JUN chromoly flywheel<br />Unorthodox Racing underdrive pulley<br />AMS FMIC<br /><br />Other stuff includes tranny, suspension, short shifter, wheels, yawn, yawn...<br /><br />EH||68.78.104.237||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000026||UncleGGSX||03-28-2003||02:26 AM||||Mine technically isn't a Galant. It's an Eagle 2000GTX AWD. In reality, it's just a rebadged Galant GSX that used to be sold in Canada. The only AWD I have seen is mine, not many of them. There's still quite a bit of FWD ones though.||199.84.45.254||reg||1||UncleGGSX||00000331||yes
Z||000027||SD90GalantGSX||03-30-2003||02:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> I'm with Howard on this one.  Having spent a good amount of time on a dyno, it makes me want others to prove it to me.  Though, in the world where dyno numbers are only comparable if two cars use the same dyno, nothing has less of a BS factor than trap speed.  What is your trap speed? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I ran 12.6@115 yesterday.  That is untuned. That's the first time I raced the car in the 1/4.  So, how much hp do you think I have to trap that?||198.81.26.177||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000028||Doug Thomas||03-30-2003||02:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SD90GalantGSX:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> I'm with Howard on this one.  Having spent a good amount of time on a dyno, it makes me want others to prove it to me.  Though, in the world where dyno numbers are only comparable if two cars use the same dyno, nothing has less of a BS factor than trap speed.  What is your trap speed? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I ran 12.6@115 yesterday.  That is untuned. That's the first time I raced the car in the 1/4.  So, how much hp do you think I have to trap that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This will give you a rough estimate based on weight, ET and mph, but a dyno would be more accurate.<br /><br /><a href="http://dsm.org/tools/calchp.htm" target="_blank">http://dsm.org/tools/calchp.htm</a>||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000029||Nate||03-30-2003||03:29 PM||||My guess is about 360hp.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000030||SD90GalantGSX||03-30-2003||09:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> [QUOTE] This will give you a rough estimate based on weight, ET and mph, but a dyno would be more accurate.<br /><br /> <a href="http://dsm.org/tools/calchp.htm" target="_blank">http://dsm.org/tools/calchp.htm</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Some time before summer I would like to dyno the car.  There is a place called GT(something), it's in Rancho Cucamunga, close to LA.  They charge like $150 per hour.  I am thinking about doing an hour or two once I build the block.  Thanks<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> My guess is about 360hp. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well that wouldn't be too bad w/out tuning.  When I get it tuned it SHOULD at least hit 118 in the 1/4.  That would be good for 400whp.  What do YOU have?  And have YOU dynoed it to prove it?  And what are your times?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.177||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000031||DSSA||03-30-2003||09:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SD90GalantGSX:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> My guess is about 360hp. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well that wouldn't be too bad w/out tuning.  When I get it tuned it SHOULD at least hit 118 in the 1/4.  That would be good for 400whp.  What do YOU have?  And have YOU dynoed it to prove it?  And what are your times?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, he's got two.  One's the full daily beater that put 430 to the wheels.  The other one is the "baby" that put around 460-470 if I remember correctly.  <br /><br />Yes, both cars have been dynoed many times to prove this.<br /><br />Both cars have ran into the 11s.  <br /><br />Speaking of which, I just went to the DSM times page...<br /><br />I *REALLY* need to get some cars finished and back to the track.  My last posted pass was 03/18/00.  I think Harry even has me beat in that department.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />The time isn't even in the top 5 anymore.<br /><br />Damn Andy Beachley anway... ;-)||68.80.64.77||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000032||number3||03-30-2003||09:48 PM||||To think the last time I went to the track, May 1999, and I was the second fastest GVR4 in the country for quite a while, right behind Nate. Oh and I had to drive back home from the track FWD, spewing gear oil after that pass. Weak ass transfer cases  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Where is Nate's time BTW? <br /><br />I too need to get my ass back to the "straight" track. <br /><br />Harry<br /><br />11th isn't so bad considering it has been 4 years...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000033||Ian M||03-30-2003||10:42 PM||||Yeah, Nates 11.8 was the GVR4 benchmark for a LONG time!<br /><br />Speaking of the DSM times page,it looks like its gone dormant once again. It hasnt been updated since November. I e-mailed to ask when the page would possibly be updated a couple times with no responce.||129.71.114.62||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000034||Doug Thomas||03-31-2003||02:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> To think the last time I went to the track, May 1999, and I was the second fastest GVR4 in the country for quite a while, right behind Nate. Oh and I had to drive back home from the track FWD, spewing gear oil after that pass. Weak ass transfer cases   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Where is Nate's time BTW? <br /><br />I too need to get my ass back to the "straight" track. <br /><br />Harry<br /><br />11th isn't so bad considering it has been 4 years...      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You were never second fastest or third fastest, so stop lying.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000035||Doug Thomas||03-31-2003||02:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> Yeah, Nates 11.8 was the GVR4 benchmark for a LONG time!<br /><br />Speaking of the DSM times page,it looks like its gone dormant once again. It hasnt been updated since November. I e-mailed to ask when the page would possibly be updated a couple times with no responce. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The Galant section has not been updated, but the AWD DSM section has. It seems like the page only gets up dated when certain people run new times with certain turbos.||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000036||number3||03-31-2003||08:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> To think the last time I went to the track, May 1999, and I was the second fastest GVR4 in the country for quite a while, right behind Nate. Oh and I had to drive back home from the track FWD, spewing gear oil after that pass. Weak ass transfer cases      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     <br /><br />Where is Nate's time BTW? <br /><br />I too need to get my ass back to the "straight" track. <br /><br />Harry<br /><br />11th isn't so bad considering it has been 4 years...         <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />     <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You were never second fastest or third fastest, so stop lying.<br />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />          <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Huh? No lies here. <br /><br />You don't have to like me Doug, but don't call me a liar. <br /><br />In fact it bothered you so much when I replaced you at #2 that for roughly 6 months after that, your goal (hear say from a mutual friend) was to get that place back.<br /><br />Unlike some, that list does not drive my life or how I treat others.  I care so much about it I had to do a Yahoo search just to find the dsm times page.<br /><br /><br />Harry<br /><br />BTW if Nate, Jon, Josh, or any other old school racer agrees with you, That I was not in the #2 spot, I will take back the statement. I doesn't really matter to me I just hate being called a liar.<br /><br />Unless that happens I will not comment on this any further.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000037||Doug Thomas||03-31-2003||09:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>     </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>       </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> To think the last time I went to the track, May 1999, and I was the second fastest GVR4 in the country for quite a while, right behind Nate. Oh and I had to drive back home from the track FWD, spewing gear oil after that pass. Weak ass transfer cases         <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />        <br /><br />Where is Nate's time BTW? <br /><br />I too need to get my ass back to the "straight" track. <br /><br />Harry<br /><br />11th isn't so bad considering it has been 4 years...            <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />        <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You were never second fastest or third fastest, so stop lying.<br />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />                <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />       </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Huh? No lies here. <br /><br />You don't have to like me Doug, but don't call me a liar. <br /><br />In fact it bothered you so much when I replaced you at #2 that for roughly 6 months after that, your goal (hear say from a mutual friend) was to get that place back.<br /><br />Unlike some, that list does not drive my life or how I treat others.  I care so much about it I had to do a Yahoo search just to find the dsm times page.<br /><br /><br />Harry<br /><br />BTW if Nate, Josh, or any other old school racer agrees with you, That I was not in the #2 spot, I will take back the statement. I doesn't really matter to me I just hate being called a liar.<br /><br />Unless that happens I will not comment on this any further. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The only mutual friend is Nate and I don�t remember saying anything to him about beating your time and you were faster for a couple of weeks. I don�t know what 6 months your talking about. Victor Brant was also faster than you and your right I can't stand you, but has nothing to do with a times page. So where's your proof showing the #2 spot?||12.10.219.28||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000038||Bean||03-31-2003||11:15 PM||||Speaking from experience.  A DSM that makes 330whp on a 4wd dyno can run 11's@116-117mph.  370whp should get you around 120-121mph.||141.150.118.151||reg||1||Bean||00000928||yes
Z||000039||DSSA||04-04-2003||08:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SD90GalantGSX:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> My guess is about 360hp. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well that wouldn't be too bad w/out tuning.  When I get it tuned it SHOULD at least hit 118 in the 1/4.  That would be good for 400whp.  What do YOU have?  And have YOU dynoed it to prove it?  And what are your times?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Make that faster as of last night.  I'll let him fill you in on the details...||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000040||blacksheep||04-04-2003||09:00 AM||||Yeah, yeah. Didi Nate make the 10's ??? If doesnt chime in soon enuf, you better tell us, Josh!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000041||Nate||04-04-2003||06:54 PM||||Hell no I didn't run tens.  Andy will no doubt beat me to that one.  <br /><br />The maroon car has developed a misfire from around 6000 on up.  It's like it's going lean, but richening it up does nothing.  Leaning it further doesn't help either.  I'll get it figured out. <br /><br />Anyway, I went to Atco last night to make some passes.  First pass the car goes 11.72 at 119, second pass car goes 11.52 @ 111.  Why the low mph?  Car was missing badly enough that I thought I would hurt something, so I let off.  Car's best mph of the night was 123.5, with a bunch of 122s and a pair of 123s.  I think once I cure the miss, hopefully tomorrow, it'll start generating the mph it should.  Here were some of the better runs:<br /><br />11.72 @ 119.5<br />11.52 @ 111.3<br />11.63 @ 123.3<br />11.57 @ 122.0<br />11.67 @ 122.2<br />11.60 @ 123.5<br /><br />I also missed third gear twice during the night, but not on any of these runs.  I have to say, they're definitely no ten second passes, but the thing is consistent.  The best slip from the night was also the 11.52 run.  174 60' (still sucky), 4.90 330', 7.43 in the eighth at 96.  Other than that 11.5 pass, I'm starting to think I should bracket race the thing.  :-(<br /><br />I'm hoping to have the miss fixed tomorrow.  Saturday is tuning day. :-)<br /><br />Nate||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000042||blacksheep||04-04-2003||07:05 PM||||Nate<br /><br />Those are kick ass times. I wish I could get those times, I doubt I will ever see that kind of timeslip.<br /><br />I know you'll get there...and its super freakin difficult to squeeze power out and use it all going down the track well once a certain point is reached. Going from 11 secs to 10 is a LOT harder from going 14sec to a 12sec run...<br /><br />Good luck and since you have a PSPSI BOV adapter(push start/pull start Inc. a-thankyou   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ), 10's will come easy!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000043||Nate||04-04-2003||07:15 PM||||KC,<br />     The PSPSI BOV adapter is actually going on another car.  It'll be put to good use, though, don't worry. :-)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000044||howard_GVR4||04-05-2003||10:23 AM||||Nate, what turbo is on the maroon car now?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000045||blacksheep||04-05-2003||04:08 PM||||Hoawrd,<br /><br />L3R, I thought! Or was that on his white one? Nate's got too many turbos for his own good   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000046||Nate||04-06-2003||07:56 PM||||There is a ball bearing 60-1 on the maroon car, stuffed into an 8cm housing.  The car is damn consistent, I went to Etown today and out of three runs, two were 11.5 passes.  I'm starting to figure out what some issues are with the car, so I hope to address those very soon and get back to the track.  Drag racing is fun, more people should do it. ;-)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000047||meshwork||04-06-2003||09:32 PM||||So you're the one! Some kid came up to me today ranting and raving that he saw a car just like mine running 11s at E-town, and if mine was that fast. <br /><br />I just smiled and nodded.||151.197.63.224||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum3/001797.cgi
A||||3||blacksheep||Whew! Got back from vacation in North Carolina||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-26-2003||11:50 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I went to visit my sister in Raleigh-Durham area...she lives in Morrisville but goes to school in UNC Chapel Hill. <br /><br />I was on the lookout for gvr4's esp when I headed to the Carborro, Chapel Hill area. I know some members on our list live in that area? No luck spotting one. I did see an silver Evo driving around in Cary, NC. There were lots of hondas/acuras modded flying around in the area, lotsa BMW's as well<br /><br />It was a fun trip. Did some sight-seeing and just hung out for the most part. <br /><br />I really missed reading the forum, though. I have lotsa catching up to do...Those who emailed me or PM'd me, I *think* I have replied to all...Thanks!<br /><br />Glad to be back!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||03-26-2003||12:07 PM||||It is beautiful idin' it.  I love it here.  There's a few DSM's here in G-boro.  More in Charlotte though.  The rednecks are big into imports now, they've swapped the 5.0's for Hondas.  God help us all.  I knew it was getting bad when the last Civic that I spanked, at the next light responded: <br /><br />"Gol dang mol-fucker, dat shit fast as all get-out, dawg."    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||03-27-2003||08:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> <br />"Gol dang mol-fucker, dat shit fast as all get-out, dawg."     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy Sheote!  I think I just heard a dictionary blow up!  LOL  My in-laws are in Cary, and I still haven't met anyone from the North Carolina DSM club, but I did manage to get in a few races there on the beltline coming into town...  Best kill was an M-Coupe!  Thought those things were fast, but I guess not as fast as a mildly modded (16G) GVR4...  Lots of rice but didn't see too many DSM's.||165.247.82.9||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||03-27-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"Gol dang mol-fucker, dat shit fast as all get-out, dawg."   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am originally from the "hills" of West Virginia and I have never heard anything like that.  That made me spill my beer it was so funny.||64.108.84.49||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum3/001798.cgi
A||||1||mixx2001||My Foor-chun Cookie says:||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||03-26-2003||11:59 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||"Your will be successful in love."<br /><br /><br />Ok.  Gotcha.||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||03-26-2003||11:31 PM||||Foor-chun Cookie says:<br /> <br />stay away from skanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.201.88.191||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum3/001799.cgi
A||||23||markrieb||GVR-4 vs. EVO VIII||||1||||markrieb||00000010
Z||000000||markrieb||03-26-2003||01:39 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||In my spare time, I put together the following table comparing the GVR-4 and the EVO VIII.  They are much closer than you think...<br /><br />You can find the .pdf file at the yahoogroup GVR4List <a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/files/EVO%20VIII%20vs%20GVR-4/Lancer%20vs%20GVR-4%20comparo.pdf" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/files/EVO%20VIII%20vs%20GVR-4/Lancer%20vs%20GVR-4%20comparo.pdf</a><br /><br />If somebody will help me figure out how to post the table here I can do that also.<br /><br />Mark<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||01:52 PM||||Cool info, thanks Mark.||134.10.23.206||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||03-26-2003||02:53 PM||||Mark, you forgot one category:<br /><br />"Rareness Factor" <br /><br />EVO-VIII  Not rare                         GVR4     Very Rare          <br />Advantage: VR-4<br /><br />Also RPM at 60mph for the VR4 is 2900, I read it on a C&D article I think.||198.111.38.164||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||number3||03-26-2003||03:46 PM||||So the EVO VIII is roughly the size and weight of the GVR4 like we guessed yesterday on the phone.<br /><br />Interesting.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||PJGross||03-26-2003||04:43 PM||||Cool, but I have a question:<br />Carbontrix "valve cover" is the spark plug cover, right?  I got excited and looked at the page for a CF valve cover but saw the spark plug cover.<br /><br />Just clarifying b/c I didn't know which on the EVO was magnesium.<br /><br />You could put in there Stainless Steel with # engraved from sleeper (gabor) too.  Can't wait til mine gets here.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000005||RayH||03-26-2003||04:46 PM||||Interesting that the Evo VIII has a larger wheelbase and track than the GVR-4 and almost the same weight.  I'm guessing that the older Evo Lancers were a little bit smaller since I thought that the rally switch from Galants to Lancers was mostly due to size and weight.<br /><br />It would be interesting to compare interior and trunk space.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||03-26-2003||06:21 PM||||I thought my redline was 7200 RPMs||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||03-26-2003||08:09 PM||||I really did this chart to try and figure out if I was trying to talk myself into or out of a new EVO.<br /><br />I'd really love to have a new EVO.  But I refuse to pay $5,000 over list for one.  I was also looking at what it would take to bring the GVR-4 up to EVO VIII spec's.  The only thing that is not easily quantifiable is the revised suspension and how much better the EVO is over the GVR-4.<br /><br />I think I'll just wait a while and see if the prices come down or if a good used EVO comes up in the next year or two.  Also, it will be interesting to see what the WRX STi will do to the market.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000008||tearitupsports||03-26-2003||11:04 PM||||I just bought an Evo VIII, and I can tell you without any question, its handling is far superior to the Galant.  The weight of the two cars is similar, but the Evo does not feel heavy like the Galant does.<br />In the Evo you can not only feel the suspension, but the chassis rigidity as well.  Taking 90 turns at 30 mph is a breeze, and I could do it a lot faster.<br /><br />Engine wise, there is no doubt that both cars have the same potential, and I can not attest to the Evo power yet because I haven't opened up the throttle yet.  Just from the blip I had though, this car will satisfy many more people in stock form than a Galant would.  The power is there instantly at almost any speed.<br /><br />I can give a full review later as I break in the car more.  One note is that the Evo is at 3000 rpm at 70 mph.<br /><br /> <img src="http://registry.evolutionm.net/users/732/images/lg_tearitupsports1.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.210.16.154||reg||1||Tear It Up Sports||00001137||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||03-27-2003||01:23 AM||||What a site. The daddy (VR-4), and the young kid (EVO VIII).<br /><br />Whose your daddy?  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tear It Up Sports:<br /><strong> I just bought an Evo VIII, and I can tell you without any question, its handling is far superior to the Galant.  The weight of the two cars is similar, but the Evo does not feel heavy like the Galant does.<br />In the Evo you can not only feel the suspension, but the chassis rigidity as well.  Taking 90 turns at 30 mph is a breeze, and I could do it a lot faster.<br /><br />Engine wise, there is no doubt that both cars have the same potential, and I can not attest to the Evo power yet because I haven't opened up the throttle yet.  Just from the blip I had though, this car will satisfy many more people in stock form than a Galant would.  The power is there instantly at almost any speed.<br /><br />I can give a full review later as I break in the car more.  One note is that the Evo is at 3000 rpm at 70 mph.<br /><br />  <img src="http://registry.evolutionm.net/users/732/images/lg_tearitupsports1.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||smokindav||03-27-2003||09:53 AM||||Does the EVO VIII have the twin scroll turbo?  How laggy is it?  And what about those Brembos?  Do they stop as sweet as they look?  How often do you have to fill up the intercooler sprayer bottle?  What do you use in the winter to keep it from freezing?  I have many questions!<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000011||Yao||03-27-2003||02:01 PM||||Wondering if I am the only one.  Hoping to adopt the 13" brembo brake to our GVR4.  Anybody think it will fit?||208.253.246.92||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||03-27-2003||02:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Yao:<br /><strong> Wondering if I am the only one.  Hoping to adopt the 13" brembo brake to our GVR4.  Anybody think it will fit? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Evo 8 is 5 lug.||64.108.204.241||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||AWDpower||03-27-2003||03:35 PM||||I got a rude awakening on just how much of a gap there is between the EVO and GVR4 last weekend. <br /><br />I've played the numbers game too, and noticed that there are a lot of similarities between the two on paper. I also noticed that it wouldn't be difficult to get the GVR4 to match the EVO, on paper. <br /><br />A friend of mine bought an EVO the first day they went up for sale. I drove the car a couple times, and was very imprerssed with it. I found the car to be more then the sum of it's parts, and figured it would be faster then expected. Still, I figured It would not be difficult to attain the performance of an EVO, although I knew I wouldn't be able to duplicate the feel. <br /><br />This last weekend, I attended an autocross with my friend. I brought my GVR4, he brought his EVO. My GVR4 is pretty lightly modded, maybe 230-240hp. The suspension consists of eibachs and AGX's, which I'm very happy with, and camber bolts in front. I had a big disadvantage in tire, as the car has 215-45-17 Toyo all seasons- not exactly autocross tires. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Still, I figured I could make it up with my driving. I autocrossed the GVR4 stock, with pep-boys tires, last time, and did pretty well. I <br />beat most of the other street tired cars, including many WRX's. With the mods, my car was now MUCH quicker. I'd say I'm pretty good for a casual autocrosser. I usually run my Talon, with the same suspension, although with more power and tire. The Talon is usually one of the fastest of the street tired cars. I hadn't autocrossed in months, but I came in first place at a rallycross in the Talon, so I was feeling pretty confident. My friend is a good driver, but hadn't autocrossed in years. When he showed up at the autocross, I saw that he just put a killer sound system in the car... and a LOT of weight in the trunk. I felt like I had the advantage. He was just worried about not doing too bad, since everyone was watching to see what the EVO could do. <br /><br />Well, he SMOKED me. Bad. I was very happy with my car, it handled great, did everything I asked of it. Unfortunately, I frequently asked the wrong things, my driving sucked. I did manage a couple of decent runs. But he was almost FOUR SECONDS faster in the EVO! That is a huge gap. he drove well, but with practice he will be a lot faster. I can close the gap with stickier tires and a bit more power, but four seconds is an eternity in autocrossing. I'm still shooting for EVO level performance from my GVR4. It will just take a lot more work then I thought.||63.29.240.2||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||03-27-2003||05:27 PM||||As one of my friends likes to say, "Fix the driver, not the car!"<br /><br />Keep us posted on your Evo "zero" buildup.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||Nate||03-27-2003||06:29 PM||||Evo 8 does have the twin scroll turbo.  Barely any lag at all.  GVR4s will be able to match the Evo in power production pretty easily.<br /><br />What GVR4s won't be able to do is handle or feel anything like the Evo.  It feels so LIGHT, and that's a great feeling.  I would buy one in a heartbeat if I had the cash.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000016||chadhayashi||03-27-2003||08:23 PM||||Someone asked about the weight of the old (evoIII)<br />cars. They were down around 2800-2900 lbs if memory serves.<br />Chad||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000017||1312VR4||03-27-2003||08:52 PM||||Some are comparing the VR4 of today( the 11-12 year old car) to the BRAND NEW EVO VIII. You cannot compare the 2. How many can actually remember what the VR4 felt like brand new? <br /> I'm sure that if the VR4 was new like the VIII, some opinions would greatly differ. Granted yes the VR4 fells like a boat but look at it age. Lets just see how the VIII feels in as many years. <br /> I'll keep my VR4 thank you.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000018||howard_GVR4||03-27-2003||09:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong>  How many can actually remember what the VR4 felt like brand new? <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I remember what the GVR4's felt like when they came out, and they were no Evo 8.  <br /><br />I don't buy the "see what the Evo 8 feels like in a few years" argument.  Despite the age and wear gap, the Evo 8 is just a stouter car, in every category.  <br /><br />Nate's right, total power production will probably never wildly exceed the old 4G63 potential, but the overall platform is much better than the GVR4.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000019||1312VR4||03-27-2003||09:36 PM||||Not to mention 12 years of technology. Hence you can not compare the 2.<br /><br />I'm sure it will be more reliable, in the years to come compared to the VR4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  Considering i'm sure they will prolly only make it for 2 years. Lets see the EVO has had 8 revisions in 11 years wonder why??<br /> They are not around long enough to compare to any perticular vehicle.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000020||DeanCouchey||03-27-2003||11:41 PM||||I know about half of the people on this board are younger people. I myself am 20 and I got the car when I was 17. And for the money and adding 5K into it and to be abel to run with a 35k car I dont mind running a 12 year old car. I can barely afford my rent and college payment ($200 a month) I am gonna be just able to afford the mods I wanna do. I cant imagine what I would have to do to afford that. Plus I like to be an orginal.... I got yellow shoes and yellow hair, so why not have a older car that is very rare and be a member of a great group, and not some kid or some one that had the car bought for them. Oh and BTW.... a 93.5 Supra is like what 20K... at 15K in mods and kill an EVO!! They are nice but to expensive for me!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000021||markrieb||03-28-2003||11:37 AM||||Well, I do remember what the GVR-4 felt like when they are new.  I'm one of the few that bought mine new off of the showroom floor in November of '91.<br /><br />I agree the EVO *has* to be better.  The chassis is much stiffer and the suspension geometry is greatly revised.  In the racing world, power is realatively easy to make, chassis and suspension stuff on the other hand is hard/expensive to improve.<br /><br />Like I said before, I put the table together to try and help me decide on whether to keep on trying to develop my GVR-4 or to buy an EVO and start all over again.  Best of both worlds would be to keep the GVR-4 and buy and EVO, but I'm not sure the wife or my checkbook could live with both...<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000022||DeanCouchey||03-28-2003||11:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In the racing world, power is realatively easy to make  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Unless you own a HUN-DUH!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000023||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:25 PM||||thanks for the info...learned something today.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
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A||||12||chadhayashi||New to the board||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||03-27-2003||12:58 AM||||Hello all,<br />New to this forum. Just saying HI. <br />A little about me...<br />I'm from Denver.I work as a Mercedes tech for one of the local dealerships.<br />I have #1513,green. Owned it since '98.<br />As far as mods, the usual stuff...big 16g, 550's,255 lph pump, HKS S-AFR, Apexi S-AVCR, RRE fmic kit from back in '99 w/ Griffin core/spearco tanks, 3" turbo back, hacked MAF( soon to be MAFT'd w/ 3" blow thru setup.<br />    Whiteline springs, KYB's, 13" Baer track brakes (slotted), 17" Kosei K1's, 235/45 Mich meats, ACT clutch (dead).<br />    Starting the swap for my "new" 7 bolt and fresh ACT 2600 this coming Monday. I can now blow the dipstick out w/ only stock boost... <br />    This spring/summer, I'll do fuel line upgrades, 660's and at minimum, a 20G. <br />    The 16G does not like 20psi too much when climbing up to the Eisenhower Tunnel, (elev approx 11.5K ft ASL). It gets worked pretty hard at that elevation. I've driven my car both here and at sea level and I'll say that it definitely sounds much cooler up here. Super high pitch from turbo and bov's (running 2 due to flow issues, HKS SSQ and crushed 1g) <br />    Anyway, sorry to rant. Glad to be here.<br />Chad||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||03-27-2003||09:03 AM||||Welcome aboard.<br /><br />Did you say your putting a 7-bolt in?||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||03-27-2003||08:15 PM||||yeah. 7 bolt block. New guides, valves, updated lifters in the head. Stock cams for now.<br />Chad||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||03-27-2003||08:22 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  Just wondering why you chose a 7 bolt block. Was it cheaper than rebuilding the stock 6 bolt?||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||03-27-2003||11:45 PM||||Cost was an issue when I built it 2 yrs ago.I've delayed putting it in until I felt it was neccesary.  But this gives me a complete engine that's ready to go. Therefore, very little down time. This is my only car other than our '01 Jetta, and that is quite a bore to drive. <br />I haven't seen any negatives to the 7 bolt. Here in Denver, only one DSM has hit 11's as far as I know. (Aside from Shepard and Buschur) And many stock 7 bolts are in the low 12's. If I decide to go for the 500+hp mark I'll build the original block w/ forged or 2.3 stroker stuff. Preferably the stroker. Everything is slower here. DSM or not. Vipers avg 13.1 at 104-106. So A 13 sec DSM here catches some attn.<br />Chad||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||03-28-2003||12:21 AM||||chad what part of denver are you from? i am from northglenn, just courious, i wanted to check out the build. i am currently getting ready to do my build also. instead of a 20g, i am going with a forced performance green.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||03-28-2003||02:11 AM||||Alright!  Another Colorado member.  Man, there are actually quite a few Colorado GVR-4 owners. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||03-28-2003||09:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> I haven't seen any negatives to the 7 bolt.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's generally accepted that only the 7-bolts have crank walk issues. The 6-bolts don't.<br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||03-28-2003||11:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> I haven't seen any negatives to the 7 bolt.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's generally accepted that only the 7-bolts have crank walk issues. The 6-bolts don't.<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Put aside the very slim chance of crankwalk.<br /><br />What about the crank and rods?||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||Numberless||03-28-2003||12:04 PM||||Welcome!  <br /><br />Jeez, I wish my "usual mods" included big turbos and fmic's....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />My usual mods include an "auto oil change" feature where it leaks out the bottom and you just fill up the top every couple days, and the oh so popular "half stuck up" antenna mod.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000010||chadhayashi||03-28-2003||11:17 PM||||I'm in Central Denver. I was actually told by Kevin Davis, one of the parts guys from Mile High Mitsu that there were more GVR4's sold in this state than any other (He's been there since '89). I've actually been in a parking lot w/ 3 other random GVR4's at the same time. <br />As far as crank walk, I thought that was mainly a 2g 7bolt problem. The block I have had 80K on it(from a 93 Tsi) and ran 13.0 at 18 psi on a 16G. All I had to do was hone it and install new bearings and rings. As far as "usual"...the Baers count don't they?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||03-28-2003||11:23 PM||||Forgot something...I'll actually be pretty shocked if I get crank walk on this block. My crank end play was so low in the range of specs. Of course I don't remember those specs now but...<br />Oh yeah, did the balance shaft elimination today as well. Took a whole 30 mins w/ the engine on a stand.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||GVR-4||03-29-2003||09:26 AM||||Yeah. It probably took me three hours with the engine still in the car. I did it while I was doing the timing belt. I like your way better. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.115.161.231||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
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q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452702.0000!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!number3!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2452704.1144!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!washington members!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!04:38 AM!,
q!2452707.0438!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!turbowop!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!01:08 PM!,
q!2452707.1308!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Albuquerque Sheriffs Racing!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452702.0005!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452702.0005!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!miturra!,
q!Evo 1, 2 or 3 Engine in VR4?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452707.1254!,
q!hondo!,
q!00001080!,
q!miturra!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452707.1254!,
q!hondo!,
q!00001080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Thinking about starting some type of internet business....!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!12:10 AM!,
q!2452702.0010!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!05:01 AM!,
q!2452702.0501!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!00000631!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Parts for cheap!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!12:48 PM!,
q!2452707.1248!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!10:20 PM!,
q!2452707.2220!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!LOTS of videos!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-09-2003!,
q!01:40 PM!,
q!2452708.1340!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452713.0000!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!will these work in our cars?!,
q!6!,
q!5!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!12:17 PM!,
q!2452709.1217!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2452709.2332!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!joec!,
q!Relay cover part number!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2452709.1342!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!DSSA!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452709.1521!,
q!DSSA!,
q!00000454!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!998!,
q!How many GVR4's........!,
q!1!,
q!48!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452709.1347!,
q!998!,
q!00000480!,
q!number3!,
q!03-19-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452718.2209!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000048!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!93 Headlights for $70...should i get em?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!03:22 PM!,
q!2452709.1522!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!07:01 PM!,
q!2452709.1901!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!initial d!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!04:07 PM!,
q!2452709.1607!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!03-17-2003!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2452716.1842!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Snap-on tool part #!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452709.1734!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452709.1734!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!Another sequential shifter option...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-25-2003!,
q!08:46 PM!,
q!2452696.2046!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452697.1618!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!saddam vs. castro!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!01:14 PM!,
q!2452697.1314!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452699.1736!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!00000532!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Board errors, problems?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!07:14 PM!,
q!2452697.1914!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2452697.1958!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!How many GVR4s are daily drivers?!,
q!5!,
q!58!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452697.2057!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!00000427!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452712.2250!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000058!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q~hahaha!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2452697.2100!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452697.2236!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Broken crankshaft pulley!,
q!8!,
q!5!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2452697.2222!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!02:16 PM!,
q!2452698.1416!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Smallville!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!10:51 PM!,
q!2452697.2251!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!05:24 PM!,
q!2452699.1724!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!00000532!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!For those of you who went/are in college......!,
q!1!,
q!40!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452697.2253!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!absolootbs!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!06:46 PM!,
q!2452699.1846!,
q!Brad!,
q!00000774!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000040!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!VR-4 sighting!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452701.2259!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!Matt379!,
q!03-02-2003!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452701.2259!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!What are your quickest 1/4 mile passes......!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-26-2003!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452697.2255!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!ProudDSM!,
q!03-01-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452700.1518!,
q!ProudDSM!,
q!00000638!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Chris Sanders!,
q!Shepard's in car video!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2452702.0121!,
q!Chris Sanders!,
q!00000041!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!09:20 AM!,
q!2452702.0920!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Speedo swap!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2452698.1519!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452793.1840!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!VR4 Sighting!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!02:15 AM!,
q!2452702.0215!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!02:15 AM!,
q!2452702.0215!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!request for keydiver!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452702.1211!,
q!VR-4play!,
q!00000645!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452703.0004!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q~spreading the wealth, here you go!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452702.1445!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!02:24 PM!,
q!2452703.1424!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!00000532!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!Keydiver's chips Updates?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2452702.1452!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452702.1503!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Throttle Body Shaft Seal Part #s!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452702.1620!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!03-03-2003!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452702.2144!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!good guy - sleeper/heated seats!,
q!14!,
q!11!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!01:36 AM!,
q!2452703.0136!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!sleeper!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2452704.1916!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Calling Duc Hunter!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!12:27 PM!,
q!2452703.1227!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!01:44 AM!,
q!2452704.0144!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!stolen joke!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2452709.1752!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452712.2247!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Difference between gvr4 and Evo II engines...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!01:13 PM!,
q!2452703.1313!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2452705.1916!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Centre Diff. pinion shaft wobbly!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452709.1756!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452709.1756!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~Old school Galant Turbo!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2452709.2206!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452710.1200!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Upgrade clips free picture hosting!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!01:58 AM!,
q!2452710.0158!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!01:58 AM!,
q!2452710.0158!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!L6 L4!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2452710.0237!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!Ash!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!10:02 PM!,
q!2452710.2202!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Rally VR-4 anyone?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452710.1053!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452710.1620!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!wiring harness for cd player!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2452710.1713!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452710.1754!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!4G Lancer Project!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-11-2003!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2452710.2349!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!03-13-2003!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2452712.1011!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Removing sound deadning...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452711.0011!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!03-12-2003!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452711.1254!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Camshaft swap!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!03:25 PM!,
q!2452698.1525!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!number3!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!12:37 PM!,
q!2452699.1237!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Balence Shaft Removal in the car????!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452698.1529!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!02:02 PM!,
q!2452699.1402!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!Sticky for you John!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2452698.1614!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2452698.1614!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!VR4 registry!,
q!3!,
q!9!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452698.1727!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452699.1749!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!dash board fixes ? !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!06:28 PM!,
q!2452698.1828!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!smokindav!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452698.2242!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Exhaust Studs!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!08:46 PM!,
q!2452698.2046!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!joec!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452699.2330!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Cheap Gas!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2452698.2124!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2452699.0008!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Does a 1G BOV bolt on to a 2G directly?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-27-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452698.2325!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Pep!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!12:03 PM!,
q!2452699.1203!,
q!Pep!,
q!00000675!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Another GVR4...... for me???!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2452699.0018!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!03-01-2003!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2452700.2305!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Who is 680/2000 ?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452703.1733!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!91 #680!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452703.2112!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Take a look at this wierd manifold!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452699.0037!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!sleeper!,
q!03-07-2003!,
q!02:14 PM!,
q!2452706.1414!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Taking orders for JDM clear corners....!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-04-2003!,
q!08:22 PM!,
q!2452703.2022!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!03-08-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452707.1406!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!Help with auto insurance adjuster!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!10:43 AM!,
q!2452704.1043!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!00000065!,
q!udriveu!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2452704.2356!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Nate!,
q!#230 key fob on Ebay!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2452704.1144!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!ex 490/1000!,
q!03-14-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452713.2343!,
q!ex 490/1000!,
q!00001134!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Do you love board games?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!02:18 PM!,
q!2452704.1418!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2452855.0928!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Laugh it up Friday!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452704.1811!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452704.1811!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q~Damn it, Abhay!~,
q!10!,
q!2!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452704.1839!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2452709.1317!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pick!,
q~#112 IS ABOUT TO BE ON THE ROAD!!~,
q!7!,
q!2!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2452704.2132!,
q!Pick!,
q!00000697!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2452704.2349!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Indigo Flywheels ???!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2452704.2257!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!gsxtasee!,
q!03-10-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452709.1618!,
q!gsxtasee!,
q!00000189!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Cleaning up throttle body....!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!03-05-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452704.2301!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-06-2003!,
q!02:21 PM!,
q!2452705.1421!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!A gift to all.!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!09:52 AM!,
q!2452699.0952!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-01-2003!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452700.1304!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q~Oh the pranks one could pull!~,
q!10!,
q!1!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2452699.1228!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!01:14 PM!,
q!2452699.1314!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Honda wants to compete with the EVO!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!01:11 PM!,
q!2452699.1311!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!Ian M!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!07:30 PM!,
q!2452699.1930!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Anatomy class!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452699.1324!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452699.2346!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!00000427!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q~Great demo of anti-lag!~,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2452699.1441!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2452699.1441!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!WRX Bees!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2452699.1659!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452699.1731!,
q!92vr4#971!,
q!00000532!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!VR4 Colors!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-28-2003!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452699.1811!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!Hertz!,
q!03-01-2003!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2452700.1302!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/001801.cgi
A||||1||gvr4in||Super JDM vtec civic nos inside! (my f'd up exhaust housing pictures!)||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||03-27-2003||03:36 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||The bidding starts at -$1200 for this JDM turbo vtec nos supercharged intake plenum solenoid actuator for the geo storm..this is a must have for all you geo enthusiasts!!! Adds 30 bazajillion to da' wheels! <br /><br />Check out my fucked up exhaust housing! You KNOW you're jealous!<br /><br />Flap Closed<br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid57/p9e00cfcf46ae2b2333951e7772c7f6db/fc705011.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Flap Open<br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid57/pe390b984570d5dc1ff90e2b2ec033658/fc70500e.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Open again<br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid57/pbcfbf2e2c85634e142b8defc3cb36725/fc705010.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />From top<br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid57/p60c7408dc8fd18b402bf7acf983b8b3d/fc70500d.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||03-27-2003||05:50 AM||||Looks like any other high mileage turbine housing.  That looks exactly like the one that I pulled off my old Talon at 143K.  How many miles are on that housing?||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum3/001802.cgi
A||||1||BluFalcon||Here's a Haynes manual I wouldn't mind owning...||||1||||BluFalcon||00000366
Z||000000||BluFalcon||03-27-2003||06:12 AM||muttski@comcast.net||<a href="http://www.somethingawful.com/articles.php?a=438&p=9" target="_blank">http://www.somethingawful.com/articles.php?a=438&p=9</a><br /><br />Check out the very first picture.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Yeah, I'm a Star Wars geek.  It's gotta be better than the one they have for the Galant/Mirage/Tredia.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-27-2003||06:27 AM||||LOL!  Yea, I probably have more technical information collected on fictional vehicles than my actual car... but I'm working on that!  Honest!||134.10.23.206||reg||10||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001803.cgi
A||||5||jonvr4||crank scrapers???||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||03-27-2003||12:59 PM||jonvigil81@hotmail.com||do crank scrapers actually work?  check this out, <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2408075348&category=6770" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2408075348&category=6770</a>||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||03-27-2003||10:23 PM||||Maybe, but for $50 plus shipping it's not worth it.  I wouldn't put one in my car, but if your hear is set on it drop your pan, measure it, and make your own.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||number3||03-27-2003||10:31 PM||||Make your own for $50.00? Seems hardly worth it if someone already has done it for you. Just my .02. Unless you are really bored and have a machine shop handy.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||chhuong||03-27-2003||10:32 PM||||I've heard of crank scrapers being used on big block v8's that run really tight clearances and they don't want extra oil sloshing around and they prevent that.  So they do work, but will a 4g63 gain any performance maybe but i doubt it'll be noticable.  But it might make your engine last longer.||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||04:24 AM||||What's the machine shop for?  Some micrometers, a sheet of 1/8" or whatever steel, a Dremel, and a couple of hours and your set.  Just measure about 6x before you cut!  And be patient.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:22 PM||||nah..i dont think its worth it||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001804.cgi
A||||5||gvr4ever||Our new 03 Nissan SER Spec V||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||03-27-2003||01:05 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Nissan suxs most of all  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Just wanted to share some nightmares if anyone else on this list wants to look at a Spec V<br /><br />Our car has 1500 miles on it and has been to the dealer more times then any other car I have ever owned.<br /><br />Things that have been fixed so far.<br /><br />The trunk lid and engine hood had to be adjusted.  The engine hood still looks off, It's the best they can do.<br /><br />The clear coat came up in a few places, they had to heat the paint to get it to go back down?!?!  Ummm, okay.<br /><br />I made the dealer replace a body flairing that was warped.  <br /><br />Things that I have a problem with that the dealer says is normal.  The rear brakes squeak.  The car is windy as shit.  I can't belive the sun roof doesn't leak water.<br /><br />The tranny grinded in 2nd when the weather was cold.<br /><br />I'm sure I've forgotten something too.<br /><br />Well, I started a lemon law claim and I was told I have a very strong case.  I just need to fax some papers and this nightmare might be over soon.<br /><br />If the dealer who still has a 02 WRX wagon will give me a decent trade in on it, I'm going to unload this bitch tonight!!!!<br /><br />I never thought Nissan could build such a shitty car.  I bet I'd have less problems with a low end entry level GM Caviler.  At Nissan, quality is #, um what was I doing?||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||03-28-2003||09:59 AM||||I wonder if the car's been hit in transit.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||03-28-2003||10:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I wonder if the car's been hit in transit. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think so.  Because there would be a record of a body shop doing the work.  We bought the car with 48 miles on it and we put most of that on during the test drive.  I've read a few other nightmare stories.  The 02s are way worse.  I think they might have made some engine improvments.  I've read about people having problems with engines using a lot of oil.  So far I havn't lost a drop, but I do get shitty as gas milage.<br /><br />I'm waiting to hear back from another dealer on a trade in value.  Hopefully I can get 17k for it and I can get the WRX that I should have gotten in the first place.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||03-29-2003||10:02 PM||||I am selling my 02 Spec V to a guy on Monday. It didn't have a single problem.  Used just a bit of oil, like a 1/2 quart every 3K or so. It goes get horrible gas milage, like 16 mpg would be phenominal. Dealer said everything was fine, just don't drive it so hard. I got mine with 8 miles on it, selling it with 10,500 miles on it. It will be sad to see it go.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||03-29-2003||11:28 PM||||I might have a real buyer.  I hope so.  I too kill kinda miss it.  It drives great and I will miss the RF stereo.<br /><br />I'm just tired of going to the dealer and I don't trust the long term quality.<br /><br />I think a WRX (kept in stock form) will last for many years.  Like my Galant  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:49 PM||||my friend just bought one and he loves it..||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001805.cgi
A||||0||meshwork||2g that came into our shop....||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||03-27-2003||04:27 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Hit and run, someone railed her 95 FWD Talon TSi so hard that the front got smashed against the person in front of her. <br /><br />So the front is damaged, but when you take the back apart you see this:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=210" alt=" - " /><br />Notice the rear panel "bubbling" at the base of the trunk floor, and on the right side of the picture (towards the front of the car) the rail buckling. <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=212" alt=" - " /><br />It'll probably total the car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />Stupid hit and run people make me MAD!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum3/001806.cgi
A||||15||4G63_GSR||Cannot Believe My Eyes....||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||03-27-2003||04:41 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||overall i think this car is in awesome shape... but damn... this guy just asking too much...<br /><br /><a href="http://64.4.20.250/cgi-bin/linkrd?_lang=EN&lah=bd894ade2450389b9c86617c875ca85d&lat=1048798010&hm___action=http%3a%2f%2fkindbeats%2ecom%2fforum%2fviewtopic%2ephp%3fp%3d2145%232145" target="_blank">http://64.4.20.250/cgi-bin/linkrd?_lang=EN&lah=bd894ade2450389b9c86617c875ca85d&lat=1048798010&hm___action=http%3a%2f%2fkindbeats%2ecom%2fforum%2fviewtopic%2ephp%3fp%3d2145%232145</a>||66.188.119.122||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||03-27-2003||04:43 PM||||Won't open...||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||03-27-2003||04:44 PM||||Um, my msn hotmail has been idle to long? Time to redo the link.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||BigItalian||03-27-2003||05:14 PM||||i wanna see this car...wheres he at ?||24.81.104.16||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes
Z||000004||4G63_GSR||03-28-2003||08:23 AM||||here's another shot...<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2408998176&category=6353" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2408998176&category=6353</a>||144.92.164.204||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000005||4G63_GSR||03-28-2003||08:24 AM||||oh yeah... since there's bidders now you wont see his "buy now" option... it was like $12,000 something...||144.92.164.204||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||08:45 AM||||Interesting.  The badge and wheels (easily changed) both say it's a '92.  The rear lights (just slightly less easily changed) say it's a '91.  What's up?  Seems to me he changed the lights, but why?<br /><br />A very clean car...  Ooh!  Ooh!  It's got a 1G clutch master cyl.!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||03-28-2003||09:55 AM||||And a "HKS Nippondenso fuel pump"!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||03-28-2003||10:02 AM||||I've known people to put the 91 tail lights on because they like them more.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||7||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000009||Jimmy||03-28-2003||10:34 AM||||It is a 92 just with the 91 tail lights. The car used to belong to a friend of mine and my other friend bought it and then sold it about a year ago.  There is about 12k worth of parts in the car not including the car.  It's a really fast car...the last time I rode in it about a year ago.  It also is the cleanest all original GVR4 I have ever seen.||206.38.114.100||reg||1||Jimmy||00000270||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jimmy:<br /><strong> It also is the cleanest all original GVR4 I have ever seen. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All original, huh?  Then how come my GVR4 doesn't have 400 whp?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||number3||03-28-2003||05:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jimmy:<br /><strong> It also is the cleanest all original GVR4 I have ever seen. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All original, huh?  Then how come my GVR4 doesn't have 400 whp?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would be interested in hearing what you ment in more detail too.<br /><br />BTW I like the 91 tail light better, except for the included badge in the 92. The 91 tail light make the car look wider from the rear. Where as the 92 lights make the car look taller.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||03-28-2003||05:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> And a "HKS Nippondenso fuel pump"!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That goes along with the "O.E.M. left hand drive Japanese headlamp assembly w/ H4/H1 bulbs"...  I hear those are REALLY rare.||64.108.204.9||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||DSMGVR4||03-28-2003||11:31 PM||||I have seen this car in person about 1 year ago. Its a VERY CLEAN car. yes, it is a 92 with 91 lights on it. The owner at the time said he liked the smokey, stealth look better. He also removed all the chrome trim around the entire car. He had 17" wheels on it back then too. His friend to buy my old GVR4, thats how I was able to meet this guy. Not sure who the owner is now but it is a very clean car and if I can remember correctly, he told me he bought it modded for around 11G's..not sure tho. If I had the money, i'd probably buy it. John||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000014||GVRfore||03-29-2003||02:42 PM||||The previous owner (about 6-8 months ago) worked at the shop that works on my car.  I have known him for quite some time.  Yes the car is a 92 with 91 tail lights and LEFT hand drive JDM style lights.  They are from the Philippines, where he has family, and he even got me a set (I spent far too much money on my car).  Funny thing, he works at Subaru/VW now.||64.157.60.196||reg||1||GVRfore||00000647||yes
Z||000015||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:45 PM||||thats a nice gvr4..that guy has everything done to it.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001807.cgi
A||||9||hibrn8||3&quot; flex tubing or flex section||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-27-2003||10:33 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey guys im finihsing my exhaust. i was not planning to run a flex section but now i think i am. i think ill probably en up using 3" flex tubing and weld that on. possibly a 3" flex section. so where can i pick them up cheap. now that i finshed paying tution im broke ass for a little bit. rre has them but of course a bit pricey for a piece of flexible metal.||67.200.73.240||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||03-28-2003||03:38 AM||||<a href="http://www.alamomotorsports.com/flexsex.htm" target="_blank">http://www.alamomotorsports.com/flexsex.htm</a> <br /><br />50 bucks for 6", it's really hard to find good prices and still get the length you want.<br /><br />DongeR||63.201.88.191||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-28-2003||02:10 PM||||no local parts place has them in 3" this sucks.||65.227.204.118||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||03-28-2003||04:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> no local parts place has them in 3" this sucks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Try the semi-truck supply stores.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||03-29-2003||05:09 AM||||i must have called 10 different truck stores and they all said 'we have flex tubing but not flex sections.'  I did not want flex tubing for my turbo back because no one uses it on their dsms and I never heard anyone talk about it on the forums so I spent the extra dollar for it. well worth it imo...<br /><br />DongeR||64.160.49.191||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||03-29-2003||07:42 PM||||thanks i have a local truck shop here ill call them. i see alot of people using flex pipe as their flex section, im only going ot need like 6 inches of a section. not a big deal . thanks again||65.227.204.77||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||03-31-2003||01:20 PM||||yeah i got lucky out of all the truck supply stores i found one that had it. 93 cents an inch, not bad at all. they also have the 3" radiator hose that i can cut and use for intercooler pipe couplings. im happy now.||67.200.121.189||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||03-31-2003||01:29 PM||||Care to share?||67.36.191.136||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||04-01-2003||12:04 AM||||sure thing.<br /><br />the place was called Midway Truck Parts. on 191st and Harlem Ave. in Mokena, IL. I dont have the phone number on me right now but i can look it up in the phone book later.||66.19.50.81||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||06:09 PM||||do you have a muffler shop around that makes custom piping for your exhaust?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001808.cgi
A||||9||91gvr4mainer||Any rims like these?||||1||||91gvr4mainer||00000598
Z||000000||91gvr4mainer||03-27-2003||11:08 PM||riggieri@pcmech.com||I finally found the rims i want for my GVR4 and they are discontinued.  Blahhh.  Anybody know if there is another make/model like this?<br /><br />  <img src="http://students.khs.msad71.net/~mriggieri/images/enker1.large.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Thanks<br />Matt 1440/2000||68.69.158.78||reg||1||91gvr4mainer||00000598||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-28-2003||02:54 AM||||Yes.||64.108.204.241||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||04:09 AM||||Harry in training?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||10||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||number3||03-28-2003||06:57 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||03-28-2003||08:20 AM||||Maybe the OZ Chrono Evolution ($289) from Tire Rack:  See all their wheeels that fit our cars:<br /><a href="http://www.tirerack.com/upgrade_garage/WheelSearch.jsp?autoMake=Mitsubishi&autoModel=Galant+VR4&autoYear=1991" target="_blank">http://www.tirerack.com/upgrade_garage/WheelSearch.jsp?autoMake=Mitsubishi&autoModel=Galant+VR4&autoYear=1991</a>||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||03-28-2003||09:47 AM||||The Enkei RC5 is pretty similar...light & strong, but kinda pricey...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.discounttiredirect.com/dtd/findWheelSizesByBrand.do?step=sizes&index=8" target="_blank">http://www.discounttiredirect.com/dtd/findWheelSizesByBrand.do?step=sizes&index=8</a>||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000006||91gvr4mainer||03-28-2003||10:37 AM||||Yea, I like the OZ rim, but they are silver.  I really am looking for a white 5 spoke rim for my White Galant.  <br />Hertz, you said yes, but which one?||24.53.73.232||reg||1||91gvr4mainer||00000598||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||03-28-2003||05:58 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001734;p=2" target="_blank">a very recent post about wheels</a>.  You're looking for the Pannasports.||64.108.204.9||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Martin Chilcote||03-28-2003||09:56 PM||||I was looking here:  <a href="http://www.wheelmax.com/Specials/specials.html" target="_blank">http://www.wheelmax.com/Specials/specials.html</a>   and saw an Excel Race and an Axis VPD; 5 spoke, 4 hole wheels available in white; they look very similar except the spokes are slightly narrower and tapered. Under $800 including tires.||66.139.167.166||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:32 PM||||Superbuytires.com has good prices..||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001809.cgi
A||||10||theymightbegalants||WTF?||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||09:13 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2409100249&category=6769" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2409100249&category=6769</a>||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||03-28-2003||09:42 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-28-2003||10:11 AM||||Uh?<br /><br />I wonder if they'll make me a Mitsubishi 4Motion W8 decal for my Galant.||67.37.176.121||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Jimmy||03-28-2003||10:27 AM||||Neuspeed made a kit or something like that for the 2.0 Golf and Getta III that they named "VR4" like the "VR6".||206.38.114.100||reg||1||Jimmy||00000270||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||03-28-2003||10:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jimmy:<br /><strong> Neuspeed made a kit or something like that for the 2.0 Golf and Getta III that they named "VR4" like the "VR6". </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's right...I remember that from my Corrado days.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||Jimmy||03-28-2003||10:38 AM||||I still have a 90 Corrado G60 with a LOT of mods.  I'm going to sell it soon.  I just don't drive it much since I my GVR4 is much faster.  But the Corrado does handle way better.||206.38.114.100||reg||1||Jimmy||00000270||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||03-28-2003||11:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jimmy:<br /><strong> I still have a 90 Corrado G60 with a LOT of mods.  I'm going to sell it soon.  I just don't drive it much since I my GVR4 is much faster.  But the Corrado does handle way better. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had a black 90 (made in 89) G-60 with the snokel removed from the airbox, amsoil drop in filter, drilled the holes in the wheel well for the intercooler, Autotech cam, smaller pulley, fuel enrichment kit, U peed chip, U peed short shifter, brembo cross driller rotors, Spax 24 way adjustables, euro headlights, ... I showed it at the Bug Out.  <br /><br />I sold it because my galant was faster, more practical and had more room.||63.146.62.141||reg||7||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||03-28-2003||01:08 PM||||Jimmy,<br /><br />What are you asking for that Corrado.<br />My brother is looking for one.<br />Any pictures?||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||Jimmy||03-28-2003||02:33 PM||||I'm going to try and get some pics this weekend if the weather's ok.  I need to clean the car up a little since it's been sitting most of the time.  Here's the run down on most of the mods:<br /><br />It is a 1990 G60 with about 110K on the odometer, it has been repainted with Glasurit Chrome Yellow.  It has alot of maintenance issues like PS leaks, needs ball joints, needs a e-brake cable, engine and tranny mounts, and of course the sunroof is not rolling back but does pop up.  And a few other things <br /><br />Neuspeed<br />    -Race springs<br />    -28mm front sway bar<br />    -25mm rear sway bar<br />    -Front strut brace<br />    -Rear triangular strut brace<br />    -Short shifter assembly<br />    -Cam<br />    -HP II Kit (68mm pulley, fuel enrichment kit, resonator and mid muffler)<br />    -P-Chip<br />    -P-Flow<br />    -8mm spark plug wires<br />Momo<br />    -16� chrome IDEA wheels<br />    -Corse steering wheel<br />    -Corse aluminum pedels<br />    -Short anatomic shift knob<br />Kamei<br />    -Rear wing<br />    -Headlight eyelid (one piece)<br />EIP<br />    -Throttle body<br />    -Cam gears<br />Koni<br />    -Adjustable struts (yellow)<br /><br />    -Shaved moldoings<br />    -Shaved emblems<br />    -VR6 front grill<br />    -VR6 front strut bearings<br />    -Euro headlights<br />    -Euro clear corner/bumper lights||206.38.114.99||reg||1||Jimmy||00000270||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||03-28-2003||10:56 PM||||Damn it's not a VR6?<br />Price? <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.184.20||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:34 PM||||i think those are a sohc supercharged engine.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001810.cgi
A||||7||Numberless||Found some good MOMO steering wheel prices||||1||||Numberless||00000739
Z||000000||Numberless||03-28-2003||11:19 AM||||<a href="http://www.wholesalehyperformance.com/momo-steering.html" target="_blank">http://www.wholesalehyperformance.com/momo-steering.html</a><br /><br />Check it out...a few models for under $150<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||03-28-2003||11:21 AM||||Although I like my race wheel alot, I think the club 4 or the runner would be perfect replacements for a warn out stock wheel.  Not too flashy.  Expensive though.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-28-2003||11:42 AM||||I got the apache in red from Options for about $165 a while back.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||03-28-2003||11:51 AM||||I like the race in red... look good in the interior!  <img src="http://www.optauto.com/store/images/MO-RACEM-R.GIF" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Numberless||03-28-2003||11:59 AM||||In my VW corrado I had the momo champion with the suede on the top...I wouldnt recommend the suede as it gets worn out pretty quickly.  <br />We have the momo monte carlo on the old 88 gti16v, and its a very simple, very cheap wheel that feels great in your hands.....though its not the best looking of the bunch.||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||03-28-2003||12:45 PM||||The suede wheels are intended to be used with driving gloves, not bare hands.  It's the sweat and oil from your hands that breaks down the suede.  A decent set of driving gloves on a suede wheel provides amazing grip.  Great for racing, but for a daily driver you look like a doof wearing gloves in traffic... unless you don't mind swapping out wheels a lot.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||03-28-2003||01:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Numberless:<br /><strong> In my VW corrado I had the momo champion with the suede on the top...I wouldnt recommend the suede as it gets worn out pretty quickly.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I have right now and I agree. It looks great and matches the interior well with the suede on it but it gets gummy after a couple months. I still like it and I will be trying a suede cleaner and brush to hopefully clean it out some.||199.182.13.33||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:26 PM||||i can get momo wheels cheaper then that,but its a reasonable price.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001811.cgi
A||||17||GVR1643||Damn Deer||||8||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||03-28-2003||01:23 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Wife hit a deer last night.  Actually it was a "flock" of deer that emerged onto the highway, so it was a 55 mph impact.  She and her GVR4 were both lucky as she wan't hurt (just freaked out) and the car came out pretty good surprisingly.  Only bent RF fender, headlight - well, just say there isn't one on the driver side anymore, and hood is bent in the RF corner.  I guess those ugly ass US spec front bumpers are good for something - launching deer up and OVER the car!||167.142.22.199||reg||8||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-28-2003||01:57 PM||||Damn, I've always wondered what would happen if i hit a deer. lol did it get up and run away?||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||03-28-2003||02:06 PM||||damn, sorry to here about that.  How's the deer?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||03-28-2003||02:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Wife hit a deer last night.  Actually it was a "flock" of deer that emerged onto the highway, so it was a 55 mph impact.  She and her GVR4 were both lucky as she wan't hurt (just freaked out) and the car came out pretty good surprisingly.  Only bent RF fender, headlight - well, just say there isn't one on the driver side anymore, and hood is bent in the RF corner.  I guess those ugly ass US spec front bumpers are good for something - launching deer up and OVER the car! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I almost hit a deer right after I got my car.  It was in the first week I came way too damn close to one.  I would have hit it if it wasn't for the person in front of me who slowed to turn in a driveway.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||03-28-2003||02:36 PM||||All of your cars must be too quiet.  Deer run like hell as soon as I get close.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||03-28-2003||02:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> All of your cars must be too quiet.  Deer run like hell as soon as I get close. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah the wife's is all stock.  Mine, well - who needs a deer whistle.<br /><br />Nope, the deer was done.  Not moving, but at least she knew not to get out of the car and "check" on it.  Maybe it's the 1000 times I've made her watch Tommy Boy (when it wakes up in the back seat), or from that old 911 "Bambulance" call (if you've never heard it, find it and listen, it's hilarious).<br /><br />I'd post a couple of pics, but haven't messed with figuring that out and the car's not too bad anyway.  Thanks again to the big park bench front bumper.<br />Funny - it was also raining/misting and there was probably 5 pounds of deer hair covering the hood and fender.  Looked like fuzzy steering wheel or seat cover blew up!||167.142.22.199||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||03-28-2003||03:05 PM||||Kevin<br /><br />I saw the pics, it was still sad to see damage on the car esp since it was in awesome condition.<br /><br />You need to get money from insurance. Then get some 93 headlights, carbon fiber hood and JDM corners   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . <br /><br />Get the insurance company for all that you can!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Garfield Wright||03-28-2003||03:31 PM||||I bet I can guess what u had for dinner.||207.239.80.34||reg||6||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||03-28-2003||04:12 PM||||You guys are all so mean! All you care about is the car, car, car.. What about the poor deer? Im sure its family misses it! HAHAAAAAAAA||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||03-28-2003||04:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong> I bet I can guess what u had for dinner. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL Garfield!  My cousin said, tell her to go wait by the deer and ask for a tag!  Hmmm, I do like deer jerky, and it was fresh  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />As for caring about the deer - of course I wish it was still cruising the fields and maybe other streets WITH A BIG ASS MITSU LOGO ON ITS SIDE!!  <br /><br />I need to get Gabor to make a little deer sticker to put right behind the driver's front wheel...like the old fighter planes.  All the Ricer's would be SOOO jealus!  Bwahaha||167.142.22.199||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||broke down||03-28-2003||05:55 PM||||anybody ever come across three deer in the middle of the road, going around a turn, at about a buck twenty?  Me did.  nothing happened, obviously.  I'm writing this....||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||03-28-2003||08:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Maybe it's the 1000 times I've made her watch Tommy Boy (when it wakes up in the back seat), or from that old 911 "Bambulance" call (if you've never heard it, find it and listen, it's hilarious).</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, my wife made me save that as a wave file, so she can still listen to it once in a while! I even put it on a cassette so she can listen to it in the car. It would be great to know for sure if its real!||67.34.226.188||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||4g63t||03-28-2003||09:40 PM||||That sucks, I haven't hit a moving deer, but I hit a dog once, and that was scary enough. If it helps, I have a very nice drivers side headlight for sale, and a set of fenders.  Later||68.82.236.19||reg||9||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000013||sleeper||03-28-2003||11:15 PM||||It's a classic.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.snopes.com/critters/audio/deaddeer.ra" target="_blank">http://www.snopes.com/critters/audio/deaddeer.ra</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.184.20||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||03-28-2003||11:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> That sucks, I haven't hit a moving deer, but I hit a dog once, and that was scary enough. If it helps, I have a very nice drivers side headlight for sale, and a set of fenders.  Later </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the offer.  I'll keep it in mind after we talk to the insurance co. on Monday. Are they Black by chance?  <br />I know our fenders and lights and hoods are shared with regular Galants, but have never seen a regular black Galant (and surely not Niles Black), so I'm sure we're looking at paint anyway.||167.142.22.103||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||4g63t||03-30-2003||01:07 AM||||Sorry, fenders are white. Let me know, later||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000016||GVR1643||03-31-2003||01:13 PM||||We'll she came in at $1800+ dollars.  So I'll be tracking down some parts, get them painted and probably just put them on myself.  <br /><br />Chris I just emailed you about the DS headlight...||167.142.21.184||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000017||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:57 PM||||those deer take a lot to kill them,are you sure she was doing 55?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001812.cgi
A||||5||PRE-EVO||Anyone need a 14b......  How about 50 of them...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||03-28-2003||01:32 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2517760296&category=11769" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2517760296&category=11769</a><br /><br /><br />Anyone   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  ...||199.182.13.33||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||03-28-2003||01:44 PM||||you know if even 3/4 of them were in good used condition, and they were able to be sold for $100...not bad.  I think I'll pass  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.22.199||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||03-29-2003||09:10 AM||||f those look better then ones in my car currently!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||03-29-2003||10:27 AM||||Wow, that's right down the road from me.  I wonder if they'll all fit in my trunk....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000004||JAYGVR4||03-30-2003||04:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> Wow, that's right down the road from me.  I wonder if they'll all fit in my trunk....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, I wonder if that is Altered Atmosphere selling them...  Cracked Housings = boat anchors...<br /><br />hehe||165.247.111.250||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:52 PM||||you know what..that wasnt bad of a deal.but ill pass.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001813.cgi
A||||0||Garfield Wright||Had 18&quot; wheels repaired||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||03-28-2003||11:52 PM||garfield@southfloridatuners.com||Finally.  Once you do an upgrade (like wheels), you can't go back to the stock ones.  I picked up my 18's & put them on last night.  The shop's work had a lot to be desired.  There was clear coat over spray on the inside & I had to insit they correct it, which they did.  I can still see a few finger prints from them not allowing the clear coat to dry before handling the wheel.  Hardly noticable though.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum3/001814.cgi
A||||8||chadhayashi||Benz (still car stuff...)||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||03-29-2003||01:32 AM||||Worked on a '03 Benz CL600 on Thursday. Much fun.<br />It was in for a "hesitation" just off idle. 960 miles on it when it came in. 1005 when it left (all my doing). One of the perks I guess.<br />For those of you who don't know...<br />5.5L, twin turbo, air to water I/C system w/ it's own cooling circuit, v-12. 493hp, 590 lbs ft.<br />The lag on this new engine (M275) is so seemless, many will not know that this engine is turbo. Imagine a Viper that doesn't break 85db (interior) at full throttle. Guess the double pane windows and suede headliner kinda insulate some sound huh? Same engine as in the new Maybach but with different ECU mapping.Trippy stuff on this engine. turbine housings and manifold are integrated to reduce runner length. Sortof WRC style antilag system to further reduce lag.  AMG is supposed to build a "high performance" version of this engine. 6.3L!!!! Output unknown at this time but I would bet near 600hp and 700lbs ft.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-29-2003||04:01 AM||||Gaddam! Sounds fun! wish I had your job. haha "high performance" version, dam 493 hp sounds good to me!||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||03-29-2003||11:16 AM||||this is the "fastest sedan in the world" contest, first it was the audi F6(?), then the benz, bmw soon to be E60 M5 V10 F1 based, with 7 spd smg trans.  all are sub 5 sec 0-60, but governed to 155 mph.  what is the curb weight of that thing?  7000 lb?  these cars actually hit fuel cut on the autobahn, imagine bumper to bumper traffic at 155 mph!  i imagine mercedes, like bmw, has some really special braking systems not found on us cars.  btw, can i get copies of the mercedes EPC or WIS?||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||03-29-2003||01:31 PM||||Copies of WIS are not available to the public as far as I know. My Dealership spends approx $40K a yr for the licencing of WIS, Netstar and our diagnostics software called DAS,( not the same as our Drive Authorizaton System)<br />As far as brakes. Our new S, CL, E and SL class cars all have SBC(Sensotronic Brake System) which is a true brake by wire system (w/ hyd back up). MB's stop pretty well for such heavy cars (4k+). But the hot versions all have good rubber on them. 17"s on the C and SLK 32's (lysholm blown 3.2L V6, 350hp). And 18's on the bigger cars which use 275's on the rear for those. I wish MB had more manual trannys but the 5 speed is so sliky smooth who cares. The newer trannys '97+, all feel somewhat like a manual when the shift because of the way they engage the next gear while the current one is being disengaged. There are actually 2 gears engaged at once for a moment.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||03-29-2003||03:33 PM||||wow, i knew mb was going to be the first for brake by wire.  so, have they also gone to 42 volts?  i'd read where the calipers need 42 volts to work.  and how has the 42 volt system affected your diagnostic equipment?  bmw will be going to this probably end of this year.  right now, the new E65/66(745i,iL) V8's are failing like flies.  pistons wearing clean thru to the water jackets.  i have also heard rumors of mercedes exploding batteries in the trunk.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||7541000||03-29-2003||08:33 PM||||a little off topic but, double pane windows?<br /><br />ever seen that tinting they use on houses, flip a switch, of course it would have to be one way.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.94.165.230||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||03-30-2003||12:27 AM||||MB has indefinitely delayed 42volt systems as of now.There were multiple problems w/ converting that they have not figured out yet. As far as Battery explosions, we haven't seen any yet. But they did recently send a bulletin about an anti-stat cover for the newer S-class. The only 2 exploded batteries we've had in the past yr were both on 210 chassis E-class (97-02. Those are mounted under the back seat. And both were operator error. i.e. flying off the road and puncturing the floor board of the vehicle. hehe.<br />Speaking of that we had a guy who hit a bumper from a semi that had fallen off. It set off all 8 airbags simultaneously as well as rip the brake and fuel lines off the bottom of the car, and cause major suspension and engine subframe damage.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||03-30-2003||12:33 AM||||Sorry. Yes, the side windows are double paned for sound. The last generation S-class had them as well.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:50 PM||||i believe the new s600 has the same engine||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001815.cgi
A||||36||gvr4ever||TEL shifter||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||03-29-2003||03:22 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I just installed a TEL shifter on the car today.  I give a hell ya.  The install was easy as pie (if you know the secret to lifting the center consol) and the result kicks ass.  <br /><br />They are cheap and you get a throw that is more sport and less truck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Also, it looks better too being much shorter.  <br /><br />I wish I did this a long time ago.<br /><br />BTW lifting the center consol sucks ass if you have never done it before.  Their are two screws going up just below the stereo.  I took a cutting wheel to them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   If you get them off, never put them back.<br /><br />Then you have to master the art of the lift.  After you take out all the screws and stereo shit that hold the thing in, then remove the plastic piece that slides out beside the e-brake (have the e-brake up).  Next remove the boot and the knob (duh).  Then undo the auto seatbelts from the latch and then pull them all the way out.  Don't forget the little mirror control.  Now you are ready to lift.  Pull the back way up as you left the whole thing back.  Pull a little to the right to get around the e-brake.  You should be far enough back to lift it straight up and put it in the back seat.  <br /><br />Tip.  Open the sun roof for more room.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||03-29-2003||09:14 PM||||cool beans||64.166.156.197||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||03-29-2003||10:06 PM||||what year is the shifter from?||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||03-29-2003||10:27 PM||||91-94||64.156.77.227||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||03-29-2003||11:33 PM||||Mine should be here next week!||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||BluFalcon||03-30-2003||01:52 AM||||When I isntalled my TEL shifter I didn't need to lift the center console or remove any additional hardware.  You should be able to get the old shifter out and install the new one without doing anything to the center console.  It'll take a little wiggling, but it can be done.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||03-30-2003||04:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BluFalcon:<br /><strong> When I isntalled my TEL shifter I didn't need to lift the center console or remove any additional hardware.  You should be able to get the old shifter out and install the new one without doing anything to the center console.  It'll take a little wiggling, but it can be done. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You must have really fucking small hands  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />If you can remove the boot and work the shifter, then go for it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||BluFalcon||03-30-2003||07:00 AM||||Nah I've got the "Samoan Looking Meat Hooks".  Now Howard on the other hand, has little girl hands....just perfect for things like adjusting the clutch linkage under the dash and anything else that requires a 'delicate" touch on the car.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000008||Nate||03-30-2003||12:32 PM||||Do they smell like cabbage?  :-)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||03-30-2003||01:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> Do they smell like cabbage?  :-) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy shit, how did you know??!?  That's what happens when you handle kimchi regularly.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Seriously, why don't you guys just open the armrest, pull the storage bin out, and you can reach your arm all the way to the shifter cables for adjustment and re/disassembly.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||03-30-2003||05:45 PM||||Nate<br /><br />Damn Carneys! Small hands, kinda smell like cabbage....<br /><br />I know where thats from, for once I caught on   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||03-30-2003||05:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> Do they smell like cabbage?  :-) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy shit, how did you know??!?  That's what happens when you handle kimchi regularly.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Seriously, why don't you guys just open the armrest, pull the storage bin out, and you can reach your arm all the way to the shifter cables for adjustment and re/disassembly. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where you able to slid the shifter off without taking the center consol off?  I just can't see the room.  I tried every witch way, I ended up taking the thing off.  There is much more room to work with.  There are only two problem screws to deal with.  Besides, if you want to use solid bushings (while your in their), you are going to have to take it off.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||meshwork||03-30-2003||07:59 PM||||I thought I was hot shit after I got the arm off and the TEL one on without taking the console out, then I realized that to get the leather boot on I had to take the console off anyway. So I did a lot of work for nothing, but then I got to vacuum all around that area, and I think I found like 36 cents. <br /><br />All around it was a good time.||151.197.34.109||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||03-30-2003||08:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> I thought I was hot shit after I got the arm off and the TEL one on without taking the console out, then I realized that to get the leather boot on I had to take the console off anyway. So I did a lot of work for nothing, but then I got to vacuum all around that area, and I think I found like 36 cents. <br /><br />All around it was a good time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What kind of leather boot do you have?<br /><br />BTW, good job on doing that with the consol on.  That must have been a bitch.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||meshwork||03-30-2003||10:31 PM||||I put a leather boot from a TEL on too. I took the oval shaped plastic ring that hooks up to the TEL console out, then stretched it over the square GVR4 ring and screwed it back on.||151.197.34.109||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000015||147of1000||03-31-2003||11:55 AM||||could anyone tel me what parts are needed from the tel to do the swap?||68.18.115.234||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||03-31-2003||12:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 147of1000:<br /><strong> could anyone tel me what parts are needed from the tel to do the swap? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just the shifter lever (91-94).  Thats it.  Grab the rubber stopper thingy from the stock one.  It's on the bottom on the triangle looking thing.<br /><br />All you have to undo is one bolt and under one shifter cable.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||iceman69510||03-31-2003||01:04 PM||||Part number GVR4ever used is MB659831.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000018||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:55 PM||||im getting a t/e/l shifter sometime this week from a local junkyard.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000019||Akidosigh1||04-08-2003||07:10 PM||||can you use any TEL shifter? like an aftermarket short shifter or something?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000020||gvr4ever||04-08-2003||10:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> can you use any TEL shifter? like an aftermarket short shifter or something? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well if the shifter fits a 91-94 TEL you should be able to adapt it to the Galant VR4.  I installed the TEL shifter without any mods, hacks, or fabrication of any kind.  It was a direct drop in.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000021||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||11:19 PM||||so,in order for you to fit an aftermarket t/e/l short shifter,you will have to do some fabrication?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000022||gvr4ever||04-08-2003||11:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> so,in order for you to fit an aftermarket t/e/l short shifter,you will have to do some fabrication? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well if the aftermarket shifter needs anything extra for a TEL, it will need the same thing for the GVR4.  I know the Mufugas shifter needed a little work to fit (i forget what), but you need to read up on whatever shifter you are looking at.<br /><br />When you are dealing with parts that are not factory, you need to pay attention to anything extra you might have to do.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000023||Hertz||04-09-2003||12:25 AM||||I don't think you'd want a TEL short shifter.  Think of it this way: the TEL shifter is shorter than the GVR4's.  If you put an aftermarket TEL short shifter in you'd drag your knuckles.||67.36.190.47||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000024||absolootbs||04-09-2003||01:57 AM||||not necessarily... if you ask me, the shorter the better.  anyway, most short shifters shorten throws by changing fulcrum points too, not just shortening the top.  having a tel ss doesn't always mean your hand is gonna be any closer to the console than it would be with a stock tel shifter.||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000025||iceman69510||04-09-2003||10:07 AM||||The TEL lever does not change fulcrum points like the Mofugas or DSSA shifter, it is only shorter.  It actually decreases your mechanical advantage, but the actual length of hand movement will be shorter, albeit closer to the console.<br /><br />GVR4ever-how do you like it so far?||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000026||gvr4ever||04-09-2003||10:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> The TEL lever does not change fulcrum points like the Mofugas or DSSA shifter, it is only shorter.  It actually decreases your mechanical advantage, but the actual length of hand movement will be shorter, albeit closer to the console.<br /><br />GVR4ever-how do you like it so far? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like it alot.  Though the advantage of leverage might have been lost, I can't even tell.  I know I have done dammage to the tranny before because I missed 2nd gear due to the insainly long stock throw.  I found it next to impossible to get fast shifts in ever.  Though the shifter might only be lower, it makes a huge difference.  It's just like my Talon was and I love it.||12.34.246.36||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000027||gvr4in||04-09-2003||02:18 PM||||Mine just came in today, And Im goin to install shortly. Sucks theres no head on the engine huh?||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000028||raceman77||04-09-2003||03:13 PM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by iceman69510:<br />[qb] The TEL lever does not change fulcrum points like the Mofugas or DSSA shifter, it is only shorter. "<br /> so if l cut my stock shifter and remove a section from the middle that would replicate the t/e/l shifter?That`s not a "short shifter" mod,it`s a "shorter" shifter..l think l`ll get mine out and rework/lengthen the material below the fulcrum shaft,changing the mechanical advantage.That combined with a shorter lever shaft would yield the snick snick operation we want..why buy when you can make||68.35.2.231||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000029||Hertz||04-09-2003||03:30 PM||||Yes, the only catch is that the shifter is hollow, so it adds a little complexity.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000030||04DrBlur||04-09-2003||05:08 PM||||Thats what I did to mine.  Works great although I have never driven any other GVR-4 to tell you how much different the throw is in mine.  I even cocked it a little toward me so know when in 5th it looks like 3rd.||65.42.49.220||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000031||raceman77||04-09-2003||05:54 PM||||okay so l took close look at the shifter assy.lt looks like you can add about 1/2 inch of material to the tang that ends at the shifter cable.That should still leave room for full operation and shorten the throw about 20% by my crude calculations.So the shifter shaft is hollow? just another reason why our cars are sooo light:p||68.35.2.231||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000032||theymightbegalants||04-10-2003||07:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> The TEL lever does not change fulcrum points like the Mofugas or DSSA shifter, it is only shorter.  It actually decreases your mechanical advantage, but the actual length of hand movement will be shorter, albeit closer to the console.<br /><br />GVR4ever-how do you like it so far? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like it alot.  Though the advantage of leverage might have been lost, I can't even tell.  I know I have done dammage to the tranny before because I missed 2nd gear due to the insainly long stock throw.  I found it next to impossible to get fast shifts in ever.  Though the shifter might only be lower, it makes a huge difference.  It's just like my Talon was and I love it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Be prepared for further damage... If you have not modified the shifter in any way, just dropped it in, then the bump stops in the shifter are too short, in that the shift shaft won't hit them.  This means that when you slam it into gear, by not hitting the bumpstop there is nothing to prevent you from continuing to exert force on the shaft and the cables and "overshift."  This basically means pushing the shift forks beyond where they meant to go and breaking them.  Have fun rebuilding the tranny.<br /><br />Unless you shift like a granny (and then you wouldn't care about a short shifter anyway) you need to put bigger bumpers in or start saving for new shift forks.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000033||gvr4ever||04-10-2003||08:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> The TEL lever does not change fulcrum points like the Mofugas or DSSA shifter, it is only shorter.  It actually decreases your mechanical advantage, but the actual length of hand movement will be shorter, albeit closer to the console.<br /><br />GVR4ever-how do you like it so far? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like it alot.  Though the advantage of leverage might have been lost, I can't even tell.  I know I have done dammage to the tranny before because I missed 2nd gear due to the insainly long stock throw.  I found it next to impossible to get fast shifts in ever.  Though the shifter might only be lower, it makes a huge difference.  It's just like my Talon was and I love it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Be prepared for further damage... If you have not modified the shifter in any way, just dropped it in, then the bump stops in the shifter are too short, in that the shift shaft won't hit them.  This means that when you slam it into gear, by not hitting the bumpstop there is nothing to prevent you from continuing to exert force on the shaft and the cables and "overshift."  This basically means pushing the shift forks beyond where they meant to go and breaking them.  Have fun rebuilding the tranny.<br /><br />Unless you shift like a granny (and then you wouldn't care about a short shifter anyway) you need to put bigger bumpers in or start saving for new shift forks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What bump stops are you talking about?  There is only one rubber stopper on the shifter and it is the same as on the stock shifter.  The bottom of the shifters are the same.  What are you talking about?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000034||theymightbegalants||04-11-2003||12:18 AM||||I apparently misunderstood the type of shifter swap that had been done.  I was getting my info from the vfaq, and went back to read it again just now, and it says installing a 91-94 shifter is A-OK (the upper arm is shorter, which gives rise to the possibility of overextending the forks, but the bumpstops are in the same place, not lower as well, preventing this).  My bad, my apologies.  Happy shifting, and fear not for your forks!||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000035||229of1000||04-12-2003||12:45 AM||||I put a TEL shifter in about a month ago.  It felt weird as heck at first but now I don't know how I ever lived without.  I changed the shifter without pulling the console no problem, but I put a TEL shift boot in tonight so it had to come out.<br /><br />It really was a pain!  Those seatbelts fight you the whole way.<br /><br />Anyway, I snapped a couple pictures of the install for you guys that are contemplating this upgrade.  Unfortunately my brother just deleted them while trying to send them to my computer   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />I'll take a picture of the finished product tomorrow evening.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000036||broke down||04-15-2003||12:49 AM||||When I did my shifter in my talon, all I did was take a grinder to the shaft right below the threads, whereit starts to get thicker.  Ground it down to the same diameter as the threads, cut off about an inch or so, then cut new threads on the ground down part.  Works great if you don't have access to a welder.  Be very careful though, that shaft is very hollow, I had to try twice to get it right....||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum3/001816.cgi
A||||8||1312VR4||Full size RC car||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||03-29-2003||07:34 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||Too funny <br /> <a href="http://www.jdfab.com/dp2/rccar.htm" target="_blank">Toyota Camry RC car</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||03-29-2003||09:11 PM||||Man , that was Kuh razy! they beat that thing up pretty good!!!||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||vrpower||03-29-2003||10:47 PM||||Camry Power!!!||67.248.131.60||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||03-30-2003||12:33 AM||||I about pissed myself when they played the Knight Rider theme.<br /><br />I guess it's not THAT hard to put servos into a car for RC control.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   But they didn't show how they hooked up the steering.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||03-30-2003||01:50 AM||||It looked like they had a pnuematic tank of some kind that supplied pressure for some pnuematic actuators.  A regular R/C car servo would be able to activate a microswitch or air valve to control the actuators.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000005||number3||03-30-2003||09:08 AM||||On Junkyard wars they used a electric window regulator to control the steering. Up was right and down was left...  The other team used an eletric wheel chair motor and attached the wheel chair wheel to the steering wheel. fwd was right and reverse was left...<br /><br />Harry||208.32.94.76||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||03-30-2003||10:28 AM||||that video was AWESOME||138.89.40.19||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||03-30-2003||12:13 PM||||WTF?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:53 PM||||did i just see what i just saw????  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001817.cgi
A||||8||turbowop||new stock clutch PB in 1/4||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||03-30-2003||04:20 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I wasn't gonna race until I got my new clutch installed but since the track opened up yesterday for the first time this season I figured what the hell and went.<br />Since I have the battery in the trunk I installed a kill switch. When they tested it and killed all the power I didn't think about the fact that it would reset the ecu which also reset the stutterbox to 5500rpm.(not good on an already horrible slipping clutch) So when I launched on the first run the car just sat there with the clutch spinning. After finally letting off and then stomping the gas again it went and I got a sweet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   60 foot time of 2.5. That run yeilded a crappy 14.6 at 99. I lowered the stutterbox down to 4000rpm and on the next launch slippage was a little more controllable. Still slipping off the launch and all the way down the track my next three runs yeilded a 13.9 at 100.<br />My new ACT 2600 is sitting in my room awaiting installation probably this week. You guys have any thoughts on how much my times will come down with a new clutch? I'm excited to find out.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||03-30-2003||08:16 PM||||If you drive it like a sissy boy they won't come down, mark  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.18.160.2||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||03-30-2003||09:28 PM||||Sissy boy?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />   Hmmm.....at least I go to the track you little bastard...<br /><br />Kids...pft  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||Ash||03-30-2003||09:31 PM||||100mph?, I'd guess low 13's depending how you drive it||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||03-30-2003||09:45 PM||||I'm pretty sure the clutch was also eating up some of my MPH. The poor stocker is completely toast now. When I stomp it in any gear and build boost the rpm's go up and the car stays at the same speed before stompage.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||03-30-2003||10:05 PM||||ouch, clutch gone! lol. I wanted to run soo bad yesterday, the only thing that stopped me? Stock clutch slippin like a mofo when I launch. Oooo it smells bad. Didn't really want to risk blowin the clutch in my daily driver, so I'll just wait for the 2600!||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||03-31-2003||12:33 PM||||mark, i was skiing at the beautiful mt hood meadows, way more fun than going to renegade.  The board park had like 3 really nice tables and a nice fun box(plus it was sunny).  I was practicing up on my underflips and whatnot.  Skiing is the sickest sport on the planet, bottom line.||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-01-2003||03:01 AM||||What color is your car?  I keep seeing a white one up at Meadows...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||kartorium31||04-01-2003||01:13 PM||||mines black, and i dont' go to meadows much cause its like 3.5 hours away, meadows is dope though.  One of my favorite places to ski.||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum3/001818.cgi
A||||0||driftin galant||the ultimate data logger||||14||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||03-30-2003||07:02 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||this is what i get to play with all day at work.  It does everything and i mean everything.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <a href="http://buy.snapon.com/products/diagnostics/modis-system.asp?linkback=1&partno=EEMS300B01K&dir=catalog" target="_blank">snap on</a>||12.229.88.99||reg||14||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum3/001819.cgi
A||||36||udriveu||what has your car been mistaken for?||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||03-30-2003||08:31 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||Anyone ever mis-identify your car... bad? Lets hear some stories. <br />I thought of this because my friend asked another one of my friends if a Sunfire was his 240sx. But then again, she also asked me who made "The Porsche". I wanted to say VW, but I spared her the explination.||69.0.80.229||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||03-30-2003||08:40 PM||||mine has been mistaken for as a bmw. this happened at night quite a few times.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||03-30-2003||08:56 PM||||I've had mine mistaken for a Grand-Am multiple times.  I think the Nile black ones are even worse for this.||63.188.106.9||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||03-30-2003||10:03 PM||||mazda I believe 626 ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||03-30-2003||10:06 PM||||Honda accord and nissan sentra. (both the old styles)||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||andy||03-30-2003||10:45 PM||||They used to call Scott Evans car a Nissan Sentra over the PA system at the Rock.||64.4.102.120||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||03-30-2003||11:15 PM||||alot of people say it looks like an old Bonneville. retarded.||65.227.217.155||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||suprflewus||03-30-2003||11:49 PM||||I heard a couple of guys talking  about my car in the stands of an event i was running - "It's fast, but it looks like a turd."<br /><br />So i guess my car has been mistaken for a Kensington Grey turd.<br /><br />lates<br />dale||152.163.188.33||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000008||evol||03-30-2003||11:59 PM||||Someone asked me at the street races if it was a Pontiac. Fuckin dumb hoosier.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||172.162.190.167||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000009||Nate||03-31-2003||12:46 AM||||My white car has been mistaken for a K car.  <br /><br />What's worse, when the other car used to be green the track owner where we used to go called it an army jeep since there was so much green on it.  But yep, typical pontiac/nissan/etc crap all the time when it was green.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000010||1312VR4||03-31-2003||12:54 AM||||When I was living in Oklahoma, I had it parked in front of my house on base & I had some pizza delivery kid in a damn Honda accord ask me if it was a Honda Accord( after he pulls out of my driveway parks behind the car, walks along side of it then to the front where I was with the hood poped, because I was installing my wastegate). Not that the MASSIVE Mitsubishi sign & GALANT VR$ badging  on the car didnt give it away. <br />  <br />   Also I had someone ask if it was a Diamante(because it was parked in the garage & all they saw was the grill). If you look at just the front it kinda does look like the 92ish ones.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000011||1101||03-31-2003||10:38 AM||||Since the question was not real specific I am going to take some leeway.<br /><br />I had a BMW 2002 about 1970 and no one knew what a bmw car was then. Everyone thought it was a rambler american.||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000012||Garfield Wright||03-31-2003||10:52 AM||||Masaratti.  The guy said, 'that's a nice car, I wanted one back in the '80s but they were too expensive.'||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000013||number3||03-31-2003||11:07 AM||||Nissan Sentra.<br /><br />Some guy I raced at Atco, told his Daddy he wanted to quit racing his car because a Nissan Sentra beat the 5.0 Mustang they spend all Spring and Summer building.<br /><br />How do I know he told his Daddy.<br /><br />His Daddy walked up to me the next season at Atco and told me, after he asked with the hell is that thing. Smiling of course, he walked a way after a few minutes of BS'N with a hand shake and "no hard feelings attitude.<br /><br />Gotta love a "sleeper".<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||BluFalcon||03-31-2003||12:02 PM||||BMW with the Rotas on once at a friends party.  They were all pretty drunk when I got there, so it didnt bother me too much.  Someone also  said once: "Hey nice Accord",this was right after I got it.  Oh well it's not so bad just once or twice.    My old Mirage Turbo used to get: "What is that a Civic?"  all the time.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||03-31-2003||12:18 PM||||When I first saw a 3000 GT on the road, I thought it was a Ferarri   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||Sam Sayes||03-31-2003||12:37 PM||||After i raced that Civic, the guy told me "wow what a fast Accord, is it the V6 model?)<br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000<br />02 Dakota R/T||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000017||number3||03-31-2003||01:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong> After i raced that Civic, the guy told me "wow what a fast Accord, is it the V6 model?)<br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000<br />02 Dakota R/T </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL!||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000018||Sam Sayes||03-31-2003||04:15 PM||||Harry, trust me man,<br />I could not keep a straight face.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000019||bazeng||03-31-2003||04:50 PM||||toyota celica...<br />was racing a friends prelude... <br /><br />cops called my friend as someone gave in the plate numbers and my gvr4 was described as a celica..<br /><br />haha.. btw, galants in oz are quite rare and ppl know jack about them...||203.166.63.241||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000020||sleeper||03-31-2003||05:03 PM||||I lined up with Shannon K. at the track one time and the anouncer called his car a Prelude.<br />Since they transmit their PA over the radio I almost pissed my pants and really screwed up my lunch. Still beat him becasue he broke his driveshaft.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000021||broke down||03-31-2003||05:45 PM||||no offense, but I think that the galant's kind of look like a mercury tracer from the back.  Honestly I'd rather have the tracer though.  They're Ford powered...||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||03-31-2003||06:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> mazda I believe 626 ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hell, <b>I've</b> mistaken a 626 for <b>my own</b> car...||67.36.191.136||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000023||number3||03-31-2003||09:57 PM||||They used to get me mixed up with Nate (our cars)at Beaver Springs Dragway all the time until they saw the time on the board. He was running a full second or two fast than me at the time. Nate definatly open The Beaver's eyes to imports. But I don't think that is what you ment.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000024||MustGoFaster||03-31-2003||11:11 PM||||Well I don't own one but my friends was mistaken for a "white Nissan" (retains this nick name still).  If you take a look at the 90-94 Maxima it's very similar.||67.40.165.34||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000025||turbogalant||04-01-2003||03:43 AM||||The guy at the emissions station thought it was a Diamante. Not as bad as my uncle asking my sister what model her Porsche is, um it was a 95 civic  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> .||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000026||DeanCouchey||04-01-2003||09:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no offense, but I think that the galant's kind of look like a mercury tracer from the back. Honestly I'd rather have the tracer though. They're Ford powered  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL this is funny cause my dad say a Tracer and said oh look theres on of your cars! and at a quick glance it does look like it.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000027||Hertz||04-01-2003||03:34 PM||||I got a good one...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> Anyone ever mis-identify your car </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"slow"||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000028||gvr4ever||04-01-2003||04:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I got a good one...<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> Anyone ever mis-identify your car </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"slow" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">True.  True.||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000029||REDLINEGVR4||04-01-2003||07:49 PM||||Well my car has also been taken for slow by my peers at my high school but they have no clue what they are talking about. One of them turbocharged his 2g non-turbo eclipse. he talks so much shit now that he has done this when my car is done getting fixed i will put him in his place. DSM turbo wanna be.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000030||vrpower||04-01-2003||08:59 PM||||Many people thought mine was a 3000GT...||67.248.131.60||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000031||highskyes||04-02-2003||03:12 AM||||Okay had to resond to this.  My old GVR4 was constantly mistook for an older Nissan, but the funiest was a bunch of kids at a mall in mesquite(rednecksville) thought my friends 3k VR4 Spyder was a viper.||12.237.88.63||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000032||Ash||04-02-2003||06:36 AM||||Everyone who mentioned the early 90's Diamante, in Australia they are called a "Magna" & I get it constantly.  I still get it called a Magna at the track now after bloody 2 years of racing there. *shakes head*||203.220.203.228||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000033||evol||04-02-2003||11:53 AM||||All of my friends also lovingly nicknamed my car the "nazimobile" Doesn't BMW make that?<br /><br />(Edit: I like punctuation sometimes)||134.124.18.29||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000034||GRV4726||04-02-2003||12:32 PM||||my car has been mistaken for something "cute" by my girlfriend... "cute? its not cute, its MEAN! ... damn it"<br /><br />besides that its been called an accord... but cute? come on, what the hell...||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000035||chucklesas||04-02-2003||02:31 PM||||Well, about 3 years ago when I saw the car in the lot, I came up on it from the back and just saw the rear tail lights; thought it might have been a newer Alero.||129.137.151.66||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000036||benwah||04-05-2003||10:50 AM||||The accord thing seems to pop up often, sure enough I don't even own one yet but I had it happen. I own a white 90 accord 4 door and after showing the picture of a white GVR4 my buddy is like what the hell do you want another accord for and with some attitude I might ad so I had to sit down and educate his dumb ass.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.213.46.156||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes



ubb/Forum3/001820.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||certified exh systems||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||03-30-2003||10:06 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||if anyone has a certified exh system, is the rear muffler welded on, or is it flanged?  and which muffler that they sell is the quietest?||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||03-30-2003||11:31 PM||||The cat back section comes in two pieces and is slip fitted together and then held by a u-bolt. You can see the joint for the two pieces in the pic here behind the lower control arm. Mine is welded so I don't have to worry about it coming apart. As far as quietest muffler....I'm not sure. I have the Dynomax and it sounds good but is fairly loud.<br /> <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/500/6219dose.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||998||03-31-2003||11:45 AM||||I have the magnaflow and it's sporty but pretty quiet.||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes



ubb/Forum3/001821.cgi
A||||1||Matt379||from close to the front lines||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||03-31-2003||10:47 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||One of my best friends serves in the Army's 3rd Infantry Division.  He is in artillary, and is a nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons specialist.  Here's the recent email I got from him:  <br /><br />Things are going pretty well. We just gotten to a bit of a lull in the battle, and had to hook up the Internet to request some repair parts. Tell everyone not to listen to the news that says everything is going to shit. I have a sneaking suspicion that that impression is not being given accidentally. Probably shouldn�t say more. Let�s just say it�s not a bad thing if the Iraqis think we�re on our ass. We have only had 1 enemy-caused KIA in the Third Infantry Division. At this point in the gulf war (supposedly a smashing success) the US had more than 150. A sniper got a lucky shot at a poor tank driver during a refuel just about 5KM away from us. He had just stuck his head out, and he had his helmet and his vest on, but the guy got him in the neck from about 800 meters. Rumor is the other guys in the unit found the guy and beat him to death, literally. But that�s just a rumor, and Army rumors have a way of getting colorful. I have no idea what actually happened.<br /><br />            So far, everything is going according to plan. Really, there hasn�t been anything all that interesting as far as Iraqi surprises. The Saddam Fedayeen are pussies, and we�re kicking their collective ass. These are the dedicated Ba�ath party members in each of these little towns that will be killed by their neighbors as soon as Hussein is overthrown, so they have nothing to lose in fighting to the death to maintain the regime. A lot of the POW�s that we�ve taken have said that these Saddam Fedayeen guys have come to the regular army units that wanted to capitulate and told them that they would kill their children and rape their wives if they surrendered. This should give you a general impression about the situation over here. Every night during the update there�s a phrase something like �we killed approximately 150 dismounts�� tossed in innocuously with a bunch of maintenance and supply data that the Brigade Commanders brief to the Division Commander over the tactical satellite radio. We are invading a country that has had 12 years to prepare, has prepared defensive positions, and knows the terrain, people, and their own capabilities. I know we�ve killed more than 500 in the past week or so, only the guys that actively confronted us and so far they�ve gotten 1 guy on a lucky shot. You tell me how you think we�re doing. From what it sounds like, the press is playing our �setbacks� up way too much. It�s so funny. Everyone expects all modern military combat to be over in three days or so. This isn�t Grenada or Panama and this isn�t Desert Storm. We are invading a country that doesn�t want us to be here with little to no cooperation from allies and neighbors. We have a long way to drive. Just getting there is going to take a while. Speaking of which, the real danger over here is driving.<br /><br />We�ve had quite a few people killed in accidents. It was the same way during the gulf war. Driving is a lot more dangerous than combat. There have been times where I�ve been driving at night with no lights, wearing NODs, in conditions so dusty that I couldn�t see the IR tail lights of the vehicle three feet in front of me. There are vehicles turned over on either side of the road, which has steep drop-offs on either side, every few miles the whole way up here. I�m driving a high-back HMMWV, (humvee) with a trailer and driving has been a bit hectic. I�m riding with my sergeant major and a very good Private First Class. We have the ultimate setup. In the back (this HMMWV has a large cargo area in the back) we have set up a bed that allows you to lay flat and stretch out, so one of us sleeps while another drives, and another rides shotgun (literally). PFC Savannah is great, but is scared to drive in the dark, so I wear the NODs (night optical devices), take Sergeant Major Prosper�s 9mm Beretta, load a round into the chamber put it on safe, and lay it on the dash next to my steering wheel so I can shoot with my right hand while I drive and all I have to do is flip it off of safe with my thumb and squeeze off the first round double-action. I give my M16 to Sergeant Major and he aims out the right window, locked and loaded, with the weapons on safe while we drive. So far, we haven�t had to fire a round in anger. During our second night of driving, we were stopped with all the lights off when we heard an explosion on the right, and saw tracers go by. We all emptied out of the truck and got flat on the ground. We were looking at the house next to us, and thought the rounds might have come from there, and we saw people moving around inside. It was a little tense. Sergeant Yi, one of our NCOs, saw someone moving in the doorway with his NODs, and I saw it too. We had our weapons trained on the door, as there had been a lot of ambushes along this road. They were crouching down, and then we saw it was just a mother sweeping some dirt out of her door. She brought her kids inside, and turned out the lights. It was completely dark and we hadn�t seen the kids. Later on, we found out that the unit behind us in the convoy had been engaging enemy to our front and right and we had seen their tracers go by on the right, and the explosion had been them shooting their Mark-19 automatic grenade launcher.<br /><br />            Morale is high. We have had a couple of injuries, but none serious. Our First Sergeant got his HMMWV run over by a HMMT, a military equivalent of a semi, and it was just destroyed. He went to the field hospital for a couple of days of observation, and he�s back now. We were all worried about him, but he�s okay. Yesterday, we found out one of the Privates First Class, a little guy who looks like Webster, has this really thick Georgia backwoods accent and is a real favorite around the TOC lost his 2-month-old daughter to illness. He saw her once right before he deployed. We�re sending him back home on emergency leave, but that�s just about the worst thing that�s happened since we�ve been here, as far as the DIVARTY is concerned. His name is PFC Lyman and you all can pray for him and his wife.<br /><br />            The next few nights of driving were similar, with mortar fires and small skirmishes happening around us, but not so close that we were ever in real danger. You can see the tracers and the mortar fire flying through the air with your NODs and every now and then you can hear the Apache attack helicopters or A-10s fly over, and they give you a warm fuzzy feeling. Our convoy stopped just outside of the fight that was going on the first day outside of Al Nasiriyah, and we watched the Apaches and A10s strafe and bomb the road about 4 miles ahead where the fight was going on. <br /><br />            So far, we haven�t seen any direct action. We�re hoping to keep it that way, but things could get interesting in the upcoming weeks. So far we�ve fought the reluctant benchwarmers from the Iraqi JV team, and some very motivated amateurs, but we�re about to take on the Medina Division, which is Iraq�s professional army. These guys are well trained and have good equipment, so it will be a different fight. We will still massacre them, don�t get me wrong, but it will be a different kind of battle. It will be much more textbook-grade conventional warfare rather than the �Marne 500� as we are currently referring to it. The Marne 500 is like the Indy 500, only longer, with no lights, a whole lot of dust, and people trying to kill you with AK-47s and RPGs. (Rocket Propelled Grenades) (think Blackhawk Down)<br /><br />            I have respect for the Iraqis. There is, I think, an increasing realization that a bunch of guys a lot like us are sitting in headquarters a lot like ours trying to figure out how to beat us with a lot fewer guys and a lot older equipment. They feel like they are protecting their country from an invader (and they are) and are doing their best to mount a decent defense in depth. They�re doing what they can with limited resources and desperate tactics. They�re actually making a go of it, and trying to go down with a fight rather than rolling over, and as a professional soldier, you at least have to respect that. &gt;From what we�ve seen of the Medina, they�re professionals, and don�t act like the untrained kids with guns that we�ve seen so far. They�re not rushing into things and are trying to set themselves up as well as they can. As those of us who have played WarCraft have seen, you�re always better off in the defense when you have the option. It�s too bad we�re going to have to send them through the Air Force blender on Puree�. War is never pleasant, and rarely makes sense as we now see.<br /><br />            At any rate, things are going well. The Third Infantry Division Artillery is delivering accurate, responsive fires, exactly like the Iraqis can�t, and is a big part of why we�re winning. For the uninitiated, artillery basically means shooting a big (100 pound) round about 20-30 Kilometers to a ten digit map grid point with about 1 meter accuracy. This means that our guys who are out front can see the enemy, not be anywhere near close enough to engage them, but just give us a call on the radio and we can blow them to hell without them ever knowing what happened or, in some cases, our friendly forces even giving away their position. We can do this in any kind of weather (unlike the Air Force) and about 180 seconds after the original radio call comes in. The Iraqis actually have better guns and more guns than we do.  You know that Crusader thing that Congress cut? Yeah. Most people don�t know that while the USA has the world�s best military, we probably have the world�s third or fourth best artillery, behind the Brits and South Africa. The Crusader system that congress cut would have put us back on top again, but no, Don Rumsfeld thinks the Artillery is the past. Well, it�s saved a lot of American lives out here in this war. The Iraqis have the South African G5, one of the best artillery pieces currently in production in the world. They don�t have that many, but the thing that really kills them is the fact that they can�t adjust fires on a target like we can. They don�t have the training and the communication to pull it off. Instead, they kind of shoot in our general direction or at preplanned targets on roads or other key terrain, and so far, despite all the thousands of rounds of indirect fire (as artillery is referred to in military jargon) the only damage they�ve managed to accomplish in 3ID is some shrapnel in the ass of some unlucky soldier a couple of Battalions Over. Thanks for playing, but no teddy bear. Sorry. What�s even worse is that we have these radars that tell us exactly where they are when they shoot. We get the general impression that these poorly trained regular army guys in the south didn�t know about this. As soon as they shoot, we shoot back with MLRS, which is a multiple � bomblet rocket that destroys everything in about one square kilometer. Everything. I think the word has gotten out because they don�t shoot artillery much any more.<br /><br />            Well, we�re all fine here. Just dirty. Very dirty. I haven�t taken a shower since the war started. Food consists of MREs and bottled water, which is a little bland, but MREs have gotten a lot better in the past few years, and like I�ve always said, the taste quality of the MRE is directly proportional to how hungry and tired you are. We�re moving too fast for mail, but once things slow down I�ll get everything so keep sending stuff. I�ll probably get a huge stack when we finally stop.<br /><br />            Don�t worry about me. Things are fine, and no one is particularly worried or panicked or anything like that. Mostly we just miss our families and the comforts of home. This just kind of feels like a very long, very crappy day at work. A day at work that never, ever ends. Ever. Other than that, it�s great. The best and the worst of the experience over here is the people. There are a few (very few) folks here with whom I will probably be friends for life, and others that as I said to CPT Carletta, the JAG officer �If they were on fire, I wouldn�t piss on them to put them out.� Yee-ha. Love the Army.||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||03-31-2003||01:12 PM||||Great report.  Judging from his writing,it is reassuring to have intelligent, thoughtful personnel in action there.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/001822.cgi
A||||5||GVR-4||Driveaxles...||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||03-31-2003||11:55 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I need to replace my front driveaxles. Where do you guys think I should I buy them and why?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />dp||68.115.162.62||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-31-2003||12:33 PM||||I have always bought from Marty at Raxles.com Friendly, helpful , excellent service, good quality. I bought from him esp when I had my hybrid CRX coz he made custom ones for it.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||joec||03-31-2003||01:00 PM||||Yup, <a href="http://www.raxles.com" target="_blank">http://www.raxles.com</a><br />They use new joints instead of rebuilt.  They also use the Amsoil synthetic grease in their parts.<br /><br />I'm actually in the midst of replacing the passenger side front axle with a raxles one on my Eclipse GSX.  I also used them for the driver's side when I replaced it several years ago.<br /><br />They send you an axle with new joints.  You send your old one back as a core in the box using the pre-paid UPS packing slip.||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||03-31-2003||03:54 PM||||I have ALWAYS rebuilt my own axles. But, after having one of them start clicking in my GVR-4 not long after doing it (damn Florida sand) I broke down and gave Marty a call. I must say, his axles are a piece of work. Not cheap by any means, but if you also look at it as an "upgrade" it makes it easier to take. When its time to repair the other front axle, I'll probably call Raxles again!||68.155.92.97||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||03-31-2003||04:18 PM||||I'm going to buy from Marty at Raxles too.  I e-mailed him a week or so ago & he got right back to me.  After searching around for other prices theirs really aren't bad.  Especailly considering that they use new joints, boots & so forth.  I'm gonna order mine this week if I get time   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   He quoted me $149.95 for the drivers side & $119.95 for the passengers side (er, it might be the other way around maybe).  Not a bad deal for great pieces.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||03-31-2003||11:38 PM||||Thanks a lot for the responses guys. Especially you, Jeff. Obviously the dilema is rebuilt or Raxles; $ 119.98 @ Autozone or $ 269.90 from Marty. That's quite a price difference. But if there's a chance I'll have to do the job again by going the cheaper route, I'll gladly pay more. Do it once; do it right. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks again.<br /><br />dp||68.115.162.62||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/001823.cgi
A||||5||GVR1643||parts compatibility||||5||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||03-31-2003||01:51 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Is it 89-92 Galants that share the same fenders, and hoods as our cars. Obviously I'm starting my calling of the yards...||167.142.21.184||reg||5||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-31-2003||02:08 PM||||I would think so, Kev.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||03-31-2003||06:32 PM||||Technically through '93, but who's counting.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||04-01-2003||09:34 AM||||The hood is definitely the same.  I'm not certain about the fenders.  My GS had some chrome bling bling accents on them...||64.108.204.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||04-01-2003||10:21 AM||||OE part numbers are the same. <br />MB637043<br />MB637044||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||04-01-2003||10:25 AM||||thanks Iceman.||167.142.22.193||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001824.cgi
A||||8||sleeper||where can I find...||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||03-31-2003||03:06 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I'm looking for a couple of 3" silencers for my exhaust.<br />Found one at Extreme but for $80.00 it's a little to high.<br />A 2" cast aluminum elbow for a turbo.<br />Turbonetics have it, but again to high for $30.00<br /><br />Can anybody steer me in the right direction?<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||DSSA||03-31-2003||03:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I'm looking for a couple of 3" silencers for my exhaust.<br />Found one at Extreme but for $80.00 it's a little to high.<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Contact RRE, they have 3" exhaust resonators out there.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-31-2003||04:10 PM||||Gabor<br /><br />why use the cast elbow, the nice silicone elbows should work well, right? They may be just as expensive, I guess.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||03-31-2003||04:57 PM||||When I installed the Hahn 20G on the Galant I had to cut the elbow off. Now I'm selling the 20G and since the turbo will be installed on a 2G he needs the elbow. I know the silicone one will work but it looks so much more stock with the cast one.<br /><br />Whohoo new turbo here I come and it's almost a same price I'm selling the 20G for.<br />People will flame me if I tell what I'm getting so I'll wait till it's installed and post the results.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||03-31-2003||09:07 PM||||LOL....<br /><br />What is it?...||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||03-31-2003||09:58 PM||||Gabor<br /><br />Is it that new FP turbo that has something to do with a T-25 or something.<br /><br />I'll never flame ya, you know that. So time to tell me ....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||03-31-2003||10:56 PM||||OK, OK It's something similar to the BR580<br />Hope the stock bottom end will hold.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />I know, I have to put that front mount on for sure.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.253||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||04-01-2003||12:01 AM||||check a local truck part supplier. thats what i did and was able to find alot of 3" exhaust parts and radiator hose to use as couplers for my ic piping. way way cheaper than rre and the others||66.19.50.81||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||06:08 PM||||did you check the trader?im sure someone is getting rid of theirs.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001825.cgi
A||||3||Johnny Bravo||Deal of the century!||||6||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||03-31-2003||03:56 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||For those of you who have the means this is a pretty good package deal...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.carclassic.com/html/DK14.htm" target="_blank">Deal of the century!</a>    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||6||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-31-2003||06:08 PM||||I think I'd take the 550 and pass on the Enzo.||67.36.191.136||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||DSSA||03-31-2003||10:19 PM||||Or give me an F40 by itself and I'd be happier yet (monetary factors not included of course)||68.80.64.77||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||06:06 PM||||F40??????sh** i'd take the f50.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001826.cgi
A||||12||Sam Sayes||95 Supra TT injectors||||6||||Sam Sayes||00000657
Z||000000||Sam Sayes||03-31-2003||04:17 PM||samgvr4@hotmail.com||Hi Guys,<br /><br />does any one know if a 95 Supra TT injectors will actually fit our GVR-4s?<br /><br />Thanks in advance.<br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||6||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000001||SPAM||03-31-2003||04:30 PM||||Supra TT injectors are side feed high impednace injectors||198.26.130.37||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||06:05 PM||||how come do i see some 1g's with supra tt injectors?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||04-07-2003||07:53 PM||||those are not tt injectors.  the early supra turbos had top feed low impedance.  they will work.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||04-07-2003||11:49 PM||||You want Denso injectors, part # 195500-1370.  These are the top feed, low impedance 550cc injectors that are either purple top or brown/beige/red top.  They are all probably faded anyway...  These came in some Supras and RX7's.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||04:47 AM||||my whole fuel system is stock besides this week im buying a walbro,thats all im putting until i get a bigger turbo.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||SPAM||04-10-2003||03:59 AM||||Ken, Actually the earlier Supra's only have 440s.<br /><br />Jon, That part number is correct but it is weird that ND also uses that part for their high impedance 450s. <br /><br />The low impedance 550s from the turbo FC3S were only used in the first half of 87 so good luck in trying to find some that arent faded. Better off just buying some new ones that dont need to be bought then cleaned anyhow.||68.108.166.42||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-10-2003||07:03 AM||||Shit.  I had them cleaned and flowtested, at base fuel pressure, and they guy said they flowed 432cc.  At first I thought, oh shit, and was worried that I got screwed, but then thought, no the stockers wouldn't flow that high at base FP because then they would be maxed out when you started to boost... and a chart on injector flow from Mike at RRE helped convince me.  Now I'm not so sure I got the crap ones... how can I tell the difference?  One of mine was bad and was replaced w/a factory reman one; it looks slightly different ("rough" finish instead of shiny & smooth).  Other than that it looks like the other 3... what do you guys think?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||04-10-2003||11:03 AM||||SPAM is right, early Supras had topfeed 440's and the later Twin Turbos had sidefeed 550's, neither of which are usable for us as an upgrade.<br />Let me repeat: An injector's flow is usually rated at 43.5 psi fuel pressure. Our cars maintain the same pressure DIFFERENTIAL across the injector at ALL times, so, if you run a 43 psi base pressure, they flow 450cc when under vacuum or under 25 psi boost, it doesn't matter.||68.211.229.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||04-11-2003||12:10 AM||||Double shit.  Should have thought of that too.  Boy I'm on the ball on this one...  Will not the resistance reveal to me whether or not the injectors I have are high or low impedance?  Which will in turn reveal to me their true flow capabilities?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||04-11-2003||09:46 AM||||I wasn't going to do it, but I can't keep my mouth shut...<br />Why?  Unless someone is giving them to you or you have a set already, why?  You can get a new set pretty inexpensively and you can get a reman set REAL cheap compared to buying ones that might be crap, then paying to have them cleaned and balanced...||167.142.21.196||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||04-11-2003||11:09 AM||||Yea, it looks like I'll just be getting a set of reman ones.  Dammit.  A simple injector swap may turn out to be the most expensive mod on my car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Ugh, hope I didn't royally f&*% the head; that would really jack up the final price tag...<br /><br />BTW, when you say real cheap, how cheap?  And where did you get them?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||GVR1643||04-11-2003||12:39 PM||||mine ended up costing me about $200 since I didn't give any cores to them.<br /><br />check this out for info:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001598" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001598</a><br /><br />It was the previous post where I gave all the info.  You can email me with any questions you might have as well.  Mine are working great and they looked brand spankin' new when I opened them.  New o-rings and seals with them too.||65.101.166.67||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001827.cgi
A||||6||sleeper||Need some advice from Colorado guys||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||03-31-2003||09:28 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Me and the wife are planning a 10 day trip to Colorado around July.<br />We have no other plans than try to catch the Pikes peak race.<br />Can you guys recommend a place to stay and some attractions to see around there?<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.253||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||03-31-2003||10:19 PM||||Very near to the PPHC is "Garden of the Gods", nice area. May be a National Park, not sure. South of that area is the Royal Gorge. Which if I am correct has the highest susp bridge in the U.S., if not North Amer. You do know that PPHC is the weekend before the fourth of July now? They changed it a couple yrs ago.There is quite abit to do. You might try an online search. I think CO has it's own site as well.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4||04-01-2003||02:42 AM||||Dont Forget the "Cave of the Winds" I personally havn't been there but my sister says its really cool. Also Last year the day befoe the event "I CLUB" thats suaru's had a meet down @ Huburger motors and they had a lot of free food and tons of cool subarus alot that were running up the hill the next morning,including one of the factory teams working in the sevice garage. its was cool they let you go right up yo the cars and its ok to touch them. I sat in Rys Millen's Lancer @ the hill climb. Hes a nice dude i talked to him about galants You drive by it on your way up to the hill. Thats awsome your going , Ive been there the last three years and now its a tradition. Its totally awsome. Awsome!!!!!!!!!||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||04-01-2003||12:11 PM||||I have to change my vacation request. I've been meening to go ever since I heard about it, but it's one of the bussiest week at work and they just hate the idea of me not being here.<br />I'll keep you guys posted and maybe we can do a mini meet somewhere.<br /><br />Reading their page about the climb I noticed that spectators have to get up on the mountain pretty early.<br />Feel me in what it looks like. You park next to the road and watch from there? Can you move around to see other spots? Is there any restaurants or you have to bring your own food and drinks?<br />Any info would be great.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4||04-01-2003||12:36 PM||||A meet For sure! Any way you have like three choices. Either getting there @ 4am and driving up to your desired location(bring yur own food drink and t/p). The road closes to vehicle traffic @ 5 am I think. Or staying down in the pit area and see all the vehicles there(its cool the let you go right up to them and you can talk to the drivers that speak english) They usually run all the Quads first and some vintage so thats when its a good time to see the stuff @ the staging area. Then you just walk up the mountain to find a spot that you like. They paved like 3 miles of the beginnig of the race so if you want to see em on dirt you have to walk up a ways. My buddy and i usually just hang out in the pits untill the real cars go because if you drive up to the top or any where els for that matter your stuck up there untill 3 or 4 pm. and you will miss a lot of the pit action, because most of the teams packup and head out as soon as there run is complete. Theres an intermission in the middle of the day when te first group comes down from the top and if your on the populated spots they will come by and you hi five em while they drive by its pretty cool. Bring rain gear because you never know with our weather.Also bring mini folding chairs if yo want to sit, lots of ant hills so you find out real fast if youve sat near one.  I will find out if theres going to be another i club meet down in the springs the day before, its a must also, well if you like subies? Hope this helps||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||04-01-2003||12:44 PM||||I was thinking about hanging out in the pits on practice day and go to see some dirt action on Saturday.<br />I'm sure after the day is over, my wife will love me for the great idea, to hang out in the nature all day long.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />She hates cars in general but liked the local rally  we went to a couple of weeks ago.<br />I guess we'll see.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||04-01-2003||03:31 PM||||If you haven't seen "Climb Dance" yet you've GOT TO download this video:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.racingflix.com/getvideo.asp?v=152&p=19" target="_blank">Ari Vatanen's Pikes Peak Hill Climb</a> (66.1 megs)<br /><br />Use   gvr4/gvr4  as the username/password.<br /><br />Edit: you might also try...<br /><a href="http://www.t16.ds.pwr.wroc.pl/~sosnek/movie/climb_dance/" target="_blank">http://www.t16.ds.pwr.wroc.pl/~sosnek/movie/climb_dance/</a><br /><br />or<br /><br /><a href="http://www.peugeotperformance.net/videos/405/405.html" target="_blank">http://www.peugeotperformance.net/videos/405/405.html</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001828.cgi
A||||9||tplesko||First Rolled Evo...||||9||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||03-31-2003||09:31 PM||||From the CoDSM list:<br /><br />Got this on the Car alias at work, origin unknown.<br /><br />Info: Wife rolled it going down a country road with 300 miles on it.<br />Pic: <a href="http://www.peakpeak.com/~monkeys/rolledEVO.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.peakpeak.com/~monkeys/rolledEVO.jpg</a><br />----------<br /><br />Ouch...||128.138.253.169||reg||9||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-31-2003||09:41 PM||||I saw a pic of that a while back, from the rear...so sad!||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-31-2003||09:55 PM||||Which boneyard is it in ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||03-31-2003||10:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Which boneyard is it in ?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The IC looks just fine   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||03-31-2003||11:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Which boneyard is it in ?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The IC looks just fine    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shit i'll take it||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||03-31-2003||11:16 PM||||I knew it was just a matter of time till I could get one for real cheap...||65.42.48.202||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||03-31-2003||11:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> I knew it was just a matter of time till I could get one for real cheap... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HA HA<br /><br />Really, where is that car?  I know a few parts in the engine that are a direct fit and a upgrade.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||Martin Chilcote||04-01-2003||01:14 AM||||I filled out a request for quote at the Edmunds.com site last week for an EVO.<br />An internet sales manager @ Little Rock Dodge/Jeep/Mitsubishi responded that<br />they had a white one just off the truck; selling @ sticker price. Went by Saturday<br />to look it over and a dealer employee had taken it out for a quick spin and was hit<br />by a lady in a large SUV talking on her cell phone. From the front, rear, and driver side<br />you can't tell, but the passenger side is knocked in real bad. 20 miles on the odometer.<br />At least some EVOs are coming into Arkansas.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.139.166.53||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||04-01-2003||07:56 AM||||im betting thats a body shop and they will try to fix it .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||06:11 PM||||when did those come out?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001829.cgi
A||||4||4G63_GSR||Stock GS/GST Chrome rims...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||04-01-2003||08:56 AM||vlee14@hotmail.com||has anybody used these rims on their cars??? does anybody have any pictuers of these??? imo i think those rims would be a good combination.||144.92.164.204||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||04-01-2003||09:49 AM||||are youn talking Galant or eclipse? If your talking eclipe then that look kinda plain maybe cause they have been on like 3 million eclipse's!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||4G63_GSR||04-01-2003||10:03 AM||||on a galant...||144.92.164.204||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||04-01-2003||10:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong> on a galant... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm sure they would look good, but that would require a 5-lug conversion.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||04-01-2003||10:46 AM||||exactly, i second howard on doing the 5 lug conversion.....i have one word about chrome in general. HEAVY!||131.193.8.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001830.cgi
A||||3||4G63_GSR||pretty interested in this...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||04-01-2003||09:00 AM||vlee14@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=90599&category_id=106&sub_id=1040&variable_file=autos.variables&page=&set=1&position=13&total_count=617&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3e8998e33dff8b2c&reply_message=true" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=90599&category_id=106&sub_id=1040&variable_file=autos.variables&page=&set=1&position=13& total_count=617&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3e8998e33dff8b2c&reply_message=true</a><br /><br />hello guys.. got this from dsmtrader... in your honest opionion, do you think this car is over priced or is it a good buy... he's looking for 7,000 but honestly i dont think it's worth that much... but you know, i havent seen this car or driven this car to make too much of an assumption.  i dont know... just comparing with what i've seen so far i think it's over priced.  i'm serious in buying a VR4 and dont wanna travel too far.  this is the closes one i've seen so far.  i'm just looking for answers or opinions.  thanks....||144.92.164.204||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-01-2003||09:26 AM||||$7k without stereo equipment says the fine print...  Sounds like a fair deal if you're looking to buy a car that has "everything" done to it already.  The price is probably a little inflated because he had to pay a shop to do all the work for him.  I think it'd be a great deal if it was $7k with the stereo stuff.<br /><br />Caveat emptor.  Take it for a test drive if it is close.  Check it out thoroughly.||64.108.204.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||04-01-2003||09:30 AM||||I'm kinda curious why it has 720's, big FMIC, etc., and it doesn't mention what turbo.  It also doesn't come with a 4-bolt rear.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||04-01-2003||10:50 AM||||if yuo really want to buy it then im sure yuo can talk him down from 7k.||131.193.8.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001831.cgi
A||||5||RichB||Body Kit||||1||||Richard||00000864
Z||000000||RichB||04-01-2003||12:05 PM||richard@zentac.force9.net||A while ago I found a UK supplier of body kits for the 1990-93 Galants, but I cant seem to find the website again, anyone got any ideas?||212.104.142.136||reg||1||Richard||00000864||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-01-2003||03:32 PM||||Maybe <a href="http://www.atoybodykits.com" target="_blank">http://www.atoybodykits.com</a>?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||04-01-2003||04:00 PM||||You must be talking about this page<br /><a href="http://www.jappexlimited.co.uk" target="_blank">www.jappexlimited.co.uk</a><br />Seems like they're out of business.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||RichB||04-02-2003||04:08 PM||||Nope neither of those 2...any more ?||212.104.142.136||reg||1||Richard||00000864||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||04-02-2003||05:23 PM||||bodykits.co.nz ?||209.246.131.222||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||lancerevoiv||04-03-2003||08:26 PM||||<a href="http://www.autosportz.com/bodykits_1989-1993_Galant_VR-4.htm" target="_blank">http://www.autosportz.com/bodykits_1989-1993_Galant_VR-4.htm</a>||67.208.196.112||reg||1||eric||00001248||yes



ubb/Forum3/001832.cgi
A||||3||driftin galant||were to buy?||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||04-01-2003||03:44 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||what web site was that were i saw the galant thong.  i need to get one for my girl friend.||12.228.209.142||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||04-01-2003||05:01 PM||||I'm pretty sure it was Harry's, but I can't find it.<br /><br />dp<br /><br />Here ya go:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.cafeshops.com/threespeed" target="_blank">http://www.cafeshops.com/threespeed</a>||68.115.162.62||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||04-01-2003||07:49 PM||||yeah e yeah. all our gf's should be sporting the galant thong.||65.227.217.247||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||04-01-2003||08:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> yeah e yeah. all our gf's should be sporting the galant thong. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know yours is.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.37.183.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001833.cgi
A||||19||meshwork||Got the TEL Pro-Kit and KYB AGX on...pix!||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||04-01-2003||06:36 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=222&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=223&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=224&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Rear:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=226&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Front:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=227&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I haven't driven it yet, since as you can tell I'm boxed in. <br /><br />Its not slammed, and I'm happy with its new stance. <br /><br />Thanks to Hertz for the image hosting!||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||04-01-2003||07:19 PM||||Is the rear lower than the front?||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||04-01-2003||07:26 PM||||Its not lower in the back, but the car is "level" now. <br /><br />I haven't driven on it yet, so I don't know what will happen once it all "settles".||151.197.162.81||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||andy||04-01-2003||07:33 PM||||I had the Pro Kit on my car last year, I tried to convince myself it looked ok for a few months(it was low in the rear) and finally got tired of it. Solution? Use a set of stock DSM springs in the rear, it makes it look great.<br /><br />It will be squat even worse when you have any weight in the car.||64.4.101.193||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||04-01-2003||07:47 PM||||it may just be the pics but it looks dumped in the rear. i remember when we did my buddies car with the same struts, we ended up dremeling off that red perch on the front strut(what you see in the pic) and allowed the car to settle down in the front more so it had even wheel gap all arund. good job i think your car looks real nice.||65.227.217.247||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||04-01-2003||07:59 PM||||I have enough of a warehouse of old TEL parts, so if I'm not happy with this I'll put the TEL springs on the back. <br /><br />I haven't driven it yet, so I'm undecided so far.||151.197.162.81||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||04-01-2003||08:07 PM||||Stupid question?  Are front/rear springs the same?  i.e. if meshwork decides to go with TEL in the back, would his rear springs work on my front?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.37.183.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||meshwork||04-01-2003||08:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Stupid question?  Are front/rear springs the same?  i.e. if meshwork decides to go with TEL in the back, would his rear springs work on my front?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No. <br /><br />(Whoa, I feel like Harry!)||151.197.162.81||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000008||91 #680||04-01-2003||09:18 PM||||Looks nice Ryan... does anybody know if the stock TEL springs are the same size as our stock springs.  I'm talking about the front springs BTW.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000009||smokindav||04-01-2003||11:28 PM||||Are those Falken Azensis tires?  How do you like them?  I'm thinking about a set for the GVR4 and the Miata.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.86.64||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000010||meshwork||04-02-2003||06:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong> Are those Falken Azensis tires?  How do you like them?  I'm thinking about a set for the GVR4 and the Miata.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like them a lot, they suck in the snow, but that was my own fault for putting them on so early. I haven't really pushed them to their limits, I've been driving like an old lady ever since the turbo went.||151.197.209.108||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000011||meshwork||04-02-2003||08:04 AM||||Ok, so now that I'm back at work, it is lower in the rear, but only by a little bit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000012||meshwork||04-02-2003||02:07 PM||||Got new pictures today in the sun...<br /><br />And I measured how high it is. I went from the bulge of the rocker panel right behind the front wheel to the ground and that showed 7.5". Then from the same area right in front of the rear wheel showed 7". All in all a half inch difference. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=232&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=233&width=400" alt=" - " />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000013||turbowop||04-02-2003||07:10 PM||||Mine did that with the sportlines when I had them and I cut a half coil out of the fronts to level it out. It worked out just fine.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||04-02-2003||08:19 PM||||What do you guys use to cut the springs?  Hacksaw, die grinder, Dremel, etc.??  The spring should have a firmer rate after being shortened; is this noticeable in ride/handling after cutting only 0.5-1.5 coil?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||04-03-2003||01:37 PM||||Jon<br /><br />Based on my limited knowledge, I know this:<br /><br />Springs can be wound linear and progressive. They are easily told by the way the coils are. <br /><br />- Even distributed coils are linear wound.<br /><br />- Coils which have spaces go wide to narrow are progressive like H&Rs for the gvr4. The wider part has a lower spring rate level??(dunno right term) and is there mainly to provide a smoother ride and handle little bumps. The stifness comes mainly from the tighter wound inner coils. These are similar to helper springs found in coilover setups.<br /><br />So, on the progressively wound springs, cutting the 1/2 to 1 of the upper coils (like on the H&R for the gvr4s in the back to level the car out) does not cause much of a difference. The ride will be a little stiffer, but dunno if the difference is apparent.<br /><br />IMHO, doing the same thing on a linear spring will make a bigger difference compared to the above.<br /><br />They can be cut with something electric, I think. A hacksaw would take a bit of time to do coz they are hardened steel in most cases. I am sure a sawzall will fly thru it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />As always, avoid putting any heat on springs such as a torch etc etc to help lower the car. That is the ghetto fabolous way of doing things.<br /><br />I hope this is helpful for the newbies when searching the archives about springs. Keywords: spring rate, cutting springs, TEL springs on gvr4, eibach pro-kit on gvr4 etc etc. <br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||meshwork||04-03-2003||02:58 PM||||Quick update:<br />I got the car aligned today, and it was completely wacked out beforehand. After alignment, its right in factory specs, and I didn't need to get the whiteline bushings. Granted, the adjusters are ALL THE WAY out but its the way it should be now. <br /><br />So the bushings aren't really needed, at least in my situation, that is.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||04-03-2003||03:08 PM||||turbowop - I was thinking of doing pro-kits at one time as well and cutting 1/2 to one coil in front to level out the car<br /><br />Does anyone have a comparison of spring rates between the H&R and eibach pro-kits? I wanna see which is the stiffer of the two to begin with since I have H&R's. The pro-kit lowers the TEL 1.2 inches, so ours I am guessing 1.5 or so. Then, the front can be cut to level the car out. This gives the front a higher spring rate. <br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||04-03-2003||03:24 PM||||KC, just FYI the reason springs get stiffer when you cut them is because they're now shorter.  I don't mean in height, but in length.  Know what a torsion bar or torsion spring is?  A lot of trucks have them, and old 911's did too, to my knowledge.  Anyway, these provide a spring action because when the vehicle hits a bump and the suspension is compressed, the bar is twisted.  It doesn't like this, so it untwists and extends the suspension.  Voila, a spring.  A coil spring operates on exactly the same principle.  In essence, it's a very long torsion bar that has been wrapped up.  When a coil spring is compressed, it's almost impossible to see but the coils do twist a bit.  Anyway, the reason the spring becomes stiffer is when you shorten a torsion bar, you reduce the leverage the same amount of weight has to twist it.  Therefore, to get the spring to compress the same amount as before requires more weight or more force when hitting a bump.  I know very little about progressive springs... they hurt my brain.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />EDIT:  Sorry, this post came off a bit rude.  Whoops.  I didn't mean to imply KC that you didn't know, or needed to know, or slight your base of knowledge in any way; I was just trying to share what I know.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||04-03-2003||05:00 PM||||Jon<br /><br />Its all good, I said my knowledge was limited and I wasnt lying   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001834.cgi
A||||12||Hertz||Fixing side mirrors?||||5||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||04-01-2003||08:11 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Any JDM mirror guys listening?  I know you know how to do this...<br /><br />My driver's side mirror isn't attached very firmly (the glass) and will rattle on rough roads.  It's just enough to make you feel loaded when changing lanes.<br /><br />How do you remove the glass from the mirror housing?  I can't really get a good feel for what the problem is, but it looks like some rubber bits are basically dried/cracked.  I'd like to remove it maybe shim it up a bit, or glue anything thats broken, etc.<br /><br />Thanks in advance.||67.37.183.68||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-01-2003||09:20 PM||||Are you sure the glass is loose?  Pop of the little triangle cover from the inside of the door and make sure the screws are tight.<br /><br />That was the fix that worked for me.  You might have a different problem though.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-01-2003||09:29 PM||||Yah, the housing is firmly attached, but I suppose it wouldn't hurt to check.<br /><br />The driver's glass is loose (it has free play in it that the passenger side does not).  I can adjust it fine, it just bounces when I hit bumps.... especially because my suspension is so damn old.||67.37.183.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||04-01-2003||11:13 PM||||I don't think it's just a JDM issue.  My wifes was doing the same until the deer took care of that problem the other day  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||167.142.22.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||Arty||04-01-2003||11:29 PM||||Mine was shaking too.<br />From memory it was because one of the plastic mounts for the mirror drive motor inside, had cracked. I used some glue and a piece of thin metal tie that's used on the CV joint boot, to repair the plastic mounting lug. I had to remove the mirror from its spring loaded mount, to get access. I needed a piece of thin wire and a helper to re-assemble the spring loaded mirror mount.<br />It's been shake free for over a year now.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||04-02-2003||02:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> I don't think it's just a JDM issue.  My wifes was doing the same until the deer took care of that problem the other day   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Right, I was mentioned the JDM because, as I understand, you have to swap the glass to use JDM mirrors.<br /><br />Now I know that there is a spring loaded mechanism that holds them in -- that will at least keep me from yanking them out and breaking it for real.  Now that I think about it, I remember seeing a bit that was probably the spring attachment.   I adjusted the mirror all the way "in" and could get a finger in the left side.<br /><br />Thanks for the help guys!||67.37.183.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||joec||04-02-2003||10:01 AM||||Not sure if it's the same for the JDM mirrors...<br /><br />When I got my GVR4, the driver side mirror was "loose".  Not the housing, just the glass would sorta vibrate on bumps.  I noticed a small hole underneath the mirror housing.  There's some sort of screw inside.  I used a small screwdriver to tighten that screw and it tightened up the mirror glass.||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||1101||04-02-2003||01:03 PM||||I did the same thing joec did and it tightened up my mirror also.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000008||Jose||04-02-2003||01:34 PM||||On the JDM mirrors to remove the glass you need to tilt the glass as far up as it goes and with a flat head screw driver prey it off from the bottom, then slide it up. Now would also be a good time to use the right glass for the mirrors. The glass you need to get is from a Galant with NON POWER MIRRORS. The braket is the same as the JDM mirrors, it just clips right on.<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000009||Chris Sanders||04-04-2003||02:52 PM||||Dude that freagin rocks.  I'd been living with the "mirror with hydros" crap for a year or so since I didn't want to get in there and yank it apart.  Tightening that screw fixed it right up.||208.188.17.190||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||04-04-2003||07:52 PM||||Why do you have to change the glass to use JDM mirrors?  Do you mean swap the glass from your US housings into the JDM housings?<br /><br />Also, KC, what's up with those mirrors on your site?  I couldn't be sure, but they looked more rounded than our mirror housings; are there any other differences?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||Jose||04-04-2003||09:02 PM||||The glass from the US mirrors is bigger than the JDM glass so you cant interchange them. And on JDM mirrors the glass it set up different, the objects are closer than they appear mirror is on our driver side, and the regular mirror is on our passenger side (remember they are set up for right hand drive).<br />Jose.....||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000012||Arty||04-05-2003||04:09 AM||||I got a pair of JDM mirrors a few months ago and both driver and passenger are convex ? I'm finding it hard to adjust to the "closer than they appear" factor.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum3/001835.cgi
A||||3||GVR1643||Anyone in Ohio||||5||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||04-02-2003||09:24 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Anybody in or near Columbus Ohio?  <br />There is a black 91 Galant (must be a VR4) that has a hood and fender I need to match wifes deer damaged car.  <br />I would pay someone for their trouble to check it out and possibly ship it to me...please.<br />TIA <br />Kevin||167.142.21.153||reg||5||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||04-02-2003||10:18 AM||||OK guys,<br />heres an FYI:<br />#1174/2000 is sitting in a salvage yard in Columbus Ohio.  They drove it in and said it was in excellent condition when it arrived (not sure why it's there or what was hit).  <br />I'm getting the fender and hood and DS mirror. <br />He said the leather interior is in excellent shape as well.  <br />....just got off the phone with him - said the whole car was in great shape, just a slight bump in the rear and motor missing now.<br />The yard is Central City autoparts and they are online as well.||167.142.21.153||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||04-02-2003||11:16 AM||||Kev and others<br /><br />I just called him a bit ago. As soon as I mentioned the galant, he started talking about how he found out the car was very rare and extremely hard to find etc etc. His prices for parts are kinda high as well for parts. So, just an FYI...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||04-02-2003||11:24 AM||||Well that blows!  When he called me back about the condition of the parts, he started telling me about the little number badge and how it was 1174/2000.  So must have figured it out... <br />Oh well, my stuff is being shipped today or tomorrow at a reasonable price.  <br />I guess if he sits on the stuff for a little bit, might be more flexible.||167.142.21.153||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001836.cgi
A||||6||evol||New Turbo v. New Exhaust Housing||||1||||evol||00000360
Z||000000||evol||04-02-2003||12:11 PM||||Hey all--<br /><br />Just wanted to know your opinions about #333.<br /><br />I have a severly cracked exhaust housing with a flapper door that leaves a small crescent open. This makes me pretty pissed. We're talking no power til about 3800 rpm's and full boost at about 4200 (this is with the stock 14b, evo ex man, ported to hell 2g o2 housing and 2.5" turbo-back)I don't know if I want to go through the hassle of spending a shitload of time (well maybe half a shitload or just 1.5 dickloads  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> ) getting a stock housing and replacing it knowing that I will be putting a different turbo on in due time anyway. I'm also pretty wary of continual taking on and off of the exhaust mani as the ss studs I have will likely strip my head. I was considering waiting until I have the new turbo to avoid the pita. It may be a few months though. <br /><br />Just wondering what YOU'D do. It's not like I can't still smoke ppl, just annoying as hell when racing from a roll.<br /><br />Ben||134.124.18.29||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-02-2003||02:31 PM||||IMHO, get a ported 2G/EVO 3 mani and go w/a Mitsu upgrade, ala big 16G or 20G.  Simple, easy, and "cheap."||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Nate||04-02-2003||05:27 PM||||You should be able to unbolt the downpipe from the O2 housing, unbolt the clamp that holds the turbo cartridge to the exhaust housing, remove the 4 bolts holding the turbo to the manifold, and finagle the exhaust housing and O2 housing out while they're still bolted together.  I've done this on numerous occasions.  Removing radiator would make life easier, but I don't remember if it's necessary or not.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||04-02-2003||07:08 PM||||The crescent thats left open from your flapper door can be fixed easily. The hinge it sits on can be hammered back down from the outside of the housing and the door will end up back where it belongs lined up with the hole. For some reason the hinge that connects it over time wiggles its way up and makes the flapper door not line up. Of course this won't help any cracks you have in the housing already but may help some.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||04-02-2003||09:15 PM||||I have yet to find an exhaust housing, check out mine.. <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid57/p9e00cfcf46ae2b2333951e7772c7f6db/fc705011.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid57/pe390b984570d5dc1ff90e2b2ec033658/fc70500e.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||Ash||04-03-2003||05:56 AM||||I think its past its used by date,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Were you planning on a 16g or were you holding off for something bigger?||203.221.19.109||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||evol||04-04-2003||10:02 AM||||Already have the o2 housing and evo manifold. I will probabaly go with just a big 16g. My 14b is pretty old (92k). I  <i>want</i> something bigger, but I dont want to have to use and ext wg and I want something that wont break the bank.||172.138.186.35||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes



ubb/Forum3/001837.cgi
A||||6||evol||Found MO rally heaven||||1||||evol||00000360
Z||000000||evol||04-02-2003||12:17 PM||||I was out enjoying my new amp the other day road tripping out in Bumblefuck, MO and stumbled accross some pretty interestig roads. I was turning around on a rural (VERY RURAL) highway when I spotted some gravel roads. It turns out that there are about 5 of these roads in a row, all about a mile long with plenty of twisties and 90 degree turns. They all basically horseshoe around back to the main road and are, needless to say, fun as hell to drive on. No cops to spoil the fun and the residents houses are all up on top of surrounding hills in the woods. I'm going out there in about 15 minutes after I get out of school. Just wanted to share the good news. Maybe I can get some practice in and transform the GVR4 into a rally car... that would be serious fun.||134.124.18.29||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-02-2003||01:16 PM||||Bring your camera.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.36.183.102||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||evol||04-04-2003||10:36 AM||||I am going to take some pictures pretty soon. We went out there again yesterday to do somet more gravel road exploration and stumbled accross the "Midwest Buddhist Society" ha ha. We also found another spot that you could probably jukmp your car about 500 feet. If I didn't like my car so much, we'd go jump it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||172.138.186.35||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||04-04-2003||07:54 PM||||Hehe, we used to jump our old '86 civic all the time.  Bottomed it out quite a few times until we got some reduced backpressure, "performance" exhaust (punched a hole in the DP from smacking it into the ground too much).  Man could that car take a beating...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||04-07-2003||10:52 PM||||My brother likes jumping.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/Robi2.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.143.138.64||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||04:50 AM||||we have a land rover dealership 6 miles from my house and when they close,me and my friends go out back to their test curse and just ride out.these turns are unbelievable and very fun.ill post picks nextime i go.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||04-08-2003||06:53 AM||||Holy shit!  I gotta find me a Land Rover dealership!||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001838.cgi
A||||5||atsiauto||Local gals on spring break .||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||04-02-2003||05:15 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||right outside my house today! more news at 11.... <br /> [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=234" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=234&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||04-02-2003||05:42 PM||||Looks like two soccer moms were dueling, and the minivan lost.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||04-02-2003||06:17 PM||||the lady in the orange looks to be ready to rip someones head off||65.227.204.210||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||04-02-2003||08:20 PM||||The topic lead me to believe that you posted picutres of some "Girls gone wild" party. But I guess a minivan in a ditch on your lawn is cool too   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.252.104.193||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||04-02-2003||09:04 PM||||Yea I got all excited you were postin some spring break girls, haha.. Thats funny about the soccer moms though||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||04-02-2003||10:25 PM||||yeah how bout it.... i was waiting for a piar of double D's to pop up on my screen.||65.227.204.149||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001839.cgi
A||||9||GRV4726||today (well the day i am writing this)||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||04-02-2003||05:48 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey, today has been pretty interesting.  first, i decided to mess around with my gauge pod (the suspension pod from the gsr) that i got. i discovered that 52mm gauges will fit if the just sit on the inside. that thats pretty cool.  i'm still trying to figure out how to mount it right and how to pass all the wires and crap through the clock that i drilled into... <br /><br />and i ordered my cv boots from raxles too.  talk about the nicest people i've ever dealt with, mark was cracking jokes the whole time.  i don't think i've ever dealt with someone like him before.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||04-02-2003||06:30 PM||||Let me know if you need another clock, i've got a spare one, $10. Usually people drill behind the number plaque, that way if you ever decide to take the the pod out, you can cover the hole with the plaque.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||1101||04-02-2003||06:58 PM||||About 1 inch over from the left rear bottom on the back side there is a slot behing the dash cover. The slot is used for the active suspension wireing.||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||04-02-2003||07:58 PM||||anyone have some ideas on the clock thing??   i'm trying to figure out how to direct the wires to the dimmer switch... but its not really working||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||04-02-2003||08:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Let me know if you need another clock, i've got a spare one, $10. Usually people drill behind the number plaque, that way if you ever decide to take the the pod out, you can cover the hole with the plaque. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I was thinking of doing.  What is the plaque held on with?  How have people removed it safely?  I was thinking of relocating it to immediately over the glove box; give the passenger a clue as to the special car they're riding in.  What would you guys suggest to attach it, assuming that someday it will re-reside in the stock location?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||04-02-2003||09:18 PM||||after about 30 minutes of fucking around i finally got one wire from the clock area to the light dimmer  haha <br />the trick? well: thinking about it, looking at it, and using a straighted out wire hanger with a little hook at the end to get the wire.  the only think that i think may be a problem would be the boost line from the gauge. that might be a little trickier. oh well. i hope it turns out well.<br /><br />oh and the plaque is held on with some double sided sticky tape, to get it off i just took a flathead screw driver, a really thin one, and pulled it up. so you could stick it anywhere (any flat surface) with some new double sided sticky tape||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||04-02-2003||11:30 PM||||How are you attaching the pod?  Does it still have the factory tabs?  Are you cutting slits in the dash to get them in? <br /><br />I pulled my ECS pod from my old GS, under the pod there isn't any vinyl and you can get a good look inside.  I would imagine that if you needed more room you could carve into the dash itself -- seemed as though the only thing in the way is the HVAC ducting.||64.108.204.64||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||04-03-2003||12:50 AM||||no, i'm not cutting into dash, it still had the the things at the back that stick out, i guess those are the tabs?  yeah, i cut those up a bit and then bent then so that i could put some double sided sticky tape on them, and i'm putting some around the pod to. i hope that will keep the pod in place. i think i might have to fabricate some think else to keep the pod attached to the dash.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||04-04-2003||03:48 PM||||after spending a long time soldering shit together and fishing the wire from behind the clock to the area under the steering wheel so that i could get the wires to the dimmer switch.  after an hour of playing an awkard game of peak a boo with wires (if you understood what i was doing you'd get it) i finally got the wires to the right place, the dimmer switch. i stripped the wires on the dimmer switch attached the boost gauge wires and then turned on the lights!  looked at the boost gauge and "what the fuck"  how pathetic, that light doesn't light up the whole gauge.  what a waste of time, i can dim and brighten the small section of the gauge that actually gets light up, which isn't even the entire top half...<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   i'm not happy about that, but i don't know why i though it the whole gauge would light up considering where the light is on the spi boost gauge.  <br /><br />oh well at least the final product should be clean.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||04-04-2003||08:27 PM||||ugh... <br /><br />i was wondering if someone could inform me on the difficulty of replacing the outer boot on the drivers side (the front).  i read up on it, i read the vfaq, and tried to get as informed as possible.  i think that i can do it with the right tools... but my step dad likes to think other wise and he has the authority in my familly, so i want to know if this is something worth fighting for.<br /><br />so is the outer end of the axle still in good shape? by that i mean can is just clean off all the grease, replace it with synthetic grease and replace the cracked boot? the boot ripped at the inner edge and sprayed out grease all on my rim, but i think that since the tear in the boot is on the inner side (closer towards trans) that it should be fine, that i can still save the axle. my step dad thinks other wise (of course without giving me a chance to explain what i think).  i just want to know what you guys think...  personally i'd rather not send my car to some large corporate auto shop when i could do it myself, not only that but i hate large corporations that put small places out of business, like wallmart... but i won't get into that right now.<br /><br />sorry guys, i hate to bitch like this, but its all a part of me being alive.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/001840.cgi
A||||0||zooter||Wheels for my VR4 in OZ Speed Mag||||1||||zooter||00001247
Z||000000||zooter||04-03-2003||03:19 AM||||Hi guys,<br /><br />If you are in Australia and have read a mag called Speed, there is a write up on VR4's, there is a white one which looks like mine, with Gold rims, looks unreal. I wonder what type they are?<br /><br />If you know please email at jzaicew@hotmail.com.||165.228.232.166||reg||1||zooter||00001247||yes
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A||||10||markrieb||Terre Haute, IN||||1||||markrieb||00000010
Z||000000||markrieb||04-03-2003||07:50 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I find that I'm in Terre Haute for a week or two.<br /><br />Are there any members nearby that want to get together for dinner/drinks?<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||04-03-2003||08:49 AM||||What are the dates?  I'm 2 hours away, but maybe if you were gonna be up in Indianapolis, that might work.<br /><br />p.s.  that city stinks...literally =)||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||04-03-2003||12:51 PM||||I feel bad for you, having to be in T.H. for that long.  I hate just driving though it!  Get us some dates.  I may be up for something.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||04-03-2003||06:01 PM||||I'm there now and will stay at least through the 11th.<br /><br />This is a college town, so there has to be some place to get cheap/good beer and pizza...<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||04-03-2003||11:42 PM||||mmmmmmm nothing like the smell of shit to wake you up.||65.227.204.244||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||04-04-2003||05:43 AM||||Two summers ago I worked at our city's wastewater treatment facility, and had to be there at 5:30 in the morning.  Shit doesn't smell good at any time of the day, but that early it's downright offensive.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||Matt379||04-04-2003||10:01 AM||||go make friends with the guys from Rose Hulman.  Bunch of mechnical/electrical/chemical engineers.  These guys always have some fun project they are working on.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||04-04-2003||04:24 PM||||Jon, <br /><br />As if the pulp mill in Albany doesn't smell bad enough as it is you had to go to work at the sewer treatment plant?<br /><br />I'm staying in Terre Haute, but working about 35 miles away in Newport at the chemical weapons depot.  You definately don't want to smell anything strange at work...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark<br />vividly remembering the drive between Corvallis and Portland||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||04-04-2003||07:48 PM||||Lol!  Yup, good ol' Albany, the "Armpit of Oregon."  It's also known by more colorful, more offensive names, although technically it's Millersburg that smells, not Albany...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||04-05-2003||04:13 PM||||Mark<br /><br />I still think you have one of those James Bond jobs - "living at a chemical weapons depot" - Try that line in a bar there - will make you a hit with the local girls   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||markrieb||04-06-2003||04:54 PM||||It used to be better when I was working in the nuclear world...<br /><br />"Wanna see what part of me glows?"     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||12.145.230.194||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum3/001842.cgi
A||||12||DeanCouchey||$30K Eclipse GSX||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||04-03-2003||12:00 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.streetsourcemag.com/Profile.aspx?Profileid=15462" target="_blank">Member page</a> <br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2409720307&category=6352" target="_blank">Ebay page</a> <br />This guys has 30K OBO! Must be dreaming||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||04-03-2003||12:45 PM||||Worst.<br /><br />Steering wheel.<br /><br />Ever.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||04-03-2003||12:50 PM||||Dreaming?   That car is so bad ass yo!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||04-03-2003||12:52 PM||||Is that Christina Aguilera by his car ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Other thoughts:<br /><br />- Overall, that car is FUGLY!<br />- his license plate in the rear is on crooked.<br />- Zero bids, hmm..why am I not surprised?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||04-03-2003||01:22 PM||||why is that considered "dope"...  what a practical car to own.  look at the side view mirror (yes the one),  what the hell is that?? besides ugly? god that car is horrible.  <br /><br />i can't remeber who, but some company has done an interior like that on a new civic, but its a lot worse. it's in some car entertainment magazine. if someone know what i'm talking about please speak up. its the one seater, and its blue and really messed up. it has a total of 7 screens in it. 5 for the driver. and 2 that can be see when the trunk is popped open. anyway<br /><br />if someone buys that car i'm going to sacrifice a goat so that the gods don't get too pissed off||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||04-03-2003||04:34 PM||||You're talking about the Alpine Civic Si. IMHO the work put into that car is bad ass but obviously proves a point that the new Civic Si is for a "different crowd" :lol: .||199.35.29.242||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||4G63_GSR||04-03-2003||05:44 PM||||if i spend that much on a car i'd consider others... like.. supra TT... evo VIII and even the new WRX STI... just my .02 cents...||66.188.119.122||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||04-03-2003||05:56 PM||||With the money that dumbass put into that car, he could of bought a 1G DSM and turned it into F-15 Hornet w/ a system.||65.165.18.173||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||04-03-2003||06:13 PM||||How is it "or best offer" when the bidding starts at $30,000????<br />Idiot.||67.34.209.188||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||beavis||04-03-2003||06:14 PM||||i didn't know whether to laugh or cry.  then i saw the ghetto booty and everything was o.k.||138.23.82.57||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||04-03-2003||11:26 PM||||That Si looks kinda gay IMHO. I saw it in Sport compact car and it has the natiest paint job!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||04-03-2003||11:41 PM||||for 30k it better come with a supra too...<br /><br />that think looks like ass, you wouldnt catch me dead behind that whell.<br /><br />seriously who would dump 30k to have the 'show car' sit in the garage all day. id be afraid to drive it and have all the bondo fiberglass crack.||65.227.204.244||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||VR-4play||04-04-2003||09:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Worst.<br /><br />Steering wheel.<br /><br />Ever. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i like the simpson's modified quote.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
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A||||2||mixx2001||Can someone get me the Pocketlogger software?||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||04-03-2003||02:10 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||I never got my palm and cable back from the dude I sold my car to.  So I called Digital Tunning and asked them if they could sell me just the cable, and e-mail me the software.  They said no I have to buy the cable/software together ($155) even though they have me in the system as having purchased the software once already.  I think I can make a cable if someone could get me the software.  And if your a real moral person, it would'nt be stealling since I already paid for the software once.  Somebody out there want to help out a GVR4 brotha?||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-03-2003||03:32 PM||||Pocketlogger is intended for one buyer/user, so when you sold your car you sold your right to that registration code.  That's why Mike won't give you the software.  There is a company, or several I think, that make and sell those cables.  Tunerstein might be one of them.  Do a search.  You can also get the new version of Pocketlogger from Digital Tuning.  When filling out the form on the site, there's an option for if you forgot your original registration code.  That's what I had to do, as even though I'm an original customer I lost my code.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Good luck.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||04-03-2003||05:41 PM||||Thanks I'll try that.  They busted me out on DSMFlame.com when I posted the same question.  Said I was lying to get free software.  Oh well.||65.165.18.173||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/001844.cgi
A||||73||keydiver||Chip features||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||04-03-2003||06:05 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Well, not to open the floodgates or anything, but I'm trying to develop new "features" for my chip, especially new applications for the boost gauge. I can easily duplicate the function of any TMO gauges, like:<br />1) O2 meter<br />2) spark advance<br />3) injector duty cycle<br />4) Battery voltage, or<br />5) Octane<br />For GVR-4's, Todd also usually gives a "magnified O2", but I'm not sure which part of the scale is magnified, I'll have to look at the interpolation.<br />I plan to offer a single gauge, not selectable, with my chip, which is rewritten in such a way that it does not copy the TMO code. So, besides the above, what can you think of, new and different, that you think would be worthwhile?<br />I've done a knock gauge for one guy, where each LED segment, except the first one, is worth 5 on the knock sum. I just did another one that will turn on the first 3 LED's when it reaches 6000 rpm, and the other 3 at 7000, sort of a 2-step shift light.<br />I also did my own "magnified O2" where each segment is worth .02 volts, from .86 to .92 (the first 2 segments light together at .86).<br />I'm looking for new, innovative ideas, and it has to be something the ECU monitors, like intake air temps, barometric pressure, airflow, fuel or spark related, coolant temperature, or TPS voltage. I could even try to do a combination, like airflow/rpm.<br />I've even thought of connecting a MAP sensor to the EGR temperature sensor input, and actually making it work as a REAL boost gauge.<br />So, any ideas you have will be considered. I HATE to be a me-too guy, but so far everything everyone asks for is stuff the TMO already has.<br />And yes, I will have a version of the chip with stutterbox    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br />Jeff O.||67.34.209.188||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-03-2003||06:21 PM||||The magnified voltage is a good idea.  I really like the knock idea!  It's like the knock LED mod, but far, far better.  You mentioned each bar was worth 5 counts of knock, except the first one.  How much is that one worth?  I'd also thought of modifying it to work as a shift light, but I was going to make it progressive instead of a two step.  For example, have the first light come on at 6k and have each light be worth 250 rpm.  If you're only doing one gauge, will the buyer get to choose which one?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||04-03-2003||06:25 PM||||I want my chips to be scoopable...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />Ok, bad joke. But, that doritos chick wasnt an eyesore, aye?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||04-03-2003||06:28 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||12||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||04-03-2003||07:23 PM||||jeff, i've been meaning to ask you something. when you are at the gauge selection stage (before the engine is on) what gauge is set on the 6th segment?||149.152.191.27||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||galantvr4||04-03-2003||09:56 PM||||When are these chips comming out and what will they cost?||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000006||Ash||04-03-2003||10:53 PM||||I 2nd this question, and will I be able to get one from over here somehow.  I really want a stutterbox.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||Gvr4-330||04-03-2003||11:19 PM||||Ooops... I misread it as having a selectable gauge.<br /><br />I think I'd like the 1. timing advance, or 2. knock, or 3. shift light.<br /><br /><i>I would still like to keep some kind of fake boost gauge function.  During normal driving, I kinda watch the stock gauge because it's right there in the middle of the tach.  I really only use the aftermarket one if I am tuning or looking for peak boost.</i> <br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||04-03-2003||11:26 PM||||My vote is for the LED's as a knock indicator.  My 2nd choice would be timing advance indicator.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||kartorium31||04-03-2003||11:36 PM||||A knock indicator would be sicky nar nar.||12.18.160.2||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||04-04-2003||09:09 AM||||I also vote for knock sensor display.  But to have selectable gauges would be even better, mostly for troubleshooting purposes.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||VR-4play||04-04-2003||09:13 AM||||i also like knock indicator. <br /><br />jeff, my ecu is pulled and sitting on my work bench. let me know when you are ready to hook it up.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||04-04-2003||10:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> jeff, i've been meaning to ask you something. when you are at the gauge selection stage (before the engine is on) what gauge is set on the 6th segment? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"For GVR-4's, Todd also usually gives a magnified O2"||68.158.97.225||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||04-04-2003||10:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> I 2nd this question, and will I be able to get one from over here somehow.  I really want a stutterbox. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ash, when can one of you guys send me a stock chip? I can work from a binary file or an EPROM, whichever is easier for you.<br />Jeff O.||68.158.97.225||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||04-04-2003||10:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I also vote for knock sensor display.  But to have selectable gauges would be even better, mostly for troubleshooting purposes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know selectable gauges would be the best, but unless TMO makes their stuff shareware, I'll won't be offering that. For now, in my FREE GVR-4 chip, I will offer one gauge, customer's choice, one stutterbox rpm (that doubles as a clutchcut rpm if I use the code I have written now), no fuelcut, rev limiter increase, octane reset, and probably A/C cutout at 90% throttle.<br />These are all things I'm able to do without using ANY of TMO's code. More advanced options, like injector correction, fuel or timing map remapping, etc, will probably NOT be free, but cheap  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Any new ideas?<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||68.158.97.225||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||04-04-2003||10:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  You mentioned each bar was worth 5 counts of knock, except the first one.  How much is that one worth? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">3, I think. The actually steps between most of the LED's is 2, but the first step is only one, so its only half a step and should be 2 or 3. The 2nd LED is 5, the 3rd LED is 10, 4th LED is 15, etc.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>I'd also thought of modifying it to work as a shift light, but I was going to make it progressive instead of a two step.  For example, have the first light come on at 6k and have each light be worth 250 rpm. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That could be done, no problem. However, the boost gauge is a little slow responding, and may lag too much to be usable at such resolution. If I have some time this weekend, maybe I'll give it a try.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>If you're only doing one gauge, will the buyer get to choose which one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes. But I need more ideas. I'm going to cross-post this in the Yahoo groups too, so sorry to any of you guys who have to read this twice.||68.158.97.225||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||Compressed||04-04-2003||11:33 AM||||I'll put in my $.02 about the knock guage setup.  Two words, Awesome idea.  Oh yeah the stutterbox and fuel cut would be pretty sweet too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||128.117.71.197||reg||14||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000017||spoulson||04-04-2003||01:02 PM||||What is 'octane reset'?  And how is the ECU able to determine octane rating?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000018||meshwork||04-04-2003||02:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> What is 'octane reset'?  And how is the ECU able to determine octane rating? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If the ECU detects a lot of knock, it will keep<br />lowering the value in one memory address, which causes it to use less aggressive timing, because it thinks you have a bad tank of gas. This feature resets the value to maximum every time you start the car, so you always start with peak performance.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000019||meshwork||04-04-2003||02:36 PM||||That paragraph should be credited to Jeff, that is the answer he wrote it when I asked him the same question.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000020||GVR-4||04-04-2003||06:19 PM||||Knock indicator and stutter box would be awesome! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000021||theymightbegalants||04-04-2003||07:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> <br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>I'd also thought of modifying it to work as a shift light, but I was going to make it progressive instead of a two step.  For example, have the first light come on at 6k and have each light be worth 250 rpm. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That could be done, no problem. However, the boost gauge is a little slow responding, and may lag too much to be usable at such resolution. If I have some time this weekend, maybe I'll give it a try.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I realize it's a bit slow to respond, which is why I suggested it start as low as 6k... so as soon as you start to see 'em light up, you grab for that gear.  Just an idea; I don't think I'd go for the shift light option on my chip anyway.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000022||Gvr4-330||04-04-2003||10:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> and probably A/C cutout at 90% throttle.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would LOVE an A/C cutout.  I always thought this was a great feature of the TMO chips.<br /><br />And THANKS so much for making these chips.  I know it must be a lot of work for you.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000023||a_santos||04-05-2003||08:11 AM||||Is it possible to have it read oil pressure?||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000024||howard_GVR4||04-05-2003||10:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Is it possible to have it read oil pressure? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000025||turbogalant||04-05-2003||09:58 PM||||I'd like to see the check engine light used for diagnostic make it flash out the code like most other obd1 cars so you do not have to go get the multimeter or led when the check engine light is tripped. I also am in favor of a stutterbox and knock display. Also another thought is use the 6 leds for airflow amounts to show if you are nearing fuel cut/ outflowing the mas. Also could you split the display like have the first 3 leds used for knock and the last 3 for mas airflow?||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000026||keydiver||04-07-2003||12:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Is it possible to have it read oil pressure? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not so quick Howard  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Is it possible? Yes. Is it easy? No. The only way I can envision it working would be to:<br />a) install an oil pressure sender (not an idiot light sender like we have now)<br />b) connect the sender to the EGR temperature sensor connection that is unused in Federal cars<br />c) I would need to find the memory address where the ECU stores the voltage value for the EGR temp sensor, and scale it down to fit the LED range. <br />It would be an interesting project, if I had more time.||68.153.65.119||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000027||keydiver||04-07-2003||12:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> Also could you split the display like have the first 3 leds used for knock and the last 3 for mas airflow? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, the LED's all work together as one gauge. I cannot control each LED separately.||68.153.65.119||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000028||howard_GVR4||04-07-2003||12:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br />Not so quick Howard   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Doh.  Foot inserted into mouth!<br /><br />That is a really good idea, if you want to try it out, I already have a VDO oil pressure sender installed.  I even have an extra sender to compare results against the gauge readings. <br /><br />On that note, couldn't you read anything pressure based?  Like fuel pressure?<br /><br />Also, given the known scaling of voltage output from Type-K thermocouples, could you make the stock boost LED's display EGT?  Voltage/temperature chart located at the bottom of the page  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/EGT.html" target="_blank">here</a>.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000029||mixx2001||04-07-2003||12:45 PM||||I'm a little hazey here, so bare with me.  We're talking about a chip to go in the ecu (for the stutterbox, fuel cut, rev increase, etc.) and Jeff makes a Air/fuel ratio LED gauge do these other different things (knock box, timing, etc.)?  So what do we have to do just send Jeff the ecu and a LED gauge or does he send us the stuff to do it?  If this has already been answered feel free to start flaming, and I'll start searching.<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000030||DeanCouchey||04-07-2003||01:03 PM||||I believe that you send him your ECU, and he will modifiy the EPROM and since the ECU controls the little boost gauge (stock) he can mod it to do other things. Jeff is a great guy isnt he!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000031||mixx2001||04-07-2003||01:22 PM||||Yer damn right he is.  How and when can we send you our ECU's Jeff?||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000032||keydiver||04-07-2003||02:53 PM||||Well, I guess if I would stop playing around with adding features, and just make a certain spec and stick with it, it would have been done weeks ago. I'd like to start getting a few more out there to you guys, so I could test some other things I'm trying to add. <br />   I'm trying to do an A/C cutout, but, again, not trying to copy the TMO, so I made it to strictly do a cutout with 90% throttle. TMO does 85% throttle or 4500/5000 rpm cutout. The downside of the way I've written it is this:<br />The factory ECU watches the rpm, and if it drops below 437.5 rpm, it turns the A/C clutch off. This is where Todd hijacks the code, has it check for 85% TPS, or 4500/5000 rpm, and then he also checks for &lt;437.5. If any of those conditions exist, it cuts out the A/C clutch. Instead, I just modify the original check for &lt;437.5, and change it to &gt;90% TPS, which means it will no longer turn off the A/C if the car is about to stall. To me, this is a small thing. If your car is always stalling, you have other problems that should be fixed. But, that is why I need people to evaluate the chips, to make sure there aren't any other reprecussions. Also, Todd cuts the clutch for 5 seconds, I do 3.<br /> I've also done a greatly simplified stutterbox. The 2 downsides are:<br />1) it is not selectable, like TMO. You must tell me ahead of time, and<br />2) the launch rpm doubles as a clutchcut rpm.<br />In other words, the way I have it written right now, WHENEVER the clutch is pushed in you have a 5000 rpm limit, whether you're moving or not. Anyone have a problem with that?<br />I'll make a couple of each chip up tonight, some with O2 gauge, some with knock gauge. Then, you guys can let me know which one(s) you want to evaluate. I'm also doing dual/triple chip versions, where I have 2 or 3 chip images in the same chip. Then, with an internal jumper or an external switch, you can change to a different code. This is my way of having "selectable" things, without duplicating TMO's feature. You could have a 2-way or 3-way swicth in the dash that would allow you to change between the 2 or 3 different chips, and their features.<br />Howard, yes, you could do a fuel pressure, as long as it has a 5 volt sensor, but no, I could not do an EGT, because the output is too low to scale properly on the gauge. It has to be something that will work off 5 volts.||68.153.65.119||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000033||howard_GVR4||04-07-2003||03:40 PM||||Hmmm, I wonder if we could amp up the miniscule voltage put out by an EGT probe and scale it to 5 volts.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000034||mixx2001||04-07-2003||03:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> In other words, the way I have it written right now, WHENEVER the clutch is pushed in you have a 5000 rpm limit, whether you're moving or not. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So what happens when you push the clutch in at 7k to shift?||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000035||spoulson||04-07-2003||04:41 PM||||Maybe it's just me, but I think you're being too restrictive on yourself.  It doesn't sound to me that you are _trying_ to plagarize on TMO, and you are certainly making efforts to steer clear of that.  But the bad side is you're intentionally placing bugs so as not to be seen as ripping off TMO.  My view is:  a feature is a feature, no matter how it's coded or put together.  Are you doing a byte for byte copy of TMO code?  If not, just do it any way you like.<br /><br />As far as I can tell, Todd isn't even active in the DSM community.  Every email I've ever sent him (2) got no reply; as is the story for most.  The dsm.org site is falling apart and the talon digest archive search is broken.  I'd say unless he contacts you, he wouldn't mind if you did similar work.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000036||GVR-4||04-07-2003||08:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> In other words, the way I have it written right now, WHENEVER the clutch is pushed in you have a 5000 rpm limit, whether you're moving or not. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So what happens when you push the clutch in at 7k to shift? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The engine "stumbles" until it slows down to 5000 rpm. That means you get to keep your right foot planted on the floor and "power shift." Theoretically. I've never done it on a forced induction car so I don't know if it's possible with the turbo at full song.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000037||mixx2001||04-07-2003||09:43 PM||||Oh cool, I guess.  I would have to see that before I'd opt for it.  Sounds grindy.||66.26.138.16||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000038||Marcus||04-08-2003||10:44 AM||||Keydriver,<br />     So could you do this, I'm gonna be sending you a ecu directly.  Can you replace my caps, put a chip in it to raise my rev to 8k, AC cut at 90% throttle, and put a stutterbox on it at 5K?  I used to have a B16 Crx with a ZDYNE ecu, something neat about it was, until the car reached operating temp.  It wouldn't rev over 4900, vtec engaged at 5k.  Could you put something like this on our cars, set at maybe 3500 or 4k.  So that we could let our brothers drive our cars and not rem them as soon as they start them?  Or would the ecu read a different throttle and dump fuel to it causing, a grenade like backfire?<br />   I'm not the brightest star in the sky, so please tell me why I would like a knock box or anything else?  So I wouldn't have to stare at my pocketlogger why I drive???<br />Marcus<br /><br />PRAY FOR OUR SOLDIERS||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000039||keydiver||04-08-2003||12:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong>   I used to have a B16 Crx with a ZDYNE ecu, something neat about it was, until the car reached operating temp.  It wouldn't rev over 4900, vtec engaged at 5k.  Could you put something like this on our cars, set at maybe 3500 or 4k.  So that we could let our brothers drive our cars and not rem them as soon as they start them?      </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, that I could do I think. The ECU looks at the coolant temperature, so I could have it lower the rev limit until the temps would be &gt;XXX.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong>I'm not the brightest star in the sky, so please tell me why I would like a knock box or anything else?  So I wouldn't have to stare at my pocketlogger why I drive???<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats the general idea, I think, so you don't have to have the logger connected all the time.||67.34.204.14||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000040||Marcus||04-08-2003||03:17 PM||||Are these are things that you could do to it now, or things that are still being tested.  I may just send my ecu to you and let you put whatever pops in your head and I'll be a test subject.  I'll just get me a spare ecu for down time.  Sound like fun.<br />Marcus||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000041||mixx2001||04-08-2003||05:41 PM||||Where can I get a spare ECU for cheap so I can send Jeff mine?  And which other models are compatible?  All 1G except 90's?||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000042||AWDpower||04-08-2003||11:40 PM||||I have an idea on a feature worth checking out. How hard would it be to change the control of the boost control solanoid? The idea is instead of cutting boost due to knock, could you set it to cut boost at a set rpm? The idea is to duplicate the EVO's two stage boost settings. I think it runs 19psi until 4500rpm, then drops it to 16psi. The goal is a healthy boost in mid range torque. It seems to work well on the EVO with pump gas, it has a nice fat powerband. Great for daily driving and autocrossing.<br /><br />Jason K.||68.134.172.184||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000043||keydiver||04-09-2003||12:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> So what happens when you push the clutch in at 7k to shift? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Try it, you'll like it! I've NEVER attempted flat shifting my GVR-4 like I have previous cars. My transmission would never cooperate. But, last night I thought "OK, I've got to try out this feature", and banged through the gears with the accelerator flat to the floor and the 5000 rpm stutterbox/clutchcut in my chip. WOW! What fun! No bucking, banging, or anything bad, just a lot more acceleration and a nice rush! In fact, the transmission seemed to shift just fine. It was nice not having to synchronize the whole gas-clutch thing. One less thing to think about when you're racing.||68.211.193.106||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000044||keydiver||04-09-2003||12:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong>  How hard would it be to change the control of the boost control solanoid? The idea is instead of cutting boost due to knock, could you set it to cut boost at a set rpm? Jason K. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This should be easy to do, except I don't know the memory address for the boost solenoid. Since most people disconnect it, I've never played around with that part of the code. I'm not sure if the EVO boost reduction is a "feature", or because their small-ish turbo is just running out of breath.<br />If I can find the boost solenoid, I'll let you know.||68.211.193.106||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000045||keydiver||04-09-2003||12:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Where can I get a spare ECU for cheap so I can send Jeff mine?  And which other models are compatible?  All 1G except 90's? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I do have loaners, but you have to pay the shipping both ways.||68.211.193.106||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000046||keydiver||04-09-2003||12:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4:<br /><strong> When are these chips comming out and what will they cost? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The chips are FREE to GVR-4 owners. I'm going to make all my money off the DSM crowd ;-)<br />They are available as soon as you can get your ECU socketed.||68.211.193.106||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000047||keydiver||04-09-2003||12:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Maybe it's just me, but I think you're being too restrictive on yourself.  It doesn't sound to me that you are _trying_ to plagarize on TMO, and you are certainly making efforts to steer clear of that.  But the bad side is you're intentionally placing bugs so as not to be seen as ripping off TMO.  My view is:  a feature is a feature, no matter how it's coded or put together.  Are you doing a byte for byte copy of TMO code?  If not, just do it any way you like.<br /><br />As far as I can tell, Todd isn't even active in the DSM community.  Every email I've ever sent him (2) got no reply; as is the story for most.  The dsm.org site is falling apart and the talon digest archive search is broken.  I'd say unless he contacts you, he wouldn't mind if you did similar work. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wish it would be that easy, but I don't think Todd has completely gone away. Recently, someone was blantantly selling his chips on Ebay, they even had their own meaning for the letters "TMO", what morons! Todd was notified, and bid on the chips to catch the guy in the act.<br />  So, I'm trying to be cautious. Whenever I can rewrite something, I do. If I can't, I prefer not to offer it at this time. If the way I write it causes problems, then I need to reevaluate the code, and see if it can be changed. Thats what this testing is all about. Unfortunately, I'm not a 68HC11 programmer. All I have is a list of opcodes from the Motorola site, and a partial disassembly of a stock chip. That, alot of help from a couple guys on the DSM-ECU site, and my gut instincts have gotten me this far. Any of you guys real proficient in HC11 machine code?||68.211.193.106||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000048||mixx2001||04-09-2003||12:46 PM||||OMFG.  I want one.||66.26.138.16||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000049||229of1000||04-09-2003||09:32 PM||||When you get ready to start doing everyones chips, definitely count me in.  I will be needing a loaner ECU as the GVR4 is my only car, but I would be glad to pay any costs incurred.<br /><br />I would like to see the boost gauge do one of two things:<br /><br />If you can make all of the LEDs light up at once, it could be useful as a shift light.  The sequential thing doesn't seem good enough because it would be hard too pay attention to.  I want something I can see out of the corner of my eye and not have to focus on.<br /><br />If that is not sensible or possible, then the knock LED function sounds like a great alternative.<br /><br />I am anxious to see the clutch cut and stutterbox in action also!<br /><br />Thanks for all the effort you are putting into this!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000050||Garfield Wright||04-09-2003||11:22 PM||||I like the stutter box feature.  Knock would be my 2nd choice.  Should be able to shave a full 2nd of 1/4 mile time for those who drag.  I don't drag my car but for those guys that do, this would be for you.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000051||galantvr4||04-09-2003||11:25 PM||||Keydiver I want one to please, So what do I need to have done prior to sending you my ECU because I have not had mine socketed, is that somthing you could do? I would be interested in the studder box @ 5000 rpm and the knock couter. How much would you charge to also change the code to encorperate my 510cc injectors and is there anything you could do to modify the signal that the mas is sending so it doesnt hit fuel cut so harshly? One more question Would it be possible to along with the studder box retard the timing  alot as to creat an anti lag of sorts. that would be awsome!! SO let me know I want this really bad REALL REALLY BAD. SWEET!!!!!!||198.81.26.177||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000052||keydiver||04-10-2003||11:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4:<br /><strong> Keydiver I want one to please, So what do I need to have done prior to sending you my ECU because I have not had mine socketed, is that somthing you could do? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will socket it for free if you ship it to me. All you need to pay is the return shipping.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong> How much would you charge to also change the code to encorperate my 510cc injectors and is there anything you could do to modify the signal that the mas is sending so it doesnt hit fuel cut so harshly? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, I can include a subroutine that will subtract 12% fuel to correct for the 510's. Also, my chip eliminates fuel cut, so it shouldn't be a problem.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong> One more question Would it be possible to along with the studder box retard the timing  alot as to creat an anti lag of sorts. that would be awsome!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, Nate Pharr has already asked me for that one. I need more details as to how anti-lag works, and a LOT more time to try to implement it. No promises, but I'll look into it.||68.211.229.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000053||Ash||04-13-2003||04:27 AM||||(I assume Jeff already knows this, just not how to implement it)<br /><br />The principle of antilag is to have the spark so retarded that the fuel is burning in the exhaust manifold to spool the turbo.  You would need to somehow have the clutch switch also make the ECU retard to either no advance on top of base or even if possible, fire <i>after</i> TDC - as crazy as it sounds.<br /><br />Garfield - Is it really that big of a difference?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   How much boost does it build on the line (if any? I have a ported unclipped B16G)  I expected a slight improvement off the line like maybe as low as 1.5xxx 60' (from 1.7xxx) and a few tenths on the shifts to maybe give 1/2 a sec max.||203.221.18.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000054||dlpinckney||04-13-2003||11:17 AM||||I don't have a chip from KEYDIVER (yet....!!), but I do have the TMO stage III chip.  Depending on how high you set the stutter box, you can build a good bit of boost on the line.  I have a ported small 16G and at 5500RPM, it makes around 8psi.  AT 7000RPM it makes 12+psi.  And yes, I have left on it that high once or twice.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Makes for a pretty violent launch, and a nice hairy 4-wheel burnout, but is extrememly hard on the drive train, OBVIOUSLY...!!!  I have gotten just as good 60ft times before I had the chip by holding a steady RPM and rolling into the throttle as I come out with the clutch.  A question, and possibley KEYDIVER can answer for me.. I have heard that the ECU in our cars pulls the timing way back when you bouce of the rev/launch limiter.   Can anyone verify or dispel this rumor?||63.188.81.253||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000055||Gvr4-330||04-14-2003||07:52 AM||||Hey,  how hard would it be to make the boost gauge an instantanious fuel economy readout?  Sort of like the ones that BMWs used to have in their gauge clusters.  Maybe every bar could be 5mpg.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000056||sleeper||04-14-2003||01:53 PM||||If you have the stutter box and just floor it, somehow it creates knock and yes that will pull your timing.<br />If you bring the rpm up slowly the knock don't show up. I didn't comfirm this with my logger, but that's what Todd told me a couple of years ago at the Shootout.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000057||keydiver||04-14-2003||05:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong> Hey,  how hard would it be to make the boost gauge an instantanious fuel economy readout?  Sort of like the ones that BMWs used to have in their gauge clusters.  Maybe every bar could be 5mpg.<br /><br />Rob </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rob,<br />Our ECU doesn't track the fuel usage in any way, and it doesn't know how many miles you've gone either. sorry.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gabor:<br /><strong>If you bring the rpm up slowly the knock don't show up. I didn't comfirm this with my logger, but that's what Todd told me a couple of years ago at the Shootout.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats what I've heard too. There was a long thread on it a couple years ago. As long as your car isn't knock-prone, it should be OK. See, thats why you need the knock gauge mod!||68.154.109.60||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000058||theymightbegalants||04-15-2003||07:04 PM||||<a href="http://www.zeitronix.com/tcac/tcac.htm" target="_blank">http://www.zeitronix.com/tcac/tcac.htm</a><br /><br />I like this site's description of how their AC cutout works.  I vote that the chip takes an "aggressive" role in cutting out the AC; ie early and long.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000059||keydiver||04-15-2003||08:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.zeitronix.com/tcac/tcac.htm" target="_blank">http://www.zeitronix.com/tcac/tcac.htm</a> <br /><br />I like this site's description of how their AC cutout works.  I vote that the chip takes an "aggressive" role in cutting out the AC; ie early and long. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can make it as early and long as you want. I just picked 90% tps and 3 seconds arbitrarily.<br />Need input.....||68.158.177.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000060||theymightbegalants||04-15-2003||10:10 PM||||Maybe you should set up a "menu" for people's chips.  It will explain all that the chip does differently, and what parameters they are allowed to choose.  Lay it out, and they will come...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000061||theymightbegalants||04-28-2003||05:22 AM||||Hmm, could the LED's be used to show inj. duty cycle?  Maybe have it start at 50%, so it's not flashing or on all the time?  The ecu knows both rpm and pulse width; would something external be required to calculate duty cycle, and give it to the ecu, or could it handle this on it's own?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000062||keydiver||04-28-2003||10:47 PM||||Sure, thats actually an easy one that TMO has already done. I guess I shouldn't say "easy", because there is more code involved in it than any other gauge, since it has to work with injector pulsewidth and rpm both:<br /><a href="http://www.tmo.com/prod/eprom/gauge.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.tmo.com/prod/eprom/gauge.shtml</a><br />Thats a nice idea, to have it only do 50-100%. TMO's does the whole scale, 0-100% I think, with 1/2 scale being 50% duty, so you would get better resolution on the high end where it matters. I could make it where LED#1=50%, LED#2=60%, etc, until LED#6 would be 100%.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000<br />By the way guys, I'm going to be away for a while on business, so don't get too excited if I don't answer your questions right away.||67.35.30.228||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000063||chadhayashi||04-29-2003||12:08 AM||||How much for this mod?||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000064||keydiver||04-29-2003||01:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> How much for this mod? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where have you been? My chips are FREE (to GVR-4 owners).<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.76.180.112||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000065||Marcus||04-29-2003||10:04 AM||||Just to add some testimony to Jeff, I just got my ecu back.  1 week after I sent it and I am completely satisifed.  The stutter box will get you 0-60 faster then a new M3.  If anyone is contemplating sending Jeff their ecu, I would highly advise it.<br />Thanks again Jeff, everything works great<br />Marcus||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000066||DongeR615||04-30-2003||02:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> Just to add some testimony to Jeff, I just got my ecu back.  1 week after I sent it and I am completely satisifed.  The stutter box will get you 0-60 faster then a new M3.  If anyone is contemplating sending Jeff their ecu, I would highly advise it.<br />Thanks again Jeff, everything works great<br />Marcus </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I love driving my car. its so fun not having to brake during turns and gasing it through.  Thats the only thing stopping me from sending it to jeff.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000067||highskyes||04-30-2003||03:16 AM||||I came in on this thread real late.  Keydiver, send me your address and I'll have my ecu in the mail in a few days.  The Galant is down right now so I don't need it back real quick, car should be up in about two weeks.  Anything you wanna test, I'm game.  Love the stutterbox, ac cutout, and knock setup.  Now here;s my question, when I have to BUY one of these for my GSX, how much, and how will the knock sensorwork on the dsm gauge?  ANyway, mnessage me, I'll be a test bunny!||63.235.24.140||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000068||JAYGVR4||05-02-2003||05:20 PM||||Keydriver, you get my PM?||208.254.3.3||reg||5||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000069||keydiver||05-02-2003||06:27 PM||||Sorry guys, I've been out of town for a few days, and got a root canal and tooth extraction this morning. I won't be able to take on much work anytime soon, as I have to fly out of town again next Friday, and won't be back until after the 20th. Anyone who hasn't received a reply from me, please try again.<br />I have one interesting thing to note about my chips: I sent one to Ash in Australia, and he in turn emailed me the Oz GVR-4 chip. Guess what? There IDENTICAL. Not one byte of code different. I just thought it was interesting they used the same code in other countries, with different emission standards probably too. It looks like I have a new market for my chips! The only thing strange is that Ash's clutch switch works backwards from ours, but that was easily remedied in the code.<br />Thanks for the good feedback. I told you you'd like the stutterbox  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Jeff O.||68.158.185.151||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000070||Carl Morris||05-02-2003||07:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br />Unfortunately, I'm not a 68HC11 programmer. All I have is a list of opcodes from the Motorola site, and a partial disassembly of a stock chip. That, alot of help from a couple guys on the DSM-ECU site, and my gut instincts have gotten me this far. Any of you guys real proficient in HC11 machine code? [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The HC11 code isn't the problem, you can get good at it with practice and an HC11 data book.  The problem is that the processor isn't simply an HC11, they put some extra proprietary codes into the processor just for Mitsubishi.  Todd's changes are pretty easy to figure out because he just uses the simple HC11 opcodes, but when you try to decode the entire image without knowing the extra ones it gets kinda ugly.<br /><br />Unfortunately, I don't know the address of the boost control solenoid either.  If I did, I'd probably make a boost controller based on injector pulsewidth instead of manifold pressure.  It should work well, and you could always pull boost if you saw &gt;XX knock.  There's a ton of stuff that could be done with the stock ECU if all the elements were in place...||147.145.40.43||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000071||chadhayashi||05-03-2003||01:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> How much for this mod? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where have you been? My chips are FREE (to GVR-4 owners).<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess I missed something. Do I have to send you the ECU or can you just send out a chip for me to have installed here? I can't afford another week or more of downtime.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000072||keydiver||05-03-2003||02:01 AM||||If you can get the ECU socketed yourself, I can just send you an EPROM with the options you want. I'll even send you a socket at no charge. TMO has instructions on how to socket the EPROM.||67.34.21.178||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000073||Ash||05-03-2003||02:27 AM||||Just thought I'd post another thanks to Jeff for that chip, the stutterbox works sweet with my backwards clutch switch now.  10psi!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" /> <br /><br />I love the knock feature too, I've started re-tuning the car since having it.||203.221.18.25||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/001845.cgi
A||N||19||JAYGVR4||Anyone have any pics of stock 1G springs all around on AGX's? ||||5||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||04-04-2003||12:08 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||I was going to highjack the Pro kit / AGX thread, but this is a bit different...<br /><br />I'm about to do one of these combo's on my 91:<br /><br />AGX's all around<br />Stock 1G DSM Front Springs <br />Stock GVR4 Rear Springs <br /><br />AGX's all around<br />Stock 1G DSM Front Springs<br />Stock GVR4 Rear Springs - with a coil cut to level it out<br /><br /><br />Anyone have an experience with either of these combo's, or better yet pics?<br /><br />TIA||165.247.93.32||reg||5||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||04-04-2003||12:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> <br />stock springs w/ AGX's... only thing is I got the 205/55/15's up front and 205/50/16's in back , it slopes a lil' to the front, but rides great... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stock GVR4 springs, or stock 1G springs?  I only question it cus it seems pretty high in the rear, and so many say that its unproportionally lower in the rear with stock 1G springs.<br /><br />Can you pleas clarify?<br /><br />Thanks for the reply btw!||165.247.93.32||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||04-04-2003||01:05 AM||||stock gvr4 springs... it is a little high in the rear ... but only buy a 1/2 or so... I can measure it tomarrow morning, can't tell when driving, , I just put them last saturday, and haven't put many miles on them, is it possible they still need time to break in ?<br /><br />one thing I like about stock height is that I can go from pavement to dirt and still have fun :-)||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||04-04-2003||02:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> <br /><br />stock springs w/ AGX's... only thing is I got the 205/55/15's up front and 205/50/16's in back , it slopes a lil' to the front, but rides great... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uhh aren't you supposed to have the same sized tires all around on a AWD?  Something about burning up the viscous coupling?  I could be wrong....||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||04-04-2003||03:45 AM||||You are correct.  I just did the math, and your rear's are ~0.8% larger (in circumference).  75 in. for the front, and 75.6 in. for the rear.  If you travel one mile, that's 844.8 revolutions for the front axle and 851.56 revolutions in the rear.  (my math may be a bit off, but the theory and implications remain the same)  This might be a negligible difference for the center diff, but at cruising speeds for long distances it might not be.  Is it really worth it?  Don't be ghetto and do it right.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||silly4turbo||04-04-2003||08:23 AM||||it's not that ghetto, well maybe a little, anyway, I had to put them on for the last storm we had, the rear ties suck in the snow, I'll be putting my other tires on tomarrow||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000007||VR-4play||04-04-2003||09:20 AM||||i am ghetto, but i would never run different size wheel diameters.<br /><br />those wheels (rear) look nice on your car tho.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000008||silly4turbo||04-04-2003||10:22 AM||||ok ghetto homie ... thanks for the info though, I didn't realize the potential harzard in running different size wheels...  now I know||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000009||JAYGVR4||04-04-2003||11:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> stock gvr4 springs... it is a little high in the rear ... but only buy a 1/2 or so... I can measure it tomarrow morning, can't tell when driving, , I just put them last saturday, and haven't put many miles on them, is it possible they still need time to break in ?<br /><br />one thing I like about stock height is that I can go from pavement to dirt and still have fun :-) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So does anyone have any pics of their car with AGX's and 1G DSM(Eclipse/Talon/Laser AWD) springs?  Thats what I actually meant...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000010||Numberless||04-04-2003||02:03 PM||||Stay tuned for another couple weeks and I'll have pics up.  I just got some 1g stockers from a local guy but haven't had a chance to put them on...the vr4 already has agx's on it so it should be just what you're looking for.||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000011||JAYGVR4||04-04-2003||02:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Numberless:<br /><strong> Stay tuned for another couple weeks and I'll have pics up.  I just got some 1g stockers from a local guy but haven't had a chance to put them on...the vr4 already has agx's on it so it should be just what you're looking for. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Great!  I'll hold on my install till you have some pics!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000012||91 #680||04-04-2003||05:17 PM||||...so you dont have to wait...<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=242&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />kyb Gr2's with 1g GSX springs all around....rides and handles like a champ.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000013||silly4turbo||04-04-2003||05:33 PM||||it's kinda hard to tell, looks like maybe the drive is slightly sloped plus all the shadows ...||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000014||JAYGVR4||04-05-2003||12:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> it's kinda hard to tell, looks like maybe the drive is slightly sloped plus all the shadows ... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, 91, can you tell us how level it is front to back?  As in, can you tell us how much of a gap from fender lip to tire there is on the front, as compared to the back?  <br /><br />It is kinda hard to see with pic on the shady side of a dark and lovely car like that.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Can I trouble you for a quick measurement?||64.24.82.24||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||04-05-2003||01:18 AM||||Hope you don't mind 680 -- <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=242" target="_blank">This large version</a> is easier to see.||67.36.177.252||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||JAYGVR4||04-05-2003||01:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Hope you don't mind 680 -- <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=242" target="_blank">This large version</a> is easier to see. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cool Thanks Hertz!  Whoa!  That looks perfect!  Not too dumped, not too high!  Sits like a stock Volvo or Bimmer!  Thats what I want.  Can't wait for my springs to come in!  Everyone was saying that I'd have permanent G Squat but that looks pretty spot on!<br /><br />"91" your car looks sweet!  Thanks for the pic!||64.24.82.24||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000017||91 #680||04-05-2003||05:00 PM||||no worries Hertz...I should've done that in the beginning.  I'm glad you like the way my car looks JayGVR4 and I'm sure you'll love it when you have your suspension in.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000018||JAYGVR4||04-06-2003||10:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> no worries Hertz...I should've done that in the beginning.  I'm glad you like the way my car looks JayGVR4 and I'm sure you'll love it when you have your suspension in. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, after looking at my car parked today, I'm having reservations on doing the 1G springs all around.  I'm thinking now I'll take a look at it with 1G AWD stockers on the front, and GVR4 stockers on the rear.  Mine are pretty saggy in the rear as it is, however that might change once i put the fresh AGX's in.  but i'm wondering how my car will look with the said combo.  I'll have to see once I get the springs this week.  <br /><br />Some GVR4 buds of mine (both with AGX's/GC CO's) said that they had decided for me that they were not going to "allow" me to go this "ghetto" route.  Normally I'd laugh this off, but I'll be using thier experienced help and lift so....  Who knows, I may have to try getting Ground Controls anyway...  We'll see this week.||64.24.82.4||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||04-07-2003||12:24 AM||||Tein!||67.36.191.30||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||JAYGVR4||04-07-2003||01:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Tein! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My budget is $400 max.  Are you contributing to the cause!?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.24.82.125||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum3/001846.cgi
A||||12||DeanCouchey||Lambo SUV||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||04-04-2003||09:11 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I know the porsche cayenne is here but I never knew that Lamborghini made an SUV.<br /> <img src="http://www.carclassic.com/images8/DE54/DE54-2.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||04-04-2003||11:12 AM||||made in the late 80's with a Countach motor. Called an LM002. Ran low 16's in the 1/4 and weighted alot. The dealership in Baltimore MD had some. I used to be a big fan of them and had never seen one actually being driven until about 7 years ago on the GW Bridge in NY (the last place in the world that I would have expected to see one). <br />Tom<br />1172/2000<br />974/1000||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||04-04-2003||11:15 AM||||my english teacher is getting a cayenne, her husband works for porsche.  she's not getting the turbo though.  i think i'll have to race her one day.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />that would be odd||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||04-04-2003||12:03 PM||||for the money In would get the toureg... same thign pretty much and a little less expensive.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||04-04-2003||12:51 PM||||They were originally designed for military use, but as I'm sure you can imagine upkeep would be mega expensive.  I do believe that a few militaries around the globe did use a few, but otherwise it was just a street beast.  Hummer what?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    lol||128.8.218.16||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||04-04-2003||01:09 PM||||I heard that thing will do 80 mph in the sand...||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||04-04-2003||04:31 PM||||I have a strict policy of hating SUV's, but I have to admit, the Infiniti FX45 looks badass. 18's standard, optional 20's, *bling bling*  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.0.80.19||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||04-04-2003||04:56 PM||||Yeah I remember when those came out they referred to it as "Rambo's Lambo"||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||04-05-2003||01:40 AM||||Touareg?  Blah.  <a href="http://www.touareg-dakar.com/63.0.html" target="_blank">Tarek!</a><br /> <img src="http://www.touareg-dakar.com/fileadmin/redakteur/touareg/buggy_rot_d.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />For a more leisurely off-road ride, I'd like to have a <a href="http://www.swissarmyvehicles.com/vehicles/712m.html" target="_blank">Pinzgauer</a> or Unimog.||67.36.177.252||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||04-05-2003||01:50 AM||||I'm with udriveu on this one - If someone is not into off-roading and want it for street use and space. The Infiniti FX45 is pretty bad ass.<br /><br />-super-Luxurious<br />-Unique looks ( this is a personal opinion, I guess) <br />-big wheels<br />-big kahunas under the hood (315 hp and 345 tq - not 100% sure on this)<br />-Comes in orange (like Harry's old sportrac)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />I wish I had the money for it<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.infiniti.com/content/0,,cid-24508_sctid-12001,00.html" target="_blank">http://www.infiniti.com/content/0,,cid-24508_sctid-12001,00.html</a>||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||04-06-2003||03:27 PM||||they also make a FX35. I think it is like 35K or soemthing they told me at the regional auto show but I didint remeber cause I dont have any money!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||DarkDevilMMM||04-06-2003||03:55 PM||||I hate all the SUV/pickups on the road, it's annoying that they always block my sight, but there is one that I like, the MB ML55AMG, hmm, did someone say fast and luxory?||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000012||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||06:16 PM||||id take that lambo truck over a hummer in a heartbeat..||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001847.cgi
A||||10||blacksheep||Oh..Matt Wenger, Uncle KC has a gift to mail to you ....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-04-2003||07:07 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Matt<br /><br />Mail me your address asap, your gift will go out in the mail monday    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||04-06-2003||12:32 AM||||KC,<br /><br />1436 S. Pleasantview Drive<br />Yorktown, IN 47396<br /><br />what email address you want the money paypaled to?||68.24.194.193||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||04-06-2003||01:49 AM||||ooh uncle KC, do you have anyhthing for me?||65.227.204.107||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||04-06-2003||03:05 AM||||Ken<br /><br />A knucle sandwich...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> . <br /><br />Its nothing ultra-exotic. I had 3 or 4 turbo timers laying around that I wasnt using. They are older designs but still useful. So, I found a good one Matt has been asking for and I have made him wait since early december, so I figured I'd just send it to him.<br /><br />Every now and then, a few members on the list get gifts from me. You just need to be nice to me and not call me a riceboy like all the other meanies on this list and I'll put you on my list   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||number3||04-06-2003||10:06 AM||||Well that leave me out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||04-06-2003||11:11 AM||||Since you are in such a goood mood I could use a new turbo.||65.42.50.183||reg||6||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||04-06-2003||03:24 PM||||Yeah I just blew mine and I need a new one! Got a spare 14B around   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||04-06-2003||07:45 PM||||i can always use more gauges for the cockpit.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.204.93||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||04-06-2003||08:36 PM||||Geez, time to start the gvr4 sweepstakes...<br /><br />- I have a westach gauge I will send someone for $10<br />- 14B, wasnt good, gave her away a bit ago<br /><br />Sorry boys and girl (Katester), I'm all spent   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||04-06-2003||11:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Well that leave me out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm sure my name didn't made that list either.<br />Right Riceboey?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Don't worry though, your name is on my list and the bling bling parts will be in the mail soon.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.142||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||04-07-2003||09:10 AM||||Gabor<br /><br />You are an exception, I'll always hook you up. I will never forget to return all the favors you have done for me...seriously!<br /><br />Let me know when the time is ready for all my stuff to head your way. <br /><br />I may send you some headlights to polish as well...JDM integra ones, plastic and look like the TEL ones.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001848.cgi
A||||17||benwah||Funny story about my super educated room mate!!||||10||||benwah||00000735
Z||000000||benwah||04-05-2003||11:20 AM||||This kind of story always cracks me up, anyway I thought I would share. I go to school at Michigan Tech up in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, anyway pretty much all engineering up here. My room mate has been up here for over 5 years and has managed a bachleors in Mechanical engineering and a masters in Civil so you would think this guy would know a few things. Well to his credit he has been working on this new girl he met a while a back and things are going pretty good, which is hard to do up here because the ratio is 4 guys to every 1 girl..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Anyway he met her parents a week ago and this is a pretty hardy outdoorsy bunch and needles to say my buddy is a wussy from the rich neighborhood, I was lucky enough to witness the whole thing. So here is how it broke down. During this last semester his old trusty 88 pontiac bomberville transmission was pretty scary into 2nd. He was alomost done with school and had a job lined up he decided to drive the car home to pick up a new 2003 Avalanche. Cool enough for him his new friend well I call her girlfriend now but they won't admit it decided to guy along with myself and another friend (male) all piled in for the trip. The trip went well for my roommate and I guess they are pretty hooked up now. On the way back this chicks parents house is on the way so in a move to met the parents and show off his new ride we stopped in. These people were cool in my book had a place out in the stix, chop and burn wood all winter for heat and heating the water as well. Her old man works on big motors for caterpillar and was pretty cool dude to converse with. Anyway we all chit chat for a bit and go over to check out my roomys new Avalanche, so her old man was like pop the hood so my roomy did and we are all checking out the engine compartment. So her old man stares at my room mate and says what's this truck got meaning motor and power and roomate just replies I don't know. I thought I was going to die laughing. Good thing this guy was nice and just smiled. But I'm sure he was thinking this kid  just spent over $30K and doesn't have a clue what's under the hood. So I had to help him out with the fact that it's a 5.3 V8 w/285hp and 325lbs of torque. If it wasn't for me he was going to get a trailblazer, I guess you have to use the GM discount if you got it so his choices were limited although the Avalanche is a nice truck. Anyway I will never let him live this one down. Once we got back his girlfriend was at our apartment and after waiting for my roomy to leave the room I asked her about it and needless to say he lost some big points with her old man so I guess he has some work to do now! What a jack ass!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.213.46.156||reg||10||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||04-05-2003||01:15 PM||||Holy grammar, Batman!  I guess you had to be there.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||04-05-2003||02:04 PM||||As long as he's getting that ass who cares what dad's opinion is of him, I mean you admitted they arent even a public item in their own eyes.Its not like theyre scoping on each other for marriage material merely a "booty call" Hate to break it to ya, but dads never like guys that are bang-in their princess. Oh well.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||drew||04-05-2003||03:08 PM||||You should get your super-educated roommate to proof-read your sentences for you.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||04-05-2003||05:31 PM||||If he's your buddy, why the hell are you out explaining how much of a jackass he is on an internet message board?  A GVR4 message board, no less.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-05-2003||06:37 PM||||I get anoyed too when people don't know anything about the car they own.  I've learned to keep it to myself.  Sometimes it's hard, but I think I've mastered it.<br /><br />Most people don't give a shit about cars.  They used them to get from point A to point B.  They don't give a rats ass about high flow air filters or a exhaust system that could help add 10hp.  In fact, they buy them on weather or not they like the way it looks and drives, not giving a shit about whats under the hood.<br /><br />All that doesn't make them stupid.  They just don't care about cars like a car nut would.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||04-05-2003||08:09 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=243" alt=" - " />||65.227.204.86||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||04-05-2003||08:12 PM||||i thought i was going to laugh hence the word funny in the title of the post. caught myself trying to understand what the hell he was typing half the time.||65.227.204.86||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||04-05-2003||08:48 PM||||Good call Ken.  Was thinking the same thing the entire time.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Mocking your roommate for his "intelligence?"  Please.  Classic case of "open mouth, insert foot."||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||udriveu||04-05-2003||09:40 PM||||That post reads like something that went through one of those search engine translators.<br /><br />I got the gist of it though. And I think its more common then you think. I was waiting for my tires to be mounted, and some guy came and told the mechanic behind the counter that he was having trouble with his car. The mechanic asked what kind of car he had. They guy stopped for a moment, walked outside, looked at the back of his late 90's 3-series, and walked back in and told the mechanic. I was pretty suprised. The guy looked like he would be the type of person to brag about owning a BMW. To each his own I guess.<br /><br />btw, nice one Hibrn8.||69.0.80.19||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||04-06-2003||03:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> The mechanic asked what kind of car he had. They guy stopped for a moment, walked outside, looked at the back of his late 90's 3-series, and walked back in and told the mechanic.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Incredible.  Simply incredible.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||number3||04-06-2003||10:04 AM||||I am suprised he was able to figure out how to get the hood to pop on the 03 AV. I got stopped at the PHL airport for a random car search and they asked me to pop the hood on my 03. After 2 mins or so of looking and poking the cop ask "how does this open?" Not sure myself, I told him I had about 65 miles on it, and I would have to take a look myeslf. I had it open in 30 seconds but they hid the lever behind the Bowtie. Talk about almost feeling real stupid.<br /><br />I am also glad I was not the only one that had a little trouble reading his post. Proof reading is the way, not so "super educated" people, act educated.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||GRV4726||04-06-2003||02:08 PM||||didn't benwah say that he told his buddy to buy the 03 Av... so then why should the guy know about it when it wasn't really his own choice, if he needed help in deciding what car to get and had no idea which one was better, than how can anyone expect him to know shit about the car. all i mean is that its obvious that the guy didn't know shit about the car, and since it was benwah who informed him "enough" to buy the car then he should have at least made mention of its power... hey, its just not his thing.<br /><br />and yeah it really wasn't that funny.  and shit...reread what you post man... a story, no matter how funny, loses a lot when you can't fucking understand it easily.  sorry that everyone is on your case but its for the good of mankind...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000013||benwah||04-06-2003||02:44 PM||||Next time I will try to be a little more sober. I had a good time Friday night and had nothing else better to do when I woke up saturday morning. I guess it was one of those stories where you had to be there. My roommate is one of those people that does need help making decesions when it isn't school related. Some people call it book smart and not street smart, although he is getting a piece of ass every night so he has made some progress. Anyway next time my story will be better, after reading it today I realized it was really bad, oh well!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.213.46.156||reg||13||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000014||DarkDevilMMM||04-06-2003||04:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I get anoyed too when people don't know anything about the car they own.  I've learned to keep it to myself.  Sometimes it's hard, but I think I've mastered it.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you talking about the honduh kids?? and the new WRX kids?? they don't know jackshit about cars, I do really see ppl like that in the shop asking for parts that "fit" the car, not the parts that actually work for the car, that's why they like bolt on stuffs, why?? go figure....||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||04-06-2003||04:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by benwah:<br /><strong> Next time I will try to be a little more sober.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was trying to figure out what everyone's problem was with that post... when I first read it I had a couple beers in me.  It made sense to me at the time.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.37.231.118||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||04-06-2003||04:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DarkDevilMMM:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I get anoyed too when people don't know anything about the car they own.  I've learned to keep it to myself.  Sometimes it's hard, but I think I've mastered it.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you talking about the honduh kids?? and the new WRX kids?? they don't know jackshit about cars, I do really see ppl like that in the shop asking for parts that "fit" the car, not the parts that actually work for the car, that's why they like bolt on stuffs, why?? go figure.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, I'm talking about people who don't do anything to a car.  They are happy with it in stock form, they never pop the hood.  That doesn't make them stupid.  It just isn't thair bag baby.<br /><br />Now I do get a little anoyed for the wannabe tunners.  My brother in law has a friend who likes cars but doesn't know a thing.  Just yesterday he said he found a turbo rx7 with a blown motor.  He asked me what it would take to fix it up.  Keep in mind, this kid has never done hardly anything to his cars.  He drives a mighty max and he doesn't own any tools that I know of.  I find that funny as shit.  Anyway, I told him to pass.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||hibrn8||04-06-2003||07:39 PM||||the rx7 with the blown motor in IL. hahaha someone i know was looking at that one too.||65.227.204.93||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
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A||||6||meshwork||Is Nextel worth it?||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||04-05-2003||11:25 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I have Verizon Wireless right now, and I need to up my usage plan becaue I keep going over the minutes. A few people have recommended I get a Nextel instead. <br /><br />What do you guys think? Is it worth it?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-05-2003||12:13 PM||||Yes it is worth it.  I have Sprint POS I mean PCS and my wife has a Nextel (that I should have gotten).  Nextel really has a better network.  Also you can do the whole radio to radio for free with your friends and family.  The best part is because of the whole radio thing, most large companys have repeaters for a Nextel signal in buildings that you would normaly loose a signal.  So, your Nextel phone really will work in most places.<br /><br />I am looking forward for my Spring contract to end.  I am going with Nextel for sure and will never go with anyone else ever again.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||04-05-2003||01:34 PM||||Nextel does have some good features.  Their service areas are excellent in the cities, but if you travel far from the main highways and biways you will find pockets with no signal.  That is getting better though.  The radio part works a little different.  Imagine that around every major city there is a bubble.  Seattle is one. Milwaukee/Chicago another.  You can not radio someone in Seattle from Chicago.  That will change hopefully by the end of this year and the radio will work nationwide.  They have gotten it to the point that if you go to another service area your radio will work there if you are calling someone that is in that area also.  A couple of years ago you were SOL.  I recently bought 2 nextels and got rid of my home phone.<br /><br /><br />Shitty thing is now my wife can bug me all the time.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||04-05-2003||02:12 PM||||I really wish that i never bought a sprint....no experience with nextel other than hearsay the same as stated above...<br /><br />And verizon is Great in my area....But i was to cheap to put for one of there phones...now i really regret it||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||04-05-2003||08:21 PM||||yeah i did the same as well. no need for a home phone. i bought the nextel primarily b/c all my buds had them. but i pay 120 a month for a complete unlimited package. unlimited minutes including long dstance, and unlimited 2 way. all the bells and whistles come in the package. yeah as stated above they wil have nationwide 2 way available shortly. <br /><br />just their normal plans are really good deals as well so just check them out b/c they are worth it.||65.227.204.86||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||04-06-2003||03:32 PM||||I dont know whaty I am gonna get when my Sprint PCS ends.... I was thinking Version Veriations. like 140 bucks for 2 cell phones, unlimited local and long distance and DSL...not to bad, willo save me like 25 bucks a month!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||06:14 PM||||I was watching the news a coupe months ago and they said over all Alltell is the best.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
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A||||1||driftin galant||kyb||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||04-05-2003||01:19 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||how much did you guys pay for your agx's?  and the prices they give at dsmpats.com is that per set?||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||04-05-2003||03:15 PM||||<a href="http://www.coximport.com" target="_blank">www.coximport.com</a>  $360 for set||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
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A||||1||1667 VR4||Best price for ACT Street disc?||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||04-05-2003||01:35 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||I found a brand new 2600 PP locally that i'm picking up, so all i'll need is the disc. Who has the best price for an ACT Street/strip disc?||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||dsmjay||04-05-2003||02:03 PM||||I think that <a href="http://www.buschurracing.com" target="_blank">www.buschurracing.com</a> has the best price for the disc at $110 last time i got one they were the cheapest that i could find.<br /><br />   Jason||152.163.188.33||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
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A||||9||Pick||Dumbest Dealer on Earth!!!||||1||||Pick||00000697
Z||000000||Pick||04-05-2003||06:00 PM||jpick@pmt.org||I just went to get my transfer case recall done and after setting there for 5 hours they come back and tell me the car is done. I went to drive it home and it made a horrible sound like something was dragging so I go back in and the mechanic puts it back up on the rack. To make a long story short he had put a 23 spline transfercase on it and I had a 22 spline so know I have to wait another two weeks for them to order the right one. I wonder if I called Mitsubishi if they would care???||216.83.64.229||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-05-2003||08:16 PM||||dude thats bullshit. i would be pretty mad and on the phone with mitsu's corporate people. just goes to show that these dealer mechanics dont know what the hell they are doing and/or just dont give a shit.<br /><br />i hope you get that straightened out man. sorry to hear that.||65.227.204.86||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||04-05-2003||09:14 PM||||how did they get it on   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Did it mess up your output shaft?||12.253.94.177||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||Pick||04-05-2003||09:39 PM||||I am assuming he had to pound it on. I am going to pull it off and check the shaft before I take it back to them. You should have heard the sound it made when I pulled out of the dealership, and to make it better when I confronted the mechanic he tried to say that the noise was from my exhaust flex section leaking. I hope someday I can be smart enough to be a trained Mitsubishi mechanic.||216.83.65.227||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||04-05-2003||11:14 PM||||Don't take it off.  You might not be able to get in back on, and if you do you could strip the splines.  You know the kind of shit that dealers pull already from this experience.  They will try and screw you over if you mess it up worse.  I would try and be there for when they take it apart and inspect the tranny yourself, with the shop manager present.  If you do want to get pissy tell them that you think it is undrivable and make them tow it back to the dealership.||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||Pick||04-05-2003||11:38 PM||||They already took it off and put my old one back on so I dont think I will run in to any problems with stripping the splines. As far as watching when they redo it again I dont think that will happen because when I walked in while they were trying to figure out what they had done wrong I was told to leave "customers are not allowed in the shop area". I do have one more question because it leaks real bad I mean it leaves puddles everywhere I go what recourse would I have if it locked up on me the dealer is 40 miles from my house.||216.83.64.232||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||04-06-2003||11:18 AM||||Put it this way.  If it locks up on the interstate at cruisin speeds there is a good chance you wont make it to the dealer.  Odds are good that the rear end will pass you by and you will be in for a ride.  This is only what I have been told before.  But from my own experience my rear end has spun around two different times and boy was it scary. That is a whole different story though.||65.42.50.183||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||number3||04-06-2003||12:12 PM||||Lawyer time! I am not the sueing type but what the FUCK were they thinking! <br /><br />I really can't fathom how they jammed a 23 spline on a 22 spline but if what your are saying is true I would demand a good rental (not a shit box) and a complete and correct repair job and maybe you won't take them to court. You also need to call the BBB and report them so they think twice before they let someone work for them again that would try that shit again. <br /><br />Not only did they do the job wrong they did it DEADLY wrong (pun intended).<br /><br />They basically said fuck you to you and your families safety and tried to blow it off!!!  Asssholes. Get good proof, get a good lawyer and fuck them!||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||04-06-2003||07:31 PM||||I'm with Harry... this is inexcusable behavior.  They jeopardized not only you and your family's safety, but countless others as well:  if it locked up on the freeway, how many cars could have piled up?  The recall was put in effect for safety reasons, and by effectively counteracting that recall the mechanics have become a threat to society.  This may seem like an overreaction, but only because no one got hurt, like they very well could have.  Don't let them do this to anyone else ever again.||134.10.23.206||reg||4||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||Pick||04-06-2003||09:47 PM||||I only drove 35-45 miles an hour on the way home, and that was on a back highway little traffic because I didnt want it to lock up on the freeway. I am just a little overjoyed that I get to drive all the way back down again in two weeks to get it fixed, and I forgot to mention this mechanic is going to school to work on the Evo makes me really want to buy one now.||216.83.65.82||reg||1||Pick||00000697||yes
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A||||0||silly4turbo||White 92' w/ blk rims, reading, ma area||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||04-05-2003||06:23 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||was that anyone from this board ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
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A||||7||4g63t||Timing Belt group buy - Thanks Ken||||7||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||04-06-2003||12:50 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Got my stuff the other day, looks great. I'm set for my next tb change! Just wanted to say thanks Ken, for setting that up!||68.82.236.19||reg||7||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-06-2003||01:44 AM||||Ken's da man||65.227.204.107||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||dsmjay||04-06-2003||09:39 AM||||received my stuff the other day also and everything looks good. Started tearing into the car yesterday! thanks a lot for the hook up Ken.<br /><br />  Jason||152.163.188.33||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000003||1520/2000||04-07-2003||01:08 AM||||thanks as well Ken- got everything last week. great contact!||216.222.237.17||reg||14||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||04-07-2003||11:55 AM||||you all should keep mike's number.  he is able to get some stuff for our cars at a good price.  btw, something like 48 people signed on for the group buy, but the actual number who really did is very small.  i am NOT impressed.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||VR-4play||04-07-2003||12:00 PM||||kenn, i was out of town that week.  i really wanted in on that but i guess i just missed out.  let us know when the offer goes up again.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||04-07-2003||06:53 PM||||I received my stuff this past Thursday.  Thanks for the effort Ken.  Wish more people would have followed through.  Took a little while for Mike to get it all together and shipped out, but was well worth it for the pricing he gave us.  Especially if only a handful of people actually ordered.  Thanks again.  Don't let the outcome of this "group buy" spoil you from hooking us up again...!!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.188.81.120||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||04-07-2003||08:01 PM||||Also recieved my timing belt kit last week. Thanks for organizing this Ken.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
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A||||2||Akidosigh1||3&quot; Certified Muffler||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||04-06-2003||12:48 PM||||I have a 92 GVR-4 and i want a 3" turbo back exhaust and i want to know if anyone has it. What do you think about it? was the fitment correct? if anyone has pictures of their exhaust, it would be cool if u could post it or email it to me at Akidosigh1@aol.com||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||04-07-2003||12:24 AM||||There are pics of mine in the post below:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001412" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001412</a>||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||04-07-2003||04:38 PM||||I have the Certified 3" SS Turboback setup.  Overall I like it but you will probably have to get the rear section welded on.  It's a slipfit that loves to fall off.  The muffler hangs at a weird angle also.  Not to mention their 4" tip is fugly.<br /><br />But I got it for $500 compared to $900 new so I'm not complaining.  If you care about power get it.  If you care about it looking beautiful go with something else.  <br /><br />BTW this topic has been covered in some previous threads a couple months back.  Do a search and there's some good info.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
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A||||3||ken inn||parts||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||07-03-2002||02:49 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||it's starting.  i ordered a bov hose, dealer special ordered it, went to get it today, was told it is NLA.  no longer available.  car manufacturers dont keep stocking parts for all of the cars, after a certain length of time, a last run is done, the tooling destroyed, and when that part is gone, that is the end.  our car is at that period of time.  ||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||07-03-2002||07:24 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||It is coming BTW, sorry about the wait.||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||07-03-2002||10:44 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yeah,i think the manufacturers only have to produce replacement parts for 10 years.. (?)||129.71.114.51||reg||9
Z||000003||VR4GAZM||07-03-2002||11:39 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Yeah its like a gov't regulation. Same goes for accessories for electronics and computers.<P>MIke<BR>||209.156.76.29||reg||1
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A||||3||pj||Determining which number||||1||
Z||000000||pj||07-03-2002||02:53 PM||jang_paul@hotmail.com||i'm about to pick up another GVR4 because i miss my 92 gvr4 so damn much.  <P>my question is the badge on the dash has been stolen or lost or something.  the previous owner is not sure which number of 2000 it is.<P>is there anyway to find out which number i am buying or no??<P>it's the nile black color, 91 model.  sunroof.||206.137.73.104||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||07-03-2002||02:55 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||No there isnt.||63.52.151.63||reg||1
Z||000002||midniterunner||07-04-2002||08:10 AM||||Mine was gone when I bought her as well.<BR>Good luck in yer search, man.||12.235.40.128||reg||1
Z||000003||turbowop||07-04-2002||04:11 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||And I was pissed when my car didn't come with the numbered key fob. I'd hate to be in your boat.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
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A||||2||mdpvr4||Attn: Ian/ ferrari f50 gt||||1||
Z||000000||mdpvr4||07-04-2002||04:05 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||hey ian are you gonna go to the import challenge on sunday??? if so are you gonna unleash the beast||12.65.102.26||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||07-05-2002||12:38 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||I might go.  How much does it cost to run?  If it is a good chunk of cash, I still might wait to take it to a test and tune.  I just bought a new Spearco I/C, so my funds are a little low.  Give me a call on my cell. 303-898-1048  Oh no!  I just gave my number away on the information super highway!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||63.227.47.40||reg||1
Z||000002||Kibo||07-08-2002||02:33 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Ian, I didn't see you there...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">  You didn't miss a whole bunch, though.  I was a bit disappointed with the DSM representation at this event.  We had a few members that did pretty well in the brackets, though.  I also saw a white GVR4 make it to the finals in Super Comp (or whatever the brackets were called)--but I don't know who it was, and I didn't catch the race.  Got to meet Chad Hayashi finally, though--man, those 13" Baers are HUGE!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif"><P>So, you coming out to SC on the 31st?  There ought to be a big crowd of DSM's there that day...<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
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A||||2||Johnny Bravo||Pics are up....||||1||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||07-04-2002||04:55 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Despite being hotter than Hades outside I managed to snap a few quick pics of my car today.  I just uploaded them to my site in case anyone cares to look.  I've only had it 2 days so there isn't much to look at.  :-D  <BR> <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD/MyVR4_1.html" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD/MyVR4_1.html</A> ||205.188.193.152||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||07-04-2002||10:58 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Looks like someone shaved and polished the valve cover. Looks good.<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.16.34||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||07-04-2002||11:18 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Funny you should mention it because I'm gonna try to find a stock red one or something more stock looking.  It's polished alright...& whoever did it must've been half blind because up close it looks like total crap.  ||152.163.213.63||reg||1
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A||||18||Matt379||Paint job and steering wheel||||1||
Z||000000||Matt379||07-05-2002||02:56 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Well, I am definately in need of a new paint job, especially since someone who borrowed my car ran it into their garage door.  These cars sure are tanks.  However, it did scratch the front of the hood.<P>How much does a good paint job cost...I know they can vary a lot, and yet I don't think a $199 job from Maaco would be nice.  Car is green now<P>Also, does anyone here use a TEL wheel on their GVR4, and how does it look/feel/fit?<P>Thanks||12.221.17.17||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||07-05-2002||04:37 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I've found that you get what you pay for with paint work. A simple scuff and shoot with stock color will cost about $1500 for good work. Really good work should be around $2000. It all depends on how picky you are. I don't like orange peel at all and dust chunks and runs are out of the question.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||07-05-2002||09:21 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Matt379:<BR><B>Also, does anyone here use a TEL wheel on their GVR4, and how does it look/feel/fit?<P>Thanks</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, fits perfectly and looks very nice.  I prefer it over the Momo Race steering wheel I had.  The DSM wheel is the same size as the stock wheel but thicker.  The Momo wheel is a bit smaller than stock.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||kartorium31||07-05-2002||12:53 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I just painted my car in my school auto body class and it turned out ok, but if i was gonna pay to have it done i wouldn't be happy with a result like i had.  if you get a good paint job it should probably cost close to what turbowop said but if you put a clear coat on like I did it leaves room for you to do some work on it and clean the job up.  A kid i know got a maaco job and they didn't tape anything except the windows, his muffler, trim and a bunch of other stuff was sprayed.  I don't think you will get a run in your paint unless the painter is really crappy.  Dust specs mostly come about when it is painted in a bad booth.  ||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000004||bob dole||07-05-2002||09:52 PM||mdexclusive@aol.com||had my car painted about 4 months ago.  paid 4500 to paint.  That includes all the moltings from mits.  Paint is perfect. They had my car for 2 months.  ||64.12.103.44||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4458||07-05-2002||11:07 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Remember, he was talking about having a scuff fixed.  If you're paying over a grand for a spot fix (even a whole body panel) you really got to get a paint guy.  I'm a firm believer that everyone should have at least 1 body guy/gal as a good aquaintance.  I paid my guy $200 for the whole hood (looks great too).  I was quoted $2500 for repainting the entire car (exterior only) or $4500 for repainting the whole car (inlcuding door jams, inside of trunk, everything but the inside of the engine bay).  This is top quality work too.  People have come from as far as Colroado for this guy's work.  My point:  Don't pay insurance prices for painting, make a friend and save some money.||64.81.229.179||reg||1
Z||000006||VR4GAZM||07-06-2002||12:42 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Honestly, why would someone pay more 2k for a car thats 11 years old?<P>Maaco does good work, they have more options besides the 199 one, they have ones that go up 700 that are really good.<P>Before u go to maaco tho, try to do a lot of prep work urself, like taping things that they wouldnt, or taking headlights out and stuff, its not that hard.<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.17||reg||1
Z||000007||turbowop||07-06-2002||01:20 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR4GAZM:<BR><B>Honestly, why would someone pay more 2k for a car thats 11 years old?<P>Maaco does good work, they have more options besides the 199 one, they have ones that go up 700 that are really good.<P>Before u go to maaco tho, try to do a lot of prep work urself, like taping things that they wouldnt, or taking headlights out and stuff, its not that hard.<P>Mike</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>11 years old? My dad's hot rods are over 40 years old and he puts way more money into those than I can afford to put into my car. I don't put this much money into my GVR4 hoping I'll get it back if I ever sell it someday. I do it because I love this car.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000008||VR4GAZM||07-06-2002||01:48 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Yeah, ur dads hot rod is also a classic. Our cars are at the age where they arent classics or pristine, they are just junk.<P>Why do i say this? Whats the longest anyone has gone without having problems with their gvr4? (in the past 2 years)<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.17||reg||1
Z||000009||turbowop||07-06-2002||02:28 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||They're not classic yet. Don't forget they came to the US in limited numbers. You do have a numbered plaque on your dash don't you? I see old Datsun 510's becoming quite popular. Not to mention other imports that I never thought would become as cool as they have. Just wait. And my car has never left me stranded. It also hasn't broken anything for a long time. The only down time my car has is from me modding it. If these cars are maintained well they can be very reliable. And obviously they are getting popular. I have three people standing in line to buy mine, and I don't even want to sell it. Hell that super nice one on Ebay went for like $12,900 a week and a half ago. Granted it was heavily modded, but that's a lot of money for an "eleven" year old car.<P>Mark <BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000010||VR4GAZM||07-06-2002||03:19 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Actually I dont have a plaque on mine, nor do I have any vr4 badging on the trunk lid  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>Mike||209.156.76.17||reg||1
Z||000011||91vr4evolution||07-06-2002||04:30 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I think that its interesting that you guys are debating the relative worth of our cars...in NZ we import heaps of 2nd hand cars from Japan and at one stage it was easier to get an EVO 1 or 2 than a VR4 Evo, because the owners in Japan didn't want to part with them. The guy who owns the yard I bought mine from reckons the VR4 was(is), in general, an underrated package, with a hell of a lot of performance potential, and can still carry 4 adults in comfort, quickly. I took a guy, who has an 11sec big block Camaro for a ride, and he couldn't get over the performance from (at that stage) a pretty standard 2litre turbo. Not only the performance, but the handling (90kph corner at 180kph), but mostly, the refinement of the whole package(AC,ps,pw,etc)and that it was still on pump gas(his ran solely on Avgas). All at a cost of less than just his engine! Yes, our cars can be frustrating at times, but that seems to be the price of our cars having some sort of character (I know, I know, silly romantic notion).Just my 2cents.<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000012||turboflanagan||07-06-2002||12:05 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||1. Like GVR4458 said, make a friend.  Many paint and body guys love to do work on the side because it makes them good money even while saving the customer a wad.  If your car is pretty straight and just needs a scratch repaired and a respray to freshen up the finish then you could probably find someone to give 2G or less too and get an awesome finish in return.  To save more, do the prep work yourself.  Blocking is most of the work if the car is already straight.  If it has dings and dents that need repaired, and you don't have experience, just let someone else do it because it can be quite frustrating!  You should be Shot if you take a GVR4 to Maaco!  Their paint sucks, their prep sucks and they usually just don't give a ____!  Would you take your trannie to a place that offers a $100 rebuild or if you want you can get the $700 rebuild?  No thanks, I imagine that the only difference is $600.<P>2.  VR4GAZM, if you really think that your car is a piece of junk then it may be, but I would guess that a lot of people would like to get that car from you.  I have had mine for a year and a half with no repairs needed except for a blower motor relay melted, and a headlamp burned out.  Oh yeah, I had to adjust the recirc door cable for the AC because when I boosted it would flop over to fresh air.  If I put a typical new car payment($300-500) into my car a month, geez, I'd have a monster in what, a year or two?  Why not put that money into a car I love rather than buying a car that 20,000 other people in Atlanta have too?<BR>That's why I would.||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000013||kartorium31||07-06-2002||03:22 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||lol, some of you guys(mark) don't daily drive your cars and thats why they don't break.  although my car has held up nicely, i bought it in november and haven't had to do anything except get new plug wires and now i need to rebuild the tranny and get new axles.  all used cars require maintenance, and the harder you drive them the more they break.  today i did some work on my spoiler and front bumber.  my clear didn't go on right so there is hella orange peel.  I went down to schucks and got some 3m 2k grit paper and sanded the clear a bit, then i whipped out a buffer and put some compound down.  after it dried out i wiped it off to a super smooth shine.  this seems to work really well but i don't really  know what i am doing, so do any of you have advice for me?  It seems like it is working fine but i could always use the wisdom of the experienced people on this board.  if all goes well on the rear bumper i will start on the doors.<p>[This message has been edited by kartorium31 (edited 07-06-2002).]||12.18.158.25||reg||7
Z||000014||1101||07-06-2002||03:57 PM||karns10@attbi.com||A story about classics.<P>When I was 20 in 1969 (you do the math) I got my first car. It was a 8 year old convertable with 110K miles on it. It was a fun and sharp car and there were not very many of them around, few people knew what they were. It had 60 hp and was very fast. I paid $1000. for it and drove it for a few years, it was not really a reliable car.<P>I went into the service (drafted Vietnam era) and sold the car shortly after for $750. since I was not driving it.<P>That model is now worth about $30,000-$40,000. It was a 1961 Porsche Roadster. So all you 20 some year olds treat your VR4 nice. It might be nice to you 30 years down the road.<P>Ward   <P>||12.235.100.219||reg||1
Z||000015||ken inn||07-06-2002||05:19 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yo, ward, what and when were you in the nam?  i was there 68-70, 101st airborne div, way, way up north.  khe sahn, a shau valley, dong ap bia, ring any bells?  that's where i got my nickname, ho chi inn.  i also had a 59 356a with a super 90 motor in it, also sold it for less than a grand, went back home to hawaii, and went in the service.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000016||1101||07-06-2002||09:56 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Ken,<P>I enlisted in 1971 in the navy right before they drafted me. I had draft number 145 so I knew when I would get my letter. I got a deal and spent two years as an aircraft mechanic at pilot training squadron (A7s) in Cecil Field Fl. and never went overseas. I considered myself very lucky I never had to go to Vietnam.<P>Those 356's were tail happy weren't they. They would grip until the last minute and then you would have to crank like hell so they would not come around. I still spin mine a few times but never hit anything with it. Good thing at 1800 lbs.<P>The brakes were awesome for drums on those cars. <p>[This message has been edited by 1101 (edited 07-06-2002).]||12.235.100.219||reg||1
Z||000017||ken inn||07-06-2002||10:25 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yah, well, i went to vietnam after a tour of duty in turkey.  i was a crypto operator, with a top secret clearance.  everyone that went to nam came in thru long binh replacement depot, and from there were sent to thier units.  the day i got there, the 101st lost like 300+, and my orders for a headquarters assignment got changed, and we ALL went to the 101st.  i remember getting to my unit, way up north, and about 10 of us were standing in formation, we all reported, and told the adj(a capitano) who we were, and what our military specialty was.  when he got to me, i was already a spec 4(e-4) and he asked me what i did, i told him a com center specialist, he says whats that, i say teletype crypto, and he says, teletype, hell, we dont even have any radios here.  then, he starts pointing to each of us, you, you're a cook, you, you're a door gunner, you, you're supply, and when he got to me, he says, you, you got some rank, you're a squad leader.  i hope you remember how to fire a rifle.  i had never seen or fired an M16 in my life before that.  you lucked out.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000018||turboflanagan||07-06-2002||11:00 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||ho chi inn!  HAHAHAHA LMAO!  I knew you were a commie.  No red blooded American capitalist would be GIVING away stuff that could easily be SOLD at a premium.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>You vets really make me proud!  Even if you didn't want to be serving in the manor you were, you did and I see that as a badge of honor.  Especially the Vietnam vets who are sometimes criticized for even being there, what a terrible thing to have to go through and then to be treated like it is your fault.  What a bunch of crap.  And then I think of the draft dodgers like clinton, I'm so glad he got impeached.  I wish he got thrown in jail.  Ok, sorry I'm done.<P>Back on topic.<BR>kartorium31, sounds like you are doing just fine.  I haven't used paper as fine as 2000, just 1500, 1000 if the finish was really trashed or peely, then 1500, then buff.  Of course that was in a body shop and supply costs were a factor.  You would just need more sanding with the 2000 grit to do the same thing.  Just take care not to do too much of any step above or you will burn through and have to repaint.  I'm sure you know that already, but for the benefit of others...<BR>Good repair shop painters like to leave some orange peel to match factory appearance, but I want the whole thing sanded and buffed to a glass smooth finish.  That's what I like.||66.114.238.18||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/000781.cgi
A||||4||VR4GAZM||Blinkers||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||07-06-2002||01:56 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Has anyone made there parking lights blinkers instead of the ones above the fog lights?<P>MIke<P>||209.156.76.17||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||07-06-2002||05:16 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Yes, I have.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||199of2k||07-07-2002||12:46 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||lol,<BR>  harry I think he was looking for some sort of instruction on how to do it.||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000003||VR4GAZM||07-07-2002||01:51 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Well actually what I was planning on doing was removing the stock blinker above the fog lights.  And wire in some new bulbs on the parking lights using those old harnesses.<P>Mike||209.156.76.4||reg||1
Z||000004||4g63t||07-07-2002||07:42 PM||||Would it be easier to just cut both sets of wires and just swap them?||65.129.89.87||reg||5




ubb/Forum3/000782.cgi
A||||3||Pappy||Finally have some pics up of my car||||1||
Z||000000||Pappy||07-07-2002||06:10 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://155.33.100.186:15/carpics.html" TARGET=_blank>http://155.33.100.186:15/carpics.html</A> ||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||07-07-2002||08:20 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||About time, Thats all I have to say. Dosent look too bad.. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Nice Car, How old are you BTW?<P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||14
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||07-07-2002||09:09 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Kick ass!!||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000003||Pappy||07-07-2002||10:26 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'm 20.  I go home to work on my car because there's no way I'd have room for all the tools and everything my dad has.||155.33.100.186||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000783.cgi
A||||20||1quickvr4||How much boost do you run? ||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||07-07-2002||09:58 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Just wondering, This should turn into a good little chat.  Heres mine <P>14b- 17 psi<BR>Frank 1- 18 to 19 psi<P>Im on the 14b now, The Frank went byby. 14b and 550s <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Zach<BR>Damn another tranny down....||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||07-07-2002||10:26 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||26 psi so far on race gas.||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||07-07-2002||10:29 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I run 15psi on my 14b.  Haha, well, I will.  Right now I have an unhooked wastegate because it's broken.  So I just monitor how much boost I'm getting all the time to be safe.  When I get my new engine in a couple weeks, that'll have a new turbo/wastegate so then it'll be set at 15psi.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000003||199of2k||07-07-2002||10:40 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||14b 15psi ||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||07-07-2002||11:21 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||It's kinda like A/S/L isn't it?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>15psi/14b/450cc<BR>14psi/B16G/450c w'addl pres/S-afc<P>Soon to fit bigger injectors, refer my RX7 injector thread.<BR>||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||BluFalcon||07-08-2002||01:08 AM||muttski@gte.net||Small 16G (Ported)-18 Psi Hi Setting, 93 Octane, Low Setting- 16psi.  510cc Injectors||4.64.87.14||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||07-08-2002||01:09 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||ED! off topic, Hows you car doing?<P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000007||Kibo||07-08-2002||02:29 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||On the 14b (ported):<BR>14psi on pump gas (street),<BR>17psi on race gas @ the track<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000008||Russ Keenan||07-08-2002||09:41 AM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||Ran 18-19lbs with the 14B (had fuel pump)<BR>And about 24 lbs with the 20G (Race gas) <BR>Here is the kicker I was running 22-23lbs on the 20G with 93 octane on the street. No problems.<P>Russ<BR>91 Eagle Talon 12.6@116 SOLD<BR>92 431/1000 major performance rebuild <BR>We can make it faster   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>We can build it stronger....ummmm ok well maybe not stronger  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>[This message has been edited by Russ Keenan (edited 07-08-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Russ Keenan (edited 07-08-2002).]||24.164.41.119||reg||1
Z||000009||bob in chicago||07-08-2002||09:43 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||18psi-19psi with a small 16b.||216.65.167.243||reg||1
Z||000010||BluFalcon||07-08-2002||12:18 PM||muttski@gte.net||Zach,<BR>Check my post in the Performance section-"Balance Shaft Bearing Failure"  How's yours running right now?||4.64.87.14||reg||1
Z||000011||bob dole||07-08-2002||03:40 PM||mdexclusive@aol.com||20-22 psi 20g||152.163.201.83||reg||1
Z||000012||Team Ducktape||07-08-2002||05:00 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Turbos thus far:<BR>13b=17psi This was the first Talon I had, it came with a auto turbo becasue the 14b that was on it died.<BR>14b=15-20psi my stock Galnt turbo 140,000 miles on it still would make the boost gauge say 20psi.<BR>20g=20psi only had that turbo for a summer, got it cheap like $714 shipped from turbochargers.com when it was on sale.<BR>t3/t4 20-28psi I found out my boost gauge wasn't working hahah just a little too much boost, other wise it saw 20psi most of the time<BR>t-70= 25-30psi after the tuning and running session and some stinky race gas. And a few rear ends  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000013||Ant||07-08-2002||07:09 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||14b = 16psi all day <BR>I just rebuilt it 100 miles ago. Once I get an FMIC and an AFC i'm going to bump it up to 18-19psi all day.<P>Ant||67.82.201.102||reg||1
Z||000014||blytz||07-08-2002||07:53 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||14b STOCK , 15PSI , Stock fuel||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000015||1quickvr4||07-08-2002||09:26 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||ED! Killed another tranny, Im beging to think that its my shifter cables. Nothing new other than tunning a 14b now. Sold the frank1 and im gonna go with a large turbo after that. I almost bought the turbonetics monifold from Kim that has the T4 flang. I still might if he dosent sell it.<P>Zach||4.47.41.67||reg||1
Z||000016||Telecaster||07-08-2002||11:40 PM||telecastr@email.com||Big 16G - 14 psi, Stock injectors, Whinebro 255<BR>anything over that and i get fuel cut.||216.175.82.21||reg||1
Z||000017||khadiyev||07-10-2002||02:30 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||18G- 18psi 91oct, 20psi with Octane Booster 26psi race gas.<BR>20G- 16psi 91oct, still braking it in. ||66.81.117.176||reg||1
Z||000018||DSSA||07-10-2002||03:16 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||T04E- 26-27 psi on pump gas<BR>20G- 21-23 on pump gas<BR>t3/t4- 23-24 on pump gas<BR>T61- ...?<P>Race gas levels vary on how the car is running, knock, etc.<p>[This message has been edited by DSSA (edited 07-10-2002).]||152.163.206.213||reg||1
Z||000019||Butterdogg||07-10-2002||08:57 PM||||Talking about boost.. for some reason, my car is running at 15 psi. no boost controller no nothing. I have a 16G and front mount intercooler, that's it.. why is it running at 15 PSi?<P>Eddie||4.65.40.168||reg||1
Z||000020||Ash||07-10-2002||10:05 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||The less pressure drop of a bigger core may result in more boost.  The stock boost source locations average out before and after intercooler pressure so if there is a loss in pressure drop across the core, the boost will rise.  A big exhaust will help too due to less back pressure at the exhaust turbine outlet.||165.228.131.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000784.cgi
A||||15||Ash||RX7 Injectors - Again!||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||07-07-2002||11:18 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Well I just picked up the injectors, series 4 turbo, cleaned & tested for AU$320 inc shipping, but they are Red (maaroonish) tops, high impedance (13ohm) and ND's!  The guy recons they are 660's, the number on them is 195500-1370, can someone please give me a positive ID?  ||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||07-08-2002||10:21 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||They are the 850cc side feed injectors. 93-95. For that price you might want to see want you can get the green tops for(they are the 1600cc)Part# FL900450<P>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 07-08-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 07-08-2002).]||63.52.132.34||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||07-08-2002||06:37 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Nope, they are top feed.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||07-08-2002||09:55 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||ok, sorry. Over there they must be different. Here the ND's top feed for the rx7's are:::<BR>Top Feed 550cc=Dark Purple<BR>Top Feed 720cc=Light Blue<BR>Bosch Top Feed 1600cc=Light Green<BR>ND Injectors are:::<BR>Side Feed 550cc= Light Purple<BR>Side Feed 850cc= Maroon(Red)<BR> I'm sure there are others but these are the ones I know.||63.52.202.88||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||07-08-2002||10:28 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||A rotorhead I know confirmed them to be 550cc high impedance injectors.  I also found it after 1/2 hour sorting through crap on DSMtalk.  They are going in tonight, keep ya posted.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||1312VR4||07-09-2002||09:31 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Cool. Can I get a pick of them when you are finished. I cant find them injectors. Thanks||63.52.127.255||reg||1
Z||000006||Dan D||07-09-2002||09:44 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||The "Purple" 550's from rx7's that I've seen appeared maroon/redish.  I think the color fades or changes some with age.||157.254.98.202||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||07-09-2002||02:48 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||well, i just now got 4 rx7 TII injectors i bought off of ebay.  2 are purple, 2 are lite brown, both have the exact same part numbers on them.  ||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000008||Ash||07-09-2002||08:50 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Dan D:<BR><B>The "Purple" 550's from rx7's that I've seen appeared maroon/redish.  I think the color fades or changes some with age.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I was thinking that actually.  They definately are bigger cause I used nearly 1/2 a tank of juice on a 25km drive trying to tune them.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif">  Geez my old injectors must have been clogged cause the idle now is amazing compared to what it was.  Still a bit rich up high though.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000009||Ash||07-09-2002||08:51 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Ken - Is the lug on the connector off to the right hand side & are they high impedance?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||07-10-2002||10:20 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| lug in the center, low impedance, i just checked them.  also, the part number, 195500-1370 checks out as 550's, low impedance.  i got these off of ebay for only 51 bucks for the set, and they are in very good condition.  even a blind squirrel gets a nut now and then.  but now, i gotta get a 2g mas, and an afc, and tuning, yada, yada.  i still got my lsd i havent installed, been at least a year, and my recaro seat.  when will it EVER end?||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||07-10-2002||11:22 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I have 2 sets of RX7 550cc low impedance injectors, and all eight of them have brown tops, center feed, just like my stock mitsu injectors.  I polished one set, and the other is belize green.  :-)<P>||129.120.56.205||reg||1
Z||000012||91vr4evolution||07-11-2002||01:31 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Ken Inn, where did you check the part no., online or elsewhere? I hunted for a while(online) but couldn't find anything. And I just brought my Evo Lancer MAS today.<BR>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000013||Ash||07-11-2002||02:36 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||The part number is printed on the side of the plastic top of the injector.  I punched it into google & got a heap of results though they all refered to the white top low impedance version, not the gump ones I got.  Who cares, the work. *shrugs*||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000014||BluFalcon||07-11-2002||01:33 PM||muttski@gte.net||I've got injectors with the same part# as Ken.  These injectors dropped right into my Talon and worked great.  Unfortunately I broke a pintle cap when I was pulling them off to sell the car.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  Anyone know a good place to get the pintle caps replaced?  Besides RC that is?||4.64.87.14||reg||1
Z||000015||91vr4evolution||07-11-2002||05:45 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I found a place on the web last night which sells pintle caps: <A HREF="http://www.mazdatrix.com." TARGET=_blank>www.mazdatrix.com.</A> <P>Mike.<P>Edited cause I must think everyone else can read my mind.<p>[This message has been edited by 91vr4evolution (edited 07-12-2002).]||203.96.111.200||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000785.cgi
A||||7||mattp||reliability?||||5||
Z||000000||mattp||07-08-2002||02:33 AM||mbp@triad.rr.com||How reliable are the VR4 Galants?  Just as a stock car.  <P>Like any other that is regularly maintained?<P>thanks||66.26.130.13||reg||5
Z||000001||GVR1643||07-08-2002||01:28 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||180K on mine...and yes totally due to maintenance and how it was taken care of.||167.142.22.249||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||07-08-2002||01:44 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I have 120k on mine and have known one of the previous owners.  The only thing besides regular maintenance is that one of the tie rods is almost gone.  Well, the engine is having major problems, but that is because a previous owner had the oil changed, and the guy didn't tighten the oil filter on well enough.  So it's a US 4g63 out of an eclipse or talon.  Those are less reliable.||140.247.202.24||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||07-08-2002||05:04 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I had 139,000 on mine no problems, except belte, plugs, oil, ect. And atleast 30,000 of that was hard driving. I killed the engine but it was my bad not the cars fault...||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||pj||07-08-2002||05:06 PM||jang_paul@hotmail.com||i guess it's what you have experience with.<P>any factory turbo car will require more maintenance as  you surpas the 100k mark.<P>for instance if you've owned a honda in the past, the gvr4 will not be close as in terms of reliability, trouble shooting.<P>it just all depends on where you're coming from and how you look at things.<P>great cars though.  but maintenance is the key.||206.137.73.104||reg||1
Z||000005||mattp||07-08-2002||06:27 PM||mbp@triad.rr.com||I've got a non stock Grand National so I'm pretty used to watching things.<P><BR>I found one local with 147k on it.<P>I'm just asking him some basic questions before I decide to go look at it.<P>He's also wanting $4200 for it.  What's the resale like with these?<P>thanks||66.26.130.13||reg||1
Z||000006||mattp||07-08-2002||09:54 PM||mbp@triad.rr.com||Well here's the auction.<P>He decided to put it up today.<BR> <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1842573472" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1842573472</A> <P>It needs too much work for me now.  Not much work at all really, but too much at the moment for me.  He said 3500 and it's mine though.  Oh well.  Keep looking.||66.26.130.13||reg||1
Z||000007||notagst||07-16-2002||10:01 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||lucky number seven, i wish I had a cool numbered vr4||205.188.193.51||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000786.cgi
A||||2||998||Auto Performance Engineering||||5||
Z||000000||998||07-08-2002||10:21 AM||||Does anyone know if the Walbro 190 from Auto performance Engineering comes with the plate that covers the pump? Mine is completely rusted through and I was going to replace the pump anyway. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.||198.185.18.207||reg||5
Z||000001||BossGVR4||07-08-2002||11:12 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||it is just the pump and a new filter sock ....<P>The plate you'll hafta find ina boneyard or order a new one.<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000002||998||07-08-2002||11:36 AM||||Cool thanks!||198.185.18.207||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000787.cgi
A||||0||998||Attention Ken Inn!!||||1||
Z||000000||998||07-08-2002||02:01 PM||||Ken, I have been working with Mike at Foreign auto parts in OH and he passed me some information he said came from you about a fuel pump assembly. I just wanted to say thanks! Small world eh?<P>P.S. I left a message with Lance about the assembly.<P>Thanks again<BR>Mike P. (998)||198.185.18.207||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000788.cgi
A||||10||pj||is it worth buying this gvr4?||||5||
Z||000000||pj||07-08-2002||03:40 PM||jang_paul@hotmail.com||well, i sold my 92 gvr4 a few months ago but i miss it a lot. i <BR>thought i needed a more reliable car but it turns out i have another <BR>daily driver now so there's room to play with now.<P>i've found a 91 gvr4. it has 140k and it's nile black. the car is totally stock and i prefer to buy one that is with no modifications.  only problem <BR>is i don't know which number it is as the badge was stolen a while <BR>back. the owner is not sure of it either. that's one thing.<P>the tranny is blown but the motor is said to be good. never seen the <BR>car run. the interior is decent. the dash has a crack and one part <BR>has come up. looks like it's warped. other then that, good shape.<P>the outside has some dings nad could use a new hood. the driver <BR>mirror is broken.<P>the car the way it is, is selling for $1000 without the tranny. is <BR>this car worth the hassle? or should i just pursue a good condition <BR>gvr4 outright.<P>this decision has been killing me for the past 2 weeks.<BR>the future plans would be to gut the car somewhat and use it just for speed.  <BR>||206.137.73.104||reg||5
Z||000001||Pappy||07-08-2002||04:01 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'd say if you're going to gut the car, find a GSX or a talon TSi AWD.||140.247.202.24||reg||1
Z||000002||pj||07-08-2002||04:10 PM||jang_paul@hotmail.com||wasn't asking about tel.  i know what they're about.  <P>but personally, the cockpit on those 1g's are way too small for me.  the dash is way too high and don't like the vision it provides even for a sport compact.<P>the gvr4 will be somewhat gutted for weight.  mostly in the trunk and inside the panels.  but will look stock.<P>i love the gvr not, tel.  just don't know if this is the right one for me.<P>anyother thoughts.||206.137.73.104||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-08-2002||04:23 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||look at it this way.  you can buy a jdm motor and trans for about 1500-1800, and that will get it running.  if you are going serious racing, you will have to build the motor anyway, so the one in the car dont mean squat.  and, the trans would probably have to be built, so that dont mean squat, too.  and heck, if you are going to gut the interior, that badge would have to go, too.  it weighs what, 10 grams?  heck, you got a huge start.  you aint bought it yet?||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||pj||07-08-2002||04:40 PM||jang_paul@hotmail.com||i'm leaning towards it right now.  it's not gonna be like a honda when i say gutted.  just to make it a bit lighter.  tel weight range or near it.<P>i believe the motor runs decently for now.  it's not a serious racer.  it's just going to be something to have fun with.  don't have an unlimited budget on this one.<P>hmmmmmmm.||206.137.73.104||reg||1
Z||000005||Pappy||07-08-2002||04:48 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Oh okay.  I thought you meant like completely gutted.  With no carpeting and no rear seats and such.  I'm not sure about that galant though.  The tranny is really no problem because you can just get a JDM pretty cheap like Ken said.  But the thing I'm worried about would be the interior and exterior quality.  If you don't mind it like that, then it's fine, but if you want it in good condition, it can get pricey to fix up.||140.247.202.24||reg||1
Z||000006||turboflanagan||07-08-2002||06:12 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Not knowing the number would suck, but not having the plack there would make it really easy for me to put one of those cool low profile gauge pods there from a GSX.  Right now I'm looking for the pod, but will have a really hard time not seeing the plack everyday and grinning  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR>Otherwise, just jerk the trannie and send it to TRE for what, a few months, and get back a better than new trans and breath new life into a GVR4!||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000007||SPEEDFIEND||07-09-2002||09:02 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Hey turboflanagan I can get you one of those gauge pods.  There is a Galant in the junkyard here that has that.  I'm going to the yard this week and if you want it I'll get it.  Kris||67.201.148.214||reg||1
Z||000008||HKS VR-4||07-10-2002||05:12 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by SPEEDFIEND:<BR><B>Hey turboflanagan I can get you one of those gauge pods.  There is a Galant in the junkyard here that has that.  I'm going to the yard this week and if you want it I'll get it.  Kris</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hey, I wouldn't mind getting that pod if no else have dibbs on it. Let me know what's up.<BR>||12.81.99.40||reg||14
Z||000009||SPEEDFIEND||07-11-2002||09:30 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Sorry man turboflanagan wants it but if I run across another one I'll let you know.  Kris||67.201.148.2||reg||1
Z||000010||Pappy||07-12-2002||11:46 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||There's a 91 galant running around here with one of those too.  I might leave a note on his car asking if I can buy it off of him.  I want one too.||140.247.202.24||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000789.cgi
A||||8||turbowop||cutting bumper for fmic||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||07-08-2002||07:19 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I hit a big cat at like 70 mph a couple weeks ago coming home from a race. What a mess! It messed up the paint on the front bumper pretty good on the drivers side corner. Cracked it all up. The bumper was still fine though so I pulled it off over the weekend to have it repainted. While it's off I think I will cut the reinforcement to accept a fmic. I plan to get one in a month or so but thought I would do the cutting now. The picture on this site of the guy cutting the reinforcement looks like he is just cutting off the ends. Is this what most people do? Just use the ends of the reinforcement with no middle section to hold the bumper cover on. I don't mind cutting a lot. Just want to make sure I do it the best way.<P>Thanks<BR>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000001||Telecaster||07-08-2002||11:37 PM||telecastr@email.com||What i did was cut a square shape out of the back potion of the bumper. I left the middle section in.  But i've seen the middle section also taking completely off.  3 circulating disks later, i was able to put in my Evo 5 intercooler.||216.175.82.21||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||07-09-2002||09:53 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i am probably going to have my bumper off AGAIN,  and i will take some pictures.  i have separated the carrier from the cover and cut it now about 6 times, and i have had the bumper off the car about 20 times.  if you only use the ends, the bumper cover will sag in the middle.  i still have the very upper part that all of the studs bolt to, and it really strengthens the assembly.  if you lose the fog lites, which i am not willing to do, you can get away with just the very top part of the carrier, and take of probably 20 lbs.  i also removed the blacked out part of the grille, and then had to remove part of the grille that protrudes into the inside of the bumper cover, and a lot of the foam inside.  you are better off waiting until you get your intercooler, and mount it on, then see what you have to cut.  btw, i am getting back the jdm intercooler, and i am going to try to make it work again.  you want the rre/starion one i have on the car now?||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000003||turbowop||07-09-2002||10:44 AM||pontarolom5@aol.com||Ken, yes I am interested in your current setup. I will email you later today. <P>Mark<BR>1051||216.132.224.151||reg||1
Z||000004||JSTYLE||07-14-2002||08:21 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Hey,<P>I just did that yesterday, I kind of have a rough idea of what im doing. My new FMIC will be 700x270x80 (core). Im just cutting the plastic off the bumper so the FMIC isnt restricted.<P>Im cutting the bar as we speak, will take pics as step by step and stuff..<P>Tho this is what the end product should look like:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/jstyle_au/fmic.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.geocities.com/jstyle_au/fmic.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/jstyle_au/fmic2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.geocities.com/jstyle_au/fmic2.jpg</A> <p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 07-14-2002).]||203.173.164.254||reg||1
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||07-15-2002||12:15 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Here's some pix of mine after I had it cut.  Prepare yourself, it's a bitch to cut. <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/images/garfields_galant/jdm_intercooler.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.southfloridatuners.com/images/garfields_galant/jdm_intercooler.htm</A> ||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000006||JSTYLE||07-15-2002||08:14 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||i did it yesterday.. if you want pics.. i can send more.. just email me at jstyle9@hotmail.com .<BR> <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/jstyle_au/front_bar.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.geocities.com/jstyle_au/front_bar.jpg</A> <P><B>i can fit close to a 700x350x150 in there!!</B>||203.173.164.237||reg||1
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||07-16-2002||10:40 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Ken, what tool did you use to cut the bumper support.  I just bought Howard's 22x 7x 3.5 I/C.  As soon I can get the right pipes for the I/C it is going on.||63.227.47.54||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||07-17-2002||10:03 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i first used a sawzall.  bought it from sears, then, every time after that, i used a little makita with a 4" cutting wheel.  and get some earplugs, too.  my wife said the neighbors got pissed, they closed the windows, and kept looking out at me.  and she said it made a racket in the house.||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000790.cgi
A||N||9||mitsu13ishi||Subs||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||07-08-2002||08:22 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||hey guys. i bought 2 10" Kenwoods for my car. any help on how to make a custom looking install in my trunk. i don't wanna just screw a plain ol' box down bought from circuit city for the subs. thanks alot. pictures are appericated!<P>Derek||152.163.207.78||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||07-08-2002||09:38 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I made one up that fits snug between the shock towers with a flat face facing back with my single 12" and amp mounted to it.  You could use this type of box with 2 10" or 12" subs no worries with the amp facing forwards if you like.  I found the sub worked WAY better facing back than forward.  Had space for 1.5CuFt per sub too without sacrificing too much boot space.  I'll see If I can russle up a pic.<P><BR><I>Edited twice cause I'm a spastic</I><BR>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 07-08-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 07-08-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||07-08-2002||11:08 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Before you decide on a box shape, size, placement, use an old box or borrow from a friend and play with placement and firing direction.  I've have three different subs in my car and all have sounded their best in completely different locations for each other.  Mine's no fancy instal, so I won't offer pictures, but playing with placement first could show huge benifits for you.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4996||07-13-2002||12:39 AM||gvr4996@turbonium.org||I built a bandpass box and placed it between the shock towers.  I cut a 4in hole in my rear deck and sealed the bandpass port to it.   You get great (trunk rattle free) bass, even with the armrest up.  <BR>Rob||67.5.50.142||reg||1
Z||000004||mitsu13ishi||07-14-2002||03:14 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||whats the difference from a bandpass box, and a regular sub box? ||205.188.196.54||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4996||07-16-2002||05:04 AM||gvr4996@turbonium.org||mitsu13ishi,<BR>Check this out <A HREF="http://www.teamrocs.com/technical/pages/boxes.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.teamrocs.com/technical/pages/boxes.htm</A> ||67.5.58.126||reg||1
Z||000006||Dan D||07-16-2002||07:57 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Bandpass is the most efficient way to get a large bass hit.  The box plays louder and has a focused frequency.  If you're looking strickly for a "bump" in your trunk, bandpass is the easiest way since you can use less amp power and usually get away with cheaper and/or less efficient subs.  <P>The big problem is that a bandpass takes a big hit in sound quality.  It focuses it's energy on a narrow band of frequiencies.  I've never found them to be a "musical" method of enclosing a sub.<P>Sealed offers the best sound quality imo.  It also ends up usually requiring more expensive subs and more amplification power.<P>Ported offers some comprimises of each.  It gives a good bass hit at it's tuned freq, while offereing some of the better overall response and sound quality of sealed.<P>If you're a music fan looking for a solid full bottom end, then sealed it the way to go.  If you want to be heared a mile away, bandpass may work better.<P>None of the things I just said are written in stone, some people have made bandpasses sound good, many people get sealed stuff very loud.  Most subs are also build/designed with a specific enclosure type in mind, so check on that.  ||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||07-16-2002||10:05 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||JEEEZ!  now i'm gonna have to take the 8 track out of my car.||63.146.72.148||reg||1
Z||000008||Dan D||07-16-2002||11:02 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||GEEZER!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||157.254.98.203||reg||12
Z||000009||ken inn||07-16-2002||11:31 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yep.  my wild oats have turned to shredded wheat.||63.146.72.148||reg||1
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A||||13||Butterdogg||How to install CD player! ||||1||
Z||000000||Butterdogg||07-08-2002||09:37 PM||||I got the harness for the galant but it does not work. I hook all the wire up but still not working.. <BR>there is another connector that wasn't connected and I didn't know what was it because this is my first time doing this. it came with 2 harnesses that I bought it for galant. <BR>my galant is 1991<P>Eddie||4.65.40.168||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||07-09-2002||09:43 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i believe you also need an amp that goes in the trunk.  why would you want an old cd player when you can just get an aftermarket one that is way better?||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||07-09-2002||10:44 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||They CD player has a amp right? What is it rated at(eg..45x4) if not you will need a amp like ken said. <BR> Also did the old radio work? Does the CD player come on & just no sound or no power at all?<BR> You got the galant harness from a store right? You will need to use both connectors that came out of the stock radio. I have my interior out right now cause I'm installing my system & can tell you exactly what goes where if you need me to. ||63.52.127.255||reg||1
Z||000003||Butterdogg||07-09-2002||11:30 AM||||I got a Sony CD player off a friend for free... is pretty nice. <BR>I have the Stock radio and CD player from the galant... <BR>I got the harness and all. since I dont have any mounting braket right now, I just went head and took the CD player out and put the Sony one in there. <BR>it only worked when I plug one of those THick plugs that goes from somewhere of the car to the Tape player. ( and the same style plug will run another to the OLD CD player).<BR>ans then it worked... <P>I dont know why.. but it did.. so... where can I get a nice mounting braket?! I got one from best buy and is SHITTY, it doens't even fit.. I really like to get rid of that old radio and put a nice braket to look it all nice and stuff.. =)<BR>Kenn and 1312 thanks for Replying!!<P>1312- what speakers should I go with? my dash board speakers are OUT and my front are OUT, I only use the back speaker which is gonna go anytime now... can I got with something like 6.5 speaker on the front doors with Tweeters running on the dash and another nice set of 6.5 on the back ??<P>thanks AGAIN!||4.65.40.168||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||07-09-2002||04:42 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||get a installation kit and stuff from crutchfield, they always treat my family well.  I have bought a lot of gear from them and they always have good service and products.  kinda high prices though.  I think the install kit is 12$.||63.69.118.175||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||07-09-2002||11:08 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||You shouldn't need a kit.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||07-09-2002||11:25 PM||pontarolom5@aol.com||I mounted my head unit right to the stock bracket. Then slid it in and screwed it down. Then install the factory trim over the new head unit. And then, the head unit's trim ring should snap right on.<P>I'll have to take some pics of my stereo install for the images section. It's pretty stealthy. I have Soundstream Reference 5.25 mids in the doors (pita). And I made brackets to mount the matching tweets in the factory dash locations pointing up at the windshield. I don't like rear sound so I deleted the factory rear speakers and allowed the holes to be open for bass to travel through. My Soundstream reference 604 amp mounts to the back of the back seat. Along with the passive crossovers for the components. It sounds very good when the sub is in, but I hardly ever keep it in the trunk since it is sooo heavy. Hell, I hardly ever listen to the stereo anymore now anyway. Instead, I'm always listening to the sound of the turbo and exhaust and monitoring gauges.<P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 07-09-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000007||Butterdogg||07-10-2002||02:09 AM||||update:<BR>install CD player.. and blew my front speakers today... I guess 10 years old speakers are out!! <BR>sugguestion on upgrade the speakers? <BR>||4.65.40.168||reg||1
Z||000008||1312VR4||07-10-2002||08:56 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Get  Kicker speakers.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||63.52.127.225||reg||1
Z||000009||JonGVR4||07-10-2002||11:48 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1312VR4:<BR><B>Get  Kicker speakers.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Kicker is based in OK but made in KY.  <P>Look how cheesy this is.  Kicker is based in <B>Stillwater</B>, OK and the speakers are made by <B>Credence</B> Speakers in Kevil, KY.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000010||1312VR4||07-10-2002||01:41 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||They help me win some contests before. Plus they are not that expensive. <BR> We can go on forever, about who makes what..for instance::<BR> The big 3 car manufactures, sell"american cars" but they are built in Canada & Mexico. & BMW "the ultimate driving machine" is built in Tenn. or Kentucky..???? Just like the Military..find the cheapest labor.||63.52.202.154||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||07-10-2002||02:11 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||bmw's, the few that are, are made in spartanburg,south carolina.  z3's(no longer made,now z4) for sure, and some of selected other cars, like the 318ti was made there.  not all bmw's are made there.  and, there is a difference between assembly and manufactured.  cars are made here NOT for labor savings, but for import tax savings.  and the quality shows.  the t/e/l's quality sucks.  why?  made in usa. my 93 gsx had half the miles on it,compared to the galant, but you would never know it.  it was ALWAYS falling apart.  slam the door, and something would fall off.  leaked TERRIBLY.  rattles drove me crazy.  loose nuts and bolts all over.    the galant quality is excellent.  made in japan.  everything was tight, and every nut and bolt that was suppose to be there, was.  my old mazda 323gtx was excellent.  made in japan.  our 626 sucked.  made in usa.  the millenia, made in japan, is, again, excellent.  nissan maxima, also very nice, made in japan.  read about w edwards deming, the american who taught the japanese, after WWII, how to come back and kick everbody's ass on finance and manufacturing, after the us wouldnt listen.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000012||1312VR4||07-10-2002||02:29 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Ken I completely agree with you. I was just being generalized. People have different tastes & everyone will like something different. <BR> Like the point you bring up about quailty VERY TRUE. Whenever someone around here see's my VR4. The 1st thing they say is."That looks like a New Diamante, Atleast a 1999". I tell them its a 91 Galant(only a few select people here even know what a VR4 is)  & their jaws just drop.<BR> Over in Japan I had a Mazda Famila(323) ugly as s**t but started without fail w/ manual choke ran like a top.So did the HONDA INTEGRA w/ a 1.5L carb. Idled @ 2,000rpm but NEVER broke down once in 3 years. I get here & buy a BRAND NEW Mystique & it was TRASHED within 15,000 miles.||63.52.202.154||reg||1
Z||000013||turboflanagan||07-10-2002||09:09 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||OK, think Music and Speakers (mostly music)and take another look at Jon's post.  He was making a funny, not bashing Kicker for the method by which they build or market their goods.<P>I got a little chuckle out of it.  And I'm not really old enough to know their music. <p>[This message has been edited by turboflanagan (edited 07-10-2002).]||66.114.238.18||reg||10
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A||||10||Team Ducktape||Not so Good Guy -Boostedgalant@aol.com||||1||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||07-09-2002||05:11 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I sold Shane (gvr169) a gauge cluster and a cd manuel for $40 out of my 92 vr-4. I didn't get a chance to send it right away that week so I told him just send me $20 when you get the stuff. Well I never got the $20. And I know foresure he got the stuff. (signed for it) Someone  bought the vr-4 he had and was suppoded to have the gauges (my gauges) shipped to him because the ones in the car did not work, I still am unsure if he got those but regaurdless I didn't get paid. So long story short; don't deal with him.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000001||SPEEDFIEND||07-09-2002||08:46 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Check your Email.  I'm the guy who bought the car.  Kris<p>[This message has been edited by SPEEDFIEND (edited 07-10-2002).]||67.201.148.214||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||07-11-2002||02:25 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com<P>It may be busy, if you get "sent back" just  resend it....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||07-11-2002||09:26 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I recent the email to you.  Let me know if it went though.  Thanks man, Kris||67.201.148.2||reg||1
Z||000004||SPEEDFIEND||07-14-2002||01:46 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Seems like my Emails don't go though.  Do you have another Email address I could use.  Thanks, Kris||67.201.148.11||reg||1
Z||000005||SPEEDFIEND||07-16-2002||07:51 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Hey ducktape, I don't think my Eamils are going though.  Kris||67.201.148.63||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||07-16-2002||08:00 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea not getting them.<BR>rob_neubauer@hotmail.com<BR>Make sure you use the underscore between the b and the n. ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000007||SPEEDFIEND||07-17-2002||05:45 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I sent another Email last night.  I guess I'm just not suppose to talk to you.  I have Shane's number If you want it?  Later, Kris||67.201.148.114||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||07-17-2002||06:00 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Not supposed to talk to me? Damn KGB... Well thanks I still have it also. I have all the emails also. Just plain shitty for $20. I'm not effected by it, it's just the stealing part.....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000009||SPEEDFIEND||07-17-2002||06:29 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Hey man I just got off the phone with his step mom.  She said he moved into his own apartment.  His new Email address is Boostedgalant@yahoo.com.  I also have his new number if you want it.  Kris||67.201.148.57||reg||1
Z||000010||Team Ducktape||07-17-2002||06:48 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hey no problem you don't need to get involved. But thanks man. I really have no intrest in doing anything as of now, I have the info if anyone else has been "gotton" buy this guy, but I also have no intrest in wasting anymore of my small mental capicity in dealing with this issue/person. As far as I'm concerned people have been warned. Rather me for $20 than one of you guys/gals for like $200. <P>                     ------ end transmission||24.196.87.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000793.cgi
A||||2||91vr4evolution||ITS ALIVE!!!||||10||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||07-13-2002||05:02 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Whoo hoo!! After about 9 weeks my baby lives again!! After stuff ups, waiting for outwork, locating parts, my baby fired up straight away, just primed the oil pressure, then cranked it with the ignition on and away she went.(I was so happy I just about shed a tear!!). But it certainly appears to be the wait. The new spec is:<BR>Big Bosch fuel pump(235 lph@5bar)<BR>Big Bosch fuel filter(approx. 5 lpm)<BR>720cc ND injectors(from Mazda 12A turbo)<BR>Malpassi AFR<BR>Ported Evo3 ex. manifold<BR>Ported 7cm t.housing with enlarged wg port(28mm), larger wg (35mm) and actutor arm pivot shortened to open wg further.<BR>O2 eliminator front with turbine and wg pipes separated for about 12"<BR>Small 16G comp. ported and fitted with 51mm T04B wheel<BR>Evo Lancer MAS.<BR>New K&N filter<P>Boost is down a bit on the same setting, from 13psi down to about 9.5psi, due mainly to the actutor having less leverage, and the increased pressure upon the larger wg, but it still did a 9.5 1/8th with a gentle launch, so I can't wait to get it dyno-tuned. And it pulled 100mph along the motorway (expressway) fairly easily!<P>Sorry about the long post, but I'm so excited, and I just can't hide it!! Thats crap, sorry.<P>Mike. ||210.86.42.155||reg||10
Z||000001||1312VR4||07-13-2002||10:35 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Sweet. Glad to hear its running good. What kind of power are you expecting? <BR>  After being down for a year. Mine will (hopefully) be road worthy in a few weeks. I have the final assy. parts getting here on Wensday. ||63.52.202.156||reg||14
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||07-13-2002||04:50 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Don't really know how many bhp to expect, but a lot of the mods are a bit overkill, I know. But my reasoning is later if I decide to go to a larger turbo, I know that the pump, filter, injectors are up to the task and probably all I will do is port the WG hole to 32mm or so. That said, 275+hp@all 4 wheels with a healthy spread of torque wouldn't go a miss...<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000794.cgi
A||||9||4g63t||140/1000 down for the count ||||9||
Z||000000||4g63t||07-14-2002||03:34 AM||||I think I'm going to step in front of an 18-wheeler. Someday I'll put the whole saga on here but for now I'l just run down the last couple of days. 50k miles on my rebuilt motor(never beaten!) and it loses a piston. Don't have the tools or the place or the money(still paying off the car and the motor) for repairs so I take the car off insurance and it sits for 2 days. Just for giggles I jump in the car in its semi-drivable state and run for the border. As I'm waiting in line for my chalupa I glance outside and notice an unusually large amount of smoke pouring out from under the hood. Instantly realizing that in 30 seconds the bad piston is going to be the least of my worries, I grab their fire extinguisher and run outside. Throw open the hood and Hooray, the engines on fire! I put it out quick and call the tow truck. From what I can figure a plug wire started burning and from there lit up the other wires, the injector harness, the coil pack, the brake fluid resevoir, and a couple other important and expensive wires, plugs and harnesses. Yippee. I've stuffed the car into my shoebox sized garage and I've started cleaning it up - That chemical powder is EVERYWHERE! I don't know what I'm gonna do yet. I really don't want to get rid of it but I don't have the $$ to fix it. Maybe I'll rob a bank....     ||65.129.88.105||reg||9
Z||000001||number3||07-14-2002||08:23 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Dude that just plain... Sucks.<P>Before you do anything rash. Swing by King of Prussia, sit on my deck, have a beer, talk shop and relax. <P>Good luck. ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||07-14-2002||11:41 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Damn man. Dont give up. Do like Number 3 says & relax & have a beer with him.<BR> I know what it like to have no $$$ I rebuilt my engine last year & after something like 20-30 miles the new TB tensioner from Mitsu. decided to blow out & I blew the TB at 6800. That was last July. I havent had all the cash to fix up the car until about 5 months ago( I'm rebuilding the whole car) You think I'm not pissed everyday I go to work on it. With over $7,000 in work already & its stil not driveable. But I know I will NEVER get rid of it so I dont mind putting in the cash. Keep your car & buy some cheap POS & save the money. If you get rid of it you will regret it later. <p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 07-14-2002).]||206.252.171.233||reg||1
Z||000003||4g63t||07-15-2002||01:15 AM||||Thanks for the support guys, it's really appreciated. I think I'll take you up on that offer Harry  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> I started taking stuff out of the engine bay today, jeez what a mess. Funny thing, its never so bad that it can't get worse - upon closer inspection, the flame had started eating through the fuel return line. The line is pretty beefy, but I can't imagine it would've been too long before the whole thing went up. Anyway, I'm trying to look at the bright side - this will give me an opportunity to learn new things(how to do an engine swap)and take care of some stuff I haven't gotten around to(fuel pump rewire, fuel system upgrade, etc...). I'll keep you guys posted. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  ||65.129.90.12||reg||14
Z||000004||keydiver||07-15-2002||11:40 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||This is actually a little bit freaky, because my fire started just minutes after I installed a new set of Borg Warner plug wires at Pepboys. The wires went up in flames, taking the wiring harness and coil pack with it. My fuel return line was starting to melt too! Its a scary experience that I don't wish on anybody.<BR>There are several people on this list, and many more on the DSM Trader I'm sure, that can supply the harness and anything else you need. I got one from Thomas Miller (autobahntom@yahoo.com), who works part time at a yard, and another from Ken Inn. Go have a beer with Harry, he'll set you straight.<BR>(I'm from Lancaster, Pa too! This is freakin' me out)<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000005||evol||07-15-2002||02:25 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Wow. There are quite a few people on this board who have had a dickload of problems with their cars. $7000 invested and not running???!??!?! OUCH! I'm at about 2 g's right now and have about 2 to go. That includes at least 1500 (most likely a lot more) in mods, though. Mine has been down and out for about 9 months now. I'm almost there but just looked at the balance on my cc and its over a g, so I have to let it cool down for a while before I can throw any more money at my car. The shitty part is that I didnt really have a catastrophic engine failure or fire or anything like that. Everything left is a bunch of diy (t belt, shift forks) but nobody around here wants to help take care of it, so I ghet to wait an extra 6 months until I have the extra money to pay for labor alone. God damn car. Luckily, my grandpa just gave me his old dodge caravan to add to my ever growing list of cars I own. Right now I have the caravan and a prelude, but for some reason, I am not allowed to sell my cars and fix the gvr4. Sorry about telling the stroy of my life, but just know that I feel your pain. If I knew now what I knew when the motor went, I wouldve bought a cyclone motor in no time flat. If you are looking at a bunch of shitty projects back to back to back, just buy a new motor. It's the easiest route to go. GOOD LUCK. <P>P.S. ever considered getting a few g loan? If my car doesnt run by the time the fall semester starts, I'm going to break down and get one. <P>pps<P>never though a riceboy fire ext. would come in so handy. After my car's done I'm getting one!||172.170.90.40||reg||1
Z||000006||sleeper||07-15-2002||03:23 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Ben,<P>I know you talked to Scott about your timing belt and a month or so later you posted on the board "Who can do a timing belt"?<BR>People who work on cars don't like that kind of stuff. If you want to get it done and allready talk to somebody about it why don't you just take it to him?||64.123.248.10||reg||1
Z||000007||evol||07-16-2002||03:23 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||It all comes down to the cash, and I am trying to go to school and work at the same time, so it comes pretty slowly. I talked to scott already, but will have to wait a few weeks before I will have the cash. Of course, I am going to get the motor running before I even start messing with the transmission. You know if there's any way to test power to the flywheel without having the tranny on? I want to make sure everything is running flawlessly before I touch the tranny. BTW what's your name and where in stl are you from? <P>haha I know I've been bitching about this forever but I am trying no to make any more mistkaes with my car. I cant afford it. <p>[This message has been edited by evol (edited 07-16-2002).]||172.134.145.196||reg||1
Z||000008||sleeper||07-16-2002||04:35 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||It's me, Gabor.<BR>I can understand your money problems but then don't say nobody wants to work on your car. Rather yet just say nobody wants to work on it for free.<BR>I don't think Scott will be helping you anytime soon.<BR>Go and read this tread <A HREF="http://www.rothbuilt.com/GatewayDSM/MBoard/treplies.asp?message=4554&forum=1" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rothbuilt.com/GatewayDSM/MBoard/treplies.asp?message=4554&forum=1</A> <P><BR>||64.123.248.10||reg||1
Z||000009||evol||07-22-2002||10:25 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Hey Gabor--<P>Finally got around to seeing that post and making a further ass of myself. I'm going to e-mail you off the board so I don't say anything I regret. Please respond when I do, too.||172.147.191.235||reg||1
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A||||4||turboflanagan||Kibo's speakers||||5||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||07-14-2002||02:16 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Kibo, I just put some BostonAcoustics 6.5" in my doors, but they don't sound too good.  I trimmed the door and door panel to have them fit (also still behind the stock grill), but need to enclose them.  How did you enclose yours?  Just use fiberglass?  How big was your enclosure?||66.114.238.18||reg||5
Z||000001||Kibo||07-14-2002||04:36 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||Well, you know that flimsy plastic thing that attaches to the door panel?  I bought 5.25" Kappa components, and they wouldn't fit inside that plastic thing because the speaker baskets are too big.  I thought about cutting the plastic off the back; but even if I had done that, I would have had to trim the sheetmetal door panel (which I did not want to do--too much of a pain).<P>So, instead I fabricated some mounts that look very similar to the stock plastic pieces.  I used 3/4" MDF to make the raised section (basically a square with a circular cutout) and used waterproof wood glue to attach it to a 1/4" thick piece of red oak (don't ask--it was the only type of wood the lumber store had precut in 6" width), then cut out the center once more.  Handheld jigsaws are your friend.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>I then sealed around the backside of the mount using some closed-cell foam weatherstripping.  Thus, it's not a true enclosure; it's more like a free-air deck enclosure where the entire volume of the door is used.  Sure, there are places for the air to escape--but I found the bass response to be tight.  &lt;shrug&gt;  I think a lot of it has to do with the fact that the mounts I fabbed are very stiff.  It would be best to use MDF instead of a hardwood for the backing though, since the hardwood will transmit vibrations.<P>Keep in mind that my system isn't amplified yet, either.  It's running off an older Sony MD head, so I'm limited in how much I can turn it up before I get distortion.  Then again, I'm not expecting any show-quality sounds here.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P><BR>Hope that helps,<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||07-14-2002||10:08 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Gotcha.  I went ahead and trimed the door and attached the speakers to it with a mdf spacer to keep the window from hitting the window.  I'm probably going to have to fab some fiberglass inclosures for the door speaks.  They cause the door to vibrate sometimes and they don't sound as good as they should.  ||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000003||Kibo||07-15-2002||12:53 AM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turboflanagan:<BR><B>Gotcha.  I went ahead and trimed the door and attached the speakers to it with a mdf spacer to keep the window from hitting the window.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yeah, you wouldn't want the window to run into itself...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Just kidding.  I'm excited to get this audio project finished so I can get on to "real" mods--i.e. mods that make the car faster, not slower.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR>Slow enough already...||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||07-15-2002||09:47 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||NO!  Have you seen a window hit a window?!  Man, what a mess.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/redface.gif"> You know the scene in The Matrix when the helicopter goes into the glass building...  nothing in comparison to a window hitting a window!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>Sorry, it was past my bedtime.||66.114.238.18||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000796.cgi
A||||3||blytz||Axle ?s||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||07-14-2002||02:52 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Okay, I need a new front axle, so I'm gonna do both. I've heard some people say only get them from raxles.com and other say only from AutoZone. They both offer lifetime warranties, right?<P>Which one is better? Do we have the same front axles as 1G AWD DSMs?<P>||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||07-14-2002||03:17 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||raxles give out new axles, for about twice what they cost at auto zone, or whatever.  the rest of the places just have rebuilt ones, and the problem is the way they are rebuilt.  i got a right side from pep boys(70 bucks) and a left side from carquest(50 bucks), also lifetime, and since i dont race the car, i go for convienience.  if i were racing, i would always go for new over rebuilt axles.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||Kibo||07-14-2002||04:41 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||If it matters, Marty @ Raxle's service is second-to-none.  He's a really nice guy.  When I replaced my front axles he sent them out without a core charge & just told me to send mine back.  In addition, he accepted a personal check COD!  I've heard of many other similar experiences.<P>I replaced mine with the new units (the joints are new) from Raxles because I plan to race the car at the track and don't want to worry about the reliability of my CV joints.  It's a decision you'll have to make for yourself.<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<P>Ah, I forgot to mention:  the shipping on the core returns is included in the price; you just put your old axles back in the boxes the new axles were sent in and slap the included label on the box...<p>[This message has been edited by Kibo (edited 07-14-2002).]||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000003||VR4GAZM||07-14-2002||11:43 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Also, if you order from raxles, give Marty a really weird city in the US and he'll tell you what state its in  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.23||reg||1
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A||||5||Pappy||Bumper chrome trim||||1||
Z||000000||Pappy||07-14-2002||04:53 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I was wondering if it's possible to get just the chrome strip from a dealer.  Mine is pretty chewed up, but the rest of the bumper is fixable.  So I would rather just replace the strip, rather than get a new bumper.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000001||MrEd||07-14-2002||06:19 PM||res122@psu.edu||CAPS lists pn MB545971 for front, MB545972 for rear.  But it looks like the pn for front has been superseded by the pn for rear??  Mebbe its now the same part, & you just trim depending on front/rear application?  Both pn's come up $28.39 at Conicelli's online catalog.<P>Yikes, when the front of my car was repaired last summer as a result of being backed into, I think the body shop charged the other guy's insurance like $110 for this strip!||68.68.64.233||reg||1
Z||000002||VR4GAZM||07-14-2002||11:40 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Is it just me or did the chrome look really really cheesy? I tore mine off, mainly because the previous owner painted over the chrome, making the paint peel off over time.  So I tore it all off and plan on going to pep boys and get some of the black trim. That stuff is 20 bucks and you will need 2, so 40 bucks...much better than paying 60-100 from the dealer. <P>Also, wouldnt black look much cleaner than the chrome? Your car is white, and I think the black would be a good contrast.  Just like mine is gonna look nice with my tinted windows and purple  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I also plan on getting some gun metal or black rims in the future....if i still have the car.<P>MIke||209.156.76.23||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||07-14-2002||11:54 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Actually my car is belize green. My sig on the other forums has a different galant in it because I didn't have any pictures of my car at the time.  Also, the sig wasn't dependent on being my car, it was just to seem cartoony.  I would like to just have no strip at all, but then that would involve filling in the strip slot all the way around the car.  Thanks alot MrEd, that was very helpful.<p>[This message has been edited by Pappy (edited 07-14-2002).]||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||07-15-2002||12:14 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||The rear chrome on my car is torn up, But Im just gonna get a new rear bumper, Its cheaper. Another thing to do might be to get some graphic tape(?) and put it over the trim.<P>Zach||4.47.33.247||reg||1
Z||000005||Gvr4-330||07-16-2002||11:52 PM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||I just covered my chrome up with electrical tape.  You really can't tell it's there until you look at it closely and realize it's a little uneven.  But then again, my car is black.<P>Rob||24.44.200.0||reg||1
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A||N||4||poorboy||Need some help||||9||
Z||000000||poorboy||07-14-2002||05:04 PM||peterandsaul@aol.com||Just purchased a 1991 vr4 from the original owners family.  Owner passed away, vehicle was stored in a garage for six to 8 months.  The car cranks but wont turn over.  This is my first expierence with a vr4, could use any help or advice anyone might have.  Would like to get this vehicle on the road asap.<BR>Thanks||205.188.193.181||reg||9
Z||000001||blytz||07-14-2002||07:49 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Pull one of the plugs out after cranking and see if it's wet with fuel. If it is, than lay it against the head somewhere (to ground it) and see if it's getting spark.||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000002||VR4GAZM||07-14-2002||11:37 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Remember this: In order for there to be combustion you need 3 things: Spark, Fuel and Compression.  If u hear a click when u put the key into the start position that is the fuel pump turning on.  If u pull the plugs and there isnt fuel on it (it should be almost wet with fuel from trying to start it) then there is a problem with the ECU not opening the injectors up, this is cause from the capacitors on the board leaking acid.  To check for spark, just pull the plugs off the coil pack, and start the car, you can hear them spark or if at night (and during the day) you can phsyically see the sparks come out.  To check for compression, just buy a compression checker or rent one. So pretty much everything can be checked just by removing the spark plugs and wires.  Unless its the ECU which is right behind the passenger side kick panel.<P>MIke||209.156.76.23||reg||1
Z||000003||VR4GAZM||07-14-2002||11:42 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Also, if you dont have both spark and fuel, and the car still isnt starting up, it might be the cam angle sensor. That senses the cams turning so it tells the coil pack to send spark and injectors to open up as well.<BR>  <BR>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.23||reg||1
Z||000004||poorboy||07-15-2002||11:20 PM||peterandsaul@aol.com||No spark, pulled ecu, looks to need caps replaced.  Will update..I appreciate the help..<BR>eddie||152.163.188.38||reg||3
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A||||4||JSTYLE||Hey Im New||||6||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||07-14-2002||08:24 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Hey,<P>Im a new member, thought i might introduce myself. My name is Jon and im a 17 year old student from Melbourne, Australia. I currently bought a 1990 metallic silver galant VR4. It was an ex rally car so its got some go fast goodies on it. Anyways I hope that we can share experiences about the cars!! My site of my car is <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/jstyle_au" TARGET=_blank>http://www.geocities.com/jstyle_au</A>  , Im hoping to run low 12s/high 11s as soon as i put her back together. <P>Anyways seeing as tho we are in different parts of the world, it would be about the evening there!!! Talk to you all soon<BR><p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 07-14-2002).]||203.173.164.254||reg||6
Z||000001||1quickvr4||07-14-2002||10:12 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Very nice car, Was that an origanal Aussie car, Becouse It dosent have the cyclone intake like the JDM cars.<P>Zach||4.47.33.247||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||07-14-2002||11:00 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Hey,<P>Thanks, yerp its an original australian car. Its got a JDM front but im putting the factory front on and cutting the bar so that i can fit a nice big FMIC.<P>Anyways im cutting the front bar as we speak. Will post pics of what it should/will look like.<P><B>This is what it should look like</B><BR>[image]http://www.geocities.com/jstyle_au/fmic.jpg[/image]<BR>[image]http://www.geocities.com/jstyle_au/fmic2.jpg[/image]<BR>||203.173.164.254||reg||10
Z||000003||JSTYLE||07-14-2002||11:15 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Also on another note...<BR>Im on mIRC alot just idling and stuff and i have a Galant VR4 channel that we can talk in if anyone is interested:<P>server: au.austnet.org<BR>channel: #GVR4||203.173.164.254||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||07-14-2002||11:51 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Welcome Jon, you would know me as SloVR4 on PF.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
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A||||2||4g63t||Wiring Harness Question||||5||
Z||000000||4g63t||07-15-2002||01:34 AM||||The fire ate up the wiring harness chunk that contains the injector wires, the CAS wire, brake resevior sensor wire, and all the other misc wires up there. Question is, can I splice in a new chunk to the original harness or are there sensitive voltages and resistances that will get all jacked up? The rest of the harness is in great condition and it would sure save some time. Thanks <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||65.129.90.12||reg||5
Z||000001||1312VR4||07-15-2002||09:18 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Get one from a 91-92 TE/L. Same engine(obviously)same sensors. There are a few differences but none that are major like the thermostat housing & Fuel pressure solenoids(which you dont need anyway). The one wire you need to worry about is the 02 sensor wire & if I remember correctly the TPS(one of them wires, like that has a certain voltage that needs to be seen). If I remember I post it but i'm sure someone here knows. It has to see like .5v (mine car has been down so long I cant remember)<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 07-15-2002).]||63.52.202.64||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||07-15-2002||11:13 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Its actually not that bad of a repair job. I had an engine fire a couple months ago, and the next week I was running 13.7 at the track. Just print out the schematic from the manual (let me know if you need it) so you can identify each wire. Cut the old harness back a little beyond the damage, and heat shrink each connection after you solder it (I do recommend soldering as opposed to just crimping them together). Just get the complete harness from a yard, lay it in place of the old one, and plug in all the injector and sensor plugs. It took me about 1 1/2 hours, and it fired right up, no problems.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000801.cgi
A||||4||JSTYLE||What color are stock injectors?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||07-15-2002||04:22 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Hey,<P>Just wondering what color are stock injectors top and stuff.<P>Thanks||203.173.166.112||reg||1
Z||000001||VR4GAZM||07-15-2002||04:32 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Well mine are light blue (if i remember correctly).<P>Mike||209.156.76.23||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||07-15-2002||04:49 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Thanks,<P>How many hp can stock injectors support/flow?||203.173.166.112||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||07-15-2002||09:10 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Humm. that is a toss up. Technically 550's are also stock BUT for the US spec vehicles. they are Blue 450cc. They can support atleast 350HP<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 07-15-2002).]||63.52.202.64||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||07-15-2002||02:31 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||"How many hp can stock injectors support/flow?"<P>This has been debated ALOT in the past, and the simple answer is "it depends". RC Engineering has a nice technical page to help you answer that question: <A HREF="http://www.rceng.com/technical.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rceng.com/technical.htm</A> <BR>However, the results you get depend on the type of fuel you are using, what base fuel pressure you run, how well tuned your car is, what turbo you're running, how much timing advance you have cranked in, etc. There are some guys on this list running VPC's who have been able to safely run BSFC's as low as .50 or more, territory I have yet to go into. <BR>If you do the math on RC's page, even with a BSFC of .50, duty cycle of 90% (the most you SHOULD consider), 450cc injectors will only make 285 HP at the factory base fuel pressure of 37psi. <BR>Increase the fuel pressure to 43 psi (2g stock), and the pressure injectors are rated at, and you get 306 HP.<BR>Run the injectors at 100% duty, which many people do, and at 43psi fuel pressure you get 340 HP.<BR>With the right turbo and tuning, you can successfully go below .50 BSFC. I calculated the results of Harry's dyno run at something like a .48 if I remember, but he keeps his fuel pressure a trade secret.<BR>Good luck,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/200<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000802.cgi
A||X||22||ken inn||watch out for phil carneiro||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||07-15-2002||10:16 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i bought a jdm intercooler from japan for 400 bucks.  because of my raptor intake, i cannot get the bov hose to clear, so i sold it to phillip carneiro(gtisrot@yahoo.com, phillip_carneiro@adp.com) 12 wenonah ave, rockaway, nj 07866, for 400+shipping. prior to the sale, i sent him 4 pictures of the intercooler and piping, and after packing up the box, i sent 4 pics of the box.  a few days after he got it, I called HIM, and asked it it was ok.  he replied that all the fins were bent, and it wasnt worth no 400 bucks.  so, fine, i said, ship it back, and i will refund your money.  i immediatly paypaled him the full amount, PLUS shipping.  i get it back, everything is rattling around in the box, and a crucial hose is missing.  it is the feed hose to the intercooler, and makes a multiple 90 deg bend. this hose is unobtanium.  also, he has ripped a lot of the fins off, and they aint all bent, nowhere near.  looks like a cat with mange.  turbonetics has a hose that MIGHT work, 70 bucks.  if anyone sees his car on the road, break some lights and windows for me.  ||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||07-15-2002||10:38 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||That really blows Ken!  His second email address is related to a company that is here in Iowa.  Where is he located?<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.176||reg||1
Z||000002||#258||07-15-2002||06:22 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||You have mail||67.83.145.170||reg||1
Z||000003||blytz||07-15-2002||07:01 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||ADP is worldwide, it's hard to trace him down if he works there.... they have a HUGE office in indianapolis, and probably most major areas.||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||07-15-2002||07:21 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i know where he lives.  i try to do things the way i would want them done to me.  if i got something someone needs, and i dont need it, they can have it, as long as i dont lose a WHOLE bunch of money.  tools, spare parts, ask the local guys here.  i sent 4 pictures of the unit, and then 4 of the box.  then, he never contacted me to complain, i asked him.  he says every fin was bent, which is bullshit.  i have it here now, he pulled off a lot of the fins, it looks like hell.  but he kept a hose, and i cant even use it until i get another.  the box came back in poor condition, i could hear the pipes all rattling around inside it.  the flaps on the box were loose, because only 1 piece of tape was there, and it had torn.  at least he could have told me what he did.  the guys a prick.  makes me not want to send out anything any more.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||07-15-2002||07:34 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea same shit; some guy was supposed to send me a water injection kit and never did....<P><BR>But yes very poopy indeed! Sorry to hear, worst things happen to the best people.||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000006||1quickvr4||07-15-2002||09:55 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I say the DFWDSM GVR4 mafia go up there with bats, Me, Ed,Howard and you and see what the problem is. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Zach||4.47.33.247||reg||1
Z||000007||Garfield Wright||07-15-2002||10:43 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||He emailed me looking for jdm front & rear bumpers.  He kept telling me (through email) I have the money & am ready to buy.  As soon as I get it to let him know.  I finally located the front bumper bought it & sent him pix.  2 weeks went by & I never heard from him again.  At this point I said screw him, there are more people that were inquiring on it.  To make a long story short, I wouldn't deal with him & no one should.  Before anyone asks, I put the jdm front bumper on my car.  As soon as I can upload my site I, posts some pix.  Sorry to hear that someone would take advantage of our favorite vr4 owner Ken.  I usually don't send out stuff without receiving full payment 1st unless it's someone I've dealt with in the past.  There's always going to be a Phillip Carneiro no matter where u go.  Don't deal with him.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000008||DSMGVR4||07-15-2002||10:59 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Hi Ken, Its John...the dude you sold your 2G mani to. I live in NJ also. I'll size up a pair of cement shoes....dirty jerzy style :-)||205.188.200.52||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||07-16-2002||10:04 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||phil has emailed me and says he will look for the hose.  in the meanwhile, i have contacted jason wollerton in japan, who i got the setup from, and he is going to ship me another hose.  i am going to try again and make this intercooler work.  ||63.146.72.148||reg||1
Z||000010||PhilthMonger||07-16-2002||11:32 AM||gtisrot@yahoo.com||You know what, I go away for a long weekend and I come to this board just to see what other GVR4 owners are up to....then I have to see this crap being talked about someone you don't even know. Hey Garfield.....that bumper that you were trying to sell was bent...remember? you have no right to talk smack, that thing was more twisted than a twizzler....and KEN.....I'm not going to sit here and bash you, that's not my style.....but I would like to mention that if you would like to "fly to NJ to kick my ass" you are more than welcome. I appreciate you taking the intercooler back. I actually thought you would've been happy that I cleaned it for you and straightened out the fins...but quite frankly that core was rotten. that's why some fins sit slightly lower than others, but at least now you CAN FLOW AIR THRU IT. and YES this is ME....PHILLIP CARNEIRO from Rockaway NJ, I have bought and sold on the trader since 94 with no complaints, my ebay is GTISROT and you can check my feedback there....and my email on the trader is GTISROT@YAHOO.COM, you may have noticed that I post ads there often. Don't talk smack, I checked my email first thing last night and apologized for forgetting the hose, I did my best to get the intercooler out to you before I went on vacation. I was in a rush and made a mistake. I do not want or need your hose, I bit the bullet and bought a kit from RRE. If you or ANYONE ELSE here has a problem, we can discuss it offline. I find this to be very disturbing and a little ridiculous that I have to post here about this, but whatever. ||170.146.91.6||reg||1
Z||000011||PhilthMonger||07-16-2002||04:10 PM||gtisrot@yahoo.com||this by the way is an email I sent Garfield Wright today, thought everyone would appreciate it since everyone likes to talk so much shit.<P>"He emailed me looking for jdm front & rear bumpers. He kept telling me (through email) I have the money & am ready to buy. As soon as I get it to let him know. I finally located the front bumper bought it & sent him pix. 2 weeks went by & I never heard from him again. At this point I said screw him, there are more people that were inquiring on it. To make a long story short, I wouldn't deal with him & no one should. Before anyone asks, I put the jdm front bumper on my car. As soon as I can upload my site I, posts some pix. Sorry to hear that someone would take advantage of our favorite vr4 owner Ken. I usually don't send out stuff without receiving full payment 1st unless it's someone I've dealt with in the past. There's always going to be a Phillip Carneiro no matter where u go. Don't deal with him"<P><BR>Hey, I appreciate your comments on the board....instead of making me out to look like the bad guy, why don't you mention how it takes you a couple of weeks just to reply to a customers' email? NO PAYPAL? what kind of business do you run? $150 to ship from Florida to Jersey? I sent a tallblock across the country for less than that. By the way, I wanted a STRAIGHT bumper, but whatever. You comments aren't appreciated, and you sound like a little girl. I will make sure that noone I come across buys anything from you. By the way, I would've bought the rear bumper from you, but I heard some negative remarks about you from another member on the board. Shit talk is great, isn't it? Maybe next time keep you opinions to yourself, you are an idiot. Maybe I'll post the pic of that bumper and take a poll on how many people would buy that piece of crap. then I guess I can start my own thread..."there's always going to be a Garfield Wright, don't deal with him" you'd like that would'nt you? didn't think so.||170.146.91.6||reg||1
Z||000012||998||07-16-2002||04:26 PM||||In your first reply you act all offended because people made comments questioning your honesty and then you turn around in your second posts and start talking the same crap. Are we supposed to be impressed? You said that the bumper Garfield was trying to sell you was twisted and that was the reason you didn't buy it. Did you tell him this or did you just stop inquiring about it. Based on the fact that you made the statement in the e-mail you sent today, I am leaning toward believing the latter. Bottom line, if what led to all of this was a simple mistake then state that and move on. By acting like a vindictive punk you are reinforcing what they said. There is so much internet fraud going around you shouldn't be surprised by peoples reactions when you don't respond to their e-mails, vacation or not.||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000013||bob in chicago||07-16-2002||04:31 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Phil, your comments speak for themselves. As for myself, I'll won't do business with you over the internet. Trust and courtesy are paramount for me. ||24.148.12.210||reg||1
Z||000014||PhilthMonger||07-16-2002||05:22 PM||gtisrot@yahoo.com||My point is, people were attacking my trust and my courtesy, and I have every right to defend it. Do we not agree that mistakes are made, then taken care of in a proper manner...NOT on a public message board? put yourself in my place and ask the same question. Again, I can go into detail about the parties in question, but I did not. This just makes me not want to post here at all. This is my first gvr4, but I have been into DSM's for years. Never have I caught so much flack....can we just recap here....this is all over a RUBBER HOSE. it was sent early last week, recieved by at least friday....and a couple days later someone starts bitching that something was missing? I'm not using my "vacation" as an excuse, at least give a person a day or two to right their wrong before putting out trash on a public board for everyone to see. I think I have every right to vent. Where the hell are the admins on this site anyway? Until this thread is locked, I will continue to post. It's as simple as that....and if there is anyone else that has any complaints, bring it on. I found GW's comments to be ironic, that is why I made a big deal about them. I had money in hand ready to go, he flopped the deal not me. oh, and I will make sure not to sell anything to anyone named Bob in Chicago. If a verified paypal seller, positive ebay seller and someone on the "good guy" list not good enough for you, then that's your problem not mine. Thanks for your concern and your comments.||170.146.91.6||reg||1
Z||000015||Garfield Wright||07-16-2002||06:03 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||By the way, the front bumper looks sweet on my car & the pix didn't do it any justice.  <BR>When I'm selling something to someone, I point out all the faults up front.  I sometimes make it seem worse than it really is.  The reason u ask!  Let's put it this way.  If I buy something from someone & it is not what they promised, it pisses me off.  If after all faults are pointed out & people still want to buy that item from me, they know exactly what they're getting.  The bottom of the bumper did look twisted, but as soon as I put it on the car & put the bolts in, everything was straight.  What the hell, it was the underside of the bumper anyway.  It did have some scratches & scuffs, I guess that's why it's called a used part.  If u want something that's in perfect condition, go buy it from the dealer @ $599 (yes that's what I was quoted) & then get it painted.  By the time u are done, u just paid approx $750 for a bumper.  This price did not include the fog lights by the way.  As soon as I update my site, I'll post a thread for everyone to see.  Listen Philt, I don not run a business, I'm just a vr4 fan like everyone here.  S&H is a little more expensive when u ship bulky items as an individual than as a business.  If I don't include the exact amount, I may as well just send u or anyone the parts & a cheque.  U on the other hand sound like u do a lot of shipping & may get a discount rate, I don't.  The reason I have my actual name as my userid is, I don't do shady deals & try to be upfront always.   ||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000016||PhilthMonger||07-16-2002||06:15 PM||gtisrot@yahoo.com||that's fine by me, that's all I wanted to hear. I emailed you an apology before, and I will say it here again....I apologize if I came off too harsh. Not everyone can do business together, and that's fine too. I didn't know you were sick when I was inquiring about the bumper, and maybe I didn't make it clear enough that I wanted one in perfect condition. All that I ask is that people think before they post garbage, especially on a public board. I don't see why this has anything to do with the original post, except to add fuel to the fire. Ken has been pretty quiet though...hasn't responded to any of my emails either.....I guess people don't check their email as often as they should.... especially when there are rubber hoses involved.||170.146.91.6||reg||1
Z||000017||ken inn||07-16-2002||06:57 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||ok, here you go.  first off, this is a chapter in my life that is over.  i am moving on.  i have already made arrangements for another hose.<BR>     when we were emailing back and forth about the fmic, your responses were very prompt, so when i emailed you about the hose, i heard nothing for 3 days.  also, the condition of the package was such that i could tell it was not packed with any thought to shipping.  second, if you have been doing so much business, you have NOTHING TO SAY about my way of doing business.  you remember, I asked YOU if you were happy,  and when you said all the fins were bent, and it wasnt worth 400, what was my response?  keep it, hahaha?  or, send it back, i will refund you in full.  try that with rre.  even if they would take it back, you wont get a full refund, and you damn sure wont get your shipping back.  and, your refund was instant.  i did the right thing.  the quicker i get a response, the more chance i have of getting the part i need.  you downplay the part, without it, the setup is useless.  i sent you 4 pictures of the setup before you decided.  i  then sent you 4 pictures of the box, just in case it got there wasted, so you could see how i packed it.  in short, i gave you the type of service i would have wanted, you did not.  all you are pissed off about is me posting it.  i got no response with private emails, how was i to know you were gone?  i thought you were just ignoring me.  i dont hear you complaining about getting your full refund back.||63.146.72.148||reg||1
Z||000018||PhilthMonger||07-16-2002||07:38 PM||gtisrot@yahoo.com||It's pretty funny how you're complaining about the packaging, it's the same exact packaging you used to send it to me. Don't get all high and mighty about sending me a picture either, the one and only picture of the intercooler was from 20 feet away. I hoped for the best, and got the worst. I appreciate the refund as it would've taken paypal about 30 days to get it back for me. I appreciate that. There was not one row front or back that didn't have bent fins. I actually wasted a couple of hours of my life trying to get that intercooler presentable, but I guess it is true that you can't polish a turd. At least you can't sell that intercooler on this board after all this great publicity. You should be happy to know that your little hose is on it's way....I was going to send it overnight, before I saw this message board. Now you will get it "slow as fuck"...and yes, the UPS guy was amused when he heard that. ||67.83.178.196||reg||1
Z||000019||Team Ducktape||07-16-2002||08:11 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Well, I will still buy from Ken and Garfield, infact I still have $10 to go to Garfield for a sweet sticker. He sent me the pics also of the bumper, I would have bought it but shipping to WI would be more than what he was asking for it. I saw the pics and he told me about the "crease" before he even sent the pics of the bumper. I also will and am doing bussiness with Kenn, now and in the future. It's to bad it didn't work for you guys but just a little advice, take it or leave it, telling someone on this board that you will take your time to send something that isn't yours, will never help you out. Nor will it help you out in doing bussiness with anyone else from here....<P> Hey Ken just for fun post some pics of the IC before and after shipping.......||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000020||beavis||07-17-2002||02:26 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||this thread=poop.  the reality is ken has always been down to help people.  many of the people on this board are inclined to believe him because he goes to great lengths to help people. if phil is so experienced a seller, why did he buy an intercooler when the pictures were taken from 20 feet away? i really don't see what phil has to complain about.  if he doesn't like people talking shit about him he shouldn't post on a public message board. ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000021||BluFalcon||07-17-2002||03:04 AM||muttski@gte.net||I know Ken personally, and have never had any question about his integrity or the quality of the parts he sells.  He's helped a lot of local DSM and GVR4 guys with parts and advice over the years, and I've come to value his knowledge and advice.  I cannot believe that he would sell anyone something that he would not be willing to put on his own car.  <P>  As for "PhilthMonger", you say you're just defending yourself, hey no problem.  I would probably want to clear my name if I felt it were slighted in any way.  I was just wondering if you could do it without sounding like a total ass?||4.64.80.242||reg||1
Z||000022||PhilthMonger||07-17-2002||10:17 AM||gtisrot@yahoo.com||if your heads are so far up your asses, or at least Ken's ass....to not see what I am trying to do here then I will not waste my time on this thread any longer. there is a big difference between purchasing a $400 intercooler and a $10 sticker. Lets see the pictures Ken.....I dare you. Maybe his junk isn't as nice as you all think. And no, I cannot defend myself without being an ass....when in Rome....||170.146.91.6||reg||1
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A||||2||blytz||Lug Torque #s||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||07-15-2002||09:24 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||What should the lugs be torqued down to on the wheels?||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||07-15-2002||09:43 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||spec is 65-80 ft-lbs.  I do 78 with no rotor warpage.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||07-15-2002||09:45 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||THANK YOU!||66.168.102.163||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000804.cgi
A||||10||ken inn||BMW E60 M5||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||07-15-2002||10:24 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||coming out end of next year, the new bmw M5(E60) will be powered by a v10(derived from the bmw formula 1 motor), with a 7 spd SMG(paddle shifter) transmission.  0-60 times in UNDER 5 seconds.   also being introduced, will be a new inline 6, with twin turbos(530i).  the 530i will be quicker 0-60(5.5 sec) and less expensive than the E39 M5, which will cease production sometime in the spring of 2003.  a single turbo 4 cyl will also be introduced.  WHERE IS MY SKYLINE???||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||07-16-2002||01:05 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Wow, I can't belive BMW is going the turbocharged rout.  I can't wait to see those things on the road!||63.231.77.71||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||07-16-2002||08:54 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Ken, where'd you get this info?  How about a link!<P>later,<BR>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000003||Doug Thomas||07-16-2002||08:54 AM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Forget BMW. The Audi RS6 is the car to have AWD, 450hp,4.2liter V8 twin turbo and it will be available this year. You just have to have $81,000 though   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><BR> <A HREF="http://www.news24.com/Wheels24/WheelsGalleryListCars/1,5332,,00.html?path=http://galleries.wheels24.co.za/cars/Audi/RS6" TARGET=_blank>http://www.news24.com/Wheels24/WheelsGalleryListCars/1,  5332,,00.html?path=http://galleries.wheels24.co.za/cars/Audi/RS6</A> <BR> <p>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 07-16-2002).]||12.10.219.27||reg||1
Z||000004||DSSA||07-16-2002||09:58 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Aren't these the versions that have the porsche designed motors?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||07-16-2002||11:47 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||WHA!  PORSCHE DESIGNED MOTORS?  no, you are thinking about mercedes s500.  the v10 is a result of the bmw formula 1 program.||63.146.72.148||reg||1
Z||000006||1312VR4||07-16-2002||12:20 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||KEN INN:::: Skyline= 2004(w/a V8TT). Or you can just get a infinity G35 & get the skyline parts imported for it if you cant wait.||63.52.202.73||reg||1
Z||000007||Doug Thomas||07-16-2002||01:20 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSSA:<BR><B>Aren't these the versions that have the porsche designed motors?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Josh,<P>If your talking about the Audi RS6 the new V8TT is design in house by Audi.<P>||12.10.219.27||reg||1
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||07-16-2002||10:37 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Screw the new Skyline that will be released here!  I'll take a R32, R33, R34 anyday over the awaited U.S. Skyline.||63.227.47.54||reg||1
Z||000009||kartorium31||07-17-2002||01:16 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||personally i would go with the r32 over all the others, not sure why but I just like it more.  ||63.69.118.133||reg||1
Z||000010||turboflanagan||07-17-2002||09:00 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||How 'bout them Daewoo's?||66.114.238.18||reg||5
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A||||2||poorboy||Ecu cap replacement||||5||
Z||000000||poorboy||07-15-2002||11:25 PM||peterandsaul@aol.com||Does anyone know where in NJ I can go to get my caps replaced on my ecu.  I live in seaside heights, nj.  Have tried multiple places, but no one will help.<BR>Thanks||152.163.188.38||reg||5
Z||000001||turbowop||07-15-2002||11:29 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Keydiver is the MAN when it comes to caps replacement. Contact him.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||07-16-2002||10:58 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Any TV or VCR repair shop should be able to handle the repair. Its ONLY 3 little caps! A very minor repair, unless the caps have been leaking all over the place. I can ship you the caps for FREE, or you can send the ECU to me. If you do find a shop to repair it, if the caps have been leaking for awhile the acid eats the thru-hole plating where the leads of the caps go through the board. So, make sure the guy solders the caps to the top AND bottom of the board to restore the connection between the 2 sides of the board. Don't you have any friends in Vo-Tech, or a maintenance guy at work who can solder?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.236||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000806.cgi
A||||2||boostboy51||lost my roof rack key||||1||
Z||000000||boostboy51||07-16-2002||12:59 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||can anyone help? lost my two roof rack keys. been going to the track and thought i'd remove them and possibly gain something, but i cant seem to find either two keys. is it possible all the keys are the same and maybe someone has one to spare, or might the dealership have a code to have one made? thanks in advance. Zach #327/2000<P>oh yeah, best time of 13.7 with 15psi. 22psi coming soon(race gas)||12.218.129.222||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||07-16-2002||03:29 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Read the little number off one of the lock tumblers, and call Thule:<BR>1-800-238-2388<BR>Its like $5 for a new set of keys.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000002||boostboy51||07-16-2002||03:42 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||coo coo coo. thank you for the #.<P><BR>#327/2000||12.218.129.222||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000807.cgi
A||||9||Sleeper VR4||Possibly buying #1424 tonight (need advice)||||1||
Z||000000||Sleeper VR4||07-16-2002||02:27 PM||anthony.niemczyk@ps.ge.com||Hey guys, I am new to your board.  <P>I found number 1424 on Saturday and have looked at it twice now.  The car has 166k on it, had the valves redone around 110k and has a pretty new clutch.  The car is in great condition, interior is awesome except for one wear hole in the drivers seat.  It rides and drives excelent.  It will need new tires in the front because they are dry rotted and it has an exhaust leak before the turbo (gasket between exhaust manifold and turbo I believe).  The guy was asking 6k for it when I found it but I got him down to 4500.  Let me know what you think and also what I can expect to be replacing shortly in the car.<P>Thanks,<P>Tony||12.36.152.153||reg||1
Z||000001||smokindav||07-16-2002||04:32 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||CV boots, tie-rods, ball joints.  It seems lately that alternators have been popular and water pumps are starting to make a strong showing.<P>Radiators are always popular as are coolant hoses.  <P>Make sure to ask here or at the yahoo group before commencing working on your own GVR4 as we all have a hell of a lot of combined experience and can help you with short cuts and what-not-to-dos.  I'm especially strong in the what-not-to-do category.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000002||Bill||07-16-2002||06:56 PM||||Too much!||205.188.195.28||reg||1
Z||000003||DSMGVR4||07-16-2002||07:54 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||I'm on my 3rd GVR4..In the past I had to replace 2 altenators, 1 radiator, rotors, had to get rear wheel bearings, driveshaft, and front pass tie rod done but sold the car so I didn't have to deal with it...now i have another GVR4 that is leaking oil like a mutha! Go figure. But something about owning a limited available car is nice not to mention u can haul babies too (i have a 18 mo and 2 mo old boys)I bought the GVR4 for them. :-)||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||07-16-2002||07:54 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I agree with the too much assessment, that's a heap of miles.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||turboflanagan||07-16-2002||10:02 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||You didn't mention any mods done to the car.  For reference, I got my '92 a year and a half ago for $3000 and it had a new, well, reman long block with about 20K miles on it, new factory   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> clutch and very clean interior, just a light gray area where I guess your rip is on the driver seat.<P>Check the for sale posts.  Lots of guys getting rid of theirs with mods for about the same money.<p>[This message has been edited by turboflanagan (edited 07-16-2002).]||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000006||Sleeper VR4||07-17-2002||08:17 AM||anthony.niemczyk@ps.ge.com||Thanks for the input guys.  The car has no mods and nothing I can see wrong with it mechanically other than the exhaust leak.  It also has an immaculate interior and exterior.  There are some pics of it at  <A HREF="http://people.clemson.edu/~bshaun/pics/galant" TARGET=_blank>http://people.clemson.edu/~bshaun/pics/galant</A> <BR>I have been looking around here (Greenville SC) for a little while now and this is the first one I have found that isnt sold.  One just sold last month for 4500 with 160k on it but I dont know the condition.  <BR>I want a really clean car and dont want to travel too far to get it so if anyone knows of one, let me know.||12.36.152.153||reg||1
Z||000007||229of1000||07-23-2002||02:23 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Looks like I got a good deal  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">.  I paid $3800 for mine, with 102,000 miles.  It is nearly perfect mechanically, totally stock.  The interior is awesome, no tears or anything in the leather.  The outside has some minor hail damage on the roof, but other than that it is perfect.  I shopped around for months though, and ended up driving from Florida to Wisconsin to buy it.  Sound like a good deal?||12.92.215.220||reg||6
Z||000008||pj||07-23-2002||03:25 PM||jang_paul@hotmail.com||a bit pricey in my opinion.  $4500 for a gvr4 with 160k.  redone valves?  <P>with that kind of mileage you better believe that motor will probably need some work done to it in the next 10k or above.  that seems to be the limit for the 4g63 motors.<P>however, if you don't want to travel, this might be the best for you.<P>dsmgvr4, is this john?  would this happen to be 685/1000?  kensington grey?<BR>this is paul if so.||206.137.73.104||reg||1
Z||000009||Kage||07-23-2002||07:47 PM||predaking@specialoperations.com||That leak might be the exhaust manifold.  The 1st gen manifolds on the VR4's crack and are usually replaced with 2nd gen manifolds.||207.172.11.147||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000808.cgi
A||N||7||hibern8||Rear brake install ||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||07-16-2002||03:02 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||has anyone ever changed thier rear brake pads. it seems that all of them i have tried have been too thick. the bottom bolt obviously comes out of the caliper but the top one seem to be permanenet, nto allowing the caliper to conform to the new thickness. i pushed the piston back in and i cant get the caliper to turn back over the new pads. the rear pad has clearance but the one closer to the outside of the car seems to be just a tad to thick. has anyone ever run into this problem and have a soultion for me?||12.26.69.43||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||07-16-2002||03:22 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If you remove the bottom bolt, the whole pad holder assembly should pivot out of the way, and then the top pin should slide in/out of the caliper body. Are you sure you've pressed/turned the piston in the whole way. Are you sure that the emergency brake lever is releasing the whole way.The pads are a tight fit, but after I fixed the rusted emergency brake parts, mine went right on with Axxis Metal Masters. Sorry I'm no help.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR><p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 07-16-2002).]||66.156.213.236||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||07-16-2002||04:31 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Did you 1. use a block of wood and a c-clamp (or whatever your method) to compress the piston all the way in.  2.  grab the little ridge in the inside of the caliper with pliers and crank the caliper open?  I think you turn clockwise?||157.254.98.202||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||07-16-2002||09:44 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yes the piston is in all the way thats why i say i have a ton of clearance behind the brake pad closest to the piston. but im treying to figureout if there is a way to remove the caliper because it only pivots up due to a permanent? bolt on the top of the caliper. everything i have done has been fine but i cant get the damn caliper to pivot back over the new pads because the one towards the outside of the car seems to be a tad too thick||12.26.69.43||reg||1
Z||000004||Gvr4-330||07-17-2002||01:03 AM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||You should be able to slide the caliper off that top bolt if you want to remove it.  Just push the caliper inwards.  The bolt is screwed into the pad-holding bracket.<P>Otherwise, the caliper should slide nicely on that bolt.  If it's tough, but you can get it off, be sure to grease it up.<P>Rob||24.44.200.0||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||07-17-2002||02:28 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||if you buy an eclipse repair manual, it will illustrate all the procedures.  the brakes, motor, trans, and suspension stuff all cross over to the galant.  the brakes are easy to service once you realize how its done.  don't get frustrated.  ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR4458||07-17-2002||10:17 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||First, The rears do not PRESS in, they are turned in.  You can torque down with a c-clamp all you want because it twists in (just like a great big screw- anyone have a tool for this?).<P>You can completely remove all the brake hardware back there (I think you may need a wrench at one point since a socket wouldn't fit over one of the bolts).<P>Are you sure you have the rights pads?  Did they give you pads for the wrong car that are too thick?<P>I had a similar problems but once I realized that it twists in and I twisted the thing in (release the ebrake) it fit fine.<BR>EH||57.68.12.102||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||07-17-2002||10:34 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||OK first fwiw, I hate the back brakes - front are a breeze, but if the top pin/bolt doesn't slide easily, you're brakes probably won't be wearing to evenly (like mine).  Correct the piston is a screw type (and NAPA has a socket tool to turn it - makes life much easier).  You should be able to take a big clamp (huge channel locks) and move the caliper back to the outside to get it over the pad.  Yes it's tight, but it should move enough.  Good luck.<BR>||167.142.22.199||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000809.cgi
A||||12||Garfield Wright||galants for sale||||1||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||07-16-2002||08:43 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||So many galants for sale.  Are we getting tired of these cars?  Is it time to move on.  Evo/Subi/Audi/M3?  Hmmmmm!  Anyone in the market for a good galant sure have a lot to pick from.  What the hell I'm entertaining offers on mine <A HREF="http://southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/galant_1991vr4.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/galant_1991vr4.htm</A>  .  NNNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOOOOOTTTTTTT!||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000001||turboflanagan||07-16-2002||09:42 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||No kidding!  There are a ton all of a sudden.  I guess it's kinda like the stock market, the more people wanting to sell, the cheaper the price, right?<BR>By the way- I'll give you an entertaining offer for your's!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  And Jon thinks that $2000 is lowball...||66.114.238.18||reg||1
Z||000002||Geovannie||07-16-2002||10:27 PM||geovannie@boostaholic.net||I just bought mine  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR> <A HREF="http://www.boostaholic.net/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.boostaholic.net/</A> ||24.73.100.24||reg||1
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||07-16-2002||11:24 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Nice Geovannie.  Wasn't this one on ebay a few weeks ago?  Anyway, there's a meet coming up next month @ moroso in West Palm Beach.  I'll be there & a few other galants as well.  Make sure u make the trip down.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000004||Geovannie||07-17-2002||12:47 AM||geovannie@boostaholic.net||Are we talking about the IRDC event? If so count on me being there  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>No I bought this car from a local here in Orlando.||24.73.100.24||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||07-17-2002||12:37 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Garfield,<BR>When is the Moroso meet? Maybe I can make it too.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.2||reg||1
Z||000006||Garfield Wright||07-17-2002||04:35 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||The event is in August.  Not sure of the exact date, but as soon as I know I'll post it.  Yes it is the IDRC event.||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000007||Geovannie||07-17-2002||04:50 PM||geovannie@boostaholic.net|| <A HREF="http://importdrag.com/calendar_HN02.shtml" TARGET=_blank>http://importdrag.com/calendar_HN02.shtml</A> <P>I will probably be there both days.||24.73.100.24||reg||1
Z||000008||blytz||07-17-2002||07:55 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||hey Geo!!!!!!!! Nice to see you here!||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000009||Russ Keenan||07-17-2002||11:14 PM||russkeenan@yahoo.com||I will probably make it to the orlando event. Anyone coming over to Bradenton for the Nopi nat's in september?||24.164.45.146||reg||1
Z||000010||Geovannie||07-17-2002||11:30 PM||geovannie@boostaholic.net||Hey Matt  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Russ I will be there too  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.73.100.24||reg||6
Z||000011||Garfield Wright||07-18-2002||03:37 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I'll be in Bradenton for the Nopi event.  Orlando, I should be able to do depending on schedule.  I've never been to the Orlando Speedway before will try my best to be there.||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000012||Geovannie||07-18-2002||09:35 PM||geovannie@boostaholic.net||Yeah you should come for Battle of the Imports in November. <BR>||24.73.100.24||reg||1
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A||||7||hibern8||transfer case fluid||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||07-16-2002||09:46 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||does anyone know what the heck i can put into my transfer case and wher ei can get it. i have asked and they said some type of synthetic manual trans fluid. does anyone have any other suggestions and if i can pick it up at a local auto parts store?||12.26.69.43||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||07-16-2002||09:49 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I've got GM sychromesh in my tranny and transfer case.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||07-17-2002||06:32 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||do know what i can pick up at a local auto parts store?||66.2.46.26||reg||1
Z||000003||Whistler||07-17-2002||08:01 PM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||I use Redline heavy shockproof gear oil.  It is a thick red goo.  Works great.||208.61.184.156||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||07-18-2002||12:40 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The only thing that you might find at a local parts house would be a good synthetic 75W/80W hypoid gear oil, as specified by Mitsubishi. I got Redline shockproof heavy mail order from Summit Racing in mine. Many people use the BG Syncro Shift too. That you might be able to get from your local Dodge dealer, mine does. But, its like $17 a quart!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.211.7||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||07-18-2002||10:48 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Whistler:<BR><B>I use Redline heavy shockproof gear oil.  It is a thick red goo.  Works great.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Same here.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||smokindav||07-19-2002||08:36 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||80W-90 is fine for the transfer case.  Dino oil is fine, but if you want to spend the extra cash go with the synthetic.  I usually just run 75w-90 in both the transfer case and transmission.<P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000007||Hunter||07-23-2002||02:28 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||provided it's only a few quarts, going with the redline, or a synthetic is well worth the extra couple bucks in my opinion. just make sure u don't use the GL4 stuff in the rear transfer case.  i think u want to use GL5? if i remember correctly, guys? girls?||167.88.200.30||reg||12




ubb/Forum3/000811.cgi
A||||4||4g63t||140/1000 learning as I go||||11||
Z||000000||4g63t||07-17-2002||02:30 AM||||Well, heres an update. I started tearing into things and its going pretty well. I've always done all my own maintenance but this is more than I've ever tackled. I have some good news, some questions, and some problems. The good news is that my mechanic buddy was horribly wrong and the problem is not in the piston or block at all. I pulled the head tonight and found both exhaust valves in the #1 cyl missing pea-sized chunks. The piston looks great and there is no scoring or gouging on the cyl walls. One problem is that I ass-u&me-d I was going to pull the engine so I just cut the TB (the cover had melted to it) without setting TDC or checking the timing marks. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/redface.gif"> I'm really looking forward to my first time installing a T-belt and setting the timing.NOT.Couple of Q's: I don't have balance shafts, will that affect the TB installation procedure?Also, I heard thet the 11th commandment is "Thou shall not reuse a head gasket" Is that always true? This one looks great and I'm going to have a bear of a time getting a new one - when the engine was rebuilt 2 1/2 yrs ago, they used an other-than-factory gasket for clearance, but never told me what kind or size. And last but not least, how do you guys get the crank pulley off? I swear I'm about to cut it off with a torch <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Thats all my questions for now, I'm sure I'll have more later. Sorry for the long post, just bear with me till my babys back to normal. Thanks guys - Chris      ||65.129.88.76||reg||11
Z||000001||BluFalcon||07-17-2002||03:08 AM||muttski@gte.net||DO NOT Reuse A Headgasket!!  Conicelli Mitsu is in PA and they offer a discount for the DSM/Mitsu guys.  call them up and they'll have a brand new HG sent out to you soonest.  ||4.64.80.242||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||07-17-2002||04:58 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||YO! go to ebay, 2 nice rebuilt heads on bid.  #1844591792,  1844590814.  or, do a search on 4g63||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000003||Whistler||07-17-2002||08:05 PM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 4g63t:<BR><B>they used an other-than-factory gasket for clearance, but never told me what kind or size. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Is the head gasket metal or composite?  If it is metal, it may be reusable.  If it is the standard composite gasket, get a new one.<BR>||208.61.184.156||reg||1
Z||000004||4g63t||07-17-2002||11:28 PM||||Thanks for the help guys, its appreciated. I ordered a metal gasket today and I have a head sitting around from an old talon tsi I tried parting out. I'm glad now that I wasn't able to sell it! Now I just have to figure out how to get this crank pulley off - Arrgh! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||65.129.88.43||reg||10
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A||||3||Team Ducktape||What the hell is the matter with you people????||||5||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||07-17-2002||01:45 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I can't believe how many vr-4's there are for sale!! And I also can't believe that you guys/gals won't miss these things agter they're gone!! So yea go a head and make your money. I bet a million dollars you will regret selling them!!!! Oh well I quess I can have more now...... ||24.196.87.195||reg||5
Z||000001||roth4fun||07-17-2002||01:56 PM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||It is amazing.  About 6 months ago I was searching everywhere trying to find one.  Most were so high priced that I couldn't budget it.  I finally settled on one with a missing engine that has been backyarded for a while by the previous owner.  Now I am dumping in money trying to get it running.  With the prices I have seen for them lately, I could have just saved up the total and bought one...||209.144.56.250||reg||1
Z||000002||mands||07-17-2002||02:10 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||reason for selling #701<BR>too many cars and projects and making room<BR>for my Evo VII RSII LHD coming in a few weeks.<BR>no, not from Evolution Imports<BR>Robert<BR>M&S||67.104.24.99||reg||1
Z||000003||Hunter||07-17-2002||02:12 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||it's tempting... with the WRX coming down in price, and used ones showing up for less then 20k....  not to mention the dealers are expecting to get the STi's in about 2 months...  and the EVo'z coming out possibly end of this year? if not next.  And rumer mill showing parts maybe harder and harder to get for the vr4 since it's past the 10 year mark...   decisions decisions..  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||4.61.231.232||reg||12




ubb/Forum3/000813.cgi
A||N||10||roth4fun||Just got my RRE FMIC kit||||1||
Z||000000||roth4fun||07-17-2002||01:54 PM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||This kit is pretty nice.  The Griffin core with the cast Spearco end tanks look really nice with good welds.  The pipes, clamps, and couplings look good too.<P>Anyone who has installed this before, where exactly does the intercooler hang?  I have two brackets and don't know which one goes on top and into which of the 4 bolt holes.  I was trying to put it into various positions while not bending up all the fins, no luck yet.  I don't have the motor in the car right now, so I cant use the piping to approximate the position either.  On the RRE site, they only describe the routing of the pipes and any pictures they have are of it out of the car or 100% installed.<P>I sent them an email asking about this, but I figured I could benefit from instruction from someone else who has been there.  Also, is cutting the front bumper required to install it?||209.144.56.250||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||07-17-2002||03:00 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I installed mine all wrong, wish I would have found these pictures and printed them out before I tried to install it: <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/gvr4-rreic-upperbracket.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/gvr4-rreic-upperbracket.jpg</A>  <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/gvr4-rreic-lowerbracket.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/gvr4-rreic-lowerbracket.jpg</A> <BR>There's lots of other good pictures if you browse the directory. It will give you a better idea of where each pipe and coupling goes: <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/</A> <BR>You'll notice that when you're done, it should be angled: <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/gvr4-18inch-angled.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/gvr4-18inch-angled.jpg</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR><p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 07-17-2002).]||66.156.210.2||reg||1
Z||000002||roth4fun||07-17-2002||03:02 PM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||Wow, that is exactly what I needed to know in where and how the FMIC is mounted.<P>I will give that a shot and see if I have to do any cutting to the inside of the bumper.||209.144.56.250||reg||10
Z||000003||bob in chicago||07-17-2002||06:33 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||You will have to cut the back side of the metal bumper support. Mofugas's Rob installed mine and we're able to leave the outer bumper cover totally untouched,  including the horizontal "louvers."||24.148.46.21||reg||1
Z||000004||roth4fun||07-18-2002||09:57 AM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||Bob, would you happen to have a picture of it during the installation or know more details about it?  I am just curious on the amount of cutting.  I don't want to be in there taking out a 1/4 inch at a time and trying to stuff the IC in there over and over if I can avoid it.  But I also want to keep as much bumper as possible -- I like to feel safe knowing I have more than just my motor and IC between me and whatever I may have smack into the front of my GVR4.||209.144.56.250||reg||5
Z||000005||ken inn||07-18-2002||10:52 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||dont kid yourself.  you could put BOTH front AND rear bumpers in the front, and it STILL wont help.  maybe at 5 mph, but you got 3000+lbs at speed, in a pure frontal crash, it aint gonna help.  you would get more benefit of cutting the hell out of the bumper to reduce weight, and maybe AVOIDING the crash.  bumpers dont do diddily.  and there is almost no such thing as a pure frontal in real life||63.146.72.142||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||07-18-2002||12:25 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Your best bet is just to completely install the IC, and then have a friend help you to line the bumper back up, and note where it needs cut. You'll still have to do this several times, cut a little, line it back up, mark it, cut a little more, but as long as you have someone there to help lift the bumper on and off (I didn't :-( ) its not too bad. This way, you only remove as little as you have to.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.211.7||reg||1
Z||000007||JonGVR4||07-18-2002||01:59 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Easiest is to take a sawzall and cut the center section out of the bumper.  You'll end up with two big chunks with no metal in the center.  You'll still need to remove a bunch of the styrofoam in the center.  It will take about 10 minutes to actually do the cutting and you won't need a torch to cut it.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||07-18-2002||10:54 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||The bumpers on the GVR4 are very tough. The rear is very tough. Mine has taken a couple of direct hits and it destroys the other cat and leave all but a scatch in the cover.<P>That said I probably have the smallest front bumper of anyone. About 6" total. Jon has an old picture (digital 5 years ago were not that great) of my bumper being cut on the site.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||bob in chicago||07-22-2002||08:29 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Sorry no pictures. You need to remove cover from metal inner bumber, then install FMIC, then hold metal inner liner up to eyeball amount to cut. Must have a friend to hold it in place. ||216.65.173.158||reg||1
Z||000010||roth4fun||07-22-2002||09:16 AM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||Thanks for all the help with this effort.  I took the bumper off and was amazed that only two bolts and two nuts hold the whole thing on.  Now I can mount everything and cut to fit it putting the bumper back on as suggested.<P>I was hoping that since I dumped a big chunk of money for a real kit it would require no cutting.  I am sure that a Greddy, HKS, or any other commercial kit would not require cutting.  But then again, I did pay a lot let than what a kit like that would cost.<P>This is why I never put a FMIC on my Laser.  I didn't want to have to chop things up where it could not be changed back to 100% stock.  I am at the same point with it where 12.5 @ 110 is pretty fast for the stock side-mount IC and I need to consider upgrading.||209.144.56.250||reg||7




ubb/Forum3/000814.cgi
A||||5||kartorium31||any body have a rs rear diff?  where can i get one||||1||
Z||000000||kartorium31||07-17-2002||07:59 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I might need a galant rs rear diff cause i think i am gonna get a rs tranny.  does any one have one of these or know where i can get one?  ||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000001||Whistler||07-17-2002||08:02 PM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||Try calling Road Race Engineering.  If Mike does not have one, he may point you in the right direction.||208.61.184.156||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||07-17-2002||08:49 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||thanks<BR>||12.144.250.217||reg||1
Z||000003||teet||07-18-2002||04:20 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||I got my rear gears from TAD.  <P>You can use RS rear gears...EVO1...or EVO2<P>if you decide not to go for it...I might buy your RS tranny for reasonable  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>john||134.134.136.3||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||07-18-2002||09:32 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||well the tranny is a no go, i didn't bid in time.  thanks for all the help though.||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000005||kartorium31||08-07-2002||12:19 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Teet, or any one else interested, I know someone that has a rs tranny for sale.  If no one buys it he is gonna put it on ebay.  email me if you are interested.||12.18.161.153||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000815.cgi
A||||0||JSTYLE||Apexi RSM||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||07-17-2002||08:05 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||I'm looking at buying an Apexi RSM. Has anyone had any experiences with them? Are they hard to install into the ecu etc.. I just want it for the rice factor, but also my car has a top speed reading of 240kmph.<P>Any help about the RSM would be much appreciated!!!||210.49.200.216||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000816.cgi
A||||1||Ash||K&N cleaning||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||07-18-2002||08:32 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Just wondering how often you guys clean your K&N filters?  I just cleaned mine for the first time on the weekend since I got it about a year & a 1/2 ago.||203.220.202.249||reg||1
Z||000001||199of2k||07-18-2002||05:49 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Every 5th oil change(about every 6mos)||68.9.133.82||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000817.cgi
A||||12||1quickvr4||I FOUND WHERE GARFEILD GETS HIS PARTS||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||07-19-2002||08:32 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com|| <A HREF="http://e39a.tripod.co.jp/991123.html" TARGET=_blank>http://e39a.tripod.co.jp/991123.html</A> <P>HAHAH<P>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000001||notagst||07-19-2002||08:54 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||awesome, anybody know japanese?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||07-19-2002||10:45 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I do||63.52.132.141||reg||7
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||07-20-2002||01:11 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||LOL!  Yeah, that's me in the blue.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||66.176.234.150||reg||10
Z||000004||drew||07-20-2002||04:05 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Yes, i know japanese, what do you need to know? they found a totalled GVR4 and raped it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000005||91redjoker||07-21-2002||02:49 AM||turk5834@msn.com||what kind of wing is that on the galant on the web page at the bottom??? I like the way it looks on our car.||67.200.202.101||reg||1
Z||000006||VR4GAZM||07-21-2002||03:36 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||That would be a version of the combat wing I believe.  And I can tell you it WOULD NOT look good on our cars because our cars don't have the right curves to make that wing look good on it   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  Not to many wings look good on our cars. Just the one it comes with it stock and the evo spoilers.  Im look at getting dimensions to maybe see if the new celica sports spoilers (the one that look like the evo spoiler) would fit out cars, it may with some work done to even the bottoms out.  <P>Did anyone else notice that was a turbo amg? I believe there is a discussion about in the bodykits thread where it says that the amg was only n/a. The one engine pics proves that wrong i guess?<P>Mike<p>[This message has been edited by VR4GAZM (edited 07-21-2002).]||209.156.76.5||reg||1
Z||000007||1quickvr4||07-21-2002||06:32 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I dont think that was a turbo. A BIG thing among e39a ownwers in Japan is to put the tuned by AMG cover on their cars.<P>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000008||blytz||07-21-2002||09:07 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||IT's turbo, the Intake says "Cyclone Turbo Intercooled" and on the I/C piping (running over the turbo) is a BOV.||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000009||1quickvr4||07-21-2002||09:12 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I did know that, I would show you the site that they switch the spark covers around and make a big deal of it. The only AMGs I have seen are NA. Im still not sure of the turbo versions. There is a Colt/AMG site in Japan that has all the facts and the broucure for the AMG.<P><BR>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000010||blytz||07-21-2002||10:20 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||oh, okay, I see, so you meant, You don't think that was really an AMG.... I could understand that (as I also thought that all AMGs were N/A)||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000011||drew||07-22-2002||01:34 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||the website says the spoiler is an aftermarket (unknown brand) from an accord||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000012||drew||07-22-2002||01:48 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||the website says the spoiler is an aftermarket (unknown brand) from an accord||65.184.77.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000818.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||T/E/L fmic||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||07-21-2002||12:42 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||has anyone ever tried to install an fmic and piping from a t/e/l on a galant?  or even the piping from the intercooler outlet to the throttle body?  on another note, on thursday, the FBI raided the company where i used to work, dallas european, and downloaded every computer.  supposedly, the company where i work now, filed a hacking complaint against them.  how wierd is that?  of course, the owner of dallas european is iranian, and has ties to the middle east.  hmmmm.  as a vietnam vet(101st airborne, 1968-1970, cib, bronze star 2 times, vsm, vcr, yada, yada)  it would really piss me off to find out he is supporting terrorist groups. ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000001||bob in chicago||07-22-2002||08:24 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||At the Shoot Out, I saw such a set up on Andy's GVR4 (from Tennessee). You need to have the battery moved but other wise looks easy to do. ||216.65.173.158||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||07-22-2002||09:51 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Damn, Ken, I didn't know you were in the 101st.  I just read "Band of Brothers" back in May and watched the mini-series.  Airborne are some bad mo-fo's.  Much respect!<P>My cousin is in the Airborne.  He just got done with desert training out in Arizona and as far as I know he's getting ready to deploy to parts unknown.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Dave Flaherty<BR>Lt. USNR||205.217.142.131||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000819.cgi
A||||9||VR4GAZM||Exterior Accessories..||||6||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||07-21-2002||03:29 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Just wondering if anyone has any of these on their cars, stuff like: Black out headlight covers, hood bra, full fascia cover, rock/bug visors....anything else anybody can think of?  <P>My hood has some really really bad chips on the very tip of the hood, and instead of a paint job I wanna cover it up with maybe a bra or rock/bug guard. And maybe get some headlight covers to match my tinted windows...i dont care if they are ricey, they make your car look "wicked" stealth  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Mike||209.156.76.5||reg||6
Z||000001||kartorium31||07-21-2002||01:49 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I really want to black out all my lights but i think it is illegal here in washington.  it would look really cool.||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000002||KenGVR4||07-21-2002||04:49 PM||kman940@earthlink.net||Personally, I think blacked out anything is for cars driven by people with mullets. <BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||207.168.131.195||reg||1
Z||000003||kartorium31||07-21-2002||10:15 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I can grow one, no problem.||12.18.158.25||reg||7
Z||000004||Ian M||07-21-2002||11:08 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||LOL||129.71.115.246||reg||1
Z||000005||mitsu13ishi||07-27-2002||04:33 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||hey guys, i have a GTS headlight covers. took the GTS sticker off. and then i put a full bra on the car. it looks really cool, my gf goes.. "it looks to evil, take it off!!" lol. people with mullets drive 77 chevy pickups!||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000006||kartorium31||07-27-2002||08:58 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||where did u get the headlight covers and the bra?||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000007||199of2k||07-27-2002||10:08 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Yea, where did you get the bra?  My hood is chipped up like crazy and is getting very unsightly.||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000008||mitsu13ishi||07-28-2002||06:34 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||yea guys, i got the headlight covers at AUTOZONE, i just went up to the counter and ordered it, $45 i believe. and the bra was $95 from colgan custom bras. or you can go back to your dealer i believe. but a local speed shop here in town ordered my colgan for me.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000009||Ian M||07-28-2002||08:06 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I have a Colgan bra that was on my previous GVR4 when I bought it. When I got it home,I took it off and put it in my attic. I remember it being in nice shape,If anyones interested in it,I can go dig it out and check it out.<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 07-28-2002).]||129.71.115.49||reg||7




ubb/Forum3/000820.cgi
A||||1||Garfield Wright||dsm shootout||||1||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||07-21-2002||09:10 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||When is the dsm shoot out or did I miss it?  I won't be able to go (too faaaaarrrrrr).  For those who will be in attendance, please fill us in as soon as u can.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||07-21-2002||09:13 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Its this weekend.<P><BR>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000821.cgi
A||||6||1quickvr4||Found the AMG website||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||07-21-2002||09:20 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com|| <A HREF="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/</A> <P>They are all NA from what I can tell. If you look at the stock cam covers they are the same grey as our dsm and NA Galant cam covers and missing the diamond star from the VR-4 cam covers on some years. Notice the spark cover inseart. I am now 99 percent sure that they were almost all NA, Could some one show me proof otherwise. I would like to know a Little more. One thing that is diffrent is the stiped seats on some models. I saw one one that said 168 ps by it I dont know how much that is comparied to Horsepower.<BR>Zach<P>[This message has been edited by 1quickvr4 (edited 07-21-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by 1quickvr4 (edited 07-21-2002).]||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||07-22-2002||01:29 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||They are all N/A. Garfield I don't think the "AMG" motor you had was an AMG Motor. ALso, 1PS is approx 1HP||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||KarT||07-22-2002||05:56 PM||weslariv@cox.net||DAMN, we get sooooo Jipped when it come's to Importing ! I want one of those kit's or even the wing and bumper's. Anyone know where I can get my hand's on something along those lines?<BR>||68.9.68.130||reg||1
Z||000003||91GVR4||07-22-2002||10:25 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||KarT ,try emailing Garfield Wright.  He might be able to help you out.<P>Man, that blue or sky blue one is hot.||65.59.96.222||reg||14
Z||000004||MPREZYAVR4||07-23-2002||01:23 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I had always heard that they did a special run of 75 AMG VR4 galants rumored to have something like 260ps. All I know is I want the AMG wheels  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> .<BR>||63.232.199.116||reg||1
Z||000005||Hunter||07-23-2002||01:58 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||is that the stock side pannaling? (SMOOTH)?  i'd like to switch to that.. the ridges kinda makes our models look like early 90's...  wait.. it is early 90's!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Hunter (edited 07-23-2002).]||167.88.200.30||reg||5
Z||000006||turbowop||07-23-2002||02:13 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Hey Ken? You notice most these AMG Galants have Recaro seats. Maybe you should contact them about some brackets.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000822.cgi
A||||0||smokindav||Interesting rice boy discussion||||1||
Z||000000||smokindav||07-22-2002||10:02 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://corner-carvers.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=3625" TARGET=_blank>http://corner-carvers.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=3625</A> <P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000823.cgi
A||||3||turbogalant||turbo seal ring||||8||
Z||000000||turbogalant||07-22-2002||07:27 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Does anone know the part# for the seal ring between the intake pipe and turbo's compressor inlet I know thepart #is on it but mine is lost. Thanks in adv.||12.232.37.0||reg||8
Z||000001||number3||07-23-2002||08:25 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||We toss that ring anyway. It could get sucked up into the turbo and cause damage. ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||07-23-2002||09:56 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||For some reason I can't find it in CAPS. Its not shown with the turbocharger, and its not with the intake pipe. Maybe its actually part of the intake pipe assembly???<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.211.7||reg||1
Z||000003||DSSA||07-23-2002||12:59 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||MD132931||152.163.207.178||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000824.cgi
A||||51||JonGVR4||New cars||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||07-23-2002||09:16 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I've narrowed down my next car choices some.  One, of course, is the WRX.  Here are the mods I would probably do to it at first:<P>3" exhaust, no cats.<BR>K&N air filter<BR>HKS EVC-EZ<BR>VDO boost gauge<BR>Maybe the FP upgrade turbo<P>I would be worried about the warranty with the car though.  Not sure if it would be worth it to spend $25K for a car with no warranty.<P>The other car I was thinking about is a shocker.  Here are the specs:<BR>V8<BR>supercharged and intercooled<BR>8.5:1 compression (I think that is what I read)<BR>DOHC<BR>RWD with Independent Rear Suspension<BR>LSD<BR>runs high 12's stock<BR>full warranty<BR>NEW car.<P>Any guesses?  Hint, the first mod would be to buy a new rear bumper cover.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||07-23-2002||09:34 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Uh Oh!  Sounding kinda Ford'ish||157.254.98.201||reg||1
Z||000002||notagst||07-23-2002||10:56 AM||tenriyu00@aol.com||sounds like a cobra to me, please bro, whatever you do dont go into the blue oval camp... thats like treason.  As imports its our duty to beat down all domestics, how can you throw loyalty out the window like that?  Wait til august, pay less and get an evo-lancer.  Actually have a back seat, and still tear up the competition, including a cobra!||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||07-23-2002||11:20 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I've been waiting for the Lancer for years and it still isn't here.  <P>What bothers me the most about the Lancer is the engine.  Mitsubishi obviously has changed the metal used in the crank starting in model year 93.  Then they changed the oiling in model year 95 with the American 4G63.  All of the ones with this cheaper crank like to walk.  <P>Now knowing Mitsubishi's history of hiding problems and cutting corners, why should I get a Mitsubishi product when I know that there will be a problem with the engine?  You know the Lancer engine isn't designed to last 150K miles.  It will probably last 70-80K miles if that and then fall apart.  I'm just not ready to do that.<P>I saw some pictures of the Cobra engine the other day.  Chains running the cams make me feel good about things.  No push rods makes me feel even better.  Low compression and the potential to run twin turbos make me smile.  In stock form, it is about as fast as my car now so I could drive it a few years, raise my kids and then modify near the end of the warranty.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||smokindav||07-23-2002||11:34 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||JonGVR4 said in another post:<BR>"Why I might not sell.<BR>Money. I have none. In October of last year, I was laid off from a dot com. I was making pretty decent money at the dot com but then I ended up with no job. I was out of work for 3 weeks and I took a job at a pretty large insurance company. Only problem is, I'm a programmer here rather than a DBA like I was before. Programmers make less, about $6000/year or $500/month less actually. <P>I also have a new house. My wife talked me into this past spring. Rates are down, we need more room, etc. So now my mortgage is about $200/month more."<P>I'm gonna have to figure out how without any money I can sell my car (which is already paid for) and buy a $25k-35k car.<P>What is your secret?    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Dave Flaherty<P>edit: Don't take offense.  I'm just giving you a different voice (of reason) to listen too.  New cars aren't all they're cracked up to be and after the new wears off people often wish they had just put their money in the bank or spent it on something that actually appreciates.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>My friend and his wife just leased a new car.  We talked before the lease ran out on his wife's Solara and he swore he'd never lease another car again. <P>After I was over at his house and saw a shiny black Altima 2.5L I asked him if he bought it.  Nope, he got sucked into another lease because all he was looking at was whether or not he could make the next monthly payment and never considered the bottom line.  And now his job is starting to suck and he may have to leave.  You never know what will happen and the bottom line is still the bottom line.<p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 07-23-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4458||07-23-2002||11:40 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Valid points Jon.  You're forgetting one thing:  Having your a@# handed to you by a four banger.  I'd hate to have a high profile (high insurance) car and be beat, ever.  Now one some punk rolls up in a turbo'd integra (and lets pretend it is well built and fast) and smokes you, you're gonna feel pretty bad.  Worse yet, someone in a Lancer spanks you're butt.  That's the wonder of the GVR4, it's a four door, four banger capable of keeping up with really expnsive sports cars.  Just a thought.<P>Seriously though, I'm not certain that the Evo engines have the same crank problems that eclipses seem to have.  Before agreeing with that, I'd check with some of the rally car guys and see what they replace when building an Evo rally car.  I'd suggest TAD in LakeZurich, IL (they usually prep 3-4 each year).<P>EH||57.68.12.102||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||07-23-2002||11:59 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I don't know where all this domestic hate is coming from.  Granted, they usually don't have as good interiors, but they're fine automobiles.  The '03 cobra is a really sweet ride, but there have been some problems with the ones that just came out.  I forget what it was though.||140.247.202.24||reg||1
Z||000007||pj||07-23-2002||12:28 PM||jang_paul@hotmail.com||i think either would be good choices.  no matter what, there's nothing like getting that new car.  the new car smell, picking it up from the dealer.  and having a factory warranty on a performance car.<P>however, choosing the stang and wrx are like buying either apples or oranges.  two totally different purposes/needs.  with a family the wrx is probably the better choice.  however, trust me you need that warranty for the wrx.<P>a friend of mine had his clutch and tranny replaced by the dealer with 11k on the car, totally stock.  now he has this droning sound they don't know where it's coming from.  <P>another friend also just picked up a silver 2002 wrx.  great car, but definitely keep that warranty.  might as well keep the gvr4 if you plan to do those mods then void the warranty.||206.137.73.104||reg||1
Z||000008||JonGVR4||07-23-2002||01:31 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I will hopefully be getting a raise very soon.  That is how I plan on affording the car.<P>Yes, the WRX and Rustang are completely different cars.  This is what I want out of my next car purchase:<BR>1.  AWD but I'll settle on RWD.<BR>2.  Turbocharged but I'll settle on supercharged.<BR>3.  Full warranty and the car running 12's.<BR>4.  No hatchbacks except a wagon.<BR>5.  No GMs.<BR>6.  Affordable.<P>You guys have any other suggestions?  I've come up with 1 car so far that meet that.  The WRX is close if I can modify it and then put back to stock if there is a warranty problem.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000009||Pappy||07-23-2002||01:59 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Hmm... my brother's '02 WRX hasn't had to go in for anything yet(except the usual oil change and minor things), and he was one of the very first people to get one.  He drives it to work and also beats on it occasionally.<P>Anywho, as for other cars, I can't think of any that really meet your criteria.<p>[This message has been edited by Pappy (edited 07-23-2002).]||140.247.202.24||reg||1
Z||000010||Dan D||07-23-2002||02:09 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Are there "mod" friendly subaru dealers?  It seems that I've heard some people talk about having boost controller,exh, BPU's, and still getting warranty work done.  I do know from a friend that the local one here in indy doesn't honor warranty if there's anything done though.  Wait for final word on the sti coming.  It's sounds like quite the beast.<P>The cobra..shrug..I've never liked mustangs, but to each their own.  They can be made to go pretty fast however and ford seems to know how to build a v8 that lasts.  Hell, the 5.0 liter in my '88 beater cougar still runs great.  At least the new cobra actually has some horsepower.  <P>How about the new Z car?  Kinda ugly, but getting good reviews and under $30k||157.254.98.203||reg||1
Z||000012||smokindav||07-23-2002||02:34 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||If you are willing to spend $35k plus dealer markup for a Cobra, you might also consider an Audi S4.<P>But if you are trying to choose between the Cobra and the WRX, then it's really no comparison, the Cobra will be tons more fun on the street and faster than the WRX, plus a supercharged V8 has sooooo much torque you'll want to buy shares of Firestone!  <P>Wish I had to choose between the two.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000013||Pappy||07-23-2002||03:07 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Mmm... S4.  But those are a little pricey.  As far as mod friendly dealers goes..  The dealer by law can only refuse to do warranty service if the mod was the cause of the problem.  However they can make up some bullshit story as to why your exhaust caused the the A/C to stop working.||140.247.202.24||reg||1
Z||000014||pj||07-23-2002||03:20 PM||jang_paul@hotmail.com||pappy, possibly my friend experienced manufacturing flaws in it's initial year it was released.<P>my other friend just got a 02, but my friend who had the warranty work done has had his wrx for about 1.5 years now.  he was one of the first to take delivery in nj i know that much.||206.137.75.111||reg||1
Z||000015||Ash||07-23-2002||08:01 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||You guys know that a WRX gearbox will be on knife edge in the low 13's, I'd go the blue oval given that choice.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000016||blytz||07-23-2002||08:32 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Ash, There is a Guy in Florida running LOW 12s (12.2s) on a BONE stock WRX tranny, and made probably 60-70 passes on it...||66.168.102.163||reg||1
Z||000018||Team Ducktape||07-23-2002||09:03 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||....Cyclone.....Typhoon......Grand National||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000019||4g63t||07-23-2002||11:14 PM||||Smokindav, you read my mind! The S4 is a great car - twin turbo V6, awd, beautiful interior, and spacious enough for the fam. What more could you ask for? To keep the price lower, you could go for a 1.8T or even the 2.8. The 1.8 has started a pretty decent following with a good amount of bolt-ons and even some wilder big turbo/big intercooler kits. As far as the 2.8, I hear there's a supercharger kit out there that bumps the power a good bit. I'm not trying to sell you one, but if your torn btw a WRX and a stang, you owe it to yourself to go take a test drive.   ||65.129.89.12||reg||10
Z||000020||Hunter||07-24-2002||02:20 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||whatsup Jon, v8?  thought u where gunna get the US infinity G35.. aka US SKYLiNE?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  hmmm why not a 93-98 Supra???  u can get it HOT ORANGE.. with some Fast n furious stickers on the side  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  eh eh???   *AHeM* uhh put a NOS bottle.. n u can be as fast as a v8  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif">   ...  ... seroiusly why not a 4th Gen supra? or RX-7? .. ok the RX-7  i can understand... i heard those rotors are super funky to work on.||167.88.200.30||reg||12
Z||000021||Martin Tolentino||07-24-2002||08:36 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||I thought about getting that new supercharged cobra, lightning, and the new EVO when it comes here. On the cobra it would be quick bone stock, but not very practical. The lighting would be nice and I could tow my vr-4 around, but I don't think I could get it in green. On the new EVO I was told there going to mark it up alot $$$<BR>due to a limited supply, build quality and dealer service will keep me from buying one.<BR>FYI, I'm getting a Toyota Tacoma extra cab with a TRD package, color green to match my VR-4. Later if I decide I want more HP, I can add a supercharger from TRD and you'll get a 5 year and 50,000 mile factory warranty, if the dealer installs it.<BR>I'm keeping my VR-4.<P>Martin Tolentino<BR>90 Laser RS-T<BR>91 Galant VR-4 <BR>496/2000||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000022||GVR1643||07-24-2002||09:28 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I understand his dilema as many others do: 12 year old car, wife/kid(s), practical + performance + durability. While the cobra doesn't 4 doors, it has performance with warranty.  WRX = ? for durability.  Audi S4 is a bit pricey, but I dig those new Allroad Wagons if you want the sleeper look - probably weigh 3 tons.  Other option is to go VW and get the same AWD and powerplant for a few dollars less.   Will the site end up with the Subie stars and a diamond star on the front page? <BR>Kevin<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 07-24-2002).]||167.142.22.51||reg||1
Z||000023||number3||07-24-2002||10:49 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I drove a WRX the other day for the first time. I drove the wheels off it. It is a co waorks car. I was impressed how balanced it felt. It was even an automatic and if you stuck in 2nd it took to the twisties very well.  Another co worker has a S2000 also very nice. Buti think I like driving the WRX better but the Honda has nice features.<P>About the Mustang. Funny you should mention that. 35K for the new Supercharged model. Hell yeah. Check out the new issue of Road and Track.   If I already didn't have so many cars...  <P>I think my next car will be a 01-02 Z3 M. 315 hp convertible BMW  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  The miata is just to JINXED.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000024||James||07-25-2002||06:05 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Jon, you really would not bother with the WRX. We have all been spoilt with the  VR4s build quality and sleeper value.Can't you get a earlier EVO (3-6)import over there, or a Nissan GTR R32 or R33? There is a street driven Evo 2 here running 10 sec flat at 140+<BR>mph. Fuck the V8's.Chopping a V8 with a 4 or a 6 is a lot more pleasurable than the reverse.||203.24.77.214||reg||1
Z||000025||Kibo||07-27-2002||12:08 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||On the topic of the EVO...  There's a local club member that is campaigning a Carisma GT (Evo VII RS Lightweight) in SCCA Pro Rally this season, and he drives it around on the street as well.  He's made a point of pointing out that the EVO VII is a *much* different animal than a DSM...pretty much all that's shared is the 4G63 block.  Everything else is quite a bit different--from the ECU to the drivetrain to the suspension.  I didn't realize *how* different it really is until I saw it in person.  Too many people don't take this into account when considering the predicted price of $35-38k for this car.  Ever wonder why the US doesn't get the "cool" cars?  It's because we don't *really* want them, and we're not willing to pay the price either...<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000026||ken inn||07-27-2002||09:10 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <P>I think my next car will be a 01-02 Z3 M. 315 hp convertible BMW   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  <P>dont get the M3.  it is a rod thrower, has been since inception.  the bottom end of the M3 motor is different from the other inline 6's, and they have been throwing rods.  bmw is starting to refuse to warranty the engines, saying they have been overrevved because of misshifts.  and some of them have been the smg trans, paddle shifters.  misshifts?  how can you miss a shift with paddle shifter tiptronic?  the E46 M3 has the same torque as the E36, just a bit more horsepower.  all they did was up the rev limit, and now they are grenading.  check out <A HREF="http://www.Mfailure.com" TARGET=_blank>www.Mfailure.com</A> <P>||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000027||number3||07-27-2002||11:26 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Thanks.<P>Superformance Lotus 7 it is then.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000028||Nate||07-28-2002||12:50 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Jon, your chicken neck peeking out from behind the wheel of a Mustang?  Wow......<P>Go for it.  390 ft-lbs of torque HAS to be fun. :-)||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000029||TheObiJuan||07-28-2002||03:36 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>....Cyclone.....Typhoon......Grand National</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>i second that. the typhoon can be hella fast with a few mods. easily acquired over at syty.net from list members.<P>gotta love the backseat.<P>and it is syclone..... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||204.170.37.1||reg||1
Z||000030||Blackvr4||08-01-2002||04:04 PM||blackvr4@yahoo.com||I think getting a WRX in the 12's won't be all that easy.  Bachman in Louisville seems to be ok but they warned me of removing any cats.<P>There is a Subie dealer in NC that is supposed to be extremely mod friendly.  A lot of dealers out west sell lots of upgrade parts too.  There are some people that get 12's out of the stock turbo but not many.  The FP turbo is maxing out the injectors and it is not even as good as a 16g.<P>Getting a good exhaust that won't trip codes is not all that easy either.  There are electronic fixes for some but some seem to come up.  Everything is overpriced too  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>You can drive mine if you want to see what an catless uppipe feels like  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||216.160.27.98||reg||1
Z||000031||number3||08-01-2002||04:17 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||My Miata is offically totaled. I am looking for a convertible. Any ideas that I may not have already thought of? more on the line of item 2.<P>01-02 Z3 M<BR>Superformance.com S-1 (maybe drop a 4g63 in it)<BR>99-01 vette (too big I think)<BR>another miata<BR>cobra<P>Urls would be great.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000032||Dan D||08-01-2002||04:46 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||If you wait a year from right now, you can finally buy a street legal one of these:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.paulspruell.com/New_Cars/elise/elise2004.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.paulspruell.com/New_Cars/elise/elise2004.htm</A><P>Oh, and also, there's a company who will import them now and put a honda b16 into it to make them emissions legal.  It smoked a cobra R at the track in a sport compact car article.  <A HREF="http://www.sportcompactcarweb.com/features/0205scc_coblot/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.sportcompactcarweb.com/features/0205scc_coblot/index.html</A> <P>[This message has been edited by Dan D (edited 08-01-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Dan D (edited 08-01-2002).]||157.254.98.201||reg||1
Z||000033||Martin Chilcote||08-01-2002||06:00 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||number 3 said: My Miata is offically totaled. I am looking for a convertible. Any ideas that I may not have already thought of? <P><BR>Boxter / Boxter S<p>[This message has been edited by Martin Chilcote (edited 08-01-2002).]||12.110.136.90||reg||1
Z||000034||RayH||08-01-2002||06:14 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>My Miata is offically totaled. I am looking for a convertible. Any ideas that I may not have already thought of? more on the line of item 2.<P>01-02 Z3 M<BR>Superformance.com S-1 (maybe drop a 4g63 in it)<BR>99-01 vette (too big I think)<BR>another miata<BR>cobra<P>Urls would be great.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You might also want to look at the Caterham 7's.  US models use the Ford Zetec (Focus) engine which has alot of aftermarket stuff.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.caterham.co.uk/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.caterham.co.uk/</A><BR>  <A HREF="http://www.televiso.com/~rmsci/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.televiso.com/~rmsci/index.html</A><BR>  <A HREF="http://ww2.choicemall.com/texasmotorworks/" TARGET=_blank>http://ww2.choicemall.com/texasmotorworks/</A><BR>  <A HREF="http://www.sevenselans.com/pages/aboutus.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.sevenselans.com/pages/aboutus.html</A><P>Oh yeah, also Audi TT.<P>I still think the 3G Eclipse should have been  a reversed drivetrain AWD mid-engined car. Something slightly larger than an MR2 or Lancia Scorpion with AWD and turbo.<p>[This message has been edited by RayH (edited 08-01-2002).]||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000035||teet||08-01-2002||06:57 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1847797036" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1847797036</A> <P>thought this car was a looker...not sure whether it is good or not...but it was unique  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>john||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000036||7541000||08-02-2002||12:09 AM||||im considering a new civ si, looks like the ugliest overpriced minivan on the rode, WWD and no turbo, wait, now that i see what i was thinking written out I smack myself.<P>anyone use nitrous w/ warrenty?||12.94.165.206||reg||1
Z||000037||Dan D||08-02-2002||08:10 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||No, but you can use it on a rental car: <A HREF="http://www.ag.auburn.edu/users/gparmer/articles/neon/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ag.auburn.edu/users/gparmer/articles/neon/</A> ||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000038||GVR4_1221||08-02-2002||02:59 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.cars.com/carsapp/national/?srv=parser&act=display&mknm=Dodge&mdnm=SRT-4&tf=/features/2003overview/dodge/srt4_intro.tmpl" TARGET=_blank>http://www.cars.com/carsapp/national/?srv=parser&act=display&mknm=Dodge&mdnm=SRT-4&tf=/features/2003overview/dodge/srt4_intro.tmpl</A>   Turbocharged 4 banger 0 to 60 an 5.9 And this car handles, under 20k. You never know. ||64.66.204.210||reg||1
Z||000039||Pappy||08-02-2002||03:38 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||The SRT-4 didn't do too well at the Maine Forest Rally.  But that could be because of the driver, or that it wasn't setup for rallying properly.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000040||AllWheelsDriven||08-02-2002||07:17 PM||allwheelsdriven@aol.com|| <A HREF="http://www.i-club.com" TARGET=_blank>www.i-club.com</A>  is the subaru board with a WRX section and chapters for all parts of the country.  Here in the NW we often have install parties where people bring over their new aftermarket stuff and everyone helps bolt it on.  I miss my GVR4 but i dont miss the feeling of being deceived about reliability issues from Mitsu and wondering what was going to break next.  <P>Cobb Tuning does great work on WRX's as do many other dealerships.  If you want to see the ultimate WRX check out the 22B.  <A HREF="http://www.22b.com....great" TARGET=_blank>www.22b.com....great</A>  video of it toasting a new M5<P>Mike||12.230.237.66||reg||14
Z||000041||smokindav||08-05-2002||09:27 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>My Miata is offically totaled. I am looking for a convertible. Any ideas that I may not have already thought of? more on the line of item 2.<P>01-02 Z3 M<BR>Superformance.com S-1 (maybe drop a 4g63 in it)<BR>99-01 vette (too big I think)<BR>another miata<BR>cobra<P>Urls would be great.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Harry, I'm going to assume that you want another fun-to-drive car with a convertible top to replace the Miata.  What happened to your Miata anyway?<P>Here's my worthless opinion in no particular order:<P>Lotus Elise<BR>Mazda Miata (w/turbo?)<BR>Porsche Boxster<BR>Toyota MR2 Spyder (w/TRD Supercharger?)<BR>Porsche 550 Spyder replica <A HREF="http://www.thunderranch.com/550.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.thunderranch.com/550.html</A> <BR>Thunder Ranch stretches them out so you can fit a flat-6 Porsche engine   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 08-05-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000042||Pappy||08-05-2002||09:48 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.superformance.com/s1.asp" TARGET=_blank>http://www.superformance.com/s1.asp</A> <P>It's Superformance's interperetation of the Lotus 7.  It's pretty nice looking really.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000043||Nate||08-05-2002||10:54 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||A drunk happened to the back of the Miata.  It's jinxed.||208.247.212.121||reg||1
Z||000044||number3||08-05-2002||12:07 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <A HREF="http://www.superformance.com" TARGET=_blank>www.superformance.com</A> <P>S1 roadster ||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000045||number3||08-05-2002||01:20 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B> <A HREF="http://www.superformance.com" TARGET=_blank>www.superformance.com</A> <P>S1 roadster </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Thanks Pappy, I didn't see that until I already sent this.<P>I also love this little rocket. I have been drouling over it for the last couple of years.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.arielmotor.co.uk/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.arielmotor.co.uk/</A> <P>However the S1 is a car I can get in the States and is more streetable.<P>||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000046||Pappy||08-05-2002||04:08 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Wow, that Ariel Atom is so neat.  I think you've got me hooked.  I'm suprised I've never heard of it before.||140.247.227.165||reg||1
Z||000047||#258||08-05-2002||07:17 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||Have to get my 11/2 cents in.<BR>Any year Escort/Sierra Cosworth. Have driven the Escort and thats what a car should be.<BR>Renault R5- a skateboard on hormones<BR>86 SVO Mustang. Owned 3 of them, some of the best solid rear axled fords ever built.<BR>Factory 302 powered Miata. Lots of torque and a warrantey. Had a deposit on a new Evo untill my dealer called last week and told me  list is around 30k and they are going out the door for 10k over. Nice car but, 40 grand  for a car i will be able to buy used at half price in a year is crazy.||67.83.145.170||reg||1
Z||000048||kartorium31||08-05-2002||09:20 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||my friend and i are trying to get his 84? r5 back running, it is fully gutted with a rollcage and audi racing pistons.  valve train looks to be aftermarket too.  the only bad thing is that it isn't the turbo model.  its still gonna haul ass though cause we can pick up the front with two kids.  tight car||12.18.158.25||reg||1
Z||000049||number3||08-05-2002||09:30 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by #258:<BR><B>Have to get my 11/2 cents in.<BR>Any year Escort/Sierra Cosworth. Have driven the Escort and thats what a car should be.<BR>Renault R5- a skateboard on hormones<BR>86 SVO Mustang. Owned 3 of them, some of the best solid rear axled fords ever built.<BR>Factory 302 powered Miata. Lots of torque and a warrantey. Had a deposit on a new Evo untill my dealer called last week and told me  list is around 30k and they are going out the door for 10k over. Nice car but, 40 grand  for a car i will be able to buy used at half price in a year is crazy.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Factory 302? I think you are mistaken and the cosworth's roof doesn't come off  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000050||number3||08-05-2002||09:32 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Pappy:<BR><B>Wow, that Ariel Atom is so neat.  I think you've got me hooked.  I'm suprised I've never heard of it before.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>This is the kind of stuff I hoped others would know about and share with me. I read (or not read if not in english) alot of overseas mags.<P>I think I will do the S1 it is only 23k ish and looks like a blast to drive. We'll see...<P><BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000051||evol||08-07-2002||09:19 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||here's something to think about with that cobra. I personally would buy a wrx (and if my car ends up not running right I will) BUT some magazone put a lightning pulley on a cobra and ran 11.90's with no other mods. I didn't see this with my own eyes, but a very very reputable source (who wouldn't lie--hes a total chevy guy and no moron either) who was shaking in his booties when he heard this.||152.163.201.182||reg||1
Z||000052||suprflewus||08-07-2002||10:18 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||&gt;&gt;here's something to think about with that cobra. I personally would buy a wrx (and if my car ends up not running right I will) BUT some magazone put a lightning pulley on a cobra and ran 11.90's with no other mods. I didn't see this with my own eyes, but a very very reputable source (who wouldn't lie--hes a total chevy guy and no moron either) who was shaking in his booties when he heard this<BR>&lt;&lt;<P>i think that is awesome that the new mustang will run 11's with one mod....but i still would never own one because of the # of cylinders.  I like 4 cylinder cars too much..<BR>i guess instead of building an 11 second gvr4 i am going to have to build a 10 second galant.  that should keep a fair amount of the new cobras off of my back on the street.<P>dale<BR>ps- turbo r5 would be a cool car to mod<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000053||evol||08-08-2002||02:26 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I forgot to mention that the bottom end is probably the strongest on any factory v8 out there. ford may finally brgin to pull away from chevrolet in the muscle dept. I will always drive foreign, but I'd eventually like to move up to a v/i-6 (a firend and I are currently building a 300zxtt z32 in his garage.--a flawless white '95. those are soooooooo sweet.)||152.163.188.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000825.cgi
A||||0||keydiver||Turbonetics Rajay T56 ?||||1||
Z||000000||keydiver||07-23-2002||01:55 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||A friend of mine has a rebuilt turbocharger off of his friend's "drag Honduh". Can anyone tell me more about it, like where I can find a compressor chart, what its worth, whether its current technology or junk, etc. It supposedly has a ball-bearing center, and looks to be oil cooled only. The only thing "bad" I could see about it is the guy drilled a 1/2" hole from the turbine inlet to the outlet, I guess to bypass some of the exhaust. Must have been too much turbo for his application, dunno. Any input would be appreciated:<BR>Model # 301E10<BR>Ser # 0087614<BR>Part # TC24999<BR>He says its a T56????<BR>Thanks,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.211.7||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000826.cgi
A||N||10||Ferrari F50 GT||Steering Rack||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||07-23-2002||10:20 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Have any of you ever had to replace your steering rack?  Mine is cracked, leaking, squeaking, sqealing, ect...If so, is it pretty tough?  The best price I could find for a "re-built" rack is $500!  Any help would be apriciated.||63.227.47.50||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||07-23-2002||10:24 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Junkyard 1g t/e/l $50. I know one from a GSX will fit. Jst have to find one that is in good shape||63.52.132.84||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||07-23-2002||10:36 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I'm not too keen on getting one from a junkyard when it could go out just as easily.||63.227.47.50||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||07-23-2002||10:58 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net|| <A HREF="http://www.tpmpinc.com/steering_racks.htm#MITSUBISHI" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tpmpinc.com/steering_racks.htm#MITSUBISHI</A>  <BR>here ya go $311 I do some more searching & see what I come up with||63.52.132.84||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||07-24-2002||01:24 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Wow!  Thanks a bunch!  I'll have to contact these guys.||63.227.47.50||reg||1
Z||000005||1312VR4||07-24-2002||10:21 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Your welcome <A HREF="http://store.meridianautoparts.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=MAP&Category_Code=MITGAL" TARGET=_blank>http://store.meridianautoparts.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&S tore_Code=MAP&Category_Code=MITGAL</A> <BR> Here is another. $310 w/ 150 core charge. $25 ground shipping(or like $50 for next day)<BR>  There is a difference in the racks between the g/t/e/l. The t/e/l has a slight difference in the lock to lock. I havent noticed a difference, cause I have a GSX one in mine.<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 07-24-2002).]||63.52.202.125||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||07-24-2002||11:49 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i have always been curious as to how difficult it is to change the rack.  i'm sure i will find out, right dale?||63.146.72.142||reg||1
Z||000007||JonGVR4||07-25-2002||09:14 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I tossed my old rack a few months ago.  I didn't think anyone would ever want it.  <P>If you are getting rid of AWS, do yourself a favor and buy a 1G steering rack.  It won't have the places on there for AWS and it won't leak.  Or you could do what I did and install a manual rack.  One less thing to worry about.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||1312VR4||07-25-2002||09:29 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Jon. I was thinking of doing that. I was wonderig how bad it is to steer. I have arthritis in my hand & its rather hard for me to steer. Dont know if its worth it or not. But then again I wont be diving it that much||63.52.150.237||reg||1
Z||000009||UndergroundVR-4||07-27-2002||03:01 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I put a 1.8 manual steering rack in mine. ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000010||JonGVR4||07-29-2002||09:31 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1312VR4:<BR><B>Jon. I was thinking of doing that. I was wonderig how bad it is to steer. I have arthritis in my hand & its rather hard for me to steer. Dont know if its worth it or not. But then again I wont be diving it that much</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The wheels and tires you use really makes a difference with a manual rack.  With stock wheels and hard all season tires, it won't be hard at all.  Put some sticky 195/60 tires on there, and it will be harder but not terrible except in parallel parking.  The wider the tire and larger the wheel, the harder it will be.  225/50 tires on stock wheels was much harder to turn than with the same wheels with 195/60 tires.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000827.cgi
A||||2||BlitzVR4||New owner of 533/1000||||6||
Z||000000||BlitzVR4||07-24-2002||01:21 AM||killertsi@yahoo.com||Hello Everyone,<P>Just wanted to introduce myself.  Name is Jonas and live in Virginia Beach, VA.  Just bought the car a month ago.  Paid 2700 completely stock.  Interior is in great shape, but the exterior could use some help.  What I expected from a $2700 vr4.  Needs a new hood and front bumper cover.  I have already replace the alternator and battery.  I need to replace the radiator soon.  <P>I am not new to the dsm community.  My other car is a 92 TSi fwd.  I have done a lot of work on the car.  Stage 1 short block from FFWD Connection, big 16G, Web cams, plus lots more goodies.  <P>I am looking forward to modifing the VR4.  I have big plans for this car.  My goal is a low 12 sec. street car.  <P>Thanks for the space.  ||68.0.34.24||reg||6
Z||000001||BossGVR4||07-24-2002||12:40 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||hey Jonas,<P>Congrats on your new VR-4. Is it the purple one that Mike in Woodbridge used to own ?<P>Also, do you know a Filipino guy down there named Roland ?<P>As for building a 12 sec. STREET Galant goes here are some spares that you will need to keep in your garage.<P>- Transmission<BR>- Transmission<BR>- shortblock for performance rebuild<BR>- ACT 2600 Clutch<BR>- transmission parts (get the picture yet ?)<P>Do yourself a favor and buy the DSM tech Manual on CD too.<P>One of the guys up here in fairfax has a Galant that runs 12.26 but it is not "street" form rather "track" form (no exhaust after the DP). But it is DAMN fast.<P>Good luck with it !<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000002||BlitzVR4||07-24-2002||04:54 PM||killertsi@yahoo.com||Yeah I know Roland.  No I don't have the purple one.  Its actually green.  Just like Roland's.  The day I saw the Galant I did call Roland to tell him that I was buying the car. <P>Well I am still trying to get all the maintence stuff out of the way.  I will probably start modifing the Galant during the winter.  I have a friend who is a mechaninc and said that I could use there shop for my project.  That's where I did all the work on the Talon.  Rebuilt engine and all.  So nice to have axcess to a lift and air tools.  <P>Jonas ||68.0.34.24||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000828.cgi
A||||1||JonGVR4||Xotic Motorsports||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||07-25-2002||11:46 AM||jon@jgronline.com||A couple of friends (Josh Sosnin and Eric Plebani) have a new business Xotic Motorsports.  <BR> <A HREF="http://www.xoticmotorsports.com" TARGET=_blank>www.xoticmotorsports.com</A> <P>I think most everyone knows of Eric at least.  Anyway, check out their site and they are definately a good company to deal with.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||07-27-2002||04:59 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||It is a nice big clean shop, highly recommended. <P>I use the dyno there. (you can see my big orange truck and trailer under the projects photo section) <P>Good to see old friends making it in something they love.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000829.cgi
A||||10||khadiyev||20G, 12mm X 1.50  banjo bolt!||||9||
Z||000000||khadiyev||07-25-2002||10:00 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I just put a 20G on my Galant and the Old 12mm X 1.25 banjo bolt didn't work too well, I had to use a die to re-thread it to fit, but it still has a little leak, I cant find the 12mm x 1.50 nowhere, does anybody know where i can get one? <BR>Thanks,<BR>John<P>795/1000||205.188.209.75||reg||9
Z||000001||Ash||07-25-2002||10:32 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Have you replaced the washers?  I wouldn't trust the old ones..||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||khadiyev||07-25-2002||10:39 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||yes, but the threads are diffirent! i meseared it, my friend with a 20G in his laser had same problem, so he went with the earl -4 an line, I got no money o spend n the new line and fittings.<P>john ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||khadiyev||07-27-2002||12:13 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||any body can help? any body?<BR>||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||Hunter||07-27-2002||01:12 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||there's the bolt shop in my area that specializes in bolts, studs, nutz... if that's the exact spec u need 12mm x1.5  fine/corse? i can get it shipped by tamorrow if they have it in stock. did u want stainless steel?    or better yet, i can break in your 20gfor ya   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  lemme know if u need it ordered.  i'll send ya the bill, i ordered studs through them last time, it was like $2.00 per stud = for exhaust manifold.  i shoulda got stainless.. didn't think about it till it was back on...<p>[This message has been edited by Hunter (edited 07-27-2002).]||167.88.200.30||reg||2
Z||000005||khadiyev||07-27-2002||01:33 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||check you email Hunter!<P>John||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000006||Hunter||07-30-2002||12:29 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||doode, checked your email?||167.88.200.30||reg||1
Z||000007||khadiyev||07-30-2002||08:49 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||we're getting lost here, I didn't get any mail from you except that one u sent me telling me you're "going to store today". I sent an email to your yahoo account and today to the one i sent first time .<P>John <BR>795/1000||152.163.188.38||reg||5
Z||000008||Hunter||07-30-2002||09:20 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||hey John, yea i got that one today.  I ran around town, and the 4 stores in the Everett area of Washington. none of them had Banjo bolts... and 2 of them said they don't even carry metric!  aside from calling the place where u got the 20g from. all i could think would be getting the parts listing in the CAPS system.  but it's a 12mm x1.25 on the stocker huh?  Sorry i couldn't find one man, i tried 6 shops. nuffin.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  if your at a dead end, i last place i can think of would be with the dealer... ?  guys any other suggestions?<p>[This message has been edited by Hunter (edited 07-30-2002).]||167.88.200.30||reg||9
Z||000009||khadiyev||07-30-2002||11:17 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I apriciate the effort! Today I'm going to order the Earl's  AN -4 fitting it matches up to my oil line fitting  I got from Hahn, witch has 12mm x 1.50 to screw in the turbo and a flare type -4 an or 7/16-20NPT <BR>Thanks a lot for your help!<P>John||152.163.207.53||reg||1
Z||000010||Hunter||07-31-2002||02:45 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||cool. sorry man.. i searched everywhere sept a dealer. .and a fabrication shop :P  let us know how the new 20G works for ya when yer done!||167.88.200.30||reg||10
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A||||7||1quickvr4||I made it too Supra Forums:)||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||07-25-2002||10:21 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com|| <A HREF="http://www.supraforums.com/showthread.php?s=&postid=534393&t=2229#post534393" TARGET=_blank>http://www.supraforums.com/showthread.php?s=&postid=534393&t=2229#post534393</A> <P>Enjoy<BR>||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000001||CKA||07-26-2002||01:26 AM||cka@globaldialog.com||Hehe, love seeing that on another board, good job on the race.  Gota love the sleeperness that these cars possess. ||66.84.245.123||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||07-26-2002||01:48 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Thanks just doing my job.<P><BR>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||07-26-2002||02:11 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Bla,<BR> Fu$%king tratiors!!!!!!||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||07-26-2002||10:53 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Me are the Supra guys? Maybe you need help, your ramblings are getting worse and more frequent. Myabe your getting oldtimers syndrome <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I still cant belive a supra guy admited to losing to a four door.<P>Zach||209.246.130.168||reg||12
Z||000005||CKA||07-26-2002||03:15 PM||cka@globaldialog.com||Yeah Rob, what are you saying... wait.., did you forget to take your medication?!.. Damit, you know what the doctor says about forgetting to take your medication. -lol||66.84.245.184||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||07-26-2002||11:32 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Skrewww you guys....I'm going home. Chicken and pizza are nice though||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||07-26-2002||11:34 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> sweet kill though!||216.183.225.195||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/000831.cgi
A||||0||Dan D||Anyone know this guy?||||1||
Z||000000||Dan D||07-26-2002||02:05 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||There's a '91 talon tsi being parted out on the parts trader from a guy in latrobe PA.  I know there's some PA guys here and wondered if anyone knows who he is?  user name is gd1996.  Don't know his real name yet.  I wanted to buy a rear caliper assembly off him and need to know if he's a trustworthy one.<P>Thanks||157.254.98.201||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000832.cgi
A||||7||91vr4evolution||Hey, Ash!!||||5||
Z||000000||91vr4evolution||07-27-2002||12:04 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Do you read/buy 'Zoom' magazine? Just wondering 'cause I just picked up issue 45, and it's got a black VR4. Can't see the plate properly, but looks like  NSW. He did a fastest time of 12.09@113.38mph at Eastern Creek (must be NSW car,then). Apparently it's got 260kw at the wheels on Croydon's dyno. And he's got 700cc Blitz injectors (I mean fire hydrants!)..wonder how much those were! Can you say, 'ouch'!<BR> How popular are VR4s over there? I've only seen two in the Aussies mags(including this one). We never got them new from Mitsi, but we've got heaps of them now(including the Evolution and RS models) thru importers.<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||5
Z||000001||JSTYLE||07-27-2002||03:13 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Yerp, this is currently the fastest VR4 in Australia. Its a NSW car and has the plates "HAR1OT". This is the record im after... im going to try break this record in the up and comming months!!<P>VR4 are hardly seen in magazines... there is a 10sec VR4 that i know that is being built. Im hoping to run mid 11s in my car. You can find specs + pics etc.. at<BR> <A HREF="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle" TARGET=_blank>http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle</A> <p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 07-27-2002).]||203.173.164.142||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||07-27-2002||03:17 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Also on another note.. I heard rumours that the fastest VR4 in NZ that runs 11.9s is getting a TD07 put in it.. fact or fiction?||203.173.164.142||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||07-27-2002||03:25 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I actually subscribe to Zoom.  VR4's aren't popular here at all, its all WRX, Skyline & S13 Silvia/180sx territory.  GSR lancers are probably next in the popularity stakes, VR4's dont get a mention unless the GSR has a VR4 motor shoved in it instead of the 4G93.||203.221.153.39||reg||1
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||07-27-2002||03:55 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Jstyle, I was racing the night he did an 11.9, don't know what trap speed. As for the new turbo, don't know, but I think a Kiwi that posts to this board knows the guy personally. From the front it looks like he's running a standard VR4 fmic. I have heard that he's running a Haltech, but don't quote me. That 10 second VR sounds interesting, is it a mega-dollar workshop effort?<BR>Ash, I used to buy Fast Fours, Hot 4's, and New Zealand Performance Car, but Zoom is all I buy now.<BR>Mitsi's are really popular over here, VR4's, EVO 1,2,3,4's and a few 5's and the odd 6 and 7. WRX's, of course, but not many of them show up at the drag strip. And a lot of the Asian boys like the 200SX/Silvia/180SX etc.<BR>Drags tomorrow, looking forward to the temps. in the low teens, should help the E.T. a bit, if I race.<BR> <BR>Mike. ||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000005||JSTYLE||07-27-2002||04:18 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Re: 10 sec VR4<BR>The 10sec VR4 im talking bout is being built as far as i know by just a single guy with some help from a workshop. Its got alot of HKS gear and basically the same setup as Rob Barac (Fastest EVO in Aus) (Yellow EVO 2). Will be interesting to see!!<P><B>This is from the website..</B><P>Noel's VR4 - where do we start?<P>Noel has been into turbo charged four wheel drives since well before working at MIDAS Porirua. In his short time in motorsport he has proven time and time again that he has got the skill and expertise to achieve his goals, and the intestinal fortitude to stick at completing them. <BR>This small yet hypo Galant is capable of an 11.985 second standing quarter, and has been graced with the title of New Zealands fastest VR4 as recorded at this years import drag racing nationals at Champion Dragway. <BR>  <BR>All of the obvious mods have been completed on this machine featuring after market air filter, big bore exhaust, bigger intercooler, custom piping, 'thegarage.co.nz' Blow Off Valve, higher capacity spark leads for improved electrical throughput, HALTECH programmable ECU, Autometer boost gauge complete with shiftlight. The list goes on! <BR>Most recently this car has had a close ratio gearbox installed by Mossrax especially for the Nats, and has been signwritten for the event. <BR> <A HREF="http://www.thegarage.co.nz/mod.php?mod=userpage&menu=901&page_id=15" TARGET=_blank>http://www.thegarage.co.nz/mod.php?mod=userpage&menu=901&page_id=15</A> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.thegarage.co.nz/mod/userpage/images/noel2.jpg"> <p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 07-27-2002).]||203.173.164.142||reg||1
Z||000006||91vr4evolution||07-27-2002||03:11 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Yea, that's the guy. He must have only changed the fmic recently, cause I saw it in March with the standard fmic and the front bumper wasn't cut.<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000007||JSTYLE||07-27-2002||07:31 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||did you know that is his second car? his stack his first car on its roof during a race or something (rallying). So he transplanted all the gear onto a new car. Yerp that FMIC is new.,. there is a pic of his old FMIC.||203.173.160.118||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000833.cgi
A||||2||UndergroundVR-4||Roll cage||||1||
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||07-27-2002||03:14 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I don't know off hand all of them but I know theirs quite a few types of metal used.  My question is what is the most common and what is the most common point design in a GVR-4? Also what are the prices?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||07-27-2002||05:07 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Chromoly or Mild steel.<P>6 point.  You can see plenty of pictures of my car (number3) and Nate's car to give you ideas.<P><BR>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||07-29-2002||05:27 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||BTW - I think I saw a GVR4 complete cage for sale at Rex Motorsports online...<BR>Kevin<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 07-29-2002).]||167.142.21.129||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000834.cgi
A||||19||khadiyev||42 counts of knock!!! WTF?||||9||
Z||000000||khadiyev||07-27-2002||10:17 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Ok I'm reading about 33-42 counts of knock on my pocket logger every time i punch it. I got: 20G,  Spearco FMIC,  RC 550cc, 255 fuel pump(rewired) b&m fuel press reg set at 43psi, 2G MAS, revised lifters, brand new knock sensor,<BR>no metter what i do, if the AFC is at +20 all the way across, or +48 all the way across i still get about 40 counts of knock, i thought it might be my injectors, so i swapped them out for the stock ones today, still same sh&t, tested the harness with the test light nodes, now i'm thinking its my oil,but i only got 1300miles on it, so i get on it them i get like 40 counts on knock and my times backs down to like 5deg, and my EGTs skyrocket to hell. Also i got the crowler springs+titanium retainer and HK$ 264s. car pulls like crazy even with like 30 counts. I don't know what elso to change.<P>John<BR>795/1000||152.163.188.38||reg||9
Z||000001||deathsled||07-27-2002||10:34 PM||magnetbox@boone.net||maybe you have a bad engine mount and you're getting false knock readings||65.80.140.98||reg||1
Z||000002||khadiyev||07-27-2002||10:37 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||hmmm? is that possible? because my rear mount is not tight.<P>John||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||07-27-2002||10:40 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Original old/gone bad knock sensor?  Noisy lifters?  Those are probably the two most common causes of full knock counts.  Also, +20 with 550s and a seconds gen mas is really rich.  You could be getting rich knock, but more likely it's lifters or sensor.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000004||khadiyev||07-27-2002||10:45 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||i got the revised lifters, and a brand new knock sensor, so what should i shoot for on the AFC I got 450cc on the car now, with 20G etc..<P>thanks<BR>john||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||KarT||07-27-2002||11:00 PM||weslariv@cox.net||what clutch do you have? I have a friend that had compairable mods with a 2600 six puk and he was getting crazy knock no matter what we did to fix it......the fix? Bad mount, we installed polly mount's and it was gone! Guaranteed that you have a bad motor mount if you have a 6puk with these probs ! <BR>||68.9.68.130||reg||1
Z||000006||Dan D||07-27-2002||11:38 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Woops, didn't see the knock sensor bit in the original post.   2g mas and 550s you can almost be at 0 correction with the afc.  The injectors and mas both flow ~20% more, so they almost compensate for each other.  With 450's and a 2g, you're probably going to be lean.  By the time you compensate for for the extra air the 2g mas flows, you'll be pushing 100% duty cycle.  The mount might be a good guess as well.  Put the 550's back in and try just above 0 correction (start with 5%) and try leaning form there to see what happens||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000007||khadiyev||07-27-2002||11:53 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||i got centerforce dual friction clutch, i"m sending rc 550's off to get them cleaned and balanced this week.<P>john||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||khadiyev||07-28-2002||09:13 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Ok, I fixed the motor mount, put in some octane booster, fixed a small leak i had, and still get the same thing 33-40 counts' of knock everytime boost goes over 5psi. My O2 is about .82, .78 is usually the best. and my AFC is around +12 all the way across, i started at +5 and went up 3 at a time all runs does same idenical thing: boost goes over 5psi i get 35 count's of knock, no matter if i punch it or get in to it slowly, <BR>Any suggestions?<P>John||205.188.196.29||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||07-28-2002||10:33 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||when someone here had some rc 550's, and got them cleaned, i believe at least one of them shot fuel in a stream across the room.  rc's,  i believe, are lucas.  bmw tried lucas for a while, then quietly and secretely changed them out for bosch whenever a car came in for service with them on.  also, about that time, a service bulletin came out addressing engine hydro lock.  fuel injectors need to mist, not stream.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000010||khadiyev||07-29-2002||11:19 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||So i guess i shouldn't use them then? I got no money to buy new injectors. I got 450s on there now still does same thing, I'm getting frastrated here don't know what to do! I was planning on going to Pomona or Carsbad this week and I don't know if I will now.||152.163.213.59||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||07-29-2002||12:03 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||no, i am not saying dont use them.  but you should check them, get them cleaned, make sure they ARE spraying correctly.  every set of injectors i have had cleaned, except 2 sets, have always had to have at least 2 backflushings to remove all of the rubbish, and after cleaning, they all improved flow by 15-20 percent.  the exceptions were a set of 510's, only one backflushing, and a set of jdm 450's that came in the motor i just bought, they actually did not need a cleaning, and i can tell the difference already.  i think injectors are one of, if not the most overlooked part on our, and many other cars.  dont assume that the injectors are ok.  if they are not, you will tune forever.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000012||Dan D||07-29-2002||12:42 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Find yourself some good fresh race gas above 110 octane.  Drain your tank and run that stuff for a little. Even if you're running really lean or way too rich, it shouldn't knock with that in there.  That might help you determine if it's really a fueling problem or something else.||157.254.98.203||reg||1
Z||000013||khadiyev||07-29-2002||03:42 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I am, but the nearest place around here that I know of is Pomona raceway, 2.5hours. I'm going there this wed. And I'm going to send those Injectors of today. Also one of my friends suggested i could be my coil. What do you all think? <P>John||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000014||khadiyev||07-29-2002||03:46 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Also, it almost feels like my fuel pressure regulator is not working at all, I got the B&M one, becuse as soon as boost goes up past 5PSI knock goes up. I can keep the car in Neutral and rev it to 7k no problem, But sometimes, when i'm off boost and give it part throtle it gives me like 5-7 count's of knock, and that's at like 3-4k.<BR>Weird.<P>John||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000015||KenGVR4||07-29-2002||05:16 PM||kman940@earthlink.net||What's your base fuel pressure?  When I first installed my 255HP, it would knock bad at WOT because there was too much fuel.  Once I installed my afpr and turned base pressure down to 40, it stopped knock at WOT.  ||206.71.125.214||reg||1
Z||000016||khadiyev||07-29-2002||05:58 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||it's set at 41psi.||198.26.130.37||reg||1
Z||000017||khadiyev||07-29-2002||09:06 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I'm leaning towards the coil pack! I'm gonna swap it with my friends laser and see if that's it.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000018||turboflanagan||07-30-2002||10:01 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||If you've been running rich, burning oil, just been a while... you might have carbon built up on pistons, valves.  Have you tried the MCCC treatment to clean stuff up in the combustion chamber?  You could check out the phantomknock yahoo group.  They deal with this very thing.  I have crazy knock counts sometimes.  Steady crusing @ 45MPH and all of a sudden  42 KNOCK COUNTS!!  WHAT!?  Then back down to 0.  I thought it might be the computer flaking out on me so I sent it to Jeff O. to re-cap and he said that it was the first that he had seen that wasn't leaking.  Go figure.  So I'm still looking.||64.63.209.129||reg||1
Z||000019||khadiyev||07-30-2002||10:58 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I just put the motor together about a month ago only got 1500miles on it, so it shouldn't be that. I gotta wait untill tomorrow to switch out the trasistor with my friends ecliple see if that does it. If not then it's deffenetly the coil pack, that's the last thing on troubleshooting list. and if that wont do it, then i'll just drive the car off the cliff or something.<P>John<p>[This message has been edited by khadiyev (edited 07-31-2002).]||152.163.207.53||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000835.cgi
A||||14||1quickvr4||Any body notice Kenn Inn has almost a 1000 posts?||||12||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||07-28-2002||12:59 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Freakey aint it? And I even mispelled his first name....<P>Zach<P>[This message has been edited by 1quickvr4 (edited 07-28-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by 1quickvr4 (edited 07-28-2002).]||4.47.47.72||reg||12
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||07-29-2002||07:20 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea pretty good con artist...||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||07-29-2002||08:13 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I was thinking the same thing the other day.  I herby dub Ken Inn "Master of the Board".||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||07-29-2002||11:34 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Sir Ken?||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||07-30-2002||12:53 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||If he's being knighted, shouldn't that be Sir Kenneth?<P>Mike.||210.54.121.121||reg||12
Z||000005||turbowop||07-30-2002||01:07 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<BR><B>I was thinking the same thing the other day.  I herby dub Ken Inn "Master of the Board".</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>But is he still "master of his domain"?(seinfeld)<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||07-30-2002||10:23 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i am the master debater||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000007||91vr4evolution||07-30-2002||02:33 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Tee hee hee!! I had a principle, at intermediate school (junior high?),who's name was Bates...we didn't call him mister, we called him master.<P>Mike. ||203.96.111.200||reg||12
Z||000008||GVR1643||07-30-2002||02:37 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||should we start a pool on when Ken hits a 1000?  Jon you got any JGRonline master poster shirts we can buy Ken?  <BR>||167.142.21.218||reg||1
Z||000009||MX4||07-30-2002||04:51 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Ken, If you were in NZ, youd be known as a "post whore"<P>Ryan||165.84.1.12||reg||12
Z||000010||Ash||07-30-2002||07:43 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I thought 'post whore' was universal?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000011||MX4||07-30-2002||08:09 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Oh is it? Id only seen in on NZ boards myself.||165.84.1.12||reg||1
Z||000012||7541000||07-30-2002||08:30 PM||||lol @ master debater, im gonna steal that one, even if your better at it <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> you looking for a second hand man.||12.94.164.125||reg||14
Z||000013||Hunter||07-31-2002||03:07 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||hehehe.. man.. beat me to it..  uhhh unlike 7541000... i don't have an extra hand to give out  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||167.88.200.30||reg||12
Z||000014||Garfield Wright||07-31-2002||05:40 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Speech! Speech! Speech! Speech! Oh wise one.  Address your royal subjects.||207.239.80.34||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/000836.cgi
A||||2||poorboy||Full exhaust for gvr4||||5||
Z||000000||poorboy||07-28-2002||11:55 AM||peterandsaul@aol.com||Looking to upgrade the exhaust system.  Any opinions or suggestions.  Really dont want to spend a ton if I dont have too.  What do you guys think?<P>Eddie||64.12.96.74||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||07-28-2002||01:23 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||when i first got my car, i bought an hks catback.  it was all i could find.  cost was 520+shipping.   DONT buy an hks.  muffler rotted out in less than 2 years.  now, i have an archer ss downpipe(275) mofugas 2.5 cat(100, i dont remember), and i had to replace the rear muffler, went to an ultra-flo, 120.  so, my exh cost me over 1000 bucks.  now, if i were to do it all over, i would just get a good downpipe, and a good cat, probably 150-200 for the downpipe, and another 100 for the cat, and have some muffler shop build me just a pressbent catback.  now, everyone else is going to say to go to 3", i have 2.5, and it is fine for me, and very quiet.  some on this list have buckets of money, and get the most expensive there is.  also, if you are going racing, then you need to get a good exhaust.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000002||TheObiJuan||07-28-2002||03:31 PM||theobijuan@hotmail.com||also being a poor boy i dont want to shed a dime if i dont have to.<BR>my recomendations is to go with rnr's o2 elim dp for 300. it is 3". and then make your own catback. very easy. use a magnaflo muffler, straight through desing. flows like crazy. for about 450 dollars you can have yourself a custom turbo back. ||204.170.37.1||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000840.cgi
A||||2||Matt379||Electrical Gremlins||||1||
Z||000000||Matt379||07-30-2002||01:20 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||My Horn, Power Windows, and Cigarette lighter is not working.   I have checked all the fuses, and they are good.  Can someone who understands how to read these wiring diagrams please give me some tips on what I need to fix?  Or which circuit/ground I should be looking at...<P>Thanks||68.51.85.114||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||07-30-2002||06:19 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Do your clock and radio work? If so, I'd have to say you're looking for 3 different unrelated problems. Probably bad horn relay, bad cigarette lighter, power window relay or ETACS unit????<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.211.7||reg||1
Z||000002||notagst||07-30-2002||07:35 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||been there, try the little fuse box just off of the "+" battery terminal||205.188.209.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000838.cgi
A||||6||notagst||problems with 1758 of 2000||||1||
Z||000000||notagst||07-29-2002||11:01 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||Just got it today and already problems, it must be a dsm!  Im having some kind of electrical problem.  I was driving it and the ac blower cuts out, then I notice the power seat belts dont move, the clock is off, and my windows wont roll up.  I changed all the fuses and still didnt fix it.  Im beginning to think it may be a fusible link (since I pulled the box to remove the air can, maybe I pulled something?) Ive also been told it might be an ecu, bcm, or even a battery problem?  Second problem, when entering boost (3500 and up) I hear a shuttering rattling noise.  I think it may be an exhaust leak or the heat shield rattling, let me know what you guys think from your experience.  Btw, this is my first turbo car, I still own a 97 n/t eclipse with many bolt ons and the vr4 blows it away! ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||smokindav||07-30-2002||08:47 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||If all your electrical accessories are acting funky it may be the battery or alternator.<P>Time will tell.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000002||notagst||07-30-2002||09:57 AM||tenriyu00@aol.com||if it were the battery or alternator that wouldnt explain why some accesories work and others dont, plus the car still cranks so It couldnt be the battery.||152.163.206.182||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||07-30-2002||10:21 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||YOU PULLED OUT THE FUSEBOX TO REMOVE THE AIR CAN?  this does sound like intermittent main power supply, the fusebox you removed has several very large different colored fuses, if one of them gets a hairline crack, it could do what you describe.  also, i am not sure of the effect of bad caps in the ecu, if it will also affect main power.  jeff?||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||07-30-2002||11:25 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The only thing I can find that would effect all 5 of those items is  mainfusible link #1. That bugger has A LOT on it, including the sunroof, dome light, map lights, cruise, ETACS, door locks, A/C clutch, etc, but I also don't think your car will run if the main fusible link is open. So, I'd say you probably just have a loose connection in either the main fusible link box (thats the one attached to the battery + terminal), or the sub-fusible link box.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.211.7||reg||1
Z||000005||notagst||07-30-2002||12:28 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||I just got it!  It was the fusible link in a small box just off the positive battery terminal.  It was a 100amp fuse and I couldnt find one anywhere, after I went to the dealership to get one ($10 btw)everything works again!  Thanks for all the input guys!||152.163.206.189||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||07-30-2002||06:27 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Thats the one, main fusible link #1, 100 AMP!<BR>Actually, when I looked at mine to describe it to you, I saw that it was the one I blew when I was working on the alternator without disconnecting the battery. I soldered it back together! Haha! Don't you wish all your repairs were that easy?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.211.7||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000839.cgi
A||||2||JSTYLE||How to get a head gasket off?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||07-30-2002||05:59 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Hey,<P>Im stuck here trying to get a head gasket off.. Ive got the U.S manual for the Galant.. still doesnt help me.. anyknow know of a site that has pics? step by step or actually show u's what needs to come off to get to the head gasket? Any help would be much apreciated!!<P>Jon||203.173.168.21||reg||1
Z||000001||smokindav||07-30-2002||08:46 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Once the head is off the head gasket can be removed easily.<P>Dave Flaherty<P>Or did you mean to ask:  "How do I get the head off so I can change the head gasket?"||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000002||BossGVR4||07-30-2002||08:59 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||most major DSM/Mitsu procedures are here WITH PICS !<BR> <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com</A> <P>||12.44.13.2||reg||6




ubb/Forum3/000841.cgi
A||||7||GVR1643||CNS-CAMCO JDM motor||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||07-30-2002||02:28 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Going to buy JDM motor this week...has anyone heard good or bad about CNS in Santa Ana, CA?<BR>Thanks<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.218||reg||5
Z||000001||beavis||07-31-2002||12:44 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i think my buddy bought a motor from them two weeks ago.  i'll talk to him and post another reply.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||07-31-2002||09:38 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i bought mine from nic international in gardena.  800 523 2343, 980+206 shipping, in january.  i am VERY happy with it, sucker was so clean i thought it was brand new.  came with the cyclone intake, but it was off an automatic car.  i just had the injectors cleaned and flowed, and the guy who did it said they actually didnt need cleaning, car idles really smooth with them.  change out the timing/balance belt before you install the motor, you cannot believe how easy it is with the motor out of the car.  ||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||07-31-2002||09:57 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||NIC is out of stock as are about a dozen other places - you don't even want me to list all I called...pretty much the whole list on RRE.  CNS motors is one of only a handful that had a 4g63T in stock and they had about 5 of them as of yesterday. They want 995 plut $200 shipping. I've just not heard any references to them from the boards.<BR>Definately will change t-belt and mabye remove balance shafts.<BR>Beavis - looking forward to your response.<BR>Thanks guys.||167.142.22.215||reg||1
Z||000004||Pappy||07-31-2002||02:44 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I just recently ordered one from <A HREF="http://www.swapjdm.com" TARGET=_blank>www.swapjdm.com</A>   It is the whole longblock + tranny, meaning it includes both manifolds and turbo.  I got it for $1800 including shipping.  I thought their service was great.  But if you're having it delivered to your house, you'll have to ask for a truck with a liftgate or whatever to ship it to you if you don't have an engine crane.  That might cost more, but we had a snafu where a big rig tried to deliver the engine to our house.  We ended up having to borrow a friend's truck and get it from the service station.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||07-31-2002||03:27 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks for the FYI Pappy.  We've got the motor 98% unbolted and ready to pull w/o head.  I take it the long block alone (w/o tranny) will still be too heavy for me to meet the driver at the house and unload?  I just ordered one from CNS...waiting on confirmation.||167.142.21.170||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||07-31-2002||11:12 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'm not sure how heavy it is without the tranny, but with it was 500lbs.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000007||iceman69510||08-05-2002||11:58 AM||||I once lifted a 4G63 (not trans) with full turbo, flywheel clutch, etc. on a pallet with just one other guy.  It was a grunt but doable.  We picked it up off the ground to put it in my pickup truck.||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000842.cgi
A||||1||#258||EXTERME EMERGENCY||||8||
Z||000000||#258||07-30-2002||06:32 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||Help. Im stuck in in Olean N.Y. with a broken galant. Just finished up the first day of a 3 day rally and my mass air sensor takes a puke on me. Tried different garages in the  town and they are no help. Also no junk yards around so im asking for help. Anyone it the area  has a spare or can direct me to a local junk yard, you will be on my christmas list forever. My cell works here (amazing) and my number is 973-583-0048..    thanks    Stephen ||168.169.140.73||reg||8
Z||000001||bob in chicago||07-30-2002||07:47 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||This guy has one for $50 for sale today on wwwdsmtrader.com. His phone is 316-687-9570 ||24.148.12.157||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000843.cgi
A||||14||229of1000||Three gauge a-pillar mounts?||||1||
Z||000000||229of1000||07-30-2002||07:41 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Does anyone know where I can find one of these for my car?  Preferably with 60mm mounts.  Thanks!<P>I also need the rubber trim piece that goes around the sunroof if anyone knows where I can find one.  Mine is all warped and bubbly.||65.33.137.250||reg||1
Z||000001||markrieb||08-02-2002||04:07 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Nobody I know of makes a 3 pod A-pillar.  Lo-Tek makes a 2 pod unit, if and when you can convince them to make some.<P>The other alternative is to get one for the 1g T/E/L and try and adapt it to the GVR-4.  This will take lots of patience and a heat gun and it still may not look very nice.<P>Mark Rieb<BR>||208.8.135.6||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||08-02-2002||05:39 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||On a side note: do you guys skrew in the pod to the old piller or do you cut the old piller? As of now I have it skrewed into the old, just wondered if you guys cut the old one?<BR>Thanks,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000003||229of1000||08-03-2002||06:34 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||I found a pretty good looking two pod mount on <A HREF="http://www.gaugepods.com." TARGET=_blank>www.gaugepods.com.</A>   Does anyone know anything about the quality of this one?  You can order it in either 2 1/16" or 60mm size.||65.33.137.250||reg||1
Z||000004||Kibo||08-04-2002||03:49 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Yup, that's the Lotek gauge pod.  I have one and it seems to work fine (came with the car).  The previous owner actually threaded the screw into the metal piece at the end of the power seat belt rail.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif">  I wasn't too psyched about that at first, but I've found that it holds the gauges very securely.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I'm also not that excited about the piggyback look (as opposed to a full replacement like the 2G model)...and it detracts from the whole sleeper thing...but if I didn't use it, I'd still have those annoying holes left behind, so what the heck.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<P>(Oops--got the smilies wrong, and I'm anal...)<p>[This message has been edited by Kibo (edited 08-04-2002).]||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000005||blytz||08-04-2002||10:14 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||didn't someone say that the colors where off from Lotek? Does the Black or Gray match better to the stock pillars?||65.57.48.31||reg||1
Z||000006||boostboy51||08-12-2002||10:29 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||i paid an extra $5 to have mine painted dark grey by lo-tek. good match<P><BR>#327/2000<BR>||12.218.109.205||reg||1
Z||000007||#1459 VR-4||12-04-2002||05:17 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||I'm having some trouble telling what color my interior is... I'm planning on ordering this tonight, but I can't decide which color my interior is.<P>Did the Nile Black cars have a medium gray or black interior, or worse yet were they offered with both color interiors?<P>~ thanks  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000008||#1459 VR-4||12-04-2002||05:42 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu|| <A HREF="http://www.gaugepods.com/vr4.HTM" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gaugepods.com/vr4.HTM</A> <BR>In this picture... I'm geussing that color (of the gauge holder) is the medium gray?  If so I need the black to match the a-pillar, correct?  ||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||12-04-2002||05:45 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Why does everyone who wants a triple pod always get the 1G DSM one?  Since it requires modifications anyway, would it not make more sense to get one from a more similarly shaped car, eg Accord, and thus have less modifying to do?  I haven't tried this, so don't know if it'll actually work, just an idea...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000010||number3||12-04-2002||07:02 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>On a side note: do you guys skrew in the pod to the old piller or do you cut the old piller? As of now I have it skrewed into the old, just wondered if you guys cut the old one?<BR>Thanks,<BR>Rob</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Heat, cutting and pop rivets are what I used to make the Pillar pod fit (way before the GVR4 specific was around)<P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000011||turbowop||12-05-2002||12:44 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||A friend of mine just installed his Lotek pod. He molded it to the factory pillar trim and it turned out very nice. I'll have to get some pics up of it for the archive.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000012||BluFalcon||12-05-2002||02:00 AM||muttski@gte.net||I used Automotive Goop to secure the pod to the pillar.  Applied the goop, used some spring clamps to hold it in place, and let it set overnight.  Since Lo-Tek "thoughtfully" pre-drilled the holes for the included sheetmetal screws, I went ahead and istalled them, after cutting them to fit.  The pod is very secure witht he goop and screws, so far it's stood up to the hot Texas summer, quite well.||4.64.85.48||reg||1
Z||000013||229of1000||12-05-2002||06:35 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||I ended up ordering the dual mount pod from lo-tek a couple months ago.  It looks good, I paid the extra $5 to have it painted and it is a decent match.  Not perfect, but it'll do.  It's not a show car  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>All I mounted it with was the two built in screws and it seems fine, I didn't have to use anything additional.||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000014||Johnny Bravo||12-05-2002||07:12 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Two other non-A-pillar options are:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.machv.com/dasgaugpod.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.machv.com/dasgaugpod.html</A> <P>and<BR> <A HREF="http://www.carbontrix.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.carbontrix.com/</A>   (right at the top of the page)<P>...both are a bit more "racy" looking than the typical A-pillar pods, but they do give more flexible options for mounting.||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000844.cgi
A||N||11||BluFalcon||Tire Size For 16 in Wheels||||1||
Z||000000||BluFalcon||07-30-2002||11:13 PM||muttski@gte.net||Hey all,<BR>I recently got a set of Rota Slipstreams for my car.  The rims are 16X7 with a 40mm offset.  The tires I have on them right now are a set of 225/50/16 Toyo Proxes'.  I really like the way the rims look on my car, but I'm unhappy with the way the tires look (too tall, balloon like).  I was just wondering what some of you guys with 16X7 custom rims were running as far as tire sizes go on your GVR4's and your'e opinions on how they look.  ||66.138.198.129||reg||1
Z||000001||uno||07-30-2002||11:45 PM||corona1977@juno.com||You should post a picture of those, I've been wanting a set, but I just put on some decent 15" tires. So, Maybe when I wear them out. I would do the same size, and there isn't a large selection of tires for 225/45 16.||67.5.59.251||reg||1
Z||000002||pudhed||07-31-2002||05:03 AM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||I got the same wheels, with 225/45/16 kumhos. I've been really happy with them so far. <P>Here's some pics, <A HREF="http://abydos.dhs.org/gvr4/" TARGET=_blank>http://abydos.dhs.org/gvr4/</A> <P>||12.235.26.99||reg||1
Z||000003||BluFalcon||07-31-2002||11:50 AM||muttski@gte.net||Thanks for the pics.  That looks like exactly what I wanted for my car. Whats your suspension setup on that car? ||4.64.81.140||reg||1
Z||000004||uno||07-31-2002||01:31 PM||corona1977@juno.com||Did a little search and dicount tire has Dunlop sp w10's @ 105 (225/45 16) I think. These are the tires I put on my 15" stock wheels. They have a tread wear of 200 and I have been pretty happy with them.<BR>and what color are those pudhead?<p>[This message has been edited by uno (edited 07-31-2002).]||216.187.162.231||reg||1
Z||000005||pudhed||07-31-2002||10:01 PM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||Those are the flat black ones. They were a little glossy when I got em, but now they're covered in brake dust. You wouldn't think it would show on black wheels but brake dust is sorta reddish.<BR>The car's got dms 40's. The front's too low, but I haven't got around to adjusting it.. ||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000006||notagst||07-31-2002||10:25 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||do you mind if I ask how much you paid for the rims, they look really good on the car.||205.188.209.75||reg||12
Z||000007||1quickvr4||07-31-2002||10:39 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||They are 500 shipped.<P>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000008||pudhed||07-31-2002||11:06 PM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||I got them at revolutions motorsports, they have them on sale for $475 shipped if they're in stock.  <A HREF="http://www.groupbuycenter.com/buy.asp?row_id=6081" TARGET=_blank>http://www.groupbuycenter.com/buy.asp?row_id=6081</A> ||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000009||BluFalcon||08-01-2002||01:31 AM||muttski@gte.net||I got mine at <A HREF="http://www.machiii.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.machiii.net</A>  for $500 shipped.  I picked "Steel Grey" for my Slipstreams.  My roomate picked up a set of Sub Zero's in "Gunmetal Grey" which actually turned out to be almost black in color. <p>[This message has been edited by BluFalcon (edited 08-01-2002).]||4.64.81.140||reg||1
Z||000010||pudhed||08-01-2002||02:23 AM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||How's the grey look? I almost got those, but I was worried they wouldn't go with the green car||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000011||BluFalcon||08-01-2002||02:28 AM||muttski@gte.net||They're about the same color as the wheels on my old Talon.  Not the regular silver wheels, but the darker grey that came on the black and dark green 92-94 Talon.  It's kind of hard to describe, but they do go very well with my green Galant.  I was kind of worried myself, because I knew the gun metal grey color was too dark.  I need to take some pics, with the wheels on the car.  Just about everyone who's seen them on the GVR4, says it makes it look like a whole new car.||4.64.81.140||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000845.cgi
A||||5||turbowop||deck lid emblems||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||07-31-2002||02:02 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Are the deck lid emblems held on solely by double sided tape or do they have locating pins also? I want to remove mine but don't want holes left behind.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||07-31-2002||02:17 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||The Aussie ones are held on by horrid double sided tape.  No pins to fill in but the paint underneath the tape gets messed up removing the badges so its best done when respraying the car.  Don't ask how I know.  ||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||Ant||07-31-2002||01:21 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||By decklid I'm thinking you mean the badges on the trunk?<BR>If so they are held on only by double sided tape.  They are a major pain to get off, try and buy some "Goo Gone" it will make getting all the leftover crap off the trunk a lot easier.  It will leave a mark on the trunk with the outline of the letters.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000003||kartorium31||07-31-2002||03:03 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||they weren't that tough for me to get off but i didn't really care about scratching the paint, i think i saw something in a magazine about taking badges off and then using a pad on a drill(don't know what the pad was) to take off all the left over sticky tape.  I think it might have been scc.||63.69.118.141||reg||1
Z||000004||turbowop||07-31-2002||03:46 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I have access to the bodyshop my friend works in so getting them off and cleaning up the paint around them isn't a problem. I just didn't want any holes left over. Thanks for the replies.<P>Mark<BR>1051||216.132.224.151||reg||1
Z||000005||KarT||07-31-2002||05:14 PM||weslariv@cox.net||Just took mine off, I usued a heat gun. worked like a dream, total cake. Only think that suked was that the paint was yellowed by weather. I wet sanded it alittle but it was so deep that it went down to metal. I lucked out cuz I noticed that it was going to happen so I stopped sorta early.....I might put the galant badge and a new VR4 one back on. As for the other side I bought the 3 Mitsu diamond badge in chrome, they come in red too.....I think it look's great. Hopefully Jon will have my pics up on the board soon for you guy's to see, although I don't think the Badges were de-badged yet. L8r<P>Wes<BR>CCDSM 07||68.9.68.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000846.cgi
A||||2||Duc Hunter||Automatic climate controls for USA guys?||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||07-31-2002||02:05 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Has anyone tried to convert a USA VR-4 to the non-USA automatic climate controls? Can this be done? I am sure the one catch is that the temp is in C, not F. ||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-01-2002||11:27 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I know that alot of people have treid it in different cars and have not ben able to work.<P>Zach||4.47.47.72||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||08-02-2002||08:11 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||we've looked into it on Mirages, and I believe the consensus was that the ENTIRE hvac system would have to be changed, at least all of the stuff under the dash.||65.57.55.230||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000847.cgi
A||N||2||KarT||Oil Pump||||1||
Z||000000||KarT||07-31-2002||05:20 PM||weslariv@cox.net||At idle, my oil light comes on in the dash. My oil's up on the stick where it should be, 2nd notch, when I drive it's fine, it goes off. Do I need to replace anything? I am due for a change of oil.<BR>Thanx<P>Wes<BR>CCDSM 07||68.9.68.130||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||07-31-2002||05:36 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||could be:<BR>oil pump sending unit dirty<BR>oil pump old and getting weaker<BR>idle too low<P>Kevin<BR>||167.142.21.170||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||07-31-2002||10:40 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Add worn out bearings with too much clearance (high mileage is it?) to that list.  Start with the sending unit, it's about 15 bucks at napa.  Then maybe check it with a mechanical master gauge to see what it's actually at.||12.222.102.136||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000848.cgi
A||N||9||KarT||93 Headlights||||1||
Z||000000||KarT||07-31-2002||08:43 PM||weslariv@cox.net||Can someone tell me how much 93 Headlight's cost, where to get them, and how hard it is to install them, i.e custom fab? Thanx<P>Wes<BR>CCDSM 07||68.9.68.130||reg||1
Z||000001||BlitzVR4||07-31-2002||09:23 PM||killertsi@yahoo.com||They should bolt right in.  A friend of mine has the 93 headlights on his 92.  You should find some at a junkyard.  If not you can do a search for some aftermaket ones.  Just do search for aftermarket headlights and it should list a lot of dealers.  They are usaully around 150 or so each.  Better than buying them from a dealer.  <P>I would try a junkyard first.  That's where I am going to start my search.  My friend said he paid 80 for both.  Now all you need is to get some clear side markers from overseas.  <P>Jonas||68.0.34.24||reg||1
Z||000002||KarT||07-31-2002||09:54 PM||weslariv@cox.net||thanx man, I'm gonna start lookin. I already have the JDM one's that come with orange inserts. I took the inserts out and now have PIAA 1156 bulbs in'em   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Also if anyone has a pair.....hook me up ! ||68.9.68.130||reg||14
Z||000003||JonGVR4||08-01-2002||08:20 AM||jon@jgronline.com||They bolt right in.  List price is $400 for both of them.  Conicelli sells them for $300 for both the last time I checked.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||Bill||08-01-2002||10:45 AM||||Keep the original ones!||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||08-01-2002||08:58 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Bill, why? Just curious. ||205.166.229.95||reg||1
Z||000006||Geovannie||08-15-2002||12:21 AM||geovannie@boostaholic.net||So these lights are only in 93? ||24.73.100.24||reg||1
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||08-15-2002||01:01 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Anybody have a pic of the '93 lights??||205.188.199.162||reg||1
Z||000008||199of2k||08-15-2002||01:20 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/images/93_galant_headlights.jpg"> <p>[This message has been edited by 199of2k (edited 08-15-2002).]||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000009||16GVR4||08-19-2002||12:37 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||That looks pretty nice and ckear.. Is it due to a different sign in 1993, or is it because it is new ?<BR>||64.168.24.63||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000849.cgi
A||||3||Bill||longevity of vr4 motor||||1||
Z||000000||Bill||08-01-2002||10:52 AM||||I have 189000 original miles.  How long does<BR>vr4 motor lasts?  ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||smokindav||08-01-2002||11:15 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Depends on how you drive it and what mods are done to it and how it is maintained.  (Duh.)<P>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||08-01-2002||09:32 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Oh man, I'm sorry to break it to you. They only last for 190,000 miles. You better order a new one. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif"><P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.17.152||reg||1
Z||000003||khadiyev||08-01-2002||09:43 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||When I tore my 175k motor  apart you could stll se the cross catch and feel it in the cylinder walls and it had a shap lip, the compression was 155 all the way across.<BR>they're good little motors, until you run 28psi on a stock head gasket and with only a boost gage!<P>John<BR>795/1000||64.12.96.74||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/000850.cgi
A||||1||hibern8||AMS Adam's GVR4||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||08-01-2002||12:25 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||for all you guys looking into getting AMS t3/t4 setup, its amazing. My buddy Adam, former TAD Motorsports mechanic and current AMS Mechanic, the God of the 4G63, ran his car at Rt 66 raceway last weekend. It was funny as everyone was trailering their cars in, Adam drove his car to the track from about an hour away. He ran an 11.1 with his current setup which you can all check out on automotosports.com. ||66.2.46.98||reg||1
Z||000001||JSTYLE||08-02-2002||07:58 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Far out that is soo nice!!! Congrats!!||203.173.160.46||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000851.cgi
A||N||5||roth4fun||AC Bracket different for GVR4s?||||1||
Z||000000||roth4fun||08-01-2002||08:47 PM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||I got a JDM motor in for my GVR4 and I have it finally in a state to drop it into the car.  I bought the GVR4 motorless, so I have had to scrounge for some parts to get it ready to this point.<P>I knew the AC condensor mounting bracket that came with the JDM motor was too small to use with the AC compressor that was the car.  I have tried getting an AC mounting bracket from a 91 Turbo Laser and a 95 AWD Talon and neither of these will fit the compressor that was already installed in the GVR4.<P>Is the bracket different for the GVR4s than other DSMs?  Have I just missed the model/year that would fit?||24.207.191.71||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||08-01-2002||09:06 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| The AC bracket on the Galant is different from the T/E/Ls. I would imagine that the bracket from a NA DOHC Galant would be the same as our cars though. The AC belt tensioner is different than the T/E/Ls too,if the motor you have already has it,it should work. ||129.71.114.39||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||08-01-2002||09:43 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the a/c bracket on my jdm motor would NOT work.  we found this out the hard way.  now, my motor came out of an automatic trans car, but i dont think it is different.  it also had the cyclone intake on it.  also, the sheet metal plate between the bell housing and the block is different, we found this out the hard way, too.  and you have to remove a spacer in the back of the crank.  dont forget the cams, too.  automatic cams are different.  the a/c tensioner works.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000003||khadiyev||08-01-2002||09:46 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||you can use the jdm bracket with you ac. all you have to do is put some ass into putting the belt on. I still got my JDM short block with JDM bracket and AC hooked up with no problem and you can only put like two out of 4 bolts in, witch is no problem. <P>john 795/1000||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000004||roth4fun||08-02-2002||11:20 AM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||I could not get the AC bracket that came with the JDM to hold the compressor because it would bump it against the Cyclone intake that I have decided to keep on the motor.  The bracket from the 95 Talon was absolutely not going to work.  The one from the 91 Laser would work as described by khadiyev where only the two bolts would hold on the compressor and I guess the belt would have to take up the slack due to the other two bolts not holding it in place.  I did not think this was that great of a way to have the AC installed, so i guess I will have to shoot down to the U-wrench-it and get it off of an old Galant there.<P>BTW, the u-wrench-it in St Louis had some headlights left on the cars.  I had to get one of them and they only charged me $40 for the headlight, assembly with positioning bolts, and bulbs with wiring harnesses.||209.144.56.250||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||08-02-2002||01:20 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||no bracket is going to clear the compressor from the cyclone intake.  if you use the surge tank bracket(kinda triangular bracket, one end bolts to the block, the other end bolts to the intake, and it has the rats nest of vacuum pipes on it) that came with it, it will also not clear the compressor.  the problem is the usa compressor is bigger than the jdm, and the hoses are routed differently.  you will have to grind the hell out of the surge tank bracket, and also move the coil, and grind down one of the coil mounting bosses in order to clear the a/c hose.  if i remember correctly, the right lower raised boss has to be ground down almost completely, then it clears.  you then rotate the coil and bracket, using the left lower mounting boss, and re-drill a hole in the bracket, so you can use the top mounting.  only 2 of the 3 bolts hold on the coil, but it is very sturdy.  i think if you only use 2 of the 4 bolts holding on the compressor, it eventually will crack the case.||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000852.cgi
A||||1||turbowop||dsmtalk featured car contest||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||08-01-2002||09:41 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I'm not gonna name any names but there's some dude with a gvr4 in the featured car contest. We should all help a brother out. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.17.152||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||08-01-2002||10:41 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||You should enter the jgronline member page..  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> But anyway nice car and good luck!||24.196.87.195||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/000853.cgi
A||N||4||GVR4Greg||Looking for this body kit||||5||
Z||000000||GVR4Greg||08-02-2002||03:00 AM||imports4me121@yahoo.com||I am looking for this body kit that is on this site. the galant is bright blue and is on the pic list archive of 11 or 12 i think. i would liek to know more about this kit and how to get my digits on it. thanks<P>greg||172.193.150.85||reg||5
Z||000001||drew||08-02-2002||11:30 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||That kit is a custom one some guy in NZ made from taking an aftermarket accord kit and some other kit and some honda headlights and a skyline kit and molding it all together.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4Greg||08-02-2002||06:02 PM||imports4me121@yahoo.com||O man that sounds like one expensive mess. is there anyway i can get a body kit that is already made instead of making it custom? I checked Wholesalehyperformance.com but they discontinued the kit for it execpt for the front.  <P> One more question, what are the best injectors for the gvr4 cuz i need bigger ones.<P>thanks, greg||172.194.220.194||reg||1
Z||000003||UndergroundVR-4||08-02-2002||07:11 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Does anyone know where to find an EVO kit for the galant???||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||91redjoker||08-03-2002||02:13 AM||turk5834@msn.com||look at all the replies on the bodykits questions on the performance section, that should answer some of your questions.||67.200.202.30||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000854.cgi
A||N||4||notagst||dent removal?||||1||
Z||000000||notagst||08-02-2002||09:34 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||Any suggestions on companies that do it(preferebly paintless) or home remedies that have worked well for you guys?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||08-02-2002||09:42 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||There's a guy in my town called the dent doctor that goes around to all the dealers and does paintless dent and door ding removal. I can't remember if he charges by the ding or by the panel, but his work is the best I've ever seen. If you watch him do the work you can actually see the ding just kind of go away as he works it out.<BR>If you have someone local to you that does it and you've seen his work, I'd give it a try.<P>Mark<BR>1051||152.163.207.52||reg||1
Z||000002||notagst||08-02-2002||09:44 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||ive heard of them before but ive also heard theyre kinda pricey, anyone have any cost figures?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||08-03-2002||04:51 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I had about 6-7 panels with dings that the dent wizzard fixed & u couldn't tell it ever had a ding!  They charge $60 by the panel.  This was about 2 years ago.  Do a search on yahoo yellow pages, u should find someone local.  These guys are good.  The only ones they didn't want to fix were the ones in the seams of the panel. ||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||08-03-2002||05:35 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I have a few buddies that got a few dents popped out by the dent wizard guys too.  Can't even tell it ever had a dent in the first place.  I'm really gonna have to get a lot done on mine...it looks like a friggin' golf ball in some places.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000855.cgi
A||||6||boostboy51||Dash light poll: Orange or Green?||||1||
Z||000000||boostboy51||08-03-2002||01:21 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||I'm always stuck on green. Just matches everything else. Anyone use orange?||12.218.109.205||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||08-03-2002||04:18 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Yep. Orange. I recolored all my other bulbs orange too.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||notagst||08-03-2002||05:21 PM||tenriyu00@aol.com||green, i have orange in my eclipse and hate it.||152.163.207.183||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||08-04-2002||12:14 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Green here.  I can't stand the orange.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000004||Kibo||08-04-2002||03:44 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||I'm using green too--like you said, it matches everything else (except for the SAFC)...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000005||Jose||08-05-2002||12:48 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Are we doing this again? Mine are converted to hyper white to match my Blitz boost controller.||152.163.207.184||reg||1
Z||000006||DarkDevilMMM||08-07-2002||01:24 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||hmm... color again.... mine is all red... including all autometer guages and the climate control, did I mention the glove compartment also?||63.204.73.162||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000856.cgi
A||N||2||hibern8||Gauge suggestions||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||08-04-2002||04:24 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||my question is mainly about what type of gauges i should buy. I know the greddy are supposed to be very accurate, but how are the autometer and vdo gauges? are they worth it?||66.2.46.8||reg||1
Z||000001||notagst||08-05-2002||08:46 AM||tenriyu00@aol.com||greddy's are nice, but I think they are overpriced.  If I were going to spend that much I'd get Apexi gauges with peak hold and warning lights.  Autometer is a good value for what you get and vdo's are just cheap in both senses of the word.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||08-05-2002||09:59 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||If money's not an obstacle, these are really cool:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.defi-shop.com/product/dl/dl_top.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.defi-shop.com/product/dl/dl_top.htm</A> <P>A buddy of mine has them in his galant.<P>My vdo's seem to do fine.  Don't cheap out on a westach egt though.  They're not so good.  Mine is broken after 8 months of use.||157.254.98.203||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000857.cgi
A||||5||4g63t||Wiring question||||5||
Z||000000||4g63t||08-05-2002||04:06 AM||||This is one for all the electronics guys ( this means you, Keydiver  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">). In rewiring my harness, I've got 3 questions. First, there's a chunk of harness that comes off the positive battery cable, stops by the reverse light switch on the tranny, then goes on to the starter(big wire, black w/ red stripe). About 6 inches before it hits the starter, a big wire(w/ yellow stripe)  comes out and it looks like it should be grounded somewhere. Where? Second question is about the little cylinder(looks like a miniature soda can and says 0.5uF on it) that is bolted on top of the intake manifold with a bolt that also holds on the plastic holder for the injector/tps/cas wires. One wire comes out of the little can but I don't know what to splice it to. Mine was burned beyond recognition, the book doesn't have anything on it, and the talon harness I cannibalized has it in a different spot. Last thing, after I put out the fire, I tried to close the windows(ignition on) and it worked for a second and then everything went completely dead. I didn't try it again cuz' I didn't want to hurt anything. I went through all of the fuses and fusible links today and nothing is blown. Any ideas on what to check? Thanks for the time,  Chris      ||65.179.80.126||reg||5
Z||000001||4g63t||08-07-2002||12:05 PM||||C'mon guys, somebody help me out - pleeeeeeeeeeeeeese! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||66.109.230.87||reg||4
Z||000002||turboflanagan||08-07-2002||11:24 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Ok, the only thing I can help with now is the capacitor on the back of the intake, but not on top, mine is mounted pretty low on the back.  It has a black wire with white tracer and it disappeares into the big harness that the injectors all run into.  A guess would be that it is a "noise" cap to reduce voltage spikes for the ecu.  Don't guess it much matters where it is located as long as it is grounded.  <P>Ok, I was wrong.  I went back outside with my Big Mag Light and I found the big black wire with yellow tracer; 10ga, maybe 8?  Anyhow it is grounded under the trans bolt to the block that is just above and to the right of the hump for the starter.  The same bolt holds a wire-harness-stay-tie-wrap thingy to keep the harness stayed-tied-wrapped in place.<P>I hope the neighbors didn't call the cops about some guy checking out cars with a flashlight at midnight!<P>Last thing, the ground not being hooked up may cause the system to work as you described and quit.  Fix that ground, check for other missing, damaged grounds and try again.  I don't know how you checked the fusible links, but they are of the Devil!  They can look good and still be blown.  Early '90's and we still can't have all fuses!?<p>[This message has been edited by turboflanagan (edited 08-07-2002).]||64.63.209.15||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||08-08-2002||03:45 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Sorry 4G63T, I was in NY for a few days. I don't know off hand about the wire you're talking about, I'd have to look at mine, but the capacitor I can tell you about. It is supposed to connect to the big Black wire with the White stripe that powers the ignition coil and transistor pack. I think they only put it on the AWD Turbo cars, and without it your tach might be erratic. I still haven't installed mine since I installed the new harness, and only once did I see the tach needle glitch. Did the fire spread the whole way over to your battery cables? Mine wasn't that bad, thank goodness.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||08-09-2002||09:04 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 4g63t:<BR><B>This is one for all the electronics guys ( this means you, Keydiver   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">). In rewiring my harness, I've got 3 questions. First, there's a chunk of harness that comes off the positive battery cable, stops by the reverse light switch on the tranny, then goes on to the starter(big wire, black w/ red stripe). About 6 inches before it hits the starter, a big wire(w/ yellow stripe)  comes out and it looks like it should be grounded somewhere. Where? <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>One of the tranny bolts.<BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B><BR>Second question is about the little cylinder(looks like a miniature soda can and says 0.5uF on it) that is bolted on top of the intake manifold with a bolt that also holds on the plastic holder for the injector/tps/cas wires. One wire comes out of the little can but I don't know what to splice it to. Mine was burned beyond recognition, the book doesn't have anything on it, and the talon harness I cannibalized has it in a different spot. <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Do you have a 90 DSM harness?  That is for the tach and the tach is different in GVR4s and 91+ DSMs than the 90.  <P>[B][QUOTE]<P><BR>good luck<BR>Jon<BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||4g63t||08-09-2002||11:47 AM||||Thanks guys, you are my heroes. I got it all back together and your tips were just what I needed. I'm pretty pleased with the way it all came out. Tell you what, thats a time consuming job - soldering all the connections, heat shrink tubing, wire wrapping everything... but I guess its all about doing it right <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> The fire started at the plug wires near the coil and caught the harnesses on fire and then traveled along the back of the firewall, melting everything along the way. I was lucky enough to get to it before it worked its way down to the therm housing and all those sensors. Anyway, its all back together now but I'm having another problem -I'll start another thread for that one <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Thanks again guys,   Chris  ||66.109.230.87||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/000861.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||LMAO!||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||08-06-2002||12:11 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <A HREF="http://www.b3ta.com/motorbikes/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.b3ta.com/motorbikes/</A> ||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||08-06-2002||06:45 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||ROFLMAO!!!!!  I would have to say that made my day...pretty sad hugh?||63.231.76.38||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||08-06-2002||08:10 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||My good friend with a Harley Fatboy enjoyed that...oh wait, no he didn't.  I did though!||12.222.102.136||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000862.cgi
A||||6||Yao||Finally!! on the road again!||||1||
Z||000000||Yao||08-06-2002||01:16 PM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Thought I'll share a little bit of my blood, sweat, and money.  I've finally got my 94 GSX working again after 9 months!!!! YES.  I've got a 16g, RRE front mount, E-manage, 550cc, 9.3 comp JE piston with crower rods, balance shaft removal, 90 oil cooler, TRE trans with Gvr4 1st gear and 10% taller 5th gear, Hyundai sonata cylinder head, and a NEW Sony CD player from wallmart 45Wx4.  All of this in ONE shot!  It's been a long process and it finally paid off!  I have redone cylinder head 3 times!! yes 3 times in the past 9 months and the thing didn't even leave the garage!  beware of buying cylinder head from internet/checkers/napa.  TRUST ME.  I finally pulled a compression last night after 2 days of hesitation because I don't want to come and find out that the engine is not good after all this work.  Mainely because I brought the engine used from a buddy of mine that parted out his car after 2K miles and I personally don't think the shop that did the engine is that knowledgeable.  But, I need to know the shape of the engine and so I did.  180, 180, 180, 180 all accross the board!  YES, I've got a healthy engine in my hands, ha, ha, ha!  I think compression could be better, espeically with 9.3 compression, maybe 190-200ish??!  But I'll take 180 across!!  last cylinder head I have on there pulled a 190, 130, 120, 215???!!!  weird.  Anyway, I was out tunning the car last night with a laptop and guess what picked on me?  A 2001-2002 red Convertable Corvette shoot right pass me as I was paying attention to my laptop and guages.  He slowed down right next to me, must be the guages and laptop that caught his attention.  He smiled and goosed the gas couple of times.  ME-&gt;had a rush that I've not experienced in a LONG LONG LONG time!  I am over come with excitment and lost for words, out of all cars and I get picked on by a corvette!!  I just shook my head knowing that the car is not tuned and engine, clutch and HKS cams need to break in first.  Anyway, he jumped 1 car ahead of me and taunting me.  I don't want to loose face and back down like a rice boy that have nothing to backup his claim except for some guages.  So I lightly punched 3k-3.5k around 5 psi and let my Turbo XS be heard for the first time in a long time!  Caught his attention and you would not believe what he did next!  He look over at me, smiled, PURGED THE NAWWWWWWWSSSSSSSSSSSSS.  I looked at him, shocked and disbelieve that I actually got pick on by a moded vett!  I just smiled and shook my head and backed down........oh'well, there would be other times that I will get this vett.  For now, I'll let him claim the victory.  Incidently, I have been paying attention to my RRE intercooler and it don't seem to cool down the charge air as good as a Supra Sidemount I was using??  any thoughts on this.  I am guessing that with Supra one, eventhough it is small, but I have the airdam that forces air though the intercooler VS. RRE with no air dam to guide the air??  I think I might have to redo the timming belt too, because it wines a bit, might be too tight or when I put it on, I have dirty hands.  Anyway, thanks for reading and excuse the mis-spelled words, I am so filled with excitment, I am going to tune the car NOW and just drive!||207.13.174.102||reg||1
Z||000001||91vr4evolution||08-07-2002||01:46 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||9 MONTHS!!! I was in boost withdrawals after 9 weeks off the road. How the hell did you last for 9MONTHS!! Happy tuning, man.<P>Mike.||210.54.204.165||reg||14
Z||000002||BossGVR4||08-07-2002||09:26 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Yao,<P>Congrats man .... after reading your story i was inspired to get my HEAP back together after 5 months.<P>I got a trans on it last Sat. and yesterday I replaced frame pieces, front axles, transfercase, DP. <P>All that is left is the starter, shifter cables, MAS ... yadda yadda yadda ||12.44.13.2||reg||1
Z||000003||Yao||08-07-2002||10:26 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Now I just need to get my GVR4 back on the road again with a red turbo and 272 cams!!!  Just a quick reminder, I was in shower this morning and relize that I did the compression check with CLOSED THROTTLE!!!!  I am suppose to go WOT when I pull compression! DUH!  so that means 180psi across is not the compression, probably in 210-220 range!! <P>AUSTIN POWER SAYS: YEAH BABY!!||207.13.174.102||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||08-07-2002||12:00 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Yao, is the TRE taller 5th gear loud?  Does it whine much?||129.120.56.208||reg||1
Z||000005||Yao||08-07-2002||04:12 PM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||I actually have a story behind that 5th gear.  John, send it to me 3 times and out of the 3, 2 times won't fit and 1 time it had a tooth damage on the gear!  Then just when I was about to give up, he told me that he just got the prototype going on a NEW Helicut 5th gear that is 10% taller.  So I didn't get the stright cut 200mph 5th gear.  By the way, what are everybody's RPM at 75mph?  I just want some comparison, or even higher!  ||207.13.174.102||reg||1
Z||000006||evol||08-07-2002||09:12 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||yao-<P>congrats,  man. I know how it feels not to have boost for 9 months. I think mine's been down and out for about 9 months now. Hopefully I have less than a month to go and don't have the same problems as you with my new head. I don't think I could take it if I did. I'd probably take all the cool stuff off and push it into my lake then buy a 2g and poop a 6 bolt into it.||152.163.201.182||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000860.cgi
A||||13||1quickvr4||Whos Galant is this? (Bay Area)||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||08-06-2002||12:04 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com|| <A HREF="http://www.dsmtuners.com/events/bayarea8-3-02.php" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtuners.com/events/bayarea8-3-02.php</A>    Any body? Found it on the DSM tooners site, Looks good.<P>Zach||4.47.47.10||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||08-06-2002||12:11 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||I believe that's Eric Trinidad's Galant.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-06-2002||12:27 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||The white one right? If so is that a CF hood, cant tell alot from the pics.<P>Zach||4.47.47.10||reg||1
Z||000003||drew||08-06-2002||12:56 AM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||yep. not a cf, it's a black hood with vents off of a trans am or somethin||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000004||merikgvr4||08-06-2002||12:05 PM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||Yup, that is my baby.  We went to Mt. Hamilton this weekend and what a blast.  Sorry, haven't been keeping up with VR4 news as I am a converted nerd now.  Building and racing computers now, much safer.<BR>As Drew said, metal hood and sunbird vents.  I'll try to shoot some pics and post em.<BR>Didn't get a chance to install the rear adjustable swaybars and strut bars from Mofugas before the run.<BR>Thanks a lot for the kind words for my baby.<P>Erick||156.39.169.104||reg||14
Z||000005||998||08-06-2002||01:28 PM||||Hey, does anybody know where I can pick up a set of hood vents? I mean in general, they can be from any car so long as they look decent.||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||08-06-2002||03:37 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||998:  Check out: <P> <A HREF="http://www.erebuni.net/accessories.htm" TARGET=_blank>www.erebuni.net/accessories.htm</A> <P>I dunno if any of them are actually functional though, but some seem to be.  I've been trying to search i-club & scoobynet for some Impreza 22B scoops, but not much luck thus far.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||08-06-2002||03:47 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Oops, I forgot to mention...there's an "Evo Style" scoop about 2/3 down the page.  $136 isn't too bad, but I'm not too sure of Erebuni's quality or availability.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||merikgvr4||08-06-2002||04:11 PM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||On vents, if you have access to a junkyard, you can find a lot of cars with nice vents, just take your pic.  Good luck and hth.<P>||156.39.169.104||reg||14
Z||000009||blytz||08-06-2002||04:45 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com|| <A HREF="http://www.carbontrix.com" TARGET=_blank>www.carbontrix.com</A>  has some nice affordable vents/scoops...||172.149.229.117||reg||1
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||08-06-2002||06:11 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||RRE sells those Carbon Trix ones...they have a few pics on their site of a rally GVR-4 with one.  Actually I think it might even be in the Images section of this site too.  ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000011||blytz||08-06-2002||06:39 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||yeah, RRE actually owns Carbon Trix, or one of the RRE guys does or something to that effect... that are VERY nice looking vents..||172.134.167.86||reg||1
Z||000012||Duc Hunter||08-07-2002||02:43 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Sorry I missed that Mt Hamilton run. My baby is running pretty good now and it would have been fun. I often do the Livermoore/Mines Road/Junction restaurant for lunch/Paterson run. Of course that is on my motorcycles!    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> In the rain it is a blast in the VR-4 though. <P>I have a set of Primered Factor JDM Galant VR4 hood vents. Just have not gotten around to putting them in. That carbon one looks nice but when it rains your engine fills with water.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 08-07-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 08-07-2002).]||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000013||merikgvr4||08-08-2002||02:11 AM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||Damn, was looking forward to trying out my GVR4 against yours, not on the twisties though as my driving skills suck, hwhehehe, next time brotha, eyyy, Conrad is setting up a meet/karting event at speedring.  Hope you can make it.<P>E 1351/2k||64.175.243.28||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/000863.cgi
A||||0||UndergroundVR-4||A-Pillar pod?||||1||
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||08-06-2002||10:58 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Where can I find a triple pod for my A-Pillar? Is there one that will fit on a GVR4 that also fits for another car? Meaning can I buy a pod for an eclipse or whatever and have it ft my car?||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000864.cgi
A||||4||davesvr4||got engine vibration ||||9||
Z||000000||davesvr4||08-07-2002||08:43 AM||||Hi Guys<BR> I`ve got a little problem or maybe it could be a big problem but I'm hoping its not. <BR> I broke my  A/C belt the other night  and the next  day i was driving my car and it was ok, then the next set of lights i gave it a bit and at about 4,000 rpm i got a pretty bad vibration.<BR> I instantly headed home and on inspecting my car found the harmonic balancer  to be torn into  two at the rubber bit.<BR> so i thought i had found it and replaced it with another that I`m positive is the right one and i still have the vibration!!!<BR> I`m a bit lost to  what it is, could it be posible Ive damaged the engine in some way or could it be coincidental and be  something else.<BR> I also have decided its not turbo related  as it does it with or without boost.<BR> I also have visially checked my engine mounts.<BR> I`m after ideas for what to check for.<BR> p.s. im pretty sure its not the driveline as it vibates when you rev it out of gear.<BR> Please help<BR>  Dave||211.28.96.5||reg||9
Z||000001||BossGVR4||08-07-2002||09:24 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||I'm taking a shot in the dark here BUT<P>Could it be that your Balance shaft belt jumped causing your balance shafts to go out of alignment ?<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000002||davesvr4||08-07-2002||11:05 PM||||I don`t thinks so but I`ll check.<BR>  I`ve been thinking about it today and i was starting to think maybe its my ignition and thats causing the vibration or miss ????<BR>   Dave S||203.134.3.242||reg||1
Z||000003||khadiyev||08-08-2002||01:02 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Ignition can cuse poping noses, but i'm not sure about vibration.<P>John||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||boostboy51||08-09-2002||12:57 AM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||i'm with Bossman on the balance thing. i put mine on 180 degrees off once. serious vibration 3500 to 5500k. you would think it would be hard to skip though.... good luck<P><BR>#327/2000||12.218.109.205||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000865.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||JDM GVR4 front bumper support pics?||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||08-07-2002||01:33 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi all<P>Anyonw have pics of the JDM front bumper support? Andreas had pics on his site of his front and rear bumpers but I lost the link.<P>I may be getting a front bumper and am curious what all I need to be looking for? I am curious as to how it mounts to the body of the car.<P>Also, Anyone know how I can get a hold of Garfield Wright? I emailed him about a rear JDM bumper a while back....maybe his addy changed or something.<P>Thanks!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||08-07-2002||01:44 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||Andreas' website is <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Garage/8384/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Garage/8384/</A> ||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||08-07-2002||09:45 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Hey Sheep, the rear jdm bumper is a breeze to mount as the mounts are a part of the bumper.  The front bumper however, has the 2 mounts that is supposed to bolt directly onto the frame.  The problem with it is, it has a little bracket attached to the supports.  If these aren't attached to it, u'll have to get them made.  They're really small approx 6"lx2.5"w.  Anyway, if u can get the bumper with or without these small brackets, go for it.  These bumpers are very hard to get.  Go for it.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||08-07-2002||11:31 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||garfield<P>Any chance you may have a pic of what this needs to be or look like? That would help immensly.<P>Also, since I got a hold of ya, any JDM rear bumpers coming in anytime soon  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ?<P>||12.216.36.127||reg||14
Z||000004||blacksheep||08-07-2002||11:35 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Drew<P>Thanks for the link. His pics are hosted by pics.dsm.org and that site seems down. DOH!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||08-07-2002||11:52 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Sorry Sheep, nothing yet & nothing anytime soon.  I can get them from another source, but they are too expensive & don't think anyone will be willing to pay those prices.  They are twice as much as what I usually sell them for & would have to air freight them in.  Email me @ garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com if u want more info.||66.176.234.150||reg||9




ubb/Forum3/000866.cgi
A||||0||Team Ducktape||Anyone else from this board going to this??||||5||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||08-07-2002||03:45 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea looks to be fun. I would like to make it up there, anyone else going to try? <A HREF="http://www.mn3s.org/all_mitsubishi2002.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mn3s.org/all_mitsubishi2002.html</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||5




ubb/Forum3/000867.cgi
A||N||20||Ferrari F50 GT||GVR-4 Key Chain||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||08-07-2002||05:53 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I know this probably isnt possible...but do you think that a Mitsu Dealer would be able to order a GVR-4 key ring?  When I go the car a few years ago, it never came with one.  Thanks.||63.227.47.110||reg||1
Z||000001||BossGVR4||08-08-2002||09:42 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Ummm NO<P>But I did talk to a jewelry maker and he said that he could make them out of Pewter (I thnk that's what he said) The only problem is he would have to see one to make an estimate. I figure I drive over (when my car runs again) and let him look at my dash badge and get a cost estimate.<P>ANYONE ELSE INTERESTED ?!?!?!?!?<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000002||1312VR4||08-08-2002||10:51 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I am DEFINITLY. I have all the old maintenance recipts, owners manual & build sheet(not that it matters now). I would LOVE to have the keychain to go with it.  Let me know a price. ||63.52.150.227||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||08-08-2002||06:38 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I would also be interested -- but I would hope to get something that was a more precise replica of the original.<P>I wonder what happens to all those factory key fobs?||67.36.176.30||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||08-08-2002||06:45 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Yip, I would be interested too.||63.227.47.110||reg||1
Z||000005||blytz||08-08-2002||06:56 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I'd want one also...||172.134.150.160||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||08-08-2002||07:38 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Me also...||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000007||DSMGVR4||08-08-2002||08:17 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||I have the original key fob to 1125/2000. this was my first GVR4. then the guy I sold it to totalled the car and gave me back the keychain...cool guy, he knew I loved the thing. I then bought 120/1000, then sold it and now I have 685/1000. Who else here has an original key fob???<P>John||152.163.201.79||reg||1
Z||000008||Jose||08-09-2002||12:14 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have mine 1571/2000.<BR>Jose.....||152.163.207.182||reg||1
Z||000009||kartorium31||08-09-2002||02:17 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||i have mine, 31/2000||12.18.161.153||reg||1
Z||000010||91GVR4||08-09-2002||10:09 AM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Hey Dave,<BR>    Do you know how much its going to cost yet?||65.95.160.246||reg||5
Z||000011||BossGVR4||08-09-2002||10:31 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||OK,<P>Like whoa S L O W   D O W N !<P>I am going to a jewelry trade show at the end of August where I will meet up with (hopefully more than one) custom jeweler and i will get a price for a copy of the dash plaque made into a keyfob.<P>Can someone with an original tell me what is on the back or send pics of the front AND back ? bossmax@hotmail.com<P>Later,<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||1
Z||000012||markrieb||08-09-2002||07:36 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I'll post a picture of the front and back of the key fob to the pictures section of the GVR-4 email list at yahoogroups.  Look at the Mark Rieb album.  The back is just smooth/brushed.<P>I bought my GVR-4 new off the showroom floor in November of 1991.  I still have the window sticker and the original sales receipt.<P>Mark||4.47.225.146||reg||1
Z||000013||4g63t||08-10-2002||11:52 PM||||I want one too!||63.188.64.171||reg||10
Z||000014||Tondar||08-11-2002||12:02 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||I have mine, here's a pic:<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.we-todd-did-racing.com/wetoddimage.wtdr?i=wNTgwMjZzNDEzZGZkMzF5NTQx"> ||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000015||Tondar||08-11-2002||12:07 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||ok so that didn't work.  If anyone can host the pic send me your email.||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000016||BossGVR4||08-13-2002||09:20 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||I made some phone calls and I am meeting with the jeweler this weekend. I'll keep y'all posted.<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||1
Z||000017||blytz||08-14-2002||07:36 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Here is Tondar's Pic:<P>  <IMG SRC="http://www.miragetuner.com/upload/keychain.jpg">  <p>[This message has been edited by blytz (edited 08-14-2002).]||172.169.238.19||reg||1
Z||000018||Ferrari F50 GT||08-14-2002||05:41 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||*Drool*  J/K, can you get actual Mitsu keys from a dealership?||63.231.79.61||reg||1
Z||000019||ken inn||08-14-2002||07:53 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<BR><B>*Drool*  J/K, can you get actual Mitsu keys from a dealership?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <BR>yah, you take them proof of ownership, and they take your vin, and cut one on the spot.  some of them wont cut the factory key, because it is so hard, it messes up the key cutter.  <BR>||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000020||blytz||08-14-2002||11:30 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||There are often ebay auctions for mitsubishi keys also, fairly cheap, and just have them cut anywhere.||172.129.170.19||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000868.cgi
A||||0||turbowop||help my Justy||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||08-09-2002||02:02 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I change my own oil on the gvr4, but on my Subaru Justy I let the quicky change places do it. The oil filter is a pita to get to on the back of the block. Anyway, it has always had a small rear main seal leak and I always check the oil about once a week. Any money to fix it would be money I could use on the galant for mods. Well, lately its been leaving bigger puddles and I forgot to check the oil last week. So, I get a little worried that it could be pretty low and I pull out the dipstick. Its like at least a quart over full after leaking like a siev(sp?) for two weeks. I'm pretty sure the oil change place overfilled the crap out of it. My question is could this have blown out my rear main or front seal worse than they ever were. If this is their fault I'm gonna bitch hardcore. The engine is only the 1.3l three cylinder and is supposed to take a maximum of 2.8 litres of oil according to the valve cover. Any help is appreciated.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000869.cgi
A||||6||998||Help with Oil Pan? Any advice?||||5||
Z||000000||998||08-09-2002||11:06 AM||||I need to re-seal my oil pan, small leak. When the car gets hot it smokes from the engine compartment a little and I'm sick of it. Anyway tonight I'm taking it off and re-sealing it. Any tips, advice? Your help is very much appreciated. <P>Thanks,<BR>Mike||198.185.18.207||reg||5
Z||000001||JonGVR4||08-09-2002||11:10 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Felpro makes a gasket for this even though Mitsubishi doesn't.  I have RTV on there for a gasket and it doesn't leak.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||998||08-09-2002||11:19 AM||||Thanks jon! I was planning on using RTV Black to seal it up after a good cleaning. It there anywhere else that oil could be leaking from around the pan that I didn't think of?<P>Thanks,<BR>Mike||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000003||gvrfour173||08-09-2002||11:30 AM||||it could be leaking from your rear main seal,which side does it look like its leaking from.and also conicelli has oil pan gaskets for 6 bolts. and maybe also leaking from the front cover. take a look to see if you can tell which side its coming from.||63.72.235.22||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||08-09-2002||11:33 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Tom, in the VFAQ for the balance shafts recommends:<BR>"Apply a 1/8-1/4" bead of Ultra Gray RTV to the pan going around both sides of the bolt holes. Install the oil pan and bolt it up."<P>Thats all I did when I did the timing belt and balance shaft removal.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000005||998||08-09-2002||01:07 PM||||It looks like it's leaking towards the front by the oil feed to the turbo. There is oil on top of the downpipe in that area so that leads me to believe it is coming from the pan on the front side of the car. I am going to check that feed line too, is there anything else I should look for?||198.185.18.207||reg||1
Z||000006||khadiyev||08-10-2002||05:52 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Turbo drain tube gasket? I got the same problem, I had two diffirent gaskets on there, Mitsu and my home made one, it still leaks, especially when it's under boost it just pours out of there on to the down pipe and smokes! <P>John<BR>795/1000||66.81.66.180||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000870.cgi
A||||1||UndergroundVR-4||HELP!||||1||
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||08-09-2002||11:59 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I cannot for the life of me find a repair manual for my 92 GVR-4. I called chiltons and they said they never published one, as did Haynes. Does anyone know where I can find one because I know it's not the same as a standard galant.  <IMG SRC="http://www.tnfj.com/Images/Smilies/couto.gif"> <P>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-09-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-09-2002).]||152.163.206.177||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||08-09-2002||12:05 PM||gvr4@onelittlevoice.com||manualcd.dsm.org, although techinically you need to have a factory service manual, as it is a backup copy.||65.184.77.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000871.cgi
A||||4||ken inn||good guy, jason wollerton||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||08-09-2002||02:45 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||jason.wollerton@misawa.af.mil is a good guy.  he is stationed at misawa afb, and has a very rare vr4 monte carlo.  he has sent me the fmic, and a set of recaro seat brackets, so i can finally put my recaro in the car.  he is also selling the greddy e-manage systems||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000001||SPAM||08-10-2002||02:43 AM||hswilson@lvcm.com||I second that. Jason is a good guy. I heard he sold his Monte Carlo though.||24.234.190.134||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||08-10-2002||08:48 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Ken that's awesome!  Are the brackets out of a Galant?  Do let us know how the install goes.<P>What in the world is a vr4 monte carlo?!||64.63.209.235||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||08-11-2002||12:14 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||oh, man, the recaro is sweet!  the brackets fit perfectly, i had to buy both sides, but i only got one recaro.  i took off the seat belt receptacle from the stock seat, and it bolted right on.  the only thing i dont have is a bracket for the lap belt, i have to make a bracket so it doesnt keep sliding back, and i almost break my arm reaching back to get it.  the seat really holds you in, and is super comfortable.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000004||iceman69510||08-12-2002||12:42 PM||||There is joy today in Denton, Texas!  ||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000872.cgi
A||||9||GVR1643||new JDM motor ||||1||
Z||000000||GVR1643||08-09-2002||05:00 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Well the JDM from CNS was delivered this afternoon.  Looks very good, very clean.  All components in excellent shape (so far).  Damndest spark plugs I've ever seen ;-) We started the BS removal and the belts that came on it looked excellent (replacing anyway along with WP, etc).  Should be up and running this weekend and will post any interesting findings.  Heck the clutch that came on it was even in very good condition.<BR>BTW - did anyone here buy a yellow injector top from CNS?  They had one that they told me I could buy; I offered the money and then they sold it over night!!! That did piss me off that they would do that, but they still had excellent prices for the blue tops so...oh well<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.78||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||08-12-2002||09:50 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Well the new JDM motor is in and runs superb! I'll have to say the motor from CNS was extremely clean and in great condition.  It even came with a very good clutch attached that we ended up using.  The belts we took off even looked very new.  Forgot to do compression test, but it definately has the best bottom end torque of all three of mine.  Anyone need a Cyclone intake ;-)<BR>BTW - this went into one of the best looking 90 Eagle Talons I've ever seen.  Picked it up for $600!!  Now it looks and runs great.<BR>Thanks for the input on CNS guys. FWIW I also would recommend them.  $995 for motor and $200 for shipping.<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.244||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||08-12-2002||12:14 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yo, kevin, i tried to email you, but it bounced.  i dont have your phone nr.  the driveshaft is a go as far as i am concerned.  btw, you should get the new front yoke installed, too, so it dont leak no more.  let me know total, and i will pay check, mo, paypal, whatever.  also, the kinn@ssfautoparts.com i only look at during the work week.  res02zb3@gte.net i look at all the time.  the 800 number is work, i seldom hear it on the weekends.  my home is 940 891 2576, call collect if you want.||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000003||evol||08-12-2002||01:20 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Hey GVR1643--<P>Who is CNS and where are they located? How much did your motor cost? Do they have a website?<P>I am beginning to doubt that 333's motor is going to be OK since it's been sitting for so long. I just have this underlying feeling that when everything is said and done, I'll turn the key and it won't be right, so I'm pricing motors now, just in case. <P>Thanks<BR>Ben Lambert<p>[This message has been edited by evol (edited 08-12-2002).]||24.207.250.27||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||08-12-2002||02:06 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Ken - my email is jkpwolf@netins.net. I'll give you a call today or tomorrow :-)<BR>EVOL - CNS does have a website, I think it was cnsmotors.com, if not you'll find them on a search easily.  They are in So. Cal. and I have their number at home, so let me know if you don't find it - you should end up speaking with an Angela.  Motor was $995 plus shipping.  Like I said didn't get to compression check it yet, but it feels strong. That's why I posted this as an FYI for others getting ready to do the same...good luck and email me with any questions.<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.170||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||08-12-2002||02:23 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Oh, and damit Ken...I wanted to be post 1000 for you! LOL<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.170||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||08-12-2002||03:11 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'm just finishing up with my jspec swap.  It's taking longer than anticipated because I'm doing it by myself and I have to head home from school to work on it.  I'd like to thank Ken for his help.  If you need a spare part or whatever from the engine I'm taking out, you're welcome to it.  Second, I'd like to thank Chilton's 90-93 DSM manual.  That has been incredibly helpful, and because of it I know what every single thing in my engine bay does.  I would like to give absolutely no thanks to Haynes 89-93 galant manual.  That thing is pretty much crap.  Anywho, I can't wait till next weekend, I should have everything up and running.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||08-12-2002||04:09 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Good luck Pappy!  It's fun when you hear the motor fire up - BTW don't forget to plug the fuel pump back in; that can build some nervous blood pressure!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Luckily I had 3 friends that really knew what they were doing and no manuals were needed.  I just watched, learned and cleaned shit, and always was the one to climb under and lay in the "wet spot" to bolt from underneath! LOL.  Got a few extra parts as well if you need them...say the word.<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.170||reg||1
Z||000008||Romanova||08-13-2002||08:56 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Did you happen to hear what they want for an AWD tranny too? My second gear syncro is shot... makes awful noise... ||12.230.33.71||reg||8
Z||000009||GVR1643||08-14-2002||09:18 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Sure didn't.  Just give them a call...||167.142.22.46||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000873.cgi
A||||2||1312VR4||IT RUNS!!!!!!!||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||08-10-2002||09:49 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Finally after over a year. I started it last night. Sounds like a monster. It was around 9 last night & getting dark, so I couldnt run it for long. I still have some AFC tuning to do. ANyone know where I can get the Jumptronix A/F meter. I need 1 & everyone is sold out. <BR> Also I'mhooking up the tach. our system is a 1 pulse right? Thanks||63.52.132.13||reg||1
Z||000001||khadiyev||08-10-2002||04:36 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||just do a "blue wire mod" on your AFC to view your O2's, not sure about the tach though.<BR>John||66.81.112.174||reg||1
Z||000002||16GVR4||08-19-2002||12:57 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Congratz.. good luck on the tuning..<P>BTW, can you guys give me pointers on fuel tuning. I just bought my gvr4. It has the old style Apexi SAFC, and jumptronix A/F.||64.168.24.63||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000874.cgi
A||||3||4g63t||140/1000 pulling my #%$@! hair out!||||4||
Z||000000||4g63t||08-10-2002||03:53 PM||||I can't friggin' believe this! I've posted how I swapped heads, wired up a new harness, changed the timing and balance shaft belts, and all the accessory belts. Finally get everything back together, and NO oil pressure! I added 5 qts of oil and cranked it over several times (no ignition of course) to get the oil flowing through the engine and NOTHING is flowing anywhere! No oil in the filter, no oil from the turbo supply line(ss), and no oil to the head. The timing belt is moving right along, no problem, and I dropped the oil pan and the pickup is spotless. The oil pump was working beautifully when the fire happened, and I never touched it at all, except to put the belt around the sprocket. Now I'm cranking it and nothing is coming out. Does anyone have any ideas before I jump off a cliff? ||63.188.96.112||reg||4
Z||000001||turbogalant||08-10-2002||04:42 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Did you prime the oil pump? I have seen good oil pumps not pump oil if they aren't correctly primed. ||12.232.112.164||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||08-10-2002||08:40 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||It's not a new pump, I don't understand why you say prime it.  <P>Don't jump.  You are making good progress whether it seems like it or not.  Just keep taking it one step at a time.  I know it sucks just from reading your posts and I imagine that what you share isn't even 10% of the frustration, but it will work and you will have fun driving the VR4 again!  Just be patient and persevere.<P>If the pump is turning with the t-belt as I would think that it is, and the pickup is clear, and there is oil in the pan and still no pressure... I guess it's time for a pump.  <BR>Has anyone else had an oil pump go out?||64.63.209.235||reg||1
Z||000003||4g63t||08-10-2002||11:50 PM||||Alright, I won't jump(lol). I spent the day getting everything else back together and I'm feeling good that I got it all done. I put the exhaust manny and turbo back on, and all the intake stuff. While the turbo was off I had it rebuilt as a 16g so I can't wait to get this thing running! I also FINALLY(after waiting 3 months!)received my 2.5 inch o2 housing w/ atmosphere dump and 3 inch downpipe and test pipe from AHP racing. As far as priming the pump, how is that done? Altough its not a new pump, when I dropped the pan I also removed the pickup tube and looked up inside the pump feed tube and it was bone dry. From what I understand, the oil pump is just 2 gears that mesh together - is it possible that the gears are spinning but not creating enough vacuum to pull the oil up into the pump? Anyway, I'm going to pull the t-belt cover again to see if anything could have possibly gone amiss, I'll keep you guys posted - Chris   ||63.188.64.171||reg||9




ubb/Forum3/000875.cgi
A||||4||khadiyev||40 count's of knock BS! ||||10||
Z||000000||khadiyev||08-10-2002||04:51 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I finally got if figured out:  <BR>bottom cross member was hitting the tranny housing under load, tranny mount was loose little bit, intake bracket the one under the intake was loose and rattling at part throttle, those are the things that were messing up the knock sensor. Also I had to run up to +35 low thrtl, +45 hi thrtl at 43psi base fuel pressure, with my 550's and 2G MAS, I don't know why, at those setting i get about .85-.86 on my O2s, with about 1 or 2 counts' of knock. Then yesterday I was pressure testing the system, with my buddy's compressor, and got the whole thing up to about 27psi, with no leaks, then I hear loud pop! then we went for a drive, then I look at my belt and it's covered in oil. I was like WTF!! At first I thought it was my front main seal, aparently, my plug for the Balance shaft hole broke the JB weld on there and poped out, got it fixed today took about 1.5 hours. All good so far.<P>John<BR>795/1000<p>[This message has been edited by khadiyev (edited 08-10-2002).]||66.81.112.174||reg||10
Z||000001||deathsled||08-10-2002||06:12 PM||magnetbox@boone.net||so that means i was right about the mounts, eh? lol, well i think i said check engine mounts, but thats what, 3 engine mounts and 1 tranny one, so 4 mounts to look at.  Glad you got it all sorted out  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||65.81.203.47||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||08-11-2002||06:01 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Your AFC settings seem way high. I have the same setup, 550's and a 2g MAS, and my low throttle settings are all zero except for a bump from 2K to 3.5K. My high settings are zero, until 3.5K where they start to ramp up a little, but no more than +15 at 6500, and that was when I had the timing WAY advanced. Now that I have the timing back where it should be, I'll probably lean it out a little more on the high end.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000003||khadiyev||08-12-2002||01:38 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||That's what I thought also, but if i lean it out anyware near +20-+30 I get crazy knock. I'm gonna get some racegas this Wed and go to Sears Point and see how i do. Oh yeah yesterday I was racing some dude on the freeway, pulled off and the car was idling like shit. I pulled in to gas station, poped the hood, and I hear loud noise from 4th cylinder  on the intake side cam, give it r's and it gets louder, also idles like crap. Today pulled my valve cover off, checked all the rockers all in place looks fine, Lined up my cam timing marks with the crank TDC and it was about 10 degrees off, Skiped a tooth, one tooth 7.5 deg right? Also I can grab the belt and pull it up pretty high it very loose, So now i gotta spend 3 hours, and do my TB again.<BR> Also my brand new "BMTranny" rebuilt tranny is poping out of second gear only got 2k on it. I'm just a lucky guy!<P>sorry for the long post.<P>John<BR>795/1000 <p>[This message has been edited by khadiyev (edited 08-12-2002).]||66.81.66.99||reg||1
Z||000004||khadiyev||08-12-2002||01:41 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Also, I can get 0 knock if i keep it below 15psi.<P>John||66.81.66.99||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000876.cgi
A||||1||kartorium31||flywheel torque specs, ASAP please.||||5||
Z||000000||kartorium31||08-10-2002||06:19 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I need the torque specs for the flywheel ASAP, i can't find them on the cd or on the net.  please help.<BR>karter||12.18.161.153||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||08-10-2002||07:35 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||98 ft lbs.  flywheel to crank, that is.<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 08-10-2002).]||4.47.36.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000877.cgi
A||||7||4g63t||I have a question||||5||
Z||000000||4g63t||08-10-2002||11:57 PM||||There is probably a very simple answer to this, but I've racked my brain and I can't figure it out, here goes: Why don't our cars make boost without a load? I can sit with the car in neutral and hit the gas all crazy, but I'll never get out of vacuum. Why is that? Is there something wrong with my car or are all turbo cars like that?  ||63.188.64.171||reg||5
Z||000001||4g63t||08-21-2002||02:16 AM||||Ummmmmm......does anybody know?||65.179.72.11||reg||5
Z||000002||Pappy||08-21-2002||02:37 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Not sure exactly, but I've always wondered.  I guess it's just that without any load, the engine isn't pumping out enough exhaust gases to spin up the turbine enough to even make 1psi.  Well, actually, I think I got it up to a couple psi once, but I wouldn't do that to my engine again.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||08-21-2002||03:05 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Just a guess but can 2g cars produce boost free-reving?  I would think its turbo size + engine airflow related, though a guy I know with a T03 on a old style Mitsu 2.0 (Astron) can produce about 5psi even with a back cut turbine wheel.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||khadiyev||08-21-2002||08:46 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I can produce about 5psi at 7k or so,but that's not too good for the oll motor though.<P>John<BR>795/1000||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||08-21-2002||11:25 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Just what Pappy said...in neutral there isn't enough load on the engine to pump out much in the way of exhaust gasses.  You can get some boost just like khadiyev said, but you have to rev the piss out of the engine to get it.||205.188.196.58||reg||1
Z||000006||4g63t||08-22-2002||02:10 AM||||Oh....||63.188.1.23||reg||1
Z||000007||Hunter||08-22-2002||03:01 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||my perspective is the blowoff valve is routed.. instead of being external.... ?  you should get some kinda nice pshhhh sound i'm assuming with an external blowoff valve.. anybody got a vpc?||167.88.200.30||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000878.cgi
A||||6||VR4GAZM||Those with the SS Exhaust Studs||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||08-11-2002||12:26 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Got a question for you guys. How do I put them onto the head? I put them on there but just about all of them except like 5 have fallen out or became loose.  So im thinking i put them on wrong.  The way I put them on is I put the stud into a vice grip and tightened the nut onto the stud about halfway down the side with the most threads.  And then I put the exhaust mani and then tightened the studs into the head. Is this correct? I had a hard time even tightening the nuts onto the stud, is this normal?<P>MIKe||209.156.76.7||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||08-11-2002||03:32 AM||||The way I've learned to install (and remove) studs is to use two nuts (Beavis & Butthead impression - "HeHe, he said two nuts, hehe"). Spin one nut halfway down the threads. Then spin the second nut down on top of the first and tighten them against each other - make it real tight or they will slip. Now use the outside nut (if your inserting the stud into the head) to tighten the stud. I hope that helps and its not too confusing. Does anybody know the torque spec for the studs? By the way, where did you get the ss studs from?    ||65.179.105.222||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||08-11-2002||11:10 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||the SHORT side goes into the head.  i have a very nice set of stud remover/installers that looks just like a socket, and it makes it real easy.  the stud only needs to be torqued down about 20 ft lbs, and it will tighten up when it starts to run out of threads.  be very careful about the bottom one in the very middle, it goes into the water jacket and the metal is very thin.  if you crack it , you will have to remove the head, and get it welded, or, GASP! a new head.  the two nut deal will also work, just dont overtighten them.  after you go thru a couple of heat cycles, you may want to check them and retighten them.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000003||VR4GAZM||08-11-2002||01:10 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Yeah I think I busted into the water jacket on the lower middle one your talking about. The stud was getting loose so I took it out, and then I turned the car on and I saw coolant shooting out of it. So I put it back on and tightened it up and it plugged the hole. Ill be taking the head off later this week so Ill take a look at that again.<P>But did anyone else have a problem actually getting the nuts onto the stud? Tell me if this is right here: Put the stud into the hole. Take the nut and hand screw it on until its tight (which is only like half a turn onto the stud) then get a socket/wrench and start tightening the stud down (since the nut is on tight, it will be first tightening the stuf) then once the stud wont go in anymore, the nut starts to tighten. I was always afraid that if I tightened the stud down to much it would crack or break off or something.<P>Mike||209.244.208.23||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||08-11-2002||01:38 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||you didnt bust into it, the hole is there.  without the stud there, it is just an open threaded hole.  <BR>     take 2 nuts, screw one on about halfway down, then the other nut you use as a "jam" nut, using 2 wrenches, tighten them both together, then put a socket on them.  you can now use a torque wrence, if you want.  when the stud is tightened down, use the 2 wrenches to loosen the nuts, remove them, and repeat.  when the stud is tightened down to the smooth part, it will stop.  if you overtorque it past this point, it can crack the head.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||08-12-2002||12:33 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I actually install the studs backwards, with the longer threaded part going into the head.  The threaded holes in the head extend further than the length of the short threaded ends of the studs.  I figured maybe this way there's less chance of stripping out the head.  Haven't had a problem in the last 20K miles with this setup.  ||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000006||BossGVR4||08-13-2002||09:15 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Mike,<P>Do you need to borrow my metric stud installers and a torque wrench. Cough up the bucks and buy some tools .....<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/000879.cgi
A||||3||Pappy||headlight removal||||1||
Z||000000||Pappy||08-11-2002||12:29 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'm trying to remove my headlights, but I can't figure out how.  I have a haynes manual, but it's useless.  I removed the grill, and took out two bolts on each headlight, but I can't figure out how to get to the other bolts.  Any help would be greatly appreciated thanks.||12.91.36.71||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||08-11-2002||03:34 AM||||Don't quote me, but I think the bumper has to come off. Theres a vfaq for that somewhere. ||65.179.105.222||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||08-11-2002||03:44 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Take the grill off to get to the two bolts behind it and then take off the side marker lights to get to the two bolts that hold on that side of the headlight. You do not have to take off the bumper to remove the headlights.<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.16.189||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||08-11-2002||11:51 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Yeah just as turbowop said...I had to do remove mine this past week to fix them in order to pass inspection.  Man those adjusters are a p.i.t.a.!!!!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif">   ||64.12.106.23||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000880.cgi
A||||5||turboflanagan||Thanks a million Ken!||||6||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||08-11-2002||11:18 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I got some BG Engine Purge and performed the "purging" of my engine to hopefully put an end to my lifter tick that had gotten really bad for about 2 months.  At times it wouldn't be too bad and others, well let's just say that's all behind us now.<P>The Purge Worked Great!<P>It was pretty scarry though.  I don't suggest doing this if you have a weak stomach!  The BG Engine Purge comes in a quart container just like oil.  This stuff is about as thick as kerosene!  It kinda smelled like it too.  You are supposed to do an oil change, add this stuff in place of a qt of oil, run the engine for 1hour at a fast idle (no load), change the oil and filter again, and fill with oil of choice.  It's that simple.  Only substituting something about as thick as water to my oil and running for an hour made me quite nervous!  <P>Anyway, after the service and driving for a few minutes the tick was largly gone.  Then about a week later NO TICK AT ALL!!!  All gone!  It has been 2 months and no more tick.  Before you spend well over $100 on new lifters, I suggest trying the BG Engine Purge.  <P>Thanks Ken for the suggestion!<P>Peter ||64.63.209.150||reg||6
Z||000001||turbowop||08-12-2002||12:09 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||You have to run it for an entire hour at fast idle?? Sheesh! That seems a little lengthy. That would scare me. I've seen BG's induction service (intake) chemicals work very well but only needed to be ran for like 15 mins. I realize cleaning engine internals is different, but that seems like a lot of time.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||boostboy51||08-12-2002||01:30 AM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||isnt ken cool. he knows his shit.<P><BR>#327/2000||12.218.109.205||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||08-12-2002||12:21 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i have seen some amazing results with the bg purge.  you will also notice oil consumption will drop dramatically, and also, when you check your dipstick after the oil has been changed for a while, it will look very clean, because all of the sludge is gone from the motor.  another caution is this process WILL smoke the hell out of your area.  ||63.146.72.147||reg||1
Z||000004||Romanova||08-13-2002||09:07 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Any web sites with a write up of this stuff?||12.230.33.71||reg||1
Z||000005||turboflanagan||08-13-2002||09:49 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||It didn't smoke bad when I did the Purge, but when I did the MCCC stuff... goodbye mosquitos!  ||64.63.209.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000881.cgi
A||||2||boostboy51||I screwed up i think!||||1||
Z||000000||boostboy51||08-12-2002||01:37 AM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||have had my dual pillar Lo-Tek pod inn my car a while, but have been lazy and left the top screw sticking out a 1/4 " cause i broke 3 bits trying to drill through metal. well today i finished it of and drilled the rest of the way to get the screw flush. It goes in at the bottom of the automatic seat belt track. I didnt figure it would cause any harm. I left and it went back fine. when i stopped, it didnt retract. what did i do? Havnt investigated yet. tips?<P><BR>#327/2000||12.218.109.205||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-12-2002||10:45 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||You probably hit a wire & bown a fuse. What I did is just used smaller srews & screw it into the pillar itself I didnt have to do any drilling into the metal. Its soild as a rock. <BR> You might have to take apart the plastic deal that goes around the seatelt deal & check it for broke wires.||63.52.151.65||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||08-12-2002||03:06 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Bummer, if I had only posted earlier (http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000798.html) -- I did my install this weekend and while considering my mounting options decided on removing the stock trim to work on it.  That's when I noticed that the top screw would go into the seat belt rail.<P>1312 is probably right, there is a small gauge wire in that vicinity -- mine was green, I think so it is probably hot.  You'll probably have to remove the Lo-Tek and stock trim (it's easy, pull out from the top (pressure fit) snaps in the middle and pulls UP and out from the bottom (notched clip).  You'll likely have to "patch" the wire and then change your belt fuse.||67.37.190.126||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000882.cgi
A||||6||boostboy51||do i deserve this car?||||1||
Z||000000||boostboy51||08-12-2002||01:42 AM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||sometimes i get the feeling some of you are like if you can't fix everything on the car yourself, you don't deserve to drive a GVR-4. Well, here i am. not the brightest guy, or the most mechanicly inclined, but i trully love this car. Have loved these for a few years. finally picked one up about a year and a half ago. Do i deserve to drive one?<P>#327/2000||12.218.109.205||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||08-12-2002||03:14 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||The fact that you have the balls to try to fix things yourself makes you worthy.  At least it isn't daddy's open cheque book doing the work like some.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||08-12-2002||11:17 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Sure you do.  You don't have to fix everything yourself, it's just that alot of us like to.  I say that as long as you earned the car, you deserve to drive it, any car.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||08-12-2002||12:43 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I've always worked on my own cars, and have done most everything. Totally rebuilt blocks, rings, transmissions (both manual and auto), cams, valve guide seals and springs, brakes, alternators, diffs, shocks, springs, clutches, master cylinders, etc, but even I don't do "everything" to my cars. Some things take special tools, like air conditioning problems. Sometimes I just haven't had the time, and had to pay someone else (grrrrr). But sometimes, I'm just plain intimidated. I still didn't do my wife's 3000GT timing belt at 60,000 miles. Maybe at 120,000 :-)<BR>I think what is important is that you're willing to learn. No one expects you to just pick up a wrench and start doing everything and anything to your car, but you should start somewhere. Some of us work on our own cars out of necessity, others out of a love for the hobby. When you do your own work you will generally find that not only do you save a lot of money, but you know the job has been done right, or at least better than the 18 year old "trainee" at the dealership would have done. You will be amazed at how much you can do to the car yourself, with the help of Tom's VFAQ's and this list.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>43 and still learning||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||08-12-2002||04:41 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I paid for my car, don't take it to any mechanics and pay for all my upgrades myself.  I am 17 and still in highschool so doing this isn't the easiest thing in the world, but this site makes it possible for me.  I could never afford my car if i couldn't work on it myself.  Another thing is that if i had the money to take it to a shop i probably wouldn't because it is good to know how things work.  Also i still haven't found a reputable mechanic that i like.  I am just like you boostboy, and i did a tranny swap, put in a sct 2600 and ss line all this weekend.  I had no clue going into it and i drove it to work today with no problems.  I'd say if you own it you deserve it.||63.69.118.173||reg||1
Z||000005||boostboy51||08-12-2002||10:07 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||That is awesome Kart! I wasnt lucky enough to have a GVR-4 in High School. I had a Geo Metro. I'm 25 now and learn more about this car every day. This site is the greatest. We have a local import board around here called 417imports.com Nothing technical, just a bunch of riceboys getting mouthy. Everytime i post i end up arguing with someone for days. Nothing like this site. When i need to know something, i come here.<P>#327/2000||12.218.109.205||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||08-12-2002||11:26 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I think there is something to be said for the class in choosing a car with 4 doors and leather seats.  Many DSM owners seem to be very interested in spankin' a few Hondas and the occasional muscle car -- I want to give those BMWs and Mercedes a run.  :-)||67.37.190.126||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000883.cgi
A||||4||Johnny Bravo||How to get center console off...||||1||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||08-11-2002||02:15 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I'm trying to get the console off so I can install the Symborski shifter bushing kit I've had laying around here, but I can't seem to budge it at all.  I've tried using the Haynes manual to get an idea what to do, but it's practically useless.  Any quick tips to make it easy to get off????||64.12.106.44||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||08-11-2002||03:36 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Screw it!  I dunno if the console is welded to the chassis or what, but my God it's nearly impossible to get off.  Not to mention it's like 200% humidity out today.  If anybody knows of an easier way to install those bushings then I'd really appreciate some tips.  The install instructions I've found thus far are for T/E/L's which have a notably easier console to get into.  ||64.12.106.44||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||08-11-2002||03:59 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||lesse if i remember.  up front, on each side, there is trim that kinda covers the very front, and is held on by black machine screws.  once you remove them, there is a gold colored screw on each side that holds the metal part of the console to the dash frame.  they are very hard to see, but they are there.  these are the sumbitches.  you need either a hand impact, or drill them out.  dont even try a regular phillips, it will just strip them.  then, you need to remove the radio, and the 4 gold screws holding it down.  in the rear, there are 2 black screws, about 2 inches from the very rear of the console.  you also need to remove the cover, just lift it up, and you will see 2 screws, and the cover itself is kinda tricky, the ends that go into the console kinda hook in.  the black inside just lifts out, then you push the plastic guides for the seatbelts OUTWARDS, and snake the whole assemblies INWARDS as you lift out the console.  after you have removed the inside of the console(the black container), reach in and pop off the black plastic part that holds the coin tray and the mirror switch, and disconnect the mirror switch.  unscrew the shift knob, and reach in and pop off the boot, it is held on by little nubs on all 4 sides, they just pop off, then you can remove the boot.  on the left side of the parking brake lever, there is a piece of trim that just pops off.  you also will have to disconnect the shoulder belts one each side from the seat belt receptacle, and snake them thru into the console as you remove it.  after everything is unbolted, you lift up the rear of the console, and pull it back, you may have to put the car in like 4th gear.  not too bad, only a couple of good cuss words on this one.<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 08-11-2002).]||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||08-11-2002||04:14 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Oh dayum!  Anybody care to give me a hand with it???   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">   Just kiddin'  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">   Maybe I'll wait until I get a 1G shifter assembly then do it...might as well do it all at once ya know.   Thanks a mil!||64.12.106.44||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||08-11-2002||10:16 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Ken nailed it. Its a PITA at first,but once you find all the screws,it isnt too bad. Once you get the lever (If you dont have one yet,Ernies had a few,but they're crushing a bunch of cars,so Id check quick) swing by the the 'burg,ill give you a hand.||129.71.114.115||reg||7




ubb/Forum3/000884.cgi
A||||15||hibern8||HELP!!!!! FAILED EMISSIONS TWICE ALREADY.||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||08-13-2002||05:28 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||my car has already been tested twice and failed misearbly both times. i messed witht the afc a little on the second trial and i still failed. does anyone have any suggestions before i lose my car and license?||12.26.69.43||reg||1
Z||000001||Bill||08-13-2002||05:53 PM||||What other type of mods.?  ||152.163.204.82||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-13-2002||07:25 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||How? MY car with all emissions removed almost passed but I couldent get it to idle right. Good thing my freind works their. STICKERD.<P>Zach||209.245.227.183||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||08-13-2002||07:42 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||You lose your license if you fail too many times?  That's rediculous.  My suggestion is that maybe the o2 sensor is bad.  Anywho, I don't know too much about that.  I know there's some stuff you can add to your gas that is supposed to make it pass.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000004||hibern8||08-13-2002||08:19 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||heres the list of mods:<P>profec b, safc, rc 550's, walbro 255 hp pump, hks power flow intake, high flow cat with 2.5' cat back. still has stock 14b and stock inercooler w/ stock dp. yeah we have 3 tries. on the 3rd time if it fails, you get your license suspended and they take your plates. im trying to figure  out a different way to title the car so i wont have to take emissions.....such as a repair vehicle, recreationbal vehicle, or try to title it in a place that doesnt require emissions.....im just nervous now. ||12.26.69.43||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4458||08-13-2002||09:08 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Where is this being tested?  I am assuming that it is a 2wd deal and they are just pulling past the roller and doing a high rpm "idle test".<P>A few options:<BR>1) Check the ChiDSM yahoo group.  I think there were rumors of a friendly test facility in Rockford (not too much of a drive if your license is at stake).<BR>2) There is a place in Northern Chicago burbs that has a 4wd dyno specifically for tuning/emissions.  Give em a shot.  I've personally never been there, but some of the 3kgtvr4 guys went up there one weekend and said it was decent.  Lifted from the ChiDSM list:<P>"Our Dynamometer Is a custom built all wheel drive machine. It has the<BR>computer capabilities to give you Horsepower, Torque, 5 gas emission<BR>readings, diagnostic load test, timed 0-60mph test, Timed 1/4 mile sprint<BR>test and much more.<BR>its is a high performance unit that will handle 800 horsepower at the<BR>wheels.<BR>We are happy to offer your the ability to run before and after test for all<BR>the modification you may want to do. We have a full staff of certified techs<BR>on hand and at least 6 master certified techs in house. Everyone has<BR>different wants and needs and we will work with all of you.<BR>Our rate is $125 per hour. We can run anywhere from 3 to 10 test during an<BR>hour. It all depends on the time needed between runs for the modifications<BR>and adjustments that are being done.<BR>Our facility is open Monday thru Saturday 8am to 8pm and Sunday 8am to 5pm<BR>appointments are needed.<P>WE ARE OPEN FOR BUSINESS<P>DynaTech Automotive Service Center<BR>7511 W. Cermak Road. North Riverside, IL. 60546<BR>At The North Riverside Park Mall<P>( 708 ) 442-8951 "<P>||67.36.176.237||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||08-13-2002||11:10 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||how can a bad o2 sensor mess all the readings up?||63.62.126.179||reg||1
Z||000007||beavis||08-14-2002||01:55 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i would put the car back to stock.  the injectors and fuel pump will lead to high emissions.  also make sure your egr and any other emissions stuff is working.  that is what my friend did and was able to pass here in california.||152.163.201.196||reg||1
Z||000008||pudhed||08-14-2002||04:32 AM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||The ecu raises or lowers the amount of fuel based on whether the O2 sensor reads lean or rich. If the O2 sensor is broken it will just keep it rich all the time for safety. <BR>You can connect the O2 sensor wire to your SAFC to check if it works, the voltage should bounce up and down at idle/cruise.<P>It's the optional step at the bottom: <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_afc_instructions.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_afc_instructions.html</A> ||12.213.178.93||reg||1
Z||000009||JSTYLE||08-14-2002||05:05 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||If you failed an emission test im guessing its the exhaust. Here in aus we have the same thing. A few ways you can get thru is:<P>To get chicken wire and steel wool, make a circular barrier and stick it infront of of ur cat back exahust and this should take atleast 5db off the car noise.<P>Hope this helps!||203.173.164.233||reg||1
Z||000010||Bill||08-14-2002||10:22 AM||||I agree with beavis.  I have small 16g, afc, al blaha mas with stock inj. and stock exhaust.  I put all zeros on my afc and I did not have any problems with emmission!||152.163.204.192||reg||1
Z||000011||smokindav||08-14-2002||10:55 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>how can a bad o2 sensor mess all the readings up?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Hahahaha, I can't stop laughing.  You have those mods and you don't know what the O2 sensor does or how a bad one will "mess up all those readings"?<P>Dave Flaherty<P>You have made my day.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000012||ken inn||08-14-2002||12:49 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if you are using the stock fpr, it is running too rich.  the pump is overpowering it.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000013||Hertz||08-14-2002||07:09 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||How's your gas mileage?  ;-)||67.37.178.252||reg||6
Z||000014||hibern8||08-15-2002||01:06 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||the gas mileage is poor since im throwing gas into that motor like crazy. <P>so heres the thing. i went to a shop today that had a 5 gas analyzer. they were able to plug it into my exhaust and i was trying to tune my afc at idle and between 3000K. as i would richen up the system, the hydrocarbon count would decrease but carbon monoxide would increase. so when i leaned the car out, the hydrocarbon count skyrocketed and the carbon monoxide level went down. so i cant figure out what the problem is. ||152.163.201.188||reg||1
Z||000015||smokindav||08-15-2002||10:31 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.corner-carvers.com/wiki/index.php?OBDII%20and%20O2%20Sensors%20Explained" TARGET=_blank>http://www.corner-carvers.com/wiki/index.php?OBDII%20and%20O2%20Sensors%20Explained</A> ||205.217.142.131||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000885.cgi
A||||3||1quickvr4||TAKATA Harness?||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||08-13-2002||07:28 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I realley want these but I cant find out if their legal in the US. Any help would be very nice. <P>Thank you.<P>Zach||209.245.227.183||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||08-13-2002||08:21 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I would imagine they would pass tech..<BR>Bottom of page they have some, wow expensive. <A HREF="http://www.upgrademotoring.com/suspension/tein.htm" TARGET=_blank>www.upgrademotoring.com/suspension/tein.htm</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-14-2002||09:13 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I was wondering about at the track. Maybe I will buy 2 sets...........<BR>Zach||209.245.235.49||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||08-14-2002||08:36 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||If you should get two sets at $350 each; you should make me an offer on my car!!!||24.196.87.195||reg||12




ubb/Forum3/000908.cgi
A||||5||JSTYLE||Club VR4||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||08-19-2002||09:30 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||For all you guys interested i have created a VR4 club.. Mainly based in Australia!<P>If your interested visit:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.clubvr4.tk" TARGET=_blank>http://www.clubvr4.tk</A> <P>Thanks<P>Jon||203.173.165.219||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-19-2002||11:11 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||link doesnt work. It says Internal server error.<P>Nevermind..Never buy a HP computer<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 08-19-2002).]||63.52.132.11||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||08-19-2002||11:18 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||how can I register? I have an account for ezboard(psivr4). I tried to log on but it wont let me||63.52.132.11||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||08-19-2002||01:16 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i think you gotta have an aussie keyboard.  the number pads are on the left.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||08-19-2002||07:03 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I can assure you all that even though we drive on the other side of the road, our keyboards are of identical layout to yours.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||JSTYLE||08-19-2002||11:54 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||LOL yer i changed the settings on the forums, was abit F*#&ed bfore but its fine now!<P>Cheers<P>Jon||203.173.164.7||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000887.cgi
A||N||11||Ferrari F50 GT||Want to Disable Power Antena||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||08-13-2002||11:27 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Does any know an easy way of cutting the power to the antena or disableing it?  Thanks.||63.231.79.61||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||08-14-2002||12:41 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Remove its trigger wire from the back of the head unit?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||08-14-2002||01:04 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Is the head wire the thick, black wire that connects to the back of the head?  If so, I tried that and it doesn't work. ||63.231.79.61||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||08-14-2002||01:08 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||The big black wire with the funny plug is the antenna signal wire, I'm sure there is another one that triggers the up/down movement, I'll have a look when I get a chance.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||08-14-2002||09:05 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Quickest way to keep it down would be to open the trunk and pull back the trunk lining that hides the ant. motor.  Unplug the 2 wire prong for the motor and it will stay down.<P>I have a Galant GS ant. on my car.  It stays up all of the time.  No motor and better reception.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||08-14-2002||05:43 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I was looking back there yesterday to see what I could do, and I was wondering...what are all those electronic boxes and moduals around the motor?||63.231.79.61||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||08-14-2002||07:03 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Jon:  Would you recommend replacing the motorized antenna to anyone?  It just so happens I have a spare Galant GS who loves giving up parts to the VR4.  OR should I go with a Volkswagen-esque stinger antenna?  Haha. *Ahem*<P>One of those boxes is the take-up for the cable that extends/lowers the antenna.||67.37.178.252||reg||1
Z||000007||turboflanagan||08-14-2002||08:14 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Jon, the regular whip style antenna gives better reception for you?  If so, I am looking for one soon.||64.63.209.105||reg||1
Z||000008||Gvr4-330||08-14-2002||08:48 PM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||If i remember correctly, for a standard wiring harness, it's the blue wire that is antenna power.  I don't remember what color the VR-4 harness is.<P>Rob.||24.44.200.0||reg||1
Z||000009||blytz||08-14-2002||11:31 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Jon, is that a DIRECT replacement with no rewiring? Mine is going out, and I get crappy reception in the Galant compared to my truck with a fixed antenna.||172.129.170.19||reg||1
Z||000010||JonGVR4||08-15-2002||09:45 AM||jon@jgronline.com||The non power antena is a direct replacement with no wiring changes.  You do have to use a screw driver and maybe a socket but that is it.  Very easy to do.  VERY VERY VERY easy.  My wife could do this without fear.<P>The other box to the left of the antena is the ABS computer.  It is mounted to a silver bracket next to the little door for the jack.<P>I can't believe no one ever noticed this on my car.  It has been like this for years.  I think I replaced it in 97.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/jgr_back.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/jgr_back.jpg</A> <P><p>[This message has been edited by JonGVR4 (edited 08-15-2002).]||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||08-15-2002||05:30 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I have also replaced my suck-ass power antenna with a TEL non power unit (very light).  <P>Took 10 minutes to do, and I was super anal about it.  Saves at least a couple pounds too.  ||129.120.56.207||reg||1
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A||||8||Romanova||Shift boot?||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||08-13-2002||09:01 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Anyone know of a shift boot that will work well with our cars? Considering a Momo universal one... just want to know if anyone has any experience with it...<BR>Thanks||12.230.33.71||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||08-13-2002||09:12 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Supposedly several people have used 1G T/E/L leather (leatherette?) shift boots with very good results.  I'm gonna go scour some local junk yards tomorrow for a shifter & boot myself.  ||152.163.207.68||reg||1
Z||000002||pudhed||08-13-2002||10:11 PM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||$5 worth of vinyl and a bunch of needle holes in my finger got me one that fit perfectly  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||209.213.198.25||reg||10
Z||000003||Ian M||08-13-2002||10:27 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I use a stock TEL boot. You have to remove the square plate on the bottom of the console (the stock rubber boot locks onto it),wrap the TEL boot around it,poke some holes for the screws,and reinstall. Its too short too use with the stock lever,youll have to use the TEL unit. Looks pretty nice.||129.71.114.6||reg||1
Z||000004||Hunter||08-14-2002||12:01 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||so it turns to be a shorter throw?  any incompatibility problems during install to be aware of aside from leather boot fitting from the 1g tel?||167.88.200.30||reg||5
Z||000005||JonGVR4||08-14-2002||09:02 AM||jon@jgronline.com||how is a shift boot a "performance part"?||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||08-14-2002||10:21 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||It's a "performance part" because now when you look down at it you don't think you're in some old grocery getter & makes you wanna drive it better.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">     Ummm...okay maybe not...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">||205.188.196.39||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||08-14-2002||04:13 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Everything in moderation, including moderation.  ;-)<P>You can get a leather shift boot from Mofugas.  (Just like our illustrious benefactor:  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_ride_1.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_ride_1.html</A> )||67.37.178.252||reg||1
Z||000008||Ian M||08-14-2002||06:17 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B>how is a shift boot a "performance part"?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>My car picked up two tenths with it...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>Hertz: No,it bolts right in. The throw feels a bit shorter due to being closer to the pivot point. Your arm comes close to the armrest when going into reverse,but you get used to it. The stock galant lever feels like a school bus shifter to me now   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-14-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-14-2002).]||129.71.114.7||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/000889.cgi
A||N||1||KarT||Good Guy/Bad Guy ? ? ?||||5||
Z||000000||KarT||08-14-2002||05:21 PM||weslariv@cox.net||Has anyone heard of Chris Sanders ? <BR>SkeleFoDoh on IRC<P>I'm about to buy ONE ?  of his Radiators, Modine.....this'll be my first purchase online, just being cautious. I don't know why he would have 2 modines, but whatever.<BR>Chris, please don't be offended.||68.9.68.130||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||08-14-2002||05:29 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||if he is in denton, texas, i will vouch for him.  he is an ok guy||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000890.cgi
A||N||12||mitsu13ishi||Interior Design Question, HELP!||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||08-14-2002||10:24 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||hey guys, can you help me out with a problem?  i wanna spray my interior stuff, like the molding around the a/c vents, around the stereo.. etc. etc.  but how do i get 'em out of the car without breaking anything?<P>Thanks alot<P>Derek||205.188.199.183||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||08-14-2002||10:25 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||You don't mean paint the a color do you?<P>A shop manual would help here.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsu13ishi||08-14-2002||10:29 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||yea bud, paint them a diffent color. i was thinking about those overlays that are on wooddash.com, but starting price is $180.  i just need to pull 'em out carefully and spray 'em, prolly silver.  has anybody ever done this?||205.188.199.183||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||08-14-2002||10:43 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net|| Have fun. That is a PAIN IN THE ASS. You need to take out your dash. IMO it would be worth it to buy the overlays. I had to take out my dash. It took about 45 mins(my 1st vr4 in Japan took about 2 hours), but now its easy. If you are not mechanically inclined, dont do it.||63.52.203.47||reg||1
Z||000004||mitsu13ishi||08-14-2002||10:47 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||how did you figure out how to take out ur dash?  <P>... and if i have to take out the dash, i might as well put the overlays from importintelligence on too....||205.188.199.183||reg||1
Z||000005||SPAM||08-15-2002||03:31 AM||hswilson@lvcm.com||1312VR4, Where did you live in Japan?||24.234.190.215||reg||1
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||08-15-2002||10:14 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||I just spent the past week or so cleaning out my interior.  One of the previous owners must have spilled a couple of gallons of Pepsi all over everything!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif">  Some of the panels will pop out, but most are a total bitch.  I still haven't gotten the center consle out yet   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif">  Good luck!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||64.12.105.24||reg||1
Z||000007||mitsu13ishi||08-15-2002||11:13 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||where ya live at bravo? i live out near black rock golf course.||152.163.201.183||reg||1
Z||000008||1312VR4||08-15-2002||02:18 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I lived in Misawa..also. I just got under there & started taking off the nuts & bolts. Its not to hard all you have to do is visualize it. One of the hardest parts was taking out the speedo & connections from the dash(they are clipped in), & then put them back in.<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 08-15-2002).]||63.52.202.147||reg||1
Z||000009||Johnny Bravo||08-15-2002||02:30 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I'm actually in Boonsboro, but a lot of folks I went to school with live in Brighwood East so I know exactly the area you live in.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||64.12.105.24||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||08-15-2002||03:24 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||i have removed/installed the dash twice.  if you can do it in 45 minutes, or even in 4.5 HOURS, you're a better man than i, gunga din.  it takes me a good hour just for the console.  there is a LOT of stuff to remove, lower panels, steering wheel, console, glovebox, heater/ac controls, inst cluster, and more.  i had to change out the heater core.  luckily, i was able to take the core out of a parts car, so i could see what i was getting in to.  i used a weekend for the job, and was done with time to spare, but if is your first time doing this, you'd better plan on a full weekend.  and, without a hand impact, you will have to drill out several screws.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000011||1312VR4||08-15-2002||05:06 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Right now for me its a snap. I gutted everything. No Heat or A/C. Just the wiring harness & thats about it. I took out all the plastic ducting & all.<BR> I'd say the hardest part of the whole deal was getting to the nut the is above the heater core in the middle of the dash.(That was a b**ch)||63.52.150.241||reg||1
Z||000012||Johnny Bravo||08-15-2002||05:59 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||How hard is it to get the guage cluster out???  The reason I ask is that I have a set of white guage faces I want to install, but haven't gotten far enough with the car to install them yet.  I imagine it'll be a p.i.t.a. as usual though...||205.188.200.52||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000891.cgi
A||||4||khadiyev||Finally Dynoed my car!||||1||
Z||000000||khadiyev||08-15-2002||01:43 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Yesterday I finally got my car on the dyno. First pull, <BR>HP: 316.7<BR>TQ: 285<P>My AFC was pretty maxed out, anyhing above 4k it was all +50 because I was runing rich in low end and kept getting crazy knock above 7k, I tryed turning up the base fuel pressure to 45psi for the third run at got:<BR>HP: 336.5<BR>TQ: 291<BR>that's best of day.<BR>I think I'm maxing out my 550's, that was on 110leaded, my fuel trim was: <BR>Low: 132%<BR>Mid: 92%<BR>High: 98%<BR>which is kinda weird I though it should be the other way, I defenetly need some help with "fuel trim" tunning. <BR>Also the whole time I couldn't go past 50% throtle  my boost just goes up to 25-26 I got the 20G with "39mm" internal flapper, I think I need to mess with my wastegate and test it, see if it opens all the way. <BR>O2s were at .86 the whole time untill I start to get knock then it goes down. with 18-20deg of advance. On the last run I blew my IC pipe, with that the day ended.<P>John 795/1000||66.81.125.227||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||08-15-2002||01:50 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Holy Cow!  I was shooting for just over 300HP to try for low 13's only running a small 16g, afc, yada, yada.(not all installed yet)  <BR>What do you mean you couldn't go past 50% throttle? <BR>Kevin||167.142.22.208||reg||1
Z||000002||khadiyev||08-15-2002||02:02 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Boost creep! If I pin it it will just shoot up to like 28psi and will give me lot's of knock and probably blow a pipe.<P>John||66.81.125.227||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||08-15-2002||08:08 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||So with that 39mm flapper, how ported out is the hole under it?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000004||khadiyev||08-16-2002||12:39 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||It looked like a 37mm or so. Never measured it though.<p>[This message has been edited by khadiyev (edited 08-16-2002).]||66.81.126.65||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000892.cgi
A||||7||ken inn||jon's new car||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||08-15-2002||03:05 PM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com|| <A HREF="http://www.wheels24.co.za/Wheels24/NewModels/0,5684,1369-1374_1241756,00.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.wheels24.co.za/Wheels24/NewModels/0,5684,1369-1374_1241756,00.html</A> ||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||08-15-2002||08:26 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Gotta admire that!  <P>Just on a different tangent, I thought I'd let ya know what we have cause our market is so different to the US...<P>We are finally getting the 5.4l V8 in our local Fords (Falcon) to replace the 5.0 windsor V8 in a month or so!  We have had the LS1 (5.7) for over 4 years in our local GM car (Holden Commodore) with versions up to 300kw (400hp) available.  Ford Australia have lagged behind until now, they are also releasing a 4.0 twin cam inline turbocharged 6 as an alternate to the V8.  The Falcons & Commodores are <I>all</I> 4 doors except for the recently released Monaro (aka Pontiac GTO) Big 4 door culture here, no powerful 2 doors since the late 70's.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||08-16-2002||08:22 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<B>the good</B><BR>No push rods.<BR>DOHC<BR>No timing belts, chains run everything.<BR>Low compression<BR>Supercharged (prefer turbo but it is close)<BR>no hatchback, it has a trunk<BR>parts are CHEAP and everyone and their brother makes parts for it.<P><BR><B>the bad</B><BR>no traction<BR>kind of ugly<BR>American build quality?<BR>dealer markup<BR>where are the other 2 doors?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||08-16-2002||11:48 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Not to mention Mustang (Ford) seats suuuuuuuck (it's like sitting on a pillow on top of a milk crate) & the shifter is in another time zone.  Man, it's like the designers don't know the concept of ergonomics.  ||65.133.99.151||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||08-16-2002||01:07 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Yeah, well, nothing is as cool as smokin' tires and a long patch of rubber.||64.108.206.7||reg||13
Z||000005||Carl Morris||08-16-2002||05:10 PM||cd2@cdmorris.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>Yeah, well, nothing is as cool as smokin' tires and a long patch of rubber.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Except when the guy doing it is about 20 lengths back in my rear view mirror at the street races.  That's even cooler :-).<P>     -- Carl<BR>||129.42.208.145||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||08-16-2002||06:56 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||So, Are you gonna keep the VR-4 too?<P>Zach||209.245.226.128||reg||1
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||08-16-2002||07:05 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Carl!  Hey man, it's Ian Sillstrop from CODSM.||63.231.79.61||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000893.cgi
A||||2||turbowop||high octane 2||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||08-16-2002||03:16 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I just got done watching this flick that I borrowed from a friend. It is pretty cool. You New Zealander's are a little weird. Anyway the movie had like three gvr4's in it, a couple of which were running mid 12's. Lot's of Skyline's, Evo's and WRX's.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000001||Geovannie||08-16-2002||02:49 PM||geovannie@boostaholic.net||Where did he get this movie?<p>[This message has been edited by Geovannie (edited 08-16-2002).]||209.26.212.2||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||08-16-2002||03:56 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||We must be weird cause we live so close to Antartica. Did you like the leopard coloured Porsche spinning off the runway at 270kph? NUTS!!<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/000894.cgi
A||||6||keydiver||JDM vacuum connections||||1||
Z||000000||keydiver||08-16-2002||10:05 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Does anyone know what is supposed to be connected to a JDM throttle body's single vacuum port? I'm trying to help some guy get his JDM engine with Cyclone intake wired up right. Does anyone have access to a JDM manual or vacuum diagram?<BR>Thanks,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||08-16-2002||11:04 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Ken told me that the single port is useless pretty much and doesn't see anything until 3000rpm and to just cap it off.  As for the cyclone intake, to hook it up correct you need the JDM ecu, wiring harness, and a solenoid that controls the actuator.  However, there is a way that emulates it pretty well.  The official setup opens the butterflies once you reach WOT AND 8psi.  This method that I'm about to link to is simply boost controlled and is selectable what psi if you get an adjustable pressure switch.  Anywho, here was a quick recipe by some guy that seems like it would work.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=5c7001a9a01152448218ab013c3cc43c&threadid=12065&highlight=cyclone+vacuum" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=5c7001a9a01152448218ab013c3cc43c&threadid=12065&highlight=cyclone+vacuum</A> ||140.247.202.24||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||08-16-2002||11:10 AM||kinn@ssfautoparts.com||yo, jeff, is this that bold and the beautiful, or something like that, keeps sending me emails with a picture of my motor.  i keep telling them  that the single vacuum port is of no use, it does not come in to play until above 3k rpm.  i had my vacuum boost gauge hooked up to it when i first installed the motor, and that is when i found out.  the port must be in a different position in the throttle body, because it is completely neutral, until the throttle butterfly opens to a certain spot.  and, it is NOT capped below the opening point, you can easily blow thru it before it pulls vacuum.  after it becomes active, it will read both vacuum, and then boost like normal.  you cannot use it for the actuator for the cyclone, it wont work in low rpms, where you really need it.||63.146.72.143||reg||1
Z||000003||Bill||08-16-2002||11:29 AM||||I connect mine to EGR.  You know that most of the egrs open around at 3000rpm.  ||64.12.105.173||reg||1
Z||000004||Pappy||08-16-2002||01:17 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||This isn't directly related to the topic at hand, but I have a question about the motor I have.  The turbo outlet pipe on my jdm doesn't have the nipple like my US engine does.  Is this actually nessecary for controlling the wastegate?||140.247.202.24||reg||1
Z||000005||khadiyev||08-16-2002||01:52 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||You need it only if you want to get the pressure from there instead of the intake, on the intake you get the real pressure with the loss through the IC and tubing. Otherwirse you don't need it.<P>John<BR>795/1000||66.81.117.81||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||08-16-2002||02:45 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Yeah Ken, thats him, Sweetandbuilt1@ aol.com. I've tried to tell him that I actually know very little about the Cyclone, other than what I've gleaned from my conversations with you. He seems to have all the pieces, including the solenoid and JDM ECU. I think he just needs YOU to fly to Miami to wire it up for him!<BR>Pappy, its a shame the picture link isn't any good anymore, but I think the way that Ken has his connected, as he described to me, is probably the best, and that is how I told him to connect it.<BR>Also, the only thing you might need a nipple for on the turbo output is if you get the Dejon BOV Stop Leak kit. I had to tap one in when I installed that, but otherwise its better to get most of your boost sources elsewhere.<BR>Thanks guys,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000895.cgi
A||||3||ilikemturbos||north california dsm tuners...||||1||
Z||000000||ilikemturbos||08-16-2002||01:55 PM||super_street@hotmail.com||anyone had experience with these 2 tuners?<P>Vishnu Performance <A HREF="http://www.vishnuperformance.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vishnuperformance.com</A>  <P>and<P>Pro-Street Industries <BR>1680 W. Winton Ave. #9 <BR>Hayward CA 94545 <P>anyone had experience with them? or order parts. just any experience with them?||66.125.108.175||reg||1
Z||000001||16GVR4||08-21-2002||03:20 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I'm curious about this one as well.. Does anybody know ?||64.165.200.196||reg||1
Z||000002||khadiyev||08-21-2002||08:50 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||No expirience, but i called <A HREF="http://www.vishnuperformance.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vishnuperformance.com</A>   couple days ago they got a 4wd dyno, and mostly specialize in WRX's an they are planning to get into the DSM world by nex year. Guy on the phone was really nice. Also all they do over there is "tuning mostly" they got all kinds of cool things, eg: wideband O2, datalogger (for WRX) etc...<P><BR>John<BR>||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||08-21-2002||11:21 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||If anybody has followed the ongoing Project WRX article in SCC they installed a Vishnu Stage Zero kit on the car.  They were supposedly very impressed with the dollar/hp gain.  Looks like good stuff.  Let's hope they make some nice DSM stuff in the future  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||205.188.196.58||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000896.cgi
A||||1||1101|| Trans case recall question  ||||1||
Z||000000||1101||08-16-2002||02:00 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Previous owner had trans case recall done before I bought it. At the <BR>recall the case was leaking badly and seals and yoke were changed. <BR>When I got the car 6 months later it still leaked so the dealer was <BR>going do seals and yoke again under warrenty. I told them to hold <BR>off as I didn't see how doing the same thing over would accomplish <BR>much.<P>I cleaned the case and body around the case and filled it with <BR>redline. Now I can see the leak is from hairline cracks on the <BR>underside of the case.<P>So the question is, could the original leakage have caused the case <BR>to overheat and crack the case in which case I might have a warrenty <BR>claim? Or when the trans case overheats is it strictly a gear/bearing <BR>failure?<P>Thanks,<P>Ward<BR>||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000001||7541000||08-20-2002||02:13 PM||||no but the heat most likely caused it to crack and what warrenty covers that...i see a hair line crack and flaky corrosion but no leakage from it, I get a metal squeal when i hit a puddle...what is this?Are these related??? <P>i had the recall checked but not done - redline works wonders <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> <BR>Any advice on putting window weld in the carrier bearings?<BR>thanks ryan.||12.94.180.160||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000897.cgi
A||||19||JAP-SPEC||APEXI'S HOW DO YOU CONNECT THE VACUMM TO MAKE IT WORK||||1||
Z||000000||JAP-SPEC||08-16-2002||08:13 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||I JUST BROUGHT AN APEXI'S TYPE R BOOST CONTROLLER AND I KNOW HOW TO CONNECT THE WIRING BUT NOT THE VACUMM TO MY GALANT VR4 CYCLONE TURBO ENGINE||205.188.192.188||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||08-16-2002||10:27 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I don't run the board nor am I a moderator... But you need to stop using all CAPS! It means you are yelling and makes it harder to read.<P>Thank you.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||199of2k||08-17-2002||01:16 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www3.sympatico.ca/vr6jim/capslock.gif"> ||68.9.133.82||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||08-17-2002||04:40 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Once again... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> LOL!||63.227.47.167||reg||1
Z||000004||DarkDevilMMM||08-17-2002||12:50 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||RTFM!! = Read The F'n Manual, it's all written inside, just follow the steps, we have the same engine as the evolutions! 4G63!!! ring a bell? just follow the graph and the steps same as the evolutions, good luck!||63.204.72.172||reg||1
Z||000005||JonGVR4||08-18-2002||08:43 PM||jon@jgronline.com||You guys are getting hostile!   I love it!!!<P>Is it just me or is every post by JAP-SPEC annoying?<p>[This message has been edited by JonGVR4 (edited 08-18-2002).]||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||08-19-2002||12:28 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I think its just you...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||165.228.131.12||reg||12
Z||000007||JAP-SPEC||08-19-2002||10:22 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||yes it would help if i had got bought it new but i buoght it off a some guy.Does it connect the same as the manual boost control?||152.163.197.54||reg||1
Z||000008||JAP-SPEC||08-19-2002||10:24 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||sorry lol, yes it would help if i had brought it new but i got it from some guy.does it connect the same way the manual boost controller does?||152.163.197.54||reg||1
Z||000009||Dan D||08-19-2002||10:29 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_savcr_ins.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://www.apexi-usa.com/productdocumentation/electronics_savcr_ins.pdf</A> <P>Ok, now RTFM.  I even looked at it to make sure there's a diagram for you.  It's in there.  <P>Google anyone?||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||08-19-2002||10:31 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.scuderiaciriani.com/rx7/how-to_engine_computer.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.scuderiaciriani.com/rx7/how-to_engine_computer.html</A> <P>this site has all of the apexi manuals to download.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000011||JAP-SPEC||08-21-2002||10:33 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||holy crap dan d.Did you not read what i wrote?sh#$ I know how to wire it.Key word "vacuum" does what i was asking.I just need to see a schematic diagram on how to connect or just some one that has the boost controller to just tell me how to hook up the ""vacumm"" on it.||152.163.206.196||reg||1
Z||000012||JAP-SPEC||08-21-2002||10:39 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||thanx ken inn that site was what i needed.||152.163.206.196||reg||1
Z||000013||Dan D||08-21-2002||11:16 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||How much of that did  you actually look through? It has the hose diagram in there that says connect vaccum from here to here and such.  Sorry perhaps a page number would have been a good idea since you don't seem to like to read and find things on your own.<P>It's the same fucking thing as you probably found from kens link.<P>||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000014||JAP-SPEC||08-21-2002||05:45 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||lol yes it was but he wasn't rude about helping me.One thing i have learn that no one ever give you the answer you need to hear.Either that or people are such bad teacher.lolWhen i find out all the information i'm looking for i'm going to post it up for every can learn and never have to go through the same sh#@ i'm going through.||152.163.204.202||reg||1
Z||000015||Team Ducktape||08-21-2002||05:48 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsm.org/</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000016||Pappy||08-21-2002||07:58 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Alright, I'm just gonna say this.  JAP-SPEC, English isn't your first language is it?||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000017||199of2k||08-21-2002||09:15 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||I would post another pic but, it just wouldnt be nice.  I think I'll change my smart-ass ways and embrace the newbe that is just looking for information, point him in the right direction and feel like I changed the course of some young persons life.<P><p>[This message has been edited by 199of2k (edited 08-21-2002).]||68.14.75.95||reg||1
Z||000018||199of2k||08-21-2002||09:19 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||NAH<P> <IMG SRC="http://home.satx.rr.com/imyodaddy/englishmother.gif"> ||68.14.75.95||reg||1
Z||000019||91vr4evolution||08-21-2002||09:47 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||RE:199of2K,<P>Wh..Wh..What? <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000898.cgi
A||N||0||hibern8||Shout Out To TEAM DUCKTAPE||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||08-17-2002||03:21 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey rob, just curious if you received my email about the catalytic converter. dont mean to keep bothering you but all my friends say they havent been receiving my emails either. just checking to see if you did. thanks again----ken||63.62.130.18||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000899.cgi
A||||19||mitsu13ishi||johnny bravo||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||08-17-2002||03:04 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||hey what year did ya graduate from boonsboro||205.188.201.144||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||08-17-2002||04:18 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||'95||205.188.201.212||reg||1
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||08-17-2002||06:45 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Come on, this is why we display our E-Mail in profiles.<p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-17-2002).]||205.188.197.21||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||08-17-2002||07:22 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I hope your kidding Underground, because who really cars?  Does it really bother you?||63.231.78.78||reg||1
Z||000004||mitsu13ishi||08-18-2002||11:44 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||'01 grad of South High, there seem to be alot of Galants around here.  I think i remember Ian saying there were 5-6 in martinsburg.||205.188.200.48||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||08-18-2002||03:17 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Yeah it's a small world around here it seems.  I've only seen one of the GVR-4's from Martinsburg so far though.  I keep passing a guy in a gold GSX lately though.  I think he lives in my buddy's development.  Granted it's not nearly as cool as a GVR-4, but way better than a standard Galant.  It has perfect paint to boot.  ||205.188.201.194||reg||1
Z||000006||Ian M||08-18-2002||10:51 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I can think of 9 just in martinsburg,and 15 or so between Winchester,Martinsburg and Hagerstown! I saw one in Shepherstown a couple weeks ago Ive never seen before too.<BR> When I worked in Hagerstown,I saw a really clean gold GSX all the time too,probably the same one you're talking about. I also saw it (im sure the same one) at the junkyard (Out front,not in the yard) this winter,while I was getting some parts. Ive also seen a green VR-4 a few times too. I always seem to be in one of my other cars though..||129.71.114.97||reg||1
Z||000007||mitsu13ishi||08-18-2002||11:43 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||HAHAHAHA, NO SHIT!, the Gold GGSX is mine!  I got a black bra and blackouts with tint on the windows.<P>yea and this winter, i was out at eddies junkyard, if thats the junk yard you mean like 2-3 times.  If ya make a left off Mt. Atena onto Fairway Meadows BLVD, i live out in that neighborhood Johnny Bravo.<P>But the only other cars i've seen are that beat up galant on franklin & mulberry where all the black thugs hang out.  <P>and then this other gold base model Galant which looks really beat up one lives in the trailers outside of funkstown, i think.  <P>but most of the galants i see are usually beat up!!  although the other weekend, i saw a silver Galant, didn't catch to see if VR4 or not, but it had nice looking wheels on it. maybe its somebody on these boards...<P>ya know, i saw it when everbody is "crusing" the dual... i beat a 97^ green mirage w/ some aluminum wing, and a  91-94 z24 on my way home from the mall. hehe<P>are there only 3 of us from hagerstown/martinsburg area on jgronline?<P>||205.188.199.183||reg||1
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||08-18-2002||11:58 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Actually I think I may have been next to you at the light in Funkstown the other day on my way to the gym.  If you heard a loud ass grinding tranny then it was me   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">    Supposedly there's a GVR-4 somewhere in Williamsport that my friend saw, but I haven't been able to find it yet.  Isn't there someone on the board from Hedgesville, WV?  I could've sworn I saw someone post from there.  My gf lived there for a little while & every time I drove through town I'd look for it, but no luck.  ||64.12.107.166||reg||1
Z||000009||Ian M||08-19-2002||12:07 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yeah,that was you,I remember the tinted windows now. Real nice car. Ernies has gotten rid of almost all the galants (actually damn near all the imports),not much to find there anymore.<BR> Been a couple years since Ive cruised the Dual. Last time we were there in a freinds Galant,we spanked the hell out of a modded orange 5.0 mustang (I saw it go high 13's at MD) three times-out of a light,from a roll (lifted to let the guy get it back in gear after he missed-then got on it again once he got it in gear,and pulled away once more..),and on top end...heheh. The guy driving looked PISSED. Looking back on it,it wasnt the smartest thing to do,but it was fun at the time  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR> Kris (SPEEDFIEND) is in the Martinsburg area too,he has two GVR4s. <BR> ||129.71.114.97||reg||1
Z||000010||Ian M||08-19-2002||12:18 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Me and Kris (SPEEDFIEND) saw a green GVR4 in Fredrick near the mall (the street behind Olive garden,etc) a couple weeks ago,we were heading to 75-80 Friday nite street races. I caught it too late to tell for sure,but i think it was a '92. Sucks,once again,we werent in a GVR4.Johnny,was that you? Funny,we went to a import race there the saturday before,and a clean white '91 with a old guy driving passed us while we were pulled off to the side. I was in my car,and I was following my freind terrys 11 sec Galant. Both of us were sitting there (Terry was making some boost adjustments),the guy didnt even make a glance.<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-19-2002).]||129.71.114.97||reg||1
Z||000011||mitsu13ishi||08-19-2002||12:19 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||yea cool, i'll have to see yours.  the cars I HATE THE MOST are those cheap pos people that fix up there car, and go on the dual.  i saw this eagle summit the other day, muffler dragging on the ground and of course some cool hubcaps.  haha, hey i guess you guys are online now, since u responded so quickly.  I'm on AOL, MITSU13ISHI, im me if ya got AOL/AIM.<P>later||205.188.199.183||reg||1
Z||000012||mitsu13ishi||08-19-2002||12:26 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||but anyway, thats damn cool that there are a handful of us around here.  i guess hoffman was doing alot of selling back in the early 90's.||205.188.199.183||reg||1
Z||000013||mitsu13ishi||08-19-2002||01:07 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||oh yea ian, i think i've seen that white one around, like a month ago it was on robinwood dr here in hagerstown.  whats wrong with your tranny johnny bravo?||205.188.201.144||reg||1
Z||000014||mitsu13ishi||08-19-2002||01:13 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||oh and ian, u weren't out there one time looking at a gold GS which was in the back corner of eddies were you?  i remember some guy saying something like, "damn that was the car i was gonna look at too".  are there any other junkyards, like in waynesboro or out near frederick.  i already been to the one on bottam rd. in willamsport, and grim's in smithsburg, and eddies too....||205.188.201.144||reg||1
Z||000015||Ian M||08-19-2002||08:05 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Sorry,I dont have AOL. Im trying to remember where Robinwood is. Ive been in Hagerstown a few times recently.  Yeah,I remember there was you and somebody else inside the car at Ernies,I got a headlight off that car,all I remember it was rainy and cold as freakin balls outside. I think they had the most Galants of any yard Ive ever been to,but last week or so they've crushed about all of them.<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-19-2002).]||129.71.115.110||reg||1
Z||000016||mitsu13ishi||08-20-2002||12:18 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||yea, that was my brother... i got a taillight of that car.  mine had a lil' chip in it, so i pulled out a new one.  i figured they were gonna crush some of 'em. they had a blue one up on top some others when i was there like in february... and robinwood drive, is on the other side of the dual, opposite where hoffman's is. <P><p>[This message has been edited by mitsu13ishi (edited 08-20-2002).]||205.188.199.156||reg||1
Z||000017||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||12:05 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<BR><B>I hope your kidding Underground, because who really cars?  Does it really bother you?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>YES!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000018||mitsu13ishi||08-20-2002||12:14 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||whats wrong with u underground, nobody else cares.||152.163.207.54||reg||1
Z||000019||UndergroundVR-4||08-20-2002||12:20 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I'm kidding, what do you think the significance of the " <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">" was? I just said there was no need for him to post a thread to ask what year he graduated.  Relax  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||152.163.206.214||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000900.cgi
A||||2||Matt Freeman||Can you make a W5M31 work on a VR4?||||5||
Z||000000||Matt Freeman||08-17-2002||08:38 PM||mattfree99@yahoo.com||Would it be possible to figure out the difference between a w5m31 and a w5m33 in a percentage.  My Mitsubishi manual states the final reduction as 4.92915=w5m33 and 5.208=w5m31. Then change two tires to compensate for different final reduction. If nothing else get it close enough  to drive the car without worry  about locking the the center differential to the repair shop one more time.    Matt||64.66.203.38||reg||5
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-18-2002||09:47 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||You would have to have the rear end to make it work. On top of all of that it has  weaker NA style gears.<P>Zach||64.156.77.163||reg||1
Z||000002||Matt Freeman||08-19-2002||03:13 AM||mattfree99@yahoo.com||Zach your right I found the info I needed at <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Trannies.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Trannies.html</A>  It looks like the rear differential of the vr4 is  3.545 and the gsx is 2.846 so I would have to run 10 percent larger diameter tires in the rear and 10 percent smaller tires in the front. You could almost make it look like the old American Muscle cars of the past.||64.66.198.32||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000901.cgi
A||||0||Pappy||front bumper||||1||
Z||000000||Pappy||08-17-2002||09:19 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Whoever decided to attach the bolts for the two main bumper attachments from the bottom should be shot.  If those two main points rested on where they currently hang, and the bolts came down instead of up, it would be soo much easier.  Aarg, this is annoying.||24.218.154.199||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000902.cgi
A||N||6||91redjoker||paint||||1||
Z||000000||91redjoker||08-18-2002||01:02 AM||turk5834@msn.com||where could i go to see all the different colors of paint that i could paint my car???||67.200.202.4||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||08-18-2002||01:07 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Different shops have different colors available.  You should just go to a few paint shops around you and see what they have to offer for services, prices, colors, and ask to check out their facilities and have a look at some work they've done on other cars.||24.218.154.199||reg||1
Z||000002||91redjoker||08-18-2002||01:10 AM||turk5834@msn.com||is there any websites that i could go to..??||67.200.202.4||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||08-18-2002||01:35 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Car lots work too.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||91redjoker||08-18-2002||01:36 AM||turk5834@msn.com||i dont want the normal colors, i want an exotic color for my car.||67.200.202.4||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||08-18-2002||10:12 AM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <A HREF="http://www.houseofkolor.com/hok/productset.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.houseofkolor.com/hok/productset.html</A> ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||turboflanagan||08-18-2002||02:39 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||HouseofKolor makes some Killer colors and effects!  They are expensive, but make good products.  Be forewarned though, it takes SKILL to spray most all of these special colors for them to come out looking good.  A buddy I worked with that was a pretty good painter by trade painted his 92 'stang with their candy apple red and from 30 feet or more the car looked AWEsome.  As you got closer, you plainly see the mottled look of the paint.  This stuff takes practice to get right and at the prices they charge, I don't want to pay for somebody's practice!<P>Peter||64.63.209.148||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000906.cgi
A||||12||16GVR4||Alternator problem ?||||1||
Z||000000||16GVR4||08-19-2002||01:35 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||When do I know that the alternator needs replacing ?<BR>Currently, my belt squeal very bad on cold startup. It goes away after about 1-minutes.<BR>Also, the voltage displayed by jumptronix meter is about 12 Volts ( even after the squeal disappear ).<P>Should I simply adjust the belt, or does the lowered voltage displayed by jumptronix show issue with the alternator ?<P>Thanks in advance.<BR>-Luke (201/2000)||64.168.24.63||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||08-19-2002||10:38 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||you'd better check your harmonic balancer NOW.  it may have separated, the outer part will spin, and eventually your accesory belts will jump off, and it could also take out the timing/balance belts.  then, your motor will be silent FOREVER.  if the harmonic balancer is still good, first get a spray can of belt dressing, and try that. then, if that dont work, tighten up the belt, but dont overdo it, or you put a strain on the bearings.  i bet it is the harmonic balancer.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000002||BossGVR4||08-19-2002||11:34 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Normal voltage should be in the 13-14 neighborhood. This is normal rpms not sitting at a light with the Ac/wipers/radio/lights on !<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||1
Z||000003||16GVR4||08-19-2002||11:34 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Is harmonic balancer the same with balance shaft ( for which they have the balance shaft eliminator kit ) ?<P>Is it is not, then what is it ?<BR>Also, any VFAQ or procedure on how to check it ?<P>Thanks for the advice.||64.160.45.146||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||08-19-2002||01:15 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the best way to check it, is jack up the left side of the car, remove the wheel, then remove the plastic cover.  this will expose the harmonic balancer, it is on the end of the crankshaft, and alternator and a/c belts go on it.  grab the outer part, and see if it will wiggle.  if it does, DO NOT run the car.  some also call this the front crank pulley.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000005||16GVR4||08-20-2002||03:10 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||thanks. I'll do the check ASAP, and report back..<P>-Luke||64.166.23.140||reg||1
Z||000006||SnoBlind||08-20-2002||07:34 AM||modularv8@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 16GVR4:<BR><B>When do I know that the alternator needs replacing ?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>When your radio shuts itself off when you're driving down the freeway at 80mph.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>||65.203.84.131||reg||1
Z||000007||smokindav||08-20-2002||08:45 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||DANG IT Ken!  Now you've got me worried and wanting to check my harmonic balancer (or is it dampener or are these terms interchangeable?)<P>later,<BR>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000008||mitsuvr4||08-20-2002||11:06 AM||||So the inevitable follow-up question:  Getting that bastard (the alternator) out of there, how much hassle is it?  From the looks of where it's positioned it don't look like a cake walk.  Estimate on time and any tricks to make it an easier operation?<P>Thanks,<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000<P>(my radio died too, in fact by the time I made it home my turn-signals wouldn't even go on   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by mitsuvr4 (edited 08-20-2002).]||134.29.244.141||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||08-20-2002||12:40 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||well, when i did it, i moved the p/s pump, then the ONLY way i could get the clearance to get it out was to remove the metal intercooler pipe that goes thru the core support.  it's the black one, about 9"long, but to get at that, i had to remove the headlite bucket.  i think i also had to remove the radiator.  after all that, and taking the alternator down and getting it rebuilt, and then being told the alternator was good, THEN i found it was the harmonic balancer that was screaming.  i cussed it, but it didnt help, and i had to buy a new one.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000010||smokindav||08-20-2002||12:42 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||First, are you sure it's the alternator?  How do you know?<P>Second, you can no longer get a new alternator from Mitsubishi.  You have three options.  <P>1) Buy a remanufactured alternator from your local parts store - Napa, Pep Boys, etc.  MAKE SURE YOU WITNESS THEM TESTING IT BEFORE YOU LEAVE THE STORE.  It should charge at 13+ volts.  If not, tell them to get another one and test it.  Repeat process until one tests good.  (Took me 4 tries at Auto Zone).<P>2) Buy a remanufactured alternator from Mitsu.  More expensive but hopefully better quality. (?)<P>3) Buy a used alternator.  Proceed at your own risk.<P>Tips and Tricks:<P>- Get a pair of Mechanix gloves<BR>- Join Yahoo! Groups GVR4 list <A HREF="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/" TARGET=_blank>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4list/</A> <BR>- Search that Yahoo! group using the search term "alternator dave" and read about my experiences and tips specific to installation and removal.<P>Good Luck,<BR>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000011||BossGVR4||08-20-2002||01:22 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||The way I got mine out TWICE (dammit !) was as follows.<P>- Car has to be cold.<BR>- disconnect battery.<BR>- Drain coolant and remove radiator.<BR>- pull the intercooler hose (over the exh. manifold)<BR>- get the belts off<BR>- remove all the wiring from teh alt.<BR>- loosen / flip up the alt. tensioning bolt<BR>- remove the alt. pivot bolt. NOTE this is a pain in the ass and reinstallation is a bitch. I did it blind, by FEEL only but it CAN be done.<BR>- the alt. can be wiggled out you have J U S T enough space to pull it up with the radiator removed. Be careful about banging it into the AC condenser.<P>DaveC<P>||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000012||16GVR4||09-14-2002||04:51 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I finally got a chance to look at the harmonic balancer..<P>I tried wiggling the outer pulley ( the smaller one ) _by hand_ and it does not wiggle.. Does this means my balancer is probably OK ? I even loosen the alternator belt to relieve the tension..<P>My alternator belt looks OK as well, so I am baffled as to why the car squeal in the morning.<P>-Luke||64.168.26.143||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000904.cgi
A||||7||UndergroundVR-4||I need a new part, what's the name of it?||||1||
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||08-18-2002||06:02 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid29/pdce1aaf06504e80834f8d5c8589c1078/fd62d2c3.jpg"> ||152.163.207.196||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-18-2002||06:42 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I think they call it the bumper guard rail<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 08-18-2002).]||63.52.202.59||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||08-18-2002||09:56 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| This reminds me,for some reason CAPs must list the part # for this piece wrong or something because a couple of years ago I needed on for my previous Galant,the local dealer FAXed me a pic and all,and what they sent me was the chrome strip for the bumper. Then,another friend recently ordered (He described the peice to the parts guy) the same thing from another dealer-they too sent a chrome strip!||129.71.114.97||reg||1
Z||000003||1312VR4||08-18-2002||09:56 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||sorry I forgot about this link I had. <A HREF="http://www.discountautopartsonline.com/cgi-bin/discount-auto-parts/index?mv_session_id=xenqtU88&mv_pc=64&cat=4" TARGET=_blank>http://www.discountautopartsonline.com/cgi-bin/discount-auto-parts/index?mv_session_id=xenqtU88&mv_pc=64&cat=4</A> ||63.52.202.182||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||08-18-2002||09:58 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||is it the part inside or outside the red lines?  JUST KIDDING.  you want a MB637533, sugg list price is 116.48.  is that one o' dem okie bathtub boats in the background?||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000005||UndergroundVR-4||08-19-2002||11:40 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Thanks for your help guys, much appreciated.  Oh and it's a kiddie pool for my little brother.  <P><BR>(shhhhh its really for me!)||205.188.193.23||reg||1
Z||000006||UndergroundVR-4||08-19-2002||12:03 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Oh and are Galant body parts universal with the VR-4 model?||205.188.193.23||reg||1
Z||000007||1312VR4||08-19-2002||12:25 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||everything but the front bumper. I know a 92 GS that looks identical to the VR4 except for the front bumper. I mistook it(as did my wife) for the VR4. The doors are the same except for the cladding.||63.52.202.111||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000905.cgi
A||||17||UndergroundVR-4||Someone donate a gray hood...||||1||
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||08-18-2002||07:29 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I want to cry right now.  I got some Turtle Wax compound and started with a section of my hood.  When I removed and buffed it I saw that the entire area had swirls all over it.  Now I get to spend a few hundred to repaint my hood which wont perfectly match the rest of the car.  What bull.||64.12.103.169||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||08-18-2002||09:37 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I wouldnt get too excited yet.You may be able to buff or have it buffed out with a machine (pneumatic) buffer. If you dont have one,maybe check at a body shop to have it done. I dont see it needing it,but at the worst,(depending on the condition the paint is in)it might need a light color sanding then buff, no biggie.<P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-18-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-18-2002).]||129.71.114.97||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||08-19-2002||12:02 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||First get rid of the Turtle Wax!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  Then wash the whole car down with Dawn liquid soap (yeah i know it sounds unconventional, but it has a high alkaline content & will strip off all the old crap).  Then get a clay bar (I used Mothers California Gold Clay Bar) & clay it down real good.  It'll clean the paint up very nicely.  Then buy yourself some Zaino (www.zainobros.com).  That stuff never ever gets swirls.  I've only put 2 coats on thus far, but I'll do another coat or 2 tomorrow.  It works miracles & lasts forever.  You may only need to do it once maybe twice a year.  ||64.12.107.166||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||08-19-2002||12:03 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Oops, forgot to post pics of it after I did that...go to my one page at:   <BR> <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD/MyVR4_2.html" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD/MyVR4_2.html</A> ||64.12.107.166||reg||1
Z||000004||UndergroundVR-4||08-19-2002||11:57 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Here is what that garbage of a product did to my hood...<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid29/p1e2f6125827431fdbb79a6289736dbda/fd61ede7.jpg"> <BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid29/pcf223e94f305b3338ce5551f44e2478f/fd61edf9.jpg"> ||205.188.193.23||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||08-19-2002||12:40 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Ugh!  Not good.  ||64.12.105.57||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||08-19-2002||06:31 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||The product is not crap. You clearly states it was compound. That is what compound does. <P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||UndergroundVR-4||08-19-2002||06:35 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||That is what compound does?  That's funny I was unaware that compound was meant to scratch your car.  No kidding it's a heavy abbrasive, that's why need to be gentel with it.  I've used different company compounding paste before on different cars and never had this happen.||152.163.206.199||reg||1
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||08-19-2002||06:55 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I still say you'd be better off with using a clay bar & Dawn liquid soap.  It strips everything down to the paint itself...gets rid of dirt, old crappy wax, et cetera.  I just put another coat of Zaino Z5 on my car today...how do you post pics on this site??  ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000009||UndergroundVR-4||08-19-2002||07:34 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||What exactly does a clay bar do?  Anyway it's a little late for that.  My only option now is a new coat of paint.  I am going to deal with this until the car is built of course (no point in painting before building).  It is not too obvious even in the sunlight so I might just leave it.  Depends how my budget looks once the engine and turbo are finished.<P>You need to host your picture/s on a website like <A HREF="http://www.imagestation.com" TARGET=_blank>www.imagestation.com</A>  (They sucks but will do) and copy the URL of the location of the hosted picture and use BBC code.  I.E.  [img] URL here [/img]...  <p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-19-2002).]||64.12.101.178||reg||1
Z||000010||Ian M||08-19-2002||07:43 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I still say you can save it... When I was younger and dumber I made the mistake of using the soapy brush at the car wash on my black car,it looked about like that and I was able to bring it back.<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-19-2002).]||129.71.115.110||reg||7
Z||000011||UndergroundVR-4||08-19-2002||07:45 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Ok possibly,  I shouldn't have said that I have only one option.  I don't know about this subject much so you may very well be right.  I'm going to have the body shop which is actually 3 houses down from me take a look at it tomorrow.  I'll let you know what he says.||64.12.101.178||reg||1
Z||000012||Ian M||08-19-2002||07:51 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Only problem I see is if the factory paint doesnt have a clear coat (if someone has ever painted it,its almost certain it does). Im not sure weather the Mitsu metallic colors did or not.||129.71.115.110||reg||1
Z||000013||UndergroundVR-4||08-19-2002||08:03 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||The owner before me said it does have a clear coat.  Why would that be a problem if it didn't?<p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-19-2002).]||64.12.101.178||reg||1
Z||000014||Ian M||08-19-2002||08:18 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Is kinda hard to explain what it does,you'd have to see it. With out the clear you will be removing the color and exposing/removing metallic,it makes a real uneven and discolored look. If it is clear coated (and enough of it),you're set,no problem bringing it back,it might even look better than it did before.<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-19-2002).]||129.71.115.110||reg||1
Z||000015||Johnny Bravo||08-19-2002||08:28 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Well, a clay bar basically picks up any dirt & debris imbedded in the paint.  It cleans it completely to the point that mine felt brand new almost.  You could wash your car 100x & still not be nearly as clean as a clayed car.  The Zaino I use...the Z5 in particular...has a compound in it that gets rid of swirls & covers up what swirls are left.  My GVR-4 doesn't have a single swirl on it anywhere...granted the paint is in really shitty shape from the previous owners, but otherwise it's smooth as glass.  ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000016||Johnny Bravo||08-19-2002||08:52 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Ugh!  Screw Imagestation!  I've spent the better part of an hour trying to set this p.o.s. up & it's nothing but a headache!  Oh well anyway you can see a HUGE difference in my car if you check out my site...<BR> <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD/MyVR4_1.html" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD/MyVR4_1.html</A> <P><BR>The very first pic is before I took posession of it...the rest are after...the 2nd page is even better testimony yet.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000017||UndergroundVR-4||08-19-2002||08:59 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Yeah imagestation is garbage but I set up an acount and havent changed to a different site yet. ||152.163.207.208||reg||13




ubb/Forum3/000907.cgi
A||||0||turbowop||ingalls rear upper control arms||||8||
Z||000000||turbowop||08-19-2002||03:39 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||AAARRRRGGGGHHHH!!!!!<P>There I am, driving my car to drop of my girlfriend at her sisters and have to drive down a road that has been having some construction. Stupid ass paving companies love to leave out chunks of road without putting up warning signs or filling in holes with gravel. Is it good to drive through six inch deep holes with 18" wheels? NO! After hitting three of these bad boys in a row (only one lane and no warning, I was only able to slow down to about 15mph) the drivers side Ingalls arm broke right at the bend in it. Oh yeah, thats great, like -25 degrees camber and the inside of the wheel rubbing on the shock/spring. I pulled over right away and had the car towed a mile back to my girlfriend's sister's house. I guess I'll just put on another Ingalls arm tomorrow and see if anything else broke during the whole ordeal. Now I'm going to try to find my stock control arms and put in the Mofugas camber bushings instead. I wish he had those things two years ago. Of course, this all comes after getting pulled over and getting a stupid ticket for no license plate on the front of my car. (shutup Karter) <P>Alright, I'm done bitching.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||8




ubb/Forum3/000909.cgi
A||||9||mitsu13ishi||White Face Gauges||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||08-19-2002||01:54 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||here's a helpful site i found.  i never done it b4, but i heard its one bitch.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.ppg.trends.ca/vfaq_galant.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ppg.trends.ca/vfaq_galant.htm</A> ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||BossGVR4||08-19-2002||02:00 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Ummmm....<P>Most of the white face kits out there are flimsy THEY ARE NOT hard plastic like the orginals. They can look wavy, bumpy when installed and I can almost guarantee that the light WILL NOT look even behind them.<P>Mine came with "white faces" and I think they SUCK. If I was doing it again i would go for illuminated needles and leve the faces black. <A HREF="http://www.importintelligence.com" TARGET=_blank>www.importintelligence.com</A>  has the needle kits.||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||08-19-2002||02:14 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||That's where I got my guage faces from.  They're nothing more than stick-on pieces, but I haven't tried to install them yet.  I dunno how they'll end up looking, but hopefully it won't be a pain in the a$$.||64.12.103.31||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||08-19-2002||04:08 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||There's one place that has the actual gauges just like the original, but in white.  I forget the link.  I'll try to find it when I get back from work.  Granted it's pricier than import intelligence's stickers.  I haven't seen either product though, so I can't say if it's worth the extra money.||140.247.202.131||reg||1
Z||000004||sleeper||08-19-2002||10:27 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||actualy the gauges they sell are made of 2-3 layers of vinyl and looks a milion times better than the stick on kinds.<BR>I was going to make it one of these days, but there is always something more important comes up.<BR>I was going to charge around $60 and have it in white and/or Carbon fiber colors. (Their price I believe is $109.00)<P>If I can get enough people together I might do it.<P>Gabor||65.65.203.232||reg||1
Z||000005||mitsu13ishi||08-20-2002||12:21 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||i'm in.  i'll take a white one.||205.188.199.156||reg||1
Z||000006||4g63t||08-21-2002||02:26 AM||||I got my white faces from importintelligence - they look great! I'm really pleased w/ them and they were a piece of cake to put on <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||65.179.72.11||reg||10
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||08-21-2002||01:56 PM||eunosfd@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 4g63t:<BR><B>I got my white faces from importintelligence - they look great! I'm really pleased w/ them and they were a piece of cake to put on  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>How hard was it to get the guage cluster out?  Do you have any pics of your install?  Any helpful pointers??<P>||205.188.196.58||reg||1
Z||000008||4g63t||08-22-2002||02:32 AM||||The cluster comes out real easy - I  think there are just 2 screws in the top of the plastic surround (I'm doing this from memory). The top of the surround tilts toward you and you have to wiggle it to get it out of there, just dont force it or you'll probably break it. Once thats out you'll see a screw on either side of the cluster. Pull the whole cluster STRAIGHT out to unplug it from the harness then tilt it toward you and finagle it out from behind the steering wheel. You will see that the clear part and the black surrounding the gauges are snapped on and can be CAREFULLY popped off. Use a fork to pry the speedo and tach needles STRAIGHT UP, unscrew the little screws, and slide the gauge face out from under the fuel/temp needles. DO NOT TOUCH THE FUEL AND TEMP NEEDLES, I bumped my fuel needle and it hasn't been right since. The overlays go on just like tint. Importintelligence includes very thorough instructions that are easy to follow. My tips are: don't bump the fuel/temp needle, take your time(a gentle touch goes a long way here), and be careful putting the cluster back in. The cluster has a tendency to not want to fall into place so dont force it - if the tach connector and harness are lined up right it will only take a light push to seat the cluster. Just to reiterate, be very gentle while doing this, there is a lot of sensitive stuff in there that can easily be broken, bent, or otherwise messed up. As a side note, they didn't have the centers of the #4 so I cut tiny triangles for them - it looks much better. Good Luck!    <p>[This message has been edited by 4g63t (edited 08-22-2002).]||63.188.1.23||reg||10
Z||000009||Hunter||08-22-2002||02:55 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||now if somebody would make blue indiglo gauges.. that'd bee of da hook  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||167.88.200.30||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000910.cgi
A||||21||khadiyev||Maxed out 550's?||||5||
Z||000000||khadiyev||08-19-2002||11:46 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Ok, I got a set of RC550cc right now, i posted an article earlier about me dynoing my car. and getting HP:336 at 21-22 psi at the wheels, up to 7500rpms but then past that i just get crazy knock like 12-19 counts and my timing retards. Everything above 4k is +50% on the AFC. it goes fine before 7k but as soon as it hits it i get knock, That was on 110leaded, now on 91 oct. anything past 15psi and i get knock like 9-13 counts. I realize that +50% is shit load of fuel. but if i go lower i get knock, I got the 255 Fuel pump, 2G MAS, 43psi base idle with the "B&M" FPR. <BR>What trips me out is that anything past 15 psi, i get knock.  I keep 15psi up to 7+k  without any knock, but not any higher psi.<BR>Thanks<P>John<BR>795/1000<p>[This message has been edited by khadiyev (edited 08-19-2002).]||64.12.105.29||reg||5
Z||000001||khadiyev||08-20-2002||09:51 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||anybody? <BR>I guess all we talk about is white face guages, bodykits and shift boots.||198.26.130.37||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||08-20-2002||10:09 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||What turbo are you running?<BR>Are you sure your base timing is close (5-8 BTDC)? And I don't mean according to the datalogger. I mean with the connector on the firewall grounded, and using a timing light.<BR>I have a similar setup, but had NO knock on 100 octane fuel at 20psi. Of course, I don't take mine to 7K very often though.What cams are you running that pull to 7500 rpm?<BR>Have the injectors been cleaned lately?<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000003||BossGVR4||08-20-2002||10:52 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||How NEW is the knock sensor ?<P>Is it mounted correctly ... wires OK ?<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000004||khadiyev||08-20-2002||01:09 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||it's a 20G, 06 housing,<BR>I checked the timing with the light it's exactly at 5deg btdc, with the plug grounded,<BR>2 week old knock sensor, got the HK$ 264s cams, cleaned my injectors 2 weeks ago. Knock sensor screwed in to about 12-14lbs. <P>John||198.26.130.37||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||08-20-2002||01:24 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Are you sure you're using the correct ECU, one thats intended for a 5-speed Turbo? <BR>How about fuel restrictions, like a clogged filter, kinked hoses, etc?<BR>I just can't see how you'd have ANY knock at only 21 psi with 110 octane!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000006||Dan D||08-20-2002||02:49 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||It is possible to cause detonation from overfueling.  Do you have any logs we can look at?||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000007||Nate||08-20-2002||03:25 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Too much fuel can make the car knock, bad knock sensor can cause the car to knock.  Change the fuel filter lately?  Change the sock on the bottom of the pump lately?||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||08-20-2002||04:13 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||BTW you really don't need to "run" past 7K.  The peak power with stock intake manifold is 6500 ish.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||08-20-2002||06:00 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Even with that big turbo you got? hehehe <BR>What do you shift at Harry? When does your t4 bb come on? rpm wise. <BR>Thanks,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000010||khadiyev||08-20-2002||08:54 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||The ECU is a Stage 3 from TMO, 3k on the fuel filter, cleaned the sock on the the bottom of the fuel filter about 4k ago. I have my pocketlogger log, also the dyno sheets, i don't know if i can upload them here or make a link, i don't have a webpage to store it on. But with  the wide band 02, everything before 5k shows really rich,9:1, 10:1 area, but as soon as it reaches 12:1, 12.5:1  it gives me knock,and that's the leanes (ratio) though out th whole dyno chart. Oh yeah and the Intake manifold has been "extude honed" I bring it up that high so my boost stays up, i got petty bad lag on this turbo with 2.5inch exhoust full boost only by 4200-4500.<BR>John||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000011||Dan D||08-20-2002||09:01 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||What are your injector duty cycles?  List them in ~1000 rpm steps for us.  My thinking is that maybe your maxing really bad by jacking up the safc so much.  Your spray pattern has probably gone all to hell with that much fuel added and the injectors are forced into 100% dty cycle earlier the rpm band.  <P>If at 100% duty in your midrange, your spray pattern will be gone and may be creating hotspots inside the cylinder which rear there ugly head as pre-ignition/knock as pressure builds and rpms rise and timing advances.<P>Just a guess, of course if your dty cycles look fine then nevermind.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||08-20-2002||09:09 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>Even with that big turbo you got? hehehe <BR>What do you shift at Harry? When does your t4 bb come on? rpm wise. <BR>Thanks,<BR>Rob</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The turbo is a sore subject right now.<P>It hit about 3600.  <P>Yeah the intake seems to bild power at 6500. I haven't proven this with tons of dyno runs of many cars but so far that looks to be true.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000013||khadiyev||08-20-2002||09:24 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||1st 23-26psi<BR>6968rpm--26 counts of knock--11 deg,--0.78 O2,--17.436mS, (boost just goes up on me so i had to keep it part thorttle on ALL the runs, my TPS volts were average of 2.5, that's why the INJ mS is so low at that rpm. <P>2nd run.18-22psi<BR>6k--24deg--0knock--0.76--22.821mS<BR>65k-18deg--20knock-0.73--24.103mS<P>3rd run(21 psi blew IC pipe, no beed <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>0-6343rpm--0 knock 25deg of adv at 6300r's<P>02-- 5k -- .81 19deg  inj-20.769mS<BR>02-- 5.5k- .80 22deg  inj-21.026mS<BR> the last run i had no knock the whole time untill i blew IC pipe at 6300rpm<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000014||Nate||08-20-2002||10:57 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||So just to be sure, you have changed the fuel filters to ensure that the leaning out isn't a delivery problem, right?  That is pretty high ms numbers for the stock ECU, I don't usually see them go over 17ms anymore, no matter how much boost I'm running.  If the pump isn't rewired, rewire it and hopefully gain a little additional pressure and some delivery, but I'd try to add fuel however you can at the rpm range where you're running so lean and getting knock.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000015||khadiyev||08-20-2002||11:02 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||pump is rewired!<BR>and the AFC is MAXED OUT from 4k on it's +50%<BR>he-he  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> that's what trips me out. that's why i plannin on getting some 660, next week, and wanted to know if i need them.<P>John<BR>||64.12.106.51||reg||1
Z||000016||keydiver||08-21-2002||12:20 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Maybe that boost creep could be part of the problem. If the ECU is only seeing 1/2 throttle, maybe its using overly aggressive timing, not to mention the low duty cycles on the injectors that cause you to jack the AFC up so high. I would fix the boost creep first, so you could run REAL wide-open-throttle logs and see what happens. If this is whats happening, I think 660's will only make it worse, even more aggressive timing advance.<BR>Just another guess.......<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000017||malcvr4||08-21-2002||03:52 PM||malcvr4@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by khadiyev:<BR><B>Ok, I got a set of RC550cc right now, i posted an article earlier about me dynoing my car. and getting HP:336 at 21-22 psi at the wheels, up to 7500rpms but then past that i just get crazy knock like 12-19 counts and my timing retards. Everything above 4k is +50% on the AFC. it goes fine before 7k but as soon as it hits it i get knock, That was on 110leaded, now on 91 oct. anything past 15psi and i get knock like 9-13 counts. I realize that +50% is shit load of fuel. but if i go lower i get knock, I got the 255 Fuel pump, 2G MAS, 43psi base idle with the "B&M" FPR. <BR>What trips me out is that anything past 15 psi, i get knock.  I keep 15psi up to 7+k  without any knock, but not any higher psi.<BR>Thanks<P>John<BR>795/1000<P>[This message has been edited by khadiyev (edited 08-19-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000018||malcvr4||08-21-2002||03:58 PM||malcvr4@aol.com||Why do you have your fuel pressure so high?  My car didnt run well until I lowered the pressure with a AFPR. And then I still had to lean the AFC to make power.  I'm using the 550's, big 16g and 2nd Gen MAS. Are you sure you have to run +50%?  When do your EGT's get too hot?   <BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000019||khadiyev||08-21-2002||04:19 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||My EGT guage is not working right now, my needle keeps bouncing around,when roll the window up,or turn on a turn signal.<BR>Keydiver! that's a VERY good guess. <BR>I'll try to fix my boost creep and turn down the fuel pressure. I'll see what happens then.<P>Thank a lot for everybody's help!<P>John||152.163.207.79||reg||1
Z||000020||suprflewus||08-21-2002||10:30 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||what intercooler are you running???||205.188.193.53||reg||1
Z||000021||khadiyev||08-22-2002||08:43 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||RRE kit(spearco)<P>John<p>[This message has been edited by khadiyev (edited 08-22-2002).]||205.188.199.153||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000911.cgi
A||N||1||unibuft||Rust in A pillar on GVR4 - a common problem?||||1||
Z||000000||unibuft||08-20-2002||12:33 PM||n1medman@hotmail.com||I am an Australian VR4 owner. Recently I noticed my white vehicle has a small line of rust forming in the seam at the base of the A pillar where the inner guard meets it, which is at the edge of windscreen wiper cavity. It is in exactly the same spot on both sides of the car, and naturally I could see it as the windscreen surround trim <BR>does not cover it. <P>I checked a darker coloured non turbo Galant in a parking lot and it had the exact same problem, although it was harder to spot at first due to the body colour. <P>Is this a common occurence in the 1989-1992 Galant body shape? And is it likely to have been caused by poor paint preparation at the <BR>factory, or by body flexing due to a design fault? <P>Thanks. <BR>||203.19.10.27||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||08-20-2002||12:40 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I think it's just a Mitsubishi thing.  My '92 has some rust here & there & I"ve noticed even newer Mitsu cars with rust on them already.  My buddy's uncle bought a '96 3KGT VR4 brand new & just over a year later he had to get rid of it as one of the strut towers had totally rusted.  The dealership bought it back though (he's a lawyer so he had them by the balls the whole time  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> )||205.188.199.169||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000912.cgi
A||||3||turboflanagan||Anybody around Atlanta?||||1||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||08-20-2002||01:25 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I need to rebuild the suspension for #478/1000 and wonder if anyone nearby has different suspension than stock?  I would love to ride in cars with different setups.<P>I'm in Duluth.  I think that somebody was in Snellville, right?  Anyone else close-ish?<BR>Peter||64.63.209.121||reg||1
Z||000001||LunarShadow||08-20-2002||05:26 PM||ahagopia@bellsouth.net||Flanagan-I'm in Dunwoody.  Suspension mods are; KYB agx, whiteline springs, whiteline sways front and rear.  I have a set of polys, but I haven't put them in yet.  As for taking a ride in my car...uggh.  Is long as you don't mind the fact that the car has no interior save the front seats and the instrument panel (no...really), the fact that the paint is delaminating from the metal, the gear whine, the overheating in traffic, lack of power steering, the absence of A/C, the obligatory shift crunch, the blown fuel pump relay which requires me to "rewire" the pump every time I start the car, I have no problem giving you a spin.  I just refer to my car as "Art in Stasis". You should too.<P>I would describe my suspension as stiff. It's not very speed bump friendly.  God know's theres ample speed bumps in Atlanta.  I keep the KYBs at the softest setting. The suspension doesn't knock your teeth out, or rearrange your spine, but you can feel a good shot under some road conditions. <P>Let me know if you are interested, and I will adjust my schedule accordingly.||152.163.206.146||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||08-20-2002||08:32 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Art it is then!  Thanks for the offer, I would love to.  I have been looking at "The Works" from Mofugas and sounds like you just about have it.  <P>My guess is that this isn't your daily driver?  Is the missing interior another try to lighten the GVR4 load?  And did you take out that 20 pound glove box?!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I'll email you for details.<P>Peter||64.63.209.89||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||08-21-2002||10:06 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||LunarShadow, I tried the email listed above, ahagopia@bellsouth.net, and it was undeliverable.  Do you have a new one?||64.63.209.27||reg||5




ubb/Forum3/000913.cgi
A||||2||rtyszka||Check out this front clip!!||||1||
Z||000000||rtyszka||08-20-2002||06:52 PM||rat57z@cox.net||Man would this look nice on the front of my car!<BR> <A HREF="http://www.tpautomotive.com/vShopping/mitsubishi.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tpautomotive.com/vShopping/mitsubishi.htm</A> ||68.9.77.238||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||08-21-2002||12:56 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Evolutions have 7 bolt motors.  Stock GVR4 motors have 6 bolt motors.  6 is better than 7.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||199of2k||08-21-2002||08:41 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||The EVO1 might be nice......||68.14.75.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000914.cgi
A||||10||ken inn||cyclone intake||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||08-20-2002||10:03 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have been messing with this intake for a long time, and i have never been impressed with it.  i finally have it working so well, it has made driving the car a new experience, and i am very pleased with it.  the trick is i now have 2 circuits running together, one pulls vacuum, holding the butterflies closed, the other blows boost, opening them.  only one can be on at one time, and they are controlled by a boost pressure switch.  now, the butterflies remain closed until i get about 4-6 lbs boost, then they open.  the car is now VERY smooth at low to midrange rpm, and idles better than it ever has.  it pulls very well from the lower rpms, and i am shifting earlier; instead of winding 2nd, i can shift early to 3rd, and instead of winding 3rd, shift to 4th, etc.  i've had it like this for 2 days now, and i can EASILY cruise around in 5th where i was always in 4th.  i think the MAIN reason it works so well now, is that the butterflies stay closed a lot longer, so low  speed and midrange are greatly enhanced.  everyone else just runs off the normal intake vacuum, and the butterflies open way too soon, so there is no ram air effect, and it is just like a regular intake.  also, it seems everyone is more interested in making huge amounts of power up top, but since i am not going racing, i want a car that is more suited to daily driving, and a very good handler.  i can now say that the cyclone intake is a huge improvement over the stock one in low and midrange, and is well worth the mod.  ||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000001||91vr4evolution||08-21-2002||01:31 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||The Cyclone was factory on mine, so I have nothing to compare to, but, I normally just shift from 2nd straight to 4 (60kph). I've heard (read) lots of guys bagging the Cyclone Stateside, and I always wondered if they actually had it hooked up right. I can even put my foot down at 60 kph in 5th , about 1500rpm and it just pulls away cleanly. Not quickly, but cleanly.<P>Mike.||210.54.103.238||reg||14
Z||000002||Pappy||08-21-2002||02:35 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Yeah, alot of people bash the cyclone here in the states.  They say it's JDM crap that is worse than the US intake manifold, saying it flows WAY less.  In actuality it only flows likd 1 or 2 cfm less at the top.  The people that  bash it have either a) never tried it, or b) never had it hooked up right.  Most people here don't have it hooked up correctly.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||08-21-2002||09:37 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Nice job Ken!  Now go post that everywhere so my Cyclone intake on Ebay will now be worth something to someone ;-)  Way to stay after it and try the "less traveled path" :-)<P>Kevin||167.142.21.192||reg||1
Z||000004||smokindav||08-21-2002||10:16 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Ken, that's cool.  Would you mind posting pics and maybe a wiring and hose diagram?<P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000005||JAP-SPEC||08-21-2002||10:20 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||ken inn i really like the way you have your manifold vacuum set-up.Can i ask one thing?You said that your using the power souce of the purge solenoid connection to power the purge solenoid and the boost solenoid.Did all you do is cut the wire connection from the purge solenoid and connect two more wire on the same purge wire two control the boost solenoid too||152.163.206.196||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||08-21-2002||12:08 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yo, dave, i dont know how to post pics, but i can email you all you want.  and i dont know how to make a diagram, unless i draw one and take a picture of it, but then, i still dont know how to post a pic.  us old people aint very computer literate.<BR>     i used the purge circuit because it was convenient, and at first i didnt want the solenoids to change until above 3k rpm, but now they dont change until well into boost, which is a LOT better.  i have the 2 solenoids right next to each other, and have the boost switch controlling the power to the solenoids.  the key here is the vacuum cannister, keeping a solid vacuum on the butterflies, and keeping them closed until boost is made.  without the cannister, vacuum fluctuates too much, and the butterflies end up opening way too soon.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000007||91vr4evolution||08-21-2002||03:42 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Pappy, even a few ppl over here have reckoned I should change to a N/A manifold. I asked a tuning shop about this and they said that they had not noticed any notable difference down the quarter and that it wasn't as nice to drive on the street. I suppose that if it makes 1 cfm more, that's what, enough air for, oh, say, 1/2-3/4 hp! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR>Mike. ||203.96.111.200||reg||12
Z||000008||ken inn||08-21-2002||04:18 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i consider myself on the other end of the pendulum from most of the people here, in that i dont race the car, and i am more interested in driveability; low end and midrange, than top end.  also, i like my suspension on the soft side, and i also like the comfort side of the car, a/c, heat, and good seats.  the recaro seat has really changed my outlook on keeping the car, and now that the cyclone is working really well, i plan on keeping it a lot longer.  i bet if the others who have the cyclone on the car get it operating correctly, there will be a lot more people wanting it.||63.146.72.140||reg||1
Z||000009||turboflanagan||08-21-2002||10:21 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I'm with you Ken.  I think that the car is just a blast to drive, but I don't race it (don't have money to).  I would LOVE more low end torque to make the drive more enjoyable at all rpm.  That is why I'm still looking for a 2.4L to swap into mine.  Maybe a Cyclone will be the intake for the 2.4 Frankenstien.||64.63.209.27||reg||1
Z||000010||JAP-SPEC||08-22-2002||09:46 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||i have found out more information about how to hook up the cyclone manifold.i have made a diagram of how the vacuum connects when it is stock.I don't know how to post it so if anyone wan to see it just e-mail me.I would love you guys to see it and argue if its right or wrong.I would love to know your apinoin.||205.188.192.36||reg||1
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A||||2||Derk||Indy Rac Cores?||||1||
Z||000000||Derk||08-21-2002||12:26 AM||capthowdy2@hotmail.com||Just wanted to see what happened to Indy Race Cores? Has anybody heard anything? I recently tried to go their site to get a radiator and there was no page to be found. Does anyone have their email or any other way to get in touch with them.<P>Thank you<BR>Derk||12.226.72.25||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||08-21-2002||12:32 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I won't speak for Ken or Andy directly, but they are moving into a shop currently and have been really busy from what I know.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.indyracecores.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.indyracecores.com/</A> <P>try that site.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||Derk||08-21-2002||07:03 PM||capthowdy2@hotmail.com||Thanks for the reply. For some reason my link was not working yesterday, but is today. ||12.226.72.25||reg||1
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A||X||5||JSTYLE||Factory ECU?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||08-21-2002||03:06 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Anyone know where this is located and what its ment to look like?<P>Cheers<P>Jon||203.173.161.254||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||08-21-2002||03:22 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||It's behind the radio -- and it is supposed to look like Britney Spears.||67.37.176.244||reg||3
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||08-21-2002||03:54 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||The stock ECU is on the passengerside of the car, by the kick panel. It was behind the radio on the T/E/L's. It is a box looking thing with three conecters on it. BTW Britneys aren't real, oh and you can touch your ecu....||68.115.22.30||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||08-21-2002||04:24 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Remove the trim panel under the glove box as well as the kick panel trim panel - makes it easier to see.||203.220.202.227||reg||1
Z||000004||JSTYLE||08-21-2002||04:30 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||thanks guys!||203.173.161.254||reg||1
Z||000005||JonGVR4||08-21-2002||12:53 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I moved this topic 2 times to Frequently Asked Questions.  TAKE A HINT!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
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A||||4||VR4GAZM||Roof Rack Install||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||08-21-2002||11:58 PM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||Got a question about roof racks. How exactly are they installed onto the roof? If I get one, will i hafta drill into the roof to attach the 4 mounting posts?<P>Mike||209.156.76.5||reg||1
Z||000001||1101||08-22-2002||12:50 AM||karns10@attbi.com||The thule/mitsubishi roof racks clamp to  mounts under the trim rails that go down both sides of the top of the roof. You pop the trim off and there are two mounts per side. You have to get rails that fit on either side of the rack feet (3 per side) or cut your existing rails, or cut up ones from a generic galant from a junk yard (black).<P>Ward  ||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000002||VR4GAZM||08-22-2002||02:28 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||I lifted up my roof trim and didnt see anything down there where the mount would hook on to, was I not looking hard enough? Where are the mounts located at, towards the ends of the rails? It sound as if I would need to cut my rails for the roof mounts to fit, no big deal.<P>Mike<BR>||209.156.76.5||reg||1
Z||000003||Hunter||08-22-2002||02:58 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||what brand do you have? i have a Yakima... the clips will mount to the inside lining .. u'll have to havey our door open and the proper towers.. & clips... for this brand...  the Thule should go on the same way, main difference is the Thule bars are square... so it makes it kinda acquared to get the accessory item on top to be flush even... where as the Yakima's have the round bars.. and u can tilt the accessory forward or back.  i'd go with the Yakima's personally  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||167.88.200.30||reg||5
Z||000004||1101||08-22-2002||08:31 AM||karns10@attbi.com||If I remember correctly they are projections in the groove under the trim on the roof. The rack mounts to them. They are small and about a foot or so in from either end of the groove.<P>Ward <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR4GAZM:<BR><B>I lifted up my roof trim and didnt see anything down there where the mount would hook on to, was I not looking hard enough? Where are the mounts located at, towards the ends of the rails? <BR>Mike</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||12.235.108.50||reg||1
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A||||24||1quickvr4||Would any body care...........||||3||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||08-21-2002||08:24 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||If I converted my car to RHD?I know and understand the work involved but Im getting bored with the car and the looks its not getting from people. Any opinions, Flame me if you want Im sure Robs getting bored with that underground guy....<P>Zach||209.245.236.62||reg||3
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-21-2002||08:32 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Hell. If you have the cash go for it. You can get a vr4 imported for around $4000 with all the parts you need. Then its just time & patience. Hope you know how to weld.||63.52.127.221||reg||1
Z||000002||199of2k||08-21-2002||08:40 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||No.||68.14.75.95||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||08-21-2002||09:28 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Are you talking about the whole car? The only one I knew of was about 6k. I was thinking about buying a front cut and selling the drivetrain out of it. When I have it all layed out in front of me I might just try and convert evrything but that. Any Idea who would have a fair price on front cuts or the whole car?<P>Zach||65.56.120.56||reg||1
Z||000004||suprflewus||08-21-2002||10:21 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i would care......care enough to have you commited...<P>of course no one is going to look at a car that is 10 years old that didnt look overly great from the factory, and that no one cared to make a decent body kit for....<P>if you waste the $$ to convert it to rhd people are just going to look at it and say "hmmm i didnt know they sold grand am's in Japan.."<P>save the money for a cool looking car or to make your current unique car faster.<P>dale||205.188.193.53||reg||1
Z||000005||1312VR4||08-21-2002||10:30 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||there are ALOT of places that sell & export cars. It is very easy to do As long as there is a similar model here in the states. Here are some links. <A HREF="http://www.iw-inter.co.jp/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.iw-inter.co.jp/</A>    <A HREF="http://www.rizubi.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rizubi.com/</A>    <A HREF="http://www.japantrading.co.jp/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.japantrading.co.jp/</A> <P>I'll have more later. I have to get going.||63.52.202.143||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||08-21-2002||10:42 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Tub that bitch, but a ford 9er in the back some meats and a big bottle of NASSS or Nazzz you know what I mean. But really dosn't Buschur sell a "brachet" to mount the 4g63 to a th-400?? It works on the conquests? If you do I will come out and help, damn cool.  <A HREF="http://www.webcastpro.com/mightymouse6/new_conquest.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.webcastpro.com/mightymouse6/new_conquest.html</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||08-21-2002||10:44 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||"hmmm i didnt know they sold grand am's in Japan.."<BR>Hahaha sorry I just saw that now. Need to wright that down funny hehehehehe||24.196.87.195||reg||10
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||08-22-2002||12:24 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Nah, you just need to paint some lime green flames on it & you'll be just fine   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||08-22-2002||10:26 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||HEY! a looooong time ago, a guy(this was in life magazine, swear to god!) took i think it was a 59 chevy impala body, and put it on the chassis BACKWARDS!  now THAT would be neat, and then you would have to be on the right side of the car, too, which would now be the left side.  now THAT would get attention.  especially driving down the freeway at nite, and you turn on the headlights, and scare the begeezus out of the car in back of you.  then, a loong(not quite as long as a looooong) time ago, a place in germany put a rabbit body on a porsche 928 chassis, and went around raising hell on the autobahn.  they had to split the body and make it a foot wider.  the best was quite recent, some california guys took a toyota mr2 and put a mini cooper body on it.  how about a switch with an old mercedes 240 diesel?  nah, i got it!  volkswagon beetle!  volkswagon beetle!||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000010||Hertz||08-22-2002||01:21 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||That does it -- I'm going to build a VR-4 limousine...<P>[ed: spelling]<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 08-23-2002).]||65.43.112.160||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||08-22-2002||03:29 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||COOL! then i could drive it, i could be like kato when he got old.  and fat.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000012||Hertz||08-22-2002||04:27 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||....with the rear wheel steering intact.||65.43.112.160||reg||1
Z||000013||Garfield Wright||08-22-2002||05:44 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||That limo idea sounds great.  There's a guy here in Florida with a stretch 3g RX7.  Why not a galant.||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000014||Johnny Bravo||08-22-2002||07:54 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Garfield, do you mean Cam Worth's white one?  He's the guy that owns Pettit Racing (www.pettitracing.com) that is notorious for their 20B 3Rotor Banzai conversions.  He builds some bad a$$ machines & is a pretty nice guy to boot  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000015||1312VR4||08-22-2002||09:04 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||why not a lift kit & some 44's.After all it is an AWD. VR4 meets Bigfoot||63.52.127.178||reg||1
Z||000016||Hertz||08-23-2002||05:07 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Well, I've done it.  2 VR-4s, a ton of fiberglass, some tubular steel, a mile of welds, some custom glass and $50,000 later I've completed the VR-4 Limo project.<P>Thanks to B&S Import Auto Body, Automotosports for the Dyno tuning, Fibbin's Machine Shop and Joe Lion at Faux Tranny and Turbo.<P>Impressive is that the 1/4 mile time is still 12.5 @ 110mph.  And although you can't tell from the pic, it's a '92 front end and a '91 JDM rear clip.<P> <IMG SRC="http://killer.baits.com/~rhertz/junk/Galant_VR-4_Limousine.jpg"> <P>Of course the interior is mostly gutted for weight, but it still looks stock:<P> <IMG SRC="http://killer.baits.com/~rhertz/junk/Galant_VR-4_Limousine_Inside.jpg"> <P>Only problem is that it's grinding into second -- any ideas?||65.43.119.109||reg||1
Z||000017||Nate||08-23-2002||05:19 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Funny, that looks suspiciously like a picture of my Dad's 92 GVR4 that I believe Harry took a few years back.  Even the background looks familiar, like it's a place where I'd lived for many years or something. ;-)||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000018||Hertz||08-23-2002||06:20 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Yeah, but that's my girlfriend in the back.  <I>both of them</I>.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Oh, and Nate, sorry I had to chop up your car for parts.||65.43.119.109||reg||1
Z||000019||Garfield Wright||08-23-2002||07:02 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||JohnnyBravo, the stretch rx7 belongs to pettit racing & it's now silver.  Hertz, nice ride.  Do u do weddings?  ||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000020||DeanCouchey||08-24-2002||11:22 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||LOL get to the church 1/4 mile away in 12 seconds! Sounds fun! Hey I am getting married next year, I tell ya what you make a stretch VR and I will buy it for my wedding!||24.58.146.89||reg||10
Z||000021||Hertz||08-24-2002||11:54 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||With or without a Jacuzi in the trunk?||67.37.181.203||reg||6
Z||000022||Garfield Wright||08-25-2002||02:18 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Is it just me or does the blond in the limmo look like a dummy?||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000023||howard_GVR4||08-25-2002||10:31 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<BR><B>LOL get to the church 1/4 mile away in 12 seconds! Sounds fun! Hey I am getting married next year, I tell ya what you make a stretch VR and I will buy it for my wedding!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I'll post pictures in 3 weeks what a GVR4 looks like after getting "decorated" for a wedding.  I'm afraid of what my friends will do to it, but my only rule was that the "decorations" can't interfere with my 7000 rpm clutch dump launch as my wife and I leave the parking lot.  ||4.47.81.96||reg||1
Z||000024||blacksheep||08-25-2002||12:58 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||If you do convert to RHD, I have some JDM manual seat belts I can sell you  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||8
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A||||2||VR4GAZM||Thermostat Sensors||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||08-22-2002||12:02 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||I have a check engline light on my car, used the little buzzer technique and I pulled a code 21.  Which is the engine coolant temperature sensor. Not this is the one that goes to the ecu correct? And this also isnt the one on the top of the upper thermo housing but on the bottom one correct?<P>The one on the top of the thermo housing, whats that one called?<BR>I know ill be needing both of these sensors and I always have a hard time getting the right parts for these cars, so could anyone help me with the caps number?<P><BR>Thanks<BR>Mike||209.156.76.5||reg||1
Z||000001||JAP-SPEC||08-22-2002||09:55 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||The sensor on top and it is the biggest sensor is the coolanttemperature switch(AC).The one your looking for that looks like a upside T is the coolant temperature sensor.||205.188.192.36||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||08-22-2002||01:28 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Yeah, what he said... and it sticks out the FRONT of the housing with 2 wires coming out, Green/Black and Yellow/Green. The manual calls it the "Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor". I think its MD069879.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.152||reg||1
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A||||3||SPAM||Major Problems||||1||
Z||000000||SPAM||08-22-2002||03:18 AM||hswilson@lvcm.com||Well, I have had VR4 for 2 onths now and it is down for the second time. The car took a shit on me Friday night and I have just now got a chance to take a look at it. Looks like I have some serious blow by issues. Oil spit out the dipstick tube and I blew the out the oil filter o-ring. I havent taken too much apart yet but I am looking at worse case scenario.<BR>Anybody know where I can get the cheapest JDM motor that can be shipped to me within a couple of days? Or a cheap one that is within 4-5 driving hours of Las Vegas?<P>thanks||24.234.190.215||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||08-22-2002||07:47 AM||jon@jgronline.com||It might not be as bad as you think.<P>The dip stick is known to pop out as it gets old.  The rubber shrinks over time and doesn't seal well.  The least amount of blow by will cause the dip stick to pop out and then you get oil everywhere as you drive normally.<P>The oil filter (especially a stock Mitsu one) is known for backing off.  The stock water cooled oil filter housing has been known to screw things up too.  Neither have much to do with blow by.  <P>Fixes:<BR>1.  new dip stick<BR>2.  Mobil 1 filter and make sure you have the stock oil/coolant sandwich cooler torqued down enough.<BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||08-22-2002||08:52 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||To add to Jon's post, when you tighten down the sandwich style oil cooler be careful not to overtighten it (as you might crush it).  I belive you will need a 24mm deep well socket to get at the nut.  Also, you can get a new gasket from Mitsu for the oil cooler, which I would recommend doing the next time you change the oil.<P>Dave Flaherty<p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 08-22-2002).]||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||08-22-2002||10:15 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||to add to dave's post, you put a couple of washers in the center of the sandwich cooler, to support the center, then you can tighten it down, and not crush it.  howard used 2 of these copper crush rings i had lying around, and they fit perfect.  also, since the crush rings have a little "give", i think these will be better than regular washers.  someone wrote a vfaq about this.  but, if this dont solve your problem, sounds like the oil pressure relieve valve stuck.  THAT will be a problem.  cod@gis.net just parted out his car, and he has a motor with 550's in it, he wanted 1000 for it, and i think he also had an act 2600 on it.||63.146.72.149||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000922.cgi
A||||19||JonGVR4||How about a Mini||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||08-22-2002||10:46 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<B>Good</B><BR>lightweight<BR>supercharged and intercooled<BR>4 banger but only 1.6L<BR>handles very well (fast in turns)<BR>definately not a rice boy car.<BR>new car with a warranty.<P><B>bad</B><BR>SOHC rather than DOHC<BR>FWD<BR>performance parts?<BR>I think it has an open diff.<BR>slow in a straight line (compared to my car now)<BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||khadiyev||08-22-2002||10:55 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||LIGHTWEIGHT? where did you see that? <BR>Those things weigh like 3600lbs, and 160hp for a 3600(or 3400) pound car is shity.<BR>yes it's an open diff.<P>John<BR>795/1000<BR>||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000002||Nate||08-22-2002||10:59 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||More like 2670lbs for the SC version. :-)||208.247.212.121||reg||1
Z||000003||khadiyev||08-22-2002||11:04 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Oh , i was just kidding then  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||9
Z||000004||ken inn||08-22-2002||11:44 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||bmp in tyler, texas, is doing a bunch of mini stuff, they have gotten the motor to 210hp with bolt ons, and rogue engineering is doing mini brake stuff, too.  the old type minis will suck the doors off the new minis.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000005||JonGVR4||08-22-2002||11:49 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I've seen a couple of the new Rustang Cobras and those are just too ugly for me.  I really hate "Cobra" on the back of the car.  Plus it just looks cheap.  Not much difference between the base model and the Cobra in terms of looks.  The car sits up too high and the tires are tucked too far inside.<P>Then there is the Lancer Evolution.  Every rice boy and their brother are going to want one of these.  I'm not sure I want the attention that car will bring.  I love the sleeper look of my car.  Hell, a 2G owner passed me today on the interstate and the dumb bastard didn't even know my car was a VR4.  "Over here buddy!  I've got the better 4G63!"<P><p>[This message has been edited by JonGVR4 (edited 08-22-2002).]||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||08-22-2002||12:52 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the thing that i dont like about the evolution, is the dealers are all jacking msrp.  i have heard by as much as 10 grand.  screw that.  i will wait a couple of years, and get a good used one.  or even a wrx sti.  no car payment is a strong incentive.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000007||Hunter||08-22-2002||01:59 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||Yeah.. it's gunna be interesting with the evo out.  cost wise, it would be almost better to get just a wrx, then spend your own xtra 10k to make it even better...faster...stronger. for lest then 1mill  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||4.61.242.142||reg||3
Z||000008||Pappy||08-22-2002||02:26 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I was a little dissapointed that I didn't see any rally prepped new minis, either supercharged or not, at the Maine Forest Rally.  Well, hopefully next year.  I think they're good cars.  Not too great straight line performance, but they have great build quality and they're just kinda cool.||140.247.202.171||reg||1
Z||000009||1101||08-22-2002||02:30 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Where are they being built?||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000010||Pappy||08-22-2002||03:19 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'm not sure where they're being built, but I know BMW is on the job.||140.247.202.171||reg||1
Z||000011||Garfield Wright||08-22-2002||05:38 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I'm thinking about getting an Evo, but with the jacked up price rumored @ close to $30k, I'd rather get the WRX (looks better) & spend my own $$ to get the additional 60hp.||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000012||Doug Thomas||08-22-2002||06:06 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||"Hell, a 2G owner passed me today on the interstate and the dumb bastard didn't even know my car was a VR4.  "Over here buddy!  I've got the better 4G63!"<P>And you didnt blow him away? I crushed a 2G really bad a couple of weeks ago. I think he knows what GVR4 is now.      <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I really like the Evo VII, but I think they're going to want a lot of money for them. I decide to keep the Galant and I picked up 2001 Mazda Tribute, so when the Galant breaks I won't worry about it as much.<P>It's going to be hard to fine something as nice as the Galant that's reasonably priced.<P><p>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 08-22-2002).]||12.10.219.30||reg||1
Z||000013||Ian M||08-22-2002||08:11 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yeah,funny,I really cant think of ANY other car that comes anything close to a GVR4 for any reasonable price at all....And its a 12 year old car. I guess thats why so many people that sell them end up missing them and later buying another.||129.71.114.76||reg||1
Z||000014||suprflewus||08-22-2002||09:17 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i think the beauty of the gvr4 is that there are less than 3000 people that can say "me too" after you tell them that you drive one.<P>name another car that had such a short production run, that has the kind of performance aftermarket support that the gvr4 has.......<P>the sti will be nice im sure, but even if they only make 1000 of them, guys will still make their normal wrx's to 'sti spec'.  <P>i feel its is impossible to touch the gvr4 when it comes to uniqueness + performance potential + available, reasonably priced new and used parts.  for a guy on a budget...what else could you ask for??<P>youre racking your brain jon because you know there is no substitute....and im not talking about a porsche...<P>lates<BR>dale||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000015||Hunter||08-23-2002||02:00 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||rumor mill.. in the new sportscompact car mag... Mazda will be making a batch of turbo'd mp5's... of a sedan nature.. 165ish crankin hp.. for  under 19k.  Mazdaspeed supposedly did alot on the suspension to make it another miata'ish hit.  hope the aftermarket sucks it up. so mazda can finalize that 626 concept i've seen at the carshows...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||167.88.200.30||reg||3
Z||000016||Johnny Bravo||08-23-2002||02:08 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Actually the Protege MP3 was in a relatively recent Road & Track test against an Evo VII, Porsche 996TT, Lotus Elise, et cetera & it did surprisingly well.  The only thing anyone complained about was it's lack of power.  Now if Mazduh would just get off it's rump & make that 626 MPS they teased everyone with a year or so ago...tt v6...awd...6spd....widebody...you get the picture  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">   Not to mention the next gen. RX-7...man, I think Mazda & Mitsubishi must have the same people working for them cuz they sure do like to tease the public with some sweet ass cars.... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/confused.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000017||Hunter||08-23-2002||03:00 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||that's the one thats the one!  *DROOOOLING* that 626 MPS would be sWEEEEEET!  no offense all.. i'd take that MPS over the evo....   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> i serouisly think alot of the people that approve or shoot down concepts seriously need to get the AXE...  granted alot of the cool stuff is severely out of the average consumers reach......   hey Jon! u should look into gettin the Toyota/Scion BBX  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> it's on the website.. hehe it's AWD!!!!  not sure if we're gettin it though...  i plan on gettin one when it rolls out next year...  anybody seen the ANiMe Golgo 13?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||167.88.200.30||reg||12
Z||000018||UndergroundVR-4||08-24-2002||12:04 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Golgo 13 is the sniper anime right? Speaking of anime, my younger brother went to NYC today for an anime expo this weekend, woulda liked to go.  Someone I spoke with only a few times who owned a pretty worked GVR4 with very little showing in the way of performance parts or parts related, I.E gauges, 5 point belt.  Anyway he said he had a big money race with a mini and got beat.  Apparently the mini skeefed on him by havin a buddy of his pull a loss when they raced.  This kid thinkin if the mini lost to him then sure he could beat him.  Anyway he didn't.  Lost quite a large amount of money too.  Some sleeper...||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000019||Gvr4-330||08-24-2002||02:09 AM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||My friend has a Mini.  I went test driving with her cause she didn't drive stick at the time.  Cute car, but if you don't want attention, it's not the car to get.  My friend gets asked about her car all the time.<P>I'd love a Cooper S in dark silver with the white roof and bonnet stripes.  It's got that supercharger whine, tight quick steering, and a nice heavy feel.  Ahhh... if only my VR-4 had that new car feel.  I think I need to replace my bushings.<P>Rob||24.44.200.0||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000923.cgi
A||||12||Hertz||Wind whistling through my door||||2||
Z||000000||Hertz||08-22-2002||01:53 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Sorry, I'm in the daily-driver category, so I have questions like this...<P>At about 60mph+ I get a lot of wind noise through my door seal -- there is a lot of play between the door and the frame and the seal consequently doesn't hold.<P>Now I've seen in the service manual that there is an "optional" tool for adjusting the door, but I haven't found any details on how the procedure is done.<P>I can see that the black platic sheath on the latch is worn about 1/16" -- I imagine that swapping that part with a less worn one would help, but I am still curious how to adjust the doors.<P>Any pointers? ||65.43.112.160||reg||2
Z||000001||kartorium31||08-22-2002||02:57 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||are u talking about the upper rear corner of you door?  If so i am gonna just bend mine cause it does the same thing.  ||12.18.161.153||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||08-22-2002||03:01 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||1) Lower window<BR>2) sit on edge of seat, facing door<BR>3) brace knees against door<BR>4) jerk top of door frame inward<BR>Thats how I did it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.152||reg||1
Z||000003||khadiyev||08-22-2002||03:19 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Or you can just put some OIL on it. "the window seal" That works too. <p>[This message has been edited by khadiyev (edited 08-22-2002).]||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||08-22-2002||03:35 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Another possibliity is to get some replacement door trim, JC Whitney sells them I thinkg for our cars.<BR>But I think they where like $70 or something just for the front two doors? For that much I would buy some 3m tape and put it in where you can see "daylight" or feel air coming through that will stop it and if you place the tape under the old trim you won't see it either.<BR>Just a thought,<BR>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||08-22-2002||04:24 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||<I>Okay</I>.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I was really looking for something a little more mechanical -- but I think I can handle brute-force fixing.<P>Thanks!||65.43.112.160||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||08-22-2002||05:26 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>1) Lower window<BR>2) sit on edge of seat, facing door<BR>3) brace knees against door<BR>4) jerk top of door frame inward<BR>Thats how I did it   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>This is the fix.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||Garfield Wright||08-22-2002||05:34 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I'm going to try that fix by keydiver.  I've bent the top of my door to keep that overwhelming wind sound but didn't help much.  The technique Keydiver did is the same but applied differently.  I'm going to do it tonight.||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000008||#258||08-22-2002||06:30 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||You can also make small,small holes it the rubber and inject either rtv caulk or low expansion latex foam to give the seals back their original shape. Sounds hoaky but is much cheaper than new gaskets||67.83.145.170||reg||1
Z||000009||Garfield Wright||08-23-2002||07:07 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I must congratulate Keydiver.  This morning before I left for work, I rolled down the windows, used my knees to brace the door & pulled on the top of the door a few times.  The wind noise has gone down drastically.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000010||Gvr4-330||08-24-2002||02:02 AM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||My problem is wind noise from the driver's side rear quarter window.  Anyone else have that problem?  I noticed it only after someone else drove the car on the highway with me in the back seat.<P>Rob||24.44.200.0||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||08-24-2002||02:09 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||To pull the rear quater window out. It is bolted in. Unbolt, push, Apply new sealant and reinstall. <P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000012||KenGVR4||08-24-2002||05:58 PM||kman940@earthlink.net||I just put a piece of weatherstripping in the door frame in the front "corner" (more like a 45 degree bend) of the window.  I used to have a horrible whistle above 70mph, now it's totally silent.  And no worries about bending the window up too much.<P>||206.71.111.13||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000924.cgi
A||||8||1312VR4||Vehicle to tow a car. (4Runner)||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||08-22-2002||09:20 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Just curious for those who tow. I'm looking at getting a 2000 Toyota 4Runner 2WD. I have seen them from the factory w/ 5,000lb. Class D hitches on them. So I figure they can tow a good amount. I'm looking for it mainly to tow the VR4 to the track.<BR> As you all know we are moving to Fl. in a few months & have a baby due real soon, plus a dog. The SSE will not cut it as our only vehicle. So when we move we are going to tow the Bonneville SSE, luggage, dog, baby & us(obviously). Just wondering if it will survive a 1600 mile trip like that. The people I have talked to that own one say that they have towed cars with no trouble. But not for that distance. <BR> We need something in the $20,000 range. Looking to buy within the next few days. Any suggestions? Thanks, Tom<P>EDIT:::: Its the SR5 that I'm looking at its $17000 w/ 37,000 miles<P><p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 08-22-2002).]||63.52.127.178||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4458||08-22-2002||09:43 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Although the price is nice, I don't consider a 4runner a tower.  I could put a class 3 hitch on the VR4, but it certainly is not going to tow that much.  Toyota SUV's are woefully underpowered (195 hp and 225 ft/lbs really doesn't cut it).  <P>I am certainly no expert, but I recommend something with over 200 hp and 250 ftlbs torque.  I know people have gotten away with less, but you did mention longevity.  Try a V8 or one of the newer V6's that pack a pant load of torque and power.  If you're towing with those weak V6's, you'll definitely shorten it's life.<P>Just some random thoughts.<BR>EH<P>||67.37.235.249||reg||1
Z||000002||BossGVR4||08-22-2002||10:41 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||You can't beat american trucks for hauling capacity. The price is nice too and if you can find a decent 2-3 year old truck and let someone else take the 20% de-valuation ... what the heck !?!?<P><BR>1999 Ford F-150 SVT Lightning $21K<BR>- 5.4L 8cyl SUPERCHARGED 360 hp<BR>- 5000 lb. Towing Capacity<BR>- Ltd. Slip Diff.<BR>- 4 Wheel Anti-lock<BR>- 13sec 1/4 miles<P><BR>2000 Dodge Dakota R/T Extended Cab 2WD $17K<BR>- 5.9L 8cyl 250 hp<BR>- 2000 lb. Towing Capacity<BR>- Ltd. Slip<BR>- Anti-lock Rear Brakes<P>decisions, decisions, decisions<P>Have fun choosin'<P>DaveC<P><BR>||165.247.92.211||reg||6
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||08-22-2002||11:55 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||If you don't want to spend a gog of money, just go with a year or two old Chevy 2WD with the 5.7l Vortec V8.  I drive one for my work truck and it is great in terms of towing and hauling.  It  is actually very reliable too...at least compared to a GVR-4 <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||63.231.78.114||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||08-23-2002||12:18 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I wouldnt mind a truck but they are not practical for us right now(not enough space). I found a 2000 Merc. Moutaineer AWD(V8) for $18500. Looking at it tomorrow. ||63.52.132.114||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||08-23-2002||12:01 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||FWIW - I had 2 4Runners. The earlier 90's style with ?185HP v6 was a dog! I towed jet-skis (on double trailer) with it and that's about all I'd do.  Their great SUV's, but I wouldn't buy it with inclinations toward towing a vehicle.  You might do it - but I'd bet it would only be once ;-).  Personally, I'd rent a v8 SUV to tow and buy what I want when I get there.  I was going to rent an SUV/Truck to tow my 2nd GVR4 when I bought it.  Put the towing miles on the rental vehicle.  (Yes it's difficult to find one with a receiver hitch to rent)<BR>Kevin<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 08-23-2002).]||167.142.22.12||reg||1
Z||000006||Chris Sanders||08-23-2002||02:01 PM||cas0016@unt.edu||My Mom has a 2000 4 Runner that we've had to swipe a few times to pick cars up from the track that broke.  It pulls fine, but I dunno if I'd trust it on a 1k mile plus trip.  Just make sure you turn the OD off on whatever SUV you get if it's an auto.  I know quite a few people that have fried trannys towing when it constantly shifted between 3rd and 4th.||208.188.18.174||reg||1
Z||000007||1312VR4||08-23-2002||08:33 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Ok. WELLLLL.. here is what we got. It seems that a Pick up truck was our best bet( I know, I know. I told you so). we got a 2002 Toyota Tundra V8 4door. What I figured last night was that, we can put on a camper shell( the kind that will seal to the back window) & put carpet back there for the dog & we get the cab to ourselves & it can tow up to 7,200lbs. More than adequate. Thanks for all the help. Ya'll did get me seriously thinking about a truck||63.52.132.31||reg||1
Z||000008||Hertz||08-26-2002||07:33 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Mitsubishi Fuso?<P> <A HREF="http://www.mitfuso.com/vehicle.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitfuso.com/vehicle.htm</A> ||67.37.189.48||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000925.cgi
A||||9||Ian M||You better watch out for Kias.....||||10||
Z||000000||Ian M||08-22-2002||09:21 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.streetkiaz.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.streetkiaz.com</A> <BR>"Drive Hard. Drive Fast."  Too funny...<P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-22-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-22-2002).]||129.71.114.76||reg||10
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||08-25-2002||11:05 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||[pic]http://images.cardomain.com/installs/233000-233999/233392_3.jpg[/pic]<BR>LOL that says it all!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||08-25-2002||11:07 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||LOL damn I forgot how to post pics!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000003||199of2k||08-25-2002||11:38 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||    <IMG SRC="http://images.cardomain.com/installs/233000-233999/233392_3.jpg">    <P><BR>[ I M G ]hxxp://images.cardomain.com/installs/233000-233999/233392_3.jpg [ / I M G ]<P><BR>[This message has been edited by 199of2k (edited 08-25-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by 199of2k (edited 08-25-2002).]||68.14.75.95||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||08-26-2002||10:32 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Yeah, uh, gotta make sure he has enough downforce on those rear wheels.  WTF?||67.36.182.210||reg||1
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||08-26-2002||11:24 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Theres a guy here in Albany that has a GS Eclipse, he has a tripple blade wing thats about..... 3ft high, I dont think that this is just around here, but recently they have gone from the supras spoliers to the dual wing spoliers and the GTR wings. Ohhh and not to mention the GTR Jetta I beat the other day and the V8 Taurus SHO I tried to get to race....||24.58.146.89||reg||6
Z||000006||kartorium31||08-26-2002||12:58 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I thought SHOs had 6 cylinders made by yamaha?  did they make them 8 too?  cause that would be huge.||12.18.161.36||reg||5
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||08-26-2002||01:52 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Yeah, the last version of the SHO had a 3.4L DOHC V8 putting out around 240hp or so.  Too bad it's an automatic FWD car though.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  Oh & it's ugly to boot  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000008||Hertz||08-26-2002||02:04 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Ford Tortoise.||67.36.182.210||reg||1
Z||000009||199of2k||08-26-2002||04:16 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||I thought it was a cliTaurus||68.14.75.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000926.cgi
A||||18||Matt379||car insurance for GVR4||||1||
Z||000000||Matt379||08-23-2002||12:22 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Hey everyone,<P>What insurance companies do you use to insure your cars?  Does any company just through the VR-4 in the same category as the Galant GSX?  Just trying to find some good rates.<P>Thanks||68.51.85.114||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-23-2002||02:12 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||My VR-4 was cheaper than my 83 yota truck..........<P>Zach||64.157.127.239||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||08-23-2002||02:19 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||USAA.  I'm 29, married and live in Iowa which has some of the cheapest insurance in the country.<P>I insure the GVR4 with $1000 deductible and pay $177/six months.  ||205.217.142.131||reg||1
Z||000003||Hunter||08-23-2002||02:40 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||26 through Progressive.. uhh 2nd driver under my fiancee  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> paying 72 a month.||4.61.242.142||reg||1
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||08-23-2002||03:33 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||26 married, wife has one speeding ticket, haven't had one in 6 years.  278.40 for six months, 250 deductables on comp and 500 collision.  American Family Insurance.<p>[This message has been edited by VR6 Eater (edited 08-23-2002).]||24.167.209.7||reg||1
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||08-23-2002||05:56 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I am getting raped.  I am 19 with the car on full coverage for $175/month.  Ouch!||63.231.78.114||reg||1
Z||000006||mitsuvr4||08-23-2002||06:10 PM||||Geico classifies the VR-4 as a GSX since they don't have a specific category for a VR-4.  At least that is what my policy statement says.<P>Good luck shopping, I hate dealing with insurance crap!<P>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.244.141||reg||1
Z||000007||pudhed||08-23-2002||06:19 PM||smaug@alum.calberkeley.org||Geico lumps the VR4 with the GSX, insurance is about the same as on my 4cyl '89 Camry. Progressive does it by doors & displacement, when I had them the two cars were exactly the same price to insure.||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000008||kartorium31||08-23-2002||07:18 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||i'm 17 with no moving violations, i pay 84$ a month.  I am not sure but i think i am the primary driver, under my moms name of course.  allstate is our provider||12.18.161.153||reg||1
Z||000009||1312VR4||08-23-2002||08:38 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I use Geico. 26, married, $250 deductible. No tickets I pay $50/month full maxium coverage for it appraised value, (on paper w/ photos). I pay $102/month total for the SSE & the VR4, max coverage on both.||63.52.132.31||reg||1
Z||000010||blytz||08-23-2002||11:15 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I think Progressive does it a little more than that, cuz the Galant GSX was like $40 less a month than a VR-4 was, for me (never owned a GSX, just priced them). I WAS paying $500/6 months through Progessive for liability only on the VR-4 (22, married, only driver in house, 1 accident, 1 ticket). After getting my trunk and paying $175 a month full coverage (was JUST qouted $75 through AllState) Progressive is only charging me $30 a month more for the galant also.||205.188.197.143||reg||1
Z||000011||UndergroundVR-4||08-23-2002||11:58 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||When it goes on the road, roughly $4500.  No that's not full, just liability.  I forget the company name.<p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-23-2002).]||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000012||turbowop||08-24-2002||01:41 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||There's a lot of 26 year olds here including me. It looks like I am the only one not married or engaged though. Haha.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||198.81.17.31||reg||1
Z||000013||Hertz||08-25-2002||12:00 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||27... spent engagement ring money on car...||67.37.181.203||reg||1
Z||000014||Pappy||08-25-2002||12:30 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I pay 113 a month for comprehensive.  I'm not sure if it's $500 deductable or $250.  I think it's 250.  I have 1 ticket on my insurance and I'm 20.||155.33.100.186||reg||1
Z||000015||DeanCouchey||08-25-2002||10:57 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I payed 800 a year for me, I am 19 one ticket for 120 in a 65 (duh). I got NY basic and GMAC insurance. They grouped mine as a GSX AWD sedan, so they didnt realize the turbo..... Oh well!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000016||keydiver||08-26-2002||04:51 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I think I'm gonna move to Iowa! My insurance more than doubled when I moved to Palm Beach County, Florida. My wife and I are &gt;40, no accidents, no tickets, and I'm paying Progressive $1800/year for my '91 GVR-4 and her '95 3000GT SL. They claim that its because of the high rate of car thefts here, and the fact that 1 in 4 motorists have no insurance! <BR>   Insurance in Florida sucks. Getting homeowners is a joke. "Windstorm" (hurricane) is next to impossible. Actually, its been the biggest downside to moving here. Thanks for bringing up a sore subject.......<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.185||reg||1
Z||000017||ken inn||08-26-2002||05:07 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||oh, you wanna cry about insurance?  ok, my old home state, hawaii, has laws that allow the auto insurance companies to dump the worst 10% every year.  then, you go into the signed risk pool.  and the thing i really get pissed at, is part of your premium(why do they call it a premuim?) you pay, goes to the freakin people on WELFARE, cause if they dont have insurance, they cant have a car, and they cant go to work.  poor babies!  AND, when you buy a new car there, they get you for a SURCHARGE.  supposedly to cover extra costs of shipping the cars over there.  BUT, if you want to trade in your old car, it goes by "book" value, what happened to the surcharge?  btw, i am told that headlites and foglites are covered under "glass breakage", so if your ummm headlites got damaged, then you could like buy new 93 ones.  hmmmm||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000018||norm||08-26-2002||07:03 PM||||Mandatory insurance in CA, no tix, married, 3 cars (91, 92, 95 Audi wagn), no comp/collision (no lien holders), uninsured motorist coverage with $500 deductible, through Wawanesa Ins. --&gt; $553/year.<P>They really are the best priced company in my area (vs. AAA, 20th Century, Geico, Progressive, Advantage, Gateway, Freeway, Eastwood) and they do categorize the VR4 separately.<p>[This message has been edited by norm (edited 08-26-2002).]||199.106.16.3||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000927.cgi
A||||8||Garfield Wright||Washing||||1||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||08-23-2002||07:19 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I try to wash my car every weekend.  Operative word being TRY.  I usually do every 3-4weeks.  The problem is, I think there's one little birdie flying around & checking on me, because as soon as I wash it, the next morning there's crap in the center of the hood.  Should I launch a sting operation to catch this little birdie?||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||08-23-2002||07:43 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Daisy model 1880.  That'll "sting"||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||08-23-2002||08:30 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||M4, he wont feel a thing  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||08-23-2002||09:46 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I promise he's got family!||64.63.209.139||reg||8
Z||000004||91vr4evolution||08-23-2002||11:28 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Maybe you need to snare this little bird, take him for a blast round the block. Then, when you release him, he'll fly off to his mates, tell then about the unbelievable ride he just had. Then, they will only dump on Hondas, and everything will be right with the world, and, and,...tra-la-la, la-la,<P>Yours in temporary insanity,<BR>Mike. ||210.54.84.116||reg||12
Z||000005||Gvr4-330||08-24-2002||02:05 AM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||YOU'LL SHOOT YOUR EYE OUT!!!!!!<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Rob||24.44.200.0||reg||12
Z||000006||91vr4evolution||08-24-2002||03:29 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||You forgot to say "young man!"<P>Mike.||203.96.111.200||reg||7
Z||000007||number3||08-24-2002||02:06 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||We have another problem here in the tri state area. No water. We are 10-15inches below normal.<P>Huge fines for washing your car or watering lawns.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||UndergroundVR-4||08-24-2002||05:46 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I'm in N.Y. and I dont think they are inforcing that as we speak.  If so then I should be in big trouble!||152.163.206.211||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000928.cgi
A||||6||Johnny Bravo||Horrible vibration somewhere in driveline...||||4||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||08-24-2002||02:06 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Alright, I figured before that maybe the carrier bearing was going out as I had this thumping coming from the rear of the car under hard-ish acceleration.  It seems to have quickly evolved into a constant humming vibration & gotten louder all of the sudden.  Under light load it doesn't make much noise at all if any, but under medium-heavy load it really gets loud.  It happens in all gears, but more so in 3rd-5th.  If it is the carrier bearing then would I be best to get a Mitsu mechanic to change it out or would the $5 fix on VFAQ work ok?  I'm going off to school in just over a week so I really need it fixed asap & don't have too much time to work on it myself.  Any suggestions or things to look for would be greatly appreciated.  TIA!!!||205.188.209.75||reg||4
Z||000001||bob in chicago||08-25-2002||08:32 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I tried that silicone injection mod and it only made the vibration really terrible. A carrier bearing is only about $50 from Connicelli; You will have to disassemble the lo-bro joint to install the rear carrier. It's like a CV joint.||216.65.170.126||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||08-25-2002||04:17 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Any idea what the part# would be offhand???||152.163.207.72||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||08-25-2002||05:38 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Whelp I crawled under the car a bit today to check it out.  One of the bolts holding the assembly on there was a wee bit loose, but not enough to cause any problem at all.  The carrier bearing assembly itself had a LOT of play in it so I imagine that is what is causing the problem.  It's terrible to drive anymore so it's just gonna sit until I can get someone to fix it & get the parts for it.  Oh well  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||152.163.207.72||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||08-25-2002||09:43 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||kevin patrick has a driveshaft just rebuilt, and is going to put it in his car, then he is going to take his old one, and get it rebuilt, and ship it to me.  after i install it, if you want to use my old one as a core, let me know.  this way, you dont tie up the car for a long time.  as kevin found out, this is not an overnite thing, and it actually became quite complicated.  if he didnt do it this way, his car would have been down for several weeks.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||08-25-2002||11:52 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Well I have my ol' reliable '89 Honda Prelude S to cart me around in the meantime so it's not a problem if it's down a while.  The problem is that I won't have any time for a while as I'm going off to school in a week.  I may just stop by the local Mitsu dealer & see if they can fix it this week.  I know I know...they're usually a joke & I'd personally prefer to do it myself, but I'm kinda running out of time.  Oh well we'll see...   Ken, I'll let ya know what goes down & may end up needing your ds after all.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000006||bob in chicago||08-26-2002||08:35 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Check out: <A HREF="http://www.driveshaftshop.com/index2.ivnu" TARGET=_blank>http://www.driveshaftshop.com/index2.ivnu</A> ||216.65.173.248||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000929.cgi
A||N||3||Ferrari F50 GT||Non-Power Steering Coversion Question||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||08-25-2002||01:14 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||For all of you that have done or know a good deal about it, I need some help.<P>-What non-power steering rack do you use?<BR>-Is it a direct bolt up?<BR>-How stiff is the steering after the        replacement? <P>Thanks in advance!<P>(Sorry, meant "Conversion" in the title)<p>[This message has been edited by Ferrari F50 GT (edited 08-25-2002).]||63.227.44.51||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-25-2002||09:04 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Its a direct bolt on, I used the rack out of a 1.8 laser I think, It was 25 at the yard. Be sure to put new tie rod ends on. Its a little stiffer but nothing big.<P>Zach||64.156.78.15||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||08-25-2002||11:26 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Is it pretty tough to take out all the power steering equipment?  Someone was telling me that it is much easier with the engine pulled (of course).  Just wated to know if it was that tough.||63.227.44.51||reg||1
Z||000003||UndergroundVR-4||08-26-2002||06:01 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Unfortunately I haven't found a 1.8 manual steering rack swap instruction.  This is basically converting your stock power steering rack into manual.  I didn't read it completely.  I have a 1.8 rack from I beleive a Galant? I am going from what I remember my buddy saying so I may be wrong, but I think that was it.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org/archives/1998/08/19980818.txt/17.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsm.org/archives/1998/08/19980818.txt/17.html</A> <p>[This message has been edited by UndergroundVR-4 (edited 08-26-2002).]||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000930.cgi
A||N||1||Ferrari F50 GT||Hood Spacers||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||08-25-2002||06:31 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I am going to be doing the hood washer mod to draw heat out from the engine bay.  Just a question for those of you that have done it:  What is a good amount of washers to lift the hood up with?  Also, do you need longer bolts to do this?  Thanks.||63.227.44.51||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||08-25-2002||09:40 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||first, try removing the rubber gasket right by the wipers.  that alone may draw out the air you want.||4.47.36.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000931.cgi
A||||8||VR6 Eater||misaligned sub frame?  WTF?||||1||
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||08-25-2002||07:05 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I took my galant in to have the front end aligned after I put in my new clutch and they told me that my sub frame was out of whack.  They asked me if I put in the clutch and I said, yeah, do you think I'm going to pay 900 bucks for 10 hours worth of work.  Well if you did it yourself that would explain why it's all f#$ked up now. WTF?<P>I've had the front end torn apart more times than I can remember and this is the first time I've ever had someone tell me that since I did it myself that's why they can't fix it.  How in the hell do I fix this? A frame shop, or just go and kick the living shit out of it until doesn't pull anymore?||24.167.209.7||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||08-25-2002||08:07 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||My rear subframe was "out of wack" and was brought to my attention by the alignment shop this spring. <P>It was due to the four bolt install we did a few years back. They made it right for me. ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||08-25-2002||08:15 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Yeah, I guess it's possible that I screwed it up.  Without the supports in there it would be able to move pretty easy.  I guess the whole reason why I was so pissed is that the guy was just an asshole. ||24.167.209.7||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||08-25-2002||09:35 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||If you took the subframe loose and didn't scribe the location of the bolts first, when you tightened it up there is a very good chance that it shifted.  It's not a huge deal.  Somebody good with alignments (NOT me!) could straighten it out. And being a jerk about it with you is totally uncalled for, even if you came across the way it sounds like you may have in your post.  Most of the mechanics I know, good ones at least, don't like the idea of having to work on a car that has been worked on by the owner or other "unqualified person" (please don't think for a minute that _I_ think that _you_ are unqualified!) because of the mess that is often created that they are supposed to clean up.  I say that in general only.  For this guy it should have just been a profit opportunity to do relatively easy work on your car.  I'd say don't go back there, but find a good alignment shop and have them straighten out your cradle.  Expect to pay more, it is much more involved than just changing control arm or tie-rod positions.<P>Peter<p>[This message has been edited by turboflanagan (edited 08-25-2002).]||64.63.209.146||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||08-25-2002||09:38 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||last year when i blew the motor, i had a flatbed tow it home.  he bent both tow hooks bad, and i think the frame got tweaked a bit, too.  i will take it to a body shop very close to here, they have a laser rack, they put the car on the rack, dial in the specs, and hydraulic pullers will yank it back.  even cars coming from the factory brand new can be out.  a modern day frame machine will make it better than new.  i think the cost just to put it up and see is like 45 bucks, then i think it is hourly to pull it.  the first owner go it in a pretty good wreck, and it was never put back exactly right, because when i did my shocks, i could see that they had "engineered" it.  btw, have you ever changed out the bushings on the support that goes left to right, under the motor?||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||08-26-2002||12:41 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||No I have not changed those bushings.  I do need to change alot bushings on it, I'll probably really get it out of whack when I'm done with that.<P>I know that most shop mechanics hate working on cars that the owners have worked on, the thing is, he wasn't even the guy working on the car.  I tried really hard to hold my composure with him, I thought I did a good job of it too. I would've gladly paid him his 68 dollars and hour for labor if he had told me that it was out of whack and they could shift the sub-frame.  Instead he told me that they couldn't do it that day, they were just to busy.  My money will just get spent somewhere else.<P>I did find a body right done the road from them that charged 60 bucks and hour on the frame rack.  That's less than the tire shop by eight bucks an hour.  ||24.167.209.7||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||08-26-2002||09:52 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||yah, well, make sure you go in and check out what they have for a frame machine.  if it is just a bunch of hydraulic jacks with hooks and chains, leave quietly.  if it is a computer controlled full rack with lasers, get real friendly with them.  also, kinda check out the cars they are working on, if there are some really nice custom ones or very new and big buck ones, they are probably a good place to do it.||63.146.72.149||reg||1
Z||000007||turboflanagan||08-26-2002||08:48 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||What Ken said plus:  Check if their "frame time" will set the suspension too or just make sure your frame is straight and the subframe is in it's proper place.  You may need an alignment after they set everything straight and if their frame machine is not set up to measure and correct alignment angles... more $$$ to somebody else all over again.||64.63.209.21||reg||1
Z||000008||VR6 Eater||08-26-2002||10:11 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Thanks for all the advice.  The place I found did have alot nice cars there.  I didn't know what to look for in a frame rack, so that is good to know.  We'll see how things go.||24.167.209.7||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000932.cgi
A||||9||Garfield Wright||bob dole's galant||||10||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||08-26-2002||11:03 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I've attached a link to the last moroso event where aka bob dole & his galant was present.  It's 4 rows down & 3rd column in. <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/events/moroso810-112002/gallery/page5.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.southfloridatuners.com/events/moroso810-112002/gallery/page5.htm</A> ||66.176.234.150||reg||10
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||08-26-2002||11:13 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Whats the deal with those Lancers??? that white one looks pretty sweet... Are they EVO convos or just worked over ones?||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||08-26-2002||12:33 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Who's black GVR-4 is that to the right of Bob's?  I love the rims on it...they remind me of Mille Miglia HT3's.  Good lookin' car||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||08-26-2002||02:11 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||5Zigen Fighters?||67.36.182.210||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||08-26-2002||10:23 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Bob's car is very sweet. Saw it there while I was in Mororo. <P>More pics can be seen here. <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/idrc_hurricane_nats_2002" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/idrc_hurricane_nats_2002</A> <P>Those Evo's where the real deal. Street driven variety. Now sure if they where vin swaps or registered as mirages but they made mid 13 sec passes all day bone stock.<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||08-27-2002||10:17 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Likely from  <A HREF="http://www.evolutionimports.com" TARGET=_blank>www.evolutionimports.com</A>  or similar.||67.37.179.90||reg||1
Z||000006||Garfield Wright||08-27-2002||12:07 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Yep.  Real Evos.  White one is a Tommi 6 edition & the yellow one is a 7.  The white one was running consitent 13's all day long.  The yellow was a little slower.  Seems like the driver made a difference.||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000007||talontsi||08-27-2002||05:17 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Not to get off topic but I spoke to the guy with the white evo (makien edition) and it was imported  by him from South America.<BR>Not sure how he did it but he had the papers and the insurance.<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000008||Hertz||08-28-2002||12:59 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Why is so hard for automakers to sell such fun cars in the U.S.?  I think the best the Big 3 have to offer in 2003 is that Dodge Neon SRT-4.  Not that I'm particularly excited about hordes of 16 year-olds with turbo'ed cars...||67.36.184.174||reg||1
Z||000009||kartorium31||08-28-2002||02:40 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Hey! i was 16 when i bought my car, and i would like to think i am seperate from the group u are pointing out.  Although i can be quite dangerous behind the wheel and stupid also, haha.  I have much to learn||12.18.161.17||reg||12




ubb/Forum3/000933.cgi
A||||10||kartorium31||sunroof troubles||||1||
Z||000000||kartorium31||08-26-2002||09:24 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Hey guys, i have a little problem with my sunroof.  it was opening fine but then when u close it it would get crooked and not shut all the way.  it was also not tilting on the same side that would lag behind and cause the crookedness.  so today i printed out some of the manual and went out to solve the problem.  i got the glass out and after many minutes of fidling and scanning i found a little plastic piece had busted.  it explains why it won't tilt and why it doesn't return.  The problem is that i think i need a new track and all the lower stuff on the assembly cause the plastic piece is attached to the little chain/belt that pulls and pushes it.  I guess the question is, does any one have parts for this or any advice?||12.18.161.17||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||08-27-2002||10:23 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Well, if you have all the pieces -- superglue or JB Weld and put it back together.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Just playing devils advocate, since the sunroof was an option on the VR-4s, there may be severe shortage of parts, unless it was used on another vehicle...  But I really don't know.<P>Do you think it died because of a lack of lubrication?  Maybe the track siezed and that plastic piece is the weakest link.||67.37.179.90||reg||1
Z||000002||1101||08-27-2002||01:04 PM||karns10@attbi.com||I believe all galant sunroofs 89-93 are the same. I have seen several in junk yards.<P>Ward<P><p>[This message has been edited by 1101 (edited 08-27-2002).]||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000003||teet||08-27-2002||04:57 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||hey...I got a sunroof in my parts GVR4 that I was going to pull and sell.<P>You can have EVERYTHING you want for 50 bucks...glass...covers...motors...etc...but you gotta come to portland and help me pull it.<P>john<P>||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||08-28-2002||01:48 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Selling anything else?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||67.36.184.174||reg||10
Z||000005||kartorium31||08-28-2002||02:34 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Cool, i think ill take you up on that one john.  I don't really need the glass but if you want to sell it as one i am fine with that.  email me with info on a date and where etc.||12.18.161.17||reg||7
Z||000006||JonGVR4||08-28-2002||04:37 PM||jon@jgronline.com||John, you have a good clean way to replace the sunroof or is it "rally spec" and ugly?||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||beavis||08-29-2002||02:12 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||hey i'm having the exact same problem you are. could you be kind enough to help me fix it?  i thought i would have to remove the headliner to access the sunroof.  mine sticks on the drivers side.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||kartorium31||08-29-2002||06:00 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||IF it is sticking when you close it or when you try to open the tilt one side doesn't go up it is probably all gunked up and u need to work it with some wd or this part is busted.  Taking the glass off is really easy, all you have to do is pull off the two side trim pieces on the glass and under them there are three bolts that can be full undone or loosened so u can adjust the glass.<BR>take these off and pull the glass off.  Then start opening and closing to find the culprate(sp?).  The problem with mine was the little plastic piece at the back of the track almost under the roof, it has a big hole in it so you can access the screw that holds the track down.  this piece should not be able to move (if you pull on it or try to move it it should be solid).  Hope that helps.  If you need any help email me.<P>karter<BR>||12.18.161.17||reg||1
Z||000009||teet||08-30-2002||03:20 AM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||sorry I didn't get back right away.  I have been in class most of the week.<P>I have a parts GVR4 that is going to become the next Mofugas rally beast.  Most of the interior is there...but the leather at sometime was replaced with cloth.  So if anyone in the NW wants a complete cloth interior...I have one...CHEAP!  I sure ain't shipping it though<P>Jon...of course I have a good way to make it look sexy  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I'll never let the Mofugas rally car turn into a super beast if I have any say in it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  <P>plug = 20 guage aluminum rolled to match roof contur.  glued on with aircraft epoxy.  edges feathered with bondo.  You probably will be able to see a bump or so up close, but it shouldn't be terrible.<P>Email me and we'll work out the details on the sunroof.<P>jteeter_rally@yahoo.com<P>if anyone else needs parts from the interior, drop me an email.  Please don't email me about crap like the little plastic knobs on the locks and piddly crap like that...if I can't sell it for over 20 bucks, I am probably not going to ship it.  i hate shipping things. <P>john<P>||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000010||teet||09-02-2002||03:54 AM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||haven't heard from you.  Do you really want the sunroof?<P>jteeter_rally@yahoo.com<P>john||134.134.136.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000934.cgi
A||N||4||livnlrg8ez||92 Galant VR4 Question||||5||
Z||000000||livnlrg8ez||08-26-2002||10:12 PM||page916@earthlink.net||Hello, I have a question, I have a 92 VR4 w/61k miles and was concidering in modding the engine and suspension, to do track events, auto-x and road course, does any one here track there car, if so how well can you make it handle? Also was thinking of selling the car and getting a Subaru WRX, and doing similar mods, has anyone here compared the 2, I don;t want to spend too much money on a 10 year old car, what do you guys/girls think<BR>Thanks||24.199.110.25||reg||5
Z||000001||bob in chicago||08-27-2002||09:20 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Here's my recommendations: Contact <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com" TARGET=_blank>www.mofugas.com</A>  for parts & tips. (esp. his Whiteline suspension kit) <P>You must eliminate AWS and replace all suspension bushings with poly. Must get front & rear strut bars. Must get the caster & camber mods, & biggest rear swaybar.<P>I have coilover lowering springs which permit raising my daily driver back up to stock height when I put on the 4 snow tires in winter. I have AGX 8-way shocks rear & GAB 4-way fronts. See also Ken Inn's rave about the Tein set up.<P>Baer big brakes for front (if you are serious about road track days and high speed autocrosses) Stainless steel brakes lines. I still have stock front calipers, so I use cross-drilled, cyro-treated front rotors and do not get warping. I use EBC Green pads for everyday; Yellows for track days (I go thru one $100 set per day. <P>16" x 7.5 wheels minimum with 245-45 or 225-45 max performance tires for street (I have Dunlop SP-9000) Suggest 225-50 DOT race tires for events; they're always available. 17" wheels even better, 'cause you can use the 13" Baer rotors for best braking.<P>Finally, the driver is the biggest variable. I recommend you just run events every time you can to gain experience and learn the fast lines. My two cents...<P>||216.65.173.9||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||08-27-2002||08:35 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||$100 set of pad PER DAY?!?!  And no rotor warpage?!?!?  WOW!||64.63.209.206||reg||11
Z||000003||bob in chicago||08-28-2002||12:39 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I use one set of Yellow EBC fronts after about 3 hours of track time on a fairly tight circuit, going as fast as I can (and stopping as fast, too). ||24.148.23.192||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||08-28-2002||12:55 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||bob,<BR>Please post pics of your interior...||24.196.87.195||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/000935.cgi
A||||22||talontsi||New to VR4's not to DSM's||||14||
Z||000000||talontsi||08-26-2002||10:28 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Well I just wanted to introduce myself.<BR>I recently purchased my first GVR4 from Geo on this board.<P>Just wanted to let you know that it will be in running condition soon with a few mods.<P>Here are some preliminary pics. The new motor goes in later this week. 95 piston 1g 6 bolt with no BS.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4</A> <P>The car should run some good times once I get a FMIC.<P>Really happy to have the Poor mans evo. <P>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold<BR><p>[This message has been edited by talontsi (edited 08-26-2002).]||209.80.66.126||reg||14
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||08-26-2002||11:07 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Nice looking ride...I always thought those rims really set the car off nice   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">   Makes me even more eager to drop some paper on a set   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||08-26-2002||11:11 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||They are forsale if your interested.<BR>Send me an email.<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||08-26-2002||11:44 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||This is just how the back of my car looks.  <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/image/4115199" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/image/4115199</A>   The orignial owner took all the other logos and stickers off.  I really like it like that.<BR> <A HREF="http://home.insightbb.com/~w.sands/DSM/dsm.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://home.insightbb.com/~w.sands/DSM/dsm.htm</A> <P>William||12.221.228.11||reg||1
Z||000004||blytz||08-27-2002||09:50 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Hey man! Glad to have you... I'm glad someone good got Geo's ride..... but are you sure trading the starlet to HIM was a good idea?!?!?!?!?!   ;-&gt;||172.147.203.90||reg||1
Z||000005||talontsi||08-27-2002||05:22 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I am sure Geo will get the Starlet running right, I had it pretty much figured out so it will make it easier for him.<P>My plans changed and the VR4 looks like the best thing for me right now.<P>Should be up and running later this week.<BR>Pulled Geo's motor that killed the bearing today. <P>Just need to get the center diff welded and it is time to drop in the motor.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000006||Geovannie||08-27-2002||09:03 PM||geovannie@boostaholic.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blytz:<BR><B>Hey man! Glad to have you... I'm glad someone good got Geo's ride..... but are you sure trading the starlet to HIM was a good idea?!?!?!?!?!   ;-&gt;</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>That was harsh Matt lol. <BR>||24.73.105.233||reg||1
Z||000007||blytz||08-28-2002||08:41 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||hehe, j/k!!!!||172.149.34.99||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||08-28-2002||09:38 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Nice car! Be nice to see it in the member's section with some more info on it someday? <BR>Ola and Welcome.||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000009||talontsi||08-28-2002||09:43 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I will be glad to send in the info for the members section. I should have more pics next week with the car actually running.<BR>The car will have the standard go fast goodies.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000010||talontsi||09-06-2002||05:25 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||New pics are up with the new motor installed. <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4</A> <P>Motor is a 1g 6bolt with 95 pistons, ported head and 264 cams.<P>Car won't be ready for NDRA so I will be waiting to get a FMIC before hitting the track.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000011||talontsi||10-10-2002||10:04 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Well I got the FMIC in and got it partially installed. It came from a DSM and I basially made the pipeing fit. The core is not large but I hope it will be able to keep up with the t3/t4 setup.<P>Enjoy!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000012||talontsi||10-25-2002||06:36 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Just another update on my car.<BR>Here are the new pics with the gauge install complete. I know i am going to get flack from soem of you guys for hacking up the HVAC but the AC in my car did not work and I don't need heat in FL. <BR> <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=6" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=6</A> <P>I am just waiting on my whinebro so I can start her up.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000013||talontsi||11-20-2002||11:03 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Well today I got # 100/2000 back on the road. After many busted knucles and a few gallons of blood she fired up and is purring like a kitten.<P>I should have new pics up on Friday. I am also working on the long mod list.<P>Just glad to have a running AWD again.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000014||blacksheep||11-21-2002||12:30 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Did you re-locate your heater controls or get rid of them all ?<P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000015||talontsi||11-21-2002||11:29 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||No HVAC controls at all.<BR>The AC components where in very poor condition so I removed it and since I live in FL there is little use for heat.<P>I is really not that hard to put back that heater controls if I want to.<BR>||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000016||talontsi||11-22-2002||05:20 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Well the new pics are up with the fresh powder coated wheels. <BR>Just need to button up the front bumper and install the 93 headlights.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4</A> <P>She runs like a champ!<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000017||GVR4ZUM||11-22-2002||09:44 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Good job.<BR>Wheels came out really nice too.<BR>What's the size of those tires?||209.244.236.4||reg||14
Z||000018||talontsi||11-22-2002||10:05 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Thanks!<BR>The tires are 205/50/16.<BR>I have only heard good things about them too.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000019||1quickvr4||11-22-2002||11:20 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Those look alot shorter than my 225 zeixs, You mean 15 inch right......<P>Zach||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000020||talontsi||11-23-2002||11:43 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Sorry it was a typo they are 15".||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000021||bob in chicago||11-24-2002||08:45 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Great looking car!  Sooooo nice to see another GVR4 taken to this level of performance.||216.65.161.89||reg||14
Z||000022||talontsi||11-24-2002||02:09 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Thanks Bob!<BR>Hopefully all the $ invested will payoff with some nice et's.<BR>There are just too many fast gvr4's in FL so I need to keep up.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by talontsi (edited 11-24-2002).]||65.32.23.88||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000936.cgi
A||||15||JSTYLE||Burnout?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||08-27-2002||09:32 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Not to sound dumb but ive never actually tried to do a 4wd burnout. Just wondering if any of you guys could tell me exactly what i should be doing? I have a rough idea, but something from somebody who has been there and down it would be nice!<P>Burnout for drags  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Jon||203.173.164.108||reg||1
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||08-27-2002||01:04 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||yeah put oil on the tires!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||08-27-2002||02:01 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Wait till it rains.<P>I've done a drift from a stop while turning on dry roads.  It takes a high RPM launch with a slip.  It is fun, but dammage could resault if it wasn't done right.<P>Also, I wouldn't even try it on a stock clutch.  <P>William||12.221.228.11||reg||1
Z||000003||kartorium31||08-27-2002||04:08 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I assume u are talking about from a stop, if so then i advise not doing it unless the pavement is lubricated in some way.  one time in the wet i burned all four through 1st gear by dropping the clutch at about 5000rpm.  if you dont immediatly break loose it will be even harder on you drivetrain so make sure you spin em real quick.  If you are talking about burning out while moving i always have to be cornering hard or else give it some help and flick the ebrake once to break the tires loose.  I have since stopped doing this because i am pretty sure it is slowly killing the car and i have no safe place to drive erraticaly.||12.18.161.17||reg||7
Z||000004||Ian M||08-27-2002||07:09 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Try bouncing it off the 7600 rpm factory limiter facing uphill on a steep hill and sidestep the clutch...let us know how it goes...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-27-2002).]||129.71.115.229||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||08-27-2002||07:37 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ian M:<BR><B> Try bouncing it off the 7600 rpm factory limiter facing uphill on a steep hill and sidestep the clutch...let us know how it goes...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 08-27-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Make sure you disconnect the transfer case first, then block the rear tires from the front and rear. Then drop; it will hold you in place to spin and also that way you don't go into the middle of the road when your clutch breaks and you roll backwards  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||Ian M||08-28-2002||07:03 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B> Make sure you disconnect the transfer case first, then block the rear tires from the front and rear. Then drop; it will hold you in place to spin and also that way you don't go into the middle of the road when your clutch breaks and you roll backwards   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Heheh, If you cant find a good hill you could try  nosing  the front bumper up against a solid wall to hold it still.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>||129.71.114.112||reg||1
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||08-28-2002||08:32 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hahah yep that will work also  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000008||gvr4ever||08-29-2002||12:21 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||If you want your car to last without lots of repairs, try and avoid spinning the tires in a AWD or at least wait till your tires are worn.  It is easy with bald rear tires  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>William  <P>||12.221.228.11||reg||1
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||08-29-2002||11:09 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||step 1:  start saving up for a new center differential||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000010||sleeper||08-29-2002||12:31 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||It's really hard to get the VR-4 to do donuts.  I tried it many times and even in wet pawment it just pushes the front of the car forward.<P>The solution! <BR>4 aquarium air lines running to all 4 tires<BR>from a windshield washer tank filled with bleach.<BR>Results? A dissapeared Galant in a cloud of smoke.<P>Have fun!<BR>Gabor<BR>692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||08-29-2002||03:23 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||LOL! That reminds me of my '70 Formula 400 Firebird I had back in the late 70's. The guy who owned it previously had installed windshield washer jets in front of both rear tires just like that. Thinking back now, I wish I would have hooked them up and tried it out!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR> ||66.156.210.185||reg||1
Z||000012||91vr4evolution||08-29-2002||03:31 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I read a magazine story once, it was tongue in cheek, of course, but the writer, as a young man, wanted to do a huge burnout to impress the "ladies". Well, he had an old six cylinder Falcon, and this thing was gutless. So what he did was, just before he got to the local hangout, he pulled over and smeared beef dripping over the rear tyres. Then he pulled into the carpark, dropped the clutch, and whammo! instant smoke! The other trick he had, was to pull one of the spark leads off to make the engine sound really lumpy!<P>Mike.<BR>||203.96.111.200||reg||1
Z||000013||Hertz||08-29-2002||05:08 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||That's when you hook up a spark to the exhaust so you can shoot flames.  If you can go off in a cloud of smoke whilst flames shoot out of the tailpipe you'll get all the chicks.<P>As far as doing donuts, it's probably a lot easier to do them in reverse.||67.37.190.59||reg||1
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||08-29-2002||05:39 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>That's when you hook up a spark to the exhaust so you can shoot flames.  If you can go off in a cloud of smoke whilst flames shoot out of the tailpipe you'll get all the chicks.<P>As far as doing donuts, it's probably a lot easier to do them in reverse.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Bah, don't need no steenkin spark plug in the exhaust to make flames.  <BR> <A HREF="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/4G63/files/Howard%27s%20GVR4/howardflames.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/4G63/files/Howard%27s%20GVR4/howardflames.jpg</A> ||129.120.56.208||reg||1
Z||000015||Ash||08-29-2002||06:28 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I got the doughies going pretty good on some dirt, then I snapped 2nd & lost my first clutch.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||203.220.202.141||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000937.cgi
A||||6||DeanCouchey||0-60 in 5.4 and only $62,000||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||08-27-2002||01:10 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I know it is for charity and all but I think it says that not all the proceeds go to the charity. Nice car and all but itsa kinda like paying 15 K over for a PT cruiser or 20K over for a T-bird! What people will do to be  # 00000001||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||08-27-2002||02:16 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||what is it????||172.138.161.67||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||08-27-2002||03:54 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||It's the First new Z car off the production line. It's on Ebay at over $65k.||206.217.195.214||reg||1
Z||000003||Martin Chilcote||08-27-2002||05:48 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||Here's another deal: <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1854273080" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1854273080</A> ||12.110.136.92||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||08-28-2002||01:46 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||The frightening thing is that the BID is for the delivery -- NOT the car.||67.36.184.174||reg||1
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||09-02-2002||11:09 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Thats not to bad.... PT cruisers were going like 7K over and T-birds 10-15 over!!!!! The only other thing! in all the mags I have read it says 0-60 in 5.4 and only 27K...... So how does the kickpanals, nav system and floormats come to over 35K?||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000006||evol||09-05-2002||09:42 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Hahaha. That's why I'm going to my local mitsu dealeship with a couple grand and buying up all of their EVOs so I can auction off the deliveries and make about 5x my inital investemnt. Talk about free money! Doesn;t get much easier than that. ||134.124.18.50||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000938.cgi
A||||21||Team Ducktape||A better theory on the 11 second cars that everyone seems to, have-to-have.....||||1||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||08-27-2002||07:25 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.sdsefi.com/tech400.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.sdsefi.com/tech400.htm</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-27-2002||08:09 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Its the truth, And some people just dont"Get It". Its sad to say but with the import scene the way it is now I dont know if I want to be a part of it. Keep in mind that Im 20 and look and dress like a 2g NA owner or a Honda owner. The diffrence is in the way you think and set goals, Thats why my 14b Galant is probley the first or second fastest 4 banger car that goes to the street races around here, Its gotton to the point that the supras we have dont want to race(All Mild BPUs)Now the only thing I get to race are LS1s and some heavey modded GTs and Cobras. I dont know whats gonna happen when we finish my Buddys 77 Celica (RWD,400hp,2000to2300 pounds w/Driver) And go play. I have even been looking for a Mustang SVO to build.<P>(Rant mode off)<P>Zach||209.245.239.92||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||08-28-2002||01:42 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Thanks for posting that link -- a very useful site.<P>I think most VR-4 owners are a breed apart, and I'm thankful for that.  I am fairly suprised at the number of people who drag race theirs.  Rally and Auto-X make more sense to me, especiall considering the car's heritage.<P>Personally, for now, I am quite content with having an AWD, turbocharged, average-looking (perhaps dated), faster-than-average car.... it's very useful for passing that teenaged Honda driver (with lighted blue washer jets and 20 decals for parts he doesn't have) driving like a moron on the highway.||67.36.184.174||reg||1
Z||000003||blytz||08-28-2002||08:44 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||cool link. I'd been to the site but never seen that before.<P>Hertz, you ever AutoX your car? I personally find that the small courses that they run locally SUCK in the galant.... I think maybe the 4WS has something to do with that though...||172.149.34.99||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||08-28-2002||09:34 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I think "bob from Chicago" runs autox. Not sure but I think he said the same thing about the AWS. I have no idea the one and only reason I will hold on to it untill the last possible moment, is becasue simply not many cars have AWS.. But I've heard from others that droping it makes a big diffrence for ralling, drifting and such. Maybe they just need more power to get it to break loose?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||08-28-2002||10:45 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Nope, never raced anything... yet.  I'll probably start with go-karts and work my way up.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Honestly, I think if I were to get into racing I would likely choose something with 2 doors to start.  But for now I still need to get the groceries home as quickly as possible.  Hate it when the ice cream melts.<P>As far as the AWS -- maybe you could cross the hydraulic lines to the rear rack so it would turn out of phase... that'd really get the ass end kicking out!  It would be like rally racing on dry pavement.||67.37.231.22||reg||1
Z||000006||UndergroundVR-4||09-02-2002||11:28 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||That's FWD though, not to say that AWD is completely different.  I needed all you guys to knock some sense into me about wanting an 11 second AWD daily driver  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000007||UndergroundVR-4||09-05-2002||10:41 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I am attempting to debate this article with a Honda owning friend of mine.  A statement made in this article which I am unsure about but he says is BS is this.<BR>"You cannot make 400 hp on pump gas out of your 1.6 liter Honda engine."<P>His statement to me was, "it's not cheap but it can be done, just take a hatch with a B16a and you can do it".<BR>I have no first hand knowledge but that seems obtainable to me, as long as you don't mind spending the money.  Also he says to me that it's BS that you will eat axles if you have race axles.  <BR>What do you guys think about this?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||09-05-2002||11:08 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Read the artical again.. It talks of people thinking a "street legal" Honda will run 11's it will not and that is all. Tell your friend to read it..... And BS if all you need is that motor and a hatch. Besides being totaly stripped you will have to have some type of power adder, Oh and the stickers will only add 20hp.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||09-05-2002||11:17 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||<BR>Oh no! The chat groups have got hold of this one again! This article talks about Hondas, not DSMs. It talks about 1.6 liter engines running on pump gas NOT making 400hp. It talks about stock transaxles and halfshafts blowing up on a regular basis with 400 hp behind them. It talks about running these times on DOT rubber, not slicks.<P>Bottom line here: Bolting a turbo kit onto your 1.6 Civic running pump gas and street rubber will not give you an 11 second car. Build up a trick engine with all the right parts, run it on 118 octane, do some suspension work, install a stronger transaxle and halfshafts and a set of slicks along with some weight reduction and you can have an 8 or 9 second FWD car. This ain't a street car any more boys and you just dropped 10-15K plus the car. <A HREF="http://www.sdsefi.com/tech400.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.sdsefi.com/tech400.htm</A> <p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 09-05-2002).]||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000010||UndergroundVR-4||09-06-2002||01:17 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||I don't think you understood what I asked.  I wasn't implying that it's as easy as getting some si hatch and 1,2,3 a few bolt ons and you can do it.  I asked if you really think that a 1.6 cant put out 400 hp with 94 octane.  Notice what he says<BR>"For younger readers, dreaming of big horsepower on the street, be prepared to lower your expectations a lot. You cannot make 400 hp on pump gas out of your 1.6 liter Honda engine."<BR>He said you CANNOT make 400 hp on pump gas out of a 1.6 liter honda engine.  He did not say that you cannot pass inspection AND make that much power in that engine, nor did he say that you cannot have a streetable car that makes that much power with that engine.  He said plain and simple, you cannot make 400 hp on a 1.6 liter honda engine with pump gas. My memory being what it is, I cannot think of a car in particular which does make that kind of power on that engine but I think what he says there is BS.  I don't care if you have to rebuild the engine every two runs, or if the car would in no way be street driven.  The point is, he is saying that a 1.6 honda engine cant put that much power out with 94 octane gas. ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000011||Team Ducktape||09-06-2002||01:34 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||The statement was made I believe for the stock Honda engine. Remember the engines we have are of the few that can double the horsepower before doing the lower half. As he states later on, after what you just quoted:<BR>While some full race drag engines might produce this power for a short period of time on 112 octane race gas, you can be sure that this engine costs a minimum of $10,000 with a vast array of custom parts and specialized preparation within. Even if you had such an engine in your car and a supply of race fuel, the tires would totally go up in smoke all of the time, the torque steer would be ferocious and you would be puking out clutches, CV joints, transaxles and engine block parts onto the road all of the time. <BR>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000012||UndergroundVR-4||09-06-2002||01:39 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Ok you are making me repeat myself so I will simply cut and paste what I just wrote...<P>I don't care if you have to rebuild the engine every two runs, or if the car would in no way be street driven. The point is, he is saying that a 1.6 honda engine cant put that much power out with 94 octane gas. <P>Now you are telling me that you agree with him in saying that a 1.6 honda engine cannot produce 400 hp on 94 octane PERIOD whether it be street legal or not.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000013||Team Ducktape||09-06-2002||01:41 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||This says it best for all the arguments to come.<BR>We're not attacking the cars, we're attacking the mentality of naive people who believe all the hype in the glossy mags without question. News flash! You can't defy the laws of physics, even with a Honda. Triple the power through the stock drivetrain and it will break. Triple the hp requires triple the brake mean effective cylinder pressure. It's going to detonate on pump gas and grenade. Educate yourself a bit:||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000014||Team Ducktape||09-06-2002||01:47 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Here is what I'm saying, no on a "stock" 1.6 liter honda engine you will not beable to push 400hp on 94 octane AND have a "street" legal car. That is what I'm saying. He said what he said, I can't argue that much because I really don't know everything about Hondas, just the basics.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000015||UndergroundVR-4||09-06-2002||01:54 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||So you treat the car like gold.  Yes you're going to break axles, yes you're going to go through clutches quite often.  That doesn't mean it can't be done and it doesn't mean that you are going to be stuck on the side of the road waiting for a tow every weekend.  KNOW how to drive your car and most importantly BUILD IT RIGHT!   I'm not saying it is something that i would want to do considering how much trouble it would cause but it's quite possible and if you want to deal with a car like that daily then go for it.  Not to mention you will spend your entire earnings on building and repairing it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> .  I know what you are saying though and I understand the point that this guys is trying to get across.  It's just not practical and even if you do this and blow your entire paycheck each week to improve and repair the car and insure your backup ride, it will still not be as much fun as having a 12 second car that you can beat on (to an extent <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> )and smoke vettes in daily in.  ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000016||keydiver||09-06-2002||12:29 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If you are saying that money is no object, then of course you could build a 400HP 1.6  that would run on 94 octane. HP = torque X RPM, so you would just have to build the whole thing out of titanium so you could wind the piss out of it;-) Seriously though, with strong enough parts, a wild enough cam, and water injection, I could believe that a well-engineered turbo'd 1.6 could make 400 HP on street gas, but its gonna be at some outrageously high RPM, and I wouldn't want to be around when it blows.<BR>Flame on?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000017||JonGVR4||09-06-2002||01:10 PM||jon@jgronline.com||If a freaking POS 2G 7 bolt motor can make 400 hp on pump gas to the wheels, a Honda 1.6L engine can too.<P>400hp at the crank should be pretty easy for a 1.6L engine too.  I know there are some out there already.  I wouldn't be suprised to hear that an 89 Dodge Colt Turbo hasn't already done this.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000018||Team Ducktape||09-06-2002||07:36 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yes money is the ticket and no, a stock honda won't make 400hp. If I rememer the stock engine on those things can hold like "maybe" 6-10psi. So no sence putting a huge turbo or anything like that on it. And really to compare a nt car to a turbo car really isn't fair. The Honda SOHC stock makes what (civic si) 80hp?? And the DOHC turbo car makes what 190? That 420 engine can easly get 400 I don't see that Honda getting 400 that easy, but yea with $$$ it really doesn't matter. Heck with enough $ I can put my old dodge dakota into the 11's. But if your talking Hondas; Me I would go with 10:1 (atleast) pistons and methenoal and 150 (or so) shot of juice. Yea I could see 400hp, but no way on that stock internals, or extrenals (CV joints, clutches, ect). But to say the average Honda will can compete with any DSM is down right Rediclious :0  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000019||Team Ducktape||09-06-2002||07:41 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Ooops the Honda year 2000 makes 160hp, and it has a DOHC the 89's and others still have the SOHC my bad:<BR>Honda Civic Si Coupe (Canadian SiR) 1.6 L DOHC VTEC Inline-4 2601 lbs 160 bhp @ 7600 rpm 111 lb/ft @ 7000 rpm 7.4 sec. 15.7 sec. @ 90.4 <BR> <A HREF="http://jdmfan.com/articles/edmund_rt/" TARGET=_blank>http://jdmfan.com/articles/edmund_rt/</A> <P><p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 09-06-2002).]||216.183.225.195||reg||6
Z||000020||UndergroundVR-4||09-07-2002||09:34 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Ok good, I agree.  That was a problem that I had with the article.  I know it was directed toward something that would be streetable/practicle but he said straight up that you can't make that power on pump gas in that engine, which is simply not true.  He say's that the torque steer will be so ferocious that you will be puking out clutches, cv joints, transaxles and engine block parts all over the road.  Apparently he is referring to stock equipment, considering that if you build the car right you will not have the trouble he is describing.  Yes I'm sure you will have a good amount of trouble, but not going through parts like mad, IF they are the right parts.  I can't say how long 2600 pound clutch will last because that all depends on the driver and how often they race the car, but I would not say that he will be "puking out clutches" as if he would go through them bi-weekly.  Also unless you have stock transaxle parts you aren't going to be tearing up the transmission.  All I'm saying is that he seems to be referring to much of these things as if they were still stock, and no one in their right mind would attempt an 11 second FWD car on a stock clutch/transaxle/engine block IMHO.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000021||UndergroundVR-4||09-07-2002||09:36 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR>[B]If a freaking POS 2G 7 bolt motor can make 400 hp on pump gas to the wheels, a Honda 1.6L engine can too.<BR>B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>HAHA don't hate on the 7 bolts just because so many of them are garbage!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000939.cgi
A||||13||Hertz||Brake, Alternator and ABS lights came on?||||1
Z||000000||Hertz||08-28-2002||12:56 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Just before I was parking the car tonight my ALT and ABS lights flicked on for a second, went out and as I was parking they came on again -- this time I noticed that the E-Brake light was on also... with no apparent affect.<P>If it wasn't for the E-brake light, I would have assumed that my alternator belt was loose or something (I do get a bit of a "warm" smell, but no audible slippage).  I have all new belts and honestly haven't checked the tension in 300 miles.<P>BUT, the E-brake light?  The brake wasn't touched -- handle is down all the way.<P>As Bob in Chicago suggested (regarding some idle problems) I should check my ECU for capicator leakage.  Could this strange behavior be ECU-related or alternator/belt related?<P>Any help would be appreciated -- I'll investigate further tomorrow, just wanted to "troll" a little bit before hand.  Thanks.<P>-Ryan||67.36.184.174||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||08-28-2002||04:38 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||About a week ago my alt and parking brake lights came on and they would stay on whenever the car car was running. I checked everything - all wires, connections,etc... but nothing was wrong anywhere. (caps were done a while back) Then I had a leak in my exhaust system fixed and the lights went out and haven't given me a problem since. My experience w/ it probably doesn't help you at all - just really weird.  ||65.179.80.213||reg||5
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||08-28-2002||06:58 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Just to add to the confusion, I have a <BR>year old Mitsu 90 GVR4 90 amp alternator, fresh caps, all grounds intact, and out of the blue my dash warning lights have begun to flicker at 6K rpm and up.  The battery connections are solid, and I have no clue why this is happening.  ||129.120.56.205||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||08-28-2002||07:18 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| The ALT,Brake,and ABS lights will all come on when the alternator is going out. Check the voltage at the battery while its running,you should see around 14.4 volts. Mine did it off and on,when the lights came on,Id see about  12.5v -when the lights went out,Id see 14.4. I replaced the alternator and it hasnt done it since. Unfortunatly,your alternator being only a year old isnt a guarantee,it doesnt seem you can get a good quality reman alternator anymore,and even the factory ones are usually reman too... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||129.71.114.112||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||09-02-2002||09:46 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ian M:<BR><B> The ALT,Brake,and ABS lights will all come on when the alternator is going out. Check the voltage at the battery while its running,you should see around 14.4 volts. Mine did it off and on,when the lights came on,Id see about  12.5v -when the lights went out,Id see 14.4. I replaced the alternator and it hasnt done it since. Unfortunatly,your alternator being only a year old isnt a guarantee,it doesnt seem you can get a good quality reman alternator anymore,and even the factory ones are usually reman too...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yeah, fortunately, this "new" factory one was free, but you're right, it does say something about being remanned by Mitsu on it.  I can't believe I thought it would be a better quality reman than the crappy autoparts stores alternators.  <BR>||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||09-06-2002||11:29 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Well, after replacing the 1 year old Mitsu reman alternator, the car works great again.  SinceI needed the car to run PRONTO for my wedding + honeymoon this weekend, I put in an AutoZone 75 amp reman, which is working well (for now).  <P>I've never had an O2 housing heat shield, so now that I'm on my 3rd or 4th alt, I'm going to make a small heat shield for it.  ||4.47.85.160||reg||1
Z||000006||Kibo||09-08-2002||04:34 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Howard, could you use a stock 1G/GVR4 lower heat shield?  I've got one I can send you if you'd like, but I'm sure you could find something like that locally pretty easily.<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||09-08-2002||08:42 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||howard got married yesterday, and is on his honeymoon.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000008||DongeR615||03-14-2003||04:05 PM||||I went tuning/logging yesterday in the <b>rain</b>. Stupid me...I know how alternators near the bottom of the engine tend to get soaked by water.  I had this happen in 2 other cars. Whelp my abs, battery, and brake light came on and now im waiting for my alternator to die. what was the quote from one of our members. "This car frustrates me so much. But I still love her."<br /><br />So..mitsubishi alternator or kragen/pepboys brand? any suggestions appreciated.<br /><br />DongeR615||63.201.88.120||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||03-14-2003||10:59 PM||||oh yea does anyone know if the 90 amp alternator for the DOHC automatic galant will fit in our vr4's. I looked at the service manual and it says that we use a 75 amp alternator. <br /><br />DongeR615||63.201.91.242||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||03-14-2003||11:54 PM||||Shit.<br /><br />I believe that OEM is the way to go.  And secondly, you can never be sure -- new and reman alternators can die hours after you install them.<br /><br />Eww..  good luck changing that alternator.  It sucks.  I think there's been some discussion on it here, do a search -- might have been Ken Inn with the details....||64.108.201.168||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||03-15-2003||09:46 AM||||First off, I recommend buying the factory alternator, it's about $200.  <br /><br />Second, GVR4's came with the 90 amp model from the factory, not the 75.||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||DongeR615||03-15-2003||02:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>GVR4's came with the 90 amp model from the factory, not the 75. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">anyone got a used working alternator they want to sell me?<br /><br />Will this bolt on onto our cars?<br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2406619584&category=33573" target="_blank">91-96 Mitsubishi,Diamante,3000GT, ALTERNATOR</a> <br /><br />DongeR||63.201.91.242||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000013||atsiauto||03-15-2003||03:59 PM||||do an interchange theres about 5 dif cars that had the same alt as ours I pulled mine off a colt or mirage or some dookie.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/000940.cgi
A||||2||MrEd||our friendly little knock sensor||||1||
Z||000000||MrEd||08-29-2002||11:08 AM||res122@psu.edu||Does the ECU ignore the knock sensor during the first few minutes of warmup after a cold start?||128.118.220.55||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||08-29-2002||11:52 AM||jon@jgronline.com||No.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||08-29-2002||05:50 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Sir Assmonkey says, "take it off and attach it to the firewall." You'll never have to worry about knock again, nor will you have to wonder why you have a nice big hole in the piston...hahahaah||24.196.87.195||reg||12




ubb/Forum3/000941.cgi
A||||12||1312VR4||IT'S A BOY!!!!!!!!!!||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||08-29-2002||03:40 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||He was born on the 27th @ 1:07PM. 20 1/2" long & 5 lbs. 15oz. His name is Liam Spencer Truett. He is very healty. I'll be back on the board as time permits.||63.52.132.50||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||08-29-2002||04:43 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||CONGRATS!!!  Good luck with the move as well.<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.254||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-29-2002||05:04 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Congtats, Get up the good work...... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Zach||64.152.235.55||reg||14
Z||000003||Hunter||08-29-2002||05:15 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||Congratz! don't forget the kid during the move!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||4.61.251.50||reg||10
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||08-29-2002||05:46 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||May you and yours stay healthy! Now every year make sure you take that day off from work to enjoy it with the rest of your family...||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000005||199of2k||08-29-2002||06:02 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Congradulations!||68.14.75.95||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||08-29-2002||06:34 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Congrats||203.220.202.141||reg||1
Z||000007||Dan D||08-29-2002||07:55 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Congrats, start saving for his GVR4. Should be what, $500 by the time he drives <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000008||talontsi||08-29-2002||09:29 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Congrats!<P>See you in Sunny FL!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000009||SPAM||08-29-2002||09:33 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||Congrats||24.234.215.233||reg||1
Z||000010||Garfield Wright||08-30-2002||01:21 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Congrats man.  Get ready for the sleepless nights, you no longer incharge of your life, no one will be asking about u anymore but instead, how's the baby doing?  ;&gt;  I'm talking from experience my friend.  However there's no greater joy than coming home to the young one(s) everyday.  Congrats again.||66.176.234.150||reg||10
Z||000011||BossGVR4||08-30-2002||04:07 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||So umm now you need to get the counting sheep mobile and replace all the sheep with 1/64 scale rally cars !<BR> <A HREF="http://www.simpsonracing.com/Shop/ShowProduct.asp?category=66&Product=134" TARGET=_blank>http://www.simpsonracing.com/Shop/ShowProduct.asp?category=66&Product=134</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.recaro.com/englisch/index_frames.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.recaro.com/englisch/index_frames.html</A> <P>clik products then child seats<P>Congrats again !<P>DaveC<P>||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||09-01-2002||01:20 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Make sure to get your baby a nice seat! <BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.recaro.com/englisch/pics/streifen/produkte/streifen_a_03_1_1_c.gif"> ||24.58.146.89||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000942.cgi
A||N||19||KarT||Buscher FMIC ? ||||6||
Z||000000||KarT||08-29-2002||09:10 PM||weslariv@cox.net||Anyone ever here or see a Buscher FMIC Talon kit in a GVR4 ? Welp, I should have some pics up late this weekend.I hope I won't have to toss my front bumper for it. Anyone know if I would? It's 3.5in thick y0. Unfortunately the AC has to go, unless I flip the core over and am able to make new lines. They would only need to be 2 new one's, about 6in long each.....wish me luck, any tips would be great.||68.9.68.130||reg||6
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||08-29-2002||11:08 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||You don't have to remove the AC, or power steering cooler lines, and only the lower center part of the bumper support has to be cut out.  <BR> <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/~had0004/FMIC/6.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/~had0004/FMIC/6.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/~had0004/FMIC/2.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/~had0004/FMIC/2.JPG</A> ||4.47.85.160||reg||1
Z||000002||229of1000||08-29-2002||11:20 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||What are you doing for your piping with that Buschur kit?  It doesn't seem like the TEL I/C pipes would fit.||65.33.240.133||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||08-29-2002||11:30 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Anyone running a GVR4 FMIC kit from here?  <A HREF="http://www.automotosports.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.automotosports.com/</A> <P>It seems to be the best IC price I've ever seen.  It's what I am going to go with.  Only a Katana is slowing that buy down ;O<P>William||12.221.228.11||reg||1
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||08-30-2002||12:28 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||I like the looks of the AMS kit too.  I agree that the price isn't too bad either   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Johnny Bravo (edited 08-30-2002).]||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||KarT||08-30-2002||06:40 AM||weslariv@cox.net||I am not running the stock routing, I'm using the TEL set up exactly. From what I can see I'll have to remove the AC lines?. Am I still wrong? Thanx so far guy's.||68.9.68.130||reg||1
Z||000006||JonGVR4||08-30-2002||08:11 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B>You don't have to remove the AC, or power steering cooler lines, and only the lower center part of the bumper support has to be cut out.  <BR> <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/~had0004/FMIC/6.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/~had0004/FMIC/6.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/~had0004/FMIC/2.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/~had0004/FMIC/2.JPG</A> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Howard, what did you have to cut to make it fit behind the headlight?<BR> <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/~had0004/FMIC/4.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/~had0004/FMIC/4.JPG</A> <P>Are the pipe that run from the turbo to the intercooler DSM pipes from Indy Race Cores?<P>I really like how you ran everything.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR4458||08-30-2002||10:57 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I have the AMS kit.  It is certainly an adequate setup and designed for an easy install.  <P>There is a thread about the kit and some general IC stuff somewhere around here (try searching for AMS and limit to my username).<P>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000008||Hertz||08-30-2002||01:15 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||That scoop on the AMS intercooler is interesting.  I don't think I've seen anything like that before, but I'm curious about it's actual effectiveness.<P> <IMG SRC="https://web54.mysecureserver.com/automotosportscom/store/products/intercooler%20assembly%202.jpg"> ||65.43.112.93||reg||1
Z||000009||Hertz||08-30-2002||01:28 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4458:<BR><B>I have the AMS kit.  It is certainly an adequate setup and designed for an easy install.  <P>There is a thread about the kit and some general IC stuff somewhere around here (try searching for AMS and limit to my username).<P>EH</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Here's the post:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000681.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000681.html</A> <P>||65.43.112.93||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR4458||08-30-2002||03:03 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I guess you could measure temps with and without the scoop, but they may have already done that (that's why it there?).<P>To understand a bit better, check out the pics of my car.  You'll notice that this thing is pretty necessary.  There may be better solutions, but this one fit the bill of fast installation and not having to move the battery and cut my bumper.<P>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||08-31-2002||08:40 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Jon, <P><BR>I emailed you pictures on what you need to cut.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000012||JonGVR4||09-01-2002||12:21 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Jon, <P><BR>I emailed you pictures on what you need to cut.<P>Harry</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Harry, I was wondering what he cut for his pipes.  Your pipes are larger too.<BR>||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000013||91vr4evolution||09-02-2002||01:17 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I was fiddling around with the car yesterday, and noticed that my JDM FMIC also has a sort of scoop. It lines up with the bottom of the extra inlet my spoiler has along the bottom (VR4 EVO.)<P>Mike.||210.54.121.45||reg||1
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||09-02-2002||09:39 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B> <BR>Harry, I was wondering what he cut for his pipes.  Your pipes are larger too.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Okay, here's a pic with the cut part circled: <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/~had0004/fmiccut.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/~had0004/fmiccut.jpg</A> <P>I had to cut a thin piece of metal that was just a support link between the headlight mounts and the front grille support.  No cutting of the actual headlight bucket is required.  <P>The other good part about routing piping this way is that you don't need to squeeze a pipe next to the radiator on the passenger side, and you don't have to run it down low under the turbo like the TEL guys.  <P>Yes Jon, the piping is from Indy Race Cores, but I only used the 90's.  In all honesty, it took so long to get that I wouldn't recommend ordering from them.  Ken Bacon is a nice guy, and it's nothing personal at all, but I ordered my parts in the middle of June, and didn't receive all of it till August.  90's are easy to find, and those are all it takes (plus 2 silicone bends) from a TEL kit to make it work.  Because the 45's are not useful on a GVR4, it's not really worth it to buy a TEL kit to use.  <BR>||129.120.56.207||reg||1
Z||000015||KarT||09-02-2002||11:27 AM||weslariv@cox.net||So it really doesn't matter wheather the turbo to IC pipe run's accross the top of the manifold?<BR>There is no more heat on top of the mani, as opposed to under the turbo, like the TEL set up?<BR>I thought it would be much better to run it like that for cooling purposses.<BR>I'm just happy that I got to run it this way and keep my AC.<BR>||68.9.68.130||reg||1
Z||000016||turbogalant||09-02-2002||03:36 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||A question for any one who has a AMS front mount they claim it is a full 2 1/4" piping but it looks like 2 1/4 turbo outlet to innercooler inlet and 2" innercooler outlet to throttle body just wondering been thinkling about buying a front mount as my car needs one quit badly and piping is key to power.||24.205.93.148||reg||5
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||09-02-2002||04:29 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by KarT:<BR><B>So it really doesn't matter wheather the turbo to IC pipe run's accross the top of the manifold?<BR>There is no more heat on top of the mani, as opposed to under the turbo, like the TEL set up?<BR>I thought it would be much better to run it like that for cooling purposses.<BR>I'm just happy that I got to run it this way and keep my AC.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I don't think the heat really transfers through the pipe to the air enough to matter that much, especially since the air is moving so fast.  I noticed the 10 second AMS galant has pipes routed the same way over the manifold (and not heat wrapped), and it seems to be good enough to run a 10.  :-)<P>I wasn't sure if the silicone couplers would mind being up to the task, but they haven't showed any signs of heat related wear, even the coupler that's actually touching the heat shield (from comp outlet). <BR>||4.47.85.160||reg||1
Z||000018||KarT||09-02-2002||08:47 PM||weslariv@cox.net|| <A HREF="http://www.victorresearch.com/Customers/Wess92GVR4/DCP_0874.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://www.victorresearch.com/Customers/Wess92GVR4/DCP_0874.JPG</A> <P>Here's an in process.....more to come.||68.9.68.130||reg||1
Z||000019||number3||09-02-2002||09:36 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B> <BR>Harry, I was wondering what he cut for his pipes.  Your pipes are larger too.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Sorry about that. I didn't know you ment the pipes themselves. I thought you ment what on the car.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000943.cgi
A||N||4||KarT||HKS 264's||||5||
Z||000000||KarT||08-29-2002||09:24 PM||weslariv@cox.net||Anyone have an opinion on the HKS 264 cams. Is it best to run stock timing on them? Thanx y0. ||68.9.68.130||reg||5
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||08-29-2002||11:03 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Victor ran 11.4 on them.  ||4.47.85.160||reg||1
Z||000002||vrpower||09-01-2002||01:08 PM||darian85@msn.com||My friend is installing the 264 intake and 272 exhaust camshafts on his TSI. HKS is the way to go||67.195.31.186||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||09-01-2002||02:45 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I had 264's in the awd with a 20g and it pulled all the way to 7500 with 20psi no problems.<P>If you are getting them new I would get the 264/272 combo or just get the 272's if you have a large enough turbo.<P><BR>I bought Victors 264's btw.<BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000004||KarT||09-01-2002||03:39 PM||weslariv@cox.net||I have both 264's. Used I paid $400. No ware what so ever, they have less than 8k on them. Right now I'm using a Buscher FMIC with TEL pipe routing, and I'm keeping the AC with no problem what so ever, I should have some pics soon.<BR>FYI: my turbo to IC pipe does NOT go over the Mani anymore. It's set up exactly like the TEL.||68.9.68.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000944.cgi
A||||4||Garfield Wright||Getting ready to change dash||||10||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||08-30-2002||11:37 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I checked with the dealer on a new dash & was quoted $550 without any accessories.  I came across a guy parting out a '93 GS with a mint dash.  I checked them out with the dealer & they're all the same from 89-93.  My dash has a huge hole cut in the center where the serial # used to be.  I have the serial #. <BR>The kid I bought it from wanted to put a speaker in it but realised there wasn't enough room.  Also like everyonelse, the passenger side below the windshield has come apart & looks nasty.  Hopefully I can get this done within the next 2-3weeks.  I will buy the accessories from the dealer or recover what I can (speaker covers).   ||207.239.80.34||reg||10
Z||000001||Hertz||08-30-2002||12:57 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||That's horrific.<P>What do you mean by accessories?  Switches?  Glove box?  I would think that between your dash and the GS's you wouldn't need anything else... except a lot of patience!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||65.43.112.93||reg||1
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||08-30-2002||08:03 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Yes.  By accessories, I mean switches, air vent covers, speaker covers...  I didn't want to use the accessories from the GS.  I just wanted to get those brand new.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000003||Gvr4-330||09-06-2002||11:00 PM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||Hey, I may be interested in getting your old dash to play around with.<P>Let me know,<BR>Rob||24.44.200.0||reg||1
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||09-06-2002||11:18 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||No problem Rob.  Just drop me a line @ garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||66.176.234.150||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/000945.cgi
A||||2||Ant||Check this out||||1||
Z||000000||Ant||08-30-2002||02:30 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu|| <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1854436473" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1854436473</A> <P>RHD ? <P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||08-30-2002||05:04 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I don't think so. Someone must have reversed the picture accidently.||66.156.210.185||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||08-31-2002||08:34 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||They got all the pictures backwards, if it not.<P>Sneaky...||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000946.cgi
A||||6||Garfield Wright||Finally got pix up of the||||1||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||08-30-2002||08:05 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||JDM front bumper installed.  I lucked out, because it came in that color & I didn't have to paint it.  It does have some nicks & scratches, but I can live with them for now. <A HREF="http://southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/gallery.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/gallery.htm</A> ||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000001||1101||08-30-2002||08:55 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Looks good Garfield. Is that Nile black top and Kensington Gray bottm?.<P>Are you going to be importing more JDM bumpers? I am still looking.<P>Ward||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||08-30-2002||09:57 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Very nice car.<BR>I love the JDM upgrades. I would like a JDM bumper and headlights as well if you can get them.<P>BTW fellow islander here as well. (Trinidad)||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||08-30-2002||10:15 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Yes.  Nile black top but gunmetal grey bottom.  As everyone knows I haven't gotten any more jdm for quite sometime now.  They are hard to come by these days.  However I'm still trying to get more.  Talontsi, I checked out the pix u took @ Moroso.  Damn man, u took alot of them.  I didn't have time to go through all of them though.  Email me @ garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||08-30-2002||11:12 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Are those European corner lights?||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000005||blacksheep||08-30-2002||11:58 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Nice, Garfield. Mind saying how you fit them on? I know that even with the JDM brackets and support, it will not bolt right up. When the bumper is held up, it seems to need to slide into something on the sides of the USDM bumper mounting area(the one with the studs sticking out thru them)<P>Have a VFAQ or pics ?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000006||Garfield Wright||08-31-2002||02:47 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Jon, those corner lense came from Japan.  Sheep, I didn't do any modifications to mount the front bumper.  It took about 15 minutes to bolt on.  The brackets lined up properly.  I didn't take any pix when mounting it.  Not to bring up a sore subject, but if u guys remember, this is the bumper I got for that guy in Jersey that was a little twisted.  Once I mounted it, it straightened out.  ||66.176.234.150||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/000947.cgi
A||||10||JonGVR4||EVO 7 purchased||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||08-30-2002||11:14 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Unfortunately, it wasn't me.  But a member of this board was lucky enough to purchase a brand new Evo 7.  And yes, it is street legal in the US.  All for less than $30K.<P><A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/evo7/1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>Lucky 1</A> <BR><A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/evo7/2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>Lucky 2</A> <BR><A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/evo7/3.jpg" TARGET=_blank>Lucky 3</A> <BR><A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/evo7/4.jpg" TARGET=_blank>Lucky 4</A> <BR><A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/evo7/5.jpg" TARGET=_blank>Lucky 5</A> <BR><A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/evo7/6.jpg" TARGET=_blank>Lucky 6</A> <BR><A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/evo7/7.jpg" TARGET=_blank>Lucky 7</A> <BR><A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/evo7/8.jpg" TARGET=_blank>Lucky 8</A> <BR><A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/new/evo7/9.jpg" TARGET=_blank>Lucky 9</A> <BR><p>[This message has been edited by JonGVR4 (edited 08-30-2002).]||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000001||blacksheep||08-30-2002||11:54 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I see two in the pic, the guy/gal get both?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Victor Brant was saying the lancer forums that he was waiting on his....<P>Whos the lucky owner, Jon? Just curious. I was wondering who in the gvr4 gang would be the 1st to get one  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||08-31-2002||12:39 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||OMG! Those are beautiful. Really wish I could afford one but I am pretty happy with the GVR4.||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000003||bob dole||08-31-2002||11:24 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||hay John just wondering were did they get them from.  And how do i get one.  thanks||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||BluFalcon||09-01-2002||02:39 AM||muttski@gte.net||*GUH*!!!  ||4.64.86.120||reg||10
Z||000005||number3||09-01-2002||12:07 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I'll wait a couple of years when they are $15,000. <P>I also would like to see and make sure these babies don't crankwalk or simular.<P>But they do look nice.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||Martin Chilcote||09-01-2002||12:53 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||[QUOTE]Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR>[B]Unfortunately, it wasn't me.  But a member of this board was lucky enough to purchase a brand new Evo 7.  And yes, it is street legal in the US.  All for less than $30K.<P>Jon,<BR>Are those EVO's early arrivals "made for the USA" EVOs, or are they imported/modified such as here: <A HREF="http://www.evolutionimports.net/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.evolutionimports.net/</A>  ??<P>||208.15.97.117||reg||5
Z||000007||JonGVR4||09-01-2002||09:06 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I think these were sold by Raliart directly.  Thus, the great price.  <P>I'm going to let the new owner speak up for himself.  I think he got the red one in the pictures.||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR1643||09-03-2002||09:46 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Ditto Harry.  I don't know about $15K in a couple of years, but will definately wait till the "new" price wears off a bit. Also very curious about the CW issue as well. Awesome cars though - stock or modded.||167.142.22.92||reg||1
Z||000009||mands||09-04-2002||03:53 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||Yes, the red car is mine and the black one <BR>was purchased for a freind. <BR>they came over from Global Performance (Ralliart)they took about 3 months to get here.but they are finally here and I cant describe how well these handle-amazing!<BR>any of you on this board in Nor Cal are welcome to come and see it for yourself and maybe even a ride!<BR>Robert <A HREF="http://www.msrecycling.com" TARGET=_blank>www.msrecycling.com</A> <BR>M&S<p>[This message has been edited by mands (edited 09-04-2002).]||67.104.24.99||reg||10
Z||000010||threestardiamond||09-06-2002||02:44 AM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>damn, i think i need to change my underwear...<P>Oh man, i really wish i could afford one of those... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by threestardiamond (edited 09-06-2002).]||66.185.84.196||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000948.cgi
A||||0||blacksheep||Wow, AMS 11.16 run in the video section...||||14||
Z||000000||blacksheep||08-31-2002||12:21 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||All I can say is wow, that is pretty damn sweet to watch...I didnt know there was a video up of their car, definitely cool!||12.216.36.127||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/000949.cgi
A||||2||jonathan gibson||Tyre wear, bolt in that intercooler !||||13||
Z||000000||jonathan gibson||08-31-2002||08:05 PM||jpgibson@value.com.au||Ive got Whiteline front suspension mods (camber/castor/sway bar) and KMAC Konis ,I keep getting outer tyre wear despite getting proper alignments using Whiteline specs.Anyone care to comment?<BR>Almostunbelievably , I was called back to work to do a case ( anaesthetics) and left my car outside the hospital, on my return ( 1 hour) I started the car -&gt; died. Walked round the front-&gt; bumper cut and Jap spec VR4 intercooler missing .Good old Sydneysiders.||202.163.129.179||reg||13
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-01-2002||01:23 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Damn man sorry to hear that! I cant bealieve that people steal an IC!!!!! LOL are you sure that your camber is right????? the only reason that my tire fell apart was that the BF TA was faulty and had big ol chunks missing!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000002||199of2k||09-01-2002||02:21 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||I agree, someone tried to steal my bumper the other night.  Came out to my car and my bumper was all scratched up and was missing about 3 bolts!  Fucking theives.||68.14.75.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000950.cgi
A||N||1||JAP-SPEC||noise filter?||||1||
Z||000000||JAP-SPEC||09-01-2002||04:00 AM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||1.How does the tach signal wire work on the   jdm turbo galant vr4? 2.Is there a noise filter that make the tach work? 3.How should  the coil pack wire be connect ? ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||JAP-SPEC||09-03-2002||11:51 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||help me out people||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000951.cgi
A||||11||mitsu13ishi||Why does it happen?||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||09-01-2002||08:13 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||the black trim around the doors! why does almost every galant i see have the paint faded??<P>i repainted it myself, but it seems to always like slowly go away, or be baked off by the sun or something... <P>any suggestions?||172.160.105.106||reg||1
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||09-01-2002||09:11 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I repainted mine myself as well before I got the entire car repained.  Mine is now the same color as the car, but I'm planning on having it redone in that high gloss finish as the tel.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||09-01-2002||10:36 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Mine was like that to when I got the car. My first mod to the car after I tossed the aircan was to repaint that stuff. I used Dupont Trim Paint. Its been over a year and it hasent faded and looks stock.<P>Zach<BR>91 GVR4 "Milkshake"||209.245.228.47||reg||1
Z||000003||16GVR4||09-04-2002||04:25 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Any hint on repainting the trim ?<BR>Did you remove the door, or just tape off the area surrounding the trim ?||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||09-04-2002||08:02 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I opened the doors, taped up some newspaper (around the frame), closed the doors on the newspaper.  Then opened the window and closed it on newspaper (all the way around) and masked the exposed seals with more tape, etc.<P>Take your time masking, but depending on the paint you use (matte trim paint, for example) you don't have to be incredibly anal about getting a small amount of paint on the seal -- a 1/16" of an inch of overspray won't be visible.  Also, be sure that the car's surface is cool -- a few spots of my car were a bit warm and held on to the masking tape's adhesive, adding to cleanup time.<P>Hey, while you're at it, repaint those wiper arms, too -- they look like crap.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>[Edit:  Mask the windows first, otherwise you won't be able to open the door if it is taped up.. don't paint yourself into a corner.]<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 09-04-2002).]||67.36.190.172||reg||1
Z||000005||Ian M||09-04-2002||10:43 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Also- Some paints take longer to dry than others,get some of those plastic drop cloths from Wal mart or wherever and cover the WHOLE car. With some slower drying paints,sometimes the overspray floating through the air wont dry fast enough while airborne....you wont even notice its on your car until you've removed all the masking paper. Overspray's a PITA to get off..<P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-04-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-05-2002).]||129.71.115.30||reg||7
Z||000006||7541000||09-05-2002||12:52 PM||||anyone know where i can find window deflectors, costs more but i want them anyway. thanks.||12.94.163.20||reg||1
Z||000007||1312VR4||09-05-2002||01:51 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 7541000:<BR><B>anyone know where i can find window deflectors, costs more but i want them anyway. thanks.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> Not sure about what it has to do with this topic but here ya go anyway <A HREF="http://ventshade.r-catalog.com/listparts.asp?vcatid=86&vallcatid=54,4,6,5,86&mmid=93629&proddescr=Ventvisor%3B+Deflector&partnumskey=3486" TARGET=_blank>http://ventshade.r-catalog.com/listpa rts.asp?vcatid=86&vallcatid=54,4,6,5,86&mmid=93629&proddescr=Ventvisor%3B+Deflector&partnumskey=3486</A>  Hope this helps ya<P><p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 09-05-2002).]||63.52.129.218||reg||1
Z||000008||199of2k||09-05-2002||02:40 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| Part #  983003<P>Thats funny<p>[This message has been edited by 199of2k (edited 09-05-2002).]||68.14.75.95||reg||1
Z||000009||turboflanagan||09-05-2002||08:58 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||HAHAHAHA!  "Offers perceived 20HP increase"??  HAHAHA that's great!<P>Set of 2- does that mean 40HP?||64.63.209.20||reg||10
Z||000010||7541000||09-05-2002||10:10 PM||||Yeah i dont know why my IQ drops from my brain to my mouth and so on :P <P>my ques is relevant, vent shades vs time and black overspray on a white car, the guy down the street is painting his suburban baby blue with a paintbrush so im still feeling pretty smart. but dumb ques nevertheless.<P>i thought the faded paint was from speeding. ||12.94.180.177||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||09-05-2002||10:30 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I had mine repainted when the entire car was repainted. I also replaced the rubber trim under each window. Made a world of difference.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_cage.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_cage.jpg</A> <P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000952.cgi
A||||4||blytz||Auto Window Up Mod?||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||09-01-2002||08:39 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Anyone ever done this? The circuit board for VR-4's is different than 1Gs, and I couldn't get it to work....||172.141.235.181||reg||1
Z||000001||Jose||09-01-2002||08:48 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||It works. I have done this mod to my car, I have also done it on a 3000GT VR4||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||09-02-2002||03:26 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Where do you put the Diode? RIGHT next to the down one?||172.135.145.172||reg||1
Z||000003||Jose||09-02-2002||02:00 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I have to look again, there are two empty holes that it fits into.<BR>Jose....||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000004||blytz||09-02-2002||10:23 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||well, okay weird, There is only one spot to put a  diode, and when I hooked it up it burned up part of the control board (just split the one trace)...||172.138.59.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000953.cgi
A||||2||UndergroundVR-4||lbs/min as CFM relationship||||1||
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||09-02-2002||11:25 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Does anyone know the exact relationship between the two?  I.E. 1lbs/min = ?CFM of flow ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||#258||09-02-2002||03:32 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||Not sure exactly what info you want. 80 degree air at normal atmospheric pressure and 50% R.H. weighs 1.176 oz per cubic foot. hope this helps.||67.83.145.170||reg||1
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||09-04-2002||01:07 PM||undergroundr32@aol.com||Nevermind, got the equation...<BR>lbs/min = .075 X CFM <BR>||205.188.209.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000954.cgi
A||||2||92GVR4#345||Need help in Baltimore Maryland ||||1||
Z||000000||92GVR4#345||09-03-2002||12:10 AM||kylecheney@hotmail.com||Im planning on buying a GVR4 in the area, Im willing to pay someone to go check it out and get back to me before I fly out and drive it back. Thanks Alot!<P>Please email at KyleCheney@hotmail.com||216.17.215.5||reg||1
Z||000001||BlitzVR4||09-03-2002||01:33 AM||killertsi@yahoo.com||Are you talking about the green one that was on dsmtrader?  I actually live in Virginia Beach.  But I have seen the car.  He is on the DSMCA group and works for ODM motorsports.  The car should be in good shape.  Hope this helps.  <P>Jonas||68.0.34.24||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||09-04-2002||11:44 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||I will be driving thru this weeked with my newly purchuased car. What are you offering?||66.47.20.105||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000955.cgi
A||||0||BluFalcon||Autometer Gauge Sending Units||||1||
Z||000000||BluFalcon||09-03-2002||02:45 PM||muttski@gte.net||I'm having a problem with my Autometer oil pressure gauge on my GVR4.  It's a 2 1/16 Phantom Electrical Oil pressure gauge.  The sending unit is mounted in the stock sending unit location on a DSM oil filter housing.  The idiot light sender is mounted in it's stock location on the DSM housing.  When I first got it installed, it would idle and show pressure at about 12.5 PSI (Motor has balance shafts), under cruise in 5th gear at about 70 MPH, it would show right around 75 psi.  Now at idle it reads alarmingly low and I'm lucky to see maybe 60 psi at 70 mph cruise.  The engine has plenty of oil, and I always use 10W-30.  I don't think the engine is losing oil pressure because the idiot light doesn't come on at idle, even though the gauge shows I'm at about 5 psi oil pressure.  The idiot light sender is less than a year old, as is the Autometer oil pressure sending unit.  Has anyone ever had a problem with Autometer sending units?  I really hope it's just a sending unti and not the engine itself.  Could it be a grounding issue?  I notice my Voltmeter gauge tends to twitch whenever the blinkers are on.  I already cleaned the wire connector and contact area, no joy.  Still reading low.  If it is the sending unit and I have to buy a new one every year or so, I'm going to say the hell with it and get some VDO gauges.  I'm going to pull the sending unit off tommorw and hook up a cheap manual oil pressure gauge to it and see what it looks like.||4.64.86.120||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000956.cgi
A||||1||VR4GAZM||Spring Cleaning||||1||
Z||000000||VR4GAZM||09-06-2002||01:05 AM||dalecitydude69@yahoo.com||This is sort of a potpourri of different questions. Mainly stuff thats been needed to fix before the winter comes up.<P>My driver side mirror is crack, just the mirror.  Where can I get replacements for those? Is it a dealer only item, or does pep boys have them for our cars still?<P>The main water pipe, when ordered from the dealer, is it just the pipe, or does it come with the pipe to the turbo, and the tiny pipe that goes onto the side of the engine towards the heater?<P>The wheel studs we have. Are they specific ones, I have two which I bought a long time ago, 12X1.5, but I checked out some other ones that I have, they seem to be the same size but the little ridges are spaced differently on the end, and the circle is wider. Also, are wheel studs also called wheel bearings?<P>Last, but not least: I have some terrible oxidation going on, on my roof. Its gotten really bad, but how do you know when its oxidation and not just a bad paint job? Its whitish-gray, and it feels different than the rest of the paint, whats the best thing to getting that stuff out, or can it even get out? Clay bar? Paint Cleaner?<P>Well, thanks for the huge amount of space Jon, and I wanted to thank everyone in advance for your help.<BR>Mike||209.156.76.2||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||09-06-2002||12:36 PM||||Mike,<BR>My tip on the mirror is a glass shop.  I had two fixed that way before when just the glass was broken. They cut and glue a new piece in.  Good alternative especially if just the glass in not available separately and someone wants to sell you a new complete assembly. ||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000957.cgi
A||||6||meshwork||Figures, just got the GVR4, and already somebody hit it. ||||13||
Z||000000||meshwork||09-06-2002||08:24 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I got the Galant a week ago, and already at a stoplight some lady in an Explorer took out my rear bumper cause she was looking for her lipstick. <P>The one car I like, gets hit. Why couldn't my Avenger or Talon get hit? I wanted them to get destroyed. ||216.178.83.214||reg||13
Z||000001||SPEEDFIEND||09-06-2002||09:53 AM||speedfiend@msn.com||Man bro that sucks.  But hey look at the bright side, maybe you can get her insurance company to buy you the JDM bumper instead. That would be sweet.  Later man, Kris  ||206.214.56.12||reg||3
Z||000002||Ash||09-07-2002||05:58 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Look on the bright side, at least she didn't write your car off.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||203.221.153.21||reg||1
Z||000003||UndergroundVR-4||09-07-2002||09:38 AM||undergroundr32@aol.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||09-07-2002||11:06 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Yeah, that sucks. A freind of mine got rearended in his GVR4 recently,he was hit so hard it broke the drivers seat! It bent the bumper support down,and the damage got into the floor of the trunk,but otherwise the cars ok. Good thing the heavy ass bumper support was still on the car.. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-07-2002).]||129.71.114.61||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||09-07-2002||09:13 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||this ties right in with question somebody had about weight reduction.  you never know when somebody is going to hit you.  its nice to be in such a safe car.||24.95.229.248||reg||1
Z||000006||meshwork||09-07-2002||10:51 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||So far I've had two estimates done, one  at 1950, one at 2250. She broke my bumper support, threw the  trunk out of whack, punched two little holes in the bumper, broke the muffler  hanger, and from the bumper support going into  the body that  needs to get pulled too. The cool  thing was that both estimates wrote me for an aftermarket 3"  exhaust because the stock one is no longer available or something.||151.197.55.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000958.cgi
A||||11||JonGVR4||Site updated||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||09-06-2002||10:10 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com" TARGET=_blank>www.jgronline.com</A> ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||JSTYLE||09-06-2002||10:26 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Jon,<P>Could i get my Car featured on the site please?<BR>My car is located at:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jstyle.tk" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jstyle.tk</A> <P>If you would like to feature it please email me back and i will send you some pics of the car. The car is being put together at the moment, ready to be run down the 1/4.<P>BTW: im curious as to see how your datalogger works, can you email me the instructions etc..? jstyle9@hotmail.com<P>Jon<p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 09-06-2002).]||203.173.166.196||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||09-06-2002||04:15 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Thank God! I was really getting tired of looking at Ken's GVR4  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Very nice example of a white 91, Kart.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||09-06-2002||04:55 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Damn, I do love the white ones!! and two in a row featured.  Good thing I have two black ones :-o <BR>Nice ride.<BR>Kevin||167.142.21.131||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||09-06-2002||05:29 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Nice clean GVR4!<BR>Maybe someday my car will be worthy. ||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||09-06-2002||08:23 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I must say, from a distance Kart's ride looks suspiciously BMW-ish -- especially in the second image.<P>..Yeah, I've been thinking the same thing, those white ones look nice.  But then I remember number3's.||67.37.178.24||reg||1
Z||000006||Garfield Wright||09-06-2002||09:30 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||That's a tite looking ride.  How much has it been lowered.  I like the white ones as well.  Thwy show all the details of the car.  What am I saying.  Mine is nice looking too...  The white ones always look sweet especially with aftermarket white wheels.  Damn!!  No engine shots, inyreior?||66.176.234.150||reg||10
Z||000007||Garfield Wright||09-07-2002||12:48 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Forgive my spelling.  That last word should have been 'interior'||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000008||KarT||09-07-2002||11:43 PM||weslariv@cox.net||Thanx guy's, I've never been told it look's like a BMW before, but that's ok by me. <P>Jon will hopefully be updating it again. I sent him a TON of engine shot's, which I can now say I am proud to display. Also, some vey detailed shot's of my FMIC with TEL piping.<P>Thanx again guy's I'm glad you like her<BR>Thank you again Jon. I never thought she'd be a featured ride.<P>Major thanx to Aaron Victor at Vict0r Research in Bristol CT. <A HREF="http://www.vict0r.net" TARGET=_blank>www.vict0r.net</A> <p>[This message has been edited by KarT (edited 09-07-2002).]||68.9.68.130||reg||12
Z||000009||KarT||09-07-2002||11:46 PM||weslariv@cox.net||Garfield, 247's lowered 1 inch with H&R's. RoadRace also cut's the rear one coil to level it out. Stiffened up with AGX's.||68.9.68.130||reg||1
Z||000010||JonGVR4||09-08-2002||10:36 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JSTYLE:<BR><B>Jon,<P>BTW: im curious as to see how your datalogger works, can you email me the instructions etc..? jstyle9@hotmail.com<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <A HREF="http://www.pocketlogger.com" TARGET=_blank>www.pocketlogger.com</A>  is what I have.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.pptracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.pptracing.com</A>  is another.  (palm and laptop versions)<BR> <A HREF="http://www.tmo.com" TARGET=_blank>www.tmo.com</A>  (first but definately most expensive)<P>||12.220.164.222||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||09-10-2002||05:54 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>I must say, from a distance Kart's ride looks suspiciously BMW-ish -- especially in the second image.<P>..Yeah, I've been thinking the same thing, those white ones look nice.  But then I remember number3's.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Thanks. Black is a real pain to keep in the mint condition number3 is in. But it is worth it at the end of the day.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000959.cgi
A||||4||evol||Attn: KarT||||1||
Z||000000||evol||09-06-2002||01:30 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Just wanted to say that your car looks pretty sweet and was just wondering if you had taken it down the 1/4 yet? <P>I've got about the same level of mods and just wanted to know what people have already done....<P>Thanks & nice car-<P>Ben||172.153.83.3||reg||1
Z||000001||turboflanagan||09-06-2002||09:30 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Dayem!!  That is a sweet looking VR4.  I just love aftermarket wheels on these things.  And yours look Great.  Anytime you're looking for some black factory wheels, just let me know.||64.63.209.50||reg||10
Z||000002||KarT||09-07-2002||11:50 PM||weslariv@cox.net||No passes yet. Not sure if I will this year. I just did an FMIC and cams, but still the stock turbo. Unless another turbo come's up for a good deal, I think she's gonna have the 14 for the winter. Thanx again y0.<BR>Vict0r reasearch in Bristol CT did the custom fabrication's. <A HREF="http://www.vict0r.net" TARGET=_blank>www.vict0r.net</A> ||68.9.68.130||reg||1
Z||000003||Kibo||09-08-2002||04:29 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Ooh, you're running cams on the stock 14b?  What's that like?  I've been wondering about that, and I thought I might be the first to find out (at least, until my Crower springs and retainers were back-ordered...)   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  Can you make a before/after comparison of the cams, or did you install them at the same time as other mods (like the FMIC)?  BTW, which cams?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Nice-looking car, by the way!  Must be hell to keep a white car that clean...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000004||KarT||09-08-2002||01:06 PM||weslariv@cox.net||I did the FMIC and mounts at the same time. I noticed that it pulled WAAAAAAY Longer , so I say that part is the cam's. I did HKS 264's Intake and Exhaust.||68.9.68.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000960.cgi
A||||3||1quickvr4||Is 1400 too mutch for a JDM?||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||09-07-2002||11:22 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||There is a local shop that has one out of an Auto tranny car with a small turbo and injectors for 1400. The good thing is that I can just pick it up and not worry about shipping, Would I be paying to mutch for it?<P>Zach||209.245.239.220||reg||1
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||09-07-2002||11:55 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||The amg engine I had in my car was out of an automatic.  I would hold off & go for one out of a manual car.  At the time I chose the automatic one because I thought it had less abuse than the manual.  Turns out on 16psi of boost it ran lean & melted <BR>#1 piston, damaged the block & burnt the tips off the plugs.  Check ebay & type in search 4g63.  I would stay away from the automatic ones.  If i'm not mistaken, they're higher compression.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||09-07-2002||12:21 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i got an automatic one for 970+206 shipping.  i also think it was better because it probably had not been beat on.  it still had the 450's on it, small turbo.  when i had the injectors cleaned, my friend said they were already clean, and nothing came out when he ultrasoniced them, and they all flowed like new.  the engine itself looked brand new, what few drops of oil that came out looked fresh, water pump looked new inside.  there are several on ebay and dsm trader, auto one on the trader is 1300, with trans and xfer.  manual is 1400 with trans and xfer.  dont forget, there are several things you MUST do to make it work, but no big deal.||4.47.36.231||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||09-07-2002||02:24 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Well this one is local and I wouldent have to pay shipping on it, I looked it over and it looked okay, Then I saw the flexplate...<P>Zach||65.56.127.65||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000961.cgi
A||N||5||Compressed||Looking to buy a VR4||||1||
Z||000000||Compressed||09-07-2002||06:43 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I've done a lot of research and know tech details and upgrade paths pretty well.  In doing this I have noticed some many remarks, about DSM reliability.  <P>I realize that when modding a car reliability will be affected.  I'd like your thoughts on this subject and also on the car I'm going to be looking at soon.  <P>Details on car.  Let me know what you think!<P>1991 Galant VR4 #1561/2000<BR>Nile black with black leather interior<BR>2 liter DOHC inline 4 with intercooled turbo, 5 speed transmission<BR>176,000 miles-37,000 on rebuilt engine<BR>engine rebuilt at 139,000<BR>timing belt, t-belt tensioner, water pump replaced 12K ago<BR>upgrades:    3" cat back exhaust with Apexi N1 muffler, RRE high flow intake, <BR>TEC manual boost controller, ported/polished cylinder head, lightened <BR>flywheel, ACT 2600 race clutch, ..........many others<BR>All records, receipts, etc.<BR>Huge performance potential!  Kill Mustangs and Camaros on the street and beat <BR>those over rated WRX's in the snow and on the dirt.<BR>Asking $3,750<BR>||216.126.176.163||reg||1
Z||000001||turboflanagan||09-07-2002||11:13 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I'm sure in your research you have realized that a VR4 is not a DSM.  There has infact been a bit of flaming recently on this board concerning that topic.<P>$3750?  Does it run?  Is it crushed, have a salvage title?  With those mods, I'd snatch it up at that price!  I got mine about a year and a half ago with about 140K and 35K on new engine for $3000 in Stock condition!||64.63.209.150||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||09-07-2002||11:13 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Thats a VERY good price..........<P>Zach||64.157.112.11||reg||1
Z||000003||Kibo||09-08-2002||04:22 AM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<BR><B>Thats a VERY good price..........</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE>Agreed.  I paid $3700 for my '92 in stock trim, knowing that the engine had (has) low compression (109 across the board--keep in mind I'm at 5280') and needed new front axles (another $300 from Raxles--my first mod!)  A couple of months later the water pump went...<P>On the DSM reliability topic--if you want the type of reliability many car owners seem to expect (drive the piss out of the car and expect it to last forever), even a stock DSM will disappoint.  But if you don't mind taking good care of the vehicle and doing regular maintenance, I think modified DSM's work well.  There's a certain point at which it becomes much more complicated--in my opinion, that point is when you add injectors and/or start fooling your ECU (like w/ an SAFC).  Up to that point, you're just monitoring gauges since there's really not much to tweak other than boost...<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<P>||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000004||Compressed||09-09-2002||01:11 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I haven't been able to see it yet but hopefully soon. <BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>I'm sure in your research you have realized that a VR4 is not a DSM. There has infact been a bit of flaming recently on this board concerning that topic.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Ok, whats the difference then?  BTW I didn't mean any offense with the DSM comment.<BR> <BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Thats a VERY good price..........<BR>Zach<BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>I think its a pretty ripping deal also.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>On the DSM reliability topic--if you want the type of reliability many car owners seem to expect (drive the piss out of the car and expect it to last forever), even a stock DSM will disappoint. But if you don't mind taking good care of the vehicle and doing regular maintenance, I think modified DSM's work well. There's a certain point at which it becomes much more complicated--in my opinion, that point is when you add injectors and/or start fooling your ECU (like w/ an SAFC). Up to that point, you're just monitoring gauges since there's really not much to tweak other than boost...<BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I absolutely agree that when one goes beyond a certain point with modding, reliablity is compromised.  And yes with any turbo car, especially a higher powered car, frequent regular maintenance is an absolute must to ensure good condition.  Not a problem, I expect and enjoy that.<P>Hopefully I can take a look at the car soon.  I'll let you all know when I do.<BR>||216.126.176.73||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||09-09-2002||08:26 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||DSM = Diamond Star Motors, Joint effort between Mitsu & Chrysler<P>VR4's are totally Mitsubishi built in Japan.  Technically, TEL's use VR4 engines & drivetrains, VR4's existed as early as '87 in Japan<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 09-09-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000962.cgi
A||||2||1312VR4||122 Performance Exhaust||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||09-08-2002||12:35 AM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Is anyone running this setup? Just curious because its cheap. I was looking for a friends TSi & seen that they have it for the VR4 also(even though they are the same). What do ya'll think? Thanks, Tom||206.71.106.112||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||09-08-2002||12:56 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Never seen one in person, but the general consensous is that Andy's products are of pretty good quality.  His tube O2's are top-notch, so his exhausts are probably pretty good.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||16GVR4||09-20-2002||11:30 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||His 1G shift knob is also very nice. The knob feels heavy and solid, much better than my 11 years old stock one ;-)||64.166.23.80||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000963.cgi
A||||15||229of1000||Wheel and tire upgrade.  Opinions, suggestions?||||1||
Z||000000||229of1000||09-08-2002||04:06 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Okay, I am planning on a wheel and tire upgrade in the near future, as my stock '92 wheels are just not up to par.  I would like to keep the overall theme of the car (it is a black one) by getting Enkei RSF-2's in the black color.  <P>You can see them at:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.atlanticwheels.com/21302images/rsf21.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.atlanticwheels.com/21302images/rsf21.jpg</A> <P>My other choice were the Konig Imagines, which KarT is using on his car (which looks great, by the way.)  They make these same wheels in the darker gun metal color.  <P>So I guess I am looking for personal opinions here, what has a cleaner look?<P>Any other recommendations that I haven't thought of?<P>FYI, I am looking into 16X7 wheels with 225/50/16 Yokohoma Parada Spec-2's.  ||65.33.240.133||reg||1
Z||000001||blytz||09-08-2002||06:19 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Have you looked into any of the Rota wheels? I think they are BY FAR the lightest rims at an affordable price. I believe that you can get a set of 16" subzeros for less than $600 new, and they look similar to the RSF-2's.||172.129.46.202||reg||1
Z||000002||229of1000||09-08-2002||11:27 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Okay blytz, I looked into the Rota Subzeros.  They seem nice!  A 16" set was only $500 on the site I looked at, and 14.5 lbs each is nice and light.  What finish would look best though?  It's kind of hard to tell with so many options on them.  <BR> <A HREF="http://www.machiii.net/machiii/html/wheels/rota_subzero.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.machiii.net/machiii/html/wheels/rota_subzero.html</A> <P>What has everyone else gone with?  Should I stay with the stock look or get some nice chrome wheels like number 3?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif">||65.33.240.133||reg||1
Z||000003||evol||09-09-2002||09:13 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Those Rotas are the ones that will go on 333 after I get it back up and running. I've always had a hard on for bronze and gold wheels & those would look BAD on any color vr-4 IMO.||134.124.18.7||reg||1
Z||000004||UncleDonut||09-09-2002||07:12 PM||uncledonut@attbi.com||I've been searching a little for new rims and found these from Team Dynamics.  I thought they would make a good "stock looking" replacement.  Does anyone have any experience with these rims?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.victoriatire.com/wheels.html?cart=10316114801342757&PICNUM=316&&make=%5Bmake%5D&model=%5Bmodel%5D&size=15" TARGET=_blank>http://www.victoriatire.com/wheels.html?cart=10316114801342757&PICNUM=316&&make=%5Bmake%5D&model=%5Bmodel%5D&size=15</A> ||24.128.102.224||reg||1
Z||000005||BluFalcon||09-10-2002||03:59 AM||muttski@gte.net||I've been getting a lot of compliments about my car with the Rota Slipstreams on it.  I don't really care for the latest styles of wheels, and wanted something simple and good looking.  Since they don't make "Villians" anymore, the SlipStreams were my second choice.  I got the wheels in "steel grey", which seems to go with the green paint rather nicely. The "gunmetal grey" SuBZero's my roomate ordered looked way too dark, almost black in color. I'm running 225/50/16's Toyo's right now, but I think I'll go with 225/45/16's the next time around.  The tires look too "baloony" to me.  I got my wheels from <A HREF="http://www.machiii.net" TARGET=_blank>http://www.machiii.net</A>  as well.  $500 shipped for a set of 16 in wheels.||4.64.86.120||reg||1
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||09-10-2002||07:52 AM||eunosfd@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by UncleDonut:<BR><B>I've been searching a little for new rims and found these from Team Dynamics.  I thought they would make a good "stock looking" replacement.  Does anyone have any experience with these rims?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.victoriatire.com/wheels.html?cart=10316114801342757&PICNUM=316&&make=%5Bmake%5D&model=%5Bmodel%5D&size=15" TARGET=_blank>http://www.victoriatire.com/wheels.html?cart=1031611480134 2757&PICNUM=316&&make=%5Bmake%5D&model=%5Bmodel%5D&size=15</A> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I don't have any direct experience with those rims, but I have seen them in person & the finish doesn't look so good IMHO.  It almost has a bluish tint to it.  They're decently made though it seems & when rolling look pretty nice.  From what I can tell it seems a lot of UK car guys seem to dig the Team Dynamics rims too fwiw.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000007||Ant||09-10-2002||11:40 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I'm going to pick up the SubZero's soon.<BR>I like the Black color, my car is black also.  I like the black on black look, very evil.<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000008||91GVR4||09-10-2002||09:41 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I like the Subzero as well.  But I'm still undecided which color to pick for my white VR4.  What do you guys think would look nice on white?<BR>Anybody got any pix of these wheels on our cars?<P>thanks!||64.157.69.241||reg||14
Z||000009||blytz||09-10-2002||11:41 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||you know, I never thought I would say this, but I REALLY think some "gold" subzeros would look AWESOME on a white car, you know kinda like a Rally car, gold on white? Like the WRXs.<p>[This message has been edited by blytz (edited 09-10-2002).]||172.171.253.20||reg||1
Z||000010||Kibo||09-13-2002||06:30 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||If I had a white car, I'd definitely consider sticking with white wheels.  It's about the only matching-color combo that I think looks good.  My best friend has a 30th Anniv. SS with the white wheels, and it looks pretty sharp when it's all spiffed up!<P>But because I have a grey car, I'm stripping my white Racing Hart's so I can powdercoat them a different color (Chrome Smoke--basically, the same color as the car).  White wheels look pretty nasty on a grey car, IMO.  &lt;sigh&gt;  If all goes well, I'll finish stripping them tonight (this morning?) so I can have them powdercoated in the evening!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000011||GVR4ZUM||09-13-2002||11:55 AM||jeremy@bigminc.com||What do you guys think about this wheels? <A HREF="http://www.wheelspecs.com/specs/wheelmodels/529" TARGET=_blank>http://www.wheelspecs.com/specs/wheelmodels/529</A> ||24.56.134.194||reg||5
Z||000012||LAGVR4||09-15-2002||02:45 AM||jporczak@attbi.com||here are some photochop subzero's. if you want that dark evil look. i think i'm gonna run these.  the lowest  i found for 17"s is $550 with shipping $525 w/o. has anyone else seen them cheaper?<BR> <A HREF="http://pictureposter.audiworld.com/23405/gvr4.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://pictureposter.audiworld.com/23405/gvr4.jpg</A>  ||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000013||LAGVR4||09-15-2002||02:58 AM||jporczak@attbi.com||sorry i guess audiworld doesn't like unrelated material. funny though.||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000014||kartorium31||09-15-2002||03:15 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.jaydm.com/subzero.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jaydm.com/subzero.htm</A> <BR>they will sell for 520 shipped any where in the cont. US.||12.18.161.10||reg||1
Z||000015||LAGVR4||09-16-2002||03:20 AM||jporczak@attbi.com||thanks.||24.126.240.116||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/000964.cgi
A||||15||BluFalcon||GVR4 Wedding Car Video||||6||
Z||000000||BluFalcon||09-08-2002||11:30 PM||muttski@gte.net||Don't know if this has already been posted, but the video speaks for itself.  Oh and yes, those are old DSM/GVR4 parts hanging from the car.  <BR> <A HREF="http://gottraction.com/videos/funny/weddinglaunch.wmv" TARGET=_blank>http://gottraction.com/videos/funny/weddinglaunch.wmv</A> ||4.64.86.120||reg||6
Z||000001||evol||09-09-2002||09:11 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Ha ha ha. good video. That's an instant classic.||134.124.18.7||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||09-09-2002||09:16 AM||jon@jgronline.com||LOL!!!<P>Can I add it to the videos page on my site?||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||BluFalcon||09-09-2002||12:58 PM||muttski@gte.net||I just talked to the guy who made and hosts the video and he doesn't mind.  I'm pretty sure Howard wouldn't mind either.||4.64.86.120||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||09-09-2002||06:11 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Howard should have shot some flames as well...that would have been awesome!<P>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000005||BluFalcon||09-10-2002||04:01 AM||muttski@gte.net||I agree!  Unfortunately, the MSD has since been removed.  No flames for Howard.  besides, I think that would have been the straw that broke the camel's back...the campus cop who was providing security for the wedding, didn't look too happy when Howard launched like that.||4.64.86.120||reg||6
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||09-11-2002||03:50 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Jon, feel free to host it!<P>I wish I had the flames, but my MSD is broken for now.  I think a few people actually expected flames, because they said, "whoa, watch out, stand back!"<P>Notice that one of those coil springs on the back (courtesy of BluFalcon) flew off the left side of the screen.  When we got to the bed n' breakfast, it was gone.  :-)||129.120.56.208||reg||1
Z||000007||talontsi||09-11-2002||04:06 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||That was a cool video!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000008||gvr4ever||09-11-2002||04:37 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||This could be fun.  How many of you have used your GVR4 in a wedding?  <P>I did and did a nice launch too.  I don't think there is any video, but I do have a pic of it.  I'd have to take it out of a frame, scan it, and upload to my page  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000009||markrieb||09-12-2002||10:25 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I used mine when I got married back in '93.<P>For our honeymoon we followed hwy 101 from Newport Oregon back to San Francisco.  Nice road, except for the screaming from the passenger seat...;-)<P>She's more used to me now.<P>Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000010||hibern8||09-12-2002||11:31 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yes!!!! we need more of us getting married so we can check out videos like this. forget the women--launch the cars!!! <P>overall-bad ass ride and bad ass video!!!!||63.62.124.206||reg||1
Z||000011||gvr4ever||09-13-2002||12:54 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||uh, don't the women read this forum too?  Now our secret is out.  Way to go, were all screwed now.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000012||Scott Y||01-20-2003||01:17 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Is this link still valid? <BR>This sounds like a vid I need to see, but I can't find the url.<P>------------------<BR>GVR4 #953/1000, stock||63.117.253.195||reg||1
Z||000013||a_santos||01-20-2003||03:13 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Look under the videos section on this site, galantvr4.org <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Scott Y:<BR><B>Is this link still valid? <BR>This sounds like a vid I need to see, but I can't find the url.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.145||reg||1
Z||000014||GVR-4||01-20-2003||07:16 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Still doesn't work.<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.51.137||reg||1
Z||000015||turbowop||01-20-2003||09:04 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Works for me.<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000965.cgi
A||N||0||mitsu13ishi||the rookie||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||09-09-2002||09:16 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||anybody seen "the rookie" yet?  well, look carefully, and when the coach is going to try outs for baseball, there is a gold 89-93 galant which he parked beside, i think its a GS, but anywho, check it out.||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000966.cgi
A||||12||number3||My new toy.||||1||
Z||000000||number3||09-09-2002||09:26 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||My new toy.<BR> <A HREF="http://photos.msn.com/viewing/album.aspx?m7A!X9U3q6bynoZEhFj0U36yTVD7tRn3iUMqF5XtkeABKIYdaX*nw3IIEQ7T4XwUs37*Kxx9C5L2VJiiZtYwM5K!7sARbn8dZ41Jwvh!h2C*FFVxBF4YYQ$$" TARGET=_blank>http://photos.msn.com/viewing/album.aspx?m7A!X9U3q6bynoZEhFj0U36yTVD7tRn3iUMqF5XtkeABKIYdaX*nw3IIEQ7T4XwUs37*Kxx9C5L2VJiiZtYwM5K!7sARbn8dZ41Jwvh!h2C*FFVxBF4YYQ$$</A> ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||09-09-2002||09:47 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||What is the size of that V8?!||63.231.76.107||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||09-09-2002||09:51 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||DIZAMN!!!! What is that under the hood?||172.137.15.161||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||09-09-2002||10:33 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Someone got a Monster Miata!<BR>Hmmm looks like a vortech would fit nicely!<P>Nice ride, it must be great to have that power to weight ratio.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||09-09-2002||11:30 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Here I was hoping is was a Bullet - Miata+Lexus 1UZFE  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> <P>No matter, its awesome anyway.  What exact motor is that for the non US members like me, it looks kinda like the old Windsor?<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 09-09-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||09-10-2002||07:47 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Nah, that looks like a 302 upper intake.  Looks like it fits in there nice & snug too  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">   Man, I can't even imagine what a supercharger on that thing would be like.  My friend's supercharged '95 Cobra hauls butt (500rwhp) as it is & it's probably about 3600lbs so this thing would be nuts! Me likes!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||09-10-2002||08:20 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||The size of the V8 is 302 cubic inches.<P>That is a FI Ford Mustang GT 302 motor.<P>I need to do some things over. As you know from number3 I am very pick about things. It does ride very well and handles great too. As I get use to it it only gets faster in the handling dept. It rests on GAB adjustable shocks.<P>The weight should be in the 2500-2500 lbs range. I will corner weigh in the near future.<P>But for right now I want to enjoy the sun again.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||JonGVR4||09-10-2002||08:43 AM||jon@jgronline.com||how much was it?<P>Looks really nice.  <P>There is a local person with one of those.  She also has a Miata with a T3/T4 turbo.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||Dan D||09-10-2002||09:57 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Way too cool!  Is it a stock 302?  &lt;at stoplight in car beside you&gt; Gee, honey, why is that little 4 cyl roadster camming like a muscle car <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> mwahahah.<P>Time to find a cheap miata and pull the 5.0L out of my old '88 cougar!||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000009||Hertz||09-10-2002||01:03 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Does the (assumed) added weight in front adversely affect the handling?||65.43.115.60||reg||1
Z||000010||number3||09-10-2002||05:45 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||It handles pretty well. As I drive it; it gets faster and faster.  My 90 weighs roughly 2100 lbs this car (92 monster) I think weighs in at about 2500-2600.  But the power/torque makes up for the difference.<P>The "monster" only has 4,000 miles the chassis. I can't wait to massage it to my standards.<P>BTW the 90 is for sale. $2,800 and has a clean title. <P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000011||Hertz||09-10-2002||08:32 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>It handles pretty well. As I drive it; it gets faster and faster.  My 90 weighs roughly 2100 lbs this car (92 monster) I think weighs in at about 2500-2600.  But the power/torque makes up for the difference.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Do you think that is a matter of the ECU learning or more to do with "breaking in"?  I've found a similar situation with my VR-4, aside from mechanical improvements, it seems to get a little happier each hour she's driven.  #858/2k spent a long time neglected by an older lady whose husband had left her, and left her the car.<BR>||67.37.233.99||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||09-10-2002||09:48 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||No. <P>I was refering to me getting used to the set up on the car. Every car handles different. The more wheel time I spend behind a particular car the faster I can drive it (or take it to the edge)<P>Harry<P><BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000967.cgi
A||N||6||JAP-SPEC||Vehicle Certification Label?||||1||
Z||000000||JAP-SPEC||09-09-2002||09:33 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||I am having a diagnosis test done to my car and because i had a eagle talon non-turbo engine before he could not program the right certification number. Therefor, he could not get the right reading. I now have a galant engine in my car and need the certification number for a 1990 turbo galant vr4 car.The certification label should be attached to your driver's side door pillar. This eight digit number identifies the engine. Can some one with a 1990 turbo galant vr4 take the time to look and tell me their certification number? This way i can finally get my car fix and never have to post up again  ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||kartorium31||09-09-2002||09:41 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Hmmm i don't think any one has a 1990 galant vr-4 in the states, but here is a # that might work-mu900110.  not sure if that is it but its worth a try<BR>karter<BR>||12.18.161.32||reg||1
Z||000002||JAP-SPEC||09-09-2002||09:44 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||well i guess any number from years 1989-1993 will be better beside having no number. Where did you get that number from? ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000003||kartorium31||09-09-2002||10:38 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||it was at the bottom of the info sticker, below the vin number.||12.18.161.32||reg||1
Z||000004||JAP-SPEC||09-09-2002||10:44 PM||sweetandbuilt1@aol.com||What year is your car and is it a turbo?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000005||kartorium31||09-09-2002||11:51 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||turbo 1991||12.18.161.32||reg||1
Z||000006||iceman69510||09-10-2002||09:53 AM||||That number is just the part number for the label that you took if from.<P>You will have to be more specific about the number you need.  <BR>Is it the engine type designation?  <BR>Engine family? <BR>Other?  <P>Some of this information is found on the emission label under the hood-if you have the original hood and label.||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000968.cgi
A||||12||kartorium31||brake pad install problems||||5||
Z||000000||kartorium31||09-09-2002||09:35 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Well i went out to install my new pads that i got from mofugas, (thanks for the pros Rob)and i was thinking it wouldn't be to hard cause i have done brakes before(not on a galant).  Anyway i can't get the damn guide bolts out that are holding the caliper on the bracket.  Any suggestions, i tried WD with no luck and i don't have an impact.<BR>thanks<BR>btw i saw teeter's name in SCC under the oregon trail article, he had wrecked his car into a tree or somthing.  check it out.||12.18.161.32||reg||5
Z||000001||talontsi||09-09-2002||10:35 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||No impact, then try PB blaster and a rachet with a long handle or a breaker bar.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||09-09-2002||10:39 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||will do, thanks<BR>where do u get pb blaster<BR><p>[This message has been edited by kartorium31 (edited 09-09-2002).]||12.18.161.32||reg||1
Z||000003||blytz||09-09-2002||11:23 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Wally World!||172.173.118.165||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||09-09-2002||11:29 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I used my spark plug socket on a 1' extension bar on the end of my rachet as a dodgy breaker bar, works well.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||16GVR4||09-11-2002||01:54 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I just recently replaced my f+r brake pads. You probably already know this, but you only need to remove the bottom bolts. Then, the calipers swing up.<P>My bolts wasn't stuck that tight. However, the rear bolts are missing most of their brake grease causing the rear pads to wear unevenly.||64.168.25.148||reg||1
Z||000006||Dan D||09-11-2002||10:36 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||One of my rear calipers froze and still won't come apart.  I got one of a awd eclipse from a junkyard and it works fine.  Even off the car when I didn't car about damaging it, I could not get the slided pin to un sieze.  It was even greased well last time it was apart.  I can't figure out what went wrong.  <P>Only $50 for the used rear caliper assemble.  Make sure you lube up the slide pin and bolt when they go back together.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000007||kartorium31||09-11-2002||11:04 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||thanks for the responses.  I am trying to remove the bolts that are actually holding the caliper to the caliper bracket(not the bolts holding the bracket to the car), i am doing this correct right?||12.18.161.32||reg||1
Z||000008||talontsi||09-11-2002||11:59 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by kartorium31:<BR><B>thanks for the responses.  I am trying to remove the bolts that are actually holding the caliper to the caliper bracket(not the bolts holding the bracket to the car), i am doing this correct right?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Yes your doing it correct. Like someone else said you just need to remove the lower bolt and the caliper will swing up.<BR>Make sure you have a clamp the decompress the cylinder or the new pads won't fit.<BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000009||hibern8||09-12-2002||11:28 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah i had the same problem to the point where i put a crobar in there and had to kick it to break the caliper free off slide bolt....you will most likely need to slide it off a little bit since the new pads are a bit thicker..just remember to grease up that slide bolt so the caliper can slide freelt on there and wont seize up on you for next time...||63.62.124.206||reg||1
Z||000010||kartorium31||09-13-2002||11:35 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||sounds good, i got one corner done yesterday in power class but i don't think i will do that today cause i have to bring my smowmobile in to rebuild the engine.  I probably won't get to the rest of them till tomorrow.  Thanks for all the info guys.||12.144.250.67||reg||1
Z||000011||RayH||09-13-2002||01:10 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Before you compress the pistons make sure you get all the dust off the rubber boots and check for any rips.  If they're damaged the cylinder will corrode underneath causing them to stick and wear down your pads.||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000012||kartorium31||09-13-2002||09:28 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Man! you guys are full of nice to know info that would never be in a manual.||12.18.161.10||reg||7




ubb/Forum3/000969.cgi
A||||0||JonGVR4||Member's Ride updated||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||09-10-2002||09:10 AM||jon@jgronline.com||When Wesley first sent me pictures to now, his car changed a bunch.  Mainly, he added a front mount intercooler.  The way he did it is rather interesting so I had to update the page featuring his car.<P> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_ride_7.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_ride_7.html</A> <P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000970.cgi
A||||5||keydiver||ABS valve body repair?||||1||
Z||000000||keydiver||09-10-2002||09:43 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Has anyone here ever tried repairing the ABS valve body? My wife's 3000GT ABS has gone from barely dripping to adding fluid daily, so I tore into it last night. It LOOKS like a fairly simple repair, its just dripping from one of the valves, probably just a bad O-ring. But, I removed the huge steel snap ring on the end of the valve, but it still won't pop out of the ABS assembly. Does anyone know what else is holding it in? The manual states that the assembly is non-repairable! I'm getting ready to call Conicelli, but if I remember from other people's complaints, its &gt;$1,000!<BR>Plan B: Is it really as easy as it looks to just Tee the lines together, and bypass the ABS? It looks like I just need 2 Tee's, and unplug the ABS computer. Are the line fittings a standard size I could get at Pep Boys or other discount parts house?<BR>Thanks!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR> ||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||09-10-2002||09:58 AM||||Jeff,<P>This could be easy, or it could be a repair that wrecks the unit.  It may be that the valve is corroded and stuck in there.  Who is the manufacturer of the unit?  If you can find out that, and tell me what model year you have, I will see if I can find anything out about it.<P>Dave||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||09-10-2002||03:02 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||It is a Nippon ABS, Ltd unit, with the numbers K27 and 4K5C stamped into, if that helps. Its the same one they used from '90-'95 I believe. The Mitsu part number is MB668391, and my discount Conicelli price is $1938.66!!!!!!!!!!!<BR>I'm going to the parts places right now to see if I can find some Tee's.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR><p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 09-10-2002).]||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000003||mands||09-10-2002||03:37 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||I have a good used one I will sell you for $125 plus shipping<BR>It carries a 6 month guarantee<BR>Robert <BR>M&S Recycling<BR>800-695-4700 x11||67.104.24.99||reg||14
Z||000004||ken inn||09-10-2002||05:15 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||dunno about japanese abs, but german bosch abs servos for bmw have a shelf life of 5 years.  ||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||10-04-2002||10:14 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Just wanted to thank you Robert. I installed it 2 weeks ago, and so far so good. I am a little concerned about installing a used one considering how many other ones I've heard about going bad, but I'm glad I gave it a try.<BR>Does anyone know if there is any kind of seal conditioner for the brake system?<BR>Thanks again!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.212||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000971.cgi
A||||5||Johnny Bravo||Just got her back from shop...trans case & rear diff bad???||||1||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||09-10-2002||01:55 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Whelp I just got my car checked out by a very good local shop just to see if they could find out what's been making the crazy vibration in the driveline.  From what they said it's likely a bad t-case and/or rear diff.  They also stated that the front wheels do no drive either (so essentially it's a RWD car at the moment).  Just wondering if anyone would know what might be up.  The car drives "ok" in that the tranny shifts fine, idles ok, et cetera...but if the front wheels aren't getting power would that possibly mean a broken center diff?  Any ideas?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||Nate||09-10-2002||02:24 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Sounds like a broken center diff.  This happened to a good friends' Eclipse when he blew the diff at Etown.  It did nasty burnouts, though. :-)||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||09-10-2002||03:13 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||That's what I'm thinking too as the rear tended to step out a bit toooo easy in the wet.  I've gotten basically the same response on other forums too so it's very possible.  Gonna have a really good tranny guy near here check it out soon.  Time for a Quaife maybe  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||09-10-2002||06:25 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Yeah sounds like the center diff is DOA. A local guy also had this problem and ended up getting it welded and is not back on the road with no problems.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||09-11-2002||05:34 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||geez, I'd almost be tempted to leave it like that  VR4 skids!||203.221.153.237||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||09-12-2002||12:08 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I wouldn't mind a rwd VR4 at all  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">   I'm kinda partial to rwd cars anyway, but they're not much fun in the wet or off road  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  ...plus the vibrations are REALLY irritating & it feels like it's about ready to blow apart.||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000972.cgi
A||||2||Garfield Wright||Robs||||10||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||09-10-2002||10:28 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||How many Robs are on this board?  Seems like every other post is followed by "Rob".||66.176.234.150||reg||10
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-10-2002||10:53 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Actually there all just me. Just diffrent personalities. The user names symbolize diffrent aspects and traits of my 7 to 15  people living in my head....<BR>Laterz, <BR>Rob<BR> <BR>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||09-10-2002||11:32 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||That makes sense<P>Rob, <BR>Cough I mean Zach||64.152.234.165||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000973.cgi
A||||3||Hunter||WTB - WiNNiNG LoTTo TiCKET||||12||
Z||000000||Hunter||09-11-2002||03:25 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||preferbly for actual cost of the ticket.. oh! and before 6pm PCT preferably.||167.88.200.30||reg||12
Z||000001||Ash||09-11-2002||05:39 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||ROFLMAO||203.221.153.237||reg||1
Z||000002||DSSA||09-11-2002||08:17 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||I've got a winner right here with your name on it.  It's a $5 winner and I'm willing to sell it for the price of the ticket.<P>e-mail me for more info...<P>(please include $50 S&H)||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000003||Hunter||09-11-2002||09:35 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||i went n got some today.. if i win the 10mill... what that comes to 1.6 mill after taxes and everything? i'll hookup the whole crew on this board with what i've been day-dreaming as a .. "Gundam Series" mod for the vr4's  Tein works, full car teardown with 400-whp & rollcage. bodykit optional.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  i keep thinkin from that whole anime series being transpossed over to the vr4 line...  "what is that???   oh no! it's a Gundam!"  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  then dropping the clutch at 90mph in 4th spinning away while they're at WOT...  wouldn't that just be fun?  *SiGH* .. welps back to work! ya'll have a goodnite||167.88.200.30||reg||7




ubb/Forum3/000974.cgi
A||||35||JSTYLE||VR4 Kit - What do you think?||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||09-11-2002||03:45 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||This is a VR4 kit from aero in nz  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>What do you think?<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/kittedVR4.jpg"> ||203.173.165.212||reg||1
Z||000001||91vr4evolution||09-11-2002||05:26 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||And I thought the people who mod their cars for the Auto Salons had no taste!<P>Seriously though, each to their own, but definitely not my cup of tea.<P>Am I alone in thinking the best place for an Evo 4-6 nose is on the front of an Evo 4-6?!<P>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||11
Z||000002||Ash||09-11-2002||05:55 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I think it looks messy & wrong.  The best kit I ever saw was a custom jobbie done in blue, saw it on this board||203.221.153.237||reg||1
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||09-11-2002||08:28 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||yucky....||68.6.244.123||reg||13
Z||000004||MrEd||09-11-2002||09:13 AM||res122@psu.edu||the frontend reminds me of Jay Leno's chin & the rearend reminds me of J-Lo's, uh, rearend... both way out of proportion to the body  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||128.118.220.55||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||09-11-2002||10:32 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Rice rice baby..bum bum bum bum badabum bum.  GVR4's are old ugly 4 doors.  Learn to embrace the fact and be happy  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000006||kartorium31||09-11-2002||11:02 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I like the side skirts and rear bumber, <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.18.161.32||reg||1
Z||000007||talontsi||09-11-2002||12:01 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Looks like a scubie wananbe.<BR>I personally like clean lines of the stock parts.||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000008||blacksheep||09-11-2002||01:02 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Oh my - I love body kits and all, but thats a little excessive front end decoration.<P>That wing looks OK (better than evo III wing IMHO) and the rear bumper looks good (coz its just the JDM rear bumper from what I can tell) <P>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000009||gvr4ever||09-11-2002||02:05 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||"GVR4's are old ugly 4 doors. Learn to embrace the fact and be happy"<P>Wow, I like the way the GVR4s look.  Old maybe, but not ugly.  <P>The body kit is too much and doesn't match the car.  The hood kinda looks nice with the vents, but the wannabe TMIC scoop has to go.  It's not a subie.  Also the spoiler front bumber are just too crazy for our cars.  <P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000010||1quickvr4||09-11-2002||02:48 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Im gonna have to say it looks okay, The wing is huge and I kinda like it, In a way <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> But I think BlueFalcon and Howardvr4 would come over and saw of my arms and legs for putting that on.What brand is the wing? To be honest I dont even have a spoiler on my car now. I kinda like it I just wish back in the day a Jap. Companey would have made kits for our cars. sigh.<P>Zach<BR>Zach||65.56.127.245||reg||1
Z||000011||1quickvr4||09-11-2002||02:49 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||on another note atleast I would have a place to dry my shirts.<P>Zach||65.56.127.245||reg||1
Z||000012||Dan D||09-11-2002||04:13 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||   Ok, maybe not flat out ugly, but a gorgeous car they are not.  Gorgeous is a '67 ss camaro with a blower out the hood or an Aston Martin DB7, not a 4 door box.  That doesn't mean I don't love my car. I don't have to look at it from behind the wheel.   <BR>  I will say however, that the design and looks manage not to look too dated.  Most people think its a '95 or '96 car before I tell them what it is.  If I was after a car that other people really dug the looks of, this would not be me choice of vehicle.  Thankfully I'm not so vain and I happily drive my vr4.||128.46.97.113||reg||1
Z||000013||91vr4evolution||09-11-2002||04:21 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||I consider the understated looks as a great point. I've got the factory hotrod version and all it has is the two bonnet vents! Okay 17" wheels might be considered attention magnets, but 17" are fairly common these days, anyway.<P>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||1
Z||000014||Hunter||09-11-2002||09:40 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||ehh.. the front is overkill..  i think it'd be perfect with a JDM front... heck even with the cut out fins on the usa front bumpers.  that wing didn't look adjustable.. but is sweet. what company is this? aero? they got a site?||167.88.200.30||reg||4
Z||000015||Ian M||09-11-2002||10:10 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| The grill kinda resembles a brushguard off a 4x4....or maybe the General Lee.... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||129.71.114.58||reg||1
Z||000016||MX4||09-12-2002||06:17 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Hunter,<BR>My own car was the first car ever to receive the kit...or at least parts of it. I didnt like the whole look of it with the full kit.<BR>The business is called Foxton Reinforced Plastics aka Aerotech. Can be found at <A HREF="http://www.aerotech.co.nz" TARGET=_blank>www.aerotech.co.nz</A> <P>Any questions feel free<P>Ryan NZ||165.84.100.16||reg||1
Z||000017||Johnny Bravo||09-12-2002||12:17 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||The only part I don't dig is on the front...the lower part right in front of the wheels.  It just sticks out too far & doesn't compliment the rest of the body, but otherwise it looks decent.  The Evo V wing actually goes quite well on the car I think.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000018||uno||09-12-2002||02:21 PM||corona1977@juno.com||So much for the "sleeper" look. It's a little loud for me. However the vents on the hood look ok. And if the scoop did something where it is at it might be ok too.||216.187.161.88||reg||1
Z||000019||hibern8||09-12-2002||11:21 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah i agree whats the point of having the car if you're not going to keep it sleepin'!!!???? if anything, check out the galant AMG front and rear end. definately nice....||63.62.124.206||reg||1
Z||000020||Hunter||09-13-2002||03:59 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||Hey MX4, you know anybody that gots picks of the wing, and sideskirts that you can upload?  i'd like to see the difference  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||4.61.251.171||reg||1
Z||000021||LunarShadow||09-13-2002||10:20 PM||ahagopia@bellsouth.net||I don't understand.  Why do some attempt to put an Evo front on a GVR4.  It just doesn't look right.  The front looks bulky.  The molding between the headlights doesn't follow any of the other lines.  The tail is ridiculous.  Why the Scooby scoop?  Hell, even the hood vents are just a tad too much.<BR>My heart goes out to the poor sap who put the cash into that car, but it just looks bad.<BR>  <BR>In my opinion, if you want inspiration for the late 80's design, look at the M series BMWs of that era. Lower the stance, shorten the front and rear, open the mouth at bit, and get rid of that raked GrandAm Cladding.  Add some "wide as you can tires", and  if you are real adventurous, flare the front and rear fenders an 1/8" to a 1/4" to accomodate a bit more.  Then, match the runners to the flares.<P>It might turn a head, it won't call attention, and it will look the part. The form will follow the function.  Subdued yet potent is the ideology which think will work well for the car.<P><BR>||172.134.188.98||reg||1
Z||000022||turboflanagan||09-14-2002||06:05 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Absolutely!  Great idea!!  Flare the fenders!  I wish that I could do metal work.  I would do that to both the Galant and my Colt.  Both are pretty square and it would look a bit more "muscular" like the starquest's.||64.63.209.134||reg||1
Z||000023||MX4||09-15-2002||06:29 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Hunter,<BR>That is the only car I know with the full kit above. Only person brave enough maybe<P>Ryan||165.84.100.16||reg||1
Z||000024||threestardiamond||09-16-2002||02:33 AM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com||ehhh.....<B>ugly!!</B><P>I love VR4's/Galants, but the only good looking body kit ive seen is the AMG ones for the galant.  It highlights the qualities of our cars.  Now, thats a <I>bodykit</I>||66.185.84.196||reg||1
Z||000025||JonGVR4||09-16-2002||10:42 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Body kit:<P>  <IMG SRC="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/d_1.jpg"> <BR>BMW M3<BR>    <IMG SRC="http://members.aol.com/m3euro/m3_gallery/97_m3_blue.jpg">    <P><BR>That has to be the same damn side skirt on the Galant.  If you look closely, you'll see how the fit isn't perfect.  I wonder if they just smoothed out the plastic moldings on the doors and then painted it.  Wouldn't be too hard to do.<P>Close up of fit of M3 side skirt:<BR>  <IMG SRC="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/d_s2.jpg"> <BR> <BR><p>[This message has been edited by JonGVR4 (edited 09-16-2002).]||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000026||JSTYLE||09-16-2002||11:18 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||The AMG kit is just infact.<P>M3 Side Skirts<BR>M3 Mirrows<BR>JDM front/rear bars<BR>Removal of cladding on the doors.<P>Pretty simple, but very neat, one of my favourite kits!<P>Jon||203.173.165.130||reg||1
Z||000027||GVR1643||09-16-2002||11:23 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Figures you'd have a nice one on file Jon! :-)  I am not much for many body kits, don't mind the tasteful and subtle ones as this one though - as a matter fact I like 90% of that look...aggressive, nice and doesn't have a look that screams at ya! <BR>Kevin||167.142.22.227||reg||1
Z||000028||1quickvr4||09-16-2002||03:38 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||That car is an AMG to start with, I think him or the car goes by the name dogleg. I just want the grill. What about the headlights.<P>Zach||64.157.125.143||reg||1
Z||000029||mitsu13ishi||09-16-2002||04:45 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||i thought the AMG galants had NOTHING what so ever to do with mitsubishi now, and it was just an option before when AMG wasn't owned by BMW in the late 80's and was just a aftermarket maker.  i don't know what kinda AMG kit you're talking about jstyle, but i think garfield on these boards said its one bitch to get ahold of, and very pricey from japan.<P>very nice observation jon, i bet that's exactly what the guy did, i think it would be easier though to just remove the body cladding instead of smoothing it out.... i'd like to see what the back of it looks like, you have a picture of the back of the galant?||172.169.106.162||reg||1
Z||000030||JSTYLE||09-16-2002||06:25 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||That vr4 is on the AMG site, so thats why i suspect its a AMG kit! The back has alteza lights.<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/dogleg/d_m2_s.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/dogleg/d_r10_s.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/dogleg/d_e.jpg"> <P>Jon<p>[This message has been edited by JSTYLE (edited 09-16-2002).]||203.173.165.130||reg||1
Z||000031||DeanCouchey||09-20-2002||02:31 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I want those headlights! Better then a set of 93's! Wonder what the chances of them coming form Japan are.... I mean JDS clear corners are like 150 so I wonder the prijectors price????||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000032||ken inn||09-20-2002||10:29 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||amg wasnt owned by bmw.  they did mostly mercedes cars.  the bmw equivalent was called alpina.  the bmw dealers in europe actually stocked a lot of the alpina parts.   later on, hartge also did bmw's.  now, there is a separate division of bmw called motorsport.  at one time, there was an official amg shop somewhere in florida, and i believe it was associated with factory mercedes.  dunno if it is still there.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000033||DeanCouchey||09-20-2002||12:46 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||This one is for ASH.... I like this kit infact it is my wallpaper!<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/images/vr4.jpg"> ||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000034||drew||09-20-2002||10:14 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||The AMG "kit" you see is on that baby blue Galant is not a kit. The guy took an AMG Galant and put M3 parts on it. <P>That being said, the AMG Galants had different wheels, spoiler, bumpers, grille and (for the earlier ones) side mouldings from the Galant VR4.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000035||mitsu13ishi||09-21-2002||12:43 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||thanks drew, thats what i was trying to say.. lol.<P>it still looks nice, whoever did that had alot of time. but its prolly all show, no go. but who knows.||205.188.209.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000975.cgi
A||||4||gvr4ever||Removing spark plugs.||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-11-2002||02:10 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Okay, I've been using a 21mm deep socket to take my spark plugs out.  It fits the plugs perfect.  The problem, the damn socket gets stuck in the spark plug wall.  <P>Have any of you had this problem?  I went to sears to get a thin wall, and they don't have them.  <P>Suggestions?<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||09-11-2002||02:14 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||All of my sockets are craftsman except my 1/2" drive deeps sockets.  They are stanley and I've never had a problem with them in the plug wells.  ||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||09-11-2002||02:30 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have a trick hazet socket, it is magnetic, and torque sensing, i believe it is set to 18 ft/lbs.  fits excellent, no rubber to stick to the plugs, and when you feel it click, the torque is correct.||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||09-11-2002||04:09 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Never had a problem and I the spark plug socket I use is a cheap one made in china.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-11-2002||04:33 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||What size spark plug socket are you using?  I have a few that came with my craftsman kit, but none of them fit.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000976.cgi
A||||3||Team Ducktape||WOW check this out... ;)||||6||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||09-11-2002||03:30 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1765095103" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1765095103</A> <P><BR>Sorry couldn't pass it up.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> And you know who this is for. hehehehehe||24.196.87.195||reg||6
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-11-2002||03:49 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Not sure if you can get it with a turbo either?||24.196.87.195||reg||10
Z||000002||ken inn||09-11-2002||06:58 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||so THAT'S  where the freon went!  yo, rob, check out cusco(speculum) on ebay.  great for grossing out people||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||09-11-2002||09:05 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Will do, and sorry man I will get that hose and couplers to you yet. I also have two other things I've been NEEDING to send, just been overly busy. If you have anything else you need, if I have it; it's free. Within reason  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000977.cgi
A||||1||gvr4ever||Video stuff.||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-11-2002||05:08 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Whoever posted this wrc-high.wmv on the video link of <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com." TARGET=_blank>www.jgronline.com.</A>   It's a awsome video, but the file seems corrupt.  I keep getting the error "The supplied input or output buffer was too small".  It happens well into the video, but I downloaded it twice to make sure.  If you have a clean file, can you please upload it again?<P>I'd love to see the whole thing/ Thanks<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-11-2002||06:58 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I retract that last statment.  Redownloading it fixed the problem. I'm just Mr. stupid today.<P>BTW, that video rocks.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000978.cgi
A||||1||Hertz||Jumptronix A/F meter||||1||
Z||000000||Hertz||09-11-2002||08:57 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I was checking out the Jumptronix, nice, simple device.  But I'm wondering if I should just go for a Pocketlogger -- more features, less money (already have a Palm).<P>I know that if I bought the Jumptronix (not sure if it REALLY does anything special) for $85 from RRE *ouch* I just know I'd have to disassemble it and splice it into the dash clock.||67.37.237.21||reg||1
Z||000001||Ant||09-12-2002||07:59 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||DSMotorsport has the Jumptronix for a lot less then $85<P>I'm going to be selling my Jumptronix very soon as I just got my S-AFC<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000979.cgi
A||N||4||sam||vr4 pillar pod||||1||
Z||000000||sam||09-12-2002||01:33 PM||too_skinnee@hotmail.com||I've been looking for a pillar pod for my vr4 for a long time. I've seen them on cars, but not for sale. Are these custom made, or can I buy them some where? Help me, I need to install my gauges!!!||209.255.128.78||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||09-12-2002||01:55 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net|| <A HREF="http://www.gaugepods.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gaugepods.com/</A>   for other little trick parts try here <A HREF="http://carbontrix.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://carbontrix.com/</A> ||63.52.127.165||reg||1
Z||000002||sam||09-12-2002||05:30 PM||too_skinnee@hotmail.com||That double pillar would work, do you know if anyone makes a full pillar replacement? Or at least a triple pillar pod? And the carbontrix site didn't work, is that the website, or is it at a different address?||209.255.128.46||reg||1
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||09-12-2002||06:30 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I have one if you want it make me an offer.  If you want to come and get I'll give it to you cheap.||24.167.208.15||reg||1
Z||000004||sam||09-12-2002||07:37 PM||too_skinnee@hotmail.com||How far are you from Chicago? I'll be there on the 20th, maybe if you're not much farther we could figure something out. Email me and we'll talk about a price. too_skinnee@hotmail.com||209.255.128.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000980.cgi
A||N||3||Ferrari F50 GT||Hood Washers||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||09-12-2002||09:04 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||For those of you that have done the hood washer mod, how many washers did you use to space the hood?  Ken mentioned that removing the weather seal in between the windshield and hood would work.  But I don't really want to have water going into my engine compartment.  Thanks! ||63.227.44.251||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||09-12-2002||10:16 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I used 2 washers for each bolt, plus removing the weather strip.  There a bit over an inch gap there now.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||09-13-2002||01:40 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Are there any negative eefects on removing the weather strip?  Doesn't water get in the engine bay when it rains or if you wash the car?||63.231.78.32||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||09-13-2002||04:24 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||It does whe washing the car, not really in the rain unless its absolutely pissing down<p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 09-13-2002).]||203.221.153.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000981.cgi
A||N||3||KarT||RalliArt stuff||||1||
Z||000000||KarT||09-13-2002||09:37 PM||weslariv@cox.net||I'm looking for some Ralliart products, jacket, decals, etc. Anyone have any links for me? All's I keep finding is Japan based one's. Thanx||68.9.68.130||reg||1
Z||000001||1312VR4||09-13-2002||10:28 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net|| <A HREF="http://www.ralliartuk.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ralliartuk.com/</A>  <BR>they might be able to help you out ||63.52.127.228||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||09-14-2002||01:53 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I don't recall the EXACT website, but check out Collins Mitsubishi in Australia. They have the parts for a LOT less than the UK, and believe it or not shipping is cheaper. <P>A buddy order a RalliArt shift knob from them, and the UK qoute was $108+45 shipping and he got it from Collins for less than $45+25 shipping.||172.149.197.12||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||09-14-2002||03:14 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Check out <A HREF="http://www.coordsport.com" TARGET=_blank>www.coordsport.com</A>    They're a UK distributor of Raliart stuff, but their online store isn't up yet.  Mach V also has a Raliart section too.||205.188.209.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000982.cgi
A||||1||beavis||i need everyones help!!!!||||8||
Z||000000||beavis||09-14-2002||12:45 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||my friend just had his 1990 eclipse gst stolen.  the car was stolen thursday morning and recovered late thursday night.  here is a short list of what was taken.  please keep an eye out on the internet.<P>1.  t3/t4 built by turbo performance in van nuys california<P>2.  turbonetics exhaust manifold.<P>3.  buschur polished upper intercooler pipe<P>4.  intake pipe with a k/n<P>5.  greddy profec b and egt<P>6.  autometer boost and oil pressure<P>7.  18x7 tenzo wheels<P>8.  tial external wastgate with custom o2 sensor housing.<P>the car was stolen from bloomington california and was recovered in san bernardino.  if anyone sees anything please call me at 909-389-7312<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||8
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-14-2002||01:34 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Question:<P>How many people have installed aftermarket alarms and what did you use?  I've had one breakin attempt on my Galant, but the stocker alarm scared them off.  However, I know the alarm is a joke.  Just wondering if you guys have had any luck or would recomend a after market alarm.  <P>The parts stolen will prolly be used on a car and not sold.  Prolly some cheap bastard who doesn't want to pay for parts.  <P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000983.cgi
A||||0||Hertz||Crutchfield $20 off order over $200||||12||
Z||000000||Hertz||09-14-2002||03:19 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||If anyone happens to be interested, I have a promotional code for every "friend" I refer to <A HREF="http://www.crutchfield.com" TARGET=_blank>Crutchfield</A>.  It's for $20 off orders $200 or more -- I get $20 credit out of the deal, as well.  Honestly, I'm not terribly interested in <I>my</I> credit, as I couldn't possibly buy anything else (okay, maybe).  But if anyone is interested, shoot me an email.  I would post the code, but the fine print says "this program is intended for your friends, people you know -- so please do not advertise this program."  So let me know so we can get acquainted beforehand.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||65.43.112.113||reg||12




ubb/Forum3/000984.cgi
A||N||2||Ferrari F50 GT||For A Laugh||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||09-14-2002||06:17 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Just thought a little humor should be posted every once in a while. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  <A HREF="http://www.illmitch.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.illmitch.com/</A> ||63.231.78.32||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||09-14-2002||10:23 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||What a class act that dude is.<P>Check this out for interesting...<P> <A HREF="http://www2.bumfights.com/indecline/" TARGET=_blank>http://www2.bumfights.com/indecline/</A> ||203.221.152.52||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||09-15-2002||12:20 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Even better yet  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> :<BR> <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/asianprince213/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.geocities.com/asianprince213/</A> ||205.188.209.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000985.cgi
A||||2||1312VR4||BOV mod||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||09-14-2002||11:02 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Does anyone have a new link for the mod done to the 1g BOV?( where you drill the side of it)The dodge garage doesnt have it anymore Gus's site is nolonger up. I had everything printed out but it got wet & I cant read it.<BR> Thanks, Tom||63.52.202.108||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||09-15-2002||12:58 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||You're talking about the one where you drill and tap a new port right?  If so, the dodge garage link from vfaq.com still works.  Look under the intake section.  In fact the link to Gus's(rip) solenoid mod is still there as well <A HREF="http://pages.cthome.net/gus/gus.html." TARGET=_blank>http://pages.cthome.net/gus/gus.html.</A> ||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||09-15-2002||01:05 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Dejon has it listed under Misc. <A HREF="http://www.dejontool.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dejontool.com/</A> ||65.32.23.106||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000986.cgi
A||||0||blacksheep||JDM parts pics...||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||09-14-2002||11:43 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Guys<BR>for all those curious - here are pics of the front bumper, supports etc. It is so light compared to the USDM bumper. Of course, as you can tell, the bumper support on the bumper cover is lean  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR> <A HREF="http://groups.msn.com/kcsstuffforsale/jdmgvr4partsforsale.msnw" TARGET=_blank>http://groups.msn.com/kcsstuffforsale/jdmgvr4partsforsale.msnw</A> <P>I am selling the whole front end setup pictured in my above site and they are tentatively sold.<P>||12.216.36.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000987.cgi
A||||1||blacksheep||Cost of gvr4 AC compressor!||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||09-15-2002||04:30 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Can we trade them in as a core at parts stores or do we need to buy them from the dealer ?<P>Anyone know how much this thing costs at the dealership?<BR> <BR>Thanks||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||09-15-2002||05:02 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||I have one if you need one.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000988.cgi
A||N||12||dazboy||Getting a vr4||||1||
Z||000000||dazboy||09-15-2002||07:01 PM||dazboy07901@hotmail.com||Hi all this is the only board i have found on the net so here goes<P>I am picking up on the 7th October<P>1999 Galant vr4<BR>2.5 twin turbo 24 valve 4x4<BR>Uk supplied by ralliart uk<BR>Its a lovely car but i know not much about it <BR>Its a 4 door by the way so ant info anyone can give me would be good eg weaknesses tuning info etc etc<P>Cheers Daz||62.255.32.5||reg||1
Z||000001||dazboy||09-15-2002||07:26 PM||dazboy07901@hotmail.com||this is a pic of the same engine but its not the one in my one my car is black<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.zentac.force9.co.uk/rallies/190800/dsc00017.jpg"> <p>[This message has been edited by dazboy (edited 09-15-2002).]||62.255.32.5||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||09-15-2002||07:36 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Very nice!<BR>Really wish we could have got that over here in the US.<BR>I have seen them in the Carribean Islands.<P>You guys get all the good stuff.||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||09-15-2002||07:43 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Personally I would rather have one of those than a EVO. I know it sounds stupid...<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||dazboy||09-15-2002||07:43 PM||dazboy07901@hotmail.com||the one downside is the massive fuel costs here in the uk a litre of petrol is 81.9 pence ||62.255.32.5||reg||1
Z||000005||dazboy||09-15-2002||07:46 PM||dazboy07901@hotmail.com||better off with a vr4 this one is 290 bhp standard climate control not to mention switchable auto to tiptronic transmission,<BR>Also come with AYC as standard<p>[This message has been edited by dazboy (edited 09-15-2002).]||62.255.32.5||reg||1
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||09-15-2002||08:05 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Awesome man!  Post some more pics of the car when you get it. <P>Is the the first none E39 Galant VR-4 member on the board?||63.231.78.32||reg||1
Z||000007||dazboy||09-17-2002||08:46 AM||dazboy07901@hotmail.com||so you guys only have the 2.0 16 valve version then?||217.34.51.150||reg||1
Z||000008||talontsi||09-17-2002||06:28 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||That is correct and unfortunate for us.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000009||gvr4ever||09-17-2002||08:49 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Has anyone ever put a tt v6 in a us spec GVR4?  There was some talk about it in the past.  Just wondering if anyone ever did it.  <P>I'd like to put one in a Deloren some day  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||09-20-2002||12:42 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I dont know of anyone putting the TT in a GVR4 but my friend who moved up from NYC said they put a 3KGT engine (TT) into a galant down there!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000011||dazboy||10-03-2002||05:52 AM||dazboy07901@hotmail.com||Sweaty palm time picking up the car this monday cant wait. watch this space for pictures <P>Cheers Daz<P>PS so no one else on here has one of these <BR>i just ordered my twin HKS blow off valves do it will sound even better two whooshes when i change gear<BR>||217.39.197.107||reg||7
Z||000012||PhilD||10-08-2002||09:49 AM||deddonut@hotmail.com||Daz,<P>I am a UK VR4 Owner......Drop me a line, if you like !<P>Phil.||212.135.83.69||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000989.cgi
A||||9||hibern8||Greddy Type S BOV||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||09-15-2002||08:37 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||is anyone familiar with this blow off valve....i was thinking about getting it however i know nothing about it. whats the advantage of the soft/hard adjustment screw for the cars performance? whatever info you can give me about this BOV would be greatly appreciated so i can learn a little more from ones who may have had some experience with it. thanks||63.62.130.13||reg||1
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-15-2002||09:38 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||IMHO, that BOV is terrible.  Don't spend your money on it, the stock one is a thousand times better.  The threads in the BOV cap for the adjustment screw strip out waaay too easily, then the screw falls out and the BOV stops working.  Even when not stripped, the Greddy is very picky and will sometimes leak when you think it's tight enough, and compressor surge when you think it's loose enough.  <P>That's my $.02||4.47.84.188||reg||1
Z||000002||SPAM||09-15-2002||11:51 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||I second Howard's opinion on the Greddy Type-S. I have use three different ones on three different cars and all have leaked on 16 psi.||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||09-16-2002||01:14 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i like my greddy, but there are a hundred things better to spend the money on.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||hibern8||09-16-2002||06:46 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||the only reason i do ask is my friend said e would trade his type s for my stock one. i need to upgrade to some type of aftermarket BOV for the t3/t4 im putting on. ||63.62.130.220||reg||1
Z||000005||hibern8||09-16-2002||06:48 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||unless the stock one will hold and perform well in the 18-22 psi range(1.25-1.5 bar). you guys tell me, again im sure you have more experience with them....||63.62.130.220||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||09-16-2002||08:23 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I run 20psi through my crushed stocker, seems to be fine||203.220.203.13||reg||1
Z||000007||1312VR4||09-16-2002||02:35 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||vfaq.com  click on Intake then scroll down to 1g BOV mod. That should do it for ya.||63.52.151.58||reg||1
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||09-16-2002||04:35 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||A properly crushed stock one is plenty good enough for a T3/T4.  I'd say a stock one is good for low 11's and maybe high 10's, and I wouldn't ever trade my stock one for a Greddy Type S.  ||129.120.56.208||reg||1
Z||000009||hibern8||09-18-2002||12:30 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i thank you all again for your input||66.19.126.158||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000990.cgi
A||X||1||JSTYLE||Do i need a 4 bolt?||||1||This topic has been transferred to this forum: Frequently Asked Questions.
Z||000000||JSTYLE||09-17-2002||12:30 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Its hard trying to source a 4 bolt dif. Anyways just wondering, has anyone run sub 12s w/o a 4 bolt?, what times did they run? and how much of a difference is it with a 4 bolt?<P>Jon||203.173.165.130||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||09-17-2002||07:26 AM||jon@jgronline.com||moved to FAQ. ||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000991.cgi
A||||5||16GVR4||Does your BOV squeal ?||||1||
Z||000000||16GVR4||09-18-2002||01:11 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Both mine and my buddy's GVR4 have the BOV squeal whenever the throttle is let off at low boost ( like 0 psi ). So, basically, the car will be squealing a lot while driving in a parking lot.<P>Both cars use crushed 1G BOV and has a big 16G turbo.<BR>Anyone else experience the same thing or know the fix ? The squeal sounds very similar to brake squeal, except that we're not breaking when it squeals.<BR>||64.168.26.242||reg||1
Z||000001||bob in chicago||09-18-2002||09:47 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Related noise: My boost solenoid makes a "peep!" when I let off the throttle. I think it's releasing pressure and the outlet has been broken off.||24.148.61.55||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||09-18-2002||10:47 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Mine does sometimes, But only since I have the RRE pipe kit, plus I vent.<P>Zach||209.245.236.4||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-18-2002||02:50 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||My high milage Talon does it, but my Galant doesn't.  At first I thought it was a leak, so I crushed it and it didn't change the way it sounds.  I don't know if something is worn or what, but it still works okay for now.  Both cars have the same intake mods.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||16GVR4||09-18-2002||03:30 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I guess no known fix yet ? It's strange that I can't seem to find this issue being discussed before on either dsmtalks.com or dsmtuners.com<P>I am not venting to atmosphere. The long squeal is kinda bothering me. I wonder if the squeal will go away if I get an aftermarket blow off valve.<P>Thanks for the input.||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4ever||09-18-2002||03:53 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I'd try and borrow one and see if it fixes your problem.  If it does, then just order a new one, or go aftermarket.  Not needed unless you are running 20+psi.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000992.cgi
A||||4||gvr4ever||Need a part number.||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-18-2002||04:10 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||For a no stereo pocket.  I need to fill a empty space.  I know the part number is avalible because I've seen it.  I've called dealers and even gone to a few, and I never get the part.  They are too lazy to find it.  I've even seen it in my Galant books discribed as a no stereo pocket or something.<P>Thanks<P>William  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000001||SPEEDFIEND||09-18-2002||07:16 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||If your trying to fill the entire radio space then these numbers won't work but, If you want to install a stereo on top and a pocket on the bottom then this is what you need.                                         Pocket-MB424422; Double face plate-MB716801;  Four Screws-MF453016 or you can just use 4X10 Shelf Tapping screws                     ||206.214.57.154||reg||10
Z||000002||gvr4ever||09-18-2002||07:34 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU!  I've been tring to get this for some time now.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||09-18-2002||08:17 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||No problem.  Try to order that stuff from Conicelli.  The local dealer with stick it to you.  Kris||206.214.57.154||reg||1
Z||000004||iceman69510||09-19-2002||12:36 PM||||One of the reasons they are no help (just one of the reasons) is that CAPS does not list the pocket anymore on the new CDs.  It says "NO DATA".  I just modified a new '99 Galant pocket to fit the same hole yesterday.  It still screws in the same way but one lip needed to be ground down and the screw holes modified.  Fits like a glove now.  I plan to install gauges in the pocket.  (I also put in a 99 Galant radio to operate the 10 disc dealer-accessory changer.)   ||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000993.cgi
A||||5||SPAM||JDM Headlight clips....||||1||
Z||000000||SPAM||09-18-2002||10:00 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||For those of you using Japanese headlights did you switch bulbs, hardwire the wires to the bulbs, your comes with clips or what??<P>thanks||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000001||SPAM||09-30-2002||12:51 AM||hswilson@lvcm.com||Did I ask this the wrong way?<BR>I am looking for wiring info if there is some available. The US spec bulbs dont fit into the JDM lamps.<P>thanks||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000002||Telecaster||09-30-2002||02:34 AM||telecastr@email.com||Splice the wires and solder them.  I saw that they use the same connectors anyway.  Thats how i did it.  I know its ghetto, but it works.  <p>[This message has been edited by Telecaster (edited 09-30-2002).]||216.175.98.89||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||09-30-2002||09:30 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Remember they drive on the other side so they are aimed wrong for the USA.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||SPAM||10-01-2002||12:21 AM||hswilson@lvcm.com||gotcha, thanks all. I'll play around with it this weekend.<BR>Still wouldnt mind swapping anyone for a set of 93 headlights though....takers?||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000005||Telecaster||10-04-2002||02:01 AM||telecastr@email.com||What kind of bulb size are in the JDM lamps?||66.32.61.37||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000994.cgi
A||||14||JonGVR4||FIND THIS BITCH!||||4||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||09-19-2002||10:43 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <A HREF="http://www.cnn.com/2002/US/Midwest/09/19/video.child.beating/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.cnn.com/2002/US/Midwest/09/19/video.child.beating/index.html</A> ||12.220.164.222||reg||4
Z||000001||number3||09-19-2002||11:04 PM||gvrfour@erols.com||Big Brother.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||8
Z||000002||mitsu13ishi||09-20-2002||12:20 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||aint' no big brother. if its on, say walmart property they have right to video tape ya.<P>It must be the day for the ass-whooping, Kansas City UMP is hurting tooo.....<P>||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||09-20-2002||07:46 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Big Brother.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Did you not watch that video?  That stupid bitch looks around before she starts to beat up a 4 year old little girl.  Not a spanking.  Clearly child abuse.  That mom should be put behind bars for the rest of her life.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||09-20-2002||08:46 AM||gvrfour@erols.com||Yes, I saw it the 97 times they played it on TV yesterday. And it was very disturbing.<P>I am not saying she is right. In fact IF she did hit the child she needs to talk to her minister (or equivalent) and learn to get her rage under control before dealing with a young child. <P>I just think they need to get the facts first. Maybe she was hitting a stuck latch or a large package that is getting in the way as the child fights her to get in the child seat. But that is not what bothers me most about this...<P> I hate the fact that cameras are everywhere and they (NEW programs) can show your act, on video, good or bad to millions and millions of people just to get news ratings with out thinking first.<P>I shouldn't even have commented on this due to the sensitivity of the topic. But dammit we are loosing control of this country and what makes it great. <P>Yes she is probably wrong but so is Walmat and the News for showing the tape to the public and doing it at every fucking commercial break!<P>Just my humble opinion,<P><BR>Now back to ou 91-92 vintage cars that are NOT monitored 24/7 by the EPA.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||09-20-2002||03:04 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||You have to take a test for preschool, you have to take a test for middle school you have to take a test to get your drivers permit, you have to take tests all the time , But I quess any idiot can be a parent....... Maybe people should take a "pre-parent" test? Or atlest a screeening interview, and don't give me that human rights crap, China will kill your offspring if you have too many. And where was the good person to come in a say "I'm sorry, I understand that is your kid but no fucking way will I stand here and let you do that to anyone, especially you child"....||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR1643||09-20-2002||03:20 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I have to agree with find her, beat her and jail her AND I haven't even seen the video, just read the articles.  As far as Big Brother - I know what you're saying Harry, it's scary to think we constantly loose a little freedom here and there, but it is a given that some will be lost and some will be gained as technology advances faster than the laws.  The internet has given both as a matter of fact.  On the other hand ask some of the parents who have observed their daycare provider, nanny, etc. abusing their child via tiny hidden cameras if they are happy to have technolody to allow them to remove their child from such a situation...just my .02 worth.  I hear both points, but I think were talking about 2 different things here.  ||167.142.21.173||reg||1
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||09-20-2002||03:20 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||EPA? <P>"Ethical Parent Association"?||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000008||JonGVR4||09-20-2002||03:36 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Ideally, people do the right thing for the right reason.  In reality, only a few people do that.  Most people only do the right thing for fear of something.  Either fear of government or fear of religion.  For those dumb fucks out there that only do the right thing because they are scared of getting caught, I'm glad there is a camera in front of Wal Mart and I'm very glad there is a camera in front of Kohl's. <P>If you look around the world, you'll see lots of examples of people being lifted of some fear and then doing the wrong thing.  Yugoslavia is a perfect example.  No more Commie government and everyone starts killing each other.  When is the last time you saw someting from China?||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR1643||09-20-2002||03:46 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||You mean like Tieneman (sp) Square?  When people try to do the right thing regardless of their fear and get squashed for it...BTW - they don't have the same press freedoms that we do...<BR>otherwise I know what your saying and mostly agree with it - I'll just pass on having that type of government to keep things in order.  You can't legislate morals, ethics and common sense - that's where religion and a few other things come in.  Harry mentioned that she should see her minister (or the like), but she probably wouldn't know where to find him/her  (Jon, I know you're not advocating Commie govs for us - I'm just tired and rambling - beats working :-)||167.142.21.173||reg||1
Z||000010||number3||09-20-2002||05:18 PM||gvrfour@erols.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR> On the other hand ask some of the parents who have observed their daycare provider, nanny, etc. abusing their child via tiny hidden cameras if they are happy to have technolody to allow them to remove their child from such a situation...just my .02 worth.  I hear both points, but I think were talking about 2 different things here.  [/B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>This is not big brother, as I think you hinted. When you have the camera in your own house watching an employee you pay to work or to watch your kids in your house. You should also make sure the video and the act are clear and use it only to punish the person in court. Not to boost your local news stations ratings. <P><BR>I know my parents hit me once or twice as a kid. And I would hate to think that if one of the rare times they did; they got caught on tape and then they were to jail and I went to foster homes just because Big Brother thought they did it all the time and labled them bad parents to the entire country.<P>Did you know that rental car companies are charging people a fee for speeding in the rental car? How you ask? They use the on board GPS as evidence.  <P>Did you also know that if you drive a late model GMC that they can now download speed and braking info from the cars ECM and use it for or against the driver to prove an accident cause, etc?<P>What if the state were to start keeping track of the time it took you to go from toll booth to toll booth and wrote you a ticket for speeding everytime you arrived early? We all would have tickets to pay. <P>It needs to stop before it gets out of hand. Or at the very least common sense needs to prevail.<P><BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000011||mitsu13ishi||09-21-2002||12:49 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||damn thats whack!.. that's all i gotta say..<P>somebody sure is smart though, as long as it doesn't get into the govts hands, i doubt it will, thats why u walk in that toll booth.<P>everybody vote on 3rd. if you live in maryland, DONT vote for kennedy-townsend!!!||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000012||iceman69510||09-23-2002||10:38 AM||||The technology exists to do that toll booth timing thing-especially where people use the electronic passes to avoid the toll booths.  It will happen unless we continue to advocate against things like it. I've considered getting rid of all my credit cards and other methods of tracking, as you don't know all the people, companies and governments that have info on you that you are not aware of.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000013||gvr4ever||09-23-2002||03:22 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||To not be tracked you would have to not only get rid of CCs, but not sigh up for any service that gets mailed to your home(phone, electricity, ect).  Not have a bank account.  Have a job that doesn't require using your SS#, good luck, and pay rent with cash only, or live out of a tent.  You would have to become a caveman out west or something.  Even then, I'm sure you would still have to tie up some loose ends to never be found.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000014||Team Ducktape||09-23-2002||06:46 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||If this is talk of "big brother" or the "man"<P>Well here in Watertown at some/most grade-schools the school board thinks it's a good idea to have a police officer come in and give a talk about bike saftey, stangers, ect. But here is the kicker, you know how kids like to get their hands dirty, well the Watertown Police Department has everyone of the kids to not only put their fingers in the black stuff to make a "print" but also their palms. Now to most this may seem neat or educational or just as something for the kids to do; but um quess what? They keep the cards and the finger prints. So as of now most if not all the people in Watertown who went to public schools now have all their finger prints on file. So ask your shool board in your area if they help out the kids too. So a quick easy way to get finger prints and "sneek" past you rights or should I say your kids rights. How convienient...... Oh yea and we did have the "good driver stop" also. This was designed to congradulate you for making good driving decisions, ect. So how it works is a cop would see you make a right turn from a stop, then he pulls you over and says "I'm officer so and so I stopped you to tell you you really did nice job tuning right at the stop sign, you looked both ways had your blinker on and everything,,,, have a nice day." But he forgets to tell you as he is talking to you he is looking in your car and smelling you for booze/drugs and his partner is running your plate to see if it may be stolen. Yea all police department should be so nice-Once again, how convient.... ||24.196.87.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000995.cgi
A||||7||DeanCouchey||The town I live in!!!!!! eBay Auction||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-20-2002||02:38 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://home.houston.rr.com/surrenderownz/auction.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://home.houston.rr.com/surrenderownz/auction.htm</A> ||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||09-20-2002||12:08 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||WTF!!!!!<BR>He even has 4 or 5 bids!  Dean, if you're a pretty good size, it would be worth it to win the bid and just kick his ass when he shows up :-P<BR>||167.142.21.191||reg||1
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-20-2002||12:37 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I am only 6'5" and like 300....... NOt that big. LOL No wonder my car goes so sloe! My big ass is always in it! Well that and it is astock too!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000003||229of1000||09-20-2002||04:46 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Too bad it isn't real  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||65.33.240.133||reg||1
Z||000004||mitsu13ishi||09-21-2002||01:08 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||i saw this one that was linked to from <A HREF="http://www.collegehumor.com," TARGET=_blank>www.collegehumor.com,</A>  and it was selling japanese kids for like $100/each. lol||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||09-21-2002||10:45 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||AQhhhh come on dont ruin my fun!||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000006||Hunter||09-22-2002||02:39 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||oh man.. that's too funny.. wonder if this will hit the news :P||4.40.153.13||reg||10
Z||000007||blytz||09-22-2002||09:48 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||There not real, now, but the top one DID actually stay on ebay for a little while. I saw it there the first day it was posted, probably about a year and a half ago.<P>I recently saw a cool one, it was a cell phone holder, to hold the phone to your ear hands free. All it was was a rubber band the guy stretched around his head! It ended at like $10 or something.||172.168.147.79||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000996.cgi
A||||18||iceman69510||Gauges||||1||
Z||000000||iceman69510||09-20-2002||08:59 AM||||Has anyone ever put gauges into the original clock slot?  I have a new head unit that has a clock in it, so I was considering pulling out the clock and putting some gauges into that spot.  If anyone has done this-please describe any method you used.<P>Thanks all.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-20-2002||12:40 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I think Jon had a picture of one in the imagines part of his site. I think it was either a turbo timer or a boost controller. I will look for it to see if I can finds it||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-20-2002||12:49 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||ok so ti was O2 meter but here it is<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/images/jumpero2meter.jpg"> ||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||09-20-2002||01:11 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||That could be a Jumptronix.  Isn't the O2/battery switch on the back of the thing?||67.37.189.38||reg||1
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||09-20-2002||01:47 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||it is a jumptronix if you look at the properties of it is says that but I was lazy and didnt wanna write it down||24.58.146.89||reg||7
Z||000005||229of1000||09-20-2002||04:29 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||I don't have an S-AFC (yet) so I can't check it to see, but would it fit in that location, removing the whole clock?  It would be a nice place for it.||65.33.240.133||reg||1
Z||000006||turboflanagan||09-20-2002||09:18 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/my_galant/myamg/myamg.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/my_galant/myamg/myamg.html</A> <P>This AMG Galant site has a very nice pic of a safc where the clock is and three gauges in a pod where our limited edition plack is.||64.63.209.211||reg||10
Z||000007||229of1000||09-20-2002||11:06 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||That looks awesome!  Much better to have the three gauges there than below the radio, where it's gotta be an incovenience to look at them.  Any idea where I could find those mounts?  They seem a little beyond homemade fabrication.||65.33.240.133||reg||1
Z||000008||1quickvr4||09-20-2002||11:20 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I happen to have one Im not using.........<P>Zach||209.245.225.63||reg||1
Z||000009||mitsu13ishi||09-21-2002||12:53 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||i love those dark headlights  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">, and clear corners together!!!<P>WHERE CAN I BUY? <P>or make....?<P>Derek||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000010||blacksheep||09-24-2002||10:49 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||hey, that looks like my gvr4s pic, well Mike Miller owned it at that time. Yeah, the jumptronix works well in the clock location!<P>I have a suspesnion pod laying around for sale as well  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000011||threestardiamond||09-25-2002||12:44 AM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com||I noticed that the AMG spec Galant is a N/T.  That kinda suxs!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||66.185.84.196||reg||1
Z||000012||mikey||09-25-2002||09:45 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||I like those wheels better than ours, also, I want the front air dam clip.||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000013||Hertz||09-25-2002||06:02 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/images/center_gauge_option.jpg"> ||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000014||Doc_Seuss||09-26-2002||08:57 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||while on the topic of gauges where can i get a daul pillar pod for the vr4?  with the 1g dsm work?<P>dave||128.153.154.254||reg||1
Z||000015||Hertz||09-26-2002||10:20 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <A HREF="http://www.gaugepods.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gaugepods.com</A> ||64.108.204.230||reg||1
Z||000016||SPAM||09-26-2002||10:33 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||Would you like to sell it?<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<BR><B>I happen to have one Im not using.........<P>Zach</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000017||Kibo||09-26-2002||11:45 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||Another option:<P> <IMG SRC="http://pics.dsm.org/files/GVR4_SAFC_pod.JPG"> <P>It keeps the SAFC within easy reach.  I chose not to drill into the dash, so that's why you see the cord coming out the back and going in through the clock.  Much cheaper (and easier) to replace the clock if I decide to change things later.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000018||GRV4726||09-28-2002||07:25 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||holy crap i want one. haha<P>where did you get that. its perfect. i like the idea of the guages under the casset but i don't like the fact they they aren't in good sight. that would be perfect... so where to get one?<P>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000997.cgi
A||N||1||mitsu13ishi||Something smells, and i sure didn't let one.....||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||09-21-2002||12:55 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||My car smells like gas, whenever i run it i can smell it coming out of the tailpipe when i'm driving it, its getting very overpowering smell.. <P>what you guys think?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||09-21-2002||06:10 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||If you can smell it when your driving, you probably have an exhaust leak somewhere between the manifold and cat.  I used to always smell exhaust until I bought a new downpipe.  The flex section had a tear in it.||24.167.208.19||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000998.cgi
A||||27||Scott Y||Installing new stereo||||1||
Z||000000||Scott Y||09-21-2002||04:34 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Hi.<BR>I'm about to purchase components for a new stereo, and have a couple of Q's.<BR>1. Has anyone mounted a low freq driver to the rear parcel shelf?  I'd like to fabricate something to fit an 8" or 10" driver up there, but the trunk hinge rods look to be in the way.  I don't want to give up the pass-through, but will if I absolutely have to. <P>2. Will 6.5 drivers fit in the front doors?  I'm looking at Infinity 60.5cs component speakers, but I'm not sure if the doors will accomodate them.<P><BR>thanks,<BR>Scott Y #953/1K<BR>||64.233.218.162||reg||1
Z||000001||hibern8||09-21-2002||08:06 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||as far as the 6.5s go, they will fit but the problem comes when you try to put the panel back on. the existing speaker grilles will not fit over the surrounding lip of the speakers. i know this from installing the same speakers in there but had to go down to the 5.25's.<P>for the rear deck i really wouldnt recommend doing any type of driver because the sound quality will not be what you are looking for due to the fact that there will be no enclosure for th driver. now if you abricated some type of box or something below it, the sound quality will be 100 times better. I have been doing this install stuff for quite a while now about 2 years for circuit city and i have tried some of this stuff and i have heard some really bad systems. <P>hopes this helps<P>Ken||12.26.69.43||reg||1
Z||000002||Butterdogg||09-21-2002||11:01 PM||||well, regarding of front speakers, if I want to put a set of components speakers which includes, where do you guys put the Tweeters at? <P>so hibern8 what are you saying is that a set of 5 1/4 speakers will fit on the enclosure of the front doors but if it is bigger then you have to take the panel out?<BR>well, if I do take the panel out that covers the speakers, how is it gonna look it? <BR>I am in the middle of installing a set of Component speakers on the front but cannot decide what sides and the mounting of the tweeters. <P>my system is going to be consist of component on the front and a 12 inch sub on the trunk that is it. <P>Eddie||12.222.251.51||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||09-21-2002||11:42 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well what im saying is that it will be a pain in ass to get the panel to fit back over properly. it is definaltey possible though just with some time and custom work. <P>for the tweeters, i mounted mine where the stock 4" speakers go in the top dash. however, if you get infinity components, they come with mounting hardware for several mounting options. flush mount, or surface mount anywhere on the door panel or on the a-pillars. so again hope this helps you guys. <P>ask me any other questions anytime, for all i do it everyday  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>ken||147.126.46.142||reg||1
Z||000004||Butterdogg||09-22-2002||03:09 AM||||hibern8<BR>do you think it will be easier to just get 5.25 component speakers? save the hassle and all that trouble?<P>sorry for all these questions.. I am avoiding headaches!<P>Eddie||139.55.16.113||reg||1
Z||000005||Kibo||09-22-2002||04:22 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||FWIW, I installed 5.25" components up front to maintain the stock grilles, and I still had to make a custom mount for the woofers because of the larger speaker basket.  There's a post on here somewhere if you want to look it up (might be under "Kibo's speakers", I think?).<P>I mounted the tweeters by making my own tweeter pods that attach to the backside of the sideview mirrors.  Basically, I molded my own pod (using FG resin) to the small plastic triangle that pops out from behind the mirror; the wiring is routed from the crossover mounted behind the armrest up to the tweeter.  It looks pretty good IMO...but it does take a good amount of time to make them.  If you're interested in doing it yourself, let me know and I'll post more info.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000006||mitsu13ishi||09-22-2002||11:40 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||what i did....<P>6.5" kenwood in the door panels, tight fit w/ door panel but better then 5.25"s<P>i'd suggest tweeters ontop of the dash speakers. in the corner of it, looks very nice.<P>6.5" on the rear deck panel<P>and i have 2 10" subs w/ custom box in the trunk.<P>email me i have pics if ya want||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000007||Butterdogg||09-22-2002||12:35 PM||||Kibo<BR>I would love to do it that way with the tweeters, but there is no way I can make that myself! LOL. I am not skill enough or have space and time to do that. but must look nice. I dont know if you mind but I would love to see a picture of the tweeters. <P>Eddie<BR>||139.55.16.113||reg||1
Z||000008||hibern8||09-22-2002||09:57 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah just do the 5.2's in the door to save yourself a headache. plus if you plan on adding subs, the 1.25 inches will not decrease a huge amount of midbass. on type of surface mount piece the infinty components comes with is a surface mount piece that also has a 45 degree elbow so you can mount them on the opposite side of the side view mirrors. since yuo said you dont have the time to fiberglass them into a custom housing.....still looks really ice though. ||63.62.130.155||reg||1
Z||000009||Butterdogg||09-22-2002||10:16 PM||||Great help, thanks!!<BR>you guys are the best!! <BR>without you guys out there, I will be clueless!<P>Eddie<BR>634/2000||139.55.16.113||reg||1
Z||000010||JonGVR4||09-23-2002||09:02 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mitsu13ishi:<BR><B>what i did....<P>I'd suggest tweeters ontop of the dash speakers. in the corner of it, looks very nice.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Keep the tweeters as close to the mid as possible.  You don't want it to get out of phase.  <P>MB Quart makes a great set of coaxial speakers.  A lot of people dog coax speakers because most of them are junk.  Quarts are great and do well in a Galant.  They are very bright speakers but once you put the door panel on, it sounds perfect.<P>You don't need back speakers in a Galant.<P>Lastly, just put in a sub in the trunk.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000011||Butterdogg||09-24-2002||01:32 AM||||Just ordered infinit kappas 505cs component speakers. <BR>Eclipse sub and Amp are ready to be install as soon as the components are here.. we will see what happens..<P>Eddie||139.55.16.113||reg||1
Z||000012||Kibo||09-24-2002||07:43 PM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Butterdogg:<BR><B>Kibo<BR>I would love to do it that way with the tweeters, but there is no way I can make that myself! LOL. I am not skill enough or have space and time to do that. but must look nice. I dont know if you mind but I would love to see a picture of the tweeters. <P>Eddie</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>I must admit, it's a pain in the butt--I've actually only done the passenger side so far, but I'm going to try to get to the driver's side this week.  I'll see if I can borrow a digital camera from my buddy to take pictures just for the heck of it.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR>||209.254.34.12||reg||1
Z||000013||Kibo||09-24-2002||07:45 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||By the way, good choice on speakers--that's what I installed, and I love them!  My old Sony MD head unit doesn't put out enough juice to do them justice, but they're nice and clear.<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||209.254.34.12||reg||1
Z||000014||Butterdogg||09-25-2002||10:18 AM||||thanks.. those infinity were cheap! and I was kinda surprise if there were kinda sucky since they were too cheap. well, we will see it will arrive next week. <P>Eddie<BR>ps; kibo, I got another question.. why do you upgrade to the 93 headlights?!||139.55.16.113||reg||1
Z||000015||turbowop||09-28-2002||08:02 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I may be a little late on this thread but took some pics of where my tweets are mounted and thought I would share. I just used two L-brackets put together to mount them under the factory grills. They don't sound out of phase with the mids either.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid33/p9c6d4e32f85b41087fe99520f81f3a6f/fd3953b3.jpg"> <P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000016||mitsu13ishi||09-28-2002||08:32 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||turbo-why didn't u just buy regular stock replacements that are same size?<P>butterdogg, infinitys are nice. nothing wrong with them.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000017||turbowop||09-28-2002||09:00 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Because those are part of a Soundstream reference component set. Mounting the mid behind the door was a pita also even though they're 5.25's because they have this huge cast magnesium basket. I wanted a stealthy install so I fabbed those brackets to mount the tweets under the factory grills instead of visibly somewhere. It's funny that I even have all this stereo stuff in the car because I never even listen to it. All this came out of my Jeep Cherokee before I sold it and bought my gvr4 three years ago. I put it in the galant thinking I'd be listening to the system all the time but now i just keep the volume off so I can hear the sound of the turbo spooling. I guess my tastes have changed. For whoever is interested though the system consists of an Alpine cd player, soundstream reference components, reference 10" sub (which is sitting in a box in the garage)and is all powered by a soundstream reference 604 amp. <BR>Here is how I mounted the amp and the passive crossovers that go with the components. <BR>The cool thing about having the amp where it is, is that when the hole in the back seat is opened it allows access to the switches for mono and stereo and stuff like that on the bottom of the amp. <BR>  <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid20/p437658b130123496177f7574032252bf/fdbe0314.jpg">  <P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 09-28-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000018||turboflanagan||09-28-2002||09:53 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||That's where I'm putting my amp and I'm inthe middle of building two boxes for the corners by the taillights to old 1 10" sub in each corner.  ||64.63.209.71||reg||1
Z||000019||number3||09-28-2002||10:52 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||FWIW I have a SS REF 604 mounted out of the way under the passegers seat. Just incase you wanted to hide it out of the way.<P>I have a firewall that separates the trunk from the passenger compartment due to track rules (NIRA etc) So no subwoofer for me.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000020||Hertz||09-29-2002||05:58 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||After people twice helped themselves to various audio components in my previous vehicle (Galant GS) I decided to focus on home audio instead.<P>I sympathize with turbowop -- I don't feel comfortable if I can't hear the car.  So my VR-4 still has all stock audio.  Yup, those paper cones sound like shit.<P>I've got two cheap Sony tweeters that will go in when I get around to it -- and some cheap Sony 6x9s that were in the rear of the GS, but it requires cutting the shelf... so I'm not in any hurry to do that.||67.37.229.206||reg||1
Z||000021||turbowop||09-29-2002||09:02 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR>[B]After people twice helped themselves to various audio components in my previous vehicle (Galant GS) I decided to focus on home audio instead.B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Thats funny......my Jeep Cherokee was broke into three times. First system stolen....on Christmas day. Two weeks later thieves broke my new wing window and there was nothing to take. Just a set of wire strippers from my center console. About a year later the second system got stolen. I was still living at home at the time and my parents home owners insurance came through and I wound up with the system that is now in the galant. No problems since....although like I said in my earlier post, I never listen to the system, so I guess nobody knows it's there. You can't see anything but the head unit and the face comes off everytime I park.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000022||theymightbegalants||09-29-2002||10:56 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I've purchased a Jensen single DIN head unit to replace the stock stereo, but only so that I can put gauges there and still listen to CD's.  And having not collected all the gauges yet, the stereo stays out.  I'll probably leave the speakers alone for now, as I'd rather go fast and loud than slow and bumpin', as my finances dictate one or the other and not both.<P>But yea, I mostly leave it off.  The turbo is the only sound system you'll ever need.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Although I must say, for its vintage, the GVR4 has one of the better stock audio systems out there.  Play's CDR's no problem, and sounds better than the Alpine system in my brother's 626 (horrible acoustics in that car, though)<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000023||JonGVR4||09-30-2002||10:44 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbowop:<BR><B>I may be a little late on this thread but took some pics of where my tweets are mounted and thought I would share. I just used two L-brackets put together to mount them under the factory grills. They don't sound out of phase with the mids either.<BR>  <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid33/p9c6d4e32f85b41087fe99520f81f3a6f/fd3953b3.jpg">  <P>Mark<BR>1051</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Phase????  The distance from the tweeter to your ear is very different than the distance of the midrange to your ear.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000024||turbowop||09-30-2002||11:43 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Not really.....at least not in my seating position. I don't sit like a gangsta either. I actually checked it out the other day while sitting in the drivers seat and the distance from each speaker to my ear is about the same. Regardless, it sounds good.....when I do listen to it. And besides, I'd rather have the tweeter hidden than mounted on the door panel next to the mid. <P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 09-30-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000025||Hertz||10-01-2002||12:58 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Doesn't the tweeter reflect off of the windshield anyhow?  That would change the effective distance to your ear.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000026||Butterdogg||10-03-2002||01:08 PM||||I got everything from UPS yesterday, and installation will be either this weekend or next week. we will see how it goes and I will post some updates. THANKS for ALL THE HELP people.. I really really appriciated!!!<P>Eddie||128.163.170.25||reg||1
Z||000027||hibern8||10-03-2002||01:48 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well if you guys are worried about speakers distances from your ear, then consider getting a new alpine head unit that has a built in time correction feature. it allows you to adjust "the distance the speakers are from the listener" to accomodate a better soundstage. again, another Alpine advantage. Comes on the cda7892 and above head units. ||63.62.130.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/000999.cgi
A||||4||turbowop||New wheels||||10||
Z||000000||turbowop||09-21-2002||10:18 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||After hitting a big pothole and bending one of my wheels I filed a claim with the city and after a couple weeks their adjuster agreed to pay me for the damages. I took the money and put it down on a set of new Centerline RPM's. They are supposedly only 15 lbs. a piece for the 18". I won't have them for three weeks though because they have to build them. I am excited to find out how much of a difference the wheels will feel on the butt dyno. The wheels on my car now weigh in at a hefty 25 lbs. This will be a forty lb. decrease just in the wheels. Anybody else have any experience with lightweight wheels? The bend in my existing wheel was hardly noticeable but I wanted new wheels anyway and I already have a guy wanting to buy the wheels that are on the car now even with one being bent.<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.16.48||reg||10
Z||000001||7541000||09-22-2002||02:35 AM||||what are you going to get next when it happens again?||12.94.163.182||reg||5
Z||000002||blytz||09-22-2002||09:46 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||man, I hit a parking lot exit onto a street under construction in my Mirage a year ago or so, and bent the entire front corner of the car up (looked okay except the bumper bending down, but once I got the fender off and the bumper off, it was HORRIBLE). I considered going after the city for it, as the hole was in the street, in an unlight area, and it was after dark. I guess I should've!||172.168.147.79||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||09-22-2002||11:01 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Man, those wheels are killer looking.  I was surprised to find out Centerline actually made some good looking wheels...let alone be as light as they are too  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">   Good choice!||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000004||turbowop||09-22-2002||02:45 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 7541000:<BR><B>what are you going to get next when it happens again?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Haha....that's pretty funny. I have had these wheels for over two years without any problems so I think I'll be okay. The next time I buy tires though I think I will jump up to a 40% aspect ratio from a 35% keeping the 225 width.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||198.81.26.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001000.cgi
A||||9||VR6 Eater||Fuel cut or something else||||1||
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||09-22-2002||04:06 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Here's the deal.  Since the mornings and evenings have been getting cooler I have been getting what I thought was fuel cut.  Now that I've done a couple of data logs I'm not so sure.  When I'm at full throttle, doesn't matter what gear I'm in, at 2500 and 4500 rpm it feels like I hit a wall but then it just keeps pulling hard like normal.  I have a 16g ported, 95 manifold ported, EVO 3 02 housing ported, 2.5 turbo back exhaust, safc turned up to 10 percent+ and increasing to 15 percent+ at 7500 rpm, walbro 255lph fuel pump, joe p mbc set at 15 pounds but serges sometimes to 16, and a k&n air filter.  I could post a log if someone wants to see it, but I don't have the slightest clue as to how to do it.  I thought that fuel cut would come later in the rpm's but, later I thought that I might be over running the stock mas.  Any thoughts or personel experinces would be helpful before it gets any colder.  For now I think I'll just turn down the boost.  <P><BR>Just kidding, I still can beat every Honda on the way to work with the way it's running.||24.167.208.19||reg||1
Z||000001||Kibo||09-22-2002||04:25 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||You're right, that doesn't sound like fuel cut to me.  I'm afraid I can't offer much more help than that without seeing a log.  There are so many possibilities...  Are you still able to build boost when this happens, or does it fall off?  Have you pressure tested your intake?  And are you getting knock in your logs when this happens?<P>Sorry it's not much help, but I can at least confirm you're not hitting fuel cut...<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||09-22-2002||01:29 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||No boost does not fall off.  I have pressure tested the intake and have fixed my leaks.  I would post a log but don't know how.  I don't know if it knocks when it does it or not I haven't had it do it when I'm logging yet.  I was just thinking it could wires or spark plugs by the rough way it started today.  I have to go out of town for week, so don't get mad if I don't reply to anybody's ideas.  I'll just have to try and figure it out thins weekend.  Any other ideas would be helpfull.  If someone can tell how to post a log I'll try and post one this weekend.||24.167.208.19||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||09-22-2002||02:55 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I've had two things act similar to fuel cut.  They were not quite as violent.  One was a pinhole in the plug wire that was arcing to the plug well wall.  The other was a tps that would drop out sometimes.  Both gave a padded wall running into feeling.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||09-22-2002||08:37 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Is your MAS hacked at all?  I didn't see injectors on that list either.  It could be MAS over-run, what freq does the karman get to?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||09-22-2002||08:55 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hey v6 eater what color is your car? Where in WI are you?  Is that pnad's old car?<BR>Later,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4ever||09-23-2002||01:55 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Back in the day when I can cold weather fuel cut, I backed the srew out in the MAS.  You can run at least 15psi without hitting fuel cut no matter how cold it is.  As long as you don't have any other problems.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||09-23-2002||01:36 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If you're getting bucking/missing only when you start making boost, it sounds ignition related. A weak spark can't fire once the combustion pressures start going up. Try a fresh set of plugs and wires. I drove myself mad for 6 months with this problem on my Mazda 626GT Turbo, and will never forget it.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000008||gvr4ever||09-23-2002||03:17 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Wait, I just had this problem on my Talon.  The altenator was going out.  Coudn't made enough spark for high boost I guess.  Check that anyway to make sure you don't get stuck away from home.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000009||VR6 Eater||09-29-2002||09:57 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Well I just got back into town today so I'll start answering some of these.<P>I am going to do new plugs, wires, and fuel filter this week.  It has been about 18 months since I did all of them.<P>Fuel injectors,550's, is the next on my wish list.  I have been told not to worry about a fpr, is it needed or not?  What would be the best one to get?  I didn't even think about my Karmon count.  I try and log it tomorrow.<P>My car is Green.  It is not pnad's old car.  I live in Paddock Lake, about 15 miles west of kenosha.  I bought it three years ago from Max Madsen Mitsubishi.  I am the second owner.  I have all the service records from all the stuff that was to it before I got it.  It was stock when I bought it.<P><BR>The alternator is not even a year old.  I should put a battery in it though.  I don't think it will make it through another winter.<P>Before I started tonight I did a compression test.  Maybe it is time for a new motor.  <P>1-125<BR>2-130<BR>3-110<BR>4-130<P>I had the head worked on last year.  I had a shop put on a new timing belt.  They screwed up and a week later it jumped a couple of teeth and bent all my intake valves.  They supposedly rebuilt the whole head.  They reused the exhaust valves.  I asked them if they were going to put in new valve stem seals and valve guides.  They said yes.  But I don't think they did the guides.  I to have a little bit of smoking from time to time and use about a quart of oil every 3 thousand or so.  It didn't burn any oil until they messed it up.  Shitty thing is, they went out of business a couple of months later.  Could a head problem give me bad compression?  <BR>||24.167.211.186||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001001.cgi
A||||7||SPAM||Fuel pump causing hard start?||||1||
Z||000000||SPAM||09-23-2002||10:30 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||I have always had issues with the car not being able to start up quick with the first turn of the flywheel. I noticed this weekend that with the fuel pump out of the tank and my wife turning the key that the fuel pump doesnt start wheezing and pushing fuel until about two seconds after the first kick of the starter. This is approximately how long it takes to get the engine to start running after the first turn of the key. <BR>Any relation?<BR>I figured the rail would stay somewhat pressurized enough to start the car before the pump started pumping. no?<BR>Any thoughts would be appreciated....<P>||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||09-24-2002||12:25 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Stock pump, or has it been replaced?  If you seat the o-ring in the outlet of the pump improperly when putting the assembly together, the system will loose pressure while sitting and take a while to start.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||09-24-2002||12:30 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Yea, I agree with Dan D. When I put my new pump in, I used a brass fitting to connect it to the fuel pipe. I didn't use thread tape on it, and had to pull the pump back out cause it was losing pressure back into the tank. Same symptom as you, you have to crank it like a old carbed car.<P>Mike.||210.54.121.41||reg||1
Z||000003||SPAM||09-24-2002||01:24 AM||hswilson@lvcm.com||Sorry about that. it's a Denso 260lph pump but like I said I had the pump out of the tank in my hands and the time it took for the pump to begin pumping was about 2 seconds into the initial turn of the key. I'll check the o-ring again but I'm sure it's good. I was just wondering if the delay was normal. thanks <BR>Also, what kind of brass fitting did you use?||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000004||BluFalcon||09-24-2002||03:31 AM||muttski@gte.net||My old Talon did the same thing after I installed a Walbro 255 pump.  <P>  I pulled the pump three or four times to reseat the O-ring.  Finally I used another O-ring from a junkyard fuel pump along with the original and a generous amount of Vaseline( don't laugh, it works) on the seals.  Never had a problem with it after that.  On my GVR4, when I installed the 255 Walbro, I cut off the stock fuel pickup hood and used a piece of rubber hose and some hoseclamps.  Never had a problem with the GVR4 starting.   <p>[This message has been edited by BluFalcon (edited 09-24-2002).]||4.64.81.80||reg||1
Z||000005||91vr4evolution||09-24-2002||06:11 AM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Re: brass fitting<BR>You know how a Autometer boost gauge has a locknut that goes over a ferrule on the tube? It's basically a larger version of that. I got my in South Auckland, but that might be a bit far for you to travel!<P>Don't forget, our pumps don't prime the fuel rail, the fuel pump relay doesn't energize  until the engine is spinning (i.e. when you turn the engine over.) The car starts on residual pressure in the rail.<BR> <BR>Mike.||210.54.104.200||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||09-24-2002||12:05 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Thats right, the ECU doesn't switch on the fuel pump relay until it first sees some pulses from the CAS, so there will be a delay. Thats one reason why getting the fuel system sealed tight is so critical, otherwise all the fuel drains back into the tank and you have an even greater delay.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000007||Kibo||09-24-2002||07:40 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||Just another thought:  your FPR could be allowing the pressure to bleed off (manual says it should be able to maintain fuel pressure for two minutes after shutting the car off).  Leaky injectors would also cause the fuel pressure to bleed off.<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||209.254.34.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001002.cgi
A||||3||merikgvr4||tire size||||5||
Z||000000||merikgvr4||09-24-2002||12:47 PM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||Good morning, I am thinking of getting 18's for my baby, will 225/40/18 fit on the VR4?<BR>Thanks in advance.<P>E 1351/2k||156.39.169.104||reg||5
Z||000001||turbowop||09-24-2002||03:35 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Yup, I've got 225/35/zr18's on mine but when those wear out I'm stepping up to a 40. It should give a little more protection for the rim.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||merikgvr4||09-25-2002||04:34 PM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||Thanks.  One more thing, what offset are you using with your 18's?<P>E1351/2k||156.39.169.104||reg||1
Z||000003||turbowop||09-25-2002||07:37 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||42mm, which is pretty standard offset for most 18x7.5's.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001003.cgi
A||||7||JonGVR4||Junk Yard Wars tonight!||||14||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||09-25-2002||08:26 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Mike Welch from Road Race Engineering will be the expert on Junk Yard Wars tonight at 9:00 ET.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||14
Z||000001||meshwork||09-25-2002||03:42 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||What channel? ||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000002||mikey||09-25-2002||03:59 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Are they making the portable racing cars?<BR>It's on TNN.||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||09-25-2002||04:16 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I believe Junkyard Wars is on TLC (The Learning Channel).<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||09-25-2002||05:35 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <A HREF="http://tlc.discovery.com/fansites/junkyard/episode/season_08_04.html" TARGET=_blank>http://tlc.discovery.com/fansites/junkyard/episode/season_08_04.html</A> ||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000005||turbowop||09-26-2002||12:24 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Where's Mike?<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000006||JonGVR4||09-26-2002||08:40 AM||jon@jgronline.com||That sucked.  I guess Mike was just consulted for the show and never made it on there.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||13
Z||000007||229of1000||09-27-2002||04:15 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Hope it wasn't Mike's idea for the theme of that show... that was one of the lamest Junk Yard wars I've seen in a while.<P>Not to mention the old host was better.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> ||209.208.85.79||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001004.cgi
A||||0||keydiver||Friction Modifier||||1||
Z||000000||keydiver||09-25-2002||04:25 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I have an easy question for anyone who has ever added the Mitsu Friction Modifier:<BR>I unscrewed the speedo cable from the transmission, and then took out the 10mm bolt next to it. But, do I need to also remove the entire speedo gear assembly? The reason I ask is that it doesn't seem to want to come out. I beat on it with my jumbo-size Craftsman screwdriver a little bit before work today, but it doesn't even want to budge. Should I get out the 3 lb hammer again?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.8||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001005.cgi
A||||50||Scott Y||Anyone got pics of battery relocated to trunk?||||5||
Z||000000||Scott Y||09-25-2002||09:51 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I'm deciding whether to try and find a Scott Evans battery tray (anyone have one they want to unload?) or relocate the battery to the trunk.  I'm putting a stereo in the car and with a sub box and stuff in the trunk, I'm scared that I'll be left with a tiny trunk.  My GVR4 is a daily driver, and I need to be able to toss stuff in the trunk (like a set or 2 of golf clubs) and use it like a real car.<P>thanks,<BR>Scott Y #953/1K||64.233.218.162||reg||5
Z||000001||Hertz||09-25-2002||10:32 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Ducktape says that there is a fair amount of room in the trunk behind the liner on the passenger side.   Check out the pics on this site, there's a couple, I think.||68.22.98.208||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||09-26-2002||12:18 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i actually just finished this yesterday.... you can buy a battery box from any local parts store and the best place to put it is along the right side towards the rear of the car....there is a little area there where the battery box fits nicely and still gives you plenty of room to throw in your bodies, i mean golf clubs.... no but when you do this user at least 2 gauge wire since its sucha long span from the alternator... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||63.62.130.197||reg||14
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||09-26-2002||01:21 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea checkout Marine/boating stores. They sell battery boxes for cheap also. I got mine from Farm and Fleet for like $8. A small slab of either: stainless, partical board, plastic or something else can go from the inner side of the passengerside rear and the actual frame of the car to put the battery onto. And you "can" make it so the battery isn't seen at all, but I would buy a switch from Summit or some place like that an attach it onto the lblack stuff. Yea it kindof freaks you out when you take that piece off, you could fit lots of stuff back there  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> Hey hibern8/Ken tell you what I will put on a cat on the exhaust I have clean it up and put it on for ya. I know have about 1000 miles on it. It has the borla on it, I know you wanted something else but it is all stainless and it will pass emmissions. oh and yes it's 3. And then I don't have to go through the pain of selling  it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||09-26-2002||10:01 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Hey Ducktape...... is that a whole exhast???? You can sell it to me ;-)||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4458||09-26-2002||11:27 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Make sure you do not ground the battery to that bolt that looks like a bumper mount (behind pass tail light).  That doesn't work.  One of the rear strut bolts works well (sanding some paint off doens't hurt either).<P>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||09-26-2002||02:24 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| I have had mine there sence the day I moved it back there. With no problems. So does 980. That place is a direct "link" to the frame.... I'm not sure where you got that, I would imagine you are the one that told Ray that and he freaked out. 980 and I did ours the same day, he is a Electrical Tec and uses a ohm meter for everything, I trust what works and mine has worked.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||09-26-2002||02:26 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yes it's the whole exhaust, but he and I where going to do one eailer this summer but didn't get together for it. But more in the making  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000008||hibern8||09-26-2002||10:05 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah rob sounds good to me...whatever you gotta do to get it done.. i just need to get this thing into the smog test soon so i can drive it until it snows....but rememeber i still want the test pipe too||63.62.132.230||reg||1
Z||000009||1101||09-26-2002||10:05 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Im interested. Got pictures?<P>Thanks,<P>Ward||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000010||hibern8||09-26-2002||10:07 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||are you making any trips out this way any time soon??||63.62.132.230||reg||1
Z||000011||Team Ducktape||09-26-2002||11:29 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I may goto the Gateway meeting this weeekend or possibly I may need to help the elders upnorth, but next weekend foresure I will be around.  We could do it all in one shot. Does your friend with the Honda still want the header made? I could atleast get some measurements for it. I think 980 will be doing the turbo and other stuff here that weekend also, so maybe a cookout? If we decide to do a cookout you will have to bring up some buddies, also anyone else who reads this may come also. bob from Chicago how about you? I want to get stome pics of your interior. Anyway a day of Brats, beer and Bullshit, sounds good to me  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000012||Kibo||09-26-2002||11:30 PM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B> I have had mine there sence the day I moved it back there. With no problems. So does 980. That place is a direct "link" to the frame.... I'm not sure where you got that, I would imagine you are the one that told Ray that and he freaked out. 980 and I did ours the same day, he is a Electrical Tec and uses a ohm meter for everything, I trust what works and mine has worked.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>I concur.  Mine is grounded there with no problems.  I'm an EE, if that helps convince you.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  My battery is mounted behind the panel like everyone's talking about, but it's a sealed gel cell so it's small enough to fit down into the gap behind the wheel well (essentially behind the rear bumper cover).  Sorry, no pics (yet).  I should have some after Sunday, though (club meeting).<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<P>||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000013||Team Ducktape||09-26-2002||11:38 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Side note; highberrnate wait till you see the change 980's car has/is gone/going through.. AGP turbo, injectors, clutch, cams, tube manny, ect. And possibly a Haltech if he is nice to me...Should be fun!! So 980 when we going to see how fast that car really is??? I'll bet you my friends cat for the winning prize, if you win that is!!! ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000014||Team Ducktape||09-26-2002||11:44 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hey Kibo How do you like that battery? A few of my friends have gel's and really like them. Are they Expensive? <BR>Thanks,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000015||hibern8||09-27-2002||06:50 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeh well then rob let me know when you are down here.... sat is my bros wedding so i am off work and sun i start work at 11 and get off at six but have some crazy studying i have to get done....but if anything someone should be home....if not ill just leave the payment for ya and you can just leave it in my garage or something.....you can call my cell to let me know.. 708.257.6797<P>yeah no fair....i have all these parts sitting in boxes right now with no time for anything....the garrett t3/t4 and the spearco...got that oil cooler and clutch.....so much crap to do that i want to get done before next summer so it can be ready to go||63.62.130.154||reg||1
Z||000016||GVR4458||09-27-2002||10:46 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Let me first state that Ray was freaking way before he called me that night  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>When he called, I did a quick search here and on the GVR4list (could that search suck a$# anymore?) and found a few posts regarding that grounding location.  The few datapoints indicated that people had been having problems with that spot and moved to the strut mount location to resolve the issue.<P>I will not question credentials, however, I have heard of a few people having the problem witht the trunk "floor" location and noone had problems with the strut location.  Of course, you might get into the statistics and find that each has had a 5% failure rate and more people are using the floor so we see it more, but I'm not gonna go there.<P>Therefore, consider this an edit to my earlier post and simply state that I "recommend using the strut mount since I have never heard of anyone having problems with that spot, and I have heard people have problems with the floor location."  It would be interesting to fnd out why those spots did fail...<P>Now that that's out of the way...  Rob, I need to move my battery to the trunk, but I want it mounted in the middle directly behind the rear seat.  Can it be done, how much will it cost me, and when can I come up?<P>Thanks,<BR>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000017||hibern8||09-27-2002||01:13 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||you can mount your battery anywhere you please, and it will only be less wire you need to buy. the thing is, i wanted it there to however the battery box i have wouldnt fit because of the angle of the rear seat. the thing wouldnt fit betwwen the seat and the spare tire "hump" ont eh trunks floorboard. just put it towards the rear right side, there is an "intentation" in the way the trunk is shaped and it fits perfectly in there. ||131.193.3.158||reg||1
Z||000018||hibern8||09-27-2002||01:14 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||or otherwise do waht rob says, for all i listen to him too. the mans a dsm genious. ||131.193.3.158||reg||1
Z||000019||Team Ducktape||09-27-2002||03:14 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||GVR4458<BR>Yea if you bring it here, no charge. Not this weekend but the next if you can, we will have a few peoples here to do some work and have some fun. So bring her up. If you have other stuff to do make a list before you come. More hands make light work, so bring some friends if you want. <P>Hibern8 hahah by no means am I a genious. But yes sounds good, Can you do next weekend?? Either day. But other wise I may beable to come down. I will need to be in your area soon anyways.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000020||number3||09-27-2002||05:20 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4458:<BR><B>Make sure you do not ground the battery to that bolt that looks like a bumper mount (behind pass tail light).  That doesn't work.  One of the rear strut bolts works well (sanding some paint off doens't hurt either).<P>EH</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Just for the record. I had the same problem with that grounding spot. I know I am not the only one either.<P>As for pictures of battery placement. Here I put mine.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_trunk.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_trunk.jpg</A> <BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000021||Team Ducktape||09-27-2002||05:26 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||What was the problem? Did it just not ground? The first time I did mine I didn't even remove the paint under the "bracket" that the bolt holds down, and it worked fine. ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000022||hibern8||09-28-2002||12:00 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well i dont know if you got the post from me a while back, but my current 2.5 exhaust has a big ass crack in it so it sounds like open headers on a chevy big block. i dont think i want to drive 4 hours with a big ass headache, plus i got the damn car ripped apart right now too. if you come in the area, let me know. the money is here thats no prob....sitting in an envelope..really not in too much of a hurry but want to be able to put it on in like 3 weeks at the latest....i will call you so we can figure this out||63.62.132.193||reg||1
Z||000023||Martin Tolentino||09-28-2002||11:13 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Here's some pix. <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/batt.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/batt.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/fuse_bat.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/fuse_bat.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/ground_bolt.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/ground_bolt.JPG</A> ||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000024||GRV4726||09-28-2002||07:41 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i want to relocate the battery to the back, but i'm stupid...sucks doesn't it<P>haha. actually i've never really done any work on cars before. unless you count installing a k&n and changing spark plugs, which i don't.  so how exactly do you do this. just run long cables to the back. any kit make it really easy (that comes with all of what you need). and by the way what is the switch for... <P>i know probably don't want to deal with this but help would be appreciated. thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000025||number3||09-28-2002||07:50 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GRV4726:<BR><B>i want to relocate the battery to the back, but i'm stupid...sucks doesn't it<P>haha. actually i've never really done any work on cars before. unless you count installing a k&n and changing spark plugs, which i don't.  so how exactly do you do this. just run long cables to the back. any kit make it really easy (that comes with all of what you need). and by the way what is the switch for... <P>i know probably don't want to deal with this but help would be appreciated. thanks</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Funny you should bring this up. One of the main reasons I moved my battery to the trunk years ago was to allow the funny IC routing you picked up on in the other thread.<P>I would leave it where it is (the battery) and run the IC pipe between the RAD support like mine is now.<P>However, I left mine in the trunk because I have custom, under the floor, low center of gravity, battery box located in the rear for better handling and weight distribution.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000026||Kibo||09-29-2002||06:06 AM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>Hey Kibo How do you like that battery? A few of my friends have gel's and really like them. Are they Expensive? <BR>Thanks,<BR>Rob</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Oops, sorry for not replying sooner.  Man, you guys move fast!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  So far, so good on the battery.  My biggest concern is whether it will be able to start the car in the cold.  With winter around the corner, I guess I'll find out soon!  I bought a generic gel cell (model X680) from here:<P> <A HREF="http://www.batteryweb.com/odyssey.cfm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.batteryweb.com/odyssey.cfm</A> <P>I don't have pictures of the relocation yet, but hopefully I'll get some later today at a local DSM picnic.<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR>||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000027||Hertz||09-29-2002||05:47 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B> <BR>I would leave it where it is (the battery) and run the IC pipe between the RAD support like mine is now.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You mean leave the battery in front, under the hood, but in a different (Evans) location?  Or literally, 'leave it where it is' in the stock location?<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 09-29-2002).]||67.37.229.206||reg||1
Z||000028||number3||09-29-2002||09:43 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Leave it in the stock location.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000029||GRV4726||09-30-2002||11:16 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey.. <BR>hm leave it in the stock location? i don't really want to do that. i figure i could run cleaner upper intercooler piping with less bends if i move it to the back and i could move the air intake to the front alowing it to draw in cooler air and the intake pipe would be less restrictive (one of a 1g eclipse/talon). so i still want to move it to the back, and hey better weight distribution i can mess with later, sounds like fun. <BR>thanks||207.193.182.6||reg||1
Z||000030||number3||09-30-2002||12:06 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||The simplest and most direct route allows for the battery to stay <BR>put.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/number3_engine2.jpg</A> <P><BR>You will notice my battery is not there but it was moved along time ago and I have a compartment built for it under the trunk floor and I have a firewall in the trunk to make it legal.<BR>||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000031||Dan D||09-30-2002||12:33 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Harry, you have to stop that!  Pictures of your car cause me severe pain! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||128.46.97.114||reg||1
Z||000032||CKA||10-01-2002||07:26 AM||cka@globaldialog.com||Just read the thread and wanted to say that I agree with Rob and Kibo regarding grounding points in these (or any) cars.  Grounding the negative terminal under that metal strap behind the passenger tail lights is electrically the same as grounding it to the strut tower bolt or any other metal frame work which all connected to each other through the hundereds of bolts and fasteres.  The resistance between the metal strap point and the strut tower is @0.2 ohms of resistance (just measured it, no different than connecting a thick metal cable from the metal strap to the strut tower bolt), the points are electrically the same.  If the installation is done correctly (ground cable secured tightly and metal exposed for the cable to contact(bolts or sheet metal surface)), there will be no problems with grounding the battery to any framework in the trunk.  Get a ohm meter and check it out for yourself (they don�t cost that much either, get a cheap one).<P>I�ve read similar threads on a few dsm boards that also say that adding a ground strap on the exhaust pipe has gained them fuel economy, better O2 readings and so on.  This is a load of crap if I have ever heard one, you try and explain to me how adding a another grounding point from the frame or motor (chassis ground) to the exhaust system, which is already connected to the frame and motor electrically, is going to help a damn thing (downpipe bolts to the O2, O2 bolts to the turbo, turbo bolts to the exhaust mani, mani bolts to the head, head has three ground wires connected to ground)... it�s already electrically the same.  Not only that, but what would it matter if the exhaust system was floating in a sea of rubber bushings?  How would this effect the operation and efficiency of the running motor?  The only possible problem is if the O2 sensor is installed into the isolated exhaust and was using the exhaust system as a grounding surface, but the O2 sensor already gets it�s ground from the wires that are sticking out of the sensor (two of the four are ground wires).  Just wanted to hopefully end the questioning that has been ongoing about this issue.<P>Jason<BR>||66.84.245.237||reg||1
Z||000033||DSSA||10-01-2002||08:21 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||You may want to look into how you're going to mount an exernal kill switch if you plan on taking any of these cars to an NHRA or IHRA track.  Moving the battery to the back requires: External (of the car) kill switch, an vent to the outside of the car, and something to pass as a firewall, in order to pass tech.  ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000034||Hertz||10-01-2002||12:56 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I swear, with discussions like this it will take me all winter to figure out what I plan to do.  All I want is a decent cold-air intake!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||12.247.128.70||reg||11
Z||000035||Team Ducktape||10-01-2002||03:20 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by CKA:<BR><B>Just read the thread and wanted to say that I agree with Rob and Kibo regarding grounding points in these (or any) cars.  Grounding the negative terminal under that metal strap behind the passenger tail lights is electrically the same as grounding it to the strut tower bolt or any other metal frame work which all connected to each other through the hundereds of bolts and fasteres.  The resistance between the metal strap point and the strut tower is @0.2 ohms of resistance (just measured it, no different than connecting a thick metal cable from the metal strap to the strut tower bolt), the points are electrically the same.  If the installation is done correctly (ground cable secured tightly and metal exposed for the cable to contact(bolts or sheet metal surface)), there will be no problems with grounding the battery to any framework in the trunk.  Get a ohm meter and check it out for yourself (they don�t cost that much either, get a cheap one).<P>I�ve read similar threads on a few dsm boards that also say that adding a ground strap on the exhaust pipe has gained them fuel economy, better O2 readings and so on.  This is a load of crap if I have ever heard one, you try and explain to me how adding a another grounding point from the frame or motor (chassis ground) to the exhaust system, which is already connected to the frame and motor electrically, is going to help a damn thing (downpipe bolts to the O2, O2 bolts to the turbo, turbo bolts to the exhaust mani, mani bolts to the head, head has three ground wires connected to ground)... it�s already electrically the same.  Not only that, but what would it matter if the exhaust system was floating in a sea of rubber bushings?  How would this effect the operation and efficiency of the running motor?  The only possible problem is if the O2 sensor is installed into the isolated exhaust and was using the exhaust system as a grounding surface, but the O2 sensor already gets it�s ground from the wires that are sticking out of the sensor (two of the four are ground wires).  Just wanted to hopefully end the questioning that has been ongoing about this issue.<P>Jason</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>HAhah what a bunch of BS where did you here that.. school? So now you have told us that it will work, now tell us why it won't. Oh yea that's right it's the same  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> Again I ask: So what is the problem with this ground? Why are people having "problems" with this ground? Noone has awnsered me yet? <BR>Or do people say they have tried it just becasue they have a better paint job then you; so they must be smarter. See how much that makes sence, just like saying that ground won't work, or "I had problems with that location and so did my friend's sister's aunt who told her brother about a person that once owned a Mustang who had the same problem..<BR>Wondering In Watertown,<BR>Sir Assmonkey<P>||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000036||drew||10-01-2002||05:53 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||My 2 cents. I tried grounding it at the rear bumper bracket. It worked, and then it didn't. It was a flakey ground. Grounded it to the strut as per everyone's recommendation, and it works. Why? I have no idea. ||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000037||number3||10-01-2002||10:55 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||CKA,<P>two words for you...<P>Ground loop.<P>Ducktape,<P>The spot can work. It just is not the best spot. Alot like using the antenna ground to power a headunit.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000038||CKA||10-02-2002||03:10 AM||cka@globaldialog.com||#3, by speaking your two words and disappearing I assume you think that adding another ground to the exhaust (making a loop from the exhaust to the motor/sheet metal and back to the exhaust with your added wire).. that this is going to change the operation of the motor so as to give better fuel economy or change the O2 voltage (making the car run more lean or rich) or make the car run any bit differently at all?  <P>Please explain how this will do such a thing, in more than two words this time.<P>As far as talking about the metal strap not being �the best ground�, in which book or literature or by who�s mouth have you heard where �the best� grounding location is, from which you are comparing that metal ground strap to?<P>What ever chunk of metal you secure the negative terminal of the battery to becomes the return path for the electrons leaving the positive terminal (conventional current flow).  As long as that chuck of metal is connected to the frame of car by more than a few screws your ground will be fine.  The only time when a ground is �bad� is when the return path to the negative terminal bottlenecks into a thin piece/strand of metal.  This will impede the flow of current (resistance) and the electrons will not be able to flow as freely.  Any chuck of sheet metal in the trunk that is secured with plenty of fasteners or weld will be connected to every other chucks of metal in the car (frame, body panels...).  This easily allows the electrons to flow from the positive terminal of the battery into the loads (starter motor, fuel pump, radio, heater motor...) and out of the load�s ground wire into the negative lead of the battery via the frame, body panel other metal pieces.  <P>See where I�m trying to go with this, any chuck of frame work of the car is almost guaranteed to be connected to each other in more than one place, this forms the pathway for the electrons to return to the negative  battery terminal.  Saying that one major chuck of metal is a better ground than another is foolish. <P><BR>Jason<BR>||66.84.245.110||reg||1
Z||000039||drew||10-02-2002||03:56 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||I know i'm not harry (number3) but like I said earlier, my car did not react well to being grounded on the bumper support as did harry's. I thought everyone who said the bumper support was a bad ground was full of it, because it makes no sense that it would be a bad ground. However, when the rubber hit the road, the ground was flaky and wouldn't work well with my setup. Why? I don't know. Maybe it's something peculiar with good looking, nile black 92s? Only thing I do know is that ground doesn't work on my car.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000040||CKA||10-02-2002||05:03 AM||cka@globaldialog.com||Did you scrap paint off of bottom to expose metal for the ground wire, did you pin the cable to the exposed surface with the metal strap?  I'm not saying you didn't have a problem, but it worked for two cars that I know in this location.  So something is different, missing or out of place in order for #3 and your car not to work well there.  It's a matter of figuring out what's different between the two sets of cars, or installations of battery cables that would bring closure to this.<P>Jason<BR>||66.84.245.119||reg||1
Z||000041||number3||10-02-2002||08:13 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||CKA,<P>Actually I had alot great points typed and decided that it was just a list of great points and my extensive back gorund into the subject that all could really be packaged into two little words that people who deal with car electronics (and home electronic for that matter) would understand.<P><BR>Ground Loop.<P>I hate to type. So look it it up and you will understand my point of view on proof that every ground in a car are not created equal.<P>Don't take offense. It just a point of view and what I have found to be reality over the past 12 years. <P>The dp thing you were talking about I didn't even give it a second thought. However I know it important to ground the exhaust pipe but how is grounded is really up to the individual car and it design.<P>BTW my downpipe is not grounded via an extra strap because it is bolted directly to the engine block. Maybe 1g cars DP are not. I don't know because I drive a GVR4. ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000042||CKA||10-02-2002||01:20 PM||cka@globaldialog.com||By no means am I offended in any way.  I just like to debate when I see that my logic is backed up with reasoning. I don�t mind being put in my place if I�m wrong, but I would like to be explained exactly where my thinking went wrong.  You still haven�t done justice to prove your point on the ground loop.  Instead of telling me to look up and guessimate what you are thinking, you should share your thoughts so the rest of the viewers that don�t understand about electronics in general will see where you are coming from.<P>Not sure what you think when you say that �not all grounds are created equal�.  This statement really doesn�t work, it�s saying that somehow the metal parts of the car are assembled (bolted, riveted, welded) together differently from each other.  Seeing that each car should be a carbon copy of each other, chassis ground will be exactly the same in each because every metal piece that makes up chassis ground should be touching each other from the fasteners that connect them all up.<P>You are right on the money about the DP ground, it�s grounded via the motor because it�s all bolted to it (DP metal touches motor metal, which is grounded to the chassis).  I was trying to make that point, and by adding yet another ground cable to a already grounded DP is suppose to do what?  Then you came back with �ground loop�, that the loop of ground (DP-motor-cable to DP) was suppose to make the difference in the motor�s operation.  This is what I wanted a further explanation on.  I�ll even settle for your list of great points.<P>Jason<BR>||66.84.245.122||reg||1
Z||000043||Dan D||10-02-2002||03:58 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||A car has no absolute ground(tires).  The electrical resistance from one point to the next is a function of temperature and humidity as well as the compositon of the materials through which the current travels.  Every nut, bolt, and piece of sheet metal is not made of the same material, nor do those different piece respond the same to temp,hum. Problem #1 <P>While problem #1 should be enough to dispell any ideas you had about any ground being equal to the next, the real problem is not that one ground may not be as good as another, but that if there are potential (electrical) differences between points which offer less resistance to current, then the electrons are gonna pack there bags and head that away.  So basically current doesn't go where you want with a ground loop problem.  These exist.  It is physically impossible to eliminate this tendancy due to the above mentioned factors.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000044||hibern8||10-02-2002||04:25 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com|| i dont know about you guys, but reading everyones post here is seriously cracking me up. do you realize that this post has the most responses and it happens to be over people going back and forth about where to ground the battery in the trunk? it just amuses me. ||63.62.132.190||reg||1
Z||000045||number3||10-02-2002||04:46 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||CKA,<P>If you insist�   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>You said and I quote...<P>"adding a ground strap on the exhaust pipe has gained them fuel economy, better O2 readings and so on. This is a load of crap if I have ever heard one, you try and explain to me how adding a another grounding point from the frame or motor (chassis ground) to the exhaust system, which is already connected to the frame and motor electrically, is going to help a damn thing (downpipe bolts to the O2, O2 bolts to the turbo, turbo bolts to the exhaust mani, mani bolts to the head, head has three ground wires connected to ground)... it�s already electrically the same."<P>You never said the DP was bolted to the block like it is on at GVR4. Reread what you said. You said it (O2) was grounded through the exhaust system via the bolts holding the exhaust components to the head etc.  If what you actually said is true and it is on alot of cars (not the GVR4 though) the ground strap run from DP to the block is a smart move.<P>But I wasn�t correcting you on this point, even though you thought (twice) I was.<P>The "two words" I had for you (ground loop) is rebutting this statement made by you,<P>"Grounding the negative terminal...electrically the same as ...or any other metal frame work which all connected to each other through the hundereds of bolts and fasteres."<P>Or to paraphrase you: no matter where you pick a ground from in the car they are all the same because they are connected by metal parts.<P>Bottom line what you are eluding to is that if I ground an audio amplifier to the metal floor of my trunk (anywhere) and ground my head unit (am/fm in dash radio) to the metal floor of my car or even the rear quarter panel (aka antenna) the ground must ALWAYS be the same or equal.  ERRRR! Wrong.<P>Ever hear a car audio system that whines or whistles as car creates RPMs. That is noise that is picked up from the car that cannot be removed due to the fact that the ground near the head unit and the ground near the amplifier are NOT the same or equal. This is only an example of what I am talking about and you can be convinced by using a human sense (hearing).<P>GOD I hate typing.  BTW Dan thanks. Good job.<P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000046||Kibo||10-03-2002||01:38 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||The point that Harry brings up regarding car audio and grounding points not being equal is certainly valid.  The main reason for this, however, is because car audio is based on electrical *frequency* content--in other words, AC.  The cause of the RPM-dependent whine Harry mentions is a large part of an electrical engineering degree, so I won't crack that shell unless asked...but think "antenna" and you'll get the basic idea.  (If you're more technical than that, think "flux"...no, not "Flux Capacitor"!!) :P<P>The term ground loop is being thrown around a lot, but I'm not sure everyone here understands what it means.  This was the first link that turned up in a quick web search, and succinctly describes what a ground loop is:<P> <A HREF="http://www.its.bldrdoc.gov/fs-1037/dir-017/_2498.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.its.bldrdoc.gov/fs-1037/dir-017/_2498.htm</A> <P>That's about as clearly put as I have ever seen a ground loop described.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Nevertheless, my car hasn't had any problems with the battery ground attached to the controversial bumper mounting bolt.  FWIW, I took the time to grind off the paint on all mating surfaces (trunk floor, top/bottom of brace) and kept the threads nice and clean.<P>If it doesn't work for you, don't argue--just figure out why and fix it!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000047||CKA||10-03-2002||05:08 AM||cka@globaldialog.com||Dan, <BR>I agree with what you are saying.  You are correct that there are differences due to different metals, heat and humidity.  But for simplicity sake of the two issues (battery grounding location and DP grounding) can we agree that they are electrically the same, that there are no bottlenecks for the current flow in any large chunk of metal in these cars (bottom of trunk, shock/strut tower, frame, panels multi fastened to these point).  I mean to say that electron flow from the starter, fuel pump and other loads will find the negative terminal without encountering any noticeable resistance that would cause problems.  I hope we�re smart enough not to ground the battery to the top of the trunk lid, or something similar, that has limited conducting paths back to solid chassis ground.<P>I understand the reason for adding a second ground (to make sure the part is grounded with a path of least resistance as possible).  I was trying to get a answer for this influencing the operation of the motor (fuel economy, O2 readings).. but there seems not to be an issue here.<P><BR>#3, <BR>Glad you took the time to type.  I now understand what you are taking about even though it has nothing to do with answering my question about why people hook ground straps up to their exhaust thinking it�s changing the O2 readings or fuel economy (seems you never had a issue with this).  I agree that if someone did hook up a ground strap there it would provide another good ground path, nuff said.<P>Correct me if I�m wrong, but those audio ground locations are electrically the same as the ground terminal of the battery.  I mean, if you ohm out those two different audio ground locations it would be near 0 ohms between them.  I�ll agree that in audio application certain grounding point can induce noise more than others,  but this is off the subject of good battery grounds. <P>Think there�s not much left to discuss without droning on about petty details.<P>Hibern8, it�s good to know that we�re at least providing amusement for ya&#61514;.<P>Jason<BR>||66.84.245.126||reg||1
Z||000048||turboflanagan||10-03-2002||10:18 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Keep in mind too that you could have a single thread of a copper wire connected to any "grounding" spot and the neg bat terminal and when ohmed it would be .02 ohms.  That doesn't help Flow though. ||64.63.209.83||reg||1
Z||000049||keydiver||10-03-2002||10:24 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I think that part of the confusion here relating to O2 sensors is that not all cars have the extra ground wire from the sensor back to the ECU, like our cars do. Many cars rely on the metal-to-metal contact of the exhaust system to provide a return path, which can be highly unreliable given the amount of oxidation that takes place on exhaust manifolds and downpipes. As far as I can tell, all Galants and TEL's have the extra ground return wire to the ECU, even when they don't have the 2 extra wires for the heater.<BR>However, this still doesn't rule out problems with deteriorating wiring. With the high underhood temperatures, and the age of these cars, we are starting to see problems with wires and connectors with higher than original resistance. I believe it was Nate who told me one time about a GVR-4 that they could not get the O2's higher than .85 or something like that until they replaced the wiring harness from the O2 plug in to the ECU. <BR>I'm not an expert on O2 sensors by any means, so I can't tell you what the impedance of one is, or how much resistance in the wiring is enough to cause a voltage drop, but this does sound probable, and I would not rule it out entirely. Running an extra ground strap to the downpipe would parallel a second ground path to the ECU, and could *possibly* cause a slight rise in the O2 voltage.<BR>FWIW,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.220||reg||1
Z||000050||CKA||10-03-2002||01:30 PM||cka@globaldialog.com||I guess you have to find out if the body of the O2 sensor is contacting the two ground wires coming out of the sensor.  I looked on the schematic on the DSM manual for these cars and it shown two loads, a heating element and the O2 part.  Both having a source and ground wire coming from them (four wires in total).  If the grounds are touching the metal body of the sensor then a strap can provide a useful addition ground.  But you would still have the ground paths from the DP-O2 housing-turbo-main-motor, DP ground that bolts into the block as #3 mentioned.  For what it�s worth the measurement from the bumper support ground location to the tip of the tail pipe was the same 0.2-0.3 ohms without the DP block bolt.  <P>I hear ya Turboflanagan about the tiny little copper short that could give you the same 0.2 ohms, I tried to cover myself by referring the ground locations as large chucks of metal secured with multi fasteners (weld, rivets or bolts).  I though the same after my first post when I stated that from the bumper location to the shock tower is 0.2 ohms.<P>Jason<BR>||66.84.245.250||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001006.cgi
A||||1||DeanCouchey||Garfeild do you know this guy????||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-26-2002||10:05 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1862745872" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1862745872</A> ||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||09-27-2002||12:48 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Yes I do.  This is actually one of my auctions on ebay.  Really nice car & the new owner would definately enjoy the car.  Well worth $25k.||66.176.234.150||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001007.cgi
A||||5||DeanCouchey||Project car ||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-27-2002||12:29 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Make a 3G(?) Galant VR4 form Ebay.... get one of the older cars 93-98 and drop this puppy in :-) <IMG SRC="http://ebay2.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_49ad40d7b007e48521845470f50ccf3a/i-1_B.JPG">  <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1863876832" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1863876832</A> ||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||hibern8||09-27-2002||01:17 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||im drooling, anyone have a newer galant for sale???  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||131.193.3.158||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||09-27-2002||06:15 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||The 93 & above VR4's already have that V6 TT engine. ||63.185.80.67||reg||1
Z||000003||blytz||09-27-2002||06:52 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||yeah, but we don't get those here!||172.141.137.37||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||09-27-2002||11:30 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Well it comes with an automatic FWD tranny.  I don't think that would make a VR-4.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  It WOULD make my neighbors Galant ES an ass-kicking machine.<P>It sure is nice to see that they STILL build their cars with as little wasted space as possible under the hood.  Ha!||65.43.112.188||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||09-28-2002||10:31 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||dunno which type of tiptronic trans it is, but if it is like bmw, it is really trick.  you basically just tap the shift lever, and it shifts.  very close to the paddle shifters on the rally cars.  and, some of the tiptronics have built in protection for stuff like putting it in first gear at 100 mph.  the later tiptronics are better than manual transmissions.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001008.cgi
A||N||22||mitsu13ishi||How much can go wrong?||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||09-27-2002||03:15 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||So far on mine, as far as i can remember back.....<P>Timing belt replaced (factory Recall)<BR>New tires at 80k<BR>New brakes/rotors at 80k<BR>passanger front wheel probs (i scraped underneath wheel joint good coming out my high school) they put a "boot" on.<BR>3 months later.... wheel had to be fixed again was making loud noises<BR>at 100k brakes were replaced again <BR>at 115k new clutch and new front tires<BR>at 120k timing belt replaced<BR>at 125k timing belt left me stranded driving home. thanks to All-tune-n-lube<BR>125k new timing belt.<BR>130k back brakes were replaced, squeaking very loud <BR>at 135k brakes started squealing again, and then replaced w/ turned rotors(hmmm..)<BR>at 140k starter control in alarm got fired sumhow (it was only a 1 year old alarm, i did not install)<BR>now at 145k something else is wrong, loud noise coming from passanger side front wheel like it did before. a thump thump that stays to the same porportion as my speed. gonna see Keplingers on tuesday!<P>my dad drove it for 75k, so i dunno what else mighta happened before i got it.  also i was told that there are 3 OTHER problems i have overlooked in the past.<P>a. will not idle properly once started up.  runs fine once its warmed up. guy at midas told me, "cold start sensor is bad" $1200 fix.<P>b. SOMETIMES when shifting into 2nd gear, it will grind.  mechanics told me.. "2nd gear syncroniser is bad" $1500 part.<P>c. use to blow smoke once in a blue moon. now i use SMOKE B GONE! hehe  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> it works!<P>i'm no mechanic, and i dont know that much about cars like you guys do... but what a bastard of a car! and what a run around of shit i've got from repair shops to repair shops.  <P>you guys have lots of probs too?<P><BR>||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||mitsu13ishi||09-27-2002||03:16 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||sorry my post is so long!||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||09-27-2002||03:34 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I would be more likely to believe that the "cold start sensor" is $12.00 than $1200!!!!<BR>First tip: Don't go back to Midas.<BR>Second tip: Get the CD manual so you can start troubleshooting some stuff yourself. If it really is the engine coolant temperature sensor, that could be check in 2 minutes with a voltmeter.<BR>Transmission synchros are a problem, so start saving your money to have it fixed properly by a reputable transmission shop, like BM Tranny or TRE. In the mean time, change the fluid to BG Syncro II, GM Syncromesh, or Redline MT-90/MTL with some Mitsu Friction Modifier (ME581050, $3.91).<BR>Otherwise, nothing that I see on your list seems unusual for a 11 year old high performance car with 145,000 miles on it.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>P.S. - Have you done the ECU caps? If not, thats next on your list to go!||66.156.212.8||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||09-27-2002||04:13 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Lots more  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000004||mitsu13ishi||09-28-2002||12:01 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||thanks alot for that good info jeff.i am gonna email you asking questions, but i might as well ask everybody too<P><BR>whats the purpose of Mitsu Friction Modifier (ME581050, $3.91).	and where does it go? <P>and how do i change the transmission fluid?<P>whats the deal with ECU caps?, i dont understand that either, if ya know whats the charge from a repair shop for that?<P><BR>Thanks so very much guys.  I really appericate it, if anybody in my local area Balt/DC, either johnnybravo, or Ian, or Speedfienz? knows how to do these things please let me know.  I'd rather pay you guys to do it then somebody who dont know that much bout these things, kinda like me.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||09-28-2002||01:46 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Hey caps are the the thing that give the ECU power, if they leak it can damage the ECU board. To look open the glovebox, then pull it out more its easy, you can see it right there.. unscrew and unplug and look at ther little caps on it. You can send it out to <A HREF="http://www.tmo.com" TARGET=_blank>www.tmo.com</A>  and have the caps done and have some perfor,mance mods done. Dude 1500 for a tranny, get it redone by like RRE or another place, the engine, I am sorry but if something like a cold start sensor is wrong then buy a new engine for cheaper. if you will buy a cold start sensopr for 1200 I got a bridge I wanna sell you!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||09-28-2002||10:28 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the biggest problem with these cars is the owner.  if the owner is not able to do small to medium fixes themselves, and has to pay someone to do it, a lot of things get neglected, because it is just too expensive.  then, something big comes along, like a motor or a trans rebuild, and it is all downhill from there.  it is easy to see why so many owners get fustrated with the car.  owners that know nothing about cars tend to ignore preventative maintenance, which can lead to catastrauphic failure of major components.  this is not a cold hearted suggestion when i suggest you get rid of the car, in your case, it already has started to eat money.  most of us have already done brakes, belts, water pumps, clutches, motors, transmissions, but the difference is that most of us do the labor ourselves.  some things are beyond our capabilities; right now, my car is at the body shop, getting pulled back to specs.  it was in a wreck long before i got it, and it has always pulled slightly to the left, kinda like you are on the crown of the road.  all of this suspension changing i have been going thru finally made me bite the bullet, and i took it down.  they have to remove fenders and bumpers in order to get to the pulling points, but it will be straight when i get it back.  i hope.  this is costing me about 600 bucks.  but, i have changed my mind, and i will keep the car for a few more years.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000007||mitsu13ishi||09-28-2002||01:40 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||i'm sure that there was sometime that ya'll didn't know how to do these things.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||09-28-2002||02:18 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mitsu13ishi:<BR><B>i'm sure that there was sometime that ya'll didn't know how to do these things.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>of course.  but after letting the dealer do the timing belt recall, i did my next one myself.  but, again, i have done a lot of timing belts, and clutches, and brakes, etc, so i am not afraid to get in a try something.  this was before i knew there was any place to go to and get shortcuts, like this list.  there is a lot of personal satisfaction i get from working on my own cars, and i have been doing it for years.  i know that if i had to pay someone to do the things i have done on the car, a lot of them would never have gotten done.<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000009||Dan D||09-28-2002||02:27 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Yes there was a time like that for everyone.  There's no better time to start learning than now.  Having a beater car for down time is highly suggested.  Go here: <A HREF="http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</A>  for instructions on the tranny fluid and cap question.  If you're serious about trying to do some of the matinence and work on the car, order the dsm manual cd today.  <A HREF="http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/index2.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/index2.htm</A> <P>Ken's right though, if you don't have lot's of money to spend, you'll need to start learning yourself or you'll want/need to get rid of it.  Try you're local dsm lists and make friends with people who have experience as it can pay off big time.  Having the right help around when you get started makes all the difference in the world.  One more suggestion, read, read, read.  Read forum archives, digest archieves, dsm manual, dsm tech manual.  Get yourself a good solid knowledge base and problems with the car won't seem so daunting.  <P>Have fun and try not to get too frustrated with the car.  They're worth it <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  ||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR4_1221||09-28-2002||02:38 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/mad.gif"> It is just a hunch but did Midas keep doing the brake work over and over again. Brake shops are the most likely to rip off customers.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/redface.gif"> I have always thought that with disc brakes any one who can change the oil should be able do them they are very easy.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> And machine shops usual charge $7-10 per rotor to turn them. Also recently I have talked to some clutch repair shops who said the transmission for a GVR4 will the overhauled for as little as $225.00 when you supply the parts.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif"> So you buy the heavy duty synchros which is the most likely part that will give out on this transmissions. If they are not raced the heavy duty synchros should last long enough, hopefully.  And if you can't change the transmission yourself.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> I know that some shops charge as little as $250.00 to swap a tranny, but $300.00 is still a fair price considering the labor involved. As I see it my GVR4 could be completed rebuilt for less money than new WRX.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>[This message has been edited by GVR4_1221 (edited 09-28-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by GVR4_1221 (edited 09-28-2002).]||64.66.194.225||reg||1
Z||000011||Ian M||09-28-2002||06:34 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mitsu13ishi:<BR><B>i'm sure that there was sometime that ya'll didn't know how to do these things.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> You just gotta get a service manual,read though it a bit,take a deep breath,and dig in. Once you get rolling,every thing kinda falls into place. When I got my first GVR4,I was intimidated as hell by the thought of doing things I think are gravy now. The more you do,the more confidence you get. Im no expert by any means,but not much on these cars now really intimidate me anymore. DONT BE AFRAID TO ASK QUESTIONS! If you cant find an answer via by searching the multitude of information pools we have availible to us for these cars (which seems to be better than any other enthusiast group..),just ask,someone will know. The less you spend on having someone else do the work,the more you have for mods!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <BR> If you need help with the tranny oil (Hint:I think theres a VFAQ on it on vfaq.com) or getting the ECU out to do the caps,let me know  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||129.71.114.216||reg||1
Z||000012||GRV4726||09-28-2002||06:57 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i'm so glad that you guys are being firm and a bit aggressive. i think that if you are lucky enough to have a car like ours, then you should be doing your part and learn as much as possible.<BR>i have never worked on a car in my life but i am only 16. i plan on installing my tt when it gets here and then installing my fmic when i buy on. haha. i figure if i can do all the custom work on my own, than i can save a butt load of money. plus its my car. i own it, so i should work with it.  if there are any gvr4 guys in houston, let me know. i would really appreciate some help on future installs.<P>thanks<P>oh by the way i read about 1g eclipse/gvr4 stuff for at least 2 hours a night. good information is hard to come by for someone like me (who hasn't worked on a car, therefore can't follow installs with 100% clarity) but its worth it<p>[This message has been edited by GRV4726 (edited 09-28-2002).]||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000013||turbowop||09-28-2002||07:15 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Mitsu13ishi.....I thought you had a Galant GSX and had done a JDM turbo engine conversion to it. Did you have someone else do that or did you not really do it?<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000014||mitsu13ishi||09-28-2002||08:29 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||but yea i got a manual from ollies here in hagerstown. $3(clearance) written by HAYNES. but yea i've flipped thru it, but the title says.. "galant precia sigma mirage" and it mainly focuses not on the DOHC 2.0l that i have. any other manuals out there?<P>but yes midas was a root of problems for me.  i didn't really have the time then to try to figure out brakes myself, and i wasn't supplying the cash for those trips to midas.<P>the timing belt was done by all-tune-n-lube, now there building is empty. and i got $275 refund, and it installed correctly.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>i didn't wanna mess with a clutch install, so a really good guy, denny, in town did it for me.<P>but other then that, i'm looking on vfaq now. i never heard of that b4.  thanks for the info alot. i'm really glad jon has this wonderful site too! i dont have a vr4, but a bone stock GSX and i'm trying... lol.<P>after i find out what this thumpin sound is on tuesday at the garage, i'll let you guys know. Thanks again<P>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000015||mitsu13ishi||09-28-2002||08:57 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||that ECU fix looks a lil' involved.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm</A> <P>i think tomorrow i'm gonna find some oiland hose and drain that transaxle oil. whoever wrote it said.."plug position is different for AWD, in addition to mere existence of transfer case" anybody done it?<P>thanks again guys||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000016||GVR4458||09-28-2002||10:02 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||The ECU soldering thing is a bit tricky if you're not into that sort of thing.  A legitimate option is taking it to a TV repair place (they'll solder anything) with the replacement caps (I don't know where to get them now) and have them do it.  HSould be less than $50.<P>Pulling the vr4 ecu is really simple (behind glove box on the fender) and takes less than 30 minutes (careful, those screws strip easy).<P>EH||67.36.181.138||reg||1
Z||000017||GVR4_1221||09-28-2002||10:36 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||MachV sells the caps for just $5.00 dollars  here is the link <A HREF="http://store.yahoo.com/machv/ecu19891994.html" TARGET=_blank>http://store.yahoo.com/machv/ecu19891994.html</A> ||66.52.65.27||reg||6
Z||000018||Ian M||09-29-2002||01:47 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by mitsu13ishi:<BR><B>but yea i got a manual from ollies here in hagerstown. $3(clearance) written by HAYNES. but yea i've flipped thru it, but the title says.. "galant precia sigma mirage" and it mainly focuses not on the DOHC 2.0l that i have. any other manuals out there?<P>but yes midas was a root of problems for me.  i didn't really have the time then to try to figure out brakes myself, and i wasn't supplying the cash for those trips to midas.<P>the timing belt was done by all-tune-n-lube, now there building is empty. and i got $275 refund, and it installed correctly.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>i didn't wanna mess with a clutch install, so a really good guy, denny, in town did it for me.<P>but other then that, i'm looking on vfaq now. i never heard of that b4.  thanks for the info alot. i'm really glad jon has this wonderful site too! i dont have a vr4, but a bone stock GSX and i'm trying... lol.<P>after i find out what this thumpin sound is on tuesday at the garage, i'll let you guys know. Thanks again<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> I agree,the Haynes manual for the Galant sucks for our cars,the one for the T/E/Ls actually is much more usefull. The best is the factory manuals,and as far as i know they dont make them anymore,you'd probably have to keep your eye on the trader or e-bay-and they are expensive!!<P> I dont blame you for not doing the clutch yourself,thats quite a job for someone who has limited mechanical experience,it will test your temper,even with mechanical experience if you havent done one of these cars before...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Take on some other smaller repairs first,then it might be something you're willing to try. Same deal with the timing belt.<BR> <BR> The fill hole for the trans is on the front side of the trans,the one for the transfer case is in the front edge of it as well,you will be able to see both. Id stop at Hoffman or Sharrett Monday and pick up some GM syncromesh,good stuff. I think Penzoil carries a oil similar to the syncromesh,I cant remember what they call it if you have to have it tommorow,maybe call around.<P> You can take the ECU out yourself easily,check and see who does TVs,computers or radios in Hagerstown. Take the ECU to them. The caps arent anything special,any place who does electronics will have the right stuff (I know that electronics place on Potomac St as you're heading out towards the old Sears carries them,maybe they can steer you to a place to have it done)<P> <p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-29-2002).]||129.71.114.120||reg||7
Z||000019||Kibo||09-29-2002||06:14 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||mitsu13ishi, there are at least a few people on the list that will replace your ECU caps for free.  Unfortunately, that means that your car will be down while the ECU is out...  If you can't find somebody local to do it, let me know and I'll replace them for you for free.  I'm an electrical engineer, in case you're worried about qualifications..   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000020||mitsu13ishi||09-29-2002||01:16 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||alright, well i'll just wait then since hoffman ain't open on sundays. i thought that adv. auto would have GM syncromesh or any of those other oils but they don't.<P>one problem at a time though, i think i'm gonna wait a lil' until i have some time (winter break from school) since i only have 1 car.  thanks alot!, i'll keep ya in mind erik. did you have to do yours yet Ian?<P>thanks once more  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000021||keydiver||09-30-2002||11:41 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||1) Just a reminder, I do supply FREE caps and/or installation to GVR-4 owners ONLY. I even have a few spare ECU's that I loan out so you have no down time. I only ask that people pay the UPS charges.<BR>2) The Mitsubishi Friction Modifier is supposed to make the synchros "stickier", so they will help you engage the gears faster. A good time to put it in is after you drain the old fluid out, then top it off with the BG or GM Synchro stuff.<BR>3) The manual I recommend is the CD manual that Dan D gave you the link for. It is a scanned version of the original Mitsu shop manuals. There are a few mistakes, most of them caused by the scanning process, but the nice thing is you can print out as many copies as you want and not worry about getting them dirty while working on the car.<BR>4) About the cold idle problem you mentioned in your email to me: it could be the engine coolant sensor, but I've had that problem when any of the following things were wrong:<BR>a) I bypassed the coolant to the intake. One of the "free mods" that people recommend is to not allow the coolant to circulate through the intake manifold. When I do this, my car idles much higher even after the 5 minute drive to work. After a few more minutes it is fine. Check to see if that mod has been done by a previous owner.<BR>b) Check your BISS. The VFAQ tells you how to ground pin 10 in the diagnostic port and the timing connector under the hood to set the BISS. If I have it to far open (counter-clockwise) it idles high longer.<BR>c) Replace the thermostat with a 192 degree original one. If someone has put in a 180 one, another "free mod" it will take the coolant sensor longer to warm up. <BR>These are just MY experiences. Many people on this list have done all these free mods without any side effects to the cold idle.<BR>So, the first step is to get that manual, so you can start testing the sensor voltages. I'm glad to see everyone encouraging you to start trying to do stuff on your car yourself. We see alot of young guys on this list who have quickly come and gone because they get frustrated by the maintenance problems. You have ALOT of experience on this list to draw from, but we usually expect you to do your homework first, and have read the VFAQ's or manual before posting a question.<BR>Good luck,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.224||reg||1
Z||000022||mitsu13ishi||09-30-2002||04:05 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||[QUOTE]Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>1) Just a reminder, I do supply FREE caps and/or installation to GVR-4 owners ONLY. I even have a few spare ECU's that I loan out so you have no down time. I only ask that people pay the UPS charges.</B><P>i guess you're excluding me when u say Gvr-4 owners ONLY when i have a GGS-X<P>but thanks for the info!!! i was on here til like 2am looking around at vfaq. very useful too it is!||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001009.cgi
A||||7||mikey||who has ingalls control arms?||||1||
Z||000000||mikey||09-27-2002||03:20 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Sheesh, guess what?  I have the control arms on the wrong sides.  The one labeled for the driver's side is on the passengers side and vice versa.  Is this gonna affect anything?<BR>Will it break?  Thanks!||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-27-2002||03:44 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hey Mike next weekend the 5th I think we will have some poeple here, I know one of the guys from IL has ingals. So if you can bring it down, someone here should beable to helpfix it. But I without seeing it still have a little voice says "not a good idea to have anything on a 11year old car on "backwards". Does the tire sit like it should? Has it been driven yet?||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||09-27-2002||03:46 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||First Did a shop do it? Take it back tell them to fix it. Where is the shop located?<p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 09-27-2002).]||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000003||mikey||09-27-2002||04:24 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Rob,<BR>Hey I think I can make it the 5th.  I'm getting the wheels fixed and aligned Tuesday so it should be okay.  Hope the weathers good.||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||09-27-2002||05:22 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Sounds Good!!||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000005||1quickvr4||09-27-2002||05:27 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Turbowop had some and they broke.<P>Zach||64.157.119.179||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||09-27-2002||06:18 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Yeah, long story....I hate those fucking things, even though I have them on the car now. If you need camber correction get the mofugas (whiteline) inner bushings for the factory control arms. That way you retain the stronger factory arms. They give you up to three extra degrees of adjustment. They were not available when I had lowered my car hence the Ingalls arms on my car. I am going to change them though. The bushings are only $40.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000007||mikey||09-28-2002||02:27 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||turbowop,<BR>yeah i read about your incident with potholes.  i also got the arms before the bushings were available too.  oh well hope these last.||24.164.239.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001010.cgi
A||||6||1quickvr4||Went to the Junkyard.............||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||09-27-2002||05:40 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||And saw a silver 92 GVR-4 get crushed, Other things of intrest were the vast amounts of turbo lasers and a Stealth that some one atempted a V8 RWD conversion on. I was gonna buy the VR-4 but couldent come up with the 400.00 bucks for it <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>Zach||64.157.119.179||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||09-27-2002||06:40 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yo, zach, if you come across something like that, and have a place to put it, let me know, and i will get you the money.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||09-27-2002||06:52 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||A silver GVR-4?  Was it right hand drive?||63.231.76.38||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||09-27-2002||11:26 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Maybe Kensington Grey -- don't see too many of those.||65.43.112.188||reg||1
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||09-28-2002||01:49 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||the opnly gray one I have seen in person was owned by some family and it had ripped seats and a whole bunch of other crap! I wish I could recuse the poor cars!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||09-28-2002||10:09 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Io had alreadey pulled the seats out of it, I wanted it but I just cant afford another project car now. It was very rough too.<P>Zach||65.56.125.245||reg||1
Z||000006||199of2k||09-29-2002||12:48 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||We should start a "Save The VR4's Fund"<p>[This message has been edited by 199of2k (edited 09-29-2002).]||68.9.130.111||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001011.cgi
A||||29||DeanCouchey||Painting the car another color????||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-28-2002||01:52 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I saw a few of you talking about this on another post... so here is what I wanna do. When I get all my money situated and the new engine and blah blah blah I wanna get an EVO type spoiler, not a huge one but a nice looking one. I wanna have my car painted either the honda civic Si type blue or a VW Jetta blue, the brighter one not the one that looks dark... I have seen Red galants and they dopnt look to bad. my Fiance said the car would look kinda cool Yellow.... so if there are any paint shop masters out there we should dso a paint program for the OLD VR...... Why do we wanna refresh these 11 year old cars LOL We want body kits and paint jobs! Oh well!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-30-2002||02:53 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Oh no its gone! =-o<p>[This message has been edited by DeanCouchey (edited 10-05-2002).]||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||09-30-2002||03:17 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Not your car, but it is a nice color for a taxi.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||12.247.128.70||reg||13
Z||000003||mitsu13ishi||09-30-2002||03:59 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||have a better pic in the sunlight? :-)<P>i like either the silver like blytz has for his car alot! either that or a royal blue.||64.12.96.74||reg||7
Z||000004||Pappy||09-30-2002||04:01 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Here are a few.  The red pictures I whipped up rather quick to just see how it would look.  I'm interested in having my car painting the bright red of the VW Jetta.<P> <IMG SRC="http://24.60.210.125/galantred2.jpg">  <BR> <IMG SRC="http://24.60.210.125/galantyellow.jpg">  <p>[This message has been edited by Pappy (edited 10-01-2002).]||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000005||mitsu13ishi||09-30-2002||04:02 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||ooops, sorry blytz, i meant mitsuman022.<P>blytz makes awesome looking headlights, and mitsuman022 has that sweet bumper on the GVR4 Performance thread.<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||10-01-2002||12:31 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I know its not mnine but I wanted to see how it looks. I honestly dont think the yellow rally car looks that bad and neither does the red one! after 11 years it is time to refresh the old cars now!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000007||DSSA||10-01-2002||08:11 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||I guess it's all a matter of opinion, but in the words of the great "Silly-Monkey", "I'd rather saw my nuts off with a rusty hammer"<BR> than paint one of my Galants an obnoxiously bright color.  One of the great things about these cars is their subtlety.<P>If you're going for current "trend" colors, bright red and yellow went out in the early-mid 90s.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||JonGVR4||10-01-2002||08:49 AM||jon@jgronline.com||You should get banned for making my car red!  <P><BR>Keeping the wheels white too!  Uggggghh.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||13
Z||000009||Hertz||10-01-2002||12:54 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||The yellow looks okay -- I don't know about arrest-me-red...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  The blue you mentioned might be decent.<P>Nice photo-editing work, by the way.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000010||Pappy||10-01-2002||04:03 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'm sorry Jon.  I used your car because it's such a fine example of a galant. =P  And like I said, I did it quickly.  But I myself don't like how that photochop turned out, so I'll remove it.  As for wanting "trend" colors, I don't think that's the case.  I personally really like the VW red and blue.  Something about them.  They're deep, yet not dark.  Another color I was thinking of is the dark gunmetal color of the IS300.||140.247.202.67||reg||1
Z||000011||Team Ducktape||10-01-2002||04:16 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Some smashing duct-tape grey would be nice  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000012||Nate||10-01-2002||04:59 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Jon, your car?  Isn't that the picture of Victor's car that he sent out a few years back once it ran 11.80?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000013||Pappy||10-01-2002||05:16 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Yeah, that is victor's car.  I already removed Jon's car's picture.||140.247.202.67||reg||1
Z||000014||GRV4726||10-02-2002||01:49 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i should be getting my car painted soon. there's a storm comming so i don't konw when they will start.<P>i'm painting white. not too sure what white but its going to be white. i like jon white with the blue pearl clear coat. very nice. ||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000015||keydiver||10-02-2002||10:26 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If I ever repaint my white '91, it will be Pearl White. I loved my Pearl White Stealth TT, and the new Cadillacs in Pearl White look great too. A friend of mine even has a '01 Elantra that looks beautiful next to my flat white GVR-4.<BR>Someday.................<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.224||reg||1
Z||000016||number3||10-02-2002||10:58 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>If I ever repaint my white '91, it will be Pearl White. I loved my Pearl White Stealth TT, and the new Cadillacs in Pearl White look great too. A friend of mine even has a '01 Elantra that looks beautiful next to my flat white GVR-4.<BR>Someday.................<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Don't get too fancy with the pearl or you MAY never be able to match the paint if you are ever in an accident.<P>My pearl white miata with a blue clear coat may never be the same again after it was rear ended. I knew better but didn't lsten to myself.<P>||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000017||Kibo||10-03-2002||02:10 AM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>Some smashing duct-tape grey would be nice   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>You mean, like the grey '92's?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>I like the point about subtlety--the biggest selling point of the GVR4 for me (besides its exclusivity of being a limited edition) is the sleeper aspect.  It has its downsides too, though--at this weekend's picnic, I think most of the DSM'ers thought that my car had only minor mods.  If they only knew how much time, work, and money it takes to get the GVR4 engine bay to somewhat resemble that of a TEL!<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR>"Sleeper Duct Tape Grey Metallic"<BR>||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000018||DSSA||10-03-2002||11:11 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||NO MORE GREY!  <P>I've got two now.  1- Kensington Grey, 1- Viper Steel Grey Pearl (albeit it's just a chassis).<P>I'm kinda wishing that the Viper Grey one would have turned out a little darker though.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000019||turboflanagan||10-03-2002||08:32 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Is that viper paint code ps7 or something?  That is the color I want to paint my VR4!  That is a VERY nice color and repaintable!||64.63.209.231||reg||1
Z||000020||GRV4726||10-03-2002||08:52 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||any suggestions on a white to chose. i would like to get some more ideas in my head. thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000021||blytz||10-03-2002||10:06 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I'm not into the flashy bright colors either, and I'm not sure how it would look on a Galant, but I LOVE this color:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.boostaholic.net/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=4026" TARGET=_blank>http://www.boostaholic.net/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=4026</A> <P>I guess is goes kinda along with the VW blue statement by Pappy.||172.145.212.30||reg||1
Z||000022||DeanCouchey||10-04-2002||12:46 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||this is the color I want mine to be.. I like it, it is dark and not as eye catching as that cyborg.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/images/vr4.jpg"> ||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000023||229of1000||10-04-2002||11:33 AM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||We should ban posting of that hideous blue galant!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> <P>I do like blue though, especially the blue on the R34 Nissan Skylines.  I was thinking it could possibly be a nice color for my car someday, as it's got out about a hundred dents in it and will end up needing paint.  Damn hail.||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000024||JonGVR4||10-04-2002||11:49 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Wow, that is ugly.  <P><BR>The only colors I've seen that are different from stock that I like are:<BR>summit white turned into a bright white (like a Toyota)<BR>grey turned into mercedees silver<BR>black turned into a brighter black<P>It is an old 4 door sedan that looks like a family car.  Painint it a bright color makes it look stupid.  Something a 2G owner would do.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000025||Nate||10-04-2002||12:19 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Jon, you mean you don't like my green to maroon color change?  ;-)  Not really "stock", but one hell of an improvement. :-)||68.80.64.77||reg||1
Z||000026||turboflanagan||10-04-2002||08:29 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Nate, I have seen one or two pics of your car and I think they were mostly of the engine bay.  Can you post some more or tell me where I can see some others.  From what I remember it looked Really good.<P>Peter||64.63.209.75||reg||1
Z||000027||DeanCouchey||10-05-2002||02:00 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Just go to thew main site and look at images. There are only two maroon cars. nates and Ash's cars, Nates will be the one that has a maroon valve cover :-)||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000028||GRV4726||10-06-2002||06:00 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||sorry about the my earlier post<P>i didn't mean jon.. i meant larivierra... i really like his car.. so clean<P>sorry||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000029||JonGVR4||10-07-2002||09:36 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Nate:<BR><B>Jon, you mean you don't like my green to maroon color change?  ;-)  Not really "stock", but one hell of an improvement. :-)</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I kind of considered maroon as a stock Galant color.  Subtle.  I think you could only get a red Galant in 89 and maybe 90.  All of the other colors are pretty mild.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001012.cgi
A||||14||blytz||My Modified headlights||||1||
Z||000000||blytz||09-28-2002||10:36 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Everyone is going with "all clears" or more clear lights, even us here. since my car is Grey, I figured I'd go the other route. Got my headlights done last light:<P>  <IMG SRC="http://www.miragetuner.com/gvr4/lights.jpg">  <P>I'm gonna be doing the corners today. btw, I DID test these out, and the light looks fine still. I'd seen it done before with good results otherwise wouldn't have tried it!<p>[This message has been edited by blytz (edited 09-28-2002).]||172.134.151.241||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||09-28-2002||01:06 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Wow, they look pretty nice!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  Did you just use that tint spray on them or what?  ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||09-28-2002||01:51 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||Opps... I guess I should've said something... I ACTUALLY painted the chrome housing INSIDE the light black, and then masked off the glass and painted the sides black all the way around. The glass is completely clear still.||172.135.55.54||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||09-28-2002||03:03 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||When you get them put back in, post a pic for us.  BTW, is that legal?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||65.43.118.14||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||09-28-2002||06:09 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| They look cool,but they are definately not legal... <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||129.71.114.216||reg||1
Z||000005||blytz||09-28-2002||06:36 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I will post a link when it's all done. I've got the headlights back in , and one of the corners done also, but I gotta go pick up another one tomorrow, I melted it in the oven!<P>btw, what's not legal about it? The fact that the reflector is gone?||172.156.41.211||reg||1
Z||000006||mitsu13ishi||09-28-2002||08:38 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blytz:<BR><B>II've got the headlights back in , and one of the corners done also, but I gotta go pick up another one tomorrow, I melted it in the oven!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>why do you need an oven? like a kitchen oven?  i though u said u just took 'em apart and sprayed the inside black. What kinda paint u use?<BR><B>THEY LOOK GOOD!</B><BR>i have blackouts on my galant, and it would look almost the same and let more light out if i did that!! nice job!<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000007||Ian M||09-29-2002||12:51 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blytz:<BR><B>I will post a link when it's all done. I've got the headlights back in , and one of the corners done also, but I gotta go pick up another one tomorrow, I melted it in the oven!<P>btw, what's not legal about it? The fact that the reflector is gone?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> Yeah,I am a Virginia state inspector,and the condition of the headlight lense,mounting,adjustment,and reflector are all included in the inspection process. Im sure its the same in pretty much all states.In Virginia,even clear headlight covers or those wire mesh covers and brush guards (yeah,pretty anal) that cover the headlamps like the Jeep guys use are wont pass inspection.  No reflector would definatly not fly,it would unfortunatly be getting a fat 'ol rejection sticker...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-29-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-29-2002).]||129.71.114.120||reg||1
Z||000008||blytz||09-29-2002||10:01 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||The headlight lenses are held to the housing with a strong adhesive, and I heated them to soften the adhesive. unfortunately, the adhesive and the plastic housing of the corner seem to melt at about the same temperature.<P>hum, well we don't have any form of vehicle inspection in Tennessee, so I guess I don't have to worry about this.||172.133.190.223||reg||1
Z||000009||Ian M||09-29-2002||11:37 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Sweet! You guys are lucky. I cant complain though,I live in West Virginia so I have to take it to someone  else,but Im freinds with the guy where I get my cars inspected.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 09-29-2002).]||129.71.115.226||reg||1
Z||000010||mitsu13ishi||09-29-2002||01:21 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||maybe you could post steps, or make a vfaq on how to make 'em blytz??||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000011||blytz||09-29-2002||06:30 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||hehe, actually I already have a how - to, but for Mirages. I run <A HREF="http://www.MirageTuner.com" TARGET=_blank>www.MirageTuner.com</A>  and one of our guys gave me a how-to. You can see it at my site, go to the FAQ, and look under lighting. It's the last lighting entry. Sorry, there is only one picture in it.||172.137.218.254||reg||1
Z||000012||mitsu13ishi||10-01-2002||12:03 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||what kinda paint you use? and are u done with the corners to post a pic of those?||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000013||DSSA||10-01-2002||08:13 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||You do realize that the silver inside the lights is there for a purpose and not looks, right?  I'm betting that light output will be severely decreased.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000014||blytz||10-01-2002||11:53 AM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I do, but as I said, I tested it, and noticed very little difference. The low beams and forward facing beams anyway, and are less likely to be reflected. I do plan on running some brighter bulbs though.<P>Here are all the pics: <A HREF="http://www.MirageTuner.com/gvr4/lights/" TARGET=_blank>www.MirageTuner.com/gvr4/lights/</A> <P>And before and after comparision:<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.MirageTuner.com/gvr4/lights/frontbefore.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.MirageTuner.com/gvr4/lights/front22.jpg"> <P><BR><p>[This message has been edited by blytz (edited 10-01-2002).]||172.156.144.197||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001013.cgi
A||||4||DeanCouchey||BMW type question for our VR4s.... Ken this is coming your way!||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-28-2002||12:28 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||As me and my Fiance were driving yesterday I passed a brand new BMW 323i...... I was looking at the pretty blue HID's and was wondering something. from 92 to like 95-96 I think they had rectangle like headlights. I was wondering how much work it might be to reto-fit a set of them onto our cars? Now Ken you probably have the specs memorized. So will they fit kinda close to what we have??? Cause since I am gonna be getting my car painted hopefully I can do some bodywork and then have itr painted..... I found  that bodystyle headlights on car-part.com for like $110, about the same as some 93's.... plus it will be different... what do you all think???||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||09-28-2002||01:05 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||You can buy real HID kits from brands like Phillips & so forth, but they're far from cheap.  I think the least expensive I've seen is around $600, but usually they're closer to a grand.  Would be a nice upgrade though  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||09-28-2002||01:14 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||first off, the lites are a LOT more curved in the front than ours.  also, the xenon hid lites are an option, and for 110, they aint no xenon lites, i guarantee.  323 is a MY2000 at the latest.  after that, they became a 325.  has to do with LEV(low emmission vehicle), TLEV(technical low emission vehicle), and ULEV(ultra low emission vehicle) configuration.  i am not a lite fanatic, i just put in brighter bulbs, and be done with it.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||09-29-2002||10:49 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I mean take the 92 headlights thenselves and put them in, kinda like people with hondas put skyline lights on there cars. I mean I know I can get HIDs, but I was thinking about putting the headlight housing in....||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000004||threestardiamond||10-03-2002||12:03 AM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com||Yes Dean its possible.  I know one guy who put a BMW housing on his mirage.  Now, from my manual, it seems that the mirage and the galant has the same housing.  All he had to do is make his own brackets.<P>That would be my next upgrade rather than the 93 headlights.  I just need to find a good price for the housing.||66.185.84.196||reg||4




ubb/Forum3/001014.cgi
A||N||4||Ferrari F50 GT||Take a Look at This.||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||09-28-2002||03:35 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Read the first post and the link that is on it.||63.227.44.166||reg||1
Z||000001||199of2k||09-29-2002||12:37 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Id love to, but what link?||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||09-29-2002||05:04 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Ahhh!!!  Sorry about that! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I 'll put it on the post as soon as I find it again.  ||63.227.45.21||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||10-01-2002||07:30 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Here ya go.  Read this first:  <A HREF="http://www.svtperformance.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=19809" TARGET=_blank>http://www.svtperformance.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=19809</A> <P>Here is the thread on the other side of the story:  <A HREF="http://forums.mustangworks.com/showthread.php?threadid=29134" TARGET=_blank>http://forums.mustangworks.com/showthread.php?threadid=29134</A> ||63.231.76.28||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||10-01-2002||09:00 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||wow, amazing how much of the enthusiast community is supporting her.  I know a mechanic in my town that test drove a guy's m5 like that.  my friends camaro was also "joy riden". not to those speeds, but same idea.||12.18.161.202||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001015.cgi
A||||0||Ferrari F50 GT||FAO: mpdvr4 or Lisa||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||09-29-2002||05:06 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||If you guys see this message give me a call.  Thanks!||63.227.45.21||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001016.cgi
A||||17||GRV4726||my car hates me||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||09-30-2002||09:30 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so i took it to the a body shop for some work (very long story) and now well its doesn't start so they won't work on it. its at the bodyshop and won't move.  tried starting it and it won't. no noise of it trying to start. just a clicking noise from the around the ecu. its goes click and then nothing. tried push starting it.... worked but for only 1 sec. then died. <P>any help would be apreciated.  thanks <P>ps. the spark plugs are drentched in oil, we where doing to fix that this last weekend but couldn't and we're going to now. but my car hates me||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||09-30-2002||09:32 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I would try another battery and/or an ECU before I would get too excited.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||poorboy||09-30-2002||10:35 PM||peterandsaul@aol.com||I would think definetly ecu.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-30-2002||11:03 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||A dead battary can make a nasty soundind ECU.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||GRV4726||10-01-2002||01:15 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||but i can get the head lights working and everything.. just not start the damn thing... grr.  and its a brand new battery, i hope its the battery||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||10-01-2002||01:20 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||If headlights & everything else is OK I would be guessing the ECU.  Do you know how to check codes?  Doesn't it give constant little pulses if its OK & nothing if its dead?  (I'm at work so I dont have the documents)||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4ever||10-01-2002||01:41 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Did you have any problems before?  Usually a ECU gives some cries for help before it goes toes up on ya.<P>What did you have done at the body shop?<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000007||DSSA||10-01-2002||08:27 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Check and clean the main ground wire coming off of the battery.  These tend to corrode and cause a problem very similar to what you're describing.  It allows enough of a ground for lights, etc., but not the starter.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||iceman69510||10-01-2002||09:47 AM||||They could have killed the charge on the battery leaving a door open or the trunk or something.  Check the voltage.  If it is not 12.4 volts or so, charge it up (with their electricity).||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR1643||10-01-2002||10:22 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Im with DSSA on this...ground can do this as I had the problem with the wifes.  Cable was secure, some corrosion on the end of the cable (which was cleaned) and still did this. Looking at the ground cable after cleaning at the terminal I saw the corrosion was up into the cable/insulator heavily.  Had to cut the end and re-attach new one.<BR>If not this - then I'd vote ECU.<BR>good luck||167.142.22.119||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR4458||10-01-2002||10:34 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Make sure both the ground and positive cables are clean and TIGHT.  Mine was a bit loose, and I had all sorts of trouble.  Try wiggling it while starting the car to confirm this.<P>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||10-01-2002||10:53 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||A bad ECU will NOT keep you from cranking the engine over. I vote for a battery cable problem. The ECU does control the injectors, fuel pump, ignition coils & timing, but not the starter.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.209.224||reg||1
Z||000012||GRV4726||10-02-2002||01:57 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||thanks a lot. it turned out to be a clutch security device active when the clutch is disengaged. that fell off somehow. sounds really odd to me. but i can think of when it could have happends. i'm GVR4726 on dsmtalk if any of you know me. that should be an easy one to figure out. i messed up spelling on here, oh well G R V 4 it is. <P>thanks a lot||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000013||Hertz||10-02-2002||12:19 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Odd that it fell off, yes.  But it is true -- the ECU won't let you start the car if it doesn't think the clutch is in.  Makes for an interesting project if you wanted a remote starter.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000014||Kibo||10-03-2002||02:03 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Remote starter shouldn't be difficult--just unplug the switch.  I unplugged mine a long time ago so I could start the car without depressing the clutch.  Can you tell I'm a former 2G owner?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Of course, with a 2900 in there I'm taking all precautions possible...<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||10-03-2002||05:14 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Hmm... sounds like a good idea, Erik.  Where exactly is this switch located?  Does it have any other function than not letting you start the car w/out the clutch depressed?  Are there any side effects to disconnecting it?<P>TIA,<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000016||keydiver||10-03-2002||09:57 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If you look at TMO's site on how to install the clutchwire mod, you can see a picture of the switch, and the white 2-pin connector: <A HREF="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/clutchwire.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/clutchwire.htm</A> <BR>Just unplug it. There are no side effects, other than the fact that you can now start the car without pushing in the clutch. Its a safety interface thing.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.220||reg||1
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||10-03-2002||04:36 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Thanks!  I know what I'll be doing when I get home.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Man, that stutterbox mod sounds sweet!  Mash the throttle DURING a shift... nice.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/001017.cgi
A||||27||Team Ducktape||This weekend;  IL,MI, MN or close to WI peoples?||||1||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||09-30-2002||09:36 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||If anyone is close to WI and would like to come to a cookout, feel free. I will be having a cookout and fixit day on Saturday. Bring something to work on or come just to see the different cars and BS for a day. After the food and things are done a possible drive could be arranged. Some people from WIDSM are coming, as well as some from IL. So if you want more info email me for details. Around noon or so the food will be ready, brats and beverages will be had for all. We may also have a place to stay if your coming from aways or you umm have to much soda  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||10-01-2002||01:02 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I'd love to go but I will be attending a wedding in Arizona.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  I haven't made it to a meet of any kind yet.  I really would like to see more VR-4's and volunteer some wrench time!||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||10-01-2002||02:57 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hey no prob, we will have another one just before the snow, maybe you can make it then?||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||10-01-2002||06:14 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I would like to come also, but my mom is flying in on Saturday to see our baby.  I should be able to make it if there is another one later in the year.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||10-01-2002||07:31 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Well damnit when will work for you guys?? Later that is hehe. So your telling me that as of now I have more people coming with DSM's than I will with Galants??  So as of now there will be 980, Mikey, Myself and One other person coming with Galants? So now there is 9 with Talons/Eclispes and 5 Galants for Saturday. Yea thanks guys, way to show your support  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">....||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000005||iceman69510||10-02-2002||10:27 AM||||I'm in Illinois as well, but I visit relatives in SE Wisconsin frequently.  Tends to be around holidays usually.  Is the location heated?  Maybe a Thanksgiving weekend or Christmas time slot?<P>If I did attend, I probably wouldn't bring my car unfortunately, as my clan can't fit in it.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||10-02-2002||12:08 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Well a car-pool is in order then!<P>I'm open for most of the month of December.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Towards the end of this month I'm interested in going to the SCCA Pro Rally (last of the year) in the U.P.  Anyone else going?  Have any tips for rally spectating?||12.247.128.70||reg||3
Z||000007||hibern8||10-02-2002||04:27 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||damn rob....i got my bros wedding on saturday.. looks like later in the year.||63.62.132.190||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||10-08-2002||05:55 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Here is some pics of the event here: <A HREF="http://www.chaoticarts.com/~unixjedi/prince/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.chaoticarts.com/~unixjedi/prince/</A> <BR>The first few are not from the event, pics 15-21 of are my part in Team Ducktape Racing  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> some of my Galant and my Talon, the t3/t4 in some of the pics is 980's. I believe these are all pics from Steve C. from WIDSM. Nice mix of 2g's and 1g's oh and the white Galant is Mikey from this board. Very clean car BTW.<BR>We did have a nice showing, heheh went through 34 brats... <p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 10-08-2002).]||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||10-08-2002||06:12 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Oh yeah and in pic 41 the "4 wheel steering, All wheel drive sticker" on my Galant came from Garfield from this board. I really like the look of it. Oh and like the "tape" holding the battery in  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||10-08-2002||08:03 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Is that an air/water I/C?  Looks like a killer setup either way!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000011||Team Ducktape||10-08-2002||09:05 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yep Spearco. ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000012||hibern8||10-08-2002||09:46 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||oh no!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! the Squirt Cart!!!!!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.26.69.43||reg||1
Z||000013||Team Ducktape||10-09-2002||12:33 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yep draged the cart and the tractor, the car won by a mile. But the tractor got the car off the line. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000014||hibern8||10-09-2002||05:23 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey rob....this weekend i will be taking my pharmacy college acceptance test so i have been so damn busy studying for it....however i am planning to shoot up your way sometime next week probably on friday after class to pick up the exhaust....so is it completely done?||63.62.124.142||reg||1
Z||000015||hibern8||10-10-2002||08:33 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||so hows the galant rob??||131.193.8.109||reg||1
Z||000016||Team Ducktape||10-10-2002||03:22 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea it's done. I will have two to get rid of, and the one is all done but the stock downpipe. I don't have anymore right now pre-made with the downpipe. But as we talked we can make something work. I will need your car for perfect fit, but I can get it very close- I don't have anyway to fit the stock location that bastard 980 got rid of the stock setup on his car now we have no template. But then again it's just a 90 degree bend  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">. So yea I may be here this weekend so let me know what's up. Good luck on the test!!!!!<BR>The Galant has about 2600 miles on it sence the turbo and manifold,IC, ect. I only have it tuned for 14psi. But still puts a smile on my face heheh. And as of last weekend the power steering and old water pump setup have been "reworked" wow losing the PS and cruise really opens up the engine bay. I hope to get her up to 27psi or so because that's what it will see most of the time, you know sence it's a daily driver......||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000017||hibern8||10-10-2002||11:51 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well yeah how long will it take for you to "bend the 90 degree" for the dp since you say you dont have any premade....yeah ill take the one thats done thank you  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||63.62.132.92||reg||1
Z||000018||hibern8||10-10-2002||11:53 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||you say you have the one made with the stock dp...cant you just use that dp for your template........ DAMMIT 980  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||63.62.132.92||reg||1
Z||000019||Team Ducktape||10-14-2002||09:48 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Here are some more pics of the last meet. Chris W. from WIDSM took these:<P> <A HREF="http://www.kentallman.com/cwilliams/DSMGet/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.kentallman.com/cwilliams/DSMGet/</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000020||CKA||10-15-2002||01:40 AM||cka@globaldialog.com||Sorry Hibern8... just don't start throwing stuff at me. heh||66.84.245.162||reg||1
Z||000021||hibern8||10-15-2002||02:13 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||you better watch out..... theres a muffler coming at your head  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||63.62.130.209||reg||1
Z||000022||DeanCouchey||10-16-2002||12:20 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||so this is what goes on at the picnics huh!<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.kentallman.com/cwilliams/DSMGet/PICT0031.JPG"> ||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000023||Team Ducktape||10-16-2002||12:46 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||um..... ||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000024||DeanCouchey||10-16-2002||11:21 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Hey it was on Chris's site under the pics, along with some picstures of ducks and some nice turbos!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000025||hibern8||10-16-2002||10:40 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey rob would you happen to own a cell phone....... because i cant get a hold of you and i need 3" baaaddd  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||63.62.132.201||reg||1
Z||000026||Team Ducktape||10-17-2002||04:41 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea right your going to get a hold of me Bwwahhahahahaha hahah...... J/K yea either this weekend or the next will work, the next will work better for me. Yea I'm taking a new job and my training has been more than a handful also making the arrangments to move has been intresting. But maybe a garage sale will be in order, heck it may come down to if you can carry it, it's yours. Oh and not being around doesn't help the profits of Team Ducktape Racing either   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> <P>And to the rest of you, don't make fun of the fly pic, sometimes entertainment is hard to come by. And as the old saying goes, "Don't knock it tell you try it"   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 10-17-2002).]||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000027||hibern8||10-17-2002||02:12 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah next friday.....i will come up there straight from school..<P><BR>about the fly pic....i agree with rob....for all you that have gf's, you know you have "broken in" the leather in the back seat(not that i have or anything)  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">~||63.62.130.174||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001018.cgi
A||||2||number3||New parts||||1||
Z||000000||number3||09-30-2002||09:55 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Well I heard from Martin (AMS) today. After a few months my new "built" 4G63 should be here shortly to be installed in number3. <P>I got my new T3/T4 from AGP turbo to replace the BB turbonetics unit that took a drive after only 400 miles.<P><BR>I will be nice to have her together again.<P>Just in time for fall and winter  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>BTW the V8 Miata is helping to take my mind of her some...<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||09-30-2002||11:13 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I think that its sad that a companey that sizes turbo are shit so often, It looks like the onley ones they cars about are the people they sponser so they can get more people in the door to screw.<P>Zach||209.246.133.24||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||10-04-2002||04:09 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||You and I are not the only one to think that.<P>My problem came when my connections to Turbonectics left to work else where in the industry.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001019.cgi
A||||4||SPAM||C&R Rads||||1||
Z||000000||SPAM||10-01-2002||12:26 AM||hswilson@lvcm.com||Just letting you guys know that I bought a new rad/fan/cap from <A HREF="http://www.afterhourzracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.afterhourzracing.com</A>  all for $379 shipped.<BR>Best deal on an aluminum radiator I have seen yet. I got it three days after I Paypaled him.||24.120.114.19||reg||1
Z||000001||bob in chicago||10-01-2002||08:40 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Great price! <BR>My C&R rad. had water inlet/outlets that were smaller than stock, making leaks when using stock hoses. Also the top mounting posts were off by about 1/2inch. Hope yours fits. ||216.65.167.28||reg||1
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||10-01-2002||09:33 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Bob,<BR> Yup, I noticed that too, they are smaller the fix is to just buy new radiator hoses from mitsubishi. Also, put teflon tape on the coolant sensor to prevent leaks. ||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000003||mofugas||10-03-2002||09:07 PM||rob@mofugas.com||I installed that radiator for Bob and I will tell you that the top mounting posts were REALLY far off.  Had to redrill the mounting holes on the upper radiator mounts.  <P>Martin, did yours line up properly?||206.71.120.1||reg||1
Z||000004||Martin Tolentino||10-04-2002||12:19 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Not on top, but it does fit just slightly off<BR>Here's a pix <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Jul28_10.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Jul28_10.JPG</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Jul28_09.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Jul28_09.JPG</A>  <A HREF="http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Jul28_08.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://members.cox.net/martindtjr/files/Jul28_08.JPG</A> <P>||68.6.244.123||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001020.cgi
A||||2||Kibo||Battery Cutoff Switch Location?||||5||
Z||000000||Kibo||10-02-2002||04:50 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||I've relocated my battery to the trunk and I have an inline 200A circuit breaker that currently acts as my battery cutoff...but of course, that's not enough to pass tech inspection at the track.  Where/how have the rest of you with trunk-relocated batteries mounted your cutoff switch?  My car is still daily driven, so I'd prefer not to drill a hole in the tail light or have the switch plainly visible when driving around...  Any suggestions?<P>I have a few ideas for mounting a cable-actuated switch behind the license plate, but nothing so great that I've decided to jump in and do it.<P>Any help is appreciated!<P><BR>Thanks,<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||5
Z||000001||Dan D||10-02-2002||08:41 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I've always thought that when I get around to this, I'd probably just get a spare tailight assembly out of a junked galant gs or the like.  Modify the spare one and pop it in when you go to the track.  The rest of the time, you really don't need the switch, so you can just leave the original in.  <P>I really like the flaming river cutoff switch with acutuator arm.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||Kibo||10-03-2002||01:56 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Thanks, Dan.  That's not a bad idea.  I thought that swapping out the light every time I go to the track would be kind of a pain; but now that I've spent some more time back in the trunk, I don't think it would be *too* bad.  I like the Flaming River cutoff switch with the actuator arm too.  Boy, is it pricey though!<P>Nobody else?  Surely Number3 has a cutoff switch?  Probably custom like every other cool item on that car, though.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001021.cgi
A||N||4||PhilD||Another New Born||||1||
Z||000000||PhilD||10-02-2002||06:50 AM||deddonut@hotmail.com||Hello All!<P>Took me long enough to find you but here I am, a 2000 VR4 Owner from the UK.  Can all the other UK owners please raise their hands???<P>Ta awfully much.||212.135.83.69||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||10-02-2002||07:27 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||*que crickets*<P>not many of those here, this site is about the 4G63 powered VR4's. <P>welcome anyway!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||203.220.202.233||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||10-02-2002||10:48 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||You'll have to post some pics and specs to see if you can make us envious of the newer models ;-) V6TT isn't it?  Welcome to our 4G63t world...||167.142.22.229||reg||1
Z||000003||#258||10-02-2002||10:59 AM||steverallyc@netscape.net||Now with someone in the UK, I know who to ask to pick up Hillman Avenger parts for me. ||151.198.226.11||reg||7
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-03-2002||12:13 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Hillman Avenger???<P>please clue me (the rest of us) in...<P>thanks,<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001022.cgi
A||||0||ken inn||cam markings||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||10-02-2002||10:28 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||does anyone remember the markings on the back of the cams for automatic and non?  i know they are A B C D, but i dont remember what goes on what.  ||209.220.6.233||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001023.cgi
A||||1||Matt379||front axles||||1||
Z||000000||Matt379||10-02-2002||11:27 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||My front CV joints are clicking when I turn left or right.  I know I need to replace these, and I was figuring I would go with raxles.com as they seem to have a good reputation.  My question is this...since the axles/cv joints are going to get replaced...is it bad/dangerous to put this off and just let the clicking continue for a while.  I don't wany anything else to break or get damaged...so let me know.<P>oh yah, I don't drag race it right now||162.39.161.85||reg||1
Z||000001||Hunter||10-02-2002||03:48 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||You should replace them as soon as you get the chance.  More of a safety issue vs car damage... which kinda both ride in the same bag.  On a worse case scenario, they or one of them can go while on the freeway...  who knows where the other 1/2 of the shaft will fly into.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||4.61.238.12||reg||11




ubb/Forum3/001024.cgi
A||||3||Doc_Seuss||finally got it!||||1||
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||10-02-2002||03:35 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||well i finally picked up a galant vr4, 1991 1124/2000.  it was 6500, but here is the best part......63000 miles!!! all stock and in immaculate condition!!<P>lol im so happy<P>here are some pics, tell me whatchas think<BR> <A HREF="http://doc_seusss.tripod.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://doc_seusss.tripod.com/</A>  <P>right now im waiting on exhaust(gotta some paintball stuff) got MBC and pods, waiting on gauges(damn UPS) and walbro 255 out of my friends parted dsm<P>think i should put the MBC on without a gauge? just turn it nearly all the way down?<P>dave||128.153.154.254||reg||1
Z||000001||Dan D||10-02-2002||03:42 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||A couple days of patience or a couple weeks of downtime?  Just wait for the gauge.  Better safe than sorry eh?||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||Doc_Seuss||10-02-2002||10:57 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||yeah thats what im gonna do, ahh i need gauges! lol<P>dave||128.153.154.254||reg||1
Z||000003||Kibo||10-03-2002||02:00 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||The car looks great!  Almost looks grey in the pictures--if the wheels didn't give it away as a '91, I probably would have guessed wrong on the color (green, right?)  And are those the &lt;gasp&gt; stock floormats I see?  Wanna sell 'em?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Definitely wait on the MBC!  Gauges first...<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001025.cgi
A||||5||GVR1643||4G63 Elantra ?||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||10-03-2002||11:29 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Just curious - anyone know if they are still using the 4G63 motors in the Hyundai's?  Saw a little Elantra GT this morning - looks like they copied a Saab 4Dr hatch design.  List the 140HP DOHC motor, but no mention of Mitsu.  Just my curiosity getting the best of me...||167.142.21.137||reg||5
Z||000001||drew||10-03-2002||05:57 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||AFAIK Hyundai is using their own engines now. ||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||blytz||10-03-2002||07:01 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||yeah, Hyundai is using there own mitsu derived engines now. I think it was like 97-98 when they came out with the Alpha motors and rotated them 180 degrees from 1G/2G cars.||172.148.223.69||reg||1
Z||000003||threestardiamond||10-10-2002||12:35 AM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com||how about a 4G63 powered sonata??<P>i forgot his link on his website...ill post it around somewhere.||66.185.84.196||reg||1
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||10-10-2002||09:13 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I think the Sonatas are 2.4L 4'c, my mom just bought a new Sonatoa V-6 and we were looking at the 4's and 6's and the 4 was a 2.4 and the V6 was a 2.5L.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000005||threestardiamond||10-15-2002||12:48 AM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com||Yup, but this guy has a '92.  But now his thinking of making his car AWD.<P> <A HREF="http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003552" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ca.dsm.org/cgi/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=003552</A> <P>Just think of the possibilities!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by threestardiamond (edited 10-15-2002).]||24.156.141.129||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001026.cgi
A||||2||Scott Y||What size socket for O2 sensor? Any tips for removal/installation?||||1||
Z||000000||Scott Y||10-03-2002||04:03 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Hi.<BR>I want to stop on the way home tonight to pick some tools up, and I'm not sure what size socket to get.  I plan on soaking the O2 sensor in WD40 for a couple of hours tonight, then replacing the sensor.<P>Any tips?<P>thanks,<BR>Scott Y<BR>||63.117.253.195||reg||1
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||10-03-2002||08:05 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I think they only make one size.  Mine's a 7/8. Just make sure it made specifically for 02 sensors, it will have a slot cut into the side for the wire.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000002||Scott Y||10-03-2002||09:44 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||thanks!||64.233.218.162||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001027.cgi
A||||7||mands||GVR4 floor mats||||10||
Z||000000||mands||10-04-2002||12:26 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||I have had many people asking about floor mats on the VR4 we are parting out.<BR>I did have some floor mats made from Lloysmats. they are a licenced GM floor mat<BR>company but will have patterns for just about any car out there.<BR>I had a real nice set of 4 made with the<BR> VR-4 logo stiched in them for around $75/set of 4. they do have a few different grades of material so prriced will vary but they do have the GVR4 patterns.<BR>here is their link <A HREF="http://www.lloydmats.com/index2.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.lloydmats.com/index2.htm</A> <BR>Robert<BR>M&S||67.104.24.99||reg||10
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-04-2002||01:11 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Sounds nice.  Do you have any pics of those floormats that they made you?<P>Thanks,<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||mands||10-04-2002||01:58 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||sorry but no pics and the car has been sold<BR>sice they have the templates for the exact car you have they fit real nice!<BR>Robert<BR>M&S||67.104.24.99||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-04-2002||06:32 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Thanks for the tip, Rob!  I was just wondering how the logo looked... but I suppose anything that fits is better than the cheapie generic ones in there now...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||mands||10-04-2002||06:55 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||the logo was a bit large but they (Lloyds)<BR>can embroider anything you want,<BR>almost anything but script for sure.<BR>Robert<BR>M&S||67.104.24.99||reg||1
Z||000005||199of2k||10-05-2002||01:36 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc/ab/?model_code=7&category_code=17" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc/ab/?model_code=7&category_code=17</A> <P>VR4/GSX Floormats<p>[This message has been edited by 199of2k (edited 10-05-2002).]||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000006||Kibo||10-05-2002||06:13 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||Whoa--is that link for a full set of OEM Mitsu VR4 floormats, or just something that will fit our cars?  I couldn't really figure it out from the descriptions they give, but I thought somebody once posted this as a good place to find OEM prices...?<P>Please let me know.  I certainly would love to have some OEM floormats!<P><BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000007||mands||10-05-2002||12:44 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||I tried to get them from mistu parts.cc<BR>and they took my order but called me back a few days later and said they were no longer available thats why I went with Lloyds<BR>Robert<BR>M&S||12.246.121.253||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001028.cgi
A||||16||mands||check out my EVO VII RSII||||10||
Z||000000||mands||10-04-2002||02:05 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||since getting my Evo a few months ago I have since fitted:<BR>Apexi downpipe with titanium cat back<BR>HKS racing suction kit<BR>TEIN Flex coilover kit with cockpit adjustable shocks<BR>SO3 235/40/18 on WORK Meister S2R wheels  <P><A HREF="http://www.msrecycling.com/Evo/Evo_2/body/MVC-005E.jpg" TARGET=_blank>www.msrecycling.com/Evo/Evo_2/body/MVC-005E.jpg</A>  <P><A HREF="http://www.msrecycling.com/Evo/Evo_2/body/MVC-007E.jpg" TARGET=_blank>www.msrecycling.com/Evo/Evo_2/body/MVC-007E.jpg</A>  <P><A HREF="http://www.msrecycling.com/Evo/Evo_2/body/MVC-008E.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.msrecycling.com/Evo/Evo_2/body/MVC-008E.jpg</A> <P>handling and performance was awesome before mods but now is UNREAL!<P>Robert <BR>M&S<P>[This message has been edited by mands (edited 10-04-2002).]<P>[This message has been edited by mands (edited 10-04-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by mands (edited 10-04-2002).]||67.104.24.99||reg||10
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||10-04-2002||03:17 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||You bastard.||63.231.76.155||reg||1
Z||000002||1101||10-04-2002||03:30 PM||karns10@attbi.com||So, are you going to bring that bad boy to the PSI Hayward meet on the 12th so we can all be green with envy? <P>Ward   ||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||10-04-2002||05:33 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||wanna sell it to me?<BR>||63.62.132.241||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-04-2002||06:35 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I second Ferrari F50 GT.<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>no, in all seriousness, I admit my jealousy, and congratulations!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||mands||10-04-2002||06:59 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||Anything is for sale for a price!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>I will not be able to attend the meet due to prior obligations but i will try to make the next one<BR>thanks<BR>Robert||67.104.24.99||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||10-04-2002||11:33 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Very nice!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000007||James||10-05-2002||12:21 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||It's good to se you blokes are finally getting some EVOs in the States.Road going EVOs are still very rare in Australia. Ralliart AUST. brought in only 100 Makinen 6.5 Editions, and there have been a few imports of different model over the years .There is a bloke here importing VIIs in small numbers. I have a prime example of a EVO III., with just a few mods. Just had it dynoed the other day on a Dyno Dynamics 4WD dyno. 163kw atw. My mates stock EVO IV had 134kw on the same dyno. Theres pics of my lil baby in the Members ride section of this site. I think Mitsubishi Australia might be importing EVO VIIIs in late'03.||203.24.77.214||reg||1
Z||000008||Garfield Wright||10-05-2002||07:54 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Mands u bastard.  Here's some salt man, why don't u just pile it on this gash.  Looks good man.  So now u must share with the rest of us, how the hell does it feel.  Any kill stories yet?  Don't keep us in suspense.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000009||James||10-05-2002||10:20 PM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Now u Mitsubishi awd turbo fans in the States have finally got the next step to aim for,without defecting to those WRXs. EVOs have so much more class than those cars. 2 reasons for this. There will always only be limited numbers of EVOs, unlike WRXs, which become as common as shit, and secondly, EVOs come standard boasting much,much higher technical specs and are built much tougher. When driving an EVO,you constantly turn heads and have all different age groups giving u the thumbs up as they drive by, and as u pull up at the traffic lights,people roll down their window and say things like"is that a real Evo mate?,great car" and " wow, EVOs are my favorate car" and so on. I get it all the time , and mine is "only a III". It kinda makes u feel a bit special as well, for being fortunate to own one of the legendary beasts.When u get one, you'll understand what I'm talking about.||203.24.77.214||reg||14
Z||000010||Derk||10-08-2002||12:19 PM||capthowdy2@hotmail.com||Not that I am in the market or anything, but I was just wondering who you went through during the purchasing process in order to get it shipped over hear? I have only really read on various sites that there are shipping options from overseas, but I would think that you local Mitsubishi dealer would be able to help.||131.118.93.182||reg||1
Z||000011||Johnny Bravo||10-08-2002||02:47 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I believe he bought it from <A HREF="http://www.evolutionimports.com" TARGET=_blank>www.evolutionimports.com</A> <P>Dollar for dollar they're probably the best bang for the buck out there right now.  When the VIII comes here I don't think it'll be quite as worth it since it'll be down on power, but still sweet nonetheless.  <P>Those Work's really look killer on it   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000012||Martin Chilcote||10-08-2002||03:11 PM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<BR><B>I believe he bought it from <A HREF="http://www.evolutionimports.com" TARGET=_blank>www.evolutionimports.com</A> <BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I think he bought it from a guy named Kenn Nimms(sp?), a Rally Art Dealer from Spain that offered the EVO VII's on the Yahoo Groups:GVR4list about a year ago. He was wanting around 30 grand plus shipping I think. ||65.64.2.207||reg||1
Z||000013||Johnny Bravo||10-08-2002||03:18 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Close enuff    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000014||mands||10-08-2002||05:38 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||Yes I did get it from Ken Nimms from Ralliart.It came thru Ralliart Spain then<BR>thru Global Performance in Rotterdam.<BR>$29-$30k plus another $2k ea.for the boat ride and customs.took about 3 months to get.<BR>these are not DOT legal as Evolution Imports<BR>cars will be. they came over as competition <BR>only cars. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>Robert <BR>M&S||67.104.24.99||reg||1
Z||000015||blacksheep||10-11-2002||08:31 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Mands,<P>love the wheels, do you have a source? YOu should have got gold or bronze, though, but black still looks awesome....Very sweet looking car, I must say!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000016||GRV4726||10-12-2002||12:13 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||oh lord... its beautiful.. mmmm<P>and i have to disagree... love the black rims.. <P>i just want to sit in it..then i will be happy... to scared to actually drive it.. way above me. not worthy at all. such an awesome car. absolutely crazy engineering envolved<P>mmmm||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001029.cgi
A||||5||Johnny Bravo||Terps just whupped up on Mountaineers :-)||||10||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||10-05-2002||03:29 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||The game just ended about a minute ago...final score:  MD 48 - WVU 17.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  I know there are a bunch of WV guys on the board so I just thought I'd rub it in  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif"> <P>Just kiddin' guys  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||10
Z||000001||James||10-05-2002||10:30 PM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Hey man, my daughter (from Australia) is on a scolarship at Uni of Maryland. She plays in the TERPS womens Lacrosse team. They have won the championship 7years in a row till this yr. They got knocked out in the semis. I came over to the States last year for 3wks and watched them win their 7th title running.This is her 3rd year there now.||203.24.77.214||reg||14
Z||000002||SPEEDFIEND||10-05-2002||10:34 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Not into sports.  HA HA.  Hey dude you get the trany prob. worked out yet?  Kris||206.214.56.253||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||10-06-2002||02:45 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Nah, haven't had time to fiddle with it yet.  I'm gonna take it to a shop in Frederick soon (when I get the chance) & hopefully get it up & running.  <P><BR>James:  yeah, the lacrosse team isn't quite what it used to be, but they're still damn good.  Always a good team every year!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||mitsu13ishi||10-07-2002||11:07 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||hahaha, changing ur location to college park i see? lol. maryland won't get too far in football, you know they never have.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> hehe, now basketball is a different story....<P>your daughter shoulda got a scholarship to John Hopkins, now thats some lacrosse, i know for guys. i dunno about womens.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||10-07-2002||04:31 PM||eunosfd@aol.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">   Yeah I pretty much found a place to live FINALLY!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">   It's not really all that nice, but it's close to campus, is cheap, decent neighborhood, & the roommates seem relatively cool.  Plus the lease is up in June so if it sucks I don't have to stay all that long ya know   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001030.cgi
A||N||1||broke down||caliper walk||||5||
Z||000000||broke down||10-05-2002||10:47 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Had my recently rebuilt car in the shop I work at the other day.  I put it up on the hoist, running, and in 1st gear.  The calipers are walking back and forth (side to side).  Put them on the lathe, to check runout, a little warped, but o.k.  The car sat for 20 months while I scraped up cash.  Any thoughts?  Anyone else had this problem?  They were fine, to my knowledge, before "black friday".  Help, I don't wan't to go through rotors like crazy.  Also when going around long, sweeping turns they can be felt, grindind their way into oblivion!||68.51.104.222||reg||5
Z||000001||turboflanagan||10-06-2002||11:20 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||What did you check the run-out of?  I'm assuming that you meant the rotor because the caliper just follows the rotor.  Did you also check thickness variation of the rotor.  Even if lateral runout isn't too bad, if it is coupled with thickness variation you could get this problem.  Did you cut the rotors while they were on the lathe?  Clean off all of the mating surfaces of the wheel-to-rotor-to-hub.  Rust would love to grow in there for 2 years!<P>You could also have a bad hub.||64.63.209.234||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001031.cgi
A||||8||Ash||Avgas Identification???||||1||
Z||000000||Ash||10-06-2002||06:58 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||This may sound a little funny...<P>I may be able to get a hold of a little Avgas "on the side" so to speak.  Is there any easy way to tell what the stuff really is?  Race fuel is regulated here so it isn't real easy to just go buy. (Im slack & don't have a Cams licence yet)  Is it usually a different colour or anything to give it away, will it evaporate faster if you tip it onto concrete or anything like that?||203.221.19.183||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||10-08-2002||01:57 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||You want the blue stuff. 100 octane low lead(LL). Red is 80, green is 100 regular. I did this for a while and saved myself some money until I had to shell out for a new o2 sensor a month later. The lead coats up the sensor pretty quick. Oh yeah, and it smells like ass <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||65.129.80.30||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||10-08-2002||03:03 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||So I want Green or blue with no CAT or O2 sensor in the car?  Red stuff is only 80 octane?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000003||turbowop||10-08-2002||03:17 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I don't know if this matters but the last time I raced I used Trick racing fuel. It was leaded 110 octane and was blue. I liked the smell. <P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||10-09-2002||06:28 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||So do you guys just drop the cat (If you use one), whip out the O2 sensor & go?  Is upping the boost or advancing ignition timing a better go?  Seeing as I am running 20psi now on a big16g I figure timng is a better idea, any thoughts?||203.221.18.153||reg||1
Z||000005||MX4||10-09-2002||03:38 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Ash,<BR>When I ran my 12.9 I was using Avgas. We could pump the boost from 16psi on standard gas to 20psi on the Avgas. It ran sweetas without an audible knock. We also reset the ECU after we filled the car up to be safe. Youll hopefully be getting mid 12s!!<P>Ryan||165.84.100.16||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||10-09-2002||07:49 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I don't have a cat, so no worries for me there. I wouln't however "whip" out the o2 sensor. It will handle a few track passes or more on leaded fuel just fine.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000007||Ash||10-09-2002||11:08 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I usually have like 15-20 passes a night, are you sure it won't screw it? (I live in a small town so there ain't many cars running)||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000008||turbowop||10-09-2002||11:38 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Damn, I wish I got that many passes a night. I usually get only two or three runs before eliminations start.<P>I know  guys who have put a lot of racegas through their cars with no probs but every car is different as you know. <P>Mark<BR>1051 ||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001032.cgi
A||N||1||mitsu13ishi||k-n||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||10-07-2002||11:22 AM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||alright guys i thought i'd let ya know what i did. most of ya'll prolly already done this but, for those who haven't... I just finished putting in a K&N filter from my friendly trashy autostore, "advance auto" where the cashier only has 2 teeth, and you see alot of little eminem thugs strolling the asiles stealing the American Piece of Crap stuff, (APC). <P>I bought Part no. K&N Air Filter E-2875, only $30. :-) well i started with what the vfaq said to do, cut the aircan. OH HELL NO, I WILL NEVER CUT THAT AGAIN! unless i have a dremel tool. <P>what i did is..... <BR>1. pull of the aircan (after it was already hacked up from my cutting job <BR>2. i pulled off the paper silencer from in the air sensor. <BR>3. and put the lid/air sensor togheter<BR>4. put silcone chaulk around the k&n filter edges, and closed the clamps around it.<BR>5. pulled all the other hoses to the aircan, i.e. hose above the fans, and hose around the battery.<BR>6. all done. (have to plug it in too, or CHECK ENG. light will be on)  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>it fits pretty snug, the k&n filter to the lid. i might drill thru both of them and screw them togheter, but its pretty tight now.<P>also, it sure does give a nice drone sound once i punch the gas, and it pops over 3000.<P><BR>Derek<BR><p>[This message has been edited by mitsu13ishi (edited 10-07-2002).]||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||229of1000||10-07-2002||01:56 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||I didn't hack the air can.  I figured, the more the air better.  I just took off that whole left peice, stuck the K&N over the MAS, and clamped the hinges right onto the lip of the filter.  Fits *very* tight, takes considerable effort to turn it.  If it didn't fit tight, all you need is some sort of little spacer between the clamp and the lip.  Took all of about 10 minutes including removing the turbo silencer.  <P>BTW I don't remember the part #, I just asked the Autozone geniuses (no offense to anyone who works there!) for a 1g Eclipse turbo filter.<P>Congrats, you've done your first and most basic upgrade!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||65.33.240.159||reg||1
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A||||4||Johnny Bravo||Sighting:  I-270 near Gaithersburg, MD||||6||
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||10-07-2002||04:38 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I saw a Nile Black '91 today on my way to school on I-270 right near Gaithersburg, MD.  Actually it was between Germantown & Gaithersburg. It was lowered & had at least a catback with what looked like a Dynomax Bullet muffler on the end although it was loud enough to probably be a turbo-back.  Also had just a few decals on the side: "Kansai" & "13" are the only ones I remembered.  Anyway, just wondering if you're on the board.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||6
Z||000001||GRV4726||10-07-2002||06:30 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey johnny. don't mean to get you excited by replying because its not me.. but i wanted to post about a white gvr4 i saw in houston on westheimer. i was wondering if he/she was on this board.  didn't want to make a new thread... <P>any GVR4 owners in houston?  just wondering<P>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||10-07-2002||09:24 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeh i want to see if anyone here on this board had their white gvr4 ant DOTY rd. in Chicago last saturday night. There was some dumbass with cavalier spraying and beleive it or not was beating some gsx's and 3000gt vr4's. until i saw this white galant pull up, give the cav 4 car lengths head start and then go on to beat his ass by 5 made everyones mouth drop. just wondering if you ar on this board also..... by the way i have it on video so ill try to post it on with all the other video clips||63.62.132.224||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||10-07-2002||11:03 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<BR><B>I saw a Nile Black '91 today on my way to school on I-270 right near Gaithersburg, MD.  Actually it was between Germantown & Gaithersburg. It was lowered & had at least a catback with what looked like a Dynomax Bullet muffler on the end although it was loud enough to probably be a turbo-back.  Also had just a few decals on the side: "Kansai" & "13" are the only ones I remembered.  Anyway, just wondering if you're on the board.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> Hey,I think i know what car you're talking about,and its from Gathersburg. Its kinda shabby looking,and the last time I saw it it had a GS bumper cover with a hole cut out for a FMIC. Its got some pretty serious stuff under the hood though. I talked to the guy that owns it one friday at 75-80. From what i recall,its got a Garrett T-66,Mike Hanson tubular header,HKS cams,a standalone setup,and a bunch of other stuff. I never got to see it run though. I do remember seeing it at MIR back in '96 or so when it rolled out onto the track coated with mud (as in just mud bogged  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">)and busted off 13.0s (had a 16g then),the crowd loved it. <P>||129.71.115.65||reg||7
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||10-08-2002||12:02 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Yeah it wasn't exactly what I would consider clean...well then again I'm kind of a neat freak with my cars too  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">   Oh, I also remember it had the "MMC" badge on the back in place of the "Mitsubishi" badge. ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
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A||||3||JonGVR4||Victoria's Secrect ebay item...||||10||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||10-07-2002||09:07 PM||jon@jgronline.com||More ebay pimping.  <P>My wife has a $196 gift certificate to Victoria's Secret.  Somebody make their wife happy and buy this from me.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P> <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=967596350" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=967596350</A> <P>||12.220.168.103||reg||10
Z||000001||Pappy||10-07-2002||09:56 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Wait, why isn't your wife using this?||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||10-08-2002||03:09 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Jon,<P>Everything alright? You seem to be liquidating?<P>Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||10-09-2002||08:51 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I just have more expenses now days and less money coming in.  This recession sucks.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
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A||||13||VR6 Eater||Caution:  Crankshaft pulley disintegrates at high rpm's||||1||
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||10-07-2002||09:21 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||This morning I was getting off of I-94 and when I accelerated I heard this loud bang and WTF was flying out the back of my car.  I pulled over and the damn pulley came apart.  Come to find out, that it was also the reason I have been getting this wierd vibration in the front end every once in a while. Has this happened to anyone else?  The guy at Rohrman's Mitsu in Libertyville said he stocks at least 5 of the 1st gen pulleys and 15 of the 96-99 pulleys all the time.  I got a good deal for 103.79 out the door.  Is there a crankshaft pulley that doesn't have the rubber in it for dampening out there somewhere?  ||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||10-08-2002||02:10 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Whoa!! You're lucky that thing didn't take out your timing belt like it has others. Mine went one day when I started the car, do no big deal.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-08-2002||02:59 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Well, from what I've heard, all of the aftermarket underdrive pulleys are undampened, so this could be an excuse to "upgrade."  However, I've heard of a lot people having trouble w/undampened pulleys??  Anyone else have any info on this?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||10-08-2002||03:06 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I've been having a strange vibration too but mine seems to come when traveling @60-70mph. It seems to affect some of the steering too as the wheel will jitter @1/8" back and forth. Did you expierence anything like that or a strange wobble type feeling? <BR>This really concerns me though I'm coming up on Timing belt time too so I guess I should look into ordering a crank pulley or an Underdrive one.<BR>||207.95.18.106||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR4458||10-08-2002||11:09 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||The recommendation that I have heard is that the drive pulley should be repalced at around 100k (do it at the 120k timing belt change).  Mine was starting to crack so I switched to an Unorthodox Racing pulley.  If you're car has more than 100k, be very cautious.<P>EH||57.68.12.102||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||10-08-2002||12:15 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Mine actually went around 95K. This is a well documented problem, and if you haven't replaced your's yet, its time. The new, upgraded part number is MD338315, around $85 from Conicelli or: <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc/cart/?pn=md338315&submit.x=8&submit.y=2" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc/cart/?pn=md338315&submit.x=8&submit.y=2</A> <BR>Actually, mitsubishiparts.com indicates it has now been replaced by part # MD376608.<BR>Its a very easy installation, too. Loosen both belts, remove front driver's side wheel and plastic cover, remove 4 small (12mm?) bolts that hold the dampener in place, install new dampener, reverse order of above instructions.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR><p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 10-08-2002).]||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||10-08-2002||12:27 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<BR><B>This morning I was getting off of I-94 and when I accelerated I heard this loud bang and WTF was flying out the back of my car.  I pulled over and the damn pulley came apart.  Come to find out, that it was also the reason I have been getting this wierd vibration in the front end every once in a while. Has this happened to anyone else?  The guy at Rohrman's Mitsu in Libertyville said he stocks at least 5 of the 1st gen pulleys and 15 of the 96-99 pulleys all the time.  I got a good deal for 103.79 out the door.  Is there a crankshaft pulley that doesn't have the rubber in it for dampening out there somewhere?  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>MD130250 list price is 112.12, mitsubishiparts.cc price is 85.43.  this "good deal" dealer is bumping list price, and giving you a discount off of bumped list.<P>||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||10-08-2002||03:07 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Not that it matters much but $103.00 out the door is less than $112.12 plus tax in my book. <P>They didn't NEED to give him a better deal than list and he had them in stock the second he needed it the most.<P>Sometimes having what you need when you need it is the best deal of all.<P>The two mitus dealers that give us great deals do it based on the support from the DSM community. You don't think they give everyone that walk thru the front door that price?<P>Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000008||VR6 Eater||10-08-2002||08:21 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I know that I probably could've gotten it a little cheaper somewhere else, but I would've paid 150 bucks for it.  I needed it right away.  <P>The vibration I was getting when going down the tollway is still there.  It's not as bad as before so I guess I'd better start replacing bushings and suspension parts.  <P>I wish I would've figured out that you don't have to take out the bolt that holds on the lower timing gear before I broke it loose.  It was a real bitch to get it torqued back down all by myself.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000009||Tondar||10-08-2002||08:35 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||I posted about this subject in the "performance" section but no one replied.  Does anyone know of a fluid damper for our cars?  I think that AMS makes one but I'm not sure.  Fluid dampers are much better than what we have for reducing crank torsional vibration||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||10-09-2002||09:24 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the harmonics in the 4 cyl are not as bad as a 6, and actually the stocker works quite well, except that it comes apart.  this is a problem on lots of cars, and becomes a real problem when the crank sensor reads off of it.  i had my balancer come apart on the galant, and the gsx, and i ended up keeping a spare.  at that time, they were only 63 bucks at the local dealer.  if you think about dealer strategy, they only want to keep in stock what they can sell in a very short time, like 30 days.  so, if a part breaks, and the dealer has it in stock, you should ask what his sales history is on that part, and consider getting a spare.  some of the parts are cheap, but critical.  like, i keep a full set of hoses in stock, water pump, full set of belts, valve cover gasket set, oil cap seal, stuff like that.  this can also help in making the decision for new or used.  if the part is stocked, the failure rate is high, so getting new will cost a bit more, but is a better choice.||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||10-09-2002||05:29 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Speaking of which.................... <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1867442317" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1867442317</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000012||talontsi||10-09-2002||06:01 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Tondar:<BR><B>I posted about this subject in the "performance" section but no one replied.  Does anyone know of a fluid damper for our cars?  I think that AMS makes one but I'm not sure.  Fluid dampers are much better than what we have for reducing crank torsional vibration</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Yes there are a few people that carry them. Buscher comes to mind but check with a few DSM vendors.<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000013||ChiaPuke||10-10-2002||08:28 AM||ndandar@hotmail.com||This happened to me last Sep 7th and it took out my timing belt.  The Galant was in pieces up until last night when it saw the road again, finally.  13 months passed.  Very expensive and LOTS of work.||66.190.0.34||reg||1
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A||||5||hywell||Your Ideas Needed||||6||
Z||000000||hywell||10-08-2002||02:22 PM||hywell@yahoo.com||I am building a spare/secondary computer from scratch and need your help.  I do not want to use a pre-fabricated beige case but can't think of what to use for a case.<P><A HREF="http://members.iinet.net.au/~winndyne/" TARGET=_blank>This</A>, <A HREF="http://home.iprimus.com.au/wrxpc/" TARGET=_blank>this</A>, and <A HREF="http://www.viaarena.com/?PageID=130" TARGET=_blank>this</A> were my original inspiration but I cannot find a GVR4 body.<BR>Then I found <A HREF="http://members.aol.com/prophetm/toolbox/" TARGET=_blank>this</A> but I don't really want a toolbox pc.<P>Can you guys offer any suggestions?<p>[This message has been edited by hywell (edited 10-08-2002).]||216.120.157.166||reg||6
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||10-08-2002||02:52 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Just some ideas:  How about a lunchbox instead of a toolbox...like the old metal ones from back in the day   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">   ...or buy a cheapie intercooler off of eBay & hollow it out.   ...or maybe if you can just find an Evo body of some kind use that.  ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||10-08-2002||05:23 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Legos!||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||10-08-2002||06:29 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Fuel cell? Power cords can be the fuel lines.. Maybe even run some braided stanless over the cords?||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||10-08-2002||07:01 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Nawssssss Bottle!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||199of2k||10-08-2002||07:28 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.ppg.trends.ca/info.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ppg.trends.ca/info.htm</A> ||68.9.130.111||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001037.cgi
A||||1||VR4coop||What does everyone recomend for Suspension?||||3||
Z||000000||VR4coop||10-08-2002||07:33 PM||coop529@aol.com||what do you guys recomend for a nice look and decent ride.  what kind of Shocks and springs.||24.218.140.125||reg||3
Z||000001||199of2k||10-08-2002||07:40 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||There are a couple of open therads on suspension.  You should look at one of those first.||68.9.130.111||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001038.cgi
A||||6||VR4coop||Blot pattern for the galants?||||1||
Z||000000||VR4coop||10-08-2002||08:37 PM||coop529@aol.com||whats the bolt pattern for the wheels?||24.218.140.125||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||10-08-2002||09:09 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||4-114.3||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||JSTYLE||10-09-2002||09:39 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Stud: 4 x 114.3<BR>Offset: +45<P>Jon||203.173.164.166||reg||1
Z||000003||markrieb||10-09-2002||03:13 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Stock offset is actually 46mm and the center hub is 67mm.  The wheels need to be hub-centric to work correctly.<P>Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000004||VR4coop||10-09-2002||07:13 PM||coop529@aol.com||what is hub-centric?||24.218.140.125||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||10-09-2002||07:24 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||(I Think) That means that the wheels count on the Hub to hold them up and the lug nuts to hold them to the hub(?)<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||10-09-2002||08:55 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <A HREF="http://www.tirerack.com/wheels/tech/centerb.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tirerack.com/wheels/tech/centerb.htm</A> ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
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A||||12||Team Ducktape||Here's your 11second honda....||||1||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||10-08-2002||09:28 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.acsu.buffalo.edu/~attse/honduh.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.acsu.buffalo.edu/~attse/honduh.htm</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000001||UndergroundVR-4||10-08-2002||10:15 PM||undergroundr32@hotmail.com||No Euro clears?  In that case 12 flat.||24.189.242.58||reg||1
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||10-09-2002||09:10 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Well I bet if he had a bigger wing maybe a dual one he would hit 11's!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||10-09-2002||05:24 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||wait dont forget the blue windshield washer lights....now were talkin||63.62.124.142||reg||1
Z||000004||GRV4726||10-09-2002||07:15 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i love that he put the rear rims on first.... i saw an integra in conroe and he had new rims but only in the rear... i didn't get it at all... its front wheel drive, so what the hell are you thinking... it looked so wrong.<BR>anyways||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000005||vrpower||10-09-2002||09:11 PM||darian85@msn.com||Classic!!||67.195.79.232||reg||1
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||10-09-2002||09:40 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||When I was taking auto shop classes at a community college, this kid brought in a white civic (tinted, lotsa stickers, buncha cheap interior crap) that had 3 different kinds of rims on it!  Front two were stock (of course) and each rear was a different style, 17"ers, one 5 spoke and one 16 spoke!  I was loudly "discussing" the poor tasted exhibited by the car and questioning the owner's basic mental abilities when he walked into the shop... ;P<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<p>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 10-09-2002).]||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000007||ChiaPuke||10-10-2002||01:39 PM||ndandar@hotmail.com||Guys put aftermarket wheels on the rear and then leave the steel wheels on the front (with no hubcaps) because they think it makes them look like they took off the front aftermarket wheels and put their old stock wheels with drag slicks on them on the front.  I've seen this many many times.  Retarded.  It makes about as much sense as the "cold air intake" you can buy that hangs behind the front bumper and looks like an intercooler.  Fake-intercooler-cold-air-intake.  Yeah that'll win races.  Money well spent.||66.190.0.34||reg||1
Z||000008||GRV4726||10-11-2002||04:04 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||seeing the front mount air intake intercooler look-a-like thing was so shocking... who would spend money on that... who is f*cking dumb enough... then i saw one on a civic...a green civic..ewww with the worst custom tail light work i have ever seen..<p>[This message has been edited by GRV4726 (edited 10-11-2002).]||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||10-11-2002||05:19 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yep I was fooled once by that thing also. Guy in Eau Claire talking crap with his Honda, I really didn't want to race (I was limping the car as usual- small IC boost leak) but he keep reving me, flying bye, ect,ect. This guy had enough balls to say "Do you want some of this bitch?" And once I heard that the gloves where off. Got to the next light, I said "Ok now we can play", and left the light at about 5700rpms. After the beating I slowed down- he wouldn't believe I didn't have nitrous and he missed a shift blabalbla and yep he had no turbo, I asked so what's the IC for then? And straight from his mouth "that thing cools the air so much it adds 35hp." Needless to say I wasn't impressed, neither was my girlfirend  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000010||blytz||10-11-2002||06:47 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||It's been proven that those front mounts are a HUGE bottle neck for intakes, as the air has to make a huge bend just to get into the inlet pipe... lame.||172.141.187.194||reg||1
Z||000011||Garfield Wright||10-12-2002||06:19 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Honda's don't have much torque & that's why the Honda guys have the stock wheels in the front.  It bearly has enough torque to turn the stock wheels muchless 17's.  It looks rediculous.  I hate to hear those annoying mosquitos on the road.  Some of these guys things the louder it sounds the more they're making.  I have friends with turbo Hondas very well put together that are making over 500hp & u don't see them hot rodding or wearing stock wheels in front & 17' in the rear.||66.176.234.150||reg||1
Z||000012||229of1000||10-13-2002||10:16 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||A ricer kid at my school offered to sell me his 17" wheels off his Civic DX because "they are so heavy that he can't spin out anymore."  They are like 18lb wheels.  Haha.||65.33.240.159||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001040.cgi
A||||0||entities||Control arm?||||1||
Z||000000||entities||10-08-2002||11:10 PM||chadanderson@acad.kc.devry.edu||what's all involved in replacing a control arm, is it easy, and how much does it cost?<P>thanks||65.26.29.229||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001041.cgi
A||||2||MrEd||mitsu part # for oil filter||||1||
Z||000000||MrEd||10-09-2002||01:36 PM||res122@psu.edu||is it MD031805 or MD325714?<P>TIA, -Ed<BR>#963/2000||128.118.220.55||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||10-09-2002||03:48 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I just ordered 3 from Conicelli as # MD031805 @ $4.31 each. <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc" TARGET=_blank>www.mitsubishiparts.cc</A>  doesn't indicate that there is a replacement number.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||10-09-2002||03:57 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||MD031805 is the large one, used on earlier cars, like our galants.<P>MD325714 is the small one, used on later cars, like 2g||209.220.6.230||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001042.cgi
A||||4||terribleone||common problems for vr4s||||5||
Z||000000||terribleone||10-10-2002||04:19 AM||terribleonei15ii@aol.com||hi <BR> what are some common problems these babys have.? cuz i found one but its been sitting for awhile...i guess this is a stupid questin but its at a alfa romero shop sitting and has been for awhile....i want i..what do u think the problem is?||198.81.26.145||reg||5
Z||000001||Ash||10-10-2002||06:53 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Does the thing start?  more info please!  ||203.221.18.56||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||10-10-2002||08:31 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah if it has been sitting a while and doesnt start....your gonna want to checkthe battery first.....  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||131.193.8.109||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||10-10-2002||10:12 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If its been sitting for awhile, cranks but won't fire, I can GUARANTEE the caps in the ECU are leaking. I've repaired several like that. Don't even take a chance, replace the caps right away! <A HREF="http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tmo.com/howto/ecu1g/caps.htm</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000 ||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000004||Dan D||10-10-2002||10:56 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||While they are not dsm's, they share many of the same wonderful, loveable problems.  Start reading <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR> <A HREF="http://dsm.org/menu.epl?item=7" TARGET=_blank>http://dsm.org/menu.epl?item=7</A> ||128.46.209.18||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001043.cgi
A||||2||ChiaPuke||Oil pressure sender wire missing??||||1||
Z||000000||ChiaPuke||10-10-2002||08:35 AM||ndandar@hotmail.com||Last night, we finished up putting everything together on my Galant (timing belt mishap last September.  newly rebuilt engine, now).  The ONLY thing we're having trouble with is that the oil pressure sender wire is missing!  We began to think that maybe the Galant VR-4's have the wire coming from a different spot than the other DSMs but that doesn't make any sense.  I want to make one thing clear, though:  The wire does not come out of the alternator wiring harness on my car.  There is NO wire for the oil pressure sender there.  It's not that I can't see it or that it's hidding behind another wire.. four people have looked at it and there just is no wire for it, there.<P>Haha!  This is why we're stumped.  We have no clue where to find the wire.  The only thing I can think is it somehow rubbed against that metal "binding" piece in the middle of the wire bundle that holds them together and broke off and isn't visible because of that.  Any ideas?  It makes me nervous that my oil light doesn't work and I have no clue if I'm getting sufficient oil pressure.<P>I'm also a bit upset because I'm getting lifter tick (only at idle) when I never had it before.  Darn rebuilt heads...||66.190.0.34||reg||1
Z||000001||DSSA||10-10-2002||09:38 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||If the wire isn't obviously with the alternator wiring, pull back the wire sleeve until you find it.  It *is* with the alternator wiring somewhere, whether it is broken off or not is what you have to find out.<p>[This message has been edited by DSSA (edited 10-10-2002).]||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000002||ChiaPuke||10-10-2002||01:27 PM||ndandar@hotmail.com||Thanks a lot.  I just needed to know if it was in the same place on the Galant VR-4.  Looks like I have some scrounging to do.  heheh.  ||66.190.0.34||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001044.cgi
A||||11||evol||Rims: Gold vs. Bronze vs. Black vs. ???||||1||
Z||000000||evol||10-10-2002||10:10 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Hey guys and gals--<P>Just wanted to get some opinions on rim color. I have already decided to get the cheapie Rota Sub Zeros (cheap+light+=fun) but I can't decide on color. I was thinking gold, but was afraid it would be too loud. Bronze look too dark for me and black maches the car, but doesn't match perfectly. If anyone can photoshop, it would be nice, but opinions are fine as well. <P><BR>BTW the car is black.<P>Thanks<BR>Ben||134.124.18.7||reg||1
Z||000001||uno||10-10-2002||12:05 PM||corona1977@juno.com||Gunmetal? Dark but doesn't make the tire look lighter or dirty all the time.||216.187.162.56||reg||1
Z||000002||BluFalcon||10-10-2002||01:15 PM||muttski@gte.net||Steel Grey would look awesome I think.  Gold and bronze..ahh not my first choice for wheel colors, might make the car stand out a bit too much.  But if you're looking to stand out, then you might want them.  I have a set of Steel Grey Slipstreams on my car, and I think they compliment the car nicely. Not too flashy, but people do notice them on the car.  My GVR4 is green, but I think they'd look great on a black car.  Just my opinion.||4.64.85.20||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||10-10-2002||01:51 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yo, ed, wanna sell me your white wagon wheels?  i want 2||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-10-2002||04:54 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||If someone's looking for cheap gold rims, some '91 galants (non vr4's, I'd assume) had factory gold rims... or so Turbowop implied in the "two tone GVR4" thread in the FAQ section.  If anyone has more info on these rims, especially a pic, I'd really appreciate it!<P>TIA,<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||kartorium31||10-10-2002||05:12 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I have seen the car turbowop was talking about and i am pretty sure they were just painted. ||12.144.247.129||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||10-10-2002||06:40 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||For a black car, I'd go with gunmetal(steel grey).||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||10-10-2002||06:50 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||On a black car any color looks great.  They make them in black with polished lip too so it would kinda have a stock-ish look to them.  I'm gonna eventually get a set of these myself, but since I have a green car I'll just get the silver.  ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000008||BluFalcon||10-10-2002||08:53 PM||muttski@gte.net||Ken,<BR>Sorry, I let the spare set of white wheels I had go with my Mirage Turbo when I sold it.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||66.138.198.129||reg||1
Z||000009||hibern8||10-10-2002||11:44 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||dude i dont know i had gunmetal rims on my other car and they looked good...but my buddy has a 2.5 rs with the stock bronze wheels.....they look bad ass!!!! be different and go bronzem i can guarantee they will look good||63.62.132.92||reg||1
Z||000010||blacksheep||10-11-2002||08:26 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I know people may deck me for saying this, bronze or gold would be my first choice. By gold, I dont mean daytons, I mean Volk GT-N's, blitz technospeeds with the golden spokes, ultimate JDM stylin  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||10-11-2002||10:52 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Deck you?<P>LOL!!<P>Its been 12 years, easy, since I have heard that expression.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001045.cgi
A||||9||mikey||changing fuel injector o-ring||||1||
Z||000000||mikey||10-10-2002||02:04 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Hey all, is it hard to install injector o-rings?  I would like to replace mine, I have the o-rings and lower and upper spacers too.<BR>Thanks for any tips.||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||10-10-2002||03:29 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||About 30min to do. Take off the three bolts holding the fuel rail, tip the rail to the side and that's about it. Not sure if you still have the bracket from the cam postion sensor to the TB, you may have to take that off? Not sure though. But I may be here this weekend, so if you get time bring it down. Did you see the pics yet? Got a few of your car. Did you find the fuel assembly top? Maybe call Robert@recycling, he should have one. I still need to call himm! i can check on one for ya? LMK||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||10-10-2002||05:07 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Apply a touch of oil to the o-rings to lubricate them. This will help keep them from tearing etc. during the install.<P>Apply a dab of RTV or simular to the black (hard) fuel rail spacers and stick them the intake. This will keep them in place and make the reinstallation of the rail much easier.<P>While you are in there you must replace the injector isolators (round soft rubber donuts that the injector tip sit in on the intake side) this is where a large boost leak is normally present in turbo cars.<P>Make sure all the spacers and injectors are lined up properly while you are tighting the three fuel rail bolts. If they are not, you will snap the rail in two. (been there done that)<P>Do NOT over tighten bolts. <P>Have fun...||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||10-10-2002||05:11 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Longest post I've seen  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">, who typed it? heheh||24.196.87.195||reg||12
Z||000004||mikey||10-10-2002||05:26 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Thanks.<BR>Rob, I called Robert at MS.  He said he has one for me but it'll take a week for him to get it off the car.  Oh well, I guess I can wait.  Thanks again!||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000005||mikey||10-10-2002||05:28 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Oh yeah I saw the pictures.  They were great.  Yup I have a Hyundai oil cap!||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||10-10-2002||11:46 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||of all the things you will ever want to do to this car, the o-rings should be the easiest so it shouldnt take you to long at all||63.62.132.92||reg||1
Z||000007||mikey||10-11-2002||09:40 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Yeah I got it changed.  I just have to pressurize the system now.  But I did notice on the boost gauge that vacuum went down from -16,-17 to -17,-18 inhg.  I think I have to tighten it a hair more to stabalize it.||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||10-11-2002||05:20 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>Longest post I've seen   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">, who typed it? heheh</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>My hands and brain still hurts...<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||10-11-2002||05:21 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001046.cgi
A||N||4||mitsu13ishi||Need opinions||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||10-10-2002||03:25 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||okay guys it happened again, something thing else is wrong with the car. <P>it happened before (2 months ago), wouldn't start, and i believed it to be the starter relay switch in the alarm system was bad. so i unpluged that and put a new battery in just incase. then it worked fine.<P>the car is now sitting at school, and its acting like the battery is dead. wont turn over, or doesn't make a clicking sound or never made a sound previous to this.<BR>possible ideas i have is the <B>alternator </B>, or the ECU&lt;--?. <P>i'm going to go try to jump it and at least get it home. the only thing that i have messed with in the car is... alarm system, aftermarket head & speakers and 2 10"s, and k&n filter installed last weekend.<P>i hope you guys can point me in the right direction.<P>Thanks again<P>Derek<BR><p>[This message has been edited by mitsu13ishi (edited 10-10-2002).]||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||MrEd||10-10-2002||04:38 PM||res122@psu.edu||Something similar happened to me once.  Turned out the posts & cable connections at the battery needed cleaning & tightening.  Quick, simple, free fix in my case  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||128.118.220.55||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||10-10-2002||04:41 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i believe you said this car was not on the road for a long time.  i would also clean all of your ground connections, especially to the block||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||10-10-2002||06:16 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||It is *not* the ECU. The engine would still crank even if you took the ECU out of the car. Remove the battery cables, clean the posts, clean the connectors on the cables.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000004||mitsu13ishi||10-10-2002||06:37 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||thanks guys for the info. when i went out to school to jump it, i cleaned off the posts with my fingers (lota corrosion) and got a lil' shock, but its working now. i pulled it in the garage and cleaned off the cables more with wd40 more.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001047.cgi
A||||3||VR6 Eater||Long Pocketlogger question||||5||
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||10-11-2002||12:47 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||It's been cold enough now for my car to miss or whatever it does, when I want it to do it.  Here's the question, when the logger tells you the karman count, is it the count from the MAS or is it the modified count that the ecu sees? <P>I checked it with my logger and got a count of 1606hz when I get the miss.  Here's all the info from the log when it misses.<P>rpm's-4437<BR>knock-0<BR>timing-18 degrees- timing does not change when it misses<BR>o2-drops from .80 to .02<BR>airflow-1606 hz<BR>inj pw-drops from 23.590 to 21.282<BR>air temp-100 degrees<BR>throttle pos.- 100%<BR>o2 trim-99%<BR>hi trim-114%<BR>mid trim-121%<BR>low trim-135%<P>I got a second miss at 5156 rpm also not alot changes except:<P>inj pw-drops from 23.077 to to 18.205<BR>o2-drops to .10<P>afc settings<P>1000   2000   3000  4000  5000  6000  7000<BR>hi<BR> +5     +10    +12   +15   +16   +16   +17<BR>lo<BR> +2        +5        +7      +7         +8      +8       +9<P>I know my o2 volts are low.  I have never seen anything, even stock, over .89.  Even when it was 100 degrees outside.  I've heard not having the groun on the dp can make this happen, and I don't have one.  I have cranked up the values to +20 and it still did it. I didn't log that though.  If mas overrun ocurrs at 2000hz, and the logger shows the modified count, when you subtract 16 percent from 2000hz you get 1680hz.  That's pretty close to 1606hz.  The only reason I thought of that is because if it is overran than it would miss counts and give a bad count.  Maybe I'm way off on this, tell me if I am, please.<P>I guess I've rambled long enough.  Tell me what you think.  Lean, mas overrun, need 550's, or maybe I need that new Remington Hevi-Shot.  Where did I put those 3 1/2 inch shells?     <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P><p>[This message has been edited by VR6 Eater (edited 10-11-2002).]||24.167.211.186||reg||5
Z||000001||Dan D||10-11-2002||01:17 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Stock MAS, hacked MAS (how much)?  1606 is the highest the logger will report.  The ecu output to the diagnostic was not really intended for top-end tuning.  That being said, it is the corrected value which is reported to the logger from the ecu.  <BR>Pocketlogger does not sample fast enough to see overrun.  Your safc does.  Put it in graph mode and see if the airflow graph goes jagged/richter scale-like during the miss.  This is a good indicator of overrun.<BR>You are pushing your injectors too hard.  Over 100% just isn't what they're designed for.  Regardless whether people do it or not, it's not "proper", gives a poor spray pattern, and can potentially lead to injector failure which can mean "motor go boom boom" or hydrolock.  <P>Does the miss always happen the same rpm? Are you really seeing 2000hz at 4437 rpms?  Don't worry about the o2's being in the 0.8X's.  Mine sit at 0.82 in my cars "sweet spot".<P>One more thing, just to be clear, this is a miss, not a fuel-cut like violent jerk right?||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||10-11-2002||07:17 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||It is stock MAS with silencer removed and the screw backed out flush.  How do you figure out when the injectors or are being overworked.  If the pocketlogger showing 1606 and my theory was correct than yeah, if I floor it and it is at full boost(15psi) than I am seeing counts of 2000hz.  I will have to check it with the s-afc though.  It always happens twice and roughly at about the same revs.  I thought it was fuel cut but I have gotten mixed ideas on what to do next.  When it happens it is a jolting jerk.  Almost like hitting a governor in a moving truck, but getting throttle returned to you right after.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||10-12-2002||03:15 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I thought I would get some serious feedback on this.  <P>I did find a link to this sight <A HREF="http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/dutycyclechart.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/dutycyclechart.html</A> <P> I looked at some of my old logs and during the warmer months my duty cycle was at like 80% and know it is over 100% sometimes.  I' going to try and put in a new fuel filter today.  It's been awhile since it got new one.||24.167.211.186||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001048.cgi
A||||7||theymightbegalants||switchable tranny price?||||5||
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||10-11-2002||06:47 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Just wondering what those of you with switchable trannies paid for them, and where you got them.  I understand there's a chance you'll get one attached to a JDM engine, but I found a site that has one in stock, but they're charging $1,000.  This seems like a lot for a tranny, switchable or not.  Thoughts?<P>Thanks,<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||5
Z||000001||blytz||10-11-2002||09:06 PM||blytz@miragetuner.com||I know a local guy paid like $450 for one less than 3 months ago. I want to say he got it from SOYO, but that doesn't seem right. I'll see if I can find out for you.||172.129.58.190||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4_1221||10-11-2002||10:41 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com|| I found one place in Hayward CA, Shinwa and they sold them for the same price as a regular transmission. I believe it was $550 with transfer case plus $50 core charge. That was just over a year ago. There is no web site for them, and I don't think they even know the American cars did not come with switchable transmissions. So don't tell them are they with ask more for them. 510 782 1882<p>[This message has been edited by GVR4_1221 (edited 10-13-2002).]||64.66.194.82||reg||1
Z||000003||GRV4726||10-11-2002||11:15 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||sorry to be ignorant but what is a switchable trasmision... what so special about it that it would cost 1000? as apposed to a normal transmition...<P>sorry but had to ask...need to learn||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-12-2002||10:33 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||The switchable trannies are a JDM only item.  They have a lever on the case that allows you to lock the center differential, which turns your AWD drive car into a 4WD car.  This can be helpful in not breaking parts at the track, from what I've heard.  The biggest advantage, in my opinion, of a switchable tranny is that when you lock the center differential you can drop the driveshaft and in essence have a FWD car that you can dyno anywhere.<P>And guys, if you could find some more info about these waaay cheaper trannies I'd be eternally grateful!  Thanks,<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||10-12-2002||10:54 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I might be looking in the wrong places, but I couldn't find anything on either Shinwa or Soyo.  There's plenty out there, just none of what I found carries transmissions.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Numbers or addresses (web or real) would be ideal...  Thanks!<P>Oops, forgot to add that it doesn't need to be in the greatest shape; as soon as I find and buy one, I'm just going to have the importer or whomever just ship it directly to TRE for a full rebuild & mods.  I just wanna do this once, and do it right!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<p>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 10-12-2002).]||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000006||GRV4726||10-13-2002||12:21 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||thats pretty cool... the locking aspect of it.. that would be more benificial in drag right? wait... ahh.. <BR>the evo 7 has the new center dif that is completely different and can hydrolically lock it or have it totally open.. for the hand brake..  <BR>so with it not locked is it possible to used the handbrake, or is the lock just more like a ... you loose less power time thing... not grab and turn... just turn. <P>thanks... sounds like fun stuff that i won't be getting into for years.||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||10-13-2002||08:36 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||there's a vfaq about the switchable tranny.  Apparently there's a bunch of internal differences, even though they use the same ratios...  I still want one.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001049.cgi
A||N||3||Ferrari F50 GT||Oil Pan Gasket||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||10-11-2002||08:41 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Any tips on making the procedure a little easier?  Also, about how long should I let the RTV dry before filling the oil pan?||63.227.44.191||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||10-11-2002||10:53 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||fill it up it the RTV will be fine.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||10-13-2002||02:00 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah its ot a hard job but its a pain in the ass b/c you need to take off the crossmember and the xfer case. then getting the pan off near the drive axle was also a pain.......<P>but to make it easy, put the rtv silicon on the pn and let it sit for an hour and when you tighten the bolts back on the pan, only tighten them finger tight. maybe on easy turn with the socket wrench b/c yu dont want the rtv to squeeze out betwwen the pan and the block.....i was a dumbass the first twotimes an id that and the seal was horrible.....so now it was done right(by ducktape) and no mre leaks. ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||10-13-2002||03:48 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Oh okay.  I thought I was going o have to take off that axle too.  Thanks!||63.227.46.76||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001050.cgi
A||||3||JSTYLE||Stalling VR-4||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||10-11-2002||09:38 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Guys,<P>I need some help with my Vr-4. We've just put on a new head gasket and stuff and returned the car to its once bfore state. Anyhows we have come to a problem. The car use to start up and idle away but since we have changed the head gasket it doesnt seem to want to idle properly.<P>It starts and then it runs for around 4-5 seconds then it stops. You have to keep enaging the key to keep it running even tho its not good for it. The car hasnt been touched electronically since the last time we had it running. Anyways, we think its some kind of fuel/electrical problem. I did blow a fuse and just wondering if any fuses control the fuel/timing etc.. The radio/power windows and courtesy lights dont work, so its that fuse.<P>Any help will be appreciated.<P>Jon||144.136.34.154||reg||1
Z||000001||MX4||10-12-2002||06:14 AM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Thats easy, its your peice of shit truck intercooler.  HA!!<P>Ryan||202.27.176.157||reg||12
Z||000002||JSTYLE||10-12-2002||09:14 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Actually RYAN my cooler isnt on my car  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> And we figured out the answer.. thanks for your clownliness/stupidy/idioticity.. always has to be one in the bunch. <P>Car just need to be reved for around 4mins then it idled like a dream  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> Goes pretty hard when boost kicks in.... Now just a dyno tune/power run and maybe a new ECU and 4 bolt =)<P>Jon||203.173.165.236||reg||14
Z||000003||MX4||10-12-2002||07:50 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Get in touch if you want a 4 bolt, I got one sitting here in my garage||210.54.78.42||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001051.cgi
A||N||6||Chase||Complete noob here...(usual 1st thread)||||14||
Z||000000||Chase||10-12-2002||01:08 AM||chase@bgcc.com||Recently came into ownership of an 89 Galant GS, albeit with a JDM motor bearing 30K on it. <P>Was interested in tuning for it and perhaps a 4WD conversion (is it the GSX that's 4WD?). Needs a new aero pkg. as the previous owner abused it on a parking block or something. Also interested in a turbo kit for it, maybe T3 or K04.<P>My background is with VWs and BMWs, this is my first Mitsu, a friend pointed me here.<P>Thoughts?||209.84.79.42||reg||14
Z||000001||GRV4726||10-12-2002||05:12 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||well in my opinion...which doesn't really mean anything.. a 4wheel drive conversion is a waste of money.. RRE did one a while back for 6k. might as well buy as 4wd in the first place..<P>t3/t4 is your best bet. k04 will need an adapter adapter piece to hook it up to the exhaust manifold or a custom exhaust manifold... and some other stuff i'm not getting in to, waste of time... just isn't worth it at all.. bolt on for VW's and such but not for us.<P>good luck. hope youre not dissappointed||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000002||Romanova||10-12-2002||05:38 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Welcome to the Mitsubishi bandwagon. I came from a HEAVY VW background as well, and it takes some time to get used to how complex these cars are comapared to the Germans. Still love my Scirocco to death, but the VR4 hauls the family better... ||216.255.202.236||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||10-12-2002||07:35 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Romanova:<BR><B>Welcome to the Mitsubishi bandwagon. I came from a HEAVY VW background as well, and it takes some time to get used to how complex these cars are comapared to the Germans. Still love my Scirocco to death, but the VR4 hauls the family better... </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>HUH?  More complex than something German made? I didn't think that was possible.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>They are known to use 9 parts where 2 would be suffice. That helped them lose WWII.<BR><p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 10-12-2002).]||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||Chase||10-12-2002||07:41 PM||chase@bgcc.com||Actually, you'd be surprised. VWs have much simpler engine bays that are easier to work on. MkII Golf/Jetta/Sciroccos have LOADS of room under the hood, first time I lifted the hood of my Galant I was blown away. Everything's crammed in there.||209.84.79.42||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||10-12-2002||08:18 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The cost to convert a GS to a GSX would be more than its worth, plus the GSX transmissions are too weak for turbocharging. The non-turbo engines have higher compression and don't have the oil squirting piston cooler thingys (forget the technical term), which also makes them a poor candidate for turbo'ing. If you really want a GVR-4, buy one. Its much cheaper and will actually run when you're finished.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.212||reg||1
Z||000006||Chase||10-12-2002||08:33 PM||chase@bgcc.com||I read on a FAQ that the oil squirters weren't that difficult to machine in there. And 4WD looks out of the question now, but a turbo/intercooler from a TSi or similar would be my next move.<P>And AMG body kit to replace the destroyed stock one, hopefully Garfield Wright can help me out with this one.||209.84.79.42||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001052.cgi
A||||5||number3||Love this Site...||||1||
Z||000000||number3||10-12-2002||08:08 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <A HREF="http://www.eaglef1.com/opener.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.eaglef1.com/opener.html</A> ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-12-2002||10:42 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Freakin' awesome, Harry!  Thanks for posting.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||10-12-2002||07:37 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Here is another. Not as cool, but still one of my faves...<BR> <A HREF="http://www.imsaracing.net/menu/photosindex.cfm?page=/2002/photos/photo_gallery.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.imsaracing.net/menu/photosindex.cfm?page=/2002/photos/photo_gallery.htm</A> <P>Harry<p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 10-12-2002).]||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||10-13-2002||01:31 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||That was rather well done, but I don't like how it maximizes itself.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000004||Pappy||10-13-2002||01:43 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Okay, I Just watched the videos on that site... sooo cool.  And the imsa racing site has alot of cool pics.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||10-18-2002||02:37 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||If you're into racing video and don't mind the language barrier, this Swedish site <I>ZON</I> has a nice section on "bil" (car?) filmer (video):<P> <A HREF="http://www.zon.se/bil/filmer/index.shtml" TARGET=_blank>http://www.zon.se/bil/filmer/index.shtml</A>   (direct route to videos)<BR> <A HREF="http://www.zon.se/bil/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.zon.se/bil/</A>   (front page)<P>Anyone know what "dubbelfucken" is?<P>||65.43.123.114||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001053.cgi
A||||0||Romanova||www.mitsubishiparts.cc||||5||
Z||000000||Romanova||10-13-2002||07:04 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Anyone order from this place? Good experience or bad experience? ||216.255.202.123||reg||5




ubb/Forum3/001054.cgi
A||||3||199of2k||Offical USDM EVO Site!!||||1||
Z||000000||199of2k||10-14-2002||01:36 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Found this little gem in my email.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishicars.com/MMSA/jsp/evo/index.jsp" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitsubishicars.com/MMSA/jsp/evo/index.jsp</A> <P>||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000001||199of2k||10-14-2002||04:15 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||Mitsu pulled the site so here is a copy:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.evolutionm.net/misc/MMSA/evo/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.evolutionm.net/misc/MMSA/evo/</A> ||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000002||Martin Chilcote||10-14-2002||07:14 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||Here's some nice EVO pics: <A HREF="http://forums.evolutionm.net/showthread.php?s=&threadid=6595" TARGET=_blank>http://forums.evolutionm.net/showthread.php?s=&threadid=6595</A> ||12.110.136.90||reg||1
Z||000003||Martin Chilcote||10-21-2002||03:03 PM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 199of2k:<BR><B>Found this little gem in my email.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishicars.com/MMSA/jsp/evo/index.jsp" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitsubishicars.com/MMSA/jsp/evo/index.jsp</A> <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The site is back up; not a whole lot of real info but at least you can enter the contest.<P>||12.110.136.90||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001055.cgi
A||N||3||Compressed||greddy turbo timer harness?||||1||
Z||000000||Compressed||10-14-2002||09:16 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I have a Greddy turbo timer that came with my car that wasn't hooked up.<P>Does anyone know if a turbo timer harness meant for 89-94 Eclipse's will work on a VR4?<P>Greddy has two harness's listed.   One for eclipse's with stock alarm and one without.  <P>Which one to get?  My car has no functioning alarm and recieved no keychain controllers with my car.  <P>I would prefer to use a harness for this install vs. wire splicing.  <P>Thanks!||216.126.176.103||reg||1
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||10-15-2002||12:44 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Our cars do have the alarm, roll your window down lock your door until the securtiy light goes off and pull up the lock it should beep and blink lights.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000002||Compressed||10-15-2002||12:48 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<BR><B>Our cars do have the alarm, roll your window down lock your door until the securtiy light goes off and pull up the lock it should beep and blink lights.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>yeah I thought so.  I just bought the car and didn't recieve a remote or anything for the alarm so I wasn't sure.  <P>Any idea about the compatibility of a DSM TT harness and VR4's anyone?||64.24.106.171||reg||1
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||10-16-2002||12:21 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||yeah it will work. look to <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com</A>  and you will fins how to install it and so on there. great site.||24.58.146.89||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001056.cgi
A||||7||JonGVR4||new dvd player||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||10-14-2002||10:47 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I finally bought a DVD player.  I got a GE 1101PB which happens to have the same firmware chip as the old Apex DVD player with the loopholes menu.  I bought the DVD player for $100 at Radio Shack and it comes with a $20 mail in rebate.   I burned the new firmware tonight and I now too have the loopholes menu.  No more Macrovision and it is region free.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>my DVD player: <A HREF="http://www.nerd-out.com/darrenk/Shinco/GE1101PA-PBpatch.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.nerd-out.com/darrenk/Shinco/GE1101PA-PBpatch.htm</A> <P>and lots more hacking to be done: <A HREF="http://www.nerd-out.com/darrenk/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.nerd-out.com/darrenk/</A> <P>||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||10-15-2002||10:35 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Jon that is pretty cool. I never knew they had hacks for DVD. I love hacks, I have done a few on some other devices.<BR>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||10-16-2002||07:18 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||OK I'll bite!  Why? and Why?<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||RayH||10-16-2002||08:35 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||I've got the Apex 3201 which can be hacked using the remote.<P>Already had a dvd player but bought this one to play vcd's and svcd's burned onto cdr's.||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||10-17-2002||08:38 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>OK I'll bite!  Why? and Why?<P>Harry</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Region free so I can play movies from different countries that weren't released here.  Star Wars, for instance, was released on VCD in Europe.  Unless you have a region free player or a DVD player from Europe, you don't be able to watch it.<BR> <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1570766508" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1570766508</A> <P>Macrovision lets you copy a DVD.  As DVD Recorder prices drop, I'll pick one up and then I'll be able to just copy any DVD to another DVD disk.  I can also rent some kid movie on DVD and now record it to VHS and my kids will be plenty happy with that.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||10-17-2002||12:53 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||That is what I figured.<P>Cheap bastards.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4ever||10-18-2002||08:29 PM||||Well being able to play movies from other regions is very cool.<P>Coping DVDs on to VHS for kids movies isn't cheap as kids don't complain about quality loss or not having 5.1 dolby digital  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>However coping movies that you want to watch on to VHS is a little cheap because DVDs have much better quality.  If you've seen a progressive scan DVD player played back on a HDTV, you will never want to go back.  You will even complain about the quality of your analog TV.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||10-18-2002||11:41 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B><BR>If you've seen a progressive scan DVD player played back on a HDTV, you will never want to go back.  You will even complain about the quality of your analog TV.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Really?  I'll have to check that out sometime  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001057.cgi
A||||25||beavis||who's got the lowest mileage?||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||10-15-2002||01:52 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i just turned 110,000||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||LAGVR4||10-15-2002||02:06 AM||jporczak@attbi.com||just hit 57k yesterday||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-15-2002||12:48 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||98K  Had 49K on her in October of 98 when I got it used.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||10-15-2002||01:06 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Mine has 17411 on the odometer!  How sweet is that?!||64.63.209.243||reg||1
Z||000004||hibern8||10-15-2002||02:06 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||72k not too bad||63.62.130.209||reg||1
Z||000005||Dan D||10-15-2002||02:33 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Well, certainly don't win this one.  166K||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000006||Whistler||10-15-2002||04:57 PM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||101K, had 64K when I got it.||65.80.101.142||reg||1
Z||000007||Doc_Seuss||10-15-2002||06:12 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||ahh i thought i was close tot he lowest! ~63xxx<P>dave||128.153.154.254||reg||1
Z||000008||turbowop||10-15-2002||08:39 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turboflanagan:<BR><B>Mine has 17411 on the odometer!  How sweet is that?!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Sheesh!! You wanna trade??<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000009||khadiyev||10-15-2002||08:40 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||ha! that aint shit how about 185k ! eh? that's me.<BR>John<BR>I know it's the lowest miles contest. <p>[This message has been edited by khadiyev (edited 10-15-2002).]||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000010||hibern8||10-15-2002||10:40 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||how about the highest mileage on speedo???||63.62.124.12||reg||1
Z||000011||GRV4726||10-15-2002||11:53 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i felt left out...<BR>so. i have 89xxx. not bad i think.<P>i miss my car!||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000012||JSTYLE||10-16-2002||12:12 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||I have 16x,xxx on the clock in ks.. in miles i have... about 100miles i think... its been rebuilt.. its not even a full mile old :P well the new engine anyways!<P>Jon||210.49.200.216||reg||1
Z||000013||Yao||10-16-2002||11:26 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||The last VR4 I had have 200K miles on it before I sold it.  The current one, I have 136K and I stoped driving it on the street 2 years ago.  <BR>||208.253.246.102||reg||1
Z||000014||04DrBlur||10-16-2002||11:31 AM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  121 k...||67.39.148.146||reg||1
Z||000015||1quickvr4||10-16-2002||11:48 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Mine has about 170k on it and had 147k on it when I got it. Im still waiting for a under 45k 92 Grey GVR4 to buy or a full JDM one. I think Dougs Dyno Powers Galant has under 50k on it.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000016||Ryan136||10-17-2002||12:21 AM||||67k...im close but no cigar.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000017||sk8bored||10-17-2002||12:40 AM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||#1316 has 86k on the clock<BR>later<BR>Kris myers<BR>NWDSM||209.180.235.223||reg||14
Z||000018||199of2k||10-17-2002||08:59 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||149k||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000019||369of1000||10-17-2002||11:29 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||104k||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000020||VR4#623||10-17-2002||11:47 AM||anthony_gould@ams.com||95K on car...7k on JDM motor.<BR>Thinking about selling her or trading her in on an LS1.||162.70.244.40||reg||1
Z||000021||DeanCouchey||10-17-2002||12:17 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Thinking about selling her or trading her in on an LS1.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>How dare you!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000022||229of1000||10-17-2002||12:32 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||106k.||12.92.27.98||reg||1
Z||000023||RayH||10-17-2002||12:42 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||137k||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000024||Nate||10-17-2002||01:51 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||The White Car has almost 231K on it, and the Maroon Car;s gauge cluster reads I think 75K, but the actual milage is around 240K.  I do have a JDM gauge cluster that says 51K on it, if anyone is interested. ;-)||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000025||DSMGVR4||10-17-2002||07:46 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||1125/2000 had 150K before i sold it and then later heard was totalled. 120/1000 had 98K on it when I sold it....but I didn't think mileage was true, so I sold it and guess what I've seen it for sale with almost the same miles but with lots of repairs and mods done to it, hmmm? My current car 685/1000 has 110K.||152.163.188.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001058.cgi
A||||11||talontsi||Rusted Fuel Pump Assembly Removal||||1||
Z||000000||talontsi||10-15-2002||04:05 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Well I figured I would ask here first before I go and break any bolts.<BR>I know a few of you have GVR4's in the northern climates that must have some rust. <BR>My car aparently spent a while in Michigan before it made it to FL so there are some things showing rust.<P>Currently my only concern is with the fuel pump assembly as I am getting ready to install an updraded pump. The 8mm nuts are severly rusted. I have some PB blaster soaking into it right now but I wanted to see if there was any thing else I could use because if I break to many of those bolts I may have to get a new tank. Definitly not something I want to do.<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000001||Whistler||10-15-2002||04:56 PM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||I just did this on a TEL last weekend.  The secret for me is using an impact screwdriver.  Get one, and forget about stripped screws. <A HREF="http://www.harborfreight.com/cpi/ctaf/Displayitem.taf?itemnumber=37530" TARGET=_blank>http://www.harborfreight.com/cpi/ctaf/Displayitem.taf?itemnumber=37530</A> ||65.80.101.142||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||10-15-2002||06:29 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Thanks for the info. I will look for one locally. I guess I will need an adapter to use it with a socket for the 8mm nuts.<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||10-17-2002||05:06 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Well it looks like that device will not work as the nuts are rusted beyond recognition.<P>They are not 8mm any more. Closer to 7.5 mm as a 7mm socket does not fit.<BR>I will be attemtping with vise grips but I think the studs will break pretty easy since everything is fused.<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||13
Z||000004||Hertz||10-17-2002||10:54 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Maybe you could cut a slot into the head and turn it with a screwdriver?<P>I've never had much luck turning anything other than pipes with vice grips -- the grooves won't hold unless you turn it in a "knuckle buster" orientation.<P>Is it safe to drill them out, or will little bits fall into the fuel tank?  (I haven't tackled my fuel pump yet.)||65.43.123.114||reg||1
Z||000005||talontsi||10-17-2002||11:19 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Well the studs and nuts are 8mm which is really small/thin.<BR>I don't think slotting them will work since I will be removing more material and they will be more prone to breakage.<P>I may just end up breaking them off and using self tapping screws.<P>We shall find out tommrow!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||10-18-2002||12:01 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Actually, I've been fairly successful using Hertz's suggestion. I use a dremel tool with a cutoff wheel to slot the heads of screws or small bolts, and then use the impact driver to blast them loose. It might be worth a try....<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.190||reg||1
Z||000007||talontsi||10-18-2002||09:44 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Well I took some pics.<BR>Tried again today and they did not budge, not even with vise grips.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=5" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=5</A> ||209.80.66.126||reg||13
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-19-2002||01:39 PM||||Ouch, that is hella rusted.  I know what you are dealing with.  I have a 91 Talon FWD  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> with 18xK miles.  Everytime I have to work on it I have to deal with rusted bolts.  I snap every bolt I touch.  It makes working on the car a nightmare.  I have a buyer for the car and am looking for a replacement.<P>Any ideals?<P>I am having problems finding cars I might want.<P>Taurus SHO<BR>Prosche SC<BR>Civic Si (hey, just for a daily driver)<BR>Celica GT VVTi<BR>Turbo MR2 (damn they hold alot of value)<BR>A nice low mile stock GVR4, ya right.<P>There is a Porsche boxster down the road, but I can't afford that.  Don't think I'd want to pay that much for 205HP anyway.<P>O well.  Still looking.<P>William<BR>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000009||hibern8||10-19-2002||05:49 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||that pump assembly looks in better shape than mine was....just scratch off the rust w a screwdriver...as far as getting the bolt off the fuel line it was impossible for me so i dropped teh fuel tank down and got it done that way||12.26.69.43||reg||1
Z||000010||talontsi||10-19-2002||10:03 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>that pump assembly looks in better shape than mine was....just scratch off the rust w a screwdriver...as far as getting the bolt off the fuel line it was impossible for me so i dropped teh fuel tank down and got it done that way</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Well I am not worried about the feed line as I have a -8 and will be cutting the stocker.<BR>The problem is with the 8, 8mm bolts that hold the FP assembly.<P>Looks like I will have to try self tapping screws to secure it after I break those ones off. If that does not work I will have to source a new tank or get a fuel cell.<P>||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000011||talontsi||10-24-2002||11:26 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Update on my Fuel Pump Assembly saga. <P>I took a cut off wheel to the small 8mm nut and started trimming each one down. Then I used vise grips to turn them loose. <P>It worked! Apparently the washers under the 8mm nut where welded to the nut and the assmbley. <P>They are all out now and so is the fuel pump assembly. <P>However I have run into another small problem since the TEL FPA is too tall for the tank. <BR>I fixed that with a little cutting of the assemby and swapping over the sending unit. <P>Looks like it is going to work now. <P>I put up some pics incase anyone needs to use a TEL FPA for any reason.<P>All you really need to do is cut it down shorter as the TEL unit is too long for our tank.<BR>Then attach the Fuel Pump support via screws or welding and swap the fuel sending unit.<P>I thought this may be good for the archives.<P>On to the pictures. <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=6" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=6</A> ||209.80.66.126||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001059.cgi
A||||0||JonGVR4||Looking for Luke Damiani||||1||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||10-15-2002||09:40 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Anyone know how to contact him?  I sold him some wheels and I need to confirm his mailing address before I ship.||12.220.168.103||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001060.cgi
A||N||4||mitsu13ishi||how to get scrape out?||||1||
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||10-15-2002||10:25 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||hey ya'll i got a lil' scrape on my bra. i kinda bumped a plastic trashcan when i pulled out of my driveway.  how do you get scrapes out of vinyl? any ideas?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000001||broke down||10-19-2002||11:02 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||kinda new to body work, but I do actually do it for a living now.  If it is just scratches in the paint, get some touch up paint, sand out the scratches to make the area a little smoother, then fill them in with the paint, wet sand them with 600-1000 grit paper, then buff the area with a rotary buffer (the kind for actually buffing, that look like a die grinder, not the kind like you buy at sears that come in a bucket, those are good for waxing, but not this kind of buffing)  BE CAREFUL!!!!! not to buff off too much though, you may burn the paint or go clean through it, especially on corners and edges!!!!!||68.51.104.222||reg||1
Z||000002||04DrBlur||10-21-2002||10:06 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I think they are talkin about a car BRA that goes on the hood which is black pleather or vinyl like he said.  A scratch in that good luck your best bet is to use a sharpie marker and try to cover it up.  If it bothers you that much then get a new one.  All that bra is goin to do is make your paint discolor if you dont take it off every time you wash your car.||65.42.48.194||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||10-21-2002||10:10 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I would shy away from using the Sharpie, they have a tendency to show a purplish hue -- I think the best all-purpose black is India Ink (art store, calligraphy, etc.).  I have a bottle of Higgin's.  It's permanent, water-based, yet dries water-proof.||65.43.112.48||reg||1
Z||000004||04DrBlur||10-21-2002||10:43 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  You have a good point but that is just the first thing that came to mind.||65.42.48.194||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001061.cgi
A||N||5||BeauDiddley||1991 GVR-4 , Help So I can Keep her!!!!!!!||||10||
Z||000000||BeauDiddley||10-15-2002||11:42 PM||bojones69@hotmail.com||I am getting my 91 VR-4 back from the shop after a minor mis-hap and wish I could of spent the money on something else.  Here are my concerns/problems:<BR>Second gear scratches and grinds, known problem with 5-speed, what can a poor college kid do to fix his car without pissing off the bank with another loan!  What I want to know is what is the best way to fix this tranny problem.  My other problem is with clutch slippage or something of the sort - when I start out I accelerate but the car doesn't go anywhere, car has a turbo doesn't it?  What's going on with my belize beast? I would greatly appreciate some help.  One day when I am done with school maybe i'll move to where there is more of a VR-4 population!  Thank you and yes I would like to buy some parts.||63.93.1.101||reg||10
Z||000001||Dan D||10-15-2002||11:50 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||What type of fluid is in the tranny?  If you don't know, it's probably just gear oil.  Switch to something like BG2, syncromesh, or neo-synthetic and your tranny will shift much better.  Should only cost 30 or so bucks for fluid and it's easy to change.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.myzero.com/drivetrain/tranny.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.myzero.com/drivetrain/tranny.html</A> <P>||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-16-2002||04:53 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||You should definitely be able to recognize a slipping clutch.  When cruising, say 3500 in 3rd, mash the gas.  If the revs shoot way up but the speedo doesn't change, you need a new clutch.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||BeauDiddley||10-16-2002||09:49 PM||bojones69@hotmail.com||Thanks for the info! I'll try the new gear oil.  I tried a friction reducer added to the existing oil and let it work in and I noticed a slight change.  Thanks again! Would you have any ideas on why my car seems to accelerate in first gear, I mean it goes up in the RPM's but doesn't take off really until second?  Thanks a bunch!||63.93.1.101||reg||14
Z||000004||turbogalant||10-20-2002||04:17 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||How about your burning out?||65.177.232.233||reg||1
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||10-20-2002||03:13 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||He's not burning out.  The speedometer cable is connected to the transmission output shaft, so if he was burning out (the wheels spinning fast) the shaft would spin fast, spinning the cable fast, so that the speedometer would show an appropriate speed for the rpm's and gear, regardless of actual car speed.  His rpm's go up, but the speedometer doesn't, which sounds EXACTLY like a bad/slipping clutch.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001062.cgi
A||||6||369of1000||another newbie with a few questions||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||10-16-2002||12:54 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||so I bought #369 of 1000 a few months back. Now that I hot tanked the pistons, put on new rings, got a valve job, put a metal head gasket, BM tranny, 2600 ACT, ported 95 exhaust manifold, safc, and new A/C. I have a few questions<P>1) I have a universal apexi turbo timer with no harness. Eerything I've read is about the HKS so I'm not sure if the apexi 1g harness will work or if I have to hard wire the thing, and if I do anyone know the color code?<P>2) I'm doing a 4-bolt swap, but I'm a little uneasy about just removing the steering rack and letting the wheels move. What is the right way to do it?<P>3) I need to upgrade my exhaust. But I'm not too familiar with DSM's sound. Is a 3" wake the neighbors loud? I was thinking about getting the certified SS Thermal, but I'm not sure about the size 2.5 or 3? I'm sticking with the 14b for now but later on I'm planning on a FP Green or maybe something bigger if that helps. I want to keep this car as my daily so it can't be LOUD.<P>Thanks for your time.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||10-16-2002||01:00 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||You definately don't want anything bigger than a Green if it's going to be a daily driver.  Day to day driving you'll never get boost, too much lag.  As for the noise, I think my 2.5" is a little too loud.  Maybe not, but I still want to put a resonator on the exhaust somewhere.  That's just me though.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-16-2002||05:00 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||If you're going to run a FP Green on the street, you'll want to get the 3" exhaust, turbo back.  If you're worried about noise, leave the cat in, or put in a resonator.<P>The DSM's actually use the same rear suspension as the GVR4's, minus the steering rack.  The rack just pushes against some bushings which allow only a slight amount of flex.  Switching to a 4 bolt is basically switching to DSM suspension, which has "passive rear wheel steering."  The wheels won't flop around, if that's what you're worried about.  John Teeter actually built a brace to prevent any rear wheel movement, but this was on his rally car and he's the only one to my knowledge to do this.  Just do the swap and you'll be fine.<P>An Apexi turbo timer harness for a 1G will work just fine on a GVR4 w/an Apexi turbo timer.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||369of1000||10-17-2002||09:08 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Thanks for the reply.<P>I guess I might not get the FP green. It realy all depends on how loud it is. If I get the three inch will it keep the kids in the back awake? I had a VR6 with a 2.5" and it was pretty loud. Would a 3" on our car be louder or what? Generaly I'm hoping to get an idea of the total volume of a 3". Is it still easy to have a conversation in the car? How loud would the stereo have to be?<P>sounds good, i'll do the swap<P>do you know a good place to get the apexi harness? places i've lookd sell them for $25+shipping or they're on back order.<P>Thanks again||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000004||mikey||10-17-2002||09:46 AM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||i have 2.5" turbo back to a bullet muffler and it's not as loud as i thought.  i like it but the wife thinks it's too loud and my mother in law said i should get the muffler fixed, there's a hole in it.<P>if you are going with a big turbo might as well go 3" now so you don't have to hassle with switching system later on.||141.233.234.74||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||10-17-2002||10:58 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Add an <B>additional</B> resonator if you want to sacrifice a little performance for sound.  Then there is always sound deadening.||65.43.123.114||reg||1
Z||000006||369of1000||10-19-2002||05:18 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||It looks like I'm going to get the 3"<P>thanks for the help||24.151.12.224||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001063.cgi
A||||6||beavis||watch out for ls1 owners with too much money||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||10-16-2002||12:36 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.ls1motorsports.com/Single_Turbo.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ls1motorsports.com/Single_Turbo.htm</A> ||138.23.114.178||reg||1
Z||000001||JonGVR4||10-16-2002||01:25 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I like that "equal length" exhaust manifold......||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||10-16-2002||01:34 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Hey guys, for $6500 and another $1200 for install, you think one of you could get my GVR4 into the 11's as well :-P LOL<BR>Pretty cool though, as fars as the V8's go, isn't it just much easier to go supercharger...good grief that thing has some piping.||167.142.21.215||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||10-16-2002||03:41 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Funny they used such a big turbo for the massive 6-7psi of boost  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> but cfm's is where it's at. Heck they should save their $ and put on twin 14b's. But all in all very nice setup. And yes 11's for a stock motor is nice no matter what kind of car it is. ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||10-16-2002||05:26 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Yeah that is pretty cool.<BR>One of the local TA guys has a similar single turbo setup.<P>The car is pretty sweet but talk about tractionless!<P>Too bad there is not enough room for a seqential header setup.<BR>2 Turbos would be better but it would be over kill on a stock motor.<BR>Also you would be surprised that you still get the reg v8 rumble.<P> ||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||10-18-2002||12:18 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||geez almost 8 thousand bucks! I plan on getting a new engine building it up and getting the car repainted and gettign new headlights and HIDs for that much!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000006||DSSA||10-18-2002||08:04 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR1643:<BR><B>Hey guys, for $6500 and another $1200 for install, you think one of you could get my GVR4 into the 11's as well :-P LOL<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Not on pump gas....||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001064.cgi
A||||10||1quickvr4||Thinking of getting another car.||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||10-16-2002||12:47 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||This would be a biggie, Here are the choices. Remember there would be a car payment involved.<BR>1. Ealry all white stealth RT/TT low mileage<BR>2.3kgt -same deal<BR>3. Another GVR4 Low Mileage or a Full RHD import<BR>4. 3rd Gen RX7, These cars rock but the motor scares me<BR>5. Buy another GVR4 and build it.<P>Any ideas,Thoughts or anything I missed, Also by looking at the cars there is my price range under 15k, Also any cars you could bring up for ideas, and NO DSMs.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000001||kartorium31||10-16-2002||01:01 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Spirit r/t, e30 m3, celica all trac, bmw 325ix.  buy a mid 90s galant and convert it to vr4 with tt engine and awd drivetrain. <BR>my 2 cents||168.99.144.187||reg||14
Z||000002||talontsi||10-16-2002||05:27 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||TT Supra!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||10-16-2002||06:11 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||An Evo!||63.227.44.47||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||10-16-2002||06:55 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Buick Grand National,or a Syclone/Typhoon...||129.71.114.49||reg||7
Z||000005||turboflanagan||10-16-2002||08:11 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/mini.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/mini.html</A> <P><BR>WHAT MORE CAN YOU ASK FOR?!||64.63.209.203||reg||4
Z||000006||Ian M||10-16-2002||11:14 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turboflanagan:<BR><B> <A HREF="http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/mini.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/mini.html</A> <P><BR>WHAT MORE CAN YOU ASK FOR?!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Well,there you go dude...its settled! LOL<P><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 10-16-2002).]||129.71.115.227||reg||10
Z||000007||mitsu13ishi||10-16-2002||11:58 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||holy shit! thats retarded, a suped up minivan. lol, who would even waste their time?<P>the smoke is prolly coming from the exhaust, ya'll seen those vans smoking bad... i know you had to seen a turner van in H-town do it Ian. lol||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||10-17-2002||12:29 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I don't think it's that stupid... I read an article about a guy who bought one of those, and went through the whole Mopar catalog and got just about every single factory performance option, including a 4 speed manual!  He claims that in 100% street legal form, just as it was when he drove it home from the dealer, he could easily beat 5.0's.  Now that's a sleeper!  Too bad you couldn't get both AWD and a turbo on those vans... hmm... engine swap anyone?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000009||1quickvr4||10-17-2002||01:43 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I think that is the late Guses mini van, My price range is under 15k so no evo for me.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000010||Ferrari F50 GT||10-17-2002||01:53 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Retarded?!  I don't think so.  Those things are bigger sleepers than our cars.  I think the fastest one pulled a 12.15.  I don't think that is retarded, I think that is fast.||63.227.45.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001065.cgi
A||||5||Scott Y||Where can I buy a threaded rod to do my timing belt?||||1||
Z||000000||Scott Y||10-16-2002||02:20 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Just like it says, where can I buy the threaded rod tool so that I can adjust my timing belt?<P>thanks.||205.225.134.251||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||10-16-2002||03:32 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||OTC-800 283 8665  MD998737-01  you might also consider getting MD998752-01||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||Scott Y||10-17-2002||12:56 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Thanks!||205.225.134.251||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||10-17-2002||05:51 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I didn't use a threaded rod for my tbelt install.  What is it used for?||140.247.202.55||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||10-17-2002||09:08 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||The rod threads through the timing cover and pushes on the tensioner pulley. It's supposed to let the tention off the t-belt so you can change cams or what ever without taking the whole belt off. ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||10-17-2002||09:18 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I was also told it also helps put on the t-belt by holding it in place. Becarefull the tentioner arm is cast and it WILL break if you put too much pressure on it using the rod. ||24.196.87.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001066.cgi
A||N||11||BeauDiddley||91 GVR-4 problem||||1||
Z||000000||BeauDiddley||10-17-2002||08:13 PM||bojones69@hotmail.com||Does anyone know why?  I have a 91 GVR-4 1284 of 2000, when I start out in first it seems to be doing everything fine but moving.  The turbo sounds like it's working and the rpm's go up but my car doesn't take off until I hit second and then you can feel the turbo, you know when it kind of pushes  you back in your seat.  I drove a VW with a turbo and when you take off in first it really takes off.  I was wondering if the viscous coupler or clutch would cause this kind of problem.  I would really appreciate someones help.  I really like my car and I want it to run perfect but it has only a few minor problems that seem kind of easy to fix? Thanks||63.93.1.101||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-17-2002||08:48 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Ok, on your last thread on this same topic, I gave you a suggestion:  compare rpm's to the speedometer.  You've basically described the same problem, and haven't included any information about what the speedometer is doing, which says to me that you didn't actually check it.  Which then says to me that you didn't care about other people's suggestions to your problems.  Which also says to me that you don't really want your problem solved, in which case why post at all?<P>There's a lot of great people on this board with an incredible amount of knowledge about these cars, and they'd love to help you, but it's a two way street.  Now go drive your car, compare the tach to the speedo, and don't compare your car to a VW!  (apples to oranges and all that)<P>Also, when you say that you take off in first, do you mean gently roll from a stop in city traffic, launching it at the drag strip, getting on an onramp, etc.  What is the rpm range here?  When you say they go up, do you mean to redline, or are you shifting at 3k?  This is useful information.<P>(I still think your clutch is starting to go out anyway.  It starts slipping in first gear, then as it gets worse the slipping will spread up the gears.)<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||10-17-2002||10:49 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||If your parking/emergency brake light is on ("BRAKE") it means the lever between the driver's seat and center console is engaged (pulled up).  Try simultaneously depressing the button on the end of the lever and releasing the lever (pushed down).<P>I've found that I can't get the car to move very well in first with the brake on, but if I can get the revs up and shift into second, it will really go.||65.43.123.114||reg||12
Z||000003||1312VR4||10-17-2002||11:32 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||how can you "tell" that the turbo is working?? This phenomenon still get to me.People sying that they can "hear" the turbo, just by revving the engine. Considering you cant really build boost until you apply a load( I'm not talking about throwing crap at it either) to the engine. Especially on a worn out 14b that i assume is on a stock engine. I have a frank turbo & cant tell that it is working until I get on it. humm.. what am I missing<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 10-17-2002).]||63.185.72.33||reg||1
Z||000004||BeauDiddley||10-18-2002||10:07 AM||bojones69@hotmail.com||My speedo doesn't go up like it should compared to the RPM's.  The Rpm's are reaching 6K and I am going about 20mph maybe+-.  I don't know much about these cars, kind of a learning process.  I was using a VW as a comparison, I would never buy one they break down more than an 11 year old car. You seem to know a-lot about these cars, let me know your thoughts, I would appreciate it.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B>Ok, on your last thread on this same topic, I gave you a suggestion:  compare rpm's to the speedometer.  You've basically described the same problem, and haven't included any information about what the speedometer is doing, which says to me that you didn't actually check it.  Which then says to me that you didn't care about other people's suggestions to your problems.  Which also says to me that you don't really want your problem solved, in which case why post at all?<P>There's a lot of great people on this board with an incredible amount of knowledge about these cars, and they'd love to help you, but it's a two way street.  Now go drive your car, compare the tach to the speedo, and don't compare your car to a VW!  (apples to oranges and all that)<P>Also, when you say that you take off in first, do you mean gently roll from a stop in city traffic, launching it at the drag strip, getting on an onramp, etc.  What is the rpm range here?  When you say they go up, do you mean to redline, or are you shifting at 3k?  This is useful information.<P>(I still think your clutch is starting to go out anyway.  It starts slipping in first gear, then as it gets worse the slipping will spread up the gears.)<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||207.109.125.161||reg||1
Z||000005||BeauDiddley||10-18-2002||10:11 AM||bojones69@hotmail.com||I can hear my turbo, usually have to have the window down but I can usually tell it is working.  I just bought the car, don't know that much about it, want to learn more.  I know you can't hear the turbo when you rev the engine, I know a little more about how these things work.  <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1312VR4:<BR><B>how can you "tell" that the turbo is working?? This phenomenon still get to me.People sying that they can "hear" the turbo, just by revving the engine. Considering you cant really build boost until you apply a load( I'm not talking about throwing crap at it either) to the engine. Especially on a worn out 14b that i assume is on a stock engine. I have a frank turbo & cant tell that it is working until I get on it. humm.. what am I missing<P>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 10-17-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||207.109.125.161||reg||1
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||10-18-2002||11:05 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I know in my car at about 27 MPH the RPMs are at about 6000 or so, I cant remeber exactly. If you really wanna check bring the car to 60 in 2nd gear it should almost bounce off the rev limiter.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||10-18-2002||01:28 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I'll have to watch my speed next time I drive... but you should be able to get a little more velocity out of 1st gear at 6k rpms.  At least with the stock VR-4 1st gear -- is there any possibility that your car has a tranny from an Eclipse/Talon/Laser?  I understand that they have a shorter 1st (about 6mph less than a VR-4).<P>I personally wish that all of my gears were just a bit taller -- 1st comes and goes in a hurry, and if your synchros don't get up to speed (or aren't doubled, ala TRE) it's hard not to grind it sometimes.  The nice thing about a short 1st gear is you can do some wicked rock-crawling and hill climbing when you go off-road.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>On the other hand, it is possible that something in your drivetrain is not right.  But what you really need to do is be a bit more scientific about it -- can you slowly accelerate in 1st to a higher speed?  Minimize any possibility of slippage in the parts.  Does gagging the accelerator make it worse?  I'd suspect your clutch is toast.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||10-18-2002||03:14 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Now we're getting somewhere.  It really sounds like a slipping clutch to me.  I can't remember the top speed off the top of my head, but I know that redlining the car in 1st should put you in the mid 30's mph.  Hertz has a really good point about it possibly having a TEL tranny, though.  You should definitely check that out.  I think that one of the tranny vfaq's lists the tranny ID numbers, but am not sure...<P>Have you done a boost leak test?  This could also explain why you doubt the turbo's effectiveness.  I think there's a vfaq on this procedure.  <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com</A>   Look under intake.  Basically, you pull of the turbo inlet pipe and put on an adapter and use an air compressor to charge your intake system at whatever max boost pressure your car will see (so, if stock, 12psi?  something like that).  Then, all you gotta do is listen for the leaks, and fix as necessary.  Probably just loose IC piping connections, old vacuum lines that are dry and don't seal as well, and I wouldn't be surprised if your throttle body seals were leaking a bit too.<P>Good luck!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000009||gvr4ever||10-18-2002||04:43 PM||||The clutch can cause this problem, but I think you would notice the RPMs fly up on ya.<P>Another problem could be the timming being pulled.  I was pleged with this problem when I first got my car.  If you have bad lifter tick, the timming might be getting pulled.  When you shift to 2nd and give it gas, you might have more oil pressure built up and feeding the lifters a little more oil.  <P>If you don't have any lifter tick at all, then thats not you're problem.  However you still might have a bad knock sensor.  If you can hear lifter tick when driving the car, there is a good change that it is causing the problem.  The "true" fix is new style lifters.  I think there was/is a nice group buy going on.<P>Also our cars use oil.  Even a perfect engine.  So make sure you have 4.5 quarts in.  Check often.  Low oil can cause lifter tick too.<P>The over all problem sounds like the timming is being pulled.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000010||BeauDiddley||10-18-2002||05:11 PM||bojones69@hotmail.com||Thanks for all the useful information.  I think I learned more from you guys than the Chilton's manual I have!  When I get my car back I'll take all this info and do some troubleshooting.  I bet the clutch is the problem.   I just replaced the timing belt and the other belt that goes along with it (had a mechanic do it, not me) As far as the tranny I guess it could be a possibility that it has a different tranny, but it grinds in second.  This sounds like a regular problem in VR-4's.  Anyway, I'll keep in touch.  I know where I'll go from now on to get some good Mitsu info! <P>Beau||63.93.1.101||reg||14
Z||000011||BeauDiddley||10-18-2002||05:14 PM||bojones69@hotmail.com||When the car is cold , or after I just start and take off the car will get up and go like it should.  After driving for a little while it starts to act up.  It is really bad when I am on a uphill slope and take off. Know a good place to get a clutch?  thanks for the info, it really helps.<BR>Beau<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>I'll have to watch my speed next time I drive... but you should be able to get a little more velocity out of 1st gear at 6k rpms.  At least with the stock VR-4 1st gear -- is there any possibility that your car has a tranny from an Eclipse/Talon/Laser?  I understand that they have a shorter 1st (about 6mph less than a VR-4).<P>I personally wish that all of my gears were just a bit taller -- 1st comes and goes in a hurry, and if your synchros don't get up to speed (or aren't doubled, ala TRE) it's hard not to grind it sometimes.  The nice thing about a short 1st gear is you can do some wicked rock-crawling and hill climbing when you go off-road.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>On the other hand, it is possible that something in your drivetrain is not right.  But what you really need to do is be a bit more scientific about it -- can you slowly accelerate in 1st to a higher speed?  Minimize any possibility of slippage in the parts.  Does gagging the accelerator make it worse?  I'd suspect your clutch is toast.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||63.93.1.101||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/001067.cgi
A||||8||turbowop||pics of dads hotrod project||||14||
Z||000000||turbowop||10-17-2002||11:34 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I took some pics of my snow tires/wheels for Romanova so he could see them before picking them up, and while I was at my parents I decided to take some pics of my dad's 56 Chevy pickup project. Some shop in Portland did all the frame and suspension and he just dropped in the engine. It's a smallblock carbureted 350 crate engine with goodies already installed like a full roller valvetrain and stuff. Supposedly it is good for around 350hp. Completely new bed and rest of the factory the body is straight. He just needs to put it on now, get it painted and do the interior along with lots of little stuff. Should be done around next spring or summer. Just thought I'd share.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid36/paca74d75b0345ec3ecc064ff9163a1ff/fd2780e5.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid36/pbfdd5e6647130dfb3aa9dfec734599a7/fd2780e6.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid36/p602862dbd35bc7b3077bc99e24849a01/fd2780e9.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid36/p563c1a4eadea7e8931993a7ee45e8187/fd2780eb.jpg"> ||66.189.208.20||reg||14
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||10-18-2002||12:56 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Sorry but that's freakin sweet!!!! What are the plans for it? Show, or go, or just fun?||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000002||turbowop||10-18-2002||01:13 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||It'll be for show and go. A nice weekend hotrod. Also, the cheesy valvecovers will be changed to nice ones along with a big carb, etc.etc. He had been working on a 56 Chevy 2 door Bel Air post which he still has on the other side of the garage. He was building it completely stock, but got bored and went out and bought this pickup.(it came with no engine and it was all stock) He's much happier going with the modification route. I can't wait for him to finish the pickup so I can race him and then give him shit because I'll win.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||10-18-2002||01:32 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||It sure is nice to see parts that aren't rusted...  *sigh*  Some day, I hope to Blanchardize my VR-4.  <I>(Sorry Harry)</I>   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||65.43.123.114||reg||1
Z||000004||DSSA||10-18-2002||09:31 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Nate, <P>   Could this be Jez's future?<BR>&lt;grin&gt;<P>I'm thinking stroker motor or something fun though. ;-)||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||10-18-2002||03:03 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||347 stroker in the miata... Oh and a flowzilla blower  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000006||turboflanagan||10-18-2002||07:31 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Is the exhaust pointing straight into the rear wheels?  I can't tell if it turns again from the pic.  <P>||64.63.209.241||reg||1
Z||000007||talontsi||10-18-2002||09:46 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||That is a sweet project!<BR>Looks like that shop does really nice work.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000008||drew||10-18-2002||10:21 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||if you look closely @ pic #2 you can see how the exhaust bends 90 degs @ the wheel and again in pic #3||65.184.77.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001068.cgi
A||||15||Team Ducktape||vr-4 Cage Q's.||||1||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||10-18-2002||05:50 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Hello, the peoples who are runnning cages; what is the wall thickness for the tubing and what size tubing are you using for your vr-4's, or should I say vr-3's if you have a 4bolt  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">. Also anyone have a link to some regulations on cages, specific stuff like tubing and wall thickness. I looked at some pages with SCCA stuff but no specifics.<BR>Thanks,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||10-18-2002||11:43 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>Hello, the peoples who are runnning cages; what is the wall thickness for the tubing and what size tubing are you using for your vr-4's, or should I say vr-3's if you have a 4bolt   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">. Also anyone have a link to some regulations on cages, specific stuff like tubing and wall thickness. I looked at some pages with SCCA stuff but no specifics.<BR>Thanks,<BR>Rob</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>What form of racing do you want the cage to pass inspection for.<P>Drag, SCCA, Rally?<P>Buy a NIRA and SCCA rules book. <P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||10-19-2002||02:10 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I have a 2002 NHRA rule book here,lemme see..<BR>****"All materials must be 1 3/4 OD x .118" mild steel or .083" 4130 chromoly tubing except *A* (Refering to Fig. A in the illustration in the rule book-its the bar that crosses from side to side at just below headrest level,the seat back brace bar) which is 1 1/4" x .118" mild steel or .065" 4130 chromoly tubing."<BR>****"Roll bars must be within 6" to the rear or side of the drivers head,extend in height at least 3" above the drivers helmet with driver in normal driving position and within 1" of drivers door"<BR>****"Unibody cars with stock floor and firewall may attach rollbar with 6"x6" .125" plates on top and bottom of floor bolted together with at least four 3/8" bolts and nuts,or weld main hoop to rocker sill area with .125" reinforcing plates,with plates welded completely."<BR>****All 4130 chromoly tube welding must be done by approved TIG welding process;mild steel must be done by approved MIG wire feed or approved TIG heliarc proccess. Grinding of any welds prohibited. Rolbars must be padded anywhere drivers helmet may contact it while in normal driving position."<P> Theres more important info in the rulebook than this,just ask me if you have a more specific question,too much for my non-'typin a$$ to type it all...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 10-19-2002).]||129.71.114.58||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||10-19-2002||03:07 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||WOW thanks Ian that's exactly what I've been looking for!!! Is it possible to use stainless tubing that you know of? Just wondering because I get a deal on stainless.  <BR>Number 3 well I was looking to use the car for drag and possibly for rally, so yes I do need to get the NIRA/SCCA rule books. What are the specs of your cage? <BR>Thanks guys,<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||Ian M||10-20-2002||12:31 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| No, it appears that mild steel or chromoly are all thats approved. Sucks,polished stainless would probably look pretty nice!||129.71.115.162||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||10-20-2002||10:16 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>WOW thanks Ian that's exactly what I've been looking for!!! Is it possible to use stainless tubing that you know of? Just wondering because I get a deal on stainless.  <BR>Number 3 well I was looking to use the car for drag and possibly for rally, so yes I do need to get the NIRA/SCCA rule books. What are the specs of your cage? <BR>Thanks guys,<BR>Rob</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>My cage is a chromoly 6 point NHRA spec cage.<P>Rally and drag racing cages are VERY Different. <P>Harry<BR>||208.32.92.9||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||10-20-2002||08:59 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Got it, once again thanks!!||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000007||Pappy||10-20-2002||09:12 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.scca.org/amateur/performance_rally/02rulebook/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.scca.org/amateur/performance_rally/02rulebook/index.html</A> <P>There's the rulebook for SCCA performance rally.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||10-21-2002||03:46 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Thanks!||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000009||teet||10-21-2002||12:51 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||they are changing the cage rules for rally some this year.<P>basically you want to use 1.75 inch tube by 0.095 wall mild steel DOM.  I think 1.5 inch by 0.120 wall mild steel DOM will still be allowed...but I would check the rule changes in Fast Track to make sure.  I'll be making mine out of 1.75 by 0.095 wall.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.tamiya.com/english/products/24240imp_wrc2001/impwrc_3.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tamiya.com/english/products/24240imp_wrc2001/impwrc_3.htm</A> <P>Chromoly won't be allowed for future cages.  I completely disagree with this rule...<P>a rally cage "should" work for NHRA rules.  A NHRA cage will NOT work for rally rules.  <P>John||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000010||hibern8||10-21-2002||07:39 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well i called up rexmotorsports to get that cage off them today cause they still had it available and the guy told me it was for local pickup only. he says supposedly that ups wont ship it b/c its too large. so i guess that one is only for the people who live in the sunny state of Cali.....not cool at all||63.62.124.149||reg||1
Z||000011||Hertz||10-21-2002||08:29 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||UPS isn't the only shipper on the planet.  They're the united <B>PARCEL</B> service.  See if they can throw it on a truck (Roadway, Jaguar, etc.)||65.43.112.48||reg||1
Z||000012||04DrBlur||10-21-2002||10:02 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I have shipped about anything through a buddy and fedex.  Give them a call.  If they can fit it in a crate fedex will ship it.  You will get it in three days too.  Might cost a bit to ship something that heavy.  My tranny should have been $60 bucks fedex.  But i Paid $0.00  thanks Steve....  The tranny weighs 113lbs. just to give an idea of what to look for in costs.||65.42.48.194||reg||1
Z||000013||Team Ducktape||10-22-2002||03:48 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Thanks for the heads up! <P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by teet:<BR><B>they are changing the cage rules for rally some this year.<P>basically you want to use 1.75 inch tube by 0.095 wall mild steel DOM.  I think 1.5 inch by 0.120 wall mild steel DOM will still be allowed...but I would check the rule changes in Fast Track to make sure.  I'll be making mine out of 1.75 by 0.095 wall.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.tamiya.com/english/products/24240imp_wrc2001/impwrc_3.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.tamiya.com/english/products/24240imp_wrc2001/impwrc_3.htm</A> <P>Chromoly won't be allowed for future cages.  I completely disagree with this rule...<P>a rally cage "should" work for NHRA rules.  A NHRA cage will NOT work for rally rules.  <P>John</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||24.196.87.195||reg||14
Z||000014||suprflewus||10-22-2002||06:33 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||does anyone know if the cusco cage is nhra legal???<P>thnaks<BR>dale||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000015||Team Ducktape||10-23-2002||12:46 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I can't.||24.196.87.195||reg||12




ubb/Forum3/001069.cgi
A||N||11||hibern8||CAN SOMEONE PLEASE HELP ME OR ELSE I WILL BE FORCED TO SELL MY VR4||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||10-18-2002||06:13 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Alright gentlemen, sorry for this long post but i will make a long story short..i have failed my emissions testing twice already and i have one chance left. well i just receivd my final notice today and i have until the end of november to pass which isnt ging to happen... so heres the deal....<P>at the bottom of the form there is an option saying that "the car is located in another state" so i would have to submit the address of where the car is located and ho long it will be out of illinois and at that address... so i was thinking if i can get an address where emissions doesnt take place then i would be set. so i was wondering if anyone on thios board is willing to just let me put their address down on this damn form so i wont have to take the test, otherwise the plates will be suspended in one month. of course if anyone is willing to do this for me, you have to live somewhere where there arent any emissions tests.<P>if this doesnt happen, then i will have to sell the car. i would be so appreciative and i thank anyone who can help me.<P>thanks all-<BR>Ken<BR>541/1000<BR>ksdimarco@hotmail.com<BR>||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||10-18-2002||06:38 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||You can use my address. Let me know what else you need to do this. We can talk when you come up also. Do you need me to title it in my name also?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> I kind of feel responsable becasue you don't have the exhaust yet, but then again you do have a cat on yours right? But yes I will help you out.<BR>Rob||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-18-2002||06:39 PM||||Make sure your car has a cat and not a test pipe.  Also, see if you can borrow a ported mas to lean your car out for testing.  If you are leaking oil (valve stems), try a bottle of stop leak untill you can address the problem.  <P>Also, I've seen fuel additives to help you pass emissions.  Never tried it, I don't know anything about it really, but you could always try it. <P>Make sure you don't have a huge boost leak.  Extra fuel without the air = rich as hell.<P>William ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||10-18-2002||06:41 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Actually i will email my stuff tonight, or if you have it from mapquest from when you came up here before feel free to use it. We don't have emissions testing in my County. DONOT sell that fucking car!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||199of2k||10-18-2002||07:11 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B> DONOT sell that fucking car!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Or sell it to me  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000005||turboflanagan||10-18-2002||07:15 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||What are you failing the test on?  And what are your mods?<P>Have you tried some of that light bulb fluid?  That stuff can bring emission levels down like you wouldn't believe!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||64.63.209.241||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||10-18-2002||10:14 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||oh my gosh rob you are a lifesaver.... the car does have a cat but remember my exhaust is all messed up now. i dont think i need to title it in your name. this will just be a temporary thing. when i come up to your house, i am gonna take pictures of your car, motor, fuel cell, etc etc. if they have proof that the car is being used as a "race car" then i will never have to take emissions. mine is far from that but yours is and ours cars loo identical so i think that will work later on....i just dont think i can get all that done in a month. so i will do the address thing for the time being....plus my car technically should be at your place anyways getting all this work done  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ummm yeah next friday is when i would like to come up there.....oh yeah by the way i apologize for calling so much but i cant get ahold of you if my life depended on it.. i think the lady that answers the phone at your work knows me by name now||63.62.132.83||reg||1
Z||000007||hibern8||10-18-2002||10:17 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||for all the rest of you my mods on the car are afc, 550s and pump. hacked mas in hks powerflo intake, profec b and 2.5" catback. i treid leaning and richening the afc both times at emissions and failed. now im scared. ||63.62.132.83||reg||1
Z||000008||hibern8||10-18-2002||10:18 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||rob can you email me your address. i just want to send this in b4 its too late||63.62.132.83||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||10-18-2002||11:39 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Pull out the 550s for the test.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||Team Ducktape||10-19-2002||03:13 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yes i will email you my address, and no prob, she likes the new people to talk to  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> Also what kind of pics do you need? I have some I can email you, if that might work. And BTW I get about 8 calls per day from other people in our company and my friends, so don't worry about it. But it is easier to get a hold of me after 8pm at work, before then good luck.... ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000011||hibern8||10-19-2002||12:42 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well i have alot of the pics of your car from garfields site all of the turbo and so forth....also i think you posted a buncj of your car like two weeks ago....when the cage goes in that will be persuading so i think i have what i need for now... plus i will bring my 35 mm camera up there and take some pics  ||63.62.130.104||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001070.cgi
A||||7||1312VR4||HKS turbo timer hook up||||1||
Z||000000||1312VR4||10-19-2002||03:13 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||what do i hook this thing up to.I cant find any harness for it to plug into. Its the one i got from Jon. thanks, Tom||63.185.65.1||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||10-19-2002||05:43 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Mine came with a harness, What model is it type 1 or 0?<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||10-19-2002||05:56 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I think its a 0. here is the link with a pic  <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum1/HTML/000662.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum1/HTML/000662.html</A>  . I have everything but the grey wire hooked up now. Dont know what to splice it to. Thanks alot, Tom||63.188.193.79||reg||1
Z||000003||turbogalant||10-20-2002||04:14 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||it is prob. the e-brake cut out. When the e-brake is released motor shuts off kind of an ani-theft thing. Put it to the e-brake sensor.||65.177.232.233||reg||1
Z||000004||1quickvr4||10-20-2002||10:58 AM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Thats alot older than mine, Maybe it monters voltage or speed.<P>Zach||209.245.234.40||reg||1
Z||000005||JonGVR4||10-20-2002||04:22 PM||jon@jgronline.com||That is for the e-brake cut off.  It is optional to use.||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000006||1312VR4||10-20-2002||07:32 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||thanks alot||63.185.73.122||reg||1
Z||000007||1312VR4||10-21-2002||04:06 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Jon, the timer works great. I've already had some people come up to me on base & say. Are you just going to leave your car running like that. I told them yes, & walked away & just about the same time ,the car shut off & freaked them out.They were like WTF???  I told them something was wrong with the ignition & cant figure it out. One guy said "maybe your plug wires are shorting out"...LOL..man some of theses people. <P> They got into a mid 90's sentra w/ APC wing & painted dash panels. I just laughed.||63.185.105.170||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001071.cgi
A||||1||369of1000||PROBLEMS with the mail||||8||
Z||000000||369of1000||10-19-2002||05:25 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||So, if you caught me "nooby" post you know I just did a bunch of work to my car. Well its more of a work in progress. everything I posted is being done as I type, but I had ordered the ported exhaust manifold off of the dsm-trader.com and it was in the mail when I made that post. Anyway, I got the package on Thursday and, guess what, it was empty!!! Somewhere between Colorado and Connecticut, the manifold decided it didn't like it's box and jumped out. The guy who shipped it didn't pay for insurance so I think I'm pretty much screwed. Now I'm trying to trace the steps of the box back to various distribution centers in hopes someone found it on the floor and put it on a shelf. You guys have any suggestions or comments?||24.151.12.224||reg||8
Z||000001||ken inn||10-19-2002||06:37 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||if it was ups, they have an automatic 100$ insurance.  TO EVERYONE ON THIS LIST: i ship 20+ packages a day.  whenever you recieve a package, INSPECT IT CAREFULLY AND COMPLETELY.  if there is ANY discrepancy, or, if you shake it and it sounds like it's broke, MAKE THE DRIVER NOTE IT ON THE BILL.  then, SAVE THE COMPLETE PACKAGE; EVERYTHING.  then, call the carrier and report it.  ||209.220.6.230||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001072.cgi
A||||10||dazboy||My VR4||||1||
Z||000000||dazboy||10-19-2002||06:43 PM||dazboy07901@hotmail.com||As promised pics of my UK VR4<BR>2.5 Quad Cam 24 valve twin turbo 4x4 with AYC<P>  <IMG SRC="http://uk.geocities.com/dazboy07901/vr4_1.jpeg.jpg">  <P>  <IMG SRC="http://uk.geocities.com/dazboy07901/vr4_3.jpg">  <P>  <IMG SRC="http://uk.geocities.com/dazboy07901/vr4_2.jpg">  <P>  <IMG SRC="http://uk.geocities.com/dazboy07901/vr4_4.jpg">  <P>Or click this link if the pictures dont work<BR> <A HREF="http://uk.geocities.com/dazboy07901/My_Beast.html" TARGET=_blank>http://uk.geocities.com/dazboy07901/My_Beast.html</A> <BR>Let me know what u all think<p>[This message has been edited by dazboy (edited 10-19-2002).]||62.253.64.7||reg||1
Z||000001||JSTYLE||10-19-2002||09:21 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Nice!!!<P>What is the fastest one in the world? I know these are flat 14s in stock form but how many resources can you find out about these engines? Ive never heard of one that does sub 13s.. not saying that it isnt possible.. just never heard of any! But neat car i like.. wish we could import these to australia.. damn magna's!!!<P>Jon||203.173.160.165||reg||1
Z||000002||Tondar||10-19-2002||11:49 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||Hey dazboy,<P>I see you live in Milton Keynes, I was there about a year and a half ago working for Aston Martin.  I stayed at some pink hotel within walking distance of Aston.  ||68.41.156.82||reg||1
Z||000003||dazboy||10-20-2002||09:05 AM||dazboy07901@hotmail.com||hey thats about 5 miles from me small world eh<BR>If you ever come over again drop me a line and i can show u my vr4||62.255.32.5||reg||1
Z||000004||dazboy||10-20-2002||10:09 AM||dazboy07901@hotmail.com||more pics<P> <A HREF="http://www.bahmangroup.com/english%20site/mitsubishi/Performance/picture/galantv_c.gif" TARGET=_blank>http://www.bahmangroup.com/english%20site/mitsubishi/Performance/picture/galantv_c.gif</A> <P> <A HREF="http://www.bahmangroup.com/english%20site/mitsubishi/Performance/picture/galantv_d.gif" TARGET=_blank>http://www.bahmangroup.com/english%20site/mitsubishi/Performance/picture/galantv_d.gif</A> ||62.255.32.5||reg||1
Z||000005||GRV4726||10-20-2002||11:32 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||are those tiger stripes on the seets?? in red.. can't really see to well.. how about bigger pics? i think the new vr4's look so damn nice...<P>hope youre having fun with your vr4||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000006||smarcoVR4||10-22-2002||04:17 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Can you post it again? They arn't available anymore when I checked it out||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000007||dazboy||12-04-2002||06:46 PM||dazboy07901@hotmail.com||Can i post what exactly again mate?<BR>||62.255.37.124||reg||1
Z||000008||91 #680||12-05-2002||02:11 AM||detsss@hotmail.com||I think he wanted to see the seats again....more close up though.||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000009||dazboy||12-05-2002||07:38 AM||dazboy07901@hotmail.com||no problem will do some more pix this weekend||217.34.254.174||reg||1
Z||000010||lamps-oz-gvr4||12-05-2002||07:48 AM||lampsy@optushome.com.au||Damn, us aussies really miss out on the really good cars. <P>Sometimes I wonder if I would move to New Zealand, if it wasn't such a sh*thole<p>[This message has been edited by lamps-oz-gvr4 (edited 12-05-2002).]||211.28.96.71||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001073.cgi
A||N||9||terribleone||finding history on a vr4||||4||
Z||000000||terribleone||10-19-2002||09:18 PM||terribleonei15ii@aol.com||hello,<BR>   today i found a 91 vr4 galant at one of the most ghetto dealers in town.its 196 of 2000 and the car looks clean. i didnt test drive it cuz the toothless sales man said something was wrong with the turbo.and it would be running by monday.who knows..the car in and out is really nice. i poped the hood everything looked clean...leather is really great condition.but that doesnt help..im just trying to find out if anyone can posibly find the history on this car with out that car facts thing online? who knows.i figure since this is a vr4 forum maybe therse some more tricks..let me know..<BR>thanks<BR>||198.81.26.145||reg||4
Z||000001||turbowop||10-19-2002||09:51 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Write down the vin number and have a Mitsu dealer look it up in the warranty computer. It should show all warranty work done to it and they should be able to find out where it was originally purchased etc, etc.<P>Mark<BR>1051||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-19-2002||11:50 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||You can also try <A HREF="http://www.carfax.com" TARGET=_blank>www.carfax.com</A>   For a nominal fee, they'll pull up all official records regarding a car, such as whether it's been totalled, or had flood damage, etc.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.25.184||reg||1
Z||000003||terribleone||10-20-2002||03:26 PM||terribleonei15ii@aol.com||yeah,<BR>    i know a guy that owns a shop and he says he never enters that kind of info in the computers? i dont understand.i didnt try carfax but i do not have a credit card..and it said it has 9 records...hmm..id love to know what the damage is if there is any. thanks for the help. maybe ill run to the dealer ship today and see..thanks again.||64.12.96.74||reg||6
Z||000004||ken inn||10-20-2002||08:18 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||turbowop's idea is the first place to start.  just ask parts dept to do an inquiry on the vin.  if they will do it, and they dont like to, then it will tell you a lot of info.  like where it was first sold, who bought it, all recalls that were done, and if the next owners registered with mitsu, it will tell you who they are.  i bought a 93 gsx a while back, and did the inquiry.  turned out the car had a new motor put in at 48k, all kinds of other stuff, like water pump, this and that.  i bought the car in texas, and it was originally sold in south dakota.  has all the color codes, radio codes, stuff like that.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000005||iceman69510||10-21-2002||05:27 PM||||Post the last eight (MZxxxxxx) of the vin here, and I will see what I can find out for you.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000006||terribleone||10-22-2002||02:11 AM||terribleonei15ii@aol.com||here you go...let me know..009190..theres six...8 is including mz...well thanks let me know asap..<BR>thanks||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000007||iceman69510||10-22-2002||01:32 PM||||Terrible,<P>sent info to your personal email address.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR-4||10-22-2002||09:42 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||So what's up with the car?||68.155.50.79||reg||1
Z||000009||terribleone||10-23-2002||05:00 AM||terribleonei15ii@aol.com||hello....nothing too bad.....iceman is defintly a good person for helping me.thanks alot dude..im really tired and kinda buzzed from tonight so il lcheck back tomorrow on the board..thanks to everyone who has helped me.||152.163.188.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001074.cgi
A||N||0||broke down||SUPER cheap turbo outlet pipe||||10||
Z||000000||broke down||10-19-2002||10:52 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||STOP!!! Don't pay 50 bucks for some company's turbo outlet pipe.  Make your own for seven dollars.  I had a local exhaust shop make a bend out of the stock outlet pipe size (1 7/8").  bought a 1/8" pipe coupling, and a 1/8" npt to 3/16" barb brass fitting.  Cut the flange out of reasonably thick steel, welded the bend to the flange, then the coupling to the side of the bend, thread the barb into the coupling and bang!  new turbo outlet pipe.  OH yeah, I also put a bead all the way around the end where the intercooler hose goes on.  Granted, the bend is not mandrel, but it's damn close, and WAY better than the stock one.  To have the shop make the whole thing would have probably cost 20$, but if you have access to a welder and grinder, go for it!  Helped reduce spool up time considerably!||68.51.104.222||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/001075.cgi
A||||6||kartorium31||pressure test, no pressure||||5||
Z||000000||kartorium31||10-20-2002||08:56 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I went to do a pressure test on the intake and built a cap for the turbo, put the bike pump line to the nipple on the turbo outlet, then plugged the line that use to hook up to the nipple.  I started pumping and i couldn't build any pressure, absolutely nothing.  Do you guys have any ideas?  Maybe i have it hooked up wrong or a line that needs to be plugged?  all comments welcome.<BR>thanks<BR>karter||12.18.161.246||reg||5
Z||000001||turbowop||10-20-2002||11:05 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Did you have the engine at top dead center?<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||10-20-2002||11:59 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||dang, you people and your knowledge  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>i'll do it again tomorrow||12.18.161.246||reg||1
Z||000003||turbowop||10-21-2002||12:18 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||pft.....kids<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||10-21-2002||12:27 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||don't guffah(sp?) me, even if i am a kid, at least i have a car that doesn't burn clutch through the gears. lol||12.18.161.246||reg||7
Z||000005||turbowop||10-21-2002||12:33 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by kartorium31:<BR><B>don't guffah(sp?) me, even if i am a kid, at least i have a car that doesn't burn clutch through the gears. lol</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>meh....thats cause I got mad powah!! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000006||teet||10-21-2002||12:56 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||a bike pump just isn't enough CFM to pump up the pressure if you have ANY kind of leak.<P>the throttle plate should have enough blockage so you don't have to worry about the engine being at TDC...at least I have never worried about it.<P>you will be huffing a puffing so hard trying to build up pressure with the bike pump, you'll never hear where the leak is happening  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>time to get/borrow/steal an air compressor  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>john||134.134.136.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001076.cgi
A||||2||Hertz||Reverse blows lamp fuse||||1||
Z||000000||Hertz||10-20-2002||11:55 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I've been running around with a slightly dangerous problem -- my reverse lights do not light.  I checked the bulbs and wiring -- clean, unburnt, filaments intact.<P>Followed the problem down to the fuse -- the fuse blows instantly (not even a flicker of light) the instant I touch the reverse gear.  I guess that this means that somewhere after the switch I have a hot wire grounding out?  Any ideas?<P>Thanks||67.37.179.235||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-21-2002||12:39 AM||||You pretty much need the Galant books to figure that out.<P>If you want to try a maybe fix.  When I had a short in my car, I traced it down to dirt and dust in the fuse box under the hood.  Cleaning everything out fixed my problem.  You can at least check that.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||10-21-2002||11:11 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The backup lamp circuit is EXTREMELY simple:<BR>the +12 volts from the ignition goes through the fuse to the backup switch on the transmission. From there, it is a red/light blue wire the whole way back to each lamp. In the trunk the red/blue wire goes through connector F-25, over in the left side behind the power antenna I believe. If you unplug this connection, see if the fuse still blows. If so, the short is in the red/blue wire between the transmission switch and the trunk connector. If it doesn't blow, and I'm betting it won't, the problem is with one of the lamp sockets in the trunk. I would take both of the lamps apart and look for rust/metal shavings/part of an old bulb or anything that could be shorting across the 2 connections of the lamp. The black wire to each lamp is the ground. I extracted the pages from the manual to a pdf: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/backup.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/backup.pdf</A> <BR>I hope this helps. If you have a voltmeter, it helps to track down a short like this one.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001077.cgi
A||||7||blacksheep||PT cruiser  turbo - 2.4L  DOHC motor?||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||10-21-2002||01:37 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone know if this 4 cyl 2.4L motor has any mitsu heritage? hmm...I know some stroker guys who have mentioned taking a 2.4 liter galant block and mounting a 2.0 head but I wonder if this would work in a DSM as well ???||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-21-2002||02:51 PM||||I thought it was the 4g64.  Maybe not.  At anyrate, they come turbocharged now.  Only 215HP I think.  It should be more, but they prolly put a turbo on it from a cracker jack box on it and like 25 cats in the exhaust.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||10-21-2002||03:37 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Nope, The I think its a 420a style motor, Simialar to a caravan motor. I think the Turbine housing and ex manni are all one piece. KC if you want a six bolt 2.4 block that bolts up right e-mail me, Also the head fits perfect with no need to block holes.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||10-21-2002||06:20 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Zach<P>is this a stroker or a galant 2.4 L bottom end? give us the lowdown, dawg    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P><p>[This message has been edited by blacksheep (edited 10-21-2002).]||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000004||turboflanagan||10-24-2002||10:41 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||The PT engine is the not-as-good Chrysler engine.  I have driven a couple of the turbo Cruisers and they definatly move better than the N/A ones, but only to the level that the n/a ones SHOULD move.  <P>||64.63.208.60||reg||1
Z||000005||iceman69510||10-25-2002||01:12 PM||||No relation to any Mitsu motor.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||10-25-2002||02:09 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||If you are talking about the 2.4 mitsu that would work in the GVR4 without any work your gonna have to e-mail me. Not to many people know about it.<P><BR>Zach||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000007||Hunter||10-29-2002||04:03 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||doh.. just saw this.  k think my ears need waxing, i thought i heard the commercial saying 240hp... wonder if we'll get another 90's backlash from the insurance companies.. and turbo's will go out the door again....||167.88.200.30||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001078.cgi
A||||2||number3||SEMA anyone?||||1||
Z||000000||number3||10-21-2002||04:09 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Anyone going to SEMA?  I will be there wed-friday.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000001||blacksheep||10-21-2002||06:22 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Martin will be there, I was supposed to go with him, but work always seems to interfere...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||10-21-2002||06:53 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Really?<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001079.cgi
A||||1||1quickvr4||Any body own a GVR-4 in another country?||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||10-21-2002||05:54 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||I was wondering if any body owned a GVR4 E39a like ours in Japan and if they have any compariosons on them.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000001||91vr4evolution||10-21-2002||06:41 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Yeah, I own a E39A 1991 VR4 Evolution Model. This comes from the factory with a small 16G, 510cc injectors, possibly closer ratio box, possibly steel selector forks, stronger centre diff, 4bolt 4ws rear end, twin piston caliper front brakes (only on the Jap VR4 Evo and I believe on the Jap VR4 RS. Early Jap VR4's had single piston), different ECU, vents on the bonnet, extra "slot" on the bottom of the front air dam/bumper, green only on the instrument cluster, 180km/hr speedo with 180km/hr speed cut, orange indicators, 179kw(240hp) from the factory. <P>All VR4's in New Zealand are imported second hand from Japan (except for a handful brought in for rallying).<P>Probably the most desirable (and rarest) VR4 would be the 1991 VR4 Evolution RS, which has all the fruit of the Evolution, but is about 150kg lighter. It has windup windows, deleted rear wiper, no sound deadening, non-climate control A/C. It's rumoured that it had an aluminium(?) bonnet, but Ralliart reckons it was steel. I have seen one which I think was a VR4 Evo RS (but it may have been a converted VR4 Evo).<P>Mike.||210.86.45.217||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001080.cgi
A||||3||atsiauto||Bypass(ground harness) for timing where is it loc.?||||1||
Z||000000||atsiauto||10-21-2002||06:30 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Im an idiot. Did all my belts etc awile back painted the line on my pully so I can set the timing . Well,I cant find this so called ground to bypass the computer so I can properly set the timing , as the cam angle sensor was removed when the head was cut. car runs good but I want this dialed in please be specific as im easily confused!  Please help . Thank you guys Scotty ||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000001||bob in chicago||10-22-2002||09:30 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||To check the timing, you need to ground the timing connector (under the hood near the clutch master cylinder). Then, using a timing light, you adjust the CAS to set the timing at 5 degrees: <A HREF="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/timin.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.plymouthlaser.com/timin.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.myzero.com/engine/timing.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.myzero.com/engine/timing.html</A>  <BR>Warning: the timing connector is NOT at the same place as the DSM as shown on these sites. It hangs just to the right of the vehicle VIN plate on the firewall, along with the fuel pump connector. DO NOT ground the fuel pump connector, it will blow a big fuse. The GVR4 timing connector is the one that is inside a weatherproof plastic cap, and has just one little pin inside to ground. The fuel pump connector is a larger exposed terminal. (thanks to keydiver)||216.65.161.245||reg||1
Z||000002||atsiauto||10-23-2002||05:48 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||man thanks a bunch Bob ! Scotty ||68.57.152.6||reg||7
Z||000003||keydiver||10-23-2002||06:01 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Hey! I thought that sounded familiar!||66.156.209.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001081.cgi
A||||3||smarcoVR4||AMG Tuned Galant VR4 ||||14||
Z||000000||smarcoVR4||10-22-2002||04:10 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Ey VR4 Enthusiasts , am very curious about this AMG tuned VR4. Can you give me some details about it? Like where to buy the body kit,or is it realy an AMG-Mitsubishi production? Is it just the looks? What about the performance? What Engine does it have? Suspension like that of Mercedez? DO you know any site where I can view it in English?<P>I've seen 1 site, but it's in Japanese Scripts so I couldn't extract any info about it. I also heared that the kit is originaly from the US.<P>I was thinking of making a budget for 1. Or have my 91 VR4 dressed like it.<P>Can you give me also and idea on how much a good condition VR4 ( 91-92) would cost in the USA bcoz I heard that the US spec VR4 are a lot better than those that can be found here in Manila. I plan to import 2 units from USA. Ask me why not get it from Japan? It's becoz USA and Philippines drive at the same side of the road.<P>Thankyou all!<P>Marc<BR>||192.169.39.72||reg||14
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-22-2002||04:54 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||The AMG Galant is not a VR4.  AMG did tune the NT 2.0 engine to about 160 hp, if I recall correctly.  It's also FWD, not AWD, and doesn't have 4 wheel steering.  I think the suspension also got some tweaking, but I'm not sure what.  The AMG was more of an appearance thing than anything else.  It had a woodgrain interior trim, the body kit obviously, as well as unique headlights (like the '93 style, but with darker surrounds) and wheels.  I think that Garfield on this board can source AMG parts for you, if you want.<P>A good condition, well maintained stock (not modded) US spec VR4 could go for anywhere from $4k to $6k.  I've seen them go for as little as $1k (nonrunning) to $8k (well built).  Why do you say that the US spec GVR4's are better than those that can be found in Manila?  I've heard they come from the factory with a higher stock boost level than some countries, due to gas condition, but I thought that was basically the only advantage to US spec... we get the heavy bumpers, heavy hood, small turbo/injectors, manual climate control, no rear wiper...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||198.88.145.225||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||10-22-2002||12:02 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Check out this site.  <A HREF="http://www.a-toybodykits.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.a-toybodykits.com/</A> <BR>They have a nice blue one and they are located in Quezon City, Manila.||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000003||smarcoVR4||10-22-2002||09:34 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||That's good info. Am much more into performance than looks. That eased my dilema. But the AMG realy looks so COOL!<P>Anyway, maybe I can just buy the body kits from US. Maybe anyone of you can help me about the AMG source?<P>About that blue car, actualy I've talked to the owner. That was built last July of 2001. He told me that the body kits were originaly from the US and a local fiberglass kit maker "Options Unlimited" made copies of it , took the design for order to customize. But I still want the original thing w/ the AMG markings. The local copy isn't that good, you can realy tell it's a copy.<P>The owner didn't talked too much where he got the body kits in the US as he wanted to keep it secret. Dont know why. Also his unit is more of a looks unlike the real AMG tuned, like you've said, things are different under the hood.<P>Now that blue car is now black, and it's so gorgeous!!! I've seen the car again this last August at a carshow. Everything is new. The Engine, suspension, interior ...it just kilz me to have 1 too! I'll try to get the picture of it and share it. <P>Hmm... 1k-8k? Just the same here. About the rear wiper, we dont have them also. If you see one , it was just installed or made as option. About the US spec VR4, tell you, am not sure for the reason. But a lot of us VR4 enthusiasts here in Manila are dying to get 1 of those beast there in the US.<P>Mayber we can open a trade link. What do you think? I can work out the shipping. ||192.169.39.72||reg||7




ubb/Forum3/001082.cgi
A||||13||DeanCouchey||Funny clicking/grinding noise||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||10-22-2002||09:40 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||So this morning I was bringing my girl to school, it was about 30 degrees out. we stop at a stop light, had been going for like 10 minutes so the enigne was "cold". We go over a bump and I hear a clicking griding noise, it wasnt coming from the ECU, sounded like it was coming from the middle of the car. I was going about 60 when it happened, I slowed down and was still going. I eventually stopped at a stop sign and it stopped, we pulled into a parking lot, I opened the hood, vaulves ticking a bit but thats it. we start again and it doesnt do it until we get into 3rd gear, I drop my girl off and it stopped. What do you think it is? I know I have bad CV's and I am gonna get new axles from Raxles but would it cause that? Sorry for the long post but I am trying to get another car so I can retire this one to work on it with new engine, suspension and so on! Thanks for your help guys!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||10-22-2002||01:18 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||forgot to say, I have no mods to the car, it is a 1G tranny that was replaced about 8K ago. If there is anything else you need to know tell me so I can fix it!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||10-22-2002||02:45 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Can you be more specific as to "not going into 3rd gear"?  Is third gear gone (shifter in place, no drive to wheels) or is it more like the shifter will not stay in 3rd (hold it in place, get drive) or does it feel "blocked" and you can't even touch 3rd?||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||10-22-2002||11:39 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||my car goes into all gears fine, I was saying that it happened when I put the car into 3rd gear. Now I was driving home tonight and it didnt do it.... I dont know what it is!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000004||Dan D||10-23-2002||12:33 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||How cold was it outside?||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000005||smarcoVR4||10-23-2002||01:14 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||I heard that one before w/a fellow Galant enthusiast. Sad fact, it was the crank shaft. At high speed it would sound like crazy. At low speed and cold start, it just ticks. ||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000006||smarcoVR4||10-23-2002||01:24 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||I heard that one before w/a fellow Galant enthusiast. Sad fact, it was the crank shaft. At high speed it would sound like crazy. At low speed and cold start, it just ticks. ||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000007||smarcoVR4||10-23-2002||01:25 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||I heard that one before w/a fellow Galant enthusiast. Sad fact, it was the crank shaft. At high speed it would sound like crazy. At low speed and cold start, it just ticks. ||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000008||smarcoVR4||10-23-2002||01:28 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||I heard that one before w/a fellow Galant enthusiast. Sad fact, it was the crank shaft. At high speed it would sound like crazy. At low speed and cold start, it just ticks. ||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000009||turbowop||10-23-2002||01:48 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Sheesh! I think we get the point. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||66.189.208.20||reg||11
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||10-23-2002||10:14 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Oh ok, well now that I know that a few timnes over is it something that is bad? I also notice that the car is slipping in 3rd and 4th gear from 3-5K RPM's..... Seems funny cause it wont slip in 1st yet. Knock on wood!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||10-23-2002||10:16 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>So this morning I was bringing my girl to school, it was about 30 degrees out.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE> About 30 degrees. LOL||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000012||Dan D||10-23-2002||10:34 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||woops, didn't see the 30 degrees in the first post, and you say slipping as in you saw the speedo move in an un-normal fashion vs rpm?<P>Replace your speedometer cable.  When the grease inside wears out and the temp drops, it'll start to make noise.  Clicking at first them humming as it wears out more.  It will also also report strange and innacurate speeds while this happens.  Once the car is up and running for a while and the engine comp and interior are warm and toasty, it will often go away.  Obviously when the car is stopped it can't make noise.<P>It might be something else, but if I were you, I'd start there.<p>[This message has been edited by Dan D (edited 10-23-2002).]||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000013||mitsuvr4||11-04-2002||10:38 AM||||My car does this as well.  It was the speedo cable and occured exactly the way you are describing your noise.  My speedometer would jump and stick all over the place (not show accurate speed).  Mine only did this when below zero degrees.<P>Good luck,<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.240.254||reg||1
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A||||4||LAGVR4||overheating problem||||5||
Z||000000||LAGVR4||10-22-2002||03:41 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||what would cause my car to overheat while idling? if i sit in traffic for more than 5 minutes my temp starts climbing fast. the fan still turns on but doesn't dissipate the heat at all. it just started happening all of a sudden. ||24.126.240.116||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||10-22-2002||05:47 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||stuck thermostat.  when the car is hot, squeeze the upper radiator hose, it should be very firm.  if it is, then you have pressure like you should.  if not, you may have a leak, and be low on coolant.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||LAGVR4||10-22-2002||07:34 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||thanks ken. is there a coolder thermostat i can put in, cause it normally reads a little past the middle on the temp gauge?||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||10-22-2002||08:04 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||dont trust your temp gauge.  if your coolant is low, the sensor will not read, and you can toast the motor.  i think stock is 195, if you are not heavily modded, i would stick with that.  lots of mods, and high boost, maybe a lower one.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||smarcoVR4||10-23-2002||12:52 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Check your radiator. When rust starts to stick , heat transfer ratio isn't that good anymore since heat can't get pass through rust.Or worse, some lines are blocked. You can also have the water pump checked.<P>Your fan maybe starting late.Or your fan speed may not be that efficient.||192.169.39.72||reg||1
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A||||5||4g63t||Watch out for dead deer!||||9||
Z||000000||4g63t||10-22-2002||11:03 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Driving on the highway at 4 am, doing 80, all of a sudden there was a huge ass dead deer right in front of me. There was a car next to me so I couldn't swerve and I ran over it. Heard/felt a huge thump. Pulled over, look under the car, everything looks ok. About an hour of driving later (sun coming up) I see smoke everywhere. Pull over and take a look and theres smoke pouring off my rear diff. Pop the fill plug and the oil is black and burnt. Hooray. <BR>  Lessons Learned: 1. Drive defensively, you never know whats coming out from under the suv in front of you. 2. Pay attention to the car. It was probably whining like a bitch but I was too busy listening to the radio - good thing I saw the smoke. 3. If you run over/hit something, check everything. I looked under the front of the car, but didn't think to check the rear.<BR> This would be a great time to do a 4 bolt, but I dont have the time. Theres a yard up the road that has a 3 bolt lsd that I'll put in. I have a 4 bolt diff but no axles and I don't have time to source them/swap hubs.    ||65.129.80.174||reg||9
Z||000001||beavis||10-23-2002||12:16 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i hit a dead dog while changing lanes.  i didn't panic because good old carrot top came too mind and i hit it right down the middle.  i'm glad our cars have all the sub frame braces.||138.23.114.167||reg||1
Z||000002||4g63t||10-23-2002||09:05 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||I think I figured out what happened. When the deer hit the diff, it shoved it upward and smashed/broke off the vent thingie against the frame. I guess the diff lost some fluid/couldn't properly vent and burned itself up. I'm in the middle of pulling out the 4ws stuff- fun, fun, fun! I have a 4 bolt that I want to put on, but I need the axles - if anyone has some spare axles, please see my post in "for sale". Thanks, Chris||65.129.80.33||reg||11
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-24-2002||05:12 PM||||I almost hit a deer right after I bought my car.  Like the 2nd or 3rd day.  Lucky the car in front of me came almost to a stop before turning into a driveway.  As I started to take off a deer jumped over the hood of my car.  Good thing he made it.<P>Havn't had a close call since.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-24-2002||05:43 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||The day after I got my car was 4th of July... I was driving my brothers to a barbecue at a friend's house, and turning off our gravel driveway onto the paved road I punched it to show 'em what it could do.  (we live out in the boonies... some long straights, few houses)  At about 95 mph, this drunk fat bastard steps out into his lawn and throws a full beer can (open, thank god) at the windshield.  It explodes, beer goes everywhere, I hit the wipers to clear the windshield but no dice:  the can smashed one of the wipers clean off.  Man was I pissed...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||198.88.145.217||reg||1
Z||000005||hibern8||10-24-2002||09:27 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||what a fat bastard!!||63.62.124.61||reg||1
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A||||0||4g63t||Saw Nate's maroon car||||10||
Z||000000||4g63t||10-22-2002||11:10 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com|| At Maple Grove. Wow, what a nice car! Great job Nate! After the 11.7, did you run again? Two questions - What inline turbo oil filter is that and is there a reason you still have the throttle body coolant lines and isc hooked up?    Later, Chris  ||65.129.80.174||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/001086.cgi
A||||10||sk8bored||remember the superfriends ?||||6||
Z||000000||sk8bored||10-22-2002||11:31 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||I thought some of the other old farts on this board would enjoy this as much as i did<BR>enjoy<BR>kris myers (geek)<BR> #1316<BR> <A HREF="http://www.seanbaby.com/super.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.seanbaby.com/super.htm</A> <BR>||209.180.235.223||reg||6
Z||000001||Pappy||10-23-2002||12:03 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Oh wow, that brings back some memories.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-23-2002||12:56 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Old farts?  I remember the superfriends... didn't get 'em on tv, but I read all their comics, and I'm hardly an old fart:  20.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||198.88.145.229||reg||1
Z||000003||369of1000||10-23-2002||12:50 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I used to watch the super friends on saturday morning. Those were the days, nothing to worry about. Anyway, the cartoon network started "the justice leage" it's not the same but still brought back some memories.<P>By the way, I'm only 23 is that an "old fart"?||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||10-23-2002||08:53 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||No.||67.37.186.158||reg||1
Z||000005||04DrBlur||10-23-2002||10:50 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  how about on underware??||65.42.48.194||reg||1
Z||000006||sk8bored||10-23-2002||11:51 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||I guess 36 makes me an old fart compared to some of you whipersnappers. I remember back in 76 when this was the coolest show on tv, kind of like the transformers for you youngins.<BR>later<BR>Kris Myers<BR>#1316||209.180.235.223||reg||9
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||10-24-2002||12:03 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||And let's not be forgetting Thundercats and HeMan!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||198.88.145.241||reg||1
Z||000008||369of1000||10-24-2002||12:46 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||36 isn't even close to old. I'm still  fan of G.I. Joe, and He Man and The Transformers, And a whole bunch of others. You shouldn't let yourself feel old.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000009||smarcoVR4||10-24-2002||02:33 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||long live Garfield and friends!!!||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000010||Hertz||10-24-2002||02:54 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Puh-lease!  Star Blazers -- another fine Japanese import.  Take the sunken Yamato WWII submarine, convert it into a spaceship (plus "Wave Motion Gun") and fly into space killing giant aliens.  Nothing will ever top that.||67.37.186.158||reg||1
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A||N||14||Ferrari F50 GT||Warm Up Problem||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||10-23-2002||12:54 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||When ever I warm up my car from being dead cold it feels like it is running on 2 cyl.  I have to drive the car to opperating temp.  Then I have to drive it for about 5 more min at that temp to get it to stop from jerking around.  Any tips?  I just replaced the radiator and thermostat if that helps.  It has always done this.  Thanks!||63.231.76.5||reg||1
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||10-23-2002||12:04 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||I think I have the same problem, but it's not just in the morning, it sometimes will jump on the freeway also, I am  thinking it's something like Caps/ISC/wires/plugs, one of those....good luck||64.165.68.234||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||10-23-2002||12:51 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Do you have your throttle body coolant bypassed?||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||10-23-2002||01:45 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||No I don't, could that be a factor?||63.231.76.5||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||10-23-2002||02:56 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I believe when it is bypassed you could get less than stellar behavior when the car is cold.  But that's more like being in fast idle.<P>I always attributed cold-engine problems to the thermostat -- but you replaced it (the correct orientation, I hope)...||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||10-23-2002||03:24 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Yeah, don't worry.  I didn't put it it upside down.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||63.231.76.5||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||10-23-2002||04:26 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||probably the fiav||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||10-23-2002||06:41 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||What's the fiav?||63.231.76.5||reg||1
Z||000008||Hertz||10-23-2002||08:44 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||<A HREF="http://www.flaginstitute.org/fifiavlist.htm" TARGET=_blank>FIAV = Fédération Internationale des Associations Vexillologiques</A> or as we would say in the States: International Federation of Vexillological Associations<P>Of course everyone knows what <A HREF="http://www.dictionary.com/search?q=vexillology" TARGET=_blank>Vexillology</A> is.<P>Actually the FIAV is the Fast Idle Air Valve.  Here's a <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org/how-tos/tttt/tttt3.html" TARGET=_blank>DSM page</A> on it.  Also check for vacuum leaks!<P>||67.37.186.158||reg||1
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||10-23-2002||09:20 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Nerd alert!!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Just kidding.  That's what's great about this board:  you learn something new every day.  (even if it's not about vr4's, hehe)<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||198.88.145.160||reg||1
Z||000010||Hertz||10-23-2002||09:34 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Well at least I didn't post a link to the Superfriends page. ||67.37.186.158||reg||14
Z||000011||Ferrari F50 GT||10-23-2002||11:12 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||I think that I may have misled some people.  I don't have idle surge.  I am saying my car surges or jerks while I am driving it unless it is warmed up and then driven at operating temp for 5 min.||63.231.76.5||reg||1
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||10-24-2002||12:00 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Are you driving it somewhat hard during this warmup time, or gently?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||198.88.145.241||reg||1
Z||000013||Ferrari F50 GT||10-24-2002||12:25 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||Gently.  Once it finishes throwing it's fits, I drive it normal...and on occasion, hard.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Ferrari F50 GT (edited 10-24-2002).]||63.231.76.5||reg||1
Z||000014||ken inn||10-24-2002||10:02 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||it sure sounds like air leak to me.  also, if the fiav is not operating, it could be lean on cold start, and it will do just what you say.  try to disconnect the two little hoses going to the t/bdy, lower part, and run the car.  if it doesnt change, i would say the fiav is bad.  if you have an afc, try to richen the heck out of it when it is cold, and if it runs real nice, then you know it is too lean.  if you have a logger, check your low fuel trim, and your o2 sensor trim when cold.  if low fuel is maxxed out at 139-140, and o2 trim is like 160+, this is sure signs of lean.||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001088.cgi
A||||0||Team Ducktape||New WI DSM site.||||1||
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||10-23-2002||12:58 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Just to let you know about the WI DSM's new site. I would imagine some of you could give a rip, but it's new and still under construction  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> But feature car is intresting/neat to look at. <A HREF="http://widsm.axialmatrix.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://widsm.axialmatrix.com/</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
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A||||15||turbowop||garfield wright||||1||
Z||000000||turbowop||10-23-2002||02:48 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||What dude? I was looking thru my favorites and noticed you changed your dash and put on some new wheels. Does this mean you're keeping the car now? Did the new wheels curb your need for a "sports" car.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||10-23-2002||01:05 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I must admit it looks a lot 'sportier' now with the 18's.  It's still for sale for the right price tough.  Next in line is droppin approx 1.5-2".  It should look real aggressive then. <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/gallery.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/gallery.htm</A> ||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||10-23-2002||03:08 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||His own words:<P><A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/galant_1991vr4.htm" TARGET=_blank>Mine will never be up for sale.  I'm too attached to it.</A><P>||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||10-23-2002||10:11 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Hey!  I resemble that remark, and am guilty of that statement.  My reply to that is, everything has it's price.  I'm sure if someone made anyone an offer they can't refuse, they won't.||66.176.233.97||reg||1
Z||000004||04DrBlur||10-23-2002||10:48 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Sorry but I have already refused about 5 offers on the GVR-4 and still refuse no matter the price.  it means to much to me.  I found it fare and square and i built it. noone else is gettin it damnit......||65.42.48.194||reg||1
Z||000005||369of1000||10-24-2002||12:15 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I ask you what would happen if someone asked you "I love your car. The number of it's production is pricless to me and I would pay more than you would think is fair for it. How does $20,000 sound?" would you sell? How about $40,000? everyone has their price.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||10-24-2002||02:08 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||$40k is reasonable.  You got yourself a deal!  I'll need half up front.  You pay shipping or take delivery from Chicago.||67.37.186.158||reg||1
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||10-24-2002||09:40 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I honestly wouldnt sell my car for 20K, The chances of getting another one in good shape like mine is rare, the body is good and so is the leather and everything. If I were to get rid of the car I want somethign expensive like a beemer or Audi....||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000008||369of1000||10-24-2002||11:29 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>$40k is reasonable.  You got yourself a deal!  I'll need half up front.  You pay shipping or take delivery from Chicago.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You drive a hard bargain. But since I'm Bill Gates' bastard child and Microsoft pays me to keep my mouth shut, I'l take it.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000009||04DrBlur||10-24-2002||09:49 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I would have to say no to the 20g but yes to 40 g then go out and buy myself two more GVR-4's.  But I also must say that my leather looks almost brand new.  Have had a lot of compliments on how clean my interior is.  Now if i could just get the engine compartment to look that good...  I am started on it.||65.42.48.194||reg||1
Z||000010||number3||10-25-2002||04:19 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I'll take $30K for mine.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000011||Romanova||10-25-2002||08:24 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||The secret to plush, supple, kick ass leather: clean and condition every other week. Works wonders...||216.255.202.24||reg||1
Z||000012||369of1000||10-25-2002||09:02 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||What do you use? My leather is in fairly good condition, but its hard.Anyone know how to soften it up?||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000013||04DrBlur||10-25-2002||09:43 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Tanners leather preserve.||65.42.48.194||reg||1
Z||000014||smarcoVR4||10-27-2002||09:00 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Owning a unit of 1000 or of 2000 worths like the whole of the production. No wonder why Mit of Japan decided to make 3000 of them only and make it available to USA and Japan only also? ATTN: GVR-4 owners of USA, tell sumtin. Here in Philippines your GVR-4 can be taken as fast as next day at 30,000US$ I know of an owner of a local bank branch who has a GVR-4 , i don't know the number but was imported direct from Japan. He doesn't use it. He just likes the feeling of having that previlage of owning a genuine limited production car. A performance car. He uses his MB 330 daily and gets it dusted.But his GVR4, when you pass by his home? It looks like a 1:1 scale model replica of a GVR4 mounted on a stand inside his some sort of a show room with glass walls. He owns a an auto accesory shop. Maybe it's his dispay item with all the latest gizmos inside.<P>I bet, if he goes bankrupt, he would liquidate everything except that car. ||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000015||Romanova||10-28-2002||01:53 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I use Lexol products for my leather...||134.39.170.99||reg||1
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A||||4||GVR4_1221||JDM transmissions||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4_1221||10-23-2002||11:38 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||Has any one on this board bought a JDM transmission? And if you did what numbers are stamped in them?  Let me know if anyone has used a JDM in their car. I just got a switchable transmission numbers are c50ph ex9549<p>[This message has been edited by GVR4_1221 (edited 10-31-2002).]||209.244.108.13||reg||1
Z||000001||kartorium31||10-24-2002||12:20 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I have one, purchased from Mr. Wright.  I don't know the numbers though.  I'll try to look next time i am under the car.||168.99.144.187||reg||1
Z||000002||teet||10-24-2002||04:18 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||w5m332WQ  whatever else.  Bad.  gear ratios don't match up.<P>w5m332NQ whatever else...good.  Gear ratios match your US rear diff.<P>w5m3332NP whatever else...good.<P>other than that...good luck.<P>john||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-24-2002||05:38 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Hey John, do you have the part numbers for the switchable trannies?  Or is this even indicated by the tranny number?  I've been trying to track one down to send to TRE...  Found one for a grand, plus shipping, but that seemed a little steep.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||198.88.145.217||reg||1
Z||000004||teet||10-25-2002||04:11 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||cpl...something.<P>doesn't start with the standard wm5332 junk<P>Norm on the GVR4 list knows...ask there...<P>john||134.134.136.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001091.cgi
A||||14||DeanCouchey||Clutch slippage in3rd-5th but not 1and 2???||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||10-24-2002||09:32 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Is this posiable or is it another problem? I would like to say it only happen in cold weather but I dont know cause it has been like 30 degrees out the past few days. This is  what happens..... I can do WOT on 1st and 2nd, when I get into 3rd at about 3500RPM or WOT it starts to slip.... well atleast i think so, the revs go outand the speedo doesnt go up very much and you can hear it slipping, it also does the same thing in 4th and 5th..... So is it the clutch or something else? I havent checked anything, but i wanna know what to look for before i start to look at stuff.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||Carl Morris||10-24-2002||11:31 AM||cd2@cdmorris.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<BR><B>Is this posiable or is it another problem? I would like to say it only happen in cold weather but I dont know cause it has been like 30 degrees out the past few days. This is  what happens..... I can do WOT on 1st and 2nd, when I get into 3rd at about 3500RPM or WOT it starts to slip.... well atleast i think so, the revs go outand the speedo doesnt go up very much and you can hear it slipping, it also does the same thing in 4th and 5th..... So is it the clutch or something else? I havent checked anything, but i wanna know what to look for before i start to look at stuff.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>It's the clutch.  That's the classic symptom of a worn out or weak/overpowered clutch.  In first and second gear the car is accelerating quickly enough, and the motor is changing speeds quickly enough, that the intertia of the motor is absorbing some of the power being produced, effectively reducing the peak torque being transmitted through the clutch.  In a higher gear, nothing is accelerating as quickly, reducing the amount of power absorbed by inertia, so more torque load is placed on the clutch.  The fact that you're seeing this during colder weather is because you're making more power when it's cold.<P>It'll probably start doing it in second gear soon, and then completely die soon after that.  If you really baby it and don't let it slip at all, you may be able to keep driving it until you can put a new one in.<P>     -- Carl Morris<BR>||147.145.40.42||reg||1
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||10-24-2002||12:37 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||thanks Carl :-)||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000003||iceman69510||10-24-2002||01:00 PM||||Carl described pretty closely how mine went.  First some slippage in 3rd or 4th.  Then second, couldn't drive unless I feathered the throttle gently.  Then finally, 1st and the car wouldn't move.<P>A slow and painful death.  Fix it before it gets that bad.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-24-2002||05:36 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Interesting... when my clutch went out, it started in 1st gear and then spread up the gears.  Does the type of clutch make a difference?  It was a 4 puck clutch, very hard to drive on the street.  Had to slip it; I'm sure that led to premature wear...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||198.88.145.217||reg||1
Z||000005||turboflanagan||10-24-2002||10:26 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Mine started in 4th.  Then 3rd when getting on it, then 5th.  1st and 2nd haven't given trouble yet (I am very gentle now!).  I have a 2600 in the living room to go in.  <P>Any tips for VR4 trannie extraction? on jackstands, in the rain  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">?  Any volunteer helpers?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||64.63.208.60||reg||1
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||10-25-2002||11:53 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||does Exeddy make a good clutch? I am looking now, I dont have mods yet, looking at a new engine and I dont know how much a 2100 or 2600 cost... Might just put in a stocker clutch for now.... is it normal for a cluitch to go after like 20,000 miles? I think the thing that killed it was letting my girl learn to drive on it..... Also can I adjust it before I have to put a new one in?||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||10-25-2002||02:39 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Hehe, 20,000 miles doesn't sound so bad to me.  My 4 puck went out after only a few thousand miles... 5 at the most.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||10-25-2002||07:16 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<BR><B>does Exeddy make a good clutch? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I think someone said once that the stock clutch is OEM'd from Exedy, so its probably no better than a stocker.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000009||gvr4ever||10-26-2002||01:36 AM||||I've never heard of a tranny slipping, but could that be it?<P>I've had my clutch go out in both my cars and both times, I had slipping in all gears.<P>I just don't see how anyone could run okay in 1st and 2nd and then have problems in 3rd.  Thats just sounds wack.  I just don't see how you could be okay taking off in a AWD with a slipping clutch.<P>It really sounds like a clutch, but I just don't understand 1st and 2nd being okay.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||10-26-2002||07:51 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I second gvr4ever.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||198.88.145.161||reg||1
Z||000011||turboflanagan||10-26-2002||11:54 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I'd envite you guys for a ride to feel the will-I-be-stranded-on-the-side-of-the-road excitement, but it's too late now.  I got the trannie out yesturday.  It was much easier than I thought it would be.<P>My slippage was also worse as the trans warmed up.  First off, I could grab all gears normally, even hard; but a few miles down the road first and second wouldn't "grab" or slip.  But when I shift to third or fourth and step on it I would get some pretty good clutch slippage.<P>I can't explain why.  I'm just telling you what happened.  The funny thing is that each time it happened I thought I saw something hovering above the trees on the side of the road! :0||64.63.209.53||reg||1
Z||000012||BeauDiddley||10-29-2002||07:42 PM||bojones69@hotmail.com||Hello, I have a 1991 GVr-4 #1284 , I think I have clutch slippage problems also. They only difference is it only happens in first and second! When my car is cold it takes off better.  After about 5 minutes I try to take off and my RPM's go up but my car MPH does not!  The guy I bought it from said it had a new mitsubishi clutch in it (lying bastard) I looked at the receipt and the total for the supposed clutch work that was done was $260.00! yeah right I put a clutch in a 91 nissan pu and it was close to $700.00. Well hopefully this is my cars only problem.  It grinds into second after it warms up also.  What do you guys think?  Snowing like a #$%* right now, I want my car to perform like ti should.  Never driven a AWD car in the snow before, is it fun? Thanks!  Beau<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turboflanagan:<BR><B>I'd envite you guys for a ride to feel the will-I-be-stranded-on-the-side-of-the-road excitement, but it's too late now.  I got the trannie out yesturday.  It was much easier than I thought it would be.<P>My slippage was also worse as the trans warmed up.  First off, I could grab all gears normally, even hard; but a few miles down the road first and second wouldn't "grab" or slip.  But when I shift to third or fourth and step on it I would get some pretty good clutch slippage.<P>I can't explain why.  I'm just telling you what happened.  The funny thing is that each time it happened I thought I saw something hovering above the trees on the side of the road! :0</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||63.93.1.101||reg||1
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||10-31-2002||12:42 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||2nd gear is just a normal DSM thing, I bougth an OEM type clutch for 150 bucks and I am getting it installed for 200 bucks or so. If you want a clutch go to <A HREF="http://www.eclutchperformance.com" TARGET=_blank>www.eclutchperformance.com</A> ||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000014||keydiver||10-31-2002||10:07 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by BeauDiddley:<BR><B>It grinds into second after it warms up also.<BR> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The only real fix for this is to go to TRE or BM Tranny and get a dual-cone synchronized second gear installed. The original synchros wear out prematurely. In the mean time, drain your fluid and replace it with BG SyncroShift, Redline MTL/MT-90, or GM Syncromesh fluids. It will make it shift a little better, and help slow down any further wear. <A HREF="http://www.teamrip.com/awd.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.teamrip.com/awd.html</A>  <A HREF="http://www.bmtranny.com/services.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.bmtranny.com/services.htm</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.183||reg||1
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A||||9||1quickvr4||How to remove center console||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||10-24-2002||02:41 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Just wondering how to do it, I have removed evry bolt and still cant figure it out.<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000001||1101||10-24-2002||03:06 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Do you know you have to take the radio out also before it will come out?<P><BR>Ward ||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||10-24-2002||04:02 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Now theres an idea, Didnt know that....<P>Zach||4.47.33.60||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||10-24-2002||04:06 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yah, the radio must come out, then, the real bitch is 2 screws(might be 4, i cant remember)on the very end of the assembly, up close to the firewall. there will be a metal frame going up and down, and the very end of the console assy is held on there.   you gotta look real close, and them suckers are ON there.  i used a hand impact to get them off.  a normal phillips just aint gonna cut it.  otherwise, drill, baby, drill.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||10-24-2002||05:10 PM||||I just cut the last two screws I couldn't get.  They are such a bitch.  The ones pointing up kinda below the radio, maybe a few " tword the rear of the car.  There are plenty more to hold everything in place.  Just get rid of them before you pull your hair out and curse God.<P>William<P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||10-24-2002||06:11 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i actually had the practice of removing a console before, so i knew about the 2 screws, and i had my hand impact ready.  then, i put never sieze on the threads, and they are real easy to remove now.  same thing with the little suckers that hold the glovebox on, and the foglites.  hand impact, never sieze, now they are cake.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||Ash||10-24-2002||06:30 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I had to drill one of those suckers too.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000007||Romanova||10-24-2002||10:19 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Since we are on the topic of removing the center console, I tried to get mine off to replace the shifter bushings because my car doesn't shift for $hit... anyways, I got the console loose, but how do you get around the damn seatbelts? I can move the console back, but not far enough to clear the upper part where the AC controls are... <BR>Any thoughts?||216.255.203.53||reg||1
Z||000008||turboflanagan||10-24-2002||10:49 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||The belts gave me trouble too.  Trying not to scratch anything with the metal bracket and over the shifter...<P>I just pulled the belts out a couple of feet for slack and then moved the console to the back seat area (my seat was out at the time).||64.63.208.60||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||10-25-2002||11:25 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||you unbolt the metal guide from the seat with the belt and everything, then push out the plastic guides that are on each side of the console.  then, you just kinda wiggle the whole assembly INTO the back part of the console.  after you get both of them inside, the console comes right up.  i've done this too many times.||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001093.cgi
A||||4||ken inn||@#!$% AN fittings||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||10-24-2002||04:14 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have installed braided steel lines and an aftermarket oil cooler, using the 90 t/e/l oil filter head, and these F@#!$%G 16mm AN adapters will not seal.  whomever the idiot that designed these, between the threads and the head, the body gets a LOT smaller, and a crush ring will not center.  so, i get a pretty good sized leak.  if any of you decide to use the factory oil filter head and aeroquip stuff, before you install the head on the car, i would suggest you get the fittings tig welded to the head.  since i didnt want to remove it, i just JB welded them on.  what a pain.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000001||teet||10-24-2002||04:16 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||did you get the earls crush washers that have a rubber liner at the center of the dead soft aluminum washer?<P>the stock washers also have this rubber seal...<P>john||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||10-24-2002||04:42 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i first tried to use the factory crush washers. too much slack.   these look like they were designed to use o rings.  i am never going to use the stock banjo fittings, so i just jb welded them on.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||10-24-2002||09:52 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Ken,<BR>:rollseyes: Ever heard of Duct-tape? Double it up and cut a hole in it, then put the bolt through it  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">. BTW the part you wanted, well I have one that I finally could find, came from 980  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> It will be on the way... Anything else you need? I will take car of shipping also. But remember no funny stuff.....||216.183.225.195||reg||12
Z||000004||ken inn||10-25-2002||11:31 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||YO!  ROB!  what happened to your email?  it keeps bouncing all my smut back to me.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
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A||||0||slackr||electrical problems||||9||
Z||000000||slackr||10-24-2002||11:22 PM||slackrr@earthlink.net||having trouble with my power windows, all of them except the drivers decided to stop working at the same time and my power locks seem to be acting really funny. from what ive read i guess it could be the etacs but i cant really find much info on it. any ideas?||65.59.66.33||reg||9
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A||||13||blacksheep||Neon SR-T turbo !!!!||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||10-24-2002||11:37 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||just read about that neon turbo in sport compact car...<P>its using a 16G turbo as stock<BR>Has a functional hood scoop<BR>No mufflers (1 cat and 2 resonators)<BR>huge fmic (for stock)<BR>Cant remember, I thought they said it ran a 14.1 !<P>Article made it sound like this will be the production version, but I highly doubt that...<P>WTF, when did dodge get so smart? Thank god they dint make it AWD, else I would break down and call them brilliant!<BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||10-24-2002||11:40 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||This is pretty old.<BR>I don;t think that is the setup they are coming with fromt he factory but here are some pics of a tube one I took at NDRA in FL earlier this year.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/image/4631622" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/image/4631622</A>  <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/image/4631623" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/image/4631623</A> ||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-25-2002||12:24 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Good God!!  Is that a nitrous bottle under the hood?!?  Or fire extinguisher, what?  Either way, I don't see any reason to put it there... why not where the passenger seat goes?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-25-2002||12:45 AM||||Okay, I'm not sure where you heard anything about a 16G as stock or a FMIC, but it's suppost to be the fastest car ever under 20G.  It should go from 0-60 in under 6 seconds stock.  As for the 1/4, who knows.  Prolly well under 15s, but a 14.1 sounds a little fast.  Unless it has hella hookup.<P>Doge's faster car behind the Viper.  I will be looking at one, but I think I will wait to see how it turnes out overall.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||JonGVR4||10-25-2002||07:52 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B>Good God!!  Is that a nitrous bottle under the hood?!?  Or fire extinguisher, what?  Either way, I don't see any reason to put it there... why not where the passenger seat goes?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That is the intake manifold.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||10-25-2002||11:45 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||It is the saME 2.4l TURBO AS THE pt CRUSIER, 215 hp, dodge says 0-60 in 5.9 seconds, the big things is the 245 #/ft of torque. It is a few pounds shy of 3000. So it has what 5 more HP then a 2G GST, more torque but hell make a stroker engine and you have the same thing. I wouldnt be scared, its still FWD so mod it as much as you want but it wont beat an AWD launch :-). This is something for Civic and Sentra SER owners to worry about not us :-)||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||10-25-2002||02:37 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Ok... let's try this again:  Good God!! Is that the intake manifold?!?  Why so large?  Is there ever a point where the intake manifold is TOO large?  Sorta like on a NT car, you don't want to go hog wild on the exhaust 'cause you want at least some backpressure?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||10-25-2002||03:08 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B>Doge's faster car behind the Viper</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>To be anal -- it is Dodge's second QUICKEST car, not FASTEST (top speed).    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I read somewhere that the turbo is integrated into the intake mani -- turbo upgrades will not be bolt-on.<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 10-25-2002).]||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000008||Dan D||10-25-2002||03:51 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||&lt;I read somewhere that the turbo is integrated into the intake mani -- turbo upgrades will not be bolt-on&gt;<P>exhaust mani not intake.  The turbine housing is part of the manifold.  It also does not have a 16g from my understanding.  It's a reverse rotation version of a td04 6cm2 mitsu turbo, with a similar compressor wheel to a 16g.  Supposedly Mopar will have a number of aftermarket parts readily available and those will be all that work properly.  The ECU is programmed such that the tourque curve stays flat no matter what.  Using a boost controller will only cause the ecu to change something else to compensate.  Interesting way of forcing people to use the parts you want...for now <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>(info from a couple of neon and mopar boards)||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000009||teet||10-25-2002||04:09 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||in chatting with they guy who is running one in prorally...apparently...the stock tranny is a pretty beefy unit and should be able to handle whatever you can do with the motor.<P>they acutally retrofitted a lighter/weaker tranny in their rally car trying to shave weight.<P>john||134.134.136.2||reg||1
Z||000010||Hunter||10-29-2002||03:43 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||saw a recent PT-Cruiser commercial, touting 240hp turbo'd...  seems like everybody is trying to get into the WRX vs Evo battle...  this will be interesting... 'and good for us!' since competition usual drives down $$!!!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||167.88.200.30||reg||5
Z||000011||GVR1643||10-29-2002||09:52 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||BTW - if you haven't seen SCC mag, then an update: KC is right, they say 16G and say and show Big FMIC, etc.  Just fwd with no LSD (except maybe from MOPAR).  Not too bad looking IMO, but I'll stick with AWD and I'd do the WRX/EVO's before.  Actually the article on the Infinity G35 coupe was more appealing to me :-)||167.142.22.37||reg||1
Z||000012||gvr4ever||10-29-2002||11:52 AM||||If that thing had a 16g and fmic stock for 20K, that would be sweet.  I'll belive it when I see it.  <P>The only thing is, if it really had that stuff, why only 215HP?  It would be running at 8psi or something.  How tough is that engine going to be anyway......||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||10-29-2002||12:09 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I think I would believe car and driver or motor treend before I believe SCC.||24.58.146.89||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001096.cgi
A||||9||Romanova||Shifter bushing replacement||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||10-24-2002||11:49 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Has anyone performed this procedure that is outlined on <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org?" TARGET=_blank>www.dsm.org?</A>  My car doesn't shift very well, even after going with new tranny fluid. <BR>Just curious...||216.255.202.83||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-25-2002||12:55 AM||||I did it and it helped, but I would just order a short shifter kit.  Cuz even with a shooth stock shifter, it's still a truck shifter.  What were they thinking?  Geez.  Throw a big knob on the steering wheel or something.<P>Anyone have the factoy part number for the short shifter?  I havn't ordered one yet, and I'm sick of my shifter.  Cause I drive a Talon too and the Talon stock shifter is much shorter then the stock GVR4 shifter.<P>William<P>  <P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||sk8bored||10-25-2002||01:09 AM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||The shifter from a 91-94 tel is a short shifter for the galant. go buy one at a junkyard like i did .<BR>later<BR>Kris <BR>#1316||209.180.235.223||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-25-2002||01:15 AM||||Thanks for the tip.  I should have known.  O well.<P>William||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||10-26-2002||01:39 AM||||Does the year matter?  I seem to remember that 89-90 has a different shifter.<P>Is there any year that is better, or a year I should stay away from that wouldn't be a direct fit?<P>I think I found one, but I wanted to check on the whole year thing before I order.  I was quoted 20-30 buxs.  Not too bad.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||10-26-2002||08:41 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Yes the 90 is different.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com</A>  has a great write up.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4ever||10-26-2002||11:23 AM||||So then, is the 91-94 a direct fit?  Mainly the mounting points?<P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||10-26-2002||03:16 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Did you read the Vfaq?<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-26-2002||07:25 PM||||Yup.  It clearly shows that the mofugas shifter is different from a TEL.<P>That brings me back to the questions, what is the mitsu part number for the mofugas shifter as talked about under the Caps program?||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||10-26-2002||07:45 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B>Yup.  It clearly shows that the mofugas shifter is different from a TEL.<P>That brings me back to the questions, what is the mitsu part number for the mofugas shifter as talked about under the Caps program?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>A 91-94 will work it will however make the throw very short.<P>The Mofugas shifter is a combination of parts Based on a 3000GT shifter.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
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A||||7||GVR4-COOL||Is shifter movement common w/ GVR4?||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4-COOL||10-31-2002||07:44 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Is shifter movement a very common problem among GVR4?  I have test drove two gvr4 that have this problem.  <BR>First car - the shifter won't stay in gears when speed is low(will move itself to neutral).  Needed to hold the shifter in 1st to start driving.<BR>Second car - shifter (when on 2nd gear)moves a little when gas was released.  <BR>I have checked vfaq.com.  It talks about only 5th gear.  Can that happen on every gear?  Is 5th gear the most common? What is causing the shifter movement? I think vfaq.com didn't explain the reason it moves, or may be i missed it.  :-)  Thanks~~||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||10-31-2002||10:29 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Alitle shifter movement is common. The trans is fixed to the engine witch rests on flexible mounts. This is mainly to reduce vibration. Therefore, when you accelerate, the engine moves alittle, and because it is connected to the trans the shfiter will also move alittle. This is normal, however it should not pop out of gear. <P>Perhaps someone else can explain to you why it is poping out of first gear, doesn't sound good to me though.<P>I have test driven 2 miself, one with 162,000 miles and one with 119,000 and neither had the problem you are discribing.||166.90.229.194||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4-COOL||10-31-2002||11:07 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||"Alitle shifter movement is common. The trans is fixed to the engine witch rests on flexible mounts. This is mainly to reduce vibration. Therefore, when you accelerate, the engine moves alittle, and because it is connected to the trans the shfiter will also move alittle. This is normal, however it should not pop out of gear."<P>Don't know how to paste.  This works as well, i guess.  Anyways, u said it is common if the shifter moves a little when accerelating, right?  But this car that i drove, the shifter moves up a little (on 2nd gear) when i release the gas. and, it moves down a little when i re-accerelate (step on the gas pedal again, still with 2nd gear).  ????  Can anybody explain, please.......  thanks....||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||11-01-2002||12:15 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4-COOL:<BR><B>Don't know how to paste.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Click on the little icon/button on the post you wish to quote -- it is a document and a red arrow (last one, on the right).<P>I had my 3rd gear "pop" out after owning the car for less than a month.  Drove fine while holding the stick in place.  I followed the VFAQ instructions (there is more than one for the shifter) and tinkered with the cables/lengths until I felt the stick was centered and extended into each gear the same distance.  (Try searching the board for "falling out of 3rd" - or third)<P>Anyhow, it cured the problem, shifts great now.  Symborski's bushings are next and I will try and adjust the right-left a tad.  It feels like things are aimed just a little too far towards the passenger's knees (compared to where my GS shifted).<P>You should "feel around" and determine if it is play in the shifter assembly, or something deeper.  Nine times out of ten you're just dealing with worn bushings and excessive play/stretch in the cables.<P>Unscrew the shifter knob, pull off the boot and take a look down there (carefully) when shifting.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Then try searching the board for advice on the excitement of removing the center console!<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 11-01-2002).]||64.108.206.246||reg||1
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||11-01-2002||12:16 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||There is a VFAQ about this (www.vfaq.com) that goes into detail.  Supposedly (if it's the same symptoms) this is a result of a nut on the 5th gear assembly that is loose will allow the shifter to move like that.  Mine does this too so I'm sure it's probably the same issue.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||11-01-2002||10:34 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Some movement is normal, but popping out of gear, or excessive movement, indicates problems. If the shifter cables are adjusted properly, I would have to guess the bearings are shot. There's no way to know for sure by just driving it. My best friend had this problem, and it turned out the transmission was just low on fluid! Remember, the oil makes up part of the bearing clearances.<BR>Worst case, tell the guy it needs a transmission rebuild, and have him knock another grand off the price.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000 ||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR4-COOL||11-02-2002||12:32 AM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Thank you all for the info....  <P>Anybody else has this problem??  ||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||11-02-2002||01:56 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Yes, mine does this.  I have a blown front diff right now so I haven't been able to look into it further yet.||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001098.cgi
A||||0||poorboy||Crank question......||||1||
Z||000000||poorboy||10-25-2002||01:20 AM||peterandsaul@aol.com||Quick question, is the crank from a turbo 4g63 the same as the crank from the n/a 4g63.  Thanks for any info.<BR>Eddie||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001099.cgi
A||||22||turbowop||pics of my new wheels||||10||
Z||000000||turbowop||10-25-2002||03:13 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Finally after waiting four weeks for them to build them, here are my new 18" Centerline RPM's. The quality is excellent and at only 14.5 lbs they are very light.<P>     <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid36/pf2ad570c37ba1b1e05fa9417fde6ef00/fd205934.jpg">     <P>     <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid36/pd61d713eb9947cccf1351b97876c4f7c/fd205937.jpg">     <P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 10-25-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||10
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-25-2002||03:22 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Damn those look sweet... Didn't you already have 18's on your car?  If so, what happened to the old ones?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>And what did you mean by waiting for them to build them?  Are they a custom deal?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||10-25-2002||03:31 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Yeah, I already had some 18s. I hit a pothole and bent one. The city paid for it so I put that money down on this new set. The old ones were heavy and I didn't like them all that much. I've got the old ones sitting in a friend's speed shop with a price tag on them. I think some kid is coming down on Saturday to buy them. The reason they had to build them I think is because they are pretty new and didn't have anymore in stock.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000003||LAGVR4||10-25-2002||05:04 AM||jporczak@attbi.com||i just got some new joints too. didn't mean to butt in on the thread but i thought i would share.  17" rota tarmacs with falken azenis.  for that dark and lovely look.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/image/6067413" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/image/6067413</A> ||24.126.240.116||reg||10
Z||000004||LAGVR4||10-25-2002||05:09 AM||jporczak@attbi.com||[img]http://www.pbase.com/image/6067413[img]||24.126.240.116||reg||10
Z||000005||talontsi||10-25-2002||09:33 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Nice cars guys!<P>How do you like the falken azenis? I am thinking about putting them on the stockers.||65.32.23.106||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||10-25-2002||02:11 PM||caspa69@dsmtalk.com||Damn turbowop, you must get all the girls.....<P><BR>Zach||4.47.32.42||reg||10
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||10-25-2002||02:22 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Damn, those look HOT!  Too bad I'm broke or I'd definately get a set of those or the other new style (forget the name).  Great choice!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000008||Compressed||10-25-2002||02:49 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by LAGVR4:<BR><B>i just got some new joints too. didn't mean to butt in on the thread but i thought i would share.  17" rota tarmacs with falken azenis.  for that dark and lovely look.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com/image/6067413" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pbase.com/image/6067413</A> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Nice!  I really like the tarmacs, especially in gunmetal.  Black on black nile car is good, gotta love the stealth look.  Very mean.  <BR>I thought that Rota wasn't making the tarmac in a 4 bolt config tho?  Where did you get yours?<P><BR>||64.24.106.172||reg||1
Z||000009||Hertz||10-25-2002||03:02 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||As far as looks are concerned I am really digging the Rota Sub-Zeros in "Royal Black" -- specifically because of the silver machined lip.  However it appears that they are only made in 18"!  I don't think I really want 18" wheels.  Suppose I could get 17" and have the lip machined and then clearcoated?||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000010||369of1000||10-25-2002||03:31 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I realy like the centerlines, but I can't deside between the RPMs and the Excels. I guess for the time being it won't matter because no matter how hard I try I just can't seem to win the lotto.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000011||hibern8||10-25-2002||03:39 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||those centerlines are kickin kool.... damn that car just looks real damn good||131.193.12.104||reg||1
Z||000012||turbowop||10-25-2002||07:29 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||    <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<BR><B>Damn turbowop, you must get all the girls.....<P><BR>Zach</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/redface.gif">    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif"><BR>haha....if only the women around here knew that four door family sedans are cool....they would more than likely go for the talon behind my gvr4 in the bottom pic.<P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 10-25-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000013||Romanova||10-25-2002||08:22 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Mark, your car looks like ASS! Now I know why you left it in Yakima last weekend!!!<P>Just kidding man, awesome rims!<BR>Tyler||216.255.202.24||reg||1
Z||000014||Telecaster||10-25-2002||09:05 PM||telecastr@email.com||Are those Tarmacs hubcentric and what offset are they?  I was also interested in getting some rotas.||66.32.30.233||reg||1
Z||000015||Hertz||10-25-2002||09:06 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||You need to paint your window trim.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||67.37.233.88||reg||1
Z||000016||LAGVR4||10-25-2002||09:14 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||the falkens azenis grip like no other. by far the best handling tire i have ever had. the rota tarmacs i got through jaydm.com. at the time they were $440 shipped. he still had a bunch of universal 4 bolts left. i think they discontinued the tarmac style for a newer version. i'm not even sure what color my car is called but it's a dark charcoal grey that came with black '92 wheels. the '92 wheels and tires are for sale if anyone wants them. ||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000017||VR4coop||10-26-2002||01:24 PM||coop529@aol.com||i was wondering what kind of suspension you have and how much the drop is front and rear?||24.218.140.125||reg||3
Z||000018||evol||10-27-2002||04:39 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Centerline I think custom makes all of those wheels. I may be thinking of someone else, ,but my boy with an s10 on bags had to wait a few weeks for his 18's to come, too. <P>I looked at some rota sub zeros the other day with my friend. The black ones look like they match the paint on a black gvr4 almost exactly down to the metallic flake. ||172.130.15.11||reg||1
Z||000019||Pappy||10-27-2002||05:49 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||They look good man.  I never really liked your old wheels, too chromy, but those are nice.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000020||blacksheep||10-28-2002||08:06 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi<P>Can you give us more info on how to go about ordering these...would centerline make a 16x8 or 16x8.5...they should be just as light or lighter !<P>Thanks!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000021||turbowop||10-29-2002||12:36 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.centerlinewheels.com" TARGET=_blank>www.centerlinewheels.com</A> <P>The above link will give you all the info you need including dealers near you.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000022||Louters91GVR4||10-29-2002||05:23 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||those are tight. very nice gvr4.<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001100.cgi
A||||0||number3||Pictures.||||1||
Z||000000||number3||10-26-2002||09:18 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I just added a more picture to the GVR4 group.  If you are only a memember of the GVR4list group come on over!!!<BR> <A HREF="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4/" TARGET=_blank>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4/</A> <P>aka number3<P>Harry Blanchard<BR>3 of 1000 GVR4 --- 92 V8 Miata<BR> <A HREF="http://www.machv.com/stainsteelsc.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.machv.com/stainsteelsc.html</A> <P>"If something works, take it apart and find out why."<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001101.cgi
A||||4||kartorium31||any of you smell burning substances after long drives?||||5||
Z||000000||kartorium31||10-26-2002||08:19 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I drove to sea town today and when i come to a stop or get out of my car i can smell coolant or oil or somthing.  Kinda a mix of coolant and oil smell, It has always smelled like this after long drives on the freeway, but it is a little stronger smelling now.  what might be causing this?  I still have a slight oil leak but that wouldn't explain why it smells like coolant.  Any suggestions?||12.144.250.196||reg||5
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-26-2002||08:37 PM||||Check your coolant hoses.  They can leak before they bust.  Might want to check them before you go for a drive again.<P>As for the oil, sounds like you know about that....  <P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||10-28-2002||12:55 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||check the seal on the back of the transfer case.  if it leaks oil wil be thrown onto the exhaust.||138.23.114.175||reg||1
Z||000003||kartorium31||10-28-2002||08:49 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Thanks for the suggestions guys.  I don't think my transfer case has done the recall yet so i need to call mitsu.||12.104.69.100||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||10-28-2002||11:35 PM||||Also make sure you valve cover isn't leaking on the heat sheld for the exhaust manny.  A very common problem that can sneak up on you while your sleeping.  Gremlins live in the valve cover and they create leaks late at night.||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001128.cgi
A||||3||turboflanagan||CUP HOLDERS!||||4||
Z||000000||turboflanagan||10-31-2002||08:26 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/my_galant/myamg/dr2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/my_galant/myamg/dr2.jpg</A> <P>This AMG even has real cup holders!  Why can't we have real cup holders?<P>Is there some Mitsu part # for those things or is it a custom install?<P>I hate my arm rest obstructors.<p>[This message has been edited by turboflanagan (edited 10-31-2002).]||64.63.209.163||reg||4
Z||000001||drew||10-31-2002||09:05 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||Please don't jump to conclusions. the cupholders on this car is from a Eunos (Mazda) 800 according to his website.<BR>||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||11-01-2002||12:25 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||My GS was missing the cupholder and I was fairly successful with just placing my drink in the storage area.  In fact, I could almost close the armrest on my [fast-food beverage].<P>I think trying to use the shallow cup holder will eventually result in one or more of the following:  carpal tunnel syndrome, tennis elbow, missed shift, and a wet lap.<P>What our cars are really missing is a flower vase.||64.108.206.246||reg||1
Z||000003||mitsuvr4||11-04-2002||10:55 AM||||I've found that a large drink from most fast food places will reside nicely between the drivers seat and the door.  Make sure your seat adjustment levers are flat and set it right on top of the recliner lever.  Depending on the diameter of the cup it may tilt it slightly forward or backwards, so I wouldn't suggest this with a completely full cup.  And obviously only a cup with a lid on it.<P>Disclaimer: Fast cornering at your own risk of a new stickier interior.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  And don't forget your drink when you open the door (or say goodbye to it).<P>Later,<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.240.254||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/001103.cgi
A||||3||4g63t||Another day with my baby...||||1||
Z||000000||4g63t||10-27-2002||01:54 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||What a great day. I just spent all day underneath this damn car and it still doesn't work. I fried my rear diff last week after I ran over a dead deer and smashed the vent. I was going to try to install a 4 bolt but I cannot find axles ANYWHERE. So I figured I would clean my diff out real good and try it - maybe it would work. For the record, I would like to find the guy who designed our 4ws and rip his throat out. What a bitch to pull all of that crap out of there - the pump and all the twenty thousand lines with fluid pissing all over you while you roll around under the car like a pig wallowing around in its own feces. In the end the diff was still whining and overheating and something in the back was rattling and vibrating real bad and during the test drive my cv joint started clicking nicely then the plugs I made to block off the lines from the front rack blew out and emptied the entire  contents of the power steering system all over the newly sealed driveway... Yes sir, another fantastic day enjoying my wonderful car...  ||65.129.80.18||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||10-27-2002||01:26 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||amen||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000002||Nate||10-27-2002||11:34 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||For what its worth, oil pan drain plugs work for blocking off the front steering rack.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||4g63t||10-27-2002||07:36 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Thanks, I was about to try all kinds of crazy stuff to block them off but thats much easier. ||65.129.80.122||reg||12




ubb/Forum3/001104.cgi
A||||0||smarcoVR4||Carburator??||||9||
Z||000000||smarcoVR4||10-28-2002||01:29 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||I've just recently got a very cheap 89 Galant. It's a good deal. Everything is a VIRGIN! Even the engine! A carburator engine. Ok at first I shouldn't have taken it if it wasn't for the price. But the car is a real clean unit.<P>Now, can anyone give a good website for instructions of tunning a carburator? Or something like repairing a carburator? Coz the engine gets so sluggish. I can deal with the timming and the engine block is still ok.<P>Also , is there any good modification to make it efficient, increase HP ?  Is there a turbo available for carbs?<P>Any advise you have in mind? <P>||192.169.39.72||reg||9




ubb/Forum3/001105.cgi
A||||4||beavis||wet dreams||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||10-28-2002||12:53 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.racingflix.com/featuredride.asp?f=4" TARGET=_blank>http://www.racingflix.com/featuredride.asp?f=4</A> ||138.23.114.175||reg||1
Z||000001||Louters91GVR4||10-29-2002||12:23 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Someone in here has to have a 902AWHP Galant right???||216.153.165.31||reg||6
Z||000002||Hertz||10-29-2002||12:36 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Forget tranny problems -- that would twist the whole frame.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-29-2002||01:03 PM||||Power: 902 RWHP without Nitrous<BR>1/4 mi. Time: 10.56 @ 140 MPH<P>I think we would run a little faster too if we had that much power.<P>BTW, whats up with that time?  Too much power for hookup?  Can't slam big enough tires on the rear?  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||hibern8||10-29-2002||03:23 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||how bout it...if i had a 900whp supra and ran in the mid tens with it, id be embarassed.||63.62.126.131||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001106.cgi
A||||1||16GVR4||1G BOV squeal at low rpm lift-off||||1||
Z||000000||16GVR4||10-28-2002||01:31 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Hi guys:<P>A while back I mentioned about BOV squealing on both mine and my coworkers GVR4. We both have a crushed 1G BOV.<P>This weekend, Ward lent me his uncrushed 1G BOV ( thanks! ). After I swapped this BOV with my crushed BOV, the squeal was gone.<P>Has anyone else experience squealing BOV after they crushed their BOV ? The squeal is most noticeable when you lift-off the throttle at low rpm. It sounds a lot like brake squeal.<P>I'm trying to figure out what's causing the squeal.<P>TIA.||209.213.198.25||reg||1
Z||000001||bob in chicago||10-28-2002||03:04 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I get a "peeep" out of my boost control solenoid upon lifting throttle. I also have a cruched BOV. I ignore it.||24.148.88.85||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001107.cgi
A||||20||SPEEDFIEND||Question About Wheels||||1||
Z||000000||SPEEDFIEND||10-28-2002||08:24 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||If you go to this web site: <A HREF="http://www2p.biglobe.ne.jp/~inucchi/GALANT/meeting/011007.03.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www2p.biglobe.ne.jp/~inucchi/GALANT/meeting/011007.03.html</A>      Can anyone tell me what type of rims are on the maroon VR4.  I can't read japanese and I'd really like to find out who makes those.  Kris||65.130.110.94||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||10-28-2002||09:02 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||The link doesn't seem to work  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||10-28-2002||09:40 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I suppose he means this car:   <IMG SRC="http://www2p.biglobe.ne.jp/~inucchi/GALANT/meeting/pic/011007_36.jpg">   from <A HREF="http://www2p.biglobe.ne.jp/~inucchi/GALANT/meeting/011007_03.html" TARGET=_blank>this page</A>.<P>I guess that's Dogleg's car, I can't really read Japanese -- thought it doesn't look like the one here: <A HREF="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/dogleg/dogleg.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/dogleg/dogleg.html</A>   But anyway, those wheels could be any number of Japanese or domestic wheels.  5Zigen, Rota, Evolutions, who knows.  It mentions a Nissan Skyline, but I don't know the context.<P>BTW, anyone who has ever visited the AMG Galant site, it seems to have been updated recently.<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 10-28-2002).]||68.22.102.223||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||10-28-2002||10:32 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Hey,try this: <A HREF="http://babelfish.altavista.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://babelfish.altavista.com/</A> <P> Here is what the caption below the picture says:"Last year can suprise the place with the AMG as for the DOGLEG which this year rode the VR-4. The r-32 (the non GT-R)you called also the feather and it was the feeling,but this aluminum they are 19" or D*&*"<P>Type in the web address there,and it will translate it into some somewhat broken english...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 10-28-2002).]||129.71.114.83||reg||1
Z||000004||drew||10-29-2002||12:00 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||DOGLEG who suprised everyone last year in his AMG came this year in this VR4. The R32 (non-GT-R) wing looked great, but wow check out them 19s! <P>No specifics on what kinda rims they are, but they look like Versus (Rays Engineering) to me. ||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||10-29-2002||10:56 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Well those wheels on the light blue car appear to be Advans, but I dunno about the maroon car.  I really dig those though.  A lot of wheels don't seem to go well on the GVR-4 & those look sweet.  I have a pic of a Nile Black GVR-4 with what appear to be the same wheels on it too.  If I can find it I'll post it.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||10-29-2002||10:57 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||BTW  Anybody have any info on DOGLEG's headlights?  I love those & wouldn't mind getting a set if possible & I really don't have the patience (read: skill) to design my own.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||10-29-2002||12:48 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I think the general consensus was they are BMW M3 lights, body parts (or body kit) and lots of hacking.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000008||SPEEDFIEND||10-29-2002||09:43 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Good lord those are 19's.  Jesus!!!  I agree though not many rims look that good on a VR4.  I personally like my stockers very much but, I thought those would look SWEET on my Kensington Gray car.  That AMG site is really cool, I just wish me could read it.  Sorry about the link.  I never seem to get them to work, whats the trick?  Oh, anyone no where we could get that smooth gas door.  That adds a nice clean look to the car I think.  Thanks for everyone's help.  Kris||206.214.57.208||reg||1
Z||000009||bob dole||10-29-2002||11:36 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||They look like my wheels on my galant but in single pc.  The wheel should be versus spada. Which is made by Rays eng.  I have the two pc Wheel which is versus spade wide. They look just like them. It could be a copy of them.  <A HREF="http://www.mackinindustries.com/versus.html." TARGET=_blank>www.mackinindustries.com/versus.html.</A>  The wheel take for ever to get. Mine of for sale. 18 7.5  37 offset. ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000010||SPEEDFIEND||10-30-2002||03:49 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I think your right.  They exactly like those.  Thanks man.  You say your's are forsale?  Could you send me some pics of yours.  I'd like to see the difference between the wide and regular.  I might be interested in them.  Kris  ||206.214.57.5||reg||1
Z||000011||bob dole||10-30-2002||06:35 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||The are on the lexus is300 <A HREF="http://www.extremeimports.net/mark.html." TARGET=_blank>www.extremeimports.net/mark.html.</A>  They are the same as mine. ||65.32.189.147||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||10-30-2002||07:03 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I don't know about any wheels in that first link....<P>DSSA you would like much...<BR> <A HREF="http://sabra.e-shogakukan.com/biglobe/easy/with/index-ble.html?VD" TARGET=_blank>http://sabra.e-shogakukan.com/biglobe/easy/with/index-ble.html?VD</A> ||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000013||bob dole||10-30-2002||07:52 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||sorry link didn't work try this one. <A HREF="http://www.rayswheels.co.jp/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rayswheels.co.jp/</A>  ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000014||SPEEDFIEND||10-30-2002||10:29 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Hey bob, I like the look of the regular wheel.  The wide looks good to but I like the other one better.  Thanks for your help though.  You were the only person who knew what that wheel was.  Do you happen to know how long they have been making that wheel.  Seems that companys are always changing their designs.  Thanks again for your help.  Kris||206.214.56.108||reg||1
Z||000015||bob dole||10-30-2002||11:33 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||ya i think the wheel has been out for a least 4 years.  I can get them for you but, they take a long time to get. Something like 3 to 4 months. I waited 3 months for mine. I have sold a couple sets before. They aren't to expensive in the single pc. I would say about 275 a wheel.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000016||SPEEDFIEND||10-31-2002||03:49 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Do you happen to know how heavy 18X7 would be?  kris||206.214.57.219||reg||1
Z||000017||hibern8||11-04-2002||05:49 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||those are the versus spada by rays eng. "bob dole" is right again. ||63.62.124.130||reg||1
Z||000018||bob dole||11-04-2002||07:56 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com|| They are average for a 18 inch wheel.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000019||Doug Thomas||11-04-2002||08:08 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by SPEEDFIEND:<BR><B>Do you happen to know how heavy 18X7 would be?  kris</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>They weigh 25.5lbs<P><p>[This message has been edited by Doug Thomas (edited 11-05-2002).]||67.84.197.176||reg||1
Z||000020||broke down||11-04-2002||10:59 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||those wheels look a lot like a set of Mille Miglia brand wheels that I've seen on a Passat at my shop.  If you can't get those, check on the MM's.  I know that they make a 19, but not sure if they're made for our cars.||68.51.68.201||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001108.cgi
A||||1||369of1000||a different question about wheels||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||10-28-2002||11:04 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Ok, I know there has been a lot of discussion about wheels, so I hope this isn't too boring. We have hub-centric rims and need aftermarket rims to also be hub-centric. How can you tell if a rim is hub-centric. I've seen plenty of wheels with the 4x114 pattern and a +40 offset. Most of them are advertised as being great for Honda. They say nothing about being hub-centric or not. Is there a way to tell?<p>[This message has been edited by 369of1000 (edited 10-28-2002).]||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||10-29-2002||12:39 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||When you buy aftermarket wheels from a tire/wheel shop they usually have hubcentric rings that will fit your wheels/car. It's just a plastic ring (or metal) that fits inside the hole in the center of the wheel and goes over the hub when the wheel is put on to keep it centered.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001109.cgi
A||||3||Telecaster||2G Downpipe||||1||
Z||000000||Telecaster||10-29-2002||01:03 AM||telecastr@email.com||I found a good deal on a 2G 3" downpipe.  Would it fit on our cars. I was also planning to get a Hi-flow cat to go along with it.  On a side note, how many miles per tank of gas do you get your cars?  I get around 230 miles a tank with a 16G, 255 Walbro, 2.5 cat-back, with occasional boosting at 14 psi.  But i still haven't got a FPR yet, so i'm running a bit rich.||66.32.26.7||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-29-2002||02:09 AM||||As long as it is from a AWD and not a FWD it will fit.<P>I get about 230 miles per tank before my gas gage reads E, but I still have about 5 or 6 gallons left.  Never had the balls to see how far I could really go.  Should be able to go 300-330 miles per tank on 16.5 gallons of gas.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||10-29-2002||12:55 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||3" turbo back, hiflow cat, extra resonator, BCS restrictor removed (12.5psi) -- I get 300 miles to a tank (usually 13.5 gallons and around 22mpg).  I'll go fast on the highway, but I don't drive like a maniac around town.  Should be good for 350+ miles on vapor.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000003||BluFalcon||10-29-2002||02:17 PM||muttski@gte.net||I get about 270 to a tank.  3 in turbo back, 510's, SAFC, small 16G, Walbro 255 lph HP pump.  I need to go in and replace some ground leads and get a adjustable FPR.  I wishe i could get 300 to a tank...||4.64.85.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001110.cgi
A||||2||Louters91GVR4||Hey, I am new||||7||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||10-29-2002||12:04 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Hey Guys,<BR>My name is Tom, and I just purchased a near mint 1991 Galant VR4, and I love it. I will probably be needing you guys' help for the modification process. Thanks and looking forward to talking to you guys.<P>-Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||7
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-29-2002||03:29 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Congratulations, and welcome to the fold!  Enjoy your newfound love/hate relationship:  you'll love the car, and your wallet will hate it.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||Louters91GVR4||10-29-2002||05:20 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||i know, i was looking into a few different parts for it, my friend has a 12.3 second eclipse gsx, he has put a good deal of flow into it. i will just have to take it slow.<BR>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001111.cgi
A||||0||DeanCouchey||How to make your Sentra SE go 14.7!||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||10-29-2002||12:11 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||some of you may have seen this already but I think this is to funny! <A HREF="http://www.sportcompactcarweb.com/features/0208_scared/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.sportcompactcarweb.com/features/0208_scared/</A> ||24.58.146.89||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001112.cgi
A||||3||mitsuvr4||Custom catback?||||5||
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||10-29-2002||02:52 PM||||My daily driver needs a new (or used in good shape) catback exhaust.<P>My hitch is that I'd like a dual tip muffler that looks similar to stock instead of the 4" tipped bazooka pipe.  The only online source I've found is Mofugas and they don't list a dual tip option.<P>Anyone know a source for a 2.5" catback with a dual tip muffler that flows well?<P>Thanks for the help.<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.247.150||reg||5
Z||000001||a_santos||10-29-2002||06:53 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Your best bet would be to get one custom made. Find the muffler you want, I recommend Remus, and go to a good shop and have them custom bend one for you. The instalation and custom bending should not cost more then $150. On ebay you can find many Remus imitations, but the real thing will run about $350-500. Try to find one through a Canadian website or dealer, as it is much cheaper there. If you want to check out Remus mufflers, go to their site <A HREF="http://www.remusexhaust.com" TARGET=_blank>www.remusexhaust.com</A>  <P>||64.152.153.32||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsu13ishi||10-29-2002||10:12 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||can u just go to Autozone buy some straight pipe, 45 deg. and 90 degs instead of paying for somebody with a mandrel to bend it?<P>i know what u mean about the 4" tip. 3" would be MAX for me.<P>OR, maybe mofugas could just sell you the cat-back pipe? and you buy your own muffler?||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||10-29-2002||10:36 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Certified Muffler (www.certifiedmuffler.com) makes a dual tip catback, but I contacted them & it's only available in 2.5" so if you want bigger you're kinda s.o.l. there.  ||152.163.188.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001113.cgi
A||N||12||Ferrari F50 GT||Evo WRC||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||10-29-2002||02:55 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||What turbo does the Evo WRC use?  Big 16?||63.227.44.7||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-29-2002||05:24 PM||||I can't find the info....  I would think it uses the 16g because it puts out 300HP and it needs to spool up fast.  Anything bigger wouldn't work for comming out of corners.  Also they don't need a top speed much past 100.<P>Just my guess tho.  I can't find any hard data.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||10-29-2002||05:42 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||My guess is that it's some sort of titanium ball bearing turbo.||140.247.202.55||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||10-29-2002||05:43 PM||caspa69@juno.com||18g?<P>Zach||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||10-29-2002||05:44 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Yeah, probably is a 16g.  Who knows what goodies they have on that thing.  The compressor wheel could be even bigger since they have the anti-lag system to help out.||63.227.44.7||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||10-29-2002||05:55 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||check out <A HREF="http://www.myevo.com" TARGET=_blank>www.myevo.com</A> ||138.23.82.57||reg||1
Z||000006||a_santos||10-29-2002||06:48 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||WRC cars are limited to 300bhp. However it is common knowledge that they make much more. Their torque figures are above 500. Because of hte technology they use, lag is almost non existent. Fuel actually combusts in the exhaust manifold, when off throtle, thus eliminating lag. The timing is the main thing they fuck with to make this happen. My explanation might not be exact, but it states the basic principle. <P>For you guys to have an idea, the WRC cars accelerate 0-60 in the gravel in less then four seconds. I don't think a big 16g could make 500ft/lbs of torque.<P>||64.152.153.32||reg||1
Z||000007||smarcoVR4||10-30-2002||01:50 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Such a desirable car! It'll be the only reason to sell my galants.||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000008||#258||10-30-2002||07:11 AM||steverallyc@netscape.net|| <A HREF="http://www.rallycars.com/Cars/Mitsubishi_Evo_V/Lancer_EvoVII_Specs.html." TARGET=_blank>http://www.rallycars.com/Cars/Mitsubishi_Evo_V/Lancer_EvoVII_Specs.html.</A>  Full Rally spec. here||151.198.226.2||reg||1
Z||000009||keydiver||10-30-2002||01:40 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||<B> Water cooled, modified IHI turbocharger type TD05HR 16G6 9.8T (inconel turbine wheel on the GSR/RS-2) or TD05HRA 16G6 9.8T (titanium turbine wheel on the Evolution VII RS) </B><BR>How come they say its an IHI turbo, but give Mitsubishi TD05XX numbers?<BR>Also, didn't I just read that the one that we're getting has a twin-scroll turbo? Who would make that?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000010||Ferrari F50 GT||10-30-2002||02:13 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Would twin scroll be the same thing as Toyota's Twin Entry?||63.227.46.242||reg||1
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||10-30-2002||04:40 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||The turbine housing has two exhaust entry ports on it from the manifold, can't remember where exactly, but I think 180* from each other (as in at 3 and 9 o'clock).  Robert at M&S could fill us in... all he has to do is pop the hood.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I'm pretty sure the turbo is all Mitsu, though.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000012||CO VR4||11-10-2002||07:27 PM||patricklaw@mindspring.com||Most of the current stock of WRC cars use the Garrett TR30R, which is a Garrett work of art with a full ball bearing center.  They rebuild them every few days of use...<BR>See the Garrett webpage for specs.<P>Mike<P>||64.156.37.148||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001114.cgi
A||||30||hibern8||2.0 4g63 head on NA Galant 2.4 block||||1
Z||000000||hibern8||10-29-2002||03:28 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i was reading a really awesome article in a magazine called MODIFIED MAG. it was all about the buildup of a naturally aspirated 2.4 Galant block 4g64? with the 2.0 head from the 4g63 with other great goodies. if you havent seen this article yet i think it is pretty interesting. ||63.62.126.131||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-29-2002||03:46 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I could be wrong, but I'm pretty sure they used a 2.0L 4G63 block and the crank from a 2.4L 4G64, which I think gives you a total displacement of 2.3L after it's all said and done (lower CR turbo pistons, etc.).  Speaking of which, does anyone know the exact details of what has to be done in this buildup?  It seems to me that you'd need custom pistons, as with the much longer stroke you'd have a much higher CR.  Do you need custom rods as well, to maintain the proper rod to stroke ratio?<P>I suppose it might be easier to just put the oil squirters in the 4G64 block and put in some 2G pistons and a turbo 4G63 head.  What rods would you use in this scenario?<P>Man, put a properly set up Cyclone intake on a stroker motor w/2G pistons... now THAT'd be a stump-pulling torque beast!!  You'd go through trannies like Elizabeth Taylor does Vicodin.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||1312VR4||10-29-2002||05:23 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||the stock g64's w/ the 1g 63 head swap. Modified w/ the squiterers can make LOTS of power. I'm in the process of getting all the parts together. <BR>Alot of the people used to do the 2.3 crank swap. But its much easier to use the 2.4L block.||63.185.64.40||reg||1
Z||000003||1quickvr4||10-29-2002||05:41 PM||caspa69@juno.com||The one I would use is not the g64, Dont you have to modify the block? Why would you want to do that?  i think that the pistons avil. for the 64 work with 63 rods.<P><BR>Zach<p>[This message has been edited by 1quickvr4 (edited 10-29-2002).]||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||10-29-2002||06:14 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64swap.html" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64swap.html</A>  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64.html" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64.html</A> ||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||10-30-2002||10:04 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Ok heres what I have to say. A "True" 4g64 will not work in a 1g or Galant vr-4 becouse it is a 2g style motor and is missing the motor mount boss. You can get the older 80s style Galant 2.4 and block of the holes and mess with that BS. What you need if your serious is a 4gcs 2.4 6 bolt block that needs no mods to work. ok?<P>Zach ||64.157.125.39||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||10-30-2002||10:06 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Oh yeah my budedys just swapped a 2g head onto a 64 spyder.<BR>  <A HREF="http://barnonemotorsports.com/home.asp" TARGET=_blank>http://barnonemotorsports.com/home.asp</A> <BR><p>[This message has been edited by 1quickvr4 (edited 10-30-2002).]||64.157.125.39||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||10-30-2002||01:30 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B>It seems to me that you'd need custom pistons, as with the much longer stroke you'd have a much higher CR.  Do you need custom rods as well, to maintain the proper rod to stroke ratio?<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>JE Pistons actually lists pistons for a stroked 4G63, for both a 21mm and 22mm pin, so I'm guessing 1g or 2g rods. They are VERY dished (-22.2cc) to keep the compression at 8.5:1 for a 5.906 stroke, which, again I'm guessing, is the 2.3 crank stroke.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000008||JonGVR4||10-30-2002||02:15 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<BR><B>Ok heres what I have to say. A "True" 4g64 will not work in a 1g or Galant vr-4 becouse it is a 2g style motor and is missing the motor mount boss. You can get the older 80s style Galant 2.4 and block of the holes and mess with that BS. What you need if your serious is a 4gcs 2.4 6 bolt block that needs no mods to work. ok?<P>Zach </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>There is an old style 4G64 with "big rods" and it like a 1G 4G63.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||10-30-2002||04:45 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<BR><B>Ok heres what I have to say. A "True" 4g64 will not work in a 1g or Galant vr-4 becouse it is a 2g style motor and is missing the motor mount boss. You can get the older 80s style Galant 2.4 and block of the holes and mess with that BS. What you need if your serious is a 4gcs 2.4 6 bolt block that needs no mods to work. ok?<P>Zach </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>When you say needs no mods to work, does this mean that it already has turbo pistons, cams, heads, etc.?  I didn't know Mitsu made a 2.4L turbo...  What models and years had this engine?  Would I have to order a JDM one?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<P>PS- does it also have the oil squirters in the block?<BR><p>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 10-30-2002).]||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000010||1quickvr4||10-30-2002||04:49 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Jon, All the ones I have seen are 2g style with out the motor mount boss. About the motor Im talking about it is not a 4g64 its a 2.4 litre 4gcs. What motor are you talking about Jon? Im curious to see what else is out there, I think the 4gcs is the way to go since nothing has to be modified, no holes blocked, Tranny bolts up fine,six bolt and it has thicker main webs. The only downfall could be that the main caps arent connected like the 63, But the caps a thicker. The only old style 64s I are seen are in pickups. Just an fyi the cs isnt a Mitsu motor. The motor isnt turbo readey becouse it came with a 3 valve head. IF you wanted to do this on the cheap you could use 4g64 spyder pistons(The DOHC galants arent avil oversize) that have plenty of clearance and the motor comes with big style rods. You would need all of the dohc galants t-belt and cam gears. Thats all I can say for now unless someone wants one built.<P>Zach<P>Zach<p>[This message has been edited by 1quickvr4 (edited 10-30-2002).]||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||10-30-2002||04:52 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Isn't a Mitsu motor?  And it bolts up fine, all motor mounts and everything?  Who makes it?  Please, more info on this seemingly wonderful mystery engine!!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000012||1quickvr4||10-30-2002||04:58 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Read my edit and contact barnonemotorsports.<P>Zach||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000013||Hertz||10-30-2002||05:04 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||The only thing I can find is a Rochester 4GC.  Got an old Studebaker laying around?||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||10-30-2002||05:24 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||That's not worth it at all... putting pistons from a Spyder 4G64 into the 4GCS block seems like a bad idea:  high compression, non turbo pistons.  That'd be a terrible swap as you could only run like 14 psi, properly tuned (less if not), so you'd be better off with a normal 4G63 any day.<P>I thought some of the NT Galants used a 2.4L motor?  Is this what you're talking about, Jon (Roberts)?<P>And Zach, I'm not asking all these questions for shits and giggles, I DO want a stroker motor.  But I'm certainly not about to plop down cash on an unknown, hence the pre-purchase research.  And so far, the info you've released one kernel at a time is not all that reassuring.  At this point I'm thinking the best route would be to use a 4G63 (turbo) block and head, a 2.4L crank, and the new JE stroker pistons.  Is any special machining required to fit the crank?  Would '90 big rods fit, or is machining required?  I'm assuming they'd need to be machined to fit the JE pistons...<P>Also, does anyone know if the Justin Harris listed on barnonemotorsports is the same one on the yahoogroups list?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<P>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 10-30-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 10-30-2002).]||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000015||1quickvr4||10-30-2002||05:39 PM||caspa69@juno.com||That would be a yes on Justin, E-mail Kim Steel on the Barnone website he can give you all the info and he will help you out with any questions. If you used the spyder pistons it would be just like using 95s in it with a bit more comp. The reason cant realley say what it is becouse theirs not a whole lot of them around.Their are forged pistons avilable for the 2.4. HEres one of Kims e-mail addys <BR> mrkimsteele@highstream.net<BR>Zach||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000016||hibern8||10-30-2002||11:21 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||actually they did use the complete 4g64 block because i remember them discusiing and showing pictures about the custom motor mounts||66.19.50.94||reg||1
Z||000018||mrkim||10-31-2002||02:00 AM||mrkimsteele@highstream.net||Sorry for the test, but it didn take my long post I'd already written about turboin the 2.4 motors  &  I ain't doin it all again, so ....<P>Anyone seriuosly wanting to build a torque monster 2.4, either a 4GCS-t or a 4g64-t, please hit me at : mrkimsteele@highstream.net  ||209.246.133.31||reg||1
Z||000019||mrkim||10-31-2002||02:03 AM||mrkimsteele@highstream.net||Man ..... it didn put in my sig either Arrgh ! <P>Kim Steele<BR>Bar None Motorsports||209.246.133.31||reg||1
Z||000020||mrkim||11-04-2002||09:44 PM||mrkimsteele@highstream.net||If anyone out there wants a 4GCSt or 4g64t 2.4 turbo motor, they can be easily built using all Mitsu parts....  And a little work !<P>The 97 Eclipse Spyder GS SOHC 4g64 we recently converted to a Spyder GST DOHC was a hoss !<P>This 2.4 motor pulled a full 12psi of boost at 2200 rpm  &  held it all the way to the rev limiter.<P>Boost starts to build at anything over idle &  this is a very torqie engine package.<P>The shortblock, rebuilt with forged pistons  &  using stock 1G rods, or aftermarket rods, would make an excellent street motor.<P>For all out draggin, this might not be the best combination, as the added torque is hell on the trannies, though Magnus has posted some serious times  &  HP figures with this motor.<P>To anyone with a crankwalked 2G motor, this is a very appealing alternative to the 1G in a 2G swap, since the 4g64 can be used easily.<P>For those with 6 bolt motors, the 4GCS is the ticket, with big 1G rods already in the bottom end!<P>Both engines get their displacement from a 12mm longer stroke, 6mm taller deck height  &  a .060 bigger bore than the 4g63.<P>If someone wanted to try it, either block (if in EXCELLENT shape) could be honed  &  use a 1.5mm oversize 4g63t piston  &  rings, but the clearances are sooo tight this way, that a lazy machinist will wreck your plans !  <P>All 1G 4g63 parts will bolt up to a 4GCS motor  &  all 2G 4g63 parts will bolt up on a 4g64  &  both can use the 4g63 DOHC head too.<P>I'm building 2- 4GCSt's now  &  have another 4g64 on the stand too.  These motors are WICKED :&gt; )<P>Kim Steele<BR>Bar None Motorsports<BR>mrkimsteele@highstream.net||209.245.230.65||reg||6
Z||000021||theymightbegalants||11-05-2002||03:49 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||What about just rebuilding a 6 bolt motor w/a 4GCS (or 4G64) crank, original 6 bolt rods, and the JE 8.5:1 stroker turbo pistons?  Are there any fitment issues, ie what machining has to be done for this to fit?<P>Kim, what's a ballpark figure for a fully assembled (ready to drop into a GVR4) 4GCS?  What does "and a little work" mean?  I mean, are you talking about plugging up cooling channels or something, or just machining to fit?  Thanks for all the great info!!!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000022||mrkim||11-05-2002||09:22 AM||mrkimsteele@highstream.net||You can go the path of the 4GCS or 4g64 crank in a 1G or a 2G block with the custom pistons  &  this is likely a good combo, but I like the 2.4 block, crank  &  rods for simplicity. Admittedly though, the 2G small rods wouldn't be a "preferred" choice, A set of 1G big rods or aftermarket rods would be better, depending on your overall HP goals.<P>The 4GCS doesn't require any plugging for the oil drain back holes, if using a 4g64 DOHC head, while this must be adressed if using a 4g64 block. You can see the details of this operation in the link near the beginning of this thread.<P>In the Spyder we converted, we drilled, tapped  &  plugged the holes with "allen type" pipe plugs, w/JB Weld on the threads, to make it a permenant fix.  I think you could use some properly sized freeze plugs to get it done, but I like overkill, so ... <P>If using either motor IN the generation car it was intended for, no extra considerations are really necessary, other than the oil drainback line off the turbo has to be longer due to the extra 6mm of deck height in the 2.4 motor. If you use a SS oil return line, this is not a problem, as it can be compensated for :&gt; ) <P>There's a listing of the parts we used to convert the SOHC Spyder @ barnonemotorsports.com  in the technical section. More info will be laid down as we complete the other 4GCS projects on the  table now. <P>A fully built, forged piston bottom end assy from either of these motors will give ya a torque monster motor that pulls like a sumbitch !!<P>Were curently building a tricked out 4GCS for a customer  &  I can't wait to see it in his AWD Talon! Hell, I can't wait to get mine in my own 92 AWD chassis I have sittin out back !!  <P>It's all about time  &  money  & I have more time than $$ at the moment :&gt; )<P>Kim Steele<BR>Bar None Motorsports||64.156.79.211||reg||1
Z||000023||turboflanagan||11-05-2002||09:12 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||What does the 4GCS come out of?  I haven't heard that engine code before.  Is it the same as the G64B?  ||64.63.209.161||reg||1
Z||000024||mrkim||11-06-2002||08:39 AM||mrkimsteele@highstream.net||You'll find the 4GCS block hidden under a 12 valve SOHC head in a 89-91 Hyundai Sonata. :&gt; )<P>Kim Steele<BR>Bar None Motorsports||64.157.118.235||reg||1
Z||000025||turboflanagan||11-06-2002||08:14 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||So it is the same as in the same era Galant?||64.63.208.248||reg||1
Z||000026||theymightbegalants||11-06-2002||09:00 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.nationalengine.com/HyundaiCatalog.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.nationalengine.com/HyundaiCatalog.htm</A> <P>This site has a listing of Hyundai engines, the cars they came in, etc.  They call it the G4CS, not 4GCS...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000027||SPEEDFIEND||11-06-2002||10:18 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Kim, to make the 6 bolt 2.4 for our GVR4's do you use a 4G64 head or a 4G63T head with the 4GCS or G4CS?    ||206.214.56.4||reg||1
Z||000028||mrkim||11-07-2002||01:50 AM||mrkimsteele@highstream.net||You can either use the 4g64 DOHC head (very rare) or just any 4g63 DOHC head. I've yet to see a 4g64 DOHC head, but I've been told they were just 2G 4g63 heads, though I can't verify that.<P>About the engine series : 4GCS/G4CS, I can't say for sure anymore. I ground the whole boss off the motor I have in the shop.<P>I've gotten used to callin it a 4GCS, 'sides, it's kinda better than callin it the actual correct thing, which would just remind me it's a Hyundai :&gt;0||64.157.124.206||reg||1
Z||000029||jonvr4||07-04-2003||06:23 PM||||So my questions are how much modifing do i need to do to get the sonata block into my car? i would probably use it's stock 6 bolt rods, and some JE pistons. I have a brand new metal headgasket for a 4g63, would this be ok? also does this engine have a space for the knock sensor? Could i use my 6bolt flywheel for this also? is the oil pump cover the same as the 4g63? if anyone has good knowledge on this matter please give me as much info as possible, i want to get my car running in a few weeks again!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000030||turboflanagan||07-04-2003||08:41 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=31111" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=31111</a> <br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=78b37921f235103e287e42a8754d3802&threadid=86231" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=78b37921f235103e287e42a8754d3802&threadid=86231</a><br />  <a href="http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64.html</a>  <br />  <a href="http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64swap.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/awd92gsx/dse4g64swap.html</a>  <br />I am truly sorry about your engine mishap.  These links have the best (and worst) info that I have seen in limited searchs for this topic.  The first one will probably answer most all of your questions, but it is over 12 pages long.  Good luck.  I still haven't heard of anyone on our board having done this modification that I can remember.||207.69.79.52||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000031||1quickvr4||07-05-2003||10:21 AM||||The shop, Bar None. Did a 2.4 Using the stock rods and forged pistons. The rods are the same as the 1g Big rods. It dosent make sense any more to build a 2.0.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/001115.cgi
A||||5||udriveu||towing||||1||
Z||000000||udriveu||10-29-2002||03:42 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||getting my vr4 towed to the shop tomorrow. someone mentioned that it is bad to tow an AWD car with the normal tow truck that hold 2 wheels and drags the other 2. they said i would need one of those flatbed wrecker types. any merit to this?<P>#1752||149.152.182.1||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-29-2002||03:50 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Most definitely!  Well, I guess it depends... If it's being towed to the shop to get a new viscous coupling, then tow it however you want.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  But yea, the correct procedure is to put it ON the tow truck.  You could also drop the transfer case and disconnect the driveshaft, and tow it on the front wheels (I think...).  Just put it on a flatbed.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||udriveu||10-29-2002||04:08 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||wow, glad i asked, thanks<P>#1752||149.152.182.1||reg||1
Z||000003||Beemer||11-03-2002||02:55 PM||beemer1@att.net||Definitely a flatbed bud.  i watched some idiot repo a 99 gsx from a mitsu dealer because the timing belt blew and the guy said F-IT and let the bank have it.  He used a wheel lift wrecker lifting the front wheels.  He got 2 blocks, doing about 40, and the rear wheels locked up, the tranny case cracked, and parts were littering the street.  We even told the tow driver while he was lifting the car what would happen, and he still did it, and said we didn't know what the hell we were talking about.  I hear that HE would up buying a new engine and tranny for the car, as it mysteriously dropped into first gear when the viscous broke loose and spun the motor up to around 20 grand without a timing belt...||12.86.226.196||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||11-03-2002||08:57 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||damn... that sucks.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||smarcoVR4||11-03-2002||09:26 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||WOW , this is a good question and a good anwer! Brings good info! I havn't had my car towed yet since the shop is just across the street. But this is such a saving info!<P>I'll look for a sticker, big enough, with a "FLAT BED SERIVE ONLY " markings and place it on the lower part of the bumper. <P>Here in my place, illegal parking is towed w/o notice. They just leave a note.||192.169.39.72||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001116.cgi
A||||5||369of1000||Pocket logger VS. Data logger||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||10-29-2002||04:01 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Before I start breaking everything on my car I want to tune it to as close to perfection as possible. However, just like all of you, I'm not made of money. So, it would be nice to go for the pocket logger to save the cash. So my question is: Is the data logger better than the pocket logger? Is there anything I can do with the data logger I wouldn't be able to do in the pocket logger? Basicaly, if I go for the cheaper of the two, what do I lose?||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-29-2002||04:55 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I use the pocketlogger, and completely love it.  Does everything I need it to do, and then some.  Plus, the new version's just around the corner (supposedly, Mike's got other projects going on simultaneously, as usual) with some really great features.  I have some friends who use a datalogger w/laptop, and as far as I can tell the only real advantage is being able to see more info at once as the laptop has a much larger screen.  That said, I think the size of the laptop is more of a liability than an advantage.  You can get a palm mount, or make one for $2, and put it on the dash or windshield where it's really easy to see.<P>If you're seriously considering the pocketlogger route, and don't have a palm yet, I'd suggest taking a look at the color ones.  They have a permanently backlit screen that is 10x better than the regular palm's "indiglo" screen for viewing at night.  Some report difficulty viewing the color palms in direct sunlight, but I've never had a problem.  If it gets hard to read, just turn up the contrast.  My first palm (handspring really) was black & white, and after breaking it (non car related; I'm a dumbass.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> I upgraded to the Handspring Prism, and love it.  It's got an expansion slot on the back that I got a GPS unit for, so now the palm serves double duty on my dash.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||10-29-2002||05:38 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i also have the pocketlogger, i have never had the datalogger.  i think either is essential to tuning.  case in point, when i first used the logger, i could see my fuel trims were way lean, so i richend them up, and the car ran a lot better.  but, from all i could see, there was an air leak somwhere.  later on, i discovered i had forgotten to connect 2 hoses, that was where the air leaks were.  makes tuning the afc a snap||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||GRV4726||10-29-2002||08:06 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey jon. i wan't to see your set up. sounds nice. colour..gps..fancy. share the ... um... coolness of your car with pics<BR>bye<p>[This message has been edited by GRV4726 (edited 10-29-2002).]||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||10-30-2002||12:10 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||He's in Member Rides on this site.||67.36.180.92||reg||1
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||10-30-2002||01:15 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Um, no I'm not.  That's Jon Roberts, the owner of the site.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  I'm Jon Fitchett, and I'm currently at school, 75 miles from my GVR4.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  <P>I use the palm daily anyway.  I bought it for the purpose of datalogging with it, but it became an invaluable tool both in and out of the car.  I've seen pics of color screens before, and they really don't do it justice, so I won't bother.  If you wanna check them out, just head to Circuit City or Best Buy or Staples, etc. and compare all the models.  Buy one off the internet though, there's plenty of good deals.<P>Hmm... I think my total expenditure thus far has been as follows:  Handspring Prism, $200; Magellan GPS, $75; Pocketlogger software & cable, $180; homemade car palm mount, $2.  So it's been a bit spendy, but as I had no need for a laptop this was by far the cheaper option, and has proved itself a great utility in other respects.  The Prism also has an internal lithium battery that automatically charges whenever you HotSync it w/your PC, so no more battery expenses either.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  (well... sort of:  the GPS uses 2 AAA batteries, but I'm looking into rechargables, and it has a power port for use with the cigarette lighter in the car)<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001117.cgi
A||||7||1quickvr4||Detailing interior.....||||13||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||10-29-2002||05:58 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Im freaking tired. Day one pull out carpet and start scrubbing, Used some carpet cleaner with a brush on the top(Dont know the brand)After doing that three times and vacuming it again I put that on hold. Today I conditiond the leather, Used meguiers natrul shine on all the plastic that I had pulled out, Set the carpet back in bolted the console back in, and finished up. Now all thats left to do is get a hub kit for my sparco race wheel and get a new radio install kit. Im never going to do this again, From now on the cars never going to be in the rain, no drinks in it and sure as hell no smoking.<P>Zach||4.47.32.42||reg||13
Z||000001||Louters91GVR4||10-29-2002||06:46 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||no smoking ever in my car||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000002||4g63t||10-29-2002||07:30 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||My friends all know I have a strict no smoking policy in my car. Well me and three friends drove out to Tallahassee from Pensacola to party one night and on the way back I let my friend drive and I fell asleep. The next day I found ashes all over the carpet and in the ashtray! When I went up to him, the guy had the nerve to deny it and then tell me not to be such a tight-ass! I never let him in my car again, what a dickhead! ||65.129.81.4||reg||8
Z||000003||smarcoVR4||10-30-2002||01:43 AM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||I stop the car whenever my passenger/s starts to pick a stick.If they start to light it I open the locks and windows. Then they'll ask me "hey man what ya doin?". I just tell them "the car didn't like you, go take a cab!" Mean?||192.169.39.72||reg||8
Z||000004||Pappy||10-30-2002||01:55 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I keep my car miticulously maintained with various cleaners and such.  No smoking in my car, ever.  I really should shampoo or dye my carpet sometime though.  It's pretty nasty from when I bought the car.  As far as food goes, I allow it.  I wouldn't allow it with any kid or anything though.  Luckily I don't have any of those yet.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||10-30-2002||09:59 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Most of the problems were from soft drinks were from me but still....Pappy if you want to give it a shot go pick up some turtle wax power out and take the carpet out of car and it will clean it up very nicely. Its better than paying 375.00 for carpet at the dealer.<P>Zach||64.157.125.39||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||10-30-2002||05:07 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Rent a carpet cleaner.  Do the house too, while you're at it.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||10-30-2002||10:09 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||According to Josh there are no GVR4 carpet left in the states. I bought one of the last ones if not the last one.<P>You have to take your shoes off to ride in my car  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001118.cgi
A||||5||04DrBlur||White plugs||||1||
Z||000000||04DrBlur||10-29-2002||10:03 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I pulled the plugs out tonight to replace them and every one was bright white...  Is that because I am runnin rich? or lean?||67.39.145.75||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-29-2002||10:46 PM||||As long as they don't have white with bokadots you should be fine.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||04DrBlur||10-29-2002||11:08 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  just white....||67.39.145.75||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||10-30-2002||10:16 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||basically, the lighter the color, the leaner it is.  BUT, it is NOT as simple as it sounds.  if the plugs have been in there a while, and you are just driving normally, they will tend to be darker.  what you want is a nice light tan color.  also, fuel additives will turn them lighter.  what is the condition of the electrodes?  if they are worn badly, and the gap has greatly increased, that also will affect color.  air leaks will make them lighter.  and, most important, timing.  you should reset base timing right now.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||Romanova||10-30-2002||10:47 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||How do you reset base timing? Disconnect the battery for a minute?||134.39.179.195||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||10-30-2002||12:17 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.myzero.com/engine/timing.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.myzero.com/engine/timing.html</A>  <A HREF="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/timin.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.plymouthlaser.com/timin.htm</A> <P>I know my plugs look REAL clean all the time since I added water injection.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001119.cgi
A||||3||VR6 Eater||ignition coils||||1
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||10-30-2002||12:14 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||My ignition coil keeps on corroding the end of the spark plug wire.  Today the car started sputtering and bucking horribly.  Maybe that is the problem associated with the miss I've been getting at about 4500 rpm.  Anyways has this happened to anyone else in any other shape or form?  How hard is it to change the ignition coil?  Can I get to the plug and unplug it, put in the new coil and just get it home, or do I have to do a full swap?  <P>Any advice will be appreciated.  I am going to check the vfaq but I wanted to hear other opinions.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||10-30-2002||09:50 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the boot is not sealing.  the end goes thru heat cycles, and when it cools, moisture forms.  this is one plus for the kingsborne wires, the boots REALLY seal.  also, try some dielectric grease on the ends, it will protect from the moisture for a while, and promote contact. ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||11-07-2003||11:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> the boot is not sealing.  the end goes thru heat cycles, and when it cools, moisture forms.  this is one plus for the kingsborne wires, the boots REALLY seal.  also, try some dielectric grease on the ends, it will protect from the moisture for a while, and promote contact. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where can i get some of the kingsborne wires?  Do they have sets for our cars or do you have to buy them in the bulk wire and make them yourself?  Thanks!||68.164.229.211||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||11-08-2003||06:54 PM||||<a href="http://www.kingsborne.com/3fs.htm" target="_blank">http://www.kingsborne.com/3fs.htm</a>||216.76.180.50||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/001120.cgi
A||||10||Garfield Wright||amg rear spoiler||||1||
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||10-30-2002||08:56 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I'm in the process of making a mold for the amg rear spoiler.  It's a 3 piece spoiler, 2 sides & 1 center.  It will be primed & rady for paint & will have all the hardware.  ||66.176.233.97||reg||1
Z||000001||Romanova||10-30-2002||09:44 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Let me be the first to say: INTERESTED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<BR>Would love to have one of those! Keep us updated!<P>Tyler||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||11-03-2002||10:21 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yep i want one too<BR>||63.62.130.105||reg||1
Z||000003||Romanova||11-04-2002||11:13 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Will it have any type of brake light integrated into it? Any time frame for when these will be ready?||134.39.179.195||reg||1
Z||000004||smarcoVR4||11-04-2002||08:36 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||post the cost. ||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||11-08-2002||09:48 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I estimate cost to be around $120-$150.  It will be primed & ready to paint with all hardware.  I'm in the process of negotiating manufacturing cost right now.  Should be another 2-3weeks before I make any real progress.||66.176.226.223||reg||1
Z||000006||Martin Tolentino||11-08-2002||10:26 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Any pix or link to a picture?||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000007||Romanova||11-09-2002||12:05 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||At that price, I will take one!<BR>Let me know when they are good to go.||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||11-09-2002||12:45 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Garfield, keep me posed as well. Sorry man I have to loose the stickers, but I have pics of the car for advertisement with them on. I have a vr-3 now. But I really like them, so anything from you I'm sure will be just fine for my car, except the stickers heehawhehe. Nope got sick of power steering belt squeaking. Yes please let us/me know when they are ready. So when will the grill be coming out? How much?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>Rob||24.159.250.70||reg||1
Z||000009||Martin Chilcote||11-09-2002||08:47 AM||chilcote@swbell.net||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Martin Tolentino:<BR><B>Any pix or link to a picture?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hows about here: <A HREF="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index2.html" TARGET=_blank>www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index2.html</A> <P>or here: <A HREF="http://www.optionsunlimited.com.ph/galant1.html" TARGET=_blank>www.optionsunlimited.com.ph/galant1.html</A> <P>The top bright blue is AMG style I think, I'm partial to the bottom pics, EVO style<P>[This message has been edited by Martin Chilcote (edited 11-09-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Martin Chilcote (edited 11-09-2002).]||65.64.2.217||reg||6
Z||000010||talontsi||11-09-2002||11:15 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I am interested as well. Let me know.<BR>||65.32.24.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001121.cgi
A||||18||Romanova||Fun trick with insturment cluster lights...||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||10-30-2002||05:44 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Tired of orange or green for your insturment cluster? Pull the color condoms off all the lights of either color. The results will be a nice clearish color that has great visability. ||216.255.203.76||reg||1
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||10-31-2002||12:23 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I removed my original orange bulb condoms, and the result was too yellowish for me.  Then I tried red light condoms instead, and the result was a tad pink.  <P>Anyone got stock orange ones laying around that you don't need??||4.47.84.188||reg||1
Z||000002||turbogalant||10-31-2002||12:29 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||hey howard how many you need I should have some laying around. ||63.184.40.236||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-31-2002||01:30 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Do you have any extras?  I'd love to have my Autometers match the OEM gauges!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||Romanova||10-31-2002||10:22 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I should have all my old orange ones if anyone wants them. LMK!<BR>||134.39.179.195||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||10-31-2002||10:48 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B>hey howard how many you need I should have some laying around. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Awesome, I need a full set, but I can't remember how many bulbs that is.  I'll pull my cluster out this evening and count the bulbs...||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||10-31-2002||12:24 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Is it just a matter of pulling the cluster out and replacing the condoms from the backside?  I remember reading about the T/E/L guys doing that and oddly enough was thinking about it last night.||67.36.178.5||reg||1
Z||000007||1312VR4||10-31-2002||12:33 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||Why not just use lightbulb paint from walmart? Lots of colors||63.188.209.47||reg||1
Z||000008||Romanova||10-31-2002||12:41 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Pull out the cluster and do em. Should only take 5 minutes. I've got a full set that I don't need if anyone wants them.||134.39.170.99||reg||1
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||11-01-2002||06:13 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Hey Romanova, I'll take 'em.  Let me know the details.<P>Thanks,<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000010||Louters91GVR4||11-01-2002||10:47 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||nice ideas<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000011||Romanova||11-01-2002||01:33 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Jon, just give me your mailing address and I will send them off to you. You can email me your address if you would like.<BR>avonamor16@yahoo.com<BR>||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000012||#1459 VR-4||11-01-2002||11:02 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Romanova:<BR><B>Tired of orange or green for your insturment cluster? Pull the color condoms off all the lights of either color. The results will be a nice clearish color that has great visability. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>What do you mean green or orange?  I think I heard something about this, is there a way to switch the dash colors...<BR>||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000013||Romanova||11-01-2002||11:10 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Push the illumination change button on the lower left side of the insturment cluster. US VR4 only option.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||216.255.202.227||reg||1
Z||000014||gvr4ever||11-02-2002||12:25 AM||||Just gotta know.  Have you been driving around with a green dash or a orange dash this whole time?<P>How long have you had your car?<P>Sorry, not tring to flame you, but that is really funny.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000015||#1459 VR-4||11-02-2002||01:33 AM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Push the illumination change button on the lower left side of the insturment cluster. US VR4 only option.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Wow, that's funny I just noticed that button today while driving, I figured it was just a cover to some screw!<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Just gotta know. Have you been driving around with a green dash or a orange dash this whole time?<BR>How long have you had your car?<P>Sorry, not tring to flame you, but that is really funny<BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>No, that's all right I'm laughing at myself right now too.  I've had the car about a week and the color has been on green, I think I have an idea of what the orange looks like because of my Eclipse.  I heard something aboot being able to change the color and thought it was cool, but figured it might not be true...||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000016||Gvr4-330||11-03-2002||05:39 PM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1312VR4:<BR><B>Why not just use lightbulb paint from walmart? Lots of colors</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>In what section can I find this paint?<P>Thanks,<BR>Rob<p>[This message has been edited by Gvr4-330 (edited 11-03-2002).]||68.100.220.116||reg||1
Z||000017||gvr4ever||11-04-2002||01:09 AM||||In the sally sissy craft section.  The part of the store you have probably never seen and have feared to go.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000018||Romanova||11-04-2002||09:43 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||You want stained glass spraypaint. Also available at Michaels craft stores. This stuff works great if you want to make your tail lights look really glossy red...||12.230.34.168||reg||1
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A||||8||4g63t||What the hell did I do wrong?||||9||
Z||000000||4g63t||10-31-2002||12:11 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||I finished installing the 4 bolt today, and something is not right but I don't know what. First of all, the steering actually seems a little firmer w/o the 4ws, anybody have any insight? As for the diff, not good. (this is a donor diff from an old talon of mine - never had any problems) Its whining real bad, and it feels/sounds like its "clunking" around. Its raining here and it feels really weird when I'm driving it (like the wheels are grabbing and then letting go). When I got back home from my test drive (~3 miles) the diff casing was scorching hot so I figured something wasn't right.  Also, the car tends to lurch in one direction or the other,but I'm guessing thats due to my removing the rear steering rack entirely. I double checked everything, and it looks right. Everything was properly torqued and I filled it with Red Line shock proof gear oil. Is that oil good for lsd diffs? If anyone can throw me a bone here I'd really appreciate it, I'm about to slam my head into a wall. Thanks     ||65.129.80.14||reg||9
Z||000001||keydiver||10-31-2002||10:34 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Did you just replace the whole differential as an assembly, or did you have it apart? What axles did you use? You MUST use the 4-bolt axles, at least on the passenger side. Are you leaking any fluid? How long has the diff sat? Was it sealed, and kept out of the weather? The Redline fluid is good, thats what alot of us use, but something else isn't right. Did everything go together smoothly? Did the axles slide in OK?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.183||reg||1
Z||000002||4g63t||10-31-2002||10:58 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||The diff was sitting on the talon, with the holes plugged w/ rags, for about 3 years. There was fluid still in it that I drained and it was clean. I never took it apart. I got 4 bolt axles from a junkyard and they went in smoothly on the proper sides(double spline on passenger side). There were no leaks when I drove it, I can't figure out whats wrong!  ||65.129.80.157||reg||1
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||10-31-2002||02:33 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Not exactly on subject but, if you remove the steering rack completely will the car lurch from side to side.  I hope not.  I just did the 4 bolt swap but haven't completely finished.  As for your front steering rack I removed all the lines going to it and I plan on just caping of the holes.  With this work or will I have to route the lines from one side to the other in a loop.  If it's not to late maybe you can get the Diff from the junkyard where you got the axles.  Sorry I wasn't really any help.  Kris||206.214.57.219||reg||1
Z||000004||1101||10-31-2002||02:41 PM||karns10@attbi.com||the doner car wasn't an automatic was it? AWD auto's have different gear ratios which would tend to give the symptoms you describe.<P>Ward||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000005||Yao||10-31-2002||06:24 PM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Not only that, you might burn out the transfer case too!||208.253.246.102||reg||1
Z||000006||4g63t||10-31-2002||09:29 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||The donor car was manual. I'm wondering if the rear subframe could have been knocked around when I hit the deer causing the diff to be improperly aligned w/ the driveshaft? I'm thinking of taking the diff to be checked/rebuilt by a shop. I'd rather not take it to "Bob's Discount Tranny Shop", can you guys recommend someone within 50 miles? Thanks, Chris||65.129.80.98||reg||1
Z||000007||4g63t||10-31-2002||09:32 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Oh yeah, Kris, I'm going to put the rear rack back on to stabilize it a little. As for the junkyard, the diff was already gone. P.S. Don't loop the lines, that will lock the rack!||65.129.80.98||reg||1
Z||000008||SPEEDFIEND||11-01-2002||05:41 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||So if I just cap them off it should work just like a normal front streering rack right???  I wasn't refering to the rear rack, I removed that completely.  Along with all the lines clear up to the front rack.  Thanks for your help.  Hope you figure out what is wrong with your diff.  Later, Kris||206.214.57.86||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001123.cgi
A||||17||ken inn||WTF?||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||10-31-2002||10:39 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||YO! JON!  someone smashed a pumpkin on the computer!||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||10-31-2002||11:08 AM||caspa69@juno.com||LOL, I was thinking the samr thing, Man my eyes hurt.<P>Zach||64.157.115.49||reg||10
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||10-31-2002||11:38 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||It's the new Hugger Orange look just in time for hunting season.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||JonGVR4||10-31-2002||11:44 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  <P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||369of1000||10-31-2002||12:07 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I'm glad I read this post. I thought I had video driver/internet explorer probnlems.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000005||Hunter||10-31-2002||12:17 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||lol... orange u glad u checked here first?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||4.61.247.21||reg||12
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||10-31-2002||12:21 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I think Jon wanted to see what we think before he paints his car this color orange :-) Kinda like the FAF Supra!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000007||Romanova||10-31-2002||12:43 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Not what I was expecting at 6am... ||134.39.170.99||reg||11
Z||000008||1quickvr4||10-31-2002||01:21 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Not what I was expecting at 6am... <P>LOL, good got this is bright, You should keep it so I can stay awake at night....<P><BR>Zach<BR>||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000009||MX4||10-31-2002||03:30 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>ARGHHHHH!!  My eyes!!!||165.84.100.16||reg||1
Z||000010||Team Ducktape||10-31-2002||03:47 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Holy Yellow Batman!!! I can't wait to see the pink heheheh||24.196.87.195||reg||6
Z||000011||Garfield Wright||10-31-2002||04:16 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Nice change of scenery pumpkin man.||207.239.80.34||reg||1
Z||000012||Ash||10-31-2002||05:19 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 369of1000:<BR><B>I'm glad I read this post. I thought I had video driver/internet explorer probnlems.<BR>  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Ditto here.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I need a pair of sunnies to browse here now.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR>||203.221.19.9||reg||1
Z||000013||Louters91GVR4||10-31-2002||05:34 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||nice touch<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000014||turbowop||10-31-2002||05:51 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>Holy Yellow Batman!!! I can't wait to see the pink heheheh</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Yellow?? This looks orange to me. Colorblind??<P>Mark<BR>1051<BR>||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000015||Team Ducktape||10-31-2002||06:33 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||As a matter of fact I am, so who are you to pick on someone's handaycap???  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000016||number3||10-31-2002||09:07 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||As simple as it was, it made my day.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000017||4g63t||10-31-2002||09:15 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||I'm 'bout it.||65.129.80.98||reg||12
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A||||0||369of1000||Check this out||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||10-31-2002||01:12 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I thought this was pretty cool <A HREF="http://doody36.home.attbi.com/liberty.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://doody36.home.attbi.com/liberty.htm</A> ||24.151.12.224||reg||1
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A||||1||MX4||Foglights||||1||
Z||000000||MX4||10-31-2002||03:32 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||<BR>Is there another fuse for each seperate foglight. Only one of mine goes..and I have tried replacing the bulb twice but no joy?<P>Anyone?<P>Ryan||165.84.100.16||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||10-31-2002||09:20 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Mine does the same thing. My buddy said something about moisture getting into the housing and causing the bulb to burn out. I've been too busy/lazy to take it off and check for leaks/cracks but I guess it would be worth a shot...||65.129.80.98||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001126.cgi
A||||2||Louters91GVR4||SMALL TECH QUESTION????||||5||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||10-31-2002||05:33 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||does anyone know what size bulb the factory fog lamps take for a 1991 galant vr4???<P>-tom<P>ps thanks in advance for your help||216.153.165.31||reg||5
Z||000001||Yao||10-31-2002||06:21 PM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||It's H3 light bulb if I am correct.<BR>||208.253.246.102||reg||1
Z||000002||Louters91GVR4||10-31-2002||06:28 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||thank you sir<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001129.cgi
A||||3||KiwiMR2||VR4 + ZR4 Any pwr difference??||||1||
Z||000000||KiwiMR2||11-01-2002||03:52 AM||awrenn@xtra.co.nz||Just a quick (probably easy) question:<P>Does the ZR4 have EXACTLY the same pwr as the VR4?? I know the ZR4 is roughly 40-60 kg's heavier BUT is that the only difference? No factory issuing of forged pistons into the ZR4??<P>Cheers<BR>KiwiMR2||202.180.83.6||reg||1
Z||000001||Louters91GVR4||11-01-2002||10:48 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||i am new to the galant world, what is a zr4??? a j-spec? or a euro-spec?<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000002||KiwiMR2||11-03-2002||12:17 AM||awrenn@xtra.co.nz||Hmm...here in NZ we get J-spec VR4's, the ZR4 is just the Hatch back version of the VR4.<P>Cheers<BR>KiwiMR2||210.55.147.168||reg||1
Z||000003||drew||11-03-2002||01:02 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||The ZR-4 Was the Eterna equivalent to the VR-4. The Eterna was the hatchback equivalent of the Galant. Yes, it has the same drivetrain as the Galant VR-4||65.184.77.145||reg||1
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A||||5||ken inn||check THIS out||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||11-01-2002||10:38 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||&gt; &gt; MODERN NITRO FACTS<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; One Top Fuel dragster's 500-inch Hemi makes more horsepower than the<BR>first 8<BR>&gt; &gt; rows at the NASCAR Daytona 500.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; Under full throttle, a dragster engine consumes 1 1/2 gallons of <BR>&gt; &gt; nitro<BR>per<BR>&gt; &gt; second, the same rate of fuel consumption as a fully loaded 747 but <BR>&gt; &gt; with<BR>4<BR>&gt; &gt; times the energy volume.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; The supercharger takes more power to drive than a sprint car motor<BR>makes.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; Even with nearly 3000 CFM of air being rammed in by the supercharger <BR>&gt; &gt; on overdrive, the fuel mixture is compressed into nearly solid form <BR>&gt; &gt; before ignition.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; Cylinders run on the verge of hydraulic lock.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; Dual magnetos apply 44 amps to each spark plug. This is the output <BR>&gt; &gt; of an<BR>arc<BR>&gt; &gt; welder in each cylinder.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; At stoichiometric (exact) 1.7:1 air/fuel mixture (for nitro), the <BR>&gt; &gt; flame front of nitromethane measures 7050 degrees F.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; Nitromethane burns yellow. The spectacular white flame seen above <BR>&gt; &gt; the<BR>stacks<BR>&gt; &gt; at night is raw burning hydrogen, dissociated from atmospheric water<BR>vapor<BR>&gt; &gt; by the searing exhaust gases.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; Spark plug electrodes are totally consumed during a pass. After 1/2 <BR>&gt; &gt; way,<BR>the<BR>&gt; &gt; engine is dieseling from compression-plus the glow of exhaust valves <BR>&gt; &gt; at<BR>1400<BR>&gt; &gt; degrees F.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; The engine can only be shut down by cutting off its fuel flow.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; If spark momentarily fails early in the run, unburned nitro builds <BR>&gt; &gt; up in those cylinders and then explodes with a force that can blow <BR>&gt; &gt; cylinder<BR>heads<BR>&gt; &gt; off the block in pieces or blow the block in half.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; Dragsters twist the crank (torsionally) so far (20 degrees in the <BR>&gt; &gt; big<BR>end of<BR>&gt; &gt; the track) that sometimes cam lobes are ground offset from front to <BR>&gt; &gt; rear<BR>to<BR>&gt; &gt; re-phase the valve timing somewhere closer to synchronization with <BR>&gt; &gt; the pistons.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; To exceed 300mph in 4.5 seconds dragsters must accelerate at an <BR>&gt; &gt; average<BR>of<BR>&gt; &gt; over 4G's. But in reaching 200 mph well before 1/2 track, launch <BR>&gt; &gt; acceleration is closer to 8G's.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; On the tracks with shorter and shorter shut-down area, many drivers <BR>&gt; &gt; shut<BR>off<BR>&gt; &gt; before the finish line, because even dual parachutes will not stop <BR>&gt; &gt; the<BR>car.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; If all the equipment is paid off, the crew worked for free, and for <BR>&gt; &gt; once NOTHING BLOWS UP, each run costs $1000.00 per second.<BR>&gt; &gt;<BR>&gt; &gt; Dragsters reach over 300 miles per hour before you can read this<BR>sentence.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000001||Louters91GVR4||11-01-2002||10:52 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||thats nuts<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000002||Compressed||11-01-2002||12:08 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<BR><B>thats nuts</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Indeed!||216.126.177.78||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||11-01-2002||02:29 PM||eunosfd@aol.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif">||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000004||Compressed||11-01-2002||02:39 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||This is an aside but I think NHRA should update their rules.  <BR>The only reason I care is that I would really like to see a top fuel *TWIN TURBO* dragster and what it could do.  Along with some real computer based engine management  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif">||216.126.177.78||reg||1
Z||000005||turbowop||11-01-2002||03:36 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Compressed:<BR><B>This is an aside but I think NHRA should update their rules.  <BR>The only reason I care is that I would really like to see a top fuel *TWIN TURBO* dragster and what it could do.  Along with some real computer based engine management   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>There is one. It is an Acura Integra. Well, sort of. The body kind of looks like one. They used half of one of the blocks they use for the top fuel v8's. So it's a twin turbo four cylinder. There's been a couple of articles on it in I think Turbo and Sport Compact Car mags. It is running in the lower five second range if I remember correctly. Pretty cool.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001131.cgi
A||||4||369of1000||Question about Lo-Tek pod||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||11-01-2002||12:59 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I got my gauge pod in the mail today. I had paid the $5 extra for the grey paint. But the pod was black, at least that was my perception. After calling Lo-Tek, they said the dark grey is very very dark. But they also said I should see spray marks on the back side. I saw no marks. Before I ship it back could any of you answer this quick question.<P>Is the gray a noticeable paint or is it very close to black (is the front a different color from the back)?<P>thanks,<BR>Paul||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-01-2002||03:18 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Hmm... I got the gray one also, and it is very dark.  I remember no spray marks on the backside, and it looked all one color to me.  The gray is not a light color, it is almost black, but I think it's a pretty good match to the stock dash.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<p>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 11-01-2002).]||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||11-01-2002||03:38 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||When I got mine it smelled of paint. The little buttons that cover the screw heads should be painted also so compare them to the backside of the pillar to see if its been painted. It should be pretty obvious. Mine was.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000003||229of1000||11-01-2002||07:20 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||I paid to get mine painted, and while it still didn't match all *that* great, I could definitely tell it was painted by comparing the front to the back, plus the front has a different texture than the black, from the pain I'm assuming.||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000004||369of1000||11-01-2002||08:19 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Thanks for the replys. I went to the shop (where my car is) to compare the color to be sure. It almost matched, so if its painted or not I'm going to keep it all the same. I'm guessing if it were just black it would be a very different color.<P>Thanks again||24.151.12.224||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001132.cgi
A||||11||theymightbegalants||Arospeed floor "strut" bar - does it fit?||||1||
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||11-01-2002||05:01 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Has anyone ever used, or measured, the Arospeed floor bar/brace?  It goes across the floor, behind/under the front seats and over the driveshaft hump, and bolts to the seatbelt mounting points supposedly.  I'm just wondering if it really bolts into a Galant, or even fits at all.  It appears to be adjustable, but I can't find out how far you can adjust it.<P>Okay, before you all start laughing, I realize this is a hokey piece of junk, performance wise.  The reason I ask is that I'm thinking about replacing the front two seats with "racing" seats/buckets, w/3, 4, or 5 point harnesses but don't want the harnesses snaking all over the back seat and getting in the way.  I also don't want a full cage (don't need it, costs a lot more, and it'll get in the way even more).  It occurred to me that having this bar go across the floor would be perfect, as the harnesses could go through the seats and straight down & around the bar.  I figure the weight savings from the seats & no automatic belts should offset the weight penalty of the bar, but now the weight is much lower and farther back in the car.<P>So whaddya think?  Am I crazy?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||11-01-2002||05:37 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||WARNING!!!!<P>"The reason I ask is that I'm thinking about replacing the front two seats with "racing" seats/buckets, w/3, 4, or 5 point harnesses but don't want the harnesses snaking all over the back seat and getting in the way. I also don't want a full cage (don't need it, costs a lot more, and it'll get in the way even more). It occurred to me that having this bar go across the floor would be perfect, as the harnesses could go through the seats and straight down & around the bar. "<P>WARNING!!!<P><BR>THIS IS NOT A GOOD IDEA!<P>When picking the rear mounting point for race harnesses...<P>Anchor the shoulder harness behind the driver and above a line drawn downward from the shoulder point at an angle about 40 degrees to the horitonal level with, or no more than 4" below, the shoulder line. The shorter the better.<P>NEVER ANCHOR STRAIGHT DOWN BEHIND THE BACK!<P>Harry<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||11-01-2002||05:52 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Wow, thanks for the vehement cautionary reply, Harry!  So apparently there's a very good reason not to anchor straight down... what is it?  And I didn't mean that the straps would be coming over my shoulder and straight down, but rather over the seat and then down, such that the harness would be pulling on the seat, not my shoulder.  Does this make sense, and would it make a difference?  I suppose for this to work I'd have to find a seat taller than my shoulder... Or is this still a bad idea?  This is all new to me, and just an idle thought, so I'd appreciate all info and tips.<P>Thanks,<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<P>ps- this is not for any type of racing that requires a harness, as I understand this would never pass tech.  Just something to grip driver & passenger better, like during a rallycross or autocross.||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||Compressed||11-01-2002||05:53 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||^<BR>|<BR>I was going to say the same thing.  VERY bad idea.  Invest in a roll bar if you dont want a full cage.  This will give you a good mounting point, provide some protection and may stiffen the chassis as well.<BR> Be safe...<BR>||216.126.176.202||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||11-01-2002||06:08 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <A HREF="http://www.soloracer.com/harnschrothfaq.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.soloracer.com/harnschrothfaq.html</A> <P>As an example. I did a quick search and found this. I didn't read the whole thing but it appears to show what I said.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||11-01-2002||07:13 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Compressed:<BR><B>^<BR>|<BR>I was going to say the same thing.  VERY bad idea.  Invest in a roll bar if you dont want a full cage.  This will give you a good mounting point, provide some protection and may stiffen the chassis as well.<BR> Be safe...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>By rollbar, do you mean basically a 4 pt. cage?  A large hoop going from base of B pillar, up, across ceiling, down other B pillar, with two bars that follow the C pillars into the trunk?  I've seen one's like this that have a cross bar connecting the two main side bars, immediately behind the front seats, with harnesses attached to this bar.  It seems that is basically what you told me not to do (have the harnesses come straight down from the top of the seat, albeit a much shorter distance) and doesn't allow the seats to recline, something I was hoping to maintain...<P>Thanks for the info, guys, but I'm still a little confused as to WHY mounting the harness that way is a bad idea...  The Schroth faq had a lot of good info, but didn't explain all of it...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||11-01-2002||10:14 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||The short answer is because in an impact or roll over your spine will compress causing injury if you mount the belt other than what I stated.  Why? Well...<P>You want the lap and crotch belt to do most of the work not the shoulder straps.  There would be no give in the shoulder straps to allow the lap and crotch belt to so this if you mount them "straight down your back".<P>Make sense?  You don't need a Cage etc to mount the belts you just need to follow the guidelines of proper harness mounting and usage.<P>Long and short of it...<P>You must block the back seat with the belt if you don't have a cage.<P><BR>Take alook at the pictures of my car on this site and it will give you the right idea.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||bob in chicago||11-02-2002||08:38 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Lucky trick:  I installed the eye bolts for my Simpson H-style competition shoulder harness in the anchor holes for the rear seat lap belts. The threads on the Simpson eye bolts worked perfectly and replaced the factory bolts.  The eyes are hidden between the rear seat bottom and back; the stock rear belts work as usual.  The angle looks just like shown in one of the Schroth diagrams cited above. Simpson eye bolt also replaced the driver's outboard lap belt anchor. Had to drill holes for the eye bolts for anti-sub and the inboard lap belt anchor. Eyebolt mountings permit me to remove competition harness when not at the track. The factory sealtbelt mounts ought to be sturdy enuff, right?<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 11-02-2002).]||24.148.88.85||reg||1
Z||000008||markrieb||11-02-2002||10:06 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||What you are looking for is called a Harness Bar.<P>Something like this (from a WRX, but you get the idea):  <A HREF="http://www.speedwaremotorsports.com/safety/hbars.asp." TARGET=_blank>http://www.speedwaremotorsports.com/safety/hbars.asp.</A>   Look about half way down for the WRX bar.  I think that if you don't completely polish them, you should be able to get one for much less than $400.<P>I hope to try and make one of these for my car this winter.  Once I get one made, I'll make drawings or send it to somebody like Harry that can have them more mass-produced.<P>Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||11-02-2002||12:36 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_ride_4.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_ride_4.html</A> <P><BR>The last two pictures show you the setup in may car.<P>Mark that is not a bad idea.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||11-02-2002||07:19 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Hmm... that bar looks nice, but don't wanna spend $400 on it.  I like Bob's idea of using factory mounts w/eyebolts, and stashing the harness when not in use.  I was hoping to avoid something like a full cage or harness bar so that the seats could still recline if so desired.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000011||markrieb||11-04-2002||12:46 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||If you don't have the bar electropolished (stay with a satin finish), I'm guessing that the harness bar will be more in the $200 range.<P>Give me a chance to get home and try this on my own and I'll have a better idea of what it should cost.<P>Mark Rieb<BR>Stuck in Utah til sometime in December...||206.219.255.152||reg||1
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A||||4||Romanova||What happened to Mofugas?||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||11-01-2002||10:52 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Anyone been to their website latley? Closed until further notice... WTF?<P>||216.255.202.227||reg||1
Z||000001||04DrBlur||11-01-2002||10:56 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I just went there....||67.39.147.170||reg||1
Z||000002||Romanova||11-01-2002||10:59 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||"We will be closed until further notice. If you wish to contact us, please do so at sales@mofugas.com"<P>Thats what I get from them...||216.255.202.227||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||11-02-2002||03:35 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||That's odd.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000004||hibern8||11-03-2002||10:13 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||they are telling you that your galant is too slow.....j/k  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||63.62.130.105||reg||1
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A||||0||ken inn||s-afc "blue wire" mod.  dont do it||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||11-02-2002||01:45 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||dont do the blue wire mod, s-afc, for the o2 sensor.  it adds impedance to the system, and the ecu will read leaner, and compensate rich.  not a whole lot, but i just confirmed this with the logger.  i had to readjust all my fuel trims.  i am convinced that anyone with the afc should also have a logger or equivalent device to see what the ecu is seeing.  just using the egt and a/f gauge is stone age tuning, and doesnt even get you in the ballpark.  it might be ok for wot only, but for maximum effeciency, you need to see a LOT more inputs.  when i first plugged in the logger, my low fuel was pegged at 139%, mid was 104%, and high was also 139%.  now, i am at 104% across the board, and o2 trims are at 100.  using the afc and the logger, it only takes a few minutes to get the low fuel right on the money.  takes a LOT longer for hi fuel, but again, the logger allows me to see all the parameters as they happen, and what effect each adjustment makes.<BR>     on another note, the car feels MUCH stronger with the 2g mas and the 550's, low speed response is amazing, almost the same as when i first installed the fmic and pipes.||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001135.cgi
A||||1||229of1000||Valve cover touch up paint?||||1||
Z||000000||229of1000||11-02-2002||03:48 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Okay, my valve cover looked like crap so I got one of those wire grinding wheels and resurfaced the letters to make them shinier.  In the process I scraped off paint in random spots between the letters.  Does anyone know of some very close touch up paint?  I don't want to try random crap and have spots that don't match the rest.||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000001||broke down||11-04-2002||11:07 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I know you were looking for touch up paint, but if that doesn't go too well, try beadblasting it all off.  You will have to be careful to clean it out thouroughly (I cleaned mine out with solvent in a parts bin then hot water for hours just to be sure)  Mine looks awesome, as does my fuel rail, throttle body and neck, intake man., and others will later.  Basically anything aluminum is getting this treatment.  Only downside is that they atract gross things more now.||68.51.68.201||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001136.cgi
A||||8||#1459 VR-4||Dash Lights||||1||
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||11-03-2002||07:59 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Well other than my oil light staying on permantly my AWS light has recently come on, what is it trying to tell me?  I'm geussing the oil light means add oil, does the AWS mean add power steering fluid?||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000001||04DrBlur||11-03-2002||08:06 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  That would be a good start to the problem if you have not checked the fluid.||67.39.149.124||reg||1
Z||000002||#1459 VR-4||11-03-2002||09:26 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||I checked earlier today when the light first came on.  It was a little low, but it wasn't in dire need of fluid so I didn't bother making a trip to go buy some.  I was just wondering if there were any other reasons the light would come on... I'll pick some fluid up tommorow and see if it helps.<P>And my oil light turns on when I shut the car off and stays on all night... I realize it is just one tiny light, but is this doing a lot of harm to my battery?  I've got an appointment to get my valve cover replaced next week, hopefully that is my only oil leak/problem.||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000003||04DrBlur||11-03-2002||09:39 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  You got a problem if your oil light comes on after you shut the car off and stays on.  You need to get that fixed.  I would think that it would be in the ecu.  Have you had your caps replaced yet?  Funny things happen when they start leaking.||67.39.149.124||reg||1
Z||000004||#1459 VR-4||11-03-2002||10:20 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Nope not yet, I was planning on doing it soon when I didn't need to use my car for a week or two.<P>Well I thought the oil light staying on was normal, but I geuss not... should I order an ECU Capicator Replacement kit?  I know key diver offered to fix this problem, maybe I'll contact him.<P>What do you guys think, does this sound like the ECU?<p>[This message has been edited by #1459 VR-4 (edited 11-03-2002).]||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||11-04-2002||12:44 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Thats really strange. Looking at the schematic, there is no way that 12 volts should still be on the oil lamp once you turn off the ignition. Has anyone done some rewiring of this car? The reason I ask is this:<BR>The 4WS lamp actually gets its power from 2 possible sources, the ignition switch "IG1" position, and the "Start(ST)" position through a diode that keeps the 2 isolated. The lamp will ALWAYS light while starting the car, but only light afterwards if the fluid level is low. If someone has rewired something so that the "ST" wire that feeds the diode is somehow now connected to 12 volts all the time, the 4WS lamp will stay on all the time, AND, if the fluid is low, it will backfeed that 12 volts to all the other lamps, BRAKE, FUEL, and ABS. So, then even with the ignition off those lamps could light.  (Try pulling the emergency brake with the key off. Does the BRAKE lamp light?)<BR>The manual shows the diode being strapped/taped to the wiring harness up under the driver's side dash.The Yellow/Green wire side is the side that feeds the power to the 4WS bulb, and the Black/Yellow side is the power input from the ST side of the ignition switch. <BR>Let me know if you need more help, but it doesn't sound like an ECU problem. You can always unplug the ECU to be sure. If you still want the ECU caps replaced though, no problem, PLEASE DO!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.203||reg||1
Z||000006||#1459 VR-4||11-04-2002||01:14 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||It's very possible someone has done some rewiring, but I don't know for sure.  <P>Well when I went out today the oil light was off, so it seems to just come on and go off all on its own?  None of the other lights come on with the ignition off, I tried the parking brake and it did not light up nor do any of the other gauges stay on.  The 4WS and parking brake light go out once I shut the car off.  <P>The 4WS light didn't come on today, but I crawled under the car and did find a small leak in the lines running towards the rear steering... so at least I know why that one came on.<P>The previous owner had his alternator "blow up" on him... I know very little about electronics so don't know if that would have adverse effects or not?<P>Thanks again for the offer on the ECU caps, once I find a period of time I won't need the car, I'll send it out.||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000007||#1459 VR-4||11-04-2002||07:56 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Well I solved the 4WS light problem, the fluid was low and I have a leak in the line that needs mending. <P>The oil light is still on though.  It only comes on when the ignition is off, when I turn the ignition to acessories all of the other light come on and that one goes out.  One thing I have noticed is that the door adjar light comes on without the ignition on... Keydiver could this be the source from which the oil light is getting power?<P>I'll be taking the gauge cluster out in the next few days to see if I can see anything wrong and to swap some gauge faces.||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||11-05-2002||01:57 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Does the oil lamp glow at full brightness, or just dimly, like 1/2 brightness? It sounds to me like something is using your oil light switch as a ground source, but that would not explain why it goes out when you turn the ignition to the accessory position???????<BR>Well, for what its worth, here is the schematic from the manual: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/lamps.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/lamps.pdf</A> <BR>I don't know if it will help, because it sounds like someone's been dickin' around with your wiring!<BR>Good luck,<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.203||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001137.cgi
A||||1||ken inn||front differential||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||11-03-2002||08:09 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||does anyone know if the front differential in the 1g and 2g trans are interchangeable?||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000001||04DrBlur||11-03-2002||08:38 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I dont beleive they are but not positive,  They have 2 different part numbers according to mitsu and our Gvr4 diffs have another part number.  I tried to sell a spare front diff to a guy with a 1st gen and we were both told the same thing from mitsu that they wont work..||67.39.149.124||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001138.cgi
A||||4||LAGVR4||hard starting?||||1||
Z||000000||LAGVR4||11-03-2002||09:04 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||could an intercooler leak cause flooding? i know i have a leak somewhere because i have irregular boost and puffs black smoke every now and then, but now the car will barely start. smells like fuel bad.  any ideas? ||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-03-2002||11:04 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I'm not sure if it's the cause of your problem, but you should probably check for boost leaks anyway.  It's a really easy test (provided you have access to an air compressor) and can help a lot.  I knew I had a leak, but testing showed me several others that I needed to fix.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||11-07-2002||01:12 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Does the car run ok once it's warmed up?  Try checking to make sure the sensors on the thermostat housing are all connected properly.<P>Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1
Z||000003||LAGVR4||11-09-2002||12:25 AM||jporczak@attbi.com||once i get it started it runs rough at first. can barely hit the gas w/o stalling. if it just sits and idles for a minute it's fine no hesitation. shortly thereafter I get a CEL. once it comes on the car runs fine but is still lacking some boost. i have a manual boost gauge hooked up and when it reads 5psi the stock dash boost gauge is reading full boost. it'll read full boost at half throttle. i know those things are off but the stock one wouldn't read full boost unless i was running over 10psi before. i do have a overheating issue when the car sits idling for more than 5min. i have a new thermostat going in this weekend but<BR>no way to check the CEL. is there anyone around west LA that has a datalogger? i can't figure out if the CEL is coming from the thermostat or a boost leak and which would make the car hard to start all of a sudden. thanks for the help and sorry about the long post. ||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||11-09-2002||08:18 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||you dont need a logger to pull the codes.  go to radio shack, get a 12v buzzer, and 2 minature alligator clips.  go to the vfaq page and see which terminals to jump, then just count the buzzes.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001139.cgi
A||||36||turbowop||fmic install pics||||10
Z||000000||turbowop||11-04-2002||12:45 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I took some pics of the install of the starion fmic and rre pipes I bought from Ken. I had the pipes repowdercoated in a crinkly black.(red just didn't do it for me)<P>Looks like the dejon side exit bov return tube doesn't work with rre piping. The bov return is being relocated to a better location on the intake this week:<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid38/p7cbaa51f9dd8c17b42af0147af68f25e/fd159a53.jpg"> <P>I don't know about you other guys with rre pipes but the fit kind of sucks. I cut the lower u-pipe in half in order to lengthen it and turn the ends a little different. The hoses fit much better this way imho.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid38/pac2e70cc9856461ff60fa4af032377fd/fd159a55.jpg"> <P>All in all it turned out good. I got the piping and ic mounted and the bumper back on by the time the sun went down at 5pm tonight. Damn winter hours.....and working outside in 30-40 degree weather sucks. I should be able to test it all out by next weekend. Here is a pic of the ic installed with the bumper back on and off:<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid38/p8a05d2140f0de54b0da744d1804b26c3/fd159a58.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid38/p54eb24c88e680458e2c34eff70a2e2e8/fd159a56.jpg"> <P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||10
Z||000001||Romanova||11-04-2002||12:47 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||You gonna help me do this when spring rolls around Mark?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR>Nice job man... looks great!||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||11-04-2002||01:41 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Looks good.  The crinkly black is very nice.  And man, I love the centerlines.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-04-2002||02:39 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Looks great, Mark!  I know what you mean about fitment... actually that lower u-pipe is the only one that really bothered me, I think I'm gonna cut & lengthen mine too.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Good idea; thanks.  The one feeding the IC (driver's side) didn't fit the greatest either, but I have a different IC than you (Spearco/Griffin) and I did get it to fit after some muscling.  Nice job!!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||11-04-2002||02:42 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||About the Dejon intake, I haven't put mine on yet, but it's the 2G adapter pipe.  Is anyone else using this and the RRE pipes simultaneously?  Or know of any fitment issues?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||11-04-2002||09:19 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have both the raptor and the dejon intake, the dejon is the 2g mas on a 1g car.  both have the bov vent tube going straight up.  i got them to fit the rre pipe bov by using basically 2 gvr4 bov hoses, and the short metal tube to connect them.  fits near perfect.  i actually bought a 1g talon bov hose(37 bucks!) and cut it, but i ended up with a piece almost identical to the vr4 one.  a word to the wise, the dejon powdercoating is TOO good.  the flexible coupling kept coming off.  i took the dremel, and made some grooves around the connect part.  also, make damn sure it is clean and dry when you connect them up.  <BR>     when i posted about this intercooler, it seems all i got was shit about the starion being a pos.  hmmmm.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||11-04-2002||11:57 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>when i posted about this intercooler, it seems all i got was shit about the starion being a pos.  hmmmm.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Just wait, Doug hasn't put in his .02 yet;-P<BR>Like Ken said, I just rotated the Dejon so the BOV outlet was straight up: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/intake.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/intake.html</A> <BR>I don't care what some people say about the Starion, its got to be 1000% better than the stock system. Looks great!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P><BR>||66.156.213.203||reg||1
Z||000007||markrieb||11-04-2002||12:56 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I have the full RRE piping and IC kit with a 2g DEJON pipe.  The BOV line doesn't line up and I had to kind of ghetto the installation with some flex tubing.<P>To do this again, I'd buy the 2g MAS in a 1G car DEJON pipe and things should work pretty good.<P>The BOV line issue is one of my many winter projects.<P>Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000008||Nate||11-04-2002||03:33 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||If that's the kit I think it is, that particular kit got a Galant to go 12.29 @ 112.  True, it's not as efficient as a Spearco/Griffen/Apexi, but it works better than the stock one by far.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||11-04-2002||03:41 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yep, that's it.  the nate pharr signature edition.  repowdercoated black.  some of us want to follow in your footsteps, some of us want to wear your shoes.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000010||Doug Thomas||11-04-2002||06:13 PM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||If I remember right that set-up was on Josh Jones�s car about five years ago. Before that is was probably on a 1988 Starion at the junkyard. Then it went to Nate, then Ken now it�s on another Galant. That intercooler surely does have a history. <P>Mark could have probably spent little more money and got a nice new Speaco intercooler 2-178 from IRC at a nice price. Mark you have very nice looking Galant with some sweet looking wheels. That intercooler just does not compliment the rest of your car. <P>I just don�t care to put used intercooler from the junkyard on my car. I would rather spend the extra money and buy a new intercooler.<P>See what they have to say about used intercooler from the junkyard here:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.are.com.au/techtalk/intecoolersMR.htm#Import%20or%20'Grey'%20Intercoolers" TARGET=_blank>http://www.are.com.au/techtalk/intecoolersMR.htm#Import%20or%20'Grey'%20Intercoolers</A> <BR>||12.10.219.29||reg||1
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||11-04-2002||06:28 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Wow, great site Doug!  Thanks for posting it, lotsa good info.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000012||turbowop||11-05-2002||01:37 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR><B>If I remember right that set-up was on Josh Jones�s car about five years ago. Before that is was probably on a 1988 Starion at the junkyard. Then it went to Nate, then Ken now it�s on another Galant. That intercooler surely does have a history. <P>Mark could have probably spent little more money and got a nice new Speaco intercooler 2-178 from IRC at a nice price. Mark you have very nice looking Galant with some sweet looking wheels. That intercooler just does not compliment the rest of your car. <P>I just don�t care to put used intercooler from the junkyard on my car. I would rather spend the extra money and buy a new intercooler. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Whenever I buy used parts I try to refurbish them as best as I can to be like new. This is why the piping was redone and I chemically cleaned the intercooler and straightened the few bent fins that were there. I do not ghetto rig my shit.(not that I think that's what you're implying) <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> It was a good deal. I can always upgrade to a Spearco later on. I figure I paid for new piping and got a free modded Starion core. I have a friend that does powdercoating so it didn't cost a penny to have that done. I just have to help him with his car as he helps me with mine. And I think it compliments the car just fine.....at least better than the stock ic bullshit. I'll tell ya, I'm tapped out after buying this, an intake, a rre catchcan, stuff to relocate the battery, an optima red top, and have some new suspension pieces on the way. At least for now. When I feel it's necassary I'll look into a Spearco.<P>Thanks for all the compliments,<BR>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000013||BluFalcon||11-07-2002||03:00 AM||muttski@gte.net||Do you have any pics of how the intercooler is secured to the car?  I have a Starion I/C I got from 1QuickVR4 (Thanks Zach) that's been modifed to fit the stock GVR4 piping.  I figure this would do until I got a better FMIC, and it has got to be better than the stock I/C.  I just wanted a better way to mount it onto the car than with zip ties and good intentions.  There's a local shop that can weld aluminum, I figured I'd just have some straps welded to it and bolt it on to the car. Just wanted to see how you'rs was secured.||4.64.80.64||reg||1
Z||000014||turbowop||11-07-2002||03:43 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Hmmmm.....it's kind of hard to explain other than that there is a bracket on top and one on the bottom and a little bit of angle iron is mixed in there. These mount to the core support. It's mounted cleanly though...as in it isn't half assed. The brackets were on the core when Ken shipped it to me, so I kind of engineered it to work the way I thought it was supposed to with what I had. Since you're in Denton maybe you could have Ken show you on your core where brackets need to be welded on or made to fit. He may even have pics of the install on his car. He couldn't show them to me because he was having problems loading them on his computer. He's good at explanations. I'll let him do it.<P>Mark<BR>1051 ||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000015||hibern8||11-14-2002||05:49 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||so mark, you hadto dump the foglights in order to do the pipe to the throttle body huh? i was just curious, b/c im in the process of my custom setup and it doesnt look like the bumper will go on with the foglights still in. ||63.62.124.174||reg||1
Z||000016||number3||11-14-2002||06:46 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>so mark, you hadto dump the foglights in order to do the pipe to the throttle body huh? i was just curious, b/c im in the process of my custom setup and it doesnt look like the bumper will go on with the foglights still in. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>It possible. See my routing and they will still fit.<P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000017||GRV4726||11-14-2002||10:08 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||harry's got really nice routing.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> so shiny and pretty and short and perfect.||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000018||turbowop||11-14-2002||10:11 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||You could keep the foglights, but I didn't like how low the pipe would have to go if they were retained in order to clear them. I also notched out the sheet metal below the horn where the u pipe goes thru. If you look at the pic of the front of my car above you will see this. The pipes fit better this way. And besides....I don't drive the car in the fog anymore.<P>BTW.....the setup rocks. I still need a clutch so power just slips away, but it comes on waaay sooner now and pulls harder. I'm worried about clutch break-in now since it's almost impossible to keep out of boost. Barely stepping on the throttle gets the car out of vacuum.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000019||hibern8||11-14-2002||10:58 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||harry the pic of your car looks to have no foglights but my eyes may be playing games.....<P>i forgot to mention, im running the spearco 2-221 which has top and bottom end tanks, inlet and outlet on same side. this is so i can get rid of the crossover pipe going over the HOT manifold for less restriction. i thought i would ask becasue for being stock foglights, they are badass. i only drive this cr in the summer too so i dont need them, just like them. ||63.62.130.13||reg||1
Z||000020||number3||11-17-2002||06:02 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>harry the pic of your car looks to have no foglights but my eyes may be playing games.....<P>i forgot to mention, im running the spearco 2-221 which has top and bottom end tanks, inlet and outlet on same side. this is so i can get rid of the crossover pipe going over the HOT manifold for less restriction. i thought i would ask becasue for being stock foglights, they are badass. i only drive this cr in the summer too so i dont need them, just like them. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Number3 doesn't sport the factory foglights but it could.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000021||GVR4#1862||02-06-2003||01:35 PM||||do you got anymore pics of the install job<br />and maybe a parts list||65.71.202.41||reg||1||GVR4#1362||00000733||yes
Z||000022||turbowop||02-06-2003||09:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4#1362:<br /><strong> do you got anymore pics of the install job<br />and maybe a parts list </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have more pics but they only show the piping which is shown in the pics section of this site anyway. As far as parts you just need:<br /><br />-starion fmic (modded by rre if possible)<br />-rre's ic piping kit<br />-various hoses and couplings to connect it all<br />-stuff to move the battery to the trunk (batt goes into the trunk because of the next item)<br />-Dejon intake (because the rre piping interferes with the stock location of the mas can)<br /><br />That's about it. You need to cut some of the bumper support out to fit the ic behind the bumper.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000023||theymightbegalants||03-25-2003||04:07 AM||||I used the Dejon 2G in a 1G pipe with my RRE pipes, and fitment was terrible.  I am running a 1G K&N on an adapter plate on it, so that probably contributed, but I had to lengthen the turbo side with a 3.5" length of pipe going to a silicon reducer to the 16G.  Too many hose clamps for a supposed bolt on.  I also had to cut the BOV dump tube down about an inch to fit the hose on it w/o it popping off.  The whole intake pipe is crammed between the RRE UIC pipe and the puller fan.  Don't get me wrong, the Dejon intake is a great piece of work and sounds soooo awesome when boosting and blowing off, just took some mods and muscles to get it to fit for me.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000024||turbowop||03-25-2003||09:25 PM||||Mine seemed to fit okay. It was tight between the puller fan and the rre piping but it doesnt rub anything. I just wish the pipe brought the filter closer to the fender. Oh well, it makes a nice place for a future water injection pump.<br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid54/p4d2406dda68099264ad0999538b29159/fc873a5e.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid54/p4c4f3dfc47acfe7da30847fe2d9bd5ba/fc873a63.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid54/pef89697448d1fd95f1a4ec752bfb42b4/fc873a65.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000025||gvr4in||03-25-2003||09:42 PM||||Wow I didn't know rre made gvr4 pipes with a griffin core. haha sweet! How much did everything run you guys all together? and are you happy with your purchase?||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000026||turbowop||03-25-2003||09:48 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4icpipes.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4icpipes.htm</a>||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000027||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||01:16 AM||||The Griffen core w/Spearco top to bottom tanks (core is 6x18x3) cost $390.  The pipe kit (mild steel, powdercoated) cost $370, and all the mounting kit (hose, brackets, clamps, bolts, etc.) cost $100.<br /><br />Yes, I would say that I was satisfied, but not exactly happy.  The pipes didn't fit as well as I would have liked, and mounting brackets for the core suck donkey balls.  A few welds weren't as smooth as I would have liked on the inside, but that was nothing a few minutes w/a Dremel couldn't fix.  I was using a Hawker battery (switched stock locations w/air can) and the more direct UIC pipe from RRE made things difficult, even for that tiny battery.  I think I'm going to have to move it to the trunk (what size of wire did you use Mark?).<br /><br />Would I buy it again?  Probably... IMHO you're paying for the convenience of the research all being done for you.  It's not quite a bolt on, but it's pretty damn close.  You could do it all cheaper yourself, but that takes time.  I would certainly not buy their mounting kit again, what a rip.  The core is pretty sweet though... much bigger than stock, although there are bigger cores that come with kits.  RRE will actually make you whatever core/end tank setup you want, but this was the kit "standard."<br /><br />Still, at a total of $860, it beats other kits out there.  You decide what's best for you.  I'm not sure, but I think they all require cutting of the bumper.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000028||turbowop||03-26-2003||02:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  (what size of wire did you use Mark?). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">2awg / 100 amp circuit breaker||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000029||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||02:38 AM||||Sweet, thanks.  Any problems routing wire that size?  What hole in the firewall did you use, or did you create your own?  I put the 10awg wire for the fuel pump under the door trim, but it didn't look like there was room for anything a whole lot bigger...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000030||turbowop||03-26-2003||02:58 AM||||I used the large hole in the firewall on the passenger side behind the inner fender liner. From there I went under the carpet along the side to the trunk. I need to do it again on Friday with 8awg for my alternator wire to my kill switch.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000031||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||06:56 AM||||How did you ground it?  I did this to a friend's honduh and used 2awg running up for power, and just grounded it to the chassis in the trunk.  This kinda irked me, but he didn't wanna run more wire... I think I'll use 2 or 4awg for power to the front, ground it in the chassis, and use the 10awg I've got run for the fuel pump as an additional ground to the stock ground point in the engine bay.  Couldn't hurt.<br /><br />Where did you get your circuit breaker, and for how much?  How necessary do you think it is?  The wire we used had a think insulator, plus a protective jacket around that so we didn't think it could realistically be ground through under all that carpet and trim, and even if that did happen wouldn't the stock main fuses just blow?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000032||howard_GVR4||03-26-2003||12:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> I used the large hole in the firewall on the passenger side behind the inner fender liner. From there I went under the carpet along the side to the trunk. I need to do it again on Friday with 8awg for my alternator wire to my kill switch. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you talking about replacing the main alternator wire with 8awg?  If so, do you know where that connection goes?  My wire is in really bad shape and in need of replacement, but I looked briefly and can't tell where it goes beyond the fender next to the radiator.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000033||Johnny Bravo||03-26-2003||05:06 PM||||Maybe I'm just overlooking it, but was any trimming of the bumper or bumper support needed to fit the core in there?  I found an i/c that I may very well buy (HKS), but I would rather not chop up the bumper or bumper support if I can help it (that may be a bit optimistic though).  Anybody know how tall of an I/C will fit w/o needing to cut anything?  The one I found is 8.5" tall.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000034||number3||03-26-2003||05:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> How did you ground it?  I did this to a friend's honduh and used 2awg running up for power, and just grounded it to the chassis in the trunk.  This kinda irked me, but he didn't wanna run more wire... I think I'll use 2 or 4awg for power to the front, ground it in the chassis, and use the 10awg I've got run for the fuel pump as an additional ground to the stock ground point in the engine bay.  Couldn't hurt.<br /><br />Where did you get your circuit breaker, and for how much?  How necessary do you think it is?  The wire we used had a think insulator, plus a protective jacket around that so we didn't think it could realistically be ground through under all that carpet and trim, and even if that did happen wouldn't the stock main fuses just blow? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your Honda friend was right in the way he did his. The chassis is one huge ground "wire". <br /><br />Using a wire longer than a 16" as a ground would be like using a motorcycle filter on a 4" intake pipe to your turbo. (The wire should be at the very least as big as the hot side, obviously)<br /><br />The key is to make sure that the point on the chassis you pick is a strong ground (not a body panel glued or spot welded to chassis).||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000035||theymightbegalants||03-26-2003||08:22 PM||||I know the chassis is the car ground.  Very few things actually run back to the battery ground or even near it.  I was not suggesting to use the 10awg wire as THE ground, merely to supplement the ground in the trunk by running up to the stock battery gound wire in the front.  As our cars age and the chassis weakens and welds slowly fail or rust, the resistance in the chassis ground increases.  I figured two was better than one.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000036||turbowop||03-26-2003||08:42 PM||||Theymightbegalants: I grounded it with 2awg wire to one of the mounting bolts on the rear shock tower. I sanded the paint down to bare metal for the connection and I've had zero problems with it.<br /><br />Howard: I'm just gonna disconnect the alt wire at the fuse harness and extend it back to the switch from there. I will run another wire from the starter to where the alt wire was originally connected at the fuse harness to complete the circuit.<br /><br />Johnny Bravo: Yes the bumper support needed to be cut substantially. Pretty much for any fmic you're gonna have to do some cutting of the support.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/001140.cgi
A||||9||Romanova||02 sensor part number?||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||11-04-2002||10:36 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Anyone got this? Thanks!||134.39.179.195||reg||1
Z||000001||#258||11-04-2002||10:55 AM||steverallyc@netscape.net||MD188208||151.198.226.2||reg||1
Z||000002||Romanova||11-04-2002||11:05 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||$93 from Conicelli, or $56 from Mitsubishiparts.cc<P>That's quite a difference...||134.39.179.195||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||11-04-2002||11:45 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Romanova:<BR><B>$93 from Conicelli, or $56 from Mitsubishiparts.cc<P>That's quite a difference...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Go into the "DSM Club" section; its only $54.79.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P>||66.156.213.203||reg||1
Z||000004||DSSA||11-04-2002||12:05 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Romanova:<BR><B>$93 from Conicelli, or $56 from Mitsubishiparts.cc<P>That's quite a difference...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I'd like to know where you got this "$93.00" price from...<P>Our *LIST* price isn't even that high.<P>May want to check pricing before posting false information publicly.<P>On another note, you can also use the 90-style 02 sensors which have a larger element.<P>MD311230-$56.25||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||#258||11-04-2002||01:03 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net|| <A HREF="http://www.trademotion.com/partlocator/index.cfm?action=searchCatalogOEM&siteid=840" TARGET=_blank>http://www.trademotion.com/partlocator/index.cfm?action=searchCatalogOEM&siteid=840</A> ||151.198.226.11||reg||1
Z||000006||#258||11-04-2002||01:06 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||My link above doesnt seem to work, but just for your info, I entered the part number and came up with a price of 93.00 also. I dont think the previous poster is trying to slight you.||151.198.226.11||reg||1
Z||000007||#258||11-04-2002||01:09 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||                                                <BR>                                                                        <BR>                                                                                   $93.60<BR>                                              Tune-up, Ignition & Emission Systems, Electronic<BR>                                              Engine Control Components, Oxygen Sensor, Galant,<BR>                                              Dual Cam Engine, W/Turbo, From 10/91 <BR>                                                              Add to Cart <BR>                                                <BR>                                                                        <BR>                                                                                   $93.60<BR>                                              Tune-up, Ignition & Emission Systems, Electronic<BR>                                              Engine Control Components, Oxygen Sensor, Galant,<BR>                                              Dual Cam Engine, W/Turbo, To 9/91 <BR>                                                              Add to Cart <BR>                                                <BR>                                                                        <BR>                                                                                   $93.60<BR>                                              Tune-up, Ignition & Emission Systems, Electronic<BR>                                              Engine Control Components, Oxygen Sensor, 2.0L,<BR>                                              W/Turbo <BR>                                                              Add to Cart <P>||151.198.226.11||reg||1
Z||000008||Romanova||11-04-2002||01:10 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Exactly what I came up with...||134.39.170.99||reg||1
Z||000009||DSSA||11-04-2002||08:22 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Here's what I come up with for '92 Eclipse Turbo (same part):<P>Description   Your Price Action <BR>          Electrical, Powertrain Control, Oxygen Sensor, Eclipse, 2.0L, W/O Turbo    $63.35  <P>Which is *STILL* high.<P>Looks like:<P>1) F%@(*ing TradeMotion (The company who runs these online catalogs for a lot of dealerships) isn't updating price listings.<P>2) F%&*ing TradeMotion has decided to not realize what "w/Turbo" means, and is pricing this for a DOHC non-turbo.  <P>My apologies on jumping on you.  <P>If in need of parts pricing, either call or e-mail me directly until I can get the guys who handle the website to get rid of this company.<P>...now I'm pissed.  These %&@*(s have been nothing but trouble since day 1. <P>Once again, my apologies.||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001141.cgi
A||||7||GVR1643||stud/nut sizes||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||11-04-2002||12:02 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Sorry to bother for this..didn't see it in a search.<BR>What's the pitch for the 8mm exhaust manny studs.<P>Also, I broke the stud coming out of the 14b to the O2 housing - anyone know the size of the stud/nut?<BR>Thanks, Kevin||167.142.22.63||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||11-04-2002||01:30 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||ok, i just put on my warm booties, and went outside.  both studs are 1.25 pitch.  both are 40mm in length, the cyl head is 8mm, the exh is 10mm||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||11-04-2002||02:18 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks again Ken!  Nice to see you actually get out of the house now and then :-))||167.142.22.38||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||11-10-2002||11:43 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||ok yeah i need to go to a hardware store and pick up some stainless studs for myself....so ken says the length of the stud is 40mm. my question is how much of that 40mm is allowed to go into the head. when i was removing those old studs from the head, it didnt seem like that much of them was actually screwed in there. so is there a limit to how much you can screw into the head?<BR>what i will be doing is buying stainless studs from the hardware store that have heads so i wont have to go with the stud/nut deal as they are stock on the car. ||63.62.126.175||reg||1
Z||000004||hibern8||11-10-2002||11:44 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i think i said head too many damn times there  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||63.62.126.175||reg||1
Z||000005||Kibo||11-11-2002||04:45 AM||earentzen@picolight.com||I think Ken was saying that 8mm of the 40mm goes into the head, and 10mm for the manifold end.<P>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||11-11-2002||05:51 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||there are 2 threaded sides of the 8mm stud, the short side goes into the head, only about 10mm of this is threaded, then there is a non threaded part that will stop the stud from going any farther.  so, maybe 12mm max can go into the head.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000007||hibern8||11-11-2002||06:34 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||thanks guys appreciate the info||131.193.15.115||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001142.cgi
A||||1||DeanCouchey||Really off topic about AWD system?||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||11-04-2002||01:16 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Hey guys! I just got my winter beater, its a 89 Aerostar AWD van. I was wondering what a bad rear differential sounds like when it is bad. on my van when I de-cellerate I hear a clunk and the back end will shake. it does needs new rear drums but why else would it do that? The pumpkin looks kinda rusted but I couldnt tell. I found used ones for 150 bucks so they aint to expensive. Does this sound like a bad diff to you guys?||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||stupidweirdo||11-05-2002||07:08 AM||stupidweirdo@email.com||prolly just a worn out u-joint. get under it and try to turn/shake the drive shaft and see if it moves at the rear u-joint, between the drive shaft and the rear diff. ||216.65.161.68||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001143.cgi
A||N||5||broke down||whiny sound||||5||
Z||000000||broke down||11-04-2002||01:36 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||while driving my car yesterday, I began to notice a somewhat loud whiny sound whenever the turbo spools from 5 lbs. on up.  It's sounds like a mad hair dryer, or like an electric drill.  Anyone got any ideas???  I will be testing my ic pipes tonight.  Stock turbo and pipes, temporarily removed the screw from the m.a.s., just put on a bigger homemade turbo outlet pipe, hacked aircan, but really no major mods.  Any help or suggestions would be GREATLY appreciated!!||68.51.68.201||reg||5
Z||000001||Ant||11-04-2002||03:04 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Sounds like the compressor wheel might be scraping the compressor housing of the turbo.  <P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||11-04-2002||05:48 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Play with your shaft.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.247.128.70||reg||7
Z||000003||369of1000||11-04-2002||05:50 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>Play with your shaft.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>HA HA||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000004||broke down||11-04-2002||10:54 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||well i've checked the turbo, and nothing seems amiss, I am going to clean all of the housings and lines tomorrow, as well as install all new gaskets.  There is no noticable thrust on the shaft, both wheels look good and neither them or their respective housings show any sign of scraping, and a friend of mine here with an 11 sec. car said that that turbo is in the best condition that he has ever seen for a 14b stocker.  I work at a shop, and a guy I work with said that sometimes if a oil supply line gets coked up and cuts off some of the oil supply, sometimes turbos make that sound... any thoughts???  ||68.51.68.201||reg||10
Z||000005||turbowop||11-05-2002||01:44 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||If it sounds like a big semi turbo than you probably have a boost leak. Mine sounded like that after removing and reinstalling the bov one time. Must have messed up the gasket. I made a new one from gasket material and the sound went away.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001144.cgi
A||||14||RayH||Cool Foreign Movies w/Driving Themes||||1||
Z||000000||RayH||11-04-2002||01:43 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||For anybody interested in some cool foreign movies with driving themes:<P><A HREF="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/stores/detail/-/video/B000059H9X/customer-reviews/102-8360459-0739340" TARGET=_blank>The Legend of Speed</A><BR>- A Hong Kong flik where the main character drives a Lancer Evolution and his rival drives a WRX.  More drama than action but the reaction of the WRX driver at the end of the movie is worth it.<P><A HREF="http://us.imdb.com/Title?0152930" TARGET=_blank>Taxi</A><BR><A HREF="http://us.imdb.com/Title?0183869" TARGET=_blank>Taxi 2</A><BR>- French comedy/action written by Luc Besson (La Femme Nikita, The Professional).  Second movie has bad guys driving Lancers.  I was only able to get these films from Hong Kong as  region 3 DVDs.<P><A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/go2initiald/main.html" TARGET=_blank>Inital D</A><BR>- Japanese anime series with all racing scenes done in cgi.  Surprisingly huge amount of technical information which is more accurate than most live action films.  Consists of two series and a couple movies.  I haven't watched the whole thing yet but I plan on picking up the DVDs which are available as all region coded from Hong Kong.<P>BTW, if you're buying any DVD's from Hong Kong you might as well pick up <A HREF="http://us.imdb.com/Title?0286112" TARGET=_blank>Shaolin Soccer</A>  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Any other good films out there?<P>||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000001||Romanova||11-04-2002||02:23 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||The Initial D manga is more enjoyable than the anime. There are 23 volumes at present... all in nihongo, or 2 volumes(so far...) in English. Good stuff...||134.39.170.99||reg||1
Z||000002||BossGVR4||11-04-2002||04:53 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Is it a WRX .... I thought it was just a Mines Prepped Impreza. I have this on DVD !<P>I think Thunderbolt is a Jackie Chan movie with an EVo IV-V that is used in some pretty good chase scenes.<P>Later,<P>D||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||11-04-2002||05:11 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Ronin staring Robert Deniro has some killer car chase scenes in it.  It's set in Europe so the backdrop is beautiful & the storyline isn't bad either.  No real super great cars other than an Audi S8 & a 5-series BMW.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000004||369of1000||11-04-2002||05:46 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||The Jackie Chan flick "Who Am I?" has some nasty chase scenes. I think it also uses an EVO IV-V??? I haven't seen it in a while.<P>The Transporter also had a good one.<p>[This message has been edited by 369of1000 (edited 11-04-2002).]||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||11-04-2002||06:38 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I think it was an EVO IV in "Who Am I."  Pretty bad movie, but there's some sick driving in it.  As to the S8 in Ronin, I heard it was bone stock (4.2 NA V8, awd, manumatic) save a 100 shot of nitrous, employed liberally throughout the movie.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Another Jackie Chan movie w/interesting car stuff is "Cannonball Run" where he drives a turbine powered awd Subaru hatchback (not a real car).<P>I've seen some of the "Initial D" series, and it's pretty good.  I didn't know there were any movies, though, I'll have to look for those.  Do you have any titles of those movies?<P>Man, I'm really going to have to check out "The Legend of Speed."  That movie sounds great.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>And of course there's the BMW films from (big head scratcher here, lol) <A HREF="http://www.bmwfilms.com" TARGET=_blank>www.bmwfilms.com</A>  .  They recently released a new video, with the upcoming Z4.  I'm not sold on its styling; I liked the Z3 much better.  This new one borrows all the bad cues from the Z8.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||11-05-2002||12:12 AM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B>Another Jackie Chan movie w/interesting car stuff is "Cannonball Run" where he drives a turbine powered awd Subaru hatchback (not a real car).</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Maybe I'm thinking Cannonball Run II -- but I thought it was a Mitsubishi Starion.||64.109.165.139||reg||1
Z||000007||RayH||11-05-2002||12:28 AM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Ronin does have a pretty good chase scene.  The same director, John Frankenheimer, also did Grand Prix which is a great racing movie.||67.82.160.28||reg||1
Z||000008||BluFalcon||11-05-2002||02:31 AM||muttski@gte.net||Cannonball I had the hopped up turbo powered Subaru.  Cannonball II had the Starion in it.  I saw a copy of the original VHS movie case in an old Mom and Pop video store a year ago, and it seems Mitsubishi paid a lot of money to have that Satrion featured in the movie.  Of course Jackie Chan and Mitsu have had a long history together so it doesn't suprise me.  The Starion was Mitsubishi's "great experiment" and a lot was riding on the car.  What better way to promote it than have it featured in a Hollywood movie?  Too bad it had to be CBII, and not CBI.  CBII blew goats.<P>  Thunderbolt had Jackie driving a EVO, and a FTO along with a race prepped 3000GT later on in the movie.  The villian drove a black Skyline, with some pretty cool chase scenes.  <BR>  Who Am I? had the chase with the EVO and some scenes with a rally Montero/Pajero early on in the flick.<P>  I could have have sworn I saw Jackie's partner driving a white 3000GT convertible(I could be wrong) in City Hunter.  No real car scenes, but the scene where he fights as the characters from the Street Fighter video game, is hilarious.<P>  I like Initial D, and it does have quite a bit of technical information in it for anime.  The only problem is the damn music, it gets stuck in your head.  No GVR4's, but EVO's pop up later on in the story.  <P>  I have a copy of a preview for The Legend Of Speed, looks like the Hong Kong version the Fast and Ridiculous.  I want to see it, just out of morbid curiosity.||4.64.85.20||reg||1
Z||000009||suprflewus||11-05-2002||06:31 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||The Italian Job||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR1643||11-06-2002||11:18 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||For those who haven't seen it, the Mischief 3000 vid is out (not foreign, but pretty cool).  90% of it features the Gumball 3000 race from NY to California.  For you old timers like Ken and myself, "The Gumball Rally" was one of my favorite auto movies ever...as the Italian says,"Whatsa behind me, doesn't matter" as he throws the rearview mirror away. :-)||167.142.22.199||reg||1
Z||000011||Kamekaze||11-06-2002||03:04 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by RayH:<BR><B><A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/go2initiald/main.html" TARGET=_blank>Inital D</A><BR>- Japanese anime series with all racing scenes done in cgi.  Surprisingly huge amount of technical information which is more accurate than most live action films.  Consists of two series and a couple movies.  I haven't watched the whole thing yet but I plan on picking up the DVDs which are available as all region coded from Hong Kong.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>This show is insanely fun and addictive, now the main car in that show is the ultimate sleeper!<BR>||206.77.0.156||reg||1
Z||000012||Johnny Bravo||11-06-2002||03:17 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||How about Death Race 2000?  :P  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||129.2.17.152||reg||1
Z||000013||Johnny Bravo||11-06-2002||03:19 PM||eunosfd@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by RayH:<BR><B>Ronin does have a pretty good chase scene.  The same director, John Frankenheimer, also did Grand Prix which is a great racing movie.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, another very good movie.  James Garner actually did a decent job in that one too.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||129.2.17.152||reg||1
Z||000014||199of2k||11-06-2002||04:18 PM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by BluFalcon:<BR><B>  No GVR4's, but EVO's pop up later on in the story.  <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>There is a vr4 in that stupid jackie chan movie where he is his twin, i think the name of the movie is twin dragons?  But the vr4 is only there for a split second, before/after the boat chase. <BR>||68.9.130.111||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001145.cgi
A||||3||Louters91GVR4||I NEED HELP???||||5||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||11-04-2002||05:40 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Does anyone have a set of stock 91 Galant VR4 Fog lights??? One of my housings of my passenger side one is busted. Thank you for your help in advance!!<P>-tom||140.254.113.51||reg||5
Z||000001||369of1000||11-04-2002||05:43 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||The same one is broken on my car.||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||11-05-2002||01:22 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Hmmm.....I have that one and not the other and wasn't planning on reinstalling it ever. You guys can make me an offer on it if you want.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||11-05-2002||11:01 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||hey mark <P>is it the passenger side one???<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001146.cgi
A||||7||04DrBlur||fuel pump question....||||1||
Z||000000||04DrBlur||11-04-2002||08:38 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Alright I am gonna buy my pump but i got a quick question. ok maybe a couple questions. I am goin to buy the 255 walbro but do i need a FPR if I dont get the high pressure pump?  Or should I stick with the 190 lph?  Also when I install the pump do i need to remove the fuel pump rewire?  Will it cause too much flow to my stock injectors?  I have been told to remove the rewire when installing my new pump.  Thanks for the help. Phil||67.39.149.124||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||11-04-2002||09:32 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||It really depends on your mods.<BR>The 255 HP really needs an adjustable to lower the FP as the car will idle pretty rich. Check out the road race site for a good breakdown on pumps and injectors.<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||11-05-2002||11:47 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Almost ANY pump upgrade is going to over-run the stock FPR. I know alot of people have said that they had no problems with the 190, but even with my Denso 165 upgrade, and the rewire disconnected, I had over-run. When I would disconnect the vacuum line, it would only change about 1-2 lbs. at idle. The big question is: how much over-run is too much? How much of it can you compensate for with the AFC? ANY 255 will over-run it, guaranteed!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.203||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||11-05-2002||03:46 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||What exactly is overrun?  Running constantly rich, overpowering the injectors?||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||11-05-2002||05:06 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>What exactly is overrun?  Running constantly rich, overpowering the injectors?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Stock regulator return hole is not big enough to return the fuel at the rate the pump is supplying.<BR>Causes the car to run rich.<P><BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||11-05-2002||06:54 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>What exactly is overrun?  Running constantly rich, overpowering the injectors?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Its not so much that its "overpowering the injectors", but it is not maintaining the same fuel pressure across the injector at all vacuum/boost levels. A 1:1 FPR's job is to keep the pressure DIFFERENTIAL across the injector the same, which means that at 18 in/Hg of vacuum, you should be ~9 lbs lower fuel pressure than you have with the vacuum line disconnected (base pressure). The factory ECU's injector pulse widths are based on this 1:1 ratio, and when the FPR can't return enough fuel back to the tank fast enough, and the pressure rises, more fuel is getting injected than the computer thinks.<BR>In my case, with 35 psi at idle and 37 base, I was running about 11% rich, correctable by the AFC. I still got a SpoolinUp FPR, and my idle is much more steady.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000006||04DrBlur||11-05-2002||08:33 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  So in other words since I ordered the 255 lph pump I should also order the FPR? I also will need a fuel pressure gauge i take it??||67.39.149.124||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||11-05-2002||10:40 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The 2 seem to go hand-in-hand, so yes. As far as a gauge, I've found that one of the simple B&M $35 ones that goes into the fuel filter works fine, because all you really need to do is set the base pressure.]<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.10||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001147.cgi
A||||5||GVR4-COOL||Auto-x / Track Race @ SoCal?||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4-COOL||11-04-2002||10:01 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Hi, I just got my GVR4 last week...  loving it very much!!  <P>Anybody know where to go for AutoX or Track racing here around LA???  I just move here from midwest recently, so not sure where to go...  I appreciate it very much if someone could let me know if there is any race event soon.  I need to get the suspension beefed up, thou.. the stock suspension is too soft.  I m thinking about GC with AGX, any advise?  Have anyone deal with Road Race?  Thanks!~~ ||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||11-05-2002||03:19 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Road Race comes highly reccommended. Also there are autoXes every so often out at Hollywood park and other places. I haven't heard too much about them lately as I just moved back down to North County San Diego. <BR>I know there is an autoX this sunday the 10th at Qualcomm down in San Diego. It's off the 5 on 805 and the 15. I may be there with the SCIC (So. Cal Impreza Club) and my GVR4.<BR>Rich<P>||199.35.31.205||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4-COOL||11-06-2002||08:23 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Thanks for the info, Rich... <BR>I guess there is not many gvr4 guys around this area.... <BR>If you can, please tell me about ur suspension set-up..  thanks...||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000003||Kamekaze||11-06-2002||11:11 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||I have also been looking at this lately, soloII type stuff, anybody around the central texas area know where to look?||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000004||MPREZYAVR4||11-07-2002||12:50 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Unforutneately it's stock struts and some lowering springs of some sort. Definelty not what I want. I'm working on getting something to replace them soon.<BR>Also I just found out that unless you already have a solo II card you can only watch  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> .<BR>||199.35.29.3||reg||1
Z||000005||smokindav||11-07-2002||01:08 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||My first advice to you would be to upgrade the stock brakes (they suck) and learn to drive the car the way it is.  THEN start upgrading the suspension after you know where the weaknesses are (yours and the cars).<P>later,<BR>Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001148.cgi
A||||0||mdpvr4||new motor swap||||1||
Z||000000||mdpvr4||11-05-2002||01:58 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||well its finally almost done, one of the first G20's with a SR20DET motor swap. im so excited. i will put pictures up soon. there will be a new four door sleeper loose on the streets here in aurora.||12.65.156.163||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001149.cgi
A||||10||Telecaster||Lost dash lighting||||1||
Z||000000||Telecaster||11-05-2002||05:44 AM||telecastr@email.com||Me and a friend installed a EGT guage today and tapped a 12 volt source.  The guage works fine just as the boost and a/f guage.  Now all of a sudden, i've lost all the lighting in the dash.  From the lights from the tach, speedo, and fuel, to the center dials and the stock radio, there are no lights.  The thing is, there's a loud click from the relay box in the engine bay whenever i try to turn on the guage lights.  I know the clicks are coming from the 2nd relay from the right of the bottom row.  I've also lost my tail lights when the lights are dimmed at night, but they still light up when i press the pedal.  <P>Anyone know whats going on?  I can't afford to spend money on electric diagnostic and tonight i dangerously drove my car with no tail lights. <P>[This message has been edited by Telecaster (edited 11-05-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Telecaster (edited 11-05-2002).]||216.175.98.242||reg||1
Z||000001||hibern8||11-05-2002||08:37 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||time to start checkin fuses my friend....i can almost guarantee thats where you will find the problem||131.193.8.114||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||11-05-2002||10:43 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/relays.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/relays.pdf</A> <BR>Your taillights and dash lamps all get their power from a 10 amp fuse, #2, that gets its power from the taillight relay. <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.203||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||11-05-2002||10:50 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Unhook it and replace the taillight/dash fuse.  Check the grounds and power leads, some don't like to be shared. <P>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000004||Telecaster||11-05-2002||10:15 PM||telecastr@email.com||Well I swapped around the relays with the other ones, checked the fuse box inside the car, and no bad fuses or dead relays.  Still no dash lights and tailights.  But i still get clicks.||153.18.101.88||reg||1
Z||000005||smarcoVR4||11-05-2002||10:48 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||That happened to me too after installing a new independent equalizer. <P>Here's what happened to me. After working under the dash, I must have tweekd my hands into some faulty wire tapped electrical tape insulated cicuit. After closing the pannels and to test the radio, things went nice. Started the engine and after 5 mins, things went off and dark. The nearest guess would be the fuse. All the fuse were good as well as the relay. What happened was the main routed wire tapped to the main line caused a faulty wiring. It gave up before the fuse did since there was no short circuit.  <P>Simply go under the dash again and untape any faulty looking taps and recheck the condition of the wire twists. Just re-do the job. May take much effort and time, but will save labor cost from the shop. Besides, it's the same thing they will do in the shop and bill you for a job you can do.||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000006||Telecaster||11-05-2002||11:41 PM||telecastr@email.com||All right. I guess i have no choice, I'll re-do everything.||216.175.98.242||reg||1
Z||000007||Telecaster||11-06-2002||05:58 AM||telecastr@email.com||Nope. I put everything back to the way it was before and still doesn't work.  I checked all the grounds and the taps. Nothing seemed out of place.||216.175.98.242||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||11-06-2002||10:53 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||OK, lets try this again......Do you have a voltmeter? <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/taillight.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/taillight.pdf</A>  <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf</A> <BR>These are both NEW files I compiled from the CD manual (which you REALLY ought to buy).<BR>My bet is on the #2 Dedicated Fuse I mentioned above. Have you checked it? If your headlights work, it is not the fusible link #7.<BR>Were you able to identify which relay you hear click by the diagram I supplied you? I'm betting its A-02X, the taillight relay, so to have power up to that point. It HAS to be DEDICATED fuse #2, in the relay box under the hood.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000009||smarcoVR4||11-06-2002||09:14 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Ey Key! This is great stuff.Do you also have one for the head light? I just wana have some hard copy rather than something in the hear-say-guess that I get from local shops.<P>Do you have more technical documentation?||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000010||keydiver||11-07-2002||11:01 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||EVERYONE should have this CD: <A HREF="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/main_3_dsmorderinfo.htm?dsm=Agree+DSM" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/main_3_dsmorderinfo.htm?dsm=Agree+DSM</A> <BR>They even have some nice free samples: <A HREF="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/index2.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/index2.htm</A> <BR>Here is the circuit for our US spec GVR-4's: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/headlights.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/headlights.pdf</A> <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.10||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001150.cgi
A||||1||drifter148||MAS problems||||5||
Z||000000||drifter148||11-05-2002||11:40 AM||||Can some one tell me if there is a way to test a 2g mas?  My TMO says that I have a air flow sensor (code 12) problem but this has happened before and I want to verify that the 2g mas is okay after I test the wires.  If there is a thread out ther covering this a link would be great too! ||205.144.127.200||reg||5
Z||000001||keydiver||11-05-2002||07:12 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||As far as I know, the only things you could check are:<BR>1:+5 volts on the Green/Red wire (these are the original GVR-4 harness-side wire colors)<BR>2:ground on the Green/Black wire<BR>3: the Karman output frequency comes out on the one Green/Blue wire (the one that used to go to pin 1 of the connector)<BR>Do you have an AFC that you can monitor the frequency before it gets to the ECU?<BR>Thats about it. I don't really think there's anything else to test that would give you error code 12. Does the car run? <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.10||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001151.cgi
A||||12||Louters91GVR4||MORTGAGE REFINANCE OR LOWER RATES???||||14||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||11-05-2002||02:05 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Hey guys, I am new to the GVR4 board here. It seems like everyone helps each other out with everything car related. Well if anyone needs a kick ass rate or some debt consolidation please let me know, I will hook it up, i am a mortgage broker here in ohio.<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||14
Z||000001||GVR1643||11-05-2002||04:06 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Yeah...OK, I need about $10K MORE cash for a business startup - unsecured preferably, because I've already "secured" everything else to do it :-))||167.142.22.212||reg||1
Z||000002||JonGVR4||11-06-2002||02:54 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Contact information please?||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||11-06-2002||03:28 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||You can give me a call at 1-800-558-9877, I can get all of your information and see what you want to do and go from there. See about saving you some cash, or getting rid of some of your bills. Let me know.<P>-Tom Louters - Accufirst Mortgage<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B>Contact information please?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000004||Louters91GVR4||11-06-2002||03:31 PM||louters18@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR1643:<BR><B>Yeah...OK, I need about $10K MORE cash for a business startup - unsecured preferably, because I've already "secured" everything else to do it :-))</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hey man call me, I can see about hooking you up with some cash via a loan. Call me so I can get some info from you. 1-800-558-9877.<P>-tom<P>||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000005||Louters91GVR4||11-11-2002||08:13 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||If there is anyone else at all please give me a call @ 1-800-558-9877. I would love to help a fellow GVR4 owner out!!!<P>-tom <BR>1991 GVR4 1757/2000||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||11-11-2002||03:23 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Jon was he able to help you out?<P>I am interested but I hate time wasters...<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||JonGVR4||11-11-2002||04:00 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Jon was he able to help you out?<P>I am interested but I hate time wasters...<P>Harry</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes.  I still need to call him back again but yeah, it was worth the call.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||Louters91GVR4||11-18-2002||10:45 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Come on guys, I don't bite.<P>-Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000009||Louters91GVR4||11-20-2002||02:13 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||I appreciate all the calls, I am glad I can help you guys. Call anytime.<P>-Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||14
Z||000010||number3||11-20-2002||06:58 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||You left me a message today saying you are setting up an time for an appraisal.<P>I want to see hard figures before I put out a dime or talk to anyone but you on this.  I have tons of connections and will give you a shot but work with me here.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000011||Louters91GVR4||11-21-2002||11:05 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||I am sorry Harry, I put a hold on the appraisal. I had the mind set of working this for you as fast as I could before rates go back up. Sorry again. Call me when you get the package.<P>-Tom<P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>You left me a message today saying you are setting up an time for an appraisal.<P>I want to see hard figures before I put out a dime or talk to anyone but you on this.  I have tons of connections and will give you a shot but work with me here.<P>Harry</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||11-21-2002||06:01 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||No were cool. I don't want to give the impression to other your not doing a great job so far.||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001152.cgi
A||||7||hibern8||Can someone help me with getting the front bumper off?||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-05-2002||05:11 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||can anyone assist me, im trying to get the front bumper off this damn car. i dont know what bolts to take off, i have taken off alot so far but the damn thing doesnt seem to want to come off. thanks||63.62.130.41||reg||1
Z||000001||mitsuvr4||11-05-2002||05:18 PM||||If you conducted a search of the board you'd find this post;<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000488.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000488.html</A> <P>It tells you everything you need to know.<P>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.240.254||reg||9
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||11-05-2002||10:10 PM||gvr-4@msn.com|| <A HREF="http://members.aol.com/viv824/gvr4bumper.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://members.aol.com/viv824/gvr4bumper.htm</A> ||63.227.46.162||reg||1
Z||000003||talontsi||11-05-2002||10:44 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Garfeild has a great write up also <A HREF="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/bumpers.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/bumpers.htm</A> <P>The pics are not working but they are not really needed.<BR>If the bolts are rusted have fun! I know I did.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000004||hibern8||11-05-2002||10:56 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah thanks to everyone who responded! i got that thing off no problem once i knew what bolts they were. ||63.62.132.177||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4458||11-06-2002||10:33 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I was on my way over to jump up and down until it fell off.  I guess removing the bolts works too.<P>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000006||James||11-07-2002||07:44 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||I reckon tying a rope to a tree and flooring it in reverse might get it off too. Might look a bit ugly afterwoods though!||203.24.77.214||reg||7
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||11-07-2002||09:49 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||FWIW, I only put back in the bolts that are critial, like the two 14mm nuts behind the blinkers, and the two 12mm bolts for the top corners (to fenders).  <P>I also removed the metal skeleton pieces around the front insides, and it seems to be decently sturdy still.  ||129.120.56.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001153.cgi
A||||2||hibern8||Front Bumper Support||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-05-2002||11:22 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Okay, I see alot of guys on this board saying that they remove the metal support in the front bumper for weight reduction. This actually sounds like a good idea since it will help me free up space to install my fmic. now my question is if you remove that metal support, how the hell does the bumper bolt back onto the car??? does anyone have any pics of what they might have done to acheive this? or any pics of the cut out front bumper for a fmic?||63.62.132.177||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||11-05-2002||11:31 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I cut the bottom & center out of mine, whatever you cut, leave the ends where the mounting holes are in place & bolt that to the bumper cover.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||bob in chicago||11-06-2002||09:51 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||The bumper's inner metal support is a box section. Therefore, most of us cut a section out the engine side of the box, leaving the box's front side intact. That gives ample clearance for most inner coolers while retaining the critical function of holding the right & left ends of the front frame together. You can then cut off as much of the styrofoam lining and bumper cover as you wish. I left the bumper cover intact and anodized the FMIC black for a "stealth" look<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 11-06-2002).]||24.148.88.85||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001154.cgi
A||||15||Kamekaze||Engine light.......||||1||
Z||000000||Kamekaze||11-05-2002||11:58 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Hey guys, long time reader, first yime poster.  I just recently got a VR-4 (it is my second car) and I have been having some pretty big problems with it.  The two main problems have to do with a stutter I get around 3000 to 4000 RPM's in 3rd gear, I get it in other gears, but that is the worst.  Next, my engine light will com on and my turbo will quit on me.  For some reason my parents decided to take it to the dealer to get the diagnostic instead of letting me do it for free (I am only 17 so I guess they dont trust me enough yet :/).  I was wondering if anybody here had ever had or know somebody who has had these problems before and knows what casues them.  Thanks alot!<P>~John~||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||11-06-2002||01:08 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Are you saying the code comes on & the car cuts out?  Haven't had that one, is there any clicking whilst this happens?  The caps could be really stuffed & the ECU may be turning on & off rapidly.  Have you done your caps?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||Kamekaze||11-06-2002||09:33 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||not the car, but it seems that there is no boost coming from the turbo charger, and the boost gauge isn't so much as moving.||206.77.0.156||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||11-06-2002||10:21 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||THE most important is to pull the ecu and make sure the caps have been replaced.  also, if the plug wires are old, replace them, too.  that is a start.  the ecu is a must do.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||11-06-2002||10:23 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Have you checked the turbo switch?<BR>Just kidding....really though, what Ash said about the caps in the ECU is VERY important. DON'T let the dealer rape you $750 for a "rebuilt" ECU, like another guy on this list. Tell the dealer you need to know what error codes they pulled from the ECU. That will help us diagnose your problem.<BR>Your problems do sound ECU/caps related, though. I do FREE caps replacement, and light repairs FREE to GVR-4 owners.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000005||Kamekaze||11-06-2002||10:42 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||That would be very intersting because the guy I bought it from had an ECU put in the day before I bought it, I have the reciept the waranty and everything...||206.77.0.156||reg||1
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||11-06-2002||12:28 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||does the car always do that stuttering or is it when it is wet or damp out? or the plug wires could just be old and shot. I know when I got mine with a tick over 100K it had the stock factory wires in it and they had to be replaced. check that.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000007||Kamekaze||11-06-2002||12:40 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Turned out to be the ECU, the ECU burned out the Idle thing-a-mabober, my sparkplugs are gunked up, nothin really bad, I have waranty on the ECU.  Problem should be taken care of by friday :-)<p>[This message has been edited by Kamekaze (edited 11-06-2002).]||206.77.0.156||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||11-06-2002||03:33 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Kamekaze:<BR><B>That would be very intersting because the guy I bought it from had an ECU put in the day before I bought it, I have the reciept the waranty and everything...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I think this sort of proves my point that you have no idea where a dealer/mechanic dredges these "rebuilt" ECU's up from. Even if it went through a legitimate ECU rebuilder, I wonder how many of them replace the caps as a standard practice????<BR>Buy it today, and it could blow tomorrow.<BR>This isn't a slight against people like Robert at M&S who recycle these parts (I owe him big time for helping me out with an ABS unit), but a warning to anyone who thinks they have a "new" ECU just because its new to you. Replace those caps!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 11-06-2002).]||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000009||Kamekaze||11-06-2002||11:07 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Yup you were right on, the ECU actualy screwed up Idle control unit, a cookie goes to the person who guesses who much mitsubishi wants to replace both (Hint: it has 4 digits....)||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000010||keydiver||11-07-2002||10:50 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I've seen this before: the 47uF cap leaks, shorts out the ISC trace underneath it, which blows the ISC driver chip, which puts continuous power to the ISC, causing it to melt down. Then, the guy puts in a new ECU, without replacing the shorted ISC, and it blows the drivers in the new ECU.<BR>FREE caps anyone?<BR>It looks like list price for the parts alone is $1163.81. Add a few hours of shop time, and I'm sure you well over $1400.<BR>Jeff O. (hoping for a cookie)<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000011||Kamekaze||11-07-2002||12:15 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Sorry, close, but no cigar (or cookie for that matter  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">) It would hit my pocket about 1600.13 at the dealer... anybody know of any cheap Central texas places where I can pick up the ISC (I have waranty on the ECU)||206.77.0.156||reg||1
Z||000013||Kamekaze||11-08-2002||03:01 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||crap, sorry for taking so long to post, I am at sxhool right now.  But I am going to see if I can get the guy who put in the ECU that messes up the idle control speed thingy first.||206.77.0.156||reg||1
Z||000014||GVR-4||11-09-2002||01:01 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Where is the ECU from?<P>||68.155.52.129||reg||1
Z||000015||Kamekaze||11-09-2002||07:28 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Some place in Houstin Texas, but I think VFAQS has saved yet another DSMer, went looking through them for some help, and saw some syptoms like mine, replaced the O-ring, and seems to be working fine right now.  Still got a lot of work to do on it though, Thanks for all your help!||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000016||keydiver||11-09-2002||08:43 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Don't expect too much from the ECU rebuilder. They're probably going to take the position that the ISC was burned out BEFORE the ECU was replaced, thereby burning out the new ECU. Most rebuilders put a warranty clause in there that states that the mechanic MUST verify that all the sensors, solenoids, relays, etc are within their property resistance tolerances, so as not to damage the new ECU. If one of the ISC driver chips (M5269L) is burned out, I do have spares and can repair it.<BR>Now, if the caps are leaking all over the board, you might have a case......<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.10||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001155.cgi
A||||5||DookGVR4||Paint code....Belize Green||||1||
Z||000000||DookGVR4||11-06-2002||01:15 AM||dook@adelphia.net||Just wondering if anyone happened to know it off hand....<BR>If not i can obtain it from the dealer i presume right?<P>Thanks, Dave<BR>||24.49.195.91||reg||1
Z||000001||mdpvr4||11-06-2002||01:54 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||it should tell you the code on the door jam where it tells you the weight of the car ect...||12.65.96.40||reg||1
Z||000002||Romanova||11-06-2002||10:41 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Good luck getting touch up paint from the dealer. My dealer had to order white touch up paint from Japan for me... said there was none in US. Took FOREVER. <BR>GL...||134.39.179.195||reg||1
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||11-06-2002||12:25 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||thats a bunch of BS. I got touchup paint for my car at autozone. it is the same white Mitsu has used for years so it is easy to get. Summit White is easy to get. belize green might be harder but try like PPG stores or something.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000004||mands||11-06-2002||01:23 PM||robert@msrecycling.com||the code off the green 92 we have is <BR>"G31"<BR>just go to your local paint supply store and have them mix a pint for you.<BR>or you might try mitsubishiparts.cc<BR>Robert<BR>M&S||67.104.24.99||reg||1
Z||000005||DookGVR4||11-07-2002||04:20 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Thank you....<P>Mine is a 92 also ....I am going to check around.<P>I have a nasty rust hole on the hood so i got a new one from the previous owner along with the car as he planned on getting it done but didnt so now it is up to me to restore it.||24.49.195.91||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001156.cgi
A||||4||#1459 VR-4||My GVR-4 (pictures)||||1||
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||11-06-2002||08:35 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Finally got some pictures of the cars, unfortuneatley the weather was less than ideal (hard rain and coastal flooding watch) for my <I>attempt</I> at photography... less than 50 feet from where I took the Galants picture, the road was under 8" of ocean water with a lobster trap sitting there!  Well enjoy and comments are welcome. <A HREF="http://www.villagephotos.com/pubbrowse.asp?selected=108524" TARGET=_blank>http://www.villagephotos.com/pubbrowse.asp?selected=108524</A>  ||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000001||smarcoVR4||11-06-2002||08:59 PM||caldito_marc@mailcity.com||Nice! Now there's a different backdraft. Usualy you see pics w/ the sun. This one is wild!||192.169.39.72||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||11-06-2002||09:32 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Looks like mine!<BR>Cool!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-07-2002||01:27 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smarcoVR4:<BR>[B]Nice! Now there's a different backdraft. [B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Does the car pull double duty as a fire engine?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<p>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 11-07-2002).]||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||11-08-2002||09:43 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Just looking @ the pix made me cold.  I love South Florida.||66.176.226.223||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001157.cgi
A||||4||hibern8||Air intake setup.....||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-07-2002||10:14 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Ok guys I am getting my t3/t4 on the car. well currently with the stock 14b, i have the hks powerflo intake with the mas hacked inside the canister. now my question is that this will no longer work when i put on the other turbo b/c of the inlet size and that it will interfere with my ic pipe routing. so i have been checkin out some of the pics on the board of harrys car, jons, rob when he had his t3/t4 and also kens. i see that they all basically look like a normal pipe with a k&n ont he end which is cool. but what the hell happens to the mass airflow sensor when you put something like that on? i thought that thing was necessary. ||131.193.154.153||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||11-07-2002||10:37 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Those guys without the MAS have gone to a VPC piggyback computer, or other MAP based system. <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||11-07-2002||03:41 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||VPC would be the easiest way to do it, that's what I have.<BR>You could just make some pipe that goes from the canister to the turbo. <BR>Ot try to use a 2g mas and a dejon pipe.<P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||11-07-2002||03:47 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I believe the older pics of my car on the site, I still had the MAS. The pipe I used was just a three inch pipe. The "MAS" end will be very close to three inch. So just get some 3" coulpers or elbows and a pipe. I may still have mine if you need them.||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000004||hibern8||11-07-2002||04:43 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah rob looks like i may need it. you have everything i need!!! ||63.62.130.55||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001158.cgi
A||||25||mofugas||the end of an era..er, of mofugas||||12||
Z||000000||mofugas||11-07-2002||01:25 PM||rob@mofugas.com||Hey all-<P>With all the speculation going round, I just thought I would pop in and set the record straight.  Mofugas Motorsports is no more, I have closed shop.  It just isn't worth it to me anymore.  I mean, the shop made money (good money actually :-) but the hassle has taken its toll....I decided I wanted out.<P>I have been clearancing items on ebay for the last few weeks and will post my remaining Galant stuff here next week.<P>Thanks for the support gang, I'm outta here!<P>Rob||64.208.47.77||reg||12
Z||000001||Pappy||11-07-2002||01:56 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||It is truly a sad day in the Galant VR4 community.  But, you gotta do what makes you happy.  I wish you luck in whatever future endevours you have.||140.247.227.111||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||11-07-2002||02:24 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Damn, Rob.  Hate to hear that.  I know I wasn't a big customer, but I do have a basement closet full of used parts thanks to your help :-P  Good luck in your future adventures.  I guess I can scratch off those swaybars from my future mods list :-(<BR>Good luck sir.<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.29||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||11-07-2002||02:46 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Will you be selling the business to someone else, or at least set us up with another good source for the Whiteline products and other GVR-4 specific parts? Gonna miss you Rob!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||11-07-2002||03:39 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Wow that sucks, but you have to do what feels right.<BR>I wish you all the best!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||4g63t||11-07-2002||03:49 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>Will you be selling the business to someone else, or at least set us up with another good source for the Whiteline products and other GVR-4 specific parts? Gonna miss you Rob!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE>  Ditto <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>||65.129.80.74||reg||9
Z||000006||Louters91GVR4||11-07-2002||04:01 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||good luck man, whatever you decide to do<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000007||hibern8||11-07-2002||04:46 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||wish you the best rob.||63.62.130.55||reg||1
Z||000008||bob in chicago||11-07-2002||07:04 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Rob, you have been a fantastic resource for all of us. It is very hard to run such a business and still work full-time.  <P>You should be proud for having raised the performance and knowledge level for so many of us GVR4 owners world-wide.<P>It's time for you to have some fun! Maybe this means you can join me at Gingerman for some roadrace track time this spring???||24.148.88.85||reg||9
Z||000009||suprflewus||11-07-2002||07:15 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i don't know how many of the newer guys realize it, but we are screwed!<P>rob was an invaluable resource for parts that would take massive amounts of leg work to locate on one's own.  Mofugas had it all there on one (really good i might add) website.<P>thanks for all of the support and service over the years,<BR>regards,<BR>dale||205.188.209.75||reg||9
Z||000010||Kamekaze||11-07-2002||08:15 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||I was wondering if you are selling the things on ebay through an ebay store, or do I have to search for the parts you have individualy?||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000011||Romanova||11-07-2002||08:38 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Shit, that sucks. Need Whiteline strut bars, springs, bushings, brake lines, and swaybars... got any of that that you want to sell?||216.255.202.62||reg||1
Z||000012||Romanova||11-07-2002||08:46 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Don't break out the KY yet, if you look on Whitelines web page, there are a few other dealers in the US... they mostly cater to Subarus, but hopefully they should be able to get springs and bars and stuff... ||216.255.202.62||reg||1
Z||000013||SnoBlind||11-07-2002||08:52 PM||modularv8@hotmail.com||I'd really like to thank Rob and Mofugas.  He really is one of the originators and he's forgotten more about cars then I will ever know.<P>But, All hope isn't lost guys.<P>Rob recently helped me setup my own little online business.  I definately can't carry as much stuff as he did, at least yet.  I can get bushings and such for the GVR4s by Noltec.  Swaybars and Springs, I'll have to talk with him about.<P>I'll also see if I can get the articles that were on the Mofugas site and put them up on mine.<P>It's <A HREF="http://www.oztek.us" TARGET=_blank>www.oztek.us</A>, if you would like to take a look.<P>Chear up guys, the end is just the beginning as they say.  Now he can spend a more time with the kids and wifey!     <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P><p>[This message has been edited by SnoBlind (edited 11-07-2002).]||66.73.7.70||reg||1
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||11-07-2002||09:47 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Dammit Rob, this is a sad day for everyone in the GVR4 community, but hey, you gotta do what you gotta do.  I've bought more stuff from you than I want to add up, but had plans on buying much more.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  You were an invaluable resource, and will be missed by all.  Good luck to you in whatever you take on next.<P>And lemme know if you have any big brake kits left!!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000015||Pappy||11-07-2002||09:59 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I wish I had enough to get a set of the coilovers right now.  I had just started to save for it.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000016||mofugas||11-08-2002||05:48 AM||rob@mofugas.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by bob in chicago:<BR><B>Rob, you have been a fantastic resource for all of us. It is very hard to run such a business and still work full-time.  <P>You should be proud for having raised the performance and knowledge level for so many of us GVR4 owners world-wide.<P>It's time for you to have some fun! Maybe this means you can join me at Gingerman for some roadrace track time this spring???</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Bob, you need not worry...if you still want to come all the way out here for me to work on your car, I will.  I enjoy working on your car and your company.<BR>||206.71.120.1||reg||10
Z||000017||Yao||11-08-2002||10:05 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||You take care of yourself ROB.||208.253.246.102||reg||1
Z||000018||Compressed||11-08-2002||12:51 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Do you have parts left to sell or is everything gone?  Like others here I was planning on buying a # of items from you.  You're site was a great resource to have with an aging performance car like the vr4.  Good luck and let us know about the parts. ||64.24.106.166||reg||1
Z||000019||beavis||11-08-2002||05:17 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||rob, what's the latest info on your road racing galant?  i hope you intend to finish it.||138.23.114.171||reg||1
Z||000020||Garfield Wright||11-08-2002||09:27 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Man! Good luck in whatever u decide to do with your spare time.  What are u doing with the site?  Email me garfield@southfloridatuners.com<BR>Thanks||66.176.226.223||reg||11
Z||000021||TWEAKD4||11-08-2002||11:16 PM||cdmyers@surfbest.net||That really sucks.  I have been putting my GVR4 together for the last year a was going to buy some GVR4 specific parts in the near future from Mofugas.  But nothing lasts forever and I hope for the best in any venture you pursue in the future.  Thanks for all that you have done.||63.233.204.185||reg||1
Z||000022||gvr4996||11-10-2002||05:26 AM||gvr4996@turbonium.org||Rob.....thanks!<BR>||67.5.58.201||reg||1
Z||000023||GRV4726||11-10-2002||03:07 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||no... you..you can't.. not now<P>haha, i hope you have fun with whatever it is you're going to be doing. thanks for the springs! i love them<P>i will miss you. and i never even met you||24.27.68.183||reg||11
Z||000024||Arty||11-10-2002||10:07 PM||||Rob,<BR>Thanks for taking the time to personally let us know what's happening.<BR>The Mofugas site was one of the first web sites, with info specific to the GVR4,<BR>that I ever looked at. I was really relieved when I found your site, we <BR>don�t have the DSM cars around here to back up the GVR4 community.<P>Thanks for shipping me the backup CDROM, it�s been invaluable. <P>I especially appreciated all the info on mods for the Galant VR4; Mofugas short shifter, Symborski shift kit, fuel pumps, Whiteline stuff, etc, etc....<P>Best of luck with whatever you're doing in future.<P>Is there any chance that any of the good guts from <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com" TARGET=_blank>www.mofugas.com</A>  may migrate to a new home ? From my perspective the closure was all too sudden.<P>John<BR>Australia.<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000025||SnoBlind||11-11-2002||08:11 AM||modularv8@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Arty:<BR><B>Is there any chance that any of the good guts from <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com" TARGET=_blank>www.mofugas.com</A>  may migrate to a new home ? From my perspective the closure was all too sudden.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The articles will be reposted on my site, <A HREF="http://www.oztek.us" TARGET=_blank>www.oztek.us</A>, when pick them up from Rob.  I should be heading over there this weekend, so I'll start to work on them then.<P>||65.203.84.131||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001159.cgi
A||N||19||oXoreoXo||GSX vs. VR4 imma n00bie||||11||
Z||000000||oXoreoXo||11-07-2002||05:06 PM||oreonigga@hotmail.com||Hey im new to all this DSM 4g63 stuff and i hardly know what it means. In the next 3 days(when i get off my a$$) im going to get a 91 galant GSX. I wanted to know what the difference is between the GSX and VR4 besides a turbo.<P>Also does anyone know what motor the galant GSX has||209.244.225.129||reg||11
Z||000001||GVR1643||11-07-2002||05:33 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Try the search.  GSX is non turbo, ECU different, no knock sensor, IC, probably different cams, etc.  No serial badging showing limited production :-).  Do the search and you'll find info - usually not recommended if you are wanting turbo car.||167.142.21.149||reg||1
Z||000002||bob in chicago||11-07-2002||06:56 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I strongly suggest that you consider buying a VR4, a far better car in many respects. Why not start with the best as a baseline?<P>Look at <A HREF="http://www.dsmtrader.com" TARGET=_blank>www.dsmtrader.com</A>  for "Cars for Sale"<BR>you'll see some real bargains on Galant VR4s.<P>There have been quite a few GSX owners who end up in a VR4 and are now on this board.<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 11-07-2002).]||24.148.88.85||reg||1
Z||000003||oXoreoXo||11-07-2002||08:03 PM||oreonigga@hotmail.com||how much do u think it would be for a VR4 swap into a GSX. because the GSX im buying is from a family friend for cheap.||209.244.215.231||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||11-07-2002||08:35 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I had a gsx and couldn't take it so i bought a vr-4.  Its not worth the time and effort to convert a gsx, unless it was gonna be for rally only.||12.144.250.191||reg||1
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||11-08-2002||12:42 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||If anyone knows of a GSX for sale in NY I wanna know cause I got the old VR but I want something for my girl that is AWD and I can work on.... just not as fast as mine ;-)||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000006||JonGVR4||11-08-2002||08:57 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Notice the gear differences too.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Trannies.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Trannies.html</A> ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||oXoreoXo||11-08-2002||10:56 PM||oreonigga@hotmail.com||thats cool. im just looking for a car for fun. a "beater" that i can just toss around until i get enough money for bigger dreams *cough cough HAYABUSA* <P>I have one more question. since i know the GSX has only 135HP and u all have 195 or more how hard would it be to just turbo the GSX. nothing extreme like all out stuff. just a good turbo so i can say i have something. ||209.244.86.78||reg||1
Z||000008||oXoreoXo||11-08-2002||10:58 PM||oreonigga@hotmail.com||Also! what would be a good turbo to buy for it. I look at all u guys and i see u all have different setups.||209.244.86.78||reg||5
Z||000009||mitsu13ishi||11-11-2002||04:56 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||i dont think anybody is paying attentin to this thread anymore but... i have a gsx... but i think usually people part 'em out for the vr4 because of that turbo.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000010||bob in chicago||11-12-2002||08:32 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Hahn Racecraft is generally considered the best place for kits to turbo-ize non-turbo cars like the GSX. I think the price is at least $2400. See their site: <A HREF="http://www.hrchahnracecraft.com/auto/eclipse/eclipse.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.hrchahnracecraft.com/auto/eclipse/eclipse.htm</A> ||216.65.167.239||reg||1
Z||000011||oXoreoXo||11-12-2002||08:55 PM||oreonigga@hotmail.com||Hey how do u like ur gsx mitsu13ishi how do u like ur GSX. do u have many problems with it?||209.244.81.102||reg||1
Z||000012||Ferrari F50 GT||11-12-2002||08:59 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||Just go for a VR-4.  You will regret getting the GSX and trying to do a turbo conversion.  There are plenty of VR-4's for sale right now.  What I would do, is just use the GSX as your daily driver and heavily mod the VR-4.||63.227.45.149||reg||1
Z||000013||oXoreoXo||11-12-2002||08:59 PM||oreonigga@hotmail.com||if the big difference is mearly a turbo then ill just get the GSX. it may take a while to do more, but i dont plan on keeping it forever. i really just want it so if i get stuck in a field or a ditch i wont be SOL||209.244.81.102||reg||1
Z||000014||oXoreoXo||11-12-2002||09:29 PM||oreonigga@hotmail.com||Im getting the gsx AAASSSS a daily driver. but i just wanna be able to dust a few ricers around my parts that thing that just because they have fart cannons they are god.<P>I plan on using the GSX to get back and forth from work and saving up money until i get whatever bike i decide to get||64.157.60.139||reg||1
Z||000015||Ferrari F50 GT||11-13-2002||01:00 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||The difference is not just the turbo.  There is quite a bit more you will have to worry about other than the turbo.  It's best to just buy a turbocharged car in the first place.<p>[This message has been edited by Ferrari F50 GT (edited 11-13-2002).]||63.227.45.149||reg||1
Z||000016||Pappy||11-13-2002||01:29 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||The VR4 also has a very luxurious leather interior.  I'd seriously go for the VR4 if you can.  There's a descent amount of them for sale at the moment.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000017||oXoreoXo||11-13-2002||04:00 PM||oreonigga@hotmail.com||Ok im gonna take ur guys advice. I would believe you guys over my mother on this decision so im gonna go down to the car dealership and get them to find me a GVR4. I hear it can keep up with a WRX. it has nice interior. its alot easier to boost up. Im just gonna spend the extra money and get the VR4. Thanx for your help. I guess ill be back here in a few days asking what i should do next.||63.208.165.144||reg||1
Z||000018||ken inn||11-13-2002||06:07 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||CAR DEALERSHIP?  ka-CHING, ka-CHING, ka-CHING<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||11-14-2002||02:07 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||For real.  There's several for sale right now, on this very site, under the "For Sale" section.  Fancy that.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  You could also check the trader, search the archives for the GVR4list at yahoogroups, check local listings, look in the Autotrader, but please don't buy one from the dealer!  If you insist on it, make sure they did the recall, and see if you can get 'em to put in a new ECU and 60,000 mile tuneup before you buy it.  (assuming they won't rape you on the service... waitaminute, what am I saying?  get ready to grab your ankles  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> )<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001160.cgi
A||||13||ken inn||HOLY COW BATMAN!||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||11-07-2002||06:14 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?postid=625526" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?postid=625526</A> <P>I hope this link works.  YIKES!!!||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000001||04DrBlur||11-07-2002||06:25 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Can we say time and $$$$$$$$$$$$$$||67.39.149.124||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||11-07-2002||06:29 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||::drool::||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||11-07-2002||07:25 PM||gvr-4@msn.com||That would be cool to see a GVR-4 set up like that.||63.227.45.149||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||11-07-2002||08:32 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||heheh I have the same IC,  <A HREF="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/showgallery.php?cat=500&ppuser=1796&thumb=1" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/showgallery.php?cat=500&ppuser=1796&thumb=1</A> <P>so "someone" is doing the same to a Galant  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">hahaha But that is one damn nice setup!!!!!<BR>||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000005||Pappy||11-07-2002||09:56 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Rob, I see in the upper left of this picture that you use special "mechanic's fuel" for yourself   =P<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/500/1796p1030041.jpg"> ||24.60.210.125||reg||14
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||11-07-2002||10:38 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea if it wasn't for that stuff I would have given up on these damn cars a while ago   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> And by the looks of the trunk, umm well maybe I had too much? But in my defence it was just to get the thing on the road hehehe<p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 11-07-2002).]||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||11-07-2002||11:09 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||And the "duct tape" to hold the old Talon Battery case and battery from sliding around; no comment on that I see, jealous maybe??   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">...... But still the picture ken  posted, well I bet it took a long time just stareing at that thing thinking of the routing, setup, and trying the stuff, ect,ect Hats off to cars like that, not just $ but time...........<p>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 11-07-2002).]||24.196.87.195||reg||1
Z||000008||astondg||11-08-2002||12:43 AM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||Looks good, but I am wondering about the absence of a strut brace?||198.142.111.105||reg||1
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||11-08-2002||12:47 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||It's a drag car; it doesn't need to worry about turning.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  And besides, I bet the 10 pt. cage stiffens the chassis enough already.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR-4||11-09-2002||01:08 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||NICE hood prop!||68.155.52.129||reg||1
Z||000011||hibern8||11-09-2002||01:45 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||definately a sweet investment though...look at the car, its so perfect.....i want to see it in action||63.62.130.128||reg||1
Z||000012||number3||11-10-2002||08:06 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>And the "duct tape" to hold the old Talon Battery case and battery from sliding around; no comment on that I see, jealous maybe??    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">...... But still the picture ken  posted, well I bet it took a long time just stareing at that thing thinking of the routing, setup, and trying the stuff, ect,ect Hats off to cars like that, not just $ but time...........<P>[This message has been edited by Team Ducktape (edited 11-07-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes time AND money are VERY important to have a car than is laid out well.<P>Harry<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000013||GRV4726||11-10-2002||10:57 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||harry speaks from experience. (love his car)||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001161.cgi
A||||19||evol||What color should I paint my guitar?||||1
Z||000000||evol||11-07-2002||08:42 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Just wanted to get a few opinons from you guys in the "anything goes" forum. <P>I just bought a Gibson SG and was wondering if anyone had any suggestions on what color to paint it. I was thinking the sunset metallic orange that's on the new t/a's I want something metallic for sure and something bright, too. <P>Also, does anyone know wher I could come accross a book or something that has all the ppg colors (or whatever other brands are out there)||24.207.250.27||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-08-2002||12:31 PM||||Nile black?  Summit white.....||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||11-08-2002||01:30 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Belize green might be kinda cool.  :-)||129.120.44.216||reg||1
Z||000003||BossGVR4||11-08-2002||01:55 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||House of Kolor<BR>Color Shift Paint||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||11-08-2002||02:28 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||How 'bout getting it painted up like Eric Clapton's old Cream-era SG...the pyschedellic multi colored one.   <A HREF="http://www.edromanguitars.com" TARGET=_blank>www.edromanguitars.com</A>   can do it for ya  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Oh, or paint it Aurora Glow like my Custom Shop Fender Strat...I'll post a pic when I get the chance.  Way cooler than the HOC stuff   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||BluFalcon||11-08-2002||06:45 PM||muttski@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B>Belize green might be kinda cool.  :-)</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Nuts to that Howard.  How about "Banzai Blue" like my old Talon? ||66.138.198.129||reg||7
Z||000006||GRV4726||11-10-2002||03:11 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||mmm sg.. <P>i visit that edroman's site often... like the work he does a lot.<P>by the way.. why do you want to paint your sg?||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000007||hibern8||11-11-2002||12:09 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||paint it lime green, baby blue or highlighter orange, thats different. wait, we see that on all the damn civic owners cars  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||63.62.132.213||reg||1
Z||000008||7541000||11-11-2002||12:48 AM||||when i pick one out i look for a good one to smash :P  i had a black one that burned a nice bright green flame.<BR>buyem to breakem but dont take my word for it<p>[This message has been edited by 7541000 (edited 11-11-2002).]||12.94.163.210||reg||1
Z||000009||evol||11-12-2002||12:57 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I want to paint it becuase..<P>-want something nobody else has (already have a couple of emg's witing to go in)<BR>-paint is faded<BR>-not vintage anyway<BR>-don't want another black guitar.<BR>-know a guy who paints who'll do it for free<P><BR>I'm kinda set on that orange. The blue from a talon would be nice, too. It's really between those 2 and I have to figure it out by thurs, when the paint is ordered/mixed.<BR>||134.124.18.7||reg||1
Z||000010||GRV4726||11-12-2002||10:05 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||cool. i was wondering if it was a faded.  how do you like it. i knind of want one but the fact that its not really finished bothers me... the wood will get grimmy and stuff.. ||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000011||evol||11-14-2002||10:11 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||It's nice. I got a really good deal on it. The paint isn't bad, but I've always wanted a flashy, one-of-a-kind guitar. I already managed to get the emg's in and it sounds absolutely wicked. My only complaint is the placement of the straplocks. And the neck is a little slow (too fat)comperd to the other guitars I own (Ibanez CUSTOM RG namely--of course, it should be better for 3 grand) I'm going to do something about that after I get it painted, though. I'll post a pic when it's all said and done.||134.124.18.2||reg||1
Z||000012||blacksheep||11-14-2002||10:42 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||kensington grey.. off the hizzy foh sheezy !||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000013||evol||03-17-2003||01:18 AM||||Just wanted to update everyone on what happened with the sg.  I just finished wiring up the pickup earlier tonight and it absolutely screams. <br /><br />The color we went with was the sunset metallic orange (trans am color) we had to get the paint mixed and put into spray paint cans ($$$ cost about $150 for paint, sandpaper and clearcoat alone)but I must say, I've never seen a color liek this on an sg and it really brings the lines of the guitar out well. I was suprised how good the paint came out. the guitar looks liek it was dipped in glass--very candy. Of course, we had access to the right equipment (namely a buffer and finish 2000). I was worried that there was going to be an excessive amount of orange peel, but a wet sand and buff took care of that quickly. <br /><br />For those who know a thing or two about guitar equipment, I'm playing through a soldano slo 100 head and an ampeg cab. <br /><br />BTW if anyone has image hosting that I can use, I'd be glad to post a few pictures of this work of art!!||172.135.100.64||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000014||hibrn8||03-17-2003||02:48 AM||||wow glad it turned out great. i remember this post now from  a while ago. nice equipment Ben. i havent picked up my guitar in a while; so long that i let my buddy borrow my Fender half stack last summer and still havent asked to get it back from him yet.||65.227.204.151||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000015||a_santos||03-17-2003||07:17 AM||||Should have bought a G&L.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000016||evol||03-17-2003||09:53 AM||||The EMG is pretty nice. On the lead channel of the SLO, the output is so high, you can put the gain on 4 and it sounds absolutely metal. The volume knob on the guitar is like the gain knob on the amp. I've just had the gain on about 7-8 (goes up to 11) and use the volume knob to change the "blaze" of the distortion. The tone knob is hyper sensitive and is ultra-useful in shaping tone. <br /><br />G&L???<br /><br />Maybe I'm a retard but I don't know what that is.  <br /><br />Thanks Ken. Right now I'm working on putting together a nice rack system. I used to have one of those Orange Amps (5 Power Tubes=LOUD AS F%&*) through a BBE 462 and a Hughes and Kettner preamp. I really really liked the tone of the H&K and I'm working on getting a Marshall 9100/9200 through the same preamp. Let me tell you one thing though. The ampeg cab (blue diamond/reverbrocket) is the best cab on the market. I've never heard anything that compares. Celestion loaded cabs sound thin next to this thing.||134.124.18.12||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000017||GRV4726||03-17-2003||10:15 AM||||wow... you've got some nice equipment.  i still play on a 15 watt amp, and man it screams    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />heh, its sounds like shit.  its ok because i just got my 535q wah pedal    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    but my overdrive/distortion pedal just broke    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    again...<br /><br />my guitar broke last year... so i have been borrowing my friends guitar for... well a year now. but my brother  convinced my parents to get me a new guitar for my birthday/christmas/easter/quansa (sp?)/ everything else... hehe guess what i got...  i call it my  <b>S</b>uper  <b>G</b>uitar<br /><br />oh yeah...i took a chance with ebay and got a really good deal on a pretty good condition one. saved something like 500dollars!||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000018||a_santos||03-17-2003||12:12 PM||||Check out their site<br /><a href="http://www.glguitars.com/" target="_blank">http://www.glguitars.com/</a><br /><br />My setup includes: <br /><br />G&L s-500 honey burst, white pickguard, flamed maple neck, rosewood fretboard, selector switch so I can use Neck + Bridge, all three, and the three conventional conbinations, Neck, Neck +Middle, Middle, Middle + Bridge, and just Bridge. <br /> <br />G&L ASAT goldburst, black pickguard, flamed maple neck rosewood fretboard.<br /><br />Peavey Classic 4x10<br />1968 Fender Bassman with<br />Sonic 2x12 cab, with Marshal speakers<br />BOSS RV-5 digital reverb<br />Ibanez TS-9DX tube screamer<br /><br />I use the Bassman with the Sonic cab and the two pedals. It is really clean and relly loud.<br /><br />The Peavey classic is re-tubed, and gets played with no pedals, it also is really loud and clean or dirty. The whole setup is killer.||198.111.38.124||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000019||evol||03-19-2003||11:16 AM||||Never been a big fan of strat style guitars, reguardless of the mfr. The only strat I own is an original and slightly dinged up '62 strat. Yes. The real thing. Of course, I had some problems with the neck a few years back so I replaced it with a Jap-made 50th anniversary neck. A pretty good tradeoff. Nice and smooth. Although, I rarely play it anymore now that the SG is done and has become my primary guitar, as I use the lead channel of the SLO almost solely. Then again, nothing beats a strat for clean tones out of a solid body guitar. The singing quality of a strat is unlike any other. Anyhow, once I get a digital camera fired up, I will take some pictures and hopefully have something uploaded somewhere by this weekend.||134.124.18.25||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes



ubb/Forum3/001162.cgi
A||||1||Martin Chilcote||E & H Motors in PA.||||1||
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||11-08-2002||09:32 AM||chilcote@swbell.net||Anybody familiar with or now anybody who's done business with:<P>E & H Motors<BR>Luxury & Exotic Cars<BR>345 Washington Avenue<BR>Bridgeville, Pa. 15017<BR>412-221-6077<BR>National Pager 1-800-356-7520<BR>Howard Sams - Owner<P>You can post here or reply to me direct at: mchilcote@tycoint.com<P>Thanks||12.110.136.90||reg||1
Z||000001||suprflewus||11-08-2002||08:25 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i work a couple of minutes from this place.  I have never been in there, but their lot is always filled w/ very high line vehicles......it appears reputable, but i can do some research for you if you would like...no problem...<P>later<BR>dale||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001163.cgi
A||||16||DeanCouchey||Dont worry about the SRT-4 LOL||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||11-08-2002||10:41 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I was just reading the Car and Driver article in the december issue. It has a TD04 16GK Mitsu turbo, 8 fin Intercooler, air to air. The turbo is intergrated into the exhast manny, tops out at 14si and I dont believe the ECu will let you go higher. The only good thing is the 2.4L torque.. You cant take the muflers off and think you get more HP cause there arent mufflers. SO pretty much it looks like you wont be able to upgrade it that much unless you are willing to buy a whole new special exhast manny. But hey it beats buying a Civic Si for the same price and going slower :-)||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-08-2002||12:30 PM||||I think we should wait till they are on the road before we say what they can and can't do.  For 20K in a new car, it should be well worth the money.<P>As far as the ECU only being able to run 14psi.  That sounds silly.  I'm sure a MBC would work on that car like any other car.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Compressed||11-08-2002||12:47 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I agree.  There should be no reason a MBC won't work as on other factory turbo cars.  The engine sounds pretty nice and it seems  like Dodge did their homework.  Or at least copied from Misu.  I'm really surprised about the turbo choice.  Its bigger than I would have thought, and its not a t25-&gt;the standard snail for all factory turbo cars these days  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/rolleyes.gif"><P>Also I doubt the exhaust is full 3"  from the turbo, so there will be power gained there.  Intake sounds pretty well optimized.  I'm curious about the cutout option to make a ram air setup from the hood scoop.  <BR>For the $ this car is going to be quite a deal.  ||64.24.106.166||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||11-08-2002||01:00 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||As I stated in the earler post on this car, the car may be able to run more boost "pressure", but the ecu will compensate with something else to keep the tourque curve where it wants it.  So essentially it does no good to run more boost.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||11-08-2002||09:51 PM||||How could it?  As long as you bypass the the stock boost controler just like we do.  It shouldn't be a problem.  I'm sure the car will be tuned to 91 octain gas.  So, unless a knock sensor goes off, or detects a problem, it should work.  Unless the ECU has some sort of direct reading of the boost level (doubt it), then the car should be tuneable just like any other car out there.  Also, I'm sure a s-afc would work as well.  <P>At any rate, this car will prolly be the next DSM kind of car.  As in, it will have a nice starter price tag and it will have a nice base setup to start from.  Only time will tell how the car will work, but I wouldn't talk bad about it just yet.  Cause it goes from 0-60 5.9 stock and that is not bad at all.  FWD even.  If I run into one on the road in a year or so.  I'm not going to assume it won't smoke me off the road. ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000005||1quickvr4||11-08-2002||10:18 PM||caspa69@juno.com||You can get power from that turbo, somewhere around 260, But I think its reverse rotation, where the comp housing is on the other side or somthing.<P>Zach||64.157.126.29||reg||1
Z||000006||Dan D||11-10-2002||12:41 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Timing = horsepower plain and simple.  There's a feedback control loop for the tourque curve.  You up the boost, it pulls the timing.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000007||DSSA||11-10-2002||02:44 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Compressed:<BR><B>I agree.  There should be no reason a MBC won't work as on other factory turbo cars.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Two words for you...Volkswagen and Audi.<P>Try using an MBC on these cars and I wish you luck in installing it.<P>A lot of manufacturers are using electronically controlled wastegates these days as opposed to vacuum controlled.  In order to raise boost, you need to replace the factory chip.<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||11-10-2002||03:58 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Aren't the Subaru's the same, you have to add some electronic work-around box to fool the computer into allowing more boost? Maybe someone will come out with something like that for this car.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000009||Jose||11-10-2002||11:41 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||About the Volkswagons and Audi, you do not have to mess with a chip you can put in a piece made by Split Second it tricks the computer so you can run more boost. And for VWs & Audis it only runs for around $250.00. Most likely someone will do the same for the Neon. ||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000010||turbogalant||11-11-2002||06:13 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSSA:<BR><B> Two words for you...Volkswagen and Audi.<P>Try using an MBC on these cars and I wish you luck in installing it.<P>A lot of manufacturers are using electronically controlled wastegates these days as opposed to vacuum controlled.  In order to raise boost, you need to replace the factory chip.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Not true my turbo dodge has an electronic wastegate and you do not need to replace the ecu to up the boost. All you need is a zener diode the ecu see max boost but your running more than that. And also aem will prob. make there plug and play standable management. Mopar performance is going to make a ecu with more boost, kind of like the old super 60 package but for the 2.4 which is supposed to put out 325 horse I think been a while since I have talked about this. If I remeber I ask tomarrow. ||65.177.241.76||reg||1
Z||000011||Compressed||11-11-2002||08:28 AM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>Aren't the Subaru's the same, you have to add some electronic work-around box to fool the computer into allowing more boost? Maybe someone will come out with something like that for this car.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>No.  With all the Subarus including the wrx, any type of boost controller can be used to increase boost without any kind of "black" box.<BR>||216.126.176.52||reg||1
Z||000012||DSSA||11-11-2002||04:08 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B> Not true my turbo dodge has an electronic wastegate and you do not need to replace the ecu to up the boost. All you need is a zener diode the ecu see max boost but your running more than that. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I think you're missing the big picture here.  The point is that you do *NOT* just throw a stepper motor type boost controller, bleeder, or spring-ball type controller on these cars.  They are electronically controlled by the ECU.  If you want to "trick" the signal to the ECU this is possible, but it is *CONTROLLED BY THE ECU*.  Not vacuum controlled, as I stated.<P>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000013||evol||11-12-2002||01:01 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Is this thing coming out as it is (exactly) in scc and c&d, etc.? I'm always suspect of cars that seem that good. Too good to be true if you ask me. My guess is that dodge goes with a smaller i/c, less psi, and more restrictive exhaust. If it does come out as-is, dodge will lose their ass on warranty claims. I am very suspect on reliability of a dodge. ||134.124.18.7||reg||1
Z||000014||Compressed||11-13-2002||12:17 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by evol:<BR><B>Is this thing coming out as it is (exactly) in scc and c&d, etc.? I'm always suspect of cars that seem that good. Too good to be true if you ask me. My guess is that dodge goes with a smaller i/c, less psi, and more restrictive exhaust. If it does come out as-is, dodge will lose their ass on warranty claims. I am very suspect on reliability of a dodge. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>If you read the SCC article you would see that they say that although the srt-4 they tested was preproduction, Dodge engineers assured them that a production model should be the same.  Engine tuning was thought to be agressive and SCC speculated that 5-15% hp drop may result.  <BR>||216.126.176.90||reg||1
Z||000015||evol||11-14-2002||10:07 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I know--<P>I've heard that song and dance before, though. That's all I'm saying...||134.124.18.2||reg||1
Z||000016||DeanCouchey||11-14-2002||10:07 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||the C&D seemed like it was a production model... What I was saying about the boost was that the kids that buy it wont be abel to go and buy a Joe P MBC and crank it up.... But who knows some people spend like 20K in modding a civic so who knows what they will do/.||24.58.146.89||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001164.cgi
A||||4||a_santos||NEED HELP!!!||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||11-09-2002||09:41 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hi guys,<P>Just purchased 352/2000 yesterday. The driver automatic seatbelt does not work. I can pull it back manually, major pain in hte ass, and when I shut the car off and remove the key from the ignition, it goes back to it's original position, only to be moved from there again forcedly. Is there a fuse for this? Is the mechanism broken? Has anyone had the same problem?<P>Any help would be apreciated.<P>ps: happened to go by Fowlerville, MI (Home of Mofugas), on the way back from getting my car. Was looking forward to fisiting it. Looks like that's not going to happen.||65.59.45.201||reg||1
Z||000001||hibern8||11-09-2002||11:36 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||as far as i remember their is a fuse for the automatic seatbelts but im not positive if that will solve the problem..... i guess you can try and find out for less than a dollar||63.62.132.129||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||11-09-2002||12:02 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Electric seatbelts!?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif"> Is this for real!?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"> When they imported these cars, who did the market research? Cause how do you come up with electric seatbelts and a side mount intercooler as a good selling point?!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/confused.gif"> Mine's got manual inertia reel belts and a front mount, know which one I prefer!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Mike.||202.27.176.157||reg||12
Z||000003||gvr4ever||11-09-2002||12:47 PM||||I don't mind the seatbelts.  They help save a few buxs with the insurance company.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR-4||11-09-2002||12:50 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Speaking of seat belt, does anyone have any information on converting the autos to standard belts? I've seen the info on the jgronlone website, but is that the only data out there? Anyone...?<P>dp||68.155.52.129||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001165.cgi
A||N||9||roth4fun||Motor mounts on GVR4 vs 1G DSM||||5||
Z||000000||roth4fun||11-09-2002||09:58 PM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||Anyone know if the front and rear motor mounts are the exact same on these as any other 1G DSM?<P>I have dropped my motor in a few times and have come to the conclusion that the either the front or rear motor mount arm going to the bushing is exactly 1 inch too short.  So I can only bolt one or the other into the bushing.<P>The front motor mount I am using is from the JDM motor I ordered for the GVR4 and the rear motor mount came from a 1G Talon.||24.217.140.168||reg||5
Z||000001||keydiver||11-10-2002||04:15 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Do a search, this has been discussed MANY times: <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000962.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000962.html</A> <BR>You need to use a GVR-4 front motor mount. The rears are the same.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||11-10-2002||06:03 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||This sounds silly, but make sure the rear mount isn't upside down.  <P>Don't ask me how I know this... :-(||4.47.84.188||reg||1
Z||000003||BluFalcon||11-10-2002||06:32 PM||muttski@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B>This sounds silly, but make sure the rear mount isn't upside down.  <P>Don't ask me how I know this... :-(</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  I know how he knows this.  <P>||4.64.80.64||reg||1
Z||000004||roth4fun||11-11-2002||03:59 AM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||What shocks me is that the front motor mount I have supposedly came out of a Galant on the JDM engine I ordered.  But since all the symptons lead here, I will be scavenging the salvage yards for a Galant front motor mount.<P>Thanks.||12.105.115.18||reg||1
Z||000005||1101||11-11-2002||01:31 PM||karns10@attbi.com||FWD galant front motor mounts are different than GVR4 mounts. <P>I swapped a 90 Talon AWD front motor mount into a GVR4 and saw no difference.<P>Wait, you are talking about the arms that bolt to the motor. My comments are about the <BR>mounts that bolt to the frame.<P>Sorry,<P>Ward<P>[This message has been edited by 1101 (edited 11-11-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by 1101 (edited 11-11-2002).]||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000006||4g63t||11-11-2002||02:38 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||I bought the polyurethane mount inserts for a 1g dsm, but 2 of them would not fit. Has anyone else had this problem?||65.129.80.20||reg||5
Z||000007||Invader||11-11-2002||07:50 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||All poly inserts should fit...I moved all my poly mounts from my 1G into my GVR4 without a hitch.||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000008||roth4fun||11-11-2002||09:56 PM||roth4fun@hotmail.com||That is what I am in the middle of myself, Prothane motor mount inserts.  I don't want to sound insulting, but did you push out the metal rings inside the bushings?  I tried burning out the rubber bushings and the Prothanes would not fit, I had to use a 10-ton press and a torch to get the glue to let go of these.  After that they fit in and were still snug.||24.217.140.168||reg||1
Z||000009||Invader||11-11-2002||11:15 PM||jconroy@edison.edu||You are taking the rings out, right?  The rubber is bonded to the metal ring which is supposed to be pressed out with the rubber mount.  Easiest plan is to burn or cut the rubber out and then cut a few slits in the metal ring to get it out...||65.33.48.138||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001166.cgi
A||||3||hibern8||Repeat of Stud/Nut size question from other post||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-11-2002||12:06 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||ok yeah i need to go to a hardware store and pick up some stainless studs for myself....so ken says the length of the stud is 40mm. my question is how much of that 40mm is allowed to go into the head. when i was removing those old studs from the head, it didnt seem like that much of them was actually screwed in there. so is there a limit to how much you can screw into the head?<BR>what i will be doing is buying stainless studs from the hardware store that have heads so i wont have to go with the stud/nut deal as they are stock on the car. ||63.62.132.213||reg||1
Z||000001||Kibo||11-11-2002||04:43 AM||earentzen@picolight.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>what i will be doing is buying stainless studs from the hardware store that have heads so i wont have to go with the stud/nut deal as they are stock on the car. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>It sounds to me like you're describing bolts, not studs...?  If that's the case, I highly advise against it.  A stud/nut combo is a *much* better fastener than a bolt, due to the torsional stresses applied as you tighten the bolts.  Ever wonder why ARP head *studs* are an upgrade...?<P>You can buy some cheap SS studs along with the proper nuts for $23 shipped here:<P> <A HREF="http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~jpw26" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~jpw26</A> <P>My $.02,<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||11-11-2002||06:42 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||sounds logical....but the link isnt working for me||131.193.15.115||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||11-11-2002||07:31 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||The link works for me, maybe it was a temporary outage...<P>I just put on a set of those exact SS studs, and they are worth the $23.  Here's the caveat:  The threads are actually a tad beefier than the stock studs, so I had to run a tap (thanks ken) through the stud holes to clean them out so the SS studs would thread in properly.  DO NOT force them in if they won't turn easily.  <P>SS studs + copper BMW nuts + manifold runner entries machined perfectly flat = best setup I've had.  <P>BTW - my 2 year old 2G manifold was totally warped, and machining it made it seal much better.  ||4.47.84.188||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001167.cgi
A||||3||Louters91GVR4||Fellow DSM'er on the DYNO this weekend||||7||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||11-11-2002||07:04 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||My buddy Adam and I and few other tuners got together this weekend. He has a 1996 Eclipse GSX with a fair amount of mods. He had just purchased the AEM EMS computer. This is an awesome tuning device. To make a long story short, we made about 10-15 dyno pulls and did a lot of research and tuning to come up with 381whp/372tq. This was better than the 351/298 baseline. Back to work on it today, I will keep you posted. The AEM is highly recommended though!!! Awesome tuning device. NO MORE MAS!!! That same car went 12.32 @ 114mph when it was putting down 320whp, we are shooting for 11's!!!<P>-tom <BR>1991 GVR4 1757/2000||216.153.165.31||reg||7
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||11-11-2002||07:34 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Nice!  What turbo and motor setup is your friend using?||4.47.84.188||reg||1
Z||000002||Louters91GVR4||11-11-2002||08:05 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Buschur Racing 20G<BR>FFI Built Motor Crower/JE Pistons<BR>TS Cylinder Head Crower/Ferrea valve train<BR>RC 660cc<P>motor is built to take a lot more, he is working his way up. time and money is always a factor. bigger turbo and injectors is probably next, but we can probably squeeze 425hp out of this set-up<P>-tom<BR>1991 GVR4 1757/2000||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||11-18-2002||10:40 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||New report on the car 387hp/376tq. He is finishing up the car tonight! Can't wait till my Galant gets that kind of number <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>-Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||6




ubb/Forum3/001168.cgi
A||||0||talontsi||JDM Bumper Part Numer||||1||
Z||000000||talontsi||11-11-2002||07:51 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I was wondering if anyone had the part number for the JDM bumper.||209.80.66.126||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001169.cgi
A||||5||DSMGVR4||Horn sound while driving????||||1||
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||11-11-2002||11:59 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||I was driving home from work earlier tonight when suddenly a loud constant honking sound came from my car while I was drivng! WTF could be causing it? I started to punch my steering wheel and later it stopped but then started up again for only like 10 sec. Anyone have any ideas? Has anyone had this happen to them also? Could it be the ECU crapping? or aging wires? Anyone, please shed some light. Thanks John||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-12-2002||01:22 AM||||Sounds like your alarm went off on ya.  If you want to use it, then try and find a short.  Or make sure your hood is closed all the way  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>If you want to disable it, there was a post not too long ago with directions to do that.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||11-12-2002||09:42 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||You need to find out which horn/horns are blowing. Then we'll know whether its the alarm or just the standard horn circuit.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||11-12-2002||09:57 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Couldn't be the alarm if he was driving, right?  I think he described a constant horn, rather than the intermittent alarm horn.<P>Maybe it might be a good idea to remove the steering wheel center cover and check the horn switch.||65.43.118.229||reg||1
Z||000004||DSMGVR4||11-13-2002||09:25 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Thanks for all your replies. I haven't found anything out yet, however no horn sounds since that episode. <BR>John||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4ever||11-13-2002||09:59 PM||||Are you sure it wasn't just some pissed off Honda driver you drove off the road?||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001170.cgi
A||||8||DSSA||Anyone know where to get Ti?||||1||
Z||000000||DSSA||11-12-2002||08:24 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Looking for some place to buy Ti tubing and bends (18 gage) in 3.0" or 3.5".  Anyone know of a place?||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||ron||11-12-2002||10:00 AM||adracing@aol.com|| <A HREF="http://www.burnsstainless.com" TARGET=_blank>www.burnsstainless.com</A> <P>they have all kinds of tubing..<P>ron||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000002||DSSA||11-12-2002||11:16 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ron:<BR><B> <A HREF="http://www.burnsstainless.com" TARGET=_blank>www.burnsstainless.com</A> <P>they have all kinds of tubing..<P>ron</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Thanks.  I already looked there though, and they have nothing above 2.5".<P>I appreciate the link though.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000003||Doug Thomas||11-12-2002||11:29 AM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||Titanium tubing links. This stuff is really expensive. Are you making a exhaust?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.titanium.cc/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.titanium.cc/</A> ||67.84.197.176||reg||1
Z||000004||DSSA||11-13-2002||08:43 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<BR><B>Titanium tubing links. This stuff is really expensive. Are you making a exhaust?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.titanium.cc/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.titanium.cc/</A> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Thanks Doug.  I'll make some calls to the places listed here.<P>Yes, I'm making an exhaust for the Talon.  Using the SS (unfortunately--heavy) shortie downpipe off of the AGP Lvl. 4, then doing the rest in Ti with a bullet-style muffler to save on weight.  With them dropping the minimum weight 200 more lbs. for the class, I'm trying to shave weight wherever possible.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||teet||11-13-2002||03:57 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||get REALLY thin inconel<P>easier to weld.  easier to bend.  cheaper.  just as strong as Ti.  better heat resistance.  <P>don't know where to get it though  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  <P>that's what the mclaren used  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>john||134.134.248.17||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||11-13-2002||06:09 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||BMP in tyler, tx has some kevlar mufflers, but they are for M3's.  only 1400 bucks.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000007||talontsi||11-13-2002||06:38 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||DSSA I think JIC makes a titanium unit for the gvr4. You may be able to use this on the Race TEL.<P>Not sure if they have a kit for the 1g's.<BR>I know they have it for the 2g's though.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000008||DSSA||11-13-2002||08:58 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by talontsi:<BR><B>DSSA I think JIC makes a titanium unit for the gvr4. You may be able to use this on the Race TEL.<P>Not sure if they have a kit for the 1g's.<BR>I know they have it for the 2g's though.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Actually, this isn't going to be a "typical" exhaust.  3.5" tubing, bullet muffler, exiting in front of the rear wheels.||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001171.cgi
A||||1||hibern8||install of profec b||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-12-2002||06:52 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey guys im trying to clean up all of the lines unde the hood.....does anyone have a link to the proper way of installing the profec b?||63.62.132.78||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||11-12-2002||07:07 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com|| <A HREF="http://www.greddy.com/Technical/pdf/ProfecB.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://www.greddy.com/Technical/pdf/ProfecB.pdf</A> ||209.80.66.126||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001172.cgi
A||||0||JSTYLE||Australia - Club VR4 Forums||||1||
Z||000000||JSTYLE||11-12-2002||09:51 PM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Just letting the members know that we have new forums. Just incase you didnt get my mass email.<BR> <A HREF="http://hrdwrbob.net/clubvr4/index.php" TARGET=_blank>http://hrdwrbob.net/clubvr4/index.php</A> <P>This is an australian based club, but anyone who would like to join is more then welcomed.<P>Jon||203.173.162.80||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001173.cgi
A||||4||GRV4726||lancer info needed||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||11-12-2002||10:03 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey all you lucky people who have access to lancer.. i need info. <BR>i am doing my extended essay on the lancer evo. my question is along the lines of why did mitsubishi change to the new lancer cedia body, and the new exterior design?  How did this add to the performance of the vehicle (aerodynamis, fluid dynamics and such) as well as the asthetics? and i also want to get into the air ducts, like hood scoops/vents. brake caliper/disc ram air from under the car. and the front end<P>if anyone knows where i can get some info please help. or i might have to chance my topic to something porsche related.<P>thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||11-12-2002||11:17 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/motorsports/history/90s/evo5.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/motorsports/history/90s/evo5.htm</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/motorsports/history/90s/evotm.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/motorsports/history/90s/evotm.htm</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.4wdonline.com/Mitsubishi/Cars/Lancer.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.4wdonline.com/Mitsubishi/Cars/Lancer.html</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.j-garage.com/5110.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.j-garage.com/5110.htm</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/docs6/history/html/lancer.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/docs6/history/html/lancer.htm</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.globalauto.org/chryUSA.xls" TARGET=_blank>http://www.globalauto.org/chryUSA.xls</A> <BR>And you could try:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.google.com/help/basics.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.google.com/help/basics.html</A>     <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 11-12-2002).]||65.43.118.229||reg||1
Z||000002||GRV4726||11-13-2002||10:48 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||heh.. don't think i really got my point accross correctly. i have basic info. good info actually. and i need more. i can't base my extended essay on internet. i need stuff from mitsubishi.. like wind tunnel experiments. why they did this. why that. its a 4000 word essay that will take 2 years to complete (slowly of course) its for the I.B.  the essay needs diagrams, pictures, graphs, and primary info from the big M.<BR>thanks though. nice to see people read my boring posts||207.193.182.6||reg||1
Z||000003||iceman69510||11-14-2002||10:14 AM||||You need to find a copy of "New Model" magazine from Japan(at least I think that is the name)that covers this model.  They usually publish issues devoted exclusively to a single new model, and they cover the development and the new technology on the car, often comparing it to the previous generations.<BR>Usually pretty good with diagrams, clay models etc., but in Japanese of course.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000004||GRV4726||11-14-2002||10:27 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||damn it. i keep on find myself wishing that i could read japanese. <P>thanks a lot. i'll look for that||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001204.cgi
A||||1||04DrBlur||fuel line = weekness||||1||
Z||000000||04DrBlur||11-19-2002||09:50 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net|| Alright after installing my walbro 255 I think it flows a little too well.  It shoots a pinhole of gas about 3-4 inches from the fuel line.  "the metal fuel line right out of the fule pump cover"  what sucks is that it is so close to the cover I dont think I can just use some fuel hose and cure the prob.  Anyone know about how much a new fuel pump cover will set me back or does anyone have any suggestions as to what I can use?  Been without 936/2000 for a week now and just got the ECU reinstalled to test the pump and bam I think I smell fuel....||65.42.48.74||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||11-19-2002||10:46 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||try mitsubishi, it will probably be cheaper thab you think.||205.188.209.75||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001175.cgi
A||||9||Compressed||oil on valve cover||||1||
Z||000000||Compressed||11-13-2002||12:15 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I've been getting oil puddling in the spark plug slot on my valve cover.  I'm not sure what this is coming from though.  I've thought it might be from the oil filler cap, but I'm not sure.  Could it be from the spark plug sockets.  I have Accel wires.  <P>Anyone have experience with this?  <BR>Thanks||216.126.176.90||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||11-13-2002||12:21 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||probably the oil cap seal.  if the seal is hard, change it.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||11-13-2002||12:22 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I had a crack in my cover that was causing that, but when i replaced it i still got a small amount of build up over time.  I think it is either the cap(unlikely cause there is no residue around it) or else its the bolts holding down the cover.||168.99.144.187||reg||1
Z||000003||Compressed||11-13-2002||12:37 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>probably the oil cap seal.  if the seal is hard, change it.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>This is what I was thinking.  Time to visit Satan  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  I'm going to do a search for the part # now, but if anyone knows the part # that would be much appreciated.  <P>Thanks again all...||216.126.176.90||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||11-13-2002||03:14 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Mine had leakage from the cap - went and bought new 3KGT cap as suggested and still does this some, but not as bad.  I just doubled up the seals and will know in a day or two if that helps.  <BR>The puddling in the plug wells I was told is more likely due to she seals in the Valve Cover leaking some and building up.  I have yet to replace mine as it's pretty minimal.||167.142.22.245||reg||1
Z||000005||GRV4726||11-13-2002||05:03 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||sadly, i have the same problem. its just annoying. i was thinking about getting some aftermarket oil cap that would not leak, something that will not wear either, and get the seal. never though about a double seal though||207.193.182.6||reg||1
Z||000006||Compressed||11-13-2002||06:45 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I purchased two seals today($3.81), and am going to install both on my oil cap tonight.  I'll let you all know if this fixes my problem.  <BR>||64.24.106.107||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||11-13-2002||09:24 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||you dont need 2 seals.  one should do, or the cap itself is no good.  they are cheap.  make sure you have the side of the seal with the ridge on it on the outside, so it seals against the valve cover.  i just buy a new cap and be done with it.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR1643||11-14-2002||01:37 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Ken, I did buy a brand new oil cap and it would still get wet around it from oil still getting out.  I tried to tighten the screw some, bend tabs a little and still had same deal. So, that's when I mentioned the 2 seals to a buddy who said he did the same thing and it cured his...  FWIW.  I need to pop the hood and take a look and see if it has helped, since I did this a few days ago.<P>KC bought a Greedy (Greedy as in about $60) that fits very nice, BTW.||167.142.21.150||reg||1
Z||000009||Compressed||11-14-2002||04:00 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I searched around on dsmtalk on this issue and several people were saying the double seal treatment fixed this problem for them.  Thats why I bought two.  <P>I did the quick install last night.  First I replaced the old seal with the new one and attached the cap.  Fit was definitely better, but as not as positive as I think is proper.  So next I added the second gasket and then put the cap back on.  Much more positive firm fit.  I'm going to leave it like this and investigate in a few days to see how things look.  Long part of this install was cleaning up all the oil out of my valve cover...<BR> ||64.24.105.57||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001176.cgi
A||||8||369of1000||I'm a moron (take my money)||||9||
Z||000000||369of1000||11-13-2002||04:35 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Here's proof:<BR>step one:<BR>-Buy bone stock VR4 for $4500 knowing it needs new clutch master and slave cylinder.<BR>--discover motor is not original (junk yard special)<BR>--discover it needs a valve job<BR>--discover 2nd gear also bad <P>step two:<BR>-Get valve job, use stock head gasket not 4 layer.<BR>-Get full tune-up at same time<BR>--order balance shaft elim kit<BR>--discover shaft is already eliminated<P>step three:<BR>-replace questionable stock radiator with used fluidyne<BR>--discover fluidyne leaks, badly<BR>---get radiator fixed<BR>---BLOW HEAD GASKET--added pressure of good radiator?<P>step four:<BR>-pull head<BR>--discover gasket blew because no egr or vapor system hooked up,<BR>-decide to hot tank pistons and change rings<BR>--discover piston's are out of spec<BR>---buy 2g pistons<BR>---send rods out to be machined<BR>-get freshly rebuilt BMtranny off dsmtrader<BR>-buy lightened flywheel and ACT 2600 with ss line from RRE<P>step five:<BR>-buy 4 bolt of dsmtrader<BR>-buy S-AFC off eBay<BR>-buy phantom 30-0-30 boost gauge off dsmtrader<BR>-buy egt and apexi turbo timer off dsmtrader<BR>-buy 2g ported exhaust manifold off dsmtrader<P>step six:<BR>-loose manifold in mail<BR>-loose 4 bolt in mail<BR>-discover egt is ultra lite and matches nothing<P>step seven:<BR>-realize I'm a sucker<BR>-drink more than I should and contemplate why the rest of my life mirrors this<P>Sorry for the incredibly long post. I just thought I'd share how much "fun" I've had since I bought my car. The funny part is I left some stuff out. Is that enough proof?||24.151.12.224||reg||9
Z||000001||GVR1643||11-13-2002||04:43 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Remedy 1: don't buy off trader<BR>Remedy 2: don't buy off trader<BR>Remedy 3: don't buy off trader; instead try local yards or just people off this board, or GVR4list on Yahoo, etc.  More trustworthy.<P>If bought off trader ONLY buy from someone within driving distance so you can "reach out and touch" somebody if necessary.<P>Sorry to hear of such misfortune.  Hope you can recoup some of these losses.||167.142.22.245||reg||1
Z||000002||a_santos||11-13-2002||05:37 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Yeah, your a moron.<P>Bougth mine for $2800. 91#352 with 121K<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR1643:<BR><B>Remedy 1: don't buy off trader<BR>Remedy 2: don't buy off trader<BR>Remedy 3: don't buy off trader; instead try local yards or just people off this board, or GVR4list on Yahoo, etc.  More trustworthy.<P>If bought off trader ONLY buy from someone within driving distance so you can "reach out and touch" somebody if necessary.<P>Sorry to hear of such misfortune.  Hope you can recoup some of these losses.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||198.111.38.121||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||11-13-2002||05:37 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i too suffer from slight moronic tendencies<P>1.  work two jobs for two years to build full race integra<P>2.  drive integra to my girlfriends house to show off<P>3.  wake up to find integra missing<P>4.  realize i don't have full covereage.||138.23.114.170||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||11-13-2002||06:04 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||OH YEAH?<BR>1.  join union<BR>2.  go on strike<BR>3.  get fired for striking, union busted<BR>4.  lose retirement money(confiscated)<BR>5.  lose house<BR>6.  get audited by irs for next 5 years<P>OK, NOW TOP THAT!||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||04DrBlur||11-13-2002||06:34 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  That sucks....||64.108.85.186||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR4ZUM||11-13-2002||07:57 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Oh wow that really sucks, sorry to hear that Ken. ||64.157.71.243||reg||9
Z||000007||turbogalant||11-14-2002||12:57 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Buy a 88 daytona shelbyz for $900 at age of 15. 1 week later (yes prior to even having my licence) blow the trannie. Get low milage junkyard special with stock cluch put in. Find out car is in terrible condition, fix it up - one years time to do.Fry ecu, all relays,fan motor circut,get ball joints fixed ~$1000 (there goes my money for rims). Strip out thermostate bolt thread (now studed for this reason) decide to put one ported head with .475 lift cam $1200 (yes more than the price of the car). Try to find strange vibration $unbeleaveable. Pull motor for high performance rebuild, je, race rods, ported manifolds, bigger turbo (Ported t3)and 2 1/2 inch o2 housing , full 3" exhaust,centerforce 2 clutch, upgrade side mount, rebuilt trans with quaife,and much more. Find c,c,c,d written on back of block under the dirt/crap on motor to find one piston is .020 over expaining strange vibration. Put car back together. Runs crappy suspect new ecu get 3 replacement and tare car apart for one year dollars countless to find it was a  virus in calibration causing it to suck. Replace  front brakes, front facia, master cylinder with better 89 units $1700 (prob. more than value of an 89 daytona shelby). Now all in all have a daytona for 5 year, spent ALL OF MY MONEY ON drove it 12000 miles and still it sits in the garage going nowhere need a paint job and cost ~25000-30000 dollars not sure cuz I never want to know how many hours or $ I put in. And as my brother nicely pounts out it's still a k-car. Thanks Jim. Although not as bad as Ken or Beavis. It's sad that if you look in KBB my car is more like 2000 last time I had the stomach to look. And remember this is all i remember now not ot forget the late nights, sweat, tears, friends help, moms help, borrowing money for my dad, brother and I putting in the motor, broken axles, and number of parts guys who know me by name.     ||65.177.232.224||reg||11
Z||000008||iceman69510||11-14-2002||10:07 AM||||Wow, somebody who found a more labor-intensive car than a VR4.||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001177.cgi
A||N||6||a_santos||What the Hell?||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||11-13-2002||10:47 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I was driving on the highway today on my way to school when I see a porsche boxter going about 60. I pull up next to him, put it in forth, toy with him a bit then take off. Soon after I get on the gas, about 4500-5000rpm, the car hesitates suddenly, it was jerking. I then let off. Later on the way back from school I did the same procedure and again it hesitated. It only does this in forth gear. Besides the hesitation it pulls strong in forth. Can someone please help me. <BR>I have no mods except for a K&N air filter. <P>Thanx<BR>||64.152.156.23||reg||1
Z||000001||04DrBlur||11-13-2002||10:53 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Could be any number of thing from as simple as new plugs or wires to a boost leak.  Need more info, it doesnt do this in any other gear?  Only 4th?  at what RPM does it hesitate?  Was it a bucking feeling or a hesitation, could be fuel cut if you have turned up your boost.||64.108.85.186||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4458||11-13-2002||10:55 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I'm doubting fuel cut with just a K&N and stock boost (right?) and fuel cut isn't a jerkING its a JERK (like a wall).  A slight hesitation/jerking/bucking (maybe?) sounds like maybe spark plugs/wires.  Check your plugs (gaps too) and wires.  If its close to tune up time, might as well replace them.<P>EH  ||68.72.85.177||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||11-13-2002||11:47 PM||||I'd check for a boost leak too.<P>I just had a strange problem with my Talon.  Mods are basic with a custom IC setup.  A few weeks ago, my poor talon was bogging badly.  I thought fuel delivery problem.  Fuel filter was not past due, plugs and wires were brand new.  No CE light.  Just a crappy running car.  When I had some free time I went out to try and hunt down the problem, but it was gone.  At the time, I had taken the boost down to 10psi and was still having bogging.  The other day I tunned it back up to 15psi and it runs great.  The true cause was never found, so I can only guess I got a bad batch of gas.<P>Aside from checking boost leaks, plugs, wires, try and stick with a trusty gas station.  I was traveling and probably got something that was not 93 octian even tho it's what I payed for.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||a_santos||11-14-2002||06:12 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||The car only does this in fourth gear, at about 4500rpm and above. The jerks are not like it is hesitating, but like it's hitting fuel cut off. The jerks are about 3 seconds apart, no noticeable patern. I took it all the way thru first and second and had no problems. I havent taken fifth above maybe 85mph, or 4000rpm, so could not tell you if it does the same thing. <P>  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<BR><B>  Could be any number of thing from as simple as new plugs or wires to a boost leak.  Need more info, it doesnt do this in any other gear?  Only 4th?  at what RPM does it hesitate?  Was it a bucking feeling or a hesitation, could be fuel cut if you have turned up your boost.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 11-14-2002).]||65.59.34.208||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4ever||11-14-2002||06:17 PM||||The ECU could be resetting.  Have you changed the caps?  My Talon did this when I got it.  Changing the caps fixed the problem.  Stange thing was I never heard clicking or got a bad smell from the ECU.  The caps were clearly leaking tho.<P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR-4||11-14-2002||10:13 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I'd start with the ignition system. How old are the plugs and wires? Buy new plugs and (if they're old) new wires. I had the same problem and a new set of plugs fixed it. Somebody help me with the plugs: NGK BP7ES are for higher boost pressure than stock. So what does he need if he's gonna stay stock?<P>dp||68.155.52.103||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001178.cgi
A||||20||udriveu||WWJD?||||1||
Z||000000||udriveu||11-14-2002||02:09 AM||udriveu@hotmail.com||What Would Jesus Drive?<BR>Discuss||24.45.233.24||reg||1
Z||000001||Pappy||11-14-2002||02:42 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||A Geo Metro.  He was a simple man.  Just something to get him from point A to point B.  Or some sort of mini van or regular van to transport all his disciples!||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-14-2002||03:02 AM||||Good responce pappy!  I'd have to agree if he used a car.  He might decide to use a mule or something.  Hard to say.  Things move a little faster now then 2000 years ago.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||turbogalant||11-14-2002||03:58 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||I always heard jesus was a ford man. Thats why he is always on foot.||65.177.240.169||reg||10
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||11-14-2002||05:33 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Haha!  Best response!  I personally think he would have shunned a personal vehicle ridden a bike or taken mass transit.  Yea, mass transit.  I thought somebody would've mentioned a VW bus by now.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<BR>"Have you pushed a Ford lately?"||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||11-14-2002||06:23 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Found On Rubbish Dump<BR>Fixed Or Repaired Daily<BR>Flat Out Racing Datsuns<BR>F*@ked On Race Day<P><BR>You decide.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P><p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 11-14-2002).]||203.221.152.139||reg||1
Z||000006||Dan D||11-14-2002||06:42 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I'd go ahead and be cheesy and say "Oh a GVR4 of Course!"<P>But, Jesus probably didn't have the swear words in his vocabulary neccesarry to own one of these #%$@ stupid mot#@% F$#@*G pieces of @$it<P>(sorry, my car's angering me today)||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000007||BossGVR4||11-14-2002||09:29 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||He would have driven a Honda.<P>Because "The Lord and his disciples were all of one ACCORD !"<P>Jeeze maverick sometimes I crack myself up !||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000008||iceman69510||11-14-2002||10:02 AM||||There is also another Old Testament reference (actually the only reference to a car and driving in the Bible-but I forgot which version) that says, "They all drove off with one Accord" (cap added).||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000009||drew||11-14-2002||11:19 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||from <A HREF="http://www.yil.com/daily/forward/index.asp?date=010809" TARGET=_blank>www.yil.com/daily/forward/index.asp?date=010809</A> <P>FORWARD: <P>Most people assume WWJD is for "What would Jesus do?" But the initials really stand for "What would Jesus drive?" One theory is that Jesus would tool around in an old Plymouth because "the Bible says God drove Adam and Eve out of the Garden of Eden in a Fury." But in Psalm 83, the Almighty clearly owns a Pontiac and a Geo. The passage urges the Lord to "pursue your enemies with your Tempest and terrify them with your Storm." <P>Perhaps God favors Dodge pickup trucks, because Moses' followers are warned not to go up a mountain "until the Ram's horn sounds a long blast." <P>Some scholars insist that Jesus drove a Honda but didn't like to talk about it. As proof, they cite a verse in St. John's gospel where Christ tells the crowd, "For I did not speak of my own Accord ..." Meanwhile, Moses rode an old British motorcycle, as evidenced by a Bible passage declaring that "the roar of Moses' Triumph is heard in the hills." <P>Joshua drove a Triumph sports car with a hole in its muffler: "Joshua's Triumph was heard throughout the land." <P>And, following the Master's lead, the Apostles car pooled in a Honda..."The Apostles were in one Accord." ||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||11-14-2002||12:28 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||LOL!  Classic!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000011||Johnny Bravo||11-14-2002||12:30 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Hmmm...   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR> <A HREF="http://www.cafeshops.com/cp/prod.aspx?p=landover.3682427" TARGET=_blank>www.cafeshops.com/cp/prod.aspx?p=landover.3682427</A> ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000012||Johnny Bravo||11-14-2002||12:32 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Drew, that link doesn't work.  It just fwds to some search engine. <P>PS.  Sorry for post whoring guys  :P||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000013||drew||11-14-2002||12:49 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||It was a google cache. The article in its entirity is posted above||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000014||91vr4evolution||11-14-2002||04:42 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Well, one thing's for sure, if He can turn water into wine, He'd never run out of gas!<P>Mike. ||210.55.32.118||reg||12
Z||000015||suprflewus||11-14-2002||05:20 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||I'm not sure what jesus would drive, but whatever it would be he would drive it fast....<P>because his right foot would always be nailed to the floor.<P>I will be appearing at the Funnybone in Hoboken on the 8th.<P>dale<BR>ps-buy my parts in the post-mofugas era sale spectacular! kvr rotors/hks blow off valve/certified exhaust/FP sleeper 16g turbo/evo o2||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000016||blacksheep||11-14-2002||10:41 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Jesus wouldnt appreciate lifter-tick, crankwalk or busted 3-bolts  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000017||91vr4evolution||11-14-2002||11:48 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||Yeah, but He could heal those things!<P>Mike.||210.54.104.74||reg||7
Z||000018||blacksheep||11-15-2002||08:21 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Shit, he needs to heal mine, I cannot afford those 2G lifter, I need moh moneh  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000019||Nate||11-16-2002||03:40 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||C'mon, guys... everybody knows G*d rides a nice loud Harley. ;-)||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000020||turbowop||12-02-2002||05:37 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I heard a good response to this the other day.<BR>It's said that Jesus' vehicle of choice was mentioned in the book of Genesis. He drives a Plymouth, because he drove Adam and Eve out of the garden of Eden in a Fury.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif"><P>*edit* Actually, that was God that drove them out but still funny anyway.<P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 12-02-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001179.cgi
A||||31||Jon22B||car not idling?||||1||
Z||000000||Jon22B||11-14-2002||09:32 AM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||Ok, a while back my car stopped idling so I took it in to the dealership (yes I know...Now I know better). They said that the IAC was bad and that the ECU was bad because they couldn't pull any code off of it. They also quoted me $750 just to get it rebuilt or $1100 for a new one and luckily got it back. Jeff (keydiver) lent me an ECU so that I can have them hook it up and drive it back and then have my ECU sent to Jeff to replace the caps. Well the dealership called me and said that they put Jeff's ECU in and that it still didn't idle and that his ECU was in worse shape than mine (I think they're just assuming that because they said they opened it up and they saw solder marks and a loose wire? hanging out).<P>Anyway if it's not the ECU and the AIC is already replaced what else could it be?<BR>I'm going to call them and tell them I'm going to drive it back and I'm going to personally try both ECUs.<P>O yeah I bought this car only couple of months ago from a guy that had put in the JDM engine and the only thing I've done is put a high flow cat and a new exhaust.<P>EDIT: wrote AIC, instead of IAC.<p>[This message has been edited by Jon22B (edited 11-14-2002).]||128.38.74.185||reg||1
Z||000001||Kamekaze||11-14-2002||10:00 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||first off, don't do anything I say until it is comfirmed somebody else here, but do you think that it could have something to do with the base idle speed screw?  ||206.77.0.156||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||11-14-2002||12:27 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I think it would be almost hilarious if the idiot's didn't realize there was no BISS. I wonder if the techs have tried to check for a vaccum/boost leak. <BR>BTW Jon I'm MPREZYA on I-club what's your screen name? You wouldn't happen to be the same Jon22B or something like that would you?<BR><p>[This message has been edited by MPREZYAVR4 (edited 11-14-2002).]||199.183.183.208||reg||1
Z||000003||Jon22B||11-14-2002||12:56 PM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||uhh...BISS eh?...umm yeah...but for those people who might not know, could you explain please?<P>I'm Jonathan_Yi on I-Club. I thought it'd be better not to use my full name on public forums =P||128.38.74.185||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||11-14-2002||01:07 PM||||BISS stands for Balanced intercore suck system.<P>Wait, no I just made that up  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>It's a little screw thing on your TB.  It can back out and fall out so I hear.  I've never had it happen to me.  It might (should) have a black plastic cap on it.  If the plastic cap is still on it, I wouldn't even mess with it.  Check for vacume/boost leaks first.<P>I hate the dealer!  Ya, your ECU is busted because it doesn't have and error codes?!?!  R I G H T.  IC hoses and vacume hoses do not have sensors on them and can not throw a code.  Nor do spark plugs, wires...  Not all problems throw a CE light.  If fact, if it isn't a sensor problem you won't get one.  However if you don't know the history of your ECU, it might need the caps changed to prevent a real failure.<P>Check your altenator and battery too.  Not enough spark will cause your car to run like crap.  This happend to me about a month ago on my Talon. It took about 4 days for the thing to fail, so I wasn't sure what the problem was.  I was lucky to be able to crawl back home and not need a tow truck.<BR>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||11-14-2002||05:36 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Jonathan,<BR>Sorry I couldn't reply sooner, but today's been REAL busy. The ECU I sent you was recently loaned to 2 other GVR-4 owners, and none of them mentioned any idling problems with it. Before that, I know I ran it in my own car for a couple of days. Did the guys let it idle for a while until the ECU could make corrections? Its often normal for a car to run bad for a few minutes when the ECU loses power. Thats not to say my ECU could have s a problem, considering it has been UPS'd across the country several times. Drive the car home with my ECU. If it feels the same as it did with your ECU, chances are the problem isn't the ECU at all, like everyone said above.<BR>The main thing is to ship me your old ECU, and I'll tell you whether there's anything wrong with it. I'll run it in MY car for a while too, so there won't be any doubts.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000006||Jon22B||11-15-2002||09:10 AM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||No worries, Jeff. Yeah it seems a little weird for them to think that 2 different ECU's would have the exact same problem and be so adamant that that�s what�s causing the problem. I really don�t even know if the guy tried to start the car more than once or not. But he said that w/ your ECU it�s still acting the same way as before, just dies after starting up.<BR>So anyway I�m either picking the car up today or tomorrow then I�ll check both ECU�s and look into that screw�but would anyone have precise description (a picture would be better) of where this base idle speed screw?<BR>Thanks to everyone for helping me out with this, esp Jeff.<P>O BTW except for the idle problem the car feels good, same as before, pulls hard and I don't notice any loss of power so I don't know if it would be a boost/vacuum leak.||128.38.74.185||reg||1
Z||000007||Kamekaze||11-15-2002||09:52 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Yous should check the VFAQ site, I went looking through but couldn't find the articles that helped me before, sorry.||206.77.0.156||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||11-15-2002||11:25 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||There's a picture of the BISS at the bottom of this page: <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BISS-1G.html</A> <BR>Tom has done a great job on this VFAQ, so give it a read. Just make sure you ground the right connector for the timing on a GVR-4, Tom has a special picture on there just for us. Its the larger, black-hooded connector with just a tiny little terminal inside the cover.<BR>So, Jonathan, you're saying the only thing wrong with the car is the thing won't idle, with your ECU or mine, and the dealer still says its the ECU??? They probably never heard of the BISS, idle switch, ISC, vacuum leaks, or many of the other things that could cause these symptoms, none of which usually throw a code.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P>||66.156.213.10||reg||1
Z||000009||Jon22B||11-21-2002||12:46 PM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||Just thought I'd post an update. I just picked up my car late last night and didn't have much time to play around with it. Anyway w/ Jeff's ECU in the car, I tried starting again and sure enough it died right away, then I started it again giving it gas and to my surprise when i let off on the gas it was idling...albeit very rough and it kept hunting around. It kept going up and down between ~400-600 and the car was shaking pretty good from almost stalling. Sometimes when the rev's go down it almost stalls and the lights on the dash start coming on but go away as soon as the rev jumps up again. When I do rev it high and let off right away it stalls. It's a hit and miss about when it stalls and when it doesn't.<P>Anyway I'll play around w/ the BISS Saturday.||128.38.74.185||reg||1
Z||000010||gvr4ever||11-21-2002||02:19 PM||||Try and drive it a few hours to see if it gets better on the same ECU without unplugging anything.  Also, reving the car up high can make it worse.  <P>Once, I forgot that I cut the battery, went out for a hard drive without letting my ECU adjust.  My car ran like CRAP when I came to a stop.  Reset the ECU again and let it idle on it's own and it was much better.<P>Even tho it wants to die, I'd try and work with it for awhile.  Don't sit and rev it, take it out for a long drive.  If it stalles, just start it again and keep going.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000011||keydiver||11-21-2002||02:43 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Jon, If you can try to datalog the car. You can learn alot by what the ISC is doing. As I said, and others, let the ECU learn for a while first before making any judgements.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.213.74||reg||1
Z||000012||Doc_Seuss||11-22-2002||10:09 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||hey im having the same problems right now! ok it happened an hour on the way home from school.<P>could have anything to do with the harness for the TT? b/c when one of the wires or the harness was loose the idle would bounce from 800-400 like 5 times and then level off.<P>I dont know if these could have loosened or anything..<P>who knows. any other ideas? the car seems to be running fine, just the stalling problem  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>and the cap and everything for my BISS is still there. I dont know why this would randomly start happening<P>dave||66.67.37.52||reg||12
Z||000013||MPREZYAVR4||11-22-2002||11:38 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Sounds like possibly a vaccum leak or ISC.||199.183.182.48||reg||1
Z||000014||Jon22B||11-24-2002||12:00 PM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||Ok I'l finally getting around to taking a look at this problem. I believe the cap for the Biss is still there so I don't know if it's a problem. I'm going to take a look at vacuum lines and such, do you think I should start from there or try adjusting the BISS first?<P>Dave, let me know if you ever find out the cause of the problem, I'll do the same.||68.100.68.6||reg||1
Z||000015||Jon22B||11-24-2002||01:28 PM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||Her's a strange thing. I tried to look for the timing adjustment plug like the VFAQ indicates cept it's not there. I can see a plug of some sort actually ON the engine with a connecting plug on it. But not like the VFAQ shows where it's a plug with just a cap on it. I'll try to get a pic of it||68.100.68.6||reg||1
Z||000016||Doc_Seuss||11-24-2002||02:34 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||hey i think i have figured mine out.  i think its a huge vacum leak.  Later today i should checking it and and trying to fix it.<P>ill get back to yas and see if that was it<P>dave||66.67.37.52||reg||1
Z||000017||Jon22B||11-24-2002||03:04 PM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||Just curious, how did you find out/know if you have a vacuum leak?||68.100.68.6||reg||1
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||11-24-2002||04:28 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||One way is the same way you find a boost leak; pressurize the intake system.  However, if it's between the MAF and turbo it won't show up during that test.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000019||ken inn||11-24-2002||05:45 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||another way is the logger.  check fuel trims, and o2 sensor trim.  that will tell you if you are really lean.  also, if you are using a volt-type a/f gauge, and you see it going open loop(one constant voltage), especially at low rpm and idle, that usually means air leak.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000020||Doc_Seuss||11-25-2002||02:01 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||well actually checking my line and redo-ing my MBC i dont think i have a vaccum leak.  Still not sure though<P>also i was reading that it might be the Idle switch.  any input on that?<P>dave||66.67.37.52||reg||1
Z||000021||Doc_Seuss||11-26-2002||01:46 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||ack come on guys! any ideas?<P>dave||66.67.37.52||reg||1
Z||000022||Doc_Seuss||11-28-2002||01:06 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||anyone else? <P>i just changed my ISC motor and it didnt fix a thing so it isnt that.  i think tommorrow im gonn ahve to go to a shop to have it vaccum tested.<P>any other ideas?<P>dave||66.67.37.52||reg||1
Z||000023||LunarShadow||11-29-2002||05:42 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||I would keep looking for some kind of a vacuum leak.  There is a lot of monkeying that must be done to put a JDM engine into your car.  Any time my car has had horrible idle, it was some kind of leak in the intake. Once it was the EGR valve, another time a vacuum line, yet another time was a loose clap right after the mass.  <P>||64.238.107.49||reg||1
Z||000024||Jon22B||12-09-2002||01:10 PM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||Doc_Seuss, any updates? None for me.||128.38.74.185||reg||1
Z||000025||khadiyev||12-09-2002||02:09 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>another way is the logger.  check fuel trims, and o2 sensor trim.  that will tell you if you are really lean.  also, if you are using a volt-type a/f gauge, and you see it going open loop(one constant voltage), especially at low rpm and idle, that usually means air leak.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>My logger "Low Fuel trim" shows 139%  that's really lean, BUT i got 720s and i'm at +22% at 1k on the AFC! that trips the hell out of me. I think it's pre turbo vacium leak.<P>John<P>||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000026||ken inn||12-09-2002||02:38 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||on the logger, select view.  then, select rpm, o2 sensor,o2 trim, fuel trim low, med, and high.  with the car warmed up, hold rpm at 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000, and watch your o2 trim.  i believe max is about 170, but ecu is always trying to get it to 100.  using the afc, adjust your o2 trim so it is averageing  100.  then go to 2000 rpm, do same thing, 3000, 4000, etc.  the fuel trims take a bit to change, but you should see them start to come down.  also, check o2 volts, if it ever stops jumping around, and you are not wot, then it is so far out, the ecu has gone open loop, because it cannot correct it back to stoich.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000027||khadiyev||12-10-2002||02:17 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Ok, I tried that, at Idle i get 99% for O2 Trim, when i bring it up to 2k, 3k, 4k, it stays at 99%. When i start driving my O2 trim shoots up to 167% (i think that's max) as soon as i let off and let it idle down it comes down to 99% again! WTF, over?!?!<P>John ||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000028||ken inn||12-10-2002||03:49 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||has it always been this way, or just after you installed the 720's?||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000029||khadiyev||12-10-2002||09:26 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I never looked at it before, usually I just watch my Fuel trims. and also my O2 doesn't cycle at idle only part throttle, at idle it only stays at .004 - .006 then goes up and down like .026 (the highest)<P>John||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000030||ken inn||12-10-2002||09:38 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||your o2 not cycling at idle is a CLEAR sign you have an air leak.  there is so much air leaking thru, the ecu cannot bring it back to stoich, so it gives up, goes open loop, and reverts to factory maps.  find your air leak.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000031||khadiyev||12-10-2002||09:44 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Thanks!<BR>I'll check it tomorrow.<P>John||198.81.26.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001180.cgi
A||||1||DeanCouchey||Helicopter anyone????||||1||
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||11-14-2002||12:54 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1872625583" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1872625583</A> <BR>not to bad if you ask me..... new BMW or an attack helicopter :-)||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000001||hibern8||11-14-2002||02:11 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||kep scrolling down, says it is a hoax!!!||63.62.130.56||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001181.cgi
A||N||2||a_santos||DIN gauge pod||||5||
Z||000000||a_santos||11-14-2002||07:53 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I would like to get a DIN gauge pod like the one number3 has on his car. Where can I get one.  <BR>See link for picture<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_inside2.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_inside2.jpg</A> ||65.59.34.208||reg||5
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-14-2002||09:14 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||You can use the dash gauge panel from a 1980's Daihatsu Rocky (sorry, don't know the exact model years it came on).  You have to bore it out slightly to fit 3 52mm gauges, but it works and it matches the dash material in a GVR4 perfectly.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||11-14-2002||10:39 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Andreas<P>It is quite easy to make with either plex or ABS plastic....Rob(Mofugas) carried these...<P>If someone could loan me theirs ( I can have a bunch made up) <P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001182.cgi
A||||4||hibern8||intercooler pipe joint hose/clamps||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-14-2002||11:11 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||does anyone know where i can pick up this...i have 2.5 ic piping and have to connect the pipes with that rubber hosing and clamps....you know where i can buy it...id need like 4-5 feet of it so by the foot is fine then i can cut it down to the samller sizes...thanks||63.62.130.13||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||11-14-2002||11:37 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Some to start you off with: <A HREF="http://www.bakerprecision.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.bakerprecision.com/</A>  <A HREF="http://www.ggh54.dial.pipex.com/conv_data.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ggh54.dial.pipex.com/conv_data.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.coolflow.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.coolflow.com/</A>  <A HREF="http://plastics.newageindustries.com/default.asp" TARGET=_blank>http://plastics.newageindustries.com/default.asp</A> ||24.159.250.70||reg||1
Z||000002||Whistler||11-15-2002||01:24 AM||mvstfknrpn@hotmail.com||If you are looking for sturdy couplers, go to NAPA and purchase truck radiator hose.  It is sold by the foot and is indestructible.||208.61.184.125||reg||1
Z||000003||bob in chicago||11-15-2002||09:26 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net|| <A HREF="http://www.pegasusautoracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.pegasusautoracing.com</A>  is close, near Milwaukee.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" TARGET=_blank>www.roadraceengineering.com</A>  has lots under the DIY section<p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 11-15-2002).]||24.148.61.89||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||11-15-2002||03:56 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Whistler:<BR><B>If you are looking for sturdy couplers, go to NAPA and purchase truck radiator hose.  It is sold by the foot and is indestructible.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Truck stops are a great source too.<P>Its all I use.<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001183.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||dnperformance com ????||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||11-14-2002||11:42 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anybody heard of these guys ? I really like that stainless t3 flanged manifold, any opinions, folks?<P>Here is the link, its the second one on the page!<BR> <A HREF="http://www.dnperformance.com/eclipse.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dnperformance.com/eclipse.html</A> <P>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||369of1000||11-14-2002||11:49 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||my wish list just got longer||24.151.12.224||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||11-15-2002||12:02 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||damn!!!||63.62.130.13||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001184.cgi
A||||1||hibern8||how the heck do you post pictures||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-15-2002||12:23 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||<BR>i cant figure it out<BR>||63.62.130.13||reg||1
Z||000001||Kamekaze||11-15-2002||12:25 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Type: '[img]the url of the pic[/img]'<P>just leave out these ' things and thats it<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Kamekaze (edited 11-15-2002).]||66.69.201.172||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001185.cgi
A||||4||MrEd||good guy report||||1||
Z||000000||MrEd||11-15-2002||10:31 AM||res122@psu.edu||bought a complete cyclone from GVR1643.  arrived as promised, all pieces present, trustworthy guy to deal with.  Thanks Kevin.<P>-Ed<BR>#963/2000||128.118.220.55||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||11-15-2002||11:16 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks Ed.  Was wondering if it made it there yet.  Hope the project goes well and easy for you and remember to report back and let us know how it goes.<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.69||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||11-15-2002||08:32 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Kevin Partick, Kevin Patrick from Waukee, Iowa? You sure he is trustworthy  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||10
Z||000003||GVR4ZUM||11-16-2002||12:34 AM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Nice guy Kevin.||64.157.67.229||reg||7
Z||000004||blacksheep||11-16-2002||12:55 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Yes, he is. Kevin lives a stones throw away from me. I was just giving him some shizz  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001186.cgi
A||||17||ken inn||TEST YOUR EYES, not your hands||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||11-15-2002||06:40 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.mazafaka.ru/lol/btest/index.php" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mazafaka.ru/lol/btest/index.php</A> ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||11-15-2002||06:44 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Momma says that's bad... I Did good on the test though, I guess the internet is just as good as the real thing! J/K heheh||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000002||drew||11-15-2002||07:01 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||Could we get a warning about the link next time? ||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-15-2002||07:06 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||The domain name of "mazafaka" tipped me off that it was bound to be something crude.  What a pleasant surprise.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||Kamekaze||11-15-2002||07:12 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||woohoo! I got 18 out of 20!||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000005||GRV4726||11-15-2002||08:20 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||good job... i only got 16.. guess i need some more experience||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000006||Ian M||11-15-2002||11:52 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Hehe,I got 17...||129.71.115.104||reg||7
Z||000007||psycopyro182||11-15-2002||11:58 PM||psycopyro182@hotmail.com||17 out of 20!||4.47.40.108||reg||1
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||11-16-2002||04:22 AM||gvr-4@msn.com||18/20||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000009||Hunter||11-16-2002||08:03 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||17/20... missed 3-7-8... 3 was kinda questionable.. and 7? there's some darkskinned women out there with some firmness goin on||4.40.153.220||reg||12
Z||000010||Doug Thomas||11-16-2002||08:25 AM||douglas.e.thomas@aexp.com||17/20 missed 1,2 and 9. ||67.84.197.176||reg||1
Z||000011||91 #680||11-16-2002||04:57 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I got 19...they said I was the grand master!||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000012||DookGVR4||11-16-2002||05:32 PM||dook@adelphia.net||16/20....||24.49.195.41||reg||1
Z||000013||ken inn||11-16-2002||06:12 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||so you guys think you're good, eh?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.shockhaber.com/Whosebutt.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.shockhaber.com/Whosebutt.htm</A> ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000014||DarkDevilMMM||11-16-2002||06:12 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||hmm... interesting site.... 17/20, wrong:9,14,20, I mean how the hell could 9 be fake?!? it's too damn small and saggy... either the doctor did some lousy job, or the doctor start with something impossible, just like a civic, whatever you add to it, it's still a civic||63.205.8.3||reg||1
Z||000015||hibern8||11-17-2002||02:51 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||20/20 on first try...call me mr. hefner||63.62.132.76||reg||1
Z||000016||Ash||11-18-2002||04:22 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Doh!  only 16   last time I saw that about 2 yrs ago I got 19, marriage must have broken my tittie-sence.||203.221.152.128||reg||1
Z||000017||James||11-18-2002||06:54 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||got 17||203.24.77.214||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001187.cgi
A||N||0||psycopyro182||Texas GVR4 owners||||4||
Z||000000||psycopyro182||11-15-2002||11:50 PM||psycopyro182@hotmail.com||Hey all of you gvr4 owners in texas.<BR>me and some friends have started a local message board and website. <BR>we have alot of video's and other good stuff on it.  <A HREF="http://www.styleandspeed.com" TARGET=_blank>www.styleandspeed.com</A> <BR>just letting you guys know.<BR>Max.||4.47.40.108||reg||4




ubb/Forum3/001188.cgi
A||N||19||blacksheep||GVR4 seat brackets...||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||11-16-2002||01:11 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone know if they are used in any other model mitsus such as the diamante. I am very curious to find out if anyone makes an after-market seat bracket for our cars....<P>WTF....Corbeau has seat brackets for 1985-1988 galants, they must have been very popular for race seats...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||11-16-2002||11:02 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have a recaro in my car.  i searched for 2 years for brackets(wedge engineering in califrisco), recaro usa sent me blueprints of a euro bracket that measured up, and looked like it would work.  it would have to be special ordered, cost like 300 bucks(driver side ONLY), take 90 days lead time, payment in advance, and whether it fit or not, i would own it.  there are 2 ways to mount aftermarket seats, one is side mounts, like most race seats, and the other is bottom mounts, like all the rest.  the main problem is the galant floor bracket has 3 different heights.  i finally got 2 made-for-the-car recaro brackets used, from japan.  cost me 200/pr.  fits like a glove.  i also have and eclipse bracket, not even close, and i measured the 3kgt4, also not even close.  btw, i am also still using the factory mouse belts, they work with the jdm bracket.<BR>     no one locally would make me a bracket because of liability.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||11-16-2002||11:36 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Since your a JDM freak like me Bride makes a bracket for our car, I just wish I could find the seats for under a grand a peice, They would go great with the Takata Harness I want to get.<P>Zach||209.245.232.93||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||11-16-2002||11:54 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ken - I wonder if 85-88 galant brackets will work. I did find a website that says it can make brackets for any car...4-6 weeks, 125 bux, but that seems hokey...<P>SCC had a matrix where the welded up the sparco bracket to the matrix bracket. That was kinda hokey but not all would pay close attention to it and if done cleanly that would work.<P>This being said, do you have your stock gvr4 brackets ???  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">)<P>Zach - Well, JDM is JDM, but I cannot justify spending that much on seats, my friend. I would rather dump that into the head or a stroker motor of some sort. IF I could justify it, I would, but it just seems hard to do that.<P>I wish AMS would do this coz all I would like are some nice corbeaus and they sell them||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||11-16-2002||12:55 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||a couple of things to consider.  i spoke long and hard to wedge engineering, about possibly if the 88 bracket would work.  all i remember is i did not go that route, you may want to talk further to them.  i KNEW jdm vr4's had recaros, so i knew the bracket was available, i just didnt know how to get it.  luckily, jason wollerton, the guy i got the intercooler from, got me the brackets, and they say recaro on them, but made in japan.  i emailed several salvage yards across the globe, no one could or would help me.  the stock seat has the brackets as part of the seat, my second plan was to take another seat and cut it up, and use it.  finding a used drivers seat is tough, unless you want to pay big bucks.  and, i wanted to keep mine, in case i sell the car, i keep the recaro.  recaro does have a universal bracket, but it should include the word "HOKEY" in biiig letters.  a recaro dealer friend said they dont work very well.  i even tried to get a piece of the floor cut out, and sent to me, and then i could get a bracket made.  i bought a t/e/l bracket, but it aint even close.  if you can weld, it looks fairly easy to make.  the recaro is SOOO much better than the factory seat.  i have had 3 sets of recaros, and if i find a deal on a pair of black leather w/heat, then i can put both in the car.  you will not be sorry if you put a recaro in your car.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4-COOL||11-16-2002||02:49 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||Ken,<BR>How much those Recaro's cost you?  <P>Do you guys know anybody putting Sparco in our car?  I like those Sparco's, and the price is fairly decent, like $470 ea for the Milano model.||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||11-16-2002||03:46 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i got an ergomed, off of ebay, for 500.  it was way too much, and it was supposed to be all electric, but it is not.  i had to pay by money order, and could not get a refund.  the seat was brand new, grey cloth, electic lumbar, and elec. rear part up-down, front part is manual up-down.  then, about a month later, i saw a PAIR of black leather fully electric, w/heat, go for 650.  i shoulda got them, and sold this one.  you can probably get one in nice condition off of ebay for about 300.  they are well worth it, but you need to solve the bracket problem first.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000007||blacksheep||11-16-2002||10:33 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ken - how do I contact wedge engineering ? I did a search on google and didnt come up with their site, but did hit sites with them mentioned...<P>Thanks!<P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||11-17-2002||08:00 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Is there a part number on these brackets?  Even if they were made in Japan, if they were actually made by Recaro than a Recaro dealer should be able to find some.  The same would go if they were made by Mitsu to fit the Recaros.  Well, SOMEONE made them, and those two are the most likely to know who...<P>Also, does the GVR4 have completely unique seats and brackets, or would the bracket from any '89-'92 Galant work?  If so, why not scrounge some of those up from a yard for cheap and weld 'em to your new seats?  Or get some sheetmetal and build a mounting "plate" or deck that goes between the bracket and seat?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000009||blacksheep||11-17-2002||11:11 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Jon<P>Thats what I was thinking, or use the gvr4 brackets and adapt a bracket from the closest working car (like a 88-92) with some sheetmetal and welding  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||11-17-2002||12:10 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the brackets from a non vr4 could possibly be made to work, i looked into this for a bit, but they were hard to find.  used, the best i could find was about 60 bucks, and since i no longer have my welding stuff, i would have to get someone to weld brackets on to them.  i then planned to get the t/e/l bracket modified, but no one wanted to do it.  as far as recaro, i spoke to them several times, but all i got was the previous results, and yeah, the jdm recaro bracket does have a part number, made by a company called blimp, part nr is 83:046.2, then a whole bunch of japanese writing, "galant".  this is the right side bracket, the left is in the car.  since they are used, and actually in a car, i was sure they would work, and they do.  <BR>     the vr4 seat is very similar to the bmw recaro type seat, in that the entire frame is designed only for this car.  in earlier bmw's, they actually had recaros, and you could take the bmw recaro and mount it in another car, because the bottom of the seat was real recaro, and drilled for universal mounting.  the later bmw sport seats had the base fitting only that particular car, like the vr4.  you could chop up the stock seat, and make a bracket to work, but if you cant get it fitted, then you have no seat.  also, my stock driver's seat is in excellent condition, i didnt want to chop it up.  but, for me, this is no longer a problem.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000011||1quickvr4||11-17-2002||01:13 PM||caspa69@juno.com||I have an extra full set of gvr4 seats and the drivers seat is ripped. KC, Im telling you go find some used Bride Brix seats from a Honda guy and they will bolt in.....<P>Zach||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000012||Arty||11-17-2002||06:41 PM||||The left front seat from a CA '91? Lancer fits onto the left front mounting bolts on the GVR4, with one exception. The Lancer seats left runner is about 30mm shorter at the rear. In the Lancer it has a right angle adapter plate, with a hole in it, bolted to the runner to reach its mounting bolt. You can unbolt the adapter and make up your own 30mm runner extension with a piece of straight channel with a hole drilled in each end. I haven't tested the right front Lancer seat.<P>John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000013||blacksheep||11-17-2002||06:41 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ken<P>Are the TEL brackets a close match ? Just curious...Thanks!<P>KC<BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000014||blacksheep||11-17-2002||06:44 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Arty<P>any chance you could post a pic of what you mean or email to me at boostboyee@hotmail.com, that'll be cool! Thanks!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000015||Arty||11-17-2002||06:46 PM||||Correction to previous post.<P>The right front seat from a CA '91? Lancer fits onto the right front mounting bolts on the GVR4, with one exception. The Lancer seats left runner is about 30mm shorter at the rear. In the Lancer, it has a right angle adapter plate, with a hole in it, bolted to the runner to reach its mounting bolt. You can unbolt the adapter and make up your own 30mm runner extension with a piece of straight channel with a hole drilled in each end. I haven't tested the left front Lancer seat.<P>On this basis you may be able to use an aftermarket kit for a CA Lancer ?<BR>John.<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000016||Arty||11-17-2002||06:51 PM||||Sorry I don't have a pic.<P>John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000017||ken inn||11-17-2002||06:55 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the t/e/l bracket is not even close, but it does have the provision for the mouse seat belts.  with some welding, it could work.  i got one if you want it, 50 bucks shipped.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000018||blacksheep||11-17-2002||07:00 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ken<P>I should have harnesses and a rollbar, so the autobelts will be outta the car. I wanna use some corbeau A4's in the gvr4 which are a comfy reclinable seat or even the forza which was not reclinable but I fit well in it...<P>KC ||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000019||ken inn||11-17-2002||09:21 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||you probably want the side mount brackets then.  i have never looked into those, the side mounts are used in racing, and are more for stationary seats.  i think those would be even tougher to get.||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001189.cgi
A||||2||229of1000||Driver's seat belt doesn't work||||1||
Z||000000||229of1000||11-16-2002||02:32 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||My driver's side seat belt stopped working.  There isn't a beep anymore when you open the door, like the switch that tells it when the door is open isn't working.  But when you push the switch, the dome light still turns on and off, showing that the switch works.  Any ideas what this could be?  It's stuck in the up position so it's not too big of a deal, but I'd still like to get it working.||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||11-19-2002||08:18 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||My car has the same problem. I was told that there are two sensors on the door. One for the dome light, you can see this switch mounted on the car, not the door, at the lower rear part where the door closes, by the rear door. It is covered by a ruber boot. There is another sensor connected to the door latch. This is the one that tells the ECU that the door is open. It should beep if you have the keys in the ignition and the car off and you open the door, also if you forget your headlights on. Mine does not do this, so I have concluded that this sensor is bad. Try to pull your seatbelt back manually, it will be hard but put some muscle into it, ant then open the door. With the key in the on position, otherwise it (the seatbelt) will not move. If your seatbelt does not retract, the sensor that tells the car the door is open is bad. Now turn the car off and remove the key from the ignition. This should retract the seatbelt to it's original position. I am not 100% certain that this is the problem (sensor in latch) but it makes sense. If I fix mine, I will post and tell you how to do it, if you fix yours or figure out how, please let me know. ||166.90.231.236||reg||1
Z||000002||229of1000||11-19-2002||09:39 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Thanks, I will try to get it going again in a couple weeks.  I'll let you know if I figure anything out.||65.33.240.159||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001190.cgi
A||||8||GVR4-COOL||Gas milage?||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4-COOL||11-16-2002||02:51 PM||whteo1@yahoo.com||What is the gas mileage for your GVR4?<P>I get close to 18 mpg city.  <BR>Car is bone stock.<P>Please post for comparisons.||66.75.182.2||reg||1
Z||000001||markrieb||11-16-2002||04:57 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||23 or so mixed highway/city to work.<P>27+ on the freeway.<P>Hasn't changed much with the mods, except when I'm really trying to make time on a twisty road.<P>I have gas mileage records from December '94 to date...<P>Mark Rieb||4.47.231.254||reg||1
Z||000002||DookGVR4||11-16-2002||05:29 PM||dook@adelphia.net||I am getting only like 13-14 MPG ...Car is bone stock.<P>Bad o2 sensor maybe?....<P>That is going by edmunds spec of having a 16.4 gallon tank.||24.49.195.41||reg||1
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||11-16-2002||08:27 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||You can't figure your mileage using 16.4 gallons as how much gas you used.  You have to look at the pump or receipt and use how much you actually put into your car.  Just don't forget to reset your trip meter after every time you refill your tank.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||11-16-2002||09:38 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I get like 15-20 depending on where I am driving, I never got over 20 though.  It sucks and I can't figure out what is causing it.  I just got a pocketlogger and I don't have any stored codes.  I heard that if your O2 numbers fluctuate that means your sensor is still good so going by that it is not the sensor.  Any thoughts?||12.18.161.84||reg||1
Z||000005||turbogalant||11-16-2002||09:55 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||I'd check for fuel leak and A bad fuel pressure regulator, timing both on the timing belt and igntion, check/change your plugs and wires, coil look for arcing, your air filter, airflow meter may be bad, boost leak. There are many things that cause bad gas milage not just the 02 sensor and even if there was a code for the 02 it doesnt nessesarly mean its bad!!!||63.184.64.6||reg||1
Z||000006||kartorium31||11-16-2002||10:32 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Thanks for the list, hopefully i can solve this problem.  It kinda sucks having to spend this much cash on gas.  It could be put in a better place.||12.18.161.84||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||11-17-2002||12:14 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||on the pocketlogger, select fuel trim, low, med, and high, and o2 sensor trim.  if your fuel trims are 139-140, that is maxxed out, the system is trying to richen.  60 is max low, the system is trying to lean it.  also, look at your o2 voltage, if it is not reading voltage at ANY rpm after about a minute running, what is happening is the fuel trims are so far out of whack, the ecu cannot compensate, and is giving up, putting the system back into open loop.  you MUST have the system in closed loop to get the best mileage.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000008||kartorium31||11-17-2002||08:42 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||my O2 voltage is kinda random, somtimes it just stays at like .04 forever and then sometimes it flunctuates all over.  The O2 trim is at 99% and the high trim is at 99% too.  The mid is at like 124% and the low is at 119%.  So maybe i will replace my O2 sensor and then move on from there if that doesn't work.||12.18.161.84||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001191.cgi
A||||2||91 #680||antenna||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||11-16-2002||04:55 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I turn on my radio the other day and my antenna rises and pops out of the hole...what gives?||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||Hunter||11-16-2002||05:11 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||the antenna....  j/k  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> where you able to have it retract? or did the complete track come out? and need to replace the mass?||4.40.153.220||reg||12
Z||000002||ken inn||11-16-2002||05:15 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the mast broke.  very common on german cars.  there is a plastic guide with "teeth" on it, and the motor inside winds this up, and/or pushes it out.  you have to take the motor out, take it apart, and remove the broken end.  messy job.  then, a new mast is like 40 bucks!  you reassemble the motor WITHOUT the mast into the car, insert the "teethed" part until it catches, then have someone turn the radio on and then off, and the motor will pull the mast into it, all the way down.  dont forget to put the mast nut and all of the stuff together BEFORE you turn the radio on and off, or you will have to take it all apart again.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001192.cgi
A||||10||91 #680||Napa sucks||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||11-16-2002||07:56 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||Its taken them 2 weeks and counting to get my K&N filter....jeez||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-16-2002||08:13 PM||||I never cared for them too much.  They are also VERY costly for a parts store.  If you can't get it from autozone, then off to the dealer.<P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||11-16-2002||08:15 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Why even order it from NAPA, Pep Boys should have it in stock or Kregan.||68.6.244.123||reg||3
Z||000003||DookGVR4||11-16-2002||08:25 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Got mine from "The sale"  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||24.49.195.41||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||11-16-2002||09:41 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||it's not napa's fault.  you should understand the aftermarket, and you will not be disappointed.  how often i see posts were people are pissed off because napa or autozone doesnt have certain parts.  these stores are only going to carry "A"(very fast moving) movers, because when a certain part is very popular, usually more than one manufacturer makes it.  take an oil filter, for example.  all kinds of different manufacturers, right?  now, how about an oil pump.  ONLY mitsu would have this.  timing belt?  lots of places.  tensioner?  probably only mitsu.  spark plugs, and wire sets?  lots of places.  coil?  only mitsu.  places like napa and autozone are NOT going to stock stuff that is ONLY available from mitsu, they will stock the stuff that is made by another manufacturer FOR mitsu.  or, made by a manufacturer to FIT mitsu.  and, no manufacturer is going to make something that fits mitsu, unless they can sell the hell out of them, and make money.  so, if you depend on only one place to get parts, be prepared for lots of waiting.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000005||4g63t||11-16-2002||10:56 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||I ordered a slave cyl rebuild kit from them. Their cyl was about 1mm too big. I brought the stock piece in for comparison and they said "well sorry, thats what it says here". Bunch of idiots. ||65.129.80.196||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4ever||11-17-2002||02:24 AM||||Now now, thats not just Napa that has the wrong size slave Cylinder.  It's pep boys, autozone, and Mitsu.  I tried ordering a slave rebuild from Tallahassi using the VIN# even.  They ordered it from Japan and when I got it, it was too damn big.  The small one (the stocker) is pink right?  Well, the one I got was green.  I had to order the whole damn thing just to fix my problem because I couldn't get the right rebuild kit.  I about pulled my hair out when I got the wrong part from Mitsu because I was hardly able to shift 3 weeks into the problem and wrong part after wrong part.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000007||turbogalant||11-18-2002||02:36 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Have to Disagree they are some of the BEST guys in the industry, just the stuff they sell sucks and is expensive. When I lived in CT I worked for a Hyundai, Suzuki, Isuzu, Dodge dealer. Guys THERE ( I can only speak for this one store) were great had a rep come once a week to fill our stock (for used cars we got) and  the big boss would come once a year to check on everything. Stuff deliver quick and everyone I remeber was helpful even for the stupid stuff.||65.177.232.16||reg||1
Z||000008||gvr4ever||11-18-2002||10:24 AM||||It really does kinda come down to each store.  In my old town.  Autozone sucked because of the people working there.  Advanced was by far the best in town stocked with great prices and workers.<P>As far as Napa, I tried them a number of times because of how "great" I heard they were.  With two different stores, they failed to get what I needed.  They have always gotton me the wrong part.  3 different cars too.  Also, they do tend to have higher prices.  Again tho, that can come down to the location.  I know Advanced has some crapy prices on stuff too in some places.  I went to get a price check on brake rotors for my GVR4 (in my current town) and they cost just as much as the dealer.  I think they might have been a few buxs more too.<P>Overall, I don't plan to ever step into a Napa ever again.<P>Just try to find the best parts store and your town/city and don't just go by the name out front.  That doesn't always mean jack.  It really takes good people to run the store and to make sure they get you the right part.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000009||91 #680||11-19-2002||01:35 AM||detsss@hotmail.com||this is really great, I went over there to check on my order and it seems as if my order got LOST in the computer....god they're so incompetent over here!!! I didnt even notice the filters for sale by Rob in "the sale", looks like they went for $25...dammit all to hell. ||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||11-19-2002||11:11 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Autozone has screwed me before, got me the wrong downpipe for a quick fix. I bought it, took 3 days to get it, had my appointment for my mechanic to fix it. Brought it in, he said that wont fit on your car, thats for a hyundai or something... he welded a patch on it and charged me like 60 bucks, patch is still on there. Brought the DP back and tolds them they said sorry we must have misheard you or something. I tried to get thge money for it but they said NO.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
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A||||3||theymightbegalants||DIY anti lag||||1||
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||11-17-2002||07:56 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Does anyone exactly goes into making a successful anti lag system?  I'm assuming it's more complex than I think, otherwise what's to stop someone from just sticking an extra injector in the exh mani collector and having it come on above a certain rpm when the clutch is depressed?  Other than a regular injector being destroyed in short order; obviously a special injector would have to be made, so where do WRC cars get theirs?  I seem to remember someone saying how the timing is also altered when anti lag is running; what do they change?  If one could source one of these super injectors, would my above scenario function?<P>I know very little about this topic, so welcome all thoughts, rants, flames, anything that will elevate my knowledge base.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000001||Nate||11-17-2002||01:14 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Mitsu's (or Ralliart's) anti-lag is accomplished by the program in the ECU more than anything. I'm sure you've seen the metal piping on all of the Evos that go to two bungs in the exhaust manifold.  Those are there on every road-going Evo that still has the factory exhaust manifold (not every evo, but I'm thinking from the Evo 4 on up).  They activate it by the ECU seeing certain parameters being met (the ECU already "knows" that the car is being raced) and when the driver uses full throttle, then lets off of the gas to shift, the air coming out of the blowoff valve is vented into the exhaust manifold, providing fresh air.  While the throttle plate is closed, the ECU retards the hell out of the timing and keeps the injectors open.  The goal of all of this being to have the explosion happen IN the exhaust manifold, and explosion which will definitely keep the turbo spinning.  Hope this helps.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||11-17-2002||01:31 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||A good description is available at:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.rallycars.com/Cars/bangbang.html" TARGET=_blank>www.rallycars.com/Cars/bangbang.html</A> <P>Nate described it quite good & while it's great for racing it's not really a practical street application.  It's hell on the turbo & other components in the engine.  Most WRC teams replace the turbo after every race...soemtimes sooner.  ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-17-2002||09:14 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Thanks for the info, guys.  Really good stuff, especially in that link.  The article mentioned that the next generation of WRC anti lag systems (due to new noise restrictions) will use EGR.  Anyone have any info on this?  I don't suppose we could somehow modify our existing EGR systems for a similar effect...  Not that anyone needs anti lag on a street car, but it would be pretty cool.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
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A||||3||mofugas||JDM Auto sucks?  You bet!||||13||
Z||000000||mofugas||11-17-2002||09:16 PM||rob@mofugas.com||Well gang, I hope no one else has fallen pray to these pieces of shit!  I have had JDM bumpers on order from them for months now...they were suppose to be here by the end of September!  <P>Now I have given them the benefit of the doubt with the dock disputes on the west coast...but they never contacted me!  I had to contact them on several occasions and last I "heard" I was suppose to have my bumpers two weeks ago.<P>I figured something was up when I first sent them a money order made out to JDM Auto (the name of the company, right?)  They call me up and told me that they can't cash the check because they aren't JDM Auto, its just some guy selling parts!  They did end up cashing it some how...I have no idea how.<P>Its little shit holes like this that give the small business guys a bad name.  <P>All I can say guys is beware of these guys!!<BR>||206.71.120.1||reg||13
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-17-2002||10:26 PM||||I don't buy any car parts unless it can be payed for by CC (and if I know who I am buying from).  That way, you can dispute it with the CC company if you never get what you were charged for.  They will refund your money.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||11-17-2002||10:55 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Thanks for the heads up Rob.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000003||Romanova||11-17-2002||11:59 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||This place have a website?||12.230.34.168||reg||1
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A||||27||JonGVR4||New Car!!!||||14||
Z||000000||JonGVR4||11-18-2002||08:24 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Matt Wegner picked up whitie the other day.  I am sad but happy to see it go.  I'm glad I already knew Matt so I know it will be taken care of.  Maybe I'll see 1833 again one day and Matt will let me take it for a spin.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Anyway, after Matt left on Saturday, I went to lunch and then started car shopping at 1:00 pm.  I basically had to find a car that day because a lot of dealerships here are closed on Sunday.  <P>I also have come to the conclusion that a turbo is my crack pipe.  If I pop the hood and see a cute little turbo, I just won't be able to stop myself from upgrading to a real one.  So, I have decided to kick the turbo addiction and get a non turbo car.<P>I am basically looking for a more practical car that is still somewhat fun to drive.  I will probably own it for about 3 years and then get a real car.  Maybe try to find a used Lancer Evolution VIII in 3 years.<P>So here it is, my test drive/reviews and final car purchase.<P><B>Honda Civic Si</B><BR><I>Pros</I><BR>Seats<BR>Honda reliability and quality<BR>Quiet ride<BR>Turns very well<BR>weight of car<BR><I>Cons</I><BR>S L O W ! ! ! ! <BR>My wife's Honda minivan is quicker than this car.  What was Honda thinking?<P><B>Ford Focus SVT</B><BR>I wasn't even considering this car until I read a comparison where the Focus won.  It mentioned it was quicker in the slalom than a Corvette Z06 and the WRX.  <BR><I>Pros</I><BR>$2500 rebate<BR>Good power<BR>Turns very well<BR><I>Cons</I><BR>All of the ones I could find in TN or KY had at least 2 of the 3 options on it.  Upgraded stereo (which fucking sucks) and the sunroof.  All of the ones locally had the third option of cold weather package.  I live in fucking KY, why do I need a cold engine package?<BR>Seats are too soft.<BR>Electric driver seat?  WTF?<BR>When the car was cold, the idle was around 3000 RPM!  <BR>Noisy compared to the Civic.<P><B>VW GTI 1.8T</B><BR><I>Pros</I><BR>turns well<BR>nice build quality<BR><I>Cons</I><BR>It has that crack pipe, I mean turbo.<BR>A little overpriced compared to the others.<BR>Every car I saw had so many damn options on it, it ran the price up.  I even said I would prefer to not have a sunroof and I was told that I will never find one.  The general sales manager (which is a friend of a friend) told me that he wouldn't even order one for me like that.  It would be "the kiss of death" if he ordered one without a sunroof.  Fucking weird.<P><B>Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V</B><BR><I>Pros</I><BR>4 doors, more practical<BR>turns very well<BR>great power<BR>great seats<BR><I>Cons</I><BR>Attracts rice boys.<BR>A name longer than my Johnson.<BR>Shifter will take some time to get used to because it has a 6 speed tranny.<P>The car I got was the Sentra SE-R Spec V.  I am very happy with it.  I won't be modding it at all except for the stereo.  They had two in stock and I got it for $200 over invoice price.  It does have a sunroof and floor mats added.  The color though.... I wanted another white car but they didn't have one.  So..... I got......Well, let's just say my wife has already named it Sponge Bob.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||14
Z||000001||DSSA||11-18-2002||08:45 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JonGVR4:<BR><B><P>[b]Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V</B><BR><I>Cons</I><BR>A name longer than my Johnson.<P>[B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Well, if you want it to equal itself out, just call it an "SE-R". =X<P>Congrats on the new purchase.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||11-18-2002||09:01 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Nicely done, Jon.  From all the reviews I've read, it's a pretty sweet car.  From the 4 cars you mentioned, it's definitely the one I would've picked.  Is the part about it attracting riceboys due to the car, or the color?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>BTW, I just noticed in the background of one of the pics you posted of 1833 what has to be the world's largest baseball bat by far!  It's the pic of the passenger side, on the roof of some building at dawn/dusk.  What's up with that?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||11-18-2002||09:55 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Good choice Jon.  Out of curiosity, why are there no Mazda's in your list?  The new protege's are supposed to be fun to drive.  I actually think the wagon is a nice looking car.  Also, the new 6 looks promising.  Oh, by the way, in case you can't deal with the withdrawl symptoms, there is already a supercharger kit on the market and a couple of turbo kits in the works  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>The bat..He's from Louisville.  (Think Slugger)<p>[This message has been edited by Dan D (edited 11-18-2002).]||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000004||Jon||11-18-2002||10:43 AM||jon@jgronline.com||That picture was taken next to the Louisville Slugger museum and it is the world's largest baseball bat.<P>I didn't look at the Protege because I can't find one.  It is coming out but it isn't here yet.  Same goes with the Neon but I don't think I could bring myself to buying a Neon.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000005||91 #680||11-18-2002||12:30 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||good purchase!! I would have went the same route too.  I'll always be a Nissan guy too because before I got the Galant I had a sentra se-r with a crack pipe in it, that little car with the sr20det kicked some ass.  I miss my se-r.||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000006||Jon||11-18-2002||02:59 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I just got a new AOL IM nick.  I no longer will be using JonGVR4.  It is now DBAJonR.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||11-18-2002||03:09 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||What, was "SE-R SPEC V" taken?  :-))<P>||167.142.22.240||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR4ZUM||11-18-2002||03:26 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Congrats Jon on the new purchase.<BR>I too, would have picked the SE-R.||24.56.134.194||reg||14
Z||000009||turbogalant||11-18-2002||05:21 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||I'll second that good move because a civic is a civic no matter what the driver, The focus would become a Fuck us with the recalls more than ANY car I know of last I knew it was like 9 and crappy ford craftsmanship not what I would want from a new car, A GTI huh um I thinking NO, An SER well the HP are overrated I read from some one that they had on with like 500 miles on it any the dealer could not get the check enigine light off and had to fly in a tech from Japan to fix it don't know what came of it could be just a dumb dealership. Don't remember wher I read this, Here, Club DSM, Turbododge dot com? Also when my sister went looking for a car I recommended a SER to her but they were comiing out the end of the month so she could not test drive one and had to test drive a base model which I think made her not want one ( like test driving a LS to buy a VR-4) just not the same. She ended up with a Golf base model and likes it but seems to be traing off from a loves it due to ~12000 miles I think? And needed a the entire abs system changed, now a recall happen about 2 days before the notice arrived, and one other CE light went to full serve and the dolt did not put the gas cap on right, and a drivetrain light of some sort came on don't remeber what came of this. ||65.177.232.4||reg||1
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||11-18-2002||05:24 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Maybe you should follow Jon's lead and put down the crack pipe...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  At least take a breath every now and then.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000011||talontsi||11-18-2002||05:25 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Nissan makes great stuff.<BR>Great choice.<P>New car smell is awesome!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||11-18-2002||11:40 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I think the next kinda car I wanna get is the new(er) Subaru Legacy's... they look sweet, the outback sport or whatever tyhey call it.. the 4 door sedan. SOme lady at work has a SER Spec V and she loves it, but she is an older lady... kinda like Jon, but hes not an old lady ;-)||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000013||Ash||11-19-2002||12:19 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||So, does that mean this site will disappear???   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/eek.gif"><P>I'd personally go for (if not an EVO) a new Ford Falcon XR6T.<P>Full sized family sedan with a 4.0L twin cam turbocharged inline 6.||165.228.131.12||reg||5
Z||000014||Pappy||11-19-2002||01:25 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||We don't get ford falcons here.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||11-19-2002||01:44 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||G*dd*mn, that sounds like a sweet car!  Too bad it's a Ford. :P  *sigh*  Why does the US always get the cool car boot?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000016||Ash||11-19-2002||05:40 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Pappy:<BR><B>We don't get ford falcons here.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I know, I just thought I'd rub in all the tough 4 doors we have over here.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||203.221.153.165||reg||10
Z||000017||DeanCouchey||11-19-2002||11:04 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>We don't get ford falcons here.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>We got Falcons here a long time ago, just go and get one of those!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000018||Jon||11-19-2002||11:38 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B>G*dd*mn, that sounds like a sweet car!  Too bad it's a Ford. :P  *sigh*  Why does the US always get the cool car boot?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Did you mean god damn?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000019||smokindav||11-19-2002||03:49 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||GVR4 replacement - I will be replacing my wife's GVR4 with a 1997 0r 1998 BMW M3 4-door.  You can buy nice low mileage ones all day long for $18-20k.<P>Dave<p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 11-19-2002).]||64.6.84.14||reg||1
Z||000020||blacksheep||11-19-2002||05:11 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Dave<P>How soon u planning on doing this ? Lemme know, I may know of a car you mentioned  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000021||blacksheep||11-19-2002||05:12 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Jon<P>You could have have bought one of those Mazda 6's coming out or the mazdaspeed protege, I think they sound pretty cool...<P>But, needless to say the SE-R is a cool car...post some pics, fou  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000022||Ferrari F50 GT||11-19-2002||05:41 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||My friend had a '66 Ford Falcon and put a 302 in it.  Pretty cool cruising car.||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000023||a_santos||11-19-2002||07:55 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Jon, <P>Badass choice. A while ago I was delusional and thought I could afford a new car. I went to look at a Sentra SER Spec-V and loved it. The torque is sweet, and the six gears are also great. The gearing is just right, not too short. Also it has real room inside, unlike Civic and Focus. I would recommend you buy the HOTSHOT <A HREF="http://www.hotshot.com" TARGET=_blank>www.hotshot.com</A>  header for your car. Makes real power and looks so sweet. Too bad it its not AWD.<P>Good choice<p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 11-19-2002).]||166.90.231.236||reg||1
Z||000024||smokindav||11-20-2002||10:23 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||KC, probably late next summer after I graduate, get a job, buy a house and save enough money for the down.  Damn, next year is going to be expensive.  <P>Who's got the M3/4?<P>Dave<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>Dave<P>How soon u planning on doing this ? Lemme know, I may know of a car you mentioned   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>KC</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||128.255.247.174||reg||1
Z||000025||Arty||11-20-2002||05:22 PM||||Mazda 6 similar styling to some of the Lexus (sp?) models. Very nice.<P>John||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000026||blacksheep||11-20-2002||10:51 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Dave - buddy of mine has a 98 silver 4 door M3, intake, borla exhaust, dinan clutch, shark programmable ecu upgrade, euro headlights and tail light. I love the car, I wish I had the loot...<P>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000027||smokindav||11-21-2002||10:19 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>Dave - buddy of mine has a 98 silver 4 door M3, intake, borla exhaust, dinan clutch, shark programmable ecu upgrade, euro headlights and tail light. I love the car, I wish I had the loot...<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>KC, that M3 sounds sweet but it also sounds $$$.  I plan to get Carolyn a nice '97 or '98 to tool around in.  Since it's her car she gets to pick the transmission type and she wants an automatic (BOOOO HIIISSSSS!!!).  I will on occasion commandeer the car for autox and track duty though.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Dave<P><BR><p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 11-21-2002).]||128.255.248.210||reg||1
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A||||14||Louters91GVR4||John Shepherd runs 9.35/152mph||||7||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||11-18-2002||10:44 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||John Shepherd ran a 9.35 in his 1991 Eagle Talon, for those of you who do not know John, his Talon is fully streetable, with interior, street radials and all. Take a look at the run at <A HREF="http://www.shepracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.shepracing.com</A> <P>-Tom<P>PS Lets get some Galants in the 9's!!! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||216.153.165.31||reg||7
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||11-19-2002||12:02 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||what was he racing???? I couldnt see it... I like the "oh Shit" saying!||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000002||Jon||11-19-2002||08:26 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Titan's Supra.  <P> <A HREF="http://www.importdrag.com" TARGET=_blank>www.importdrag.com</A> ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||11-19-2002||05:16 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||That Titan supra is a beast, Someday when supras are 5K-6K, I will buy one...<BR>yes, I will probably be in a rascal scooter with an o2 tank and a mask...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>PS - DO they make them rascals in AWD ?||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||11-19-2002||09:55 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Speaking of Supras, and AWD variants of vehicles, a guy I worked with this summer used to work at a Toyota dealership and claims there was an AWD version of the Supra.  He said it was an early 90's version, '91 maybe, and it was switchable (from inside) between 2WD and AWD.  I'm not sure, but I think he said it was single turbo.  He says the dealership he worked at had one and he drove it a few times.  I thought he was full of crap; has anyone ever heard of an AWD Supra?  I never found any info on it, and am pretty sure that if they truly exist there'd be plenty to say about them.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||369of1000||11-19-2002||10:01 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I know nothing about an awd supra but there was a turbo awd celica in the early 90's. I have never seen one and I know nothing about it being switchable awd/2wd. I think it would be pretty funny if a guy from a dealership got a supra and celica mixed up.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||11-19-2002||10:11 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Yea, I know of the Celica Alltrac Turbo, but I'm pretty sure he wasn't getting them mixed up.  He said it had an inline six that powered the rear wheels when not in AWD, and I didn't think the Celica Alltrac could switch its drivetrain either.<P>He wasn't exactly the brightest guy, but he really did know an awful lot about cars and machinery in general, which makes me wonder if there's any truth to his claim on the Supra.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000007||gvr4ever||11-19-2002||10:26 PM||||Maybe it was a older inline 6 with a single turbo.  Pretty damn sure there was never a TT AWD Supra.  From time to time, I check prices on used TT Supras.  They still cost a ton!  I've never seen a AWD TT for sale before and I've never heard of a race shop building one up.  Pretty sure if there was one, we would have heard about it.  Unless it was a custom car built when they were still working on the cars.  <P>I know there was one AWD Eclipse Spyder made for a TV comercial.  Might have been something like that.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||11-19-2002||10:43 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B>Maybe it was a older inline 6 with a single turbo.  Pretty damn sure there was never a TT AWD Supra.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Are you saying that there was a single turbo AWD Supra, just not the newer TT ones?<P>I suppose it could have been an early custom car, something Toyota was working for a promotion or movie or something.  But then why would it have been at a dealership in podunk Albany, the Armpit of Oregon?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000009||Louters91GVR4||11-20-2002||11:27 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||No such thing as a Supra AWD<BR>The Alltrac Turbo Celica was AWD with the 3S-GTE 2.0 Liter motor rated at 200hp. Same engine as in the MR-2 Turbo, very rare car, i have only seen one in my life.<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000010||gvr4ever||11-20-2002||12:08 PM||||Are you saying that there was a single turbo AWD Supra, just not the newer TT ones?<P><BR>I wasn't saying that at all  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I was saying if the sales guy was right, it was not a TT Supra.  I don't know much before the last gen Supras.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000011||gvr4ever||11-20-2002||12:22 PM||||Well I did a google search.  Doesn't seem to have ever been a AWD turbo Supra or even a AWD NA Supra.<P>Then again, I thought I saw a 99 3KGT Spyder in a show room floor at Ray Skillman in Indianapolis, but everyone else tells me I'm smoking a bad crack pipe.  I know there was a NA 99 Spyder, but I could have swore this one had a huge VR4 logo on it.  Guess my eyes weere playing tricks on me.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000012||Louters91GVR4||11-20-2002||02:16 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||A 2002 AWD V6 Twin Turbo Eclipse or Galant would be SWEET if they made them. The J-spec new VR4 galants are dope as shit.<P>-tom<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B>Well I did a google search.  Doesn't seem to have ever been a AWD turbo Supra or even a AWD NA Supra.<P>Then again, I thought I saw a 99 3KGT Spyder in a show room floor at Ray Skillman in Indianapolis, but everyone else tells me I'm smoking a bad crack pipe.  I know there was a NA 99 Spyder, but I could have swore this one had a huge VR4 logo on it.  Guess my eyes weere playing tricks on me.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000013||Hertz||11-20-2002||02:24 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||The 3000GT Spyder VR-4 does exist.<P> <A HREF="http://www.emeraldsearch.com/spyder/lit_1196%20spyder_pr.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.emeraldsearch.com/spyder/lit_1196%20spyder_pr.htm</A> <P>Saw one on eBay recently.  A '96, was at about $26k with days left.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||67.37.184.93||reg||1
Z||000014||gvr4ever||11-20-2002||02:26 PM||||Ya, but I guess there was never a 1999 even tho I'm 99% sure I saw one at the dealer one day.||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001197.cgi
A||N||1||EZ||Hot idle question-1600 to 1100rpm..||||1||
Z||000000||EZ||11-18-2002||11:23 AM||andrea19@elknet.net||When its hot idle jumps up & down- way to high<BR>What to look for-TPS?<BR>Just replaced broken cold start wire connection and no help.<BR>Thanks||64.83.160.22||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-18-2002||11:29 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Sounds like the infamous idle surge.  Check the VFAQ; there's a procedure for resetting the idle speed.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001198.cgi
A||||6||GVR1643||H2O injection/no intercooler||||5||
Z||000000||GVR1643||11-18-2002||11:48 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||OK, so here goes the crazy idea...<BR>Ever since Ken talked about the WI system, I've been planning on doing this and reading info on it.  Seems as though you can get plenty of intake temp drop from the WI system (some numbers show even equalling or beating IC drops).  So what if I ran large piping from turbo straight to TB with WI plumbed in.  Get the benefit of larger pipe (as in IC piping), shorter distance and cool intake temps without pressure drop and any lag from filling IC.  <BR>Low RPM's/boost would be w/o WI, so how drastically would this effect things?  WI would probably be set to come on at 7 or 8 psi anyway and keep temps in check.<P>Am I missing anything here that would be a big downside?  Ken also had thought about it and said it wasn't crazy - but I'm not sure what that's worth :-) j/k Ken.<BR>Kevin||167.142.22.226||reg||5
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-18-2002||12:34 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I think I'm in the same boat as you, except for the part about ditching the IC.  I'm not that crazy.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  I've got a buddy w/a turbo'd Civic, and we've both been gathering data from our respective fields and hope to meet in the middle and collaborate on a system.  Apparently, what you describe is not uncommon for Honda owners who don't want to run IC piping everywhere and cut up their bumpers and whatnot.  One guy even runs 10 psi on his bone stock engine daily driver with WI, and has so for almost 2 years with no known ill effects.  This is a significant amount of boost for a stock Honda block (weak cylinders, no knock sensor, cast pistons w/thin ring lands, high CR, etc.) so there must be some merit there...<P>However, I'm assuming you at least have a IC on your car right now.  Why not just add WI?  The stock IC isn't all that big and surely doesn't contribute to lag all that much.  Besides, what levels of boost are you talking about?  It seems to me that each time you increase the pressure by one pound, it gets harder and harder to pressurize that air.  In other words,  compressing 1 psi air to 2 psi takes less work than compressing 13 psi to 14 psi (and less work means less energy being expended upon the air, which means less heat).  This would suggest to me that WI has a finite limit to its reasonable effectiveness, and considering how much boost our engines are able to take, why would you want to limit that?<P>Just my random thoughts on the subject...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||11-18-2002||01:53 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Yes, mine has stock IC for now, but the piping sucks (as does the IC) and you have to have larger piping to realize any gains.  My thoughts were to add the larger piping, but just going direct to TB.  Ken mentioned hearing of a DSM'er running WI direct into the intake runners and running 40+psi boost (obviously other mods), but with no IC.  What I'm wondering is if there are any significant down sides to having nothing in the low RPM/boost settings or anything else.<BR>Obviously your Civic friend is able to do this...<BR>Anybody have any insight into this or links to others.  I just don't want to reinvent the wheel if it's been done one way effectively and/or been show to have downsides.  So in a nutshell, if I'm going to go with WI anyway and not a big FMIC, is there any need for our puny stock IC?<BR>TIA||167.142.22.240||reg||1
Z||000003||drew||11-19-2002||12:29 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||another alternative might be to run a liquid to air intercooler. if you move the battery and the air filter, you would have room for a nice short run with a nice fatty l/a intercooler right before the tb.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||11-19-2002||01:48 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||That sounds reasonable... I believe a few people on this board have gone that route, maybe they can speak up, hint hint, and give us some more info?<P>Also, would it be possible to just weld some sheetmetal "boxes" to the stock IC to convert it to water/air?  You'd have to tap it, run some lines to another radiator, get a pump, etc. but it still might be easier than a FMIC...  Waitaminute, doesn't the stock IC have plastic endtanks?  (can't check... mine say "spearco" on them.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> )  I suppose a 1G SMIC would be another cheap, easy to find guinea pig to convert to water/air, and they're all metal, right?<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||11-19-2002||09:48 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I do have battery in trunk, etc.  For L/A IC that size wouldn't you still run into heat soak (one that would fit where battery/intake was).  WI doesn't get heat soak.  I don't know if Ducktape and crew posted temp drop measurements to compare against FMIC and WI.  Also from what I understand the stock IC is pretty restrictive in flow.  There is a Merkur WI website I'll have to find the link for and post that shows measurements for temp drops, etc...<BR>I believe this is the link: <A HREF="http://home.ccci.org/Key_Information/2ndWaterInjection.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ccci.org/Key_Information/2ndWaterInjection.htm</A> <BR><p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 11-19-2002).]||167.142.21.247||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||11-19-2002||10:39 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the guy with the merkur now has a talon.  he was posting on the talon board, wherever THAT has gone.||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001199.cgi
A||||12||DSMGVR4||RPMs @ 70 mph???||||1||
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||11-19-2002||01:52 AM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Just curious what RPM your at when going ~70mph on the highway. I'm getting ~3400...this seems sorta high compared to my 91 talon that was like 3000-3100 at the same speed. I owned 2 other GVR4s in the past and both also seemed to run high RPMs at high speeds. Just curious if my car isn't running right. TIA John||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000001||khadiyev||11-19-2002||01:54 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||i'm not sure about the 70mph but 80mph is at 4000rpms and i get about 28mpg that way.||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||11-19-2002||01:57 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||It could just be that your tach and speedo don't match up; I know mine don't.  I mean, if you find your "top speed" in 1st, let's just say it's at 7k, then by dividing that speed by 7 you should see how many mph you should increase for each 1k rpm higher you rev it.  However, when I do that, the car is at a different speed at low rpms than that quick calculation tells me it should be.  I don't know if it's the tach or the speedo, but one of 'em loses accuracy at one end its range.  (waitasec, it's a Mitsu!  they're both out of whack!  hehe)<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-19-2002||01:59 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Holy crap, 28 mpg?!?  I've only gotten higher than 21 mpg once, and nearly soiled myself when I saw the figure.  Usually it's in the teens.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||11-19-2002||09:23 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i got 28 mpg on my trip to austin, 225 mi each way, a/c on all the time, AND, i had forgotten to connect up 2 hoses to the intake, so it had a massive air leak right after the mas.  i had used the afc to richen it up, and got the fuel trims back down, but they would keep creeping up.  now i know why.  speed varied from 75-85 mph, on cruise.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||11-19-2002||09:44 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B>Holy crap, 28 mpg?!?  I've only gotten higher than 21 mpg once, and nearly soiled myself when I saw the figure.  Usually it's in the teens.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Have you datalogged your fuel trims?  Even with my 550's, I can get close to 400 miles to a tank on the highway if I don't drive too hard. ||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||11-19-2002||11:02 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||When I was going from NY to Ohio the 4 times I went, on I-80 I got about 600 miles per tank.. thats more then 30 MPG. I had the car loaded and crusing at about 75 MPH. 75 in my car is at about 3400 RPM too. if you wanna lower your RPMs get bigger rims, 17's lower the RPMs by like 400 or so.||24.58.146.89||reg||1
Z||000007||Louters91GVR4||11-19-2002||11:45 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||my rpms are just over 3000?!?!?!<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000008||Hertz||11-19-2002||02:35 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Do you have oversize wheels?  Otherwise maybe your tach is slipping.||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||11-19-2002||10:06 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B> Have you datalogged your fuel trims?  Even with my 550's, I can get close to 400 miles to a tank on the highway if I don't drive too hard. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>No, never datalogged the fuel trims.  The very best I've ever managed was 286.5 miles on a tank, and got 23.75 mpg.  That was entirely freeway miles (well, maybe 20 miles of it was the getting to/from the freeway and getting gas) and the cruise was on the whole way, 72 mph, 5th gear.  I almost always take it down to empty before I fill it, and had been driving w/the fuel light on for probably the last 20 miles.  It only took 12.065 gallons though... usually the car will only take 11.xxx gallons to fill it up from "empty," but I also almost never run it til the light comes on.<P>What will logging the fuel trims tell me?  I've checked them before, but they didn't appear to move, so I never saw any point in logging them...<P>Thanks,<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000010||Invader||11-19-2002||11:48 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B> ...I also almost never run it til the light comes on...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>My low fuel light rarely goes off...I fill up with $5 at a time.  I can notice the extra weight on the launch and in the handling...so I don't fill up past 1/8th of a tank unless I'm going on a trip.<P>I actually had the restraint to drive 55 MPH for a ~120 mile trip once.  Averaged 33 MPG on that trip...couldn't believe it.  At the time I was logging all gas fillups and all mileage readings between fillups on my Palm.  She averaged 22-23 MPG in the city (and I don't drive too easily...lol).  Unfortunately, somewhere in there my Palm crashed, and I lost all logged data (no backups!!!)...so I didn't bother to log anything after that.<P>I've been making a lot of highway trips recently averaging around 80-85 MPH (4k+ RPMs), and have seen an average of just over 20 MPG.  Damned 14B is pretty much spooled at that RPM...||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000011||16GVR4||11-20-2002||02:09 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Stupid question.. does injector size affect MPG in highway cruising situation ?<P>My reasoning is that at crusing speed, the ECU runs on closed-loop. So, as long as the fuel trim is not out-of-range, we'll ended up using the same amount of fuel regardless of injector size.<P>I have ND660 injectors, btw.||64.168.26.65||reg||1
Z||000012||Invader||11-20-2002||04:03 AM||jconroy@vnponline.com||Actually, that's not entirely true.  After a certain RPM(?), the ECU switches to open-loop.  That's one reason why mileage goes to hell at higher speeds.<BR> <A HREF="http://207.154.83.106:88/archives/m/2000/11/20001124.txt/9.html" TARGET=_blank>http://207.154.83.106:88/archives/m/2000/11/20001124.txt/9.html</A> <P>ND720's...and if I remember right, I wasn't running an AFC at the time I got the 33 MPG...just a 2G MAS without the side HC's (a combo that runs surprisingly well, considering...pretty lean at idle, though).||65.33.48.138||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001200.cgi
A||||3||Louters91GVR4||help anyone??||||8||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||11-19-2002||11:40 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||2nd gen awd tranny? anyone got one, my buddies just broke, i guess a stock awd tranny can't take 400+ horsepower from a 4G63 and a ACT 2600?!?!?!?<P>Thanks for your help,<BR>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||8
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-19-2002||02:30 PM||||Prolly best to rebuild what he has to make it stronger.  If he has a 400+HP car, he should have some sort of back up to drive.  At least a beater.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||11-19-2002||02:33 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<BR><B>i guess a stock awd tranny can't take 400+ horsepower from a 4G63 and a ACT 2600?!?!?!?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I don't imagine it would take 400+hp from any engine.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-19-2002||10:14 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B> I don't imagine it would take 400+hp from any engine.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>What about a Honduh?  A 400 hp Honduh's probably making around 200 ft/lbs of torque, so a stock tranny would be fine.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001201.cgi
A||||7||Romanova||Mounting a turbo timer...||||10||
Z||000000||Romanova||11-19-2002||12:42 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Just got a HKS turbo timer and I want to put it in the vent under the steering wheel... anyone got any ideas or tips on going about this? Thanks!||134.39.170.99||reg||10
Z||000001||number3||11-19-2002||05:13 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Romanova:<BR><B>Just got a HKS turbo timer and I want to put it in the vent under the steering wheel... anyone got any ideas or tips on going about this? Thanks!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>that is where mine is. I did it over 5 years ago so I don't know how much I remember to be very helpful. Here is picture (sorta) <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_inside.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/images/no3_inside.jpg</A>   <P>I do know it fits well and is a great spot for it. Out of the way yet within reach if you need to by pass it.<P>Harry<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||11-19-2002||05:18 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||My white gvr4 had it mounted there as well..fit was so so...I would do it on the steering column, maybe &lt;shrug, scratch, scratch&gt;<P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000003||BossGVR4||11-19-2002||05:45 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Put mine in the pocket in the center console in front of the shifter. Since the thing blinks red/blue I though it would be better, less BLING BLING for the neighborhood smash-n-grab punks to be tempted by.<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000004||04DrBlur||11-19-2002||09:53 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  My greddy has been mounted there for a couple years.  Looks great and fits perfect.  Like it came from the factory that way. Just peak your head under there and take a look there is all kind of mounting points.||65.42.48.74||reg||1
Z||000005||Romanova||11-21-2002||08:09 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Ok, just finished mounting it. Keep in mind, this in an older style HKS TT, not one of the new ones.<BR>1. Remove the panel under the steering wheel. There are 5 screws that secure this piece.<BR>2. Remove air vent. There are two screws on the back side of the panel that hold the vent on.<BR>3. Remove the adjustment dial and vent fins. The dial should pop off with a little force. The fins should pop out in a similar fashion.<BR>4. Rev up your Dremel and have about 4 cutting wheels ready. I just cut out the three supports, then cut the whole top section off. I cut a little at a time, then checked the fitment of the TT. After awhile, I got a nice SNUG fit.<BR>5. Wire it up and put her back together. Should only take about an hour.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR>||216.255.203.217||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||11-22-2002||03:09 PM||caspa69@juno.com||I put my HKS type 0 or 2 (Dont remember, Its blinky) on the dash in front of the coulom by the cluter, It looks good and moniters my voltage where I can see it.<P>Zach||209.246.133.50||reg||1
Z||000007||a_santos||11-22-2002||04:48 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I'll be putting mine in the opening for the ash tray. I also have an HKS, and it fits very nicely in there. For it to look clean, you have to remove the assembly that the ass tray moves on. It is also very convenient. Plus wiring should be very easy.||166.90.228.42||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001202.cgi
A||||13||blacksheep||How to make a big turbo spool faster?||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||11-19-2002||07:01 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||OK, I am curious:<P>If you had a big turbo, what are the ways of helping the turbo spool up faster, I know 1 and 2 are pretty much a given:<P>1) Nawz  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>2) A stroker motor<P>3) Will increasing the compression help it spool up faster instead of a stroker?<P>4) Higher lift and duration with exhaust and intake cams, I suppose?<P>For my future plans, I am confused between a stroker and a built 2.0 motor..I really dont wanna do N20 (not trying to sound like buschur), just feel it will be an added complication as I planned on water injection..<P><BR>Thanks!<P>KC<BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||11-19-2002||07:08 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||In theory 3 would help, dunno about 4 though.<P>Maybe a stroker with 2g pistons?||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||a_santos||11-19-2002||07:41 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Get a ball-bearing turbo. You will spool up much faster and make more power. You will also pay more. The "Killer 16g" is a great option. They run about $1200-$1400. It is a IHI turbo based on the turbo used by BMW in F1 in the early 80's. BMW made over 1600hp from a 1.5 liter engine with a similar turbo. Head work will also help. Get a header, not a manifold. dnpower makes a great one for $499. You should also increase compression. The Audi LeMans cars run 10.8 to 1 compression and run 1.4 bar on pump gas. With higher compression, full ball-bearing turbo, header, head work, free flowing exhaust (at least 3"), free flowing intake you should have no problem spooling up a bigger turbo. Remember, when it comes to turbos, bigger is not always better. You should look for a more eficient turbo, not a BIG turbo.      ||166.90.231.236||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||11-19-2002||07:47 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Well, killer 16G is a cool street turbo.<P>Yes, a ball-bearing turbo like a GT25 or a GT30 is waaay expensive, plus the fact that <P>I have a 60-1 and a stainless t3 manifold sitting around waiting to be installed. So, not ball-bearing for now. I would rather spend that money building a motor for the gvr4...<P>Yes, biger is not the best, else I would have bought a T-61...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000004||mdpvr4||11-19-2002||08:10 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||A nice little shot of the blue baby should do the trick||12.65.150.77||reg||1
Z||000005||4g63t||11-19-2002||08:45 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||<BR>  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by a_santos:<B>Get a header, not a manifold. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>What are the benefits of using a header over a manifold? I would imagine that the shorter tracts of the manifold would help spool the turbo faster, retain more heat(thermal energy), and cause less backpressure. I'm trying to decide on that beautiful header from dnpower, or a ported EVO III manifold. Can you guys shoot me some pros and cons of each? Thanks.  P.S. Sorry for jacking the thread.   <BR>||65.129.81.6||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||11-19-2002||08:47 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||The cheap way would be the Nawzzz!<P>A 2.0 with higher comp would help spool a little but a 2.3 or 2.4 would be your best bet.<P>I have 95 pistons in my motor and it helped the spool a few hundred rpm.||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000007||Louters91GVR4||11-20-2002||10:59 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||T88h and a 150 shot should do ya!||216.153.165.31||reg||12
Z||000008||GVR1643||11-20-2002||11:08 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||He's already got a T3/T4 setup with a kickass custom SS manny.  What we were trying to figure out was: Where do you gain the BEST spool?  From higher compression in 2.0 motor or from a higher displacement in a stroker.  Obviously the stroker will have more bottom end, but give up some of the higher rev characteristics.  So just wanting to be sure of the route taken in building this setup.  Not wanting to have to use NOS especially since it will probably already have WI. <BR>TalonTSI: did the higher compression affect your top end RPM's in any way and did it change the revving characteristics as well. Just curious for myself on this one.||167.142.21.158||reg||1
Z||000009||1quickvr4||11-20-2002||02:10 PM||caspa69@juno.com||9.1 2.4, That should spool somthing, Full GT series turbos are kinda cheap. You could sell yours and go BB for about another 3-400.<BR>AGP has them for a good price............<P>Zach||209.245.234.192||reg||1
Z||000010||a_santos||11-20-2002||03:44 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||This is why a header is better then a manifold.<P>In a manifold, the path the air takes from the exhaust port to your turbo is almost always rough. The curves are not smooth, and there is unwanted turbulance. Just like on a N/A engine, the more eficiently you can get the air out of the engine, the more power you make. With a good header, like the dnperformance one, the air flow is smooth and eficient. The angine is like an air pump, air comes in and goes out. The more eficiently it does this, the more power you make. A shorter route does not mean a more eficient route. By making a sharp bend going into the manifold, the air velocity is decreased, thus reducing flow, with headers, the air comes out into a straight pipe, that then bends smoothly into a collector and into the turbo, more eficient. I'm sure there are better explanation on why a header is better than a manifold, but it can be summarized as follows: it flows air more eficiently.<BR> <BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 4g63t:<BR><B><BR>  [QUOTE]Originally posted by a_santos:[b]Get a header, not a manifold. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>What are the benefits of using a header over a manifold? I would imagine that the shorter tracts of the manifold would help spool the turbo faster, retain more heat(thermal energy), and cause less backpressure. I'm trying to decide on that beautiful header from dnpower, or a ported EVO III manifold. Can you guys shoot me some pros and cons of each? Thanks.  P.S. Sorry for jacking the thread.   [/B][/QUOTE]<P>||198.111.38.121||reg||1
Z||000011||Dan D||11-20-2002||04:38 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||&lt;This is why a header is better then a manifold. ect ect&gt;<P>Sort of, but not entirely a correct explination.  While yes, headers offer a smoother exhaust path with nice bends which are optimal for fluid flow, the reasons for wanting header on a turbo car and N/A car are different.<P>On a turbo car, the advantage of a properly designed header is proper exhaust flow timing.  A turbo is essentaily a heat engine.  It converts thermal energy into rotational kinetic energy.  Your motor puts out pulses of hot gases in a timed fashion.  The realative timing between cylinders remains constant at all rpm.  The goal for a good turbo header is to allow an equal length path for each cylinder's gasseous waste to flow down, Thereby presenting the turbine section with a nearly constant flow of hot gas.  If the lengths are designed corectly, the exhaust pulses arrive at just the desired time to alow the turbine to use as much of the hot gas from each cylinder as possible.  This effectively increases the efficieny of the turbo sytem as a whole.  If a turbo manifold is not designed for this effect, it is a waste and will provide little to no gain.  If done properly, an equal length head can provide both better top-end flow/efficiency(equals power) and better spool.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000012||talontsi||11-20-2002||05:33 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR1643:<BR><B>He's already got a T3/T4 setup with a kickass custom SS manny.  What we were trying to figure out was: Where do you gain the BEST spool?  From higher compression in 2.0 motor or from a higher displacement in a stroker.  Obviously the stroker will have more bottom end, but give up some of the higher rev characteristics.  So just wanting to be sure of the route taken in building this setup.  Not wanting to have to use NOS especially since it will probably already have WI. <BR>TalonTSI: did the higher compression affect your top end RPM's in any way and did it change the revving characteristics as well. Just curious for myself on this one.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The top end does not suffer at all. I was reving to 7000 easily and I could not feel the power drop off.<BR>On the research I have done 2.4 stroker motors can rev high as well so your top end will not suffer. Plus you get a really nice tourqe curve!<P><BR><p>[This message has been edited by talontsi (edited 11-20-2002).]||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000013||4g63t||11-20-2002||11:43 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Ahhh, I get it... Thanks guys!||65.129.80.125||reg||3




ubb/Forum3/001203.cgi
A||N||2||Chase||Cockpit adjustable suspension replacement?||||5||
Z||000000||Chase||11-19-2002||09:08 PM||chase@bgcc.com||I've got an 89 Galant GS (non-VR4, sadly). Recently the cockpit-adjustable suspension module showed a warning light. I've heard from a few auto shops that this is a prohibitively expensive repair.<P>Can standard (non-adjustable) suspension, ie Bilstein or similar, be fitted to this car, or do I actually need to shell out the $3000 that these shops want?||209.84.79.44||reg||5
Z||000001||Pappy||11-19-2002||09:39 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||You can hook up the non-cockpit adjustable suspension if you find one for your year and model.  Shouldn't be a problem.<P>I know what you mean about expensive though.  I had an electronically controlled suspension in my '87 maxima.  When it was time to replace the suspension, I just didn't because I wasn't keeping the car long(it was my highschool car).||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000002||Chase||11-19-2002||09:45 PM||chase@bgcc.com||Where do you recommend I purchase this suspension from, or should I attempt to procure a system from a junkyard?||209.84.79.44||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001205.cgi
A||||1||04DrBlur||clutch master cylinder||||1||
Z||000000||04DrBlur||11-19-2002||10:05 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I know this has probably been talked about over a thousand times but im just curious if anyone else has gone through 2 master cylinders?  I have a ACT 2100 and brand new clutch fork but still I was under my dash tonight installing the clutch cut and damn if there isnt fluid all over my stinkin pedal. If I remove the restrictor in the slave cylinder do you think this will stop leaking?  Have to add fluid about every couple weeks...  Thanks for the space and info.||65.42.48.74||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||11-19-2002||11:00 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||A master cylinder should be good for 5-10 years. Sounds like a bad rebuild. Check on your warranty.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.229||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001206.cgi
A||||7||Pappy||Fooling around in photoshop||||1||
Z||000000||Pappy||11-20-2002||05:52 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I was procrastinating on writing a paper. Tell me what you think. Any suggestions?<P> <IMG SRC="http://24.60.210.125/arttest.jpg"> ||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||11-20-2002||10:20 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Looks just like my GVR4. Very nice. ||207.73.68.96||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-20-2002||10:27 AM||||Looks just like my cars  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Only my GVR4 is black.<P>Whats up with the rims?  Is that a stock color?  I bought my car with rims just like that (the galant pic) and I thought they were suppost to be black.  I have never gotton a full answer as to why mine are gray and not black.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||Romanova||11-20-2002||10:31 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||SLAM that VR4!||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||11-20-2002||10:52 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea I like the handicap signs.||216.183.225.195||reg||1
Z||000005||Pappy||11-20-2002||10:58 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<BR><B>Yea I like the handicap signs.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Ha, yeah.  There wasn't much I could do about them.  Hmm... actually, I could edit them out I suppose.  I think I'll do that.<P>I'll drop her an inch or so too to see what it looks like.<P>Oh yeah, and the wheels I painted myself.  They were supposed to end up gunmetal, but a snafu with the cans ended up turning them a slightly dark silver.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000006||DarkDevilMMM||11-20-2002||03:00 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||why the orange flowers? are there any meanings? or am I missing something in my head?||63.205.13.37||reg||1
Z||000007||Pappy||11-20-2002||05:38 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||They were in the picture, just trying to be a little different.  I altered their saturation a tad though.||24.60.210.125||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001207.cgi
A||||1||lamps-oz-gvr4||buying a gvr4||||14||
Z||000000||lamps-oz-gvr4||11-20-2002||09:21 AM||lampsy@optushome.com.au||i am currently looking on the oz market for a vr4. i have had my eyes on them for a while now, i drove my dad's '89 SE hatchback for a year and though it was fantastic.<P>just one thing, what certain things should i look for that could spell doom on a vr4. i have bought a lemon of a car and i really dont want to spend all of my time (and money) keeping a car on the road<P>regards,<P>mark||211.28.96.71||reg||14
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-20-2002||10:34 AM||||Our cars will need work because of the age.<P>Major things to look for:<P>Grinding tranny, hard to shift.<BR>Engine compression.<BR>Clutch (you will prolly smoke it on your own, but make sure it isn't slipping when you pick it up).<BR>Make sure the turbo holds boost.<BR>Let the engine sit running and make sure it doesn't start to smoke after 10 minuets.<P>Things that are not so major, but are not cheap.<P>Brakes and shocks.  Make sure they don't need replaced right away.<P>Other cost right away can be a water pump, t-belt, and ECU caps.<P>If you can do any car work yourself, do not run from a car that needs a little work.  At least not if the engine is in good shape.  I got my talon dirt cheap and it had a strong engine in it.  I just had to fix a lot of little things.  In the end, I got a good car.  Just needed a little TLC.  I would do it all over again the same way.  <BR>||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001208.cgi
A||||3||Compressed||black oil||||1||
Z||000000||Compressed||11-20-2002||12:37 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Oil in my car seems to turn instantly black.  <BR>The normal progression from clean to dirty oil does not happen, after 30 miles or so the oil is dirty.  Also I lose about a half quart per 500 miles, maybe more. Thats alot in my book. <BR>Car does not smoke at idle at all.  Nor does it smoke when revved after idleing for more than 5 minutes.  Car doesn't smoke when driven without boost.  I do see some smoke on boost, especially when boosted the 1st time on a drive or after some time without.  <P>Engine has about 38k on rebuild.  I'm not sure about compression, but I've been thinking I should do a check.  Stock 14b turbo with around 170k miles.  <P>I'm thinking its the turbo seals.  Any way to check this without removing the turbo?<P>Any other symptoms to look for, or other possible culprits?  <P>Would bad turbo seals make engine oil turn black (dirty) so quickly?<P>Thanks!<BR>||64.24.106.50||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-20-2002||01:36 PM||||Try a oil engine flush.  That should help with your dirty oil.<P>As far as you using 1/2 Qt every 500, thats not too bad.  It is my understanding the use oil from the factory even.  When I got my car at 59K miles, it used oil too.  I belive this is normal.  As long as you arn't leaking it on the ground or have a really dirty exhaust or smell burning oil, you should be running like you should be.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||11-20-2002||02:39 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the jdm motor i put in this january uses about 1/2 qt every oil change, and i change it at about 5k miles.  with only 38 k on a rebuild, that is excessive.  what was done on the rebuild?||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||Compressed||11-20-2002||02:55 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>the jdm motor i put in this january uses about 1/2 qt every oil change, and i change it at about 5k miles.  with only 38 k on a rebuild, that is excessive.  what was done on the rebuild?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Unfortuneately I'm not exactley sure what was done on the rebuild as it was done by the previous owner.  I do know that he had the head ported, the block was not bored out meaning stock pistons are used.  Balance shafts were removed, new oil pump, new h2o pump, new gaskets etc.  <P>I think I might have a slight oil leak on the turbo oil drain pipe.  Is it possible that under boost this leak becomes more severe?  To reword, does boost create higher pressure here, leading to large oil loss at the drain?<P>I'l try an engine flush to see if that will clean up the motor and then the oil.  From what I've read BG Engine Purge is the stuff to get, correct?<P>Thanks<BR>Todd||64.24.106.50||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001209.cgi
A||||2||hibern8||BOV and DP flanges||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||11-20-2002||01:53 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||does anyone know where i can buy a bov flange and downpipe flange for custom ic piping and custom 3' dp besides for rre?||131.193.154.154||reg||1
Z||000001||blacksheep||11-20-2002||10:54 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||did you ask AMS if they have any:<P>1) they should have BOV flanges for their FMIC kits &lt;shrug&gt;<P>2) same for exhaust flanges &lt;shrug, scratch&gt;<BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000002||turbogalant||11-21-2002||12:39 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.relentlessracing.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.relentlessracing.com</A>  under diy turbo||65.177.233.184||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001210.cgi
A||||5||Louters91GVR4||EVO 5 Front Bumper for the GVR4???||||1||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||11-20-2002||02:21 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Can anyone post a pic or link of what this bumper looks like??? I have a person trying to sell me one and i have no idea what they look like.<P>Thanks,<BR>Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||11-20-2002||03:47 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||This site sells them <BR> <A HREF="http://www.wholesalehyperformance.com" TARGET=_blank>www.wholesalehyperformance.com</A> <P>look under body kits. <P>personal note:<P>Looks like ASS<P>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 11-20-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 11-20-2002).]||198.111.38.121||reg||1
Z||000002||91 #680||11-20-2002||03:54 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||that dont look half bad||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||11-20-2002||04:14 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||does look like ass, thanks for the heads up<P>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR4458||11-21-2002||02:56 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 91 #680:<BR><B>that dont look half bad</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That means either:<BR>a) It looks only half good<BR>or <BR>b) It looks ALL bad.<P>I wouldn't want one if it was free.<P>||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000005||Pappy||11-21-2002||03:34 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||The aerotech.co.nz(I think) evo 5 bumper looks better, but I wouldn't take either of them.||140.247.208.30||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001211.cgi
A||||1||SnoBlind||Junkyard Dog||||1||
Z||000000||SnoBlind||11-20-2002||05:41 PM||modularv8@hotmail.com||Here's cool website for finding bits for cars:  <A HREF="http://www.junkyarddog.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.junkyarddog.com</A>  .  I was able to find a 4bolt lsd for 350 shipped.  It should be here next week.  I put the request in this morning and I've gotten 10 responses so far.||66.73.1.249||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-20-2002||05:55 PM||||Thats cool.  I used that web site to try and find a used starion IC a few years ago.  Everyone wanted way too much for them.  Some guys even asked over $300.  O well, thats a good price on the 4bolt.||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001212.cgi
A||||7||4g63t||New Idea?||||5||
Z||000000||4g63t||11-21-2002||12:08 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||I don't know if this has been discussed before, but has anyone ever tried putting the MAS right before the throttle body?  If you use a 2nd gen MAS, you could 3" rubber couplings on each side w/ 3" IC piping and plumb it right before the TB elbow. The BOV could be placed right after the IC and could be vented cuz' the MAS would only measure air that was actually going into the engine. Also, piping leaks wouldn't affect idle. Other than that I can't see any reason why it would be worth doing, just a random thought that floated through my mind. Feel free to praise, flame, or muse along with me.||65.129.80.125||reg||5
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-21-2002||12:10 AM||||Just a guess, but the intake temps would trash the MAS.  Not to mention the pressure.  Seeing you can overload the count just sucking air in. <P>Try it and let me know how it goes  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||11-21-2002||07:01 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||It can be done, but not with a Karmen Vortice type MAS.  It would have to be a hot wire MAS.  The  ultra-sonic senso in the K.V. system wouldn't stand a fighting chance in the high velocity pressureized enviormnt.  The stock ecu could also not be used since the fuel curves are specifcally for pre-turbo air measurements.<P>This has been done before on dsms, but using a standalone and hotwire.  I don't see the point.  If you go stand alone, why not use a speed-density system?  As for venting your bov, your idea wouldn't help the cause much anyway.  The pressure wave vented by the BOV is largely a reflection off the throttle plate when it closes abruptly.  This air would not only have been counted, but it would get to go backwards through the MAS again after it bounces.  I don't know exactly why type of problems this would cause, but I can't see it being good.  In a true stand-alone hotwire setup, this could be compensated for, but I have a feeling you weren't talking about using a different MAS and ecu.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000003||Jon||11-21-2002||08:22 AM||jon@jgronline.com||The PMS was configured to run a MAS just before the throttle body like you suggested.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||Dan D||11-21-2002||10:40 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Indeed it did Jon, but it did require conversion to a hotwire MAS.  The PMS is originaly intended for a just-post-filter MAS locations, but apparently some people had good luck with the MAS at the Throttle body. The PMS isn't a true stand-alone, but pretty close.  IMO, the PMS is not worth the money when you still have to piggy back the stock ecu.  I'd rather go AEM or Haltek for $1400.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000005||Louters91GVR4||11-21-2002||11:03 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Go with the AEM. This is by far the best tuning device out there. My buddy just put one into is GSX Eclipse. We tuned for about 3 hours and got 40hp to the wheels just with messing with air fuels and fuel pressure at high rpm's. This was not accomplishable with his SAFC.<P>two thumbs up,<BR>Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000006||Arty||11-21-2002||04:51 PM||||If we're talking 2G mas then we're talking pressure (impulse?) sensor, not ultrasonic for the K.V.<BR>Not that I think it would make any difference it would still be under boost pressure.<P>John||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000007||4g63t||11-21-2002||08:58 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Good point about the pressure, temps, and reflection waves. I'm not planning on trying it, it was just a random thought. Thanks for the replies! <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||65.129.80.48||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001213.cgi
A||||3||VR-4play||the next level||||1||
Z||000000||VR-4play||11-21-2002||01:49 AM||||just moved down south and met a supra bunch (i haven't seen many DSMs down here). these guys ain't no joke. it's time to take my car to the next level. you know i have to represent for the DSMs. vr-4play is in the garage waiting on parts right now. i am going to go ahead and build the intake pipe myself, any tips?||209.246.183.50||reg||1
Z||000001||smokindav||11-21-2002||10:15 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Sounds like you've got your work cut out for you!  A Supra is no joke that's for sure.  Good luck!<P>I like DSMs, I really do.  I've had 3 1st gens and now my GVR4.  But if I want to go really fast, I'll start with a better platform like a Supra, RX7, C5 Vette.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1
Z||000002||turboflanagan||11-21-2002||11:09 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Down south where?||64.63.208.47||reg||1
Z||000003||VR-4play||11-22-2002||04:21 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turboflanagan:<BR><B>Down south where?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Kennesaw, GA. I am guessing not far from you.||209.246.182.156||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001214.cgi
A||||8||04DrBlur||Pocketlogger program||||1||
Z||000000||04DrBlur||11-21-2002||11:14 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Does anybody have the Pocketlogger program that wants to make a few bucks?? Please Email me.  Thanks Phil||65.42.48.74||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-22-2002||04:22 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||If you're talking about fabbing your own cable, and paying someone like $20 to copy their program, shame on you.  Mike works very hard to continuously deliver an outstanding product.  I'm a proud customer, and am going to voluntarily donate money to him for all the work he's done on the upgrade.  I hope to God that I've misunderstood you, because if that's what you have planned I hope your own children rip your still beating heart out of your chest so you can see how black it is before you die.  I'm all for saving a buck or two, but cheating decent people is wrong.  You suck.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<P>ps- if I've totally misjudged your intentions, disregard my angry rants and I owe you an apology.  If I was right, you really suck.||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||04DrBlur||11-22-2002||06:43 AM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Yeah you misunderstood but I should have made my post a little clearer.  I am wanting to borrow, ie. meet someone with the program that I can use and see what my car is doing.  I did not mean to offend you.||65.42.48.74||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-22-2002||07:28 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Then my most sincere apologies; no offense taken and I'm sorry for bringing your children into this.  I'm sick of people trying to cheat Mike, and after having a bad day just sorta flew off the handle there.  My bad.  That was pretty inappropriate of me... oops.<P>Actually, being willing to pay someone for logging duties is most generous of you, something not seen often enough these days.  Kudos to you.  Were you near me, I'd gladly do it for free.  I hope I didn't discourage you in any way, and good luck with whatever ails your GVR4.<P>Again, sorry for the whole hoping you die thing.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||11-22-2002||07:40 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||you guys crack me up, lol ||203.221.153.189||reg||10
Z||000005||ken inn||11-22-2002||09:21 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have found that giving away stuff for free makes you responsible for other things not related.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||11-22-2002||03:55 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||Phil,<P>I'm in Columbus.  I have to agree with that pirating the pocketlogger software would not be cool.  Mike is a great person deal with.  ||63.146.62.141||reg||12
Z||000007||number3||11-22-2002||10:19 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||If more people felt this way car Napster would have never had a chance and car insurance would be 1/2 the cost.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||04DrBlur||11-22-2002||10:46 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Hey sleeper I am already in the process of plannin a ride over to ya anyway so maybe I can wait till then to check out ol 936.  Ill see if Roger wants to meet me an head up for the day.  That is if you dont mind us takin up your day.||64.109.1.44||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001215.cgi
A||||12||gvr4ever||Lancer EVO VII WRC engine pic||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4ever||11-22-2002||12:59 PM||||This is kinda interesting.  What kind of exhaust manifold is that?  Also, you can check out the funky setup it has.<P>  <IMG SRC="http://www.ultimatecarpage.com/large/1421-12.jpg">  <p>[This message has been edited by Jon (edited 11-22-2002).]||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||11-22-2002||02:11 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Very interesting.  Ha, it looks like it uses the 1g BOV.  They're venting to the atmosphere?!?!?!  What noobs!(jk)  Anywho, I was kinda wondering what those two pipes going into two of the exhaust manifold runners are.  Part of the anti-lag system?||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4ever||11-22-2002||02:46 PM||||It must be part of the anti-lag system.  I want to know what that wacky sytem off the exhaust manny is.  It also is linked to the upper IC hose before the BOV.<P>I'm just wondering if that exhaust manny is a upgrade from the standard EVO manny, or if it is just needed for the setup they have.  It's hard to tell the by the pic, but it looks like the runners are = in lenth.  Wonder if we could get one.  Or more important, if we could benefit from it.  Mmmmm||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000004||Invader||11-22-2002||03:20 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||It actually looks like they have 2 BOV's.  One is the 1G style venting to atmosphere, the other vents into the exhaust manifold for the antilag.<P>Ummm...where's the turbo inlet hidden?  Is it behind the engine to keep it away from water/dirt??||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4ever||11-22-2002||04:22 PM||||I think the air box is that big shiny thing right behind the IC pipe after the turbo on the left front of the engine bay.  It looks like it has a blue intake pipe going to the turbo.  Hard to tell from only one angle tho.<P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000006||GRV4726||11-22-2002||11:51 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i'm confused as to the "anti-lag" system...and why it is somehow linked to the uper intercooler pipe.  i'm confused.  that whole area confuses me..||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000007||Invader||11-23-2002||03:34 AM||jconroy@vnponline.com||OK, guess I was wrong...new WRC cars are required to have "quieter" anti-lag setups.  I guess they're going to EGR based anti-lags rather than the BOV setups they used to run?  So the other would be the EGR valve which dumps into the exhaust manifold and intake (why would you dump the EGR back into the intake for a full-out race car)?||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||11-23-2002||01:38 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||That exhaust manifold looks kinda like it has Garrett bolt spacing, doesn't it?||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000009||DarkDevilMMM||11-23-2002||02:45 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||All I see is a lot of money that I don't have... but that looks like a garret turbo to me also||63.205.13.37||reg||1
Z||000010||drew||11-25-2002||12:02 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||Prolly wouldn't fit a gvr4 given it's the new gen 4g63 motor.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000011||Hertz||11-25-2002||03:14 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Everything's backwards!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||67.36.191.146||reg||1
Z||000012||Louters91GVR4||11-27-2002||11:41 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||ummmmmm, very dope.<P>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000013||a_santos||11-27-2002||12:53 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||THAT IS NOT A WRC ENGINE.<P>First, that is a groupN rally car engine. Second, the "Lancer Evo WRC" is not even a Lancer. It is a Cedia. Third, the engine used is based on a N/A 1.8 liter 4g63. It has a different crank, and is bored out to 2.0 liters.  All this info I got from the magazine Racecar Engineering. They also had a picture of the actual engine in the Mitsu WRC car, and it did not look like that. Sorry I don't have the pictured posted, but if I get around to scanning it, and finding a host, I will post it. Nice engine nonetheless. <P>If you guys do not already read Racecar Engineering, I would advise all of you to go buy one, or subscribe. <BR> <A HREF="http://www.racecar-engineering.com" TARGET=_blank>www.racecar-engineering.com</A> <P>Thanx<p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 11-29-2002).]||198.111.38.155||reg||3




ubb/Forum3/001216.cgi
A||||9||blacksheep||Taking off ABS...||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||11-22-2002||02:51 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone take off their ABS ? What all would I need to replace (booster, proportioning valve, etc) I assume the lines to the brakes woud also need replaced. Please advise...<P>Thanks!<P>KC <P>PS - Its a 1992 gvr4||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-22-2002||02:55 PM||||Do you want to remove it to save weight, or just turn it off?||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||11-22-2002||03:05 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Its KC so its weight. Ask Jon, He did it on his..<P>Zach||209.246.133.50||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||11-22-2002||05:01 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Actually 2 or 3 reasons:<P>- Weight<BR>- dont want it or need it<BR>- Wanna clean up the engine bay and help maybe run IC pipes<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000004||drew||11-22-2002||09:09 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||KC, I don't remember what your your GVR4s are, but 92s and 91s have different ABS setups. ||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000005||blacksheep||11-22-2002||09:51 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Drew<P>92 gvr4 - I think I mentioned it up there..umm, yeah I did!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000006||drew||11-23-2002||01:33 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||duh, i'm a foo. ||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000007||Nate||11-24-2002||01:00 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||KC,<BR>    I believe I got the lines I needed from Josh, I only needed the front two brake lines that go from the distribution block to the calipers, and from the brake master cylinder to the distribution block.  Go to the local junkyard to get the distribution block from a 91-92 TEL that didn't have ABS, and you should be set.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||blacksheep||11-24-2002||11:11 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Nate<P>Again, not a moment too soon..  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Jon Roberts said the lines were from a galant gsx which Mitsu no longer makes, I wll try to confirm this with Bubba - er... Josh  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> If so, junkyard hunting...else is it easy to make those brake lines, Ihope I dont need to go this route...<P>Thanks for the info, gald to know someone else has done this as well..<BR>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000009||broke down||11-24-2002||08:25 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Just did this on my talon.  I got the new proportioning valve, and all but one of the new lines from Josh @ conicelli  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">.  The third line was purchased from Advanced auto parts.  I got on that was the same thread size but was longer that it needed to be.  I bent it in the same shape as the line that came off with a few extra bends near the booster to take up the extra length.  p.s.  I did all of this with the engine out, so it was super easy, it may be a little harder for you.||68.51.68.201||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/001217.cgi
A||||3||GVR4ZUM||Datalogger or Pocketlogger Question.||||5||
Z||000000||GVR4ZUM||11-22-2002||04:33 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Hey Guys<BR>I need some tips on how to use it.  Besides on checking sensors, coolant temp, knocks etc.<BR>Gathering information on datalogger is easy but being able to use that info is where I'm lost . Things like fuel trim, if the car is running rich or lean stuff like that (learned from Ken, saw it on post).<P>thanks ||24.56.134.194||reg||5
Z||000001||keydiver||11-22-2002||04:55 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/</A>  <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/Tuning-Tips.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vfaq.com/TMO/Tuning-Tips.htm</A> <BR>||66.156.208.234||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||11-22-2002||05:01 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||actually, the article you want i printed out from club dsm canada, there was a link to it on this board, i forget who and where.  but, the link dont work for me, i can fax you the article if you give me a number.  VERY good article.||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4ZUM||11-22-2002||05:02 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Kewl! that is exactly what I'm looking for.  <P>thanks a lot.<P>Ken I sent u an email.<p>[This message has been edited by GVR4ZUM (edited 11-22-2002).]||24.56.134.194||reg||7




ubb/Forum3/001218.cgi
A||N||6||blacksheep||Howard Draper - where are ya?||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||11-22-2002||05:07 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Get in touch with me, you flaming throwin fiend  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I tried your hoemail, it doesnt work or something...<P>Dont you have a IRC FMIC or a silvia core FMIC? I'd like to see how you got it to work....<P>If it wasnt you, maybe it was dale aka "superflowus" ||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||11-22-2002||07:23 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Hes got the indy, If you look around he posted pics of it once or twice. Oh yeah forget about the silvia core the skylines where its at, Look at Nates car.<P>Zach  ||4.47.32.42||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||11-22-2002||09:50 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||What you talkin about, fou, I gots me a skyline (Apexi assembly) as well...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I need to see how the pics are routed. I am looking all over, I cant find the pics...||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||11-23-2002||01:40 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Okay, I posted new links to the pics of my setup in the other thread.... I promise they work this time.  <P>KC, check out Andy Beachly's IC setup, he used the same core you have and fabbed piping to fit.  ||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||11-23-2002||03:21 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I checked 122performance.com, no pics there. Anywhere else I can find some of his car..<P>Thanks, Howard!<P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000005||suprflewus||11-23-2002||09:37 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||"who's a black sheep? what's a black sheep?"<P>i have an apexi skyline assembly meant for a supra, so my end tank config./pipe routing is a little funky.<P>i chopped the factory cast inlet/outlet off and welded up the openings, then i cut a 2.5" hole in the rear of what was left of the entanks and welded up spearco machined 2.5" inlet/outlets.<P>the hot side piping exits the turbo via a buschur J pipe (this will not work with a factory radiator/condenser setup....the j pipe will hit the rad.) with the HKS blow off valve mounted 3" from the turbo outlet (wanted to try something different)<BR> <IMG SRC="http://members.aol.com/suprflewus/carparts/turbooutlet"> <BR>- from there it 90's with a solid pipe past the radiator, where it 90's again via a 90 degree, 2.5" silicone hose connector, and then connects to the intercooler.<P>the cold side piping 45's out and up toward the hood, the connects to another 45 which brings the piping back toward the firewall where is connects to a longish straight 2.5" hardpipe with a short 90degree end which the throttle body flange is welded to...<P>i will upload some more pics in the next few or so if that would help <P>talk to y'all later<BR>dale||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000006||blacksheep||11-23-2002||10:19 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Dale,<P>Why "blacksheep", aye ?<P>-black gvr4<BR>-black "wolf" in sheeps clothing  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>-blacksheep (kinda rare, definitely not ordinary - always doing something different)<BR>- I am definitely the "black sheep" in my family <P>So, thats the reasoning behind the call-sign I chose. <P>Whoa..why the BOV right there and not close to the TB, just curious. Do you run 2 by any chance?<P>KC<BR> ||12.216.36.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001219.cgi
A||||4||blacksheep||check this out - www.superkaos.com||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||11-23-2002||11:09 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||This busa is just freakin nuts.... a super 20G from hahn powers it. Fairly simple setup...<P>When  I ran my grey galant at the track (now sold and at AMS), I was paired up with a fairly stock hayabusa, I ran a 13.3, that thing ran a 10.1.<P>Cannot imagine what this thing runs, The viedo page has a nlr video that is super cool to watch, esp his speedo - that thing is off the heazy foh sheezy when he hits boost  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I wanna do this to my buell now  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-23-2002||07:36 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||How about a pic, or address, or something?  I'd like to see this nutty 'Busa, too.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||11-23-2002||09:21 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B>How about a pic, or address, or something?  I'd like to see this nutty 'Busa, too.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>It's in the topic.....<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-24-2002||02:25 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B> <BR>It's in the topic.....</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Boy, aren't my cheeks red. D'oh.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||11-24-2002||11:12 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com|| <A HREF="http://www.superkaos.com...ummm," TARGET=_blank>www.superkaos.com...ummm,</A>  yeah!||12.216.36.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001220.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||my next ride!!!!||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||11-23-2002||02:01 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1873212683" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1873212683</A> <P>INNERCOOLER?  I DONT NEED NO FREAKIN INNERCOOLER.<p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 11-23-2002).]||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||11-23-2002||02:48 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||I am wondering if the whole frame will be twisted and torn into piece if you step on the throttle too much?!? but that's one full blown turbine engine! ||63.205.13.37||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||11-23-2002||10:16 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Driving, err, piloting that thing has to be one hell of a sensation!||12.222.102.136||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001221.cgi
A||||7||James||sold my VR4||||9||
Z||000000||James||11-24-2002||03:57 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||LOoks like I have sold my trusty VR4.A fellow put up a deposit yesterday. I will be sad to see it go. Had it 5 years and been a really good car.More luxurious to drive than my Evo 3, but of course nowhere near as much fun. I just hope he cares for it like I have.Just couldn't afford to keep both of them.||203.24.77.214||reg||9
Z||000001||Ash||11-24-2002||06:56 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Oh well, bigger and better things as the saying goes.  Give me a year or two & I'll be hopefully doing the same thing.||203.221.152.248||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||11-24-2002||07:04 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Meh....even with the EVO coming out here finally, I'm sticking with my galant. Of course, you Aussie guys don't have the number plaques that make the gvr4 so appealing here in the states though. Rather than buy a bigger or better thing I'll make the galant bigger and better.....<P>Mark<BR>1051<p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 11-24-2002).]||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||11-24-2002||11:03 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||yo, mark, for me, after the install of the intercooler, i was so impressed, i decided to keep the car.  did the intercooler help you to decide to keep it?  on another note, since the install of the 2g mas and 550's, i think i am getting better mpg than with the 1g and 450's.  AND, the car REALLY pulls now.  the old mas was running out at about 6500, now it pulls past 7500 very easily.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000004||turbowop||11-24-2002||05:08 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Yeah, now that I have had a chance to drive the car harder I notice how much harder it is pulling now. Especially at higher rpm's. Past like 4000rpm it feels like it starts getting squirrely up front because it's pulling so hard. Melikes. I had to turn the boost down to 12psi because of the stock injectors but at that pressure with the fmic it feels as strong as it used to on race gas at 18psi. Man I need injectors and a clutch.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||11-24-2002||05:42 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||you will need more than just injectors.  i was getting mas overrun at about 6-6500, and it felt like it was falling off the cam.  now, it just keeps pulling, and i dont let it go past 7k but it has easily done it a couple of times.  midrange is WAY fatter, too.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||11-24-2002||06:11 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Yeah, I figured I would. Man.....more parts needed, the cycle never stops. <P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||11-24-2002||07:47 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yup.  HOWEVER, like the intercooler, YOU NEVER STOP SMILING!||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001222.cgi
A||||0||Chris Sanders||CTC Cruise For Kids||||1||
Z||000000||Chris Sanders||11-24-2002||02:27 PM||cas0016@unt.edu||I'm one of the volunteers for this cruise and would love to see some fellow GVR4 owners involved.  If anyone is interested let CTC know soon as the spots will probably fill up fast.<P>CTC Motorsports Cruise for Kids<BR>December 14, 2002<P>CTC Motorsports will be holding a charity cruise event to collect toys for<BR>the children at Columbia Children's Medical Center in Medical City.  With<BR>holidays just around the corner, we hope to bring in lots of donations for<BR>the children at the hospital who won't be able to spend it at home with<BR>their families. If you are unable to make the cruise but would like to make<BR>a donation, we will accept them at CTC Motorsports, 13672 Floyd Circle,<BR>Dallas, TX  75243, before the date of the event or we welcome you to meet us<BR>at Speedzone, 11130 Malibu Drive, Dallas, TX  75229 at 3:00pm December 14,<BR>2002.<P>Due to our anticipated popularity of the event, we are limiting space on the<BR>cruise to the first 60 RSVP responses. If we are unable  to allow your<BR>participation in the cruise, we encourage you to meet us at Speedzone at<BR>3:00pm to make a donation, have lunch/dinner with everyone and enjoy all the<BR>entertainment that Speedzone has to offer.  <P>Event Information:<P>Date                        December 14, 2002<BR>9:00am                 Meet at CTC Motorsports check in with our staff.<BR>9:30am                Drivers meeting<BR>10:00am                On the road, Cruise begins<BR>3:00pm                Estimated arrival at Speedzone -- we encourage you to stay,<BR>eat and play games with us at Speedzone!<P>Some things to take note:<P>*        Be sure to bring your toy with you when you check in, if you do not<BR>have a toy, you will not be allowed on the cruise.<BR>*        Please eat breakfast, its a bit of a drive and we don't have a big<BR>stop for food planned until we get to Speedzone.<BR>*        Make sure to have a full tank of gas as you arrive at CTC<BR>Motorsports.<BR>*        We encourage you to bring 2 way radios to keep in contact with the<BR>other cars while on the cruise.<BR>*        The cruise is close to 200 miles worth of twisty country roads with<BR>one 30-45 minute stop planned while en route. <P>Remember:<P>*        This is NOT a race. We are doing this to have fun and help children<BR>to have a better holiday.<BR>*        While en route on the cruise, there will be no passing allowed. <P>If you would like to participate in the cruise, please RSVP to<BR>rsvp@ctcmotorsports.com. Be sure to include your name and the car you will<BR>be driving.<P>Columbia Children's Medical Center has sent us their wish list, please take<BR>into consideration these suggestions when purchasing your new toy for the<BR>donation.<P>Infants and Toddlers:<P>Rattles                                        Ring stackers<BR>Busy Boxes<BR>Shape sorters                        Musical toys<BR>Duplo blocks<BR>Fisher Price items                Cars and trucks<BR>Board books<P>Pre-School:<P>Mr. Potato Head                        Disney Videos<BR>Magna Doodle<BR>Board games                                Puzzles<BR>Dolls/Barbies (all ethnic groups)<BR>Lego blocks                                Arts/Crafts<BR>Playdough<BR>Books<P>School-Age:<P>Board Games                        Craft/Art sets<BR>Remote control cars<BR>Sticker sets                                Barbies (all ethnic groups)<BR>Magna Doodle<BR>Lego sets                                        Books<BR>Puzzles<P>Teens:<P>Craft and model kits                Personal grooming items        1000 piece puzzles<BR>Music CDs                                Walkmans/radios<BR>Advanced board games<BR>Stationary                                        Remote control cars<BR>PG-13 movies<P>** Please remember they can only accept toys that are new and in their<BR>original packaging (for infection control reasons).<P>We hope to see you on December 14, 2002!!!<BR>Happy Holidays<BR>CTC Motorsports||208.188.20.205||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001223.cgi
A||||4||DSMGVR4||Leaking Windshield causing leak under driverside dash?||||1||
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||11-24-2002||10:55 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||I think that prior to buying my VR4, the windshield was replaced but not properly sealed. I tend to get a leak at the top right corner after a really hard rainstorm and I noticed on one occassion, a small drip on my foot when it was on the clutch pedal. My problem now is that after a recent hard rain, I didn't notice that my front & rear driver's side carpet/floor is soaking wet!!! #@%*! Do you guys think its from the leaking windshield??? The more little shit problems aride, the more I wanna sell the car...but since the cold weather...I just love it again! Its a love/hate thing...can anyone relate? John 685/1K||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000001||DSMGVR4||11-24-2002||10:58 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||That should read..."the more shit problems arise..." sorry. John||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000002||VR4coop||11-25-2002||05:50 PM||coop529@aol.com||hi, john. my car also leaks badly. It seems to be in the bottom left and right side of the lower dash. It leaks onto the floor and soaks the carpet. I think it maybe the sunroof drains but im not certain. i checked them briefly and they looked ok, but i have not blown them out yet. I will let u kno what happens when i do. I am also gettin a new winshield this week. so we will see what happens. thanx coop 222/2000||24.218.140.125||reg||1
Z||000003||DSMGVR4||11-25-2002||06:22 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||I didn't of that. Actually that happened to me in my old 88 prlude but the leaks came from the roof. My leak is exactly like you said...in the lower left side under the dash onto the floor soaking the carpets. I guess I'll check my moonroof drains too, although no signs of leaks from above. thanks for the reply.||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||11-26-2002||07:55 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||My windshield leaks on my left foot when it is raining also.  If it is on the foot rest next to the clutch.  My car car has done this for about two years.  I would be surprised if it is the sunroof drains though.  My car doesn't have one, and has the same leak.  ||24.167.211.186||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001224.cgi
A||||4||Pappy||Trailer Hitch||||1||
Z||000000||Pappy||11-24-2002||11:22 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I was wondering if anybody on here has installed a trailer hitch on their car, or if they know where to get one for our generation galant.  This project has intrigued me<BR> <A HREF="http://www.codrus.com/cars/trailer/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.codrus.com/cars/trailer/</A> ||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||11-25-2002||03:18 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I looked around once for my Galant GS when I was moving (same chasis) -- I think I managed to find one "universal fit" which likely means it wouldn't really fit.<P>Now that I have a VR-4, all I want to haul is ass.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Maybe you could find a cheap Mitsu Mighty Max or Dodge Ram 50.  Aren't those 4G63s?<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 11-25-2002).]||67.36.191.146||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||11-25-2002||04:56 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I bought one from a guy that used to be on the list (can't remember name) that is definately different than any other I've had.  Here in Iowa, the Uhaul companies can order and install them.  They are not the same as regular Galants - I was there before the moron realized it was a VR4 - after I asked him a 1/2 dozen times if that's what he had!<P>Side note: the rear tow hooks are not light! If you aren't pulling skiiers with them :-), get rid of them and shed a couple of pounds. Only about 4 bolts each to remove.||167.142.21.165||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||11-25-2002||05:11 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Thanks guys.  I can't really afford a new vehicle to tow my car.  I just want something to tow wheels/tools to events.  Good idea on removing the rear tow hooks.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||11-25-2002||07:28 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I seem to remember John Teeter saying something about one of his galant's having a hitch on it, but maybe I'm getting confused.  Care to chime in, John?  Come to think of it, it might have been the one I bought, but it was removed before I got it if it was there.  Sorry.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001225.cgi
A||N||1||a_santos||Plugs fixed overheating?||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||11-25-2002||01:01 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||This past weekenf I replaced the plaugs and wires on my VR4. Bosch wires and NGK plugs. Before I replaced them, the car used to almost overheat when idling, or stop and go driving. The temp gauge used to go to about the end of the normal range. The plugs that I took out looked whitish. This indicates the car was running lean. On one plug only, the electrode was badly worn. Can the injector for that cylinder be partially plugged? My car has no mods except for a K&N filter. What could have made the car run lean at such low boost? Is my O2 sensor bad? I know that running lean increases engine temp, but that is not a problem anymore since I changed the plugs and wires. Also while driving yesterday, my Check Engine light came on and then turned of after about one minute. Can you guys help me? ||198.111.38.141||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||11-25-2002||01:18 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i would suspect air leak.  also, you need to check your base timing.  check out the vfaq on both base timing and idle, and see if the car can be brought to spec.  ||209.220.6.233||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001226.cgi
A||||10||blacksheep||No new members rides ???||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||11-25-2002||01:14 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Cmon, peeps ! Lets some pics to Jon for a new members ride....<P>I would send mine ine except its in pieces and covered in dust...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||11-25-2002||01:24 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||There may not be any since Jon is selling the site and it will be undergoing some re-vamp though I'm sure there will be some good eye-candy on there soon enough.<BR>||199.183.182.196||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||11-25-2002||03:13 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B>I'm sure there will be some good eye-candy on there soon enough.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Oh, so it <B>is</B> going to be a porn site!||67.36.191.146||reg||1
Z||000003||Jon||11-25-2002||03:20 PM||jon@jgronline.com||What do you mean "going to be"?  It already has some porn!<P><BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/images/josh2.jpg"> <P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||11-25-2002||04:13 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||That's funny...I tell you what, If I had a set of those, I'd never make it out of the shower, and would be less jealous of the dog being able to lick himself!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||167.142.21.165||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4ZUM||11-25-2002||04:18 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||you guys crack me up.||24.56.134.194||reg||10
Z||000006||blacksheep||11-25-2002||05:21 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Odd, I just talked to Josh today..he didnt sound as hawt as he looks  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> Yes, the call was free too..LOL||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000007||Jon||11-26-2002||07:49 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I'll do one last Member's Ride if I get some pictures today or tomorrow of a good looking GVR4.  <P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||DSSA||11-26-2002||12:39 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||Yes, I do parties as well.<BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000009||MPREZYAVR4||11-26-2002||02:10 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Cool you want to be the site's cover model? We can pay you in pasties and G-strings.<BR>||199.183.184.125||reg||1
Z||000010||James||11-27-2002||03:50 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||So Jon, what is going to happen to this excellent ,imformative site?||203.24.77.214||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001227.cgi
A||N||24||blacksheep||Want to buy : T/E/L non-abs distribution block...||||5||
Z||000000||blacksheep||11-25-2002||05:05 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anybody got one laying around ???<BR>Apparently, mitsu doesnt sell this new anymore (checked with Josh at Conecelli), so I need one from a junkyard now...<P>Please email me or reply on here and I will get back to ya...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Thanks!<P>KC ||207.108.41.190||reg||5
Z||000001||Jon||11-26-2002||07:50 AM||jon@jgronline.com||You want one from a 92 to 94 DSM because those are the years that came with big brakes like your GVR4 has stock.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||11-26-2002||09:37 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Oh, yeah, good catch  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>so, I would like a 92-94 non ABS, T/E/L distribution block...<P><BR>Thanks, Jon!||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000003||iceman69510||11-26-2002||11:44 AM||||Uhhh,  93 and up for the big brakes.<P>Part number you need is MB895431.  Is that what Josh checked for you?  I'll check my source as well.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||11-26-2002||12:00 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ummm..not sure. Josh said he couldnt get me the parts - I never asked for the part no. I could check the local mitsu dealer, please check your source and see if they have one available...thanks, iceman!||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000005||blacksheep||11-26-2002||12:21 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||M&S recycling had one for $35. Surprised, they didnt have a DSM/gvr4 discount...wassup with that ?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000006||iceman69510||11-26-2002||12:59 PM||||KC,<P>Sounds like you are getting one.  My source said they are still available (number was still valid in system), so don't know why Conicelli would find them unavailable. <P>Hey, by the way, are you still keeping the black front bumper we talked about this summer, or using JDM?<P>Thanks.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000007||blacksheep||11-26-2002||01:04 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||David<P>I dint know you were the iceman! <P>Well, the old core was too huge for the JDM bumper, so I sold the bumper. Then I sold the core and got me a new core. Now, I dont have a bumper anymore. So, I will use USDM for now, maybe switch to JDM, but again, I dunno if it will fit with this IC, I hope and think it should. So, when I get a new set of JDM bumpers, I will try to see if it fits and will let you know...<P>Thanks for checking!<P>KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000008||Jon||11-26-2002||01:22 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>M&S recycling had one for $35. Surprised, they didnt have a DSM/gvr4 discount...wassup with that ?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You have to talk to Robert for the discount.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000009||suprflewus||11-26-2002||08:30 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||what's up fellas<P>i would look into getting some strong brake pads up front and some mid grade pads in the rear when you goto the T/E/L distribution block...<BR>i have metal masters front and rear and, due to the difference in split points (galant heavier, more front brake bias) when the brakes are locked up, the rear wants to lock up first which is not a good thing.<BR>the best way to do a non-abs galant is to make custom lines and use an aftermarket proportioning valve, but if you do want to use the t/e/l distribution block, then i would get maybe an EBC green or so up front w/ a metalmaster in the rear to try to induce a little front wheel lockup...<P>just a little fyi before you end up doing locked brake donuts like i did...<BR>dale||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000010||1101||11-26-2002||09:24 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Which one did you use?<P>From the table in the VFQ it appears we can choose 2500, 3500, 3700, and 4200 split points. I have a 3700 waiting when I take out the ABS.<P>Split Points:<BR> Year      FWD AWD <BR>90-91 All 4200 3700 <BR>90-91 All w/ABS 4200 3700 <BR>92-93 All, 94 NT 2500 3500 <BR>92 All, 93-94 NT w/ABS 2500 3500 <BR>94 T ??? ??? <BR>93-94 T w/ABS 2500 3500 <BR>91-92 GVR4 N/A 5200 <BR>95-99 ??? ??? <BR> <P>[QUOTE]Originally posted by suprflewus:<BR>[B]what's up fellas<P>i would look into getting some strong brake pads up front and some mid grade pads in the rear when you goto the T/E/L distribution block...<BR><p>[This message has been edited by 1101 (edited 11-26-2002).]||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000011||blacksheep||11-26-2002||10:04 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||What is the part no for the 3700 like you have? Just curious...||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000012||1101||11-27-2002||02:20 AM||karns10@attbi.com||I got it from a junk yard 90 Eclipse AWD so I never ordered it.<P>I just put the info in Tallahasse Motors parts request form and I will post what comes back.<P>Ward<P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>What is the part no for the 3700 like you have? Just curious...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000013||blacksheep||11-27-2002||12:29 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||OK, I have a questions:<P>So, I still need to get a proportioning valve from an ABS car? I thought I needed one of a non-ABS car ?? Well, I guess the question should be - were all AWD TEL's (90-91 ABS'd ??  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Hmm...turned out to be more like 3 questions...eeps!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000014||iceman69510||11-27-2002||01:09 PM||||No, they were not all ABS, in fact no 90's had ABS at all.  You also could not get ABS with the LSD rear in '91, so ABS was always an option until 94.  <P>Best I can tell on applications, doesn't match Ward's info exactly, but it is out of CAPS:<BR>90 AWD non ABS  MB699649<BR>91-92 AWD non ABS  MB699646<BR>91-92 AWD ABS  MB699663<BR>93 AWD non ABS  MB895431<BR>93 AWD ABS   MB895532<BR>94 AWD (all ABS) MB895532<P>There are no commonalities with part numbers between FWD and AWD. Have I added to the confusion?||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000015||blacksheep||11-27-2002||01:41 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||David<P>So, all I would need to look for is:<BR>90 AWD non ABS MB699649 ???<P>Any exterior diffs between them so I can identify that this is the one I need. Most of the yards here in Iowa want me to do a walk thru...So, I may try to find an AWD with pop-ups and go from there...<P>Thanks!<BR>||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000016||1101||11-27-2002||02:01 PM||karns10@attbi.com||That's what I got from Tallahasse Motors:<P>90 AWD non ABS MB699649 $60.08 DSM member price.<P><BR>The part I have does not seem to have any obvious identification marks.<P>Non ABS valves have the master cylinder lines going right to it so there are 6 lines, two in four out. looking at the abs it appears there are only 4 lines to it.<P>Ward||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000017||blacksheep||11-27-2002||02:48 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Thanks, Ward and David. Seems like I bought one from M&S recycling in haste. Oh well, we'll just have to wait and see what it turns out to be..Is the part no. etched on this thing anywhere? - I think not, would be too easy  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000018||iceman69510||11-27-2002||04:47 PM||||KC,<P>I'm not recommending that one-I'll leave that up to someone who has tried one out.  It was suggested earlier that you use on from the 93-94 that had the larger volume 2-piston calipers.  I can't accurately speak to that.<P>The proportioning valves had different color dots on them when they were new, but I don't know what color goes with what part number.<P>Ward is right about the # of lines in and out.  Not sure if they are plugged or not machined on the 4 hole.  Maybe he can comment.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000019||1101||11-28-2002||01:13 AM||karns10@attbi.com||Not machined. Lower side holes I believe.<P>Ward<P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by iceman69510:<P>Not sure if they are plugged or not machined on the 4 hole.  Maybe he can comment.[/B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000020||suprflewus||11-29-2002||11:57 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||Which one did you use?<BR>From the table in the VFQ it appears we can choose 2500, 3500, 3700, and 4200 split points. I have a 3700 waiting when I take out the ABS.<P>Split Points:<BR>Year FWD AWD <BR>90-91 All 4200 3700 <BR>90-91 All w/ABS 4200 3700 <BR>92-93 All, 94 NT 2500 3500 <BR>92 All, 93-94 NT w/ABS 2500 3500 <BR>94 T ??? ??? <BR>93-94 T w/ABS 2500 3500 <BR>91-92 GVR4 N/A 5200 <BR>95-99 ??? ??? <P>i used a split point of 3700 <P>dale<P><BR>||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000021||1101||11-30-2002||01:33 AM||karns10@attbi.com||Thanks Dale,<P>Maybe I should start with a 4200 then.<P>Ward <P>Originally posted by suprflewus:<BR>Which one did you use?<P>i used a split point of 3700 <P>dale<P><BR>||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000022||blacksheep||11-30-2002||12:48 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Can anyone get me the part no. for the 4200 split, boy..I am quite confused as to what to go with... Thanks!<P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000023||Martin Tolentino||11-30-2002||01:09 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Why not just get one off a regular galant with no abs 89-93, wouldn't that be closer due to the weights are very close vs. a DSM which is lighter. ||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000024||1101||11-30-2002||06:07 PM||karns10@attbi.com||I believe all 89-93 Galants have 5200 split point. I can't get my CDROM to work to verify though.<P>Ward  ||12.235.108.50||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001228.cgi
A||N||9||a_santos||What does boost leak sound like?||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||11-25-2002||05:54 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I know this might be a vague question, but I don't want to do the whole leak test thing unless I'm pretty sure there is a leak. Can anyone help?<P>Thanx||198.111.38.123||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||11-25-2002||05:58 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I don't think there is anyway you could hear it without doing a test.  Can't hear it over the engine noise (and lifter's in my case  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>A few dollars in parts and an air compressor is all you need to do it. ||167.142.22.213||reg||1
Z||000002||Pappy||11-25-2002||06:07 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||It sounds like hissing leaking air.  But as GVR1643 said, you won't hear it with the engine on.  You gotta do the test.||24.60.210.125||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||11-25-2002||06:16 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by a_santos:<BR><B>I know this might be a vague question, but I don't want to do the whole leak test thing unless I'm pretty sure there is a leak. Can anyone help?<P>Thanx</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Well if you have never done the test and you have never replced things like the fuel injector isolators etc then I am here to tell you, and I will use your words, "I am pretty sure you have a leak".<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Trust me you do.<P>Harry<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||Ash||11-25-2002||08:12 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||You have to have a massive leak to hear it whilst driving - do the pressure test dude.||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4ever||11-26-2002||01:21 AM||||I know what boost leak sounds like.  <P>"My fu&^ing POS shit car is slow"  What the hell is wrong with this thing?  <P>Sorry, bored.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000006||199of2k||11-26-2002||08:03 AM||prez_hgmn2001@hotmail.com||ChaChing||68.9.130.111||reg||1
Z||000007||Bobbo||11-30-2002||01:04 AM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||I'm sorry to ask this, but I'm new to the turbo scene and I was wondering, what is boost leak? And how do you perform a leak test?||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000008||bob in chicago||11-30-2002||09:30 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Here's where you should start to find the answers: <A HREF="http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</A> ||216.65.173.251||reg||1
Z||000009||evol||12-02-2002||12:04 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||When my bud's 300zx had a boost leak, it sounded normal unti full boost, then there was almost a grindy-sounding loud-ass hiss from the left side of the car. It didn't feel as fast, either.<P>edit: This keyboard SUCKS.<p>[This message has been edited by evol (edited 12-02-2002).]||172.134.171.143||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001229.cgi
A||||2||gvr4ever||Two questions.||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4ever||11-25-2002||06:24 PM||||1st, the JDM spec GVR4 hood with vents.  What years did they come on the JDM cars?  Also were they in fact aluminum?<P>2nd, when we put EVO mannys on our car, they are from the EVO III right?  Just need to varify.<P>Thanks||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000001||VR-4play||11-26-2002||07:12 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||The mannies are from EVO3s. I have one but have not driven the car yet with it... many mods being done at one time.||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000002||DSSA||11-26-2002||12:36 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B>1st, the JDM spec GVR4 hood with vents.  What years did they come on the JDM cars?  Also were they in fact aluminum?<P>2nd, when we put EVO mannys on our car, they are from the EVO III right?  Just need to varify.<P>Thanks</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The Question is "What model are they off of" (the hoods).  They seem to only have been on the GVR4 EVO models.  As far as them being aluminum, the one I have is definitely steel.||64.12.96.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001230.cgi
A||||1||davesvr4||Climate Control||||4||
Z||000000||davesvr4||11-26-2002||04:30 AM||||Hi Guys<BR> This is a message for mostly Aussie guys as I know that the american version of the vr4 did`nt come out with climate control, but the problem I have is, I recently installed a cd player into my car and ever since I installed it I have lost memery on my climate control.<BR> Before it used to remember what temp it was on , if it was on or off, if a/c was on and all that kind of stuff and now every time I turn Ignition on it goes to a set setting whitch is 25 degrees and a/c on its starting to get on my nerves and I would like to know why.<BR> I`ve checked my fuses and hav`nt found any blown.<BR> If anyone has any ideas I`m all ears!!!<BR>   Thanks guys<BR>    Dave||211.28.96.37||reg||4
Z||000001||ken inn||11-26-2002||10:47 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||the ONLY way it can remember last setting is a constant power source.  somehow, during the cd install, this constant source was disrupted, so, now when you turn off the ignition, it is like you reset the ecu, and it goes back to default settings.  you need to find out which wire had the constant voltage, and i bet that one has been used for cd power, or something like that.||209.220.6.233||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001231.cgi
A||||5||369of1000||price of intercooler?||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||11-26-2002||02:32 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>I just got a new FMIC, therefore I was going to sell my other one on Ebay for about $250-300. I bought it from a guy who had it on his '93 Talon, fits in bumper perfect for talons/eclipses. I had to hack my Galant pretty good. It is like 28 inches wide, 6.5 inches tall, 2 inches thick, 3 inch endtanks, 2.5 inch inlet and outlet, maybe 1 psi of pressure drop, even at 20 psi.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE> <IMG SRC="http://members.aol.com/thrax2000/images/dcp_0042.jpg"> <P>How much do you guys think this is worth?||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||11-26-2002||04:05 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Maybe $150. Looks like someone got some of the cheap set of 5 small IC cores and welded on a couple of square end tanks. ||199.183.184.125||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||11-26-2002||07:10 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Sorry to be so blunt, thats not a very nice IC. I hope you didnt pay too much, this guy sells them on ebay that look very similar. It looks like the end tanks are larger than the core...Sell it some honda dude for 300 bux||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000004||369of1000||11-26-2002||07:24 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Thanks for the replies<P>No need to be sorry, I didn't buy this. Actually, I mentioned loosing a ported 95 manifold in the mail a little while back. Since the add said "shipped" the guy wants to give me this as a replacement. I just want to be sure the values are close.<P>Hell, it's much better than nothing. I just didn't think it was worth the $300 that he claimed.||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000005||blacksheep||11-26-2002||10:06 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Well then, buy it and sell it to some ricer for 300-400 bux  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||11-26-2002||10:12 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yea then they could use it for a "cold-ass" air intake. :rollseyes: hehehe||216.183.225.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001232.cgi
A||||1||LAGVR4||TB shaft seal part #?||||1||
Z||000000||LAGVR4||11-26-2002||03:35 PM||jporczak@attbi.com||i'm trying to find these anyone know who might have these or what the part # is? does the home depot o-ring replacement work just as well?||24.126.240.116||reg||1
Z||000001||turbogalant||11-26-2002||06:13 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Chicago Rawhide part number 3930 I order mine from Checker $5 a piece. You can put an o-ring in there and use the old seal to hold it in but that seems like a rig job to me. Mine are coming in friday, takes a week to get I'l tell you how they fit if you want to wait all the info I got was from the VFAQ.||63.184.64.207||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001233.cgi
A||||7||bob in chicago||Caps in the ABS computer?||||1
Z||000000||bob in chicago||11-26-2002||05:25 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I'm having some weidness with my front brakes and just wondered if the ABC computer unit back in the trunck might have leaky caps like the ECU's do?  Key Diver???||24.148.61.20||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||11-26-2002||05:33 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Sorry Bob, never had one apart. How hard are they to remove? Maybe I'll pull mine out just to check.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.208.234||reg||1
Z||000002||DSSA||11-27-2002||08:57 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by bob in chicago:<BR><B>I'm having some weidness with my front brakes and just wondered if the ABC computer unit back in the trunck might have leaky caps like the ECU's do?  Key Diver???</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Not sure, but if your's is dead, and you need one, I've got  few around.||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000003||bob in chicago||11-27-2002||09:18 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I picked up an extra, so I'll see if I can peek inside. I'll swap them first to see if the problem goes away. <P>My ABS functions perfectly except for this:<BR>after 30-45minutes of interstate driving (no braking) front-left brake cycles on/off during the last ten feet before stopping at a tollbooth. No ABS lite. I've gapped the front sensors to factory spec & checked resistance values of all 4 sensors- all OK. ABS cycles normally in first several feet each time I start car after a rest. Guessing ABS controller or motor is on fritz or loses pressure after time. <p>[This message has been edited by bob in chicago (edited 11-27-2002).]||24.148.61.20||reg||1
Z||000004||Ant||11-27-2002||12:25 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||I have had ABS problems since the day I got my car.  I think it's about 15-20 minutes after starting the car that the ABS light will come on and the ABS ceases to work.  Before the light comes no the ABS works fine.  <BR>Anyone else experience this ?<P>Ant||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000005||iceman69510||11-27-2002||01:16 PM||||Check you sensor gaps Ant.  The initial start-up check of the ABS just verifies there is communication to all points.  After driving for a while, it appears your controller may be getting bad signal counts and is therefore shutting down operation of the system (meaning the wheels are sending back different pulse counts).  Sometimes it takes quite a while to check the counts and set the lights.  It should be setting a fault code as well.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000006||Ant||07-29-2003||10:49 AM||||Sorry to bring back an old post but my problem has gotten somewhat worse.<br /><br />My ABS light now comes on as soon as my car moves after startup.  I'd like to try a different ABS computer to see what happens.  My question is are the computers on 1g DSM's the same as the ones used in GVR4 ?<br />If so would anyone know where they are located on a 1g.  <br /><br />Thanks<br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||07-29-2003||11:19 AM||||Ant,<br />I think someone already posted this, but just to emphasize the point, my '91 Stealth TT did the same thing, and it wasn't the ECU. Once the car reaches 6 mph (IIRC) the ABS ECU does a test, where it fires up the pump for a second and checks for proper operation of the ABS. I don't remember all the details, but this is probably all covered in the DSM CD manual in depth. The problem with my Stealth was a bad +12 volt connection to the motor on the pump, but I would guess that any relay or fuse that would keep power from getting to the pump would do the same thing.||68.211.199.37||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/001234.cgi
A||||0||DookGVR4||91GVR4#479||||1||
Z||000000||DookGVR4||11-26-2002||08:30 PM||dook@adelphia.net||WoW,<P>  You live right here in New Hartford?.!<P>I live a couple minutes away from ya.||24.49.195.41||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001235.cgi
A||||5||91 #680||Health Insurance||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||11-26-2002||09:39 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||Well, since I'm a military brat I was covered under my dads policy untill I reached 23...well that ended.  So I had to go get my own.  About 5 or 6 months ago I go ahead and get Blue Shield Insurance.  It started out at $56 a month then a few months later it goes up to $71 a month, I'm thinkin ok...just a few extra dollars no big deal, then today I get a package from them saying that my new monthly dues are at $85...DAMN this sucks.  Sorry had to vent.||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||11-26-2002||10:52 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Well I don't know anything about you or your place of work or the amount of coverage but at $85.00 per month you either have no coverage to speak of or your employer is picking up a huge part of the cost.<P>Most pay 2-3 times that and 5-6 times more if you have kids.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||91 #680||11-27-2002||02:03 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||hehe..I'm in college work a part time job with no kids and broke as a joke, but lovin my GVR-4.||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||11-27-2002||04:48 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Get married, pronto.||67.37.226.100||reg||6
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||11-27-2002||09:36 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>Get married, pronto.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Doesn't help that much, my wife works at the university I attend, and it would cost $180/month to add me to her plan.  I would pay that $85 in a heartbeat, and I'm a college student working part time as well.  <P>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000005||91 #680||11-29-2002||02:33 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||seems that everyones premiums went up 12%||68.7.184.83||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001236.cgi
A||||8||GVR-4||Rear Wheel Bearing Replacement||||1||
Z||000000||GVR-4||11-26-2002||10:34 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Has anyone done this repair themselves? I just read over the procedure in my cheesey Haynes manual and it said I need a slide hammer to do the inner bearing and that they recommend taking the trailing arm assembly to a repair shop for the outer bearing. I want to do the work myself, but would like to know what all it entails. Anybody got any insight?<P>dp||68.155.55.79||reg||1
Z||000001||SPEEDFIEND||11-27-2002||12:07 AM||speedfiend@msn.com||Your in luck.  I just did this.  If you have a press or know someone with a press you've got it made.  If not, God help you.  It's really not that bad with the right tools.  First, I needed a slide hammer and a hub puller just to budge the hubs.  If you have an Autozone near you they have the slide hammer and the hub puller for RENT.  They take a deposit and you get your deposit back when your done.  If thats not available a piece of wood and a BFH (big f#@*in hammer) may work.  Becarefull you don't mess up the hub.  The outer bearing comes out with the hub and will have to be pressed off and the new one pressed on.  You also have to press the ABS sprocket off and then back on.  As for the inner bearing.  First remove the seal that is directly behind the axle cup and in front of the inner bearing.  I'd recomend buying new ones to go back in.  If you have a chisle the inner bearing comes out pretty easy.  To reinstall the inner bearing I used a 30mm socket and taped it back in to place.  Keep the socket on the outer metal ring of the bear so you don't press the middle of the bearing out.  A little bit on wheel bearing grease will help a lot when reinstalling the pieces.  Now take the hub with the new bearing and slide it back into place.  It may not slide the whole way in place.  I slid it as far as it would go and put the axle cup and bolt on the other side and torqued in down. Reattach your CV shafts and that's it.  Oh, to reinstall the new seals I used the wooden handle from my hammer and taped them back into place.  Becarefull with them.  Well there you go.  It really isn't bad.  Just time consuming.  Good luck man, Kris  ||206.214.56.218||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||11-27-2002||12:13 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||If the bearing really cooked, the hub is going to be pretty well seized.  Over all it's not too bad of a job.  The only problem is that if everything is stuck really good, you'll need a press to get the bearing off the spindle.  To actually get the hub out when one of my rears failed badly it took me with a slide hammer and a friend with an air impact hammer on the inside to get it free.  It sucked.  I flew across the garage slide-hammer and spindle in hand when it finnaly gave.  Getting the bearing off the spindle took a hydraulic press.  Two people haning on a long handled arbor press wouldn't budge it.  Now of course it was only so stuck because I had to drive on the bad bearing to get the car home.  I would guess that a press might be necassary regardless.  The only other difficult thing was the abs speed sensor.  Mine was stuck pretty good.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR-4||11-27-2002||05:32 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Thanks so much for the replies, guys. I plan on starting the job on Thanksgiving Day or Friday. What do I need to purchase besides the two bearings and the seal(s?). Should I get the bearings from Autozone or do you think their products are of poor quality and I should go with something a little more expensive (better)? Where did you each buy your bearings and seals? I don't want to buy the cheapest junk out there, but I also think you can find dealer quality parts at less than dealer prices. Input?<P>Thanx,<BR>dp<p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 11-27-2002).]||68.155.49.221||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||11-27-2002||05:45 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||here's why i got genuine mitsu bearings for the fronts.<BR>1.  i KNOW they are correct.  i looked up the part number<BR>2.  more than likely, they will fit<BR>3.  the car now has 170k on it, if the new bearings last half that long, i will be happy<BR>4.  with the club discount, they were the least expensive.  <BR>5.  last, but not least, the rear wheel bearing shows to list at 15.00, with discount, it is 12.+change, even if the bearings are free at autozone, i would still get them at the dealer.  ||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR-4||11-27-2002||05:50 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Thanks for the input, Ken. The Mitsu Dealer is only a couple blocks away from me too. How do I get a discount there?<P>dp<p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 11-27-2002).]||68.155.49.221||reg||12
Z||000006||ken inn||11-27-2002||07:02 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||it seems that in most cases, the closest dealer always has the higest prices.  however, here in denton, the closest dealer has the best prices.  you should first get hold of the caps program, so you can look up the parts yourself.  then, check out a couple of online dealers, like mitubishiparts.cc, and print out cost and list, and take it to the dealer and ask it they will match it.  lewisville mitsu actually gives a better discount than the online places.  i ALWAYS order my parts by part number.  but, i also work with part numbers all day long, it's how i make a living.  i have a couple of dealers that buy parts from me, and i am correcting them all the time.  ||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000007||SPEEDFIEND||11-28-2002||01:35 AM||speedfiend@msn.com||I ordered mine from Josh at Conicelli.  Only took 2 days.  If I was you I'd get both inner and outer bearings for both sides.  While its down you might as well do both.  My car has 172,000 and both sides were shot, not just the one making noise.  Preventive maintance never hurts.  Kris   ||206.214.56.251||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR-4||11-29-2002||11:15 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Well I managed to get the job done today. Except that my dog carried off the two bolts that hold the brake caliper to the vehicle! I don't know if he ate them or buried them. At least he left the lockwashers. I'll have to buy some new ones tomorrow. And I didn't need a press to get it done after all. Just a big puller and a rented slide hammer from Autozone. I used the old bearings and a hammer to press everything back on. To get the inner seal pressed in place, I separated the inner and outer race of the inner bearing and used the outer half to tap the seal into place. Everything seems to be in order. Tomorrow, the test drive. <P>Thanks to everyone for all the input.<P>dp||68.155.53.46||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001237.cgi
A||||5||Matt379||check this out, will it work?||||1||
Z||000000||Matt379||11-27-2002||10:48 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2074560623" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2074560623</A> <P>anyone know if this really works?<P>||165.139.149.251||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||11-27-2002||10:59 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i think this is the same guy selling the land in west texas.  look at some of the comments, one says it works, but takes 20 hours.  if it looks like a duck, walks like a duck........||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-27-2002||12:08 PM||||I say it sounds like crap too.<P>You can't make a DVD without a DVD burner.  Also, DVDs are encrypted for a reason.  If it was that easy......<P>The software prolly just makes low quality VCDs, because a regular CD-R drive could burn that.  Another format a DVD player can play, but it looks like crap and has about the same quality of a VHS tape.<P>ebay is full of so many scams.  I have never bought anything from e-bay and I don't think I ever will.  It's just too risky.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||11-27-2002||12:16 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||i heard it takes a long time, prolly not worth it<P>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||7
Z||000004||Matt379||11-27-2002||01:21 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||that is what I was thinking...too good to be true.<P>Matt||165.139.149.251||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4ever||11-27-2002||02:07 PM||||Lets close this subject.  I fully understand the intrest, but the fact of the matter is, DVD disk and CD disk are different.  DVDs are duel layer and hold more data.  They are not the same media.<P>So that ad is full of shit.  A regular CD-R(W)  drive could NEVER make a DVD nor could you use a regular blank CD-R (W) disk to make a DVD.  The only format I know of that a DVD player can read that a regular CD-R(W) drive can make is VCD.  <P>Da ad is full of sticky dog shit  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001238.cgi
A||||0||Louters91GVR4||Opening Day Drifting Accident in the Galant?!?!||||13||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||11-27-2002||11:59 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Columbus Ohio. Just got our first nice little snow last night, and we all know that GVR4's and snow love each other <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> So off we went, we had a posse of three, a Subaru WRX, another 92 GVR4, and myself. We found some nice places, a decent parking lot, a nice grassy flat field, but then I decide I want a shot at the snow covered gravel plain. I go into a drift around 10-15mph, just taking it slow trying out the new terrain, low and behold I hit a nice glass bottle hiding below the freshly fallin snow. I thought nothing of it until I heard the sound of rubber flapping against the fender wall. *Fuck* was my first reaction. Changing a tire in the middle of no where in the freezing cold was not my idea of fun. Words for the wise, check site throughly before ripping it up!!! Happy and safe drifting everyone.<P>tom<P>HAPPY THANKSGIVING EVERYONE!!!<P>SPECIAL THANKS TO HARRY FOR MAKING MY CAR RUN LIKE A MILLION BUCKS AND TAKING GAS MILEAGE FROM 12 TO 23!!! THANKS AGAIN HARRY!!!||216.153.165.31||reg||13




ubb/Forum3/001239.cgi
A||||0||Louters91GVR4||John Shepherd runs 9.22/161mph!!!||||6||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||11-27-2002||12:18 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||He is at it again!?!?!? check out the race results from the last race of the season.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.importdrag.com" TARGET=_blank>www.importdrag.com</A> <P>whatever he is doing, he is a bad ass.<P>-tom||216.153.165.31||reg||6




ubb/Forum3/001240.cgi
A||||7||91 #680||Oil on VC||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||11-27-2002||02:28 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||Once in awhile I have to clean my VC and also under the wire cover because oil gets in there.    Is my oil cap bad or what? ||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||11-27-2002||02:36 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||just did this topic within the last couple of weeks...try the search||167.142.21.224||reg||1
Z||000002||1101||11-27-2002||02:37 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Most likely if you replace the Oil Cap gasket you will stop the leak. The old gaskets get so brittle and crushed it is hard to tell there is one there.||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000003||91 #680||11-27-2002||02:40 PM||detsss@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR1643:<BR><B>just did this topic within the last couple of weeks...try the search</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>my bust...thanks||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||11-27-2002||04:24 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||No problem...<BR> <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum3/HTML/001175.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/Forum3/HTML/001175.html</A> <P>Follow up...<BR>I haven't had the oil leaking around the cap like it was - so the double seal has helped mine.<BR>BUT: when changing the plugs the other day I did have oil under the wire cover and wet plug wire boots in 3 of 4 wires.  Anyone ever changed the seals around the spark plug wells in their valve cover?  Easy?<BR>||167.142.21.224||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||11-27-2002||05:25 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Easy job. The seals came as part of the valve cover gasket set I bought (at Pep Boys I think). The rubber valve cover gaskets are very hard and brittle at the age of these cars, so you might as well replace them both.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.208.234||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR1643||11-27-2002||05:44 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks Jeff.  <BR>Added to the project list.||167.142.21.224||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||11-27-2002||05:48 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||HOLD IT!  if you, or the car has NEVER done this before, that cover will be ON there.  i mean like cemented.  if you are not careful, you will crack it.  plan on taking a long time to remove it.  i have done this at least 5 times, i like the factory gasket way better than any of the aftermarket ones.  also, make sure you seal it with a very good sealant.  and, dont forget the little half moon gasket for the exh cam.  ||209.220.6.233||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001241.cgi
A||||13||number3||Have a Happy Turkey Day!||||1||
Z||000000||number3||11-27-2002||03:04 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Drive safe with all four spinnin...||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||11-27-2002||03:07 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Same to you man.<BR>gobble gobble!||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||11-27-2002||04:06 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Thanks Harry - you and everyone else have a nice safe one too.<P>Oh...and all you guys always looking for weight reduction on the VR4's - just say no to seconds at the table :-))<BR>I'll be praying for the tryptophan (sp?) to kick in while I'm at the inlaws; hope it puts me out quick! LOL||167.142.21.224||reg||1
Z||000003||7541000||11-27-2002||04:48 PM||||have a merry thankgiving day turkeys <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>remember your defensive driving skills||12.94.164.17||reg||1
Z||000004||talontsi||11-27-2002||04:58 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Have a great turkey day guys and gals!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000005||GRV4726||11-28-2002||02:53 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||mmm turkey. stuffing. tryptophan (i think it is how you spell it)<BR>i hope you all enjoy.<P>||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||11-28-2002||06:37 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well i think i added an extra 50 pounds to my car after tonights dinner||12.251.226.141||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||11-28-2002||07:17 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||no turkey here.  sushi, shrimp, teriyaki chicken(secret recipe), snow crab claws, lots of pie.  turkey is too easy, and a huge mess.  besides, with sushi, less people want to come over("i dont eat nuthin that swims and flies less' it's been breaded and fried").  actually, my son requested it.||209.220.6.233||reg||1
Z||000008||GRV4726||11-28-2002||10:06 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||god its been a while since i've had sushi.. i miss it. sounds like you had a nice dinner. hope you all enjoyed it||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000009||Hertz||11-29-2002||01:11 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>no turkey here.  sushi, shrimp, teriyaki chicken(secret recipe).</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Care to share your secret recipe with your VR-4 buddies?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||24.213.30.37||reg||1
Z||000010||4g63t||11-29-2002||05:55 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||God, I love sushi!  There's a great sushi bar in town and for $25 you can eat sushi until it comes out your ears. The woman and I try to hit it every other week but I've been broke lately so I'm fiendin'! Nice choice for thanksgiving!||65.129.80.158||reg||10
Z||000011||ken inn||11-29-2002||07:46 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i was born and raised in hawaii.  grew up on sushi, dim sum, adobo, etc.  used to be, for 10 bucks, you could get hand rolled sushi that would easily cost 100 bucks today.  that was because it wasnt popular.  korean food, kim chee, bul ko kee, kal bi, stuff like that is REALLY popular and expensive here.  but, what i miss the most is traditional hawaiian food, lau lau, poki, lomi salmon; luckily, i have replaced it with tex-mex and barbeque.  oh, my recipe for teriyaki is quite simple, cane sugar and soy sauce, but the amount is by taste.  then, add fresh garlic, sesame oil, crushed roasted sesame seed, green onion, and grated ginger root.  i also add a bit of sake, and sometimes some aji mirin.  it is all done to taste.  my mom taught me to cook.  she was a lousy cook, she taught me that if i wanted to eat something that tasted good, i had to make it myself.  my dad taught me about cars.  he taught me that if i wanted to fix it, i had to learn how to do it myself.  one of the first things i ever fixed was the lawnmower.  it doesnt run to this day.  AND, it wasnt broke when i fixed it.  fixed the chain saw, too.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000012||4g63t||11-29-2002||07:55 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||LOL!||65.129.80.62||reg||10
Z||000013||Hertz||12-01-2002||09:54 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Interesting that you're essentially making your own teriyaki, rather than using the bottled stuff.<P>The sesame sounds like a good addition to the current recipe I have.  (I'm sure it is very "Americanized".)||67.37.182.226||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001242.cgi
A||||4||LunarShadow||somebody hit my car||||1||
Z||000000||LunarShadow||11-29-2002||01:48 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||I can't believe it!(OK, I can).  Some @ssface hit my VR4 in a parking lot and drove away.  The car was hit at an angle on the passanger rear bumper.  Broke the tail lights and pushed in the trunk lip a bit. The bumper cover is cracked too. No real body damage though.  They hit the car hard enough to push it forward about 3 feet and sideways into the curb.  The most damage was on the rear suspension.  It broke the welds on the rear subframe lower control arm flange.  It also bent the lower control arm at the ball joint to about 70 degrees.  I drove the car home, but it rode a bit sideways.  There is also a huge dent in the wheel where it hit the curb.<P>Of coarse I don't have full coverage.  I now get to spend money that would have addressed other issues on this mess.  I can only hope that the other car was damaged worse than mine.||64.238.107.49||reg||1
Z||000001||turboflanagan||11-29-2002||02:31 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Check to see if you have uninsured motorist coverage.  It is a seperate coverage that you may have.  I'm really sorry to hear that.  Let me know if I can help in the repair.  I live in Duluth.||64.63.209.225||reg||1
Z||000002||Ian M||11-29-2002||08:39 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Reminds me of 6 or 7 years years ago when I had a lowered '64 Cal-look VW. While I was at work,some drunk in a '77ish Cadillac backed into it,crushed the fender and hood,and drove it backwards into the space behind it (fortunately,nothing was parked there). The drunk fortunatly passed out after hitting my car,and was discovered by the security patrol,who called the police. Four cops showed up,and ended up hauling the guy away. It took forever to get his insurance to settle,they said their client was never there-and wouldnt accept the police report number or info,they said they needed a witness/witnesses ect,and gave me a huge runaround about being on private property (the Mall...). Long story short,eventually by having the security guards vouch for me, (Ill never understand why a police report was useless to them...)plus threat of legal action, I finally did get a settlement.  Dealing with insurance companys SUCKS...<P>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 11-29-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 11-29-2002).]||129.71.115.254||reg||1
Z||000003||mdpvr4||12-03-2002||01:23 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||yeah thats a real shitter!! i have been without my vr4 for almost a year because some drunk asshole kid thought it would be fun to hit my PARKED car infront of my house then drive away leaving body parts of his car so i could find him.  honestly people how the hell do you hit a parked car!!! anyways i had some friends from a few shops find him and beat the shit out of him!!! i will post pick of my deceased baby<BR>rest in peace 1817/2000||32.103.216.8||reg||1
Z||000004||LunarShadow||12-04-2002||05:22 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||I tried to rationalize how in the hell somebody could hit a parked car like that.  I thought that somebody might have backed into it.  Or maybe they saw it at the last second and hit the gas instead of the brake.  Then I realized that there wasn't a parking space across from mine. There wasn't any skid marks either.<P>I haven't removed the bumper cover yet, but the car took a hard shot. I just noticed that the impact knocked the battery out of the tray in the trunk.  You can actually see where the battery came up with enough force to dent the trunk lid.  <P>We bitch about those heavy bumpers, but I can't imagine the amount of damage that would have been done to a car with less beef.  I think a sledge and a welder will fix the subframe.  There isn't much hope for the lower control arm.  The adjustable bolt, that goes through the subframe and the control arm, is so bent that I am not even sure how to get it out.  It will be a real treat to seperate the ball joint too. Anybody have an extra lower control arm with a good ball joint? <P>Turboflanagan-Thanks for the offer. I'm in Dunwoody right now.  I will let you know if I need the help.  I won't get around to the car for another week though.||168.28.205.44||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001243.cgi
A||||1||DSMGVR4||A-pillar pod causing a leak at the windshield?||||5||
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||11-30-2002||01:02 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||just curious if an a-pillar pod can cause a space under the windshield after getting squeezed in from install? i have one on my car and get terrible wind noise. i'm thinking of getting rid of the pillar pod and using the 3 hole din pod....what most here prefer? john||68.38.90.169||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||11-30-2002||04:00 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have both.  imho, it is a pain to keep looking at the 3 hole din.  so i put gauges there that are less important.  line of sight is very important to me, and i dont like to take my eyes off of the traffic in front.||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001244.cgi
A||||0||GVR-4||Driveline noise||||1||
Z||000000||GVR-4||11-30-2002||02:17 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I have this noise in the driveline coming from the rear half of the car which gets louder as speed increases. I just replaced the right side wheel bearings and topped off the diff and transfer case, and the noise is still there. The only thing I think it can be now is the driveshaft. Has anybody had a similar problem? And does it sound like a U-joint problem, the Lobro joint or even the support bearing?<P>dp||68.155.55.168||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001245.cgi
A||||1||ken inn||removing front bumper||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||11-30-2002||05:18 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/samfmic.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.plymouthlaser.com/samfmic.htm</A> <P>pretty good pics on removing the front bumper||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||11-30-2002||07:10 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||That's a very descriptive page...but he left out the hard to get to bolts on the bumper. The ones where you have to reach all the way up from the bottom to get to. I left those off so it will be easier to take off the bumper in the future. What the hell was up with his old ic piping? Talk about miles of pipe.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.208.20||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001246.cgi
A||||14||Mitadmin||Nieoficjalny Klub Mitsubishi||||4||
Z||000000||Mitadmin||12-01-2002||11:01 AM||mitadmin@poczta.onet.pl||Witam,<BR>mam na imiê Bartek i jestem �wirem na punkcie Mitsubishi. W sierpniu tego roku powsta³ Nieoficjalny Klub Mitsubishi, którego jestem prezesem. Niewiele rozumiem (prawie nic) z tej strony, ale s¹dze ¿e jest to te¿ jaki� klub, w tym przypadku Galant'a. Macie tu bardzo fajne fotki. Je�li kto� rozumie o czym pisze to fajnie, pode�lijcie mi kilka zdjêæ do mojej skromnej galerii. Zapraszam serdecznie na moj¹ klubow¹ stronê - <A HREF="http://www.mitadmin.republika.pl/zgaleria_1.htm." TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitadmin.republika.pl/zgaleria_1.htm.</A>  Stronka jes w tej chwili w "remoncie", ale to siê zmieni (dlatego link prowadzi do galerii).<P>Pozdrawiam<BR>Bartek||217.97.104.142||reg||4
Z||000001||Mitadmin||12-01-2002||11:10 AM||mitadmin@poczta.onet.pl||Sorry, link nie dzia³a :P Ten bêdzie ok - <A HREF="http://www.mitadmin.republika.pl/zgaleria_1.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mitadmin.republika.pl/zgaleria_1.htm</A> ||217.97.104.142||reg||1
Z||000002||229of1000||12-01-2002||02:40 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||Whoa.<P>No clue what you're saying there :-D<P>Some sort of Polish Mitsu club?||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000003||7541000||12-01-2002||05:55 PM||||All Poles know the english word:<BR>"Sorry" haha||12.94.165.166||reg||1
Z||000004||7541000||12-01-2002||05:59 PM||||ill probably be sorry i said that<P>nice collection of cars||12.94.165.166||reg||14
Z||000005||hibern8||12-01-2002||11:23 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||POLSKA!!!!<P>czesc bartek!!! jak sie masz? <P><p>[This message has been edited by hibern8 (edited 12-01-2002).]||63.62.132.171||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||12-01-2002||11:27 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||wait!<P>Mitsu's in Poland?? I have yet to see one out there?<P>Hey Darian what do you have to say about that?||63.62.132.171||reg||1
Z||000007||Mitadmin||12-02-2002||11:21 AM||mitadmin@poczta.onet.pl|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>POLSKA!!!!<P>czesc bartek!!! jak sie masz? <P>[This message has been edited by hibern8 (edited 12-01-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Cze�æ!!!<BR>Jak do tej pory mam siê �wietnie! Co u Ciebie? Jak Ci siê powodzi? Co s¹dzisz o mojej stronie? Cieszê siê bardzo ¿e znalaz³em kogo�, z kim mo¿na pogadaæ na tym forum. Niewiele z tego rozumiem, ale wydaje mi siê ¿e siê ze mnie nabjaj¹... Je�li masz ochote to wyja�nij mi to co oni napisali o mnie i mojej stronie. Z góry dziêkujê.<P>Pozdrawiam<BR>Bartek||217.97.104.142||reg||1
Z||000008||Louters91GVR4||12-02-2002||03:22 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||this guy knows exactly what he is talking about!!! welcome to the board!!!<P>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||7
Z||000009||Mitadmin||12-02-2002||04:16 PM||mitadmin@poczta.onet.pl||       <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 229of1000:<BR><B>Whoa.<P>No clue what you're saying there :-D<P>Some sort of Polish Mitsu club?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, this is Polish Unofficial Club Mitsubishi! I invite on page! If you have some photo one's own Mitsubishi then send it them to me. I am sorry, but I profit from programme to translations...        <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> My email: mitadmin@poczta.onet.pl, my page <A HREF="http://www.mitadmin.republika.pl/zgaleria_1.htm" TARGET=_blank>www.mitadmin.republika.pl</A>  <P>[This message has been edited by Mitadmin (edited 12-02-2002).]<P>[This message has been edited by Mitadmin (edited 12-02-2002).]<P>[This message has been edited by Mitadmin (edited 12-02-2002).]<P>[This message has been edited by Mitadmin (edited 12-02-2002).]<P>[This message has been edited by Mitadmin (edited 12-02-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Mitadmin (edited 12-02-2002).]||217.97.104.142||reg||12
Z||000010||vrpower||12-02-2002||05:46 PM||darian85@msn.com||Czesc Bartku,<BR>Wiekszosc ludzi tutaj w "jgronline.com"  rozumie po angielsku, i mieszka w stanach albo w australi. Wyglada ze jestem jedene polski czlonek w tej organizacji, ale jak cos poczebujesz to zostaw mi emaila. (darian85@msn.com)<p>[This message has been edited by vrpower (edited 12-03-2002).]||67.25.197.102||reg||1
Z||000011||iceman69510||12-02-2002||06:11 PM||||I always heard that more Poles lived in the CHicago and northern Illinois area than in Warsaw.  Guess this is that proof as these Illinois guys speak it (not me though-I'm Deutsch ancestry)!||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000012||sleeper||12-02-2002||07:09 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Hey, I know a little polish. "kielbasa and radiator"   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Gabor<BR>692/1000||65.66.57.39||reg||1
Z||000013||hibern8||12-02-2002||09:40 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well if you havent realized it yet, Chicago is known as a little suburb of POLAND!!! yeah and theres nothing better than polish connections. thats all there is around here, and you guys would all love it. <P>Shit this would be so much easier if I could write Polish as well as I speak. my spelling is getting bad.<p>[This message has been edited by hibern8 (edited 12-02-2002).]||63.62.126.12||reg||1
Z||000014||hibern8||12-02-2002||10:42 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Bartus-<BR>Ja wyszle zdiencie z moim samochodem potem. Jeczcze nie jest zrobione. Czy mowisz po Angielsku? Bo ja nie rozumiem duzo Polskiego, ale Darian moze tlumaczyc dla mnie. Moj email jest ksdimarco@hotmail.com i darian, darian85@msn.com, nie man.com.<P>Do widzenia.<BR>Ken<p>[This message has been edited by hibern8 (edited 12-03-2002).]||63.62.126.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001247.cgi
A||||0||Hertz||Symborski Shifter Bushing Kit||||14||
Z||000000||Hertz||12-01-2002||10:44 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I installed (finally) the Symborski bushings in my shifter this weekend...  Wow.  I had checked out the shifter assembly and cables a few months ago to address a stretchage issue (front/back) and this time made sure everything was "perfect" in the system.  Including a thorough cable adjustment and grease job.<P>I can't believe that Mitsubishi put those rubber bushings in there!  I really couldn't feel any additional vibration.<P>I was a bit confused with the pivot bushing (didn't appear to be an upgrade) -- and I was suprised that there was still a lot of play.  But one trick I did explore was shimming both pivots with combinations of hand-made split washers made of various thicknesses of plastic (packaging, container lids).  I just about eliminated every last bit of excess play in the shifter.  I definitely recommend everyone investigate this!||67.37.182.226||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/001248.cgi
A||||12||GVR4_1221||The beginning of the end for the Galant VR4||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4_1221||12-02-2002||02:45 AM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||Mofugas shuts its doors. ___ And Ron will be selling this site if no one buys it. ___ The Galant VR4 is over ten years old now. ___ And it will only get harder to find parts for them. ___ What are you going to do park your treasured car for a few more years and see if their value goes up. ___ Or just keep stinking money in them. ___       Till you go broke. ___ I myself have wasted a lot of money on two used transmissions that have not worked properly. ___ All because a shop never tighten the bolts to the bellhousing on correctly. ___ And now a third transmsission that is rebuilt. ___ Between the three transmissions the cost is just about the price I paid for the car. ___ But still I can't sell it. ___ It is to much fun to drive when its running.||209.245.164.181||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||12-02-2002||10:16 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||one problem with this car is that if your only option is taking it to the(shudder) dealer, or unknown shop, you should think about getting rid of it.  also, my opinion on used parts is, if it is electrical, i get a new one, especially if it is a bitch to install.  if the part is major, like the trans, i would NEVER trust a used one, i would pay for a rebuilt one, and install it myself.  10 years ago, flat rates for this car was probably 30/hr.  parts were more readily available, and this car IS high maintenance.  if you cannot do a lot of the work yourself, this car CAN eat money.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000002||GRV4726||12-02-2002||10:22 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||wow.. three transmissions eh? i feel bad for you.  but i agree, i love it when its runnning, even though i know she hates me. haha.  the day i have it running like it should will be such a nice day. i can't wait till i know everything there is to know about my car.  its fun learning, and its fun to drive. if people stop making parts for our cars... we'll find a way to make them or something.<P>got to go||207.193.182.6||reg||1
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||12-02-2002||11:50 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Buy all the internals of the tranny and have some one put it together. You never can trust anything unless you do it yourself<P>tom<P>||216.153.165.31||reg||14
Z||000004||bob in chicago||12-02-2002||01:42 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Guys, please remember what a comparable new/used car, such as the Audi S4, would cost.  Monthly lease or payments on a new S4 has to be more than $500.  Used S4's are costing $30K -$27K and are marginally faster than a stock GVR4.  Parts are very costly. especcially speed parts.<P>I think about it this way... a new 16g turbo and 3" downpipe are only 3 months' payments that I'm not making. <BR>||24.148.46.136||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4ever||12-02-2002||02:03 PM||||I'm lucky enough to own a rust free galant.  I will keep it untill parts are not avalible.  Even then, I'll prolly keep it anyway.  It wouldn't be worth anything to sell it or trade it in.  It will either be a classic, or just priceless to me.<P>||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000006||MPREZYAVR4||12-02-2002||02:22 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||FYI it's Jon not Ron who is selling the site. Also the site will still be around as soon as I can buy it from him (yes I'm the one trying to purchase it). I am also trying to see about filling some of the void Mofugas is leaving as well with GVR4 specific parts. The only other thing is to hopefully keep the enthusiasim for the Mitsu 4 door turbo cars is were looking at aiming the site twords not just the GVR4 but the Evo VIII soon to hit our shores. After all the GVR4 was the Pre-EVO. <BR>Rich<BR>||199.183.184.23||reg||1
Z||000007||turbowop||12-03-2002||11:39 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B>FYI it's Jon not Ron who is selling the site. Also the site will still be around as soon as I can buy it from him (yes I'm the one trying to purchase it). I am also trying to see about filling some of the void Mofugas is leaving as well with GVR4 specific parts. The only other thing is to hopefully keep the enthusiasim for the Mitsu 4 door turbo cars is were looking at aiming the site twords not just the GVR4 but the Evo VIII soon to hit our shores. After all the GVR4 was the Pre-EVO. <BR>Rich</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>As cool as that would be I think this would turn into another dsmtalk or dsmtuners. Lets keep the small family oriented nature of the site. I feel like I know most of you whereas on the other boards there are too many people and bullshit.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>||66.189.208.20||reg||1
Z||000008||MPREZYAVR4||12-04-2002||04:12 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Mark I understand that and I also know this site even with some influx of EVO's wouldn't become their main stomping ground. Admittedly alot of us here are interested in the EVO and are either buying one or are waiting to see. Also alot of EVO buyers don't know about the "Pre-Evo" that is the GVR4.<P>It's still not final yet as were working out hosting issues and it would take some transition time. It may or may not happen like that.<P>Once everything between me and Jon get's settled and figured out I will have a topic for suggestions on where to take this site since the GVR4 is a dying breed. <P>Rich<P>||199.183.183.53||reg||1
Z||000009||DookGVR4||12-04-2002||07:48 AM||dook@adelphia.net||    <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B>GVR4 is a dying breed<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I am just getting started!<P><p>[This message has been edited by DookGVR4 (edited 12-04-2002).]||24.49.195.41||reg||1
Z||000010||gvr4ever||12-04-2002||08:36 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Some of them are dying.  Some are loaded with 250+K miles and rusted to death.  Some are wrecked and in a junk yard while others are still holding on, but not doing so hot.  Others are still young enough and doing very well.  Mine has 98K miles on it and only has rust on the hood from rock chips.  A carbon fiber hood should fix that.  I've had it since 98 and I hope to hang on to it much longer.<P>Also because anything comparable cost way too much, I think it is cost efective for alot of us to keep the cars we already have.  The WRX is the closest thing costing almost 25K.  If you add options, you can go much higer.  I know the cost of a GVR4 can add up too, but isn't too bad when the car is already payed off.  Also, they last much longer when not raced.  I stoped racing mine about 2 years ago and have only been down prolly 1.5 weeks in two years(and it is a daily driver).  It would have been much less time, but I had to drop my tranny at my apartment, in the snow!  It took a week.  I know I had more repairs when I raced it back when I only drove it on the weekends.  So what do I do with it since I'm not racing it?  Enjoying it on the road.  I still get a good street race in from time to time.  Also I enjoy just being able to pull away from the crowd.<P>  Think about modding a WRX when you are stuck with the payments.  OUCH!  I'd LOVE to have that Colt EVO, but that will never come to the US.  I'm not conviced that the Lancer EVO is really comming.  I talked to one of the sales lady at the dealer who told me they were comming in January.  She was even going to take cash to hold it.  Later the manager said that there was no info about the car comming and they were not taking any money for them.  Too many conflicts, to many stories.  I still havn't heard ANYTHING solid about them really comming to the US.  So, it looks like I will stick to my trusty GVR4 and hope the parts will keep on comming.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000011||MPREZYAVR4||12-04-2002||12:32 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||The Evo is definetly coming and will be debuted at the Detroit Auto show with sales shipments not long afterwords. <P>Also the STi Impreza WRX will be a similar scenario debuted at the auto show and sales starting @ the begining of the fiscal year. <P>I know these for fact  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> . Right now all that's being hashed out is options/colors and minor details.<P>I was hoping to have some pics of the Mits of America EVO VII (I believe) but missed it this past weekend as my friend had to return it.<P>The tough thing about having such limited cars that most manufacturers now don't want to do anything for them specifically considering there 11+ years old. I'm trying right now to see if I can get a run of springs done by one for a group of 10-20. Most other items listed I'm going to see if some of my fabrication friends may be interested in doing them.<BR>Most specific manufactured stuff seems to come from Austrailia or Japan. It would be more cost effective if we can source some stuff here since there would need to be a decent lead time for Whiteline stuff or some of the other stuff I've come across.<BR>||199.183.182.239||reg||1
Z||000012||mdpvr4||12-05-2002||11:42 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||everybody just keep in mind that almost every part can be itnerchanged with either a regular galant or any t/e/l so most of the parts really are not that hard to find.||32.102.168.13||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001249.cgi
A||||7||a_santos||Winter tires||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||12-02-2002||10:18 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<P>First real snow came today here in Detroit. The problem is my tires have no tread left. I want to get a set of winter tires. I was looking at the Dunlop Grasspick and the Bilzzak. What do you guys recommend? I really don't want to spend more than $70 per tire (college student). Even with shite tires it's still a blast. When I got to school today and saw that vast parking lot with virgin untouched snow I just had to atack it. I was going round and round and round, sooooooo much fun   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Thanx <p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 12-02-2002).]||207.73.68.96||reg||1
Z||000001||EZ||12-02-2002||11:45 AM||andrea19@elknet.net||Nokian Hakkapellitta Qs in 195/65-15 are as sticky/gummi as Blizzaks for about 75 bucks but last longer. Search Nokian tyres on web to check em out.<BR> Greer Enterprises(800-325-2598) in MKE, will give you a discount for "rally" people. Mention my name, Erik Zenz...||64.83.160.22||reg||3
Z||000002||EZ||12-02-2002||11:48 AM||andrea19@elknet.net||Whoops, I meant 185/65-15s= better!<BR>Or Tire rack has Graspics for 49 bucks if they're not gone.<BR>Slide carefully||64.83.160.22||reg||1
Z||000003||RayH||12-02-2002||12:54 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||For a mix of snow and pavement I'm using Michelin Pilot Alpins.||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||12-02-2002||06:08 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by RayH:<BR><B>For a mix of snow and pavement I'm using Michelin Pilot Alpins.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>This is a good point.  I'm planning on picking up a set of dedicated snow tires, but the problem is that I have to commute TO the snow, and want a tire that will still perform decently on pavement and not wear out super fast.  I mean, the snow tires will only go on right before I leave for the mountain, and come off as soon as I get back, but there is that highway driving in the middle...<P>What double-duty tires do you guys recommend?  Also, I thought that wider tires would be the way to go, but now I'm reading that they tend to "float" on snow and mush, and a narrower tire that will "cut" its way through is better.  Any thoughts on proper sizing?  My spare set of rims is 15x7 if that helps (16x7 on the street).<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305<P>EDIT:  Would an aggressive M+S tire be the way to go?  If possible, I'd like to get a tire that does well in all mushy conditions, so that I could use it for rally crosses as well.  Do snow tires and mud tires have any design characteristics in common, or is this just a cheap bastard's pipe dream?<p>[This message has been edited by theymightbegalants (edited 12-02-2002).]||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000005||bob in chicago||12-02-2002||07:21 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Read  <A HREF="http://www.tirerack.com" TARGET=_blank>www.tirerack.com</A>  on winter tire tests. Their newest high-performance winter tires (V-rated) handle quite well in slush, rain and dry. ||24.148.46.136||reg||1
Z||000006||uno||12-02-2002||09:03 PM||corona1977@juno.com||nokian hhakkappellitta 1's..same size as above. if you can find them in your price range.||216.187.161.188||reg||1
Z||000007||RayH||12-03-2002||02:34 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||I went with the stock size on stock rims.  A directional tread will make a big difference driving in slush.  Before the Pilot Alpins I had the older Pirelli 210's which were directional and able to send a 4' wave of slush off the sides of the car under the right conditions.  They changed the tread pattern and compound a couple years ago so I ended going with the Michelins.||167.211.190.2||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001250.cgi
A||||10||Jon||New Member's Ride||||1||
Z||000000||Jon||12-02-2002||10:30 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <A HREF="http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_ride_8.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.jgronline.com/gvr4_members_ride_8.html</A> ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||hibern8||12-02-2002||10:35 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||car looks real good||131.193.10.202||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||12-02-2002||02:19 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Very Nice and clean.||24.56.134.194||reg||14
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-02-2002||02:39 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Jon, I was too late...I was going to ask for a featured ride that depicted many of the GVR4's - front bumper off while fabbing/install FMIC's, engine bay partly disassembled during new installs, tranny out while being "freshened up" etc...<BR>Oh well, if you had to pick a completed one, this one sure is nice! :-P<P>||167.142.22.246||reg||1
Z||000004||Louters91GVR4||12-02-2002||03:08 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||so fresh and so clean<P>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||12-02-2002||06:47 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I like the IC pipe routing.  :-)  :-p<P>If that's Shannon's IC piping now, it looks much much nicer than before.  Kudos to the owner, everything looks good!||129.120.56.94||reg||1
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||12-02-2002||07:33 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Yeah, is that Shannon's piping?||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000007||talontsi||12-02-2002||10:23 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Wow that is really nice! I am going to stop posting pics of mine since most of your cars are so clean!<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||12-04-2002||07:20 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Is it Shannon's piping?||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000009||blacksheep||12-04-2002||09:27 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Well, if the owner is too shy to answer, I will ask him and post on here tommorow!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>KC||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000010||Ferrari F50 GT||12-04-2002||09:43 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Find anything out yet?<p>[This message has been edited by Ferrari F50 GT (edited 12-06-2002).]||12.254.81.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001251.cgi
A||N||8||EZ||whats that site/dealer w parts pricer again?||||1||
Z||000000||EZ||12-02-2002||11:54 AM||andrea19@elknet.net||Thanxs||64.83.160.22||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||12-02-2002||12:30 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc" TARGET=_blank>www.mitsubishiparts.cc</A> ||66.156.214.170||reg||1
Z||000002||DSSA||12-02-2002||01:28 PM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B> <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc" TARGET=_blank>www.mitsubishiparts.cc</A> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Also: <A HREF="http://www.partznet.com" TARGET=_blank>www.partznet.com</A> <P>Unlike someone has been stating, <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc" TARGET=_blank>www.mitsubishiparts.cc</A>  is actually a little more expensive.  The problem with <A HREF="http://www.partznet.com" TARGET=_blank>www.partznet.com</A>  is that we can't get the company who maintains the website to update prices regularly.  You e-mail direct if you want for 100% current pricing @ DSMDealer1@aol.com<P>||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-02-2002||02:53 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yep, the pricing is slightly higher than what i get here in the city, but, what i like about the mitsubishiparts.cc site is that it has the ENTIRE parts database.  the others that i have seen only have data on what they stock.  as we all know, stocking obscure parts for limited production cars is not sound business.  i just ordered front backing plates for the knuckles i am rebuilding, and one of them is NLA.  the last time i ordered a bov hose, it, too, was NLA.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||12-02-2002||03:18 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSSA:<BR><B> Also: <A HREF="http://www.partznet.com" TARGET=_blank>www.partznet.com</A> <P>Unlike someone has been stating, <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc" TARGET=_blank>www.mitsubishiparts.cc</A>  is actually a little more expensive.  <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, sorry I forgot to mention that Josh:-)<BR>Partznet is cheaper, and where I go to get all my parts, but mitsubishi.cc is SO convenient when you just need a quick price check.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.214.170||reg||1
Z||000005||Romanova||12-02-2002||04:24 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Just placed an order for a ton of misc parts through <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc" TARGET=_blank>www.mitsubishiparts.cc</A> <BR>Thing I like about them is they are only 300 miles away and I don't have to wait for UPS to drive em all the way across the country. Didn't notice too much of a price difference between them and partznet.||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||12-02-2002||04:38 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||josh, i, like you, sell parts for a living.  this is my world, and while i like to save money, i am not looking for the absolute cheapest price on the planet.  i look at a lot of things, too.  like shipping and down time.  the main reason i want someplace like mitsuparts.cc is to see what sugg list price is.  that way, i can get and idea on how much something is going to cost.  for example, i forget the prices, but when doing the rear wheel bearings, one can get the assembly of the flange, and the bearings and seals.  if it is reasonable, i will go this way.  otherwise, i just get the bearings and seals.  a while ago, i was looking for a 2g exh manifold, and there are always ported ones on the trader.  but if i dont know what a new one costs, there is nothing to compare with.  there was a front bumper cover on ebay, and i checked cost, with shipping, so i dont go crazy bidding.  if genuine mitsu is about the same price, there is no way i get aftermarket.  so, the full list price database is very useful to me.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000007||sleeper||12-02-2002||07:17 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I think it's an easy fix. Look up the parts and prices on mitsubishiparts.cc write all the numbers down and call Josh.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Gabor<BR>692/1000||65.66.57.39||reg||1
Z||000008||EZ||12-03-2002||07:33 PM||andrea19@elknet.net||thanks all!<BR>Now just to locate a motor for my 222K engine- getting low on compression/using oil.<BR>Not many out there...suggestions?? Used RRE boneyards, most don't have any in.||64.83.160.22||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001252.cgi
A||||2||GVR1643||New Idea?||||1||
Z||000000||GVR1643||12-02-2002||02:46 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I guess this is more towards MYPREZA and the group since Jon is bowing out...<P>What do you think of another part of the site (ie. discussion, FAQ's) that members can post their times and mods and/or dyno results.  I know we have DSM times, but just one for this board that allows mods and any other "live and learn" lesson's to be offered?  Just a thought since many of you have access to the track and dyno's (lucky bastards).<BR>It would just be nice and convient to look one place in this site to see many peoples upgrade path's and the results.<BR>Flame suite on...||167.142.22.246||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||12-02-2002||04:56 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Once we finish getting everything squared away between me and Jon I will look into it.<BR>||199.183.182.43||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||12-02-2002||05:13 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||that is a great idea Kevin.<BR>that would be kewl.||24.56.134.194||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/001253.cgi
A||||1||Louters91GVR4||College Football Fans Anyone???||||6||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||12-02-2002||03:11 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||I am from Columbus and a huge fan of the Buckeyes. I would like some feedback regarding who you think the Buckeyes will face up against in the Fiesta Bowl and what will the score be??? My prediction:<P>Ohio State vs. Miami<BR>    20          17<P><BR>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||6
Z||000001||Louters91GVR4||12-02-2002||03:12 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||sorry,<P>ohio state<BR>20<P>miami<BR>17<P><BR>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001254.cgi
A||||33||MPREZYAVR4||Mitsu says good bye to WRC....||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||12-02-2002||05:49 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||for a year.<P>Read more here and I'll post pics of the rumored WRC colt here shortly.<P> <A HREF="http://www.wrc.com/en_GB/News/2002/014/Mitsubishi+in+shock+WRC+pull-out.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.wrc.com/en_GB/News/2002/014/Mitsubishi+in+shock+WRC+pull-out.htm</A> <P>||199.183.182.43||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||12-02-2002||05:56 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.champlainsoftware.com/Ed/xceed.jpg"> ||199.183.182.43||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||12-02-2002||05:56 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Wow... I knew they were having a crummy season, so I guess they gotta do what they gotta do to get back on top, but this sucks for us spectators.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  At least Ralliart will still field a team.<P>Now, if the switch to a Colt WRC car means that we'll eventually get a street version, a Colt EVO, then I'm all for it.  I've seen a number of concept cars in recent years that support this, so we'll see.  Still, I hope they don't discontinue the Lancer EVO program.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-02-2002||05:57 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||4g63t?<BR>Guesses on the impact for Evo sales?||167.142.22.246||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||12-02-2002||05:59 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||That lil hatchback looks wicked, I would take one over the Evo anyday... Hope it comes to the USA, probably in 200(never)!||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000005||talontsi||12-02-2002||06:11 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I really like that car.<BR>Like blacksheep said we will probably never get it here.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000006||Pappy||12-02-2002||06:42 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Well, mitsu canned the Galant VR4 because it got too big.  They switched to the Evo.  That got too big, so the colt seems like a logical switch.||24.60.210.147||reg||1
Z||000007||MPREZYAVR4||12-02-2002||10:41 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.autoindex.org/images/news/148/norm_2_orig.jpg"> <P><BR>Here's the back side view.<BR>||199.35.31.142||reg||1
Z||000008||gvr4ever||12-02-2002||11:31 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||That is neat.  I like it.  It reminds me of the M3 coupe.  I'd take one for sure if it was avalible.  I hope we get it, but I'll wait in line along with the line for Hell to freeze over.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000009||suprflewus||12-02-2002||11:58 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||the colt looks alot like the Peugeot that eats everyone's lunch in WRC.....definitely seems like the next logical choice....<P>dale||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000010||Ash||12-03-2002||12:55 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||We had pics of that colt posted on an Aussie msg board recently & I'm sure the specs were basically EVO VII in a Mirage/Colt shell.  If I find the info I'll post it.   <p>[This message has been edited by Ash (edited 12-03-2002).]||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000011||Compressed||12-03-2002||12:27 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by suprflewus:<BR><B>the colt looks alot like the Peugeot that eats everyone's lunch in WRC.....definitely seems like the next logical choice....<P>dale</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yeah I was going to remark on the similarity between the 206 that owned this year also.  <P>Smaller more agile car makes sense.  If you look at the results the larger cars (Subaru, Mitsu) didn't do well where they should have (straight fast rally's) so straight line stability must not be an issue with the smaller cars (206).<P>Sign me up for one.||216.126.176.196||reg||1
Z||000012||Martin Tolentino||12-03-2002||12:47 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||The peugeot has 394 lbs of torque. They had a great year. Drivers are younger too.<BR> If mitsubishi came out with a AWD turbo colt, awesome!!!||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000013||Jon||12-03-2002||02:16 PM||jon@jgronline.com||That Colt is awesome looking.  That would be a fun car to own.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000014||GVR1643||12-03-2002||04:28 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||It is awesome looking.  Jon, I guess you'll be waiting for one of these instead of an EVO now? :-P<BR>Now for "family guys" that like the 4-doors, if they did that with the 4 door setup of the new 350Z, that would kick ass!!  Oh well, dreamin'...just like dreamin' that they'll cross overseas.||167.142.22.251||reg||1
Z||000015||Louters91GVR4||12-03-2002||04:39 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||not your everyday colt now is it???<P>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000016||JAYGVR4||12-03-2002||05:05 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR1643:<BR><B>It is awesome looking.  Jon, I guess you'll be waiting for one of these instead of an EVO now? :-P<BR>Now for "family guys" that like the 4-doors, if they did that with the 4 door setup of the new 350Z, that would kick ass!!  Oh well, dreamin'...just like dreamin' that they'll cross overseas.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hehe, they do - its called the Infinity G35 Sedan!  The Bimmer Eater!  and I'd take an Infinity GT-R err I mean G35 Coupe over a Z any day...  Fast with class - that Z just looks odd to me.<P>jb<P>||208.254.3.3||reg||12
Z||000017||blacksheep||12-03-2002||07:02 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||its those chrome door handles or whatever material/color they are on them Z cars! Same goes for the vents on the side of the 2003 range rovers, cant they just be body-colored instead of sticking out like a sore thumb...||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000018||drew||12-03-2002||09:42 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<BR><B> Hehe, they do - its called the Infinity G35 Sedan!  The Bimmer Eater!  and I'd take an Infinity GT-R err I mean G35 Coupe over a Z any day...  Fast with class - that Z just looks odd to me.<P>jb<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>It's not a GT-R... they have yet to make a GT-R, it's just a Skyline.<BR>||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000019||Nate||12-03-2002||10:47 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Jon,<BR>     Would a new AWD Colt turbo be enough to entice you into picking the crack pipe back up? ;-)  I know I'd buy one in a heartbeat. :-)  You know, to go along with my old school Colt Turbo. :-)||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000020||blacksheep||12-03-2002||11:33 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Nate's colt should be allowed as a readers ride...people need to see from the front with the slicks sticking out...<P>Nate - I found this website where some guy was doing a build-up on his colt turbo. Guess who idol/bible was - Nathan Pharr  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>Seems like you need to sign more autographs soon....LOL||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000021||vrpower||12-03-2002||11:49 PM||darian85@msn.com||I remember seeing a few Colts in Poland, over the summer,(no AWD, turbo thou) but great cars anyway. Its obvious why they picked the Colt chassis and body thou. Nice car!||67.24.10.184||reg||1
Z||000022||Hunter||12-04-2002||12:32 PM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||anybody notice the exhaust is centered on the back for less bends i'm assuming?  MPREZYAVR4 u got the link for these pics? i'd like to see the undercarriage...||4.3.130.104||reg||5
Z||000023||MPREZYAVR4||12-04-2002||12:50 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I believe those are the only ones floating around right now.<BR>I'll see if there's any more.||199.183.182.239||reg||1
Z||000024||Hertz||12-04-2002||02:21 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Images from  <A HREF="http://www.stern.de/sport-motor/auto/news/artikel/?id=350137&page=1" TARGET=_blank>http://www.stern.de/sport-motor/auto/news/artikel/?id=350137&page=1</A> :<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.stern.de/sport-motor/img/content/coltinnen400.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.stern.de/sport-motor/img/content/coltmotor400.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.stern.de/sport-motor/img/content/colt_frontschuerzedetail400.jpg"> <P> <IMG SRC="http://www.stern.de/sport-motor/img/content/coltspoiler400.jpg"> <P><BR>||67.37.180.109||reg||1
Z||000025||theymightbegalants||12-04-2002||05:52 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||OMG... that is such a sweet car.  I think hatches are great; if Mitsu had brought the 5 door GVR4 over here I would've bought that instead of the sedan.  5 doors is better than 3, but a hatch is still hatch... and what bitchin' hatch that is.  Damn.<P>With it's shorter wheelbase and lower weight, I bet that car would school an EVO, perhaps only losing out in high speed stability.  That spoiler's probably functional... I'd love to get the specs on it.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000026||Ferrari F50 GT||12-04-2002||07:18 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Is this Colt that we are looking at actually AWD?||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000027||sleeper||12-04-2002||09:06 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Quote<P>Ralliart Germany, the motorsport division of Mitsubishi developed the Colt SR 4X with features taken from the Carisma GT Evolution VI rally car. The 2,0 turbocharged engine was lifted from the Carisma and is capable of 206 kW (280 bhp) and it has a maximum torque of 380 Nm at 3000 rpm. The 4wd system has also been taken from rallying. The car is strictly is a one-off study.<P>Quote off<BR>The US might get the new 5 door hatch with a 1.3 So keep dreaming about this one.<BR>I know, I am.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>||66.136.186.121||reg||1
Z||000028||Invader||12-04-2002||11:40 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR> In order the drive strand from the substantially larger Carisma in the compact Colt, had to get this various changes over itself be issued to let. First victim were the rear seats. They had to yield the all-wheel drive. A hurting loss.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Excuse Google's translator...<P>So they had to get rid of the rear seats to make the AWD drivetrain fit...good riddance, lol.||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000029||Johnny Bravo||12-05-2002||07:03 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||If anybody happens to have a current version of the Colt you can get the Ralli Art widebody kit for it...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR> <A HREF="http://www.ralliart.de/en/shop/readzub.jsp?partid=4387&carid=1" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ralliart.de/en/shop/readzub.jsp?partid=4387&carid=1</A> ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000030||Johnny Bravo||12-05-2002||07:07 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Carbon-fibre "Mitsubishi" plug wire cover anybody?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR> <A HREF="http://www.ralliart.de/en/shop/readzub.jsp?partid=4384&carid=63" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ralliart.de/en/shop/readzub.jsp?partid=4384&carid=63</A> ||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000031||Marty||12-07-2002||04:03 PM||mgrand34@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<P><BR>With it's shorter wheelbase and lower weight, I bet that car would school an EVO, perhaps only losing out in high speed stability.  That spoiler's probably functional... I'd love to get the specs on it.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305[/B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Longer wheel base is better for launching (traction) as well as high speed stability.<BR>Maty||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000032||Nate||01-03-2003||12:51 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Could someone please re-post a link to the pics of the new AWD Colt?  I want to show them to someone, but the pics posted in this thread aren't all coming up.  Thanks.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000033||MPREZYAVR4||01-03-2003||03:31 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||This is the article for the pics from autoindex.org: <BR> <A HREF="http://www.autoindex.org/news.plt?no=148" TARGET=_blank>http://www.autoindex.org/news.plt?no=148</A> <P>  <IMG SRC="http://www.autoindex.org/images/news/148/norm_1_orig.jpg">  <P><BR>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"<p>[This message has been edited by MPREZYAVR4 (edited 01-03-2003).]||199.183.184.108||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001255.cgi
A||||2||DSMGVR4||ATTENTION: dsmtrader parts warning!!!||||1||
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||12-02-2002||07:59 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Just an FYI for anyone who shops on the trader often. There's a guy selling a 1G AWD auto trans, ported and clipped 16G, built motor and etc...he's parting out a car that I sold him (I was the original owner) Its total BS what he's selling, they're real parts, but trans is toast, motor is shot, and turbo is bare bone 16G with ~40K miles. Pass on the info to your friends. The ad is from Franklin, NJ. I'm just pissed that he's parting out my old car which was pretty decent to begin with, then he raced it and blew the trans and motor....from what I gather...not to mention posting that the motor is built with pistons, rings etc and its really toast. Just seeing those ads makes me not wanna shop on the trader anymore! John||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000001||GRV4726||12-02-2002||09:44 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||jesus thats horrible! thanks for the warning. i'm not really looking for anything like that now but i do like to look around on the trader. i hate it when people are dishonests like that. no reason to lie that much. i understand trying to sell a product and all, saying its the best when its just good but saying its strong as hell wents its dead is just too far.  thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000002||smokindav||12-03-2002||11:04 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Why don't you put an ad in the DSM trader to refute what he is claiming and save some people from getting swindled?<P>Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001256.cgi
A||||2||04DrBlur||Knock sensor LED mod wire?||||1||
Z||000000||04DrBlur||12-02-2002||09:27 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Dont hate me for this post but the sight is down and I dont know which wire to solder it to.  I have the LED all wired up I just need to know which wire to connect to. I can only find posts that people "think" it is the orange wire.  I would like to be sure before I get in there with a soldering pen.  936/2000  Thanks Phil||64.109.1.107||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||12-03-2002||12:13 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||be careful.  you also have to have a diode, and a resistor, or you can damage the ecu.  i did it so long ago, i cant remember exactly what goes where, but i did have to do them||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||04DrBlur||12-03-2002||06:46 AM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I already have the diode and resistor as per the FAQ but I got that stuff awhile ago and just recently picked it up from a buddy who can solder much better than I.  I now cant get to the site that tells me which wire to hook it to.  Thanks||64.109.1.107||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001257.cgi
A||N||1||BeauDiddley||4WD questions???||||1||
Z||000000||BeauDiddley||12-02-2002||10:32 PM||bojones69@hotmail.com||1991 GVR-4, #1284.   LSD rear end.<P>I just got my GVR-4 from the mitsubishi dealer on some transfer case recall work.  Cool, a free transfer case!!  Mitsubishi told me that the 4WD is working fine but the rear axle is stripped out where the splines meet into the differential.  The Mitsu dealer told me I could drive the car but it would not be 4WD only FWD until I get the axle fixed.  I was only about 2 miles away from the dealer when I heard a very bad noise.  The axle fell out and started flailing around.  I bought a used axle from a very good/honest person who is selling parts off of a 91 wrecked galant to replace the old axle.  Should I be able to push out the old axle and put in the new one?  Would there be any damage to the differential?  I have a person who wants to buy my car, but I need to have the car operational before I sell.   Thanks for all your help, <BR>Beau||63.93.1.101||reg||1
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||12-03-2002||11:15 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||If the axle is stripped then most likely the inside of the rear LSD diff. is stripped.||68.6.244.123||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001258.cgi
A||||5||lamps-oz-gvr4||Compression Test||||1||
Z||000000||lamps-oz-gvr4||12-04-2002||05:23 AM||lampsy@optushome.com.au||I had a mechanical test done on a Jap Import '93 model vr4, in this mechanical inspection he did a compression test and got the following results.<P>80, 65, 75, 80<P>Is this a reasonable level for a Jap spec vr4, and what levels should I be looking at for and oz spec (us spec) one.<P>thanks||211.28.96.71||reg||1
Z||000001||Lucky13||12-04-2002||07:34 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||The service level on US spec VR-4's is 112 I believe.||65.81.0.159||reg||1
Z||000002||Dan D||12-04-2002||08:57 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||You need to give units along with that?  I hope for your sake that aussies don't measure compression in psi.  If it's psi, that thing's shot.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000003||Romanova||12-04-2002||01:09 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||It's probably in BAR... should be alright if it is...||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||12-04-2002||02:13 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Uh, I don't think he has over 1000 psi.<P> <A HREF="http://www.igus.com/conv.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.igus.com/conv.htm</A> ||67.37.180.109||reg||1
Z||000005||Romanova||12-04-2002||03:53 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||My bad.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||12.230.34.168||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001259.cgi
A||||7||ken inn||oh lord, wont you buy me a bmw e46 m3||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||12-04-2002||11:12 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://members.roadfly.com/jason/m3engines.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://members.roadfly.com/jason/m3engines.htm</A> ||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-04-2002||12:37 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Well that is pretty lousy, however at least BMW takes care of the problem right away and even gives spare cars.<P>Mitsu has a t-case recall that you have to bully the dealer into fixing and the problem runs from 90-98 I belive.  They didn't even bother building the cars fixing the problem even after the recall was in place.<P>We have lifter tick, but it starts right about the time a waranty is up.  The 2Gs have that whole crankwalk problem that doesn't really get taken care of.  Also we have some stong tranny's, but some of them shift like crap.  I got my Galant at 49K miles and it didn't shift well then and it has slowly been getting worse.  I've done all the work I can do with the shifter cables( I got some improvement, but not enough), but the thing is still crapy.  The only real fix is going to be a rebuild.  I do love my car, really  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  For the price and performance, it is a great car.  However, I think Mitsubishi needs some work.<P>Point being, any car company can build a car with a problem.  Even with years of R&D.  How the company deals with the problem is another thing.<P>I did get a chance to drive a M3 coupe.  AWSOME!  Wish I had the cash for one.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000002||Romanova||12-04-2002||01:08 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Don't think that BMW helped all of it's customers who had this engine falliure. There are several threads on various message boards where some M3 owners had their issue resolved in a timely manner, while some had to wait a long time, or were jerked around to no end. Not something I would expect from BMW, nor would ever want to experience. I'll stick with the E30 M3...||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-04-2002||01:25 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||here is some more background.  the engine(S50/52/54) has been a rod thrower FROM INCEPTION.  bmw KNOWS this.  and, did you notice that NOTHING happens to the valve train, it is the bottom end, which basically has not changed since 95.  as more stress thru more displacement and higher rpms are put on the bottom end, this is the result.  also, bmw is refusing to warrany engines now.  you notice that one of the reasons for refusal was overrev because of misshift.  then, a lot of the grenaded motors had smg trans.  how do you misshift and smg trans?  YOU CANT!  and, last, but MOST IMPORTANT!  with bmw, mercedes, and porsche, once the warranty runs out, you are on your own.  if bmw had a recall on transfer cases, there is a set time the recall is good for, after that, it is cancelled, even if you didnt get it done.  i was flabbergasted at the mitsu recall on the transfer case, for them to make it forever is competely opposite of what i see with the german cars.  bmw replaced THOUSANDS of v8 motors, at one time, bmwna had 2000+ v8 shortblocks in stock.  the E39 M5 engine uses oil(10w-60) at the rate of 1 qt every 250-500 miles, at the cost of up to 49.95/qt.  the new SAC(self adjusting clutch) is failing before the cars get even 10,000 miles on them, and bmw is refusing to warranty the clutch.  on some of the new x5 and e39 cars, the aux fan CATCHES FIRE after the car is stopped, and in the garage.  when the car is running, they are great cars, no doubt about it.  but, lately they have become problem cars.  especially the new 7 series, E65/66||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||12-04-2002||02:54 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Kenn, it is clear you know a ton about BMWs.<P>As far as recalls.  I'm 99.9% sure this is how it works.  If a company has a recall, then they can set whatever terms they want.  They are not forced by law to have the recall in the first place unless it is a nhtsa recall.  If there is a recall from the nhtsa, then the recall never goes away.  Like our t-case.  Even tho Mitsu will tell you a new one or a fixed one only has a 1 year waranty, if it fails or leaks again, you can force them to fix or replace it again.  The recall never goes away.<P>Also a clutch doesn't have to be fixed under a drivetrain waranty because it can be user error.  It is consitered a wear part.  Fair, no, but thats how it is.<P>As for BMW blaiming drivers for reving the engines to high is about stupid.  Doesn't it have a rev limiter?  Also, isn't it advertized and understood to be a high performance car?  After a proper breakin, you should be able to drive it very hard with a proper warm up and cool down without any problems.<P>As far as the engine failing, Iv'e read a few post.  I'm not that big into it.  If the engine fails under waranty, it should be fixed, but it is easy for the dealer to get out of it.  Unless the owner has full records of all the mantainace done at the dealer on time, then the dealer can just say the engine was not taken care of and failed.  If all the work was done at the dealer on time with records, I don't see how they could get out of replacing a engine under waranty.  So even if a owner changed is own oil with mobil 1, it doesn't matter.  No proof.<P>Also if the engine fails right away, there is the whole lemon law thing.  <P>Also once any car is out of waranty, you are always on your own.  My brother has a 98 Dodge caravan and the tranny failed.  He is the kind of driver that follows the speed limit to the T.  Not a harsh driver at all.  He had to pay everything to get it fixed.  Now they have a 5 year drivetrain waranty, but at the time it was only a 3 year waranty (forget the mileage).  <P>Bottom line:  I hope the info about the BMW problems get out and everyone knows about it.  I don't care about a name.  I think anyone who slacks off in quality and hides problems should pay.  No matter who they are.  I drove a M3 and LOVED it, but knowing what I know, I'd never buy one.  Also I would try and talk anyone out of buying one who was looking at them.  BMWs problems will catch up to them in the long run.  <P>Like when R&T or Car and Driver do a long term test.  BMW is going to look pretty stupid if the engine fails 6K miles into the test.  Or even worse, if it fails during a short term test.  It's only a matter of time.  ||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000005||Romanova||12-04-2002||03:48 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||BMWs have revlimiters, but when you're coming hot into a corner and you heel and toe it down   from 5th to 4th, but accidently hit 2nd, you will blast the revs, but not hit the rev limiter. That's my understanding on how it works... not sure about the SMG trannied M3s...||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000006||Romanova||12-04-2002||03:51 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Let me say though that BMWs are AWESOME cars. I work at a dealership and one of the brands we sell is BMW. Last summer they had a special deal where they bring in a ton of BMWs and you drive them, and for every mile you drive, the dealer donates $1 to a breast cancer research place. I spent all day driving the crap out of BMWs, as did everyone else in attendance, and these cars ran great. Keep in mind, these cars all get taken across the country for this event, so they are constantly being flogged. My 2 cents...||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000007||gvr4ever||12-04-2002||06:03 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Romanova:<BR><B>Let me say though that BMWs are AWESOME cars. I work at a dealership and one of the brands we sell is BMW. Last summer they had a special deal where they bring in a ton of BMWs and you drive them, and for every mile you drive, the dealer donates $1 to a breast cancer research place. I spent all day driving the crap out of BMWs, as did everyone else in attendance, and these cars ran great. Keep in mind, these cars all get taken across the country for this event, so they are constantly being flogged. My 2 cents...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>BMW might be great cars, but when you have engine's failing like that, it makes a automaker look really bad.  The problem is real.  I've seen two videos of it.  Before I accualy read more of the link that Ken posted, I thought the numbers were much much lower.  Even tho there isn't solid proof that the numbers are in the hundreds, I thought it was in the dozens at most.  Also, I had not realized BMW was tring to blaim the owners driving for the failures.  From some of the post I've read in the past.  The owners got new engines without any problems.  They were just upset that they spent so much money on a car that broke so fast.  I thought BMW was taking care of the problem, not tring to force the problem on the owner.<P>When you think of the name BMW, you shouldn't think blown engines  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  Seeing how much they cost and all.||12.221.229.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001260.cgi
A||||6||broke down||fuel guage||||9||
Z||000000||broke down||12-04-2002||02:00 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||HELP!  does anyone know how I can get a fuel guage sending unit without buying the fuel pump?  Not to sure about boneyard electronics, not real comfortable because they usually say no way to getting your money back if it doesn't work.  Anyone ever been able to fix the coil that the lever moves across?  A new pump is like $350, and I couldn't even use the pump.  Anyone have one laying around that works that they want to part with?  Thanks yall||68.51.68.201||reg||9
Z||000001||Jon||12-04-2002||02:37 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I think you are asking for part number MB543065 which does not include the fuel pump, clip at the bottom, filter, or gasket.  The entire assembly which includes a new fuel pump is part number MB831333.<P>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||broke down||12-08-2002||08:26 AM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Jon's part number didn't seem to work out at the dealer I work next to.  Anybody else got any ideas?||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-08-2002||12:16 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||well, your dealer has his head up his ass.  check out <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc," TARGET=_blank>www.mitsubishiparts.cc,</A>  the number comes up.  the part number checks out on caps.  what cars does your shop work on, and what do you specialize in?||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||broke down||12-08-2002||07:36 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||The shop I work at is mostly european/jag specialty, but we do a lot of jap cars too.  The mitsu dealership is next door, but owned by the same person right now.  Honestly, they don't really know all that much about the caps program.  Even with my limited use, I have been able to show them a few things.  The only reason that they look things up for me is because I work next door!  The parts guy put that number in and it said it was invalid.  I'm not trying to say that you and Jon don't know what they are doing at all, just what the magic computer told me.  Can you verify that the number Jon gave my is correct?  Not a typo or something?  Thanks again for your guyz' help.  Oh, and to Jon, so far Matt hasn't destroyed your old baby!!||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||12-08-2002||09:31 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||caps-mitusbishi-ese for computer assisted parts search-i think, the caps program is what the dealer uses, exact same thing.  go to mitusbishiparts.cc, and order it from there, you probably get a better price.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000006||broke down||12-09-2002||01:15 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Thanks much!||68.51.68.201||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/001261.cgi
A||N||20||a_santos||VR4 owners in Michigan?||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||12-04-2002||03:20 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<P>I would like to know how many VR4 owners in MI are registered on this forum. <P>I'm in the Detroit area.<P>thanx||198.111.38.123||reg||1
Z||000001||DsmParts||12-04-2002||04:54 PM||sales@dsmparts.com||Lakeland Mi, <P>Got #1859 with a few mods <P>Gotta love rally racing in the winter||24.247.82.222||reg||12
Z||000002||SnoBlind||12-04-2002||10:10 PM||modularv8@hotmail.com||Livonia, MI.<P>1091 with way too many mods for a daily driver.<P>Rob "The man formerly known as Mofugas" is around the area also.<p>[This message has been edited by SnoBlind (edited 12-04-2002).]||66.73.1.249||reg||1
Z||000003||a_santos||12-05-2002||07:58 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<P>Any of you going to SnoDrift? I was thinking of entering the son of SnoDrift amateur rally. It is sponsored by the Detroit SCCA branch. Need tires first though.<P>If you guys want to email me off list, please feel free to do so. I just purchased #352, my current and first GVR4, about a month ago from a guy in Holland,MI. It has a new trans with GM Synchromesh, very smooth, K&N and four bald tires. 123000K, very nice leather, and it is Belize Metallic Green. <P>If you guys have not gone to the dealer to get the xfer case recall performed, I would urge you to do so immediatly. The fluid leaks out right before the connection with the drive shaft. If you look under your car, right where the xfer case connects to the drive shaft, you will see the spray pattern from the fluid leaking. If that fluid runs out, the xfer case locks up. Yoo might also get a NEW xfer case.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Grosse Pointe, MI<P>   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DsmParts:<BR><B>Lakeland Mi, <P>Got #1859 with a few mods <P>Gotta love rally racing in the winter</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 12-05-2002).]||206.148.224.77||reg||6
Z||000004||a_santos||12-05-2002||08:05 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey,<P>Since you work at dsmparts, can you perhaps get some better prieces on some stuff for us fellow MI vr4 owners? Are you with MastaMinds? I have seen their auctions on Ebay and it says they are from Lakeland MI.<P>Thanx<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DsmParts:<BR><B>Lakeland Mi, <P>Got #1859 with a few mods <P>Gotta love rally racing in the winter</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||206.148.224.77||reg||1
Z||000005||Tondar||12-05-2002||11:33 AM||mkii91@yahoo.com||Madison Heights, MI<P>1667, got to drive it 20 miles before the timing belt jumped.  I'm in the middle of a engine/transmission rebuild.<P>Maybe one day I'll get to enjoy my VR4...sigh<P>||136.2.1.153||reg||1
Z||000006||DsmParts||12-05-2002||01:14 PM||sales@dsmparts.com||Hi Friends,<P><BR>I can for sure hookup any prices for any member on this board, just email me...<P><BR>Im interested in the Sno Drift, When & where?<P>I work for MastaMinds Inc. the company, but actually work for the DsmParts Division, we just moved into a larger shop/warehouse in Whitmore Lake, Mi.. <P>Talk to you soon,<P>Thanks<BR>justin<BR>#1859 ||24.247.82.222||reg||1
Z||000007||PJGross||12-05-2002||02:33 PM||pgrossjr@yahoo.com||I'm in Rochester, MI.  #490/1000 is white, and out of action at the moment.  I've got to finish some oil lines and some IC piping and it'll be all set for tuning.  Can't wait to see you guys around town.<P>-PJ Gross<BR>||12.44.48.39||reg||1
Z||000008||a_santos||12-05-2002||02:36 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||DSMPARTS,<P>Sno Drift is a pro scca rally and we could not participate competitively. Son of Sno Drift though is for amateurs. Here is the link for the site with info on Son of Sno Drift. Sno Drift is in Atlanta Michigan Jan something. Son of Sno Drift is Jan 11. It is run around the area of Waterford Michigan. Here is the link for the Son of Sno Drift <A HREF="http://www.detroit-scca.org/news/rally03e1.asp" TARGET=_blank>http://www.detroit-scca.org/news/rally03e1.asp</A> <P>You will also need a co-pilot, and rally tires if you can get them. <P>I have never participated in a rally myself, but a friend of mine will be racing Production GT class in the SCCA Sno Drift. <P>Check out his sight <A HREF="http://www.hellasracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.hellasracing.com</A> <P><p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 12-05-2002).]||206.148.225.164||reg||1
Z||000009||bob in chicago||12-05-2002||05:01 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||#1072 is actually registered in Mich to avoid emissions testing in Chicago. I have a weekend place in Union Pier in the south west corner of the state.||24.148.12.30||reg||1
Z||000010||Hertz||12-05-2002||06:14 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Theres a guy in Kalamazoo  <A HREF="http://www.hywell.org" TARGET=_blank>http://www.hywell.org</A>  -- I've seen him make an appearance on here once.<P>I grew up in Kalamazoo and have family in the Holland and Grand Haven area...  would also like to go to Sno Drift as a spectator.||64.108.203.13||reg||1
Z||000011||Hertz||12-05-2002||06:18 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||By the way...  Sno*Drift is Jan 24-25<P> <A HREF="http://www.sno-drift.org" TARGET=_blank>http://www.sno-drift.org</A> ||64.108.203.13||reg||1
Z||000012||a_santos||12-05-2002||10:04 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<P>It would be very cool if we could go to SnoDrift as a group. <P>About Hywell Martinez, I talked to him when I was in the market for a GVR4, and he expressed interest in perhaps making a website for GVR4 owners in Michigan, Michigan VR4 club. If their is enough interest I will contact him again and see if he is still up for it. <P>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 12-05-2002).]||206.148.224.123||reg||1
Z||000013||wantagalant...vr-4||12-08-2002||06:45 PM||cds550@msn.com||I'm in michigan. right now i have a 91 laser but i plan on switching to a gvr-4 sometime. how hard is it to find a gvr-4 in michigan? did you guys have to travel cross country to find yours?||66.19.19.142||reg||1
Z||000014||a_santos||12-08-2002||07:45 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||It is not hard to find a VR4 in MI. It depends on how much you want to spend. For a nice one, you will be looking at around $4,000, to $6,000 for a nice one. Search on DSM trader as well. <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by wantagalant...vr-<BR><B>I'm in michigan. right now i have a 91 laser but i plan on switching to a gvr-4 sometime. how hard is it to find a gvr-4 in michigan? did you guys have to travel cross country to find yours?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||207.74.111.212||reg||1
Z||000015||wantagalant...vr-4||12-09-2002||08:49 PM||cds550@msn.com||sweeeet! i was hoping to spend about 4,000. i've been looking on dsmtrader a little but i'm in no hurry. i wont be able to get it until this summer||66.19.23.40||reg||1
Z||000016||rallyracer||12-27-2002||03:50 PM||evancline@hotmail.com||I have a G-vr4 for sale, these cars suck compared to talons, well for rally purposes anyway. The only thing a g-vr4 is good for is if you have alot of extra baggage,kids, wife etc.<P>------------------<BR>||67.38.21.68||reg||1
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||12-27-2002||07:23 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by rallyracer:<BR><B>I have a G-vr4 for sale, these cars suck compared to talons, well for rally purposes anyway. The only thing a g-vr4 is good for is if you have alot of extra baggage,kids, wife etc.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>GVR4's suck compared to Talons?  This is a helluva place to tout that...  <P>Do you have a rally talon?<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000018||rallyracer||12-27-2002||07:59 PM||evancline@hotmail.com||Yep sure do, You can see it at the Sno-Drift this year. I just got another G-VR4 and these absolutly suck compared to a talon. The car is too long and is very hard to get to oversteer. They are fun for cruising or for the Fam but other than that they don't drive like a real DSM(T.E.L)<P>------------------<BR>||67.38.21.68||reg||1
Z||000019||a_santos||12-27-2002||08:27 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||How come the dsm cars were never wrc cars like the galantvr4 if they are better at rallying? <P>Suck it <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.43.217.40||reg||1
Z||000020||howard_GVR4||12-28-2002||11:26 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by rallyracer:<BR><B>Yep sure do, You can see it at the Sno-Drift this year. I just got another G-VR4 and these absolutly suck compared to a talon. The car is too long and is very hard to get to oversteer. They are fun for cruising or for the Fam but other than that they don't drive like a real DSM(T.E.L)<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>If you want extreme oversteer, obviously the totally stock GVR4 platform is NOT going to give you that.  Open rear diff, small swaybar, crappy 4WS, small tires, I could go on and on why the GVR4 is more neutral than the talons.  I have a larger rear swaybar, 4 bolt rear with LSD, 17" wheels, and my car is neutral enough for me to be happy with it in slippery conditions.  <P>I don't know why you want extreme oversteer for rally anyways?  Look at the Evo's, they're very neutral, not tending to oversteer like the WRX's and DSM's.  Is that a bad thing?  Do they suck at rally?  Obviously not.  <P>What's your name and what class are you in?  I crew for a couple cars every year at a few rallies, Group N WRX and an open class GSX. <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001262.cgi
A||N||7||blacksheep||Why are some BOV's adjustable and not others?||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||12-04-2002||03:33 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I figured more expensive BOV's would have more adjustability, but BOV's like the tial are not all adjustable?<P>Does that mean that they have a really stiff spring that wont leak..this could lead to compressor surge, I would think?<P>I wonder if this is why some JDM gvr4 owners have 2 blow off valves with one on the lower IC as well - each one set differently..hmmm!<P>I notice that Andy Beachly has 2 1G BOV's setup as well...<P>Another related question - push vs pull?  Arent some BOV's designed with a valve that<BR>opens differently, pulled open or something?<BR>I could be wrong on this one... <P>Feel free to comment, I'd love to learn about this stuff...||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-04-2002||10:38 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||cmon, someone must know this stuff..maybe I should have posted under performance..  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||12-04-2002||11:43 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||The only thing I can presume the answer for why the dual BOV would be if your running lot's of boost (25psi+) some valves can only release so much so fast. If the valve can't release enough boost then you would have back pressure hitting the turbo. That's why there's BOV's like the HKS Racing that can handle up IIRC like 4 bar. I also believe this is part of the reason why there are some adjustable BOV's (Tial I think you can swap springs).<BR>||199.183.182.216||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||12-05-2002||10:04 AM||dandut321@yahoo.com||It's simply to allow a wide range of applications for one product.  Makes good marketing sense.  Higher spring pressures allow the diaphram/piston to hold more pressure obviously.  However, yes, too high a spring pressure with not enough boost pressure, and the valve may not open correctly and cause surge.  The point of adjustability is to be able find the right point where you don't leak at full boost, but don't surge either, on a wide variety of setups.  The non-adjustable ones are usually more serious, less ricey, and assume you know what your doing enough to pick the right product for your need.||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||12-05-2002||11:37 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||The adjustable portion allows for response adjustment.<P>The dual BOV are for very high flow cars. Twice the opening to get the air out. Also works as a backup in a emergency.<P>The push vs pull, yes KC they make them both.<BR>The HKS and XS BOV pull the valve in to let the air out. This allows the BOV to handle very high boost levels. The boost pushing on the vavle only can make it seal better, right.<P>The push like the OEM etc can leak at higher boost levels. Hence the whole crushing the OEM valve thing.<P>Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-05-2002||12:00 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I was reading online that the HKS SSQBOV's are the pull type which actually are fast-acting and may not need re-circulated becoz they are so fast. I am not so sure on that whole concept, but hopefully I will run a VPC or an AEM EMS, so I neednt worry about re-circulation <P>Thanks all...<P>KC ||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||12-05-2002||01:48 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I run the HKS SSBOV.<P>(I can't believe I am talking to you about pushing and pulling and NOT talking about starting something  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  )  Couldn't resist.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||blacksheep||12-05-2002||03:15 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||LOL..get Nate on here...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> He'd love that discussion too ! <P>Yes, that seems like a good option to switch to..if I sell mine  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001263.cgi
A||N||6||meshwork||Snowing in Philly...the VR4 ROCKS!!!||||1||
Z||000000||meshwork||12-05-2002||08:54 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I just had the most fun driving to work ever! This car is great in the snow, I took all the back roads which were totally empty and unplowed, and aside from one slide it was great! This car rocks in the snow!||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000001||DSSA||12-05-2002||09:21 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by meshwork:<BR><B>I just had the most fun driving to work ever! This car is great in the snow, I took all the back roads which were totally empty and unplowed, and aside from one slide it was great! This car rocks in the snow!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Get a spare set of wheels and some Blizzaks. ;-)  That's when the fun begins.  I on the otherhand, got to drive my '92 Auto AWD to work today instead of the GVR4 with Blizzaks.  Bald 205/50/16s suck..even on AWD.<P>At least I'm not as bad as the idiots doing 35 mph on Rt.476 this morning.  Road rage?  Yessir, I'll take some more.<BR>||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000002||meshwork||12-05-2002||09:39 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Where on 476? I was dealing with the idiots doing 5mph on Rt. 352 with their hazzards on, even though the roads were already cleared. <P>I'm down at the end of 476, pretty much where it dumps you off onto I95. ||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||12-05-2002||11:42 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Yeah I got caught int he whole 30 MPH on the blue route (476) myself. The rear pisser is the "drivers", and I use that lightly, doing 5 mph on the on ramps. I passed my share of car on the burm of the road this morning.<P>Watch out!!! Big Orange thing comin thru.... <P>Harry<P>Drive safe on your way home guys.||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000004||Louters91GVR4||12-05-2002||12:41 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||i love coming into work sideways with slushy wet snow spinning upwards into the air from all 4 tires. i love snow and i love this car<P>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||7
Z||000005||kartorium31||12-05-2002||12:59 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||The winter is when the vr is in it's element.  I love driving it in the snow, driving  with the 2600 in the winter is cool to cause when u let the clutch out slightly quick the tires just spin.  now that the car is lowered though i can't wheel it.||168.99.145.85||reg||7
Z||000006||Louters91GVR4||12-05-2002||01:04 PM||louters18@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by kartorium31:<BR><B>The winter is when the vr is in it's element.  I love driving it in the snow, driving  with the 2600 in the winter is cool to cause when u let the clutch out slightly quick the tires just spin.  now that the car is lowered though i can't wheel it.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I like that statement. The VR4's home is indeed in the snow, that is where she loves to be!<P>tom<P>||216.153.165.31||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001264.cgi
A||N||6||BeauDiddley||Rear end advice please.||||1||
Z||000000||BeauDiddley||12-05-2002||11:38 AM||bojones69@hotmail.com||hello, I posted a topic a few days ago about my 4-wheel drive not working properly.  Mitsubishi said the rear axle was stripped out.  I finally got the rear diff housing off and the axles taken out.  My spider gears and ring and pinion are in good shape.  The axle did not strip out it totally twisted in half! It broke about 1-inch away from the inside of the diff.  This seems kind of strange to me.  My 4-wheel drive did not work because the transfer case was bad and I had a new one put in.  Did the wheel in the back spin and hit some solid ground and break the axle?  Sorry about the long post but I would like to know more about the rear end of my galant.  I actually enjoy sitting underneath my VR-4 in a cold garage studying the rear end.  Very interesting.  Anyway, someone let me know what they think.  Seems people on this message board know 80% more than a Mitsubishi dealer mechanic?  Thanks, Beau||206.176.96.69||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||12-05-2002||11:45 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Have you ever raced the car? Have you ever dropped the clutch at say 5-6k RPM.<P>I know I have and broke my share of axles just like you have described. Not the end of the world really. Just buy a new axle (about $100.00 aftermarket) and install it you should be fine.<P>Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000002||BeauDiddley||12-05-2002||12:15 PM||bojones69@hotmail.com||No, I've never raced it.  It's bone stock, how many people owned it before me?  Dont' know, I know they drove it pretty hard.  I think the car was spinning on ice, and then hit some dry pavement.  I'm 90% sure that I can just replace a few seals and put the axle on and, voila!  Wish me luck, thanks for your input.<BR>Beau<BR>\ <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Have you ever raced the car? Have you ever dropped the clutch at say 5-6k RPM.<P>I know I have and broke my share of axles just like you have described. Not the end of the world really. Just buy a new axle (about $100.00 aftermarket) and install it you should be fine.<P>Harry</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||206.176.96.69||reg||1
Z||000003||iceman69510||12-05-2002||06:05 PM||||The failure you describe is how the early (non-4 bolt) axles often fail, just from normal (but exuberant) usage. That's why they were upgraded from '92 on the TELs to larger size diameter and larger splines.||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000004||BeauDiddley||12-06-2002||11:32 AM||bojones69@hotmail.com||Thanks, owning a money pit like this any useful information is grately appeciated!<BR>Beau<BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by iceman69510:<BR><B>The failure you describe is how the early (non-4 bolt) axles often fail, just from normal (but exuberant) usage. That's why they were upgraded from '92 on the TELs to larger size diameter and larger splines.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||206.176.96.69||reg||1
Z||000005||mdpvr4||12-07-2002||01:06 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||after i broke 5 or 6 axles and blew out the the whole differential, i finally got smart and bought a 4 bolt rear. big difference!!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||32.102.170.135||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||12-09-2002||04:50 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by BeauDiddley:<BR><B>  I think the car was spinning on ice, and then hit some dry pavement.  \ </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>That brings back memories....1976...in the backseat of my cousin's '67 GTO....running the loop one Saturday night. The fool decided to teach a newer Thunderbird a thing or two, left the line, spun on the ice, hit dry pavement and snapped an axle. That was when we figured out he didn't have an LSD, and had to call his dad to tow it home. All that trouble for a piece of junk T-Bird that couldn't even get out of its own way. I think he climbed over the wall of the local junkyard and "procured" a new axle later that night. Ahhhh, memories.............<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P>||66.156.215.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001265.cgi
A||||13||Louters91GVR4||Spare Galant Motor???||||1||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||12-05-2002||12:54 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||My trusty old motor has 154k on it. She still runs strong and has shown no signs of aging, but the inevitable will happen sooner or later. Does anyone have a spare motor I could buy? Something to build in my spare time for when that bad day comes then I can swap them. Let me know.<P>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||12-05-2002||01:43 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I do. $500.00 and shipping and its yours.  I came out running but should be rebuilt and you will need cams but who runs stock cams anyway in a rebuilt motor.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||Louters91GVR4||12-05-2002||04:07 PM||louters18@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>I do. $500.00 and shipping and its yours.  I came out running but should be rebuilt and you will need cams but who runs stock cams anyway in a rebuilt motor.<P>Harry</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Interesting my friend, very interesting.<P>tom<BR>||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||12-05-2002||04:40 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||interesting or interested?||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||Louters91GVR4||12-05-2002||05:29 PM||louters18@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>interesting or interested?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>interested, just worried about the shipping aspect of things<P>tom<BR>||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000005||broke down||12-05-2002||05:50 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I have two spare motors, and would be glad to get rid of one of them.  Both are blown (I believe a ring came apart on each of them) both have pans, head, cams, seven bolt, with flywheel, valve cover.  Both heads and valvetrains are believed to be fine, but I honestly haven't had either one apart.  I would be willing to sell one of them for $350 (no less) + shipping.  Or trade for an safc and injectors or other things possibly.||68.51.68.201||reg||10
Z||000006||Louters91GVR4||12-05-2002||05:57 PM||louters18@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by broke down:<BR><B>I have two spare motors, and would be glad to get rid of one of them.  Both are blown (I believe a ring came apart on each of them) both have pans, head, cams, seven bolt, with flywheel, valve cover.  Both heads and valvetrains are believed to be fine, but I honestly haven't had either one apart.  I would be willing to sell one of them for $350 (no less) + shipping.  Or trade for an safc and injectors or other things possibly.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>1g motors or actual galant motors?? i could drive to muncie indiana<P>tom<P>||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000007||Hertz||12-05-2002||06:06 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<BR><B> 1g motors or actual galant motors?? </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Is there a difference other than the valve cover?||64.108.203.13||reg||1
Z||000008||Louters91GVR4||12-05-2002||06:12 PM||louters18@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B> Is there a difference other than the valve cover?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>not even sure hertz????? i dunno i was just curious<P>tom<P>||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR-4||12-05-2002||10:19 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||As far as I know...<P>All Galant VR-4 engines are 6 bolt. Mitsubishi started using 7 bolt engines sometime in 1992. <P>dp||68.155.48.249||reg||1
Z||000010||number3||12-05-2002||10:45 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||My motor is a 6 bolt motor that came out of a Galant VR4.<P>I have a mitsubishi shipping box that my built motor was shipped to me in.<P>7 bolts are bad news. Atleast thats how we feel about them around here.<P>I am in no real hurry to sell this becuase good cores are getting very hard to find but I am willing to let it go to help out a fellow GVR4 owner. That includes everyone not just Tom.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||12-05-2002||10:48 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<BR><B> not even sure hertz????? i dunno i was just curious<P>tom<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Galant engine all have the good internal you are looking for. Big rods etc.<P>Some 1 G T/E/L do too. Some don't.<P>None of the 2G block do.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com</A>  for more info.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000012||mdpvr4||12-06-2002||12:48 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i believe that the compression is also different hence different rods. i would stay with the 6 bolt motor, but what the hell do i know.||32.103.218.90||reg||1
Z||000013||broke down||12-08-2002||02:16 AM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Yes they are 7 bolt blocks.  They came from a 93 tsi.  There really is not much externally different on the block(6 and 7 bolt), but the internals are definitely different.  Mostly posted that for anyone wanting an engine that probably has really good pieces on it.  Does anyone know if a 7 bolt can be converted to a 6 bolt, and if it would be at all worth it???||68.51.68.201||reg||1
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A||||0||Louters91GVR4||VR4 Owners in Ohio???||||7||
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||12-05-2002||01:02 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||If you have one of those 3000 VR4's and are in Ohio, let me know. Drift Mania in columbus tonight.<P>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||7
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A||||9||hibern8||Modine Radiator||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||12-05-2002||01:15 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Does anyone know where the sources of the Modie replacemnt radiator is so i can get one? Just want ot find the best price on one for my buddy's vr4 and my own. ||63.62.132.226||reg||1
Z||000001||Lucky13||12-06-2002||07:46 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||I went to Napa and they ordered one for me, think it ran me around $150-160.||65.81.0.98||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-06-2002||10:45 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i got a brand new one off of ebay for 39 bucks!  even a blind squirrel can get a nut now and then||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||12-06-2002||03:01 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||ken if you find aonther deal like that let me know...  know yu are always online<P>thanks<BR>ken||131.193.154.34||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||12-07-2002||12:10 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Got mine on carparts.com with a coupon for about $95.  It started leaking the first week and modine sent a replacement that is still working. ||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000005||hibern8||12-08-2002||11:31 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||where'd the coupon come from?||63.62.130.192||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4in||12-08-2002||11:54 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I have a crack in my stock radiator, and dont want to spend too much...whats with modine radiators? they good?||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||12-09-2002||09:54 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>where'd the coupon come from?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Don't remember, may have been posted somewhere on the GVR4list, but that was probably 2 years ago. ||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000008||RayH||12-09-2002||11:54 AM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>where'd the coupon come from?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You can find coupons here:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.fatwallet.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.fatwallet.com/</A> <P>Looks like there a 10% off one right now.||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000009||hibern8||12-12-2002||11:17 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||thanks guys||63.62.130.16||reg||1
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A||||6||MrEd||my morning commute in the PA snow was kinda disappointing||||1||
Z||000000||MrEd||12-05-2002||03:36 PM||res122@psu.edu||Anytime I accelerated strongly enough for the wheels to break away (and when I tested the ABS on a straight side road) the rear end swung out to the right enough that I had to correct by steering to the right.<P>Suppose this is something simple like a sticking (or slack?) rear brake?  Tires are fine.  It has always driven/tracked/steered straight in the past.<P>TIA, -Ed<BR>GVR4 #963/2000||146.186.116.57||reg||1
Z||000001||mitsuvr4||12-05-2002||04:01 PM||||I recall that there are different channels for the ABS.  Or maybe I'm getting confused with the differentials?  That the drivers side and passenger rear are teamed and the passenger front and driver rear are teamed.  I'm I smoking crack? (this is a total guess)<P>If that isn't the case I'd blame it solely on the ABS which totally sucks.  The pulses are so far apart that if one wheel detected slip before another that could cause your results.  You could always pull the ABS fuse and test if that's the cause.<P>I just keep mine disconnected and avoid quick, heavy braking on snow and ice.  Too many years in MN in an old 78' Z28 teaches you to never use the brakes unless REALLY neccessary.  It's like driving a boat on water, what brakes?    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by mitsuvr4 (edited 12-05-2002).]||156.99.90.179||reg||1
Z||000002||MrEd||12-05-2002||04:37 PM||res122@psu.edu||You're correct about our (rudimentary) 2-channel ABS controlling diagonal corners of the car.  I suppose its better than nothing  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>But I had "happy tail" while accelerating, too.  I wondered if the roads were worse than I thought, or maybe my Dunlop SP5000's aren't as good in the snow as advertised, or if I have poorly balanced (side to side) rear brakes or something.||146.186.116.57||reg||1
Z||000003||broke down||12-05-2002||05:55 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||check rear handbrake assemblies for correct operation, I just had my right rear caliper get stuck in the applied position because the handbrake arm wasn't releasing well.  I guess I used it too many times and wore out the shaft that goes into the caliper.  It's easier to tell off the car but try anyway to see if it releases properly.  Have someone opperate the handbrake while you watch the caliper...||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||12-05-2002||06:11 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Well the slippage on acceleration might have something to do with (I believe that) our differential sends power to the wheels that slip.<P>Also, were these the typical mid-west arched country roads?  (i.e. not flat)||64.108.203.13||reg||1
Z||000005||Nate||12-05-2002||10:06 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||If you have the stock rear in the car, it's because the car is trying to put the power to one of the rear wheels since it's an open diff, which is trying to push the car forward like it's supposed to.<BR>     If you have an LSD in the car, it's just that the rear of the car is trying to pass the front, since both rear wheels are now able to spin at the same time. ;-)||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||MrEd||12-05-2002||11:58 PM||res122@psu.edu||I think its probably all of the above.  I know my rear calipers are crappy & need attention.  The rear diff is stock, & now that you mention it, the roads around me are mostly arched in the middle.  It was still pretty messy this evening, so I'm sure morning conditions were worse than I thought.  Plus, the front discs are warped enough that I can feel it during normal breaking, so that probably isn't helping with stability during ABS operation.||68.70.115.123||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001269.cgi
A||||6||MPREZYAVR4||2002 WRC season Highlight Video...||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||12-05-2002||06:10 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.rrunracing.com/Pics/wrc-2002.wmv" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rrunracing.com/Pics/wrc-2002.wmv</A> <P>Enjoy as I am in the slow process of dl it right now. Last years with Linkin Park was awesome.<BR>Rich<BR>||67.25.93.112||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-05-2002||06:26 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Stabbing Westward this time.||64.108.203.13||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||12-05-2002||06:42 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Did someone on the list make that file?  Awsome comression job who ever made it.||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||12-05-2002||06:48 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Welp it sucks on dial up  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> . I got frustrated with the buffering. I'm searching to find a place to dl and save it all.<BR>||67.25.93.112||reg||1
Z||000004||Pappy||12-05-2002||06:58 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.403honda.com/movies/temp/wrc-2002.wmv" TARGET=_blank>http://www.403honda.com/movies/temp/wrc-2002.wmv</A>  <P>There's another link that I was given for it.  It's not as good as the other WRC music montage, but it's still good.||24.60.210.147||reg||1
Z||000005||Romanova||12-06-2002||10:04 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Man... gotta love the cable modem...  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000006||MPREZYAVR4||12-06-2002||01:32 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||You can find the 2001 video at: <A HREF="http://www.randyzimmer.com/video/music_videos/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.randyzimmer.com/video/music_videos/</A> <P>or at <A HREF="http://www.rrunracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.rrunracing.com</A>  in the media section.<P>It's the wrc-high video.<P>Here's the 2002 download: <A HREF="http://www2.fsr-rally.com/wrc2002.php" TARGET=_blank>http://www2.fsr-rally.com/wrc2002.php</A> <P>||199.183.184.131||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001270.cgi
A||||27||khadiyev||Idling weird, cutting out, dying||||1
Z||000000||khadiyev||12-06-2002||12:14 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Ok, so my car idles all normal and then out of noware just cuts out and dies, did it about 3 times tonight, i was under the hood watching my fuel pressure, and as it was dying the fuel presssure was going up!(less vaciuum press up) because i though it was my fuel pump cutting out. Now i thing it's my ISC it usually doesnt just cut out, only when i come off high rpm and let off it dies, and only when its hot, this time it was cold and did it just sitting there. What do you all think? is it the ISC? <BR>thanks<BR>John||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||12-06-2002||10:05 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Not much help here, because mine is also doing a strange idle. after the car is warm, it will idle steady at 850 and then after less than a minute, the idle will seem to cut out and try to catch itself at about 5 or 600 rpm and then stumble a few more times, sometimes dying.  If I give it a little gas for a few seconds, it goes back to great 850 idle.  I have recently added AFC and Blaha MAF w/o flapper and run 800rpm band a bit rich to compensate...?<BR>Caps were replaced sometime ago and will be doing fuel filter hopefully this weekend.||167.142.21.191||reg||1
Z||000002||MrEd||12-06-2002||10:46 AM||res122@psu.edu||you didn't mention your ECU capacitors, but replacing them is a given if not yet done.<P>I think there are 4 windings in the ISC, which means an inconsistent fault condition can certainly occur if 1 winding is failing.  Its easy to remove the ISC & measure winding resistance.  The manual has the specs, if 1 winding is off or infinite resistance, then you know for sure.  There's a big o-ring where the ISC mates into the throttle body, be careful that it doesn't fall out.<P>Don't overlook a pressure test on the intake tract.  There's a million places where leaks can occur, & in my experience the car is extremely sensitive to uncounted air getting in.  Although, a vac leak that causes it to idle fine then just die seems unusual.||146.186.116.57||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-06-2002||11:00 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Well, on mine, I have a logger and can display the ISC counts, but don't know how to interpret that data or if it's useful (not sure if: the ECU sends the signal to the ISC and logger counts this regardless of whether ISC is operating correctly)<P>As mentioned in mine: caps were replaced long time ago, recently - plugs and wires.<P>I'm pretty sure my ISC is and has been worthless for sometime.  Since the summer before last it has not pulled the rpms up with a/c on etc, BUT still never manifested this idle issue.<P>Sorry for the hijack Khadiyev. Hoping something comes up to help us both :-)<P>off topic/ Mr Ed - start the cyclone project yet?||167.142.21.191||reg||1
Z||000004||MrEd||12-06-2002||02:17 PM||res122@psu.edu||Those counts are probably how many steps the ISC has been instructed to take, & I bet they're counted even if the motor isn't responding.  I think a step is 1/4 or maybe 1/2 turn of the pintle on the threaded doo-dad.<P>When my ISC died it was apparently at a non-idle position.  I suppose if it dies while at a different position you might not stall but you have no air-bypass adjustment as the engine warms up.<P>I can email the relevent manual pages for testing the ISC out of the car if you want.  I think I once read about someone rebuilding an ISC by re-winding a bad coil.<P>A leak test won't hurt- my car "came" without the ISC o-ring (former owner=moron) hell I drove for 2 years with that massive TB leak before doing a pressure test.  Original throttle plate shaft seals are leaking now, there's VFAQs with info on sourcing the seals.<P>The cyclone will have to wait until warm weather next spring, but I'm psyched!  Cheers, -Ed||146.186.116.57||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||12-06-2002||02:33 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Now I feel I have completely hijacked the thread :-P sorry...<BR>I've had my ISC's out before and swapped it with the wifes (when her's still worked and kicked the idle up for the a/c) and still didn't show any improvement.  Tried to test it per the manual...wasn't showing anything negative and gave up.  Adjusted the BISS in the summer to not let it die when AC kicked on.  <BR>The ISC doesn't control cold idle speed does it? (my cold idle is fine) ||167.142.21.165||reg||1
Z||000006||brandongvr4||12-07-2002||05:47 AM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||O my god, Thats a trip. I have the same problem and I have been on a never ending journey to fix by bad idle. I have the exact problem as GVR1643. Some people told me its a vac leak, others told me its the vented BOV, I have tried all of that, and sum.I have done almost all the VFAQ on bad idle,excet the test on the ISC. Mine gets realy bad when its at night time, and I turn on my lights. I dont care about power anymore I just want decent idle. I am out of ideas guys. Whats left||12.234.58.204||reg||8
Z||000007||ken inn||12-07-2002||09:32 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||if it happens when you turn on the lights, try stepping on the brakes, too.  if that makes it worse, it sounds like your electrical system is marginal.  maybe alternator, or battery.  get a load test done on the charging system, and clean the terminals real good.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000008||LunarShadow||12-07-2002||12:08 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||If you have a vacuum leak, it would most likely idle poorly all the time.  Always pressure check your intake system.  Chances are, you have small leaks anyway. That will eliminate a bunch of variables.<P>I would second Ken's assessment of a basic charging/electrical issue.  Usually the car will stall when you apply the brakes while approaching a stop light.  Also, you may notice your headlights dip in brightness with your turn signals or when you apply the brakes.||64.238.107.49||reg||1
Z||000009||Damn, I need a VR4||12-07-2002||02:55 PM||||vacuum leak sounds like the problem.  I had a car that ran fine during start up then after it warmed up, the idle would be around 400-600 rpms and would stall sometimes. A smog tech should be able to diagnose if there is a vacuum leak. Bring the car to a smog check repair facility. The smog guy fixed the vacuum leak and replaced the egr solinoid. <P>A little history of this car. I had no clue what was wrong with the car. It had new distributor, rotor, timing belt, water pump, both axles, new exhaust gaskets, new intake gaskets, air filter, timing adjusted, valve adjusted, new valve cover gasket, new air filter, new fuel filter, new head gasket, new alternator belt, new power steering belt, new oem spec spark plugs, O2 sensor, new thermostat and used housing.  So with all this replaced I could not figure out the reason it idled bad.<P>late<BR>need a vr4...||206.170.2.18||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||12-07-2002||03:57 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Damn, I need a VR4:<BR><B>vacuum leak sounds like the problem.  I had a car that ran fine during start up then after it warmed up, the idle would be around 400-600 rpms and would stall sometimes. A smog tech should be able to diagnose if there is a vacuum leak. Bring the car to a smog check repair facility. The smog guy fixed the vacuum leak and replaced the egr solinoid. <P>A little history of this car. I had no clue what was wrong with the car. It had new distributor, rotor, timing belt, water pump, both axles, new exhaust gaskets, new intake gaskets, air filter, timing adjusted, valve adjusted, new valve cover gasket, new air filter, new fuel filter, new head gasket, new alternator belt, new power steering belt, new oem spec spark plugs, O2 sensor, new thermostat and used housing.  So with all this replaced I could not figure out the reason it idled bad.<P>late<BR>need a vr4...</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>if you have a distributor, you dont have a vr4<P>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000011||khadiyev||12-08-2002||12:52 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Ok, I found out that the pump i have is the buschur style, 160lph/43psi. Do you all think that's enough for a 400whp aplication?<BR>thanks<P>John ||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000012||Damn, I need a VR4||12-08-2002||05:08 PM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><I>Originally posted by ken inn </I><BR><B>if you have a distributor, you dont have a vr4</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>so galants vr4 are DIS?||206.170.2.220||reg||1
Z||000013||ken inn||12-08-2002||07:18 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yes and no.  there is a cam angle sensor, it sits behind the intake cam, and is used to set base timing.  actual timing and idle speed is controlled by the ecu.||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000014||Damn, I need a VR4||12-09-2002||01:42 AM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><I>Originally posted by ken inn </I><BR><B>yes and no. there is a cam angle sensor, it sits behind the intake cam, and is used to set base timing. actual timing and idle speed is controlled by the ecu </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Its a distributorless ignition system (DIS).<P>With my story I forgot to mention the solution to the weird idle was due to a  vacuum leak. ||206.170.2.221||reg||1
Z||000015||ken inn||12-09-2002||09:43 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||DIS also can be direct ignition system.  which is what is used on german cars, and now is known as digital motor electronics, or motronic.  to me, a dis system is one that you CANNOT adjust base timing, which you can on the vr4.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000016||GVR1643||12-09-2002||10:00 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Khadiyev,<BR>that doesn't sound like enough of a pump, but I'm not 100%.  There's got to be a formula for figuring this, but I wouldn't know it...  I think I'll be going with a 190lph pump with a target of 300whp at stock fuel pressure.<P>On the Vac leaks...would a vac leak really let it idle rock solid at 850 for 20-30 seconds and then drop?  I'm guessing fuel or ignition.  I replaced the fuel filter this w/e in hopes of bring my a/f up some to no avail.  Next is rewire and/or bigger pump.||167.142.21.239||reg||1
Z||000017||khadiyev||12-09-2002||01:57 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||Thanks, that's what I was thinking, I bought a Walbro 255lph (high pressure) for $129 from Slow Boy racing yesterday. <BR>Hope that helps.<P>John||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000018||keydiver||12-09-2002||04:08 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Using an estimated BSFC of .55, you would need to burn about 140 liters/hr of fuel. Part of the equation has to be what your base fuel pressure will be and how many pounds of boost you will run, because the pumps flow less at higher pressures. At 58 psi, the Walbro 190 only flows about 130 lph at 58 psi (38 base + 20 lbs boost). With a rewire, the Denso 165 upgrade will flow about 170 lph at 58 psi.<BR>This leads me to believe that the Walbro 190 is only good up to about 370 HP at .55 BSFC. You are REAL safe with the Walbro 255 or Denso Supra pump.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.215.145||reg||1
Z||000019||Damn, I need a VR4||12-09-2002||04:10 PM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><I>Originally posted by ken inn</I><BR><B>DIS also can be direct ignition system. which is what is used on german cars, and now is known as digital motor electronics, or motronic. to me, a dis system is one that you CANNOT adjust base timing, which you can on the vr4. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Ahh yes, DIS system is where you cannot adjust timing. There are a lot of cars out that are DIS and its relatively old technology, just like AWD but its up in the hype for consumers.  How would I be able to adjust base timing for the vr-4 with no distributor? Pictures would help. <P>Need a vr-4  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||206.170.2.121||reg||1
Z||000020||bob in chicago||12-09-2002||06:03 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Base timing can be found in <A HREF="http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</A> ||24.148.88.162||reg||1
Z||000021||GVR1643||12-12-2002||03:11 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Let me continue to beat this dead horse...<P>My idle is still the same (see above)<BR>I need to remove the recently added Blaha MAF (used one) to see it this might be the culprit, but when it starts missing bad at idle I can attempt to bring the revs to 1500 and it still falters. <BR>? There was recently a post about the transistor (resistor? mind melt down today)near the coil pack.  Is there an easy diagnostic of this part?  Also, would a coil pack show symptoms of beginning to fail or do they just give out?  Recently I've noticed even holding RPM's at say 3k (no load) that it has a slight miss in it.<BR>sorry for long post...||167.142.21.231||reg||1
Z||000022||DookGVR4||02-11-2003||11:14 PM||||AHHHHH<br /><br />I have this problem!  I was about to order an ISC tonight BUT.<br /><br />My caps are yet to get done..<br /><br />It is really annoying...<br />1)Doesnt do it untill it warms up<br />2)Never stalls<br />3)Oil light flickers when it does it<br />4)idles at 750ish drops to about 650 and then cycles again<br /><br />What path should i follow i dont want to just throw parts at this problem?!<br /><br />How did anyone else make out with it?<br /><br />TIA, Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000023||Hertz||02-12-2003||12:01 AM||||Caps first, for sure.  Your capacitor leakage can cause shorts that can knock out other things... like your ISC.||67.36.176.150||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000024||ken inn||02-12-2003||04:31 AM||||i second the caps.  years ago, i had really strange problems, stalling, ce lite, bad idle, i even got the dreaded code 44.  i remember changing out the output transistor, coil, and cas.  all new, big bucks.  the caps fixed it.  i was lucky, and i even did the caps myself.  the longer you wait, the worse it will get.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000025||SPEEDFIEND||02-12-2003||05:31 PM||||My car is have this same goofy idle.  Any thought that it might be the Throttle Position Sensor?  Kris||206.214.57.10||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000026||DookGVR4||02-13-2003||09:11 PM||||THis oil light is worrying me....<br /><br />I am going to get a hold of keydiver SOON <br /><br />I hope he is available to get this done within the next week or so...This is my daily.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000027||GVR1643||02-15-2003||09:08 PM||||Well after jacking around with this idle for ever now (TPS sesor, set timing a couple of times, AFC adjustments, etc) it should be cured now. <br />Sent Jeff my ECU for the Keydiver chip mod and he noticed that there was acid damage to the board at the ISC driver.  Didn't notice it when doing the caps last year.  DOH!!!!  How many times has he told us about this and I just didn't think that was it.  <br />Thanks Jeff!!!||167.142.22.253||reg||3||GVR1643||00000080||yes
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A||||2||gvr4mike||GVR-4 for sale in the S. F. bay area||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4mike||12-06-2002||01:24 PM||mjones@tensquare.com||1991 Galant VR-4<BR>#615 of 2000<P>136,000 miles<BR>Less than 30K on completely rebuilt engine with the following mods:<BR>Balance shafts removed<BR>Entire rotating assembly balanced<BR>New front case and oil pump assembly<BR>Crank shot-penned and micro polished<BR>2G pistons (8.5:1 CR)<BR>Total Seal rings<BR>ARP studs throughout<BR>HKS metal head gasket<BR>3-angle valve grind and all new valves, lifters and seals in head<BR>Head is fully ported and gasket matched to the intake/exhaust manifold<BR>Custom 2.5 inch throttle body elbow<BR>Custom 2.5 intercooler pipes<BR>Highly modified Starion I/C core<BR>Ported 2G exhaust manifold<BR>TD06-20G Turbo w/internal wastegate<BR>RC-Engineering 550cc injectors<BR>Aeromotive fuel pressure regulator<BR>Walbro 255hp fuel pump<BR>HKS cat-back exhaust system<BR>HKS intake<BR>Blitz Dual Solenoid Boost Controller (DSBC) set at 12psi<BR>Old style Apex AFC<BR>Greedy turbo-timer<BR>Jumptronic A/F meter<BR>Autometer boost gauge<BR>Hewitt EGT gauge and probe<P>Compression test was just done with all cylinders being at an even 195 psi<P>Approximately 50K on rebuilt tranny (done by previous owner)<BR>Clutch Master Stage 2 clutch<BR>Lightened and balanced stock flywheel<BR>Symborski shift bushings<P>16" BBS "mesh" rims finished in same color as car<BR>Nitto 555 tires with 40% tread left<BR>H&R Racing springs (1.25" lower then stock)<BR>KYB GR-2 struts<BR>Slotted and cross-drilled brake rotors<BR>Metal Master high performance brake pads<BR>New calipers front and rear<BR>New radiator<BR>New alternator (120A)<P>Car is Nile Black which is the very deep, almost black gray<BR>The body is perfectly straight with no damage beyond your typical <BR>shopping cart door dings.<BR>The car has never been in an accident and has a clean title.<BR>The interior is in excellent shape, no cracks in the dash or damage <BR>to the interior trim.<BR>The seats are black leather. The rear and passenger seats look <BR>practically new.<BR>The drivers seat shows slight normal wear on the door-side edge.<BR>The stereo is a Kenwood CD head unit and there is a custom built <BR>isobaric box for a single 12" sub in the trunk.<BR>There are no speakers included with the exception of the sub and sub <BR>amp.<P>I am only selling the car because my wife and I are expecting our <BR>first child in January and need to get a mini-van. I have over 9k in <BR>parts receipts alone, but am letting it go for $6000 or best offer...I need to sell it fast so make me an offer.<P>Mike Jones<BR>gvr4mike@earthlink.net<BR> <BR>||158.140.2.102||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-06-2002||04:50 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Wow.  I wish I lived in CA right now.||67.37.187.61||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||12-06-2002||05:38 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Too bad it's 2000 miles away from me  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  That and no one wants my 91 Talon FWD.  I wonder why ;P||12.221.229.78||reg||1
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A||||10||ken inn||borrowing parts||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||12-06-2002||02:12 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i may be out on a limb here, but i have acquired a few parts that i would like to keep as spares, but i dont mind loaning out to help keep someone's car running.  the problem is, i am leery of sending out stuff like my spare ecu, and not getting it back.  but, there are recently 2 people here that need an ecu, and i know what a pain it is to send it out to be fixed, or find another one.  some of us cannot afford a long down time.  i would like to be able to send out stuff like an ecu, or an isc, mas, even a logger, but i dont know of any way to insure i get it back.  any ideas?||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000001||Romanova||12-06-2002||02:17 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Thats a great idea man. I think trust plays a large part in it, and I would hope that everyone on the board is very trustworthy... not like on the Trader. Perhaps you could have them send you some money on Paypal, then refund it when you get your part back. <BR>I for one, would jump at the chance to borrow an ECU, so I could send mine off to Keydriver for the CAPs... even next day airing it with UPS on Monday and getting it back on Thursday is still a lot of down time for some of us...<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Romanova (edited 12-06-2002).]||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-06-2002||03:10 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||well, here are some of my past experiences.  i have lent out some of my special tools, and one time it took 2 years to get them back.  another time, it took 7 months.  i sent a guy in hong kong a near brand new tps, and paid the freight.  i have 2 good isc servos, one i bought new.  what i DONT want is to send someone like the ecu, and then them say, oh, just keep the deposit, or whatever.  what i am looking at is just a TEMPORARY use until they get theirs done.  and sometimes, like a cracked exh manifold, i have a good 2g, it can be used, and a new one can be sent out and ported, etc.  i also got like the factory timing belt tools, special plug socket, ball joint separator.  we collectively probably have a lot of stuff that can be used in an emergency, but we all want it back.  and, some of this stuff costs a fair amount.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-06-2002||03:19 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Great Idea Ken...The paypal idea is probably pretty good or for someone you've dealt with before (that is very trustworthy) to vouch for them (and make things right in a pinch).<P>ps Don't forget about that driveshaft your waiting to get as well :-P  I promise! to get it taped up this w/e for shipping. <P>I think most of us on here who have communicated intelligently for some time (leaves me out :-) can probably be trusted.  Having someone personally vouch for someone should be pretty solid and the paypal should be rock solid.||167.142.21.165||reg||1
Z||000004||MPREZYAVR4||12-06-2002||03:46 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||That would be a great thing but like mentioned before the whole issue of a deposit that isn't equal to the value of the part/tool makes it a possible lose situation for Ken. I would like to help out with possibly a "loaner forum" or some type of support for this if I can get the board here soon.<BR>||199.183.184.131||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||12-06-2002||04:26 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||most of us KNOW the hassle of packing and shipping something.  most of the stuff i have sent out for free i cannot put a price on, because of the time involved.  but, i sure would like to have the opportunity to have a part to get me out of a jam instead of having to pay big bucks because you need it right now.  isnt it strange that when you need something right now, there are none?||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000006||turboflanagan||12-06-2002||09:57 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||How 'bout a $50 deposit for your water injection set up for me to see if it helps my knock issue??   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>By the way, Ken, did you sell your Blaha mas?||64.63.209.87||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||12-07-2002||09:30 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turboflanagan:<BR><B>How 'bout a $50 deposit for your water injection set up for me to see if it helps my knock issue??    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>By the way, Ken, did you sell your Blaha mas?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>yah, the blaha mas is long gone.  for daily driving, i like the 2g mas a lot better.  if you are upgrading, you will eventually need injectors and an afc, i would get a 2g mas.  btw, do you work at a shop?<P><BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000008||turboflanagan||12-07-2002||07:42 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Yup, Dodge dealer.<P>I keep looking for injectors off of a rx-7 at the pull-a-part place down the street, but they are Always gone.  And now I forgot which years were the right ones.||64.63.209.43||reg||1
Z||000009||keydiver||12-09-2002||04:37 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B> there are recently 2 people here that need an ecu, and i know what a pain it is to send it out to be fixed, or find another one.  some of us cannot afford a long down time.  i would like to be able to send out stuff like an ecu, or an isc, mas, even a logger, but i dont know of any way to insure i get it back.  any ideas?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I know how you feel Ken. I have 3 ECU's out on loan right now. Let me know if you come up with any good ideas.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.215.145||reg||1
Z||000010||ken inn||12-09-2002||05:14 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||see, this is what i mean.  it's like emminent domain.  if you borrow it, and keep it long enough, it becomes yours.  i would be REALLY pissed off if i had 3 ecu's loaned out, and not knowing if they are coming back.  borrowing an ecu can really save someone a lot of time and money, but if it is not returned, i sure wouldnt send any other stuff out.  ||209.220.6.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001273.cgi
A||N||17||JAYGVR4||ANyone have a favorite Alarm for their GVR4?||||5||
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||12-06-2002||04:20 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Hey Guys,<P>I've been sitting on a sub and amp - Infinity Kappa 255a amp and Kappa Perfect 10" sub  - that I had in my old 2G for quite some time now, and haven't put them into my GVR4 since it has for one, no alarm, and no aftermarket head unit or seperates, but before I dare install any of these components, I was wondering what folks are using for Alarms for their VR4's - brand/model #.  This is also the reason I haven't yet put in my APEXi Turbo Timer.  I think I had a Clifford in the 2G that came with the car and worked with the HKS TT I had at the time.  Anyone have a preferred Alarm that either works with thier TT or has one built in?<P>TIA,<BR>jb||208.254.3.3||reg||5
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||12-06-2002||08:15 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||A while ago I picked up an Aladdin 2000 (I think it was called... I'm at school, it's at home) for about $200 at groupbuycenter.com.  I found it to be pretty sweet, feature wise, w/a keychain remote w/lcd diagram of car, remote start, TT function, expandability for more sensors & actuators (trunk open, etc.).  The ownly downside is it has like 3 control boxes to be installed, 5+ wiring harness, dozens of connections... wiring nightmare.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  Dreading the install, but looking forward to using it.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||Kamekaze||12-06-2002||10:33 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||I just found out recently that mine has an alarm??  But the only way I have been able to set it off was by unlocking it when the window is open for the outside in (if anybody can understand what I am syaing).  Anybody know if I can cusomize the one that I already have on it??||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||12-07-2002||01:00 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B>A while ago I picked up an Aladdin 2000 (I think it was called... I'm at school, it's at home) for about $200 at groupbuycenter.com.  I found it to be pretty sweet, feature wise, w/a keychain remote w/lcd diagram of car, remote start, TT function, expandability for more sensors & actuators (trunk open, etc.).  The ownly downside is it has like 3 control boxes to be installed, 5+ wiring harness, dozens of connections... wiring nightmare.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">  Dreading the install, but looking forward to using it.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Hey Hey what do ya know!  That alarm is the specific reason I haven't installed my TT yet.  I'm waiting on some real world experience and a review of it on one of our cars!  &lt;tapping foot and waiting&gt; LOL!  So when ya gonna put it on huh?  When ya when ya when ya!?!?!  I wanna see if its all that its cracked up to be!  Or if it just fizzles.<P>THere is a dude from my local list - DSMCA - that is thinking of ditching his Alpine alarm that isn't playing nice with the factory one - I know I know don't get me started on why he should keep  the Alpine - for an Aladdin, and I told him to gimme a call if he does it so I can sit in and see whats involved...  According to the original group buy, it was supposedly a simple install, but from what you have listed, seems like the hell of a top o the line everything sensored alarm....  Damn...<P>jb||209.244.231.105||reg||1
Z||000004||JAYGVR4||12-07-2002||01:01 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Kamekaze:<BR><B>I just found out recently that mine has an alarm??  But the only way I have been able to set it off was by unlocking it when the window is open for the outside in (if anybody can understand what I am syaing).  Anybody know if I can cusomize the one that I already have on it??</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes our cars do come with a factory alarm, and yes they are annoying when they go off when you unlock your door through an open window...  I'm thinkin of an aftermarket one though...<P>jb||209.244.231.105||reg||1
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||12-07-2002||07:45 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<BR><B> Hey Hey what do ya know!  That alarm is the specific reason I haven't installed my TT yet.  I'm waiting on some real world experience and a review of it on one of our cars!  &lt;tapping foot and waiting&gt; LOL!  So when ya gonna put it on huh?  When ya when ya when ya!?!?!  I wanna see if its all that its cracked up to be!  Or if it just fizzles.<P>THere is a dude from my local list - DSMCA - that is thinking of ditching his Alpine alarm that isn't playing nice with the factory one - I know I know don't get me started on why he should keep  the Alpine - for an Aladdin, and I told him to gimme a call if he does it so I can sit in and see whats involved...  According to the original group buy, it was supposedly a simple install, but from what you have listed, seems like the hell of a top o the line everything sensored alarm....  Damn...<P>jb</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Haha, well I'm going to try to have it in either before or during January.  I'll let ya know how it goes.  There's still a groupbuy going on, apparently.  <A HREF="http://www.groupbuycenter.com/buy.aspx?id=7761" TARGET=_blank>http://www.groupbuycenter.com/buy.aspx?id=7761</A>   has them for only $175.  I'm going to try and totally disable the factory alarm when I put this one in.  Hmm, then maybe I could use the security light on the dash as a shift light!  Lol, I shouldn't be allowed to get these ideas until I finish my projects.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||12-07-2002||04:41 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||This is slightly related to the alarm thread -- I'm planning on adding a stealth switch to the clutch wire as an anti-theft measure.  I had considered switching the fuel pump, but that won't keep someone from starting the vehicle, will it?||67.37.232.51||reg||3
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||12-07-2002||05:17 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I think so... if they try to jack your car right after it's been run, there's probably enough fuel pressure in the lines to start the car, but it'll instantly die w/no pump for fresh fuel.  I think after sitting overnight it won't start w/the fuel pump off.<P>The clutch switch is an interesting idea, but I'm going to have to appropriate mine for the remote start.  I may still put in a fuel pump switch though, besides the alarm.  You can never be too careful...  That's something that really has been pissing me off lately.  Everytime I think of doing something to my car now, I stop and ask myself if it's going to make some jackass steal or break into or otherwise damage my car.  I would love to get a CF hood and ditch the stock mounting hardware and go 4 pins, but could never do this to a street car.  What a bunch of jerks are out there...  Oops, sorry to threadjack and go on a rant there.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000008||JAYGVR4||12-07-2002||06:22 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<BR><B>I think so... if they try to jack your car right after it's been run, there's probably enough fuel pressure in the lines to start the car, but it'll instantly die w/no pump for fresh fuel.  I think after sitting overnight it won't start w/the fuel pump off.<P>The clutch switch is an interesting idea, but I'm going to have to appropriate mine for the remote start.  I may still put in a fuel pump switch though, besides the alarm.  You can never be too careful...  That's something that really has been pissing me off lately.  Everytime I think of doing something to my car now, I stop and ask myself if it's going to make some jackass steal or break into or otherwise damage my car.  I would love to get a CF hood and ditch the stock mounting hardware and go 4 pins, but could never do this to a street car.  What a bunch of jerks are out there...  Oops, sorry to threadjack and go on a rant there.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Not quite sure what you guys mean by the clutch switch thingy, but I do know that if you get a TMO chip, you can program your car not to start until you do a sequence of up and down shifts of the clutch pedal itself before the car starts...  Is that what you are talking about?<BR><p>[This message has been edited by JAYGVR4 (edited 12-08-2002).]||166.90.26.148||reg||1
Z||000009||Hertz||12-08-2002||12:32 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||He's referring to this:<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>This is slightly related to the alarm thread -- I'm planning on adding a stealth switch to the clutch wire as an anti-theft measure.  I had considered switching the fuel pump, but that won't keep someone from starting the vehicle, will it?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>You know you can't start your car unless the clutch is depressed -- there is a switch that senses this.  If you put another switch inline of this wire you can override it and therefor keep your vehicle form being started.||67.37.187.95||reg||1
Z||000010||JAYGVR4||12-08-2002||07:54 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>He's referring to this:<P> You know you can't start your car unless the clutch is depressed -- there is a switch that senses this.  If you put another switch inline of this wire you can override it and therefor keep your vehicle form being started.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Well, this switch was disabled with the assistance of the local guru who helped me with my rebuild.  So I can start my car without depressing the clutch.  He rationalized that this is better for the car since pushing in the clutch to start the car puts the most strain on the thrust bearing, so the lesser ammount of engagements would contribute to the longevity of some parts, which was fine with me...  Hmmm, perhaps I can now install an alarm with remote start!<P>So I still haven't heard anyones opinions on the alarms?  None at all?<P>jb<P>||209.244.86.213||reg||1
Z||000011||Hertz||12-09-2002||02:50 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Uh, well, unless you're starting it in gear, you still have to depress the clutch, right?<P>No advice on alarms...  still have the factory alarm on mine.||67.37.191.73||reg||1
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||12-09-2002||03:03 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Nope, just leave it in neutral, and I can start my car just like an automagic car...||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000013||hibern8||12-09-2002||03:24 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yea same here i can start it with out depressing the clutch.....little trick i learned from my installers of remote starts at circuit city. there is a wire that you can connect that is for the clutch. once you connect that wire, the car thinks that the clutch is already depressed and viola, the car starts like an automatic. ||12.251.226.141||reg||1
Z||000014||Hertz||12-09-2002||03:32 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Oops, no I meant that in order to put the car into motion you still push in the clutch.  My point being that I don't put any more wear on my car starting it than you do.  (We're still each at 1 engagement.)<P>Nate:  Yes, that's what I've been talking about, put that clutch wire to a switch on your dash (spare foglight switch here) and you can keep a would-be car thief from starting your car.||67.37.191.73||reg||1
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||12-10-2002||05:23 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR>[B]Oops, no I meant that in order to put the car into motion you still push in the clutch.  My point being that I don't put any more wear on my car starting it than you do.  (We're still each at 1 engagement.)<P>B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The wear that he's talking of saving is not on the clutch, so the number of engagements isn't really the issue, but rather WHEN you engage it.  To start it, you push the clutch in, putting pressure on the flywheel against the crankshaft.  This way, the engine just freewheels when starting.  I've heard theories that this type of engine preloading during starting is what causes crankwalk.<P>And anyway, I always have two separate engagements for starting the car and moving it, so this would save me an engagement anyway.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000016||Pappy||12-10-2002||05:46 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Well, last night my car got broken into and the cd player was stolen.  The cd player wasn't even that good, but I forgot to take the face off.  Luckily they didn't take my momo wheel.  So tonight I took off the wheel and unplugged the fuel pump.  Nobody's taking the car, but this is going to be such a hassle with the insurance and getting the window fixed(plus it's hella cold out), and no way in hell am I going to get enough money from the insurance company to replace the cd player.  I'm starting to look into alarms now myself.  But I have to park like a 2 minute walk away, so the aladdin thing doesn't really work for me.  I've been thinking of an automated gun turret that is armed by an alarm, and uses pressure sensors in the seats to shoot anything that's on the seats while the alarms are going off. =D  Maybe that's a little extreme.  Yeah it is... okay okay, I'll only use .22s =P||24.60.210.147||reg||1
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||12-10-2002||09:58 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>Oops, no I meant that in order to put the car into motion you still push in the clutch.  My point being that I don't put any more wear on my car starting it than you do.  (We're still each at 1 engagement.)<P>Nate:  Yes, that's what I've been talking about, put that clutch wire to a switch on your dash (spare foglight switch here) and you can keep a would-be car thief from starting your car.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>No, the difference between a post-start engagement and yours is that your pre start engagement puts lateral pressure on the thrust bearing surface before any oil has been circulated.  *That* is why people disconnect the clutch pedal start switch.  I've disassembled enough crankwalked 1G and 2G blocks to not take any chances on my car, especially with the ACT 2600.  ||129.120.56.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001274.cgi
A||||2||MrEd||parts sourcing (non-Galant)||||1||
Z||000000||MrEd||12-06-2002||05:22 PM||res122@psu.edu||I know some of you work parts for a living, & some of you may have researched brake upgrades for the Galant.<P>I need to source some vented discs for a car for which they're NLA from both dealer & aftermarket.  If I know relevent specs (disc diameter & thickness, hat diameter & depth, center hole & stud pattern, etc) how can I go about finding a suitable match from among what's already manufactured by any given 3rd party?  Even a compatible near-match requiring some finish machining would do.<P>I have access to a nearly-new example to take measurements.  Cost is not a huge issue, & there's a few dozen who would buy in if I could find some.  Thanks for any tips, -Ed||146.186.116.57||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||12-06-2002||06:42 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||you would have to find some VERY friendly purchasers who would forward the dimensions to the manufacturers, and also explain in detail.  a lot of the vendors are reluctant to do much research, and the language barrier is always a problem.  for example, once when i was searching for the thin metal shims that are adhered to brake pads, i was told by one manufacturer that no bmw's in the united states came with disc brakes.  the germans think we are still at war, and they are winning.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||12-06-2002||09:14 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001275.cgi
A||||12||Matticus||New VR4 owner... Introducing myself||||1||
Z||000000||Matticus||12-06-2002||08:24 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Hello. I am the new owner of #1321. I am pretty much new to the world of DSMs. I look forward to working on the car as much as possible. I haven't done alot of mechanic work, but really love to work on cars. 1321 has about 114,000 miles and desperately needs a new timing belt, current one was changed at 45,000 miles. I really don't want to take my car to the dealer to have them do the work, the locals dealers quoted like 800 bucks to change the timing/balance belts along with the water pump. My plan is to put the car in my garage and work on it as much as I can. It makes me a little nervous to change it myself, never have done it before, but the VFAQs are quite descriptive and step it through nicely. I look forward to meeting all of you here on the board. I am sure I will be posting more.  ||68.34.64.146||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||12-06-2002||08:26 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Congratulations and welcome!  I think you'll really enjoy your new ride.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Is it stock, modded, color, etc?  Give us the details.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||Matticus||12-06-2002||08:42 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||It is completely stock from what the previous owner said.  But he did read on the dsm.org pages and found out about the bad caps and had them replaced. He did the transfer case recall. I got a brand new set of blizacks sp? with the car also.  And about 370 dollors worth of new mistu parts for the timing belt. pulleys, seals, etc... It is green, with black interior, not sure if there is any other color interior.  It runs strong, I drove it from northern Jersey to north eastern Maryland. I am scared to drive it because of the belt needing replaced. I have read too many horror stories already.  It does have some grinding when shifting into 3rd, but I plan on changing the fluid and doing the stiff shifter mod soon, with hopes that will cure it... for a while.   ||68.34.64.146||reg||1
Z||000003||Matticus||12-06-2002||08:45 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Oh yeah, It is a blast to drive. Although, nearly bald Dunlops are NOT good in the snow. My wife was a little scared driving with me in the snow yesterday.||68.34.64.146||reg||1
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||12-06-2002||09:06 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Sweet, another Marylander!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">  Welcome!  ||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000005||mdpvr4||12-07-2002||01:02 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||welcome  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/tongue.gif">||32.102.170.135||reg||1
Z||000006||Damn, I need a VR4||12-07-2002||02:59 PM||||I'm a newb here..haha <P>later<BR>need a VR4<BR>||206.170.2.18||reg||10
Z||000007||Matticus||12-07-2002||06:58 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Thanks everyone. quick question, how hard is it to dhange the timing belt?  I have read the VFAQ about a dozen times already, and I think the hardest thing is getting to everything.  Any tips?||68.34.64.146||reg||1
Z||000008||turboflanagan||12-07-2002||07:55 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||My tip:  get a manual.  then get a back-up manual on cd.  <A HREF="http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/</A> <P>If you really want to keep and enjoy the car these should be the first things you do.  Though in your case I would recomend doing these things before putting even 1 more mile on that t-belt.  That thing is already on atleast 20000 miles of borrowed time and you are wise to be very afraid!<P>Other than that it really isn't that hard.  Be patient and don't rush.  Check all of the one, two, three, four... five timing marks as described in the manual and you should be just fine.  Do the water pump, balance shaft belt, and all the seals in there too.||64.63.209.43||reg||1
Z||000009||JAYGVR4||12-08-2002||08:49 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Matticus, and you too Johnny Bravo if you haven't already, need to join the Capital Area DSM List in Yahoo Groups...  There are plenty of DSM'ers as well as GVR4 drivers that may be willing to help you out with your timing belt change.  Nice to see someone else in the DC/MD/VA area with another of these sweet rides!<P>Welcome!<P>jb<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<BR>||209.244.86.213||reg||10
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||12-08-2002||09:06 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Already on there, but I don't think I've ever posted though  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/biggrin.gif">||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000011||mdpvr4||12-10-2002||01:57 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||the first one is always the hardest, after that its a piece of cake||32.103.216.4||reg||1
Z||000012||Matticus||12-10-2002||07:41 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Thanks everyone, I joined the yahoo group, name is Matticus_prime. Quick question, the tension pully tool, did you make it out of the battery bolt like they suggest, or just order the tool from Miller?  I also need to get a crank pully holder unit for when I torque the crank pully down in the end.  ||68.34.64.146||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001276.cgi
A||||3||Kamekaze||Purtty!||||1||
Z||000000||Kamekaze||12-07-2002||04:44 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://jgronline.com/images/sam_engine1.jpg"> <BR>Can anybody tell me how to do this?  Is it just taking the pain off and giving it a nice polish, or would I need to buy some stuff?  Thanks in advance guys.||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||12-07-2002||06:39 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Polish it or Chrome plate it. The later is much easier to maintain.<P>Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||TWEAKD4||12-08-2002||04:07 PM||cdmyers@surfbest.net||That looks chromed. It is more difficult to polish with the lettering on the valve cover.  <BR> <BR>I polished the intake on my old Talon and it takes alot of time and patience.  I don't know the proper way to do it but this is how I did it.  I first ground off the ribs and lettering.  Then I used an expander wheel from <A HREF="http://www.eastwoodcompany.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.eastwoodcompany.com/</A>  model #13079 to smooth the intake out going from course grit to a fine grit band.  Then I hand sanded it from 500 grit to 1000 grit until it was almost polished by sanding it.  I then hit it with polishing compound.  It looked pretty nice afterwards but I should have cleared it because it started to dull out over time.  <BR>||63.233.206.85||reg||1
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||12-08-2002||08:14 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Kamekaze:<BR><B>  <IMG SRC="http://jgronline.com/images/sam_engine1.jpg">  <BR>Can anybody tell me how to do this?  Is it just taking the pain off and giving it a nice polish, or would I need to buy some stuff?  Thanks in advance guys.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I actually got to see this cover off the car since the owner is local to me - Sam Sayes - and he bought it chromed out, since it seemed cleaner than just a polished stocker.  He has since changed the spark plug cover to a carbon fiber one from Carbontrix, which I'll probably do.  <P>I actually tried hand polishing a spare valve cover as my "Zen meditation" project, and its actually pretty hard to get rid of all the casting flash and get inbetween all the lettering if you don't choose to shave it all off.  If you do try to do it on your own, use as big of a wheel as you can so 1.) it doesn't clog as often, and 2.) you lay a flatter patch on the surface so there's less of a chance that you make a wavy pattern in the aluminum while bearing down on some of the more rough spots.  Oh and you can get supplies to do this from the Eastwood company - I used the aluminum "Intake Polishing Kit."  After a while I ended up throwing in the towel after getting the cover down to about 180 grit, and I just got it powder coated bright freakin red!  <P>jb||209.244.86.213||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001277.cgi
A||N||64||hibern8||Carrers???||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||12-07-2002||08:18 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||I was just curious what some of you guys on this board do for a living to be able to invest the money into your cars. I think I make a decent penny but never seems to be enough between college tuition, bills, girlfriend and soaking it into the galant.||63.62.132.107||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4in||12-07-2002||09:12 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Im a senior in high school, but i still got bills, girlfriend, car insurance and squeezin parts into my vr4....I work at Kragen auto! Haha...||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||12-08-2002||12:30 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yeah when i was a senior i was on the work program at school. i got lucky and landed myself a sales postion at circuit city in car audio. was fun and made pretty damn good money there for being only 16-18 years old. now i work for a large independent dealer or home appliances, built ins and home entertainment. pretty cool job and more money. but it will take me a while since im new to the appliance industry, but otherwise it will come fast. however there still never seems to be enough money no matter how much you make, as i mentioned in my first post. ||63.62.132.224||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||12-08-2002||02:19 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I joined the Marines after taking a year off to have fun after graduating H/S a year early. I became an Electro-Optical ordnance repairer working on all the advanced ground weapons systems and night/thermal vision equipment and laser designators (too much stuff). From there I became employed by a company called CYRA ( <A HREF="http://www.cyra.com" TARGET=_blank>www.cyra.com</A>  ) who does 3D laser scanning/surveying as a LASER tech. They were used in movies like Matrix, starship troopers, deep blue sea and others for the back ground. Once the economy started to turn after 9/11 I lasted till just this past August when I became an "employee of Gray Davis, Govenor of CA" making 1/3rd what I was  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif"> . Now I just hope to find another decent job doing something similar to what I have the back ground before in So. CA. <P>Enough about my life how about everyone else.||199.35.31.186||reg||1
Z||000004||kartorium31||12-08-2002||02:40 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I am a pro haybuck, i work at the jenkins farm during school.  In the winter i work on my dads tubing hill, and i am also an electrician's apprentice.  All make decent money especially for a high schooler.  Hopefully i can get good enough at skiing so i can get paid(pro freerider), i ski almost every other day  in the winter.  I am thinking about going to uti for higher education, but haven't made up my mind yet.||12.18.161.84||reg||1
Z||000005||Pappy||12-08-2002||03:39 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I'm a 3rd year student at a 5 year school.  I work part time at Harvard Law Clinical as IT support.  I make some pretty good coin.  Come January though, I'm going to be on coop(my school alternates classes and paid internships).  I'll be on coop for 6 months, but I haven't found a position yet.  Half the students in my class don't have one yet.  Tough market still.||24.218.155.236||reg||1
Z||000006||Lucky13||12-08-2002||07:55 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||I work as a machinist for a company that makes surgical dental components ( a Biomet owned company called Implant Innovations Inc. or 3i ) on 3rd shift ( 11pm to 7am ). Being single w/ no kids helps too.||65.81.0.114||reg||1
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||12-08-2002||08:14 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Sophomore in college.  I work in the summer for the city, which is enough to pay bills, but 5 years ago a "friend" lopped off a digit of mine (it's back on) and some of the settlement's going towards the galant.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Still never enough though...<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000008||broke down||12-08-2002||08:24 AM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||amazing what we do to have a fast car!!!||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||12-08-2002||11:31 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I sell stereos.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||DSMGVR4||12-08-2002||11:55 AM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||I am an occupational therapist working with geriatrics. When I graduated from college in 99 starting salaries dropped by $20K due to Medicare cut backs and such. So basically I'm in much debt since I went to NYU and took out a crap full of loans not knowing I'd come out making $20K less. Oh, I'm married with 2 kids. :-) John||68.38.90.169||reg||1
Z||000011||drew||12-08-2002||12:00 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||Grad student which I'm quitting in 2 weeks after realizing a career in Teaching English isn't for me after realizing a career in IT Consulting wasn't for me.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000012||ken inn||12-08-2002||12:06 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||I GOT YOU ALL BEAT!  age, too.  i work out of my HOUSE.  remoted terminal, in texas, for a company based out of san francisco. <A HREF="http://www.ssfautoparts.com." TARGET=_blank>www.ssfautoparts.com.</A>   we sell parts for bmw, mercedes, porsche, audi, slaab, and volvo.  right now the market sucks, sales are down.  BUT, the only thing i owe on is the wife's mazda.  house, charge cards, kid's student loan, all gone.  i can work buck nekkid if i want.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000013||bob in chicago||12-08-2002||12:24 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Retired... used to be marketing director for big university hospital. Now I play with my vinyl LP's, abuse my GRV4, swim, bike, see movies. ||24.148.88.67||reg||1
Z||000014||Hertz||12-08-2002||01:02 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I'm a web developer and frequently work at my home office.  I made millions during the Internet boom.  I'm slowly buying up all the Galant VR-4s in the country in an effort to artificially inflate their value.||67.37.187.95||reg||2
Z||000015||RayH||12-08-2002||03:29 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||I'm a software application architect in the healthcare industry.  Ordered my 92 VR-4 sight unseen a month before they were available in the US after having thought about getting a 91 for a while.  Drove a used 86 Galant before that and even further back my parents had a 74 Dodge Colt GT also made by Mitsubishi.  Expecting my first kid next year so I can finally justify having 4 doors.||67.82.160.28||reg||1
Z||000016||blacksheep||12-08-2002||07:55 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I am a software programmer in Des Moines, Iowa aka BFE! Its my second job out of college. the IT market sucks right now! <P>For newbies here, the gvr4list and jgronline are awesome resources. It has been most helpful...I have come a long way and learnt from the &lt;cough&gt; senior citizens on here. You know who you are   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>I have owned 7 gvr4s..I tried to kick the habit, no luck at all. I know there is light at the end of the tunnel..Jon finally walked away!   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Hibern8 - I know what you mean..Between college loans, mortgage, my motorcycle loan and marriage savings - funds are tight - I am building this gvr4 to the best of my ability, probably another 3-4 years till she is done  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><p>[This message has been edited by blacksheep (edited 12-08-2002).]||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000017||JAYGVR4||12-08-2002||08:28 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||I'm the Technical Services Administrator for an educational "dot com" that provides services for K - 12 Home and Charter School students...  The I.T. field does suck much butt right now though, and I'm looking into getting into Real Estate Sales, and hopefully one day, property management...<P>jb<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000||209.244.86.213||reg||1
Z||000018||number3||12-08-2002||08:50 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Sales is the only way to make good money without tons of schooling.<P>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000019||hibern8||12-08-2002||11:24 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||so number3----- im curious to what kind of stereos you sell? as i mentioned before i came from circuit city selling car/home audio. alpine all the way to harman kardon you know. now i stepped up with this independent dealer and we have some nice shit. integra, meridian, macintosh. some bad ass projections, lcds and plasmas: hitachi xwx, sony xbr, mitsu diamond series. all the high end which gives me confidence since i know im selling damn good product. not to mention the appliances, good market for that. didnt realize how many people actually remodel their kitchen and are buying new homes. we also have professional stuff too like you see on mtv cribs and theres real big money to be made in that. I just started with this company and have a really good rep, known to be the largest independent dealer in Illinois (Grant's Appliance, TV and Audio).<P>  After 9/11 the market started to suck royally and business at circuit city was the slowest out of the 3 years i was there. however i agree, for being a full time student in pharmacy school, i make a pretty good coin working this sales job through school. but i really cant wait to finish school because then i know i will have a steady job. And i cant forget about the $$$$$$$$$$$<p>[This message has been edited by hibern8 (edited 12-08-2002).]||63.62.130.192||reg||1
Z||000020||markrieb||12-09-2002||12:39 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I do, well..., er..., stuff.<P>My degree is in Nuclear Engineering and Health Physics from Oregon State University.  Spent 7 years at Mare Island Naval Shipyard in Vallejo CA (Bay Area) taking apart submarines and putting them back together.  Anybody here ever read the book "Blindman's Bluff"?  I lived part of that book...<P>The Gov't closed the shipyard, so I moved to Ashtabula OH (just east of Cleveland) and stayed there for almost 3 years cleaning up a site that used to make fuel rods/targets for weapons production reactors.<P>That contract ended, so I moved back to the Pacific Northwest and kicked around the Hanford site for a couple of years.<P>The last 4 years, I got sucked into the wonderfull world of Chemical Weapons.  The company I work for has developed an alternative method for destroying chemical weapons that doesn't involve incineration.  I've spent the last 4 years desiging, fabricating and operating this equipment, from labratory scale/proof of concept all the way through to production units.<P>A year ago we started our own fabrication shop (around 150,000 square feet) where we employ (currently) almost 100 people.  65 pipefitters of which about half are certified welders on materials upto and including Titanium, Inconel, Hasteloy and other semi-exotic metals.  Around 8 electricians, 2 Non-Destructive Testing personnel (x-ray, dye-penetrant, etc.) and around 30 technical staff (engineers, draftsmen, instrumentation techs, admin, etc.)<P>I am second-in-command at the shop or I run various other projects on my own.  I have clocked around 550 hours of overtime this year.  I don't get time-and-a-half for the OT, but I do get paid for the hours worked.  Budget for the shop last year was around $20M, I just wish I could figure out how to get a larger portion of those $$$ in my own pocket.<P>Mark Rieb<BR>Not sure which is the frying pan and which is the fire, chemical weapons vs. nukes...||4.47.235.31||reg||1
Z||000021||smokindav||12-09-2002||09:05 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Currently I'm a full time grad student (MBA).  The wife works and pays the bills and she's a substance abuse counselor.<P>I used to be an engineer doing automotive stuff.<P>I'm looking for a job - I graduate in May if anyone has any leads throw them my way.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>BTW, I don't throw any money at my GVR4 except for maintenance and repairs.  But the car isn't exactly stock, the previous owner put on KYB/Whitelines and a 2.5" turbo back.  It also has a boost gauge, bleeder valve, K&N and 17" wheels.<P>Dave Flaherty<P>edit: We also don't have any debt which is very nice.  Just pay the rent and car insurance.  I work 10 hrs a week for the University (Of Iowa go Hawks) and that covers my tuition.<p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 12-09-2002).]||128.255.248.210||reg||1
Z||000022||GVR1643||12-09-2002||09:51 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Sales for a family owned travel agency.  We're pretty diversified, so I try to be out visiting clients for large tours.  Damn psychology degree!<P>I think Mark R. wins for coolest/scariest job :-P<P>Live here in Iowa near KC (aka Blacksheep). I tell him he actually shows up now as owning a percentage of the GVR's in the states now :-))||167.142.21.239||reg||1
Z||000023||Louters91GVR4||12-09-2002||10:27 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Mortgage Specialist in Columbus Ohio<P>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000024||a_santos||12-09-2002||12:01 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Full time Student. Architecture Major at Lawrence Technological University, Southfield Michigan. Also work construction about 30 hours per week. If my tuition wasn't so expensive, 10-12K per year, I would put more money in my VR4. Will graduate in 2 years.  <P>||198.111.38.150||reg||1
Z||000025||1quickvr4||12-09-2002||12:09 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Well I deliver Pizzas, Not the best job in the world but it works for now. I still cant figure out what I want to do yet so Im just about to start going to a 2 year school just to kill time. Considering I do have a good amount a cc debt right now, But I live at home. I make most of my mod money buying and selling used parts if I get a good deal on somthing. But with a very well modded VR-4, a Beater 90 laser and a 64 plymouth Valiant. I dont have a whole lot of cash, But I enjoy life, so what can I say, Its all about having fun.<P>Zach<P>||4.47.34.64||reg||1
Z||000026||beavis||12-09-2002||01:15 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i'll give you one clue, "what can brown do for you?"||138.23.114.162||reg||1
Z||000027||GVR1643||12-09-2002||02:00 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||"what can brown do for me?"<P>stain my underwear<BR>carry my bottle of liqueor<BR>carry my lunch<BR>cover an ugly gals face<BR>and still deliver my car parts on time<BR>:-))||167.142.22.107||reg||1
Z||000028||keydiver||12-09-2002||02:12 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I spent 3 years repairing consumer electronics, 4 years repairing TV's for a hotel chain, and 16 years as a chief tech for a Cable TV system in Pennsylvania, then decided to jump over to the vendor side of things. I now work for a manufacturer of Cable TV amplifiers and fiber optic equipment as an R&D Engineer. The past 2 years have been real bad in our industry too, but lately things have been looking better. I'm lucky to be working for a company that was built during bad times and is VERY efficient. Most manufacturers in our industry took on way too much debt during the haydays of the '90's, and have slashed 2/3's of their employees, but we haven't had any layoffs. I just got back from the poorest attended Western Cable TV Show ever, but everyone seemed optimistic that next year will be better than this one. I hope so, its a bad time to be looking for a job.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.215.145||reg||1
Z||000029||uno||12-09-2002||07:28 PM||corona1977@juno.com||Similar to hibern8 I work for a 6-store appliance/electronics shop here in MT. Vanns, Vanns.com comes up under many small electronics searches and despite being an employee owned small company it does very well nationally. We are a little slow, but I still enjoy it.<P>Micah.||216.187.162.195||reg||1
Z||000030||TheGVR4kid||12-09-2002||08:09 PM||snakeyes2@aol.com||Im trying to be just like Harry. ||66.32.195.142||reg||11
Z||000031||sleeper||12-09-2002||09:59 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I work full time for the past 8 years as an Inventory manager for a foodservice co.<BR>That pays for my house and the bills.<BR>To support my cars (97GSX and 692/1000)<BR>In the evenings and weekends I make decals for riceboys, work on DSM's, sell used DSM parts, custom made DSM parts (SS heatshields, SS plug covers, rebuilt ISC motors, my custom feremic clutch setup, etc.)<BR>This also paid for my new vineyard in Europe <BR>where I plan to retire in the next 25 years.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P> <BR>||65.66.63.222||reg||1
Z||000032||229of1000||12-09-2002||11:03 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||I'm in my senior year of high school.  I'm in the work release program, working for an architect.  I did drafting for my first three years in high school, but I don't like it all that much, so this is just a temporary job.  I'm going to switch to computer science for college.||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000033||DsmParts||12-09-2002||11:43 PM||sales@dsmparts.com||I work for MastaMinds Inc. in charge of DSMparts wholesales & website orders. Great job, they are a good company to work for.<P><BR>Late<BR>||24.247.82.222||reg||1
Z||000034||BluFalcon||12-09-2002||11:52 PM||muttski@gte.net||I test/inspect jet engines for a company here in Dallas.  <A HREF="http://www.dallasairmotive.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dallasairmotive.com</A>  .  Currently I work on the Rolls Royce/Allison 250 Turboshaft engine, but my soon be moving to another test cell, where they test the Pratt and Whitney JT-15D Turbofan engine.  I'm also in the Air National Guard, where I'm a Communications-Computer Sytems Control Apprentice.  It's about as different from Aviation as you can get, I suppose.  Most of my Guard pay and some of my "regular" pay got towards modding the GVR4.  I'm not doing too bad for myself, but I know I don't want to work in aviation for the rest of my life.  ||4.64.85.48||reg||1
Z||000035||khadiyev||12-10-2002||12:32 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I'm in the Marines, working on 903cid desiel V8s (turbo) he he  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||64.12.96.74||reg||1
Z||000036||1520/2000||12-10-2002||12:56 AM||l_damiani@hotmail.com||my father and i own and run an espresso bar in scranton pa. just opened, saving up for the summer.||66.236.220.5||reg||1
Z||000037||4g63t||12-10-2002||01:55 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||I'm an ex-navy air traffic controller, and I'm working odd jobs and taking flight lessons/college classes while waiting for that magic phone call from the FAA. In the meantime I've been working as a courier for a delivery company and I work on peoples cars for extra cash. And yeah, whatever the car doesn't eat, the girlfriend gets - I'm always broke!   ||65.129.80.21||reg||1
Z||000038||Butterdogg||12-10-2002||03:32 AM||||5th year college student majoring in Biology and Spanish. Currently part time school and have 2 jobs. I work for Sprint PCS (pays good to do really nothing) and an local performance shop around town that couple of my friends open up. is 8000 square feet. <BR>so if I am not at school, I am at work.<P><BR>Eddie<BR>||12.222.251.129||reg||1
Z||000039||ken inn||12-10-2002||10:01 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 4g63t:<BR><B>I'm an ex-navy air traffic controller, and I'm working odd jobs and taking flight lessons/college classes while waiting for that magic phone call from the FAA. In the meantime I've been working as a courier for a delivery company and I work on peoples cars for extra cash. And yeah, whatever the car doesn't eat, the girlfriend gets - I'm always broke!   </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>how about that.  ever heard of PATCO?  i was one o dem ATC that got fired by reagan in 1981 for going out on strike.<P>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000040||number3||12-10-2002||10:40 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>so number3----- im curious to what kind of stereos you sell? as i mentioned before i came from circuit city selling car/home audio. alpine all the way to harman kardon you know. now i stepped up with this independent dealer and we have some nice shit. integra, meridian, macintosh. some bad ass projections, lcds and plasmas: hitachi xwx, sony xbr, mitsu diamond series. all the high end which gives me confidence since i know im selling damn good product. not to mention the appliances, good market for that. didnt realize how many people actually remodel their kitchen and are buying new homes. we also have professional stuff too like you see on mtv cribs and theres real big money to be made in that. I just started with this company and have a really good rep, known to be the largest independent dealer in Illinois (Grant's Appliance, TV and Audio).<P>  After 9/11 the market started to suck royally and business at circuit city was the slowest out of the 3 years i was there. however i agree, for being a full time student in pharmacy school, i make a pretty good coin working this sales job through school. but i really cant wait to finish school because then i know i will have a steady job. And i cant forget about the $$$$$$$$$$$<P>[This message has been edited by hibern8 (edited 12-08-2002).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I work for a company called HiFi House. Actually as I type this I am right outside of NYC at Crestron (www.Crestron.com) for a brush up 4 day training.<P>I design a sell high end system to mostly new home builders. The typical system I put together takes me 12-24 months and cost $30,000-$300,000.00.  I do help out a lot of fellow GVR4 and DSM owners as well with smaller systems. Mark (here on the board), James Heck and Jeff Hill to name a few.<P>Anyway, I am sorry it has been a slow year for you. Actually it has never been busier for me in the last 12 years of doing this type of work. In fact I average 4 plasma panels a month and LCD tv are all the rage now. <P>Break is over... gotta run<p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 12-10-2002).]||65.206.113.25||reg||1
Z||000041||Louters91GVR4||12-10-2002||12:02 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||it is pretty cool to see all the backgrounds we all come from<P>tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1
Z||000042||4g63t||12-10-2002||12:04 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Ken, you've got to be kidding! I had a sneaking suspicion when I read your post about being in a union, union busted, getting audited, and all that. Wow, I really feel bad for you, you guys got shafted. Did you ever consider going back? They're taking back some patco guys these days, not sure if its something you'd still be interested in. The FAA has my app, they say they need people but it takes them sooo long to reply. Everyone says "just keep waiting, the call will come", well, I hope so. Do you still keep in touch with the industry? Lots of changes, STARS, all the crazy airspace changes from 9/11, all the new gps stuff... Anyway, I can't wait to get back into it, but this time making the $$$$! ||65.129.80.28||reg||11
Z||000043||mdpvr4||12-10-2002||01:51 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||im a hospital corpsman in the navy. im currently doing nothing because im waiting to get shipped out.  but i used to be a auto body tech for a shop that only only did ferrari,bmw,porche, ect... that made awesome $$$$$ but the owner sets the deffinition for ass hole!<BR>i hope you liked my story<BR>matt||32.103.216.4||reg||1
Z||000044||a_santos||12-10-2002||06:01 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||CAREERS||207.74.110.77||reg||1
Z||000045||bob dole||12-10-2002||06:25 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||i invented the flux-capasitor.||24.73.70.187||reg||1
Z||000047||teet||12-10-2002||07:31 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||intel.  I make Pentium 4s.  Lithography Engineer.  Chem E degree.  I fix/improve $1600k of lithography equipment.<P>john<P>||134.134.136.3||reg||1
Z||000048||369of1000||12-10-2002||08:14 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by teet:<BR><B>intel.  I make Pentium 4s.  Lithography Engineer.  Chem E degree.  I fix/improve $1600k of lithography equipment.<P>john<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Small world, I used to work for SVG lithography, building the Microscan III and III+ tools. I was only a tech but it was a good job. They let me go before I had the chance to learn the IV and V was still in development. Do you know if they got the V to work? When I left they were still having problems with the optics. <P>Too bad about the economy, now I'm back to school full time. <P>(edit: For those who don't know, the microscan tools are some of the tools used to print the Intel line of chips.)<p>[This message has been edited by 369of1000 (edited 12-10-2002).]||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000049||vrpower||12-10-2002||08:20 PM||darian85@msn.com||Im a junior in high school(probably the youngest gvr4 owner 17), and i still cant believe how i barely paid off my Galant and I have paid for my insurance payments. I work at a truck/trailer repair shop as a mechanic's helper as well as type invoices. Besides the fact that im slowly gathering an exhaust for my car, I consider myself very lucky to even own a car!||67.24.118.173||reg||1
Z||000050||suprflewus||12-10-2002||08:48 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||I make soap.<P>Tyler.<P><BR>interesting side tidbit -  my galant was originally titled in the United States by the owner of HKS, but i couldn't find any signs of my galant being the HKS galant tested in one of the early car rags.||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000051||blacksheep||12-10-2002||08:56 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Dale<P>Was it Mr.Hasegawa or Mr.Kitagawa ?<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Actually the two got a loan from Sigma Automotive Co... Hence the name, HKS<P>I thought thats another cool bit of trivia for everyone  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000052||davesvr4||12-11-2002||12:05 AM||||I`m a aircraft Maintenance engineer for a company that operates all over australasia and I`m based in Sydney, I love my job and I love my vr4 but at the moment its giving me a little greif. I don`t spend a lot of money on my car but I`ve put a mandrel bent 3"exhaust on, a stereo system, filter and boosted just a little. but its a heap of fun, especially when beating the unsuspecting victim of the street sleeper!!!||211.28.96.37||reg||1
Z||000053||howard_GVR4||12-11-2002||12:25 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I'm a senior at U of North Texas, studying Linguistics.  I work for the UNT Computing Center doing tech support, while my wife works in the same building as Ken's son, Ben Inn.  Small world here in Denton, Texas. :-)<P>I am an avid musician and I love to tour at least 3 times a year, along with studio work and the occasional TV commercial music gig.  When I'm not doing any of the above, hanging out with my wife, or mountain biking, I'm working on a rally car service crew.  Bored?  Never.  ||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000054||Kamekaze||12-11-2002||12:37 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by vrpower:<BR><B>Im a junior in high school(probably the youngest gvr4 owner 17), and i still cant believe how i barely paid off my Galant and I have paid for my insurance payments. I work at a truck/trailer repair shop as a mechanic's helper as well as type invoices. Besides the fact that im slowly gathering an exhaust for my car, I consider myself very lucky to even own a car!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Nope, I am also 17 and a junior in highschool.  I got lucky and my parents bought the car and I am paying them back for it.  I am currently jobless but will probably soon be stocking at H.E.B...<P>||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000055||Garfield Wright||12-11-2002||01:51 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I'm currently a purchasing agent working for one of the largest hvac/r distributors in Florida (Gemaire Dist).  I was the Inventory Control Manager for approx 2 years & switch.  Started college in NY (College of Staten Island) & left those damn cold winter no looking back months behind for the sun & my girlfriend (now my wife).  I feel really bad for those guys that have temps in the teens now.  However we are experiencing a cold front.  It dropped to 75 degrees & I have to bread out the winter jacket.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> I love rubbing it in.||66.176.227.95||reg||6
Z||000056||daviddilts||12-11-2002||01:57 AM||dsmdave@prodigy.net||MY turn.<P>My father and I Own The Soccer Post of Scotch Plains N.J. We have been open for 7 years now. every year the pay check gets bigger but so does all of the bills.<P>Most of my money gets sucked up buy the house,then the wife ,then My 3 year old little girl(PLEASE DADDY). I am the budget racer.I buy used part for the galant when I can.  A few friends at BMTranny helps me to find most of them. <P>When I'm not with my family you can find me at D&D hanging out with a few NJDSMer's<P>I know this is stab in the dark but,If anyone needs some soccer things let me know,I'm sure we can work something out.<P>||65.59.96.105||reg||1
Z||000057||number3||12-11-2002||09:16 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by vrpower:<BR><B>Im a junior in high school(probably the youngest gvr4 owner 17), and i still cant believe how i barely paid off my Galant and I have paid for my insurance payments. I work at a truck/trailer repair shop as a mechanic's helper as well as type invoices. Besides the fact that im slowly gathering an exhaust for my car, I consider myself very lucky to even own a car!</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Been there myself... (I used to drive a 79 Brat with not floor) but it is much more enjoyable if you do it yourself then having it all handed to you is it not?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>||65.206.113.25||reg||1
Z||000058||DSMotorsport||12-11-2002||06:45 PM||jonescri@earthlink.net||Im from NJ (davedilts and I see each other at track often).<BR>I did 5 years of college 98-2002 for Automotive Engineering, Automotive Engineering, and Autoad.  Two AAS and one cert.  Not using any of it though!<P>I run DSMotorsport full time (actualy like 7am till 8pm), work out of a shop about 10 minutes from my apartment.Live with wife married oct 2001..no kids yet. <P> Decided I wasn't into mech engineering book work, and wrenching on cars got old fast (was auto tech for 2 years while in school).  Now it's pretty nice.  I talk to DSM guys 12 hours a day and move around tons of parts (DSMotorsport just pushed past $350,000 in sales last week for 2002).  Have to say guys....it's like christmas every day when UPS drops off, never gets old rooting through cases of DSM goodies.<P>Nathan Crisman <A HREF="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com" TARGET=_blank>www.diamondstarmotorsport.com</A> ||208.17.75.72||reg||1
Z||000059||theymightbegalants||12-11-2002||06:51 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B> <BR>Been there myself... (I used to drive a 79 Brat with not floor) but it is much more enjoyable if you do it yourself then having it all handed to you is it not?   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Exactly.  I'm not the greatest mechanic (all right, I suck) and so could just take my car to a shop and have it built (like I have the money, HA!) but it's a lot more meaningful to take something and mold into something new with your own hands.  It's fun learning how to do new things, and when I'm finally done (are we ever truly done working on these cars?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif"> ) I want to be able to step back, admire my work, and say, "I made that."  Besides, she's my baby, and letting someone else work on her (unless I absolutely can't, for lack of tools or skills) is like letting some random dude take your lady out for the night.  Not cool.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000060||talontsi||12-11-2002||08:24 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I work as a Network Engineer for a large company that does call centers all over the world.<BR>I have been in the the IT field for 8 years. Definitly not a good time to look for an IT job.<P> <P>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000061||turboflanagan||12-11-2002||08:48 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I'm an auto technician.  Work in a Dodge dealer in Duluth, GA (northern suberb of Atlanta).  Doing it for about 5 years now.  We don't get hardly any DSM's in which is cool because those guys are Really cheap!  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  Our work load has really dropped off this year, but a good tech can still find a job just about anywhere!  I'll end up making what I made last year, but should hve made at least 25% more.  That's how much business has dropped.  I don't say that to complain, just to say that no matter what the news says or what the dow closed at, we are in a recession.  We just need to admit it and be wise in our spending vs. savings.||64.63.208.59||reg||1
Z||000062||GRV4726||12-11-2002||09:04 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i didn't want to post because i'm kind of ashamed of not doing anything at the moment.  <P>my mom bought me my car. and is paying for the insurence... so i feel horrible driving it and it often really gets me down.  but nothing comes for free, i say that because the only reason why we have this money is because... well there are two reasons. my stepdad (who i really don't like, but oh well) and well. this is probably too personal. but my dad's death...car accident (the icing in houston of 1988).  so it all has a price.  <P>i can't really work because of school. i take college level courses (above ap in public). i'm a junior in high school, and 16 years old. funny thing about my school is that i was tought french as my first language, and then swiched over to the american section of the school in 7th grade. <P>i buy/sell on ebay, but i'm not too successful.  i play guitar, so i plan on teaching it this summer to beginners, as well as working at a camp.<P>i feel bad because my mom is wasting all of her money on me. something i am always very conscious of.||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000063||gvr4in||12-11-2002||10:43 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Kamekaze:<BR><B> Nope, I am also 17 and a junior in highschool.  I got lucky and my parents bought the car and I am paying them back for it.  I am currently jobless but will probably soon be stocking at H.E.B...<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Weird, Im also 17..But a senior in High School....<BR>||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000064||hibern8||12-12-2002||12:48 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Wow it is really great to see that this car brings joy to people of all age groups. I am so surprised of the diversity on this board. It didnt seem like there was that many younger people on here because everyone is so knowledgable about the car. Being 19 years old myself, I really didnt see myself driving a Galant, but maybe an eclipse because of its sporty look. Everyone likes to make fun of me since I drive a four door "family sedan," but I love to watch their mouths drop open when I launch off a vette like its standing still. And that was when the car had the 14b. Soon it will be even more embarassing for the opposition.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||12.251.226.141||reg||1
Z||000065||gvr4in||12-12-2002||01:44 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ya old friends used to talk sh*t about my so called "grandma car". Im like what ? Grandma just wasted your ass!||63.206.48.188||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001278.cgi
A||||15||broke down||can anyone help with pocketlogger settings?||||9||
Z||000000||broke down||12-07-2002||09:25 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I can't seem to get the logger to know that it is connected to the car.  The power wire is plugged in and getting power, and the data connector is plugged securely into the obd1 connector.  The program works great when it's plugged into my desktop computer, but runs VERY slow when plugged into the car, but it still shows the little "X" in the corner, it also doesn't like to run at all if it's not plugged into the desktop.  Can anyone tell me if there are settings on the handheld that need to be changed?  I have it installed on a sony clie s model.||68.51.68.201||reg||9
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||12-07-2002||09:40 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Did you enter in the password?<BR>The place your tapping, did you check it with a volt/ohm meter or test light? You could have it plugged into fused side.<P>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000002||broke down||12-08-2002||01:31 AM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Yes I did enter the password, actually, I have now downloaded the program 4 times, and followed the steps listed by the manufacturer each time.  Each time I have only been able to load "dsm logger" onto my handheld.  Are there other pieces to the program that need to be loaded?  Under a different name?  So far, three things download onto my desktop; dsm logger file, readme file, and an Explorer folder which has a bunch of miscelaneous files in it.  Do any of them get loaded onto the handheld?  The power wire does have battery voltage to it, I checked it with a meter, and have actually tried it in all of the open fuse block circuits.  Everything appears to have worked right, it's just that when the handheld is not plugged into the desktop computer, it runs very slow or not at all.  I can select which sensors I want to moniter and it has the graph screens, just like it shows on the website.  It's just never figures out that there is a connection to the car.  I don't know what else to try.  Do any settings need to be changed on the handheld?  I have it set up to transfer data through the cable/cradle setting and the beam turned on like the website says.||68.51.68.201||reg||11
Z||000003||DookGVR4||12-08-2002||02:20 AM||dook@adelphia.net||Is the cradle plugged into the right serial port onthe backof the cpu?<P>Did you select the right Transfer option?<P>Check into those 2 things...It took me a couple of tries to get mine working also and those two things were the culprit's||24.49.195.41||reg||1
Z||000004||broke down||12-08-2002||08:21 AM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||The handheld and program work fine when hooked up to my desktop computer.  It's the car that it doessn't seem to like, also doesn't like to run when it's not plugged into the desktop.  What is the transfer setting you used?||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||12-08-2002||08:25 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||When plugging into the car, are you putting the palm in a cradle or plugging into a serial adapter cable?  Is it a handspring?  The handspring cables are kinda flaky where they plug into the PDA, and sometimes ya gotta jiggle 'em or push 'em in real tight to make a connection.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||12-08-2002||11:30 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I have the same problem. I have never been able to get mine to work either.||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||DookGVR4||12-08-2002||02:46 PM||dook@adelphia.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by broke down:<BR><B>The handheld and program work fine when hooked up to my desktop computer.  It's the car that it doessn't seem to like, also doesn't like to run when it's not plugged into the desktop.  What is the transfer setting you used?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I thought you were having problems communicating with both the desktop and the car.<P>If it is just the car keep cycling the ignition and playing with the connection to the palm<P>good luck...It is a very useful tool.<BR>||24.49.195.41||reg||1
Z||000008||Martin Tolentino||12-08-2002||03:06 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||On the car<BR>If it's conected you get a [ ]<BR>X if it's disconnected.<BR>Did you try reading another DSMs car or<BR>try someones working pocketlogger on your car?<BR>Did you go to the tool bar and select rpms, timing, knock, ect...<BR>The passoword and serial number(cable) are suppose to be matched. I loaned my palm to Norm and it didn't work on his car with his cable. For some reason it needed my cable with my palm to work on his car.<P> <BR>||68.6.244.123||reg||1
Z||000009||broke down||12-08-2002||06:55 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||my handheld is a sony clie s model, which is still the same operating system as a palm, or handspring too, I think.  I have not tried another unit yet, but I have selected the options that i want to monitor.  I'll try the cable again, it is a cable too, not a cradle.||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||12-08-2002||10:09 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||What's the order that you're doing things?  I turn the car on, plug in the data plug (ABS light comes on), turn on the handspring and open the logger, plug serial cable into handspring (after a moment the connection registers).  Sometimes it gets picky, and I have to unplug/reconnect one of the cables, or restart the car.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000011||sleeper||12-09-2002||01:12 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I had a same problem and now I found out what it is.<BR>It's the Sony Clie. I paid $600.00 for the damn thing and all I do with is is play Bejeweled.<P>Got 2 different cables, a serial cable plus a cradle and nothing. Sent the datalogger cable back and it tested out to be good.<BR>I boudt a Palm 3xe on ebay for $50.00 and I'm up and running with it.<BR>I love Sony but on this one it sucks.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000||65.65.202.185||reg||1
Z||000012||Jon||12-09-2002||08:43 AM||jon@jgronline.com||It works perfectly with a Palm.  ||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000013||Hertz||12-09-2002||02:44 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Not meaning to hijack and go O/T, but I have a Palm IIIx that I'd let go really cheap.  It would be good for logging and has only 1 flaw -- the backlight died.  I'd like to sell because I just bought a m105 to replace it so I can play "Dopewars" at night.||67.37.191.73||reg||1
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||12-10-2002||05:26 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Ooh, that's a great game.  Didn't know they made it for PDA's, but I'm not surprised.  Would ya mind sending it my way?  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">  theymightbegalants@yahoo.com<P>Thanks!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000015||Hertz||12-10-2002||02:50 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <A HREF="http://download.com.com/3302-2358-2122985.html?tag=mta" TARGET=_blank>http://download.com.com/3302-2358-2122985.html?tag=mta</A> ||64.109.167.179||reg||6




ubb/Forum3/001279.cgi
A||||3||theymightbegalants||some people...||||4||
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||12-08-2002||08:52 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://forums.vwvortex.com/zerothread?id=450937" TARGET=_blank>http://forums.vwvortex.com/zerothread?id=450937</A> ||134.10.26.38||reg||4
Z||000001||mdpvr4||12-10-2002||02:01 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||thats why animals eat their young! theres the next 10 second car. i guess it really is blown haha..  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/frown.gif">||32.103.216.4||reg||1
Z||000002||GRV4726||12-10-2002||10:53 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i love the fuel one... funny... <P>thanks for sharing the good find. ||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||12-11-2002||01:55 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||That was funny man.  I wonder if there's an upgrade available!||66.176.227.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001280.cgi
A||||3||suprflewus||digital photography stuff on ebay.....||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||12-08-2002||05:02 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||Just wanted to let the members know that i am selling some nice digital photgraphy stuff on ebay if anyone wants it to produce wonderful pictures of their beloved gvr4....<P>olympus digital camera <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1944269137&ssPageName=ADME:B:LC:US:1" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1944269137&ssPageName=ADME:B:LC:US:1</A> <P>memorex 128mb smart media card <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1944273561&ssPageName=ADME:B:LC:US:1" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1944273561&ssPageName=ADME:B:LC:US:1</A> <P>olympus digital color printer <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1944271450&ssPageName=ADME:B:LC:US:1" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1944271450&ssPageName=ADME:B:LC:US:1</A> <P>laters,<BR>dale||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-08-2002||07:45 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Dale<P>I have an olympus and would love all the stuff..why you selling it all? <P>I will keep my eyez on that smartcard..if its in my budget, I will grab the sucka..||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000002||suprflewus||12-08-2002||10:02 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||i am selling this stuff for my company.  It was purchased and ended up being too advanced for its purpose.  I am planning on purchasing a lower pixel, easier to use camera and printer. The olympus stuff is awesome, but its for more advanced users...<P>dale||152.163.188.38||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-09-2002||08:45 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I'll trade you that printer for my turbosmart BOV  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/wink.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001281.cgi
A||N||2||Bobbo||Gauge pods||||5||
Z||000000||Bobbo||12-09-2002||11:09 AM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||I plan on getting a boost gauge, but I can't seem to find any gauge pods for our cars. Is there anyone that makes one specifically for the Galant? I always see the one for the TEL.||198.81.26.145||reg||5
Z||000001||a_santos||12-09-2002||11:53 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||gaugepods.com<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Bobbo:<BR><B>I plan on getting a boost gauge, but I can't seem to find any gauge pods for our cars. Is there anyone that makes one specifically for the Galant? I always see the one for the TEL.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||198.111.38.150||reg||1
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||12-10-2002||05:36 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||also carbontrix.com, using a dash pod from a Galant GS, putting them in the center vent, a DIN panel, or a gauge cup.  kinda ricey, but blitz (I think) makes suction cup mounts for the lower windshield.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001282.cgi
A||||1||1quickvr4||It runs again||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||12-09-2002||12:35 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Well after 2 months its alive again, The 91 GS-t motor I swapped in there decided to die due to crankwalk/rod bearing problems so I parked it for about 2 months. I decided that it would be good to take my time with this project so heres a rundown. <BR>Month 1: put the jdm on a stand, Cleaned and polish evrything,do the t-belt,gaskets, and so on. Then I started on the interior, Pulled all the seats out,scrubbed the carpet clean, cleaned and reinstalled the OG galant floor mats(Yes,The stock hard to find ones)Put a new leather shift boot on, installed my blue sparco race steering wheel, And treated the leather.<P>Month 2:  Do the swap, I decided to use the cyclone and figured out a way to mount the coil pack on the manifold with out drilling it and use the stock US wires, and I also used the stock JDM power transister. Heres a rundown of my car:<P>JDM motor,Polished cam cover,Cyclone intake, 6cm 16g, Archer tube turbo header,550s, Road Race front mount kit, Blitz super sound BOV(Sounds Bad Ass),3 inch turbo back, Safc,HKS tt, clutch masters stg. 4 disk with a stock pp. Now that I have a good solid motor and trans in the car finalley I can get started with swapping in the 4 bolt to elimanate the rest of the 4ws that got lost with the non power rack install, Install my 2g maf, do the paint and body work, and get the Rotas I want for this thing, Then comes the real turbo and injectors. Any body else tired? Thought so.<P>Zach||4.47.34.64||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-09-2002||02:39 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Bravo!  You should take some photos.||67.37.191.73||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001283.cgi
A||||1||1quickvr4||Any body see the SAFC II||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||12-09-2002||01:54 PM||caspa69@juno.com|| <A HREF="http://www.takakaira.com/asp/template.asp?id=815&cat=2" TARGET=_blank>http://www.takakaira.com/asp/template.asp?id=815&cat=2</A> <P>Zach||4.47.34.64||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-09-2002||02:36 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Well the black faced "Limited Edition" sure looks appealing.  I've always despised how the previous Apexi stuff looked more like my cell phone than the car.  I mean, it almost looks out of place without those cool blue  LED washer nozzles.||67.37.191.73||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/001284.cgi
A||||2||GVRfore||new member||||14||
Z||000000||GVRfore||12-09-2002||06:01 PM||ren76@msn.com||Just introducing myself and my 92, #424.  I ran accross this site a couple of weeks ago and have been reading some of the discussions since.  I just got my car back from the shop so I can start fiddling again.  Just wanted to jump in the discussions.  I'm not that mechanically inclined so I'm sure I'll be posting questions now and again.  <P>BTW My car is on the GVR4list with a pic of my car (without the new grill).||151.200.33.115||reg||14
Z||000001||GVRfore||12-09-2002||06:03 PM||ren76@msn.com||DUH!  My name is Ren Lee on the GVR4 list.||151.200.33.115||reg||1
Z||000002||Ash||12-09-2002||09:20 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Welcome  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||165.228.131.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001285.cgi
A||||3||gvr4in||finally, pics of my car!||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-10-2002||12:12 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||-Greddy turbo timer and all the free mods...<BR>Any many many plans...<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid42/p7f50be4b11a8f6e80640c9d9a0dbb75f/fcf2f8b5.jpg">  <BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid42/pc16cdc237076ea71a6cdb3b037b407d0/fcf2f7a9.jpg"> <P><BR><p>[This message has been edited by gvr4in (edited 12-10-2002).]||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||12-10-2002||02:00 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Hey I'm in Oceanside. That makes 4 people I know with GVR4's down here now.<P>Martin Tolentino<BR>91 #680<BR>You<BR>Me.<P>Let me know if you need any help with anything. The car looks good.<P>Rich<BR>||199.183.184.123||reg||1
Z||000002||DsmParts||12-10-2002||02:08 AM||sales@dsmparts.com||looks great, very clean<P><BR>DSMparts Justin<P>#1859<P>||24.247.82.222||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||12-11-2002||12:39 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I have some freinds in O-side,that if they had their way,there would be five...I almost moved out too. I just go out once a year,anything happening around the first week of june? Its funny too that none of them have seen any GVR4s out there. <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||129.71.114.86||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001286.cgi
A||||16||MPREZYAVR4||Key Diver is "Da man"...||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||12-10-2002||02:26 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I just wanted to chime in and let him know that the ECU seems to be my problems and tell him thanks for taking the time to fix mine.<P>It was odd at first since the ECU has some TMO mods to it (boost guage is now an A/F guage) and I'm running an HKS FCON but the misfire/stumble seems to be gone and the car is much faster now.<P>On a side note: Jeff did you catch a hornblower cruise around the bay? Also did you enjoy the time down in San Diego? <BR>||199.183.184.123||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||12-10-2002||08:32 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Thanks Rich, glad to hear the ECU helped.<BR>We ended up spending too much time in Tijuana, 1 1/2 hours just to get back across the border! By the time we got to the Del Coronado it was dark, but we looked around and ate dinner ($200 for 6 people!). Next year we want to stay a few extra days so we can really see the area. Your ECU is done, I'll try it out in my car tonight.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.210||reg||1
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||12-11-2002||01:35 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Jeff, my ecu seems to be going as well.  If I step on the gas hard & hold it down to approx 5k rpm & back off it would start to sputter.  Put it in neutral & rev it to approx 3k rpm a couple of times & it would clear up.  If I drive normally, shit @ 3500 rpm I don't have this problem.  The caps were done a long time ago.  Before this ecu worked in my car, the car burnt up 3 more the same day.  Would u happen to have another ecu?  garfield@southfloridatuners.com||66.176.227.95||reg||1
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||12-11-2002||11:19 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Hey Jeff I need my caps done too. The car is waiting for a new flywheel ($110 bucks, thanks Concelli!) But I still have my other car on the road so I wanted yto see if you could do it for me while I still have my other car on the road! :-) Thanks Dean GVR4 1778||24.195.241.203||reg||1
Z||000004||mitsuvr4||12-11-2002||11:33 AM||||Keydriver (Jeff) is definitely the MAN!!<P>For the amount of time invested in cap replacement alone he deserves a medal of some sort.  Not to mention the amount of useful input he has on the board.  Just think if Jeff kept all the ECU's he's cap replaced?  Or if he didn't offer the service he does?  A lot of people on this board would be starring at their car "dead" in the driveway.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>So, "Thanks!" Jeff.  People like you make me think there's hope for society after all.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Karl<BR>860/2000||156.99.90.179||reg||14
Z||000005||a_santos||12-11-2002||12:12 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Jeff is definetly the Man. <P>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000||198.111.38.123||reg||1
Z||000006||keydiver||12-11-2002||12:56 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||OK guys, knock it off! My heads getting swelled.<BR>Garfield, at the moment all 3 of my loaners are out on loan while I fix their caps. I'll let you know when one of them comes back. I will gladly loan it to you while I check your's out, but I don't really have any to sell.<BR>Dean, ship it to my work address, and I'll try to turn it around quickly for you. Email me offline when you've shipped it:<BR>Quality RF Services, Inc.<BR>Attn: Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>850 Parkway St.<BR>Jupiter, Fl 33477<P>As I've said before, I'm going to continue this service until I either get burned, or burnt out. <BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.212.210||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||12-11-2002||01:37 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i think it is unfair to the rest of the needy for the 3 that have the loaned out ecu's to keep them for longer than necessary.  this is the main reason why i am hesitant to loan out stuff.  jeff should not have to chase them down.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000008||a_santos||12-11-2002||03:45 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Having the loaner ECU is awsome. No down time. Thanx again Jeff O.<P>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>i think it is unfair to the rest of the needy for the 3 that have the loaned out ecu's to keep them for longer than necessary.  this is the main reason why i am hesitant to loan out stuff.  jeff should not have to chase them down.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||198.111.38.132||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR1643||12-11-2002||03:54 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||OK, maybe this should go on the other "loaner" topic,but: What Jeff is doing is superb...talk about trust.  <P>Jeff, if there are some that have taken advantage of the situation, I would post the names and lay some peer pressure down.  I don't want to see you stop because of being burned - rather on you own terms when the time comes.  <P>I guess I don't want to put any more load on you and see if you can rebuild ISC's for the group :-))||167.142.21.163||reg||1
Z||000010||merikgvr4||12-11-2002||04:19 PM||emme_1999@yahoo.com||YUp, Jeff is hecka cool.  My VR4 would idle up with ac on, checked it out and fixed a few blown traces.  This was awhile ago.  He has helped a lot of BA GVR4ers.<P>merik||156.39.169.104||reg||14
Z||000011||keydiver||12-11-2002||05:53 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR1643:<BR><B>Jeff, if there are some that have taken advantage of the situation, I would post the names and lay some peer pressure down.  I don't want to see you stop because of being burned - rather on you own terms when the time comes. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>So far, no one has kept the loaners for too long, so I'm not complaining. Its just worrysome. There are so many thieves out there, and we've even seen a few of them within our own ranks. I especially love the ones that have the guts to come back and brag how they ripped you off!<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR1643:<BR><B> I guess I don't want to put any more load on you and see if you can rebuild ISC's for the group :-))</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I thought someone else just mentioned that they do this? Mine hasn't gone bad (yet!), but I'm buying a spare throttle body from Martin just in case. I know one of these days I'm going to be testing someone's ECU that has a bad ISC driver in it, and fry mine. But, thats a chance I take, not including the wear and tear on my ECU harness, because I DO test EVERY one of your ECU's out in my own GVR-4 before I ship it back. The process seems pretty easy, and I have plenty of enameled wire here where I work. If some one has a known bad ISC, I'd gladly look at it, for educational purposes.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.212.210||reg||1
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||12-11-2002||06:37 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Jeff, I've got one for ya.  I guess "flaky" would be a better description for it then bad, but as I found a cheap one I just decided to replace it anyway.  I'm at school though, so it'd be about a week before I could go home and ship it out.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000013||sleeper||12-11-2002||08:23 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I repair and sell ISC motors.<BR>$50.00 plus shipping. No core needed.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>||66.136.184.142||reg||1
Z||000014||keydiver||12-12-2002||12:19 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Gabor,<BR>Not to ask you to give away any trade secrets or anything, but other than an ISC going completely "bad", as in an open or shorted coil, what else do you find with them. I was just wondering if there is any maintenance or wear item related to it. I often wonder if mine is reacting slower than it should, and didn't know whether or not there is anything that can be lubricated/adjusted?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.122||reg||1
Z||000015||sleeper||12-12-2002||02:24 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I see a lot of them with a bad seal right where the plastic cap is.<BR>Some are so coroded inside that it just simply locks up.<BR>Other than that 80% of the time it's just a coils going bad.<P><BR>Gabor<BR>692/1000<BR>||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000016||Garfield Wright||12-13-2002||10:56 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Jeff O, I'll be at Moroso this Sunday.  If u are going, maybe we could meet up.  I'll be wearing a southfloridatuners.com T-Shirt & taking pix from the starting line.||66.176.225.140||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001287.cgi
A||||1||ken inn||help||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||12-10-2002||12:08 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||Hey guys, I am new to the GVR4 board here. It seems like everyone helps each other out with everything car related. Well if anyone needs a kick ass rate or some debt consolidation please let me know, I will hook it up, i am a mortgage broker here in ohio.<BR>-tom<P>yo, tom, although my house is aready paid for, i think you can probably help out a LOT of us, but it wont make you a lot of money, maybe none at all.  i recently got my credit report, and my score is 754.  is that good?  also, i see several accounts on there that i have no idea who they is.  some of the accounts are in cryptic acronyms, and i have no way of getting in touch with them, to get them eliminated.  with all of the uproar nowadays on identity stealing, how do i get some of this stuff cancelled or elimiated?  looking at my credit report, i think it would behoove a lot of us to get copies of their credit report to see what others see.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||12-10-2002||01:03 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Ken 754 is very good. 660 is the lowest of the Hi tier credit scores then the medium/hi is from IIRC like 500-660. I believe the maximum is 1000 for your score.<BR>Rich<BR>(whose wife does mortgage closing)||199.35.202.90||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001288.cgi
A||||1||369of1000||Ha Ha Ha||||7||
Z||000000||369of1000||12-10-2002||04:23 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.kalecoauto.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.kalecoauto.com/</A> <p>[This message has been edited by 369of1000 (edited 12-10-2002).]||24.151.113.85||reg||7
Z||000001||mdpvr4||12-10-2002||05:44 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||thats some great stuff!||32.103.218.152||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001289.cgi
A||||2||GVR4_1221||EVO  3 Transmission ||||5||
Z||000000||GVR4_1221||12-10-2002||06:26 PM||gvr4_1221@yahoo.com||Any one know will the Evo 3 transmission work in the Galant vr4 or is the dealer just saying its an Evo 3. And how is one to tell the difference? TIA Matt||65.103.152.168||reg||5
Z||000001||teet||12-10-2002||07:04 PM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||no, it will not work without a lot of custom work.<P>1.  has different tranny mounting points(similar to 2g DSM).  Requires custom tranny mounting brackets...<BR> <BR>2.  has different final drive gearing.  Requires matching rear ring and pinon from a EVO3.<P>john||134.134.136.3||reg||1
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||12-11-2002||01:58 AM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||Teet email me garfield@southfloridatuners.com.  I have a car for u to go ralling.||66.176.227.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001290.cgi
A||||9||atsiauto||driveshaft issues need solution. ||||1||
Z||000000||atsiauto||12-10-2002||08:30 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||driveline driveshaft issues noise (duga dugga dugga sound) when on full boost third/4th gear . Methinks its that doughnut carrier dealy-o on the rear portion of the drive-shaft . Is this part easy to come by? interchangeable w talons ? no big deal cruisin' but when the occaisonal opportunity to let it loose I hear this mess and would like to end it. Any body been there done that ? Id like some advice .Scotty ||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||12-11-2002||09:30 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Well there is a VFAQ on this, but don't do it!  You'll need to pull the shaft and have a new carrier bearing installed. I just did this for mine and for an extra shaft for Ken.  While it's out, do the u-joints so you don't have to do it again (I'm told bad u-joints also wear out the carrier bearings).  U-joints are $75, but you can just order extra yokes (for about $25) and pull the joints from them).<BR>||167.142.22.211||reg||1
Z||000002||atsiauto||12-11-2002||11:16 AM||atsiauto@comcast.net||extra yokes? what used ones?&gt; Im easily kinfused lol !  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">so i take the shaft out,. press a new bearing on the carrier part , and replace u joints are these the type with circlips you can pund out or press out? any clues as to where i can get the bearing. I will look for that faq post , S.||68.57.152.6||reg||7
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-11-2002||11:31 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Like I said...I wouldn't bother with the Carrier bearing "fix" from the VFAQ.<BR>Order the new yokes and carrier bearing from Conicelli Mitsu for good prices.  <BR>Yes the joints are as you described. The CB (carrier) must be pressed on (I had a shop do all the rebuild with my parts I bought).<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 12-11-2002).]||167.142.22.211||reg||1
Z||000004||BossGVR4||12-11-2002||03:12 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||I'm gonna hafta disagree with GVR1643 on this one. I did the carrier bearing fix from the VFAQ on mine and got rid of the thud,thud,thud sounds. The caveat is to MAKE SURE THE SHAFT IS SUPPORTED and centered as you let the "goo" in the carrier bearing dry at least overnight.<P>If you get under there and see that the rubber in the carrier bearing is split then you have to replace it.||12.44.13.2||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR1643||12-11-2002||03:28 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Boss, obviously it has worked for some, but when mine was screwed up, nobody I talked to had any luck with it.  With that said, one could certainly try the fix and see what happens...<BR>I personally didn't want to try it as I was sure the joints needed replacing as well...||167.142.21.163||reg||1
Z||000006||atsiauto||12-11-2002||08:39 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||anybody can link me to this magical "vfaq"? (Im tortured mentally) . I get the idea though is our shaft a 2 piece deal ? so theres 4 separate u joints . I havent been under there in awhile since doing the ebrake cable fix. ||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000007||bob in chicago||12-12-2002||09:03 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net|| <A HREF="http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://vfaq.com/FAQlocator-index.html</A> <P>Every Galant VR4 owner had better have this site bookmarked!||24.148.88.162||reg||1
Z||000008||drew||12-12-2002||12:41 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by atsiauto:<BR><B>anybody can link me to this magical "vfaq"? (Im tortured mentally) . I get the idea though is our shaft a 2 piece deal ? so theres 4 separate u joints . I havent been under there in awhile since doing the ebrake cable fix. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>it's 3 piece||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000009||atsiauto||12-12-2002||04:53 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||excuse my ignorance guys im still a newbie to the whole dsm scene, I really got a deal on this car and slapped a used head on it and gasket all new belts,and water pump drove it briefly enough to know it has a few other things , but could be daily driven ,.I have found all the parts I have needed here and at dsm.org everyone has been very patient w me on this and I Thank you all . Scotty ||68.57.152.6||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001291.cgi
A||N||0||davesvr4||not running||||8||
Z||000000||davesvr4||12-10-2002||11:39 PM||||Hi guys<BR> having a little problem, i went to start my car this morning and it was trying to start but would stall, I tried this a couple of times then I reset my ecu and bang it started.<BR> Then i hadn`t thought much of it I went to start it up at lunch and the same thing happened, I tried the ecu trick but nothing since then I have checked fuel, ignigtion, all that kinda stuff and bang all off a sudden its running again without a miss or anything, I stopped it and tried starting it again and it would`nt start again, I`m thinking that this could be the ecu but there is a small beep only comming from the diagnostic panel which means normal state, I`m thinking of pulling my ecu out and getting it checked but I`m looking for ideas. it would be greatly appreciatted<BR>   thanks Dave||211.28.96.5||reg||8




ubb/Forum3/001292.cgi
A||||10||Pep||new member||||1||
Z||000000||Pep||12-11-2002||07:05 AM||||Hey, I'm Ryan. I'm from El Dorado, AR and I've got a '91 VR-4. I've had the car for a little over a year now and somehow I just now found this website. Right now, the mods on the car are as follows:<P>14b w/ 7cm turbine housing<P>HKS EVC (the old one with 3 buttons and a knob)<P>exhaust dumped at O2 housing for the time being<P>Polk Performance stage 2 ported head<P>Walbro 255 fuel pump (rewired)<P>K&N in hacked aircan (got a 2G MAS that will be going in soon)<P>Evo III manifold<P>There are a few other things that I can't remember right now. Anyway, nice website and I look forward to being here.||66.76.203.44||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||12-12-2002||12:01 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Welcome to the club!||65.129.80.4||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4in||12-12-2002||01:45 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||welcome, got any pics?||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000003||sleeper||12-12-2002||10:39 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4in:<BR><B>welcome, got any pics?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Welcome, <P>Hey if you know Polk you should know John<BR>big funny as shit guy with a souther accent.  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Gabor<BR>692/1000||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000004||Pep||12-12-2002||11:14 AM||||Yep, I know big John. Funny guy. As far as pics go, this is the only one that's online anywhere. The quality is not too good, though. <IMG SRC="http://comp.uark.edu/~kjharmo/ryan/Old%20POS%2002.jpg"> <BR>The car isn't in wonderful shape. It's got the door dings that one would expect a 150K mile car to have, but I'm trying to improve it slowly. At least it doesn't have any rust and the interior is still pretty good. Anyway, thanks for the welcome guys!||66.76.203.44||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||12-12-2002||03:32 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Are those stripped stock wheels?||67.36.190.9||reg||1
Z||000006||talontsi||12-12-2002||04:09 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Welcome to the group!<BR>That car looks just like mine, down to the wheels!||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000007||mitsuvr4||12-12-2002||04:48 PM||||Welcome to the board.<P>I so want to live in a state where I don't have to sport a front license plate!!  The front of our cars may not be the prettiest, but they sure look better without the plate in the way.<P>Karl<BR>860/2000||156.99.90.179||reg||1
Z||000008||sleeper||12-12-2002||06:52 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Bend it all up and put it under your seat.<BR>When a cop ask, tell him some ass just backed in to it.<BR>Thats my story and it worked so far.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<BR>||66.136.187.151||reg||1
Z||000009||Pep||12-13-2002||10:19 AM||||Those are white stock wheels on there. They probably just look gray because of the dirt and brake dust. I bought the car and it had some aftermarket wheels that were probably about as old as the car and were bent. I needed new wheels and knew a guy who had some stockers lying around, so I went ahead and bought them while I could find some. I'm going to have to get them painted to match the car one day, but right now I've got other more important things that need to be done to the car. The worst part about the wheels is that the center caps for those things are like $120 for the set. Tell me that's not a ripoff.<P>It's great living in Arkansas. No inspections, no front license plate, no emissions testing, no rust to worry about because it only snows about once every year or two.<P>The car is on jackstands right now with the transmission out. I'm waiting for my ACT 2600 to come in at the moment. Hopefully I'll have it going again by the first of the year. It seems like the car is down more often than it is on the road. I guess that's the nature of the car though.||138.47.30.69||reg||1
Z||000010||Hertz||12-13-2002||02:45 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||You'll be fine after a few months of TLC and $$$.||67.36.181.106||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001293.cgi
A||||15||Matt379||Oil Pressure Gauge||||1||
Z||000000||Matt379||12-11-2002||12:40 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I'm going to be installing an oil pressure gauge.  Wanted to know your inputs on what brands you would recommend, installation tips, and other misc.  info.<P>Matt||68.25.45.110||reg||1
Z||000001||kartorium31||12-11-2002||12:53 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I have one and it is kinda useless to me.  It has also caused me more worry than confidence, partially due to the way i installed it(T-ed off of the stock sender hole to use the stock light and aftermarket sender).  Good luck.||168.99.144.133||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-11-2002||01:38 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have vdo, mainly because of cost.  and, sentimental value-my vacuum/boost gauge came out of my old bmw.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000003||khadiyev||12-11-2002||03:06 PM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||I have the Autometer guage, i mounted on the side of the head (old hole for turbo oil feed line) I made a mistake and mounted in the side closer to the ex manifold so it burned up from heat, i gotta get another sending unit and put on the side of the head away from ex man. <P>John||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000004||BossGVR4||12-11-2002||03:07 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||My oil pressure gauge saved me TWICE. Once when my balance shaft adjustment screw on the back of the block backed out the other time was when my Oil Filter backed off and dumped all my oil all over I-95.<P>DO NOT, under any circumstances use the brass adapter fittings they will heat up, crack and BREAK OFF ! All I did was remover the idiot light sender, retap the threads to 1/8 NPT and screw in my Autometer sender (use teflon tape and threadlock). I haven't had to mess with it since !<P>DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000005||GVR1643||12-11-2002||03:40 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I was wondering about that as well Boss...I have had my VDO gauges in there since right after getting the car and never hooked up the oil for a couple of reasons...mechanical guage and the fitting and because I need to re-run lines.  I certainly don't want to use the cheesy nylon ones that came with it that I ran at the time (break way to easy - had my boost gauge line break once).||167.142.21.163||reg||1
Z||000006||a_santos||12-11-2002||03:43 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Kenn,<P>Your old BMW must have been the venerable 2002. As far as I know, the only BMW with a turbo. Very nice.<BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>i have vdo, mainly because of cost.  and, sentimental value-my vacuum/boost gauge came out of my old bmw.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||198.111.38.132||reg||1
Z||000007||number3||12-11-2002||03:57 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Autometer mechanical oil pressure mounted in the center console<P><BR>||65.206.113.25||reg||1
Z||000008||blacksheep||12-11-2002||04:14 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I have an VDO white-faced gauge that goes upto 150 psi. I also have the electric sender..it is tapped into the oil filter housing. The sender is a dual sender so I still have my idiot light...<P>Kevin, you can buy it off me if you want, I may switch to greddy  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR1643||12-11-2002||04:55 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Wouldn't it have been easier if I had just bought the whole damn car from ya, instead of one piece at a time? !!!!<P>Mine are black face and look nice - even if it's not hooked up :-)||167.142.21.170||reg||1
Z||000010||4g63t||12-12-2002||12:17 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by khadiyev:<BR><B>I have the Autometer guage, i mounted on the side of the head (old hole for turbo oil feed line) I made a mistake and mounted in the side closer to the ex manifold so it burned up from heat, i gotta get another sending unit and put on the side of the head away from ex man. <P>John</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>   I've thought about doing this as that spot is the "last place in the engine to get oil". Hypothetically it would be the first place that would tip you off to low pressure.(yes/no, anyone?) THREAD HIJACK  Since we're on the subject, I had a great idea. I really hate starting my car first thing in the morning (especially in winter) cuz' the thought of all those dry bearing surfaces rubbing together makes me cringe. Pre-luber systems cost way too much, so I was thinking of putting a switch in-line in the fuel pump power wire and cranking the car over a few times before flipping the switch and firing up. I took this idea a step further and came up with this: How about an oil pressure gauge that can send a signal when a certain pressure is achieved? Run the ignition wire through the gauge so that the engine just rotates until a (user selectable) pressure is reached then the guage sends a signal , completing the ignition circuit and starting the car. A little elaborate, I admit, but I've always been a Rube Goldberg fan.  What do you guys think? Worth it? <P>||65.129.80.4||reg||1
Z||000011||ken inn||12-12-2002||10:36 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||one of the properties of synthetic oil is that it tends to cling to the metal surfaces far longer than regular oil.  that is why collector car people like it.  and i mean months longer.  use of synthetic oil makes stuff like turbo timers and pre lubers obsolete.  <P>     yep, the ole bmw was a 2002, with aftermarket blow thru turbo, no intercooler, 6-7 lbs boost.  the 2002 is a lite car(about 1900 lbs) but very strong.  ||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000012||Romanova||12-12-2002||01:07 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Now what about switching to synthetic on a high mileage car(157k)? I've heard it's like giving your motor an enema and it cleans everything out, including the built up deposits around all the seals. Then when the seals have to start doing their job again, they like like a mother. Any thoughts?||12.230.34.168||reg||1
Z||000013||GVR1643||12-12-2002||02:11 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||It's supposed to clean well, etc, but I've always had leaky gaskets after switching because of all the great cleaning inside. So for my high mile motor, I didn't switch to it - it's been on dino oil and will be until rebuilt or new gaskets, etc.  I do agree it's great stuff and have/had been using Mobil 1 since a looong time ago.||167.142.21.231||reg||1
Z||000014||BluFalcon||12-12-2002||09:03 PM||muttski@gte.net||I have an Autometer Phantom Electrical oil pressure gauge underneath the radio in a Mofugas DIN panel.  So far I'm not too happy with it, since my car regularly PEGS the gauge out at 100 psi or so, and will continue to do so, until the car warms up.  I'm thinking this is damaging the sending unit, because none of them seem to last for more than 4 months, before they start reading low and acting up.  It'd be much better to have a 150 psi gauge, but Autometer doesn't sell an electrical pressure gauge over 100 psi (wtfo?).  Looks like I'll be buying some VDO gauges to replace all the Autometer gauges, that I have under the radio.  I used a DSM oil filter housing that had ports for an idiot light and a oil pressure sending unit.  Tapped the sending unit hole 1/8npt and installed the idiot light sender int he stock location on the housing.  Neat and clean, just like I like it.||66.138.198.129||reg||1
Z||000015||Hertz||12-13-2002||02:49 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Maybe you could wire a pot inline of the sending wire and dial it back.  Of course, then your psi would be wrong, but you could keep it from pegging.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">||67.36.181.106||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001294.cgi
A||||2||369of1000||Thanks to all||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||12-11-2002||12:51 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I know I'm a nooby and I know I've put my foot in my mouth a couple of times (I wish it was only a couple). But in the past five months of being active on this board I have learned quite a lot.<P>I want to thank everyone for contributing to this board. Especially all of you who will put up with a noob like me. I don't want to name names because I don't want to leave anyone out, but I wish I could thank all of you in person. I also wish I had a better way to show my gratitude. Please, pat yourselves on the back and put a smile on your face. Your patience has helped me and who knows how many others.<P>Thanks again and happy holidays.<P>Paul||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||12-11-2002||06:43 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Ditto.  The GVR4 community is amazing and like no other.  I can't believe how much I've learned since getting the car and joining your ranks, and yet have so much more to go compared to all you veterans.  I'm glad and priviliged to be a part of this and look forward to the day when I can help other newbies, and begin to repay all of the help you guys have given me.<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000002||GRV4726||12-11-2002||08:41 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||I think i am way overdue on my big thanks.  i have learn much more in the past months (since i became a member in july) than i have in the past couple of years.  i'm just trying to keep up with you guys, and i'm hoping you all don't hate me.  i hope one day i will actually deserve driving my car, like all of you guys do.  <P>every time i post i try to thank all of you but its hard to really explain my level respect. (and sometimes what i say gets horribly misundertood...and thats all my fault. sorry)<P>so thanks... for putting up with my ignorance.||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001295.cgi
A||||10||a_santos||Fading window trim||||1
Z||000000||a_santos||12-11-2002||09:17 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<P>You know what I'm talking about. My question is what to do about it. I'm sure many people in here have repainted theirs. I am on a very tight budget, and want to do the painting myself. What kind of paint do you guys recommend?<P>Thanx||207.74.110.86||reg||1
Z||000001||04DrBlur||12-11-2002||10:40 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  If I were goin to repaint the trim I would use flat black paint.  Or bumper black paint.  Basically same color.  I thought about rubiin mine out to white first to see what it looks like cause my door trim is fading bad on the drivers side.  I have a white car though.  ||67.39.144.137||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||12-11-2002||11:02 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I will be trying some semi gloss rustolium.<BR>||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||VR-4play||12-12-2002||06:26 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||i repainted mine about 5 years ago with rustolium (flat black) and it has held up very well.||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000004||DSSA||12-12-2002||09:08 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||The bumper paint works great.  A friend of mine brought over a can for me and Nate and I both redid our's.  Looks like new factory-stock when done.  Make sure that you clean it REALLY well with paint-prep 1st, then scuff it with a scotch-brite pad (lightly) then clean it again with a lint-free towel and paint-prep before spraying it.||205.188.209.75||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||12-12-2002||12:10 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I bought a can of Satin Black "Trim Paint" at my local Discount Auto Parts. As Josh said, preparation is the most important part of the job, and use lots of newspaper to tape off the windows and body from overspray. I must say, I am quite pleased witht he results. Looks like new!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR>||66.156.210.122||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||12-12-2002||03:31 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I second the "trim paint".  I've seen a few cars repainted with gloss trim and I am of the opinion that the matte finishes are more attractive.<P>Paint those wiper arms, too.<P>Oh and since you're in Michigan, make sure you're applying the paint at the right temperature... may not stick to a cold car.||67.36.190.9||reg||1
Z||000007||Pappy||12-12-2002||04:20 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I got some Duplicolor "Trim Paint" as well.  I have yet to do it, but I'm going to be doing the window trim as well as the wipers, and the plastic around the vents at the pivot area of the hood.||140.247.227.139||reg||1
Z||000008||Ian M||12-12-2002||11:36 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by talontsi:<BR><B>I will be trying some semi gloss rustolium.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> Thats what I used,worked great. It has more of a satin finish than semi gloss. Make sure you cover the ENTIRE car,its slow drying overspray gets on everything.<P><BR>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 12-12-2002).]<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 12-12-2002).]||129.71.114.180||reg||7
Z||000009||vr4fun||12-23-2003||07:07 PM||||Anyone know the part numbers for replacement strips???<br /><br />cheers<br /><br />Andrew||220.244.224.10||reg||3||vr4fun||00002376||yes
Z||000010||14bCrazy||12-23-2003||07:53 PM||||Got trim paint from Eastwood. I just did alittle sanding and taped everything up. It looks like new.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
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A||||9||04DrBlur||Belt rubbing I think||||1||
Z||000000||04DrBlur||12-11-2002||10:37 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Alright guys got a question.  About a week ago as my car was idleing I noticed that the timing belt tracks back and forth about 1/32 or 1/16 on the cam gears.  I thought nothin of this until I noticed today a weird melting rubber, or wire smell.  So I looked and looked and found nothing.  Well tonight I got curious and checked my belts and I think my timing belt is rubbing on something very slightly and causing it to produce an odor.  I mean slightly.  There is a slight wear mark in the one side of the belt.  Both sides were cut square and now one side has a very slight 45 degree angle on the tip of the rib of the belt.  Is this caused by my harmonic balancer goin south on me?  Or do I need to tear into my timing belt and replace it again.  Was replaced about 5000 mi. ago.  Sorry the post is so long but I am really worried about this belt breaking.  It is like the life support of our motors.  Thanks guys. Phil 936/2000||67.39.144.137||reg||1
Z||000001||04DrBlur||12-11-2002||11:00 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  I forgot if I do need the balancer I figure it is recomended I get a harmonic balancer. Right.  If I go with an underdrive pulley I will get vibration and premature bearing wear correct?  I am just looking at my options cause 300 bucks is alot of money at Xmas time to spend on a car part in my opinion.||67.39.144.137||reg||1
Z||000002||bob in chicago||12-12-2002||09:18 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Crank pulley separates from its harmonic balancer in high mileage cars like ours. Many of us have replaced it with underdrive pulley without noticable vibration. Probably no worse vibes than what we experienced as the harmonic balancer was going bad.<BR>U/d pulley makes sense if you are a high revver, but might require slightly different sized belts; they should be replaced for safety-sake anyway. ||24.148.88.162||reg||1
Z||000003||khadiyev||12-12-2002||10:23 AM||godzo@dsmtalk.com||The marks on the T-belt are probably on the left side as you're looking at the engine right? if they are then it's posobly(spell?) your oil pan bolt that goes through your front cover(oil pump assbly) just put a washer or too in there it will stop rubbing.<P>John||198.81.26.145||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||12-12-2002||11:21 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I don't think the harmonic balancer would effect the timing belt. I would probably suspect the idler pulley or tensioner pulley. Were they replaced when you did the timing belt?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.210.122||reg||1
Z||000005||BossGVR4||12-12-2002||12:36 PM||bossmax@hotmail.com||I would also think twice about putting a non-dampened underdrive pulley on the car is it may/may not affect your crank bearings. You'd think the Mitsu Engineers dampened the pulley for a reason ..... right !?!?<P>Do a search on talon-digest because this subject has been beat to death already.<P>DaveC ||12.44.13.2||reg||6
Z||000006||bob in chicago||12-12-2002||05:58 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Stolen from the Yahoo GVR4 message board:<BR>"The new part number for the crank pulley damper is MD376608.<P>The version of CAPS that I have shows this as MD338315.  I think this part should be included on the timing belt replacement parts list as an optional replacement. It will add about $100 to the job, give or take $35-$45 depending on whether you get it locally or shipped across the continent, have it included in other stuff or by itself since it is rather heavy."<BR>||24.148.88.162||reg||1
Z||000007||04DrBlur||12-12-2002||05:59 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Well I am goin to look into the bolt for the oil pan bolt.  That is where the mark is but why did it just now start to rub?  The timing belt was replaced about 5000 mi. ago.  And I did replace the tensioner pully however I didnt replace the idler pully I simply gave it a good overhaul with new grease.  I wish I could take a pic. of the wear mark on the belt to show you guys how slight it is rubbing.  Damn wish I could figure this one out.  Thanks guys.  Phil 936/2000||67.39.144.137||reg||1
Z||000008||broke down||12-12-2002||06:51 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||make sure that when you replace the bolts in the pan by the oil pump housing end of the engine, that they are NOT too long!!!!  I can't stress this enough.  I had to learn the hard way.  I had a bolt rub a gouge in my belt.  Now I will be replacing the belt this winter!||68.51.68.201||reg||11
Z||000009||04DrBlur||12-21-2002||11:02 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Well after worrying over my timing belt rubbin, I was tearin into it and went to take a break and laid flat and noticed the culprit.  A damn plastic bag had stuck to my exhaust right after the flex pipe.  Damn if I would have seen that 20 min. ago.  <BR> Anyway it was worth my time cause I did find a oil leak and 2 exhaust leaks.  So 936 will be all better by Christmas.  Merry xmas to ME.  haha<P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||65.42.50.14||reg||1
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A||||6||Jon||need some pictures||||1||
Z||000000||Jon||12-11-2002||10:39 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I need some very clean and close up pictures of the VR4 badge on a 91 model.<P>I also would like some clean pictures of the Galant badge as well.<P>email to jon@jgronline.com||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4in||12-11-2002||10:40 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Wish I could help, mine are shaved...dont know where they went.. hehe||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000002||04DrBlur||12-11-2002||10:42 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Well are you talkin about the dash plaque?  Or probably the rear emblems on the trunk lid.  If the trunk lid I can get these to you but I dont have a digital camera so I would have to send you a pic via email.||67.39.144.137||reg||1
Z||000003||1101||12-12-2002||12:28 AM||karns10@attbi.com||Badge on trunk<P> <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1873533234" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1873533234</A> ||12.235.108.50||reg||1
Z||000004||MPREZYAVR4||12-12-2002||01:12 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Jon I have the JDM VR4 badge (super VR4) as well as the AMG badge (yeah I know :lol: )on mine if you want a pic of that too my digital camera finally came back to life.<BR>||199.183.184.121||reg||1
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-12-2002||06:09 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||My question..why do you need it? IS it for website use or are you gonna make some key fobs  <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"> ????||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000006||bob in chicago||12-13-2002||10:09 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Jon: great new look and URL for the site! The mystery of your need for pics is now explained.||24.148.88.162||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001298.cgi
A||||8||MPREZYAVR4||Possible GVR4in sighting...||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||12-12-2002||01:14 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I'm pretty sure I saw you especially since it was a nile black with no badge and you just mentioned you have no badge.  You were on Frazee Rd in Oceanside following a red civic. I was in my impreza and was right behind you before you turned right on a side street after the shopping center.||199.183.184.121||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4in||12-12-2002||01:41 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I would be f'in pissed if it was my car! Its getting its head rebuilt right now, the guys probably joy ridin! haha..damn that would suck..i'll check the miles when i get it back..bastard||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4in||12-12-2002||01:46 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||did it have tint? and was it smokin? haha, i dont have tint and if he didnt fix it yet, it should still be smokin at stoplights!||63.206.48.188||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||12-12-2002||03:14 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Actually the windows were tinted in the rear and there was IIRC 3 people in it (no noticable smoke) and it looked like some teens driving it. It probably wasn't a GVR4 but it definetly looked like one (couldn't make out the wheels off hand because it was dark).<BR>||199.183.184.121||reg||1
Z||000004||91 #680||12-12-2002||01:15 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||wasnt mine....||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4in||12-12-2002||03:18 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||nope not mine, good eyes though!||63.202.235.35||reg||1
Z||000006||mdpvr4||12-14-2002||09:33 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||dammit where the hell were you guys last year when i lived in escondido. i made post after post and nobody replied. i thought i was the only vr4 in the state.||32.102.170.162||reg||1
Z||000007||gvr4in||12-14-2002||11:44 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||hehe, i just moved down, there are a shitload of vr4's in cali..||63.202.234.76||reg||1
Z||000008||MPREZYAVR4||12-15-2002||03:01 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4in:<BR><B>hehe, i just moved down, there are a shitload of vr4's in cali..</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yeah what he said :lol: .<BR> I got my VR4 when I was back in Northern CA and just moved back down here. <BR>||199.183.182.124||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001299.cgi
A||||1||mitsuvr4||amp and subs in the boot (trunk)||||5||
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||12-12-2002||05:11 PM||||I thought I'd try and sound like one of our Australian members.   <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif">  But I'm not.<P>My PPI amp and Infinity Perfect 10 got ripped off last week from my trunk (Yeah it sucks and I'd love to find who has them for obvious reasons).  Not to mention liability insurance won't cover replacement.  Time for an upgrade.<P>I'm researching a way to install some amps and subs in a manner that no one can take them out without some serious hardware/tools.<P>I found some bolts at Parts Express that require a unique allen head to use them.  Anyone know of other "security" bolt options?<BR> <A HREF="http://www.partsexpress.com/webpage.cfm?&Webpage_ID=3&DID=7&CAT_ID=41&ObjectGroup_ID=259&SO=2&filter=black+button" TARGET=_blank>http://www.partsexpress.com/webpage.cfm?&Webpage_ID=3&DID=7&C AT_ID=41&ObjectGroup_ID=259&SO=2&filter=black+button</A> <P>I'm planning to mount the subs facing the back seat with the amps mounted on top of the box.  The boxes base being bolted to body of the car from inside of the box with the back of the box being removable.  This way you'd have to have the special allen wrench to remove the box from the car, or the amps and subs from the box.  Hopefully slowing down/stopping whomever is trying to steal it.<P>My other option is mount a triggering system for a pepper spray container in my trunk.  If the key isn't used to open it you're going to be a crying, coughing ball of goo on the pavement.    <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Lastly, anyone have any input on the following setup?  Personal experience with either product?<P>Two Elemental Design e10kd2 woofers run combined at 2ohms off a MTX 6500D amp.<P>woofer info: <A HREF="http://www.edesignaudio.com/ep/kseries.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.edesignaudio.com/ep/kseries.htm</A> <P>amp info:  <A HREF="http://www.mtxaudio.com/caraudio/products/amplifiers/thunder6500d.cfm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mtxaudio.com/caraudio/products/amplifiers/thunder6500d.cfm</A> <P>Anyone have trunk install pics, I'd love to see them!! (of any system or components)<P>Thanks for the help,<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000<p>[This message has been edited by mitsuvr4 (edited 12-12-2002).]||156.99.90.179||reg||5
Z||000001||atsiauto||12-12-2002||05:21 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I remember crimestopper had those alarms that paged you silently upon any intrusion to your car using a MHz style beeper which was a real good signal, this allows you to call the cops grab a bat or just sight in the ole sks on their buts, but I am unsure anyone still is into the pager style alarms they even had one that used loran c to find your vehicle if it was stolen and killed the ignition remotely by satellite.Not cheap stuff ,the effect is priceless if you catch one hoolighan ripping you off. I have always been a fan of drilling the heads off screws to make their efforts difficult. bolt the cabitnet down and make the speakers hard to remove, Id ask everybody and gather as much info as you can sorry to hear about your theft I have seen too much of this over the years. S. ||68.57.152.6||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001300.cgi
A||||2||mitsuvr4||Message board security idea/suggestion||||1||
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||12-12-2002||05:34 PM||||Jon,<BR>Is there a way to allow people to post up pictures without logging in?  Say an anonimous login that could be used to post pics?  This way people wouldn't be "advertising" their mods for thieves who could tie their login information with thier posts/pics.  We (the board members) could visually see ideas and info without knowing the "pic provider" lives in Minneapolis, MN and has $2000 worth of stereo equipment in his trunk and a nice new Greddy boost gauge on a his A-pillar.  It would be a nice security option, especially for stereo info which is a high theft item.<P>Just a thought.<P>Is it feasable?<P>Anyone else have an idea or another suggestion about this subject?<P>Thanks,<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||156.99.90.179||reg||1
Z||000001||sleeper||12-12-2002||06:32 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Karl,<P>Don't you live on Jefferson Ave by chance?<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>||66.136.187.151||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||12-12-2002||07:04 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Just change your profile not to show your actual location if you feel it may lead people to come and do something like that.<P>It's worse to put your liscense plate # up there and VIN than to just have a city.<P>I've yet to hear of anything like that involving just the location other than clubsi.com (which even then it's sort of tough or easy to prove who did it depending on the situation). <P>Worst case I heard of was on rx7.com where a members vin was discovered by another semi-local member and used to get a key made and steal his car and strip it of all it had.||199.183.182.15||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001301.cgi
A||||7||broke down||pocketlogger readings||||1||
Z||000000||broke down||12-12-2002||07:01 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||hello again.  Just got the pocketlogger hooked up.  Now, I just need to learn to interpret the readings.  I am running a big 16g, stock IC and pipes.  (i know, i'll be getting new ones soon), stock fpr, new o2, hacked mass.  Most parts are stock.  The only thing odd that I have seen is that the fuel trim for low, med., and high are all reading 139%.  What does this mean?  Is it good or bad?  Oh, I am running about 15 psi, with a walbro 155 lph.  Can anyone help explain some of the pocketlogger readings and how they apply?  Muchas gracias!!||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||12-12-2002||07:10 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||139 means your fuel is maxxed out too lean.  if you dont have any fuel control(afc) you need to turn down the boost, and if i were you, i would go back to a stock maf.  select o2 trim, and o2 voltage, and check it.  if o2 voltage is constant, not jumping around, and o2 trim is like 169, you are SUPER lean.  stop driving the car and get someone to give you a severe beating for doing that to the car.||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000002||broke down||12-13-2002||12:19 AM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Thanks, Ken.  One other question, I built my own catchcan, instead ofbuying a 50 dollar one.  I have the pcv line, with no valve, and the breather line off of the side of the valve cover running to it.  Every week to two weeks I drain it and get lots of what apeers to be fuel with a little tannish colored sludge.  I figure the sludge is a little oil blowby, but can't understand why, if that's what it is, the fuel?  I know it's not coolant.  Where would it be coming from?  The o2 is brand new, and voltage jumps around like it should.  I don't know about the o2 trim yet.  I haven't seen the slightest bit of knock.  Could the injectors be bad?  FPR stuck open?  What is normal range for stock injectors (pulsewidth) with this kind of setup?  Thanks again||68.51.68.201||reg||11
Z||000003||Yao||12-13-2002||10:45 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Don't worry about it.  Just water that probably condensed in the catch can.  Also I believe the combustion process does produce H20 that would get mixed in with oil and over time break down the lubrication of the oil together with dirt and engine wear particles.  That's why you need to change oil every 3000 miles.  Or something like that!||208.253.246.102||reg||1
Z||000004||broke down||12-13-2002||05:49 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||couple of other things.  What kind of coolant temps do most of you guys see on the logger?  I see right at 200 deg.  seems a little low to me, shouldn't it be over 212?  That is why the system is pressureized, so that it can run over 212 deg without boiling.  even with the boost turned down to 8-9 lbs, and the original unhacked mas, I'm still seeing 139 on the l-m-h fuel trim.  O2 trim is cycling lower now though,  99% on down.  Any help is appreciated.  One other thought,  If the cooling system is not running as hot as it should be, it would definitly produce a lot of water in the catchcan, as the engine may not get hot enough at crusing to evaporate the water suspended in the oil.  Thoughts?||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||12-13-2002||09:04 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||coolant temps should be 195, so 200 is ok.  fuel trims take a while to change, did you make adjustments to the afc to bring o2 trims to 99, or were they there all the time?||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000006||broke down||12-15-2002||09:26 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||No afc in the car.  Put the stock mas back in.  o2 trim was a little higher with the hacked one in, but came down with the stocker.  I was wondering if the fuel trims would take some time.  They have started to come down a bit though.  Thanks.||68.51.68.201||reg||14
Z||000007||ken inn||12-16-2002||02:08 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the ecu is ALWAYS trying to get the o2 trim to 100(99 on the pocketlogger).||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001302.cgi
A||||3||MPREZYAVR4||Official EVO VIII specs/info||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||12-12-2002||10:34 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://ryan.nebraska.edu/evo/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://ryan.nebraska.edu/evo/index.html</A> <P>Got this link just now enjoy.||207.220.145.54||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4458||12-13-2002||02:37 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I read through it and thought:  "Aw, this is just the Euro -model"  Then I noticed:<P>1) No AYC<BR>2) Specifies keless entry (only lazy Americans think that this is a feature)<BR>3) The biggie: "Cup Holders"!  Thas seals it, this is definitely US marketing material<P>EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000002||DsmParts||12-13-2002||05:26 PM||sales@dsmparts.com||Did anybody read the part about Euro-style tailights? I hope that is a misprint...<P>Later<BR>Justin<BR>#1859||24.247.82.222||reg||10
Z||000003||atsiauto||12-13-2002||06:00 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||how much for this car ? ||68.57.152.6||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001303.cgi
A||||1||GRV4726||boost guage||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||12-12-2002||10:42 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey i was wondering if you guys think its worth it to continue my search for an old style hks boost gauge in psi no it kpa.  i really haven't been having any luck. just wondering if you guys know where i can find one. cheap.  <P>also any others that are in psi, black face, black bezel (or whatever you cal that outer ring), and that light up orange or red.  looking around and i'm not find what i want...wich is something nice, fits the car (like greddy boost gauge) but in psi not kpa<P>i konw this is kind of a dumb post. sorry||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-13-2002||02:48 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||VDO gauges are black/black with green/red backlight (bulb condom).<P>Haven't bought from here, but it certainly has everything:  <A HREF="http://www.egauges.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.egauges.com</A> ||67.36.181.106||reg||1
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A||||2||hibern8||GalantVR4.org||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||12-13-2002||10:57 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||new name??? who is the administrator now?||131.193.6.115||reg||1
Z||000001||Jon||12-13-2002||11:12 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I am still.  <P>I'll probably hang on to it for a while until I figure a good way to separate jgronline.com from galantvr4.org.<P><BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||12-13-2002||12:15 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I see where the picture of the back emblem went... looks nice Jon.. bet you wish you had your old car back ;-)||24.195.241.203||reg||1
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A||N||0||DongeR615||Bay area people who can help with smog repair||||1||
Z||000000||DongeR615||12-13-2002||12:24 PM||||Hey,<BR>I need to get my car passed smog. Its labelled as a gross polluter. Does anyone where i can find a smog tech or friend that won't overcharge and help me fix the car or recommend a shop that will not rip me a good one. I think theres a vacuum leak somewhere.  <P>Im going to replace the egr valve, egr gasket, thermal vacuum switch, and the purge control valve, pcv valve, air filter, and spark plugs.  I am a student/DIY and I cannot afford to pay very much.<P>anyone help?<BR>Thanks<BR>DongeR615<BR>||206.170.2.83||reg||1
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A||||5||jonathan gibson||Goodbye and thanks||||1||
Z||000000||jonathan gibson||12-13-2002||05:25 PM||jpgibson@value.com.au||Just a short note to say thanks to everyone who's helped with advice over the last 3 years .Ive sold my vr4- it  was(as all are) getting on a bit and was requiring more and more work just to keep it running,anyway it was time for a change.I know I'll miss it.<BR>Thanks again<BR>Jonathan||202.163.132.94||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||12-13-2002||07:06 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Heheh,you'll be back..these cars are addictive. I sold my first Galant,and I missed it until I finally found another one locally with a blown motor for cheap. I dont think Ill sell it for a while-as a matter of fact,Id like to find another similar deal so I can buy another one!  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">||129.71.114.242||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||12-14-2002||06:46 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Jonathon, you didn't tell us what you're replacing it with!||67.36.185.145||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||12-15-2002||12:53 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||It's sad to say but I may be in the same boat as Jonathan soon.  I'm sick of being in debt.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif">||203.220.89.59||reg||1
Z||000004||jonathan gibson||12-15-2002||09:55 AM||jpgibson@value.com.au||Dont laugh<BR>I bought a 1998 Saab 900 SE turbo Talladega-high kms ( 185) but cheap 11000 ( aussie)<BR>Of course Iv already upped the boost ( to 10lb),boost gauge,ordered a 'roadholding kit ' from Saab ( amazingly cheap: 4 struts, front and rear sway bar for 650 aussie) , stainless muffler.Performance and handling not a patch on vr4 but its still pretty good.Ive decided no more cars older than 5-7 years.Next car ? wrx ? liberty b4 ?evo 8<BR>I must say, I do miss 4wd.||203.32.142.5||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||12-16-2002||10:54 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by jonathan gibson:<BR><B>Ive decided no more cars older than 5-7 years.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>It is tough maintaining a 12 year old performance car, especially as a daily driver as most here are. I figure if nothing else I can hold out a few more years until I can pick up a good used EVO. The specs on them do look sweeeeet!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.158||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001307.cgi
A||N||11||92GVR4519||no spark||||5||
Z||000000||92GVR4519||12-13-2002||11:11 PM||davidnreba@juno.com||I am getting spark in only two cylinders (2+3) I have bench tested the coil pack with wires and plugs hooked up-works fine. Replaced ignition power transistor unit. Confirmed cam and crank sensor signals output present. Confirmed ECU grounds 101=0 ohms, 106=6 ohms,104=6 ohms.  While checking signals from transistor unit to coil, I found signal for cyls 1+4 missing, checked signals from ECU to transistor unit and each has about a 2vdc peak, but the same input for 1+4 has a 1vdc riding on it with ignition on.  The manual says to test with igniton starting\cranking and look for ".5-4vdc."  My question is this: Is this extra voltage on the one input to the transistor unit normal, is it how the ECU blocks a side from firing, or is it a symptom of a bad ECU?||209.109.228.241||reg||5
Z||000001||keydiver||12-16-2002||11:51 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||When I trace Pin #54 of the ECU (the output for Cylinders 1 & 4) it leads to IC4, pin 24. Pin #55, the one for 2 & 3, leads to IC4, pin 26. Coincidentally, there are 2 390 ohm 1 watt resistors, R120 and R119 connected from pins 23 and 25 of IC4 to +12 volts, so I am assuming these are somehow related to the driver transistors in IC4. The first thing I would check is R120, which is probably the one for cylinders 1 & 4. This is all just a guess though, because I have no idea what chip IC4 is. All my searches for M59107J turn up nothing, so it is probably a proprietary chip, or just relabeled with a Mitsubishi Automotive part number.<BR>I would try another ECU if possible.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.158||reg||1
Z||000002||92GVR4519||12-16-2002||08:16 PM||davidnreba@juno.com||Thanks for the comments.  Even though Vrpower's suggestion of crossed wires is not the problem (I have checked three times), I am going to jump the good signal which fires to the transistor input that does not, crank it (with plugs out and grounded) and see if good ECU signol fires 1+4. If it does, it's gotta be ECU, just as Keydiver suggests. Keydiver how can I get a schematic of ECU? Or what are using? Pure houndoggn' the board?||209.109.244.150||reg||3
Z||000003||keydiver||12-17-2002||01:01 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Yeah, I've never seen a schematic. I just keep making my own notes as I repair them. This is the first time I've ever traced out a problem with the coil drivers. I actually thought that they would probably be discreet transistors somewhere on the board, but they're integrated into IC4 unfortunately. IC4 is a common source of problems for me, and I don't have the expensive PLC desoldering station that you would need to remove them from a good parts board and try replacing a bad one. My company doesn't work at all with high-density chips of any kind, so its kind of hard to requisition a desoldering station for one  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.212.87||reg||1
Z||000004||92GVR4519||12-19-2002||01:20 AM||davidnreba@juno.com||Thanks for taking the time to answer with such in depth info, Jeff. May I ask- and this question is for anyone with a helpful opinion-which rebuilder of ECU's has the best reputation? I am looking at the one in Texas. I have already replaced the caps so it may need more than that.  It did run for a month after the cap were replaced.<BR>David  <P>------------------<BR>||209.109.227.141||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||12-19-2002||10:51 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I don't know much about ECU rebuilders, but I can tell you that one of the things that worries me the most is all the acid I find on ECU's that had the caps replaced by someone else. I go to great lengths to try to remove as much of the acid as I possibly can, but many I see haven't had ANYTHING done, other than new caps. That acid on there will continue to eat away at the traces and components. So, I often see your senario, where it had the caps replaced, but failed again later.<BR>I will gladly look at it for you for free. I now know most of the places that are usually effected by the acid spillage.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.211.199||reg||1
Z||000006||92GVR4519||12-21-2002||06:44 PM||davidnreba@juno.com||While considering my options including  your offer gracious offer to inspect the ECU, I went out agein with meter in hand to check two items I had not checked before.  One is the ignition start voltage.  Was over 8VDC as specs call for.  The other was ignition power supply, pin 110.  I get nothing there with key turned on.  ECU must have other power to make engine run on two cylinders. Next warm up in the weather I'll check switch and wire to pin 110.  Ever hear of this causing my problem?<BR>David <P>------------------<BR>||209.109.240.120||reg||3
Z||000007||keydiver||12-23-2002||12:06 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The pin #110 ignition voltage basically turns on the IC110, which controls the fuel pump relay, among other things. Its not really a "supply" voltage, its more of a "trigger" voltage, to turn on the circuitry on IC110. I don't think it could cause just loss of 2 cylinders.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.219.10||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||12-23-2002||12:51 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||another thing to consider is if the dme(or ecu) does not see a running motor, it will turn off the fuel pump.  i think it also turns off spark, too.  in a crash, if the motor stops running, the dme cuts fuel for saftey.  on start, if the dme does not see run after a short time, it will also cut fuel.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000009||92GVR4519||12-25-2002||12:09 AM||davidnreba@juno.com||        Ok, I found some more diagrams, one of which shows a branch off of the line without voltage.  That branch goes through the MFI relay and back to the Fuel pump along with a signal out of the ECU.  I read somewhere that signal pulses the fuel pump.     Anyway, it looks as if I don't have that switching voltage that you mentioned (pin 110), and consequently, I don't have everything  for the fuel pump.  What all this has to do with ignition in two cylinders I don't know yet.  I still get code 44, but I hear that can be very misleading.  I still have not tracked down where I am losing the pin 110 voltage, and if any other pins are missing voltage.  I think the poor ECU is trying to function without all the necessary inputs.  Still waiting for warmer weather to confirm all this.  David<P>------------------<BR>||209.109.243.10||reg||3
Z||000010||keydiver||12-25-2002||05:37 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Well, this is interesting: the IG1 voltage coming from the ignition switch to pin 110 also supplies the ignition coils. Big, heavy black wire with a white stripe. Thing is though, you would lose all cylinders, not just half if there is no IG1 voltage. Look at page 147 of the manual: <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/gvr4_ecu.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/gvr4_ecu.pdf</A> <BR>The pin 10 is mislabeled, it should read 110, the one we're talking about.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.212.202||reg||1
Z||000011||92GVR4519||12-25-2002||07:49 PM||davidnreba@juno.com||Yes I have battery voltage at coil primaries, and ignition transistor, so I am assuming ignition switch is ok and I lost the branch(es) at connector C-08 or somewhere after the switch.  David <P>------------------<BR>||209.109.240.122||reg||3
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A||||10||VR6 Eater||who was talking about green diamond tires lately?||||1||
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||12-14-2002||01:11 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I found the green diamond website but the online ordering is not working.  I wanted to know where you got them from.  The only dealer around is in Lodi, Wisconsin. That's only about 2 hours from me, I would rather drive up there than into chicago for them.  I also wanted to know what style of tire you went with.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||12-14-2002||06:06 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Do a search man.<P>||166.90.239.211||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||12-14-2002||06:38 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||If you <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/search.cgi?action=intro&default=3" TARGET=_blank>search</A> for green diamond you'll find<BR><A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000788.html" TARGET=_blank>this thread.</A>||67.36.185.145||reg||1
Z||000003||a_santos||12-14-2002||06:47 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Here is the link to buy online. <A HREF="http://www.greendiamondna.com/buyonline.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.greendiamondna.com/buyonline.html</A> <P>||166.90.239.211||reg||1
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||12-14-2002||08:00 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Searching was the first thing I did.  The reference on that post that I found was for red diamonds.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||12-14-2002||08:03 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<BR><B>Searching was the first thing I did.  The reference on that post that I found was for red diamonds.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Also the buy online feature is not working on their website.  I thought that bob in chicago had said that he had them but I wasn't sure.  I was just hoping for an answer and not comments.<BR>||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000006||a_santos||12-14-2002||10:41 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Here is the link to all of the green diomand tire retailers in the US. <A HREF="http://www.greendiamondna.com/dealerlocator.HTML" TARGET=_blank>http://www.greendiamondna.com/dealerlocator.HTML</A> <BR>Hope this will help<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<BR><B> <BR>Also the buy online feature is not working on their website.  I thought that bob in chicago had said that he had them but I wasn't sure.  I was just hoping for an answer and not comments.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>||166.90.229.33||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR4458||12-14-2002||11:21 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I am using Green Diamonds (again, since no one wanted to buy them).  I picked them up from TAD in Lake Zurich,IL.  They should be able to get them for you but it's a good hour drive from the WI border (they're a bit off rte 12 and rte 22).<P>Mine are still for sale and I'll even meet you at the border  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>EH||68.72.97.185||reg||1
Z||000008||VR6 Eater||12-15-2002||01:32 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I sent you an e-mail.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000009||Hertz||12-15-2002||05:04 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<BR><B> I was just hoping for an answer and not comments.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yeah, I know, I'm a snide bastard.||67.37.180.30||reg||12
Z||000010||VR6 Eater||12-15-2002||06:01 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Sorry for the pissing and moaning.  It's just been one thing after another the last couple of days.||24.167.211.186||reg||1
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A||||7||mdpvr4||ATTN: KEN INN||||1||
Z||000000||mdpvr4||12-14-2002||05:35 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||hey ken, i was woundering if VW jettas ever had and problems with their ecu's... because i was going to get a 95' jetta from my soccer coach but he said that it keeps dieing and the dealer doesnt know whats wrong with it. any info... <BR>thanks<BR>matt||32.103.217.208||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-14-2002||06:42 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||A quick search around the 'net doesn't seem to turn up anybody complaining... seems to be mostly Mitsubishi-related.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Oh, and no offense to Ken, but I think that Jeff (keydiver) is the resident ECU wizard.||67.36.185.145||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-14-2002||08:41 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have no experience with vw.  my field is bmw.  but, i do know that the new vw's are having HUGE problems with the a/m meters and the o2 sensors.  when a german car company is having to replace a lot of the same part under warranty, they cut the list price to shreds, to make it look like the cost of operation is low.  for example, the list price of the a/m meter is 28 bucks, and the o2 sensor is 17 bucks.  ||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000003||mdpvr4||12-14-2002||09:23 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||thanks for the research guys, are the computers OBD1 or OBD2? maybe i can scan it for a possible code.||32.102.170.162||reg||1
Z||000004||mdpvr4||12-14-2002||09:25 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||the reason i asked ken was because his line of work is with the German companies and thought he would know.||32.102.170.162||reg||1
Z||000005||silly4turbo||12-17-2002||11:33 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||I've got an ecu that needs the caps replaced... sounds like jeff(key diver)<BR>is the one to ask ? <P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4ever||12-17-2002||12:44 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||My friend had a 85 Getta GLi that he had untill prolly 97-98.  He never had any problems with electronics of any kind.<P><P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||12-17-2002||12:53 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by silly4turbo:<BR><B>I've got an ecu that needs the caps replaced... sounds like jeff(key diver)<BR>is the one to ask ? <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>All GVR-4 ECU's that need FREE caps replacement should be sent to:<BR>Quality RF Services, Inc<BR>Attn: Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>850 Parkway St<BR>Jupiter, FL 33477<P>All I charge is the return shipping. You can Paypal me or drop a check in the mail after the work is done.<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.212.87||reg||1
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A||||20||Jon||updates||||1||
Z||000000||Jon||12-14-2002||09:26 PM||jon@jgronline.com||1.  Forums<P>What other forums do we need?  I have thought about the following:<P>Engine Performance of 4G63 Performance<BR>Suspension/Handling<BR>News (any kind really; racing, new products, etc)<BR>Technical Questions<BR>Frequently Asked Questions (when you know it has been asked a million times already but you don't know the answer)<BR>General Discussions ("yo momma" jokes to pictures of Josh Jones with big boobs)<BR>For Sale<BR>Events<P><BR>2.  Update Message Board<P>$200 for the newest version of UBB.  I'm not paying for it though.  If you guys want to upgrade, I'll take donations to cover the cost of the software.  I'd rather use this over VBulletin because it runs on Perl rather than PHP and MySql.  We could also lock out users until they are members.  This would probably help out with web crawlers upping the bandwidth usage.<P>3.  Hosting<P>I prepay for hosting a year at a time.  When the current term runs out, I'll be asking for some money to pay for the hosting.  <P>Basically what I'm trying to do is say this is a .ORG site so it is not for profit but at the same time, I can't really justify being out all of the money for the site anymore but I'll help out by keeping it going and upgrading things.  Sound like a plan?||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||12-14-2002||10:38 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Jon,<P>We all owe you for having this great site. I am new to the GVR4 thing, and despite my ability with cars, have benefitted tremendously from this site. If you were to charge a small fee to maintain the site, I would be happy to pay, as will most members.<P>I think that you should have a FAQ part on this site. I also think that the vendors section is lacking. It would also be nice if the images section was arranged to make it easier to navigate. <P>Thanx <P>||166.90.229.33||reg||1
Z||000002||4g63t||12-15-2002||02:48 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Let me just speak up and say that this board has been an INCREDIBLE resource to me. The membership we have is tightknit and trustworthy, and its more of a privilege than anything else to be a part of. I would GLADLY contribute (monthly, quarterly, or yearly) to help out with costs. As far as forums, I would really like to see a parts review forum - I trust the people here much more than those "other" dsm sites.  All in all, this site is amazing, keep up the good work!||65.129.80.17||reg||1
Z||000003||MrEd||12-15-2002||09:16 AM||res122@psu.edu||How about a forum titled 'you changed your caps, right???'  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif">||68.70.115.123||reg||1
Z||000004||Jon||12-15-2002||12:13 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I don't want to charge a monthly fee for the site.  That would quickly end up being a profit situation and it really wouldn't be worth it.  I would piss people off and the amount of money I would make would be more of a hassle to do taxes than it would be worth.<P>So do you guys want to upgrade the board version?  ||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000005||SnoBlind||12-15-2002||01:42 PM||modularv8@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Jon:<BR><B>So do you guys want to upgrade the board version?  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>I wouldn't worry about paying to upgrade the board.  If you were I'd just go with something like phpBB.  Open source....free.  I'm using it on a couple of my sites right now and it works fine.<BR>||66.73.1.249||reg||1
Z||000006||04DrBlur||12-15-2002||03:06 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Jon I would also be more than happy to make a donation to keep the board around.  Just let us all know where or how to get it to you.  <BR> I think the already been asked a million times forum is a good idea.  I think it would benefit everyone.  Especially the members who have been here awhile who dont want to re repeat themselves.||12.226.219.118||reg||1
Z||000007||MPREZYAVR4||12-15-2002||03:14 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||UBB is a great thing if you can afford it. Currently over on <A HREF="http://www.impreza.net" TARGET=_blank>www.impreza.net</A>  were using that and it is a big help for the 25K+ members. It also allows more options like chat as well as Private Messaging. And it's much easier to use compared to some that are out there. If any of you want to check it out I'm MPREZYA over there.<BR>This site right now uses alot of bandwidth for only having maybe 100 regularly active members. It's right inbetween the needing to pay twice as much to cover the bandwidth for it depending on how active we are.<BR>Unfortunately I wasn't able to get the board from Jon but I will be helping him to keep it going.<BR>Rich<P>||199.183.182.124||reg||1
Z||000008||91 #680||12-15-2002||04:00 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I'll throw in some funds to keep this site going and to upgrade it...no problem||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000009||Hertz||12-15-2002||05:02 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I second that the need to update the forum isn't really required.  It seems that all the security patches are in.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">  Though I'm sure that features like private messaging and individual file folders (images/storage/profiles) would be well accepted, but costly.  Of course, for free, a Perl hack like me could easily create such things.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>A couple more forums might be nice, at least to organize the knowledge a bit more.<P>If web crawlers are an issue, <A HREF="http://www.searchtools.com/robots/robots-txt.html" TARGET=_blank>create a robots.txt file</A> that "nice" crawlers will read.  And you could probably save a few k per page by optimizing the HTML a bit (replace FONT tags with CSS, etc.)<P>Anyhow, I'm proud of Jon for keeping this going for us.  And Sorry about the luck Rich, but Jon didn't go for my offer either.||67.37.180.30||reg||1
Z||000010||sleeper||12-15-2002||10:58 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||How about advertizing on the bottom of the page. That could pay for the upgade.<BR>I wouldn't mind paying a couple of hundred bux<BR>to have my website posted there.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Gabor<BR>692/1000||66.136.184.217||reg||1
Z||000011||GVR1643||12-16-2002||09:47 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Jon the site is invaluable!  I would glady donate a few $$ per year - paypal setup...<BR>As far as ads, an ad or 2 at the bottom of the page would be no big deal, since I'm sure you'd never go to pop ups and other crap.  <BR>Set up a paypal donation site today and have my dollars by tomorrow :-)||167.142.21.150||reg||1
Z||000012||GVR1643||12-16-2002||05:46 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Jon,<BR>is it possible to turn the sigs on so people can list their mods?  Hopefully w/o pics though - I hate waiting for pics of someones cars to load everytime they post (one of the many reasons I don't even go to other boards!)<BR>Obviously I don't have much to list, but nice to see others who don't mind sharing.||167.142.22.25||reg||1
Z||000013||smokindav||12-17-2002||01:06 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||I like that there are no advertisers or a vendors forum.  Let's keep this board self funded!  As soon as I graduate in May and get a job I'll send Jon a little $$$ via pay pal.<P>Dave Flaherty<P>edit: regarding sigs, too much bandwidth.  Just list the relevat mods when asking a question.<P><p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 12-17-2002).]||64.6.85.63||reg||1
Z||000014||MPREZYAVR4||12-17-2002||03:53 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Actually signatures with mod lists will make doing a search a major pain. Like if I were to search for say a SAFC settings it would pull up every post by someone who has an SAFC in their sig as well as posts that may be for settings.<BR>Trust me it makes life easier. Maybe adding a members section would help that way you could put up one pic of your car and maybe a mod list that's not attached to the board but in a seperate section.||199.183.182.48||reg||1
Z||000015||Ash||12-17-2002||05:12 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B>...Maybe adding a members section would help that way you could put up one pic of your car and maybe a mod list that's not attached to the board but in a seperate section.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>And you could have automaitc sigs for all users that point to this info, have it not user editable||203.220.203.2||reg||1
Z||000016||VR-4play||12-17-2002||07:15 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||I don't think a couple of ads is a bad idea. It might be useful. Big ole sigs are a waste of space and time. Folks could list all that stuff in their profile, right? Nothing really needs to change except maybe the photo section, needs organizing maybe. If donations are necessary, make it happen.||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000017||Jon||12-17-2002||08:47 AM||jon@jgronline.com||This version of UBB is simple but also fixed for all security holes.  Sounds like it does everything we want so we don't need to upgrade.  If everyone changes their minds on this, I don't mind upgrading it.  I'll take donations if and when that happens to cover the software costs.<P>Sigs are now turned on.  <P>I appreciate the comments guys.  When the site is up for renewal with the hosting company, I'll take donations then to pay for another year of service.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000018||ken inn||12-17-2002||09:32 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||jon, how about an address to send donations to?||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000019||GVR1643||12-17-2002||09:49 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Jon:<BR>1) we could still send some $$ to cover any of your cost...<BR>2) If we put our mods in our sigs, is Myprezavr4 saying that any search will pick these mods list from our sigs...||167.142.21.252||reg||1
Z||000020||bob in chicago||12-18-2002||11:53 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||I'll donate $10, if you give me your PayPal email. If 19 more do so, you'll have it.||24.148.88.162||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001311.cgi
A||||7||Scott Y||How do you wire door speakers thru the stock routing?||||1||
Z||000000||Scott Y||12-14-2002||11:34 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Hi.I'm installing a stereo into the GVR4 and I'm installing tweeters where the dash speakers were, with a 6.5" in the door.  Does anyone have any advice for routing speaker wire through the stock rubber wire conduit between the body and the door?  I spent a bit of time looking at it and I can't think of an 'easy' way to get the wire through.  Any special tools or anything?<P>thanks<BR>Scott Y #953/1K||64.233.218.162||reg||1
Z||000001||Jose||12-15-2002||01:02 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Use a bendable metal rod, snake it though the boot, before you snake it though tape the speaker wire really tight to the end of the rod. Start from the inside of the door. Thats how I ran all my speaker wires and the wires for my JDM folding mirrors.<BR>Jose......||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000002||Scott Y||12-15-2002||01:05 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Thanks, I'll try that. The only metal rod I can come up with is a coat hanger, so hopefully that will work.||64.233.218.162||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||12-15-2002||05:06 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Do we need a "trim puller" to get the door interior off?||67.37.180.30||reg||1
Z||000004||Jose||12-15-2002||09:46 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||A metal coat hanger should work fine.<BR>Jose........||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||12-16-2002||07:11 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||to quote your mother:  "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure."  Just tape the end of the new wire to the end of the old one, so when you pull it out you're threading in the new wire at the same time.  One motion covers your bases.  I take it by your question and the replies that you didn't do this... but rather gleefully yanked the old wire out willy-nilly, thinking only of the great tunes you're about to bump, then picked up the new wire, looked at the car, looked at the wire again, then came here.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">  Well done.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif">  Well, perhaps you haven't yanked all the wires yet... good luck, and let us know how it turns out!!<P>Jon F.<BR>'92 #305||134.10.26.38||reg||1
Z||000006||4g63t||12-16-2002||01:26 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||LOL! I've done that before! "Hindsight is always 20/20"||65.129.80.147||reg||10
Z||000007||Scott Y||12-23-2002||09:31 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Success!<BR>I ran a coat hanger and ran from inside the door through the rubber conduit and into the car, then taped the wire to the hanger and pulled it through to the inside of the door. <BR>I now have the front half of the stereo installed, and everything is behind the stock grilles and it looks completely stock, which is what I was going for. I had to custom mount the tweeters in the dash openings, and I had to butcher the stock door mounts to fit the new speakers in the doors. I had to cut the door holes a little larger as well. <BR>The next tasks are mounting the amps nicely in the trunk, and building the sub enclosure. I hope to have the car completely reassembled by late next week.<P>Thanks for your help guys.<BR><P>------------------<BR>GVR4 #953/1000, stock||63.117.253.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001312.cgi
A||||4||gvr4in||homepage emblem||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-14-2002||11:51 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Just giving props to the host for the emblem blending on the title page! I really like it!||63.202.234.76||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||12-15-2002||02:51 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Yeah, It's hot...||65.129.80.17||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||12-15-2002||11:15 AM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I think so too. <BR>Good job Jon.||64.157.71.133||reg||14
Z||000003||Jon||12-15-2002||12:14 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Really?  I thought it was ok.  I didn't spend much time on it.  ||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000004||Arty||12-15-2002||04:18 PM||||Second that.<BR>Where did the gif come from ?<P>John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001313.cgi
A||||1||4g63t||Sighting in Lancaster PA||||1||
Z||000000||4g63t||12-15-2002||03:10 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Thursday afternoon, heading south on 501 turning onto 30W, a white '91 - dark painted center grill?, dark tinted windows, rims, smoked out rear lights?. I've seen the car once or twice before, always on 501 around the airport, but was never sure if it was a vr4. This time I saw the '91 vr4 badge, soooooooo....who are you?<BR>      Chris||65.129.80.17||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||12-16-2002||10:57 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Thats funny Chris. I would say its me, because my house is only a mile from the Lancaster airport, but my cars been in Florida for 3 years  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.158||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001314.cgi
A||||2||Scott Y||You don't need a trim puller||||1||
Z||000000||Scott Y||12-15-2002||05:50 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Once you get the screws out of the door trim, you pull the whole thing up. On mine, the latching mechanism on the top of the door was very tight, but I kept gently pulling and working it and it popped free without damaging anything.<P>I found that I could unlatch the bottom 3 hooks by pushing the bottom of the door trim up, and having the trim bend outwards from the door. Once the bottom tabs were free, it was much easier to unlatch the top of the trim from the door.<BR>Hope this helps..<BR>Scott||64.233.218.162||reg||1
Z||000001||Scott Y||12-15-2002||05:52 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||This topic was supposed to be a reply to the stereo wiring post. Sorry.||64.233.218.162||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||12-15-2002||07:38 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Thanks Scott.  My door speakers sound like AM radio (replaced everything else) since I don't need a puller I think I can safely put the better non-blown speakers in temporarily.||67.37.180.30||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/001315.cgi
A||||9||Arty||Transmission part numbers||||1||
Z||000000||Arty||12-15-2002||07:15 PM||||I'm working on a JDM gearbox, code W5M332NQZK.<BR>When I look on CAPS for part numbers for synchro rings, it gives me a choice of 3 different date ranges.<BR>eg. 9006.1 - 9104.3, 9105.1 - 9204.3, 9205.1 - 9205.3.<P>Anyone know which range is the correct one. I'm tending toward 9105.1-9204.3.<P>I have no info about the car that the box originally came out of.||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||12-17-2002||03:23 PM||||Give me the trans number and I will see what I can do.  Should be alpha alpha # # # #.  Example:  NP2345<P><P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000002||Arty||12-18-2002||04:32 PM||||It's LS8266<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.233.21||reg||3
Z||000003||iceman69510||12-18-2002||05:24 PM||||Oldest reference I can find is LY0301, built in January 1991 (the trans, not the car it was in).  So, yours was built slightly before that and probably used within 1 to 2 months of being built.  Looks like that puts you in the range of 9006.1-9104.3.<P>Many of these parts have been updated and improved over the years, so you should get any new level parts available anyway (that fit).<P>One word of caution, if you are using the US CAPS version, application dates of the trans in the car may be different than the Japanese versions-but they did all come of the same assembly line.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000004||Arty||12-18-2002||07:35 PM||||Thanks for that info.<BR>Tell me about complicated.<BR>I'm in Australia. I'm using the US CAPS, and I'm not sure if the gearbox was off a JDM car or an AuDM car :-)<BR>I ran a test for one of the synchro rings listed in the US CAPS. I rang a local dealer and gave the part number for the 9006.1-9104.3 dates, it was listed as 1990 Magna (Diamante), the 9105.1-9204.4 part was listed for a Galant.<P>Just curious, where are you getting the list of those LS8266 type numbers.<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000005||iceman69510||12-19-2002||10:17 AM||||Because a part is listed for one model it may still apply to others.  Often the description does not change as it is used for additional applications.  CAPS has the ability to tell you what models a part is used on.  Type the part number into the part number field (in the pink area of the screen) with the rest blank, and click on the icon above that has a bolt, question mark and a little car and truck.  Should list the models where used.<P>I have some good sources-but I'm not telling more than that.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000006||Arty||12-19-2002||04:36 PM||||Icy, <BR>you seem to have a bit of experience with CAPS.<P>There's something I can't work out, once I have found and selected the PNC from the illustration and I'm back at the pink PNC table. Is there a way I can switch back to the same part of the illustration eg. 22-120, again.<BR>The only way I can find is double clicking in the (part name code retrieval) Illustration input box again, I hope there's a simpler way back ?<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.233.21||reg||1
Z||000007||Invader||12-19-2002||05:08 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||I think you put the cursor in either the part number or PNC fields and hit F2 to go to the illustration?<P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||205.245.16.28||reg||1
Z||000008||iceman69510||12-19-2002||06:03 PM||||Yeah Invader, that works.  I did not know that one myself.  Thanks!<BR>I had been using the method Arty described.<BR>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by iceman69510 (edited 12-19-2002).]||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000009||Arty||12-19-2002||06:28 PM||||Thanks.<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.233.21||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001316.cgi
A||||1||Derk||WTB Foglights||||1||
Z||000000||Derk||12-15-2002||08:16 PM||capthowdy2@hotmail.com||Recently broke my driver side fog light have some fun in the snow. Justed wanted to see if anyone had one for sale or knows of someone with one for sale. Any help is greatly appreciated.<P>Thanks<BR>Derk||131.118.88.203||reg||1
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||12-15-2002||08:19 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum1/HTML/000795.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum1/HTML/000795.html</A> <P><BR>Check this out.||24.167.211.186||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001317.cgi
A||||4||Fonzo||Repoting In||||7||
Z||000000||Fonzo||12-16-2002||03:53 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||Hi, I have been lurking for a while, just checking out this forum and wanted to thank you guys, for having a well rounded forum about the GVR-4 it has been really helpful.<P>BTW I have #806 91'||64.195.204.113||reg||7
Z||000001||gvr4in||12-16-2002||03:57 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Welcome to the board...have any pics? --I have relatives in hayward..||63.207.141.79||reg||1
Z||000002||Fonzo||12-16-2002||04:02 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||hmm, no pics yet but I can tell you about the car.<P>Its green, everything exterior is stock and really good consition no scratches or rips on the upholstery.<P>The car has 199,0xx Miles<P>I got it when it had 192k from an auction, and its clean title.<P>just had some basic mods like :<P>BOV, Air Filter, and Boostcontroller<P>dammb that BOOST CONTROLLER!! got me boost happy and now i need a new turbo and i already replaced the manifold which was cracked all around it was lucky to be in one piece. oHhh... and i also have a catback exhaust.<P>||64.195.204.113||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4in||12-16-2002||04:20 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||sounds good! I got mine in june, virgin baby! with 100k, perfect condition for only $4300! how much boost were you running on that turbo? hopefully you had a boost gauge?||63.207.141.79||reg||1
Z||000004||Fonzo||12-16-2002||04:31 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||hehehe...yeah, i have a boost gauge.<P>was doing 15psi but then, wanted to try a bit more and did 18psi w/o fuel cut, but then I dont think the turbo was ever replaced and when I took out the manifold an replaced it with a ported 2g. My friends and I looked at the condition of the turbo and were like...err Ohh My, it looks melted, warped and cracked<P>That is the reason it wont boost right anymore and had it datalogged and get about 36 knock count at around 5,000 rpm in third gear<P>Even with boost completely closed it still boosts however it wants to boost :-\<P>Its ok though im not planning on driving it until I get an 18g Turbo and all supporting mods (hopefully before new years)<P>BTW engine is in really good condition, sounds great<p>[This message has been edited by Fonzo (edited 12-16-2002).]||64.195.204.113||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001318.cgi
A||||11||keydiver||Forum color codes||||1||
Z||000000||keydiver||12-16-2002||11:59 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Is it just my computer, or are the color codes missing in the forums. It used to be that all the unread messages were red, read ones were yellow. But for the past week they have all been yellow, so I have to look at the date to figure out which ones to read.<BR>Is it just me????<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.158||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||12-16-2002||12:05 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||I have no problems. It must be just you.||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||4g63t||12-16-2002||01:34 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Its doing that to me also. Another thing, when I first get here for the day, the light bulbs are on like normal. After I read through a forum, when I go to the next forum, none of the folders are red. In other words, the folders are only red in the first forum I go to. Does that make sense? Maybe its just my computer. ||65.129.80.147||reg||1
Z||000003||Lucky13||12-16-2002||01:53 PM||volar13@bellsouth.net||I am having the same problem as Keydiver...||68.155.84.84||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||12-16-2002||02:05 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||me too.  i thought it was just cause i did something, cause i dont know nothing about this stuff.  ||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||12-16-2002||02:10 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I didn't change any settings on this computer, so I thought others must be having the problem. Jon, did you do anything lately, upgrades, patches, etc?<BR>Thanks!<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000||66.156.209.158||reg||1
Z||000006||a_santos||12-16-2002||02:24 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Damn cookies||198.111.38.123||reg||1
Z||000007||369of1000||12-16-2002||02:29 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I had this problem. It started when the site was switched from jgronline.com to galantvr4.org. My bookmark was still for jgronline so when I went there it automaticaly kicked me here, and that screwed up my cookies. Once I changed my bookmark everything was back to normal.||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000008||Jon||12-16-2002||03:30 PM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 369of1000:<BR><B>I had this problem. It started when the site was switched from jgronline.com to galantvr4.org. My bookmark was still for jgronline so when I went there it automaticaly kicked me here, and that screwed up my cookies. Once I changed my bookmark everything was back to normal.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>EXACTLY.  Don't go to jgronline.com anymore.  I have both domains pointing to the same spot but the message board is now configured for GalantVR4.org not jgronline.com.  So, update your bookmark and you won't have that problem anymore.||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000009||04DrBlur||12-16-2002||06:09 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Mine is also doin the same thing.  Must be those pesky CAPS........||67.39.144.137||reg||1
Z||000010||iceman69510||12-17-2002||03:25 PM||||I have had this problem for a few weeks, since before the change.  After I read one forum, they all go away.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000011||Hertz||12-17-2002||06:15 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I find that instead of using the back button, click on the links at the upper right corner of the forum pages (just above "post new topic") it will keep your new message indicators.<P>------------------<BR>858/2000||67.37.186.211||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001319.cgi
A||||0||PJGross||Oil Filter Housing anatomy ?'s....||||5||
Z||000000||PJGross||12-16-2002||02:13 PM||pgrossjr@yahoo.com||Well, I've done a pretty thorough search of several archives and still haven't found the answer to my question, but I have found that down the road I will aquire a '90 oil filter housing and do that swap with an external oil cooler.<BR>---------<BR>Background is my car has been out of my hands for over a year for an engine R&R.  Good news is it is back, bad news is it is not quite done. T3/T4 turbo upgrade so new oil lines were installed for the oil feed and drain, but they weren't finished.  <BR>----------<BR>I have the turbo to pan oil drain installed with -10AN SS hose and Aeroquip fittings.  The problem lies with the oil feed.  The banjo bolt off the top of the engine is plugged off.  I'm not sure what -AN the braided oil feed line is, it is either -6 or -8, the OD is about 15mm.  That's enough background to show you where I'm at.<P>The problem is connecting the turbo oil feed to the stock oil filter housing.  From the RRE site I know facing the front of the car the top hole is stock sender, 3 oclock hole is the preferred filtered source (plugged from factory) and the 6 oclock hole is an unfiltered source (plugged from factory).<P>A fourth hole is on the bottom of the filter housing and right now is open to the air dripping oil. I can't find my DSM Manual CD right now and its been too long since I've seen my car so I don't recall what is supposed to be in there but I think the idea was to tap the oil feed line there.  From the RRE site I don't know why as they don't discuss that location.<P>Enough info, I need to get to the point:<BR>1)  Thread type/size for the RRE preferred feed hole at 3'Oclock from front view of a 1G oil filter housing?<BR>2)  Thread type/size for the approx 17mm hole on the bottom (facing straight down) of the same filter housing.  I'm guessing it is either 16mm or 18mm but don't know.<BR>3)  which of the above holes should I use?  Or just help me understand what that bottom hole was used for?<BR>4) SS braided hose approx 15mm OD, -6 or -8?<P>Sorry for the length.  Flame away if there is a FAQ or message with this info but I haven't found it.  If I can find my CD I could have looked up the drawings but I just moved and it is packed away.<P>I know there is a lot of debate over the pressure of the turbo oil feed, too, but I was just trying to ID the threads and what that bottom holes is for.<P>Thanks,<P>PJ Gross<P>#490/1000<BR>||12.44.48.39||reg||5




ubb/Forum3/001320.cgi
A||N||4||Ferrari F50 GT||MAME Roms||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||12-16-2002||06:39 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Do any of you use MAME?  If so, I am looking for a particluar Rom.  I haven't been able to find Alien vs. Predator avaialable for download anywhere.  If you can help me out that would be great.  Thanks!||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000001||BluFalcon||12-16-2002||08:58 PM||muttski@gte.net||Actually I'm looking for any of the Macross arcade game ROMS myself.  I'd like to help you out, but I don't have Alien VS Predator.  I'll keep a look out though.||66.138.198.129||reg||1
Z||000002||Telecaster||12-16-2002||11:24 PM||telecastr@email.com||Look up a CPS2 emulator.  A place like <A HREF="http://www.mame.tk" TARGET=_blank>www.mame.tk</A>  should have it.  You may have to sign up.  If you still cant find it search for Finalburn and WinKawaks CPS2 emulation.<p>[This message has been edited by Telecaster (edited 12-17-2002).]||209.247.139.104||reg||1
Z||000003||Scott Y||12-17-2002||01:03 PM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I might have it.  I won't be home until Friday, but when I get there I'll look and then let you know.<BR>later,<BR>Scott<P>------------------<BR>GVR4 #953/1000, stock||205.225.134.251||reg||1
Z||000004||Scott Y||12-23-2002||09:34 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||I don't have Aliens vs. Predator, just Aliens.<BR>Sorry.<BR><P>------------------<BR>GVR4 #953/1000, stock||63.117.253.195||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001321.cgi
A||||13||blacksheep||CAPS software...||||6||
Z||000000||blacksheep||12-16-2002||06:46 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone who has a mitsu CAPS (parts search) disk and can burn me a copy, that would be awesome! Let me know and I'll get in touch with ya...<P>Thanks!||12.216.36.127||reg||6
Z||000001||atsiauto||12-16-2002||07:42 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Id like a copy as well ... contact me atsiauto@comcast.net||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000002||Jon||12-17-2002||08:52 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <A HREF="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/caps_full1.zip" TARGET=_blank>http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/caps_full1.zip</A> <P> <A HREF="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/caps_full2.zip" TARGET=_blank>http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/caps_full2.zip</A> <P><BR>||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||iceman69510||12-17-2002||01:16 PM||||I have newer CAPS CDs, 2000-2002 available if you want a new updated version (I know, I know, our cars are old-but some might own some newer models).<P>I will send them out for mailing costs.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000004||iceman69510||12-17-2002||03:21 PM||||Just scored Japanese CAPS for all EVO models today!  Have to check it out yet.  I think some of it is in Japanese.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000005||369of1000||12-17-2002||04:19 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||does the 2000-2002 have the info for older cars or only the years specified?<P>I wish the links would move slightly faster than 400bytes/second<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000006||iceman69510||12-17-2002||05:17 PM||||The CDs I have go back mostly to 87-88, but as far back as 83 for the Montero.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000007||369of1000||12-17-2002||05:18 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by iceman69510:<BR><B>The CDs I have go back mostly to 87-88, but as far back as 83 for the Montero.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>shoot me an e-mail<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000008||galantvr4us||12-17-2002||05:49 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||I'll take you up on the offer of paying shipping costs.  Send me an email galantvr4us@yahoo.com<P>Thanks,<P>Katie<P>------------------<BR>1991 Galant Vr4<BR>2002 Impreza WRX||134.124.18.53||reg||1
Z||000009||04DrBlur||12-17-2002||05:57 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net|| Hey ICEMAN im interested in the program.  How can I get a hold of you.  Email me I'll pay shipping fees.||68.21.139.36||reg||1
Z||000010||iceman69510||12-18-2002||12:58 PM||||Anyone interested send me your addresses to:<P>dbliese@juno.com<P>You can send me cash at the same address through Paypal.  $3 sound ok?  I'll start with that since I don't know how much it will cost at this time.<P> <P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000011||sleeper||12-18-2002||11:32 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||You got mail plus some hard cash.<P>Thanks<BR>Gabor<BR>692/1000<BR><P>------------------<BR>||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000012||iceman69510||12-19-2002||10:22 AM||||Got some replies, sent some too.  I'll get on these by the weekend.<P>KC you want one?  Don't know if I still have your address.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000013||Hunter||12-20-2002||03:50 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||i'll be needing one to. direct it ta white.beau@verizon.net  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">   $3.00 sounds good  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||167.88.200.30||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/001322.cgi
A||||3||atsiauto||gray/black vr4 paint mix code.||||1||
Z||000000||atsiauto||12-16-2002||07:40 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I need the recipe to make this color im painting my hood and trunk lid if anybody has the exact mix # available id a ppreciate it . Scotty .||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||12-17-2002||01:04 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||The paint color code is on the VIN plate under the hood, on the firewall next to the clutch reservoir. I think you have Kensington Grey maybe?<BR>Jeff O.<BR>#1886/2000<BR><P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.212.87||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||12-17-2002||02:40 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I think it's on the driver's door frame, too.<P>------------------<BR>858/2000||67.37.186.211||reg||1
Z||000003||iceman69510||12-17-2002||03:19 PM||||If it's black (91 or 92), it's X68.  If it is grey (92), it's H52.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001323.cgi
A||||2||turbowop||I'm back!!||||10||
Z||000000||turbowop||12-17-2002||05:17 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Not that anybody noticed but my stupid ass pc crashed a week and a half ago. I felt like I was missing so much not being able to read the message board. Oh well....it's fixed, I'm happy, and the site changes are nice.<P>Mark<BR>1051||66.189.209.52||reg||10
Z||000001||Romanova||12-17-2002||11:48 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Welcome back Mark. <BR>Hey, those snow tires rock... too bad it only snowed once so far...  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||12-17-2002||02:46 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Change the caps in your PC.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>858/2000||67.37.186.211||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001324.cgi
A||||11||Hertz||Signatures now on||||1||
Z||000000||Hertz||12-17-2002||02:24 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Hey, signatures are on now.  We can all put our cars and mods in.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">  Ha ha!<P>------------------<BR>858/2000||67.37.186.211||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||12-17-2002||02:28 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||yeah, I saw that (see below :-)<BR>Was myprezyavr4 saying that the search would pick up stuff from our sigs though?<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake||167.142.22.206||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||12-17-2002||02:38 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||It sure does.  That could be a pain in the ass.  I was kidding about the inclusion of mods...  don't want this to turn into dsmtalk or something.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>858/2000||67.37.186.211||reg||1
Z||000003||91 #680||12-17-2002||09:05 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||dont see mine....<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000004||91 #680||12-17-2002||09:06 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||what the hell...it worked, I guess it doesn't come on in the old posts.  <P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000005||Romanova||12-18-2002||12:08 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Excellent!<P>------------------<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||12-18-2002||03:58 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Oh great hehehehe<P>------------------<BR>Sigs are Gay.... Are you that insecure about your car you need to list your "mods?"||216.183.225.195||reg||12
Z||000007||Ash||12-18-2002||04:04 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hey ducktape, I resemble that remark! lol   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>92 Australian spec VR4<BR>ported E3 mani & turbo - 550's, S-AFC hacked MAS, big frontmount, pipes etc||203.221.153.183||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR1643||12-18-2002||03:38 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Funny Ducktape.  <BR>Only reason I like it is to see who's got similar mods or what I'd like to have so that I can ask them specific questions or know that they have a good point of reference.<P><P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.207||reg||1
Z||000009||number3||12-18-2002||04:09 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Wow?<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000010||MPREZYAVR4||12-18-2002||04:29 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I really should change mine.<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.184.176||reg||1
Z||000011||BluFalcon||12-18-2002||08:57 PM||muttski@gte.net||test, test<P>------------------<BR>91 Galant VR4 1954/2K- " Project"<BR>91 Eclipse GS-T- "Daily Driver"||66.138.198.129||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001325.cgi
A||||7||ken inn||jus' plain bitchen!||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||12-17-2002||04:03 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||   Load the link and press play.<BR>&gt; <BR>&gt;    <A HREF="http://astro.temple.edu/~kmr/Chauffe2.mp3" TARGET=_blank>http://astro.temple.edu/~kmr/Chauffe2.mp3</A> <BR>&gt; <BR>&gt;    First you'll hear a 10-cylinder, 750 horsepower Asiatech F1<BR>&gt;    engine being warmed up. Then it performs a rousing version<BR>&gt;    of "When The Saints Come Marching In", to the delight of<BR>&gt;    assembled pit staff and journalists.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000001||369of1000||12-17-2002||04:27 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||sweet ass!!!<P>I hope its not fake<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000002||229of1000||12-17-2002||05:02 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||That is ridiculous  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>K&N, ACT2600, SSG Aluminum Flywheel, dual stage MBC, more to come...||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||12-17-2002||06:24 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Apparently it is true (after some google searching) it was controlled by their engine management system.  <P>[October 13, 2002]<BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><BR>And so, as night fell and the parties started to happen, we were all tapping away up in Press Room when suddenly we heard an engine beneath us which had been tuned to play "When the Saints Go Marching In".<P>The engine clearly has a future in the music business... but not in Formula 1. The day ended with Asiatech announcing quietly that its F1 plans for the future were over...<BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I wonder if the AEM EMS will be able to do that?   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>858/2000||67.37.186.211||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||12-17-2002||07:13 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||didja catch the part of the article that said the bmw F1 motor could reach 19+grand?  also, if you do a search for like "sounds of formula 1", you get some really neat sites with some AWESOME sounds.  i turn the speakers up full blast, and my wife used to come running back here to see what the matter was.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||12-17-2002||08:50 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||That's pretty cool, I suppose its one of those "cause I can" events huh?<P>------------------<BR>||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000006||PJGross||12-18-2002||01:55 PM||pgrossjr@yahoo.com||Ken,<P>Do you mean sites like this one: <A HREF="http://www.people.cornell.edu/pages/slp29/insane.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.people.cornell.edu/pages/slp29/insane.html</A> <P>Nothing like some cornell vocalists with nothing better to do...<P>-PJ<P>------------------<BR>----------<BR>#490/1000<BR>'96 BBB Impala SS||12.44.48.39||reg||1
Z||000007||VR-4play||12-18-2002||02:14 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||now that's funny. had me cracking up.<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001326.cgi
A||||8||ken inn||evo 8?  i think i will pass||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||12-18-2002||09:45 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.clubtgc.org/forum/viewtopic.php?t=6158" TARGET=_blank>http://www.clubtgc.org/forum/viewtopic.php?t=6158</A> <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||12-18-2002||11:53 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Hmmm...it doesn't sound so bad, but it looks like Mitsu is trying to cover their behinds before the car is even out with all of those guidelines.  I guarantee many owners will not follow them entirely if at all because cars of this caliber aren't readily available to the public.  Granted the Viper & Vette Z06 are pretty hardcore, but they're both in much higher price categories.  I can't imagine it will take very long for an Evo VIII to get smashed by it's first owner.   Someone on here needs to keep an eye out for parts to scavange.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif">  <P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>'92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000002||LunarShadow||12-18-2002||12:32 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||I think I'll keep my Galant, thank you.  It will be interesting to see if any of the Evo parts can be swapped to the VR4 and the DSM.  That might give us a longer lease on life for our cars.<P>No MODS ever, thats's funny.  Can't wait to show some EVO owner the ass end of the VR4.  On another note, I wonder what the conditions will be for the WRX STi.<P>I am glad Mitsu is willing to take the stab.  However, anybody expecting the US EvoVIII to be like the Jap version Evo VI, was dreaming from day one.  I willing to bet that the ECU will not be as willing as the cars of the past either.  <P>------------------<BR>||64.238.107.49||reg||1
Z||000003||Jon||12-18-2002||01:10 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Pierre Gagnon is the Executive Vice President and COO of MMSA and he basically was in charge of making the company profitable again.  In 99, he axed the Eclipse GSX in favor of a cheaper car that looked more in place with Pontiac than any Japanese car company.  Ironically, Pierre is from Pontiac.<P>In response to those actions, I bought y2keclipse.com and had a site up for a year.  The site basically went into detail about how crappy the car was and how MMSA sold out to make "fast looking" car that really sucked.  You know, just like a Pontiac.  I got tons of email from MMSA on the site.  A lot of people bitched but a few at MMSA agreed 100% with me as well as all of the other outraged Mitsubishi fans.<P>I also mentioned on the site what Mitsubishi should be selling in the US; the Lancer Evolution of course.  Now that MMSA woke up after Subaru captured the untapped market, MMSA is going to sell the EVO here.  Wow, I told you so MMSA!  Maybe I should work for them!<P>It doesn't surprise me at all that MMSA is only going to sell 4000 cars, de-tune the car, have huge warranty constraints, and basically piss people off as they finally sell their dream cars here.  Instead of taking over this market segment from Subaru, they are alienating the niche.  Good job MMSA.  <P>My next car will not be a Mitsubishi.  It will most likely be an STI.  I am going to drive my rice boy car for a few years so I can spend time with the kids as they are young but then I'll get a real car again and it won't be a Mitsubishi.<P>Maybe even Pierre got the boot, the company would be nicer to their consumers and try to address this market niche which Pierre apparently doesn't like or want to sell to.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000004||MPREZYAVR4||12-18-2002||02:01 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Well I know of plenty of inside stuff for SOA since back when the club I was on was only for the Impreza RS we always pined for the wrx. Personally I would hope for 2004/5 and get a Legacy B4/turbo. Hopefully they keep the same general appearance of the Legacy currently available. BTW a turbo forester is due here late next year. <P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.184.176||reg||1
Z||000005||udriveu||12-18-2002||09:00 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||my basic car knowledge is usually limited, so maybe this is a dumb question, but is that right about 17 front/16 rear brakes? that sounds exagerated. plus, how would those fit in 17 inch wheels?<P>------------------<BR>||24.45.16.78||reg||1
Z||000006||iceman69510||12-19-2002||10:28 AM||||When Mitsu gives brake sizes, it is referring to the minimum wheel size needed to clear the caliper.  So...a 17" brake needs 17" wheels, etc.  Any smaller wheel would hit the caliper.  <P>It does not mean the rotor diameter.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000007||udriveu||12-19-2002||12:31 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||ahh, so its including the caliper in the size of the brakes?<P>------------------<BR>||149.152.182.1||reg||1
Z||000008||drew||12-19-2002||01:17 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||Most Japanese Companies do the same thing.<P>So using that logic, we have 15" brakes on our cars.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001327.cgi
A||||13||LunarShadow||R34 in Atlanta||||1||
Z||000000||LunarShadow||12-18-2002||12:44 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||So, I was heading south down I-85 right after the exit for North Druid Hills and noticed the rear end of a car which looked familiar yet alien.  As I got closer, I noticed the wide tires, fat fart can, and low stance.  I thought it was some 240sx silvia mock up thing.  Then I noticed it was right hand drive!<P>No kidding, it was a R34.  It was driven gently by a young asia guy.  The car exited at the 10th/14th street ramp and headed on to GA Tech area.  I have seen all kinds of flashy metal in Atlanta, but never has anything made me as excited as this.<P>My girfriend didn't understand.<P>------------------<BR>||64.238.107.49||reg||1
Z||000001||VR-4play||12-18-2002||01:33 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||I sure hope I get to see it one day! Did it look like it had any go fast goodies (like stickers)?<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||12-18-2002||02:31 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||There is a black R34 and a few R33's (best looking Skyline) in Colorado that I have seen.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000003||mdpvr4||12-18-2002||02:35 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||you are correct ian. one of them ran 11's at the track when we had the last import challenge. he bought it from japan and already had 800hp but the high altitude thing screwed with his times.<P>------------------<BR>||32.102.168.158||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||12-18-2002||04:08 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||That bastard, I wish I had the cash for an 800hp Skyline!<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000005||Pappy||12-18-2002||04:29 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I think the R34 is the best looking skyline personally.  Oh man.  I love that car.<P>------------------<BR>-Paul<BR>-'92 Galant VR-4  #995||140.247.227.65||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||12-19-2002||12:07 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Looks even better <A HREF="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/skyline-truck-drift.mpeg" TARGET=_blank>as a truck/</A> <I>(mpeg 2.7mb)</I>||67.36.185.164||reg||11
Z||000007||DookGVR4||12-19-2002||12:14 AM||dook@adelphia.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>Looks even better <A HREF="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/skyline-truck-drift.mpeg" TARGET=_blank>as a truck/</A> <I>(mpeg 2.7mb)</I></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Reminded me of an initial d episode...<BR><P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||12-19-2002||09:50 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I did a wee bit of work on an R32 here in Dallas.  Motorex doesn't know jack about working on cars, because this one had all kinds of stuff installed/tuned wrong.  <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000009||Hunter||12-20-2002||03:56 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||dookvr4! initial d!  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> killer anime... which leads to my other post in the for sale section... selling my vr4<P>------------------<BR>||167.88.200.30||reg||3
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||12-20-2002||11:02 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||There's also a truck S13 Silvia too.  I have a vid of it, but not sure where to find it now.  Crazy ass cars...er, trucks...I tell ya   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif">    <P>On a related note, I'm assuming most of you have been to:  <A HREF="http://www.exvitermini.com" TARGET=_blank>www.exvitermini.com</A>     It's an R33, but it's wicked.   His buddy has a site too:   <A HREF="http://www.rh9.com.au" TARGET=_blank>www.rh9.com.au</A>     Killer black R34  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>'92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000011||LunarShadow||12-20-2002||03:49 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR-4play:<BR><B>I sure hope I get to see it one day! Did it look like it had any go fast goodies (like stickers)?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>No, this car was bone stock.  The guy was driving at a cautious 60mph.  It had a GA <BR>plate on it, so someone will spy it again.  Poor guy , most likely has more stalkers than Courtney Cox.<P>------------------<BR>||64.238.107.49||reg||1
Z||000012||VR-4play||12-20-2002||04:15 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by LunarShadow:<BR><B> most likely has more stalkers than Courtney Cox.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>really? I figured there weren't too many folks that knew too much about cars down here. I seen alot of body kits and wings, but haven't seen that much fire on the street. Matter of fact, that's why I haven't been in a rush to pull the VR-4 out of the garage.<P>------------------<BR>||67.75.131.75||reg||1
Z||000013||LunarShadow||12-21-2002||11:23 AM||Stubbfus@aol.com||<P>[/b][/QUOTE]<BR>really? I figured there weren't too many folks that knew too much about cars down here. I seen alot of body kits and wings, but haven't seen that much fire on the street. Matter of fact, that's why I haven't been in a rush to pull the VR-4 out of the garage.<P>[/B][/QUOTE]<P>There is a certain video game which many people seem to know well.  <P>It is a sad fact that there is so much show no go around here.  Lots of fart cans, primer body bits, and bling bling.  Thanks a bunch, NOPI.   I think the fastest DSM in this area ran 11.8 or so.  There are a few supercharged Mustangs and at least one Supra which make some good numbers on the dyno.  But then again, hp is only good if you can actually use it.<P>------------------<BR>||64.238.107.49||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001328.cgi
A||||5||MPREZYAVR4||In the spirit of Ken and his "eye test"...||||1||
Z||000000||MPREZYAVR4||12-18-2002||04:28 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Enjoy. If this is too questionable Jon I understand if you take it down. <P> <A HREF="http://www.b3ta.com/funnelortunnel/...funnelortunnel/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.b3ta.com/funnelortunnel/...funnelortunnel/</A> <P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.184.176||reg||1
Z||000001||369of1000||12-18-2002||04:41 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||404 page not found<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.113.85||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-18-2002||05:17 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||whew!  what a relief.  i thought my eyes were going bad.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||meshwork||12-18-2002||06:04 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://www.b3ta.com/funnelortunnel/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.b3ta.com/funnelortunnel/</A> <P><P>------------------<BR>381/2000||151.199.244.32||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||12-18-2002||11:35 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||10/16.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>858/2000||67.36.185.164||reg||1
Z||000005||hibern8||12-19-2002||12:49 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||12/16 not good at the faces <P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <P>t3t4 with supporting mods...............||12.251.226.141||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001329.cgi
A||||8||GVR4ZUM||Stock or Mod||||5||
Z||000000||GVR4ZUM||12-18-2002||04:37 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||IF you were in a position to choose.  What do you guys prefer stock or modded when buying a VR4?  <P>------------------<BR>||24.56.134.194||reg||5
Z||000001||Compressed||12-18-2002||05:33 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I prefer a well taken care of car over either.  If I had to chose from two cars, one modded, one stock that were both maintained very well I would chose the modded car.  When buying a modded car you will save alot compared to buying all the parts new.  I would also have to agree with all the mods performed on the car to be interested.<BR><P>------------------<BR>#1561<BR>ACT 2600, Apexi 3" catback, Ported/Polished Head, UR Underdrive Crank Pulley, MBC, KYB GR2's, Balance Shafts Removed||216.126.176.103||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||12-18-2002||11:40 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I personally opted for a virgin car -- though with a modded car you know that the owner at least has a minimal respect and understanding of the nature of the beast.  But I bought mine to have fun, and that includes putting my blood, sweat, tears and cash into it.<P>Sometimes I wish I could just jump into a super tricked out VR-4 and fly around at insane speeds -- but there is something about collecting parts slowly, methodical planning, earning it...  <P>Blah blah blah.  Honestly, color and factory sunroof had a pretty big impact, too.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>858/2000||67.36.185.164||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4ZUM||12-20-2002||04:50 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I paid a pretty good $ for my stock VR4 that is in very good shape.  But whenever I see a modded VR4 for sale that has a lot done to it and close to what I paid. It makes me want to sell mine and just buy a modded well maintained one.  I know the parts (aftermarket) can be very expensive and it takes time and planning.  But on the other hand (like you said Hertz) its fun doing it and earning it. <P>------------------<BR>||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000004||hibern8||12-20-2002||07:31 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i prefer stockm also because then you get teh idea teh car wasnt beaten on as much. then again it depends on the mods on teh car when id consider buying a modded car. <P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <P>t3t4 with supporting mods...............||68.21.125.206||reg||1
Z||000005||Scott Y||12-23-2002||09:42 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||2 years ago I flew across a couple of states to look at a stock VR-4. I paid what I thought was a ton of cash for a '92 vintage car, but it had less than 100K on it, and was totally stock and more importantly never modded. It took me 4 months to find an unmodified car, and I looked alot.<P>In retrospect, I would find a car that someone had already put some sweat equitity into, as modding a car is never a cheap proposition, and if you find a cherry example with mods that you agree with, then go for it.  You'll save a ton of $$, if that's a primary concern. <P><P>------------------<BR>GVR4 #953/1000, stock||63.117.253.195||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||12-23-2002||01:40 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||it depends on who you buy the car from.  a long time ago, i bought a tricked out bmw 2002 from a guy who had really done it right.  he was a real car nut, and a lot older(about like i am now), and it had all the stuff on it that i wanted; side draft webers, 10:1 pistons, headers, cam, springs, shocks, flares, and it was all done very nicely.  i paid a lot more for it than a stock 2002, but i actually got a really good deal.  i eventually spent more time and money on it, but as a starting point, i was WAY ahead of where i would have been if i had bought a stock car.  i would do it again in a heartbeat.  i remember taking the rear emblems off and replacing them with "1602" and, in nice script writing, "automatic".  another time, i bought a tricked out lotus elan, but it was not as well kept as the bmw. still, i was a lot better off than if i had bought a stock elan(which was impossible to find at that time) and modded it.  sometimes, the modded car is in a LOT better condition than the stocker, because the person who mods the car is a lot pickier and keeps it up much better.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000007||Kibo||12-23-2002||03:28 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||My Galant was "returned to stock" when I bought it.  Since then, I have discovered many issues and problems with it--which tends to support the theory that a modded car gets beat on.  I've poured tons of time and money into the car (rebuilding it one bolt and nut at a time...), but I'm very happy with the result.  For me, the car is not an investment; it's a hobby.  I see these problems as a chance to upgrade...but any sane person would not have spent this kind of time and money on this particular car.<P>Personally, I would prefer a stock car over modified--otherwise you don't know what's been changed or how/why it was done.<P>------------------<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR><A HREF="http://www.AutoAlchemy.com" TARGET=_blank>AutoAlchemy.com</A>||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000008||Ian M||12-23-2002||06:48 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| I dont know,It seems that the cars that Ive seen that are stock,but havent been owned by an enthusiast, are typically neglected. Its real hard to pick up a really nice galant from someone who doesnt know what it is. Low resale of Mitsubishis in general (compared to a Honda or Toyota) seems to cause people to spend less money and time on upkeep. If its cheaper to leave it alone or jury rig it,thats whats gonna happen.<P>Also,most people if their involved in an accident in one of these cars,tend to get it fixed a cheaply (ie:shoddily) as possible,so if you find one thats been in a wreck;its usually obvious.<P> Plus,its just as easy to beat on a stock car as it is a modded one. It all comes down to how the previous owner maintained and drove it.<P>------------------<BR>Ian<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 12-23-2002).]||129.71.115.221||reg||1
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A||||7||ken inn||another online mitsu dealer||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||12-18-2002||07:07 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.delraymitsubishi.com/en_US/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.delraymitsubishi.com/en_US/</A> <P>this one gives 25 off, AND, has the caps program!  full data base, too.  also, until dec 20, parts are DEALER COST + shipping.  helluva deal!<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||12-19-2002||12:44 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||I called them and they have no idea what i'm talking about. Ken, who's the contact person? <P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-19-2002||01:32 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by drew:<BR><B>I called them and they have no idea what i'm talking about. Ken, who's the contact person? <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> <A HREF="http://www.clubtgc.org/forum/viewtopic.php?t=5748" TARGET=_blank>http://www.clubtgc.org/forum/viewtopic.php?t=5748</A> <BR>here is the post<P><P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-19-2002||10:39 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I hate saying this..some of those guys make them newer galants look really nice...I wish our gvr4 looked a little sleeker. I agree that its unique and all, I think even the 94 galant looks better..we need to find some way of bolting a 4g63 AWD setup in one of those ones...<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||12-20-2002||10:40 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||yah, but some of those posts are really whacky.  one guy turbo'ed his car, then it ate a couple of valves, so he went back in and installed a custom made 16g, spearco intercooler, afc, denso 550's, tial wastegate, forged pistons, and now he can proudly run it at...are you ready for this..6 LBS BOOST!!!.  i think stock injectors are like 270cc, he has the afc set at -30's!  he cant run any higher boost, cause it is an automatic, and the trans wont take it.  plus, the car was down for 3 months, he paid for the initial install, then the second major rebuild, all to the same shop.  all for 6 lbs boost.  and, from what i have read, the thing still aint tuned.  i kinda wonder about some of the other cars these guys are claiming to have beat.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||iceman69510||12-20-2002||02:04 PM||||KC,<P>The interesting thing is that the styling of the '99 and up appears (to me anyway) to be more a derivative of our Galants than the '94 to '98 version.  The whole shape and rake of the car harks back to the '89-'93 versions.<P>I think the new cars look good, but with no MT and other boring-down that has been done, I wouldn't even think of owning one.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||12-20-2002||02:39 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B> <A HREF="http://www.delraymitsubishi.com/en_US/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.delraymitsubishi.com/en_US/</A> <P>this one gives 25 off, AND, has the caps program!  full data base, too.  also, until dec 20, parts are DEALER COST + shipping.  helluva deal!<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>So is this legit?<BR><P>------------------<BR>Joe<BR>1991 GVR-4 782/2000<BR>1992 Laser AWD||63.146.62.141||reg||1
Z||000007||drew||12-20-2002||03:38 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||yes it is. some prices I paid for a turbo swap<P>Oil feed line top eyebolt                        MF650102 5.04<P>Oil feed line top crush washers (2 total)        MF660063 .60 EA<P>Downpipe nuts/studs                              MB059359 .40 EA<P>Downpipe gasket                                 MB687002 4.05<P>Turbo/exh man bolts (2 total)                    MD132656 4.16 EA<P>Oil return line gaskets (2 total)                MR258477 .65 EA<P>Water line crush washers (4 total)               MF660065 .43 EA<P>Oil feed line bottom crush washers (2 total)     MF660064 .60 EA<P>Exhaust manifold nuts (9 total)                  MD092806 .31 EA<P>Exhaust manifold studs (9 total)                MD005317 .70 EA<P>Exhaust manifold gasket                          MD181032 9.98<P>Valve cover gasket                                    MD125939 14.91<P>Cylinder Head Rubber "C" Seal                         MD050536 1.45<P>Spark plug hole gaskets (4 total)                     MD125940 2.72 EA<P>Oil Filler Cap Gasket                                 MD311638 .59<P>Window moulding                                       MB517814 10.03<P>                                                      MB517813 10.03<P>Weatherstripping for the rear hatch                   MB422914 16.15<P> <P>Total                                                   106.34<P>shipping                                                 12.00<P><P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
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A||||0||GVR-4||Eibach springs||||1||
Z||000000||GVR-4||12-18-2002||11:18 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Can anyone tell me how much these Eibach springs are supposed to drop the front of my car with KYB AGX's: Eibach 39200 6011.001. I've tried the search engine thing (Ken) and have had no luck. Anyone...<P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.52.53||reg||1
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A||||4||Romanova||Grindy transmission fun!||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||12-19-2002||01:43 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||So the 2nd gear syncro in my tranny is shot... but with careful, slow shifting it doesn't grind. But who has time for careful, slow shifting? What is the best way to get a new or rebuilt tranny? Haven't priced anywhere local yet, but I am sure it's going to cost a pretty penny to get rebuilt. Any input here? <P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000001||VR-4play||12-19-2002||06:33 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||My tranny went to shit about 6 months ago (when I lived in northern VA). I was riding with bad synchros for about a year or so and one day my tranny broke and was left with just 4th gear (had to drive 20 mi in 4th... caught every light). I found a japanese engine and tranny place in Baltimore MD, got the tranny and t-case for $620 (guaranteed to have &lt;50k mi). Cheaper than getting a rebuild. I was quoted a rebuild starting @ $600 not including the parts!<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-19-2002||07:22 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||It all depends on cash flow and downtime you can afford.<P>IF your car is a daily driver, try to find a JDM gvr4 tranny or used TEL tranny for cheap, slap the sucka on and re-build yours and throw it back in. Then, sell the TEL one off or keep it as a spare. If you plan on draggin...spare trannies will come in handy...  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P><P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-19-2002||10:07 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||wow.  i just bought a jdm trans for 500+85 shipping.  it is sitting in the carport waiting for howard.  xfer came with it, too.  mine shifts perfectly, but second gear sounds like it has a chipped tooth.  i just had a tooth pulled, so i know how it feels. <BR>when i shift to second, it goes "ow, ow, ow, ow, ow". <P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by ken inn (edited 12-19-2002).]||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR4_1221||12-19-2002||04:07 PM||mattfree99@yahoo.com||Be sure to check <A HREF="http://www.gopartstrader.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gopartstrader.com/</A>  There are a few there now from $250.00 that need work to $800.00 so called rebuilt with double cone syncrhos and JDM ones for $450.00 Also Ebay has one right now. Good luck Matt<P>------------------<BR>||63.227.100.56||reg||6
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A||||5||Pappy||Happy Holidays||||1||
Z||000000||Pappy||12-19-2002||02:42 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||It's a wee bit early, but I hope everyone has a good and safe one.<P> <IMG SRC="http://24.60.210.147/christmascard.jpg"> <P>------------------<BR>-Paul<BR>-'92 Galant VR-4  #995||24.60.210.147||reg||1
Z||000001||4g63t||12-19-2002||02:45 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Ditto!<P>------------------<BR>||65.129.80.10||reg||10
Z||000002||iceman69510||12-19-2002||10:20 AM||||Hey, I like that.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000003||silly4turbo||12-19-2002||11:25 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||sweet holiday pic !  imigine this, I went down to the dealer with a large check to purchase a 97 accord, but when I walked back to check on it, right behind it was a 91 gvr4...it had just come form the auction and the dealer hadn't yet got it ready to sell, well instantly I said keep the accord pal, I'm driving home in that vr4 ! the next day she was mine and I couldn't be happier !<BR>what a car ! I've got 16's + HKS power flow +<BR>centerforce clutch and a mofugas short shifter ... I won't stop till I'm in the 13's...or will I ?<P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||10
Z||000004||mdpvr4||12-19-2002||12:09 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||its almost as if it was fate to find such a fine automobile. i cant wait till i get a new  galant. good luck with it <P>  HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO EVERYONE!<P>------------------<BR>||32.102.169.21||reg||1
Z||000005||hibern8||12-19-2002||01:22 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yes same to you and to the rest of the galantvr4 members on this board!<P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <P>t3t4 with supporting mods...............||63.62.132.201||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001334.cgi
A||||4||4g63t||Need Public  Opinion...||||5||
Z||000000||4g63t||12-19-2002||02:43 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||I just had my '92 5-spoke wheels refinished. They are all smooth now, and the edges have been cleaned up. I'm going to have them powdercoated, but I don't know what color: black , or charcoal grey. My car is belize green. I'm leaning toward charcoal, what do you guys think?  <P>------------------<BR>||65.129.80.10||reg||5
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||12-19-2002||02:46 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Same color as the car.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000002||VR-4play||12-19-2002||06:22 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||If it is between the black and the gray... Go with the gray, that would look nice and original.<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000003||Pappy||12-19-2002||06:32 AM||pappybl@hotmail.com||I removed the green paint on mine.  I was painting them gunmetal.  But instead of clear, autozone misracked the paint, and I used silver.  So the end result was a dark silver, but not quite gunmetal or charcoal.<BR> <A HREF="http://24.60.210.147/carpics.html" TARGET=_blank>http://24.60.210.147/carpics.html</A> <P>You can go there to see how it looks.  I also put red diamonds on the caps now.  It looks good.<P>------------------<BR>-Paul<BR>-'92 Galant VR-4  #995||24.60.210.147||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||12-19-2002||07:24 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I have seen carbon fiber diamond star wheel inserts on ebay. I thnk #3 has some similar CF inserts on his front grille..<BR><P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1
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A||||13||VR-4play||FMIC advice||||1||
Z||000000||VR-4play||12-19-2002||07:38 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||I am thinking about getting a Starion IC for $150. Should I try for a lower price? I might have to modify the tanks. How big are these things and what kind of mods can it support? If any of you got pics of these on, let me know. Just let me know anything I should know before I get this thing!<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||12-19-2002||10:03 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||if the core is NOT modded for the galant, i would pass on it.  your real problem is going to be piping.  i think this is where the real gain is.  it will probably cost at least a hundred more for converting, plus brackets.  without the piping, you will only have a very minimal gain.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-19-2002||10:17 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Well, buddy. Its like opening pandora's box when asking about the starion FMIC, I tell you...  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> People have argued back and forth on this subject. Last I remember, it is good to a certain point. It will support a big 16G, maybe a 20G(maybe). Thats as far as I would push it with a starion.<P>You will need to modify end tanks (2.25 outlets) and get bigger piping than stock for full gains..It's much better than stock, though. Check RRE...<P>I would honestly recommend you go the RRE route if you had a bit more cash to spare and the spearco 2-221 core and RRE pipes...<BR>2-221 is a great core and is the best bang for the buck. You will not need to upgrade it unless you wanna run insane no.'s, unlike the starion which will need to be replaced if you wanna run 11's and 10's...<P>Only issue with it: Its top to bottom and not liked by many as they prefer the side to side look. But if you are a functional sort of guy, I would recommend it.<P>RRE's griffen core setup is also worth it...<P>Else, the AMS setup is also an option, it costs approx. 900 bux...<P>If you want a crazy insane setup and can DIY, go for it, sometimes the cheapest route, not always...<P>Other good sources for FMIC's:<BR>1) Shannon(formerly Nocturnal) - spearco 2-216 core, custom end tanks<BR>2) Harry(threespeed) <BR>3) AMS - maybe, check with them (busy dudes)<BR>4) Indy Race core - 2 IC assemblies..modifications will need to be done<P>I think this covers the FMIC topic. Someone jump in if I have missed or mistated something. This should be added to the VFAQ section  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Hope this helps!<P>PS - If you are wondering what I am running for a FMIC - I was going with the shannon setup, but landed up selling the core...<P>Right now, I have a skyline gt-r assembly and need to make my own piping..probably 2.5 inch or 3 inch..not sure yet!<BR><P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-19-2002||11:01 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i HAD the starion fmic and rre pipes on my car.  mark now has it, and we BOTH think it was serious bang for the buck.  BUT, i got the whole system used from nate pharr for i think 450.  and, i think i sold it to mark for the same amount.  now, i have the rre pipes, and a jdm vr4 intercooler, similar to the starion, but slightly larger, and internally it is very different.  we both have issues about the fitting of the rre pipes, and the inlet into the fmic.  also, there was some serious cutting up of the front bumper.  personally, i had the front bumper on and off the car several times.  the issue with me was price.  i am not willing to spend a grand on a front mount system, so, 450 was worth it.  does it work?  hell yes.  you can go out and beat on the car, and then feel the intercooler, the inlet tank will be hot, the outlet tank will be cool.  it works.  now, how much better will the spearco et all work?  sure, better, but to me, not worth twice the cost.  i bought another set of rre pipes, and the jdm intercooler, and i have about 550 into it, and to me it is worth it.  your final goals for the car is going to denote what you want to spend.  450-550 for a good fmic/piping is worth it, 2 grand is not.  imho.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||VR-4play||12-19-2002||03:09 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||I am also looking at getting a JDM one for $300 w/ pipes. Do you think that would be a better way to go?<P>------------------<BR>||67.30.250.197||reg||1
Z||000005||VR-4play||12-19-2002||04:09 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||I got pics of the JDM set, but I have no idea how to put them on here for you all to see. The set comes with the factory type pipes. <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>i bought another set of rre pipes, and the jdm intercooler, and i have about 550 into it, and to me it is worth it.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Attn. ken inn,<BR>How big are the inlet/outlets on this thing? does it match up good to the RRE pipes?<P>------------------<BR>||67.30.250.197||reg||1
Z||000006||ken inn||12-19-2002||05:50 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||there are at least 2 vr4 intercoolers, jdm.  both look exactly like the starion core, but one is smaller than the other.  dunno much about the small one, but the larger one i have, it is about 3" longer, and a tad taller than the us starion.  also, internally, the tubes are about 3-4 times larger, and it is internally finned.  inlet and outlets are 55mm(about 2").  it mounts to the front via 3 brackets, one in the middle, one on each lower corner.  the our galants already have the center hole, threaded, the lower left hole is too big, but is there.  lower right is no hole.  the factory piping i got uses the stock turbo outlet, flexible crossover pipe, then the short metal pipe that goes thru the core expands from 45mm to 55 mm, then a very short 90+ deg bend hose to the fmic inlet.  very short outlet, then metal tube that looks exactly like our stocker, except it is larger, then the flexible pipe, then the metal t/body inlet, also much larger than the stocker.  <BR>     the rre pipes work very will with the intercooler i have.  i could not use the jdm pipes because of the location of the stock bov, since i have the dejon intake, it does not quite clear.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000007||VR-4play||12-19-2002||06:37 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||Ken Inn, can I email you the pics I got so you can tell me which one I am talking about (big or small)? How well do you think the jdm factory pipes will work?<P>------------------<BR>||209.244.112.205||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||12-19-2002||06:48 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||well, the pipes i got came off of a 240hp vr4.  but, i never got to try them.  they certainly are much better than the stock ones.  and, the intercooler is WAAAAY better.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000009||gvr4ever||12-19-2002||07:03 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR-4play:<BR><B>I am also looking at getting a JDM one for $300 w/ pipes. Do you think that would be a better way to go?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Where are you getting a JDM one?  How much more does it flow?  Also, what size IC pipping does it come with?<P><P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.229.78||reg||1
Z||000010||turbofreek||12-19-2002||07:36 PM||ybelmont@yahoo.com||I agree, I think the starion intercooler works fine. my freind has a GVR4 and he has a starion FMIC, and had the piping made and his car runs and works fine. The last car i had which was a 1995 GST, i had the big Greddy FMIC, and paid like $1000.00. I said i will not do that with the GVR4, plus i got the Starion intercooler for free, so why go and pay $500.00, when i can use what i have. Good luck!!<P>------------------<BR>1992 GVR4<BR># 929||64.12.101.183||reg||1
Z||000011||VR-4play||12-19-2002||07:53 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||Eigen Engineering is selling the JDM one. I just looked on the trader and saw it. I am starting to lean back towards the Starion, for price reasons and I am not sure the JDM is the big one that Ken Inn is talking about. I would hate to pay double for this JDM FMIC and it turn out to be the small one.<P>------------------<BR>||67.75.132.202||reg||1
Z||000012||Johnny Bravo||12-19-2002||11:19 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Anybody know if the AMS kit is available with a bigger core?  The one it comes with looks awfully small.  I've tried going to their website, but I'm on my old ass junk comp & only a 33k connection so every time I go on there it locks up on me  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif">  <P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>'92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000013||ken inn||12-20-2002||10:33 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<BR><B>Anybody know if the AMS kit is available with a bigger core?  The one it comes with looks awfully small.  I've tried going to their website, but I'm on my old ass junk comp & only a 33k connection so every time I go on there it locks up on me   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif">  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>why do you want a bigger core?  the air to air intercooler can ONLY cool down a certain amount, going bigger will not get you cooler.  it is NOT linear, and as it gets cooler to a certain point, you get a curve, where you gotta go really huge to get just a few more degrees.  also, i firmly believe a LOT of the gain is because of the bigger pipes.  for 200, 250 max, you can build a water injection system that will equal the best of the intercoolers, plus keep all the internals clean.  i have a nozzle right after the turbo, i can hold the revs up, touch the pipe(it will be hot), engage the water injection, and within seconds the pipe starts to get cold, colder than ambient temps.  take the pipe off, and from the nozzle on, it is clean and dry.  so the inside of the intercooler is also clean and dry, and will retain it's peak effeciency.<P><P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001336.cgi
A||||4||silly4turbo||intercooler piping ||||1||
Z||000000||silly4turbo||12-19-2002||03:24 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||can intercooler pipes be made with exhaust piping from a local custom exhaust shop ? <P>2nd Q  will buying a big 16g require a new<BR>intercooler + fuel set up ? <P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||1
Z||000001||VR-4play||12-19-2002||03:34 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||A1. Yes. I will do it that way if I need to. The only thing is the BOV flange will need to be welded and don't get ripped off in labor fees.<P>A2. Not necessarily. I was running a big 16 at 15-16psi with no IC or fuel mods. I will be running it at 18-20psi now so i am doing those mods.<P><P>------------------<BR>||67.30.250.197||reg||1
Z||000002||GRV4726||12-19-2002||03:35 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||your fairly new here, i haven't seen you before.  <P>do a search on this topic. you'll find a lot of helpful stuff.  and search big 16 vs small 16g. should find interesting stuff on that as well. it was a good learning experience for me at least.  <P>for the big 16... yeah you need fuel support (pump..afr), you'll need a new ic.. its not much use without one, because the efficiency  of the turbo will drop a good bit if you can't cool the air down before it gets to the intake manifold.  i beleive the small 16 can run with out the support (you can slap it on and keep the boost at reasonable levels, below 14psi). if you don't have the supporting mods you will have problems.. dp and cat-back should also have been done. <BR>there's  a lot more to it that just that, like waste gates if you are running a low boost setting (thought thats more a problem for bigger turbos). its always smart to do all the supporting mods before you upgrade the turbo<BR>so check up on it and on the small 16g as well.  then if you have a more precise question ask away, or search.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy<p>[This message has been edited by GRV4726 (edited 12-19-2002).]||207.193.182.6||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-19-2002||06:07 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have a big 16 on my car, ran it for at least a year on stock injectors, stock mas, raptor intake, 2.5 exh turbo back, stock intercooler/piping.  looking back now, i would get an fimc/piping before a bigger turbo.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||12-19-2002||06:52 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>  looking back now, i would get an fimc/piping before a bigger turbo.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Agreed!<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.148||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001337.cgi
A||||0||Arty||Synchro rings||||1||
Z||000000||Arty||12-19-2002||03:40 PM||||The manual says the service limit for the clearance between a synchro ring and its matching gear is 0.5mm.<P>What I'd like to know is how big is the clearance when the synchro is new?<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.233.21||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001338.cgi
A||||3||gvr4in||Get my vr4 back!!!||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-19-2002||09:56 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||hey, So tomorrow i get my galant back! WHoo!! finally...The said they were going to rebuild my head, but it turns out the turbo was just spittin oil into the exhaust mani and collecting in the cat...So they rebuilt my turbo and put in new axles...oh ya! Victory!!!!<P>------------------<BR>||63.206.49.212||reg||1
Z||000001||GRV4726||12-19-2002||10:08 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||glad to hear you're gettin her back<P>have fun  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000002||MPREZYAVR4||12-20-2002||12:52 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||So now I will see you in it this time  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"> .<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.183.208||reg||1
Z||000003||gvr4in||12-20-2002||01:44 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||hehe, thats right<P>------------------<BR>||63.206.49.212||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001339.cgi
A||N||4||GRV4726||gift for a 420a||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||12-19-2002||10:05 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i want to get my brother a gift for his 2g nt that has a star t3/t4 kit on it.  the intercooler piping is shit (its press bent), but i know i can't really help in that area.<P>one year my mom and i got him pedals<BR>then i got him a larger rear view mirror<BR>then an oem shift knob.<P>i've run out of ideas.  and its driving me nuts.<P>so any help?  something aroud 20-40 bucks is my limit.  i like my brother a lot, that why i am willing to spend a little more money on him if i have to.<P>any ideas?<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||meshwork||12-19-2002||11:18 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I'll sell you Magnecore wires that I bought brand new for my Avenger and never put on. Let me know if that'll work. $20.<P>------------------<BR>381/2000||151.199.244.32||reg||1
Z||000002||turbogalant||12-19-2002||11:36 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||I don't remeber if it's accel or msd but one of them makes a performance coil for the 420a I beleive it's msd not sure how much but should be a good upgrade especaly because of the turbo kit.<P>------------------<BR>||63.184.73.241||reg||1
Z||000003||mdpvr4||12-21-2002||12:57 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||maybe you could get him a guage for the can or maybe a guage pillar those are in that $$$$ range<P>------------------<BR>||32.103.218.90||reg||1
Z||000004||GRV4726||12-21-2002||01:34 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||sorry i should have though of doing this to start with...<P>he's got : mbc (set to 7psi), boost guage, air fuel guage, feul pressure guage, guage pillar, turbo kit, 8-1 feul disc, 310 cc injectors (i know...haha), pedals, new rear view mirror, new wires (don't know what kind), intake pipe, k&n filter, kyb agx, eibac springs, je piston, eagle rods, starion ic core with the crapies press bent piping i've ever seen, a hyper medalion exhaust... <P>i think thats it...<P>thank for the idea on the performance coil... i don't know if he's thinking about going to ignition management system.(don't remember what they are called) so would it still be worth it.. i know little about that obviously<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001340.cgi
A||||1||beavis||my life is like a country song:(||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||12-20-2002||04:18 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||it starts last week when my wife gets in a car accident.  she's ok, but her eclipse sustained a bit of damage.  next my best friend roles his truck and almost kills himself. a couple days after that i'm driving home in the snow and my starter catches on fire and almost burns the galant to the ground.  i can't win for losing.<P>------------------<BR>||198.81.26.143||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-20-2002||08:55 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Situations like that call for binge drinking...  At least that's what the country songs tell me.<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 12-20-2002).]||64.108.204.78||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001341.cgi
A||||1||Romanova||Cam gear cover part number?||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||12-20-2002||01:30 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Anyone got the part number for the cover that covers the cam gears? Mine is throughly beat to crap.<BR>Thanks! <P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||12-20-2002||02:01 PM||||MD141458 if a 6-bolt motor<P>MD192366 if a 7-bolt motor<P>This is the top cover w/gasket.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001342.cgi
A||||6||dsmsleeper||Fuel Pump||||1||
Z||000000||dsmsleeper||12-20-2002||02:53 PM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||Is our fuel pump the same diameter as the 1g (50mm) or the 2g (38mm) ?  I'm wondering if I'd need a 1g or 2g replacement pump for easy install.<P>Thanks,<BR>Joe<BR>782/2000<BR>955/2000<P>------------------<BR>Joe<BR>1991 GVR-4 782/2000<BR>1992 Laser AWD||63.146.62.141||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-20-2002||04:07 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||We're 1g.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||64.108.203.157||reg||1
Z||000002||drew||12-20-2002||04:09 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||for aftermarket pumps, (esp. the walbros) 2g Pumps fit better. I forgot why, but tom Stangl found this out when working on my pump.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000003||04DrBlur||12-20-2002||07:42 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net|| <A HREF="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/</A> <BR>  Hey Joe you can get the pump and everything needed to install right to your door.  <P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||65.42.49.249||reg||1
Z||000004||AWDpower||12-20-2002||09:58 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||But a 1G pump will still work, right? I bought a 190 1G Walbro. Anything special I'd have to do to install it?<P>Jason K. <P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.254||reg||1
Z||000005||drew||12-20-2002||10:05 PM||ayy@sfsu.edu||ask Tom S. he made my walbro fit. So it can be done, but a 2G walbro is a more direct fit.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000006||Ian M||12-21-2002||03:38 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Our pumps our smaller diameter than the 1g,they more closely resemble the 2g pumps. Probably the best thing to do is cut the hood off the pickup,and use fuel injection hose and high pressure clamps,then mount the pump motor itself to the pump frame with hose clamps. You eliminate the stock PITA o-ring arrangement,and you can run whatever pump you want. For say,a Supra pump,thats what you have to do..<P>------------------<BR>Ian<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 12-21-2002).]||129.71.114.213||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001343.cgi
A||||3||silly4turbo||pocket logger||||1||
Z||000000||silly4turbo||12-20-2002||03:46 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||a friend just gave me an older palm pilot..<BR>can I ues it as my pocket logger with the<BR>correct software ? <P>91 gvr4<BR>92 GSX<P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||12-20-2002||03:53 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Check out this site.  Hope this help.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.pocketlogger.com/?page=prod&prod=palm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pocketlogger.com/?page=prod&prod=palm</A> <P>------------------<BR>||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000002||silly4turbo||12-20-2002||04:53 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||sweet ! thanks for the link.. I have a palm PDA and a cradle so now all I have<BR>to do is get the cable and software<BR>and I'll be up and running <P>does you use the pocket logger ?<BR>sounds really helpful ? <P>------------------<BR>||129.44.165.2||reg||10
Z||000003||AWDpower||12-20-2002||10:03 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||I think a pocket logger is the #1 thing you can buy for your car. I don't know what I'd do without mine. Many DSMers I know bought there own after I datalogged their cars, and they learned how much of a difference a little tuning can make. <P>Jason K.<P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.254||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001344.cgi
A||||9||Hertz||Fuel Leakage||||1||
Z||000000||Hertz||12-20-2002||04:19 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||After watching my mileage decrease steadily for the last month (down to 18mpg) I finally realized that the faint odor of fuel I caught occasionally is <I>my car</I>... not "the idiot in front of me".<P>I can't tell by smell or visually WHERE the leak is, or what it's nature is.  I am assuming that it is vaporous.  I can smell it after sitting idle, stopped for a minute with the vent fan on.  If the car has been in motion, and then parked, I cannot detect the odor.<P>So after checking fuel lines, any suggestions where to look next?  Anyone have any similar issues?<P>Thanks<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||64.108.203.157||reg||1
Z||000001||04DrBlur||12-20-2002||07:40 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Have you swaped out fuel pumps anytime in the past few weeks or months?  Mine developed a slight leak right on the hard fuel line right out of the fuel pump cover.<P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||65.42.49.249||reg||1
Z||000003||smokindav||12-21-2002||06:12 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||What does the throttle body have to do with a fuel leak?  Fuel doesn't enter the intake system until right before the valves.  No where near the throttle body.<P>Chances are you will find it one way or another very soon.<P>Most likely it's leaking at the fuel hose to the rack or the fuel hose on the return side.  Unless for some reason an injector isn't seated and it's running out the intake, but that scenario is unlikely unless you've messed with the injectors recently.<P>Good luck, and buy a FIRE EXTINGUISHER!  I always have one in my car.  It's especially important on 1) an older car, 2) a turbo car as there is a very hot ignition source, 3) high under hood temps deteriorate hoses faster than non-turbo cars.<P>Dave Flaherty<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.87.35||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||12-21-2002||06:22 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||you need to energize the pump, and then look.  if you still cant find it, there are some dyes you can put in the fuel, check with a good sized shop in the area.  but, yeah, you need to find it FAST.  try pinching off the return line from the fpr, but only for a few seconds, this will give max fuel pressure and force any leaks, but if you pinch it too long, the pump will puke itself.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||12-23-2002||03:32 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I found the leak, but it isn't a leaky fitting or cracked hose -- it's a missing hose!<P>The vacuum line by the fuel return line is missing from the nipple.   Where does this line originate?  Fuel droplets are forming at the nipple.  (She's petrolating.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> )<P>Thanks -- I don't want to have roasted chestnuts this holiday.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 12-23-2002).]||67.37.185.93||reg||1
Z||000006||Kibo||12-23-2002||03:49 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||The diaphragm-looking unit that you describe is the fuel pressure regulator.  There are two nipples on it; the smaller one is for vacuum, and the other is for the fuel return.<P>The fact that you don't have a vacuum hose attached to the regulator is a VERY BAD THING and must be fixed at once!  The purpose of the vacuum connection is to increase or decrease the fuel pressure relative to the intake manifold pressure, thus maintaining a constant differential between the two.<P>For example, the base fuel pressure (0" vacuum) should be approx. 38psi.  At 14" of vacuum, the fuel pressure should be reduced to about 31psi (140" HG ~= 7psi).  Under 10psi of boost, your fuel pressure should increase to 48psi.<P>See the problem?  Without the line attached, your fuel pressure is not increasing under boost, and you will run lean!<P>Towards the end of the driver's side of the intake manifold plenum, you will see a vacuum hose that attaches and then runs underneath the manifold.  It attaches to a solenoid on the other side (the FPR solenoid), and another vacuum line runs back and is supposed to be attached to the fuel pressure regulator.  This is the line that you're missing.<P>If you can't locate this line, I suggest that you disconnect the first line from the intake plenum and run a vacuum line directly from the intake plenum to the FPR.  This will disable your FPR solenoid, the sole purpose of which is to increase the fuel pressure briefly at startup to help prevent hot start problems due to vaporization of fuel in the fuel lines.  Make sure you use zip-ties on your connections so the hoses don't pop off again!<P>Hope that helps...<P>------------------<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR><A HREF="http://www.AutoAlchemy.com" TARGET=_blank>AutoAlchemy.com</A>||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000007||keydiver||12-23-2002||03:53 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||If you look near there on the intake manifild itself, down underneath the front of the intake is a nipple. The vacuum hose from that nipple goes to a little steel tube behind the block, which takes it over to the passenger's side of the engine compartment where it connects to the fuel pressure regulator solenoid. Then, from the other port on the solenoid it comes back through another metal tube to the FPR. Look at the "B" and "L" lines on the top right side of the vacuum diagram (you should have one of these under your hood): <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf</A>  <BR>By the way, I forgot to mention that your car will run very rich at idle without that line connected, because the fuel pressure will ALWAYS be 37 psi. The bad part is that under boost your fuel pressure is STILL 37 psi, so it will be VERY lean. I hope you didn't damage anything. Many of us have just routed the vacuum directly to the FPR, not through the solenoid. The solenoid is just there to help with hot starts.<BR>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black <A HREF="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html</A> <p>[This message has been edited by keydiver (edited 12-23-2002).]||66.156.211.158||reg||1
Z||000008||Hertz||12-23-2002||04:55 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||<B>Yes!</B> Thank you so much, that's exactly the diagram I needed.  In hindsight, I should have done a text search on the manual for vacuum.  I ended up reading the entire fuel section.<P>My lines are plumbed a little different than the diagram (there's a T in my line), but I was able to find (easily) the orphaned line.  It is certainly isn't as pliable as it should be -- but a quick zip tie should hold it in place until I can pick up some new vacuum line.  On that note: should I go silicone (ricer) or rubber (Gates)?<P>Car idles wonderfully and passed the "around the block" test.  My vac/boost gauge's range had changed and I thought that I had pinched the line.  I suppose that I should have had more faith in my installation and read that as "somethings really wrong" rather than drive around ~50 more miles.  I'm seeing &gt; 20 inches vac now.  Good thing I drove conservatively (I was fearful of not seeing more than 8psi boost).<P>Thanks again all for your help.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.185.93||reg||1
Z||000009||92GVR4519||12-25-2002||12:33 AM||davidnreba@juno.com||Just in case anyone has these symptoms and can't find the obvious hose missing, leak,etc., I had the same symptoms on my 84 Maxima.  Turns out the fresh fuel smell was coming from my saturated charcoal canister.  This also caused the air/fuel vapor pressure in the tank to build up to where it would blow the cap off into my hand when I opened it after a long haul.<BR>David<P>------------------<BR>||209.109.243.10||reg||3
Z||000010||rallyracer||12-27-2002||04:19 PM||evancline@hotmail.com||yeah my piece of shit vr-4 is leaking right now too, its the top o-rings on the injectors. I am replacing the insulaters on the head, injector o-rings, and the o-rings at both ends of the fuel rail. My last vr-4 did the same crap. Check the intake manifold, it may appear wet, if so at all you have your answer. Go driving and the minute you smell it pull over right away and start sniffing out the the direction, above the intake raplace everyhting I said too.<P>------------------<BR>||67.38.21.68||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001345.cgi
A||||8||DongeR615||Pocket Logger Cable||||1||
Z||000000||DongeR615||12-21-2002||04:02 AM||||Has anyone made their own pocket logger cable? There are other software besides pocket logger like TMO. I seen on my friends pocket logger, it is merely 4 cables and one of them is power. <BR>Check out this Site... <A HREF="http://www.pptracing.com/framedpages/datalogger_installation.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.pptracing.com/framedpages/datalogger_installation.htm</A> <P>I can't seem to find the end of the aldl box thing that connects to the diagnostic port like pocket loggers has them. Anyone know where I can find one. <P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.211.26||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-21-2002||02:33 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||It is next to the fuse box.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.229.207||reg||1
Z||000002||DongeR615||12-21-2002||07:16 PM||||lol.. not the thing thats next to the fuse box but the connector that connects to it. <P>------------------<BR>||207.214.211.7||reg||10
Z||000003||keydiver||12-23-2002||10:36 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||That is a tough connector to find, which is probably why TMO makes their own adapter. I remember reading once that there is a factory connector you could order that would fit, but I don't remember which one/what car.<BR>Also, there is more to the adapter than just wires. There is a TTL-to-RS232 adapter chip and other parts to do the conversion. Contact me offline if you need any parts.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.219.10||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||12-23-2002||01:10 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I think in the site you posted they were just showing a couple of spades.  Do you really need a plug?<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.224.238||reg||1
Z||000005||Kibo||12-23-2002||03:22 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||The plug can be had off a parts car--there are a few in use here and there on both DSM's and Galants.  For example:  on an older NA Galant (~92), there's one directly behind the glovebox.<P>It sure would be nice to source the plugs, though--I wonder where PocketLogger gets them?<P>------------------<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR><A HREF="http://www.AutoAlchemy.com" TARGET=_blank>AutoAlchemy.com</A>||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||12-23-2002||05:21 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Oh?  Maybe I should remove the plug from my '91 Galant GS before someone buys it.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">  I've already removed the suspension pod and the power steering selector switch.  I hope it isn't too noticeable.  (I did leave the suspension controls, they're just naked now).<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.185.93||reg||1
Z||000007||DongeR615||12-25-2002||04:13 AM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>I think in the site you posted they were just showing a couple of spades.  Do you really need a plug?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>I would like a plug. I think the way pptracing did it was ghetto. <P>KeyDiver...You lost me..<BR>DongeR615<P><P>------------------<BR>||207.214.212.206||reg||1
Z||000008||keydiver||12-25-2002||05:27 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||My point was that it isn't "merely 4 cables". There is some adapting electronics in the TMO cable, the PPT adapter, and the pocketlogger cable. Our ECU does not speak RS-232.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.212.202||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001346.cgi
A||||1||gvr4in||a/f gauge||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-21-2002||03:07 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||My friend is giving me an autometer a/f gauge for $15 bucks...This may sound like a stupid question, but how do you install it? Just hook it up to your o2 sensor? <P>------------------<BR>||63.207.140.88||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||12-21-2002||04:40 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com|| <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001130.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001130.html</A> <P>------------------<BR>||209.244.236.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001347.cgi
A||||36||Compressed||Who's interested in I/C pipes by number3||||1||
Z||000000||Compressed||12-21-2002||04:09 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Harry has said that he will make I/C piping sets if 10 people are interested. refer to this thread <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum1/HTML/000814.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum1/HTML/000814.html</A> <P>So far 4 people have shown interest in that thread and I thought I would post this here under a more specific title to hopefully generate some more interest.  We need 6 more people to complete this.  I have no specifics from Harry, but wants an agreement on piping routing.  Suggestions?  <P>If you are interested post here.<P><P>------------------<BR>#1561<BR>ACT 2600, Apexi 3" catback, Ported Head, UR Underdrive Crank Pulley, MBC, KYB GR2's, Balance Shafts Removed, Walbro 255.||216.126.176.182||reg||1
Z||000001||DookGVR4||12-22-2002||06:08 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Is harry going to producing Kits?...Or just the pipes themselves?...<P>If just the pipes will they work along with this core?...<P>If so i am very interested.<P>Dave<BR>  <IMG SRC="http://nocturnalmotorsports.com/intercoolers/GalantSpearcoFMIC.jpg">  <P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by DookGVR4 (edited 12-22-2002).]||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||12-23-2002||12:43 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||I am intersted.  But it all depends on how fast he can get it done.  Because as soon as I have all the money to get piping, I will be doing it right away.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-23-2002||02:22 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||What pipe routing?<BR>What size?<P>It would be easier to answer your question if we had this figured out first. <P>I will keep looking at this post...<BR><P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000004||Compressed||12-23-2002||04:36 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>What pipe routing?<BR>What size?<P>It would be easier to answer your question if we had this figured out first. <P>I will keep looking at this post...<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I think piping should be 2.5",  Stainless steel.  Pipe routing like Harry's is what I assumed would happen.  As far as determing pipe entrance, length, etc for the intercooler is another matter.  I dont know what core I will be going with so I cannot answer that question.<BR><P>------------------<BR>#1561<BR>ACT 2600, Apexi 3" catback, Ported Head, UR Underdrive Crank Pulley, MBC, KYB GR2's, Balance Shafts Removed, Walbro 255.||216.126.176.86||reg||1
Z||000005||Jose||12-23-2002||05:36 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||What would be the price on the pipes?<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||12-23-2002||08:08 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Let me help you out a little with questions.<P>what turbo?<BR>2 1/2 from turbo to TB?<BR>Will you supply connectors and clamps or would you like me to?<P>Harry<P><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||Doc_Seuss||12-25-2002||04:08 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||hey dook what core is that in the pic?<P>also where did you get the hahn(*Sp) core from your 98 GSX? cany ou tell me more about it&gt;<P>dave<P>------------------<BR>#1124/2000 <BR>TKE IK683<BR>IK or DEATH||66.67.35.233||reg||1
Z||000008||Jose||12-26-2002||10:38 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Its a 14b for now but I am planning to get a big 16g, also would they line up with a JDM intercooler. What is the price with hoses and clamps?<BR>Jose..<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000009||VR-4play||12-27-2002||09:23 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||that would be sweet if these pipes would work with the mitsu turbos and the jdm fmic. stock pipe route would be nice and easy.<P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1
Z||000010||Ian M||12-27-2002||07:10 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| The most sensible way to go is to agree on a routing for the pipes,then configure (fab or modify) the tanks to match the pipes. It will be almost impossible to make one set of pipes that will work with any intercooler.<P> Escecially in the case of Starion/JDM units,the Starion unit has to be reconfigured anyway (and theres more than one way) and the JDM units only have a "2 or so inlets,so bigger ones would need to be fitted. <P> <P>------------------<BR>Ian||129.71.114.238||reg||1
Z||000011||Ferrari F50 GT||12-27-2002||08:06 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||As far as routing goes, I say that the pipes should be the same as Harry's routing with 2.5 piping.  And as far as how the pipes come to the endtanks, I thinkg that one pipe needs to come to one corner of one of the endtanks, and the other pipe comes to the opposite corner on the other endtank.  This will make the inlet and outlet diagonal from each other.  This setup has the best flow.  I strongly recomend that we should agree on this routing.  Because it seems to me that this thread is going no where.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||12-28-2002||11:18 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Why don't you guys pick a core that already has inlets/outlets that will suit your piping?  Then you won't need to order some custom cores.  <P>2-120, 2-216, etc.  I guarantee both will work with routing like harry's or mine, I've fit both of them on the car. Shannon's core looks like a 216, and mine's the 120 like Buschur's and IRC.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000013||sleeper||12-28-2002||12:36 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Harry,<BR>Do you have a same core as Shannon?<BR>Shoot me a price for the pipes just like yours then. Not polished of course. I'll do that myself.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||66.136.185.57||reg||1
Z||000014||number3||12-28-2002||01:40 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||What material would you like them made of?<P>It sounds like you want them routed exactly like mine. Is this right?<P>Clamps and connectors too?<P>Harry<P><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000015||number3||12-28-2002||01:42 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||No my core is NOT like Shannon's.<P>I have larger tanks and a thicker core.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000016||Ferrari F50 GT||12-28-2002||01:59 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Well see, I already have a core that is 22" long w/ the endtanks, 7.25 inches tall, and 3.5 inches thick.  Even though I have endtaks on it already, I am going to have new ones made so that the inlet and outlet are diagonal from each other.<P>As far as the materials go:  what ever metal is best for the piping, and silicone couplers.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000017||number3||12-29-2002||10:37 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I will try and think about it this week and let you guys know.  A lot on my mind lately.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000018||TalonRcR||12-29-2002||03:03 PM||cshelden@cac.net||If you guys need cores I can get anything let me know shoot me an email to cshelden@cac.net and let me know what you want and how many we will need and we can make these kits cheap, How much will just the piping cost? Because intercoolers are cheap.<P>Chris<P>------------------<BR>||24.213.14.2||reg||3
Z||000019||Jon||12-31-2002||08:30 AM||jon@jgronline.com||If you remove the AC and use a smaller radiator, then you use the kits for DSMs without any problems.  <P>It would be nice if someone were to sell a ready to go Griffin radiator that just bolts in that is smaller in size to allow for the upper intercooler pipe to pass through the core support just like in a 1G DSM.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000020||VR-4play||01-03-2003||11:02 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||I don't know if this is an issue or not anymore, but I like how these pipes are run straight across the top of everything and then straight down next to the stock battery location. <BR>  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DookGVR4:<BR><B><BR>    <IMG SRC="http://nocturnalmotorsports.com/intercoolers/GalantSpearcoFMIC.jpg">    <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>This is the exact route that I need for my setup. If the pipes that Harry makes don't follow this route, does anyone know where I can get them. Whose car is this?<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by VR-4play (edited 01-03-2003).]||67.75.132.130||reg||1
Z||000021||Ferrari F50 GT||01-13-2003||03:56 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Harry, did you ever decide if you were going to make this piping?  If so, I am still interested.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000022||number3||01-14-2003||11:28 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I was asked if I could make IC pipe. I said I would if 10 people could agree on a common routing.<P>To my knowledge I have not been approached.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000023||DookGVR4||01-15-2003||12:11 AM||dook@adelphia.net||OK,<P>To keep it nice and simple....<P>I would be interested in your exact setup...<P>9 other people.....\/  \/ Say the same thing below....So we can get the ball rolling.<P>BTW harry how much would it run to duplicate your setup? (rough estimate?)<P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000024||turbogalant||01-15-2003||02:29 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Harry could you post pict. of you current setup. Right now my thought of best routing is have the turbo outlet toward the pass side, move battery, cut out where battery was, cut metal where stock piping bolts, run top to bottom flow innercooler with same side end tanks, run cool air back through same holes cut previously back to tb. I especally want the turbo outlet facing other way so it does not have to cross HOT exhaust manifold. Oh and I think 2.25" piping or maybe 60mm piping (same as tb) is best.<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||1
Z||000025||Hertz||01-15-2003||02:54 AM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B>Harry could you post pict. of you current setup.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Try the link in his signature, or visit the members page.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.36.176.251||reg||3
Z||000026||turbogalant||01-15-2003||04:58 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B> Try the link in his signature, or visit the members page.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>His memeber's ride picts only show a giant 3" pipe a blue 3" coupling a 90 degree mandrel bend that puts the pipe next to the frame and then continues to a strait pipe then dissapears behind the radiator. I don't know about you but I want to know what I cutting/hacking out of the car for all I know he has a shortned radiator, and no a/c <BR>and has routed the pipe throught that section to the innercooler. I think that would be a excellent setup but It's not what I want on my car. Also Harry has a garett turbo which has a differnt outlet that the TD05 most of us have in our cars so just saying I'll have what he's having in this case will not work. <P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||1
Z||000027||Nate||01-15-2003||10:30 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||His car has the stock radiator, still has AC, and he probably ended up doing less trimming than you think to make that fit.  Having said that, it's amusing how funny it is to try to get people to agree on anything.  As for duplicating Harry's exact setup, good luck duplicating that intercooler and tanks.  Tanks especially.  English wheel, anyone? <P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000028||Ferrari F50 GT||01-15-2003||01:19 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||The piping that I stated above in my previous posts is what we should do for the routing, like I said over and over.  It's too late now though, this took way too long to get organized since people couldn't agree on anything.  I need piping very soon, so I don't think is going to work for me after all.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000029||turbogalant||01-16-2003||01:41 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<BR><B>As far as routing goes, I say that the pipes should be the same as Harry's routing with 2.5 piping.  And as far as how the pipes come to the endtanks, I think that one pipe needs to come to one corner of one of the endtanks, and the other pipe comes to the opposite corner on the other endtank.  This will make the inlet and outlet diagonal from each other.  This setup has the best flow.  </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I like the diagnal idea, but it's not because it's best for flow, beacuse it's not. It is best for cooling the best for flow would be as short as possible i.e. no cooler at all or center side to side.<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||1
Z||000030||VR-4play||01-16-2003||07:38 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||this is how the piping should be<BR> <A HREF="http://www.vtcar.com/update/cars/vr4/g19_800.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vtcar.com/update/cars/vr4/g19_800.jpg</A> <P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000031||howard_GVR4||01-16-2003||09:42 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Nate:<BR><B>His car has the stock radiator, still has AC, and he probably ended up doing less trimming than you think to make that fit.  Having said that, it's amusing how funny it is to try to get people to agree on anything.  As for duplicating Harry's exact setup, good luck duplicating that intercooler and tanks.  Tanks especially.  English wheel, anyone? <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Funny thing is, TEL people are completely willing to trim the front end to make the Buschur/IRC style front mounts all fit.  But GVR4 people want completely non-destructive FMIC kits, which reduces their choices to <BR>A) AMS<BR>B) starquest IC<P>Honestly, I completely understand why vendors don't have much interest in making GVR4 IC kits.  <P>For the record, my routing is like Harry's, around the stock radiator, using a 14b/16G style turbo, and I didn't have to hack very much.  <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000032||howard_GVR4||01-16-2003||09:46 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by VR-4play:<BR><B>this is how the piping should be<BR> <A HREF="http://www.vtcar.com/update/cars/vr4/g19_800.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vtcar.com/update/cars/vr4/g19_800.jpg</A> <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yep, that's my favortite routing, like how I did mine but I still have the stock radiator.  I've said it before, and I'll say it again.  You can get a TEL 2.5" short route kit to work like that with some ingenuity and slight fabrication.  IMHO, the only really good FMIC solution GVR4 owners are ever really going to have is to DIY. <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000033||a_santos||01-17-2003||04:24 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||While there are a shit load of TELs, there are very few GalantVR4s and that makes body parts very hard to find. The fact that our cars are very rare is the reason why we don't want to chop them up. If something gets screwed up, good luck trying to find a replacement part.   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by howard_GVR4:<BR><B> Funny thing is, TEL people are completely willing to trim the front end to make the Buschur/IRC style front mounts all fit.  But GVR4 people want completely non-destructive FMIC kits, which reduces their choices to <BR>A) AMS<BR>B) starquest IC<P>Honestly, I completely understand why vendors don't have much interest in making GVR4 IC kits.  <P>For the record, my routing is like Harry's, around the stock radiator, using a 14b/16G style turbo, and I didn't have to hack very much.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000034||a_santos||01-17-2003||04:29 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Get a custom radiator made. You can have the core thicker and make the radiator narrower, allowing enough room on both sides for the IC pipes. Just like on this car  <IMG SRC="http://www.vtcar.com/update/cars/vr4/g19_800.jpg"> <P> <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000035||number3||01-18-2003||09:13 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||If you look at the memebers ride section you will see a list of mods to my car (it needs updated).<P>Key points to the subject at hand.<P>I have a downward pointed turbo config. <P>I have a T3 manifold and a stock radiator and AC.<P>Secerets to making all work I have never brought before. <P>First.<P>My front motor mount has been redesigned to allow for turbo clearence. Without this the turbo outlet would hit the mount and/or the radiator.  The redesign is so suttle and so well done you would would never notice anything out of place.  <P>Second. <P>My IC piping is 3" and I runs it along the front engine compartment brace (or lower radiator support) and it 90s right into my custom IC. Now if you look on a stock car with AC there is something in the way, the AC connector block for the condensor. So I redesigned the routing of the lines and with a couple of cuts and the help of a very talented welder I had this obstruction relocated to allow room for the pipe. Again this was done so well (if I can say so myself) that with out another car to compare it to it would never come up as a question. It looks factory. Power steering lines are different but to be honest I don't remember if that had any bearing on the IC pipe routing. <P>Very little of the actual car need to be trimmed. 2 3/8" piping fits without the above work.<P>Third.<P>The passenger side of the radiator is very tight. I "massaged" the OEM radiator and cut the metal from behind the headlight etc to allow enough room for the pipe to take this route. Again I have 3" pipe with 2 3/8" this obviously would (I used to have that size) require less trimming.<P>Four. <P>I have no MAS, Battery is in the trunk under the floor, and the cruise control is relocated lower in the engine bay. And I have very little of the stock bumper. I would say 8" total.<P>Like Nate pointed out.<BR>My IC it is a thing of beauty (again if I may say so myself  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"> ) I have a few hours in the shaping and polishing of the tanks and the welding wasn't cheap either. I am not sure I could duplicate it again. Sometime you just get lucky   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>I guess my point is that every car is different.  I can make a set up that bolts to the TB passes through the passenger side and you figure it out from there. Then on the turbo side runs along the base of the support and 90 out along the drivers side of the radiator and again you figure it out from there. But I would need atleast ten people agree on this and that there maybe come cutting to do to make them fit just right.  If that sounds good sign up I will get you a cost. If not? no big deal I have many other projects to work on. <P>My GVR4, my V8 miata, etc etc<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000 <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html</A> <p>[This message has been edited by number3 (edited 01-18-2003).]||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000036||howard_GVR4||01-18-2003||11:37 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by a_santos:<BR><B>Get a custom radiator made. You can have the core thicker and make the radiator narrower, allowing enough room on both sides for the IC pipes. Just like on this car  <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>For the millionth time, let me say that you DON'T need a custom radiator to run piping like that.  <BR> <A HREF="http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICfinished.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://people.unt.edu/had0006/HD-FMIC/HD-FMICfinished.JPG</A> <P>For those that think I had to hack the car too much, look closely at my picture and figure out what I removed.  These cars may be rare, but that doesn't mean a little clearancing is going to lower the value any.  IMHO, the colt/mirage turbo is much more rare, and you don't see people trying to preserve those like delicate flowers. <P><BR><P>------------------<BR>||129.120.255.198||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001348.cgi
A||||1||a_santos||How to install boost gauge?||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||12-21-2002||04:15 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I know you guys might think this is stupid, but it's my first turbo car. I wan't to know how to install a boost gauge, where to tap it into. Any help would be apreciated. I looked under the hood of my friend's 1g talon and the line that he hooked his gauge up to is not there on my car, or not in the same place. <BR>I would apreciate any help.  <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green<p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 12-21-2002).]||68.43.217.40||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||12-21-2002||04:35 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Here ya go. <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000405.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/000405.html</A> <P> <A HREF="http://www.myzero.com/gauges/boost.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.myzero.com/gauges/boost.html</A> <P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by GVR4ZUM (edited 12-21-2002).]||209.244.236.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001349.cgi
A||||1||a_santos||TT with factiry Alarm? Is it possible?||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||12-21-2002||04:34 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I have an HKS turbo timer type 0 that was given to me by a friend, will it be compatible with the fatory alarm? Also, since the unit was used, it did not have a clip, I assume that they come with some sort of clip, does anyone know where I can find instructions on how to hook it up? <P>Thanx <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green<p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 12-21-2002).]||68.43.217.40||reg||1
Z||000001||kartorium31||12-21-2002||09:13 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I have an hks too, don't know what type it is though.  It works with the alarm fine.  You can get the harness for it from several dsm vendors(can't remember where i got mine).  I think cyberspace automotive has them.  I also want to say that the blitz and hks harness are the same, not sure though.  <P>------------------<BR>Fatty McGee,<BR>AKA stumpy||12.18.161.84||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001350.cgi
A||N||6||Ferrari F50 GT||Colorado GVR-4 Meet||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||12-21-2002||07:50 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Anybody interested?  I would love to have a CoGVR-4 meet.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000001||Scott Y||12-23-2002||09:23 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Depends when it is; my work has me travelling around a fair bit, but with enough notice (a week or so) I should be able to make it. I'm in Lakewood, about one song away from the Hamburger Stand on Union.<P>Scott <P>------------------<BR>GVR4 #953/1000, stock||63.117.253.195||reg||1
Z||000002||Compressed||12-23-2002||11:13 AM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||I'd be interested. I'm in superior, close to Flatirons mall.<BR><P>------------------<BR>#1561<BR>ACT 2600, Apexi 3" catback, Ported Head, UR Underdrive Crank Pulley, MBC, KYB GR2's, Balance Shafts Removed, Walbro 255.||216.126.176.130||reg||1
Z||000003||Kibo||12-23-2002||03:30 PM||earentzen@picolight.com||I'm with Todd--we should have it near Broomfield so I don't have to drive very far.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>I'm swapping a bent control arm so the car is down, but I should be done with that sometime today (assuming it fixes my problem).<P>When did you have in mind, Ian?  Perhaps sometime early January (after the holidays) would work better for everyone.<P>------------------<BR>Erik A.<BR>#206/1000<BR><A HREF="http://www.AutoAlchemy.com" TARGET=_blank>AutoAlchemy.com</A>||206.196.136.231||reg||1
Z||000004||mdpvr4||12-23-2002||04:57 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||you guys would have a meet now since my baby is gone. maybe i can sit shotgun in Ians. i will be getting another vr4 soon though. I just have to find the right one.<BR>when are we gonna pull your head Ian? i have a head gasket, i just have to pick it up from Hal and Dave. you have my # let me know.<P>------------------<BR>||32.102.170.205||reg||1
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||12-23-2002||08:24 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Broomfiels area is fine.  And yeah, it would deffinatley be after the Holiday's.  <P>Matt, yeah you could ride around with me.  I gave you a call and left a message.  I lost your cell # though.  I'll get it from you when I talk to you.  But yes, I want to replace that gasket ASAP.  <P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||12-31-2002||06:07 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Just bumping this thread to let you all Coloradin's I reposted this in the events forum.  There are some details there.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001351.cgi
A||N||8||91TSi_AWD||GSX ECU||||3||
Z||000000||91TSi_AWD||12-21-2002||11:57 PM||dyrain3@aol.com||I am looking to get a wiring diagram or basically a ECU pinout on a 1990 GSX Galant. My buddy picked one up and we are dropping a turbo motor in. trying to figure out which wires we need to ad and checking to see AC.<P>------------------<BR>91 AWD Talon - 13.5 @ 101<BR>81 El Camino - 13.6 @ 107<BR>92 GVR4 #431||24.73.207.174||reg||3
Z||000001||UncleGGSX||12-23-2002||01:17 AM||francois@aga.ca||I just finished turbocharging my Galant GSX two weeks ago. So far, it runs fine!!<P>On the electrical side, you need a couple of things. Turbo ECU, turbo MAF and injector resistor pack. The turbo MAF has 7 wires instead of 6 (and an 8 pins connector). You need to bring the missing wire to pin 6 of the ECU. For the resistor pack, you need to join the grounds together, bring them to the resistor pack and back to the injectors. To help you with wiring, I highly recommend getting the manual on CD. The Galant GSX already has the knock sensor. The fuel pressure solenoid and boost solenoid can be added, but are not necessary.<P><BR>You will also need...<P>Turbo Fuel pump<BR>VR-4 intercooler<BR>VR-4 Intake<BR>VR-4 piping<BR>Turbo Downpipe<P>And a turbo motor.<P>------------------<BR>95 Talon Tsi AWD, 11.82@121MPH<BR>92 Galant GSX, now with a turbo!<p>[This message has been edited by UncleGGSX (edited 12-23-2002).]||216.208.202.17||reg||1
Z||000002||91TSi_AWD||12-23-2002||01:31 AM||dyrain3@aol.com||ok... next question... what year ECU did you use? 90 or 91-94? cause like the talons there is a tach issue. we have motor.. resistor pack, full turbo exhaust, starion FMIC, and piping wont be a problem... just wondering about these issues. I take it you used the stock wiring harness and just added the one pin. if so.. then we are in the clear!! good deal. also where do we wire the resistor pack in? just copy it like a Turbo Talon? curious as to why this(resistor pack) is needed since i see these on NA 2.0 Eclipses as well. thanks <P>------------------<BR>91 AWD Talon - 13.5 @ 101<BR>81 El Camino - 13.6 @ 107<BR>92 GVR4 #431||172.152.158.191||reg||1
Z||000003||UncleGGSX||12-23-2002||02:26 AM||francois@aga.ca||You need the resistor pack if you want to use those low impedendance turbo injectors! You also need the turbo FPR. I used a Talon resistor pack. Since my Galant is AT, I used the turbo AT stuff (390cc injectors and AT FPR). I also used a 92 Talon turbo AT computer (my Galany is a 92). I don't know about 90's though...<P>You're right, I just added a wire to the original harness.<P>As far as resistor pack wiring goes, it's the same as a turbo Talon. BTW, I never saw a resistor pack in an NT DSM, only on the turbos...<P>The whole project is not overly hard, but it's long. You'd think that working on a Galant is easier than working on a DSM, but it's not. The engine is really close to the rad and the intake piping is quite challenging... Also, I had to cut the bumper cover all over the place. Looks pretty ugly... but it goes!  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Is your car manual or auto?<P>------------------<BR>95 Talon Tsi AWD, 11.82@121MPH<BR>92 Galant GSX, now with a turbo!||216.208.202.17||reg||1
Z||000004||LunarShadow||12-23-2002||12:34 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||My '90 GSX 5sp does not have a knock sensor.<P>------------------<BR>||64.238.107.49||reg||1
Z||000005||UncleGGSX||12-23-2002||09:57 PM||francois@aga.ca||I didn't know that. Well, 3 wires and a knock sensor in case of a 1990 car.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>95 Talon Tsi AWD, 11.82@121MPH<BR>92 Galant GSX, now with a turbo!||216.209.21.32||reg||1
Z||000006||galant266||12-24-2002||09:26 PM||xcooter@msn.com||Did you see if <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaqs.com</A>  has anything. That site helped my for most my problems.<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by galant266 (edited 12-24-2002).]||24.91.96.166||reg||1
Z||000007||galant266||12-24-2002||09:28 PM||xcooter@msn.com||sorry the site is <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com</A> <P>------------------<BR>||24.91.96.166||reg||1
Z||000008||91TSi_AWD||12-24-2002||09:31 PM||dyrain3@aol.com||vfaq has only told me about the final drive gearing, which we noticed right away. my friend who's car this is. Had a 4G63 swapped Colt, and is transfering the motor into this. so we have everything. this car is a manual.<P>------------------<BR>91 AWD Talon - 13.5 @ 101<BR>81 El Camino - 13.6 @ 107<BR>92 GVR4 #431||172.133.246.145||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001352.cgi
A||||1||gvr4in||no lightsocket||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-22-2002||12:28 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||hey i just got an obx boost gauge for a good ass deal from dsmparts.com, besides that, it came with no lightsocket, so it works fine, just isn't lit...can i buy a lightsocket like the one i need somewhere else?<P>------------------<BR>||63.202.233.210||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||12-22-2002||10:55 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Radio Shack<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001353.cgi
A||||4||Kamekaze||Will these work??||||1||
Z||000000||Kamekaze||12-22-2002||02:37 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||I was wondering if the lug pattern on these: <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1875010908" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=1875010908</A>  wheels match our cars?<P>------------------<BR>#765 of 2000||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||12-22-2002||03:12 AM||ayy@sfsu.edu||the lug pattern fits, the offset doesnt. You'll need a spacer, and a pretty big one at that.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||Kamekaze||12-22-2002||03:30 AM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||Thnks, is there anywhere where I could get a spacer (a reliable one) of the size that it would take?<P>------------------<BR>#765 of 2000||66.69.201.172||reg||1
Z||000003||markrieb||12-22-2002||04:34 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||H&R makes spacers.  You will need something like 15 to 20mm of spacer.  Need the total offset to be around 30-35mm.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.235.31||reg||1
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||12-22-2002||05:33 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Kinda OT in a way, but has anyone ever noticed how far Mustang wheels sit in from the fender.  It's like 6" or so.  Looks horrible from behind.  That would probably explain the offset on those wheels though.  <P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||205.188.208.137||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001354.cgi
A||||1||sleeper||timing belt question||||1||
Z||000000||sleeper||12-22-2002||11:31 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Check this online part price. Can it be right? <A HREF="http://performancemotorcars.com/catalog_f.php?l=year-make.jsp&partner=pmc&make=MI" TARGET=_blank>http://performancemotorcars.com/catalog_f.php?l=year-make.jsp&partner=pmc&make=MI</A> <BR><P>------------------<BR>||65.66.57.150||reg||1
Z||000001||sleeper||12-22-2002||11:35 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Check out other timing belt parts also<BR>They have a whole kit for like $70.00<P>------------------<BR>||65.66.57.150||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001355.cgi
A||||7||astondg||It's over||||9||
Z||000000||astondg||12-22-2002||11:14 PM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||Well after a not so good run with our VR-4 we have decided to advertise it for sale. I want to thank all the people who helped me with our problems (I posted about our slow acceleration times, 8.8sec 0-100km/h, and low dyno results, 91kw at the wheels). We haven't been able to find the problem(s) making our car so slow and after spending so much money we thought we would move on to something else. We are thinking about getting a Mirage Cyborg, or maybe consider an early model Lancer Evolution or 3000GT/GTO. Thanks again,<BR>Aston<P>------------------<BR>||198.142.111.67||reg||9
Z||000001||Ash||12-23-2002||05:42 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Sad to hear you're selling it.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"> If you want a fast one instead come up & buy mine, lol.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>92 Australian spec VR4<BR>ported E3 mani & turbo - 550's, S-AFC hacked MAS, big frontmount, pipes etc||203.221.152.73||reg||1
Z||000002||James||12-24-2002||12:36 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Ash, how much u asking for yours? I just sold mine recently for 10.5k, but it had no where near the mods yours has got.<BR>               Merry Xmas<P>------------------<BR>||210.48.131.61||reg||6
Z||000003||Ash||12-26-2002||07:09 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Asking for $14k ono but of course I don't expect to get it. <P>------------------<BR>92 Australian spec VR4<BR>ported E3 mani & turbo - 550's, S-AFC hacked MAS, big frontmount, pipes etc||203.220.88.147||reg||1
Z||000004||davesvr4||12-27-2002||12:27 AM||||Hey Guys<BR> its good to see the aussies on the board.<BR>sorry to hear your selling your vr4 James, and Ash if you sell yours what are you going to buy?<BR> I just recently had problems with my car and found the ecu was faulty, the car wasrunning fine one min. then when you went to start it the next it would start then stop.<BR> I put anouther aus spec ecu in and the probs are gone, but I still have my old ecu and would like to get it fixed do you know anyone in aus that can fix these things for a decent price.<BR> I`m thinking about selling mine but I love it so much...<BR> Ash. are you running the standard ecu and if so how do you go about hacking your mas??<BR>   see ya guys<BR>    Dave<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by davesvr4 (edited 12-27-2002).]||211.28.96.5||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||12-27-2002||12:54 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by davesvr4:<BR><B>Hey Guys<BR> its good to see the aussies on the board.<BR>sorry to hear your selling your vr4 James, and Ash if you sell yours what are you going to buy?</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE>  <P>James the lucky prick upgraded to an EVO III so apart from missing the old girl, I don't think he's too worried.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I just want to get out of debt, I had a goal to run 12's and achieved it.  As I have a company car I don't need a daily driveable car, I owe too much to just strip the VR4 and its just too heavy anyway.  I'm going to make something old, light & RWD with late model jap turbo power instead.  Either a Sigma/Scorpion with 4 wheel discs + 4G63T or some sort of light datto with a CA18DET.<P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by davesvr4:<BR><B>I just recently had problems with my car and found the ecu was faulty, the car was running fine one min. then when you went to start it the next it would start then stop.<BR> I put anouther aus spec ecu in and the probs are gone, but I still have my old ecu and would like to get it fixed do you know anyone in aus that can fix these things for a decent price.</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Depending on how bad it is I <I>may</I> be able to fix it, I did mine but it wasn't too bad, just a small leak.  Any decent computer/electronics tech can replace the caps easy enough, I'm sure you can find someone locally.  It totally depends how bad it is, if it won't turn on. I'lk say its pretty bad & out of my skill level.<P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by davesvr4:<BR><B>I`m thinking about selling mine but I love it so much...<BR> Ash. are you running the standard ecu and if so how do you go about hacking your mas??<BR>   see ya guys<BR>    Dave<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Std ECU with a S-AFC & RX7 550's.  I just hack-sawed the parts out of the lower chamber & smoothed it with a small file.  Dodgy but effective.<P>------------------<BR>92 Australian spec VR4<BR>ported E3 mani & turbo - 550's, S-AFC hacked MAS, big frontmount, pipes etc||203.221.152.98||reg||1
Z||000006||davesvr4||12-30-2002||06:29 AM||||Thanks Ash<BR> I`ve already done the caps but that did`nt fix the prob so I think it did a little more damage.<BR> I also found a site with detailed pics and info so I`m going to check it out.<BR> does it lean your car out a little because mine is running a little rich.<BR> I was thinking that it was the oxy sensor bu I hav`nt been able to find one at a decent price and I`m a little hesitant to change it just in case it is`nt it.<BR> any advise on that or anywere you can get one for a dencent price in aus.<BR>  Thanks guys<BR>  have a great new year!!!<P><P>------------------<BR>||211.28.96.37||reg||1
Z||000007||Jose||12-30-2002||01:41 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Do any of you guys know Bob Kocoski. He owns a VR4 in Australia, he is in the new issue of ZOOM magazine. Also did any of you guys read the post I wrote to you guys?<BR>Jose.........<P>------------------<BR>91 VR-4<BR>JDM AMG Front & Rear Bumpers, JDM AMG Front Grille, JDM Headlights & Clear corners. 18inch C5 Wheels.||152.163.188.165||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001356.cgi
A||||1||hibern8||A night of making ic pipes||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||12-23-2002||12:36 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||I just had to post this.....i did more laughing than getting stuff done for my car tonight. I was at my buddys shop tonight afterhours (about 11pm) doing final cutting and sanding of my ic pipes before i weld them. While i was using the bench grinder we heard a loud ass bang on teh back door, so we go out to find a circuit city shooping cart laying there with a giant dent in the metal door. so we go hunting around to find out who it was but no luck, until we found out that it was two or his partners at work flinging shooping carts 'jackass' style. <P>his buddy jums into his truck ad does it a second time. we were nearly pissing our pants cause he was flying like 40 mph holding this cart and then locks up the breaks and the funniest thing happened. he nailed the meter box for the electrcity off the wall and the cover was hanging. so we got screwed and couldnt finsh out we got ComEd out there to fix it. This guy jsut took teh broken meter and hammered it back on.......hungover after hours ComEd worker was hilarious. just wanted to share cause i thought it was funny but is one of those stories you cant forget!<P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <P>t3t4 with supporting mods...............||63.62.132.231||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-23-2002||01:18 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Re<B>Com</B>mitt<B>Ed</B> for sure.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.224.238||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001357.cgi
A||||3||1quickvr4||A unknown resource......||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||12-23-2002||12:50 AM||caspa69@juno.com|| <A HREF="http://www.vr-4.net" TARGET=_blank>www.vr-4.net</A> <P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||4.47.32.217||reg||1
Z||000001||gvr4in||12-23-2002||01:00 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||...Only if i could read japanese...I still checked out all the pages though, jdm vr-4's r the shit! hehe skinny asian dudes...<P>------------------<BR>||63.207.140.123||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4in||12-23-2002||01:04 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||gvr4 heaven...http://www.vr-4.net/20021013.jpg<P>------------------<BR>||63.207.140.123||reg||1
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-23-2002||02:27 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Have you guys noticed that most of the JDM GVR-4 dudes run an Evo VI style wing..I kinda like that..I would like to do the same...I remember a guy on the gvr4list from Japan posting about this mod...<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001358.cgi
A||||2||Romanova||Rear dust sheild part number confusion...||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||12-23-2002||01:49 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Found part numbers for the front left and right brake dust shields, but I can't find two seperate numbers for the rear ones... am I missing something?<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||216.255.202.141||reg||1
Z||000001||smokindav||12-23-2002||09:31 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||According to the CAPS program I get:<P>left rear: <BR>MB570065   base part number, then 52811L<P><BR>right rear:<BR>MB570065   base part number, then 52811R<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.86.79||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-23-2002||09:31 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||you'd better hurry and get those dust shields. one of them is now nla, and i had to wait 2 weeks.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001359.cgi
A||||2||racerxxv||Foglight bulbs||||1||
Z||000000||racerxxv||12-23-2002||12:00 PM||jtromans@yahoo.com||Hi All,<P>I'm getting ever closer to starting this beast back up.  <P>One thing I need some help with.  While I've got the front fascia pulled off, I'm thinking about replacing the foglight bulbs (55W H3) with some 100W bulbs that I have laying around.<P>Can the factory wiring handle this or would I need to re-wire them?  <P>Thanks,<P>Jeff<BR>#142 of 2000<BR>Kansas City<P>------------------<BR>||147.182.5.50||reg||1
Z||000001||Ian M||12-23-2002||06:25 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Ive run 100w bulbs before,but it doesnt help much. You can still turn them on and off while driving down the road and not be able to tell the difference. Plus the more powerfull bulbs seemed to burn out faster. The factory foglights are pretty useless IMO.<P>------------------<BR>Ian<p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 12-23-2002).]||129.71.115.221||reg||1
Z||000002||RayH||12-23-2002||07:14 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||I've been using 100W H3 bulbs for a couple years now and I thought they made a pretty big difference.  Turning them on now is almost like turning on the high beams except they're setup to light the edges of the road and the area in front of the car just before the regular lights pick up.  Even so I only try to use them in foul weather.<P>------------------<BR>||67.82.160.28||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001360.cgi
A||||1||Jon22B||Question about unplugging ECU||||1||
Z||000000||Jon22B||12-23-2002||12:00 PM||jon_22b@hotmail.com||Do I need to disconnect the battery before swapping out the ECU?<P>------------------<BR>||128.38.74.185||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||12-23-2002||12:34 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||You can pull the lower right corner fuse on the interior fuse panel for the interior lights.<P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.184.209||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001361.cgi
A||||1||Hertz||Gran Turismo Molds Decisions Of Car Manufacturers||||1||
Z||000000||Hertz||12-23-2002||01:04 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||This tidbit from <A HREF="http://www.gamasutra.com/php-bin/industry_news_display.php?story=1525" TARGET=_blank>Gamasutra</A> game developer site.<P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><BR>[12.13.02] <BR>Gran Turismo Molds Decisions Of Car Manufacturers <P>If you've been looking for a Lancer Evolution in the United States and you've been unable to locate one, that could change soon, thanks to Gran Turismo. <P>Reuters reports that the game has piqued consumer interest certain Japanese car models, but because of safety and emmissions standards in the USA, some models have never been seen outside of their home country. However, bolstered by the marketing power of Gran Turismo, the demand for these cars is rising, and car manufacturers have sat up and taken notice. <P>Mitsubishi Motors, manufacturer of the Lancer Evolution, said that in response to the new demand for the Evo, the car will appear in American showrooms in 2003. Nissan Motor will bring the Skyline GT-R model to the USA and Europe as well, although it hasn't set a date yet. <P>Takashi Kiuchi of Mitsubishi told Reuters, "there's no doubt that Gran Turismo played a huge role in our decision to launch the Lancer Evolution in the United States. The car wouldn't have attracted as much attention as it has in the United States without the game."<BR><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Having played every version of Gran Turismo, (and just about every other racing game) I would have to agree that at least in the virtual world it is a good vehicle to have in the garage.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.224.238||reg||1
Z||000001||broke down||12-26-2002||10:52 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||It's really nice to see manufacturers bringing something over the ponds.  I was getting really bummed at the seeming demise in the 90's of real sports cars(300zx, supra, rx-7,ect.,ect.,ect.)  The list kept growing.  Also nice to see that they still listen to what the younger generations want too!<P>------------------<BR>talon #1,985,564/2,648,874||68.51.68.201||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001362.cgi
A||||4||ken inn||MAP sensor mod||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||12-23-2002||01:48 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||has anyone else out there done or planning on doing the MAP sensor mod for the afc?  it looks like i will be trying this soon, and would like as much info as i can get.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000001||Compressed||12-23-2002||04:41 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>has anyone else out there done or planning on doing the MAP sensor mod for the afc?  it looks like i will be trying this soon, and would like as much info as i can get.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I think this mod sounds like a great way to tune.  Tuning off of boost or vacumn just make so much sense. I presume you know of this discussion? <A HREF="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=f3ea3c206dca9f6c34582ae4c793bd36&threadid=55736" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=f3ea3c206dca9f6c34582ae4c793bd36&threadid=55736</A> <P>and good instructions are here <A HREF="http://www.2gnt.com/www/corbin/foolafc.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.2gnt.com/www/corbin/foolafc.html</A> <P>------------------<BR>#1561<BR>ACT 2600, Apexi 3" catback, Ported Head, UR Underdrive Crank Pulley, MBC, KYB GR2's, Balance Shafts Removed, Walbro 255.||216.126.176.86||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-23-2002||04:55 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yep, got both of those, and a couple more.  i never thought i would get and afc, but now i seem to be getting deeper and deeper into this thing.  i am impressed at how much stronger the car runs with the 2g mas/550's, and actually gets better fuel economy.  so, i want to go as far as i can.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000003||Ash||12-23-2002||05:39 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||this sounds like a great idea, really it add's an extra dimention to tuning as the tps signal will still be used by the original ecu.  kinda makes the map 4d instead of 3d if you get what I mean.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/tongue.gif"><P>------------------<BR>92 Australian spec VR4<BR>ported E3 mani & turbo - 550's, S-AFC hacked MAS, big frontmount, pipes etc||203.221.152.73||reg||1
Z||000004||Martin Chilcote||12-23-2002||07:30 PM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>has anyone else out there done or planning on doing the MAP sensor mod for the afc?  it looks like i will be trying this soon, and would like as much info as i can get.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Ken,<BR>Join this group... <A HREF="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Super-AFC-DSM/" TARGET=_blank>http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Super-AFC-DSM/</A> <BR>More info than you ever thought, plus you'll learn what doesn't work too. <P><P>------------------<BR>1064/2000 <BR><A HREF="http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html</A>||66.139.166.143||reg||12
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A||N||6||blacksheep||Need help of member/members from Australia / NZ ...||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||12-23-2002||02:44 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I was wondering if anyone could recommend a good dealership in AU/NZ that had a website and could sell mitsu parts to the USA...Or if one of the members could even help me out, that would be great!<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||12-23-2002||05:23 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Maybe you could ask these guys  <A HREF="http://www.nzmmc.co.nz/forum/index.php" TARGET=_blank>http://www.nzmmc.co.nz/forum/index.php</A> ... that's Blurple's hangout.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.185.93||reg||1
Z||000002||91vr4evolution||12-23-2002||10:08 PM||mddmgunning@xtra.co.nz||We never had the VR4 as an offical import, only as a grey imports, so dealers aren't much use over here. That said though, try these guys <A HREF="http://www.kempys.co.nz" TARGET=_blank>http://www.kempys.co.nz</A>  They are specialist Mitsubishi wreakers, and are quite helpful. The thing is, the VR4s imported here are Jap spec, and, also, 'cause we've been importing Evo 1-6, the VR4/Galant parts are starting to get thin on the ground.<P>You could also try Ralliart in NZ. They are friendly and helpful, and also will recommend any upgrades (eg, VR4 ex. manifold to Evo3). Email: morrie@wardchandler.co.nz or +64 (09) 525 3087<BR>Hope this helps. <P>------------------<BR>Mike<p>[This message has been edited by 91vr4evolution (edited 12-23-2002).]||210.55.32.80||reg||1
Z||000003||Arty||12-23-2002||11:41 PM||||I've never used any local Mitsu dealers web sites. <BR>I just checked, out of 20 dealers only about 6 have web sites, only one or two had e-commerce and none had e-commerce for parts, only promotional merchandise, ok most of the merch. was Ralliart stuff so may be a little interesting for you USA guys:-)<BR>eg.  <A HREF="http://www.northernmitsubishi.com.au/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.northernmitsubishi.com.au/</A>  <A HREF="http://www.werribeemitsubishi.com.au/mitshome.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.werribeemitsubishi.com.au/mitshome.html</A>  <A HREF="http://www.eastsidemitsubishi.com.au/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.eastsidemitsubishi.com.au/</A> <P>What did you want help with ?<P>John<BR>Melbourne.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||12-24-2002||11:00 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I am trying to source an Evo VII spoiler (new or used) - color does not matter...I was curious how much it may run me. I dont know if the wreckers would have one that quick, so I may have to find a new one...<P>Cheers!<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000005||Arty||01-07-2003||03:10 PM||||The local Mitsu/ralliart dealer tells me that they haven't sold the evo 7, they did sell a small number of evo 6.<P>A rear spoiler for the evo 6 is A$2500 and he thought it would probably have to be ordered from Japan.<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||13
Z||000006||NZGZR4||01-07-2003||04:24 PM||cam.young@hyper.net.nz||As likely as anyone would be Geof Argyle  argyleautos@xtra.co.nz  <BR>But I'd expect Kempy's should be able to help you, if RalliArt NZ can't.<P>Cam<BR><P>------------------<BR>||219.88.248.168||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001364.cgi
A||||0||Arty||Sub-Gear next to 3rd gear on input shaft||||5||
Z||000000||Arty||12-23-2002||03:45 PM||||Can anyone give me any info on what that funny 2mm thick "gear" that is flat against the bottom of the 3rd gear on the input shaft is for. It has 25 teeth and the 3rd gear it's next to has 29 teeth, so on one "side" the teeth align but 180 degrees around the teeth are misaligned ?<BR>The only way I can see it working is if the sub-gear can spin around on the shaft. That way, where the 3rd gear and sub-gear input shaft teeth engage the 3rd intermediate shaft gear, will be able to stay aligned. Problem is on my input shaft the sub-gear seems way too hard to move by hand, maybe the gears will move it when they turn but I'm concerned that there would be high wear between the sub-gear and 3rd gear ?<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||5




ubb/Forum3/001365.cgi
A||||5||number3||Pop up windows?||||1||
Z||000000||number3||12-23-2002||04:34 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Anyone else get pop up windows using this site?<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||12-23-2002||04:41 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||never have...<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.53||reg||1
Z||000002||kartorium31||12-23-2002||05:38 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Do you have kazaa? if so that could be where the pop ups are coming from.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.18.160.28||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||12-23-2002||05:53 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Kill/remove Kazaa and use <A HREF="http://www.limewire.com" TARGET=_blank>Limewire</A> instead.  And get <A HREF="http://www.zonelabs.com/" TARGET=_blank>Zone Alarm</A> software firewall.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.185.93||reg||1
Z||000004||Arty||12-23-2002||11:11 PM||||No.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-24-2002||04:14 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Harry<P>download ad-aware or spy protection. They help remove all these pop-ups and other crap that gets put on your machine from your registry etc etc, that really really helped me lose my pop-ups. Also, delete your cookies...that may help stop pop-ups as well...Kazaa will be picked up by ad-aware as something that needs deleted (or just kazaa's dll files, cant remember)<P>Lemme know if you need more help!<P>KC<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.216.36.127||reg||1
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A||||1||GVR1643||Merry Christmas to all...||||1||
Z||000000||GVR1643||12-24-2002||09:14 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Hope everyone here has a great and safe Christmas!  <BR>Hopefully you'll find that new ball bearing turbo, huge FMIC, 720cc injectors, dogbox and other misc under the tree this year :-)<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.118||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||12-24-2002||04:03 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||lol<BR>Merry X'Mas everybody!<P>------------------<BR>||64.157.76.213||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001367.cgi
A||||5||Mitadmin||Caps mi nie dzia³a!!!||||13||
Z||000000||Mitadmin||12-24-2002||03:20 PM||mitadmin@poczta.onet.pl|| <A HREF="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/caps_full1.zip" TARGET=_blank>http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/caps_full1.zip</A>   <A HREF="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/caps_full2.zip" TARGET=_blank>http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/caps_full2.zip</A>  <BR>sciagnolem sobie te capsy, ale mi nie dzialaja!!! zamiast obrazkow widze jakies wzorki i nie umiem sobie z tym poradzic. co robic? <P>pozdrawiam<BR>bartek<P>------------------<BR>||217.97.104.142||reg||13
Z||000001||Mitadmin||12-24-2002||06:19 PM||mitadmin@poczta.onet.pl||ok, juz wszystko gra   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>mozna go "zassac" rowniez z mojej stronki - <A HREF="http://www.mitadmin.republika.pl" TARGET=_blank>www.mitadmin.republika.pl</A> <P>pozdrawiam<BR>bartek<p>[This message has been edited by Mitadmin (edited 12-24-2002).]||217.97.104.142||reg||14
Z||000002||kartorium31||12-24-2002||08:30 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Man, wish i could understand polish, and japanese too.  The translation sites don't really do much.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.18.160.28||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||12-24-2002||09:04 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Bartus-<BR>Ja wyszle zdiencie z moim samochodem potem. Jeczcze nie jest zrobione. Czy mowisz po Angielsku? Bo ja nie rozumiem duzo Polskiego, ale Darian moze tlumaczyc dla mnie. Moj email jest ksdimarco@hotmail.com i darian, darian85@msn.com, nie man.com.<P>Do widzenia.<BR>Ken<BR><P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <P>t3t4 with supporting mods...............||64.80.249.233||reg||1
Z||000004||hibern8||12-24-2002||09:08 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Merry Christmas too!!<P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||64.80.249.233||reg||1
Z||000005||Mitadmin||12-25-2002||06:10 AM||mitadmin@poczta.onet.pl||Mam siê �wietnie!! Dziêki ¿e pytasz.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> Caps ju¿ mi dzia³a. Mo¿e troche siê spó�ni³em ale weso³ych �wi¹t i szczê�liwego 2003!!!!!<P>------------------<BR>||217.97.104.142||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/001368.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||squat||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||12-26-2002||06:24 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||anyone out there know squat evans?  i just heard a vicious rumor about him, and i want to know if it is true.  YO, SQUAT, IF THE RUMOR IS TRUE, I GOT A TRANSMISSION WAITING FOR YOU.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000001||LunarShadow||12-26-2002||09:34 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||Rumor is,  the Grocery getter is in Milledgeville, GA.  Don't have his e-mail addy or anything.  Jon?<P>------------------<BR>||172.165.124.179||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||12-27-2002||11:02 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||There is a "Grocery Getter" on my DSM-ECU Yahoo group. I think his email is grocery_getter @ Yahoo.com. May be him?<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.219.130||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||12-27-2002||01:19 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||On the road again<BR>Just can't wait to get on the road again...<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001369.cgi
A||||2||davesvr4||crushed bov||||1||
Z||000000||davesvr4||12-27-2002||12:41 AM||||I wanted to ask about the crushed stock bov,<BR>what advantage am I going to get when I do this mod. and I`m not really sure haw to do it properly, can anyone offer me some advice and pics if there is any<BR>     Dave<P>------------------<BR>||211.28.96.5||reg||1
Z||000001||Martin Chilcote||12-27-2002||09:46 AM||chilcote@swbell.net||here's some search results.... <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/search.cgi?action=simplesearch&SearchIn=ALL&ForumChoice=ALL&SearchTerms=crushed+BOV&BooleanAND=YES&SearchDate=ALL&SearchUser=&ExactName=no&File=tem" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/search.cgi?action=simplesearch&SearchIn=ALL&ForumChoice=ALL&SearchTerms=crushed+BOV&BooleanAND=YES&SearchDate=ALL&SearchUser=&ExactName=no&File=tem</A>  p-2452636-094413-5pv2.cgi&Total=15&StartAt=A:<P>------------------<BR>1064/2000 <BR><A HREF="http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html</A>||66.139.166.126||reg||9
Z||000002||bob in chicago||12-27-2002||09:50 AM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||From the <A HREF="http://www.vfaq.com" TARGET=_blank>www.vfaq.com</A>  site:<P>Owners of highly boosted cars have discovered that the stock 1G BOV tends to begin to open too early. This causes a pressure leak in the intake system that limits boost. The valve tends to leak somewhat at lower boost levels, then opens fully when it's supposed to. This low-level leakage is the problem. The 1G BOV will usually hold pressures to about 22 psi, so this problem usually only appears on cars with upgraded turbochargers. <P>One DIY solution proposed to fix this problem is to crush the BOV. This means exactly what it says - stick the valve into a vise or clamp and squish it so it doesn't open as early. This is really a cheap & dirty method of increasing the spring force holding the BOV shut, and saves the operator from having to install an expensive aftermarket BOV. This techique can, however, restrict the amount of air that can pass through the BOV when it is wide open, making it a less efficient BOV, and therefore not as good as an aftermarket unit. Although the technique is simple, individuals should use caution in applying it since various BOVs and crushing techniques are different. The essential technique is to crush the BOV so that it begins to open when 18-20 inHg of vacuum is applied to the reference port. Pristine BOVs will begin to open much earlier than this. Crushing should be done a little at a time until the BOV responds properly. Over-crushing a BOV may result in poor performance. Regardless, owners of stock turbochargers need not concern themselves, as the stock 1G BOV works just fine with stock turbos and boost levels.<P>P.S. Dejon Tool makes a $50 mod which is claerly an improvement. <BR><P>------------------<BR>||24.148.88.162||reg||1
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A||||12||Turborich||Thanks Santa... for the broken timing belt!!!!||||8
Z||000000||Turborich||12-27-2002||03:33 AM||turborich@aol.com|| So christmas started off wonderful... after waking @ 5AM I commuted my normal 35 miles to work and reluctantly started my 16 hour shift that I attempted to take off in the first place, however was SCREWED by management into working due to "manpower issues". So of course by nature I get slammed @ work and get ZERO rest due to the wonderful BLIZZARD that hit NY in which everyone wanted to drive in... and crashed in... (BTW... I'm a Paramedic). So after working 16 hours from hell all I wanted to do was go back to my hometown, have a couple brews w/ some friends, and go to sleep...<BR>..RIIIIIIIIIIGHT.....<BR> As I'm pulling into the local convienient store 1946/2000 stalls, but not your ordinary everyday "I'm pissed about the abuse" stall, this was the clink, clank, boom, massive heart-attack of stalls. Pop the hood... open the oil cap... cams aren't turning, take off the timing belt cover and voila! at least 5 sheared teeth off the belt that I can see.... most likely more to follow. And to make matters worse, the ride I called to pick me up got stuck in the snow on the way back to my house... 1.5 hours later I'm finally to bed.<BR> So to add insult to injury by means of irony what does my fiancee present me with the day after christmas? A brand new 18G w/ full mods for the GVR4... HA! Kill me please?!?<BR> So now following a $135 towing bill, an order of $300+ for stock replacement belts, pulleys, tensioners,head gasket, and a water <BR>pump from a parts supplier, as well as a lot more for valves, head studs, and valve guides I must say that this christmas was definatly one to go down in the record books... but hey, at least I have a shiny new turbo TO LOOK AT!!!!!!<BR> PLEASE have a safe and happy holiday season, and always keep in mind, even though it may seem like it sucks, it could be that much worse! (although it could give you a good excuse to build your top end  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>Thanks for the space!<BR>Turborich<BR>1946/2000 &lt;--- DEAD <P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||8
Z||000001||Ash||12-27-2002||07:09 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Sorry to hear about that  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"> Do you have alternative transport?<P>------------------<BR>92 Australian spec VR4<BR>ported E3 mani & turbo - 550's, S-AFC hacked MAS, big frontmount, pipes etc||203.220.202.224||reg||1
Z||000002||VR-4play||12-27-2002||09:12 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||yeah man... sorry for you. thanks for reminding me to check/change my belts. I hate to say it, but if you own a gvr4 alternate transportation is a must. I can't imagine anyone using these cars as daily drivers anymore. They have reached their (as insurance companies say) "leisure transportation" days.<P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1
Z||000003||smokindav||12-27-2002||09:59 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||How many miles were on that timing belt when it failed?<P>Thanks,<P>Dave Flaherty<P>'91 GVR4 - daily transportation!<P>------------------<BR>||64.6.87.84||reg||1
Z||000004||AllWheelsDriven||12-27-2002||10:58 AM||allwheelsdriven@aol.com||what a considerate fiancee though...<P>my belt failed at 43000 miles on the way to the airport to catch a flight to work in washington DC from seattle.  I was literally 75 yards from the gate when it just died and i coasted to a stop.  I got a cab,my friend got a cab and as i took off i saw my car being loaded onto a flatbed.  thus began 6 months of various shops and culiminating in a new engine.  very long story...<P>mike<BR>former owner 569/2000<P>------------------<BR>||12.211.103.7||reg||2
Z||000005||sleeper||12-27-2002||12:47 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||An older guy calls me another day and ask.<BR>"I've been reading about this timing belt issue lately and just wondering if I should be concerned about it or not?"<BR>So I ask some general question. How old is the car? 1992. How long he had it? Since new. How many miles? 240,000 When was the timing belt replaced last? Never. Damn!<BR>I think he's holding a world record.<BR>Should he be concerned? I guess so but he's one lucky person so far.<P>Gabor<BR>692/10000<P>------------------<BR>||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000006||turbogalant||12-28-2002||12:43 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||HOLY CRAP are you sure that car doesn't have a timing chain? And If it does have a belt I'm very curious to know the brand. <P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.50||reg||1
Z||000007||sleeper||12-28-2002||12:31 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbogalant:<BR><B>HOLY CRAP are you sure that car doesn't have a timing chain? And If it does have a belt I'm very curious to know the brand. <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Stock Mitsubishi belt as it came from the factory. After looking at it it doesn't even look as bad is I thought it would.<BR>I've seen worst with a hell of a less miles on it.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||66.136.185.57||reg||1
Z||000008||turbogalant||12-28-2002||04:11 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||The car MUST have very weak valve springs. As you all know spinning the oil pump and crankshaft is easy and can usually be done by hand but to spin the cam is much more difficult this is where most if not all of the wear on a timing belt is. That is why the balance shaft belt can be so much smaller.<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.50||reg||12
Z||000009||Doc_Seuss||12-28-2002||08:43 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||yeha it does suck, i must admit.<P>rich, you could  always give me that sexy turbo? ill give you......tree dolla<P>dave<P>------------------<BR>#1124/2000 <BR>TKE IK683<BR>IK or DEATH||66.67.36.17||reg||1
Z||000010||Turborich||12-29-2002||05:01 AM||turborich@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Doc_Seuss:<BR><B>yeha it does suck, i must admit.<P>rich, you could  always give me that sexy turbo? ill give you......tree dolla<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Yeah, right Dave, I think that the turbo goddess would have my ass if I sold it to you, plus anyone that quotes their frat's name not only on their license plate, but also on an internet signature should be restricted to driving a psychedelic pink civic hatchback with barbie stickers on it and be destined a horribly painful death  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"> <BR>Anyway, the timing belt (according to the original owner and service records) has approx. 40,000 miles on it. However the appearance of the belt and the amount of missing teeth (secondary to DRYROT!!!!) would lead me to assume that it is the ORIGINAL belt... oh yeah,and might I add that I bought an '88 chevy cheyenne pickup today (freakin' kill me.... please!)<BR>I must say I am impressed with the belt though... to hold up 11 years and 114K miles is a feat alone! Although it's not quite 200K (WOW!).<BR>Well I'm starting the rebuild tomorrow... might as well build it right so I'm ordering the oversized SS valves and web cams.<P>~BTW... does anyone know of any built heads for sale??????~<P>Thanks for the condolences and may you all have a happy new year! (And check your belts!!!)<BR>Later, <BR>Rich<BR>1946/2000<BR>I .... DAVE!!!!!!! HAHAHAHA!<P>||152.163.188.165||reg||6
Z||000011||josh91vr4||05-13-2003||06:56 PM||||I'm driving a 1985 olds delta 88 with a 4bbl carb and a nice big 307. Twice the displacement, a quarter the power of my STOCK vr4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />(The transmission gods decided to play a little joke on me - there's a nice size hole in the passenger side of my tranny .. har freaking har.)||24.56.210.121||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||05-13-2003||10:30 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Gravedigger!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/001371.cgi
A||||7||gvr4in||StopTaking My Baby!!!!||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-27-2002||03:52 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ok, so guess what? Turns out it wasnt JUST my turbo, They need to rebuilt the head too! And whats that? Yes another $1500, shit! Collapsed rings, valve guides and seals....ahhh...they take it back on wednesday (1st)....2 more weeks without my Gride, damn...I told em to do the timing belt and water pump while they're at it. Damn thought Id share my trials and tribulations...<P>------------------<BR>k&n w/ no can, LMS 3" intake, OBX boost, autometer air/fuel, rebuilt turbo, greddy turbo timer||63.207.141.39||reg||1
Z||000001||91 #680||12-27-2002||06:25 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||damn that sucks...I hope those guys at the shop are not ripping you off.  Either that or you bought your self a lemon.  I hope that the last of your problems....for awhile that is.  What did you pay for your GVR-4 if you dont mind me asking?<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4in||12-29-2002||06:03 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Dont mind at all, $4300<P>------------------<BR>k&n w/ no can, LMS 3" intake, OBX boost, autometer air/fuel, rebuilt turbo, greddy turbo timer||63.202.235.25||reg||1
Z||000003||evol||01-02-2003||12:39 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Just making sure that you don't mean $1500 just to rebuild the head! You can get one brand new for under a g from turbotrix. You can have yours rebuilt for probably $550-650 at most, I'd imagine. A lot of shops charge 3-400 for labor without parts ( I guess just for a hot-tank and a mill) Anything above and beyond that is going to just be $$ for replacement parts.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.ffwdconnection.com" TARGET=_blank>www.ffwdconnection.com</A>  <A HREF="http://www.turbotrix.com" TARGET=_blank>www.turbotrix.com</A> <P><BR>are some good sites to check out (if you haven't already) <P><BR>------------------<BR>evol<BR>#333/2000<BR><p>[This message has been edited by evol (edited 01-02-2003).]||172.142.165.126||reg||1
Z||000004||beavis||01-03-2003||02:59 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||let me know if you need a more reputable shop. we are about two hours away from you but it would be worth your drive.  you can check out some of the cars we've built at <A HREF="http://www.widgetracing.com" TARGET=_blank>www.widgetracing.com</A>   the shop is located in hesperia california.<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.45||reg||1
Z||000005||GRV4726||01-04-2003||11:10 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||this better not happen to me... i thing i will be redoing the valve seals.<P>i feel bad for you man<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000006||OZ_87_japspec||01-06-2003||04:02 AM||pmacieje@bigpond.net.au||i think this goes for all cars because i just went through a similar debarkle with an old turbo nissan pulsar i have.<P>if one part of the engin has packed up you can bet your bottom dollar the rest isnt too far off!<P>pulsar blew smoke, checked turbo.. blown, replaced with td05 fully reco... still blew smoke<P>checked the head.. screwed  so had that rebuilt.. still blew smoke<P>bottom end was the only thing left.. and its in the shop now getting that reco'd as well<P>damn cars!<P>------------------<BR>||203.45.147.153||reg||1
Z||000007||gvr4in||01-06-2003||03:17 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||...OOoo If my car still smokes when i get it back in a few days, and its the bottom end, Oooo I dont know what Id do<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001372.cgi
A||||2||hibern8||Anyone on tis board weld or have access to welder in Chicagoland area.??||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||12-28-2002||01:15 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||just curious becuase i jsut finished cutting my ic piping and i want to ge thtem welded up....thanks <P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||64.80.249.230||reg||1
Z||000001||vrpower||12-28-2002||01:34 AM||darian85@msn.com||Ken, you possibly found your lucky timing. I know how to weld (not a pro thou). but i can arrange someone and a place to help you out. IM me.<BR>Later<P>------------------<BR>||64.158.229.197||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4458||12-28-2002||12:43 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Of course you can try AMS, but it may be way easier to go to your local muffler/exhaust place.  They usually do simple welding for $50 for a few pieces.  Call around or try AMS.<P>EH<P>------------------<BR>||68.72.82.210||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001373.cgi
A||||1||turbogalant||Automatic Transmission Gremlins||||1||
Z||000000||turbogalant||12-28-2002||01:23 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Even thought it is not gvr4/dsm related I have a question that I hope you guys can help me with since I know we all have worked on more than just gvr4's. I also have an '89 Buick Lesabre with the hydromatic 440 or also called the 4t60 transmission. If you drive it nicely i.e. like a granny it will shift fine, but if you burnout, pin it, etc. It will shutter BAD and will shift at a minimum of 4000 rpm if light footed or obviously higher if pinning the throttle. After it does this if you let it shift at high reps a few usually 3-4 times it will go back to normal shifting. It has been doing this consistantly for a while and I have sanded and dielectic greased the connectors cahnged the fluid multipul times replaced the selector switch on the trans. ajusted the cables to no avail. If any one has any ideas PLEASE post them. I know a good amount about engines but lack knowledge of trans especally auto's. Also I did have two thoughts of posible probs I wanted to run by all who read this is a would a bad front pump or valve body behave this way? Thanks in adv. Oh almost forgot the car does not have a stock motor it is 11.5 to 1 commpression has ls1 injetors a TCI torque converter, very ported heads and many others so it has much more torque and ponies so anything is possible. To give you an idea my brother raced a friend of his good condion stock lte 80's- early 90's 5.0 mustang and held even till he relised the a/c was on killed the a/c and pulled away.   <BR>John<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by turbogalant (edited 12-28-2002).]||64.70.24.50||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||12-28-2002||11:15 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||try a bottle of lubegard atf supplement.  it is sold at napa stores, although when i try to get it here, all i get is "huh?".  lube gard is made by international lubricants, out of wa.  several manufacturers specify it, i use it in all of the auto trans cars we have ever had, and it has made a noticeable change.  years ago, an additive that came from sperm whales was used in atf, and it allowed the atf to go to much higher temps before it broke down.  internat lubes uses a derivitave of the jojoba bean, and it does the same thing.  i think volvo and slaab require the use of lubegard in their trans.  it only costs about 12 bucks, and is easy to put in.  it's worth a try.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001391.cgi
A||||26||sleeper||yo momma||||1
Z||000000||sleeper||12-31-2002||12:22 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I see the description on this forum saying anything from yo momma jokes to Josh.<BR>Well, we saw Josh already. Now look at the decal I'm selling on Ebay.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR> <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=1467&item=2903379573" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=1467&item=2903379573</A> <P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000001||Jon||12-31-2002||12:55 PM||jon@jgronline.com||LOL!!<P>Now that is funny!  <P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||14
Z||000002||SPEEDFIEND||12-31-2002||06:21 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||LOL!! That's awesome!! Are you making those?  I like to get one in a different color.  I'm a sticker freak and that black one wouldn't show up on the tool box to well.  Kris<P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey 169/1000 Belize Green||206.214.57.247||reg||1
Z||000003||sleeper||01-01-2003||11:22 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||The decal is actualy white but you can email me if you want a different color.<BR>Look at the other auctions by seller for more fun stuff.<BR>Oops, don't wanted to turn this into an advertisement.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||66.136.184.29||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||01-01-2003||01:02 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I wouldn't drive through Philly with that in site.<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4458||01-02-2003||06:41 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||So where are the "Boost Inside" stickers sold?  I don't really want one necessarily, but I've never seen one.  I did see a Civic  Si with a "Vtec Inside" sticker on his back window.  Shortly thereafter, he got to see my 4WS sticker.  Just not intimidating though...<P>EH<P>------------------<BR>||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000006||sleeper||01-02-2003||09:03 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Here these are all related to our cars  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR> <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10368&item=1876260322&rd=1" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10368&item=1876260322&rd=1</A> <P> <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10368&item=1876260331&rd=1" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10368&item=1876260331&rd=1</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10368&item=1876260414&rd=1" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10368&item=1876260414&rd=1</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10368&item=1876260425&rd=1" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10368&item=1876260425&rd=1</A> <P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.66.60.6||reg||1
Z||000007||markrieb||01-03-2003||10:26 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Summit Racing has a bunch of different "X Inside" stickers<P>Mark<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000008||sleeper||01-03-2003||11:11 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Don't be silly. Have you checked their prices at all? Does it come with a bottle of Vasoline too?<P><BR>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000009||sleeper||01-07-2003||12:36 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||A girl bought the hot chick inside decal.<BR>Would it be mean if I send her a fat bitch inside decal and ask: Are you sure you bid on the right decal?   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.65.202.249||reg||1
Z||000010||SPEEDFIEND||01-07-2003||06:41 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||LOL!!!!!!!!!!!  That would be great.  You probally wouldn't get very good feedback. Be one hell of a laugh though.  Think I could get one of those YO Mama ones directly from you?  Kris  <P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey, 169/1000 Belize Green||206.214.57.77||reg||1
Z||000011||sleeper||01-08-2003||12:40 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Email me your address and I send you one.<P>I can just picture it, how much fun we're going to have with these decals at the shootout.<BR>We seen a few Honda's a couple of years ago with 4G63 decals on them.<BR>I'm sure these newer improoved versions going to be more popular.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.66.56.236||reg||1
Z||000012||DSSA||01-08-2003||09:01 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by sleeper:<BR><B>I see the description on this forum saying anything from yo momma jokes to Josh.<BR>Well, we saw Josh already.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Hey!  Damnit!  I'm gonna start charging Jon royalties for those pics.  Those breasts cost me a fortune and it's about damn time I got some money back. <BR><P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||1
Z||000013||SPEEDFIEND||01-08-2003||09:06 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||You can always move to Martinsburg.  Its seem my town is the MECCA for full nude strip clubs.  People drive here from DC and all the surronding areas.  With those puppies you should do "REAL WELL".  Kris<P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey, 169/1000 Belize Green<p>[This message has been edited by SPEEDFIEND (edited 01-08-2003).]||206.214.57.85||reg||1
Z||000014||JAYGVR4||04-28-2003||11:42 PM||||I'm enjoying a set of Gabor's decals!  Gabor, the only other idea I can think of that might be of humorous interest came from a friend of mine at the track, who mentioned a good sticker would be:<br /><br />"POWERED BY VISA"<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm thinking "TEAM POCKET LINT" myself...<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||165.247.91.94||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000015||sleeper||04-29-2003||12:39 AM||||I heard that one before. (visa) I have to do this to one of the local guys and slap one on when he's not looking. The dude spent like 20 grand on his car. All paid for with credit cards and he filed for bankrupcy when the car got done.<br />There are a lot of effed up people on this world.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 (powered by sweat and tears)||66.136.186.180||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000016||Arty||04-29-2003||06:25 AM||||Gabor,<br />I don't know anything about decals, how do you make yours. Are the letters cut out from thin coloured vinyl and then stuck onto transparent vinyl with a sticky back ?<br />I enquired at a local place and they said if they made some vinyl stickers for me, they wouldn't be the same as the genuine Mitsu, they'd be thicker.<br />If they were to make them identical to the genuine, they'd have to screen print them, and they'd be expensive.<br /><br />Arty||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000017||sleeper||04-29-2003||11:54 AM||||I have a machine (plotter) that does the work.<br />The decals are cut from different grade of vinyl.<br />Thin and thick. It's just a plain cutout not covered with clear. There is no reason for it.<br />The lifetime for decals very from 1 to 8 years.<br /><br />Gabor||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000018||ayvr4||04-30-2003||05:39 PM||||well lets hear some yo mamma jokes.<br /><br />Here's one:<br /><br />yo mamma is so old, i told her to act her<br />age and she died.<br /><br />Damn, that still makes me laugh.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000019||hibrn8||04-30-2003||05:57 PM||||yo momma is like a bag of potato chips, <br />shes free-to-lay.||131.193.156.122||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000020||gvr4tunr||04-30-2003||06:55 PM||||yo momma is so fat, she's taller when she lies down||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000021||GRV4726||04-30-2003||09:00 PM||||- yo mamma is so old, i told her to act her<br />age and she died.<br /><br />haha that's the best one. i don't really often find yo mamma jokes, but this one is hilarious.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000022||Akidosigh1||04-30-2003||09:18 PM||||yo mamma so fat, when she jump in the air she got stuck.<br /><br />yo momma so fat, she went bungi jumping and went straight to hell...<br /><br />yo momma so fat, the only thing she lost at jenny craig was $29.95<br /><br />yo momma so fat, the only thing holding her back from jenny craig was the door.<br /><br />more to come later when i remember the rest...||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||04-30-2003||09:37 PM||||<b>Lemme know if you guys need more !!!</b>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Yo mommas teeth are so yellow, traffic slows down when she smiles! <br /><br />Yo mommas teeth are so yellow, she spits butter! <br /><br />Yo mommas teeth are so yellow, I can't believe its not butter. <br /><br />Yo mommas teeth are so yellow, traffic slows down when she smiles! <br /><br />yo mamma's so fat helicopters try to land on her when she wears a malcolm 'X' t-shirt<br /><br />Yo mamma so fat, I tried to drive around her and ran outta gas<br /><br />Yo momma like a shot gun, two cocks and she blows! <br /><br />Yo momma like Domino's pizza -- Something for nothing. <br /><br />Yo momma like spoiled milk, fat and chunky! <br /><br />Yo momma like cake mix, 15 servings per package! <br /><br />Yo momma like a bowling ball:  She's picked up, fingered, and thrown in the gutter. <br /><br />Yo momma like a Toyota:  "Oh what a feelin'!" <br /><br />Yo momma like Orange Crush:  "Good Vibrations!" <br /><br />Yo momma like a hockey team...changes her pads every three periods! <br /><br />Yo momma like chinese food:  sweet, sour and cheap! <br /><br />Yo momma is like AWD talon...chick burned four rubbers in one night. <br /><br />Yo momma like castlebury stew:  servings are family size. <br /><br />Yo momma so poor, she bounces food stamps!! <br /><br />Yo momma so poor, she can't afford to live in a two story Cheerio box! <br /><br />Yo momma so poor she can't afford to pay attention! <br /><br />Yo momma so poor when I ring the doorbell I hear the toilet flush! <br /><br />Yo momma so poor she went to McDonald's and put a milkshake on layaway. <br /><br />Yo momma so poor your family ate cereal with a fork to save milk. <br /><br />Yo momma so poor burglars break in her house and leave money. <br /><br />Yo Momma so poor she can't afford the o or the r. <br /><br />Yo Momma so poor when I saw her kicking a can down the street, I asked her what she was doing, and she said, "Moving." <br /><br />Yo Momma so poor when she goes to KFC, she has to lick other people's fingers! <br /><br />Yo Momma so poor when I ring the doorbell she says, "DING!" <br /><br />Yo Momma so poor her face is on the front of a food stamp. <br /><br />Yo Momma is so poor when she heard about the last supper she thought she had ran out of food stamps. <br /><br />Yo Momma so poor she was in K-Mart with a box of Hefty bags. I said, "What ya doin'?" She said, "Buying luggage." <br /><br />Yo Momma so poor she drives a peanut. <br /><br />Yo Momma so poor she waves around a popsicle stick and calls it air conditioning. <br /><br />Yo Momma so poor she does drive by shootings on the bus. <br /><br />Yo Momma so poor you put RoundUp on the weeds and she said, "There goes breakfast, lunch, and dinner!" <br /><br />Yo Momma so poor you asked her where the facilities were, and she said, "Pick a corner, any corner." <br /><br />Yo Momma so poor I walked into your house and 3 roaches tripped me & tried to take my wallet! <br /><br />Do you know the story about the little old woman that lives in a shoe?  Well, Yo mama so poor she live in a flip flop! <br /><br />Yo momma so old, she has Jesus' beeper number! <br /><br />Yo momma so old, her social security number is 1! <br /><br />Yo momma so old, she older than yo grandma! <br /><br />Yo momma so old that when God said let the be light, she hit the switch! <br /><br />Yo momma so old that when she was in school, there was no history class. <br /><br />Yo momma so old, she owes Jesus 3 bucks! <br /><br />Yo momma so old she's in Jesus's yearbook! <br /><br />Yo momma so old she has a picture of Moses in her yearbook. <br /><br />Yo momma so old her birth certificate says expired on it. <br /><br />Yo momma so old she knew Burger King while he was still a prince. <br /><br />Yo momma so old she was a waitress at the Last Supper. <br /><br />Yo momma so old she ran track with dinosaurs. <br /><br />Yo momma so old her birth certificate is in Roman numerals. <br /><br />Yo momma so old when she reads the bible she reminisces. <br /><br />Yo momma so old she sat behind Jesus in the third grade. <br /><br />Yo momma so old and stupid she knew the Virgin Mary when she was 10 and said, "Li'l Mary will never amount to anything". <br /><br />Yo momma so old she was Jesus Wet Nurse. <br /><br />Yo momma so old shes blind from the big bang. <br /><br />Yo momma so old even God calls her mother! <br /><br />Yo momma so short she gotta slam-dunk her bus fare! <br /><br />Yo momma so short you can see her feet on her drivers lisence! <br /><br />Yo momma so short, she models for trophys. <br /><br />Yo Momma so short that she has to hold up a sign that says, "Dont Spit! I Cant Swim!" <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid, she studied for a drug test! <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid, she thought, "Wu Tang" was an African orange drink! <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she hears it's chilly outside so she gets a bowl. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she got locked in a grocery store and starved! <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid that she tried to put M&M's in alphabetical order! <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she could trip over a cordless phone! <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she sold her car for gasoline money! <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she bought a solar-powered flashlight! <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she thinks a quarterback is a refund! <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she took a ruler to bed to see how long she slept. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid when she read on her job application to not write below the dotted line she put, "O.K." <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she stole free bread. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she makes Beavis and Butt-Head look like Nobel Prize winners. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she sits on the TV, and watches the couch! <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she bought a videocamera to record cable tv shows at home. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she took an umbrella to see Purple Rain. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid it took her 2 hours to watch 60 minutes. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid when she saw the NC-17 (under 17 not admitted) sign, she went home and got 16 friends. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she told everyone that she was, "Illegitiment" because she couldn't read. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid that she puts lipstick on her head just to make-up her mind. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid you have to dig for her IQ! <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she took a cup to see Juice. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she asked you, "What is the number for 911?" <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she got stabbed in a shoot out. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she took a spoon to the superbowl. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she called Dan Quayle for a spell check. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she stepped on a crack and broke her own back. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she thought she needed a token to get on Soul Train. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid when asked on an application, "Sex?" she marked, "M, F and sometimes Wednesday too." <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she took the Pepsi challenge and chose Jif. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid when you stand next to her you hear the ocean! <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she thinks Fleetwood Mac is a new hamburger at McDonalds! <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid that she thought Boyz II Men was a day care center. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid when she went to take the 44 bus, she took the 22 twice instead. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she jumped out the window and went up. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she thought a quarterback was an income tax refund. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she took a umbrella to see Purple Rain. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid that under, "Education," on her job application, she put, "Hooked on Phonics." <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she put out the cigarette butt that was heating your house. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she watches, "The Three Stooges" and takes notes. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid was born on Independence Day and can't remember her birthday. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she thought gangrene was another golf course. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid that she went to a Clippers game to get a hair cut. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid, she couldn't read an audio book. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid it take her a month to get rid of the 7 day itch. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she stands up on an empty bus. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid it take her a week to get rid of a 24 hourr virus. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid it take her a day to cook a 3 minute egg. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she has to ask for help to use hamburger helper . <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she went to Disney World and saw a sign that said "Disney World - Left" so she went home. <br /><br />Yo momma so stupid she asked me what kind of jeans I had on and I said, "Guess" so she said, "Levi's." <br /><br />Yo momma so fat, when she turns around, people give her a welcome back party! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she saw a yellow bus full of white kids and said, "STOP THAT TWINKIE!! " <br /><br />Yo momma so fat, when she runs she makes the cd played skip, at the radio station!!! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat, when she went out side in a red dress, everyone yelled, "HEY, KOOL-AID!" <br /><br />Yo momma fat she jumped up in the air and got stuck. <br /><br />Yo momma is so fat her waist size is equator! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she went bungee jumping and went strait to hell! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat shes on both side of the family. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she walks around in Texas in high heels, she strikes oil! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat, the last time she saw 90210 was on the scale! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat that when God said, "Let there be light," he told her to move her fat ole ass over! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she fell in love and broke it. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when her beeper goes off, people thought she was backing up. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat even Bill Gates couldn't pay for her liposuction! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she wakes up in sections! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she goes to an amusement park, people try to ride HER! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she lies on the beach no one else gets sun! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she's got more chins than a Hong Kong phone book! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she has a wooden leg with a kickstand! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she gets on the scale it says, "To be continued." <br /><br />Yo momma so fat her nickname is, "DAY-UM!" <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she eats Wheat Thicks. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat we're in her right now. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat people jog around her for exercise. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat, she went to the movies and sat next to everyone. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she has been declared a natural habitat for Condors. <br /><br />Yo mamma so fat, you have to roll over twice to get off her... <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she was floating in the ocean and Spain claimed her for the new world. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she lay on the beach and people run around yelling, "Free Willy!" <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when you get on top of her your ears pop! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she has sex, she has to give directions! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat, she goes to a resturant, looks at the menu and says, "Okay!" <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she wears a yellow raincoat, people say, "Taxi!" <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she had to go to Sea World to get baptized. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat, she got to iron her pants on the driveway. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat I've known her all my life ... and I still haven't seen ALL of her! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she put on her lipstick with a paint-roller. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she got to pull down her pants to get into her pockets. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she tripped over on 4th Ave, she landed on 12th. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she bungee jumps, she brings down the bridge too. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat the highway patrol made her wear, "Caution! Wide Turn." <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she sits around the house, she SITS AROUND THE HOUSE! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she steps on a scale, it read, "One at a time, please." <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she sits on my face I can't hear the stereo. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat her neck looks like a pair of hot dogs! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she's got her own area code! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she looks like she's smuggling a Volkswagen! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat God couldn't light Earth till she moved! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat NASA has to orbit a satellite around her! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat, whenever she goes to the beach the tide comes in! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she plays hopscotch, she goes New York, L.A., Chicago... <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she's got Amtrak written on her leg. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat , her legs are like spoiled milk - white & chunky! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat I had to take a train and two buses just to get on the bitch's good side! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she sat on a quarter and a booger shot out of George Washington's nose. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she was mistaken for God's bowling ball! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she bungee jumps she goes straight to hell! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat that her senior pictures had to be arial views! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she fell and made the Grand Canyon! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she sat on the beach and Greenpeace threw her in! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat that when she hauls ass, she has to make two trips! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat her belly button's got an echo. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat even her clothes have stretch marks! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she has to use a VCR as a beeper! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she uses a pillow case as a sock. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she broke her leg, and gravy poured out! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she rides in a hot air balloon, it looks like she's wearin tights! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat they have to grease the bath tub to get her out! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she has a run in her blue-jeans! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat her blood type is ragu. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat they use the elastic in her underwear for bungee jumping <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she has to buy two airline tickets. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat that when I tried to drive around her I ran out of gas. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat the animals at the zoo feed her. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she dances at a concert the whoelband skips! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she stands in two time zones. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat you have to grease the door frame and hold a twinkie on the other side just to get her through. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when the bitch goes to an all you can eat buffet, they have to install speed bumps. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat that she can't tie her own shoes. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat sets off car alarms when she runs. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she can't reach her back pocket. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she wears a Malcomn-X T-shirt, helicopters try to land on her back! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she uses redwoods to pick her teeth. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat the only pictures you have of her are satellite pictures. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she put on some BVD's and by the time they reached her waist they spelled out boulevard. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she stepped on a rainbow and made Skittles. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she uses a mattress for a tampon. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she hoola-hooped the super bowl. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat they tie a rope around her shoulders and drag her through a tunnel when they want to clean it. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she got hit by a bus, she said, "Who threw that rock?" <br /><br />Yo momma so fat when she stands in a left-turn lane it gives her the green arrow! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she uses I-95 for a Slip 'n Slide. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat that when whe was born, she gave the hospital stretch marks. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat the National Weather Agency has to assign names to her farts! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat we went to the drive-in and didn't have to pay because we dressed her as a Chevrolet. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she was Miss Arizona -- class Battleship. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she accidently got a 757 caught in her teeth. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat to her, "light food," means under 4 Tons! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she went on a date with high heels on and came back with sandals! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat and stupid, her waist size is larger than her IQ! <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she was zoned for commercial development. <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she won, "Miss Bessie the Cow 94." <br /><br />Yo momma so fat she has her own brand of jeans: FA - FatAss Jeans.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000024||hibrn8||05-01-2003||01:23 AM||||oh my gosh<br /><br />it took so long to read that. i htink im 20 years older now.||65.227.204.176||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000025||atsiauto||05-01-2003||08:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> oh my gosh<br /><br />it took so long to read that. i htink im 20 years older now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man, that was something else... ~!||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000026||blacksheep||05-01-2003||02:16 PM||||I'm the hizzy foh shizzy, boyee!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001375.cgi
A||||0||MattC||Contacting KarT:||||1||
Z||000000||MattC||12-28-2002||07:26 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||He posted up that he was selling his VR4, and I am very interested in purchasing it.  Could somebody email me his email or phone # @ sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com<P>Cheers,<P>MattC<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001376.cgi
A||N||10||hibern8||just got ripped on dsmtrader.....please help..||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||12-28-2002||11:44 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey guys i bought a set of hks cams from someone on the trader on the 17th of dec. i emailed him today agian to get an email back saying that the email address in unknown. this is the info that he left me and this is where i sent the money order. the address i talked to him online and emailed him at was spooledu@aol.com. can any of you please help me get to the bottom of this so i can get my damn money back or get the "cams" i paid for. thanks. <P>here was his info: <P>Bryan gorleski <BR>164 windsor dr <BR>wake forest nc 27587 <P>spooledu@aol.com<P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||63.62.130.216||reg||1
Z||000001||BossGVR4||12-29-2002||11:53 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Man that sucks !<P>Here are a few things I do when I buy stuff off the internet (eBay, DSMTrader, PartsTrader, whatever ...)<P>1- I try to use PayPal, even though there have even been stories of PayPal accounts being hacked and bank account being drained. (www.paypalsucks.com). I use my credit card through PayPal and suck-up the 3% fee.<P>2- US Postal Money order ...... it IS TRACEABLE, if AND ONLY IF you have a record of the original number (your copy of the M.O., written down,etc. etc.) You go to the post office and have it traced for a fee of $3. They'll tell you if it was cashed, WHO cashed it and where it was cashed. I found a recipt for a $300 one I'd sent over 4 years ago and found it was never cashed .... US Postal Svc. sent me a check a week later !<P>3- I always INSIST speaking on the phone when dealing with over $100 Money Order. That way I have a number which can help me find the person later.<P>I hope you have the original M.O. number that is your best hope of finding out what's going on.<P>I tried <A HREF="http://www.anywho.com" TARGET=_blank>www.anywho.com</A>  to find this guy for you but had no luck.<P>I hope things work out for you ...<P>DaveC<P>------------------<BR>||68.98.167.35||reg||6
Z||000002||ken inn||12-29-2002||01:04 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i am currently going thru a dispute with paypal, and i have also asked for the forms to backcharge my credit card.  i ALWAYS try to use a credit card, although now it is hindsight.  paypal has screwed me once, and another time, they got my money back right away, and luckily, too, because a lot of other people got stiffed.  the basic caveat is that if paypal cannot get the funds(the paypal account has no money, paypal bank account has no money, etc.), then, even if the judgement is for you, paypal cannot pay you back.  or will not.  good luck on this one.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000003||turboflanagan||12-29-2002||02:04 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Try talking to:<BR>Gorlesky, Helga  <BR>164 Windsor Dr <BR>Wake Forest, NC 27587 <BR>919-556-4683 <P>This name is listed on a reverse lookup for that address.  Probably his mother.  Maybe she'll kick his a$$ for you and get your money back.  Or maybe he just lost his aol account and the email.  <P>No time to "hibern8"  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">  go sick 'em!<BR><P>------------------<BR>||64.63.209.187||reg||1
Z||000004||hibern8||12-29-2002||06:14 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||whoever got me the moms name and phone number is a genoius thnk you so much<P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||68.21.125.206||reg||1
Z||000005||hibern8||12-29-2002||06:28 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well i just tried calling and no answer. how were you able to get all of that info?<P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||63.62.130.103||reg||1
Z||000006||1quickvr4||12-29-2002||08:59 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Simple answer, Any members in NC? YYou could try phonebooks.com and look up his name, Death threats help, But law suits are better.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||64.157.127.199||reg||1
Z||000007||turboflanagan||12-29-2002||09:09 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I did a google search for reverse lookup.  There are several sites that will do basic phone number or address searches for free, and others that want to charge you for all kinds of other public records searchs, military... etc.  You could run her name, phone #, address and the info that he gave you too through other searches and see if there is some other # listed, but I would keep trying that number for sure.  Call All The Time till you get someone.<P>------------------<BR>||64.63.209.237||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR4458||12-29-2002||10:54 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Remember, almost EVERYONE is at home at 3AM.  Just make sure you call from your cell phone and disable that pesky caller id (you don't want return calls).<P>------------------<BR>||68.72.80.202||reg||1
Z||000009||Hertz||12-30-2002||04:03 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Or use a pre-paid calling card.  :-)<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000010||GVR-4||12-30-2002||04:32 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Wake Forest is 5 hours from me, but if I can do anything let me know. <P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.60.100||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001377.cgi
A||||7||4g63t||Porting...||||5||
Z||000000||4g63t||12-29-2002||12:22 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||For y'all experienced folk out there... How hard is it to port a head? I've ported little stuff here and there, and I'm pretty confidant in my abilities, I was just wondering if there were any secrets, tips, or tricks you guys could offer. Any reasons I shouldn't do it myself?  All comments and suggestions welcome. ||65.129.80.38||reg||5
Z||000001||VR-4play||12-29-2002||07:36 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||There are alot of sites that describe how to do it. I've ported for exhaust and turbo, but never done a head. I did check the sites out and from the readings, it isn't anything like porting the other stuff. Your work has to be very precise. Tell us how it goes!<P>------------------<BR>||67.30.194.98||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||12-29-2002||10:34 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||from what I have read the most important thing is that all the cambers are identical.<P>Very detailed measurement and small cut are the way to go.<P>Where the best areas to take material from is the secret part and tuner shops hold this near and dear because that is where the $ is made.  I have a CNC professional ported head is you would like to see it up close and get ideas. It is still out of the car (for now)<P>I also have pictures on the yahoogroups you can check out.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-29-2002||01:15 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yah, this is more like and exact science.  years ago, a guy named bob cousimano had a patented process on bmw cyl heads he called the "D" port, where he actually ADDED material, and reshaped the exhaust ports to look like a "D" lying on it's side.  his explanation was that bmw cyl heads had ports that were extra large to enhance cooling, and that the charge needed to be slowed down as it exited.  he also built nascar motors.  <BR>     another person, jim rowe, the metric mechanic, also did porting using a flow bench.  he also said the porting, especially around the valve guides, was critical.  he also said that he used a 3 angle valve job, and that on one of the angles, a HALF a degree made a difference.  he also said just porting it out huge actually had negative effects.  <BR>     then, while researching the cyclone intake, i came across something called the "heimholz" effect, where the flow came in from one side, and swirled around the combustion chamber, making the intake and exhaust more efficient.  having flunked physics, i soon started to get a headache, and went back to my comic books.<BR>     imho, you should just confine yourself to matching the intake and exhaust manifolds to the head, and smoothing out any flashing material.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000004||4g63t||01-02-2003||01:49 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Wow, I didn't realize it was so exact. Maybe I'll just save up and have it done. Thanks for the info, guys!<P>------------------<BR>||65.129.80.41||reg||1
Z||000005||Ash||01-02-2003||06:05 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I've seen tech articles in a magazine about doing a "bowl job" (as they put it) on the Holden (GM Aust) 5.0l V8's.  It was quite simple in theory but only went so far as basically cleaning up the area around the valve stem, which is way angular & chunky, and smoothing out the outside bend (don't touch the inside bend, think of a rivers flow).  Having them all match is important of course.  Having seen a professional hand ported set of these heads, the article was spot on with the basics of where to take material out and where to leave it the hel alone.<P>Now the thing is, this was with big-ass cast iron heads with heaps of meat in them so to speak, going gun-ho into our alloy heads may not be a wise idea.<P>------------------<BR>92 Australian spec VR4<BR>ported E3 mani & turbo - 550's, S-AFC hacked MAS, big frontmount, pipes etc||203.220.89.139||reg||1
Z||000006||DSSA||01-02-2003||08:21 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>yah, this is more like and exact science.  years ago, a guy named bob cousimano had a patented process on bmw cyl heads he called the "D" port, where he actually ADDED material, and reshaped the exhaust ports to look like a "D" lying on it's side.  his explanation was that bmw cyl heads had ports that were extra large to enhance cooling, and that the charge needed to be slowed down as it exited.  he also built nascar motors.  <BR>     another person, jim rowe, the metric mechanic, also did porting using a flow bench.  he also said the porting, especially around the valve guides, was critical.  he also said that he used a 3 angle valve job, and that on one of the angles, a HALF a degree made a difference.  he also said just porting it out huge actually had negative effects.  <BR>     then, while researching the cyclone intake, i came across something called the "heimholz" effect, where the flow came in from one side, and swirled around the combustion chamber, making the intake and exhaust more efficient.  having flunked physics, i soon started to get a headache, and went back to my comic books.<BR>     imho, you should just confine yourself to matching the intake and exhaust manifolds to the head, and smoothing out any flashing material.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Good words of advice.<P>However, when did this guy start using "D" ports?  Most cylinder head porting places have been using D ports for quite a few years now.<P>Keep the Tylenol handy.  If Heimholz gave you a headache, I fear for what Scott will do to you out there.  I bandaged my head for weeks after he left.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000007||ken inn||01-02-2003||09:44 AM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by DSSA:<BR><B> <BR>Good words of advice.<P>However, when did this guy start using "D" ports?  Most cylinder head porting places have been using D ports for quite a few years now.<P>well, you forget, i am 57 years old.  i visited bob's shop back in the late 80's, he was building 100mm pistons for porsches, and entire race motors for a company called andial. he gave me a copy of his patent, and showed me a couple of motors he was building with it on.  at that time, he was heavy into building porsche race motors, and some nascar stuff.  later on, he went thru a divorce and lost a lot of his stuff.  last i heard, he was building race motors for motorcycles, i think kawasaki.  really interesting guy.  <P>Keep the Tylenol handy.  If Heimholz gave you a headache, I fear for what Scott will do to you out there.  I bandaged my head for weeks after he left.<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001378.cgi
A||||3||4g63t||Sponsorship?||||5||
Z||000000||4g63t||12-29-2002||12:31 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Can anyone tell me anything about "Racer X Motorsports"? I filled out their paper at a car show and they sent me a "contract". They get me "up to 52% off" prices on parts/labor and they cover shipping. In exchange, I show up to at least 4 car shows a year with Racer X stickers on my car. It's pretty straight forward, no gimmicks, no fine print. Has anyone dealt with these guys before? I haven't seen anything shady, but I like to put some feelers out before I sign on the line. Thanks,  Chris   <P>------------------<BR>||65.129.80.38||reg||5
Z||000001||Proud Galant Driver||01-06-2003||12:59 AM||hard_core_cheater@yahoo.com||how long is the contract for?<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant<BR>2 12" MTX Subs<BR>Cherry Bomb<BR>Removed Resignator & Cat||207.190.66.154||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||01-06-2003||11:11 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||How big are the stickers and how many  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000003||4g63t||01-09-2003||12:44 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Ummmm...1 year. And the stickers are printed crooked, but I got a t-shirt! I'll probably give it a shot, I just wanted to know if anyone had heard anything negative. Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>||65.129.80.114||reg||10




ubb/Forum3/001379.cgi
A||||2||Jose||For the guys in Australia ||||1||
Z||000000||Jose||12-29-2002||02:57 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||I would like to know if any of you guys live near a Mitsubishi dealer down there in Australia? I need some prices on 2 sets of some factory clear corner lights for my 1997 Mitsubishi Montero Sport, which in Australia they call it the Challenger. Over here 1997-1999 is the same truck as your 98 model. If you could get me prices for those lights and also shipping to NJ, USA.<BR>Jose..........<P>------------------<BR>91 VR-4<BR>JDM AMG Front & Rear Bumpers, JDM AMG Front Grille, JDM Headlights & Clear corners. 18inch C5 Wheels.||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000001||astondg||12-30-2002||09:43 PM||astondg@optusnet.com.au||I'll try. I don't live near a dealer but if I get time I'll call one.<BR>Aston<P>------------------<BR>||198.142.111.152||reg||1
Z||000002||Jose||12-31-2002||12:08 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Thanks.<BR>Jose....<P>------------------<BR>91 VR-4<BR>JDM AMG Front & Rear Bumpers, JDM AMG Front Grille, JDM Headlights & Clear corners. 18inch C5 Wheels.||205.188.208.137||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001404.cgi
A||||14||gvr4in||JDM parts?||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||01-02-2003||11:18 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Where do you guys find all these JDM Gvr4 parts?? Just curious, love the look<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||64.169.233.179||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||01-02-2003||11:29 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I guess in this section a technical answer is required...<P>They come from Japan.<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.181.6||reg||3
Z||000002||gvr4in||01-03-2003||12:03 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>I guess in this section a technical answer is required...<P>They come from Japan.<P>  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Damn you're funny! Ha! no seriously, anyone have any websites or you just find them on ebay<BR><P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||64.169.233.179||reg||1
Z||000003||DsmParts||01-03-2003||12:21 AM||sales@dsmparts.com||Hi, we have a good source for JDM, located in Tokoyo, Japan. If you give me a list of parts you need, i can get you pricing.<P>DSMpartsJustin<BR>#1859<P><P>------------------<BR>||24.213.14.2||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4in||01-03-2003||01:12 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Not really anything in particular, just wondering where everyone got their jdm parts....off jdm subject, when are you guys (dsmparts.com), going to start making intercooler piping? I saw the 'sneek peak' on your site and im interested..<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.234.250||reg||1
Z||000005||DsmParts||01-03-2003||02:25 AM||sales@dsmparts.com||Hi,<P>we are in the process of finishing up the Ic pipes, we have installed a proto-type on #1859. We should have a batch ready for sales in about 2-3 weeks. <P>We just got some JDM Galant Vr4 headlights in stock, they look beautiful. The only problem is they require a little modification of the wires to install on our us spec cars. We are working on heavily stocking up on JDM parts in 2003. <P>DSMpartsJustin<BR>#1859<P>------------------<BR>||24.213.14.2||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4in||01-03-2003||03:03 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Saweet! Do you have a price for the headlights yet?<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.207.140.37||reg||1
Z||000007||Jon||01-03-2003||09:21 AM||jon@jgronline.com||moved to general.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!<p>[This message has been edited by Jon (edited 01-03-2003).]||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000008||DsmParts||01-04-2003||02:17 AM||sales@dsmparts.com||Hi<P>"gvr4in" we have 1 set left in stock, $199.00 plus shipping they are brand new from Tokoyo, Japan . We are looking into buying a large quantity and the price will come down... We are also working on importing every other JDM Galant Vr4 part..<P>If you need any other JDM parts, feel free to contact us.<P>DSMpartsJustin<BR>#1859<P>------------------<BR>||24.213.14.2||reg||1
Z||000009||Romanova||01-04-2003||08:07 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Clear corner lights... clear corner lights... clear corner lights...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||216.255.202.213||reg||1
Z||000010||silly4turbo||01-05-2003||12:38 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||are the jdm headlights any brighter then our dim stock lights...sometimes at night it's like I'm driving with no light on <P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||01-05-2003||02:03 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by silly4turbo:<BR><B>are the jdm headlights any brighter then our dim stock lights...sometimes at night it's like I'm driving with no light on <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Huh?<P>The GVR4 headlights in my GVR4 (US spec) are the best/brightest lights I have ever had in a car and I have owned and still own quite a few...<P>Suggestions:<P>Aim them properly<BR>Clean them<BR>replace them in they are all chipped up<BR>Maybe you have the wrong bulbs in them<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000012||1quickvr4||01-07-2003||02:15 PM||caspa69@juno.com||The amber corners are where its at............<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||209.245.231.72||reg||1
Z||000013||Hertz||01-07-2003||04:22 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B> Huh?<P>The GVR4 headlights in my GVR4 (US spec) are the best/brightest lights I have ever had in a car and I have owned and still own quite a few...<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, but don't you have '93 headlights?  Hmm?<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.229.210||reg||1
Z||000014||number3||01-07-2003||05:07 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Nope. I run the original headlight that came on #3 from the factory.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/images/no3_front_low.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/images/no3_front_low.jpg</A> <P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001381.cgi
A||||8||gvr4in||Its Dead!||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4in||12-29-2002||06:39 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ok so I relocated my battery the other night, and my galant is now dead! I did it on friday night, with a fuse holder and 60 watt fuse so it wouldnt short anything..I ran the car all day yesterday and night, last night my girlfriend and i went to the beach , got back in the car, turned on the radio, then tried to turn the car on for the heater, and once it turned over all electrical was gone, and the entire car was dead... this was about 10pm last night and I got out the flashlight, checked fuses, etc..We walked 2 miles home..got cables and my bro's truck, jumped it..nothing. This morning I went out and bought a new battery, got my brother to give me a ride to the car, put it in, and its still dead, no sign of life whatsoever...What could it be?<P>------------------<BR>k&n w/ no can, LMS 3" intake, OBX boost, autometer air/fuel, rebuilt turbo, greddy turbo timer||63.202.234.190||reg||1
Z||000001||smokindav||12-29-2002||07:42 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4in:<BR><B>What could it be?<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Fuse<P><P>------------------<BR>||64.6.85.217||reg||1
Z||000002||Jon||12-29-2002||07:46 PM||jon@jgronline.com||or you have a really bad ground wire.  Do not use one of the four bumper bolts to ground the battery.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-29-2002||09:34 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||OR, you got a bad ground to the block, the electricity finds the best and shortest route, which may have been a "hot" or power wire, used it for ground, and you fried something.  you need to make sure your ground is VERY good, and, run another ground from the chassis to the block.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4in||12-29-2002||11:17 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Jon:<BR><B>or you have a really bad ground wire.  Do not use one of the four bumper bolts to ground the battery.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I did ground it to one of the four bumper bolts, where else should I ground it? And did i fry a fuse or something? If so, i can't find it!<BR><P>------------------<BR>k&n w/ no can, LMS 3" intake, OBX boost, autometer air/fuel, rebuilt turbo, greddy turbo timer, batt. relocated to trunk||64.169.232.211||reg||1
Z||000005||keydiver||12-30-2002||10:12 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||You've just have a very poor connection somewhere, not a short. The fact that it worked with a light load (the radio) but then stopped working when you increased the load, indicates that you have a very minimal contact somewhere, probably that ground as others suggested. Do you have a voltmeter? It would quickly show you where you have a voltage drop.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.209.151||reg||1
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||12-30-2002||11:27 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4in:<BR><B> I did ground it to one of the four bumper bolts, where else should I ground it? And did i fry a fuse or something? If so, i can't find it!<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The shocktower bolts work fine, and I would sand the paint off below the stud you intend to use.  Check that 60 amp fuse you put in!  I would run more than a 60 amp fuse if I were you, more like 100 or 120.  <P>You do have a voltmeter, right????<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000007||beavis||01-05-2003||12:43 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||go to <A HREF="http://www.teamhightower.com" TARGET=_blank>www.teamhightower.com</A>  and look at the battery relocation in their galant.  i used the same location they did to ground the battery and have had no problems for almost two years.<P>------------------<BR>||198.81.26.143||reg||1
Z||000008||Jon||01-06-2003||09:14 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4in:<BR><B> I did ground it to one of the four bumper bolts, where else should I ground it? And did i fry a fuse or something? If so, i can't find it!<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Way back when I had the battery in the trunk, I drilled a hole through the trunk just above the muffler.  Then I cleaned the area of paint inside the car.  I used a stainless bolt, nut, and lock washer to hold the ground strap down.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001382.cgi
A||||5||a_santos||Hood hinge rattle||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||12-29-2002||08:25 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Both of my hood hinges rattle. It sounds like it's something in the dash, but I am sure it's the hood hinge. My friend has a 98 2g and has the same exact problem, damn mitsubishi. Does anyone else have this problem or know how to fix it without replacing the hinges?<P>Thanx<P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.43.217.40||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4458||12-29-2002||10:55 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I HAD that problem...until I rplaced the hinges.  Sorry, that was the only thing I could get to work.  I had them replaced (with freshly painted ones) for about $100 by my local body guy.<P>EH<P>------------------<BR>||68.72.80.202||reg||1
Z||000002||Ant||12-30-2002||07:33 AM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||What other hinges are interchangeable with GVR4 ones? <BR>1g DSM, 2g DSM ? <BR>It shouldn't be too difficult to find a set of used hinges.<P>Ant<P>------------------<BR>#1904||12.149.42.50||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-30-2002||09:18 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||New hinges are best answer, but I put some rubber "bolt caps" (for lack of better description) on a couple of the bolts along the top of the fender closest to the firewall.  This took care of the problem for over a year and now the DS one is starting to rattle a bit again.  Basically just snugged it up so it wouldn't rattle anymore.  Hardware store fix for about $2.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.31||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||12-30-2002||11:29 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||FYI - the dealer wants about $30 for each, with the discount. <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000005||GRV4726||12-31-2002||09:10 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so thats what that is?<P>lord i feel like an idiot...<BR>sounds pretty simple, good to find out.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001383.cgi
A||||5||ken inn||question for the iceman69510||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||12-29-2002||09:47 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||it appears i just got hosed on a jdm transmission, and out of curiosity, i want to know what it fits.  the trans is a W5M332WQNK, MB6426.  from what teet says, this must come from an rs.  if i find out what it actually came from, maybe i can sell it.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||12-29-2002||11:16 PM||||Ken, later this week I can check into it.  It might take a few days to learn anything (if i can).<P><P>------------------<BR>||204.246.220.207||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||12-30-2002||09:26 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||ok, you can rtp me.  howcome you no have email?  anyhow, teet says this trans may have wierd ratios, 1-4 are real close, then 5th is real tall.  if i convert it to the NQ final drive, i may end up with one of those 200 mph top end gears.  i would shit my pants at 200 mph.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000003||Mike||01-22-2003||03:32 PM||mikecurran@comcast.net||I have a transmission with the code W5M332WQNK NB9149. I'm very interested in what you found out about this.<p>[This message has been edited by Mike (edited 01-22-2003).]||12.242.199.45||reg||1
Z||000004||ken inn||01-22-2003||05:06 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||The W5M332 WQNK was used in the H-model Galant (which is the VR4 chassis), but from what I have so far, it appears to have a 5.443 final drive ratio instead of the normal 4.933.  I have not been able to get any individual gear ratio information or specific vehicle or market application.<P>From the list I have I see:<P>W= 5.443<BR>N=4.933<BR>U=5.358<BR>M=4.848<BR>this is some of what iceman sent to me.  also, i got some responses from jon teeter, and mike at rre, that basically all say the same thing.  you cannot mix them.  if the last 4 letters start with N, you have to replace it with another N, or change the final drive and possible the bell housing, because the bell housing is machined for the final drive, and it has a pumping action for the lubrication.  in other words, you, like me, are sol.  jon teeter says this trans may be out of an rs, look inside the hole where the axles go, if you can see clear thru, with no obstruction, it has lsd.  if there is a round rod, about 3/4" diameter, it is not.  it may have 4 close ratios, and 5th much taller.  jon also says it may have the evo steel forks, and some alloy sliders.  if you replace the final drive, you may end up with a very tall 5th gear.  where did yours come from?<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000005||Mike||01-22-2003||05:45 PM||mikecurran@comcast.net||Got it from streetimports.com. They sold it to me with a yellow top engine, but the guy that sold it to me didn't tell me it came with a trans and since it was a special order I didn't know either. Turns out the guy I talked to in the afternoon wasn't as knowledgable as the guy in the morning. An extra $200 doesn't kill me though, can always trade it in for a $200 core charge if it's useless.<P>------------------<BR>||12.242.199.45||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001384.cgi
A||||4||16GVR4||Water in jack location in the trunk||||1||
Z||000000||16GVR4||12-29-2002||09:47 PM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||I just noticed that my car is collecting water on the space where the jack goes.<P>My question is whether this is because I have a clogged drain hole. Or that water is not supposed to get into there in the first place..<P>I tried pulling all the trim, but I can't seem to find where the leak is from.. Any suggestion ?<P>What's the best procedure to figure out things like this ?<P>TIA.<P>------------------<BR>||64.165.199.209||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||12-29-2002||10:02 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||this is common on bmw's, your trunk seal, or tail lite seals are leaking.  can you smell exhaust, too?  if you can, you can die on a long trip.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000002||16GVR4||12-30-2002||12:55 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Hi Ken:<P>You're right, it is the tail light seals..<BR>I applied new seal, and now waiting for the adhesive to heal..<P>Hopefully that will fix my problem.. I'm going to siphon the water out later..<BR>Fortunately, it doesn't rain that much in Cali and that I caught it in time, before it causes too much rust..<P>Thanks..<P>------------------<BR>||64.165.200.206||reg||1
Z||000003||16GVR4||12-30-2002||12:57 AM||lmuliadi@hotmail.com||Oh, BTW, I don't smell exhaust..<BR>I think the leak is not too bad, but each water drips build up, since it doesn't have anywhere to go..<P>Also, am I supposed to have a drain plug at the location of the jack ?<BR><P>------------------<BR>||64.165.200.206||reg||1
Z||000004||DongeR615||12-30-2002||03:18 AM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 16GVR4:<BR><B>it is the tail light seals..<BR>I applied new seal, and now waiting for the adhesive to heal..<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I had to do the same thing to a 88 corolla gt-s and before I sealed it, i took it apart and sanded down all the contacts because they were corroded.  <P> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 16GVR4:<BR><B>Also, am I supposed to have a drain plug at the location of the jack ?<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes, but I used Duct tape and applied several layers underneath and on top�<BR>Its not a good way but it kept the water out. <P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.211.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001385.cgi
A||||2||Matticus||Part number question.||||5||
Z||000000||Matticus||12-29-2002||09:53 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Can anyone who has access to look-up part numbers look this number up for me please?  Or if you may know right off the bat.  The part number is MB439336, it is a v-belt, I think it is the A/C-Alternator belt, but it has a different number than the VFAQ list.<P>Thanks,<P>  <P>------------------<BR>||68.34.64.63||reg||5
Z||000001||MrEd||12-30-2002||09:26 PM||res122@psu.edu||reverse lookup in CAPS shows that as the AC belt- wraps around AC, crank, & an idler/tensioner pulley.<P>-Ed||68.70.115.123||reg||1
Z||000002||Matticus||12-30-2002||10:34 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Ok, that's what I thought. Thank you.<P>------------------<BR>||68.34.64.63||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001386.cgi
A||N||6||JAYGVR4||Antenna Mast Replacement?||||5||
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||12-30-2002||04:23 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Hey Guys,<P>Went through a car wash and didn't realize that my antennae wasn't fully retracted till I saw the bent up remains afterward.  <P>Has anyone successfully gotten just the mast part of the factory antenna (and if so what is the part number?) and replaced it?  <P>My antenna motor still seems to work since what is left of my now kinked antenna does retract and extend at least all except for the lasxt 5 inches of it, so I'm looking just to replace the mast...<P>Any help greatly appreciated!<P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||12-30-2002||05:12 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the mast is MB627479, list price is 60.73.  kinda messy to change, you have to remove the whole assy, take apart the motor, and unravel the mast.  then, you reassemble WITHOUT the mast, bolt EVERYTHING down, and dont forget the outer antenna trim, put the plastic end of the mast all the way into the opening as much as you can, turn the radio on and off, and the motor will pull the rest of the mast in.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000002||MrEd||12-30-2002||05:29 PM||res122@psu.edu||I did this a year ago when my control tape snapped cuz the motor tried to retract a frozen mast.<P>Yup, you can order just the mast w/ control tape.  CAPS sez the p/n is MB627479 superseded by MR252200, from <A HREF="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc" TARGET=_blank>www.mitsubishiparts.cc</A>  or  <A HREF="http://www.partznet.com" TARGET=_blank>www.partznet.com</A>  its under $50.<P>I removed the whole thing to repair, so I could open the gearbox & replace the grease, polish the motor's brush contacts, etc.  The manual details replacement with the unit in place.  I can email a PDF of that page, lemme know.<P>Ed<BR>GVR4 #963/2000<P>------------------<BR>||68.70.115.123||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||12-30-2002||07:47 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||yah, the manual SAYS you just install the mast, but it never works that way.  bmw and mercedes all use this type of mast.  and the last several inches of the end always breaks off inside the unit, and we always had to take them apart.  we did hundreds of these in the shop.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000004||JAYGVR4||12-30-2002||08:37 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Well S*#&!  Is it easier just to get a whole aftermarket assembly?  Can't be much more than $60 to get a whole antenna no?  <P>jb<P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||166.90.26.178||reg||4
Z||000005||Hertz||01-02-2003||04:05 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Crutchfield sells black masts, SS and chromed.   <A HREF="http://www.crutchfield.com/S-Fg1mazVZhUp/cgi-bin/prodsearch.asp?s=0&g=731&est=&search=antenna" TARGET=_blank>http://www.crutchfield.com/S-Fg1mazVZhUp/cgi-bin/prodsearch.asp?s=0&g=731&est=&search=antenna</A> <P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||01-02-2003||04:17 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>Crutchfield sells black masts, SS and chromed.   <A HREF="http://www.crutchfield.com/S-Fg1mazVZhUp/cgi-bin/prodsearch.asp?s=0&g=731&est=&search=antenna" TARGET=_blank>http://www.crutchfield.com/S-Fg1mazVZhUp/cgi-bin/prodsearch.asp?s=0&g=731&est=&se arch=antenna</A> <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Hmmm, the whole shibang for $65, thats more like it!  <P>Thanks!<P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001387.cgi
A||||0||hibern8||anyone on the board from north carolina?||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||12-30-2002||11:26 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||please let em know if you are close to wake forest or raleigh...<P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||12.251.226.141||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001393.cgi
A||||3||sleeper||FIA World Rally all day||||1||
Z||000000||sleeper||12-31-2002||01:54 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Speed channel is re airring all the races from 2002 starting 9:00AM central time till late at night.<BR>Then on Jan 2nd the DAKAR is on TV.<BR>Watch those dumb hungarians driving the Chevy.<BR>Who said winter is dead. <P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000001||Romanova||12-31-2002||02:45 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Damn my non-cable equipped TV... damn it all to the bloody inferno pits of hell... <P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||8
Z||000002||talontsi||12-31-2002||04:50 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Glad I have TIVO!<P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4458||01-02-2003||06:44 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I was able to get most of these on one of my Ultimate TV boxes (it's like Tivo).  Unfortuantely, my wife stopped the Sweden race (the really cool one with lots of snow) because she was recording something on Animal planet and some crap about pregnant chicks.  Ah well, I still have about 6 hours left to watch...<P>EH<P>------------------<BR>||57.68.25.58||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001394.cgi
A||N||8||blacksheep||Sound deadening spray...||||1||
Z||000000||blacksheep||12-31-2002||06:56 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi all<P>Dynamat is really expensive it seems and ebay sells lotsa replicas(fatmat), but some kinds of spray should do this as well...I dont wanna try bedliner coz that would be hella-thick, but something along those lines would be good...any recommendations ? <P>Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||12-31-2002||07:00 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Rubberized Undercoating you can find it at any auto parts store (not as thick as dynamat and the others unless you do quite a few layers).<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.35.31.188||reg||1
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||01-01-2003||04:46 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||ding ding ding!  hehe something i can answer!  i've often thought about getting some of this stuff in place of dynomat:<P>&lt;http://www.sounddeadeningmaterial.com/&gt;<P>at $1.00 USD per square foot you really can't beat the price!<P>try it out and let me know if it works so i can get some too!  LOL  =P<P>jb<P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||209.244.213.192||reg||4
Z||000003||number3||01-01-2003||10:31 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||undercoating works the best and its cheap...<P>The drawback?  Well it stinks real bad until it drys.<P>Scosche also sells stick on sheets but like dynomat it is costly.<P>BTW the whole principle to this stuff is to add weight to the panel and change it harmonics. So remember your adding weight to your car.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-01-2003||11:18 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Thanks all.<P>Harry - yeah, I know, but its not the gvr4, so its all good  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||12.216.36.127||reg||1
Z||000005||sleeper||01-01-2003||11:40 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||KC,<BR>The cheapest stuff you can get is called ice shield. You can get a whole 20 yard roll from Home Depot for about $25-30<BR>It's ashpalt based and supprisingly it doesn't stink.<BR>I used it on my old car and it works just as good as dynomat but you have to layer it.<BR>Also, make sure when you apply it's nice and warm out there. Use a roller and heat gun.  <P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||66.136.184.29||reg||1
Z||000006||Tondar||01-01-2003||12:13 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||Rockford Fosgate makes some kind of sound deadening material that comes in a spray can<P>------------------<BR>91 black VR4||68.98.153.169||reg||1
Z||000007||turboflanagan||01-02-2003||12:58 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Sleeper, did you put that ice shield stuff on vertical or horizontal surfaces?  Would it stick to the underside of a trunk lid without peeling off in the heat of summer?<P>------------------<BR>||65.82.82.126||reg||1
Z||000008||sleeper||01-02-2003||02:21 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I rolled it real good with a heat gun and never had a problem like that.<P>I heard several people complaining about that problem though. I think it was just user error.<BR>If you just want to peel and stick, you might as well just pay more for the dynomat or the spray.<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001390.cgi
A||||4||silly4turbo||caps software ?||||1||
Z||000000||silly4turbo||12-29-2002||04:47 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||I know there was a thread here not to long ago about this software.. did someone say they had it and would send out copies for cost of shipping ? thanks in advance <P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||12-29-2002||11:27 PM||||Yes,  I did.  Send me your shipping address to:<P>dbliese@juno.com<P>Paypal me $3 (not a credit card) and I will send you a CD-not the software you need to run it on windows, that's here on this site.<P>Dave<P>------------------<BR>||204.246.220.207||reg||1
Z||000002||silly4turbo||12-30-2002||04:38 PM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||cool..... I just need to register for paypal first.<P>------------------<BR>||207.172.79.251||reg||1
Z||000003||sleeper||12-31-2002||12:10 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Dave,<BR>Thanks for the CD.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.65.201.196||reg||1
Z||000004||vrpower||12-31-2002||06:27 PM||darian85@msn.com||Hey where in illinois are you so i can possibly pick it ip? <BR>darian85@msn.com<P>------------------<BR>||64.156.107.74||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001395.cgi
A||||1||Hunter||Happy NeW YEARZ!||||4||
Z||000000||Hunter||01-01-2003||01:27 AM||whitebeau@yahoo.com||Happy new years all...   i'll get another vr4 here soon...   anybody wanna trade for a 93 integra?  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif">  hehehe...  have fun all!  <P>------------------<BR>||167.88.200.30||reg||4
Z||000001||Romanova||01-01-2003||02:09 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||May your VR-4 spool faster and spin all four wheels harder in 2003! <BR>Happy New Years all!<BR>(Amazing... still sober enough to type...)<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001396.cgi
A||||15||hibern8||BT and Ferry Corsten rockin new years party||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||01-01-2003||04:59 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||today was by far the best new years party ever. BT and Ferry Corsten were both spinnin here in Chicago. I even got to sahke their hands and get their autographs. It had to have been one of the best live sets i have ever attended. <P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||66.19.48.144||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||01-01-2003||03:13 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Ah!  You bastard!  BT isn't the best DJ out there since producing is more his gig, but I never got to see Ferry Corsten live.  I am going to be seeing Hybrid on 22nd of this month though.  <P>-Uberzone will be here on the 28th.<BR>-Lee Burridge and Three on the 30th.<BR>-Saeed & Palash on Feb. 15th.<BR>-Nick Warren on Feb. 5th.<BR>-And then Jimmy van Will be here some time in Febuary.<P>What kind of electronic music do you like?  I am more into progressive house and breaks these days.<BR>    <P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||01-01-2003||06:52 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||to be perfectly honest with you i am more into trance. i have seen almost everyone live so far and id say yesterday was teh best ever. <P>ive seen tiesto, van buuren, oakenfold, moby, kimball collins, fontaine, nick warren, seamen, bt, corsten,sasha and digweed, chem. brothers to name a few. <P>i just have one more to see, which i didnt get the chace last year and that is Van Dyk. <P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||63.62.124.230||reg||1
Z||000003||hibern8||01-01-2003||06:55 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i agree with you about bt not being the best live dj, however he fuckin kicked major ass last night. not to mention his gf is hot as hell too....<P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||63.62.124.230||reg||1
Z||000004||bob in chicago||01-01-2003||07:36 PM||bheitsch@21stcentury.net||Guys, you make me feel REAL old! (never heard of these rockers.)<P>------------------<BR>||216.65.165.65||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||01-01-2003||10:18 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||me either...<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||01-02-2003||12:35 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||these are the best rockers.....if you thought the rolling stones were good...this is the new generation of music....its more popular in Europe but getting bigger out here.<P>If you have seen the movie Swordfish, all of the collaboration on that movie was done by Paul Oakenfold, so thats the tyoe of music it is. <P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||12.251.227.120||reg||1
Z||000007||sleeper||01-02-2003||12:51 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I went to the Scooter concert when I was in Europe last fall. It was a sold out show.<P>Here I go in to the record store looking for some stuff and they send me to the motorcycle dealership because they don't sell mopeds.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>I brought back 15gigs of European house/trance/techno<BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.65.202.199||reg||1
Z||000008||Ian M||01-02-2003||12:55 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Torture for me would be to be locked in a room and forced to listen to that stuff...Ugggh...ESPECIALLY trance. Although AC/DC would probably work almost as well..  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 01-02-2003).]||129.71.114.33||reg||10
Z||000009||Ferrari F50 GT||01-02-2003||01:59 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||I really don't like Oakenfold at all.  He used to good, but not anymore.  He is just a no-talent sell-out these days.  When I first got into the electronic music scene, I was really into trance.  My tastes have developed and now I like mainly progressive house and breaks.<BR>  <BR>But yeah, I have seen all those DJ's too.  I would have to say the best DJ right now is either Sander Kleinenberg, Cass, or Lee Burridge.  Those guys are simply amazing.  <P>I have seen Paul van Dyk before, and he wasn't too bad.  The music that he produces is a lot better than the music he plays in his sets.<P>As far as trance goes, I like it if it isn't cheesey.  If it is darker and if its progressive thats leans to the trancier side, then trance can be pretty good.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000010||sleeper||01-02-2003||11:07 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||If you older people like myself are wondering what is techno and trance.<P>Try to search for Pink Floyd remix or Jean Michael Jarre remix on Kazaa or whatever mp3 downloading method you use.<BR>I'm a big fan of both and since they don't come out with anything new these days I listen to other peoples version of their music.<P>Techno is like a faster version of Floyd with a lot more drums.<BR>Jarre could be called a pioneer of techno music way back from the 70's when some if<BR>these kids where not even born yet.<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000011||hibern8||01-02-2003||11:51 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i agree with you again about Oakie. Just a sellout. I have been really big into Orbital lately, my fav by far is Tiesto for the longest time. <P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||63.62.130.160||reg||1
Z||000012||7541000||01-02-2003||05:28 PM||||when i press play on my stereo i am just as much a "musician" as these guys.<P>------------------<BR>||12.94.180.79||reg||13
Z||000013||hibern8||01-02-2003||06:19 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||you know what i said the same thing unitl i started doing it myself...it takes alot more talent than you think. especially those like BT playing instruments during his live performances, it is truly amazing. <P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||12.251.226.141||reg||1
Z||000014||Ferrari F50 GT||01-02-2003||06:29 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Actually sleeper, techno wasn't born until the early 80's.  But house was staring to take from in the early-mid 70's and was pioneered by Frankie Knuckles.  Techno and every other form of electronic music originated from house.<P>Techno is probably the most repetative gener of electronic music there is.  If you want a good idea of techno, listen to:  Adam Beyer, Christian Smith, Richie Hawtin, and Sven Vath.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000015||369of1000||01-02-2003||07:11 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||It's like the first time you watched NASCAR all those years ago, or when you watched a motor rebuild on one of those TV shows. It's like "What's the big deal? I could do that." But once you try to do it yourself, you realize just how hard it is, and you have a new appreciation for those that do it on a regular basis.<P>That being said: When it comes to music, I don't care at all about the talent of the artist. If I did, I would listen to Kenny G all day.<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.115.112||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001397.cgi
A||N||42||JAYGVR4||Anyone own a: Matrix/Santa Fe/Odessey?||||1||
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||01-01-2003||05:34 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||and yes I mean the Toyota/Hyundai/Honda respectively...  <P>The wifee and I are in the market for a future replacement for her aging Altima, and these turned out to be our top three contenders after visiting the International Car Show at the DC Convention Center today...  <P>We both had some requirements as follows:<P>Both of us required: pricing no higher than $26K, it be baby seat friendly - for the future but not for now.  This is assuming that whatever we bought was kept for at least 5 years...  It have decent gas mileage in or around the 20MPG mixed driving range.  Finally, that it be auto trannied since she'll either be fiddling with kids, or I'll be driving around clientel.<P>Wife required: that it be easy to see out of, not be a behemoth of an SUV, and it be roomy inside for said future children...<P>I required: that it be AWD or 4WD, and that it be comfy enough to chauffer future clients around in when I get into Real Estate next year, and that it had either a V6 or a high output 4, is sturdy in build quality, oh, and that it wasn't a minivan or at least look like the traditional caravan style minivan...<P>First thing looked at that caught our attention:<BR> <BR>Hyundai Santa Fe - the wifee's cousin has one and seems to be happy with it.  Has great warrantee's,  170HP V6 that gets 18/24mpg, isn't too ugly, is spacious, kid friendly, sturdy, and even loaded only costs $24K.<P>Next Up:<P>Honda Odessey - now this is a mini-van, but what a minivan it is!  Even I liked this thing for its value for the money - which might I add goes out of our range for cost BUT, look what it offers: 240HP V6 that gets 18/25mpg, luxurious comfy leather seating, a third row that freakin folds flat right into the floor completely!  NO NEED TO HUMP IT OUT WITH YOUR WEIGHT LIFTING PARTNER!  Its kid friendly, and it looks pretty sweet...  This is nice, but probably won't happen due to price, and lacko AWD...<P>Finally, our close to be winner:<P>Toyota Matrix - This thing fulfilled so many of our requirements and more!  I thought it was going to be smallish on the inside but it was deceptively roomy, kid friendly, comfy for adults as far as rear leg room, AWD, the same 180HP 4 cylinder that comes in the new Celica that gets 18/24mpg, flat folding seating all the way up to the front passenger seat with tie downs galor, great looks, and it blew everything out of the water as far as price goes, selling for $22K loaded with every stinkin option!<P>Anyone with or without one of these vehicles have any comments on what we should buy?  Other things we looked at were the Outback - too expensive, the Forrester - too ugly, and the Legacy GT - nice, but lacking rear headroom...  and no the WRX is NOT an option, since although very nice, is way to cramped...  We also checked out the Isuzu Axiom - cheaply made, and all of the Mitsu's ofcourse, which I'm sad to say all looked VERY cheap in build quality, with the exception of the ugly and too expensive IMO Montero Sport.  One this we did miss that I wich we had sat in was the new Jeep Liberty, which I hear fits our requirements as well.  ANy info on that vehicle would be appreciated as well...<P>TIA, <P>jb<P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||209.244.213.192||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||01-01-2003||11:20 AM||caspa69@juno.com||You missed the PontiacVibe Gt-r, It the same as the Matrix but looks a ton better. I like the legacy wagon or the Vibe, give it shot and take a look.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||209.245.232.191||reg||1
Z||000002||DongeR615||01-01-2003||02:06 PM||||Sorry to burst your bubble but the current 2003 matrix XR is not 180hp(XRS model, FF) but 123hp for the 4wd version.  Maybe you can special order the 6spd manual and 180hp into the 4wd version.<P>How many years has the odyssey been out?They're due for a make over soon. I believe 5 years is what Honda is shooting for, i.e. 6th gen accord 1998-2002. If you buy a used odyssey, (2000+) they come with 7 year, 100,000 mile Transmission warranty but still is FWD.<P>I think the Pontiac Vibe cost much more than the Matrix but I haven't looked it up. <P>Good luck on your search.<BR>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||207.214.211.200||reg||1
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||01-01-2003||04:07 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Damn, your right, the top o da line one does only come in FWD...  WTF...  Guess that's out, since I have a hard time driving the lethargic 140HP Altima let alone a 123HP pig...  Vibe is exactly the same even in price...  Probably more expensive to insure though since its the difference between insuring a whole new car - the "Vibe," or a familiar low budget name - the "Corolla Matrix."<P>Damn, guess this means I need to look at the Santa Fe or the Liverty again...  I wish the Legacy had some more head rooom...<P>jb<P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||166.90.25.140||reg||1
Z||000004||number3||01-01-2003||04:14 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I personally love the look of the Forrester. Maybe its because in Japan they soup them up and they look mean. It was a popular car at the 2000 Auto Salon show in Tokyo during my visit.<P><BR>I also find the seating to be very comfortable and supportive for spirted driving.<P>If only if could tow a trailr  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Harry<P><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||MrEd||01-01-2003||05:15 PM||res122@psu.edu||On the Celica GTS, the torque is only 135.  On that engine, variable valve timing does a lot more for HP than for torque  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">||68.70.115.123||reg||1
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||01-01-2003||06:36 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||If torque for the Matrix/Celica/Vibe is only 135lb ft, I may definately have to reconsider.  <P>I'll admit that I didn't give the Forrester much of a chance since I don't much care for the boxcar look, but utility can make up for it, and it does fit in all our requirements...  Perhaps we'll test drive one to see when we go to look at the Legacy GT...<P>jb<P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000007||MPREZYAVR4||01-01-2003||08:16 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||There is also the Suzuki Aiero and you can probably get 2 for $26k (though if you thought the WRX was cramped then this will be even more). Also have you checked into used A6 avants (S4) or even the VW Passat 4 motion wagon. Also there are alot of nice volvo's out there that will fit the bill of what your looking for if you don't mind used.<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.183.4||reg||1
Z||000008||TWEAKD4||01-01-2003||10:31 PM||cdmyers@surfbest.net||Have you looked into the Mazda Tribute/Ford Escape.  I have heard that they are actually fun to drive, gets about 20mpg, 200hp V-6, and 4x4.  They had many recalls early in production but I think they have most problems worked out now. It has won many mini-ute contest by auto magazines.<P>------------------<BR>Craig<BR>'92 TSi AWD (sold)<BR>'92 GVR4 #59/1000||63.233.221.125||reg||1
Z||000009||smokindav||01-02-2003||12:17 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Are you set on buying new?  And if so, why?  If you like to piss your money down the drain and take it in the shorts on depreciation, then step right up to the plate!    <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">  And I mean that in the nicest possible way.<P>Buy a used 1997-1998 BMW M3 4-door with the 5-speed auto.  Depreciation - not a factor.  Reliability - very good.  Performance - proven race winner.<P>The car I just described will be replacing my GVR4 next summer.  Anybody want to take out an option to buy my GVR4?    <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>edit: spelling<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 01-02-2003).]||64.6.85.133||reg||1
Z||000010||JAYGVR4||01-02-2003||09:00 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B>There is also the Suzuki Aiero and you can probably get 2 for $26k (though if you thought the WRX was cramped then this will be even more). Also have you checked into used A6 avants (S4) or even the VW Passat 4 motion wagon. Also there are alot of nice volvo's out there that will fit the bill of what your looking for if you don't mind used.<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yeah, I jumped into an XL7, and Grand Vitara at the Suzuki and found them both cramped, and once realizing that, walked right past the Aerio...  I still think it'd be fun to drive though - 140HP pocket rocket...  Its a shame Suzuki doesn't make bigger cars/trucks, I've personally seen an Ole Suzuki Samurai live to a ripe old age of 343K Miles without a rebuild!  Now THAT is dependability!<P>jb<BR><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000011||JAYGVR4||01-02-2003||09:04 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by TWEAKD4:<BR><B>Have you looked into the Mazda Tribute/Ford Escape.  I have heard that they are actually fun to drive, gets about 20mpg, 200hp V-6, and 4x4.  They had many recalls early in production but I think they have most problems worked out now. It has won many mini-ute contest by auto magazines.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yeah, my family is actually a Ford Family, and I myself have owned a `90 Taurus, `90 Probe V6, and a `94 Mustang GT Conv, and although my family will continue to buy Fords, I've give n up on them since they almost always have issues 2-3 years down the road, and I feel they already have gotten enough moolah outta me...<P>Thanks though,<P>jb<P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||01-02-2003||09:37 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smokindav:<BR><B>Are you set on buying new?  And if so, why?  If you like to piss your money down the drain and take it in the shorts on depreciation, then step right up to the plate!     <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">  And I mean that in the nicest possible way.<P>Buy a used 1997-1998 BMW M3 4-door with the 5-speed auto.  Depreciation - not a factor.  Reliability - very good.  Performance - proven race winner.<P>The car I just described will be replacing my GVR4 next summer.  Anybody want to take out an option to buy my GVR4?     <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>edit: spelling<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000013||JAYGVR4||01-02-2003||09:42 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smokindav:<BR><B>Are you set on buying new?  And if so, why?  If you like to piss your money down the drain and take it in the shorts on depreciation, then step right up to the plate!       <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">  And I mean that in the nicest possible way.<P>Buy a used 1997-1998 BMW M3 4-door with the 5-speed auto.  Depreciation - not a factor.  Reliability - very good.  Performance - proven race winner.<P>The car I just described will be replacing my GVR4 next summer.  Anybody want to take out an option to buy my GVR4?       <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>edit: spelling<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>This is why: &lt;http://members.roadfly.com/jason/m3engines.htm&gt;<P>Didn't think it'd be an issue - figured the chances of getting a bum motor would be slim - till my friend with a used 97 had failed connecting rod issues, and then took 2 months to get through all the hurdles BMW threw at him to get his motor replaced...  Used M3's were high on my list when I was replacing my ole 2G GSX, but part of the reason for replacing the 2G was to not have to worry about Crankwalk, so it didn't make much sense to replace it with another engine failure prone car...<P>Not at all for me...  I want a car that I can just get in and never open the hood on...  Tinkering is what the GVR4 is for - this will be my "dependable" family/company car.  and sure there is major depreciation, but I don't plan on selling whatever I buy for about 5 years, and used or transferred warrantee's from used car's aren't always honored, and I just don't need to deal with such BS is all...<P>jb<P><BR>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"<P>[This message has been edited by JAYGVR4 (edited 01-02-2003).]<p>[This message has been edited by JAYGVR4 (edited 01-02-2003).]||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000014||Jon||01-02-2003||09:45 AM||jon@jgronline.com||If you have kids, the best one to get is the Honda Odyssey.  I have 2 kids and my wife drives a 2002 Odyssey.  <P>What I like/love about the van.<P>You can turn around easily from the front seats.  It isn't a car with a big center console that is great for driving but sucks when you need to turn around and give your kid something.<P>6 drink holders from the front.<BR>1 drink holder per middle seats.<BR>2 drink holders in the back.<P>There is a center console but it folds out of the way when needed.<P>Rear seat folds down flush without having to remove it.  I love this.  Makes it easy to make more room when you need it or open it up when you need the extra seats.<P>Power is nice.  For a van, it moves well.<P>Tranny is a 5 speed automatic.  Turns very low rpms on the interstate to make for a quiet ride.<P>Lots of room.  My wife's last car was a 99 Camry and it is so nice to have more room inside the car.<P>The middle seats come out easily.  You can push one seat towards the middle to make a bench or you can have it separate with a little space between the two seats in the middle.  These seats also slide forwards and backwards like the front seats.<P>Runs on 87 pump gas.  <P>Oil changes are every 15K miles.<P>The paint is pretty good.  We hardly wash it and when we do, the paint still looks new.  <P>Spare tire is located between the middle row and the front seats in the floor.  You don't have to crawl under the car like some other vans to get to the spare.<P><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000015||smokindav||01-02-2003||10:02 AM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<BR><B>   This is why: &lt;http://members.roadfly.com/jason/m3engines.htm&gt;<P>Didn't think it'd be an issue - figured the chances of getting a bum motor would be slim - till my friend with a used 97 had failed connecting rod issues, and then took 2 months to get through all the hurdles BMW threw at him to get his motor replaced...  Used M3's were high on my list when I was replacing my ole 2G GSX, but part of the reason for replacing the 2G was to not have to worry about Crankwalk, so it didn't make much sense to replace it with another engine failure prone car...<P>Not at all for me...  I want a car that I can just get in and never open the hood on...  Tinkering is what the GVR4 is for - this will be my "dependable" family/company car.  and sure there is major depreciation, but I don't plan on selling whatever I buy for about 5 years, and used or transferred warrantee's from used car's aren't always honored, and I just don't need to deal with such BS is all...<P>jb<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>Jay, I have seen that BMW engine failure website and I would like to make a few comments on it.<P>First of all, the engine in the E36 M3s is not failure prone like the engine in the E46 M3s (which are only two-doors btw) and the engine failure problem on the new M3s has been resolved and BMW is stepping up to the plate and fixing engines that have failed.  They have also extended the powertrain warranty on the new M3s out to 6yrs/100k miles to help restore confidence in their products.  While I have faith that the problem is fixed in the new cars, they are so heavy (3400lbs) that I would never really want one.<P>Second, I have never heard of any engine failures in the last generation M3s due to a badly designed engine.  The failures I have heard of are caused by driver error when performing the so-call "Money Shift" which is when you are trying to go from 4th to 5th gear and stick it in  3rd by mistake.  This is what Todd Day (founder of <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org)" TARGET=_blank>www.dsm.org)</A>  did a few years ago in a friends E36 M3 at Phoenix.  Threw a rod right out the side of the block if I remember correctly.  This "Money Shift" won't be an issue since you stipulated that you want an automatic transmission.<P>I just wanted to make sure you had your facts straight on the M3s.  Good luck with your decision.  <P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>P.S. Ask your friend if he missed a shift before his engine blew.  I'd be interested in hearing the answer.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||64.6.85.145||reg||1
Z||000016||JAYGVR4||01-02-2003||10:29 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smokindav:<BR><B> <BR>Jay, I have seen that BMW engine failure website and I would like to make a few comments on it.<P>First of all, the engine in the E36 M3s is not failure prone like the engine in the E46 M3s (which are only two-doors btw) and the engine failure problem on the new M3s has been resolved and BMW is stepping up to the plate and fixing engines that have failed.  They have also extended the powertrain warranty on the new M3s out to 6yrs/100k miles to help restore confidence in their products.  While I have faith that the problem is fixed in the new cars, they are so heavy (3400lbs) that I would never really want one.<P>Second, I have never heard of any engine failures in the last generation M3s due to a badly designed engine.  The failures I have heard of are caused by driver error when performing the so-call "Money Shift" which is when you are trying to go from 4th to 5th gear and stick it in  3rd by mistake.  This is what Todd Day (founder of <A HREF="http://www.dsm.org)" TARGET=_blank>www.dsm.org)</A>  did a few years ago in a friends E36 M3 at Phoenix.  Threw a rod right out the side of the block if I remember correctly.  This "Money Shift" won't be an issue since you stipulated that you want an automatic transmission.<P>I just wanted to make sure you had your facts straight on the M3s.  Good luck with your decision.  <P>Later,<BR>Dave Flaherty<P>P.S. Ask your friend if he missed a shift before his engine blew.  I'd be interested in hearing the answer.<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>My bud Claudio actually had the failure while cruising(cruise control) at 75mph on the highway, which is why he was so pissed - considering he does usually drive as aggro as the everyday enthusiast...  <P>Posts like these are not common, but not unusual either(from the engine failure site):<P>"Message Title: Actually my engine was replaced Also. <BR>Posted by: DaveA on 2001-10-31 at 15:06:26<BR>(posted from: Host: cc1057961-a.etntwn1.nj.home.com IP: 65.15.22.133) <P>Message: <P>To the guy who said he obviously over revved. I had about 6500 miles on my car, never been driven hard and never overrevved. I was driving along the NJ turnpike and all of a sudden a loud CLANKING noise came out from under my hood. I had it brought into BMW, and they replaced my entire engine. I was never told the root cause but something went wrong with a bearing and one of the cylinders. <P>Eitherway, maybe his case was different, but my engine went bad for no reason what so ever. <P>-DaveA <BR>'01 X5 4.4i T. Silver <BR>'01 M3 Carbon Black "<P>So my point is that there doesn't need to be any hard driving to cause the failure, the bottom line is that there was a flaw in the design - oiling via rod bearings perhaps...<P>BTW: didn't know that the 4 door M3's had different motors, may look into that in the future...  Thanks for all the info!<P>jb<P><BR>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"<p>[This message has been edited by JAYGVR4 (edited 01-02-2003).]||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000017||Johnny Bravo||01-02-2003||12:31 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||The Jeep Liberty is not roomy inside at all.  My best friend's gf just got one about 2mos ago & I was really disappointed in how cramped it is.  Very nice looking inside & out...built well...but man was it cramped.  I'd say look into the Legacy GT wagon since it's good looking & will have more headroom (and room in general) than the sedan.  The Audi A4 Avant's are also pretty nice.  May still be able to find some older body styles on the new market (unsold) which may be in the same price range, but not sure.<P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000018||JAYGVR4||01-02-2003||02:04 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<BR><B>The Jeep Liberty is not roomy inside at all.  My best friend's gf just got one about 2mos ago & I was really disappointed in how cramped it is.  Very nice looking inside & out...built well...but man was it cramped.  I'd say look into the Legacy GT wagon since it's good looking & will have more headroom (and room in general) than the sedan.  The Audi A4 Avant's are also pretty nice.  May still be able to find some older body styles on the new market (unsold) which may be in the same price range, but not sure.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yeah there's one in my office buildings parking lot - not anyone from my company though - and I thought it looked kinda cramped from the outside.  Its very verticle in its "roominess."  I'm not going to bother looking at the Audi's since they are out of my pricerange of no more than $26K.  Not to mention the maintenance costs are ridiculous...  My old boss had an A4 avante and it was nice, but the back seat was pretty cramped and very upright.<P>Thanks,<P>jb<P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000019||MPREZYAVR4||01-02-2003||02:30 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||@$26k-28k I think can get you into a G35 sedan if you want to consider that also. <BR>I think the GT wagon would probalby be your best bet or heck if you wanted to be different you can see about geting a Baja. Some dealers may be discounting them out there as they seem to be a major niche vehicle and aren't as quick to move.<P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||207.220.129.43||reg||1
Z||000020||JAYGVR4||01-02-2003||04:12 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B>@$26k-28k I think can get you into a G35 sedan if you want to consider that also. <BR>I think the GT wagon would probalby be your best bet or heck if you wanted to be different you can see about geting a Baja. Some dealers may be discounting them out there as they seem to be a major niche vehicle and aren't as quick to move.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>G35 is definately a nice car - but no AWD or 4WD...  If I was considering that, I'd just get the fully loaded Altima for $24K...  And the Baja is in the pricerange, but I don't find that tiny bed at all useful and it only comes with the H4 motor...<P>jb<P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000021||MPREZYAVR4||01-02-2003||05:22 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Get it and turbo it  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> . The 2.5 is reliable on boost if tuned right and they are SOOOO easy to turbo also (sorry I miss when I had my impreza turboed). Also on a side note the forester turbo will be coming out in the next year as the turbo legacy in the next 18 months give or take.<P><BR>Have you checked the volvos though as if your definetly stuck on having AWD then the Legacy wagons, Volvo wagons and Audi are about the only ones to consider other than the Passat 4 motion I believe comes in a wagon also. Otherwise it's minivan time. <BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||207.220.129.43||reg||1
Z||000022||smokindav||01-02-2003||05:52 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Dang it, my post got lost.  The short version - 1995-1999 M3s (two or four-door) don't have an engine failure problem like the 2001+ M3s did - different engine, not the same.  The BMW engine failure site that we have been talking about is for the E46, aka 3rd generation, aka 2001-present model year M3.  <P>I wonder why your buddies engine blew?  Does he know?<P>Dave Flaherty<p>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 01-02-2003).]||64.6.85.160||reg||1
Z||000023||GVR4458||01-02-2003||06:35 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||My two cents:<P>Go Tribute.  Remember, it's not just a Ford.  It was actually developed with those overseas folks, so it shouldn't be as unreliable as predicted.  My in-laws have one (Ford Escape) and it is pretty nice.  They've had it for almost 1 year with no real problems (ignition switch recall).  They actually picked up a Canadian model with a rather hefty discount (under $24k).<P>These things are really roomy.  They have a low step-in height but keep the SUV overall height (less ground clearance means BIG head room).  When my 6'3 father-in-law sits in the car, he has several inches over his head (no sunroof).  The back seat is really easy to get in an out of to get my toddler situated.<P>The engine is strong enough for almost anyone and the gearing is pretty friendly (even up inclines).  My 5'2 mother-in-law will not drive our pathfinder, but thinks her Escape is great.  It really rides like a car.  If it wasn't for the shorter length (and less cargo room), I would trade in my 01 Pathfinder for one of these.  With kids, a sedan (my 95 A6) just doesn't seem to work for us.  Just take a look at these before committing to something like a Santa Fe.<P>EH<P>------------------<BR>||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000024||MattC||01-02-2003||07:18 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||Go with a WRX wagon.  Base priced at $23,500, its in your range.  Its got the trunk space to fit all your crap, 4-doors to service the kid, and a kick ass motor.<P>Hey MPREZYAVR4,<P>You've got an Impreza and a GVR4?  Well that makes two of us, as of saturday.  I drive a MY99 Rally Blue 2.5RS modded to hell, and am in the process of buying Wesley LaRiviere's MY91 GVR4.<P>Cheers,<P>MattC<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1
Z||000025||MPREZYAVR4||01-02-2003||08:41 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Yeah I'm the same MPREZYA on NASIOC. There's actually like 5 or 6 of us floating around on here. <P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.35.202.87||reg||1
Z||000026||Gvr4-330||01-02-2003||11:21 PM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||Hey, another suggestion.  It's based on the Honda Oddessey chassis too.  The Honda Pilot.  SUV but based on the minivan.<P>Rob<P>------------------<BR>||68.100.46.60||reg||1
Z||000027||Ian M||01-03-2003||12:24 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<BR><B>The Jeep Liberty is not roomy inside at all.  My best friend's gf just got one about 2mos ago & I was really disappointed in how cramped it is.  Very nice looking inside & out...built well...but man was it cramped.  I'd say look into the Legacy GT wagon since it's good looking & will have more headroom (and room in general) than the sedan.  The Audi A4 Avant's are also pretty nice.  May still be able to find some older body styles on the new market (unsold) which may be in the same price range, but not sure.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P> Not to mention how the Liberty resembles a Diahatsu (sp?) Rocky...   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 01-03-2003).]||129.71.114.229||reg||1
Z||000028||JAYGVR4||01-03-2003||08:07 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Jon:<BR><B>If you have kids, the best one to get is the Honda Odyssey.  I have 2 kids and my wife drives a 2002 Odyssey.  <P>What I like/love about the van.<P>You can turn around easily from the front seats.  It isn't a car with a big center console that is great for driving but sucks when you need to turn around and give your kid something.<P>6 drink holders from the front.<BR>1 drink holder per middle seats.<BR>2 drink holders in the back.<P>There is a center console but it folds out of the way when needed.<P>Rear seat folds down flush without having to remove it.  I love this.  Makes it easy to make more room when you need it or open it up when you need the extra seats.<P>Power is nice.  For a van, it moves well.<P>Tranny is a 5 speed automatic.  Turns very low rpms on the interstate to make for a quiet ride.<P>Lots of room.  My wife's last car was a 99 Camry and it is so nice to have more room inside the car.<P>The middle seats come out easily.  You can push one seat towards the middle to make a bench or you can have it separate with a little space between the two seats in the middle.  These seats also slide forwards and backwards like the front seats.<P>Runs on 87 pump gas.  <P>Oil changes are every 15K miles.<P>The paint is pretty good.  We hardly wash it and when we do, the paint still looks new.  <P>Spare tire is located between the middle row and the front seats in the floor.  You don't have to crawl under the car like some other vans to get to the spare.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I did find the Odessey pretty amazing nd versitile, but since we're believer's in getting the most car for our money, we won't drop $25K just to get the bottom trim levels of the vehicle...  We are actually considering this for our future family needs though.  For now, I just need something fairly nice to haul clients around in...  <P>Thanks for the info though - didn't know about the spare and the center seats even looking at it at the car show!<P>jb<P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000029||JAYGVR4||01-03-2003||08:09 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<BR><B>The Jeep Liberty is not roomy inside at all.  My best friend's gf just got one about 2mos ago & I was really disappointed in how cramped it is.  Very nice looking inside & out...built well...but man was it cramped.  I'd say look into the Legacy GT wagon since it's good looking & will have more headroom (and room in general) than the sedan.  The Audi A4 Avant's are also pretty nice.  May still be able to find some older body styles on the new market (unsold) which may be in the same price range, but not sure.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I will have to look at the Legacy Wagon, since they only had the sedan at the autoshow...  I'm betting that it does have more headroom since it was the rearward slope of the headliner that was buggin me - and I'm only 5'11"<P>jb<BR><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000030||JAYGVR4||01-03-2003||08:15 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B>Get it and turbo it   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> . The 2.5 is reliable on boost if tuned right and they are SOOOO easy to turbo also (sorry I miss when I had my impreza turboed). Also on a side note the forester turbo will be coming out in the next year as the turbo legacy in the next 18 months give or take.<P><BR>Have you checked the volvos though as if your definetly stuck on having AWD then the Legacy wagons, Volvo wagons and Audi are about the only ones to consider other than the Passat 4 motion I believe comes in a wagon also. Otherwise it's minivan time. <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>=)  hehe, yeah this will not be a car I'll be tinkering with, so its essential that it have whatever power it has from the factory...  I heard that the turbo Legacy B4 was coming out in about 2005 but I didn't hear about any turbo Forrester comin out!  That may bump any future idea's of getting a minivan!  and yes we did look at Vulva's, and we did like the new Volvo SUV that came out, but we'd have to wait about a year or two for all the bugs to get worked out as well as for them to come down in price as a used car for us to be able to afford one...  They start at $34K....<P>jb<P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000031||JAYGVR4||01-03-2003||08:19 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smokindav:<BR><B>Dang it, my post got lost.  The short version - 1995-1999 M3s (two or four-door) don't have an engine failure problem like the 2001+ M3s did - different engine, not the same.  The BMW engine failure site that we have been talking about is for the E46, aka 3rd generation, aka 2001-present model year M3.  <P>I wonder why your buddies engine blew?  Does he know?<P>Dave Flaherty<P>[This message has been edited by smokindav (edited 01-02-2003).]</B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>My bud never kept the car long enough to find out why it failed, but after he talked with some Bimmer Mech's, they were thinking he had some kind of oiling issues but whatever - he unloaded the car and got a Mark IV Supra Turbo, so needless to say he's happy...  I appreciate all the info for future reference, but I'm not getting an M3...<P>jb<P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000032||JAYGVR4||01-03-2003||08:30 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4458:<BR><B>My two cents:<P>Go Tribute.  Remember, it's not just a Ford.  It was actually developed with those overseas folks, so it shouldn't be as unreliable as predicted.  My in-laws have one (Ford Escape) and it is pretty nice.  They've had it for almost 1 year with no real problems (ignition switch recall).  They actually picked up a Canadian model with a rather hefty discount (under $24k).<P>These things are really roomy.  They have a low step-in height but keep the SUV overall height (less ground clearance means BIG head room).  When my 6'3 father-in-law sits in the car, he has several inches over his head (no sunroof).  The back seat is really easy to get in an out of to get my toddler situated.<P>The engine is strong enough for almost anyone and the gearing is pretty friendly (even up inclines).  My 5'2 mother-in-law will not drive our pathfinder, but thinks her Escape is great.  It really rides like a car.  If it wasn't for the shorter length (and less cargo room), I would trade in my 01 Pathfinder for one of these.  With kids, a sedan (my 95 A6) just doesn't seem to work for us.  Just take a look at these before committing to something like a Santa Fe.<P>EH<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Well, I looked at one this morning that a coworker has, and I dunno, I just don't like it...  For the $25K of the loaded Escape you could practically own an Explorer...  We just didn't like it enough as compared to the Santa Fe's cargo room, general roominess, and warranty to pick this one over the Santa Fe...  What do you mean by the way with your comment of "something like a Santa Fe?"  Is there something that we're not hearing right about this vehicle?  I still haven't heard any compelling reason to get something other than this one.  What am I missing here?  The price is right, owners likem, and the warranty beats many of the others out there.  Whats not to like?<P>Some new info I just dug up.  Insurance Institute for Highway Safety ranked Santa Fe # 1 among 12 small suv's (S.F. ranked good, RAV4 acceptable, Escape marginal). IIHS test is tougher than govt test. Cars hit offset at 40 mph, as opposed to head-on into wall. <P>Didn't like the RAV4's interior enough but that is the nail in the coffin for the Escape...  and put the Santa Fe higher on the list.<P>jb<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000033||JAYGVR4||01-03-2003||08:33 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MattC:<BR><B>Go with a WRX wagon.  Base priced at $23,500, its in your range.  Its got the trunk space to fit all your crap, 4-doors to service the kid, and a kick ass motor.<P>Hey MPREZYAVR4,<P>You've got an Impreza and a GVR4?  Well that makes two of us, as of saturday.  I drive a MY99 Rally Blue 2.5RS modded to hell, and am in the process of buying Wesley LaRiviere's MY91 GVR4.<P>Cheers,<P>MattC<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yes yes yes as much as we all - well most of us - like the WRX, it is NOT a good car for carting around potential Home Buyers...  Remember, I need something with a decent ammount of rear leg room and as desperately as I would like it to, the WRX doesn't have this...  Neither will the Lancer EVO when it comes out, since we sat in one at the show as well - OZ Rally, NOT an EVO, but I'm sure they are the same dimensionally on the interior.  I didn't realize how small they really were...<P>jb<P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000034||JAYGVR4||01-03-2003||08:42 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<BR><B>Hey, another suggestion.  It's based on the Honda Oddessey chassis too.  The Honda Pilot.  SUV but based on the minivan.<P>Rob<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Pilot was very nice, and stylish!  but they start at $27K, which for one is out of the pricerange, and will violate our rule of getting the most car for our money...  We looked and were really excited for the new Honda Element as well, cus the loaded one was only $24K locally - actually saw the first one in the Washington area.  It comes with a 160HP motor and AWD, but to be honest, its pretty hard to get over the Bulldoggish look of it.  The whole thing is pretty freakin modular, but at the same time, not that roomy or comfy to sit in, but who knows, we may still put it in the running for shock value and price.  Its definately geared towards teens with ridgid lightweight seats that are waterproof as well as a completely waterproof floor.  As a techie though I still like to live by the rule of not buying version 1.0 of anything, let alone $25K worth of any car - translation, wait till all the bugs(recalls) get worked out before buying...<P>jb<P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000035||blacksheep||01-03-2003||04:29 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Kia Sorento<P>No one mentioned this, maybe its a POS, I dunno. It looks good and seems to ride nice. Its basically a ford. You get 10 yr/100,000 mile warranty. Re-sale of Kia's are getting better. Insurance should be cheap, gas mileage would be so-so. About 21K loaded..I also like the way the honda element looks and its features -in an armored truck kinda way  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>The girlfriend and I bought a 2003 Ford Focus zx3 HB 3 weeks ago. 3 days ago, we got t-boned (our fault, though - she was driving). I would recommend not buying it coz I was apalled at the damage done to it. About $4800 worth damage, progressive will not total it out...damn it ! <P>The grand-am that whacked us had 2 gouges in the bumper from where it hit the front rim - thats it. The focus on the other had looked pathetic - whole front end will need some serious working...<P>Sorry, had to vent !<P>------------------<BR>1992 Galant VR4 - Project Blacksheep!<BR>1994 full-size blazer - hick-mobile/ hauler <BR>1998 Buell S1 White-Lightning||207.108.41.190||reg||1
Z||000036||MPREZYAVR4||01-03-2003||05:21 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||There is also the Toyota Highlander which should be close to the size your looking for.<BR>(probably like $30k knowing toyota)<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.183.212||reg||1
Z||000037||JAYGVR4||01-05-2003||07:10 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by blacksheep:<BR><B>Kia Sorento<P>No one mentioned this, maybe its a POS, I dunno. It looks good and seems to ride nice. Its basically a ford. You get 10 yr/100,000 mile warranty. Re-sale of Kia's are getting better. Insurance should be cheap, gas mileage would be so-so. About 21K loaded..I also like the way the honda element looks and its features -in an armored truck kinda way   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>The girlfriend and I bought a 2003 Ford Focus zx3 HB 3 weeks ago. 3 days ago, we got t-boned (our fault, though - she was driving). I would recommend not buying it coz I was apalled at the damage done to it. About $4800 worth damage, progressive will not total it out...damn it ! <P>The grand-am that whacked us had 2 gouges in the bumper from where it hit the front rim - thats it. The focus on the other had looked pathetic - whole front end will need some serious working...<P>Sorry, had to vent !<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Actually KC this is on my list as well...  I did put it one place under the Santa Fe since it has a live axle as opposed to the IRS - independent rear suspension of the SF...  However, the Sorento does have more HP and looks that rival(or copy) the Acura MDX...  We'll see how truck like the ride is on the Sorento as opposed to the Santa Fe and probably pick between the two...<P>THanks,<P>jb<P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||209.244.86.68||reg||1
Z||000038||JAYGVR4||01-05-2003||07:14 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B>There is also the Toyota Highlander which should be close to the size your looking for.<BR>(probably like $30k knowing toyota)<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Well over our limit of $26K...  Not even an option considering we're hoping to drive off the lot with the total cost of financing/tax/tags/bend over for the dealer fee's equaling no more than $30K total...<P>jb<P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||209.244.86.68||reg||1
Z||000039||GVR1643||01-07-2003||09:40 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||FWIW - a friend here in town just had his motor blow on his Tribute. He was pulling a tiny uhaul trailer and it down shifted on an incline on the highway and then threw up all over the road!  6K miles before warranty was up too.  New motor is being put in and they are going to sell it.  Said it's just been o.k., with several small nuances to endure.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.189||reg||1
Z||000040||RayH||01-07-2003||11:05 AM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||It's too bad Mitsubishi stopped selling the Expo in the US.  I've got a 94 Expo SP 5-speed and it can haul quite a bit of stuff when you need it to.  Unfortunately I wasn't able to find a used one with AWD.<P>Still waiting for someone to try an Expo 2.0L turbo swap.<P>------------------<BR>||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000041||GVR4458||01-09-2003||11:40 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||My next 2 cents:<BR>If a wagon suits your needs, I'd look for a used Audi A6 avant or an allroad.  Although these used vehicles can be around $24k (allroads are more like $30), they will be way nicer and have better value than a santa fe (which seems where you may be heading) or almost anything else you are considering.  European luxury cars (wagons) are definitely put together better than a new "standard" car - my 95 A6 (70k miles) is nearly as solid as my wife's 01 pathfinder 10k mi).<P>Of course you could look for a used 01+ Pathfinder or an Infinity QX4).  Plenty of cargo space but the back seats are a bit tighter than I like.  Power is good (240hp/265ftlbs) and the tranny does a decent job at coping with my "spirited" driving.  Gas mileage is right about 17 mpg city this time of year (maybe 18 in the summer) with the remote starter being used frequently.  I've seen these (Pathfinders) for as low as $23k for good vehicles.  The LE's came with the nice on the fly switch for the AWD engagement (the SE's used the old yank lever).  I'd put my PF against a new Santa Fe anyday.<P>Remember, you get what you pay for.<P>------------------<BR>||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000042||JAYGVR4||01-09-2003||12:29 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4458:<BR><B>My next 2 cents:<BR>If a wagon suits your needs, I'd look for a used Audi A6 avant or an allroad.  Although these used vehicles can be around $24k (allroads are more like $30), they will be way nicer and have better value than a santa fe (which seems where you may be heading) or almost anything else you are considering.  European luxury cars (wagons) are definitely put together better than a new "standard" car - my 95 A6 (70k miles) is nearly as solid as my wife's 01 pathfinder 10k mi).<P>Of course you could look for a used 01+ Pathfinder or an Infinity QX4).  Plenty of cargo space but the back seats are a bit tighter than I like.  Power is good (240hp/265ftlbs) and the tranny does a decent job at coping with my "spirited" driving.  Gas mileage is right about 17 mpg city this time of year (maybe 18 in the summer) with the remote starter being used frequently.  I've seen these (Pathfinders) for as low as $23k for good vehicles.  The LE's came with the nice on the fly switch for the AWD engagement (the SE's used the old yank lever).  I'd put my PF against a new Santa Fe anyday.<P>Remember, you get what you pay for.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>How much are the luxury maintenance costs on that Audi though?  Keep in mind I'll probably not tinker with whatever car I get and only bring it to the dealer for service.  I don't want to have to lift the hood on this car with maybe the exception of to clean it...  We looked into the Nissan SUV's and they just weren't as roomy feeling.  Getting in and out of them wasn't that great either.  Keep in mind this will be a car/truck to dive clients around in, so its gotta be easy for lil ole ladies or gentlemen to get in and out of.  I'd like a bit more than 17MPG too.<P>Thanks for the feedback!<P>jb<P><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001398.cgi
A||||4||sleeper||rally question||||1||
Z||000000||sleeper||01-01-2003||02:11 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Watching the rally reruns on Speedchannel and noticed that when a car finishes the stage the driver always reaches to the center console.<BR>What's there?<BR>Seems like they turn something off.<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||66.136.185.206||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||01-01-2003||07:38 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I believe it is the started/kill switch. Most times they stop after a stage to take their helmets off and prepare for transit to service or next stage.<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.183.4||reg||1
Z||000002||sleeper||01-01-2003||09:40 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I'm sure it's something else because the car is still rolling when they reach down there.<P><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.66.61.252||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||01-01-2003||11:01 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Only 2 other things I could think it would be without looking off hand is either the anti-lag or the trip logger.<P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.183.154||reg||1
Z||000004||beavis||01-05-2003||12:40 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||they could be shutting down any number of things from lights to water sprayers or they could be putting the ecu in a transit mode.  i know they can change the ecu to limp mode when the crap hits the fan.<P>------------------<BR>||198.81.26.143||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001399.cgi
A||||3||evol||LOW Compression||||1||
Z||000000||evol||01-02-2003||12:43 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||I finally had everything put ack together on #333 and got about 25 psi out of all 4 cyliners. Beautiful. I am having the head checked out to make srue it's o.k. and whatever is wrong there fixed. <P>My main question is wether or not to use some kind of additional sealant on the 4 layer mitsu head gasket? The guy who's helping me out said something about possibly using copper sealant. I've also seen teflon-coated head gaskets before. Has anyone else had this problem?<P>After over a year ($$$$$$) my gvr4 is judt about ready to be back on the street. I hope it never breaks again. I don't like driving minivans   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif">.<P>Oh yeah--snow in STL-- Lucky I don't have my car right now or I'd probably wreck it being a retard!<P>------------------<BR>evol<BR>#333/2000<p>[This message has been edited by evol (edited 01-02-2003).]||172.142.165.126||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||01-02-2003||03:20 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Did you try putting a little oil in each cylinder before you did the test? On a fresh motor, without the rings broken in yet, and without any oil on the rings to take up the gap, I would imagine the compression would test low. On my car, when I replaced the rod bearings, just me shoving the pistons up out of the way to install the new bearings was enough to scrape off enough oil to make the compression so low it would start! A little oil, and all 4 were up to 150, and it fired right up.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.214.18||reg||1
Z||000002||evol||01-03-2003||12:45 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Actually, the head is new and the bottom end is still stock, 88k miles. It's just that I was talking to the guy working on my ride, and I wasn't really paying attention to him 100% but I remember him saying something about copper sealant and metal head gaskets being tricky to seal, just wondering if anyone else had any suggestions?<P>------------------<BR>evol<BR>#333/2000<BR>Feb 1 At the latest.<p>[This message has been edited by evol (edited 01-03-2003).]||172.158.211.236||reg||1
Z||000003||evol||01-05-2003||03:58 PM||racemygvr4@aol.com||Anyone, anyone?<P>------------------<BR>evol<BR>#333/2000<BR>Feb 1 At the latest.||24.207.250.27||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001400.cgi
A||||8||GVR1643||DNR letter||||1||
Z||000000||GVR1643||01-02-2003||01:59 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Had to post this since I laughed my ass off: <BR>Wife handed me a letter from the Iowa DNR.  It stated that someone had reported my car to the smoking vehicle hotline - I didn't know there was such a thing!  :-o<BR>Now my old 185k mile motor smokes under initial WOT, especially when cold (bug killer), but it's brief - maybe 1/2 second and then just barely after that, but damn.  I must have laid down the smoke screen on someone from the intersection practicing my launch! :-P  BTW - the hotline number is 1-866-TAILPIPE.  <BR>Didn't know I was driving a Cheech & Chong mobile!  Anyway - I was amused...<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 01-02-2003).]||167.142.22.229||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||01-02-2003||05:08 PM||||This may sound funny-but it's not.  Being encouraged to inform on your neighbors is not a good thing. Things like this head us further towards a socialist state. <P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||01-02-2003||05:54 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Oh, trust me, I was only laughing at the shock of it!  It's not like I'm driving a smoking beast that pours out smoke - as in the metro buses or all of the delivery trucks and diesels running around.  I just absolutely couldn't believe that my tax dollars went to something like this and that there was someone on the road that even knew a damn number to call!  They must have been the one who came up with the freakin' idea.<BR>Edit: ranting causes bad spelling :-/<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 01-02-2003).]||167.142.21.222||reg||1
Z||000003||Ian M||01-03-2003||12:30 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Damn,thats crazy! So what happens now?<P>------------------<BR>||129.71.114.229||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||01-03-2003||09:13 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Nothing actually.  It's all a volunteer program.  I can fill out the "survery" car if I'd like :-)<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.169||reg||1
Z||000005||Proud Galant Driver||01-06-2003||02:05 AM||hard_core_cheater@yahoo.com||a volunteer program? who actually cares about something like that? too much time on there hands.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant<BR>2 12" MTX Subs<BR>Cherry Bomb<BR>Removed Resignator & Cat||207.190.66.154||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||01-06-2003||11:15 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Proud Galant Driver:<BR><B>a volunteer program? who actually cares about something like that? too much time on there hands.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Your kidding right? Every heard of Green Peace.<P>If groups like them had it their way we would be all riding pedal bikes and eating leaves.<P>Harry<P><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||66.47.20.105||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||01-06-2003||11:25 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||If all I ate was beans and leaves and rode a bike, they'd still be bitching what's coming out of my tailpipe! :-P<P>Honestly, I understand and do care about the enviornment (it's the only one we have), but this was just a little bit overboard though - o.k. a LOT overboard!  <BR>I should send the card back and tell them if they weren't driving the Geo Metro, they wouldn't have to be behind me all the time!<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)<p>[This message has been edited by GVR1643 (edited 01-06-2003).]||167.142.21.187||reg||1
Z||000008||iceman69510||01-06-2003||03:16 PM||||The California Air Resources board is the epitome of bureaucracy run wild.  New cars in California actually clean the air, emitting lower levels of pollutants than they take in...but California keeps writing new laws to keeps the employees in their jobs.  <P>The law of diminishing returns was exceeded long ago on new vehicle emissions.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001401.cgi
A||||3||drewgvr4||ECM wanted||||1||
Z||000000||drewgvr4||01-02-2003||04:33 PM||asfoste@ilstu.edu||sorry ifi am posting this in the wrong place i didnt know what a GVR4  was to weeks ago. i liked wha ti saw so i bought one two days ago. i need a ECM   pronto  i need to get the car out of this girls garage!.  any help would be great thanks -DRew<P>------------------<BR>||63.21.17.105||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||01-02-2003||05:08 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Congrats on the car.<BR>check out the ff posts:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum1/HTML/000341.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum1/HTML/000341.html</A> <BR> <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum1/HTML/000276.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum1/HTML/000276.html</A> <P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-02-2003||05:16 PM||||check your illinois state email address.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4458||01-02-2003||06:46 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Are you still needing an ECU?  Are you in Normal or off on break?  Drop me a line if you're still in need.<P>EH<BR>gvr4turbo@yahoo.com<P>------------------<BR>||57.68.25.58||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001402.cgi
A||||2||Hertz||RRE Website||||5||
Z||000000||Hertz||01-03-2003||02:20 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Okay, I'm confused.  What's the difference between:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.roadraceengineering.com</A> <BR>and<BR> <A HREF="http://www.road-race.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.road-race.com</A> ?<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.181.6||reg||5
Z||000001||DSSA||01-03-2003||08:31 AM||dsmdealer1@aol.com||I think this pretty much sums it up:<P>Shop News:<P> As you can see, we're working on an all-new web site. Central to the new site is a searchable databased catalog. Coming soon will be the ability to order online, and check your order status online.<P> <BR><P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000002||Hertz||01-03-2003||04:48 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Yes, but the page is copyright 2001.  I don't think they're working on it.  Oh well.  I've always used the roadraceengineering URL -- managed to stumble across the road-race one while googling.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.190.171||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001403.cgi
A||||0||CKA||How much HP will this con rod hold??||||1||
Z||000000||CKA||01-03-2003||04:36 AM||cka@globaldialog.com|| <A HREF="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=27548" TARGET=_blank>www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=27548</A> <P>I'd post it here, but have yet to figure out the settings for the ftp program to upload pic to my ISP. <P>------------------<BR>||66.84.245.98||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001405.cgi
A||||0||GVR1643||Congrats USC||||14||
Z||000000||GVR1643||01-03-2003||09:25 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Hey just a congrats to you SoCal guys out there.  Nice game whipping our Iowa boys last night...Seriously though good game (even though I'm an Iowa State Fan :-)<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha MAF, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.169||reg||14




ubb/Forum3/001406.cgi
A||||1||Butterdogg||thanks you all! SOld the galant||||1||
Z||000000||Butterdogg||01-03-2003||11:09 AM||||someone offer me good money for my galant, so I sold it on the spot. thanks for you guys, I enjoy reading all the post. Learn more about stuff then my 4 years at college! lol<P>I got some stuff for sale left in the shop that are in the sale section if you guys are interested. <BR>I am going to be ricer now.... here I come Vtec pWR!! lol <P>Eddie <BR>634/2000-----SOLD<P>------------------<BR>634/2000 Galant vr4---16G, front mount, exhaust... blah blah- Daily Driver.<p>[This message has been edited by Butterdogg (edited 01-03-2003).]||139.55.36.51||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||01-03-2003||11:20 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Goodluck!<BR>I'm sure you are going to miss it.<BR>By the way I responded to your for sale post.<BR>What is your e-mail address?<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||64.157.74.114||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001407.cgi
A||||1||Romanova||Waterpump gasket part number||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||01-03-2003||01:23 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Anyone got it? Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||01-03-2003||04:32 PM||||MD169859.<P>Anyone.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001408.cgi
A||||6||ken inn||hosed by paypal and eigen engineering||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||01-04-2003||10:54 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have just been hosed by paypal and eigen engineering.  this is a lesson, and will save some of you from losing money like i did.  i bought a jdm trans from eigen engineering, city of industry, calif.  supposedly, they gave me a 90 day warranty, which they have since denied giving.  they also sent me the wrong trans.  i had to pay thru paypal, and i filed a dispute with paypal, which has been denied.  this is the third dispute i have had with paypal, the second that has been denied.  you have no recourse, paypal does what they want.  searching the internet, there are a lot of horror stories about paypal, and i am in the process of closing the account.  once you allow them access to your account, they can go in an pull money out at will, you can dispute it, but even if you win, it will be weeks before you get your money back.  in this case, they clearly sent me the wrong trans, lied about a 90 day warranty, but paypal refuses to acknowledge this.  <BR>     the second part is the transmission.  some of you out there will be looking at this way to get another trans.  beware, because some of the transmissions coming over have different ratios, and if you install them, it will destroy itself, and possibly cause you to wreck the car.  i got a lot of information, thankfully, from jon teeter and mike at rre.  basically, the trans part number, STAMPED ON THE BELL HOUSING, is W5M332-THEN, AND THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT-there will be 4 letters, which is the code for the ratios.  the trans on my car is NQNK, the one i got was WQNK.  if it starts with an 'N',  that is the correct ratio for our cars.  if it starts with "W" it is wrong.  however, even this information may not help, because i went back and pulled the ad, and it clearly states that the trans i was buying was in fact an NQNK, but what was sent was a WQNK.  internally, the final drive is different, and hopefully, when scott evans gets here, he can change out the final drive, and possibly the bell housing, and get it to work.  <BR>     i had such good luck with the jdm motor, i thought, what the hey, get a trans, too.  and, although i wanted a tre trans, i did not want to ship out the trans, it is a real hassle.  i have heard that tre has lost 5 transmissions to fedex and ups.  so, beware of using paypal, and beware of eigen engineering.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||01-04-2003||11:38 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Damn Ken I was about to get the JDM front bumper stuff they had on there and almost had it (someone swiped it from me getting it twice). They have a JDM hood I was trying to get and luckily they are semi-local but now I don't think I'll go with them.<BR>Rich<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.35.31.191||reg||1
Z||000002||keydiver||01-04-2003||12:23 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||You seem to have all the bad luck Ken! And they aren't even in Florida. Do you have an email address for them? I feel like abusing somebody! Just to let them know that there name is crap on the GVR-4 boards.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.220.163||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||01-04-2003||03:05 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MPREZYAVR4:<BR><B>Damn Ken I was about to get the JDM front bumper stuff they had on there and almost had it (someone swiped it from me getting it twice). They have a JDM hood I was trying to get and luckily they are semi-local but now I don't think I'll go with them.<BR>Rich<P>i think it would be ok if you could go there and actually see what you are getting, then pay them.  but, dont expect a warranty.  the other issue is paypal, they flat dont do the right thing.<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||01-04-2003||06:36 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||<I>In God we trust... all others pay cash.</I>||67.36.179.197||reg||1
Z||000005||Nate||01-04-2003||10:25 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||Just to let you know, there *is* a way to cover your ass when using paypal.  Just use a credit card instead of your bank account to pay for things.  This has saved me a few hundred bucks in the past, though I'm sure Paypal wasn't too happy with me considering they had to eat the $600+ amount of the dispute.<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||VR-4play||01-05-2003||10:37 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||i was going to get a jdm fmic from eigen. i didn't know that you had to use pay pal with them, i just assumed they took credit card orders. oh well, i guess i will find an fmic somewhere else now. thanks for the info ken.<P>------------------<BR>||67.75.131.234||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001409.cgi
A||||1||04DrBlur||Which Pocketlogger program...||||1||
Z||000000||04DrBlur||01-04-2003||04:40 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Alright guys just wanting a few opinions before buying a pocketlogger program. I already have a Palm and the cable..  <BR>  The question is this.  Digital Tuning wont sell their software without the cable. $155.<BR>I dont need the cable but like the program.<BR>  The Tunerstein program I can get for $85 for just the software.  Which is all I need.  However after looking at both options it appears the Tunerstein program does not log Coolant temp, air temp, air volume,(all important to me) battery, barometer, and accel enrichment (not so important to me).<BR>  Has anyone used both programs and felt one was better than the other?  Thanks for any help.  <P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||68.21.137.32||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-04-2003||04:58 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i have pocketlogger, and i have never used those.  i could easily tune the car without them.  but, the pocketlogger support group has been very useful.<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001410.cgi
A||||0||howard_GVR4||GVR4 sighting in NYC||||1||
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||01-04-2003||11:28 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/4g63/lst?&.dir=/misc" TARGET=_blank>http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/4g63/lst?&.dir=/misc</A> <P>Found this one while walking through Queens, with NC plates, anyone claim it?<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001411.cgi
A||||0||Ferrari F50 GT||Funny||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||01-05-2003||05:49 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com|| <A HREF="http://videos.sdstreetracing.com/John_in_Prelude.mpeg" TARGET=_blank>http://videos.sdstreetracing.com/John_in_Prelude.mpeg</A> <P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001412.cgi
A||||16||DookGVR4||Pics of GVR4 Exhausts||||1||
Z||000000||DookGVR4||01-05-2003||11:07 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Hello,<P>I was wondering if anyone had any pics of exhausts mounted on their galant's?...<P>The one i am considering right now is...the certified muffler/thermal...I hope someone has a pic of it.<P>Post any pics as i would like to check them all out.<P>Thanks,Dave<P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000001||Proud Galant Driver||01-06-2003||12:49 AM||hard_core_cheater@yahoo.com||i was considering this for my G <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6771&item=1875955958" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6771&item=1875955958</A> <P>but i gotta get some rims first.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant<BR>2 12" MTX Subs<BR>Cherry Bomb<BR>Removed Resignator & Cat||207.190.66.154||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||01-06-2003||02:46 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I have the Certified system with a Dynomax. The Thermal should look similar. Anyway, here are some pics of it on and off the car. The off the car pic is a bit old.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid43/p3def4bd561fe25ea4766ba83996d9f71/fce74236.jpg"> <BR> <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid20/p7d64725ac3dc0cb8d4d74dcba0869cc0/fdbe031e.jpg"> <P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4ZUM||01-06-2003||01:25 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I just thought you might like to see this:<BR>JIC Exhaust...... Pictures  <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001064.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum2/HTML/001064.html</A> <P>By the way, did anybody from this post ordered the exhaust?<P>turbowop, how do you like the sound?<BR>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.<P>[This message has been edited by GVR4ZUM (edited 01-06-2003).]<p>[This message has been edited by GVR4ZUM (edited 01-06-2003).]||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4in||01-06-2003||03:14 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||TurboWop -- Im going to get the same from certified, 2.5"... How easy is it to install yourself? Or is it now easy...and I'd also like to know how it sounds..Oh ya is it Stainless Steel or aluminized and what size....hehe<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk<p>[This message has been edited by gvr4in (edited 01-06-2003).]||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000005||turbowop||01-06-2003||09:19 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||That system is a full turboback 3" in stainless. It is loud, but throaty. Downshifting and engine braking in a parking lot will set off a lot of car alarms. If you daily drive the car on the freeway the droning may bug you but I'm in it for performance and don't daily drive the thing so I love it. It was easy to install even with the car just on jackstands as you can see. It fits like it came from the factory.<P>Mark<BR>1051<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A><p>[This message has been edited by turbowop (edited 01-06-2003).]||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000006||gvr4in||01-06-2003||09:27 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Sweet! Im buying it this friday...I'll post pics on and off also..Thanks alot! <P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000007||91 #680||01-06-2003||10:00 PM||detsss@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbowop:<BR><B>I have the Certified system with a Dynomax. The Thermal should look similar. Anyway, here are some pics of it on and off the car. The off the car pic is a bit old.<BR>  <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid43/p3def4bd561fe25ea4766ba83996d9f71/fce74236.jpg">  <BR>  <IMG SRC="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid20/p7d64725ac3dc0cb8d4d74dcba0869cc0/fdbe031e.jpg">  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>those centerlines look sweet...what size are they?<BR><P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000008||turbowop||01-06-2003||10:23 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A> <P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000009||Ian M||01-07-2003||12:17 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| Mark, Ive kinda swayed away from "appearence" mods on my car,but I have to say looking at your car makes it hard. Thats one tite looking galant.. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||129.71.115.144||reg||1
Z||000010||turbowop||01-07-2003||09:58 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Appearance mods?? Those wheels are strictly for performance. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/tongue.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>Other than that the car is just lowered which actually was a performance suspension mod.(although I guess I didn't need to take it down that low) I love the way these cars look. It doesn't take much. Bodykits are not necassary IMHO.<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000011||Ian M||01-07-2003||11:39 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Hehehe,yeah I guess wheels and tires are a performance mod too. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif">  Funny, back when i bought my first GVR4,I used to think these cars were ugly as hell. They've grown on me since.. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||129.71.114.42||reg||1
Z||000012||AWDpower||01-08-2003||12:16 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||It's amazing what a difference wheels and tires make on these cars. I wanted to keep mine as sleeper looking as possible, but got an offer I couldn't refuse on a nice set of 17's. It looks like a totally different car now. I love the way the car looks. <P>Jason Kertianis  <BR>'90 Talon AWD<BR>'92 GVR4<BR>'96 Eclipse GSX<BR>'96 Maxima SE<P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.24||reg||1
Z||000013||GVR4ZUM||01-08-2003||01:35 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Turobowop<BR>If don't mind me asking, how much did you pay for those wheels.  I was quoted $1700+ for 17's and $1900+ for 18's.<P>DookGVR4<BR>May be we can do a group buy on the exhaust.  I read on some post that couple of people wants to get their exhaust from Certified as well.<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000014||DookGVR4||01-08-2003||03:11 PM||dook@adelphia.net||I am all for a group purchase....<P>Thanks for the pics guys.<P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000015||gvr4in||01-08-2003||04:45 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Im all about the group purchase, depends when everyone wants to do it, what size and ss/alumized?, and how much<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000016||turbowop||01-08-2003||08:30 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<BR><B>Turobowop<BR>If don't mind me asking, how much did you pay for those wheels.  I was quoted $1700+ for 17's and $1900+ for 18's.<P>DookGVR4<BR>May be we can do a group buy on the exhaust.  I read on some post that couple of people wants to get their exhaust from Certified as well.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I payed $300 a piece for them. It came out to around $1350 with tax, shipping from Centerline, and mount/balance. I already had tires that fit from my last wheels.<P><P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001413.cgi
A||||3||GVR4ZUM||Decisions decisions||||1||
Z||000000||GVR4ZUM||01-06-2003||01:36 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||I'm getting a 2.5 turboback exhaust but I can't decide which muffler to get, Dynomax or Magnaflow.  <BR>Please help me decide.<P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||24.56.134.194||reg||1
Z||000001||04DrBlur||01-06-2003||06:25 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net|| My personal choice would be the Dynomax Ultraflo.  I use it and have no complaints.  <P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||68.21.137.4||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||01-06-2003||09:20 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<BR><B> My personal choice would be the Dynomax Ultraflo.  I use it and have no complaints.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>How do you like the sound?<P><P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||209.245.114.150||reg||1
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||01-06-2003||11:05 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||The sound on my Dynomax Ultra-Flow is really good.  It is very low and cool sounding, not too loud though.  And doesn't sound a bit like rice. <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001414.cgi
A||N||2||Ferrari F50 GT||Here It Is...US STi Specs||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||01-06-2003||06:43 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Today at a press release from Detroit SOA (Subaru of America) confirmed the<BR>availability of the WRX STi in 2003 as a 2004 model.<P>MECHANICAL<P>2.5-liter intercooled and turbocharged 4-cylinder boxer engine with Active<BR>Valve Control System (AVCS) 300-horsepower @ 6,000 rpm, 300 lb.-ft. of<BR>torque @ 4,000 rpm<P>All-Wheel Drive<P>Driver Controlled Center Differential (DCCD)<P>Mechanical limited-slip rear differential<P>4-wheel fully independent sport-tuned suspension with inverted front strut<P>6-speed manual transmission with short-throw shifter<P><BR>SAFETY<P>Subaru All-Wheel Driving System<P>Front seat side-impact air bags (SRS)*<P>Super Sport Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic Brake-force<BR>Distribution (EBD)<P><BR>EXTERIOR<P>Front corner spoiler, rear spoiler, STi side ground effects<P>High Intensity Discharge (HID) halogen headlights<P>17-inch aluminum-alloy wheels with 225/45 R17 summer radials<P><BR>INTERIOR<P>Leather-wrapped STi steering wheel<P>Performance design reclining front bucket seats with driver's side height<BR>adjustment<P>*The Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) (air bags) affords the driver and<BR>front passenger additional protection in a moderate-to-severe frontal or<BR>(when equipped with front seat side-impact air bags) a side-impact<BR>collision. This system provides supplemental protection only, and seatbelts<BR>must be worn in order to avoid injuries to out-of-position occupants upon<BR>bag deployment and to provide the best combined protection in a serious<BR>accident. Children should always be properly restrained in the rear seat.<P>Specifications on this site are based on the latest product information<BR>available at the time of publication. Some equipment shown in photography on<BR>this site is optional at extra cost. Specific options may be available only<BR>in combination with other options. Specific combinations of equipment or<BR>features may vary from time to time and by geographic area. Certain<BR>accessories and equipment may not be available at the time of publication.<BR>Subaru of America, Inc. reserves the right to change or discontinue at any<BR>time, without notice, prices, colors, materials, equipment, accessories,<BR>specifications, models and packages without incurring any obligation to make<BR>the same or similar changes on vehicles previously sold. Colors shown may<BR>vary due to reproduction and publication processes. Subaru, Impreza, WRX,<BR>STi, MOMO, "The Beauty of All-Wheel Drive" are registered trademarks.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000001||MPREZYAVR4||01-06-2003||07:05 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I posted this a while ago in the news forum. Check it out there.<P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.184.100||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||01-06-2003||07:42 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Oops!  Sorry! <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001415.cgi
A||||3||369of1000||a little help? ||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||01-07-2003||01:01 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||A while back I lost a 4-bolt rear in the mail (FedEx Ground). Well, their claims department finally got around to asking me for "proof of value". We all know they go for around $400-$500+shipping on the trader. But is that what FedEx is looking for? Even if it were, there are non for sale, at least that I can find. So does anyone know a better source for "proof of value"? I tried <A HREF="http://www.car-parts.com" TARGET=_blank>www.car-parts.com</A>  but can't do a decent search.<P>any help is appreciated<BR>thanks<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.115.112||reg||1
Z||000001||DongeR615||01-07-2003||02:50 AM||||maybe u can look up the prices at conicelli and print it out?<P>------------------<BR>||206.170.5.150||reg||3
Z||000002||369of1000||01-07-2003||02:53 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Ok I have 2 part numbers:<P>MR179112:   $1481.88<BR>Universals & Rear Axle, Rear Axle, Carrier, Eclipse, W/Limited Slip, Manual Trans <P>MB861261:   $1,101.89 <BR>Universals & Rear Axle - 1994, Carrier, With Gears, Eclipse, Manual Trans  <BR>            $1,101.89 <BR>Rear Suspension, Suspension Components, Awd, Difrntal Assy, Manual Trans, Manual Trans  <P>The MB one came up with two results from conicelli. I'm not sure if I'm searching for the right thing.<P>Also, I'm not sure how fedex will react if <BR>i send them a ~$1500 "proof of value" when I only claimed $450.<P>Any ideas?<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.115.112||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||01-07-2003||05:10 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||They will probably send you $450.00 gladly.<P>Always insure a package for it real value you are only hurting yourself if you don't.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001416.cgi
A||||11||number3||calling all computer dorks!||||1||
Z||000000||number3||01-07-2003||05:31 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Nate put 2000 on my computer to replace ME.<P>I run E as a browser.<P>When I go to a site that has pop up windows I get a window asking for a user name, password, and domain. The header on the window is: enter network password.<P>I have to press ok or cancel to contune on using the page. Real PITA!!!<P>happens on pages like weather.com; Ebay.com; Edmunds.com etc<P>Help me!!!<P>It didn't do this until Nate was using my computer to test out a wireless network connection, using my ethernet connection to my cable modem, for a job he was doing.<P>Please before I go MAD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||01-08-2003||12:57 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Harry, Here's my guess.  Try (in IE) selecting the menu: Tools &gt; Internet Options...<BR>Click the Connections tab. (top)<BR>Click the Lan Settings... button (bottom)<BR>Make sure that "Use a proxy server..." is turned off (unchecked)...<P>Send me an email if that doesn't work do it for you.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<BR>'91 Galant GS [for sale]||67.37.229.210||reg||1
Z||000002||number3||01-08-2003||05:53 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||No good. <P>Anyone?<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000003||racerxxv||01-13-2003||02:13 PM||jtromans@yahoo.com||Hello Harry,<P>Longtime lurker, occasional poster here.<P>It sounds like he probably got a CD of the image that his (or some other) company is using as a standard image.  And it probably has scripts in it so that their network admins can control access to the internet/intranet.<P>I'm sure there's a fix for this, but I'm not enough of a geek to figure it out without being in front of your PC.<P>I'd dink around with your settings and if that doesn't work, use the standard microsoft trouble shooting process...<P>Blow it away and reinstall a clean version.<P>If you've got the horsepower, XP is a pretty significant upgrade over 98 or 2000.<P>My .02<P>Jeff<BR>#142/2000<P><P>------------------<BR>||147.182.5.50||reg||1
Z||000004||Nate||01-13-2003||02:26 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||I used an evaluation version of MS 2000 Server, just for kicks.  It will expire shortly, and XP probably would be the way to go.  The problem arose when I was trying to get a wireless Linksys device to work, meanwhile the problem was the cable coming to the cable modem.  I'm sure it's some setting that I changed and then didn't change back, but I think it'll have to get fixed one way or another soon, since those evaluation versions only last 45 days. ;-)<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4458||01-13-2003||04:12 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||If Harry is destined to need a new OS, I do have a fully registerable winxp (OEM) home for cheap ($100).  I installed but never activated it...<P>Offer is open to anyone if Harry doesn't need a registerable version of XP Home (seeing as Win2k pro is probably better and never requires "activation").<P>EH<P>------------------<BR>||198.31.128.210||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||01-13-2003||04:27 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||I don't speek computer.<P>I may just sell this computer and move on.<P>I hear XP runs better on a machine that was desined for XP.<P>I have a Sony viao with ME on it. 900mhz PIII<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||01-13-2003||05:42 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Harry, have you already tried opening IE, then going to Tools-&gt; Internet Options-&gt; Connections-&gt; Setup (Wizard) ? <P>In IE, go to Tools -&gt; Options -&gt; Security, and make sure the level is set on medium (default).  Then click on the "advanced" tab and hit "restore defaults"<P>If that doesn't work, can you go into Start -&gt; Settings -&gt; Control Panel -&gt; Network/Dial Up -&gt; right click on Local Area Connection -&gt; properties, and tell me what's in the list of components?<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||01-13-2003||06:49 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>I don't speek computer.<P>I may just sell this computer and move on.<P>I hear XP runs better on a machine that was desined for XP.<P>I have a Sony viao with ME on it. 900mhz PIII<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Dude, that 500mhz vaio can run XP or 2K just fine, don't sweat it.  Have you tried using a different browser like Netscape to see if the problem is localized to IE?<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000009||gvr4ever||01-13-2003||08:07 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Try to uninstall IE.  It will revert back to a really old version and then download the latest one.  It's too hard to trouble shoot when we can't take a look at your puter.<P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000010||number3||01-13-2003||08:43 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||client for microsoft networks;<P>File and printer sharing for microsoft networks;<P>internet protocol (tcp/ip)<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000011||Jon||01-15-2003||11:18 AM||jon@jgronline.com||If someone were to send me a 6 pack of yoooogling, I might know someone that would send you a cd with win2k professional on it.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||12.220.168.103||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001417.cgi
A||N||6||JAYGVR4||Anyone here play X-Box?||||5||
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||01-08-2003||04:42 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||I just got one for X-mas after my ole bosses X-Box left with him when he quit our company.  <P>I play here with the rest of our I.T. Department tech's - 4 total on one X-Box - through Gamespy so if you play on a high speed connection, maybe we can hook up and play against each other.  <P>We mostly play Halo btw...  Going to buy MechAssault tonight and maybe see if I want to drop some loot on X-Box live and jump on that voice intereactive tip...<P>Oh, and if you have any recommendations on games, I'm all ears...  There seems to be three selections for each type of game...  Right now I just have that Gran Turismo ripoff game that came with the X-Box, Halo, Bruce Lee, and thats it for now.<P>Toodles, <P>jb<BR><P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||5
Z||000001||gvr4in||01-08-2003||04:47 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||You will be devasted once Im done with you in halo...Muahahaha<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4in||01-08-2003||04:48 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||...I actually havent played it since its been out, I was a halo freak at one point though....beatin it in legendary's always fun<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||01-08-2003||05:01 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4in:<BR><B>...I actually havent played it since its been out, I was a halo freak at one point though....beatin it in legendary's always fun<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>sweet, you ever play online?  via gamespy console or otherwise?  i hear that xbox live will work with halo 2 - NICE!<P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||208.254.3.3||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4in||01-08-2003||05:18 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I've only played Ghost Recon online, thats fun...Its my bro's xbox, just hook up ethernet and go....<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000005||kartorium31||01-08-2003||08:46 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I play motogp and ghost recon on live.  Both are excelent games to play live.  Also, having the headset makes it much cooler.<P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.144.247.224||reg||1
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||01-08-2003||11:08 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Yeah Ghost Recon looks sweet!  Just got Mech Assault tonight!  Pretty bad ass and its not that hard to control the mechs right out of the packaging!<P>jb<P>------------------<BR>JB<BR>White 91 GVR4<BR>#1862 of 2000<P>"The Fast and the Four Doored"||64.157.48.45||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001418.cgi
A||||1||atsiauto||bypass valve question ||||1||
Z||000000||atsiauto||01-08-2003||07:09 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I have on a conquest a 1G dsm bypass rerouted into the intake . I got an HK$ evc ez and can not get the boost over 18 psi, I have crushed the bypass as seen in pics till the nipple touches the base  to increase its holding powah! , My question is do you guys think its the bypass dumping the boost ? bad wastegate (18g) or the HKs evc . I can try to rull it out by running the factory pipe w no bypass. just curious as to what you guys do when you go to the larger #s on boost. sorry for the off topic questions, (Conquest) Scotty <P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000001||Invader||01-08-2003||07:40 PM||jconroy@vnponline.com||I'd guess it's the boost controller...try pulling the vacuum line to the wastegate and see if you can make over 18psi.  Just don't stay in it too long...lol.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||65.33.48.138||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001419.cgi
A||||2||atsiauto||EVO gets toasted . ||||1||
Z||000000||atsiauto||01-08-2003||09:36 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||It's terrible, <A HREF="http://kouki.2y.net:8080/nekoball/happy/videos/lancer250.wmv" TARGET=_blank>http://kouki.2y.net:8080/nekoball/happy/videos/lancer250.wmv</A>  maybe y'all already seen this. <P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000001||Invader||01-09-2003||08:00 AM||jconroy@vnponline.com||Wow, that sucks.  Were those Lotus Elises running around the track?  Looked like the EVO wasn't doing too badly until the off-course...<P>------------------<BR>John<BR><A HREF="http://village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwhs6737/vr4.gif" TARGET=_blank>'91 Galant VR-4</A> (1574/2000)||65.33.48.138||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||01-10-2003||11:40 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||that was crazy, the driver completly missed that turn.  it was like he was asleep or something.<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.60||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001420.cgi
A||||6||Romanova||DIN gauge panel question...||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||01-09-2003||03:06 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Looking at getting a DIN sized gauge panel fabricated(possibly a few if it turns out nice and there is any interest)... just curious on how some of you chose to secure them? <BR>Harry, you have a nice setup... how did you do yours?<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000001||Romanova||01-09-2003||03:10 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.ieway.com/~pennyz/misc/gauges.jpg"> <BR>My gauge panel in my Scirocco... secured with zip ties... <P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000002||Jon||01-09-2003||08:29 AM||jon@jgronline.com||The factory panel is split for two din holes.  The bottom hole has a place for a screw in each corner because that is how the factory pocket mounts.  You can use black plexiglass and build a panel like Harry did and mount the three gauges.  Then on the back side, you use the 4 mounts with 4 screws and some decent sized washers to hold the plexiglass in place.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4458||01-09-2003||10:03 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||That's how the Mofugas one worked.  Looks nice and clean.  The only complicated part is that the bezel trim needed to be trimmed (the guage rings overlap just a bit).  This can be easily accomplished with the appropriate sized hole saw.<P>EH<P>------------------<BR>||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000004||Doc_Seuss||01-09-2003||02:33 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||do you guys thinkt hat you can fit an SAFC and an EGT gauge in the second DIN? does anyone have any other pics of gauges? <P>im looking for somewhere to mount my SAFC and EGT gauge.<P>dave<P>------------------<BR>#1124/2000 <BR>TKE IK683<BR>IK or DEATH||128.153.154.254||reg||1
Z||000005||BluFalcon||01-09-2003||09:00 PM||muttski@gte.net||I used Automotive GOOP to secure my Mofugas DIN panel in my GVR4.  Use it sparingly (a little goes a long way), and it dries clear as well.  Once it dries, there's NO way it's coming loose.  I also use this stuff to secure the gauge pod on my A-pillar.  Seems to stand up to the Texas heat pretty well.  Good stuff.<P>------------------<BR>91 Galant VR4 1954/2K- "Project"<BR>91 Turbo Mutt TSi- "Daily Driver"<BR>http://www.dfwdsm.org||66.138.198.129||reg||1
Z||000006||number3||01-10-2003||01:09 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Use a peice of clear plexi and paint the back side any color you want for a custom effect. The color will shine throught the clear and look very clean.<P>Also when you cut the holes use a drill press, a hole saw and a piece of scrap wood. (keep the paper on until you are done)<P>Running the hole saw backward helps from cracking the piece during the cutting process. Watch you hands!!<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||66.47.20.105||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001421.cgi
A||||11||MattC||New Member!||||6||
Z||000000||MattC||01-09-2003||05:53 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||Hi,<P>You've probably seen me posting like a mad man on this board for the last couple of weeks, but I thought I would introduce myself anyway.<P>I recently purchased Wesley LaRiviere's 247/2000 Galant VR4<A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_7.html" TARGET=_blank>click me</A>.  If someone could change the names on that link, and give me an email addy so I can list its current mods.  I am absolutly in love with the car, and don't regret the purchase one bit.  I am located in Brick, NJ and am always down for a meet.  I go to school in Rhodel Island.  So I am mainly up there now.<P>My plans for this car are mainly drag.  And with some luck and lots of manual labor I should have it running consistent 11's by the end of the summer.<P>So, I guess that's it!  Just a big HELLO to you all.<P>Cheers,<P>Matt Cavanaugh<BR>247/2000<BR>MY99 2.5RS-T<P>------------------<P><BR><p>[This message has been edited by MattC (edited 01-09-2003).]||68.39.104.180||reg||6
Z||000001||talontsi||01-09-2003||06:43 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Welcome aboard.<BR>You picked up a really nice GVR4.<P>Looks like you have a great daliey driver too that just needs a turbo boxer motor.<P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1
Z||000002||MattC||01-09-2003||07:03 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||That T next to RS isn't there for nothing <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif">  My Subaru is far more modded than the Galant, infact the Galant is the new daily driver <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Cheers,<P>MattC<BR>247/2000<BR>MY99 Subaru 2.5RS-T<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1
Z||000003||Romanova||01-09-2003||07:06 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Where are the pics of the Scoobie?<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||216.255.203.67||reg||1
Z||000004||BluFalcon||01-09-2003||08:56 PM||muttski@gte.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by MattC:<BR><B>That T next to RS isn't there for nothing  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif">  My Subaru is far more modded than the Galant, infact the Galant is the new daily driver  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>Cheers,<P>MattC<BR>247/2000<P>MY99 Subaru 2.5RS-T<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>That'll change soon enough....  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P><P>------------------<BR>91 Galant VR4 1954/2K- "Project"<BR>91 Eclipse GS-T- "Daily Driver"<BR>http://www.dfwdsm.org||66.138.198.129||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR4ZUM||01-09-2003||09:00 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Congrats and Welcome.<BR>So, is it better looking in person?<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||64.157.68.142||reg||7
Z||000006||MPREZYAVR4||01-09-2003||11:44 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by BluFalcon:<BR><B> That'll change soon enough....    <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Now that's funny :lol: . Matt you've just joined like the other 10 of us subie/GVR4 owners on here. You talk with Adam about some upgrades? I also miss having my 2.2L turboed but at least it still weighs 2500lbs.<P><BR>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"<p>[This message has been edited by MPREZYAVR4 (edited 01-09-2003).]||199.183.182.56||reg||1
Z||000007||Nate||01-10-2003||12:42 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Did Rallispec do the "t" conversion to your Scoobie?<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000008||#1459 VR-4||01-10-2003||01:41 AM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Welcome and congradulations on the purchase...<P>Where in Rhode Island do you go to school?  I just drove my Galant down there last week to visit my brother in Providence.<P>------------------<BR>~ Benjamin<P>GVR-4 #1459<BR>93 Eclipse GS||24.147.242.56||reg||1
Z||000009||MattC||01-10-2003||06:49 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com||Rallispec did a lot of the inital work on my car, but I do most of it now.  I go to school at URI, and live near South Kingstown.<P>Here is a pic at the Glenn, doing approx. 115mph; and that's before the back straight <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P> <IMG SRC="http://members.nasioc.com/UserPics/182/MyCarTheGlen.jpg"> <P>This is a somewhat dated picture of the engine bay.  But, you get the idea.<BR> <IMG SRC="http://members.nasioc.com/UserPics/182/Underhood.jpg"> <P>Cheers,<P>MattC<BR>247/2000<BR>Subaru 2.5RS-T<BR><P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1
Z||000010||MattC||01-10-2003||06:54 PM||sptmylstbreath@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<BR><B>Congrats and Welcome.<BR>So, is it better looking in person?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Look better in person?  Yes, but I think it looks great in the pics.  With the center caps off the rims, the whole car looks better.<P>The car is in amazing shape.  The mods I am doing to it are to make it more daily driveable, and faster:devil: <P>Cheers,<P>MattC<BR>247/2000<BR>Subaru 2.5RS-T<P>------------------<BR>||68.39.104.180||reg||1
Z||000011||GVR4ZUM||01-10-2003||08:08 PM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Sorry, what I wanted to say was, is it better looking at it in person.  I was going to buy that car also, but the guy that is supposed to buy mine, is also waiting for some guy to buy his. sshhh<P>Oh well, Congrats again.<P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||64.157.77.159||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001422.cgi
A||||9||mitsuvr4||Anyone have feedback on RnR racing?||||5
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||01-09-2003||06:00 PM||||Anyone bought from them?  I'm considering their O2 eliminator DP.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.rnrracing.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rnrracing.com</A> <P>Thanks,<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000<P>------------------<BR>||156.99.90.179||reg||5
Z||000001||91 #680||01-09-2003||07:51 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I'm about top get the cat-back from him....Ryan seems pretty straightforward although I never have met him before.  He always has an immediate reply with my e-mails and was very helpful with me.<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000002||Telecaster||01-10-2003||06:52 AM||telecastr@email.com||Nice to hear.  I'm also looking to get a 2.5" downpipe from them, just the standard tho.  Does anyone know if there any real differences from the Short 2.5" dp from RRE?  I'm looking for the cheapest one on the market.<P>------------------<BR>||216.175.95.204||reg||1
Z||000003||slvrblt||11-19-2003||05:10 PM||||So have you guys bought those items yet ? How are they ? I am baout to buy a turbo back from RNR and I would like to hear some reviews about them.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||11-19-2003||07:15 PM||||you want a review?  here ya go.  i bought the 2.5 eliminator downpipe about 3 months ago.  waited about 6 weeks to get it.  2 of the 4 bolt holes did not line up.  i had the pipe on and off the car 3 times.  finally, howard brought over a spare turbo, and i hogged out 2 holes and got it to fit.  if you use a gasket, it wont match up.  the space between the wastegate opening and the main opening are too far apart.  the 2.5 clears the front crossmember under the core support by a good 1/8".  very tight.  i would be surprised if the 3" clears.  the pipe was too long for my cat, and the flange was about 20 deg off.  the random cat i got has universal flanges, so i got it to fit.  you might have to bend the oil dipstick tube a bit, and of course the heat shield has to be modified, and some of it cut away.  the o2 sensor sits in at a strange angle, but the bung is way nicer than stock.  <br />     the welds are very nice, and the pipe overall looks very good.  you will never get him on the phone, email is the only way.  one thing to consider, if you ever need to remove the transfer case, and you WILL need to remove it, the pipe must come off.  you might want to consider an eliminator housing, and a regular downpipe.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||11-19-2003||07:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> you want a review?  here ya go.  i bought the 2.5 eliminator downpipe about 3 months ago.  waited about 6 weeks to get it.  2 of the 4 bolt holes did not line up.  i had the pipe on and off the car 3 times.  finally, howard brought over a spare turbo, and i hogged out 2 holes and got it to fit.  if you use a gasket, it wont match up.  the space between the wastegate opening and the main opening are too far apart.  the 2.5 clears the front crossmember under the core support by a good 1/8".  very tight.  i would be surprised if the 3" clears.  the pipe was too long for my cat, and the flange was about 20 deg off.  the random cat i got has universal flanges, so i got it to fit.  you might have to bend the oil dipstick tube a bit, and of course the heat shield has to be modified, and some of it cut away.  the o2 sensor sits in at a strange angle, but the bung is way nicer than stock.  <br />     the welds are very nice, and the pipe overall looks very good.  you will never get him on the phone, email is the only way.  one thing to consider, if you ever need to remove the transfer case, and you WILL need to remove it, the pipe must come off.  you might want to consider an eliminator housing, and a regular downpipe. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had no problems with my 2.5" o2 eliminator DP and I've taken it off and put it on twice. Ken I do think that something was definetly wrong with yours. I would definetly hate to do the 3" on our cars since it's pretty tight as it is with the 2.5".||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||91 #680||11-19-2003||11:09 PM||||bought the 3" catback from them....It all fits nice, but I wouldn't get the muffler they supply.  It's too big.  The bullet muffler ( think apex n-1) with 4"tip doesn't look right on our cars IMO.  They have very reasonable pricing and quality stuff.  I would buy from him again.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||11-20-2003||02:56 AM||||Ken Inn, I did read your review in another topic and I have to admit that it scared me a bit. I (for my own good and faith) have to beleive that 'shit happens' sometimes and that you, by chance, had shit happen to you. Sorry to hear about the poor quality of his product.<br /><br />To everyone else, what was the shipping time like ? I talked to him on the phone and he told me that he builds the exhaust systems per order. I specifically inquired about a turbo back 3" aluminized.<br /><br />Any more comments or suggestions ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||11-20-2003||09:28 AM||||the pipe and the welds were excellent.  the fit sucked.  he said he gets the flanges from rre.  be prepared to wait, he probably does build them as they are ordered, but i think he waits till he gets a bunch of orders, then builds them.  i think the separate housing and downpipe is the way to go.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||11-20-2003||12:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> the pipe and the welds were excellent.  the fit sucked.  he said he gets the flanges from rre.  be prepared to wait, he probably does build them as they are ordered, but i think he waits till he gets a bunch of orders, then builds them.  i think the separate housing and downpipe is the way to go. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree and you can always flange the RNR one (I was planning on doing that) since it's still cheaper. He said he doesn't flange them for stock/aftermarket down pipes because it would put the flange too close to the oil filter making you have to remove it just to change your oil.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
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A||||24||hibern8||For those of you that have girlfriends wives etc......||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||01-09-2003||11:02 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Alright this is a question for all you that have girlfriends and go out all the time....... well i want to tell ya there is never anyhting to do. my gf will call me over and we end up sitting around trying to figure something out, then when we do its already too late. im not 21 yet so that leaves out alot of options. i live in chicago and whoever says there is alot to do out here is full of it. so does anyone have ideas onm what the helll to do when you get bored? or even just somethig to do when you go out? movies dinner and bowling is typical boring crap so any other suggestions would really help. thanks. <P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||63.62.132.160||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||01-09-2003||11:15 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Go clubbing!  It looks to me that Chicago gets a lot of really good talent in their clubs.  Or are all of them 21+?<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000002||hibern8||01-09-2003||11:28 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i do go alot to be honest with you. and many of them are 21+. but as far as the talent here there isnt too much. they all play their crappy euro and progressive music. the only time i really go anymore is when we get someone big here which is usually a few times a month. <P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||63.62.132.160||reg||1
Z||000003||vrpower||01-09-2003||11:44 PM||darian85@msn.com||Listen to ambient music together!!! hehe<P>#?/2000<P>------------------<BR>||67.25.196.238||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||01-10-2003||12:05 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||What!!!!!!!!!!  Progressive is not crappy by any means.  To each his own, but progressive is not crappy music.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000005||vrpower||01-10-2003||12:17 AM||darian85@msn.com||IMO, there some great progressive songs out there, but for me its the top genres of ambient, goa, tech trance, and psychadelic.<BR>ahh the power of trance!<P><BR>#?/2000<P>------------------<BR>||67.25.196.238||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||01-10-2003||02:22 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hell yeah trance is the best. see looks like Polish people listen to the right music from what I see. j/k <P>some progressive can get the job done but the rest is absolute shit. TOOOO fast. <P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||63.62.126.93||reg||1
Z||000007||hibern8||01-10-2003||02:23 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||so what about my original q, what the heck is tehre to do when you go out other than clubs and listening to ambient music  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>541/1000 <BR>t3t4 powered<P>ITALIA<BR>Sie masz POLSKA??||63.62.126.93||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR1643||01-10-2003||09:44 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Old married guy answer: When she says she doesn't know what she wants to do - translate this as I want to do some chick stuff, i.e. chick flick, shopping, etc. :-) <BR>Seriously, surprise her sometime with some stuff geared for her.  Goes a long way for when you spend the whole weekend working on the car!<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.69||reg||1
Z||000009||ken inn||01-10-2003||10:07 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||it may be dead up there, but several years ago, my wife and i started dancing.  we chose country western because, well, this is texas.  jeans and tee shirt.  ballroom was a lot more formal, and there are less places here that cater to that.  when we went to new york, it was the opposite, and we started to take ballroom lessons, but back in texas, country is still king.  if you can find a country western honkytonk, they will have lessons, usually for free.  if you are a good dancer, women will lick their chops at you.  just remember, when ALL MEN first start dancing, you will look stupid, uncoordinated, whacky, people will laugh at you, all those embarrassing things will happen.  it dont come overnite.  but, it is something you can do together, both practicing, taking lessons, and the actual go out dancing part.  AND, once you get better, other women will come and ask you to dance, and you will get a LOT of compliments, especially other women will tell your girlfriend how fortunate she is to have a boyfriend who takes her dancing.  we go out dancing at least once a week, and it is cheap.  we go in early, there is no cover.  we dont drink, cause dancing is very aerobic, and if you drink a lot, you will throw up on the floor.  we just drink juice and water, i do tip very well, but a typical nite costs me about 8 bucks.  all the women at my wife's work place are always telling her how lucky she is to get to go dancing, some of them have never been out dancing. when other women tell your girlfriend how lucky she is, it puts you in a better light.   we gave a demo at her church, and she still gets women asking her where we learned, how long, and stuff like that.  i have a friend who is single, and i got him coming to lessons a few years ago, he stuck with it, and now he gets invited out by single women all the time, he says he gets 10-15 calls a week.  he says he wishes he had done this years ago.  and guess what?  if you ever break up, they will be after you instantly.  and, it will always stay with you.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000010||keydiver||01-10-2003||10:11 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Another old married guy answer for what to do over those long Northern winters:<BR>Play games. My wife and I like to play card games together, and dominos (they're big here in Florida). Just beware of Monopoly. Our first fight after we got married was over a game of Monopoly, so we don't play it much  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><BR>Don't laugh, we'll be married 25 years this year, so we must be doing something right.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.221.120||reg||1
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||01-10-2003||10:13 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||If my wife and I lived in Chicago, I would take her out to Sabatino's in Irving Park for dinner, then I would either go hang out with friends or see a show at the Empty Bottle (if there was a good show that night).  <P>This is going to make me sound lame, but the Chicago Art Institute museum is pretty f'ing badass.  I've been up in that area on tour several times, and last time I finally went to the Art Inst, and it rocked (and I've been to the Louvre, Orsee, MOMA in NYC, etc.)<P>hibern8, you want to know the truth?  There isn't that much to do at any city.  I was in NYC last week, and we almost ran out of stuff to do.  It all comes down to you finding ways to make your life interesting (which is even harder to do for 2 people).  My wife and I hang out with friends, play video games, go to shows, go shooting, etc.  Then some nights we just end up doing our own things, reading, cleaning, TV, sleeping, etc. <P><P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
Z||000012||GVR1643||01-10-2003||10:23 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Keydiver: that's funny!  No body will play Monopoly with me anymore, because I play to "serious"!  I used to play everyday for a whole summer when I was a kid.<BR>Wife and I get together with other couples and play games that don't require to much concentration.  This lets everyone enjoy a few drinks and socialize...I think it's just part of getting older and the bar and club scene gets to be old hat - been there done that.  <P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.69||reg||1
Z||000013||VR-4play||01-10-2003||10:53 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||i'm 26, but i am married with children. all women like to go for drives. go for a drive somewhere you don't normally drive to see what is around. comedy shows, everyone likes to laugh. my wife and i like to play fighting games and board games on the playstation. btw, hip hop clubs is where it's at.<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.35||reg||1
Z||000014||ken inn||01-10-2003||01:15 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||ok, all you bad ass mofo's.  go ahead, ask your wife/girlfriend if she would like to go dancing.  g'head, g'head.  i dont mean go to a bar, but a place where all they do is dance.  g'head, g'head.  women LOVE to dance.  and men HATE to look stoopid.  which is what happens, so men always say "i got 2 left feet"<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000015||keydiver||01-10-2003||02:36 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Hey! I've been asking my wife to take Arthur Murray dance lessons with me for 3 or 4 years. She must think I'm either crazy, or just jerkin' her around, because she hasn't taken me up on it yet. My dad was an Arthur Murray instructor for a year or so when he was just out of high school, and he is still one of the best dancers I know. Like Ken says, everyone stands around and looks at him and says "Gee, I wish I could dance like that". I'd love to Tango with my wife, like Arnold in True Lies  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR>Maybe someday......<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.221.120||reg||1
Z||000016||turboflanagan||01-10-2003||07:52 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Ken is absolutly right and Jeff's suggestion is great too.  Playing cards or board games (cranium is a GREAT game) may sound cheezy and really lame, but try it a couple of times.  You'll likely find that it is one of the most enjoyable times you've had in a while.<P>Another suggestion:  join a co-ed sport team.  Here there are basketball, vollyball, soccer... I'm sure many others.  Most of them even play in the winter.  There is an indoor soccer facility not far from me that plays all year.  Something active like dance or sports not only builds your relationship, but your body too.<P>------------------<BR>||64.63.208.113||reg||1
Z||000017||broke down||01-10-2003||10:26 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Seems like everyone forgot to mention the "other thing" you can do.  Like work on your car together.  Maybe she could push the pedal while you open the bleeder screw....<P>------------------<BR>talon #1,985,564/2,648,874||68.51.68.201||reg||10
Z||000018||ken inn||01-11-2003||10:15 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i dont like to do stuff where one of you has to win.  so, most games are out.  i used to be a very good pool player, and also an avid bridge player.  i have seen couples come to blows over a shot, or a bridge play.  one time, one of my very good friend's wife pulled a knife on him, cause she was his partner, and not NEAR as obsessive as he was, and not near as good, either.  i always told him, you can play bridge with your wife as long as she is NOT your partner.  another thing you CANNOT do is work directly with your wife.  she can be in another department, but not in direct contact.  DEFINETLY no hunting together.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000019||James||01-12-2003||06:34 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Wots wrong with just farking her brains out. If you are under 21, surely your not bored of each other in that way. sshhheee!<P>------------------<BR>||203.87.125.184||reg||1
Z||000020||Ash||01-15-2003||01:23 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||HAHA! good on ya James, maybe that's all they have been doing & are looking for somewhere different  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif">  Maybe take Howard's idea & screw her <I>IN</I> the museum!  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/tongue.gif"><P>------------------<BR>92 Australian spec VR4<BR>ported E3 mani & turbo - 550's, S-AFC hacked MAS, big frontmount, pipes etc||203.221.18.198||reg||1
Z||000021||GRV4726||01-15-2003||01:51 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||ha! like rabits. <BR>"farking" is always a good way to pass the time, and it can be good exercise.<P>i hope you find something.<BR>if you need a quick idea, here's one: play foosball...i love that game. and i don't think its really agressive. pool is fun too. i guess you should watch out for shows as well, i took my girlfriend to a toadies concert, and a motorhead concert.  those were good times.<P>oh well...you might just have to get creative...or just "fark" (i like the spelling)<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000022||Hertz||01-15-2003||02:12 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||<UL TYPE=SQUARE><BR><LI> Learn how to cook something kick ass, make her dinner.  Study how to give massages, and practice on her.  Get laid.<BR><LI> Get some couple friends and double date -- gives you a testosterone outlet and can make some things less expensive.<BR><LI> Drive out of Chicago to the shopping destination of your choice (Gurney, Geneva, Michigan City).<BR><LI> Go to the Lincoln Park Zoo, it's free and your girl will love to see a red-assed primate with his cock and balls swinging around.<BR><LI> Speaking of <A HREF="http://www.chicago.il.org/FREE.HTM" TARGET=_blank>free...</A> Hit the Shedd Aquarium and/or Adler Planetarium and then take a <A HREF="http://www.chicagotraveler.com/boat_tours" TARGET=_blank>dinner cruise on Lake Michigan</A> (from Navy Pier).  Then watch an <A HREF="http://www.imax.com/chicago/" TARGET=_blank>Imax movie</A> (that's NOT boring)<BR><LI> The <A HREF="http://www.architecture.org/" TARGET=_blank>Chicago Achitechture Foundation</A> river architecture tour is awesome (maybe when it is warmer)...<BR><LI> Buy two copies of a book you both agree on and read it simultaneously. Hang out at home or pretend to be one of those nerdy types at a coffee shop.<BR><LI> Rent a hottub or go get massages (you can get a couples' massage).<BR><LI> Visit the <A HREF="http://www.chicago-botanic.org/" TARGET=_blank>Chicago Botanical Gardens</A><BR><LI> You said no bowling, but check out the <A HREF="http://www.drbowl.com/rock_bowl.htm" TARGET=_blank>Rock n' Bowl at the Diversey River Bowl</A>. (Relatively expensive, but fun -- wild when you can drink)<BR><LI> Into sports?  Catch a game (hockey, basketball, baseball, football) and it doesn't have to be a big league game if you don't have a big league budget: try college games.  If you want to compete with each other, you haven't lived until you've played <A HREF="http://www.whirlyball.com/chicago/chicago.htm" TARGET=_blank>Whirlyball</A>.  It's bumper cars meets <A HREF="http://members.ozemail.com.au/~jaialaioz/code/generalinfo.html" TARGET=_blank>Jai-ali</A>.<BR><LI> <B>Always consult <A HREF="http://metromix.com/top/1,1419,M-Metromix-Home-X!Front,00.html" TARGET=_blank>Metromix</A></B> and follow up with <A HREF="http://www.chireader.com/" TARGET=_blank>The Reader</A><BR></UL><P>Hope this helps, should be enough links to keep you busy for awhile.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000<p>[This message has been edited by Hertz (edited 01-15-2003).]||67.36.176.251||reg||1
Z||000023||mdpvr4||01-15-2003||02:43 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i like the idea of working on the car together. of course its a little easier for me because my fiance(how ever that word is spelled) and i were the proud owners of 3 vr4's. but you cou ld go ice skating or maybe cook her dinner. but i will say that it really shouldnt matter what you do as long as you are spending time with her. and that is all that really matters.<P>------------------<BR>||32.102.169.174||reg||1
Z||000024||VR-4play||01-15-2003||03:07 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by ken inn:<BR><B>i dont like to do stuff where one of you has to win.  so, most games are out. </B><BR>as long as you have control over who wins, it's fine. you have to let her win sometimes, but always keep the score close. never blow her out.<P><B>another thing you CANNOT do is work directly with your wife.  she can be in another department, but not in direct contact.  DEFINETLY no hunting together.  <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>i agree.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1
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A||||1||dsmsleeper||A Nasti Story||||6||
Z||000000||dsmsleeper||01-10-2003||11:39 AM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||Check this out:<BR> <A HREF="http://www.nzmmc.co.nz/make.php?main=nasti&right=feature" TARGET=_blank>http://www.nzmmc.co.nz/make.php?main=nasti&right=feature</A> <P>------------------<BR>Joe<BR>1991 GVR-4 342/2000 R.I.P.<BR>1991 GVR-4 782/2000<BR>1991 GVR-4 955/2000<BR>1992 Laser AWD||63.146.62.141||reg||6
Z||000001||beavis||01-10-2003||11:44 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i think this guy posts on this board.  he has put a lot of work into that car.<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.60||reg||1
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A||||2||beavis||super speedway||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||01-10-2003||11:42 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||if you haven't seen this imax movie i highly recommend it.  it came out in 98 and is available now on dvd.  it shows some crazy behind the scenes development stuff.  i think my favorite part is them showing a cosworth turbo v8 sitting on the dyno for 2.5 hours at 14,000 rpm's (time lapse)<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.60||reg||1
Z||000001||RayH||01-10-2003||05:43 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Definitely a great dvd for showing off a sound system.  There a Super Speedway 2 out now though I think it's just an updated version of the original.<P>My brother brought over a DLP projector during the holidays and we were watching this on a 100" screen.  Sitting at the bottom of the screen during the in car footages put you in the driver's seat.<P>------------------<BR>||167.211.190.2||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||01-13-2003||01:11 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Had it for a while now...it is a very good documentary wrapped in a pretty cool story. 2 thumbs up! LOL<BR>I love the engine testing, seeing the turbo/exhaust glowing while hearing the rpms scream.  That and the talk of the downforce being enough to drive inverted blew me away...<BR>BTW - I got the DVD off of someone's suggestion from the board in a reply to my old thread about Car DVD's... Thanks!<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.132||reg||1
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A||||16||GVR-4||"yo momma"  joke...||||1||
Z||000000||GVR-4||01-10-2003||05:50 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||"yo momma" is so dumb, she would starve to death if she were locked in a grocery store.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 01-10-2003).]||68.155.59.156||reg||1
Z||000001||Tondar||01-11-2003||02:49 PM||mkii91@yahoo.com||Yo momma so fat, I gotta roll over twice to get off her!<P>------------------<BR>91 black VR4||68.41.152.71||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||01-11-2003||03:39 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Yo momma so fat, that light bends around her!<P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000003||number3||01-11-2003||04:34 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B>Yo momma so fat, that light bends around her!<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>HUH?  lol!<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000004||gvr4ever||01-11-2003||05:13 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Anyone get this?<P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000005||Compressed||01-11-2003||05:25 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B>Anyone get this?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Sure. Fatass=high gravity pull=bent light.<P><BR>Yo mama so fat, her blood type is Ragu.<P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561||216.126.176.50||reg||1
Z||000006||turbowop||01-11-2003||05:35 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Compressed:<BR><B> Sure. Fatass=high gravity pull=bent light.<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>hahahahahaha roflmao......that's some funny shit. Einstein style yo mama jokes.....<P><P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR-4||01-11-2003||08:12 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Yo momma is so dumb, she tried to pay for a free sample at the grocery store.<P>I'm not sure what's up with the "grocery store" theme.<P>dp<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.59.188||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR-4||01-11-2003||08:17 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Yo Momma's SO Fat...<BR>She was walking down the street, I swerved to miss her, and ran out of gas.<P><P>------------------<BR>||68.155.59.188||reg||1
Z||000009||sleeper||01-12-2003||11:47 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Yo mamma's so dumb she triped over a cordless phone!<P>yo mamma so dum she thought taco bell was a phone company in Mexico<P>yo mamma is so ugly she stuck her head out a car window and got arrested for mooning.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||65.66.57.117||reg||1
Z||000010||VR-4play||01-13-2003||07:04 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR-4:<BR><B>Yo Momma's SO Fat...<BR>She was walking down the street, I swerved to miss her, and ran out of gas.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>that's funny. yo mama's so fat, you can double dutch with her titties.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1
Z||000011||gvr4in||01-14-2003||09:52 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||-YO MAMMAS LIKE A BRICK, FLAT ON BOTH SIDES AND ONLY MEXICANS WILL LAY HER! <BR>(no racial discrimination meant, Im mexican, lol)<BR><P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000012||Hertz||01-15-2003||02:59 AM||rhertz@3-points.com||Yo momma drives a Honda.||67.36.176.251||reg||1
Z||000013||Jon||01-15-2003||11:19 AM||jon@jgronline.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4in:<BR><B>-YO MAMMAS LIKE A BRICK, FLAT ON BOTH SIDES AND ONLY MEXICANS WILL LAY HER! <BR>(no racial discrimination meant, Im mexican, lol)<P><BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>So you would lay my momma?  EWWWWWWW<P><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000014||drew||01-15-2003||11:21 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||yo momma so funky she got sourdough yeast infection<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000015||beavis||01-17-2003||12:47 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||yo momma so fat she gets her toenails painted at earl schibe.  (thanks eddy murphy)<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.68||reg||1
Z||000016||a_santos||01-17-2003||04:13 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Yo mamma is like a vacum, she sucks and blows, and gets laid in the corner.<P>Yo mamma is like door knob, everyone gets a turn.<P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001427.cgi
A||||3||atsiauto||Build your own civic here Yo' ||||1||
Z||000000||atsiauto||01-10-2003||06:59 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||You gets mad options and chit' most fun i had all day ,.  S. <A HREF="http://www.ebaumsworld.com/pimpride.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.ebaumsworld.com/pimpride.html</A> <P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000001||Jon||01-12-2003||11:54 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Is it a Honda or an EVO?<P> <IMG SRC="http://www.jgronline.com/new/evo.jpg"> <BR><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||12.220.168.103||reg||12
Z||000002||Ian M||01-12-2003||01:54 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com|| LOL! Who ever came up with that game is a F-in genius! <P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by Ian M (edited 01-12-2003).]||129.71.114.153||reg||10
Z||000003||beavis||01-13-2003||01:18 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||this has been posted before, but its still awesome.  <P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001428.cgi
A||||6||number3||EVO VIII 4 sale||||1||
Z||000000||number3||01-11-2003||05:38 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6355&item=1876761136" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6355&item=1876761136</A> <P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000001||GRV4726||01-11-2003||07:13 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||oh god.<P>it begins.. the craziness begins.  this is going to be funny.. and i can't wait to see what body kits they release for it to make it look like the VII. <P>ah. its nice to have her...even if its a fucked up version of it.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000002||Jon||01-12-2003||11:49 AM||jon@jgronline.com||BLING! BLING!<P>dat is phat...............U wood bye dat in a sec if u had da dolla...... U is jis jellus bish!!!!!!!!!<P>(Oh yeah, I forgot about the annyone caps lock.)<P><BR>DAT CAR IS TIGHT.........I GUESS I CAN STOP RIDING YO MOMMA CAUSE ME IS GOIN TO BE PIMPIN IN DA NEW EVOOOOOOOOOOO BISH!!!!!<P>DAM FOO!<BR><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000003||Dan D||01-12-2003||12:40 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||<BR>&lt;DAT CAR IS TIGHT.........I GUESS I CAN STOP RIDING YO MOMMA CAUSE ME IS GOIN TO BE PIMPIN IN DA NEW EVOOOOOOOOOOO BISH!!!!!<P>DAM FOO!&gt;<P>This coming from someone driving an "se-type R SI spec-V" sentra  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||12.222.102.136||reg||1
Z||000004||Romanova||01-12-2003||01:36 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Those tail lights give me diahrea...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||216.255.203.179||reg||1
Z||000005||Pappy||01-12-2003||11:33 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Romanova:<BR><B>Those tail lights give me diahrea...<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>They make baby jesus cry too.<BR><P>------------------<BR>-Paul<BR>-'92 Galant VR-4  #995||24.218.198.50||reg||1
Z||000006||GRV4726||01-12-2003||11:51 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||haha<BR> great comment.<P>yeah, those taillights have to go.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001429.cgi
A||||5||91 #680||whoa!!!!!||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||01-12-2003||04:00 PM||detsss@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://fun.from.hell.pl/2003-01-09/malec.wmv" TARGET=_blank>http://fun.from.hell.pl/2003-01-09/malec.wmv</A> <P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000001||Romanova||01-12-2003||05:30 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Not sure if I should laugh or cry after seeing that...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4in||01-12-2003||05:32 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||HAHAHA..holy sh!t that thing rules!<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000003||drew||01-12-2003||05:35 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||THAT IS SO GENIUS. Probably confuses and freaks everyone around them out of their minds.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000004||Jon||01-12-2003||07:39 PM||jon@jgronline.com||That will be the next rice boy craze in the US.  I can just see an Integra going backwards like that with a fart tip and Type R badge on it.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||12.220.168.103||reg||1
Z||000006||Romanova||01-12-2003||09:55 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Harry, you might need new codecs... or try Windows Media Player 7... should download needed codecs automatically...<BR><P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001430.cgi
A||||1||atsiauto||new scoobie pics. ||||1||
Z||000000||atsiauto||01-13-2003||07:52 AM||atsiauto@comcast.net||saw this while trashin through the muck . best pics ive seen so far. <A HREF="http://www.subaruwrx.com/news.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.subaruwrx.com/news.html</A> <P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000001||GRV4726||01-13-2003||02:23 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i was expecting scoobie do or something.. <P>why do you subaru guys call em subies... i know mitsubishi guys call their cars mitsus but that sounds more normal<P>anyway<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001431.cgi
A||||3||lance||NO COMPRESSION in cylinder 2 and 3||||5||
Z||000000||lance||01-13-2003||09:13 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||It has been less than a week I put my new head on, install a MSD and decided to take the car to the track yesterday.  On my first run, the car would not past 5500 rmm however I sorted that problem out.  On my second run the car did brilliantly but after the run was over, the car was missing like crazy as if it was just firing off two cylinders.  At first I thought one of the intercooler hose went loose but after doing  a compression test (the cheap way) I found out that cylinder 2 and 3 were practically dead.  There has been no oil in my exhaust, no oil in the radiator and most important no strange sound in the engine.  I manage to drive it back home but only about 40mph missing like crazy.  What could have gone wrong?  I have been spending like crazy since last November.<P>------------------<BR>Lance Barnes||63.136.118.238||reg||5
Z||000001||ken inn||01-13-2003||11:35 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||you may have blown the head gasket, between the 2 cylinders.  i have seen this on bmw's.  worse, you may have bent valves on those 2 cylinders.  leakdown will tell, or a smoke machine.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1
Z||000002||lance||01-14-2003||11:17 AM||lancelott_leo@yahoo.com||Thanks..I took the head off yesterday and it was the same as you suggested.  I blew the gasket between 2 and 3.<P>[QUOTE]Originally posted by ken inn:<BR>[B]you may have blown the head gasket, between the 2 cylinders.  i have seen this on bmw's.  worse, you may have bent valves on those 2 cylinders.  leakdown will tell, or a smoke machine.<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>Lance Barnes||63.136.114.155||reg||1
Z||000003||ken inn||01-14-2003||11:31 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||that is probably either a warped head, or a torque problem.  you need to check both the head and the deck of the block for warpage.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.230||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001432.cgi
A||||3||hibern8||Any advice for financial aid for grad school?||||1||
Z||000000||hibern8||01-13-2003||10:49 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||hey guys and gals........ i am currently in my last year of undergraduate school. i do receive fianancial aid in the form of map/pell grants which help me out to pay for my tuition. next year i will begin pharmacy school which is considered professional/grad school since i will obtian a doctorate level degree. now since it is considered professional school, no one is eligible to receive finacial aid by grants but only by loans. is there anyone out there that has any input on this. i work full time now to pay for all my other school expenses that isnt covered by my aid. i have been really stressing out lately bc i havent figured out how im going to pay for it. im really not in the mood to come out of school with 85,000+ in student loans. so is there anyone out there who may have been in this situation? or anyone with advice or me to get some aid for school? id appreciate any input. Thank you. <P>------------------<BR>Ken DM<BR>541/1000<BR>www.gvr4.com<P>POLSKA!!||131.193.9.113||reg||1
Z||000001||VR-4play||01-13-2003||11:31 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||depending on your major, you can always come out of school and get a job with a company that has tuition reimbursement as a benefit. that is what i am doing now.<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||01-13-2003||11:33 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||get a job at ups or bank of america.  i have worked for both and they offer tuition reimbursment.  if not try applying for a scholarship.  there are thousands that go unused every year.  last but not least don't forget uncle sam.  the military reserves offer some pretty good tuition assistance.<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.68||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4458||01-13-2003||02:28 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I second the idea on UPS.  They always need part time help.  Also, go visit the financial aid office and apply for EVERYTHING that is available.  If you even come clsoe to qualifying for the scholarship, send in an aplication.  Sometimes, noone else applies.  For instance, if you are 1/23rd "Grecco-Yubanina", apply for the scholarship.  I will be paying for our education (wife too) until I'm 50.  We walked away with some really substantial bills...<P>If necessary, take a few years and get a normal job for awhile and hit them for reimbursement.  My company pays 100% for the appropriate continuing education.<P>Good luck,<BR>EH<P>------------------<BR>||198.31.128.210||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001433.cgi
A||||2||Lucky13||Tuning from scratch||||1||
Z||000000||Lucky13||01-13-2003||12:17 PM||volar13@bellsouth.net||   As it stands now #1758 is suffering from wicked low compression in cylinders 2 and 3. So... I'm thinking of buying a built engine. Nothing totally crazy, just something that I know will be able to handle whatever I throw at it. I haven't decided from who...I'm still researching around the net at my options. ( anyone with advice feel free to speak up, it's a second car so downtime isn't really an issue )<BR>   My problem is that there are plenty of things that should be changed out if I'm going to go through the trouble of swapping the engine. Full 3" exhaust, new turbo,support mods...etc. I don't want to change so many things at one time that it becomes a tuning nightmare. But, I don't want to put a new motor in there with my crappy, worn out old stuff and get poor results.<BR>   As of now I'm looking at....<BR>Ported 2G manifold<BR>Evo 3 o2 housing<BR>Certified Muffler 3" turbo back<BR>Supra pump<BR>Maybe a 20G<BR>Larger injectors<BR>S-afc<P>I have Pocketlogger and the normal set of gauges for tuning....but that just seems like a lot of stuff to throw into the mix at one time.<P>Sorry about the length   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Any insight welcome...<BR>   <BR><P>------------------<BR>||68.153.90.104||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-13-2003||12:48 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i would say that the logger is the only tool you really need.  just learn to use it, and you can throw all kinds of stuff on the car, and within minutes, have it running, and within days have it fine tuned.  without the logger, you are tuning in the stone age.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||01-13-2003||01:16 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i don't reccomend spending money on things that you don't really need.  a competent machine shop can rebuild your motor to the factory specs.  unless you plan to run 10 sec times don't waste your money on a fully built motor.  spend the money on parts that complement each other.  a bigger turbo will need to breath better, so look at cam, intercooler, exhaust, or intake upgrades<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001434.cgi
A||||6||a_santos||Leather Conditioning||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||01-13-2003||03:02 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||What do you guys use to treat the leather in our cars? I have only had my GVR4 for several months, and currently use Meguiars Leather Wipes. They suck, they leave the seat all greasy and are a bitch to get out of the canister, and the leather gets all shiny, not soft. My interior is in excelent shape and I intend to keep it that way. Can someone help?<P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.142||reg||1
Z||000001||Romanova||01-13-2003||03:06 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Lexol is the stuff you want. One bottle of cleaner and one of condtioner... I do mine like once a month...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000002||ken inn||01-13-2003||03:07 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||leatherique.  it is the best, but messy.  they all are messy.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.231||reg||1
Z||000003||GVR4458||01-13-2003||04:08 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||The leather seat guys recommended that lexol stuff for regular maintenenace, but said that mink oil (actually a wax) or baseball glove oil work well for restoring dry stuff.  I bought both for my Audi and I'll find out what heppens.<P>The recommendation is to slather it on and let it soak overnight.  repeat until it doesn't get absorbed (still there in the morning).  This stuff can be bought from any big discount department store.<P>EH<P>------------------<BR>||198.31.128.210||reg||1
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||01-13-2003||06:10 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Let us know how the oil goes I know on my motorcycle leathers it is great.....BUT you MUST put plastic down for a while after treating the leather or your cloths will soak the oil out. The oil will soak the drying of the 2 fabrics (the leather seat or you Levi's for a while.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000005||DookGVR4||01-14-2003||02:33 AM||dook@adelphia.net||I used meguiars on my previous vehicle and will opt to use it on the galant come spring/summer...<P>I thought it worked rather well and made the car smell mmmmmmmmm good  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000006||Martin Chilcote||01-15-2003||11:02 PM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <A HREF="http://www.griotsgarage.com/catalog.jsp?L1=L1_1000&L2=L2_1006&SKU=11142" TARGET=_blank>http://www.griotsgarage.com/catalog.jsp?L1=L1_1000&L2=L2_1006&SKU=11142</A> <P>First, have the seats and the treatment stuff warm. Apply with a small brush, I use an old toothbrush, rags & sponges are a waster. After applying, use a hairdrier on low speed, medium or hot temp to help it soak in. Then buff w/ a dry cloth. No stain on butt and soft leather.<P>------------------<BR>1064/2000 <BR><A HREF="http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html</A><p>[This message has been edited by Martin Chilcote (edited 01-15-2003).]||66.139.191.52||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001435.cgi
A||||2||atsiauto||94? headlights? ||||1||
Z||000000||atsiauto||01-13-2003||07:16 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I went to the old u-pick it here in Richmond today . My bud was w me and he says look at those cool headlights in that white galant! damm if they arent clear as a bell . so upon some further investigation i see its an Oct. of 93 production date and makes it a 94 i guess, I guess you all probably know this and its posted somehwere, else but i bought these housings and slapped em' in the 91 and I'm really diggin the difference! who else has them in their ride's? just curious Idoubt I discovered a thing ..... Scotty<P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va<p>[This message has been edited by atsiauto (edited 01-15-2003).]||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||01-15-2003||06:04 PM||||The production date doesn't make it anything unless the VIN confirms it.  It would be strange to have a 10/93  '93 model, but... if it had a PZxxxxxx VIN it is a '93.  If it had a RExxxxxx VIN, it is a '94.  But the two years are totally different, and the '94 headlights are not clear IIRC.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000002||atsiauto||01-15-2003||07:12 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||these are real nice lights, I have them in the car , I see they are bringing 225 on the site? wow. must be 93. definitly different from what I had gave 40 bux for them . <P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va||68.57.152.6||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001436.cgi
A||||3||broke down||Clutch lever||||1||
Z||000000||broke down||01-13-2003||09:36 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Does anyone have the part number for the clutch lever with the square hole, the one that connects to the large coil spring?  I don't know if mine needs to be replaced or not.  It moves a little bit on the shaft.  I figure about 1/2" of movement at the end of the pedal.  My clutch is adjusted all the way out, and it still is engaged a little bit.  I can feel the car move forward when sitting at lights, and it grinds all of the gears.  Does the m/c also need to be rebuilt?  I have about 110k miles on the car.  Has anyone else had problems and needed to rebuild around this time?  Anyone who could give a part number or look it up on caps would be my hero!!!  My caps program has never worked.  Thanks <P>------------------<BR>talon #1,985,564/2,648,874||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000001||04DrBlur||01-13-2003||11:10 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||  Are you refering to the Clutch Fork?  That wears out and can give those symptoms.  Happened to me when I had my tranny rebuilt.  I simply needed a clutch fork..  Shit there went a grand.  Clutch fork= $50.00<BR>  At least my tranny is fresh.<P>------------------<BR>936/2000<BR> "4WGE"||68.21.137.44||reg||1
Z||000002||broke down||01-14-2003||12:25 AM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Nope.  I mean the lever that is connected to the clutch pedal, and to the clutch pedal spring.<P>------------------<BR>talon #1,985,564/2,648,874||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000003||AWDpower||01-14-2003||01:13 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||I had to replace that part in my Talon a few years ago, mine was worn with about a 1/2" of slop like yours. It used to grind, but it's shifted smoothly ever since. Sorry, I don't have the part number. But you will likely have to replace the clutch pedal itself too, since it probably wore with the arm. Mine did. Be sure to torque the hell out of the nut that joins the two and use loctite when you replace them. <P>BTW, the job is much easier if you pull the driver's seat first. <P>Jason K.<BR>'90 Talon AWD<BR>'92 GVR4<BR>'96 Eclipse GSX<BR>Jason K.<P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.72||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001437.cgi
A||||4||DookGVR4||COOKIES!!!!||||1||
Z||000000||DookGVR4||01-14-2003||02:30 AM||dook@adelphia.net||How do you get the board to keep your password saved?...!!<P>Everytime i leave the board and come back i have to enter my damn password...which was assigned and i can never rember it!<P>If i cant get cookied can i change my pass at least?.!<P>Thanks,Dave<P>------------------<BR>||24.52.237.20||reg||1
Z||000001||atsiauto||01-14-2003||08:42 AM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Me too its aggravating. <P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR-4||01-14-2003||09:38 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||YEAH, what he said.<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.57.95||reg||1
Z||000003||joec||01-14-2003||12:08 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||Click on the "profile" button up above and change your password to something you can easily remember.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||205.181.240.194||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||01-14-2003||12:42 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Make sure your browser is cookie enabled.  <P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1
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A||||0||James||Check out our website||||1||
Z||000000||James||01-14-2003||06:30 AM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Just want to let you know about our club website. It is <A HREF="http://www.gsr-evo-club.net" TARGET=_blank>www.gsr-evo-club.net</A>  <BR> It is aimed mainly at modded Mitsubishis, with members cars including, EVOs , Lancer gsr, a few very nice modded VR4s, and numerous other models.We are based in Adelaide  South Australia and looking to expand. We are registered and insured with C.A.M.S. (Australias motorsport organisation). We have an active forum , showroom for readers rides, downloadable monthly newsletter and much more. You don't have to be a club member to register on the website forum etc. Check us out and maybe give us some input.I'm a member to lots of forums, and get hours of enjoyment participating  on them them all.<P>------------------<BR>||210.48.130.132||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001439.cgi
A||||11||1quickvr4||Best place to get a front cut?||||1||
Z||000000||1quickvr4||01-15-2003||11:59 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Im in the market for a front cut, Any help are links would be apreciated.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||64.157.112.153||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR-4||01-15-2003||02:44 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Are you talking about your hair?  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||68.155.52.124||reg||1
Z||000002||1quickvr4||01-15-2003||03:18 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Very funny, Im working on my Mulletito look. My girlfreinds not impressed. No, seriousley Im looking for a e39a Front cut with sheetmetal and all. Im in contact with a companmey in Malasya but I dont want to risk getting burned.<BR><P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||65.56.123.133||reg||1
Z||000003||a_santos||01-15-2003||03:20 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Here is the link for one going for $1380 <A HREF="http://www.flashoptions.com/product.asp?prodID=132" TARGET=_blank>http://www.flashoptions.com/product.asp?prodID=132</A> <P>Hope this helps<P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.146||reg||3
Z||000004||1quickvr4||01-15-2003||05:06 PM||caspa69@juno.com||I have been in contact with them for about 2 weeks, but there are some things I dont like, sutch as shipping is only to a port and they have said anything about the motor running when it gets here, Also the 300 dollor fee for using a credit card on top of the 6% charge. I will orderfrom them if all else falls through or I might say screw it and build a s13.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||64.152.235.146||reg||1
Z||000005||kartorium31||01-15-2003||08:50 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||I'm not sure if these guys would do it but they look to be a good importer(sweet cars).<BR> <A HREF="http://www.cameljapan.com" TARGET=_blank>www.cameljapan.com</A> <P>------------------<BR># 31<BR>unfortunately my life begins at a sissy 12psi||12.144.247.224||reg||1
Z||000006||smokindav||01-16-2003||06:47 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<BR><B>Im in the market for a front cut, Any help are links would be apreciated.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>It's called a FRONT CLIP not a front cut.  <P><P>------------------<BR>||207.167.100.239||reg||1
Z||000007||1quickvr4||01-16-2003||09:49 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Think you for correcting me, I will come to you with all my grammer and tech questions. I always thought that a front clip was just the sheetmetal like the bumper,fenders, and hood. Whatever you want to call it Im still looking for one.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||64.157.119.223||reg||1
Z||000008||a_santos||01-16-2003||09:54 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I must disagree with you. In some countries, it is indeed called a front cut, I think Australia is one of them, maybe one of you aussies can verify? <P>  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by smokindav:<BR><B> It's called a FRONT CLIP not a front cut.  <P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000009||Garfield Wright||01-16-2003||10:10 PM||garfieldwright@southfloridatuners.com||I have a complete '91 jdm galant vr4 for sale running.  Don't have any pix yet.  Drop me a line if u r interested.  garfield@southfloridatuners.com<P>------------------<BR>||66.176.225.190||reg||1
Z||000010||beavis||01-17-2003||12:38 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i have dealt with a place several times.  the name is gspeed.  if you are interested let me know.  i don't know what the shipping to texas would cost you.<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.68||reg||1
Z||000011||1quickvr4||01-18-2003||12:07 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Hey man let me know about the G-speed thing.<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||65.56.120.107||reg||1
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A||||6||ken inn||did i dodge the bullet?||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||01-15-2003||12:28 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||since the hosing on the last transmission, i see another on the dsm trader the other day, and it is in san antonio, right down the street.  tre double synchros, evo forks, modded diff, just rebuilt, never installed, 650.  so, i call, leave message, and i get called back.  i ask where the trans was built, he says some place called no limit motorsport, i says can i call them and verify the work, yah, then, i tell him that i am close, and if he will take the trans to a shop i deal with on the north side of town, and they check it out, they will pay him on the spot.  is this ok?  click.  buzzzzz..we were cut off?  i call back, get the answer machine again, leave message.  call again later, machine.  leave message.  no return call for 2 days.  hmmmmm.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.234||reg||1
Z||000001||Romanova||01-15-2003||01:04 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Slowly walk away... forget that... quickly run away...<BR>It's been proven with science that the Trader can cause cancer...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsuvr4||01-15-2003||01:30 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||I think I speak for most of us when I say,<P>"What is wrong with some people?"<P>How hard can it be to conduct a fair business transaction?  Dumb question and hers's the dumb answer (proven by similar stories): Pretty fricking hard!!<P>Sorry, this crap pisses me off!!<P>------------------<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.242.238||reg||8
Z||000003||Yao||01-15-2003||01:43 PM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||IF IT'S TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE, IT PROBABLY IS, <P><P>------------------<BR>||208.253.246.92||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR-4||01-15-2003||02:50 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Yeah. That sucks.<P>------------------<BR>||68.155.52.124||reg||1
Z||000005||turbogalant||01-16-2003||01:33 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||I'd register him on good guys/bad guys for us who may not be so lucky<P>------------------<BR>||64.70.24.54||reg||1
Z||000006||SPEEDFIEND||01-16-2003||05:46 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I swear I'd like to get my hands on some of these people.  The worst thing is a fuckin thief.  Just my two cents though.  Kris<P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey, 169/1000 Belize Green<p>[This message has been edited by SPEEDFIEND (edited 01-17-2003).]||206.214.56.193||reg||1
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A||||2||Yao||Check THIS out!||||1||
Z||000000||Yao||01-15-2003||01:52 PM||yaomlin@yahoo.com|| <A HREF="http://forum.thedieselpage.com/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=004955" TARGET=_blank>http://forum.thedieselpage.com/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=004955</A> <P>If you can't get to it, here it is:<P>Another user (NoMo) made an interesting statement about Amsoil in another thread that caused me to do additional investigation. Thanks to NoMo for putting me on this trail. Please follow me on this logic because it's important.<BR>Amsoil makes four motor oils they claim are for use in Diesel engines. Three are fully synthetic (30 weight, 5W-30, and 15W-40) and one is a synthetic blend (15W-40). Let's forget about the 30 weight oil and the synthetic blend oil for this conversation, and we'll concentrate on the fully synthetic oils that some here are using.<P>I will post verbatim from some sections of the 2002 Duramax Diesel Supplement page 6-18 which is titled "What Kind of Engine Oil to Use". Next to a graphic of the API service doughnut is the following statement: "This donught-shaped logo (symbol) is used on most oil containers to help you select the correct oil. It means that the oil has been certified by the American Petroleum Institute. You should look for this on the oil container, and use only those oils that display the logo." There is also a NOTICE that says "If you use oils that don't have one of these designations either CH-4 or CG-4, you can cause engine damage which is not covered by your warranty." You can read it yourself in your own manual for verification.<P>These are clear statements! Use only the proper API Certified oil or your warranty won't cover any damage.<P>I called the American Petroleum Institute to find out if Amsoil fully synthetic diesel oil is API approved (I talked to Kathy in the Motor Oils Division). I was told that Amsoil has been issued API License Number 0995 but that DOES NOT cover any of their multi-grade fully synthetic diesel oils. NoMo pointed out that the Amsoil does not carry the API starburst or donught-shaped logo. <P>Amsoil fully synthetic diesel oils are not API approved and are not approved for the use in your Duramax. API told me that all oils submitted for certification are tested by both their labs and an independent lab before a license for certification is granted. They would not tell me if Amsoil has submitted their oils and they failed, or if they have never submitted their oils for testing.<P>Amsoil claims that their synthetic diesel oils are "Recommended for Applications Requiring the Following Specifications:" and list various API ratings, but that is not the same a being API Certified, and not approved for the Duramax. They are telling you that you should beleive them that it meets API specifications, but we really don't know if it does or not. We do know it's not Certified as such. The only API Certified engine oils listed under the Amsoil license are the XL-7500 and PCO (synthetic blend) motor oils.<P>I asked about various fully synthetic diesel oils that ARE API Certified. They told me of many, but the one that stood out was issued API License Number 0022... Mobil Delvac 1. Treat your engine right and use the right oil.<P>I do not work for any engine oil manufacturer, and I do not sell any kind of motor oil. I did spend about 15 years in management in the automotive manufacturing industry. I have known some of the best automotive engineers in the world and I know that most of what they do is for a reason. <P><P>------------------<BR>||208.253.246.92||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||01-15-2003||03:38 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Since Amsoil is a 100% synthetic oil, no natural petroleum products, why would API certify it? It doesn't make much sense does it. If API certified it, it would take business away from other petroleum based oils, Mobil1 etc...  This was definetly a no-brainer. It is SAE certified though, and used by many race teams.<P> <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.146||reg||1
Z||000002||beavis||01-17-2003||12:44 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i know in our powerstroke they like to run dela 400.  if you document your oil changes, they will warranty your engine. synthetics are overrated anyways. <P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.68||reg||1
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A||||3||Romanova||Raxels.com?||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||01-15-2003||04:12 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Anyone ever deal with them before? I saw them listed on the vendors page and I am in need of new drive shafts up front...<BR>Thanks<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000001||gvrfour173||01-15-2003||04:32 PM||||yeah, marty is a nice guy to deal with. ..<P>------------------<BR>||63.72.235.4||reg||1
Z||000002||joec||01-15-2003||04:53 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||I've used them for my 1G AWD DSM.  Good stuff.<P><P>------------------<BR>||205.181.240.194||reg||1
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||01-15-2003||09:58 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I will never buy axles from anyone else, they rule.  Who else has axles wearing bikinis on their website? <P>PS - it's "raxles"  :-)<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
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A||||2||Romanova||Mitsubishi key blanks?||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||01-15-2003||04:18 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I noticed last night that my key has cracks in it. I have plenty of copies, but I want a new Mitsubishi key... do they sell these? Part number?<BR>Thanks<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000001||Romanova||01-15-2003||04:19 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Never mind... <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6776&item=2400382207" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6776&item=2400382207</A> <P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000002||RayH||01-15-2003||06:07 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||A neat trick with most car keys is that if you have more than one car of the same make, you can have one side of a key cut for one car and the other side cut for the other and use the same key for both cars.  Just have to make sure you use the correct side of the key for each car.<P>------------------<BR>||167.211.190.2||reg||1
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A||||14||a_santos||Check out this bad ass VR4!!!||||1
Z||000000||a_santos||01-15-2003||04:20 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Here is the link <A HREF="http://www.vtcar.com/rcramana.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vtcar.com/rcramana.htm</A> <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||198.111.38.146||reg||1
Z||000001||daviddilts||01-15-2003||05:34 PM||mmcgvr4@mycomcast.com||    (Name this quote)<BR>"CAN YOU DEAL WITH THIS!" <BR>sorry,I just to like say it.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.mofugas.com/roadrace.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.mofugas.com/roadrace.htm</A> <P>------------------<BR>Dave 1531<BR> <A HREF="http://gvr4.homestead.com" TARGET=_blank>http://gvr4.homestead.com</A> ||66.208.192.46||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||01-15-2003||09:37 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||I really like that I/C setup on the Mofugas car.  I have never really seen a setup like that on a GVR-4.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000003||suprflewus||01-15-2003||10:04 PM||suprflewus@aol.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>(Name this quote)<BR>"CAN YOU DEAL WITH THIS!" <BR>sorry,I just to like say it.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>Ben Stiller from Meet The Parents???<P>Dale<BR>A.R.C. racing<BR><P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000004||Romanova||01-16-2003||03:23 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Are those Compomotive rims? LOVE those rims... <A HREF="http://www.vtcar.com/update/cars/evo/e12_800.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vtcar.com/update/cars/evo/e12_800.jpg</A> <BR>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v<p>[This message has been edited by Romanova (edited 01-16-2003).]||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000005||beavis||01-17-2003||12:41 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||what ever happened to the mofugas road race car?<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.68||reg||1
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||01-17-2003||08:23 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||What I think that Vermont car needs is to change out those red mud flaps for some of those Yosemite Sam "Back Off!" ones found on most redneck trucks  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif">   Sorry for the dumb post...I saw a set tonight on my way home & got the idea.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif">  <P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||05-08-2003||10:44 AM||||I think I saw this car when it was in the shop, I have been there and the owner lance is an awesome guy, talked to me, some 17 year old kid and told me what I need to do and everythign, and I saw that he is gonna be doing Mitsu US rally cars now..... he is a great guy!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||raceman77||05-08-2003||11:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> I really like that I/C setup on the Mofugas car.  I have never really seen a setup like that on a GVR-4. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">l love that set up,minimal lag with the ultra short intercooler routing.You give up the flash and cooling of the traditional front mount though.l wonder if that would be practical on a street car...anybody care to try it and post pics?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000009||mofugas||05-08-2003||11:49 AM||||The Vermount Sports Car/Ramana beast is owned by a guy on the east coast now and he is rallying it now.  I pitted for him up in Ottawa, Canada last year.  Nice car.<br /><br />Ramana now drives for the Subaru team.<br /><br />As for my road racing car, a guy bought it out on the west coast...its going to be a solo car.  The intercooler setup will be in my street car as soon as I get around to rebuilding the motor (next winter).||63.174.44.56||reg||12||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000010||uno||05-08-2003||03:08 PM||||Hey Rob, whatever happened to that suspension setup you were hoping to have available to us. Micah||216.187.161.1||reg||1||uno||00000228||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||05-08-2003||04:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> I really like that I/C setup on the Mofugas car.  I have never really seen a setup like that on a GVR-4. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">l love that set up,minimal lag with the ultra short intercooler routing.You give up the flash and cooling of the traditional front mount though.l wonder if that would be practical on a street car...anybody care to try it and post pics?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002167" target="_blank">Two weeks ago...</a>    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I wanted it to work too.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||mofugas||05-08-2003||05:14 PM||||Suspension setup?  Which one were you talking about...I sold Whiteline for years    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />I have a very nice setup in my car right now.  Re-did the entire suspension this winter.  Tore it all out, sandblasted it, painted it, poly bushings everywhere, new bearings, seals, etc. Also put in a AWD/FWD selectable tranny with Quaife LSD, 4 bolt LSD rear, took out the power steering, etc. etc.<br /><br />I've got these custom shocks from Noltec in Australia (Oztek can get them).  The spring rates are only about two times the stock setup but let me tell you.....<br /><br />I finally took it out the other day before it rained again...can you say a 4 door Corvette?  The ride is stiffer than stock, but not harsh...and the car is incredible.  I have never driven a better handling Galant.  Can't wait to get the big brakes on her and get her out on a track!<br /><br />I'll have some pictures posted on my site soon.||63.174.44.56||reg||6||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000013||Jose||05-08-2003||10:03 PM||||Hey Rob(Mofugas), are those 3000GT VR4 brakes on your car?<br />Jose....||152.163.252.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||05-09-2003||02:59 PM||||Please keep us all posted on your progress, Rob.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
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A||||0||Martin Chilcote||Here's a family car for ya||||1||
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||01-15-2003||11:20 PM||chilcote@swbell.net|| <A HREF="http://www.bestjapancar.com/mitsubishi31.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.bestjapancar.com/mitsubishi31.htm</A> <P>Big intercooler opening ;^]<P>------------------<BR>1064/2000 <BR><A HREF="http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html</A>||66.139.191.52||reg||1
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A||X||9||Jon||moderators wanted||||1||
Z||000000||Jon||01-17-2003||10:34 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I need some geeks that read this board often and want to help out by cleaning up posts and giving good advice.  Plus deleting/moving anything that should be.  I let most everything be posted as long as it isn't racist or threatening which luckily, almost never happens here.  <P>If you aren't a geek, please don't ask to be a moderator as I don't have time to explain how the web works.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||1quickvr4||01-17-2003||10:37 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Dman if only I knew how the web worked, How about Glen AKA Talon TSI?<P>------------------<BR>I cant take his money, I cant make make own money, I have to work for money, why dont I just lie here and die?-Homer Simpson<BR>Zach 91 GVR4,90 Laser,64 Valiant||4.47.36.184||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsuvr4||01-17-2003||12:34 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||Hey Jon,<BR>I'd be willing to do some Mod work.  I'm currently a network admin for a college, but know HTML, FTP, blah, blah, blah, and currently Mod a couple motorcycle forums (pretty low activity this time of year in MN  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif">.  I visit this site about twice a day to see what I can squeeze into my brain to assist me with my upcoming GVR4 upgrades.<P>I'm by no means a Galant expert, but have learned a ton from my past year on this board.<P>Let me know if I can help?<P>P.S. This site rocks!!  It's awfully rare to find a site with this much knowledge available, while still offering a "welcoming" personality.  Thanks for the resource you provide!!<P>------------------<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.242.238||reg||1
Z||000003||MPREZYAVR4||01-17-2003||12:37 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Jon I'm normally browsing the board 3-5 times a day and I'm one of the original mods on NASIOC.com (the old I-club) . Let me know if you want my help.<BR><P>------------------<BR>"The Beauty of All We'll Drive"||199.183.183.118||reg||1
Z||000004||Romanova||01-17-2003||02:06 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Also a network administrator here... spend way to much time reading and posting here... let me know.<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000005||turbowop||01-17-2003||02:38 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Haha...I think I look at this board about 20 times a day.<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000006||Hertz||01-17-2003||06:11 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Jon, I'm willing to donate my time.  In my opinion, the more the merrier...  I won't embarass myself with telling everyone how much time I spend on here...<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||67.36.186.164||reg||14
Z||000007||229of1000||01-17-2003||07:53 PM||punkrawker357@hotmail.com||I usually visit the board daily, sometimes a couple times.<P>I started messing with computers when I was about six, had my own BBS when I was ten or so, and started building computers when I was twelve.  <P>I don't know every little detail about my Galant just yet, but I love learning and gathering as much knowledge as I can, then getting out there and doing it.  My brother bought his '92 Laser new when I was seven, so I've been around DSMs for most of my life  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>K&N, ACT2600, SSG Aluminum Flywheel, dual stage MBC, more to come...||65.33.240.159||reg||1
Z||000008||drew||01-17-2003||09:22 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||I'm on a lot, I post a lot, and I help maintain the gvr4list, gvr4, and sfgvr4 yahoogroups. <P>Let me know if I can be of service.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000009||Jon||01-19-2003||03:10 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I've picked drew and MPREZYAVR4 to be moderators.  I really want to have only 2 more moderators right now plus these two guys have posted a lot in the past. <P>If we need more, I'll post this again.<P><BR>thanks everyone.<P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||12.220.168.103||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001447.cgi
A||||3||a_santos||What the heck?||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||01-17-2003||04:09 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Can someone explain, or speculate, why this vr4 has a dual donwpipe? Two turbos maybe. Looks the part though. <P>  <IMG SRC="http://www.vtcar.com/update/cars/vr4/g4_800.jpg">  <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green<p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 01-17-2003).]||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000001||turbowop||01-17-2003||04:12 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||maybe ones for the wastegate dump.<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000002||a_santos||01-17-2003||04:18 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Why are they both small then? Even the largest wastegates only require a very small dump pipe, but the exhaust requires a large pipe. And why would they route it back into the exhaust? Noise is not an issue on rally cars. <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by turbowop:<BR><B>maybe ones for the wastegate dump.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||01-17-2003||08:45 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I'm going to take a stab and say ground clearance.  A 3 inch down pipe can scrap very easy.  I've bottomed my down pipe out twice.  Kris<P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey, 169/1000 Belize Green||206.214.57.34||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001448.cgi
A||||1||4g63t||Anyone know the history of #449/2000?||||4||
Z||000000||4g63t||01-18-2003||12:47 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||White 91, stock except for crappy dual dtm exhaust and lame boost gauge. Seen in pa enroute to massachusetts. Dirty as hell, but looks like it would clean up nice. Any info, anyone?<P>------------------<BR>||65.129.80.135||reg||4
Z||000001||iceman69510||01-21-2003||01:13 PM||||Do you have the VIN?  If so, post it and I can see what info I can find.<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001449.cgi
A||||1||BossGVR4||CARFAX anyone ?||||1||
Z||000000||BossGVR4||01-18-2003||09:25 AM||bossmax@hotmail.com||Trying to get some (free) vehicle history on this Forester ....<P>JF1SF6551YH717556<P>Can anyone help me out ?<P>Thanks,<P>DaveC<P>------------------<BR>||68.98.167.35||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||01-19-2003||09:03 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||IF you go to carfax, they will only tell you how many owners the car has had, for free. The rest you pay for. <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001450.cgi
A||||10||atsiauto||Rota NR1 wheels what do you think . ||||1||
Z||000000||atsiauto||01-18-2003||12:59 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I can get a set of rota nr1's for a even up trade for starion 8-9 wheels which i have laying around they are the correct pattern and 16x7 what do you guys think they are gunmetal colored and i have the darker galant. just trying to bounce it off you guys also have kuhmos on them w 50% tread left. heres the only pic i can find of them on the web... <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/anointedone5/Si_side.JPG" TARGET=_blank>http://www.geocities.com/anointedone5/Si_side.JPG</A> <P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000002||Martin Chilcote||01-18-2003||03:03 PM||chilcote@swbell.net||I went to the Rota site and found a N1 but nota NR1: <A HREF="http://www.rotawheels.com/N-1.jpg" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rotawheels.com/N-1.jpg</A> <P>------------------<BR>1064/2000 <BR><A HREF="http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html" TARGET=_blank>http://home.swbell.net/chilcote/index.html</A>||66.139.167.31||reg||5
Z||000003||atsiauto||01-18-2003||03:19 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||dems are da ones sorry! lol<BR>heres a pic hope this one works shows the gunmetal finish  <A HREF="http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/atsiauto/lst?.dir=/rota+wheel&.view=t" TARGET=_blank>http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/atsiauto/lst?.dir=/rota+wheel&.view=t</A> <P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va<P>[This message has been edited by atsiauto (edited 01-18-2003).]<p>[This message has been edited by atsiauto (edited 01-18-2003).]||68.57.152.6||reg||7
Z||000004||hibern8||01-18-2003||07:59 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||the name of the rim is the N1R. those were the first set of wheels i ever bought back 3 years ago for my prelude. MY buddy has em now. I bought the 16x7s and they are just sweet wheels. Weight-wise they are pretty decent and the look of them is really good. These wheels were such a bitch to get too when i bought them, seemed like it took forever when i bought em. but what really surprised me is how bulletproof they were. i cant ever count how many times i smashed into potholes with them accidentally and they would stay perfect. <P>------------------<BR>Ken DM<BR>541/1000<BR>www.gvr4.com<P>POLSKA!!||63.62.130.226||reg||1
Z||000005||a_santos||01-19-2003||09:01 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||It looks to me like they are on a civic. The civic bolt pattern is 4x100, our is 4x114.3. You see the problem. Unless those wheels have two bolt patterns, don't get them. <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000006||atsiauto||01-19-2003||09:17 AM||atsiauto@comcast.net||2000 si civic , damm I thought they were the same, chit!<P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000007||a_santos||01-19-2003||10:26 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Check to see if the wheels have two sets of bolt patterns. You might get lucky. If it has two sets of holes, it is very lickely that the second set is 4x114.3, and by looking at the picture, it looks like it indeed has two sets of holes.   <BR>  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by atsiauto:<BR><B>2000 si civic , damm I thought they were the same, chit!<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green<p>[This message has been edited by a_santos (edited 01-19-2003).]||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000008||atsiauto||01-19-2003||10:40 AM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Thanks man for the help ! I will , I have sent him a PM from the conquest site.<P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va||68.57.152.6||reg||1
Z||000009||hibern8||01-19-2003||07:30 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||yes the rims are universal lug. they have both the 100x4 and the 114x4 on there so they would work for the galant!<P>------------------<BR>Ken DM<BR>541/1000<BR>www.gvr4.com<P>POLSKA!!||63.62.130.59||reg||1
Z||000010||joec||01-19-2003||11:10 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||Do they have the right centerbore (or can you get spacers/adapters) and the right offset for the GVR4?<P>I assume the GVR4 is like the DSM's and have to have the right centerbore (hubcentric)?<P><P>------------------<BR>1991 GVR4 1630/2000||216.179.104.34||reg||1
Z||000011||GVRfore||01-20-2003||02:11 AM||ren76@msn.com||I have a set of 17x7.5 rota MSV's with the universal lug pattern and it fits perfect.  I belive the offset is 43mm.  Just make sure you get the correct size tires as the ones on there are probably too thin (incorret MPH and harsh ride).<P>------------------<BR>||68.100.17.94||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001451.cgi
A||||2||joec||New GVR4 owner||||6||
Z||000000||joec||01-18-2003||07:19 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||Just figured I should introduce myself.  I just bought 1630/2000, a black 1991 GVR4.<P>I've been a long time DSM owner, owned a 1992 Eclipse GSX since new (bought in Oct 1991, currently with a burnt valve at 186k miles) and been on the dsm.org list almost since the beginning (back when it was the talon-digest).<P>I remember drooling over the new 1992 GVR4 in the dealership back in 1991, but thinking that the $24k asking price was a bit unrealistic.  Now I've finally gotten a chance to own one.<P>It's been amusing to see all the standard "quirks" from DSMs also appear on my new acquisition.  Slow window rollup (cleaned window track and used silicone spray).  Flakey interior light (open door switch and file contact back to proper shape).  Idle surge, inconsistent idle speed (still debugging that one, looks like my idle position sensor reads 20% on the lowest value and the idle on/off switch is flakey).<P>At least the foglight switch seems to be a much better design :-)<P>Love having real back seats and decent vision out the back!<P><P>------------------<BR>||216.179.104.34||reg||6
Z||000001||meshwork||01-18-2003||09:20 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Welcome aboard! I got lucky, all my DSMs I've had were high mileage money pits, but so far my Galant has been a nice change of pace. Then again, I bought it with no miles from someone who didn't know any better. <P>Are you planning on  modding it? <P>------------------<BR>381/2000||151.199.245.87||reg||1
Z||000002||joec||01-18-2003||11:42 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||Trying to decide how much I want to do with it.  It's tempting to "gut" my Eclipse GSX and use the parts for the GVR4.  4-bolt rear, 5 lug hubs (with ABS). Joe P. MBC, K&N, Strut Tower Bar, maybe the GAB/Eibach combo (height problems?), and the 2.5 Buschur pressbent DP, CAT, cat-back (lengthened?).<P>Then again, my wife will ride in the Galant and not complain about the noise or rough ride.  Gotta admit it's a nice change to have a quiet car again.<P><P>------------------<BR>||216.179.104.34||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001452.cgi
A||||4||a_santos||Wedding Launch Video?||||1||
Z||000000||a_santos||01-19-2003||10:43 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Who's car is that in the wedding launch video? <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||01-19-2003||11:17 AM||jeremy@bigminc.com||Howard <A HREF="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum3/HTML/000964.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/Forum3/HTML/000964.html</A> <BR><P>------------------<BR>Taking it slow.<BR>Learning as I go.||63.208.114.92||reg||1
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||01-19-2003||11:31 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I sure wish I had the FMIC, new turbo, and stutterbox when I did that.  :-)<P>My wife thought parts were going to fly off and kill somebody.  If you watch closely, you'll see a spring shoot off the left side of the screen and disappear.  <P>------------------<BR>||4.47.83.92||reg||1
Z||000003||a_santos||01-19-2003||01:48 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Howard, what kind of wheels are those?<P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||01-20-2003||10:14 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by a_santos:<BR><B>Howard, what kind of wheels are those?<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>17 x 7 Konig Villains<P>------------------<BR>||129.120.56.95||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001453.cgi
A||N||0||atsiauto||galant .||||1||
Z||000000||atsiauto||01-19-2003||07:43 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Ive finally gotten stoked to get this car straight. been piddling with it real good paid 200.00 for it 2 yrs ago. so far i have 800. in it. Now that the conquest is painted I need something to concentrate my energy on. You guys have been very instrumental in offering help, opinions, ideas, and some kicking in the butt where i needed it. More to follow. Thanks everyone. S.<P>------------------<BR>Scotty .Richmond Va||68.57.152.6||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001454.cgi
A||X||7||Jon||New UBB version and money needed.||||1||
Z||000000||Jon||01-20-2003||11:57 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Right now, this older version of UBB has these problems.<P>1.  Doesn't remember who you are so you have to type in your password everytime you post a message or return to the board.<BR>2.  It is open to anyone to see everything.  This is becoming a problem because of web crawlers.  <BR>3.  Doesn't allow you to change your user name through an interface.  I have to edit files directly from a unix shell.<P>The new version is $200.  It will address all of these issues.  <P>1.  Cookies work much better and you won't have to type in your password everytime you come back to the site.<BR>2.  Unregistered users will not be able to see any content.  This will us to kick people out but more importantly, it will stop crawlers from going through the site.<BR>3.  You guys will be able to change your user name without emailing me.<P>I'll be taking dontations for the purchase of the new version.  Again, it is $200 total.  I'll accept money up to this amount and everything I get beyond this, will be refunded back to the people donating.  I'm not out to make any money on this.  <P>Pay Pal to jon@jgronline.com<BR><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-20-2003||12:03 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Jon, <BR>any idea of how many truly active members we have?  Should only take a few dollars apiece from the most active ones. <BR>I'll donate here ASAP. <P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.170||reg||1
Z||000002||Romanova||01-20-2003||12:24 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||You have mai... err... money.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000003||meshwork||01-20-2003||01:02 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Donation sent. <P>------------------<BR>381/2000||216.178.83.214||reg||1
Z||000004||Hertz||01-20-2003||01:22 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Donation sent, with a request that the PM feature be activated in the new version.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000005||sleeper||01-20-2003||03:14 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Money sent.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.28||reg||1
Z||000006||SPEEDFIEND||01-20-2003||05:18 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I don't have a PayPal account right now Jon,can I send you a check. I'd be glad to donate some cash. Email me your address and I'll send it.  Kris<P>------------------<BR>160/1000 Kensington Grey, 169/1000 Belize Green||206.214.57.26||reg||1
Z||000007||Jon||01-21-2003||08:37 AM||jon@jgronline.com||I have received just over $200 in less than 24 hours for purchasing the new version of UBB.  Thanks guys.  <P>I'll order the new version today.<P><P>------------------<BR>2003 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec V <BR>No car has more rice from the factory than mine!||205.145.64.64||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001455.cgi
A||||11||Duc Hunter||Who has seen the ultimate in Rice||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-21-2003||01:50 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Here is my vote..........<BR> <A HREF="http://forums.audiworld.com/other/msgs/606258.phtml" TARGET=_blank>http://forums.audiworld.com/other/msgs/606258.phtml</A> <BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000001||369of1000||01-21-2003||02:06 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Jesus H. Christ!!!<BR>You know it's funny, I've seen this many, many times. Someone gets stuck with a car so they "soop it up" and are still left with the car thay started with. But this, by far, takes the cake.<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.115.112||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||01-21-2003||05:16 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com|| <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/eek.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/eek.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/eek.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/eek.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/eek.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/eek.gif"> <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/eek.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||01-21-2003||07:41 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||A teardrop light?  Let me give that a mmmmmmhhhhhh.<P>------------------<BR>||24.167.211.186||reg||1
Z||000004||keydiver||01-21-2003||10:19 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I love the snorkel scoop! That would come in handy down here when we have flash flooding!<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.208.29||reg||1
Z||000005||GVR-4||01-21-2003||11:13 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by keydiver:<BR><B>That would come in handy down here when we have flash flooding!<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Now THAT'S funny!  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Can't polish a turd.||68.155.49.254||reg||1
Z||000006||7541000||01-21-2003||03:04 PM||||you could part that out and feed an entire country.<P>------------------<BR>||12.94.163.90||reg||1
Z||000007||GVR1643||01-21-2003||03:18 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||quote: you could part that out and feed an entire country.<P>LOL - I'm writing that one down!  <P>You got to wonder if this guy doesn't have any friends or family that would care enough to get him some help, or in a program!  He needs some type of "anti-rice" patch - probably enough to cover his arms!<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.202||reg||1
Z||000008||Hertz||01-21-2003||04:49 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I don't know if that is really THAT ricey.  I mean there are some definite red-neck influences going on there, too.  Then again, Budweiser is made with rice.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||67.37.191.174||reg||1
Z||000009||7541000||01-21-2003||06:00 PM||||"quote"<BR>You got to wonder if this guy doesn't have any friends or family that would care enough to get him some help, or in a program! <P>i thought you were still talking to me? J/K<P>------------------<BR>||12.94.164.17||reg||7
Z||000010||gvr4in||01-21-2003||06:30 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Anyone else notice that there are NO electrical devices in that WHOLE interior that actually serves a good purpose? Unless you'll use that compass and blinking light, when you're lost? That car is hideous!<P>------------------<BR>-K&N - No Can<BR>-LMS 3" Intake<BR>-OBX Boost Gauge<BR>-Autometer Air/Fuel Gauge<BR>-Hallman MBC<BR>-Rebuilt turbo<BR>-Greddy Turbo Timer<BR>-Battery In Trunk||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000011||GRV4726||01-21-2003||07:57 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||haha. i think that snorkel intake duct is off a 50's-60s land cruiser. my friend has one, and his uncle fixes em up, so i've seen those things on them.  haha thats the funniest yet most horrifying thing i have ever seen.  and the interrior...oh god.<BR>that made my day.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001456.cgi
A||||4||GVR1643||fuel cut with Blaha||||1||
Z||000000||GVR1643||01-21-2003||10:09 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Swapped in some newer 450's (JDM) that I had and was logging the difference.  Turned the AFC up to +15 for the top three RPM bands and damn if it didn't feel like I hit fuel cut!  I didn't think I could with the Blaha. It's rather cold here at about 20 degrees, put the AFC back to about +10 and no more cut.  Does the Blaha just hold it off, or is it supposed to eliminate it.<P>Jeff - more fuel cut - you noticing this :-)<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.244||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||01-21-2003||10:37 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Blaha put a resister in the MAS to send a false reading to the ECU.<BR>I have never used one, but I have hit fuel cut in my 2g and you will know when it happens.<BR>Feels like the car hit a brick wall and shut down. It is scary the first time.<P><BR>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold<p>[This message has been edited by talontsi (edited 01-21-2003).]||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||01-21-2003||11:04 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Yeah, I've experienced fuel cut many of times before the Blaha (it sucks as we all know), just never had it with the Blaha before...  It freaked me out when it happened as I thought for sure I'd broke something since I thought fuel cut was a thing of the past...<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.244||reg||1
Z||000003||keydiver||01-21-2003||01:07 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR1643:<BR><B> Does the Blaha just hold it off, or is it supposed to eliminate it.<P>Jeff - more fuel cut - you noticing this :-)<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>The Blaha MAS doesn't eliminate fuel cut, just pushes it off a little longer. There is the resistor added, but the other big difference is the extra air that is allowed to bypass the metered section of the MAS. But eventually, if you add enough mods, enough air will be flowing through the metered section to again trigger fuel cut. Since you already have the AFC, the other thing that would help you is larger injectors. Then, you could subtract air, instead of adding it, to keep you down away from fuel cut. <BR>And yes, I am listening. Need your ECU socketed?<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.208.29||reg||1
Z||000004||GVR1643||01-21-2003||01:48 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Mines not socketed.  I wouldn't attempt it, since I've never ventured into that area at all.  <BR>I know I need the bigger injectors, but the used ones I bought turned out to be crap.  Was going to put a fuel pump in this past weekend when I put the other 450's in, but decided to wait to see what's up with your test chip situation.  Bigger pump might make it harder to induce fuel cut and right now it's real easy.<P>Thanks for the Blaha info too.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.202||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001457.cgi
A||||7||a_santos||Calling all aussies!||||1
Z||000000||a_santos||01-21-2003||04:58 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Are any of you guys familiar with RPW? They are based in Perth, Western Australia. They are famous for there intake manifolds with quad throttle bodies. My friend is building a serious drag car and is really interested in their intake with quad throttle bodies. We contacted them via email but they never returned our email. Here is the link to their site.  <A HREF="http://www.rpw.com.au/New%20Website/MP001.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rpw.com.au/New%20Website/MP001.htm</A>  <P>Any feedback would be apreciated.<P>Thanx<P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000001||Ash||01-22-2003||09:25 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Aussie company's are notorious for not checking or following up on email.  I haven't had any experience with RPW or know of their work, I'm kinda on the opposite side of the country, think LA & NY distance.<P>------------------<BR>92 Australian spec VR4<BR>ported E3 mani & turbo - 550's, S-AFC hacked MAS, big frontmount, pipes etc||165.228.131.12||reg||1
Z||000002||Arty||01-23-2003||11:04 PM||||I can't find mention of those intake manifolds on their web site ? Do you have a link to where the manifold is on their site ?<P>I can gve them a ring for you if you want.<BR>What did you want to find out from them.<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000003||a_santos||01-24-2003||06:26 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Here is the direct link: <A HREF="http://www.rpw.com.au/New%20Website/GeneralUpgrade/General/GU211.htm#QuadThrottleBody" TARGET=_blank>http://www.rpw.com.au/New%20Website/GeneralUpgrade/General/GU211.htm#QuadThrottleBody</A> <P>Go down to where it says Quad Throttle Body Assemblies. I am looking to get one of those for my friend's drag honda, it will be making about 800-900hp. And maybe one for my vr4 in the future.  My question is can they make custom ones, for cars that are not on their list? <P>If you can contact them let me know by posting again or sending me an email. <P>Many thanx Arty<P><BR> <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Arty:<BR><B>I can't find mention of those intake manifolds on their web site ? Do you have a link to where the manifold is on their site ?<P>I can gve them a ring for you if you want.<BR>What did you want to find out from them.<P>John.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000004||Arty||02-06-2003||07:07 PM||||Sorry for the very late reply.<br />I've tried to ring them on 0894431719 a couple of times this morning but each time the phone is answered but there's just silence, maybe an answering machine without a message on it ?<br />I guess they have so much work they don't need any extra money :-)<br /><br />If I remember I'll try again another day.||202.12.144.21||reg||8||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||02-06-2003||07:13 PM||||Thanx very much Arty. If you can get a hold of them please post again of PM me. <br /><br />Thanx<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> Sorry for the very late reply.<br />I've tried to ring them on 0894431719 a couple of times this morning but each time the phone is answered but there's just silence, maybe an answering machine without a message on it ?<br />I guess they have so much work they don't need any extra money :-)<br /><br />If I remember I'll try again another day. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||Arty||02-11-2003||10:22 PM||||Finally got someone from RPW on the phone, but sounded like the call was redirected through to a noisey mobile connection.<br />He said they can make their quad body intake manifolds for hondas.<br />He said something about deleting all email, but I couldn't hear exactly what he said, so I would try a couple of times if you have the tenacity. He confirmed the address on their web site rpwinfo@iinet.net.au is correct.<br /><br />John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||02-12-2003||07:55 AM||||Thank you very much Arty.<br /><br />I will try and email them again.<br /><br />Many thanx again mate.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> Finally got someone from RPW on the phone, but sounded like the call was redirected through to a noisey mobile connection.<br />He said they can make their quad body intake manifolds for hondas.<br />He said something about deleting all email, but I couldn't hear exactly what he said, so I would try a couple of times if you have the tenacity. He confirmed the address on their web site rpwinfo@iinet.net.au is correct.<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/001458.cgi
A||||2||369of1000||cheap laptop???||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||01-21-2003||08:04 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I need a laptop for data logging purposes (old one no longer available). The TMO site says I only need a 486 with 12mb of ram for the windows version. Does anyone know if this is practical or do I really need more? I need to know how much of a computer I actually need. I intend to be able to use the laptop to analyze as well as datalog.<P>Also, I have no clue where to find laptops this old or inexpensive, except maybe ebay. There is a picture of me next to "flat broke" in the dictionary, so the cheaper the better.<P>Thanks for the help.<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.115.112||reg||1
Z||000001||keydiver||01-21-2003||08:52 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I use a Pentium 133 with 32 meg RAm, and its perfect for datalogging. Someone posted a link recently of a site that sells refurbed )pulled) notebooks for &lt;$150 like this.<BR>Here's some: <A HREF="http://www.notebookmall.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.notebookmall.com/</A>  <A HREF="http://www.notebooks.com/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.notebooks.com/</A>  <A HREF="http://www.baber.com/used/used_laptops.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.baber.com/used/used_laptops.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.truedataproducts.com/laptops.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://www.truedataproducts.com/laptops.htm</A>  <A HREF="http://www.winbook.com/web_specials/" TARGET=_blank>http://www.winbook.com/web_specials/</A>  <A HREF="http://www.used-pcs.com/notebooks/notebooksinv.php" TARGET=_blank>http://www.used-pcs.com/notebooks/notebooksinv.php</A> <BR>Although none of them are &lt;$150, this one has one for $95, but you'd have to load everything by CD: <A HREF="http://www.usedlaptopcomputers.com/used-laptop-computers.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.usedlaptopcomputers.com/used-laptop-computers.html</A> <BR>There's lots more out there, maybe someone remembers that link.<P>------------------<BR>Jeff Oberholtzer<BR>#1886/2000 Summit White<BR>'95 3000GT SL Sable Black<BR>http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html||66.156.208.29||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||01-21-2003||08:59 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||I would look into the pocket logger since you can fine palms pretty cheap.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||209.80.66.126||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001459.cgi
A||||2||Arty||Josh @ Conicelli||||1||
Z||000000||Arty||01-22-2003||12:20 AM||||Anyone have an email address for Josh at Conicelli.<P>Is partznet a separate entitiy to Conicelli ?<P>John.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1
Z||000001||gvrfour173||01-22-2003||08:21 AM||||dsmdealer1@aol.com<P>------------------<BR>||63.72.235.5||reg||1
Z||000002||Arty||01-22-2003||03:10 PM||||I've been corresponding via that address but the person doesn't seem very knowledgeable about GVR4 parts. The messages from that address begin with "bbickel@conicelliautoplex.com writes".<BR>I'd like to email Josh directly.<P>------------------<BR>||202.12.144.21||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001460.cgi
A||||0||ken inn||interesting table||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||01-22-2003||05:32 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.bsmotor.com/cgi-bin/bsmotor/dyser/dyser.bsp?trykk=2.5&af=12.0&ant=6&pros=65" TARGET=_blank>http://www.bsmotor.com/cgi-bin/bsmotor/dyser/dyser.bsp?trykk=2.5&af=12.0&ant=6&pros=65</A> <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001461.cgi
A||||2||GRV4726||One question for number 3||||1||
Z||000000||GRV4726||01-23-2003||01:41 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i was looking at your gauges and i remembered that spi only made their gauges in 52mm. so is that a 52 spi boost gauge and then a 60mm greddy egt gauge on your a pillar? i was just wondering because the egt looks a lot bigger but i thought maybe it was just because the ring around the spi is thicker. <P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||number3||01-23-2003||04:33 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||No, your are correct. Good eye.<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000002||GRV4726||01-23-2003||11:35 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||thanks, i've been wondering about that and just thought i might as well post it. looks good by way, i always thought 52 and 60 would look weird together but it looks good to me<P>thanks<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001462.cgi
A||||26||Duc Hunter||Does 465/1000 qualify for a readers ride?||||1
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-23-2003||02:00 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have been enjoying seeing all the nice GVR4's as readers rides. I am not sure mine is "good" enough to be in that company. So I thought I would ask, should I throw my hat in the ring? <P>Engine/power related stuff;<BR>19c (stage 3), EMS ported O2, Extreme ported 95 exh manifold, RRE FMIC and pipes, AFC, AVC-R, K&N, 660 denso's, denso fuel pump, adj FPR, 3" exhaust, Fidenza flywheel, ACT2600 clutch, short throw shifter<P>Handling Stuff:<BR>Whiteline springs, AGX shocks, whiteline swaybars (22mm ft 24mm rear), BBS 17" RK wheels, Bridgestone RE730 235/40/17 tires, KVR drilled ft rotors, EBC green pads, Schroth drivers 4 point on inertia reel<P>Soon to be (next 3-6 months);<BR>AEM EMS, 4 blt LSD rear end, Sparco seats, drilled rear rotors, Quaiffe�s ft and center<P><BR>------------------<BR>465/1000<p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 01-23-2003).]||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-23-2003||02:39 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Hey Duc, almost all of them qualify compared to mine  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><BR><P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.209||reg||1
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||01-23-2003||02:56 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Post some pics so we can all vote  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||129.2.19.74||reg||1
Z||000003||Romanova||01-23-2003||03:20 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||As long as it's a VR-4, it qualifies in my book!<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||216.255.203.21||reg||1
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||01-23-2003||03:35 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Pics huh, ok. I am at work and they are not. I will see what I can do. <P>Here you go, if you are a memeber there. Most should be though, good info to luck for. If you are not sorry, no other place to host it for now. If someone has a place feel free to move it there.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> Go easy, this was when it was in desperate need of a detail! <BR> <A HREF="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/showphoto.php?photo=11342" TARGET=_blank>http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/showphoto.php?photo=11342</A> <P><BR>------------------<BR>465/1000<P><p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 01-23-2003).]||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000005||number3||01-23-2003||04:30 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Romanova:<BR><B>As long as it's a VR-4, it qualifies in my book!<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I completely agreee. Don't be shy guys.<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000006||a_santos||01-23-2003||05:51 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Coincidentally, I put those same wheels on a VR4 that I copied and pasted from tirerack. It looked really sweet. But I must say, they look sweeter on a real car. Your car look sweet, please submit it for readers rides. As long as the interior and engine bay are clean, you should be in.<P>Host you pictures on <A HREF="http://www.pbase.com," TARGET=_blank>www.pbase.com,</A>  it is free. <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000007||turbowop||01-23-2003||06:44 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Looks good to me.....<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||01-23-2003||09:30 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Interior and engine bay are clean, not perfect but realtively clean. I had a pbase account, they went to paid only Dec 23rd and seem to have lost my account and pictures.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000009||GRV4726||01-23-2003||11:40 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i'd like to seen your car up on the readers rides. i like to see what other people are doing, its nice to get some ideas from other fellow GVR4s. <P>haha. qualify? yesm you've got a pretty nice setup so far. a lot (LOT) better than mine.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||02-26-2003||12:54 PM||||Here are a few pics for you guys. More will come. Thanks for the great response! <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.pbase.com/mrcjb60290/my_galant_vr4" target="_blank">465/1000</a><br /><br />     <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/13705725/medium.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/13705766/medium.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/13706075/medium.jpg" alt=" - " />||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000011||VR-4play||02-26-2003||12:58 PM||||i can't wait until i get some pictures of mine outside of the garage  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||02-26-2003||02:27 PM||||I have some snazzy pics of mine on jackstands covered with one years worth of dust. <br /><br />Also, caught in the pic will be Kevin trying to snag something from it...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||GVR1643||02-26-2003||02:38 PM||||Have you checked to see if those nice seats are still in it?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />You need to buy a nice little crown to put on the jackstand queen!||167.142.22.246||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000014||atsiauto||02-26-2003||02:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><b>As long as it's a VR-4, it qualifies in my book!<br /><br /></b></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I completely agreee. Don't be shy guys.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree, were all trying as best as we can to have a sweet ride hats of to all you guys that have reached the goal .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000015||talontsi||02-26-2003||03:13 PM||||Looks good Duc!||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000016||Numberless||02-26-2003||03:14 PM||||Duc,<br />The car looks great man.  I love BBS wheels, and galants sit sooooo damn nice on whitelines<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000017||hibrn8||02-26-2003||03:19 PM||||Yeah i think it qualifies with flying colors. Put it up. looks real good. Id like to put mine up too but my car has been sitting inthe garage for a year as well collecting dust. It has a lot of grafitti written in the dust from everyone who stops over at the house.||128.248.46.55||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000018||absolootbs||03-01-2003||04:18 PM||||yea, i like it a lot.  paint looks really shiney (when it's not filthy).  those wheels look nice too.  as soon as i get a gvr4 (oh my god, i'm getting so impatient) wheels will be one of the first things i buy for it.  not a big fan of the stock ones.  color match is kinda cool, but i don't really dig the 15s.  i've enjoyed seein a nice variety of aftermarkets that have let me start formin opinions what i like/don't like on these cars.  ok... rambling... moral of story: deserves to be in readers rides.  get some interior/engine pics and get that sucker in there.||128.210.107.93||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000019||Duc Hunter||03-03-2003||09:41 PM||||Got some pics of the engine so I thought I would put them here for the hell of it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/13906925/medium.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/13906926/medium.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/13906928/medium.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000020||ron||03-03-2003||10:32 PM||||Nice Pics.. Nice car.. I am kind of glad that I didn't get a black car now. If I did my car would look like yours in the dirty pic for the whole winter. On the white car it doesn't look so bad..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />ron||198.81.26.171||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000021||silly4turbo||03-03-2003||10:43 PM||||sweet sweet ride duc hunter. how'd you get the engine bay so clean ?  looks awesome. Only wish my 91' nile blacked looked as nice ... even dirty it looks bad ass ... any interior pics ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000022||Duc Hunter||03-04-2003||12:03 AM||||Ok guys detailing trick here....keep it a secret..........  Armor All EVERYWHERE! Now before you all jump on me...I have been doing this for cars since my first car. I have had some of these cars for 6 years and over 100,000 miles and NEVER has a hose go or anything. It works great!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000023||Hertz||03-04-2003||01:11 PM||||Haha, doesn't that make things a bit slick when working on it?  It certainly seems to keep the shit from sticking!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000024||mixx2001||03-05-2003||12:20 PM||||Hey Duc, I have whiteline springs as well, but mine dosen't sit quite so low.    <a href="http://www.machvw.com/sol92mitgalv.html" target="_blank">Here's a pic.</a> Which ones do you have?  Sweet car.||65.165.18.18||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000025||Duc Hunter||03-05-2003||02:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Hey Duc, I have whiteline springs as well, but mine dosen't sit quite so low.    <a href="http://www.machvw.com/sol92mitgalv.html" target="_blank">Here's a pic.</a> Which ones do you have?  Sweet car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have the lower and newer version. I heard they changed them right before I got mine. Bob at Whiteline in AU was very interested in how mine turned out as they were some of the first "new style" lower springs. I am not sure what they changed.||205.166.229.42||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000026||DynStatic||03-06-2003||11:46 AM||||That looks like the one I was tring to get when I was looking for a VR4... Same kind of rims... black... Nice ride. I love it! Mine is a beater comparied to yours! ~Justin||216.174.25.29||reg||14||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum3/001463.cgi
A||||7||DongeR615||help/opinion of Mark 4 supra (93-99)||||1||
Z||000000||DongeR615||01-23-2003||02:00 PM||||Anyone race a (1993-1999) mark 4 supra with twin turbo, 6speed manual?  They do low 13's stock and with a mbc, they can go up to 22 psi easy. Most of the guys are saying with supporting mods and 20's psi they can run high 10's to low 11's.  Just wondering if i'll get slaugtered...<P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||63.201.88.234||reg||1
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||01-23-2003||02:04 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Great cars, handle amazingly, very fast stock. Expensive to buy and add power too relative to our cars. Have less "sleeper" effect then ours or even an Eclipse. Have traction problems when power it added. My buddy wanted one for a long time. He did allot of research and bought an Eclipse (currently running like crap at 11.97). HE is VERY happy. We both would love to drive an 800-1000hp supra once just to see what it felt like. I would not want to pay to build it though!  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"> If you have the cash they can go VERY fast!<P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000002||GVR1643||01-23-2003||02:42 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Ask Zach...I think he's run up against 1 or 2 of them.  I hear you tend to get your hopes up  until they hit 3rd gear.  Better have some nice mods or a wet street :-P<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.209||reg||1
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||01-23-2003||02:55 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Having driven a number of them (was gonna buy one, but got my RX-7 instead) they can be quick stock & lightly modded.  Like Duc Hunter said they do have traction problems.  There's a saying:  "What do a 400rwhp & an 800rwhp Supra have in common? Both run 13's in the 1/4."   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif">   Well, it goes something like that.  Anyway, don't race one on the highway or from a roll because that's where they get wicked, but they are heavy though (3600lbs. & up).  Standard "BPU" MKIV's (intake, full exhaust, boost controller) can put down around 400rwhp, but after that you need to start dropping some big $ into them to get a lot more out of 'em.  Nice cars, but damn expensive all around.<P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A>||129.2.19.74||reg||1
Z||000004||DongeR615||01-23-2003||09:47 PM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<BR><B> There's a saying:  "What do a 400rwhp & an 800rwhp Supra have in common? Both run 13's in the 1/4."    <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"> </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>LOL!  <P>I still get a laugh when I hear this saying.  I would like to win against a supra considering the mods I have.  <P><BR><P>------------------<BR>||63.201.88.234||reg||1
Z||000005||VR-4play||01-24-2003||09:08 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||i work with a guy that has a mk4 that is pushing 600hp w/ the twin setup. he is in the process of going to a single set up to hit 800+ hp.  it is a very impressive car. he also has a mk3 making 400+. once i get my car done i told him i will race (i know i can take the mk3). i don't mind losing when i am up against 800hp. i got beat by a 96 mustang boss(~850hp), and didn't mind. <P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1
Z||000006||ron||01-24-2003||10:05 AM||adracing@aol.com||I've never race one but I wouldn't put my money against a Mk IV.. Maybe we can take them in 1/8 mile race..:-)<P><P>------------------<BR>||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000007||beavis||01-24-2003||12:52 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||tell him to race you in the dirt <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.77||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001464.cgi
A||||13||Duc Hunter||Northern CA Shop that is good||||1||
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||01-23-2003||03:52 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I think I found a shop I like. They are doing my clutch tomorrow so I will know more then. They are very reasonably priced, know the cars inside and out, build nice race motors etc. Check them out. If you know anything about them let me know. As an FYI, they want $320 for a clutch swap (labor, I am providing the parts). <BR> <A HREF="http://www.prostreetonline.com" TARGET=_blank>http://www.prostreetonline.com</A> <BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000001||AWDpower||01-24-2003||02:57 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||Be VERY CAREFUL when dealing with them. I've heard they CAN do good work, but all I've seen was complete shit. They have a reputation for doing good work on their "crew's" cars, but cut corners with the average customer. Hopefully the employee that did the work that I saw is long gone, but the work I saw was REALLY BAD. The bottom line is don't trust them any more then you would any other mechanic just because they claim to be a DSM shop, and check out the work carefully when you get the car back. <P>Jason Kertianis  <P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.18||reg||1
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||01-24-2003||03:11 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Very intersting. If I may ask, who's car did you see? What was so bad about it? I will be waiting for the car in their shop while they work so I am not as worried. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000003||AWDpower||01-24-2003||04:07 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||A helped a friend of mine check out a Talon that he was thinking of buying from a local DSMer. The car was very nice with a stack of receipts for work done very recently. As soon as I started the car, I could tell a balance shaft was out of phase. The T-belt had just been done at PSI. The car was very clean, and everything else checked out fine, so my friend bought it anyway. We figured we would just have to re align the T-belt, since all of the parts were new. BTW, The owner had taken the car back because of the vibration. They told him that it was his exhuast and charged him an $80 diagnostic fee, and told him "they all do that." <P>After my friend bought the car, we tore into it. It was the WORST t-belt job imaginable. ANYONE who can read would do a better job. He would have been better off paying a random person off the street to do it. Here is a short list of the problems...<BR>1) Rear balance shaft out of phase<BR>2) Timing belt NOT TENSIONED. Yes, you read that right. The tensioner pulley was turned around the wrong way. They just slapped the belt on and pulled the pin. The hydralic tensioner was maxed out. I do not know how we even managed to get the car home. <BR>3) The only parts they changed were the T-belt itself, and the water pump. And they were not the Mitsu parts that were requested and I believe paid for. The balance shaft belt was so old it had cracks in it. <P>They also did the clutch on the car. It wasn't a good clutch, it was an Exedy. But it should have worked. We fixed the cars problems and did a fair amount of mods. The clutch wouldn't hold. The car was making good power, but even a new stock clutch shouldn't have had trouble. When we pulled the clutch, it was worn un-evenly. The outer edge was worn at an angle. I checked the flywheel (findanza) and it looked like it was never surfaced. I checked the step height, and they appeared un-even. We took it to a machine shop, and found that in fact they were. <P>Hopefully they have fixed their problems by now. But to me some of the stuff I saw was unexcuseable by any shop, let alone a "DSM shop".  <P>Jason K.<BR> <P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.168||reg||1
Z||000004||1312VR4||01-24-2003||04:57 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I found this quite funny. In the "dirty bird" article.<P>Steve's "Dirty Bird" Talon came to us several months ago needing a motor swap.. After a Stage V Pro Street Drag Motor was dropped into it, the car promptly ran a 12.9 in near stock trim with nothing more than an exhaust and boost controller. It now sports a Pro Street Industries Stage 4 Turbo and just ran a 11.93@122.72! With rough tuning and still using stock cams, the skys the limit in this Talon. This car is a great example of what can be done when you plan your car out intelligently. Look for him at the local raceways and on your street! <P><BR>Ok now can someone explain..Its a Stage V "race engine" but only runs 12.9!!!!!! ALSO "just a exhaust & boost controller"...hummm. Then they go on to state that that they have STOCK cams.<P>Its funny how they call it a ENGINE when its just the short block, that is modified. There is a BIG difference.<BR>Not to mention. You can do all of that on STOCK internals. <BR> Watch there wording in their warranty work, if this is the way they word things.<P>------------------<BR>18x7.5" Katana K-6<BR>215/35r/18 SpecII tires<BR>5 bolt conversion<BR>T/E/L suspension <BR>Starion FMIC w/custom piping <P><BR>91 GalantVR4#1312 <BR>'97 Bonneville SSE<BR>'02 Toyota Tundra SR5<p>[This message has been edited by 1312VR4 (edited 01-24-2003).]||68.56.210.128||reg||1
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||01-25-2003||12:45 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Well they just did my clutch (ACT2600 and Fidenza Flywheel). They did a very nice and complete job. They even, for free, replaced a leaky turbo drain pipe seal I had and installed a ft sway bar while they were there. That may not be much but most shops would charge you for EVERY dime extra! I got to watch the whole process which says allot as most shops wont let you watch them work. These guys let me walk where I wanted the whole time. Without my having to ask they did everything I would have done (grease all the needed parts, use a torque wrench on almost every bolt (not just the important ones)�etc). As the mechanic torqued the pressure plate on he went in the proper pattern and went a little at a time around the bolts with a torque wrench (most get it �close� by hand then do final tightening with a torque wrench if you are lucky). He did the same tightening the pressure plate being VERY careful not to bend it by over tightening any one bolt before the others were caught up. He even took time to clean off the finger prints from the pressure plate housing before he buttoned it up. This even though the finger prints would never have been seen and never have harmed the operation of the clutch. They also totally cleaned out the old clutch dust from the bell housing. Not many shops would do that. While I was there they were working on another customers bottom end. Even working on that stock motor they took great care to make sure things we correct. Checking every spec with a plasti-gauge (doing a bottom end at the time), using a torque wrench all the time etc. <P>My buddy just bought that Dirty Bird. I can tell you that their stage V bottom end has for more potential than this car shows. The bottom end of this motor is GREAT, the t3/4 60 turbo is another GREAT piece. The guy that owned it had it tuned so poorly that I had to retune it to get it home. In tuning the AFC I had to add 10 points across the board on the lo-throttle setting to get it to run well on the drive home. This guy had NO CLUE how to get it tuned in. Secondly, he built the bottom end and ran out of money. The head is stock, as it is intake manifold, throttle body, and it has stock cams. As a result the short block and turbo are being SEVERLY held back. With crower cams my buddy has (272/272), a good tune and a good driver this car should run 10�s. Even with this sad tune it currently has (popping and missing above 5000) if you floor it a 300 in 3rd gear on a slight damp road it will spin all 4 tires and change lanes when it hits 4000 and the turbo spools! I can honestly say this car is being held back by it�s previous owners lack of cash and tuning skills, not their bottom end. I will let you know more as we get the �dirty Bird� (soon to be renamed!) dialed in. <P>Time will tell for sure but I feel like they did a very nice job for me. From our conversation they certainly know their way around DSM's. I am confident enough that I would not only recommend them but I bought an AEM EMS that they will install (EMS, wideband O2 sensor and MAP sensor) and we (myself and them) will tune in next week. <BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000006||AWDpower||01-25-2003||05:09 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||Cool, I hope they have solved their problems for good. I'm glad you had a good expirience. It was disappointing to finaly get a DSM shop up here then see poor work. It sounds like the guy that worked on your car paid attention to detail, that's very important with these cars. <P>I know the previous owner of the dirty bird. I helped him with his car when it had the original engine, the car was very quick for so little mods. He got it down to 13.2 with basic mods. He had the bottom end built because he planned on running that huge turbo. He only made a couple runs with the built bottom end and 14b, and got it into the 12's. With the other mods he broke into the 11's, with a high mph. I think he was launching easy because he still had a stock '90 drivetrain. The car did need a lot of tuning too.  He was very happy with the work PSI did. I know a lot of people who have had work done there. The guys spending a lot of cash and making a lot of power have been happy. The guys that have taken their "normal" cars there for basic stuff have been screwed. Hopefully that has changed. <P>Jason K.<P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.189||reg||1
Z||000007||fp_greenT||01-25-2003||10:39 PM||greentrbo95gst@yahoo.com||I've been with PSI since they started and they had few bad mechanics, but they got rid of them pretty fast. They have prepped and tuned my car to the point where i recently dynoed 467 on pump gas with just a green turbo. They make impossible things work the right way.<BR>1312VR4, I don't think you know what you talkin about. Steve's car has a built motor......how is that modified??? It's completely built!! Why don't you run 12's on a built bottom end, stock head, exhaust and boost controller and then we'll talk. You sound like those guys that try to make people think that they actually know somethin, but i bet you took your car to the shop to have your bov installed and wires changed.<BR>   You could do all that on stock internals, but he needed a motor and it was Steve's choice to build it and with no mods he hit 12's. instead of bein a smart ass and a DUMBASS you should stop readin vfaq and do some real work on the car. Too bad they dont have altezzas for galants....you'd be the first one to have them. <BR>    before you post next time think about what you say 10 times or dont even post!!<BR><P>------------------<BR>||12.240.19.51||reg||8
Z||000008||UloseTSI||01-25-2003||10:53 PM||||   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1312VR4:<BR><B>I found this quite funny. In the "dirty bird" article.<HR></BLOCKQUOTE></B> whats so funny about running 123 mph on stock cams?<P>  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR><B><BR>Ok now can someone explain..Its a Stage V "race engine" but only runs 12.9!!!!!! ALSO "just a exhaust & boost controller"...hummm. Then they go on to state that that they have STOCK cams..<HR></BLOCKQUOTE></B> It does have stock cams you idiot.. haha dumbfuck.<P>   <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by 1312VR4:<BR><B>Its funny how they call it a ENGINE when its just the short block, that is modified. There is a BIG difference.<BR>Not to mention. You can do all of that on STOCK internals. </B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Yer so fucking stupid I wont even comment on that one.. They had a few bad apples as mechanics at first, but people are only human.. funny how none of you haters posted about how they refunded the customers money asap. Id be willing to bet none of you have even been to that shop. They have been with me since Ive run a 13.7 on a 14b and they are with me now in the 11s. Always made me feel welcome and always helpful. Before you talk some bad crap about a bunch of nice helpful people you should really think about getting to know the circumstances or the situation.. And before any of you want to talk back like you want some shit, im here in california and willing to put up or shut up.<P>------------------<P><BR>[This message has been edited by UloseTSI (edited 01-25-2003).]<p>[This message has been edited by UloseTSI (edited 01-25-2003).]||66.127.102.244||reg||1
Z||000009||UloseTSI||01-25-2003||11:01 PM|||| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by AWDpower:<BR><B> The guys that have taken their "normal" cars there for basic stuff have been screwed. Hopefully that has changed. <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>My Talon was pretty damn normal at first.. how many normal customers you know that got screwed? Ill wait until you can start making up some list..<P><P>------------------<BR>||66.127.102.244||reg||1
Z||000010||AWDpower||01-26-2003||02:22 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||<P>I'm not sure what was directed at me, but lets set some stuff straight. <P>I have been a Bay Area DSMer for years. I've done work on dozens of members cars, and I'm a well respected member of the DSM community. I do not say ANYTHING unless I know 100% what I'm talking about. Anyone who whould even think of questioning my ability or integrity does not know me at all. <P>Simply put, there is NO EXCUSE for the work I saw come out of that shop. So they had bad employees... that's my point! If they are gone, great! The reason why I said anything at all was because a fellow GVR4 owner seemed to have a false sense of security because it is a DSM shop. I'm not out to get PSI. I didn't even post to the local BAD list about the problems with the shop. Why not? Because I'm well respected in this area, and knew that it could really hurt their business. If you are happy with their work, great. But here is something to remember. The main reason why people have a shop do their work is because they can't do it themselves. Not many people pay to get their t-belt changed, then tear all the covers off to inspect the work. Nor do people pay to have their clutch changed, them pull the tranny to take a look. Do you get my point? You being happy with their work is quite different from an expert actually re-doing it. Had they managed to put that balance shaft in phase, the previous owner would have been happy with the work. At least until the t-belt skipped a few teeth. Had the clutch they installed wrong been in a stock car, it may have held.     <P>I do not intend to continually slam on PSI, that is not my point. I would have done that long ago if that was what I wanted. I have no reason to bring up other problems with the shop I have heard of. As I said earlier, I will only say what I know to be 100% true.  My point is that no matter what the shop, don't blindly drop off your car and sign the repair bill.  <P>ULoseTSI...<P>You prove my point exactly. I'm pretty sure basic maintanence didn't put you in the 11's. I assume you dropped some bills in that shop, correct me if I'm wrong. You also seem to know more then a casual customer would. I'm sure they do treat you well. Better then Joe Shmoe who just wants his t-belt changed. And no, I haven't been to the shop. But I've talked to many of their customers, and seen some of their work. I've never been to RRE either, but I have a high opinion of them and their work, for the same reasons. <P>I'd love to be proved wrong. Actually, I can't proved wrong, but... I'd love for PSI to prove they have fixed their problems and will deliver the service DSMers expect, reguardless of how much they spend or who their buddy is. They won't do that by making excuses, but by doing more work like the clutch change Duc Hunter was happy with. That's a step in the right direction. Bay Area DSMers have had to drive 300mi to RRE for years. It would be nice to have a good shop locally. The truth remains that outside their inner circle, they have a bad reputation. That's not my opinion, that is the honest truth. When they change that, it will be good for their business and the DSM community. I'm sure you will share this with the folks at PSI, that's great. If they get mad and defensive, too bad, sorry for them. If they take it for what it is...  impartial, honest critisism, maybe it will help. If they have already made the right changes, great, I'm happy for them. <BR> <P>Jason Kertianis<BR>'90 Talon AWD<BR>'92 GVR4<BR>'96 Eclipse GSX   <BR> <P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.154||reg||1
Z||000011||UloseTSI||01-27-2003||01:59 PM||||Jason, I dont know who you are, but John @ PSI claims to know of you at least. I can appreciate what you are saying, but "everyone that goes there thats a Joe Schmoe gets screwed" isnt exactly something thats spoken of complete truth now is it. I dont have anything to do with the shop or the people really other than the fact I think of them as great people and great mechanics. They arent perfect and they do have flaws but the bottom line is they do their best to make it right. As far as you being impartial or constructive comments, The guys at the shop say they know all about all the ( as they put it )"positive comments" about them being spread around from some of your peers. And most of it isnt very constructive or unbiased. Ive been asked to drop the subject since its been a dead horse for quite some time that people love to drag up. But i do have a few questions.<P>1. You dont surface a Fidanza Flywheel, you replace the surface disk with a replacement. I dont understand how "they surfaced the flywheel incorrectly"<BR>2. how do you install a clutch WRONG exactly? I mean there it isnt like theres a way you can install it backwards is there?<BR>3. Still waiting on that list of screwed people.<BR>4. The shop also says they've never installed an Exedy on a DSM.<P>------------------<BR>||66.127.102.244||reg||1
Z||000012||Duc Hunter||01-27-2003||06:10 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Ok folks this is my post! The point here is simply the John and the boys at PSI took care of me. Their quality of work was above average by a long shot, their care to detail was at the level mine would be doing my own work, they did some things for me that were not part of a clutch install "while they were in there" for free, they let me watch everything, they bought me lunch (all-be-it Taco Bell).......  Basically I will be going back there. I am confident enough to recommend ALL OF YOU to go there. I have confidence that they will take care of all of you. <P>For those that do not agree, trust me a little. Do a search for MASC and you will see what happens when a shop does me wrong. I am not an easy customer to satisfy, I know more about these cars than most people out here do and I am VERY particular. Enough said, PSI will get the work I do not want to (or cannot due to time constraint).<BR><P>------------------<BR>465/1000||205.166.229.101||reg||1
Z||000013||AWDpower||01-27-2003||08:28 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||I never wrote "everyone that goes there that's a Joe Shmoe gets screwed." I wrote that PSI has a reputation for taking better care of their big $$$ customers then their "average" customers. I never said, nor tended to imply "if you go to PSI you will get screwed." Sorry if it came out that way. I understand that it's only natural for a business to take good care of "important" customers. But it shouldn't come at the expense of "average" customers. What I saw was an average customer that had poor work done on his car. When he returned the car, they charged him to tell him that it was all in his head. That's adding insult to injury. I'm not going to give a list of "screwed people." I'm not a gossip, I only say I what I can back up with fact. My point is, that is their reputation. I don't care if that happened to one person, or twenty people. You wouldn't like it if that happened to you. I don't care how many 11 sec. cars they build. What I want to hear is that it was wrong, they fixed the problem, it won't happen again. That's it. That would make me happy. And when I here more stories like Duc Hunter's, I'll say "Well, they got off to a shakey start, but fixed their problems, I've heard nothing but good things lately." I love to help out local DSMers, but I simply don't have time for all the requests I get. I feel bad turning people away, I'd love to feel good about sending them to a local shop, rather then take their chances and fork out the bucks at a dealer.<P>As for the clutch and flywheel, the face and the steps need to be surfaced. The steps were un-even. That should have been checked. I've installed a couple of findanza flywheels, and they both have had to have the steps cut. Plus different clutches require different step height, that's why it's not right out of the box. The clutch was a regular Exedy, not the three puck one. It looks like stock, even made by the same manufacture as stock, so I wouldn't be suprised if they didn't remember. I saw the receits though. By "wrong", I meant that the flywheel wasn't cut, it was bolted in correctly. <P>As far as what I've said to my peers in person, everthing had been un-biased, although I admit it hasn't been all that constructive. If you saw what I saw, you would have felt the same way. Just to put things in perspective, I don't have any history with the shop. I do all my work, never even been there. I heard "stories" but dismissed most of as rumor and shit talking. I understand there are many Dsmers that can find a way to abuse or break their car no matter how good the work. I've always firmly belived in supporing DSM vendors, and here we finaly had one locally. When I checked out the car for my friend to buy, part of the selling point (before the test drive) was that it had recently had a lot of work done by PSI, with receipts. Then when I saw the t-belt job... Anyone else would have felt the same way. All I can say is that I hope that they have fixed their problems. I figure that they would have no customers left if they had continued that style of work, so I'm willing to give them the benefit of the doubt. And like I said, if I start hearing more good stories and seening some good work, I may even end up recommending them. It might take some convincing, but I'm not closed minded. <P>Duc Hunter, sorry to drag you into this. I appreciate your honest opinion and I'm glad that you were well taken care of. <P>Jason K.      <P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.17||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001465.cgi
A||||9||Adrenalin||JDM Motor||||1||
Z||000000||Adrenalin||01-23-2003||05:02 PM||neonoxide_@hotmail.com||i'm trying to get a jdm motor so i started calling the numbers off of rre's sight to see who could get me the best deal and the best one was nic at $1450 +shipping i thought these things went cheeper than that.. Any sugestions?<P>------------------<BR>||24.237.153.12||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-23-2003||05:28 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Getting harder I'm sure, but I'd be surprised if you couldn't beat that.  Ken got his from JIC for under a grand + shipping, and I got mine from CNS in California for 995 plus shipping.  CNS had good referrals and motor was excellent, 160 compression across the board.  Keep checking...  try the search here to see any others and I did hear of another place recently called Eric Japan Motors in Chicago that was supposed to be good price and good motor.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.37||reg||1
Z||000002||Adrenalin||01-23-2003||05:32 PM||neonoxide_@hotmail.com||thanks i'll give cnc a try the number i got for them off of rre's site wasn't workin so I supose i'll just try dir asst.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"> did you get a war. from them? I found 1 at Libero for 1100 but the only offer a 5 day start up war. so i'm not to sure about that one..<P>------------------<BR>||24.237.153.12||reg||1
Z||000003||broke down||01-23-2003||05:50 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||got my jdm from rising sun.  about 1600 buck incl. shipping and a timing belt that I told them not to do but did anyway.  Sent them my check, after they told me that they had one, then found out that they didn't.  The guy supposedly called around to get one.  After about two weeks of waiting, they finally got one, then had to test it, then ship it.  It finally got to me about 3 weeks later than they said it would.  Then I was putting it all together, and noticed that it had the oil pan off a non-turbo motor on it.  a.k.a. no hole for the oil return line from the turbo.  Drove down to Indy to a yard and picked up my own pan.  Compression was phenomenal, especially after running a couple of quarts of motor flush through it.  Everything has ran well since, just be careful that you don't have any kind of schedule, cause you won't get it on time.  <P>------------------<BR>talon #1,985,564/2,648,874||68.51.68.201||reg||1
Z||000004||Adrenalin||01-23-2003||05:58 PM||neonoxide_@hotmail.com||cool thanks for the advice  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"> here is what i got so far 1490 including shipping from soko west and that includes 6 month unlim mile war. what do you guys think about that one?<P>------------------<BR>||24.237.153.12||reg||1
Z||000005||mdpvr4||01-25-2003||01:49 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||beauty is in the eye of the beholder! what ever you are comfortable with. just remember what Yao says, if its too good to be true then it probably is<P>------------------<BR>Does that have a turbo||32.102.170.64||reg||1
Z||000006||ron||01-25-2003||10:04 AM||adracing@aol.com||A company call Storm Performance in CA had some for around $800-900 including the tranny and diff...<P>ron<P>------------------<BR>||198.81.26.143||reg||1
Z||000007||Adrenalin||01-25-2003||07:50 PM||neonoxide_@hotmail.com||whoa.. now thats a good deal if its legit.. but like stated above if it sounds to good to be true it just might be. Man and they were not kidding when they said you will have to deal with some heavy accents it was ruff just makin sure i was getin the right motor. so for anyone else planing on doin this just be ready to deal with it and tripple check what you are ordering cause first they were going to sell me a non turbo 4g63 but we got it worked out   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/wink.gif"><P>------------------<BR>||24.237.154.116||reg||1
Z||000008||ken inn||01-25-2003||10:43 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||for a small fee, rre will check out the motor for you<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR1643||01-27-2003||04:35 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Warranty with CNC?  I think there was a limited one (that's why they put those heat "tags" on there), but by the time it would be shipped back and forth it would have been pointless.  I took RRE's word for it - one of the RRE guys even vouched for them that they are a good one to deal with.<BR><P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.253||reg||1
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A||||4||DongeR615||good 4wd alignment shop ||||1||
Z||000000||DongeR615||01-23-2003||09:50 PM||||Does anyone recommend an alignment shop in the bay area?  I found one today that has the 'hunter' system that you have to drive on to. It costs 45 dollars for all 4 wheels aligned. <P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||63.201.88.234||reg||1
Z||000001||drew||01-23-2003||11:05 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||There is a shop next to Motorsport Techniques in Hayward. The guy who does the alignment's name is Jack. He'll do your alignment while you're sitting in the car for a more accurate alignment, and will dial it in whatever way you want him to.<P>There is also a firestone somewhere near belmont where a GVR4er works at.<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<BR>90 Eclipse GSX||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000002||ron||01-24-2003||09:53 AM||adracing@aol.com||I work at Motorsport in Hayward. <P>Drew is right..many auto-x and roadracers come by to get alignment done by Jack and they sit in the car while he does it. And he can set it up the way you want it, not just what the book or the computer says.<P>But I think he charges $80 for lowered cars and $60.. I can see if I can get you guys a little discount if you are interested..<P>Ron<P>------------------<BR>||152.163.188.165||reg||1
Z||000003||DongeR615||01-24-2003||02:18 PM||||How would you guys want it to be alligned? Im still new to autox and my own style of allignment? any tips?<P>DongeR615<P>------------------<BR>||63.201.88.234||reg||1
Z||000004||AWDpower||01-24-2003||03:30 PM||j_kertianis@msn.com||If you want to autocross the car, you want more negative camber in the front, less in the rear. A cheap way to get some camber in the front is to buy adjustable camber bolts, or "crash bolts". NAPA sells them for $40 for two. These are cam shaped lower strut bolts that will allow you to adjust camber a bit. They don't have much range of adjustment, but every little bit helps. <P>In the rear, you want less negative camber, as too much will cause the car to understeer. <P>I just got the alignment done on my GVR4. I set it for a good all around street/ occasional autocross set up. The suspension has Eibach Prokit springs with AGX shocks, which lowered the car quite a bit. I had them adjust the front camber to as much negative as possible, which came out to <BR>-.87 degrees. I'd really like another half degree at least, but it's still better then stock. In the rear I had them adjust it to <BR>-.5 degrees. Toe is set to zero front and rear. <P>For serious autocrossing, camber plates and lots of negative camber up front is needed. A little toe out in front will help the car turn in. This will eat tires in a hurry on the street though.   <P>Jason K.<P>------------------<BR>||67.192.100.168||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001467.cgi
A||||3||Hertz||Saunaab 900||||1||
Z||000000||Hertz||01-23-2003||09:58 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <A HREF="http://mbjork.home.cern.ch/mbjork/gase/events/saunaab_test/saunaab_test.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://mbjork.home.cern.ch/mbjork/gase/events/saunaab_test/saunaab_test.htm</A> <P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||67.37.178.71||reg||1
Z||000001||beavis||01-24-2003||12:53 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||how the hell did you find this?<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.77||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||01-24-2003||01:37 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Yeah I saw that on another board. It is hilarious!<P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000003||Hertz||01-24-2003||05:13 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by beavis:<BR><B>how the hell did you find this?<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Making plans for when the VR-4 dies...   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Actually it was emailed to me.<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||12.247.128.70||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001468.cgi
A||||9||ken inn||hitler lives!||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||01-24-2003||10:33 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||having been around racial discrimination all my life, and also having to work with germans who think the war is still on, and they are winning, this was of mild interest.<BR> <A HREF="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story2&cid=524&u=/ap/20030123/ap_wo_en_po/eu_gen_denmark_scouts_2&printer=1" TARGET=_blank>http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story2&cid=524&u=/ap/20030123/ap_wo_en_po/eu_gen_denmark_scouts_2&printer=1</A> <BR><P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000001||mitsuvr4||01-24-2003||10:48 AM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||What ever happened to simply "Cops and Robbers"?<P>He's not sure he should apologize?<P>Some people.<P>------------------<BR>Karl<BR>860/2000||134.29.246.249||reg||13
Z||000002||GVR1643||01-24-2003||11:01 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Sick, ignorant morons!  We need a giant toilet to flush people like this, terrorist, and a few others down the drain like a dead goldfish.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.22.28||reg||1
Z||000003||beavis||01-24-2003||12:47 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||its scary that someone that ignorant is in a position of authority.  he is training the children to be as ignorant as he is, that's the scariest part of all.<P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.77||reg||1
Z||000004||VR-4play||01-24-2003||01:39 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||it is weird how he said they went to far, but he doesn't know if he should apologize.  what's worse is SEVERAL adults took part in this. at least it is being countered. f'd up stuff happens all of the time and nothing is done about it... just like anything else that is caught on tape, or reported.<P>------------------<BR>||192.31.106.35||reg||1
Z||000005||Hertz||01-24-2003||05:12 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||We don't seem to have any problems playing cowboys and Indians...<P>"Everything is evil to somebody."<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000006||GRV4726||01-24-2003||07:47 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||ryan, good point.  its good that this german/jewish episode is being addressed because i guess thats how the cowboys and indians things began.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000007||VR-4play||01-25-2003||08:50 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Hertz:<BR><B>We don't seem to have any problems playing cowboys and Indians...<P>"Everything is evil to somebody."<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>in "cowboys and indians", no side is preset to lose the fight. same as cops and robbers. this thing had all the adults as nazis and the kids as jews. how the hell a bunch of grown folks going to lose to some kids.<BR>-- can you see the evil, now.<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR-4||01-25-2003||02:40 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Not that I'm defending this guy, but we should consider that there are two or three different cultures involved and none of them are ours. Here's an example of what I mean. My father-in-law told me this story yesterday: A German man and woman were going out on a date. The man gave the lady a compliment that she was wearing a lovely dress. Her response (in German) translated to "Well of course it's a lovely dress" meaning "What did you think, I would wear a rag out on a date." But the American response would have been "Thank you very much." My point is this: We don't know the full story or the context. And are you sure the media is trustworthy in what or how they reported? So maybe we shouldn't be so quick to form an opinion. Food for thought...<P>(Soapbox off)<P>dp<P><BR><P>------------------<BR>Can't polish a turd.||68.155.54.98||reg||1
Z||000009||VR-4play||01-25-2003||06:29 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR-4:<BR><B>Not that I'm defending this guy, but we should consider that there are two or three different cultures involved and none of them are ours. We don't know the full story or the context. And are you sure the media is trustworthy in what or how they reported? So maybe we shouldn't be so quick to form an opinion. Food for thought...<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><BR>i agree 100%<BR><P>------------------<BR>||67.30.250.162||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001469.cgi
A||||1||fastgvr4||Vibration problem||||1||
Z||000000||fastgvr4||01-24-2003||11:40 AM||||I have 2 problems.  <P>1.  While I'm driving straight and the car is accelerating (fast), I get vibrations.  This is most noticable during high speeds.<BR>The vibration is only felt when I hit the gas and it is felt on the steering wheel and partially on the floor in the front.  If I cruise, at 70 mph there is no vibration but once I hit the gas, the vibration begins.<P>2.  When I make left turns and only left turns, and the car is accelerating my steering wheel jitters back and forth.<BR>For example, when I'm making a U-turn on a wide street.<P>Please let me know if anyone else has experienced this problem.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||199.43.32.21||reg||1
Z||000001||Hertz||01-24-2003||05:17 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Wheel balance?  Uneven wear?<P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||12.247.128.70||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001470.cgi
A||||15||beavis||superbowl||||1||
Z||000000||beavis||01-24-2003||12:50 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i'm suprised noone has started this thread yet.  oakland or tampa bay?<BR><P>------------------<BR>||138.23.82.77||reg||1
Z||000001||VR-4play||01-24-2003||01:13 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||all the statistics point to oakland, but i hope tampa gets it. just because they haven't ever won a championship, and to get their first divisional championship and national championship together would be good for them. and i would hate for gruden to be kicked out of oakland and then beat by them the same year in the super bowl. either way, i hope it is a good game like the past few have been.<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000002||talontsi||01-24-2003||01:35 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Tampa Bay baby!<BR>All the way!<BR>I may be bias though.<P>Go Bucs!<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000003||iceman69510||01-24-2003||06:15 PM||||Normally I'm an NFC guy all the way-but Gruden abandoned ship, he wasn't chased out of Oakland.  Besides I don't like Warren "motor mouth" Sapp.<P>Go Raiders!<P>------------------<BR>||4.17.245.130||reg||1
Z||000004||bob dole||01-24-2003||06:28 PM||Spendacheese78@aol.com||Warren Sapp is a funny bitch. <P>Go Bucs 27-10<P>------------------<BR>||24.73.70.187||reg||1
Z||000005||mdpvr4||01-24-2003||07:22 PM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||i have mixed feelings here, i like oakland and i think they will win but i would like to see tampa win because oakland fired gruden and i think it would be hilarious to see their old coach beat them. especially to see the look on al davis' face. thats my 2 cents<P>------------------<BR>Does that have a turbo||32.103.217.189||reg||1
Z||000006||hibern8||01-24-2003||10:54 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||oakland has it in the bag! nothing can stop their offense.<P>------------------<BR>Ken DM<BR>541/1000<BR>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=431<P>POLSKA!!||63.62.132.50||reg||1
Z||000007||VR-4play||01-25-2003||08:43 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>oakland has it in the bag! nothing can stop their offense.<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>#1 passing offense (oakland) vs #1 pass defense (tampa). #18 rushing offense (oakland) vs #3 rush defense (tampa). I would say that oakland's o' has some work to do.<BR><P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000008||number3||01-26-2003||04:02 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by hibern8:<BR><B>oakland has it in the bag! nothing can stop their offense.<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><BR>That is what we thought about the Eagles too. <BR><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000009||91 #680||01-26-2003||04:48 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I live in San Diego.  Go Bucs!!!!  but the Raiders are going to win.  Damn Raiders.<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1
Z||000010||gvr4in||01-26-2003||05:04 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Im not too sure who I want to win...Im just waitin for the game to start. I live in SD too, never seen so many out of state plates.<P>------------------<BR><A HREF="http://sddsm.org/pages/cars/terren/terren.htm" TARGET=_blank>My Mods</A>||63.202.232.187||reg||1
Z||000011||turbowop||01-26-2003||10:33 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I was born in Tampa.......of course MY hometown won... <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/tongue.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1
Z||000012||talontsi||01-26-2003||11:51 PM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Tampa rules!<BR>Oakland gets the looser ring!<P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold<p>[This message has been edited by talontsi (edited 01-26-2003).]||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000013||sleeper||01-27-2003||01:42 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Don't flame me on this. I don't watch football because we europeans play football but rather kick the ball.  <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P>Anyway. Watching the game and they mentioned dozens of times "world championship"<BR>Do other country's play this same game against the NFL teams?<BR>How are they so sure that, let's say some Japanese team wouldn't kick the St. Louis Ram's ass? Then again, I think a high school team could do that.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.10||reg||1
Z||000014||drew||01-27-2003||01:57 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||America <B>is</B> the world. J/K. Yeah it is lame, as is the World Series, etc. etc. Speaking of football, there ain't nothing like being @ World Cup 2002 watching the USA Vs. Korea Game live, with 35,000 Korean fans booing the 10 or so US fans! What a great time!<P>------------------<BR>92 Galant VR-4 872/1000<p>[This message has been edited by drew (edited 01-27-2003).]||65.184.77.145||reg||1
Z||000015||sleeper||01-27-2003||02:48 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR> Speaking of football, there ain't nothing like being @ World Cup 2002 watching the USA Vs. Korea Game live, with 35,000 Korean fans booing the 10 or so US fans!<P>[/B]<HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Haha, know the feeling but with different nationality teams.<BR>BTW. you haven't seen a crazy soccer game till you watch an Italian team play a British team.<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<BR><P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||64.123.248.10||reg||1
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A||||2||Hertz||Volkswagen Tarek Prototype||||1||
Z||000000||Hertz||01-24-2003||05:15 PM||rhertz@3-points.com|| <A HREF="http://www.vwvortex.com/news/index_tarek1.html" TARGET=_blank>http://www.vwvortex.com/news/index_tarek1.html</A> <P><P>------------------<BR>Ryan<BR>'91 Galant VR-4 858/2000||12.247.128.70||reg||1
Z||000001||GRV4726||01-24-2003||07:40 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i have mixed emotions about this one. it looks like it was built to perform well in the desert rally...but god it looks funny. and whats the ferrarish styling? <P>why has everyone been releasing rally prototypes these past few years?  and they have all been but ugly (i haven't seen all but the ones i saw...bleh!)<P>anyway, its interresting to see what other people are doing.<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000002||joec||01-24-2003||09:42 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||I like it.  Reminds me of the old Manx Dune Buggies -- which is kind of appropriate since they were built on VW bugs.<P><P>------------------<BR>1991 GVR4 1630/2000<BR>1992 Eclipse GSX||216.179.104.76||reg||1
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A||N||7||Ferrari F50 GT||RRE I/C Piping Question||||1||
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||01-24-2003||08:17 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||I just ordered a piping kit today from RRE.  But I have a question, aren't the pipes supposed to be powder coated red?  It says that on the web site.  The guy at RRE told me that it doesn't come in red, only gray, like on Jon's old car.  What colors has everybody else gotten? <P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-24-2003||10:01 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||red here.  three times<P>------------------<BR>||4.47.46.206||reg||1
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||01-24-2003||10:59 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Hmmm, I am going to call RRE back on Monday to see what the deal is.  The guy said that it only comes in gray, which is wrong.  Do you think that the red pipes were only for the group buy?<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||01-25-2003||12:57 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I have red but was told when I got mine a while ago that they would not be availalbe in colors as the wait time was rough for their customers. I was part of a group buy from this board like Kenn. I do not believe they have many sets "ready made to ship". To be honest, I would like to have done them myself, wrinkle red. I will be doing that this summer. To be honest my powder coat job is ok but not great. I think a local shop in your area would do a better job. I would not worry about that, having a shop powder coat them any color you want would not be expensive at all. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000<p>[This message has been edited by Duc Hunter (edited 01-25-2003).]||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||01-25-2003||02:23 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||They have to make new pipes for me anyway since there are none in stock.  So why not do it in red!?  Does red powder coating cost more than gray? <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/rolleyes.gif">  I would like to have a local shop do it, but since I am paying for their goods and services, I would like to get my money's worth and have them powder coat it.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
Z||000005||markrieb||01-25-2003||10:21 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||When I ordered mine (just after the group purchase closed), I thought I was getting red, but got grey.  I like the grey, more stealthy.<P>Mark Rieb<P>------------------<BR>||206.219.255.152||reg||1
Z||000006||thetuna909||01-25-2003||09:37 PM||thetuna909@yahoo.com||From what RRE told me, there pipes now come in Gray, If you want Red, there may be a 2 week wait, I know that Gray is not as disco as red, but I like the Gray better, its not as loud<P>------------------<BR>||205.188.208.137||reg||6
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||01-25-2003||10:19 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Well, since it is going to take my pipes 2 weeks to made anyway, maybe they will make them red for me with no extra time added on.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001473.cgi
A||||9||udriveu||Height issues||||1||
Z||000000||udriveu||01-25-2003||12:31 AM||udriveu@hotmail.com||I'm 6'3" and sometimes I wish the seat in the VR4 went back an extra click or two. Anyone else feel the same way, or do I just drive way to far back?<P>------------------<BR>||24.45.16.78||reg||1
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||01-25-2003||12:56 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||I agree! I have been looking into new seats and WILL be moving my rail back on teh drivers seat. I think 1.5 inches at the rails will give me enough adjustment to make the seat sit a little too far back for my body when it is all the way back. <P>------------------<BR>465/1000||64.81.58.95||reg||1
Z||000002||mdpvr4||01-25-2003||01:44 AM||illusion_42@hotmail.com||haha im only 5'8" and i have no problems with seat adjustment but i have a brother that is 6'4" and he has a hell of a time getting comfortable. that sux for u tall people.<BR>im sorry!!!!<P>------------------<BR>Does that have a turbo||32.102.170.64||reg||1
Z||000003||VR-4play||01-25-2003||08:36 AM||onealwilliams@juno.com||i could imagine. i am 6'1" and i have the seat all the way back, and it is just perfect. but i also drive with the wheel tilted all the way down.<P>------------------<BR>||192.91.147.34||reg||1
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||01-25-2003||09:58 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Yeah, I always feel uncomfortable in 4-door cars (I guess because my GVR-4 is the first 4-door I've ever owned).  I'm 6'4" so small cars usually suck for me...although I drive a Honda Prelude daily now & used to own a 3rd gen RX-7 both of which fit me fine (go figure).  Getting in the car is my biggest issue...that damn b-pillar between the front & rear doors always seems too far forward.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/frown.gif"><P>------------------<BR>Ben<BR>*NOW* '92 Belize Green/black #580/1000<BR>*SOLD* '93 FD3S TT Brilliant Black/tan<BR>My Not-So World Famous Website:  <A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/EunosFD" TARGET=_blank>www.geocities.com/EunosFD</A><p>[This message has been edited by Johnny Bravo (edited 01-25-2003).]||64.12.96.72||reg||1
Z||000005||ken inn||01-25-2003||12:16 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the beauty of the recaro.  i can slide this sucker so far back, the back of the seat will touch the front of the back seat.  and i have to have it on the top most positions, and even then i have to raise the seat(it has power height).  the only problem was getting a seat bracket.  i got lucky, and got a used set from japan.  there are none in the us.<P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000006||GVR-4||01-25-2003||02:46 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I'm only 6', but pretty lanky. My problen is that when I move the seat all the way back, the steering wheel is too far away for aggressive driving. I just need the pedals further under the dash.   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>dp<P>------------------<BR>Can't polish a turd.<p>[This message has been edited by GVR-4 (edited 01-25-2003).]||68.155.54.98||reg||1
Z||000007||369of1000||01-25-2003||02:52 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by GVR-4:<BR><B>I'm only 6', but pretty lanky. My problen is that when I move the seat all the way back, the steering wheel is too far away for aggressive driving. I just need the pedals further under the dash.    <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/biggrin.gif"><P>dp<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE>I have the same problem. My solution (when I get around to spending boat loads on a momo steering wheel) is to get the hub adapter and quick release adapter. Together, the wheel should be plenty close.<P>------------------<BR>||24.151.115.112||reg||1
Z||000008||GVR-4||01-27-2003||08:11 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Yeah, that's what I plan to do too. I MUST get a Momo Racing wheel to match my shift knob. But like you, spending the coin on a steering wheel is way down on the list.<P>dp<P>------------------<BR>Can't polish a turd.||68.155.54.91||reg||1
Z||000009||GVR1643||01-27-2003||11:14 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I'm 6-3 as well and find it just right with the seat all the way back.  It would bug me with any less room at all.  <BR>Surprisingly the best leg room I've had was in my old CRX.  If I had that seat all the way back, my legs were not bent at all - too much.<P>------------------<BR>#401 stock<BR>#1643 small 16, 3" turbo back, old style AFC, Blaha, intake, ACT 2600, Fidenza and all of KC's leftovers.<BR>90 AWD TSI (the $600 one Ken)||167.142.21.175||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001474.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||check this out.  ||||1||
Z||000000||ken inn||01-25-2003||12:35 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://lightning.pwr.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp/lrg/temp/plane.html" TARGET=_blank>http://lightning.pwr.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp/lrg/temp/plane.html</A> <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000001||BluFalcon||01-25-2003||03:32 PM||muttski@comcast.net||Ken,<BR>How do you find all this stuff?<P>------------------<BR>91 Galant VR4 1954/2K- "Project"<BR>91 Turbo Mutt TSi- "Daily Driver"<BR>http://www.dfwdsm.org||12.237.48.63||reg||1
Z||000002||turbowop||01-25-2003||04:50 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Whoa!!<P>------------------<BR>Mark Pontarolo......1051 <BR>Turbo in the front, groceries in the back...and a battery.<BR> <A HREF="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292" TARGET=_blank>http://www.gvr4.com/registry/member.phtml?id=292</A>||66.189.197.56||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001475.cgi
A||||3||369of1000||quote of the year||||1||
Z||000000||369of1000||01-25-2003||02:55 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I got this e-mail. I thought you guys might like it.<P>Nominated for Quote of the Year is the statement made by Texas<BR>Congressman Dick Armey when asked, "If you had been in President Clinton's<BR>place would you have resigned?"<P>Armey's reply: "If I had been in the president's place I would not<BR>have gotten the chance to resign. I would have been lying in a pool of my<BR>own blood, looking up and listening to my wife ask, "How do you reload<BR>this thing?"<BR><P>------------------<BR>||24.151.115.112||reg||1
Z||000001||VR-4play||01-25-2003||06:35 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||good answer<P>------------------<BR>||67.30.250.162||reg||1
Z||000002||evol||01-27-2003||12:37 AM||racemygvr4@aol.com||LOLOLOLOL<P>------------------<BR>evol<BR>#333/2000<BR>Feb 1 At the latest.||172.136.41.14||reg||1
Z||000003||GRV4726||01-27-2003||02:48 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||sigh...   texas<P>thats pretty funny, i was visualising the whole thing<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001476.cgi
A||||0||91 #680||carfax help||||1||
Z||000000||91 #680||01-25-2003||03:03 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||ja3cx56u7mz009343<P>I just want to see where my car has been in terms of recalls and what have you.<P>------------------<BR>IN THE SEARCH FOR DIRT!!!!!!!!!!<BR>91 Galant VR-4<BR>92 turbo sentra se-r (FUBAR in buddies garage)||68.7.184.83||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001477.cgi
A||||13||gvr4ever||New baby, uh I mean car.  ||||1||
Z||000000||gvr4ever||01-25-2003||10:53 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||Well my 92 Talon w/190K miles is no longer ours.<P>We have a 03 Nissan Sentra SE-R Spec-V.  Say that three times fast.  I was looking at a 02 WRX, but the payments were more then I wanted.  Also, my wife didn't even like it.  I have driving two WRX's and I only have 1 complaint, but it is is a pretty big one.  The shifters on them are clunky.  <P>I got a pimp ride with every option for under 20K.  Also, it shifts like a dream.<P>If anyone is looking for a afordable car that is fun and functional, I'd look at one.  I am very happy with it and it filled all our needs with a payment that doesn't break the bank.  <P>The goodies.  Red dash lights, 6 speed tranny, 17" rims (P215/45ZR17 (Z-rated) performance tires, sun roof. Rockford Fosgate stereo with sub in the trunk, alarm system, nice looks, drives great, fun, UNDER 20K!!!!<P>Laterz.<P>------------------<BR>347/1000<p>[This message has been edited by gvr4ever (edited 01-26-2003).]||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000001||talontsi||01-26-2003||01:20 AM||talontsi@tampabay.rr.com||Oh no! Not you too!<BR>I guess we will all be driving Spec-V's soon.<BR><P>------------------<BR>Glen <BR>1991 GVR4 100/2000 <BR>2002 Chevy S10 Tow Vehicle <BR>1981 Toyota Starlet 4G63 Sold <BR>1995 Talon Tsi Sold <BR>1991 Talon Tsi AWD Sold||65.32.23.88||reg||1
Z||000002||gvr4ever||01-26-2003||01:49 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I makes a great afordable car.  I read some revies on the car.  There was one that said the car was slugish.  I can't find the link, I just did a google search.  I'd have to disagree 100%.  While the car is not a road racer by any means, it is a rather zippy car and even has decent pick up at low RPMs.<P>The only complaint that I have to agree with, is the car has torque stear.  I pushed the car during the test drive and it does have some nasty torque steer when tring to launch hard.  However, I won't drive it like that very often.  I wanted a car that wouldn't need any work and wouldn't be raced.  Thats what the GVR4 is for.  <P>While I didn't buy the car because of the stereo, I must say, it is awsome.  It is the best factory option stereo I have ever heard by far.  It sounds good, not just loud.  If you back the bass off from full blast, it has a very smooth sound that has a nice powerful bass sound to it.  For the younger crowd, it can thump well too.<P>The tranny is supper smooth.  Playing with 6 speeds is nice.  You can tell the dash and seats are not of a high end car, but they do not look or feel cheap at all.  The shifter even comes with a ricy SE R logo on it.  Yippy, factory rice.<P>For the price, I think it is the best fun factor you can get without giving up quality.  When I drive it, I feel like I am in a car that cost more then what I payed for.  It is a sweet little package.  Way more fun then a Toyota or Honda with the same price tag.  <P>I give it a 5 out of 5.  <P><P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000003||ron||01-26-2003||09:15 AM||adracing@aol.com||Congrats on your new car..<BR> <BR>I am not really a big fan of Nissan cars (only because they make them so hard to work on, owned a 91 300z for a month) but all the new cars they are coming out with looks good.. <P>I think they are getting sick of loosing their sales to Honda and Toyota that they woke up and made some nice cars.. Also they are pricing them really low for what they are..<P>------------------<BR>||198.81.26.143||reg||7
Z||000004||number3||01-26-2003||11:02 AM||gvrfour@comcast.net||Are there no Mazda dealers near you guys?<P>Did you consider the 6 and or the Protege' and not like them?<P>Harry<P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000005||gvr4ever||01-26-2003||11:11 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I don't know if it is true or not.  This was not a deciding factor in buying the car, but the dealer said that Nismo was going to start selling parts in the US in a few more years.  Also he said that his dealer has to build a new building to sell Nissan in because Nissan will no longer allow cars to be mixed with other cars.  I don't know how accurate everything is, but he also said that a Nismo SC kit would be avalible for my car as well.<P>Maybe Nissan will get back in the game.  They did used to have a pretty big racing name.  The Z line of cars was the best thing since sliced bread when they came out.  That last TT 300Z was SWEET!!!  I didn't even look at the new one because of the price, but I would imagine it is nice.<P>It would be sweet if I could throw a Nismo SC on the car after I pay it off.  Thanks to the afordable price, I am not stuck with payments for life.<P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000006||a_santos||01-26-2003||11:13 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Jon, the moderator, owner and starter of this site, also has one. Go to this link for a hot header: <A HREF="http://lion.esosoft.net/hotshot.com/headers/NS3002.htm" TARGET=_blank>http://lion.esosoft.net/hotshot.com/headers/NS3002.htm</A> <P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000007||gvr4ever||01-26-2003||11:35 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by number3:<BR><B>Are there no Mazda dealers near you guys?<P>Did you consider the 6 and or the Protege' and not like them?<P>Harry<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>I don't like the way the Protege looks.  I looked at the Mazda 6 online.  When you add the V6 and option you like, the price starts to add up.  I saw the review on Moter Trend TV for that car.  They said alot of good things about it and that it was much nicer then the 626 that it replaced.  Still, it all comes down to cost.  If was going to spend that much, I would at least get a AWD Subaru or something.<P>It really came down to wife=happy and monthly payments=good.  The car grew on me alot after I got it.  Now I am really happy with it.  There are alot of cars to choose from out there, but for under $20, the SER Spec-V is probably the nicest.  Also it starts at 17,1xx.  So you can get the fun factor without lots of options really cheap.  The 6 speed is the only option too, so that is cool.<P>  I was going to test drive a V6 tiberon but the dealer talked me out of it.  He said it didn't drive as nice or have as much power.  I was leary about buying a hyundai anyway.  I mean, I can't even spell it right without looking it up.  Also my friend had one a few years ago.  I was not impressed with the quality at all.<P>I also test drove a 2000 Stang GT loaded with the leather and the Mach stereo system.  It's a ford, however they did improve it alot from the gen before it.  Complains:  A cltuch that has no feed back and keeps you guessing and weak brakes.  Also the car just doesn't feel right.    <P>We looked at a new Dodge Stratus (the wife wanted too).  It was sluggish and they didn't have any 5 speeds on the lot.  The shifter looked like a base ball.<P>I also test drove a 01 Jeep Siera.  I've always thought a wrangler would be cool.  It's a functional winter truck with a removable top.  This one cost 19,xxx with 25K miles.  I accually liked this second best, but was more then I was willing to pay for a used auto with 25K miles.<P>Then I drove the 02 WRX wagon and a 03 RS sedan too.  I can't say too much bad about them, but the shifters were clunky in both cars.  The RS didn't even want to go into first.  While sitting in the WRX, it looks GREAT!  However step out of the car, take a step back and the looks either work with you or they don't.  I don't care for it too much.        <P><P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000008||Compressed||01-26-2003||01:00 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B> can't say too much bad about them, but the shifters were clunky in both cars.  The RS didn't even want to go into first.  While sitting in the WRX, it looks GREAT!  However step out of the car, take a step back and the looks either work with you or they don't.  I don't care for it too much.        <BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>FWIW People have been able to improve shifter action very significantly with just new bushings and new fluids. <A HREF="http://www.allwheelengineering.com/basket/catalog.cgi?query_net_id=kartboy&query_class=KB-003" TARGET=_blank>http://www.allwheelengineering.com/basket/catalog.cgi?query_net_id=kartboy&query_class=KB-003</A>  <BR>There are several good short shifters out there that shift improve throw quite a bit as well.<BR>Congrats on the new ride.  Specs are pretty cool cars and handle very well.  Enjoy.  <P>------------------<BR>-Todd<BR>#1561||64.24.106.86||reg||1
Z||000009||Nate||01-26-2003||01:48 PM||nathan1047@aol.com||How come nobody has mentioned the turbo Neon?  Under 20Gs, great torque and HP from the factory.  I would buy one of those in a heartbeat before I'd buy a Spec V, no offense.  I just need that turbo under the hood. :-)<P>------------------<BR>||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000010||gvr4ever||01-26-2003||02:04 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Nate:<BR><B>How come nobody has mentioned the turbo Neon?  Under 20Gs, great torque and HP from the factory.  I would buy one of those in a heartbeat before I'd buy a Spec V, no offense.  I just need that turbo under the hood. :-)<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Trust me, I would have if they were avalible.  The dealer doesn't even have a date for when they will come.  I needed a car now.  Besides, they will probably be placed in a higher insurance bracket.<P><P>------------------<BR>347/1000||12.221.228.124||reg||1
Z||000011||number3||01-26-2003||03:56 PM||gvrfour@comcast.net||If I were to buy a new CAR under 25K I would by a Mini S.  If I had to be under 20K it would be protege MP3.<P>I have a very good chance at winning a BMW Z4 in a sales contest at the end of the month. Not sure what to do with it yet.<P>I wouldn't mind getting a Silverado SS to replace my sport trac but they want 41K for it! <P>Isn't car/truck shopping "fun".   <IMG SRC="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/smile.gif"><P><BR><P>------------------<BR>0003/1000<BR>http://www.galantvr4.org/gvr4_members_ride_4.html||68.80.14.121||reg||1
Z||000012||a_santos||01-26-2003||04:01 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||I saw one on the street and one rallying this weekend when I went to the sno-drift rally in Atlanta, Michigan. The street version looked pretty sweet. The rally version also did very well, althougth it was only front wheel drive. I also talked to a top Mitsu guy and he said the EVO will be at dealers late February and will reatail for $28900. The dealers will also start carrying Ralliart parts soon.  <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by Nate:<BR><B>How come nobody has mentioned the turbo Neon?  Under 20Gs, great torque and HP from the factory.  I would buy one of those in a heartbeat before I'd buy a Spec V, no offense.  I just need that turbo under the hood. :-)<P></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P><P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000013||gvr4in||01-26-2003||05:07 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com|| <BLOCKQUOTE><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><HR>Originally posted by gvr4ever:<BR><B><BR>Red dash lights, ...<BR></B><HR></BLOCKQUOTE><P>Ya well we still got our "change color" switch ! So ha! lol<P><P>------------------<BR><A HREF="http://sddsm.org/pages/cars/terren/terren.htm" TARGET=_blank>My Mods</A>||63.202.232.187||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001478.cgi
A||||1||DSMGVR4||History of #985/2000???||||1||
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||01-26-2003||12:25 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Anyone know the history of this car? Anyone know anyone who has owned it? Its located in NJ at a used car lot and the pic has some aftermarket wheels on it...so i doubt that it was traded in by some old orig owners who bought a diamante ;-) FWIW, the end of the VIN is M2001374. Its high mileage with an expensive price but I guess worth the inquiry. TIA! John<P>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by DSMGVR4 (edited 01-26-2003).]||68.38.88.232||reg||1
Z||000001||iceman69510||01-27-2003||11:41 AM||||Double check that VIN.  According to my list, that vehicle should be MZ008864.  I think I saw this one on Auto Trader.<P>Nope-it was Ebay.<BR>------------------<BR><p>[This message has been edited by iceman69510 (edited 01-27-2003).]||4.17.245.130||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001479.cgi
A||||2||Matt379||DVD Burner, equipment, software||||1
Z||000000||Matt379||01-27-2003||01:07 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I'm in the market for a DVD burner and the correct software.  I would like to be able to copy DATA DVD's and Movie DVD's.<P>Does anyone have any good recommendations on the type/brand/model of drive I need to get, and good software to go along with it.<P>Thanks<P>------------------<BR>||68.51.71.93||reg||1
Z||000001||GVR4458||01-27-2003||12:27 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||I am assuming you mean a pc hardware item rather than a stand-alone unit.  Try to stick with a Sony (DRU500A).  It is a DVD+/-RW.  This unit  (and others like it) offer the greatest flexibility in usable formats.  Until the idustry sorts it all out, go with the one that handles the most/all media formats.<P>EH<P>------------------<BR>||57.68.25.58||reg||1
Z||000002||TLT||01-28-2003||12:12 PM||||check out <a href="http://www.doom9.net" target="_blank">www.doom9.net</a> for info and tutorials on copying DVD movies.  Its not as easy as you may think.||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes



ubb/Forum3/001480.cgi
A||||1||Romanova||AFC Version 2||||1||
Z||000000||Romanova||01-27-2003||03:54 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com|| <A HREF="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2401178769&category=33596" TARGET=_blank>http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2401178769&category=33596</A> <P>Interesting...<P>------------------<BR>Tyler Zachau<BR>91 Galant VR-4 #490/2000<BR>88 Scirocco 16v||12.230.40.214||reg||1
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||01-27-2003||04:26 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Here's the deal.  A whole bunch of them were brought back from some auto show.  The only problem is that all the instuctions are only in Japanese.  RRE said that they will be getting some in with English instructions real soon anyway.  So I would just wait for that.<P>------------------<BR>#651/1000||12.254.81.12||reg||1
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A||||3||GVR4#1862||new Vr4 member ||||1
Z||000000||GVR4#1862||01-27-2003||05:56 PM||caspergsx@aol.com||hey guys i just got a Gvr4 #1682  it is white and all stock <BR>compression is 124 123 150 153 //iam about to swap in a rebiult motor and tranny <BR>this car will be for my wife <BR>i have a 91 TSI AWD for my car <BR>where is everyone from <BR>iam from dallas tx <P><P>------------------<BR>||65.71.202.41||reg||1
Z||000001||a_santos||01-27-2003||10:34 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com|| I'm from MI where it is ZERO degrees right know. The VR4 is holding out strong though, just made a 500 mile weekend trek to watch the sno-drift rally. The car felt right at home in those snowy back roads, among all of those WRXs.  <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000002||VR-4play||01-28-2003||09:22 AM||||welcome. are you planning on modding out the wifes new ride? what could bring a couple closer than street racing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||GVR4#1862||01-28-2003||12:20 PM||||yeah it will be slitly modded <br />no balance shafts ported 14b evo 3 exgaust maniflod and 3inch turbo back exgaust with apexi muffler<br />i already got a 2600 pressure plate to put in the tranny i will be using the stock clutch disc<br />i might give her the profec b (i want the new profec E)just depends on the cash flow <br />i got a hks type 2 turbo timer <br />then i might get a front mount and some pipes <br />the car will only see 13 PSi so i will be using the stock fuel pump<br />i also got stock GSX struts and springs to put on it <br />i just need some Stock White GVR4 Rims||65.71.202.41||reg||1||GVR4#1862||00000733||yes



ubb/Forum3/001482.cgi
A||||8||GRV4726||52 or 60||||1
Z||000000||GRV4726||01-27-2003||06:48 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||sorry i didn't want to post something as stupid as this but damn it i can't decide.  should i go with 52mm or 60 mm gauges? 60 looks nice and full but maybe too big and 52 looks a little too small... i've been staring at harry's car for too long...<P>what do you guys think?<P>sorry but i had to post it<P>------------------<BR>don't feel worthy||24.27.68.183||reg||1
Z||000001||meshwork||01-27-2003||09:55 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I have a 60mm EGT and boost gauge in my a-pillar, and I like them just fine. I think that the 52mm looks too small, but thats just my own opinion. <P>------------------<BR>381/2000||68.44.245.34||reg||1
Z||000002||mitsuvr4||01-28-2003||09:46 AM||||I went with 52 because they are small.  I like maintaining the sleeper effect as much as possible and will be mounting the gauges either on the dash or in front of the steering wheel.<br /><br />If I was using the A-pillar and parked my car in a garage I'd probably opt for 60's.<br /><br />It's a personal prefference thing, go with what floats your boat.||134.29.246.249||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000003||SPAM||01-28-2003||11:49 AM||||I'd go with 52mm so that you can use this without modification: <br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2401280166&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2401280166&rd=1</a><br /><br />oops, sorry about the shameless plug||24.120.114.19||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||01-28-2003||07:19 PM||||Just ripped out Greddy 52's for Greddy 60's with peak hold. Other than the peakhold (which is great as shit happens way to fast to watch the gauges during a run or while on the road course) they are FAR easier to read at a glance. Plus I love the red warning light. I do not watch the gauges (EGT and boost) that much but that red light gets my attention RIGHT QUICK. Go 60 IMHO.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||DookGVR4||01-28-2003||10:00 PM||||I used a 52mm Boost guage and a 60mm peak/hold EGT guage<br /><br />I will try to get a pic up so you can see<br /><br />Dave||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||01-30-2003||02:20 AM||||hey, i that sounds like harry's set up. i want to see it because i was considering going 52 boos 60 egt.  52 is so much cheaper too!<br /><br />thanks for the replys||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GRV4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||01-30-2003||11:48 AM||||Someone was asking about a din panel for gauges earlier, I found a new setup (well saw it in scc).<br />There is a company called Omari, i think, that sells a cool din panel that holds three 45mm's i think.  What makes it cool is that the din panel has the gauges angled toward the driver.  Looks like a good solution for those looking for a spot.||168.99.144.243||reg||3||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000008||DSMotorsport||01-31-2003||09:45 AM||||For drag racing...you definatly want the peak hold on egt....your peak egt normally comes right at the end of 4th gear....the time when you really need to be paying attention to driving since your going somewhere between 100 and 130mph!  this is not the time to be staring at little dials.  IMHO well worth the extra $||207.162.134.172||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes



ubb/Forum3/001483.cgi
A||||1||Louters91GVR4||*Wanted*||||1
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||01-27-2003||08:04 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||1991 stock GVR4 wheels in near mint condition??? Anyone have a set?? Black is preferred, but it really doesn't matter. Thanks.<P>Tom<P>------------------<BR>1991 Mitsubishi Galant VR-4 #1757/2000||24.208.133.45||reg||1
Z||000001||ron||01-29-2003||12:58 AM||||I have a set of white ones.. email me..<br />thanks,<br />ron||198.81.26.171||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes



ubb/Forum3/001484.cgi
A||||8||ken inn||test||||1
Z||000000||ken inn||01-27-2003||08:31 PM||res02zb3@gte.net|| <A HREF="http://www.assotron.com/arse-or-elbow/#" TARGET=_blank>http://www.assotron.com/arse-or-elbow/#</A> <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1
Z||000001||daviddilts||01-27-2003||08:44 PM||mmcgvr4@mycomcast.com||7 out of 14.<P>I feel like a Arse!<P>------------------<BR>Dave 1531<BR> <A HREF="http://gvr4.homestead.com" TARGET=_blank>http://gvr4.homestead.com</A> ||66.208.192.46||reg||1
Z||000002||sleeper||01-27-2003||09:02 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||10 out of 14<P>Some people have too much time on their hands<P>Gabor<BR>692/1000<P>------------------<BR>Does keeping your foot down count as forced induction?||66.143.136.205||reg||1
Z||000003||a_santos||01-27-2003||10:24 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||11/14,<P>I know an arse when I see one. <P>------------------<BR>Abhay Santos<BR>#352/2000<BR>Belize Green||68.41.74.81||reg||1
Z||000004||Marcus||01-29-2003||10:50 AM||||11/14, i'm just too good when it comes to asses, i just hope they were all ladies.  Hate to think i can pickup a guys ass that good.||12.220.153.109||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000005||Jose||01-29-2003||01:39 PM||||12 out of 14||64.12.96.102||reg||6||GVR41571||00000460||yes
Z||000006||VR-4play||01-29-2003||02:22 PM||||10/14... i started off good tho.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000007||broke down||02-01-2003||11:16 PM||||kid you not,13 out of 14, first try.  The one I did miss, was intentional, just to see if it showed anything but checkmarks!  Guess i'm an arseman...||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||02-02-2003||09:54 PM||||13 out of 14||64.53.222.196||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum3/001485.cgi
A||||1||DarkDevilMMM||crack in exhaust manifold...||||1||
Z||000000||DarkDevilMMM||01-27-2003||08:52 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||well I finally took the heat shield off the first time after I got my car for more then 1 year now, and holy! did I mention cracks?not the one I smoke, but 4 big lines on the exhaust manifold, so I think that causes my 6 PSI max boost, but what do you guys think? do I still have boost leak somewhere? will 4 cracks lose that much of a boost? I am cheap and lack of time and went to bought some mending(sealing) thing to shut the hole up and see if that will helps a bid, but hopefully I will do something else later, but I just want too see if any of you guys have cracks on the manifold and lost such a big amount of boost before, thanks for the inputs<P>------------------<BR>||63.205.12.150||reg||1
Z||000001||ken inn||01-27-2003||09:18 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||wait till you see your turbine housing, especially around the wastegate.  the exh manifold is nothing compared to that.  <P>------------------<BR>||209.220.6.232||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001486.cgi
A||||0||suprflewus||while i have the head off.......||||1||
Z||000000||suprflewus||01-27-2003||10:19 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||any suggestions on cleaning the top of the pistons?  Is it a good idea to run some kind of cleaner into the bores in order to clean things up a bit?  The oil pan is off at this time too.  Just looking for some block cleaning suggestions....<P>thanks<BR>dale<P>------------------<BR>||152.163.188.165||reg||1




ubb/Forum3/001856.cgi
A||||2||turboflanagan||where are jdm bumpers?||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||04-06-2003||03:48 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||And I don't mean the front or rear of your car.<br /><br />Where have you found them for sale?<br /><br />Msrecycling doesn't have any now, and I havent had much luck finding any.<br /><br />Jon Roberts, could you tell me if there is still a pic on the board of your car with the center of your bumber cut out?||64.63.212.160||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-06-2003||04:36 PM||||Blacksheep is on the lookout.  Maybe you should post a WTB in the For Sale section.||67.37.231.118||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-06-2003||07:24 PM||||Talk to Garfield Wright, a member of this board.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001857.cgi
A||||10||Gvr4-330||Where to buy Omori gauges?||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||04-06-2003||04:20 PM||roby827@hotmail.com||Hey,<br /><br />I was checking out the  <a href="http://omori-na.com" target="_blank">Omori website</a> , and I noticed they have new gauges out with adjustable multi-color lighting.  I'm trying to get an idea of the prices for these.<br /><br />Otherwise, I'm going with <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2410126049&category=38660" target="_blank">these gauges on ebay</a>.  Matches the stock green gauges, and it's in Imperial units too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||04-06-2003||04:28 PM||||<a href="http://www.gruppe-s.com" target="_blank">http://www.gruppe-s.com</a>||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-06-2003||04:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong>Matches the stock green gauges, </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You do know that you can change your dash color (green/orange) by pressing the little button in the lower left?||67.37.231.118||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Gvr4-330||04-06-2003||04:32 PM||||Thanks,<br /><br />They don't seem to have the multi-color background gauges though.  It looks like I should just go for the ebay gauges.  Looks like a good deal.  Anyone looking for gauges, he'll offer package deals.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000004||Gvr4-330||04-06-2003||04:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong>Matches the stock green gauges, </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You do know that you can change your dash color (green/orange) by pressing the little button in the lower left? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh yeah, I guess I meant it didn't match the orange gauges (mine are blue now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> )<br /><br />I do remember the story of the guy who didn't realize our gauges changed.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||04-07-2003||12:37 AM||||No offense, just had to ask.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Hey, can you give us a little write-up on changing the dash lights?  Aren't they LEDs?  Or is it a bulb that you painted/colored?||67.36.191.30||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||04-07-2003||12:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Hey, can you give us a little write-up on changing the dash lights? Aren't they LEDs? Or is it a bulb that you painted/colored? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">bulb condoms||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||Gvr4-330||04-07-2003||01:04 AM||||Yeah, like Dan said, it's just bulb condoms.  So I tried painting the bulbs with stained glass paint.  It worked, but it's not the VW blue I was hoping for.  And the red paint I got was worthless.  It made the bulb glow orange.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||04-07-2003||03:02 PM||||Rob<br /><br />The price is one for one gauge on ebay - not a combo of 3, right ?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||04-07-2003||03:47 PM||||So are they actual lamps or LEDs in there?  It might be easier, beneficial to replace the lamp with something a little more modern.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||04-07-2003||03:52 PM||||Where does one find these multi-colored illumenescent profilactics?||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/001858.cgi
A||||5||theymightbegalants||uploading videos||||5||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||04-06-2003||09:44 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||How do we do it?  I found no instructions on the site, and posted a question in the pics & videos thread but no one responded.  I've got a few rally vids I'd like to share...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-07-2003||12:35 AM||||I could set up a place to upload/view videos, but it does bring up a few problems:<br /><br />1) Bandwidth -- I don't want to press my luck, but we're not using much yet for just pics.  Sure I'll take your videos (I have 4.5G myself) but get 20 people watching them and someone (boss) might take exception.  I do have another server that could be used, however, but it would be ftp-only.<br /><br />2) Transfer size limit (I can make a web form for uploads, but I think there may be an effective limit on size).  I can't give anyone ftp access (the alternative) to the picture server.  I could possibly open ftp on the "other" server.<br /><br />So the question is... what quantity and sizes of video are we talking about?  What kind of demand is there for videos?||67.36.191.30||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-07-2003||06:16 AM||||Hmm... one of the rally vids is 29 mb.  I believe Jon was hosting them, or at least he still is as they're still available, on the server at the whiterose address.  I just wanted to add some of mine... I don't really know how many; I guess just a few... I have a shitload, but would only try to upload the really good ones or ones that I think the group would like?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||04-07-2003||01:12 PM||||I have a lot of small clips too, some aren't so small though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Just need a place to load em to, maybe you could set it up so the vids could only be on your site for a limited time.  That way people could get them and you wouldn't waste a lot of space||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||04-07-2003||01:26 PM||||Vids are like crack for me.  At work I get very bored and inturn get unimaginable levels of entertainment from new videos.  I've seen almost every one on the internet (not really but a lot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  ).||65.165.18.169||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||04-07-2003||03:54 PM||||Hmm... depending on demand, perhaps when I move (May 16th) and get new DSL/Cable service I could manage to get 1Mbps and a static IP, then I could fire up that server I've been playing with.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001859.cgi
A||||5||raceman77||racing mitsubishi`s at sears point||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||04-07-2003||11:22 AM||raceman77@comcast.net||l just finished a three day driving course at Jim Russel and the formula ford spec cars we drove were mitsubishi powered!An 1100 pound open wheel car with 110 horsepower is a lot of fun!The pace cars and crew cars were also  mitsubishi- diamante`s,galant`s and montero`s.l have to say l thought l was a pretty good driver until l did the course...l did have lap times in the top third though.The class had 17 students,including Dan Quayle and wife Marilyn!(l beat them out)Anyhow l`ll post some pic`s as soon as a figure out how...||68.98.8.158||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-07-2003||03:57 PM||||If you don't mind my asking, how much was the class?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||04-08-2003||12:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> If you don't mind my asking, how much was the class? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no problem,my wife bought it for me for our 5 year anniversary.$2800.00...it was too much fun and worth every cent.lf she`d given me the loot to spend any car oriented way l wanted l may have spent it mods but once l was there,racing in the car,l couldn`t have been happier.l highly recommend the school,top notch in every way.Good engine choice on the cars too!||68.35.2.231||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||04-10-2003||09:33 PM||||This will date me...I did a Jim Russel School in 1975 at Mont Tremblant Canada, for about $1500. Came back really pumped. At my next road race here in Midwest, I set lap record at Blackhawk in a Showroom Stock Datsun 240Z.  It's been all downhill since.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||04-11-2003||12:00 AM||||Sorry to do this Bob but I was born in 75 and that seems like a long time ago to me and I am not that old...||65.42.48.156||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||04-11-2003||10:21 AM||||Don't mind these young punks, Bob.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Experience is good and now we are "Vintage".||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/001860.cgi
A||||1||ken inn||watch your credit||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||04-07-2003||11:50 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i just did this.  freakin credit agencies, they had mine really messed up, took me 6 months to straighten.  assholes.<br /><br />&gt; &gt;&gt; &gt;&gt;NOTICE: Concerning Credit reporting agencies and their right to release&gt; &gt;&gt;your&gt; &gt;&gt;personal info.&gt; &gt;&gt;&gt; &gt;&gt;Be advised this release takes effect on July 01, 2003.&gt; &gt;&gt;&gt; &gt;&gt;Just wanted to let everyone know who hasn't already heard, the fourmajor&gt; &gt;&gt;credit&gt; &gt;&gt;bureaus in the U.S. will be allowed to release your credit info.Starting&gt; &gt;&gt;July&gt; &gt;&gt;1, including mailing addresses, phone numbers, etc., to anyone who&gt; &gt;&gt;requests&gt; &gt;&gt;it.&gt; &gt;&gt;If you would like to 'opt out 'of this release of your info, you cancall&gt; &gt;&gt;1-888-567-8688. It only takes a couple of minutes to do.&gt; &gt;&gt;&gt; &gt;&gt;Once the message starts, choose option #2 (even though option #1 refersto&gt; &gt;&gt;this&gt; &gt;&gt;E-mail) and then option #3 - Be sure to listen closely, the first option&gt; &gt;&gt;is&gt; &gt;&gt;only&gt; &gt;&gt;for a two-year period. Make sure you wait until they prompt for thethird&gt; &gt;&gt;option, which opts you out forever.&gt; &gt;&gt;&gt; &gt;&gt;PLEASE PASS IT ON TO ANYONE YOU KNOW!!!||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||04-07-2003||12:52 PM||||Well, that email isn't completely true, but it's not a scam either.  See more info here ----&gt; <a href="http://www.snopes.com/inboxer/pending/credit.htm" target="_blank">http://www.snopes.com/inboxer/pending/credit.htm</a><br /><br />Anytime I get a forwarded email, I always check out snopes to see if it's an urban legend or not.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/001487.cgi
A||||3||hibern8||I really like..............||||1||||hibern8||00000461
Z||000000||hibern8||01-28-2003||11:49 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||this new message board. its really different but cool.||131.193.6.131||reg||1||hibern8||00000461||yes
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||01-28-2003||04:59 PM||||I agree, I haven't been here in a few days and had no idea it was being redone... looks great!||24.147.242.56||reg||1||#1459 VR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||01-28-2003||08:33 PM||||i think it's a wonderful change. looks really good.  THANKS JOHN.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GRV4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||vrpower||01-28-2003||11:47 PM||||Nice Job!! I like it||67.248.131.173||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes



ubb/Forum3/001861.cgi
A||||8||tplesko||Want new carpet?||||5||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||04-07-2003||02:08 PM||||My carpet is nasty so I took it out.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/carpet2.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/carpet2.jpg</a><br /><br />How many people would be interested in getting new carpeting?  I am willing to send mine off for the carpet place's use but I think they will need a certain size order to go through with it.<br /><br />Post <b>here</b> if you are interested and how much you'd be willing to pay.||128.138.253.200||reg||5||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||04-07-2003||02:13 PM||||HELL...YES!<br /><br />The previous owner must have had a gigantic jumbo superhuge cherry Slurpee or something in there and let it tip over then run all over the place, because on either side of the front seat by the console its all stained red. <br /><br />(Then I spilled my own Slurpee on the passenger side rug   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  ). <br /><br />I want to get new floormats too, my original drivers mat is MIA, and the rest are stained and beat up. <br /><br />Dunno what I'd be willing to pay though, I know my old Avenger carpet in a custom color was $130, so I'd say between $80 and $120.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||04-07-2003||02:23 PM||||I'm interested.  I would like it to be in black..maybe?||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||04-07-2003||03:27 PM||||Its only about 380 through the dealership, If you have ACC or someone do it it would be around 140-180 plus shipping. I pulled my carpet out and used that foam that has a brush on top and scrubed and vacumed the crap out of it and now it looks new again.||209.245.232.70||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-07-2003||03:42 PM||||You could also re-dye your carpet.  Black would hide a lot of stains.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />I did some research on this before -- it tends to be an "old boys club".  The "professionals" don't want to share their secrets, equipment or materials.  Especially when it comes to matching a specific color.  Getting black carpet dye seemed to be easiest, however the quantities involved would not be entirely economical.  (You don't need a gallon of carpet dye.)||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-07-2003||03:44 PM||||Red would be cool.  Velvet red   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||DSSA||04-07-2003||04:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Red would be cool.  Velvet red    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where's Lambert when ya need him?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Green and shag carpet rawks....||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||04-07-2003||04:56 PM||||Cont me in if the price is less than $150.||198.111.38.128||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||04-07-2003||04:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Red would be cool.  Velvet red     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where's Lambert when ya need him?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /><br />Green and shag carpet rawks.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, speaking of old Lambert...what did happen with him?  Is he still GVR4'in around in Arkansas?<br /><br />As far as carpet cleaning - That damn Oxy Clean crap works miracles  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.21.156||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001862.cgi
A||||12||Akidosigh1||HKS Exhuast||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||04-07-2003||06:09 PM||||anyone ever seen the HKS cat back for gvr4's? i don't think they sell it in the US but still. Its a super dragger muffler on it but i think it is only 2.5"||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-07-2003||07:50 PM||||HKS exh for galant vr4's SUCK.  the muffler will rot out in less than 2 years.  where it connects to the cat, it necks down to stock diameter.  they are WAAAY overpriced, and do nothing for power.  they do fit very well, and are very quiet.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||04:52 AM||||a friend of mine has the hks hiper exhauston his 1994 toyota supra and this baby growls.but i never heard it on a gvr4 so i dont know.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||04-08-2003||08:57 AM||||I had the Hiper on my 2G GS-T.  It was a nice growl with or without downpipe/testpipe.  The pipe diameter is about 2 3/8" with ceramic coating.  But it's priced the same as a Thermal 2.5" all SS, so it's somewhat of a rip.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||Sam Sayes||04-08-2003||09:41 AM||||I have the Hiper on my Galant,<br />I got it thru a friend of mine which meant a discount, bI eventually had to mod it to fit because as is the pipe ended going under the rear diff pumpkin bu not any more, and then 3inch pipes were put in place.<br />Its very grwly and on WOT it is loud,<br />but i would have suggested the Thermal.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-08-2003||09:41 AM||||look, i GOT the HKS POS catback on my car.  there was absolutely no difference.  unlike the mazda 323gtx, where the hks exh felt like 50 hp, on the galant it did NOTHING.  it cost me 525+shipping, WAY too much.  where it bolts up to the cat, it necks down to 2"(which i have since changed) and it rotted out in less than 18 months.  i now have an ultra flo in it's place, which has been on there for 3+years and is excellent.  the only reason it is still on there, is the muffler shop i took it to WELDED the cat to the exh.  it does fit very well, and it was quiet.  get a certified.  i am.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||04-08-2003||01:10 PM||||Hey ken, for the hks exhaust on the 323 was it just a cat back?  My brother will be starting to mod his in the summer and he is probly going to get the hks.  So it did make a huge diff in power?||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||04-08-2003||01:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> Hey ken, for the hks exhaust on the 323 was it just a cat back?  My brother will be starting to mod his in the summer and he is probly going to get the hks.  So it did make a huge diff in power? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OH YEAH.  but, it was LOUD.  i mean REALLY loud.  when i complained to hks, all they said was, for the power it adds, it is not too loud.  when i asked rod millen about it, they said it was LOUD.  they did some drag runs with and without the muffler, and it was the same amount of noise.  even they said it was loud, and they warned thier customers it would be loud.  even with the cat, it was near unbearable.  if i had to do it over, i would just get a local pressbent, and an ultra flo.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||kartorium31||04-08-2003||02:04 PM||||The fact that it is a hatchback probably adds to the loudness.  I told him he should just get a 2.5" catback and delete his cat, with nice dual tip muffler.||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||04-08-2003||06:34 PM||||Ken <br /><br />Do you have a 323 GTX? I have always loved that car, wanted to get one, but havent tried looking hard..cant justify it either||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||04-08-2003||07:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Ken <br /><br />Do you have a 323 GTX? I have always loved that car, wanted to get one, but havent tried looking hard..cant justify it either </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i had one a long time ago.  bought it brand new, it had sat on the showroom floor 515 days.  i put like 130k on it.  fun car, but nowhere near the galant.  i raced a talon one time, and i thought i was going backwards.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||11:31 PM||||i heard that hks has the loudest exhaust,a lil bit ago i was at a friends house and my friends brother was talking about getting himself one because it has the most db's out of any muffler out.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||04-09-2003||12:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> i heard that hks has the loudest exhaust,a lil bit ago i was at a friends house and my friends brother was talking about getting himself one because it has the most db's out of any muffler out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You do realize that is damn near the stupidest thing ever said, right?  If you want loud, remove the muffler... that's basically all it is there for -- to muffle the sound.||67.36.190.47||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001863.cgi
A||||9||atsiauto||MiniMeet at Sam's  S.  4/6/03||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||04-07-2003||06:45 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||went to Sams place about 100 miles from Richmond yesterday He has the cleanest Vr4 I have ever seen !. He gave me parts and sold me a decent set of 17's enough wheel I hope to clear the big brakes I nabbed on this site. Thanks Sam . You have been V kind.  [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=245" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=245&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Gvr4-330||04-07-2003||06:53 PM||||Yeah, Sam is a great guy.  I'm glad someone finally got those wheels.  If they were black, I'd have been all over then.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||04-07-2003||08:02 PM||||heres a shot of Sams engine bay very impressive. He likes stickers! click on the pic for a full super size . [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=246" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=246&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||DynStatic||04-07-2003||09:29 PM||||Sorry I couldnt go. I was sick all day Sunday, And im still getting over it...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.57.53.170||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||04-07-2003||10:19 PM||||Man, his Galant looks awesome!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||04-07-2003||10:42 PM||||Hmm, the HKS cruise control box must be really nice!||4.3.175.131||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||number3||04-07-2003||10:58 PM||||Sam,<br /><br />How well does your oil pressure gauge read off the head like that?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||04-08-2003||12:09 AM||||That is NICE.||129.71.114.17||reg||14||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||04:45 AM||||you guys better stop before i blow a hole in my pants.i've alays loved how he had his galant set up,everthing on his car looks like it was made with the car,its just too damn nice.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||Sam Sayes||04-08-2003||09:25 AM||||Harry,<br /><br />as soon as i start the car the gauge goes to about 75psi then it settles a little then as i'm cruising or hard on it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> , it will be around 55 to 60 psi.<br />Hope that helps and thanks guys for the compliments.<br />And Scotty you are welcome dude anytime.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum3/001864.cgi
A||||12||DarkDevilMMM||JDM engines???||||1||||DarkDevilMMM||00000159
Z||000000||DarkDevilMMM||04-07-2003||06:59 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||Hi, I know this topic have been up and up for a long long time, well I finally saved up some money for a JDM engine, my engine is nearly to its' end of its life, but the problem is, I have called couple engine importer here in CA, and seems like none of them have 4G63T engine, what is happenning? I am looking for the yellow top injector ones, does anyone else living at the other states saw one recently? I am thinking to pay around $1000 for the engine and around $1500 for the engine w/ tranny, I really want the yellow injectors one, not the regular blue injectors ones, thanks a lot for everyone's help.||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-07-2003||07:46 PM||||why?  first off, everyone KNOWS what that motor is, there aint gonna be any deals on it.  second, in order to make all that work, you need the ecu.  to make the ecu work, you gotta have the engine harness.  good luck on that.  so, if you are using the usa ecu, you still need a fuel pump, and even tho you get a big 16g, it may not be in good condition.  if you then install a good turbo back exhaust, depending on boost levels, you are now beyond the limits of the 510 injectors, even near the limits of 550's.  if you remove the injectors and the turbo, you got the exact same motor that comes in the car stock.  these motors are more prone to have been beat on, and probably have higher mileage than the others.  lastly, you will probably get an rs trans, NOT compatible with the stock rear end, and it will lock up, or destroy the center diff.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||DarkDevilMMM||04-07-2003||08:22 PM||||hmm.... I am not asking for deals really, i just want a good working one, second, I thought that engine is just straight swap, why do I need the ECU and harness? if just because of the fuel pump, it's no problem at all, I need to change the fuel pump eventually and I have AFC to help just for now, and I know I will push beyond 510, and heck even 550 won't be enough once I start crazy on it, and I know the engine will be kind of beat down, but the problem is, I always have the idea that the engine internal of the yellow injector (late model gvr4) is reinfornced to stronger materials and is forged, correct me if I am wrong, coz I really don't know, thats why I always want the late model gvr4 engine, not just because of the 16G and the injectors, but is for the better engine internals for my little money available, I know a lot of ppl have said, why not jsut rebuild the one you have right now, I know that, I mean if I got enough money, I already have the dream list of racing parts that I want to make the car go fast, but no, I don't have enough, for a college student, this is an expensive hobby, I haven't touch anything on the car for a long time already, and this time I want an engine is just because the one in there is really dying and I really need one, not because I think the car is slow and need to have a rice one to show off, on the other hand, if for the same price I can get better injectors and bigger turbo for now, why not? I mean if I decide I want go bigger, I can always sell those on ebay for a nice amount of money, so why not? right? I am open to all kinds of ideas, thanks for everyone's replies.||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||04-08-2003||09:54 AM||||if you pull EVERYTHING off of both motors, so you just have a "long" block(cyl head bolted on to the block), the motors are identical.  go to the rre site and read up.  whomever is telling you the internals are stronger, or different, is full of shit.  dont trust them anymore, they dont know what they are talking about.  the rs motors have a bigger front mount intercooler and run more boost.  the jdm galants are rated at 205, 215, and 240 hp.  even with the 14b, if you install a good fmic, and up the boost to 14-15 lbs, you are at 240 hp easy.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||04-08-2003||10:00 AM||||<a href="http://www.flashoptions.com/product.asp?prodID=131" target="_blank">Flash Options JDM 4G63t</a> <br />990 plus shipping, I see the tranny and it says comes with everything you see.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||04-08-2003||10:30 AM||||As Ken said, forget the yellow top injector motor. Just look for a good price on a 4g63t motor without a trans.  I got a great motor/buy from CNS last year for my Talon for $995+shipping.  <br /><br />Ken, I didn't think you needed the ECU and misc to drop that motor in. Excluding the cyclone stuff I thought it was a drop in.  Hmmm. <br />BTW - the yellow tops aren't in plentiful supply, so if you find one you're going to pay extra for it anyway.  Save that for your mods.<br /><br />Anyway, just get a good dealer and motor and widen your options a bit for better chances of a good motor.<br /><br />Dean, <br />have you or anyone you know dealt with Flashoption?  I've never heard of them, just curious.||167.142.22.250||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||04-08-2003||01:52 PM||||what i mean is, even if you drop the rs motor in, you wont get the same power, because the fuel and timing maps are different.  i bet they even got a different fuel pump.  jeff did a bunch of timing tables a while ago, and they were big different.  i think also it's for 98 oct fuel.  remember, they are also running a big front mount, and larger intercooler piping.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||DarkDevilMMM||04-08-2003||04:24 PM||||thanks eveyrone for replies, what Ken said is right, the ECU is totally different from the US one, what I said I don't want that Jap ecu is because of the timing most probably is for the 98 octane gas, and if u put in 91 octane, u guys will know what will happen more then I do, anyways, I will be looking for any engine then, but then if it's blue injector I rather wait for local pickup, save like $200 bux for mods, anwyays, thanks again.||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||04-09-2003||09:45 AM||||So I am guessing that ity would be a waste of money to buy the JDM ralliart ECU then???||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||04-09-2003||10:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> So I am guessing that ity would be a waste of money to buy the JDM ralliart ECU then??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you really want to try it, I can just give you a JDM chip for free. I'm afraid to stick it in my ECU :-)||68.211.193.106||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||04-09-2003||11:49 AM||||well I ask cause I was looing at the flashoptions car and it says for 100 bucks you can adda ralliart ECU... SO the JDM ECU's run off a 98 oct setting????||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||DarkDevilMMM||04-09-2003||12:20 PM||||htat's most probably yes, but you can always try   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  , also if it is set to higher octance, you can always advance/retard the timing using other aftermarket products or give it to someone to hack the ECU to see if they can set it back to 91 octance, but then again, that may be same as the US ECU again||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||04-10-2003||12:12 AM||||can afford 91 octane! When I was in Ohio they had 84 octane commuter gas.... can Jeff set that for my ECU?||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001865.cgi
A||||2||udriveu||summer tires||||8||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||04-07-2003||08:25 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||Just got them mounted on Friday, beat up on them at autox on Sunday, and now it's snowing. Quit slacking off, global warming! <br />BTW, I got Yokohama AVS ES100's. They were the only real summer tire I could find in stock size. Very nice for the price.||69.0.80.19||reg||8||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||04-08-2003||09:40 AM||||Are you gonna be able to auto X in the snow????||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||04-08-2003||06:56 PM||||well, the next event isn't until may 18, so i would hope that the snow is melted by then. although autox in the snow sounds like fun!||149.152.191.27||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum3/001866.cgi
A||||14||GRV4726||american choppers anyone?||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||04-07-2003||11:17 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i all ways like watch monster garage but rarely catch it, and i usually only intend to whatch monter garage but the show that follows just grabs me. its called american choppers and some of you have had to have seen it. i usually don't go for the easy rider/cruiser type of bikes, i like 'em turbo charged and light, but man i love all the work and designing they do. very cool. i watch them peice together the black widow bike. its just ... wow. i love it. anyways i thought it might be nice to talk about. and inform those who haven't seen it yet.  its very cool||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||04-08-2003||02:33 AM||||I'm sorry but that bike they are building is wicked. When my wife even watched the show with me and was amazed by what they did it's a good show.||207.220.136.162||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||04:30 AM||||The guy who owns "west coast choppers"(jesse james)has made bikes up to 250,000 i believe even more.He makes incredible bikes.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.westcoastchoppers.com" target="_blank">www.westcoastchoppers.com</a>||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||04-08-2003||04:33 AM||||Monster garage rocks! Guess I just have something for custom fabrication! I don't know if you guys have seen the west coast choppers special on discovery channel a few months back, but it was awesome!<br /><br />Vr4in' - I have a good template for a name huh?||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||04-08-2003||09:44 AM||||American Choppers is different then the one that made the Black widow one, that was Orange county choppers. From Orange county NY... I thought it was cali til i saw all the snow   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||04-08-2003||08:54 PM||||i'm pretty sure that the show was called american choppers, and that orange county chopper is the company the show is concentrated on... either way, sick bike. wicked is the perfect word||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||91 #680||04-08-2003||09:27 PM||||YEah Jesse James is the man ...I just started watching that show and I have to say tha the show does kick some ass.  Did any of you see the American Choppers where they made Shaq a custom bike....lol.  They also made a bike for Jesse that was very nice.  That show makes me want to get a chopper made by him.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||04-08-2003||09:41 PM||||that showmakes me want to learn how to weld and do some custom work on my own. i'd love to do work like that... i mean custom work||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||04-08-2003||11:34 PM||||Jesse James made the Superman bike for Shaq.  His bikes are awesome.  I had the pleasure of goin to bike week last year in Daytona and seein all the custom work in person. WOW  WOW HOLY SH--.<br /> Are those bike bad....  I would love to see what he could do to a DSM. hmmmm||65.42.49.220||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||04-09-2003||12:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong>  I would love to see what he could do to a DSM. hmmmm </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He'd probably laugh, whip out his dick and piss on it.||67.36.190.47||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||absolootbs||04-09-2003||01:50 AM||||yea, discovery has a documentery (of some sorts) on jesse james called "motorcycle mania 2".  (i think that's what gvr4in was referring to.)  i remember seein it a few years ago, before anyone seemed to know who jesse james was, and thinkin what a huge huge bad ass i thought he was.  then, ever since monster garage has been around, i've watched it whenever i can.  i share the same taste in bikes as gvr4726... sport bikes.  regardless, it's one of my dreams to own a bike built by jesse.  not so much for the kind of bike, but more as a piece of art, built by the man himself.  from what i've heard all of jesse's bikes are 60,000 and up... mostly up.  that american choppers show that features the orange county shop is good too, but i think i watch it more because it's funny to see paul and paul jr. bitch at each other constantly.  regardless of whether or not they're as cool or good as west coast, the hand made webbing on that black widow show bike was simply astounding.<br /><br />damn, rereading this made me think maybe i watch too much discovery...||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||04-09-2003||12:36 PM||||A little off topic but interesting none the less...  <br />A couple of local Iowa guys have been racking up awards for an innovative new cruiser bike called the Legacy.  Pretty cool and innovative to say the least.  Saw it in the local paper yesterday.<br /><br /><a href="http://desmoinesregister.com/business/stories/c4789010/index.html" target="_blank">http://desmoinesregister.com/business/stories/c4789010/index.html</a><br /><br />Slide down the page a bit and you'll see the bike and the article link.||167.142.22.251||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||04-09-2003||02:04 PM||||Speaking of Jesse James and WCC..<br /><br />Among his stable of cars, Jesse has a Ferrari 30 Modena and a dodge viper that he has customized. <br />The viper is very sweet (metallic brown in color) with lots of mods including momo seats etc, so Jesse is more inline with the import dudes, afterall   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />I wish I could afford a Jesse James machine. For now, I have to settle for the sunglasses and the stitched beanie hat   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" /> . <br /><br />My buell is kind of a "bastard" child coz its a domestic sportbike (huh, what) but I love her like my own...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://groups.msn.com/boostboyee/s1whitelightning.msnw" target="_blank">Pics of my buell...</a> <br /><br />I wish WCC would do more of the streetfighter setups that I like. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.r-r-customizing.de/seiten/galerie.html" target="_blank">Pics of awesome Streetfighter bikes </a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||GRV4726||04-09-2003||10:19 PM||||i never intended this to be a solid one topic sort of thing so talk about what ever bikes you want.  <br /><br />i sort of want to comment on something else i saw and have been looking at. i don't know if you guys are in to any anime (i like a lot of different things), but there is a film (a classic) called AKIRA. i loved it. it is a very good film filled with drugs, bikes, violence, political conceptualism, and lots of theory. great movie, so if you want to venture into to something that really may not be your thing at all, well you might find that you like this movie. (anime = japanese anamation ... don't worry its not all weird people whose hair do's defy gravity)<br /><br />anyway... the bike. very cool. 2 wheel drive, 9000 rpm redline, and so futuristic its just intriguing and make me wonder... can we do that. 2 wheel drive... front and back, sounds impossible (though thinking about it, i'm sure it is possible), perhaps a bit unpracticle, but non the less an interesting idea.  not only that but the styling is just sick.  it looks bad ass. and damn it i want one. if you don't watch it at least look at it. <br /><br />p.s. some proto-types have been made, none two wheel drive yet||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000014||GRV4726||04-09-2003||11:00 PM||||so i forgot to include some pics here some links (here is kaneda's bike... THE bike of the movie):<br /><br /><a href="http://www.geocities.com/Tokyo/Flats/8247/bike.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/Tokyo/Flats/8247/bike.html</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.theroseking.net/animehub/akira.html\" target="_blank">http://www.theroseking.net/animehub/akira.html\</a><br />(pics at bottom of page)<br /><br />look at both pages (its worth it)<br /><br />and here is what has been made:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.burningart.com/meico/motoproto/akira.html" target="_blank">http://www.burningart.com/meico/motoproto/akira.html</a><br /><br />hope you liked it||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/001867.cgi
A||||8||spoulson||Do you know what sucks?||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||04-07-2003||11:22 PM||spoulson@rcn.com||I know what sucks.<br /><br />When you've:<br /><br />- Spent the last 3 weeks working on the car to make it what it is, spending over $1000<br />- Finally getting it on the road<br />- Spending 5 hours putting together a CD of MP3 for the car<br />- Then take it out for a spin and sound test<br />- Coolant hose springs a leak 10 minutes into the joy ride, prompting you to limp it home and intermittently turn off the engine while driving to keep it from overheating.<br />- Now it's snowing all over the car and it's freezing out.<br /><br />That's what sucks.  *sigh*<br /><br />- Oh and the dog ripped a hole in the dining room carpet so I had to rip it out and remove all nails, staples, and tackstrips.<br />- Next day the dog rips up 2' of vinyl floor between dining room and kitchen, probably because the carpet has been removed and <a href="http://users.rcn.com/spoulson/pictures/DSCF0561.JPG" target="_blank">Morgan the Great Dane</a> saw a tasty edge of floor material to play with.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||04-08-2003||12:12 AM||||Big doggie.||151.197.115.81||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||04-08-2003||12:40 AM||||Look at that sad face. How could you even get mad at him for it? Trust me. After 2 couches, a chair,<br />living room carpet, bedroom carpet, several remotes, speakers I know how you feel.<br />Look at it the good way. The car will leave you in the middle of the road in the middle of nowhere but that dog will stick with you good or bad.<br /><br />Wonder how this guy feels?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/puppy.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.138.64||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||04:41 AM||||if that were my dog....he would be put in a puppy cage until his lttle ass was potty trained.i had a german shepard chihouha,yes a german shepard chihouha,and he was given to me from a friend of mine and this was the horniest 13wk old dog i have ever met.if he would se anyone sittin on the cuch,he would go up to their feet and start doggiestylin',i took him to get shots and thee he goes on the female dogs just doggiestylin;.i was like DAMN i see why he has such a weird mix.im in school i used to let him lose in my room because i was just starting to potty train him and id get previous terds and set it in the corner of my room so it would give him the idea where to drop off his friends.id get back and my room reaks so i got tired of watching him and taking care because i was the only one doing it so i gave him to another friend of mine.everyone told me "ohh,id beat the dogs ass"and id be like "me too" but i loved it too much,he was a pest but he was just and awesome dog.ok,i think ive made my point,lol.<br /><br />Robby||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||04-08-2003||04:48 AM||||The great dane has the "you know i look innocent, but truly im an evil mofo" look on his face||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||04-08-2003||08:50 AM||||She's only 9 months, and about 7 months in that picture.  So a puppy will chew.  She's taken out a couple pairs of my shoes, 4 or 5 of my gf's, the dining room carpet, 2x4 section of kitchen floor, lots of toilet paper, magazines, paper, etc.  I've put the sour stuff all over the furniture and doorway trim.  She's been pretty good at not being horribly bad.  But today she's locked in the kitchen because I don't trust her for now.  I know she'll start chewing at the edge of the living room carpet, which is now exposed after ripping out the dining room's.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||04-08-2003||09:06 AM||||Kong chew toys.||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||04-08-2003||09:08 AM||||Puppys can be hard.  I have a 9 month old siberian husky.  Now, she is the best dog I could ever have.  A few months ago, she still had a few acidents in the house.  It STANK!!!!  When she was a little puppy, cleaning up her messes was no big deal at all.  After 6 months, it really started to take it's toll on me.  I sure am glad thats over with.<br /><br />As far as the chewing goes.  TOYS TOYS TOYS TOYS TOYS!!!!  The trick can be finding your dogs favorite toy.  <br /><br />Okay, why is that puppy peeing on the laptop?  Didn't that short something out?  I wouldn't let that puppy on tables n stuff, she will want to do the same when she is bigger.<br /><br />I let my husky on the bed when she was a puppy.  Acually I kept her on a leash in bed while I slept cause she needed to go out many times at night and she would wake me up (almost always  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .  Well, many months and a king size bed later, she still sleeps with us.  Thank God she is a small female.  She weighed in at 35bls a few weeks ago at the vet.  She shouldn't grow past 50.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||04-08-2003||10:19 AM||||I will admit that Morgan does need more toys.  She's perfected the art of removing the squeakers and stuffing from all her toys.  She has the biggest kong they make but she doesn't know what to do with it.<br /><br />Peeing?  Well I'm glad that Morgan was pretty easy to housebreak, but man some mornings she's literally dancing around to go outside.  If you take too long... oops!  Cleaning up a gallon of spillage really requires one of those handheld carpet cleaners.<br /><br />Yeah, I used to let Morgan on the bed all the time but now she knows to only come up when asked.  Before she'd wake you up at 3am by jumping on you.  We're talking about a 100lb puppy here!  When she was younger, she couldn't always make it up and it was like watching one of those skateboarding accidents.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/001868.cgi
A||||9||gvr4in||Please help...Galant = out for the count||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||04-08-2003||04:08 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Tonight I took off my exh. manifold to fix an exhaust leak (change gaskets, add one more bolt to o2 housing), the shop that 'rebuilt' my head broke off or stripped more than half of the studs in my head, so they tapped, heli-coiled, did everything to in their power to ghetto rig putting some studs back in. As the manifold was off I poked my head down and looked into the runners...oil coming down 6 out of 8 valves (good rebuild huh?) So I found the cause of the smoke-bad guides or seals.  I had trouble taking some bolts off (stripped threads - spun freely), and some studs just came right out of the head, half of the bolts (which should be studs) are standard sizes and way too big for the threads in the head. So in the end I had 3 of the top bolts on the exhaust manifold not being able to thread or go in the head at all, and the one left over? It was too big a size for the head, but still tightened. From pulling out the manifold, I guess I took something out they rigged up to work in order to hold the coolant/oil in. I took the car for a test drive around the block, and noticed white smoke coming from the hood. Popped the hood and noticed coolant coming from one of the holes in which a stripped bolt was. Managed to have a bottle of water, filled up radiator, low boost levels on the way home, got home fine. The exhaust leak was ALOT more quiet (almost non existent) So this is the reason I took a drive, thinking it would be tight enough. Ok SO I am in need of a new head, preferably one with good guides, doesnt leak oil in any way (I was looking for a new head regardless of this problem that just happened tonight), and has no stripped mani. bolts/studs! just a 1g turbo head complete with cams, rockers, springs, etc., please keep a look out for me, or respond back if you have or know someone with a head. Throw out a price. Thank you very much for your time, It is greatly appreciated! <br /><br />-Terren Gomez<br /><br />91 gvr4||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-08-2003||09:49 AM||||on the bottom row of studs, the middle one goes thru to the water jacket.  on your next head, change out all the exh studs to stainless, the problem goes away.  a long time ago, when i first got my car, i had the exh manifold changed, and later on i found 2 bolts where studs should have been.  the difference between good work and cheap is doing it right, or just fixing it so it will leave.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Nate||04-08-2003||11:27 AM||||I have a cylinder head fresh from the machine shop thst has all of the exhaust studs in it.  It just received a valve job and fresh valve seals.  It's ready to bolt cams into and bolt onto the car.   The head was hot tanked and decked just enough to be perfectly flat, which was .001".  I'd honestly prefer to keep it, but money talks.  $475 plus shipping.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||04-08-2003||03:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> on the bottom row of studs, the middle one goes thru to the water jacket.  on your next head, change out all the exh studs to stainless, the problem goes away.  a long time ago, when i first got my car, i had the exh manifold changed, and later on i found 2 bolts where studs should have been.  the difference between good work and cheap is doing it right, or just fixing it so it will leave. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">there is close to no way I can re heli coil studs back into the head, its f'd up beyond all recognition...I'll try to get some pics when I take it out tonight..||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||04-08-2003||05:18 PM||||cant they weld it around the edges re-drill and tap it ? you need to Pitch a bitch and get them to pay you back .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||11:25 PM||||when i had bought my car,there were only likw 4 or 5 studs in the hesd,the rest broke off into the head.well i bought the car with a broken timing belt,and 8 of my valve turned out bent.i called clearwater cylinder head,and thy had a reworked 1g head for 300.00 with cams valves and etc..and now i have all of my studs back.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||04-09-2003||12:42 AM||||I don't think that helps Terren any.  Perhaps you could leave their phone number so he can call and see if they have another one for $300.<br /><br />Otherwise, it seems like you're just rubbing salt into his wound there...||67.36.190.47||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||04-09-2003||12:49 AM||||Ouch, add some lemon to it !<br /><br />Nah Vr4in is just bitter cuz I have the original gvr4in name..hahah<br /><br />Update---- Today I took off the head and dropped it off at the shop that screwed it up in the first place, I told him to fix it to its original condition or buy me a new head.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-09-2003||01:59 AM||||Clearwater Cylinder Head's #--727-572-1958||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||04-10-2003||07:35 AM||||<a href="http://www.aluminumheads.com/" target="_blank">http://www.aluminumheads.com/</a><br /><br />There's also this place in Oregon.  $380.  Good luck.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001869.cgi
A||||14||Vr4in'||how many gvr4's??||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||05:11 AM||nohad43@aol.com||out of all 3000 gvr4's that are in the u.s.,how many do you guys think are left from the 3000 made?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-08-2003||06:51 AM||||I believe 3009 were brought over; 2008 in '91 and 1001 in '92.<br /><br />I estimate 2/3, at most 3/4.  I really have no idea; they just seemed like reasonable guesses.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||04-08-2003||08:45 AM||||i think iceman is the only one that would be able to give an accurate guess. make sure if you see one in a junkyard or something that you let him know the vin.||69.0.80.208||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||04:25 PM||||does iceman like record all of the gvr4's?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||04-08-2003||05:13 PM||||Like ya , man he's been keeping a list . send him your vin and limited edition#  he can tell you a little about your car . Cheers .,||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||04-09-2003||10:03 AM||||What I have is the build data from all US VR4s.  In conjunction with this, I hope (sometime before I die) to have a correlation of the VINs to the Limited Edition numbers (dash badge) because they were done randomly initially.  Any one desiring to provide that info is appreciated.<br /><br />I hope to use it to protect owners, as one guy on the list now has a car that does not have its original VIN (i.e. not on my list of VR4 sent to the US), but has a regular 2wd VIN.  Some hanky panky has apparently gone on there.  I am working with him to find out what we can on the original VIN of the car as it does appear to be a true VR4 chassis.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||04-09-2003||10:14 AM||||when my insurance company ran my VIN it came out to be a GGSX.... might just be them though.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||04-09-2003||10:57 AM||||Have you found any build numbers that just happend to match the random badge number?<br /><br />How many do you have on record now?  I know they are spred out.  I once saw one parked in the middle of of no where Indiana south of Columbas.  Don't ask what I was doing so far out, but two GVR4s did meet up on HWY 3 or whatever it was.  I know for a fact that at least 6 were in Indiana at one time.  <br /><br />Also Robin at Ray Skillman Mitsubishi in Indianapolis has one.  Hers is the first I looked to buy, but she has always wanted way to much.  I think she still wants like 12 grand for her car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   She will never sell it.  Maybe you could look that one up, I think she bought it at the Ray Skillman dealership.  I don't remember the number on it, but it's grey w/ sunroof.  Maybe thats one more to the list?  I'm pretty sure she is not on any list.  I ran into her last year and she asked me if I had a exhaust leak  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Her car is 100% stock.||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-09-2003||09:50 PM||||if you were to go to the mits dealer and ask for a limited edition badge because you had lost yours,can they order one or give you one?||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||04-09-2003||11:01 PM||||Yhea whats up with that.  Mine looks like shit.  I'll call our Mitsu dealer tomorrow and find out.||66.26.138.16||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||dwatters@sisna.com||04-10-2003||12:58 AM||||Nope, They cannot. I tried to get a a new Key fob, Valet key and a Pleather owners case. But they do not have a part number listed anywhere for this stuff. The only way to replace them would be for Iceman to complete the  VIN list and then someone would have to make repros of the badges/fobs. But the compilation of a VIN list is the first order of business. It is a shame that mitsu does not have a VIN list.<br /><br />Without a VIN list then the fakes that show up can be passed off as real GVR4's with a lost badge. <br />There are shady people out there, just waiting for a sucker to come by, I bought a Plymouth Turismo 2.2 that a guy was converting to a Shelby Charger GLHS ( They were numbered cars) he had ground the sequence number off of the header support and had installed the GLHS dash and doors. This effectively changed the car to a GLHS, If a normal person looked at it. when I scrapped the car I kept the VIN Shelby Number plaque and the Shelby paperwork to keep the number from hitting ever seeing the street again.||205.208.177.79||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||04-10-2003||10:23 AM||||Believe it or not, I have only 125 correlated so far.  Seems like it should be more.  Some of these are correlated to no number, as the badges are missing.  <br /><br />None of the little items that made it a special edition were service level parts, just something the US sales group did here to promote the cars.<br /><br />Duane, I have the VIN list off all the cars, so I can certainly tell if one is genuine or not by that information.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||04-10-2003||02:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4*1990:<br /><strong> I tried to get a a new Key fob, Valet key and a Pleather owners case. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is the Valet key?  Ignition only?  Do you think a talented locksmith could make one?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||04-10-2003||03:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4*1990:<br /><strong> I tried to get a a new Key fob, Valet key and a Pleather owners case. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is the Valet key?  Ignition only?  Do you think a talented locksmith could make one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did our cars come with Valet keys?  One thing I have never understood though, is whats the point.  It doesn't stop anyone from popping the trunk , or using the power locks to open all the doors.<br /><br />Maybe I should see how it works on the new car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||iceman69510||04-10-2003||07:31 PM||||A true Mitsu valet key will not work in the trunk or glovebox if it has a lock.  You then lock the inside trunk release so that it cannot be accessed.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/001870.cgi
A||||8||BigMal||Newbie from Australia||||1||||BigMal||00001176
Z||000000||BigMal||04-08-2003||09:46 AM||malcolmh@hotline.net.au||Hello all,<br />I have been reading the forums for a few weeks and find the info first class.  I am waiting for my '89 VR4 (jap spec) to be delivered.  It is silver with only 58,000km on the clock and is in unbelivable condition.  This will be my second as I owned a '91 black one 6 years ago.  Ever since I sold my '91 I have NEVER been happy with any other car. I looked at many different cars over the past 6 months, but I could not find anything that was worth buying.  When my mate who imports Jap cars told me about the low milage silver VR4 I snapped it up.  Now I am on the hunt for go fast parts for the new beastie and I have a few questions:<br />What is a DSM ?<br />What parts are interchangable with 1g/2g and a VR4?<br />I want to upgrade the fuel/exhaust/turbo am I better to buy Ralliart or go aftermarket ?<br />The last question may seem crazy but I would like to turn my boost up and down, by down I mean I would like to go as low as 1psi and as high as 16psi. All I can find is info on how to increase boost not reduce it.  Can anyone suggest how to get this range of boost ?<br /><br />Thanks to all, it is great to see how popular these cars are in the USA, in Australia very few people know what they are and thats the way I like it.<br />Regards<br />BigMal||211.28.96.5||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||04-08-2003||10:20 AM||||A DSM is a Diamond Star motor... the Talon/Eclipse/Laser made from 90-99 in Normal Illinois. The Galant VR4 shared the same drivetrain with the T/E/L's Turbo AWD's. Alot of the parts form the 1G (90-94) are the same, cant use the MAS, and after 93 I think the engines changed ot a 7 bolt flywheel. There are alot more experts here, I am not one fo them... but go to <a href="http://www.dsm.org" target="_blank">www.dsm.org</a> and look around and I am sure that soime other people here will tell you more.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||Compressed||04-08-2003||11:43 AM||||First, welcome and congrats on the new ride, very low mileage, I'm impressed.  You will have to post some pics once you take ownership.  <br /><br />For parts I've heard ralliart makes some really nice peices, we dont have access to them here in the states so I cant advise on their stuff.  I have heard they are somewhat expensive though.  Post your goals for the car and we will be better able to advise wether you should go aftermarket or stick with Ralliart for upgrades.<br /><br />To adjust boost you will need some kind of boost controller, manual or electronic, your choice.  Once you have this piece you will be able to adjust boost from whatever your wastegate is set at, on 14b's the wastegate is around 7lbs or .5 bar.  Adjusting the boost controller will then increase boost from this point.  If you want to run less then 7lbs of boost you will need to convert to an external wastegate setup, make sure that gate comes with a spring that allows low boost settings.  Good luck finding anything that allows less then 5 lbs.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||11:36 PM||||Welcome to the board!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-09-2003||12:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BigMal:<br /><strong>I want to upgrade the fuel/exhaust/turbo am I better to buy Ralliart or go aftermarket ?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or you can scavenge parts from a Lancer Evo III.||67.36.190.47||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Ash||04-09-2003||02:13 AM||||As a fellow Aussie I can probably give you a batter idea of parts info.  In Australia, Ralliart supply the EVO III parts for Mitsubishi and as 2G parts don't exist here, you get EVO parts instead.  I got my EVO III exhaust manifold from the QLD Ralliart dealer (GSA Suspension, Slacks Crk) and my EVO III turbo (AKA Big 16G) from a local turbo specilist.  Depending on exactly what you want to do to the car will specify what you mod it to, so its a bit hard to say what to get or what not to get.  <br /><br />As far as fuel system, get a big aftermarket ND or Bosch pump that supports 500hp and eventually Series 4 13BT low impedance injectors are a drop in upgrade unless you want more than 550cc/min squirters.  <br /><br />Exhaust:  Get a 2.5" or 3" mandrel bent exhaust from the stock O2 housing back the made up from a local exhaust shop.  Stainless or not your choice & wallet.  I'd basically say go 3" unless volume is a concern.  So far as the dump pipe/O2 housing is concerned, don't do anything until you decide on a turbo.<br /><br />Turbo= how fast do you want to go?  You can run high 12's with the EVO III turbo which is plenty for most people, if you go for a roller bearing Garrett remember you will need a custom manifold too which greatly adds to the cost for a little less lag, I'd only go that way if you want to run 11's & get a big arse one <br /><br />Any more specific Q's just ask.<br /><br />Cheers<br />Ash||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||BigMal||04-09-2003||08:55 AM||||thanks all for the advice.<br />I do not need anything faster than a 12 sec car, so I will look at the 16g evo turbo.  I have a contact in ralliart nsw for parts.  He said he would do me a deal on evo exhaust/turbo setup.  I want to use this car as a everyday driver and weekend circut animal. Since I saved myself over50 grand by not buying a new car i think i can spend a bit on making this one what i want. I plan on keeping this one for a long time.<br />The only thing that really pissed me about my first vr4 was the UNDERSTEER....I HATE IT.<br />I have been looking for solutions to make mine tend towards oversteer.  Whiteline say they can supply me with f & r swaybars and camber/caster kits and it would get rid of any understeer...has anyone got any comments ?<br />I do not want a rock hard low rider as my back is stuffed.  I would like any advice on getting my car to be comfortable and handle good.<br />thanks<br />BigMal||211.28.96.37||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes
Z||000007||Ash||04-09-2003||08:16 PM||||Just another note, get the EVO 3 O2 housing with the turbo & manifold - its bigger bore than the VR4 item & should be a lot cheaper than a tubular dump.<br /><br />I can't comment on the whiteline gear sorry, I want to get it but haven't got that far as yet.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||BigMal||04-10-2003||09:26 AM||||I think I will take this to the Tech List.<br />Thanks all for the help.<br />BigMal||211.28.96.5||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes



ubb/Forum3/001871.cgi
A||||8||ken inn||CELEBRITY NUDE||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||04-08-2003||10:29 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://fun.drno.de/flash/celebxxx.swf" target="_blank">http://fun.drno.de/flash/celebxxx.swf</a>||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||04-08-2003||10:34 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||04-08-2003||12:50 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />that was funny! but straight, sorry!||131.193.154.178||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||04-08-2003||09:28 PM||||Ken... always with the quality humor.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||10||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||04-08-2003||11:35 PM||||Im just gonna have to send that to someone,that was funny.i had my little brother next to me droolin over this armpit before i click see the rest.lol it was hilarious.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||04-08-2003||11:37 PM||||Ohhh Eric Estrada! Hes a hottie! I like th pic that has him kinda looking the saem but saying "your a homo"||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||Ash||04-09-2003||02:29 AM||||Do you guys have Lynx Deodorant over there?  Thats taken from the ad for it.<br /><br />Funny huh?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||04-09-2003||04:15 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=180&width=400" target="_blank">www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=180&width=400</a>||24.209.152.232||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||04-10-2003||07:33 AM||||Good Lord!!  *shudder*||134.10.23.206||reg||9||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001872.cgi
A||||11||91 #680||open sesame||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||04-08-2003||01:17 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.nativespiritcircle.com/open.html" target="_blank">http://www.nativespiritcircle.com/open.html</a>||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||04-08-2003||05:26 PM||||hmmm interesting||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||04-08-2003||08:33 PM||||funny ,I am still chuckling||68.57.152.6||reg||12||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||#1459 VR-4||04-08-2003||08:33 PM||||It scared me, the last thing I was expecting...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||04-08-2003||09:32 PM||||Damn, that was crazy.  I have my tower inside my computer desk behind a lower door, and it opened the DVD and the CD-RW drives and popped the door open.  Pretty wild....||63.188.136.53||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||04-09-2003||12:49 AM||||Wicked. Thank you Microsoft for allowing someone to use Windows Media Player through a web page to open all of my CD drives.<br /><br />If you're interested:<br /></font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">code:</font><hr /><pre style="font-size:x-small; font-family: monospace;">&lt;SCRIPT language=VBScript&gt;<br />&lt;!--<br /><br />Set oWMP = CreateObject(&quot;WMPlayer.OCX.7&quot; )<br />Set colCDROMs = oWMP.cdromCollection<br /><br />if colCDROMs.Count &gt;= 1 then<br />	For i = 0 to colCDROMs.Count - 1<br />		colCDROMs.Item(i).Eject<br />	Next ' cdrom<br />End If<br /><br />--&gt;<br />&lt;/SCRIPT&gt;</pre><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.36.190.47||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||04-09-2003||01:05 AM||||You think thats bad.  I was sent a security warning email at work about XP.  It seems you can take a 2000 CD and boot with it to a XP box and change the administrator password.  No shit.  I havn't tried it, but everyone in the IT department swore it was true.  I'm sure there will be a fix soon if it isn't already out, but talk about a a huge fuck up.<br /><br />So if you have a 2000 CD and a XP box, give it a shot.  I don't have XP at home yet, so I havn't been able to try.  If I tried it at work, I'm sure they would show me the door.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||Jose||04-09-2003||01:12 AM||||That little joke has been around for years, it was called Coke gift(as in the soda). When it opened the cd drive it would then say enjoy your free cup holder.<br />Jose....||205.188.209.7||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||04-09-2003||09:55 AM||||LOL got me twice! CDRW and DVD||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||04-09-2003||09:54 PM||||i clicked the link and i was like waiting for the page to open and it was about 3:00am and all of the sudden both of my cd drive open up and i wa like wtf while i went to close thm i was like what just happened an i looked back at the screen and it said close your cd drive.i was like   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||number3||04-09-2003||10:19 PM||||Doesn't work on either of my computers.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||04-10-2003||07:17 AM||||Are they iSuck's?  Or any other form of Crapintosh?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001873.cgi
A||||2||4G63_GSR||JDM vs Engine Rebuild...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||04-08-2003||02:20 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||hello guys... i'm wondering what your opinions are about getting a JDM engine and then rebuild later or would you guys just pull out your current engine and rebuild it... i'm looking for a gvr4 soon and i'm stuck on what route to take... my plans are to have an ultimate sleeper... street/strip capabilities...||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||04-08-2003||07:53 PM||||Rebuild the US spec engine with 2g pistons.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||04-09-2003||09:59 AM||||Well if you were gonna rebuild the JDM ne ways just rebuild the USDM and add the 2G pistons and get everything looked over and save yourself the money for the JDM engine.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001874.cgi
A||||7||Gvr4-330||Cyclone Vacuum Actuator||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||04-08-2003||02:23 PM||roby827@hotmail.com||Hey, does anyone have one of these possibly for sale?<br /><br />I just got a cyclone intake, and I think my actuator leaks.  If I suck on it, I can't get the butterflys to close.  Is this common?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||Nate||04-08-2003||05:59 PM||||If you can suck hard enough to get those things to close with your mouth, you could make damn good money in San Francisco.  If you need one, I can probably get you a new one, but I'd bet that the one that you have is fine.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||04-08-2003||07:07 PM||||Damn Nate you made me spit beer all over my computer. HA||65.42.49.220||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||Gvr4-330||04-08-2003||07:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> If you can suck hard enough to get those things to close with your mouth, you could make damn good money in San Francisco.  If you need one, I can probably get you a new one, but I'd bet that the one that you have is fine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHA, that's pretty funny...<br /><br />But, if I push it in, shouldn't I be able to cover the nipple and shouldn't it stay in?<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||04-10-2003||11:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong> <br />But, if I push it in, shouldn't I be able to cover the nipple and shouldn't it stay in?<br /><br />Rob </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is getting too gay for me.....||68.211.229.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Nate||04-10-2003||12:52 PM||||Despite the gayness of the wording of the above posts, here is what I feel is the best way to describe it.  Let's look at the actuator as a 20oz plastic bottle of soda.  Let's say you drain the soda out so you have an empty plastic container that when the top is capped, and therefore sealed, it will hold vacuum.  However, if you squeeze as much of the air out of the bottle as possible, and then tighten the cap, you'll still notice that it expands a little bit when you put the cap on, because you putting your cap on top doesn't alone created a vacuum inside of the bottle.  The bottle trying to expan back to its pre-squeezed shape with the top sealed is what creates the vacuum.  <br />     Let's say you tried to remove the air from the inside of the butterfly actuator with a vacuum hose.  (I'd use the word 'suck', but then I'm dropping this thread right back into gayness.)  So let's say you have a vacuum pump attached to a vacuum line, which is attached at the other end to the butterfly actuator.  If you use the vacuum pump to create enough vacuum to hold the actuator shut, and then pinch the vacuum line with some needle nose vise grips, per say, THEN the actuator should be able to hold the butterflies shut, since there is vacuum in the actuator to hold them shut.<br />     Just pushing the butterflies shut and sticking your finger over the vacuum/boost source isn't going to create enough vacuum to hold them shut.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||04-10-2003||04:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong> I just got a cyclone intake, and I think my actuator leaks.  If I suck on it, I can't get the butterflys to close.  Is this common?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Rob </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Usually if the actuator fails it will leak. It sounds to me like its probably fine. If you want to be sure, just pull a vacuum line off your car and connect it to the actuator temporarily. I bet it will pull right in.||68.211.229.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||04-11-2003||01:11 AM||||Nate youa re a riot. Watch it though, not all of us in the Bay Area are that way! I am from Paoli, PA....went to school at Haverford.....grew up playing in the snow in Valley Forge....so I am not all bad right?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Spend $20 on a decent vacuum pump. They are an invaluable tol to have around anyway. This will tell you if it leaks because you can aply the vacuum and watch the gauge go down if there is a leak!||12.104.76.130||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/001875.cgi
A||||4||gvr4in||Part name? I know someone can help me out||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||04-09-2003||01:10 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ok so today I removed my head and somehow the power steering line (the one that runs parallel with the AC line across the engine mount) developed a gash. What is this line called? Power Steering return line? Any one have a part #? A price quote? thanks alot! I need it! haha||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||#258||04-09-2003||07:23 AM||||MB553134  aprox. $220 new||151.198.226.11||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||04-09-2003||02:17 PM||||No f'in way!! hahaha thats funny. Damn I better start searchin in the junkyards!||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||04-09-2003||03:42 PM||||I've got one from this GGSX I'm parting out.  Email me||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||04-09-2003||07:31 PM||||If that line is a low pressure line (goes to the power steering reservoir) you can just splice in a section of fuel hose and secure with hose clamps. Figure on $2-3 in parts.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum3/001876.cgi
A||||9||Vr4in'||check this one out!||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-09-2003||02:18 AM||nohad43@aol.com||<a href="http://www.check4fun.dk/funflash/booby.htm" target="_blank">http://www.check4fun.dk/funflash/booby.htm</a> <br /><br />tell me what you guys think...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br /><b><i>added by Jon:</i> Please be aware there is nudity on the above link.</b><br /> <br /> <small>[ 04-10-2003, 02:11 PM: Message edited by: Jon ]</small>||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-09-2003||08:11 AM||||I've seen that.  Funny.<br /><br />However, I know I'm not the only one who reads this board at work, so maybe we could have either a not safe for work link or not post stuff like this at all.  <br /><br />For me, I hardly ever open any posted links at work unless I know damn sure where they go, but still.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||04-09-2003||08:14 PM||||whats work ? Ive heard of this unique concept? Who does it anymore?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||04-09-2003||11:12 PM||||N I C E !!!||12.235.229.244||reg||14||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||04-09-2003||11:51 PM||||im a big fan of them.||65.227.217.96||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-10-2003||12:18 AM||||They are some very nice big floppy tittes, but it is a galant vr4 forum.<br /><br />I'm just saying maybe we could have a extra link under news for jokes, and anything goes.  Maybe not mix it with the car stuff.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||04-10-2003||01:48 AM||||lighten up gvr4ever!||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||BluFalcon||04-10-2003||02:13 AM||||Wow, I could really just sit here and look at that for hours.  Too bad she's a blonde though..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000008||#1459 VR-4||04-10-2003||03:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> They are some very nice big floppy tittes, but it is a galant vr4 forum.<br /><br />I'm just saying maybe we could have a extra link under news for jokes, and anything goes.  Maybe not mix it with the car stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uhm, this is General Discussion... Anything from "yo momma" jokes to pictures of Josh Jones with big boobs.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||04-10-2003||03:54 AM||||free country we can and will post what we want, "within reason". You should be working not looking at internet, and if your doing it on your breaks, that's your time....||24.209.152.232||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum3/001877.cgi
A||||5||Vr4in'||wheels ||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-09-2003||02:40 AM||nohad43@aol.com||<img src="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/exel/v8-gunmetal.htm" alt=" - " /> <br />          <br />i think im gonna get one of these wheels,i like them both alot.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/exel/v8-hsilver.htm" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/RacingHart/cp8r-bronze.htm" target="_blank">http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/RacingHart/cp8r-bronze.htm</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/racinghart.htm" target="_blank">http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/racinghart.htm</a>||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||04-09-2003||02:43 AM||||sorry guys,first time tryig to post pics,i like the cp8's on the secon link,i also like the excel v-8's those are nice.what you uys think?anyone else know any other wheels that might look good?thanks for posting.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||04-09-2003||03:00 AM||||I think the black cp8's would look awesome!||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||BlitzVR4||04-09-2003||09:44 AM||||Sorry to tell you but those rims don't fit our cars (GVR4).  They only fit 4 x 100 lug patterns which are hondas and acuras.  I have already checked.  Unless they started making them with new bolt patterns.  But those rims are sweet.  You might want to check out Aerospeed.  They make a wheel simmilar to the Racing Harts.  <br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||216.9.78.74||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000004||comfy||04-10-2003||08:53 PM||||as far as rims go, make sure you get light weight rims.  heavier wheels are harder to turn and so you will get slower times.  as far as lug patterns i tend to deal with tirerack.com they only show you rims available for you car and even show you what they look like on there.||12.222.32.112||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||04-10-2003||10:24 PM||||I myself had a very good experience w/ Tire Rack. I bought some 17" Kosei K1's a couple years ago. They are the anthracite colored ones and on my green VR-4 they kinda apear to have a greenish color to them. Very happy w/ them, approx 17 lbs. and less than $200 dollars each. I now have a friend w/ a Tire Rack account and can get them in white for $114 each. Thinking of getting them for my winter tires. I can no longer use my stock wheels. (13" Baers).||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/001878.cgi
A||||8||DeanCouchey||Bye bye Saddam||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||04-09-2003||10:51 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Did ne one else watch them pull sadams statue down??? It was the funniest thing! Took them like 2 hours! But then it fell and they were all jumping on it and screaming! Just thought I would post this so people at work can see whats happening!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||04-09-2003||11:47 AM||||Yeah, I watched it here at work.  I think the Marines were standing by watching, just to see how long the Iraqis would beat on it and try to pull it down with the ropes before they rolled and pulled it over for them...!!!!  Was pretty cool though.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||number3||04-09-2003||10:28 PM||||I walked out of a Sonance training to watch the coverage live. Similar to seeing the first and second planes hit the WTCs, the Space Shuttle explode while in grade school and watching the Berlin Wall falling, as they happened LIVE. <br /><br />A few pieces of history I will never forget.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||04-10-2003||07:14 AM||||Um, no offense Harry, but aren't you "old"?  At least in reference to whippersnappers like myself (21)?  I aske because I saw the space shuttle explode in grade school, and unless there's a time warp<br /><br />D'oh.  Just remembered one went up while still on the pad.  Silly me.  Is the one you referenced?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||04-10-2003||08:26 AM||||I think the Challenger (or was it Columbia- it's tough getting old) happened in 1983. I think I was 15.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||number3||04-10-2003||09:04 AM||||Challenger 1986. I would have been 13 years old and you would have been 4.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.fas.org/spp/51L.html" target="_blank">http://www.fas.org/spp/51L.html</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||04-10-2003||10:07 AM||||Yeah, so!  I watched the first moon landings!  I saw the ball drop to 1970.  I pissed on the Berlin Wall when it was still functional.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||04-10-2003||02:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> D'oh.  Just remembered one went up while still on the pad.  Silly me.  Is the one you referenced? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you so sure about that?  Perhaps you're thinking of an Apollo mission.  Challenger was in the air (launching) when it blew an O-ring (BISS) and the Endeavor blew on the way down (transfer case locked up).||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||04-10-2003||05:55 PM||||No, no, no Hertz!  The Endeavor is still around.  Columbia is the one that just was lost.  But I did not know they were AWD!<br /><br />Apollo 1 was the one that burned up on the launch pad.  Grissom, Chaffee and White.  Watch "The Right Stuff", great movie.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
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ubb/Forum3/001488.cgi
A||||2||sleeper||Shootout hotel room||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||01-28-2003||12:34 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I have an extra room at the Econolodge if anybody is interested (2 double beds non smoking)<br />Friday the 18th to Monday the 21st of July (shootout weekend of course)<br />It's for 4 nights but I don't think there will be a problem if you check out earlier than that.<br />All the other rooms where reserved by the NBAR guys so I don't think there will be to many ricers around.<br /><br />I might just put it up on ebay if nobody wants it.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||01-28-2003||06:25 PM||||Hey there I might be intersted in the room.  I have to talk to a couple of friends that will be attending with me.  It is only like 1.5 hour drive for me so if the price is right it will be worth the stayover.||67.39.145.19||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||01-28-2003||11:21 PM||||I think it's $125 per night for Friday and Saturday <br />$65.00 for Sunday night.||65.65.201.0||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/001489.cgi
A||||3||Louters91GVR4||Still Hot Mortgage Rates||||14||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||01-28-2003||02:53 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Hey guys, I still have got some sweet programs/rates on mortgages. Would love to hook a fellow GVR4 brother out.<br /><br />Tom<br /><br />PS Not trying to be salesman, just trying to help.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />1-800-558-9877||216.153.165.31||reg||14||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||01-28-2003||03:49 PM||||How about refinancing? I have a 5.6% rate right now.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||01-28-2003||06:29 PM||||Well this sure would help me out in about 6 months when my fiance and I get married and buy a house.  So I will keep you in mind when we are ready.  Wish it was now we have been looking at houses for awhile now.||67.39.145.19||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||number3||01-28-2003||08:12 PM||||rates are very low now. Who knows what the speach tonight does to them...||68.80.14.12||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001490.cgi
A||||0||DeanCouchey||Hey I am back||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||01-29-2003||10:03 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Hey guys! I have been away cause my computer fried its chips and burned some cables so now I got my new computer.... The GVR4 is not running but I hope to have some money to get it going soon! But i just wanted to say hey and I hope i can post more often now.... Havent had my puter since the new format was put together..||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001491.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||Where can I find some Koni's for cheap?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-29-2003||12:47 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone here have any info on where I could find some Koni Yellow's or struts in general for cheap? I dont need struts for the gvr4, just looking for a cheap source to buy struts ?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-29-2003||01:35 PM||||<a href="http://www.shox.com" target="_blank">www.shox.com</a>||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-29-2003||04:03 PM||||Iknow of them..they are rip-offs when it comes to Konis - They want $588 and throw in free shipping - sucky deal! Most shops beat them in pricing. Their price match deal is like jumping thru circus hoops - so I tend to avoid them.<br /><br />Cheapest I have found $514 shipped. Anyways, trying to see if I can find any in the $4xx range||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001492.cgi
A||||14||Franckypoo||Hi everyone!||||6||||Frankypoo||00000740
Z||000000||Franckypoo||01-29-2003||03:17 PM||||I just registered to this board after a friend of mine sent me the link and just wanted to say hi and introduce myselft a little.<br /><br />I'm a new VR4 owner (in fact, it's my girlfriend's car but for now I'm driving it) but I'm quite used to the 4G63 and modding it since I also have an open class 1992 Laser rallye car.<br /><br />The Galant is almost stock except for some minor mods done by the previous owner.  It's a 1991 (54/2000) with an air filter (K&N style), 3" exhaust with 3" cat but stock muffler    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   .  It also have an ACT 6puck clutch disk with a stock pressure plate.  Don't ask what that guy was smoking... <br /><br />Since we have some hard winters around here (and the car was brought in Quebec in 1993) I'm really impressed by the condition.  It's not a show and shine car, not even close to that, but there's no rust at all on the body and the mechanic is in great shape.<br /><br />I'm really looking forward to spring so I might have the right to mod it a little more (don't forget it's my girlfriend's car hehe) and go drag racing with it.  Maybe in a couple of years I will even tranform it into an historical class rally car!  but for now I'm just dreaming about that day!||216.94.152.195||reg||6||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||01-29-2003||09:13 PM||||Welcome to the board, have any pictures?||63.202.232.187||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||daviddilts||01-29-2003||11:00 PM||||Pics of both cars, Please....||64.157.66.227||reg||1||DavidDilts||00000067||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||01-29-2003||11:38 PM||||Welcome to the board. <br />Our first Canadian eh?  Beauty  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />You should enjoy it...||167.142.21.171||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||Franckypoo||01-30-2003||10:48 AM||||I only have one pic of the rallye car, by chance it's one in action!<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.chaosdev.ca/images/frankypoo.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I've lost all the other ones last time my web server crashed.<br /><br />I don't have any of the VR4 yet.  We just got it last saturday and it's still all dirty from the snow and salt   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  But this weekend we are going to the cottage in Trembant and I will try to take some nice pics for you.<br /><br />I'd really like to take some action ones (like drifting in the snow) but it will depends on the weater.||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000005||vrpower||02-01-2003||12:19 AM||||Hey! welcome, welcome!! Nice picture...||67.248.70.40||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000006||Franckypoo||02-04-2003||10:03 AM||||Here are the Galant's Pic<br /><br />I know, I know its really dirty but the snow was melting everywhere and with the sand and salt it was a real mess on the roads.<br /><br />(click on the pic to see it full size)<br /><a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_1.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_1a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_2.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_2a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_3.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_3a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_4.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_4a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_5.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_5a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_6.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_6a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_7.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_7a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_8.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_8a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a>||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000007||Franckypoo||02-04-2003||10:06 AM||||Part 2<br /><br /><a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_9.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_9a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_10.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_10a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_11.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_11a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_12.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_12a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_13.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_13a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_14.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_14a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_15.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_15a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_16.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.forumauto.net/membres/FRANKYPOO/vr4_16a.jpg" alt=" - " /></a>||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000008||VR-4play||02-04-2003||02:55 PM||||alright, 54!!! (my old football number).  i can tell that it is green (i think).  have fun with it.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||02-04-2003||03:59 PM||||I hope the licence plate isn't talking about your girlfriend!!||64.70.24.54||reg||10||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000010||talontsi||02-04-2003||05:23 PM||||I love the tel shifter boot!||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||02-05-2003||12:27 AM||||I see that the front has been hacked, but I don't see a giant intercooler in there.  Did you (or other person) do that just for more air flow?  Also is the air can just halved?<br /><br />Too bad about the splits in the dash under the badge...  I have the same thing and have seen another VR-4 like that.  Oddly enough my Galant GS didn't seem to have any dash woes.  I wonder what the owners had subjected the cars to.<br /><br />[re: license plate...  I think that is French for Phat   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   ]||64.109.167.213||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||mdpvr4||02-05-2003||10:56 AM||||welcome. nice ride.||32.103.216.26||reg||1||mdpvr4||00000214||yes
Z||000013||Franckypoo||02-05-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I see that the front has been hacked, but I don't see a giant intercooler in there.  Did you (or other person) do that just for more air flow?  Also is the air can just halved?<br /><br />Too bad about the splits in the dash under the badge...  I have the same thing and have seen another VR-4 like that.  Oddly enough my Galant GS didn't seem to have any dash woes.  I wonder what the owners had subjected the cars to.<br /><br />[re: license plate...  I think that is French for Phat    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    ] </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">According to the previous owner the front was hacked by another owner just for more airflow...  I personaly think that was just a waste of time and a perfectly good bumper since it doesn't have a big FMIC yet.<br /><br />The splits in the dash are probably the ownly damages I could see inside the car.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <br /><br />And for the plate we can't have custom license plate number here, so it's just Photoshop to hide it and F@ is my friend's website logo (where the pics are hosted)<br /><br />And BTW I guess too that it's green but I'm still to see it clean!  maybe if my friends had a little too much free time at the shop today they will clean it after the oil, plug and wire change.||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000014||UncleGGSX||02-05-2003||05:35 PM||||I'm the friend in question. I don't post often because my car isn't a "real" VR-4, even if it's a turbo AWD Galant of sort.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />As far as we know, this is the one and only Galant VR-4 in Quebec. And it's in excellent shape too!<br /><br />FrankyPoo, maybe we could do some 2 guys group buys now?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.35.249.227||reg||1||UncleGGSX||00000331||yes



ubb/Forum3/001493.cgi
A||||4||sleeper||Ebay||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||01-29-2003||09:06 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2401699406&category=6214" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2401699406&category=6214</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.109||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||talontsi||01-29-2003||09:10 PM||||Automatic 1g with a t-25?||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000002||Jon||01-29-2003||09:49 PM||||The stock 1G turbo is smaller than a 14B but it is still a mitsu turbo.  (13B?)  I guess it is about the same performance as the stock turbo but as stated, newer.||12.220.168.103||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||01-29-2003||10:01 PM||||I thought the 1g autos had 9b turbos.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||151.199.245.71||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||01-29-2003||10:07 PM||||Dispite all the 1G info I have read over the years on dsm.org n such that would sugest it is a 13b.  The 1G auto's have a 13g in them.<br /><br />Thats really what it is.  Don't belive me?  Look at a picture of one.  The wheel is the same style (just smaller) as a 16G.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/001494.cgi
A||||7||sleeper||Trick shifter||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||01-29-2003||09:25 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Have you guys ever seen a shifter like this?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/shifter.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/shifter.jpg</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.109||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||01-29-2003||09:48 PM||||No but by the looks of it and that carpet, it is out of this world!<br /><br />It really looks sweet.  Where did you see it?||64.63.208.103||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||01-29-2003||10:08 PM||||Once I get it, I'll let you know  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.109||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||369of1000||02-09-2003||10:52 PM||||I know it has only been about 2 weeks but is there any word on this shifter? I'm very curious about this.||24.151.115.112||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||02-09-2003||11:54 PM||||ya, forget about the need for bushings with that thing...||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||02-10-2003||12:03 AM||||I got no response from the seller. Wish I could speak japanese. I would tell him to showe his pretty shifter up in his a$$.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.62.246||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||Marcus||02-10-2003||01:06 AM||||go to dsmparts.com and look under the drivetrain section, a good shifter plus good tips on a better shifting gvr4.||152.163.207.192||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||02-10-2003||12:20 PM||||I don't want a good shifter that costs twice as much as it does anywhere else. I want a perfect shifter and the one you can see on the picture looks a hell of a lot more complicated than that cnc machined piece. I have one of those already. It works OK.||65.66.61.121||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/001495.cgi
A||||21||dsmsleeper||Totally||||8||||dsmsleeper||00000483
Z||000000||dsmsleeper||01-30-2003||11:09 AM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||Well, last Friday, my wife mofified 955/2000.  She rear ended a truck.  The truck's bumper cleared the galant's took out the hood, grille, head lights, and bent the radiator support.  The insurance company said it was a 'total loss'.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||8||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-30-2003||11:24 AM||||Well, mine was totalled by hail last summer and the insurance company paid me exactly what I had in it and I ended up with a free car to play with (with a few dents here and there :-)<br /><br />Hopefully you can keep her (the car :-) and come out ok.  Good luck||167.142.21.210||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-30-2003||12:46 PM||||All those crash parts should be available new or used.  Only the grille is different from regular Galants.<br /><br />Fix it-save the species!||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||01-30-2003||01:24 PM||||Yeah, I work in a body shop, there are some ways to get them not to total it.<br /><br />How much money is there in damages? You can get used headlights, hood, and maybe rad support. <br /><br />See if they can do what is called an "appearance allowance" where they will knock the price down to save some money. Basically what they might do is not cut in the hood (paint the underside) or something. <br /><br />Hopefully if its close to the cost of the car they might be able to save it. If not, then do what is called a "cash-out". Thats where you tell them you don't want the car fixed and you take it home, and you also take the check for the damages from the insurance company. Then you can fix it yourself or get someone else to fix it. Or you could sell it as is and use the check as a downpayment on another car (thats why its called a "cash-out").||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||91 #680||01-30-2003||05:12 PM||||Damn that sucks.....I wonder how many VR-4's are actually out there and still running.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||01-30-2003||05:56 PM||||Hey Joe was your wife alright?||64.108.85.15||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||01-30-2003||06:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Hey Joe was your wife alright? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, thanks Phil.  She is fine.  I'm paying the salvage price for it.  Now, I'm trying to decide if I want to rebuild it or use it to bring a 92 kensington gray one back to life.||64.53.222.196||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||01-30-2003||08:01 PM||||Joe, Glad your wife is OK dude. The car sounds fixable fortunatly. When I was t-boned in my Jetta back in October,the guys insurance said that if my car was determined to be totalled,I would have to pay a percentage of the value (which in your case aint much on a GVR4 either) and because of the age,I could keep a clean title to it. Im not sure if thats how it works in all states and insurance companys though. Didnt matter,Because of a rediculous Virginia (I was leaving work,I only made it about 600 feet...) law regarding liability,I got F**ked,but thats a whole 'nother story...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||129.71.115.41||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||01-31-2003||09:55 AM||||Thanks, Ian.  The salvage price was cheap.  It will have a salvage title until I get it fixed.  Then I have to get it inspected and then will have a clean title.  I was told that because of house bill #206 that the car can not be driven with a salvage title.  &lt;-- I'm looking into that one.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000009||joec||01-31-2003||10:09 AM||||Also make sure that you can get it insured.  I've heard rumours that you might not be able to get a salvage title car insured, which in many states then means you can't get it registered.<br /><br />When my wife totalled her Sentra (drove it into a *very* deep puddle during Hurricane Floyd) the insurance company said they wouldn't insure the car if we tried to fix it.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000010||dsmsleeper||01-31-2003||05:17 PM||||Here are some pics:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/955/955onFlatbed.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/955/955onFlatbed.JPG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/955/955-new-fr.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/955/955-new-fr.JPG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/955/955-new-SD.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/955/955-new-SD.JPG</a>||64.53.222.196||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||01-31-2003||05:24 PM||||if the front doors open and close without hitting the front fenders, that looks like a very easy fixer.  heck, the fenders dont even look bad||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||dsmsleeper||01-31-2003||05:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> if the front doors open and close without hitting the front fenders, that looks like a very easy fixer.  heck, the fenders dont even look bad </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">On the pass. side, the fender touches a little.  The driver's side is perfect.||64.53.222.196||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000013||MrEd||01-31-2003||06:06 PM||||That's a bit worse than what happened to me summer 2001, when I was visiting friends & someone backed out of the garage, onto the steep driveway, & into my parked car.  FWIW, it cost (their insurance) about $2100 to cover Mitsu-brand hood, grille, valence strip, & bumper chrome; structural work on the rad support; headlight re-aiming; & painting the entire front clip- all done properly, with stuff removed, at a quality shop.<br /><br />How you can build up that much momentum, in reverse, in 10 feet, still amazes me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||146.186.116.57||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||yes
Z||000014||Ian M||01-31-2003||06:35 PM||||It doesnt look bad at all,Joe. Its common for the fender to slide under the bolts,the holes in the fenders are bit bigger than the diameter of the bolts to allow some adjustment. Billy (He bought my old GVR4) wacked a deer going 80 or so,and It was worse than yours. Terry welded in a core support and Billy fixed the rest,and he isnt a body man... It'll be 'aight..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /> Or,you could come back to the 'Burg to visit,tow it along with you and Ill one of us will give you the salvage price for it.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.109||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000015||dsmsleeper||01-31-2003||07:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong>  Or,you could come back to the 'Burg to visit,tow it along with you and Ill one of us will give you the salvage price for it..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...or you guys could put the radiator support in.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.53.222.196||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000016||broke down||02-01-2003||11:11 PM||||That car looks well beyond repair, I would say, it's probably even unsafe to have around.  Better sell it to me for 50 bucks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000017||Ian M||02-02-2003||02:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong>  Or,you could come back to the 'Burg to visit,tow it along with you and Ill one of us will give you the salvage price for it..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...or you guys could put the radiator support in.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That could be arranged im sure too..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.71.114.5||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000018||gvrfour173||02-02-2003||11:45 AM||||all most looks like the car that i am in the mix of parting out, but the bumper was a little more to the drivers side.||208.59.249.9||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000019||dsmsleeper||02-02-2003||09:19 PM||||I got a fender, grille, hood, and corner lens this weekend.  <br />Is our radiator and condensor the same as the regualr galants?||64.53.222.196||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000020||Ian M||02-03-2003||10:53 PM||||They're the same AFAIK,at least as far as the DOHC cars go.||129.71.115.77||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000021||dsmsleeper||02-11-2003||09:03 AM||||I check out the galant auto radiator.  It has two extra openings at the bottom for lines that go to the transmission.  Hmm...||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum3/001496.cgi
A||||2||Gvr4-330||DsmParts.com||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||01-30-2003||02:20 PM||roberty@andrew.cmu.edu||Does anyone know about this vendor?  They sell short-shift kits for the GVR4 ( <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/short_shifter_galant_vr4.htm" target="_blank">Link</a> ) as well as strut-tower bars, and they look like they are going to be making a FMIC kit.<br /><br />I'm just wondering if anyone knows how good this short-shifter is compared to the Mofugas one, and also if anyone knows if the Whiteline STB is worth $50 more than the Greddy one.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Rob||68.100.216.107||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||01-30-2003||03:02 PM||||Looks like the same shifter as this<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2401847120&category=6775" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2401847120&category=6775</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||01-30-2003||08:17 PM||||Yes I know this vendor. The guy who is incharged of dsmparts.com sales owns a VR4 and is on this forum. His user name is dsmparts. If you write him an email he will give you discount. I have bought from him before, 255 Walbro for $105, I think, and a manual boost regulator for $40. They delivered right away. His name is Justin. They are also making exhaust and an intercooler kit for our cars.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/001497.cgi
A||||2||91 #680||damn!||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||01-31-2003||12:13 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||well, I never really gunned my car ever since I bought it.  So last night I decided to mash it from a stop to show it off to a few friends......this car really hauls ass for stock.  In first I'll get to about 4200rpm then BAM the turbo hits full boost.  I was suprised.  Sorry had to vent. All I have done to it is a K&N, 14psi of boost, and EGR blockoff.||144.37.195.80||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-31-2003||02:38 PM||||Now try it with a poted 2G exhaust manifold (without the cracks), ported O2 and turbo. Then all that happens at about 2500 RPM's, big bam!  <br />My ported 14b was actually more fun than the 16g it hit so hard at about 2800, my head would hit the headrest now and then  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.22.85||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||Ian M||01-31-2003||07:01 PM||||Plus "3 turbo back,and FMIC and pipes. Gotta love the 14b spool. Fun to roll along in first on a cold morning,get into the throttle and break all four tires loose..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.109||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/001498.cgi
A||||0||mitsu13ishi||New website found||||1||||mitsu13ishi||00000304
Z||000000||mitsu13ishi||01-31-2003||01:19 PM||mitsu13ishi@aol.com||<a href="http://www.automotivespot.com" target="_blank">www.automotivespot.com</a><br /><br />it just started up, and has a nice message board. check it out guys, the people seem pretty cool. and its very broad.. anything from racing to fixing up the vr4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||157.182.26.49||reg||1||mitsu13ishi||00000304||yes



ubb/Forum3/001499.cgi
A||||8||Johnny Bravo||Getting the GVR-4 back today! WOOT WOOT!!||||6||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||01-31-2003||01:36 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||After a month at the tranny shop (most of the time spent waiting for parts & whatnot) I'm getting #580/1000 back today!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   FINALLY I'll be able to drive the damn thing as it was sitting for several months since I bought it.  My Honda is dying too (almost 200k on it) so it's good timing.  Plus I'm getting a lil' hunk o' change back from taxes too so it's time for some mods.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Ordered my Joe P. E-MBC last night & gonna put in an order for an RNR Racing 3'' O2 elim. turbo-back sometime this weekend & also a boost gague.  I'm gonna be po' as dirt for a while, but that's otay in my book.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />       Although I have been toying with the idea of selling it & getting something newer & more reliable & luxurious (Suby SVX LSi).  We'll see....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     Sorry for the waste of bandwidth, but just thought I'd share the only bit of good news I've gotten lately.||129.2.18.81||reg||6||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||01-31-2003||04:05 PM||||haha, sounds like me, I was "galant-less" for the last oh  2 months! Just finished it yesterday and DAmn lovin it all over again!||63.202.232.187||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Ian M||01-31-2003||06:48 PM||||Sweet! It HAS been a while.. Especially once you get the exhaust and the boost controller on it,you wont want to sell it.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.109||reg||7||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||01-31-2003||07:49 PM||||Whelp, just got back from picking her up.  Hard to take it easy on the tranny during rush hour traffic  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    The noise in the rear end that i had before is still there so I'm not sure what the fuck is wrong with it.  I'm thinking either x-fer case or rear-end...maybe a driveshaft issue (carrier bearing?).   Ugh, either way I'm fed up with it...just no time to mess around with it since I'm in school full time right now.  This bites!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||01-31-2003||08:10 PM||||Anybody have a 4-bold LSD rear and/or x-fer case they'd like to donate to my cause?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||01-31-2003||10:41 PM||||johnny Im in richmond i see a few TEL from time to time. I can keep you posted when one comes through .the u-pick its are real cheap here. prog get all you need for under 200 . when i see o ne...||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||02-01-2003||11:15 AM||||Sweet, that would be great!  I'm not exactly sure what the issue is so it may be something really simple or something major.  I think I might just sell the car instead as I don't have time to mess with it now because of school   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||205.188.193.164||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||02-01-2003||03:04 PM||||Damn,that sucks.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  Do you still have the car around Hagerstown? Maybe a couple of us can listen to it too,and maybe figure where the noise is coming from.||129.71.114.161||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||02-01-2003||08:36 PM||||Yeah, it's sitting here in Boonsboro now back at the ranch   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I come home every weekend from school (don't know anybody down there really) so anytime is cool with me.  E-mail me & can set up a time to check it out.  I have a shop maybe a block away that I might have check it out, but they're usually real busy so I dunno if they'll be able to do it.  Oh well, anyway e-mail me at:<br /><br />EunosFD@aol.com||64.12.107.31||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum3/001500.cgi
A||||5||GVR1643||gtech pro||||5||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||01-31-2003||03:10 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Anyone using one of these - search didn't pull anything relevant.  There is no track (1/4) within about 2 1/2 to 3 hours and I don't trust driving it there, beating the piss out of it and making it home.  <br />I know these wouldn't be the ideal, but is it better than nothing?  Sounds promising, but don't all ads?||167.142.22.85||reg||5||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||01-31-2003||04:02 PM||||A friend of mine, has the new Gtech PRO, Im not even going to say what kind of car he has cuz its embarressing to the both of us..haha..anyways it works great and does record 1/8th, 1/4 times, etc...its a great device, just make sure you the the new one that records 1/4, the old one doesn't if im not mistaken||63.202.232.187||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||01-31-2003||04:12 PM||||Wondering if anyone has one that has been able to compare to actual track times?  KC reminded me that they weren't supposed to be too accurate with turbo cars...<br />They state accuracy w/in 5/100.  If it was even accurate up to 1 or 2/10's I'd be o.k. with it IF it was at least consistant with itself - allowing something other than seat of pants measurements for tuning.||167.142.22.85||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||01-31-2003||07:28 PM||||A buddy of mine has one. He has the old version,it does 1/4 mile ET and MPH,0-60,g-force ect. Its been a while since we've used it,if I remember,I think you can enter the weight and it will calculate HP too.<br /><br />We've tried it in a bunch of cars,turboed and NA. Its been pretty close as far as ET compared to what the cars ran at the track,but the MPH is optimistic. It HAS to be used on a totally level road though.<br /><br /> We tried it at the track in a couple of cars,and the ET was accurate to 1/10 or so everytime. The MPH is usually 5 mph or so off. Apparently,that has to do with how the G-tech measures exactly at the 1/4 mile,where at the track the speed is averaged between the photo cells at the last 60 feet (I think) or so.<br /> <br /> At any rate,its fun to stick it in anything that has a cigerratte lighter,just to see what it will do..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.109||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||SPAM||02-01-2003||12:11 PM||||I have a SARD Attack Meter that I have up on E-Bay right now that hardly got any looks but it is supposed to be very accurate as far as what SARD says it can do. There were a couple of excellant reviews done on it in a number of Japanese magazines but for an odd reason M1-a ECU diagram wasn't in the intructions, None of the diagrams for the Lancer's were there either. I'm sure I can fugure it out but I thought I'd see what it can do on E-Bay so I could see what the G-Tech Pro can do since it is all standard.<br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2401279457&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2401279457&rd=1</a><br /><br />There thousands of applications but hardly any Mitsu...||24.120.114.19||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||02-01-2003||06:34 PM||||Apex-i makes one as well that slightly resembles a SAFC. Check on ebay.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/001879.cgi
A||||3||Hertz||Best chicken joke ever?||||10||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||04-09-2003||12:48 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||On a farm lived a chicken and a horse.  Both of whom loved to play <br />together. <br /> <br />One day, the horse fell into a bog and began to sink.  The horse begged <br />for the chicken to go get  help. <br /> <br />The chicken ran back to the farm.  He searched and searched for the <br />farmer, but to no avail for he had gone to town with the tractor. <br /> <br />Running around, the chicken spied the famer's new BMW Z-4. <br />Finding <br />the keys inside, the chicken sped off with a length of rope hoping he <br />still had time to save his friend's life. <br /> <br />Back at the bog the horse was surprised, but happy, to see the chicken <br />arrive in the shiny car.  He managed to get a hold of the rope the <br />chicken <br />tossed to him after tying the other end to the rear bumper of the car. <br /> <br />The chicken then drove slowly forward and with the aid of the powerful <br />car <br />rescued the horse. <br /> <br />Happy and proud the chicken drove the car back to the farmhouse and the <br />farmer was none the wiser when he returned. <br /> <br />The friendship between the two animals was cemented.  Best Buddies, <br />Best <br />Pals. <br /> <br />A few weeks later the chicken fell into a mud pit and soon began to <br />sink <br />and cried out to the horse to save his life. <br /> <br />The horse thought a moment, walked over and straddeled the large <br />puddle. <br />Looking underneath, he told the chicken to grab his thing and he would <br />lift him out. <br /> <br />The chicken got a good grip and the horse pulled him out saving his <br />life. <br /> <br />The Moral Of The Story <br /> <br />When you're hung like a horse, you don't need a BMW to pick up chicks.||12.247.128.70||reg||10||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-09-2003||12:53 PM||||lmfao.....good one Ryan. When you are hung like a horse, the car of choice would be a GVR4.||65.227.204.217||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||04-09-2003||04:36 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||number3||04-09-2003||05:55 PM||||LOL!||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001503.cgi
A||||2||GVR1643||Texas members||||9||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||02-03-2003||09:56 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Well, I know we were all horified by the Shuttle incident this weekend and my respects and sympathy go out to all the families involved.<br /><br />Was wondering if any of the Texas members saw anything.  I was thinking of you guys during the news coverage and as strange as it might sound hoping none of the debris would land on anyones houses - I just can't imagine looking up and seeing any thing like that...||167.142.22.232||reg||9||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||02-03-2003||12:30 PM||||Many people around here heard the boom, and I was outside trying to watch it pass over anyways, but some buildings blocked my line of sight.  <br /><br />Much of the debris came down in an area that I have camped in before.  I'm actually suprised that noone has had pieces fall on them, since some of the debris is pretty large.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard_GVR4||00000148||yes
Z||000002||GVR4#1862||02-03-2003||06:15 PM||||it woke me i up <br />i thought someone had hit one of my cars <br />then went back to sleep and found out what happened||65.71.202.41||reg||1||GVR4#1362||00000733||yes



ubb/Forum3/001502.cgi
A||||13||04DrBlur||ARP manifold studs||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||02-02-2003||09:21 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||Anyone out there know where I can get the best price for a full set of exhaust manifold studs?  Ken I believe you mentioned something awhile back about stainless studs but I couldnt find them in my search.  I have a broken one and am just goin to replace them all while in there.  Thanks.||64.108.85.15||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||dsmsleeper||02-02-2003||09:52 PM||||You might want to consider stainless bolts.||64.53.222.196||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||02-02-2003||10:36 PM||||Thats what I want to know is where to look for the stainless studs and bolts.  I want to take care of this this weekend.  The car just doesnt pull as hard as it should and want to find the problem.  I am goin to start with the obvious...||64.108.85.15||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||02-03-2003||09:16 AM||||You should be able to get them at a good hardware store.  Maybe even Home Depot or Lowes.  Take a long a stud or nut and just match 'em up.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-03-2003||09:29 AM||||i have forgotten where i got these.  some guys had a group buy in the northeast, i think philadelphia.  dont use bolts, they will mess up the threads in the head, and they will back off a lot.  eventually you will have oval holes where the threads used to be.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||02-03-2003||12:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> You should be able to get them at a good hardware store.  Maybe even Home Depot or Lowes.  Take a long a stud or nut and just match 'em up. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've never seen high quality heat treated SS studs at a regular hardware store.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard_GVR4||00000148||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||02-03-2003||04:02 PM||||I don't have a loging to search dsmtalk but if you do try there.<br />I bought a set from the guy who made it for the group buy. I believe he's still making them.<br />It comes with copper nuts and not SS. He claims it's better because the SS ones will bake on to the SS studs and you'll never get them off.<br />Quality and service was great. Don't know how it works though. It's still sitting in my tool box.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||joec||02-03-2003||06:03 PM||||I found this link on dsmtalk, not sure if it's the one you used: <a href="http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~jpw26/" target="_blank">http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~jpw26/</a>||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||02-03-2003||07:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> I found this link on dsmtalk, not sure if it's the one you used:  <a href="http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~jpw26/" target="_blank">http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~jpw26/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Those are the ones I got, they work GREAT.  Make sure and chase the threads with a tap to clean them well first.  I had a tough time threading in a couple of those SS studs till I cleaned the threads out.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard_GVR4||00000148||yes
Z||000009||silly4turbo||02-03-2003||08:20 PM||||while we're on the subject ... I have a new exhaust mani ready to install, but those bolts SUCK to get at .. any tips on getting at them ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||02-03-2003||10:53 PM||||12mm ratcheting wrench. Whoever came up with that idea is the man. I can't even work with regular wrenches anymore.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.61.227||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||DSSA||02-03-2003||11:00 PM||||Wurth carries the studs/nuts that this requires.  I stocked a bunch of them, never marketed them, and ended up using them up on my cars, my brother's and my friend's cars.  But those are the guys to see.||152.163.207.189||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||02-03-2003||11:10 PM||||i also recommend the bmw exh nut, 11 62 1 737 171.  these are copper coated, they have a huge shoulder on them, so you dont need a washer, AND, they are helicoiled.  really trick.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||Ian M||02-03-2003||11:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> 12mm ratcheting wrench. Whoever came up with that idea is the man. I can't even work with regular wrenches anymore.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Amen,brother!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.77||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/001504.cgi
A||||7||meshwork||Untinting the windows...horrendous experience||||8||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||02-03-2003||07:33 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Ok, when I clean the car, I am psycho about it. If I was to clean my car all in one day it would take about 6 hours. <br /><br />So because I didn't have a lot of time today, I decided to just do the windows. <br /><br />The previous owner had tint put in, and the job was just aweful, and its been bothering me ever since I got the car, but its been too cold lately to do anything about it. But today it was gorgeous out, so while I was cleaning the back window I noticed that a peice of the tint was coming up, so I pulled it and soon enough I had all the tint off the back window. Then I realized the glue.<br /><br />Long story short, I just spend 2 hours scrubbing the back window with Hi-Solv to get all this effing glue off. <br /><br />Happy ending: I can now see clearly out the back window, yay!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Now I have to dedicate some time to get it off the side glass.||151.199.244.43||reg||8||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||369of1000||02-03-2003||07:46 PM||||Your right, today was beautiful.<br /><br />My friend had the same problem with the tint glue. His solution was a rag dipped in moonshine. The glue came off in about 5 minutes. Before the moonshine he tried scraping the window with a razor. It worked but would have taken forever.||24.151.115.112||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||02-03-2003||10:17 PM||||I generally go to the pro's and ask them what they use when troubled with such gray areas, as using a blade on your rear defrost will ruin it in one swipe. i know they use scotch-brite pads to get old glue off them with some kind of solution . Id never tint cars for a living its a thankless job .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||02-03-2003||10:26 PM||||When I had my Jeep Cherokee it had horrible faded purple tint. I hated it. However, I knew what tint was like coming off so I took it to a local tinter and let him deal with it. Best $35 I ever spent on that Jeep. That glue stuff just plain sucks ass.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Ian M||02-03-2003||11:07 PM||||Ive scraped tint off a few cars,fun job,I feel your pain..I had to take some nasty purple tint off my old GVR4,wow the back window was a huge PITA. Not to mention having to listen to my GF at the time gripe about how my car smelled like "cheese" for the next week or so..hehe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> Now that the back window is done,the rest is pretty much cake. I used amonia based window cleaner,it worked like a charm. If you can get an edge peeled up with a razor blade,just continue to peel back carefully while continuously spraying on the window cleaner. Depends on the age of the tint.Usually the older the tint,the more brittle it is (mine was as old as the car Im sure),and the more you'll have to help it along with the razor blade. If there is any glue left on the glass,If you can keep the glue wet when you are scraping it,it should ball up,and you can pick it off the glass.<br /><br /> Have fun   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.77||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||02-04-2003||03:09 AM||||I just removed my old faded tint on my VR4 last weekend and I must say I didn't have any problems at all. I used a razor to cut the tint into 'sections', then used the razor to start at a corner and was able to tear it off in sheets... worked rather well. Then I used a razor to remove the glue. Mabye 5-10 minutes per window. The hard part is the rear window because of the defroster lines. This took more time, but it wasn't bad. Just buy a 100 pack of razors... I think I used about 20 or so through the whole process.<br />Going to get the car retinted next week... leather will be too damn hot in the summer without it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||VR-4play||02-04-2003||02:50 PM||||yeah... i've done this a few times.  the older the tint, the harder it is to get it off. they sell tint adhesive remover at most auto parts stores, i got some from walmart. it works pretty good.  the tint they sell now will not "purple" so that is a good thing. i don't know how turbowop got someone to remove all of the tint and glue for just $35.  they were going to charge me twice that. i messed up my defrost doing it myself (before i had that remover), but i really don't need it.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000007||Jon||02-04-2003||03:16 PM||||There is an easy trick to this.  <br /><br />1.  Get the tint really wet with windex or even water with dish washing soap.<br />2.  Take a plastic garabage bag and put it on top of the tint.  You basically have plastic bag, then the cleaner, then the tint.<br />3.  Every 30 minutes or so, pull back the plastic bag and spray the window again.  Get it really really wet.<br />4.  After a few hours of doing this, remove the plastic bag.  The tint shoud just come off pretty easily and the glue will stay stuck to the tint, not the window.<br /><br />If the glue is still sticking to the window, put the plastic bag back on the tint and spray more cleaner on it.  Then just wait a while long and try it again.<br /><br />I did my Galant one day and I used 1 razor for the entire car.  My windshield was even tinted like 15% from top to bottom and all that tint came off without much fuss.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum3/001505.cgi
A||||0||Jose||Galant Vr4 Getting Towed||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||02-03-2003||09:49 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||I was driving on RT 3 East(Rutherford, NJ)about 4pm and there was a flatbed tow truck pulled over on the side of the road with a white VR4 on the bed (West bound lane). Just wondering if it was someone from the board.<br />Jose....||205.188.197.41||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum3/001506.cgi
A||||1||998||Searched, but couldn't find what I'm looking for..||||1||||998||00000480
Z||000000||998||02-05-2003||12:18 AM||||Does anybody have detailed instructions on the 4WS blockoff mod? I have a rear line leak and trying to turn this thing without PS is like wrestling with a hippo. I checked the mofugas website, no luck. Any help is greatly appreciated.||63.185.0.162||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||02-05-2003||07:20 PM||||I just got 15 hits using the search function in the upper right of this board. Do a search for "AWS" and "4WS" in Technical Questions to get what I got.||24.136.17.75||reg||14||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum3/001507.cgi
A||||3||turboflanagan||bob in chicago||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||02-05-2003||08:16 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I just saw your signature and remembered about your interior.  Could you PLEASE post some pics of it for my curiosity?  <br /><br />Maybe we should make Bob's VR4 the next member's ride just for the interior.||64.63.210.168||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||02-06-2003||09:51 AM||||I have been meaning to borrow a friend's scanner and email in some pics of #1072 (daily driver with 169,000 miles on the original motor.)||24.136.17.75||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||02-06-2003||10:22 AM||||I've seen it-it is kinda cool.  Definitely different.  Original owner must have wanted badly to have a different color to pay for new leather.<br /><br />It also actually makes the car seem a bit more modern, as some cars have come with this color combo in the interior in recent years.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-07-2003||04:42 PM||||You know, I *have* pictures of Bob's car (mostly of his intake) on an undeveloped roll of APS film -- I think I took them 5 months ago.  I have held back on getting the film developed because I'm not ready to do the mods yet (took them as research)...<br /><br />Perhaps this weekend when I go grocery shopping I'll drop it off in the bottomless film drop box.  I'll post them when I get them back if Bob doesn't object.<br /><br />The re-upholstry job is definitely first-class.  Even the patches along the armrest were done.  It all looks stock and if you weren't a VR-4 owner you'd never know.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001508.cgi
A||||2||Jon||Who is user hibern8?||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-06-2003||07:40 AM||jon@jgronline.com||A member since 4/25/02 but he recently changed his email address to a bad one.  Before I delete his account, does anyone know who this is?  He has 281 posts and he lives in Chicago.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000001||ProudDSM||02-06-2003||04:14 PM||||Two days ago I received the foglights he sold me. One of them is badly damaged. I sent him a calm email about this and haven't heard back from him yet. I have a hotmail email address of his. His name is Keneth DiMarco. Not sure if I should post his email all over the place yet though. If you want it send me a private email and I will give it to you.||66.24.80.75||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||02-06-2003||06:34 PM||||that would be me!!!!!!!!! changed the user name to the proper one. <br /><br />As for you George you have had mail. Badly damaged?? Hmmmmmm Original lights that were in good condidtion for 50 bucks. Was a deal.||65.227.204.222||reg||1||hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001509.cgi
A||||5||howard_GVR4||YUCK!!||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||02-06-2003||12:33 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402317763&category=33696" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402317763&category=33696</a>||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-06-2003||01:08 PM||||they don't look bad, but don't you need more than one piece of wood accent, like dash, steering wheel, console, etc.? how do you accent nothing?||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||02-06-2003||04:55 PM||||<a href="http://www.wooddash.com" target="_blank">www.wooddash.com</a>  i believe has a full Galant interior kit...wood, carbon, aluminum, you name it...might make up for the blandness of the stock interior||64.12.107.37||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||02-06-2003||05:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.wooddash.com" target="_blank">www.wooddash.com</a>  i believe has a full Galant interior kit...wood, carbon, aluminum, you name it...might make up for the blandness of the stock interior </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like the simplicity of the black and grey everywhere!  :-)  The only thing I'd rather have would be black cloth seats.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||02-06-2003||09:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.wooddash.com" target="_blank">www.wooddash.com</a>  i believe has a full Galant interior kit...wood, carbon, aluminum, you name it...might make up for the blandness of the stock interior </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like the simplicity of the black and grey everywhere!  :-)  The only thing I'd rather have would be black cloth seats. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's a nice set in a Galant out at the Pick and Pull I usually go to..along with a nice set of light grey leather seats.||12.237.48.63||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||02-06-2003||11:21 PM||||i need a passenger side panel. mine was vandalized, and i need the one. front right if you dare to ship .. Scotty mines like a gray color.,||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/001510.cgi
A||||10||VR-4play||member rating||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||02-06-2003||01:44 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||i just really noticed this by folks' names. is this how much people like you, or is it based on something? just curious. i tried to give myself five stars when i saw it, but i guess you can't rate yourself  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  .||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||02-06-2003||02:00 PM||||Its all a popularity contest. Thats fine *sniffle*, I'll just be the kid *sniffle* who sits in the corner *sniffle* and draws in his notebook, just like in *sniffle* high school. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-06-2003||02:00 PM||||nah, it's racial.||209.220.6.230||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||02-06-2003||02:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> nah, it's racial. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damnit, I just spit the water I was drinking all over the keyboard.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||02-06-2003||03:54 PM||||I think that Kenns right,:)J/K I feel that if you rate someone its becouse they truly know what are doing when talking about somthing or they are my hero( I think Nate got up to 5 stars realley quick)||64.157.124.134||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||02-06-2003||05:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> nah, it's racial. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So is there a bonus for Koreans or something? :-)<br /><br />Will work for kimchi.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||BluFalcon||02-06-2003||09:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> nah, it's racial. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So is there a bonus for Koreans or something? :-)<br /><br />Will work for kimchi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey I want my kimchi points too...||12.237.48.63||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000007||drew||02-06-2003||10:10 PM||||kimchi mashiseo||65.184.77.145||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||02-06-2003||10:40 PM||||Domo Arigato, Mr. Roboto<br /><br />I think I'm turning japanese, I think I'm turning japanese....<br /><br />Great! Now, I got all these 80's tunes in my head...<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Drew - jokes apart, I am trying to find a place where I can learn the language...any good online sources for me||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||number3||02-06-2003||11:37 PM||||You are not old enough to remember the 80's!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||02-06-2003||11:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> You are not old enough to remember the 80's!<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry,<br />I can just picture what's coming back at ya for that one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Damn I remember the 70's. But it's going to be worst for you from KC.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.94||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/001511.cgi
A||||2||mitsuvr4||Now here's some brakes!!||||14||||mitsuvr4||00000369
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||02-06-2003||05:37 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||I realize this is a GVR4 site, but eye candy is eye candy.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.midamericamotorplex.com/albums/c5-lap-record.htm" target="_blank">http://www.midamericamotorplex.com/albums/c5-lap-record.htm</a><br /><br />Towards the bottom of the pics is a brake pic.  6-piston Brembo, wouldn't that be nice?<br /><br />Just thought some may like to take a look.<br /><br />In addition, if you live near MAM it looks like they'll be doing Saturday street racing again this year.  No timeslips, just line up against someone and let it fly.  Sounds like fun and a good way to test the goods.<br /><br />I'll be there for the April 12th night because I'm racing my bike for CRA during the day.  I might bring the Galant down for fun too.  Anyone live in that area?||134.29.246.249||reg||14||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||02-06-2003||05:40 PM||||Does Iowa count for "in the area"?  4 1/2 hour drive - yikes.  You do have a Mazda 6 thing going on soon up there where for x amount of dollars you can take one around the track - I wouldn't mind beating on someone else's new car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.225||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||02-06-2003||05:47 PM||||Yep, nice brakes. <br /><br />I tried to look at the brakes, but the headers distracted me.  Is it just me, or does that thing look carbeurated??||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/001512.cgi
A||||13||galantvr4||IC Kit||||10||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||02-06-2003||06:14 PM||galantvr4@aol.com||Well guys im getting closer and closer to my goal!<br />I ordered my bov and tbody flanges from road race so i can start welding up the pipes. I baught a spearco intercooler for 300 new the dementions are as follows 24 X 8 X 3.5 with 3" inlets but im going to reduce them to 2" in and 2.5" out. I will start a visual diary about how it goes so people can see the process and ask questions! Peace||65.204.89.15||reg||10||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-06-2003||07:16 PM||||Please post pics and stuff with the diary. It will really help the people that want to make their own piping. Thanx||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||02-06-2003||08:12 PM||||sounds sweet, I'd definatly like to watch that whole process go down, and that's a mod I would really like to have. go for it !||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4||02-06-2003||11:30 PM||||i willpost pictures but idont know how to do this url stuff so if i could send them to somone and they could post themthat would be sweet||198.81.18.167||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-07-2003||03:59 PM||||I will host images for the board.<br /><br /><b>Go to this URL:  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a>, follow the instructions, enjoy.</b>||12.247.128.70||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||broke down||02-10-2003||10:43 PM||||Exactly where the heck did you get a spearco for 300 bucks???||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-10-2003||10:45 PM||||I think he got it  <a href="http://cgi6.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewSellersOtherItems&userid=boostcoolers" target="_blank">from this guy on eBay</a>.<br /><br />For what reason would you reduce the inlet/outlet sizes?||65.43.115.162||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||galantvr4||02-10-2003||11:54 PM||||First off i will have the first stages of pics hopefully by tomarrow night. Secondly i got the I/C from this guy on dsm trader, you guys need to make sure you dont forget to check it well and often for deals. Its not one of the onesthat have been on ebay for a week, all though i was readyto buy one of those befor this guy called my to tell my he still had it. He was selling it because his buddy smashed his car and  couldn't put it on, He needed cash fast. Third i am going to reduce the size because i don't have a turbo to flow for a three inch dia. pipe. Just a 16g||198.81.21.58||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||02-11-2003||02:06 PM||||So if the piping/IC is too big it takes lightyears to spool then?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||02-11-2003||03:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> So if the piping/IC is too big it takes lightyears to spool then? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not necessarily.  He probably wants to size it down since it's easier to fit 2.5" pipes than 3".  Also, unless it's gonna be a monster like Harry's, 3" would be total overkill.  <br /><br />I have 2.5" piping and the 2-120 Spearco core and my spool is not one bit slower than before.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||Ian M||02-11-2003||07:41 PM||||Plus the Throttle Body i.d. is 2.5"..||129.71.115.107||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000011||broke down||02-12-2003||11:38 PM||||Does this guy that has all of these intercoolers sell them anywhere but e-bay?||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000012||galantvr4||02-12-2003||11:57 PM||||Sorry its takin so long to get the pictures up im wating on the i/c still to come in the mail. I did get the battey relocated and my dejon intake in though. i will try to get this stuff up so you can see it. I need to go onto JC witney to order u bends.||198.81.18.179||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000013||galantvr4||02-16-2003||02:02 AM||||Ok I rdered my bends. I ordered 3 180's and 3 90's I wanted to be sure I had enough material so I wouldn't have to re order. The tota came to about $80 bucks. They will most likely get here by this next week, along with my intercooler. So far total parts cost comes to this as of now, 300 for the i/c, 120 for the dejon, 60 for the bat relocate kit, 25for the flanges from RRE, and 80 bucks for the pipe bends.||198.81.20.183||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes



ubb/Forum3/001513.cgi
A||||3||atsiauto||some pics of  some of my junk . ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-06-2003||07:47 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||theres only a couple in there of the galant. its still under construction , but has been tagged and insured for the second time. it needs paint/body work next Im replacing both rear doors too many dents. I paid 200 for the galant. went through a time to get it titled. enjoy, Scotty<br /><a href="http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/atsiauto/slideshow?&.dir=/Scottys+dog+piles&.src=ph&.view=t" target="_blank">http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/atsiauto/slideshow?&.dir=/Scottys+dog+piles&.src=ph&.view=t</a>||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-07-2003||04:47 PM||||Sweet.  Thanks for sharing.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||02-07-2003||05:50 PM||||I always heard Virginia was for louvers. Now I understand!||67.34.236.77||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||BluFalcon||02-07-2003||06:37 PM||||I still want a Conquest or Starion.  Seeing some of those pics reminds me of how much I like the way those cars look.  Oh well with my Slipstreams on the car, I've got the wide rear tire look on my GVR4 too.||12.237.48.63||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum3/001516.cgi
A||||8||blacksheep||anyone buy from turbochargers.com ||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-07-2003||02:29 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi <br /><br />My buddy needs a new turbo for his car and was considering buying a turbo from turbochargers.com. I have heard nothing too bad, but I do know that Robert Young (forced performance) used to actually work there. Their prices seem decent, so I figured I would poll the list for their opinion on this place! thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||talontsi||02-07-2003||07:45 PM||||I have heard bad stuff about thier warrenty work on new turbo's.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000002||number3||02-08-2003||02:16 PM||||I bought a frank3 back in Jan 99 or 98 they were not the easiest to deal with on problems.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||andy||02-11-2003||10:20 PM||||They are complete idiots, probably even worse than Turbonetics. The story is too long to even go into complete detail, but I have no faith in them being able to build OR repair a turbo. If you are buying a new 16G or something, you might be ok, but anything they have to put together, I say run and hide.<br /><br />There are SO many turbos shops out there now Im sure you can find someone better to buy from.||64.4.103.143||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000004||number3||02-11-2003||11:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Hi <br /><br />My buddy needs a new turbo for his car and was considering buying a turbo from turbochargers.com. I have heard nothing too bad, but I do know that Robert Young (forced performance) used to actually work there. Their prices seem decent, so I figured I would poll the list for their opinion on this place! thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why not give Ben a call...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.agpturbo.com/" target="_blank">http://www.agpturbo.com/</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||02-12-2003||12:00 AM||||Yeah, Just get somthing from AGP or FP. I would rather buy somthing from a shop that is there for us as a group for ten or twenty bucks more than with some giant wholesale place where you just become an invoice insted of a return customer becouse evreyone is out for a quick buck. Who would you want to talk on the phone for tech support some guy who has his hand in almost all of the 9second DSMs or some guy who just answers then phone slaps somthing together and ships it out without a concern for the products future use. Too be honest I lost the plot long ago.||209.246.133.35||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-12-2003||09:12 AM||||Didnt Robert work at turbochargers ?||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||02-12-2003||04:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Didnt Robert work at turbochargers ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He left a long time ago.  I wouldn't buy anything from them.||4.47.83.92||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||02-12-2003||09:26 PM||||Harry - I gave Ben a call   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001515.cgi
A||||2||smokindav||free web hosing -where?||||1||||smokindav||00000400
Z||000000||smokindav||02-06-2003||11:46 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||Where can I get a free domain name and web hosting?  I want to put up a site with pix of my GVR4 on it.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Dave||64.6.83.167||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||02-06-2003||11:56 PM||||Try <a href="http://www.doteasy.com" target="_blank">www.doteasy.com</a><br />That's what I use. You have to pay for the domain though.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.94||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-07-2003||04:36 PM||||I am hosting images for use on this board (only).  See  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=4&t=000153" target="_blank">this post.</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001517.cgi
A||||3||tplesko||Installing Sparco Evos ||||6||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||02-07-2003||07:47 PM||||Hey everyone (and yes I did search first)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> ,<br /><br />It seems that some Sparco Evos may be finding their way into my car curtesy of my wonderful girlfriend.  I will be  getting the sparco brackets (seats are side mount) and sliders.  I went outside today to see how the stock seats bolt to the floor of the car.  It looks like there are just 4 locations that bolt down per seat.  Is this correct?<br /><br />Is there any reason I can't get some good steel bar stock and bolt it to the stock locations.  Then just drill holes for the sliders to bolt onto the bar stock?  The sparco brackets let me adjust the highest so I wouldn't think that was a problem and The seat seams like it would be centered that way.  Or are the stock mounting positions going to be a lot different width than with the side mount brackets?<br /><br />Any one installed aftermarket seats and made their own brackets? How did you do it?||12.253.92.211||reg||6||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-07-2003||08:53 PM||||use the search.  some of the info is already been covered.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||02-07-2003||09:27 PM||||Ken,<br /><br />I have searched the archives a lot and read all your articles about brackets.  I don't want to buy brackets but make them myself.  I have access to a full machine shop and can get things welded. I just wanted to know if anyone knew the dimensions or had made their own brackets before.  Also if there are just the 4 bolts holding the stock seat down,  I'll just pull it out tomorrow and check myself.  <br /><br />I'll let everyone know how it goes but if you've done your OWN brackets before let me know...||12.253.92.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||02-08-2003||01:47 AM||||I don't know dimensions, but yes, it is just the four bolts holding the seats down.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes



ubb/Forum3/001518.cgi
A||||10||VR4coop||What happens when your GVR4 meets a telephone pole||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||02-07-2003||08:11 PM||coop529@aol.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=7&width=400" target="_blank">GalantVR4.org</a> <br /><br /><br />I am gettin it fixed though, with the addition of a New AMS intercooler setup!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||02-07-2003||08:47 PM||||Time for a carbon fiber hood, jdm bumper, and prolly a Big intercooler too, huh?||65.82.82.18||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||VR4coop||02-07-2003||09:18 PM||||Well hence the AMS intercooler setup goin in soon. JDM bumper deal fell through and i couldnt deny a great junk yard deal. Complete GVR4 front end minus the motor and trans for $200. Also have these new wheels goin on in the spring these Velox 18x7.5,||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000003||VR4coop||02-07-2003||09:21 PM||||Well hence the AMS intercooler setup goin in soon. JDM bumper deal fell through and i couldnt deny a great junk yard deal. Complete GVR4 front end minus the motor and trans for $200. Also have these new wheels goin on in the spring these Velox 18x7.5,   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=10&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-08-2003||05:17 AM||||Sorry about the pole...  first one is "cheap" -- the next one will cost you an intercooler.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Any frame damage?||67.36.190.211||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||02-08-2003||09:27 AM||||OUCH!  At least you have a gameplan for the car now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Great choice on the Velox wheels.  I think they're great looking & wouldn't mind a set myself, but I"d get the bronze centers (I have a green car so I think it might look good).  I was considering the PG-5's (http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/velox/pg5-gunmetal.htm), but they only come in 17's though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    Should look great when it's all done though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||152.163.213.64||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000006||VR4coop||02-08-2003||11:24 AM||||No Frame Damage just the radiator supports, which i am taking from my junk yard galant, and the junk yard galant had a brand new hood on it, it was such a steal.||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||02-08-2003||12:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong>  and the junk yard galant had a brand new hood on it, it was such a steal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Too bad you can't really justify a carbonfiber hood now, but $200!!  That is a Great deal.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||02-08-2003||06:18 PM||||i should have post, "when an 18wheeler side swipt your gvr4". that was so much fun... and a while ago.  <br /><br />sorry about the pole but talk about a good deal from the junk yard.  hope it all goes well||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000009||4g63t||02-08-2003||06:25 PM||||Funny you should mention the pole, I just kissed a mailbox yesterday in that big snow. I'll post some pics when I get them...it smashed the back of the drivers side rear door and the rear wheel well up to the gas door. The day after I got it back too(Having carrier bearings replaced). Oh well.||65.129.80.44||reg||9||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000010||dsmsleeper||02-10-2003||05:00 PM||||Damn...this is not a good time for our cars!  My wife rear ended a truck with #955 (see post "Totally" in General).  I have a hood (maroon) and a fender (blue) headlights but I will need to replace the radiator support and the piece between the radiator support and the strut mount (maybe).  Sorry to hear about that.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum3/001519.cgi
A||||10||4g63t||An idea for us po' college folks||||1||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||02-08-2003||06:57 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||This is an idea I had yesterday when I smashed up my car. Now before I start, let me throw in some disclaimers. I only thought of this because of how this board is...everyone here is pretty cool, we have a very tight knit community. Most of us have gone out of our way for other gvr4 owners, and have had that returned to us. I'm not an entrepreneur, or a scam guy at all. I don't play the lottery, I don't pass on chain letters, I'm a no bullshit kind of guy. This idea came up b/c I know there are a lot of college students (like myself)on the board, and there are others who just don't have a lot of money for repairs, mods, etc. This is just a rough idea, it would take a lot of fine tuning, and a lot of managing, but its something to think about. Also, I don't know about the possible legal ramifications to this, I'm not a lawyer. Alright, here goes: Basically, it would be a kind of donation fund for gvr4 owners. When we crunch our cars, or whatever, other guys on the board could paypal that person like $2 or $3 to help them out. There's like 700 people on this board, granted, not everyone would, but even if 300 people paypaled $3 each, thats $900. I'm not saying that we should just send anybody money, but if they could prove they were legit(pictures, copies of bills, verification by a close-by board member) than maybe we could all pitch in to help each other out. Lets say over the next year 25 people crunch their cars. At $3 each, I'd shell out $75 over the next year to help other guys out. But I'd do that knowing that everyone else would pitch in for me when I needed it (Like now, for instance  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  ). Now let me put out that this is NOT a money making scheme! You might get $900 from 300 people, but if 300 people need help, your giving that $900 right back. For the guys that say they would never need that, fine, they don't have to be a part of it. But the basis of this thing would be the premise that we help each other out. I'll let everyone mull this over for a while, If you guys think this is a cool idea I have a couple of fine-tuning ideas. Haters and flamers, see my disclaimer up top. Thanks, Chris||65.129.80.44||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||02-08-2003||07:05 PM||||When sally struthers did this for poor ethopians she ate all the food, according to south park.  I would probably do something like this, because it is such a great community, and its only a couple dollars.  For it to work there would have to be some guidelines like u said(proof of damage and whatnot).  It might get kinda crazy though if people started wrecking there cars left and right.  I think a better, and safer way to help eachother out is with labor.  Like helping with timing belt jobs, trannies etc that the person might not know how to do.  I think this idea should be kicked around a bit though to see if it could be done legit like.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||02-08-2003||09:53 PM||||yes yes.. labor help, i would like that. that would be great.  i wish some of you guys lived near me.<br /><br />i don't kow how to do a lot of stuff, so i think that would be awesome.  i know stuff like that happens but sadly i guess i just happen to be in the wrong place.  i want to change out my 3 bolt of a 4 and would really like help. don't know if i should just go at it my own? don't sound like something i should do<br /><br />anyways. it sounds good...but so did communism, and that sucked||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||02-08-2003||10:02 PM||||I kinda like that idea. It's only 3 bucks. But I really like the idea of local help. But I would like to see pictures and what not proving that they smashed the car up. Definately something to think about. Oh, not just college students are poor, wait til you get laid off, then you become REALLY poor.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-08-2003||11:42 PM||||I don't know...  the more fucked up your cars are, the more valuable mine becomes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.37.190.6||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||02-09-2003||09:01 AM||||I think it would be nice if on this site there was a list of states and how many members are in each state and location and stuff, that way when someone needs help, they can ring up the local guys first. About the donation for accidents, I think it is a great idea, I think that it should be managed by Jon(owner of site who we all trust), the person in the accident would send him the proof, he would OK it or not, then we would send him, or someone else if he did not want to do it, the money, and he would send it to the victim.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||02-09-2003||04:18 PM||||yea i don't mind with the labor or the money issue as along as you are sincere....||63.201.91.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000007||number3||02-09-2003||08:49 PM||||What happened?  Is there anything I can do?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.238||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||#1459 VR-4||02-09-2003||09:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I think it would be nice if on this site there was a list of states and how many members are in each state and location and stuff, that way when someone needs help, they can ring up the local guys first.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know there is a list on Yahoo, at least I think there is, but has there ever been a list on here about where everyone is located?  It would probably be helpful...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||#1459 VR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||02-09-2003||11:30 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=directory;d=browse;p=1;sorder=4" target="_blank">There's this list...</a>||67.36.176.106||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||VR-4play||02-10-2003||07:39 AM||||thanks for the list. maybe you guys in the atlanta area will want to get an event started (like helping me finish my car).  i think that charity thing is a good idea, but i hope it can stay legit.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum3/001520.cgi
A||||3||Louters91GVR4||buschur 1g big front mount||||1||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||02-08-2003||10:01 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||will this fit on the galant???<br /><br />tom||24.208.133.45||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||Louters91GVR4||02-08-2003||10:02 PM||||fabrication is welcome<br /><br />tom||24.208.133.45||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||02-09-2003||05:06 PM||||Yes, I've gone over my 1G TEL 2-120 install in the archives before.  It will work, and the TEL piping can also be made to work with a little fabrication (and the stock uncut radiator).||4.47.83.92||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||02-12-2003||12:03 AM||||If you ask Tym nicely, he'll even MAKE the GVR4 pipes.....||68.55.214.251||reg||6||geoff@machv||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/001521.cgi
A||||3||Team Ducktape||Pics work....||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||02-09-2003||06:21 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Just thought I would try the link. Here is a pic awhile ago of the IC going in, thanks for the pic space!<br />Thanks,<br />Ryan<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=16" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=16</a>||24.209.155.78||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-09-2003||11:32 PM||||You've been quiet for a little while -- been up to anything good?||67.36.176.106||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||02-12-2003||02:30 AM||||Nope nothing good! Moved and have new job. But yea trying to get time to work on car and visit here once in a while. Niether has been really happening  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  What's up with your car?||24.209.155.78||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-12-2003||11:31 AM||||Everything under the hood is happy... er, aside from the shifter cable coming off.  I have a MBC @ 14psi.  Stock everything else.  Of course boost and EGT gauges.  EGT doesn't have a probe attached yet, waiting to afford an Evo exhaust manifold so I can throw out my cracked stocker.  Fuel pump not in yet.  Battery not moved yet.  Front strut bar not installed...<br /><br />Although I fiend for a little more power, I really need to address the "weak knees".  Looks like I got the original shocks/struts on the car.  161k miles.<br /><br />I can't wait for warmer weather... I am completely unmotivated to do anything on the car when it is this damn cold.  (We) are trying to sell the condo and get a house with a garage.<br /><br />I've been fiddling with electronics -- stealthed Beartracker (antenna in pass. A-pillar) and CB (piggybacks on radio antenna) all mounted in glove box and hardwired.  Basically anything I can do INSIDE the car I'm doing.  Hunting down and killing rattles and squeaks, detailing the inside of the vents...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001522.cgi
A||||11||Hertz||A little slack in the shifter||||1||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||02-09-2003||11:45 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||...cruising around some neighborhoods this afternoon (house shopping) and crossing an intersection my stick goes limp.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   There was suddenly no resistence (moves freely front-back) in the shifter and I'm in first gear with the clutch engaged!  I said, "that is the *last* thing I expected to break."<br /><br />So I stop the car and pull up the boot: everythings cool, but the cable moves freely.  I take a peak under the hood and the "eyelet" at the transmission end of the cable isn't attached to anything.  <br /><br />I pulled the snorkel and aircan so I could wrangle it.  The bushing was still intact on the transmission's lever but obviously the "washer" and cotterpin are gone.  WTF?  It seemed to me as I hunted for a replacement (from the trunk) that it may have been unsecured as it stayed put through some good test shifts without anything holding it on besides friction.<br /><br />I wonder if broke because of the cold temperatures, old age, grinding shifts or if it was ever there?!  I was able to patch it and limp home with some very stout steel wire but still need to find a more permanent repair -- and inspect the other linkage!<br /><br />Just thought I'd share.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.36.176.106||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-10-2003||11:12 PM||||There's been a lot of talk (even recently) about improving the shifting in our cars...  since this incident I've studied the system a bit.  It seems that a lot of the excess play in my shifting comes from the transmission end of things.  The rubber bushings on the levers are completely rock-hard and shrunken.  The millimeter of free play there feels like 1/4" at the stick.<br /><br />Anyone have any input on using perhaps a solid (non-rubber) bushing?  I think the design was so that it will absorb most of the grinding, so would a solid bushing increase my chances of transmission wear/breakage?  Maybe a tight fitting urethane with a little silicone spray?||65.43.115.162||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||DSSA||02-11-2003||08:30 AM||||Mach V sells the Symborski kit which consists of machined metal bushings.  I think that they're about $35.||64.12.104.163||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||02-11-2003||10:29 AM||||DSMparts.com have what it looks like a brass set that replaces the plastic ones at your tranny.<br />I would rather buy a set made from urithane though.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.200.19||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||02-11-2003||10:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> There's been a lot of talk (even recently) about improving the shifting in our cars...  since this incident I've studied the system a bit.  It seems that a lot of the excess play in my shifting comes from the transmission end of things.  The rubber bushings on the levers are completely rock-hard and shrunken.  The millimeter of free play there feels like 1/4" at the stick.<br /><br />Anyone have any input on using perhaps a solid (non-rubber) bushing?  I think the design was so that it will absorb most of the grinding, so would a solid bushing increase my chances of transmission wear/breakage?  Maybe a tight fitting urethane with a little silicone spray? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The replacement Mitsu bushings (not the rubber feet under the shifter, the actual hat bushings on the levers) are much better than the original ones (white).  The new blue ones seem more durable.  <br /><br />Anyways, I replaced all the shifter bushings on the tranny arms and shifter arms with new OEM ones and some grease, and it helped way more than the Symborski shift "washers" ever did.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-11-2003||02:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br />The replacement Mitsu bushings (not the rubber feet under the shifter, the actual hat bushings on the levers) are much better than the original ones (white).  The new blue ones seem more durable.  <br /><br />Anyways, I replaced all the shifter bushings on the tranny arms and shifter arms with new OEM ones and some grease, and it helped way more than the Symborski shift "washers" ever did. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Gabor: Yeah, I feel like brass would not leave me any room for error in shifting.<br /><br />DSSA: Thanks, already have done that and more. (Shims, grease, etc.)  She's nice 'n tight in the cabin.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Yes Howard, that's exactly the kind of thing I was hoping to hear!  I suppose I should look it up in CAPS when I get home.  They used to be white?  Mine are shit-brown/black.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks all.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||02-11-2003||02:34 PM||||I have the Extrememotorsports kit that goes on the tranny. IT replces the rubber bushings with a piece of machined alum. VERY nice.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||02-11-2003||08:17 PM||||Duc Hunter,<br />You're talking about the bushings that goes between the bracket and the tranny right?<br /><br />We're talking about the one that goes on the shifter cable ends where the loop is.<br /><br />Either way I would like to replace both of them with polyuretane ones.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.196||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||02-11-2003||09:11 PM||||Anyone ever have any experience with the "pour your own" urethane bushing stuff?||67.36.176.150||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||1420mark||06-30-2003||01:16 PM||||i am looking to fix the slack in shift too, not certain these metal ones are the way to go.  there are two part rubbef mold materials (hi tech) of various densities. do not know how they would hold up. what definitive answers to all upgrades successful for shifter slack elimination, ta   mark||24.175.9.140||reg||1||mark kaufman||00001743||yes
Z||000010||curtis||06-30-2003||03:24 PM||||got in an evo eight yesterday and played with shifter. Sweet nice and tight and just flows through the gears.I came home and thighten up the transmission end by looping steel saftey wire arond the eylet beteen the rubber and the steel it helped for now but I'm going to replace every piece of rubber and plastic in mine in a few weeks.  If I could swing it I would get a sequental shifter like the group n rally cars in europe found theses shifter one night on the web by typing in mitsubishi sequential shifters they have hydralic or cable versions any where from 800 to 1600, back for upshifts and forward for down shifts even comes with a sexy little number indicator for the dash. Direct bolt in.||65.135.142.129||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||06-30-2003||07:59 PM||||The slack in my shifter is absurd. I think I will get some new OEM ones this week and see how those act.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/001523.cgi
A||||9||a_santos||GOLD intercooler, can you say RICE||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||02-10-2003||02:48 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Check this out guys <br />     <img src="http://www.micksmetalcraft.com/customers/crx.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />Whoa man, than must cool twice as much as an aluminum intercooler.||198.111.38.123||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||02-10-2003||03:37 PM||||urrrrr, that is aluminum. Its called gold plating. Let me guess if it was on a VR4, you comment would be different. Lets see your IC setup.;{||68.56.210.128||reg||8||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||02-10-2003||04:05 PM||||Actually it's probably just anodized or  <i>maybe</i>  painted.  It doesn't look too bad though.  Plus delSol's are kinda fun little cars.  Kinda...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||02-10-2003||04:09 PM||||look at the one in the background of that pic rt side of the frame ! that was a monsta .. !!||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||VR-4play||02-10-2003||04:14 PM||||I think it looks good. That would look good on a green or black vr4 with gold rims.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-10-2003||04:28 PM||||Hey<br /><br />That would be an apexi FMIC not designed for the delsol on it...Its the same IC as mine....<br /><br />I think it looks cool as hell. Drivers Image has a civic hatch just like that which has the same gold paint.<br /><br />Also, the top secret MKIV is also gold, people generally dont call that rice and if they do, you know they are jealous and have their PhD's....Playa Hating Degree    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   <br /><br />VR-4 play: When my gvr4 is done, I'll send out some pics...Its black and will be sporting gold rims with a deep-dish polished lip. <br /><br />Of course, most people will deem it rice coz its me after all...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||02-10-2003||04:45 PM||||I know it is not actually gold! Just don't see the point in painting a perfectly good intercooler GOLD, maybe black for stealth but GOLD, I'm sorry that's RICE all the way. It is not conicedence that it is on a Honduh.<br /><br />Leave the RICE for the Honduhs guys.||198.111.38.140||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||dsmsleeper||02-10-2003||04:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I know it is not actually gold! Just don't see the point in painting a perfectly good intercooler GOLD, maybe black for steath but GOLD, I'm sorry that's RICE all the way. It is not conicedence that it is on a Honduh. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stealth black!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000008||DookGVR4||02-10-2003||08:18 PM||||well seeing that the car is of simalr color...it is "stealth"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />I like it...<br /><br />But i would not paint my car that color in the first place so i personally would opt to keep it a "regular" color||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000009||VR-4play||02-10-2003||09:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> VR-4 play: When my gvr4 is done, I'll send out some pics...Its black and will be sporting gold rims with a deep-dish polished lip. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sounds tight. 18s? I am seriously thinking about 18" chrome. trying to keep it ghetto  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  my vr4 is my only car not riding on chrome.||67.75.131.108||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum3/001524.cgi
A||||20||sleeper||Something cool for your VR-4||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||02-10-2003||03:21 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I know I always teese you guys with something but this time it's for real and have 10 on hand ready to go. Of course with your car number on it.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/vr4plugcover.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/vr4plugcover.JPG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/vr4plugcover2.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/vr4plugcover2.JPG</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.61.121||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||02-10-2003||03:30 PM||||$$?..||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||02-10-2003||03:35 PM||||I'm not too into the flat engraved plug covers, I like my CF one too much.  :-)<br /><br />However, I do want one of those exhaust manifold pretty heat shields!!||129.120.57.103||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||GVR4ZUM||02-10-2003||03:51 PM||||Nice.<br />How much and does it come with allen head screws?||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||02-10-2003||06:58 PM||||It comes with 5 stainless steel allen head bolts.<br />The price is $35.00 plus $5.00 shipping.<br />For an aditional $4.00 I'll also include 8 stainless steel allen head bolts for your valve cover.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.61.121||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||number3||02-10-2003||07:31 PM||||Gabor, <br /><br />They are very nice and $40 dollars is a killer price. Sure beats the ugly plastic OEM cover. You should sell out in no time...<br /><br /><br />This is mine but at 4X the money!<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=23&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||02-10-2003||07:35 PM||||I am in with Howard on the that heat shield.  How much?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||02-10-2003||08:31 PM||||I'll take one.  Please email me.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||02-10-2003||10:26 PM||||I still don't have the manifold covers finished.<br />Should be done soon though.<br /><br />Harry,<br />Your cover is nice, but does it still shines like the day you bolted it on? Well, yours might does because it's not your daily driver.<br />Polished aluminum tends to fade and have white spots on it if you don't keep it polished all the time.<br />This stainless steel cover I have needs nothing.<br />The one I had on my car never been cleaned and still looks like new.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.61.121||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||number3||02-11-2003||07:23 PM||||Yes it still looks like the day I bought it for the reason you stated. <br /><br />I also think your version is cool as stated above. Selling them should be no problem.<br /><br />I like the number on the cover idea, obviously.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||02-11-2003||08:51 PM||||Way cool, Gabor!  Let me know when the heat shields are done; probably get both at the same time.<br /><br />Jon F.<br />'92 #305||134.10.12.12||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||chhuong||02-12-2003||12:35 AM||||Hey i would like one!!  i'll take the whole package deal!!  I'm #1448/2000.  Please email me with all the details!!  sirrealracer@attbi.com||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||02-19-2003||01:04 PM||||I have 5 more of these plug covers for sale if anybody is interested.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/vr4plugcover.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/vr4plugcover.JPG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/vr4plugcover2.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/vr4plugcover2.JPG</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||chhuong||02-21-2003||09:43 PM||||I just got mine today, and you sent everything but you put the wrong numbers on it!!  either you mixed mine up with someone elses or you just put the wrong numbers on it!!  Mine was supposed to be 1448/2000, but i got 680/2000!!<br /><br /> <img src="http://home.attbi.com/~sirrealracer/DSCN0178.JPG" alt=" - " />||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||02-21-2003||10:31 PM||||DOH!!!!  Gabor, please don't do that to mine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />No more shipping covors in a drunking rage okay....||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000015||chhuong||02-21-2003||11:25 PM||||So if you can, get me mine that you originally made for me or make me a new one.||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||02-22-2003||12:39 AM||||You must have the wrong badge on your car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.109.164.13||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||chhuong||02-22-2003||03:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> You must have the wrong badge on your car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHAHA LOL!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000018||sleeper||02-23-2003||12:54 PM||||It's been taken care off. Lesson two learned.<br />Don't have the women do your shipping.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />At least it was easy to explain and there is no feedback like on Ebay.<br />The girl who purchased the "hot chick inside" decal would of been pissed when she would of received that "Fat bitch inside" decal. Even if it was just an accidental shipping error.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.202.87||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000019||chhuong||02-23-2003||08:41 PM||||Hahahahaha LOL!!!  Well i'm not trippin, but hey i think i deserve a discount on the heat shield!!  How does that sound?????    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000020||91 #680||03-04-2003||09:29 PM||||haha....mine looks good Gabor  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum3/001525.cgi
A||||17||andy||Pics and vid||||1||||andy||00000471
Z||000000||andy||02-10-2003||06:38 PM||andy@122performance.com||Here are some pics and a short video of me and my brothers car, we just finished his up. Enjoy!<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.lynchsurvey.com/pics/galant_eclipse/" target="_blank">http://www.lynchsurvey.com/pics/galant_eclipse/</a>||64.4.103.209||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000001||number3||02-10-2003||07:33 PM||||Schweet.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||14||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||02-10-2003||11:53 PM||||Unless it is an optical illusion....<br /><br />Your brake pedal is on the floor in one of those shots   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" /> <br /><br />By the way they both look very nicely done||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000003||VR-4play||02-11-2003||08:41 AM||||nicely done fellas. setups look real good. i can't wait until i am done with mine so i can get some good media up on here.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000004||andy||02-11-2003||05:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> Unless it is an optical illusion....<br /><br />Your brake pedal is on the floor in one of those shots    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br /><br />By the way they both look very nicely done </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeh, the clutch pedal cover falls off, need to get a new one.||64.4.101.237||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||02-11-2003||07:32 PM||||Cool video! Sweet cars too.<br />On an unrelated note,what happened when you ran 11.33 at only 105??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.107||reg||14||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000006||andy||02-11-2003||09:56 PM||||Blew an IC pipe off in 4th gear, coasted thru the traps. The car went 7.23 @ 100.5 thru the 1/8th, but ya gotta make it the whole 1320 feet for it to really count. It ran a bunch of 11.40s that day easy driving it, with a best mph of 124.0. The 1/8th mile times were only 7.40s@98-99mph on those passes. The big difference between a good pass and a mediocre pass was nailing throttle-down shifts with the big turbo, keeping it spooled. It seems the lag between gears kills both ET and MPH.<br /><br />Oh well, next year and 2 clamps for each connection!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.4.103.143||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||03-05-2003||12:50 PM||||How fast is that Talon?  Did you guys do the intake and ic pipes at 122?  There's probably a guy that may have been by before in a dark blue 90' Tsi named Gary.  That's my old car.  Where is 122 exactly?  I'm in G-boro.||65.165.18.18||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||andy||03-06-2003||08:23 PM||||The last time the GSX was ran at the track was about two years ago, it went 11.9 at 115 with a 20G and stock 110k mile motor. It was recently redone with a FP Green, HKS 272s, and we built a fresh motor(removed BS, 95 pistons). He also took out the air, P/S, ABS, and rear seats. <br /><br />The upper pipe on his car is an old HKS pipe, but that is coming off for just a straight piece. Other than that HKS pipe, I made the intake/IC pipes, 02 housings, and exhausts for both cars.<br /><br />I am now located in Keysville, VA.||64.4.103.196||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||03-07-2003||11:55 AM||||So you <b>are</b> 122Performance.  Awesome.  I'll definately be looking you up once I aquire a FMIC.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||andy||03-07-2003||01:20 PM||||A good all round choice would be a Spearco 2-221 with opposing tanks. They are relatively cheap and easy to fit and run pipes for, and have ran 10s. Obviously a bigger core is more ideal, but the 2-221 does a really good job.||64.4.103.221||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||03-07-2003||02:50 PM||||Andy, you should change your profile to update your location.  Or not.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||91 #680||03-07-2003||02:55 PM||||Andy, what suspension setup do you have on that GVR-4?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000013||andy||03-07-2003||03:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> Andy, what suspension setup do you have on that GVR-4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">AGXs front and rear, Eibach Pro Kit springs for a DSM in the front, stock DSM springs in the rear.||64.4.103.138||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000014||Numberless||03-09-2003||10:00 AM||||Nice pics and video!<br /><br />Jon||65.29.174.37||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000015||Vr4in'||03-13-2003||11:03 PM||||If i am looking at it correctly it looks like you both almost have tha same set up.Those are some bad ass cars.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000016||andy||03-14-2003||03:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> If i am looking at it correctly it looks like you both almost have tha same set up.Those are some bad ass cars.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Kind of. Exact same motors, but he has a Green/stock intake, and I have a Red/sheetmetal. On 20psi my setup really has no advantage over his, plus his car is lighter than mine.<br /><br />His IC is smaller, too.||64.4.102.84||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000017||GVR1643||03-14-2003||03:54 PM||||So Andy, <br />are you planning on keeping her now and taking it in the 10's this summer?  Give us 2 GVR4's in the 10's!!||167.142.22.196||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001526.cgi
A||||15||a_santos||Best way to clean angine bay||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||02-10-2003||06:50 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />As the topic states, I would like some feedback on the best way to clean ones engine bay. Should I take it to an auto detailer and have them steam clean it? Or is there some other way, besides elbow grease, to clean it. It is not very dirty at all, but is not as clean as I would like it. <br /><br />Thanx||198.111.38.149||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||02-11-2003||09:54 AM||||My .02 worth.  Simple green smells a whole lot better than engine degreaser and works fairly well.  The others made my car smell unbearable for a week (through the vents).  If you do this at the car wash, DO NOT get the cam angle sensor wet - I know many that don't worry about it, but these cars are getting old and the seal on mine couldn't keep the moisture out. I bought mine with a nasty engine bay and it's still so bad after multiple cleanings that it will have to wait until the motor is pulled and then some hardcore cleaning...<br />good luck||167.142.22.22||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-11-2003||10:18 AM||||when i got my car(used, 85k) from the original owner, the dealer had never removed the cosmolene, and if you dont, after a short while, it bakes itself to all of the surfaces, and starts to turn dark brown.  i tried everything to remove it, finally, i got some stuff that was about 25 bucks for a gallon, and it is amazing.  removes everything.  called oil flo safety solvent cleaner, the manufacturer is titan labs, mountain view, ca, 650 965 9900.  this was a couple of years ago, before 9/11, and it may not be shippable, heck the company may not even be there.  but, i brush it on, and you can immediatly see it go to work.  then, since it is water soluble, i take a garden sprayer and wash it off.  the nozzle on the sprayer allows you to get just the part you need to, without getting other parts wet, like the cas, coil, etc.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||VR-4play||02-11-2003||12:15 PM||||clean it in sections. you can be more careless with cleaning stuff away from the engine. elbow grease is the best means to be safe. clean what you can with degreaser and a hose (away from the engine), after that use rags to get the engine stuff. it may save you from having to troubleshoot a problem you caused.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||02-11-2003||03:03 PM||||Wow, interesting Ken...that brown caked on look is what mine has - although it could just be grime the previous owner never removed!  I'll have to look that stuff up. <br />I've literally scrubbed mine with a brush on a few spots with different cleaners and had little effect.  It almost seemed as if I was going to have to scrape it off.<br />Thanks||167.142.22.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||02-11-2003||05:16 PM||||yah, this stuff is great.  brush or spray it on, and then wash it off with water.  it takes off grease, and all kinds of stuff.  it is the ONLY stuff i found to take off the baked on cosmolene.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||02-11-2003||08:20 PM||||The best stuff I used in the past is oven cleaner.<br />Spray it on and after about 5 minutes wash it off at the self serv car wash.<br /><br />Use it on your own risk.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.196||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||02-11-2003||08:46 PM||||So what's the verdict on the steam cleaning?  Has anyone done this?  Someone mentioned getting it done at a detailing place; is this a normal procedure?  If so it must be at least partially effective and pretty safe...<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Jon F.<br />'92 #305||134.10.12.12||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||02-11-2003||09:04 PM||||It is safe. I done it before. Keep the motor running. If you spay water in the wrong spot and the engine dies, at least you'll know where to check for trouble.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.196||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||chucklesas||02-27-2003||07:57 AM||||Has anyone tried using one of those steam cleaner things that you can buy on the TV (they show it off cleaning grills and screens...everday house stuff).  I think Sears might sell them too.  I'm guessing results would probably be pretty good.  Just curious, I'm thinking about trying it out.||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000010||VR-4play||02-27-2003||08:00 AM||||good idea, let us know. i use to think those things were a waste, but cleaning the engine bay would be the only thing they are usefull for.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||02-27-2003||09:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> when i got my car(used, 85k) from the original owner, the dealer had never removed the cosmolene, and if you dont, after a short while, it bakes itself to all of the surfaces, and starts to turn dark brown.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok, just for the ignorant, what's cosmolene?<br /><br />dp||68.155.53.83||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||Dan D||02-27-2003||09:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok, just for the ignorant, what's cosmolene?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a rust inhibiting nasty, sticky, gooey grease.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000013||gtluke||02-27-2003||09:41 AM||||i use engine gunk  and then follow with simple green.||138.89.38.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||02-27-2003||10:24 AM||||dunno if they still do cosmolene, but in the old days, the cars that were shipped were covered with this stuff, it was sprayed on, to protect from stuff like salt air, and had to be removed with a special solvent at port of entry.  lots of the cars only had the exterior removed at the port, then the engine bays were cleaned at the dealer.  mercedes and bmw have special booths that the cars go thru, and the cosmolene is removed and recovered, and reused.  it is kinda like wd 40, greasy to the touch.  but, when that stuff gets baked on, it turns dark brown, and NOTHING will take it off.  it is typical lazy ass dealer "prep" that you pay for, but dont get done.||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000015||Duc Hunter||02-27-2003||02:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> The best stuff I used in the past is oven cleaner.<br />Spray it on and after about 5 minutes wash it off at the self serv car wash.<br /><br />Use it on your own risk.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did this. Worked well except it turned my aluminum stuff dark gray (like the part of the intake I tried it on). So do a test first.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/001527.cgi
A||||12||4g63t||My wrecked car pics||||9||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||02-10-2003||09:19 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Here they are...<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=34&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=35&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=36&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.229.153.39||reg||9||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-10-2003||09:22 PM||||what happened? you lose it and slide into something, or something hit you?||67.75.131.108||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||02-10-2003||09:37 PM||||no problem mon. is the rear strut leaning in ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||vrpower||02-10-2003||10:39 PM||||Wow, sorry about that!||67.248.64.5||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-10-2003||10:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR-4play:<br /><strong> what happened? you lose it and slide into something, or something hit you? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was apparently one wicked mailbox.||65.43.115.162||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||02-10-2003||11:50 PM||||You see what had happened was... it had snowed real bad that morning, then the sun came out and melted snow all over the road, then it got real cold again that evening and froze the roads over. I was behind a truck (about 4 car lengths cuz I knew it was slick) and we were all doing about 30 mph (in a 35). Suddenly, this guy throws on his brakes and comes to a dead stop. I slammed on my brakes and immediatly started sliding right for his rear bumper. (For the record, my tires are crappy - I have temps on while my stock rims are getting powdercoated) In an attempt to not hit the truck, I yanked the wheel to slide into the empty opposite lane. Thankfully, the car came to the left and missed his truck, but continued sliding diagonally across the other lane despite my attempts to correct and clipped the mailbox right off. And it was a killer mailbox - the ol' three boxes on one post trick and built to withstand the holocaust. Anyway, I'm thankful it wasn't worse and I've learned an important lesson about driving in slick conditions with borderline tires - as if that wasn't friggin' obvious to begin with. As for the car, I think all the important stuff is ok, I think the strut, etc is all right, but I'll need a new door and some nice bodywork. I've already gotten some offers of help from the Pa guys - thanks guys, I'll be in touch...||65.129.80.73||reg||9||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||02-10-2003||11:58 PM||||In ellensburg a few people have been known to fill there mailboxes with concrete to really mess up vandals.  It would suck pretty bad to hit one of those.  I hit a mailbox when i was like 14 in my dads beater pickup, i just left a note on the guys door saying i'd replace it then kicked the hood a bit and fixed her up real nice.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||02-18-2003||02:46 PM||||4g whats your status soldier?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||02-18-2003||06:13 PM||||good luck getting it fixed!||65.227.204.165||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||4g63t||02-19-2003||01:23 AM||||I'll be getting it fixed toward the end of the month. Meshwork has been great with helping me get set up with a shop. I'll post the "finished" pics when its done. Thanks guys...||63.191.160.145||reg||14||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000010||number3||02-19-2003||08:01 AM||||Excellent!||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||meshwork||02-19-2003||08:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> I'll be getting it fixed toward the end of the month. Meshwork has been great with helping me get set up with a shop. I'll post the "finished" pics when its done. Thanks guys... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you get the GSX yet?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000012||4g63t||02-21-2003||09:36 AM||||Soon, next week...||65.129.80.28||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/001528.cgi
A||N||8||imracing||First Mod Help||||1||||Chris G||00000759
Z||000000||imracing||02-11-2003||12:12 AM||imracing@msn.com||What are some of the first performance i should do to my car <br /><br />What would you Recommend <br /><br />Thanks For The Input||68.32.104.96||reg||1||Chris G||00000759||yes
Z||000001||SD90GalantGSX||02-11-2003||02:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Chris G:<br /><strong> What are some of the first performance i should do to my car <br /><br />What would you Recommend <br /><br />Thanks For The Input </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1) Make sure car runs good(spark plug and wires, oil,...etc)<br />2) Boost gauge<br />3)Larger fuel pupm, 190 or 255lph<br />4)Boost controller<br />5)Exhaust<br /><br />and of course free mods which you can find out more about by looking on the site.  The order I put the mods in is important.  If you get a boost controller and turn up the boost without the gauge that could be bad.  If you don't have a fuel pump, you can't run and much boost.  The exhaust helps A LOT on turbo cars.  With just this you can run 13's.  After that you should probably get a new clutch because you'll need it to launch the car, you stock cltuch won't hold all that power.  And then you can start looking for turbos and fuel injectors along w/ an s-afc or some type of fuel management....$.02||205.188.209.7||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000002||SD90GalantGSX||02-11-2003||02:52 AM||||You can also goto thses forums:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=11;t=000002" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=11;t=000002</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=11;t=000003" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=11;t=000003</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=11;t=000001" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=11;t=000001</a>||205.188.209.7||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-11-2003||10:29 AM||||i would advise you to first make sure the car is in good shape.  normal stuff like all belts and hoses, brakes, filters, all fluids changed.  then, what condition is the motor in?  hi mileage motors will have oil consumption, valve seals are hard, maybe cooling problems?  once you start to mod, it puts more stress on the motor, and small problems can become big problems.  other than that, i would say exhaust first.  and dont go hks, they suck.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||VR-4play||02-11-2003||12:07 PM||||i agree with ken... [open, high flow] filter and exhaust. get your car breathing a little better before you up the boost.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||02-11-2003||01:29 PM||||Keep in mind that it takes a significant ammount of money to get your car back in to spec if you have a lot of miles. I've been replacing all kinds of parts as my car had 150k on it when I got it. After I do the timing belt here, I'll have about $1500 or so in parts and labor for just general maintenance stuff. But when you take care of potential problems, you can breathe a little easier when you are running down the 1/4 mile or hitting a late apex corner at the track. <br />Just remember to buy your parts from one of the listed vendors so you get them cheaper than at the dealer.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-11-2003||01:45 PM||||I think the best free mod is removing the restrictor from the boost control solenoid (attached to air can).  One of the nipples has a little plastic restrictor in it.  Carefully remove it (it takes some effort) with a small drill bit or really small screw (with agressive threads)...  After you get it out about 1mm you might be able to pull it with some good needle-nose pliars.<br /><br />It should net you an extra pound or so.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Once you do that you definitely want to go get a boost gauge and manual boost controller.  I was salivating uncontrollably after that.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||02-11-2003||03:59 PM||||As mentioned - get car up to spec first.  Once you start doing the mods, free or not, start thinking about how your going to monitor whats going on and how to tune the car.  Doesn't do anygood to throw a bunch of shit on the car and not tune it - so, with that said: plan on getting a logger (ie. pocket logger).  I think everyone that starts modding these should be mandated to own a logger :-)  <br />Just my .03 worth  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />ps. I'm also assuming your already familiar with the VFAQ...||167.142.22.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||02-11-2003||05:10 PM||||wait, wait.  THE FIRST THING to do, is GET THE CAPS CHANGED IN THE ECU.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/001529.cgi
A||||1||broke down||intake pipe help||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||02-11-2003||07:38 AM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I remember seeing a post a few weeks ago about a company that had some really nice intake pipes (the pipe from the MAS to turbo inlet).  Does anybody remember this post, or company, or have any suggestions for a good place to get one?  Thanks||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||02-11-2003||09:05 AM||||dejon tool<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.web.aplus.net/new%201g%20Intake.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dejontool.web.aplus.net/new%201g%20Intake.htm</a>||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum3/001530.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||new intake ||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||02-11-2003||10:54 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?postid=725157" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?postid=725157</a><br /><br />this sounds kinda neat.  i would be interested to see what it looks like, if it does work as a blow thru, then you could get a really nice cold air intake into the turbo, or just clamp an air filter on the compressor inlet.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-11-2003||12:02 PM||||sounds like a good setup option.  i hope it works as well as he claims (for his sake).||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||02-11-2003||05:31 PM||||Having exchanged a few emails with Mike, I have little doubt it will work great. He has A LOT of experience, especially with the turbo Buicks. He even said he's going to send me a unit to evaluate, in exchange with some ECU help I'm giving him. It is similar to the TRE unit, but more refined and tuneable. Darn just when I was getting things pretty well tuned with my 2g MAS!||67.34.236.77||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||02-11-2003||05:59 PM||||Mike works at Ramchargers wich is 15 minutes away from my house. As soon as the product comes out I will head up there and check one out in person, and maybe even buy one. I will let you guys know.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/001531.cgi
A||||1||Romanova||Walbro 190LPH fuel pump?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||02-11-2003||01:33 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Who sells these for our cars?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||mitsuvr4||02-11-2003||01:39 PM||||Here's where I bought mine:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/" target="_blank">http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com/</a><br /><br />Received in three days and at a good price with everything you need to install.||134.29.246.249||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes



ubb/Forum3/001532.cgi
A||||17||4G63_GSR||any wisconsin owners here???||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||02-11-2003||01:43 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||just wondering if they're any wis. people on this board... holler back with info... thnx...||66.188.119.183||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||02-11-2003||02:24 PM||||I live in Plymouth, where In WI are you from? 980 is from Watertown, Mikey is from Appleton. And yes there are others hehehe.<br />Rob||24.209.155.78||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||4G63_GSR||02-11-2003||05:42 PM||||hey... plymouth huh... i'm from milwaukee/madison... either or works for me... one quick question... is mikey selling his car??? i see it on thepartstrader...||66.188.119.183||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||02-11-2003||05:43 PM||||quick correction... i see a GVR4 from appleton on thepartstrader... wondering if it's his...||66.188.119.183||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||02-11-2003||05:46 PM||||I'm an ex-Wisconsinite, but I live in Illannoy :)now. Didn't have my VR4 when I lived there though.<br /><br />Rob, did you just recently move to Plymouth?  I thought you were in Whitewater.  <br />Ahh, God's country, I miss it.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||02-11-2003||09:58 PM||||I used to live in Watertown. But took a new position up here. Yeah one cool thing, I live about 6miles from Road America, so if anyone goes to any of the races, count me in. Plus I have a place to crash if needed. Yep been up in the Big  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  town of Plymouth for two months now. Nice long open roads up here too, like that very much....||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||02-11-2003||10:02 PM||||Ooops and I'm not sure if Mikey is still selling it. He has a white vr4. Last time I saw him he came down to the WIDSM meet at my place in Watertown. He does have a slick car though, lowered, big 16 I think, exhaust, ect.||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000007||smokindav||02-12-2003||09:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> I used to live in Watertown. But took a new position up here. Yeah one cool thing, I live about 6miles from Road America, so if anyone goes to any of the races, count me in. Plus I have a place to crash if needed. Yep been up in the Big   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   town of Plymouth for two months now. Nice long open roads up here too, like that very much.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will certainly be taking you up on this offer in the future!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||10||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||02-12-2003||10:01 AM||||I'm at RA three or four times a summer.  Be there again for the BRIC for sure and probably the Sprints too.<br /><br />Rob, who do  you work for up there?  Plymouth is a pretty cool place as small towns go.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||02-12-2003||01:37 PM||||I work for Johnsonville Foods, I'm a "Off-Line Production Coach". Yes I will agree Plymouth has all I need, Walmart, fast food, ect. But yes anyone from this board is welcome to crash at my place if needed, I have the room.<br />Rob<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> I'm at RA three or four times a summer.  Be there again for the BRIC for sure and probably the Sprints too.<br /><br />Rob, who do  you work for up there?  Plymouth is a pretty cool place as small towns go. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.209.155.78||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||02-12-2003||05:46 PM||||So, free brats at your place too?<br /><br />Beer brats and the Italian sausage for me.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000011||Team Ducktape||02-12-2003||08:27 PM||||Yep, free Brats, summer sausage, whatever you need. Give me a heads up and I can get you anything you would like, take a bunch home with you if you want. At the races we'll have a cookout, so should be some good times!!<br />Rob||24.209.155.78||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000012||Numberless||02-22-2003||03:00 PM||||Hey guys whats up.  I live down near Milwaukee, and occasionally meet up with the local wi-dsm guys... ramon, pnad, lil evo, jim k (moparjim).... I just posted the typical "hello Im new here" post over in general discussions, but I just thought I'd say whats up here.   I used to own a wingless 99 gsx and I'm a moderator over at dsmtalk....99mmcgsx....maybe I've talked to some of you over there?<br /><br />Anyway hopefully I'll meet up with you guys sometime...glad to see there are some local gvr4 people!<br /><br /> <b>PS  I'm going to be posting soon in the for sale forum... we have two wrecked gvr4s sitting here that need to be sold and/or parted out.  <br />Keep an eye on the for sale section and let me know if you want anything!  The cars are located in menomonee falls, wi.  Just thought I'd give you the heads up!  It would definately be easier to deal with local guys instead of ebaying or shipping a bunch of parts around...</b> <br /><br />Jon||24.167.225.238||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000013||Team Ducktape||02-22-2003||03:38 PM||||Jon<br />Hello,<br />Actually I need some interior parts. If you can keep me posted on when I can come and check them out. I'm about 45 min. from Milwaukee<br />Thanks,<br />Rob||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000014||VR6 Eater||02-22-2003||06:34 PM||||I live in Paddock Lake and haven't seen a vr4 around here yet.  Met a couple of guys in Illinois though.||24.167.211.186||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000015||4G63_GSR||02-22-2003||07:26 PM||||numberless, you dont happen to own/work at links motorsport do you??? i think i remember a while back links had a gvr4 for sale... was interested but didnt really need another car... it's cool man...  so what's the info on the two you have available right now... are they totally parts car only??? let me know...||66.188.119.183||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000016||Numberless||02-22-2003||11:09 PM||||yeah i just posted about the cars over in the for sale section....i put up a ton of high res photos too.  Check em out and let me know on that thread what you might want.  Dealing locally would definately be better than shipping everything out.<br /><br />I don't work at link but I hang out with Lance (the owner) a ton... we were going to fix the green car for me but its just too tweaked.  I ended up getting mine from a guy in minnesota.  Pretty cool because we basically just traded... he got my old pathfinder and I got the galant and $800.  I wanted to buy the green car for the 76K motor but I just don't have the cash or a place to store it.<br /><br />If any of you want to come check them out, we might be able to work something out some afternoon...around 330-430 seems to work best but he may be able to stay late.<br /><br />Anyway, let me know over in that other thread in "for sale" because I'll probably be checking that more often this week.  If you post, let me know your local so I remember you.<br /><br />Thanks guys<br />Jon||24.167.225.238||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000017||Numberless||02-24-2003||11:51 AM||||Rob, let me know which interior parts you want so I can hold them for you.  Sorry about not being able to meet yet...my fiance's grandmother passed away so we have a lot of family stuff this week. <br /> <br />The photos should really help you though:<br /><a href="http://www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/wrecked/wrecked.html" target="_blank">www.matthewpolhamus.com/jonathan/wrecked/wrecked.html</a>||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes



ubb/Forum3/001533.cgi
A||||2||VR-4play||change topic default?||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||02-11-2003||02:59 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||hey jon, how do i get the default to show more than just the last day topics? it gets annoying having to open up more topics everytime i pick a new forum.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||Jon||02-11-2003||03:13 PM||||I just logged in as you and saw that it was set to 10 days.  <br /><br />Try logging off and logging back on again and see if it shows 10 days or just 1 day still.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||02-11-2003||03:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> Try logging off and logging back on again and see if it shows 10 days or just 1 day still. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it's all good... thanks.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum3/001534.cgi
A||||6||blacksheep||DSMotorsports||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-11-2003||03:25 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone heard of this shop? They seem to carry some decent stuff. I was kinda likin that 2-221 FMIC they have, but I dont wanna get ripped off or wait 3 years to get something...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/" target="_blank">http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/</a><br /><br />Anyways, any info would be appreciated||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||02-11-2003||03:49 PM||||It's run by Nate Crisman, you can trust him.  I've ordered from him, and it worked out great.  He has good phone skills too and is willing to talk a reasonable amount about stuff.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||02-11-2003||04:09 PM||||I also heard from a local guru here the Northern Va area that it s the bset place to get injectors for the 4G63 motors with good prices as well<br /><br />Sam Sayes<br />1669/2000 white GVR-4<br />2002 Dodge Dakota 5.9 R/T Dojzilla||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||number3||02-11-2003||07:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Anyone heard of this shop? They seem to carry some decent stuff. I was kinda likin that 2-221 FMIC they have, but I dont wanna get ripped off or wait 3 years to get something...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/" target="_blank">http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/</a> <br /><br />Anyways, any info would be appreciated </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wait! I thought you grew up and had higher priorities?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Ian M||02-11-2003||07:21 PM||||Nate Crisman has a GVR4, and regularly posts on this board. I think his member name is DSMotorsport too.||129.71.115.107||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000005||Martin Chilcote||02-11-2003||07:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br />Wait! I thought you grew up and had higher priorities?<br /><br />Harry [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.110.136.93||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-12-2003||09:14 AM||||Yes, I do. Finishing up this project is one of them, the 2-221 is much easier to make pipes for and I just want the car to look "sleeperish"...||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001535.cgi
A||||0||atsiauto||4ws lines fixed, NO LEAKS!!!||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-11-2003||07:37 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I had napa make me a rubber jumper hose and use compression fittings from about 1/2 way back no leaks ! I grew tired of trying to find the parts here or from the dealer, its a do-able setup for anyone with this type of leak  a mech friend of mine did the labor end as I have been to busy with the conquest project and March 1 meet to do the flat backing on a snow covered driveway . c-mon March !!!!||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/001536.cgi
A||||0||broke down||calling Ken Inn !!!||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||02-11-2003||11:18 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Hey Ken, my friend just bought that 2nd gen mas on ebay for 50 bucks that you posted about.  Was that you selling it, or just pointing it out?  If it was you, does it have a connector harness with it?  Thanks||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum3/001537.cgi
A||||1||Hertz||Autospeed.com Article||||1||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||02-11-2003||11:44 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||Found this while looking for info on DIY auto electronics (A/F, voltage).<a href="http://www.autospeed.com/A_0186/cms/article.html" target="_blank">May 11, 1999 Galant VR-4 Article</a> (curious to know what the red thing is in front of the radiator) and a <a href="http://www.autospeed.com/A_1603/cms/article.html" target="_blank">4G63 in a Proton</a>.<br /><br />Unfortunately their access is paid -- and it is a strange system at that.  Plus it's in AUS$, so I'm just confused.  Anyhow, enjoy.||67.36.176.150||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||Nate||02-12-2003||12:15 AM||||According to the article, the red thing in front of the radiator is the Saab intercooler the guy fitted to the car.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum3/001538.cgi
A||||21||Jon||Subaru RICE!!!||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||02-12-2003||04:16 PM||jon@jgronline.com||Waz up bish....... My homie is sellin da ride cause the woman be yelling bout it..... U no wat I'm sayin.......<br /><br />ne way, heres his phat ride he sellin on ebay........<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402540666&category=31868" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2402540666&category=31868</a><br /><br />that CF is da shit!!!!!!!!!!!||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||02-12-2003||04:36 PM||||I dunno, I kinda like it. I like the idea of the CF, but I'd have to have it painted. Put the stock wing back on it, and put the stock mirrors back on it and I'd rock it. <br /><br />I'm sure the reserve price is a ton though.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||02-12-2003||04:38 PM||||Also, notice in the last pic of the exhaust that it has black wheels on it, compared to the other pics where it has gold wheels.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||talontsi||02-12-2003||05:08 PM||||I like it alot.<br />22b motor swap is really nice and looks clean.<br /><br />I wonder how much it will go for.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||02-12-2003||08:17 PM||||Yeah that's adamrs over on impreza.net . He's been trying to sell it for the longest. The wheels were once advans then they were something else. I'm not sure if that's still him trying to sell it but he's put a pretty penny into it since I've seen it in multiple different incarnations.<br /><br />There is another from a guy by the screen name Zaidallas that has a built turbo EJ25 putting down almost 400hp and tq to all 4 wheels and this was on pump gas IIRC and not full boost. He's selling it for $@15-17k .||199.35.202.91||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||02-12-2003||08:21 PM||||Oh and Zaidallas's car was in a current issue of Import Tuner or Turbo (both maybe).||199.35.202.91||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||02-12-2003||08:45 PM||||Rice implies all show and no go.  I wouldn't drive around in a car that looked like that, but it sure isn't crappy rice, thats for sure.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-12-2003||09:53 PM||||I like it..The trunk lid and mirrors are too much (yes, even for me). But all in all, lotsa money invested and it looks good...IMHO||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||DookGVR4||02-12-2003||11:42 PM||||I like it...<br /><br />BUT the trunk crossed the line IMO...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Also i hope he upgraded the tranny in Turd...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||02-13-2003||03:01 AM||||Carbon trunks and carbon doors are popping up all over Japan. Look in any Revspeed or Option 2 magazine and you can see all kinds of vendors selling them for Skylines and Silvias... but then again, they seem to be into hardcore weight reduction.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||Jon||02-13-2003||08:20 AM||||CF doesn't save you much weight at all.  If you want to save weight, you go with fiberglass.  CF just screams rice to me.  It just killed that car for me.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000011||VR-4play||02-13-2003||08:43 AM||||i heard somewhere that kevlar was getting some use. what have you all heard about that?||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000012||DSSA||02-13-2003||09:12 AM||||I'll take painted CF thanks... ;-)||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000013||DSSA||02-13-2003||09:32 AM||||A quote on Kevlar:<br /><br />This was one of the first high strength synthetic fibers to gain acceptance in the reinforced plastics industry. Unlike the previous synthetic reinforcing fibers, KEVLAR® has a considerably higher tensile strength and modulus than fiberglass. KEVLAR® is usually used for structures requiring good stiffness, high abrasion resistance, and light weight. Current applications include lightweight boat hulls such as kayaks and canoes, aircraft fuselage panels, pressure vessels high performance race cars and other applications where a high strength to weight ratio is required. May be used with epoxy or vinyl ester resin.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000014||1312VR4||02-13-2003||10:42 AM||||Thats pretty much how they look in Japan. Not to much rice goin on, on that car.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000015||markrieb||02-13-2003||10:53 AM||||One more example of race vs. rice...  CF can save tons of weight, *IF* you use it correctly.  A lot of the CF stuff you see is backed by normal fiberglass and just has CF for the look.<br /><br />John Teeter built a CF GVR-4 hood that you could stand on that only weighed around 9 lbs.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000016||1quickvr4||02-13-2003||10:55 AM||||I like it, Dunno why but I dont think that the CF is overkill I would get a CF trunk if I could for the Vr4 after i get the hood.||64.157.127.193||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000017||teet||02-13-2003||01:37 PM||||I made a carbon fiber trunk lid mold for the rally car...and made one for the rally car.<br /><br />7 lbs vs 37 stock.<br /><br />"might" be able to use the stock trunk latch...but probably wouldn't be water tight.  <br /><br />really kind of a race only thing<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000018||uno||02-13-2003||05:56 PM||||pics, pics, I want to see it...when you get a chance.||216.187.162.244||reg||1||uno||00000228||yes
Z||000019||teet||02-13-2003||06:55 PM||||It looks just like a stock one...but the "rubber" strip that is between the painted part and the plastic/reflector part was filled in.  No big deal.<br /><br />I painted the last one...that got damaged in the accident...<br /><br />I'll take a pic of the new one when I make it.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000020||hibrn8||02-18-2003||11:46 AM||||for soem reason i like the way it looks.||131.193.154.196||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000021||GVR-4||02-18-2003||12:29 PM||||I don't like it. Too much SHOW. BUT at least he didn't forget the GO. And he obviously paid attention to detail.<br /><br />$60,000! He won't get much of that back.<br /><br />dp||68.155.60.218||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/001539.cgi
A||||4||VR-4play||got my FMIC!||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||02-12-2003||04:44 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||I ordered it monday and it got here today! this guy ain't no joke. i was sceptical at first about the buy, but it came in 2 days, brand new looks just like the one in the picture.  if any of you guys are still shopping for an fmic, i recommend this guy.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2403476176&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2403476176&category=33742</a><br /><br />he has different sizes. i hope the performance is as good as the workmanship and the service.||67.75.131.137||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||02-12-2003||04:51 PM||||I remember seeing the same one over on DSMTuners...someone there bought it & was pleased with it.  The price isn't bad either.  What kind of piping are you going to use with it?  I imagine you'll need custom piping, but it would be nice if it worked with a pre-existing set (RRE for example).||64.12.107.32||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||02-12-2003||05:55 PM||||i am going to build the pipes myself, because of the route that i want. i basically have the uicp planned out.  i will order the pipes and stuff in a couple days after i decide everything that i will need.  i will also build an intake pipe.||204.30.142.230||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||02-13-2003||02:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR-4play:<br /><strong> i am going to build the pipes myself, because of the route that i want. i basically have the uicp planned out.  i will order the pipes and stuff in a couple days after i decide everything that i will need.  i will also build an intake pipe. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pics would be great if you have the time...<br /><br />I may get in on that IC too!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||VR-4play||02-13-2003||02:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong>I may get in on that IC too! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey, i just moved from woodbridge. <br /><br />i was planning on posting pics and the whole nine. i already found a place to do my welding for my flanges and brackets. get on that ic!  i was looking for about 5or6 months before i saw this one. it is a very nice, new, wallet-friendly unit. i am really planning the install out well, so that it will make it easy on those who want to go with this core. i am trying to make everything a real "do-it-yourself" job (i.e., no custom bending, and little modification to the car... hopefully).||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum3/001540.cgi
A||||9||ken inn||recaro seat brackets||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||02-12-2003||05:58 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i spoke to forced performance today about making the seat brackets, and they were definetly interested.  i took my transmission over there for scott evans to build, they are still completing the shop.  when i go back for the trans, i will take a bracket with me and get them to figger out the cost.  i would like to know how many people are really wanting a set.  this is still a while away, and if anyone else has someplace that will make the bracket, i will loan out the right side one ONLY.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||02-12-2003||09:21 PM||||I would like a set. Send me a pic of the bracket please, I will check around here, being close to a few different fab. shops I might beable to come up with someone to make these things.<br />Rob||24.209.155.78||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||ron||02-13-2003||12:24 AM||||I am in for a set if they make it... Ken, is the passenger side just like the driver side? I mean other than the obvious..  Also,do they have sliders built into them or do you have to get Recaro sliders?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Ron||64.12.107.157||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-13-2003||02:59 AM||||Put me down for a set... I have cash in hand for whoever makes these!<br /><br />Thanks||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||02-13-2003||10:45 AM||||I will just need a driver's side. But I want one, if its possible.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||markrieb||02-13-2003||10:57 AM||||I'll take a pair, drivers side and passenger side.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||02-13-2003||12:16 PM||||Ok, I will bite........will they fit all Recaro's?||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||02-13-2003||12:43 PM||||I would be definite for a driver's side, and possible on a passenger side.  Have one Recaro now, but not sure I can get one to match.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||UndergroundVR-4||02-13-2003||01:26 PM||||Put me up for two,  without question.||24.189.242.58||reg||14||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||02-13-2003||05:36 PM||||Ken, what are you using for seatbelts with your Recaros?||216.255.203.166||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/001541.cgi
A||||1||atsiauto||Hung with WRX Impreza  today ,||||7||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-12-2003||06:12 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Went to go borrow my mechanics crows foot line wrench set to remedy a leaking steering box , when to my astonisment this real clean WRX Impreza jumped over into my lane to steal pole position at the light . Confident that I was undetected, I awaited the change of the light... I knew this cocky fool was going to be "me first" type, so I sat there behind him waiting  heart pounding with the anticipation that this may be my first real "Race" (in the Galant). Bang! light turns green he goes up easy about a car length on the mini van in the lane to our right I must have attracted his attention a bit when the front end lifted a bit more than Mildly ! hehe, his initial effort allowed me to slip into the right lane, already in second coming on hard! I wasnt going to play, I wanted to smoke him! well he was having none of this and I could tell he was into it pretty good as I tried to pass on the right ( 3 lanes of travel 45mph limit) I shifted at 7200 into 3rd and just stood on it pulling wildly up to 6500 again , we were neck in neck when we shut it down for the long braking effort before the next light. I got some respect guys thats about the sum of it all I have is an open airbox, K&N, boost controller, and tel shifter, I cant imagine what these things run w some good mods! we had to be going 70+ which is a real No NO .... But I had to do it. Sorry for the long post,Scotty||68.57.152.6||reg||7||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-12-2003||06:34 PM||||sounds like you had fun. throw some mods at your car, and next time there won't be a third gear.  my 2nd gear has killed many a wrx. i am modding up to hang with a supra mk4.||204.30.142.230||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum3/001542.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||Aftermarket radiator lenghts.....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-12-2003||10:08 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I was curious how the fluidyne, IRC, C&R and Modine compared in lenghts. I'll go first  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />the C&R is 26.5"<br />The modine is 27"(I think)<br /><br />Anyone with a fluidyne and IRC radiator have this info !?!<br /><br />Thanks||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||02-13-2003||12:22 PM||||Are any cross flow vs top/bottom?||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-13-2003||01:20 PM||||I think all are top bottom....||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001543.cgi
A||||9||broke down||e-bay intercooler||||5||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||02-12-2003||11:36 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I don't use credit cards.  Period.  I don't really even like debit cards.  I know it sound odd, but once you learn to live without them it really isn't that hard.  I wanted to buy an intercooler on e-bay.  Problem is that I use hotmail, which they require a credit/debit card with hotmail, or a isp like America-on-hold.  Any Ideas on how to get around this?  Also, I was going to buy one like is mentioned in another post from a few days ago (one for 300 dollars, the guy has a bunch)  Anyone know if he sells them on another website?  Thanks!!!||68.51.68.201||reg||5||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-13-2003||07:03 AM||||yeah... that was the first time i bought off of ebay, so i had to do all the registration stuff.  i wanted to use my juno address, but i didn't see the point of giving my cc# to ebay when i was buying the ic from boostcoolers. i gave them my company email address to get around that issue.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||number3||02-13-2003||07:37 AM||||Good luck living in this day and age with out a credit card. I am the direct opposite. <br /><br />I rarely use cash anymore and that is at fast food places. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-13-2003||10:36 AM||||ahem.  gentlemen, i have hosed by paypal twice out of three disputes.  the first one, i paid by credit card, and i didnt get the stuff, i disputed it, and paypal, which takes 30 days and dont do squat, came back and said i was right, but they could not get any money from the seller.  fortunatly, the seller did refund my money, but not thru paypal.  the second time, i paypal'd some dsm place for an afc, i didnt get a ship notice for a week, and i finally asked for my money back, amazingly, paypal gave me a refund.  later on, i saw a bunch of other dsmr's got scammed on the same deal.  this last one was to eigen engineering, 585.00, they advertised one transmission, but sent me another, which wont work.  they also at first said i got a 90 day warranty, then they said no i dont.  i disputed it, and paypal's answer(paypal is owned by ebay, and that is who all of your payments go thru) was that they are only concerned that i get the merchandise.  so, even if i get a box of rocks, they are out of it.  now, my credit card is handling it.  do a search, and see what paypal has done.  the credit card gives me insurance that if the deal goes bad, i can get my money back.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||VR-4play||02-13-2003||11:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>the credit card gives me insurance that if the deal goes bad, i can get my money back. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that's why i like credit cards. there is cc fraud going on, but good banks protect against that. i was going to get my ic from eigen but they seemed to shady, and after hearing ken's experience with them, they were out. like harry, i use my card all the time. but, there is no reason for ebay to have your cc#.<br /><br />try use someone you trust's company email address to register on ebay. once you are registered, you can buy the intercooler. i think that will work, but all the confirmations will go to that email address.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000005||number3||02-13-2003||02:36 PM||||I have one CC just for internet transactions only. That way if something "funny" does start up I can track it very easily.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||broke down||02-15-2003||09:05 PM||||so, like i was wondering, does anybody know if that guy sells them anywhere but e-bay?||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||02-15-2003||10:22 PM||||Why don't you  <a href="http://contact.ebay.com/ebaymotors/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ReturnUserEmail&requested=boostcoolers&frm=1236" target="_blank">ask him yourself</a>?||64.108.207.146||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||broke down||02-16-2003||10:01 AM||||I DID.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000009||Matt Freeman||02-18-2003||01:50 AM||||I think its fair to say no one here will be buying anything from "eigen engineering"||63.227.100.105||reg||1||Matt Freeman||00000101||yes



ubb/Forum3/001544.cgi
A||||35||comfy||gas and guns||||8||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||02-13-2003||04:53 AM||||talked to a friend in the navy a few days ago,  he is in Korea right now and mentioned missiles flying over his head.  havent heard anything on the news, then again i dont have a tv.  guess gas prices are going up again.  i only hope the iraq situation blows over and we dont get caught up on two fronts.||199.8.8.92||reg||8||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||02-13-2003||07:48 AM||||Gas went up in our town about .20 over night I think.<br /><br />93 will cost me about $1.97 a gallon I think.  I know it was $1.7x the last time I filled up.<br /><br />The GVR4 is stuck running 93.  The ser spec v is suppost to be able to run on 87, but I think the engine sounds like crap running it.  I might try mid grade.  It's not so bad because my wife and I live close to where we work.  With driving to work and joy ridding, I only have to fill up about once a week.  My car hasn't even been on empty yet.  I think 7.5 gallons is the most I've put in it too.  I havn't had a NA car in over two years. It's kinda nice to have at least one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Jon||02-13-2003||08:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>The ser spec v is suppost to be able to run on 87, but I think the engine sounds like crap running it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Another Spec V owner on this board.  Cool.  I put 93 octane in the tank the first 3 times I think but then switched to 87.  I honestly can't tell any difference so it is getting nothing but cheap gas now.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||92vr4#971||02-13-2003||03:53 PM||||I live in oklahoma and the gas prices are creeping up here too.<br />This war sucks and this is just a cheap ass excuse to raise prices. Fucking capitalists.<br />Just thought i would rant a bit.||129.15.163.214||reg||1||92vr4#971||00000532||yes
Z||000004||Matt379||02-13-2003||04:06 PM||||Yah...capitalism...it sure sucks.  <br /><br />Of course...we could live in China, N. Korea, or any of the other dozens of countries that are extremely poor.  We could have few, if any choices as to our lifestyles...oh and cars, like you would even care when you are starving to death.<br /><br />Yah..capitalism...it sure sucks.<br /><br />Oh, and why is it you even have the option to drive a VR-4....?||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt379||00000245||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-13-2003||04:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt379:<br /><strong>Oh, and why is it you even have the option to drive a VR-4....? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Send me $100 and I'll tell you.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||02-13-2003||04:52 PM||||Is gas cheaper in any other country around the world?  I know in Great Britain and most of Europe for that matter it is like 4 times as much.  I live in Atlanta and for some strange reason we have some of the cheapest gas around and 93 octane too!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||02-13-2003||05:30 PM||||We could drive vr4's in Japan, Philipines and other countries, there are just less of them here:( I can't complain that much though, even though our president can't speak proper english, we pay ass loads of tax, our cars have huge 5mph bumpers, and alot of people drive medieval assault towers with wheels (SUVs) with utter disregard for others, lots of people can't wait to kill us at any chance they get (not me since I'm Brazilian), lots of other things blah blah blah. Ther are not Galant VR4s in Brazil though, for that I'm very greatful to live in this country    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||02-13-2003||05:33 PM||||In Saudi Arabia and most arab countries gas is like 20 cents a gallon, and they have all of the fast cars we have here and all of the fast Jap cars. In Venezuela gas is also about 35 cents per gallon. Yeah,  gas is alot cheaper than here in alot of places.  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Is gas cheaper in any other country around the world?  I know in Great Britain and most of Europe for that matter it is like 4 times as much.  I live in Atlanta and for some strange reason we have some of the cheapest gas around and 93 octane too! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||02-14-2003||03:15 AM||||Paid $1.89/gallon for 89 octane today. So you guessed it, with the big "war" scare the gas companies will raise fuel prices without much of a fight from us simple monkeys, similar to when they raise the fuel oil price each and every winter, I know supply and demand is how it works but; wow I wish I could make a product that when you need it the most I can get away with raising the price on it, and then tell you there is a shortage each and every year.... But yet our government passed some legislation to allow business�s to write off and get better deals on SUV�s for company vehicles, now where the fuck is this logic coming from??  Yes the shortage is in the pockets of the senators, governors, mayors, president(s) and other political people that understand  that our fore fathers taught us to be good consumers, and if you have your fingers or bloodline in Texas tea you can do whatever and whenever you want- heck even run for president. We have been turned into a colony of worker bees dependent on our material possessions and false senses of security. Example to worker bees and the money thing, how are kids taught to count in school?? The use money.  Everything in our society revolves on who has how much money, and how can I make more and if you don�t make x numbers of dollars per year you�re not shit to most Americans........But then again we live in the best country in the world||24.209.155.78||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000010||GRV4726||02-14-2003||03:26 AM||||well said ducktape.  i'd get in to the whole consumerisim thing but i've got to go to bed, i'll write tomorrow because this is good topic.  and i still say fuck america for somethings but thanks america for others.  but still, fuck corporations and that is what america is mainly made up of.  <br /><br />anyway, its time to sleep. I've got school tomorrow. heh...||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000011||Franckypoo||02-14-2003||11:49 AM||||You guys are lucky and you don't even know!<br /><br />Here in Quebec we have only one brand of 94 (and no 93) and it's now over 1$ a litre, wich is like 3.79$ Can. per galon.  or around 2.48$ US per galon! <br /><br />What a chance the Galant can still run on 91 and that gaz is way cheaper around the cottage! But I still pay more for 91 than you pay for 93!||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000012||369of1000||02-14-2003||12:01 PM||||My turn on the soapbox,<br />     Everything ducktape said is absolutely true. Anybody remember the gulf war, and how the oil companies started to stock pile oil so that we would have some in "reserve"? Remember how the gas prices shot up so that there would be extra gas so that they could stock pile the oil? Remember how the war was much quicker than expected? Remember how our government secured new and less expensive oil deals as a result of the war? Remember how the gas prices didn't come back down when the war was over? So lets use some simple math. It costs them less to buy it, they have more of it, and they charge more when they sell it. Where can I sign up?<br />     But you know what really gets me? We don't know how much oil we have. There are, environmentally controversial, huge amounts of oil in Alaska. But besides that, we don't really know how much oil we have in the continental US. We have guesses. The whole "oil crisis" is no crisis at all. In the world, oil is power. So we go to war to make sure we have the most power. The only way to get the rest of the world to back us is to make them think we are running low on oil and have humanitarian concerns. But the only way to convince others we don't have a lot of oil is to fudge estimates and make "simple monkeys" pay up the ass for it. End result...we get the shaft. Sounds like fun to me.<br /><br />Next on the box?||24.151.110.36||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||02-14-2003||12:57 PM||||i say we NUKE 'EM.  NUKE 'EM BACK INTO THE STONE AGE.  NUKE IRAQ, NUKE SAUDI, NUKE IRAN.    heck, germany aint with us, NUKE 'EM.  france?  NUKE 'EM.  put LeMay in charge.  a nuke a day keeps the terroists away.  then WE got all the oil.  if another country finds oil, NUKE 'EM.  ok, i'm going to lunch.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||beavis||02-14-2003||01:20 PM||||i agree with ken.  bomb iraq back into the stone age, (wouldn't take much, only 40% of the country is even literate) and turn it into america 2.  cheap gas for everyone and we could send all our prisoners there. like england did with australia.  next target would be france.  no nuke for france though. they deserve a slow, napalm death for all the complaing they do, even thogh they exist as a country because of dead american soldiers.  finally we should invade cuba.  just because it would be easy and it would make a nice tourist atraction.||138.23.82.66||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000015||joec||02-14-2003||01:28 PM||||Don't nuke them.  Then all the gas would be radioactive.  It'd suck having to lead line the gas tank, fuel lines, and engine on my GVR4    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Would really hurt performance with all that extra weight...||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000016||RayH||02-14-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> Don't nuke them.  Then all the gas would be radioactive.  It'd suck having to lead line the gas tank, fuel lines, and engine on my GVR4     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Would really hurt performance with all that extra weight... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not to mention having to pass emissions...||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000017||1312VR4||02-14-2003||01:46 PM||||Yeah but think of it this way.We'd try & find a way to make even more power with the radiation fuel. Radiation w/ the GM MAF conversion= 800hp   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   . Hell who knows I'm sure someone would try it.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000018||ken inn||02-14-2003||02:43 PM||||The Complete Military History of France<br /><br /><br />Passing it on for your consideration of any French contribution or UN support.<br /><br />- Gallic Wars - Lost. In a war whose ending foreshadows the next 2000 years<br />   of French history, France is conquered by of all things, an Italian.<br /><br />- Hundred Years War - Mostly lost, saved at last by female schizophrenic<br />who inadvertently creates The First Rule of French Warfare; "France's<br />armies are victorious only when not led by a Frenchman."<br /><br />-Italian Wars - Lost. France becomes the first and only country to ever<br />lose two wars when fighting Italians.<br /><br />- Wars of Religion - France goes 0-5-4 against the Huguenots<br /><br />- Thirty Years War - France is technically not a participant, but manages<br />to get invaded anyway. Claims a tie on the basis that eventually the other<br />participants started ignoring her.<br /><br />- War of Devolution - Tied. Frenchmen take to wearing red flowerpots as<br />chapeaux.<br /><br />-The Dutch War - Tied<br /><br />-War of the Augsburg League/King William's War/French and Indian War Lost,<br />but claimed as a tie. Three ties in a row induces deluded Frogophiles the<br />world over to label the period as the height of French military power.<br /><br />-War of the Spanish Succession - Lost. The War also gave the French their<br />first taste of a Marlborough , which they have loved every since.<br /><br />- American Revolution - In a move that will become quite familiar to future<br />Americans, France claims a win even though the English colonists saw far<br />more action. This is later known as "de Gaulle Syndrome", and leads to the<br />Second Rule of French Warfare; " France only wins when America does most of<br />the fighting."<br /><br />- French Revolution - Won, primarily due the fact that the opponent was<br />also French.<br /><br />- The Napoleonic Wars - Lost. Temporary victories (remember the First<br />Rule!) due to leadership of a Corsican, who ended up being no match for a<br />British footwear designer.<br /><br />- The Franco-Prussian War - Lost. Germany first plays the role of drunk<br />Frat boy to France 's ugly girl home alone on a Saturday night.<br /><br />- World War I - Tied and on the way to losing, France is saved by the<br />United States . Thousands of French women find out what it's like to not<br />only sleep with a winner, but one who doesn't call her "Fraulein." Sadly,<br />widespread use of condoms by American forces forestalls any improvement in<br />the French bloodline.<br /><br />-World War II - Lost. Conquered French liberated by the United @ States and<br />Britain just as they finish learning the Horst Wessel Song.<br /><br />- War in Indochina - Lost. French forces plead sickness, take to bed with<br />the Dien Bien Flu<br /><br />- Algerian Rebellion - Lost. Loss marks the first defeat of a western army<br />by a Non-Turkic Muslim force since the Crusades, and produces the First<br />Rule of Muslim Warfare; "We can always beat the French." This rule is<br />identical to the First Rules of the Italians, Russians, Germans, English,<br />Dutch, Spanish, Vietnamese and Esquimaux.<br /><br />- War on Terrorism - France , keeping in mind its recent history,<br />surrenders to Germans and Muslims just to be safe. Attempts to surrender to<br />Vietnamese ambassador fail after he takes refuge in a McDonald's.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000019||markrieb||02-14-2003||02:54 PM||||Yeah, another fan of EHOWA!!<br /><br />Going to war without the French is like going hunting without your acordian<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000020||beavis||02-14-2003||03:29 PM||||that's some of the funniest sh*t i have ever read.<br />i wish ken was my dad!  o wait i wish i had a  dad:(  never mind. what were we talking about?||138.23.82.61||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000021||1312VR4||02-14-2003||03:49 PM||||Ken that was a good1. Jon Stewart was making fun of them last night..Hilarious stuff. <br /> The french...lol. Hell they cant even make bread right( but their dessert's are pretty good).  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />BTW gas prices here just went over $1.90 for mid-grade(Amaco). Yet at the RaceTrac station is like $1.60( you know who gets their oil from Mexico)||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000022||sleeper||02-14-2003||08:20 PM||||Honestly? If gas prices go up to $5.00/gal I'm still happy. We see prices in Europe in that same price range. The only thing is, that try to compare their income and our income.<br />I have friends and family that make $200.00-$250.00 month. About an average eastern European wage for blue collar workers. Do they complain about gas prices? Of course they do. Do I complain? No, except when I'm on vacation over there.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />I think we got it made here for $2.00/gal<br /><br />As of nuking them. Why? That's why we have the UN Let them make the dessision. How would you feel if some other country didn't care about the   rulings of the UN and just go a head and start bombing the states?<br />Anyway, I don't care about politics and refuse to go out and buy duct tape too.<br />I should of bought in to their stock though.<br /><br />All of us thought that we're the shit on this world and the technology of our military is the very best money can buy.<br />So I have a question, why are there anti missile<br />trucks all over Washington? Where the hell those missiles going to come from? Baltimore?<br />You mean we don't have a damn anti missile that can shoot down a missile over the Atlantic?<br />They sure make you feel safe don't they?<br />George you better do something before your terms are over. Your father won't be proud of you being a one term president. Oh wait.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Perot where are you?<br />Just my 2 cents.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.218||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000023||hibrn8||02-15-2003||02:13 AM||||yep gas prices in europe are insane. In Poland, it was 2.30 a litre so that would be like 9 a gallon. thats why everyone either walks or takes public transport out there.||65.227.204.150||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000024||Hertz||02-15-2003||10:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong>You mean we don't have a damn anti missile that can shoot down a missile over the Atlantic?<br />They sure make you feel safe don't they?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">We <i>do</i> have that technology...  I think it just isn't perfected yet.  I saw one of the tests when I lived in Arizona (at 4500ft)... that is to say I could see the dummy ICBM go up (from White Sands, NM), not the interceptor or explosion.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ucsusa.org/global_security/missile_defense/page.cfm?pageID=600" target="_blank">Tests of Exoatmospheric Missile Defense Systems</a><br /><br />The defenses around D.C. are probably for smaller-scale missiles.||64.108.207.146||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000025||GVR1643||02-16-2003||01:14 AM||||Don't know if I even want to get my feet wet in this pool, but...<br />Gas prices - Generalizing a bit here, but you got to look at taxes - we pay a lot of tax on gas, but some of those $3-4 a gallon places pay a lot more, but have less taxes elsewhere.  Does it even out - maybe, maybe not, but I'll still take America any day and pay my taxes to live here.<br /><br />Ken, that is funny as hell about the French and I buy that, but can't go nuking everybody.  Got to have some sweat shops left for Kathy Lee and Nike to get their products made in  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Unfortunately/fortunately we need those "corporations" to give jobs and drive the economy and continue the American way of life.<br /><br />Seriously, think of every civilization that tried to overcome their neighbors or the world by force and tell me where they are today - in the history books.  We've never had the world be so small due to technology and never had a chance to fight via capitalism before.  Economies are can win wars, industry can win wars and these are wars not even faught - ask the USSR, nope can't. In the history book with the others.  <br />Let me say I'm not against going to war with Iraq, but I do have serious reservations about it.  If you can honestly wish for war (when not being attacked or invaded in our on country) you need to ponder it a bit longer).  I believe we will go to war. We will win the war. But it's the long term that scares the shit out of me. <br />Two perspectives here:<br />1) If the rest of the world sees us as egotistical self-centered bullies, we will breed more contempt and anti-Americanism.  But they all want our monetary hand-outs without our input on their society...hmmm. Baffeling. Some countries only side with us because isn't it better to side with the one who will be the winner and can pay you for being on their side.  I don't know what the right answer is here - hence I'm not a politician.  More on this point, but done rambling here...<br />2) There's something to be said for being a little unpredictable and having what would be perceived as a possible itchy trigger finger. Look at China and the old Soviet Union.  Nobody wants to fuck with either.<br /><br />Summary to this damn essay: I don't know if war is the right answer, but sometimes you have to take the lesser of two evils.  Since Saddam should have been dealt with before and wasn't, we now have to pay the price - and it cost more this time, since the world opinion isn't fully with us.  Nobody would have bitched when he invaded a neighboring Arab state before if we had buried the fucker in the sand!<br /><br />My .03 worth. Not right, not wrong; just late night rambling.  <br />It was this or porn and I ran out of kleenex  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />(sick joke I know)||167.142.22.27||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000026||comfy||02-16-2003||04:45 AM||||As far as gas prices they are climbing but strangely enough, one of the 2 stations in town with 94 oct. is always a Penney or two cheaper than the rest of the stations.  <br /><br />Although I do not see any reason for a raise gas prices. The fact is that the companies all have reserves in addition to the strategic oil reserve that is supposed to keep America going for roughly five years. Some how I doubt any war with Iraq will last longer than that, we did it in about a week last time I think.<br /><br />War is not necessary right now. In addition, while a war economy sucks, a post war economy could help us get economically back on track.  Because war does a few major things for a nations economy; 1) the government must spend money of war products, which puts more money into the economy.  2) People join the military thus lowering the competition for jobs, which in turn lowers unemployment. 3) After a victory the nations moral is raised, the people feel like they can do more and be better, which helps production and efficiency.    There are positive sides to war, although one must ask if that is worth the lives lost on both sides.  <br /><br />I do not believe we need to have a war with either North Korea nor with Iraq.  A few teams of Special Forces can get the job done, if given the proper orders and the right heads turned.  <br /><br />Isn&#8217;t political-economics fun?||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000027||Ash||02-16-2003||06:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by beavis:<br /><strong> i agree with ken.  bomb iraq back into the stone age, (wouldn't take much, only 40% of the country is even literate) and turn it into america 2.  cheap gas for everyone and we could send all our prisoners there. like england did with australia</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, I resemble that remark!!!<br /><br />About fuel prices, stop your whining.  We get crappy 95 RON over here wich is "maybe" equivilent to 91octane and it costs us about $1au per litre which makes approx $5au per gallon which works back to approx $3US per gallon, 1/2 of which is federal govt tax.  Oh and they are diluting it with ethanol and it's set to jump by 20c/L shortly due to this war.||203.220.89.73||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000028||number3||02-16-2003||08:27 AM||||First of all George W. is the best guy we could have as President right now. He is very smart, calm, and focused.  He also has surrounded himself with the best cabinet I have ever seen. The info he has to work with is top notch.<br /><br />Thank God Bubba Clinton, Who is also very smart just had no morals, could not be our president right now. And Gore well we all should be thanking our lucky stars that the attempt to fix the vote failed.<br /><br />Second gas prices are up due to a workers strike. Not the threat of War! <br /><br />Please read or listen to factual news or do good research.<br /><br />As for the UN. They are behind us as they should be. The UN would be mainly the US of A, Germany, and Japan if it were not for us in WW II.<br /><br />What Kenn typed is not funny. It shows how the French really are through history.<br /><br />How dare the French and Germans stand against us after saving their asses?<br /><br />Well The french have a deal with the devil (Saddam) and they don't want him to lose power or they will lose lots of oil money. (Traders/Pussies) Did the French forget about the hundreds of dead American solders on the beaches saving their French asses? No, of course not, they are just weak... (done I am now pissed off)<br /><br />Germans are just scared and should be. But how about a little graditude to the Greatest Country in the world that knocked down the Berlin wall for you and made you free.  Japan gets it.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||number3||02-16-2003||08:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Summary to this damn essay: I don't know if war is the right answer, but sometimes you have to take the lesser of two evils.  Since Saddam should have been dealt with before and wasn't, we now have to pay the price - and it cost more this time, since the world opinion isn't fully with us.  Nobody would have bitched when he invaded a neighboring Arab state before if we had buried the fucker in the sand!<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your kidding right. It was the very same people then that are saying now don't remove (kill) Saddam from power. We could have ended this in the early 90s but the "UN" said no. He did nothing wrong!?!?<br /><br />Uhhh Ok?  <br /><br />Not this time. Move it ir loose it because we are coming in!||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000030||comfy||02-16-2003||09:17 AM||||Who are you people to declaire that the United States is the greatest nation in the world?  How arogant can we be? and then to assume that when we feel threatened that the UN will do what we say? this is rediculous.  this is part of the reason many nations resent the united states, even our allies.  if you guys want to talk about wwII and us saving peoples asses, we were the cowards then, we didnt answer the call when england went to war, and they still resent that. and as i remember my history, didnt the russians take berlin, and didnt they freeze out the SS, and loose more boys than we did? however that was all over half a century ago, so who cares now.  <br /><br /><br />None of our allies OWE us anything, they will not hop to because we are pissed.  Just because Tony Blair is up for this doesnt mean that we have every european nation and the un with us.  furthermore we are not the UN, we are apart of the UN, and we do not control it by anymeans.  <br /><br />enough bitching about the french, they have been trading nuclear technology with the world for years. In fact the french nuclear power system is some of the safeest and cleanest power in the world, any position they take is not about technology trade, if i remember right they have a slightly shakey economy right now too.  <br /><br />as far as sadam is concerned, we put him in power but we turned our back on him and started dealing with his old enemies. i would be a little pissed about that if i were him. <br /><br />If you want to talk about us "removing" him from power, or the UN's position about that then that cool. The UN didnt want that to happen because of a treaty that was passes a little ways back about not sending assassigns after the leaders of nations.  we happened to sign that treaty.  of coarse we have broken that a few times trying to take out castro, that worked really well.<br /><br />ohh and i dont remember us taking down the berlin wall, i wasnt there personally, but i always thought it was the germans from both sides taking it down. <br /><br /><br />ohh i am sorry werent we talking about gas and how the threat of war is affecting that?||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000031||DeanCouchey||02-16-2003||12:49 PM||||So from what I have heard the gas prices are up cause venazula (sp) had a big gas strike and the government fired all the workers.... SO maybe we should go after them ;-) No not really, maybe we should lower gas taxes or maybe hurry up the hydrogen cars.... I think about 10% of my income goes to federal taxes and like 5% to the state of NY.... not to mention all of the other taxes  pay, 7 or 8% when I buy clothes, the 3 dollars I pay a month when I pay my cell phone bill.. the 1.50 per take off and landing for traveling by airplane. We have a good government, I like bush I voted for him, I dont think it is him that is causing all of this, its the economy.... we went to war in 91 economy boomed.... even before 9/11 the economy was slumping. SO what am I saying. not much really, I think we should wait for the UN, we werent attacked, I dont think saddam is gonna have technology to fire a ICMB in the next 2 months... But hey we will see... we didnt know some planes were gonna be flown into buildings either!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000032||number3||02-16-2003||04:12 PM||||Comfy<br /><br />If you live in the US of A you have the right to think that way. But like the JDM GVR4 post you made you really should think and research before you speak.<br /><br />We are the greatest Nation in the world and Europe owes us at the very least respect. England does and if anyone would have the right not to, it would be them.<br /><br />We were not corwards in WWII. We chose to stay out of a war that was "not ours" and until the Japaneese attacked us on aur home land, that is exactly what we did.<br /><br />The terroist have attacked us on our home land and history should repeat itself.  <br /><br />Do you know the core reason The terrorist HATE the Jews and then the "white man" in that order? Do you know when they will STOP hateing you? <br /><br />Look it up you will be horrified and scared shitless...<br /><br />short answer... Because their God said too... not until everyone of us is dead!<br /><br />The French doesn't want to loose all the money it is owed to by Saddam and that is simply why they do not want him removed from power. Selfish little pussies that make me sick. (note my last name)<br /><br />This is it for me. No more discussion from me. But please read and learn history and it will make all of what is happening now and what needs to happen all so clear.<br /><br />Harry Blanchard||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000033||Pappy||02-16-2003||04:47 PM||||Russia did lose alot of soldiers.  You are correct.  But they also killed a fairly good number of their own soldiers on purpose.  And we let Russia take Berlin.  It could have been messy if we both went in.  So we decided to let russia go in.<br /><br />And here's something about the greatness of our country as a whole.  Is there any other nation that can single handedly take on and defeat the United States?  No.  The United States is also near the top as far as economy goes.  And it's not because we have a small amount of highly rich people.  It's that most people are in the middle class. The United States is also one of the most free countries.<br /><br />One thing about France.  Does anybody remember why they get oil cheap from Iraq?  A while ago, I forget, we offered a nuclear reactor to Iraq for a power plant.  The catch was that the reactor didn't have any biproducts that could be used for weapons.  Iraq turned down our offer.  What do you know, France steps up and offers a nuclear reactor for power, and it did have biproducts that could be used for weapons.  Iraq accepts this proposal and starts giving France cheap oil.  I believe the UN eventually took out the facility, but that's France for y'all.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000034||GVR1643||02-16-2003||10:25 PM||||Harry, <br />I know you said you were done, but I didn't get your reply to mine (maybe it's this cold I've got :-o<br />OK, when I said "nobody would have bitched", I generalized.  Many less people - meaning most of the world opinion, unlike now, would not have been so much against us.  <br />As far as removing him in the 90's, that was part of my point; and it would have been easier then vs now in my opinion.  That's why with what appears to be a weaker coalition this time around, I think it will cost American's more - in lives and money.<br />And yes, Saddam has been doing all kinds of things wrong - he just took it up to a level that we can't tolerate any more or let progress, especially after 9/11.<br />First sign of trouble is when the inspectors were kicked out a few years back!  He's done nothing but violate agreements ever since the Gulf War...well at least anything he could remotely get away with.||167.142.22.253||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000035||DSSA||02-17-2003||08:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> The Complete Military History of France<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken, <br /><br />   Great post, and I couldn't agree with you more, however, I would like to offer the abridged version of your post.<br /><br />Please visit <a href="http://www.google.com" target="_blank">www.google.com</a> and type in the search " "French War Victories" " (make sure it's in quotes.<br /><br />I am one person who is absolutely disgusted by the French.  They're like the guy in prison who just gets put in his cell the 1st time, and immediately drops his pants and grabs his ankles, hoping that someone else will save him.  Then, after someone does, he's the 1st one to rat out the same guy who saved him, 10 minutes later.<br /><br />Let's pull Laetitia Casta out of France and nuke those fucks as well.   They're the next Sitzerland, but with an annoying/backstabbing attitude.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes



ubb/Forum3/001545.cgi
A||||5||1312VR4||Just a curious interior question||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||02-13-2003||12:44 PM||vttruett@earthlink.net||I took my back seat out earlier & noticed on the backrest part of it. It had AMG molded into the foam. Is that who made our interior? I thought AMG only did a few VR4's in Japan.<br />Just curious about that. Because I'm going to reupholster my interior & have no clue who to get the fabric from. All the interior places I've talked to say its not a normal type of leather & none of them can get it. Any sugestions?||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-13-2003||05:44 PM||||That is sweet. I think your theory is valid. I have never seen a Jap VR4 with leather interior, only the AMG Galants, so maybe to save money, Mitsu just had them make some more padding to suit our cars.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||02-14-2003||12:47 AM||||I'll post a pic of it in the morning.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||drew||02-14-2003||01:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> That is sweet. I think your theory is valid. I have never seen a Jap VR4 with leather interior, only the AMG Galants, so maybe to save money, Mitsu just had them make some more padding to suit our cars. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think the Galant VR4 Kenjiro edition had leather.||65.184.77.145||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||02-14-2003||12:48 PM||||I've had my rear seat out a number of times to clean the leather.  I've never noticed a AMG logo before.  Now I want to go home and check  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thats cool.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||02-14-2003||02:08 PM||||See if this works  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=51&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/001550.cgi
A||||28||beavis||what's the worst thing you have ever done to a girl?||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||02-14-2003||03:33 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||in true valentines day fashion i think its time to post the meanest thing you have ever done to a girl.<br />for me the worst probably is that i broke up with a girl after she told me she had a yeast infection.  i told all my friends about it and nicknamed her murrita.(the bread co.) everyone at school started calling her murrita.  number two would be that i broke up with a girl 2 weeks before her birthday.  we had been dating for almost 2 years.||138.23.82.61||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||02-14-2003||03:45 PM||||Topic: what's the worst thing you have ever done to a girl?<br /><br />Married her!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.111||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||mdpvr4||02-15-2003||12:10 AM||||GVR1643 thats frekin hilarious! i think the meanist thing i have ever done to a girl was when my friend was doing a chick and he called out rodeoand i ran in the room and i saw her tied up so i started throwing nerf footballs a her and watched her try to hide. But i will say in my defence is that she was cheating on my friend and thats how we got back at her. then he dumped her skanky ass. <br />(No bitches were hurt in the makink of this filn)||32.102.170.158||reg||1||mdpvr4||00000214||yes
Z||000003||#258||02-15-2003||09:10 PM||||Went on a blind Double date with the most evil woman in the world. Ended up just leaving her in Trenton N.J. at the end of a Dead Kennedys concert. Come to think of it,  not exactley the best place for a 1st date. Oh well||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||no
Z||000004||7541000||02-15-2003||09:23 PM||||"Give me convenience or give me death"<br /><br />i just waste are time telling them i love them when i dont.||12.94.164.207||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||02-15-2003||10:19 PM||||all you guys are freakin hilarious||12.251.226.141||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||Ash||02-16-2003||06:10 AM||||According to my wife its ignoring her all the time & spending more time with the car.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />In my own defence I do get her little presents at completely random times (as in not birthday or anything) flowers, stuffed dogs, stuff like that.<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.220.89.73||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||comfy||02-16-2003||06:20 AM||||My first prom was some what of a wash out, on one hand i did borrow my friend 300ZX  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  but on the other my date didnt really talk to me was a bit stand offish and her friends we ate dinner with were morons  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  so i dropped her off drove really fast hooked up with some friends and never called her again.  <br /><br />other than that i would have to say it was when my sister was making fun of me and trying to get me to fight her, so i put her in the kitchen sink and turned it on. (she is 22 by the way)||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000008||number3||02-16-2003||08:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 7541000:<br /><strong> "Give me convenience or give me death"<br /><br />i just waste are time telling them i love them when i dont. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL!!!!||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||02-20-2003||07:00 PM||||oh man come to think of it i actually think this is more funny than mean to the girl.<br /><br />this one girl called me up when her parents were on vacation and low and behold we end up doing the deed in her parents bed. but the funny part of it is i purposely tucked all the condom wrappers undernearth the sheets and pillows for her parents too see what a good girl she was when they were gone. i wonder what happened bc it was never brought up and i still talk to her ;P <br /><br />her parents must be blind||65.227.204.87||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||number3||02-20-2003||08:49 PM||||For the record I have never done anything mean to a girl.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||Bigfoot200200||02-20-2003||11:52 PM||||Does taking her brand new Honda Civic surfing in the Pacific count? They float you know. Kinda voided the warranty. Got good pictures and all. Best part is she was my ex and was cheating on her current boyfriend at the time. Just like she did on me when I was her B/F. I'd like to have heard her explain that one to him.||64.233.105.188||reg||1||Darrel Painter||00000854||yes
Z||000012||Johnny Bravo||02-21-2003||09:52 AM||||Ok, I think I have the winner. My one ex whom I was with for several years...well, let's just say she had a lot of baggage and whatnot.   Basically her birth mother was a paranoid schitzophrenic and killed herself in front of her whole family when my then gf was 3.  I knew it bugged her a whole lot & had caused a lot of problems in her life.  Anyway, to make a long story short...at the end of our relationship things were pretty hairy and she was freaking out pretty bad and lying to me about numerous things, but that's not the point.  During one heated argument she started name calling so in return I just said "You know what, you're as insane as your mother. No wonder you act this way".  ..and then just walked off.  I do really regret it because I knew it killed her, but it was the heat of the moment I guess.  Strangely enough we're still on good terms   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||02-21-2003||01:03 PM||||actually theres more to my story tooo..... in the middle of 'it' i looked over to the side of me to notice there was a mirror on the wall. well i started flexing and making funny faces at myself in the mirror(she didnt see me bc her face was buried in the pillow)  and next thing i know i busted out laughing right int he middle of the act.<br /><br />ahhh the senior in high school days......||65.227.204.118||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||Louters91GVR4||05-21-2003||04:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by beavis:<br /><strong> in true valentines day fashion i think its time to post the meanest thing you have ever done to a girl.<br />for me the worst probably is that i broke up with a girl after she told me she had a yeast infection.  i told all my friends about it and nicknamed her murrita.(the bread co.) everyone at school started calling her murrita.  number two would be that i broke up with a girl 2 weeks before her birthday.  we had been dating for almost 2 years. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Fuckin' classic<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||05-21-2003||05:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<br /><strong>  Fuckin' classic<br /><br />tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Fuckin' old.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||John Horak||05-21-2003||05:58 PM||||Alright this one is kinda nasty.  But se sure as hell deserved it.  I had been dating this girl for two years and found out that she had been seeing this other guy on the side.  I don't know about you guys, but this is something that I cannot stand.  So in order to get even I called her friend up and asked her if she would go out and have a drink with me.  She was the easy type!  So after a couple of drinks I got her back to my place and we started the deed.  LOL.  I laugh even now four years later...  I put it in her pooper and all things went well.  She was a freak.  Well later on that day, in the evening, I went to dinner with my then g/f.  After a good dinner and some wine I asked her for some brbj. (pronounced burbage)  That is what my friends and I consider the best thing in the world.  Brbj is a term that stands for Back Rub and Blow Job.  Well after such a nice dinner she agreed.  But low and behold I hadn't taken a shower yet from her friend.  She about killed me when I asked her how her friends bunghole tasted!!  Never seen a girl get that pissed.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Ho||00000642||yes
Z||000017||Vr4in'||05-21-2003||08:37 PM||||good one johnny ho.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />all you guys are f***ing crazy.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />the worst ive done that i can think of is dumping a girl that loved me to death an hour later.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000018||hibrn8||05-22-2003||01:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Ho:<br /><strong> Alright this one is kinda nasty.  But se sure as hell deserved it.  I had been dating this girl for two years and found out that she had been seeing this other guy on the side.  I don't know about you guys, but this is something that I cannot stand.  So in order to get even I called her friend up and asked her if she would go out and have a drink with me.  She was the easy type!  So after a couple of drinks I got her back to my place and we started the deed.  LOL.  I laugh even now four years later...  I put it in her pooper and all things went well.  She was a freak.  Well later on that day, in the evening, I went to dinner with my then g/f.  After a good dinner and some wine I asked her for some brbj. (pronounced burbage)  That is what my friends and I consider the best thing in the world.  Brbj is a term that stands for Back Rub and Blow Job.  Well after such a nice dinner she agreed.  But low and behold I hadn't taken a shower yet from her friend.  She about killed me when I asked her how her friends bunghole tasted!!  Never seen a girl get that pissed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAhahahahahaahhhahaha oh man.<br /><br />My friend was telling me about the time her performed the "houdini" on this one chick. For those of you who know what the houdini is awesome. If not, its when your hittin it doggystyle and spit on her back(she thinks you came) but when she turns around you give her the money shot in the face. this is the funniest thing i heard from my buddy.||128.248.170.145||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000019||John Horak||05-22-2003||10:56 AM||||The Houdini huh?  I think I will try that very soon!||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Ho||00000642||yes
Z||000020||hibrn8||05-22-2003||11:29 AM||||do it man.....then youll OWN her!||64.107.9.59||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000021||91 #680||05-22-2003||12:35 PM||||make her wipe it off.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000022||Vr4in'||05-22-2003||03:58 PM||||lol,hahahaha.....tha HOUDINI?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />thats just too fu**ing funny.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000023||GVR1643||05-22-2003||04:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Ho:<br /><strong> Alright this one is kinda nasty.  But se sure as hell deserved it.  I had been dating this girl for two years and found out that she had been seeing this other guy on the side.  I don't know about you guys, but this is something that I cannot stand.  So in order to get even I called her friend up and asked her if she would go out and have a drink with me.  She was the easy type!  So after a couple of drinks I got her back to my place and we started the deed.  LOL.  I laugh even now four years later...  I put it in her pooper and all things went well.  She was a freak.  Well later on that day, in the evening, I went to dinner with my then g/f.  After a good dinner and some wine I asked her for some brbj. (pronounced burbage)  That is what my friends and I consider the best thing in the world.  Brbj is a term that stands for Back Rub and Blow Job.  Well after such a nice dinner she agreed.  But low and behold I hadn't taken a shower yet from her friend.  She about killed me when I asked her how her friends bunghole tasted!!  Never seen a girl get that pissed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That story is like something from Jackass; it's wrong, it's sick and twisted, but you still find yourself laughing while being grossed out.<br /><br />I bet you didn't kiss her goodbye!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||167.142.21.175||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000024||Louters91GVR4||05-22-2003||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Ho:<br /><strong> Alright this one is kinda nasty.  But se sure as hell deserved it.  I had been dating this girl for two years and found out that she had been seeing this other guy on the side.  I don't know about you guys, but this is something that I cannot stand.  So in order to get even I called her friend up and asked her if she would go out and have a drink with me.  She was the easy type!  So after a couple of drinks I got her back to my place and we started the deed.  LOL.  I laugh even now four years later...  I put it in her pooper and all things went well.  She was a freak.  Well later on that day, in the evening, I went to dinner with my then g/f.  After a good dinner and some wine I asked her for some brbj. (pronounced burbage)  That is what my friends and I consider the best thing in the world.  Brbj is a term that stands for Back Rub and Blow Job.  Well after such a nice dinner she agreed.  But low and behold I hadn't taken a shower yet from her friend.  She about killed me when I asked her how her friends bunghole tasted!!  Never seen a girl get that pissed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAhahahahahaahhhahaha oh man.<br /><br />My friend was telling me about the time her performed the "houdini" on this one chick. For those of you who know what the houdini is awesome. If not, its when your hittin it doggystyle and spit on her back(she thinks you came) but when she turns around you give her the money shot in the face. this is the funniest thing i heard from my buddy. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think that is also called the "David Copperfield"<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000025||Akidosigh1||05-22-2003||05:35 PM||||this guy at my works wife was cheating on him.... and she finally told him it was her assistant manager so on Mother's Day, my co-worker calls the other man's wife and tells her and said happy mother's day......||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000026||229of1000||05-22-2003||05:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> this guy at my works wife was cheating on him.... and she finally told him it was her assistant manager so on Mother's Day, my co-worker calls the other man's wife and tells her and said happy mother's day...... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had to read that like five times...<br /><br />"The wife of a guy that I work with was cheating on him.  She eventually told him that it was her assistant manager.  So on Mother's Day, the co-worker calls the assistant manager's wife, and tells her, and says "Happy Mother's Day.""<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000027||Akidosigh1||05-22-2003||09:35 PM||||thanks for correcting me||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000028||229of1000||05-22-2003||11:03 PM||||Haha sorry didn't mean to be an asshole   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/001547.cgi
A||||32||a_santos||Found the cheapest downpipe!!||||10||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||02-13-2003||06:41 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Check out this downpipe. It also replaces the cat, and all for $169.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.exhaustdepot.net/1genectaawdg.html" target="_blank">http://www.exhaustdepot.net/1genectaawdg.html</a><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.41.74.81||reg||10||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||ron||02-13-2003||11:01 PM||||That is a very good price. With flex pipe and all. I would buy one..||205.188.209.7||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||02-13-2003||11:24 PM||||Wow, that's a good price and for stainless too!  May just have to get one of these...and a tubular O2 housing too...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.107.39||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-13-2003||11:56 PM||||Is it a 3" downpipe?  I didnt see that mentioned. <br /><br />Summit Racing sells a ceramic coated 3" pacesetter downpipe for 1g AWD - $189 bux or so + shipping. They shouldnt rust, but I wont bet my life on it since HKS catbacks are said to have ceramic coating and rust to pieces..<br /><br />That would be 2nd cheapest if someone wants to consider it...||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||02-14-2003||12:36 PM||||I checked over on DSMTalk & DSMTuners to find people who have it or had it.  Most people are very happy with the product...well made, good looking, and good performance.   It's 2.5" before the flex section (most likely for clearance issues) and then 3" the rest of the way back.  I think I'm gonna go ahead and order one as the deal is hard to beat...especially since it's full stainless steel.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.2.18.236||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||02-14-2003||06:34 PM||||They fit T/E/L.... but will this dp fit our Galants?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||02-14-2003||07:43 PM||||Yes it will fit. Matter of fact I have a 2G downpipe on mine.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.218||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||02-15-2003||01:30 PM||||Also found out that they're going to be making a tubular O2 housing (O2 eliminator...whatever you wanna call it).  It's gonna be priced very well too...apparently cheaper than anyone else, but I don't know what it'll cost.||152.163.204.179||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000008||91 #680||02-15-2003||02:35 PM||||I'm definately getting one as well...good deal||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000009||DookGVR4||02-15-2003||05:47 PM||||I even went as far to ask hom if he makes cat-backs....and he does 3" with a dynomax||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000010||91 #680||03-28-2003||12:50 AM||||has anybody bought this downpipe from him yet? If so, are you satisfied?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||03-28-2003||11:09 AM||||yeah I wanna get this while its cheap and I can atleast get it. I looked before and a stock DP was 180 bucks so I wanna jump onm this!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||03-28-2003||11:13 AM||||in the picture which is ours???? Plus wonder if they would be able to add a cat cause I need one to drive around here cause cops can pull you over and look for a cat. <br /> <img src="http://store3.yimg.com/I/exhaustdepot_1728_3380675" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000013||91 #680||03-28-2003||02:17 PM||||OK...I'm buying one right now....it's too good to pass up.  I'll let you guys know how it is.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||03-28-2003||03:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> I even went as far to ask hom if he makes cat-backs....and he does 3" with a dynomax </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But I wonder if he will consider making GVR4 cat-backs?  <br /><br />I like his muffler/tip choice for those TEL catbacks on the webpage. <br /><br />  <img src="http://store3.yimg.com/I/exhaustdepot_1734_44019" alt=" - " />||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||dlpinckney||03-28-2003||05:47 PM||||That is a very good price for a stainless 3" downpipe. One thing I noticed, at least fromm the pics, is that the flex section is very small/short.  From past experience with my original Mofugas downpipe, which had a short flex section, they blow-out very quickly.  I replaced one, and this time around, am replacing the whole down-pipe.  Just a thought...other than that, looks like a pretty good deal.||63.188.144.105||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000016||Vr4in'||04-07-2003||05:30 PM||||That price is awesome,im getting one,i dont need a cat so it is no problem.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000017||GVR4ZUM||04-14-2003||01:13 PM||||For those of you who bought the downpipe. Can you please give a feedback. Any fitment issue etc etc..<br />Also has anybody bought a cat-back exhaust from them?<br />thanks.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000018||GVR4ZUM||04-15-2003||02:01 PM||||????<br />No responsed..||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000019||91 #680||04-15-2003||03:25 PM||||I've waited a little over two weeks for my downpipe from them......||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000020||DookGVR4||04-15-2003||06:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> I even went as far to ask hom if he makes cat-backs....and he does 3" with a dynomax </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But I wonder if he will consider making GVR4 cat-backs?  <br /><br />I like his muffler/tip choice for those TEL catbacks on the webpage. <br /><br />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya that is what i meant....He said he will make a GVR4 exhaust.<br /><br />But i wonder about the fitment because he doesnt advertise them...?...||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000021||GVR4ZUM||04-16-2003||11:57 AM||||thanks for responding guys.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000022||91 #680||04-25-2003||01:42 AM||||DONT BUY THE DOWNPIPE.  You get what you pay for...today I recieved exhaust depot's 1g dp and it doesn't fit.  Looks like I'll be visiting an exhaust shop to have them reweld the flange to the exhaust to make it fit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    Also when I recieved the package it looked like a 6 year old shipped the damn thing.  It was but in a box with tears and holes, barely taped up, and sent to the address that I told him not to send it to  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000023||GVR4ZUM||04-26-2003||05:41 PM||||Doh! sorry to hear that.<br />Its a good thing I didn't order it yet.<br />I was thinking of getting that and a catback from Certified.||65.59.100.92||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000024||DookGVR4||04-26-2003||07:12 PM||||On the flip side.....<br /><br />I got mine yestarday, 3 days after ordering in a nice box.<br /><br />Although i cant speak for fitment as i have yet to receive my cat-back   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000025||GVR4ZUM||04-26-2003||10:16 PM||||Dook,<br />  If you don't mind me asking.  How much did you pay for the cat-back?||64.157.79.57||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000026||DookGVR4||04-26-2003||11:39 PM||||Well i didnt get it from these guys.....<br /><br />But i will be sure to post pics when it arrives   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000027||91 #680||04-27-2003||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> On the flip side.....<br /><br />I got mine yestarday, 3 days after ordering in a nice box.<br /><br />Although i cant speak for fitment as i have yet to receive my cat-back    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did get mine quick, but I didn't get it in a nice box.  I took measurements of what needed to be resized and took it to a buddy who welds and made my dp fit properly....I have to say the gains are impressive and there is no sign of  boost creep. It also made boost pressure jump a few PSI.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000028||silly4turbo||04-27-2003||01:48 PM||||so was this just a bolt on dp, what type of resizing did you have to do ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000029||GVR4ZUM||04-27-2003||08:06 PM||||Oh ok, hmmm I know I know Certified right Dook?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.244.235.10||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000030||Vr4in'||04-28-2003||04:05 AM||||a buddy of mine owns a muffler shop,he told me he will make me a downpipe for 50.00.he said all he has to do is make a custom flange and bend whatever inch pipe and weld it on there.im thinking about doing it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000031||a_santos||04-28-2003||07:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> a buddy of mine owns a muffler shop,he told me he will make me a downpipe for 50.00.he said all he has to do is make a custom flange and bend whatever inch pipe and weld it on there.im thinking about doing it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He won't have to make a custom flange, you can just buy it from roadraceengineering.com. You have to call them to buy it. They also sell the first bend for the down pipe.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000032||91 #680||04-28-2003||12:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> so was this just a bolt on dp, what type of resizing did you have to do ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it apparently was a bolt on...it was short about an inch and the flange needed to be turned in order to meet up with the exhaust.||144.37.195.79||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum3/001548.cgi
A||||3||vr4door||tranny question???||||5||||vr4door||00000880
Z||000000||vr4door||02-13-2003||10:27 PM||brtnrush@yahoo.com||Can you tell the diff between a gvr4 tranny and a eclipse/talon AWD tranny when it is still in the car?||208.143.136.194||reg||5||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-14-2003||02:07 AM||||Unless it is modified, you could theoretically tell by the height of the 1st gear.  A GVR-4 first should be good up to about 35mph.<br /><br />I think that's 10% taller or something.  So that would mean that the T/E/L tranny would top out at 32mph...<br /><br />Don't know if you can accurately gauge that (other factors involved, like tire size) but that's the best I can think of.||67.36.190.240||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-14-2003||10:10 AM||||take a strong flashlight, and look on the bell housing, right below the thermostat, where it meets the block.  STAMPED on a raised boss, there is a sequence of letters and numbers.  galant vr4 will be W5M332NQBK, or NQBM.  t/e/l is NPXU(early) and NPZT or MUZT.  the W5M33 designates it as awd turbo. W5M31 is a non turbo galant gsx.  getting hosed makes one learn about these things.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||vr4door||02-14-2003||04:10 PM||||thanks guys that helps alot!!!||208.143.136.171||reg||10||vr4door||00000880||yes



ubb/Forum3/001549.cgi
A||||2||Martin Chilcote||Dejon Tools: where'd they go ?||||5||||Martin #1064/2000||00000028
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||02-14-2003||09:22 AM||chilcote@swbell.net||I've tried the last url I had for them for the last couple of days, anybody know if they've moved ? <br /><a href="http://users.erinet.com/40666/" target="_blank">http://users.erinet.com/40666/</a>||66.139.167.93||reg||5||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000001||dsmsleeper||02-14-2003||09:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Martin #1064/2000:<br /><strong> I've tried the last url I had for them for the last couple of days, anybody know if they've moved ? <br /> <a href="http://users.erinet.com/40666/" target="_blank">http://users.erinet.com/40666/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just try: <a href="http://dejontool.com" target="_blank">http://dejontool.com</a>||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000002||Martin Chilcote||02-16-2003||01:46 AM||||Thanks for the info dsmsleeper <br />  <br /><br />[/QUOTE]Just try:  <a href="http://dejontool.com" target="_blank">http://dejontool.com</a> [/QB][/QUOTE]||66.139.167.139||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum3/001551.cgi
A||||3||VR-4play||$$ ic piping $$ ?||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||02-14-2003||06:11 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||i figured out it would cost me about $300 to do the pipes myself. has anyone had a shop custom bend pipes, and how much did it cost? if it is about the same amount, i will tow the car to the shop and have them bend the pipes on the car.||67.30.251.128||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||andy||02-14-2003||06:20 PM||||When you figure most IC kits cost $1000, $300 sounds about right considering most places will only let the core/tanks go for $700. <br /><br />By the time you figure in the labor, cutting, welding on brackets, fitting it up, welding pipes together, material, couplers, and clamps, $300 isnt so bad after all.||64.4.101.132||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-14-2003||09:54 PM||||I second that..a nice set of pipes (2.5 inch) for $300-$350 is worth it...Sometimes, work and re-work will nickel and dime ya...Same for exhaust work, IMHO.||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||02-15-2003||02:05 AM||||it costed me about 150 for the piping and i cut it all myself. now i jsut need to weld it and get a few couplers and clamps and then it will be all set. so totally about 250-300 and just patience will do it.||65.227.204.150||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001552.cgi
A||||3||gvr4ever||Slippery when icy n stuff||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||02-14-2003||09:09 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||So my wife is driving the car tonight.  We are going back home and she is playing in the snow and ice.  We come up to a sharp corner and she isn't slowing down much.  I'm like, slow down or rally it.  Maybe I shouldn't have said that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />She did a good job, but after the corner and after she came out, the car got squirly.  She gave it a little gas, but the back end just came out. We are sporting winter ice tires, but I tink that 3 bolt has to go.  Time for LSD I think.  That was BS cuz I was surpized how well my wife took the corner.  She didn't oversteer or brake.  We hit a curb backwards tore the holy f&^k out of someones yard and quicky drove off.  No dammage done!!!!||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||02-15-2003||12:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>   I'm like, slow down or rally it.  Maybe I shouldn't have said that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There is absolutely no way I could say that to Anyone driving my car.  <br /><br />Slow down or rally it?  My wife would still be trying to figure out what that means.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||02-15-2003||01:30 PM||||Well my wife has rally raced before (using a rental car) and I've seen her drift the GVR4 before very well.  The roads where just extra slippery last night with a layer of ice below the snow.  If I would have had studded tires, it would have been all good  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Also, it probably would have been okay with a rear LSD.  I will look for one in the spring.  The rear just got sloppy when it should not have.  We were in a good line and I'm not even sure what happend.  I know we didn't hit a bump or anything else that would have thrown the car off corse.  We were on a new road that is very smooth.  I know that from leaving rubber on black top parking lots around a corner that the rear tires leave different lenth spin outs when leaving a corner.  I'm sure that happend last night too.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||VR-4play||02-15-2003||01:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> So my wife is driving the car tonight.  We are going back home and she is playing in the snow and ice.  We come up to a sharp corner and she isn't slowing down much.  I'm like, slow down or rally it.  Maybe I shouldn't have said that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">my reaction would have been "slow down or make the turn after this one."   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.30.250.142||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum3/001553.cgi
A||||20||turbowop||Pics of Tein install||||14||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||02-14-2003||10:03 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I installed the Tein HA's today and took some pics while I was at it. I've never seen the actual E-39a setup until I bought them. So for anybody interested here are the pics. Please ignore the ugly rust coated rotors....the car has been sitting for roughly 2.5 months.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid51/pe16875d53e06edd8df4b296b8a3705f7/fca3c1e4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid51/pd99111f06bd2e9a9351408a95fe090bc/fca3c1e3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid51/p27e9ac6ac5d60a6146ee3cf14ffca25b/fca3c4cd.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid51/p15bf9b4420056a652d2d446c67dc03cd/fca3c4cb.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid51/pfad2500abba6dfb48a48c3253e03ee82/fca3c1df.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />They went on with no problems at all. Now I have to wait to get my new injectors and intake pipe to fit my 2g mas before I even get to test drive it. Damnit.....||66.189.197.56||reg||14||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Jose||02-14-2003||11:09 PM||||I was about to order mine today when they told me that they out of stock. Now I have to wait till April , when they get a new shipment. Damm!!||205.188.209.7||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-15-2003||12:48 AM||||Fucking sweet! Let me know when you get the car running Mark so I can come down for a ride. Also interested in your contact for ordering a set. Definatley want to get a pair after I get an exhaust.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||02-15-2003||01:59 AM||||must be nice to afford a set of those.....im really jealous||65.227.204.150||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||02-15-2003||02:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> must be nice to afford a set of those.....im really jealous </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got my tax return and then handed it in for the suspension. Otherwise I wouldn't be affording it. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||Louters91GVR4||02-15-2003||03:40 AM||||two words "bad ass"<br /><br />tom||65.24.254.99||reg||14||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||02-15-2003||04:33 PM||||Nice , I imagine you will be having some fun in the twisties real soon . what did you have on there before ? stock ? I could use an upgrade, Hint hint.....!||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||02-15-2003||05:55 PM||||yeah mark what are you doing with the agxs and teh whitelines you had on there...holler at me i need some suspension to finish off the vr4||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||kartorium31||02-15-2003||07:55 PM||||bwahahaha, i already snaked his old setup.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||02-15-2003||08:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> bwahahaha, i already snaked his old setup. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah.....Karter already got my old stuff. I put a whole 30 miles on it before I sold it. Of course I got it used though from Dale (suprflewus).||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||atsiauto||02-15-2003||09:07 PM||||cant blame us for trying to get some killer used stuff "On Tha Cheap!" Congrats.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||02-15-2003||10:21 PM||||as always late again damn!!||12.251.226.141||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||vr4door||02-16-2003||08:49 PM||||where did you get that set up from??||208.143.136.113||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000013||turbowop||02-16-2003||11:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vr4door:<br /><strong> where did you get that set up from?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A friend of mine owns a local speed shop. He became a Tein dealer as of a couple months ago and I ordered them through him.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000014||hibrn8||02-18-2003||11:45 AM||||you must have got some kind of hook up on them then.. how much do i need to get a set of those, what is retail price on em?||131.193.154.196||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000015||turbowop||02-18-2003||08:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> you must have got some kind of hook up on them then.. how much do i need to get a set of those, what is retail price on em? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He initially thought he got a killer discount and told me he would sell them to me at cost since he's a close friend. Well...when he ordered them for me it wound up being a little more than anticipated. About $200 more, but I already had my heart set on them and had the money so I said screw it....order them anyway. Plus I already had my gc/agx setup sold to Karter. After shipping they came out to $1208 exactly. I saw the invoice...he didn't add one cent to it. If anybody wants a set I could get them for probably around $1250. MSRP is $1460. I think so long as my friend makes about $50 he would be happy. I already asked him about giving good deals to all you guys on the board and he said sure. If there's anybody else out there that can get better prices let yourself be heard.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000016||hibrn8||02-18-2003||10:21 PM||||money well spent....they are beautiful||65.227.204.174||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000017||number3||02-19-2003||07:59 AM||||Did you get my check yet?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000018||turbowop||02-19-2003||09:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Did you get my check yet?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had you send it to my parents address since I'm about to move into a new house and didn't want it to get lost. I'll call them today and see if it arrived.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000019||bob in chicago||02-20-2003||11:05 AM||||Does the pillow-ball at the top of the front struts have any cushion? Or are they metal-to-metal?  I wonder if they'd be acceptable on a daily driver.||24.148.12.138||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000020||turbowop||02-20-2003||10:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> Does the pillow-ball at the top of the front struts have any cushion? Or are they metal-to-metal?  I wonder if they'd be acceptable on a daily driver. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Metal to metal.......no cushion.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/001554.cgi
A||||4||04DrBlur|| Dampner Pulley||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||02-14-2003||10:04 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||I did some searching on this and didnt find the answer to my question so here we go.  I changed my timing belt about 8000 mi. ago but didnt change the crankshaft pulley.  Now my car is making a whining noise which sounds like the power steering pump goin bad.  But I think it is the dampner pulley goin on me.  It has never been replaced as far as I know.  Question is do I change out my timing belt again or can I get by with swapin the pulleys?||68.21.138.138||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||02-14-2003||11:15 PM||||You can replace the crank pulley (harmonic dampner/balancer) without doing the timing belt. <br /><br />If your question is should you do the timing belt again since you'll be removing the crank pulley anyway, my opinion is no. Most manufacturers say the interval for timing belt replacement is 70,000 miles.<br /><br />dp||68.155.54.139||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-15-2003||12:09 AM||||the harmonic balancer is EXTERNAL, outside of the timing cover.  the timing belt is INTERNAL, inside of the timing cover.  you can change the harmonic balancer without removing the timing cover.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||02-15-2003||12:17 AM||||Thanks guys that is the answer I wanted to hear.  Goin to order it right now.  Thanks Phil||68.21.138.138||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||02-15-2003||12:53 AM||||Yeah, its pretty simple. Remove all belts. Unbolt the 4 bolts holding it on & remove. Installation is reverse of removal. Will take about an hour to do(on avg).||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/001555.cgi
A||||17||turbowop||my daily driver||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||02-14-2003||10:48 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||While I had the camera out to snap some shots of my new suspension, I took one of my sweet Subaru Justy. Just thought I'd share a pic of the car that keeps the miles and dirt off the gvr4.<br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid51/p272448519406290b400b82673f6fcfe9/fca3c1e1.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||02-14-2003||11:26 PM||||Dude, you live in Yakima and you have a Thule rack? Whu's up with that?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <br /> <br />dp||68.155.54.139||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||02-15-2003||12:23 AM||||Haha...that is funny. I like Thule racks better than Yakima racks. I think the Yakima rack company is actually somewhere in Colorado.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||02-15-2003||02:29 AM||||Do you ever open the hood on that thing and wonder how the 4G63 would fit in there?<br /><br />I always wanted one of those cars. Are they any good?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.200.53||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||7541000||02-15-2003||02:58 AM||||are they 3cyl.? or no||12.94.163.146||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-15-2003||09:33 AM||||aaawww, it so cute   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I always wanted a 323 GTX which is similar to that...<br /><br />Gabor - freakin sell the rustang and get Gloria (is that right, I only met her once) a mini cooper S.||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||02-15-2003||01:38 PM||||Actually, I'd like to see someone put an EJ22 (WRX engine) in one of those.  I'm sure it would be super quick since it's probably very light.<br /><br />I'd love a 323GTX too.  They're very rare too and their 4wd system is a bit clunky (all gear driven) and complicated.  Plus mods are hard to come by and quite expensive in comparison to DSM's, but the engine is the same as in a Miata basically (that's why Miata's are relatively easy to turbo).||152.163.204.179||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000007||91vr4evolution||02-15-2003||02:12 PM||||Over here, there has been a lot of Mazda 323 4wd BFMR, GTX, and GTR's imported from Japan, they're reasonally light and quick, but the gearboxes are VERY fragile (for drag racing use). I know someone who has been thru 6 or 7 boxes in about 3 years,(but he's doing flat 13's.)||202.27.176.157||reg||1||91vr4evolution||00000457||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||02-15-2003||03:00 PM||||i had an 88 gtx, bought it brand new, and put 130k on it.  great car.  they didnt sell worth a crap.  the one i got had been on the showroom floor for 515 days!  i sold it when i got my galant.  i had also bought a used 323 gt for my son, it was a sedan, 2wd, but with the 1.6 turbo motor.  they were both very nice cars, but the galant is way better, imho.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||02-15-2003||03:58 PM||||I want one. I really need a daily driver so I can work on the Galant.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||kartorium31||02-15-2003||07:57 PM||||My brother has a gtx, it isn't as nice as the vr-4 mostly cause it is lacking in power.  It wouldn't make a good daily driver to go with the vr-4, you would be working on cars all the time.  Stick with NA for daily drivers.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000011||a_santos||02-15-2003||08:06 PM||||Hey,<br /><br />My brother also has a 323 gtx. It's his project car, I meant a Justy when I said I wanted one. </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> My brother has a gtx, it isn't as nice as the vr-4 mostly cause it is lacking in power.  It wouldn't make a good daily driver to go with the vr-4, you would be working on cars all the time.  Stick with NA for daily drivers. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000012||kartorium31||02-15-2003||08:29 PM||||small world, not really though.  Because usually people that know whats up with cars are gonna be informed by there bros or whatever.  I think a justy is to ghetto for me, i need somthin with a little more, how u say, ah yes, class.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />I gotta say though marks car is top notch, especially in person.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000013||turbowop||02-15-2003||08:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong>   <br />I gotta say though marks car is top notch, especially in person. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What? My gvr4 or my Justy? I'd have to say the Justy is pretty topnotch......it won't friggen die....*knocks on wood*||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||02-15-2003||09:03 PM||||Turbowop,<br />Seems like I remember when those came out that the auto's had a different kind of setup. Did they have a CVT tranny in them?  Long time ago to try and remember what it was - hell, I have a hard time remembering last month.||167.142.22.253||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||kartorium31||02-15-2003||09:04 PM||||i was talkin bout the GV||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000016||turbowop||02-15-2003||09:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Turbowop,<br />Seems like I remember when those came out that the auto's had a different kind of setup. Did they have a CVT tranny in them?  Long time ago to try and remember what it was - hell, I have a hard time remembering last month. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah...they had one of those constant variable auto's. Crappy and full of problems. Mine's a five speed with push button 4wd.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000017||GVR-4||02-15-2003||09:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Haha...that is funny. I like Thule racks better than Yakima racks. I think the Yakima rack company is actually somewhere in Colorado. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I think you're right about them being in Colorado. I bought mine in '91 and I think they were in Yakima at the time. I still have it and like it (just don't use it too much anymore). I'm not fond of the Thules. Just thought I'd harrass ya...<br /><br />dp||68.155.51.169||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/001556.cgi
A||N||28||SD90GalantGSX||90 Galant GSX Worthy??||||1||||SD90GalantGSX||00000649
Z||000000||SD90GalantGSX||02-15-2003||09:39 PM||burnscool@aol.com||Hey guys, I need some input about my car to see if it's good enough to be on the GVR4 Member's Ride section.  I know it's not a GVR4, but it's been converted over w/ turbo motor, tranny, rear diff, and front bumper.....here is a link to look at the pics and my mods:<br /><a href="http://www.sddsm.org/pages/cars/brandon/brandon.htm" target="_blank">http://www.sddsm.org/pages/cars/brandon/brandon.htm</a><br /><br />Turbo/Induction<br /> <br />FP 30 55 <br />Spearco FMIC w/ 2.5 in. piping <br />GReddy Type S BOV<br />Hallman ES MBC<br />2g MAF <br /> <br />Engine <br />4G63 Turbo <br />HKS 272/272 Cams <br /> <br />Exhaust <br />RNR Racing 3" Turbo-back<br />Ported 2g manifold<br />40mm Tial Wastegate<br /><br />Fuel Enrichment <br />Denso 720cc injectors <br />Walbro 255lph (re-wired) <br />Spoolin-Up FPR<br /><br />Suspension / Brakes <br />Ground Control Coil-overs <br />KYB AGX Adjustable Struts <br />Brembo Rotors <br />AXXiss Brake Pads<br /><br /> Electronics <br />Apex'i Turbo Timer<br />Apex'i S-AFC with 3 BAR MAP Sensor "Hack" <br /> <br />Drive Train <br />3-Bolt Turbo Rear End<br />Turbo AWD Tranny<br />ACT 2600 <br />RRE Lightened Flywheel<br /><br /> <br />Gauges <br />Greddy 60 mm EGT White Faced Peak Hold/Warning<br />Greddy 52 mm Boost White Faced<br />Greddy 52 mm Oil Pressure White Faced <br />B&M Fuel Pressure<br /><br />Weight Reduction/Other  <br />CF Hood<br />Sparco Racing Seats <br />Custom radiator ( 5 columns cut off the passenger side to make room for the IC pipe)<br /><br />Thanks!!<br /><br />Brandon||64.12.101.174||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||02-16-2003||01:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> i thought you car was worthy when I saw it before half the stuff was done.  <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon14.gif" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||207.220.129.217||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||comfy||02-16-2003||06:33 AM||||the amount of work you have put into that car is impressive, it may not be a vr-4 but it is a spectacular piece of work.  mad props to you||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000005||SD90GalantGSX||02-16-2003||01:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by comfy:<br /><strong> the amount of work you have put into that car is impressive, it may not be a vr-4 but it is a spectacular piece of work.  mad props to you </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks guys.  By summer, I MAY be getting a ported and polishd head w/ 1 mm over sized valves, double valve springs & titanium retainers.  That SHOULD make the car a little faster...hehe||205.188.209.7||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||02-16-2003||02:37 PM||||Get another bolt for that turbo 1st.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Nice work, man||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||Nate||02-16-2003||02:39 PM||||&gt;&gt;By summer, I MAY be getting a ported and polishd head w/ 1 mm over sized valves, double valve springs & titanium retainers. That SHOULD make the car a little faster...hehe&lt;&lt;<br /><br />Speaking from experience, if there are other places that you think it might help, spend it there first.  I have ported heads on both cars and I don't think they help nearly as much as people think.  A buddy of mine with a stock head and intake manifold just put 470 to the AWD dyno at 30psi, and 534 at 34psi.  The cylinder head on his car came directly off of a junkyard motor.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||02-16-2003||03:33 PM||||Yes, I hold GGSXs in the same light as VR4s. I would even let a bad ass GS hang around if it had a turbo swap. For gods sake man you have a FP30 and hung with an 11 sec car from a roll on pump with awd. That my freind just rocks, Mutch props to you.||209.246.135.1||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||02-16-2003||06:49 PM||||yes i agree with pre-evo, your car was worthy before half the mods!||63.202.233.120||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||02-16-2003||08:29 PM||||Submit it along with a video perhaps. I have heard so much about your car and it would be cool to see some clips of it in action. Just thought also that could be cool addition to the readers rides section, a video of each car in action.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||Matt379||02-16-2003||09:27 PM||||How 'bout some pics of the interior (Sparco racing seats) please?!?!?||68.51.81.162||reg||1||Matt379||00000245||yes
Z||000012||SD90GalantGSX||02-17-2003||01:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> Get another bolt for that turbo 1st.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Nice work, man </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">NAPA only had 3 new bolts, I didn't want to put an old bolt in, ya know?  It's been fixed...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000013||SD90GalantGSX||02-17-2003||01:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Submit it along with a video perhaps. I have heard so much about your car and it would be cool to see some clips of it in action. Just thought also that could be cool addition to the readers rides section, a video of each car in action.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will definately post some videos once I get some.  I'll get some track videos in a couple weeks.  Mabye i'll make a fun video killing   vette or some thing....hehe||64.12.96.102||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000014||SD90GalantGSX||02-17-2003||01:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt379:<br /><strong> How 'bout some pics of the interior (Sparco racing seats) please?!?!? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They're actually Sparco Torino imitations.  They are really light, like 23 lbs.  They recline and slide.  I will get some pics of those by the end of the week||64.12.96.102||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000015||GRV4726||02-17-2003||03:41 AM||||i really like your car. you put a good about of work into it and its obvious, so i think, like most others, that it shoudl be up on the members rides.  i usually don't like unpainted carbon fiber but for somereason i think it looks really good on your car. i like the black on white think (i guess thats why i painted my rims black).  anyway... awesome car. it may not be a vr4 but who cares.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000016||Ash||02-17-2003||06:33 AM||||I like it, just like the home made EVO's we get over here, just as good or even better than the real thing sometimes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.221.19.18||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000017||gsxtasee||02-17-2003||12:27 PM||||Nope, this should be kept a "pure" breed.  No mixed breeds allowed.  Take your slow, POS, peiced-together Frankenstein, non-oil-line-havin' car home!!!!!<br /><br />CrazyJason<br />'91 Gvr4<br /><br />spent 5 hours helping him try to avoid a 70 mile tow bill  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />BTW, just in case you couldn't tell, I was just kidding about the "pure" part.  His car is nice and the turbo is _unbelievable_||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000018||SD90GalantGSX||02-18-2003||01:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gsxtasee:<br /><strong> Nope, this should be kept a "pure" breed.  No mixed breeds allowed.  Take your slow, POS, peiced-together Frankenstein, non-oil-line-havin' car home!!!!!<br /><br />CrazyJason<br />'91 Gvr4<br /><br />spent 5 hours helping him try to avoid a 70 mile tow bill    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />BTW, just in case you couldn't tell, I was just kidding about the "pure" part.  His car is nice and the turbo is _unbelievable_ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I owe you lots...next time you're in SD let me know and I WILL hook you up.  It was no prob.  You saved me like $350 of towing to SD from Garden Grove area.  It only took me like 30 to 40 minutes to take off the manifold and the oil supply line and put the new oil supply line and the manifold back on....it's running great again....||152.163.213.193||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000019||Jon||02-18-2003||08:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> &gt;&gt;By summer, I MAY be getting a ported and polishd head w/ 1 mm over sized valves, double valve springs & titanium retainers. That SHOULD make the car a little faster...hehe&lt;&lt;<br /><br />Speaking from experience, if there are other places that you think it might help, spend it there first.  I have ported heads on both cars and I don't think they help nearly as much as people think.  A buddy of mine with a stock head and intake manifold just put 470 to the AWD dyno at 30psi, and 534 at 34psi.  The cylinder head on his car came directly off of a junkyard motor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Didn't Magnus run those 9's in their Talon with a stock 4G64 head?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000020||evol||02-18-2003||10:32 AM||||I'd have to say your car is more than worthy. it's a very very very nice piece of machinery, even if its not a gvr-4. Hell, I'll bet it would smoke 99% of the people on this board.<br /><br />And as the delinquents say:<br /><br />"Mad Props, yo"||134.124.18.10||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000021||SD90GalantGSX||02-18-2003||01:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> &gt;&gt;By summer, I MAY be getting a ported and polishd head w/ 1 mm over sized valves, double valve springs & titanium retainers. That SHOULD make the car a little faster...hehe&lt;&lt;<br /><br />Speaking from experience, if there are other places that you think it might help, spend it there first.  I have ported heads on both cars and I don't think they help nearly as much as people think.  A buddy of mine with a stock head and intake manifold just put 470 to the AWD dyno at 30psi, and 534 at 34psi.  The cylinder head on his car came directly off of a junkyard motor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What would you suggest I get to make the car faster?  An sheetmetal intake manifold?  I don't have enough money to build the bottom end right now.  ??????||205.188.209.7||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000022||Matt379||02-18-2003||01:32 PM||||more boost.... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />how?  water injection...<br /><br />ask Ken Inn about it, he'll tell you all the awesome benefits.||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt379||00000245||yes
Z||000023||SD90GalantGSX||02-18-2003||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt379:<br /><strong> more boost....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />how?  water injection...<br /><br />ask Ken Inn about it, he'll tell you all the awesome benefits. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I think race gas will take care of that.  I drive the car every day.  I only try to race at a track.  I don't know if my stock motor can hadle too much more. I will turn up the boost to like 25 psi on race gas, but that's the highest I THINK i should go....you know?||205.188.209.7||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000024||Matt379||02-18-2003||02:14 PM||||yah know?<br /><br />unfortunately no...I wish I did  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />the look on people's faces as you kill them has to be worth it.||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000025||Doug Thomas||02-18-2003||05:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SD90GalantGSX:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> &gt;&gt;By summer, I MAY be getting a ported and polishd head w/ 1 mm over sized valves, double valve springs & titanium retainers. That SHOULD make the car a little faster...hehe&lt;&lt;<br /><br />Speaking from experience, if there are other places that you think it might help, spend it there first.  I have ported heads on both cars and I don't think they help nearly as much as people think.  A buddy of mine with a stock head and intake manifold just put 470 to the AWD dyno at 30psi, and 534 at 34psi.  The cylinder head on his car came directly off of a junkyard motor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What would you suggest I get to make the car faster?  An sheetmetal intake manifold?  I don't have enough money to build the bottom end right now.  ?????? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I see you have a FP3055 what times have you run with it?||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000026||SD90GalantGSX||02-19-2003||02:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SD90GalantGSX:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> &gt;&gt;By summer, I MAY be getting a ported and polishd head w/ 1 mm over sized valves, double valve springs & titanium retainers. That SHOULD make the car a little faster...hehe&lt;&lt;<br /><br />Speaking from experience, if there are other places that you think it might help, spend it there first.  I have ported heads on both cars and I don't think they help nearly as much as people think.  A buddy of mine with a stock head and intake manifold just put 470 to the AWD dyno at 30psi, and 534 at 34psi.  The cylinder head on his car came directly off of a junkyard motor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What would you suggest I get to make the car faster?  An sheetmetal intake manifold?  I don't have enough money to build the bottom end right now.  ?????? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I see you have a FP3055 what times have you run with it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't have any official times with it yet.  I've only had it on for about 3 weeks now.  I will get to a track as soon as I can.  I raced a 99 Viper GTS SCR from 20 to 100 and it only pulled on me when I shifted(bad tranny and clutch).  He beat me by about 2 cars, from a roll.  They are supposed to trap 118 to 120.  That was on pump gas, so on race gas I SHOULD be able to trap in the 120's, hopfully...||152.163.188.33||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000027||howard_GVR4||02-19-2003||01:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SD90GalantGSX:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt379:<br /><strong> more boost....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br />how?  water injection...<br /><br />ask Ken Inn about it, he'll tell you all the awesome benefits. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I think race gas will take care of that.  I drive the car every day.  I only try to race at a track.  I don't know if my stock motor can hadle too much more. I will turn up the boost to like 25 psi on race gas, but that's the highest I THINK i should go....you know? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The FP30 was designed to be extremely efficient even higher than 25psi, so I would definitely run more boost than that on race gas.  The benefits of that turbo will hardly be seen at less than that.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000028||gsxtasee||02-19-2003||05:29 PM||||$300 plus tax for Eagle rods, $360 shipped for Wiseco pistons w/ rings...  then you just need gaskets/bearings/oil pump and you're done with the bottom end.. .could be done for around $1500 or so...  <br /><br />hell, if you wanted, I could hav my guy ship you a full-built engine ready to install...  wouldn't be _that_ expensive...<br /><br />Jason<br />#1703&lt;--cracked pistons  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000029||SD90GalantGSX||02-19-2003||08:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SD90GalantGSX:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt379:<br /><strong> more boost....     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     <br /><br />how?  water injection...<br /><br />ask Ken Inn about it, he'll tell you all the awesome benefits. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I think race gas will take care of that.  I drive the car every day.  I only try to race at a track.  I don't know if my stock motor can hadle too much more. I will turn up the boost to like 25 psi on race gas, but that's the highest I THINK i should go....you know? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The FP30 was designed to be extremely efficient even higher than 25psi, so I would definitely run more boost than that on race gas.  The benefits of that turbo will hardly be seen at less than that. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I WILL try to run more boost than 25 but I don't know how long my STOCK motor will last.  I know I CAN run more boost but the problem is the stock motor.  I'll try different boost levels to see the gains when i'm at the track...||198.81.26.171||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000030||SD90GalantGSX||02-19-2003||08:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gsxtasee:<br /><strong> $300 plus tax for Eagle rods, $360 shipped for Wiseco pistons w/ rings...  then you just need gaskets/bearings/oil pump and you're done with the bottom end.. .could be done for around $1500 or so...  <br /><br />hell, if you wanted, I could hav my guy ship you a full-built engine ready to install...  wouldn't be _that_ expensive...<br /><br />Jason<br />#1703&lt;--cracked pistons   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, that means I would need to get the block done.  That is really expensive.  Plus I don'thave a spare block,  I am getting a spare head soon.  How much would your guy charge for labor for the block, if I supplied the pistons, rods, and block?||198.81.26.171||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes



ubb/Forum3/001557.cgi
A||||10||comfy||what ever happened to integrity and research?||||1||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||02-16-2003||06:11 AM||||i found this and had to laugh at the lack of research this kid had done, or mabe just bad sources.  i e-mailed him to set him straight with fun facts and data but who knows.  take a look.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.fantasycars.com/sedans/html/galant.html" target="_blank">http://www.fantasycars.com/sedans/html/galant.html</a>||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000001||Ash||02-16-2003||06:16 AM||||What's wrong with that?  Its 2 models later than the one you are used to & the specs sounded right for that model.||203.220.89.73||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||comfy||02-16-2003||06:22 AM||||didnt think there was a vr-4 for that model.  thought the vr-4's last production year was 92||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000003||number3||02-16-2003||08:00 AM||||Sounds like you had better go do some research yourself...<br /><br />You have just stuck foot in mouth    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||comfy||02-16-2003||09:19 AM||||guess so.  not the first tome i have been wrong, doubt it will be the last.||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||02-16-2003||10:24 AM||||Just so you know. They still make the Galant VR4||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||02-16-2003||03:36 PM||||I thought last year was the last for the vr four door.||209.246.135.1||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||02-16-2003||03:49 PM||||theyre all overseas cars though right ? GOD forbid we get anything cool here in the U.S.A&gt;||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||VR-4play||02-16-2003||04:48 PM||||that's ok comfy.  we all learn something new everyday. but that is funny how instead of reading that and finding out if it was true, you just assumed dude didn't know what he was talking about.||67.30.250.214||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000009||1312VR4||02-16-2003||06:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> I thought last year was the last for the vr four door. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, yeah they did end it in the summer of last year.Dont know what I was thinking.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000010||Ash||02-17-2003||06:13 AM||||Just by the way Comfy, that's the 3rd gen, the 2nd gen had a 2.0l twin turbo, all smaller versions of the 3000GT motor.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.221.19.18||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/001558.cgi
A||||7||number3||8-20&quot;||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||02-16-2003||11:55 AM||||We are expected to get 20+" of snow!!!<br /><br />If it has to be cold out. I want snow.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||02-16-2003||01:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> If it has to cold out I want snow.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Engrish?||151.199.247.50||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||02-16-2003||01:30 PM||||trenny rinches!! ?? Reary? .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||02-16-2003||02:39 PM||||Dint day git lik tin inch o' rain Vergina?||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||02-16-2003||02:54 PM||||Yeap, the DC Metro area is getting hammered right now.  When I woke up this a.m. there was already about 8" on the ground...since then it's only gotten worse.  By the end of the day tomorrow we should have about 20" or more.  Figures I don't have my GVR-4 running   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||02-16-2003||03:09 PM||||Damn that sucks. its about 80 deg. here right now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> . I dont need anymore snow. After living in Jersey then in Northern Japan( avg. 180" a year).I'm done with the cold weather. But I do miss driving around in it.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||number3||02-16-2003||05:01 PM||||Going for 25".<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||number3||02-17-2003||05:14 PM||||All said and done we got about 21" of snow.  My back is killing me...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001559.cgi
A||||4||04DrBlur||Sloppy rear end..||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||02-16-2003||10:09 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||Alright I went for a little ski trip today to try out a new snowboard that I traded for a air/fuel gauge and with all the new snow we got(5-7 in.)  my car feels like the rear end is playing pinball.  Everytime I hit a patch of snow or ice the rear end kicks out a little.  Not enough to make me loose control but enough for me to wonder why?  I still have the 3 bolt rear.  I have brand new tire BUT they are far from snow tires.  Falken Ziex 5--(?)  Great traction when dry or in the rain but in the snow SH--.  Could this simply be my alignment out of wack or do tires make that much of a difference when it come to snow?  Thanks for any help. Phil||68.21.138.138||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||MrEd||02-16-2003||10:46 PM||||I posted about a similar experience a couple months back.  The consensus was that the stock open diff. sends power to the wheel that slips.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001268" target="_blank">previous post</a> <br /><br />Personally, that practically negates the benefit of AWD this winter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.70.115.123||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000002||04DrBlur||02-16-2003||11:56 PM||||Well that sucks cause it was a real pain in the ass driving 1.5 hours constantly moving the wheel like I was in a movie.  But on the other hand about a week ago I found a guy that is willing to sell me a 4 bolt rear diff,axles,cups,hubs for 250 bucks.  So I guess it is time to tear the Galant apart again...||64.108.84.212||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||RayH||02-17-2003||02:36 PM||||Try some manual traction control; a <b>little</b> left foot braking along with gas can help get the power down more evenly during acceleration and in turns.<br /><br />Just don't do it in the middle of a turn unless you know what you're doing.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000004||VR-4play||02-17-2003||03:11 PM||||blame it on the tires, too. if your tires can't kick off the snow, you might as well be using racing slicks in the snow. although, if it is ice, i haven't seen a street tire yet that can handle that. then it would have to be the rear end.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum3/001560.cgi
A||||4||chrisnurse||1998 VR-4 BBS RIM||||1||||chrisnurse||00000902
Z||000000||chrisnurse||02-16-2003||10:18 PM||||Can anyone tell me the model number the 98 Galant VR-4 Type S uses... This is the 5Speed Manual Gearbox uses... Its sorta cross spoke. Need one rim asap.<br /><br />Thanks||208.163.48.223||reg||1||chrisnurse||00000902||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||02-16-2003||11:15 PM||||We can't really tell ya anything bout that year GV, we's all bout the e39a's.  Ya smell me...||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||02-16-2003||11:51 PM||||Get ahold of this guy, he is in Adelaide,  Australia(someone here may even know him). He has a 98. He may be able to help you with what you need.  It has his email addy on that page.<a href="http://www.sportingcarclubsa.org.au/vrfour.htm" target="_blank">98 VR4</a>  <br /> The rims look like this right?   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=54&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||02-18-2003||11:44 AM||||id like a vr4 like that too.||131.193.154.196||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||chrisnurse||02-19-2003||08:43 AM||||Thats the exact car... And those are the rims. Thanks 1312VR4... I will try and contact that guy.||208.163.48.32||reg||1||chrisnurse||00000902||yes



ubb/Forum3/001561.cgi
A||||2||number3||readers rides?||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||02-16-2003||10:41 PM||||What happened to them?||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-17-2003||10:48 AM||||that's what i thought. set it for more days.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||Jon||02-17-2003||11:02 AM||||With the new version of UBB that should be out at the end of the month, I'll make the posts sticky so they are always showing no matter how old they are.  <br /><br />Also, I will probably move the how-to to the technical but as sticky posts so they stay on top.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum3/001562.cgi
A||||14||GVR-4||Photo||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||02-16-2003||11:30 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Just thought I'd test out the photo thingy.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=50" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=50</a>||68.155.48.25||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||02-16-2003||11:32 PM||||Looks good man  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||02-16-2003||11:55 PM||||Thanks, man. I can't wait 'til the weather is like that again and my car isn't filthy.<br /><br />dp||68.155.48.25||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-17-2003||01:24 AM||||GREAT choice in rims... love those. OZs right?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||MMC VR4||02-17-2003||01:52 AM||||Look like Team Dynamics||64.12.102.164||reg||1||MMC VR4||00000738||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||02-17-2003||07:56 AM||||Yeah, they're OZs. The previous owner tricked it out and then sold it to me. I get a lot of comments on them. I even had an older guy (probably in his 50's) comment on them in a Lowes parking lot. They look good with the green, but I think they would be superb on the grey car.<br /><br />dp||68.155.49.19||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||02-17-2003||08:05 AM||||Peep dis:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=55" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=55</a>||68.155.49.19||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||02-17-2003||11:32 AM||||Looks great!  My favorite color  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  (ok, i'm a bit partial  lol)  The OZ F1's are great looking wheels and definitely go well with the green, but might be better on a white or black car.  I have a pic of a white GVR-4 with the same wheels, but it's on my home comp.  Are those 17's?  They look a bit bigger than 16's, but can't tell.  Looks great either way  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.12.107.22||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||02-17-2003||12:33 PM||||Yeah, 17s. The dude dropped some major coin for this wheel/tire set up.<br /><br />dp||68.155.49.19||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||02-17-2003||01:06 PM||||i'm jealous...  i like it a lot.  i've always love oz f1's, and i doubt i will ever afford them, anyway there are other more important mods i could spend money on, cause its still practically bone stock.<br /><br />nice car||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||02-18-2003||11:41 AM||||its really clean. i like it alot, very nocely done!||131.193.154.196||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||02-18-2003||12:18 PM||||Thanks.||68.155.60.218||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||dsmsleeper||02-18-2003||08:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MMC VR4:<br /><strong> Look like Team Dynamics </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here's my car w/ 18x8 Team Dynamics Motorsports:<br /><a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/782/782sd.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/782/782sd.jpg</a>||64.53.222.196||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000013||markrieb||02-20-2003||11:28 AM||||What is the offset of those 18x8 wheels and what tires (make, model and size).<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000014||psycopyro182||02-20-2003||08:56 PM||||Those rims are really nice man<br />i might have to save up to put those on my car.||67.33.205.182||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes



ubb/Forum3/001563.cgi
A||||3||GRV4726||crack in valve cover||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||02-17-2003||12:12 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey i found a crack in my valve cover and i have been planing on getting a new one but i figure that there should be something you can fill small cracks with.  so is there? i did a searched and look a bit in google but didn't really find anything. so sorry if this has been discussed before.<br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||02-17-2003||12:25 AM||||A really good job, with JB weld or Pig putty will fix it. Make sure you do both sides of the crack.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||evol||02-17-2003||12:45 PM||||I have an Eclipse valve cover I will sell you. Email if interested.||134.124.18.10||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||02-18-2003||11:42 AM||||just remember that jb weld does it all||131.193.154.196||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001564.cgi
A||||14||VR-4play||monster garage?||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||02-17-2003||02:25 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||does anyone else watch this?  i love this show. whenever i watch this, it makes working on my car easier.  if these guys can make a school bus transform into a boat, i should have no problem doing whatever i want with my galant.  watching this show makes my fmic install that much easier.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||02-17-2003||02:52 PM||||A mechanic once told me having the right tools is 90% of the job. Wish I had their facilities...<br /><br />dp||68.155.49.19||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||02-17-2003||02:55 PM||||SAWZALL!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||DSSA||02-17-2003||07:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> SAWZALL!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">After 8 years of working on these god-forsaken things, I just went out and bought one Saturday night.  Nice 10.5 amps to rip through whatever pisses me off.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.107.172||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||02-17-2003||07:55 PM||||Sawzalls are cool!   And yes I watch that show.||64.108.84.212||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||02-18-2003||12:31 AM||||I have a good story about sawzalls.<br />My father in law have a nice and very clean barn and I parked a 2G there one time I was parting out. Every time I took something off he was right behind me with his little catlitter filled coffee can and salting on the oil I just dripped. One day Shannon K. call me that he want the whole front end of the car. I'm like sure come end get it.<br />Well he had just bought a brand new sawzall. He introduces himself to my father in law and goes to work. Just wrenching a couple of things off here and there get a little conversation going. A little later my father in law leans over to me and whispers in my ear that Shannon looks like a really nice guy. Soon as the old guy left he got the saw out and goes to town. Cut everything off in the front of the windshield. A/C line, power steering lines, fuel line, brake lines.<br />Took about 20-25 minutes and he was out of there.<br />When my father in law came back to his barn, he almost had a heart attack. Called Shannon every name in the book.<br />Lets just say he used more than one can of catlitter, to clean the mess up that we missed and I haven't parted another car out of his place since.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.63.152||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||02-18-2003||11:39 AM||||that show does kick ass.||131.193.154.196||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||absolootbs||02-18-2003||03:38 PM||||yea, that shows definitely cool.  i even have a little alarm set on my phone for it so i don't miss it... pathetic i know.<br /><br />it's funny, i just made that tools comment the other night to my roomate when we were watchin it.  told him they made everything look so damn easy and not to take anything away from jesse james (bad ass) but things get amazingly simpler when you have the right equipment like they do.||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000008||number3||02-18-2003||04:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> SAWZALL!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">After 8 years of working on these god-forsaken things, I just went out and bought one Saturday night.  Nice 10.5 amps to rip through whatever pisses me off.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You just finally bought a Sawzall?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  What the fuck have you been wait for?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry<br /><br />PS. Dremel tools are for girls...||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||DSSA||02-18-2003||07:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> You just finally bought a Sawzall?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   What the fuck have you been wait for?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Harry<br /><br />PS. Dremel tools are for girls... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Air-saws, cut-off wheels, high-rpm grinders, and the real "big-boy" tool--cutting torch.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000010||Ben K||02-19-2003||10:33 PM||||Yins bringin out the ol torch again?||68.99.224.200||reg||1||Ben K||00000453||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||02-19-2003||10:42 PM||||Is this Uncle Benny from Arizona ? I aint seen u much around here   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||02-19-2003||10:51 PM||||Did anyone else notice, that KC sold his riced out SUV and got a new rice mobile?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.201.58||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||02-20-2003||09:13 AM||||Gabor<br /><br />you need get outta my biz and make me some of those stainless manifold covers and the valve cover for me. I think I will be wrinkled, old and driving a turbo rascal scooter before I get these...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />While you're at it, make me some techno inside stickers as well...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||02-20-2003||11:21 AM||||I strarted working on your valve cover already, rice boy. It's a bitch to chuck it up on the mill.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/001565.cgi
A||||15||GRV4726||money is death||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||02-17-2003||03:45 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so i called up ARD and asked 'em how much it would be to get my dead rebuilt, the valve gide seals are worn.  so this is what they told me. 350 pull the head and put it back on. 75 for guides. this is the part i don't quite understand. 150 for a valve job. i didn't quite ask for a valve job, and he sort of just added that in. and 30 for fluids. <br /><br />ok this is what i was wondering... how about fuck that cause i don't have 600$ and i don't even know how i could get that much cash. so should i attempt ripping the head off myself to save 350 bucks in labor? its something i have never done before, and it would be a first for many things. like timing...  <br />i was really hoping i could make a buddy down hear in houston so i could get some help and learn about it all in the process. but people just kept on referring me to shops.<br /><br />i got the unexperienced blues||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||02-17-2003||04:15 PM||||Just do it yourself and save some money.<br />It's really not that hard. Look at the vfaqs before you start and you can decide if you have the right tools for the job.<br />You'll be proud of yourself after it's all done.<br />Maybe you can email some people afterwords in the Houston area, that you'll do it cheaper than the shops they refered you to, next time they need theirs to be done.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||02-17-2003||04:33 PM||||Do you have a garage and the tools? Sure would suck to do it in a driveway. <br /><br />dp||68.155.49.19||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||02-17-2003||04:40 PM||||I take it it's not cold down there. Take some money and buy the tools you need. If you don't have a garage, do it in your driveway. Get the manual as well to help you out, not Haynes. Get the manual they use at the dealer. If you jsut want to pull the head and put it back on, it won't be that hard. Read the vfaqs and get a manual.||198.111.38.123||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-17-2003||04:44 PM||||here are some approx pricing you need to think about.  this is local<br />valve job(you take them the head)-200.00<br />head gasket set-147.00<br />tensioner-62.05<br />tens, bal belt-21.16<br />pulley-20.43<br />pulley-24.97<br />tim belt-57.89<br />bal belt-21.41<br />water pump-80.15<br />       other items to consider<br />harmonic balancer-85.43<br />access belts-20(just a guess)<br />hoses, all-48.95<br />cam, crank, op, seals-?<br /><br />then, when you get that sucker off, your exh manifold will be all cracked, 2g is 150.00, your turbine hsg will be all cracked, 150.00, other stuff like oil, coolant, plugs, maybe new dipstick, it can add up very quickly.  if you are on a budget, you can run out of money really fast.  then, if you start to cut corners, you might be throwing money at it for a long time.  and, here's the kicker, if the head/valves are worn, your rings may also be marginal, and may need changing in a short time.  i think you should try to afford a jdm engine.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||02-17-2003||06:04 PM||||ken... didn't your mom ever tell you its not nice to scare children?<br /><br />do you really think that i should just save up for a jdm?<br />i get what you're saying 1000+ is a lot to save up for when your only 16, and i can only work insummer, my highshool is pretty hard and very from from home.<br /><br />thanks though.  i was think that maybe i should buy a used rebuilt head of trader or something, and then round up all the parts and tools and the manual and then just go to town some day. and yeah i've got access to a garage.<br /><br />thanks.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-17-2003||06:16 PM||||i am trying to be realistic here.  a lot of the stuff you will be removing will be bad.  i wish i still had my old turbine housing, it was so wasted, but the car still ran good, and made boost.  and some of the parts go hand in hand with a valve job.  for example, i had my timing belt done under recall, at 85k.  they also did the balance belt, for 30 bucks, but to do a water pump, they wanted some ridiculous price like 650, so i said no.  3 months later, i got to do it myself because the pump went out.  6 months later, i removed the alternator and got it rebuilt, only to find out it was the harmonic balancer making all the noise.  then, when i did the head, i also changed out all the stuff i mentioned, plus a new turbo.  even after all of that, it still consumed oil, the rings were starting to go.  finally, the front crank seal started oozing, and i think that was what caused the timing belt to jump, and it ate a valve.  if you can get a good low mileage motor, then all of the parts are good for another 100k, imho||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||02-17-2003||07:25 PM||||You live in Houston?  Call Brian Hood and pay him to do it.  Best DSM mechanic in Baytown.  <br /><br />Ken is right, the labor to get the head rebuilt including a valve job should be $200.  Pay Brian $200 or whatever he wants to pull the head, and you're all set. <br /><br />Here's my advice:  If you're 16, and you need that car everyday, save some cash and buy a beater NOW.  Don't wait till you rip it apart to upgrade/fix the _________.  <br /><br />Cheap, fast, reliable.  Pick any two and that's your typical DSM.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||02-17-2003||11:24 PM||||yeah i know your were being realistic and thats the scary part.<br />yeah i'm thinking i'm just going to save up quite a bit of cash and get a newly rebuilt head of the trader or something. i'll drop it in and then sell the old head for a reasonable price.  i saw a head that was all rebuilt (new guides, seals, and lifters too...oh my!) and it had a 3angle valve job.  i think that went for 500$ so if i can get rid of my head, and i got some money i was saving for a greddy boost guauge (again of trader) <br />howar what do you mean by "buy a beater NOW"  whats a beater...this is not a joke. i feel like an idiot for asking but oh well.<br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||02-17-2003||11:26 PM||||It't this thing you buy so you don't have to use your hands.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong>what do you mean by "buy a beater NOW"  whats a beater...this is not a joke. i feel like an idiot for asking but oh well.<br /><br />thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||GRV4726||02-17-2003||11:29 PM||||haha...i get it now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   or perhaps a   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000011||evol||02-18-2003||01:01 AM||||Having recently come off a complete head swap/srebuild i will tell you that the easiest route to go is to find a local DSM mechanic and have him do it. I had a local guy do it here and I couldn't be happier. I took the head off myself and the thurbo, etc etc, but he put it all back together for me. I'd say you are looking at a good 850 dollars, dude. The more you do the get it running right, the more happy you will be at the finished product. And DONT CUT ANY CORNERS or you will be sorry in a major way. Nothing will cut it except for stock or better. Remeber that. its a good rule to go by.<br /><br />Good luck.||64.12.103.38||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000012||AWDpower||02-18-2003||02:22 AM||||The job is not hard, just follow the instructions to the word and don't cut corners. Replace all wear items, and use mitsu parts. They are pretty cheap from one of our discount vendors, like Tallahassee Mitsubishi. Be sure to label and mark all parts you take off, every nut and bolt. I like to stick them through a piece of card board, with the location of the bolt written in. Just remember, like everyone else mentioned, do it right the first time, don't cut corners. The beater is a good idea. And you should also check into getting a really cheap but driveable second car to use while your GVR4 is down.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.192.100.251||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000013||GRV4726||02-18-2003||04:13 PM||||"completly rebuilt head ( valve job, valve seals, valve stems, and complete milling and so on)"  its of a rebuilt motor that had 87thousand miles on it. <br />he's asking for 450 for the head and 725 for the whole engine.. what do you guys think. i can't afford either really, i'll be paying this one off for a while, my parent will have to get it and then i'd pay it off slowly. so what do you think? whole thing or just the head... i don't know when i will have the time to drop the whole thing in.<br /><br />thanks...  i know this is the sort of thing i should deal with on my own but i figure any help will be better than thinking about it by myself<br /><br />on trader search for head and its the "today only special on freshly rebiult 1g 4g63t engine        5 speed awd trans     and transfer case" one||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000014||Matt379||02-18-2003||04:21 PM||||beater= Mazda 626 hatchback with 175k miles on it!!! =)<br /><br />runs great, very reliable, good gas mileage, halls a ton of crap, doesn't get stuck in snow (with good tires)  <br /><br />great daily driver<br /><br />I call it my truck...||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000015||GRV4726||02-18-2003||04:47 PM||||i can't really get a beater because this is my car and my only car.  you guys have to remember i'm 16.  i can have some down time on the car and get by with my moms car when she's not using it. that about as much as i can do until i get a little older and live on my own. <br /><br />i would propose getting a beater but i don't think it would go down well.  i know its the ideal thing to do but i'm not yet at the ideal age. <br /><br />i'm sure i can get this thing to be reliable, it'll just take a little time and cash.  thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/001566.cgi
A||||41||a_santos||MAF translator for sale!!||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||02-17-2003||10:31 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />The much heard about MAF translator is finnaly available for purchase. I do not know of anyone using it, hopefully I will be soon. Here is the link, or if you live in the Detroit area you can just go to Ramchargers.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ramchargers.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/CategoryDisplay?cgrfnbr=29841&cgmenbr=541&cat1=29839&cat2=29840" target="_blank">http://www.ramchargers.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/CategoryDisplay?cgrfnbr=29841&cgmenbr=541&cat1=29839&cat2=29840</a><br /><br />And it is only $199.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||02-17-2003||11:09 PM||||I'd really like to know how to adjustment foe different size injectors.  You gotta read the link to understand  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||02-17-2003||11:11 PM||||haha i get it. i was a little confused at first||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||02-18-2003||02:22 AM||||it phases out the s-afc, and 2g mas mod from what i read at dsmtuners and dsmtalk. if it works this would be great for people who runs 12's daily driver. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=35397" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=35397</a><br /><br />and from mike himself<br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=81175" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=81175</a>||63.201.91.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||02-18-2003||06:49 AM||||It works and well. You will start seing AFCs go for cheap know.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  But who wants one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  I can't wait to get my hands on one of these kits. It is alos supposed to make the BOV almost as loud as one that just vents  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> it phases out the s-afc, and 2g mas mod from what i read at dsmtuners and dsmtalk. if it works this would be great for people who runs 12's daily driver. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=35397" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=35397</a> <br /><br />and from mike himself<br /> <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=81175" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=81175</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||02-18-2003||07:46 AM||||That would be sweet.  My plan is to have my car tunned this year.<br /><br />If I only needed to add injectors, FMIC, and this MAF translator, it would really make it easy.  And cheaper.  I take it a GM air counter (MAF) is cheap?<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> it phases out the s-afc, and 2g mas mod from what i read at dsmtuners and dsmtalk. if it works this would be great for people who runs 12's daily driver. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=35397" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=35397</a> <br /><br />and from mike himself<br /> <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=81175" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=81175</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||02-18-2003||05:23 PM||||You can either run a 3" or a 3.5" GM MAF. You can buy at the dealer for about $100 or used at a junkyard for about $20.  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> That would be sweet.  My plan is to have my car tunned this year.<br /><br />If I only needed to add injectors, FMIC, and this MAF translator, it would really make it easy.  And cheaper.  I take it a GM air counter (MAF) is cheap?<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> it phases out the s-afc, and 2g mas mod from what i read at dsmtuners and dsmtalk. if it works this would be great for people who runs 12's daily driver. <br /><br />  <a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=35397" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=35397</a>  <br /><br />and from mike himself<br />  <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=81175" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=81175</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||02-18-2003||10:18 PM||||or get it from your friends z28 who just realized he needed to upgrade when u offer him some bank  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000008||Ian M||02-18-2003||11:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> or get it from your friends z28 who just realized he needed to upgrade when u offer him some bank       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Funny you mention that,theres a guy at my work who just upgraded the MAS in his WS-6 Trans Am..Ive been meaning to ask him about his old one..     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br /> On a related note: Have any of you noticed that on both DSMtuners and DSMtalk that that thread is four pages long,and is mostly the same damn questions being asked and answered OVER and OVER again?..If I read another (same) question about venting the damn blowoff valve,Im gonna puke. I imagine there's going to be a lot of 14 sec 16g cars with knarly sounding BOVs hitting the streets soon..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.98||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000009||Franckypoo||02-19-2003||10:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Funny you mention that,theres a guy at my work who just upgraded the MAS in his WS-6 Trans Am..Ive been meaning to ask him about his old one.. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would be funny to beat his newly modified Trans Am with a car using his old MAS LOL!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000010||gsxtasee||02-19-2003||05:35 PM||||I imagine there's going to be a lot of 14 sec 16g cars with knarly sounding BOVs hitting the streets soon..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />what's wrong with the 16g?||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000011||Ian M||02-19-2003||06:28 PM||||what's wrong with the 16g? [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br /> Im not knocking on the 16g. Im knocking on all the ricers who'll be buying the this mostly because they can make their BOVs louder. The guys who spend boatloads on a car that wont even out run a descent running 14b car.||129.71.114.241||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000012||Ian M||02-19-2003||06:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Frankypoo:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Funny you mention that,theres a guy at my work who just upgraded the MAS in his WS-6 Trans Am..Ive been meaning to ask him about his old one.. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would be funny to beat his newly modified Trans Am with a car using his old MAS LOL!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah,and actually making more horsepower with it too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    He's always talking smack about me having a Mitsubishi. Im letting him have his fun for now... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.241||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||02-19-2003||08:46 PM||||Does Ramchargers make the MAF translator or just sell it?  Has anyone on this list bought the MAF translator?<br /><br />I wish they would have the vfaq up for something they have a price tag on.  I'd really like to read more about it.  I hope it is all it claims to be.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||Ian M||02-19-2003||11:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Does Ramchargers make the MAF translator or just sell it?  Has anyone on this list bought the MAF translator?<br /><br />I wish they would have the vfaq up for something they have a price tag on.  I'd really like to read more about it.  I hope it is all it claims to be. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bailey Engineering is the manufacturer,Ramchargers is the vendor. Jeff O. is supposed to be getting one to evaluate,Im curious to see the results. Check out the above links,in the threads,Mike L. of Ramchargers has pretty thoroughly explained it and stated that there will be a VFAQ page coming soon. A couple guys who have test units have posted and have had nothing but good things to say about it.||129.71.115.231||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||02-20-2003||02:52 PM||||I know keydiver will have some good input for us...<br /><br />I am holding off on buying a new s-afc till I hear good or bad about this...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||Numberless||03-08-2003||03:29 PM||||They would probably sell twice as many if they called it the "BLOW OFF VALVE SOUND AMPLIFIER" instead of the MAF translator.  Sad but true.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />I read through all 5 pages of questions and both posts that had answers, but I had a question for you guys.<br /><br />Since I come from the 2g/AFC world and was never familiar with the hks VPC system, can one of you guys explain how tuning is different with this?  I understand that the restricitive stock sensor is gone and some of the technical reasons why it is better, but I don't understand how the fine tuning is done.  <br /><br />When I had the AFC in my 2g, I would go out for a test run, datalog the run, write down the EGT and boost readings, and fine tune the settings on the AFC accordingly.<br /><br />With this system, I imagine you go out and run the car, datalog it etc, but what then?  I understand there are a couple knobs but how do they correspond to rpm/fuel readings?  I guess I don't understand how just a couple knobs would be as good as an AFC type system where you have tuning adjustment at each rpm level.  I just need some help understanding the real life method that you use to tune your car with the GM/maf translator.  <br /><br />I'm admittedly ignorant here, and just need some help understanding this.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks<br />Jon||65.29.174.37||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000017||a_santos||03-08-2003||04:37 PM||||An AFC is only good because the stock ecu cannot understand the info it is reading because it is beyond it's parameters. The use of bigger injectors also disrupts ECU operation. With the MAF translator, it sets certain paremeter so they don't change, this includes temperature. A hotwire MAF is much simpler in operation than our stock MAS, and by setting certain paremeters, the translator can comunicate with our ecu. Also there are 3 fuel trims you can adujst with the MAF translator, low, medium, and high. The size of injectors can also be dialed in by percentage value, from smaller than stock and to larger than stock. This eliminates tuning that would normally have to be done to compensate for these changes. And to boot, it flows way more than a 2g MAS. This means better spoolup, more turbo and blow off valve noise, and more power. And all for $199 plus the sensor. <br /><br />I will be getting mine very soon.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Numberless:<br /><strong> They would probably sell twice as many if they called it the "BLOW OFF VALVE SOUND AMPLIFIER" instead of the MAF translator.  Sad but true.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />I read through all 5 pages of questions and both posts that had answers, but I had a question for you guys.<br /><br />Since I come from the 2g/AFC world and was never familiar with the hks VPC system, can one of you guys explain how tuning is different with this?  I understand that the restricitive stock sensor is gone and some of the technical reasons why it is better, but I don't understand how the fine tuning is done.  <br /><br />When I had the AFC in my 2g, I would go out for a test run, datalog the run, write down the EGT and boost readings, and fine tune the settings on the AFC accordingly.<br /><br />With this system, I imagine you go out and run the car, datalog it etc, but what then?  I understand there are a couple knobs but how do they correspond to rpm/fuel readings?  I guess I don't understand how just a couple knobs would be as good as an AFC type system where you have tuning adjustment at each rpm level.  I just need some help understanding the real life method that you use to tune your car with the GM/maf translator.  <br /><br />I'm admittedly ignorant here, and just need some help understanding this.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />Thanks<br />Jon </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||03-08-2003||05:40 PM||||Abhay<br /><br />let us know how it goes, I want one but wanna make sure its approved by some of the members.<br /><br />With bigger injectors, will the s-afc be needed to fine tune trims?||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||1312VR4||03-08-2003||06:49 PM||||Mine will be here Monday. Along with all my other stuff...BWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||03-08-2003||08:30 PM||||1312VR4<br /><br />hook it up and give us the downlow, bro!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||Numberless||03-08-2003||09:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> <br />With bigger injectors, will the s-afc be needed to fine tune trims? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly what I was wondering.   <br /><br /><b>EDIT:  I answered my own long winded question.</b>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />In any case we look forward to hearing how the tuning goes.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jon||65.29.174.37||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000022||PRE-EVO||03-08-2003||09:49 PM||||So what intake tube are you planning on using and what filter since that MAF is MUCH bigger? Dejon or any others have any plans on making one for it or does it come with one.||199.183.182.153||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000023||Numberless||03-08-2003||09:54 PM||||I thought I'd post some of the most relevant info from those threads just to make this thread a bit more complete.  The dsmtalk thread has a huge list of all of the cars which you can get the GM MAF from that you will need.  Anyway, here are the comments that the ramchargers guys made about their product:<br /><br /><b>From mike at ramchargers:</b><br />"Here is the skinny on MAF's, we recommend and support 2 different units: <br />3" 25180303 <br />3.5" 25179711"<br /><br /><br />"The unit can calculate fuel delivery based on airflow and rpm this gives quite a bit of flexability in fuel delivery it is very easy to tune and eliminates the need for an AFC to compensate for mods or different size injectors."<br /><br /><b>From Bob at ramchargers:</b><br />"The unit has 5 adjustments: <br /><br />BASE 10% rich to 65% lean in 5% steps. use this adjustment to correct the entire range. This is the adjustment for injector size / fuel pressure/etc. <br /><br />IDLE 35% rich to 35% lean in 5% steps. This adjustment is for compensating for open PCV, vaccuum leaks, fuel pressure problems, etc. <br /><br />MID 35% rich to 35% lean, this adjusts the fuel delivery between 1 psi boost and 8 psi boost. Adjust for best response and spoolup. <br /><br />WOT 35% rich to 35% lean, adjusts fuel delivery over 8 psi. <br /><br />AUX 35% lean to 35% rich. this setting is factored in when trigger wire is energized. It can be used to add fuel for dry N2O applications or remove fuel for Alky or propane injection setups. "<br /><br /><br />"Injector size, adjustable from 10% smaller that stock to 65% larger in 5% steps. This will allow for fuel pressure variances and other factors. Install the injectors, set the base correction and go"<br /><br />"Transitions: <br />idle = Airflow below 10 grams/sec and rpm below 1500 <br /><br />cruise = base setting <br /><br />mid = boost &gt; 2 psi, all RPMs <br /><br />WOT = boost &gt; 8 psi, all RPMs <br /><br />for default mode (rpm signal not connected) then idle is MAF under 10 grams/sec, mid is airflow &gt; 65 grams , WOT is airflow &gt; 120 grams "<br /><br /><br />"Ok, the thresholds determine which adjustment dials are being used for airflow correction. The dial selection thresholds are dependent on the RPM signal, the correction factors are not. <br /><br />Base is always used since it sets the basic injector correction. <br /><br />at idle you get base + idle correction <br />at cruise you get just base <br />at 'mid' you get base + mid <br />at WOT you get base + wot <br />if the trigger wire is activated, wot = base + wot + AUX. <br /><br />We estimate boost using a fancy calculation that takes into account the engine operating conditions (one of which is RPM). <br />(like the stock ECU does to determine what to do with the boost gauge) <br /><br />Without the RPM signal connected, we can only select the proper adjustment dial using airflow."<br /><br /><b>This is what their website says about it:</b><br />"The MAF Translator will allow the use of a GM MAF sensor on the 1G Talon and Eclipse turbo cars. This low restriction unit will drasticly improve spool up time and air flow. The Translator will also allow for full fuel control so that you may tune your car for changing conditions or modifications. You may also compensate for different injector sizes when you reach the time for an upgrade. Simple plug in installation plus 1 wire tap is all you will have to do. A 3 sensor, cone filter and the Translator can be installed in about 20 minutes on the stock flex hose in the stock location. Fuel tuning has never been easier and with this installed you should see a significant performance improvment. We have the sensors, filters, silcone transition hoses and whatever you may need to complete the installation. If you have questions you may call us toll free at 888 293 7267 or send an email question to us at DSM HELP The translator comes with complete instructions on how to get started using it. When installed on a 1G car the Translator allows you to chose from a 3 sensor from the Impalla SS or the 3.5 sensor from the LS1 F-Body.	 "<br /><br />The site is <a href="http://www.ramchargers.com" target="_blank">www.ramchargers.com</a><br />Click on dsm performance<br />click on tuning<br />click on translator<br /><br />Hope having all this in one place helps.<br />Jon||65.29.174.37||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000024||Numberless||03-08-2003||10:00 PM||||By the way, I think the "mid" adjustment will be great.  Tuning for spool up was such a pain in the ass with the AFC even with a logger, I just could never get it quite right.   I imagine this will make is much easier.<br /><br />Jon||65.29.174.37||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000025||a_santos||03-09-2003||06:44 PM||||I think this 3" dejon pipe would work OK.     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=123&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I will put the MAF translator between the pipe and filter. I think it will work great. I will have to get a reducer for the turbo inlet though. No big deal.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000026||a_santos||03-09-2003||06:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I think this 3" dejon pipe would work OK.      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=123&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I will put the MAF translator between the pipe and filter. I think it will work great. I will have to get a reducer for the turbo inlet though. No big deal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I meant to post the pick of the pipe with the BOV tube.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000027||1312VR4||03-09-2003||07:43 PM||||This is going to be what,i'm running. Without the banks turbo.  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=124&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000028||Hertz||03-09-2003||10:41 PM||||Is that 3.5" to 3" or 3" to 2.5"?||64.108.205.252||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000029||1312VR4||03-09-2003||11:04 PM||||3.5" to 3". I will also be hacking & porting the MAF, so it wil be real smoove  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000030||229of1000||03-09-2003||11:46 PM||||Okay, this is sounding really good.  I can't wait to hear your results Tom.  I'm excited about this new setup and I believe that I will go this route since I haven't touched intake/fuel yet.<br /><br />Now excuse me if this a stupid question (I have my share) but I will also need to upgrade my injectors at the same time when I do this to compensate for the upgraded flow, correct?  Like with the common 2G MAS/550's upgrade?<br /><br />It seems to me that since this will be flowing even more than the 2G mas, that there will definitely be a need for upgraded injectors.  Someone correct me if I am wrong.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||229of1000||00000525||yes
Z||000031||joec||03-10-2003||10:42 AM||||You can use the translater with stock injectors.   However, you'll probably run into fuel cut fairly shortly.  Using bigger injectors will allow you to "trick" the ECU and allow more airflow before you hit it again.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000032||Marcus||03-10-2003||07:04 PM||||So what MAS do i need, i've seen 94-96 impalla SS, 94 newer Z28's, 4.3 V-6 vortecs.  Does anything else work?<br />Marc||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000033||TWEAKD4||03-10-2003||09:02 PM||||Here is the list of vehicles that use the MAFs.  First click here <a href="http://www.acdelco.com/html/catalog/index_auto.htm" target="_blank">http://www.acdelco.com/html/catalog/index_auto.htm</a><br />Then enter 213-352 for the 3" MAF.  Enter 213-353 for the 3.5" MAF.<br /><br />3" I believe will flow 1000 CFM and the 3.5" will flow 1200 CFM.  The 3" is sufficient for most of us here.||63.233.204.52||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000034||Telecaster||03-11-2003||02:10 AM||||Someone correct me if i'm wrong, but i could vent atmosphere if i place the MAF unit passed the BOV.||216.175.109.28||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000035||CKA||03-11-2003||02:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> Someone correct me if i'm wrong, but i could vent atmosphere if i place the MAF unit passed the BOV. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You are correct.||66.84.245.106||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000036||chucklesas||03-19-2003||03:14 PM||||So what's the verdict?  Anybody install it yet?||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000037||mixx2001||03-19-2003||05:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 229of1000:<br /><strong> Okay, this is sounding really good.  I can't wait to hear your results Tom.  I'm excited about this new setup and I believe that I will go this route since I haven't touched intake/fuel yet.<br /><br />Now excuse me if this a stupid question (I have my share) but I will also need to upgrade my injectors at the same time when I do this to compensate for the upgraded flow, correct?  Like with the common 2G MAS/550's upgrade?<br /><br />It seems to me that since this will be flowing even more than the 2G mas, that there will definitely be a need for upgraded injectors.  Someone correct me if I am wrong. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If I'm not mistaken the Translator will allow you to tune for any injectors, even stock.  It does the the job of both the 2G mas and the AFC.  And I've yet to hear of anyone hitting fuel cut with this mas.||65.165.18.174||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000038||keydiver||03-19-2003||05:35 PM||||Oh, I'm sure you could hit fuel cut, especially with stock injectors. The factory ECU is still going to see all that airflow and shut down the fun. What you won't see however is missed counts, or MAS overrun.||67.34.240.138||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000039||Jose||03-19-2003||05:41 PM||||Mine should be here tomorrow.<br />Jose...||205.188.209.7||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000040||GRV4726||03-19-2003||07:19 PM||||i've been thinking about this and still want to here a verdict, and especially what people think about it that already have a vpc or afc, or of course both||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000041||Tondar||03-19-2003||08:36 PM||||I did some research into a similar device for my MR2, but decided not to pursue:<br /><br /><a href="http://board.mr2faq.com/showthread.php?s=945b6c9ec48c34d31dcf824222e54510&threadid=125933&perpage=15&pagenumber=2" target="_blank">http://board.mr2faq.com/showthread.php?s=945b6c9ec48c34d31dcf824222e54510&threadid=125933&perpage=15&pagenumber=2</a><br /><br />This device is a nice alternative to the S-AFC, but don't expect it to give you much horsepower.  Remeber that we aren't naturally aspirated, if you have your boost controller set to 15psi, then you'll get 15psi.  These devices allow the turbo to not have to work as hard to give you that 15psi.  However, if you read the above post you'll see that the gains are small.  <br /><br />BTW the flow bench data that I took was for my MR2 flapper door MAF that is even more restrictive than our MAF's.<br /><br />IMHO as always.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.154.25||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes



ubb/Forum3/001567.cgi
A||||2||1quickvr4||Looking for Ringtones||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||02-17-2003||11:34 PM||caspa69@juno.com||I figured someone on here could help me out. I have yahooed my ass off and I cant find a site to download ringtones for my Motorola v60t, If any body knows thnx ahead of time.||209.246.129.102||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||02-18-2003||02:35 PM||||Zach has a cellphone?!?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    The end is near!! Run while you can!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.237.48.63||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||02-18-2003||04:24 PM||||Yeah, You do funny things with your money when ever you become single and get bored. Hey it sounded like a good idea at the time.||65.56.127.3||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/001568.cgi
A||||13||gvr4ever||Car stereo||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||02-17-2003||11:56 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I've found kind of a neat deck. I've been looking for a replacemnt because my current deck doesn't play CD-Rs. A big problem for me because I hate taking originals out of the house.  They get lost and dammaged.<br /><br />Anyway, I found a neat deck (not high end) at Wal-Mart.  Go ahead, bash if you will.  Its a Jensen (go ahead, bash more if you like) and when it is turned off, looks like a blank face plate.  I went to jensen.com and it doesn't show this model.  I even went to walmart.com and they don't show it.  <br /><br />So, it might be going out, but it is really neat.  I'll probably go it it tomorrow before it's no longer avalible.<br /><br />I just thought I would share the info for someone who wanted a stealth deck for a cheap price.  Also the sound is decent.  I think it even comes with a remote.  It's not top end, but if you have cash for mods and sound, hats off to you.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||02-18-2003||12:06 AM||||well i used to sell 12V at circuit city for a while. if you are looking for a stealth looking deck that is a hell of a price, check AIWA. i cant remember the model # however it was around 150 bucks and had teh hideaway face like the jvc kameleon. id really tell you to save just a bit more dough and refuse the jensen youll be unhappy. i actually think someone on this board had the AIWA im refering too. If im not mistaking Jon may have had it in his vr4  efore he sold it. Check his setup page, i think thats it.||67.200.121.130||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||02-18-2003||12:39 AM||||See if you can find/remember the model number.  I checked crutchfield.com and they don't have any stealth decks.<br /><br />As far as the Jensen, as long as it last 5 years without breaking, I don't care.  Hell, even the cheap Jensen speakers sold at wal-mart sound way better then the crappy stockers.  I really wish the GVR4 had the same sound system that my Talon had.  It was loud and has a little bass to it.  Good thing I have AWD cause I got one hell of a tin can stock sound system.  I just want something that I can hear over the exhaust  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'm usually a audio freak and only buy high end stuff, but I really rather spend large amounts of cash on mods to make the car go faster, not tunes.  I still have to get a FMIC.  I don't want to spend $500+ on tunes when my poor little baby is running without a FMIC   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||02-18-2003||01:09 AM||||I have a stereo question. How do you get the grills off the ft speakers in the door? I have finally gotten around to putting my system in this car and want to put my MB Quart separates in the door.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||02-18-2003||01:16 AM||||Will, if it's more than $100, look for something else.  One problem is that companies (pioneer,rca,ge for sure and I think jensen as well) sell different product at walmart than at other retail stores.  I used to work for Thomson (maker of RCA) and we had a complete line of product for sale at walmart/sams.  This "special" line of product was the worst crap I've ever seen.  Huge profit margin though!  I wouldn't count on it lasting 3 let alone 5 years.<br /><br />My suggestion is to look at a panasonic CQDF202U.   They can be had on ebay and some other online retailers between $110-130 shipped.  I've installed several other pan decks for freinds and they've been happy (plays cdrs well).<br /><br />If you must have fancy gimicks and doohickys, whatever floats your boat, but I would be weary of the product quality and longevity.  I guess just make sure it's got a warranty||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||02-18-2003||07:40 AM||||Thanks for the tip.  It's nice to get the inside scoop.  I won't rush to get the Jensen.<br /><br />The only reason I really liked the flace plate look is because I've had a car busted into to get the stereo. It was my fault for not removing the face plate, but one does forget from time to time.  At any rate, I really like the stealth look and ideal.  Also some of the decks are getting so damn flashy, I kinda like the flat look when it is turned off.<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> Will, if it's more than $100, look for something else.  One problem is that companies (pioneer,rca,ge for sure and I think jensen as well) sell different product at walmart than at other retail stores.  I used to work for Thomson (maker of RCA) and we had a complete line of product for sale at walmart/sams.  This "special" line of product was the worst crap I've ever seen.  Huge profit margin though!  I wouldn't count on it lasting 3 let alone 5 years.<br /><br />My suggestion is to look at a panasonic CQDF202U.   They can be had on ebay and some other online retailers between $110-130 shipped.  I've installed several other pan decks for freinds and they've been happy (plays cdrs well).<br /><br />If you must have fancy gimicks and doohickys, whatever floats your boat, but I would be weary of the product quality and longevity.  I guess just make sure it's got a warranty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Jon||02-18-2003||08:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> I have a stereo question. How do you get the grills off the ft speakers in the door? I have finally gotten around to putting my system in this car and want to put my MB Quart separates in the door. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The entire door panel must comes off which is pretty easy to do.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||02-18-2003||11:35 AM||||yeah the entire panel needs to come off. if you need to do any modification to the grill it unscrews from the backside of the panel.||131.193.154.196||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||02-18-2003||11:38 AM||||the deck was a CDCMP-32 if i remember corectly. yes it plays mp3's!!! it was around 150-175 when we sold it. look at Jons pics in the members ride section he has one in his old galant. honestly youll be lucky to get 5 months out of a jensen. really poorly built.||131.193.154.196||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||BluFalcon||02-18-2003||02:43 PM||||<a href="http://www.crutchfield.com/S-AeDss7E5yPK/cgi-bin/ProdView.asp?i=570CDCX927" target="_blank">http://www.crutchfield.com/S-AeDss7E5yPK/cgi-bin/ProdView.asp?i=570CDCX927</a><br /><br />Here's a link to the Aiwa head unit I recently got for my Daily driver.  It's no longer available from Crutchfield but you may be able to find it elsewhere or on E-bay.  I really like it and for the price, it's pretty hard to beat.||12.237.48.63||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||02-18-2003||06:15 PM||||yep that would be one of them and tehy are at a hell of a price||65.227.204.165||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||02-18-2003||06:22 PM||||Well, I the JVC KD-LX111.  I stopped at best buy on the way home.  I didn't get it yet.  It's $229.<br /><br /> <br />It is a tad more then I wanted to pay, but I do like it.  I probably would have brought it home, but the nice guys at Best Buy blew me off.  So I walked out empty handed.  O well, more mods!!!!||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||Duc Hunter||02-18-2003||08:04 PM||||Cool, door panels should be easy. I have a set of kick panel speaker mounts for my 95 Acura Integra that house separates. I wanted to adapt them to the Galant as that is the best place to put speakers in front and no one makes a kick panel setup for our car. Well the passenger could be made to fit without too much trouble. The driver�s side looks impossible though.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||02-18-2003||10:12 PM||||yeah there is virtually no room when i treid making kickpanels. my foot would end up throught the speaker every time i were to put the clutch in....||65.227.204.174||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001880.cgi
A||||3||VR6 Eater||Need shipping weight||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||04-09-2003||08:13 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I need to know the approximate weight of a 4363, with turbo,intake and exhaust manifold?  Basically a crate, or complete motor.  <br /><br />Does anyone have any shipping companies that they prefer, or have used in the past?  This motor will be shipped from Cali, to Wisconsin.<br />Any help will be appreciated.||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||04-10-2003||04:33 PM||||I'm guessing at around 600 lbs?  Anyone else have better estimate?||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-10-2003||08:02 PM||||maybe around 650 or 700 is my estimate because when i pulled my sohc honda engine out of my civic it weighed 600,but with the turbo .7 litres biger i think its around 650 or 700.maybe someone out there knows the exact weight.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-10-2003||08:04 PM||||or just go on ebay and search for engines and ask other peole who are selling just a 4g63 turbo motors,and ask them what it weighs and what it costs to ship.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001569.cgi
A||||5||meshwork||Ok, so I learned my lesson. Azenis+snow=thumbs down||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||02-19-2003||10:57 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||About the dumbest thing I've done so far in the car is put my new Falken Azenis on the car on Friday. Since then I've been embarrasing myself sliding all over and not being able to get out of 5 inches of snow. My old dryrotted tires that I took off were killer in the snow, and now my girlfriend's Escort cuts through the snow better than mine does. <br /><br />This morning, instead of digging out my car after getting plowed in, I thought I could just barrel through it, and I ended up getting STUCK. The car was spinning all 4 tires, shooting snow up in the air from all four corners, and all the car was doing was rotating on its axis. <br /><br />Next winter, snow tires on steelies are a must.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||gvrfour173||02-19-2003||11:35 AM||||got to love snow tires..||63.72.235.5||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-19-2003||11:36 AM||||Last year all the snow had melted in our streets except for a little patch at the end of our driveway that sat in the shade all day. So I figured, no big deal... took the snows off the Scirocco and put on my Dunlop SP8000s. Backing out of the driveway, I got stuck in this little patch of snow. Could hear the neighbors laughing. Took forever to get going.<br /><br />You just can't win against Mother Nature.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||02-19-2003||05:06 PM||||I hear ya. I live in Northern CA (Bay Area) so I drive on dry roads most of the winter during the week. With my snowboarding bug though I am in Tahoe and the snow every weekend. I have been thinking or getting Blizak's (or equivalent snow tires) for winter driving. I am just sure how well they will hold up to my week day/winter/dry pavement driving. I seem to remember snow tires are softer rubber and do not last long on dry pavement.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||number3||02-19-2003||06:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> About the dumbest thing I've done so far in the car is put my new Falken Azenis on the car on Friday. Since then I've been embarrasing myself sliding all over and not being able to get out of 5 inches of snow. My old dryrotted tires that I took off were killer in the snow, and now my girlfriend's Escort cuts through the snow better than mine does. <br /><br />This morning, instead of digging out my car after getting plowed in, I thought I could just barrel through it, and I ended up getting STUCK. The car was spinning all 4 tires, shooting snow up in the air from all four corners, and all the car was doing was rotating on its axis. <br /><br />Next winter, snow tires on steelies are a must. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are track tires NOT snow tires.<br /><br />A lot like bitching that Snow tire caused you to lose lap time???<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||02-19-2003||11:15 PM||||I also live in the Bay Area, but go up to Tahoe once in a while. I usually just leave my summer tires on and drive carefully. A couple years ago I took the Talon up there after a big snow storm on Dunlope 8000's. They were enough to get around on, but definitly weren't in their element. <br /><br />I went up there last week, and there was supposed to be a storm. I threw the stock all seasons from my Maxima on the Talon. We didn't get much snow, but it certainly made a big difference.<br /><br />BTW, on the way up, I ran across a black GVR4. He was heading down the mountain, while we were heading up. My wife was driving our grey GVR4, I was following in the Talon. The other GVR4 blinked his lights to say "Hi," was that anyone here?||67.192.105.217||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum3/001570.cgi
A||||11||ron||pics of my car||||1||||ron||00000491
Z||000000||ron||02-19-2003||03:39 PM||adracing@aol.com||Well, I am going to be pulling out my turbo to replace the cracked manifold with a Turbonetic manifold and a T3.  So before I rip them out, I took some pics..<br />Check them out here.. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.imagestation.com/album/?id=4290641957" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/album/?id=4290641957</a> <br /><br />Thanks,<br />Ron||64.170.153.150||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||02-19-2003||04:18 PM||||it asked me a bunch of e- mail info like to join a site. is there a way to view without donating my e- mail I have enough spam to feed a 3rd world country as it is,||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||ron||02-19-2003||05:45 PM||||hmm.. I didn't know you have log in to look at those pics at imagestation.. <br />I just uploaded them to free image hosting for GVR4.. THANKS..<br /><br />and here they are:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=56&width=400" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=57&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=58&width=400" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=59&width=400" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=62&width=400" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=61&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Can you see the battery in the pics?||64.170.153.150||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||02-19-2003||09:20 PM||||What kind of suspension are you running? Those look like Tein camber pillow mounts. Just curious because your car sits as low as mine and was wondering where your perches are set at if you do have the Teins.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||ron||02-20-2003||01:24 AM||||I got JIC SF1... The fronts are adjusted as high as I can without binding so I can lower it if I wanted to.. I did the same for the rear but it didn't look even so I lowered about another inch.<br />Now I have -2degree camber in the rear..<br />Ron||152.163.188.33||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000005||MMC VR4||02-20-2003||01:34 AM||||I'm curious as to what battery you're running and what you're using as a tray<br /><br />Also, who did your i/c pipes, very nice<br /><br />Regis||205.188.209.7||reg||1||MMC VR4||00000738||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||02-20-2003||01:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ron:<br /><strong> I got JIC SF1... The fronts are adjusted as high as I can without binding so I can lower it if I wanted to.. I did the same for the rear but it didn't look even so I lowered about another inch.<br />Now I have -2degree camber in the rear..<br />Ron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nice....time for some Whiteline camber bushings or some Ingalls adjustable upper control arms.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||VR-4play||02-20-2003||07:02 AM||||nice... i like that radiator.  that's going to be one of my next upgrades.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000008||ron||02-20-2003||07:43 PM||||Thanks guys..<br /><br />The battery is for a Honda Gold Wing. It is made by Yuasa its the best one they got for Motorcycles.  Its been working fine on my car but I might take it out since I am thinking about putting amps for my stereo..<br />I don't have a tray, just a bracket thats holding the batter down.<br /><br />I got the al tubings for the IC pipe from burns stainless and just use 90 degree hoses.. Its pretty simple set up .. but on the turbo side I just used the stock parts and rigged it since I knew I was going to change the turbo anyways..<br /><br />The Fluidyne radiator fits pretty well after I use the TEL coolant filler neck and had those custom bracket made.. I can get those radiators for $333 if any one need them..<br /><br />I guess I have to order something for the rear camber or my tires will get worn pretty quick  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks,<br />Ron||64.170.153.150||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000009||Jon||02-21-2003||09:20 AM||||List the mods for us.<br /><br />Performance mods<br />Suspension mods<br />Interior/Exterior mods<br />Driveline mods||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000010||ron||02-22-2003||08:52 PM||||This is what I have right now.<br /><br />Performance Mods..<br /><br />JDM engine w/ us intake<br />K&N Filter,2g Mas, an elbow from a Ford Mustang<br />HKS 2.5" intake elbow<br />2.5" Aluminum pipe w/Blitz BOV<br />PWR FMIC 2.25"in, 2.5" out<br />Spoolin Up FPR<br />510cc Yellow injectors (came witht the motor)<br />Rewired Supra pump<br />Big 16G (came with the motor)<br />Fluidyne 1G radiator/ Flexilite fan<br />External Oil Cooler<br />Apexi AFC<br />Datalogger<br />Yuasa Motorcycle Battery<br /><br />Drive Line:<br />ACT 2100<br /><br />Suspension:<br />JIC SF1<br />17" Work Rezax wheels with 225/45-17 tires<br /><br />Exterior/Interior:<br />93 Headlights<br />CATZ 4500k HID Lights<br />Momo Steering Wheel<br />TEL shifter<br />Pioneer MP3 CD player<br /><br /><br />I am changing the turbo, putting a down pipe and 3" exhaust real soon.. other than that what do you guys suggest I should add to it?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Ron||152.163.188.33||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000011||1quickvr4||02-22-2003||10:55 PM||||mmmmm Work wheels yummy.||64.157.125.251||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/001571.cgi
A||||9||Hertz||Turbor Timer?  Yes or No.||||5||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||02-19-2003||06:03 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I'm curious to know how many of us have/use turbo timers?  Are they really necessary?  (14b?  16g?)  ... if so, what is a good time rule-of-thumb?  Basically I try and stay off boost for a minute before arriving at my destination, and if I was driving agressively I try and idle for 30s before shutting the car off.<br /><br />What about brand/style preferences?  I'm thinking that if I did get a turbo timer I would opt for that stealthy "knob" unit (1-2-3 minutes).<br /><br />Otherwise, I might let my 14b slowly destroy itself and upgrade.||12.247.128.70||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||02-19-2003||06:25 PM||||I usually try and not keep up my boost levels when i know im close to my destination, if I were driving semi-high rpms, I keep my greddy on for 30sec's, if not drivin hard, just idling say at a stoplight before destination, theres no point in the TT. If racing, high rpms, etc...I go longer than a minute, depending on how I/car feels. A TT is a good thing to have, it saves you from sitting in your car while your turbo 'cools' down. I'd say its a wise investment.||63.202.234.24||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||02-19-2003||09:07 PM||||they are super cheap, might as well get one if you are even thinking about it.  I love having it, most the time i just put it on auto and let it figure out how long to wait.  It usually goes for another 30secs to a minute.  I got an hks unit that also shows rpm, 1/4 mile, 0-62, two shift lights, volt meter, etc.  Its nice and handy especially when my alternator just went out.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-19-2003||10:30 PM||||FYI: <a href="http://store5.yimg.com/I/machv_1727_2177664" target="_blank">This is the "knob" unit</a> I was referring to...||67.36.185.229||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-19-2003||10:45 PM||||I have always used them, I even wired them up to work with my alarm like some site online shows to do..works like a charm most of the times.<br /><br />You can pick em up cheap on ebay. I have 2 laying around here I can try finding for ya...||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||02-19-2003||11:45 PM||||I have the Apex and I really like it. It shows O2 sensor voltage, battery voltage and air/fuel ratio (based on O2 sensor voltage). It also adds time if you've been driving hard and is super small.<br /><br />dp||68.155.56.36||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||02-20-2003||12:12 AM||||I have a HKS type one on my car and I always mount my stuff where I can see it. I watch it  just like a guage becouse I use it to watch my voltage to make sure my 175k+ stock alternater is doing ok. Trust me its worth it, I think on a 1g style setup the oil draining from the head is close to being good enough But I dont want to risk it.||67.29.253.132||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||02-20-2003||03:35 AM||||If you get an older style HKS unit and a new HKS harness, you will have to do some connector swapping because the plugs were different... well, in my case at least. Was kind of a pain in the ass... but it's great to have.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||02-20-2003||10:16 PM||||Will a Turbo Timer with the harness work with the stock alarm, or will modifications have to be done?||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||02-20-2003||11:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Will a Turbo Timer with the harness work with the stock alarm, or will modifications have to be done? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didn't have to do any modifications to my stock alarm.||63.207.143.109||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/001572.cgi
A||||5||atsiauto||20g hybrid for the conquest , ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-19-2003||08:06 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I nabbed this for 150  needing a rebuild. have 450 in it now. witing on MPI for the quest hoping to do 12's . and thats hoping in a conquest .....   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=63&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||02-20-2003||12:15 AM||||I wish you luck, Those things are tanks. What are you going to do for fuel?||67.29.253.132||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||02-20-2003||05:45 AM||||bosch pump. 720's and MPI/standalone i/c hardppipes(BIGGER) Cartech RRFPR ive seen 300 whp and 350 tourque reading on a couple with similar setup but I will most likely tune initillay w a 18G the Cars biggest problem besides needing a diet is the factory 2 injector throttlebody w/coolant. bad idea.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||02-20-2003||09:53 AM||||Yeah, The fuel system is/has been what has been keeping me from building one. Theres one by my house thats the same color of yous but I decided not to even try it after opening a door on one and straining my muscles.||64.157.116.8||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||02-20-2003||10:07 AM||||i actually hang out with a guy that has a black starion with a 20g. added extra injectors for his fuel setup. car runs 12s all day long. it sounds amazing too with the bov then followed up by a loud ex. gate. <br /><br />good luck||131.193.154.221||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||smokindav||02-20-2003||11:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> i actually hang out with a guy that has a black starion with a 20g. added extra injectors for his fuel setup. car runs 12s all day long. it sounds amazing too with the bov then followed up by a loud ex. gate. <br /><br />good luck </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would that be Reggie?<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum3/001573.cgi
A||||10||Matt379||Digital Camera||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||02-20-2003||11:50 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I'm looking to buy a digital camera.<br /><br />Any suggestions as to model?<br />Anyone have one for sale?<br /><br />Matt||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-20-2003||12:27 PM||||I'm a big fan of Sony's Cybershot cameras. Only drawback is that they use Sony's Memory Stick, and not traditional memory cards that other cameras use. Nikon also makes very good digital cameras. Check on Ebay.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||02-20-2003||02:00 PM||||fuji fine pix 3800.  i just bought one... i mean for my wife.  i love that thing.  even does movie clips.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||02-20-2003||02:35 PM||||I have a canon powershot S30.  It's about the size of a regular camera.  You can just take quick shots and not have to worry about anything, or you can adjust exposure, shutter speed, aperture, and other stuff like that.  I really like it.<br /><br />But in order to suggest a model, we really need to know your price range, and what you want to get out of the camera.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-20-2003||04:44 PM||||If your application isn't in the range of printing photo-quality (600dpi+) images in larger than 4x6, don't be swayed by "5 trillion megapixel" cameras with obscene price tags.<br /><br />If you're mostly interested in emailing photos, publishing images on the web, and printing some 4x6s for friends and family, I would suggest you to take a look at the potential offered by many digital CAMCORDERS that can take still images.  Conversely, there are a few digital cameras that can take short movie clips.  The difference between the two is becoming blurred, but your needs will dictate which side of the fence you're on.<br /><br />The cameras that shoot onto CD (Sony) are improving, but there is a lag between shots, as writing to a disc isn't nearly as fast as writing to a chip.<br /><br />Also I would, above all, recommend paying close attention to the useability of any camera -- location and size of the viewfinder (thing you look through), quality of the optics (size, manufacturer), and ergonomics of the unit (can you hold it without cramping).<br /><br />A camera is no good if you can't use it at a moment's notice -- can't find the peep hole, doesn't take good pics in low light, and is made for little Japanese consumers...  *Whew*  <br /><br />Don't forget batteries, too.  If it isn't rechargeable (either by pluggin in, or buying rechargeable AA's) you'll quickly spend more in operating it than you did to purchase it.<br /><br />I can't give much more advice than that...  I'm still a die-hard film guy.  As soon as there is an equivalent medium-format digital camera for under $1000 I'll probably join the digital age.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||daviddilts||02-20-2003||04:45 PM||||I just picked up a sony s85 4.0 mega pic at best buy.super nice and I got 15% off(open box) with 18 months no financing.I put a 128mb ms in it.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.bestbuy.com/detail.asp?e=11076214&m=82&cat=83&scat=84" target="_blank">http://www.bestbuy.com/detail.asp?e=11076214&m=82&cat=83&scat=84</a><br /><br />Now I think I would have liked the cannon G2(in black)better.its just a better camera.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.bestbuy.com/detail.asp?e=11077459&m=82&cat=83&scat=84" target="_blank">http://www.bestbuy.com/detail.asp?e=11077459&m=82&cat=83&scat=84</a>||66.208.192.46||reg||1||DavidDilts||00000067||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||02-20-2003||05:07 PM||||I have a Sony Cybershot F505v... great camera. Shot well over 4000 pictures with it... probably going to upgrade to a F707 or 717 though...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||smokindav||02-20-2003||11:10 PM||||I have a Canon S200 which is the small little Canon.  I got it for $265 from <a href="http://www.buydig.com." target="_blank">www.buydig.com.</a>  Looks like they are down to $255 including shipping now.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.85.12||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||02-21-2003||09:21 AM||||What timing! My wife just bought a digital camera. We get PC WORLD magazine and they have a feature of the top ten digital cameras. It's the March 2003 issue, page 136. If you want I can try and scan the page and e-mail it to you. But be forewarned: I'm not that savvy with the scanner. It may take me a while to figure it out. Just e-mail me if you're interested.<br /><br />dp||68.155.58.145||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||markrieb||02-21-2003||12:04 PM||||One of my varied jobs at work is shop photographer.  In the last 3 years I have taken upwards of 6,000 digital photographs and 100 hours or so of digital video.<br /><br />We started out with a fairly simple Kodak DC240 point and shoot, 1 Mpixel camera and have since graduated to an Olympus C-720 (3 Mpixel).  Our video camera is a Cannon GL-1.<br /><br />This video cam is one of the better units out there, but still only provides 640x480 still photo's.  Good enough for web pages and small photographs for reports and such, but the quality is not sufficient for real print photo's.<br /><br />The Kodak worked pretty good up to 8x10's but was starting to get fuzzy/diffuse at that point.  4x6's were fine.  This camera is strictly point and shoot with a small (2 or 3x) telephoto lens.  The Kodak does not have any way to use additional flashes or lenses.  You can find the equivalent of this camera from most of the manufacturers for under $300.  It will work well for most simple photography.<br /><br />When the Kodak died (battery compartment problems after around 5,000 photos), we bought the Olympus.  The Oly has a much larger diameter lens and much larger telephoto (8X) capabilities.  The only problems I have in our industrial setting is that the flash isn't as good as the Kodak and the camera generates artifacts/halo's around bright lights.  The extra zoom on the lens is nice to have.  I have about 1,000 photo's on this camera.  This camera runs around $500-$600 and includes a 16Mb smart media card, but doesn't include a rechargeable batteries or the charger.  This camera can use standard or rechargable AA batteries.  I can get around 100 photo's on a single battery charge.  The Oly will let you manually set shutter speed and apature.  When the focus is good, 8x10's are no problem.  The Macro function is a bit touchier to use than the Kodak or Nikon.<br /><br />The Cannon video cam is all you could ever want in a camera short of a full professional unit, but it is kind of large.<br /><br />At home I have a Nikon CoolPix 995.  This camera is a 3 Mpixel unit *and* you can get additional lenses and outboard flash/strobe.  The Nikon will also let you manually set shutter speed and apature.  The photo quality of the Nikon is better than the Oly, but it still makes purple halo's around bright lights in the photo, but much smaller halo's than the Oly.  8x10's are no problem and you can take some truly amazing macro photo's.  The on-board flash is adequate for things less than 10' away.  After that get the bracket and a good strobe/flash.  This camera runs around $500-$600 and includes a rechargeable battery, the charger and a 16Mb compact flash card.  But... this camera uses a proprietary Nikon battery.  New rechargeables are around $40 and you can get over 200 photo's on a single battery charge.<br /><br />No matter which camera you get, get at least two full sets of rechargeable batteries and a larger storage card.  Both the CF and SM cards are down around $70 for a 128 Mb card that will hold around 150 photo's at 1600x1200 true color .jpg.<br /><br />After all of that is done, you will want some software to manipulate the photo's.  Adobe Photoshop seems to be the industry standard, but you will need a degree in graphic arts/photography to be able to use all of the features in the full (expensive!) version of Photoshop.  A better choice is probably the limited/light version of Photoshop.<br /><br />I use PaintShop Pro.  It does most of the stuff Photoshop will, has an easier to learn interface and is cheaper by far.  <br /><br />I have briefly used MS Picture This, and it is adequate, especially if you don't have any experience with a photo program or don't want to spend much time learing one.<br /><br />Don't be afraid to play with the photos, you can't hurt them and you don't have to pay for processing.<br /><br />There are a huge number of printers out there now that are fairly cheap and give outstanding photo quality.  I just bought an HP 7350 for $200 that makes film print quality hard copies (on photo paper and using the photo ink cartridge) clear up to 8x10's from my Nikon camera.<br /><br />A couple of good online resources are:  <br /><a href="http://www.activebuyersguide.com/" target="_blank">http://www.activebuyersguide.com/</a><br /><a href="http://www.digitalsecrets.net/secrets/home.html" target="_blank">http://www.digitalsecrets.net/secrets/home.html</a> is specific to the Nikon cameras but gives a huge amount of tips and tricks on how to take and manipulate digital photo's.<br /><a href="http://www.dpreview.com/" target="_blank">http://www.dpreview.com/</a><br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||02-21-2003||01:53 PM||||I would recommend  <a href="http://www.bhphotovideo.com" target="_blank">B&H Photo Video</a> for price and selection shopping...<br /><br />And it's hard to beat <a href="http://www.photo.net" target="_blank">Photo.net</a> for a photo community.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001574.cgi
A||||0||Johnny Bravo||GVR-4 sighting in MD||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||02-20-2003||12:24 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||I was on my way back from class today & spotted a Belize Green '92 GVR-4 sitting at a stoplight at the junction of I-495 and Connecticut Ave. in Bethesda/Chevy Chase, MD.  It appeared to be totally stock, but I was driving by so I couldn't really tell.  Just wondering if you're on the board.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum3/001575.cgi
A||||34||Sam Sayes||recent pic||||1||||Sam Sayes||00000657
Z||000000||Sam Sayes||02-20-2003||12:49 PM||samgvr4@hotmail.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />tell me what you think<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://members.cox.net/boostenmkiv/sam.jpg" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/boostenmkiv/sam.jpg</a>||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||02-20-2003||12:53 PM||||looks very clean.......i like it||131.193.154.188||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||02-20-2003||01:10 PM||||Nice.<br />Are those Konig Toxxin?<br />Any pix of the engine?<br />What is ur suspension setup?||24.56.134.194||reg||14||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000003||Sam Sayes||02-20-2003||01:18 PM||||Actually,<br /><br />they are ADR Ryvers G6.<br />I will post pics of the engine soon.<br />The suspension consists of Ground Controls,<br />AGXs and 24mm sway bars and bushings<br /><br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Sam  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||02-20-2003||01:38 PM||||thats one clean "slick" ride there, I'm digging the wheels .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||Compressed||02-20-2003||01:46 PM||||Very clean!  Nice car, whats it got under the hood?||64.24.106.145||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000006||VR-4play||02-20-2003||01:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Compressed:<br /><strong> Very clean!  Nice car, whats it got under the hood? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">his car is in member's rides.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000007||Sam Sayes||02-20-2003||02:22 PM||||When it was in the members rides, it has the 17 inch Team Dynamics (which are for sale) on it, now its got some new shoes.<br />I will be posting some pics soon.<br />After the feature, it recieved a reworked head custom 3.5inch cold air intake from the bottom,more chrome parts, and a Greedy Type R BOV just waiting to fabricate the dump tube back to the intake.<br />Coming sonn is the big brake kit for the front||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000008||VR-4play||02-20-2003||02:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong> When it was in the members rides, it has the 17 inch Team Dynamics (which are for sale) on it, now its got some new shoes.<br />I will be posting some pics soon.<br />After the feature, it recieved a reworked head custom 3.5inch cold air intake from the bottom,more chrome parts, and a Greedy Type R BOV just waiting to fabricate the dump tube back to the intake.<br />Coming sonn is the big brake kit for the front </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">damn sam, hook it up!||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000009||Sam Sayes||02-20-2003||02:42 PM||||Ok guys here you go,<br />thats me next to the car (duh)<br /><a href="http://members.cox.net/boostenmkiv/sam3.jpg" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/boostenmkiv/sam3.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://members.cox.net/boostenmkiv/sam2.jpg" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/boostenmkiv/sam2.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://members.cox.net/boostenmkiv/sam1.jpg" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/boostenmkiv/sam1.jpg</a><br /> <br />Enjoy <br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1669/2000  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000010||gvrfour173||02-20-2003||03:16 PM||||ouch, all those stickers!! but other than that looking good..||63.72.235.5||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000011||Sam Sayes||02-20-2003||03:25 PM||||lol<br /><br />Thought i could get away with it under the hood.<br /><br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000012||GVRfore||02-20-2003||03:50 PM||||You've improved the way it looks from the pics in the 'member's rides'.  I think I've seen you around (I live in Springfield).  Do you know Andrew Zuniga?  Anyways, the car looks nice and clean.||209.244.224.79||reg||14||GVRfore||00000647||yes
Z||000013||Arty||02-20-2003||03:50 PM||||Sam,<br /><br />where did you get those "intercooled turbo" decals on the rear door ?<br /><br />John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000014||daviddilts||02-20-2003||04:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> Sam,<br /><br />where did you get those "intercooled turbo" decals on the rear door ?<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I see them on e-bay all the time.||66.208.192.46||reg||1||DavidDilts||00000067||yes
Z||000015||Duc Hunter||02-20-2003||04:37 PM||||That is great! How about a shot of the hood vents. I have some and want to mount them up and want to see how you did it. I am concerned about rain passing though them and rusting my bolts etc.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000016||Sam Sayes||02-20-2003||04:38 PM||||Gvrfore,<br />are you the 1 i saw that 1 Saturday night,<br />i believe yours is a 92 that is either green or black?<br />Yes i do know Andrew unfortunatley, havn't talken to him in years<br /><br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||7||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000017||Sam Sayes||02-20-2003||04:41 PM||||Chris (Duc hunter)<br /><br />Trust me my friend, the rain will go thru, but it will end up on the exhaust manifold and will evaporate,<br />now if it snow on the hood hen i would worry but i garage the car everyday nd drive it only like 3 times a month.<br /><br />Sam<br />1669/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||6||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000018||Sam Sayes||02-20-2003||04:42 PM||||Arty,<br /><br />My cousin in Australia sent em to me.<br /><br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000019||SD90GalantGSX||02-20-2003||04:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong> Hey guys,<br /><br />tell me what you think<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/boostenmkiv/sam.jpg" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/boostenmkiv/sam.jpg</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey your car sorta reminds me of mine, it looks great.  Same suspension set up(GC and AGX's).  Keep up the good work||152.163.188.33||reg||1||SD90GalantGSX||00000649||yes
Z||000020||sleeper||02-20-2003||04:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> Sam,<br /><br />where did you get those "intercooled turbo" decals on the rear door ?<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm the one selling those decals for the rear door on Ebay, but you can order it from me directly too.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000021||Sam Sayes||02-20-2003||05:01 PM||||Gabor,<br /><br />e-mail me off list<br /><br /><br />Thanks<br /><br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000022||chhuong||02-20-2003||11:33 PM||||where did you get that emblem that you have on your front grill??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000023||Sam Sayes||02-21-2003||08:49 AM||||Same thing my cousin sent it to me from Australia  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000024||GVRfore||02-21-2003||06:29 PM||||Sam,<br /><br />I think it was me that you saw.  It was about a month or two back I think as I recall.||68.49.127.85||reg||1||GVRfore||00000647||yes
Z||000025||Arty||02-22-2003||02:56 AM||||Sam,<br />How long ago did your cousin send the dacals to you ?<br /><br />John.||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000026||Sam Sayes||02-24-2003||09:17 AM||||Arty,<br /><br />it took about a week,<br />those things are so cool,<br /><br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000027||Sam Sayes||02-24-2003||09:18 AM||||GVRfore,<br /><br />i live in Burke dude,<br />what kinda of bov was that that i heard coming from you car?<br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000028||GVRfore||02-24-2003||07:11 PM||||It's an HKS Super Sequential.  Pretty loud, huh?||166.90.28.60||reg||1||GVRfore||00000647||yes
Z||000029||Sam Sayes||02-25-2003||10:33 AM||||sounds sweet man,<br />and freggin loud  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||6||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000030||dsmsleeper||02-26-2003||12:21 PM||||Very nice!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000031||Duc Hunter||02-26-2003||12:41 PM||||GVR4, <br /><br />Does your SSBV suffer fromt he light lift stumble we all seem to fight?||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000032||Numberless||02-26-2003||03:18 PM||||Sam,<br />The car looks great, some nice japanese touches to an overall clean car.<br /><br />Stickers?  Hey, what you do under your own hood is your own business   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000033||blacksheep||02-26-2003||05:21 PM||||DucHunter <br /><br />What I have heard about the HKS SSQBOV: <br /><br />- it is a pull-type valve. So, at idle it is almost impossible for it to leak.<br /><br />- Also dual stage valve, so light stumble lift is not *supposed* to be an issue. It is also contributed to the quick-reacting valve and this is supposed to prevent the stumbling over-rich situation (dunno how much this is true)<br /><br />I'll let you know when I get my car together. I will be running a similar setup to you with one or two HKS BOV's   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000034||Louters91GVR4||02-26-2003||05:36 PM||||real nice||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes



ubb/Forum3/001576.cgi
A||||10||raceman77||my first GVR4,and it`s stock...||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||02-20-2003||02:28 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||well l`m new to the Galant world and happy to be here.l pick up my car in a month,it`s a 91 with 98k,stock,new clutch.Sold as a driver with no mechanical issues...l guess l`ll be the judge of that when l take possesion.l`ve been building and modifying Porsche 911`s for years so l`m no stranger to the illness of never being able to leave anything stock for long.l sold my Merc 300sd in order to buy the Gallant for my daily driver and because of the need for reliability(!) l don`t want to modify the Gallant to within an inch of the grenade pin,or the finance company.l`ve read the freebie mods and l plan to start there but l`ve heard mixed reports on the BOV mod.What,if any,are the down sides to this mod?Also,has anyone any experience with the MSD fuel pump booster,pn.2350? l have a little experience blowing up Saab turbos so the turbo tech is not new to me.Compared to some of you l`m in grade one though.My thought was to do the fuel cut defenser mod and use the boost dependent MSD to prevent ultimate lean out.What are the flaws in this set up?l`ll be honest,l just started reading up on these cars so any input is appreciated.thanks...rick||68.35.69.141||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-20-2003||02:45 PM||||welcome. just make sure you do the bov mod correctly. most people like the results. as for the fuel supply mod, you would be the first i have heard of to go about it this way.  boost dependant sound pretty good though.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-20-2003||02:58 PM||||i would advise you to get a logger.  the higher altitude may make a difference on the tuning, especially when messing with fuel cut.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Compressed||02-20-2003||03:23 PM||||I wouldn't advise the msd pump booster.  It operates by raising voltage to the fuel pump when it sees boost.  Not a bad idea in theory but most fuel pumps are designed to run in the 12-14 volt neighborhood.  I've heard reports of fuel pumps failing when operated on high voltage levels.  Better to get a good in tank pump and be done with it.  Two standard pumps most people get are the walbro 255lph hp or the Denso Supra MkIV pump.  The supra pump is quieter and said to be possibly more reliable, more expensive though.  Both of these will require an adjustable fuel pressure regulator, for best operation although they can be run without, many do.  <br /><br />A logger is a great place to start.  It is the best thing I have for my car.  It gives true insight into whats happening.  <a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com" target="_blank">www.pocketlogger.com</a> or <a href="http://www.tmo.com" target="_blank">www.tmo.com</a> for loggers.  I prefer the pocketlogger as it can be run on a palm and is much more convienent than a laptop.||64.24.106.145||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000004||raceman77||02-20-2003||05:14 PM||||thanks for the response.My reason for the MSD choice is one of its stand alone simplicity in operation.For those unfamiliar with the unit the operation as l know it is as follows:as unit senses boost over a predetermined level, voltage is increased to fuel pump at a rate commensuate with boost input signal.So from what l understand of the fuel cut mod the danger is lean out in the later stages of the increased boost.This tricky unit may be the E- ticket to get around that big problem,adding more fuel only when needed.The MSD people say this voltage increase is not harmful to the fuel pump(?).l`ve been using MSD components for years and they`ve never(ever)let me down.lf l were to add a bigger(higher volume) pump l`d need to regulate it somehow.l just went through removing a stand alone fuel management system with my Porsche...l want to keep the mods simple if l can.l also want what works,and you guys know if anyone does...thanks||68.35.69.141||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||02-20-2003||05:40 PM||||Correct me if I'm wrong, but won't the stock FPR keep a 1:1 ratio in effect with a slightly bigger pump.  If so, then I'd think that is still the best option.  I think there are plenty here using an upgraded pump without AFC's and adjustable FPR's.  <br />I think it just depends on your target mods.||167.142.22.254||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||02-20-2003||05:51 PM||||I agree theres to many other ways to get more fuel withought re-inventing the wheel here the 2g mas and 550's and a better pump would be a nice setup in my book , but everubody has theirs favorites.....||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||02-21-2003||01:33 AM||||Welcome to the board. I would levave the MSD alone, if anything go with a DIS-2. And Use the K.I.S.S. method, Keep It Simple Stupid..heheh Just kidding    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   . To start off with a stock car I would go this route first:<br />Go with a AFC, 550's, larger fuel pump and adjustable regulator, Blaha or 2g MAS, big 16 turbo, nice large front mount/and pipes, 3" exhaust, street/strip cams, some wheel/ride mods, upgrade clutch- ACT, Clutchnet, many choices and that car will keep you more than happy, for a while   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . Oh and you won't have to work on it all the time....These cars aren't as nice as the cars you have delt with.||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||02-21-2003||01:40 AM||||Actually use GVR1643's sig. His mod list is a nice easy and powerful setup. Plus you can keep the internals stock for now also.||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||02-21-2003||01:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> .l just went through removing a stand alone fuel management system with my Porsche...l want to keep the mods simple if l can.l also want what works,and you guys know if anyone does...thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What kindof standalone did you have on that car?||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000010||raceman77||02-21-2003||01:58 AM||||wow,thanks.l`ve got a lot to think about.lt sounds like you`ve all done  the R&D already so it`d be a waste of economy not to take advantage of the learning curve...l think for now l`ll "listen to learn,learn to listen" and in a month when l pick up my car l`ll have a pretty good idea what to do.l`m picking it up in California March 31st.and driving back to New Mexico...l sure hope it`s as good as it should be...Death Valley timing belt replacement pics anyone?||68.35.69.141||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes



ubb/Forum3/001577.cgi
A||||16||galantvr4us||Updated Pics||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||02-20-2003||04:34 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Well these are the most recent pictures-the car is without the te-37s because of the snow.  Take a look.<br /><br /><a href="http://photos.yahoo.com/galantvr4us" target="_blank">http://photos.yahoo.com/galantvr4us</a><br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-20-2003||05:08 PM||||How big is that fuel line from the FPR to rail?!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||02-20-2003||07:47 PM||||-10<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||02-20-2003||08:02 PM||||both of the cars are looking real damn good||65.227.204.87||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||number3||02-20-2003||08:48 PM||||Now Katie if we can get our cars to run.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||chhuong||02-20-2003||11:36 PM||||what type of ignition setup is that??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000006||DookGVR4||02-21-2003||12:13 AM||||Front mount info?...please...<br /><br />Do you retain any of the bumper?....||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000007||1101||02-21-2003||01:35 AM||||Katie,<br /><br />What size tires are on in those pictures?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||02-21-2003||09:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> Front mount info?...please...<br /><br />Do you retain any of the bumper?.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hahahahahahaha!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||02-21-2003||09:56 AM||||I personally like the WRX much better...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||galantvr4us||02-21-2003||02:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Now Katie if we can get our cars to run.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea tell me about it.  I am going to take a little trip to buschur and have him install the aem ems and dyno the car its time to get this thing to the track.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000011||galantvr4us||02-21-2003||02:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chhuong:<br /><strong> what type of ignition setup is that?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bushur coil on plug setup.<br /><br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000012||galantvr4us||02-21-2003||02:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> Front mount info?...please...<br /><br />Do you retain any of the bumper?.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shipped from the UK-same company made it as the intercoolers and radiators from f1.  Bumper-what bumper  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000013||galantvr4us||02-21-2003||03:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1101:<br /><strong> Katie,<br /><br />What size tires are on in those pictures?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ward </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In the first pictures they are 225/40/18s<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000014||DookGVR4||02-21-2003||11:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> Front mount info?...please...<br /><br />Do you retain any of the bumper?.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hahahahahahaha!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL...Just trying to guage between what is nessacary and what is not...I want to keep some front bumper<br /><br />Or do i?...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000015||andy||02-24-2003||11:31 PM||||And I thought it took me awhile to get mine running!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Man, I can remember Jeff Lang telling me about that car a LONG time ago, nice to see its close to completion.||64.4.102.40||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||02-25-2003||06:15 PM||||Katie<br /><br />Take it to Martin at AMS instead of buschur...If AMS isnt super swamped, that is||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001578.cgi
A||||6||04DrBlur||Knock counts??||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||02-20-2003||08:58 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||Alright I did a search tonight on knock counts and from what I have read I am wondering if my knock sensor is even working.  On a hard 3rd gear pull I am lucky to see 1 count of knock.  My car barely ever see's a knock count.  I did get it up to 7 once but I think that might have been due to lifters. Does this seem normal or is there a way to test the knock sensor?  Are you guys seeing so much knock due to AFC tuning?||64.108.84.212||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||02-20-2003||09:43 PM||||I don't know, but i am totally fiznucked compared to you, the other day i got counts up to like 14.   mmmmmm, the smell of good knock.||12.104.68.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||02-21-2003||09:28 AM||||Is your car stock or modded?  My wife's car doesn't really get knock at all when I've logged it - bone stock.  We're getting the knock from leaning out in general.||167.142.21.146||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-21-2003||10:13 AM||||this is where the knock sensor led mod is great.  cost is about 5 bucks, and a couple hours time, and it will ALWAYS tell you:<br />if the knock sensor is working<br />when it is seeing(or hearing) knock<br />when it has retarded timing<br />when you have mas overrun||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||02-21-2003||12:28 PM||||Ken, do u have a link or more info on this led mod?  My car is pretty much stock.||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||02-21-2003||02:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> Ken, do u have a link or more info on this led mod?  My car is pretty much stock. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i did this so long ago, i dont have anything.  i think there is a vfaq on it, i know it is the orange wire, and you use an led, and i think a diode.  when you start the car, it will be on for a few seconds, then flash and go out.  if, while you are driving, and it hears knock, it will start to flash, letting you know the ecu is hearing knock, and warning you to back off.  if you stay on it, the flashing becomes a steady lite, which means the ecu has backed off the timing and the boost.  it stays lit until it is reset, even tho you turn the car off and on several times.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||02-21-2003||02:32 PM||||nevermind...||167.142.21.156||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001579.cgi
A||||4||Ian M||BIG engine..Little car..||||14||||Ian M||00000361
Z||000000||Ian M||02-20-2003||11:00 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||I ran a across this on one of the air cooled VW boards I frequent. Apparently,one of the guys there is a freind of this guy.<br /><br /> Its a '59 Austin Healy bugeye Sprite with a 478 cubic inch Chrysler Hemi,rolling on '92 Corvette suspention!  Its a neat ride,very well executed. <br /><br /> Harry,being the owner of a V8 Miata,should definately appreciate this..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />  <a href="http://www.ntahc.org/modifiedhealeys/Photos/126Marian/Marian.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ntahc.org/modifiedhealeys/Photos/126Marian/Marian.htm</a>||129.71.114.44||reg||14||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000001||AWDpower||02-20-2003||11:21 PM||||Wow. That is one cool car, and they did an incredibly clean job with it. It looks like they really paid attention to detail.||67.192.105.104||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||02-21-2003||12:10 AM||||PHAT!||68.155.48.215||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||02-21-2003||09:44 AM||||Man, and to think those Monster Miata's looked crazy enough...a bugeye sprite is 10x wilder.  Especially with a big azz engine like that under there.    I don't think he has to ever worry about breaking rear axels though...they're only like 5" long  LOL  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     I'd roll in that beast!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000004||number3||02-21-2003||05:41 PM||||Nice! <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001580.cgi
A||||7||meshwork||Found the source of the wub-wubs, without a doubt||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||02-21-2003||08:39 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I put the car up on a lift yesterday to rip the rest of the heat sheild off (the snow started the job), and just looking around under there I grabbed the driveaxle. To my suprise the rear carrier bearing allows the axle to move about an inch in any direction. The rubber is completely rotted out, and it doesn't even take a small amount of pressure to get the axle to move. <br /><br />So for all you with the rear end noise problems, be sure to check this out too.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||02-21-2003||08:52 AM||||Do you mean driveshaft? I'm pretty sure the rear driveaxles don't have carrier bearings. Only the left front does. Not to nitpick; I just want to understand what you mean.<br /><br />dp||68.155.58.145||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||02-21-2003||08:57 AM||||can someone define wub-wubs for me?||64.252.101.218||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||02-21-2003||09:05 AM||||As in when you are driving you hear wub wub wub wub & it increases as you go faster. Kinda like a out of round or cupped tire( or even flat for that matter). Makes a sound almost like a washing machine. <br /><br />From my experience anyway.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||02-21-2003||10:53 AM||||hmmm, pretty straight-foward. kind of unrelated, but i have serious steering wheel vibration under hard braking, and have since i got the car. any ideas?||149.152.182.1||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||02-21-2003||10:56 AM||||warped rotors||167.142.21.146||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||02-21-2003||11:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Do you mean driveshaft? I'm pretty sure the rear driveaxles don't have carrier bearings. Only the left front does. Not to nitpick; I just want to understand what you mean.<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oops, yeah, I meant driveshaft. It was early, and I hadn't woken up yet.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||02-21-2003||12:57 PM||||get the rotors ground down evenly or get an alignment||65.227.204.118||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001581.cgi
A||||9||drew||Free Carfax!||||4||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||02-21-2003||02:54 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||<a href="http://www.nbc4.com/money/1991367/detail.html" target="_blank">http://www.nbc4.com/money/1991367/detail.html</a>||64.1.187.234||reg||4||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-21-2003||04:57 PM||||Sweet!  For those who can't figure it out, click on the image (left side) to go to the free carfax entry.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||02-22-2003||05:38 PM||||thanks for posting that!!!  good deal.  I'm the 3rd owner... clean record.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||02-22-2003||08:20 PM||||Weird, my car shows no data for the 1st owner and only has history dating back to 1995.  Good to know, right.||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||02-22-2003||09:26 PM||||My car has no history at all. Said it didn't find ANY information. Anyone else get these results?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||silly4turbo||02-22-2003||11:34 PM||||SAME WITH MINE, NO HISTORY ? DOES THAT MEAN I SHOULD BRING IT TO THE DEALER FOR A RECALL CHECK ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000006||SPEEDFIEND||02-22-2003||11:59 PM||||Hey Drew thanks for the link man.  Free shit is always cool.  Mine checked out okay.  Did you guys make sure you had all 17 digits of the vin#.  Thats odd that it didn't show anything.  Kris||206.214.56.137||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||02-23-2003||12:04 AM||||It works for me. Thanks for posting that.||67.235.102.125||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||02-23-2003||12:27 AM||||Man I wish I would have checked this earlier this morning before i went and shelled out 15 bucks for one on my new car!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||Duc Hunter||02-24-2003||12:39 PM||||FYI carfax is a bit of a joke! My brothers Honda has been wrecked 3 times. The cheapest fix was $2500, the most expensive was when it was three days old, $8200. All the accidents had police reports filled out and were reported to the insurance companies they accidents were all more than 2 years old. None of them were listed on the carfax though! Still take your magnets, check the body seams, look for bad sealer jobs, inspect the under carriage etc!||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/001582.cgi
A||||4||Numberless||New to gvr4, old to dsms...just wanted to say whats up/great site||||1||||Numberless||00000739
Z||000000||Numberless||02-21-2003||03:48 PM||||I just wanted to do the whole intro thing here.  Some of you guys might know/recognize me from dsmtalk...I was a moderator over there under the screen name "99mmcgsx".  <br />I basically ran the "racing" forum and put together the "track times" section...<br /><br />Anyways, I sold the '99, couldn't deal with being away from mitsu's, and now I'm driving a 92 vr4 that I picked up from a guy in Minnesota.<br /><br />So I just wanted to say whats up to all you guys, and say this looks like an amazing site so far....awesome job.  If any of you guys ever need any dsm-help in the Milwaukee, WI area, just shoot me a PM or email and I'll try to help out as much as I can.<br /><br />...I'm just loving life so far with the galant...it's a bit rough around the edges for now and gave me a hard welcome (coolant line burst, oil leak, intake leak, bad plug wires, crap lifters), but now that I gave it some TLC (new lifters, wires, plugs, hoses, K+N, new fluids) it's treating me much better.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-21-2003||04:00 PM||||Welcome Jon!<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001532#000000" target="_blank">Recent post about Wisconsin VR-4 owners</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||2||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||02-21-2003||04:17 PM||||Yeah, I remember that screen name. I always wanted to see what you would do with a GRV4 if you ever got one since you seem to have good styling tastes. How mild or wild are you going and what are your plans for the car?||67.29.251.71||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||02-21-2003||11:18 PM||||Where in Minnesota did you buy the car?<br /><br />The guy I bought mine from about a year and half ago was in Brooklyn Park, Minnesota and he had one more. Maybe it's the same guy.||68.155.53.82||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||Numberless||02-22-2003||02:53 PM||||Ryan...thanks for the link...i'll go so hey over there...i wouldnt be surprised if I know a couple of those guys already.<br /><br />Zach....thanks for the compliment...I really don't know  how far I'll go with the galant.  I had the gsx when I was "single guy-corporate job"...now I'm getting married, own a house, well, you get the idea.  To tell you the truth though, I really appreciate the stealth nature of the gvr4, and i wouldnt even feel right messing with it too much in terms of looks.  Lower it, maybe some different gunmetal or black rims (to keep the gvr4 look)....but other than that i cant see much.  Engine though?  Thats another story...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />gvr-4.  The guy I bought it from lived in eden praire, near minneapolis.  He struck me as a "regular type guy" as opposed to a dsm guy.  It was totally stock when I bought it, and actually had the standard galant front bumper on it instead of the gvr4 bumper.  So i didnt get the impression he was a galant enthusiast or whatever.  Luckily a buddy of mine had a wrecked 91 vr4, same color, that I was able to get the correct bumper cover from.  Hopefully I'll get the chance to put it on in the next week.<br /><br />Anyway, thanks for the welcome!<br /><br />Jon||24.167.225.238||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes



ubb/Forum3/001583.cgi
A||||1||GVR1643||800+ members?||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||02-21-2003||04:10 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Do we really have over 800 members now (VR4 owners)?  Or is this from updating the board and now having to register to view the site?  <br />So much for saving bandwidth  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br />Just wondering...||167.142.21.156||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-21-2003||05:00 PM||||Sure looks that way.  If you check out the member <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=directory" target="_blank">directory</a> there are quite a few people who have never posted, or haven't visited in over a year.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001584.cgi
A||||4||drew||KC do you have a relative on NPR||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||02-21-2003||11:12 PM||drew@onelittlevoice.com||I think it was rashid chandrakashekaharan (sp?) a relative of yours?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-22-2003||05:05 PM||||What is NPR - an isuzu truck forum !?! ...LOL<br /><br />No, no such relative, Rashid is a muslim name although the last name is Hindu...Strange combo!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||drew||02-22-2003||05:45 PM||||National <br />Public <br />Radio||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||02-22-2003||08:12 PM||||NPR, could you have been listening to CarTalk?||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||drew||02-22-2003||09:42 PM||||I read car talk but I don't listen to it because It's on at some time i'm not usually listenin to the radio. I hate to admit it but I listen to all the other nerdy, informative shoes that too many people with a better than thou attitude listen to||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/001585.cgi
A||||1||suprflewus||Ron @ Motorsports Techniques ||||14||||suprflewus||00000039
Z||000000||suprflewus||02-22-2003||11:28 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||Whats up y'all,<br /><br />Just wanted to let you know that i received a set of Tein Ha's from Ron (the same guy doing the ic pipe beading) at Motorsports Techniques.<br /><br />I would definitely recommend ordering the Tein's from there.  The pricing was the best that i could find, and they sent me a tracking number right away.<br /><br />overall a great transaction.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />dale||205.188.209.7||reg||14||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000001||ron||02-22-2003||08:02 PM||||Thanks Dale  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes



ubb/Forum3/001586.cgi
A||||10||raceman77||budget intercooler pipe ideas?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||02-22-2003||12:38 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||l haven`t even picked my car up yet and l`m scheming over future mods.Like a lot of you my first step towards modifying a car is not towards the phone with a credit card in hand.l like to search out a possible grassroots solution first before l resort to actually heat up the plastic.This brings me here with a question of intercooler piping.What have some of you come up with to replace the factory tubes?ls there a source for tubing stock suitable for our cars?Any input appreciated...||198.81.26.171||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-22-2003||01:51 PM||||<img src="http://silverbackracing.itgo.com/pic_0096.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-22-2003||01:54 PM||||i just noticed the fan spacer on that thing.  you would think they would use an electric fan.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||02-22-2003||02:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> What have some of you come up with to replace the factory tubes?ls there a source for tubing stock suitable for our cars?Any input appreciated... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">goto JC Whittney, in the piping section- go with stainless- looks nice and will hold up better. You can buy bends and some straight pieces and use rubber couplers to join them- no welding required||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||raceman77||02-22-2003||03:53 PM||||wow,you guys are fast with the response,great.l must say,there`s a definite vibe here you don`t find on the Porsche forums.Anyhow l like the fact that everyone "gets all Mcgyver" .Stainless from JC witless?Sounds like a plan but l gotta say the pic of the plumbing pvc has me inspired...to use stainless.l have a friend with an older BMW 745(735 with turbo,not many around,big pig) and he got all the intercooling plumbing ceramic coated to reduce the heat creep.l don`t think pvc would like ceramic coating..||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000005||VR-4play||02-22-2003||04:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> goto JC Whittney, in the piping section- go with stainless- looks nice and will hold up better. You can buy bends and some straight pieces and use rubber couplers to join them- no welding required </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">not very cheap tho.  i would advise getting the aluminized pipes for now.  that's what i did, just to see how every thing would turned out.  i will eventually upgrade to the stainless and polish them, since i like the results with the cheap pipes. i am upgrading my pipes and ic, tho.<br />on that note, is it even possible to make your own pipes following the stock route?||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||02-22-2003||11:27 PM||||One word: COPPER. I used to work for the water dept. in town and we used 2" copper occasionally for new water lines. I still have more research to do, but I plan on building mine out of copper. You can bend it (with the right tool), solder it, cut it, etc. It's cheap and once you're sure of the layout, you can have some stainless piping built.<br /><br />dp||68.155.57.165||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||Numberless||02-23-2003||02:14 AM||||High temp/high pressure big-rig coolant hose.  cheap, you can get bends, really strong, heat resistant, comes in huge diameters, and is available at local truck supply places.<br /><br />Hey, you said budget   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.167.225.238||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000008||raceman77||02-23-2003||02:35 AM||||okay so there`s aluminum,stainless,copper,pvc,rubber...what`s the problem with the stock pipes(besides the fact that they`re stock and we need to modify all stock stuff)?They are restrictive due to their size? Or is it because of a restrictive flow path?thanks for any input on this..||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||02-23-2003||02:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> okay so there`s aluminum,stainless,copper,pvc,rubber...what`s the problem with the stock pipes(besides the fact that they`re stock and we need to modify all stock stuff)?They are restrictive due to their size? Or is it because of a restrictive flow path?thanks for any input on this.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The stock piping diameter is hella small. VERY resctrictive. With bigger piping on the car it is like a night/day difference in power. Well....piping and a better intercooler. But piping is probably half of it.||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||VR-4play||02-23-2003||05:05 AM||||i was originally going to just do my pipes, but from the feedback from everyone here, the ic itself is just as big a problem as the pipes. not to much sense in doing pipes, then upgrading your core, then having to do the pipes again. do both together. from the questions you are asking, i guess you are just trying to get a game plan for upgrades. plan to upgrade your ic and pipes at the same time.||67.30.250.239||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum3/001587.cgi
A||||0||chucklesas||other racing||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||02-22-2003||03:47 PM||||I always hear about guys drag racing DSMs and GVR4s.  I've never heard any stories about people road racing these vehicles.  Are they not really made to road race well?  More specifically is the GVR4 not a good road racer because of it's AWS?  I think I would like to get into it and should probably join the local SCCA.   I was just curious and wanted to hear any stories of people road racing.||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum3/001588.cgi
A||||9||blacksheep||Finally, my FMIC issues are over...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-22-2003||05:27 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Lotsa talk about FMIC's nowadays and I figured I'd share the good news...<br /><br />Well gang, I finally bought a FMIC setup for the gvr4.<br /> <br />I won an ebay auction for an Indy Race cores spearco 2-216 with pipes and couplers (no overflow tank and couplers..oh well). <br /><br />The seller was in Lincoln, Nebraska and we agreed to meet almost half way, so I could pick it up(120 mile drive).<br /><br />It was brand new in the box and had all the protective packaging. <br /><br />My first impression about this kit is ..Wow!  <br /><br />High points:<br />- The welding is really really impressive and I found that the end tanks were nice, polished and shiny.<br />- The pipes are powdercoated black and welding quality is very impressive...<br />- High-Quality red silicone couplers<br /><br />All I can say is - I am making this sucka fit in the gvr4. I hope the C&R radiator fits, else I will get it cut down. I need to modify the piping esp for the HKS BOV flange addition and if I switch to a different intake manifold, but other than that, it will go in...<br /><br />This is my last FMIC(I hope) and I am glad it ended with the IRC setup.<br /><br />I highly recommend it to anyone looking for a quality setup.||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-23-2003||05:13 AM||||post the ebay link so we can see what you bought. what were your fmic issues about.||67.30.250.239||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-23-2003||09:46 AM||||VR-4 play<br /><br />I was trying to route the FMIC with the outlets that point backward into the engine bay. I also wanted something that was top quality and wouldnt need upgrading..ever. Also, didnt want to spend over a grand for it. <br /><br />So, I have been looking for a while. First, I bought a spearco core, but couldnt find anyone around here that would do the end-tanks. Then, I bought the apexi skyline gt-r assembly, but the inlets were side-to-side and hard to work the way I wanted. So, I sold them both and decided to find something that needed little working.<br /><br />Here is the IRC link, mine is identical in every way, so I figured it would be a plug for Ken as well..    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.indyracecores.com/2-216.html" target="_blank">http://www.indyracecores.com/2-216.html</a>||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||number3||02-23-2003||12:55 PM||||Very Nice.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-23-2003||01:40 PM||||This coming from Harry and to me is a compliment indeed.||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||02-23-2003||05:49 PM||||Nice.  Let us know how the plumbing goes. I've been looking into getting their regular core.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||Whistler||02-23-2003||06:21 PM||||Good buy.  The Indy Race Cores 2-216 barely fits, I have one on my Galant right now.  Good luck with the install.||65.80.100.100||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-23-2003||11:40 PM||||Whistler - you sound like its going to be a PITA to install? Do you have pics that you could post, I am curious to check it out. <br /><br />I will keep the lower IC pipe the same but switch the upper around a litle bit. I am going to try and go wide like Harry did (#3) if possible.||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||VR-4play||02-24-2003||08:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong>I am going to try and go wide like Harry did (#3) if possible. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i took that route and i really like how it turned out.  i decided to learn how to do the welding myself so it will be a little while before my ic is complete. i have some other stuff to do on the car anyways, so no hurry.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000009||Whistler||02-24-2003||08:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Whistler - you sound like its going to be a PITA to install? Do you have pics that you could post, I am curious to check it out.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The install is not difficult.  I will post pictures in a few days.||209.214.107.64||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes



ubb/Forum3/001589.cgi
A||||4||211-91VR4||New member||||6||||211-91VR4||00000742
Z||000000||211-91VR4||02-22-2003||08:02 PM||||Hi,<br />I just wanted to introduce myself. I bought 211-2000 about 2 years ago. It is belize green with 211000 miles. Right now it has a 2 1/2 turbo back w/ magnaflow muffler, Hallman boost controller, walbro pump, big 16G, ported 2G manifold, evo O2, new caps and a 1G intercooler & upper pipe.<br />This site is the best. I have learned alot from this site and have met a couple of great people. I still experience problems that others are having with idling issues. I love the car and it is my daily driver.||68.38.241.238||reg||6||211-91VR4||00000742||yes
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||02-22-2003||09:04 PM||||Kewl!<br />Another one from jersey.<br />Welcome!||64.157.78.71||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||02-22-2003||10:08 PM||||Where in Jersey are you guys? I'm right on the other side of the Whitman Bridge.||151.199.247.125||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||211-91VR4||02-22-2003||10:29 PM||||I am from the jersey shore. Central Jersey||68.38.241.238||reg||1||211-91VR4||00000742||yes
Z||000004||sk8bored||02-22-2003||10:39 PM||||Jersy, the garbage state||209.180.232.241||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes



ubb/Forum3/001590.cgi
A||||4||tplesko||Stock Seat Weights||||6||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||02-23-2003||12:17 AM||||Since my sparcos aren't here yet I decided to remove the seats today and weigh them.  All weights are seats and stock brackets only...<br /><br />Driver's seat - 47 lbs<br />Passenger's seat - 40 lbs<br />Backseats - 30 lbs total (not very heavy)<br /><br />This doesn't include belts or motors yet.  I will post those weights later once I remove them and get the harnesses installed.<br /><br />And I will let everyone know the weight of the sound deadener I am chipping out of the trunk when I ever finish (pita...)    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.253.92.211||reg||6||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-23-2003||12:22 AM||||How are you mounting the belts ? just curious, if you are going to run a harness bar of some sort...||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||02-23-2003||12:26 AM||||6 point roll cage I hope  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   The car isn't going anywhere right now and will keep the stock belts until I (eventually) get a cage installed or fab up a temporary harness bar.  I could bolt them to the backseat locations if they would reach. <br /><br />Will let you know what I figure out...||12.253.92.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||02-23-2003||02:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Driver's seat - 47 lbs<br />Passenger's seat - 40 lbs<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you sure you didn't have a seven pound weight in the back pocket of the drivers seat when you weighed them?J/K:p  I wonder why it weighed more. I had no idea they were that heavy. They didn't feel that heavy all the times I pulled them out. Maybe I'm just stronger than I thought....||66.189.197.56||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||mitsuvr4||02-23-2003||04:41 AM||||"I wonder why it weighed more"<br /><br />Probably the lumbar support adjustment that's on the drivers seat and not on the passenger side.<br /><br />Just a guess.||65.27.102.39||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes



ubb/Forum3/001591.cgi
A||||0||DeanCouchey||My New(er) Galant||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||02-23-2003||12:36 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Well with the VR4 currently broke down cause of an entire exhast system failure, I have bought a newer galant. I am gonna be picking up my 96 S on Monday. I have been to optionsauto already and found the VR4 conversion. 2100 for it.... looks fun! BUt I can try to get some pics up soon! I dont know how feasable it would be but I think it would be fun to put that engine in!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001592.cgi
A||||7||number3||God Bless America||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||02-23-2003||02:58 PM||||<a href="http://www.highresautoimages.com/dodge/ramsrt10.html" target="_blank">http://www.highresautoimages.com/dodge/ramsrt10.html</a> <br /><br />Big and impractical but fuck it why NOT! If I only had a bigger garage.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||02-23-2003||11:44 PM||||HOLY SHIT!  viper powered?  i wonder what it can do.  i can't wait to see the "is that thing viper powered" commercials.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-24-2003||01:32 AM||||Reminds me of the Nissan Stagea... same RB26DETT that the Skyline has... AWD too... and it's a station wagon.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||02-24-2003||02:13 AM||||i looked up that Nissan Stagea... how cool. i like the nismo version and the autech version. really cool.  talk about a sleeper, i wonder if it will gain more respect with age. like our cars. even though they were respected by quite a few in the old days (haha... i know our cars are not that old)||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||Jon||02-24-2003||07:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.highresautoimages.com/dodge/ramsrt10.html" target="_blank">http://www.highresautoimages.com/dodge/ramsrt10.html</a>  <br /><br />Big and impractical but fuck it why NOT! If I only had a bigger garage.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   <br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you buy that, you will be the first person banned from this site.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />If that engine was only in a sedan, it would "ok".||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||number3||02-24-2003||12:16 PM||||Dodge is also going to introduce a Wagon that has 450 hp. It looks like a smaller more muscular Darango.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||number3||02-24-2003||09:31 PM||||<a href="http://www.edmunds.com/future/2005/dodge/magnum/100220646/photos.html?tid=edmunds.f.review.vdpheaderphoto..0.Dodge*" target="_blank">http://www.edmunds.com/future/2005/dodge/magnum/100220646/photos.html?tid=edmunds.f.review.vdpheaderphoto..0.Dodge*</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||02-24-2003||10:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Reminds me of the Nissan Stagea... same RB26DETT that the Skyline has... AWD too... and it's a station wagon.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why can't we get cars like that?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.155.58.226||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/001593.cgi
A||||2||Oztek||2003 Detroit Autorama||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||02-23-2003||04:13 PM||aehlert@oztek.us||Here are some pictures I took this weekend at the show.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?set_albumName=album26&id=aaa&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_photo.php" target="_blank">http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?set_albumName=album26&id=aaa&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_photo.php</a><br /><br />Enjoy!||67.38.9.188||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-23-2003||06:52 PM||||From the area code on the fone# for your business I can see that you are in the Detroit area. I'm around Detroit as well, Grosse Pointe to be exact. I would like to go check out the Noltek bushings and your VR4, assuming you have one. <br /><br />You can PM if you want, or email.<br /><br />Thanx||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||natec||02-24-2003||01:34 PM||||that was this weekend??!! dammit!!||65.29.98.13||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes



ubb/Forum3/001594.cgi
A||||0||driftin galant||front grill||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||02-23-2003||09:52 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||dose anyone know where i can pick up an AMG grill?||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum3/001595.cgi
A||||15||GRV4726||Gran Turismo 3||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||02-23-2003||11:51 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||anyone play or have played the game?  i recently found my old copy and started playing again.  its a fun game. and i really like the into.  but i was remembering GT2 and how many cool cars it had. my secound car in that game was a Galant Vr4 and it kicked some ass. i nick named it the little galant that could cause it destroyed skylines and supra.  i miss my little galant. i think it was a 94<br /><br />anyway. i figured it would be fun to here from others on this topic||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||02-24-2003||01:06 AM||||i played the HELL out of GT2. i loved the 600+ cars or something, but it got to be kind of over kill at some points. did they really need to put in cars like the '89 protege 4door or the subaru 360 and not put in our model year GVR4? although i did have 700+ days in simualtion mode, so they must have done something right.||64.252.110.15||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||02-24-2003||08:42 AM||||GT2 was and still is the only game i really play for the ps. i don't think the vr4 in the game is all that, but those nismos are the shit.  i don't have ps2 because i am not really into video games like that to spend $300 just to play GT3(that is the only game i would want).||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||GVRfore||02-24-2003||07:19 PM||||If you think the VR4 from GT2 was kick ass, wait until you bet the FTO race car.||166.90.28.60||reg||1||GVRfore||00000647||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||02-25-2003||12:11 AM||||I had PS 1 and now PS2. The only games I own is Gran Turismo. The GT3 is sooooo much better than the GT2 it's worth the money you spend on the machine and the game.<br />There is a yahoo group about GT2 and 3 where they setup challenges. It's pretty cool to see how you stand up against other players. <br /><br />I rented Mcree Rally and a couple other car games and they sucked. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.236||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||#1459 VR-4||02-25-2003||01:28 PM||||It's the only game I own and the only reason I bought a PS2... I suck at it though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.147.242.56||reg||1||Benny||00000618||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||02-25-2003||06:46 PM||||yeah i remember the FTO (splatered paint job? right?) . i rocked the shit out of that car but the VR4 was special to me.  it was my first introduction to the Galant Vr4 and i always loved the 3k Vr4's.  the Peugeot 406 was pretty fun, not that fast but i love using the handbrake with it through turns. (i had to get one after watching Taxi)<br /><br />i find my self "test driving" cars and tuning them, just to see how they are.  fun stuff.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||02-25-2003||08:17 PM||||I've yet to play GT3, but I remember getting GT1 and GT2.  GT2 was so much better, but sucked in two-player mode because the processor was just too slow.<br /><br />So anyway, has anyone found it fun to race two-player with the little 3-wheel cart with the spare tire on the nose?  It's amazing how much more difficult it is to race head-to-head with the slowest vehicle.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I found the WRX in full modified state to be faster on tighter tracks than Skyline GTR fully modified.  I oughta start playing it again.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||02-25-2003||11:56 PM||||OH come on, if you're not rocking the Suzuki Escudo at 200+ mph, you're just playing a game.||67.37.225.44||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||02-26-2003||05:03 PM||||What do you have to win to get that thing?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||GRV4726||02-26-2003||06:59 PM||||haha the Suzuki Escudu Pikes Peak is funny/  i know i got that thing to a little bit over 900mph (no shit).  i laughed my ass off.  i've done a lot of stuff in that car that is just funny. <br /><br />in rally i did a 360 in the air off of one of bumps a rally course in GT2...<br /><br />and its always fun to do 360's on straight aways and catch them and just continue driving. (360 in a straight line)<br /><br />oh silly video games i could never do these things in reality... maybe one day.  i had to try the 360 thing in the middle of a race. i tought it was over and was going to finish with style...then i just felt like an idiot.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000011||DarkDevilMMM||02-27-2003||01:38 AM||||My F1 rocks!!! it's the best handling and best speed overall, I finished the whole game, 100% and I have finished the GT concept 2002 tokyo also, I won't say I am the fastest, but good enough to beat all the computer cars.....||63.205.13.206||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000012||mitsuvr4||02-28-2003||10:48 AM||||To get the Suzuki Escudo you can penny up the $1mil they sell it for at the Suzuki dealership or just win all the Rally events and they'll give you one for free.  Problem being that it's power band sucks and it handles like crap on pavement.<br /><br />I personally set my best pavement times in the Nissan R390 race car (excluding the formula cars).<br /><br />Excluding the Escudo, my best rally times are in a 4wd RUF Porsche.  It spanks the EVO and the STI rally cars even with only 130mm of ground clearance (I'm sure the 860HP doesn't hurt)<br /><br />GVR4726, I'm curious how you hit 900mph?  I've hit 300mph, but 900?  How?<br /><br />GT3 is a great game and I waste WAY to many hours playing it.<br /><br />Later,||134.29.246.249||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||02-28-2003||01:52 PM||||Can't you tweak the front/rear wing settings to get cars to take off (BIG wheelie) and make the speed shoot up?<br /><br />It's been a while since I tried it, but I thought it was something like that.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||02-28-2003||04:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mitsuvr4:<br /><strong> Problem being that it's power band sucks and it handles like crap on pavement.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's where changing gear ratios and suspension come into play.  You know, you CAN change those things.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Oh yeah, change the tires to slicks, of course.  *sheesh*  Noobs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||mitsuvr4||02-28-2003||05:20 PM||||Hertz,<br />It's power band sucks because ALL the power is from 7-9K RPM and it handles like crap because the wheelbase is so short.  You tell me how to adjust the boost and fuel management or extend the wheelbase (toe in and out doesn't cut it) and we can all call you "King of GT3".  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||134.29.246.249||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes



ubb/Forum3/001596.cgi
A||||9||Team Ducktape||So what 4g63 &quot;car&quot; is this from?||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||02-24-2003||02:51 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=76&width=400" target="_blank">www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=76&width=400</a><br />Anyone know what car this is from? So what mitsubishi car has a 4g63 with the oil filter housing like this? Is it the Colt Vista or a N/A 4g63 or some other car with this filter housing? Turbotrix sells them for $75. I like this better, more room for a down-pipe......<br />Thanks again Ryan for the Images||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||02-24-2003||08:51 AM||||I have one of those sitting on my garage. It was worthless on the vR4, because the filter would hit the radiator support(actually it wouldnt even go on). I cant remember where I got it from though. I think it was the Mighty Max p'up||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||suprflewus||02-24-2003||10:05 AM||||That is from a mighty max pick up.<br /><br />notice no provision for an external air/air oil cooler though.<br /><br />dale||64.12.96.102||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000003||talontsi||02-24-2003||11:30 AM||||Mighty Max definitly.<br />I have one on my GVR4 and there are no fitment issues what so ever.<br />Made it easy to to my 3" custom o2 and DP.<br /><br />Yeah there is no external cooler but the oil temps never go above 180 in FL.||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||02-24-2003||10:02 PM||||Thanks..... Happen to have the part number?||24.209.153.66||reg||14||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||02-24-2003||10:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by talontsi:<br /><strong> Mighty Max definitly.<br />I have one on my GVR4 and there are no fitment issues what so ever.<br />Made it easy to to my 3" custom o2 and DP.<br /><br />Yeah there is no external cooler but the oil temps never go above 180 in FL. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What year Mighty Max? Does it have the 4g63? Or 2.4 or? Also no need for the external cooler holes, that's what JC Whittney's oil filter relocation kits are for  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||andy||02-24-2003||11:25 PM||||Im pretty sure if you call up Conicelli they will sell you a nice, new, shiny one.||64.4.102.40||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||02-25-2003||01:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> Thanks..... Happen to have the part number? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">x two||24.209.153.66||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000008||talontsi||02-25-2003||03:23 PM||||I will see if I can dig it up.<br />You can order it from Ft. Meyers Mitsu though.<br />They give a great DSM discount 10% over cost.<br /><br />Ask for Josh.<br /><br />1987 4 cly mighty max will get you the info.<br /><br />*Warning* <br />Be careful during the install as you will need 1 or 2 short bolts to secure it properly. The stock ones are too long.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||02-25-2003||07:16 PM||||Great Thanks!<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by talontsi:<br /><strong> I will see if I can dig it up.<br />You can order it from Ft. Meyers Mitsu though.<br />They give a great DSM discount 10% over cost.<br /><br />Ask for Josh.<br /><br />1987 4 cly mighty max will get you the info.<br /><br />*Warning* <br />Be careful during the install as you will need 1 or 2 short bolts to secure it properly. The stock ones are too long. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum3/001597.cgi
A||||10||Jon||Sticky How-To Posts in Technical Forum||||1||||Jon||00000002||TGedwHNXdovY
Z||000000||Jon||02-24-2003||07:41 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Should the How-To posts be left in the Technical Forum or be placed in a separate forum?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000001||Numberless||02-24-2003||11:49 AM||||I voted for the "how to" forum, but it would be really nice if non-moderators could post there, provided that the posts were well written and genuinely helpful.<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||02-24-2003||11:52 AM||||agreed, let everyone post there, but just keep it closely moderated. or if there is anyway to have people vote on its usefullness, that would be good too.||149.152.182.1||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||02-24-2003||11:54 AM||||I guess I can live with this either way, unless we end up with a ton of how to's and have to scroll forever to get to the actual messages.<br /><br />As far as non-moderators posting how-to's. I would think the answer to this would be submitting your how-to to the mod's and let them decide if it's wortthy or maybe needs polishing before posting.||167.142.22.22||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||02-24-2003||06:08 PM||||I agree with GVR41643 on the version on the non-moderator part. i like the idea because i think it would make things more organized for us beginning mech's and am' mech's<br /><br />i vote yes on Prop one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||02-24-2003||10:47 PM||||Jon I think you should leave them there and un-stick them but make a sticky post with links to all of them. That way we don't have 15 threads stuck at the top in one forum.<br />Rich||199.183.180.70||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||Ash||02-25-2003||02:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Jon I think you should leave them there and un-stick them but make a sticky post with links to all of them. That way we don't have 15 threads stuck at the top in one forum.<br />Rich </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I 2nd this, though n00bies will most likely be too lazy to read the single sticky post at the top.<br /><br />Its a hard call, on one side the experienced members get cheezed with all the sticky posts cluttering up the top of the page, though on the flipside the same members will be pissed with the n00bie users asking the same old questions cause they are too lazy to read a single post/how to section first.<br /><br />Geez I'm happy this isn't my decision.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||02-25-2003||10:06 AM||||make that 3....just make one sticky post with links||131.193.8.219||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||Jon||02-25-2003||10:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> make that 3....just make one sticky post with links </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Done.  I think that works best and it was a very good idea.<br /><br />Is everyone happy now?||12.220.168.103||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||02-26-2003||12:14 PM||||much better...thanks Jon||128.248.46.55||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||number3||02-26-2003||09:18 PM||||Very good idea.<br /><br />Now if people would always put their posts in the right section/header. (News seems to be the one abused the most)<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001598.cgi
A||||7||GVR1643||Reman Injectors||||14||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||02-24-2003||01:37 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Found this place that rebuilds and sells injectors.  Crown Remanufacturing has several services they offer including Injectors.  They referred me to one of their distributors named IPW ( Import Parts Warehouse ) in Colorado.  They sell reman injectors and I ordered a set of ND 550's for about $43 an injector.  They do have a core charge of $12 an injector.  The guy physically checked these for me to check the center notch (low impedence)and said they looked brand new.  2 were the purple, 2 the brown and are supposed to flow like brand new. <br /><br />Their number is (800)288-8018 and ask for Debbie or Ken.  <br />I ordered them for an 86-88 RX7 TII btw.<br /><br /><br />I figure I can sell my old 450's for more than the core exchange, plus you need to exchange the same size anyway...||167.142.21.156||reg||14||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||02-27-2003||12:20 PM||||Just got my 550's from IPW and I must say they look excellent.  They look like brand new units!  New plastic housings, connector, pintle caps.  I also spoke to them about their requirements (actually spoke to the reman manufacturer) and they are very strict about what they use and reman.  Must flow exact and a set must be matched and in tolerances.||167.142.22.85||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||02-27-2003||12:36 PM||||let us know after you get them on.  i might take your advice and go with these people.||192.91.147.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||02-27-2003||01:55 PM||||I'll get them in this weekend and see how they do. After visiting with the actual source company and speaking to one of their techs in depth, I have confidence in their process.  They basically replace everything in them and clean the hell out of the core.  The coil in them has to be in spec etc.  <br />Now I've never run RC and so won't have a comparison other than the ND 450's that are in there now struggling to keep up with the mild boost I'm running (looking forward to going over 14 psi!) So I'm sure my results will look good since there will definately be more fuel flowing.||167.142.21.157||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||03-03-2003||02:09 AM||||Well?||63.188.160.221||reg||5||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||03-03-2003||09:22 AM||||I'll give the quick/brief update: <br />They seem to work great.  I was swapping injectors kind of quickly so as to be somewhere on time and I think I pinched a seal - can smell fuel.  Gonna replace fuel line to rail also.<br /><br />Definately added more fuel - with the AFC pretty much zero'd out, I had the boost to 18/19 psi with no significant knock.  Before could only run 13/14.  <br />I still like 'em  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.22.219||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||DookGVR4||03-04-2003||12:08 AM||||do they flow test them for you?...<br /><br />Or is it an option at least?..||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||03-04-2003||01:32 AM||||Didn't get flow test - not sure about receiving them.  I'd just call them and ask.  I got the impression they were to flow like new and be a matched set.<br /><br />They were nice enough to visit with so give them a call or even call crown remanufacturing if you want. I spoke to one of their techs for several minutes and I'm sure they would answer any questions you might have also.||167.142.21.183||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001599.cgi
A||||34||meshwork||So what does VR4 stand for?||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||02-24-2003||04:38 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Does anyone know? <br /><br />I heard it was Velocity with Reason by 4, but that sounds stupid.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||Vivid||02-24-2003||05:04 PM||||probably nothing.   Thats like saying what does ZX sand for in 300ZX?||208.46.59.200||reg||1||Vivid||00000711||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||02-24-2003||05:08 PM||||I think it was everything 4<br />As in: 4WS, 4WD, 4 wheel independent suspension, etc.<br />Do a google, you'll find it out there. It's been a long time since I saw it...||167.142.22.98||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||02-24-2003||05:52 PM||||Very Reliable 4 cyl.    HEHEHEHE  ya right.||64.108.84.212||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||02-24-2003||07:21 PM||||I thought I heard it stood for 4 wheel everything as well.  I'm not sure what the VR stands for.  I think the GSX makes more since since the X is suppost to stand for 4 corners and GS is grand sport.  So who knows.  I guess they just used VR4 cause it is a small sister of the 3kGT VR4 with the AWS.  Then again, they have the GTO.  They could have named it a 2000 GT VR4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'm glad they didn't.<br /><br />I wonder if the R stands for rally.  Not sure what the V would stand for.  I think it is safe to say the 4 stands for 4 everything.  AWD, AWS...||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||02-24-2003||07:53 PM||||Could be wrong, but I thought that VR-4 = eVeRything 4 (disc brakes, AWD, steering, doors, cylinders, etc.)<br /><br />Of course, this begs the question what the ZR-4 stands for...<br /><br />Jon F.<br />'92 #305||134.10.12.3||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-24-2003||08:02 PM||||Everything-4.  <br /><br />Also 4 times the cost to fix everything when the timing belt breaks||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||DSMGVR4||02-24-2003||08:29 PM||||I heard it was something like" ______ renaissance 4" I forgot what the V was....but it basically meant everything 4....does this sound familiar to anyone? John||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000008||Ash||02-24-2003||08:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Could be wrong, but I thought that VR-4 = eVeRything 4 (disc brakes, AWD, steering, doors, cylinders, etc.)<br /><br />Of course, this begs the question what the ZR-4 stands for...<br /><br />Jon F.<br />'92 #305 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">VR-4 = eVeRything 4<br />ZR-4 = Zactly like eveRything 4 but a liftback not a sedan.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||comfy||02-25-2003||08:11 AM||||vivid the "zx" as in 300zx is the classification of the car.  nissan identifies cars this way some times. Z stands for racing, X for luxury, S is for sports.  I.E.<br /><br />300zx - racing, luxury<br />280zx - racing luxury<br />240sx - sports, luxury<br /> although the 350Z should actually be all race and no luxury, but that didnt seem to happen did it.  <br /><br />that is all nissan stuff though, i have no idea how mits. does it.  go down to the dealership and find the guy who has worked there the longest and ask him.||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||02-25-2003||10:02 AM||||yeah last time i checked it was everthing 4<br /><br />-4wd<br />-4ws<br />-4 wheel ind. suspension<br />-4 wheel disc brakes||131.193.8.219||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000011||GVR4458||02-25-2003||10:56 AM||||Although prevalent, I'm not sure I buy the EveRything 4 theory.  Most people believe this one because they've seen it a lot.  If I saw a brochure or heard it from a valid source, I'd believe it.  Come to think of it, I'll dig out my brochure and see if it's in there.<br /><br />EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000012||meshwork||02-25-2003||11:00 AM||||It can't be everything 4, because the 3000GT VR4 doesn't have 4 wheel steering, does it? <br /><br />And isn't there a VR-X Diamante out now thats FWD and non turbo?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000013||1312VR4||02-25-2003||11:29 AM||||There are 2 words in Japanese that mean "everything 4" they ofcourse start with a Z & a R, but I cant remember how to spell them.<br /> But yes it does mean everything 4. It doesnt make much sense, but if you were to go there & see some of the logo's that they put on their vehicle's in english, you would know what I mean.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||02-25-2003||11:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> It can't be everything 4, because the 3000GT VR4 doesn't have 4 wheel steering, does it? <br /><br />And isn't there a VR-X Diamante out now thats FWD and non turbo? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, the 3KGT VR4 had 4WS.<br /><br />I saw the everything 4 in print in an old article.  It was one that someone had scanned and posted at one time...<br /><br />If for some reason we were to find out it doesn't mean something specific, then damnit, we'll just agree to make that the reason!  This is the best source for VR4's and so whose going to argue the point outside here?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.169||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||Duc Hunter||02-25-2003||01:08 PM||||I believe the designation has no exact meaning except to differentiate the GSX that has no 4WS (and no turbo in the case of the Galant GSX) and the AWD cars with 4WS. The "everything 4" I thought was coined by the US magazines of the time and not by Mitsubishi??? It is very appropriate though. <br /><br />Bottom line is all VR-4's have 4 Wheel in Suspension, 4 Wheel ABS, 4 Wheel Steering, 4 Wheel Drive||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000016||meshwork||02-25-2003||01:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> <br />If for some reason we were to find out it doesn't mean something specific, then damnit, we'll just agree to make that the reason!  This is the best source for VR4's and so whose going to argue the point outside here?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stamp it in stone, we found our meaning.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000017||drew||02-25-2003||11:07 PM||||it is eVRerything 4. Alhough I don't have solid evidence. all in japanese that starts in Z is zenbu, but that's so stupid that ain't the reason.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000018||1667 VR4||02-25-2003||11:16 PM||||ive heard "Viscous Realtime 4" but that could be for 3kGT's||24.73.74.196||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000019||sweetnikki||02-25-2003||11:35 PM||||After alot of research between myself and a fellow 'Bishi guru, it stands for Viscous Realtime- 4 wheel steering.  This option is still available on new Japanese Galants and Legnums(a station-wagon version of the GVR4).  Which after finding those really pissed me off considering Mitsubishi could have and still make a killing off of the two alone.  Could you imagine a stock wagon eating a Vette, Cobra, crotch-rocket(J/J)?Okay, I'm done ranting and raving.||24.117.216.250||reg||3||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes
Z||000020||sweetnikki||02-26-2003||12:34 AM||||My friend has a '91 3KGT vr-4 and an '87 Starion Turbo, incase anyone needs a legit source.  I think I spend too much time on the internet.  I go sleep to now you thank.  Is Patrick Spongebob's side kick or vise-versa?<br /><br />A little trivia for everyone: What other cars had all wheel steering?||24.117.216.250||reg||1||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes
Z||000021||drew||02-26-2003||01:07 AM||||GMC Sierra Denali<br />Honda Prelude<br /><br />and some funky Mazdas||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000022||Ferrari F50 GT||02-26-2003||01:54 AM||||"Thats like saying what does ZX sand for in 300ZX?"<br /><br />Actually, Z is just the car name basically from the get go started in the early 70's.  Then Nissan wanted to turn the Z into more of a grand touring car, so it designated the "X", which actaully stands for "Extra" (I kid you not).||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000023||Ash||02-26-2003||06:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> GMC Sierra Denali<br />Honda Prelude<br /><br />and some funky Mazdas </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Some Nissan Silvia's (S13) and skylines (R32-34)||203.221.153.242||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000024||evovr4553||03-12-2003||02:11 AM||||just to make things more interesting in new zealand we get alot of japan imports.<br />the 87-91 galants have these names vxs,vx,vr,mu,mx,veinto,gti-16v,the only two with turbo 4wd,4ws are vr4,zr4 so what does the v stand for in the other models  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||202.27.176.157||reg||5||evovr4553||00001088||yes
Z||000025||theymightbegalants||03-12-2003||02:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> VR-4 = eVeRything 4<br />ZR-4 = Zactly like eveRything 4 but a liftback not a sedan.<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm aware of what a ZR-4 is, it's just that it's mechanically identical to (in all relevant ways) to a VR-4, so the reasoning behind the eVeRything 4 definition is flawed/invalid or else the ZR-4 would have the same designation.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000026||Vr4in'||03-13-2003||10:49 PM||||Are the 300gt's 4ws?If not the 4 must stand for awd.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000027||gvr4ever||03-13-2003||11:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> Are the 300gt's 4ws?If not the 4 must stand for awd. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No but the 3000GT VR4 did.  I think they might have dropped it in the last few years to save weight.<br /><br />Well, I'll buy Viscous Realtime 4 over anything else.  However in Japan the 3000GT VR4 is a GTO.  So maybe it is just a name they gave the US that sounded neato.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000028||Hertz||03-13-2003||11:37 PM||||Ooh ooh!  I know that one.  GTO is Gran Turismo Omologato.||67.37.178.91||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000029||DeanCouchey||03-13-2003||11:45 PM||||NOw is the GTO American, Japanese or itailian???? Hummmmm||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000030||turbogalant||03-14-2003||03:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Originally posted by Vr4in':<br />[qb] However in Japan the 3000GT VR4 is a GTO.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh I thought it meant Great That's an Officer.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000031||mixx2001||03-14-2003||04:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> NOw is the GTO American, Japanese or itailian???? Hummmmm </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">To each it's own.  The Ferrari 308 GTO, the Mitsubishi GTO, Pontiac GTO, you can go on forever.||65.165.18.191||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000032||Matt Freeman||03-14-2003||11:05 PM||||I saw an ad that said it stood for            actiVe Response all 4 wheels.                     All the tires were a part of steering,       power traction and braking.                       The ad is out of a magazine from 1990 or so and it is still online somewhere.||63.227.102.170||reg||1||Matt Freeman||00000101||yes
Z||000033||Hertz||03-14-2003||11:32 PM||||The whole system is called Active Four.  Never heard "response" in there.  I'm sold on Viscous Realtime 4.  Some of the 3000GT VR4 guys agree.||64.108.201.168||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000034||chadhayashi||09-07-2003||02:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> "Thats like saying what does ZX sand for in 300ZX?"<br /><br />Actually, Z is just the car name basically from the get go started in the early 70's.  Then Nissan wanted to turn the Z into more of a grand touring car, so it designated the "X", which actaully stands for "Extra" (I kid you not). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I read in an interview that the "Z" was chosen by "Mr. K" due to it's sound of "finality".||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/001600.cgi
A||||8||jaimendoza964||Newbie: from Philippines||||7||||jaimendoza964||00000898
Z||000000||jaimendoza964||02-24-2003||08:14 PM||jaimendoza964@yahoo.com||Hi there, I am just new here, I just want to ask for your help for my 91 Galant Gti(engine transplant from VR4 turbo intercoolers). I just want know how can I maximize my engine hp? what modifications will I have to put into? as of know the modifications installed are:<br /><br />1. 3" pipings<br />2. boost gauge<br />3. boost controller<br />4. AFC's<br />5. free flow mufflers<br />6. double piston brakes<br /><br />and everthing would be stock..<br /><br />I hope I can download pictures of my car so you can help me out....||61.14.194.5||reg||7||jaimendoza964||00000898||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||02-24-2003||08:47 PM||||Um, engrish?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||151.199.248.142||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||number3||02-24-2003||09:28 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001656" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001656</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001657" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001657</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.buschurracing.com/upgrade.html" target="_blank">http://www.buschurracing.com/upgrade.html</a><br /><br />That should get you started.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||02-25-2003||12:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Um, engrish?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wonder how you would spell in philipino?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.236||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||02-25-2003||07:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Um, engrish?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wonder how you would spell in philipino?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I dunno, you could tell he punched it into an internet web page and thats what came out. Its hella confusing when you write what you have, and then write that its stock. No disrespect intended, just confused.||151.199.248.142||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||chucklesas||02-25-2003||07:41 AM||||the languages spoken are Tagalog, Bisiant (sp?) and I believe some parts are Spanish speaking.<br />Which part of the Philippines?  I was born in Olongapo.||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000006||VR-4play||02-25-2003||08:02 AM||||who cares about how he types? <br /><br />welcome jaimendoza964. go ahead and use the info harry gave. and here is another one.<br /> <a href="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g1stage/stageall.htm" target="_blank">http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g1stage/stageall.htm</a>||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000007||meshwork||02-25-2003||11:02 AM||||Make sure the normal upkeep is done too. Don't forget that part. Timing belt, water pump, caps, etc...||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000008||DSMGVR4||02-25-2003||05:54 PM||||Welcome dude, I am also of Filipino decent but born in NY and live in NJ. I plan to go to the PI eventually and buy some GVr4 stuff for cheap...ie) clear corners, head lights, FMIC...but only if its a steal.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Again, welcome to the board and there's lots of info to get here plus a great resource of people.||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes



ubb/Forum3/001881.cgi
A||||1||driftin galant||bumper question||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||04-09-2003||10:04 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||i feel stupid for asking but i can't find anywhere, where all the bolts are. i rember a little while back there was a pic but now i can't find it.||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-09-2003||11:11 PM||||go to <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org." target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org.</a><br />clik on "technical questions"<br />clik on "read me first"<br />scroll down to "remove front bumper"||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/001601.cgi
A||||7||atsiauto||My new galant . ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-24-2003||10:17 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2404220815&sspagename=ADME:B:SS:US:1were." target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2404220815&sspagename=ADME:B:SS:US:1were.</a> going to pick it up wed, its 110 miles from me I hope i didnt get ripped off , nabbed it in the last 23 seconds at the reserve price of 4500 , ill sell my 91 for about 2500-3k and have this one as my getter,I have been wanting the sunroof, Woohoo!||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||02-24-2003||11:13 PM||||Thats cool, Its the same number as my black 91.||209.244.93.11||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||SPEEDFIEND||02-25-2003||02:45 AM||||Hey atsiauto, are you really going to sell your other galant?  If so I've got a buddy who would be interested in it.  What color is yours by chance?  Thanks man, Kris||206.214.56.118||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||02-25-2003||06:34 AM||||Nile black . (91)||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||SPEEDFIEND||02-25-2003||07:09 PM||||Here's my email address  speedfiend@msn.com.  If you want to let me know off the board about the price and what not.  Thanks, Kris||206.214.56.229||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||02-25-2003||09:30 PM||||car has extensive hail damage , I dropped 4k on it anyhow., fugging e-bay  . also it grinds on hard shifts . Im an idiot i know . but i wanted soemthing w a sunroof and some mods and well . I got it . its only money right ? and I may leave negative feedback .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||absolootbs||02-25-2003||10:31 PM||||hey man, if you would, email me also with the skinny on the 91 you're gonna sell.  schaferb@purdue.edu  thanks, look forward to hearin from ya.||128.210.17.55||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||02-25-2003||11:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> car has extensive hail damage , I dropped 4k on it anyhow., fugging e-bay  . also it grinds on hard shifts . Im an idiot i know . but i wanted soemthing w a sunroof and some mods and well . I got it . its only money right ? and I may leave negative feedback . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your new VR-4?  <b><i>[This</i></b> one?<br /><br /><strong>The interior and exterior are very close to flawless.</strong><br /><br /><strong>EXTERIOR: There is a scuff mark on 1 of the wheels.The paint is in very good shape,other than  a couple very small dings and scratches.the black paint on the door trim around the windows is a little faded but would be very easy to fix.<br /></strong><br /><br />Sorry to hear it.  I think I would fall into the same crowd who may have spent just a little too much on our cars.  But, sunroof was a plus (don't regret that).  Hell, you got factory mats.  That's probably worth at least $50.<br /><br />That grinding shifter should be easy to fix (provided it isn't tranny failure).  Adjust the cables, shim it up a little bit, a little grease, change the fluids, there ya go.||67.37.225.44||reg||11||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001602.cgi
A||N||2||yzf182182||WTB Vr-4||||1||||Gary||00000875
Z||000000||yzf182182||02-24-2003||10:32 PM||yzf182@aol.com||I wana thank Speedfiend for getting me into Galants, I really like helping him work on his and I can't wait to get one of my own. If anyone on here knows of any for sale let me know.. Thanks alot guys.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Gary||00000875||yes
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||02-24-2003||11:02 PM||||Sweet, good to see another local guy on the board.  I actually live in Boonsboro, MD and my gf was living in Hedgesville for a while, but is now in Hagerstown.  Welcome   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000002||SPEEDFIEND||02-24-2003||11:53 PM||||Yeah, this guy is actually my next door neighbor.  Good guy.  He's been thought the worst with me on my car.  Hey JohnnyBravo, did you get that vibration figured out?  Ian was telling me about it.  Also, Masion Dixion opens Sat. for test and tune.  You should come out.  Kris||206.214.57.178||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes



ubb/Forum3/001603.cgi
A||||2||SPEEDFIEND||Hey KenInn and Board||||1||||SPEEDFIEND||00000437
Z||000000||SPEEDFIEND||02-24-2003||11:40 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||Is this the same company you bought you trans from?  Eiginengineering  They have a JDM FMIC and pipes on ebay(#2405185758).  I'm not interested in this, just wondering, I wouldn't buy anything from that company knowing they ripped a member of the board off.  If its the same company I was just trying to worn the board about it.  Kris||206.214.57.178||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-25-2003||07:12 AM||||that's them. i was going to buy that same one, but they were acting very shady.  ken got ripped at the same time i was thinking about getting it, so ken helped me make my decision.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-25-2003||10:38 AM||||i think that if you actually go there, and see what you are getting, it would be ok.  buying over the internet is always a risk, and eigen engineering is a pack of lying dogs.  also, since they only take paypal, and paypal is ONLY concerned that merchandise is recieved, not the shape or quality of it.  for all paypal cares, they could send you a box of rocks and paypal would consider the case closed.||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/001604.cgi
A||||1||MATT HANSEN||MY VR4||||1||||MATT HANSEN||00000801
Z||000000||MATT HANSEN||02-25-2003||03:08 AM||malaka@paradise.net.nz||Hey Jon have u looked at those pics yet||203.98.50.151||reg||1||MATT HANSEN||00000801||yes
Z||000001||Jon||02-25-2003||07:45 AM||||Post the pictures so everyone can see the car.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001665" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001665</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum3/001605.cgi
A||||1||sleeper||Galant chip on Ebay||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||02-25-2003||01:20 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Jeff, (keydiver) you might want to buy this.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405123655&sspagename=ADME:B:SS:US:1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405123655&sspagename=ADME:B:SS:US:1</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||02-25-2003||06:01 PM||||OOOOHHH! It looks like the VTEC kicks in at 5200 rpm's! Thats the chip I've been looking for!<br />Really though, I already probably have that chip. I have several "aftermarket" chips, but they are nothing like the US code, and I'm afraid to plug them into my ECU. I think most of them come out of rally tuned JDM ECU's. I'm not sure what they'd do if you plugged them into our ECU's. I do know, looking at the maps, they have MUCH more aggressive timing, which is probably fine with race gas, but would be counterproductive with our 94 or worse gas.<br />Jeff O.||67.35.26.73||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/001606.cgi
A||||27||udriveu||design improvements||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||02-25-2003||02:51 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||if you could change things about the stock gvr4 from the factory (other then the obvious, ie: 16g, better CAPS) what would you change? personaly, i would have liked there to be fold down rear seats.||149.152.182.1||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||02-25-2003||03:02 PM||||that's easy. stronger tranny, similar to that of a supra TT.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||joec||02-25-2003||03:06 PM||||4-bolt rear lsd.  2G MAF.  5-bolt hubs.<br /><br />Good point about the folding rear seat.  Do any of the other Galants have a folding rear seat that could be modified for the GVR4?||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000003||RayH||02-25-2003||03:34 PM||||I've seen pictures of a Galant hatchback but I don't know if it had folding seats.<br /><br />Heated seats and steering wheel would have been nice.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||02-25-2003||04:33 PM||||I agree about the 4-bolt LSD rear, folding rear seats, better tranny, and 5-bolt hubs.  I also think a bigger I/C, fatter steering wheel (stocker is made for women), shorter shift lever, leather shift boot, and seats with more lateral support would be nice too.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||02-25-2003||04:33 PM||||My Galant have heated seats.<br /><br />If anybody is interested in a DIY project I have several brand new Mercedes seat heaters for sale.<br />All you need to do is tuck it under the leather and hook it up to 12 volts with a switch and inline fuse.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||02-25-2003||05:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> My Galant have heated seats.<br /><br />If anybody is interested in a DIY project I have several brand new Mercedes seat heaters for sale.<br />All you need to do is tuck it under the leather and hook it up to 12 volts with a switch and inline fuse.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How much do you want for them? Will the seat heater from any car work? <br /><br />In the last couple weeks I've really wanted the heated seats. <br /><br />I know they were made in the early 90s, but it would have been cool if they came with keyless entry. Maybe a higher (or bigger) center console (seems I have to slouch to rest my arm comfortably) and a different location for the spare (having the hump makes the trunk kinda suck).||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||Gvr4-330||02-25-2003||05:43 PM||||Yeah, how much for the seat heaters?  I've seen kits online, just never got around to ordering one.<br /><br />As for the folding rear seats, I would love to have them, but if you take the back seat out, you'll notice that there are two cross-braces that prevent the use of folding seats.<br /><br />And I've added keyless to my car, but haven't gotten all the functions working.<br /><br />I'd like a rear wiper, the hatchback option, bigger wheels, bigger IC, more power, LSD, a 6th gear...<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||02-26-2003||01:23 AM||||Price is $20.00 shipped.<br />I only have 10 sets so hurry.<br />It's a 2 piece design. One for your butt and one for your back.<br />I'll put up a picture tomorrow night.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.47||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||91vr4evolution||02-26-2003||05:44 AM||||16G? Tick. Bigger Intercooler? Tick. 4 bolt rear end? Tick. Rear wiper? Tick. More power? Tick. 1991 VR4 Evolution, tee hee hee.||202.27.176.157||reg||10||91vr4evolution||00000457||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||02-26-2003||07:56 AM||||I wish the battery was located in the same place as a TEL.  And have a TEL style intake too.  <br /><br />Better exhaust, stronger stock clutch, better stereo (that can be changed though).<br /><br />As posted already.  FMIC for sure, 166, 4bolt LSD.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||udriveu||02-26-2003||09:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  better stereo  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">really? i always thought the stock stereo was pretty nice for 1991.||64.252.110.15||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000012||meshwork||02-26-2003||09:54 AM||||OOH OOH OOH!!!!<br /><br />Retractable cupholders!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||02-26-2003||10:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  better stereo  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">really? i always thought the stock stereo was pretty nice for 1991. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well if you have the CD player with the amp, it sounds pretty decent.  Without the amp, it's pretty crappy.  Mine came with the double DIN tape deck.  It's a pretty sorry deck.<br /><br />Duh, cup holders.  I forgot.  I always buy a 20oz so I can put the lid on it and put it between the driver seat and the e-brake lever.  However, this morning I had coffee.  Um...  I am thinking about tring to make a decent cup holder, or tring to find one that is already made, to fit very well in a good place.  If I come up with something good, I'll share.<br /><br />Anyone do anything like this?||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||02-26-2003||11:21 AM||||Dude, if it came with all this stuff, we would have nothing to do!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.155.59.61||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000015||meshwork||02-26-2003||11:23 AM||||I know there's a few people on here who have taken the slide out cupholders from an older Mazda (I think) and installed them as the second DIN with an aftermarket radio. I hear is ends up looking pretty clean afterwards. <br /><br />Having those snaps on the floor for the floormats to hook onto would be nice too. My floor mats tend to slide around a little bit on me.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000016||meshwork||02-26-2003||11:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Dude, if it came with all this stuff, we would have nothing to do!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If it came with all this stuff, it'd be more stuff to break, so we'd be fixing it instead of wishing for it!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000017||hibrn8||02-26-2003||12:12 PM||||my car came with some cupholders inside the center counsole....did anyone else get that piece?||128.248.46.55||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000018||howard_GVR4||02-26-2003||12:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> my car came with some cupholders inside the center counsole....did anyone else get that piece? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, they all came with those.  I find them to place drinks in an annoying place, where my elbow has a tendency to hit them.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000019||RayH||02-26-2003||12:17 PM||||One other thing I've thought about adding to the car: an auto dimming rearview mirror.<br /><br />My wife has one on her car and it lets you see whether the car behind you has a light bar on the roof or not   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000020||hibrn8||02-26-2003||03:22 PM||||yeah definately a dumb place to put drinks. I wish our usdm version of the vr4 had the electronic push button climate control like the jdm rather than the knobs. the center dash would look cleaner then.||128.248.46.55||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000021||Numberless||02-26-2003||03:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> if you could change things about the stock gvr4 from the factory (other then the obvious, ie: 16g, better CAPS) what would you change? personaly, i would have liked there to be fold down rear seats. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd take every single plastic chrome trim piece off the thing.  Also make the front bumper stick out about 3" less than it does.<br /><br />Oh yeah, 16g and 4 bolt would be nice too.||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000022||beavis||02-26-2003||03:53 PM||||1. a bigger wing, shaped like a shopping cart handle.<br />2. altezza tail lights<br />3. big chrome muffler<br />4. neon under lighting<br />5. lots of stickers, maybe a 4ws sticker that covered the  whole side of the car.<br />6. tenzo r racing seats.<br />7. a chrome fire extinguisher.<br />8. a vtec motor.||138.23.82.53||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000023||GVR1643||02-26-2003||03:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by beavis:<br /><strong> 1. a bigger wing, shaped like a shopping cart handle.<br />2. altezza tail lights<br />3. big chrome muffler<br />4. neon under lighting<br />5. lots of stickers, maybe a 4ws sticker that covered the  whole side of the car.<br />6. tenzo r racing seats.<br />7. a chrome fire extinguisher.<br />8. a vtec motor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL!!!  Now that's funny.<br />Don't forget the one big windshield wiper, led squirters, and the little light up valve stem caps!||167.142.22.246||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000024||Hertz||02-26-2003||03:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Having those snaps on the floor for the floormats to hook onto would be nice too. My floor mats tend to slide around a little bit on me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have the snaps (don't you?) I just don't have the factory floor mats.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000025||meshwork||02-26-2003||05:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Having those snaps on the floor for the floormats to hook onto would be nice too. My floor mats tend to slide around a little bit on me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have the snaps (don't you?) I just don't have the factory floor mats. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, I don't have the floor mats...I have Pepboys brand so I'm not sure at all.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000026||gvr4ever||02-26-2003||05:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> my car came with some cupholders inside the center counsole....did anyone else get that piece? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I threw that useless POS the first time I tried to use it.  Aside from being in the way, the holder was prolly about 1.5" deep.  Thats real usefull in a turbo car.  I don't even know why they bothered with that.  I wonder where that ever went anyway.  I didn't throw it away, just across the garage.  Mmmm.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000027||GVR1643||02-26-2003||05:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> my car came with some cupholders inside the center counsole....did anyone else get that piece? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I threw that useless POS the first time I tried to use it.  Aside from being in the way, the holder was prolly about 1.5" deep.  Thats real usefull in a turbo car.  I don't even know why they bothered with that.  I wonder where that ever went anyway.  I didn't throw it away, just across the garage.  Mmmm. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just mounted an adjustable in the bottom of the console.  I have that worthless cupholder in both of mine and thought about cutting the bottom out of one of the holes so the bigger "gallon" drinks will fit in there and slide in till snug. Of course, then everytime you'd pick it up, the whole damn holder would come up with it as well...reason I didn't even bother.||167.142.22.246||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001607.cgi
A||||0||Duc Hunter||Sound System pics wanted||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-25-2003||04:42 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Please email me your sound systems pics. I want to see them all but specifically the amp mounting and ft speaker setups. I have a show system from my old Acura that is going into my Galant. <br /><br />My plan is;<br />I am going to be making some kick panel to house either my 5.25 mids or the mids and tweeters (mine are MB Quarts). If the kick panels turn out nice I may be willing to produce them for others out here to buy. I will also be making the passenger kick panel;  in such a way that wit will accommodate my AEM EMS ECU (the stock one will of course still fit too). 6" JL Audio midbass drivers in the stock ft door location. Rear speakers removed, that area under the deck lid enclosed to house my Boston Pro 10" Sub (may get a 12 depending on space), make a sub floor to get rid of the spare tire hump. Under this sub floor will go my Soundstream Amps and Audio Control Eq's and Crossovers.<br /><br />So send you your sound system pics please!||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/001608.cgi
A||||13||GVR1643||Heated Seats||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||02-25-2003||05:12 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Gabor, <br />I really like this idea so I started another thread on it. <br /><br />Would you mind giving a little more insight into this project?  <br />I wouldn't think "sliding the heater underneath the leather" would be that easy of a task.<br /><br />Wow, I'm really into this concept.  Now my buddies Navigator has heated and A/C seats - want to put that in mine?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.21.190||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-25-2003||06:13 PM||||Kevin - stop smoking the wild cheeba. <br /><br />Actually, why dont you buy my seats for $250 and then cut yours up and fabricate this AC/heat thingy||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-26-2003||12:00 AM||||I've been eyeing this for awhile: <a href="http://www.sportsimportsltd.com/afcarseathea.html" target="_blank">seat heater inserts</a>.  Bit pricey, but probably the closest to plug-n-play I could ever find.||67.37.225.44||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||02-26-2003||09:29 AM||||Hertz that looks pretty cool as well.<br />Gabor, how did you get them under the leather?  Did you have to undo a seam or will the material actually pull up off the bottom of the seat?||167.142.22.238||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-26-2003||04:00 PM||||Am I imagining it, or aren't there zippers?  Maybe I'm thinking of cloth Galant seats.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||02-26-2003||06:44 PM||||My seat needs to be re-stuff and so I was consiering Sparco's or something similar. MAybe a set o 1G eclipse seats recovered in new leather and put these in. I have heard recovering/re-stuffing seats is not too expensive a job to have done??||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||02-26-2003||06:51 PM||||Ok guys here is the picture.<br /><a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/seatwarmer.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/seatwarmer.jpg</a><br /><br />It looks like that the seatwarmer is similar to the one somebody posted a link too but without the controls.<br />Each warmer have the main wires on it for power and 2 plugs that goes to the factory control switch.<br />You can just hook the wires up to power and it goes full blast. When your tushy is warm enough just turn the power off.<br />You need to make sure to hook the power wires up to a source that is on when ignition the ignition is on. IT WILL BURN YOUR CAR DOWN IF YOU DON'T.<br />Don't ask me how do I know.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  No I didn't burn the Galant down, but lets just say I had to replace the seat on my work van a few years back.<br /><br />Instal:<br />The bottom part is easy and that all I'm using at this moment. Under the seat you'll notice that the leather is secured to the frame by a plastic clip. Simply unclip that and slide the warmer under the leather.<br />The top part I haven't looked in too much. It should work the same way but you have to take the 2 screws out that secures the bottom of the map pocket.<br />Wiring:<br />Cut the plugs off on both units and hook it up to a FUSED power source. Make sure it only works when IGNITION IS ON.<br />I used an inline switch, wich is under the seat because I couldn't figure out yet where to mount it. Use you imagenation.<br /><br /><br />The price I posted first is wrong. Sorry!<br />It's $20.00 plus shipping. It's light so it wont be much. If I use USPS priority mail it's only $4.00<br /><br />Much cheaper than any other place I looked at.<br />Sold quite a few of these years ago for a lot more.<br />Since supply is limited the first people to email me gets them. People who emailed me already you're on the first come first serve list.<br />If I'll have a lot more people interested I can get more, but it will take a while, as it comes directly from Recaro, who makes the seats for Mercedes.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.147||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-26-2003||09:45 PM||||DucHunter<br /><br />- just buy my stock seats which are in great condition for half the cost of getting custom seat covers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||4g63t||03-01-2003||04:58 PM||||Please tell me you have at least one still for sale. If so, please email me w/ paypal info or address for m.o. Thanks||65.179.104.105||reg||6||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||03-01-2003||10:59 PM||||Sorry,<br />They're all sold.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.235||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||03-02-2003||12:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> DucHunter<br /><br />- just buy my stock seats which are in great condition for half the cost of getting custom seat covers    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have been looking and have a junk yard that specializes in Mitsi's trying to find me some. 1G TEL or Galant....nothing has come through in ages! Mine are in great shape but my 210lb butt has the drivers side in need of some stuffing.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Plus I run s Schroth 4 point for the drivers side and would like some slots. Ah Sparco's, I just am not axious to spend that cash.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000011||4g63t||03-03-2003||02:10 AM||||Hey Gabor, if you get any more let me get dibs on the first one! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.188.160.221||reg||9||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||03-03-2003||11:53 AM||||Chris,<br />If I remember right you emailed me.<br />I've been holding one for you since then.<br />Check your email how to send money for it.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||4g63t||03-03-2003||04:49 PM||||Gabor, for some reason I haven't been getting any email lately. Could you try it again? vr4g63t@hotmail.com  Thanks!||63.191.161.180||reg||9||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/001609.cgi
A||||5||atsiauto||91 paint code im getting this all messed up ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-25-2003||08:35 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||went to Mattos paint place and they mixed up the color according to my paint code X** something on the firewall and the year(91) , called it "nile black"<br />well the painter went to apply the mix and says its way too black ,. is nile black a 92 color ? I have this going on a 91 , what im trying to figure out is if they mixed it for the wrong year and I can gripe may way into getting the right color I need help fast by the moring as I have to get this straightened out before i get too slammed at work thanks !!!||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||02-25-2003||08:40 PM||||available in a limited number of colors: Nile Black Metallic, Summit White, or Belize Green Metallic for '91. Kensington Grey Metallic was added for the 1992 model. Both years 91' and 92' had Nile Black Metallic<br /> <a href="http://www.dsm.org/cars/galant.htm#options" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/cars/galant.htm#options</a>||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||02-25-2003||09:27 PM||||Its the right paint probly unless the mixer screwed up.  When i did mine it looked really dark and deep.||12.18.163.110||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||02-25-2003||11:48 PM||||Isn't that how it SHOULD look?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   My Nile Black Metallic looks pretty much like Great Lakes Salt Mine Sludge.||67.37.225.44||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||02-26-2003||07:59 AM||||Your original paint might have faded.  Unless you are getting the whole car painted, they should use a color specranalisis thingy on it and mix the paint color to that.<br /><br />I just now lost the clear coat on my spoiler.  Anyone elses original spolier paint hold up?  I'll have to get that repainted this summer.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||02-26-2003||05:08 PM||||It looks real good for a bondo joe job , he said it dried and looked a lot different .I really like this car after I see the whole thing Black , Its menacing in a "sleeper" kind a way .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/001610.cgi
A||||3||Johnny Bravo||Another sequential shifter option...||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||02-25-2003||08:46 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||Found this online tonight...looks like it's ready to buy and everything.  Hmmmm....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.monterallysport.com/mrs.html" target="_blank">http://www.monterallysport.com/mrs.html</a>||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||02-26-2003||03:15 PM||||whoa that shifter costs more than my new bulletproof transmission in my race car<br />lmao<br />seems pretty cool though||138.89.38.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-26-2003||04:11 PM||||The problem with sequential shifters for rally racing is if you are suddenly stopped (crash, spin out) you have to bang away on the shifter to get reverse.<br /><br />The Subarus had something that let them go straight into reverse, but I can't recall what their trick is...  it was a big deal during Sweden.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||02-26-2003||04:18 PM||||Those are the same smily faces that were in the RRE videos....<br /><br />One ore the other must be reselling them.....||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes



ubb/Forum3/001611.cgi
A||||8||beavis||saddam vs. castro||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||02-26-2003||01:14 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||who would win in a bare knuckle match?  how about a knife fight?  i have to give the edge to castro in a bare knuckle fight because saddam is a p*ssy.  in a knife fight though i give the edge to saddam because he would probably cheat and use some gas or long range missles.  i wish stallin would come back from the dead and give them both a real ditator like a*s-whooping||138.23.82.154||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||DSSA||02-26-2003||01:34 PM||||Oh no...<br /><br />Is this the beginning of GVR4Tuners.com or GVR4Talk.com?<br /><br />Say it isn't sooo!<br /><br />=X||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000002||beavis||02-26-2003||01:55 PM||||last time i checked this was general discussions.  if you want to be a freak and talk about nothing but an eleven year old car go right ahead.||138.23.82.154||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||02-26-2003||04:28 PM||||Yup ,just like it says in the discription:: Anything from "yo momma" jokes to pictures of Josh Jones with big boobs.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||number3||02-26-2003||09:16 PM||||Ironically "DSSA" is big boobed Josh Jones...||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||DSSA||02-27-2003||08:18 AM||||Okay...<br /><br />Who do you think would be more willing to give it up if they were real people?  The tele-tubbies or Barney?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||02-27-2003||09:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /><strong> Okay...<br /><br />Who do you think would be more willing to give it up if they were real people?  The tele-tubbies or Barney?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Neither, I would vote for SpongeBob.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||VR-4play||02-27-2003||12:18 PM||||i agree. spongebob, is wild.<br /><br />i don't know to much about the fighting skills of fidel and saddam. but i think in a war iraq would win. only because the US wouldn't take a side, and eventhough russia would have cuba's back, afghanistan would side with iraq, and we all know what happened when russia tried to mess with afghanistan last time. although china would help russia out this time.<br /><br />not to get off topic, but i just got my flanges from rre, so i will start the welding for my ic pipes soon.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000008||92vr4#971||02-28-2003||05:36 PM||||I think patrick would put out faster than sponge bob. those starfish are horny mo-fo's. <br />But honestly in a bare fisted fight. Castro would get his old cuban ass beat. Not because he is old, or cuban, because he is an old fashioned gentleman who does not know of simpleton pleasures, like fist fighting and knife fighting. But if it was a razor blade fight. castro would win. Come on everyone knows that is how he captured cuba. he was the only one with a razor. hence his gentlemen like mannerisms.||129.15.162.165||reg||1||92vr4#971||00000532||yes



ubb/Forum3/001612.cgi
A||||1||sleeper||Board errors, problems?||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||02-26-2003||07:14 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Jon,<br />I tried to reply to the PM messages and got this error<br /><br />Sorry, we can not process your request. The board administrator has enabled flood protection for this function. You must wait at least 60 seconds before trying this request again.<br /><br />Note: Using your back button to return to the previous page may cause the data you were attempting to submit to be lost. Instead, you should use your browser's reload button when the time period has elapsed.<br /><br /><br />After hitting reload page it shows that the message was sent.<br />Was it sent? I'm not sure of though.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.147||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||02-26-2003||07:58 PM||||The board doesn't like when you use the back button as when I do it to go back to the forum I was looking in from a topic it fills half my page with HTML code and errors.||67.248.5.128||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/001613.cgi
A||||58||DSMGVR4||How many GVR4s are daily drivers?||||5||||DSMGVR4||00000427
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||02-26-2003||08:57 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Just curious how many of us use our Galants as daily drivers? I mean used for work everyday, for shopping, hanging out, etc etc. Or, who uses their car soley for racing, or just weekends, etc. John 685/1000...BTW, I use my car daily..for work, shopping, hanging out, weekend family outings, lugging the kids around, etc.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.38.88.232||reg||5||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||02-26-2003||09:05 PM||||Mine is a daily driver.  Drivin to work, store, whatever.  However, my car has almost been rearened twice this week, so I wish I had a 2nd car for myself.  I'd like a rangler.  Not too many people tailgate a high steel bumper.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||211-91VR4||02-26-2003||09:14 PM||||I drive mine everyday or everyday that it lets me||68.38.241.238||reg||1||211-91VR4||00000742||yes
Z||000003||chrisnurse||02-26-2003||09:23 PM||||I have a 1998 VR-4 and its driven everyday, I really hate that coz all the Honda fellas keep seeking to be killed and thats exactly what they get... No pun, but I have Honda's for snacks... BURP!!!||208.138.29.91||reg||1||chrisnurse||00000902||yes
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||02-26-2003||09:41 PM||||177++++ Daily driver.  Chrisnurse, as you may already know we only wish your model vr4 was available here in the US.<br /><br />Correction 170+++ daily driver||66.176.227.170||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||02-26-2003||10:00 PM||||Daily driver. To and from school and Lowes.<br /><br />dp||68.155.56.43||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||02-26-2003||10:01 PM||||i use mine for work and school. but i also like to auto-x when the season is right, thats kind of racing.||64.252.110.15||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||02-26-2003||10:03 PM||||dd all the way, I kinda wish i had the spare cash to pick up a NA car for the dd duties.||12.18.161.247||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000008||sk8bored||02-26-2003||10:22 PM||||4.2 miles daily, 89k and counting.||209.180.232.241||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||02-26-2003||10:40 PM||||mine sits in the garage waiting for better weather. usually a car that i take out at night and hustle people with... i have had it for a year and put about 750 miles on it most of which was driving back and forth to Ducktapes (150 miles each way). has about 70k on it. <br /><br />My daily driver is a 3rd generation prelude with 58k miles!!! Have all the bolt ons for this car too but want to get rid of it soon.||65.227.217.211||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||silly4turbo||02-26-2003||10:51 PM||||mine is a daily driver, 140,000 and still going...at least at this point in time :-)<br />I really wish I kept my 92' gsx that had only<br />75,000 for a daily driver ... just sold it a month ago, man that was a sweet ride, but very small ...||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||02-26-2003||11:04 PM||||I'm almost at 200K miles, daily driven, and it is not down for more than 3 or 4 days out of the year (means I don't go to the track enough).  <br /><br />My beater MX6 is the car that never gets driven.  :-)||4.33.166.45||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||Dan D||02-26-2003||11:05 PM||||170k and couting every day||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000013||meshwork||02-26-2003||11:14 PM||||Daily driver here too, until I can find a decent beater car.||151.199.247.61||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000014||a_santos||02-26-2003||11:18 PM||||Daily Driver as well. <br /><br />Wish I had a daily beater though. Just had to do the alternator today in cold ass weather on the snow. Took the whole day. The rebuilt alternator was only $100  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000015||#1459 VR-4||02-26-2003||11:24 PM||||Daily driver as well, bought the car in late September and have put 5200 miles on it...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||Benny||00000618||yes
Z||000016||Jose||02-26-2003||11:34 PM||||Daily driver here also.<br />Jose....||152.163.188.33||reg||6||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000017||04DrBlur||02-26-2003||11:39 PM||||Daily driver here.  Why have the car if you arent goin to use it??||68.21.138.177||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000018||GRV4726||02-26-2003||11:49 PM||||daily diver.  i was told to get a beater but i don't have that kind of cash. i'm still a youg'en.<br /><br />92k and sittin' in the garage, waiting for me to fix her (school gets in the way)||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000019||andy||02-27-2003||12:09 AM||||I drive mine every day because its the only car we have right now. Its actually been a daily driver for right at a year now. Currently has 89k on it.||64.4.102.187||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000020||KenGVR4||02-27-2003||12:34 AM||||I found an old map wadded up underneath the jack in my trunk.  The previous owner (who lived in Missoula, Montana) drove it to Mexico, and way south of the border as well.  People are crazy!||63.187.209.218||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000021||Nate||02-27-2003||12:53 AM||||I drive the white one everywhere, it doesn't get a beating as often as it used to, but that's fine.  The Maroon one sits between trips to Atco or the dyno for the most part, but once the weather warms up a little it'll get driven a LOT more.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000022||GVR1643||02-27-2003||12:55 AM||||401 DD for wife<br />1643 DD for me -188K on Odometer<br />Talon as a backup - don't like it much compared to GVR4||167.142.22.1||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000023||Team Ducktape||02-27-2003||12:56 AM||||Driven when not broken. Good all-year around car.||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000024||VR6 Eater||02-27-2003||01:18 AM||||Been a daily driver for the 43,000 miles that I've owned.  Drove it back and forth from Washington to Illinois a couple of times also.||24.167.211.186||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000025||gvr4in||02-27-2003||01:24 AM||||Daily driver here! I drive my baby too much  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||63.202.233.252||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000026||Invader||02-27-2003||03:08 AM||||Daily driven to the tune of 24k miles in the past year...~30 200-mile highway trips, 27 passes at the local tracks, and countless street races.  She receives a beating daily, and loves every minute of it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000027||CKA||02-27-2003||04:18 AM||||980 was bought in March of �02 with the intention of being a daily driver. However, that dream has slowly faded after� the timing belt snapped (no bent valves! got lucky), my new balance belt snapped (too tight? timing belt/cam gear skipped and I lost valves in the process), turbo coolant line split (refreshed head warped, milled it out and had to have the saddles line honed), and finally in Oct. the motor digested a valve guide (#1&2 pistons and head camber looked like it had been chewing on rocks).  But I haven�t given up, oh no, though I got smarter and bought a Mercury Topaz.  980 is now being crafted the way I envisioned it when I originally bought it and someday will again regain it�s daily driver status. Lesson to be learned: If a new owner, replace anything made of rubber in your engine bay ASAP!||66.84.245.116||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000028||AWDpower||02-27-2003||05:19 AM||||My GVR4 is a daily driver. It's kind of funny, since I bought it as a non running project car for cheap. But it's been trouble free since I put it together a year ago. We have four great cars, yet my wife and I fight over who gets to drive the GVR4 for the day. The more I mod it, the more she likes it. If I make it too fast, I'll never get to drive it.||67.192.105.31||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000029||VR-4play||02-27-2003||07:47 AM||||was a daily driver up until about a year ago. it told me to stop driving it so hard or so often. i can't help but to drive it hard, so i decided to garage it and do total restoration and upgrade.  it will be a weekend warrior for now on.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000030||gtluke||02-27-2003||09:42 AM||||my other car is a 11 second n/a mustang, so my galant is my beater.<br />what an awesome daily driver||138.89.38.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000031||bob in chicago||02-27-2003||10:12 AM||||Nearly 170K as daily driver. Bought for $12,000 in '94 over 120K miles ago. Driven hard at speed on roadracing tracks about 4 times each summer.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000032||dsmsleeper||02-27-2003||10:21 AM||||The white one WAS a daily driver (see Totally post).  The black one is 'sleeping'.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Now I'm driving my laser.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000033||Scott Y||02-27-2003||10:27 AM||||Daily driver, 365 days a year.  It's really my wife's car; she just lets me play with it occassionally. In the 2+ years that we've owned it she's rolled the odomoter from 95K miles to 138K. We bought it 100% unmofified and we're just now starting to do things like exhaust, gauges and mbc.<br />It's never seen a track.||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000034||RayH||02-27-2003||10:28 AM||||Daily driven since the time I bought it new at the end on '91.  Now just a little over 140k.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000035||markrieb||02-27-2003||11:22 AM||||Daily driver, around 200 miles/week, 130k miles total.  Neither rain nor snow nor sleet...<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000036||Duc Hunter||02-27-2003||02:34 PM||||DAily driver right here! At 172k miles she gets allot of use. If I am riding my motorcycle she get a commuting break in teh summer.||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000037||gvrfour173||02-27-2003||02:58 PM||||daily driver, until she brakes, and when weather changes, she will get a brake from the everyday abuse. always gotta have a back up tho.||63.72.235.5||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000038||Numberless||02-27-2003||05:01 PM||||Daily driver...142K||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000039||Gvr4-330||02-27-2003||05:06 PM||||142,000+ and still going.  Could use some freshening up though.  Burns and leaks some oil.<br /><br />Thinking about getting a small 2-seater convert as a summer/fun car though and keeping this as my everyday/winter car.<br /><br />BTW,<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> #1072 with beige leather interior<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have pictures of this beige interior?<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000040||Martin Chilcote||02-27-2003||06:44 PM||||I've had company cars for a daily driving so just weekends: hanging out, weekend family outings, street challenges, ocassional autocross...just hit 80,000 miles||12.110.136.93||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000041||Ian M||02-27-2003||07:30 PM||||Mines my daily driver. I had a Jetta GLi as my beater until it was T-boned,and I also have a 2wd S-10,but with all this snow recently it hasnt moved much. It has 116,000 miles so far,Ive put almost 20k on it this year. Im eventually going to get a 2nd GVR4 or a TEL for a beater.||129.71.115.201||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000042||BlitzVR4||02-27-2003||07:44 PM||||I have two DSMs.  533/1000 and 92 Eagle Talon TSi.  Right now the GVR4 is the daily.  As soon as I can fix an anoying problem with the 1G that will be the daily.  The GVR4 is looking at 144k and runs strong.  Looking for low 12's.  Full interior.<br /><br />Jonas||216.9.78.70||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000043||awdgalantvr4||02-27-2003||08:15 PM||||i use my galant gvr4 as a daily driver to work to school and hanging out with freinds and i still drive my gvr4 in the snow...it its running decent with 215,000 miles..later...craig||209.244.215.3||reg||6||craig mccasland||00000826||yes
Z||000044||slvrblt||02-27-2003||08:34 PM||||Mine is also a daily driver. It has about 200k on the odo, but has a JDM engine (40k on it?). The trans. just busted. The case cracked on me and I just decided to replace it with a JDM trans (again 40k?). The next to die is the rear end...But I like to drive this thing around, although my truck does get better gas mileage the way I tend to drive.||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000045||NZGZR4||02-28-2003||12:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> ...has a JDM engine (40k on it?)..... a JDM trans (again 40k?). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds a lot like all the JDM cars (like mine) that came to NZ, 4-8 years old,  most had 8x,xxxKm on the clock.<br /><br />My Daily (well most days) driven ZR4 has 190,000 km,  last 110k by me in almost 7 years,  I'd update it if I could find something I liked and could afford,  but most cars just don't measure up and Evo 5's cost too much.<br />Cam||219.88.249.194||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000046||dwatters@sisna.com||02-28-2003||12:44 AM||||#1990 is a dd, But she has had a rough life though. I bought her totaled (See my Web Site) and put her back together. Well all most She still needs her nose painted and the Front B cover replaced.||205.208.202.79||reg||9||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000047||dlpinckney||02-28-2003||12:52 PM||||Mine is no longer my daily ride.  I loved driving it every day, and still take it to work once a week or so, but just got tired of the wear and tear on it, and when something DID need to be fixed, not having anything else to drive.  I bought a Toyota 4X4 back in May which I now beat on daily.  The GVR-4 now sits happily in the garage.  It has 143K on it. I bought it, I guess a little over 3 years ago, with 70K on it.  So, when it was my daily ride, it rarely ever sat still...!!!||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000048||92vr4#971||02-28-2003||05:03 PM||||My car is a daily driver. I drive it everywhere. Its fun to see the looks on the faces of mustangs and all those gay Ford SHO cars when i wipe the street with their car.<br />George||129.15.162.165||reg||1||92vr4#971||00000532||yes
Z||000049||gvr4ever||02-28-2003||05:12 PM||||I got you all topped.<br /><br />I HAD a 91 Talon that I got at 143K and my GVR4 with a current 9xK miles.  Both were used as daily drivers between my wife and I.  No back up car avalible!!!!  We had this setup for over two years.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000050||TinyVR4||02-28-2003||06:05 PM||||Can not drive anything else!  <br />1000's of miles per week, and countless street runs.<br /><br />1353/2000||66.72.192.38||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000051||ken inn||02-28-2003||06:17 PM||||all you guys are really blessed.  i dont get to drive my car every day any more.  i am lucky to get to drive it once a week.  i have to work out of my house, and i dont have a commute any more.  i go thru a tank of gas about once a month.  heck, 3 days ago, we had a really bad ice storm, and if i was commuting to work, i could have had a 3 hour drive.  in traffic.  boy, do i miss it.  NOT!!||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000052||ProudDSM||03-01-2003||03:14 PM||||Winter car/grocery getter/occasional ice racer.  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=98" alt=" - " />||66.24.80.75||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000053||keydiver||03-03-2003||01:18 PM||||#1886 is daily driven, 127,XXX miles, all original, and very reliable. Like Howard says though, I guess I don't get to the track enough to break things!||68.158.172.111||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000054||mj_rosenfeld||03-07-2003||07:23 AM||||Driven 65 miles round trip to work every day, rain, snow, or shine. Also have taken some long trips, to NYC, Chicago, other places. Also autocross it every chance I get.<br />Mike R.<br />943/1000||204.252.188.34||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000055||Martin Tolentino||03-07-2003||09:13 AM||||Not mine it turned into a project car.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000056||DeanCouchey||03-07-2003||10:04 AM||||Used to be my daily driver but i guess I DD'ed it to much in the shitty northcountry weather and it now has no exhast and I think I have a cracked exhast manny! I got my E54a as a DD now. NOt very good in the snow compared to the VR. SO now I am gonna do the whole makeover this summer if I can make the money.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000057||VA VR-4||03-11-2003||07:23 PM||||402/1000 is a daily driver going on 130,000 miles. 1010/2000 is mainly track car (road race events) with some fair weather highway use. 1010 is going on 147,000 miles. 259/1000 with 972 miles goes no where (it is a totaled parts car).||216.24.65.227||reg||1||VA VR-4||00000238||yes
Z||000058||Vr4in'||03-13-2003||10:50 PM||||My gvr4 isn't now but it probably will be after i sell my lexus.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001614.cgi
A||||4||atsiauto||hahaha!||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-26-2003||09:00 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||<img src="http://www.comedy-zone.net/pictures/images/naughty/rude005.jpg" alt=" - " /> Sorry if this offends any of you .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||number3||02-26-2003||09:08 PM||||"Sorry if your offended"<br /><br />Your the one from Va.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||6||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||02-26-2003||09:33 PM||||So many sheep , so little time.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||sk8bored||02-26-2003||10:26 PM||||I think it's a kiwi in the pic though.<br />ducking =)||209.180.232.241||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||02-26-2003||10:36 PM||||lmao. hahahaha. that is ridiculous.||65.227.217.211||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001615.cgi
A||||5||Matticus||Broken crankshaft pulley||||8||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||02-26-2003||10:22 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Hopped in my car about an hour ago to run to get a beer, start her up and hear a "crack."  Think to myself, that doesn't sound normal, shut her down and sure enough, seperated crank pulley. 115,000 miles.  Should have changed it when I did the TB a couple weeks ago.  Oh well, order a new pulley and an hours worth of time to put the new one. Does anyone know what size or what the part number is for 4 bolts that secure the pulley?||68.33.145.69||reg||8||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||02-26-2003||11:46 PM||||I just replaced my crankshaft pulley about an hour ago. I have 124k on the ticker and it looked like it could go any day.  They are 12mm bolts but why cant you reuse them?  Put some locktite on the bad boys and off you go.||68.21.138.177||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||998||02-27-2003||08:54 AM||||I replaced mine in December with the headgasket, waterpump, tbelt etc. I would think that you could re-use the bolts, but if they look worn it is probably worth replacing them to be on the safe side. My advice is to get the pulley and the bolts from a dealer to insure that they are OEM parts.||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-27-2003||10:47 AM||||i have repaced the pulley twice on the galant, once on the gsx, reused the bolts every time.||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||02-27-2003||02:03 PM||||I will re-use them. They look ok to me, it was more of a better safe than sorry thought. New OEM pulley will be waiting at my door-step after work tomorrow. I hope I can get away with not having to take the damn motor mount off to re-align anything from up top.  We'll see... Thanks guys.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||02-27-2003||02:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> I will re-use them. They look ok to me, it was more of a better safe than sorry thought. New OEM pulley will be waiting at my door-step after work tomorrow. I hope I can get away with not having to take the damn motor mount off to re-align anything from up top.  We'll see... Thanks guys. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nah, it's really easy to do.  loosen up the belts, take out the 4 bolts, it comes right out.  dont forget, it is keyed, too.  then, if you are real careful when you put it back, you can just put the belts on it, and slide it back on, bolt er up, and retension the belts.||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/001616.cgi
A||||5||hibrn8||Smallville||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||02-26-2003||10:51 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||ok dont call me a loser but when there is nothing on then sometimes ill flip on the WB shows. i happened to notice smallville on time and i thought the show was kinda cool. not to mention LANA being the hottest girl ever. Damn could it get any better?||65.227.217.211||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||02-27-2003||02:37 AM||||Hahaha, Lana...  I'd hit it.  Anyways, its a good show.  For you comic fans out there, its about Clark Kent during his high school days.  But it doesn't follow the comic very well.||66.32.61.73||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||02-27-2003||07:57 AM||||my wife got me to watch that show. it was cool at first, but this season it got kind of stupid.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||02-27-2003||10:16 AM||||yea cant deny it.....i think we'd all want to hit it!||131.193.156.122||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||02-27-2003||07:54 PM||||I really enjoy that show.  It's the only WB show I watch:)  I'm hooked.  I don't miss a show anymore.  A must for anyone who grew up with Superman.  Christopher Reeve's was even on that last show.  That was cool to see.  <br /><br />Did you know? Clarks mom was Lana in Superman III (the movie).||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||92vr4#971||02-28-2003||05:24 PM||||I would like some double team action from LANA, and CHLOE, they are top of the line grade A choice beef. Unfortunatly we will never know their sweet, sweet love.<br /><br />Has anyone ever watched wildOn on the E! channel.<br />Now that show is decadent. It is America's tribute to hedonisim.<br />Damn, i hate the T.V. its the devil.||129.15.162.165||reg||1||92vr4#971||00000532||yes



ubb/Forum3/001617.cgi
A||||40||hibrn8||For those of you who went/are in college......||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||02-26-2003||10:53 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||where did/are you going and what was your major?||65.227.217.211||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||02-26-2003||11:22 PM||||University of Southern Maine<br /><br />Either a Business Administration or Political Science major, I need to pick one.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||Benny||00000618||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-26-2003||11:42 PM||||Iowa State University Class of 2000<br />Bachelors Degree in Managment Information Systems (MIS)||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||02-26-2003||11:50 PM||||Boston Architectural Center ... I've got three more yrs then thesis||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||02-26-2003||11:56 PM||||southern connecticut state, b.s. in geography, class of 2005 (hopefully)||64.252.110.15||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||driftin galant||02-27-2003||12:59 AM||||Renton Tech    <br />Auto Mechanic||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000006||DarkDevilMMM||02-27-2003||01:33 AM||||University of California, Davis<br />Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering||63.205.13.206||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000007||chucklesas||02-27-2003||07:42 AM||||Currently:<br />University of Cincinnati<br />Aerospace Engineering.||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000008||VR-4play||02-27-2003||07:53 AM||||1999 grad; howard university, elecrical engineering (bs) <br />currently; national technological university, systems engineering (ms)||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||02-27-2003||08:26 AM||||Currently in school.<br />Starting a Mechatronics (Robotics Engineering) program in the Fall at UNC Asheville (Thru NC State).<br /><br /><br />dp||68.155.53.83||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||02-27-2003||08:56 AM||||University of Maryland<br />Econ   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000011||1101||02-27-2003||09:13 AM||||Rochester Institute of Technology (Rochester NY) BSME, graduated 1976||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000012||Dan D||02-27-2003||09:30 AM||||Purdue  <br />Electrical Engineering||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000013||RayH||02-27-2003||10:30 AM||||Cornell University<br />College of Engineering<br />'90 BS Operations Research & Industrial Engineering||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000014||smokindav||02-27-2003||10:41 AM||||U.S. Merchant Marine Academy, B.S. Marine Engineering, 1995<br /><br />U of Iowa, MBA, 2003 (2.5 more months!)||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000015||ken inn||02-27-2003||10:46 AM||||oh, man.  i got you ALL beat.  university of hawaii, 1973. ba in chinese mandarin.  i WAS going to be a teacher, sneak into red china, go to bejing, stay there for a couple of years, then come back and do an ma and a phd in tesl, and then teach chinese.  i got kinda sidetracked in furrin languages, at one time i was taking 4th year chinese, 2nd year japanese, and first year korean.  i OWNED the language lab.  people thought i worked there.  but, i met the girl of my dreams, and got married.  so then, i tried to get into the cia.  took a 2 day test, got a background investigation all the way back to 1936, where my ancestors had found gold on their land in korea, and fled into manchuria from the invading japanese.  even my parents didnt know about that one.  finally, i became an air traffic controller, went on strike in 1981 and got fired.  now, i sell parts for a living.  this IS the best job i have ever had.  college was a waste of my time.||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000016||meshwork||02-27-2003||10:47 AM||||Widener University, Chester PA. Computer Information Systems. Supposed to graduate in 2001, only need a few night credits left.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000017||meshwork||02-27-2003||10:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>college was a waste of my time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Definately was for me, but I got sidetracked with stupid fraternity stuff and didn't pay all the attention I should have to my studies. Thats why I'm struggling to make 25% of what I should be making. Hopefully I'll get back on track soon.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000018||markrieb||02-27-2003||11:27 AM||||Oregon State 1987<br />BS Nuclear Engineering/Health Physics<br />Some grad work at UC Davis on Environmental Engineering/Hazardous Materials Management around 91-92<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000019||howard_GVR4||02-27-2003||12:13 PM||||Almost finished with BA in English Language and Composition (focus in Linguistics) at the University of North Texas, where I work in the Computing Center.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000020||iceman69510||02-27-2003||01:01 PM||||BSME from Milwaukee School of Engineering, 1984.<br /><br />And Ken, you didn't waste your time.  All you experiences have made you the man you are today, and for the input and entertainment value, we are all grateful!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.17.245.130||reg||10||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000021||Numberless||02-27-2003||02:24 PM||||syracuse university, NY<br /><br />industrial design degree, class of 99<br /><br />I work for GE medical systems out here in wisconsin now...||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000022||Tangent||02-27-2003||02:51 PM||||Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Mechaincal Engineering Jan '03 (since nobody has heard of it . . . it is not a military school, it's a small school with approx 10,000 students)||64.40.61.11||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000023||4G63_GSR||02-27-2003||02:58 PM||||i've got all you guys beat... here's my list... uw-madison double major in alcohol and booty call...||66.168.29.176||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000024||Gvr4-330||02-27-2003||03:01 PM||||Carnegie Mellon University<br />BS in Mechanical Engineering, class of 02.||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000025||Matticus||02-27-2003||07:52 PM||||Perry Tech in Yakima, WA<br />Telecom||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000026||chucklesas||02-27-2003||08:42 PM||||Tangent,<br />I've heard of Case Western.  It is like THE best college in Ohio; I was seriously considering it, but was too expensive for me and too close to home.  Only 2 colleges in Ohio offer Aerospace Engineering.||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000027||talontsi||02-27-2003||08:47 PM||||University of South FL<br /><br />MIS degree||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000028||number3||02-27-2003||09:12 PM||||Wow, looks like an educated bunch of car nuts.<br /><br />No degree here.  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||Tondar||02-27-2003||09:15 PM||||Virginia Tech '99 BSME<br />Currently getting my MSME from Purdue through tape delay (I live in Detroit)<br /><br />I love engineering but unfortunately America today doesn't respect engineering.  I remember in my undergrad that the people who couldn't handle engineering went to business, etc... and now they make more money! WTF!<br /><br />Someone needs to (and eventually will) start an engineers union.  Just look at the UAW, bunch of drunk rednecks that do a piss poor job building cars and get paid six figures to do it...||68.41.159.188||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000030||GVR-4||02-27-2003||11:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong> i've got all you guys beat... here's my list... uw-madison double major in alcohol and booty call... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you graduate?||68.155.50.16||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000031||a_santos||02-27-2003||11:18 PM||||Lawrence Technological University<br />Architecture, 3rd year.||68.41.74.81||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000032||DeanCouchey||02-28-2003||12:09 AM||||I went to the CIA (Culinary Institute of America) AOS in Culinary Arts. Graduated in 2002. Supposed to make 45K a year, currently making 19K a year! And they sent me the annula fund rasing form yesterday! LOL! Yeah ok if I had an extra 10 bucks I would spend it!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000033||Team Ducktape||02-28-2003||12:12 AM||||Carroll College<br />Bachelor of Science Degree<br />Environmental Sciences <br />Emphasis in Natural Resource Conservation<br />Minor Sociology<br />2001<br /><br />Fox Valley Technical College<br />Associate Degree<br />Natural Resources Technician<br />1999<br /><br />Silver Lake College<br />Started M.S. in Business Administration<br />Master of Science in Management and Organizational Behavior <br />Will complete 2005||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000034||gtluke||02-28-2003||12:28 AM||||graduated from morris county twice<br />currently at slutgers<br />i mean rutgers in newark at night<br />full time job/ full time school<br />how exciting   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||138.89.38.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000035||dwatters@sisna.com||02-28-2003||12:37 AM||||Utah State University<br /> <br />BS in Geography with a GIS emphasis. May 2003||205.208.202.79||reg||7||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000036||Oztek||02-28-2003||07:24 AM||||Luke!  It's good to see you over here.<br /><br />University of Michigan-Dearborn<br /><br />1996 B.S.  Environmental Science (Boy was it BS.)<br />1998 B.S.E Information Systems||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000037||DSMGVR4||02-28-2003||07:51 AM||||Graduated in 96 with a BA in Psychology from Kean University in NJ. then graduated from New York University in 99 with an MA in Occupational Therapy. Bought first GVR4 in in 2000. I am on my 3rd one.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000038||92vr4#971||02-28-2003||05:15 PM||||University of Oklahoma<br /><br />Professional Physics degree, e.t.a 2004.<br /><br />I will have the degree oh yes I will.<br />I cannot wait to graduate, college is <br />extremely tedious, I want to make the fat <br />cash workin for Uncle sam making weapons to <br />destroy the, "bad guys."<br />Or hang a while in the antarctica. Its an either or situation here. <br />George||129.15.162.165||reg||1||92vr4#971||00000532||yes
Z||000039||beavis||02-28-2003||05:23 PM||||university of california riverside.<br />$1900 a quarter and there is still over 300 people per clas. wtf?<br />business administration only 8 classes left.||138.23.82.42||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000040||absolootbs||02-28-2003||06:46 PM||||Purdue University<br />Industrial Management major with minors in MIS and Industrial Engineering<br /><br />in my 3rd year, still got two to go<br /><br />spending a few years in engineering then switchin to management pushes back the ol' graduation date||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes



ubb/Forum3/001618.cgi
A||||6||hibrn8||What are your quickest 1/4 mile passes......||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||02-26-2003||10:55 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||and what size turbo were you using????||65.227.217.211||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||andy||02-27-2003||12:12 AM||||Dont take this wrong or anything but if you are wanting to look at times and the turbo ran you could look here <a href="http://www.dsmtimes.org/" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtimes.org/</a> to get some good ideas.||64.4.102.187||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||02-27-2003||08:06 AM||||i think he just wanted to get a personal discussion started.  not everybody who has ever made 1/4mi passes is on that list.  i really don't think he's after peoples go fast recipes.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||02-27-2003||10:14 AM||||oh yeah no offense taken. i know how quick people run with what turbo....thats why i got a 60 trim t3t4. i was curous about personal acheivements thats all.||131.193.156.122||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||92vr4#971||02-28-2003||05:18 PM||||I am ashamed to post this but my fasted 1/4 time was 16.00, I was using the stock everything on my car. I have not ran it since I have done some of the maintenance it deserved. I am shooting for low 13's. Anything faster than that is going to get me in trouble with the "heat", a.k.a. the "law", a.k.a. the "Po-lice"...i hope you are catching the drift. w3rd to the n3rds.<br />George||129.15.162.165||reg||1||92vr4#971||00000532||yes
Z||000005||TinyVR4||02-28-2003||06:04 PM||||I ran a 13.91 at 97.4MPH.<br />Small 16G @15psi/with boost drop to 11psi(which i still have not figured out!)||66.72.192.38||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000006||ProudDSM||03-01-2003||03:18 PM||||14.42@96 K&N with full intake piping/can except silencer. Ghetto boost controller, TEL tranny, and balance shafts removed.||66.24.80.75||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes



ubb/Forum3/001619.cgi
A||||4||Duc Hunter||Speedo swap||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-27-2003||03:19 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Anyone replaced their speedo to replace a dead speed sensor? I know getting to it it tough. Anyone done this and have advise? Anyone acutally set the new odometer to the mileage of the old one?||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||02-28-2003||12:31 PM||||Guess no one has done this. Bummer!||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||06-02-2003||05:20 PM||||i checked the ecu code today and got speed sensor..YAY! another thing to fix....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />when you do yours can i come to watch?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />DongeR||67.124.151.82||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||06-02-2003||06:14 PM||||changing out the whole cluster is really easy.  2 screws up top of the plastic trim, then, remove the odomoter knobby, press in the light change switch, and tilt the trim downward, and it comes out.  the cluster is held in with 4 screws, one on each side, and 2 on the bottom.  then, you just pull the cluster straight forward.  i find it easier to release the steering wheel column, and push the wheel down, then tilt the cluster forward about 90 deg, and slide it out to the right.  however, i have never disassembled the cluster.  be careful where you set it down, there is grease from where the speedo cable goes in.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-02-2003||06:40 PM||||I am sending 2 clusters to Keydiver. Both are bad, my fuckin luck. He will tool around with them and plans on finding a fix. Doing all I can to help, so hold tight, buddy!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001620.cgi
A||||9||Duc Hunter||Camshaft swap||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-27-2003||03:25 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||Anyone running new cams? I want to be able to pass smog (hopefully). I know it will be tough but here is what I am thinking. <br /><br />If I run 272/272 cams will retarding the cam timing a little get me close enough top clean taht I would be able to squeek it buy (with some extra playing, like adding a tripple dose of Clean Power) ?<br /><br />If not would the 264/272 combo be clean enough? <br /><br />If not are the 264/264 worth it? Some say they are not a big enough gain over stock to justify the expense? <br /><br />Why new cams you ask? Because I am tired of my car falling on it's face over 6000 rpm.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  "MORE POWER" he said like a heroin addict needing a fix!||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-27-2003||07:08 PM||||Duc Hunter<br /><br />RRE seems to not like the HKS cams. They actually say good things about the web street cams. They are billet cams and not re-grounds. I think these will be my first choice, actually. <br /><br />I thought DSM heads are a bottleneck and porting/polishing, valvetrain and cams were higly suggested for extracting more power.<br /><br />What I really wanna know is are cam gears totally necessary with aftermarket cams? They seem to be a PITA - My turbo'd honda friends have had issues with them loosening up and fudging up timing - they were sknunk2's in case someone was curious.  <br /><br />Those fidanza cam gears seem nice... HKS is supposed to be the best esp the bright purple girly color   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Tondar||02-27-2003||09:20 PM||||I would definately get cam gears with aftermarket cams, These aftermarket companies have shitty quality control and you never really know what you're getting.<br /><br />Duc,<br /><br />What makes you think that running agressive cams will make you fail emissions?  the only problem I would expect you to have is if the cams are so aggressive that the car is missing at low RPM's.  Other than that I don't think that you'll have a problem.  Let me know what you're thinking<br /><br />Later||68.41.159.188||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000003||number3||02-27-2003||09:36 PM||||I think that RRE likes the HKS cam they are just hard to get and keep in stock.  <br /><br />HKS always uses the best in there product IMHO. They cost more but so does most everything of higher quality in life. I run HKS myself.<br /><br />RRE dropped Web cams as a line.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||02-28-2003||02:09 AM||||I agree HKS are the best. They are the factor race cam for one. The hard part was stocking, never quality or performance. <br /><br />I have always heard that bigger cams make you fail a smog check. This is because the valve duration makes more power but less clean burning because there is a lack of velocity thought the cylinder and because with more duration you have less scavenging of the burnt gasses as low RPM. I could be totally wrong on this though so someone say I am wrong.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||CKA||02-28-2003||05:38 AM||||Someone also correct me if I'm wrong, but isn't one of the possible problems with a larger grind cam the fact that they will tend to pull lower vacume numbers (same as what Duc Hunter posted).  This in turn will make the ECU dump more fuel to try and bring up the idle to maintain a higher vac, which will make you pass more unburnt fuel while idling, correct?||66.84.245.106||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000006||Nate||02-28-2003||10:12 AM||||Chris - you have an AEM.  You have almost unlimited ability to lean the car out down there and make practically any cams idle nicely without missing.  Just get it nice and lean with the wideband while idling, and you should be fine.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||02-28-2003||11:48 AM||||I've seen 272/272 cars idle like stock even with a VPC, degreeing the cams can help immensely.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||02-28-2003||12:13 PM||||Nate, <br /><br />You are right. My wide band STILL IS NOT IN THOUGH! So the EMS is collecting dust! ARGH! I found a shop with a Techedge they would let me use to tune it. Think I can build my map and the swap back int he stock O2 for the closed loop once the learning os over?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Ok, I am convinced. Get the 272/272 and use the EMS to make it work. The Smog Nazi will never know the EMS is there so what the hell!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Thanks Guy!||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||number3||02-28-2003||12:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> I've seen 272/272 cars idle like stock even with a VPC, degreeing the cams can help immensely. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My car idles pretty well regardless of what we seem to put in it.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001621.cgi
A||||8||Duc Hunter||Balence Shaft Removal in the car????||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-27-2003||03:29 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I just read this VFAQ about this. Has anyone done it on a GVR4 though???  Is it possible?||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||02-27-2003||03:36 PM||||Have I done it? No. Is it possible. Yes.  My buddy that helped do the engine transplant in the Talon has done several in the car. Obviously much easier with motor out, but I believe he mentioned he just drops the motor mount (that side one and maybe the front one two) to allow the motor to drop enough to work around stuff.||167.142.21.157||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||02-27-2003||05:19 PM||||I'm looking forward to doing mine......in about 40,000 miles when I need to get my belt and pump replaced.  It's best to do it when you change out your timing belt and water pump||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000003||driftin galant||02-27-2003||06:34 PM||||my engine is out right now and i was wondering if is sould do mine or not, beacuse I have not found a good answer about fully balencing the engine after doing, or if i should just put every thing back||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||02-27-2003||11:07 PM||||Do it. There's not that much more vibration. After a month, you won't even be able to tell. And you'll be kicking yourself once the engine is back in if you don't.<br /><br />Duc, you can just leave the front one sitting in the block after removing the belt. I did. WAY easier than shifting the engine around in the engine compartment. The only down side is you have 6 or so pounds of dead weight sitting in the engine. <br /><br />dp||68.155.50.16||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||joec||02-28-2003||11:05 AM||||Just to clarify, you can remove the balancer belt and leave the front one in, but you still have to remove the rear balance shaft that's part of the oil pump assembly (either cut it, remove the weights on a lathe, or replace with a shorter shaft).  Didn't want anyone to think they could just cut the balance shaft belt and be done with it...||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||02-28-2003||12:25 PM||||So if I get the a blance shaft removal kit I can use the parts and remove the rear shaft with the engine in no problem? The front one is the one that requires tilting the crap out of the engine but it can be left in place as dead  weight???||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000007||dlpinckney||02-28-2003||12:39 PM||||I have it done in my car.  With the noisey 3" exhuast, and the stiff ride my car already has, I didn't really notice an difference in vibration at all.  Maybe slightly in the 2-3K range.  A friend of mine actually machined a tool that kicks butt for knocking the old bearings out and putting the new ones in...all in one step.  You can really just spin the bearing that you knock out so the oil hole doesn't line up anymore, and put it back in.  I bought one of the kits that has the litle stub shaft for the oil pump with it and used it.  Was just easier.  As far as the shafts went, we pulled the engine mount off of that side of the engine, so it would drop a little.  We then pulled the front shaft out till it hit the inner fender well and cut it off with a reciprocating saw.  After that cut, the rest of it pulled right out.  Wasn't too big of a deal.  Makes changing the timing belt in the future MUCH easier.  It is actually pretty amazing how heavy those shafts are.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||02-28-2003||02:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> Didn't want anyone to think they could just cut the balance shaft belt and be done with it... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed. Thanks.<br /><br />dp||68.155.57.244||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/001622.cgi
A||||0||Duc Hunter||Sticky for you John||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||02-27-2003||04:14 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||This is always nice to read. <br /> <a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/motorsports/history/90s/galant_vr4.htm" target="_blank">Galant Rallye History</a>||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/001623.cgi
A||||9||GVR1643||VR4 registry||||3||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||02-27-2003||05:27 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Somebody went to a lot of trouble a while back to compile a VR4 registry.  I don't think it ever reached completion and I think the person is on the board here.?<br />My thought/questions for the moderators:<br />with this new board, is there a way where we can input our number and possibly vin# (if that's safe to do?) and possibly just list the state (maybe the city - I know some people aren't comfortable with that due to theft issues) and have it automatically compiled.  At the very least I know this UBB version should be able to do a poll/vote type thing that could maybe do some part of this.  <br />Not really a big deal, but just popped in my head.  Nice to see where there all at and I think more and more people are becoming familiar with this site (maybe the new name is doing it :-)||167.142.21.157||reg||3||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||02-27-2003||06:00 PM||||It seems we have about 800 people registered on this list.  I'd really like to know how many US spec GVR4s will never run again.  How many were lost to high miles, rusted to dealth, or just plain wrecked.  How many have been recycled for steel?<br /><br />I don't think there is anyway to get this information, but I think the lost cars might be more then we think.  It seems like I am seeing more of them parted out and pics of them being wrecked.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||02-28-2003||08:36 AM||||I'm all for this, as I have been on this quest for about one and a half years.  I have collected about 120 of the number/VIN combos, either through seeing the cars, getting them off Ebay or Auto trader (when a VIN is listed) or getting cooperation from list members either posting here, emailing me, or corresponding directly. Of the 800+ people listed here, about only 50 or so have sent me their info.<br /><br />As I mentioned here earlier, I have the complete database of all the VINs brought to the US, complete with color, option code, selling dealer/state, etc.  Matching up the numbers to the VIN list completes the picture. As anyone who has sent me info can tell you, I have never used this against anyone in any way.<br /><br />I believe this is useful for two reasons-historically, and as a protection for owners.  There are cars running around out there without badges-which we may never be able to match up, but knowing the originality of our cars is a good thing.<br /><br />I am willing to continue compiling, whether someone wants to collect it here, or just send them to me.  Through the PM system here works fine.<br /><br />Dave||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||joec||02-28-2003||10:58 AM||||Don't know if you've seen this list: <br /><br /><a href="http://www.gvr4.com/registry/listmembers.phtml" target="_blank">http://www.gvr4.com/registry/listmembers.phtml</a><br /><br />though it seems to be somewhat outdated...||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||02-28-2003||12:22 PM||||Yes, I've seen it.  It is very outdated, as no one remembers to delete their info after they sell a car.  Also, not all have put their #'s there, and virtually no VINs, so it is a list of possible owners, but very inconsistent.<br /><br />There are also people that have put themselves in there numerous times.  <br />Good idea, but unfortunately only executed as well as the users use it.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||02-28-2003||12:23 PM||||This is great. I just tried to update mine though and all I get is the "HTML tags are not allowed in the mods section.." crap. In get this no matter what I try to do, even if I try to do nothing and jsut save what is already there????||205.166.229.101||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||02-28-2003||01:31 PM||||this is what i think we need to do. we should start maybe a sticky section where everyone can register their car on this board. this way we can determine which ones still exist. so everything mentioned in the above posts are all great ideas and all true. GVR4.com hasnt been updated for the longest time, however most of the members of this board are all current owners of gvr4's. So to Jon or the other moderators of the board, we need to make a sticky possibly in the 'readers rides' section for people to start displaying what car of the 3000 they have. gives us a good idea on how even more rare our cars are.||67.200.73.228||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||02-28-2003||03:25 PM||||iceman,<br />I remember when you were doing this (didn't remember it was you though) and had just got my second one.  Gave you all the info except vin #'s, since on my insurance cards I can't tell which one is which (both black 91's - has caused it's fair share of confusion with the insurance company on occasion as well).  Was too damn lazy to walk out and get my vin # I guess.  This time I will - however we go about it.  <br /><br />Some of the guys (and gal :-) here that are members elsewhere, might have to put the word out that we are making a valiant attempt to collect this data so that they might come here to post their info if they are not already members.  Might increase actual GVR4 owner membership here as well.||167.142.22.102||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||92vr4#971||02-28-2003||05:02 PM||||I agree, we should compile a database of everyone who owns a vr-4, maybe the powers that be could add that in as an option when you register for a membership. I am not sure if I have sent you my information Iceman, if I haven't let me know and I will PM you my VIN#. <br />George||129.15.162.165||reg||7||92vr4#971||00000532||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||02-28-2003||05:49 PM||||No George, don't have it yet.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Appreciate anyones input.  I keep any owner's names separate from the actual VIN/# list.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/001624.cgi
A||||1||atsiauto||dash board fixes ? ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-27-2003||06:28 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||anybody ever fixed the dash re-glued it ? top right side is starting to let go Id like to get it down before it looks like a beretta dash LOL.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||smokindav||02-27-2003||10:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> anybody ever fixed the dash re-glued it ? top right side is starting to let go Id like to get it down before it looks like a beretta dash LOL. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine is doing the same thing, pulling away and warping around the defroster vent on the passenger side dash.  Very unattractive!<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.83.76||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum3/001625.cgi
A||||6||chucklesas||Exhaust Studs||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||02-27-2003||08:46 PM||||(Sorry, I have to ask, I've been searching for the thread for about and hour and a half now and couldn't find it)<br />Somebody had a link to a source that sells or sold copper exhaust bolts or studs.<br />Is it better to go with stainless; should I risk using OEM or just some common bolts and lock washers?||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||02-27-2003||10:48 PM||||In my opinion, I think the stock studs are ok to put on the car. I think they have such a bad rap because of them being screwed into an engine for 10 years and not being touched, then they're more prone to breaking. That and studs are a pain in the ass to deal with compared to bolts. <br /><br />However, I really wouldn't mind picking up a set of stainless steel bolts. <br /><br />If I was to make a recommendation, I'd say to go with the stainless.||68.162.64.212||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||02-27-2003||10:53 PM||||Have you seen these? Scroll down to the bottom of the page.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ffwdconnection.com/cylinderheads.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ffwdconnection.com/cylinderheads.htm</a>||68.155.50.16||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||02-28-2003||12:55 AM||||Don't buy in to that crap. First you don't want to use SS bolts on the SS stud.<br />Search on dsmtalk. I bought a set of the stainless studs with copper nuts for like $20.00 or so.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.56.77||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||DSSA||02-28-2003||08:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Don't buy in to that crap. First you don't want to use SS bolts on the SS stud.<br />Search on dsmtalk. I bought a set of the stainless studs with copper nuts for like $20.00 or so.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I actually have been using the SS nut/stud combination on quite a few cars with great luck with them.<br /><br />*shrug*<br /><br />Works fine for me.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000005||chucklesas||02-28-2003||08:34 PM||||_  While on the same subject.  I just bought a ported 2G off DSMTrader.com.  I understand that I will have to do some grinding (unless it was already done) to the manifold.<br />_  Question is, should I just get a stock gasket for it (assume it's the same layout as the 1g mani, found it under galant at conicelli) and I guess I would probably have to get the gasket to go between the mani and the turbo; would conicelli have both?<br />_  I was also searching through DSMtalk to find out where DSSA got those SS studs with the copper nuts, all I could find were people flaming each other, and that link that looks like it hasn't been updated for a while (http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~jpw26/) is this the one everyone is talking about. I don't want to spend $100 for screws<br />_  I just want to make sure I have everything I need to change out that manifold before I go taking the car apart.||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000006||joec||02-28-2003||11:30 PM||||When I took the manifold off my 1G at 100k miles, two studs were broken.  I replaced all the studs and used a high temp anti-seize.  Just removed them at 187k miles and they came out with no problems.  This was with stock Mitsu studs.<br /><br />Charles,<br />Yes, you'll need to grind of a tiny bit off the 2G manifoldon the corner near the timing belt side of the engine.<br /><br />Conicelli will have both manifold gaskets.||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum3/001626.cgi
A||||4||gvr4ever||Cheap Gas||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||02-27-2003||09:24 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I found this on one of my puters.  It's a gas recipt.  Someone programed the pump wrong.  When I was pumping I didn't realize what was going on and I payed with a CC at the pump.  When I realize what happend, it was kinda like winning the jackpot.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=81&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Enjoy.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||02-27-2003||10:00 PM||||damnnnnnn, you paid the same amount for 12 gallons as i am one gallon right now....shit is like 2.05 per gallon.||66.19.48.184||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||02-27-2003||10:12 PM||||Hahahahah.....that same thing happened to me last fall..I filled up my Justy for like 80 cents.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||02-27-2003||10:51 PM||||I remember back when I had my ultra efficient Jetta I filled up the tank at 90 cents a gallon, by the time I had to refill, it was up to $1.40. <br /><br />Last time I filled up the GVR4 it was 1.73 for 93, and today it was up 10 cents more than that. In one week.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.162.64.212||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-28-2003||12:08 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=82" alt=" - " />||64.109.166.194||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001627.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||Does a 1G BOV bolt on to a 2G directly?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-27-2003||11:25 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I have talked  to a couple of 2G guys looking and suggested they use the 1G BOV, but I dunno what all needs to be done to make it work - Anyone here know? Thanks||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||02-27-2003||11:43 PM||||as far as i know the answer is no....they may make an adapter. i know the greddy type s bolts directly to the 2g and that has a different flange pattern that the 1g bov. might have to weld on a new flange that you can purchase from rre. anyone else have a say in this?||67.200.73.200||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Pep||02-28-2003||12:03 PM||||The 1G BOV will not fit the 2G UICP. The 1G bolts onto the flange, where the 2G is just a round slip on type deal. Drop it in the hole, and tighten down on the hose clamp(2G pipe is plastic). It wouldn't be that hard to make an adapter. The 2G upper ic pipe is ridiculously restrictive though. It's got one spot where it gets VERY small. Your best bet would be to get an aftermarket upper pipe that's flanged for the 1G. I had a RRE pipe on my 2G and it was easy to install and it was plenty big.||66.76.204.236||reg||1||Pep||00000675||yes



ubb/Forum3/001628.cgi
A||||5||DeanCouchey||Another GVR4...... for me???||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||02-28-2003||12:18 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||<img src="http://www.msjpn.com/images/Galant.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I want one of these... it has the 6A12 engine. optionsauto has one for $2100 but I was wondering what it would be like to put that in my new 96 Galant... and how easy parts woudl be and if it is worth it. what do you think||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||02-28-2003||10:14 AM||||Is that a VR-4?  The front end looks different than other Galants of that style...I think.  I never really noticed before.  Hmmm...if so then it could be an interesting project   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||03-01-2003||01:23 PM||||I emailed flash options today about it cause they have a front clip and I wanted to see if it is possiable... the only thing I am worried about would be working on it.... its a 2.0L V-6TT and I dont know how I can transfer the drivetrain... but it seems like it would be fun :-)||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||03-01-2003||01:25 PM||||here is the car flash has on there site.<br /> <img src="http://www.flashoptions.com/i_prod/flashmittwinturbo3.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||03-01-2003||03:20 PM||||I've heard that some "upgrades" kinda suck for the 6A12.  A 3000GT engine in the galant is the way to go.<br /><br />OR at least that's what I think I gathered from <a href="http://www.lancerregister.com/bbs/showthread.php?s=39cd08f6e384b2d8d13a02551bc0887c&threadid=17662" target="_blank">this discussion</a> and <a href="http://www.lancerregister.com/bbs/showthread.php?s=&threadid=15082" target="_blank">this one too.</a><br /><br />Edit: Oops, they're talking about the 6A13??  I dunno.  Maybe those will be useful.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.36.181.102||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||03-01-2003||11:05 PM||||"The twin tubo can we have done it with an FTO and converted it to a Four Wheel Drive evo Killing machine." - vrlution<br /><br />how cool would that be. i would love to see that thing. i really like fto's and i always thought those things should have had turbo's in them||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/001629.cgi
A||||10||sleeper||Take a look at this wierd manifold||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||02-28-2003||12:37 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405216415&category=33632" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405216415&category=33632</a>||65.66.56.77||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||02-28-2003||10:16 AM||||Wow, that's almost bizarre looking.  I wonder who makes it???||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000002||DSSA||02-28-2003||10:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> Wow, that's almost bizarre looking.  I wonder who makes it??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It would surprise me if it were him, but by the location, I'm guessing Doug Derby.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||02-28-2003||01:38 PM||||really clean looking tho....im sure it flows like crazy||67.200.73.228||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||03-04-2003||05:29 PM||||Ok Team Ducktape.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  How much he sold it to you for?<br />BTW the seller was Doug Derby.<br />My highest bid was $350.00 and that didn't reach the reserve price.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.222||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||03-07-2003||02:28 AM||||Got to love ebay.......||24.209.153.248||reg||10||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||03-07-2003||02:33 AM||||but Yea I have tons of respect for Doug Derby and his bussiness. One of the few vendors I have bought stuff from. Best fitting DSM part I have bought came from them. Fast servise, ect,ect. But yea I got some history on the manifold- would have paid more than what I did for it. I have no idea what car it is going on, I can't sell the manifold I have on my Galant to a Galant owner- it won't fit without losing the radiator, losing the A/C, taking out latch, ect,ect and I don't think it will fit on a DSM either. Oh well. I really just like the looks.||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000007||1312VR4||03-07-2003||09:23 AM||||What kind of manifold do you have? I'm putting in a smaller radiator. It fits underneath  the top of the radiator support.<br />I dont have the latch, AC or anything else up front besides the FMIC & Radiator.<br />If you are serious about selling it PM me.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000008||Martin Chilcote||03-07-2003||09:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405216415&category=33632" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405216415&category=33632</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Looks very similar to the Dodge Neon SRT exhaust mani pictures in a recent Turbo or SCC mag.....square-ish||66.139.167.241||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||03-07-2003||01:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> What kind of manifold do you have? I'm putting in a smaller radiator. It fits underneath  the top of the radiator support.<br />I dont have the latch, AC or anything else up front besides the FMIC & Radiator.<br />If you are serious about selling it PM me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Put it this way, the header was made for the turbo, it's not just putting in a smaller radiatior, you need to move it all the way in front, like where the stock front-mount sits. And you will need to use a air to liquid or a "side" mount because you have NO room for any type of front mount.<br />look here: <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=116" target="_blank">www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=116</a><br />as you will see, no room........||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||03-07-2003||02:14 PM||||I didn't talk to him in person. Exchanged a couple of emails though.<br />You can tell us what you paid for it, since he doesn't have another one for sale anyway.<br /><br /><br />BTW I hear he's screwing a few people in the DSM crowd by not shipping what they purchased and he blames other shops for it.<br />He treated me well in the past so who knows.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/001630.cgi
A||||5||sleeper||A gift to all.||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||02-28-2003||09:52 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/gift/dsm/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/gift/dsm/index.html</a> <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||92vr4#971||02-28-2003||05:10 PM||||Gabor, <br />The gift is awesome, I just wish i had not bought the dsm manual CD a month ago exactly. If i had only known you were going to hook us up with the goods.<br />peace,<br />George||129.15.162.165||reg||1||92vr4#971||00000532||yes
Z||000002||beavis||02-28-2003||05:27 PM||||priceless.  thank you.||138.23.82.42||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000003||chhuong||02-28-2003||05:29 PM||||Hey thanks alot!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||02-28-2003||07:32 PM||||Don't thank me, thank the creator. I bought two and it's well worth the money.<br />I don't know why he have that link out in the public.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.184.26||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||03-01-2003||01:04 PM||||Does Vinny know that this is circulating?  I think it is great (if I can remember the URL) to have the manual accessable if you're "on the road" without the CD.  (or the printed manual   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )||67.36.181.102||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001631.cgi
A||||1||Matt379||Oh the pranks one could pull!||||10||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||02-28-2003||12:28 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.whdh.com/news/articles/extra/1887/" target="_blank">http://www.whdh.com/news/articles/extra/1887/</a><br /><br />check that out.  Hmmmm   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.131.210.70||reg||10||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||02-28-2003||01:14 PM||||My dad makes snow at his house, he uses a big diesel engine on wheels that compresses the air and then sends it all across the hill in pvc plumbing.  Water is also delivered to the nozzles in pvc which at the nozzles it combines and bam!  You got snow.  If you want to push a decent amount out though you have to have extremely high psi and lots of flow ability, hence the diesel compressor.  He put the whole setup together very cheaply, except the compressor.||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum3/001632.cgi
A||||10||sleeper||Honda wants to compete with the EVO||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||02-28-2003||01:11 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||The new Honda Accord is going to compete with the WRX and the EVO. Not much info on it, other than a rumors about 250HP<br /><br /><a href="http://totalcar.index.hu/images/rhirek_g/honda/amt/index.php3?page=1" target="_blank">http://totalcar.index.hu/images/rhirek_g/honda/amt/index.php3?page=1</a><br /><br />Make it a 3 liter twin turbo AWD and I'll buy one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-28-2003||01:15 PM||||The lines of that car are very similar to acura TSX sedan that will be coming out this year. It is said to be a 240hp six-speed FWD. <br /><br />I personally like the new 2 door accords..240 hp, 5 speed and clean lines...Too bad its FWD, but I'd take one....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||02-28-2003||01:34 PM||||how bout dodge.....geez. The SRT4 Neon. Turbo four with 215 stock hp. Under $20K. Trying to compete but not gonna come close.||67.200.73.228||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||02-28-2003||01:47 PM||||Think of how many kids are going to get those neons and try to turn up the boost. Say goodbye to those engines.||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||02-28-2003||02:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> how bout dodge.....geez. The SRT4 Neon. Turbo four with 215 stock hp. Under $20K. Trying to compete but not gonna come close. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it's about 220hp and if memory serves me correct, when dyno'd it was actually putting that out at the wheels...so that 240 hp Honda might be a little shy of the dodge hp at the wheels.  just a plain bargain harking back to the old GLHS days (as a matter of fact, that's how I got here into the DSM/GVR4's - looking for a semi-collectable turbo car.  I'd still like a boxy Omni GLHS!)||167.142.22.102||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||998||02-28-2003||03:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong> Think of how many kids are going to get those neons and try to turn up the boost. Say goodbye to those engines. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually I've heard pretty good things about the 2.4 liter 420A. Chrysler has produced turbocharged cars before and I would imagine that their relationship with mitsubishi may show up in the SRT4.||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-28-2003||03:06 PM||||you ever drive one of them glh turbos?  that sucker had THE most wicked torque steer i have EVER felt.  it was peaky, too.  you would mash it, and it would slooooly build boost, then WHAM!  sucker would leap forward, and across the road, or into the ditch.  it was scary.||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||02-28-2003||03:16 PM||||Never did Ken, but REALLY wanted to.  I remember those little econoboxes handing out some ass-whoopings in the mid 80's to some slow f-bodied cars in the day - talk about a sleeper.  <br />Did you drive the GLH or GLHS?  The GLHS was only 500 units per year, then they did the charger with the same quantity.  <br />Honestly - I look at these as being a landmark car here in the states for sport compact cars and my hat's off to Carol Shelby for doing it.  You know he had to get a good laugh out of it driving that thing around a bit in comparison to the rest of his fleet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.22.102||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||02-28-2003||05:11 PM||||I love turbo and all, but after owning a FWD 92 TSi, those things had some torque steer too and didnt hook up worth a crap. I'd take the honda over the dodge anyday. Honda Reliability is second to none. Having owned 2 Jeep Grand Cherokee's and the talon (Guaranteed to be built by a blind and drunk person on the assembly line), I have lost all faith in the Chrysler/Dodge faction.<br /><br />The gvr4 still looks better than those shelby "trailerpark" daytona or whatever. I saw one here in town with white rims. Yuck, That's like adding sprinkles to shit, its still shit, folks!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||02-28-2003||06:17 PM||||If Honda really did build it.  I'm sure it would cost then the EVO or STi and have more HP then Torque  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />250HP, 180 ft lbs of Torque.  I can see it now.  It will have a 9k RPM rev limiter though.  Thats cool right?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||Ian M||02-28-2003||07:30 PM||||Is it me,or does that Accord look like a Mistubishi? If you took the badges off,I would swear it was a concept for a new Galant VR-4. Well,if its a heavy Accord with only 250hp,and FWD normally asperated,the EVO has nothing to worry about.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> Yeah,those early Chrysler cars are butt ugly (trailerpark is about right..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ),but they can be some serious sleepers. A buddy of mines GF had a '86 GLH  with exhaust and boost controller and some other minor mods,it ended up running 13.40s at 106. I was impressed. His is a more seriously modded '91 daytona that made 360hp on the dynojet at a "Chryslers at Carlisle" show a couple years ago. That car was a rocket...||129.71.114.227||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/001633.cgi
A||||5||hibrn8||Anatomy class||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||02-28-2003||01:24 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i have to take an anatomy class as a prereqisite for Pharm school next year which includes the lab. so every week i have to work with cedeavors(murdered the spelling) and learn the physical anatomy. this is my second semester which is more heavily emphasizing the physiology of the human body. but today in lab i was looking at all the veins and arteries and structure of the human heart. it is really amazing how complex the human body is and i guess i didnt realize this until one was opened up in front of me.<br /><br />hope i didnt bore any of you, stuff is actually pretty interesting.||67.200.73.228||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||02-28-2003||04:45 PM||||Did you ever see the body that was sliced up. It's in one of the museums in Chicago. Gross but pretty cool.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||02-28-2003||04:50 PM||||I've seen a horse that was sliced up, just like in the movie "The Cell". It was pretty cool, being able to walk through and see the horse in sections. <br /><br />I've seen the same with a human brain too, I think that was at the Mutter Museum in Philly.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-28-2003||06:28 PM||||i got you ALL beat.  when i was in vietnam, we found almost a full company of nva regulars, that had been caught out in the open during an artillery barrage.  AND, the artillery was air bursts, which explode BEFORE they hit the ground.  the intense concussion makes bodies kinda explode.  there were like pieces of about 60 bodies, 2 nurses, almost all of them had their heads separated from the bodies.  of course, in vietnam, where the temps and humidity is REALLY hi, meat gets rancid in hours.  we found them because we could SMELL them.  then, one of the officers wanted us to go check out the bodies for information, and stuff like that.  yeah, right.  "after you, SIR".||209.220.6.233||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||02-28-2003||06:40 PM||||See what I mean about Ken's life experiences?<br /><br />He always has us "all beat".  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||DSMGVR4||02-28-2003||11:46 PM||||I had to take Gross Human anatomy in my occupational therapy program. When we first started the semester, most of the bodies were very dry because we shared the bodies with dental students who would leave them out without keeping them moist. So when we get the cadavers, their muscles would look like beef jerky. Also, all the bodies heads were pretty much hacked away because they examined the oral cavity, etc. i did get lucky and get a fresh body halfway through the semester. By following the directions in the manual, i had to cut an "X" in middle of the chest slice down the middle and 2 slices across forming the letter "I". I then had to pull on the skin and and cut away the fat and skin from the muscles. I had to basically skin the body and expose all the muscles and blood vessels. Fresh fat from humans looks just like chicken fat...ok, I better stop rambling....I liked this topic tho..brought back many memories of NYU. i even met super model Nikki Taylor one day during a fire drill...she went there too    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   John||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes



ubb/Forum3/001634.cgi
A||||0||Johnny Bravo||Great demo of anti-lag!||||10||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||02-28-2003||02:41 PM||eunosfd@aol.com||In case anybody ever wondered what it looked like when anti-lag was being used check out the vid in the 2nd post in this thread   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.lancerregister.com/bbs/showthread.php?s=b261f0b02ed529a1ae34fa706a8be588&threadid=17998" target="_blank">http://www.lancerregister.com/bbs/showthread.php?s=b261f0b02ed529a1ae34fa706a8be588&threadid=17998</a>||205.188.209.7||reg||10||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum3/001635.cgi
A||||1||RayH||WRX Bees||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||02-28-2003||04:59 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||<a href="http://www.i-club.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&postid=84290" target="_blank">WRX Bees</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||92vr4#971||02-28-2003||05:31 PM||||That is like a dang-o-dang build in car protector.<br />It reminds me of the simpson's where i think Mr. Burns had dogs that had bees coming out of their mouths...well.. that was random..what else is new.||129.15.162.165||reg||1||92vr4#971||00000532||yes



ubb/Forum3/001636.cgi
A||||5||TinyVR4||VR4 Colors||||1||||TinyVR4||00000831
Z||000000||TinyVR4||02-28-2003||06:11 PM||Tiny44094@yahoo.com||Just wondering if the colors of the VR4 were the same in 1991 and 1992, and what are all of the colors....Nile Black, Belize Green....etc.||66.72.192.38||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||02-28-2003||06:59 PM||||in 92 they added silver||138.89.38.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-28-2003||07:02 PM||||NO ! NO! NO!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />In 1992,  <b>Kensington grey</b> was added in the USA which is hands down the best color for the gvr4 IMHO !<br /><br />Silver has been a non-US gvr4 color since 1989 or whenever the gvr4 was first produced||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||02-28-2003||09:19 PM||||dont forget the white one too...i dotn know teh factory paint name||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||DSMGVR4||02-28-2003||11:13 PM||||Summit White||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||03-01-2003||01:02 PM||||In 1973 the green one was British Honduras Green Metallic.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.36.181.102||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001637.cgi
A||||2||Romanova||Palm question||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||03-01-2003||12:21 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||What is the name of the program that lets you move the screen 90 degrees?||216.255.203.171||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Invader||03-01-2003||01:15 AM||||There are probably more than one, but I use HackMaster with FlipHack to actually rotate...||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-01-2003||12:55 PM||||<a href="http://www.pdastreet.com/cgi-bin/download-sw.cgi?devicetype=palm&downloadurl=http://www.palmblvd.com/software/files/flipHack110.zip&ID=3556" target="_blank">Download FlipHack Now</a><br /><br />I ordered my Pocketlogger on Thursday... cable should be here on the 6th.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.36.181.102||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001638.cgi
A||||8||Johnny Bravo||E39A GVR-4 in new PS2 game||||4||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||03-01-2003||10:38 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Someone just posted this to the DC DSM list...<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.genki.co.jp/games/kaido/car.html" target="_blank">http://www.genki.co.jp/games/kaido/car.html</a><br /><br /><br />There is an English version of the site too, but there isn't much info on the game yet.  It doesn't say if it will be released here in the US or not, but chances are good that it won't be...as usual   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||4||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||03-01-2003||01:44 PM||||That's...that's...amazing||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||03-01-2003||02:52 PM||||By the looks of it, that has to be a Gran Turismo Game.  Can't wait!||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||03-01-2003||11:11 PM||||i didn't think they would ever do that! how cool. i have to have it. and a starion too.. fun||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||03-05-2003||12:40 PM||||thats gotta be some kind of throwback game. It doesnt have the FD3 RX-7, it has the fairladyZ33 and not Mitsu GTO. Dont think that would be Gran Turismo and if it is then they are slacking on it cause I like my 300 cars to choose from.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||03-06-2003||05:39 PM||||Yeah...but how do you know if those are all the cars for the game.  It seems just like a preview to me.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||03-06-2003||06:10 PM||||Those aren't all the cars in the game actually...if you go to the English site they have more pics and have the FD, R34, and MKIV.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||03-07-2003||09:40 AM||||Je ne parle pas anglais.. Je Suis tres stupide!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||03-07-2003||09:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> Je ne parle pas anglais.. Je Suis tres stupide! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oui Oui!  Tu es correct.  Tout le monde sait déjà cela.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/001639.cgi
A||||11||Doc_Seuss||what you guys think of this FMIC install?||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||03-01-2003||01:10 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||just wondering what you guys think about this install? good work/good design? aaron victor is working on setting up his own shop he is just waiting on a shop<br /><br />tell me what yas think<br /><a href="http://www.victorresearch.com/Customers/Wess92GVR4/" target="_blank">http://www.victorresearch.com/Customers/Wess92GVR4/</a><br /><br />dave||128.153.154.232||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||03-01-2003||02:37 PM||||Those are some nice pipes.  I like how the lower ic pipe goes down instead of over the exhaust manifold.||24.167.211.186||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-01-2003||03:11 PM||||Isn't that the Buschur setup?  Looks like they hacked out a few rows in the radiator to make it fit.<br /><br />My only question is: does the bumper actually fit back over that thing?||67.36.181.102||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||03-01-2003||03:24 PM||||Yeah, radiator was hacked (as seen in the pic)<br /><br />I thought the buschur core had end tanks pointing backwards? <br />The IRC street core also points backwards<br /><br />So thats a custom assembly, I am guessing...But, nice install. <br /><br />Engine bay seemed really cluttered or something for some reason, maybe its just the lighting||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||03-01-2003||03:50 PM||||That is an old Buschur street FMIC kit, with the 2-178 core.  <br /><br />Decent looking install, but also a lot of work.  Shortening the radiator seems like a PITA to me, not to mention running the pipe low around down by the alternator.  <br /><br />Sure, running the pipe over the manifold *might* pick up a little heat, but Adam (of AMS) went 10's with his pipe going over the manifold. <br /><br />As for the bumper support, I'll bet he could fit half of it back over that thing.  My FMIC is bigger than that, and I still have half of the metal bumper support above my intercooler.||4.33.166.45||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||GVR4ZUM||03-01-2003||03:54 PM||||Car looks familiar.<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000002" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000002</a>||63.208.113.121||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000006||suprflewus||03-01-2003||11:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sure, running the pipe over the manifold *might* pick up a little heat, but Adam (of AMS) went 10's with his pipe going over the manifold.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that's on nitrous though.  Nitrous cool the charge so much that going over molten lava wouldnt increase the charge temps. (although i am sure Adam's car could run 10's without nitrous..)<br /><br />i think if there is any way that a person can keep the piping from going over the manifold, then they should give it a try. I would not spend alot of time making pipes that go over ther manifold.  Look at Andy beechly's car for a solution. <br /><br />Dale||152.163.188.33||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||03-01-2003||11:41 PM||||Dale or Howard<br /><br />I used a front pics of one of your cars on my website..Its finally "under constrcution" now and I wanted to put something gvr4 related and thats the first pic I found. It is super cool and I had saved it. Hope you dont mind !!! Thanks a lot!<br /><br />KC||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||03-02-2003||12:33 PM||||KC, that's not my car, so it might be dale's.  That looks like an apex FMIC.  <br /><br />BTW - why is the pic called "girthbrooks.jpg"? <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.33.166.45||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||03-02-2003||06:29 PM||||Its got some girth to it, baby ! LOL||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||suprflewus||03-02-2003||10:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">BTW - why is the pic called "girthbrooks.jpg"?</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Girth Brooks is my porn name, and, since the intercooler looks so massive in that pic...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />its not as big as it looks - in fact, it really should be longer....it really took some work to clear the radiator with the intercooler piping. But i couldnt pass up the deal i got on it.  It's from a Supra TT.<br /><br />Girth, aka Dale<br /><br />btw-no problem using the pic KC, i'm flattered  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||6||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||03-03-2003||09:22 AM||||Dale<br /><br />IF that phot was fish-eyed a little more, maybe photoshopped that way, it would be even more awesome...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />PS - May the "girth" be with you  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001640.cgi
A||||2||drew||LSD Sticker Location on GVR-4||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||03-01-2003||01:40 PM||||I just got the LSD warning sticker for my 4 bolt, and I want to place it in the "correct" place. Where do the JDM/Non US GVR4s have this sticker?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||NZGZR4||03-12-2003||03:39 AM||||The only stickers I know of are the one(s) on the diff itself.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  And I wouldn't call them warning stickers,  must be an Americanism (ie WARNING, use this infomation at your own risk)  to stop you people suing Mitsubshi    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||219.88.249.106||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||03-12-2003||09:04 AM||||If you are talking about the orange sticker. It goes on the drivers side door jamb, near the white sticker.<br />I just found my digital camera so I took this pic.<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=141" alt=" - " />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/001641.cgi
A||||7||ken inn||wrx conversion||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||03-01-2003||06:00 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||one of my good friends is the parts manager for bobby archer's shop here in ft worth.  they just did a whole bunch of work on a wrx.  they removed 800 lbs of stuff(replaced some of it with lighter stuff) turbo, intercooler, cage, yada, yada.  anyway, the other day, the car was done, and bobby hands my friend a STACK of invoices, and says to add them up, and give him a total, so he can collect it.  the total, are you ready?  56,200.00!!!!  YIKES!!  and that DONT include the price of the car!||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||03-01-2003||08:13 PM||||Sounds like somebody's got more dollars than sense.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.155.61.32||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-01-2003||08:49 PM||||that wrx owner wipes his ass with Benjamins.....||65.227.217.117||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||03-01-2003||09:13 PM||||talk about polishing a turd....., or heres a good one "throwing good money after bad" (One of my old boss's favorites)Ken you tallied up that belt GP yet ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||smokindav||03-02-2003||08:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> one of my good friends is the parts manager for bobby archer's shop here in ft worth.  they just did a whole bunch of work on a wrx.  they removed 800 lbs of stuff(replaced some of it with lighter stuff) turbo, intercooler, cage, yada, yada.  anyway, the other day, the car was done, and bobby hands my friend a STACK of invoices, and says to add them up, and give him a total, so he can collect it.  the total, are you ready?  56,200.00!!!!  YIKES!!  and that DONT include the price of the car! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Was that car built to race?  If so do you know what series?<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.85.252||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000005||number3||03-02-2003||09:38 AM||||75k for a custom machine isn't that bad.  What could you get for 75K new that could be more fun than a modified WRX, GVR4, supra, etc...<br /><br />Just anohter way to look at it. Lord knows I have this problem with my Miata and my Galant. (not 75k worth of course, I hope)    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Oh shit my stomach is starting to hurt.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||03-02-2003||12:41 PM||||oh, the world i work in abounds with car nuts.  one of the bass brothers, whose family OWNS the city of fort worth, when he went to smu years ago, had a 1971 bmw 2002 AUTOMATIC(2002 autos are REAL dogs) and a few years ago, he decided he wanted that car.  not any car, THAT one.  so, his security team(the family has a full time security force, they drive around in suburbans with uzis) tracked the car to san francisco, and they went out there and bought it, brought it back, and he restored it.  he paid 80k to have it restored.  the entire body was stripped, redipped, and repainted the original color, this alone was like 25k.  every piece on the car had to be original bmw.  the a/c system, no longer available, cost 7k.  i visited the shop and saw the car.  when i drove up, the 2 front struts were in the parking lot on newspaper, they had just been spray painted black, from a spray can.  of course, the owner was being charged for new.  i bet the shop cleared 40k in profit on this car.  but to the bass family, that's chump change.  years ago, when the bmw 750 first came out, this tech went to the dealer, and wanted to see wiring diagrams, because the telephone system was not working.  of course, the dealer didnt know him from adam, and told him to "get the fuck out of here".  later on that day, the CEO of BMW of NORTH AMERICA called the dealership, and says, "WHEN MR KOVAC COMES IN THERE AND ASKS FOR SOMETHING, YOU GIVE IT TO HIM, UNDERSTAND?  GOODBYE."  the next day, he walks in there, and it was all "YES SIR!  WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU, SIR!"  later on, the family got pissed at bmw for giving this guy so much grief(at the time, they owned like 8 750's), so they BOUGHT the local dealership.  and made the guy the head of service.  bmw tried to stop the sale, saying that they need to approve the sale first, and the bass' told them to go pound sand, and bought the dealership.||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||03-02-2003||05:02 PM||||Well to throw another cliche' on the fire:<br /><br />Don't get in a pissing match with a skunk.||67.37.185.194||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001642.cgi
A||||6||galant266||84 RX7||||1||||galant266||00000684
Z||000000||galant266||03-01-2003||10:16 PM||xcooter@msn.com||This is why my galant hasn't gotten fixed yet. But hey there is still snow all over the ground here and I had some fun helping. Let me know what you think. Also this car is for sale if you know anyone who wants it. <a href="http://www.marx7.org/~slelievre/rx-7/gslse/turbo/2-23-03pics/2-23-03pics.html" target="_blank">www.marx7.org/~slelievre/rx-7/gslse/turbo/2-23-03pics/2-23-03pics.html</a>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.91.96.166||reg||1||galant266||00000684||yes
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||03-02-2003||10:24 AM||||Woah, that's one sooooper clean 1st gen   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    It's not turbo'd is it? (Edit: I just noticed the "turbo" in the url  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> )  I've always wanted a clean quick little 1st gen RX-7.  What's the asking price for it if you don't mind me asking   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-02-2003||10:45 AM||||I dunno much about RX7s, but that looks like a 13B or 20B motor there. <br /><br />Is this a hybrid of some sort? Just curious since you own a hybrid DA6 as well   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||number3||03-02-2003||12:31 PM||||I love the bang bang bang song...||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||03-02-2003||01:33 PM||||It's a 13B...the GSL-SE's were the only FI rotaries in the 1st gen's...but since this is turbo'd I'm not sure if it's the turbo 12A from the japanese RX7 or what.  Man I'd love to own that car...1st gens are so much fun   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||galant266||03-02-2003||01:50 PM||||yeah it is a JDM motor from a 89 or something. I have no clue on these cars. The turbo spools really fast too. He is also running a SDS on it. <br />I think he is looking for around 7000 for it but not sure it could be cheaper.||24.91.96.166||reg||1||galant266||00000684||yes
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||03-02-2003||02:31 PM||||Ah damn, I would love to have that as a daily driver to replace my Honda...or even as a fun weekend car, but I'd have to sell the VR-4 to get it. Oh well  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum3/001643.cgi
A||||5||silly4turbo||cool site||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||03-02-2003||12:04 AM||stevens@elkus-manfredi.com||<a href="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity/1513/eng/vr4.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity/1513/eng/vr4.html</a><br /><br /><br />this site had some cool info about gvr4's||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||03-02-2003||04:50 AM||||I've seen that site before, but it looks like he's got some english pages up for it now.  It's always interesting to see how Japanese guys mod their VR-4's.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||03-02-2003||11:01 AM||||yea, I thought it was pretty neat to see some different vr4's...one vr4 had the bov on the uicp that runs over the manifold... that different then our set ups .||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||03-02-2003||11:38 AM||||I have an HKS BOV and hard upper pipe exactly like that setup for sale for dirt cheap. Came off a gvr4 I bought....lemme know!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Pappy||03-02-2003||02:35 PM||||It's kind of ricey, but I actually like how that spoiler looks on his vr4.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||03-02-2003||04:53 PM||||Free mods?  It's international:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Removing an orifice of waste gate solenoid The so-called "0 yen boost-up".<br /><br />About 0.77Kg/cm2 of the maximum of a normal state went up to about 0.9Kg/cm2.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.37.185.194||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001644.cgi
A||||11||spoulson||Just got my GVR4||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||03-02-2003||12:15 PM||public@networkapp.com||Hi all,<br /><br />I've been mostly reading up on this site, but now I feel more qualified to take part now that I have a GVR4 of my own.<br /><br />91 White, sunroof, 275/2000.  Mostly stock except for 95 pistons, removed balance shafts, ACT 2600.||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||03-02-2003||03:29 PM||||<a href="http://www.pbase.com/rdrkt/galant" target="_blank">pics</a>||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-02-2003||04:33 PM||||Looks clean and happy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.37.185.194||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||03-02-2003||06:59 PM||||The leather looks a little dry.  You might want to condition it before it cracks.  Other then that, the car looks great.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||03-02-2003||09:17 PM||||Thanks, I have yet to give it the detail job it deserves.  The only major rough edge is the tranny needs help in 2nd gear, which requires a rebuild sometime soon.<br /><br />Otherwise, it runs smooth and I'm thrilled to own it.||208.58.118.150||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||03-03-2003||12:07 AM||||I'm right around the corner from you in Newtown Square, maybe we could meet up sometime!||68.162.66.244||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||03-03-2003||07:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> I'm right around the corner from you in Newtown Square, maybe we could meet up sometime! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, it's a smaller world than I thought.  I work in Newtown Square.  Do you have a white one also?  Because I was talking about GVR4s with a friend on the way to Wawa on Rt. 252.  Then lo and behold, there was one right there.<br /><br />Sure, so send me an email some time.   <a href="mailto:spoulson@networkapp.com">spoulson@networkapp.com</a>||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||suprflewus||03-03-2003||09:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm right around the corner from you in Newtown Square, maybe we could meet up sometime!</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">is that considered the newtown/grant area??  I will be there this summer for a wedding.  i would like to have a mini-gvr4 meet if possible.  Maybe we can even talk the godfathers of gvr4 performance to show up - ie - nate, harry, and josh??<br /><br />later,<br />dale||205.188.209.7||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000008||meshwork||03-03-2003||09:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Damn, it's a smaller world than I thought.  I work in Newtown Square.  Do you have a white one also?  Because I was talking about GVR4s with a friend on the way to Wawa on Rt. 252.  Then lo and behold, there was one right there.<br /><br />Sure, so send me an email some time.   <a href="mailto:spoulson@networkapp.com">spoulson@networkapp.com</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, thats where I get my lunch everyday! I work down the street at the auto body shop across from Videon Dodge, next to YBH VW/Audi.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000009||meshwork||03-03-2003||10:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by suprflewus:<br /><strong> is that considered the newtown/grant area??  I will be there this summer for a wedding.  i would like to have a mini-gvr4 meet if possible.  Maybe we can even talk the godfathers of gvr4 performance to show up - ie - nate, harry, and josh??<br /><br />later,<br />dale </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not that I know of...Newtown Square is usually considered the West Chester area. Its also close to Havertown/Upper Darby and Chester. I never heard of Grant though.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||03-03-2003||10:18 AM||||Shawn, welcome aboard! Glad to see you on this board also.<br />Their is a nice community here I think you should enjoy and it will be nice to have your input here as well.||167.142.22.219||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||03-03-2003||10:22 AM||||Newtown is quite a distance from Newtown Square.  I wish they'd just name it something else.<br /><br />Newtown Square is near West Chester.  Newtown is a little bit north of Philly up I-95.  But if someone wanted to have a small gathering anywhere near these areas, I'm up for it.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/001645.cgi
A||||3||91 #680||vr-4 pics needed||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||03-02-2003||02:42 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||Does anybody have pics of a gvr-4 with 1g springs and stock rims?  I'd like to see the general stance of the car.  What kind of drop can I expect from those springs?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-02-2003||04:37 PM||||I think it looks something like this.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=99&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Haha..  Just kidding, Harry is, of course, launching there.||67.37.185.194||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Invader||03-02-2003||07:12 PM||||It lowers the rear noticeably, but doesn't really seem to have much effect on the front...<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=100&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />You can see that the rear camber is off a bit from the lowering...<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=101&width=400" alt=" - " />||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||03-02-2003||10:40 PM||||I dont have stock rims & tires but they are the same diameter(-.4 inches)   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=102&width=400" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=103&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/001646.cgi
A||||1||galant266||here is my crapy web page||||1||||galant266||00000684
Z||000000||galant266||03-02-2003||09:41 PM||xcooter@msn.com||<a href="http://cootervr4.4t.com" target="_blank">http://cootervr4.4t.com</a>   only one galant pic so far. It is a sad pic.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.91.96.166||reg||1||galant266||00000684||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||03-02-2003||11:48 PM||||hey its cool man, i dont even have a crappy web page.||65.227.204.54||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001647.cgi
A||||15||hibrn8||Anyone here work in retail sales?||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-03-2003||12:00 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||I was curious if anyone here works retail sales. i actually started off my days with car audio sales at circuit city now i work at an independent dealer selling kitchen appliances and home entertainment/electronics as well. ill have to say that this 'newer' sales job is quite a bit frustrating at times. im just trying to get ideas from you guys on what your strategies are to close all your deals. <br /><br />i mean whenever my customers come into the store, maybe 75% of them already have an idea of what they want. basically i always ask them if they are ready to buy, if not then i tell them to let me know when they are. this way i dont waste all my time with them if they are 'just getting ideas' and not ready. but what i always make sure i know is if they are ready, then i will give them a good package price if they put a deposit down. but alot of the times these people walk on me after i spend all of my time with them telling me they want to comparison shop. Everyone knows the company i work for by word of mouth and its a pretty known fact that our prices are the best around and well beat anyone elses.<br /><br />i guess retail sales is just relly frustrating on some days but when the days are good, its a different story($$$$$). but thats how it is just the 'luck of the draw.' i really wish i worked in sales for someone who has a patent for a product which no one else sells so i wouldnt have to worry about other competition. so after that long ass read you just had above, what are your suggestions/strategies to get every deal and not have them walk to either comparison shop or 'think about it.'||65.227.204.54||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||03-03-2003||10:03 AM||||I worked in a toy store for about 2 1/2 years. It was pretty laid back. But I noticed a HUGE difference between working at the register and working the floor. You could be helping the nicest, calmest person on the floor, but once they get to the register, if there is something about the price or whatnot that they dont agree with, they can do a 180. There is a world of difference between talking about spending money and actually forking it over. HINT: NEVER work in toy store between Thanksgiving and Feb. 1st, no matter how desperate you are for a job. You will leave the store a different person.||64.252.110.15||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||number3||03-03-2003||08:01 PM||||I work in retail and I am VERY good at it.<br /><br />You need to focus on what your store offers in the form of service. Service is where the sale is. If your store doesn't have service then make your personality and knowledge the service. You should anyway. Do you have a repair staff? Do you deliver? Do you do on site measurements and design? What can you do the others cannot or will not.<br /><br />I am a high end home theater and multi room audio designer. I think the number one rule is not to sell something as if you were buying it. What I mean is... I watch alot of guys discount stuff, or worse yet sell the cheaper model, just because they think the good model (and usally money making) is too much money. Huh? Sell the high end stuff others are afriad to sell and you will do much better. <br /><br />Why sell a 4,000.00 TV when the guy really wants a $100K media room. You say what why would a guy spend $100K when he only wanted to spend $4K? He didn't know any better!! let me repeat. He didn't know any better!!<br /><br />His buddy has a cheap RCA 50" TV and surround sound "system" from Radio Shack/Bose (same difference)so he thinks that is the shit. Well after a little education and some FUN... He says I didn't know I could have this killer Media room with the 120" screen and 12 chairs etc... of course you didn't that is why I am here! <br /><br />A monkey can sell a $99.00 stove that was on sale in the Sunday flyer but a salesman can sell a $9,800.00 top of the line Stainless Steel stove with computerized and hidden flip over controls and motorized lift-up counter level exhaust vent, etc...<br /><br />The point is, KNOW your product so you have the confidence of no one else that sells appliances. <br /><br />KNOW the features, know the price, know everything and they will feel better about you and the product and so will you. AWAYS sell sonething you believe in and sell the shit out of it.<br /><br />Find, learn, teach and relate the cool points and features of each item you sell to the client. <br /><br />Have fun with the client. Have fun with the client. Have fun with the client. Have fun with the client.<br /><br />Make them realize the only person they want to buy this ice maker from is YOU! People say they want the best price but what people really want is someone to make them feel good and confident about spending alot of $$$. <br /><br />If they can't get that feeling at least they can say they got a deal...  and that my friend is where so many "salespeople" fuck up... You don't want then to say for the very best price go to...you want them to say for the best time in picking out the coolest kitchen ever go visit...make sense?<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||03-03-2003||08:16 PM||||Harry, god forbid something ever happens to your sales job, have you ever considered motivational speaking? I'm not sure how your public speaking skills are, but you just got me excited about a job I haven't worked at in 8 months.||64.252.101.35||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||03-03-2003||08:43 PM||||"A monkey can sell a $99.00 stove that was on sale in the Sunday flyer but a salesman can sell a $9,800.00 top of the line Stainless Steel stove with computerized and hidden flip over controls and motorized lift-up counter level exhaust vent, etc..." <br />Man I gotta hand it to you ,I laughed real good following that one .||68.57.152.6||reg||10||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||joec||03-03-2003||09:40 PM||||mental note: keep wife away from Harry's store if he ever starts selling kitchen hardware...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||03-03-2003||11:25 PM||||yeah i know exactly what you mean Harry. I always try to bring humor in when i sell just to make teh people a bit more comfortable when they purchase. its jsut though sometimes i work on a deal that may be 2k, sometimes i have someone who wants to buy a 30k subzero/viking/wolf kitchen. it just gets really frustrating to spend the time with them showing them the features that would be useful for thier needs and then they still need 'time' to think about it. i mean these people wouldnt be coming in if they werent in the market to purchase a kitchen or new entertainment system. and when you work on these deals with people, it takes time. its not like a 1,2,3 done type of thing as you know similarly to the field youre in. this shit is really technical and specific, always needs extra parts and everything must be perfect to specifications so it takes quite a bit of time. so you see what i mean, i practically do design thier kitchens for them, show them the product that meets their needs feature wise, stay within their budget if they have one, but they like to give me excuses that they arent ready. bullshit!<br /><br />the company i work for is actually the largest independent dealer of kitchen appliances/projection, plasmas and audio in the state of Illinois. The benefits we offer the customer are really competitive just like the major retailers out there. WE always give free delivery, the best prices all the time, and some financing options if they need. I just dont understand why they seem to be tight with their money when they have an idea of what they want. Most of the clientel i work with have the expectaton of investing 5, 10 or maybe 20k on thier kitchen but when it comes down to it, it seems to be an issue to make them want to hold off.||67.200.73.137||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||DookGVR4||03-04-2003||12:00 AM||||Good stuff,<br /><br />I work at the Home Depot (5 yrs.)<br /><br />Product Knowledge, "Features and Benefits"<br /><br />Ya its great to show them all the features...but you have to tell them how it will benefit them too||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000008||number3||03-04-2003||08:21 AM||||Have you taken the Harry Freidman sales course? It sounds like you may need to learn to close better. If you would like, I would be happy to talk to you over the phone. People sometimes will walk no matter what but you can learn to limit that. Do you take there name and numbers? Do you quailfy them before going into "salesman mode"  Do you say the dreaded "MAY I HELP YOU"? Do you know the walk by? <br /><br />As for the time frame and details issue you mentioned we share you are so right.<br /><br />My designs now take 1/2-3 years to close (and involve almost every contractor on the job site) from the first meeting to the final training on the equipment. 95% of my clients never walk in to the store (they are refered by other clients I have gained trust with) and if they do I never dicuss the specific equipment with them. I am very vage. Always under promise and over deliver. Two reasons: one is that the equipment will change by the time the construction is done; two and more important I sell the killer concept more than the actual nuts and bolts.  <br /><br />Now I sell mainly to men and with women this doen't always work but you still can get them excited about anything just like a man.<br /><br />I do give the clients detailed line by line quotes but they never read them. But they feel good that they have them and helps me rememeber waht we talked about  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> . They just look at one thing the final number and think to themselves I like that Harry guy and I want him to do my work. It sounds silly but we have 50 AV stores in the Philly area and I have a turn ratio of 97%. (for every 100 people I talk to 3 walk away from the deal)<br /><br />Dook seems to have taken the course and "features and benifits" are very key. You will notice in my original post that you must relate them to your client's specific needs or desires, otherwise they are just a bunch of facts that can be found from the guy down the street (if he can read), the interent or a pamphlet. Again, rise above the monkeys...<br /><br />Good luck. Remember the market is down and even the wealthy are counting their pennies now... But don't let them. Wow em! and they will forget "their troubles".<br /><br />Harry <br />(12 years at this line of work, BTW)<br /><br /><br />Just so you guys know if you need anything A/V let me know. Many on the list have in the past. I will recommend and sell to you at a great price. I don't make money on friends.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||03-04-2003||09:49 AM||||Harry,<br /><br />I'll take two!  I don't care what.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||03-04-2003||10:12 AM||||Harry, <br />go ahead and write a FAQ up on this - if it's a VFAQ it could show you with THEIR wallet in YOUR hands  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Confidence counts! Harry's got it, and as he said a lot is from his product knowledge and a lot come from experience(s) of success.<br />I've been in retail sales since '88 and like Harry said, keep it fun with them, if not - it probably won't be fun for you and burnout sucks.  (A good portion of my sales are to older women who work in a bank - conservative!  Some times, they just aren't a lot of fun :-)<br /><br />Harry's obviously good at sales - how else do you think he sold those thongs to a bunch of car guys   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.254||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||number3||03-04-2003||11:00 AM||||<a href="http://www.thefriedmangroup.com/contact.asp" target="_blank">http://www.thefriedmangroup.com/contact.asp</a><br /><br />I took the Training Camp back in 93-94. (holy shit that was 10 years ago!) It helped me but I still think you have to be a natural at this profession.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||hibrn8||03-04-2003||11:40 AM||||Harry i really do appreciate the advice. I actually do get thier phone numbers and email addresses and keep in contact with them. And no, i never approach anyone saying "may i help you" as yuo know is the dumbest thing you can do. my first few questions are always the qualification and i always give them the 'story' behind our business and what the business can do for them so they feel more comfortable in my home. Yes and i do agree i think that our eceonomy is whats kiling us all right now and this going to war bullshit isnt helping matters either.||131.193.11.118||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000013||number3||03-05-2003||08:43 AM||||Did you sell anything big yesterday?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||hibrn8||03-05-2003||10:56 AM||||actually yesterday wasnt that busycause it was snowing like hell out here...but i had a guy come in a sold him a $10,000 kitchen that consisted of all DCS, Kitchen Aid, and Fisher Paykel. Pretty sweet deal.||131.193.8.219||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000015||number3||03-05-2003||11:44 AM||||Good job.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||14||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001648.cgi
A||||0||slvrblt||Albuquerque Sheriffs Racing||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||03-03-2003||12:05 AM||||<a href="http://www.nmautoscene.com/pics/ADW3103/default.htm" target="_blank">http://www.nmautoscene.com/pics/ADW3103/default.htm</a> <br /><br />Thats great. Right lane ran a 15.66, left one ran 15.7x. This was on the (re)opening day of the Albuquerque National Dragway.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/001649.cgi
A||||1||hibrn8||Thinking about starting some type of internet business....||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||03-03-2003||12:10 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||my friend and i are thinking about starting some type of internet business. with pharmacy school coming up for both of us, its going to be much harder for us to work the type of hours we do now with our sales jobs, so we plan to do this to make some type of extra money. we were thinking about selling car audio b/c we both have years of experience with selling it in retail, also we were thinking of aftermarket perf. parts. maybe i cna start getting galant parts avail. to all of us again since mofugas no longer exists  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  . for the most part i want to sell stuff that is still somewhat profitable even when i sell them at really great prices. im really not looking to make a living off doing this but again just another side thing to keep us paying off tuition and bills due to working less hours. so what do you all think. Anyone tried this before?||65.227.204.54||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||Lucky13||03-03-2003||05:01 AM||||I have a couple buddies that make a decent pull selling junkjard parts on Ebay. We have a couple junkyards local so they just watch the trends of what people want. Not alot of money,enough money for more mod's mostly.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />#1758/2000||67.34.34.77||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes



ubb/Forum3/001650.cgi
A||||0||Matt379||VR-4 sighting||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||03-02-2003||10:59 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Where:  Muncie, Indiana  close to Ball State University Campus  on Jackson St.<br /><br />When: Sunday, March 2nd, about 1:45 PM.<br /><br />What:  Black Galant VR-4.  Had a FMIC, and nice wheels.  Did a double take, cause I have never seen a modded VR-4 around these parts.  If it was you...lemme know.||68.51.71.93||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes



ubb/Forum3/001651.cgi
A||||1||Chris Sanders||Shepard's in car video||||1||||Chris Sanders||00000041
Z||000000||Chris Sanders||03-03-2003||01:21 AM||cas0016@unt.edu||Check this out.  Freaking crazy. <a href="http://www.ddsm.org/shepherd/" target="_blank">Shepard 9.5</a>||208.188.26.180||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-03-2003||09:20 AM||||Wow, that video was pretty cool, had to watch it 2 or 3 times   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />It seems like it is sliding all over the place in 1st thru 3rd||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001652.cgi
A||||0||4g63t||VR4 Sighting||||1||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||03-03-2003||02:15 AM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||This past thursday around 10 am heading N on rt.69 in Indiana. Very sharp green VR4 w/ rims. I was in a straight truck heading south, only caught a glimpse. Are you on here?||63.188.160.221||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/001653.cgi
A||||5||VR-4play||request for keydiver||||1||||VR-4play||00000645
Z||000000||VR-4play||03-03-2003||12:11 PM||onealwilliams@juno.com||just noticed your add on ebay<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405151254&category=6755" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2405151254&category=6755</a><br />since i am doing everything for my car, i was wondering if i could have you hook my ecu up.  the ecu is stock, but after i have completed all my upgrades the car will look like this: big16g, fmic/pipes, profec-A, fuel pump, 550s, 2g MAS. can you hook it up for me?||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||03-03-2003||01:09 PM||||I have a free chip for GVR-4 owners that removes the fuelcut and (optionally) raises the rev limiter. A few guys on this board have been evaluating it for me, but so far I've only heard back from Kyle. As soon as they give me the go-ahead, I will start handing them out. I will socket the ECU and install new caps for free also.||68.158.172.111||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||03-03-2003||01:14 PM||||How long does it usually take to do the ecu work, as in downtime.  I'd like you to do it for mine, but i daily drive her and don't have a backup rig.<br />thanks||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||03-03-2003||01:36 PM||||I'm game. I will need it done soon though<br />(within  2 weeks). I'm awaitin the DSM translator, RPS 6 puck clutch, Slave Cylinder, injectors, Intake manifold, new turbo & FMIC kit(i'm actually building it myself). It should all be here by wensday. So I could have the ECU done while I'm installing everything.<br />You can do what you want with my ECU. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||VR-4play||03-03-2003||02:06 PM||||i am thinking about the dsm translator too.  i talked to the guys over there, but they are sold out right now.<br /><br />jeff, just let me know when you can do it, no hurry.  i will have it ready to ship out.  give me the works  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  thanks.  i think what you are doing for us is great.||192.31.106.35||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000005||DookGVR4||03-04-2003||12:04 AM||||Rev limit works   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    (8k)<br /><br />Havent got to the point to test out fuel cut (stock i am)<br /><br />Thank YOU! Jeff  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes



ubb/Forum3/001654.cgi
A||||5||Matt379||spreading the wealth, here you go!||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||03-03-2003||02:45 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||<a href="http://abclocal.go.com/wls/news/012603_ns_cdmoney.html" target="_blank">http://abclocal.go.com/wls/news/012603_ns_cdmoney.html</a><br /><br />read the article, then go to this link<br /><br /><a href="http://www.musiccdsettlement.com/english/default.htm" target="_blank">http://www.musiccdsettlement.com/english/default.htm</a>||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||03-03-2003||02:55 PM||||I heard about this a while ago but the only problem is don't expect to see any money out of it. The reason why is the settlement states that if over a certain amount of people file for this then then the money will go to charity. Unless they changed that recently don't expect to get money from it.||199.183.183.176||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||03-03-2003||02:59 PM||||yah, I know.  I wasn't expecting anything.  But from what I read the State will get the money, which is worse than charities.  Ridiculous||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||03-03-2003||03:01 PM||||I heard that most people will get back like .50cents||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||03-03-2003||11:47 PM||||I get enough free stuff from the recording industry already.||67.37.191.78||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||92vr4#971||03-04-2003||02:24 PM||||Same here, Thank you KaZaA.||129.15.162.165||reg||1||92vr4#971||00000532||yes



ubb/Forum3/001655.cgi
A||||1||DongeR615||Keydiver's chips Updates?||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||03-03-2003||02:52 PM||||I was wondering what happened to this project. Those that have tested it. What is your evaluation of the chips. <br />DongeR||63.201.94.149||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-03-2003||03:03 PM||||we are stil discussing this its like 2 posts down. "request for  keydriver"||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/001656.cgi
A||||2||Romanova||Throttle Body Shaft Seal Part #s||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||03-03-2003||04:20 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Anyone have the part numbers for the throttle body shaft seals? Also need the one for the seal that goes between the ISC o-ring. Did a search and found a part number, but it seems to be invalid. <br />Thanks!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-03-2003||04:36 PM||||<a href="http://www.machv.com/throtbodseal.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/throtbodseal.html</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||03-03-2003||09:44 PM||||Just used those and the VFAQ's.....went very well!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/001657.cgi
A||||11||GVR1643||good guy - sleeper/heated seats||||14||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||03-04-2003||01:36 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||got my ass warmers from Gabor today already! Now if they just came with installation  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.21.183||reg||14||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-04-2003||01:08 PM||||Ditto.  I've never known any vehicle with seat heaters to cover bottom AND top!  Those Mercedes owners are such pricks.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Which wire do you think is the 12v?  The black ones?  I did discover that the pair of top/bottom black plugs mate/snap together.   I'm confused by the quantity of the tan wires, but assume those are the on/off.<br /><br />I need to go source some nice switches and figure out where to mount them.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||03-04-2003||01:45 PM||||Haven't even looked at the wiring yet - let me know when you figure it out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />As far as the switch, I was thinking of pulling the little coin holders out and putting a switch there.<br />(I was planning on just doing the driver seat in both VR4's and not passenger seat - hell if the passenger wants it warm, they can go warm up the car for us)||167.142.22.254||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||03-04-2003||02:51 PM||||Leave the small plugs alone. Those are for the controls. Just cut the big plug off and hook it up to power. It will go to full blast mode. If it's getting to warm down there just turn it off.<br /><br />It's funny how many other non VR-4 people read this board. Or somebody just advertised it for me. I had about a 100 emails from DSM to Mustang owners.<br />These things where sitting around in my room for the last 3 years and nobody wanted them. Now I have to place another order.<br />Thanks guys!<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||03-04-2003||03:13 PM||||Never knew you had them until that recent post...what else you laying around in the closet?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.22.254||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||03-04-2003||03:58 PM||||Kevin<br /><br />You dont wanna know whats in Gabor's closet ? Michelle will not like an *used* blow-up doll in bed with you both.<br /><br />He can send you a copy of his T&A video from the shootout  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||03-04-2003||08:38 PM||||Gabor, now you got me really curious about the control wires ... "just leave them alone" ... yeah right, like any VR-4 owner worth his salt would leave anything alone.<br /><br />I am a bit concerned about the apparent heat of the units if they'll cook the leather when left on with nobody sitting on them.  Toasty!<br /><br />I guess the solution might be to get some kind of switch that will revert to "off" when the power is switched... so if it was switched "on" and you were to turn the car off, the switch would be off when you started the car again.<br /><br />Otherwise I might try and lower the voltage to them or otherwise control it rather than risk even an accidental scorching.<br /><br />As far as a mounting location, I'm thinking the sides of the console ("under" the coin trays).  I currently only have 1 coin tray as the 2nd is this mysterious power steering selector ("sport"/"normal")...<br /><br />Tonight/tomorrow may be the time for me to jump into the install considering Chicago's forecasted weather:  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Snow...heavy at times. Accumulation 6 to 9 inches. Low in the lower 20s. North winds 10 to 20 mph. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">... I'll need those warm seats!||67.37.189.47||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||03-04-2003||10:16 PM||||KC, get her name strait because she'll kick your ass like she does mine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I wouldn't worry about it burning the leather. It will burn cloth seats though. I know it does.<br /><br />You can try asking a Mercedes dealer for controls or a junkyard. Well a nicer junkyard anyway<br /> If you try to feel the hump under the cloth where the wires go into, you can feel the thermo couple or whatever it is. <br /><br />No other wierd stuff in the closet.<br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.133||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||RayH||03-04-2003||11:29 PM||||Thanks Gabor, got mine today.<br /><br />Looks like the small wires are thermistors allowing some sort of feedback for heat control.  Probably could be done with some relays.<br /><br />Another option would be to maybe use the defroster switch; either the existing one or a spare mounted in the blank switch spot on the dash.<br /><br />So felt side up/fabric side down or the other way around?||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||03-05-2003||01:00 AM||||Don't know. I have the felt side up.<br />The two way tape already on it and the extra I added holds it in place.<br /><br />The defroster idea sounds pretty good. It's got a timer or something that makes it shut of after a while.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.133||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||Gvr4-330||03-05-2003||06:54 PM||||Does it have a timer?<br /><br />I was looking at other seat heater systems online, and many have thermostats built into the heater to keep them from getting too hot.<br /><br />There are also ones with two heat settings, and at least one of those has a control box.  But I'm not sure how the others work.<br /><br />I'll have a look when I get my heater from Gabor.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||03-05-2003||07:16 PM||||Well something turns the defroster off and I'm sure it's not a humidity sensor on the glass.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm sure this one have a thermostat too. Just don't know how to make it work. Don't trust me on that one, but shorting the leads out in the smaller plugs might do it.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.130||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/001658.cgi
A||||3||4g63t||Calling Duc Hunter||||5||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||03-04-2003||12:27 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Hey Chris, I tried to email you but I'm not sure if my email is working properly. Please drop me a line @ vr4g63t@hotmail.com, imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com, and PM me here. Thanks, Chris<br /> <br /> <small>[ 03-06-2003, 12:05 PM: Message edited by: Jon ]</small>||63.188.161.2||reg||5||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||Nate||03-04-2003||03:35 PM||||He seems to be away from Net access for a week at a time sometimes, so if he goes a few days without contacting you or responding, that's probably why.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||03-04-2003||06:45 PM||||I am here, Nate is right. Sorry! AVC-R is coming out very soon and you are number 1 on my list.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I am not related to Michale, I have more hair (now, less when his was long), a lot less money in the bank and my shower tiles woudl tell you I am far worse at singing. BUt that the F&*( does he know about Galants and rallye cars?!!!||64.81.58.95||reg||4||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||03-05-2003||01:44 AM||||Cool, I have the cash so let me know! (drooling)||63.191.161.220||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/001659.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||Difference between gvr4 and Evo II engines...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-04-2003||01:13 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi <br /><br />Did the JDM gvr4 and Evo II use the same layout in the engine bay as we do? <br /><br />I am going after the radiator setup in particular if someone can shed some light on this subject<br /><br />If someone has pics of an Evo II engine bay, that would also help!<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Nate||03-04-2003||03:34 PM||||KC - once in a while on Ebay you'll see Evo 1 and 2 front cuts.  Their engine bays structurally seem to look like Colt Turbo engine bays, and you can use a Colt Turbo radiator in a GVR4 and vice-versa, so I would think you'll be in the clear by using an Evo 2 radiator.  Why would you want an Evo2 radiator, though, since you're almost defnintely not getting it new?  Why not a new USDM part?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-04-2003||03:54 PM||||Nate<br /><br />Oh no...I have a line on a red samco sport hose set for the Evo II and wanna see if it will work with our radiator.<br /><br />I wonder if the 90-94 TEL hose set will work as well ?<br /><br />Its all part of the 'Bling bling' buildup I am going after <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Nate||03-05-2003||12:11 AM||||Upper hose will definitely work, lower hose may or may not work, depending on whether they moved to the 2G style thermostat housing during the Evo 2's era or not, I don't know.  Worst case scenario, sell the lower hose to a 2G guy.<br /><br />You young kids with your bling bling and your Dan Fogelberg....  ;-)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000004||drew||03-06-2003||03:54 PM||||I think KC is trying to be JDM king||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||03-06-2003||07:16 PM||||Nah, man. <br /><br />Jose is the JDM king and will be for a while. I give him props for all the stuff he has on the gvr4...<br /><br />Headlights, AMG kit, mirrors, corners, emblems, etc etc. He has a whole lotta JDM on his car.||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001660.cgi
A||||1||sleeper||Who is 680/2000 ?||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||03-04-2003||05:33 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I made a plug cover for your car. It was either by accident or you might have ordered one. Don't know.<br />Let me know if you're interested<br />Thanks<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.222||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||91 #680||03-04-2003||09:12 PM||||ah shit.  I asked about it, but never actually bought one.  I dont want you to eat the plug cover...they do look nice dont get me wrong.  I wanted to save money towards a suspension setup thats why I never followed up on it...e-mail your address and I'll send a MO.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum3/001661.cgi
A||||9||blacksheep||Taking orders for JDM clear corners....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-04-2003||08:22 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi gang<br /><br />One last attempt again at getting some JDM clear corners and other JDM knick knacks for the list. <br /><br />- They will be used but in excellent condition. Ebough people have bought from me and havent complained once<br />- It may or may not include bulbs, harnesses or retaining springs. All these will work from our cars...<br />- $75 shipped thru paypal including paypal fees, shipping USPS with insurance, signature confirmation etc...<br /><br />If you are 100% serious and want a pair, email me at jdmgvr4parts@hotmail.com with subject "JDM clear corners". I set this account up just to address emails and orders. Please include your shipping address and quantity coz I want to have things as well organized as possible.<br /><br />THINGS I CANNOT GET:<br /> - JDM bumpers (you'll have to pay in advance for these if you are serious. Final cost to your door will be around $1300-1500)<br />- AMG grille and other parts. If I was lucky enough to get them, I would. Just hard to source.<br /><br />If you want anything else such as fender top lights,headlights, grille etc, do the same thing as above. In the subject, please put the item you want and give me your address and quantity and I will get back to you with costs...<br /><br />My website below will have a list of people with confirmed orders and I will keep it as updated as possible. <br /><br />Please let me know if yo have any issues or concerns..Thanks!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||03-04-2003||10:42 PM||||Here's what I am looking for:<br />The full Amber corners and JDM hood vents.<br /><br />*AMG front bumper or JDM with JDM VR4 support if you can find one already done in Nile black in decent shape even better (I'll have to see if I can afford it depending on the actual cost you give me).<br />Let me know what you find and E$/ETA.||199.183.184.210||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||03-04-2003||11:16 PM||||you have mail :-D||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||03-05-2003||12:07 AM||||Pre-Evo<br /><br />- JDM vents I should be able to do. Will gvr4 replicas work? I know there are several repicas available as well...<br />- will look into amber lens<br />- AMG kits and parts - oh boy! I will try on those bumpers. Exact costs are hard. My kit should include front and rear bumpers, support headlights, grille, foglights. Projectors are more expensive and harder to find nowadays. I can get the Half amber/half clear foglights easier. <br /><br />I can find costs to purchase and then ship, maybe directly to you. I'll get back to ya on that<br /><br />Others, I have been recieving your emails, I will make up the "buyers list" for my site and post tommorow as to what parts and your name. <br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||03-05-2003||02:17 AM||||I'd just want the bumpers, beams and the projector fog's (amber/clear is fine). The grill would be optional. <br /><br />Are the replicas fiberglass or CF or something else?<br /><br /><br />Also since they will probably be coming through a local port to me if there's a way to have them shipped from the port to me it would be much cheaper then to go to you and then back to me.||199.35.31.207||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||03-07-2003||07:40 PM||||UPDATE for everyone participating, y'all know who you are  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I have almost all of the orders (unless someone else comes up with something). <br /><br />CLEAR CORNERS - its all good<br /><br />JDM grilles - Arranged for as well<br /><br />JDM headlights - no problems here as well<br /><br />EMBLEMS - I am trying to find the emblems and have sent pics over for prices<br /><br />FENDER-TOPS and SIDEMARKERS - These have been arranged for<br /><br />BUMPERS - Trying to find shipping pices after they get weighed and finding an economical means to ship<br /><br />HOOD VENTS - oh boy, they are hard to find used. Cost $200 from the dealer. The factory setups also have a "collector" below that keeps dirt and water out. This I assume is extra. But, some aftermarket replicas may be available. I will find prices out this weekend and maybe get one sample to check out first.<br /><br />OK, now to wait for them to get purchased and shipped. I will let y'all know as soon as I get them. I am getting 2 or 3 extras of everything, just in case...<br /><br />Thanks for the space!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||03-07-2003||08:28 PM||||Norman Padre - please contact me. I lost your email. I found the smaller of the 2 items (not the trannies) you were looking for that didnt pan out before from other sources we tried earlier. <br /><br />Thanks||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||03-08-2003||01:03 AM||||KC: Did you reply to any of the respondants?  I have not received an email from you and all the "you know who you are" doesn't quell my fears that perhaps my intended email didn't reach you.  I thought maybe you said you would post something on your site, but I don't see anything other than Girth.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.108.201.219||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||03-08-2003||01:20 AM||||Ryan and others<br /><br />Sorry for the delay, all. Dont worry, you are all accounted for. I have your emails and the list. I am done with the spreadsheet, I will post your names up. <br /><br />I'll put it up this weekend on the site.  Just been busy at work and will have time to do this stuff tommorow or sunday at the latest.||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||03-08-2003||02:06 PM||||If anything I am definetly interested in the Amber corners if you can find them. Also if there is a way to get the cost of the AMG front bumper new from the dealer over there so I know how much it would be to go that route if necessary.||207.220.129.170||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/001662.cgi
A||||10||GVR4458||Help with auto insurance adjuster||||1||||GVR4458||00000065
Z||000000||GVR4458||03-05-2003||10:43 AM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Well, last night on my way to visit my wife in our wonderful snow storm, I was hit by a bonneville...who then fled the scene.  I followed her home while she sped through stop signs in a residential area.  Fortunately, I didn't have much trouble catching up (Dunlop SP Winter sports...) and getting her plates.  Boy was I pissed.<br /><br />Anyhow, my passenger side is crushed and I'm waiting to find out what insurance is going to do for me.  I am assuming that they will total it out.  I remember someone had posted a lot of very useful advice for this situation.  I tried to search for the thread, but Im too frustrated to try anymore.<br /><br />Any advice is appreciated, especially from those who have gone through this or maybe have experience as/with adjusters.  I just want to maximize the money they give me so I can get another galant.<br /><br />If things go poorly, there may be some stuff in the For Sale section in the next few weeks...<br /><br />Thanks,<br />EH||68.74.179.243||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||03-05-2003||11:29 AM||||What happened once you chased her home? <br /><br />There are a few things you can do. One is called a "Cash-out". Typically, insurance companies won't present this to you because it is a pain in the ass to them. Basically, you get an estimate written, and however much money there is on the estimate you ask to cash out. They then give you that money and you get to keep the car. Its basically just taking the money so you can fix it yourself. *Edit: This only works if the car does not total*<br /><br />Then you can let them total it, and take whatever they give you that they deem its worth. Typically, they call a few dealers, ask what they would give on a trade-in, check the KBB value, check the NADA value, and average all that out. Its usually lower than the KBB but higher than a trade in amount. In this case the car then belongs to the insurance company. <br /><br />There is also an appearance allowance. If there are moldings or whatever that are damaged,  you can say you don't want them fixed/replaced and that will lower the dollar amount of the estimate. It could be the difference between totalling and saving the car. Since you say you got hit on the side, they could get a junkyard door for you and you could tell them you don't want it painted, you will just drive around with a different colored door. That will take a lot off the estimate, paint costs are expensive. The downside to this is that if you want the car fixed right you have to put up the money later to have the rest of the repairs/replacements done. <br /><br />Finally, there is also a way you can pay the extra to save the car. Say the estimate comes to $8000. The car totals at $6500. You could pay -out of pocket- the extra $1500 to have the car fixed correctly. <br /><br />Any way you go its a shitty situation, you always end up losing in the long run, whether its money-wise or car-wise. <br /><br />Hope that helps.<br /><br />Ryan||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||joec||03-05-2003||11:29 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Insurance.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/Insurance.html</a><br /><br />Sorry to hear the news, hope everything works out for you (and your GVR4).||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||03-05-2003||11:32 AM||||Good job on catching the SOB who tried to hit and run.<br /><br />If they do total your car, you can always buy it back after your settlement and then fix it back up.  Depending on your coverage, you can even have your ins help you find another one.  No flaiming please. Thats how my ins co is.<br /><br />You will probably have to fight a little.  Because the other driver ran, they probably don't have insurance.  So, your ins co is going to have to pay.  Because you got the plate number, you shouldn't even have to pay your deductable.  You ins company should get the money from the other driver one way or another.  At anyrate, it might take longer unless the other person does have ins.  I don't think a ins co likes to pay out untill they know they are getting the money back from someone else.  I should know Il laws since I live here and all, but in Ohio, if someone hit and ran, it was there fault no matter what.  So depending on your coverage, your ins should pay for everything no questions asked.<br /><br />How bad is it?  Is it just a crushed door, or are the main supports bent in?  If it's just a door and or a front fender, it should be fixed NP.  <br /><br />Good luck.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||GVR4458||03-05-2003||01:28 PM||||For those interested:<br /><br />1) She was driving on a revoked license<br />2) No proof of insurance, but the husband assured the cops that they had it when they went to haul her away.<br /><br />The doors on the pass side are toast.  The center pillar is also bent in pretty good.  The rear pass fender is rubbing my BRAND NEW tire.  The rest of the car is ok visually.  We'll see how messed up the frame is later today or tomorrow.<br /><br />I appreciate the help and sympathy.  I may start looking for a used wrx if I can't find another galant.  I don't want the evo cuz I don't want another payment or a car I can't modify.<br /><br />EH||68.74.179.243||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||03-05-2003||02:20 PM||||I HATE when people don't take responsibility for their actions! Sue her!<br /><br />dp||68.155.58.11||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||Compressed||03-05-2003||04:48 PM||||Good luck!  I had a car stolen that was then recovered but with very significant damage.  It was quite an ordeal to get everything settled and fixed to my satisfaction.  I had to take the car back twice to get them to do stuff over, and spent many hours on the phone with the insurance company arguing.  Major PITA that I hope I never have to deal with again, nor would I wish it on anyone.||64.24.106.46||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000007||broke down||03-05-2003||06:00 PM||||I'm sorry to hear about this.  I can tell you hawever that getting that thing fixed will be expensive.  Getting the doors won't be terrible, but the pillar will take a lot, especially to do it right.  I do work at a body shop, and can say the if it were removeable panels (hood, fender, ect) it would be easy, but the pillar would have to pe pulled out, unlikely, or cut out and a new one welded in, more likely.  My only suggestion is that, as common sense dictates, take it somewhere that specializes in foreign cars, or is WELL known for doing excellent work.  Good luck!||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||03-05-2003||06:38 PM||||I always wondered about that. If you get hit and the other person leaves, and you follow them, can you both get charged with leaving the scene of an accident, or do they just charge whoever left first?||64.252.101.35||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||03-05-2003||10:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> I always wondered about that. If you get hit and the other person leaves, and you follow them, can you both get charged with leaving the scene of an accident, or do they just charge whoever left first? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well if you hit someone and ran, would you chase them down, get the plate number and call the police?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||udriveu||03-05-2003||11:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> I always wondered about that. If you get hit and the other person leaves, and you follow them, can you both get charged with leaving the scene of an accident, or do they just charge whoever left first? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well if you hit someone and ran, would you chase them down, get the plate number and call the police? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Of course not, but thats not what I asked.||64.252.101.35||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum3/001663.cgi
A||||15||Nate||#230 key fob on Ebay||||1||||Nate||00000006
Z||000000||Nate||03-05-2003||11:44 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2406106934&category=6763" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2406106934&category=6763</a><br /><br />Interesting find this morning...||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||03-05-2003||11:45 AM||||I wonder where the "381/2000" key fob is....||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||Nate||03-05-2003||11:53 AM||||Yeah, I wouldn't mind knowing where the #1047 or #629 keyfobs are, either...||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||gvrfour173||03-05-2003||11:57 AM||||i know where 173 is, its on my key chain,lol..||63.72.235.5||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000004||91 #680||03-05-2003||12:10 PM||||yeah where is mine!  #680....||144.37.195.89||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||03-05-2003||12:44 PM||||I have them all...  along with a collection of unmatched socks, pens and lighters.||12.247.128.70||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||03-05-2003||01:09 PM||||The damn key fobs are little devils.  Every chance mine gets it tries to run away.  The other day after skiing it was gone!  Not on my key chain, so i was going crazy.  Turned out the little loop at the end had busted and it fell off inside my pants pocket.  I ended up drilling a whole to put it back on my chain.||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000007||number3||03-05-2003||03:47 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6773&item=2404483427" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6773&item=2404483427</a><br /><br /><br />Is this a deal?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||03-05-2003||03:54 PM||||Maybe one of you industrious entrepreneurs could make some of these key fobs.  Add it to the hat's, calenders, shirts and thong collection :-)<br /><br />Hertz - I'm looking for a black sock with a diaganal tan pattern and a small hole over the pinky toe...Found that one yet?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||03-06-2003||11:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6773&item=2404483427" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6773&item=2404483427</a> <br />Is this a deal?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My god!  Did he find that out of a car crusher or something?  That gauge has been through hell and sold for $36!||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||03-06-2003||11:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6773&item=2404483427" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6773&item=2404483427</a>  <br />Is this a deal?      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My god!  Did he find that out of a car crusher or something?  That gauge has been through hell and sold for $36! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">VDO gauges have poor quality paint on the rings around the gauge.  I should know, I have 5 in my car right now.  :-)  My old boost gauge looked like that after a couple months.  Now I baby these ones, and I touch up the black paint if it chips off (which it does WAY too easily).||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||gsxtasee||03-14-2003||12:25 PM||||I won the fob and will be attempting to make copies available with your number engraved or without...<br /><br />Jason||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000012||number3||03-14-2003||04:24 PM||||You should have said something.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||gsxtasee||03-14-2003||08:34 PM||||what do you mena I should have said something?  did you bid me up ?  doesn't my name on E-bay match my name here??  I know I don't get to post much on here.  so it's no big deal.  just buy one of the ones I make and we'll be even :-)<br /><br />Jason||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000014||number3||03-14-2003||11:04 PM||||I had the bid locked up to $50.00. I would have let anyone else buy it if I knew there intentions were to copy it. I was going to see if anyone I knew would do it.  No big deal but I could have saved you $ if I would have known.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||ex 490/1000||03-14-2003||11:43 PM||||I sold mine with my car. I didnt know it should've added that much to the asking price!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.147.37.190||reg||1||ex 490/1000||00001134||yes



ubb/Forum3/001664.cgi
A||||10||number3||Do you love board games?||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||03-05-2003||02:18 PM||||<a href="http://www.vanishedplanetgames.com/main/index.php" target="_blank">http://www.vanishedplanetgames.com/main/index.php</a> <br /><br />Please check out this link if you do and even if you don't check it out and and pass it on to those that do. I would for this site to be flooded with visits.<br /><br />It is my younger brother's new company. He is a mechanical engineer, but loves to design games. Here is his first "real" game almost ready for sale. <br /><br />I personaly don't care for board games a lot except for games like Risk, etc. and this game looks very cool. He has months and months and $ invested in it, so check it out. Even if you don't want to buy one the traffic alone will make him feel good.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||VR-4play||03-06-2003||08:54 AM||||i'm not a boardgame fan either, but this sounds pretty good.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000002||number3||06-11-2003||06:07 PM||||UPDATE:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vanishedplanetgames.com/main/index.php" target="_blank">http://www.vanishedplanetgames.com/main/index.php</a><br /><br />Have fun.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||06-11-2003||09:33 PM||||11 pages for the story! damn! sorry but thats far to much for me. does he have a short review of the story?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />maybe i'll read it later.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||199of2k||06-11-2003||10:24 PM||||site down<br /><br />(and for the record I LOVE board games)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.9.135.193||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||06-11-2003||10:28 PM||||Looks cool.  I might just get it.<br /><br />Anyone ever play Cranium?  Great board game!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||number3||06-17-2003||11:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> 11 pages for the story! damn! sorry but thats far to much for me. does he have a short review of the story?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />maybe i'll read it later. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here is the "Cliff note" version.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vanishedplanetgames.com/main/synopsis.php" target="_blank">http://www.vanishedplanetgames.com/main/synopsis.php</a>||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||number3||08-02-2003||09:18 AM||||<a href="http://www.vanishedplanetgames.com/main/news.php" target="_blank">http://www.vanishedplanetgames.com/main/news.php</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||08-02-2003||08:41 PM||||Harry, did you shave your head?||67.162.75.65||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||number3||08-02-2003||11:12 PM||||No.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    That is my younger brother. <br /><br />He does look sort of like me, doesn't he?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=961" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=961&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />(me fishing in a trout stream, damn knots)<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||08-03-2003||09:28 AM||||Then did you shave the front of your head??? Look a little like the guy sitting down bored looking!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001665.cgi
A||||0||gvr4ever||Laugh it up Friday||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||03-05-2003||06:11 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||***Don't open this link at work***<br />***Not work safe***<br /><br /><a href="http://somethingawful.com/articles.php?a=1310&p=15" target="_blank">http://somethingawful.com/articles.php?a=1310&p=15</a><br /><br />Check out the first pic.  I havn't laughed at rice in a long time.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/001666.cgi
A||||2||Oztek||Damn it, Abhay!||||10||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||03-05-2003||06:39 PM||aehlert@oztek.us||Sure, lets go for a ride in my car...you want to see how fast it is.... you owe me a transmition!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Just kidding!  <br /><br />Anyone know how much Sheppard charges for a trans rebuild?  I just managed to gernade my 1st gear.....on wet tires....slipping the clutch (so okay, I launched off the stutter box).  It was on the way out anyhow, but it's still a pain.  Any idea on turn around time, etc.?||68.21.41.174||reg||10||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-05-2003||11:09 PM||||<a href="http://shepracing.com/" target="_blank">http://shepracing.com/</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-10-2003||01:17 PM||||Anyone watch the video of him running the Titan Supra. That supra must be a beast. It played catch-up like a mofo and passed to win...Wow!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001667.cgi
A||||2||Pick||#112 IS ABOUT TO BE ON THE ROAD!!||||7||||Pick||00000697
Z||000000||Pick||03-05-2003||09:32 PM||jpick@pmt.org||I have been rebuilding this car for about 3 months now and hopefully by this weekend I will be all done and it can join the rest of the VR4's where it belongs spanking Hondas. I had to rebuild the transfercase, transmission, and engine also while I was at it I ported everything, decked the head, removed the 4WS, and put a 3-bolt LSD axle in it. This will be the first time I have been able to drive the car and I hope this car is as much fun to drive as I imagine it to be.||12.42.144.33||reg||7||Pick||00000697||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||03-05-2003||10:34 PM||||Screw the Hondas, go for the Mustangs.<br /><br />Where did you find a 3 bolt LSD:)||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||03-05-2003||11:49 PM||||youll et em up for lunch....i can still remember the day i brought my car home after i bought it....spanked the piss out of a 5.0GT like no other. haha thats when the car was nearly stock...||65.227.204.201||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001668.cgi
A||||9||blacksheep||Indigo Flywheels ???||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-05-2003||10:57 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone heard of this brand? came across this and was very curious. I wonder if its a re-badged fidanza or something ???<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-05-2003||11:12 PM||||<a href="http://www.indigospeed.com/indigohistory.html" target="_blank">http://www.indigospeed.com/indigohistory.html</a><br />they make their own stuff||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-05-2003||11:56 PM||||Do you have one? or know of anyone who does? Just curious what the opinion is about them<br /><br />The options are growing:<br /><br />- Jun<br />- Fidanza<br />- Indigo<br />- Exedy<br />- XACT (by ACT out in April)<br /><br />XACT will be the cheapest I have seen by far...||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||03-06-2003||12:29 AM||||I'd go with the Fidanza.<br /><br />dp||68.155.53.171||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||Numberless||03-06-2003||09:39 AM||||I don't know man, I think an indiglo flywheel would break.  It would match my indiglo guages though...sweet!!!<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||03-06-2003||10:27 AM||||I have a Jun and I'm very happy with it, but that new ACT flywheel (the heavier one) might work even better for me.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||racerxxv||03-08-2003||04:51 PM||||Indigo makes the flywheels for Shane Racing/Ray Lockhead.  They are really pretty nice.<br /><br />I had one in my 3rd gen. RX-7 and I thought it was almost too pretty to put in in the bell housing where no one could see it.  It had a pretty high bling factor.  (I've got pictures somewhere if you'd like to see 'em)<br /><br />The quality and worksmanship on it were great.  I have a Fidanza that I'll put in the VR-4 whenever I do my next clutch and I don't think it's any better made than the Indigo.<br /><br />My .02||65.26.92.173||reg||1||racerxxv||00000667||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||03-08-2003||07:20 PM||||wasnt that a group of female singers?||4.47.46.206||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||03-09-2003||12:16 AM||||Add SSG to that list.  I bought an SSG aluminum flywheel from DSMotorsport and I like it.  Nate said that the Fidanza's were having reliability issues, and the SSG's are SFI spec.  I've had no problems out of it.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||229of1000||00000525||yes
Z||000009||gsxtasee||03-10-2003||04:18 PM||||I killed a JUN flywheel in abour 6 months.  it was nice while it lasted but when it was time for a new clutch, the flywheel had tons of cracks too deep for resurfacing.  Not what I would like to happen if I bought another $400 flywheel...<br /><br />Jason||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes



ubb/Forum3/001669.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||Cleaning up throttle body....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||03-05-2003||11:01 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I would like to re-finish the throttle body I have off my car. It seems like the metal is all pitted and discolored (must be the age). <br /><br />Anyone ever try to re-finish it ? <br /><br />Can I take the sensors off and then block off the holes and paint it with high temp or something? It looks like a PITA to polish, so other options are welcome   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-05-2003||11:22 PM||||I polished a few. I was going to do mine but I'm upgrading to a AccuFab unit.<br />Its really not that hard, just really time comsuming( unless you have a bead blaster. Just clean it up real good. I use a good polishing compound & a hi speed buffer. Then I wet sand it to it gets really nice & shiny. I'm currently doing the compressor housing of the Frank & i'll be doing the tranny & VC here within the next few days.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-05-2003||11:54 PM||||Well, I will maybe be brave and try it. I am afraid I will just crew it up. <br /><br />Once I get the ISC plate resolved with your gracious help  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  , <br /><br />I will be able to that that whole sucka off and it may be a lot easier to work with...<br /><br />Thanks||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||03-06-2003||10:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong>  was going to do mine but I'm upgrading to a AccuFab unit.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Which one of theirs are you using?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||03-06-2003||11:22 AM||||I'm ordering the 75mm race TB Part #F75TBKRS<br />You can get them at <a href="http://www.f-p-s.com/products/body.htm" target="_blank">http://www.f-p-s.com/products/body.htm</a> for pretty cheap.(I'm still looking for better prices)<br />I'm gettin the Adel wiggins couplers for the IC piping||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||03-06-2003||02:21 PM||||Are they pretty much bolt on? I guess the ISC will have to go then..what about other sensors? <br /><br />Just curious as to what all will need done to get it to work?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001670.cgi
A||||9||Doc_Seuss||room for afc and gauge??||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||03-06-2003||06:25 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||i was just wondering if there is room where the stock stereo is for an AFC and gauge.<br /><br />next week im going to install, exhuast, FP, afc, and EGT gauge, and throw in a new cd deck.  <br /><br />after i put the new cd player in will there be room for the afc and gauge right under it?<br /><br />thanks<br />dave||128.153.154.232||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||03-06-2003||08:24 PM||||you may be lucky to fit a small gauge in there with the afc. i just have my afc mounted below the radio in a panel i fabbed up and the afc does take up some room....but it may be possible with a smaller faced gauge.||67.200.73.144||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||03-06-2003||09:50 PM||||I think the afc and a 52mm would fit under the deck... that was my plan, but I put my greddy TT there instead, looks great! I think the afc would look good where that I guess you could say suede "thing" is between the stereo and the shifter..you could fab somethin up or mount it there somehow, thats what im goin to do||63.202.235.200||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||03-06-2003||11:47 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=114&width=400" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=114&width=400</a>||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||Doc_Seuss||03-07-2003||02:18 PM||||yeah thats exactly what i wanna do, but i hope a 2 1/6 or whatever size it is fits. i wanna put my a/f and afc there so i can mount egt in the a pillar.<br /><br />any more pics?<br /><br />thanks <br />dave||128.153.154.232||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||03-08-2003||02:48 PM||||do you guys really find the a/f meter usefull?  my brother has one and just thinks it was a bad idea to waste the money on it.  and how often do you guys look at your egt gauge?  i'm trying to figure out if i really need a 2 gauge pod a pillar.  i want to keep my car as low key as possible.  i'd also hate to have shit stollen. and i don't have a proper alarm yet||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||03-08-2003||02:56 PM||||I want to mount my boost gauge and SAFC in the same place, under the stereo. But I want to build a door over the opening that I can close to conceal them. I'm going to raid the local junk yard and see if I can find any stock compartments that size that will work. I'm not going to bother with an EGT gauge on the GVR4. I think the boost gauge and Pocketlogger are all I'll really need. Since I got a Pocketlogger, I've all but forgotten about the EGT gauge in my Talon.||12.80.23.103||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||03-08-2003||03:13 PM||||the a/f gauge is a waste of money IMO, I just sold mine for more than i paid, haha.. Unless you like a disco light show in your car, its not worth it, buy an egt instead||63.202.235.200||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||Doc_Seuss||03-09-2003||06:42 PM||||i got the af meter just cause it is the standard basically. it just tells you if your o2 sensor is working<br /><br />another question, is the wireing harness for a cd player the same as a 1g dsm?<br /><br />thanks<br />dave||128.153.154.232||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000009||Doc_Seuss||03-10-2003||05:45 PM||||come on, the cd wireing harness!<br /><br />dave||128.153.154.232||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
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A||||4||Duc Hunter||Who was on 680 North in Walnut Creek at 4pm?||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||03-06-2003||07:20 PM||chrisb@lilien.com||I saw, traded waves and BOV bursts with a green stock loking VR-4 with roof racks?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||03-06-2003||09:47 PM||||weak, i was on the 680 north on friday and monday, friday around 8pm and monday around 4pm, but im black (my car) , lol ... Wish I saw another gvr4 on the road. I took a trip in the galant to the bay area last weekend, good times..||63.202.235.200||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||03-06-2003||11:12 PM||||Who ever it was had a relatively stock looking car from the outside but a very loud BOV. Heard it though my windows across 4 lanes of traffic or so.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||Rotary||03-07-2003||02:21 PM||||Was it a white guy with pony tailish hair... if it is... it's probably Nick's car||64.175.250.1||reg||1||Rotary||00001033||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||03-08-2003||01:23 AM||||He looked young'ish, say 22-28 and Asian I believe.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
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A||||0||1312VR4||Quarters||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||03-07-2003||01:17 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||I saw this on Conan. I thought is was pretty funny <br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3011813520&category=10768" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3011813520&category=10768</a><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3011859831&category=10768" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3011859831&category=10768</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
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A||||4||andy||More videos||||1||||andy||00000471
Z||000000||andy||03-07-2003||01:17 PM||andy@122performance.com||Here are some videos taken from the last time I went to the track: <br /><a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/modules.php?name=Downloads&d_op=viewdownload&cid=1" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com/modules.php?name=Downloads&d_op=viewdownload&cid=1</a><br /><br />I think Jon was going to put them in the vieo archives also.||64.4.103.221||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000001||Compressed||03-07-2003||01:32 PM||||Sweet vids, sweet car.  Why was your mph so low?  I would expect you to be trapping in the high teens with a 11.33.||64.24.106.126||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000002||andy||03-07-2003||01:38 PM||||Yeh, 105mph isnt good for a 11.33. Hell, it ran 100.5mph thru the 1/8th! I blew an IC pipe off in 4th gear on the 11.33 pass. If you look at the other videos it is trapping around 123 mph on the 11.4 runs.||64.4.103.221||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000003||number3||03-07-2003||01:46 PM||||Very Good!||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||andy||03-07-2003||02:26 PM||||Hey Harry, anything new with your car, or any plans for this year? You need to get it back in action!||64.4.103.138||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
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A||||6||chucklesas||The O2 Sensor Recall||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||03-07-2003||02:58 PM||||When were these recalled?  Does the recall apply to all GVR-4's?  Because I just bought a new O2 sensor (hasn't gone on yet), but if the dealer will replace it for free, I'll just send this back or get reimbursed or something.  Can anyone elaborate?||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||03-07-2003||05:39 PM||||you need to call mitsu of na, and give them the vin of the car.  they will tell you what is outstanding.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||03-07-2003||05:46 PM||||whoa. ken, your number of posts is my car number!||64.252.106.143||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||03-07-2003||06:09 PM||||Charles<br />That recall was in 1992.  Your car has had it checked/done already as it is not listed as open on your car.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||03-07-2003||07:02 PM||||Aw, Okay.  Thanks iceman.||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||03-08-2003||01:05 AM||||...so go ahead and replace it if you want.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Is it acting up or something?||64.108.201.219||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||03-08-2003||08:31 PM||||Yeah, it's been an on going diagnosis, finally got the logger and it says my o2 is bad.  I just have to wait 2 more weeks to get back to Cleveland where I have a garage and am allowed to work on the car.<br /><br />(Only 2 more weeks: 2G Mani, FMIC, 16G Turbo, Dejon intake; I can't wait)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum3/001675.cgi
A||||11||sleeper||Wich head you would buy||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||03-07-2003||03:09 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||If it was up to you and didn't know any history on either one of these heads.<br /><a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/heads.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/heads.jpg</a><br /><br />Judging by just a picture, would you buy the top or bottom head and why?<br />I do know the history on both BTW, but this question contradicts the myth other people believe.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||teet||03-07-2003||04:50 PM||||first of all...pictures of that mean nothing to me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />but cause I like a challenge...buy the bottom one.<br /><br />it is out of a fresh running car...not one that has been cleaned or rebuilt.  <br /><br />the top one seems too clean around the gasket type surfaces so someone might call it rebuilt, but there is still enough junk around that it was just disassembled...fresh valve seals put in...gasket surfaces cleaned...and called "rebuilt."<br /><br />john||134.134.136.4||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000002||number3||03-07-2003||05:12 PM||||Neither, becuase paying for head in PA is illegal...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />The bottom one looks cleaner to me john. It looks like the bottom one has more frequent oil changes and/or has less miles.  But from a picture like in real life it can only be a guess, educated at best.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||chhuong||03-07-2003||05:17 PM||||Well the top one looks like it has less miles by judging the wear on the cam lobes, but the bottom looks a lot cleaner.  So i say its a crap shoot!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||03-07-2003||05:29 PM||||The bottom one, it has bigger oil feeds.  It looks like it does anyway.||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000005||Nate||03-07-2003||08:35 PM||||Neither looks spectacular, but I'd get the one on the bottom.  It looks like they put better oil in the car or changed it more often.  I've put over 100K on a head and due to using good oil they look a LOT better than either of those.  The bottom casting looks a little nicer, too.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||03-07-2003||10:15 PM||||Is this supposed to be some kind of test or something maybe?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||03-08-2003||01:00 AM||||Wrong!  They're both fake boobs!||64.108.201.219||reg||10||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||03-08-2003||03:04 AM||||I would take the top. I think to me it looks like it was the one that has been sitting and hasn't been rebuilt yet, but does need a "first" rebuild; I say this becasue it looks like the stock old rusty springs, and notice the "tan" looking covering on the oil jackets and the rest of the channels- looks like that "coating" on heads that came that way from Mits. Yes I did also notice as someone said about the gasket areas being clean, but then again the first time I took a head off that was the first place I cleaned? My vote the bottom- But if it fails I ment to say the top  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  But me personaly with some of these half-wit junk yards that say they can work on anything- who know how much someone has taken off a head unless you take the time and possible $ to find out. Yes is there problems with my logic, well yes but it's just "IMHO"||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||03-08-2003||03:06 AM||||How much for the top head?||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000010||1312VR4||03-08-2003||08:16 AM||||Buy them both.<br />It looks like they used sealant on the gaskets on the bottom head. I never do, so all I do is clean off the little bit of oil that gets on the surface & it looks nice & clean like the top pic. <br />  Even thought the bottom head looks like it was just pulled off a running car. That doesnt mean much. It could have colapised valve springs, leaky stem seals, ect..... There had to be a reason they pulled the head off of a running car.<br /> The top head does look like its been sitting around a while. But could be in good shape. Why would anyone keep a junk head, just laying around like that. If its trashed you toss it( well thats what I do).<br /> But for logical reasoning. When it comes down to it, when buying them. Get the cheapest one. you can rebuild it yourself & KNOW that its rebuilt right & fixed(if you find out its cracked). That is my awnser. Get the cheapest one, if I had too choose between those.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||03-08-2003||01:27 PM||||Good job guys. Well some of you anyway.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Whoever would of purchased the top one won.<br /><br />The top head just came out of my 97GSX with 45,000 miles. Since day 1 it ran with Mobil 1<br />perfect shape if you ask me other than the yellow film all over it. Why? No idea. I always thought shitty or not so frequent oil changes leave a film like that on the head.<br /><br />The bottom head have 138,000 miles on it with frequent oil changes but with the oil that was on sale at the time. (store brand and such)<br />Mechanicaly in good shape.<br />The reason you see rtv in the gasket groove is because the person replaced his valve cover for a nicer one.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.218||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
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A||||7||LunarShadow||Bufford Highway U-Pull||||1||||LunarShadow||00000031
Z||000000||LunarShadow||03-07-2003||06:04 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||Ok, who was it?  Today I saw a '92, Nile Black at the U-Pull around 2:30.  I couldn't see the dash plate through the window and my hands were covered in oil.  Nice looking car!<br /><br />By the way, I got a Mitsu original alternator with a waranty,  a TPS,  a BISS, '90 style oil cooler with lines and housing, right rear quarter glass, right rear window, and a right inner tail lamp lens.  Cost? About $55 and a 1 1/2 hours.<br /><br />Not too shabby, ehh?||172.174.122.217||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||03-11-2003||04:21 PM||||Hey LunarShadow, if it was the one with the gaping hole where the radio was before it got stollen, that was me.  I was looking for some rx7 injectors and a battery hold down deal.  <br />So you're the one that took my oil cooler setup!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br />There was Nothing going on at work, so I took off and went down there to look for some goodies.  I wish I had seen you.  Were you in your VR4?  I would still like to take a ride in yours to compare the ride of my Teins to your setup.<br /><br />Peter Flanagan||65.82.82.155||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||Jose||03-11-2003||07:46 PM||||Hey Peter(Turboflanagan) at what settings do you have Teins?<br />Jose...||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||03-11-2003||08:35 PM||||you all ever heard of some idiot in ellenwood georgia called david craines auto parts ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||03-12-2003||08:27 AM||||Dr Philgood!  Some guy named Phil bought the place from David Crane (or so the story goes).  When I went down there he had a bunch of stripped out StarQuests.  I got a side mirror from him a couple of months ago for the '88 Starion I bought for some stupid reason.<br /><br />On the Teins, I don't remember what height I have them set at, but I have them set at 12 of 16 front and rear for around town driving.  <br /><br />For my first autox I ended up with the back at 2 and the front at 4 which was ok in the back, but way too stiff in the front for the tires and stock brakes and swaybars.||65.82.82.169||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||Jose||03-12-2003||07:34 PM||||On the TEIN's the higher the setting the harder the ride or vice versa?<br />Jose....||205.188.209.7||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000006||LunarShadow||03-12-2003||11:07 PM||||Ahh hah! I had all my money in the Flanagan corner.  I wanted to lean in and see the number plate, but my hands were so soaked with oil.  I would have made a mess of your window!  My first thought was how shocked I was to find a Vr-4 at the U-Pull.  My second thought was, that bastard is taking all the good parts!<br /><br />I didn't drive the Vr-4.  My car has not moved since Thanksgiving when it was hit by some jackass at the Sandy Springs Marta lot.  I drove my girl friend's del Sol.  I really wanted to find some rear suspension parts.  Most of all I need a rear subframe. None of the cars at the lot are AWD. But I did get part of the taillight for the Vr-4 and some glass for the GGSX.<br /><br />As I walked in, I tried to look for the most likely character.  Some dude talking on his cell about Grand Turismo and saves, blah, blah ,blah came the closest.  I was the idiot with the 70lb black tool box.  You should have seen my dumb ass lugging all that stuff through the lot.  I couldn't find a wheel barrel.<br /><br />I pulled the oil cooler and an alternator from the same eclipse.  It had a shredded timing belt.  I realized that the alternator was a fresh rebuilt unit, so I dumped it for a Mitsu original off of some Laser or Talon at the front of the lot. <br /><br />Did you notice how most of the cars did not have a TPS, an ISC, or relays and fuses?  I think they are too easy to snag and not pay. I think all the cars had automatic trans. <br /><br />Anyway, I am sorry to have missed you Flanagan.  I would have stuck around for a bit, but I was in a bit of a hurry.  I hope to have the Vr-4 running again shortly.  It would be nice to take a ride to see how the setups feel.  If you have any idea about the parts I need, let me know.||172.202.234.12||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||03-13-2003||10:44 PM||||I want to check out these Teins you guys are talking about.Anyone know a  website that carries them?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
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A||||16||04DrBlur||Charged Air.com||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||03-07-2003||06:54 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||Has any one else out there had problems with this company.  I emailed them a couple weeks ago on availability of FPR and they said I would have it by last friday no problem.  So I ordered it and the money has been taken from my account but I still have yet to see a FPR.  And to top it all off they dont return my emails or phone calls.  WTF??    I am ready to give the Better Business Bureau a call...||65.42.48.202||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||03-08-2003||01:24 AM||||No personal experience, so this is just hear-say:<br /><br />Their service is pathetic.  Turn-around is at a snail's pace.  The quality control sketchy. <br /><br />Here's a bit of the FTC's Rule:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />By law, businesses must have a reasonable basis for stating that a product can be shipped within a certain time. If you cannot ship within the promised time (or within 30 days if you made no promise), you must notify the customer of the delay, provide a revised shipment date and explain the customer's right to cancel and get a full and prompt refund.<br /><br />Your fulfillment obligations begin as soon as you receive a "properly completed" order. An order is properly completed when you receive the correct full or partial (in whatever form you accept) payment, accompanied by all the information you need to fill the order.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When the product works, I hear great things.||64.108.201.219||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Ian M||03-08-2003||01:29 AM||||You arent the only one. A buddy of mine ordered one recently too,and he hasnt seen his either.  And just like for you,they havent returned his calls or e-mail. I since have seen some unfavorable feedback on the other DSM forums on their customer service. IMO,this is a company to avoid..||129.71.114.106||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000003||Telecaster||03-08-2003||06:37 AM||||Yea, i've heard of similar problems ordering from them.  Luckly i got their AFPR from someone else who was selling it.||216.175.109.28||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||03-10-2003||12:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> Yea, i've heard of similar problems ordering from them.  Luckly i got their AFPR from someone else who was selling it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same here.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||03-10-2003||08:24 PM||||Well still no response to any emails or phone messages.  My last email was kinda rude though.  But I tell you this..  150 bucks is well worth me showing up on the front door of his business.  If anyone else orders from this company I will kick your ass for you because you will definitely regret ordering from them. Just thought Id blow off a little steam.||67.39.146.201||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||03-11-2003||09:04 AM||||As Ian stated above, I ordered one on March 3rd online.  I recieved the automated order receipt in my email within minutes.  Since then, no FPR delivered, and I haven't been able to make contact with anyone there.  Either via email or phone.  The only difference here, is at least as of when I checked 3/8/03, my credit card hadn't been billed.  It's a shame.  For the price, the FPR seems like a decent unit.  Will definitely be the last time they get my business, if they even get it this time.  Does anyone know the actual names of the people or person that runs the company?||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||mitsuvr4||03-11-2003||10:42 AM||||Here's my history with ChargedAir.com<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001338#000002" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001338#000002</a><br /><br />I still haven't found time to install the unit and make sure it works.<br /><br />It took about three weeks for me to receive the product and I did get a comfirmation e-mail a couple days after placing the order (credit card was charged then also).<br /><br />Now I'm just nervous about the fit and leaking issues that other users have reported.  If mine doesn't go on right or leaks all over the place I'm driving to Chicago to have a chat with the owner.  It may be an "affordable" upgrade, but it's still a product and they need to stand behind it.  I'll make sure and post when I get it installed and tested.<br /><br />Sorry to hear about your unfortunate results so far.||134.29.246.249||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||03-11-2003||06:22 PM||||Oh man Im so pissed at that company right now that if mine ever gets here and it leaks then.... We will leave it at that.  But I will take pictures.  hehe||67.39.146.201||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||03-12-2003||08:08 AM||||An update to the above.... I called my credit card company again yesterday, and it still hasn't been billed to my account.  Guess that is a plus.  I also pulled the original automated order receipt out, and I actually ordered it on 2/24/03.  So, it has been a week longer than I originally posted.  Still no return of the phone calls or emails.  I may just notify my CC not to accept billing from them, and look elsewhere.  If they are this bad about TAKING my money, I couldn't imagine trying to get it back....!!!!||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000010||dsmsleeper||03-12-2003||02:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Oh man Im so pissed at that company right now that if mine ever gets here and it leaks then.... We will leave it at that.  But I will take pictures.  hehe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine leaked at first, but just needed to be tightened around the gasket (center).    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm not sure if they have perfected it to have the gauge mounted on the unit.  I just used the B&M (with drilled banjo) on the fuel filter.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000011||PhilthMonger||03-12-2003||04:44 PM||||I have personally ordered 3 of them and they all work great. if they leak, then you installed it wrong. I even have one from one of the first batches they ever made....remember this thing is aluminum you have to be very careful torquing things down. no complaints here...they work very well for me and will work for you (if you get them anytime soon) it seems to me that people on this board may be a little impatient, or even a little paranoid. why is that? have a little faith in your dsm vendors, they are normal people just like everyone else....and unfortunately there aren't too many good ones left.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000012||04DrBlur||03-15-2003||05:48 PM||||I dont think that I am being impatient when Tony promised it to me 3 weeks ago.  How is that being impatient.  That is called he withdrew the money from my account and promised a product.  Why promise something when you cant back up your promise...||12.226.222.143||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000013||DongeR615||03-16-2003||04:35 AM||||what ever happened to 8-12 weeks for delivery? I guess this global economy makes us open 24 hours a day.  <br /><br />you could just ask for a refund. i think by law they have to do something within 2 weeks or something like it. <br /><br />DongeR||63.201.91.242||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000014||dlpinckney||04-23-2003||12:55 PM||||Just an update to the above.  After numerous failed attempts to contact Charged Air through email and phone, and also giving them the "benefit of the doubt" and waiting two months, I finally called my credit card company and had them reverse the charges yesterday.  The rep I talked to at the CC company told me it is on file that the merchant does not return calls, phone is busy..etc.  I was like NO $HIT...!!! It's kind of a shame, the price was good and the people that have received the AFPR from them have had relatively good things to say about it.  I would definitely not recommend anyone dealing with them....unless you are close enough to drive there and deal in person.  Guess it's back to the market again...need to find something to control the fuel from this TT-Supra pump....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||04-23-2003||04:04 PM||||Sorry to hear those guys jerked you around. I'm glad I bought my SpoolinUp FPR back when I did, but it will be great when Ramchargers finally releases their's.||68.153.105.84||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||04DrBlur||04-23-2003||05:59 PM||||Yeah guys I ordered Feb. 25 and paid for(they charged my account) on Feb 28 2003.  And it is now April 23 2003 and still I have no regulator, not a single response to any email, or any response to any phone calls.  This company plain out sucks in my book and I will never in my most extreme need try and save a few bucks again.  I should have just ordered the Buscher unit and had it installed and tuned by now..||65.42.49.167||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum3/001678.cgi
A||||23||driftin galant||eyebrows||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||03-08-2003||03:08 AM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||i have seen them on our cars they look ok dose any one know where i can get them or has any pics.||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||03-08-2003||03:18 AM||||The only ones I know of are the AMG ones, but they're pretty much impossible to come by.  I'm sure someone on this board has a connection that can get 'em....maybe...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||03-08-2003||08:52 AM||||Post a pic or email it to me at jdmgvr4parts@yahoo.com||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||03-08-2003||11:32 AM||||I wasn't referring to myself if that's what you're hinting at.  I meant "maybe" since they're so rare.  I want a set myself actually, but Lord knows my wallet can't afford it right now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||03-08-2003||01:42 PM||||Ben<br /><br />oh no, I just wanted a pic coz I havent seen this although its been mentioned once or twice, thats all.<br /><br />I dunno if I can find them, I'll try to if I can see a pic. Most likely, I'l have to send the pic as well  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.186.151||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||number3||03-08-2003||02:38 PM||||<a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/amgtype1/type1.html" target="_blank">http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/amgtype1/type1.html</a><br /><br />I have always wanted a set myself.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||03-09-2003||12:24 AM||||God I love that AMG wing.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||229of1000||00000525||yes
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||03-09-2003||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Ben<br /><br />oh no, I just wanted a pic coz I havent seen this although its been mentioned once or twice, thats all.<br /><br />I dunno if I can find them, I'll try to if I can see a pic. Most likely, I'l have to send the pic as well   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh lol    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   My bad it's okay, I was a lil' hungover when I read that post.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=122" alt=" - " /> <br />This one doesn't seem to have them, though...but I love the pic   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||03-13-2003||10:57 PM||||168.9 ps was shown on that link above on that balck gvr4 while it was on the dyno.What would that be in h.p?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||03-13-2003||11:49 PM||||<img src="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/amgtype1/type1_F4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Looks cool I saw soem 8G Ralliart Eyebrows on ebay a while back that looked kickass||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||03-13-2003||11:49 PM||||ps is metric horesepower.<br />168.9 Metric hp = 226.49 Hp<br /><br />You can find that and other infromation from <a href="http://www.google.com" target="_blank">Google</a>.||67.37.178.91||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||drew||03-14-2003||01:08 AM||||AMGs did not have eyebrows. The eyebrow kit you see on that car is an aftermarket one made by Sigma speed shop. They will NOT fit USDM GVR4 headlights because we have a nice lil' bump where they sit.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||03-14-2003||01:31 AM||||I've got some newbie questions.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Those DOT bumps are for the alignment measuring devices right?  How do the Japanese measure the alignment on their lights?  Couldn't you grind/cut/melt them off to get the brow to fit?<br /><br />What is the purpose of the eyebrow?  Looks like it would be easy to fabricate, or at least emulate with some paint!||67.37.178.91||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||03-14-2003||11:05 AM||||Just do wehat the honda crowd does and get some paint or viynl and make some up.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000014||kartorium31||03-14-2003||11:37 AM||||I've been to the sigma speed shop before online, i think i have the link somewhere.  I wonder if those people would ship to the US cause they have some cool items that are not available here.  Problem is that the translator has a hard time doing their site so i can read jack, just click on random stuff hoping for pictures.||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000015||1quickvr4||03-14-2003||12:18 PM||||Good thing I have JDM headlights, But on another note the JDMs adjust completely diffrently than the US models. On the US lights the whole thing moves on the JDMs they are fixed on the outside and the adjustment screws adjust the reflectors on the inside of the headlight. Its kinda hard to explain....||209.245.238.138||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000016||1quickvr4||03-14-2003||01:36 PM||||<a href="http://www.sigma-speed.co.jp/" target="_blank">http://www.sigma-speed.co.jp/</a><br /><br />these guys?||67.29.234.16||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||03-14-2003||02:12 PM||||Well...sigma speed shop has not replied to any of my emails. I have been trying once every two weeks since December or January. <br /><br />My adobe has problems opening up their PDF documents. I downloaded the latest language packs, but still no luck. Anyone else have this problem?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||drew||03-14-2003||02:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I've got some newbie questions.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Those DOT bumps are for the alignment measuring devices right?  How do the Japanese measure the alignment on their lights?  Couldn't you grind/cut/melt them off to get the brow to fit?<br /><br />What is the purpose of the eyebrow?  Looks like it would be easy to fabricate, or at least emulate with some paint! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You could totally grind off the bumps, but that's a PITA for most people.<br /><br />The eyebrow is there just to make the headlight look smaller. Strictly cosmetic.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000019||drew||03-14-2003||02:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.sigma-speed.co.jp/" target="_blank">http://www.sigma-speed.co.jp/</a> <br /><br />these guys? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yep||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000020||fazzt73||08-20-2003||05:37 AM||||if there is enough interest i can make them for <br />u.s. headlights p.m. me at aerowrks@telnor.net||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000021||dsmsleeper||08-20-2003||08:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fazzt73:<br /><strong> if there is enough interest i can make them for <br />u.s. headlights p.m. me at aerowrks@telnor.net </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How about for the JDM lights, too?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000022||fazzt73||08-30-2003||07:12 AM||||sure, but no interest until now on either..<br />im going to do them for u.s. and post some pics<br />working on a AMG type rear  wing also ill post some pics when there done.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000023||jayru||08-30-2003||12:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fazzt73:<br /><strong> sure, but no interest until now on either..<br />im going to do them for u.s. and post some pics<br />working on a AMG type rear  wing also ill post some pics when there done.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what about that lovely AMG grill?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum3/001679.cgi
A||||10||Johnny Bravo||Pics of my beautiful driveshaft...||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||03-08-2003||03:12 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||Not that anybody gives a flying fuck, but just thought I'd post some pics of my spiffy p.o.s. driveshaft that pretty much ruined my car...(I hope these pics work....)  If they don't work then I appologze ahead of time   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=118&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=119&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=120&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=121&width=400" alt=" - " />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||03-08-2003||03:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> Not that anybody gives a flying fuck, but just thought I'd post some pics of my spiffy p.o.s.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How much extra $ did the leaky pumpkin cost? And I like what you've done with the exhaust, it has that "rustic" look. hehehehe||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||03-08-2003||08:05 AM||||What did you do to cause that?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||03-08-2003||11:29 AM||||I guess installing a small block Chevy crate motor wasn't good for the stock GVR-4 drivetrain    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    hehe  jk   Apparently the motor mounts are so deteriorated that it caused way too much movement in the drivetrain and pretty much tore everything up including the flex section on the dp, x-fer case seal(s), and punkin'   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   seal(s).  I dunno if this damage happened since I've owned the car or prior, but I imagine it was already there.  I had the "thump-thump-thump..." in the rear synonimous with a bad carrier bearing, but I belive it probably came about as a result of the motor mounts.  Not gonna be an easy or cheap fix so I may just end up selling the car as-is since I'm in school full time & it deserves someone who has the time & means to treat it properly...      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||03-08-2003||12:08 PM||||If your interested I'll have the entire driveshaft/carrier bearing setup from a GGSX next week, you can have it for real cheap. Don't know if the transfer case will help (ratios?) and if you want the rear you'll have to swap your gears into it. Let me know...||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||Numberless||03-09-2003||09:56 AM||||I think Lance also still has all of the gvr4 drivetrain parts from the salvaged 91 and 92.  I think he would give you all that stuff for really cheap...<br />His number is 262 703 0885....I know a bunch of guys from this board have ordered stuff already, but I'm pretty sure he has all that stuff still.<br />Jon||65.29.174.37||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||03-09-2003||03:42 PM||||does the gsx galant have the same drive shaft ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||meshwork||03-09-2003||04:00 PM||||I highly doubt its the same, but I also have the driveshaft from my 92 Talon. I'd even be willing to drive it down to you if need be.||68.162.65.40||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||03-09-2003||04:40 PM||||From what I have heard the TEL driveshaft is a few inches to short for our cars.   Hey Johnny Bravo Email me if you are goin to sell the car.  I would be interested.||67.39.146.201||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||SPEEDFIEND||03-10-2003||12:23 PM||||Hey Johnny, man if you end up needing a good three bolt rear you can just have the one that came out of my car.  I have no use for it and it's just taking up space any ways.  So if you need it man it's yours.  And dude, if you ever need hand with any thing let one of us know.  I'm sure Ian won't mind and I know I don't.  Let me know how it goes.  Later man, Kris||206.214.56.232||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||03-10-2003||04:13 PM||||As it turns out they don't think the internals of the x-fer case & rear were damaged, but just the seals thus causing the leaking.  So, that's good news, but it just looks like it's gonna be labor intensive as far as fixing the motor mounts, rebuilding/balancing the driveshaft, and replacing the seals on the rear & x-fer case.  Once I get this major work done I hopefully should be good to go.  I'm not feeling so bad about this now, but I'm waiting to hear back from them about the estimate.  The labor is really gonna be a beotch   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum3/001680.cgi
A||||1||driftin galant||washington members||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||03-08-2003||04:38 AM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||i was wondering if any of you guys are going to apple blossom?  i am planning to.  let me know maybe we could meet up some where.||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||03-08-2003||01:08 PM||||I don't know about apple blossom, but there is a big DSM drive going on down to Portland. A lot of Yakima guys are going to caravan down there. Theres supposed to be like 12 BC Canada guys going also. Theres a big thread about it all on dsmtuners.com under the lounge section.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/001681.cgi
A||||0||miturra||Evo 1, 2 or 3 Engine in VR4?||||1||||hondo||00001080
Z||000000||miturra||03-08-2003||12:54 PM||miturra@hotmail.com||Hello, How are you?<br />Has anyone ever put aN Evo engine 1,2 or 3 in a Galant VR4? If so, what problems did you encounter? I'm in California, so I know smog will be a big problem. Any information would be helpful. My car is 712/2000.<br />Thank you and best regards,||12.235.123.51||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001682.cgi
A||||2||Vr4in'||Parts for cheap||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||03-08-2003||12:48 PM||nohad43@aol.com||My cousin had just bought a building and he is making it a customizing shop.Anyways he has a whole bunch of wholesalers.And i can get almost any part from them,and if any of you guys want anything i can get it cheaper then most other places.||65.32.216.182||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||03-08-2003||01:06 PM||||And you posted this in Technical Questions because why??||65.42.48.202||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||VR-4play||03-08-2003||10:20 PM||||thanks. i love parts for cheap, but what kind of parts will he be selling?  i would like some cheap lowering springs, and strut tower bar.||67.30.251.41||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes



ubb/Forum3/001683.cgi
A||||4||udriveu||LOTS of videos||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||03-09-2003||01:40 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.lancer-evo.net/html/video.html" target="_blank">http://www.lancer-evo.net/html/video.html</a><br /><br />just a section i happened upon. it has tons of videos of skylines, EVOs, etc. a lot of them are in japanese though. nice time killer if you're bored and have a nice connection.||64.252.105.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||03-09-2003||09:53 PM||||AWESOME link. FAST too!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||absolootbs||03-10-2003||12:44 AM||||yea, that website is wonderful.  enough movies to keep me occupied for hours, and i was gettin dl speeds of over 1 MB/sec.  fastest i've ever gotten off of any site.||128.210.107.138||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||03-13-2003||10:54 PM||||Thanks for the videos,they are keepin me occupied all the time also.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||03-14-2003||12:00 AM||||In case everyone didn't already know, I collect links...  so I figured I'd share a few of my video links.<br /><br /><a href="http://sportbilen.se/film_url.php" target="_blank">http://sportbilen.se/film_url.php</a><br /><a href="http://www3.ns.sympatico.ca/gbullen/videos.html" target="_blank">http://www3.ns.sympatico.ca/gbullen/videos.html</a><br /><a href="http://www.nordicaudi.com" target="_blank">http://www.nordicaudi.com</a><br /><br />Hmm.. I had a few more (rally, F1), but they seem to disappear or get locked...  all your bandwidth are belong to us, eh?||67.37.178.91||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001684.cgi
A||||5||DeanCouchey||will these work in our cars?||||6||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||03-10-2003||12:17 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I saw these on ebay, they look a little rice but it beats the stock gauges and i dont have the whiteface so I am looking for something different.<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2406563246&category=6773" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2406563246&category=6773</a>||24.195.241.123||reg||6||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||Gvr4-330||03-10-2003||12:57 PM||||i kinda like the look, but not willing to pay for something like that when i have performance parts to buy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />the only thing is that it doesn't have a cutout for the boost gauge and instead has the lights for the A/T tranny cars.  You might be able to cut an opening for the boost gauge though.  I don't know too much about indiglo gauges.<br /><br />They also have full indiglo gauges, but i like the reversible ones better.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||03-10-2003||03:25 PM||||The speedometer and tach redline are wrong.||12.213.174.244||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||03-10-2003||04:36 PM||||Tach is wrong all together, it only goes to 8k.||65.165.18.146||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||03-10-2003||06:13 PM||||If you want white face gauges, importintelligence.com makes gvr4 specific gauge covers.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.importintelligence.com/FMPro?-DB=cart.fp3&-Format=galantvr4.html&-Token=12591837&-RecID=12591837&CustID=USA&-Edit" target="_blank">http://www.importintelligence.com/FMPro?-DB=cart.fp3&-Format=galantvr4.html&-Token=12591837&-RecID=12591837&CustID=USA&-Edit</a>||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||03-10-2003||11:32 PM||||I like the reverse glow ones better then plain whites.....||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001685.cgi
A||||2||joec||Relay cover part number||||5||||joec||00000698
Z||000000||joec||03-10-2003||01:42 PM||joec42@yahoo.com||Can someone tell me what the Mitsu part number is on the relay/fuse cover for a 1991 GVR4 (it's the big cover under the hood between the battery and air filter housing.  I'm pretty sure it's printed right on top of the cover.<br /><br />Anyone selling one?  Is it the same as the regular Galants?  Same for 91 as 92 GVR4?<br /><br />Thanks.||192.250.112.194||reg||5||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000001||gvrfour173||03-10-2003||01:52 PM||||i am pretty sure i have one in my garage, just need to check, after work.  gary||63.72.235.5||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000002||DSSA||03-10-2003||03:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> Can someone tell me what the Mitsu part number is on the relay/fuse cover for a 1991 GVR4 (it's the big cover under the hood between the battery and air filter housing.  I'm pretty sure it's printed right on top of the cover.<br /><br />Anyone selling one?  Is it the same as the regular Galants?  Same for 91 as 92 GVR4?<br /><br />Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">MB852962- Mitsu list price of $12.87||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes



ubb/Forum3/001686.cgi
A||||48||998||How many GVR4's........||||1||||998||00000480
Z||000000||998||03-10-2003||01:47 PM||||Came with a moonroof? Anybody, anybody, bueller?||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||03-10-2003||01:59 PM||||mine did||65.227.204.153||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||998||03-10-2003||02:56 PM||||Ok, so that's two.....||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||03-10-2003||03:05 PM||||mine||63.202.235.200||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||03-10-2003||03:55 PM||||i have one also||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||Vivid||03-10-2003||03:57 PM||||Present....||208.46.59.200||reg||1||Vivid||00000711||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||03-10-2003||04:10 PM||||Mine came with a sunroof, same thing right?||65.165.18.146||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||dsmjay||03-10-2003||04:25 PM||||My 92' did||64.12.96.102||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000008||Numberless||03-10-2003||04:28 PM||||yup||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000009||number3||03-10-2003||04:39 PM||||Yes.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||meshwork||03-10-2003||04:48 PM||||Aye.<br /><br /><br />I think most of them did, the sunroof-less are the rarer ones, I think.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000011||talontsi||03-10-2003||05:28 PM||||None for me...||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000012||Scott Y||03-10-2003||05:31 PM||||I have a sunroof.||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||03-10-2003||05:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Aye.<br /><br /><br />I think most of them did, the sunroof-less are the rarer ones, I think. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree.  I've only seen one that didn't.  How many have I seen?  I've lost count.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||beavis||03-10-2003||05:51 PM||||i've got one and the piece of sh*t seal leeks every time it snow or rains.  i tracked down a new seal and mitsu only wnts 80$||138.23.82.49||reg||13||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000015||PRE-EVO||03-10-2003||06:01 PM||||Mine had an aftermarket installed in it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  . Though I don't mind it too much  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .||199.35.202.197||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000016||Martin Chilcote||03-10-2003||06:31 PM||||yes||12.110.136.92||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000017||udriveu||03-10-2003||06:46 PM||||its gonna be hard to get an exact number, considering that not every GVR4 owner reads this forum and that no one has any idea how many are still on the road. but it seems like a majority of us do have moonroofs.||64.252.105.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000018||Romanova||03-10-2003||08:13 PM||||Mine doesn't have one and I am thankful!!!!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000019||REDLINEGVR4||03-10-2003||08:52 PM||||1938/2000 no sun roof||205.188.209.7||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000020||1312VR4||03-10-2003||08:59 PM||||ooh,ooh, I do I do. <br /><br />There is a difference between a sunroof & moonroof. A sunroof retracts. A moonroof doesnt.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000021||udriveu||03-10-2003||09:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> There is a difference between a sunroof & moonroof. A sunroof retracts. A moonroof doesnt. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought it was the other way around.||64.252.105.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000022||1312VR4||03-10-2003||09:54 PM||||Well. I did some research & found that they are pretty much the same thing, only on the internally sliding though. Here is a good site i found  <a href="http://www.sunroofs.org/openair.htm#moonroof" target="_blank">sunroof/moonroof</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000023||silly4turbo||03-10-2003||10:04 PM||||for what it's worth, I got one too :-D||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000024||DSMGVR4||03-10-2003||10:13 PM||||1125/2000 didn't have one, 120/1000 had one, and 685/1000...my current car has one.||68.38.88.232||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000025||GVR-4||03-10-2003||10:58 PM||||Mine gots one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.155.50.96||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000026||Jose||03-10-2003||11:12 PM||||I wish mine had one.<br />Jose...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000027||Gvr4-330||03-10-2003||11:42 PM||||1061/2000 and 330/2000 have them.<br /><br />In fact the cars are optioned exactly the same except one's white and one's black  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.252||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000028||vrpower||03-10-2003||11:44 PM||||Hey i dont have one and im not worried about! Life goes on.||67.248.70.80||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000029||Garfield Wright||03-11-2003||01:27 AM||||Mine had one when I bought it, but looks like aftermarket because the control is next to the coin holder & not in the roof.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000030||turbogalant||03-11-2003||02:07 AM||||Mine has one and am very disappointed in all of you for not knowing the difference. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Sunroof is glass and moonroof is metal/bodycolor.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.70.24.54||reg||9||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000031||Ferrari F50 GT||03-11-2003||02:50 AM||||I have one. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000032||Team Ducktape||03-11-2003||04:20 AM||||Mine has one.||24.209.153.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000033||DeanCouchey||03-11-2003||10:49 AM||||he orginal owners of my car were to cheap cause I dont have one! Kinda wish I did though!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000034||dlpinckney||03-11-2003||02:32 PM||||Nope, none here.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000035||TinyVR4||03-11-2003||03:03 PM||||Got one....<br />wish i did not....could use the extra few inches of head space....being 6ft7" and all.||66.72.196.27||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000036||BlitzVR4||03-11-2003||05:57 PM||||533/1000 has one.<br /><br />Jonas||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000037||iceman69510||03-11-2003||06:08 PM||||If everyone wants the answer to this question, I need to know a few things:<br /><br />Option code of  your car (or VIN)<br />Whether you have sunroof.<br /><br />Then I can determine the total count.<br />Here's what I have so far from your posts:<br />Options codes 1991:<br />A70   yes<br />A71   yes<br />A74<br />A80   no<br />A87   no<br />A88<br /><br />Options codes 1992:<br />A71   yes<br />A72   yes<br />A81<br />A87<br /><br />So, tell me your option code and yes/no until I have all 10 codes determined, and I can provide the numbers.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000038||1312VR4||03-12-2003||09:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> Mine has one and am very disappointed in all of you for not knowing the difference.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    Sunroof is glass and moonroof is metal/bodycolor.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you read that link?  Some imports use a painted steel panel, while domestic makers prefer a glass panel, referred to as a moonroof.<br />So glass panels are considered a moonroof also.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />It has to do with how they are put in the vehicle, not what they are made of. I thought the same thing, but never really cared much about it, to do research. Just from what "I was told".||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000039||joec||03-12-2003||10:58 AM||||I always thought that sunroofs were metal and moonroofs were glass/transparent.<br /><br />1630/2000 No sunroof.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000040||1312VR4||03-12-2003||11:16 AM||||My point is. Every manufacture calls it something different. BUT a moonroof is internally sliding(like ours)only. It can be made of metal, plastic, glass,painted/unpainted, whatever.<br /> A moonroof will not be of the flip & slide or any other type, just internal. <br />I learn something new everyday.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000041||1520/2000||03-13-2003||02:56 PM||||1520 does not have either||66.236.220.5||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000042||Vr4in'||03-13-2003||10:35 PM||||it looks like almost everyone here has a sunroof.including me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000043||kazin||03-17-2003||10:01 AM||||Got one too.||64.252.159.64||reg||1||LastOne||00001152||yes
Z||000044||jonvr4||03-17-2003||08:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Aye.<br /><br /><br />I think most of them did, the sunroof-less are the rarer ones, I think. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree.  I've only seen one that didn't.  How many have I seen?  I've lost count. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">some guy i know has 4 gvr4 and one is sunfoor-less||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000045||GRV4726||03-18-2003||02:25 AM||||i have a sunroof.  but it doesn't work.  how much would it be to get a new motor?  i should've probably searched before asking but oh well... i'm an ass||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000046||sto31920||03-19-2003||06:03 PM||||My Galant   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   and my Scorpio   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  both have a glass  <i>sunroof</i>  that retracts, etc.  <br /><br />Like anyone cares, my Porsche has a  <i>moonroof</i>  that is metal and retracts, etc.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||147.182.5.50||reg||12||Turbolag||00000893||yes
Z||000047||Tangent||03-19-2003||07:21 PM||||468/2000 has one, but I think it is aftermarket since it has GM tagged on parts and looks nothing like the one in the manual.  I hate it.  It squeaks and vibrates.  I need to buy a headliner since mine is nonexistent.<br /><br />571/2000 didn't have one, it was great.||66.109.197.32||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000048||number3||03-19-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> I always thought that sunroofs were metal and moonroofs were glass/transparent.<br /><br />1630/2000 No sunroof. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes that is right.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001687.cgi
A||||5||1667 VR4||93 Headlights for $70...should i get em?||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||03-10-2003||03:22 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||I really like the way these look...im just tryin to decide if its really worth the $70. Ive seen em go for alot more than that so should i decide to get rid of them i could always get my money back. Any thoughts? --john||24.73.5.30||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-10-2003||03:48 PM||||Make sure to inspect them well. While they look cooler, the reflective material inside can melt.<br /><br />I have seen this happen on two sets so far. It seems to burn and crinkle up, maybe incorrect bulbs were used or something.<br /><br />Good luck!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||03-10-2003||04:25 PM||||Is there a picture anywhere of a vr-4 w/ 93 headlights?||65.165.18.146||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||joec||03-10-2003||05:28 PM||||From the "Members's Rides" forum:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000009" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000009</a>||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||03-10-2003||05:54 PM||||Inspect them and also make sure the adjusters have the covercaps still intact as most for that cheap don't so you will have to scrounge them off your old set.<br />Best lighting upgrade I've done next to sylvainia blue's.||199.35.202.197||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||1667 VR4||03-10-2003||07:01 PM||||Well i decided to get em...theyre in pretty good shape, one perfect one had a minor spot in the reflector missing. However, on the car its not at all noticeable and doesnt affect the lighting, which, ive got to say, is INCREDIBLE. These things are so bright on high beams id swear they were HID....really amazing. They look 10 times better as well. They seem to cast a different pattern directly in front of the car than the stock ones did, so they made need adjusting. I havent had time to tinker with them yet. <br /><br />I'll try to snap some pics tonite or tommorrow. thanks for the advice guys!||24.73.5.30||reg||14||1667 VR4||00000534||yes



ubb/Forum3/001688.cgi
A||||20||beavis||initial d||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||03-10-2003||04:07 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||has anyone ever checked this series out?  i just got the entire collection off ebay.  i've watched the entire first season and i really like it.||138.23.82.49||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||gsxtasee||03-10-2003||04:10 PM||||old skool but really cool.  I've had it on DVD for a while now.||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||03-10-2003||04:49 PM||||Got the DVD set.  I like it.<br />Wait for stage 2.  Evo with ALS.||64.252.205.239||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||03-10-2003||08:14 PM||||Get the manga, it's better. Also, find an arcade that has the game... it is very tight.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||03-10-2003||09:36 PM||||I downloaded a couple of episodes and I got hooked.  So I'm getting the complete stage.||209.244.238.44||reg||14||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||03-10-2003||10:07 PM||||I downloaded the entire series.  Great stuff.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Invader||03-11-2003||12:37 AM||||I ended up picking up the set on DVD, too...  Got seriously hooked on it...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||drew||03-11-2003||01:16 AM||||Raveman plays the blazing beat!||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||03-11-2003||01:45 AM||||I really liked Initial D too, but you guys need to cool it. We wouldn't want you to go and do something crazy, like sell your GVR-4s and go buy a 240sx or a Hachi.||64.252.105.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000009||chucklesas||03-11-2003||08:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> I really liked Initial D too, but you guys need to cool it. We wouldn't want you to go and do something crazy, like sell your GVR-4s and go buy a 240sx or a Hachi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would never think to do such a thing.  Would like to learn to drift though.||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||03-12-2003||02:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Get the manga, it's better. Also, find an arcade that has the game... it is very tight. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow... I had no idea there was an arcade version.  Gotta find it!  I've just been downloading fansubs off the 'net (hey, I'm a cheap college student on a LAN who'd rather spend his little cash on gofast parts) but I've been thinking about picking up the DVD set.<br /><br />An avid autox-ing buddy of mine found a drifting game in a nickel arcade that was pretty damn sweet.  It had a few "hidden" cars (ie hold down clutch when selecting vehicle and they appear) such as a turbo Legacy wagon instead of the STi, which I used to regularly school his ass in a R34.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   He always pulled on me on the straights, but drifting/racing is won in the corners.  Posted 2nd highest score in the game with that wagon.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||BluFalcon||03-12-2003||05:38 AM||||I love Initial D, I have most of the episodes burned onto CD.  I want to pick up a DVD set as well.  Are these English dubs or subtitled?  I heard that J-Pop was supposed to be bringing the series to the US, either dubbed or subtitled.  I didn't know there was a game available for it..hmm.  I guess I need to find one in DFW.   <br /><br />  I've seen a game at a movie theater called "Wangan Midnight" which is based off of a manga or anime series in Japan.  It's not a drifting game (I dont think) but seems more like a highway battle type of game.  pretty cool graphics.  Now i really want to see it if it's an anime.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000012||chucklesas||03-12-2003||07:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BluFalcon:<br /><strong> I want to pick up a DVD set as well.  Are these English dubs or subtitled </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are subtitled.||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000013||Romanova||03-12-2003||09:00 AM||||Wangan Midnight is also a manga. It has a 240 Fairlady Z as the main car. It's not as good as Initial D.<br />The Inital D Arcade Game lets you pick a car, then you can modify it. After that, you can get a card from the game with your car and your stats on it that you can use each time you go to the arcade. I've blown like $30 on this game... it's very sweet.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||03-12-2003||09:00 PM||||Tyler, what does your license plate say?  I ask because you're member # 543, and my friend spotted a GVR4 with plate "VR4 543" in Portland a few days ago; was this you?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||Romanova||03-12-2003||10:30 PM||||Sorry... stupid WA plate says '504 MAB'<br />Love to get:<br />1VR42GO<br />VR4PLAY<br />WRXTHIS<br />WHATWRX<br />So many choices...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||03-14-2003||05:27 PM||||You need plates that say ...'GRANDAM'....<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||mitzy||03-15-2003||12:57 AM||||Where can I get Initial D on DVD?||24.46.91.77||reg||1||mitzy||00000153||yes
Z||000018||chucklesas||03-16-2003||03:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mitzy:<br /><strong> Where can I get Initial D on DVD? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ebay... That's the only place I've seen them.  Expect to pay about $80 after shipping from Hong Kong.||206.61.50.253||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000019||1312VR4||03-16-2003||04:17 PM||||I liked it back in the day. But now its played out. Its like APC or TFATF. when alot of the people found out about the cartoon they became "instant drifters". That ruined it for me.<br />Here is a link to a place you can get it. <a href="http://www.sunentertainment.com/initald.html" target="_blank">Inital D</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000020||jonvr4||03-17-2003||06:42 PM||||inital d is the shit!!!!!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      i got the first stage from winmx. Just search "inital d" and it should come up   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> .inital d also has some models of the cars from the show, for thoes of us who like to build models.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/001689.cgi
A||||0||4g63t||Snap-on tool part #||||5||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||03-10-2003||05:34 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Someone had posted about a snap-on squirt bottle for filling trannies and diffs. Plastic bottle w/ a tube out of the top. Fill and squeeze. I can't find it on the snap-on website and the dealer doesn't know what I'm talking about. Does anyone know the part # or know where I could get them from? P.S. I know I could make my own but I'm too damn lazy! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.82.236.19||reg||5||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/001694.cgi
A||||0||Garfield Wright||Upgrade clips free picture hosting||||6||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||03-11-2003||01:58 AM||garfield@southfloridatuners.com||Just a reminder that I have this page on my site dedicated to all Galant VR-4 upgrade clips.  Basically if you've done an upgrade & have no where to post the photo for others to see, just send me an email & I'll put it on this page <a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm</a> of my site.||66.176.228.110||reg||6||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum3/001691.cgi
A||||4||beavis||stolen joke||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||03-10-2003||05:52 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i got this from  camaro message board<br />I hope you enjoy this  .<br />Subject: 3 parachutes<br /><br />A plane with 4 passengers is about to crash, but has<br />only 3 parachutes.<br />The first passenger said, "I'm Kobe Bryant, the best NBA basketball player. The Lakers need me, I can't afford to die.." So he took the first parachute and left the plane. <br /><br />The second passenger, Hillary Clinton, said, "I am the wife of the former President of the United States; I am the most ambitious woman in the world. I am also a New York Senator, a potential future President and, above all, the smartest woman in the world." She grabbed the second parachute and jumped out of the plane.<br /><br />The third passenger, Rev. Billy Graham, says to the fourth passenger, a 10 year-old school boy, "I am old and I don't have many years left. As a Christian I will sacrifice my life and let you have the last parachute."<br /><br />The boy said, "It's ok; there's still a parachute left for you. America's smartest woman took my school backpack<br /> <br /> <small>[ 03-11-2003, 07:23 AM: Message edited by: Jon ]</small>||138.23.82.49||reg||1||beavis||00000378||
Z||000001||iceman69510||03-11-2003||06:26 PM||||Jon...<br /><br />What did you edit???||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-11-2003||08:37 PM||||If memory serves, he removed all the quote characters (greater thans &gt;&gt;&gt;) and formatted it nicely.||64.108.207.176||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||03-12-2003||01:35 PM||||This joke would be funny if I hadn't heard it when I was 2!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.82.236.19||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||03-13-2003||10:47 PM||||lol||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001692.cgi
A||||0||Arty||Centre Diff. pinion shaft wobbly||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||03-10-2003||05:56 PM||||When I hold one of the splines still with my finger and twist the other splined shaft back and forth, I can see the pinion shaft slopping back and forth in the outer housing about 0.5-1.0mm.<br /><br />Are the pinion shafts designed to wear in preference to the housing ?<br />Is this amount of wear, normal or acceptable ?||202.12.144.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum3/001693.cgi
A||||5||229of1000||Old school Galant Turbo!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||03-10-2003||10:06 PM||||I was searching for something and stumbled across this site:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.oldermitsubishis.co.uk/bluegalant.html" target="_blank">http://www.oldermitsubishis.co.uk/bluegalant.html</a><br /><br />Anyone know about the history of these?  I had no idea there were any older turbocharged Galants.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Ash||03-10-2003||10:09 PM||||Looks like a Starion motor in what us Aussie's call a Sigma.  There was a Sigma turbo at one stage, though it was a suck through carby setup on an Astron 2000.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||03-11-2003||12:35 AM||||I like it.  The rear reminds me of a Saab.  Nice air can, that thing is huge.<br /><br />I like the 80s style leather seats.  Very nice.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||998||03-11-2003||08:37 AM||||yeah, I was just going to say that I like those seats.||206.180.38.20||reg||1||998||00000480||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||03-11-2003||11:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 998:<br /><strong> yeah, I was just going to say that I like those seats. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They look like starion seats as well.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||03-11-2003||12:00 PM||||yeah tehy are it says that he put in a set of starion seats.||131.193.154.178||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001695.cgi
A||||4||DongeR615||L6 L4||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||03-11-2003||02:37 AM||||What does the L stand for in L6 or L4?<br /><br />DongeR615||63.201.88.120||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||03-11-2003||10:42 AM||||stands for inline. a M3 is an I-6 or inline 6 cyl engine and a I-4 is an inline 4. B-4 is a boxter 4 and so on and v is well a V shaped engine.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||03-11-2003||11:29 AM||||I would assume it is Linear a.k.a inline||192.249.47.11||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||03-11-2003||05:41 PM||||"L stands for inline"..does that make any sense? <br /><br />Linear sounds more correct. Someone here probably knows the origin and the reason why back it the day it was called "L" but now calls it "I"<br /><br />DongeR615||63.201.88.120||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||Ash||03-11-2003||10:02 PM||||Different company's terminology just to be different to each other.  I-nline & L-inear mean the same thing.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/001696.cgi
A||||8||sleeper||Rally VR-4 anyone?||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||03-11-2003||10:53 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://page4.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/d26641069" target="_blank">http://page4.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/d26641069</a><br /><br />Unfortunately the seller don't ship.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||03-11-2003||11:40 AM||||Man, he sure does have that thing grounded out real well.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||03-11-2003||12:21 PM||||I want the wheels and the Cusco cage.||209.245.236.50||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||03-11-2003||12:52 PM||||Yeah, lots of ground. I just read that article in Turbo magazine, how they gained x amount of HP just by using some special ground wires.<br />Looking at some of the japanese sites they seam to concern more about looks and small stuff. I wonder if they look at our websites and start to drool over some peoples cars like we do on theirs.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||03-11-2003||01:00 PM||||Gabor<br /><br />I think you mean the Sun Auto hyper grounding system. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.takakaira.com/asp/template.asp?id=817&cat=2" target="_blank">http://www.takakaira.com/asp/template.asp?id=817&cat=2</a><br /><br />HKS sells a similar setup as well called Circle Earth System.<br /><br />Yeah, seems like their mods are relatively simple compared to the extremes we go to... They probably rather buy a used skyline and be done with it, while sadly, we dont have this option unless someone wants to shell out $80K for one from motorex...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||03-11-2003||02:41 PM||||KC,<br />Something like that but from a more known company.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.10||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||03-11-2003||03:39 PM||||Yeah, The sun auto Kits are the ones to have but if your cheap APC makes them now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   The one thing I like about their cars is that it has to be funcitanal, Look at the way things are mounted. Their not their to look pretty and theirs no point to hide them, Everything is well withen reach. BTW what wheels are those and what drop is that car at?||209.245.238.165||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||teet||03-11-2003||03:55 PM||||umm...let's see here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />that's a tarmac rally car.  Basically a road race car.  there are very few tarmac rallies in the US...and SCCA doesn't allow turbos in club racing.  But you could go to one of the other sanctioning bodies.<br /><br />the grounding all the way back to the battery is likely due to the fact that they can't...or don't go through the hassle...of seam welding the bodies so when they torque the crap out of them on tarmac...stuff starts to separate a bit and you build up resistance in the body and it is best to minimize that.  <br /><br />there are much better rally DSMs/GVR4s for sale in the US right now anyways.  A word of note thought would be whenever you are buying a rally car...ignore the engine do-dads and focus on the body/cage/suspension/braking prep...and the ACTUAL finish record of the car.  There are a lot of shinny cars out there with this trinket or that trinket that have not proven reliable.  Vs the mofugas(ex) rally beast that was 12/14 rallies complete...until that dang tree got in my way...  rally beast II is under construction.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.4||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||03-11-2003||04:20 PM||||Teet<br /><br />we need to talk about some CF parts, man!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001697.cgi
A||||1||Doc_Seuss||wiring harness for cd player||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||03-11-2003||05:13 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||just wondering if the wiring harness for a gvr4 is the same as a 1g dsm?<br /><br />anyone<br />dave||128.153.154.232||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||03-11-2003||05:54 PM||||I'm sure it's the same.  I put my stock GVR4 stereo in my 1G Talon for a while.  The harness plugs were identical.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/001698.cgi
A||||9||Hertz||4G Lancer Project||||1||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||03-11-2003||11:49 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||<a href="http://www.vysor.com/lancerproject.htm" target="_blank">4G Lancer Project</a>||64.108.207.176||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||03-12-2003||05:31 AM||||Man that's a lot of work.  And to think, I was complaining about all the fabrication work had to do to put a intercooler into my old Mirage Turbo before I sold it.  That's nothing compared to what this guy is going through.  Well he's got the car mobile now.  I wonder if it's all going to be worth it?||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||03-12-2003||04:55 PM||||Even crazier is the fact that he documented so much... like anyone else would ever want to do that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||03-12-2003||10:55 PM||||There is a guy in Tampa that did what I believe is that same project.  2600 lbs AWD Turbo, he's running low 11's on pump gas.  The car doesn't look fast at all, looks like your average old Mirage.<br /><br />It's sweet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I'll try to find some pictures or a website of it.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||1667 VR4||03-13-2003||12:02 AM||||those wheels look friggin ridiculous on that car!! lol i hopes he plans on getting some smaller profile tires or better looking wheels.||24.73.5.30||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||03-13-2003||06:59 AM||||Yea, a DSM'er in Oregon did a talon drivetrain swap into a 2dr Mirage.  Friggin' sweet car.  If I remember correctly, the car was gutted but the powertrain was basically stock.  I think a different exhaust to get it to fit, but stock boost and everything.  The car was basically gutted though, so it ran like a raped ape.  It's for sale on bensrallypage.com for a song and dance considering all the work's been done already and it comes w/a bunch of spare stuff.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||talontsi||03-13-2003||08:12 AM||||Here is the local guy Jerry with once of the best swaps I have seen to date.<br />The car is super clean and full inteior.<br /><br /><a href="http://dragtrix.94tsiawd.com/lancer.html" target="_blank">http://dragtrix.94tsiawd.com/lancer.html</a>||65.32.23.88||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||03-13-2003||08:40 AM||||Thanks Glen, I knew he had a website somewhere.  That car rocks.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||smokindav||03-13-2003||09:53 AM||||All that work and he didn't use the Turbo 4G63.  Dumb.||128.255.248.210||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||03-13-2003||10:11 AM||||he prob used the 4G64 cause it has the longer stroke and it can give some good torque.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001699.cgi
A||||3||1quickvr4||Removing sound deadning...||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||03-12-2003||12:11 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Im in the process of removing this junk out of the trunk of my car. The stuff on top of the rear wheel wells came off way to easy, But I cant figure out a decent way to remove the stuff from the trunk floor. On my freinds 77 celica drag car he had the best luck with an air chisel, Im just hoping that theirs some easyier way to do this.||209.245.226.103||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||03-12-2003||01:00 AM||||Use a heat gun that should loosen it up.||199.35.202.221||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||03-12-2003||02:35 AM||||SCC did this a while ago on their project Civic Si.  They went the heat gun route (not many other options in sunny SoCal) but said that some northern cars in cold/snowy climes would have their sound tar stuff get all stiff in the cold and sometimes crack and loosen on its own.  It would take very little "persuasion" to remove it intentionally.  This apparently works much faster, easier, more completely, and far less messily but having never done either I can't really vouch for this information.  Good luck.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||TinyVR4||03-12-2003||12:54 PM||||I just talked to a guy who removed the stuff by soaking it with kerosene....i can stil smell the kerosene in his car though....if you can get rid of the smell, i guess it works really well.||66.72.194.29||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes



ubb/Forum3/001700.cgi
A||||8||spoulson||Replacing missing TB vacuum lines||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||03-12-2003||09:29 AM||public@networkapp.com||I'm giving my car a complete checkup before I get it inspected.  It's recently had the engine rebuilt by the previous owner.  I'm putting on new tires and brakes.  Then I notice all the vacuum ports on the TB are capped off.  Great.<br /><br />So I studied the service manual to see how the lines all hook up.  I'm confused because there seems to be two possible configurations, Federal and California emissions.  How do I know which one my car is?  I'm guessing CA but not sure.<br /><br />Also, where is the location of the:  charcoal canister, purge solenoid, and EGR solenoid?  I don't know what they look like.  Also, which size/type vacuum lines are good for these lines?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||03-12-2003||09:32 AM||||This was just covered a few days ago. <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001796" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001796</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||03-12-2003||09:36 AM||||Crap, I just realized I posted to the wrong board.  Could someone move this to Tech?<br /><br />I've read that thread, but it doesn't answer most what what I'm asking.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||03-12-2003||09:48 AM||||EGR is on the intake. It the little piece that bolts to the intake below the throttle body.Here it has a brown top(its rusty)<br />     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=142" alt=" - " /> <br />Here is the canister/purge valve. If you follow the hose that runs from the compressor tube. You will find it.<br />     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=144" alt=" - " /><br /><br />EDIT:: This is from the talon I have in my driveway. Its in the same place as the VR4, but this actually still has the canister & purge valve. the valve is the piece that is extending, off of the canister. You can see it between the battery mount frame.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||joec||03-12-2003||10:56 AM||||I think you can tell Federal from California based on the VIN.  I checked out <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/VINs.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/VINs.html</a> but it doesn't give the specifics.  <br /><br />If I had to guess I would say that if the 8th digit of the VIN is a "U" then it's a Federal car (both my NY GVR4 and DSM have a U).  Anyone know for sure -- I think I saw the info in the manual backup CD somewhere.||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||03-12-2003||11:25 AM||||Fed or Cal is NOT in the VIN. The U in the VIN only indicates a turbo 4G63 engine.  Check the model code on the plate on the firewall.<br /><br />E39ASNXXX 2M  is Fed<br />E39ASNXXX 7M  is Cal.<br /><br />Your hose routing sticker under the hood should also tell you if it meets Cal emissions or not.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||joec||03-12-2003||11:44 AM||||iceman, do you know what the F in the 8th digit is for?  The vfaq also lists it as a 2.0 turbo.  Maybe just for DSM's, or 2G DSMs?||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||03-12-2003||04:48 PM||||You guys are swift.  Thanks for the info and pictures.<br /><br />Ok, so I didn't study the stickers and stuff because honestly the entire engine bay is plastered with rusty coolant from the radiator that blew up before the car came in my possession.<br /><br />I called Conicelli and they have hose kits for both emissions standards between $50-65, which appears to include the applicable T fittings and stuff.  Ok, so I can do a lot cheaper with generic hose and T's, but I'm going for the stock appearance (color coded hoses) and fitment.  It's a nice car, I don't want to cheap out on it.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||03-12-2003||05:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> iceman, do you know what the F in the 8th digit is for?  The vfaq also lists it as a 2.0 turbo.  Maybe just for DSM's, or 2G DSMs? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The "F" in digit 8 is for 2.0 T/C, for both 1 and 2g but only from '93 Model year.  Before that it meant 1.6 t/c.  It should be for any Mitsu, but that engine may have only been used in the "DSM" (and the EVO-but no US VIN series for those0until now).||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/001882.cgi
A||||4||mixx2001||This is technical, but not a question.  You be the judge.||||4||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||04-09-2003||10:47 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||My car did something it's never done this evening.  It ran exactly how it should.  Well except for the fucked up master cylinder, the funny diff, and the oil light coming on.  But other than those soon to be remedied items, it was beautiful.  After just ten seconds of driving, there was a tear of joy in my eye, and a feeling in my heart untill now only inspired by women.  Me and my Stepfather pulled the engine cover, and lined everything up.  Only to find the horrible vibration in my motor was not being caused by the balance shaft belt being installed incorectly, but by a ever so slight miss alignhment of the cam gears.  She is so smooth now.  Keep in mind we slapped a new timing belt in this bitch before I ever drove it, so this was like driving it for the first time, the right way.  Just thought I'd share.||66.26.138.16||reg||4||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-09-2003||11:07 PM||||it's them audi's.  i had an uncle who drove an audi.  one day he just lost it and had to be committed.  i remember a kid in high school, flunked every test he took, then, he got rid of his audi, won a college scholarship and married the prom queen.  one house down the street had an audi in the garage, and the refuse people never took away his garbage, and all the cats used to go in his yard.  one month after he got rid of his audi, he got yard of the month.  heck, look at saddam.  he drives an audi.  i think that's what this war is all about.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||04-10-2003||12:04 AM||||wow.. so I thought it was over liberating the people of iraq and getting rid of the weapons of mass destruction! But I guess it is cause he has a few audis.... I never knew that Ken||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||04-10-2003||12:48 PM||||I work at an Audi dealership, but I don't own one this post was about my VR-4.  This is in response to your Audi comments.  Unless you were just random Audi bashing which is cool.  Great cars but fun to bash, alot like DSMs.||65.165.18.200||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-10-2003||02:30 PM||||Oh, I thought he was saying it is the SAUDI's fault.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I heard that we were going to code-name the war "Operation Iraqi Liberation" instead of "Operation Iraqi Freedom".  They chose "Freedom" because the acronym for the first one is OIL!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001701.cgi
A||||11||Louters91GVR4||Mortgage Rates Officially lowest in over 30 years!!!||||14||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||03-12-2003||10:17 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||I know I have offered to help before, but if any of you guys/gals own a house. LET ME SAVE YOU SOME CASH. I can more than likely lower your rate/consolidate debt/lower your payment. Let me know, I will hook you Galant dudes up. Save you money, so you can dump it into your Galants!!! Take care guys, later.<br /><br /><br />Tom Louters - Accufirst Mortgage<br />1-800-558-9877||216.153.165.31||reg||14||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||Tondar||03-12-2003||09:12 PM||||I would ask you nicely to not use this board for this purpose.<br /><br />BTW I emailed this guy when he initially made this offer and he quoted me absolutely outlandish closing costs (5x the average).  I would almost gaurantee that this guy gets his closing costs from you and then sells the mortgage to someone else to service... don't bother.||68.41.153.186||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||03-12-2003||10:08 PM||||He never replied to me. I guess he couldnt beat mine. I had a 6.5% fixed||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||03-13-2003||11:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tondar:<br /><strong> I would ask you nicely to not use this board for this purpose.<br /><br />BTW I emailed this guy when he initially made this offer and he quoted me absolutely outlandish closing costs (5x the average).  I would almost gaurantee that this guy gets his closing costs from you and then sells the mortgage to someone else to service... don't bother. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its kinda funny when you know so little about the mortgage industry and you still talk about it like you know everything. I have talked to Jon and he has no problem with me posting to help members with their mortgages. I have never charged 5000 for a mortgage in my life and you need to quit lying about a fellow member and try to be a little more mature. If you have a beef with me, send it to my email instead of acting like a child. Think about it.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000004||Louters91GVR4||03-13-2003||11:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> He never replied to me. I guess he couldnt beat mine. I had a 6.5% fixed </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry if I never replied to you, if that is the case I must have not got your email. Depending on the situation and credit, I could possibly do 5.5% on a 30 year fixed or 4.75% on a 15 year fixed. Sorry about the mix up.<br /><br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000005||Tondar||03-13-2003||11:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its kinda funny when you know so little about the mortgage industry and you still talk about it like you know everything.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I never claimed to know "everything", I'm only talking from experience.  So prove me wrong, show me how little I know...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have never charged 5000 for a mortgage in my life and you need to quit lying about a fellow member and try to be a little more mature.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought that I had saved the email but I didn't.  The quote was completely ridiculous.  And since you just stated that the average is $1000 (I said "5x" you said "$5000"), how are you doing anyone any favors charging way more than this?<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you have a beef with me, send it to my email instead of acting like a child. Think about it.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just trying to warn my fellow GVR4 owners, you know like you said "Save you money"<br /><br />think about that!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.153.186||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000006||Louters91GVR4||03-13-2003||12:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tondar:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its kinda funny when you know so little about the mortgage industry and you still talk about it like you know everything.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I never claimed to know "everything", I'm only talking from experience.  So prove me wrong, show me how little I know...<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have never charged 5000 for a mortgage in my life and you need to quit lying about a fellow member and try to be a little more mature.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought that I had saved the email but I didn't.  The quote was completely ridiculous.  And since you just stated that the average is $1000 (I said "5x" you said "$5000"), how are you doing anyone any favors charging way more than this?<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you have a beef with me, send it to my email instead of acting like a child. Think about it.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just trying to warn my fellow GVR4 owners, you know like you said "Save you money"<br /><br />think about that!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This might make sense, or maybe not in your simple mind.<br /><br />Mortgage Basics:<br /><br />Bank #1<br />100,000.00 loan amount at 6% for 30 years<br />P&I Payment of $599.55<br />Closing Costs - $500-$1000 though a bank<br /><br />Mortgage Brokership(ME)<br />100,000.00 loan amount at 5.5% for 30 years<br />P&I Payment of $567.79<br />Closing Costs - $1500-$3000 though me<br /><br />Lets do some math<br /><br />-Bank#1 $599.55 times 360 months<br />you are paying $215,838.00 for your $100,000.00 loan<br /><br />-Mortgage Brokership $567.79 time 360 months<br />you are paying $204,404.40 for your $100,000.00 loan<br /><br />Bottom line, by paying a slightly higher price for a broker to get you the lowest rate possible, you save $11,433.60 over the course of your loan.(on this example) Makes sense to me, or do you want me to get even for technical. You pay for what you get, just like anything in this world. Harry's sound systems are expensive because they are going to last forver, you get a good product if you are willing to pay. <br /><br />I don't expect anyone to call me on this after you running your mouth, but do me a favor and think before you speak. Sorry if I offended anyone, I was just offering to help some friends out, this is what I do for a living. I am sure anyone in here would be kind enough to over services to others to help them out. Oh well, I hope you see some kind of point here...<br /><br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000007||number3||03-13-2003||02:06 PM||||4.75% is very good.<br /><br /><br />If I didn't have a Boss in the bussiness I would have used Tom. If you don't know anyone local why not help out a fellow GVR4 lover.<br /><br />Nothing turns me off like someone who bitches about the price of something someone is trying to sell and they have no good reason for it. I guess it makes them feel big.<br /><br /><br />I sell A/V systems that in the end are way above average in cost because that is because my customers want it all. But line item for line item I am always competitive and in most cases cheaper. Hey you want 10 plasma TV it is going to be $50-100k no matter how you look at it. (How do I always get dragged into these things...)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Tondar||03-13-2003||03:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bottom line, by paying a slightly higher price for a broker to get you the lowest rate possible,</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your rate wasn't lower, I had quotes from several banks/brokers.  <br /><br />I simply stated what my experience was with you, and you in turn just start insulting me.  Who's acting like the child?<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nothing turns me off like someone who bitches about the price of something someone is trying to sell and they have no good reason for it. I guess it makes them feel big.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No good reason?  He had the worst offer out of anyone I asked.  I thought that was reason enough to tell my fellow GVR4 owners about my experience.||68.41.153.186||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||03-13-2003||05:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<br /><strong> I know I have offered to help before, but if any of you guys/gals own a house. LET ME SAVE YOU SOME CASH. I can more than likely lower your rate/consolidate debt/lower your payment. Let me know, I will hook you Galant dudes up. Save you money, so you can dump it into your Galants!!! Take care guys, later.<br /><br /><br />Tom Louters - Accufirst Mortgage<br />1-800-558-9877 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tom,<br />Tell me something: Whats the difference if I take the loan as a primary mortgage vs. a home equity loan. Say I have a $250,000 home, with $125,000 of principle. A friend was telling me that the way he did it was as a home equity loan, and it had a lot of advantages doing it that way. True?<br />Jeff O.||67.35.22.184||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||Louters91GVR4||03-14-2003||06:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<br /><strong> I know I have offered to help before, but if any of you guys/gals own a house. LET ME SAVE YOU SOME CASH. I can more than likely lower your rate/consolidate debt/lower your payment. Let me know, I will hook you Galant dudes up. Save you money, so you can dump it into your Galants!!! Take care guys, later.<br /><br /><br />Tom Louters - Accufirst Mortgage<br />1-800-558-9877 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tom,<br />Tell me something: Whats the difference if I take the loan as a primary mortgage vs. a home equity loan. Say I have a $250,000 home, with $125,000 of principle. A friend was telling me that the way he did it was as a home equity loan, and it had a lot of advantages doing it that way. True?<br />Jeff O. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">An equity loan is basically the same as a 1st mortgage only a shorter term. Interest is tax deductable, just the same as a 1st mortgage. It basically gives you access to your equity without the hassle of a full refinance. There are many different kinds of equity loans, you just got to pick the one which fits you best.<br /><br />Tom||140.254.113.35||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000011||number3||03-14-2003||06:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nothing turns me off like someone who bitches about the price of something someone is trying to sell and they have no good reason for it. I guess it makes them feel big.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No good reason?  He had the worst offer out of anyone I asked.  I thought that was reason enough to tell my fellow GVR4 owners about my experience. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />...But that is still no reason for you to reply to his post in a negative way to the entire list. (I don't think he handled it very well either) I was not refering to just you but everyone that does it.  If someone posts something for sale (anywhere on the net) and it happend to be more money then somewhere else, some people find it "their duty" to jump on the poor guy not having the best price in the world. Why? Just ignore it. <br /><br />Jon and others obviously felt his price and SERVICE was right and so could others. For you and I it wasn't. So what? Just ignore it. <br /><br />I bet I got better rates then you did. Should I tell you, you were a fool and got over charged? No, that is not my place or my business.<br /><br />Tandar, I know how this can seem odd that I feel this way and it is only my opinion but, like you when I feel something is more than it should be I shop it myself, right?  Just like you did. What is a good deal for one person may not be for another. Let people do there own thinking. <br /><br />I am done,<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001702.cgi
A||||0||chucklesas||Sighting...Me.||||5||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||03-12-2003||04:59 PM||||Someone who owns a Green VR4 (got that out of the conversation) in Hartford, CT. spotted me.  Was driving his other car.  Sorry, was hard to talk to you in moving traffic.   Anyone know who that might be?<br />Was it you..?||64.252.196.56||reg||5||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum3/001703.cgi
A||||0||DongeR615||link to timing belt group buy||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||03-12-2003||05:10 PM||||will someone post the link for the timing belt group buy contact information? i can't seem to find it...<br /><br />thanks<br />DongeR615||63.201.88.120||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum3/001704.cgi
A||||3||Numberless||Forum suggestion: FMIC setup &quot;vault&quot;||||1||||Numberless||00000739
Z||000000||Numberless||03-12-2003||05:27 PM||||Guys I've been thinking...I've only been here a short time but even so I've seen a bunch of threads about some of your custom fmic/piping setups.  I think there are 2 or 3 active right now.<br /><br />Anyway, I wanted to suggest that you guys make a sticky thread about fmic setups and just have members upload their info to one place.  A good start would be to compile some of the existing threads/setups into one big one and sticky it.<br /><br />I imagine in 6 months it would get a bunch of posts, and before long it would basically be one big long fmic "vfaq" for the vr4.<br /><br />Just an idea, let me know whatcha think...<br /><br />Jon<br /><br />Here are some I can think of to add off the board right now:<br /><br />Starion setup pics <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001823" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001823</a><br /><br />Howard's setup:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001786" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001786</a><br /><br />Starion fmic issues:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001818" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001818</a><br /><br />IC pipes/setup: (pics currently broken)<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001371" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001371</a><br /><br />dual intercoolers:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001812" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001812</a><br /><br />IC pipes:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001801" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001801</a><br /><br />IC question:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001614" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001614</a><br /><br />another:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001555" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001555</a><br /><br />spearco 221:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001570" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001570</a><br /><br />another:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001584" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001584</a><br /><br />extreme fmic:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001550" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001550</a><br /><br />anyway...you get the idea, this was within the first 8 pages of the tech forum.<br /><br />Good idea or not?<br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||03-13-2003||02:26 AM||||seems like a good idea,sort of a one stop info shop for the FMIC crowd..||68.35.69.155||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||03-13-2003||11:03 AM||||Good idea, I think a 4WS blockoff thread would be nice to have sticky also.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||BluFalcon||03-13-2003||02:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Good idea, I think a 4WS blockoff thread would be nice to have sticky also. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree.  I'm going to be installing a 4 bolt real soon, and I'd really like to know more about doing this before I start ripping and tearing.||12.237.59.14||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum3/001705.cgi
A||||28||1667 VR4||Anybody got any info on this wing?||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||03-12-2003||05:36 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||<a href="http://e39a.tripod.co.jp/pic/001008_39.jpg" target="_blank">http://e39a.tripod.co.jp/pic/001008_39.jpg</a><br /><br />I NEED to find more info about this wing!! Kinda looks like a stock wing w/ sidepiece extensions. Id love to pick one up.||24.73.5.30||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||03-12-2003||05:42 PM||||Its an AMG wing..you are SOL unless you can buy one from overseas or make one somehow. 90 style TEL's had such a wing, it could work with some severe modifications, of course...<br /><br />I honestly think a new subaru wrx wing would look good on the gvr4...Both car trunks look squarish in the back and it may look OK. Kinda like the skyline r34 wing...<br /> <br />Some of the guys over in Japan have used a skyline wing or a evo VII wing which look pretty cool as well. Its just about taste. I wouldnt put the wing on till I ran a 11 sec run. Else, you'd be called a ricer and made fun of...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />Else I would go wingless...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||03-12-2003||06:17 PM||||I really would like to find out more about this wing...looks like it may be an Evo IV derivative...<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=147" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=148" alt=" - " />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||03-12-2003||09:48 PM||||looks real similar to the evo 3 wing on james' evo here in members rides.||12.18.161.164||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||03-12-2003||10:55 PM||||I personally think that that wing is too big and bulky looking for the gvr4. I would suggest an evo VII style wing...its much simpler looking without the heavy base at the bottom and the divider piece in the middle. <br /><br />IMHO, you would need JDMized bumpers as well to get the car looking nice. If you see the side profile of a USDM gvr4, the freakin bumpers stick out like cheese trays on either side. Kinda sad.<br /><br />I cannot use a JDM bumper as my freakin FMIC is too big...I may try to get the rear one maybe in time, but that may make the gvr4 look even odder...||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||03-12-2003||11:03 PM||||The more I look at the JDM bumpers the more I want them. They make the car look so much shorter. I'll leave my wing stock. It looks tasteful and clean.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||03-12-2003||11:45 PM||||sorry but that wing does look awful! either keep the stock wing or get the amg wing they keep the car lookin clean.<br /><br />who makes a front lip for our cars?||65.227.204.218||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||1667 VR4||03-12-2003||11:58 PM||||i dont care for the evo wing...i was just gauging opinion on the AMG 3-piece one.||24.73.5.30||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||03-13-2003||07:03 AM||||Hmm... KC's comment had me thinking about about the Skyline R34 wing, so I dredged up the episode of Top Gear where Jeremy Clarkson gives it a good run on the airfield.  That's a damn nice wing.  Sporty, looks somewhat functional (adds 3 lbs. of downforce at 160 mph, lol) yet doesn't attract too much attention.  Almost never see Skylines with aftermarket wings, besides a few show cars or all out track cars, so they might be a bitch to track down...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||03-13-2003||09:14 AM||||Jon<br /><br />Take a look at the WRX wing as well now and tell me what you think. The wrx aftermarket offers these legs to prop up the wing up higher if need be, but that also will look good, IMHO.||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||Numberless||03-13-2003||12:32 PM||||My opinion of the amg wing dropped a bit when a buddy of mine here at work saw the picture of it and asked: "is that a wing off of an '80s trans am?"<br /><br />Ruined it for me.  Now that I look at it, it really does look like an old knight rider style wing...  sad.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.ranchochevy.com/320x240/1h0432_pr.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/amgtype1/type1_R1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000011||Johnny Bravo||03-13-2003||12:56 PM||||Yeah, now all the AMG Galant needs is a flashing red light going across the front of the hood  LOL  ...and a button on the dash that says "Turbo" so you can hit it when you need to jump over 18 wheelers & trains & such.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   hehe||128.8.218.137||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000012||hibrn8||03-13-2003||12:58 PM||||yeah but it looks better on the trunk of the galant!||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000013||Johnny Bravo||03-13-2003||01:02 PM||||<a href="http://www.vr-4.net/myvr4.html" target="_blank">http://www.vr-4.net/myvr4.html</a><br /><br />More pics of the car I originally posted, but if you look at the 6th picture down you can see he had an Evo II or IV wing on it for a while as well.  It's not as angular or quite as big.  I don't personally like it as much, but it may go a bit better with our US bumpers.||128.8.218.137||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000014||Numberless||03-13-2003||01:51 PM||||Now that I see those photos side by side like that, it's scary, they look identical.  <br />OK well, I guess I opened up a new galant vfaq: "firebird forumula wing on a galant!"  <br />It's <b>JDM</b>ullet!<br /><br />J||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||03-13-2003||02:01 PM||||LOL...That does it..the AMG wing is not one I would have.<br /><br />Yeah, along with the red LED, I wonder if we could install a talking computer that said things like:<br /><br />'lifter tick', <br />'phanthom knock',<br />'CAPS need replaced' <br />'timing belt or balance shafts' '<br />'oil filter coming loose'<br />'2nd gear synchro crapped out'<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />in this link: <a href="http://www.vr-4.net/myvr4.html" target="_blank">http://www.vr-4.net/myvr4.html</a><br /><br />I personally like the wing on the last picture. Its simpler, more Evo VII'sh, it has no base, just the two sides and the fin across the middle. I think I like this the best.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||91 #680||03-13-2003||08:27 PM||||um. I think the stock wing looks the best.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000017||Jose||03-13-2003||09:16 PM||||Just for the record KITT (Knight Rider Car) did not have that style wing, plus it was not a Trans Am model it was a plain jane Firebird with a twin post wing.<br />Jose.....||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000018||DeanCouchey||03-13-2003||10:28 PM||||<img src="http://www.vr-4.net/vr45.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />I like this wing. I wish I could find the pic of the car that I wanna make mine look like! I will search and go and find it for us all!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||03-13-2003||11:58 PM||||hmmm..evo 3 wing...right, sorta?||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||DeanCouchey||03-14-2003||12:30 AM||||here is the car that I love so much! Want mine to look like it for the weekend warrior!<br /> <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jaz_side.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jazbs.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000022||turbowop||03-14-2003||12:41 AM||||Big vinyl fan 'eh Dean?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000023||GRV4726||03-14-2003||02:24 AM||||"so I dredged up the episode of Top Gear where Jeremy Clarkson gives it a good run on the airfield." -theymightbegalants<br /><br />i love that one.  i watched that thing so many times<br /><br />"should make you a hit with the girls" jeremy... haha||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000024||theymightbegalants||03-14-2003||04:05 AM||||So if you're trying to track down an AMG wing, and having no luck, why not just fit an 80's Trans Am wing to your car?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000025||Numberless||03-14-2003||08:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> Just for the record KITT (Knight Rider Car) did not have that style wing, plus it was not a Trans Am model it was a plain jane Firebird with a twin post wing.<br />Jose..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just KNEW somebody was gonna call me on that one.  You watch too much tv.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> So if you're trying to track down an AMG wing, and having no luck, why not just fit an 80's Trans Am wing to your car?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go for it...it would probably work, just don't tell anybody.  We'll call it the "don't ask, don't tell" wing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Jon||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000026||blacksheep||03-14-2003||09:21 AM||||Yeah, that top gear episode is pretty cool...He makes you really wanna a "killer blue".<br /><br />When I lived in India, BBC Britain was a channel we got locally on TV, so I grew up watching Top Gear. I still remember when they tested The Supra Twin Turbo and the Subaru "Impretza" (thats they way they pronounce it, almost)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.63||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000027||DeanCouchey||03-14-2003||11:03 AM||||Oh Mark I love Vinyl! LOL not really but I dont wanna go to that extreme but ti woudl be nice to get a few ralliart parts in there so it isnt rice when I have a ralliart badge one it. And am I to young to rember what you guys are talking about... I have seen old knight rider episodes but never a full one.... Maybe its on TV land for all you old folks! ;-)||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000028||drew||03-14-2003||02:34 PM||||I remember reading someone paid like JPY 100,000 for an AMG wing from MMC. That's about USD 900.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000029||blacksheep||03-14-2003||05:25 PM||||Drew<br /><br />Can you translate the sigma shop site stuff? I wanna know what all they have for sale !||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001706.cgi
A||||4||cdlong||is this car worth it?||||1||||cdlong||00001116
Z||000000||cdlong||03-12-2003||09:29 PM||||ok, i'm a newbie to this car, so forgive any repetitive questions.  <br /><br />i found this car at a local speed shop.  it's a '91 GVR4, green with black leather.  i don't know what options were avaliable, but it didn't have a sunroof or anything that looked like optional equipment.  i forgot to check the mileage, but i think it was around 120k.  <br /><br />as for mods, it had an aftermarket CD player, 2.5" turbo back exhaust, and a new intake.  it also had a new head (stock replacement), timing belt and guide.  the tranny will be rebuilt 'cause syncros on 2 and 3 are shot.  <br /><br />as for condition, the car wasn't perfect, but not horrible.  the paint wasn't great and there was a little body damage (very minor, a crack in the grill and some little dents).  the ABS light was on, i think the right rear sensor was bad.  the engine and turbo seemed fine.  <br /><br />the shop wanted $5000 for the car.  more than i want to pay, but it may be worth it.  the car was fun, quick and handled pretty good.  is 5k too much?  what do you guys think?<br />thanks<br /><br />one other thing, the car seemed to hit a wall at about 6k rpm, is that boost cut or something?  i'm not too familiar with turbos.||207.43.106.64||reg||1||cdlong||00001116||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||03-12-2003||11:47 PM||||from what you just described i personally wouldnt dish out 5k for that car.||65.227.204.218||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||03-13-2003||07:09 AM||||Offer 'em $3500 or so and work from there.  Certainly no more than $4500.  They are sweet cars though... I was looking for several years (granted, in all the wrong places) before I found mine and just about sold my left nut to get it.  In the 20 mos. or so since I bought, I've dumped in just as much as I paid for it and it's only been running half of that time.  I've never regretted my decision or looked back.  I can't ever imagine selling or trading my car.  We may be able to assign them a value, but to me my car is priceless.  Assuming that I couldn't sell the car, but it would become my "daily" driver like mine is now, there is only a single car ever made that would tempt me enough to give up my VR4, and that's a Porsche 959.  No Ferrari, Lambourghini (sp?), BMW, nada.  I guess it just depends on how much you want this car.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||03-13-2003||10:41 PM||||My opinion is that that is not worth it,you can get a nice one that is mint for that price or a little bit more,plus you can always come to th e person with 3500 or 4000 cash.and trust me when he sees the money he will let go of it.And what speed shop is this you are talking about?I used to live in Toledo,i think it was called leverett middle i lived next to.I will be back in ohio this spring break and while im down there i'll probably swing by and check it out.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||cdlong||03-14-2003||12:06 AM||||the place is called showdown motorsports.  i found the car on DSMtrader.  they specialize mostly in DSMs but have other stuff too.  the owner said he had a few guys coming in from out of state (probably MI really, it's only 10 minutes away) so i doubt he'd go much lower than $4500.  and cash won't phase him really, not like i have it anyway.  <br /><br />to be honest, i don't care that it's not mint, it would be a daily driver till i could pay it off and then start making it sweet(er).||207.43.108.118||reg||1||cdlong||00001116||yes



ubb/Forum3/001883.cgi
A||||24||benwah||What was the MSRP for a 91-92 GVR4||||1||||benwah||00000735
Z||000000||benwah||04-10-2003||02:30 AM||||Hello,<br />Just wondering if we had any original owners on here or people that were lucky enough to still have the retail purchase sticker for their GVR4.<br />I was curious on the price of the car new plus the price of the options that were offered which I think was just the moon roof. I wonder also if there was much difference between 91 and 92 price wise. Anyway I know someone on here has the information, thanks!!<br />BEN||24.213.46.156||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||04-10-2003||04:03 AM||||If someone can, scan it and put it under the "Read Me First" heading in the Tecnnical Questions area section. Then we all can see it when we want, and it's usefull.......||24.209.152.232||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||04-10-2003||06:47 AM||||I got my window sticker in the glove box of the car. I'll look for a scanner today.||68.162.98.120||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||04-10-2003||06:59 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=256" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=256&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I hope this helps.  It's not mine; don't know where I got it from/whose it is...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||Gvr4-330||04-10-2003||07:10 AM||||Here's a picture of one from my 1991 VR-4.  Owner paid full price back in Dec of 1990.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=257" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=257&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Click on the link for a full-sized pic.<br /><br />I just wish the VR-4 I'm keeping had all this paperwork.<br /><br />Oh, I just remembered that the other options for both years were different radio options such as CD players.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||04-10-2003||08:01 AM||||The only options were sunroof, cd player and something else related to sound system.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||04-10-2003||08:12 AM||||The third option was "premium audio system" or something to that affect.  I'll try to scan my window sticker in tonight and post it.  That's the only option my car had.  NO CD, and no sun-roof.||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||Nate||04-10-2003||12:55 PM||||The window sticker on my dad's 92 GVR4 had the sticker price of $24,865.  It did have the sunroof and CD player, but who in their right mind would pay almost $25G for a GVR4?  Not me.  We got his car when it was 1 year old with 20K on it for $15K, in flawless condition.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000008||number3||04-10-2003||02:10 PM||||Jon, Mark, and Doug all bought theirs brand new didn't they?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||04-10-2003||02:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br />[QB... but who in their right mind would pay almost $25G for a GVR4?  Not me.  We got his car when it was 1 year old with 20K on it for $15K, in flawless condition. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Reminds me of all the Evo 8 discussions floating around...  Does anyone know how to do a "1991 dollars" calculation?  What would the Evo 8 sell for in 1991, or what would a GVR-4 sell for today?<br /><br />To answer my own question... if this is the right way to do it...  The average rate of inflation from 1996 onwards is 4.6%.  I applied this back to 1991.  If the GalantVR4 was $21,000 in 1991, the same vehicle would cost $35,61.35 in "2003 dollars".||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||Louters91GVR4||04-10-2003||02:35 PM||||It is real neat to see those window stickers.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000011||udriveu||04-10-2003||02:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> [QUOTE] If the GalantVR4 was $21,000 in 1991, the same vehicle would cost $35,61.35 in "2003 dollars". </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just curious, anyone know how much the base model Galant, or the GGSX costed new in '91?||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000012||GVR4458||04-10-2003||04:02 PM||||I thought that some publication did the write-up and the sticekr for an ordinary galant was about $14k.<br /><br />Typically cars go up at about 4% per year if you believe the Mits dealer.  I think the cause is primarily inflation but there are likely other factors.<br /><br />I would gladly pay $35k for a 2003 Galant VR-4 (left hand drive of course).  If we ever get these again, I will pay sticker.<br /><br />EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000013||dlpinckney||04-10-2003||06:31 PM||||I've never done this before, so here goes the attempt.  Thanks Ryan for the pic hosting...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=260" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=260&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||63.188.113.69||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000014||Vr4in'||04-10-2003||07:57 PM||||very intersting,thanks for those pics.and ,cars rate can go 4% a year but each car has its own rates.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||04-10-2003||08:17 PM||||I was talking about the value of the dollar (inflation), not the value of the car (appreciation or depreciation).  Yeah if there was a never-driven 1991 VR-4 sitting on a lot it would probably have a lower than $21,000 sticker.<br /><br />If we were talking about the value of a particular 1991 or 1992 VR-4 it would likely be negative numbers.   My VR-4 is worth about $-200 right now.  I keep throwing money at it to get that number up but it just keeps slipping.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.37.179.232||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||chucklesas||04-11-2003||09:15 AM||||Wow, I'll have to try and scan mine when I go home this weekend, but I believe mine was stickered at around $26,000  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000017||Martin Chilcote||04-11-2003||10:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br />What would the Evo 8 sell for in 1991, or what would a GVR-4 sell for today?<br />To answer my own question... if this is the right way to do it...  The average rate of inflation from 1996 onwards is 4.6%.  I applied this back to 1991.  If the GalantVR4 was $21,000 in 1991, the same vehicle would cost $35,61.35 in "2003 dollars". [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">EVO 8 options: $5,000 leather interior & automatic seatbelts   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.139.167.61||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||04-11-2003||11:07 AM||||Too bad our stupid belts weren't an option.  Would save me a lot of conversion trouble.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000019||absolootbs||04-14-2003||12:59 AM||||no shit... i hate automatic seatbelts.  at least ours are in a little better position than the tel ones.  if only i had a dollar for every time i've been whacked in the head by the ones on my brothers tsi...  unfortunately i'm too lazy/broke to do the conversion.<br /><br />anyway, to keep this on topic, i found my original window sticker when i was goin through the documentation the previous owner had a few weeks ago.  i was so pumped, i love stuff like that.  kinda spooked me when i saw theymightbegalants'.  mine looked almost identical to that one, except mine was originally sold in kansas city and i'm pretty sure it came into the country on the pacific coast (washington?, i think).  colors, options, price numbers, etc. all match up exactly.||128.210.107.138||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||04-14-2003||01:14 AM||||That windowsticker isn't mine (or the one to my car).  I just happened to have it in my vast archive of car crap.  I don't know whose (or which car's) it is.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000021||markrieb||04-15-2003||02:23 PM||||Here is my window sticker for my 1992, #334/1000<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=293" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=293&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I found some other papers stuffed in the owners manual, the car only had 18 miles on it when I signed the papers and I think I put 10 or so of those one during the test drive.<br /><br />I got the car out the door in California, including sales tax and registration for just over what is listed as the sticker price.  At the time I bought the car, the dealer had 4 or 5 '91's still on the lot and another 4 or 5 '92's.  I liked the looks of the wheels and the monochrome/lack of chrome on the '92 better than the '91.  I still can't believe I paid an extra $500 for a CD player...<br /><br />The car now has around 130,000 miles.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000022||VTGVR4||04-17-2003||03:26 PM||||btw, if anyone's interested... to get X year's cost and compare it with Y years cost, you need to use the consumer price index. its not 100%, but close enough for the economists to use...<br /><a href="http://woodrow.mpls.frb.fed.us/research/data/us/calc/" target="_blank">http://woodrow.mpls.frb.fed.us/research/data/us/calc/</a><br /><br />Galant in 1991= approx. 25k<br />Galant in 2003=   $33,733<br /><br />for that much money, i'd have to get into an STI.<br /><br />nick in vt||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000023||gvr4ever||04-17-2003||05:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Brad:<br /><strong> no shit... i hate automatic seatbelts.  at least ours are in a little better position than the tel ones.  if only i had a dollar for every time i've been whacked in the head by the ones on my brothers tsi...  unfortunately i'm too lazy/broke to do the conversion.<br /><br />anyway, to keep this on topic, i found my original window sticker when i was goin through the documentation the previous owner had a few weeks ago.  i was so pumped, i love stuff like that.  kinda spooked me when i saw theymightbegalants'.  mine looked almost identical to that one, except mine was originally sold in kansas city and i'm pretty sure it came into the country on the pacific coast (washington?, i think).  colors, options, price numbers, etc. all match up exactly. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well hey, they save like 3% in your ins  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   At least they are good for something.  I don't mind them so much in the Galant.  My last 3 cars have had them.  I guess I am just getting used to them being normal.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000024||chucklesas||04-20-2003||09:25 PM||||I finally got my sticker out and looked up the price. I'll have to post a pic of it later when I can get it sent to this computer, but... My car had a 10% dealer markup on it.  The final price on the sticker was just under $26000    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   So apparently Mitsu dealers have marked up prices in the past too, not just on the EVO.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum3/001884.cgi
A||||8||nyquil||Galant vr4's done up?||||6||||nyquil||00001317
Z||000000||nyquil||04-10-2003||03:22 AM||toolpill@hotmail.com||First let me say hello, im new to the galant's and dsm's in general. <br /><br />Now my story:: after i sell my z im gona have to purchase a car to use as a daily driver. I was looking at gti's, acura's, honda's and so on...but by accident i found myself lookin galant vr4's and got pretty interested in them. but the one thing i have noticed is that there are not many exterior mods for them. <br /><br />now i know there supposed to be sleepers and very clean vehicles. but i havent seen any exterior mods at all and or very clean looking vr4's. Anyone got any pics or anything of a cleanly exterior modified gvr4's.<br /><br />this is the only kit i have found, and its kinda to crazy for me. Ive heard of amg making kits for this car but havent seen anything.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.wholehyper.com/Lamark1/89-93MitsubishiGalantVR4E5kit.jpg" alt=" - " />||204.38.202.42||reg||6||nyquil||00001317||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||04-10-2003||06:49 AM||||<a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index2.html" target="_blank">http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index2.html</a><br /><br />There it is. Good luck finding someone to get it for you though.||68.162.98.120||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||Gvr4-330||04-10-2003||06:54 AM||||Most VR-4 owners are more interested in performance mods than appearance mods.  The most you will see is wheels.<br /><br />Once in awhile, you'll come upon a car like the one you showed, or you'll see one with an EVO wing.<br /><br />The VR-4 is already kitted from the factory as compared to normal Galants.  People might add JDM bumpers and/or hood vents, but that's pretty much the extent that people will go as far as "bodykits" since they are Mitsubishi parts and most want to stay with Mitsubishi factory parts.<br /><br />That AMG kit you heard of is from a version of the Galant tuned by AMG.  Sold by Mitsubishi, AMG bumpers are still Mitsubishi factory parts.<br /><br />I think a lot of this stems from the fact that the Galant is not a flashy car, and not much can be done to it to make it stand out.  But I love it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||04-10-2003||10:17 AM||||I personally love the way my car looks.... something about it, I mean, look at it, has the body kit already and slap some nice rims on them and they look real clean and mean.....||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||04-10-2003||08:18 PM||||i looked at the link above that shows the amg body kits and 1 of the cars i saw was automatic,and all of the cars on there are gvr4's.were they made automatic in other countries?plus,i saw one with an eyebrow for the headlights.where do they get those from?||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||04-10-2003||10:32 PM||||In that AMG link there is a silver car w/ different headlights. Are those Mitsu or something else? Anyone know. Also, can that AMG stuff be ordered thru U.S. dealers?||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||04-10-2003||10:38 PM||||i can get some amg things from japan. no word yet from my buyer. i'll let you all know asap||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||04-10-2003||11:22 PM||||in my opinion putting a body kit on this car would seriously make it look like shit with exception of the one shown in the first post. also defeating the whole purpose of being a sleeper.||65.227.204.133||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||nyquil||04-11-2003||04:32 AM||||would anyone know how to go about getting the amg kit and some of the interior items?||204.38.198.96||reg||1||nyquil||00001317||yes



ubb/Forum3/001885.cgi
A||||1||Team Ducktape||Reminder to Sadam||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||04-10-2003||04:12 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Just a helpful reminder to Sadam and his friends.....<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=255" alt=" - " />||24.209.152.232||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-10-2003||10:15 AM||||lmfao....||131.193.8.121||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001886.cgi
A||||23||REDLINEGVR4||Back At High School||||10||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||04-10-2003||03:56 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Today I finally drove my Galant VR-4 to school. On my way there one of the many ricers at my school was riding my ass. At a turn light I had to stop at on the route to school and when he saw the "got boost?" sticker on my back bumper he like a dumb ass not knowing what he was getting himself into reved his rice rocket at me. So i galdly accepted the challenge. When the light turned greeen i went around the corner let him get close to me then i shifted to 2nd and well he must have shit his pants when he saw how fast I was and he backed off knowing he would not catch me.  When i arrived at school I drove into the student parking lot and there was a group of kids in awe of a civic that had just gotten a body kit and some rims. When I saw this I said to my self this is to good to be true. So i down shifted into 1st gave it some boost then came off the gas. The BOV went off and the instantly turmed their heads to look. It was cool.  God i love the GALANT VR-4||205.188.209.7||reg||10||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||04-10-2003||05:30 PM||||hey. i'm in high school too. nice to know there aer some of us young'ens on the board.  yep. the galant vr4 is great car and i think that it is deffinately not made for the teen age crowd. not your typical import.  i like the boost talk you give the ricers but don't get caught up in the hype. not my cup of tea.  i build it because i love it and i love to learn about it. it is my escape. it reasure's me that i am alive. so does guitar.  i can feel it. <br /><br />i'm glad that some young people are seeing the alternate option to buying a 'good' car.  i don't think the high school scene is worth it. i talk to one kid at my school about cars and he doesn't know shit. he has a wrx (nice car for such a young fucker) <br /><br />good luck with your car, and i'd personally like to hear more as you progress with it.<br /><br />galant vr4, not many know but thats the fun part.||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||04-10-2003||07:42 PM||||Please save everyone here the embarrassment and take the 'got boost' sticker off of your car. Was that your car with the retro painted center section and the alum. foil pod holder? lol<br /> <img src="http://ebay2.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_f827d52311cbc5a4c39f0384cec0aaaf/i-11_B.JPG" alt=" - " />||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||04-10-2003||08:38 PM||||Those decals are sweet, made by one of the well respected members here.  It exhibits taste, style and humor.  No embarassment in that...<br /><br /><br />...now the giant Type-R decal on the back of your car, that's another story...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.37.179.232||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||04-11-2003||01:28 AM||||I dont see how it exhibits anything but giving gvr4 owners a rep. as ricers. Ive seen got boost stickers in every import shop in socal. Im pretty sure most everyone on here doesnt go around revving/blowing off on honda boys in a parking lots.||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||REDLINEGVR4||04-11-2003||10:23 AM||||Well to let you guys know these honda boys have been talking shit sence I got the car. They did not believe that a galant was ever made with a turbo and awd. So they were asking for it.||168.254.5.7||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000006||REDLINEGVR4||04-11-2003||10:29 AM||||gvr4in, that is not my car you showed in that pic. I would hate to have an interior like that and the got boost sticker will soon be off b/c i am getting new front and back bumpers.||168.254.5.7||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||04-11-2003||11:12 AM||||I am also in high school.  I have a reputation as knowing my stuff, and I am not a ricer at all.  I have explained to half of the V8 kids how their engines work, and the Honda crowd always asks me questions about their cars.  Unfortunately, all of the Honda kids in my school are ricers, but I'm trying to help them.  A buddy of mine just bought a 2.5RS Impreza, and I am helping him avoid the rice route and make it into an awesome car.<br /><br />The only car at school faster than me is a Z28 running 13's.  He doesn't really know anything about his car though, and just paid to have headers and exhaust put on.  At least he paid for it himself.  (I had to explain to the kid why an electric supercharger is impossible!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   )<br /><br />I guess what I'm saying is that it is possible to be in high school, have a GVR4, and not be a ricer.  I love my car, and everyone knows that I'm all about performance.  I have been around DSMs since I was in kindergarten.||65.33.240.159||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||joec||04-11-2003||12:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I have been around DSMs since I was in kindergarten. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ouch.  Now I feel old.  Bought my first DSM in 1991 (New Eclipse GSX)...||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||04-11-2003||12:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> gvr4in, that is not my car you showed in that pic. I would hate to have an interior like that and the got boost sticker will soon be off b/c i am getting new front and back bumpers. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha OH I know thats not your car, Im just screwin with ya! Do whatever is it you want to do with your car (except for the above pic) and I'll respect that, all that matters is if you love your car and put pride into it. Im sure all of you do. I just recently graduated from high school so Im not too far off from you guys. <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />I have a reputation as knowing my stuff, a..<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats exactly how I was, helping all the ricers at my school to be knowledgable about their B series motors and what not. They came to me first with all questions. When I left I did have the fastest car at the school and people respected me for that which was quite funny IMO. Too many ricers and guys with big trucks at my school if you ask me. <br /><br />Im also glad to see a younger crowd who are gvr4 enthusiasts. I just felt it was sort of unnecessary to blow off on these un suspecting honuh boyee's, hahaa. Don't get me wrong, I blow off to encourage races on the freeway...||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||kartorium31||04-11-2003||12:34 PM||||I'm in high school too, I don't think i'm rice and i think mark (aka turbowop) could vouch for my on that.  I just hold my own and try to help other kids and give them useful help and info.  Kids at my school don't really have a clue what the car is, unless they are my friends.  Cars aren't a big thing here, moslty big chevy trucks with big blocks.  None of the vehicles here are modified beyond cutting off exhausts or putting on wheels and tires.  I try not to get all caught up in how i'm gonna show everyone what i've got, and i never ask for races, and nobody fucks with me.  When peeps ask me about my ride i just say "galant vr-4, its kinda quick".  Try to keep it on the down low.  One other thing, the only other car that can outrun me is my good friends z28 b4c.||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000011||DarkDevilMMM||04-11-2003||01:35 PM||||all these highschool kids.... how lucky are u guys, when I was in highschool, my parents won't let me drive at all, when I was 18 I finally can get my license, but still don't have a car to drive, after a year or 2, I finally got my first car, it's the little mitsu mirage, oh well, worked my way up, hope u guys understand the meaning of responsibility, rice and show off is cool, every kids do it, but just don't push it too far, careful what u are doing, I mean this is all bs u will think, but just "know" what u are doing, car is a deadly weapon, it will kill u and other ppl around u, of course u know, take care.||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||04-11-2003||02:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I have been around DSMs since I was in kindergarten. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ouch.  Now I feel old.  Bought my first DSM in 1991 (New Eclipse GSX)... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My brother bought a '92 Laser AWD in late '91.  I was six.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.92.28.250||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||04-11-2003||04:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DarkDevilMMM:<br /><strong> all these highschool kids.... how lucky are u guys, when I was in highschool, my parents won't let me drive at all, when I was 18 I finally can get my license, but still don't have a car to drive, after a year or 2, I finally got my first car, it's the little mitsu mirage, oh well, worked my way up, hope u guys understand the meaning of responsibility, rice and show off is cool, every kids do it, but just don't push it too far, careful what u are doing, I mean this is all bs u will think, but just "know" what u are doing, car is a deadly weapon, it will kill u and other ppl around u, of course u know, take care. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's a great message for the younger crowd.  I don't like boasting anyway because it shows people what I have and what can be potentially stolen or damaged if someone had it in for me.  Having a GVR4 to me means I can do what I really want to do with the engine, but the average car guy would be none the wiser.  This means less people messing with me on the roads and getting me in trouble.  And I'm not in the street racing scene, so it's not about betting either.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||04-11-2003||06:11 PM||||Cars have the potential to be incredibly lethal.  One of my friend's dad always used to say, "you're getting behind the wheel of a murder weapon.  Don't commit the crime."  I'm willing to accept the possibility of killing myself while driving, as it'd most likely be my fault and I deserved it, but not other people.  Don't screw around on public roads.  I recite a little mantra every time I drive:  "vehicular manslaughter, vehicular manslaughter, vehicular manslaughter."  Driving a car is like handling a firearm; show some respect.  And don't go loading it into a plastic flare gun.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||04-11-2003||06:18 PM||||I agree. The way most of the the kidsat my school drive is just too much.  And it's not just the riceboys.  I know of a couple girls in my grade that have had their licenses revoked for having too many accidents. <br /><br />I agree about how dangerous cars are, and how much willpower it takes to use one in a responsible manner.  It's hard to keep yourself from racing people when they get next to you, and you know they want to.  I can say don't street race all day, but when I'm actually in the situation it can take a ton of will power to not do it.  Luckily, nobody usually wants to race me, because they either don't know what it is or know they would get beat.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Unfortunately most kids my age (18) do not have the same mentality towards street racing, and how dangerous a car is, and get theirselves and others hurt.  It's a sad thing.||12.92.28.145||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||BigItalian||04-11-2003||08:51 PM||||Man I wish I could find a galant in canada to take it to school !!!||24.81.104.16||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes
Z||000017||GRV4726||04-11-2003||09:16 PM||||its cool to hear some stories for you guys. i think its funny that the gvr4 boys have to teach other how their own fucking cars work.  the saddest thing i've ever had to do is show a kid with a wrx where his turbo was. not only that but explain how the whole system works together.  but whatever. apart from that one person there's really no one else. just some kids with 15's and 12's.<br /><br />its funny because i too have a reputation for being knowledgeable on cars. if its related, then i get asked. i even get calls.  if someone locks their keys in their car i get asked! and they expect me to konw how break in to any car.  that a bit much.<br /><br />like i said and others have implied. the best part is that no one knows, that just puts a grin on my face all alone. i don't need to race cause don't need to prove anything. i know whats there (but i of course i still enjoy using it)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />have fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000018||turbowop||04-11-2003||11:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong>  and i think mark (aka turbowop) could vouch for my on that. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah....Karter's not a ricer....just a young punk<br /><br />I'm at the age where I feel like Matthew McConaughey's character in "Dazed and Confused". "You know what I like about them highschool chicks? I get older and they just stay the same age....haha."||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000019||305VR4||04-12-2003||03:23 AM||||Up to 2 or 3 weeks after I've raced at the track, I don't really have the normal urges to rip around public streets.  However, where I race (Bandimere Speedway, Morrison, Colorado), the fees to race at test n' tune for 4 hours is $25.  And to race at the import events is $60 for the two day events!  Not exactly cheap, I can live with the import event price because thats only twice a year, but $25 for 4 hours of test n' tune is a little high I think.  Not to mention the price of $4 + a gallon for race gas each time!  If racetracks didn't charge so much, more kids would be racing at the track more often rather than getting their adrenaline rush for the week on public roads where they can hurt themselves or other drivers!  Sorry for the long post, I just had to vent a little bit.||12.211.202.100||reg||8||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000020||a_santos||04-12-2003||09:56 AM||||I so wished I had my VR4 in High School. Class of 2000 by the way. Instead I had a 88 Isuzu I-Mark that I picked up for $250. Best $250 I ever spent, 1.5l carbed 5 speed. I crashed that because some asshole ran a stop sign and I hit him on my 17th B-day.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  Then I drove a 88 Taurus, beater. Than right out of High School I bought a 91 Honda Accord for $1500. After keeping it for 2 years, I sold it for $3000 and bought my most precious and beloved GVR4, #352/2000. I love my car and love how it is a sleeper. People are always like "I didn't even know they made those with a turbo", or "How does it look like?" or other remarks with a George W like confused look on their face. <br />All this car talk if giving me the urge to drive.<br />I think I have to go for a drive right know. <br /><br />Later <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000021||kartorium31||04-12-2003||04:16 PM||||cot damn, our little community is so h-core.  I love it, It's cool when everyone feels pretty much the same way about things.  Poulson said it like it is, matter of fact all you guys did.  I love hearing what the wise men have to say, bout cars or just poppin ya colla.<br />BTW mark, i'm not a punk, I'm just a thugsta playin all them high school hussies that u want, just can't have.||12.18.160.2||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000022||turbowop||04-12-2003||05:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> cot damn, our little community is so h-core.  I love it, It's cool when everyone feels pretty much the same way about things.  Poulson said it like it is, matter of fact all you guys did.  I love hearing what the wise men have to say, bout cars or just poppin ya colla.<br />BTW mark, i'm not a punk, I'm just a thugsta playin all them high school hussies that u want, just can't have. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">......a thugsta that works on a farm tagging cow's ears? Damn.....lot of drivebys in your hood?<br /><br />Punk  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000023||kartorium31||04-12-2003||05:29 PM||||Farm? Cows?  Just slang for the west side of town and all the tricks.  Tagging ears means lettin all the skeezers know she's mine. Hahahahahah, don't mess with snoquompton's hussies, we'll f u up.||12.18.160.2||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum3/001887.cgi
A||||9||atsiauto||Big Brakes finally ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||04-10-2003||06:12 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||13 inch Baer with PBR calipers. RRE SS Brakelines. soorry about that dirt . I was pressed for time ...    [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=258" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=258&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=259" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=259&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>click on the pic for a full size.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||04-10-2003||06:23 PM||||Good deal. I have my fingers crossed to get that item from you hopefully.||199.35.31.112||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||turbofreek||04-10-2003||07:03 PM||||Where and how can i get them on my galant?||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||04-10-2003||07:17 PM||||Baer brakes # is 602 233 1411 I talked to "Bill" In tech a few times. This kit was offered By Mofugas . Bill expressed a willingness to sell directly to the Guys off this board .I believe the kits are between 750-900, but I am betting some big chips that they would give you guys a kickass deal on say a 10 unit G.P. and perhaps drop ship them . These People are easy to deal with answered all my dumb questions,Id reccomend their customer service to any one... I will give you guys a report on their stopping power.Im more into the function than the form. Theyre in arizona so you can call later from the east coast.    <a href="http://www.baer.com/" target="_blank">http://www.baer.com/</a>||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||turbofreek||04-10-2003||07:28 PM||||Thank you for the information.||64.52.116.2||reg||1||turbofreek||00000683||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-10-2003||07:47 PM||||those brakes are sweet.tell us how they are.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||Sam Sayes||04-11-2003||10:40 AM||||Looks great Scotty,<br />and those brake rotors and calipers look kick ass.<br />Tell us how they perform.<br />Anyone want to talk to Baer Brakes regarding a group buy?<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2K||65.120.217.114||reg||7||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000007||BlitzVR4||04-11-2003||03:25 PM||||Automotorsports.com has the Baer big brakes for 675.00 for 12" and 685.00 for 13".  Looks like a good deal.  Need to call to find out what comes with the kit.<br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000008||Sam Sayes||04-11-2003||03:44 PM||||Thanks Jonas,<br /><br />I will give them a call.<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000<br />2002 Dodge Dakota 5.9 R/T||65.120.217.114||reg||12||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||04-11-2003||07:43 PM||||Do these work with the ABS?<br />How do they hold up to fading?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/001888.cgi
A||||16||Super-Tank||Is a GVR4 the car for me?||||1||||Super-Tank||00001324
Z||000000||Super-Tank||04-10-2003||07:44 PM||Swell183@yahoo.com||Hey im new here, I have been looking for a good sleeper car to sneek up on some people here in NY.  Just wanted to know how the car holds up with daily driver duties, with or without mods.  Also since I would probaly be looking at one in the 100k range, what should I expect in terms of dumping money into the car?  Just a few thoughts for a curious mind.  Hope you guys can enlighten me.||24.190.241.249||reg||1||Super-Tank||00001324||yes
Z||000001||smokindav||04-10-2003||08:33 PM||||You should get a 4-door Chevelle or a mid-70s Monte Carlo, put a big block engine in it with nitrous but leave the exterior all ratty.  That would be a lot better choice for a street sleeper than a Galant.  Or get a ratty Buick Regal turbo and modify that.  <br /><br />Stick with something simple to modify if you want minimal headaches and some money left in your wallet.<br /><br />To you specific questions:<br /><br />A 100K mile, 12 year old Galant VR4 for a daily driver - it's no Toyota Camry.  Little stuff breaks, transmissions wear out, water pumps fail, alternators fail, power steering leaks, clutches wear out, brake calipers need rebuilding or replacing, suspension bushings are worn out and dry rotted, shocks are blown, turbo may or may not last depending on how the car was driven and maintained.  But they are pretty durable if you get a car that hasn't been abused and take good care of it once you get it.<br /><br />Good luck,<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.87.131||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||04-10-2003||10:51 PM||||I disagree. I think the VR-4 is a great choice for a sleeper. It's gonna ride and handle way better than an old muscle car. Yeah, these cars have some issues because of their age. But no worse than one of those old tanks. And they get good mileage for as fast as they are. Mine's a daily driver and I like it a lot. It hasn't been any worse for reliability than any other car I've owned. And 100k isn't all that much for a foreign engine. I suggest you keep researching. There is tons of information on this platform on the internet.<br /><br />Just my $ .02...<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.26||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||04-10-2003||11:37 PM||||Daily drive my Galant too. I own a 97 GSX that went  a best of 12.1 at the track. Ever since I bought the Galant I didn't even drove it once.<br />I love the room and comfort. I got tired after about a 100 miles in the GSX. Maintenance is easy.<br />Not the cheapest one but affordable.<br />I say go for it and if you don't like it just sell it. There are a lot of people looking to buy one.<br />Best of all, I don't think you'll find a community like that anywhere else.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.116||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||04-10-2003||11:54 PM||||Yes.  I know of no one who purchased a GVR4 and regretted it.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||Super-Tank||04-11-2003||12:53 AM||||Well, I do believe you guys sold me.  Its funny cause I always wanted one and just today I see one about 2 mins away from house driving around trying to find a spot. They look good in person, a lot better than my T-Bird SC land yacht.  IF I actually manage to put some money away this summer I will look into finding a clean GVR4.  It will be great to finally have car that can put up with all the 5.0s around here.||24.190.241.249||reg||1||Super-Tank||00001324||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||04-11-2003||04:07 AM||||I think the GVR4 makes a great sleeper. You can get a healthy amount of power without much investment. Even stock they car is much faster then it looks. But you can also make a GRV4 a sleeper in the handling department. It's fun to chase down sports cars on twisty roads. <br /><br />I wouldn't say that they are unreliable cars. They just require a little more maintenance. Any 12 year old car is going to need a bit of freshening. Mostly just wear items. But the good thing is you can use it as an excuse to upgrade and mod the car. That said, theses are not cars for those that don't like to or can't work on cars. It's not that they break down a lot, but the labor is expensive. Parts are cheap though. The cars are also easy to work on, provided you follow instructions and do things by the book. My GVR4 is my daily driver. It does everything so well, my other cars are literally collecting dust.||68.134.172.224||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||04-11-2003||09:01 AM||||If you have tools a place to work and a mechanical bone in your body, then go for it.<br /><br />The biggest complaint I have is the cost of parts.  <br /><br />I am looking to retire my car (for now) @ 98K as a daily driver and am looking for a beater back up just to drive to work in.  I was looking to get a stang just cause the parts are dirt cheap.  However I found a Camery all-tack in good shape that I will probably get.  Just cause it's a 4x4, and I don't know what the hell I would do with a stang in the winter time.  Look at it?  I guess I could sit in it and listen to the radio.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||04-11-2003||11:12 AM||||Nice.  How many of those were made?  Not many, that's for sure.  You should drop in a 3S-GTE motor (2.0L turbo from the MR2; bolts right in [supposedly]).  Even more of a sleeper; I think that era of Camry is one of the turdiest cars ever made.  Ugh.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||04-11-2003||11:39 AM||||Ya, I know the camery is not the best looking car, but they sure do last.  This one has power everything with a sunroof and the owner installed a CD player.  So, it is kinda pimped out.  Also it was owned by a Toyota mechanic.  I am looking forward to seeing it.  From the pictures, it looks to be in great shape.  120K miles, but... It's a Toyota.  I plan to see it this weekend.  Maybe buy it.<br /><br />I thought about the whole MR2 SC thing.  A buddy of mine has a Rolla.  He was talking about that.  I have to read more about it, but I might only have to change the head out for the MR2 SC.  The bottom might be the same.  That thing never ran high boost anyway and it wasn't real fast, but I could at least break the 100HP mark  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   It would be a fun project as long as it didn't take too much work.  I drove one SC MR2 and it has a low octain high octain switch on the dash.  So, I don't even know if I would have to change out the ECU for a SC.  I'm sure the tranny could handle a whomping 135HP or whatever it would be.  I forget, but it isn't high.<br /><br />I would sure to have a collection of rare cars with a GVR4 and a All Trac SC Camery  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   That would be sweet.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||Super-Tank||04-11-2003||01:43 PM||||Well I have a garage, in the summers at least, I believe I could manage to become mechanicaly inclined if I actually had some damn expierience.  but as Im going to college now I wonder if I will have any place to work on it the winter.  Damn, well I suppose I could just watch the Fast and the furious 100 times over. Im sure that would at least teach me how to make a NOS activated passenger escape hatch in the floor.||24.190.241.249||reg||1||Super-Tank||00001324||yes
Z||000011||Numberless||04-11-2003||02:06 PM||||Two days after I bought my gvr4, I toasted some guy on the on ramp in his early 90's trans am.  He tried to go around me and ended up playing catch up and losing.<br /><br />Since then I've been hooked.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Parts are pricey, and the cars require attention to keep them running strong, but the online support and community is better than most other cars out there.  DSM guys really support each other and you can find out almost anything in a matter of minutes if you know where to look.<br /><br />Before I bought my gsx, I had only worked on things like springs and shocks and spark plugs.  Well, A few years later I had a 12 second car that I put together solely using info from guys online.  The support is just great and the cars can be wickedly fast.  The day I realized that my car was feared by the local F-body guys was the day I realized I was a dsm lover for life.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||04-11-2003||04:33 PM||||A car lasts as well as you take care of it.  People buy cheapo Hyundais and run them into the dirt.  I can't say that's because Hyundai's are poor quality, but because the owners don't do proper upkeep.<br /><br />I've found the 4g63 to be an extremely durable engine for daily driving or racing.  A 12 or 13 year old car will, of course, need attention.  As soon as I got mine I spent the penny to get good brakes and tires on it.  Over time I'll be replacing lots of other stuff and doing it right.  Eventually I'll have a new car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||04-11-2003||06:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I thought about the whole MR2 SC thing.  A buddy of mine has a Rolla.  He was talking about that.  I have to read more about it, but I might only have to change the head out for the MR2 SC.  The bottom might be the same.  That thing never ran high boost anyway and it wasn't real fast, but I could at least break the 100HP mark   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    It would be a fun project as long as it didn't take too much work.  I drove one SC MR2 and it has a low octain high octain switch on the dash.  So, I don't even know if I would have to change out the ECU for a SC.  I'm sure the tranny could handle a whomping 135HP or whatever it would be.  I forget, but it isn't high. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">By SC, do you mean supercharged?  That's a completely different engine; 1.6L and I don't think it would go in w/out a lot of work.  I'm talking about the 2.0L turbo from the 2G MR2.  I've seen several of these swaps on the 'net.  It's the same engine as the Celica All-Trac, and the Camry All-Trac has the same drivetrain, so it obviously can handle the power.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||DeanCouchey||04-12-2003||12:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Over time I'll be replacing lots of other stuff and doing it right. Eventually I'll have a new car.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Amen to that Shawn! I think I have replaced everything in my car nowe except the engine, turbo and exhast..... BUt I love the car and wouldnt sell it for anything! Tank... where in NY are you? I am in Capital region.. Let me know!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||04-12-2003||12:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> A car lasts as well as you take care of it.  People buy cheapo Hyundais and run them into the dirt.  I can't say that's because Hyundai's are poor quality, but because the owners don't do proper upkeep.<br /><br />I've found the 4g63 to be an extremely durable engine for daily driving or racing.  A 12 or 13 year old car will, of course, need attention.  As soon as I got mine I spent the penny to get good brakes and tires on it.  Over time I'll be replacing lots of other stuff and doing it right.  Eventually I'll have a new car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I must agree that the Galant VR4 is a damn good car. The ONLY reason I need to find a daily driver is because my Galant has gone about 3 years without ANY work. I've added some mods, but no repairs. My wife was in collage, and I couldn't get the Galant to par.  My galant @ 98K miles still works in every way.  I want a daily driver so I don't have to rush mods, or tunning.  Also I want to send the tranny off to get rebuit.  My Galant VR4 has never let me down and I have abused it and driven it really hard before. I've taken really good care of it, but I am still amazed at how well it has held up. The only reason it needs work is because of the extra mods and tunning I want to do. Brakes is the only wear part that needs to be done.  If it were stock, it would hardly need a damn thing.  The timming belt is the only thing that is a must.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||04-12-2003||12:56 AM||||Timming belt and water pump is the only thing that is a must.  T-belt every 60K.  Water pump every 120K.  Some people change out the water pump every 60K miles.  Then again, some peope change the t-belt every 50K.  If the job is done right, I don't understand why 60K isn't safe.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/001889.cgi
A||||2||kcramer||new||||1||||kevin||00001284
Z||000000||kcramer||04-10-2003||08:10 PM||toysport_2000@yahoo.com||whats up everyone...i've owned a 98 impreza rs for the last 2.5 years and it's time to say hello to a new car manufacturer.  not that there is anything wrong with subaru, i love my car, it's just time for a change.  I know someone who has a 91 gvr4 with 150,000miles.  he is a older gentleman who i would guess never drove the piss out of it like i do my subaru.  question is...would this be a wise buying decision?  i'm selling the subaru and will be buying this gvr4.  what are some things to be weary of, check out closely and things of that nature.  also, what is the aftermarket like for these vehicles?  i wanna hear any and all coments, criticisms, gripes, horrays, praises, do's, dont's...well you all get the picture.  i'm going to do the test drive tomarrow so the sooner the better on info.  thanks.....kevin.||151.205.8.6||reg||1||kevin||00001284||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-10-2003||08:27 PM||||First, read everything on <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">this page</a> and follow all the links.   Then there is a list of about 100 things to check, somewhere...  Most important things are probably 1) transfer case recall, 2) periodically (~60k miles) changed timing belts, water pump.  3) ECU capacitor leakage (smells like fish).  Aside from that you'll want to look for smoke and stuff.<br /><br />Try lowballing him, like $1000 or so and you'll probably be okay.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Nothing so serious that you couldn't just throw money at it.<br /><br />Most well-maintained, fairly modified VR-4s are going for around $5-6k or more.||67.37.179.232||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||04-10-2003||11:19 PM||||i really see this question being posted alot not only in this forum but everywhere. i guess searching for info is not an option for anyone anymore.||65.227.204.133||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001890.cgi
A||||25||Marcus||NEVER EVER DO THIS!!!||||1||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||04-11-2003||11:48 AM||dirtclod20@aol.com||Last night while helping my friend move we ran across his flare gun that if any of you know will almost accept a 12gauge shotgun shell. For those of you who don't know what I'm talking about, a flare gun is a orange plastic pistol that shoots nothing other than FLARES. <br />Me being the modifing fool that I am decide to modify a regular 12gauge to fit in it, I cut about a 1/4 inch off the shell, took the plug out, poored the shot back in and went outside to test it. For safe measure I decided to wrap my left hand around the barrel incase the barrel flung open or something. HAVE I SAID I WAS DUMB YET! <br />So BANG, immediate, i can't feel my left hand, I then looked at the pistol and there is 3inches missing b/w the end of the barrel and the beginning. The blast blew my thumb back and split it open about 3/4 of a inch, the blast also split my index finger nail in two, my thumb is 1 1/2 times it's regular size and I have no insurance to boot... LIFE IS GRAND. <br />So here I am 16hours later and my thumb is still numb and my index finger feels like you smacked it with a hammer. So if you are ever in the woods and maybe, MAYBE wonder if it will work. <br />IT WOn'T IT woN'T, DON'T TRY <br /><br />IT. <br /><br />Marcus||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||04-11-2003||12:01 PM||||Oh damn..I don't even know what to say to that||63.202.232.75||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||04-11-2003||12:16 PM||||1.  How old are you?<br /><br />2.  You should never be allowed to handle ANY firearm EVER AGAIN.  <br /><br />That was so incredibly stupid that I am speechless.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||04-11-2003||12:21 PM||||You deserve all the pain you are in.  Thats all I can say.  Give Darwin a call, he can put you in his date book.<br /><br />At least say you were stupid drunk.  Maybe Jerry Ryan dared you to do it while she was naked.  Something....||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||04-11-2003||12:30 PM||||So for an encore you should join the military. This seems like something to try   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  . Go and fire a mk19 40mm grenade round out of your m209 40mm grenade launcher on your m16  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  .||199.182.59.188||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||04-11-2003||12:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> So for an encore you should join the military. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He probably wouldn't get accepted now, he's damaged goods.<br /><br />BTW, how old are you? Just curious.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||04-11-2003||12:39 PM||||i guess thats the type of shit that goes down in the fun ol state of Kentucky. lol. <br /><br />hope you start regaining the feeling in your hand.||65.227.204.40||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||DarkDevilMMM||04-11-2003||01:19 PM||||come on guys, he's stupid and in pain enough, don't make fun of him anymore, I had burned myself once playing with fire cracker powder, but that was long time ago, I burned my hand, it wasn't so bad coz I know what was gonna happened somehow and I was prepared for it, anyways, hope u can get well soon and don't do anything stupid again. take care||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000008||meshwork||04-11-2003||01:36 PM||||The guys just giving us a public service announcement. If we ever wanted to try that, it won't work. <br /><br />In case the newbies want to try it, here are some key words that'll show up in a search:<br /><br />thumb, finger, gun, blast, ow, gunpowder, bullet, 12 gauge, flare, rifle, shit!, fuck!, goddamn, that hurts. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||04-11-2003||02:06 PM||||when i first got to vietnam, we had one week of stuff like weapons familiarization.  we did stuff like fire our new M16's(prior to that, i had an M14), M60 machine gun, etc.  well, one day, they bring out this 105mm recoiless rifle.  this was basically a tube, with a rocket propelled charge, and get this-all of the igniting of the propellent takes place INSIDE the tube.  when that sucker leaves the barrel, all of the propellent is done.  so, one of my friends is like, "hey, cmon, lets go shoot that sucker", i'm like, "hell with that, that thing is huge, i aint goin over there."  so he goes over, and asks to fire it, and they show him an old apc about 500 meters downrange, and he lifts this big sucker up, aims, and fires.  BOOM!  man, it was so loud, i was way far away, and i had my ears covered, and it was LOUD.  so, willie comes back over to me, and i'm calling him, "hey, willie, yo, hey"  he had this strange look on his face, and he couldnt hear for several days.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||number3||04-11-2003||04:12 PM||||Instinctively picking up a bolt after cutting it off with a torch is stupid.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />Firing a 12G shot gun shell out of a plastic pistol is just plan retarted and childish. What the fuck were you thinking? Oh, I guess you weren't.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />BTW, just a tip, the next time you do something THAT idiotic, I wouldn't tell everyone... It gives the Liberals something to talk about.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||beavis||04-11-2003||04:48 PM||||i'm going to have to call bs on this unless there is video or photographic evidence:)||138.23.82.60||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000012||Marcus||04-11-2003||05:05 PM||||For those wanting to know, I'm 22years of age, I'll get a picture of the gun and hand for the fella thinking I could fathom something like this.<br />Marcus||205.188.209.7||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000013||GVR1643||04-11-2003||05:13 PM||||Oh, I believe he's telling the truth, what I can't believe is:<br />1) He really thought it out and did it<br />2) He told anyone besides the friend that was there and the doctor<br /><br />Maybe this brush with Darwin will make you a wiser being that will never, EVER, actually implement one of the crazy ideas a lot of us have cross our minds - but stop WAY short of implementing.||167.142.22.237||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||04-11-2003||05:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by beavis:<br /><strong> i'm going to have to call bs on this unless there is video or photographic evidence:) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">After I thought about it, I thought that too.  Cause if he could notice that the plastic gun could hold a hacked 12g shell, then you would think he would know enough about guns that the plastic gun wouldn't be able to take the shot.  What bothers me even more is he thought it would be a good ideal to put his hand over the flair gun just in case it blew up.  As if his hand would hold in the shot.  It is unbelivable.  If it is true, I think it really is about the worst thing I have ever heard anyone doing.  Including reading the darwin awards. <br /><br />When I first read the post I was upset of the total lack of repect for using real live bullets or in this case, a shot gun shell.  If anyone has ever been taught (properly) to handle, and use a gun.  Then they would be really pissed too.  Not only did Marcus not care about his life, anyone around him was in danger too. <br /><br />Ya, we are being harsh.  It's either a stupid prank, or someone is insainly stupid.  He should have just hept this one to himself, not tell a whole forum list.<br /><br />Marcus, if you had a 12g shell, don't you have a shot gun to use it in?||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000015||7541000||04-11-2003||06:06 PM||||i would never do that, now...thanks||12.94.162.122||reg||14||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||04-11-2003||06:21 PM||||Wow, that *was* stupid!  <br /><br />BUT, I don't think everyone needs to give the poor guy so much crap!  I'm sure he has learned his lesson.  It's one of those things that you will look back and laugh about.<br /><br />Give him a break.  He wasn't shooting it at anyone, and if he hurt himself it was his own damn fault.  End of story.<br /><br />I actually found it pretty funny.||12.92.28.145||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000017||Team Ducktape||04-11-2003||08:39 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=265" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=265&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.209.152.232||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000018||jonvr4||04-11-2003||10:26 PM||||WTF  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  ??????||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000019||Telecaster||04-11-2003||11:59 PM||||LOL, i remember that monkey pic from psychology class.  It was how primates develop without a mother.||216.175.99.248||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000020||VR6 Eater||04-12-2003||03:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> :<br /><br />thumb, finger, gun, blast, ow, gunpowder, bullet, 12 gauge, flare, rifle, shit!, fuck!, goddamn, that hurts. <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's funnier than the story.||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000021||Louters91GVR4||04-12-2003||03:33 AM||||You silly fuck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||140.254.112.148||reg||6||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000022||broke down||04-12-2003||06:29 PM||||Just wondering.  Does anyone out there think if my friend fires a pistol at my head, can I catch the bullet in my teeth?  I've seen it on t.v....||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000023||1312VR4||04-12-2003||06:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong> Just wondering.  Does anyone out there think if my friend fires a pistol at my head, can I catch the bullet in my teeth?  I've seen it on t.v.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man dont even joke about that. I know it sounds like a fun joke but when I lived in Jersey I knew someone that actually tried to do that. The dumb shit blew off his jaw. Some people's children..LOL||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000024||Vr4in'||04-12-2003||06:55 PM||||i give him credit.atleast he expiermented something new,atleast he saved someone form doing that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000025||229of1000||04-13-2003||01:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong> Just wondering.  Does anyone out there think if my friend fires a pistol at my head, can I catch the bullet in my teeth?  I've seen it on t.v.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man dont even joke about that. I know it sounds like a fun joke but when I lived in Jersey I knew someone that actually tried to do that. The dumb shit blew off his jaw. Some people's children..LOL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is just retarded!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/001891.cgi
A||||9||ken inn||there is joy again in the inn household||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||04-11-2003||02:45 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||actually, that's my wife's name(30 years married this september), but i just picked up my car last nite, after the transmission was rebuilt by the MASTER.  also had a much newer transfer case installed, and a reman driveshaft.  the change is incredible.  just a bit notchy until the double cone synchros break in, even now it feels better than it ever has.  and, it is quiet.  i cant believe how much bearing noise there must have been.  it is so gradual, i must have just been getting used to it.  the whole drivetrain now feels tight.  no more clunking, and most of the wub wubs are gone.  i still have to change out the diff.  after driving the bmw and the mazda for the last few weeks, i had forgotten how much more power this car has.  and, on the way back, looong stretch of hiway, very few cars, and a dufus ford probe with a fart can.  i start to overtake him, and he downshifts, or whatever, cause i can hear the fart can going WAAAAAAAA, and all i do is step on it and leave him waaay behind.  but, he dont give up.  i slow down, he comes alongside, down to about 50 in 3rd, fart can goes WAAAAAA, floor it, shift 4th, 5th, he is so far back there, the headlites are like one.  i slow down again, and get in a bit of traffic, he catches up and is on my bumper about a foot behind.  car in front moves over, i floor it, and the fart can gets less and less.  that was the last i saw of him.  even the suspension feels better than the bmw.  amazing how this old car still has it.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||04-11-2003||03:02 PM||||Lucky you, Ken!. I'm envious! Must be nice to have a smooth AND quiet driveline. BTW, who's the MASTER? And congrats on your 30 years together. Few people can say that these days. My 3rd is coming up in August.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-11-2003||03:16 PM||||the MASTER=scott evans, now working for forced performance in mckinney, texas.  i getting him to install a limited slip cartridge in my spare diff, too.  while the galant was being fixed, and i was driving the bmw and the mazda, i was seriously considering getting the evo8 or the sti.  but now i am just going to put it off for a few years.  the galant is STILL a very good car.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||04-11-2003||03:42 PM||||FINALLY!  Was wondering if you had gotten your wheels rolling again.  I take it the driveshaft is all good for ya? <br /><br />Fart Cans!  Arrrgh!  I love the ones that have the 1 1/2 inch piping and they throw the 5 inch tip on them - oh yeah, that's nice   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Congrats on getting the car rolling again and on the 30 years of pain and suffering...I mean marriage  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'm going on 10 this year myself.||167.142.22.246||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||04-12-2003||02:34 AM||||Hey Ken are you still runnin the suspension listed in you reader ride?  Just curious as to you sayin it was better than the BMW and what BMW are you comparing it to if ya dont mind me askin?  I thought somewhere in the past you may have mentioned some Teins along the way.||12.226.222.143||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-12-2003||08:46 AM||||i have an old 90 325i.  i just replaced the rear shock mounts on it, a common problem.  it is all stock.  the galant has koni yellows with stock springs, whiteline bars, and castor bushings.  i want a softer ride than most.  a bmw will lean a lot more, but it will stick.  the feel of the bmw on the road is different from a lot of cars, it is well balanced, and rear drive makes handling different that front drive.  the galant now feels a lot like the bmw, except it seems more stable at speed, a lot like if i were to put a stiffer suspension on the bmw.  the teins were too stiff for me, but they made the car handle beyond belief.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||broke down||04-12-2003||06:22 PM||||I once heard someone say, "we've been happily married for 10 years now, and 10 out of 30 aint bad".||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||04-13-2003||11:04 PM||||married and happy are two words i rarely hear in the same sentence. i think if i ever do, its not until im 30 years old.||65.227.204.225||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||04-14-2003||05:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> the MASTER=scott evans, now working for forced performance in mckinney, texas.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is Scott doing this as a side business, or a favor? How does one go about contacting him for pricing, etc?<br /><br />By the way, this year is the big #25 for my wife and I, and we are VERY happily married ( that makes 3 words you don't often find in the same sentence).||68.154.109.60||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||04-14-2003||06:48 PM||||scott is a full time employee, and this was a direct sale thru the shop.  i was not looking for a cheap price, even tho they gave me a good deal.  i just didnt want to send a transmission all over the country looking for a good rebuild.  i heard tre has lost more than 3 transmissions thru fedex.  when i got the one from eigen, the box was absolutely destroyed.  no telling what could happen if it is dropped, and internal damage results.  this sucker shifts so nice, and so smooth and tight, and quiet.  i am a happy camper.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/001892.cgi
A||||40||4G63_GSR||opinions on anything > 16g....||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||04-11-2003||03:42 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||what are your opinions on anything bigger than a 16g on the streets...???  i'm thinking about a t3/t4 setup for the ultimate street/strip sleeper... now am i thinking in the wrong direction??? just let me know... oh yeah... as of right now who has the best quality in labor and pricing when it comes to doing a full rebuilt engine???||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||04-14-2003||03:17 PM||||A 16g is a great street turbo. Small or large. Why you would go with anything else? I don't know. If you are looking into getting a manifold, get this one  <img src="http://www.dnperformance.com/Images/header03.JPG" alt=" - " /> It is the best manifold out there, and at $499 it is a good deal. <br /><br />This manifold with a ported 16g = badass VR4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.111.38.132||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||04-14-2003||03:53 PM||||a 20g is very streetable IMO. I have lot's of friends that went big 16g with full supporting mods and weren't too satisfied, they want something bigger..Yea you can get a blang blang manifold, but why not just buy a 2g mani. and port the hell out of it...And yea you may not be a badass if you've got a bigggg turbo and mani to match it, you must have the proper tuning ability to put them to their full potential.||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||04-14-2003||03:58 PM||||Manifold schmanifold, just get a ported 2G or Evo III manifold and be done with it.  A 16G + those shiny headers will cost as much as a 2G/Evo manifold and a turbo with much more potential than a 16G.  <br /><br />The 2G manifold is good for 10's, hell, maybe 9's if Curt Brown is still using one.  <br /><br />And no shiny manifold/huge turbo combination insures that a GVR4 will be badass.  I think Jason Crum proved that point, if anyone here remembers him (cough cough, DSSA!).||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||4G63_GSR||04-14-2003||05:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Manifold schmanifold, just get a ported 2G or Evo III manifold and be done with it.  A 16G + those shiny headers will cost as much as a 2G/Evo manifold and a turbo with much more potential than a 16G.  <br /><br />The 2G manifold is good for 10's, hell, maybe 9's if Curt Brown is still using one.  <br /><br />And no shiny manifold/huge turbo combination insures that a GVR4 will be badass.  I think Jason Crum proved that point, if anyone here remembers him (cough cough, DSSA!). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hmmmm.... 20G huh... yeah i think i'll just pass up a 16G... any more inputs guys???||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000005||Ash||04-14-2003||10:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> ...I have lot's of friends that went big 16g with full supporting mods and weren't too satisfied, they want something bigger..</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That describes me in one||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||04-15-2003||12:24 AM||||It's not about the blang. If I had that header I would wrap it to keep the heat out of the engine bay. The bottom line is that it does not take a rocket scientist to see that the header on the pic flows way more air than a 2g or Evo manifold. Why not get it if it makes more power? You guys amaze me with your comments some times.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||04-15-2003||01:07 AM||||I too have a big 16g. But at the elevations I drive at to go boarding every snowy weekend, (11K ft asl) I gets worked hard. I'll be going to a 20g minimum. Want the flow w/o the heat. I'll deal w/ somemore lag.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||04:36 AM||||the 20g is a better turbo,but its really what you are looking for.if you dont mind about lag a 20g doesnt have much but more then the 16g because of its size.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||Nate||04-15-2003||06:55 AM||||""The bottom line is that it does not take a rocket scientist to see that the header on the pic flows way more air than a 2g or Evo manifold. Why not get it if it makes more power? You guys amaze me with your comments some times.""<br /><br />From personal experience, flowing more air does not equal making more power in every case.  I've had cylinder heads that looked like they would flow a TON of air, but the car ran like ass with it.  Large runners do not equal velocity.  <br /><br />Now, my question to you is, how do you know it makes more power?  Has it been tested and proven on a dyno?  With what turbos?  Good arguments are proven with data to back up opinions.  Prove to me with data that this SS manifold allows a car to make more power just by bolting it on.<br /><br />The 2G manifold is proven to work (Curt Brown at 9.87 @ 145), so the burden of proof is at the feet of the person arguing in favor of the SS manifold.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000010||DSSA||04-15-2003||08:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong><br />And no shiny manifold/huge turbo combination insures that a GVR4 will be badass.  I think Jason Crum proved that point, if anyone here remembers him (cough cough, DSSA!). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">heh...Tin can...5lbs. bag...10lbs. of shit.  <br /><br />We made that car run 11.9s the 1st trip to the track with half the BS on it that he used. <br /><br />As far as a street turbo, I'll be using a T-61 on the next GVR4.   A 20G is a great street turbo.  When set up correctly, it's like having an on/off switch for boost.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||04-15-2003||10:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> It's not about the blang. If I had that header I would wrap it to keep the heat out of the engine bay. The bottom line is that it does not take a rocket scientist to see that the header on the pic flows way more air than a 2g or Evo manifold. Why not get it if it makes more power? You guys amaze me with your comments some times. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Speak from experience or empirical data, not from the way things look or seem.  <br /><br />You don't need a rocket scientist, you need hard numbers from the track and dyno to prove that something:<br /><br />A) produces more power<br />B) produces it where you want it<br />C) is cost-justified<br /><br />As for the 16G/20G argument, the 20G really is a great street turbo.  Especially above 18-20psi, it really beats the 16G.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||chucklesas||04-15-2003||10:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> You don't need a rocket scientist, you need hard numbers from the track and dyno to prove that something: </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, I thought this was funny, I just realized today in my basic fluids class that I can use these equations I'm learning to get the flow of turbines and fluids through a pipe.  I am majoring in Rocket Science AKA Aerospace Engineering.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||04-15-2003||10:38 AM||||i agree that teh 16g and 20g are really streetable turbos. i run a t3t4 as well as my buddy which everyone claims arent streetable whatsoever. in my opnion, it really comes down ot the driver. if you know how to drive the car with this setup you learn how how to keep the big boy boosted. and for me i find it a fine for the street.||131.193.8.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||DSSA||04-15-2003||12:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> i agree that teh 16g and 20g are really streetable turbos. i run a t3t4 as well as my buddy which everyone claims arent streetable whatsoever. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nate and I laugh about this from time-to-time.  Back when I got my 1st GVR4 (8 years ago now?) I was planning on going 20G for the 1st turbo upgrade for the car.  Everyone at that time was like "Oh!  You can't use that, that's a race turbo, not a street turbo.  It lags too much and isn't very driveable".  I ported the crap out of everything and the turbo spooled up faster than the 14B did when it was stock.  <br /><br />Now we look back on that and say to each other "You remember when a 20 used to be a "big" turbo?"  <br /><br />I don't think I'd use anything short of a Red/AGP L3/T4 on a street car anymore.<br /><br />The T4 w/ the .58 a/r hot side was great on the street, however, with the .63 it was a little more laggy than I liked.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000015||a_santos||04-16-2003||03:47 PM||||Nate, <br /><br />There is a big difference between a head and a header. Alot of heads that look like they flow alot don't flow worth shit. Take a look at this article <a href="http://www.alaniztechnologies.com/augustarticle.html." target="_blank">http://www.alaniztechnologies.com/augustarticle.html.</a> I wonder why Formula 1 cars, when they used turbos, didn't use cast manifolds? The smoother the bends and the smoother the path the air has to travel through, the easier it will do so, yielding more horsepower. The ONLY reason mitsubishi uses cast manifolds is that they are cheap and easy to make, thats it. They don't flow more and they don't make more power than practically any tubular header, with some exeptions. I don't care if someone ran 9s with a cast manifold, it does not mean it is the most eficient method of extracting the hot gases from the engine. Why do we prefer mandrel bent pipes over press bent? Because they flow more due to their design. C'mon guys, if you can't see why a tubular header flows more than a cast manifold, I have nothing to say. It's clear cut, smoother path, less restiction. Header desing depends alot on combustion chamber design and cam profile, but I doubt anyone here will go out and have custom header made to match their engine, meanwhile we just use common sense.||198.111.38.121||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000016||howard_GVR4||04-16-2003||04:34 PM||||blah blah common sense.  <br /><br />Abhay, you still haven't answered the main question.  How do you know the tubular manifold makes more power on these cars?  <br /><br />A) have you measured it?<br />B) has ANYONE measured it?  I've never seen results.<br />C) Again, is it WORTH THE $400-500 if it only makes xxhp more than a $150 2G/evo manifold?<br /><br />Oh wait, it's tubular and shiny, it MUST be better.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000017||autobahntom||04-16-2003||05:16 PM||||Not to throw stones, but being tubular and shiny is sort of the Chevrolet mentality. Chrome it to make it go fast. lol. So many people tell me that there is noooooooo way that a four cylinder can beat a Cobra or Vette. Then when they lose, you can pick your excuse number.<br />A motor is nothing more than an air pump. The more air in and out (with the correct fuel ratio) makes more power. Smoothness is a big deal, backpressure is another one, but it boils down to air/fuel in and air/fuel out. <br />IMO,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000018||autobahntom||04-16-2003||05:18 PM||||as a footnote, I have a GT12 Ball Bearing from Slowboy Racing and it flows just fine. (of course I have the supporting hardware/software to make it work also). Just need to buy a trans that will hold up under pressure now. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000019||GVR-4||04-16-2003||05:51 PM||||Ya know, Howard, I sit at the front of the class in the school of "SHOW ME." But I have to agree with Abhay on this one. Not only does a header have smoother bends for better flow and is equal length, but it channels the exhaust gasses to the turbine wheel better for quicker spool up. Yes it's true that the only way to prove a header is superior to a manifold is with hard data, which nobody seems to have. But would you really be surprised if it was? I would think your main contention is that the header is expensive in terms of horsepower per dollar spent. Which is probably true.<br /><br />My $.02...<br /><br />Dave Peter||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000020||andy||04-16-2003||09:55 PM||||Wow, that header *LOOKS* like it flows alot! WTF???<br /><br />Arguing that the header has "smooth bends" is just as dumb as arguing the cast manifold has a "straighter shot" at the turbo. How about you actually try the product, or look at people that have. You have some of the oldest resources of DSM/GVR4 info telling you that you are wasting your time, and yet you STILL try and reinvent the wheel. You know how many f*#knuts I have seem in my time that have tried to reinvent the wheel? Hell, the GVR4 guys take the cake, seems the Galants attract some REAL cukoos. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Aforementioned Crum. Scott Evans too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />So in retrospect, go and buy the tubular manifold so you can go get your smooth bending and high flowing on, while we go and kick ass with our low tech un-cool $150 cast manifolds.<br /><br />If some people could just K.I.S.S.||64.4.102.188||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000021||Pappy||04-16-2003||09:59 PM||||I would have to say the AGP L1R is the best street turbo.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.agpturbo.com/rseries.htm" target="_blank">http://www.agpturbo.com/rseries.htm</a><br /><br />maybe the L2R||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000022||sleeper||04-17-2003||01:09 AM||||Look at this manifold. Nice.<br /><a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/blingblingmani.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/blingblingmani.jpg</a><br /><br />In reality it looks like shit and the runners are half the size of the stock runners.<br />Took a while, but I got my money back.<br />I didn't buy it for the bling factor. I had to had something with the t4 flange.<br />Lesson learned.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.220||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000023||hibrn8||04-17-2003||01:23 AM||||there have been many people hitting 11's with cast manifolds becuase they didnt have the option of getting this 'nice looking' tubular manifold. thats all i have to say.||65.227.204.110||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000024||DSSA||04-17-2003||06:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong>  I wonder why Formula 1 cars, when they used turbos, didn't use cast manifolds? The smoother the bends and the smoother the path the air has to travel through, the easier it will do so, yielding more horsepower. The ONLY reason mitsubishi uses cast manifolds is that they are cheap and easy to make, thats it. They don't flow more and they don't make more power than practically any tubular header, with some exeptions. I don't care if someone ran 9s with a cast manifold, it does not mean it is the most eficient method of extracting the hot gases from the engine. Why do we prefer mandrel bent pipes over press bent? Because they flow more due to their design. C'mon guys, if you can't see why a tubular header flows more than a cast manifold, I have nothing to say. It's clear cut, smoother path, less restiction. Header desing depends alot on combustion chamber design and cam profile, but I doubt anyone here will go out and have custom header made to match their engine, meanwhile we just use common sense. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why did Mitsubishi use manifolds instead of tubular headers?  The same reason every manufacturer uses them...because when producing 1000s of them at a time, it's quicker and cheaper to produce them with a cast, and they tend to crack less than tubular headers.  Why do formula one teams use tubular?  Because it's cheaper to build a one-off tubular by far than paying $10-$15K on a cast for something they may only use once, then change the design.  <br /><br />The other aspect is weight.<br /><br />Saying that a tubular manifold will almost always flow more than a cast manifold is a bunch of crap as well.  Cast manifolds can be *EVERY* bit as free-flowing, and have even SMOOTHER transitions than tubular manifolds.  It has nothing to do with them being cast or tubular, but of their design.  I'd gladly offer a bet that the HKS manifold flows quite a bit better than most of the tubular 4G63 tubular headers out there.  <br /><br />Smooth transition paths?  Doesn't get much smoother than that.  <br /><br />Equal length?  Ditto.<br /><br />Design makes the difference with flow, not composition.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000025||number3||04-17-2003||07:07 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000026||a_santos||04-17-2003||07:16 AM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by DSSA:<br />[QB]   Why do formula one teams use tubular?  Because it's cheaper to build a one-off tubular by far than paying $10-$15K on a cast for something they may only use once, then change the design.  <br /><br />Formula 1 teams have upwards of 350 million dollar budgets. They get custom blocks cast. I can assure you that they would not even flintch at spending 10-15k more to make a cast manifold if it flowed more than a tubular header.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor: <br /><br />It is obvious by the quality of the welds and the design of the tubes and the collector on the "blingblingmany" that it is a inferior product. I would have send it back as well. <br /><br />and... <br /><br />Here is a post by Geoff from full race that I got from dsmtalk: <br /><br />"This manifold is a medium-long runner equal length manifold with a defined <br />point inside the collector known as a merge collector. This collector <br />combined with the long runner is basically good for a rough estimate of 50 <br />ft-lbs of torque over a standard turbo manifold. <br /><br />The manifold itself is made of forged 8 gauge (.160") thick tubing. Most <br />headers are made from 16 or 18 guage tube (about 0.030") which is why they <br />crack so much. The tubing is 304 stainless steel and is certified to contain <br />3000 psi of highly corrosive/caustic gasses at ~2000 degrees. The flanges <br />are all 1/2" thick and can be ordered with either a t3 or a t4 turbine <br />flange. The welding is done by a certified aircraft exhaust welder using <br />308L rod (TIG of course). wastegate positioning is done custom on each order <br />according to customer preference. If youy want to see a picture showing the <br />differnce between the tubing we use and the tubing other headers are made <br />form let me know and ill get you a pic." <br /><br />While this is not talking about the manifold that I originally posted, I believe the performance gains hold true. <br /><br />Here is the link as well:  <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=54520&highlight=tubular+header" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=54520&highlight=tubular+header</a>||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000027||DSSA||04-17-2003||09:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Originally posted by DSSA:<br />[QB]<br />Formula 1 teams have upwards of 350 million dollar budgets. They get custom blocks cast. I can assure you that they would not even flintch at spending 10-15k more to make a cast manifold if it flowed more than a tubular header.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're missing the point (actually, both, as the other is weight).<br /><br />Why would a formula team ("350 million" or not) spend $15K on a manifold that may be a one-time design?  It would be idiotic even if the weight factor wasn't involved.  Plus, the time-frame involved with getting someone to build a cast to pour 1 manifold is usually rediculous as well.<br /><br />Point is that this arguement has nothing to do with "which flows more".  I *GUARANTEE* you that you can design a cast manifold that will flow as well as any tubular design.  I'm waiting to hear how you assume that the opposite is true.<br /><br />Are you saying that the same smoothness in bends can't be attained?  Because I assure that it can.<br /><br />Are you saying that they can't be cast equal-length?  Because the HKS one is proof that it can be.<br /><br />Are you saying that the runners can't have as much volume?  There are manifolds out there that are *MUCH* bigger than the tubular manifolds for the 4G63 so we know this isn't true.<br /><br />So, we have volume/length/smoothness of transistions.  Where is casting a manifold inferior other than in weight savings?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000028||DSSA||04-17-2003||09:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> <br />  Here is a post by Geoff from full race that I got from dsmtalk: <br /><br />"This manifold is a medium-long runner equal length manifold with a defined <br />point inside the collector known as a merge collector. This collector <br />combined with the long runner is basically good for a rough estimate of 50 <br />ft-lbs of torque over a standard turbo manifold. <br /><br /></strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, I would say very "rough estimate".  If eveyone could gain 50 ft/lbs. of torque from a $500 manifold it would be the biggest thing since the wheel for these cars. (Whew!  Just realized that they're asking $950 for these things from the place you listed...I'll pass and buy another used HKS manifold 1st)<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <strong><br />The manifold itself is made of forged 8 gauge (.160") thick tubing. Most <br />headers are made from 16 or 18 guage tube (about 0.030") which is why they <br />crack so much. The tubing is 304 stainless steel and is certified to contain <br />3000 psi of highly corrosive/caustic gasses at ~2000 degrees. <br /></strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is odd, because general consensus among manifold builders is to use T321 SS for its non-cracking properties over T304.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> [/qb]<br />The welding is done by a certified aircraft exhaust welder using <br />308L rod (TIG of course).  [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A lot of people also use 309L rod when TIG welding T304 as an initial layer before laying 308L due to 309L's better protection against cracking.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000029||howard_GVR4||04-17-2003||09:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br />Here is a post by Geoff from full race that I got from dsmtalk: <br /><br />"This manifold is a medium-long runner equal length manifold with a defined <br />point inside the collector known as a merge collector. This collector <br />combined with the long runner is basically good for a rough estimate of 50 <br />ft-lbs of torque over a standard turbo manifold. <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">First of all, NOTHING on DSMBALK proves anything.  <br /><br />Second, Geoff's statement is extremely subjective.  50ft/lb's torque increase over standard manifold?  What's a "standard" manifold?  Does that include ported manifolds?  What turbo?  What boost?  Race gas?  Where in the power range is the increase?  Has it been tested on multiple cars with varying streetable setups?<br /><br />And anyways, how can you even compare a  <b>$950</b> manifold to a &lt; $200 stock ported piece?  Seriously, get a grip, that thing is as much as a decent turbo.  It's apples to oranges, as that Full-Race manifold only comes with T3 or T4 flanges.  I see nothing that anyone on here can afford to use on a GVR4 street setup, with turbos using the standard Mitsu inlet flange.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000030||4G63_GSR||04-17-2003||09:37 AM||||i thought this thread was about turbos..??||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000031||howard_GVR4||04-17-2003||09:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong> i thought this thread was about turbos..?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm pretty sure the 2nd post changed the entire direction of this thread.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000032||andy||04-17-2003||10:05 AM||||Well, I will get it going back in the right direction. I guess everyone has an opinion on whats streetable or not, so heres mine. Personally, I drive around on a FP Red turbo(7cm housing, 10 deg clip on the 6H) everyday, and have for the past year(put 20k miles on it). I cant complain one bit. What about lag? Thats what the 1,2,3,4, and 5 on the gear shifter are for, to choose the different gears/engine rpms. What about doing a roll-on with a 16g car? He might jump for a split second, but I can guaruntee it will all be over with REAL quickly.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />So in retrospect, dont be scared to go big. While my situation might be on one end of the spectrum, if you can go with a 20G or comparable turbo, and have all the mods to support it, by all means do.<br /><br />In your case I would HIGHLY suggest a stage 3 .63 50 trim, its probably one of THE BEST streep/strip combos, can easily make 400hp on pump gas and 450 on race gas, cant beat it. It has decent response, also.||64.4.103.210||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000033||DSSA||04-17-2003||10:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And anyways, how can you even compare a  <b>$950</b> manifold to a &lt; $200 stock ported piece?   </strong>[/QUOTE]<br /><br />hehe...we were both reading DSMBalk for that price.  The one on the site says:<br /><br />4G63: $1,299.00 <br /><br />Whew.<br /><br />BTW, there goes this post again.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000034||a_santos||04-17-2003||05:25 PM||||To each his own. I'm not trying to sell headers, if people are satisfied with their manifolds, fine. You can't teach old dogs new tricks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I have my opinion and other people have theirs.<br /><br />By the way, I'm getting a fully ported 16g this weekend, for $350.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000035||gsxtasee||04-17-2003||06:42 PM||||I see everyone talking about how great various turbos/headers/combo's are.. did anybody ask the guy what his intentions are with his car?  is he a drag racer? Auto-Xer? road course guy?  where does he live (what octane is his pump gas)???  what is his level of tuning capability and what is his proximity to a tuning shop if he can't tune himself?<br /><br />All these need to be considered before you just say X turbo setup is better than Y turbo setup...  each is good for something to someone...  My 16g in California whoops most street cars around here.  Yeah, I'll likely get a bigger turbo but that's because I'm doign a rebuild and will have higher compression and a better head to support it.  <br /><br />I built the car to be a sleeper, not to be a fire-breathing dragon.  for that.. I'll build  TT V8 old skool muscle car.<br /><br />Just my $.02<br /><br />Jason||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000036||DSSA||04-17-2003||11:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> To each his own. I'm not trying to sell headers, if people are satisfied with their manifolds, fine. You can't teach old dogs new tricks     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />I have my opinion and other people have theirs.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The manifold portion wasn't about "opinion" but facts.  I've given proven facts and reasoning, if you have reason to disagree with them and supporting evidence, I'd be glad to hear them.<br /><br />As far as the "you can't teach an old dog new tricks" comment, I guess I could come back with "You can't teach someone experience".||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000037||spoulson||04-18-2003||12:59 AM||||Ahh hell with it.  I'd rather buy an EVO3 mani.  Boom, $350+ saved that I can use to get a better turbo than a 16G.  The cast manis work and they last.  Will some fancy tubular header last as long?  I don't know, and either do I know if one makes more power than the other.  It's a question of practicality.  Are you buying parts to fit the needs of a garage mechanic or an F1 engineer?||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000038||andy||04-18-2003||08:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gsxtasee:<br /><strong> I see everyone talking about how great <br /><br />I built the car to be a sleeper, not to be a fire-breathing dragon.  <br /><br />Jason </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anything wrong with building a fire-breathing sleeper?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.4.102.135||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000039||gsxtasee||04-19-2003||01:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by andy:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gsxtasee:<br /><strong> I see everyone talking about how great <br /><br />I built the car to be a sleeper, not to be a fire-breathing dragon.  <br /><br />Jason </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anything wrong with building a fire-breathing sleeper?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nothing at all...  as long as it is dedicated.  if you drive it all the time, it is a pain to live in fear of the driveline.  I launch my car like I don't care... 'cause I don't.  If I destroy the tranny, I ride my gixxer 'till the GVR4 runs again...  I am working on the new motor now that the dead ALT. belt somehow got into the timing area.  The new car will eat transmissions and I still won't care.  unless someone wants to give me a sponsorship on Trannies, I will stick with my 16g style turbo.  it has not done me wrong yet and with higher compression and cams and etc. I don't expect to be losing to too many folks.<br /><br />I like the idea of a fire breathing sleeper<br /><br />Jason<br />1703/2000<br />12.84 clutch slipping and bald tires&lt;--just did some tuning and wanted to see how it'd do.  I suspect it would have been a low 12 pass with a good clutch.  All on 16g powa!!||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000040||andy||04-19-2003||10:14 AM||||The key to building a DSM with a driveline that will last is actually making more power, not less. That way you dont have to drive the wizz out of it just to try to beat someone, let the power do all the talking. Besides, I never launch the car on the street or WOT shift it, theres no point in it, just save it for the track.<br /><br />I've been driving my car for over a year now, it made 482whp with 150 miles on the clock, has 20k on it now, hasnt once left me stranded.||64.4.103.3||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes



ubb/Forum3/001893.cgi
A||||0||GVR1643||Nice website for various stock 1/4 mile ETs on everything||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||04-11-2003||04:04 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Nice little website display a ton of makes/models stock 1/4 mile times.  <br /><br /><a href="http://web.missouri.edu/~apcb20/times.html" target="_blank">http://web.missouri.edu/~apcb20/times.html</a>||167.142.22.246||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001894.cgi
A||||8||atsiauto||Its all about dah flo.... ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||04-11-2003||07:04 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||<a href="http://www.pr0n.com/images/misc/carwhistle.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.pr0n.com/images/misc/carwhistle.wmv</a>||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-11-2003||07:39 PM||||I WANT ONE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||04-11-2003||07:41 PM||||Today must be the day for unbelivable stories.  Who the hell would want that?  Even I get tired of my exhaust.  I still need to add a high flow cat though.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||DarkDevilMMM||04-11-2003||08:15 PM||||oh my god..... what's is up with the crazy californians?!?! I guess I am one of them, but of course, without the stupid pipe on.....||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||04-11-2003||08:27 PM||||well ya wanna woo woo.... <br /><a href="http://lisupras.com/wooo.html" target="_blank">http://lisupras.com/wooo.html</a>||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||04-11-2003||11:16 PM||||that last link is disturbing! who the f would create that? anyway it's kinda funny for making fun of that no talent ass clown! <br /><br /><br />but i guess at this point in time nothing matters cause i got hosed!!!!!!||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||04-11-2003||11:40 PM||||That site RULES!||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||04-12-2003||03:28 AM||||That dumbass almost wrecked his whistle on tv!!||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||04-12-2003||04:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong>  anyway it's kinda funny for making fun of that no talent ass clown! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Office Space fan, I take it?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    No one understands me when I use that insult...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001895.cgi
A||||8||dlpinckney||VR-4 Toy||||1||||Turbo4door1||00000938
Z||000000||dlpinckney||04-11-2003||08:58 PM||turbo4door@earthlink.net||Has anyone seen this on Ebay yet?  I was just browsing around and came across it.  Thought it was pretty cool.  I've never seen that one before.<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3125323760&category=2583" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3125323760&category=2583</a>||63.188.105.252||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||04-11-2003||09:06 PM||||Man, why did you post that? I've been watching that all week and I was all happy that no one bid on it. I hope I don't have to e-fight anyone from here for it.||68.82.236.19||reg||8||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||04-11-2003||09:12 PM||||Sorry, I've just never seen that one before.  I have the Hasegwa (sp.?) model that has the "factory" pre-painted black body and it is pretty sharp, just thought this one was kind of unique....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.188.105.252||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||number3||04-11-2003||10:15 PM||||I have one. They are pretty cool. You can buy them cheaper if you do a search on Google.<br /><br />They sell for about $8.00 over seas.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Jose||04-12-2003||10:31 AM||||Was that you Chris(4g63t), that beat me at the last minute? I have been watching it from the begining also. Then when Danny(Turbo4door1) posted it I had to bid on it. Oh well maybe next time.<br />Jose.....||152.163.188.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||04-12-2003||10:55 AM||||Man, you all are killing me now.  I thought I was posting a cool find, not screwing up some peoples "private" finds...!!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.179.65.217||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||04-13-2003||12:57 AM||||Yeah, that was me:) Sorry. I've been looking for one of those for a long time. If its as small as I think it is, I'm gonna try to use the body on the frame of my bit-charg, if not then I'll add it to my gvr-4 shrine.  I'll let you guys know when it gets here.||68.82.236.19||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000007||number3||04-13-2003||07:59 AM||||Its not that small.<br /><br />It is roughly 2.5" long<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||4g63t||04-13-2003||05:25 PM||||Well, on the shrine it goes! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/001896.cgi
A||||15||jonvr4||Man i really got hosed!!!!!||||11||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||04-11-2003||10:37 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||so a few weeks ago i see a forced performance green turbo on ebay, buy it now $500, the dude says he has no use for the turbo. great buy, i just got this turbo from someone who doesn't know what he's got. excellent. i send the money and wait for it. today i get a letter from the seller who claims he don't know what i am talking about. he got his email, and ebay id's stolen. he's a fucking liar! i spoke to him numerous times before i sent the money just to make sure it's the real deal. WTF happened? he's a fucking liar! i told him if i don't get my money within the the next three days, 72 hours to be exact, or else i turn his ass in for mail fraud, and he gets sued for 3 times the amount he screwed me for. now, i live in denver, he lives in south carolina, and i don't think it would be a bad idea to take a road trip right about now. beware if you see him selling anything for dsm's on ebay don't fucking waste time with him. his id is mrbiohazard. oh yeah by the way i sent him a check, he deposits it, then says he didn't try to sell this item. so odviously he had a very generous id crook hook him up with $500 and deposit it for him. isn't he lucky!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||11||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||04-12-2003||12:07 AM||||Apparently you didn't pay online with Paypal and/or a credit card, because you can possibly get your money back from one of those methods.  I would never send check/money order for an online purchase.<br /><br />Where did you get the address to send the check?  Was it any form of 'verified address' from ebay or some other method?  Paypal also has the ability to verify an address to that person's credit card.<br /><br />Lastly, does this mrbiohazard have the sunglasses next to his name?  That means he's possibly shady because he changed his personal information (email, address, etc.) within the last 30 days.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||04-12-2003||12:28 AM||||the guy has like 13 positives. but i do have his address and all the other info i need to make this come back and bite him in the ass. after the threat he said that he will refund the $$$.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||04-12-2003||08:34 PM||||i dont know what it is about some of the dsmers in the carolinas but they seem to be scam artist mother fu%$ers. i sent a guy money for cams. bullshitted me for so long. luckily his dad is a big doctor down there and i got his phone number over yahoo.com since the kids email addy and phone # were cancelled. his dad was on his ass and he finally sen them out. he gave me a tracking number and they were being sent to cali to someone else that he also sold the cams to. so i got the police in his area involved and the kid was in cuffs. 3 months later i received my money and now i feel really skeptical about buying off the trader anymore. if it looks like a good deal youll prolly end up getting it up the ass.||65.227.204.32||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||04-12-2003||10:08 PM||||For any big purchases over the net, I've only been comfortable working in closely knit groups, such as this one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Sorry to hear your misfortune, Jon.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||04-13-2003||10:29 AM||||First of all, a Green for $500!  I'd be very skeptical.<br /><br />I've been using ebay for 3 years with at least a hundred transactions, and have not got screwed once.  I try to use paypal for everything, and make sure they have a lot of positive feedback.  If they only have like ten positive, they could have just bought a bunch of little things to get their numbers up, then start screwing people.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Ian M||04-13-2003||11:36 AM||||Pay Pal will NOT always give insure recourse when someone screws you...many have found this out the hard way. Ask Ken Inn for one...<br /><br /><br /> Its a shame that in a fairly tight knit (compared to some other vehicle marqe groups) community,within the DSM community there are so many scammers. I never buy anything on the Trader of any real value unless its close enough to go pick it up myself.<br /><br /> Even within the GVR4 community,there have been some sketchy deals go down,so we arent immune.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||129.71.114.69||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||04-13-2003||01:39 PM||||yep.  i've had 3 disputes with paypal.  the first one, i forget what i bought off of ebay, it was for about 100 bucks, i paypal'd the money, and the sucker didnt send it.  paypal verified i was owed the part or the money, but they could not give me back the money, because they couldnt get it from him.  second time, i bought a brand new afc for 270/shipped, paypal'd the money, and about 4 days later, after numerous emails asking for a tracking number, i filed a dispute, and immediatly got my money back.  turns out the place scammed a bunch of people for the afc, and i think what happened is i got refunded from some other fool sending money for the afc.  the last was this eigen engineering lying dog.  sent me the wrong trans, paypal says it is between me and the seller, they dont care what i got, as long as i got something.  since i use the credit card for large purchases, i just filed a charge back with my card.  do some searches on the internet for paypal.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||04-13-2003||10:00 PM||||Yea, that is why paypal wants you to pay with checking account.  I do all mine with credit card so I can just do a charge back through them.||207.69.79.111||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||04-13-2003||11:37 PM||||Also avoid using a 'check card' to make online purchases.  Your bank may not have the ability that credit card companies have when it comes to transaction disputes.  The visa function of a check card is for convenience, but it's your money and the bank could really care less about what happens to it.  Credit card companies typically have a lot of support for card holder protection, and I'm not talking about that bullshit credit protection premium they always push.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||Vr4in'||04-14-2003||12:30 AM||||id be at his damn front door right now.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000011||Ash||04-14-2003||01:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> id be at his damn front door right now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">With a shovel & a pineapple  (Think Little Nicky)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||04-14-2003||05:29 PM||||I ALMOST had my hands on a set of HK$ 264 cams, $430, which I think is a great price. The guy's friend, who packed and shipped everything, accidently cross-shipped it with a '90 oil cooler he was selling. No problem, I UPS ship ( and insure) the oil cooler straight to the guy in Wisconsin. The #$^%% in Wisconsin ships it US Mail, uninsured, but with tracking (whatever good that is without insurance).<br />   3 weeks later, and the package hasn't arrived, I'm getting nervous, so the guy checks the tracking....It shows it was shipped, no further information! Worthless USPS!!!! Then, the guy in Wisconsin who shipped it to me tells the guy that he's just lucky that he had enough money to put tracking on it! Fortunately, the guy I bought them from was a straight-up guy, and he refunded my money, but he's now out $430 just because someone couldn't spend a couple bucks to insure $430 cams.<br />By the way, the post office finally located the box, empty. Evidently one of their own stole them and didn't even bother to dispose of all the evidence.||68.154.109.60||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||GVR1643||04-14-2003||05:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> For any big purchases over the net, I've only been comfortable working in closely knit groups, such as this one.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Sorry to hear your misfortune, Jon. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or at least within drving distance...always nice to be able to "reach out and touch someone" if they hose you!  <br /><br />Don't we have any SC members here that can offer some "assistance"?   <br />Nothing says I care like a personal visit and a knock on the front door.||167.142.21.149||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000014||gsxtasee||04-15-2003||03:13 PM||||check out <a href="http://www.paypalsucks.com" target="_blank">www.paypalsucks.com</a>||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000015||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||11:29 PM||||nice link,never heard of it.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
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A||||0||Louters91GVR4||Bad ass Eclipse GSX on EBAY!!! Check it out.||||1||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||04-12-2003||03:28 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6352&item=2411075863" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6352&item=2411075863</a><br /><br /><br />Has all the bases covered!!! Thats a 500hp car with the right tuning. It put down 390 with a 20G!!! If someone has the money this would be a steal. I know the guy who owns it. Very well taken care of. Check it out!!!<br /><br />Tom||140.254.112.148||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
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A||||1||VR6 Eater||Camber questions||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||04-12-2003||05:07 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||My wife was in an accident acouple of years ago with a suburban. I was glad they both survived intact.  Here's the deal.  My car is tweaked like Ken's.  I want to lower my car.  My alignment guy, who did it after the accident said it is real close to oem spec.  He had to put in a camber bolt in the upper front right strut.  It's piece of shit, a bolt with a weld spot on it.  I'm going to replace it with a better one.  But, it runs straight down the road, and the tires wear good.  That's all that matter's right.  <br /><br />So if I get coilovers, and lower it and inch to an inch and half.  Will camber plates give me enough adjust to keep it going straight?  I hope somebody has a better grasp on all the suspension shit than I do.  My alignment guy says he won't know till I do it.  That's like 750 buck away.  If I don't have to take it to a frame shop for a little tweak.  Anyone that knows how much adjustment the plates will give me, give me your input please.  Here are the plates I've found.<br /><br />Vendor\            Brand\           Price<br /><br />RRE\               ?????\           $290 89-94 only<br /><br />DSMotorsports\     Ground Control\  $285<br /><br />SnoBlind\          Noltec\          $275<br /> <a href="http://www.oztek.us/" target="_blank">http://www.oztek.us/</a> <br /><br />Any experience with any of these.<br /><br />What ever happened to those coilover prototypes anyways?  Anybody know?<br /><br />Sorry for the 4 am ramblings of a horsepower fueled insomniac.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||04-12-2003||07:58 AM||||My expert source, Mike at TAD, said that 1 to 1.25 degree negative camber in front makes for good handling.  <br /><br />After dropping my car down each spring and putting on the summer tires/wheels, I always get a 4 wheel alignment. The toe in/out changes caused by dropping the car are the biggest problem, easily solved by the alignment guy.<br /><br />The front will get a bit of negative camber when you lower it 1.5" but not as much as the rear. But stock BMW's have about the same or more rear neg. camber. So, I don't worry.  Your results may vary...||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
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A||||6||udriveu||Bathroom Performance||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||04-12-2003||09:10 AM||udriveu@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.riderperformancemotorcycles.com/products/otherproducts/toiletseats/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.riderperformancemotorcycles.com/products/otherproducts/toiletseats/index.html</a><br />You've never looked so fast while taking a crap.||64.252.102.116||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||04-12-2003||09:58 AM||||Don't let KC see it, he will buy one right know. Ok I would to if it was cheaper. It looks so nice I'm not sure I could sit on it. I would go into the bathroom and stare at it.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||drew||04-12-2003||03:22 PM||||<a href="http://members.cox.net/marklein/rtype/toilet.shtml" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/marklein/rtype/toilet.shtml</a><br /><br />The perfect upgrade for this toilet||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||04-12-2003||04:32 PM||||They used to sell that seat on one of the supra(or RX-7, its been a while so I cant remember which) forums for $85 about a year ago.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||04-12-2003||07:07 PM||||I SEE THAT THE TOILET THERE HAS A 6.0 LITER.I WONDER IF ITS A V-8 OR V-12  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||04-12-2003||08:19 PM||||oh my gosh that type r toliet is a joke. carbon fiber seat for the shitter. wicked.||65.227.204.32||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||04-12-2003||09:51 PM||||Abhay was right 100%...Wow, I love it!!!!! <br /><br />I would have to take it off after use coz I wouldnt want someone else's ass resting on it...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
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A||||2||ken inn||center console cover||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||04-12-2003||12:50 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||anyone know for sure if this thing is leather?  looks/smells/feels like vinyl to me.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||04-12-2003||01:40 PM||||I was curious about this myself too.  I haven't really played around with it too much though.  However, it seems to react to leather conditioner different than the leather seats.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||04-12-2003||02:09 PM||||I have an extra cover lying around since I jus replaced mine.  The old one was in terrible shape.  I just went out and cut it.  It is leather. Not vinyl.  It's about the same thickness of leather I have for making the shift boots.||24.167.213.77||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
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$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0019"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!drifting VR4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2452747.0946!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2452747.0946!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Somebody from Portland OR here?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!02:12 AM!,
q!2452751.0212!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!05:09 AM!,
q!2452751.0509!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!All Perrtied Up (pictures inside)!,
q!6!,
q!10!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!12:15 PM!,
q!2452747.1215!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-18-2003!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452748.2235!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Who is this from LA?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!01:54 PM!,
q!2452747.1354!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2452747.1541!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~best place to buy KYB GR2's for gvr4 !?!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!04:21 PM!,
q!2452751.1621!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2452751.2309!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!More Lobotomy's from Good Ol'e E-Bay......!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452751.2334!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!03:08 PM!,
q!2452752.1508!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!&quot;break in&quot; period!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452751.2344!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!02:17 AM!,
q!2452753.0217!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q~Pic of Car with NEW WHEELS!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452751.2357!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!09:53 AM!,
q!2452752.0953!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!How much to ship stock wheels?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452752.1427!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452753.1331!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmParts!,
q!Whiteline Goodies!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452752.1613!,
q!DSMparts!,
q!00000660!,
q!DsmParts!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452752.1613!,
q!DSMparts!,
q!00000660!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!looking for an old friend have her SSN anybody?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2452752.1845!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!04-24-2003!,
q!10:20 AM!,
q!2452754.1020!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!Castle Island near Boston!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452752.2108!,
q!Pappy!,
q!00000327!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!08:25 AM!,
q!2452753.0825!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!center console cover!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452742.1250!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452742.1409!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!How much do you have invested????!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452742.1332!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!chhuong!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!03:30 AM!,
q!2452746.0330!,
q!chhuong!,
q!00000797!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q~Help!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2452742.1440!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2452742.1440!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q~HUGE performance gain!!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452742.1703!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!absolootbs!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2452744.0120!,
q!Brad!,
q!00000774!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!Took some pics today!,
q!1!,
q!29!,
q!04-12-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452742.1813!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!mromik!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452746.0053!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!Quickie battery relocate!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!06:58 PM!,
q!2452743.1858!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!12:45 PM!,
q!2452832.1245!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Pics of New paint and GC w/ AGX's!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452743.1947!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!04-18-2003!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2452748.0121!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!Autox video!,
q!14!,
q!5!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452743.2106!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452744.0041!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!First 1/4 mile times for the VR4!,
q!6!,
q!10!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2452747.1454!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!mromik!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452750.1833!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Super-Tank!,
q!GVR4 vs GSX!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452743.2249!,
q!Super-Tank!,
q!00001324!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452745.0945!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!alternator removal!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452747.1518!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452752.1211!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Check out what I did all day today!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-13-2003!,
q!11:47 PM!,
q!2452743.2347!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!number3!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2452744.1512!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Who sells small gauges!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2452747.1623!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!11:48 PM!,
q!2452747.2348!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!any opinions on this clutch for a daily driver ?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!04:36 PM!,
q!2452747.1636!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!a_santos!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452747.2158!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!Teemu Selanne former Galant VR-4 owner?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452747.1717!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452749.2128!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Fan Question!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452747.1808!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452747.2255!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!modified toys!,
q!new guy with 91 vr4!,
q!10!,
q!20!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2452747.1936!,
q!modified toys!,
q!00001373!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-24-2003!,
q!02:07 AM!,
q!2452754.0207!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!Intercooler placing!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452747.2301!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!05:40 AM!,
q!2452752.0540!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!Big Turbo, Dented Coolant Tube!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!10:29 AM!,
q!2452753.1029!,
q!evol!,
q!00000360!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!04-24-2003!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2452754.1306!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!Downpipe!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452747.2359!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!00000708!,
q!Exhaust Depot!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452771.1529!,
q!Exhaust Depot!,
q!00001348!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!HKS gvr4 in Sports Car International!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!11:05 AM!,
q!2452753.1105!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!04-24-2003!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452754.1336!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!License Plate Lookup ?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-18-2003!,
q!04:48 AM!,
q!2452748.0448!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452751.2243!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!My local soapbox  -  long!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!04:10 PM!,
q!2452753.1610!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2452769.1320!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Anyone heard of this brand of gauges...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2452753.1822!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!229of1000!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452756.1515!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Floor mat group buy!,
q!1!,
q!61!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2452753.1835!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!04:28 PM!,
q!2452776.1628!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!00000804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000061!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Anyone deal with darksideracing.org???!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2452753.1847!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!04-24-2003!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2452754.1309!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q~Newly aquired VR4!  Im 18 again~,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2452753.2049!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1420mark!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452821.1307!,
q!mark kaufman!,
q!00001743!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Rally style action shots!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452753.2255!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!04-24-2003!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2452754.0948!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!00000596!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!hondas=stupid - there are exceptions.....!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!04-24-2003!,
q!10:29 AM!,
q!2452754.1029!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452758.1935!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!car pulls better suddenly??!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!04-24-2003!,
q!11:12 AM!,
q!2452754.1112!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!BigMal!,
q!04-25-2003!,
q!09:09 AM!,
q!2452755.0909!,
q!BigMal!,
q!00001176!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!91 VR4 badge... where ot get a new one??!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!01:41 PM!,
q!2452744.1341!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!09:52 AM!,
q!2452745.0952!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!PocketDyno!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452744.1600!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452744.1600!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!My next project RB26 powerd 350z!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!04:04 PM!,
q!2452744.1604!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!Nate!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452746.0004!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!CAPS Question!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!06:20 PM!,
q!2452744.1820!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452745.1250!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!Link!,
q!14!,
q!6!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452744.2200!,
q!Sabwafare!,
q!00000890!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2452745.0242!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Question about my poor wrecked Maxima.!,
q!9!,
q!4!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452744.2242!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452745.1816!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Group buy!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!04-14-2003!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2452744.2349!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!Tondar!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452745.2159!,
q!Tondar!,
q!00000325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!What tools do you carry with you for emergencies?!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!04-18-2003!,
q!11:51 AM!,
q!2452748.1151!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!smokindav!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!08:52 AM!,
q!2452753.0852!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!Need a tranny core for a 92 VR-4!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2452745.0009!,
q!R_Conway!,
q!00001325!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2452745.0009!,
q!R_Conway!,
q!00001325!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q~Free logger for Palm from Russia!~,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2452745.0129!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!keydiver!,
q!04-25-2003!,
q!03:34 PM!,
q!2452755.1534!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q~FIRST TIME TODAY!!!!!~,
q!10!,
q!3!,
q!04-18-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452748.2224!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!TurboBuddy!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2452749.2341!,
q!TurboBuddy!,
q!00000901!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!what a dummy!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-18-2003!,
q!10:54 PM!,
q!2452748.2254!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!04-18-2003!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452748.2327!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ron!,
q!Gumball!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!12:35 AM!,
q!2452749.0035!,
q!ron!,
q!00000491!,
q!Xan!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!02:48 AM!,
q!2452756.0248!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!New baby on my driveway....!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!08:49 AM!,
q!2452749.0849!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-24-2003!,
q!02:15 AM!,
q!2452754.0215!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!german rice!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!12:03 PM!,
q!2452749.1203!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452750.1613!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!7541000!,
q!galant sighting:COPS!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452749.2047!,
q!7541000!,
q!00000009!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-24-2003!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452754.0130!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!modified toys!,
q!mastaminds or dsmparts.com!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-25-2003!,
q!03:21 AM!,
q!2452755.0321!,
q!modified toys!,
q!00001373!,
q!udriveu!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!12:57 AM!,
q!2452756.0057!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!cleveland/funco/gvr4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452749.2227!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452749.2227!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!2G throttle body elbow!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-25-2003!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2452755.1121!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!04:23 AM!,
q!2452758.0423!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q~Check it: Pics of my head!!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452749.2237!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452751.2346!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!test drove a VR4 the other day...!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-25-2003!,
q!12:34 PM!,
q!2452755.1234!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!04-25-2003!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452755.1453!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!GAB Rally shocks?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-25-2003!,
q!08:07 PM!,
q!2452755.2007!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1101!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452756.1220!,
q!1101!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q~I found my next vehicle!~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-25-2003!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2452755.2124!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!04:11 AM!,
q!2452758.0411!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!DN Performance!,
q!2!,
q!2!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2452756.0052!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452756.1330!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!smoked a cobra at the track!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!07:05 AM!,
q!2452756.0705!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!Matt379!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2452756.1645!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MNGVR4!,
q!Contact info for Lance in Milwaukee!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452756.1406!,
q!MNGVR4!,
q!00001209!,
q!MNGVR4!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452756.1406!,
q!MNGVR4!,
q!00001209!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Nitro R/C car mods!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452756.1600!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!spoulson!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!09:02 AM!,
q!2452760.0902!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Mofugas gauge Din Mount questions...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-26-2003!,
q!11:06 PM!,
q!2452756.2306!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!11:55 AM!,
q!2452757.1155!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!My Monte-Carlo VR4!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!02:03 AM!,
q!2452745.0203!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452746.1331!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!galant amg info!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!02:08 AM!,
q!2452745.0208!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!10:37 AM!,
q!2452746.1037!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Blk GVR4 being parted out!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2452745.1457!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2452745.1457!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q~Car parts made cool in a very different way!~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2452745.1704!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!07:00 AM!,
q!2452746.0700!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!something to make you sick!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2452745.1743!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452746.1730!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!A good site to teach you something new...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2452745.2120!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!00000159!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2452746.0007!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q~Better Pictures of my car!~,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!04-15-2003!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2452745.2207!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!Pappy!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2452747.2118!,
q!Pappy!,
q!00000327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!What wheels do you have&amp;!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2452746.0110!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2452750.1928!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!check this out...!,
q!2!,
q!3!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452746.0111!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!a_santos!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!08:37 AM!,
q!2452746.0837!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Cleaning the center console area...!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2452750.0120!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452752.2358!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!need to know the name of this part..have pic!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!07:03 AM!,
q!2452746.0703!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!spoulson!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!09:00 AM!,
q!2452746.0900!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!pic!,
q!1!,
q!37!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!01:39 AM!,
q!2452750.0139!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!markrieb!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2452758.0032!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000038!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147of1000!,
q!found #1980/2000!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!04:01 AM!,
q!2452750.0401!,
q!147of1000!,
q!00000861!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!04-23-2003!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2452753.1627!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon-Lee!,
q~Pondering Life!!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2452750.1454!,
q!MaximusDestruction!,
q!00001112!,
q!Jon-Lee!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452750.2126!,
q!MaximusDestruction!,
q!00001112!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!pocketlogger o2 readings!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2452750.1540!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-22-2003!,
q!11:48 PM!,
q!2452752.2348!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!front license plate!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452750.1545!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!meshwork!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!10:20 PM!,
q!2452751.2220!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!launch??!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452750.1620!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2452751.1235!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!where should i take her?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!04-20-2003!,
q!11:23 PM!,
q!2452750.2323!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!04:47 PM!,
q!2452751.1647!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!pictures from a car show!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452751.0027!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!sleeper!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2452751.2337!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mark k!,
q!team nabr site!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452751.0041!,
q!mark k!,
q!00001338!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!04-21-2003!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2452751.0102!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!mods i would need for a AGP L1R?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!09:11 AM!,
q!2452746.0911!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2452747.0008!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~Just what our cars need!~,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!10:26 AM!,
q!2452746.1026!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!Ian M!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452747.2253!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~enjoy!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2452746.1627!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2452747.1451!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bopropucope!,
q!Opinions wanted onTurbo and Manifold combo !,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452746.1848!,
q!bopropucope!,
q!00000288!,
q!bopropucope!,
q!04-19-2003!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2452749.0056!,
q!bopropucope!,
q!00000288!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!uploading site!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452746.2357!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!04-16-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452746.2357!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!MAF translator!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2452747.0028!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452762.1017!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Web Site!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!06:36 AM!,
q!2452747.0636!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!04-17-2003!,
q!09:39 AM!,
q!2452747.0939!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
};

1;
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A||||26||DeanCouchey||How much do you have invested????||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||04-12-2003||01:32 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I was wondering how much everyone has invested in there cars...... like a list of everything you have done for it.. heres mine<br />Bouhgt car- 1-28-00 for $3600<br />Radiator, alternator-$250<br />Timing belt- $360<br />92 Wheels- $150<br />Brakes all 4 with pads- $250<br />tentioner pulley and belts-$200<br />92 tail lights-95 Thanks Dale<br /><br />thats it so far... dont have time to add ti all up cause I gotta run to work!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||04-12-2003||02:26 PM||||Harry (number 3) will top this list for sure if performance and replacement parts are being considered...His restoration project, I think would have been mucho expensive...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||04-12-2003||03:01 PM||||I just topped the $8k mark( without the cost of the car & est. the labor I put into it) & The damn thing is still on jackstands.<br />But I did sell alot of the parts so I havent taken that ito consideration yet. If I did I would est. I sold around $1.5k in parts, but then buy new crap & so on & so on. You know how it goes.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||AWDpower||04-12-2003||03:23 PM||||I've done a lot with my budget. Three DSMs can take a toll on my wallet, so I had to get creative. <br /><br />Found abandoned '92 grey GVR4. Harassed tow yard for four months to sell it to me- $750<br /><br />Replace broken tranny with one borrowed from friend. Had to fix the tranny first, $10. <br /><br />New T-belt and water pump, stock clutch, with all of the odds and ends. $250<br /><br />2.5" custom mandrel bent exhaust with cat, custom made at muffler shop. Parts bought from RRE. $500<br /><br />Replaced a few broken switches/ trim pieces. $10 from junk yard. <br /><br />K&N filter $40<br /><br />Re-wired fuel pump, $10<br /><br />Home made ball and spring boost controller, $10<br /><br />Borrowed friend's extras boost gauge, free.<br /><br />Walbro fuel pump, 550 injectors, SAFC, AGX shocks with Eibach springs, bought everything for $750<br /><br />Camber bolts for front, $20<br /><br />17" ADR rims with Toyo tires, free. Traded for work on my friend's Talon. <br /><br />Stuff bought, waiting to be installed...<br /><br />3 bolt LSD rear end with axles, about 5$. (A couple friends and I went in together and paid to strip a '90 GSX. I paid $15 for the entire enterrior, the ECU, the rear diff and axles, and a bunch of other stuff. That was a good day.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )<br /><br />SAAB intercooler $13<br /><br />2G exhaust manifold Free from friend<br /><br />RRE turbo outlet Free from friend<br /><br />Optima battery, free from friend. <br /><br />Need to build I/C piping $???<br /><br /><br />Total so far... about $2370  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Even adding $100 for little stuff I probably forgot, I'm still under $2500. And the icing on the cake is that the car is in great shape, and only has 110k mi now.||68.134.172.38||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||04-12-2003||08:25 PM||||i bought the car with around 70k miles for 7k. <br /><br />probably have invested anohter 5k in it and nowhere near where i want it to be. but just got my fatty ass income tax return. time to go shopping! cf hood is on the list.||65.227.204.32||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||04-12-2003||08:30 PM||||On my pc I have saved in a word document all my mods since I bought the car in 1998 for $7000. I put prices next to everything a couple of months ago and I just about got sick. Not including maintenance items, just power parts and wheels, tires, suspension along with stereo system it came out to around $12,500 not including the price of the car. Man......where does it all go...||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||04-12-2003||11:08 PM||||I am waiting for Harry and Nate, and Jon to tell theres! BUt you figure, how much does a honda have to spend to make itself fast???? 3K for a Engine swap, then the rims and clear lights and fart tips! I am budgeting 5K thi8s summer hopefully to make the car running and in a good way... we will see what happenes!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||Nate||04-12-2003||11:11 PM||||I have NO desire to know how much I have invested in these cars.  A few years ago, during one of the pre-shootout all-nighters, I sat in a chair looking at the maroon car and in 30 seconds totaled up close to $12K, and that didn't include the cost of the car.  I had to stop right there, and I've never thought about it again.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||04-12-2003||11:30 PM||||Yeah, it's probably better that way.<br /><br />But I still can't help but think we would pay more for something new that has comparable performance.<br /><br />I paid $8000 for mine with 70k miles on it with $5000 in receipts from the previous owner. And he didn't have receipts for all the upgrades. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I feel like I got a good deal.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||04-13-2003||10:25 AM||||Car - $3800<br />ACT 2600 - $400<br />SSG Flywheel - $400<br />Rebuilt tranny - $600<br />3" SS Exhaust - $550<br />Ported 2g manifold - $120<br />MBC - $80<br />Walbro 255 - $120<br />Lifters - $130<br />VC Gaskets - $50<br />Oil changes are $30 a pop<br />Speakers - $100<br />Various little stuff - $200<br /><br />I'm sure there's more but that's all I can (or want to)think of.  <br /><br />That's $6650.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||04-13-2003||10:43 AM||||My list:<br /><br />Car #352/2000  $2800<br />Front driver side lower control arm,<br />new ball joint and strut and spring and seat and two wheels: $180<br /><br />Alternator:  $99<br />Boost controller and wahlbro 255 with install kit: $140<br /><br />HKS type 0 Turbo timer:  Free<br />vdo boost gauge:         Free<br /><br />Driver side front drive axle: $70<br />Supra mkIII IC:               $115<br />Rebuilt and Ported 14b:       $200<br /><br />$3604. <br /><br />The smile on my face everytime I drive my car: Priceless.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||number3||04-13-2003||11:39 AM||||I am going to plead the 5th in case my wife read this board...<br /><br />But seriously, let just say I have fun with the car. I love to WORK ON my own car. (Nate does help on the things I would rather not do. Thank you very much Nate.) It is a hobby for me. <br /><br />I also have a wife, a house (I spent the morning tilling the garden), and other cars that beg attention so I don't get to spend all my time on it. A Miata and a V8 Miata not mention a buddies RX7 are the other babies. <br /><br />To answer the question, I have at least $10K alone in the current drivetrain. (that does not include the 3 or so trannies and clutches I have busted up, axles that have snapped, over the years) <br /><br />Roughly Another $10-15k+ (who knows) in other stuff and I paid roughly 12k for the car. No labor just parts. Many, many hours of time invested.<br /><br />Like Nate, I don't keep track or try to think about it. It will only make you sick  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />It is real nice to hear the compliments and win trophies from fellow DSM/GVR4ers at car shows full of radical stickered and chromed up show cars. To have Track Instuctors fight over the chance to drive it on the track. It makes me feel good and helps me to forget how much $ and time and favors I have spent.<br /><br />It is a lot of hands on hard work. Lots of planning and thought. But I wouldn't have it any other way. It is in fact a hobby that I enjoy. I don't think I would have as much fun with any ohter cars (GVR4 and Miata). The people who drive them are usally very cool people. Others don't get it sometimes but that is fine, because they don't have too.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||04-14-2003||04:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> (Nate does help on the things I would rather not do. Thank you very much Nate.) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I suspect you dictated that to Nate to type for you.  That has got to be the longest post I've seen from you.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm into about $4500 on top of the purchase price... and I really don't have anything dramatic to show for it.  Oh well.  She's paid for.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||josh91vr4||04-14-2003||07:31 PM||||$1500 for car (162k mi)<br />$500 for brake work (rotors, pads, new line on pass. side rear, SS lines all 'round and labor)<br />$200 for some cheap-o tires (no mods yet, just needed some new rubber)<br />$50 for new plugs & wires<br />$300 new shifter cables/bracket (@!#$& Mitsu Dealer prices!!!)<br />$200 to fix PS leak and get rid of 4ws<br />$120 reman Alternator<br />$20 Alternator belt cuz i'm an idiot and didn't check or tighten it .... ever.<br /><br />The car was locked in 2wd when i got it, so i'm gonna need another $1500-$2000 to get a new tranny and Transfer Case just to get it in good mechanical order.<br />New Axles and Motor mounts are coming shortly too, since they're all busted up. (~$500)<br /><br />All tags include labor, unless i did the work myself. However, my tools include a pair of pliers, two screwdrivers, and a butter knife, so i don't do too much m'self....<br />Soo... does anyone wanna take pity on a poor guy that just loves to drive, and send me parts? I'll gladly accept anything that still works  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.196.223||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000014||driftin galant||04-14-2003||11:17 PM||||$200 for car 150,000k (bought from my brothers girlfriend, did not know what she had, plus it ran real bad, plus lots of body damage)<br />$650 big 16g ported and clipped<br />$120 porche 944 intercooler<br />$380 centerforce dual friction<br />$100 dual stage mbc<br />$200 RC 550 injectors<br />$95 fuel pressure regulator and gauge<br />$300 tires 205/50/15 nitto 450<br />$500 engine rebuild kit .20 over<br />$200 arp studs<br />$300 apexi safc<br />$50 for intercooler piping<br />$20 for 3 inch exhaust piping<br />$100 dual tip muffler<br />$160 for down pipe cat elimator<br />$100 evo III manafold<br />$400 for misc and things that i missed(like brakes and stuff like that)<br /><br />so that is like $3900  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  i am so lucky<br />my rome mate is going to do the body work.<br /><br />things to come coilovers, bmw 3series headlights, evo wing and paint||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000015||driftin galant||04-14-2003||11:18 PM||||and a fuel pump  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000016||bob dole||04-14-2003||11:29 PM||||I could come close to buying a EVO. It herts to add up all the money i have invested in this car. But to me it is well worth the money and time. I injoy every minute of it.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000017||ken inn||04-15-2003||10:30 AM||||my total is a LOT like harry's.  also wife, house, and kid.  but, c'mon harry, admit it.  add in the cost of the special tools you get to buy when you need to do something.  like, i had to get at some studs in the cyl head, so i bought a right angle drill-180 bucks.  i just bought a new grinder, and a polisher.  new floor jack, and sockets?  oh m'god, sockets.  deep ones, swivel ones, 6 points, impacts, and wrenches-i just bought a set of them box wrenches where the center rachets, and stubbys, and swivel head, i got a mitsu ball joint puller that howard has used more than me.  spring compressors, pocketlogger, map torch, millions of nuts and bolts, hose clamps, electrical connectors, this stuff really adds up.  but, it's kinda neat to KNOW you got the tool to make it work.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000018||hibrn8||04-15-2003||10:42 AM||||1900 posts and still going. DAMN||131.193.8.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000019||GVR-4||04-15-2003||11:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob dole:<br /><strong> I could come close to buying a EVO. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But what's faster? A stock EVO or your VR-4?||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000020||teet||04-15-2003||12:18 PM||||grey car:  close to 20k including the price of the car...f/s in the 5k range.  but 7 years of fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />rally car #1:  I don't think about it.  Guess in the 20k range<br />rally car #2:  I really don't think about it.  Guess in the 6k range above #1...<br /><br />john||134.134.136.4||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000021||DSSA||04-15-2003||01:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>   add in the cost of the special tools you get to buy when you need to do something.  like, i had to get at some studs in the cyl head, so i bought a right angle drill-180 bucks.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't even want to *THINK* about the tools and such I've bought/lost/broken in the last 8 years with these cars.  The money in the tools alone has to be depressing (newest addition is a TIG welder).<br /><br />As far as my GVR4s I currently have, I don't have a ton into the '92 other than the purchase price and a new transmission.<br /><br />The '91 on the other hand has about $6000 or so as it sits--and there's no driveline in it other than the rear diff.  Just chassis, suspension, and some of the interior. <br /><br />The '92 Talon has gotten all of the "go fast" parts this season (HKS manifold, AGP L4, AEM EMS, etc.) and that car is the exact opposite of the GVR4.  It probably has well over $12K in driveline parts under the hood.<br /><br />The chassis is about $1500 investment. Just like I like my cars.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000022||GVR4458||04-15-2003||01:53 PM||||Although I'm not foolish enough to put down a total, I will share with you the awe involved with collecting all my receipts for an insurance claim.  I have a bunch of money that went into stuff that came with no recipts, and the total of parts and labor is way more than I'd like to think about.<br /><br />I do recommend collecting all the recipts and getting a detailed description about what has gone into the car.  Additionally, at 12 years, it may be a good idea to drop a few hundred dollars on a certified appraisal (bring your receipts).  Insureance companies SUCK!<br /><br />EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000023||number3||04-15-2003||02:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> my total is a LOT like harry's.  also wife, house, and kid.  but, c'mon harry, admit it.  add in the cost of the special tools you get to buy when you need to do something.  like, i had to get at some studs in the cyl head, so i bought a right angle drill-180 bucks.  i just bought a new grinder, and a polisher.  new floor jack, and sockets?  oh m'god, sockets.  deep ones, swivel ones, 6 points, impacts, and wrenches-i just bought a set of them box wrenches where the center rachets, and stubbys, and swivel head, i got a mitsu ball joint puller that howard has used more than me.  spring compressors, pocketlogger, map torch, millions of nuts and bolts, hose clamps, electrical connectors, this stuff really adds up.  but, it's kinda neat to KNOW you got the tool to make it work. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All in ALL I could easily own a 911 TT with the money I spend on my cars.  I was being optimistic (depending how you look at it) in my totals. I am just glad a have a really good job to pay for it all and still have a saving account. <br /><br />Small things that get over looked like tools, fluids, steering wheel, gauges, carpet, cage, braided line, AN fittings, jethot powder coatings etc all add up to big $$$<br /><br />It is all about having fun.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000024||theymightbegalants||04-15-2003||06:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by teet:<br /><strong> rally car #2:  I really don't think about it.  Guess in the 6k range above #1...<br /><br />john </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How is the new rally car coming?  Or is it top secret?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   BTW, did you autocross at PIR last wknd?  My friend saide he saw grey Galant pull in for the afternoon session as he was leaving the morning session...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000025||blacksheep||04-15-2003||11:46 PM||||I am not even thinking about how much I spend coz if I did it would make me sick. I have a spreadsheet on my machine. If I could build it the way I want to..kinda like Harry's...I think it figured to be about 40K..LOL<br /><br />Like Harry said, those freakin earls fittings and AN lines are expensive...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000026||chhuong||04-16-2003||03:30 AM||||Erik so did your brother finally buy the car, or did you??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes



ubb/Forum3/001902.cgi
A||||0||GVR-4||Help!||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||04-12-2003||02:40 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Sorry to post this here, but a friend of mine is in a bind. He needs to buy a T-25 (or something that will bolt in) for a 2g ASAP. And cheap. (I Know that's a tall order.) He's without transportation so any help would be appreciated.<br /><br />Thanks for understanding.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/001903.cgi
A||||2||raceman77||HUGE performance gain!!||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||04-12-2003||05:03 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||l just replaced the intercooler pipes from turbo to (stock)intercooler using 2.0" mild steel tubing with mandrel bends.l havn`t replaced the intercooler yet or the other piping but what a huge difference,l couldn`t believe it.Coupled with the 3.0" exhaust this engine woke up! Now l really have an idea what you guys have been talking about,the restriction on the intake system is criminal.l`m afraid this car will become faster then my 911 in the coming months, and that cost over 10 times what l spent on the Galant...l know,speed isn`t everything but it sure helps to bring out a smile on a bad day.l`d like to thank everyone for the excellent brain pool this forum has been when it comes to mods,l plan to follow the proven trail(more or less) <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-12-2003||08:20 PM||||hey man thats what we are here for. glad you are happy so far.||65.227.204.32||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||absolootbs||04-14-2003||01:20 AM||||wow, that's way inspiring to me.  this coming weekend my brother and i are both gonna be home from college where we can work on our cars.  he just got a hard intake pipe for his tsi so i'm gonna steal his rubber one to move my intake to where my battery used to be. (relocated already).  from what i've seen havin the intake there makes it way easier to fab your own uicp, so i was plannin on that in the near future.  i don't have the money for a new big (or even medium) fmic, so i wasn't sure how much just the upper pipe would do for me.  great to hear that even with the crap ass stock ic it makes a difference.||128.210.107.138||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes



ubb/Forum3/001904.cgi
A||||29||1667 VR4||Took some pics today||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||04-12-2003||06:13 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=267" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=268" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=269" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=270" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=271" alt=" - " /><br /><br />gotta love the Azenis paw print   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=272" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||04-12-2003||06:23 PM||||mmmmm, purty headlights.  I need to tint my windows.  Very nice clean looking car, i wish mine looked that good.||12.18.160.2||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-12-2003||06:57 PM||||nice one..||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||04-12-2003||08:01 PM||||Bling bling! Flossy glossy!<br />Seriously though, those are some nice shots. Can't wait till we get some sunshine here in WA so I can go out and get some quality pics...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||04-12-2003||08:14 PM||||very clean car. keep it up!||65.227.204.32||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||1667 VR4||04-12-2003||08:19 PM||||...and a sneak peek of whats coming in the weeks to come:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=273" alt=" - " />||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000006||Jose||04-13-2003||01:13 AM||||Hey 1667VR4, is that a alligator footprint in the last picture?<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000007||1667 VR4||04-13-2003||02:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> Hey 1667VR4, is that a alligator footprint in the last picture?<br />Jose.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nah...probably a cougar or something. But it was too big to be a dog. hmm..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||04-13-2003||10:15 AM||||Nice pictures!<br /><br />What exhaust setup is that?  I've got the Certified 3" with magnaflow muffler, and the muffler and tip looks just like yours.  Mine hangs at a really bad angle though.  I'm guessing maybe you've got 2.5" since it doesn't dive below the rear diff?  If yours is in fact 3", how'd you get it to hang right?  Thanks!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||04-13-2003||10:18 AM||||Now that I think about it -- my cousin (who lives in Tampa) called me one day to tell me he was beside a nice Green GVR4 w/ exhaust and nice tires on stock wheels.  I bet it was you!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||1667 VR4||04-13-2003||01:37 PM||||Its a certified/Mofugas 2.5"....and it probably was me, i have yet to see another green one in the area.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000011||Tondar||04-13-2003||06:04 PM||||WTF????<br /><br />How is it that you are claiming to have #1667, when I have #1667?  Here's a pic of my keychain, matches the number on the dash:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=274&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />What's going on here?||68.41.156.88||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000012||1667 VR4||04-13-2003||06:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tondar:<br /><strong> WTF????<br /><br />How is it that you are claiming to have #1667, when I have #1667?  Here's a pic of my keychain, matches the number on the dash:<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />No idea?? I took a picture of my dash plaque for you, should have it up shortly I just need to transfer it. <br /><br />If it's true then thats REALLY bizarre. Maybe Mitsubishi decided to make long lost twins?? <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />What color/options do you have?||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||04-14-2003||01:22 AM||||I can't wait to see somebody figure this one out! Haha!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||Tondar||04-14-2003||11:31 AM||||I'm going to wait to see the pic of his plaque before I believe this.  I mean if he has a legitimate 1667 plaque then god knows how many of these cars actually exist?!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />BTW my car is black.. no twins here||136.1.1.154||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000015||mixx2001||04-14-2003||12:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tondar:<br /><strong> BTW my car is black.. no twins here </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is easy.  You have the black one, and he has the green one.  Ha.  I figured it out.||65.165.18.220||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000016||1667 VR4||04-14-2003||05:09 PM||||Does anyone know of a Number 1666? or #666 in 1992?<br /><br />Maybe the skipped the "evil" number and made 2 667's lol...<br /><br />It's the only thing i can think of   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||04-14-2003||07:25 PM||||I think you both  need to submit pics of your dash plaques before we can believe either of you.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000018||229of1000||04-14-2003||09:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1667 VR4:<br /><strong> ...and a sneak peek of whats coming in the weeks to come:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=273" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's a good way to get grease stains all over your bed.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000019||1667 VR4||04-14-2003||11:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1667 VR4:<br /><strong> ...and a sneak peek of whats coming in the weeks to come:<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=273" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's a good way to get grease stains all over your bed.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol...nothing new there.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />nah it was all clean i made sure of it.||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000020||mromik||04-15-2003||12:15 AM||||do you have standart headlights?<br />if not, where did you get them?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000021||1667 VR4||04-15-2003||12:38 AM||||heres a pic of the badge for the non-believers:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=286" alt=" - " /><br /><br />and the headlights are '93 Galant...got them at a junkyard for $70 for the pair.||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000022||chadhayashi||04-15-2003||01:01 AM||||Actually, my buddy Andy bought #666/1000 this past summer while he lived here in Denver. He is now in San Fran. the number WAS a selling point, although he doesn't bite the heads off chickens... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000023||hibrn8||04-15-2003||10:54 AM||||holy shit!!!! so we have 2 1667/2000's on this board. <br /><br />Tondar and 1667VR4: give ur vins to iceman and see what he can pull up.||131.193.8.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000024||Tondar||04-15-2003||09:49 PM||||It was difficult at night to get a good pic of both together but if you look at the link (full size) it's much clearer:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=296" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=296&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I was about to believe the whole '666' thing but I guess that's not true either:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, my buddy Andy bought #666/1000 this past summer while he lived here in Denver. He is now in San Fran. the number WAS a selling point, although he doesn't bite the heads off chickens...  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you get Andy to post a pic for proof?<br /><br /> So what does this mean?  Which one of us has the real 1667?  <br /><br />"Will the real 1667 please stand up"<br /><br />Is it possible to go to the dealership and just get a badge? Does this change everything?  Are we sure there are only 2000 1991 GVR4's?  <br /><br />wierd....||68.41.154.82||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000025||91 #680||04-15-2003||09:54 PM||||oh snaps!!!||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000026||theymightbegalants||04-15-2003||10:03 PM||||There were actually 2008 VR4's in '91, but supposedly only 2000 of them were badged.  Is it possible the "1" in 1667 was added at a later date for some reason?  Have either of you contacted Iceman?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000027||229of1000||04-15-2003||10:22 PM||||I bet Mitsubishi did it just to see how long it would take people to notice.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000028||Hertz||04-16-2003||12:03 AM||||I saw a #666 for sale on either DSMtrader or eBay -- was about 1.5-2 years ago.||64.108.202.76||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000029||mromik||04-16-2003||12:53 AM||||I WANNA SUCH HEADLIGHTS!!!!!!!<br /><br />IF YOU WILL FIND SOMEWERE PLEASE WRIGHT!<br /><br />from what galant are there (e3x or not)?<br /><br />I HAVE a lot for e3x Galant, but in Russia  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum3/001905.cgi
A||||16||raceman77||Quickie battery relocate||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||04-13-2003||06:58 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||There seems to be several ways to relocate the battery,some easy and others very time consuming.l relocated mine today in less then an hour using factory parts and no butchering.The factory battery undertray is almost a direct bolt on to the airbox mounts(you have to relocate to airbox to former battery location).lt will fit on with a minor massage and one hole to drill.l then relocated the maf/filter by removing one length of intake runner and using a spare hose l had from a volvo turbo.The blow off valve vents directly into the factory intake location by removing the original connecting hose.l`ve got to show you guys some pictures because this setup is clean and easy to do in a couple hours:)l`ll try to get the pics up this evening..||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||1667 VR4||04-13-2003||07:20 PM||||was this using a factory battery or a smaller one?||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||04-13-2003||07:26 PM||||I just did that same exact setup yesterday.  I used the Dejon 1G curved extralong intake with K&N and, using a pressbreak, made a custom battery tray out of a sheet of galvanized steel.  Everything fits perfectly, using the stock battery, and the turbo and BOV are really loud now.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     It didn't take too long at all, took about 15 minutes to make up the tray, and then a few hours to get all the right plumbing parts (6 trips to the autoparts store, that's what I get for winging it).||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||04-13-2003||09:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1667 VR4:<br /><strong> was this using a factory battery or a smaller one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">[B] stock battery works fine,it`s high but fits.The ground wire needed to be moved and l added an extra ground while l was at it.The stock battery tray is only held with three bolts.An aftermarket intake would make things go easier if you`re not set up for fabrication and probably look better also,but it`s almost possible to get it done using the stock parts.Pics to follow..||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||04-14-2003||03:03 PM||||Pics please. I hate how the aftermarket intake pipes are so expensive. How can such a small piece of piping cost so much? I would like to relocate just like you did, can't wait to see the pics.||198.111.38.132||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||chucklesas||04-14-2003||10:40 PM||||Well, I know you aren't talking to me, but here are some pics of my install.  It turned out great.  Homemade battery bracket with the stock sized battery.  (I do realize I have a C-Clamp on my airfilter, it's just a temporary fix until I get some holes drilled in there and wingnut it on; stupid lubestop losing my clamps for me)<br /> <a href="http://mcoc-whoopass.recongamer.com/images/charlescar001.jpg" target="_blank">http://mcoc-whoopass.recongamer.com/images/charlescar001.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://mcoc-whoopass.recongamer.com/images/charlescar002.jpg" target="_blank">http://mcoc-whoopass.recongamer.com/images/charlescar002.jpg</a><br />  <a href="http://mcoc-whoopass.recongamer.com/images/charlescar003.jpg" target="_blank">http://mcoc-whoopass.recongamer.com/images/charlescar003.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://mcoc-whoopass.recongamer.com/images/charlescar004.jpg" target="_blank">http://mcoc-whoopass.recongamer.com/images/charlescar004.jpg</a>||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||04-16-2003||12:56 AM||||Chuckles:  Would it be possible with your setup to get the battery a little closer to the front?  It appears as though it would be dangerously close to strut tower bar.  Would that be a bad thing?<br /><br />Rick, where's your pics?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.108.202.76||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||raceman77||04-16-2003||01:08 AM||||Rick, where's your pics?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  [/QB][/QUOTE]<br />   l`m working on it,taking the pics tomorrow.l know l`m kindof slow,sorry,working on the intercooler now.l`m actually thinking of moving the battery to the back or using the one from my 71 Honda 600 microcar(smaller)to free up some more space in the engine compartment but l`ll get the pics done first.The best part of it all is the intake though,the blow off valve is really loud.Pics to follow(really) l`m a little more challenged then some of you guys with the cyberskills but l know l can get the pics on...||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000008||chucklesas||04-16-2003||05:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Chuckles:  Would it be possible with your setup to get the battery a little closer to the front?  It appears as though it would be dangerously close to strut tower bar.  Would that be a bad thing?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, I don't have a strut tower bar, so that wasn't a concern for me, maybe, if I turned the battery around so that the ground post was the one that would come close to the hood, it might be able to move closer to the front.  Since I had the positive post closer to the front, I wanted to make sure that I wasn't going to touch that to the hood of the car.  If you got rid of all that padding under the hood (I still have mine) it might fit pretty well.  (also, if anyone wants, I can draw up some blueprints of my bracket in ACAD)||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000009||driftin galant||07-09-2003||03:32 PM||||i know this is an old topic but here are those pics?  i did the same thing, and would just like to see your job.||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000010||Team Ducktape||07-09-2003||03:53 PM||||Here's a quick battery install, took about 5min., like my personal touch to keep the battery in the holder?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=797" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=797&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.209.155.14||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||07-09-2003||03:56 PM||||nothing like the good ol' ducktape||65.227.204.118||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||Akuma||07-10-2003||12:36 AM||||whats the box and the canister?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akuma||00001519||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||07-10-2003||01:35 AM||||i know the big one is his fuel cell......and if i remember correctly the other is the 'icebox' with the Budweiser on top of it||65.227.204.20||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||Team Ducktape||07-10-2003||03:29 AM||||Yep Ken's right..... So did the smog nazi's take your car yet?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.209.155.14||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000015||Louters91GVR4||07-10-2003||11:11 AM||||pics por favor.<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000016||chucklesas||07-11-2003||12:45 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=802" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=802&width=200" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=803" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=803&width=200" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=804" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=804&width=200" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=805" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=805&width=200" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=806" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=806&width=200" alt=" - " /></a><br />Here it is installed correctly (instead of with zip ties   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  )  And I finally took the effort to clean the engine bay.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum3/001906.cgi
A||||13||VR4coop||Pics of New paint and GC w/ AGX's||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||04-13-2003||07:47 PM||coop529@aol.com||Pics arent very good. got dark before i had a chance to get ne some good ones. I gotta get it back on the road. cause look what im driving right now. hahaha<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=275" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=275&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=276" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=276&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=277" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=277&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||04-13-2003||08:58 PM||||sweet jesus, where are your foglights?!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.252.109.83||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||VR4coop||04-13-2003||10:00 PM||||Its a 92 galant es bumper. I totaled the car in october. i couldnt find a vr4 bumper, and didnt mind the look of this one||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000003||absolootbs||04-13-2003||10:34 PM||||looks nice from what can be seen in the pics.  my car needs new green paint and lowering bad.  shame i barely have enough money to feed myself with.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000004||Jose||04-13-2003||11:33 PM||||There no such thing as a 92 ES Galant.ES Galants did not come out till 94. Also VR4 bumpers are the only ones that have the opening in the center. <br />Jose.....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-14-2003||12:33 AM||||is that paint belize green or oa different color?it looks real nice,congradulations.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||04-14-2003||12:34 AM||||Yeah, looks like someone shaved the bumps around the foglights and fiberglassed over.  Looks really good I think.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-14-2003||12:47 AM||||Did you have the stock grill painted, over the chrome?  It looks nice, even in low light.  Get us some day shots.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||04-14-2003||09:41 AM||||ok I willo be the first to say... whats up with that civic! I bet it goes really fast with that orange and white paint.... Nice re-do on the VR4, I like the no fog light look too.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||VR4coop||04-14-2003||04:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> There no such thing as a 92 ES Galant.ES Galants did not come out till 94. Also VR4 bumpers are the only ones that have the opening in the center. <br />Jose..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes they did, im not sure about the exact es gs stuff. but i can tell you that galant came out in 89 or earlier, and this was def a 92 non VR4 i bought the whole car and just took what i needed.||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000010||Gvr4-330||04-14-2003||04:42 PM||||I thought that bumper was from one of the 93 Galants.  Don't know the suffix though, but I've definately seen one before.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||04-16-2003||01:37 AM||||The Galant came out <a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/docs6/history/html/galant.htm" target="_blank">in 1969</a>.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   But those bumpers don't fit, for sure.<br /><br />Best I could find is this:<br /> <a href="http://www.findit.co.uk/cars/Mitsubishi/Galant/587299.htm" target="_blank">UK - 1993 Galant GLS</a>||64.108.202.76||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||Garfield Wright||04-17-2003||08:29 PM||||"There no such thing as a 92 ES Galant.ES Galants did not come out till 94. Also VR4 bumpers are the only ones that have the opening in the center. <br />Jose..... "<br /><br />The galant gsx & vr4 had identical front bumpers.  Only the vr4 had the fogs & the gsx didn't||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000013||VR4coop||04-18-2003||01:21 AM||||guys i can tell you the car was not a gsx, it was a 92 ls or gs or es, im not exactly sure, but i kno it wasnt a gsx. i will go to the junkyard and see if they still have the car. all i did was take it home strip all the parts i needed and sent it back.||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum3/001907.cgi
A||||5||udriveu||Autox video||||14||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||04-13-2003||09:06 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.imagestation.com/album/?id=4290393297" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/album/?id=4290393297</a><br /><br />Video of me n00bing it up at autocross. I'm completly stock, with Yokohama AVS ES100's (stock size) criticizm/comments?<br />There is also a video of my friend's sr20 240sx (white) and turbo KA 240 (black).||64.252.109.83||reg||14||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||04-13-2003||11:38 PM||||Man, I hate those services you have to sign up for just to view.  Do you have another hosting service?||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||04-13-2003||11:58 PM||||unfortunetly not, imagestation isn't all that bad though, try signing up. it took like under a minute.||64.252.100.137||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-14-2003||12:24 AM||||signing up took me like 30 sec.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||04-14-2003||12:26 AM||||nice man..i gotta try that someday.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||04-14-2003||12:41 AM||||I guess I'm a creature of habit.  I tried to join, but was apparently already a member, as I'd tried to sign up using the same username w/my existing account.  I had them send me my password, and I'd tried to sign up using the same password as well!  This was very odd as it was a unique and use-specific username/password combo (I guess all of mine are...).||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001908.cgi
A||||13||Super-Tank||GVR4 vs GSX||||1||||Super-Tank||00001324
Z||000000||Super-Tank||04-13-2003||10:49 PM||Swell183@yahoo.com||I have been checking out your forum here for a few days and was impressed by the dedication and love you guys have for your cars.  It makes me think that a GVR4 is a special car, a true drivers car.  I was wondering if a 1G GSX has this same kind of appeal.  How well does a GSX handle/ride compared to the galant.  Also, what kind of 1/4 mile times would be seen considering the weight savings in the GSX, given same mods.  Just wanted to find out what truly sets these cars apart since im I believe they share the same engine.  All opinions appreciated.||24.190.241.249||reg||1||Super-Tank||00001324||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-14-2003||12:57 AM||||You're right; mechanically speaking they are basically the same car.  The GVR4 is different in that it's a sedan, which has much more utility and a much higher ability to be a sleeper.  It is heavier, I think by around 200lbs. or so, but also benefits from better chassis rigidity stock (not much).  The GVR4 also has 4WS, which is a pretty unique feature in a car, but as I'm sure you've read not what the enthusiast looks for and many on this board have removed theirs.  The GSX (or TSI AWD, or RS Turbo AWD) will always be faster because of less weight.  Stretch the race out long and fast enough though, the GVR4 might end up winning (they supposedly have a lower CD due to the longer roof).  The rarity is also a nice factor in these cars, and the fact that due to their rally heritage you own a little piece of automotive history.  A DSM means nothing; they're all over the place.  I waited years to get mine instead of buying a DSM any day of the week, which you can.  If you can find one, get a ride, or go test drive it.  They're fantastic cars.  I also hate, absolutely f*&%ing hate, DSM's interiors.  Very cramped, small tach, not as good visibility, etc.  Their dash is more conducive towards gauge mods though (replace the 3 crappy stock center gauges w/52mm aftermarket).  Anyway, I've ranted on enough.  If all you care about is performance, get a DSM and spend what you save in the initial purchase on mods.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||04-14-2003||01:02 AM||||Picture this... May 1993. The import scene is for the most part, just beginning. I'm riding shotgun in a black '91 Galant VR-4 (#unknown),which happens to be leading a pack of 6 modified imports across the Golden Gate bridge at 115+ mph, at 3 A.M. All of which have suspension mods( 2 of which had to have coil springs custom made for approx $500 a set), and what minor engine mods that were available at the time (modded filter boxes to breathe better and exhausts). Included in this pack is a pristine Datsun 510 w/ sidedrafts (he still owns that car by the way). I had ridden in plenty of muscle cars previous to this, and ya, they were quick. But to actually ride/drive in a car that was built w/ love, and could turn. I can't begin to explain. I know the exact point in my life when MY love of cars began. And I now own one of the cars that was a culpret.||12.208.233.145||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||absolootbs||04-14-2003||01:10 AM||||that's exactly what my brother wanted me to do.  he finally convinced me to get away from my last car and go for a gvr4, then he started tryin to get me to get a dsm like his and spend the money i saved on mods right away (that was his pitch, at least).  didn't work.  i wanted the sleeper appeal and the rarity too badly.  i got lucky and i found one at a reasonable three hours driving distance, within only a couple of months of starting my search.  end result: i love it.  if i had to choose between my car and a dsm, i'd take the vr4 any day.  well worth the extra "uniqueness charge".  i've been to the track with it three times and all three times i've gotten major recognition from people just for havin what i have.||128.210.107.138||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000004||AWDpower||04-14-2003||01:46 AM||||I own a '90 Talon AWD, a '96 Eclipse GSX, and a '92 Galant VR4. I love them all, but if I could have only one, it would be the VR4. My Talon is a lot faster then the GVR4, it has a lot more mods. But the GVR4 is just as much fun to drive, and a lot more useful. Plus I get to terrify three or four helpless passengers (I prefer to call them victims) instead of one. It's pretty funny watching them slide across the back seat. I really like having such a rare car. It's funny to think that Vipers are much more common then GVR4's. And driving a sleeper is a kick. It's funny watching people scratch their heads when they get smoked by a slow looking four door. If you want to build a fast car for as little money as possible, it's hard to beat a 1G DSM. But the VR4 is a better car to own the other 99% of the time when you aren't driving at the limit. It also depends on your personality and preference. That's why own three of them. I like the low key attitude of the VR4 like most VR4 owners. I don't care if other people know what the car is, I actually prefer they don't. I like it's ability to blend in. I like to drive my Talon when I want to get maximum performance. The Eclipse is the "fastest looking" and most recogniseable of my cars, and is nice to drive if I want attention. It's pretty damn quick too.||68.134.172.53||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||04-14-2003||07:59 AM||||I do believe the VR4 is almost the same weight as the 1Gs. It also holds it's value much better. Also the weight distribution is almost 50/50. I like it because it has usable space, a real trunk, leather and it look slike a sleeper. I hope I never have to sell my GVR4, unless it is to get another one. And you always get mad respect from the DSM guys. It also has a longer first gear  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> . I think it is hard to put it in words exactly why we love our cars, drive one and you will see.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||04-14-2003||09:24 AM||||i have a 91 vr4, and i USED to own a 93 gsx.  the build quality of the t/e/l SUCKS.  the gsx leaked, it rattled, squeaked.  every time i would close the door, the panels would come off.  the aerodynamics fell off, the hatch rattled, it is a HEAVY sucker.  when it rained, if it was long enough, i would get 2 inches of water in the floor.  it smelled like an old wet dog(probably previous owner).  the headlites were plastic, and they got yellow and all scratched up.  you could tell it was good ole usa build quality, 2 bolts where there should be 4, and barely tightened.  when i take something off of the galant, that sucker is ON there.  every nut and bolt is where it should be.  the gsx is a better handler, but if you put 16" wheels on the galant, it gets a lot better, too.  at 170k+ miles, the galant is way tighter and quieter that the gsx was at 75k.  if both were built in japan, THEN the choice would be difficult.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||DSSA||04-14-2003||09:25 AM||||For racing, give me a T/E/L everytime. <br /><br />For daily-driving, I'll stick with a GVR4.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||04-14-2003||09:33 AM||||I totally agree with Ken here! A T/E/L is sucj crappy build quality, I was installing a stereo in a friend of mines 92 Talon and the thing was so loose and rattling that it drove me nuts going from work to my house to install it.... Plus I am a big guy, 6'4" 300 lbs, needeless to say I didnt fit in it good at all, I was cramped and it didnt even have a sun roof.... NO offence to the Normal Ill boys that made them but the build quality compared to the Japenese is just bad....||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||04-14-2003||11:16 AM||||I had a 91 Talon TSi FWD and I enjoyed driving it, but it didn't feel as nice.  The major complaint I had about my Talon was the seat belts.  I'm 5' 8" and the sholder belt rubbed my neck.  It was unajustable too.  <br /><br />I would take a GVR4 any day over a TEL.  As far as build quality goes, I was pretty happy with my Talon, but I must have been really lucky.  I looked pretty good at 189K miles with hardly any rust at all.  The inside held up well too.  The tranny still shifted great, and the original turbo still worked.  The FWD part was the only thing that sucked.<br /><br />I really enjoy the 4 door with leather seats and a sunroof.  Much nicer I think.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||joec||04-14-2003||12:20 PM||||There are a lot more "off the shelf" upgrade parts for the DSM's.  Intercoolers, intake piping, suspension, wheels, brakes, exhausts.  Since they made so few GVR4's for the US there's not as much demand to create parts that are specific to those cars.<br /><br />The GVR4 is a lot roomier and makes a better daily driver especially if you plan to have more than 2 passengers.<br /><br />The GVR4s seem to run slower 1/4 miles with the same mods, not sure if that is due to the weight (100lbs?) or the higher coefficient of drag for the GVR4 (probably both).<br /><br />See this thread for a discussion on the coefficient of drag <br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001713#000017" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001713#000017</a><br /><br />I've got a 92 Eclipse GSX (bought new) and a 91 Galant VR-4.  Don't see any appreciable difference in build quality.  Maybe because I've had my GSX since new and taken good care of it (182k miles)?<br /><br />If I had to get rid of one, I'd probably keep the Galant VR-4 since it's more "practical" and I like "sleepers".||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000011||geoff@machv||04-14-2003||07:28 PM||||I've owned.  <br /><br />7 T/E/L's<br />2 Colt Turbos  [one of which I'll be dragracing this year.<br /><br />And 2 VR4's. The VR4 has to be one of the NICEST cars I've owned to date.  They can be made to be as fast and faster with the same mods...<br />And any unsuspecting victim won't know what hit them !<br /><br /><br />PLUS you can park the car, and NOT have to worry about someone trying to steal it cause NO ONE knows what they're looking at.  <br /><br />Unless it's Harry Blanchards hooked up rig   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000012||DSSA||04-15-2003||08:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by geoff@machv:<br /><strong> <br />And 2 VR4's. The VR4 has to be one of the NICEST cars I've owned to date.  They can be made to be as fast and faster with the same mods...<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I beg to differ on this point.  All things equal, a DSM is going to be faster than a GVR4 with the same mods.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||04-15-2003||09:45 AM||||yah, i agree with josh, the dsm is gonna be faster, and handle better.  but i sure didnt like my gsx.  i swear that sucker was jinxed.  finally, i had prepped it to sell, and the hood flew up on the freeway, and mashed the front windshield and the roof.  i think it knew it was leaving my life, and wanted one more crack at misery.  what a pile.  i think it was racial.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/001909.cgi
A||||7||spoulson||Check out what I did all day today||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||04-13-2003||11:47 PM||spoulson@rcn.com||Well as I said in another post, it started with <a href="http://users.rcn.com/spoulson/pictures/DSCF0561.JPG" target="_blank">the dog</a> eating a hole in the dining room carpet.  So I ripped up the carpet and found some pretty good hardwood floors underneath.  It's a 1920's house and the floor boards are in surprisingly good shape!<br /><br />So I rented a big orbital sander from Home Depot and ate through about $50 in sanding papers and 7 hours of sanding.  It's easy, albeit a physically exhausting process.<br /><br /><a href="http://users.rcn.com/spoulson/pictures/floor" target="_blank">Here's some pictures.</a><br /><br />Tonight's trash night and I got to put out a 10lb bag full of my floor.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Tomorrow I put on the first layer of polyurethane.  No, I'm not staining it because the pine color looks really pretty and brightens up the room dramatically.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||04-13-2003||11:51 PM||||get the parks pro finisher poly, it is good stuff    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   (cheaper than minwax too) but higher solid content (more durable)<br /><br />I work in the paint dept. at my local depot||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-14-2003||12:36 AM||||not bad,not bad at all,looks real good.hope you enjoyed the sanding  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  .||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||04-14-2003||09:48 AM||||I'm sore and blistered.  Of course I enjoyed it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||Compressed||04-14-2003||01:32 PM||||Looks good man, post pics of the finished product too.  Home improvement is pretty cool huh?  I've tiled a couple of my bathrooms so far and found it to be fun, and very rewarding.  Plus its an investment, a nice motivating factor when faced with all the work.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||04-14-2003||01:41 PM||||Nice!  Why somebody covered up beautiful hardwood floor like that is beyond me.  I really like that era of houses, what does it look like from the outside?||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||04-14-2003||02:52 PM||||When nylon was invented carpet was new and cool, so everyone carpeted their wood floors.  Plus it keeps the wood protected from dogs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||number3||04-14-2003||03:12 PM||||I will never sand a floor again. I did the same thing, you did, in my dining room. For what the professionals charge, I will gladly let them do it. <br /><br />Looks nice though.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001910.cgi
A||||5||DeanCouchey||91 VR4 badge... where ot get a new one??||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||04-14-2003||01:41 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I think osme one said you can get it at the dealerships but whats the part number and do they really have it??? my old one is starting to peel and I wanna try somethign with it and need to have one to keep around if the other one doesnt work out.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||04-14-2003||04:06 PM||||I bought a spare at the dealership just to stick on my toolbox, i think it was 11 bucks or so.||67.31.226.220||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||04-14-2003||10:11 PM||||thanks Zach||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||04-15-2003||06:46 AM||||I thought they were a non-Mitsu item?  How'd you get one from the dealership?  Just give 'em your VIN, and ask for a replacement badge?  Can they replace my keychain as well?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||04-15-2003||08:59 AM||||Methinks he means the badge on the rear that actually says "VR4".  That is a stock part.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||04-15-2003||09:52 AM||||yeah I want the emblem on the back of the car, not the dash plaque.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001911.cgi
A||||0||GVR1643||PocketDyno||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||04-14-2003||04:00 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I think I'm going to get the pdyno (since Escort is taking forever with their G-Timer).  <br />Anyone had any experience with one of these?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pdyno.com" target="_blank">www.pdyno.com</a><br /><br />I want it to do back to back tuning comparisons instead of the butt dyno and since their isn't a track nearby, it'll have to do for now.  I swear my car feels slower with the 16g and other misc now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />(my little treat to myself for putting my wife's deer damaged car back together myself for a 1/3 of the cost :-)||167.142.21.149||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001912.cgi
A||||11||1quickvr4||My next project RB26 powerd 350z||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||04-14-2003||04:04 PM||caspa69@juno.com||<a href="http://www.honda-acura.net/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=61815" target="_blank">http://www.honda-acura.net/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=61815</a><br /><br /><br />Not mine, But I wish it was||67.31.226.220||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||04-15-2003||02:05 PM||||No body else thought this was bad ass?||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||04-15-2003||02:13 PM||||Oh that is true badass fashion right there||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||04-15-2003||02:21 PM||||two words, bad ass. that would be a sick combination. At least until I find a way to fit a new GVR4 TT V6 motor into our cars;)<br /><br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||14||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000004||REDLINEGVR4||04-15-2003||03:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<br /><strong> At least until I find a way to fit a new GVR4 TT V6 motor into our cars;)<br /><br /><br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like that idea||152.163.188.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-15-2003||03:42 PM||||you guys aim too low.  i was just at the new lamborghini dealer here in dallas, my friend is the parts manager, and i used to work for one of the new owners.  they got several diablos in stock.  v12, awd.  one rear tire is twice as wide as both of mine.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||04-15-2003||04:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<br /><strong> At least until I find a way to fit a new GVR4 TT V6 motor into our cars;)<br /><br /><br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like that idea </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No way I would bother with putting the new Galant TT in ours... Now, putting the JDM TT Galant setup in a US spec one... That I would enjoy driving.  New styling, body, less rustly old aged parts, and a sleeper to boot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.21.138||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-15-2003||06:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <strong> No way I would bother with putting the new Galant TT in ours... Now, putting the JDM TT Galant setup in a US spec one... That I would enjoy driving.  New styling, body, less rustly old aged parts, and a sleeper to boot   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, but FWD and AT?  No thanks.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||04-15-2003||06:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> No body else thought this was bad ass? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And no one else thinks this is stupid?  Why are they doing this?  The stock power ratings for these two engines are virtually identical.  Granted, the RB26DETT is underrated, but they are still very close in output.  So why not just put twin turbos on the VQ35DE and see how far that will take you?  The engine was never designed for turbo use, but I bet all that extra displacement would let you reach power numbers very similar to that of a tuned Skyline.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||11:17 PM||||that is going to be one slick ass ride when it is finished.i know id drive the shit out of it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||04-15-2003||11:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <strong> No way I would bother with putting the new Galant TT in ours... Now, putting the JDM TT Galant setup in a US spec one... That I would enjoy driving.  New styling, body, less rustly old aged parts, and a sleeper to boot    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, but FWD and AT?  No thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Since were dreaming, it would have to be AWD conversion!||167.142.21.144||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||Nate||04-16-2003||12:04 AM||||The RB26DETT is proven to make power, while the new Nissan V6 isn't proven to survive well under boost.  Kinda like going from a 4G63 6 bolt motor to a Honda B20B.  Same size engine, one just takes to boost a lot better than the other.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum3/001913.cgi
A||||2||4g63t||CAPS Question||||5||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||04-14-2003||06:20 PM||vr4g63t@hotmail.com||Hey guys, how do I look up a part # in CAPS? I have a little black box, and I have no idea what it is. Is there a way to just type in a part # and the program tells you what it is?  Thanks||68.82.236.19||reg||5||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||04-15-2003||09:02 AM||||If you have the part number, enter it into the "part number" field down in the lower pink area, and then click on the little icon on top that has a bolt, question mark, truck and car.  That will give you a window that tells you where the part is to be found in CAPS, and what it is.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||04-15-2003||12:50 PM||||Thanks!||68.82.236.19||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/001914.cgi
A||||6||Sabwafare||Link||||14||||Sabwafare||00000890
Z||000000||Sabwafare||04-14-2003||10:00 PM||||DON'T GOTO THIS LINK!!  <a href="http://www.outwar.com/page.php?x=813748" target="_blank">BAD!</a>||24.116.71.210||reg||14||Sabwafare||00000890||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||04-14-2003||10:14 PM||||DON'T GO HERE EITHER!!!!  <a href="http://www.druglordsgame.com/index.php?ref=84526" target="_blank">NO NO NO</a>||64.252.100.137||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||Sabwafare||04-15-2003||01:20 AM||||Seriously tho,<br />This is a game based on referrals, You can win prizes like an xbox, portable DVD player, or even cash ($200 +). I have been addicted to this game since I started so try it! and have fun!||64.157.192.179||reg||14||Sabwafare||00000890||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||04-15-2003||01:22 AM||||Okay guys can we stop with the misleading links to get you more points for your online games  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .<br />At least tell people what they're clicking if they don't notice the link in the hypertext. <br /><br />I would have clicked it if it wasn't meant to be "hidden".||199.182.20.167||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||04-15-2003||01:24 AM||||Why don't you just setup a macro program such as EZ Macros to go to that link every five minutes?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Sabwafare||04-15-2003||01:33 AM||||they have to be unique links, the same IP can only click it every 24 hours. If you guys could just take a second to click it you would really be helping me out. If you dont' want to that's fine. I just feel as thought all GVR4 owners have a bond ya know? So if ya want to just tkae a sec and click it. you don't have to play the game just click it please!!||64.157.192.179||reg||1||Sabwafare||00000890||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||04-15-2003||02:42 AM||||It's just I see about 10 of these hidden in peoples posts a day so it get's alittle tiring. <br />It'd be a different story if the post was "hey help me out in an online game" .||199.182.25.47||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/001915.cgi
A||||4||Matticus||Question about my poor wrecked Maxima.||||9||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||04-14-2003||10:42 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Last week my wife got into an accident in the Max. Traveling from Baltimore in that freak storm we got. Basically the car went into a spin at about 65 MPH.  She ended up hitting a concrete barrier, bouncing off it and finished spinning back into the freeway.  Luckily she was the only car involved and her and my 2 kids were unharmed. The visual estimate of the car is about 8K in damgae to the rear of the car. The front end is okay, or at least looks okay.  She tried to move the car off the freeway right after it happened, but the car did not want to move, it did creep however if revved high.  The body shop said there is probably transmission damage, they have no idea how extensive though.  And finally, sorry for the rambling, I needed to tell some of the details, how possible is it that what ever damage the tranny took went through the crank and possibly ruined any bearings?  And, how could this kind of damage even be evaluated?  So even if the car gets fixed, tranny and all, and say 30K miles later the motor dies from bearing failure, will it still be covered under the Nissan warranty, I have the extended one to 75K? Can Nissan say that it was involved in a major accident and deny the claim because of it?  Thanks for any input guys.||68.33.145.69||reg||9||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||04-15-2003||07:32 AM||||Does the shop you took it too warrantee their work? Also insurance companies like State Farm and Allstate issue their own warrantee over top of the body shop's warrantee. That way, if you ever did end up with problems, they have to fix it for you because it is obviously related to the accident. <br /><br />On another note though, that car is never going to be the same. There is going to be a new squeak, new rattle, or new leak thats probably never going to go away. What I would suggest is to pick the car up after its done, and trade it in at a dealership for something else. <br /><br />At my shop, and we are a highly reputed shop, I remember a guy that rolled his Land Rover picking it up and driving a block down the street to trade it in for a Pathfinder. I also remember a woman who got the whole rear of her car rebuilt, and came back for weeks afterwards because of little problems "that weren't like that before". The shop is going to be changing the dynamics of the car, and no matter how good the shop is there are always going to be things that aren't the same. <br /><br />To answer your question, Nissan should still honor their warrantee, but I don't know how involved they get in researching their customer's history. <br /><br />On a side note, if there is transmission damage, there is probably damaged hubs, bent axles, and other suspension things out of whack. <br /><br />Hope that helps.||151.197.65.41||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||04-15-2003||08:12 AM||||just hope they total it. you dont want payments on a reconstructed vehicle, hell they brand the title half the time . then you cant sell it to any one w brains., Get out of it any way that you can my .02 worth, like was already said it will never be the same....||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||04-15-2003||04:41 PM||||Thanks everyone.  I am goona try my darndest to 1) get it totalled and hopefully make a few bucks on the deal or 2) Trade it in right after the job is done. I just hope my trade-in value will not be totally ruined because of being in an accident. It is really depressing, I have the car for 2 years and it never touched another object or vehicle.  I give it to my wife and in 1 months time, gets back into at a hockey game, and smashes it on a concrete barrier.  The only thing I am thankful for is that my family was okay.  Nissan Maxima=safe family car.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||04-15-2003||06:16 PM||||do u owe on the car? i totaled 2 cars in 2002... both of them were new to me... insuance didn't completely cover the cost of my loans... a 2000 civic and a 99 eclipse... but i didn't want them back anyways... although, the civic would've been nice as a convertible since it was flipped...<br /><br />PS: Don't "drive it like you stole it."||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/001916.cgi
A||||14||GVR-4||Group buy||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||04-14-2003||11:49 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Anybody interested in this clutch release fork?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/specials.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/specials.htm</a>||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-15-2003||06:40 AM||||Is that a good deal?  I admit, I haven't priced that piece, it just seems expensive for just a hunk of metal... Then again, honduh dealerships charge $15 for "special" bolts.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||04-15-2003||09:17 AM||||<a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/index.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/index.htm</a><br /><br />Normally it's $100. So you save 15 bucks. I think it's worth it if it means never replacing it again. A stock one from Conicelli is about $54. So for about $46 more you can assure yourself of not having to replace the clutch fork ever again AND that it won't fail or bend. I'm about to install an ACT 2600, lightened flywheel, pilot bushing, rear main seal, Taboo Clutch Fork and pin, pivot ball, ss clutch line, slave cylinder, master cylinder, driveaxles and driveaxle seals (plus 2 quarts of GM Synchromesh and .4 quarts of Lucas HD Oil Stabilizer). And I DO NOT want to go back in there again. It's a lot of work and I don't want to do any of it twice.<br /><br />Just my $.02...<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||04-15-2003||10:03 AM||||The stock one that breaks is the old style, which was a much weaker design.  If you buy a new one from Conicelli, it is designed much beefier and I don't see how it could ever break.  <br /><br />The OEM fork pictured on the taboo site looks like the old weak style.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||04-15-2003||10:30 AM||||I'm sure you're right that the newer design is beefier and I probably wouldn't have any trouble with it. But I'm still gonna opt for the billet piece versus the cast one.<br /><br />dp||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-15-2003||10:40 AM||||The stocker was weak as shit.  Mine broke in no time at all after a ACT 2600 install.  The revised stronger part is holding up great.  I don't see any reason to spend the extra cash.  Now if you put in even a heavier clutch....  <br /><br />Anyone on this list try a ACT 2900?  I think you would have to upgrade the hydrolic system for that.  The ACT 2600 is pretty damn heavy as it is.  I bet we all have one hell of a strong clutch foot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />How often you the ACT 2600 users have to replace/rebuild the master and slave cylinders?  I think It's been about 3 years since my last rebuild.  So far so good, but I would think the much more aggresive clutch would be hell on the stock system.  I know that the 2600 won't work unless everything is in tip top shape.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||04-15-2003||10:46 AM||||Rob "Team Ducktape" has teh clutchnet 3800 i his car. very interesting. he told me to press the clutch when i was sitting in is car one day and my leg was sore after that.||131.193.8.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||DSSA||04-15-2003||12:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Anyone on this list try a ACT 2900?  I think you would have to upgrade the hydrolic system for that.  The ACT 2600 is pretty damn heavy as it is.  I bet we all have one hell of a strong clutch foot   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had the 2900 back when they 1st started custom making them for some people.  Really couldn't notice any difference in the feel over the 2600.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||04-15-2003||12:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Anybody interested in this clutch release fork?<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/specials.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/specials.htm</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just an FYI.  Taboo is a guy I know here local that has these all custom made.  It's supposed to be a pretty darn good fork.  He has sold a ton of them and I haven't heard of any issues.  <br />(he's one of the guys who helped me install motor in my Talon and other misc stuff on the GVR4)<br /><br />I don't know if it's an absolute necessity over the new and improved fork.||167.142.22.53||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||04-15-2003||01:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /><strong> I had the 2900 back when they 1st started custom making them for some people.  Really couldn't notice any difference in the feel over the 2600. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, but your left leg matches your right arm, I'll bet?<br />(Now, where did I put that picture?????)||68.158.102.169||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||DSSA||04-15-2003||01:26 PM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]Yeah, but your left leg matches your right arm, I'll bet?<br />(Now, where did I put that picture?????) [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />I think the picture you're talking about is of Nate.  "The Single Guy" or somthing like that.  Jon did that one a while ago. <br /><br />I'm just the short-fat-shaved-head-guy with the big tits.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||04-15-2003||01:33 PM||||Yeah, TSS is local to Kevin and me. I have heard good things about thie fork. <br /><br />Josh Jones - Do you see this as being beneficial over the new and improved unit? Just curious, since you deal in the newer better parts like lifters and forks...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||DSSA||04-15-2003||02:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Josh Jones - Do you see this as being beneficial over the new and improved unit? Just curious, since you deal in the newer better parts like lifters and forks... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have yet to break the re-designed forks, nor know of anyone who has.<br /><br />The aftermarket fork is definitely a nice piece, but the stock ones work fine for me, and like the stock units, they *will* wear out at the pivot point and when this happens and clutch dis-engagement problems occur, you're spending $100 or so on a new fork vs. $45.10 for a stock one.  I just replace the stock fork/pivot everytime I do a complete clutch replacement.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||04-15-2003||02:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Josh Jones - Do you see this as being beneficial over the new and improved unit? Just curious, since you deal in the newer better parts like lifters and forks... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have yet to break the re-designed forks, nor know of anyone who has.<br /><br />The aftermarket fork is definitely a nice piece, but the stock ones work fine for me, and like the stock units, they *will* wear out at the pivot point and when this happens and clutch dis-engagement problems occur, you're spending $100 or so on a new fork vs. $45.10 for a stock one.  I just replace the stock fork/pivot everytime I do a complete clutch replacement. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmmm...||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000014||Tondar||04-15-2003||09:59 PM||||I think Taboo's web site is a bit misleading.  That page doesn't mean that there is currently a group buy going on, it just states the price if there was a group buy.  I got dooped by it before.<br /><br />I was about to get one of these at the $100 price but when I went to the paypal link he's thrown in a $15 shipping and handling charge!  What the hell is that about?  setup like a bad informercial "FREE!!!..... just pay $19.99 S&H"||68.41.154.82||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes



ubb/Forum3/001919.cgi
A||||20||mromik||Free logger for Palm from Russia!||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||04-15-2003||01:29 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||<a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru" target="_blank">http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru</a>||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||04-15-2003||03:13 AM||||good stuff||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-15-2003||06:30 AM||||Yes, very cool.  Thanks!  Look forward to playing w/it and comparing it to Pocketlogger.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||04-15-2003||06:34 AM||||Apparently you can't do anything w/it unless it's hooked up to your car; it crashed my Visor a few times.  Just FYI.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||DarkDevilMMM||04-15-2003||01:48 PM||||Hey, whoever have pocketlogger can you please tell what other different functions are there between these 2 software? thanks.||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||04-15-2003||08:26 PM||||This software reboots my Palm whenever I try to run it. Anyone have any success? Maybe I need a newer OS? More RAM? I'd really like to get this thing to work, as it has a neat feature I can use to develop my chips: it lets you enter 6 memory addresses YOU want to monitor! I could finally confirm some of the other memory addresses I'm not sure of.||68.158.177.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||mromik||04-16-2003||01:35 AM||||That logger was tested on m500 and m505<br />need OS4.0, as an author wrote to me.<br /><br />I have no loger and palm yet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br />how much such used palm may cost in the US?<br /><br />That guy if from Moscow, you can email him.<br />I found the link in Russian Forum <br /><br /><a href="http://www.auto.ru/wwwboards/mitsubishi/" target="_blank">http://www.auto.ru/wwwboards/mitsubishi/</a>||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||04-16-2003||12:16 PM||||You can get old Palms for less than $20 USD sometimes.  I have one that I've been trying to GIVE away.  I'd send it to you, but I think that the shipping to Khabarovsk would be more than the Palm itself is worth.<br /><br />Jeff:  Sounds like we'll need an OS upgrade.  (Pocketlogger runs on 3.0 and higher).||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||04-16-2003||12:38 PM||||hmmm I've got an M125 with 4.0 so maybe I'll try it.<br />I'll keep people posted.||199.183.178.177||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||04-16-2003||01:15 PM||||Hey guys, if you were having problems, try downloading it and installing it again. He wrote it to check for Palm v4.0, and I have 3.5. He modified it, and it seems to work fine now with 3.5, but I have to do more testing!||68.155.184.98||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||04-17-2003||12:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">- Removed call to BmpGetBitsDepth unavalable prior to PalmOS 4.<br />  (thanks to Jeff Oberholtzer)<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're an international man of mitsubishi.||64.109.165.239||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||04-17-2003||09:42 AM||||hey Ryan, you can give me your palm   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  If you wanna ship it to romik I was looking up shipping for him fro 93's and it was only like 35 bucks for the headlights.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||dsmsleeper||04-17-2003||12:00 PM||||Has anyone gotten this to work on OS 3.3?  I keep getting a fatal exception error.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||5||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000013||mixx2001||04-17-2003||12:52 PM||||What kind of cable is he talking about.  How do I make that?<br /><br />I have a DB9 serial cable that I'm trying to use for my Pocketlogger.  On his site he said:<br /><br />"When pin (10) is shorted to ground (12) ECU enters diagnostic mode. In this mode pin (1) is used to exchange diagnostic data with a scan tool. Serial communication is done using 1920 baud, 8 bit, 1 stop bit, no parity, TTL levels. I used the following RS-232 adapter"<br /><br />Is this info be the same for the cable I have?  For instance, I cut the connector off one end and stripped the outside insultation.  Can I just put the red wire to the fuse panel, and the blue wire to pin (1), with a wire going from pin (10) to pin (12) for ground?||65.165.18.7||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000014||mixx2001||04-17-2003||01:13 PM||||Ok now I see the point in that big wire diagram.  That's a diagram for the chip that will translate so the Palm can read it.  Fuck.  How hard is that to make?||65.165.18.7||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||04-17-2003||02:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> Has anyone gotten this to work on OS 3.3?  I keep getting a fatal exception error.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you sure you loaded version "C"? I'm running 3.5.2 on my M105, and its OK now that I upgraded from version B. He removed the check for OS4.0.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong>How hard is that to make?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The cables are cheap, and available from several sources, including a couple guys on this list. I install one INSIDE the ECU for people ($35) when I'm doing the free caps, and I include notebook and PDA adapters. Just get a project box and the parts from Digikey or Jameco if you're half decent with a soldering iron. Don't even THINK about directly connecting your PDA to the diagnostic port, if you like your PDA ;-)||67.35.1.8||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||mixx2001||04-17-2003||05:08 PM||||I knew you would have some info for me, Jeff.  How do I come up with the part numbers/discriptions to order from digikey?<br /><br />Or can someone sell me a cable?  Man, I'm dyin' to know what kind of knock sum's I'm dealing with.||65.165.18.7||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000017||keydiver||04-18-2003||08:44 PM||||The guy gives you the complete schematic there, although those are not the exact same parts I use:<br />a Maxum MAX233, 2N2222A transistor, a 78L05 voltage regulator, a couple .1 uF caps, a couple 10K 1/8 watt resistors, and I think thats a 1N914 diode (its hard to read). There are several similar schematics floating around out there. I actually use the MAX202, with a MOSFET transistor and a Schottky diode.<br /><br />"I'm dyin' to know what kind of knock sum's I'm dealing with."<br /><br />Why don't you just put in my new chip with the knock sum gauge? ;-)||68.158.214.72||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000018||92GVR4#333||04-19-2003||01:51 AM||||wow this is a techy thread...any one know how to repair an ecu that sees the clutch as being engaged al the time?(TMO stage 3)<br /><br />here is a run down of my trouble shooting<br />clutch cable--replaced<br />switch replaced<br />ecu swaped-goes away<br />my ecu back in returns--ugh!!!<br />my ecu with buddies chip--still does<br />my chip in his car--in his ecu--no prob<br />his chip in my ecu--ugh!!<br /><br />this is how I figure the ecu has issues<br /><br />any know the intimacies of the ECU to fix?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000019||DarkDevilMMM||04-24-2003||03:37 PM||||have anyone follow the diagram and made a working one? I made one, but seems like there is no data going through the cable, the diagnostic port on 1G is white, and our car is black right? and the pin number on there is different also right? coz I have PIN 9, but in the pic, there is no pin 9, and I have pin 5 also, which I don't see in the pic on the site, I don't have a multimeter right now for some reason, so I can't really check what is up with the data on the port, so anyone got any idea? Thanks||64.165.69.67||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000020||keydiver||04-25-2003||03:34 PM||||I can't vouch for the circuit, as I use one that is similar, but also very different (???), but for a better explanation of our OBD connector, check out PPT's site:<br /><a href="http://www.pptracing.com/framedpages/datalogger_installation.htm" target="_blank">http://www.pptracing.com/framedpages/datalogger_installation.htm</a><br />The wire colors won't match (of course!), but the pins are the same:<br />1) Pin 1 is the top left contact in the connector, and this is the one that the bidirectional data flows on<br />10) Pin 10 is the same pin you ground when you set the timing, the third pin from the bottom right. This pin must also be grounded when you intend to datalog<br />12) Pin 12 is the bottom right hand terminal, and it is ground.<br />All you have left is to find a good 12 volt source in the fuse box.<br />Hope this helps,<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||68.158.223.80||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/001918.cgi
A||||0||My_GVR_4||Need a tranny core for a 92 VR-4||||9||||R_Conway||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||04-15-2003||12:09 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||I am in need of a rebuildable tranny core for my #158/1000 Galant VR-4.<br /><br />If anyone has one, or know where I can get one... please let me know.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory<br />1992 GVR-4<br />[MY GVR 4]<br />124,*** miles and still stock||208.40.16.138||reg||9||R_Conway||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum3/001920.cgi
A||||15||mromik||My Monte-Carlo VR4||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||04-15-2003||02:03 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||fotos are not very nice but...<br />Please tell me about this JDM Monte-Carlo edition if you know<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=287&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=288&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=289&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=290&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=291&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=292&width=400" alt=" - " />||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||04:33 AM||||Damn....you are way out there.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||04-15-2003||12:58 PM||||daamnn, you have a very rare version of a rare car.  Looks good, when the snow melts clean her up real good and shoot us a few more pics.  Your antenna looks kinda odd there, but a good odd, i think it would look nice at the rear of the roof.||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||1101||04-15-2003||04:25 PM||||This is quoted from e-mail I received from SSgt Jason D. Wollerton in Japan that had one.<br /><br />"My car is metallic.  The only VR-4 that came metallic over here was the Monte Carlo version.  Only about 510 Monte Carlo editions where made.  When Mitsubishi was using the VR-4 for WRC(World Rally Champ),  they had a problem with the Rally of Monte Carlo because that rally is about 80% tarmac.  They kept braking drive train parts.  So they made the Monte Carlo version with beefier drive train, close ratio gearbox, and a center diff that splits torque 65 % rear and 35% front."||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000004||RayH||04-15-2003||06:01 PM||||Is that a rear wiper on the back?||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||04-15-2003||06:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1101:<br /><strong> So they made the Monte Carlo version with beefier drive train, close ratio gearbox, and a center diff that splits torque 65 % rear and 35% front." </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Daammn!!  Got any part numbers?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||mromik||04-15-2003||07:16 PM||||Yea! Thanks alot for interesting info!<br />But I would like to talk more about it with that <br />guy from Japan,that has one. If it is not difficult,please write to him,and give me his email.<br />My VR4 is also black metalic!<br /><br />Those fotos were made in the beggining of march<br />it was dirty everyware<br />The digital camera was not mine, and I had no time to wash my car<br />I will update my page and post new pictures there!<br /><br />About my antenna.. I bought my car already with it<br />YES I have back wiper!<br /><br />In Russia we realy have bad roads, but also some good ones where you can drive 180 km\hour.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000007||SPAM||04-15-2003||09:12 PM||||Wollerton does not own the Monte Carlo or any type of VR4 any longer.||198.26.130.37||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000008||Doc_Seuss||04-15-2003||09:32 PM||||that is one sexy car, where in russia are you?<br /><br />about 2 years ago i was in moscow for 3 weeks and st. petersburg for a week.<br /><br />o well<br />PAKA!<br /> dave||128.153.154.65||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||04-15-2003||10:24 PM||||that car has been pimpin' since been pimpin' since been pimpin'!||12.235.229.244||reg||14||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||1101||04-15-2003||10:53 PM||||I passed on your request and sent him your e-mail address.<br /><br />Ward <br /><br />Originally posted by mromik:<br />[QB] Yea! Thanks alot for interesting info!<br />But I would like to talk more about it with that <br />guy from Japan,that has one. If it is not difficult,please write to him,and give me his email.||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||04-15-2003||11:05 PM||||I like the silver (?) accent on the Mitsubishi logo on the wheels.||64.108.202.76||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||mromik||04-16-2003||01:00 AM||||--Daammn!! Got any part numbers? <br />What partnumbers do you want to get?<br /><br />--that is one sexy car, where in russia are you?<br />It is written there.. Russia,Far East,Khabarovsk<br />I will make some fotos of me and my town<br /><br />--that car has been pimpin' since been pimpin' since been pimpin'!<br />Please translate it wqithout using your SLANG<br /><br />--I passed on your request and sent him your e-mail address.<br />Special thanks!<br /><br />--I like the silver (?) accent on the Mitsubishi logo on the wheels<br />They are white,but i wanna do them red!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000013||sleeper||04-16-2003||01:08 AM||||I've been selling those diamond stars on Ebay for the wheels. I can send you a set in silver just email me your address<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.201||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000014||Compressed||04-16-2003||12:54 PM||||&#1061;&#1086;&#1088;&#1086;&#1096;&#1072;&#1103; &#1072;&#1074;&#1090;&#1086;&#1084;&#1086;&#1073;&#1080;&#1083;&#1100;&#1085;&#1072;&#1103;!||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||04-16-2003||01:31 PM||||Part numbers for all the cool upgraded drivetrain bits!  Such as:<br /><br />axles (all 4)<br />transmission (if possible, the gear ratios as well, including the final drive)<br />center diff<br />driveshaft<br />rear diff (and ratio; is it limited slip?)<br /><br />that probably covers it, unless you can think of something else that belongs in that group that's unique to the car or different from US spec ones.<br /><br />Thanks!!!||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001921.cgi
A||||4||gvr4in||galant amg info||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||04-15-2003||02:08 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I noticed (on a g amg site) that most amg's are automatic, but noticed a few manual.. I did a search but couldn't find much info, if any. Does anyone know if they come factory auto or manual? Or does the buyer have a choice? Thanks! (don't worry Im not looking for one, just curious)||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||mromik||04-15-2003||02:24 AM||||I noticed,that most of JDM galants are automatic<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-16-2003||12:48 AM||||<a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/" target="_blank">web page</a>||64.108.202.76||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||04-16-2003||04:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/" target="_blank">web page</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've been there, its all japanese..I even have the jap. translator on and it still doesnt work..<br />anyone know first hand if they're auto or not factory?||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||04-16-2003||10:37 AM||||Between the Type I & Type II there were like 800 Auto cars  & 580 manuals made. From what I was told they were not special ordered. BUT, the customer could reserve a car of their chioce with preinstalled options.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/001922.cgi
A||||0||GVR1643||Blk GVR4 being parted out||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||04-15-2003||02:57 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Since I don't know if everyone saw the one post under "ohio", I thought I'd repost this more visibly...especially since their seems to be a few people looking for misc parts lately.<br /><br />Central City auto<br />Columbus Ohio<br />ask for Gary   1-800-357-7969 <br /><br />I know the motor was gone and I got the hood, ds fender and mirror. Interior was supposedly really nice.  My parts were exceptional, so I assume the car was as well. Car was #1174.||167.142.21.138||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001923.cgi
A||||11||number3||Car parts made cool in a very different way!||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||04-15-2003||05:04 PM||||<a href="http://home.attbi.com/~bernhard36/honda-ad.html" target="_blank">http://home.attbi.com/~bernhard36/honda-ad.html</a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||gsxtasee||04-15-2003||05:14 PM||||this was just on the SoCal DSM list too.  the coolest thign is that this only used 1 second of CGI to create it...  it took something like 600 takes I think... or so I heard on the internet...<br /><br />Jason||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||04-15-2003||05:27 PM||||WTF||205.188.209.7||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||number3||04-15-2003||05:50 PM||||606 I think is the #||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||04-15-2003||05:54 PM||||Wow, very nice commercial.  I think it would be cooler if they stuck to the more realistic events, not like the tires rolling uphill.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Overall, that looks pretty damn good for an Accord.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||04-15-2003||06:42 PM||||That's cool, even though some things looked too fake.  Nice looking accord too.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||broke down||04-15-2003||10:59 PM||||The car parts in my garage did a similar thing, only they weren't supposed to...||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||11:14 PM||||that was a nice commercial.i like that accord.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||04-15-2003||11:23 PM||||thats a cool little commercial, I like that honda accord, it looks a little like a bigger mazda Protege 5.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||Dan D||04-15-2003||11:24 PM||||That's the coolest Rube Goldberg ever!||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000010||jonvr4||04-16-2003||01:30 AM||||all that for an accord??? wtf?||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000011||number3||04-16-2003||07:00 AM||||<a href="http://www.dailytelegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2003/04/13/nhonda13.xml&sSheet=/news/2003/04/13/ixhome.html" target="_blank">http://www.dailytelegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2003/04/13/nhonda13.xml&sSheet=/news/2003/04/13/ixhome.html</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/001924.cgi
A||||5||Matt379||something to make you sick||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||04-15-2003||05:43 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.wnd.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=32044" target="_blank">http://www.wnd.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=32044</a><br /><br />and just think of all the productive uses that money could be used for...||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||04-15-2003||11:12 PM||||only got 183 bucks for my 2 years of college! dont mind the 44 thousand I had to spend to go there, sure i chose to go there but I have heard of people who go to a Community college and get there whole tuition opaid for cause they went to a community college!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-16-2003||12:29 AM||||Hmm..  I don't think that Adam and Eve is a pornography business, I thought it was just toys.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  170 mil is a lot of money for condoms, however.<br /><br />I'm all for the study of algae in hot water.  Money well spent.<br /><br />The dog training doesn't sound too crazy.  People scoffed at teaching dolphins to look for mines.  We used them in the Gulf.  Just because they didn't find any doesn't mean it didn't work.<br /><br />Team building at the Postal Service sounds like a good idea.  Private businesses do that kind of thing all the time.  Perhaps it saved some lives.  A singing postal worker isn't a disgruntled postal worker.<br /><br />Mailing Social Security checks to inmates, that's bad.  Should be #1 on the list.<br /><br />The weed trimming sounds fishy, but it probably isn't "weed trimming" -- likely more like weed control.  Still a lot of money.<br /><br />Everyone should get a 4% pay raise every year, or whatever inflation may be.  That shouldn't be on the list.<br /><br />What does it cost to buy 2 million Iraqis for a year?  Probably less than paying domestic prisoners social security.<br /><br />I wonder what those items were really worth, but more power to the people who can get cheap stuff from the government.<br /><br />What was the budget last year?<br /><br /><br />In all, I'd say that article is missing a ton of relevence and context.  I can't say there isn't wasted money, fraud and abuse -- but I really don't see that list as a smoking gun.<br /><br />I'm not for ending income tax, but perhaps a more serious look at "taxation without representation".<br /><br />My $0.02||64.108.202.76||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||04-16-2003||12:34 AM||||maybe they should fund my "marry sung hi lee within the next two years" plan. or maybe just give me 3 grand to finish my galant!!!    <img src="http://ericscybercorner.com/asiancelebrities/sung_hi_lee.02.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.235.229.244||reg||10||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||gsxtasee||04-16-2003||01:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://ericscybercorner.com/asiancelebrities/sung_hi_lee.02.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How about funding my "I just wanna do her a few thousand times" foundation?  I don't wanna marry her but I'd hit it like a speed bag!!<br /> <img src="http://ericscybercorner.com/asiancelebrities/sung_hi_lee.02.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /> <img src="http://ericscybercorner.com/asiancelebrities/sung_hi_lee.02.jpg" alt=" - " />||128.152.20.33||reg||1||gsxtasee||00000189||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||04-16-2003||05:30 PM||||heres my call on the topic<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=301" alt=" - " />||65.227.204.250||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001925.cgi
A||||4||DarkDevilMMM||A good site to teach you something new...||||1||||DarkDevilMMM||00000159
Z||000000||DarkDevilMMM||04-15-2003||09:20 PM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||<a href="http://ww0.adforum.com/affiliates/EvS/003//ad_detail2.asp?type=reel&ID=28797&TDI=VDez8str" target="_blank">http://ww0.adforum.com/affiliates/EvS/003//ad_detail2.asp?type=reel&ID=28797&TDI=VDez8str</a><br /><br />I laughed so hard....||63.205.10.177||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||04-15-2003||09:24 PM||||sad but funny :-)||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||11:12 PM||||lol,that was a good one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||04-15-2003||11:35 PM||||LOL that was a good one! Made me laugh pretty hard so late! :-)||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-16-2003||12:07 AM||||Man, what a bitch.||64.108.202.76||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001926.cgi
A||||17||VR4coop||Better Pictures of my car!||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||04-15-2003||10:07 PM||coop529@aol.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=297" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=297&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=298" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=298&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=299" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=299&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=300" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=300&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||04-15-2003||11:08 PM||||very nice...looks real good buddy!where did you get that grill?it looks good.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||04-15-2003||11:29 PM||||that looks really nice, I like that front bumper and what did you use for the mesh in your grill???||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||04-16-2003||12:05 AM||||Is that the AMS FMIC?||64.108.202.76||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||04-16-2003||04:50 AM||||Damn..And I thought my car was clean!||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||04-16-2003||08:29 AM||||What did you use for mesh? I have been looking to redo a grill that I have, but am not sure what to use.<br /><br />Thanx||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||VR4coop||04-16-2003||09:27 AM||||hey, yes that is the AMS intercooler kit, and i just went to the local hardware store, took about 3 hrs of fabricating after tho to get it to fit right. ill get some pics of just that in a few days.||24.34.11.180||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000007||Pappy||04-16-2003||10:50 AM||||I love it.  I really like the grill, the lack of fogs, and the painted chrome trim.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||04-16-2003||11:25 AM||||Hmm..  do your headlights have a little eyeliner?||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||GVR4ZUM||04-16-2003||11:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> hey, yes that is the AMS intercooler kit, and i just went to the local hardware store, took about 3 hrs of fabricating after tho to get it to fit right. ill get some pics of just that in a few days. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Very nice.<br /> I thought the AMS kit was supposed to be a bolt on. Looking at one of the pictures the kit looks lower than the bumper lip.  What suspension are you using?||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000010||VTGVR4||04-16-2003||03:27 PM||||looks the same as mine. i dont have any pixs up, but i couldnt get it lined up "right" the day i did it. i will have to re-do the whole thing this summer. i wonder if he put the fmic on last, like i did. big mistake.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000011||JAYGVR4||04-16-2003||04:13 PM||||Yeah I'm likin the suspension as well.  What did you use?  I'm sitting on AGX's and stock 1G springs and debating on using different springs.  Car looks pretty clean!  Love the way it sits on the suspension though~!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000012||VR4coop||04-16-2003||06:33 PM||||I have kyb agx's all around with ground controls, the lights are painted flat black all around the edges. i thought it gave it a nice look, in a week or two i will have some 18" rims on it. ill get more pics then||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000013||Pappy||04-16-2003||10:01 PM||||I think you have the left and right headlights mixed up.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000014||VR4coop||04-16-2003||10:17 PM||||they just arnt adjusted||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000015||Pappy||04-17-2003||12:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pappy:<br /><strong> I think you have the left and right headlights mixed up. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Chalk up one idiot point for me.  Sorry, I was kind of drunk and didn't even think about the fact that one side is angled and mixing them up would be impossible.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000016||GRV4726||04-17-2003||01:24 AM||||i was going to point that out but then i thought that maybe you were talking about something else because it just seemed to awkward of a suggestion. switched headlights.. heh so how drunk? you don't have to answer that one. i'll just guess "enough" drunk for a comment like that. let the good times go on.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000017||Pappy||04-17-2003||09:18 PM||||It was 70 something degrees.  So my roomates and I had a barbecue at about 1, and by 3 we were all pretty much gone.  And we just maintained that for the night.  Fun times... fun times    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes



ubb/Forum3/001927.cgi
A||||5||mromik||What wheels do you have&amp;||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||04-16-2003||01:10 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Wanna buy new weels with tires for mine GVR4.<br />Found 17'wheels with tires (tires are  bald, but i can drove on them for 2 or 3 month) 215/45/17<br />the price is good (150 bucks for all)<br />the condition of disks are good to<br /><br />Is it a good idea to buy? Or better buy 16 wheels/<br /><br />You can see what I have now in my older posts/||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||04-16-2003||08:32 AM||||Go ahead and buy. You have to make sure they will fit right on your car. Some wheels will sit to far in, some too far out. Put them on the car and see how they look. I would definetly go with 17".||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-16-2003||11:29 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001734#000000" target="_blank">A long post about wheels</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||mromik||04-16-2003||08:53 PM||||I desidid not to buy those wheels<br />our roads are bad<br />and I have to change my Shoch absorbers and to do some other stuff first  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br />Thanks to all||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-17-2003||12:42 AM||||Keep the stock wheels and get new tires!||64.109.165.239||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||mromik||04-20-2003||07:28 PM||||=Keep the stock wheels and get new tires!<br /><br />Already done!||212.16.192.65||reg||7||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum3/001928.cgi
A||||3||jonvr4||check this out...||||2||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||04-16-2003||01:11 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||||12.235.229.244||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||04-16-2003||01:31 AM||||i need a job.....this is what i have to do with my spare time since i got laid off||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||04-16-2003||08:34 AM||||Geez... hopefully I can get a grant for somethign like that, maybe say I was gonna do algae research but then use it on my car and my girl.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||04-16-2003||08:37 AM||||My grant can't get me anything that quality.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/001929.cgi
A||||1||Vr4in'||need to know the name of this part..have pic||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-16-2003||07:03 AM||nohad43@aol.com||i need to know the name for this part..<br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ken_airfilter.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ken_airfilter.jpg</a><br /><br />thanks ken for the pick,closest ic i found on the internet to the part.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />this part is on the housing of the upper radiator hose housing,it is where the 2 vac lines go,anyways where it goes in it it screws in,i need the name of that piece so i can get one from a local junkyard.<br /><br />i also need the name of the little black plug on the top plugs into.<br /><br />thanks guys<br />  Robby||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||04-16-2003||09:00 AM||||That would be the thermostat housing and the connector goes to the engine coolant temp sensor.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/001930.cgi
A||||9||DeanCouchey||mods i would need for a AGP L1R?||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||04-16-2003||09:11 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||DSM parts says it supports 430 HP, so at basic NY seal level, what injectors would I need??? would 550 be enough?? WOuld I need a 4 bolt, I am thinking with 430 HP I would break axels and drop clutches. I was lookign at the R cause the ball bearing will spool a lil quicker I believe. nate and Josh should be able to help me out with this one!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||04-16-2003||10:52 AM||||I would say probably 660s would be needed.  You don't need a 4bolt unless you get an act 2600 and like doing hard launches.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||04-16-2003||10:59 AM||||Just because it support 430 HP doesn't mean you need to take it that far. Thats probably 25 psi+ with race gas. Most guys on here have been able to get almost 400 HP out of 550's, but I'd say 370 to be safe. But, again, thats on C16. I've considered the L1R, even though my goal is only 350-375 HP. The fast spoolup should make it very streetable.||68.158.98.53||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||Compressed||04-16-2003||11:01 AM||||If you want the most out of this turbo you will definitely need 660's.  I've heard very good reports about this turbo, I think it would be an awesome choice for a car that will be a "do it all" car.  Street, Autox, drag and track days the L1R should be good for all.  Its been likened to a 20G powerwise with 16G or better spool.||128.117.71.197||reg||14||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000004||DSSA||04-16-2003||11:11 AM||||If you already have 550s, give them a shot, they should be fine.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||04-16-2003||12:41 PM||||Is there a  <b>BIG</b> differnce in the L1 and L1R, meaning will the L1 still spool up fast, like a 16G or is it worth the extra money for the ball bearing, I dont plan on draggin the car alot and no autoXing just for the street and twisting the back roads back home. Since I dont have an engine now I will be building it up, so should I start with 660's? My other option is an 18G..... I am gussing it would be like inbetween a 16 and 20 (duh NY math did me good), would it spool fast and make good power... My mods hopefully will be a bigger IC and the MAS converter. Thanks for your help guys!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||DSSA||04-16-2003||01:36 PM||||If you were a little more specific in what you were trying to do with the car (perfect driveabilty, insane spooling,don't mind lag, internal vs. external gate, or big power, etc.) we could be a little more helpful.  You could also contact Ben @ AGP directly and he could point you in the right direction.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.agpturbo.com" target="_blank">www.agpturbo.com</a>||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||04-16-2003||11:28 PM||||well I was saying that I will be ising it for mainly street use, so quick spool up is a plus but good power threough high end to.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||04-16-2003||11:34 PM||||Not to change the subject too much, but why don't that many people use the 18G? Is it direct bolt up like the 16G? Also, did it come factory on any cars?||69.0.81.228||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||04-17-2003||12:08 AM||||FP makes a nice 18G setup, like a baby sleeper 16G.  You can send them your 14b and have it rebuilt into one if you want. <br /><br />Most people don't use it because it's a middle step, and most prefer larger steps in turbo size.  There's not huge demand for it, so it's not spoken about much, but I can tell you it works pretty well.  <br /><br />The rally car I service for has an FP 18G that pulls really well, way better than the turbochargers.com baby 20G mutt thing that was one it before. <br /><br />Yes, it bolts up and looks like stock.  <br /><br />No, it didn't come stock on anything that I can think of.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/001931.cgi
A||||23||DeanCouchey||Just what our cars need!||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||04-16-2003||10:26 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||found this while surfing! Clear hoods! WOuld be prety cool for a street car but would lose the sleep look, they dont have them for us but they have them for the 1G's and 2G's.<br /> <img src="http://us.st7.yimg.com/store2.yimg.com/I/streetbeatcustoms_1735_50106088" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-16-2003||10:58 AM||||Cool for a show car, but I think it would be about as usefull as having a bread maker in the car for a daily driver.<br /><br />Unless you spent every week detailing your engine and polishing whatever plastic the hood is, it would probably turn ugly fast.<br /><br />It's looks nice in the picture though.<br /><br />Geez, why cover the custom car with a bra?  There must be lots of bugs to keep off the paint on a show room floor.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||04-16-2003||11:02 AM||||Engine heat turns them yellow if you drive with them on. They are pretty much strictly show.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||DSSA||04-16-2003||11:09 AM||||Mmmm...that's hot.  But I'd have nowhere to put my lighted windshield washers and it would clash with my "Fireball" exhaust.||205.188.209.7||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||04-16-2003||11:10 AM||||i've ALWAYS wanted a clear toilet bowl.||63.146.72.147||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||number3||04-16-2003||11:26 AM||||Maybe its me but I usally just pop open the hood if I want to see the engine bay   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />The heat off the cast iron exhaust manifold would make short work of that hood as well.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||04-16-2003||11:39 AM||||It looks non turbo.  Where are the IC pipes?  Also it has the plastic cover over the hole for the IC inlet.  Just like the NAs get  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I hope it at least has NAAWSSSS.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||04-16-2003||12:34 PM||||I think the company is streethookups.com or importhookup.com it "says" it wont yellow or melt but who knows. I cant wait to see the honda boys around here with them!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||04-16-2003||12:37 PM||||What's the roll bar for, in case it flips during a 16 second 1/4 mile pass?<br /><br />I think what we're seeing here is bleed over of PC case mods into ricer cars.  Pretty soon these clear hood people will add black lights under the hood and want "rounded" glow-in-the-dark wiring harness cables.  <br /><br />Hey, doesn't that keydiver guy overclock 4G63 ECU's? :-)||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||DSSA||04-16-2003||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> It looks non turbo.  Where are the IC pipes?  Also it has the plastic cover over the hole for the IC inlet.  Just like the NAs get   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    I hope it at least has NAAWSSSS. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, the car pictured is definitely a non-turbo.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||04-16-2003||01:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> What's the roll bar for, in case it flips during a 16 second 1/4 mile pass?<br /><br />I think what we're seeing here is bleed over of PC case mods into ricer cars.  Pretty soon these clear hood people will add black lights under the hood and want "rounded" glow-in-the-dark wiring harness cables.  <br /><br />Hey, doesn't that keydiver guy overclock 4G63 ECU's? :-) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You might just be on to something.  Just imagine a huge Mitsu logo glow in the dark sticker on the hood.  Also have you seen the plug wires used on Orange County Choppers?  They flash with the spark.  I don't know if it's the plug wires themselves, or if they have something over them, but it looks good on a bike.  I NEED MORE BLING BLING!<br /><br />Speaking of computer rice.  I found the perfect Mitsu logo on the net for a splash logo for the palm.  It turned out perfect because the sorce image was black and white and the image hardly had to be changed to fit the res.  If anyone has hack master and imager x hack and wants the logo, email me.  I can send it to you.||205.242.228.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||04-16-2003||03:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Hey, doesn't that keydiver guy overclock 4G63 ECU's? :-) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, I hadn't thought of that! Put a faster crystal in it, and we'll kick that sucka into turbo mode! All I need is one of those Pentium Peltier coolers.....hmmmmm.....<br />Do you think it would sell on Ebay?||68.155.184.98||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||04-16-2003||03:34 PM||||I've got a peltier laying around that I never used, it's yours if you want to try something!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.208.85.219||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||joec||04-16-2003||04:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> hmmmmm.....<br />Do you think it would sell on Ebay? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Too bad you missed the opportunity to offer Y2K patches for the ECU on Ebay   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyone else around from when Todd posted the April Fools joke about DSM ECU's having Y2K bugs, and then the Associated Press picked it up and spread the story?||205.181.240.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||04-16-2003||05:43 PM||||Well you know, the clear hood looks great with the loose fitting bra, home depot pipe insulation and zip ties, crooked Spyder emblems on the interior, Pep Boys chrome plated plastic dual blade wipers, Pep Boys faux engine dress up, and the life-saving out-of-reach fire extinguisher.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||04-16-2003||11:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <br />What's the roll bar for, in case it flips during a 16 second 1/4 mile pass? <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ROFLMAO...I almost fell off my chair when I read that||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||DeanCouchey||04-16-2003||11:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">kick that sucka into turbo mode!  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Jeff can we have one of those buttons like the old ass computer had, that when you hit the turbo button it went from 33MHz to 66MHz.... Maybe it would double the horsepower!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000017||04DrBlur||04-16-2003||11:53 PM||||Is it me or does it look like that car has no exhaust manifold?  Some sort of alien glow coming from the exhaust ports.  The clear hood would be nice for when you throw that piston through the block and cover everything with oil.. probably make your heart stop for a minute.||64.109.1.113||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||04-17-2003||12:00 AM||||Seriously, what would bumping up the clock speed on the ECU do?  Would it be a little snappier on the a/f corrections?<br /><br />Does the diagnostic port have its own clock?  Would overclocking the ECU ruin its communication with the ETACS and ABS?  (You've got 3 seconds to exit the car before the stock alarm goes off, warp speed intermitten wipers...)||64.109.165.239||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||Ash||04-17-2003||12:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i've ALWAYS wanted a clear toilet bowl. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wanted a clear bathtub myself, complete with goldfish.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000020||chucklesas||04-17-2003||07:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Is it me or does it look like that car has no exhaust manifold?  Some sort of alien glow coming from the exhaust ports.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Looks like they painted the bracket black and cromed the header tubes.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000021||gvr4ever||04-17-2003||08:51 AM||||I'm too tired to continue to make fun of this car.  That and it is too easy.<br /><br />However, I can't tell what is holding the hood down.  The stock latch is there, but it doesn't seem to be attached to the hood.  I can't see any pins holding it down.  Maybe it only works at 0MPH.<br /><br />It almost looks like two different people built up the car. It looks like real work went under the hood, but the bra and roll bar look like shit.  The roll bar would look better in flat black and the bra doesn't even look like it fits right.  It covers the bottom part of the lights.  The.<br /><br />Wait, I guess I can still make fun of this car.||205.242.228.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000022||Garfield Wright||04-17-2003||08:19 PM||||Stop drinking that haterade.  The ride is wicked.  Should score with the babes too...  How can anyone not like this.  Let's get a group buy together guys.  What are waiting for?  Let's patent the glow in the dark stuff for under the hood.  You know it's only a matter of time before they start to make this stuff & sell millions.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000023||Ian M||04-17-2003||10:53 PM||||I saw that car twice while I was in vacation in San Diego,once in Oceanside and again on I-5 coming back from Orange county. I wished like hell I had a camera with me..You cant even see the HUGE top fuel wing on the back that's actually higher than the roof. I can assure you,that pic doesnt do that atrosity justice... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.196||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/001932.cgi
A||||6||ken inn||enjoy!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||04-16-2003||04:27 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||&lt;http://www.slabearkazad.com/sniff/&gt;||63.146.72.147||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-16-2003||05:23 PM||||lmfao...damnit ken you got me good on that one. i was really sitting there thinking, 'how the hell is this going to work'||65.227.204.250||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||04-16-2003||05:36 PM||||I hope that ain't yours, Ken.||68.115.163.50||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||04-16-2003||05:50 PM||||he wishes it looked that good   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.204.250||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||04-17-2003||09:52 AM||||Eeeewwww!<br />That's nasty Ken.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000005||DSSA||04-17-2003||10:45 AM||||Wow, you sexy devil you.<br /><br />What are those bumps on your ass though?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||04-17-2003||02:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /><strong> Wow, you sexy devil you.<br /><br />What are those bumps on your ass though?<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">them are beauty spots, you hard rubber thing, you.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/001933.cgi
A||||4||bopropucope||Opinions wanted onTurbo and Manifold combo ||||5||||bopropucope||00000288
Z||000000||bopropucope||04-16-2003||06:48 PM||bchapman@techies.com||I am looking for a new 16g turbo and evoIII or 2g manifold for the car. Does anyone have any recommendations on a repuatable vender that I can purchase this from? Thanks!||204.31.57.121||reg||5||bopropucope||00000288||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||04-16-2003||07:45 PM||||I'm not sure whether you are looking for ported stuff, unported stuff..etc, but here are a couple places to start.  About the best place to buy a new 2G manifold is probably from Conicelli Mitsubishi here: <a href="http://www.partznet.com/dsmpage2.html" target="_blank">http://www.partznet.com/dsmpage2.html</a>  For the EVO manifold/O2 housing/and 16G, here is a good place to deal:  <a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com" target="_blank">http://www.slowboyracing.com</a>  Also, check here, just about any of the vendors listed on this page are reputable and good to deal with.  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001663" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001663</a>  Hope that helps some.||65.179.65.170||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||number3||04-16-2003||09:07 PM||||<a href="http://www.agpturbo.com" target="_blank">www.agpturbo.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.MachV.com" target="_blank">www.MachV.com</a>[/URL]<br /><a href="http://www.Roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.Roadraceengineering.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.Turbotrix.com" target="_blank">www.Turbotrix.com</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||04-16-2003||09:32 PM||||I would say:<br /><br />agpturbo.com (Uncle Benny - he aint got no rice, but some kick ass turbos)<br /><br />roadraceengineering.com - Great, great place for DSM's and gvr4s...<br /><br />teamrip.com<br /><br />Buschur aint too bad for prices<br /><br />- Extreme has some extreme prices...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||bopropucope||04-19-2003||12:56 AM||||Thanks for your help!!  Now to buy and FLY  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> ))))))))||65.57.16.41||reg||6||bopropucope||00000288||yes



ubb/Forum3/001934.cgi
A||||0||jonvr4||uploading site||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||04-16-2003||11:57 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||ok sorry this is kind of a dumb question, but does anyone know how to publish a internet site using microsoft front page?||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/001935.cgi
A||||19||gvr4in||MAF translator||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||04-17-2003||12:28 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ok Ive skimmed the dsmtuners thread but dayum its 31 pgs long... <br />Can anyone sum this up? explain to me and everyone else here whats up with the MAFT vs. the 2gmas/afc ? Must you route the bov back into the intake?<br />In everyones opinion on this board, Is the maf translator a good purchase? Or should I go with the 2gmas/afc combo?<br /><br />Terren "Im lost on the whole MAFT thing" Gomez||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||04-17-2003||08:53 AM||||dont know if you have seen the dsmparts.com site but here it is. <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/maf_translator.htm" target="_blank">DSM Parts MAF translator</a> <br />To me it seems easier then the 2G and SAFC set up, you dont need to tune alot of feul curves and so on, the other one that some one has is <a href="http://www.ramcharger.com" target="_blank">www.ramcharger.com</a>||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||04-17-2003||09:15 AM||||What I like about it most, and why I'll be buying it when I start upgrading, is that:<br /><br />- There's no significant restriction with the hotwire MAF compared to stock or 2G MAF.<br />- It's plug and play, no splicing wires.<br />- You can run the MAF in blow-thru operation, which means you can eliminate the BOV dump hose, which means simpler intake layout and more BOV choices. (ok ok, and the loud noise)<br />- It's cheap!<br /><br />Here's a <a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000033" target="_blank">good thread</a> with first-hand experience with the product on a 2G.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||04-17-2003||09:32 AM||||dont know if you have seen the dsmparts.com site but here it is. <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/maf_translator.htm" target="_blank">DSM Parts MAF translator</a> <br />To me it seems easier then the 2G and SAFC set up, you dont need to tune alot of feul curves and so on, the other one that some one has is <a href="http://www.ramcharger.com" target="_blank">www.ramcharger.com</a>||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||04-17-2003||10:04 AM||||i have also been following the posts, and it sure seems better than the 2g mas/afc/inj, however, from what i am seeing, some say that the afc still allows finer tuning.  with that in mind, the advantages i see are:<br /><br />1.  no heavy mas, you can just clamp on a high flow air filter on to the compressor intake, or make a nice cold air intake.<br />2.  either draw thru or blow thru, i would probably go blow thru<br />3.  the maf alone is readily available and cheaper<br />4.  it SEEMS easier to base tune for almost any size injector<br />5.  excellent airflow<br /><br />however, i am still concerned with driveablility.  most of the posts i am seeing are from the wot crowd, not much response from the mpg or the driveablility people.  right now, with the 2g setup, my car is perfect.  at any rpm, any gear, if you stomp on it, it goes right to redline, no hesitation, and very smoothly.  mpg is better than the 1g, no idle problems, etc.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||silly4turbo||04-17-2003||10:54 AM||||at the risk of sounding stuipd, off of what car would I find a 3" or 3.5"  MAS ? it sounds like  should be able to find one in at the local salvage yard ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||04-17-2003||11:12 AM||||Yahoogroups maftranslator site. In the files section there is a text file listing all the cars that you can use the MAF from.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||dlpinckney||04-17-2003||11:15 AM||||The 3" MAS you can get from almost any late model GM vehicle ... 4.3L S-10, Lumina, Camaro, full size pick-ups, Caprice, Impala SS.  I think the 3.5" is only from a select few vehicles.  Try <a href="http://www.car-part.com" target="_blank">www.car-part.com</a>  That site rocks for finding stuff in salvage yards.  A friend just recieved his 3" GM MAS for like $13.99, from browsing that site.  I just recieved a 2G MAS for $20.00 that I located on that site.  Jon used to post that site frequently, and it's on the READ FIRST post as well.  I have found it VERY useful.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000008||silly4turbo||04-17-2003||11:20 AM||||cool, thanks alot :-D||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||04-17-2003||02:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>..and it sure seems better than the 2g mas/afc/inj, however, from what i am seeing, some say that the afc still allows finer tuning.  with that in mind, the advantages i see are:<br /><br />2.  either draw thru or blow thru, i would probably go blow thru<br />3.  the maf alone is readily available and cheaper<br />4.  it SEEMS easier to base tune for almost any size injector<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So from above you said that it seems better than the 2gmas/afc/inj combo.. Is it not necessary to upgrade injectors with the maf translator? Seems to me it is still needed. (yes I saw your base tune comment). <br /><br />Here's my situation... I have a 3 inch intake with no fitting to route the bov back into it (Im venting), The 3" maf would hook right up to it with the coupler I already have (I'll need to get a new filter). Would I need to install a fitting so the bov would route back into my intake? Or could I keep it as is?<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong><br />- You can run the MAF in blow-thru operation, which means you can eliminate the BOV dump hose, which means simpler intake layout and more BOV choices. (ok ok, and the loud noise)<br />- It's cheap!<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So is draw through (the maf) before the turbo, and blow through after (in between bov and tb) ?<br />I just want to know whether or not I need a fitting for the dump tube.||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||Martin Chilcote||04-17-2003||03:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Yahoogroups maftranslator site. In the files section there is a text file listing all the cars that you can use the MAF from.<br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here's the site location: <a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/dsmtranslator/messages" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/dsmtranslator/messages</a><br /><br />There have been "some" issues with this product (what MAFs work, "some splicing",......)<br />It's still in somewhat of a learning curve phase but still seems a very viable alternative<br />to VPC, AFC, 2g Mas.||66.139.167.126||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000011||raceman77||04-17-2003||03:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> at the risk of sounding stuipd, off of what car would I find a 3" or 3.5"  MAS ? it sounds like  should be able to find one in at the local salvage yard ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go to NEWS on this forum,check out the link on the" Hertz web page",there`s a long list of applicable vehicles.Print the page,take to wrecker,pay $25.00,there`s like 200 possible vehicles that use that maf..||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||04-18-2003||09:39 AM||||I have noticed that if you search ebay now for DSM you will find a few MAF's there too.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000013||chadhayashi||04-19-2003||04:48 PM||||I too am going to convert to the MAFT setup. <br />gmpartsdirect.com has the 3" MAF for $98. The 3.5", 3.75" are a little more and also available thru them.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000014||Telecaster||04-19-2003||08:24 PM||||I installed my MAFT yesterday.  I found my 3" MAS from <a href="http://www.car-part.com" target="_blank">www.car-part.com</a> and the MAF is actually 3.25 inches, not 3.  Luckly the coupling i had stretched out.||66.32.191.15||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000015||92GVR4#333||04-19-2003||09:52 PM||||man I just got mine not installed but from the instrutions it is a BADD ASS !!  I recomend it as far as it goes go and read the info booklet on it &lt;no link idea&gt;that comes with it it is amazing aux is giving me crazy ideas!!||152.163.188.33||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000016||gvr4in||04-19-2003||10:09 PM||||Telecaster and 333, tell me how you like it! Pro's, cons, etc.||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000017||Telecaster||04-19-2003||10:55 PM||||Great mod.  I don't know about not having a SAFC, but i think u should use it for fine tuning still.  Turbo spool is a bit quicker also.  But the best part is that the noise level of the bov and turbo is increased.  I've still little quirks to figure out.  For some reason my idle likes to stay past 1k after a hard run.  I've got my Fuel trims all around 100% and now i'm going to use the SAFC just for WOT tuning.||66.32.191.15||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000018||mark k||05-02-2003||12:18 AM||||borrowed this responce from other source ,I asked the same thing .here is the answer  and i believe it<br /><br /><a href="http://www.geocities.com/ftrkeaka" target="_blank">www.geocities.com/ftrkeaka</a> <br /><br />Review: Ramchargers GM MAF Translator <br /><br /><br />GM Mass Airflow Sensor � How it works: This is just my grasp of how a GM MAF works. If you have read my article on AFC tuning, then you should have an understanding of how a Mitsubishi MAF works. They are TOTALLY different. The Karmen type MAF is old and outdated. The GM type MAF sensor is light-years ahead. The GM sensor is know as a hot-wire type because has just that inside of it. For example, a 3.5" sensor from an LS1 equipped Camaro has 3 "hot wires" in it which are heated with a certain amount of voltage, the incoming airflow cools these wires down, and more voltage is applied to the wires to heat them back up. The amount of voltage required to heat the wire back up is how the car judges the amount of airflow flowing through the MAF sensor. <br /><br />Ramchargers Translator � What it does: The Translator takes the signal received by the MAF (received in voltage) and translates that signal into one that can be used by a Mitsubishi ECU (Hz). Additionally, while the Translator is receiving and translating airflow numbers, it can alter the signal outputted by the MAF sensor in order to get the ECU to add or remove fuel from the mixture, much in the same manner as a piggy-back fuel computer such as an A�pexi S-AFC does. For example, if the user wants to add fuel to his mixture, he simply turns one of the knobs and the translator will add 5% (up to 65%) more airflow to the signal. The ECU will "see" more airflow, therefore it will add more fuel. <br /><br />Tuning � The translator has 5 tuning knobs in its housing. Base, idle, less that 8psi, more than 8psi (WOT), and Auxiliary. Base setting is to compensate for larger injectors (or slightly smaller) than stock 450�s. This fuel curve is applied to the entire airflow range and is added or subtracted to all other fuel settings. For example, 550�s flow ~20% more than stock, so you would set the base setting to �20% fuel to compensate for the richness that the 550�s would cause otherwise (if base is �20%, and WOT is +5%, at WOT the total airflow would be �15%). Idle setting is used to compensate for vacuum leaks and other things that would adversely effect idle. Sub 8psi (part throttle) is used to tune the car�s fuel while in cruising conditions under 8psi, subtracting a bit of fuel can help part throttle response. Above 8psi (WOT) setting is for conditions where the car is seeing over 8psi of boost (usually while at WOT). Finally, the Translator comes with an Auxiliary fuel tuning mode, which can be used to compensate for the use of nitrous or water injection etc. With this setting, when the auxiliary wire is energized, the Translator can apply this alternate fuel curve to the mixture. For example, when the water injection system is activated the auxiliary fuel curve is activated, and the user can run a leaner mixture, allowing more power to be made. <br /><br />Installation � It doesn�t get any better than this. With the basic installation method, you will be done installing within 15 minutes. Simply remove the old MAF sensor and replace it with the GM sensor (hooks right up if it�s a 3" sensor). Plug the translator into the factory sensor harness and the GM connector on the new MAF sensor, mount the small control module somewhere in the engine bay, connect the RPM wire using the supplied tap to an RPM signal somewhere (they recommend the CAS) and you�re all done! <br /><br />Additionally, the unit can be mounted on the upper intercooler pipe with a little custom work. This will provide minor gains but the main reason people have been excited to mount it this way is the ability to vent their BOVs to atmosphere without adverse effects due to the meter usually being before the BOV in the intake tract. <br /><br />Overview � Simply stated, the GM Translator is, as I like to put it, "God�s gift to DSMs". The Karmen metering system has been a major bottleneck on an otherwise very potent motor ever since the first DSM rolled off of the assembly line in 1989, by eliminating this bottleneck turbo response is drastically increased. Turbos were designed to blow air, not pull it. For this reason, this upgrade is very effective because the turbo no longer has to draw air through a tiny square, that is filled with little honeycombs. Instead it only has to draw air through a 3" or 3.5" cylinder with minimal restrictions inside of it. The added benefit of fuel tuning, combined with 95% plug and play installation make this item well worth the minimal price of $200 + the cost of a new or used GM MAF sensor. Compare this to the cost of an alternative metering system such as the HKS VPC (~$1000 used), and you can see the obvious choice is the Translator. <br /><br />Installation � 9 Would have been a 10 if I didn�t have trouble hooking up the RPM wire. <br /><br />Drivability � 10 Changes nothing drivability wise. <br /><br />Performance - 10 Fuel tuning is excellent, combine with an S-AFC for more precise tuning. Turbo spool is awesome and the whistle sounds great. <br /><br />Overall � 10 Can�t go wrong for less than $300!||24.175.8.194||reg||7||mark k||00001338||yes
Z||000019||DeanCouchey||05-02-2003||10:17 AM||||thanks mark! makes me wanna get one now!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001936.cgi
A||||1||Vr4in'||Web Site||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-17-2003||06:36 AM||nohad43@aol.com||here is a website i thought you guys might enjoy if you havent seen it yet.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.its-over.net/Videos.htm" target="_blank">http://www.its-over.net/Videos.htm</a>||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||04-17-2003||09:39 AM||||nice page, never seen it before. Got victor V Greg and GVR4 drifting DL'ing now!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001937.cgi
A||||0||DeanCouchey||drifting VR4||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||04-17-2003||09:46 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.its-over.net/Galant%20VR4%201.mpeg" target="_blank">Drifting VR4</a> <br />Just a small video, sounds cool!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001938.cgi
A||||10||tplesko||All Perrtied Up (pictures inside)||||6||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||04-17-2003||12:15 PM||||Hey everyone,<br />Well I finally get to drive my car again after 9 months!  This past weekend my girl and I washed and waxed it all up.  Lots more mods on the way this summer...exhaust and more fuel is next!!!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/shiney.jpg" target="_blank">My car is alive again!</a>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/closefront.jpg" target="_blank">Clean car and Spaco's</a> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/front.jpg" target="_blank">Mean looking...(well sort of)</a> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/stuck.jpg" target="_blank">Help, can't close the door with harnesses tightened</a> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/ghettobelts.jpg" target="_blank">Temporary ghetto shoulder harnesses</a>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/nightlights.jpg" target="_blank">Night driving up flagstaff in Boulder, CO</a>||128.138.253.169||reg||6||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-17-2003||12:25 PM||||very nice. i love the seats and your custom harnesses   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||131.193.154.239||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||04-17-2003||12:31 PM||||Looks good, but it's time to paint those window trim pieces.  :-)||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||04-17-2003||12:43 PM||||Ken,<br />The lap belts bolt up to SOLID stock locations. The shoulder harnesses are awaiting a harness bar or roll cage.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Should be non-ghetto in less than a month.<br /><br />howard,<br />It's on the list of things to do this summer!  They are completely faded.  Oh well it adds to the sleeper theme.||128.138.253.169||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||04-17-2003||08:06 PM||||Damn!  Is that snow on the road in the night driving pix?  Forgot what it looked like.  You know here in beautiful South Florida, it's been in the high 70's low 80's for a couple of weeks now.  WOW!  Are those ACT decals on the roof rack?  The car looks good man....||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000005||number3||04-17-2003||09:53 PM||||"Help, can't close the door with harnesses tightened" <br /><br />Ain't that a BITCH.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I have two cars with that same problem. The V8 Miata is the real kicker, no swing out to remind me...<br /><br />If I had a dollar everytime I did that...||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||04-17-2003||10:51 PM||||Did you have to make the brackets for the seats?||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||04-17-2003||11:03 PM||||harry,<br />my girlfriend had to take a picture. We both strapped ourselves in and then couldn't move or close the doors  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Good to know we're not alone<br /><br />chad,<br />Yep I made the brackets myself...there are some more pictures of them on my website||12.253.94.177||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||#1459 VR-4||04-17-2003||11:12 PM||||Very clean car.<br /><br />My freshman year a friend and I went to Colorado for spring break and spent a majority of the time in Boulder.  I know right where the last picture was taken... that road is NUTS!||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||04-18-2003||10:29 PM||||I DROVE MY CAR FOR THE FIRST TIME TODAY,AND ALL I CAN SAY IS "WHAT A CAR" CANT WAIT TILL TOMM AND IM GONNA DRIVING AROUND A LITTLE BIT,WELL I CANT SAY A LITTLE BIT BT YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN.BUT YOUR CAR IS REAL CLEAN AND NICE LOVE THE SEATS AND HARNESSES  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  MINE IS ABOUT JUST AS CLEAN BUT IN WHITE,I LOVE MY INT IT IS LIKE BRAND NEW.BUTCONGRADULATIONS AND HOPE YOU HAVE FUN LIE I DID.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||Vr4in'||04-18-2003||10:35 PM||||OH YEA,WHY WAS YOU CAR ITTING FOR 9MTHS?AND HOW MUCH WEIGHT YOU REDUCE FROM LIGHTENING ALL OF THAT?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001939.cgi
A||||2||sleeper||Who is this from LA?||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||04-17-2003||01:54 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||You made it big.<br />There is a whole article about street racing in LA and how you have the baddest car of the bunch.<br />It was also mentioned that you raced the other king of the street racing circuit. Your brother with a chevy.<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.gyorsulas.hu/magazin/versenyek/jamming.l.a/imagepages/image8.html" target="_blank">http://www.gyorsulas.hu/magazin/versenyek/jamming.l.a/imagepages/image8.html</a> <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||sk8bored||04-17-2003||03:36 PM||||That is crazy jason from socal dsm||199.168.32.7||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||04-17-2003||03:41 PM||||That it is||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/001940.cgi
A||||10||Franckypoo||First 1/4 mile times for the VR4||||6||||Frankypoo||00000740
Z||000000||Franckypoo||04-17-2003||02:54 PM||||Last sunday was the opening at the local dragstrip and since my laser is really not even close to go back on the track I asked my GF if I could go make some passes in the VR4.<br /><br />For those who don't know it's almost stock... only mods are :<br /><br />- 3" exhaust (with high flow cat and stock muffler)<br />- ACT 6 puck solid hub clutch disk (stock pressure plate....)<br />- Cut air can <br />Don't ask about those though.  It's the previous owners fault!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />So first pass, I am yet to even try a launch in this car, so I rev it to 4k, car almost die on the line, miss 2nd gear, miss 3rd....  17.50   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />- 2nd pass, better launch, miss only 3rd (well really doesn't shift as good as the Laser), 15.75<br /><br />- 3rd pass, ok launch, no miss gear= 15.25.<br /><br />Time for some more boost!  so we manage to get 15 PSI without any boost controler and I did a 14.59!<br /><br />My goal for the day was reached!  But I wanted to try my old K&N to see if it really helped over a ordinary filter.  It helped to a 14.3<br /><br />but my 60' kinda sucks always over 2 sec... wich is kinda normal for snow tires.  <br /><br />Well I was really motivated to do a sub 2 sec 60' and the only time I succeded I managed a 14.14 @94 mph!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />UncleGGSX was also there with is T25 powered automatic 2000 GTX (or Galant GSX for you guys) and he managed a best time of 14.94 if I remember right!<br /><br />Another friend of us was there in an even more sleeper car : a 4G63 powered Hyundai Elantra!  He was having a lots of problems putting power to the ground with shitty tires and cold weater but still did a 14.3 <br /><br />I just can't wait to do the fuel pump rewire, boost controler install along with some other small mods and go get some 13 sec time slips!<br /><br />Oh and I almost forgot...  A mustang GT driver did not wanted to make me sad by beating me so he refused to race me.  So I watched his mustang friends beat him by a time even slower than mines....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   Almost went to ask him if he was now ready to get beaten by a 4 door sedan||216.94.152.195||reg||6||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||04-17-2003||02:59 PM||||14.14 is a great time for that little of mods! Congrats! How did you manage to turn up the boost with no boost controller? Have a 'bleeder' installed?||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||04-17-2003||03:35 PM||||Francois,<br /><br />Is the guy with the Elantra Tom, Tomi or Thomas?<br />Don't know how you guys pronounce his name.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||Franckypoo||04-17-2003||03:41 PM||||We bleeded some air by the wastegate line  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   We were lucky to have only 15 psi.  Since monday it's been colder and I could hit 20+ psi!<br /><br />And if I'm right Thomas have a 4G63 turbo Sonata.  The guy I'm talking about is named Alain and it's a new setup made this winter by a local shop.  That's a great time for such a small time tuning the car!||216.94.152.195||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000004||AWD4DR||04-17-2003||05:11 PM||||As far as drag racing with snow tires goes,I've had pretty good experience with them..I ran a 12.5@112 on pump with artic alpins, and when I had them on my stock turbo's galant I got a 0-60 in 4.5 with 4 tires in the trunk..On the 12 sec. pass I believe I even got a 1.69 60 foot time..They are very grabby and didnt spin like regular tires,they only spun alittle and then grabbed..I can't say its safe to race with them though since they are not rated for high speed..They are the type with alot of siping on the tread..||67.193.140.65||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||04-17-2003||05:39 PM||||For almost bone stock....<br /><br />I ran 14.33 with a 1.9 60ft time. I was running about 14 psi (a guess, no boost gauge even) due to the free mods...<br /><br />I had: <br /><br />- 3" turbo-back<br />- Removed emissions<br />- re-located battey in trunk and 3" hard-pipe (home made) with open K&N filter||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||chhuong||04-18-2003||03:46 AM||||How many miles do you have on your gvr-4??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||04-18-2003||09:45 AM||||Hey Francois, was this at napierville???? I used to live near plattsburgh and that was the only 1/4 mile around us...... I am gonna be in Montreal next thursday and friday if you wanna meet up!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||Franckypoo||04-18-2003||09:55 AM||||I have around 108K miles on it.<br /><br />Dean, yes that was at Napierville, it's still the closest track around here but the Sanair complexe is having more and more events each year.<br /><br />Next friday is the Quebec club DSM 3rd anniversary party.  If you are interested maybe you could join us.  As of now there will be one VR4 (mine), maybe a second one if it's ready and one or 2 turbo GGSX.  that will be real cool to have a couple of fast 4 doors!||24.200.149.211||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||04-18-2003||11:19 AM||||Well I would love to bring my GVR4 but it is down and out for the moment so I will have my slow 4 door 96 Galant||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||mromik||04-20-2003||06:33 PM||||I've tried twice on my MONTE_CARLO VR-4<br />everything STOCK!<br /><br />once it was 15.62 <br /><a href="http://www.sr.khv.ru/drag/030404.htm" target="_blank">http://www.sr.khv.ru/drag/030404.htm</a><br /><br />last friday it was 16.14<br /><a href="http://www.sr.khv.ru/drag/030418.htm" target="_blank">http://www.sr.khv.ru/drag/030418.htm</a><br /><br />both times I was better ibn pair and my car can do BETTER!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum3/001941.cgi
A||||6||raceman77||alternator removal||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||04-17-2003||03:18 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||My radio quit last night,followed by missfires and eventual roadside failure.l could see the melted wires in the alternator before l removed it.l checked the facts about removal and found those who have gone before found it nessasary to remove the rad.l had it out in 30 minutes by unbolting the ps pump/pushing it out of the way,removing/lossening intercooler hoses and unbolting the two relays attached to the dr.side rad mount area.l found it nessasary to loosen the strap which allows the alternator to slide forward to tension the belt-no room if this is not loose.So if you`re replacing your alternator don`t remove the rad-you shouldn`t have to.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||04-17-2003||10:04 PM||||You had better luck then I. Mine failed in the middle of the winter, as I was pulling into my driveway. It was cold as hell, and it was a pain to remove the radiator. But I only paid $99 to get my alternator rebuilt. The cheapest I have ever seen for our alternators. It has been working like a charm since. Good thing you removed the P/S lines, because they totally got in my way. I cussing alot, and it was like 20 degrees.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||04-18-2003||02:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">good thing you removed the power steering lines because they`re totally in the way-A_SANTOS  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">actually l didn`t remove them,l just unbolted the pump and pushed it up out of the way lines and all.Yeah l guess l hit that one pretty well,l really hate removing radiators.l`m always afraid my cats or dogs will drink the coolant...come to think of it l get pretty thirsty wrenching away out there day after day..but l don`t have to work in cold at least.l found a 90 amp alternator for $100.00 exchange so if it holds up for a couple years l`m happy..||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||04-18-2003||07:01 AM||||Our radiators have a petcock on the bottom, so draining was very easy.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||04-19-2003||03:35 PM||||hmm I pulled the radiator out after draining it in a clean pan replaced my alt in under an hour gravy job. had to jack up the car at one point, but from what im used to with the conquest and 2 galants v easy job. poured the antifreeze back in it after I was done...||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||05:30 AM||||damn,wtf is up lately?is everyones alternator going out this month or something?i must have sen atleast 4 or 5 posts including mine about alternator failure.mitsubishi or whoever will be making some money this month on alternators.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||04-22-2003||12:11 PM||||They come and go in cycles like the ISC's and crank pulleys.||199.182.19.162||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/001942.cgi
A||||3||turboflanagan||Who sells small gauges||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||04-17-2003||04:23 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||that would fit in a suspension pod?  52mm is too big to fit without pretty involved modification.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||BlitzVR4||04-17-2003||04:35 PM||||HKS has some 46mm.||216.9.78.74||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||04-17-2003||10:00 PM||||Thanks Blitz, do they have the corner on that market or are there others too?||207.69.72.112||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||04-17-2003||11:48 PM||||If you can get away from analog gauges, digital would be the next option.<br /><br />I also have a suspension pod.  I <i>really</i> like my VDO Vision gauges... they're simple, black, not flashy and reasonably priced.  BUT the best thing I can find for the pod would be a digital setup <a href="http://www.dakotadigital.com" target="_blank">from dakota digital</a>.  Their rectangular digital gauges would probably work well, but I haven't done the measurements yet.||68.75.53.3||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001943.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||any opinions on this clutch for a daily driver ?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-17-2003||04:36 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2410967068&category=33730" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2410967068&category=33730</a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||AWD4DR||04-17-2003||05:04 PM||||I saw those earlier..Looks like a great stock clutch replacement..From what I've heard,exedy makes high quality clutches and I know they offer multi disk units for certain applications..||67.193.140.65||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||04-17-2003||09:58 PM||||Talking about clutches, <br /><br />Yesterday I lined up to race my buddie's turbo probe and I eased the clutch out too softly and it just sliped. It is a stock replacement with about 2k on it. It sucked, an upgraded clutch just moved up on my priority list.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/001944.cgi
A||||12||suprflewus||Teemu Selanne former Galant VR-4 owner?||||1||||suprflewus||00000039
Z||000000||suprflewus||04-17-2003||05:17 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||I read an article in Maxxim magazine about Teemu and his gaggle of automobiles.  He owns alot of cars, and must care a little about automotive history since he has a shelby gt and some other classics.  I know he cares about automotive performance since he owns an Evo VII, an Ae86 AWD turbo rallye car, and a gvr4???<br />  They asked Teemu how he got into cars and he mentions how he started tinkering with galants to make more power - i'm putting two and two together to make the assumption that he was working on a gvr4! (galant evo).<br /><br />this probably makes him the most famous former owner of a gvr4.<br />the most famous current owner of a gvr4 would have to be Bob Dole who graces this list  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />lates<br />dale||205.188.208.167||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||04-17-2003||05:36 PM||||I remember a Temmu Lasko from Finland on the gvr4list...He git the first set of clear corners (Him and shannon worked out the buy)<br /><br />Dunno, who this fou is...<br /><br />On our list, I remember us having:<br /><br />- Bob Dole<br />- Paul Stanley (Gvr4list, I think, but its his real name)<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||04-17-2003||07:59 PM||||The most famous person to own a gvr-4 is MEEEEEEE....||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||04-17-2003||08:20 PM||||Shamu Salami?  He's like a hockey player or something, right?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.75.53.3||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||suprflewus||04-17-2003||09:17 PM||||yeah man...<br />he is one of the better hockey players in the NHL.<br />bob dole - politician<br />paul stanley - musician<br /><br />nate pharr is kinda famous, i dont know of anyone else on the list with their own Turbo magazine article  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />lates<br />dale||152.163.188.33||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||04-17-2003||09:50 PM||||Yep, I'm Paul Stanley.  I get so much crap for that.  Whenever I sell stuff on ebay, there's about a 50/50 chance somebody mentions it.  <br /><br />My birth day is also April 20.  Some screwed up stuff that day -- Hitler's birthday, smoke-out day, Bart Simpson's birthday.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||04-17-2003||11:51 PM||||I own a rental car company, discovered radio waves and have a brother named Dick.||68.75.53.3||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||#1459 VR-4||04-18-2003||12:06 AM||||Uhm, I don't know about this... I have yet to read the article, but did he actually mention a GVR-4 or just a Galant?  I'm going to need a little more proof before I start telling people "the Finnish Flash" owned a GVR-4.<br /><br />Does Bob Dole actually own a GVR-4 or are we talking about the person on the list who uses the name Bob Dole?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||04-18-2003||06:50 AM||||Who's Teemu Selanne?  Is aka Shamu Salami?  Who's the Finnish Flash, one of the above or that Temmu Lasko fellow?  Who's Paul Stanley?  I'm so confused...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   And also, if the magazine you're referring to is the basest waste of paper targeted towards frat boys currently dating Palmela Handerson, it only has one x.||134.10.23.206||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||suprflewus||04-18-2003||09:41 AM||||paul stanley - singer/guitar for Kiss, the rock band....you know.....platforms wrapped in aluminum foil and face makeup?<br /><br />teemu selanne - a very well known hockey player....led the league a few times i believe in scoring.....hall of famer for sure.....finnish flash is his nickname as mentioned.<br /><br />bob dole - politiocian who made his $$ from a joint business venture with kenny rogers in the pineapple sector of the produce industry (i made that last part up)<br /><br />yeah. maxim with one M - thats the rag.  it mentions 'galants' not galant evo's or galant vr4's - but i am speculating that it was a galant evo/vr4 - thus the ? in my post title.<br /><br />dick hertz - hehehe<br /><br />lates<br />dale||64.12.96.102||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||04-18-2003||09:55 AM||||i have several famous brothers, holiday, sheraton, rodeway, comfort, to name a few.  and an aunt, whose chinese name translated to "sixth happiness"||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||04-18-2003||11:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  I own a rental car company, discovered radio waves and have a brother named Dick.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So, togther they would call you dick hertz ?<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Shit, girth beat me to that one...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||REDLINEGVR4||04-19-2003||09:28 PM||||To just clear things up Teemu plays for the san jose sharks of the national hockey league.He is one of the top 25 best in the league. i dont know if he ownes a gvr4 but that would be cool if he did.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes



ubb/Forum3/001945.cgi
A||||4||gvr4in||Fan Question||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||04-17-2003||06:08 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I've had a slim fan for a while in the stock location, my question is, is it possible to put the slim fan (rad fan) on the same side as the ac fan without any problems? (opposite the stock rad. fan location) ??||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-17-2003||06:16 PM||||a sucker fan is like 5 times more efficient than a blower fan||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||04-17-2003||06:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> a sucker fan is like 5 times more efficient than a blower fan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Unfortunately I still don't know if my fan on the opposite side is bad or not. haha! It seems it would "suck" hot air out of the engine bay then blow it all over my IC. Could you please be more clear? Thanks alot for the quick response!||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||04-17-2003||07:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> a sucker fan is like 5 times more efficient than a blower fan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Unfortunately I still don't know if my fan on the opposite side is bad or not. haha! It seems it would "suck" hot air out of the engine bay then blow it all over my IC. Could you please be more clear? Thanks alot for the quick response! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">if you put the fan BEHIND the radiator so it SUCKS the air thru, it is WAY more efficient than if you put the fan on the front of the radiator, and blow it thru.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||04-17-2003||10:55 PM||||if it's a flex-a-lite fan you just switch polarity to make it a pusher. I could see how it would be less efficient this was though.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/001946.cgi
A||||20||modified toys||new guy with 91 vr4||||10||||modified toys||00001373
Z||000000||modified toys||04-17-2003||07:36 PM||sales@modifiedtoys.com||How's everybody doing? Just wanted to let you guys know htat I am picking up my 91 VR4 on Monday!! I am so excited..<br />Can anybody guide throught the aftermarket performance world?<br /><br />btw the car has 173k miles! and everything is stock still!||67.124.96.107||reg||10||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-17-2003||08:22 PM||||Read the "Read me first" posts on the different forums here and then check out my site (link in signature...)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.75.53.3||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||modified toys||04-19-2003||03:35 AM||||Thanks Hertz. Apparently I dunno where to start modding the car. Any idea on what type of oil should i use ?||67.116.242.73||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||04-19-2003||05:33 AM||||Synthetic.  Always synthetic.  Not synthetic blend; synthetic.  10W-30, or depending on where you live 10W-40 or 20W-50.  Replace it and the filter every 3 months or 3,000 miles; preferably before either.  If the car sits for 3 moths while you mod it, and has 0 miles on it since the last oil change, change it anyway.  This is the only time you might get away w/not replacing the filter.  And always get a filter w/an anti-drainback valve; I use the Fram ToughGuard series.  They are to my knowledge the only filter that incorporates a secondary filter into the bypass, so that no unfiltered oil goes through the engine.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||modified toys||04-19-2003||03:29 PM||||thanks theymightbegalants!!! I live in California. so for a motor that has 172k.. 10w50 redline or 20w50??<br /><br />And talking about mods.. Which intake should I buy?? what about downpipes? Exhaust?<br /><br />Any help is greatly appreciated||67.116.242.73||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000005||GVR4ZUM||04-19-2003||04:39 PM||||Do some search on the board, most of your questions have been asked before.<br /><br />Congrats on the car.||64.157.76.82||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||04-20-2003||08:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<br /><strong> Do some search on the board, most of your questions have been asked before.<br /><br />Congrats on the car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second the congrats.  Check the "Read Me First" post that's, oh my god, first in the technical section.  And try to ignore the cynical jaded assholes on this board; we're all actually nice people, we just wish the "search" button was 10x larger.  Which doesn't stop us from forgetting it's there from time to time either.  Your love (or hate; probably both, but always more love) for this car will grow every day.  It might shrink every time it breaks or you work on it, but will always return with interest when you put it back together and drive it.  Enjoy.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||modified toys||04-20-2003||01:18 PM||||theymightbegalants: Thanks for the support! I have found a lot of great information.. To be honest I been searching for a Galant for a looooooooooong time! I am so happy ... I know for sure that i will need to rebuild the motor and tranny at some point... 172k and running strong!!! never moded.. previous owner changed all the fluids (oil, tranny and diff) with red line.. every 3k.. so i guess the car is good to go!!!<br /><br />Thanks all!!||67.115.111.176||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-20-2003||04:16 PM||||on the oil i use 5-50 synthetic.moves to the top of the engine quicker.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||Telecaster||04-21-2003||02:09 AM||||Where in SJ are you modified toys?  Maybe week can meet up.||216.175.99.216||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000010||modified toys||04-21-2003||09:32 AM||||telecaster: i am located in 10th st. downtown<br />or you can call to setup a meet 408.892.5555 thx||12.22.48.133||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000011||1101||04-21-2003||10:36 AM||||Hi,<br /><br />Glad to see another in the bay area. Do you you about the bay GVR4 group? <br /><br /><a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/SFGVR4/messages" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/SFGVR4/messages</a><br /><br />Ward<br /><br />92-467, 1101||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000012||jonvr4||04-21-2003||10:13 PM||||Which intake should I buy?? hks mega flow<br />what about downpipes?...  <br />Exhaust? hks...Universal Stainless Hi-Power Muffler<br />greddy...evo<br />Apexi..n1<br /><br /><br />all these are good products... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||04-22-2003||05:59 AM||||Yes, and all flashy and name brand.  These don't make them the best, but it does make them spendy.  Your best bet cost wise IMHO for intakes is a K&N 1G if you have it; if you don't get some huge cone filter of theirs.  Throw in a 2G MAS (w/adapter plate for K&N) and a Dejon intake and your set.  YMMV.  For exhaust, it'd be cheaper to do your own or have an exhaust shop do it for you.  The general consensus is run 3" turbo back.  You can buy the mandrel bends from Summit, JC Whitney, etc. but a local truck shop is probably best.  There's also a thread somewhere on here about the cheapest downpipes available; do a search.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||smokindav||04-22-2003||09:22 AM||||First, buy your parts used if you can - more HP for the $$$.<br /><br />For mods, this is what I'd do:<br /><br />1)  Get the car running properly, this means:<br />  a)  New plugs<br />  b)  New fuel filter<br />  c)  Complete fluid change - oil, gear lube, brake fluid, coolant, clutch fluid, PS steering<br />  d)  Get transfer case recall done if it hasn't been<br />  e)  Might need new plug wires, NGK are cheap and good<br />  f)  Timing belt, accessory belts, water pump<br />2)  K&N air filter<br />3)  Higher flowing fuel pump, get a used Walbro or Nippon Denso (ND)<br />4)  Mechanical boost gauge, the one in the instrument cluster is not accurate and there are no measurement markings<br />5)  Bleeder valve, aka manual boost controller<br />6)  I like the cheap needle valve type like a DeVilbiss, you can get these at a paint supply store, $10 as opposed to a spring check style bleeder which might cost more (but is better)<br />7)  test pipe<br />8)  cat back exhaust<br />9)  down pipe<br />10)  port the exhaust manifold, turbo exhaust housing and O2 sensor housing<br />11)  intake<br />12)  intercooler (may want to do 11 and 12 at the same time)<br />13)  now you start getting into bigger turbos, fuel control, bigger injectors, etc.<br /><br />At some point your stock clutch will wear out, so when it does get a ACT2600, a new throw out bearing and BE SURE to get a new clutch actuator arm when you are replacing the clutch as they tend to break (the new part is improved - stronger).<br /><br />This is just for making more HP.<br /><br />For handling I would do the following:<br /><br />1)  Upgrade brakes or at least get some decent pads<br />2)  fabricate some brake cooling ducts<br />3)  Decent tires - Falken Azenis are good and cheap<br />4)  new polyurethane suspension bushings<br />5)  shocks<br />6)  springs<br />7)  sway bars<br />8)  strut tower bars<br />9)  disable the rear steering (may want to do this first)<br /><br />That should keep you busy for a while.<br /><br />If I got things out of order or forgot some stuff I'm sure some of the other guys will jump in and add it.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.85.4||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000015||modified toys||04-22-2003||12:01 PM||||smokindav: thanks for the reply.. Do you have a specific p/n or size for the k&n filter?<br /><br />btw.. if i want to switch the tranny and transfer box oil.. should i use redline 75-90? and how many qts does it take?<br /><br />what about the differentials? 75-90 also??<br /><br />Thank you!||12.22.48.133||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||04-22-2003||04:14 PM||||Go to <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com</a> and check out the eclipse parts catalog.  There's a fluids section that tells you how much you'll need of each.  Know RRE.  Use RRE.  Love RRE.  They're your friends.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||smokindav||04-23-2003||08:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by modified toys:<br /><strong> smokindav: thanks for the reply.. Do you have a specific p/n or size for the k&n filter?<br /><br />btw.. if i want to switch the tranny and transfer box oil.. should i use redline 75-90? and how many qts does it take?<br /><br />what about the differentials? 75-90 also??<br /><br />Thank you! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">75W-90 is what I like to use.  The transmission takes about 2.1qts, transfer case around .7qts, and the rear diff takes just around a quart - these are from memory, but if you buy 5 quarts you should be good.  Get a pump to pump it into the various parts too, much easier than trying to dick around with the bottles and a hose.  Also, if it's cold out, keep the oil in your house until you plan to put it in, much easy to work with warm, cold and it thickens up and is hard to pump/pour.<br /><br />As for brand recommendations, well, I use the cheapest stuff I can find at the local parts store.  Some guys swear by GM syncromesh, other likes Redline, or other synthetic oils.  The cheap stuff works for me.  I change it regularly, I suppose with synthetic you wouldn't have to change it as ofter.<br /><br />I used Redline in my Miata, can't really tell any difference between that and the cheap stuff so make your own call - it's your money.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty<br /><br />edit: typos||64.6.87.117||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||04-23-2003||10:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong> I used Redline in my Miata, can't really tell any difference between that and the cheap stuff so make your own call - it's your money.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That seems so backassward to me... granted, I don't own a Miata, but our 626 gets all dino oils.  Nothin' but the best for ol' #305 though.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000019||AWD4DR||04-23-2003||12:09 PM||||If you want the best, get NEO synthetic RHD 75/90..That stuff is expensive but it works great in the tranny..It isnt the best when cold,but when it warms up its the best I've seen..Some people like to add friction modifier to help when its cold too..You can buy neo online at <a href="http://www.bakerprecision.com" target="_blank">www.bakerprecision.com</a>||67.193.140.182||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||04-24-2003||02:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong> The transmission takes about 2.1qts, transfer case around .7qts, and the rear diff takes just around a quart - these are from memory, but if you buy 5 quarts you should be good.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For what it's worth ($0.02), I have 2.3 written down for the transmission.||68.75.176.144||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001947.cgi
A||||5||driftin galant||Intercooler placing||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||04-17-2003||11:01 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||Ihave a porche 944 intercooler, and I waswondering what you guys would think if it in between the head lights like the wrc wrx's. it would fit perfectly.  Iwould have to go to hood pins and do some custom stuff but i think it would be cool and different.||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||04-18-2003||02:10 AM||||sounds like that would put it right in the airflow but l don`t think it would do much for the future value of your car.Don`t ask me how l learned about turning a perfectly good car into a sale-proof " unique " custom..think about it before you start cutting amigo,your car and pocketbook may thank you (they will thank you)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||04-18-2003||11:34 AM||||I don't know about rick, but blue book on a VR4 is about 3k, and I don't see it apriceating anytime soon.  So "if" I ever sold my 4 I would no doubt be taking a huge hit financially.  If it were me I would have already cut the shit outta the car.  These things aren't worth a penny except to people who are going to modify them.||65.165.18.62||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||driftin galant||04-19-2003||01:05 AM||||i don't care about the resale value.||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||04-19-2003||01:53 AM||||Go for it man!||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||05:40 AM||||if you can do it,i dont see why not.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001948.cgi
A||||10||Adrenalin||Downpipe||||1||||Adrenalin||00000708
Z||000000||Adrenalin||04-17-2003||11:59 PM||neonoxide_@hotmail.com||I just got this in the mail yesterday <br /><a href="http://www.exhaustdepot.net/1genectaawdg.html" target="_blank">http://www.exhaustdepot.net/1genectaawdg.html</a><br />i am very impressed with the quality and only $169 SHIPPED cant beat that and its stainless if you are lookin for a downpipe i would say this is the place to go   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    o ya and super fast shipping i ordered it monday night got it on wednesday.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.104.79.139||reg||1||Adrenalin||00000708||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||04-18-2003||01:24 AM||||is it the one on the right or left in the picture?...||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||Gvr4-330||04-18-2003||03:17 AM||||How much do you think it would cost to modify it to fit a 3" cat?<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000003||chhuong||04-18-2003||03:59 AM||||Which ones do we order to fit the gvr-4??  Cuz i've heard the 1g's and 2g's both will fit as long as they are ordered for the awd models!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||04-18-2003||04:47 AM||||I have only been told that the 1G AWD ones fit. I was under a 2G Eclipse, and that DP looks like it will not fit the Galant. It turns left (perspective) around the oil pan while the 1G doesnt.<br /><br />Im pretty sure thats what I saw.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||04-18-2003||04:51 AM||||btw, what size is that DP ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||04-18-2003||09:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> btw, what size is that DP ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">2.5" till flex, 3" after.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||04-18-2003||05:39 PM||||Has it been installed yet ? If so, were there any complications with the flanges ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||05:48 AM||||i believe a 2g dp will work on a 1g.someone on this board had put one on with no problem.but im making my own downpipe for 20.00 just for now.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||04-22-2003||11:21 AM||||I have a RSR 3" downpipe on my Galant that was originaly on my 2G. It fits just fine.<br />To bad I can't use the RSR catback from the 2G<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||Exhaust Depot||05-11-2003||03:29 PM||||Hey what sup guys!?<br /><br />I have been getting alot of orders from you guys here .  Thanks alot.<br /><br /><br />As for my DP.  ITs made for the 1gen AWD setup.  I was told that it fits the galant with no problems.  Now, my DP is made to fit the stock catback of the eclipse.  If you have any fitment issues, then I am not sure if its due to you having a custom catback or something?<br /><br />I have the means of making a 3" catback for you guys but its made to order and will take about 1 week or so, depending on how busy my guy is.<br /><br />If any of you have any issues with my dp, shoot me an email and ill try to rectify it from there.<br /><br />Well happy boostin guys!<br /><br />Hector<br />mightymouse@exhaustdepot.com<br /><br /><a href="http://www.exhaustdepot.com" target="_blank">www.exhaustdepot.com</a>||205.174.22.23||reg||1||Exhaust Depot||00001348||yes



ubb/Forum3/001949.cgi
A||||8||slvrblt||License Plate Lookup ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||04-18-2003||04:48 AM||||I need to find out who owns a certain car. The only I have to do this is to reference the plate #. This is from New Mexico. Does anyone know how I could do this, prefereably for free ?<br /><br />Thanks.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-18-2003||06:28 AM||||NM laws may vary, but here in OR the DMV is not allowed to give that info out UNLESSS you are financially interested in the car.  Just call 'em up, say you saw it in a parking lot w/a For Sale sign in the window, but no name or number.  The worst they'll say is no, or they might pass on a msg from you asking the owner to call you.  Good luck.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||04-18-2003||09:03 AM||||Post the plate number.  I might be able to help.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||04-18-2003||05:40 PM||||The plate # is 005-LRA. New Mexico plate.<br /><br />Thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||04-18-2003||05:42 PM||||I'm already home from work.  If you still need it, I will see what I can find when I get to work Monday morning.||63.188.112.88||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||04-19-2003||02:53 AM||||Thanks, I do still need it. I would appreciate it if you could run it for me.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||04-19-2003||07:40 AM||||can you find out who has my 73 cuda ? I have a vin ....||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||04-20-2003||02:47 AM||||Well, I got the info I needed. Thanks for the offer though.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||04-21-2003||10:43 PM||||Now I'm really curious... are you planning on beating somebody's ass for cutting you off or was she reaally hot?||167.142.22.55||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001950.cgi
A||||26||Matt379||What tools do you carry with you for emergencies?||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||04-18-2003||11:51 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Little bored here at work...thought this might be an interesting thread to start.<br /><br />I carry a fair share of sockets, wrenches, oil, etc...but what about you guys<br /><br />What tools/supplies/etc. do you carry with you when driving long distances, or to the track, etc.<br /><br />I am trying to see who carries the most stuff?||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||04-18-2003||11:56 AM||||Matt,<br /><br />i usually take a flashlight, an extra ratchet with a 10mm and a 12mm socket, a phillips and flathead screwdriver, some extra quarts of Mobil1 oil. Also don't forget the rag<br />Hope this helps.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||7||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||04-18-2003||12:04 PM||||flares, gloves, rags, flashlight with batteries out, maps, cell phone, insurance card.||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||04-18-2003||12:28 PM||||I don't carry anything cause I work 8 miles from home.<br /><br />However, I used to have a high milage Talon and drove over 60 miles to work.  I carried oil, oil, and some oil.  I also has a trouble light, metric tools, shop rags.<br /><br />If I travel out of town, I throw a spare quart of Mobil 1 in the space that the jack went.  It works great cause the stupid caps the Mobil 1 leak if they fall over.  This is for the Galant.  I guess it couldn't hurt to have some basic tools on me for that car too.  The Galant has yet to leave me on the side of the road.  Knock on wood!||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||04-18-2003||12:40 PM||||A craftsman 122 piece toolkit; battery jumper; oil; spare tire in a can; cell phone, that's about it, but I usually travel back and forth between Cleveland and Cincinnati a lot and have learned from experience that these are the things I need with me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||04-18-2003||12:43 PM||||in addition to a set of wrenches, 3/8" drive socket set, flashlight, I pack:<br />jumper wire to set BISS & timing<br />extra fuses, especially for my rewired fuel pump<br />four stock lug nuts for sparetire<br />leather gloves; lite weight tyvec overalls, plastic sheeting (3' x 5")||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000007||RayH||04-18-2003||12:48 PM||||Duct Tape!!!<br />Works great on split intercooler hoses.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000008||RayH||04-18-2003||01:02 PM||||Duct Tape!!!<br />Works great on split intercooler hoses.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||04-18-2003||01:15 PM||||A .12ga Riot Stopper, and a Phillips head screwdriver.  Depends on the "emergency".||65.165.18.67||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||04-18-2003||05:47 PM||||I usually have between 50-75 peices of various tools with me. Included is a craftsman socket set with some other misc. sockets and such. Vise Grips, black tape, duct tape, screw drivers, JB Weld (stick and liquid), thread locker, Gasket maker, some wire, a few fuses, sometimes a mini floor jack, extra CAS, knives, vacuum lines and clamps, hose clamps, socket screw drivers for the hose clamps, pliers (big and small), amp wire and connectors...etc. A bunch of stuff. And all this (minus the wires and tape) fit into a small bag no larger than 8x5x5 or so. Weighs about 7lbs. I have yet to need a tool thats not in my car.||68.35.27.99||reg|
Z||000011||number3||04-18-2003||09:58 PM||||Lots of tools and a AAA card. I tow the car if the distance is over 50 miles. I haven't carried a spare in over 5 years.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||a_santos||04-19-2003||08:08 AM||||Tire inflater, hooks up to cigarrete lighter, tire inflater (can), rag, triangle thing, phillips and normal screw drivers, extra oil, some socket renches, gloves I took from work in case things get alittle dirty. Jumper cables, flashlight.<br /><br />Most of these things came in a kit I bought at Costco for $20.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000013||andy||04-19-2003||10:22 AM||||I have a little $5 socket set I got from Wal-Mart, and carry a 10, 12, 14, 17, and 19mm wrenches that came out of a cheapo $6 set also from Wal-mart. I also carry pliers, crescent wrench, razor blades, electrical tape, tire plug kit, spare fuses, spare Bosch relay for the fuel pump rewire and a little first aid kit. All of this fits in a little 4"x6"x12" box I keep in the trunk. I dont carry my spare, either, but have jumper cables in its space.||64.4.103.3||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000014||DeanCouchey||04-19-2003||11:02 AM||||one of those tool kits that has almost everythign in it( sockets, allen, phillips and regular), some needlenose pliers, extra headlights, oil, tranny fluid, PS fluid, duct tape, spare tire in a can, jumper cables, blankets, hammer, fuses, some tools I dont know they are for and just other crap like rags and so on. Used to drive a 88 Oldsmobile with like 130K on it and it was on its last legs.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000015||#258||04-19-2003||01:26 PM||||Lots of stuff to be found in the trunk of my Galant. Full set of metric tool with sockets up to 40mm. Breaker bar, hub puller, full set of belts. 2 gal.antifreeze,8 qts oil w filter, 3 qts 90w, jack, tow rope,jumper cables, exhaust clamps,misc electrical stuff, spare left front axle. (broken 2 in 18 months) wire ties (Gods gift!) timing light, volt meter, duct tape, full set of hoses, 4 gravel tires. not in trunk, on back seat, case of diet coke with lemon, spare coffee mug. And lots of little things im sure im forgetting.||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000016||mixx2001||04-19-2003||03:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> tire inflater (can)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">[Technicians everywhere] booo, hisss. [/Technicians everywhere]||65.165.18.125||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000017||drew||04-19-2003||03:28 PM||||Mark Rieb posted this to the GVR4 list a few years ago, and it's a list I like:<br /><br />From: "Mark Rieb" &lt;XXXXXXX@3-cities.com&gt;<br /><br />I always cary a old milk crate with a few tools in it.  Including tire chains (in season, the cops will MAKE you put them on when they deem necessary), jumper cables, small folding shovel, 4 D-cell MagLight, coveralls, gloves, tarp/canvas, tool box, oil, water, WD-40 and a 5 lb. ABC fire extinguisher.  The tool box contains a small socket set, pliers of various sorts, a small combo wrench set, some wire, tape, fuses, sparkplugs, knife and screwdrivers.<br /><br />I carry pretty much the same kit in all of my cars, but in the Yukon and truck, I add a tow strap with shackles and hooks and some tie-down straps. If you pack creatively you can get all of this to fit into a basic milk crate (about 12"x12"x12").<br /><br />If I am doing any serious winter time mountain pass driving, I add some clothes and other stuff to the list.<br /><br />A 2.5 lb extinguisher is marginal for a small car fire and may not be enough to put the fire out.  Make sure that the extinguisher is ABC rated so that it can be used on electrical and flamable liquid fires.<br /><br />I carry this much because I grew up driving cars that were only semi-reliable and because we lived out on the edge of civilization.  If you broke down you were probably miles from a phone, and there might not be anybody by for an hour or more.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000018||92GVR4#333||04-19-2003||10:09 PM||||18,10,12,14,17,19,22,mm sockets3/8`s drive shallow and deep<br />3 inch 6inch 12 inch extentions<br />one 3/8 breaker bar<br />one short speed ratchet 3/8<br />2 screwdrivers <br />test light<br />wire<br />jb weld(unopened as of still)<br />flashlight||152.163.188.33||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000019||gvr4in||04-19-2003||10:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong> Matt,<br /><br />i usually take a flashlight, an extra ratchet with a 10mm and a 12mm socket, a phillips and flathead screwdriver, some extra quarts of Mobil1 oil. Also don't forget the rag<br />Hope this helps.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly what I carry! Some water too..||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000020||dlpinckney||04-19-2003||10:14 PM||||Cell phone and AAA plus card...!!!  Much easier for me to fix it at home, than on the side of the road or in the pits at the track...!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Luckily, I haven't had to use either very often.||65.179.104.107||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000021||1312VR4||04-20-2003||12:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> Cell phone and AAA plus card...!!!  Luckily, I haven't had to use either very often. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">2nd that. I have 24 hr roadside on all my vehicles.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000022||#1459 VR-4||04-20-2003||01:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> Cell phone and AAA plus card...!!!</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dammit, I read the title and thought I would be all clever by saying a cell phone, but you ruined it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000023||slvrblt||04-20-2003||02:53 AM||||I usually have between 50-75 peices of various tools with me. Included is a craftsman socket set with some other misc. sockets and such. Vise Grips, black tape, duct tape, screw drivers, JB Weld (stick and liquid), thread locker, Gasket maker, some wire, a few fuses, sometimes a mini floor jack, extra CAS, knives, vacuum lines and clamps, hose clamps, socket screw drivers for the hose clamps, pliers (big and small), amp wire and connectors...etc. A bunch of stuff. And all this (minus the wires and tape) fit into a small bag no larger than 8x5x5 or so. Weighs about 7lbs. I have yet to need a tool thats not in my car. <br /><br />Also have a towel, flashlight, and spot light. Almost to the point of having too much stuff. I even have old head bolts from my LT1.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000024||Hertz||04-21-2003||11:55 PM||||Let's just say that I don't have a garage yet, so my garage is in the trunk.||68.75.63.5||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000025||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||01:18 PM||||Hey Guys,<br /><br />Just to add, I once had a bad experience with some cheapo duct tape, where it didn't seal up my IC piping enough to get me home at highway speed, and getting the adhesive off was a PITA!  So, being an extremist, I of course had to find the ultimate in reliable and more weatherable emergency tape.  What I found was Gaffers Tape...  This is similar stuff to what I use:<br /><br /><a href="http://www34.pair.com/harrison/thetapeworks.com/professionalgrade.htm" target="_blank">http://www34.pair.com/harrison/thetapeworks.com/professionalgrade.htm</a><br /><br />Its expensive, but I've had this stuff save my arse MANY times...  I've used the same roll for about 2 years now if that makes any difference, and yes, it can seal a bit better than Duct tape, and its oil proof, water proof to a degree, and doesn't leave as much adhesive behind when you peel it off pipes, bodywork and such...<br /><br />Craftsman makes some knock off versions of Mechanixx gloves that can be had for $19.99  Those have saved my hands from burns several times...  <br /><br />Just the same, I always keep a crappy sweatshirt to put on over my clothes for two reasons - sleeve protection from hot engine parts, and to lay on the ground with.  I also use my drivers side floor mat as a kneeling/laying pad for breaking down in the gravel...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000026||spoulson||04-22-2003||03:59 PM||||After blowing a coolant line while joyriding, I quickly learned what steaming coolant looks like coming from under the hood.  I was scared it was on fire and now I know I'll be carrying a fire extinguisher.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000027||smokindav||04-23-2003||08:52 AM||||The only things that are always in the Galant are:<br /><br />Fire extinguisher<br />Maglite<br />1 or 2 qts. Mobil 1<br />Jumper Cables<br />Spare fuses<br /><br />For long road trips I take:<br /><br />Everything I need to swap alternators, including the spare alternator.  This guarantees that I will never have an alternator fail on a road trip.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.87.117||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum3/001955.cgi
A||||22||blacksheep||New baby on my driveway....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-19-2003||08:49 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Well, gang - I landed up trading my integra straight across the board for a 1991 Galant VR4. It was too good an offer to refuse. Esp, when I had paid little for the integra 6 months ago.<br /><br />I will post pics soon - In one word, it can be defined as a ricemobile! <br /><br />- It has white face gauges (cluster and tach are broken due to this process)<br />- LED windshield squirters (I kid you not)<br />- Fake CF stickering on the doors and dash<br />- Custom exhaust with DTM style tips (oh, boy)<br /><br />Anyways, this baby will be de-riced in the months to come.<br /><br />But, all in all. I am pretty excited. It came with the key fob and owners manual. <br /><br />Another funny fact worth mentioning - I owned this gvr4 for less than a month about 2 years ago and I sold the car to the guy...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />So, what goes around, comes around - I guess   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||04-19-2003||09:18 AM||||Whoa, I was reading while eating breakfast and almost thought you meant you traded your galant to GET the integra. I then tried to reach into my computer and slap you in the face acrosss the internet. But then I re-read it. Nice trade!||64.252.98.158||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||04-19-2003||03:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> I then tried to reach into my computer and slap you in the face acrosss the internet. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sweet.||65.165.18.125||reg||14||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||BluFalcon||04-19-2003||03:14 PM||||Take some pics of the car in it's current state before you de-rice it.  Ought to be good for a topic on  "How NOT to modify a GVR4".   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.242.32.74||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||04-19-2003||03:28 PM||||Yep, thats the plan, before and after shots   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||04-20-2003||08:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Anyways, this baby will be de-riced in the months to come. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">KC?  KC?  Is it really you?  He must be sick, guys!  J/K, where would this board be w/out you KC?  Very nice.  So how many hot Galants are in your stable now?  And did the owner or the product cause cessation of the dash functions?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||04-20-2003||09:17 AM||||Jon<br /><br />Yeah, the previous owner fubared the cluster. He pulled the tach needle out and must have put it in wrong coz it sticks and doesnt work....<br /><br />The clear plastic over it looks like a spidey web..all cracked.<br /><br />Luckily, Abhay has a cluster for me lined up, even the miles are about the same. So, I am taken care of. Thanks, Abhay    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />His speaker wiring was another "interesting" item to take off. <br /><br />The cut and welded shifter blows.<br /><br />The gauges and a-pillar will be next to go. <br /><br />I could keep going on.... I am taking all the crap off and starting over. I plan on cleaning the carpets and headliner well too..<br /><br />Glad I provide entertainment on here to someone   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-20-2003||04:18 PM||||nice trade.good thinking.post pics if you can.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||Pappy||04-20-2003||05:33 PM||||Thank god you're saving this vr4.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.218.30.95||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||04-21-2003||07:00 PM||||KC, <br /><br />Talking about the headliner, my headliner looks like shit, there is stains on it all over. How do you get stains on your headliner, do you throw liquids at it? I just don't get it. Anyway, I scored a prestine headliner from a parts VR4 and it came out very easily. You would have to take out a door and maybe a seat, but it was simple. I am going to swap it with my disgusting headliner along with two door. I heard that when you clean headliners, the glue comes off and they sag. Never tried though.||198.111.38.128||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||Romanova||04-21-2003||07:48 PM||||My headliner is awful. It looks like the passenger was shot in the head and the blood and brain matter scattered everywhere over the headliner. <br />Never attempted to clean it though...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000011||udriveu||04-21-2003||08:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> My headliner is awful. It looks like the passenger was shot in the head and the blood and brain matter scattered everywhere over the headliner. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I knew someone who got a really nice Civic because someone actually did shoot themself in it. Even after he got the headliner replaced, I still refused to ride in it.||64.252.99.174||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000012||atsiauto||04-21-2003||08:51 PM||||Yeah the headliner was toastered in the 91 when i got it , I scored good at the u-pick it by chance, the sunvisors were mint as well, got rid of a lot of the funk in the car as thats a big piece of material and hold smells . I reccomend slapping one in to anybody its an easy fix.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000013||smokindav||04-22-2003||01:16 AM||||I think KC needs an intervention!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Good luck with the new car.  <br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.87.248||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000014||Sam Sayes||04-22-2003||08:47 AM||||Ni ce buy KC,<br />post some pics before you do the de-ricing stage.<br /><br />Sam||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000015||Gvr4-330||04-22-2003||04:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong><br />The gauges and a-pillar will be next to go. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's wrong with the current a-pillar pod?  If nothing, I may be interested in buying.  And definately get some pictures before it's de-riced  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||04-22-2003||06:47 PM||||I just dont want the pillar pod. Rob Yu, its yours if you want it<br /><br />I couldnt bear to look at it. SO, I pulled off a bunch of crap. I have the LED squirters still installed   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||10:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> My headliner is awful. It looks like the passenger was shot in the head and the blood and brain matter scattered everywhere over the headliner. <br />Never attempted to clean it though... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You ain't got no problem Jules. I'm on the motherfucker. Go back in there, chill them niggaz out and wait for the Wolf who should be coming to you diiiirectly.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.121.65.33||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||04-22-2003||11:16 PM||||<a href="http://www.dlc.fi/~frog/wavs/ifs.wav" target="_blank">"I don't wanna hear about no motherfucking ifs! All I wanna hear from your ass is: 'You ain't got no problem, Jules. I'm on the motherfucker. Go back in there, chill them niggers out and wait for the cavalry, which should be coming directly.'"</a><br /><br />If you like samuel jackson cussing, here ya go. I had it bookmarked for just this occasion   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.ebaumsworld.com/sjackson.html" target="_blank">http://www.ebaumsworld.com/sjackson.html</a>||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||sleeper||04-23-2003||01:08 AM||||This is a tasty burger.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Thanks KC I was looking for that one.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.41||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||04-23-2003||10:54 AM||||Gabor<br /><br />You know owe me a s-afc storage compartment just for that juicy burger   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||JAYGVR4||04-23-2003||11:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.dlc.fi/~frog/wavs/ifs.wav" target="_blank">"I don't wanna hear about no motherfucking ifs! All I wanna hear from your ass is: 'You ain't got no problem, Jules. I'm on the motherfucker. Go back in there, chill them niggers out and wait for the cavalry, which should be coming directly.'"</a><br /><br />If you like samuel jackson cussing, here ya go. I had it bookmarked for just this occasion    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ebaumsworld.com/sjackson.html" target="_blank">http://www.ebaumsworld.com/sjackson.html</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That could very well be thee best page EVAH!  However I am shocked that this is missing from there:<br /><br />Ezekiel 25:17<br />"The path of the righteous man is beset on all sides by the inequities of the selfish and the tyranny of evil men. Blessed is he who, in the name of charity and good will, shepherds the weak through the valley of darkness. For he is truly his brother's keeper and the finder of lost children.<br /><br />"And I will strike down upon thee with great vengeance and furious anger those who attempt to poison and destroy my brothers. And you will know I am the Lord when I lay my vengeance upon you."<br /><br />"I been sayin' that s--- for years. I never really questioned what it meant. I thought it was just a cold-blooded thing to say to a m--f-- 'fore you popped a cap in his a--.<br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||04-24-2003||02:15 AM||||Did you see the  <a href="http://www.ebaumsworld.com/sjacksonext.html" target="_blank">extended version?</a>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.75.176.144||reg||10||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001952.cgi
A||||3||Vr4in'||FIRST TIME TODAY!!!!!||||10||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-18-2003||10:24 PM||nohad43@aol.com||MAN OH MAN WHAT A DAMN DAY.MY CAR IS FINALLY DONE FROM GETTING ITS HEAD DONE FOR 3 MTHS.I BOUGHT THE CAR WITH A BROKEN TB AND THE VALVES TURNED OUT BENT AND I BOUGHT A WHOLE NEW HEAD ASSEMBLY.SO TODAY I WENT AND FINISHED THE REST UP.YESTERDAY,I PUT A TURBO XS BOV,K&N,ALL FREE MODS AND FROM THE TRANNY ON THERE IS 3" PIPING(CAME LIKE THAT),AND IT ALSO CAME WITH AN ACT 2600 CLUTCH.SO THE CAR FIRES UP,I LET IT WARM UP FOR 20 MIN AND HAVE IT IDLE.THEN I SAY "ENOUGH OF THE WARMING UP,THIS BABY IS GONNA DRIVE AGAIN".SO I HOP IN AND NEXT DOOR TO A FRIENDS SHOP THERE IS A PLAZA WITH MUGS AND JUGS IN IT.SO I ROLL IN THERE AND I GO TO THE BACK WHERE THERE IS A LONG LIKE ALMOST 1/4 MILE AND I ALMOST FLOOR IT AND WHEN THE TURBO SPOOLS UP ITS JUST AWESOME ESPECIALLY WITH THE TURBO XS BOV.SO I COME BACK TO SHOP,I ADJUST THE BOV AND IDLE,I LET IT IDLE FOR LIKE 10 MORE MINUTES.I TAKE IT OUT AGAIN NEXT DOORI TAKE A LEFT THIS TIME TO GO AROUND THE WHOLE PLAZA,I SEE LIKE 6 GUYS THAT HAVE LITTLE RICERS AND THEY ARE STANDING NEXT TO THEIR CAR OUTSIDE MUGS AND JUGS,SO I WAS LIKE "I GOTTA SEE THEIR REACTION".I FLOOR IT AND I SWITCHED TO 2ND AND PSSSSSSHHHTTT AND ALL OF THEM LIKE BROKE THEIR NECK LOOKING AT THIS 4DR WITH A TURBO AND I SEE THEM THROUGH MY REARVIEW AND THEY ARE STILL STARRING,SO I TAKE A TURN IN THE PLAZA AND FLOOR IT AGAIN AND I GUESS THEY HEARD IT AND MAN,WHAT A NICE FEELING.TOMMORROW IM GONNA DETAIL AND WAX AND ALL THAT SHIT.HOPEFULLY NEXT WEEK IM BUYING A FMIC WITH CUSTOM PIPING WITH THE MONEY I GET WHEN I SELL MY OTHER CAR.AND IM GONNA BUY AN HKS SSQV,A MAGNAFLOW MUFFLER AND IM MAKING MY OWN 3" DOWNPIPE AND RUNNING NEW 3" WITH A 2G EXHAUST MANIFOLD,AN INTAKE PIPE WITH 2G MAS,BOOST CONTROLLER,I ALREADY HAVE A BOOST GAUGE,FUEL PUMP AND I AM PORTING MY O2 HOUSING.AND I JUST CANT WAIT,IF YOU GUYS KNOW ANY MORE OTHER SMALL STUUF YOU SUGGEST TO PUT INTO IT PLEASE POST.IDK IF IM GONNA SLEEP TONIGHT,BUT...DOESNT MATTER.IM GOING TO BRADENTON SPEEDWAY SUNDAY NIGHT AND SE WHAT IT RUNS.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  .||65.32.218.225||reg||10||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-18-2003||10:38 PM||||its a pretty kick ass feeling to get people staring at you car asking themselves what the hell is under the hood.||65.227.217.235||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||04-18-2003||10:47 PM||||Congrats man...I just got my car back after nine months down and it's a great feeling.  My girl and I go out driving almost every night to break the tranny in and hear that PSSSHHH again.<br /><br />Let us know what it runs.  Mine will be to the track as soon as my roll cage goes in...||12.253.94.177||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||TurboBuddy||04-19-2003||11:41 PM||||holy shit i just got a ride in this rocket today   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   .i was amazed at how much power this little 4 banger put out.And the TurboXS BOV was really nice.this thing sounded like a damn city bus when it shifted.I will definetly be getting a gvr4 ASAP.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||TurboBuddy||00000901||yes



ubb/Forum3/001953.cgi
A||||1||ken inn||what a dummy||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||04-18-2003||10:54 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||several boards have this.  maybe a darwin award<br /><br /><a href="http://www.clubtgc.org/forum/viewtopic.php?t=11690" target="_blank">http://www.clubtgc.org/forum/viewtopic.php?t=11690</a>||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-18-2003||11:27 PM||||apparently Stevie Wonder installed that nitrous kit.||12.251.226.141||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001954.cgi
A||||11||ron||Gumball||||1||||ron||00000491
Z||000000||ron||04-19-2003||12:35 AM||adracing@aol.com||I still don't believe I didn't get there on time to check out all these nice cars. I got there around 8pm last night but they were all gone..<br />But here is what I missed..<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dtmpower.net/forum/showthread.php?s=5b59fe9937e7f69b804afbab6774663a&threadid=94118" target="_blank">Gumball 2003</a>||198.81.26.105||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-19-2003||08:33 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Fewer things in life make me happier!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||04-19-2003||10:28 AM||||Anyone got that DVD from last years Gumball? It's pretty entertaining... can't remember what it's called, but you can get it at BestBuy for $13... well worth it!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||04-19-2003||10:56 AM||||nothing beats the Yoo-Hoo Porsche!<br /> <img src="http://members.roadfly.com/neworderz/g70.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||04-19-2003||03:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> ...can't remember what it's called </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mischief 3000.||65.165.18.125||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||04-19-2003||09:01 PM||||It looks like a few of them didn't make it very far. This is only about 50 miles from where they started...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.thereporter.com/Current/Daily.html#id3133580523" target="_blank">http://www.thereporter.com/Current/Daily.html#id3133580523</a><br /><br />It was kind of funny how the cops were making fun of the Honda though.||68.134.172.76||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000006||Xan||04-20-2003||06:24 AM||||oh man, 2003 Gumball already started..     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     one of these years I'm going to enter it.. I swear     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     Need a better car like a 300zx or 3000gt tho, cause I'm not driving a 4 banger in that, lol, I wouldn't even drive an EVO in that, ppl who do are nuts. Ya, and I have Mischief 3000, it's dope, hopefully they'll make another one this year.||12.245.69.28||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000007||Xan||04-20-2003||06:36 AM||||I just noticed something...<br /><br />"The cross-country trek, inspired by the 1970s Burt Reynolds film "Cannonball Run," costs about $12,000 to enter."<br /><br />ok, maybe I won't be entering for a long, LONG time.<br /><br />But now I'm curious why the hell are ppl with POS cars entering it? that's over 1/2 of what there car is worth, not counting the fines you'll get on the way..||12.245.69.28||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-21-2003||12:38 PM||||damn that sucks...where was that at?i never heard of gumball.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||04-21-2003||12:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Xan:<br /><strong> I'm not driving a 4 banger in that, lol, I wouldn't even drive an EVO in that, ppl who do are nuts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Quite a few four bangers enter every year.  Did you even watch the video?<br /><br /><br />PS: "The Gumball Rally" (1976) "Cannonball Run" (1981)  Good Ol' Burt may not of had as much influence as you thought.||65.165.18.67||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||04-21-2003||05:49 PM||||The original Gumball Rally kicks the Cannonball's ass!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />I love that movie and have never forgotten when one of them rips the mirror off of his car (Ferrari I believe) and says, "whatsa behinda me don't matta" <br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />I have last years and it was a pretty cool DVD (actually KC still has it...man is he racking up late fees   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   )  <br />Now I've got to go find a copy of the original Gumball and buy it.||65.101.166.67||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||Xan||04-26-2003||02:48 AM||||yes, I DID watch it, for one, most 4 cylinders can't do over 150 mph, two, I wouldn't want to be cruising at that speed with one anyway.. something is sure to break after a while with the pedal down.||12.245.69.28||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes



ubb/Forum3/001956.cgi
A||||7||ken inn||german rice||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||04-19-2003||12:03 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://www.jimmy540i.com/bmwnightmare.htm" target="_blank">http://www.jimmy540i.com/bmwnightmare.htm</a><br /><br />makes me want to throw up||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||04-19-2003||12:31 PM||||Ken shouldn't that be Kraut? LOL||199.35.9.71||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||04-19-2003||02:50 PM||||Or lice.  Those damn Germans are always makin' me scratch my head.||65.165.18.125||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||04-19-2003||03:21 PM||||WTF??? i think i just lost my damn lunch!!!||12.235.229.244||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||04-19-2003||04:51 PM||||Ay chiwawa!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.157.76.82||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000005||DarkDevilMMM||04-19-2003||06:21 PM||||good that u don't see any DSM on it, it's all the Honduhs... what do we always say about them? hmm...||63.205.8.65||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||04-19-2003||07:24 PM||||ugly shit||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-20-2003||04:13 PM||||bmw is my favorite car.ive always loved them,i hought almost all of those babys were awesome.nice site!||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001957.cgi
A||||15||7541000||galant sighting:COPS||||1||||7541000||00000009
Z||000000||7541000||04-19-2003||08:47 PM||||had cloth seats and no dash plate i think but the guy had a helmet and a needle...in florida...anyone see confirm this?||12.89.133.202||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||04-19-2003||10:11 PM||||whatcha gonna do? bad boys bad boyss.hahaha||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-20-2003||07:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 7541000:<br /><strong> had cloth seats and no dash plate i think but the guy had a helmet and a needle...in florida...anyone see confirm this? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't get it... what's the needle?  Is this come crazy whippersnapper slang?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   The cloth seats are interesting... I believe Teeter found a cloth seated GVR4 up here in the NW that he's using for his new rally car.  May  not have been a VR4 I suppose.  Didn't GSX's have leather also?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||04-20-2003||08:42 AM||||maybe the needle was hanging out dudes aram and he couldnt run from the cops. I dunno/?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||7541000||04-20-2003||11:12 AM||||needle as in drug paraphenalia<br /><br />i dont think it was, it was a white 92.<br />the guy was road rage chasing an off duty cop and his kid in a pickup, cops got on him quick. found the car pulled over and him hiding in the ditch, they said look at what you did to your car and the perp said that the car was fine, they showed it pretty good but i couldnt tell, only thing is he had a helmet which could have been for a bike.<br /><br />i usually watch to see my cousin on his bike.||12.89.170.2||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||04-21-2003||11:41 PM||||That reminds me of the infamous..<a href="http://maritime.dsm.org/showcase/video/TalonChase.avi" target="_blank">"Cops Talon chase" video</a> (15 megs)||68.75.63.5||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||04-22-2003||02:25 PM||||Oh man, end got cut off; so what happened to the car?  Engine blew or something to that effect? or did he crash it?||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||04-22-2003||02:41 PM||||I think it was engine failure or ran out of gas.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||04-22-2003||03:03 PM||||Does anyone know any specifics on that car?  I always wondered if someone in the DSM community ever came forward that knew the car.  It seemed to pull pretty hard on that HP 5.0, must have been modded at least a little.  Those HP 5.0's have low gears and good power, enough to give a stock Talon some shit top end.||65.165.18.46||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||04-22-2003||05:56 PM||||I love how the Talon just leaves them on the dirt roads, and the four wheel power slide ruts in the road!  "We're having trouble keeping up with him."<br /><br />It felt good to watch it lay the smack down.  Usually they are in like a crappy Lumina or something "reaching speeds of over 80 mph."  In this one he was exceeding 140.  Gotta love it!<br /><br />If only it could have been a real owner that was familiar with the car, and not stolen.||209.208.44.228||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||04-22-2003||06:51 PM||||Typical DSM, finally breaks down when you absolutely need it...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||04-22-2003||11:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Does anyone know any specifics on that car?  I always wondered if someone in the DSM community ever came forward that knew the car.  It seemed to pull pretty hard on that HP 5.0, must have been modded at least a little.  Those HP 5.0's have low gears and good power, enough to give a stock Talon some shit top end. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I dunno, looks pretty stock.  I don't think it would have any problem spanking a heavy police Mustang with an automatic transmission.<br /><br />We probably shouldn't get this much satisfaction out of it, however.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.75.59.153||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||silly4turbo||04-22-2003||11:52 PM||||I can view the movie clip ... what is everyone using to view this, it won't play in media player...what's up ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000013||chucklesas||04-23-2003||08:16 AM||||I used divx player and real player to play it.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000014||Dr. On Point GVR4||04-23-2003||10:11 PM||||Yeah I saw the GVR4 on Cops. it had white wheels||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Dr. On Point GVR4||00001288||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||04-24-2003||01:30 AM||||<a href="http://download2.divx.com/videocodecs/divx/DivX4CodecInstaller.exe" target="_blank">DivX 4.0 Codec Required</a>||68.75.176.144||reg||2||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001958.cgi
A||||0||suprflewus||cleveland/funco/gvr4||||1||||suprflewus||00000039
Z||000000||suprflewus||04-19-2003||10:27 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||Does anyone on the list work at Funco in Cleveland?<br /><br />lates<br />dale||64.12.96.102||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes



ubb/Forum3/001959.cgi
A||||8||gvr4in||Check it: Pics of my head!!||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||04-19-2003||10:37 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Update: Got my head back yesterday and the guy did an awesome job! (fully rebuilt!) I also got a new exhaust housing (practically factory fresh) So Im in business! It should be running tonight after the timing belt!<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid60/p4bf525b5e38507bd30102033eacd5819/fc4f90a3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid60/p74bd7c5cb5d3cc6bce7eff3b62dfd24b/fc4f9097.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid60/p39aa1071d2a9f8c99cbec11c720be007/fc4f909e.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Wow all of my exhaust manifold studs are there? <br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid60/p0596dade4146bfa41b6d34d6eea3b9e8/fc4f909c.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid60/pb98d08979def7eecebd4e2b84e5fa2c4/fc4f909a.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />14b powa! <br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid60/p0d40b3cc40796f92cb1a585b5b7da3b0/fc4f9099.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||vrpower||04-19-2003||11:09 PM||||Wow, nice job!! Good luck with that.||205.185.2.103||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||04-19-2003||11:32 PM||||yeah looks good. so what did you do with the rebulid its kinda hard to see in your pics if you got new valves, springs, cams etc.<br /><br />im finishing my head rebuild now with a nice set of cams  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.200.121.110||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||04-20-2003||12:01 AM||||titanium guides, stainless steel valves, new springs, lifters, rollers, hot tanked and painted. Every thread re done.||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||04-20-2003||03:17 AM||||Is it just me or is there some sort of carbon fiber shroud over the radiator?  Maybe it's just my beer goggles...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||205.188.208.167||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||04-20-2003||05:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> Is it just me or is there some sort of carbon fiber shroud over the radiator?  Maybe it's just my beer goggles...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">dude you're just fucked up, ahhaa||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||04-20-2003||07:08 AM||||Seriously though, how many people read while drinking on this board?  Seems like a lot...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||04DrBlur||04-20-2003||09:20 AM||||I am a victom of drinking and reading.  I guess its better than drinking then getting in the Galant...||64.109.1.8||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||04-21-2003||11:46 PM||||We all have addictive personalities (speed), obsessive behavior (modding), blah blah blah.  A little healthy dependency on barley-pop never hurt anyone.||68.75.63.5||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001960.cgi
A||||17||blacksheep||Cleaning the center console area...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-20-2003||01:20 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone know how to clean the felt (sp?) center console interior. I was told not to use water. I tried using a vaccum cleaner and a toothbrush, but no luck. The thing is filled with tobacco and ash.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||04-20-2003||01:55 AM||||If your talking about the little tray area under the radio.  I can send you a piece of leather for 5 dollars.  Check out my pics of the shift boot.  I don't know if ou can tell or not, but that little peice pops out from the bottom.  I scrubbed the shit out of it and got all the fuzz off.  Then I sanded it and used spray adhesize and glued a peice of leather on it.  Then I trimmed it to fit once it dried, and snapped back in place.||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||04-20-2003||05:43 AM||||I just sanded off the felt and painted it black. Looks good to me....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||04-20-2003||07:07 AM||||You should just cut it out and replace it w/crushed velvet.  A light blue looks best in our interiors.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||04-20-2003||09:23 AM||||I actually meant the center console piece under the armrest. It has the same material in it like the piece in front. Mine was used as an ashtray/trash bin   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />VR6 Eater - That front piece of mine has a big gaping hole cut into it for a turbo timer install. The turbo timer stuck halfway up..pretty sad. I figure I will cut some carpet pad first or even ABS plastic, cover the hole and then add something to it...I may take you up on the offer.<br />I was hoping someone had that piece from a wrecked car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Jon - that will match my austin powers crushed velvet suit...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks, guys!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||04-20-2003||04:06 PM||||Only $20 for a new one.<br />MB603303||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||04-20-2003||11:08 PM||||I just made a cover for mine and put the S-AFC under it. <br />But yes you can just pop it out and clean it with a brush.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/console%20off.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.171||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||04-20-2003||11:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> I just sanded off the felt and painted it black. Looks good to me....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's exactly what I did with mine.  It was totally f'd up from a prev. owner spilling soda all over the place & never cleaning it up.  I just used flat black high-temp engine paint.  Looks like it came that way almost.  As far as the center console piece I had to clean it heavily too because of the aforementioned soda.  I took the cup holder part out & soaked it in the sink a few times for half an hour or so at a time.  Otherwise I just used a toothbrush, paper towels, and elbow grease to clean up what I could.||205.188.208.167||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||04-21-2003||05:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I just made a cover for mine and put the S-AFC under it. <br />But yes you can just pop it out and clean it with a brush.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nice Gabor.  Is the cover hinged or latched?  You wanna flip it up and show us a pic?  Looks good... what's w/the stereo situation?  Got an aftermarket deck, but the stocker w/cassette?  How did you wire that up, ie, does the aftermarket take precedence and you switch to the stocker when you want to play a cassette, or does the aftermarket feed into the stocker CD input??||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||04-21-2003||09:21 AM||||Gabor<br /><br />I like your idea a lot..Hook me up   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||04-21-2003||10:52 AM||||The top head unit is not hooked up yet so while I'm installing the amps and stuff I listen to the stock radio.<br /><br />The cover is hinged by putting some tape underneat.<br />It works. You can look at other pictures with the lid off at <a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/" target="_blank">www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/</a><br />Should be under gvr4.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||04-21-2003||12:54 PM||||So there's double-sided tape on the bottom of the cover?  I really like that look, can I pay you to make me one?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Also, what is  <a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/shifter.jpg" target="_blank">this shifter</a> from?||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||Matt379||04-21-2003||01:34 PM||||I'll pay too.||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000013||JAYGVR4||04-21-2003||01:52 PM||||Gabor, <br /><br />You have a MAD clean interior!  Love the stealth look with those vented gauges, SAFC cover, and that saweeeet Evo steering wheel as well!  I wish I could find one used...  I'm assuming you made that cover thingy from ABS plate like what you can find from Radio Shack no?  One question for you on your install, how did you get your SAFC to sit countersunk into the lil dish?  I'm guessing you cut it in the shape of a U like this |___| and maybe pressed the SAFC it in?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||04-21-2003||02:20 PM||||I popped the felt piece out and cut a whole to fit the AFC. It is mounted from the bottom up.<br />4 pieces of L shaped metal holding it up that is JB welded to the console.<br /><br />The lid is ABS plastic that I got from an electronic store like Radio Shack. I used a soft side of the welcro tape to make it hinged. You have to open it with your fingernails wich is kind of hard but a door handle of some sort could be glued on it if you like. It's really not that hard to make. I just cut the plastic close to size and grinding the rest of it to fit.<br />It took me about 20 minutes and getting in and out of the car about a zillion times to trim a little more. <br /><br />Thanks for the comment about the car. It was/is going to be a sleeper, hence such care about placement of stuff.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000015||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||01:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I popped the felt piece out and cut a whole to fit the AFC. It is mounted from the bottom up.<br />4 pieces of L shaped metal holding it up that is JB welded to the console.<br /><br />Thanks for the comment about the car. It was/is going to be a sleeper, hence such care about placement of stuff.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah doesn't look that hard to do...  Always looking for something to use the dremel on.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Is there some metal that you JB Welded the brackets to under there or did you just weld it to the plastic underside of the console?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000016||sleeper||04-22-2003||02:06 PM||||There isn't any metal under there. Just glue it to the plastic.<br />I don't think the dremmel is a right tool for this project. A razor knife and a bench grinder is all you need. Cut it of paper first to fit, then draw around the plastic. Very easy to do. My dog wanted to do it first, but though it wasn't such a challenge for her. (It's that easy)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||04-22-2003||11:58 PM||||FWIW -- I cleaned the arm rest felt box in the sink with soap and water.  It held up fine... but the "ash tray resevoir" piece gave up in the warm sudsy stuff... especially when I took the scrubber to it.  I ended up swapping it with the good one from my GS and doing a custom upholstery job on it by covering it in a blue shop towel (paper) and snapping it back in.||68.75.59.153||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001961.cgi
A||||37||jonvr4||pic||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||04-20-2003||01:39 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||show me your car!!!!(post pics of your cars here)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||04-20-2003||03:03 AM||||Here's my piece of shit...it's for sale if anybody wants it...<br /><br />FRONT:<br />    <img src="http://geocities.com/eunosfd/Yard_012.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />REAR:<br />    <img src="http://geocities.com/eunosfd/Yard_022.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Edit:  Ugh!!!  Nevermind!  Just like everything else in my life even this shit doesn't work.  Sorry guys.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      lol!  Nobody is missing anything anyway.<br /><br /><br />Edit: Problem is geocities doesn't like you linking your pics directly.<br /> <br /> <small>[ 04-21-2003, 02:06 PM: Message edited by: PRE-EVO ]</small>||205.188.208.167||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||04-21-2003||12:20 AM||||<img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/gvr4frontsidehigh.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.171||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||04-21-2003||01:05 AM||||<img src="http://people.unt.edu/had0006/vr4_back.jpg" alt=" - " />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||Pappy||04-21-2003||01:23 AM||||Here's my baby.  She needs alot of exterior work still.  Once the weather clears up, I'm painting the door trim and such.  Can't afford a full paint job right now though    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br />This is an older picture.  I have red diamonds on the wheels now, and It looks much better I think.<br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid60/p1912f919ffec3fa41543f6f580dcd277/fc4da072.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here's a quasi-interior shot.  I was having fun with my camera the other night.<br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid60/p3580b3675b6e2a072ffce0130ef00c9f/fc560efd.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||04-21-2003||01:40 AM||||Mine:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/500/6219wheels.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br />And BTW Pappy....that interior shot is cool as hell!!||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||04-21-2003||01:40 AM||||Here are some pics of my $750 GVR4.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=314" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=315" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=317" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=318" alt=" - " />||68.134.172.56||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||04-21-2003||01:36 PM||||See Paul i told you your interior shot was kick ass!||65.227.204.177||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||04-21-2003||04:58 PM||||Old pic!<br />  <img src="http://store6.yimg.com/I/machvw_1733_20497219" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.67||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||bob dole||04-21-2003||06:24 PM||||Nice Racing Hart CR sleeper.  Are those 17 or 18.||24.73.70.215||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||04-21-2003||11:28 PM||||They are 17's with 215/45 nitto's on them.<br />Really wanted 16's but they don't make them that small<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.202.123||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000012||bob dole||04-21-2003||11:41 PM||||Were did you get them.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000013||turbogalant||04-22-2003||02:34 AM||||mixx2001 was that the car machV had for sale?||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000014||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||05:27 AM||||i'll try to post a picture of mine tomm.it needs to be cleaned bad and needs a little bit of engine work but i can still prob take pics of my stock gvr4 piece of shit(cant wait until i get this thing straight)but,i like all of your cars.look better then mine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000015||VR4coop||04-22-2003||09:58 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=326" alt=" - " />||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000016||mixx2001||04-22-2003||02:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> mixx2001 was that the car machV had for sale? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup.  But a lot has happened since then.  Let's just say I rescued it from the little boy Mach V sold it to.||65.165.18.46||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000017||chucklesas||04-22-2003||09:27 PM||||Finally got my pics updated on my site, check it out.<br /> <a href="http://www.geocities.com/chucklesas/pictures.htm" target="_blank">Web Pics</a> (I know, probably exceeded my data transfer rate)||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000018||hibrn8||04-22-2003||11:26 PM||||vr4in' : i like the rims<br /><br />everyone else: you all know your cars look good||65.227.204.104||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000019||Team Ducktape||04-23-2003||02:27 AM||||Doing some autocross........<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=327" alt=" - " />||24.209.155.134||reg||12||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000020||Team Ducktape||04-23-2003||02:31 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=328" alt=" - " />||24.209.155.134||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000021||number3||04-23-2003||06:20 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=329" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=330" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Not the best shots of number3 but they are new.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||VR4coop||04-23-2003||06:59 PM||||number3, are you goin to carlisle, PA , for the import show on may 2nd?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000023||number3||04-23-2003||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> number3, are you goin to carlisle, PA , for the import show on may 2nd? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes I am. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000024||suprflewus||04-24-2003||09:50 AM||||i will be at carlsile this year, definitely without my car though.<br /><br />i will, however, be there with a hot, vivacious asian girl that would look nice photographed by the most pristine galant VR-4 in the world.  Would you mind Harry?<br /><br />lates<br />Dale<br /><br />ps-any other galant people going to carlisle - we should all swap cell numbers or try to designate a meeting area....definitely want to talk some shop.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000025||dsmsleeper||04-24-2003||10:11 AM||||Here's a 'before' pic on 955/2000: <br />   <img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/955/955.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here's an old pic of 782/2000:<br />  <img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/782/782RR.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.146.62.141||reg||12||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000026||suprflewus||04-24-2003||10:46 AM||||<img src="http://www.members.aol.com/suprflewus/carparts/gvr4" alt=" - " />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000027||VR4coop||04-24-2003||11:05 AM||||I'll be at carlisle with my car, if it makes it. I got about a 7 hour drive from MA. number 3 did u register for the judged field?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000028||number3||04-24-2003||01:33 PM||||pictures with hot girls...  would I mind? Hmmm.<br /><br /><br />I think I could let that happen   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Yes I am registered.<br /><br />I will need help with my sun shade tent structure thing. It usally is no problem finding someone to help if I let them sit under it too. I am too old to sit in the sun that long    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" /> <br /><br />Dale, why no car?||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||suprflewus||04-24-2003||06:44 PM||||<img src="http://www.members.aol.com/suprflewus/carparts/jackstand" alt=" - " /><br /><br />harry,<br />look very closely inside the gvr4's wheel well...that should explain why my car won't be there.<br /><br />lates<br />dale||64.12.96.102||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000030||vr4play||04-24-2003||07:42 PM||||Here are a few pix of #816 of 1000<br />   <img src="http://www.columbusdsm.com/members/images/car1_Jeremy_Wheeler_1.jpg" alt=" - " />  <br />  <img src="http://www.columbusdsm.com/members/images/car1_Jeremy_Wheeler_6.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.columbusdsm.com/members/images/car1_Jeremy_Wheeler_3.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.24.254.99||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000031||Pappy||04-24-2003||08:19 PM||||<img src="http://24.218.198.28/IMG_0889s.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://24.218.198.28/IMG_0888s.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://24.218.198.28/IMG_0892s.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://24.218.198.28/IMG_0886s.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Thanks for the interior shot complements.<br /><br />One of these days, I'll actually get a good exterior shot.||24.218.198.28||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000032||Gvr4-330||04-24-2003||08:29 PM||||Well, here isn't the best or most recent picture, but it'll do.  These were taken around September of last year.  <br /><br />Someday, I'll get some updated pictures... I've been too busy with repairs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.andrew.cmu.edu/~roberty/misc/7.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Both mostly stock.  The black car has some mods ready to go in when I get the chance.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000033||Hertz||04-24-2003||10:37 PM||||Pappy:  you shooting film or digital?  Very impressive slow shutter pics...||68.75.182.38||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000034||howard_GVR4||04-24-2003||11:58 PM||||If that red DSM parked next to Dale's in that pic is who's I think it is, you guys should all be supressing major wood.  Seriously.  If I could go for a ride in any DSM, it would be *that* one (and of course, Sheperd's car). <br /><br />Man, he sure loves the duct tape over the fog light holes, he did that on the FWD when I met you two at the Shootout 2 or 3 years ago.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000035||GroceryGetter||04-25-2003||12:12 AM||||<img src="http://jaxson.spazmonkey.com/albums/album01/FAST4DR_2.sized.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /> <br />  <img src="http://jaxson.spazmonkey.com/albums/album01/fas4dor.sized.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://jaxson.spazmonkey.com/albums/album01/fast4dr_1.sized.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.35.3.101||reg||1||GroceryGetter||00000430||yes
Z||000036||DookGVR4||04-25-2003||12:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Pappy:  you shooting film or digital?  Very impressive slow shutter pics... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly what i was thinking......<br /><br />If you werent a photographer....you are now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000037||Pappy||04-25-2003||12:27 AM||||Thanks guys, I'm shooting digital.  Canon S30.  Not the greatest, but it suites my needs for now.  I just don't like that I can't change lenses.<br /><br />I've just picked up photography a couple months ago as a hobby.  Haven't really done much with it.  The reason for the slow shutter pics is because I just got a tripod a couple weeks ago.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    In those exterior shots, I was trying to get the shipping yard cranes in the backround, but they were too far away.||24.218.198.28||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000038||markrieb||04-28-2003||12:32 AM||||A few shots of #334/1000 dressed for battle.<br /><br />Did OK today in the autox, but the nut behind the wheel needs major adjustment... <br /><br />The track we ran at today is the local NASCAR circle track, we used the track, the new inner short track/figure 8 track and the paved pits.  Fast times were in the 90 second range.  And I was at least half way through 3rd gear in two places on the track.<br /><br />The wheels are TSW Immola's in 17x7 with 40mm of offset with 235/40/17 Kumho V700's<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=336" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=336&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=337" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=337&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=338" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=338&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I left a lot of time on the track somewhere, but still managed to beat a new WRX with a full coil over setup.  A well driven local 2g DSM won my class<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.238.135||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum3/001962.cgi
A||||7||147of1000||found #1980/2000||||1||||147of1000||00000861
Z||000000||147of1000||04-20-2003||04:01 AM||||the other day i was talkin to a few friends and one mentioned he saw a galant vr4 in a field with weeds growing around it. we went and checked it out and it is accually in pretty good condition with only 86k miles on it. the inspection sticker is dated back to 1993 so it has been sitting up fpr a while so im gonna try to take it off this guys hands for cheap i just have to wait till i can catch him im his office oneday. i just thought i would let u all know about a pretty good find.||68.18.97.203||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-20-2003||07:12 AM||||Nice.  Good find.  Let us know how it goes.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||TurboBuddy||04-20-2003||01:14 PM||||just take it||64.12.96.102||reg||1||TurboBuddy||00000901||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||04-20-2003||02:10 PM||||better check the trunk.  what's left of jimmy hoffa may be in there.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||number3||04-20-2003||08:59 PM||||86k miles in two years! Wow that guy drove the shit out of it! They should all be highway miles.<br /><br />Good find!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||04-21-2003||10:32 AM||||That's assuming the car was driven with legal inspection.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||04-21-2003||06:48 PM||||put a good battery and use a little custom work in the ignition switch and you will be on the way with another gvr4.unless the motor was blown.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||DynStatic||04-23-2003||04:27 PM||||I was born in 1980! I'd love to have that car! LOL||208.22.79.57||reg||10||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum3/001963.cgi
A||||5||Jon-Lee||Pondering Life!!||||1||||MaximusDestruction||00001112
Z||000000||Jon-Lee||04-20-2003||02:54 PM||totalracer1@aol.com||Hello all, no this is not at all philosophical(did i even spell that correctly).<br /><br />I have a question about the longevity of our motors. I have a 92 w/160,000 on it. The gus at RRE seem to think it is a good motor and not knowing what has been done on it suggested a new timing belt, pulleys etc. Is it worth it to replace it or find a used motor with lower mile, but there are no garauntees there either.<br /><br />Thanks||205.188.208.167||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||04-20-2003||02:57 PM||||Spend the 1300 for a new motor and sell me you stock one for cheap and I will let you know how long it lasts...||65.42.49.167||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||04-20-2003||04:43 PM||||those motors can last a very long time with lots of abuse.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||Ash||04-20-2003||07:59 PM||||...so long as you change that timing belt & get rid of/replace the BS belt.||203.221.153.201||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||AWD4DR||04-20-2003||09:04 PM||||First do a compression and leakdown test..This will tell you everything you need to know about the motor unless there is bearing damage or something similar..Usually,as long as the car seems to pull ok,and dosen't blow by or blow large amounts of blue smoke and sounds normal,you should be ok..Compression test only takes a few min and you dont really have to worry about leakdown unless it is blowing smoke,which then you will know why it is smoking,and it is not always the motor itself that causes smoke..So if it does not smoke alot,I'd just do a compression test and if it's ok, do the timing belt job..Theese motors will go for a long time depending more on maintaining the motor then mileage..The amount of mods you plan on doing also comes into play here too..||67.193.140.220||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000005||Jon-Lee||04-20-2003||09:26 PM||||Thanks for the replies, i just wanted the people who should know about this car  second opinion.||152.163.188.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes



ubb/Forum3/001964.cgi
A||||7||turbowop||pocketlogger o2 readings||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||04-20-2003||03:40 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||So now that I have a turbo timer installed I can see o2 numbers off of it. I have been using the pocketlogger to see o2 readings and they have always been low with it, so I just never used o2 readings for tuning. On the turbo timer it is always around .94 at WOT. On the pocketlogger under the same WOT run it will show around .83. Is there something about the diagnostic port for the pocketlogger that doesn't let it see the correct readings?||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-20-2003||06:34 PM||||i dont pay attention to the o2 readings on the logger.  if knock is 0, and timing is max(so far, best i have gotten is 26), and injector duty cycle is low, i think you are there.  whenever i check o2 at these levels on the logger, it always seems dangerously low.  my theory is that the o2 reading is too slow.  this is wot tuning only.  on the low side, i think o2 trim is right on, and i tune for o2 trim.  when able, on a wot run, i check o2 via my jumptronix, and it is always around .9.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Pappy||04-20-2003||07:50 PM||||Yeah, at WOT, my o2 on the pocketlogger is around .84 but I'm getting 0 knock and around 15 degrees of advance.  So I'm happy.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||04-21-2003||11:24 PM||||I'm taking a guess here, I'm only dangerous with electronics --<br /><br />Your jumptronix/voltmeter/radioshack O2 readings are analog (voltage) and the pocketlogger is digital (samples) of that voltage.  So depending on the sample rate, you only see a section of the reading -- and when it comes to something that is cycling fast (O2 sensor) you're likely to miss that milisecond of highest or lowest voltage.  The trim is probably a ton more accurate/useful.<br /><br />If you log long enough, you will eventually see those voltage numbers you're expecting.<br /><br />That's my theory, at least, and it is helping keep me from being paranoid.  But I did buy a new O2 sensor...  my voltages were cycling erradicly.||68.75.63.5||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-22-2003||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> if knock is 0, and timing is max(so far, best i have gotten is 26), and injector duty cycle is low, i think you are there</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">By the way, I get 42&deg;, zero knock all day long at 50% throttle... are you talking about WOT?<br /><br />How does the ECU decide what your timing should be?  It isn't pulled by knock (if you don't have any), so why would timing drop during hard acceleration?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-22-2003||02:26 PM||||max timing is about 42,and at part throttle you should get that.  above a certain tps(throttle position switch) setting, which is around 4k rpm, the system goes open loop, the ecu is no longer reading or adjusting off of the o2 sensor, it is now using factory set fuel maps.  if you were wot at 42 deg timing, the engine would detonate and self destruct.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||04-22-2003||03:35 PM||||<a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/TIMING_MAP_GVR4.xls" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/TIMING_MAP_GVR4.xls</a><br />Here are some timing maps I extracted from my EPROM. The advance scale is correct, but the rpm's are 500 increment, so divide by 2.<br />As you can see, as the airflow gets higher, the ECU selects a higher numbered map, with less advance, which keeps the cylinder pressures under control. Then when its senses knock, the ECU subtracts even more timing advance.||68.158.174.247||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||04-22-2003||11:48 PM||||Jeff:<br /><br />Cool!  What's your take on the non-linear slopes?  Suppose Mitsubishi had thousands of hours of testing on a stock 4G63 to come up with those maps, eh?  Are you re-writing maps as part of your mad scientist laboratory?<br /><br />Oh, and I don't know if you ever saw the comment (some post somewhere), but I am truly interested in what you think overclocking the ECU would do. (Besides melt down)<br /><br />Also, how's that Russian logger software working for you?  Find any secret addresses?<br /><br />Ken:<br /><br />Gotcha -- looks like 29&deg; is the holy grail... the most timing on the highest selected map at 7000rpm.<br /><br />In theory, what would happen if you ran past 8000rpm?  Would the ECU just stick with the end value?||68.75.59.153||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001965.cgi
A||||19||turbowop||front license plate||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||04-20-2003||03:45 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||How many of you guys have the front license plate laws in your areas? I got a friggen ticket yesterday for not having one on the front. The guy that pulled me over is the same guy that's pulled me over for it like four times and let me off with warnings. He's like a damn front plate Nazi. I went by like ten other cops yesterday and they didn't even bat an eyelash but as soon as I passed this guy he flipped a u-turn in the middle of traffic to nab me. I see a lot of hot rods running around with no front plates not to mention some without fenders and I never see a newer vette with a front plate. God I hate stupid laws....||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||04-20-2003||04:03 PM||||God bless WA.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||04-20-2003||04:18 PM||||We have the same laws is Colorado as well.  I have been driving around with out one for almost four years and have never been pulled over for it in Colorado.  In Wyoming I have though, big suprise there.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||04-20-2003||05:38 PM||||Mass has that law too.  Haven't been pulled over for it though in the year that I've had the car.||24.218.30.95||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||04-20-2003||06:46 PM||||Not in NM. Or NV to my knowledge.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dumblaws.com" target="_blank">http://www.dumblaws.com</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||number3||04-20-2003||09:04 PM||||No such law in PA, thank God!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||04-20-2003||09:21 PM||||Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /> Not in NM. <br />in NM its like your free to do what you want to do. By the way slvrblt do you konw where Mora,NM is? i have family there. theres a Galant vr4 there, is a 92' green also||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||04-20-2003||09:36 PM||||I should have mine on in IL, but I havn't had it on.  I just found the damn mount like 3 days ago.  I'll only put it on if I get a ticket.  I think it looks really stupid on our car.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||04-20-2003||11:08 PM||||Really doesn't help a front mount intercooler either...||12.230.40.214||reg||9||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||04-20-2003||11:18 PM||||yeah IL cops are cocks and always pull me over for not having front plates on either of my cars. they look like shit and i dont have the mounts for the vr4.||65.227.204.57||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||04-20-2003||11:18 PM||||I've been driving all my cars around without a front plate for the last 15 years.<br />Got pulled over twice. Once in my minivan. (got a warning)<br />And the second time just a week ago. Sitting in a parking lot trying to decide if we want to go in to this restaurant, when a cop pulls up behind me.<br />Give me a ticket but he said if I go with the plate back on to the station in 15 days he'll cancel the ticket.<br />I guess I better try to find some zip ties because I throw the mount away after I bought the car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />You would thing the goverment have more sence that with one plate they only need to employ half the jail population.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.171||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||turbowop||04-21-2003||01:12 AM||||WA state decided that to save money they would only require that month and year tabs be placed on the rear plate but the front plate still be required on the car. That way not as much money will be spent on unneeded stickers. It actually says it on our registrations which the officer writing me the ticket handily pointed out to me. If month and year tabs aren't required on the front plate what the hell do you need the goddamn thing for anyway? <br /><br />I went ahead and put the front plate on off to the side of the bumper a'la Evo style so it wouldn't block flow to the fmic, however, I still hate having it on there. Laws like this just irritate the shit out of me. Now I have to pay $85 fucking dollars for what? The price of doughnuts must be going up....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||13||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000012||AWDpower||04-21-2003||02:07 AM||||California has that law, but it isn't really enforced where I live. I've never had a front plate on any of my cars. However, it is heavily enforced in the bay area. I believe it's due to the fact that San Francisco and some surrounding cities use red light cameras.||68.134.172.56||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||04-21-2003||05:16 AM||||In Oregon, the law states that if the car came from the factory with provisions for a front plate then it must be there, which is why I think the 'Vette's get away with it, as they're too pointy or some such shit for a front plate.  However, this doesn't mean that the front plate needs to be where a front plate "should" be, ala front & center, just that it's visible from the front of the car.  Hence all the ricers w/it jammed up on their dash.  Mine was there for a few months, until I realized that the license plate was a favorite target for laser and radar.  A nice flat piece of metal, perfect for reflecting a signal.  So, remove it as far from possible from where they expect it to be, while still being visible from the front of the car to meet the letter of the law.  I put some hobby suction cups w/screws on the back through a license plate frame and stuck the plate up on the windshield in front of the rear view mirror.  It blocks almost no visibility that the mirror doesn't anyway, you can still see it, and I'd like to meet the cop that's shining laser into the cabs of cars.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||a_santos||04-21-2003||08:32 AM||||Not in MI. We don't have emission laws either. No cat, no problem. We can't have tinted windows though, only with a doctor's note. People have them anyway.||68.41.73.246||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000015||Sam Sayes||04-21-2003||09:31 AM||||We have that law here in Virginia, also radar detectors are illegal in Virginia but ok in MD  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />   go figure<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2K||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000016||dlpinckney||04-21-2003||12:38 PM||||front license plate?  emissions?  What's that stuff..???    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   One of the few good things about WV I guess..!!  I was born and raised in MD, was a different story all together there.  And locally, VA has to have some of the more stringent laws.  I luckily have not had it happen, but I have been with friends that have gotten equipment violation tickets if VA for stuff that is legal in WV.  Kind of sucks.  Everytime I think about front license plates, I think about this Eclipse I saw at that shootout a few years ago.  Had the front plate mounted on simple hinges.  Sitting still, or at slow speed it hung down like normal.  When he launched and was heading down the track, it would fold back and make a nice clear path to the I/C.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000017||GVR-4||04-21-2003||07:17 PM||||If anyone needs a front plate mount, I have mine and we don't have to have them here. Just pay the shipping and it's yours. E-mail me if interested:<br /><br />danddpeter@hotmail.com<br /><br />dp||68.115.165.212||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000018||slvrblt||04-21-2003||10:00 PM||||Yea, Jon, I know about where Mora is. Vaguely anyway. I know of 3 other running GVR4s in town and now that one in Mora. I think thats it for our cars near me.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000019||meshwork||04-21-2003||10:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> No such law in PA, thank God!<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||141.151.61.142||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum3/001966.cgi
A||||6||Vr4in'||launch??||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-20-2003||04:20 PM||nohad43@aol.com||stupid question coming up..what exactly is a launch?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||04-20-2003||04:24 PM||||When you leave the starting line at the 1/4 mile track (or an intersection when the green light comes on). Revving the engine to 6000rpm at a stop and letting go of the clutch relults in a good launch. Or the breaking of some parts....||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||04-20-2003||04:34 PM||||Yea, 6k... I broke 2 trannys that way. Now I only launch from about 4500-5k or so. Not a whole lot less, but it helps as this one isn't dead yet.<br /><br />but yea, Launching is, well, launching. Like a catapult. A good launch will put your radar detector in the back seat.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Ash||04-20-2003||07:50 PM||||A good launch in my car had the front passanger wheel "almost" off the ground - when it landed my demister vent broke & hit me in the face, the wipers turned on & my turbo timer landed in my lap.    Still won the race tho   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.221.153.201||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||AWD4DR||04-20-2003||08:51 PM||||<img src="http://www.gvr4.com/images/members//petes.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> heres a pic of a launch..I thought this one was gone forever..<br /> Pete||67.193.140.220||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-20-2003||09:39 PM||||I like 5K RPMs and slipping the clutch out and not dropping it.  You might eat your clutch disk sooner, but your tranny will love you for it.<br /><br />Clutch disk $120<br />Tranny rebuild $900+||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||04-21-2003||12:35 PM||||thanks for the replies guys.i did one at 6k but i let go of it slowly.and i dropped it on 5k and it wasn't so fun.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001967.cgi
A||||10||hibrn8||where should i take her?||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||04-20-2003||11:23 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||ive been officially dating my gf for two years next sat. you guys/gals have a ideas on where i should take her to celebrate the occasion? im all tapped out of ideas.||65.227.204.57||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||04-20-2003||11:57 PM||||<a href="http://entertainment.metromix.chicagotribune.com/top/1,1419,M-Metromix-Dining-!PlaceDetail-5429,00.html" target="_blank">Sabatino's</a> in Irving Park.   Mmmm mmmm mmmm mmmm.  If I lived there, I would definitely take my lady there.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||04-21-2003||01:22 AM||||Paprikash.<br /><br />Best hungarian place, I heard.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.171||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||04-21-2003||01:26 AM||||Take her to an empty beach(lake beach or ocean) at night, with a bottle of champagne, a red and white checkered table cloth to sit down on, and home made chocolate covered strawberries.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||Ash||04-21-2003||03:12 AM||||Pappy you ladies man you.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Speaking from experience?||203.220.203.108||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||04-21-2003||03:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong>Speaking from experience? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||smokindav||04-21-2003||09:19 AM||||Hey Sushi.  It's in Wrigleyville, I believe.  Friend of a friend owns it.  Supposed to be best sushi in Chicago.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.86.54||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000007||bob in chicago||04-21-2003||12:26 PM||||Lunch at the Ritz Carleton with champagne. Then a Cubs or Sox game to even it out.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||04-21-2003||01:48 PM||||Women love flowers, attention, and they love suprises.  So it's no suprise that they love getting suprised with flowers in front of other jelous women.  If your planning on a whole day with her here's a good inventation that I use.  Get two dozen roses, and make sure you have a key to her car.  If you can, got to her work and put the fisrt one someplace where somebodys deffinately going to find it.  This works especially well if she works somewhere small and close-knit like a doctors office.  If she's like most women and the relationship is going well she's been blabing about it to everyone.  So chances are unless the UPS guy's a shy botanist in his spare time she will find out about the flower.  Put two on the windsheild, laying across the wipers so they cant really be seen untill she's right up on the car, two more on the dash.  One on the mail box flag of her/your house, and if no mailbox, two on the door mat will do.  With the left over roses make a trail into the house/apt to where you or a written invetation will be waiting along with the last rose.  For maximum effectiveness I suggest you be present along with a dinner that either you cooked or at least appear to have cooked and a bottle of wine.  This can be modified to fit the situation but it's purpose is to get her in a romantic mood before you even see her.  Women are alot like clay, once you get them all mushy, you can make them do anything.<br /><br />PS: If your ever in trouble this is a free ticket outta the dawg house.  And don't try to make dinner at the last minute like those damn Turning Leaf commercials.  It's TV.  A real man's timing is never that good.  I almost caught my fuckin kitchen on fire.||65.165.18.67||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||atsiauto||04-21-2003||02:50 PM||||1st id say dine her at Burger King , then 7 eleven for some mad dog . followed by some dirty talk/action at athe local 25.00 single occupancy Motel....J/K... s.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||04-21-2003||04:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> 1st id say dine her at Burger King , then 7 eleven for some mad dog . followed by some dirty talk/action at athe local 25.00 single occupancy Motel </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't forget the roses.||65.165.18.67||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/001968.cgi
A||||5||sleeper||pictures from a car show||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||04-21-2003||12:27 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I took pictures of the little more interesting cars<br />of the Easter car show. Take a look.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/carshow/" target="_blank">http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/carshow/</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.136.171||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||04-21-2003||08:56 AM||||That panel/delivery truck is pretty crazy.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||04-21-2003||10:33 AM||||<img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/carshow/P4200012.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /> <b>Hey Wheres the Cream Filling!</b>||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-21-2003||06:51 PM||||i like that dragged out pink car.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||evol||04-21-2003||09:27 PM||||Hey Gabor--<br /><br />What show was that? Was it down at the lake or something?||172.147.203.167||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||04-21-2003||11:37 PM||||Forest park. Best damn show in the area.<br />There are many people who only brings their car out once a year and this is the show they go to.<br />Lots of oldtimers in the upper Muny parking lot and new cars in the lower.<br />There was at least 5 steam cars and about 50 or so model As Ts etc including one original 1923 ford truck. He had a coffee can hanging under the ingine because it was leaking oil.<br />I wonder in 30-40 years where can I show the Galant?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.65.202.123||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/001969.cgi
A||||1||mark k||team nabr site||||1||||mark k||00001338
Z||000000||mark k||04-21-2003||12:41 AM||mark@yellodyno.com||team nabr site seems pretty good if you can access it all , i couldn't wade through  the maze.   WHAT DOES NABR stand for?||24.175.8.194||reg||1||mark k||00001338||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||04-21-2003||01:02 AM||||Not A Business Racing.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/001970.cgi
A||||1||mromik||Somebody from Portland OR here?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||04-21-2003||02:12 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||I am interested in subj. because when I was at shcool i wisited Portland (dec 1993) and lived there for a month. Two guys lived for a month in my family in Khabarovsk and I don't know how are they.<br />May be you now Alex S. Flagg or Ian Head at that time they studied in Lincoln High.<br />I also now some other guys and girls whe studied <br />Russian in Lincoln High at that time.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-21-2003||05:09 AM||||I'm currently living in Portland, OR as a student at Reed College.  I didn't grow up here in Portland, so probably don't know any of whom you're talking about, but I am an Oregon native so maybe.  What're you asking again?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/004256.cgi
A||SX||0||blacksheep||PLEASE READ BEFORE POSTING!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-13-2004||03:16 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||The GVR4 general forum is for general gvr4 discussions only!<br /><br />Links to other sites, video links, ebay links (non-gvr4), etc etc are more applicable to the "Yo mamma" general forum.<br /><br />- Any new owners can introduce themselves here. <br /><br />- Ebay links for the gvr4 or parts can be placed in the For Sale Section.<br /><br />- A "general" gvr4 question or issue can be placed in here. The techincal gvr4 forum should be for troublehsooting, problems, fixes, etc.   <br /><br />Also, please make sure your subject line accurately represents the message. This helps us keep the forums in order!<br /><br />If anyone has valuable information that they would like to have placed in this post, please PM me, Rich or Jon and it will get added.<br /><br />Thank you all for your cooperation and support!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/001972.cgi
A||||10||blacksheep||best place to buy KYB GR2's for gvr4 !?!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-21-2003||04:21 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Shox.com doesnt carry KYB's, cox imports does, anyone else know of some good deals for these ?<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||04-21-2003||04:31 PM||||try <a href="http://www.coximports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.coximports.com/</a>  I got my AGX's<br />from here...I bet they sell GR-2's||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||04-21-2003||04:41 PM||||Yeah, I know of cox, was wondering if anyone knew anyplace cheaper, summit has them at the same price as well...looking for a deal, basically   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||04-21-2003||04:44 PM||||I really would not buy those. I am friends with the guys from  <a href="http://www.morissdampers.com/" target="_blank">Moriss Dampers</a> , very close to where I live, and they dyno tested those shocks and said they are absolute garbage. Really bad, like unsafe bad. Use at your own risk. I thought that I heard of KONI making shocks for our cars. I would get those instead. <br /><br />Go to go polish a cluster screen  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Later||198.111.38.128||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||04-21-2003||05:08 PM||||On that coximports site, why are the part #'s the same for the galant 4wd and 90-94 eclipse 4wd? I thought it was such a big deal that the suspension parts are different. Whats up with that?||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||04-21-2003||05:13 PM||||Abhay<br /><br />I need these just for daily driving on the green gv4. I have AGX's for the black gvr4.<br /><br />Get on that polishing, boyee  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Thanks a lot. I mailed it to ya over lunch||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Martin Chilcote||04-21-2003||06:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Abhay<br /><br />I need these just for daily driving on the green gv4. I have AGX's for the black gvr4.<br /><br />Get on that polishing, boyee   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Thanks a lot. I mailed it to ya over lunch </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm going to replace my GR2s; they don't work well w/ my H & R springs but they "might" work w/ stock springs||12.110.136.92||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||04-21-2003||06:46 PM||||i second the gr2's suck.  koni does have a new line of twin tubes out, i think they fit our cars.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||04-21-2003||06:53 PM||||Really, I was gonna run them with modified Eibach pro-kits...hmmm||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||04-21-2003||06:55 PM||||you might try <a href="http://www.groupbuycenter.com" target="_blank">http://www.groupbuycenter.com</a>  there is almost always a group buy going on for some sort of shocks on that site.||63.188.81.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||04-21-2003||11:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong>they dyno tested those shocks and said they are absolute garbage.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I gotta ask -- WTF does a dyno have to do with suspension?<br /><br />Edit:  You must have meant dynamometer, nevermind.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.75.63.5||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/001973.cgi
A||||14||atsiauto||More Lobotomy's from Good Ol'e E-Bay......||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||04-21-2003||11:34 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Im kinda still saying why? why@!ok here it is... <br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412235508&category=6229" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412235508&category=6229</a>||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||04-21-2003||11:51 PM||||hey,.....its got a nice dash  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||#1459 VR-4||04-21-2003||11:58 PM||||Nice a 1992, great year for the Escort...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000003||evol||04-22-2003||12:40 AM||||I guess the owner couldn't stand his $30,000 brain fart any more. That and the high school chicks started to laugh at him.||172.166.219.97||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000004||1667 VR4||04-22-2003||12:54 AM||||the sad part? i live in tampa and ive seen that thing in person before. the owner of the shop has an 11-sec. supra but for some reason felt compelled to undertake this project   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.73.5.211||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||04-22-2003||07:01 AM||||How can you rack up 10 billion miles?||65.42.49.167||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||04-22-2003||09:03 AM||||See my signature...||68.115.165.212||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||09:08 AM||||that car is a fucking joke.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||04-22-2003||10:29 AM||||My eyes hurt!||67.34.86.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||11:07 AM||||why......  just why......<br /><br />oh and the only escort i would buy would have COSWORTH AWD on the tail end of the escort badge...  hehe||208.254.3.3||reg||9||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000010||beavis||04-22-2003||11:17 AM||||i wish i had some extra cash so i could buy the car<br /><br /><br /> and then set it on fire.||138.23.116.105||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||04-22-2003||12:18 PM||||i guess when you have $ to piss away.............this is what happens.||131.193.15.139||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||91 #680||04-22-2003||12:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> How can you rack up 10 billion miles? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">they must be freeway miles.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000013||atsiauto||04-22-2003||03:01 PM||||I just done thing "tweed" belongs in an automobile, who's the idiot that started that whole craze?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000014||mixx2001||04-22-2003||03:08 PM||||The sadest part?  Someone gave it a trophy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.165.18.46||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/001974.cgi
A||||7||gvr4in||&quot;break in&quot; period||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||04-21-2003||11:44 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||So as many of you know I am breaking in my freshly rebuilt head.. I just want to know everyone's honest opinions about how many miles, what rpm's I should keep it under, If its really necessary to break it in, etc, etc.. Just asking opinions here.. This is what im doin: Keeping it under 7psi, and about 4000 rpms for 500 miles, Im at 160mi so far. Anything would be appreciated! Thanks! <br />-Terren||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||04-22-2003||11:35 AM||||Let's hear your opinions guys.<br />Here is mine.<br /><a href="http://www.mototuneusa.com/break_in_secrets.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mototuneusa.com/break_in_secrets.htm</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||04-22-2003||12:23 PM||||Here's my response for breaking in a cylinder head:  "Break in?  What break in?"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />If you reused the cams, and didn't have the journals line honed, IMHO there really isn't any reason to have a break in period.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||Ash||04-22-2003||07:01 PM||||What about new camshafts?  Just curious as its something a lot of people fit to otherwise internally stock & quite used motors?  I know there is a run in mathod for V8 camshafts, what about ours?||203.220.202.6||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||04-22-2003||07:03 PM||||these phrases come to mind... <br />"Bolt it down and lett'r Rip!"<br />"Let it Eat!!!"||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||04-22-2003||08:02 PM||||I didn't really break in the new car I bought. I beat the piss out of it during the test drive.  When we got back, I realized I had the only Spec V on the lot   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />No problems to report.<br /><br />I know for a fact the first think Honda does to a car is rip the shit out of it testing it out.  They don't just throw in on a dyno, they give it a real drive.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||04-23-2003||12:11 AM||||I don't see why you would have to break in cams for our cars since they use roller rockers. I used my original 154K cams in my new engine. Not a hint of wear.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||04-23-2003||02:17 AM||||I personally did what the guy said I should do who built my "car" engine. I liked the artical and I know he said "all 4 stroke engines" but I was told by AME here in WI (that builds car engines; race and street for a living) and they said, "500 miles of easy driving, low boost", maybe because it was built with J@E's but still. And I was told change the oil first at 50 miles then at every 500 miles till you reach 1500miles on the motor. I didn't have any problems, have about 3000 miles or so on the motor. Do what the builder says- or maybe they will say your motor fried for not doing what they told you to do.....||24.209.155.134||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum3/001975.cgi
A||||8||VR4coop||Pic of Car with NEW WHEELS!!!!!||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||04-21-2003||11:57 PM||coop529@aol.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=322" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=322&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=323" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=323&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=324" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=324&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=325" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=325&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Wheels are 18x7.5 Velox VX-8's with sumitomo 225/40/18 tires||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||04-22-2003||12:03 AM||||Looks good! Nice choice.||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||04-22-2003||12:04 AM||||Look's good!!!||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||04-22-2003||12:06 AM||||Looks really good. What suspension set up is that? The height looks good too.<br /><br />dp||68.115.165.212||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||VR4coop||04-22-2003||12:07 AM||||KYB AGX's all around with GC coilovers||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000005||DookGVR4||04-22-2003||12:37 AM||||gunmetal or hyperblack?<br /><br />Looks very sexy||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000006||gvrfour173||04-22-2003||08:49 AM||||sweet!!||63.72.235.5||reg||12||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-22-2003||09:04 AM||||looks good.real nice.what wheels are those?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||VR4coop||04-22-2003||09:53 AM||||Wheels are 18x7.5 Velox VX-8's with sumitomo 225/40/18 tires . The paint is 2002 Isuzu Trooper, Anthracite Pearl Metallic, and the wheels are guntmetal||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum3/001976.cgi
A||N||12||JAYGVR4||How much to ship stock wheels?||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||02:27 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Only shipping them one state away, but could someone give me an idea as to the shipping weight so I can calculate the shipping costs?<br /><br />92 5 stars if it makes any difference...<br /><br />TIA||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||04-22-2003||02:40 PM||||Go to  <a href="http://www.ups.com" target="_blank">UPS</a> and then go to estimate cost under quick links and just follow the directions.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||02:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<br /><strong> Go to  <a href="http://www.ups.com" target="_blank">UPS</a> and then go to estimate cost under quick links and just follow the directions. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes thats what I'm trying to do but I need the shipping weight of the 4 rims together.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||GVR4458||04-22-2003||03:05 PM||||I shipped 4 (separate boxes) and the total was somewhere in the neighborhood of $30 to $40.  It wasn't terrible, but certainly not free.<br /><br />EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000004||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||03:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4458:<br /><strong> I shipped 4 (separate boxes) and the total was somewhere in the neighborhood of $30 to $40.  It wasn't terrible, but certainly not free.<br /><br />EH </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, $10 per wheel ain't bad.  Cool, thats all I needed to know.<br /><br />Thanks||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||04-22-2003||07:38 PM||||FedEx ground . is the the best for "on tha cheap" GvR4 owners.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||04-22-2003||07:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> FedEx ground . is the the best for "on tha cheap" GvR4 owners. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the reply, but it looks like I won't be shipping my wheels to Ye Olde Wheel Shop afterall...  They have discontinued powdercoating, and now only blast, paint, and clearcoat wheels for $95 per wheel...  With prices like that, I may as well jump on the Rota Group buy...  Guess I'm just gonna strip and paint these on my pwn somehow...||64.24.90.205||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-23-2003||12:22 AM||||A NWDSM'er in my hometown does powdercoating on the side; I could ask him how much per wheel.  There's also a reputable shop nearby that does a lot of wheels for custom cars.  My brother had his Banshee frame done there; top notch work.  If you're interested.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||04-23-2003||12:39 AM||||when I shipped my 92's to Jon with the tires it cost me 60 bucks with the tires deflated||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||04-23-2003||06:52 AM||||Yea, gotta remember to deflate those tires, no sense paying to ship all that air!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||JAYGVR4||04-23-2003||09:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> A NWDSM'er in my hometown does powdercoating on the side; I could ask him how much per wheel.  There's also a reputable shop nearby that does a lot of wheels for custom cars.  My brother had his Banshee frame done there; top notch work.  If you're interested. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am interested, but considering we're on opposing coasts - I'm in the DC area - I'm a bit leary of shipping costs.  It'd have to be pretty affordable to justify paying shipping charges.  Hell, I'll bite.  Can you see how much it'd cost to strip and re-coat a set of `92 5 stars?  I'm still looking locally as well.  Perhaps I'll just break out the Eastwood catalog and see what it'd take to polish them...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||04-23-2003||09:59 AM||||Ask who, the DSM'er or the shop?  The local guy doesn't strip; he only powdercoats.  He'd have to take 'em to the powdercoating shop to get 'em stripped, and at that point...||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||04-23-2003||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Ask who, the DSM'er or the shop?  The local guy doesn't strip; he only powdercoats.  He'd have to take 'em to the powdercoating shop to get 'em stripped, and at that point... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ah, if its going to be that complicated, then I best just look locally.  Thanks though!  There's a local 3SI dude that does polishing/powdercoating and I'm going to look up:<br /><br /><a href="http://gofastgoodies.com/" target="_blank">http://gofastgoodies.com/</a> incase anyone in the DC area is interested....<br /><br />Thanks for the reply though!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum3/001977.cgi
A||||0||DsmParts||Whiteline Goodies||||1||||DSMparts||00000660
Z||000000||DsmParts||04-22-2003||04:13 PM||sales@dsmparts.com||Hi Friends,<br /><br /><br />Finally we got a big shipment of whiteline in-stock from Australia. We had a lot of backorders we had to fill, but we have a good selection left. We are really beefing up our inventory, so there is no down time between shipments of whiteline. Recently we have built an online stock meter on our website, that tells our current inventory of whiteline goods for the Galant Vr-4.<br /><br />We are going to have a sale until April 30th, 2003. We are offering �Free Shipping and Handling� on all whitleline orders. You can order online securely, or call us between 12-8pm eastern. If you order online, our shopping cart will still charge you shipping, but we will refund the shipping charges promptly when we get the order.<br /><br /><br />We have huge shipments coming monthly from Australia, and if we can keep the products moving, we can offer �Free shipping and handling all the time.�<br /><br /><br />Check out at <a href="http://www.GalantVr4Store.com" target="_blank">www.GalantVr4Store.com</a><br /><br /><br />Any questions contact us,<br /><br />Justin@DSMparts.com<br />Info@DSMparts.com<br /><br />517-404-2499 Mon-Fri 12-8pm eastern||24.213.14.2||reg||1||DSMparts||00000660||yes



ubb/Forum3/001978.cgi
A||||6||atsiauto||looking for an old friend have her SSN anybody?||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||04-22-2003||06:45 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I am not paying 29.95 to these pay now maybe we can help sites. got tired of looking for a free site after 5 pages of Google If anyone is in Law enforcement or can help me find her  PM me or e- mail and I will forward you her name and SSN its important, thanks, Scotty||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-22-2003||11:29 PM||||shit thats a good idea. im adopted and trying to find out who my birth parents are. but i dont feel like dishing out all the cash these people want to look thorugh all the adoption documents. so if theres a way anyone knows then fire away your sugestions.||65.227.204.104||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-22-2003||11:39 PM||||Well Ken they'd be easy to spot -- your mom is likely 6'4" and your dad around 6'10".||68.75.59.153||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||04-23-2003||01:03 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   holy shit man!!! <br /><br />Ryan do you know me or something and i just dont know it?||65.227.204.160||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||04-23-2003||05:24 PM||||FWIW, I don't believe any local PD officers are on here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  and if they were, probably wouldn't be able to help much in that regards - from my understanding, they would have to open a case/file to start gathering any info.  <br /><br />Wasn't it just the other day someone was wanting to track down someone from their license plate number?  We haven't got a bunch of stalkers driving VR4's now do we   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   j/k||65.101.166.67||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||04-24-2003||02:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    holy shit man!!! <br /><br />Ryan do you know me or something and i just dont know it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha, no, I just about shit myself when I read in the "seats" post that you were like 6'6" or something.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />You know, we should get a Chicago/Illinois VR-4 meet together... there's at least 4 of us, and maybe we can get some of the surrounding states in on this.<br /><br />... I'm going to go back to stalking now...||68.75.176.144||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||04-24-2003||10:20 AM||||oh yeah duh!!! i just noticed that seat post.<br /><br />anyways i think there is a good handful of gvr4 owners in IL. you, iceman, bob, gvr4458(i think), darian(vrpower), me, my buddy vernon, and there others im missing i know it. so its on as soon as schools over and i get this damn thing going.||131.193.10.205||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/001979.cgi
A||||5||Pappy||Castle Island near Boston||||1||||Pappy||00000327
Z||000000||Pappy||04-22-2003||09:08 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Hey.  Are there any members on here that were at Castle Island tonight, April 22nd at around 8:20ish?  I was taking pictures of my car, and saw a galant, two tone.  Dark blue, with a tan lower half.  I didn't think much of it, but when I parked near it to take some more pictures, I noticed a vr4 style front(don't know if it had fogs or not), custom wheels(couldn't tell what they were), and a badge in the light area like the '92 vr4.  I couldnt' tell if it said vr4 or not, but something was there, and I thought the gsx had it up on the top of the trunk.  Anyway, so I didn't take any pictures of it, or get close because people were in it and the windows were all fogged.  I didn't want to interupt anything if you know what I mean.  So, anywho, if you're on this forum, let me know.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||04-22-2003||09:18 PM||||wasn't me, but I do cruise by there sometimes...<br />cool to hear someone else from the area :-) <br /><br />is your gvr4 green ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||Pappy||04-22-2003||09:44 PM||||Yup, it is.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||04-22-2003||10:13 PM||||this is like twenty questions ..  lol  <br /><br />do you have roof racks ?<br /><br />I remember seeing a green 92' one time at a set of lights in somerville a while back ... we chatted for a sec during the red light ...<br /><br />paintballer too huh ? sweet !||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||Pappy||04-22-2003||11:18 PM||||ha, no roof rack.  My wheels are a darkish silver.  I live around mission hill and go to northeastern.  I haven't played paintball in some time, but I enjoy it.  What's your galant like?||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000005||silly4turbo||04-23-2003||08:25 AM||||I go to B.A.C on Newbury St. ... <br /><br />91' vr4 black ... basic mods, clutch, HK$ mega flow ,ported mani, 2.5 exhaust coming soon with MBC and gauge .||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum3/001980.cgi
A||||4||evol||Big Turbo, Dented Coolant Tube||||5||||evol||00000360
Z||000000||evol||04-23-2003||10:29 AM||||Hey all--<br /><br />I've heard that when going big with a turbo, it's neccessary to put a dent in the water line behind the turbo. Anyone ever had personal experience with this? What's the largest turbo you could fit in there without having to play with a hammer?<br /><br />THX<br />Ben||134.124.18.7||reg||5||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||04-23-2003||10:53 AM||||Do a search..I had made a post about this a bit ago. Search for "denting water pipe for big turbos" or something like that....||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||305VR4||04-23-2003||04:04 PM||||I had to dent my water pipe a tad with my 20G.  And there are turbos much larger than mine.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||04-24-2003||12:31 AM||||we did a frank big SOB and had to break out the brass hammer to get it to fit..no biggie...will let you know on the FP3065 when it gets here next week||152.163.188.33||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||04-24-2003||01:06 PM||||I think the FP30 exhaust housings might be cast in such a way that they help the compressor housing clear the water pipe.  <br /><br />SD30 should know, he has an FP 3055 on his Galant GSX.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/001981.cgi
A||||5||raceman77||HKS gvr4 in Sports Car International||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||04-23-2003||11:05 AM||raceman77@comcast.net||l just got the #80 back issue of SCI that features the article on the HKS tuned gvr4,the same one that did the One Lap of America l think.These back issues are still available but if anyone`s interested and has never seen it l can make you a copy.The text shows the specs on the car-0-60 in 5.25 sec.281hp..l know of the car in the article actually and l was told it`s for sale for about $8000.00.The guy who owns it has a son who lives in Santa Fe(married to a friend of mine).The other SCI issue l found with a test of the Gvr4 is  Jan92,back issue 66   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ..||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||04-23-2003||11:15 AM||||I would be interested in seeing the articles. Can just email them to me unless others wish to see them. autobahntom at yahoo.<br />Thanks,<br /><br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||04-23-2003||11:32 AM||||If you have a scanner, scan 'em and post 'em. I know we're not the only ones interested.||69.0.80.8||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||AWD4DR||04-23-2003||11:59 AM||||I got in issue of theat magizine with my car..I guess the owner really liked that car and went as far as getting the same exact wheels and springs as it had..The springs are still on the car and I ended up giving the wheels to GVrfour173..I forget wheat they are called but they look good on the mirage..There were also a stact of MDSOG papers from back to 1990 that showed various DSM's getting modded from back in the day..This guy had a whole plethora of stuff to give me when I bought the car..I even have the orig. factory 2 peice bra..||67.193.140.182||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-24-2003||02:09 AM||||Yes, scan it!   I think that it would be a good addition to the archives at <a href="http://www.mofugas.com" target="_blank">http://www.mofugas.com</a>.||68.75.176.144||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||04-24-2003||01:36 PM||||WTF? HKS! GVR4! OMFG! HOLY ABOMIDABLE ANACHRONYMS BATMAN......  :drool:||65.165.18.210||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/001982.cgi
A||||11||GVR1643||My local soapbox  -  long||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||04-23-2003||04:10 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||After receiving a ridiculous exhaust ticket a couple of weeks ago, I had to "get in touch" with someone.  I have a 2 1/2 to 3" exhaust with pressbent and not a straight though muffler (off the shelf muffler).  It's not that loud - it's actually quieter than my cousin's brand new F250!<br />Anyways, here is what I sent to the local senator.  Flame it, agree with it, whatever - it's just my opinion.  I think we all need a standard measurement to keep most of us from getting harrassed and in trouble.  The ticket would have only been $28, far easier than going through court and this trouble, but it pisses me off!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   I think 99% of us would be fine with some defined measurement, and it might "tone down" a few of the ricer's with the fart cans on the '89 Camry's and what not.<br /><br /><br />Sen. Grassley,<br />I would like to bring to your attention a simple matter that needs some attention.  The issue is over defining noise in particular for vehicles (including motorcycles).  With the popularity of all the aftermarket exhaust systems, including many motorcyclist that remove noise baffles (Harley Davidson enthusiast as a prime example), the noise generated is more than annoying, to the point of being distracting on the road and even to business'.  I personally have an aftermarket exhaust that is very quiet in comparison, but received a citation 2 weeks ago that I time from my busy schedule to go to court on.  It certainly would have been more efficient to pay the menial fine, but would have just been plain wrong.  Mine is clearly quieter than several brand new vehicles that I've compared it to, that are 100% legal.<br /><br />(Coincidentally, I'm enduring the noise of a Harley Davidson with no noise baffeling in front of our office as I type this!)<br /><br />There needs to be a definitive measurement to justify being legal and unlegal.  <br /><br />California sets the measurement at 95dB at approximately 20 inches from the tailpipe.  I believe Massuchusetts also sets a simlilar guideline and possibly other states as well.  <br /><br />Leaving this as a judgement call for the officer is not fair to the citizen or the officer. I would liken this to not having posted speed limits, but leaving it up to the officer to determine whether one vehicle at 45 mph is legal, while another at 45 mph is not legal - it just doesn't utilize common sense does it?<br /><br />For reference, Iowa code pertaining to this matter is section 321.436<br />California code is section 27150 VC and defined in 425 VC.A<br />(I believe that is the correct California code).<br /><br />I apprecitate your attention to this matter as it is a growing problem through not only the state, but the country as well, and will certainly continue to grow as an issue.<br /><br />Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.<br /><br />Sincerely,<br />J. Kevin Patrick||167.142.21.218||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||04-23-2003||04:16 PM||||I think that sounds great. Good job! Keep us posted, I would love to hear what the result is!||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||04-23-2003||04:18 PM||||I live on a fairly busy street.  It's amazing what people drive at all hours of the day and night.  I would like to hear what the senator has to say.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||04-23-2003||04:25 PM||||It would be nice to have a legitimate response, but honestly I 'll be surprised if I get more than some auto-response b.s. from some intern with his signature stamp.  I just sent it today, so we'll see what happens.  <br />As far as the residential, I know mine isn't whisper quiet either, so I try to be courteous of others at night and take it even easier.  I'm not on a busy street and hear crap at 1 and 2 AM as well.  <br />I just think a guidline needs to be in place like Cali has (Thanks to SEMA and some others) to keep it from getting out of hand.  I don't think my car or some riced out ride need to sound like a semi with a jake brake on, rolling down the street.  <br />Damn, maybe I'm just getting old  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Curious to hear from a few of our Cali members and how this law has worked for (or against) them.||167.142.21.218||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||JAYGVR4||04-23-2003||04:40 PM||||Not to be a wet blankey, but I've heard of some states retorting that Harleys and other loud bikes - not that crotch rockets don't get harassed too - are allowed some latitude with the noise laws since it is "useful" in announcing the presence of the cyclist in the immediate area.  Sure its a BS defense, but I've seen it in reply mail before...  <br /><br />As for the laws you reference, if you are going to note other states, you should also reference your own states law so as to not give them the leverage to just say - we don't govern our roads based on CA law, etc etc...<br /><br />Best of luck against the man!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||04-23-2003||04:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong> Not to be a wet blankey, but I've heard of some states retorting that Harleys and other loud bikes - not that crotch rockets don't get harassed too - are allowed some latitude with the noise laws since it is "useful" in announcing the presence of the cyclist in the immediate area.  Sure its a BS defense, but I've seen it in reply mail before...  <br /><br />As for the laws you reference, if you are going to note other states, you should also reference your own states law so as to not give them the leverage to just say - we don't govern our roads based on CA law, etc etc...<br /><br />Best of luck against the man! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks.  I did reference the Iowa code as well, right above the Cali code.<br /><br />Hmmm... I guess we should use the defense that "we're announcing our presence" as well.  Yeah that's b.s. and I used to ride a bike all the time - I know you want to do whatever to make people aware of you since only 50% see you, but come on, I don't hear any with airhorns ;-)<br /><br />Around here every Harley has their exhaust unbaffled and running straight pipes, so I'm not trying to pick on any particular brand/bike owner, just trying to make the message hit home.||167.142.22.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||04-23-2003||06:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> I personally have an aftermarket exhaust that is very quiet in comparison, but received a citation 2 weeks ago ...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">did you already send it? seems a little confusing to me. you need to specify that your aftermarket exhaust is on your car, not a motorcycle. otherwise it sounds like the pot calling the kettle black..... or something. just trying to help   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.252.104.105||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||number3||04-23-2003||06:30 PM||||You also have a typo...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||04-23-2003||10:25 PM||||Yeah, should have proof read better - was in a hurry since I was doing it at the office - oops.  <br />Anyway, hopefully it gets the point across without sounding like too much of a moron  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks for the input guys.||167.142.21.250||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||Ash||04-24-2003||07:01 AM||||Just for a comparo, the Australian ruling is something like 95db for pre 86 (leaded) vehicles & 90db for post 86 (unleaded) vehicles.  Harleys run open pipes everywhere I see.||203.221.152.15||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000010||markrieb||04-24-2003||10:25 AM||||If you haven't done it you should join SEMA as they have been instrumental in correcting this law in both California and more recently Washington.<br /><br />There is a federal law that regulates exhaust noise as well as an SAE test to measure the level of the noise.  This is the standard you want in your local law.<br /><br />See more details at <a href="http://www.enjoythedrive.com/san/" target="_blank">http://www.enjoythedrive.com/san/</a><br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||05-09-2003||01:20 PM||||Well, the prosecuting attorney dismissed the case yesterday afternoon.  But here is what sucks - I still have to pay court cost.  Ticket was only $28 and the court cost are $15.  It wasn't about the fine, it was menial anyway.  If I was to go to court next week and win or get it dismissed I would still have to pay court cost.  Sir, where you would prefer I bend over?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br />The prosecutor did compliment me on my materials I sent him though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />So nothing accomplished but wasting time.  <br />Never heard from the Senator email either... must have been the typos eh?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.212||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001983.cgi
A||||6||blacksheep||Anyone heard of this brand of gauges...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-23-2003||06:22 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<a href="http://www.egauges.com/vdo_grou.asp?Series=EVA" target="_blank">http://www.egauges.com/vdo_grou.asp?Series=EVA</a><br /><br />Any good or bad opinions about these? they seem to be affordable and look decent. <br /><br />Maybe autometer and VDO have some competition !!!<br /><br />Please advise  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-23-2003||06:25 PM||||Ever seen these? <a href="http://www.greengauges.com" target="_blank">www.greengauges.com</a><br /><br />I ran into them at SEMA (Vegas) and they were nice people to talk to. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||04-25-2003||01:20 AM||||never heard of both of those.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||04-26-2003||12:44 AM||||Personally, I like these. <a href="http://dakotadigital.com/" target="_blank">D.D.</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||04-26-2003||08:34 AM||||Those DD gauges are very affordable. they seem to have boost, oil pressure and EGT.<br /><br />Anyone know if they are reliable and accurate? I know Dakota has been in the business for a while, but I wanna make sure...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||04-26-2003||03:06 PM||||I've used them in the older cars that I used to build. If I remember correctly the EGT only goes to 1600 deg though. But they are very accurate & worth every penny( IMHO, ofcourse) Now that i'm settled down here pretty much. I'm going to start restoring & customizing again  plan on using them.<br /> They look realy trick in older cars & pretty high tech in the sport compacts.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||04-26-2003||03:15 PM||||Maybe they've updated the EGT since you last saw them, 1312.  Their site claims it goes up to 1750 now.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/001984.cgi
A||||61||number3||Floor mat group buy||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||04-23-2003||06:35 PM||||I am very interested.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||04-23-2003||06:37 PM||||Not a bad idea....<br /><br />Customized or not?...||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||04-23-2003||06:38 PM||||I'm interested. Stock replacement to keep the costs down. College student  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||198.111.38.153||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||04-23-2003||06:40 PM||||I'm interested.  Would be nice to have the stock color/size/shape, but have Galant VR-4 embroidered, instead of just Galant (like my stock ones) or Mitsubishi like some of the later factory replacements. OR, NO embroidering if it would elevate cost to much.||63.188.128.63||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||04-23-2003||06:45 PM||||I'd be very interested in a set, preferably with VR-4 on them somewhere.  Or even just a mitsu logo would be fine with me.<br /><br />If the price is right I might get an extra set.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||04-23-2003||06:47 PM||||I'd be interested.  Galant VR-4 or just VR-4 embroidered would be great.  But in order to keep the cost down for others, they're not necessary.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||DookGVR4||04-23-2003||06:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pappy:<br /><strong> Galant VR-4 or just VR-4 embroidered would be great. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Will they have a hole or "notch" so they lock into place on the stock "stub" on the floor...<br /><br />(hopefully people understand the lame description)||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000007||04DrBlur||04-23-2003||07:06 PM||||Stock stub on the floor?  Is this a 92 only thing or did Mitsubishi skimp on mine??  I have no stubs on my floor for floor mats.||65.42.49.167||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||04-23-2003||07:55 PM||||yeah I too have joined the list of stubless men owning both model years , wtf ? I have no stub , I am incomplete....||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||Gvr4-330||04-23-2003||08:02 PM||||I've got one car with a stub and another car with the stub in the center console, but no hole for it that I can see in the floor.<br /><br />BTW, I think the stock rear floormats are too small.  I suggest that the rear floor mats extend underneath the front seat like in Hondas.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||04-23-2003||08:06 PM||||I am EXTREMELY interested.  <br /><br />Harry, do you have a lead on this?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||turboflanagan||04-23-2003||08:11 PM||||I can understand swiping the key-chain.  I can even understand taking the dash plaque.  But where in the world have all our floor mats gone?!!  I just can't imagine floor mats getting so nasty that they have to be thrown away and the rest of the carpet can stay.<br /><br />I would like a set too though.  Can we get them with evo vents?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.86.129.9||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000012||silly4turbo||04-23-2003||08:12 PM||||sounds cool ... maybe if there are enough people, then getting them with the vr4 logo wouldn't be all that expensive ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000013||Romanova||04-23-2003||08:13 PM||||If you'd all like, I will email Lloyds and see what they have to say on a groupbuy. I can also contact some of their listed vendors too.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000014||Martin Chilcote||04-23-2003||08:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I'd be very interested in a set, preferably with VR-4 on them somewhere.  Or even just a mitsu logo would be fine with me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">or even both, in rice red.......I'm in||66.139.166.77||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000015||absolootbs||04-23-2003||09:26 PM||||i'd be in, especially if there's embroidery.  it's amazing how things on this board pop up as if you people have telepathy.  i was just thinkin this past weekend that floormats are something i really need and that instead of just buyin cheapo autozone ones, i was gonna look into havin good ones made and embroidered.  group buy... hell yes.||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000016||4g63t||04-23-2003||09:47 PM||||I'm in, as they said, Galant VR-4 or VR-4 w/ a red mitsu symbol next to it.  Nothing huge or ricey. Good idea about having the rear mats extend under the seats...me want...||68.82.236.19||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000017||spoulson||04-23-2003||10:00 PM||||I would pay a little extra to get my car number embroidered, too.||216.164.98.17||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000018||number3||04-23-2003||10:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> If you'd all like, I will email Lloyds and see what they have to say on a groupbuy. I can also contact some of their listed vendors too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please do.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||GVR4ZUM||04-23-2003||10:17 PM||||Yes yes yes definitely count me in.||65.59.101.13||reg||14||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000020||kartorium31||04-23-2003||10:52 PM||||I wanna get some mats too!  I have 10lb rubbers right now, they work well for skiing though.||12.144.137.61||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000021||absolootbs||04-23-2003||10:57 PM||||like the car number idea||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000022||chhuong||04-24-2003||12:04 AM||||I am definitely down for a set of these!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000023||GVR1643||04-24-2003||12:29 AM||||I'm in too on reasonably priced ones.  Logo, no logo, Vr4 or whatever, just some that freakin' fit.  I'm tired of the crap replacement ones from NAPA!  <br /><br />As far as where they've all gone...to the corner of my garage.  And yes after 188K, they tend to get a little worn and nasty - beyond cleaning.||167.142.22.215||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000024||Hertz||04-24-2003||01:16 AM||||I'm interested.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Stock stub on the floor?  Is this a 92 only thing or did Mitsubishi skimp on mine??  I have no stubs on my floor for floor mats. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They must have skimped, I have a stub at least on the drivers side.  But who needs 'em?  A couple of self-tapping sheet metal screws should do the trick.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.75.176.144||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000025||229of1000||04-24-2003||02:36 AM||||Car numbers sound sweet!  But that would probably screw with the pricing on this.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000026||mofugas||04-24-2003||08:05 AM||||I'll take a set or two||63.174.44.26||reg||10||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000027||Romanova||04-24-2003||08:54 AM||||I will email them today an inquire about setting up a group buy. I'll post my findings here when I recieve them.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000028||Sam Sayes||04-24-2003||09:55 AM||||I'm interested as well<br />I like the idea of the VR-4 embroidered on the mats, i would go for that<br />Also the production # of the car would be nice as well<br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000029||mromik||04-24-2003||08:13 PM||||Want some too if not expensive||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000030||91 #680||04-25-2003||11:42 AM||||I'll take a set.  What will they look like?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000031||dsm_rally||04-25-2003||11:57 AM||||I'd be interested, too.||63.174.7.252||reg||1||dsm_rally||00001254||yes
Z||000032||number3||04-26-2003||07:42 PM||||Well?<br /><br />I think they should say "Galant VR4" on them and they should be good quality. I would love to have the car number on it as well but I am not sure that could be possible in a GB.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000033||Pappy||04-26-2003||08:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Well?<br /><br />I think they should say "Galant VR4" on them and they should be good quality. I would love to have the car number on it as well but I am not sure that could be possible in a GB.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree.  Also, would we have to all get the same lettering color?  I think a grey would be a color that would work well in most of our cars.  Anybody have another neutral color that would work well for everyone?||24.218.198.28||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000034||DookGVR4||04-26-2003||09:33 PM||||Dark Grey and silver   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000035||number3||04-26-2003||09:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> Dark Grey and silver    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Plus the VR4 in RED, or not. Either way I need mats to protect my brand new carpeting so let move on this quickly please.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000036||1520/2000||04-27-2003||12:44 AM||||sign me up for a pair- would love "VR4" or "Galant VR4" in white lettering....||66.236.220.4||reg||14||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000037||DeanCouchey||04-27-2003||12:00 PM||||I would like one, wish I knew how to put that little nobby thing back on it, mine was on there but my big feet pushed the matt foward and it pulled the nobby thign off.... But i would be intrested in some mats in neon green with red VR4 lettering  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000038||229of1000||04-27-2003||12:27 PM||||Neon green.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyway I think we need to decide on a neutral color that will work.  I think perhaps the Mitsu logo, then Galant VR-4.  The logo and Galant should be in silver or grey, and the VR-4 in red to stand out.  Car numbers are probably not practical for a group buy.<br /><br />Now has anyone actually contacted Lloyd's yet, or is this a bunch of speculation still?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000039||Romanova||04-27-2003||03:37 PM||||Well, the email that I sent directly to Lloyds bounced back. I sent an email to a few of their listed vendors, so we will see what they have to say...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000040||chhuong||04-27-2003||06:06 PM||||has anyone tried contacting accmats??  They make really good mats too.  Oem quality.||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000041||absolootbs||04-28-2003||08:11 PM||||i'd like black mats with gray lettering/numbering.  that way the black mats would contrast the gray carpeting and stand out on top of it, but match the seats, accents, and my new leather shift boot from vr6 eater (you should all buy one, they're nice).  the gray embroidery though would match the carpeting and the rest of the interior.  i'm not a fan of red, especially since nothing else on the interior has it, but if the mitsu logo is on them, i wouldn't want it any other way.||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000042||GVR4ZUM||04-30-2003||12:05 PM||||Any update?<br />I really need a set.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000043||watchdoc||04-30-2003||12:33 PM||||I just sent an email to Auto custom carpets.  They are one of the biggest aftermarket OEM carpet companies in the country.  I left a message with the product development lady regarding the need for mats and carpet sets for the 88-93 E39 Mitsubishi Galant.  Their mats are normally priced at $55 plus shipping for a set in a variety of colors.  Logos and embrioderings are extra.  Let's hope they are interested.  I told her we'd easily have a group buy of 50 and maybe more than that.  Since I'm a dealer for them, I could handle the group buy and get a discount off the $55 a set price.  Also, their carpet sets (if they were to make them) retail for between $130-$220.  Everyone cross your fingers!!!||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000044||watchdoc||04-30-2003||02:09 PM||||Awesome news everyone!!  Auto Custom Carpets says no problem.  All they need is an original mat to make the die from and they can begin producing them in a week or less!!  She also said they would try to match the carpet pile of the mat as close as possible.  Any of their standard colors would be available and if a special color is needed they can have it made up.  Unfortunatly, the can't custom anything with the Mitsubishi logo.  It seems Mitsubishi is very strict about logos and such.  She did say if we got permission from Mitsubishi in writing they could do any logo we wish.  Finally,  she said no problem getting the # of your car embroidered ie. #111/2000 etc.  This would run approx $20 extra.  So,  all i need now is a decent set of original mats to send to them to make the die.  If anyone wants to volunteer their original mats, get in touch with me.  Finally,  she couldn't give me exact prices but she said it should be priced like the rest of their mats in the $50-$55 range retail.  The group buy price would likely be $10-$15 less plus the shipping.||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000045||dsm_rally||04-30-2003||03:06 PM||||Good deal!  I'd like to help you out with the floormat to copy but right now I have exactly zero mats.  I'll be keeping my eye on this post for more details   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.199.99.252||reg||1||dsm_rally||00001254||yes
Z||000046||jonvr4||04-30-2003||09:11 PM||||i'm interested!!!||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000047||Gvr4-330||04-30-2003||11:03 PM||||I have an original set of mats we can use to copy, but like I said, the fronts are fine, but the rears really don't fit too well and I think it'd be better if they extended under the front seats.  Maybe someone can create a pattern out of paper for this.  I would do it, but I probably couldn't get to it right away.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000048||howard_GVR4||05-01-2003||10:34 AM||||watchdoc, thank you so much for checking on this!  <br /><br />I'm extremely interested in the new carpet also, since mine is beyond resurrection.  Is anyone else interested in getting new carpet?||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000049||watchdoc||05-01-2003||11:33 AM||||Everyone thank Rob for offering his mats.  In the mean time, I need ideas and measurements for the rear mats unless you just want the lil ones.  Also,  I'm not sure if they're gonna be willing to do a custom rear mat anyway but I'll find out.<br /><br />As for a complete carpet set, I believe we'll have to do the same thing.  I have a parts car that needs carpet anyway so I'll try and get around to removing the carpet UNLESS someone already has their carpet removed and wants to ship it to me?<br /><br />I'll start a new thread once all the details go done.  You'll be able to pay using a credit card through paypal or just mail me a check.  I'll provide all the details in the new thread.||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000050||watchdoc||05-01-2003||11:41 AM||||Also,  for anyone wanting embroidering.  We need someone who can get in touch with Mitsubishi and get it writing so we can have official names and logos put on mats for people that want them.  Remember, this is a one time deal.  Once we get it approved, they'll let us use it for the future.  Anyone want to volunteer?||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000051||tplesko||05-01-2003||11:58 AM||||I have my carpet removed right now but i'm not sure how to best ship it.  I could probably fold it up.<br /><br />I would like new carpet though (if the price is near $150)||128.138.253.169||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000052||watchdoc||05-01-2003||12:00 PM||||Chris, I would assume just folding it up and putting in a box would be fine.  Go ahead and get it ready and I'll get details about what they need for carpet as well.  If it has sound deadener on it, be sure to leave it in place.  I'll send you an email this afternoon.||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000053||watchdoc||05-01-2003||12:18 PM||||Ok, here's the deal on the carpet.  They have to have a car to make a mold from.  She said it takes two days to make the mold and they won't damage the car in any way.  They just remove the seats and center console.  They are located in Anniston Alabama so we would need to take a car to them to have it done.  If anyone lives in this area, let me know and I'll help you set it up.||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000054||Hertz||05-01-2003||05:39 PM||||Are we assuming that only VR-4 floor mats fit in the VR-4?  If I'm not mistaken, any '91/92 Galant would work just fine.  Do they not have the mold already?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000055||watchdoc||05-01-2003||07:17 PM||||Yes, any E39 galant would be fine but they don't have the mold for any of them.  They have very few mitsubishi's in general.  She said there was a larger demand for other imports so they has focused there.||65.179.96.223||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000056||Romanova||05-08-2003||08:46 AM||||Still talking with AutoSeattle about a group buy. Be patient guys.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000057||iceman69510||05-08-2003||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Are we assuming that only VR-4 floor mats fit in the VR-4?  If I'm not mistaken, any '91/92 Galant would work just fine.  Do they not have the mold already? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One thing to watch on a carpet mold (and I didn't check my car yet) is that our model may have floor ducts that a lower trim level Galant such as an E33 may not have.  This will affect fit.  May affect fit of mats as well.  Best to make sure of this in advance.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000058||watchdoc||05-08-2003||09:45 PM||||Thanks again to Robert for donating the use of his mats for the template.  Unless everyone says differently, I'm going to have them extend the rear mats 1-2" under the seats but keep the rest of the contours stock.  Any input would be appreciated.  I plan to mail them to ACC tomorrow.  With any luck, the template would be ready by the end of the week.  If anyone has any questions or comments, please tell me now before I mail them off.||206.134.137.83||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000059||Jon||05-09-2003||09:03 AM||||Sorry to join this thread so late but...<br /><br />In 95 when I got my GVR4, I had custom floor mats mad for the car.  They ordered regular Galant floor mats and they didn't fit.  He used masking tape to mark where it should be cut and re-done.  They were sent back and when I got them again, they fit perfectly.  The color is pretty damn close too.<br /><br />I didn't do this but this company could also put thinks like a red Mitsubishi logo on it.  <br /><br />The floor mats are very thick and considering they are now 8 years old, they are in good shape.  Matt Wenger now has my car so he would have to show you the close up pictures of them.<br /><br />This is the floor mat dirty but it shows you how it fits.  This one is the most beat up too because it is the driver's side.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jgr_inside1.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jgr_inside1.jpg</a><br /><br /><br />The back ones fit perfectly.  They were modified to fit over the drive shaft really well.  <br /><br />I'm sure these can be done again.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000060||absolootbs||05-16-2003||03:00 PM||||any recent developments on this?  someone whos workin on this let us know.  i'm still really hopin this goes through.||66.117.220.50||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000061||watchdoc||05-16-2003||04:28 PM||||Brad, the group buy has already started in another thread.  Look for the ACCmats Floormat group buy thread.||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes



ubb/Forum3/001985.cgi
A||||9||blacksheep||Anyone deal with darksideracing.org???||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-23-2003||06:47 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Here is their auction on ebay. It seems to be a really good price, but I dunno if I trust them....<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412441676&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412441676&category=33742</a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||04-23-2003||06:54 PM||||I've heard they are horrible to deal with.  Stay far away.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||04-23-2003||07:30 PM||||i heard they are a shady bunch as well.||65.227.204.203||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||number3||04-23-2003||10:06 PM||||Their feedback seems to be positive.<br /><br />But it seem they are not.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||04-23-2003||10:24 PM||||i hear they are caca heads  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||DookGVR4||04-23-2003||10:49 PM||||They sent a member of machv message board a 14b when they advertised a 16g<br /><br />The kid called and tried to call em out on it numerous times.<br /><br />Then the owner told him not to call anymore he didnt know what he was talkin about and that he was goin on vacation  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||04-24-2003||12:30 AM||||Ask Kibo about them as well as several other members of CoDSM.  Stay far far away.  They are a BAD vender.||12.253.94.177||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||199of2k||04-24-2003||08:01 AM||||I deal with them mostly because to me they are local, and a few other local members work for them.  In the past they got a bad rep because it was a flegling buisness with only one person running it out of his living room, but things have changed.  They have a shop and now have 6 employees, so the reliability and customer service has improved......||68.9.131.184||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||04-24-2003||12:24 PM||||Wow, their  <a href="http://darksideracing.org/xcart/customer/product.php?productid=16273&cat=&page=&XCARTSESSID=efd610b5df8dc69dfef5e305e8f8f3b2" target="_blank">price</a>  on 660cc ball/disc style injectors is really good.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||04-24-2003||01:09 PM||||I heard that the eat small children, and make stew outta kittens!||65.165.18.210||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/001986.cgi
A||||16||crucible||Newly aquired VR4!  Im 18 again||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||04-23-2003||08:49 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Im a 34 yr old guy with 2 kids and I feel like Im 18 again.What gives?<br /><br />Just got #14 of 1000(116K) today and Im thrilled to hell.Only 2 owners and have every single maintenance record from day one.I also have the numbered key ring.Ive been looking for a year and finally found the gem.The PO gave me a bunch of mags covering the VR4 including the HKS Galant.Basically nothing but praise from the test drivers.The reason Mitsu stopped production was that they werent selling well.Infact, the original owner bought it for 19,***(have original window sticker and paperwork stating what it was sold for!)<br />Im looking to keep it basically stock except for exhaust(quiet) and simple air intake mods.Want to keep it running smooth and reliable(and keep my license,Heh Heh)<br />Anyway, proud to be part of this group and look forward to meeting other proud owners whether online or in person.<br /><br />Rally on!<br /><br /><br />Doug||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||04-23-2003||09:23 PM||||sweet ! post a pic if possible||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||04-23-2003||10:20 PM||||Hey congrats on the car.||65.59.101.13||reg||14||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||04-23-2003||10:23 PM||||i have a hks intake for sale if you want it. it has been used for like 2 months from a talon. make me an offer.....keep in mind they sell for $250.00, but in mint condition!||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||04-23-2003||10:45 PM||||19k seems cheap for a new GVR4, does it have a sunroof and the better stereo?<br /><br />Congratulations, by the way, 14 was my number my entire baseball career!||151.197.173.161||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||DookGVR4||04-23-2003||10:47 PM||||congrats...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />#10/1000 from NY also||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||04-23-2003||11:13 PM||||congratulations.have fun with your new car!||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||smokindav||04-23-2003||11:53 PM||||I have got the perfect "old guy" exhaust for you.  Hey, I'm 30 with a kid on the way myself.<br /><br />It's 2.5" all the way from the turbo back.  Nice quiet muffler.  Sounds good outside the car and quiet inside. <br /><br />I plan to pull it off in the next couple weeks.  If you are interested in it let me know.  Not looking to make any money on it, just want to sell it and get the stock exhaust back on my car as I am planning on selling it later this summer.<br /><br />I guess for a full turbo back 2.5" exhaust $200 + shipping would be fair.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||64.6.85.94||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||04-24-2003||01:20 AM||||Nice mileage.<br /><br />You should at least do the "free mods" and maybe a manual boost controller and a fuel pump rewire... then a fuel pump, fuel pressure regulator, maybe some suspension mods, bigger turbo, injectors, exhaust manifold... shifter bushings, short shifter, external oil cooler...  you know, just the minor stuff.||68.75.176.144||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||04-24-2003||12:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Im looking to keep it basically stock except for exhaust(quiet) and simple air intake mods.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, yeah. That's how it starts. Soon you'll be saying you can quit anytime you want.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />BTW, what color is it?<br /><br />dp||68.115.165.212||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||DarkDevilMMM||04-24-2003||01:38 PM||||everybody started out like that, don't we all? your turbo will seen be blown or cracked very soon, so u need to replace that, so why not replace with bigger turbo? once turbo is bigger, then u need fuel pump, fuel injector, so why not with the O2 housing and manifold? ok, then there is boost creep, larger exhaust, 3" all the way, external wastegates, then the car start to handle bad, don't know why, it happens, then all under carriage mod, 1 fast car u got, want to get to track, break the rear end, break the tranny, now u have a new fully rebuilt tranny, 4 bolt rear end... life goes on....||64.165.69.67||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000011||turboflanagan||04-24-2003||06:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Im looking to keep it basically stock except for exhaust(quiet) and simple air intake mods.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you want to keep it stock, I suggest that you don't even put a K&N in that thing.  It really is addictive.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong><br />Want to keep it running smooth and reliable(and keep my license,Heh Heh)<br />Doug </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good luck.||209.86.136.79||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000012||crucible||04-26-2003||10:47 PM||||I hear you all.Start out small and then blamm... you're an addict.<br />First thing I gotta do is wheel alignment and getting rid of this god-awful vibration..I mean its the whole car that shakes from 30mph on up.Some tranny or rear noise, not sure which but I have this suspician that its drive shaft related.As soon as thats out of thee way, then I guess Im on the road to turbo rehab.At least this isn't my main transportation rig<br /><br />Crucible(14/1000)||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||04-26-2003||11:12 PM||||The driveshaft bearings are known to go bad and cause vibration in these cars.  The best fix is to probably replace them, but you can fix them w/some silicon caulk or something similar.  There's a VFAQ on this.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||04-26-2003||11:14 PM||||Hmm, another thought:  is it really speed related?  I mean, does this always happen at 30mph regardless of gear, rpm, etc.?  I say this because the 4WS comes into play at 31mph, so could this have something to do with it, if it's malfunctioning?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||crucible||04-27-2003||08:32 AM||||Actually, the vibe comes on earlier but I just thought that was from the new 50 series tires.But at 30 and over the whole car shakes.Makes me nervous.I hope the PO didnt slough this off to me knowing theres something major going on here.Funny I didnt feel this when I test drove it.I wont be driving it except to bring it to the shop this week.<br />Ill post after the diagnosis and hopefully the fix.<br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000016||1420mark||06-30-2003||01:07 PM||||i get slight gear howl out of rear i think when i let up on pedal and kinda coast between accel and decelleration. in gear lash looseness 3when lash is not taken up with pressure through drive train.  ANYBODY POSITIVE I.D. THIS?  it maybe  pinion gear in rear end oscillating kind of harmonic to it.<br />  ALSO on shift bushings for cable and under shifter mechanism. do they really improve things? which one the most? and what is wrong with intelligent use of regular washers under shifter?.pls get with me on this! thanks  some one who has done it and seen diff.||24.175.9.140||reg||1||mark kaufman||00001743||yes



ubb/Forum3/001987.cgi
A||||6||tplesko||Rally style action shots||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||04-23-2003||10:55 PM||||Any one got some rally style action shots of there VR-4?  Here is me up in the mountains today having some water and dirt drifting fun   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/mudding.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I'll post some more soon when we get the film ones developed.  My girlfriend has a sweet film camera.||12.253.94.177||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||04-23-2003||11:02 PM||||Nice!!! That reminds me when I was in tahoe, thats exactly how it looks on all the trails too (melting snow, mud, etc. hehe) Thats where I learned to drift in the vr4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||sk8bored||04-23-2003||11:13 PM||||gvr4in why don't you post some pic's from the socal dsm paintball meet with the rally course. or do i have you confused with CJ?||209.181.55.114||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||04-23-2003||11:19 PM||||Hehe I want to go to a paintball dsm meet. Nope my names' Terren.. Is crazy jason on the list?||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||sk8bored||04-23-2003||11:51 PM||||I don't know if jason is here or not? i'll ask on the socal list, hopefully someone still has the photo's from the paintball meet.||209.181.55.114||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||04-24-2003||01:24 AM||||Sweet, I got new wallpaper for my desktop!<br /><br />I've got some gnarly potholes around here, but no rally action yet.||68.75.176.144||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||sk8bored||04-24-2003||09:48 AM||||The paintball meet photo's are at<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/rreimages/paintball/" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/rreimages/paintball/</a>||209.181.55.114||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes



ubb/Forum3/001988.cgi
A||||18||suprflewus||hondas=stupid - there are exceptions.....||||1||||suprflewus||00000039
Z||000000||suprflewus||04-24-2003||10:29 AM||suprflewus@aol.com||<img src="http://www.members.aol.com/suprflewus/carparts/honda" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />i don't care how stupid hondas are, if you like cars, then this is pretty rad.<br /><br />lates<br />dale||152.163.188.33||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||04-24-2003||10:48 AM||||I'm just impressed he used the word "rad"  . ;-)||209.131.210.70||reg||12||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||04-24-2003||02:05 PM||||ya,<br /><br />I must say those golf carts are pretty nice;)||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||04-24-2003||02:43 PM||||those honda's are about as honda as a caddy CART racer is a caddy...||132.198.165.39||reg||8||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||04-24-2003||04:19 PM||||Nice big picture. For a dialup guy, it would only take a day to download.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||04-24-2003||04:53 PM||||Those are "way cool Jr",Save the bandwidth!!!!!||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||04-24-2003||08:21 PM||||But you have to keep in mind, that is no Honda.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||04-25-2003||12:09 AM||||Hmm Teg frame with a b series motor..||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||chhuong||04-25-2003||01:13 AM||||Yeah i'm pretty sure that's a honda!!<br /><br />Also, if you want to see a super sleeper look for the crx that has a turbo gsr motor bolted to a awd dsm tranny.  Cool shiet!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000009||Ferrari F50 GT||04-25-2003||01:48 AM||||What I mean by that not being a Honda is that there is almost nothing on that car that is made by Honda exept for maybe the block and head.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000010||Vr4in'||04-25-2003||05:43 AM||||well honda OWNS acura.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||04-25-2003||09:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chhuong:<br /><strong> Yeah i'm pretty sure that's a honda!!<br /><br />Also, if you want to see a super sleeper look for the crx that has a turbo gsr motor bolted to a awd dsm tranny.  Cool shiet!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you being sarcastic?  There is indeed an AWD turbo CRX out there, but it most certainly is not a DSM transmission.  The drivetrain was taken out of an "AWD" (Real Time 4WD) Civic wagon and the driveshaft was shortened.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||comfy||04-26-2003||11:11 AM||||first of all there are fast honda's out there, and second i have spent the past few weeks working on hondas so dont make fun of them.  while it takes them allot more to get the same speeds we do, it is possible, and also remember the cars dont weigh anything (although H22 is a feaking heavy engine.)<br /><br />uhh gvr4n, tegs came with B series motors, i pulled a b-16 out of a 91 IT-R front clip last night.<br /><br />honda makes V-8's for F1, i want one of those||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000013||Dr. On Point GVR4||04-26-2003||04:17 PM||||I use to own a turbo honda. I still have friends with turbo hondas (500 hp + that they drive to work everyday). For anyone to "hate" on a specific type of car is pathetic. We are all car enthusiasts, we should respect nything that is fast. Its alright if u rather not drive that car, but to hate a specific group is just stupid.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Dr. On Point GVR4||00001288||yes
Z||000014||chhuong||04-26-2003||06:20 PM||||Nope, I'm not kidding.  I don't recall where i found it.  Probably from a honda-tech.  Cuz I am a honda enthusiast too.  I've heard of the one your talking about but it's not that one.  The wagon transmission and driveline wouldn't be close to strong enough to hold the power of a gsr let alone a turbo one.  But the owner even said it was from a dsm.  I think it's been almost a year when it was on the board though.||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||04-26-2003||11:19 PM||||Um, yes, they are.  There's a Civic hatch rally car here in Portland that's using that drivetrain w/a shortened driveshaft.  And besides, our cars' transmissions can't even handle the stock power.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||Compressed||04-28-2003||12:41 PM||||Hmm.  I think its cool as hell.  Did you all notice that the B series motor is not mounted transveresly?  Looks like a rear drive, tube framed integra road race car.  Pretty sweet.  I bet it handles fookin' great.||128.117.71.197||reg||14||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||04-28-2003||01:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dr. On Point GVR4:<br /><strong> I use to own a turbo honda. I still have friends with turbo hondas (500 hp + that they drive to work everyday). For anyone to "hate" on a specific type of car is pathetic. We are all car enthusiasts, we should respect nything that is fast. Its alright if u rather not drive that car, but to hate a specific group is just stupid. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I must just need to be schooled.  How much does it cost to build a 500HP Honda?<br /><br />The cost of the car would cost more then a DSM because they hold more value.<br /><br />The Honda is normal asperated so, it doesn't have as high compression pistons as a turbo car.  They come with a crank and rods that are needed for the HP of a factory Honda.<br /><br />So, doesn't the crank, rods, pistons, rings, head gasket all have to be upgraded before you can run any real boost?<br /><br />Then you don't have to do some head work?  Sronger valve springs maybe.  What do you do about the tranny, brakes, and suspention?<br /><br />Not to bash Honda, but it sounds like it would be a cost nightmare.  Also, it doesn't sound like you can play during your upgrade path as much because you would have to stop to do alot of costly mods all at once before you can drive again.<br /><br />Such as, well you add a turbo, but then your brakes can't handle the extra speed.  I would think you would kill the stock clutch the first day out after adding a turbo kit that would cost at least 3 grand for a starter turbo kit.  Then you can only run a few PSI on a stock engine and maybe gain 50HP.<br /><br />Even on HP TV they had a Honda turner come in to talk about the Honda he was tuning.  I think they were adding N02 on a rebuilt engine.  Even the owner of the shop said he blew his first engine up.<br /><br />If I were going to build a autox car, I might build a Honda v-tec and lighten the hell out of it and do every suspention mod avalible, but for raw power and a turbo charged car.  I would never start with a Honda.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||04-28-2003||07:35 PM||||There's a guy in Florida w/a turbo'd CRX.  He's using the stock engine, D16, completely stock internals, although he is using a thicker headgasket.  He's put down 302hp at the wheels on a stock 1.6L engine.  It's his daily driver, and sees at least 14psi on the street.  The 302hp run was done on 16psi.  It can be done.  I have a friend that turbo'd his civic coupe himself.  He did it in stages, not all at once.  Started w/the IC and piping, then did the fuel (DSM injectors, a few pots to fool the ecu).  Sure, it ran rich, and sometimes died at a stop, but it ran.  Then he did the turbo, ran fine, fas as shit (compared to a stock honda) and then did the exhaust later.  It was his only car, he drove it to work every day.  Still does, on a completely stock engine, including the head gasket.  Hondas aren't as different as people might think.  DSM's aren't the miracle, golden children in the automotive family.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/001989.cgi
A||||14||91 #680||car pulls better suddenly??||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||04-24-2003||11:12 AM||detsss@hotmail.com||I hopped in my car yesterday and my car is suddenly noticebly faster??? I havent even done anything to it!!! this is awesome.  Has this happened to any body before? maybe it's me but I doubt it.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-24-2003||11:18 AM||||HOLY COW!  that's the immaculate acceleration.  there may be a sainthood in this.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||04-24-2003||11:19 AM||||The BCS probably closed back up after a self-protection episode.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||04-24-2003||11:42 AM||||Do you have a REAL boost gauge? It could be you have a hose off or something, and your boost is too high. Don't trust the factory LED gauge.||67.35.4.47||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||04-24-2003||12:14 PM||||My guess would be that since it was alittle cool and humid yesterday that he got more dense air than a normal 80deg day we've been having since Jan. I notice sometimes the same thing depending on conditions. Of course the 91 piss gass we get as premium seems to be a hit or miss scenerio as far as what gas station has the best gas for the best price. I've been using mobil 1 which has been more than $0.10 less  that the 76 across the street and almost $0.20 cheaper but obviously more than ARCO. <br /><br />Gawd I hate hearing about you guys and your 93 or 94oct sunoco etc.<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.243.224.253||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||04-24-2003||12:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> HOLY COW!  that's the immaculate acceleration.  there may be a sainthood in this. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO...funny Ken!<br /><br />Cool moist air makes a huge difference in my "undercooled" intake charge.  I definately need IC pipes and WI.  <br />I did throw a little Octane booster in there the other day and felt a noticable difference on the ass dyno.  Tweaked the AFC just a bit afterwards and it pulls much better up top w/o timing being yanked as much.||167.142.21.203||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||04-24-2003||01:06 PM||||I get 93 every time along with a bottle of octane booster with every tank.  And I mean every tank no exceptions.||65.165.18.210||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||91 #680||04-24-2003||01:24 PM||||yes I have a tomei boost gauge that reads in bar.<br />All the days are the same here in sunny san diego and the gas we use here is the shitty 91 that i get from arco.  I also have a joe P mbc.  I dont know maybe my car is just happy.||144.37.195.96||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||04-24-2003||03:01 PM||||In my experience when a car starts running better all of the sudden it seems to be a sign of impending doom.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Then again maybe it's just my bad luck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.8.218.121||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||04-24-2003||03:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> impending doom.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">MuwHaHaHaHa....... sorry.                  <br /><br /><br />Happens to me too.||65.165.18.210||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||04-24-2003||03:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> In my experience when a car starts running better all of the sudden it seems to be a sign of impending doom.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    Then again maybe it's just my bad luck   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This same thing goes through my mind.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br />Almost makes you think you'll be pushing it hard when bam the timing belt breaks or something even more hazardous.<br />"knocks on wood"||67.243.214.142||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||JAYGVR4||04-24-2003||03:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> I hopped in my car yesterday and my car is suddenly noticebly faster??? I havent even done anything to it!!! this is awesome.  Has this happened to any body before? maybe it's me but I doubt it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, the next time your in the DC area, you mind comin over and sitting in my car real quick!?!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||04-24-2003||06:31 PM||||Same type thing happened to me on occasion before I flushed the engine to clean the lifters.  I didn't have a logger, but I'm guessing that the computer was always pulling timing due to lifter "knock", and sometimes the lifters would quiet down and I would get timing and boost back.||209.86.136.79||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000013||Ash||04-24-2003||10:32 PM||||Geez, don't jinx the fella guys!<br /><br />I know what you mean about on again off again performance though.||203.220.202.229||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000014||BigMal||04-25-2003||09:09 AM||||I feel sorry for you guys with only 91 RON fuel.<br />We whinge because we can not the Jap 100 RON fuel.<br />I will no longer complain about our fuel here in Oz. We have this stuff called Shell Optimax (9c p/l more than ULP) that seems to be better than any 98 RON PULP I had tried.<br />Mal||202.138.215.97||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes



ubb/Forum3/001990.cgi
A||||8||modified toys||mastaminds or dsmparts.com||||1||||modified toys||00001373
Z||000000||modified toys||04-25-2003||03:21 AM||sales@modifiedtoys.com||has anybody ordered from dsmparts.com?<br />any comments ?||67.116.242.73||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||04-25-2003||06:53 AM||||I have ordered a few things from them.  Justin is on this board and a good guy.  Parts came as promised and packaged well I might add.  No complaints here from them I would definitely order from them again.||64.108.84.77||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||Jose||04-25-2003||09:18 AM||||I have also ordered and recevied parts from DSMPARTS.COM. Ive had no problems with them. <br />Jose....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||modified toys||04-25-2003||09:20 AM||||thanks everybody! I will start ordering from these guys!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.22.48.133||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-25-2003||03:55 PM||||I'd have to say this is one instance where the service is great but perhaps their website isn't perfectly polished*....  as opposed to some of those online retailers who look all flashy/bling-bling but do nothing but buy crack cocaine with your money.  <i>You know who you are!</i><br /><br />* Sorry Justin, it's my job, I'm a website snob.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||04-25-2003||04:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I'd have to say this is one instance where the service is great but perhaps their website isn't perfectly polished*.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The website doesn't need to be flashy, its just that some of the links dont work, and it isn't updated all that often (but then again, who's is?) <br />Great vendor though, would do bussiness with again, A+++++++++++   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Hmm, that gives me an idea. Someone should start a website that rates online stores with "ebay style" feedback. Anyone ever hear of anything like this?||64.252.104.105||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||04-25-2003||04:54 PM||||<a href="http://bizrate.com/" target="_blank">Bizrate</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||04-25-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> Hmm, that gives me an idea. Someone should start a website that rates online stores with "ebay style" feedback. Anyone ever hear of anything like this? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/links.php?op=viewlink&cid=3" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/links.php?op=viewlink&cid=3</a> <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||04-26-2003||12:57 AM||||Cool, thanks for the links.<br />BTW, has anyone looked at DSMParts recently. Looks like they cleaned up the website alot, nice product descriptions, just more professional. See what happens when we get together and complain about something?||64.252.104.105||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum3/001991.cgi
A||||7||silly4turbo||2G throttle body elbow||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||04-25-2003||11:21 AM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||will these fit our cars, and is it a worth while upgrade. they seem alot larger then the 1g's ...<br />any thoughts on this ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||04-25-2003||11:52 AM||||The 2G TB elbow will fit our cars,<br />i would do a little bit of porting on the inside of the elbow or try to gasket match port it as close as possible to flow more air to the TB.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-25-2003||03:52 PM||||I believe that you have to do some modification to get the elbow to match up to the stock piping, as well.<br /><br />I bought a 2g TB elbow from Bob in Chicago -- it is ported on the TB side and he has an exhaust reducer on the other side to get the diameter to match the stock piping.  You'll need to cut a couple of inches off of the pipe and throw in a few clamps.  (I have not installed this yet)<br /><br />Would you be interested in a pic?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||04-25-2003||04:15 PM||||yea, a pic would be cool.  <br /><br />I'm replaceing the pipes from Turbo to the stock FM ... for more flow on the tb side, I was looking to replace the TB elbow, and try and new UIP's made following the stock path||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-25-2003||04:43 PM||||This isn't actually a picture, rather I just scanned the part since I'm at work.  Hehe.<br /><br />You can see on the top is the exhaust reducer (it's metal) and Bob made the bead out of JB Weld.  The reducer is painted black.  A bit of hose and a clamp holds it onto the elbow.  The TB side is ported out.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=332&width=400" alt=" - " />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||silly4turbo||04-25-2003||06:15 PM||||so is it worth it to have the 2g TB ?  so after the piece, you have the reducer, then stock pipe ?<br />or are you making new pipes ? seems like alot of<br />work just to add a new elbow, when it goes right<br />back to stock size after only a few inches .<br /><br />I'm basically trying to replace all the piping, I've read a bunch of posts from this site. I have a guy that'll do the welding`... I would think getting the flange for the bov would be the toughest part ... also I'm trying to do it the<br />cheapest way, but still be decent, since I don't<br />have $ for a new FMI<br /><br />I'll get the turbo side finished, then go from there||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000006||DookGVR4||04-26-2003||05:02 PM||||you can get a flange for 10 bucks  <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/flangesandgaskets.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/flangesandgaskets.htm</a>||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||04-28-2003||04:23 AM||||would anyone happen to know how many inches the 2g tb elbows are?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001992.cgi
A||||9||4G63_GSR||test drove a VR4 the other day...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||04-25-2003||12:34 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||is something wrong with this... i was test drving like i said and the rpm jumps quick right after 3k... this happens more noticeably in 3rd gear on up... is this normal or what???||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-25-2003||12:44 PM||||slip clutch?||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||04-25-2003||12:48 PM||||I don't really understand. When you say jumps do you mean the gauge or the engine starts to rev faster at 3000 Rpm's. If it revs faster you might be feeling the turbo spool up.||205.186.129.53||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||04-25-2003||01:18 PM||||That or you could have a miss that goes away at higher RPM's.  I have seen that happen.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000004||raceman77||04-25-2003||01:53 PM||||is the acceleration commensurate with the rpm ? lf so then that sounds like normal boost onset but if the rpms jump and you don`t accelerate then l would say..no bueno...or are the tires just spinning from all the power?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||04-25-2003||02:13 PM||||If you're not accelerating with the rev increase than my guess would be a slipping clutch.  Since you say it's more noticable in third gear.  Have you tried it on the highway?||140.247.202.82||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||04-25-2003||02:35 PM||||ditto: clutch.  Will be more noticable in higher gears anyway. Going to notice it more when the boost comes on (about that RPM it's probably hitting full boost or close to it)and slip a really weak clutch.<br /> Not a reason NOT to buy the car if you like everything else about it.  Good excuse to put a better clutch in anyway and have that out of the way.<br />What's the rest of the car like, how much do they want, how many miles.  Share some more info (other than contact info and location :-) and you're sure to get some input here as well.||167.142.22.95||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||4G63_GSR||04-25-2003||02:42 PM||||well... it has nothing to do with boost... the boost is fine... i honestly dont think it's the clutch either... the clutch is fine... maybe it's the car i dont know... it didnt feel too good...||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000008||4G63_GSR||04-25-2003||02:52 PM||||maybe i should clearify myself... after 3k rpm... it shoots up fast without applying too much gas... boost kicks in when it should...||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||04-25-2003||02:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong> well... it has nothing to do with boost... the boost is fine... i honestly dont think it's the clutch either... the clutch is fine... maybe it's the car i dont know... it didnt feel too good... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">From this I would infer:  The rpm's move up along with the speed/acceleration as mentioned above then.?  <br />Not familiar with your background so pardon the basic question: have you ridden in a turbo DSM or similar car to know the feeling of the boost/power band? <br /><br />Honestly, I usually go with my gut.  If I walk away from the car with a questionable feeling, then something's not right.  (since usually that little voice in my head is always suggesting, "buy, buy, buy!"<br />BTW: I ALWAYS take anything I buy to a mechanic, have it put on a lift and have them look it over front to back.  Best money I spend/spent on a car.  Much cheaper than repairs I would have seen many times.<br />Good luck either way.||167.142.22.95||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/001993.cgi
A||||5||a_santos||GAB Rally shocks?||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||04-25-2003||08:07 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />I want to know if anyone knows where I can get some GAB Rally shocks? I really want a set, those are the only shocks GAB makes that are decent.<br /><br />Thanx||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||#258||04-25-2003||08:14 PM||||Somewhere in the hell that is my garage I have a set of bent/broken/leaky ones. Interested???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.192.254.128||reg||10||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000002||ctm||04-25-2003||09:07 PM||||Actually the GAB Super HPs are quite nice for street, strip, autocross and occasional time trial use.  But if you want to romp and rally then I suggest you contact Evan Moen at morissdampers.com and he can make one that can handle just about all that you can put it through.||199.106.16.3||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||04-25-2003||11:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by #258:<br /><strong> Somewhere in the hell that is my garage I have a set of bent/broken/leaky ones. Interested???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How bad are they damaged? If they are not that bad I would take them off of your hands for a fair price considering their condition. <br /><br />Email me with details.<br /><br />Thanx||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||Xan||04-26-2003||02:58 AM||||yo dude, I want some of those GAB rally too, since I've done major research and are like the only option for my car. The Tein Crossovers and GAB HP are ment for street use, and since my VR4 will be doing ProRally hopefully I need something that'll take the abuse. I might contact that Evan Moen.<br /><br />Anyone else have any suggestions where to look or contact or an alternative?||12.245.69.28||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000005||1101||04-26-2003||12:20 PM||||DMS makes a 50 mm rally setup, and 40mm street setup for  for the GVR4. I talked with RRE and although they like the JIC for street, I was told DMS was better for rally.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum3/001994.cgi
A||||9||keydiver||I found my next vehicle!||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||04-25-2003||09:24 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/178.html" target="_blank">http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/178.html</a><br />The interesting part is that it looks functional!<br />You'll like this one too:<br /><a href="http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/107.html" target="_blank">http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/107.html</a><br />This guys got hundreds of 'em.||68.153.68.113||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||04-25-2003||09:39 PM||||Man, that first one is nuts.  I agree though, looks fully functional.  Somebody is nuts..!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.188.97.250||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||04-25-2003||10:41 PM||||I went thru all 179 of them, sorry are waay cool and funny!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||04-26-2003||12:06 AM||||I came across two good scooter videos today.  enjoy...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/videos/getawayinwoodbridge.wmv" target="_blank">Getaway in Woodbridge</a><br />trivia: Who's the guy in the beginning that fell on his ass?<br /><br />And even better...<br /><a href="http://www.mm-racing.com/GopedTake2.wmv" target="_blank">Scooter vs. Trans Am</a>||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||ctm||04-26-2003||03:14 AM||||how do I get one of those gopeds?  anyone know the price?||66.27.117.246||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||04-26-2003||06:56 AM||||Here's a functional turbocharged barstool..The guy who built this is on one of the Hi-po air cooled VW boards I frequent,he actually rides this thing..  <a href="http://www.tgfab.com/Funny.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tgfab.com/Funny.htm</a>||129.71.114.185||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||04-26-2003||10:09 AM||||Jeff just be sure to put a wheelie bar on it so you dont get hurt.  We surely value your input to the board.||64.108.84.77||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||04-26-2003||11:37 PM||||no worky  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||9||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||chadhayashi||04-27-2003||03:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ctm:<br /><strong> how do I get one of those gopeds?  anyone know the price? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know if Go-peds are still legal to purchase in CA. But, here in Denver there are a few shop's. I myself have an older "sport" chassis that I have upgraded w/ the new G230 ORC engine($375). I put an AMA pipe on it, (approx $200) ever ridden a piped Banshee? Imagine a 25 lbs 2cycle "getting on the pipe", You need to shift your weight or you could wheelie and flip! 0.800" spindle (drive is direct from crank to tire), suspension fork($200). I blew my old engine twice running 91 octane fuel (I ran out of 100, but talk about a cheap rebuild). Now I use 100 or 101 octane premix only. Go-ped has a newer model that comes w/ this engine (ORC 2.5hp vs. g23 1.5hp) for approx $850. Mine is scary fast (I bought a moto-x helmet!). Originally rated for 22mph top speed, I can do 30-32 mph at this altitude. The tires are solid rubber and I had to glue them to the wheels because they would expand due to wheel rpm. You can even upgrade to run Ethanol. One of the local shops here has an Ethanol powered ped that makes a claimed 9 hp at 17K, and runs (a true) 47 mph. That's too fast for me.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||04-28-2003||04:11 AM||||i like that turbo scooter.that thing is bad.makes me want to build one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  and CTM,i think my little brother is selling his.i bought him a chrome deck for his bitrthday.i dont know too much about them.but,if your interested i can ask him and i can have him tell you the mods he has.pm me if you want.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/001995.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||DN Performance||||2||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||04-26-2003||12:52 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||has anyone dealt with these guys? i am thinking of getting the manifold/wastegate/o2 housing set up. but it's a grand and i want to know if they have quality products, or welded steel that isn't worth it's weight in shit.||12.235.229.244||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||04-26-2003||01:43 AM||||I would recommend against them.  They're big in the 3/S world, which I'm a part of (currently own a '91 stealth) and I've seen nothing but fairly shoddy work and horrible customer service from them.<br /><br />~matt||128.113.197.54||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||04-26-2003||01:30 PM||||hey Matt... I am in Albany too, you got a GVR4??? I emailed you FYI||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/001996.cgi
A||||2||comfy||smoked a cobra at the track||||1||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||04-26-2003||07:05 AM||||so i bought the car this winter and was promised it would do a 14.2 (not bad for a ligthly modded galant), well took it to the track on wed, and i make a 13.9 while racing a cobra mustang, he did a 14.4. he should have cold smoked my ass but it was still fun.  <br /><br />thanks matt<br /><br />¬_¬||199.8.8.92||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-26-2003||08:04 AM||||Very nice!  What mods?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||04-26-2003||04:45 PM||||Hey,<br /><br />Nice job.  What boost were you running?<br />Post a timeslip, please  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I will probably be there this Wednesday.||68.24.233.56||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes



ubb/Forum3/001997.cgi
A||||0||MNGVR4||Contact info for Lance in Milwaukee||||1||||MNGVR4||00001209
Z||000000||MNGVR4||04-26-2003||02:06 PM||||I lost the contact info for I believe it was lance in Milwaukee parting out a 91 and 92 does anyone have the info.  Thanks||216.250.178.244||reg||1||MNGVR4||00001209||yes



ubb/Forum3/001998.cgi
A||||19||chucklesas||Nitro R/C car mods||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||04-26-2003||04:00 PM||||I can't actually afford to play around with my R/C cars right now (more fun to put money into the real car), but have been wondering if maybe I could somehow Turbo Charge one of these R/C car engines?  Thought it would be kind of funny but a huge hassle to even fabricate the parts to do it.<br />I have about 5 or 6 of these things, 2 are nitropowered. (the HPI Super Nitro and Associated FactoryTeamRC10GT)<br />These things get fast, would be fun to go faster though.  Just curious if any other R/C car hobbiests have done anything neat with their R/C cars.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-26-2003||11:21 PM||||That would be one tiny-ass turbo... maybe use an actual snail shell?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||04-26-2003||11:34 PM||||LOL, SNAIL SHELL.  Man, that's some good engineering there.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||04-27-2003||01:01 AM||||I got in the R/C car thing bigtime about a year ago.  This topic came up on hpiracing.com's forums over and over.<br /><br />The answer is:  on a 2 stroke engine: no.  On a 4 stroke engine, yes.<br /><br />Two stroke engines breathe in and out at the same time.  Thus, there is no separate intake, compression, power, and exhaust stroke like that of a 4 stroke engine.  So had you fitted a forced induction system to a 2 stroke, the engine would never contain any usable boost because the pressure would go through the intake and right out the exhaust.  I've yet to see someone make this setup work.  So for now I'm going to say it's impossible.<br /><br />Even if you were to do it, I've never seen a turbo or superchager small enough for this application.  I would really like to see it done.  But I guess the fact is, there are already engines that fit the standard 'small block' form factor that generate 2hp+ at over 30k rpm.  These engines are barely a 1lb in weight and the curb weight of a lightweight touring car will weigh in about 5lbs or so max.  This is tremendous power/weight ratio and what would be the point?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Even with 4wd, no tires are going to bite hard enough at WOT and not send the car sideways.<br /><br />Another theoretical detail is about that nitro fuel is ignited by heat/pressure, not spark.  By creating positive pressure on the intake, while mixing with fuel, you might find it hard to keep an engine running smooth without backfiring through the carb.  The fix may be to switch to diesel fuel or somehow lower compression ratio of the engine with some kind of head shims.<br /><br />However, some people do build R/C nitro drag cars.  But I've never seen any, or a place to do 1/4 mi (or is that 1/40 mi?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ) scale races.  If this market were bigger, I think someone would've done it.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||04-27-2003||01:10 AM||||how about nitrous? haha||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||MustGoFaster||04-27-2003||11:39 PM||||Get get this  <a href="http://www.osengines.com/engines/osmg2045.html" target="_blank">O.S. engine</a>  1HP out of 2.11cc, 473Hp per liter, if my math is right.||63.228.6.56||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||04-28-2003||04:19 AM||||i used to be into those nitro tec rc's.i believe i saw a bmw m3 rc car that was turbo on nitrotec.com i believe.and you can put nitrous on 2 strokes.you'll need a little engine work.lol.mine stock did about 62 out of box and i was doing about 68-71mph by the time i sold it.its a fun hobby.costs some maoney also.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-28-2003||04:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> The answer is:  on a 2 stroke engine: no.  On a 4 stroke engine, yes.<br /><br />Two stroke engines breathe in and out at the same time.  Thus, there is no separate intake, compression, power, and exhaust stroke like that of a 4 stroke engine.  So had you fitted a forced induction system to a 2 stroke, the engine would never contain any usable boost because the pressure would go through the intake and right out the exhaust.  I've yet to see someone make this setup work.  So for now I'm going to say it's impossible. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not so.  My brother's got a Banshee (carburated two stroke) and is into that whole scene.  There's a number of turbo'd Banshee's out there, and other two stroke bikes and quads.  I don't know how they do it, but I've seen the bikes.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||04-28-2003||10:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>Not so.  My brother's got a Banshee (carburated two stroke) and is into that whole scene.  There's a number of turbo'd Banshee's out there, and other two stroke bikes and quads.  I don't know how they do it, but I've seen the bikes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd love to see how it could be done.  Maybe it has to do with intake and exhaust port placement; such that the exhaust port closes before the intake as the piston rises.  But then where does the exhaust go when the piston is going down?  The intake port would open first.<br /><br />Also don't be fooled by some 'turbo' engine designs from makers like Picco and Novamega.  Their 'turbo' design only means they use a different glo-plug design, which doesn't do a whole lot for you anyway.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||04-28-2003||11:11 AM||||why not super charge?||207.193.182.6||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000010||chucklesas||04-28-2003||12:32 PM||||Could probably get a mini o2 cartridge and a valve, and use a servo to actuate it, that almost like a nitrious kit, only pure o2.  Fewer moving parts with a design like that.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000011||Marcus||04-29-2003||10:22 AM||||If would be much easier just to get a big 4stroke motor and supercharge it, more like R/C airplane motors.  If you want more power and a different route you can always just put two motors on one car, set it up for 4wd.  I've seen this done, but I really doubt a turbo would be worth the hassle.  They make cars that do over 80mph, why would you need a turbo.  My buddies Serpant will beat my other friends CBR600 to 75!<br />Marcus||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||04-29-2003||11:53 AM||||hmmm.  i did this years ago, but with model airplanes.  basically, the more fuel you can force into the motors, the more rpm you can get.  2 of the ways it was done then was 1.  pen bladder.  you force fuel into a pen bladder, kinda like a tiny water balloon, and hold the fuel line shut with pliers.  start the motor, release the pressure, and adjust needle valve.  2.  pressurize the fuel tank.  tap into the bottom end of the motor, and run a line into the fuel tank, so the pressure on the bottom stroke goes into the fuel tank, which is sealed after filling it.  also, the fuel tanks in those days had 3 tubes, the feed tube, the fill tube, and the overflow tube.  you put the line on the overflow tube.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||04-29-2003||02:41 PM||||That sounds similar to the MIP Boost Bottle.  It looked like a small nitrous bottle, but apparently all it did was tap into the crankcase pressure and do something weird with it.  No one's ever been able to explain it to me.<br /><br />I've seen setups in magazines where someone's put two engines on the same spur gear, which is easy to do on a T-Maxx.<br /><br />I don't know why no one's made a 'muscle car' by putting a heli or airplane engine in a car.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||Vr4in'||04-29-2003||04:58 PM||||imagine one that is turbo with a little hks ssqv.that would be quite something cool to see.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||04-29-2003||05:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I don't know why no one's made a 'muscle car' by putting a heli or airplane engine in a car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Someone (in Florida I believe...) does.  They put helicopter turbine engines into trucks and motorcycles.  Yes, motorcycles.  Jay Leno has one of each.  They have ridiculous amounts of power, but a lot of lag down low.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||04-29-2003||08:49 PM||||<a href="http://popularmechanics.com/automotive/sub_coll_leno/2001/8/recycled_jet_setter/" target="_blank">Popular Mechanics - Leno</a>||68.75.59.120||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||spoulson||04-29-2003||09:34 PM||||Yeah, I saw that on one of the Speed TV shows (guy with the handlebar mustache).  I was actually referring to R/C car... as in on-topic.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   But yes, that turbine motorcycle looks like a hoot.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000018||jonvr4||04-29-2003||09:37 PM||||<a href="http://www.rccaraction.com/rz/cars/video.asp" target="_blank">http://www.rccaraction.com/rz/cars/video.asp</a> <br /><br />go to the very last video where it says 100mph rc car!||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000019||spoulson||04-30-2003||09:02 AM||||I gotcha beat.  Here's a video of a 200+mph nitro car.<br /><br /> <a href="http://users.rcn.com/spoulson/pictures/200+mph_nitro_cwh.wmv" target="_blank">mach 10 or something</a>||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/001999.cgi
A||||3||blacksheep||Mofugas gauge Din Mount questions...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-26-2003||11:06 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I wonder if someone can answer some questions for me about this:<br /><br />The trim ring that Rob sold with the notches cut out on the top and bottom for the gauges was from a TEl or something. I remember him including it in a sack with the mitsu part no. Anybody know what this was ? Maybe Rob could help answer this   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyone have one laying around they would like to loan me so I can make a replica of it? Too bad, I sold mine a long time ago  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Gvr4-330||04-27-2003||03:03 AM||||Tell you what.  Since I want that pillar pod from you, i'll let you have my Mofugas 3-gauge din mount.  The edges are a little chewed up, but they should be covered by the edges of the gauges once they are installed.<br /><br />And the trim ring isn't really a DSM-only part.  They were used on Galants if you got the 2-piece radio.  You can find the part in CAPS.  It's MB716801.  The part used in the Mofugas kit was a different part number, but the piece looks the same.<br /><br />You'll also need 4 screws in the lower section to hold the plexiglas in.  You'll know what I mean when you see it.<br /><br />If you want, I can piece together a kit for you and I'll trade you for the pillar pod.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||04-27-2003||09:00 AM||||Rob<br /><br />you got a deal - pillar pod for din mount. lemme know asap !!!<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Gvr4-330||04-27-2003||11:55 AM||||Sounds good.  I'll order the parts tomorrow.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum3/002000.cgi
A||||6||turbowop||ACT powah!!||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||04-27-2003||12:16 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||My clutch has been broken in for about 150 miles now and I was going to race today at the local track but it got rained out. So I decided to go practice some launches after the rain stopped in the afternoon. I hadn't launched the car since the clutch has been broken in....just went WOT thru the gears after leaving a stop nice and easy. I set the stutterbox at 4500rpm to go easy and let out the clutch.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Holy shit.....major tire spinnage and then slingshotage. I had some screws in the center console under the stereo and those wound up on the floor somehow. I'm going to race the car tomorrow since the weatherman says it will be sunny. Wish me luck....||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||04-27-2003||04:24 AM||||When I say broken in for 150 miles I mean 150 miles over the recommended 300 mile break in period. I'll post my times tomorrow night.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||Telecaster||04-27-2003||08:09 AM||||ACT 2600 is great.  I also had one put in recently and did a 600 break-in.  I've been able to chirp 2nd gear under wot.  I dunno how bad that is for my stock 3 bolt rear-dif.  Not to steal the thread but how many of u have broken your 3 bolts due to heavy duty clutch?  I heard T/E/L have that problem.||216.175.97.217||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||04-27-2003||04:19 PM||||My rear end is clunking between shifts now. I also have a 2600 clutch. Too much clutch for the 3-bolt.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||04-27-2003||04:50 PM||||turbowop-<br /><br />Do you have a 4-bolt?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||04-27-2003||05:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> My rear end is clunking between shifts now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The "clunking" is usually the driveshaft bouncing around due to a worn Carrier bearing.||24.88.214.52||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||04-27-2003||06:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> turbowop-<br /><br />Do you have a 4-bolt?<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">negative on the four bolt....||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
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q!CamZR4!,
q!00000312!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!James Basuel - All my email to you bounces back....!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452765.2253!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2452767.1719!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!stainless steel!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452765.2315!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2452766.0112!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!what the hell is this???!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452766.0004!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!02:29 AM!,
q!2452767.0229!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!VFAQ - Battery Relocation!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!05:43 AM!,
q!2452766.0543!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!06:37 AM!,
q!2452766.0637!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q~ACT powah!!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2452757.0016!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!turbowop!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!06:54 PM!,
q!2452757.1854!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Shaking steering wheel!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2452757.0016!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!08:58 AM!,
q!2452757.0858!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Boost Gauge install pic!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!10:30 AM!,
q!2452757.1030!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!a_santos!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!07:35 AM!,
q!2452758.0735!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~UNF***ING BELIEVABLE!!!~,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2452757.1520!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2452758.1956!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!00000437!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q!GVR4's without Sunroofs?!,
q!5!,
q!29!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452757.1707!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2452766.1130!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!00001481!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!ALMOST THERE.  !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452757.1753!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452757.2138!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!new 1/4 mile time!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452757.1903!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!04:03 AM!,
q!2452758.0403!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!steering wheel is shaking at braking!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2452757.1944!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!Hertz!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!09:47 AM!,
q!2452759.0947!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!BUICK Grand National!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!01:53 PM!,
q!2452761.1353!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!12:35 AM!,
q!2452762.0035!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Track times!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!08:21 PM!,
q!2452757.2021!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2452757.2131!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Calling photoshop Guru's need a favor...!,
q!1!,
q!39!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!02:19 PM!,
q!2452761.1419!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452766.1012!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000039!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!dejon intake pics!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!08:53 PM!,
q!2452757.2053!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452757.2209!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!What does this &quot;say&quot;?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452761.1625!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!09:48 PM!,
q!2452762.2148!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dplayha!,
q!Will it fit!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!04:37 PM!,
q!2452761.1637!,
q!dplayha!,
q!00001210!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!05-03-2003!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2452763.1329!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Men Vs Women!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2452761.2132!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!05-03-2003!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2452763.1320!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Pic Of My Old Z!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452761.2204!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452764.2343!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!00001314!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Anyone ever dealt with RnR racing?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!11:36 PM!,
q!2452761.2336!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452762.1905!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00001037!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Does it end? (rhetorical..sp?..)!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!12:22 AM!,
q!2452762.0022!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!12:22 AM!,
q!2452762.0022!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~NEW STROKER MOTOR!!!~,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452766.1409!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!keydiver!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!10:04 AM!,
q!2452768.1004!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Xan!,
q!Manual Seatbelt instructions?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!08:15 AM!,
q!2452762.0815!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!Xan!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452762.1409!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!What would you drive?!,
q!1!,
q!40!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!03:34 PM!,
q!2452766.1534!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!10:11 PM!,
q!2452770.2211!,
q!GVR4ZUM!,
q!00000509!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000040!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!EBC GreenStuff Brake Pads!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!08:56 AM!,
q!2452762.0856!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452762.1619!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!do you aim for puddles?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!06:20 PM!,
q!2452766.1820!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!00000596!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!09:25 PM!,
q!2452766.2125!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!Interpreting road signs!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2452766.2100!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452766.2157!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q~Updated pics of 1823!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452766.2135!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452767.2253!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Nice Gvr4!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452766.2147!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Craig91!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2452775.2230!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!anyone heard of k2 intake manifold?!,
q!2!,
q!3!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452766.2326!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Marcus!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452770.2215!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Who's gettin an EVO!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2452767.0028!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!Ian M!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2452768.2257!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!305VR4!,
q!PDA for Datalogging!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!02:20 AM!,
q!2452767.0220!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!02:55 PM!,
q!2452767.1455!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Would you laugh and point at me for this?!,
q!1!,
q!36!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!09:11 AM!,
q!2452767.0911!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452772.2250!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!00000138!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!Kill switch set up pics!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-27-2003!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2452757.2240!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!Ian M!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452761.2256!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!New tires.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452758.1002!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452758.1002!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Best place to buy a Modine Radiator?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452758.1122!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452758.1122!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!One Helluva time for $40!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452758.1122!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!ken inn!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!02:56 PM!,
q!2452758.1456!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!My fortune cookie says:!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452758.1158!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452759.2307!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rizzla-!,
q!anybody tried these springs!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2452758.1316!,
q!rizzla-!,
q!00001270!,
q!rizzla-!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452758.1347!,
q!rizzla-!,
q!00001270!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Sequential shifter !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452758.1644!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!12:15 PM!,
q!2452760.1215!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Better fotos of my  1991 VR-4!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!07:34 PM!,
q!2452758.1934!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!02:40 AM!,
q!2452760.0240!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Anyone here have RRE FMIC pipes laying around ?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!09:22 AM!,
q!2452762.0922!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2452762.1605!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!My New Website!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!07:39 PM!,
q!2452758.1939!,
q!MX4!,
q!00000093!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!04:46 AM!,
q!2452759.0446!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Question for internet gurus!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2452762.1206!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!spoulson!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!03:33 PM!,
q!2452765.1533!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!different shifter bushings!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452758.2359!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2452760.2305!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!&quot;Family&quot; Photo @ Shootout!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2452762.1656!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!06:00 PM!,
q!2452762.1800!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!doug thomas?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!07:55 PM!,
q!2452762.1955!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!keydiver!,
q!05-03-2003!,
q!01:09 AM!,
q!2452763.0109!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q~My little brother's friend (storytime!)~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2452762.2206!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!05-03-2003!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452763.2158!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Debut 1/4 Run in my 91 VR4!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452762.2300!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!TLT!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!03:09 PM!,
q!2452765.1509!,
q!TLT!,
q!00000705!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!nifty new tool!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-03-2003!,
q!05:08 PM!,
q!2452763.1708!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2452766.0238!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!Some Pictures of  #1459!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-03-2003!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2452763.1933!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2452765.2349!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!USGP question !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452767.2307!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!broke down!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!01:48 AM!,
q!2452769.0148!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q~Funniest shit you've ever seen!~,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!01:39 AM!,
q!2452764.0139!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!12:14 PM!,
q!2452765.1214!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Strange things are happenin!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!11:23 PM!,
q!2452767.2323!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2452768.2244!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Number 3...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452764.1702!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452765.1734!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!00000437!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!FAO:  jonvr4!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2452768.0121!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452768.1322!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!getting quicker!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!02:11 AM!,
q!2452768.0211!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2452768.0233!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!jdm source!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!10:00 AM!,
q!2452768.1000!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!06:36 PM!,
q!2452768.1836!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q~Finished today!!!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452768.1003!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!udriveu!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!08:52 AM!,
q!2452769.0852!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!Videos!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!02:23 PM!,
q!2452768.1423!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!09:09 AM!,
q!2452769.0909!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Floormat group buy update.!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452768.2340!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2452772.1803!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!who has maxxed out a Big16G?!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!07:26 AM!,
q!2452769.0726!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452774.1506!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!New tiny Optimas!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!04-28-2003!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452758.2359!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!ron!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452760.0115!,
q!ron!,
q!00000491!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!AWD Decals ?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!02:51 AM!,
q!2452759.0251!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452760.2025!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Beelzibub!,
q!Carfax pass anyone?!,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!01:10 PM!,
q!2452759.1310!,
q!Beelzibub!,
q!00001399!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!05-07-2003!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452767.2108!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!what one mod would you do?!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452759.1430!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!Compressed!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2452760.1805!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gtluke!,
q!why are some rally cars 4 door?!,
q!5!,
q!18!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2452759.1440!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!02:15 AM!,
q!2452760.0215!,
q!CamZR4!,
q!00000312!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Does everyone here have a gvr4?!,
q!5!,
q!39!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452759.1710!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!gixxer!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!01:19 PM!,
q!2452766.1319!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000039!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!If you live in NC......(video)!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2452759.1716!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!Intrusive97gsx!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2452765.1403!,
q!Intrusive97gsx!,
q!00000783!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!waste gate mod!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452759.2134!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!number3!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!08:33 AM!,
q!2452760.0833!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Vishnu Tuning Evo 8 dyno results!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!04-29-2003!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452759.2242!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452762.1545!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Best Place to Buy 660's!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452764.1851!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!WhiteOut!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452764.1911!,
q!WhiteOut!,
q!00001486!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Props to Abhay...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!12:26 AM!,
q!2452760.0026!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452760.1339!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Florida Guys!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452764.2147!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452765.1417!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!simple questions!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452764.2204!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!udriveu!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!09:16 AM!,
q!2452765.0916!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!bad luck buying cams :(!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-04-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452764.2328!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!229of1000!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!08:03 PM!,
q!2452766.2003!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!I also had seen a gvr4....!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!05:58 AM!,
q!2452765.0558!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!05:59 AM!,
q!2452765.0559!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!For those who love expensive cars.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!08:27 AM!,
q!2452765.0827!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!12:14 PM!,
q!2452765.1214!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Went looking at cars today!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2452765.1259!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!05-08-2003!,
q!09:37 AM!,
q!2452768.0937!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!EVO V STi!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452765.1347!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!Matticus!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!12:29 AM!,
q!2452770.0029!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!Black VR-4 in Aurora, IL!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452765.1521!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!00000065!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452765.2339!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Number 3 Pics from carlisle .. !,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452765.1613!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!number3!,
q!05-06-2003!,
q!02:36 PM!,
q!2452766.1436!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!CHECK THIS OUT!,
q!2!,
q!4!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2452760.0040!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452761.2033!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q~Perhaps Best Electric Fan for the Money!~,
q!4!,
q!3!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2452760.0129!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2452761.1735!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!T66!,
q!14!,
q!17!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!02:10 AM!,
q!2452760.0210!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-01-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452761.2025!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~Complete Acura IC set for 275 bucks!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!12:17 PM!,
q!2452760.1217!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!drew!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!01:26 PM!,
q!2452760.1326!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Anyone live in Dallas TX?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!12:45 PM!,
q!2452760.1245!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!WhiteOut!,
q!05-02-2003!,
q!08:40 PM!,
q!2452762.2040!,
q!WhiteOut!,
q!00001486!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!dodge neon a theat?!,
q!1!,
q!52!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452760.1826!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!02:18 PM!,
q!2452769.1418!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000052!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!seen vr-4!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!04-30-2003!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2452760.1936!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!05-05-2003!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452765.2359!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/002001.cgi
A||||6||VR6 Eater||Shaking steering wheel||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||04-27-2003||12:16 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Lately my steering wheel has been shaking while driving at highway speeds.  I checked all my bushings and the don't seem that bad.  Not new mind you, but not totally decayed either.  Tie rods were replaced last year and front struts the year before.  I think the front rotors are warped, but I can't imagine that it would be so bad as to make the steering wheel shake like it does.  I can just barely feel the pedal pulsate under hard braking.  Any suggestions as to what I should inspect next.||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||04-27-2003||12:35 AM||||alignment, but it could be roters also||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||04-27-2003||12:46 AM||||I just had new tires mounted and balanced on my car. After that the damn steering wheel would shake over 45mph on any road. I took the car to a friend that works at a different tire shop and he rebalanced them. Problem solved.....I guess the guys at the other tire shop didn't know how to use the balancing equipment properly. I couldn't believe the difference just those little weights make.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||04-27-2003||12:58 AM||||I noticed it with my winter tires also but not as bad.  Since I put the heavy 17's on, I really notice it.  I'm thinking rotors, but f*ck man, those things have to be warped bad to shake like this.  I put pads on the front last year though.  I guess when you buy cheap pads and your car has a tendancy to warp rotors you shouldn't buy cheap ones.  <br /><br />Anybody have any good leads on pads and rotors that won't put me in debt.  I been getting prices of $80 per rotor around here.||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||04-27-2003||01:40 AM||||Under mild to hard braking, my steering wheel shook like crazy when I first bought the car.  Put in new OEM rotors and metal masters pads.  Problem solved.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||raceman77||04-27-2003||08:53 AM||||sounds like balance to me-put the rear wheels on the front-see if there`s a difference,and check the rims for mud or debris that could upset the harmony.l doubt very much it`s brake related unless you`ve got a caliper hanging up and l strongly suspect it has nothing to do with alignment either  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  l wish all our car problems were just tire balance...oh,and to check the rear brakes roll along at speed and slowly apply the E-brake to feel for pulsation..good luck with it||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||04-27-2003||08:58 AM||||if the car is "pulling" or "wandering" it is wheel alignment.  if it is shaking when braking, it usually is warped rotors.  if the wheel is shaking at certain speeds, it is wheel balance, or wheel/tire out of round.  there can be a number of causes, wheel weights do come off under normal use.  normal tire wear can change the balance, you should get the balance redone yearly.  the rim can bend from hitting something, OR, it can actually be out of round from the factory, or not exactly centered.  even tho the rim/tire is out of round it still can be balanced, but you will feel it when you drive.  also, when the car sits for a while, the tire can develop a flat spot.  quality tires when new will also have the lightest and the lowest side marked.  you will see a red triangle, which is the lowest part of the tire, this is supposed to be lined up with the high mark on the rim, which is probably gone by now.  if you cant find the high mark on the rim, then you default to the yellow circle, which is lined up with the valve stem, then the tire is closest to balance.  most tire places dont like to do this, cause it takes more time, but i have found that at least when the valve stem is lined up, the tire takes a lot less balance weights.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/002002.cgi
A||||3||a_santos||Boost Gauge install pic||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||04-27-2003||10:30 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />After many months of shitty weather, I finally got around to installing the boost gauge. Here is a shot  [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=333" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=333&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] <br /><br />I ran the wires from the dimmer. Real close and convenient. The screws for the mount just go into the plastic. It holds really well. The position is perfect as well.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||Invader||04-27-2003||10:43 AM||||Looks good...<br /><br />I used Autometer gauge pods down the side of my a-pillar in my Talon.  They look good and don't fall apart like the plastic stick-on a-pillar pods...||65.33.48.138||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||04-27-2003||02:05 PM||||looks cool .. <br />I wanna try and hang the boost gauge in the hood of the instrument panel between the speedo and tach||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||04-28-2003||07:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> looks cool .. <br />I wanna try and hang the boost gauge in the hood of the instrument panel between the speedo and tach </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You should be able to do that. Make sure that when you drill the pilot hole, you don't go to big. And make sure that you don't over tighten the screw. I went thru the boot for the steering rack, it is in a really good spot. I teed off of the p-port on the intake manifold.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/002003.cgi
A||||14||ken inn||UNF***ING BELIEVABLE!!!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||04-27-2003||03:20 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||so, i'm watching the travel channel, and they are doing a show on the 10 best beaches in hawaii, where i was born and raised.  we lived in lanikai, on the east side of the island of oahu, right on the beach.  we were the first orientals, or asians, or whatever we are called now, to move in to the neighborhood, which was predominantly white.  i can remember playing on the beach all the time.  so, they are counting down the beaches, waikiki, poipu, lahaina, north shore, and they come to number one, and it's LANIKAI.  and there was a whole bunch of shots right out in front of where we used to live.  i jumped out of my chair, i was so excited.  showed the mokulua islands, these 2 islands about a mile off shore, right in front of our house.  it was great!||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-27-2003||04:08 PM||||Funny? I never really thought about you being asian or whatever you call yourself...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Congrates for the home town/beach honor.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||04-27-2003||04:39 PM||||Yeah, I thought you were a Texan!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />That has to be cool to see your hometown listed as one of the number one places to go, so many years later.  I know my hometown will never win any awards.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||04-27-2003||05:13 PM||||There's just something about seeing somewhere you've been on TV.  Especially somewhere you used to live.  The Travel channel was doing an Top Ten Extreme Homes, and they came to a guy named Dante' that lives in a train car.  He also owns and operates Dantes' Inferno in AL.  One of the best Fondu restraunts in the world.  I go there on business alot, and always end up there for dinner.  I've spoke with him many times, so when I saw him on the TV it was like whoa, I know him.  The Travel Channel's Top Ten's cover alot of ground, keep an eye on it and you bound to see somewhere you know.||24.88.214.52||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||04-27-2003||07:14 PM||||I felt the same way when the mentioned Yakima on a Seinfeld episode. The one where Elaine's new boyfriend was from Seattle and Seinfeld says "oh that guy from Yakima?" I about pooped my self...||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||04-27-2003||08:00 PM||||i wish i lived somewhere cool. haha<br /><br />i live in the suburbs in houston. fun.  i used to live on wilcrest. good area. (sarcasm...over the internet sometimes you have to specify)  a girl got shot 2 blocks away from my house. i heard it. to bad i didn't get to see the report on tv.<br /><br />anyway.  its really cool that you lived near a beach. that must have been fun. and the sea food must have been incredible, something i would really enjoy. especially the sushi.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||04-27-2003||10:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> I felt the same way when the mentioned Yakima on a Seinfeld episode. The one where Elaine's new boyfriend was from Seattle and Seinfeld says "oh that guy from Yakima?" I about pooped my self... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is pretty cool, coming from a ex-Yakimanian like myself.  I need to see that episode.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||04-27-2003||10:26 PM||||My hometown is on ESPN every year for our annual Timber Carnival.  Sorta like the logging olympics; we get people from all over the world coming to compete and watch.  Seems completely normal to me having lived there and seen it my whole life, but some people get a kick out of it.  The event's only about the size of a county fair or something, in our little hamlet of 39k heads and counting.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||04-27-2003||10:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> I felt the same way when the mentioned Yakima on a Seinfeld episode. The one where Elaine's new boyfriend was from Seattle and Seinfeld says "oh that guy from Yakima?" I about pooped my self... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is pretty cool, coming from a ex-Yakimanian like myself.  I need to see that episode. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa...that's cool. You should PM me some info on where you lived, schooling, age and such. We may know some of the same people.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||04-28-2003||10:10 AM||||well, what made me so excited, was as they were panning around, i could see houses that i KNEW the people who lived in them, if they are still there.  lots of places where i used to go when i went to the beach.  they must have been shooting some of it from right in front of where i used to live.  course, the 2 swimsuit models with the humongous boobs didnt hurt, either.  one of them had nipples that could put your eye out.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||04-28-2003||10:13 AM||||I saw Dennis Grant on Hi-Rev Tuners.  Does that count?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||mixx2001||04-28-2003||11:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> My hometown is on ESPN every year for our annual Timber Carnival. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That reminds me ESPN comes to NC every year for the Big Dawg Shootout at Piedmont Dragway.  It's only 10 miles from me, and I think I may have made the broadcast a few times.  I still don't know why ESPN comes here though.  All it is is a bunch of rednecks who built 2000+ hp cars that should be runnin the 1/4 but instead are content with their sub 4sec 1/8th mile runs.  The crowd consists of my friends and about 2500 drug dealers who gamble on the races.  At least one person gets shot every year.  You never see it or hear it but sure enough the next day someone ends up with an extra hole.  Just stick next to the ESPN guys and your safe.||65.165.18.166||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||04-28-2003||01:47 PM||||Haha, the cat's outta the bag, now you guys know Ken is of the Asian persuasion.  But have no fear, he's quite the good Texan, and he can square dance circles around ya'll.  <br /><br />If anyone is wondering, Ken and I are NOT related, although we both share the genetic predisposition of liking Kimchi.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||BluFalcon||04-28-2003||02:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Haha, the cat's outta the bag, now you guys know Ken is of the Asian persuasion.  But have no fear, he's quite the good Texan, and he can square dance circles around ya'll.  <br /><br />If anyone is wondering, Ken and I are NOT related, although we both share the genetic predisposition of liking Kimchi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When I first met Ken, I thought he was Howard's dad.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    What was I supposed to think?  Howard shows up in his GVR4, and Ken is right behind him in his white one.  I thought it was some kind of weird Father/Son Galant Mafia thing.  That was a long time ago though.||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000014||SPEEDFIEND||04-28-2003||07:56 PM||||Man, Ken why hell did you ever move away.  I went to Kauai for 4 days last year and needless to say I really didn't want to leave. Between the scenery(the island) and the scenery(the ladies), let me just say, BADASS!!||206.214.56.106||reg||14||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes



ubb/Forum3/002004.cgi
A||||29||305VR4||GVR4's without Sunroofs?||||5||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||04-27-2003||05:07 PM||||Does anybody know how many of the 3000 GVR4s do NOT have sunroofs, mine doesn't.  Out of the 20-25 GVR4s I've seen here in Colorado, only 2 I believe didn't have sunroofs.  How rare is no sunroof?||12.211.202.100||reg||5||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||04-27-2003||05:27 PM||||well I have one of them ... I dunno if that helps .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||04-27-2003||07:02 PM||||No sunroof here either... thank God.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||04-27-2003||08:49 PM||||Me three  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||04-27-2003||10:06 PM||||me 4, #1321||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||04-27-2003||10:27 PM||||No sunroof here either.||63.191.136.71||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||DSMGVR4||04-27-2003||11:14 PM||||I used to own #1125/2000....it didn't have one either.  John #685/1000 w/ sunroof||68.38.90.142||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000007||Sam Sayes||04-28-2003||09:01 AM||||Don't have a sunroof either<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000008||boostboy51||04-28-2003||10:15 AM||||no sun for #327/2000||67.66.236.1||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000009||watchdoc||04-28-2003||11:05 AM||||#111/2000 no sunroof||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000010||Compressed||04-28-2003||11:11 AM||||No sunroof here either.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000011||ayvr4||04-28-2003||11:57 AM||||I have one!<br />Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000012||305VR4||04-28-2003||12:49 PM||||Isn't there for lack of a better description, any "statistics dorks" on here?||12.211.202.100||reg||4||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000013||malcvr4||04-30-2003||07:56 AM||||No sunroof!!||64.12.96.102||reg||1||malcvr4||00000550||yes
Z||000014||DeanCouchey||04-30-2003||12:19 PM||||no sunroof for 1778 either||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000015||gvr4tunr||04-30-2003||07:14 PM||||i don't have one||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000016||slvrblt||04-30-2003||08:34 PM||||no sunroof. 556/2000||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000017||BarnesMobile||04-30-2003||09:43 PM||||Okey, this looks like a good place to ask this. Is it possible to convert a sunroof GVR-4 to a non-sunroof? I remember seeing that you can buy the roof panel at Conicelli. But I don't know if it is welded on, or bolted. I was wondering if anyone knew? Thanks||66.189.197.81||reg||1||BarnesMobile||00000827||yes
Z||000018||vrpower||04-30-2003||10:23 PM||||Im guessing welding would have to come in play, and ohh yeah i dont have a sunroof.||199.35.138.17||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000019||slvrblt||04-30-2003||10:31 PM||||Just cut it a little more and make a targa top out of it. Im sure there are no more than 2-3 of those running around in the world.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000020||GalantVR41062||05-04-2003||12:34 PM||||I belive that was one of the 3 options for the GVR-4 when you bought one.  Color(summit white, Forest? green, some metalic black), sunroof, color of leather(black/tan).  I was talking to one of the older sales man at the Mitsu I work at and he said people paid sticker price for the there GVR-4s in 91 and 92, ~$24,000.  No less.<br /><br />~John<br />#1062 sun roof||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000021||Romanova||05-04-2003||07:09 PM||||I don't think tan leather was ever available...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000022||chhuong||05-05-2003||02:23 AM||||I have one and wish i didn't!!  Cuz mine makes some kind of tapping noise at freeway speeds, if i have a window open and the sunroof shut!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000023||hibrn8||05-05-2003||02:27 AM||||leather color was not an option. it only came black. Bob is an exception with his tan interior. I think he said it was changed from original though.||67.200.121.111||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000024||hibrn8||05-05-2003||02:29 AM||||leather color was not an option. it only came black. Bob is an exception with his tan interior. I think he said it was changed from original though.||67.200.121.111||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000025||Xan||05-05-2003||02:43 AM||||no sunroof for #1547, seems there are more non sunroofs than you prolly thought. 16 vs 4 so far favoring no sunroof.||12.245.69.28||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000026||hibrn8||05-05-2003||12:16 PM||||it seems as if most of the 91s dont have them and the 92s do. so this thead apparently is dominated by 91 owners so far.||65.227.204.111||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000027||a_santos||05-05-2003||12:35 PM||||Speak for yourselves. I have a 91 with sunroof and just parted another 91 with a sunroof as well. My budy has a 91 with sunroof too. <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> it seems as if most of the 91s dont have them and the 92s do. so this thead apparently is dominated by 91 owners so far. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||198.111.38.124||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000028||DSSA||05-06-2003||10:18 AM||||I've had '91s with and without sunroofs.<br /><br />Factory options for the cars were sunroof and CD player.  Rest was standard.||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000029||GalantVR41062||05-06-2003||11:30 AM||||sorry, I thought I read/heard somewhere that the leather color was an option.<br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum3/002005.cgi
A||||1||ken inn||ALMOST THERE.  ||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||04-27-2003||05:53 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||went out for a couple of datalog runs today, ambient was 87 deg, 7125 rpm, 0 knock, 28 deg timing, and 76% duty cycle.  fixing the water injection has really helped.  i'm actually thinking about cams.  NO!  NO!  STOP IT!  BAD thought.  BAD thought.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||04-27-2003||09:38 PM||||What material are your intercooler pipes made from? Unless they are stainless or aluminum, do you have any concerns about rust resulting from the water injection?<br /><br />HKS, Web or Crower? <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=56156" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=56156</a><br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/002006.cgi
A||||8||turbowop||new 1/4 mile time||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||04-27-2003||07:03 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I ran a 13.4 @ 103 today with the new clutch. That was 18psi on 110 octane racegas. I was running rich and had plenty of room for leaning it out and turning up the boost more but didn't have the time. I think high 12's are possible my next time out. The new clutch rocks. Holds like a mother. I was getting 1.8 60ft times no problem stutterboxing at 5000rpm. I'm a little worried going any higher for fear of my 3 bolt. All in all I had a good day of racing. I only got three runs in and they were pretty much used for tuning and getting used to the new clutch, but it was fun. Anybody interested in my mods can click on the link in my sig.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||04-27-2003||07:07 PM||||Nice work Mark!  I'm thinking of having my "stutterbox" (keydiver ecu) set to a 5k launch; how do you like it?  Do you spin, ever bog, etc?  And do you slip or dump?||134.10.23.206||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||04-27-2003||07:11 PM||||I found that if I dump it at 5000rpm it spins all four pretty bad. That's what happened my first run. It spun up to redline and when I shifted to second and gained traction I lost all rpm's and bogged horribly. Still trapped 102 though. The next run I kind of "fast" slipped it which seems to work well. Just a chirp of the front tires and then it slingshots out of the hole. My car may launch different than others though because of the Teins which have fairly stiff spring rates.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||Ash||04-27-2003||10:03 PM||||Just curious what 60' you got prior the stutterbox, I get 1.7/1.8 without it with the stock open 3 bolt.  I got mine set to 5500rpm (Thanks to Keydiver).||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||04-27-2003||10:25 PM||||I've had the adjustable stutterbox since I first started racing so I can't really say what the 60ft times would have been without it. I just started going to the track last summer. On stutterbox launches with the stock clutch however I would get lovely 2.2-2.3 60ft times. If your stutterboxing at 5500 Ash and getting 1.7's on the 3 bolt maybe I will try 5500 myself.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||Ash||04-27-2003||11:27 PM||||Sorry Mark I wasn't real clear, what I was saying is I've just got the stutterbox at 5500rpm & haven't tested it yet.  I've been getting 1.7/1.8 without a stutterbox, just manually pulsing at about 5500rpm.  I was hoping for 1.5xx dammit!||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||04-27-2003||11:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Sorry Mark I wasn't real clear, what I was saying is I've just got the stutterbox at 5500rpm & haven't tested it yet.  I've been getting 1.7/1.8 without a stutterbox, just manually pulsing at about 5500rpm.  I was hoping for 1.5xx dammit! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn dude!!! 1.5's would be freakin nuts....let us know if you get them. I'll be happy with consistent 1.7 - 1.8's.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||04-27-2003||11:59 PM||||good job mark.<br /><br />you know i see alot of posting regarding 3 bolt rears. yeah they arent as strong as the 4 bolt, but you shouldnt underestimate the strength of the 3bolt. my buddy and i were tryign to break the 3 bolt on a 1g awd, dropping it from 6k constantly for days, and we had no luck. it held up and its still on the car. were still waiting for it to fail one day to be replaced with a 4 bolt.||65.227.204.154||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-28-2003||04:03 AM||||good run man.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .what mods do you currently have?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002007.cgi
A||||5||mromik||steering wheel is shaking at braking||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||04-27-2003||07:44 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Is it  bad brake disks ?<br />How to replace them on VR-4?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||04-27-2003||09:06 PM||||Yes. They are very easy to replace. Remove the two bolts that hold the brake caliper on, remove the caliper, and the rotor comes right off. Sometimes you can have your rotors resurfaced if they are thick enough.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||mromik||04-28-2003||01:49 AM||||I thaught so! I had such rotors on my 1.8 Fwd Galant.<br /><br />But here they are bolted from behind  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   ....<br /><br />I have resurfaced rotors from FWD Galant and want to install them!<br /><br />Rotors are the same exept bolting.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-28-2003||03:59 AM||||my brothers explorer was doing that,and it was making a noise.we would go to the beach and while braking everyone would look at us with their index fingers in their ears.i thought it was hilarious.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||04-28-2003||01:22 PM||||Make sure your calipers are not frozen.  If they are, you will just rewarp them soon after you fix them.  Also, you will not brake even.<br /><br />If you can push the fronts in without too much effort then, they are good.  You should also be able to screw in the rear caliper.  Don't try and force it in using a clamp or something silly like that.  They screw in.  If you can't push the front pistons in and you can't screw the rears in, then you need to rebuild them or replace them.  <br /><br />Read vfaq.com.  There is a nice trick to getting stuck front rotors off.  Save yourself a headach and use the bolt trick.  I just did my brakes last week.  It takes about 5-10 minuets to get the fronts off using the trick.  You could hammer on them all day long and not get them off.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||04-29-2003||09:47 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/BrakeRotors.html" target="_blank">removing stuck rotors</a>||68.75.175.154||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002008.cgi
A||||2||crucible||Track times||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||04-27-2003||08:21 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Just browsed the galant vr4 registry and saw some of the 1/4 mile times people ran.Seems to me that how fast you can go doesnt necessarily depend on how many mods one has installed.I saw a few galants with minimal mods and they "supposedly" ran mid 14's while others with the similar mods ran mid 15's.I have a co-worker who can probably drive any car and make it seem like 10 lbs of boost was just added.I dont know how he does it but it sends me a message that alot can be gained if you know how to "work" the car.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||Ash||04-27-2003||09:16 PM||||That's dead right.  In my car my mates are about a second slower over the quarter, driver ability makes a huge diference.  A healthy stock VR4 <i>should</i> do flat 15s, most don't due to driver ability or running sick.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||04-27-2003||09:31 PM||||Another important factor is tuning. A guy who just throws parts (money) at his car without tuning is not getting the full potential out of his upgrades.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/002009.cgi
A||||1||turbowop||dejon intake pics||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||04-27-2003||08:53 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||This is for the guys wanting to use a 2g mas but not sure what pipe to use, so I thought I'd post some pics of my Dejon intake. I used a longer piece of hose to connect it to the turbo which brings the filter closer to the fender. I used a Home Depot L-bracket to mount the mas to the car where the battery used to sit. As you can see from the front of the car with the headlight missing (for racing) the filter sits right behind the hole so it's almost like ramair. I logged way cooler (ambient)intake temps with it like this and the headlight out.<br /><br />*edit* almost forgot to point out the pipe is the CIP-2/1gD<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid60/pf9283213a026cef2000a67366297f0c8/fc429855.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid60/p378900cd33fd755a76f60e67a30fea27/fc429841.jpg" alt=" - " />||198.81.26.105||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||04-27-2003||10:09 PM||||good job mine,looks good.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002010.cgi
A||||7||turbowop||Kill switch set up pics||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||04-27-2003||10:40 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Wow...I'm on a role today with pics. I guess I'm in a sharing mood. Here are some pics of my kill switch/battery in trunk setup. It's a flaming river remote kill switch from Summit Racing. The rod that actuates the switch gets removed any time other than race days so nobody can mess with it. I cover the hole left with a rubber plug.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid60/p82e706b66b9c830d5bd678db93cdd0e3/fc42984b.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid60/p5eab50f8768b496a1e1ca49edd2bb0aa/fc429846.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid60/p1c52560e85a7f731319a62b1cadfb618/fc429844.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||04-28-2003||04:22 AM||||i've actually never seen one of those things.i guess im a little behind.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||04-28-2003||04:47 AM||||Crazy... yea, that's new to me too.  Looks good!  Maybe it's in a shadow in that pic or something, but I can't even see the rubber plug (or hole) where the rod goes.  Very nice.||134.10.23.206||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||04-28-2003||03:39 PM||||Good Timing!  I just got flagged for not having one at the track just yesterday.  Question, do they allow you to use that deep cycle battery without a battery box since I'm assuming its one of those "sealed" batteries?<br /><br />Looks good!  A friend of mine has that same kit but the way his battery is situated, you have to pull his so he has to rework the whole thing...  I have a Moroso twist type switch for mine, but now you have me thinking that this Flaming River bump stopper is a better idea...  Considering it requires less cutting from behind, and you can prevent anyone from messing with it while its not it use...  If I want to do that, I need to pull the whole swtich out to prevent people from just going up to my car with some pliers and disconnecting my battery...  Silly question, but have you tried it yet?  Someone told me once that because of the way our electrical systems are routed, that unless you run the cutoff to the alternator instead of the battery, that the car could technically run off just the alternators power alone and that the switch wouldn't work.  Any comment on that theory?<br /><br />jb||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||04-28-2003||08:00 PM||||They didn't seem to care that the battery wasn't in a box. I'm guessing it is okay since it is in a trunk and the battery is sealed. <br />I originally had it set up as a "pull off" style but they said that was against NHRA rules so I just reversed the lever and made it a "push off" style. I knew it wasn't right but I thought I'd see if they said anything first. They did...<br />About killing the alternator, yes the alternator power leads need to be run back to the battery. Disconnect the alt lead from the fuse block that used to connect to the battery and extend it back to the battery's new location. Then run a wire from where that wire was connected at the fuse block to the starter wire on the same fuse block to complete the circuit. Mine works fine. They made sure to test it my first time out this year. They know it works now so they don't test it anymore. That's a good thing because resetting radio stations all the time along with stutterbox settings gets old.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||04-28-2003||08:37 PM||||very nice set up.  Thats exactly what I want to do. Care to post a parts list?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.240.91||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||04-28-2003||09:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> very nice set up.  Thats exactly what I want to do. Care to post a parts list?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can find the kill switch set up on Summit's site I think under the electrical/battery section. It was just under $80 if I recall for the switch and remote rod/handle. The battery tray and hold downs are from Shucks auto supply. I got all the wire and connectors from a local auto electric store.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||05-01-2003||10:56 PM||||Thats pretty much exactly what I have been planning to do for the switch when I relocate my battery. Now I know it'll work perfect.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.16||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/002011.cgi
A||||0||gvr4ever||New tires.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||04-28-2003||10:02 AM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||I installed brand new brakes all around last week.  New calipers, disk, and pads.<br /><br />After that, I decided I needed new tires to go with the new brakes.  I didn't have the patiance to order them, so I got some from a tires shop.<br /><br />I took a chance and installed Fulda Extreamo's.  I got them in 205-55-15.  I must say, I am really pleased with them.  I took a off ramp about 60 without even making them sqeal.  They cost $119 each at Big O Tires, BUT thats installed, so thats not too bad.  Also they gave me $20 each for my old winter tires, so that was cool.  Anyway, I drifted out of the tires shop right after I got them leaving markes on the road and the side walls hold up GREAT.  <br /><br />Just another choice of tire.  For the price installed, I'd say go for them.  I did some hard cornering over the weekend on the streets and I never road the sidewall of the tires.  I took a wide corner racing a C4 Vette, and I was on the outside.  After the turn, I was with him and I started to pull in 3rd.  I was going to get a video of me pulling on him, but we ran out of time.  I had three people in my car too. btw, I know the Vette owner.  He let me drive it.  It was fun, but I thought it was slow for the engine size.  It was a auto and the 0-50 is really fun, but then it falls off.  It's still fast though, just not as fast as I thought it would be.||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002012.cgi
A||||0||blacksheep||Best place to buy a Modine Radiator?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-28-2003||11:22 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi<br /><br />I need one asap. My car is heating up for some reason. Head was done just before I bought it. I think my radiator has been patched a lot coz I can see the fixes on the top. This will be my first easy fix to see if that helps. I did a search online but no luck...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002013.cgi
A||||5||1312VR4||One Helluva time for $40||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||04-28-2003||11:22 AM||vttruett@comcast.net||<a href="http://www.mazdarevitup.com/f_intro.asp" target="_blank">Drive a Mazda for $40</a>  coming to a town near you soon.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||04-28-2003||11:29 AM||||yea, me and a few friends signed up for the boston event, sounds like it should be fun to beat on a new mazda ... 9 grand all the way to the finish line :-)||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||04-28-2003||11:44 AM||||one of my accounts(bmp design, tyler, texas) is part sponser to kumho tires, they have equipped 3 mini coopers with different compound tires, and they have a 40ft container that will be going around the country to different racing events, and you can drive the minis for free, to see how the different compound tires feel.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||04-28-2003||12:09 PM||||Really? Can you give me some more info on this? I didnt see anything on their site about it, Just the mini-fest. Thanks.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||silly4turbo||04-28-2003||12:15 PM||||cool, will the mini's be at the mazda rev it up or is that a seperate event ? sound fun||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||04-28-2003||02:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> Really? Can you give me some more info on this? I didnt see anything on their site about it, Just the mini-fest. Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i think the mini-fest was last weekend.  in october, they will be having the annual show for bmw's, which i will probably go to.  the kumho deal is separate, since kumho is campaigning 3 mini's, bmp gave them some stuff.||209.220.6.231||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/002014.cgi
A||||14||mixx2001||My fortune cookie says:||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||04-28-2003||11:58 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Originally posted by mixx2001's fortune cookie <br /><b>Beware of cookies bearing fortunes</b>  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah.||65.165.18.166||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||JAYGVR4||04-28-2003||03:40 PM||||oh yeah, well mine says:<br /><br /> "HELP, I'M BEING HELD CAPTIVE IN A FORTUNE COOKIE FACTORY!!!"||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||04-28-2003||04:15 PM||||mine says:<br /><br />made with 100% real cardboard and almond flavoring.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.21.213||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||04-28-2003||04:29 PM||||I once got a fortune cookie that said this... no lie.<br /><br />"Your stupidity will be your downfall."||24.218.198.28||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||04-28-2003||04:29 PM||||Mine just says "in bed"?!?!?  I don't get it.||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||04-28-2003||06:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Mine just says "in bed"?!?!?  I don't get it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whenever my friends and I order chinese, we always read the fortunes, and then append "in bed" at the end, and it's usually pretty funny.||24.218.198.28||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||04-28-2003||08:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pappy:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Mine just says "in bed"?!?!?  I don't get it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whenever my friends and I order chinese, we always read the fortunes, and then append "in bed" at the end, and it's usually pretty funny. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I thought you were supposed to do also.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||04-28-2003||09:32 PM||||That was the joke! Whatever. <br /><br />Instead of having a fortune cookie to add "in bed" too, I just got one that said "in bed".<br /><br />No one got it.  Oh well.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||suprflewus||04-28-2003||11:20 PM||||mine said:<br /><br />"man with hand in pants feel cocky all day."<br /><br />lates<br />dale||205.188.208.166||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||04-28-2003||11:29 PM||||Confusious says:<br /><br />- Virgin woman like balloon, one prick - all gone!<br />- Man standing on toilet - high on pot!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||04-29-2003||12:33 AM||||I had a dream last night, standing in a room with mufflers hanging from the ceiling.<br />When I got up in the morning, I was exhausted.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.186.180||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||04-29-2003||09:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I had a dream last night, standing in a room with mufflers hanging from the ceiling.<br />When I got up in the morning, I was exhausted.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">&lt;Groan&gt;||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||REDLINEGVR4||04-29-2003||09:48 AM||||A friend of mine once got "Bad luck and misfortune will plaque your pathetic soul for all eternity"||168.254.5.7||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000013||mixx2001||04-29-2003||11:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> A friend of mine once got "Bad luck and misfortune will plaque your pathetic soul for all eternity" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tell your friend I know a good dentist that may be able to help him.||65.165.18.166||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000014||suprflewus||04-29-2003||11:07 PM||||"man who play with self near cash register come into money..."<br /><br />lates<br /><br />dale||152.163.188.33||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes



ubb/Forum3/002015.cgi
A||||2||rizzla-||anybody tried these springs||||1||||rizzla-||00001270
Z||000000||rizzla-||04-28-2003||01:16 PM||galantdsm@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.streetbeatcustoms.com/gallantmirage.html" target="_blank">http://www.streetbeatcustoms.com/gallantmirage.html</a>||24.201.102.244||reg||1||rizzla-||00001270||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||04-28-2003||01:35 PM||||Uhh, they don't make GVR4 springs, only for E30 FWD non turbo Galants.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||rizzla-||04-28-2003||01:47 PM||||sorry, i read too fast||24.201.102.244||reg||1||rizzla-||00001270||yes



ubb/Forum3/002016.cgi
A||||4||a_santos||Sequential shifter ||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||04-28-2003||04:44 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys, <br /><br />A while back someone posted something on RRE having a squential shifter for our cars. Well I have found the retailer. <br /><br />Here is the link: <a href="http://www.monterallysport.com/mrs.html" target="_blank">http://www.monterallysport.com/mrs.html</a><br /><br />It runs $1400.||198.111.38.124||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||Dr. On Point GVR4||04-30-2003||12:00 AM||||sweet.... how "stretable" is that thing.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Dr. On Point GVR4||00001288||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||04-30-2003||12:18 AM||||The question I have is, if you tranny isn't perfectly smooth, is that thing going to beat the piss out of your tranny changing gears?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||04-30-2003||10:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> The question I have is, if you tranny isn't perfectly smooth, is that thing going to beat the piss out of your tranny changing gears? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Better have a good tranny first.||198.111.38.137||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||04-30-2003||12:15 PM||||<img src="http://www.monterallysport.com/FOTO/Pictures/SQSinLancer2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />looks like VR6 eater needs to make him a new shift boot||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002017.cgi
A||||17||mromik||Better fotos of my  1991 VR-4||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||04-28-2003||07:34 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=339" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=340" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=341" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=342" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=343" alt=" - " /><br />My handmade window sticker (the same as the original on back doors)<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=344" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=345" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=346" alt=" - " />||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||mromik||04-28-2003||07:37 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=347" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=348" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=349" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=350" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=351" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=352" alt=" - " /><br />My Stock JDM enginewith big intercooer,510cc injectors, 62mm intake pipe,ECI MULTI intake<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=353" alt=" - " /><br />my  Ultimate sound subwoofer<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=354" alt=" - " />||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000002||mromik||04-28-2003||07:40 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=355" alt=" - " /><br />me in VR-4<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=356" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=357" alt=" - " /><br />JDM Headlights and Dirty foglight<br />How to clearn it?<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=359" alt=" - " />||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||04-28-2003||08:42 PM||||NICE!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||14||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||04-28-2003||09:10 PM||||Climate control, yet no leather.<br />Seriously though, sweet pictures! We got VR-4 owners from all over the globe...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||04-28-2003||09:52 PM||||Very nice car you got there.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Oh, here are some tips to eliminate the yellowing of light housings.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=66059" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=66059</a>||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||04-28-2003||09:55 PM||||i'm jealous. i want a monte carlo too. heh, wouldn't mind the beafed up drivetrain.<br /><br />well you've got a legend. a car that was truly and fully intended for rally. and it looks rather nice too. <br /><br />you've got an awesome car, in the truest sence of the word. till death do you part... i'm hoping.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||04-29-2003||12:31 AM||||Nice car. I bet there are a lot of suprised Lada owners when you spank them. Now go and wash that engine bay.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.186.180||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||04-29-2003||09:37 AM||||Wow, check out the door on the dash tray (below the clock)!  Sweet!  And he's got a leather shift boot.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Very nice job on the decal!<br /><br />Have you done some of the "free mods" yet?<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.freewebs.com/seanspage/BCS.html" target="_blank">boost control restrictor removal</a> <br />Or removing the air can "silencer" (the circular paper air filter behind the MAS inside the air can)...||68.75.175.154||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||meshwork||04-29-2003||12:57 PM||||I like the little "GALANT" inscribed in the rear quarter glass!||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000010||SLO GVR 4||04-29-2003||08:01 PM||||Ummm yeah and what about that rear window whiper??? Did i see that correctly?  That is icey hot!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000011||mromik||04-29-2003||08:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Wow, check out the door on the dash tray (below the clock)! Sweet! </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All JDM galants have this!<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  <br />And he's got a leather shift boot.  Very nice job on the decal!</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is also JDM VR-4 feature! 8) <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  <br />Have you done some of the "free mods" yet?</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">none features are made EVERYTHING is STOCK<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  boost control restrictor removal </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">is it not harmful for engine?<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  <br />Or removing the air can "silencer" (the circular paper air filter behind the MAS inside the air can)...<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">please more about it!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000012||slvrblt||04-29-2003||09:17 PM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com</a><br /><br /><br />Removing the vacuum line that goes straight down (from the solenoid on the air can) will get you ~14psi with stock exhaust. It wont hurt the engine.<br /><br />BTW, do you have the 14b or a 16g turbo ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000013||mromik||04-29-2003||11:19 PM||||i DO NOT EXACTLY know, what turbo do I have<br />TD05H is written||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000014||a_santos||04-29-2003||11:43 PM||||Look at your injectors. If you see that they are blue right where they mount onto the fuel rail, you have a 14b, if the injectors are yellow where they mount, then you have a 16g. If your car makes 240hp, as you claimed, and it is stock, then you definetly have a 16g, the same one that came on the EV0-1,2,3.  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> i DO NOT EXACTLY know, what turbo do I have<br />TD05H is written </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000015||mromik||04-30-2003||12:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look at your injectors. If you see that they are blue right where they mount onto the fuel rail, you have a 14b, if the injectors are yellow where they mount, then you have a 16g. If your car makes 240hp, as you claimed, and it is stock, then you definetly have a 16g, the same one that came on the EV0-1,2,3. <br />quote:<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sometime ago  I wrote that have all stock and 510 yellow injectors/||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||04-30-2003||02:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  <br />Have you done some of the "free mods" yet?</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">none features are made EVERYTHING is STOCK<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  boost control restrictor removal </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">is it not harmful for engine?<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  <br />Or removing the air can "silencer" (the circular paper air filter behind the MAS inside the air can)...<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">please more about it! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm</a><br /><br />This should help answer some of your questions.  Road Race is excellent.  Some of their links and info is only applicable to us in the states.  If you have any further questions just ask.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||jonvr4||04-30-2003||02:40 AM||||This car has been pimpin' since been pimpin' since been pimpin' since been pimpin'!||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/002018.cgi
A||||8||MX4||My New Website||||1||||MX4||00000093
Z||000000||MX4||04-28-2003||07:39 PM||vr4_evo@hotmail.com||None of you guys will know me but I follow the forums quite a bit. Ive just made a website so go have a look and post feedback for me!!  Cheers  Ryan<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.geocities.com/line15" target="_blank">MX4's New Website</a>||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-28-2003||09:54 PM||||Very nice. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||04-28-2003||10:16 PM||||sweet car, and cool navigation ont he site... the video's didn't work for me...something about it couldn't connect to the server ??? <br /><br />you should put up some pic's too||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||number3||04-28-2003||10:31 PM||||Try again. The videos worked for me. It is cool to hear the announcer say wRx.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||MX4||04-28-2003||11:29 PM||||Ill put some more up for you guys if you are keen to download them||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000005||MX4||04-28-2003||11:36 PM||||<a href="http://www.2extreme.co.nz/mitsubishi/movies/Ryan12pt86.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.2extreme.co.nz/mitsubishi/movies/Ryan12pt86.mpg</a> <br /><a href="http://www.2extreme.co.nz/mitsubishi/movies/RyanRedLight.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.2extreme.co.nz/mitsubishi/movies/RyanRedLight.mpg</a> <br /><a href="http://www.2extreme.co.nz/mitsubishi/movies/RyanvsJono.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.2extreme.co.nz/mitsubishi/movies/RyanvsJono.mpg</a> <br /><a href="http://www.2extreme.co.nz/mitsubishi/movies/RyanvsUnknown.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.2extreme.co.nz/mitsubishi/movies/RyanvsUnknown.mpg</a>||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000006||raceman77||04-28-2003||11:39 PM||||we`re keen,right?||68.35.24.131||reg||14||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000007||MX4||04-29-2003||12:06 AM||||done, posted up a bit||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||04-29-2003||04:46 AM||||nice page man.i like how you have it set up!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002019.cgi
A||||7||udriveu||different shifter bushings||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||04-28-2003||11:59 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/trans_bushings.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/trans_bushings.htm</a> $31<br />VS.<br /><a href="http://www.machv.com/symshifkit1.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/symshifkit1.html</a> $35<br /><br />I know alot of people have used the symborski, anyone ever use the dsmparts.com kit? how do they compare? are there other kits available?||64.252.97.58||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||04-29-2003||12:21 AM||||these kits do 2 different things.  The symborski kit is for the base of the shifter assembly.  The DSM parts kit is for the end of the shift cables on the tranny side. <br /><br />The symborski kit is worth it in my opinion. Never tried the other ones.  Search the archives...this has been covered before.||12.253.94.177||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-29-2003||09:39 AM||||Buy them both.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.75.175.154||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||04-29-2003||11:20 PM||||Go back to high school, sign up for a metals class, get on the lath, make them yourself.<br />done and done||12.144.137.61||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||KenGVR4||04-29-2003||11:31 PM||||Lath is something you put on a wall.  You didn't do too well in shop did you?<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.207.243.144||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||04-29-2003||11:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong>  on the lath  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like something old people would say in the 60's. "Those damn punk kids, all hopped up on the lath!"<br />But seriously, I'm not going back to high school.<br />So are you saying you can use both?||64.252.97.58||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||04-30-2003||02:44 AM||||YES!!  One bushing kit comes with 2 bushings, the other 8 or so.  One kit has chunky bushings, the other flat.  They look nothing alike.  They clearly have two different, distinct purposes.  The Symborski set goes under the shifter assembly, where it bolts to the frame.  The other set goes where the shifter cables attach to the levers on the transmission.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||04-30-2003||11:05 PM||||You don't have to be a good speller to do well in metals.  Don't get too fussy bout some kid not writing somthin correctly, it's an internet message board.||12.144.137.61||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum3/002020.cgi
A||||7||Romanova||New tiny Optimas||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||04-28-2003||11:59 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Check this out!<br /><a href="http://www.overboost.com/picture.asp?a=1058&i=DSCN0830.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.overboost.com/picture.asp?a=1058&i=DSCN0830.JPG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.overboost.com/picture.asp?a=1058&i=DSCN0831.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.overboost.com/picture.asp?a=1058&i=DSCN0831.JPG</a><br /><br />Perfect....||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||04-29-2003||12:08 AM||||Hmm...nice. Too bad, I just bought an odyssey. But, I made a replica evans tray, so its all good!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||04-29-2003||03:02 AM||||Cooool.  Any details on cold cranking amps, ratings, or even a part number for that thing?  If its cheaper than kill switch stuff, I may ditch my relocated battery for one of these...||165.247.91.94||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-29-2003||04:50 AM||||i saw those somewhere.they are neat.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||04-29-2003||10:03 AM||||I saw somwething like that in Sport COmpact car that they used in their project Silvia, it was like 3 inches tall and had all the power or cranking and everything!  I might get one cause I wont be driving my car all the time!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||04-29-2003||05:17 PM||||A local DSM'er put one of those (like in SCC's project Silvia) in his Talon where the charcoal canister used to be, mounted in a similar bracket to the firewall.  It's very nice, frees up some room, starts the car fine, and no kill switch.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||04-29-2003||06:46 PM||||I looked on Optimas webpage and I couldn't find ANY info on these batteries. Perhaps I didn't look hard enough?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||ron||04-30-2003||01:15 AM||||I saw those Optima Batteries at the IAS show in LA last week. They are rated at 550 CCA.  They are design to fit 92+ Civic and 94+ Integra.  The yellow tops are great if you don't drive your car much because you can drain it all the way down and recharge them.  I just put one in car that is about 9 years old.  My little motorcycle battery went bad after I let it drian all the way down ONCE.<br />I ask my Optima distributor about those little ones today but they didn't have any info yet.<br />ron||198.81.26.105||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes



ubb/Forum3/002021.cgi
A||||5||slvrblt||AWD Decals ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||04-29-2003||02:51 AM||||I have seen pictures of a few GVR4s that have decals similar to the Talon TSi AWDs. Did they all come with these and mine is gone, or are those after market ? Whichever they are, where can I get some ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-29-2003||09:22 AM||||Check eBay.  Gabor (sleeper) sells some there, as well as Garfield Wright (south fla. tuners).||68.75.175.154||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||04-29-2003||09:06 PM||||Yea, I did last night. I had seen some there before, but none now.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||04-29-2003||10:00 PM||||just email Gabor, they didnt come on US SPEC VR4's, only JDM||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-29-2003||10:59 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2413294732&category=10368" target="_blank">decals</a>||68.75.59.120||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||04-30-2003||08:25 PM||||Thanks. I dont know why I didn't find them.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002022.cgi
A||||7||Beelzibub||Carfax pass anyone?||||5||||Beelzibub||00001399
Z||000000||Beelzibub||04-29-2003||01:10 PM||beelzibub@comcast.net||Anyone have a carfax password I can use? Thanks!||12.249.58.252||reg||5||Beelzibub||00001399||yes
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||04-30-2003||01:58 PM||||<a href="http://www.carfax.com/cfm/promo.cfm?name=thetruth" target="_blank">http://www.carfax.com/cfm/promo.cfm?name=thetruth</a><br /><br />Did my car last night.||130.111.129.240||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||04-30-2003||08:24 PM||||Will that one ever expire ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||#1459 VR-4||04-30-2003||08:41 PM||||I'm not too sure, most likely...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000004||Beelzibub||05-01-2003||12:37 AM||||Thanks!||12.249.58.252||reg||1||Beelzibub||00001399||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||08:35 PM||||it will expire after a couple trys,i did it a couple months ago.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||05-07-2003||07:35 PM||||this one is gone anyone have another one maybe????||199.106.92.244||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||#1459 VR-4||05-07-2003||09:08 PM||||benjamin.brake@maine.edu<br /><br />E-mail me or just post the vin # here.  There is somebody on a different board who is running them for people... I'll see if he will do it for you.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes



ubb/Forum3/002023.cgi
A||||24||Matt379||what one mod would you do?||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||04-29-2003||02:30 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Okay, bored stupid at work....<br /><br />Here's the question...<br /><br />If you, as your car sits/runs right now could do any _one_ modification, what mod would that be?<br /><br />I'll start:   Tein Coilovers||209.131.210.70||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||04-29-2003||02:36 PM||||FMIC.  It's next in line.  If I could go back to the start, I would have done exhaust and FMIC before I even put a MBC on it.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||04-29-2003||02:56 PM||||the rear end from the monte carlo edition gvr4.<br />then teins.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||04-29-2003||03:00 PM||||FMIC with nice pipes to match !||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||04-29-2003||03:23 PM||||Buying a beater car...||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||silly4turbo||04-29-2003||03:39 PM||||just sold my "beater"  a 91' gsx , it almost turned into my weekend rally car, but money situations changed that   :-(||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||04-29-2003||03:53 PM||||Just one?  Big FMIC and pipes.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||04-29-2003||03:55 PM||||naws.<br /><br /><br />No not really.  FMIC or WI.||65.165.18.166||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||04-29-2003||04:05 PM||||That's a tough one right now: finish the upgraded fuel system or FMIC.  The fuel system is half done already and the FMIC would involve other intake mods (bat relocation too).  But i could use the FMIC a lot||128.138.253.169||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||04-29-2003||04:09 PM||||FULLY BUILT STROKER MOTOR! (Able to withstand any abuse)<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||Telecaster||04-29-2003||04:45 PM||||HKS 264/264||216.175.111.229||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000011||Vr4in'||04-29-2003||04:55 PM||||first i would get a full exhaust,then an intake pipe so it can breathe more for your future i/c + i/c pipes,then a walbro fp.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||04-29-2003||05:01 PM||||FMIC and pipes, Water Injection, or both||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||04-29-2003||05:09 PM||||Haha, any mod, doesn't have to be feasible?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Then I'd go for the Monte Carlo drivetrain (just the rear diff won't do you any good... need matching ratios).  Mmm, beefy, close ratio gearbox, and 65% rear torque...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||Romanova||04-29-2003||06:47 PM||||Teins... car is plenty fast for me as it is right now... would love some extra handling though.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000015||Ash||04-29-2003||06:55 PM||||20G or 264/272s||203.220.202.225||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000016||GRV4726||04-29-2003||07:14 PM||||spearco fmic or maft.  that before exhaust.. i don't know why but the way these cars are set up it just makes sense to me that this would be the first thing i would do. its stock right now.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000017||number3||04-29-2003||08:02 PM||||I need to get the Teins off the floor onto the car... they are sexy!!!<br /><br />The next mod? Hmmm. That is a tough one.<br /><br />Since I have everything else I would have to say quality light weight seats that fit me or a custom driveshaft.<br /><br />After reading the other post. Maybe I should do the lifters   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000018||turbowop||04-29-2003||09:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I need to get the Teins off the floor onto the car... they are sexy!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha...that's what the guys at the tire store said to me when they pulled off my tires/wheels to put on the new tires.<br /><br />As far as a mod I would choose.....I'm getting real close to ordering some HKS cams but if I had some more scratch I would buy a new AGP L1R.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000019||smokindav||04-29-2003||09:58 PM||||Big brakes, Brembo's preferably.  The main thing that any GVR4 needs to be safe at a road course.||64.6.87.92||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000020||DongeR615||04-30-2003||04:54 AM||||18" 3-piece Rims with Potenza's||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000021||highskyes||04-30-2003||04:56 AM||||2.4 liter hybrid motor........yum.||12.237.88.63||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000022||hibrn8||04-30-2003||11:22 AM||||well since i think i have everyhting done to the car that i can think of, i think teins would be a nice additon. <br /><br />but depending on how my setup now turns out with the motor rebulid and built bottom end, i may bulld a stroker motor on the side. ive been doing alot of research on the 2.7  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||131.193.156.123||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000023||theymightbegalants||04-30-2003||05:10 PM||||2.7L??  Four cylinder?  What would you use to make this?  That's a honkin' big four cylinder... though I guess Porsche did alright w/a 3L.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000024||Compressed||04-30-2003||06:05 PM||||A nice FMIC and pipes.  Then a maft with new intake setup and battery relocate.  Then Teins   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes



ubb/Forum3/002024.cgi
A||||18||gtluke||why are some rally cars 4 door?||||5||||gtluke||00000281
Z||000000||gtluke||04-29-2003||02:40 PM||gtluke@hotmail.com||i'm in an argument with some friends... and aparently i'm retarded because i said that they choose a 4 door sometimes for the balance.<br />is it purely the manufacturer's choice as a selling point?<br />why is there no 2dr STI in the US?<br />why dont they rally it?<br />help<br />-luke-||138.89.32.239||reg||5||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||04-29-2003||03:23 PM||||Rally cars must be based on actual production cars.  Maybe Subaru couldn't justify the cost this time around for another two door WRX.  It dosen't really seem to be hurting them.||65.165.18.166||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||04-29-2003||04:22 PM||||yeah but they make a 2 door in japan<br />why the lancer and not a 2 dr mirage?||138.89.32.239||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||04-29-2003||05:03 PM||||they make them in japan because it costs too much to make more in production,and you have to remember its costs a shit load to them here.so i guess they dont want to bother on making more and sending them here.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||04-29-2003||05:07 PM||||Could it not also be a performance choice?  Long and short wheelbase cars have different advantages on different courses.  Did Subaru ever rally a two door car, such as wrx or sti coupe?  Perhaps they switched to a long wheelbase cars as the rallies just keep getting faster?  (no more safari rally... boohoo   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   )||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||04-29-2003||05:11 PM||||i thought that they chose the 4 door on purpose. is the wheelbase different? do our galants have a longer d/s then a TEL?<br /><br />but they do make a sti coupe, and they dont ralley it. it doest matter if they dont make it in the US, cause they dont make the peugot or the skota here either.  why not just turbo a 2.5rs coupe? they make those here.||138.89.32.239||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||04-29-2003||05:15 PM||||Up until the '02 WRX, you could get the 2.5rs and sti as a coupe.  Of course the wrx and sti back then was only sold in japan because subaru didn't see the demand in the US.  But they did rally a 2 door sti WRC.  However, when they made the changeover to the '02+ style WRX, they decided not to make a 2 door.  You cannot get a 2 door modern style WRX or sti in Japan.  They don't exist.  Subaru figured it'd cost too much and there wouldn't be enough demand to cover the cost of making a new WRX coupe.  The evo might be slightly different.  It started out as 4 door, most likely because of costs.  They did have lancer coupes, but they probably decided to remain 4 door to keep with the evo tradition of sorts.<br /><br />In rallying, you want pretty much the shortest wheelbase as possible.  You'll be travelling at high speeds, but not high enough to require a long wheelbase.  So you need short to be nimble around the corners.  This is why Peugot does so well.  And why citroen is doing well.  Also why skoda has a new short wheelbase car.  In '05 Mitsu will most likely be introducing it's WRC awd colt.  The colt being short wheelbase, 2door.<br /><br />So in the end, since homoligation rules stipulate that the companies need to make and sell a certain number of the car for it to be qualified, then they have to stick with what's in their sales lineup.  And they don't think it would be cost-effective to make a 2door to sell.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000007||NZGZR4||04-29-2003||05:22 PM||||They only made 1 or 2 versions of the STI in a 2 door.<br />The major reason most rally cars are 4 door is the rules.  there is a minimum length (most 2 doors are to short) and the shell and block (and a lot more for GrpA/N) all have to be from the same car model series.<br /><br />Cam||219.88.249.162||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||04-29-2003||05:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> why not just turbo a 2.5rs coupe? they make those here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm pretty sure that's against the rules.||65.165.18.166||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||Telecaster||04-29-2003||06:08 PM||||FIA likes 2.0's    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> , grp A anyway||216.175.111.229||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||04-29-2003||06:45 PM||||when bmw came out with the E36 body(1992-1998) the 4 door was stronger than the 2 door, and 100 lbs lighter.  because of the "B" pillar.  another example is the E28 535, much lighter and stronger than the E24 635csi.  i bet 4 dr cars are all stronger than 2 dr.  try jack up a 2 dr car and then open and close the doors, then try it on a 4 dr.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||04-29-2003||07:48 PM||||ha awesome information.<br /><br />whats the weight of a totally gutted GVR4 vs an equally gutted TEL?<br />anyone know?||138.89.32.239||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||04-29-2003||08:35 PM||||There are rumors of 2800lb Galant VR-4s that are basically aluminum foil.  It takes a lot of effort to make it really light.  TELs are about 200lbs lighter.  So (guessing) you could come up with a 2600lb TEL.  Perhaps lighter as there may be more guttable items...  or at least more carbon fiber.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.75.59.120||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||04-29-2003||10:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In '05 Mitsu will most likely be introducing it's WRC awd colt. The colt being short wheelbase, 2door.<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I cant wait til this come sout! I have seen a few pics in SCC and it looks awesome!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000014||KenGVR4||04-29-2003||11:01 PM||||A WRC car can be based on anything the manufacturer wants it to be.  Those cars we see don't have to comply to Group A specs anymore, because the FIA figured that the cars were so modified to begin with, it didn't need to be based on a homologation model.  There is no AWD turbocharged Peugeot 206, nor is there a Hyundai equivalent either.<br /><br />Hertz,<br /><br />There are DSM's that weigh less than 2600 lbs.  They're not exactly streetable, but they're light.||12.207.243.144||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000015||a_santos||04-29-2003||11:53 PM||||Homologation rules are so laxed that they don't even have to produce the car. Have you heard of any 4wd Focus', or how about a 4wd turbo peugeot 206, or a 4wd turbo Citroen Xsara? They produce kit cars that are sold to teams, this covers the homologation requirements. The car with the longest wheelbase is the Focus. They use foor door cars for convenience. Many parts are already developed for the 4door impreza and lancer. So it makes more sense to use the foor door version, as oposed to the 2 door versions, if there are no disadvantages. Plus the only cars that are 4door cars are sold on the street with the same configuration, so by racing it as a 4 door, it is infact marketing for the road going car, ie: Lancer EVO, Subaru WRX.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000016||Pappy||04-30-2003||12:42 AM||||Yes, I know that the rules are pretty lax.  The 206 wrc, and especially the hyundai wrc are examples of this.  However, I'm almost positive that they can't make dramatic changes to the frame.<br /><br />But with subaru it all boils down to the fact that it's not profitable for them to make a coupe, and so you don't see it in the WRC anymore.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||04-30-2003||02:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> i thought that they chose the 4 door on purpose. is the wheelbase different? do our galants have a longer d/s then a TEL?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know what "d/s" stands for, but gvr4's do have a longer wheelbase than the TEL's.  This is why we can use their downpipes, but not their catbacks (without modification).  This means that our driveshafts are not interchangeable (w/out modification).||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000018||NZGZR4||04-30-2003||02:15 AM||||The Homologation rules are not "lax"  but they have changed a lot between WRC cars and GrpA.<br />The WRC rules state something like, a minium of 10,000 (I'm not to sure of this number,  may well be more) units of the basic car, must of been produced (ie 10,000 focus', 206's etc), these can be any spec.<br />The WRC car has to use an engine block that is available in that model of car (note, Toyota managed to get an exemption to this rule),  the block can be modified (bored/stroked if required),  and AWD can be added to the chassis,  Many other chassis mods are also allowed||219.88.248.55||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
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A||||39||Vr4in'||Does everyone here have a gvr4?||||5||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||04-29-2003||05:10 PM||nohad43@aol.com||does everyone on this board have a gvr4?i dont know if its just me but,after jon made our site to where you can access with <a href="http://www.galantvr4.com" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.com</a> it seems to me all of the sudden people started signing up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||5||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||04-29-2003||05:49 PM||||I do, so I'm in the clear right?   Whew.||65.165.18.166||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||04-29-2003||06:56 PM||||I don't.....yet.  About another week or 2 I will though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||04-29-2003||07:26 PM||||I think people join looking for GVR4s.<br /><br />I told my brother n law about this place.  He is looking for one.  I told him to shut up and read only  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I don't know if he is on the list or not though.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||04-29-2003||07:37 PM||||I have 2 of them , am I out ,.?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||305VR4||04-29-2003||08:07 PM||||I don't care if someone without a GVR4 browses the site or even replies (if they know what they're talking about).  As long as Civic and Neon owners with "cold air intakes" don't start asking questions about high-performance vinyl graphics and such!||12.211.202.100||reg||10||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000006||Doc_Seuss||04-29-2003||08:17 PM||||i have 1 soon to be 2..<br /><br />do i count? or do i have to leave   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />lol<br />dave||128.153.154.36||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||04-29-2003||08:22 PM||||so I've gots this neon.  which would give me more power yo! Dual exhaust tips or a windshield banner.peace out dogz<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||04-29-2003||09:59 PM||||I have one, dont work now, but I am getting a beater 92 integra soon!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||04-29-2003||10:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> so I've gots this neon. which would give me more power yo! Dual exhaust tips or a windshield banner.peace out dogz </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think simply changing your muffler bearings will give you the power you are looking for..||65.42.49.147||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||04-29-2003||10:51 PM||||I've got a Lexus sc300 on 20's.||68.75.59.120||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||mromik||04-29-2003||11:18 PM||||I have one!! vr4<br />+one 2wd 1.8<br />+my fatheh have 2wd 1.8<br />+going to by from junkyard 2wd 1.8 for 200bucks!!!<br />+one 2w already sold!!!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000012||hibrn8||04-30-2003||12:09 AM||||yep have 1 too. <br /><br />my daily driver is a honda prelude. has all the bolt ons. its ok i guess. but i think i want to get a new car soon. debating between a celica gts and the matrix xrs 6 speed. but if im gonna dump the money i may get a wrx.||65.227.204.74||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000013||ron||04-30-2003||12:38 AM||||I have a vr4..and I have a couple of Hondas. I don't have cold air intakes on them anymore because they are not NA.  Snowboarding season is almost over so I am ready to park the VR4 for a while and drive the Hondas.  Why do many of you dislike Honda cars?  I love them.||172.192.240.252||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||04-30-2003||01:14 AM||||Yeah, Hondas are great.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/HondaShirt.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.56.25||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000015||highskyes||04-30-2003||03:26 AM||||yeah,I got one  81/2000, but it's a beat up rattle trap.  Got it so I could take my GSX full race and still have a badass daily drive.  Also because a GVR4 is what got me into DSMs in the first place.  Just something about hosing an <br />F-body with three friends and a trunk full of paintball equipment(done it)!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.235.24.140||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000016||Fonzo||04-30-2003||01:52 PM||||I have one ... if it were up to me i would have 3 by now. Since Ive seen them pass by my local insurance auto auction. but I could only afford to maintain one. so..yeah..<br /><br />WHO HAS THE ORIGINAL KEY CHAIN!? So far im the only one with one<br /><br />#806 came with just about everything exept floor mats   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.165.211.18||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000017||ayvr4||04-30-2003||02:22 PM||||i have a vr-4.<br /><br />she's beautiful.<br /><br />i love her.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000018||silly4turbo||04-30-2003||02:31 PM||||I love my story of how I had money down on a 96 accord 2dr, and when I went to pick it up, the was a 91' GVR4 that had just been picked up from an auction... long story short, I told the dealer what he could do with the accord, I drove home in the GVR4 the next day :-)  <br /><br />I found golf tee's and a opera CD in the back seat form the PO too||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000019||mixx2001||04-30-2003||03:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> I found golf tee's and a opera CD in the back seat form the PO too </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You found po with golf tee's and an Opera CD in it?  In your GVR4?  That's nasty.<br /><br /><br />I've got my original key chain.  Can't read it though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.165.18.191||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000020||1quickvr4||04-30-2003||04:26 PM||||I have two, One of them is a parts car that may go full race, and the other is going to be a pretty hard core streetcar. Im aiming for 2850 pounds and 450 whp. The car has the orignal key fob and floor mats.||67.31.252.69||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000021||msaskin||04-30-2003||07:22 PM||||i'm in the process of purchasing # 812/2000  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||128.113.197.54||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000022||Ash||04-30-2003||08:12 PM||||I've got one, but I'm an Aussie so maybe I don't count either.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Love the shirt there Gabor.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000023||gvr4ever||04-30-2003||08:35 PM||||I have the key fob, but I stopped using it a few years ago.  It always wanted to run away.  I'd like to see it run out of the safe.  Damn little bastard.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000024||chadhayashi||05-03-2003||01:31 AM||||<a href="http://www.mufflerbearings.com/products.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mufflerbearings.com/products.htm</a><br />This site is the bestest! They have all that stuff you couldn't find. Cheap too.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000025||billdo_83||05-03-2003||02:23 AM||||I'm a GSX owner who wandered in here...  Can i stay in your cozy abode?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.75.50.91||reg||1||Bill the...Bill||00001205||yes
Z||000026||mggsx||05-03-2003||08:20 AM||||I also am a GSX owner  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   But i got boost ...Close enough?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.34.89.111||reg||1||mggsx||00000767||yes
Z||000027||MustGoFaster||05-04-2003||11:38 AM||||I don't own one and I don't own a DSM, but my friend has #1062 (he isn't on here yet) and my other friend owns a 90 & 93 TSi AWD and a 93 Stealth R/T TT (he is working on getting rid of the talon's, just got the stealth yesterday).  I will get a DSM, GVR4 or a 3/S some time though, still young (18).||63.231.189.62||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000028||GalantVR41062||05-04-2003||12:08 PM||||I own one.  My first car I bought when I was 18(now 20).  I have a few mods, looking for some good times.  last year ran 13.05@104, pump gas, shot stock motor, nothing to major done for mods.  But this year I have mods: Eagle rods, wiseco 8.8:1 pistons, Clevite main and rod bearings, crower retains and springs, SS valves, porting, HKS 272/272 cams, 720cc injevtors, walbro 255hp, -6 fuel line from pump to Aeromotive AFPR, AEM EMS stand alone, 3bar MAP sensor, air temp sensor, T3 cast manifold, Garrett To4e 60trim stage 3 .82A/R(4 bolt turbin housing), Tial 35w/ 1.3 bar spring, ARP head studs, 3" down pipe to 3.5" cat back exaust, 2.5" IC pipe, DSM-Performance FMIC, Greddy type-R bov, 0-35 boost gauge and -30 +30, ACT 2600, JUN Flywheel, AGX shock set, Ground control coil overs, strut bars, welded CD, 4bolt LSD rear end(w/ AWS still) Fidanza cam gears, removed BS's, K&N filter, NGK plug wires, I think that is it....  Should be running in about a month or so.  <br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000029||199of2k||05-04-2003||01:52 PM||||I have one.||68.9.131.184||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000030||MrEd||05-04-2003||02:49 PM||||Remember those 3000GTs with the dash switch for "exhaust sound"?  I guess there was a solenoid connected to a baffle in the muffler.  Somewhere there was a bearing... I remember reading once the dealer replacement part was listed as "bearing, muffler"<br /><br />So, there's at least 1 car out there with honest-to-God muffler bearings  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.70.115.123||reg||6||MrEd||00000068||yes
Z||000031||Kevinj110||05-04-2003||03:35 PM||||I have a GVR4 and I just Signed up so I am new to this site so i guess hey and I hope to learn and maybe offer some help when needed.||170.224.224.102||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000032||rigd||05-05-2003||09:04 PM||||Unfortunately, I do not own one yet. Hopefully I'll find one within a few months.||64.160.49.17||reg||1||rigd||00000677||yes
Z||000033||chadhayashi||05-05-2003||10:46 PM||||I guess I might as well add mine. #1513. Owned it since 10-98. Free mods the day I got it. The buildup is only as quick as the wallet will allow, but it's almost done. Only thing left is a bigger turbo( big 16G now), 660-720's, the 550's aren't cutting it. And possibly one of #3's cages when they become available. I'm happy w/ mine, it's no #3, but it's nice. Considering that it's not really that hard to see another VR-4 here in Denver, it's definitely unique.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000034||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||11:59 PM||||do those gsx's have the same drivetrain?<br /><br />suspension?etc..?||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000035||gixxer||05-06-2003||01:33 AM||||woah, crazy to see MustGoFaster and GalantVR41062 here! MN represent! i have a 90 Talon Tsi.  i'm in the process of finding a nice gvr4 with a bad motor and having my talon motor swapped in along with all of the parts sitting in my room   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.27.94.249||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000036||Vr4in'||05-06-2003||06:42 AM||||sounds like you have a gixxer.if you do what kind?im in the process of getting a 750.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000037||mggsx||05-06-2003||06:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> do those gsx's have the same drivetrain?<br /><br />suspension?etc..? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same drivetrain..(Gearing difference) no 4WS dont know if the suspension is the same .. i think it is.||65.34.89.111||reg||1||mggsx||00000767||yes
Z||000038||James||05-06-2003||01:19 PM||||I had one for 5 years up until a few months ago. I now have a Lancer EVO III. Hope I am still welcome.I am an Aussie also, but currently visiting U.S.A. Annapolis is sweet.||24.35.44.231||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000039||gixxer||05-06-2003||01:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> sounds like you have a gixxer.if you do what kind?im in the process of getting a 750.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yup, 96 SRAD GSXR-750 (intake, jets, yoshi cams, timing advance and full exhaust, sprockets, frame sliders, blah)  i like it!  you will too!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.29.149.57||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes



ubb/Forum3/002026.cgi
A||||18||mixx2001||If you live in NC......(video)||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||04-29-2003||05:16 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||Watch out for this guy.  This is a vid of my buddies ridiculously fast GSX.  I couldn't begin to tell you how much he has done to it but here are some highlights:<br /><br />AEM EMS<br />FP-3065<br />Huge IC <br />Race ported head<br />Stroked and fully built bottom<br />BM Tranny<br /><br />This car when tuned properly will be a 10 sec 500hp car.  In this video he rolls into it at about 4 grand in first.  He lets off at about 90mph.  All this at 13psi, he will be running about 22psi on pump soon.  Sick.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.carolinadsm.com/Johnsfolder/GSX_run.wmv" target="_blank">The Video</a>||65.165.18.166||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||04-29-2003||06:22 PM||||Rollin on the floor.....<br /><br />I hope that wasnt you in the passenger seat....||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||04-29-2003||06:44 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    ME LIKE!!!||12.235.229.244||reg||14||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||04-29-2003||06:51 PM||||90 or 70? becuase if that was upto 90... damn<br /><br />who is saying the fucks...||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||04-29-2003||08:42 PM||||I agree.<br /><br /><i>Holy fuck!<br /><br />What the fuck?</i>||68.75.59.120||reg||8||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||ctm||04-29-2003||09:03 PM||||A few questions please:<br /><br />In the video he shifted at about 6.5k to 7k rpm.  Can this engine easily/comfortably wind up to 8200 rpm and beyond?  If, so how does he or the engine builder feel about consistently shifting this motor at 8k?<br /><br />Any dyno graphs available?<br /><br />Even with a stroker motor, the FP3065 still takes time to kick in it seems. At WOT full appears to come in way past 4K rpm (more like 4.6k or higher), right?<br /><br />Who built the motor?<br /><br />Thanks.||66.27.117.246||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||04-30-2003||03:01 AM||||Piston speed is higher in a stroker motor, so you don't want to rev it too high.  Someone once told me something like, revving a stroker to the limiter (7500) gives you the same piston speeds as if you took a stock motor to 8500.  Or something like that; I really don't feel like doing the math right now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||ctm||05-01-2003||05:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ctm:<br /><strong> A few questions please:<br /><br />In the video he shifted at about 6.5k to 7k rpm.  Can this engine easily/comfortably wind up to 8200 rpm and beyond?  If, so how does he or the engine builder feel about consistently shifting this motor at 8k?<br /><br />Any dyno graphs available?<br /><br />Even with a stroker motor, the FP3065 still takes time to kick in it seems. At WOT full appears to come in way past 4K rpm (more like 4.6k or higher), right?<br /><br />Who built the motor?<br /><br />Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyone care to share their experience with a stroker motor?  If so please provide answers to the the questions raised.  Thanks.||199.106.16.3||reg||1||ctm||00000315||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||08:19 PM||||on the steering column....what is that digital meter?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||05-01-2003||10:08 PM||||Whoa, forgot I posted this.  <br /><br />The meter on the dash is for the Wide Band O2 sensor.<br /><br />No.  That's not me in the car.  It's a Guy with a 250whp Volvo 940 (nothing to do with this, just a cool fact).<br /><br />90 mph.<br /><br />He's shifting early and babying the car.  In fact this was the first time he went above 50% throttle since the car has been finished (about a week ago).<br /><br />The motor was built locally, by a shop called Dr. Bo's machine shop, I think.<br /><br />The FP30 comes in a whole hell of a lot sooner than 4600.  He didn't floor it until 4k.  <br /><br />No dynos, yet.<br /><br />Like I said he is still breaking the motor in.  This video was at a mere 13psi.  And the tuning is from scratch with the AEM.  I think he going to the dyno for some tuning next weekend.||66.26.138.153||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||Intrusive97gsx||05-02-2003||07:37 PM||||Stats from that video.<br /><br />The car was only at 30% throttle until 4012rpms. At that point the car went 20-90mph in 6.5 seconds. The total time from 0-90mph is 8.28 seconds. Also it's running fat as hell at an average of 11.4:1 A/F. Timing was dropping to 20* and come back up to 27*. Zero LAG consindering it takes a whole 10th of a second to hit 13psi after the throttle hits 100% (2nd gear). <br /><br />The motor was built by BJ Cylinderhead in Tulsa, OK. <br /><br />Give the guy screaming a break, his Volvo only runs 14 flat  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .<br /><br />If any of you are wondering about the redline of a stroker you can easily take them up to 8000rpms if they are built right (some people run 9000rpms). Once I get some dyno time I will raise the redline to 8300rpms.<br /> <br />Special Thanks,<br />BJ Cylinderhead<br />BM Tranny<br />Forced Performance<br />Road Race Engineering||24.163.8.27||reg||1||Intrusive97gsx||00000783||yes
Z||000011||andy||05-02-2003||10:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> This car when tuned properly will be a 10 sec 500hp car.  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not to rain on your parade, but be careful about using the words "will be" until it happens. Making 500 hp and actually clicking off some 10 sec passes are two completely different things.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I hope the car runs well for him, its nice to see others projects turn out well. There is already a car similar to your friends down in Charlotte. Its a 2.4 powered by a 3055. Tuans car makes 444whp on 20 psi pump gas and 497 whp on 27 psi(race gas). <br /><br />13 psi on a 3065 is probably only 350whp. The Volvo guy needs to get out more!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.4.102.97||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000012||mixx2001||05-03-2003||10:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by andy:<br />QUOTE]Not to rain on your parade, but be careful about using the words "will be" until it happens. Making 500 hp and actually clicking off some 10 sec passes are two completely different things.        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />       [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You are correct my friend.  I should of said "this car has the potential for 500+ hp with 10 sec slips".  Little exspense has been spaired with this car, so forgive me if I seem too "optimstic".  Knowing (rather than just seeing on the internet) someone with a car of this caliber tends to do that.  And you being a member of the 400+ hp club yourself deffinately gives you credibility in this.  So until the "Day of the Dyno" I will keep my fingers crossed for John.||65.165.18.124||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000013||Intrusive97gsx||05-03-2003||12:46 PM||||Well dyno day was suppose to be on May 10th but it had to be bumped to the 23rd  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  ! <br /><br />Andy,<br />I completely agree with you. I've had tons of people ask me how much power I'm putting down and I have to respond by saying "I don't know, we'll just have to wait for dyno day." Also I don't think I will be seeing 10's anytime soon. It might have the potential but I wouldn't want to launch the piss out of it and break it the first time out at the track.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by andy:<br /><strong>The Volvo guy needs to get out more!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.163.8.27||reg||1||Intrusive97gsx||00000783||yes
Z||000014||andy||05-03-2003||01:10 PM||||Are you running a BJs intake also? If not, I would highly recommend gettng some sort of sheetmetal intake for your car, it will pick you up ~60whp at 8krpm with your setup.<br /><br />Its tough when people ask you how much power its gonna make or what its gonna run, you just gotta tell em to wait and see. Dynos are great, but the best thing is going to be just driving the thing around on the street and tweaking on it. After all, Als car only saw the dyno once(with the 20G) and Curt Browns car has never been on the dyno. Both of those cars ran/run up to par.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.4.102.60||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000015||mixx2001||05-03-2003||02:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by andy:<br /><strong> Are you running a BJs intake also? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup.  At least I think it's a BJ's, definately sheet metal though.  I can't remember anything for more than 24hrs.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.165.18.247||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000016||Intrusive97gsx||05-03-2003||05:23 PM||||It's a BJ manifold.<br /><br />I saw Al's old dyno chart up at Mark's place (Turbo Tune). He seemed to have a nice fat powerband (390+hp) on his 20g. Also I've been doing alot of street tuning but I would like someone with experience (Mark at Turbo Tune) to help me out with this standalone.||24.163.8.27||reg||1||Intrusive97gsx||00000783||yes
Z||000017||andy||05-03-2003||11:03 PM||||Phillip Long could probably help you too, hes up in the area. Mark knows him real well if you dont know who he is.||64.4.101.161||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000018||Intrusive97gsx||05-05-2003||02:03 PM||||It's funny that you mentioned Phillip because Mark called him about tuning a Supra just the other day. I'll talk to Mark about getting in contact with Phillip, maybe he will be able to help me out. <br /><br />Thanks||68.18.128.107||reg||1||Intrusive97gsx||00000783||yes
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A||||9||crucible||waste gate mod||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||04-29-2003||09:34 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Just got done cutting the air box and it came out great but man! what a chore when one uses a hack saw and snips.A little rough and jagged on the edges but that will be taken car of.When I had the box off I noticed the waste gate was connected to both the inlet and outlet of the IC.So I removed the line from the inlet and now just the outlet is connected to the WG.Seems to have made a huge difference.I think the WG is now seeing the possible pressure drop after the IC.<br />Anyone do this and did it make a difference?<br /><br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||number3||04-29-2003||10:41 PM||||First of all... The item you are refering to as a wastegate is the probably the Blow off Valve (BOV).<br /><br />The BOV is bolted to the IC pipe and opens up when the TP (throttle Plate) is closed and passes the air back into the intake to be reused...<br /><br />But before I go into all that, I want to make sure what item you are talking about because your post is very confusing.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||04-29-2003||10:49 PM||||<a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf" target="_blank">VR-4 Vacuum diagram</a>||68.75.59.120||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||crucible||04-29-2003||10:55 PM||||Maybe I can clear this up a little better.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />The WG was teed off to both the inlet and outlet and the boost solenoid.Is the BOV suppose to be tied into these lines?It wasnt unless I missed something.I looked at the vacuum lines for quite awhile.<br /><br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||crucible||04-29-2003||11:00 PM||||Ryan, thanks for the diagram.I have the manuals and looked at it already.For some reason the diagram doesnt show the 2 tees that my car had.The tees were most defintely stock.Dont think the PO messed with these but then again.<br />I drove the car and it seems to pull much harder but maybe my head is playing....||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||chucklesas||04-29-2003||11:11 PM||||The T's are in the diagram.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000006||crucible||04-29-2003||11:15 PM||||Ys, the tees are in the diagram.But it doesnt show 2 lines going to the IC.<br />Take a look at your carsand let me know what you have.<br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||crucible||04-29-2003||11:20 PM||||Forgot to mention that I removed 2 Tees.The manula shows 2 but I had 3.Somethings buggy here<br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000008||crucible||04-29-2003||11:38 PM||||Uh, my bad.There were 2 tees and I removed one.If you look closely at the diagram you will see that the wastegate is seeing pressure from the turbo outlet and the IC outlet thus seeing an average even though the diagram doesnt specifically show that the vac line is coming from the outlet.<br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||number3||04-30-2003||08:33 AM||||That's clearer. The cold meds probably had more to do with it than you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
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A||||18||Hertz||Vishnu Tuning Evo 8 dyno results||||1||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||04-29-2003||10:42 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||From the usually Subaru-tuning "Vishnu Performance Systems" shop in Cali. who recently got some flames when DSM people cried about their findings... may, possibly, shed some light on a recent report of a VR-4 spanking a Evo 8.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vishnutuning.com/lancer.htm" target="_blank">Vishnu Tuning Evo 8 dyno results</a>||68.75.59.120||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||James||04-30-2003||04:07 AM||||My Evo 3 when stock had a similar power figure to that Evo 8. Interestingly, stock Evo 3 power rating was 270 hp.This is comparable the 271hp US spec. My power figure atw wheels has now risen to 236hp. This would equate to over 325hp at the flywheel. On the same dyno I use (Dyno Dynamics) , a stock WRX Aust. has around 145hp atw<br /> Stock Evo 3        270 hp (fly)   180 hp atw<br /> Stock Evo 8 U.S.   271 hp "   "   "       "<br /> Stock WRX   U.S.   227 hp "   "   154 hp  "<br /> My Evo 3  atleast  325 hp "   "   236 hp  "<br /> Mods to mine:- 20g comp wheel,HKS air filter, Blitz EBC 18 psi, 3"dump pipe. Thats it.<br /> Just a abit of information about the Engine testing recently done in my home town in Australia, The EVO 8 engines were producing 308 hp on a engine dyno. This is 230kw compared the figure claimed of 206kw by the factory.||210.48.130.222||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||04-30-2003||04:58 AM||||Its the most strict dyno in California according to many boards and car groups.  I dynoed my VR4 there and only but out 191 whp.  This was with big 16G @ 18 psi and with all supporting mods.  I tuned the car the day before and had zero knock and 21-24 degrees of timing at WOT. Other Bay Area DSM members dynoed their cars too and questioned their low whp ratings.  My other friend in his GVR4 pumped 170 whp with the same mods except he ran a ported 14B.||216.175.110.19||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||04-30-2003||08:57 AM||||This guy has caused huge debate over the topic because Vishnu uses a dyno that doesn't even come close to comparing with a Dynojet or Mustang dyno.  So everyone sees 180hp out of an EVO8 and jumps to conclusion that it's a weak ass $30k car.<br /><br />The dyno isn't broken, I'm sure, but it's just not de-facto standard and they don't care.  As far as I'm concerned, I don't think their dyno numbers are worth anything.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||AWDpower||04-30-2003||11:04 PM||||It is an entirely different type of dyno, the numbers don't compare to dyno jet dynos. I'd say it's a better dyno. With a dyno jet, you make a "pull", and it calculates power by how fast it accellerates the drum. With the Vishnu dyno, they can load the dyno to hold the car at a specific RPM. The advantage is they are able to tune on the fly thoughout the powerband, and at part throttle settings. That is a huge advantage. The only thing you are giving up is bragging rights. Which would you rather have, a more impressive dyno sheet, or a faster, better tuned car?||68.134.172.42||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||05-01-2003||10:47 AM||||The new issue of Motor Trend magazine does a test of several cars, including the new EVO. They use a skilled driver also (I think F1); instead of their own people. The EVO runs 13.08 @ 105, that is the quickest I've seen so far. Impressive also for a stock car. Wonder what that car would dyno at? (but who cares with a time slip like that)<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000006||TLT||05-01-2003||11:38 AM||||1/4 mile trap speeds are the true measure.||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||05-01-2003||12:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> The new issue of Motor Trend magazine does a test of several cars, including the new EVO. They use a skilled driver also (I think F1); instead of their own people. The EVO runs 13.08 @ 105, that is the quickest I've seen so far. Impressive also for a stock car. Wonder what that car would dyno at? (but who cares with a time slip like that)<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is damn impressive.  What month is that?  I might pick that up.<br /><br />I bet the driver had to eat away the clutch to do that.<br /><br />Anyone know what kind of PP that thing has?  Also, does the magazine say how many miles were on the car when they got that time?||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||05-01-2003||12:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TLT:<br /><strong> 1/4 mile trap speeds are the true measure. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How do you figure?  I once got a 15.0 @ 103 in my fwd Talon once.  Thats why I got rid of the damn thing too.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||autobahntom||05-01-2003||01:54 PM||||June 2003<br />forged crank<br />forged rods<br />aluminum pistons<br />hollow valves<br />gun drilled camshafts<br />no mention of clutch<br />lots of praise for the package as a whole; really makes me want one, but my GVR4 daily driver does well enough.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||05-01-2003||02:14 PM||||Interesting name choice, This guy must have been into Miata's coz one time he mentioned in an old turbo article about how his turbo had the "power of vishnu". <br /><br />Vishnu is the name of an Indian(dot, not feathers) God - one of the trinity Indian gods- he is considered "The creator". <br /><br />Sorry of the boring trivia lesson!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||05-01-2003||02:22 PM||||Makes me think of Robert Oppenheimer as quoted after the Trinity Experiment:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />The gadget turned the pre-dawn sky as bright as the sun, as the first atomic mushroom cloud rose above the horizon. <br /><br />We knew the world would not be the same... A few people laughed, a few people cried, most people were silent. I remembered the line from the Hindu scripture, the Bhagavad Gita&#8230; Vishnu is trying to persuade the prince that he should do his duty. And to impress him takes on his multi-armed form and says, "Now I am become Death, the destroyer of worlds." I suppose we all thought that, one way or another.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||TLT||05-01-2003||04:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TLT:<br /><strong> 1/4 mile trap speeds are the true measure. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How do you figure?  I once got a 15.0 @ 103 in my fwd Talon once.  Thats why I got rid of the damn thing too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I could have made my point better I suppose.  What I was getting at is, if the car is trapping 103 to 105 MPH stock, who cares if Vishnu's dyno shows 180 whp?||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||05-01-2003||04:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Makes me think of Robert Oppenheimer as quoted after the Trinity Experiment:<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />The gadget turned the pre-dawn sky as bright as the sun, as the first atomic mushroom cloud rose above the horizon. <br /><br />We knew the world would not be the same... A few people laughed, a few people cried, most people were silent. I remembered the line from the Hindu scripture, the Bhagavad Gita&#8230; Vishnu is trying to persuade the prince that he should do his duty. And to impress him takes on his multi-armed form and says, "Now I am become Death, the destroyer of worlds." I suppose we all thought that, one way or another.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">personally, i like ole curtiss lemay's answer during the vietnam war about how to end the war.  "BOMB 'EM BACK INTO THE STONE AGE"  he shoulda run for president.  waitaminutetherereverend.  he DID run.  AND i voted for him.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||NZGZR4||05-01-2003||05:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> The dyno isn't broken, I'm sure, but it's just not de-facto standard and they don't care.  As far as I'm concerned, I don't think their dyno numbers are worth anything. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess it just comes down to what you are used to.<br />I don't take any notice of any dyno figures that are not done on either a DynoDynamics on DynaPak dyno.<br />It is well known that these dynos read a good bit less than inertia (Mustang etc) dynos.<br /><br />Cam||219.88.248.119||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000015||drew||05-01-2003||09:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Vishnu is the name of an Indian(dot, not feathers)[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHA||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||chadhayashi||05-02-2003||01:15 AM||||We finally have AWD dyno capabilities here in the Denver area. Autosport Werks in Broomfield has a Dynapak. IMO, corrected hp figures are as much bullshit as corrected ET's. "At sea level, I would have run..." We had a mini dyno day back in December and the figures it spewed were very believable.  A GVR4 w/ 550's,2g maf, huge FMIC, fuel lines and rail, 3", put 315hp down w/ 19psi out of a 14b.(Remember were at or above 5K ft). A twin 15g'd Stealth RT, put 417hp w/ 17 psi (his low setting). And Hal Landry, who perhaps has the hottest street 2G in CO, put 416hp w/ boost and 520ish(within 2% of this)w/ the N20. As of this past weekend, he now has a 2.3 stroker. Hal's ET's are not stellar but he has had 121.5X mph trap speeds at Bandimere Speedway (5800 ft ASL)last yr. Another buddy, (John Salmi Shootout veteran) who recently sold his MKIV Supra, laid down a "corrected" 626hp on a DynoJet. His Supra ran 127 mph traps. A "true" 100hp would be worth more than 6 mph. I understand that the faster you are traveling the less gain you achieve for that given 100hp. But I'd bet that the MKIV put on the pack that same day, would have put down somewhere between 570-590hp, "uncorrected".||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000017||Nate||05-02-2003||02:04 AM||||The timeslip from a track will tell you a lot, once you learn to read it.  For this argument, if you know the weight of the car, and how fast it's going at the end of a 1/4 mile, you can figure out how much power it took to accelerate that mass to that velocity over that distance.  <br /><br />Vishnu's dyno numbers seem to suck no matter where he dynos cars.  He came to NJ a few months back and dyno'd ten WRXs, and re-flashed each ECU with his own chip (at a cost of $1000 per car, I might add) to its "peak" performance.  The highest hp car peaked out at just under 300 at the wheels, when Junior had used an AFC in the very same car previously and made 318hp.  He complained that BM tranny's dynojet read low, but before he dyno'd the cars he said how his dyno was better and that the numbers would be high on the AWD dynojet.<br />     A dyno is a tool.  Use that tool the same way every time and it's a useful tool.  I use that dyno to find air/fuel ratio plots, which are what matter when trying to make power.  The hp numbers are a by product of having to use the WinPep software to run the wideband O2 sensor.  All you're really using the dyno for when tuning is to see the difference changes make in between runs.  Cars can run really well that haven't seen a dyno, and cars that see the dyno often can run like crap on the street.  It's all in how you use the tool.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000018||REDLINEGVR4||05-02-2003||03:45 PM||||what do our cars make to the ground stock?||152.163.188.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes



ubb/Forum3/002029.cgi
A||||3||blacksheep||Props to Abhay...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||04-30-2003||12:26 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Just wanted to say the cluster I bought from Abhay was awesome. He had polished the plastic up for me and the whole thing looked brand new...Thanks, Abhay!<br /><br />KC<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||04-30-2003||10:54 AM||||Hey KC,<br /><br />Glad you liked it. It took about 1 hour and change to polish it. I used Meguiars plastic polish. Glad it arrived ok as well.||198.111.38.137||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||04-30-2003||12:12 PM||||got any pics KC... I wanna see what your talking about||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||04-30-2003||01:39 PM||||Will do a little de-ricing page soon, it'll be there soon!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002030.cgi
A||||4||jonvr4||CHECK THIS OUT||||2||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||04-30-2003||12:40 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://www.bumfights.com" target="_blank">www.bumfights.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.lollypoop.com/" target="_blank">www.lollypoop.com/</a><br /><br />sorry they changed the jesus.com site. it used to be a guy that thought he was jesus.<br />this is funny shit!||12.235.229.244||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||04-30-2003||12:09 PM||||the bum fights looks like some funny shit... wouldnt pay for it though||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||MX4||04-30-2003||09:30 PM||||*cough* downloadload it off kazaa *cough*||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000003||TLT||05-01-2003||11:40 AM||||I've seen Bumfights.  I enjoyed it, but there are several disturbing parts.  Not recommended for general audiences IMO.||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||08:33 PM||||that bumfights video....some parts were real mean but it was hilarious.i got mine off kazaa and burned it onto a cd actually.but that lady in there is something else.the guys who made the video were sued of however you spell it off their ass.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002031.cgi
A||||3||JAYGVR4||Perhaps Best Electric Fan for the Money!||||4||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||04-30-2003||01:29 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Hey Guys,<br /><br />I just finished installing what I believe to be the best fan for the money!  Now keep in mind I'm a cheap bastard, and the only reason I swapped this out is cus when I did my rebuild last winter, I skimped on the fan and just got some cheap ass $39 generic 12" fan off of EBAY that supposedly was rated for 1100CFM's where it was probably was only good for 900.  <br /><br />Well, I spent a good month looking for just the right fan, and found many I liked, but not for the price I wanted to pay...  Hard to find anything decent on EBAY as far as fans go.  At least for our applications.  <br /><br />Anyway, I found the ultimate deal at Jegs!  The Mr. Gasket model 720-1987!  14' Electric Fan: Thickness 3.4'' ; 1800 CFM ; 2100 RPM ; 10.3 amp draw.  All for just $19.95!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   j/k Seriously though, this fan was only $79.99!!!  What a deal!  1800CFM's out of a single fan that wasn't one of those finger chopper metal fans!  Fantabulous!  Hell, I think I'm just excited cus I had such a crappy fan before, I'm just happy not to have to worry bout overheating like I did for that first time today since the rebuild.  I logged 223* and the temp guage was not moving at all in traffic.  After buttoning everything up, I ran the car hard and came on home.  The fan was sucking so much air that the condensor was stinkin cold to the touch!  Even the stock IC was pretty cool as compared to before.  With the stock fan, and my crappy previous aftermarket fan, you could hardly put your hand in the grill for more than a few seconds.  Everyone must get one of these now!  I'm going to a second one of these for my condensor side, and maybe wire them in parallel.  The big test for this fan will be the thick DC humidity thats soon to come.  Can't even imagine if I didn't have water wetter in there as well as coolant today.  <br /><br />So, here's my post on the best damn fan for the moolah.  Hope its of some use to someone someday, as many posts here have been for me.<br /><br />Now its time to gut my thermostat for the racing season!||165.247.82.62||reg||4||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||04-30-2003||11:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong>   Everyone must get one of these now! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay, but only if it makes my car sound like an airplane.||68.75.175.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||05-01-2003||01:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay, but only if it makes my car sound like an airplane. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, thee one thing I don't like about this fan is that it isn't that loud.  Which is odd considering the blades are flat as opposed to swept ones like fans designed to run quietly...  Perhaps its only loud cus of my exhaust...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||05-01-2003||05:35 PM||||Back in my teens, rolling in the Ram 50/Mighty Max with that belt-driven fan if you were accelerating hard downhill into a headwind it almost sounded like a turbo spooling up.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002032.cgi
A||||17||Louters91GVR4||T66||||14||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||04-30-2003||02:10 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Someone tell me why I just bid on the T66 turbo on ebay right now??? Impulse? I just don't know.<br /><br />Tom<br /><br />Possible Stroker Galant with T66??? The thought makes me giddy.||140.254.114.187||reg||14||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||04-30-2003||02:15 AM||||Scarry!||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||04-30-2003||03:48 AM||||for the lazy: <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412922420&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412922420&category=33742</a><br />thats a huge bitch!||64.252.97.58||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||Nate||04-30-2003||08:37 AM||||In the pictures in the link, in the middle picture, the compressor blade that is at the 9 o'clock position appears to be shaped differently than the rest.  Might want to get a closer picture from the seller, lest they be able to claim ignorance about it later.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000004||DSSA||04-30-2003||08:45 AM||||That doesn't look like a T-66 to me.  He states that the A/R is .66.  <br /><br />Here's a pic of my T-61, compare compressor wheels.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/josh_engine3.jpg" target="_blank">T-61</a>||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||04-30-2003||11:10 AM||||Does it say VOLVO on the compressor housing?<br />My T-66 looks different.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||04-30-2003||11:17 AM||||this guy stated he doesnt know much about turbos and its obvious becuase he doesnt have a t66.||131.193.156.123||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||04-30-2003||11:40 AM||||yeah I saw the volvo thing on it..... its prob a stock turbo from his volvo!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||joec||04-30-2003||12:53 PM||||Might be off of one of the big Volvo trucks...||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||04-30-2003||03:34 PM||||The Volvo Trucks usually have 2 or 3 small turbos.  At least that's what I was told. <br /><br />And very little shaft play?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.165.18.191||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||04-30-2003||04:29 PM||||Whoever told you that those trucks have 2-3 turbos are wrong.<br />They have one big a$$ turbo and that's it. Funny how truckers talk about their turbos.<br />Ask one sometime see what kind of response you get.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||mixx2001||04-30-2003||05:46 PM||||Acutally the guy did'nt drive a truck.  It was the Fixed Operations Rep for Volvo Truck Corp.  Which is based here in Greensboro.  But I have never seen for myself, plus he's jackass.  So the simple fact that you own a GVR4 makes you more credible than him.  That and the fact that he's probably never seen the engine in one of those trucks.||65.165.18.191||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000012||mixx2001||04-30-2003||05:59 PM||||Ok, did a little research.  <br /><br />Single turbo Garrett <br />6 cly<br />345hp/1350tq<br />385hp/1450tq<br />425hp/1550tq<br />465hp/1650tq<br />And the biggest fuckin IC in the world!||65.165.18.191||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000013||Team Ducktape||04-30-2003||09:44 PM||||Here is my T70 when the header was being made. Before you get a turbo this size you have better have maxed out a big 16 or a t3/t4. Because you WILL be dissapointed with the lag time, and making them fit isn't fun either......<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=360" alt=" - " />||24.209.153.18||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||04-30-2003||10:54 PM||||**shitting my pants**||68.75.175.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||1quickvr4||04-30-2003||11:04 PM||||Hmm, With a 10 to 1 2.4 and a small 35 shot that turbo wouldent be that bad..............  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.31.233.96||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000016||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||03:54 PM||||it wouldn't be bad at all.i'd take the damn thing just to stare at all day.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000017||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||08:25 PM||||<img src="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412922420&category=33742" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />it looks like he tried painting it...and do volvos come with t66's,if they do which volvo?||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002033.cgi
A||||2||DeanCouchey||Complete Acura IC set for 275 bucks!||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||04-30-2003||12:17 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||<img src="http://216.55.128.40/sonnic2/ExtImages/intercooler.jpg" alt=" - " /><a href="http://www.extremedimensions.com/shopexd.asp?id=3878" target="_blank">IC effect kit</a> <br />gotta be pretty stupid to buy this!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||04-30-2003||12:30 PM||||WTF is with the popup "do you agree to our terms" crap. I swear someone should hack their site for stupid crap like that when you have no idea what "their terms are".||65.138.134.195||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||drew||04-30-2003||01:26 PM||||Terms and Conditions � READ BEFORE ENTERING<br /><br /><br />	  PLEASE READ THIS DOCUMENT CAREFULLY BEFORE ACCESSING OR USING THE SITE. BY ACCESSING OR USING THE SITE, YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH BELOW. IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO BE BOUND BY THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, YOU MAY NOT ACCESS OR USE THE SITE. EXTREME DIMENSIONS, INC. MAY MODIFY THIS AGREEMENT AT ANY TIME, AND SUCH MODIFICATIONS SHALL BE EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY UPON POSTING OF THE MODIFIED AGREEMENT ON THE SITE. YOU AGREE TO REVIEW THE AGREEMENT PERIODICALLY TO BE AWARE OF SUCH MODIFICATIONS AND YOUR CONTINUED ACCESS OR USE OF THE SITE SHALL BE DEEMED YOUR CONCLUSIVE ACCEPTANCE OF THE MODIFIED AGREEMENT.<br /><br /><br />	  Copyrights/Trademarks<br /><br />	  All content included on this site, such as text, graphics, logos, button icons, images, audio clips and software, is the property of Extreme Dimensions, Inc. or its suppliers and protected by U.S. and international copyright laws. Any unauthorized use of the materials appearing on this site may violate copyright, trademark and other applicable laws and could result in criminal or civil penalties. All software used on this site is the property Extreme Dimensions, Inc. or its software suppliers and protected by U.S. and international copyright laws and may not be reproduced, modified, distributed, transmitted, or republished.<br /><br /><br />	  EXTREME DIMENSIONS, Extreme Dimensions, Extreme Dimensions, Inc. and all titles, characters, names, graphics and icons are service marks, trademarks, and/or trade dress of Extreme Dimensions, Inc. All other trademarks, product names and company names or logos herein are the property of their respective owners.<br /><br /><br />	  Payment<br /><br />	  All customers must pre-pay for all products. This is because each product is special ordered. We will accept money orders, personal checks, cashier�s checks, PayPal, and credit cards. All personal/company checks must wait two weeks for clearance.<br /><br /><br />	  Returns<br /><br />	  All returns must be authorized and approved by Extreme Dimensions, Inc. and is subject to a 25% restocking fee. All return requests must be made within 5 days after receiving order. All approved returns must be returned to Extreme Dimensions, Inc. in unused and unaltered condition with original packaging (or better packaging). Insure that product is very well packaged. Refunds will not be issued on returns that are damaged during shipping back to Extreme Dimensions, Inc. In the event that damage does occur, a refund will be issued when a claim has been settled with the carrier. Failure to comply with this return policy will result in a refusal of the shipment and will be returned to customer at his/her own expense.<br /><br /><br />	  Shipping Damages<br /><br />	  Some products may be damaged during transit. Inspect all packages immediately in the presence of the delivery person. Do not sign delivery receipt until all packages have been inspected. In the event that damage has occurred, note the specific damage on the delivery bill and have the delivery person sign it as verification. Retain all boxes and other packaging material as package may be subject to inspection by the carrier. Call Extreme Dimensions, Inc. within 24 hours to file a claim request. Failure to comply with this policy may result in a denial for damage claim.<br /><br /><br />	  Warranty/Liability<br /><br />	  All products sold by Extreme Dimensions, Inc. are sold �as is� to the customer. Extreme Dimensions, Inc. does NOT offer warranty on any of the products sold. If warranty is offered by the manufacturer, warranty documentation will be sent with the product. All products sold by Extreme Dimensions, Inc. are aftermarket products and are intended for off-road or show use only. Extreme Dimensions, Inc. is not liable for any damages or injury as a result of these products. Due to strict regulations by the Department of Transportation, some of these products are not approved for street/highway use. Removal of reinforcements, bumpers, turn signals, and other safety equipment on the vehicle is the responsibility of the buyer. Extreme Dimensions, Inc. will not be responsible for your own actions.<br /><br /><br />	  Installation of Aerodynamics<br /><br />	  All aerodynamics are manufactured with 100% fiberglass. Due to the material used in production, the body kits will NOT be a direct bolt-on. These body kits may require prepping, sanding, shaving, filling gaps, or other extensive body work. These modifications may include removal or cutting of the reinforcement bars. By complying with our policies, customer understands the procedure and possible difficulty in installing the body kit. We HIGHLY recommend that a professional body shop with fiberglass body kit experience perform the installation. Refunds will not be issued due to poor fitment of the body kit. If fitment is off by extreme margins, a refund will be considered.<br /><br /><br />	  Backorders<br /><br />	  If product is in stock, it will be shipped within 48 hours. Most aerodynamics orders take 2 to 4 weeks. In the event that there is a backorder, wait time may be 4 to 8 weeks. There is a 25% cancellation fee on orders that are cancelled within 30 days of purchase date.<br /><br /><br />	  Thank you for taking the time to read our terms and conditions. Our staff at Extreme Dimensions, Inc. wishes you a great shopping experience.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/002034.cgi
A||||12||ayvr4||Anyone live in Dallas TX?||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||04-30-2003||12:45 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Hi everyone,<br />Anyone live in Dallas?<br />I will be there May 2nd thru the 5th (fri-mon).<br />I would love to check out some other vr-4s.<br />Let me know.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||04-30-2003||02:59 PM||||howard and i live in denton, about 25 mi northwest of dallas.  scott evans is in mckinney, about 25 miles ne.  ed dobrzyn is in plano, about 20 miles ne.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||highskyes||05-01-2003||12:35 AM||||and I am in plano, about ten minutes north of ed.||63.235.27.192||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000003||BluFalcon||05-01-2003||04:41 AM||||Chris Sanders (skele4door) lives in Richardson about 10mins away from me in Plano.||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||05-01-2003||09:23 AM||||I live in Irving right outside the airport, Unfortently non of them run.||64.157.112.83||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||BluFalcon||05-01-2003||01:10 PM||||Ayvr4,<br />  The local DSM group is having a cookout at my house on Saturday, the 3rd.  If you're going to be in the area and would like to come on out, PM me for the address.  I'm not sure how many GVR4's will be there except for mine.  Lots of DSM's though...||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000006||WhiteOut||05-01-2003||10:54 PM||||Whats up, I live in Frisco, you guys recognize me?  Yes Ed, i bought one.||12.237.251.49||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000007||Kamekaze||05-01-2003||11:37 PM||||Howdy, from austin here, any of you guys post on TRS??||66.69.201.172||reg||1||Kamekaze||00000633||yes
Z||000008||BluFalcon||05-02-2003||02:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by WhiteOut:<br /><strong> Whats up, I live in Frisco, you guys recognize me?  Yes Ed, i bought one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oy...there goes the neighborhood.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    You bought a GVR4?  What color is it and does it run?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000009||BluFalcon||05-02-2003||04:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kamekaze:<br /><strong> Howdy, from austin here, any of you guys post on TRS?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I havent posted on TRS, since sometime last year.  Too many message boards nowadays to keep track of.||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000010||WhiteOut||05-02-2003||10:25 AM||||Its Kensington Grey, it doesnt run, and it wont for a while. Wed. night Ill start stripping it out for a 10pt cage and a fuel cell.  It was jasons and had a broken rod, its beautifull!||12.237.251.49||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000011||BluFalcon||05-02-2003||02:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by WhiteOut:<br /><strong> Its Kensington Grey, it doesnt run, and it wont for a while. Wed. night Ill start stripping it out for a 10pt cage and a fuel cell.  It was jasons and had a broken rod, its beautifull! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh dear.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <br /><br />  On another note, any of the GVR4 guys in the DFW area who would like to come out tot he house on Saturday for the DFWDSM cookout,  consider yourselves invited.  Just PM me for address info.||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000012||WhiteOut||05-02-2003||08:40 PM||||Dont worry Ed, It wont be a ricer.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||135.214.42.162||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes



ubb/Forum3/002035.cgi
A||||52||jonvr4||dodge neon a theat?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||04-30-2003||06:26 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412550483&category=6204" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2412550483&category=6204</a>||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||04-30-2003||06:33 PM||||i already drove one of these and it wasnt too bad. but i would still piss all over it b/c i hate dodges period. <br /><br />this car is cheap and soon this will be the car that all the young kids have. what we need to see is more rice neons ont he road.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||131.193.6.119||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||04-30-2003||06:42 PM||||haha ya  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||#1459 VR-4||04-30-2003||08:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><b>TOP SPEED: 153 MPH</b></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Can you imagine going a 153 in a focking Neon!||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000004||305VR4||04-30-2003||09:44 PM||||I can't even imagine how many of those Neon owners is going to buy the loudest BOV the day they buy the car.  Soon the sound of a BOV next to you at the stoplight will be as common as a Honda with a coffee can muffler!||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||05-01-2003||11:00 AM||||I can't even imagine how many of those Neon owners is going to buy the loudest BOV the day they buy the car. Soon the sound of a BOV next to you at the stoplight will be as common as a Honda with a coffee can muffler!<br /><br /> How many T/E/L owners do you know that do the same damn thing? Tooo many. <br /><br /><br />Yet, it can beat a Eclipse that has a MBC, 3" turbo back, & intake. While the SRT is completely stock.<br /> Humm, is it a threat. You be your ass. <br />Will some people get mad( maybe even jealous) that they still cant hang with it, even though they have $____K into their car, with no warranty, breaking something everyday POS. You bet your ass.<br /> Yeah its a Neon, so what!! shit changes. I hate it when, people that hate on cars, because of their past. Yeah, its a Neon, yeah they sucked in the past. That was the past. Give credit where it is due. <br /><br />You cant even bring up the arguement about how they wont last as long as the G/T/E/L. How many of these shit boxes, have their original drivetrain still intact?<br /> If our "modified" cars didnt have transplants/rebuilds every few years. Where would they be....<br /> The only thing we can do is wait & see.<br /> I'm not saying I will ever own one. But they are pretty nice little machines.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||TLT||05-01-2003||11:34 AM||||Too bad its WWD.  I like everything else about it.||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||05-01-2003||12:10 PM||||I am sure that the car is fast but if oyu look at alot fo the people that will buy it, it wont be as fast as it can be. Mostly kids who dont know how to launch and that will add seconds onit it. If some one only has 3" and MBC I hope theyn can beat a SRt4. I mean some people have beat vipers, plus an AWD launch will win out.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||05-01-2003||01:21 PM||||I'd hit it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  . <br /><br /><br />Then after driving it for 3 years sell it ASAP.||67.248.13.227||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||05-01-2003||01:53 PM||||SCC put down 225 to wheels in one of those, bone stock.  The front mount is huge, and if you were to turn up the pressure, I'm sure you would see at least 250whp before you surpassed it's efficency range.  This car is a flat out rocket.  Did you know that there is a SRT-4 drag car making 1000hp on the stock crank, block, and head?  That 2.4 liter is a "big block" four banger, with enough tourque to spool the biggest hairdryers.  This is the deffinition of a production drag car.  Remember when Ford, Chrysler, and GM used to produce those factory monsters, like the 429 Boss.  Chrysler really laid the smack down with one model that I can't remember the specifics on, but it was some ugly-ass four door grocery getter with a 500+ cube 500+ hp motor, and a stripped interior.  We're starting to see a trend now that's remenicent of those day's.  With the WRX, Lancer EVO's, and now this!  Finnally some competition.  I was getting so sick of chasing down some Porsche or Corvette Z06, missing my turns, going way outta the way, just to line up with a 12sec contender.  And what happens?  The old fucker dosen't wanna race!  WTF.  <br /><br />Is this car a threat?  Yes, and it's about time too.  I can't wait for Honda, Nissan, and Toyota to join the battle of offering high output four cylinder cars with great power potential at affordable prices to young dumbasses that wanna race.  Cause I'm hungry, let's eat.||65.165.18.188||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||absolootbs||05-03-2003||06:48 PM||||i wouldn't mind having one... if i could stand looking at it.  i just hate chrysler design so much, exterior and interior.  it bewilders me that not only does someone draw up things like that, but that it's then approved by a whole slew (sp?) of corporate execs, etc.||128.210.107.93||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000011||305VR4||05-03-2003||08:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /> How many T/E/L owners do you know that do the same damn thing? Tooo many. <br /><br /><br /> [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That comment describes 2nd gen owners more.  Most people who purchase a 1st gen are performance oriented.  While MOST 2nd gen owners look for new wheels and body kits before intake, exhaust, etc.||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||05-03-2003||09:47 PM||||Is it a threat to what?  Maybe to Jon's spec-v.  We got our first one in at the dealer on Friday so most of the techs spent the day flogging it.  Poor first little SRT-4.  Anyhow, there is NO such thing as launching it.  Even with Michelin Pilots it just spins one wheel trying to be quick.  If you take off slow and do any more than roll into the throttle in first, you get the same one wheel tire spin.  To make matters worse, at about 6k it just fall on it's face!  Not as bad as fuel cut, but it just quits pulling alltogether, only in first.  You can wind out second and third pretty well though.<br /><br />It was hot when I got to it so I didn't look to much under the hood, but it has these three solenoids on the air cleaner box and one is for some sort of bov something.  I'll have to look into how the computer controls boost and this bov solenoid more if we have a manual for it yet.<br /><br />Overall impression:<br />Quick<br />nice seats<br />suspension was a Big disappointment<br />nice big intercooler for factory<br />tacky wing<br />Great Breaks!<br />one wheel drive Really sucks<br />threat? --- not to me.  I think my Colt would give it a good run for it's money.||209.86.140.235||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000013||HKS VR-4||05-03-2003||10:10 PM||||I don't understand why we are comparing our early 90's car to this 2003 SRT-4. The SRT-4 is in a whole new level being that is brand spankin' new...new technology...new design and etc. I don't believe that you can compare a 13 year old car to a brand new one. However, given if we had a fresh new/rebuild US GVR4 or even better, the new JDM Galant VR4 with the V6 Twin Turbo, obviously, that would spank the hell out of the SRT-4 and then some. Our 13 yr. old GVR4 is a good car...no doubt...we'll all have to see the SRT-4 through the test of time....SRT-4...who cares?!?...I love my GVR4...it's old and it's still going, it's a classic in my opinion along with those old AE86, RX3, Stangs, and etc. Besides I get say that I have a limited edition car #439/2000...you can't do that with an SRT-4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.81.125.119||reg||11||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000014||gtluke||05-04-2003||01:41 AM||||did you know its got a big 16g size turbo.... but the hot side is built into the exhaust manifold? thats insane.<br />FWD is just super gay<br />and owning a dodge is just plain scarey||141.153.162.142||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000015||gvr4in||05-04-2003||05:59 AM||||Anyone else think they're hideous besides me? I saw one in an empty parking lot a few weeks ago and was like, damn, that things is ugly! I guess it grows on you, kinda like my vr4 did...||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000016||VTGVR4||05-04-2003||01:26 PM||||gee, you guys are so harsh on these. my canuck friend in toronto drove both an evo and the srt-4. he claims he "wasnt all that impressed" with the evo, but cant wait to get an srt4. he's biased as hell, since he has a track-only neon, and a whatcha call it, the fake wanna be trackstar, (NOT the ACR) well, i gotta go.  the sun beckons; the bike is all polished; the trail awaiting.||63.159.177.207||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000017||TLT||05-04-2003||09:19 PM||||I think the SRT4 looks good in black.<br /><br />The EVO is superior to the SRT4 in every way, I can't see how someone could drive both and call the Neon a better car.||66.76.93.250||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000018||mixx2001||05-04-2003||10:46 PM||||I was under the impression that this thread was about the performance threat.  Turboflanagan, tell you tech's they can get it to stop spinning by using a little throttle moderation.  Our Dodge store has had theirs for quite a while, and although it takes some getting used to launching is not really a problem.  Are they ugly?  Yes.  Are they cheap?  Yes.  But are they fast?  I dunno, it depends on what you consider fast.  I consider a sprint to 60 in 5.7 seconds and a 14.2 in the quarter to be pretty damn quick.  Hell it's faster than a stock VR-4.  All I'm saying is I like the competition.  Weither it be high school kids or serious tuners buying these cars chances are the person behind the wheel will race me.  I'm just happy to see the Manufactures comming out with some "perfomance" oriented vehicles before were all driving electric go-karts.<br /><br /><br />PS: I think Car and Driver got a 13 second quater outta one.  It's in the issue with the Audi RS6 vs BMW M5 vs AMG E55.||66.26.138.153||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000019||watchdoc||05-04-2003||10:49 PM||||Chrysler gets kudos for building the SRT4 and pricing it at $19,995.  Sure the EVO is superior but it costs 10-12 grand more!!  DSM owners have always employed the "go fast for cheap" motto so I think everyone should embrace the SRT4 for what it is.. a cheap fast car..  Too bad the super skinny seats don't fit me.<br /><br />By the way, the monster "grocery getter" that Chrysler did in the 60's was the 68 Hemi Dart and the 440 Dart.  Serious muscle econobox's.||65.179.73.233||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000020||mixx2001||05-04-2003||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by watchdoc:<br /><strong> By the way, the monster "grocery getter" that Chrysler did in the 60's was the 68 Hemi Dart and the 440 Dart.  Serious muscle econobox's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thank you.  That car was crazy.  I saw one on "My Classic Car".  On about a forty roll the guy was cruising past the camera, stabs the throttle and almost lost control of the car.  Nice.||66.26.138.153||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000021||jonvr4||05-04-2003||11:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<br /><strong> I don't understand why we are comparing our early 90's car to this 2003 SRT-4. The SRT-4 is in a whole new level being that is brand spankin' new...new technology...new design and etc. I don't believe that you can compare a 13 year old car to a brand new one. However, given if we had a fresh new/rebuild US GVR4 or even better, the new JDM Galant VR4 with the V6 Twin Turbo, obviously, that would spank the hell out of the SRT-4 and then some. Our 13 yr. old GVR4 is a good car...no doubt...we'll all have to see the SRT-4 through the test of time....SRT-4...who cares?!?...I love my GVR4...it's old and it's still going, it's a classic in my opinion along with those old AE86, RX3, Stangs, and etc. Besides I get say that I have a limited edition car #439/2000...you can't do that with an SRT-4    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it doesnt matter because our 12 or 13 year old cars are still better in every way. look how long it took Dodge to make a car that can compeat with our cars(besides the Talon).||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000022||AWDpower||05-05-2003||05:54 AM||||It has a lot of bang for the buck. But it's nothing new. Dodge used to have a whole line up of turbo cars. They built more powerfull turboed 4 cylinders in the last '80s, early '90's. Remember the engine they put in the Daytona's and Spirit R/T's? They later cars were rated at 225hp stock, over then years ago. Where are they now? Those engines had a lot of potential too. Guess what replaced them? Think Diamond Star Motors. There are quite a few fast FWD mopars, from Omni's to 12 second turbo minivans. <br /><br />The SRT is a very fast car for the money. It will take quite a bit to get a GVR4 to hang with one from a roll. But the same could be said for a mildly modded FWD 1G. You have to pay for lugging around that AWD system somewhere. But in my opinion, It's easier to add power to my GVR4 then it would be to add traction to a high powered FWD. Are they a threat? If you like to race into triple digit speeds from a roll, yes. From a stop, no.||68.134.172.34||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000023||mixx2001||05-05-2003||08:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> Are they a threat? If you like to race into triple digit speeds from a roll, yes. From a stop, no. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">See I agree, but I don't want to have to launch my car every time someone wants to race me on the street.  Being that it is extremely abusive to the clutch.  And I hardly ever line up with someone at a light, I almost always have to go from a roll.  If you get a low enough roll some 2WD's still have trouble.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />And if you can fabricate things like end tanks and IC piping you can make those K cars faster for the buck than any DSM.  Gus Mahon (RIP) got his minivan in the 12's for very little coin.  But once again the DSM/VR-4 is beautiful and the Chrysler product is ugly.||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000024||DeanCouchey||05-05-2003||09:52 AM||||What else can you do to the SRt thoguh??? It has a 16G, it has a huge FMIC, no muffler. What do we do when we upgrade, exhast, FMIC and turbo... I dont think they are maxed out but it wont be as easy to make it alot quicker. Sure there are some 1000 HP Neons SRT's but there are also 8 second N/A hondas! You can amke anything fast for a good amount of money!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000025||mixx2001||05-05-2003||09:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> 8 second N/A hondas! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not doubting you, but I'd like too see that.  Do you have a link or something.  And Dodge is coming out with a whole line of Mopar Performance products for the SRT-4.||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000026||GVR1643||05-05-2003||09:55 AM||||The Neon is what it's supposed to be - a quick car for the money. Bang for the buck. They are hitting the market perfectly and should do well with it. As far as looks, most don't find ours too attractively.  We all know ours is just a boxy sedan sleeper.  These won't be sleepers since everyone knows what they are.<br /><br />off topic: as far as the 68 Dodge Dart.  My uncle had one a few years ago that was the 340 GTS version.  Balanced, blueprinted and the works (minus blower).  Super light cars (think 2800lbs) and it was by far the fastest car I've ever driven. A good clutch and it would have easily pulled the front wheels (wife burnt his clutch by accidentally doing 3rd grear launches :-o.||167.142.22.242||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000027||DeanCouchey||05-05-2003||10:05 AM||||Mixx I dont have a link cause i feel to lazy to look it up now but I saw it in a magazine, not like honda tuning or anything but a real magazine. it was like 8.9 in the 1/4||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000028||mixx2001||05-05-2003||01:25 PM||||Yhea I was wondering because that's quite a large jump from last years record of 10.24 @ 129mph by Erick's Racing.||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000029||chhuong||05-05-2003||02:26 PM||||Actually the record for an N/A honda is from bisi.  Which has a crx and a best time of 10.17 out of a small ass sohc 1.5 liter motor.||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000030||watchdoc||05-05-2003||02:29 PM||||The Chrysler 2.2 and 2.5 turbo cars of the 80's were powerful and inexpensive but would be very outdated by todays engine designs.  The early 2.2 NON balance shafts engines are often described as "agricultural" in nature.  Aside from the rare Lotus head they were also 2 valve designs.  The bottom end was nearly as strong as the 4G63 though and you could run 12's with a "super 60 kit" from Mopar performance.  In general, they were a very powerful and reliable motor wrapped in a cheap car much like the neon SRT4.  IMO, the 2.4 DOHC motor is the next logical step in compact performance.  Volvo has been building light pressure 2.4 turbo's for decades now with no end in sight.  2.4 and 2.5 (big block) four cylinder turbo's will probably become more and more popular for their increased HP and torque while still providing better fuel economy than standard V6 engines.  For years we've seen 1.8 and 2.0 turbos offered for a variety of reasons from insurance premiums, japanese regulations, and even WRC rally specifications.  Well, Chrysler finally stepped up and gave the people what they wanted.  A DOHC Turbo four with lots of torquey muscle, good fuel economy, a stout gear box, a 7/70 warranty, and a price most people can afford.  IMO, they hit the nail on the head!||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000031||mixx2001||05-05-2003||03:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chhuong:<br /><strong> Actually the record for an N/A honda is from bisi.  Which has a crx and a best time of 10.17 out of a small ass sohc 1.5 liter motor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yhea, the record I posted was last years record.  I knew it had been beaten I just could'nt remember by who? <br /><br />PS: Volvo made it's last 4cyl 2.3 turbo (B230FT) in 96'.  But still implores the B5254 based 5 cylinder motors in the S60's, V70's, and X90's.||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000032||turboflanagan||05-05-2003||05:04 PM||||Just keep in mind that the next "Neon", though that name will go away will again be a diamond star product.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000033||mixx2001||05-05-2003||05:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Just keep in mind that the next "Neon", though that name will go away will again be a diamond star product. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's that?||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000034||DeanCouchey||05-06-2003||09:18 AM||||I think its gonna be some kind of truck looking thing, and wont it be shatred with the new Mitsu colt?||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000035||DSSA||05-06-2003||10:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong>  but there are also 8 second N/A hondas! You can amke anything fast for a good amount of money! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Huh?  Last I looked, there was a race for the 9s with these cars with the fastest being a 10.42 car from Florida.<br /><br />Personally, I give props to Dodge for building a $20K performance car again.||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000036||sweetnikki||05-06-2003||04:53 PM||||Okay, I'm not a Dodge fan unless its a classic.  But you got to think, where would they get the idea for the neon and all cars before that.  Mitsubishi.  Mitsu. shot themselves in the foot when they got together with Chrysler.  Oh well.  What about Mazda?  Its basically a Ford.  Look at whos's really making these cars and where the company got the idea.||24.117.218.101||reg||8||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes
Z||000037||DeanCouchey||05-07-2003||09:01 AM||||Dont pick on my Josh! I made a boo boo I think it was a turbo something honda/acura product!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000038||DSSA||05-07-2003||09:20 AM||||hehehe.<br /><br />There are quite a few turbo Hondas running in the 8s.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm just curious as to what those guys are running for transmissions.  They're manual boxes, but they shift those damn things as quickly as an auto.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000039||mixx2001||05-07-2003||10:18 AM||||Ok, all this I don't like Dodge's or I don't like Ford's is getting redundant.  Every company you don't like is probably tied to a company you do.  So who fuckin cares who makes shit anymore.  Volkswagen has been trying to buy it's way into the luxury market for a while now with many doubting their capabilties as a contender.  But all this time they have been creating the ultra-luxo exotic line Bugati.  They also own Bently, Lambo, Audi, Seat, and Skoda.  The Ford Taurus, Volvo S80, and Jaguar S-Type all share the same frame.  Chevrolet makes the amazing Corvette, and the pathetic Cavilier.  So what's the deal?<br /><br />So who cares who makes the car, long as you like it.  You know more people than not would argue that our beloved GVR4's are peices of shit.  And I still love my car.||65.165.18.119||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000040||Vr4in'||05-07-2003||02:55 PM||||imo domestic automobiles never were able to touch and import automobile.this is something new for dodge.imo american cars are only good for muscle.they seem that they dont know how to build 4 cylinders that can compete with imorts.ive never seen the srt-4.but im not in a hurry to see it.this car is just another joke.im sure its fast.but it wont hang with the big dogs.plus they have nothing on our cars,if you put an i/c in our cars you have 215 or 220 easy.its just another car for those kids who just learned about turbos and you know newbies who just look for horses out of a 4 banger.<br /><br />ALSO WITH AWD...THIS CAR IS NO THREAT!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />you wanna see a serious car?.....just check out subaru's wrx sti .  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000041||mixx2001||05-07-2003||03:29 PM||||I would'nt say not a threat to a car that runs the quarter in 13.9 seconds with 100mph traps.  And it's FWD.  How often do you race from a dig on the street anyway?  Most street races happen from a roll, and this car would eat a 12sec AWD car from a 40 roll.  If you say its a joke because it's only fast in a straight line, then why compare it to our cars in obvious "drag race" senerios.  But guess what, it's not a straight liner.  Are you familiar with the 600ft slalom?  Yhea well this "non threatening" car pulls it better than the Lamborghini Murcielage and the Ferrari 575M Maranello.  So if you consider yourself a real automotive enthusiast, you have to give credit where credit is due.  And not just say it's no good because you don't like Dodge or whatever.  This cars not a threat?  Yhea, ok, it's only faster, quicker, handles better, and cost less (stock for stock).  Not taking into account the change of times (although it's cheaper now then ours was then), but this car is no more technologically advanced than ours.  It's a simple formula: 2.4l + big turbo + FMIC = FAST.  Don't get me wrong I would take a stock GVR4 over this car any day.  I just hate to see people get all close minded when talking about any other vehicle than their own.||65.165.18.119||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000042||mixx2001||05-07-2003||03:46 PM||||<img src="http://images.cardomain.com/member_img_a/331000-331999/331522_33_full.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />And if your still not convinced, here's a SRT-4 with a AEM intake and the MBC set @ 18psi.  All we have to do is buy a 400 dollar FMIC to be at still less then the 229hp these put down stock?  How is that relavent?<br /><br />PS: In case you can't see it, that's 257hp and 325tq, to the wheels.||65.165.18.119||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000043||TurboBuddy||05-07-2003||03:56 PM||||damn,that things got a huge intercooler for stock||152.163.188.33||reg||1||TurboBuddy||00000901||yes
Z||000044||VTGVR4||05-07-2003||03:57 PM||||one other thing has to be said. if the srt-4 were for sale in 1991, then its current price (19k) in 1991 would be around 14k.<br /><br />VR4 was about 10k more than that car, adjusted for inflation.||132.198.165.39||reg||6||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000045||Vr4in'||05-07-2003||09:00 PM||||all i can isay is this car is a piece which dodge made.this car will be lying on the side of the road with all of its brothers and sisters.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000046||229of1000||05-07-2003||10:18 PM||||And you know this how?  My car has been a "piece laying by the side of the road" plenty of times.  It's had five trailer rides since I bought it.<br /><br />How do you figure a brand new car will be worse?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000047||DSMotorsport||05-07-2003||10:23 PM||||This SRT-4 is the direction Im going in the next year.  The WRX and EVO are rather limited market for 3 big reasons<br />#1 they are too many existing companies that offer parts for these cars oversea's and are easily brought in.<br />#2 they are about $10G more than the neon<br />#3 evo and sti are going to be bought my people who have 30G to drop.  in 5 years...they are still going to be expensive.  these type of buyers are not into DIY type mods...the neon buyer I see as more like 1G DSM owners...willing to cut things up, willing to deal with hand made products, willing to try stuff out.<br /><br />EVO/STI owners will buy HKS/Greddy stuff<br />Neon owners will be buying dejon-tool type products.<br /><br />A shop like mine's bread and butter are the hand made "can't buy through summit or out of turbo mag" parts.  The neon is the way to go.<br /><br />the SRT-4 is going to me made in alot of #'s...the parts have high interchangability with the PT cruiser.  and the aftermarket for alot of the parts interchange with the non-turbo neon market.<br /><br /><br />so this is the turbo car DSMotorsport is going to persue other than DSM.  in 5 years...I predict this car will have 4x the aftermarket support compared to the evo simply becuase of the price and # of them built, not becuase it's a better car.  the general performance buying public is not 1/3 as closed minded and "our shit is better than yours" as the DSM commmunity.<br /><br />obviously the AWD DSM's are better cars than honda's...but look what ones are making better racecars and have the aftermarket support.||65.173.80.161||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000048||DSMotorsport||05-07-2003||10:27 PM||||the biggest IF i think will be to see how the neon takes to mods.  it's so new that as someone suggested...it's already got good fmic, fair exhaust, gererous turbo.   It may not work out like a dsm that doing the basic mods shows huge gains.<br /><br />And the ECU system might be 20x harder to deal with once you get to the point where the stock injectors are max, or the stock MAF is overrun, or it is fuel cutting.<br /><br />getting around these problems on the DSM is easy becuase we were dealing with simpler late 80's early 90's designed electronics.||65.173.80.161||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes
Z||000049||mixx2001||05-07-2003||11:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> all i can isay is this car is a piece which dodge made.this car will be lying on the side of the road with all of its brothers and sisters. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What are you talking about?  Your driving one of the most unreliable cars on the face of the planet.  And you want us to discredit the SRT-4 because your think the neons of past are peices?  First of all that's like someone saying a GSX is no good because the GS is crap.  What does that have to do with anything.  Second look at the general consumer for that market for christ's sake.  Neons, Cavaliers, Sunfires, or even a Focus.  The majority of people that buy these vehicles treat them like dogshit and drive them to death.  Couple that with the fact that these cars have been Gossiped out of any credibilty by people like you.  Oh it's an American made four cylinder econo box, it will never live up to the Japanese couterpart (Who helped design that thing).  Fact is people that want a Honda because it's reliable are propably going to treat it accordingly, but a person who bought an American car cheap is more than likely, well you get the picture.  Some DSM and GVR4 owners feel the need to "defend" their enexspensive and outdated cars with derogatory remarks about other potential competitors.  The reason I own a GVR4 is because I can buy it out right, and modify it to my hearts content without the worries of insurance, warranties and various other problems with modifying a new car.  And I'm pretty sure that's pretty close to the reasons all of the rest of us own them, financial reasons.  Otherwise I think we would be on the EVO board.  You can be proud of the car you own without bashing it's competition.<br /><br /><br />PS: DSMotorsport, I think Dodge has the same plan you do for this car.  I have already seen plans for Mopar performance Boutique's to be displayed in Dodge parts Departments.  And our Dodge store is already getting wind of performance ECU's, cams, exhaust, and many others.  Dodge built this car with upgrades in mind.||66.26.138.153||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000050||gvr4ever||05-08-2003||05:03 PM||||I would look to buy this car.  It has great stock power for the price.  The looks are not my favorite, but for a delivered price of 19,998 + tax, you can't complain too much.  Maybe I'll just wait for the Shelby edition of the car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Maybe in time, there will be a AWD verion.  Who knows.<br /><br />I'll look at anyone who makes and sells a turbo car.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000051||watchdoc||05-09-2003||01:18 PM||||Some tuner company already built an AWD version of the Neon SRT4 and the PT Turbo.  They were both at SEMA this past year.  Let's hope DCX takes notice.||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000052||iceman69510||05-09-2003||02:18 PM||||I drove an SRT-4 today, and it is a nice car.  I have not driven an EVO yet for comparison, and also have not driven a Rex or the STi.  The Neon has a lot of power, good brakes, and excellent gearbox and shifter.  Upshifted and downshifted very smoothly, even at high speeds.  I only hit 105, but another driver took it to 135 and said it was still pulling.<br /><br />Fit and finish inside was pretty nice with a cool Autometer boost gauge right to the right of the instrument cluster.  Hit 14 psi regularly on full throttle. Intercooler is nice size with big tubes.<br /><br />Only drawbacks (so maybe still better than a Honda) are fwd handling, and any slipping of the clutches causes wheelspin galore.  Coming out of fast corners it was way too easy to get inside tire wheelspin.<br /><br />Still an impressive car for 20k.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/002036.cgi
A||||5||driftin galant||seen vr-4||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||04-30-2003||07:36 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||i saw a black/green hard to tell it was dirty, it was a 91, looked stocked, it was on I-405 south right before the 520 intersection it was at 3:35 pm on the dot.  i was excited beacuse this is the first on i have seen besides mine. oh and by the way i live in wasington state.||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||04-30-2003||10:47 PM||||rep yo state, washington will kick anyone's ass!  hahaha, wasn't my car, but tight we gots another man in washington.||12.144.137.61||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||driftin galant||05-01-2003||12:27 AM||||ya, it's in the garage right now though.  should be on the road soon though.  just to let you guys know what to be looking for:<br />1992 vr-4<br />green( that is the stock colour but right now it has a silver fender and all the rest of the cornors have bondo and the door palans have been filled in, so the colour is pretty mismached.<br />debaged and shaved antenna fuel door lock and custom grill<br />grill mounted intercooler<br />big 16g ported and cliped<br />custom 3 inch exhaust daul tip<br />custom ic piping<br />s-afc<br />oil pressure gauge<br />boost gauge<br />water temp gauge<br />daul piller mount<br />255 fuel pump<br />550 rc injectors<br />b&m fpr and gauge<br />center force daul friction<br />rebuild tranny<br />bremo brakes<br />complete engine rebuild .20 ovver<br />rebuild head port and polish<br />evo manifold<br />ported o2 housing<br />no a/c<br />custom head liner with big mitsu logo black and red<br />tel shifer<br />shifet bushing front and rear<br />stock rims with 205/50/15 nitto 450's<br />that is everything i tihink so far next comes rims, shocks and springs.||12.229.88.99||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000003||chhuong||05-05-2003||02:21 AM||||Wasn't mine, cuz mines white!!<br /><br />Sup Erik almost done with the car??  Is it running now??  Also another guy at one of the firestones up north has one with a custom hood scoop, you might see him around too.  He's like 40+ years old.  But really cool, i was talking to him about the gvr4!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||05:35 AM||||do you mind if i ask you what you car is in the shop for?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||driftin galant||05-05-2003||11:59 PM||||the engine will hope fully be in the car this weekend and hopfully it might be a runner. you sould come over at take a look and you should bring your car||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum3/002037.cgi
A||||11||Kamekaze||fastest stock time?||||1||||Kamekaze||00000633
Z||000000||Kamekaze||04-30-2003||07:39 PM||littlevoices0_0@hotmail.com||does anybody know what the fastest stock 1/4 mile time is for our cars??||66.69.201.172||reg||1||Kamekaze||00000633||yes
Z||000001||305VR4||04-30-2003||09:54 PM||||I think Mofugas.com used to have a Motor Trend or Car & Driver article about the GVR4.  I believe the best stock time was 14.9 at sea level.  Of course each magazine test is different.||12.211.202.100||reg||11||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000002||mofugas||05-01-2003||08:21 AM||||I actually pulled a 15.01 in my stock VR4 a few years back.  So 14.9 doesnt seem unreasonable.  However, I am sure Nate could get a low 14 out of a stocker... :-)||63.174.44.11||reg||10||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||05-01-2003||08:52 AM||||I heard a 14.8 once, but I didn't see the time slip.<br /><br />If it was cool out, and the car was perfecly tunned up, and the stock clutch was good, I could see that with one abusive launch.  As long as the track wasn't already hot from being used all night....||205.242.228.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||05-01-2003||10:27 AM||||My car was not completely stock, but about as close as you can be.  All I had was a K & N filter, and the airflow silencer removed from intake.  This was also with a very cracked manifold and exhaust housing.  I could pull the vacuum line off of the wastegate, and it would still only make 9psi.  I managed a 14.75 with a full-on launch.  Can't remember the trap speed, I will try to find the time-slip tonight and post.  The local track altitude wise, is not far off from sea level, so conditions are pretty good there.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||03:46 PM||||yeah i have a crack big enough to drop a snflower seed in.lol.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||silly4turbo||05-01-2003||03:57 PM||||14.75 .. sweet time for mostly stock, I hope to get that with just a HKS fliter, new clutch, and a<br />ported 95' manifold , our track is open now, so in a week or two I'll get up there<br /><br />is the waste gate vacuum line the one that can be capped off to gain a few PSI ? I was trying to find a tread on that mod ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000007||crucible||05-01-2003||04:37 PM||||I actually found a write up on the wastegate vac mod.Check it out<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gvr4.com/mdsog5.html" target="_blank">www.gvr4.com/mdsog5.html</a><br /><br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000008||silly4turbo||05-01-2003||05:00 PM||||hey, thanks for the link... some pretty helpful hints and ideas :-) saturday morning while changing all the fluids, I'll be doing the boost mod :-)   man, I love these cars !||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000009||Marty||05-01-2003||10:38 PM||||I was able to pull a 14.9@89 mph with a not so great 1.9 60ft.(all season tires) in my wifes GVR. Only thing I had was a KnN filter. I was gonna unhook the dp but the bolts were too rusty  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Marty||152.163.188.33||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000010||fast_gvr4||05-03-2003||09:09 PM||||I managed a 14.90 @ 92mph in OldBridge Township in NJ in 2001. I am currently living in Puerto Rico, my current best has been 11.596 @ 119.93mph and still on stock internals   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||172.164.63.125||reg||7||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||05-03-2003||10:10 PM||||with trackside mods i got 13.92 @94 out of mine.<br />i didn't pull any weight out besides the jack and spare though.<br />i want to pull out the back and pass seat, and use some new knowlege and get a $0.00 13.6 out of it. i couldn't launch it really hard like i wanted, it has a 80k POS parts store clutch in it<br /><br />usually people dont believe me when i tell them, if anyone wants verification, nate from DSmotorsport was with me.<br /><br />-luke-||141.153.162.142||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum3/002038.cgi
A||||12||jonvr4||Need S-AFC with a GM Translator?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||04-30-2003||09:51 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||do i need my s-afc with a gm translator and 3inch maf?||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||04-30-2003||10:28 PM||||What mods are you trying to support with those ?<br />If it turns out that you dont need those, I would like to buy the SAFC from you.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||04-30-2003||10:36 PM||||I'd recommend using both. I do   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.175.110.19||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||04-30-2003||10:37 PM||||No, although they can be used in conjunction. All of the S-AFC tuning capabilities are standard with the MAF translator. You will have to lengthen the wires though to have inside the car.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||04-30-2003||10:44 PM||||i am using a fully built low end, 272/264 web cams, fp green turbo, 660cc injectors, 3in exhaust all the way back.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||04-30-2003||10:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> i am using a fully built low end, 272/264 web cams, fp green turbo, 660cc injectors, 3in exhaust all the way back. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">From what I have heard, you should have no problem tuning your setup with the MAF-T. You can even run it after the turbo if you want.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||04-30-2003||10:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> No, although they can be used in conjunction. All of the S-AFC tuning capabilities are standard with the MAF translator. You will have to lengthen the wires though to have inside the car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's not exactly true.  The MAFT only has 3 settings lo-med-hi -- the S-AFC has, what, 11?  And they're variable across the board, rather than just the MAFT's more "global" changes.<br /><br />Do you need the S-AFC?  No.  Does it let you fine tune, yes.  Are tons of people having trouble using them both, yes.||68.75.175.82||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||04-30-2003||10:53 PM||||so should i use just the s-afc, just the translator, or both? i kinda need reliability though||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||04-30-2003||11:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> so should i use just the s-afc, just the translator, or both? i kinda need reliability though </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Both, if you can't get the MAF-T tuned with the SAFC, just sell it, the translator. You should run the 3.5 GM MAF. If you can get the translator tuned right without the use of the S-AFC, sell that.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||04-30-2003||11:40 PM||||from what i got off of vfaq.com they say the gm translator is a pretty awsome setup!||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||Nate||05-01-2003||12:18 AM||||I had the opportunity to play with a car that had this maf translator on it on a dyno about two weeks ago.  It was a 16g/FMIC car with 660s, and it ended up putting down the best numbers with the AFC2 zeroed out.  Changes made it lose power.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||05-01-2003||12:54 AM||||well from what i have been able to find out about these things makes me want one more! i guess i am selling my S-AFC also.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000012||crucible||05-01-2003||02:27 PM||||How easy is the Translator to use?<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/002039.cgi
A||||2||REDLINEGVR4||Does any here live in coco beach fla?||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||04-30-2003||10:28 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||i was up in coco beach this weekend and on sunday night i saw a galant vr4 dive by my hotel. it was white. and on the way out of coco i saw a back gvr4. Is this any one on the board?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||05-01-2003||10:45 AM||||I have a friend in Oklahoma the drives there quite often( YES in his bone stock VR4). He goes there like 5-6 times a year. Did you get a good look at him/her. Or if the car had window tint or not.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||05-01-2003||05:23 PM||||i could not see the driver||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes



ubb/Forum3/002040.cgi
A||||17||ayvr4||BUICK Grand National||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||05-01-2003||01:53 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||My friend has a 87 Grand National, This is a<br />pretty quick car. it has a garret turbo (looks<br />like a t3/t4). Man I love the way that thing<br />spools up, that turbo screams!<br />Anyway, I was next to another one, and it made<br />this crazy ass sound between gears. it was like a<br />bov, but i have never heard a bov like that.<br />It went WOOOB-WOOB-WOOB.<br />I asked someone else, and they said it had something to do with the wastegate. does anyone<br />have a good answer for me on what it was?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||05-01-2003||02:03 PM||||BOV on those cars makes cool sounds. low 11's on stock motor. 10's with modified motor and bigger turbo. The 89 Trans-Am Pace car had that motor also, very valuable car. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||05-01-2003||02:04 PM||||so you are saying that that was a bov?<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||05-01-2003||02:10 PM||||There's a guy in the Bay Area (CA) who had one that was "street legal" and ran IIRC low 9's and even had a parachute setup if he ran lower that was removable for the street. <br />Those trans am's had the larger 4.3L I thought that was similar to the one used in the Ty/sy's (Typhoon, syclone :drool: ).||67.248.13.227||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||05-01-2003||02:12 PM||||Wait, aren't those automatics?<br />They don't blow off much at all between shifts.||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||05-01-2003||02:16 PM||||maybee it was just when he let up then.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||joec||05-01-2003||02:19 PM||||Maybe an external wastegate?||192.250.112.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||05-01-2003||02:55 PM||||Their BOVs sound like a flock of pigeons. They are plastic. My good friend has a GN, stock with the boost turned up to 17psi. It moves pretty good, but the BOV sounds like ass.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||number3||05-01-2003||03:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Wait, aren't those automatics?<br />They don't blow off much at all between shifts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is right.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||03:35 PM||||thre is one around the tampa bay area that runs low nines.they are awesome cars.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||dlpinckney||05-01-2003||03:41 PM||||Man, there is a guy local to me that drives one of the Grand National GNXs.  I would like to beat him silly.  Those cars are ultra rare, and this guys looks like it is a work truck.  Always muddy, full of tools and empty McDonalds bags and stuff.  A waste of a pretty awesome car.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000011||ayvr4||05-01-2003||03:44 PM||||My friends is just sitting now, he is in the army,<br />I really wanted to fix it up for him, but my<br />Vr-4 is taking all my time & money.<br />That thing does haul... I know it's got me<br />beat (at least last summer anyway).<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000012||PhilthMonger||05-01-2003||04:21 PM||||I have an 87 GN, and as far as I know it does not come with a bov....the noise you are hearing is probably just compressor surge. I have never seen a "stock" GN with a bov....if any came with them that is news to me.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000013||ayvr4||05-01-2003||04:53 PM||||No my friends does not, but the one i heard next<br />to me had something....<br /><br />WOOOB-WOOOB-WOOB<br /><br />were can i find one for my pal?<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000014||PhilthMonger||05-01-2003||04:59 PM||||well, I'm putting a dsm bov on mine, we'll see how it works out. just don't ask any GN owners older than 40 about a bov, they get all jammed up and act like they have sand in their vagina. apparently, it is a mortal sin to even consider putting a bov on a GN. go figure. they must love compressor surge.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000015||drew||05-01-2003||08:49 PM||||since the car is automatic, I would figure that compressor surge would be less of an issue. GNs didn't come with BOVs.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||Ferrari F50 GT||05-01-2003||09:56 PM||||It would still be better for the turbo in the long run to have BOV on an automatic.  My '85 300ZX Turbo was a manual and didn't have a BOV.  I ended up putting one on though, and it helped a lot.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000017||chadhayashi||05-02-2003||12:35 AM||||Any turbo engine w/ a throttle plate can surge. Diesels do not have throttle plates so they do not experience surge as you and I know it. I put a Greddy type S on my old '83 Volvo 240 turbo wagon. It helped so much w/ boost recovery. Factory it had no bypass setup. The 3" exhaust probably had some effect too. I miss that car...||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/002041.cgi
A||||39||blacksheep||Calling photoshop Guru's need a favor...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-01-2003||02:19 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Could a photoshop expert take a pic of a modified gvr4 (lowered with aftermarket rims) and paint it ferrari red? Dark tinted windows will help too. I am really curious what it will look like ?<br /><br />That would kick ass if someone could help me out. I really wanna see this....<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||05-01-2003||02:35 PM||||<img src="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/san/s_f1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity-Pit/2546/e3/amg_h2.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity-Pit/2546/e3/amg_h2.html</a><br /><br />Some more pics at this site.  It's not photoshopped, since I stink at doing color changes.  But, there's a red vr4.||24.218.198.28||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||05-01-2003||03:54 PM||||how do i post a pic?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||05-01-2003||03:56 PM||||Do you have it hosted on the web somewhere?<br /><br />If so, just do this [img]"your pic's URL"[/img]||24.218.198.28||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||05-01-2003||04:04 PM||||i dont<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||number3||05-01-2003||04:19 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001665" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001665</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||05-01-2003||04:29 PM||||same image as above, darkened windows and lowered<br />it a bit..<br />gave me something to do.<br />~Aaron<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=367" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=367&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||number3||05-01-2003||04:34 PM||||If you are bored could you tint my windows and slam it. I would like to see what it would look like.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||05-01-2003||05:17 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=370" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=370&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Click to Enlarge</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||silly4turbo||05-01-2003||05:25 PM||||nice photoshop job, I'm not much of a fan of red, but that last gvr4 looks sweet ! good job||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||05-01-2003||05:35 PM||||I think red can be pulled off and could look good, its personal prefernce, I agree! I was thinking that a fast car ferrari red is justifiable  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||05-01-2003||05:43 PM||||Yeah! Yeah! Then you can put red crushed velvet trim in...  oh, oh, and paint your dash red!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||05-01-2003||05:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=370" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=370&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Click to Enlarge</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hehe, thats practically anodized red!  Sweet!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000013||ayvr4||05-01-2003||06:36 PM||||here is a quick one for no 3.<br /><br />~Aaron<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=372" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=372&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||05-01-2003||08:30 PM||||Hertz <br /><br />post the ferrari red and the SI blue too when you get to it||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||mixx2001||05-01-2003||10:37 PM||||Damn Aaron, your good.  Could you lower mine too?  Slam it!<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=373" alt=" - " />||66.26.138.153||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||05-01-2003||11:39 PM||||OH shit! I didn't realize until I now that I'm at home how fucked the color/contrast is on my monitor at work.<br /><br />It's tough to get close to that Ferrari picture you sent -- mostly because of the lighting differences.<br /><br />Here's some more attempts...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=376" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=376&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Ferrari Red</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=377" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=377&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Civic Si Blue</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=375" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=375&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Two Tone</a>||68.75.188.31||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||turbowop||05-02-2003||12:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> If you are bored could you tint my windows and slam it. I would like to see what it would look like.<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now that you have the Tein's you can slam it in real life and see it. Well...as soon as you put them on.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000018||VTGVR4||05-02-2003||09:24 AM||||<a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/harrys_vr4.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/harrys_vr4.jpg</a><br /><br />this is what i think of when somone mentions 'slammed'||132.198.165.39||reg||10||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||05-02-2003||09:35 AM||||Nick<br /><br />Is that you? Nice to show up her, finally   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Congrats on the wedding, I saw the pics on your site a while back. Hope the new home is treatibng you well.<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||1quickvr4||05-02-2003||09:35 AM||||cool, it looks like he had a unibody drop and had it bagged.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.156.79.13||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000021||DeanCouchey||05-02-2003||10:07 AM||||<img src="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity-Pit/2546/e3/amg01.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Looks pretty cool to me, I also like the Si Blue||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||05-02-2003||02:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/harrys_vr4.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/harrys_vr4.jpg</a> <br /><br />this is what i think of when somone mentions 'slammed' </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now all it needs is a babe wearing a "Number 3" thong laying across the hood.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000023||VTGVR4||05-02-2003||04:15 PM||||not a thong, but i'm leaving now, and didnt have time to find one.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/harrys_vr4part2.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/harrys_vr4part2.jpg</a><br /><br />heh, its funny if you open the first picture up, and then type in the 'part2' and the girl just appears out of nowhere<br /><br />adios||132.198.165.39||reg||12||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000024||mixx2001||05-02-2003||04:19 PM||||I'm at work and so fucking bored, I've been making that girl "appear" with the back button for thirty minutes now.  God help me.  Two more hours.||65.165.18.97||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000025||GVR1643||05-02-2003||04:27 PM||||I'm not a fan of red vehicles, but that does look cool.  That civic blue hurt my eyes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Strangely enough, I like that anodized red a good bit.  <br /><br />After the rest of the hail dents are gone from mine I thought of going to a black cherry color - one that hints of a deep burgandy in the sunlight.  Don't have to paint jams, trunk, etc with that slight of a change...<br /><br />Can you do one that color with hail damage so I can see what mine would look like?  LOL    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||167.142.22.45||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000026||GVR1643||05-02-2003||04:33 PM||||OOOH, I can see KC's FMIC painted red already  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Red Corbeaus, Red steering wheel, red stitching on the leather....  <br /><br />Actually saw a nicely done 3rd gen RX7 done with that type of treatment in one of the auto mags not too long ago by an older guy (maybe Ken's age LOL ) that looked very nice.  It was tastefully done.  Didn't make you think rice at all.||167.142.22.45||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000027||chucklesas||05-02-2003||05:33 PM||||Alright, now you need to shave the door handles and locks, put blackouts on the lights or a different color lenses all together, maybe some neon glow coming out from the bottom of it, silver tinted windows, and Voila, INSTANT RICE.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000028||GVR4ZUM||05-03-2003||10:15 PM||||Ryan or Aaron<br /> If its not too much to ask, can you pls do one in white with the following  rims.<br />  <a href="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/racinghart.htm" target="_blank">Racing Hart C4</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.24hiper.com/R1_racingwheelsgtr6.htm" target="_blank">GTR6</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/exel/exel.htm" target="_blank">TZ5 black or white</a> <br /><br />thanks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.157.74.51||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000029||GVR4ZUM||05-03-2003||10:17 PM||||Ryan,Aaron or any photoshop expert,<br /><br /> If its not too much to ask, can you pls do a white one with the following  rims.<br />  <a href="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/racinghart.htm" target="_blank">Racing Hart C4</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.24hiper.com/R1_racingwheelsgtr6.htm" target="_blank">GTR6</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/exel/exel.htm" target="_blank">TZ5 black or white</a> <br /><br />thanks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.157.74.51||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000030||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||05:56 AM||||i dont get how you guys did that with the photos.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />can somebody please explain this better if you dont mind.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000031||Hertz||05-05-2003||03:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<br /><strong> If its not too much to ask, can you pls do a white one with the following  rims.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh sure, send me two of them that have the fuckin' site logo over the wheel.  Hey, what do you think this is?  <a href="http://www.tirerack.com" target="_blank">Tirerack.com?</a>  You owe me a 5-star rating.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=391" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=392" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=393" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> i dont get how you guys did that with the photos.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />can somebody please explain this better if you dont mind.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />thanks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ever see The Matrix?  It's like that, only without Keanu.||12.247.128.70||reg||2||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000032||GVR4ZUM||05-05-2003||04:41 PM||||kewl! <br />Yeah, I went to tirerack but they didn't have those rims to choose from.<br /> <br />Now, I just got to decide which one to get.<br /><br /><br />There ya go.<br />Thanks Ryan||24.56.134.194||reg||14||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000033||number3||05-05-2003||04:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>  <a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/harrys_vr4.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/harrys_vr4.jpg</a>  <br /><br />this is what i think of when somone mentions 'slammed' </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now all it needs is a babe wearing a "Number 3" thong laying across the hood. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL!<br /><br />Both of you, very nice. <br /><br />That is a lot of fun.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000034||Arty||05-05-2003||06:52 PM||||Charles,<br />what do shaved door handles & locks look like ?<br />I've seen it mentioned occasionally, but haven't really seen any obvious pictures, I don't think ?||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000035||number3||05-05-2003||11:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>   <a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/harrys_vr4.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/harrys_vr4.jpg</a>   <br /><br />this is what i think of when somone mentions 'slammed' </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now all it needs is a babe wearing a "Number 3" thong laying across the hood. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If your "babe" doesn't have a number3 thong get yours today! They are still hot! (It still amazes me how many are sold)<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.cafeshops.com/threespeed" target="_blank">http://www.cafeshops.com/threespeed</a> <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000036||chucklesas||05-06-2003||07:05 AM||||I suck at photo shopping, but shaved door handles would look somthing like:<br /> <img src="http://mcoc-whoopass.recongamer.com/images/ricer.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />I was really bored that night.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000037||number3||05-06-2003||07:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> Charles,<br />what do shaved door handles & locks look like ?<br />I've seen it mentioned occasionally, but haven't really seen any obvious pictures, I don't think ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I still have my door handles but I did have the fuel door and rear emblems shaved off.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000038||Jose||05-06-2003||09:08 AM||||Hey Charles, try erasing the lines from the door and fender pieces. Also erase the light on the rear bumper. And please take that blue out. <br />Jose....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000039||chucklesas||05-06-2003||10:12 AM||||okay, not so ricey this time...<br />  <img src="http://mcoc-whoopass.recongamer.com/images/Notrice.jpg" alt=" - " />||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum3/002042.cgi
A||||10||number3||What does this &quot;say&quot;?||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||05-01-2003||04:25 PM||||<a href="http://www.idmoc.com/modification_detail.asp?id=4" target="_blank">http://www.idmoc.com/modification_detail.asp?id=4</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||05-01-2003||05:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.idmoc.com/modification_detail.asp?id=4" target="_blank">http://www.idmoc.com/modification_detail.asp?id=4</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Foto diambil dari DSM. I beleive it translates to picture of a dsm with a dirty\ garbage filled back seat.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.70.24.54||reg||7||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||05-01-2003||08:14 PM||||if you know what language that is i can find out.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||#1459 VR-4||05-01-2003||08:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> if you know what language that is i can find out.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bahasa Indonesia<br /><br />Babel Fish won't work if that's what you were thinking...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||05-01-2003||08:28 PM||||Harry<br /><br />Is that #3? Hmmm..looks similar!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||number3||05-01-2003||09:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  <a href="http://www.idmoc.com/modification_detail.asp?id=4" target="_blank">http://www.idmoc.com/modification_detail.asp?id=4</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Foto diambil dari DSM. I beleive it translates to picture of a dsm with a dirty\ garbage filled back seat.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO!!!||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||number3||05-01-2003||09:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Harry<br /><br />Is that #3? Hmmm..looks similar! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes it is, about 4 years ago.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||05-02-2003||09:56 AM||||have an indoneasin friend I can ask him when he comes back fomr NYC on Saturday||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||05-02-2003||11:35 AM||||sorry,i dont know bahasa indonesian.i thought it were probably,russian or something like that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||05-02-2003||02:16 PM||||Oh, so English isn't your first language.  That explains a lot.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||1312VR4||05-02-2003||09:48 PM||||"Foto diambil dari DSM".<br /><br />Is this what you want to know?<br /><br />It means Foto=Photo, Diambil=taken, dari= of, DSM= DSM"doh'<br /><br />So it says Photo taken of DSM.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/002043.cgi
A||||9||dplayha||Will it fit||||1||||dplayha||00001210
Z||000000||dplayha||05-01-2003||04:37 PM||||Will a 4g63 turbo dohc motor fit into a non turbo 91 galant||209.179.251.38||reg||1||dplayha||00001210||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-01-2003||04:41 PM||||the question should not be IF it will, but WHY?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||05-01-2003||05:33 PM||||Yeeeaaahh front wheel burnouts.||12.247.128.70||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||crucible||05-01-2003||08:04 PM||||Unless its a GSX  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||05-01-2003||09:22 PM||||Yeah, It will fit no problem. You will need a GSt tranny and trans mount, DOHC Motor mounts , and a modified DOHC NA harness or a VR4 stock harness and ECU. I was thinking of doing this for a highway car some day.||67.31.251.129||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||05-01-2003||11:14 PM||||the topic title of this post is a question that  women ask me all the time.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.227.204.204||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||05-02-2003||12:13 AM||||Not to steal this thread but what about in a '95 Galant?||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||highskyes||05-03-2003||04:37 AM||||I may or may not be mistaken here, but a 7 bolt 4g63 should drop right in , while a six bolt would take just a bit of work.  My suggestion....4g64 hybrid with turbo||12.237.88.63||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||05-03-2003||01:23 PM||||I have a 96 and the only thing I can sugest for a E54 is that you buy the supercharger that some one made for it. I was looking into it, an d about the only thing you can do for a turbo is swap the 4G64 head to the 4G63 motor.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||Akidosigh1||05-03-2003||01:29 PM||||man, i'm thinking about getting a galant GSX and swapping everything from my vr-4 over.... i just got kicked off my insurance and now i gotta go on the states insurance... thats a lot of money...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002044.cgi
A||||8||crucible||Men Vs Women||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||05-01-2003||09:32 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||I was talking to the boss and we got into a discussion about what we wanted to buy with a tax refund.Shes going on about this couch,these curtains,tec.Im like, okay.I start telling her about modifying my car and she gets all bent and what not.I just laughed and then she's like "you better sell that #&$^&#*@ car!"He,he.<br />Just proves they will never understand us and vice versa.<br />Anyway, shes getting a couch and Im getting....zippo.<br />Or so she thinks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||05-01-2003||09:45 PM||||Shoot, I guess I have it made in that regards.  My girl likes to buy her things (Longaberger baskets, clothes, shoes) so she is all the time pushing me to buy whatever I want.  I'm usually the one that ends up being like "no, I don't really NEED that....!!!!"  Crazy huh..???  And as far as modding the car goes, she is completely down with that.  She actually wants a TT-Supra real bad after attending a few import races.  I've been trying to talk her into adding a second GVR-4 to the garage, but I guess I could "settle" if we ended up with a Supra to sit next to my GVR-4.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.113.207||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||Ian M||05-01-2003||11:45 PM||||You got that IC she's been bugging you to get yet??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.16||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||05-01-2003||11:51 PM||||Hmm... yeah, they're not MODS, they're DESIGNER ACCESSORIES.<br /><br /><i>Girlfriend, you best not be goin' out in that turbo without a FMIC, yo.</i>||68.75.188.31||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||05-02-2003||12:08 AM||||<i>Girlfriend, you best not be goin' out in that turbo without a FMIC, yo.</i> [/QB][/QUOTE]<br />That's funny. 3 snaps in a circle for you!||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||05-02-2003||10:01 AM||||my girl used to think that my car was dumb and a waste of time but now i have her getting an integra and she is already modding it in her mind, and shes already spent her graduation money on mods to the car!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||05-02-2003||10:58 AM||||My woman bought me Sparco EVOs   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.253.200||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||05-03-2003||02:56 AM||||My woman is making leather shift boots for everyone!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||05-03-2003||01:20 PM||||Sean I forgot to email you back! I am intredted in one but I will have to email you later! Sorry   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002045.cgi
A||||9||Ferrari F50 GT||Pic Of My Old Z||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||05-01-2003||10:04 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||This car was an '85 Turbo with only 50k on it.  Adjustable suspension, it talked to you about various things, and was just sweet.  Every single thing stock exept the BOV I put on it.  I loved that car so much.  The guy that hit it skipped the country since he didn't have a liscense or insuance.<br /><br />  <img src="http://member.nismo.org/img/Ian85T.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||05-01-2003||10:16 PM||||NICE.  The Z is a sweet car.  I'm not so sure about the new one.  It's missing a turbo, but the Z is a cool car.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||05-01-2003||10:52 PM||||I like those pimp wheels....||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||05-01-2003||11:40 PM||||Theres a totally stock looking turbo Z (same body style as that one) that sometimes shows up at my local track that runs 11's. You think our cars sqaut when they launch.... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.16||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||Pappy||05-01-2003||11:55 PM||||Woah, sweet.<br /><br />Strange you post that.  I'm actually looking to sell my galant soon, and pick up a '70-'74 240z.||24.218.198.28||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||05-02-2003||12:05 AM||||There's a guy here in Denver named Shane, that has an 11 sec 240Z. Total sleeper, i.e. primered panels. Back in '99 and '00 he had to add balast to make minimum weight in the IDRC Street8. I believe he's using an '89 turbo Z engine. It used to be a manual trans but he now has an auto in there. I think it's a new setup for him because his times were so varied( and slower) a few weeks ago at Bandimere. Run 1, high 12. Run 2, mid 12. Run 3, 12.0Xish. Didn't see if he made any more passes.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||05-02-2003||02:22 PM||||Is it all primered?  And does it have a big FMIC?  Just wondering because I think I have seen this guy before.  And doesn't it also have a T3/T4?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||05-03-2003||01:16 AM||||It's not all primered. Alot of primer on oxidized green paint.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||05-03-2003||04:04 AM||||Ah yes, my friend who has a '74 Nova with a blown 358 raced him with his street tires.  Pretty good race, niether of them got that much traction, but the Nova pulled away from him up top.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000009||AWD4DR||05-04-2003||11:43 PM||||That reminds me of my 81 280zx turbo I used to have..It was a rustbucket,and the windows didnt roll down,but for 400 bux that was one of my favorite cars I've owned..It kept right up with a GTI VR6 and handled very well.I believe it had 220hp,it was the L28 inline 6,great car and awesome motor..It has the 3 speed auto but it was a monster for line locks..Mabye I'll find another one day,5 speed this time..Every decent one I've found is rather expensive,but they really do have all the reason to be||67.193.140.148||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes



ubb/Forum3/002046.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||Anyone ever dealt with RnR racing?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||05-01-2003||11:36 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||they have some really really good prices, i just am wondering if you get what you pay for?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rnrracing.com/cgi-bin/ccp5/cp-app.pl?usr=50X1382140&rnd=3793286&rrc=N&cip=12.235.229.244&pg=prod&ref=adwcbe&cat=awdtb" target="_blank">http://www.rnrracing.com/cgi-bin/ccp5/cp-app.pl?usr=50X1382140&rnd=3793286&rrc=N&cip=12.235.229.244&pg=prod&ref=adwcbe&cat=awdtb</a>||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||TLT||05-02-2003||04:30 PM||||A friend bought an O2 housing from them.  The welds were complete crap.||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000002||gvr4tunr||05-02-2003||07:05 PM||||i've only heard good things about them. i ordered a 1g awd TEL turbo back for my gvr4 that i'll mod; its on its way. they were easy to deal with, ryan is a good guy. i'll let you know how mine is when i get it. hopefully get some pics, too.<br /><br />chris||150.216.129.132||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes



ubb/Forum3/002047.cgi
A||||0||chadhayashi||Does it end? (rhetorical..sp?..)||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||05-02-2003||12:22 AM||||Well, here I am just babying the newly installed fresh engine. And when I engage the clutch in 1st gear...pow! A tooth breaks off of the driven gear for 1st and gets caught between the ring of the front diff and the case. It punched a hole the size of a dollar (new gold ones), and cracks the case 180 degrees around the circumference of the diff. WTF!!?? I scored a new case, but have yet to order the other stuff. Guess it's not too bad though, My buddy John gave me his Vortech S-trim'd 5.0(tremec 5-speed and 3.73 posi rear end), for a LOANER. Damn!!! Wheel spin is fun.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/002048.cgi
A||||2||Xan||Manual Seatbelt instructions?||||1||||Xan||00000958
Z||000000||Xan||05-02-2003||08:15 AM||keysj@attbi.com||ya, the old link is dead and I can't find any instructions? anyone have a url for some?||12.245.69.28||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-02-2003||11:38 AM||||here you go,it was the first topic in technical questions at "read me first" .<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001659" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001659</a><br /><br />good luck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||Xan||05-02-2003||02:09 PM||||duh, I'm blind, lol, thx||12.245.69.28||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes



ubb/Forum3/002049.cgi
A||||8||Sam Sayes||EBC GreenStuff Brake Pads||||1||||Sam Sayes||00000657
Z||000000||Sam Sayes||05-02-2003||08:56 AM||samgvr4@hotmail.com||Hello every one,<br /><br />Any one here running the EBC GReen Stuff front brake pads on their cars,<br />they say they emit low brake dust but i don't believe its true,<br />i put em in yesterday and took the car out for a spin for about 20 miles and when i got home the front wheel were covered in brake dust  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||05-02-2003||10:08 AM||||I'm using them. Perhaps your initial dust comes from bedding them in. I don't get lots of dust, but I do get what I'd say is an average amount with my slotted rotors.  I like their nice early "bite", though.||24.148.88.72||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||05-02-2003||10:18 AM||||yah,<br />i'm running the slotted AEMS up front with those EBC pads, and you have no idea how much brake dust came out, they grip pretty good thou, and i'm pleased with the no squeal, but i guess you can't have them all.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||GVR4458||05-02-2003||11:35 AM||||I used those last year.  I do recall some initial brake dust on the wheels, but after a week and a wash, it was pretty well taken care of.<br /><br />I will say that with slotted rotors and my driving, those things were done after about 8k miles (that's eight thousand miles).  I switched over to axxis since I'd prefer to not change pads every other oil change.  We'll see how those hold out once the car gets out of the shop.  Apparently my driving style is not brake pad friendly...<br /><br />EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000004||Sam Sayes||05-02-2003||01:12 PM||||i heard that if you have slotted rotors, you will eat up the pad faster than with crossdrilled,<br />do you guys think its true?<br /><br />thanks<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2K||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||05-02-2003||01:19 PM||||How many people use the axxis metal master pads?  I am a huge fan of them.  I was wondering if anyone could compare the MMs to the EBC pads.  I just installed the metal masters and they grip great.  I had them on my Talon too.  I think they have very little brake dust, but I've never ran them with slotted rotors either.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Sam Sayes||05-02-2003||01:30 PM||||I had the Axxis Metal Masters before on my Corolla, and after some hard braking my right front caliper caught on fire, oh man what a mess that was  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />I haven't tried them on the VR-4 all itried so far was the KVR pads, and now EBC, i think they grip real well and not noisy at all, much smoother than the KVRs IMO.<br />I talked some local DSM guys around here and they told me that with the EBC, there is a break in period.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||05-02-2003||04:04 PM||||I run the EBC Greens up front, and I think they have a LOT less dust than I'm used to seeing, even with slotted rotors.||68.158.113.241||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||Sam Sayes||05-02-2003||04:19 PM||||Jeff,<br />i called <a href="http://www.brakesrus.com" target="_blank">www.brakesrus.com</a> since they are an EBC dealer and they told me that there is a 400 mile break in period, then they should not dust as much.<br />Oh well time for me to start driving the car more  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum3/002050.cgi
A||||3||blacksheep||Anyone here have RRE FMIC pipes laying around ?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-02-2003||09:22 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Please email me off-list !<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-02-2003||11:36 AM||||check out the trader.im sure someone has them laying around.good luck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||05-02-2003||12:00 PM||||No, I want them for a gvr4. I am not looking to buy,  more of a loaner....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||05-02-2003||04:05 PM||||oh ok.gotcha  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002051.cgi
A||||9||sleeper||Question for internet gurus||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||05-02-2003||12:06 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||The company I work for have a new website and is getting ready to pay for somebody $6000.00/year to put our name on two search engines (Google, Yahoo)<br />They requested 20 key words.<br />Does this sound right? In the old days it seamed<br />that the more times you had a word on a site the better the chance that the search engine will find it.<br /><br />I'm trying to score some brownie points. Please help the brotha out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Thanks<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||05-02-2003||12:25 PM||||In the older days, you could register for free with a search engine.  I don't know if they still do that or not.  It would take a month or so to be effected.  I really havn't checked up on stuff like that in a long time.<br /><br />Maybe the 6K is to have it up right away.  Not sure.  I'd get a second quote.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||05-02-2003||12:50 PM||||yeah, this sounds fishy to me. 6k to get listed in some search engines? google lets you list yourself for free.... they will "check" all link suggesitons first though.<br /><a href="http://www.google.com/addurl.html" target="_blank">http://www.google.com/addurl.html</a><br /><br />here's aplce that at leats tells you how to do it for the other major engines....<br /><a href="http://www.shire.net/learnwebdesign/search2.htm" target="_blank">http://www.shire.net/learnwebdesign/search2.htm</a><br /><br />paying some place 6k to get urls magically ubiquitious is akin to paying jOn  some $$ to get a higher rating on this ubb!<br /><br />hey jOn, how about it? i'll give ya an exhaust manny if you make my rating like, 20 stars or something.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||05-02-2003||12:59 PM||||For the $6000.00/year they guarantee, when you search those 20 keywords our name pops up on top.<br />We got 2 different quotes and they're both about the same price.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||05-02-2003||02:00 PM||||You can do it yourself for much cheaper.  There's tons of "tricks" to it, the actual submission process is not magic.  For $6k a year you can <a href="http://www.overture.com" target="_blank">buy yourself to the top</a> and fuck keywords.<br /><br />We've used <a href="http://www.seoinc.com" target="_blank">SEO</a> in the past.  I think in general the whole thing is a scam.<br /><br />Sometimes even these agressive placement attempts can hurt you in the long run as your site can lose "relevency" as your keyword-to-content ratio gets too far out of whack.  For that $6k you're going to have them modify your pages with tons of "alt" tags (alternate text to an image), comments, table summaries, titles, etc.<br /><br />Example:<br /><br /></font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">code:</font><hr /><pre style="font-size:x-small; font-family: monospace;">&lt;META NAME=&quot;Keywords&quot; CONTENT=&quot;cheap ink <br />cartridges,cheapest lexmark printer cartridges,<br />lexmark cartridge ink refill,printer <br />ink cartridges,brother laser printer toners,ink <br />cartridge refillers,cheap printer ink <br />cartridges,affordable printer cartridges,cheap <br />jet ink cartridges,cheap hp ink <br />cartridges,12A5845,1382150,1382925,17G0050,FO45ND,<br />FO47ND,FO15CR,AL100TD,E40,BX-3,E31,BCI-21BK,DR200,PC201,TN460,PC301&quot;&gt;<br /><br />&lt;META NAME=&quot;Description&quot; CONTENT=&quot;We carry the<br /> best quality brands HP Epson Canon Brother <br />Ricoh Minolta Mita Toshiba Okidata Panasonic<br />Sharp Tektronix and our own Olive compatible<br /> cartridges.&quot;&gt;<br />&lt;META NAME=&quot;Robots&quot; CONTENT=&quot;index,follow&quot;&gt;<br />&lt;META NAME=&quot;GOOGLEBOT&quot; CONTENT=&quot;INDEX, FOLLOW&quot;&gt;<br />&lt;!-- This site contains information about: cheap <br />ink cartridges,cheapest lexmark printer <br />cartridges,lexmark cartridge ink refill,printer <br />ink cartridges,brother laser printer toners,ink <br />cartridge refillers,cheap printer ink cartridges,<br />affordable printer cartridges,cheap <br />jet ink cartridges,cheap hp ink cartridges --&gt;<br /><br />&lt;img src=&quot;images/transparent.gif&quot; width=&quot;5&quot; <br />height=&quot;8&quot; alt=&quot;lexmark cartridge ink refill&quot;&gt;<br /><br />&lt;table width=&quot;264&quot; border=&quot;0&quot; cellspacing=&quot;0&quot; <br />cellpadding=&quot;2&quot; summary=&quot;printer ink cartridges&quot;&gt;<br /><br />&lt;A HREF=&quot;/item.asp?sku=foo&quot; title=&quot;cheapest <br />lexmark printer cartridges&quot;&gt;</pre><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's more to it than that, that even these so-called placement companies can't/won't do for you -- and that is intelligent page filenaming (use keywords in your filenames), writing good content (descriptive text, something of informational value) and link popularity (how many other sites link to yours).<br /><br />To do it "right" really requires a ground-up approach, otherwise you're just rearranging deck chairs on the Titanic.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||05-02-2003||02:13 PM||||Thanks guys. Seems like the sales persons from those two companies, who gave us the bids are better than me trying to make a point.<br />Hell, just found out we paid $33,000.00 for the webpage. <a href="http://www.kunafoodservice.com" target="_blank">www.kunafoodservice.com</a><br />No wonder my profit sharing sucked for the last couple of months.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||05-03-2003||01:28 PM||||OH my GOD.<br /><br />Somebody took it up the ass.  I thought my company charged a lot -- but we've never turned anything out as pathetic as that.  Yuck.  Typos, broken/missing links, reliance on Flash for navigation w/out alternative (search engines CAN'T traverse Flash, BTW), uh... even your content is in Flash.  <br /><br />I can cut on it for hours but I'm sure you know.<br /><br />I feel sorry for your company.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.75.171.53||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||05-05-2003||09:35 AM||||Yeah man I feel bad for your company, that suite looks like something that a 14 year old kid made in computer class! It looks so unprofessional to, like the Alliant and sysco foodservice site are nice and orginaized and professional, thats just juvenile. At least you get profit sharing though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||05-05-2003||12:03 PM||||Thanks again for that info. I knew if trained eyes look at that site they will find something wrong.<br />I had to show your replys to my boss with a little editing of course. Butt and the Eff word together is not in his vocabulary.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||05-05-2003||03:33 PM||||You could say you found out how to do it for like $4k youself and cut out the middleman.  Just make them cut the check in your name.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />It's amazing what companies spend on the internet.  I think the Kuna website is pretty basic flash design, probably more worthy of $500 spent including registration and hosting.  Don't tell me you're spending like $200/mo hosting that site!<br /><br />The concept of 'buying' the top places in search engines doesn't work for me.  What happens when every real estate company wants top pick on google?  It's not possible to have a fixed price on top spot for "real estate".<br /><br />Your best bet is to put meta keywords in your web site and use the above links to add the url to google or whatever search engine.  I've found that in the last 8 years the search engines have made it look impossible, but trust me it's there and you just have to look for the fine-print link to do it.  I used to work for a small internet company some years ago and the addurl and meta keywords stuff really does work.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/002052.cgi
A||||1||Louters91GVR4||&quot;Family&quot; Photo @ Shootout||||1||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||05-02-2003||04:56 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||We have to make sure we get a shot of all the VR4's at the shootout. When only 3000 of these cars are put out, you have to have a little family bonding time while we are together:)<br /><br /><br />Tom<br />Room at Best Western Hotel already reserved||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-02-2003||06:00 PM||||my car is not allowed to attend functions where alcohol is served.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/002053.cgi
A||||6||jonvr4||doug thomas?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||05-02-2003||07:55 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||does anyone know who doug thomas is?||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||05-02-2003||08:22 PM||||I think I remebr him being on the CoDSM list.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||05-02-2003||09:44 PM||||i'll let harry answer this one.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||05-02-2003||09:50 PM||||I assume you mean this guy<br /> <a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/ccars/dthomas.shtml" target="_blank">Doug Thomas</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||05-02-2003||09:58 PM||||yep <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||05-02-2003||10:50 PM||||i bought his FP green a couple of days ago!||12.235.229.244||reg||14||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||05-03-2003||01:09 AM||||Doug stops by here once in a while. I have his wheels (which I bought from Nate):<br /><a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vr4.html</a><br />I just bought a Cyclone from him a little while back.||68.154.109.168||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/002054.cgi
A||||5||meshwork||My little brother's friend (storytime!)||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||05-02-2003||10:06 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Last year my friend sold this kid (age 16 or 17) a 91 AWD Talon, completely stock. This kid had some fun with it, then took it to a shop for new tires. One of the punks working there took it out for a beating and the engine blew (from over-revving). They gave him $4000 for damages. <br /><br />Over the past year he's been learning on the job of how a 4g63 goes together. In the process he got aftermarket pistons, the rest of the engine stayed stock (sans balance shafts). <br /><br />Two weeks ago he started calling me twice a day with random questions about a timing belt job. It took him 3 days to install a timing belt and he broke two tensioners along the way (I have no idea how). <br /><br />Last week he calls me up, says the car idles fine, but it won't go into gear (he put a ACT 2600 with street disk in). From my own experience I ask him if he replaced the fork. He says no. I told him to take a look through the peephole, the fork is probably broken or not sitting on the pivot correctly. He then asks me if it is possible that the pressure plate is on too tight. I ask him if he torqued it to the specs in the manual. He says that the thinks so, his friend that did it used the AIR GUN and said it was fine. I freak out, tell him to take the trans off and do it the right way, and hope he didn't break anything along the way. Two hours later he says it goes into gear now, he just needed to put the axles in. Alright, fine, its 11 at night, I don't feel like dealing with him and doing a clutch job with air tools. <br /><br />This morning, more news. His brand new engine that he spent a year building and installing has just thrown a rod THROUGH the block. Why you ask? Because the bottom end was assembled with an AIR GUN!!! All I could do was sigh and ask him if he still has his manuals. He says yes. I ask him very monotone why he didn't follow them. He says that his friend (the one with the air gun fetish) said he knew what he was doing. <br /><br />All I could do was say "good luck with that, see you in another year". <br /><br />Why won't children listen? <br /><br />Cliff notes: The youth of America is severly retarded.||151.197.6.181||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||crucible||05-02-2003||10:43 PM||||Another reason to fear others who work on your prize.Im very anal about getting work done on my VR4 and will take what I can from this site and others to be able to do things myself.Today, I installed the bushing shift kit(whew, big deal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .What a bitch trying to figure out how to get the console out, even though I used the manual.Now that I know how it comes out(uh, alot of screws!) it will be a sinch if I have to do it again.Felt good that I did it myself even after having an eppy.<br /><br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||05-02-2003||10:59 PM||||Wow, I got a laugh out of this one.  Of course I wouldn't be laughing if I knew the new owner of my 2G did the same thing.<br /><br />Easy come, easy go.  Kid got $4k and thought he had a free ride.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||05-03-2003||12:11 AM||||WTF???!!! this kid needs to reach out and "touch" the little air wrenching bastard! i would absolutly kill that kid......or maybe just take his car. That is if he hadn't worked on it!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||highskyes||05-03-2003||04:07 AM||||Tell the kid to take it to a machine shop and have it assembled there.....if he is to stupid to check torque specs(I don't care if his friend "knew what he was doing")then he has NO business holding a wrench.  Sheesh.||12.237.88.63||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||05-03-2003||09:58 PM||||Just tell him to get a bigger impact gun!||209.86.140.235||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum3/002055.cgi
A||||2||Louters91GVR4||Debut 1/4 Run in my 91 VR4||||1||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||05-02-2003||11:00 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Debut, first time to the track. My mods are:<br /><br />-Open/Cut Air box<br />-Boost solenoid/restrictor pulled out<br /><br />Pretty much bone stock<br /><br />5-2-2003 National Trail Raceway, Hebron Ohio<br /><br />60'   2.013<br />330'  6.049<br />1/8   9.498<br />MPH   71.87<br />1000' 12.447<br />1/4   14.987<br />MPH   88.06<br /><br />Had a 1.97 60' later in the night, but I missed 2nd gear. The stock clutch is hating life right now;)<br /><br /><br />Tom||140.254.112.74||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||05-03-2003||11:00 AM||||i unbolted my stock exhaust and unpluged the wastegate and managed a 13.9@94 out of mine<br />next time you try, unbolt the exhaust, its not loud at all, nobody will say anything<br />you'll pick up crazy times.<br />gvr4's own  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||141.153.162.142||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||TLT||05-05-2003||03:09 PM||||Watch out for that boost creep if you run open exhaust.  Even with a severely ported 2G O2 housing I would get boost creep in colder weather with the cutout open on my old Talon.||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes



ubb/Forum3/002056.cgi
A||||5||ken inn||nifty new tool||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||05-03-2003||05:08 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i just bought a little steam cleaner from sears for 99 bucks.  the ultra steam shark.  great for cleaning out the motor, and not getting water in the cas or the spark plug wells.  it can get most anything off, even some baked on oils.  the best way to use it is have some really good degreaser like simple green, spray it on and let it sit, then hit it with this steamer.  looks like new.  the only bad thing is my hand is like wasted now from squeezing the trigger.  it allows me to get really tight spots, and gets caked on stuff to come off pretty good.  i cleaned the intercoolers on the wife's mazda, they look like new.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||05-03-2003||10:02 PM||||i should probably get one cause my engine bay is dirty as hell. the first thing i did when i got my gvr4 was try to clean it. and i am putting emphasis on try...  but for 99 bucks, i think that it will have to way. but it sounds like the way to do it.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||05-04-2003||12:24 PM||||Finally, someone got one.  I asked about this a while ago and from the sound of it, it works great.  I may have to invest in one now.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||05-05-2003||09:37 AM||||LOL we have one of those at work, in our hotel restuarant, we had coporate coning so I had to clean my whole banquet kitchen with the steam shark, works really good, took latex paint right off the wall, I just wanna borrow it so I can clean my engine sometime.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||JAYGVR4||05-05-2003||11:38 AM||||hehe, yeah I will raise my hand and admit that I have a Steam Buggy!  NICE!  I got it cus it used to clean the hell outta the nooks and crannies of my old Kosei Seneka ROM's...<br /><br />Now we use it on the oven and toaster oven...  Its deafening considering that steam comin outta there is hypersonic, but it does one hell of a job on any caked on grease...  I'll have to try that on my motor now that I have popped my dipstick and blown oil all over my engine bay again...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000005||DynStatic||05-06-2003||02:38 AM||||Will it remove paint? Damage electronics?||68.57.49.82||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum3/002057.cgi
A||||5||#1459 VR-4||Some Pictures of  #1459||||1||||NorthernGVR-4||00000618
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||05-03-2003||07:33 PM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||A little rice:<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=384" alt=" - " /><br /><br />On the docks:<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=386" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Overlooking the Atlantic:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=387" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=387&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||05-03-2003||08:52 PM||||Nice.<br />Are those the overlay ones or replacement?||64.157.74.51||reg||14||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000002||#1459 VR-4||05-03-2003||08:57 PM||||They are replacements.  I don't really like them either, between 2 - 3 and 6 - 7 on the tach (and the same areas on the speedo) don't light up as bright as the rest of the gauge.  I have an extra set that I bought to replace the ones on the car now due to a small cut where the boost gauge is.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||05-04-2003||11:08 PM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by NorthernGVR-4:<br />[QB] They are replacements.  I don't really like them either, between 2 - 3 and 6 - 7 on the tach (and the same areas on the speedo) don't light up as bright as the rest of the gauge.<br />Are you sure every bulb is working? There are quite a few bulbs in there.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||05:43 AM||||nice car man.i like it a lot.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />what all do you have done to it?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||#1459 VR-4||05-05-2003||11:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>Are you sure every bulb is working? There are quite a few bulbs in there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's a good idea, I figured since they were dim at the exact same spots on both the tach and speedo that the gauges were to blame... I'll look into the bulbs, thanks.<br /><br />As for Mods, not much: Boost Gauge, A/F Gauge, Oil Pressure Gauge, Symborski Shift Kit, HKS Intake, MMi Racing MBC, EGR Blockoff Plate,  and Battery in the Boot.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes



ubb/Forum3/002058.cgi
A||||17||gvr4in||Funniest shit you've ever seen!||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||05-04-2003||01:39 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Try not to laugh..<br /><br /><a href="http://www.k10k.net/dropbox/Star_Wars_Kid_Remix.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.k10k.net/dropbox/Star_Wars_Kid_Remix.wmv</a>||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||05-04-2003||02:29 AM||||Its 12:30, I did not laugh at him.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||05-04-2003||02:35 AM||||too much time on this no talent ass clowns hands  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||13||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||05-04-2003||03:55 AM||||So Corkey is still in show biz......||24.209.154.30||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||05-04-2003||05:41 AM||||Oh come on, you guys need a sense of humor! I mean look at the determination in the guys face! So serious!||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||05-04-2003||11:37 AM||||I just wasted a chunk of my p0rn bandwidth for crap...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||9||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||05-04-2003||05:42 PM||||lol i saw the original a week or so ago<br />its like 5 minutes of that kid<br />i couldn't even begin to reason WHY||141.153.162.142||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||number3||05-04-2003||06:39 PM||||If I had to guess...<br /><br />He wanted to see if he could duplicate the special effect of the lightsaber on his computer. But then things got out of control.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||05-04-2003||08:36 PM||||Someone got drunk and made a movie.  You saw Strange Brew right?<br /><br />Same thing, but a smaller budget.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||05-04-2003||10:53 PM||||Gentlemen, we could quite possibly be dealing with the most dangerous man on the face of the planet.||66.26.138.153||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||05-04-2003||11:38 PM||||yeah that sucked.||65.227.217.40||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000011||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||05:42 AM||||yeah that guy was pretty f***in ugly.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />it made me laugh,i tried not to like you said but...||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000012||evol||05-05-2003||09:41 AM||||What a stupid ass fat fuc*. Kind of funny, I'm at school though so I can't hear sound. Maybe that would help.  <br /><br />Looks like that kid needs to spend about 6 hours a day doing that to lose some of that extra flab. And lay off the crisco.||134.124.18.12||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000013||VTGVR4||05-05-2003||11:17 AM||||c'mon, its not that bad. he kinda reminds me of chris farley in 'beverly hills ninja'||132.198.165.39||reg||10||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000014||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||11:26 AM||||hahaha chris farley.<br /><br />isnt that guy dead?||168.213.1.134||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000015||VTGVR4||05-05-2003||11:29 AM||||since '97||132.198.165.39||reg||9||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000016||GVR-4||05-05-2003||12:11 PM||||I thought it was funny.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000017||mixx2001||05-05-2003||12:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I thought it was funny. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here, here.||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/002059.cgi
A||||6||turboflanagan||Number 3...||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||05-04-2003||05:02 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||What model Galant is your bumper supposed to be for?  I just noticed that you didn't have foglights when looking at your pimped out slammed tinted window bling bling machine (thanks to photoshop).||207.69.70.99||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||number3||05-04-2003||05:14 PM||||It is the original OEM 1992 US spec cover for number3.<br /><br />The holes are still there.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||05-04-2003||07:25 PM||||Ahhh, I see young grasshopper!<br /><br />Didn't somebody just get a bumper with the same opening as ours, but without the foglight holes?  I couldn't find the post in the search.||207.69.64.147||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||number3||05-04-2003||07:41 PM||||Yes, Cooper did. Vr4coop.<br /><br />He was at Carlisle with me this weekend along with a bunch of others.<br /><br />His car looked real good. (placed third in the show)<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||SPEEDFIEND||05-04-2003||08:23 PM||||So how did you place?  Did you beat that thing next to you? <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   So did any of your pics turn out, oh, mine did.  I'll talk at you later man, Kris||206.214.56.238||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000005||number3||05-04-2003||09:04 PM||||2nd behind a 1999 Galant. I really don't get it but I guess I don't have to. Do your rememeber the car? I sure don't.<br /><br />I go to shoot the shit and network with people. It was a great show in that respect. The trophy is just a added bonus.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||SPEEDFIEND||05-05-2003||05:34 PM||||I don't even remeber seeing any newer galants.  But then again I really don't look for them either.  Well, in my book you had the nicest car in the entire show.  And yeah it was cool to put some faces with names too.  Well later man, Kris||65.130.119.53||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes



ubb/Forum3/002060.cgi
A||||1||Ferrari F50 GT||Best Place to Buy 660's||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||05-04-2003||06:51 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Who sells the cheepest 660cc injectors?  Not cheap as in quality, but price.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||WhiteOut||05-04-2003||07:11 PM||||CTC Motorsports has a pretty good deal on some good injectors, 680s on sale for $348.00!  <a href="http://www.ctcmotorsports.com" target="_blank">www.ctcmotorsports.com</a>  .. check out the Bad Ass DSM on the front page, Jason King's Monster!||12.237.251.49||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes



ubb/Forum3/002061.cgi
A||||3||REDLINEGVR4||Florida Guys||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||05-04-2003||09:47 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Nopi @ bradenton speedway is coming up fast. So Fla members lets get a final count how many of us are going so we can make plans. Remember it is MAY 17 and 18 and we have planned to meet on the 18th. So we neeeed to make a list of all who are going and we will go from there.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||05:47 AM||||you know im in.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />come on you damn floridians,we need more of you guys.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||05-05-2003||06:48 AM||||I'm only 40 mins. away. I wont have the VR4 but i'll be there.||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||02:17 PM||||sounds good.where are you 40 minutes from?<br /><br />nopi or tampa?||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002062.cgi
A||||8||udriveu||simple questions||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||05-04-2003||10:04 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||Is the factory rated 195 hp and 200 torque measured at the wheels, or the flywheel?<br />Also, how much power would a clogged CAT take from a completly stock car? Trying to figure out my dyno results.||64.252.110.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||05-04-2003||10:15 PM||||Factory power is measured at the flywheel. As far as a clogged cat goes......hollow it out and see how much power you gain back.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||05-04-2003||10:41 PM||||the power was measure at 190whp by doug's dyno, when turbo magazine started on the 4g63 power cell wasn't it?||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||05-04-2003||10:47 PM||||ALL manufactures claimed hp figures are flywheel measurements.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||05-04-2003||11:03 PM||||Just wondering because I put down 153.6 hp and 162.2 torque to the wheels today. And don't ask why I paid $95 to dyno a stock car.||64.252.110.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||05-05-2003||12:40 AM||||$95 ! Thats horrible. Did you run all 4 wheels or use a VCE and run the front 2 ? Maybe for a AWD dyno, $95 isnt too bad, but for a 2W, that sucks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||05-05-2003||01:15 AM||||It was an AWD dyno. $95 for 3 pulls. I was with a group though. $150 for 3 normally.||64.252.110.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||05:38 AM||||a clogged cat could be the problem,what gives you an idea that it might be a clogged cat?if you know it is clogged and you dont treally want to spend too much money,just gut it,or take it off and make your own test pipe.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||05-05-2003||09:16 AM||||The guys at the dyno were all pretty convinced thats what it was after seeing my power results, along with smelling (and seeing) how rich I'm running. Then when I told them that I average under 20mpg, they were even more sure.<br />They also said that I would produce more power as the cat warmed up.<br />My runs were as follows:<br />run 1: 148.8 hp, 156.4 torque<br />run 2: 150.5 hp, 159.6 torque<br />run 3: 153.6 hp, 162.2 torque<br />This was with about 10 minutes between each run. I kind of wanted to keep going, but it would have been another $95||64.252.110.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum3/002063.cgi
A||||8||hibrn8||bad luck buying cams :(||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||05-04-2003||11:28 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||im so upset with all this. I bought an hks setup off a guy back around xmas time nd i found out that asshole sold them to 4 people. got all of the money from all of us and screwed me around. well 3 months later i got my money back thankfully as well as the other guys and his ass went to jail! what a nightmare that was.<br /><br />so now i decide to get a crower set straightup and they were delivered with nothing in the box. the shipping weight of the box was 9 lbs so they were in there. i get the cams delivered with nothing inside except for the tube of prelube. what a joke. so they were ripped off during shipping from what i can guess. luckily i did get the package insured but now this will tkae more time.  <br /><br />guess my luck buying cams is not so good.||65.227.217.40||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||05:46 AM||||sorry about your tragedy.<br /><br />if it were me id be at the guys door waiting to jack him in his fu**in mouth.thought i had to tell you how i would have reacted.<br /><br />but hes the one who got screwed(what goes around comes around)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||vrpower||05-05-2003||11:51 AM||||Yeah Ken I know what you are going through I might almost be in the same situation...(Hopefully not thou) Trust is so fragile these days.||209.109.224.132||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||05-05-2003||01:27 PM||||It must be something about cams: I bought a set of HKS 264's, paid up front by Money Order because it was an NABR guy who I trusted. His friend shipped them to the wrong guy, who shipped them to me UNINSURED USPS! Take note guys, this is a great way for your product to disappear, just ship it through our great US mail service. They finally found the box, in the back of a post office somewhere, empty. Fortunately, the guy I bought them from was a straight-up dude, and he sent me a (good) check in the mail.||68.155.187.38||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||05-05-2003||01:30 PM||||I have a set of web cams that I would sell if someone would make a nice offer. They have about 100 miles on them, guy did not like them whose car they were in. I will eventually try them in my GVR4, but if someone wanted them more than me; they would be welcome to them.<br />I would send them insured through UPS (job security since I work for them).  <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||12||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||05-05-2003||10:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> I have a set of web cams that I would sell if someone would make a nice offer. They have about 100 miles on them, guy did not like them whose car they were in. I will eventually try them in my GVR4, but if someone wanted them more than me; they would be welcome to them.<br />I would send them insured through UPS (job security since I work for them).  <br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What duration are these?||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||crucible||05-05-2003||11:29 PM||||Sounds to me that certain unscrupulous people know the value of HK$ parts  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  .Personally, I would save my money and order from reputable dealers.I just wish HK$ would drop their prices, though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||05-06-2003||10:02 AM||||the problem is in the packaging.  the cams are long and narrow, and when handled, they can easily break thru and come out of the box.  lots of times, the box actually breaks, and the shipper will just tape it up, or put the old box in a new box.  we used to lose steering racks a lot because of this, and we still lose stuff like control arms, which are long and skinny.  cust will get a box, with a taped up hole in one end, and no part.  or, one shock, in a box that had 2.  ask anyone who has recieved stuff from me, i pack the shit out of it, cause i have seen what poor packaging does.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||05-06-2003||08:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> ask anyone who has recieved stuff from me, i pack the shit out of it, cause i have seen what poor packaging does. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's true.  It took me a good five minutes to get a fuel sending unit out of all the layers of bubble wrap.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002064.cgi
A||||1||Vr4in'||I also had seen a gvr4....||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||05:58 AM||nohad43@aol.com||i wasnt actually the one who had seen it,it was my friend who is getting one pretty soon.<br /><br />anyways he told me while he was cleaning his jet ski outside he had seen a green or blck gvr4 with white weels,just wondering if it was any of you guys.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||05:59 AM||||oh yeah,i think it would help telling you were he had seen it and when.duh!<br /><br />he said he saw it i think friday,and it was driving on curlew past his house.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002065.cgi
A||||2||1312VR4||For those who love expensive cars.||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||05-05-2003||08:27 AM||vttruett@comcast.net||I'm not sure if I posted this before. I searched & didnt find it so. I'll post it now. WARNING!!!! May cause heart failure to those who love these cars.<a href="http://www.wreckedexotics.com/newphotos/exotics/" target="_blank">exotics</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||vrpower||05-05-2003||11:57 AM||||By the way i saw a new Lamborghini Murcielago the other day, a red one. It was the first time i saw the new one on the street!||209.109.224.132||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||05-05-2003||12:14 PM||||and i saw some dude driving around in his yellow 360 modena.||65.227.204.111||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002066.cgi
A||||16||DeanCouchey||Went looking at cars today||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||05-05-2003||12:59 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||SO I was bored on my day off and I decided to go out and get some arrands done, had to get my new key cut for the slow galant and I went to the local mitsu dealer and got it done for free  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   and decided to check out their EVO. They said they just got rid of there 6K markup, so 30K alright! The salespeople were a bunch of20 somethigns that had no clue... " Oh this car is fast" "this car is tight!" I said oh do you know of the Galant VR4......... Oh you mean Diamante VR-4, then some one else said no you mean the VR-x... I said no the VR4, the EVO's Father, same engine kinda and AWD and so on... Oh never heard of that. Said it was like an Eclipse GSX, they said they hadnt made those for a long time.... LOL like 3 years is a long time.... SO I said I dont like the black one and left. decided that i would go to toyota and look, saw a Celica GT-s with the !!!!Action Package!!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  27,990! I thought the EVO was expensive! 28K for a celica with 180 HP at 7800 RPM with FWD and a ugly wing! Didnt get a chance to go to the Subaru dealer to see if they had any STi info! But dont worry I am not getting rid of the VR4!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||05-05-2003||01:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> Oh never heard of that. Said it was like an Eclipse GSX, they said they hadnt made those for a long time.... LOL like 3 years is a long time....  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats all part of the great US merchandising plan, make you feel like your driving an obsolete POS. "You have one of THOSE old things???", or "You have last years body style???" I don't fall for it, never will. But, hey, someone's got to keep the economy going.||68.155.187.38||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Pappy||05-05-2003||01:30 PM||||I would never purchase a car from someone who describes it as "tight".||140.247.227.163||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||05-05-2003||01:35 PM||||Our Mitsu dealer sucks.  The Parts Manager called me the other day to tell me one of their salesman damn near burnt the clutch to hell when he tried to do a burn out in the parking lot in one of their EVOs.  The Sales Manager fired the guy when he pulled the car into the showroom and was immeadiatly snitched on by a customer that said he almost hit them.  You show me a salesman with some product knowlege and I'll show you a hot comodity.||65.165.18.68||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||05-05-2003||01:44 PM||||yeah these guys were totally clueless! They thought that the Green slow glant was the VR-4, they had no idea at all. prob woulndt know anything about any cars beside the new really really fast super cool V6 Eclipses! Atleast I got a free key cut!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||05-05-2003||03:23 PM||||Reminds me of my recent experience dealing with a dealer salesman who plays part time tech.  I buy my T/A with missing speakers, so he had an outside guy come in and put aftermarket cheapo speakers in after I told him you can't do that.  Well guess what, the speakers sound like shit and he can't understand why after I told him in every form possible.  *sigh*||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||05-05-2003||05:57 PM||||I went to the local Mitsu dealer to check out an EVO.  Rolled up in my VR4, parked in front of like 10 salesmen.  They were all kind of looking at my car, probably wondering why I had such loud exhaust on an old Galant.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Anyway I walk over and look at the EVO and some late 20's salesman comes over, and starts telling me about it.  I'm like, "Yeah, I know, I've got what some call the original over there, with a pretty similiar engine and drivetrain."  His response?  "Well this has 271hp stock.  What does yours have?"  Rather than try to explain anything else to this idiot I just said "195" and left.  Some people are just clueless.<br /><br />I will NEVER buy a car based on anything a salesman tells me.  When I go somewhere, I already know what I want, that's why I'm there.  I think salesmen are useless.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||number3||05-05-2003||06:25 PM||||Car salesmen are useless.<br /><br />Let's becareful now...||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||05-06-2003||02:32 PM||||Haha, didn't mean anything personal Harry!  Let me be more specific:<br /><br />Car salesmen that don't know jack about cars except for the new models they are trying to sell, and think they know it all, are useless.<br /><br />Better?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.92.28.132||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||AWD4DR||05-06-2003||07:39 PM||||Its funny,I actually went to the mitsu dealer just to "look" Ath the evo about 2 weeks ago..When I got out ththe salespeople were like "Thats a VR4 right" I said yeah,and the guy says "do you wanna see the EVO?" and I said sure..HE gave me some litterature to look at and I was checking it out in the showroom and then he comes back and said he had one available to test drive but he was the only one that could drive,so I said ok and he took my licence and copied it,which seemed odd since I wasn't driving it,but I went along with it..So we pull out and he starts flogging this thing as soon as we left the parking lot..After a few min he asked me to drive and I said hell yeah and put about 10 miles on it and stopped at the gas station for gas..Then he drives back to the lot and a few people are standing outside looking at my car,they all knew it was a VR4 or whatever,so its not like every car lot has idiot salespeople,just about 99% of them though..<br /> I thought the car was very nice,I'd buy one if I had the money..It may not be perfect in every way,but for 30 grand,thats the car I would get..I think I have just wanted one for way too long,I dunno..That car with mods would be just brutal on the street,it already sticks to the road like like crazy as it is and with 400hp that would have to be one hell of a ride..||67.193.140.73||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000010||number3||05-06-2003||08:13 PM||||They copy your DL for your address and most importantly for a credit check. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||05-06-2003||08:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> They copy your DL for your address and most importantly for a credit check. <br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...and if the saleperson ends up in a dumpster the cops know who to question.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.75.63.49||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||broke down||05-07-2003||01:39 AM||||Has anybody ever wondered why so many of us car guys work in some other field, and so many car salesmen don't have a freakin clue how abs, or traction control, or engines, or anything else on a modern automobile works.  Not all of them, but most of them should be doing our jobs, while we tell people real information about real cars.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||05-07-2003||08:55 AM||||I always say that I dont know why I wasted 40,000 bucks on school at the CIA (culinary Institute of America) to better my cooking, when I would rather be fixing cars and racing and everythign related to cars all day long!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000014||VTGVR4||05-07-2003||10:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> I always say that I dont know why I wasted 40,000 bucks on school at the CIA (culinary Institute of America) to better my cooking, when I would rather be fixing cars and racing and everythign related to cars all day long! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">at least your dinners are prolly better than most of ours!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000015||Matt379||05-07-2003||11:52 AM||||Well, according to the Mitsu salesman the new Evo has an aluminum exhaust manifold.<br /><br />I didn't even bother...||165.138.102.92||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000016||DeanCouchey||05-08-2003||09:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">at least your dinners are prolly better than most of ours!<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you would think so, but i eat the most simple stuff cause i get so sick of good food, I can eat anything I want but I eat like pizza or chicken||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002067.cgi
A||||15||DeanCouchey||EVO V STi||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||05-05-2003||01:47 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I was readin my new motor trend and I read the STi article. it had a small comparo to the EVO, the STi 0-60 was 4.87 and the EVO was 4.59. in the 1/4 it was 13.23@104.6 for the STi and 13.08 at 105.1 for the EVO. STi without markup is est at 32-33K and the EVO now thats its not so new it is 30K, cant wait for a Ralliart version!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||05-05-2003||02:26 PM||||Well I've always been a Mitsu fan over Subaru.  I think Subaru makes good cars and I really like the AWD platform they have now.  I was tempted to get a WRX, but the tranny and body style turned me away.<br /><br />I think Subaru is down right cheating on the HP with a 2.5l.  You can't use a 2.5l for WRC and it's being sold as the STi.  At least Mitsu used the right engine size for it's US rally car.  I'm not at all impressed with the 300HP rating the STi is getting.  They should have used a 2.0l and tunned it the best they could have for the US market.<br /><br />I would choose a EVO over a STi any day.  Also the Mitso looks better too   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||05-05-2003||02:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong><br />I would choose a EVO over a STi any day.  Also the Mitso looks better too    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||05-05-2003||06:03 PM||||I love my Mitsu but the STI is just way more appealing in my opinion.<br /><br />For $32k though I think I'll just build up the VR4 and look at how much money I saved to be way faster.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||gixxer||05-05-2003||06:24 PM||||what is on the cover? is this a brand new issue? thats the fastest time i've yet to see a stock evo do in the quarter!||65.27.94.249||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||05-05-2003||08:13 PM||||"....I think Subaru is down right cheating on the HP with a 2.5l.  You can't use a 2.5l for WRC and it's being sold as the STi.  At least Mitsu used the right engine size for it's US rally car.  I'm not at all impressed with the 300HP rating the STi is getting.  They should have used a 2.0l and tunned it the best they could have for the US market......"<br />Don't forget that the EVO is running 19 psi stock. I'd rather have the 2.5L myself. Maybe Mitsu will answer back w/ a stroker, they're gonna want to surpass the STi's power rating.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||05-05-2003||08:26 PM||||Well if they do, I hope they don't call it a EVO.  The EVO has been a 2.0 since the 1st one.  As far as the STi goes, why are they even comparing them if they don't have the same size engine. <br /><br />I think the STi should be in a different class if it can't keep the same size engine.  I'm not saying there is anything wrong with a 2.5, but there is a reason that the EVO is a 2.0 and I think the STi should be too, but it's too late for that.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||05-06-2003||09:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what is on the cover?</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it is on the June 2003 cover with a lambo and a viper and it says speeding. they do a comparo with Viper, Murcielago, Z06, SVT Cobra, 575M and the EVO!<br />And as for the STi its only in the US that it is the 2.5L, the euro spec and JDM is 2.0 cause they say the USA loves a big torquer engine, so the extra .5 helps out.... but I guess not enough cause it got beat by the EVO||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||05-06-2003||10:22 AM||||One the current issue of C&D or R&T the cover story is Evo vs. STi.  They gave the Evo 1st.  <br /><br />I agree, you can put a lot on the galant for the $30 of the Evo, but I wonder if it will handle as well and be as responsive (and still be practical).||63.146.62.141||reg||3||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000009||1quickvr4||05-06-2003||11:05 AM||||As mutch as I like the evo, I would pick the STI. I know that the Us spec is is the only one thats getting 2.5 and that is a major step up. Considering how Mitsu wussed out on the power here at least Subaru stepped up. As far as the STi should have a 2.0 is concernd, if someone has the cash to ralley a 33k car the have the money to pull the 2.5 and swap a 2.0 in it. Im just thinking about the power and tourqe the 2.5 will make. Also all the whinning about the fact that the STi should be in a diffrent class becouse of the larger motor, would you say the same thing if they made a AWD version of the 2.4 neon srt-4? Give me a break, All I have to say is Im going to enjoy the first time seeing either one on the road so I can blow its doors off.||67.30.24.34||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000010||VTGVR4||05-06-2003||11:24 AM||||a new galant could be compared to the evo/sti but our 12 year old cars are never going to compare with them, relibility wise. there's just so much more to go wrong on an older car. <br /><br />i would like to see how the sti's larger motor with less boost holds up over a couple years vs. the 4g63 with high boost. can the sti's motor handle more boost.... and if so..,  what kind of power is that engine going to make (easily, reliably) with a BPU package? 350, 375 hp...?<br /><br />it just seemed that the evo's are pretty well 'modded' from the factory, you will not simply bolt on a buncha BPU stuff and instantly get 40 to 50% more power, like we do with the galant.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||05-07-2003||08:51 AM||||yeah like I said in the neon post above..... we can make our cars the same as them, they come with a 16G and huge FMIC's..... so its not like they can add that stuff and have lots of boost and more free-er power. if we add a 16G and a huge FMIC, we will kill then neon and be close with the EVO||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||VTGVR4||05-07-2003||10:48 AM||||the very minute one of these dumb kids gets their evo totalled, and a local junk yard gets it........||132.198.165.39||reg||12||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000013||Xan||05-09-2003||10:21 AM||||ya, who cares if the STI is a 2.5L, more appealing to me, more potential.  I plan on getting a Magnus 2.4L 4g64 for my Talon someday.  As for looks, I've been dreaming of an EVO for ages, but the 8 makes me wanna puke, the STi is just so sexy now, expecially the WRC ones and their wild spoilers.  Shocks me why there isn't an STi in the ProRally yet.  Dave Higgins is just going to keep whoopin' ass untill then.||12.245.69.28||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000014||305VR4||05-09-2003||04:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong>  Considering how Mitsu wussed out on the power here at least Subaru stepped up.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The "wussy" 2.0 that we all love still beat the larger 2.5 liter STI in ALL the stats in Motor Trend.  Mitsubishi stuck with their proven engine setup, why change something that is so great?  And to reply to your engine size argument, a 2.5 liter version of the 4g63 would simply make the STI it's bitch!  ;-)||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000015||Matticus||05-10-2003||12:29 AM||||The new Car and Driver shows the STi being faster than the EVO.  They also said it had better driveabilty than the EVO.  They complained about the turbo lag in the EVO, which was not as bad in the STi.  The EVO still took 1st place because it still was faster all around in the twisties. This will be a fun war to watch between these to companies.  Maybe next years EVO will be a bit better, adding a few goodies from the factory.  Even though the EVO had no LSD in the front, it still pulled it self better throught the corners.  I would love the EVO, but first mod would have to be putting the regular Lancers tail lights on it, the stock EVOs are aweful looking, too ricey.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum3/002068.cgi
A||||1||GVR4458||Black VR-4 in Aurora, IL||||1||||GVR4458||00000065
Z||000000||GVR4458||05-05-2003||03:21 PM||gvr4turbo@yahoo.com||Anyone on the list?  I saw it go by today at lunchtime.<br /><br />EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||05-05-2003||11:39 PM||||what 'suburb' are you in?||65.227.217.136||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002069.cgi
A||||12||atsiauto||Number 3 Pics from carlisle .. ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||05-05-2003||04:13 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Ran Into Harry and saw the 3 car up close and personal also met Meshwork and 2 other Vr4 owners there as well. One word : AWESOME!<br />       <img src="http://www.26liter.us/Meets/Carlisle2003/images/2003_0502_200933AA.JPG" alt=" - " />  <br />   <img src="http://www.26liter.us/Meets/Carlisle2003/images/2003_0502_200847AA.JPG" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.26liter.us/Meets/Carlisle2003/images/2003_0502_200905AA.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||05-05-2003||04:56 PM||||Look at that, Harry has the Teins on the car!  How do you like them?  It looks like you trailer that thing everywhere, but I'm sure you'll tell us that you drive it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||SPEEDFIEND||05-05-2003||04:57 PM||||I'll second that statement!!!!  Harry's car is truly BAD ASS!!!||65.130.119.53||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||05-05-2003||07:00 PM||||I suppose maybe it's just an oddity of the photo angle, but the CAS looks a little dirty to me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||08:51 PM||||something is trying to get out in my zipper!||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||05-05-2003||09:21 PM||||Yeah, no wonder he didn't get 1st.  There's not even any tire-shine on the timing belt!  Geez!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.69.89.232||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||05-05-2003||09:43 PM||||Eh, dime a dozen. Big deal. <br /><br />( <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon14.gif" alt=" - " />)||151.197.37.82||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||Pete9339||05-05-2003||09:51 PM||||hey all yea #3 rocks! i was totally inspired with my #11 i'll be there next year with all ya with a rediculous ride for all ya...good seein ya all there...i think i counted 5...i came with my buddies turbo/nitrous s2000 mabey you ran into us<br />rock!!!<br />Pete<br />11/1000||208.59.249.9||reg||1||sickvr4||00001514||yes
Z||000008||number3||05-05-2003||10:18 PM||||Some other pictures from Carlisle that were sent to me.<br /><br />Number3 looks great but I have had better days.<br /><br /><br />     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=394" alt=" - " /><br /><br />     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=396" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />This is a shot of Modified Magazine feature editor, David Pankew, me and the MachV owner, Dan. <br /><br />     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=395" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||05-05-2003||10:53 PM||||considering that every shot of your car impresses the hell out of me it think it would be safe to say that you have created a master peice. i don't see how there could be anything thing else that you could do. i propose you get another! heh. get a white one, then  you could be so slick and even have a theme. dark vs. light.. haha<br /><br />i'm not entirely serious, but if i had two, they would be black and white, just because those are the colours i think the gvr4 looks really good in. i like nate's monster gvr4 though, really nice colour. <br /><br />looks good.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||05-05-2003||11:24 PM||||HARRY:<br /><br />Two questions.<br /><br />1) So you have the tein setup now. What did you do with your H&R setup? If you still have those avail and didnt sell them off, PM me. <br /><br />2) Are you wearing a STRAIGHT WIRE shirt in that one pic?||65.227.217.136||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000011||number3||05-05-2003||11:30 PM||||#1 Sold the old setup.<br /><br />#2 Yes that is a Straightwire T shirt.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||number3||05-06-2003||02:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> I suppose maybe it's just an oddity of the photo angle, but the CAS looks a little dirty to me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, it is. I should clean it up someday. I am happy it still works. <br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002070.cgi
A||||3||iceman69510||Turbo ID help needed||||1||||iceman69510||00000038
Z||000000||iceman69510||05-05-2003||04:59 PM||||Hey everybody,<br />Last week I acquired 5 used Mitsu turbos.  Three of them say TD05H and two of them say TD04H.  I believe from what I've seen here that the 05's are the same as our turbos, but does anyone know what the 04's are from?   I was told they may be 3000GT.<br />Incidentally, some of them will be for sale as soon as I ID them.  They are all in decent shape, with no only very small cracks in the wastegate area (no chunks missing).  I can provide pics to anyone interested.<br /><br />Appreciate the help.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-05-2003||05:15 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=000577" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=000577</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||SPEEDFIEND||05-05-2003||05:17 PM||||The TDO4H might be from the automatic TEL cars.  There a 13 something.  The Stealth and 3000GT cars had 9a's or 9b's something like that and the exhaust housing is a 3 bolt pattern instead of our 4 bolt one.  My buddy has a stealth and you'd laught at there little turbos.  Well, good luck man.  Kris||65.130.119.53||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000003||highskyes||05-05-2003||07:05 PM||||the only place I have ever seen a TD04 was on a 4g61t pulled out of a turbo mirage.||12.237.88.63||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes



ubb/Forum3/002071.cgi
A||||6||Hertz||Chrome muffler cleaning||||1||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||05-05-2003||05:30 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||My muffler used to be bright and shiny (too bright, actually) but since this daily driver made it's way through winter it is now a dull/"colored" finish.  Any tips on cleaning it?  Is it actually a sign of something bad (i.e. too high of an EGT?)<br /><br />I don't care to have the whole muffler gleaming again, but at least shine up the tip again.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||05-05-2003||05:46 PM||||tip a little dull? that can be improved.Chrome or stainless will discolor with heat cycling and both can be polished with available metal polishes and a little elbow grease.l found some amazing German products by Wenol that work better then anything else l`ve tried.l bought the products a Pomona autoswap but they`re probably available over the web.Autosol is good too,as is Mother`s.good luck with it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||05-05-2003||08:44 PM||||I've always preferred Eagle NEVRDUL.  It's a little easier to handle than Mother's metal polish and it seems that you get more in a can anyway.  Just rip a piece off and buff it on by hand, wipe off with a cloth.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||05-06-2003||12:00 AM||||or...buy a little thing of chrome dip and dip it away.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||05-06-2003||12:11 AM||||You can also use fine steel wool.<br />Use it with a combination with one of the above mentioned products and your muffler will look better than new in half the time.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.200.108||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||05-06-2003||01:41 AM||||I used mineral spirits and a rag to get a bunch of grime off.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||05-06-2003||04:25 AM||||Here's a great trick for getting rust spots off of chrome. I learned this when I was a kid, it worked great on bicycles. <br /><br />Make a solution of dish soap and water. Get some aluminum foil (yea, the stuff in the kitchen) and dip it in the soapy water, then just wipe the rust away, it will come right off.||68.134.172.82||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum3/002072.cgi
A||||5||gvr4ever||Got pulled on by a Z28 :(||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||05-05-2003||06:44 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||He just slowly pulled away.  Usually I'm the one pulling away.  Then I saw a SLP logo on the back of the car.  WTF is that?<br /><br />After a little google search.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.slponline.com/projcar.asp" target="_blank">http://www.slponline.com/projcar.asp</a><br /><br />This guy didn't have 428HP, but he was zippy.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||05-05-2003||07:46 PM||||SLP has long been an aftermarket company for F-bodies.  Some of the souped up factory F-bodies even came with some SLP parts stock, I think.  <br /><br />Having the sticker is meaningless though, just like the G2 stickers that so many F-bodies have.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||05-05-2003||08:39 PM||||The Firehawk was the factory SLP car.  It's just a Trans Am with SLP's Ram Air hood, 17" wheels, suspension upgrade, and exhaust.  It couldn't be much more than the 300hp of a stock T/A.<br /><br />However, SLP does sell a ton of stuff for the LS1/LT1 market.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||msaskin||05-05-2003||08:55 PM||||they're still very stout cars stock.<br /><br />my friend's 98 Z28 (LS1) dyno'd 305hp/315tq (wheels, not crank) bone stock.  they are very underrated motors from the factory.<br /><br />~matt||128.113.197.54||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||05-05-2003||11:31 PM||||As much as Im not a big fan of TA's, my bro has a cool one. SLP makes some good performing shit for his ride. He has a NHRA Limited Formula which is very much like the firehawk, I believe. Same gear and some other similarity. He put on SLP intake, exhaust and headers with open dump flange and that car was pretty quick. Torquey as hell which i thought was the best part.||65.227.217.136||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||05-05-2003||11:53 PM||||all i know is that bitch was bad.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002073.cgi
A||||9||Ferrari F50 GT||Disc/Ball Injectors||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||05-05-2003||08:41 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Has anybody else seen these things?  Just curious because I think they are pretty new and just want some feedback on them.  Here is a link: <a href="http://www.ffwdconnection.com/dsm2.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ffwdconnection.com/dsm2.htm</a>||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||05-05-2003||10:07 PM||||<a href="http://www.fuelinjectorclinic.com" target="_blank">www.fuelinjectorclinic.com</a> <br /><br />Get them directly from Frank and you'll get a better deal/service. I'm happy with mine.  They idle well and behave themselves at WOT.||12.222.102.136||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||05-06-2003||04:01 AM||||You do know you can get the same "special" disk injectors from Summit Racing right?? And no it's not new- not trying to be an ass, or a monkey.||24.209.154.30||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||05-06-2003||04:05 AM||||Oh yeah and the "custom" injectors from here.....What a joke!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<br /> Ok did you know you can get the same "custom" injectors from Summit racing for less money?<br /><a href="http://www.extremepsi.com/x/customer/product.php?productid=16320&cat=360&page=1&PHPSESSID=0017ae3316a088f0fd20f3e9b2933313" target="_blank">http://www.extremepsi.com/x/customer/product.php?productid=16320&cat=360&page=1&PHPSESSID=0017ae3316a088f0fd20f3e9b2933313</a>||24.209.154.30||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||number3||05-06-2003||08:00 AM||||Is there proof that these injectors make more power?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||05-06-2003||08:06 AM||||I have been looking into injectors for quite awhile now.  Price is not the ONLY issue.  I know this topic has been well beat, and I have read most of the archives and even searched the web.  What is everyones take on the "best" style.  Everything i read seems to differ.  The general consesus everywhere seems to be that the pintle style is the most free-flowing, maintence free style.  The ball and disc types seem to have some issues with easier clogging.  I'm leaning towards the Denso 660s (stock pintle style) injectors.  Can anyone give pros or cons for going with the cheaper ball or ball/disc injectors over these?||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||05-06-2003||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> You do know you can get the same "special" disk injectors from Summit Racing right?? And no it's not new- not trying to be an ass, or a monkey. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are they machined to fit our intakes? I know these are just the standard 550 Delphi units that MSD and others use, but I think the pintle is narrower than our cars want, and the inlet end is too fat to fit inside our fuel rail, so they have to be machined to fit. I had considered doing the machining as a free service, because I found that Precision Turbo sells them as Buick injectors for only $62.50 each, but at $70 a piece MACHINED, that seems like a great deal. Most guys were getting about $100 a piece for them last I knew.||68.158.106.11||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||DookGVR4||05-06-2003||03:19 PM||||I think hahnracecraft sells these type injectors also...<br /><br />I think they claim a smoother idle rather than just upgrading with larger pintle style||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||05-09-2003||01:03 AM||||<a href="http://www.delphi.com/pdf/racing/multecbottomfeed_gas.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.delphi.com/pdf/racing/multecbottomfeed_gas.pdf</a><br />Now if I could only get them to give me the REAL spec sheets. It seems like NO ONE knows the rise time (deadtime) of their injectors.||216.77.204.185||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||Scott Y||05-09-2003||10:57 AM||||I just installed 680 ball/disk injectors that I got from Ramchargers.com. <a href="http://www.ramchargers.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/CategoryDisplay?cgrfnbr=29898&cgmenbr=541&cat1=29839&cat2=29865" target="_blank">http://www.ramchargers.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/CategoryDisplay?cgrfnbr=29898&cgmenbr=541&cat1=29839&cat2=29865</a><br />They were approx $350, and so far they work fine. I have a bunch of tuning to do, but I have no complaints so far.||64.233.218.162||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes



ubb/Forum3/002074.cgi
A||N||1||Pete9339||JDM PARTS||||1||||sickvr4||00001514
Z||000000||Pete9339||05-05-2003||09:44 PM||Pete9339@hotmail.com||hey all....i just signed up  ( thanks #3) you all can now refer to me as #11 if you want...help me out with jdm parts guys! anything and everything i'm trying to get my hands on!<br />thanks a TON...i'm building # 11 right now i'll keep you all posted on this MONSTER!!!<br />Pete<br /><br />92 11/1000||208.59.249.9||reg||1||sickvr4||00001514||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-06-2003||12:04 AM||||hey welcome to the board.here is a hertz's link.it has a lot of interesting stuff in it.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a>||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002075.cgi
A||||16||Pete9339||Galant GSR anyone have one!||||1||||sickvr4||00001514
Z||000000||Pete9339||05-05-2003||10:03 PM||Pete9339@hotmail.com||hey all just wanted to see if anyone out there had the galant gsr? let me know i have a few questions?!<br />pete<br />11/1000<br />91 GGSR||208.59.249.9||reg||1||sickvr4||00001514||yes
Z||000001||crucible||05-05-2003||11:39 PM||||I had one for a short while a few years ago.The digital display for the electronic suspension was cool.Also had an electronic steering adjustment.Strange though that Mitsu made this model.They might be as rare if not rarer than a VR4.One would think that this stuff should have been in a VR4 although more things to break.||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||05-06-2003||04:27 PM||||They ran out of room.  The pnuematic lines for the suspension plus the lines for the 4WS would have just been crazy.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||1101||05-06-2003||05:59 PM||||I have had one since 1988. I am the original owner.<br /><br />The first year or two they just had the GS model. It had both the 2 liter DOHC and active suspension features. Later they had GS option which was the 2.0 DOHC option and you could get the GSR which added the active suspension.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.101.242||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000004||crucible||05-06-2003||08:09 PM||||Dont forget the GSX  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Crucible 91 ?/?||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||4G63_GSR||05-07-2003||09:42 AM||||hahaha... i certainly do... i've owned my car for the past 4 years... been my first car and plan to have it for my beater in the winter...  this car is a love/hate situation... my ECS is dead, my generic suspension is sounding like crap, my ics is idling off the hook, and my gears are grinding like crazy if i dont granny shift... so that's my story... cant wait for all wheel drive turbo...||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||05-07-2003||09:57 AM||||I have had a couple of the GSR's and a couple of GS'. The electronic suspension is a problem on all of them. The seals wear out. The $5 fix is to put some fix-a-flat in the lines. I have a friend who has one, and used the fix-a-flat about once every three months or so. Works fine after that.<br />I have a GS which is hit in the left front-very minor-still drives fine if anyone wants it. It is black, sunroof, working power antenna, cloth interior, 120k.<br />The GSX's were all automatic up to 91 then they did have some 5-sp ones, but not many. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||05-07-2003||01:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> The $5 fix is to put some fix-a-flat in the lines. I have a friend who has one, and used the fix-a-flat about once every three months or so. Works fine after that.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Fuck, where the hell was GalantGS.org when I needed it!||68.75.58.83||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||kartorium31||05-07-2003||02:11 PM||||I had a 90 ggsx with a 5-speed, don't know about the 91+ theory.||168.99.145.103||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000009||mr.mitsu||05-07-2003||03:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I had a 90 ggsx with a 5-speed</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">not familiar with that model   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   but i have a 5-speed 91 gsx.||209.226.9.2||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000010||EvilGalantGSX||06-17-2003||08:17 PM||||I got a 1990 Galant GSX, Just got it back on the road. I Think I got a dirty injector problem or it not metering the air right. In  4 and 5th  trying to accelerate it feels like its missing.<br /><br /><br />Im just Glad to have it running.<br /><br />I was woundering, is there a list of Production Numbers for the GSR and the GSX.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000011||04DrBlur||06-17-2003||09:19 PM||||Oh yeah well I have a Galant VR-4 and its got a turbocharger  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.76.181.154||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000012||REDLINEGVR4||06-18-2003||03:12 PM||||To top the previous post I have a wrecked Galant vr4 (with Turbocharger) and one with out an Engine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000013||gtluke||06-19-2003||12:38 AM||||nate crisman of DSmotorsport had one a few years ago<br />it had 350,000 miles on it, and it was VERY original for that kind of milage. i think he got it for $600<br />cool car. it actually had a trunk, unlike our gvr4's which only have room for a loaf of bread and a pillow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.76.150||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||06-19-2003||12:49 AM||||You make fun of our trunks? Obviously, you've never had a TEL AWD...<br /><br />Its big enough for two race wheels/tires. When I had smaller race wheels, I was able to fit three back there. We don't need no stinkin tire trailers...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||06-19-2003||12:51 AM||||Whats wrong with our trunk space?  The car is not a catty.<br /><br />Seeing it has a rear diff, it ain't that bad at all.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||NZGZR4||06-19-2003||02:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Its big enough for two race wheels/tires. When I had smaller race wheels, I was able to fit three back there. We don't need no stinkin tire trailers...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what they have a back seat for!!<br /><br />Cam||219.88.129.180||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes



ubb/Forum3/002076.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||James Basuel - All my email to you bounces back....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-05-2003||10:53 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||James<br /><br />The package shipped to your work address. Please email me for tracking no. All my emails to your hotmail addy seem to bounce back...<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||05-06-2003||10:17 PM||||James.. you on here ?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||05-07-2003||05:19 PM||||incase you didn't get my reply via my white95gsxpress address....  yeah i did get your tracking number on the 15th.  <br /><br />thanks||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum3/002077.cgi
A||||4||suprflewus||stainless steel||||1||||suprflewus||00000039
Z||000000||suprflewus||05-05-2003||11:15 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||How would you rate stainless steel as a conductor of electricity? Scale of 1 to 10?<br /><br />lates<br />dale||205.188.208.166||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000001||number3||05-05-2003||11:24 PM||||Stainless Steel is a very poor conductor.<br /><br />Why do you ask?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||05-05-2003||11:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Stainless Steel is a very poor conductor.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed!||65.227.217.136||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||05-05-2003||11:43 PM||||Resistivities<br /><br />304 Stainless 72 micro-ohm cm<br />Titanium 40 micro-ohm cm<br />4130 Steel 22 micro-oh cm<br />Al 2.65 micro-ohm cm<br />Copper 1.7 micro-ohm cm<br /><br />Does this give you enough info?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||suprflewus||05-06-2003||01:12 AM||||thanks fellers!<br /><br />lates,<br />dale||205.188.208.166||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes



ubb/Forum3/002078.cgi
A||||13||jonvr4||what the hell is this???||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||05-06-2003||12:04 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||my only question is what the hell is going on in this site??<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.speed-factor.com/hyundai4g63T.html" target="_blank">http://www.speed-factor.com/hyundai4g63T.html</a>||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||05-06-2003||01:43 AM||||you never checked out a hyundai? they come with 1.8 or 2.4 (i guess 2.0 too) mitsubishi motors<br />most everything on the motor is mitsu also. <br />you never saw someone put a hyundai valve cover on a dsm? heh<br />i always wanted to do a 4g63t elantra.<br /><br />i have 2 for sale at work ir someone wants one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />1 is nice but needs valve work (burns oil)<br />1 caught on fire (needs harness)<br />combine both and get a decent car<br />they are 92? elantra's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||141.153.162.142||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||Kevinj110||05-06-2003||01:51 AM||||I thought that they just sold the design to hyndai oh well shows what i know a 4g63t in a Elantra would be cool though||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||05-06-2003||06:40 AM||||thats some freaky shit!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />in a hyndai???||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||number3||05-06-2003||08:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Belize#1692:<br /><strong> I thought that they just sold the design to hyndai oh well shows what i know a 4g63t in a Elantra would be cool though </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, you are right.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||vr4play||05-06-2003||12:59 PM||||Someone took my idea. I was getting ready to build one of those for a sleeper beater.  I had been planing it for a while. fwd would be better on the gas milage. And im sure that thing doesn't weigh much. I think im still going to do one, but I got to get the galant running better first.<br /><br />Jeremy||24.33.64.164||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||05-06-2003||01:48 PM||||they just sold the design?<br />hmf<br />they are the exact same engine really.<br />i have a friend with a sonata 2.4L in his talon. used mitsu 70 over pistons and a custom head gasket with a 2.0T head. its "a little" fast  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />i know they use the same alternators and p/s pumps. <br /><br />does hyundai really manufacture them themselves?<br />even the intakes are damn identical<br />-luke-||141.153.162.142||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||DynStatic||05-06-2003||01:58 PM||||Yeah, this is a little know secret. A guy here in town has a 4g63 non-turbo thats fully built. It's sickly fast for NT. Sounds crazy also. He's putting nitrous on it soon.<br /><br />He also has a turbo laser. With automatic elantra cams in it which have higher duration or something. I don't know. Every time I talk to him about motors and he talks 100 miles an hour and half the stuff about bore, duration, lift and compression blah blah blah i dont understand. He builds engines for a living. He wanted to built a 4g63t 2.4 stroker using pistons from a pontaic sunfire or something. He's crazy... smart.<br /><br />If i had the money, I'd have him build me a fully built race motor but i'm poor.||216.174.25.29||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000008||TurboBuddy||05-06-2003||03:36 PM||||is it just me...or does that thing look like it has two intakes?one for the turbo,and one just connected to a pipe by the headlight,is the turbo disconnected or something?cuz he has the BOV on the pipe thats not connected to the turbo.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||TurboBuddy||00000901||yes
Z||000009||TurboBuddy||05-06-2003||03:38 PM||||nevermind,im thinking of a gvr4 where the intercooler piping is posted on the inside,it looked like a cold air intake to me.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||TurboBuddy||00000901||yes
Z||000010||crucible||05-06-2003||08:17 PM||||If its from Cali how street legal can that thing be  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />Anyway, gotta love those piece meal machines<br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||05-06-2003||10:04 PM||||some parts of cali have no smog at all||141.153.162.142||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||crucible||05-07-2003||12:21 AM||||Wow, I thought all of Cali was a bitch.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000013||gvr4in||05-07-2003||02:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> some parts of cali have no smog at all </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And what part of cali is this? The moon?||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002079.cgi
A||||1||#1459 VR-4||VFAQ - Battery Relocation||||1||||NorthernGVR-4||00000618
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||05-06-2003||05:43 AM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||<a href="http://bbrake10.freeservers.com/photo.html" target="_blank">http://bbrake10.freeservers.com/photo.html</a><br /><br />This topic comes up quite often and there aren't really any complete instructions on the web so I decided to throw together a VFAQ.  Not the most eloborate website, but hopefully it will help somebody out!<br /><br />PS: If anyone sees something that needs to be changed or has any advice to make it more helpful let me know, I'd be happy to change it around.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-06-2003||06:37 AM||||i would have loved that 2 weeks ago.i went through hell looking for a hole in the firewall.what a bitch that was,until Ken helped me (if i havent told you thanks,THANK YOU).  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002080.cgi
A||||13||ken inn||NEW STROKER MOTOR!!!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||05-06-2003||02:09 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||check it out!!<br /><br /><a href="http://performanceunlimited.com/illustrations/mostpowefulengine.html" target="_blank">http://performanceunlimited.com/illustrations/mostpowefulengine.html</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||AWDpower||05-06-2003||02:28 PM||||I don't think our trannies will handle the torque...||68.134.172.69||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||05-06-2003||03:30 PM||||I don't have the money for fuel for one revolution out of that thing.||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||uno||05-06-2003||05:03 PM||||Now I thought I remember someone posting a pic of a turbo that was ridiculous like this....so put the two together and make the thing respectable.||216.187.161.182||reg||1||uno||00000228||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||05-06-2003||06:58 PM||||I wonder how much ARP charges for that stud kit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||05-06-2003||07:38 PM||||Over 100,000 HP at 101.5 RPMs!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> <br /><br />So what are the uses for an engine of this size?  Like for powering large ships or possibly as a generator of some sort?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||05-06-2003||09:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />More power from Sulzer RTA96C<br />Wärtsilä Corporation has increased the power outputs available from Sulzer RTA96C low-speed marine diesel engines by some four percent. It also added a 14-cylinder model to bring the maximum output available up to 80,080 kW (108,920 bhp). The higher powers and the 14-cylinder engine are intended to meet the requirements of shipowners and shipbuilders for both today's large, fast post-Panamax container ships and the next generation of larger ships of up to 10,000 TEU.<br /><br />The RTA96C now gives 5,720 kW (7,780 bhp) per cylinder maximum continuous output at 102 rev/min. <br /><br />The power output of the 12-cylinder RTA96C is increased from 65,880 kW (89,640 bhp) maximum continuous output to 68,640 kW (93,360 bhp). <br /><br />The RTA96C is the most powerful in the Sulzer RTA series of low-speed marine diesel engines. To date, a total of 84 RTA96C engines with eight, nine, ten, 11 and 12 cylinders in-line are in service or on order, having an aggregate output of 4754 MW (6.47 million bhp). <br /><br />The increased outputs of the RTA96C engines are made possible, says Wärtsilä, by satisfactory service experience with the large number of RTA96C engines currently in service since the first began operation more than three years ago in October 1997. For example, engines in service are achieving diametral cylinder liner wear in the order of only 0.03 mm/1,000 hours. The new RTA96C engines have the same dimensions and masses as the existing RTA96C engines built to the latest design standard. They also have exactly the same brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) and cylinder lubricating oil feed rate. Their times between overhauls are expected to be three years for major components. The NOx emissions of the RTA96C are within the limits set by the IMO regulation in Annex VI of the MARPOL 73/78 Convention. <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://marine.wartsila.com/english/index.jsp;WebLogicSession=24aJWZ61M1D8ezuByc0M0q1pYiEQRyT6uDLHaq8HBX1iSdtRXIWB!37814125!168430697!80!443?cid=docmax&Project=142&docID=9401" target="_blank">More...</a> and <a href="http://www.sdia.or.jp/mhikobe-e/products/diesel/sulineup.html" target="_blank">More.</a>||68.75.63.49||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||05-06-2003||09:17 PM||||the freakin crankcase has latters in it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||05-06-2003||11:20 PM||||Oil change = $$$$$$||68.21.138.45||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||05-06-2003||11:38 PM||||Well, I now know what we'll be seeing next at the tractor pulls 8)||216.77.204.70||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||VTGVR4||05-07-2003||10:52 AM||||bet it crankwalks||132.198.165.39||reg||8||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000011||Vr4in'||05-07-2003||02:35 PM||||it is like ants with a toyota supra or whatever inline 6 engines.<br /><br />i wonder if that thing in dohc.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000012||DarkDevilMMM||05-07-2003||06:12 PM||||don't let the honduh ppl see it, they will try to fit it in the civics.....||64.165.69.67||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||05-08-2003||10:04 AM||||Too late, the Honduh guys must have seen it and flooded the site, because the link is gone!||65.80.9.150||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/002081.cgi
A||||40||gvr4ever||What would you drive?||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||05-06-2003||03:34 PM||gvr4ever@yahoo.com||What would you drive if there was no Galant VR4?  <br /><br />Okay, I have nothing better to do right now.  Well, really I'm just really tired and I don't want to work, but if there was no US spec WRC Galant, where would we all be?||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||05-06-2003||03:42 PM||||T/E/L.  And if there were no DSM's all together, well then I guess.............I'd have a EVO.  And a car payment.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />And if no AWD Mitsu products, a 2nd Gen RX-7, hands down.||65.165.18.121||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||05-06-2003||03:43 PM||||Definitely a 1g, but without the GVR$ I probably wouldnt have known about TELs. I would probably still be driving my (doh!) b16 powered crx HF! Yeaa ya boyee! lol... Damn am I glad I got rid of that!||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||05-06-2003||03:56 PM||||I would have saved all of my money I spend on the gvr4's then..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I would buy a MKIV supra TT or  BMW M3 or BMW M5 or Audi S4 or Mercedes E55 AMG....<br /><br />So, there is a lot of choices...Yeah, like someone said a car payment will be there, but oh well!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||SPEEDFIEND||05-06-2003||04:36 PM||||GMC Syclone!!!!  These are bad as hell.  Kris||206.214.57.189||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000005||gixxer||05-06-2003||04:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SPEEDFIEND:<br /><strong> GMC Syclone!!!!  These are bad as hell.  Kris </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i used to think that too,until one of my friends bought one and we watched as it broke every single part it had on it, with zero mods.  peace of junk, but a cool concept.  Grand Nationals are way cooler   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.27.94.249||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000006||uno||05-06-2003||04:56 PM||||Maybe a 323gtx. Only downside is its only two door and I actually do use 4 doors. <br />Micah.||216.187.161.182||reg||1||uno||00000228||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||05-06-2003||06:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SPEEDFIEND:<br /><strong> GMC Syclone!!!!  These are bad as hell.  Kris </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i used to think that too,until one of my friends bought one and we watched as it broke every single part it had on it, with zero mods.  peace of junk, but a cool concept.  Grand Nationals are way cooler    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought I wanted one.  I was on a yahoo group for awhile shopping for one.  From what I learned, they hold WAY too much value, the engine doesn't last much past 120K miles, and they need a lot of work.  Not worth spending 13K on IMO.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||05-06-2003||07:12 PM||||There is One car that I would trade my vr-4 for, a Celica GT-four.  [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=404" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=404&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] <br /><br />Oh so sweet, awd, toyota trans, 2.0 turbo power, good looks, rare as well.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000009||Gvr4-330||05-06-2003||07:28 PM||||Me?<br /><br />I came from a 1988 Sterling 825SL.  If I had found a 1991 Sterling 827SLi with a manual, I'd be driving that.  Otherwise, I'd probably have gotten a 90-93 Honda Accord as those were in my price range.<br /><br />And after I started working last September, I probably would have bought a WRX wagon, waited for a WRX STi, or bought a used Audi S4 Avant.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||05-06-2003||10:18 PM||||What year is that Celica?  The ones I have seen (90-93 All-Trac) are the older body style, and I didn't think you could get that style here.  Is that GT-Four a JDM car?<br /><br />I think they are really awesome cars.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||mixx2001||05-06-2003||11:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by uno:<br /><strong> Maybe a 323gtx. Only downside is its only two door and I actually do use 4 doors. <br />Micah. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bill Gates couldn't afford to drive one of those.  They make DSM's look like Volvo's.||66.26.138.153||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000012||jonvr4||05-06-2003||11:36 PM||||1993 rx7 r1, red to be exact......if only i didn't get laid off!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000013||raceman77||05-06-2003||11:43 PM||||Porsche,there really is no substitute  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||05-06-2003||11:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by uno:<br /><strong> Maybe a 323gtx. Only downside is its only two door and I actually do use 4 doors. <br />Micah. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have to have a 4-door. I'd still be driving my Mazda 626GT Turbo sedan if some frickin' moron in an Expedition hadn't pulled out in front of me. Mazda stopped putting turbo's in their 4-doors, and I almost bought a '91 Audi 200 Quattro, but decided on the GVR-4 at the last moment. I'd probably have the 200, or maybe an S4 if I could have found one at a decent price.||216.77.204.70||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||GRV4726||05-07-2003||12:25 AM||||me. i'd probably be driving a saturn. i can't afford sports car insurance, but i want a car with some umph. that's why we payed a lot more for this car than i could have got it if my parents were willing to buy a car thats not in a 50 mile radius from my house. so i had to take my chance at owning the car i wanted.<br /><br />if i had the money, i'd drive an S4... mm, tasty||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000016||crucible||05-07-2003||12:44 AM||||Yeah, there are cars out there most of us would like to own.But to me theres something about owning a rare version car such as the Galant that many folks dont know about.I mean, when one mentions a Galant what comes to mind?Four door cars seem to be off the radar as far as performance to most people and its cool to see Mitsu keeping with that philosophy although a 3 foot wing doesnt really help!<br />Anyway, if I had serious money I would rebuild my VR4 from ground up just for the "what the hell is in that 4 door car" reaction.Nuff said||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000017||Nate||05-07-2003||01:24 AM||||I'd buy an Evo in a heartbeat.  Hands down.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000018||broke down||05-07-2003||01:28 AM||||beat up 90 nissan sentra, oh wait, that's what I'm usually driving||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000019||turbowop||05-07-2003||02:08 AM||||Celica All-Trac ST 165. I seem to like the older imported turbo awd cars. The ST 165 is my favorite body style of the All-Trac(gt four). If not for the gvr4 I would have one of these modded the same as my galant.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000020||Fonzo||05-07-2003||04:02 AM||||before i knew anything about DSM's. I used to think that v8 large displacement engines owned the streets so i was gonna get a 2001 Camaro SS.<br /><br />I happened to get the gvr-4 by accident. I buy cars in an insurance auction. I told my friend that agvr-4  was available. He told me to buy it. I did and he decided he didnt want it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  !!. Then I drove it and I dont ever want to sell it!<br /><br />I love #806||64.161.213.181||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000021||Ash||05-07-2003||06:59 AM||||I'd get a CC GSR (1.8T 4G93)  Basically a povo pack, cut down EVO I-III but more affordable, 4G63's fit no worries anyway and they look like granny cars just like VR4's do.  I simply found a decent VR4 first otherwise I'd have a Lancer, I actually wanted a Lancer more (and still do)||203.221.152.134||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000022||suprflewus||05-07-2003||08:55 AM||||I know this may not sit well with the freedom fighters...but, a Renault R5.  There are two for sale on classic auto trader.....i love the 80's boxy style....like the older toyota starlets....<br />so my list would be like:<br />renault r5<br />toyota mr2 turbo - 2.2 bottom end<br />celica all-trac - 2.2 bottom end<br />datsun dime w/ dsm power?<br />70's 911 w/ 3.6 liter swap + custom 2turbo setup<br />944 turbo w/ k27 or larger<br />94 talon w/ 6 bolt stroker and a 60-1<br /><br />evo is really nice in person and awesome - maybe in a few years so that i can modify - plus the wrx is nice - drop the 2.5L from the STi in it - factory stroker reliability...<br /><br />lates<br />dale||205.188.208.166||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000023||VTGVR4||05-07-2003||10:16 AM||||late 70's or early 80's datsun Z with a 350 crate motor. like that guy had on that one website (darius or something). could smoke the tires while at 40 mph. <br /><br />since the gvr4 is (at least for me) an all-consuming project, and never a daily driver...||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000024||VTGVR4||05-07-2003||10:26 AM||||actually, here's the site. i can't believe the taner site isn't up anymore.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.darius240z.com/" target="_blank">http://www.darius240z.com/</a><br /><br />i also didn't know darius finally got his own site... check it out. insane guy.....||132.198.165.39||reg||10||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000025||Sam Sayes||05-07-2003||02:03 PM||||If there were no Galant VR-4,<br />I would be trying to find a Buick Grand National.<br />They are very hard to find and i'm still looking for 1 in decent shape.<br />My other choice would be the turbo Trans Am<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000026||mixx2001||05-07-2003||02:09 PM||||I had forgotten about the 200 Turbo Quattro's (and I fuckin work at a Audi dealership).  These along with the original S4, S6, and 5000 TQ's were more serious a 4-door undercover racer than any other.  Why?  Well I'm glad you asked.  How many 4 door sedans have you popped the hood on and found a DOHC 2.2l 5 cylinder engine with a big nasty turbo and an external wastegate, factory!  Audi pretty much pulled this motor right outta one of their rally Quattro's (which were rumored to be producing over 1000hp), detuned it, and dropped it right the fuck inside of some family car.  Gotta love the Germans from Wolfsburg.  What's next?  Who knows.  One of their more recent toys is a 16 cylinder, Quad-Turbo, AWD, 7-speed, 1000hp street car?  It's a "If money's not a problem for you" edition.  Anyone care to name it?||65.165.18.119||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000027||Vr4in'||05-07-2003||02:23 PM||||all i know is...this guy can beat shit up.if you go through the site and see what he does.he hasnt left anything from rc cars to trucks without beating the shit out of it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />he must have a lot of money to be doing this.who is he if anyone knows?||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000028||GVR-4||05-07-2003||09:19 PM||||1988 BMW M5.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000029||Ian M||05-08-2003||12:45 AM||||I guess if there wasnt a GVR4,there wouldnt be a the T/E/L either since the Galant is where the drivetrain came from...hmmm  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> Id go for a Buick Grand National and T-type or a GMC Typhoon. One of these days,I want to have one of these in my garage next to my GVR4.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.215||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000030||black91||05-08-2003||02:42 AM||||...<br /><br />Another SHO ... GP GTP ... older m5 ... its all about the 4doors!||65.31.193.178||reg||1||black91||00001187||yes
Z||000031||DeanCouchey||05-08-2003||10:09 AM||||If there was no GVR4, I wouldnt have seen it at the dealer and would have bought the 93 civic hatchback with bad hubs and wheel bearings, but if not that a 95 civic EX or an audi 90 quattro....||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000032||Compressed||05-08-2003||12:27 PM||||I'd probably still have my Subaru Legacy turbo.  2.2 closed deck block, nice car, with lots of potential, parts are not as readily available as they are for our cars though.  I'm all about AWD turbo cars.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000033||VTGVR4||05-08-2003||01:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Compressed:<br /><strong> I'd probably still have my Subaru Legacy turbo.  2.2 closed deck block, nice car, with lots of potential, parts are not as readily available as they are for our cars though.  I'm all about AWD turbo cars. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">and i thought out cars were mechanical gremlins! there; this kid i know that wanted a gvr4, but coudlnt afford one, so he bought one of the OLD turbo awd subarus. it has air bag suspension... no intercooler, either. car was  a POS from the start. or maybe you mean a different turbo awd sube?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000034||Compressed||05-09-2003||03:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Compressed:<br /><strong> I'd probably still have my Subaru Legacy turbo.  2.2 closed deck block, nice car, with lots of potential, parts are not as readily available as they are for our cars though.  I'm all about AWD turbo cars. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">and i thought out cars were mechanical gremlins! there; this kid i know that wanted a gvr4, but coudlnt afford one, so he bought one of the OLD turbo awd subarus. it has air bag suspension... no intercooler, either. car was  a POS from the start. or maybe you mean a different turbo awd sube? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://www.legacycentral.org/images/members/adam/lr.jpg" alt=" - " /> this is what I used to have.  Its pretty much the father of WRX's just like the VR4 is for EVO's.  The famed 22b used the same block as in these cars, different heads though.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000035||REDLINEGVR4||05-09-2003||03:44 PM||||I would have an evo 7 imported from somewhere. but if money was an issue i would have a 1991 awd talon tsi.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000036||s_firestone||05-09-2003||08:15 PM||||I honestly think if I didn't own a GVR4 I would always long for the 1992 Mitsubishi 3000GT VR-4 that I got to test drive once.  At 110MPH it was so smooth you couldn't hear the engine.  The salesman almost crapped his pants(which of course would have been a big difference off the sticker price of $36,500)...<br /><br />I owned an 89 Galant DE 5-speed and loved how peppy it was.  Drove like a dream.  When I saw that there was a version of the Galant with all the hardware of the 3000GT VR-4 I had found the perfect car.  The only thing I wish I had on this car that the 3000GT had is the "Active Aero" wing and front air dam that activated when you passed 55MPH.  Plus you could wink at people with it.<br /><br /><br />I wonder if the motorized wing for the 3000GT would fit our car???  That would be a unique feature along with motorized JDM side mirrors... <br /><br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 MitsiBushi Geelant(What my wifes dad calls it)<br />#918 of 1K||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000037||Romanova||05-09-2003||08:58 PM||||240SX with a SR20DET swapped in... as well as the entire HKS parts catolouge...<br />RWD + Turbo = Drift Fun...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000038||Xan||05-09-2003||10:10 PM||||Romanova, RIGHT ON!!<br /><br />prior to getting my gvr4, I was debating on a few cars, the gvr4, 240sx with swap, 300zx, and 323 gtx.<br /><br />all of them have there pros and cons for me<br /><br />240sx <br />Pros - cheap power, TONS of aftermarket, DRIFTING!<br />Cons - lot of work (dropping in a SR20DET)<br /><br />300zx<br />Pros - lot of power, V6   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   drifting<br />Cons - still a bit pricey<br /><br />Considered these next 2 since my TSi is FWD.  I wanted to have a nice AWD, winter car again, plus something to enter in the ProRally.<br /><br />GVR4  <br />Pros - AWD, already familar with the engine, easy part swapping between vehicles. RALLY!<br />Cons - Great reliability I've grown to love with Mitsus    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />323 gtx<br />Pros - AWD, really affordable, rally<br />Cons - weak engine, ugly<br /><br />I do still yearn to own a 240 or 300, but not untill I've done everything I want to to my dsms, which may be a long long time. Nissan just rules tho, best sports car maker in the world imo    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.245.69.28||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000039||KiwiMR2||05-10-2003||09:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> What year is that Celica?  The ones I have seen (90-93 All-Trac) are the older body style, and I didn't think you could get that style here.  Is that GT-Four a JDM car?<br /><br />I think they are really awesome cars. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The St205 GT-4 started in 94, use's the Gen III 3sgte like the 93 up MR2's although it's rated 10hp higher than the MR2 (MR2=245hp, GT-4=255hp) becuase of the water to air intercooler. AWESOME car's....make good evo eaters  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Cheers<br />KiwiMR2||202.27.176.157||reg||1||KiwiMR2||00000144||yes
Z||000040||GVR4ZUM||05-10-2003||10:11 PM||||Four door BMW M3.||171.75.84.148||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes



ubb/Forum3/002082.cgi
A||||4||sk8bored||do you aim for puddles?||||1||||sk8bored||00000596
Z||000000||sk8bored||05-06-2003||06:20 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||I like to drive through them in my work truck but not the galant. SSSPPPLLLAAASSSHH! hahaha.||199.168.33.61||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||05-06-2003||07:56 PM||||You must be as bored as your username implies!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />It's the best when a semi or a school bus flies through one...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||05-06-2003||08:37 PM||||Only if there's someone on the sidewalk next to the puddle. And only in the Justy. It's evil but holy shit it's funny.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||05-06-2003||08:51 PM||||yeah. its hilarious. especially when it happened to me on my worst day. <br /><br />haha. i guess it would be fun to do though. mean but fun   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||05-06-2003||09:25 PM||||you guys should have seen me on halloween blasting people.<br /><br />man what a blast.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002083.cgi
A||||1||udriveu||Interpreting road signs||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||05-06-2003||09:00 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.somethingawful.com/articles.php?a=1443" target="_blank">http://www.somethingawful.com/articles.php?a=1443</a><br />Got a few laughs out of this. Possibly not safe for work.||64.252.110.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-06-2003||09:57 PM||||thats pretty funny.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />i sent it to a couple friends.||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002084.cgi
A||||8||gvr4in||Updated pics of 1823!||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||05-06-2003||09:35 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Pics pics pics! Sorry if too many.. hehe<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid61/p6bd79bb54de31de72043360b364302f3/fc32bbea.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid61/p9a8a521725f65e9ac86031eedb733daf/fc32bbcc.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid61/pe9ca1574043ebd5adcf5dc155dabb2f0/fc32bbdf.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid61/p4d8886605daabc57e13962e9f1d9b911/fc32bbe3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid61/p40333324b2fa2620ed516f06f3c71354/fc32bbe5.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid61/pf7f48e2a452e1156d0a4666335266249/fc32bbe7.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Some are with my fisheye lens .. Whoo she's lookin good! lol.||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||05-06-2003||09:36 PM||||Thats it, I promise!<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid61/pcaa2be5fe487ad77ba79f2ef0ed4ab76/fc32bb98.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid61/p393ba431c110ee0643f6a5af245d1d17/fc32bbca.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid61/pfeb2275c0934698878dabb57c8153fb0/fc32bbd5.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||05-06-2003||09:42 PM||||looks good man.<br /><br />what mods you have done?||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||05-06-2003||10:16 PM||||Looks nice!<br /><br />Is that the Summit battery box?  How did you mount it, and the battery, to the car securely?  I ran the wiring no problem but am on a standstill trying to secure that box.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||05-06-2003||10:51 PM||||What springs?||209.246.134.3||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||05-07-2003||01:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> looks good man.<br /><br />what mods you have done? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">-Brand new head includes titanium valve guides and stainless steel valves. <br />-Rebuilt 14b (factory fresh turbine housing - ported)<br />-3" Turboback w/ straight pipe<br />-3" Custom Cold Air intake<br />-3kgt vr4 fuel pump (rewire in the next few days)<br />-Hallman mbc at 18psi<br />-Batt. in trunk <br />-No AC<br />-Greddy TT<br />-Autometer boost 30/30 & aif/fuel (free! Too bling bling for me, as well as useless! not hooked up just takes up space till I get my greddy egt!)<br />-Eibach Sportline springs and monroe struts<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> 4orced4door: <br /><strong> Is that the Summit battery box? How did you mount it, and the battery, to the car securely? </strong><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its a battery box I got from kragen (schucks/checkers) with some 2ga power wire I got at good guys. My friend got the summit battery box and it came with everything neccesary and more! <br />As far as mounting goes.. In the same plastic bag the strap comes in, there are two black plastic hold downs, which I drilled into the frame under the box, put the box on top, strapped it down.. It holds awesome and has never given me problems! (even around some rough turns!)Very sturdy too! <br /><br />-And I have eibach sportlines with monroe struts.||63.207.142.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||absolootbs||05-07-2003||08:21 PM||||same way my battery box is mounted, same location... same comment you'd hear from me.  holds great.  never would have guessed those two flimsy little plastic things could keep the heavy as shit battery in place, but they do, so why argue.||128.211.144.12||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000007||#1459 VR-4||05-07-2003||10:44 PM||||Where is your TT located?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||05-07-2003||10:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by NorthernGVR-4:<br /><strong> Where is your TT located? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Right under the head unit. I looked at the 3 panels I had as well as my timer, and said, "hey, this TT will fit perfect if I cut out the middle plastic one!" and it did! I used some double sided adhesive and attached it to the underside of my deck..||63.207.141.130||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002085.cgi
A||||20||Vr4in'||Nice Gvr4||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-06-2003||09:47 PM||nohad43@aol.com||check this thing out.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.victorresearch.com/Customers/Wess92GVR4/" target="_blank">http://www.victorresearch.com/Customers/Wess92GVR4/</a><br /><br />does this belong to anybody on this site?||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||05-06-2003||09:55 PM||||That's Wesley LaRiviere's car.  His name on here was KaRT, I dunno if he still lurks around or not.  It's in the members section.  He lives right around the corner from my gf, and he bought that car off a friend of mine.  You see that other green GVR4 on that site???...That will be mine in a few days.  Have to finish up the paperwork in the coming days.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />       Aaron is a DSM genius around here, and I know that car is built right.  <br /><br />I can't wait a few more days until I pick it up     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />         <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />EDIT:  Mine is the one that is titled "Vict0r's 91 Galant VR4"||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||05-06-2003||10:01 PM||||Hey Craig, where in CT are ya located?||64.252.110.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||05-06-2003||10:07 PM||||I'm in Durham.  If you never heard of it, like lots of people haven't...I'm about 30min from you in New Haven, just south of Middletown.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||05-06-2003||10:22 PM||||I'm actually in Derby, but I tell people New Haven because I'm ashamed of living in the valley. Good to know there are other GVR4 owner's nearby. E-mail me if you ever need help with anything.||64.252.110.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||05-06-2003||10:32 PM||||Ah I see.  There's a good chunk of GVR4's in CT.  All of the ones I can think off of the top of my head...<br /><br />-You<br />-Me (soon to be)<br />-Wes (the 91 this post is about, even though it says 92 in the URL)<br />-My friend Jarrod who has really built 91<br />-a girl Lisa w/ a black modded 91 (co-owner of a shop in Newington just off the pike)<br />-I think the guy Kevin who works Pruven still has his<br />-Mike (the other GVR4 on the VictorResearch site 92 #2000/2000)<br />-a guy named Ryan from the Manchester area w/ a green 92<br /><br />Wow....thats 8 that I know of in this small state||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||05-06-2003||11:30 PM||||There's another guy in Hartford with a green one ('91 I think, never actually saw it), I was living there for a couple months for Co-op. (sorry for getting off topic)||129.137.154.244||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000007||udriveu||05-07-2003||08:21 AM||||I know Kevin sold his, not sure where it ended up though. I guess they have their hands full with their EVO and "secret" Viper project. <br />But that is still alot more then I thought.||64.252.110.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000008||Craig91||05-07-2003||08:31 AM||||I didn't know Kevin sold his.  When I was down there about 2 months ago w/ my friend to dyno his Supra, Kevin was still saying he had his.  Dan took delivery of the EVO like 2 weeks later.  His Viper his crazy!  Him and the guys down there were telling us how Dan ripped the thing down the track, bone-stock, to an 11.5.  He had just finished the exhaust a couple days before and was showing us.<br /><br />As for as if you want anything done around here that you can't do yourself, definitely go to Pruven or Aaron Victor.  I know some stuff on the future of Victor, but he told me to keep it kinda hush right now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000009||udriveu||05-07-2003||08:53 AM||||Yeah, Pruven are good people. I've had them do some work on my car. Plus its nice having and AWD dyno within a 10 minute drive  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .||64.252.110.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000010||Gvr4-330||05-07-2003||01:23 PM||||I used to be in Wilton, CT.  Was going to college in Pittsburgh, however, and have since gotten a job and moved to Northern VA.<br /><br />But there were definately 2 full summers I was in CT with my Galant, and I still go back to visit my parents/friends.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000011||Vr4in'||05-07-2003||01:59 PM||||yeah....that galant just makes my day when i look at it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000012||Craig91||05-07-2003||03:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> Yeah, Pruven are good people. I've had them do some work on my car. Plus its nice having and AWD dyno within a 10 minute drive   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There will be another AWD dyno in CT too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I heard it from a little birdie   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    It won't be 10min from ya, but there will be another.  My friend Matt used to work at Pruven.  Bunch of good guys down there.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000013||CCDSM69||05-14-2003||09:28 PM||||I'm from CT too...I'm actually named in that list, I'm Lisa (from TDM). I have a tweaked 91 Galant VR-4 that's going to be making its track debut on May 30th at our Drag Day. I've seen quite a few GVR-4's roaming around CT lately. In fact I just saw a beautiful stock white one at Executive Mitsu that some older guy owns. My fiance Scott was the 2nd owner of the car that Wes used to own. It was a very clean car, I have tons of pics of it before its original modifications and after. The guy who bought it from him got a really great car.||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000014||369of1000||05-14-2003||10:12 PM||||count me as one in CT... a least for a few months longer. I'm moving but hope to stick some of the summer out. Anyway I have a Green 92 that do to poor tuning has been in the shop for quite sometime. I also know of one in Bridgeport, last time it ran it made an 11.6 pass. The owner is Rich Campbell. If you go to the Pruven website there is a picture of Rich's old supra. There is also a pic of my friend Brian's supra.||24.151.114.230||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000015||Craig91||05-14-2003||11:14 PM||||Lisa...I remember when Scott sold that car to my friend Joel, who in turn sold it to Wes.  I'd like to see some of the old pics of when Scott had it if you wanna send them to my email (which you should still have cause I referred you here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )I'm actually, too, own one of Scott's old cars (the green 91 that Aaron Victor bought).  I should be picking it up this weekend after he finishes it in the next couple days.<br /><br />I think I saw that green one that Richard owned at a dragday in 2001.  It was down at Pruven w/ my friend Jarrods car.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000016||CCDSM69||05-15-2003||09:47 AM||||I don't have the pics online but if you're coming to drag day or want to stop by the shop sometime I can show you them. I still have the original window price tag too. I have pictures of the green car online (and a couple laying around my house).  <a href="http://mail210.pair.com/dragin/dragin/pics/GVR4/" target="_blank">here</a>||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000017||Craig91||05-15-2003||05:10 PM||||Yeah I've seen those pics of my green one before.  Aaron had showed them to me a while back, and I remember seeing them when Scott was trying to sell the car.  Just a couple more days and it's all mine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000018||CCDSM69||05-15-2003||06:40 PM||||cool.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||05-15-2003||10:25 PM||||CCDSM69<br /><br />That green gvr4 you posted pics of - Isnt that the one Scott Brewer's car ? He was elling that when he opened a shop up or something ???<br /><br />Thanks||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||Craig91||05-15-2003||10:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> CCDSM69<br /><br />That green gvr4 you posted pics of - Isnt that the one Scott Brewer's car ? He was elling that when he opened a shop up or something ???<br /><br />Thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's actually my car now...as of last week.  Scott sold it to a guy named Aaron Victor w/o the motor and some various other things, and Aaron took his time rebuilding it because it was going to be his car, but I found out he was thinking of selling it. I got in contact w/ him and bought it and now I'm just waiting for him to put the finishing touches on it.  He *should* be all done by Fri/Sat.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum3/002086.cgi
A||||3||jonvr4||anyone heard of k2 intake manifold?||||2||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||05-06-2003||11:26 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||has anyone ever heard of these guys? i found an intake manifold they make and they claim a 30whp gain.||12.235.229.244||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||05-06-2003||11:47 PM||||yeah l saw that too..let`s be serious though,30hp left on the table? l don`t think the manifold is the most restrictive component we`ve got to worry about with our cars.l did just sent mine out to get ported though,hmmmm||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||BluFalcon||05-07-2003||03:31 AM||||They just posted on the DFWDSM board claiming the same thing.  Never heard of these guys before, sounds fishy to me.||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000003||Marcus||05-10-2003||10:15 PM||||It will be difficult for me to break down and buy a intake manifold/tubular exhaust manifold/ or cams.  Sure they all are bound to help, but lets be serious for a second.  If these parts made power like they claim then you could put 400whp with a 16g and everyone would be doing it.  Instead you see people with big pocket books buying such things and making 350whp.  I personally know people who take a stock motor, 2g pistons on big rods, no b/s, 2g mani, stock cams putting 427 at wheels with the GREEN, 660's, fmic and a afc.  What about this one, same motor setup putting 421 down with the RED, 720's, fmic and afc with a blown head gasket.  Both have 2g mas, 110 turbo blue and 25psi.  <br />Basically my point is, if people can do this with stock mitsu parts, let's spend our money on turbos/tuning instead of parts that we will probably wonder about the benefits.  Granted, if he had cams, and other such things, who knows, he may make 500hp.  I just don't have the money to do everything I want to, why doensn't someone give me money and their car and I'll make a 400hp pump gas beast.  <br />Marcus||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes



ubb/Forum3/002087.cgi
A||||5||crucible||Who's gettin an EVO||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||05-07-2003||12:28 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Allright, what biotches is gettin an EVO?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I like the styling except for the wing-too much.Only problem is its a dead give away compared to the VR4.Nothing better than a 2.0 4door showing its TAIL LITES.<br /><br />Crucible<br />"Eat rite,pay taxes,obey the law,Die anyway"||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||4G63_GSR||05-07-2003||09:58 AM||||well i was planning on getting one... may possibly still get one, but i really dont know about spending 30K on a car... if i can really budget my salary with rent and car payments, i think i could possibly manage it, but 600+ a month just for car payments might just be too steep for me...||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||05-08-2003||12:04 PM||||I want one bad, but I don't know when/if I'll buy one.<br /><br />I put together a chart  and posted it to the Yahoo groups to try and compare the GVR-4 and the EVO.  On paper they look pretty close, but I know from firsthand reports that the EVO is supposed to be much better.<br /><br />I have a hard choice, keep modifying the GVR-4, or stop now and save some money and buy an EVO in a year or two.<br /><br />Work is starting to look up again and if I get another 500-700 hours of overtime again this year (and keep the wife from spending it), that would make a pretty good down payment...<br /><br />Mark||68.129.21.199||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||TLT||05-08-2003||01:21 PM||||I'll buy a used one when I can afford it.||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||05-08-2003||01:28 PM||||c'mon junkyard, c'mon junkyard   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||12||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||05-08-2003||10:57 PM||||Ill keep my GVR4 for a while. Maybe Ill get an EVO 10-12 years from now when you can pick them up (like you can with T/E/LS now) with broken timing belts for $200-$300... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.236||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/002088.cgi
A||||3||305VR4||PDA for Datalogging||||5||||305VR4||00001096
Z||000000||305VR4||05-07-2003||02:20 AM||||What kind of PDA should I buy to use for  datalogging?  Where is the best price?  And lastly, there seems to be 3 or 4 different places that sell their own version of "dataloggers", who has the best?  Or are they all pretty much the same?<br /><br />Thanks guys.||12.211.202.100||reg||5||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-07-2003||01:27 PM||||If you don't already own a Palm buy a cheap one for datalogging.  As far as the paid software is concerned, I think that Pocketlogger is still top dog.  However, the "from Russia with Love" logger is a good free alternative. (minus making your own cable)  The Palmnstein seemed to have something weird for playback of logs -- but I don't know since I haven't actually used the software yet.<br /><br />The final judgement is that all 3 do the essentially the same thing.  It's then a matter of what features you like.<br /><br />P.S. Do a search, there are a number of threads on this exact topic.||68.75.58.83||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||05-07-2003||02:45 PM||||I just got my hands on cheap Palm VIIx and IIIc.  I'll probably use the color one for datalogging.  We shall see when it comes in the mail.<br /><br />You don't have to make your own cable if you have keydiver put the datalogger port in for you.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||05-07-2003||02:55 PM||||has anyone figured out a way to hardwire the palm/visor/etc permanently to their car? I don't use those for anything else.<br />it would be very helpful if i could hardwire the visor right to the car. (i bought some flash memory for mine, it stores the program and all area maps [GPS], so i dont have to constantly reload the program when the batteries die)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002089.cgi
A||||36||DeanCouchey||Would you laugh and point at me for this?||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||05-07-2003||09:11 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||<img src="http://www.angelfire.com/gundam/rizzla/pics/dash.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />I dont think it looks to bad really, I was thinking of getting some summit white paint and doing this to these parts.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||05-07-2003||09:28 AM||||remember that once you go there you may not be able to come back...that might look okay at first but once it starts to chip and peel,and it will,it`ll look pepboysriceboy.You can send plastic out to be chromed though,or just have the parts cast in aluminum and sell some of the production run to cover your costs..shouldn`t cost too much at all  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||05-07-2003||10:02 AM||||i'll be brutally honest. nothing looks quite so high-schoolish as painting plastic trim. if you get them chromed, such that they would look like something in a newer car, that might be cool... <br /><br />but that fake carbon fiber overlay, and the way kids are painting every piece of plastic in the interior, just makes me sick!<br /><br />while you at it, don't add chrome fender trim. (the usual next step after painting the interior!)||132.198.165.39||reg||12||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||05-07-2003||05:47 PM||||Previous owner of my car did the same thing to my car. What a scrotum sucker. I think it really makes the Galant's interior feel cheap. As long as you think it looks good though...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||DarkDevilMMM||05-07-2003||06:02 PM||||well I think it's not that bad at all, I was thinking to paint mine ot silver also, as long as it doesn't chip off or anything, totally black make the car look way too old and too mono, I don't know, I think a little color added is pretty cool, but just don't make it yellow or bright blue, or neon like those stupid civics I think is fine....||64.165.69.67||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000005||DookGVR4||05-07-2003||06:48 PM||||That pic posted is not to bad IMO.....<br /><br />But ya when it starts going to shit then it really sucks.<br /><br />Just prep it right....We now carry "Plastic Primer" at the home depot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Clean it scuff it prime it paint it...||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000006||rizzla-||05-07-2003||08:38 PM||||here's the entire car...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.angelfire.com/gundam/rizzla/ride.htm" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/gundam/rizzla/ride.htm</a><br /><br />and it's my car... I don't really care about you not liking my car... ok! it ain't a vr4, it has painted interior and small fender, so what.  I ain't got a giant aluminium wing, vr4 sticker or altezza's. I just tried my best to make this car look a little better.  Don't really appreciate seeing my car on a site I respect a lot, with very usefull information and friendly people, never thought this would have come from a dsm owner...||24.201.102.244||reg||1||rizzla-||00001270||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||05-07-2003||08:44 PM||||rizzla not to be a dick, i just want to give you some constructive critisism.....take the chrome trim off the hood and fenders. it really takes away from the overall styling. i should know this because i am an idustrial design student at a art school. i learn about this shit all day     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||BluFalcon||05-07-2003||08:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rizzla-:<br /><strong> here's the entire car...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.angelfire.com/gundam/rizzla/ride.htm" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/gundam/rizzla/ride.htm</a> <br /><br />and it's my car... I don't really care about you not liking my car... ok! it ain't a vr4, it has painted interior and small fender, so what.  I ain't got a giant aluminium wing, vr4 sticker or altezza's. I just tried my best to make this car look a little better.  Don't really appreciate seeing my car on a site I respect a lot, with very usefull information and friendly people, never thought this would have come from a dsm owner... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I though Galants weren't sold in Canada.  Was that car originally badged as a Dodge/Eagle 2000GTX?  Just curious since I've never seen a up close picture of one before.  I don't think anyone was bashing on your car specifically.  they were just sharing their opinions on the practice of painting interior trim parts.  Your car is a lot cleaner than mine BTW.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000009||rizzla-||05-07-2003||08:56 PM||||i installed the fenders 2 years ago and regreted it 6 months later. you have to admit that if you dont know there ain't stock it's hard to notice on my car along with the rest of the chromed trim.  Now i'm affraid to remove them and that the paint will come off. not being a dick just wanted to set the record straight... putted a lot of work on my ride and don't like to have it marked as ricey car... swapped a dohc engine to replace the shitty sohc, swapped a manual transmission to replace the automashit and thinking maybe about dropping a small turbo, only mods left are a vr4 bumper and suspension... i dont think its ricey...||24.201.102.244||reg||1||rizzla-||00001270||yes
Z||000010||rizzla-||05-07-2003||09:00 PM||||yeah...its an eagle 2000 gtx, but i hate that name, souds to futuristic for me...<br />there the same except for the grille that is different.||24.201.102.244||reg||1||rizzla-||00001270||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||05-07-2003||09:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong>  i should know this because i am an idustrial design student at a art school. i learn about this shit all day      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What does THAT mean? I thought style (read taste) was objective.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||05-07-2003||09:40 PM||||rizzla, I don't know how else to express this but, you put a web site up with info and pictures of your car you're inviting criticism and comments.  It happens.  "Look at my car!  But don't talk about it behind my back!"<br /><br />You really shouldn't come trying to rip on people for finding your car and saying something about it.  I've once heard the expression, how does it go... "It's better to sit in silence and appear ignorant than open your mouth and remove all doubt."||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||MX4||05-07-2003||10:04 PM||||Good on you Rizzla, make your car as you want it.<br /><br />Theres one rule I stick by:  Each to there own<br /><br />Just because you dont like it doesnt mean you have to open your mouth and put others down, if you do that then youre the one with the small intelligence||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000014||MX4||05-07-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong>i should know this because i am an idustrial design student at a art school. i learn about this shit all day      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">MUHAHAHAHA, you have got to be fucking joking. I read this comment and just cracked up laughing. <br /><br />Why didnt you just say this <br /><br />"Because I go to art school I have superior knowledge of how to mod a car, and that makes me better than everyone else"<br /><br />Honestly you make me sick, if you havent got anything nice to say then STFU.||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||05-07-2003||10:10 PM||||I love the tailight blackouts!  Too bad they cover up the '92 VR-4 emblem.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||rizzla-||05-07-2003||10:10 PM||||i sat in silence, nobody ever heard of me here and i've been here for a year.  but so much people on the net talk shit about other's car for nothing.  Fender would'nt be that bad if all civics didn't have them, same thing with side-markers. Just to be clear, i never posted pics of my car here until i saw one of my own car...  i know my car ain't nothing compare to a vr4 so a tried to lay-low in here.  Just had a bad day and got a little irrated by some post...||24.201.102.244||reg||1||rizzla-||00001270||yes
Z||000017||MX4||05-07-2003||10:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rizzla-:<br /><strong> i sat in silence, nobody ever heard of me here and i've been here for a year.  but so much people on the net talk shit about other's car for nothing.  Fender would'nt be that bad if all civics didn't have them, same thing with side-markers. Just to be clear, i never posted pics of my car here until i saw one of my own car...  i know my car ain't nothing compare to a vr4 so a tried to lay-low in here.  Just had a bad day and got a little irrated by some post... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Na mate, dont sit down and get abused by the few losers in here who think they can get away with making fun of your car and the work you have put into it. Theyre the one's with the problem. I mean its nowhere as bad as some rice Honda Civic. <br /><br />I think that all who posted downgrading comments apologise right here in this forum.||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000018||gvr4in||05-07-2003||10:50 PM||||I dont like bashing on peoples cars, And I wont unless that person deserves it (i.e. Talks shit, etc..) Everyone has their opinion, some more tasteful than others, some are just assholes and blurt out crude comments... but whatever, I guess message boards will never change. <br /><br />I myself am not into "R racing floormats and pedals, painted interior, clear led winshield washers and blue side markers" but if thats your thing, go for it! <br /><br />I love your front grill and the dark taillights look pretty cool! <br /><br />This isn't bashing on you, but I think you need to lower it, I think it would look great, and I also think you probably had plans to do so!||63.207.141.130||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000019||mromik||05-08-2003||12:57 AM||||Mine non Vr-4 ===Sold<br /><br />later I made climate actuators silver/<br /><br />Sorry can't find foto<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=406" alt=" - " />||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000020||jonvr4||05-08-2003||02:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">MUHAHAHAHA, you have got to be fucking joking. I read this comment and just cracked up laughing. <br /><br />Why didnt you just say this <br /><br />"Because I go to art school I have superior knowledge of how to mod a car, and that makes me better than everyone else"<br /><br />Honestly you make me sick, if you havent got anything nice to say then STFU.<br /><br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">shut the fuck up you kiwi bitch! learn how to read the WHOLE post!!! i didn't bash his shit one bit, and the art school thing refers to me having to learn to do things that appeal to the masses, by the way i am studying transportation design!! stay the fuck out of something your broken english ass don't understand!! in other words fuck you, cock breath! next time take a second to read a little better before you run your cock holster!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.235.229.244||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000021||Team Ducktape||05-08-2003||04:12 AM||||Well once again I really don't get this thread, so Here's Bif.<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=252" alt=" - " />||24.209.154.30||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000022||91 #680||05-08-2003||04:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">MUHAHAHAHA, you have got to be fucking joking. I read this comment and just cracked up laughing. <br /><br />Why didnt you just say this <br /><br />"Because I go to art school I have superior knowledge of how to mod a car, and that makes me better than everyone else"<br /><br />Honestly you make me sick, if you havent got anything nice to say then STFU.<br /><br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">shut the fuck up you kiwi bitch! learn how to read the WHOLE post!!! i didn't bash his shit one bit, and the art school thing refers to me having to learn to do things that appeal to the masses, by the way i am studying transportation design!! stay the fuck out of something your broken english ass don't understand!! in other words fuck you, cock breath! next time take a second to read a little better before you run your cock holster!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Grow up man.  Jeez.  Rizzla....do whatever makes you happy bro.  It's the whole point of modifying cars(car enthusiasts in general)....doing things to our rides to 1st make us happy, be faster, and look good... if your into aesthetics.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000023||MX4||05-08-2003||06:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br />shut the fuck up you kiwi bitch! learn how to read the WHOLE post!!! i didn't bash his shit one bit, and the art school thing refers to me having to learn to do things that appeal to the masses, by the way i am studying transportation design!! stay the fuck out of something your broken english ass don't understand!! in other words fuck you, cock breath! next time take a second to read a little better before you run your cock holster!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Need I say more on this guy, he proved his point himself. Grow up you child||64.208.86.56||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000024||udriveu||05-08-2003||08:12 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=407" alt=" - " /><br />I had an early lunch  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.0.81.249||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000025||VTGVR4||05-08-2003||09:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rizzla-:<br /><strong>   Fender would'nt be that bad if all civics didn't have them, same thing with side-markers. Just to be clear, i never posted pics of my car here until i saw one of my own car...  i know my car ain't nothing compare to a vr4 so a tried to lay-low in here.  Just had a bad day and got a little irrated by some post... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ok first things first: i don't ever see civics putting on chrome fender trim anymore. the only onces that do are the red neckish ones that want their cars to look like the city kids.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />when you start a new post with a comment that invites public criticism, ("I dont think it looks to bad really, I was thinking of getting some summit white paint and doing this to these parts.")  you have to assume that not everyone will have a favorable view towards anything rice, and ESPECIALLY on this UBB, since rice and go fast are pretty much the opposite ends of a spectrum for a GVR4.<br /><br />my car looks like total shit, and i dont give a rats ass how ugly/dirty it is these days. one day  my dog knocked over a huge mug ofr coffee, and it spilled all over the center console, seat, and floor. i STILL havent cleaned it up, and i never will! i have a husky that likes to sleep in the car, and ON it. the point is that if someone comes over and says "damn that car is one dirty sonuvabitch" i'm just going to say, "i agree", and finish my magic hat #9.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000026||DeanCouchey||05-08-2003||10:27 AM||||I wasnt critizing you you at all, I think some people got bent out of shape cause there was a green GVR4 that had teal plastic parts. I perosnally think that on a white car either red or white accents would look good..... but its my car so I will prob do what I want but I am gonna make it fast first of all!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000027||Hertz||05-08-2003||01:58 PM||||Rizzla, your car is killer.  The chrome works great and is tastefully done.  No shame in that.<br /><br />I like the steering wheel (I have the same one in leather, ripped out of my '91 GS) good to see a pic of it.  The VR-4 steering wheel is a joke.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000028||Pappy||05-08-2003||02:16 PM||||Personally, I don't like the style of your car rizzla.  It's a little too bling for my tastes.  I can appreciate the work you've put into it though.  Also, it's not my car.  Just do what you want to it, and what makes you happy.||140.247.202.92||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000029||number3||05-08-2003||03:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">MUHAHAHAHA, you have got to be fucking joking. I read this comment and just cracked up laughing. <br /><br />Why didnt you just say this <br /><br />"Because I go to art school I have superior knowledge of how to mod a car, and that makes me better than everyone else"<br /><br />Honestly you make me sick, if you havent got anything nice to say then STFU.<br /><br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">shut the fuck up you kiwi bitch! learn how to read the WHOLE post!!! i didn't bash his shit one bit, and the art school thing refers to me having to learn to do things that appeal to the masses, by the way i am studying transportation design!! stay the fuck out of something your broken english ass don't understand!! in other words fuck you, cock breath! next time take a second to read a little better before you run your cock holster!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is not needed.  Attacking his nationality is uncalled for in my book???<br /><br />Relax!||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000030||howard_GVR4||05-08-2003||03:17 PM||||There's nothing that undermines an argument worse than internet insults.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000031||229of1000||05-08-2003||04:18 PM||||Damn internet warriors.  Grow up! (coming from an 18 yr old   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ).||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000032||229of1000||05-08-2003||04:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><br />my car looks like total shit, and i dont give a rats ass how ugly/dirty it is these days. one day  my dog knocked over a huge mug ofr coffee, and it spilled all over the center console, seat, and floor. i STILL havent cleaned it up, and i never will! i have a husky that likes to sleep in the car, and ON it. the point is that if someone comes over and says "damn that car is one dirty sonuvabitch" i'm just going to say, "i agree", and finish my magic hat #9.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   [/qb]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's gotta be one dirty sonuvabitch.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <br /><br />I think you must be that guy somebody said they saw at a football game or something with a big TV on the trunklid of a dirty GVR4.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Oh well, just makes it more of a sleeper.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000033||highskyes||05-09-2003||05:12 AM||||rizzla, I actually like that, the interior looks clean and well done.  Me, I go for the all black interior myself(then again, I am often picked on for my "monochromatic" sense of fashion), but that looks really clean.  And definitely do a clean lowering and that will be one pretty Galant.||12.237.88.63||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000034||theymightbegalants||05-12-2003||05:55 AM||||I really dig that front grill...  Is it a Mitsu item?  Did you modify one?  What's the story on it?<br /><br />If you're looking to dress up the interior, try here:  <a href="http://www.wooddash.com/item/MITSUBISHI_Dash_Kits_GALANT_89_93" target="_blank">http://www.wooddash.com/item/MITSUBISHI_Dash_Kits_GALANT_89_93</a><br /><br />It's authentic aluminum, wood, etc.  Supposedly.  A little spendy, but if you want the real thing...  Can you clearcoat a plastic paint job, or something similar, to help prevent chipping and generally make it look better/last longer?  As a cheaper alternative to the above parts?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000035||Jose||05-12-2003||10:01 PM||||Im planning on doing the aluminum dash kit on my car. I dont think there is nothing wrong with adding a little life to the inside of our cars. They are so plain.<br />Jose......||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000036||KenGVR4||05-12-2003||10:50 PM||||It could be much much worse...  Some assclown around these parts has a VR4 and put fucking StreetGlow neon crap on it.  I'm just waiting for the big park bench to appear on it next.||12.207.250.84||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes



ubb/Forum3/002090.cgi
A||||9||sleeper||USGP question ||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||05-07-2003||11:07 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Any of you been there before? I'm getting ready to buy tickets and like to know where would be the best seat in the house?<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.200.185||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||05-08-2003||12:02 AM||||I imagine on the main straight away... get to see the start of the race, plus the pit action. <br />Go Michael Schumacher!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||05-08-2003||12:28 AM||||i went last july. it was awsome, good luck getting tickets where you could see the whole track||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||05-08-2003||12:38 AM||||pole position is the best seat if you can get it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||05-08-2003||02:11 PM||||I went the "first" year, sat at F1 turn #1 (not Indy turn #1), very good.  If you're up far enough you can see the whole course.  We had a good view of the pits and the front straight.  Plus they have "jumbotrons" in the infield that help.<br /><br />Bring sunscreen, binoculars, and a thirst for Fosters in the giant can.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||05-08-2003||04:08 PM||||It is the biggest race in the world, attendance wise, something like 250,000. Go Michael Schumacher, and Rubens Barrichello as well, since I am brazilian. I hope to be there as well. Maybe we can get together.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||05-08-2003||04:24 PM||||You're Brazilian and a fan of Schumacher?<br />You trader.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Look at the decals I used to have on my car.<br /><a href="http://members.core.com/~gabor/1fastgsx/front.jpg" target="_blank">http://members.core.com/~gabor/1fastgsx/front.jpg</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||05-08-2003||04:48 PM||||Well I would like Barrichello to win, but whenerver he is leading, like in the Brazilian GP, his car craps out, every time. Also I am of German descent, so I am not really a traitor. <br /><br />The day that Senna died I was in Brasil, and it was a sad day for the whole country. He was one of the greatest ever. RIP<br /><br />What amazes me is how many good drivers come, and came from Brasil, Senna, Barrichello, Da Matta, Castroneves, Junqueira, Pizzonia (OK he isn't good yet), Gil de Ferran, Felipe Giafone, Tony Kanaan. I'm sure I forgot some. <br /><br />Not to mention the soccer team, 5 world cups. <br /><br />OK I'll stop now.<br /><br />   <br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> You're Brazilian and a fan of Schumacher?<br />You trader.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />Look at the decals I used to have on my car.<br /> <a href="http://members.core.com/~gabor/1fastgsx/front.jpg" target="_blank">http://members.core.com/~gabor/1fastgsx/front.jpg</a> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||dsm_rally||05-08-2003||05:23 PM||||Check out the Northwest Vista.  I sat there last year and really liked it.  You can see the cars coming down the front straight and then all the way through down to the short back straight.||65.199.99.252||reg||1||dsm_rally||00001254||yes
Z||000009||broke down||05-09-2003||01:48 AM||||i've been the last two years, and sat in the southeast vista both times.  I liked my seats, because you can see the last set of turns, and the pit entrance, and the beginning of the longest flat out acceleration section in the entire f1 season.  This section has a lot of shifting.  BTW, s-e vista is the same as Indy turn 2, right before the back straight.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum3/002091.cgi
A||||3||crucible||Strange things are happenin||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||05-07-2003||11:23 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Okay, got the car a few weeks ago.It started to develop a shake in the steering wheel and also it seemed the whole car was shaking but whatever.I was thinking about getting a front wheel balance.Well, on my way home tonight from work grrr! my 4WS light popped up.I was like oh shit, here we go.Stopped at a gas station and checked my steering fluid level.Duh, practically empty.Bought a bottle of fluid at gas station prices and filled it up.Lite goes out as expected.What I didnt expect was the shaking has disappeared.Is this a miracle or a usual occurence?<br />BTW,I noticed my rear lines are leaking.And Ill be checking my fronts also in the morn.<br /><br /><br />Crucible||24.45.59.174||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||05-07-2003||11:34 PM||||The 4ws light is a sign of low fluid, like you already knew. When I replaced my high pressure PS line it took a while for fluid to get through the system, and it was rough turning at first (from a standstill) I didnt drive till it felt good at a stop. It seems as if the wheel shaking was cured by the fluid, then its more common than you think, but dont take my word for it (Don't know from experience)||63.207.141.130||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||05-08-2003||02:13 PM||||Probably air pulsing through those lines?  I would imagine that it would cause at least the rear wheels (when steering is active) to oscilate back and forth.<br /><br />Isn't there a special requirement for our steering fluid?  Make sure you put the right stuff in.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||05-08-2003||10:44 PM||||Believe it or not ATF fluid is supposed to be in there...||67.39.144.158||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum3/002092.cgi
A||||2||Ferrari F50 GT||FAO:  jonvr4||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||05-08-2003||01:21 AM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Do you by chance go the Art Institute?  And if you do, do you know a guy names Eric who was in your class.  Just asking because Eric is my buddy and he was telling me about yo. I realized it when you mentioned you were industrial design.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||05-08-2003||01:35 AM||||yeah, your ian right? he told me a lot about your car.||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||Ferrari F50 GT||05-08-2003||01:22 PM||||Cool, maybe we can actually meet each other if this Colorado GVR-4 meet happens sometime.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes



ubb/Forum3/002093.cgi
A||||2||turbowop||getting quicker||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||05-08-2003||02:11 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Tonight was a testntune night at the track. I didn't have time to buy racegas so I ran 92 pump gas. I have come to realize that I am crappy at tuning. I think I am learning fast now though. I was running hella rich (enough to cause richness knock) so I leaned it out and ran 19 psi with about 12 counts of knock. EGT's seemed good and timing was alright so I left it there. I ran a 13.3@102. Last time I ran a 13.4 on racegas. Now that I know what I'm doing somewhat I think on race gas I can lean it out wayyy more and I'll see some better times. I'm going back on Friday with 110 octane. We'll see what happens.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Ash||05-08-2003||02:15 AM||||Good luck!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||14||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||05-08-2003||02:33 AM||||good job man!keep us posted.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002094.cgi
A||||4||ken inn||jdm source||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||05-08-2003||10:00 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||this place supposedly can get anything jdm<br /><br /><a href="http://www.luckystarjapanese.com/" target="_blank">http://www.luckystarjapanese.com/</a>||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-08-2003||02:07 PM||||I'll take a Geisha.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||05-08-2003||04:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I'll take a Geisha. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||05-08-2003||05:32 PM||||once again....<br /><br />"twins, Bassil, twins!"  <br /><br />(Fook Yu and Fook Mi names optional)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.238||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||05-08-2003||06:36 PM||||Whats a 4g63B ? Thats what they have for Mitsus.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002095.cgi
A||||6||tplesko||Finished today!!!||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||05-08-2003||10:03 AM||||Well everyone I'm finishing college today.  I finally have my B.S in Mechanical Engineering  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Did it in 4 years with a 3.2 gpa and I was working the whole time as well.  <br /><br />Anyway it's been a LONG past two weeks of no sleep and 4 years of hard work.  Now I get to relax and go on vacation for 2 weeks before I start my new job.  Here's to lots of new car parts and a big congrats to all the other graduates out there!<br /><br />Just have to turn in my senior design project and do one more presentation and i'm finished...||128.138.195.23||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||05-08-2003||10:08 AM||||Congratulations.  That's awesome.  Good luck with the career.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||05-08-2003||10:29 AM||||Congrats Chris! if you ever need a  private cook look me up!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||05-08-2003||04:26 PM||||Congrats man.  I'm finishing high school next week.  I've got three years of Architectural CAD experience so far, and I just got 2nd place in the state in the VICA competition.  I'm starting college this fall.<br /><br />I actually like mechanical stuff better, but I'm good at this so I guess I will stick with it.  What are you doing for work?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||05-09-2003||01:13 AM||||Congrats Chris. Its really good to see that you hae held up a great GPA and worked your ass off during school as well. I do the same and some just dont realize how tough it really is. I give you so much credit for that. Good luck with your future endeavors.||65.227.204.242||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||Gvr4-330||05-09-2003||06:19 AM||||Congrats!<br /><br />I graduated one year ago, also with a BS in MechE.  My gpa wasn't as good though    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Good luck with the new job!  I've been working 8 months now, and I'm still enjoying it!<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.81||reg||2||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||05-09-2003||08:52 AM||||I still have 2 years left to go, at least   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" /> . But congrats man, definatly something to be proud of.||64.252.96.25||reg||14||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum3/002096.cgi
A||||9||Sam Sayes||Videos||||1||||Sam Sayes||00000657
Z||000000||Sam Sayes||05-08-2003||02:23 PM||samgvr4@hotmail.com||Hi guys,<br /><br />check these videos out<br /><br />The race:<br /><a href="http://sys12.cs.jmu.edu/hawleycj/vi...Eclipse_GSX.wmv" target="_blank">http://sys12.cs.jmu.edu/hawleycj/vi...Eclipse_GSX.wmv</a><br /><br />The destruction (2 mins, Lower Res - 10 MB):<br /><a href="http://sys12.cs.jmu.edu/hawleycj/vids/aftermath-low.WMV" target="_blank">http://sys12.cs.jmu.edu/hawleycj/vids/aftermath-low.WMV</a><br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||05-08-2003||03:05 PM||||INCREDABUL.............LEE STOOPID.  I saw this once on my local board.  There's no telling how much boost that fucker was running.  Looked pretty quick though.||65.165.18.119||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||05-08-2003||03:20 PM||||thats alot of broken Block around there.<br />Hope his new motor is in by now.<br />That was an eye soar thou, wondering if his turbo took a dump as well<br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||05-08-2003||04:17 PM||||Check your link for the first video.  The "..." in it (abbreviating the url) is making it a dead link.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Sam Sayes||05-08-2003||04:35 PM||||Sorry about that.<br /><br />Try this 1 guys<br /><br /><a href="http://sys12.cs.jmu.edu/hawleycj/vi...Eclipse_GSX.wmv" target="_blank">http://sys12.cs.jmu.edu/hawleycj/vi...Eclipse_GSX.wmv</a><br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2K||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||05-08-2003||04:54 PM||||sorry man it don't work still!||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||05-08-2003||06:45 PM||||I really want to watch that engine blow up...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000007||Pappy||05-08-2003||06:55 PM||||<a href="http://www.illz.net/E46_M3_VS_Eclipse_GSX.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.illz.net/E46_M3_VS_Eclipse_GSX.wmv</a><br /><br />Here's the first part.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||05-08-2003||08:53 PM||||That was not a race, but we certainly know who the loser was.||68.75.174.166||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||Sam Sayes||05-09-2003||09:09 AM||||Thanks for fixing that Pappy.<br />I was going to give the address where i originally found it.<br />Thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum3/002102.cgi
A||||6||jonvr4||Edelbrock water injection?||||2||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||05-09-2003||01:16 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||anyone know how well the edelbrock water injection kit works? i am thinking of doing water injection and ebay has a few of these systems listed on it.||12.235.229.244||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-09-2003||02:49 PM||||crude, crude, crude.  first off, the ONLY way it will work is squirting the nozzle into the compressor.  this will cause excessive wear of the blades on the compressor wheel.  this will be fine, until you destroy the wheel, then you get to buy a new turbo.  you wanted that fp green anyway, right?  you can build a better mousetrap, or, in this case, water injection, for about 150 bucks.  use the aquamist nozzles, the finer the mist, the more heat it will remove.  shurflo pump, 100 psi, shoot that bitch in there, whether you got boost or not.  about 70 bucks.  hobbs pressure switch, napa, about 30 bucks.  tap into your windshield washer resevoir, free.  want proof?<br />before wi<br />afc hi +7<br />rpm 7100<br />knock 3<br />timing 23<br />inj duty cycle 87%<br />after wi(and still tuning)<br />afc hi 0<br />rpm 7100<br />knock 0<br />timing 28<br />inj dc 76%||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||05-09-2003||02:53 PM||||Ken, I know you use two nozzles. What are your intercooler pipes made of? Is rust a concern?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||05-09-2003||03:02 PM||||thanks a ton ken. I that is exactly what i needed to know. I saw the injection system of vfaq.com and it seems easy enough to build. i guess the edelbrock really sucks, and i will be sure to stear clear of it!||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||05-09-2003||04:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Ken, I know you use two nozzles. What are your intercooler pipes made of? Is rust a concern?<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yah, rust is a concern, the first set i had(rre pipes) was well used, and they did have light surface rust.  the second set i did the best i could with this rustproof coating, and then i sprayed it best i could with rustoleum.  i have taken off the pipe that connects to the t/bdy, and the one that connects to it, and i havent seen any rust yet.  dont put the kabosh on my system.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||05-09-2003||04:28 PM||||I think your water injection rocks. No kabosh intended. Maybe you could get some muffler shop or some good fab guy to make a set outta stainless.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />IF the need arises.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||05-09-2003||04:32 PM||||jonvr4-<br /><br />Maybe these sites will help:<br /><br /><a href="http://members.aol.com/raydorman/" target="_blank">http://members.aol.com/raydorman/</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbomirage.com/water.html" target="_blank">http://www.turbomirage.com/water.html</a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/002098.cgi
A||||14||Romanova||Floormat group buy update.||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||05-08-2003||11:40 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||This is what I just got from AutoSeattle. Not sure why they can't do the Mitsubishi embroideries. I'll email them and ask them about it.<br /><br /><br />Here is what we can do:<br /><br />15 or more sets:<br />4pc set plain - $79.95 ea. set (reg. price $99.95)<br />2pc front plain - $69.95 ea. set (reg. price $85.95)<br /><br />Embroidery for 2 mats - $19 ea. (reg. price $25)<br /><br />Lloyds won't be able to do the Mitsubishi, Galant or VR-4 embroideries.<br /><br />*This would be 15 or more sets ordered all at once. If we shipped<br />everything all at once to one address, we could also offer you free<br />shipping!<br />If shipping to separate addresses, we would charge $9 for each set.<br /><br />Let me know if you have any other questions.<br />Toll free number -  877-909-7599<br /><br />My name is Steve.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br /><br />AutoSeattle.com<br />Fine Automotive Accessories<br />Ph. 206.729.7599  Fax 206.729.8366<br /><a href="http://www.autoseattle.com/" target="_blank">http://www.autoseattle.com/</a>||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||watchdoc||05-09-2003||01:15 PM||||Tyler, thanks for your effort regarding the matts.  Does anyuone know how the quality of AutoSeattle is .vs ACCmats?  I've never seen the AutoSeattle mats but I've been very pleased with ACCmats in the past.  I'm just wondering if the AutoSeattle mats would be worth almost double the money?<br /><br />Once again, thanks for your hard work Tyler!!||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||05-09-2003||07:06 PM||||They can't do the embroidery because of copyright licensing laws. So they'd be plain. <br />The mats are made by Lloyds and are of good quality. <br />I don't think I want them without the VR-4 logo though.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||watchdoc||05-09-2003||09:42 PM||||I spoke to ACC again today.  I asked about the VR4 letter along with the # of a car. <br /><br />ie  VR4 #111 or VR4 or 111/2000<br /><br />I told her the VR4 was simply a trim level of the car such as LX, ES, GSX, etc.  She didn't seem to think this would be a problem but she was gonna have to run it by the boss.  She said she would have an answer by the time the templates were ready.  I'll keep everyone posted.||207.9.129.40||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||05-10-2003||01:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> I don't think I want them without the VR-4 logo though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||Marcus||05-10-2003||09:47 PM||||I don't understand the problem with logo.  My local shop will put anything under the moon on your floor mats.  I don't think he is doing this illegal, b/c he orders them from someone else and they are top notch quality.  Anyway, what would most people want on their mats.<br />  <br />Vr-4<br /><br />#+<br />VR-4<br /><br />DSM sign+<br />VR-4<br /><br />GALANT+<br />VR-4<br /><br /><br />Marcus||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000006||GVR4ZUM||05-10-2003||10:41 PM||||I prefer<br />#+<br />VR-4<br /><br />VR-4 in red stitching to match the shift boot I got from Sean.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||171.75.74.64||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||05-10-2003||11:07 PM||||I have no need for my car number to be custom embroidered but I guess I can understand why people would want that option. <br /><br />Galant (white?) VR-4 (red?) would be fine with me. I like the mitsu emblem but if it causes problems, I don't mind dropping it.<br /><br />Did you guys want our style VR-4 or the newer VR-4?<br /><br />Just a simple VR4 in red letters would be fine as well now that I think about it.<br /><br />Also, I see no need to have rears embroidered. I probably wouldn't even buy rears.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||Marcus||05-11-2003||12:57 AM||||Mark,<br />  Smart man, I like your name.  I agree with you, I don't need a number on my floor mat, I've got one on my dash.  After further thought, <br /><br />GALANT(white, a little larger then VR4)<br />VR4(red, a little smaller then GALANT, offset to the right of GALANT so that the last three letters of GALANT and VR4 are aligned)<br /><br />DSM logo (all in red, all centered)<br />VR4 <br />I also think that I would only need front mats, as long as the color would match my stock rears in color.  Lets get this ball rolling, I want to spruce up my interior a bit.<br />Marcus||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000009||Gvr4-330||05-11-2003||06:24 AM||||I don't really want numbers on my floormats.  What I would love is just VR-4 written in red in the new style.<br /><br />Rob<br /><br />PS - Does anyone know where we can get the new style badges in red?  I know they are a JDM GVR-4 part.||68.100.212.81||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000010||dlpinckney||05-11-2003||08:56 AM||||I am down for just about any sort of, or lack there of, embroidering on the mats.  However, I definitely DO NOT want the DSM logo on them.  Our cars are not DSMs.  My personal feeling is dark gray mats (stock color) light gray/white Galant (like factory), and VR-4 in red offset as said above.  Keep it simple, keep the cost down.||63.188.104.116||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000011||Marcus||05-11-2003||03:49 PM||||I can't believe we only get a $10 break if we decide only to get the 2 mats vs. 4.  Our cars may not be DSM's in your mind, but a dsm sign is the same as a Mitsubishi sign.  I agree that the <br />GALANT in a white/lite grey<br />VR4 to the right in red, what's the difference b/w the new style and the old style vr4?<br />next question is should we center everything or put it towards the inside right of the mats?  Just shooting ideas out to see what people think.  I think that if it's centered front to back that it might wear out prematurely or get dirty due to pedal action!<br />Marcus||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000012||DookGVR4||05-11-2003||11:43 PM||||no numbers...<br /><br />galant in silver(get less dirty than white)<br />vr4 in red<br /><br />just my opinion||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000013||watchdoc||05-12-2003||12:03 PM||||I sent off the Robert's mat Friday so the template from ACCmats should be ready to order soon.  I'll post the group buy details soon.  Once again,  they cannot print "Mitsubishi" or "Galant" or the Mitsubishi logo on anything without permission in writing from MMCA.  I'm still waiting on approval for "VR-4 #111" to be approved.<br /><br />My suggestion to those who want custom printing is to have to done locally.  Most upolstry shops do this stuff cheap and will print whatever you like.  Just an idea.||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000014||iceman69510||05-12-2003||06:03 PM||||I have made an inquiry regarding official approval of using the Mitsubishi 3-diamond logo.  I did not ask specifically about "VR4", but don't suspect that is a trademarked name.  I don't have any response yet.<br /><br />I don't think we should get fancy with individual numbers, as that requires alot more work on the manufacturer's part.  <br /><br />Also (argue amongst yourselves), the Galant VR4 is NOT a DSM, and I for one do not want that on my mats.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/002099.cgi
A||||24||Ash||who has maxxed out a Big16G?||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||05-09-2003||07:26 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I'm just curious how fast you can actually go with the humble big 16g. <br /><br />What is the maximum boost they can support with race gas?  <br /><br />I'm hoping for a low 12 now that the weather has cooled down and I have a Keydiver chip. I have previously got a best of 12.8@107 with really slow shifts (cables broken) in the dead of summer running 22psi.  I've got a totally unopened motor (Balance shafts intact, stock cams) and was wondering what the time to beat is with this turbo, according to <a href="http://times.dsm.org" target="_blank">http://times.dsm.org</a> its about 12.3@110<br /><br />Any input?  I'm heading out tomorrow night.||203.220.202.19||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||05-09-2003||02:51 PM||||I just read in some tuner magazine last nite that the big 16 flows 550 cubic feet per minute and can support up to 380 hp. I have one too. Guess it'll be a long time before I can justify a turbo upgrade!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||05-09-2003||06:11 PM||||On Wed night a friend of mine who has similar mods as me on his AWD Talon ran a 12.66@110 on a B16g. He was on 110 octane and 20psi. Unopened engine and stock cams also. I am hoping for the same out of my car tonight.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||Ash||05-10-2003||12:32 AM||||Well I was going to try something over 20psi, let ya know if the comp wheel falls off.||203.221.19.30||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||05-10-2003||11:34 AM||||I think you could get into the 11s with a 16g and some other mods.... i took this off extreme motorsports page. this guy is using a 14b and ran low 12s....<br /><br />The 2002 racing season netted Extreme Motorsports employee Phil Beers several 12-second flat quarter mile runs, besting at 12.02 @ 112.38 MPH. Top MPH stands at 113.17 MPH.<br /><br />Oh, and by the way. That's on the factory-issue 14B turbocharger.<br /><br />How is this possible? Consider Phil's mods list:<br /><br />K&N filter <br />Extreme XBC boost controller <br />Extreme 3" cat-back exhaust <br />Extreme '95 ported exhaust manifold <br />Extreme ported 14B turbine housing (stock 14B turbo!) <br />Extreme ported O2/Forced Performance dump mod <br />Extreme 2.5" stainless downpipe <br />Extreme 2.5" high flow cat/test pipe <br />Extreme upgraded fuel pump <br />ACT 2600 clutch <br />Lightweight underdrive crank pulley||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||05-10-2003||12:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong>How is this possible? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ooh-ooh, I think I know... was it 40&deg;C and 100ft below sea level?||68.75.51.192||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||05-10-2003||01:06 PM||||If I remember from looking at a compressor map, the big 16g is good 'til about 22psi. After that, efficiency really starts to taper off.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||05-10-2003||01:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong>How is this possible? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ooh-ooh, I think I know... was it 40&deg;C and 100ft below sea level? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually 40&deg;C is 104&deg;F.  Pretty warm...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />That 12.02 sounds awfully low for his level of mods.  My car is basically the same as that, minus the dump tube O2, and I know I'm nowhere near a low 12.  They must be leaving off some stuff, namely fuel control and delivery, intercooler, etc.  That just doesn't seem like a complete mod list at all.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||andy||05-10-2003||11:43 PM||||For one, you cant compare what a DSM can run on turbo "X" to what a Galant will run, the weight and even more importantly the aerodynamics come into play. As far as Phil running those times, I can beleive it. Doug Derby, Aaron Wilson, and Leon Reitman have all ran 12.01-12.05 range on 14Bs with similar setups.<br /><br />You can run big/small 16Gs to 23-24 psi, but you really arent maxing one out until you actually have it where boost is tapering off past 6k rpm. In other words, you have boost set at 23psi, and it will fall to 19 psi by 7krpm. It doesnt hurt the performance one bit, its just the engine outflowing the turbo. The fastest anyone has ran on a big/small 16G in a Galant is what 12.3-12.4? Im sure Nate or Josh could tell ya.||64.4.102.52||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000009||Craig91||05-11-2003||01:10 AM||||Phil was from here in Connecticut, and I had the opportunity to watch him run a few times at LVD.<br /><br />Here is one of his posts from DSM Tuners.  It's about the most detailed that I've seen about his car.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> The car: 1990 Talon TSi AWD, currently at just over 78,000 miles <br /><br />Best ET: 12.02@112.38 <br />Best MPH: 12.22@113.17 <br />Best 1/8 ET & MPH: 7.67@90.5 <br />Best 60': 1.65 <br /><br />Race weight: car+me+1/4 tank or so gas= 2850 lbs. <br /><br />Mods: K&N, XBC, Magnecor wires, BPR7ES plugs, ported '95 mani, ported turbine housing, portedO2 dump, 2.5' DP, test, 3" ATR, DSM performance underdrive crank pulley, Extreme fuel pump. Eibach pro, KYB AGX, Power Slot rotors, stainless lines, Axxix pads, full Energy Bushing kit, Prothane motor mount kit, ACT 2600-full face disc, front and rear strut braces, lower honeycomb removed as well as divider wall in that same lower chamber, TB coolant bypass, EGR block. <br /><br />Other things: carbon fiber hood, OMP pins, Racing Hart CP035 16X7--9.6 lbs. each, Z-Speed lightweight lugs, Nitto Drag radials. <br /><br />I launch anywhere from 5000 to 5600 depending on my traction and track conditions. Tire pressure varies from as low as 18psi to street 31 psi, again, depending on track prep and track temp. <br /><br />I DO NOT power shift the 1-2 or the 2-3. Friends of mine have actually said to me after some of my passes, "Phil, it looks like you are shifting slow from 1-2,"....well, I am. My 2-3 shift is very quick, even quicker than my 3-4 power shift, but, it is not a power shift, I do back off the throttle. I shift the 1-2 before my front wheels hit the 60' in most cases, hence the 1.73 60' on my 12.02. Not exactly a quick 60'. I shift the 2-3 and 3-4 between 6100-6400, yes, that early. I am in 4th gear before I hit the 1/8 mile, probably around 600ft. I have run 4.97 seconds to the 330' mark, 10.0 to the 1000'. Estimated 0-60mph blast of 3.3 seconds. <br /><br />I have been drag racing the Talon since October of 1996 when it was bone stock......best time was 14.85@90.85........slowest, and still the slowest time ever on the car was 14.99@89, this car was never in the 15's. The funny thing is, I couldn't drive it at all back then, I had the car for 20 days at that point, my 60's were 2.0. Had I known a little more about driving it then, I might have run 14.5-6 in bone form. <br /><br />So, this has been a long road for me....14.85 to 12.02...almost 3 second gain without a turbo swap. My turbo has never been out of the car, it stayed in when I swapped turbine housings. Over 22 mph gain in MPH, on the same turbo. <br /><br />So, do hold the record? So I thought. So I'm told. I have the quickest 14b time on the list at this point. Yes, I heard of an 11.98 pass, I tried to contact the person and learn more about it with no replies. Just someone that knows him or saw him once or whatever. Not that I doubt the possibility....I saw a list of mods that showed 8.5:1 pistons and balance shaft removal and other mods...so, its possible, but, for some reason, that person, if this is true, does not want to be known.....and being from CT and living in MD, no, I don't surf Carolina DSM's site. <br /><br />Last, what is still stock...I/C and piping, injectors, intake tube and aircan still there, stock turbo outlet elbow is still there, intake mani and t/b, and engine itself is bone. <br /><br />AS far as quickest DSM with least mods.....I can honestly say, I hold that title. Next year is coming fast, I am not done with the 14b yet.....I have a few more things I want to try yet...... <br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000010||Ash||05-11-2003||08:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by andy:<br /><strong> For one, you cant compare what a DSM can run on turbo "X" to what a Galant will run </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that's exactly my point, its just lately I've heard of <i>galants</i> running 12.9 with a 14b, surely a 16G is more than 1/2 a sec better?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000011||1312VR4||05-11-2003||09:03 PM||||check out <a href="http://dsmtimes.org/" target="_blank">http://dsmtimes.org/</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||05-11-2003||09:22 PM||||Looks like you will surge at anything above 20psi with a stock head, lower boost with a ported head.  20psi is right on the surge line on the map at 222cfm, which is about where I'm guessing these make full boost?  3200rpm?  <br /><br />I'm trying to figure out how best to push my 14b before just swapping to something different because I need other mods before a turbo.||209.86.138.231||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000013||Marty||05-11-2003||10:46 PM||||"was wondering what the time to beat is with this turbo, according to <a href="http://times.dsm.org" target="_blank">http://times.dsm.org</a> its about 12.3@110"<br /><br />It depends as to whether or not you have a stock fmic and piping as well. I ran stock IC and piping with a big 16g and would get a jump to 22 psi but could only hold 18. If I had better piping and a nice fmic Im sure my mph would have been much better. I also had stock all season tires on it at the time. My times were 12.68@108.44 mph with a 1.8X 60ft. With a nice 1.6 60 ft that could have been a 12.3ish run.<br />Marty||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000014||andy||05-12-2003||10:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Looks like you will surge at anything above 20psi with a stock head, lower boost with a ported head.  20psi is right on the surge line on the map at 222cfm, which is about where I'm guessing these make full boost?  3200rpm?  <br /><br />I'm trying to figure out how best to push my 14b before just swapping to something different because I need other mods before a turbo. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I dont care what paper says, I have never ever in the 7 years I have been tooling with these cars hear of a 16G compressor surging, no matter the boost level. <br /><br />Head work WILL NOT affect surge lines, either. Theres just not that much of an improvement to be had with these heads. There is a big misconception about headwork picking up easy HP and or making a big difference. The technology of casting is so much more improved over stuff from the 60s, where you used to see large gains from headwork, since the factory castings were so nasty. Its just not like that anymore, you can make 600hp on stock untouched DSM heads.||64.4.103.62||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000015||dsmsleeper||05-13-2003||12:32 PM||||The 'sleeper 16g' is said to have compressor surge if you don't downshift.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000016||howard_GVR4||05-13-2003||12:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> The 'sleeper 16g' is said to have compressor surge if you don't downshift. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, but it ain't a 16G.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000017||number3||05-13-2003||08:27 PM||||I ran a 12.5 @ 109 on a small 16G years ago but I sure wish I knew then what I know now.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000018||turbowop||05-13-2003||08:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>but I sure wish I knew then what I know now.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wanna enlighten some of us small 16g guys with some of that knowledge?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I'm curious as to what you're talking about.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000019||1quickvr4||05-13-2003||10:13 PM||||The only thing a sleeper shares with a 16g is half of its name.||67.31.243.129||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000020||number3||05-13-2003||10:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>but I sure wish I knew then what I know now.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wanna enlighten some of us small 16g guys with some of that knowledge?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'm curious as to what you're talking about. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sure... IC PSI testing for boost leaks is the big one... datalogging was very new idea (we tuned with a volt meter and o2 sensor)... modified reliable trannies were not thought of yet... buy a clutch that can hold the actual power you put down so your not constantly replacing them and wasting time breaking them in (ACT and DSMs were new), correct step on flywheel, and last but not least on my quickly thrown together incomplete list, stick with a combo until it is fully maxed out.<br /><br />Some of the most fun I have had in number3 were with the high mileage and beat 16g I ran back in the late 90s.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000021||turbowop||05-14-2003||12:00 AM||||Good stuff! I think I have all that other than a modded tranny, but mine still shifts good *knock on wood*. I just fixed a big boost leak at my bov flange. Hopefully that will make for some more effecient runs down the 1/4 next weekend.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000022||dsmsleeper||05-14-2003||08:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> The only thing a sleeper shares with a 16g is half of its name. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...and the TD05H compressor housing and the center cartridge and probably the WG actuator.  Yes, both (compressor housing and center cartridge) are modified, but hey the b16g doesn't have the same compressor wheel as the 16g and the center cartridge is slightly different for the larger wheel as is the compressor housing.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000023||Doug Thomas||05-14-2003||10:23 AM||||I�ve run a best time of 12.1@111 with a small-clipped 16G. I tried a big 16G a few weeks after and the best time I could run with it was 12.3@111. In my opinion a big 16G is waste of time over a small 16G.<br /><br />Best runs with small 16G time slips.<br /> <a href="http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/dougvr4/vwp?.dir=/My+Photos&.dnm=Small16G.jpg&.src=ph&.view=t&.hires=t" target="_blank">http://photos.yahoo.com/bc/dougvr4/vwp?.dir=/My+Photos&.dnm=Small16G.jpg&.src=ph&.view=t&.hires=t</a>||12.10.219.28||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000024||1quickvr4||05-14-2003||03:06 PM||||I wasent trying to get technical..........lol||67.30.25.135||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/002100.cgi
A||||5||SLO GVR 4||My Sob Story ||||1||||SLO GVR 4||00000760
Z||000000||SLO GVR 4||05-09-2003||11:02 AM||djl@dls.net||So being away at school made it difficult to work on my car since I had no way to get home and usually had other obligations for school anyways.  Somehow I managed over the course of close to three months to completely rebuild my engine from the ground up though.<br /><br />Ever sensor, gasket, seal, belt...you name it and it was replaced.  I had the cylinder head resurfaced, 3 angle valve job, and ported.  Bought a 2G exhaust manifold...etc the shopping list goes on.  As you can see the work was very extensive.  But i should probably tell you what prompted me to begin this project.<br /><br />On the way to a concert my power steering pump decided to fall off...yes fall off.  Leaving me stranded in BFE hicktown Illinois.  Later I made the excutive decision to buy a new alt. belt and just zip tie the PS pump to the firewall (it was being held on by the lines) and drive home with out power steering.  Upon further inspection I found that two of the three bolts that hold the Power steering bracket in place and sheared off (perhaps sometime ago given the discoloration) and the remaining bolt had backed itself off over the course of me owning the car since November.<br /><br />It only gets better.  So last sunday I get everything put back together and fire her up.  The galant was running like a top.  I heat cycled the ARP head studs and changed the oil once more for good measure and figured I would drive it back out to school.  I made the trip just fine but there was a horrible rain storm that night and my car was parked outside of a resturant for an end of the year dinner through my job out here.<br /><br />On my way back to my apartment I noticed that drivability was getting worse.  Nothing horrible just a few hicups that I attributed to bad gas and most likely horrible knocking.  When i pulled into my garage though i found my passenger side floor completely soaked/drenched/standing water.<br /><br />Oh yeah did i mention that i never had bolted my ECU back to the fender wall b/c of time constraints. So the ECU that I had just got back from Jeff O. (keydiver) had been trashed.  After I parked my car I found myself unable to get my car started again.<br /><br />I got to drive my car almost two hours..not bad after not driving it for three months.<br /><br />Anyways im looking for an EPROM ECU   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||05-10-2003||12:18 AM||||good luck on ur search.. and why was the passenger side competely wet?||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||91gvr4mainer||05-10-2003||01:02 AM||||I know exactly how you feel man...<br /><br />I had my car down for 3.5 months, waiting for a newly rebuilt tranny.  Decide not worth waiting and buy a spare tranny.  Get that in, and i have short  that keeps blowing my MPI fuse.  Fix That.  Then tonight at the track, i blew up first gear in the spare tranny.  Now i need my rebuilt tranny back.  And some people think DSM's are unreliable, what are they thinking....||68.69.158.78||reg||1||91gvr4mainer||00000598||yes
Z||000003||SLO GVR 4||05-15-2003||12:35 PM||||It looks as if the seal for the windshield has gone bad and that could be the source of the leak.||204.193.117.81||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000004||mromik||05-21-2003||06:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> When i pulled into my garage though i found my passenger side floor completely soaked/drenched/standing water.<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It looks as if the seal for the windshield has gone bad and that could be the source of the leak.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know thats bad that ECU is placed right there<br />Three years ago at night I was driving home with my girlfriend (on 1989 E32 Galant) fron another town (120km from my place) an it began raining. I could not driving faster than 40 km/h Than the water began leakin trew the windshield. I got feared for my ECU. I got her a rag to collect water.<br />Everything was ok!!!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||05-21-2003||08:22 PM||||damn that sucks..i think that water might have come from your heater core behind your dash.<br /><br />i think you should get that ecu bolted back onto your frame.its not getting all the ground it needs.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
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$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0021"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Doesn't someone on this board work for Conicelli?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!08:42 PM!,
q!2452773.2042!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452773.2342!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~HELP ! Is this a scam or am I really in trouble ?~,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2452780.1752!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!sleeper!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2452785.2319!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!uno!,
q!Tire choice?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2452774.1113!,
q!uno!,
q!00000228!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452776.1003!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Surprise phone call today!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!03:29 AM!,
q!2452781.0329!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!09:11 PM!,
q!2452782.2111!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!uno!,
q!Boost gauge install pic..!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2452775.0017!,
q!uno!,
q!00000228!,
q!number3!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2452776.1745!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!Notorious Rome Street Racer Nabbed!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!08:35 AM!,
q!2452781.0835!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452781.2318!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!How old is everyone in here??? Be honest:)!,
q!2!,
q!97!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452781.1648!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!Numberless!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2452787.1608!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000097!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!Catch can pictures.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!06:18 PM!,
q!2452781.1818!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!broke down!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!08:22 PM!,
q!2452781.2022!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!problem with my palm!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2452781.2016!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2452784.0017!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!how many people on here are married?!,
q!1!,
q!47!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!08:28 PM!,
q!2452781.2028!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452788.1254!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000047!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galant56k!,
q!I NEED HELP WIT MY GVR4 (JAP) 1988!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452781.2243!,
q!G A L A N T!,
q!00001582!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2452925.1938!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!00002376!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!fuel rails!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452781.2343!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452781.2343!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!Fake Evo V!,
q!8!,
q!16!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2452782.0037!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452782.1919!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!My Sob Story !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2452769.1102!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!00000760!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!08:22 PM!,
q!2452781.2022!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Anyone else like the show &quot;Fastlane&quot;???!,
q!2!,
q!10!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452769.1125!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!07:56 PM!,
q!2452772.1956!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Edelbrock water injection?!,
q!2!,
q!6!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2452769.1316!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!04:32 PM!,
q!2452769.1632!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q~what happened to the &quot;lmfao!!!!!&quot; thread? ~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452769.1347!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!Xan!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2452769.2140!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!James!,
q!Where's all the moded cars?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452769.1649!,
q!James!,
q!00000017!,
q!James!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2452770.2218!,
q!James!,
q!00000017!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Found Palm need some help!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2452769.1948!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!05:34 AM!,
q!2452772.0534!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q~i found my dream car!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-09-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452769.2219!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!199of2k!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452770.1254!,
q!199of2k!,
q!00000323!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!neeling(spelling) the metal!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!12:38 AM!,
q!2452770.0038!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452770.1250!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!How about a 1000hp GVR4?!,
q!10!,
q!4!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2452775.0017!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!Ian M!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!08:22 PM!,
q!2452776.2022!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!No 12's for me!,
q!11!,
q!13!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!03:25 AM!,
q!2452770.0325!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!Ash!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452772.1947!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!NEW Galant VR-4 shirt!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2452775.0023!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452781.1648!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!specs for 1988 gvr4!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!06:28 AM!,
q!2452770.0628!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!00001548!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!06:28 AM!,
q!2452770.0628!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!00001548!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!heel and toe the Gvr4?!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452775.0107!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!Chris Sanders!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!11:55 AM!,
q!2452780.1155!,
q!Chris Sanders!,
q!00000041!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!What's a &quot;heavy&quot; wheel?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2452775.1540!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452775.2314!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!removing rust from TEL shifter ?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2452775.2222!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1101!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2452776.1223!,
q!1101!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Auburn, CA area?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-15-2003!,
q!11:36 PM!,
q!2452775.2336!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2452776.0110!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!for those of yuo who no longer run the water cooled oil cooler!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!03:36 AM!,
q!2452776.0336!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452779.1153!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!00000500!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!darren!,
q!Power loss, oil consumption......!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!01:22 AM!,
q!2452782.0122!,
q!darren!,
q!00001577!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!09:21 AM!,
q!2452782.0921!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Stroker Kits Anyone???!,
q!2!,
q!8!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!11:24 AM!,
q!2452776.1124!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452779.2056!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!How old is GVR4 site?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!02:11 AM!,
q!2452782.0211!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!Ash!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!03:07 AM!,
q!2452782.0307!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Got my exhaust (pics inside)!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452776.1707!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!07:43 PM!,
q!2452805.1943!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!brokegsx!,
q!galant gsx!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!03:41 AM!,
q!2452782.0341!,
q!brokegsx!,
q!00001612!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2452792.2319!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!anyone near Rogers, AR!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452782.1322!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452782.1322!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!picture of the day!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!01:23 PM!,
q!2452782.1323!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!01:27 PM!,
q!2452782.1327!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Build your own Mercedes Vision SLR......!,
q!14!,
q!12!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2452782.1411!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!05-25-2003!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452785.0047!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Dashboard Bubbles!,
q!9!,
q!2!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!02:15 PM!,
q!2452782.1415!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!12:29 AM!,
q!2452784.0029!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!8!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!another siteing!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452782.1703!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!mromik!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!01:22 AM!,
q!2452783.0122!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!Gauge pod on Ebay!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!06:34 PM!,
q!2452782.1834!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!06:34 PM!,
q!2452782.1834!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!starwrist!,
q!Quickest way to speakers?!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452783.0031!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!02:28 PM!,
q!2452783.1428!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Proud Galant Driver!,
q!bra?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452770.1630!,
q!Proud Galant Driver!,
q!00000704!,
q!229of1000!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452787.1616!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Motorcylcle questions...tips?!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452770.1700!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!curtis!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452801.2301!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!modine radiator!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-10-2003!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452770.2216!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!ken inn!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!06:04 PM!,
q!2452771.1804!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q~I found MY dream car!~,
q!10!,
q!5!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!06:21 AM!,
q!2452771.0621!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452773.0020!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!should i buy a galant vr4??!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!07:29 AM!,
q!2452771.0729!,
q!jay_vr4!,
q!00001548!,
q!Arty!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!09:49 PM!,
q!2452771.2149!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!John Horak!,
q!Need body parts.....!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!10:16 AM!,
q!2452771.1016!,
q!Johnny Ho!,
q!00000642!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2452772.0925!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!Catch can!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!01:53 PM!,
q!2452771.1353!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2452783.1051!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!Goddamn weather!,
q!11!,
q!6!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452776.2001!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!turbowop!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2452778.1457!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Baer Big Brake rotor install direction. !,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2452771.1449!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!nrvous!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2452779.2024!,
q!nrvous!,
q!00001364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Galant spotted in Spokane!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!08:21 PM!,
q!2452776.2021!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!05-17-2003!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452777.1744!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!00000138!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!LHD rally cars!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!08:26 PM!,
q!2452771.2026!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!udriveu!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452772.1630!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galant56k!,
q!Is this a good buy?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2452776.2241!,
q!G A L A N T!,
q!00001582!,
q!galant56k!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452779.2344!,
q!G A L A N T!,
q!00001582!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!skies cleared = 12.88!,
q!10!,
q!5!,
q!05-17-2003!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2452777.0121!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!05-17-2003!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2452777.1738!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!I should be dead...!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!05-17-2003!,
q!12:07 PM!,
q!2452777.1207!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452786.2248!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!190 high pressure!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-17-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452777.1736!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452778.1211!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!This Girl....!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!05-17-2003!,
q!09:07 PM!,
q!2452777.2107!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2452778.2036!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Incorporate!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!01:28 AM!,
q!2452778.0128!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!229of1000!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!08:07 PM!,
q!2452779.2007!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!I will leave for a week...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2452783.0129!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452784.2334!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Pics of my ride :)!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!08:51 AM!,
q!2452778.0851!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!a_santos!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!10:11 PM!,
q!2452781.2211!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!starwrist!,
q!Chrome strip.!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2452783.1309!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!starwrist!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2452784.1535!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!my new 1/4 mile!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452778.1813!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!08:00 PM!,
q!2452779.2000!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!What MP3 song are you listening too right now on your comp???!,
q!2!,
q!29!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2452783.1316!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452788.2025!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!pos!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452783.1322!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!sleeper!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!01:59 PM!,
q!2452783.1359!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!how many miles per tank do you get?!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2452783.1651!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!Ant!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!08:37 AM!,
q!2452788.0837!,
q!Ant!,
q!00000415!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!771of2k!,
q!found gvr4-1401!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2452783.1705!,
q!771of2k!,
q!00001127!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452784.2137!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!look at this site!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!06:00 PM!,
q!2452783.1800!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2452784.0007!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Body work started!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-23-2003!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452783.2205!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!12:45 PM!,
q!2452784.1245!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!HAHAHAHA check this shit out!,
q!2!,
q!4!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2452784.0102!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2452784.2324!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!00001314!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!What direction is everybody considering in car audio/video ?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!11:19 AM!,
q!2452784.1119!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!03:01 PM!,
q!2452787.1501!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Smokin black at high power!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-11-2003!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452771.2352!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!10:13 AM!,
q!2452772.1013!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Drag racing in Russia!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2452772.0129!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!05:34 AM!,
q!2452772.0534!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!Mitsubishi Vs MMC!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!03:14 AM!,
q!2452772.0314!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!Xan!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452773.0116!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~Some good ebay cars to bid on!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!10:55 AM!,
q!2452772.1055!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!05-16-2003!,
q!04:07 AM!,
q!2452776.0407!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!maxatk!,
q~HELP! KENYON JONES NOT DELIVERED!~,
q!8!,
q!2!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2452772.1100!,
q!maxatk!,
q!00001525!,
q!QShip!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452772.2253!,
q!Kanihitit!,
q!00000300!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!threestardiamond!,
q!part # for signal lights!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452772.1405!,
q!threestardiamond!,
q!00000086!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452773.2329!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!GVR4 on pbase??!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452772.1613!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!turbowop!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!08:59 PM!,
q!2452773.2059!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Dealer items...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!04:52 PM!,
q!2452772.1652!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!09:30 PM!,
q!2452772.2130!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Found Ken's new car and it's an Opel...!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452772.1751!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452773.2236!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Buying reman brake calipers online ?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!05-18-2003!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452778.2108!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452781.0059!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q~Knee Surgery Sucks!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!06:58 PM!,
q!2452772.1858!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!spoulson!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452773.2200!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Getting recall done today...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!10:27 AM!,
q!2452779.1027!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!10:27 AM!,
q!2452779.1027!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!source for JDM front cut Galant?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452779.1141!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!comfy!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!04:42 AM!,
q!2452784.0442!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!This GVR4 Looks brand new, check it out.!,
q!2!,
q!16!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!02:39 PM!,
q!2452779.1439!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!05-24-2003!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452784.0130!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~Pictures from GVR4 meet in Bradenton!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!08:15 PM!,
q!2452779.2015!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2452780.1306!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!JDM or AMG galant parts.!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!08:50 PM!,
q!2452779.2050!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2452788.1257!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!new digicam!,
q!10!,
q!12!,
q!05-19-2003!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452779.2317!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!turbowop!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452780.2057!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Japaneese links needed!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!01:28 AM!,
q!2452780.0128!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!01:28 AM!,
q!2452780.0128!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1fast4door!,
q!my member number!,
q!6!,
q!6!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!03:21 AM!,
q!2452780.0321!,
q!1fast4door!,
q!00001194!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-21-2003!,
q!07:45 PM!,
q!2452781.1945!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!i know this has been discussed.!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!05-20-2003!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2452780.1548!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!05-22-2003!,
q!02:42 PM!,
q!2452782.1442!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!hp dyno chart (sorta)!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2452772.1958!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!pudhed!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!08:00 PM!,
q!2452773.2000!,
q!pudhed!,
q!00000339!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!It's a civic I swear...!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!05-12-2003!,
q!08:35 PM!,
q!2452772.2035!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!TurboBuddy!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2452773.1502!,
q!TurboBuddy!,
q!00000901!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!cute joke!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452773.0116!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452773.2328!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!rally racing reality show?!,
q!13!,
q!4!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!11:07 AM!,
q!2452773.1107!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!Xan!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!04:58 PM!,
q!2452773.1658!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~NEW SKIN!!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2452773.1229!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!12:42 AM!,
q!2452774.0042!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Compressed!,
q!Who wears gloves while working on the car?!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452773.1254!,
q!Compressed!,
q!00000566!,
q!Minjin!,
q!05-14-2003!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2452774.0112!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!weird site for M$!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2452773.1410!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!05-13-2003!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2452773.1410!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
};
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ubb/Forum3/002101.cgi
A||||10||Louters91GVR4||Anyone else like the show &quot;Fastlane&quot;???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||05-09-2003||11:25 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||-Hot Cars<br />-Hot Chicks<br />-Guns and violence<br /><br />All of the major pieces are there, truly quality programming. I never miss an episode.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||05-09-2003||11:27 AM||||I lioke to watch it, but i am usually at work..... one thing I try to never miss is the TNN Powerblock TV, Car and driver, horespower tv, super2nr TV and sometimes if I am bored trucks.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||05-09-2003||11:38 AM||||if only it could be on CBS when i get home at 5:00. i havent seen it (or anything worth watching) since i moved away from a cabled area. CBS is the only channel that comes in remarkably clear with a bunch of metal wires strung up everywhere.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||05-09-2003||11:48 AM||||fastlanes cool, hot chick's in tiny outfits and fast expensive cars is always a good mix ...The cinematography is good too ...<br /><br />but I do almost always catch TNN's powerblock ...<br />C&D , trucks, which I think is a fun show to watch, that guy has way too much fun ... and yes<br />2nerTV, that show is cool, but the two twins that host it are friggin' idiots, other then that, it's cool to watch||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||05-09-2003||12:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> and sometimes if I am bored trucks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's the truth.  I find myself boring through episodes every Sunday, just because, it's closer to a car show than anything else.||66.26.138.153||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||05-10-2003||12:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">CBS is the only channel that comes in remarkably clear with a bunch of metal wires strung up everywhere.<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good old WCAX!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||Xan||05-10-2003||12:53 AM||||I used to watch Fastlane every Friday @ work, Tiffany Amber is hawt, but lately have been forgetting  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   and I finally caught Super2NR TV, and I must say, it's as ricey if not more than High Rev Tuners.  Why can't there be an import show that isn't aimed towards the stupid civic owners?||12.245.69.28||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||05-12-2003||05:39 AM||||Super2nr and HiRev Tuners suck.  Has anyone seen the show that SCC and other mags are putting on?  Is it even on air yet?  That one sounds like it has potential...<br /><br />I watch WRC on Speedvision, and occasionally other races where the drivers don't turn left 500 times.  Sometimes I'm ashamed to be an American.<br /><br />My favorite car show of all, though, is one we don't even get here.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Top Gear is a fantastic show, good cars, good commentary, good driving.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||05-12-2003||09:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I watch WRC on Speedvision, and occasionally other races where the drivers don't turn left 500 times.  Sometimes I'm ashamed to be an American.<br /><br />My favorite car show of all, though, is one we don't even get here.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    Top Gear is a fantastic show, good cars, good commentary, good driving. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">this is a point i try to make when i discuss the finer points of autmobile racing with the nascarites in a bar that sometimes has the races. most of these guys occaisionally glance at the race, when they haven't drowned another budweiser or grabbed the 40 yr old waitress's ass, again. WRC, F1, anything other than nascar is utterly lost on them. it just seems nascar is a way of life, not something they actually follow and watch.<br />taner.net used to have several mpegs of the best top gear shows. tests of the M5, audi RSX (?) etc||132.198.165.39||reg||12||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||05-12-2003||10:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Super2nr and HiRev Tuners suck. Has anyone seen the show that SCC and other mags are putting on? Is it even on air yet?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Super2nerTV is that show that SCC and the others have, its a primedia show, which means its SCC, turbo and europens tuner or trneds whatever it is. They had a 99 or 0? BMW 323...  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"it started out with173HP to the wheels and we bolted on a catback, chip ait intake and some bodywork, We had a rather small budget of $10,000 and we got 223Hp to the wheels for a little under 10K!"</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Seems a little stupid to me, base of 29,9?? and add another 10K to make it look good and go a lil faster.... Must be nice to work at a magazine!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||05-12-2003||07:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Super2nr and HiRev Tuners suck. Has anyone seen the show that SCC and other mags are putting on? Is it even on air yet?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Super2nerTV is that show that SCC and the others have, its a primedia show, which means its SCC, turbo and europens tuner or trneds whatever it is.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm apparently mistaken... mostly just confused.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Will have to watch it again.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002103.cgi
A||||3||VTGVR4||what happened to the &quot;lmfao!!!!!&quot; thread? ||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||05-09-2003||01:47 PM||defnick@yahoo.com||did someone remove the link and all posts to it? i tried to dl a movie, "smackdown" from it, and i couldnt get it to work. what was the deal with that?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||05-09-2003||02:09 PM||||You didn't miss much. It was an every day thing you can see on cops.<br />Some guy got the shit beaten out of by a woman raised on Mc Donalds.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||05-09-2003||07:43 PM||||well, I thought it was funny.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000003||Xan||05-09-2003||09:40 PM||||I thought it was dumb, and since I last looked I was the only one who replied to it.  Just a dude that couldn't fight worth a shit.||12.245.69.28||reg||8||Xan||00000958||yes



ubb/Forum3/002104.cgi
A||||8||James||Where's all the moded cars?||||1||||James||00000017
Z||000000||James||05-09-2003||04:49 PM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||I reckon I posted a similar thread when I visited the U.S. in 2001. I've been here a week now, mainly in the area between DC and Baltimore, and I hardly see any "tuff cars" on the roads. There are plenty of stocky corvettes , pontiacs, and mustangs, but hardly any hot turbo cars. I've seen 2 Supras only. You guys would be in heaven if you came over to Australia . There are modded turbo cars everywhere. The roads are covered in black marks everywhere. You can't drive more than a mile without a externaly vented blow off valve blasting next to you. There are a mixture of serious modded v8s, turbo 4s, 6s, and rotors all over the place. Guys as young as 17 yo are driving them around. I think Ash could back me up on this. I reckon New Zealand would be similar to Australia.A guy I know in Adelaide owns a 9.5sec R33 GTR, 12sec R33 GTR, R34 GTR and a modded EVO 7. Maybe I'm in the wrong areas or somthin in the U.S.  But seriously guys, plan a trip down under if you want to see tuff cars everywhere. Turbo cars are now out of control. The cops aren't happy about it either.||24.35.44.231||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||05-09-2003||05:05 PM||||Try Southern California!||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||05-09-2003||07:21 PM||||We have alot of emission regulations/visual inspections our cars have to pass if they are to be driven on the road.  This limits the amount of modded cars you will see.  Also, we, US, have been deprived of alot of hot cars.  Again, because of all our emission and safety standards. It sucks.  The EVO 8 and new STi are like godsends to the American public.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||crucible||05-09-2003||07:28 PM||||may I add that Cops a very anal these days   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||05-09-2003||10:42 PM||||Check the track.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Ash||05-10-2003||12:30 AM||||Even up here in this small city (just over 120000 people) there are modded S13s, Skylines & WRXs everywhere.  You better go to a race meet James.||203.221.19.30||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||05-10-2003||07:41 PM||||James, <br /><br />People here in this country are backwards. They would rather drive medievel assault towers on wheels (SUVs) then good handling sporty cars. The thought that a smaller engine can make more power than a prehistoric pushrod massive v-8 is still not imbedded in people's minds. <br /><br />I live in Detroit, american car central, and most people drive cars that are boring to drive, they must constantly fall asleep behind the wheel. The young kids are coming around though, Hondas and most imports are becoming very popular. <br /><br />And there is also the issue that not many hot cars are offered here, not many turbo cars. The EVO and WRX just got here recently, people thought that they wouldn't sell, go figure.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />I have seen and heard about the cars in Australia, like the Laser TSX, Commodores, and many other cars, inlcuding the all mighty Galant VR-4. From what I gather, australians like fast cars, lots of them, americans like soft riding boats, and other boring cars (SUVs).   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Someday I will visit Australia, it seems liike you guys are always having fun. I think a brasilian like myself would fit right in.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||Marcus||05-10-2003||10:01 PM||||Take me back with you, I would love the sound of ext. every other stoplight.  Heck I might be able to teach of few of you mates a thing or two!||64.12.96.102||reg||12||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000008||James||05-10-2003||10:18 PM||||Saw a stock VR4 on the East 50 today. You guys would have a ball in Australia. Firstly cos we have so many hot turbo cars everywhere, and your dollar is worth about $1.60 of ours. This equates to a good time , plus it is a great country. As far as going to the races to find the hot cars as Ash suggested. That would be just about every stop light around town down under. Cops are cracking down a bit though. By the way, my rental racer is a Mustang. Onlt $139 a week (pretty cheap) but it's a slug after my Evo.||24.35.44.231||reg||1||James||00000017||yes



ubb/Forum3/002105.cgi
A||||17||mromik||Found Palm need some help||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-09-2003||07:48 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||What is better for loggig(simple gaming)<br /><br />Palm III (IIIx)<br />Palm V (vx)<br />Palm VII<br />Palm 105<br />Palm 100<br /><br /><br />Need to know Today!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||05-09-2003||09:33 PM||||My take on this is to get a Palm IIIxe. They can be found for cheaper than any on that list except for M100. Why III over the M100? 8mb ram vs 2mb ram. Larger display. Easier to find a Hotsync cradle for the IIIxe. These combine to make it far better IMHO.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||05-09-2003||10:41 PM||||I have the IIIxe.  I had to order a hotsync cable online.  No one had it in town.  I'm happy with it though.  I got it for logging and it will work for that.  I got it refurbished for $69 from crayton electronics.  Or something like that.  It's a good palm, but you have to shop online for parts.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||05-09-2003||10:53 PM||||I use an M105. (also has 8MB ram).  I will never use it for anything other than logging, so color screens and all the other bells and whistles do me no good.  I got it for $50 from Returnbuy.com.  It came with a HotSync cradle (which in my opinion sucks for logging in the car), so I bought a new HotSync cable off of Ebay for $7 shipped.  So, for $57, I have an M105, a HotSync cradle that I leaved hooked up to my PC, and the HotSync cable I leave in the car.  I haven't had it for very long yet, but so far it seems to work great.||63.188.129.137||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||05-09-2003||10:57 PM||||I got a new Palm VIIx for $50 from a friend at work, and just picked up a Palm IIIc (color) on Ebay for $85 shipped.  I plan to use the color one for datalogging because of the lit color display, which will be usable at night.<br /><br />The VII and III series use the same hotsync connector, which you can find on various online stores, ebay, or whatever, but it will take some effort to find one that isn't overpriced.  Both are basically the same Palm unit with 8MB, except VIIx has wireless internet and maybe a faster processor.<br /><br />The IIIc hasn't come in yet, but a friend of mine gave me a GPS for the IIIxe that might fit it.  Maybe now I can have navigation in the Galant.  Sweet!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br />Keep your eyes out for deals.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||05-09-2003||11:05 PM||||Does the Datalogger software support color?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||05-09-2003||11:12 PM||||I am only familiar with the Pocketlogger software, and it doesn't support color.  It will run fine on the color models though.  I'm not sure about Tunerstein or the Russian (MMcd) software.||63.188.129.137||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||05-10-2003||01:34 AM||||I'd recommend against using a color Palm. It'll just chew up your batteries even quicker. The backlight works fine for night time logging.<br /><br />As for being concerned with processor speed. The datalogging software isn't that demanding on the Palm. Besides, you can always overclock your Palm if you were really that concerned... ; )<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||05-10-2003||12:38 PM||||MMcd is color.<br /><br />For those of you who have the m105 or similar "flip top" Palms, you might want to try my trick...  hang it off the ashtray!  I stick the lid into the gap above the ashtray (it will slide all the way in) tweak it a bit to angle towards me and then position the cable so that it angles the palm upwards a bit.  This works especially well if I have my phone charger plugged in.||68.75.51.192||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||05-10-2003||05:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> I'd recommend against using a color Palm. It'll just chew up your batteries even quicker. The backlight works fine for night time logging.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The IIIc model doesn't use batteries, they have rechargable Lithion-Ion batteries and the palm plugs into a charger.  The description says it'll last 2 weeks straight between charges.  Not sure about any other color Palms, but it seems the newer models are all rechargable.<br /><br />The VII series runs on 2x AA's and will last about 2-3 weeks depending on use.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||05-10-2003||06:39 PM||||do you really have to purchase the software still? or can it be found on the internet free.<br />how much is the link up cable?||138.89.11.145||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||05-10-2003||10:36 PM||||Personally I think it's easier and less risky to have the ECU modified with a datalogger port by keydiver.  That's what I'm using.<br /><br />Of the softwares I know, you can play with Hal Landry's Palm'n'Stein or the free 'Russian software' MMcd, which is found <a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru" target="_blank">here</a>.  I've heard the <a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com" target="_blank">Pocketlogger</a> software is really good, too.<br /><br />Of the first two, MMcd is really nice and did what I needed so far.  Pocketlogger has a lot of bells of whistles according to their web site.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||Minjin||05-10-2003||11:11 PM||||Pocketlogger is very nice. I purchased it when it first came out. Please PURCHASE it (or some other software). Its not like there is a huge market for these people to make money on. Please support the very few people who make products for our cars by not ripping them off.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000013||mromik||05-11-2003||06:56 PM||||Found in Moscow<br />my brother lives there.<br /><br />M125 100$<br />3&#1093;&#1077;  100$<br />vx also 100$<br />m100  60$<br /><br />question what one to choose<br />As I know m125 has no Hotsync/ How to connect with ECU?<br /><br />Or may be some of you will buy and ship to me good PDA for logging (I can send money before trew Western Union)||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000014||mromik||05-11-2003||07:14 PM||||What about PALM ZIRE?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000015||spoulson||05-11-2003||09:49 PM||||I may be interested in selling my Palm VIIx now that I have a IIIc on the way.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||05-12-2003||05:32 AM||||The Zire is a real piece of shit.  It won't work for logging, so don't buy it.  I've dabbled in the freebies, but the pocketlogger software rules.  All the "bells and whistles" are well worth it.  It kicks ass.  Mike has a great product, and phenomenal customer support IMHO, plus you get access to the pocketlogger board and can talk to others about specific tuning issues.  On the hardware side, I'm currently using a Handspring Visor Prism.  I started out using a Platinum, basically the same except it uses batteries and the black and white screen.  It worked wonderfully, for other things besides logging, but I eventually broke the screen and took the opportunity to upgrade.  The backlit screen on the color models is worth it.  So very, very worth it.  In fact, if you guys don't have one, I would say to sell whatever you have now and go get one.  IMHO, it's that good.  YMMV.  Also, the internal rechargable batteries are friggin' sweet.  I've never had problems w/them, they last forever, and recharge in no time (does it automatically everytime you hotsync).||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||05-12-2003||05:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> Or may be some of you will buy and ship to me good PDA for logging (I can send money before trew Western Union) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I could possibly repair my Handspring Platinum and send it to you... it has velcro on the back that I put there to attach it to the windshield mount that I made.  The mount doesn't fit my prism that well, so I would send that too.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002106.cgi
A||||7||jonvr4||i found my dream car!!!!||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||05-09-2003||10:19 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2414080001" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2414080001</a>||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Xan||05-09-2003||10:29 PM||||you've gotta be shitting me, that thing is UGLY!!!||12.245.69.28||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||05-09-2003||10:38 PM||||How low can go you?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||05-09-2003||10:51 PM||||that's a fucking pile! the "tightest" thing is that it has no tail lights. WTF||12.235.229.244||reg||10||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||05-10-2003||12:32 AM||||I posted that thing a while back he has been trying to sell it for a while... i wonder why.... I love hoe people say."I dropped 40K into my civic" and they expect it to sell for that!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||05-10-2003||03:41 AM||||You guys actually read the info? If his claims are true he has a built head, has an 18g and with a bigger turbo can handle 36psi...not too sure about that one, sounds like ALOT of air and I see NO fuel mods. I dono you wouldn't be able to go far with that thing anyway! talk about an inch off the ground! shit!<br /><br />here:<br />crower i-beam rods srp positions total seal rings we took the balance shafts out and internally balanced the crank rods and position and went with crower stage 3 cam shafts and titanium retainers aem cam gears stage 2 port job on the head arp head studs the turbo is an 18g that has been fully clipped and ported with a hrc 3" down pipe into a hks hyper cat-back and it has a center force dual friction clutch and a greddy front mount inter cooler the motor was built||63.202.235.185||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||05-10-2003||03:42 AM||||OH and NO I wouldnt drive it !||63.202.235.185||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||199of2k||05-10-2003||12:54 PM||||The blind guy that works at the body shop put the licence plate in the wrong place.....||68.14.75.44||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes



ubb/Forum3/002107.cgi
A||||2||DongeR615||neeling(spelling) the metal||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||05-10-2003||12:38 AM||||??? anyone know what it means and how to correctly spell it?<br /><br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||Arty||05-10-2003||01:31 AM||||Sounds like you mean annealing ?<br />This site has a good glossary of metal terminology.<br /><a href="http://www.metalsite.com/MS_Information/glossary.cfm?target=A" target="_blank">http://www.metalsite.com/MS_Information/glossary.cfm?target=A</a><br /><br />Anneal : <br />   A process, consisting of heating to and holding at a suitable temperature followed by cooling at a suitable rate, used primarily to soften metallic materials, such as steel. This process also simultaneously produces desired changes in microstructure, as in other properties, such as improvement of mechanical or electrical properties, increase in stability in dimensions, facilitation of cold work, etc. Also see Continuous Anneal and Batch Anneal.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||05-10-2003||12:50 PM||||nice thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.201.88.74||reg||14||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum3/002108.cgi
A||||13||turbowop||No 12's for me||||11||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||05-10-2003||03:25 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Damnit!!! Leaned out and running 22psi the best time I could manage tonight was 13.1 @ 105.9. I was stutterboxing at 5500rpm which may be some of my problem. I swear I couldn't launch one time without major wheelspin. I only got three runs though because we had to wait for the crew to dry the track because of an earlier raincloud. Next time I will try launching at 5000rpm and see if I can hook up. Regardless.....I had fun and am happy with my times. I've got a couple runs on digi video. I will post them in a couple days probably if you guys are interested.||68.119.13.32||reg||11||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||05-10-2003||03:34 AM||||Nice ET! I hope to be "up there" in the next few weeks! Im interested in the video!||63.202.235.185||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Ash||05-10-2003||04:21 AM||||Bugger, bad luck dude.  I'll post how I do with the stutterbox at 5500rpm tonight.<br /><br />What rubber are you using & how much pressure are you running em?||144.137.164.90||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||05-10-2003||05:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Bugger, bad luck dude.  I'll post how I do with the stutterbox at 5500rpm tonight.<br /><br />What rubber are you using & how much pressure are you running em? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am running Yoko Parada Spec II's at 30psi. I was hooking better on Wed night. It must be the track temp being lower that changed things. Oh well....I've got hella overtime these past two weeks...I think I'm gonna buy some cams and by the end of the summer I'm gonna buy an L1R. Damn this shit is addictive. I was still the fastest import at the track. Also, it was bracket racing. When the elimination rounds started I was up against some stupid Cavalier. He dialed in at around 17.5 seconds so I had to wait like 5.5 seconds before I could launch and catch him. Needless to say I was pretty anxious by the time my lights came down. I redlighted with a .465 reaction time and lost because of that. I still caught him at the end of the track though easily.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||05-10-2003||09:27 AM||||I wanna see some video of that GVR4 V Cavlier race.... must look funny as hell having you sit there for 5 seconds! LOL||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||05-10-2003||04:51 PM||||Hey Ash.....How much boost do you run at the track and what rpm are you shifting at? I run to redline in every gear. I've never tried shifting earlier. It feels like it pulls fine all the way to 7000.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||05-10-2003||07:16 PM||||In my book, 13.1 @ 105.9 mph is still very nice! Better than an Evo8 and right in there with Audi's $85K RS6 and the $73K BMW M5. (Road & Track June'03)||24.136.17.7||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||05-11-2003||04:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]I am running Yoko Parada Spec II's at 30psi.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I always heard that those were "ricer" tires mean to look mean but are actually a hard compound. Yokohama made them because they new that the type of people buying them could not afford to have bad treadware. I know it is true of the spec 1 not sure if the spec 2's are in the same boat. Sorry to give you the bad news. I was suprized to read this it was in sport compact car. There full contact patch make them look like a good tire. I'm sure glad I decided to go with the A520's instead, I remember looking at them thinking that something didn't seem right seeing that they had tread all the way across seemed to different to be good.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||05-11-2003||05:58 AM||||Actually, the tires are great other than launching. I'm pretty sure they weren't meant to be a drag tire but more of a cornering tire tractionwise. I don't think any other tires would be any better at holding traction during the launch other than specific drag radials or slicks. It may have been the way I was launching or the stiff spring rates that the Teins have. I can't exactly take the car into the waterbox for burnouts to warm up the tires either. They only allow that on slicks. Either I was letting out the clutch too fast or I was launching at too high of an rpm.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||Ash||05-11-2003||08:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Hey Ash.....How much boost do you run at the track and what rpm are you shifting at? I run to redline in every gear. I've never tried shifting earlier. It feels like it pulls fine all the way to 7000. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well Saturday night sucked for me, I got heaps of ignition breakdown above 5500 regardless of what boost I ran.  At first it was fine at 20psi but then I tried 22psi & the stuttering started, then back to 20psi & it seemed worse, bugger.  I guess I can't complain though, I still consistantly got 12.9/13.0.  I usually shift at 7000 but due to the stuttering I was shifting at 6000 instead cause that's about when it started coughing & farting.  They were fress plugs too, maybe I'm up for leads again, it has been 2 years already.  <br /><br />On the upside I beat an R33 GTR Vspec on one run cause he pooched the launch, I ran 12.9 with a .6 r/t and he ran 12.8 with over a second r/t -<br />he left me every other run though.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000010||Ash||05-11-2003||08:29 PM||||As for my tures & tyre pressure, I have Yokohama A539 205/55' with 35psi in them - I'd rather induce wheelspin and loose 1/10th break dirveline parts - still get consistant low 1.8s with the odd 1.7 though jesus does she spin badly.  When I can afford some broken parts I'll try 28psi or so.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000011||turbogalant||05-12-2003||07:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br />On the upside I beat an R33 GTR Vspec on one run cause he pooched the launch, I ran 12.9 with a .6 r/t and he ran 12.8 with over a second r/t -<br />he left me every other run though. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um I'm confused you ran 12.9 and he ran a 12.8 and you said you beat him?||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000012||dlpinckney||05-12-2003||08:04 AM||||He still beat him due to the reaction time off the line.  If he pulled a .6 r/t and the other guy was well over a second r/t, the guy with the longer reaction time has to catch up.  The clock doesn't start counting until you break the beams.  So, if the lights turn green and you sit there for 10 seconds, you could still run a 10 second 1/4 and get beat by a car that leaves right on the light and runs a 17 second 1/4.  Help at all?||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000013||Ash||05-12-2003||07:47 PM||||Spot on Danny, its the only way I could have beat him.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/002109.cgi
A||||0||jay_vr4||specs for 1988 gvr4||||5||||jay_vr4||00001548
Z||000000||jay_vr4||05-10-2003||06:28 AM||||hi can someone please let me kno what the specs are for a stock 1988 mitsubishi galant vr4...?<br />and has aneone had ane previous experience wid these cars?? if so can u message me so i can find out a few things... me is looking to buy one...!||203.87.94.180||reg||5||jay_vr4||00001548||yes



ubb/Forum3/002110.cgi
A||||7||Proud Galant Driver||bra?||||1||||Proud Galant Driver||00000704
Z||000000||Proud Galant Driver||05-10-2003||04:30 PM||hard_core_cheater@yahoo.com||i saw some vr4 with a bra on it. does anyone have any idea where to get one? i already checked out ebay and did a search but everything is in a different language.||207.190.82.214||reg||1||Proud Galant Driver||00000704||yes
Z||000001||Proud Galant Driver||05-24-2003||09:33 PM||||anybody?||207.190.66.166||reg||1||Proud Galant Driver||00000704||yes
Z||000002||Proud Galant Driver||05-25-2003||05:47 PM||||ok, i really need to know, come one please help||207.190.82.139||reg||1||Proud Galant Driver||00000704||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||05-25-2003||10:31 PM||||I've seen the half bra for the engine hood only.  It might be avalible from the dealer.<br /><br />I think the wolf (?) brand makes bras for older cars as well.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||05-25-2003||10:32 PM||||I have just the hood nose section.  Says "GALANT" on it in red letters in the center.  I bought it off ebay a few months ago, but I can't decide if I like it or not.  I don't think I do.<br /><br />Make an offer if you are interested in it, and maybe I'll part with it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Proud Galant Driver||05-25-2003||11:06 PM||||can u get me a pic of it please?||207.190.64.173||reg||1||Proud Galant Driver||00000704||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||05-25-2003||11:18 PM||||Sure, I will take one tomorrow.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||05-27-2003||04:16 PM||||Sorry I didn't post these sooner.  Here it is:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=467" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=467&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=468" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=468&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=469" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=469&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002111.cgi
A||||23||meshwork||Motorcylcle questions...tips?||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||05-10-2003||05:00 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Guys,<br />I think the next hobby is going to be a motorcycle. However, I haven't the slightest idea about them. The local DMV has a basic motorcycle learn-to-ride program for under $100 (as a friend who did it told me). <br /><br />I know the basics of how to ride, and I can't imagine it'll be that hard, when I was 17 I picked up on driving stick in 20 minutes, and I can rock the hell out of a Zamboni (not quite the same, but lots of stuff going on while you drive). <br /><br />I have never ridden one, not even a dirtbike, so I know at first it'll be a learning process, so I don't want something that'll rip itself out from under me, but I want something that'll be "cool", meaning good looking, but not laughably weak (like trying to look fast in a Saturn). I hope that makes sense. <br /><br />So what would you guys who are in the know suggest I look into?  Oh, by the way, I want a street bike, not a Harley-style bike. I know the Suzuki GSXR1000 is supposed to be real good, but they also have a 750 (I was browsing the paper this morning). <br /><br />Thanks, and I hope that makes some sembelance of sense.||141.151.91.207||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||05-10-2003||07:45 PM||||Wear a helmet.<br /> Bikes are fun, but due to the lack of driving skills of most of the general public; and the increased traffic on the roads it is not as much fun as it used to be.<br />For starters, go through the course. Get a SMALL bike for a year or two. By small I mean no bigger than 600cc. Almost any modern 600cc bike runs mid 11's in the quarter. The 1000cc or bigger bikes mostly run in the 10's, or high 9's. Basically you will fall off if you aren't paying attention. The drag strips make you have a kill switch to run almost any bike because they are so fast. (the bike shuts off if you fall off).<br />  I have a friend who just bought a Bandit 1200, and at 120mph, the front wheel will lift when he accelerates. <br />Wear a helmet.<br />Did I mention to wear a helmet?<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||05-10-2003||08:43 PM||||So Tom, should I wear a helmet just when I'm riding, or all the time? <br /><br />I was looking at a Suzuki Katana 600 just now, are they decent?||151.197.6.112||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||Marcus||05-10-2003||09:38 PM||||Ryan,<br />  I might be of some assistance here.  I have been riding since I was 3 and have owned every bike you can imagine.  Some questions to ask yourself when choosing a bike.<br />1.  Will you be riding alone.<br />2.  Will you be riding long distances.<br />3.  How long do you think you'll keep the bike.<br />4.  How fast do you want to go.<br />5.  How much money do you want to SPEND.<br />6.  How old or what kind of shape are you in,     height, weight.<br />Reply back to this questions and I'll help you choose a good bike.<br />Marcus||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||05-10-2003||10:02 PM||||I'd say get a used bike, put some sliders. <br />Get at least a jacket if you don't want the full gear.||171.75.84.148||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||05-10-2003||10:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> Ryan,<br />  I might be of some assistance here.  I have been riding since I was 3 and have owned every bike you can imagine.  Some questions to ask yourself when choosing a bike.<br />1.  Will you be riding alone.<br />2.  Will you be riding long distances.<br />3.  How long do you think you'll keep the bike.<br />4.  How fast do you want to go.<br />5.  How much money do you want to SPEND.<br />6.  How old or what kind of shape are you in,     height, weight.<br />Reply back to this questions and I'll help you choose a good bike.<br />Marcus </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">-I imagine that I'll be riding alone for the learning period, which I am putting at roughly a year. <br />-No long distances, at the most maybe an hour drive to the beach (if I get brave enough).<br />-How long will I keep the bike...hmmm...no cars have made it past two years, so I'd put guess between 1 and 2 years. <br />-I don't want to go fast. I'm a sane driver, so on the highway at the most I'd be keeping up with traffic and only experimenting up to around 80 (conditions permitting). <br />-As far as money I want to spend, I'm not sure. Basing it on the costs of bikes going on Ebay right now I'd say I am expecting to pay between $3000 and $8000 (for a used bike, not counting for insurance). <br />-I'm going to be 24 next Sunday, I'm 5'9", about 180lbs. I've been playing ice hockey since I was 15, so I am in decent physical shape. <br /><br />Thanks for the help!||151.197.6.112||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||05-10-2003||10:04 PM||||here is my advice for a bike. the bike i was building was way too big for the first. it was a gsxr1100, older of course. we lowered it 3 inches, stretched it 5, and rebulit that motor. bored motor, that bike was sick. 9 second bike all day long. of course i was stupid and wanted to go fast but this was overkill. 100 mph on a bike is quite a bit different than in a dsm. <br /><br />get something at most 750cc is what i would say. its not too big but also isnt too small in case you want a decent size. but always wear a helmet please thats all i ask.||12.251.226.141||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||autobahntom||05-10-2003||10:07 PM||||Sounds like Marcus is much more knowledgable than I am. I have had bikes, but not since I was 3. lol. <br />As for the helmet. Wear one when riding. When I wrote that I was thinking of some of the state laws regarding helmets. For instance: In Delaware, riders over 18 don't have to wear a helmet on their head, but do have to have one on the bike with them while riding. (it can really protect the seatback in an accident-or someone's elbow as that is how some carry them).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000008||Marcus||05-10-2003||10:27 PM||||Ryan,<br />  Here goes, You are a young fella who probably knows that a good looking bike will get you more pussy then a fist full of benjamins at a strip club.  Given the answers to your other questions, I would go for a 600 of some sort, my favorites are CBR's.  Search for a CBRF4i, they were made from 98-02 I believe.  They are geogeous bikes and are the very best on the market, IMO.  Yamaha makes a R6 which is beautiful and nice, but beware of transmission failure.  I don't want to offend anyone, but I truely don't care much for Kawi's/Suzuki's esp. the air cooled katana 600 that you spoke of eariler.  If anyone wishes to debate this with me, please call or email me, I'm always open to defended my position.  Search ebay and get you a good bike with a pipe/jet kit.  All a bike really needs unless you are a big motor head.  A F4i with pipe/jets will run excellent and last forever if you change the oil.  Try to find one with a helmet and get yourself a summer weight coat, sounds like you live in a warm climate, so you really don't want a 30lb leather jacket on during a 95degree day.  Any other questions, I'd be glad to answer, or call me if you'd perfer to speak with me.<br />Marcus<br />502 727 6484||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||05-10-2003||10:47 PM||||I know just about "0" about bikes, but I do have a warning.  I'm sure you know that people on the road don't think two-wheels are worth their existance on the road.  You will have to deal with people merging on you, cutting you off, or some other dangerous gesture you can think of.<br /><br />Let's just say you were cruising, minding your own business, when you come around a bend in the right lane when some low life looks at you and quickly merges on top of you from the left.  Of course in heavy traffic this forces you to jump the curb and go flying at 45mph into a large double-post road sign, wrapping you around in ways not meant to be.  Meanwhile the driver fled the scene, later identified, then jumped state.  <br /><br />The scary part is that my dad asked me to come along for that ride before it happened and I declined.  He is ok, but has permanent leg injury.  He hasn't ridden a bike since.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||05-10-2003||10:59 PM||||I'm soon to be in the market for a bike as well when I sell my Laser. I've never had a bike before and would like to give it a try to at least get it out of my system while I can still heal somewhat quickly. I keep joking with my friends that I'm just going to get a Ninja 250 to learn how to ride first. They all think I need at least a 600 and that I can always ride a fast bike slow at first.<br /><br />My budget is a little lower. Probably closer to low 2s. As such, I can't get much of a bike for that much. The Hurricane (F1) seems like a good choice and they seem to fit in my price range. Any opinions on them?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||Marcus||05-10-2003||11:08 PM||||The orignal CBR600's are decent bikes, way better then a 250ninja.  It's a honda so you can't go wrong, but I'm sure you could pick up an even nicer F2 if you look around.  I've got one in my barn now that my buddy only gave 2200 for, very clean and nice for the price.<br />Marcus||64.12.96.102||reg||14||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000012||meshwork||05-10-2003||11:13 PM||||Awesome, I'm going to look on ebay now just to see what those bikes you mentioned looked like. <br /><br />Thanks for the tips!||151.197.6.112||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000013||gtluke||05-10-2003||11:13 PM||||i'm selling a 92 bandit 400 with 6,000 miles on it.<br />awesome bike, i still ride it once a week. i just need to pay off my credit cards BAD.<br />it looks like a ducati but its made by suzuki<br />4cyl liquid cooled 400cc<br />14,000 rpm redline, VERY light bike<br />AWESOME first bike... awesome track bike too<br />i need $1,700 for it, FIRM<br />i'm in NJ<br />  <img src="http://www.banditalley.com/bashirts/red400.jpg" alt=" - " />||138.89.11.145||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000014||199of2k||05-10-2003||11:14 PM||||<a href="http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus/" target="_blank">http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus/</a>||68.14.75.44||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000015||udriveu||05-10-2003||11:31 PM||||I figure if you're a speed junkie (not the drug speed) a motorcycle is the way to go. I would get one, but I'm too much of a wuss to get on one. Please wear a helmet and some sort of chest protection. Last year, a guy wearing a t-shirt and jeans hit a telephone pole and hit the pavement head first and slid onto my front lawn. He also had his lung punctured by his wind screen. The paramedic said he wasn't sure if the rider suffocated or bleed to death.<br />I know you didn't come here for a lecture, but I would hate to hear about you on the news.||64.252.96.25||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000016||Akidosigh1||05-10-2003||11:48 PM||||I myself would love to have the best bike of all times: Suzuki 1300 GSX-R Hayabusa Turbo! 350-500hp to the wheels!||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000017||Marcus||05-11-2003||12:46 AM||||Don't get me started on the best bike of all times.  I've seen your Busa break shift forks with less then 5k miles on them.  The fastest world record for a street bike I believe is held by a fella named Mark Krotz on his CBR1100XX blackbird.  Sure it isn't exactly stock, but it still goes 7.98@2??  That's why I have one in my barn, b/c you can put 88,356miles on one and NEVER break a part.  I don't care what anyone says, when you can put miles on a bike like that and get on one with 4k miles and not tell a difference in the two.  THAT'S A GREAT BIKE!||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000018||vr4door||05-11-2003||02:01 AM||||My first street bike was a CBR F3, if you are looking into getting a street bike I would get a honda,  The new 600RR is wicked, I got one 2 weeks ago, it has a 2 stage fuel injection system and is the best handling bike I have ever owned.  If you get a used Yamaha I guarantee that 2nd gear will go out unless it has been fixed, they are known for it.  The Hondas are bullet proof, you will not be dissapointed.  I will recomend the CBR 600RR, or if you want a used bike the F4I and the 929RR are great bikes also.   Good Luck||208.143.136.150||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000019||meshwork||05-11-2003||03:11 AM||||DAMN, those CBRF4i Hondas are nice! I think thats what I'll look for after I do the beginner training course at the DMV. Thanks for all the advice, and I know to wear all the proper equipment, my mom got in so many car accidents when I was little that I am a fanatic about vehicle safety!||151.197.6.112||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000020||gixxer||05-11-2003||03:32 PM||||my first bike was an 87 CBR600F Honda Hurricane, it was a great starter bike.  faster than anything i had ever owned, but not so fast that it would lift up the front tire when i wasn't expecting it.......like my current 96 GSXR-750 does, damn thing will be the end of me!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.27.92.80||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000021||QShip||06-09-2003||09:48 PM||||Im gonna chime in here and give my opinion as well. I ve owned just about every bike except a Harley unless you count the Buell that I owned. I have been riding bikes since I was 7 and started out with a minibike with an edger motor.  <br /><br />IMHO, do NOT get a bike bigger than 600cc's.  Many people buy bikes that are WAAYYY past their driving skills and they wreck them usually.  I will agree that the Honda 600 CBR's are some of, if not the best 600cc bikes around. Buy one if you can. I will disagree with buying one with a jetkit and pipes. I would suggest you buy one that has not been modified because it will have less likely been abused.  If the jetting is not done right, the bike will idle poorly and not run its best.<br /><br />I currently own a 1995 Turbocharged 900 RR (RR=Road Rash) and it is sick. It has 40K miles on it and does not burn oil or lose coolant.  Ive owned it for 7 years and bought it from an older gentleman who put flatsides and cams on it and got scared of the  bike after a couple full throttle runs. <br /><br />Please learn on the nimble and cheap CBR 600. You can develop your skills and build your riding confidence. A skilled 600 rider can out ride an unskilled open liter rider as long as the straights arent too long. <br /><br />You've been warned about wearing a helmet. Also wear a good jacket. I live and Florida and with the new technology material jackets, you can have armor and leather protection and still stay cool. If you survive your first crash/fall you will now why you were warned about saftey gear. Ive survived 3 crashes and all my injuries were minimized due to my gear.  The last thing I want to say is: A bike is like a loaded handgun, if you mishandle her, she will kill you dead.||67.34.98.172||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000022||91GVR4||06-10-2003||06:36 PM||||I have to agree with the guys, get a smaller(&lt;600cc)bike. The honda CB bikes are great, can be had cheap, and have plenty of power. I've seen full dressed CB900 stand wheelies in three gears. I am a Honda Goldwing man myself, but I have had lots of bikes since I was 9. Currently I have a 1983 Goldwing that has 138,000+ on original everything. I have driven it over 9,000 miles a year and never had a problem. Like everyone said get a helmet, one saved my life, take it easy, learn slow and have fun.  Also remember there are two types of bikers, those that have crashed and those that will. Watch out for cars because they don't watch for you.||12.65.21.212||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000023||curtis||06-10-2003||11:01 PM||||Remember that sand, dirt, rain, snow, cross wind, the painted lines on the road are your enemy, cars, dumbass drivers that don't watch for bikes and think that bikes can stop on a dime, bumblebees at high speed hurt like hell on impact, intersections, new tires will low side until they are scuffed, paint and stickers are about 1000 to replace the first time you lay it down or let it fall over which will happen, full leathers will keep your skin intact but are hot as hell, and Force=mass times accelleration.  Which means the faster you are going and at 180 lbs you will hit with a shit load of force.  Written by someone that has riden bikes have friends that own and race bikes professionally and have lost more than a few friends in accidents.  A friend from college in 1990 hit a corvette in the side at about 80 mph he low sided, the bike missed the car but his legs went under the car but his body hit in a seated position the corvette was totaled. A friend in high school was hit from the rear by our school bus driver in his personal truck (was blinded by sunset) he went through the windshield the backglass and ripped the tailgate off, and my last friend that was killed jumping a table top jump at about 10 to 15 mph he endoded and came down head first died 6 hours later. Don't want to discourage you, bikes are way cool and are technological superior to anything on the road but,I tell everyone this story when they first want to get one.  The are dangerous and you have to respect them getting sloppy and careless can get you screwed up...||67.25.37.109||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
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A||||5||Oztek||Knee Surgery Sucks!||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||05-12-2003||06:58 PM||aehlert@oztek.us||I'm just getting back in the flow of things after having the ACL in my right knee repaired.  Man this is going to suck.  I'm going to be doing physical therapy 3 days a week for 9 weeks!<br /><br />Well....at least I can drive again.||68.21.39.163||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||05-12-2003||08:10 PM||||I hear ya luckily I didn't have a ligament damaged I had an LMT (Lateral meniscus tear). But thanks to some idiots it became re-torn 4 weeks after surgery and my first day of weight bearing. Now I still lack about 10-15deg of movement and get stiffness and pain. Luckily I have the VA to take care of it when I want.||207.220.133.40||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Oztek||05-13-2003||05:21 PM||||Yeah, it's a pain.  I've only got 90 degrees of flexing and I'm at 4 degrees of extention.<br /><br />I'm starting physical therapy, so hopefully it will get better soon.||68.21.39.163||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||05-13-2003||06:11 PM||||Main thing I miss about it is the Ice pack and Electro-shock thearapy to help prevent muscle atrophy.||199.182.25.93||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||05-13-2003||07:45 PM||||My freaky brother-in-law had acl done.  Like 3 weeks after the operation I was at his house and he was sitting on the floor with his "good" leg out in front and the "modified" leg bent with his foot almost under his butt and trying to bend it more!  I was thinking he was a moron, but another 3 or 4 weeks after that he was running a 5k.  Been going ever since.  Moral of his story is: more pain early, less pain later.  At least we hope that's the way it works out.  Good luck.||209.86.130.89||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||05-13-2003||10:00 PM||||I hope I don't have to get knee surgury but since 1995 I've been dealing with recurring patella subluxation in my left knee.  It basically means whenever it wants, the knee cap gets jolted to the side and my knee buckles inward without warning.  Sometimes I catch it before I collapse and I can walk it off in a few days.  Other times I can't walk for a couple days.  I've been to ER, sports doctor, and regular doctor, xrays, therapy, you name it.  It still happens and there's not much I can do about it.<br /><br />I was just born with loose ligaments throughout.  I can hyperextend my elbows, my knees, and most joints in my body crack.<br /><br />I hope I never have to deal with an ACL.  But I swear, the last time I really hurt my knee was while running down a flight of steps and it slipped out on me and eventhough I caught myself on the railing, I still almost passed out from the pain.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
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A||||5||ken inn||modine radiator||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||05-10-2003||10:16 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||my car has had the same(modine) radiator since i bought it.  so, i found a new one on ebay, 39 bucks.  what a deal!  or was it?  i finally installed it today.  the top posts are off about 5mm to the right.  so, the top mounts are a bit cranked.  also, the radiator is a tad too tall, about another 5mm, so the top mounts dont sit flush with the top of the core support.  hmmm.  but nothing hits.  maybe this was an early fluidyne prototype.  however, i still mounted on 2 puller fans, one 14", and one 12", side by side, and the additional air really makes the a/c colder.  so, i guess it works.  you get what you pay for||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||andy||05-10-2003||11:36 PM||||I have a Modine on mine, was purchased ~7 months ago, it fit fine but was $135. I cant complain about it for the price, though.||64.4.102.52||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||05-11-2003||03:53 PM||||I bought my modine 3 weeks ago from NAPA, yet to go on - $160. I'll let y'all know how it works out.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||05-11-2003||04:22 PM||||i think this modine was a reject.  i've seen this before in the automotive world, even with genuine bmw stuff.  for instance, used to be, bmw stuff was sent to the crusher, and then they get a tax writeoff.  they take an engine, and whack a hole right were the block meets the oil pan, then throw it in the dumpster.  then, the truck comes along, and hauls it off.  some guys go thru it, and take stuff that looks good off, and sell it.  we used to have a guy come around with brand new genuine bmw a/c compressors, he dug them out of the dumpster.  another time, i went to a warehouse in ft worth that had tons of bmw parts, most were warranty stuff that was SUPPOSED to go back to bmw, some of it was brand new, and a lot was stuff going to be sent to the crusher.  like a transmission with a hole punched it in, but all the internals were still brand new.  same with the engines, and some of the stuff was untouched.  i bet all the car manufacturers do this. ebay is a great place to dump stuff like rejected parts.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||05-11-2003||05:54 PM||||I'm getting sick of these Modines.  My first one started leaking in like 2 months after I bought it, and now this warrantied replacement for that one is leaking out of the drain petcock (yes, it's tight, and I even sealed the threads with RTV).  If I have to replace it again, maybe I should just go with a Fluidyne or C&R.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||05-11-2003||06:04 PM||||howard, come get my used one.  and the seats, too.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
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A||||5||Gvr4-330||I found MY dream car!||||10||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||05-11-2003||06:21 AM||roby827@hotmail.com||If I had extra money to throw around, I would so get this:<br /><br />  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2173221941&category=418" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2173221941&category=418</a> <br /><br /> <b>Clark Griswold (Chevy Chase): I distinctly ordered the antarctic blue Super Sportswagon with the CB and the optional Rally fun pack. <br /><br />Ed (Eugene Levy): You didn't order the uh, metallic pea? <br /><br />Ed: Now, I owe it to myself to tell you, Mr. Griswold, that if you are thinking of taking the tribe cross country, this is the automobile you should be using. The Wagon Queen Family Truckster. You think you hate it now, but wait till you drive it. <br /></b><br /><br />Rob<br /><br />PS - Hopefully more of you recognize the car than those responding to the post at DSMTalk.||68.100.212.81||reg||10||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||joec||05-11-2003||11:49 PM||||We're going to Wally World!!!||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||05-12-2003||09:03 AM||||they want 25k for that thing? the movie used many of those cars, i wouldnt be surprised if others are in use in various places now.||132.198.165.39||reg||13||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||Compressed||05-12-2003||01:02 PM||||Holiday roooaaaaad.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||05-12-2003||01:21 PM||||"The car looks great and you will get plenty of attention on your next cross country vacation"<br /><br />Um, it looks gross and you will be made fun of during your next cross country vacation.<br /><br />They must have ment $25 not $25,000.  Someone got 0 happy.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||05-13-2003||12:20 AM||||i love the chameleon paintjob on it,and the double effect headlights.its just too good to be true.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
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A||||7||jay_vr4||should i buy a galant vr4??||||1||||jay_vr4||00001548
Z||000000||jay_vr4||05-11-2003||07:29 AM||||my name is jason and i have the chance to buy a vr4 here in australia i was wondering if someone could let me kno the pros and cons of the vr4....???<br /><br />cheers jay||203.87.116.19||reg||1||jay_vr4||00001548||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||05-11-2003||10:26 AM||||Pros: real cheap to make it very fast; great for everyday driving in all conditions. Rock-solid engine. Easy access to expertise via this message board.<br /><br />Cons: everything is over 10 years old on it. Wear & tear means many little repairs/replacements. Not many people value or appreciate the car, unlike other "collector" cars. After all you will spend to keep it running or modifying it, it won't be worth any more than you paid for the car originally.||24.136.17.7||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||05-11-2003||10:31 AM||||PRO: best sleeper on the road.<br /><br />CON: once you start modding it you cant stop.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||05-11-2003||11:06 AM||||Pros: Old School looks, sleeper, great for any type of driving condition, decent rear leg room, you will learn alot about repairing cars, shares alot of performance parts with the big three E/T/L<br /><br />Cons: over ten years old, upgrade "kits" are not there (alot stuff ends up custom made), will cost a fortune if you do not do your own labor for repairs||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||05-11-2003||12:27 PM||||Yes, you should .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||Arty||05-11-2003||07:11 PM||||If you want a turbo car which was sold in Australia by the manufacturer, and therefore should have some kind of factory spare parts support, then the GVR4 is one choice.<br /><br />The Aussie circumstances for GVR4 owners is very different from the USA circumstances. In the US market there were other models of car that have the same engine and transmission as the GVR4. There are 1000's of these Talon, Eclipse and Lasers in the USA that the US GVR4 owners can leverage off.<br /><br />For a more Aussie perspective on your question you might try asking it on this site<br /><a href="http://hrdwrbob.net/clubvr4/index.php" target="_blank">http://hrdwrbob.net/clubvr4/index.php</a>||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000006||Telecaster||05-11-2003||07:36 PM||||If your not in the US, get a Evo  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> .||216.175.95.137||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000007||Arty||05-11-2003||09:49 PM||||The only EVO Mitsu made available in Aust. was the Evo 6.5 Makkinen edition, and they  were about AU$80K.<br />I enquired about an EVO3 manifold and they didn't have any info on line, they had to ring head office because it's a Ralliart part or something like that. I believe the same situation applies to the EVO 6.5. <br /><br />My impression is that they brought the EVO6.5 into the country to satisfy the Aussie import control laws, which then prevent any one else from importing that model into Australia.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
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A||||3||John Horak||Need body parts.....||||1||||Johnny Ho||00000642
Z||000000||John Horak||05-11-2003||10:16 AM||redwolf713@aol.com||One time threading around hrough here I found the name of a salvage yard out in Cali that carried mostly all Mits car and trucks what no.  Does anyone know the place?  I am looking for the rear passenger door ground effect skin.  Mine is gone.  That and I am missing the factory spoiler.  Anyone have any ideas on that?  Getting back into the fix of things.....<br /><br />John||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Ho||00000642||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||05-11-2003||10:25 AM||||I have one. It is belize green. $40 plus shipping. I am in the Detroit area so shipping would be inexpensinve. Contact me via email for details. Next time post a WTB ad in the For Sale section.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||05-11-2003||06:40 PM||||I think this is what ya need. <a href="http://www.msrecycling.com/" target="_blank">http://www.msrecycling.com/</a>||68.56.210.128||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||05-12-2003||09:25 AM||||if you go to MSrecycling ask for robert to, he has a GVR4 and will do his best to help you out||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
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A||||21||silly4turbo||Catch can||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||05-11-2003||01:53 PM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||is anyone using any sort of catch can, and are they helpful ? I checked the members rides and none of them seem to be using one, or at least from what I can see .. are there pro's and con's ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||05-11-2003||02:07 PM||||I use one, the RRE style can with the filter on top.  Works great, no more mess in my intake hose or engine compartment.  I used to have a K&N on the valve cover outlet, but it just made a mess.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||05-11-2003||02:16 PM||||cool, thanks for the input, I was planning on just using a fuel filter and seeing how that works.||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||05-11-2003||02:18 PM||||I did that for years, and I should've just skipped the fuel filter and gone straight to a real catch can.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||05-11-2003||02:31 PM||||howard, come get the seats.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||05-12-2003||05:25 AM||||My $0.2 is to stuff the catch can full of rolled up window screen; it helps to catch all the oily droplets in the air and prevent them from flowing straight through the catch can.  This may not be such an issue w/a vented can, ala RRE, but the valves you're running into the can were designed to see vacuum.  I capped off the top of my RRE can where the filter went, put a T on one side of it for both the PCV and valve cover vent, and ran the other side back into the intake.  This also prevents that oily vapor air from floating around your engine bay, slowly coating stuff in crap.  Again, just my $0.02.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||Ash||05-12-2003||05:56 AM||||I plan on adding one when I pull mu finger out, basically the design theymightbegalants decribed.||203.220.89.27||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||silly4turbo||05-12-2003||08:06 AM||||is there a benefit of using the RR catchcabn rather then just a fuel filter of some sort ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||05-12-2003||10:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> is there a benefit of using the RR catchcabn rather then just a fuel filter of some sort ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, the RRE catchcan can hold more than 10 droplets of oil.  It's also vented, so you can choose to not recirculate back into the intake if you want.||129.120.56.95||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||Ash||05-12-2003||09:24 PM||||I'll post pics of mine when its made||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000010||broke down||05-16-2003||01:34 AM||||I made a pretty nice can out of 2" galvanized plumbing caps and a 2" short nipple.  drilled and tapped holes for two barbed fittings, and the top cap is allready threaded for a 3/4 inch npt hose barb, which i ordered a small k&n for, put a small drain line with cap on the bottom, and voila!  saved about 30 bucks over the rre can.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||05-16-2003||03:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong> I made a pretty nice can out of 2" galvanized plumbing caps and a 2" short nipple.  drilled and tapped holes for two barbed fittings, and the top cap is allready threaded for a 3/4 inch npt hose barb, which i ordered a small k&n for, put a small drain line with cap on the bottom, and voila!  saved about 30 bucks over the rre can. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">want to post a pic of it?||128.248.170.164||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||silly4turbo||05-16-2003||08:28 AM||||a pic of the homemade catch can would be cool... if you use a breather , will the engine bay get dirty from the oily air going through it ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||05-16-2003||09:30 AM||||i have a cusco catch can.  the lines going to/from were clear plastic.  the line from the valve cover to the can is so dark, you cannot tell it used to be clear.  the line going from the can to the intake still looks brand new.  yeah, it works.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||broke down||05-16-2003||03:15 PM||||I may be able to post a pic later, Maybe...||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000015||silly4turbo||05-17-2003||01:07 PM||||holding me in suspense   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000016||DongeR615||05-17-2003||02:49 PM||||<a href="http://www.integraxsi.orcon.net.nz/catchcan" target="_blank">http://www.integraxsi.orcon.net.nz/catchcan</a> <br />  <img src="http://www.integraxsi.orcon.net.nz/CatchCan.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />found this to be easier and less $$$ for a catch can.||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000017||broke down||05-17-2003||05:32 PM||||exactly what is that thingy on top?  Anyway, if you guys want pics of my can (catchcan that is, I'll reserve pics of my can to my fiance, heehee),bug Matt Wenger on this board.  He took pics of it, but just needs to post them now.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||05-18-2003||06:15 AM||||That's a fuel bottle, typically used to hold white gas for camp stoves.  The "thing on top" is the cap.  You can unscrew it.  Just curious, why does everyone put the in/out barbs at the same level on a catch can?  While I'll admit it's unlikely, isn't it possible for oily bits to shoot straight across and get sucked in?  Why not put the "in" about halfway up, and the "out" at the top?  I may mod my RRE one to do this... ditch the "T" fitting and have the PCV go in one side, the valvecover vent into the other, and the intake tube go into the top...  No droplets for sure that way.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||05-21-2003||09:05 PM||||Ooh ooh I know exactly what that is -- I have a bunch of them: it is a SIGG bottle, made in Switzerland.  Not necesarily for fuel (usually just the red ones).  It's designed for camping/adventure -- aluminum for light weight, you can hang it off of a caribeaner (climbing), they're lined (food safe) and fairly inexpensive. (~$15)<br /><br /><a href="http://www.sigg.ch" target="_blank">http://www.sigg.ch</a><br /><a href="http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/product/index.jsp?productId=1155748" target="_blank">http://www.dickssportinggoods.com/product/index.jsp?productId=1155748</a>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||scooter||05-23-2003||08:26 AM||||you can get a jaz catch can from summit or jegs.  its like 40 bucks i think and works great.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000021||dsmsleeper||05-23-2003||10:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by scooter:<br /><strong> you can get a jaz catch can from summit or jegs.  its like 40 bucks i think and works great. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think Jegs has them for about $17||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
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A||||8||atsiauto||Baer Big Brake rotor install direction. ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||05-11-2003||02:49 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Ive been told by at least 3 people my rotors are on backwards, they are In fact NOT ON BACKWARDS <br />I hope this clears it up .... <a href="http://www.baer.com/Support/TechTips.aspx?TechTipID=2" target="_blank">http://www.baer.com/Support/TechTips.aspx?TechTipID=2</a>||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||nrvous||05-12-2003||09:14 PM||||Scotty, <br />I definately won't argue your mounting. I have the same kit.<br />Have you had any hard turning with the kit on yet?  I have the track kit on my car as well as a 1G here and the caliper mounting bracket is not centered on the rotor.  Under hard turning, the caliper mounting bracket screatches on the rotor.  <br /><br />Steve||24.24.50.108||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||05-12-2003||09:28 PM||||on the inside? wow , no i havent seen that id like to see a p ic if you got it , what does baer say about it ,? Id say wheel bearings ive seen plenty of that on hondas w oversized tires.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||nrvous||05-13-2003||06:02 PM||||It is rubbing on the outside.  I tried to take some pictures, but they don't do it justice. Again, it is only when really turning hard. <br /><br />It isn't the wheel bearing.  It is on both sides of two cars, and my car has new bearings.<br /><br />steve<br /><br /><a href="http://www.stephenjburke.com/gallery/view_album.php?set_albumName=album07&page=4" target="_blank">http://www.stephenjburke.com/gallery/view_album.php?set_albumName=album07&page=4</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.stephenjburke.com/gallery/view_photo.php?set_albumName=album07&id=baer_rubbing" target="_blank">http://www.stephenjburke.com/gallery/view_photo.php?set_albumName=album07&id=baer_rubbing</a>||24.24.50.108||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||05-13-2003||06:15 PM||||mine isnt rubbing , but im no road racer just yet . I will look mine over closely , is this something that can be dremeled/?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||nrvous||05-13-2003||09:52 PM||||Yeah, you just need to get an even layer taken off of the spacer.  I was thinking of having some made, since there are a couple guys here in Rochester that have the kit, and the problem.<br /><br />STeve||24.24.50.108||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000006||Todd TCE||05-17-2003||02:55 PM||||Forget all that, just send me your address and I'll send you some shims (.010 and .015) for you to put between the caliper bracket and the caliper itself. That't the bolt not pointed to. This'll shim the caliper out as needed on the outside. Too much shim however and you'll rub the inside. <br /><br />No charge, just remember who sent them.||172.147.246.201||reg||1||Todd TCE||00001174||yes
Z||000007||Sam Sayes||05-19-2003||09:29 AM||||Exactly, Todd is right,<br />i had the same problem with my AEMs andn i ended up shimming it and its ok now.<br />Don't dremel it Scotty just use shims and i think that all you need<br />Call me if you need some help<br />Goodluck<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/200||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000008||nrvous||05-19-2003||08:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Todd TCE:<br /><strong> <br />No charge, just remember who sent them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will put you on my long list of people that I owe a beer to at the shootout.  I sent you an email.  Thanks a ton.<br /><br />Steve||24.24.50.108||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes



ubb/Forum3/002119.cgi
A||||7||udriveu||LHD rally cars||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||05-11-2003||08:26 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||Seems like most rally cars I've seen in the WRC are all left hand drive. Any reason why? Seems odd to me considering how popular it is in Europe.||64.252.98.181||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||05-11-2003||08:51 PM||||There is only one country in Europe that drives on the left side of the road and by their standards they don't even consider themselfs Europeans.<br />That is Great Britain.<br />Other countrys I know off of hand is Australia and<br />Japan. The rest don't matter anyway because they don't run Rallys.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.186.2||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||05-11-2003||09:56 PM||||wait, really? I thought we were the only LHD country. Damn I'm uncultured. Thanks for the tip!||64.252.98.181||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||05-11-2003||11:06 PM||||In India, you drive on the other side like UK and so does Pakistan (we were colonized by the British, so go figure!)||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||05-12-2003||12:14 AM||||You mean ride on the other side.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.186.2||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||05-12-2003||01:43 AM||||Pretty much any country that had alot of british influence from their empire days uses right hand drive.  Except for us.||24.218.198.184||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||05-12-2003||02:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> wait, really? I thought we were the only LHD country. Damn I'm uncultured. Thanks for the tip! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, ever been to Canada or Mexico?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||udriveu||05-12-2003||04:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> wait, really? I thought we were the only LHD country. Damn I'm uncultured. Thanks for the tip! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, ever been to Canada or Mexico? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No. But I was extending "we" to our North American brothers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||149.152.180.63||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum3/002120.cgi
A||||5||mromik||Smokin black at high power||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-11-2003||11:52 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||My friend told,that my car smells acerbic and<br />smokes black at fast start (I think at high load)<br />And it is not oil smell at all<br /><br />I think even sweet sometimes<br />My muffler pipe is black inside!<br /><br />What may be?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Ash||05-12-2003||12:30 AM||||If it only happens when you boot it its just excess fuel, I wouldn't worry about it too much.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||mromik||05-12-2003||12:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  If it only happens when you boot it its just excess fuel, I wouldn't worry about it too much.<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">excess fuel causes bad mileage <br />reach mixture is not good as i know<br />it should not be so<br /> I also have not good mileage||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000003||Ash||05-12-2003||01:01 AM||||Really the only down side would be bad mileage, if you have fuel control maybe try leaning it out under load a bit, if you have the means to check that you aren't going too lean.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||Pappy||05-12-2003||01:40 AM||||bad mileage, and also you're not running as strong.  You want to run as lean as you can without bad things happening.  Though it's much safer to stay a little on the rich side.  If you have a form of fuel control, you should lean it out just a small amount.||24.218.198.184||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||05-12-2003||10:13 AM||||A simple first step would be to reset your ECU by pulling the fuse out (same one that fuses the radio & clock). This will permit the ECU to re-learn your current octane/intake/exhaust conditions and optimize air-fuel ratio within its limited abilities.  <br /><br />If that does not fix it after an hour of driving, then you need to start trouble-shooting to identify exactly what is the cause and remedy.||24.136.17.7||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum3/002121.cgi
A||||2||mromik||Drag racing in Russia||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-12-2003||01:29 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||<a href="http://www.sr.khv.ru/drag/030404.htm" target="_blank">http://www.sr.khv.ru/drag/030404.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.sr.khv.ru/drag/030418.htm" target="_blank">http://www.sr.khv.ru/drag/030418.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.sr.khv.ru/racers/mromik.htm" target="_blank">http://www.sr.khv.ru/racers/mromik.htm</a>||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||05-12-2003||03:19 AM||||you ran a 16.14 at the quarter mile?<br />i thought the vr4 was low 15 sec car stock?<br /><br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||mromik||05-12-2003||05:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you ran a 16.14 at the quarter mile?<br />i thought the vr4 was low 15 sec car stock?<br /><br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I ran twice<br />the best was 15,6<br />but my car can do better (probably 15.2  15.4)<br /><br />both times i had weak competitor/||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum3/002122.cgi
A||||5||Doc_Seuss||Mitsubishi Vs MMC||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||05-12-2003||03:14 AM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||i was just wondering where anyone had any pics of mmc on their car instead of mitshubishi. I know i have seen them before but ic ant find that now.<br /><br />also anyone know where i can get one of these?<br /><br />any luck?<br />dave(im kinda wasted so bare with me)||24.161.91.11||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||Doc_Seuss||05-12-2003||03:19 AM||||argh nevermind i found the post...anyone know if autobahntom is still selling them?<br /><br />dave||24.161.91.11||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000002||Xan||05-12-2003||12:46 PM||||autobahntom? optauto.com sells them, $15 for chrome MMC, $22 for red diamond star||12.245.86.59||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||05-12-2003||12:51 PM||||I wished I could get my hands on some. However, someone else is trying as we speak to get some. Will keep the group posted. <br />The part numbers are:<br />for MMC- MB594684<br />for red VR-4 (from 2002 GVR4) MR416355<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||05-12-2003||05:53 PM||||i got one on my GVR4. my friend can get them for $15.00.the one that i got is crome||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||Xan||05-13-2003||01:16 AM||||I guess I'm invisible, lol||12.245.86.59||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes



ubb/Forum3/002123.cgi
A||||8||DeanCouchey||Some good ebay cars to bid on!||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||05-12-2003||10:55 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||First one: Pure racer! LOL <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2414946888&category=6352" target="_blank">99 Spyder</a> Look at this one, I will post my favorite quote from this kid!<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I also have the M3 mirrors like you find on a mercedes benz.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL Ummmmm enough said!<br />Here is the other car: <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2414410980&category=6352" target="_blank">96 Eclipse RS</a> <br />That other guys who had the silver plastic trim will laugh at this car! Gay-mobile!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||05-12-2003||02:41 PM||||ya, that quote is great  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||199of2k||05-12-2003||04:49 PM||||Love the double wing look  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /> <img src="http://photos.ebizautos.com/368/33853_6.jpg?wid=400&qlt=80&cvt=jpeg" alt=" - " />||68.14.75.44||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||05-12-2003||05:02 PM||||I collaborated and listened, <br />Rice was back with a Brand New Edishi'n||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||05-13-2003||12:18 AM||||i'd like to see the flamer that drives that 96 rs.i can just see the kind of peron who would drive that.<br /><br />that 99 spider wasnt bad looking except for the interior and it being a non-turbo automatic.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||05-13-2003||11:26 PM||||maybe you missed this one  <img src="http://ebay2.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_6c7705270d8fcdb40f20f67e9c3edb8b/i-4.JPG" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||05-15-2003||09:16 AM||||Oh my god.  That wing could take out an overpass.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||05-16-2003||01:30 AM||||i wish i had yellow painted brake drums. <br /><br />god, people are fucked up. purple yellow and black.  you know those colour do go together, just NOT on a car! good lord.<br /><br />and that spyder... the spoiler really bothers me. "cause front wheel drive cars really need all that downforce on the back of the car" - my brother.  he had a huge wing, realized how stupid it looked and removed it. he said it felt a lot better after taking it off.  i still make fun of him for ever having it.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||05-16-2003||04:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> "cause front wheel drive cars really need all that downforce on the back of the car" - my brother.  he had a huge wing, realized how stupid it looked and removed it. he said it felt a lot better after taking it off. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can beleive that I drove my daytona with no hood on it (it was getting painted) and wow could it handle , better cooling and handling can't tell you how much I wanted to put it back on  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> . Oh well atleast I don't have to worry about if it's going to rain.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/002124.cgi
A||||2||maxatk||HELP! KENYON JONES NOT DELIVERED!||||8||||maxatk||00001525
Z||000000||maxatk||05-12-2003||11:00 AM||maximumatack@seductive.com||Hi guy can anyone help. I am in australia and just about finished my VR4 which I will send pictures of and like to get onto the members rides list.<br />My problem is that I bought about 5 months ago a whole buch of stuff from the US and it has all arrived except for the Big 16g turbo that I paid almost $600 for incl postage to Australia but Kennyon Jones from florida has still not delivered.<br />I hope someone here can help. His numbers are as follows.9045517379(home)9046133979(mob)9046298079(other). He did send me injectors and fuel pump but then he said there was a mix up and my turbo went to someone else and since then I have got the biggest run around and another guy has had the same but for only $200 but that is still a fair bit in my language.<br />Hope someone here knows him and can help me get my money but I prefer the new turbo as I cant get my car finished till it gets here.||61.9.128.173||reg||8||maxatk||00001525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||05-12-2003||11:37 AM||||Where in florida is he?  904 sounds like daytona, maybe somebody could give him a visit for you.  I'm about an hour from there.||12.92.28.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||QShip||05-12-2003||10:53 PM||||This guys house number is in Jacksonville(Duval County)Florida. Do you have an address? Call the Police first. Have a lawyer send him a nasty note.  Email me off the list the private note thingy only works for Mods.||67.34.97.240||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes



ubb/Forum3/002125.cgi
A||||3||threestardiamond||part # for signal lights||||1||||threestardiamond||00000086
Z||000000||threestardiamond||05-12-2003||02:05 PM||threestardiamond@hotmail.com||I need the part # (just the lens) for the front bumper lights on the VR4, anyone know?<br /><br />thnxs||66.185.84.206||reg||1||threestardiamond||00000086||yes
Z||000001||#258||05-13-2003||10:37 AM||||MB623867-LEFT   MB623868-RIGHT||151.198.226.2||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000002||threestardiamond||05-13-2003||12:26 PM||||thnxs dude!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.185.84.206||reg||1||threestardiamond||00000086||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||05-13-2003||11:29 PM||||you want my 91 lights??? I have thenm out cause I switched to 92 lights (thanks Dale)||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002126.cgi
A||||8||autobahntom||GVR4 on pbase??||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||05-12-2003||04:13 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||Whose car is this? on <a href="http://www.pbase.com" target="_blank">www.pbase.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.pbase.com/grocery_getter/black_gvr4&page=all" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/grocery_getter/black_gvr4&page=all</a><br /><br />nice clean new motor. The one pic looks like 'shavings' in the intake manifold?? I hope it is just a picture mirage.<br /><br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-12-2003||05:39 PM||||now, see?  that is the PROPER way to wash out and engine bay.  remove the motor, then wash.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||sk8bored||05-12-2003||07:22 PM||||That is andre s. in washington.||65.100.1.6||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||05-12-2003||08:20 PM||||Andre S or Andreas Santoso !?!? I thought Andreas was in North Caroliona||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||sk8bored||05-12-2003||08:27 PM||||Andreas santoso his web site is<br /><a href="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/garage/8384/" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/garage/8384/</a>||65.100.1.6||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||05-12-2003||10:08 PM||||Andreas is one of the NW DSM'rs. I met him last year on a DSM run. Nice guy.....very knowledgeable. I think the white galant is his. He works on lots of other people's cars.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||KenGVR4||05-12-2003||10:37 PM||||Yeah, he's a really nice guy, I met him once when he was in Spokane.  He also does custom fabrication too (IC kits, manifolds, etc).  I wish I had the money to let him fab up my IC pipes for my MK4 smic instead of having to try and do it myself.||12.207.250.84||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||05-13-2003||02:17 PM||||If that is the car I'm thinking of, it is getting a 2.4 stroker transplant.<br /><br />It has been sitting and Andreas' since last fall waiting on BJ's to finish the block and head work.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||05-13-2003||08:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> If that is the car I'm thinking of, it is getting a 2.4 stroker transplant.<br /><br />It has been sitting and Andreas' since last fall waiting on BJ's to finish the block and head work.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, He was talking about it on the Leavenworth run last October.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/002127.cgi
A||||3||GVR-4||Dealer items...||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||05-12-2003||04:52 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Where (other than Conicelli) do you guys get dealer items online?<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||Arty||05-12-2003||07:38 PM||||I've corresponded with these people and they were helpful but I haven't actually ordered anything from them. <a href="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc." target="_blank">www.mitsubishiparts.cc.</a><br /><br />I'd also like to find an online dealer that will accept Mastercard and will ship using the Postal EMS service. Conicelli won't ship via EMS.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||05-12-2003||08:01 PM||||I've bought most of my stuff from <a href="http://www.mitsubishiparts.cc" target="_blank">www.mitsubishiparts.cc</a><br />Always recieved good service from them.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||05-12-2003||09:30 PM||||Thanks fellas.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/002128.cgi
A||||9||PRE-EVO||Found Ken's new car and it's an Opel...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||05-12-2003||05:51 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2414992976&category=6390" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2414992976&category=6390</a><br /><br /><br />Ken I know you want a V12 opel speedster  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br />Imagine having that thing bouncing off the limiter   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  .||67.248.13.92||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||05-12-2003||06:05 PM||||That thing is ridiculous!  1710 cubic inches!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||05-12-2003||06:54 PM||||Man, that thing is freaking crazy.  I would at least have to put up a firewall...!!!||65.179.65.201||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||Oztek||05-12-2003||06:56 PM||||Awwww....How cute.  It has mufflers! (Like that would make much of a difference.)||68.21.39.163||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||05-12-2003||07:51 PM||||28 liters... good god.  This is truly ridiculous.  No, it's ricockulous.  Someone is insane.  Can you imagine putting 14 4G63's in a car?  Wow...  Talk about traction challenged.  That thing doesn't need wheels, it needs tracks!||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||05-13-2003||12:14 AM||||i like those magnaflows on it!<br /><br />((~~ <i>bull shit</i> !||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||05-13-2003||01:01 AM||||Bonneville Salt Flats anyone?||68.75.49.236||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||05-13-2003||04:14 AM||||Whoa!! That thing is in Port Ludlow? I drove through that town like 12 times at the beginning of the year for work, however, I never saw that crazy contraption. Sheesh.....and I thought Datsun 510 with rotory power conversions looked tough.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||TurboBuddy||05-13-2003||03:12 PM||||wow,talk about a smooth and quite ride  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||14||TurboBuddy||00000901||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||05-13-2003||10:36 PM||||no shit... it must be insane driving with that engine about a foot behing your ear. you would go def so fast driving that thing.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002130.cgi
A||||10||DongeR615||hp dyno chart (sorta)||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||05-12-2003||07:58 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=423" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=423&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=424" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=424&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Running at 12 psi with 20g. Neato tool from nick(pudhead). click on image to enlarge. I need more boost.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />DongeR||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-13-2003||12:12 AM||||Is this just bone stock with 20g?is that the power at the wheels or flywheel?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||05-13-2003||01:37 AM||||im far from being bone stock. 2.5" exhaust, 20g, 255 walbro, aeromotive fpr, 550 injectors, s-afc, 2g mas, starion intercooler with 2.5" piping and more..<br />the top picture is 177hp and 161 ft/lbs of torque to the wheels and the bottom pic shows 253hp and 230 ft/lbs of torque to the crank. <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||05-13-2003||02:08 AM||||Did you actually run on a dyno, or is that one of those hp calculator programs? I ran bone stock on an AWD dyno and put down 153 hp and 162 torque to the wheels, and I'm pretty sure my cat is clogged. Just seems like you would be putting down more power to the wheels with those mods.||64.252.97.167||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||05-13-2003||02:54 AM||||a program that nick made. It is very close to what Ward got in his bone stock vr4 at the Vishnu meet. With the program we both used, Ward got 134hp compared to 130hp dyno at Vishnu. <br />this is the one with the program<br />    <img src="http://meatchunks.dhs.org/~smaug/image/ward.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Here is Ward's dyno at Vishnu.<br />    <img src="http://meatchunks.dhs.org/~smaug/image/wardvt.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||05-13-2003||04:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> I ran bone stock on an AWD dyno and put down 153 hp and 162 torque to the wheels, and I'm pretty sure my cat is clogged.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">195-153= 42 hp loss, 42hp~= to 22% loss. That seems like a good running motor to me als long as it is not modded like you say it isn't. That what I would expect to see out of an older motor. Also to check you cat hit it with a hammer if it sounds like melted honeycomb is jumping around inside it's bad.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||05-13-2003||09:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>That seems like a good running motor to me als long as it is not modded like you say it isn't. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The guys at the dyno were expecting to see more.<br />But I'll try that "test", thanks.||64.252.97.167||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||05-13-2003||12:33 PM||||For those of you who don't know Vishnu. Vishnu dyno'ed the new evo 8 and got 191 to the wheels while HKS got 240hp to the wheels. Vishnu has some of the strictest settings on their dyno. I don't mind having lower hp numbers because its nice to let others know how much I am pushing out.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> After a full week of baseline testing several EVOs, our dyno database grew large enough for us to make some conclusions.  First, all the tested EVOs put 180-185 wheel horsepower to the ground.  And those horsepower peaks occurred at a low 5500 to 5800 RPM.  For comparisons sake, a 2003 WRX generates approximately 155 wheel hp when tested under similar conditions. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.vishnutuning.com/lancer.htm" target="_blank">http://www.vishnutuning.com/lancer.htm</a>||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||05-13-2003||12:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> Vishnu dyno'ed the new evo 8 and got 191 to the wheels while HKS got 240hp to the wheels. Vishnu has some of the strictest settings on their dyno. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   Something sounds odd. If different dynos have different settings, then what is the point? If this is true then they're only good for comparisson between different cars and to see gains from mods, but ONLY when they are run on the SAME dyno. Why not just get one of those g-tech deals instead? It'd be hella cheaper.<br />Am I wrong?||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000009||udriveu||05-13-2003||12:39 PM||||dupe post, sorry||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000010||pudhed||05-13-2003||08:00 PM||||Different brands of dynos read different numbers, but within a brand, they should be pretty consistant. <br /><br />You can check out the SW at:<br /><a href="http://meatchunks.dhs.org/~smaug/dynos.htm" target="_blank">http://meatchunks.dhs.org/~smaug/dynos.htm</a><br /><br />It uses a pocketlogger to measure acceleration, and you input weight to calculate power, so it actually measures power available to accelerate the car.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes



ubb/Forum3/002131.cgi
A||||10||PRE-EVO||It's a civic I swear...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||05-12-2003||08:35 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2415052740&category=6256" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2415052740&category=6256</a><br /><br /> <img src="http://ebay2.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_ab2ae31ddd0fd22e62b16e7d8fd33604/i-2.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  'nuff said.||207.220.133.40||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||05-12-2003||08:39 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Bringing new meaning to the word "fugly".||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||05-12-2003||09:15 PM||||Ive seen this thing in person!!! It was at a race at Englishtown NJ. It doesn't look to bad in person. Just kidding it looks even worse. They might be able to make a movie around this beast maybe it could be called THE FAST AND THE FURIOUS.||63.159.36.26||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||05-12-2003||09:41 PM||||I think this is where the word "HANUS" comes into play! Gadddayum!! That is horrid!||63.202.234.253||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||05-12-2003||10:42 PM||||"fugly".||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||chucklesas||05-12-2003||10:52 PM||||Man there should be a warning in front of this thread.||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||05-13-2003||12:07 AM||||this car needs to burn in hell.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />all i have to say is a 2 syllable word!<br /><br />        "FUGLY"||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||05-13-2003||12:09 AM||||Man the back end on that thing is bigger than Rosanne Barr's.   There's almost room for a fart can between those cheeks.||68.75.49.236||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||05-13-2003||01:16 AM||||Is that the car from the ambiguously gay duo?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||05-13-2003||09:42 AM||||Even if it were gorgeous and I had all the money in the world, I wouldn't bid on it.  He lists item after item of neglect and "didn't get around to it" crap.  Jesus, you spend your life savings on a POS and now you want to sell it and not even finish the stuff that matters.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||TurboBuddy||05-13-2003||03:02 PM||||AHHHH!!! MY EYES||152.163.252.33||reg||1||TurboBuddy||00000901||yes



ubb/Forum3/002132.cgi
A||||2||sleeper||cute joke||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||05-13-2003||01:16 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||A redneck family from the hills was visiting the city and they were in a mall for the first time in their lives.<br />The father and son were strolling around while the wife shopped. They were amazed by almost everything they saw, but especially by two shiny, silver walls that could move apart and then slide back together again.<br />The boy asked,"Paw, what's 'at?"<br />The father (never having seen an elevator) responded,"Son, I dunno. I ain't ever seen anything like that in my entire life; I ain't got no idea'r what it is."<br />While the boy and his father were watching with amazement, a fat old lady<br />in a wheelchair rolled up to the moving walls and pressed a button. The walls opened and the lady rolled between them into a small room. The walls<br />closed and the boy and his father watched the small circular numbers above the walls light up sequentially. They continued to watch until it<br />reached the last number and then the numbers began to light in the reverse order. Then the walls opened up again and a gorgeous, voluptuous<br />24-year-old blonde woman stepped out.<br />The father, not taking his eyes off the young woman, said quietly to his son,  <br />"Boy, go git yo Momma...."<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.179||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||Xan||05-13-2003||01:24 AM||||lol, funny shit, if only it was that easy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.245.86.59||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||05-13-2003||11:28 PM||||LOL funny shit! Be cool if there was a machine like that so my ugly ass could change||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002133.cgi
A||||4||VTGVR4||rally racing reality show?||||13||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||05-13-2003||11:07 AM||defnick@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.rallyracer.com/casting.aspx" target="_blank">http://www.rallyracer.com/casting.aspx</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.rallyracer.com" target="_blank">http://www.rallyracer.com</a><br /><br />it looks like a new reality show where you can win a million, and also possibly win a rallying contract. sure beats survivor any day of the week.<br /><br />problem is, it asks you to pay a fee to register, 19.95 or something. sound scammish to me.||132.198.165.39||reg||13||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||05-13-2003||12:15 PM||||They've been around for almost 3 years now and I've known of "many finalists" for the 2001, 2002 and they are just now starting on the 2003 season yet no taping and no contact afterwords. <br /><br />They've also been on 20/20 or Dateline or something like that. <br /><br />Shady but you would be amazed at the amount of people who paid the $15-20 for a chance. Hell they should have easily raised a million dollars by now.||199.182.59.160||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||05-13-2003||12:26 PM||||we have a local one kinda like that.  it's for unwed mothers.  anyone who wants to be an unwed mother pays only 49.95, no waiting.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||05-13-2003||02:23 PM||||It's a scam.  I must say.  When that first started up, I gave em $10.  Nobody knew if it was a scam or not back then.  Myself and some other audiworld guys did it.  They kept sending emails saying I was selected for the next round.  Until I got up to the finals and wasn't picked.  Then they said I could give them 10 more dollars to enter into the next season's casting.  I was thinking, yeah, okay buddy.<br /><br />Oh yeah, and this pic here on their site<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.bluestreammedia.com/rally/images/1%20location.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />You can tell their logo was photoshopped on the truck.||24.218.198.184||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||Xan||05-13-2003||04:58 PM||||ya, a show like that would be killer, they have plenty of other competition "make it big" tv chows now, MTV Tough Enough and now Surf Girls.<br /><br />You can tell it's bogus tho, crappy pictures, WRC videos, wtf.<br /><br />If you really want to make it big, just enter a car in any SCCA ProRally class and kick some ass. Look, Mitsubishi picked up Launchlin O' Sullivan outta group 2 for shits sake, I'm jealous, lol.<br /><br />WRC is still the king of rallying, and I don't believe any person that does amatuer rallying deserves to race with them guys until they've proven themselves. I myself would be embarrassed being in the WRC from winning a competition, ProRally is a different story however.||12.245.0.93||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes



ubb/Forum3/002134.cgi
A||||8||ken inn||NEW SKIN!!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||05-13-2003||12:29 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||not associated with nuskin.  this stuff is really great.  you get it at the pharmacy, and all those little nicks and cuts you get while working on the car, you clean it off, and paint some of this on, and it seals the cut with a thin layer of something like super glue.  it is also antiseptic, and protects really well.  works on cats, too.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||05-13-2003||12:46 PM||||Cool!  I've heard from mechanics who say they've been using superglue on cuts, and I've been hoping there would be a healthier solution.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||KenW||05-13-2003||01:37 PM||||Perhaps it's an urban legend, but I understand that superglue was invented during the Vietnam war to close wounds in the field.||149.166.13.117||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||05-13-2003||02:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenW:<br /><strong> Perhaps it's an urban legend, but I understand that superglue was invented during the Vietnam war to close wounds in the field. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"...Eastman Chemical Company; prepared a sample of ethyl cyanoacrylate for measurement in a refractometer, only to find out that the sticky substance ruined the instrument."<br /> <a href="http://www.pdma.org/members/jpim/story/may01/01.jsp" target="_blank">http://www.pdma.org/members/jpim/story/may01/01.jsp</a><br /><br />so, it was created over 50 yrs ago.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||05-13-2003||05:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenW:<br /><strong> Perhaps it's an urban legend, but I understand that superglue was invented during the Vietnam war to close wounds in the field. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sort of.  Nick's right, it was invented before that, but they did further development during Vietnam to make it a viable quick and easy field dressing.  I used to work in a vet clinic, and we used for declawing cats, just put a dab on the end of the toe and it seals right up.  There might be a slight difference in composition, though, as the medical version is purple (the fluid, not the tube).||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||05-13-2003||05:23 PM||||I've been using super glue for a while - works great.  Just don't pick your ass or nose right away  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />I hate band-aids and the glue is so much better, especially in those tough places that like to bend; knuckles, knees, etc.  I've got nurse/doctor friends and they've never mentioned any issues with using it.||167.142.22.250||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||05-13-2003||06:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> "...Eastman Chemical Company; prepared a sample of ethyl cyanoacrylate for measurement in a refractometer, only to find out that the sticky substance ruined the instrument."<br />  <a href="http://www.pdma.org/members/jpim/story/may01/01.jsp" target="_blank">http://www.pdma.org/members/jpim/story/may01/01.jsp</a> <br /><br />so, it was created over 50 yrs ago. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO i just watched a special on the history channel on glue on sunday and i was going to post that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||138.89.11.145||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||05-13-2003||11:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i just watched a special on the history channel on glue on sunday and i was going to post that   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WOW losts of time on your hands I guess..... did you see the relaity show about watching paint dry   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||05-14-2003||12:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i just watched a special on the history channel on glue on sunday and i was going to post that   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WOW losts of time on your hands I guess..... did you see the relaity show about watching paint dry    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's a commercial, Dean.  Krylon wins.||68.75.172.13||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002135.cgi
A||||27||Compressed||Who wears gloves while working on the car?||||1||||Compressed||00000566
Z||000000||Compressed||05-13-2003||12:54 PM||todd_munson1@yahoo.com||Either latex, vinyl or mechanics gloves.  Do you wear gloves while doing car work to protect the hands or do you prefer to have more dexterity and dirty hands?<br /><br />I always wear latex gloves and would never go back, cleanup time after projects is much quicker.  I mainly do it becuase of how quickly petroleum based compounds go through skin and then into the blood supply.  After taking physiology I realized how open the skin really is to the outside world.  Anyway, just wondering what you all do.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||05-13-2003||12:56 PM||||I always wear latex, even under my mechanix gloves.  The latex keeps my hands clean even though the mechanix gloves are nasty as hell.  <br /><br />Makes cleanup nice and fast, which my wife likes... especially when she's hungry and I'm holding us up.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||05-13-2003||12:57 PM||||I wear rubber gloves most of the time, it is such an easier cleanup.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||05-13-2003||12:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> I wear latex gloves most of the time, it is such an easier cleanup. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Edit: Oops, the quote button is right next to the edit button.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||05-13-2003||01:51 PM||||I only wear gloves when working on other peoples car.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.165.18.156||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||05-13-2003||02:13 PM||||No matter how many different kind of gloves I wear.<br />By the end of the day I'm soiled like 10 five year olds playing in mud all day.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Mechanix gloves work great for the first time you use it. I should by in to their stocks.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||crucible||05-13-2003||02:24 PM||||I usually use some goop that you can get at a decent parts store.Put it on my hands and arms and it dissappears.When it comes time to wash almost everything comes off with water.Might be called Invisi-glove or something.<br />Gloves I use when theres potential to break skin which is often<br /><br /><br />crucible||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||dlpinckney||05-13-2003||02:45 PM||||Depends what I am doing, but most of the time I wear my Mechanix gloves.  I also wear latex gloves when I am doing stuff that I know is going to put me in contact with chemicals.  Believe it or not, I even use latex gloves when waxing and cleaning the car.  I can't stand getting vinyl protectant and leather cleaner all over my hands.  Somehow though, no matter what gloves I am wearing, I always end up dirty...!!!!||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||05-13-2003||02:55 PM||||i've just started with the latex gloves, cause they are so cheap from my company.  i like the mechanix gloves, cause they protect from cuts.  i dont keep the latex gloves on very long cause i dont like chicken skin.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||05-13-2003||02:55 PM||||i just hate how "hot" some of these gloves get. i also hate not being able to grip the more delicate things, like  a dime sized washer, etc. but im going to grab a box of surgery gloves next time i go in for a dr. visit. fricken co-pay is 15 bucks, they owe me anyway.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||05-13-2003||03:11 PM||||I used to like wearing latex gloves but I always tear them open working on stuff.  So now I wear mechanix gloves for anything hot, brakes, or whatever I can get really dirty from handling.  I do wash them with my other shop towels (no, not paper towels).||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||05-13-2003||03:26 PM||||I wear mechanics gloves when working with anything hot or when I know the kuckle bashing rate is high.  If I don't need them, I just get my hands dirty.  They are also good for keeping your hands warm too if it is cool/cold out.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||Dan D||05-13-2003||03:27 PM||||My scars and fingernails are enough to answer the question alone.  Anything thicker than latex and I loose too much mobility and touch.  I always tear the latex though so I gave up and just get dirty.  Fast orange is my friend!||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000013||Nate||05-13-2003||03:46 PM||||I recently tried the latex gloves, but after going through them way too quickly due to carb cleaner usage, I'm going back to my old ways of no gloves.  Much more dexterity, but the skin can't handle heat the way the mechanix gloves can.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000014||gvr4in||05-13-2003||04:09 PM||||Someone once said, "Whoever has the cleanest hands is the best mechanic." Lol, I remember hearin that at a shop I used to work at. I switch it up with gloves .. If im doing something that requires little bolts, etc = no gloves, most everything else, dirty stuff included = latex, hotttt stuff = mechanix gloves.||63.202.234.253||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||05-13-2003||04:23 PM||||I almost never use gloves.  I can't stand how sweaty my hands get with latex gloves.  When I take the glove off sweat just pours out and my hand looks like I've been in the pool for five hours.  I'd rather just get my hands dirty personally.  If you're worried about getting your hands dirty you need to find a new hobby.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Now if safety is an issue, then of course, some big gloves are necessary.  But normally, forget it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||ken inn||05-13-2003||04:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> I recently tried the latex gloves, but after going through them way too quickly due to carb cleaner usage, I'm going back to my old ways of no gloves.  Much more dexterity, but the skin can't handle heat the way the mechanix gloves can. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you can get gloves made of nitrile, we sell the hell out of them.  they are purple, and thicker than the latex, but most shops really like them because they are impervious to a lot of the chemicals.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000017||GVR1643||05-13-2003||04:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> I recently tried the latex gloves, but after going through them way too quickly due to carb cleaner usage, I'm going back to my old ways of no gloves.  Much more dexterity, but the skin can't handle heat the way the mechanix gloves can. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you can get gloves made of nitrile, we sell the hell out of them.  they are purple, and thicker than the latex, but most shops really like them because they are impervious to a lot of the chemicals. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I bet you can't swipe those at the Dr's office :-)<br />I do volunteer firefighting and I can get the gloves from the ambulance  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> , but don't mess with them - I have 2 pair of mech gloves: 1 for the nasty oily, antifreeze and whatever else (so I don't get a cut and let all that directly into the blood) and one for just hot stuff and filthy stuff.  1/2 the time, I don't where any at all.  Those gloves are a rip at $20 a pair - I used to use the $1 pair of cotton ones for anything hot, you can just throw them away if really soiled, but the grip sucks.||167.142.21.232||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||05-13-2003||05:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I almost never use gloves.  I can't stand how sweaty my hands get with latex gloves.  When I take the glove off sweat just pours out and my hand looks like I've been in the pool for five hours.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was hoping I wasn't the only one.  I've got sweaty hands all the time regardless -- put latex gloves on and it is downright sickening.<br /><br />I guess I'll never make it as a doctor.... shame too, cuz Doctor Hertz has a nice ring to it.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||GVR1643||05-13-2003||05:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I almost never use gloves.  I can't stand how sweaty my hands get with latex gloves.  When I take the glove off sweat just pours out and my hand looks like I've been in the pool for five hours.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was hoping I wasn't the only one.  I've got sweaty hands all the time regardless -- put latex gloves on and it is downright sickening.<br /><br />I guess I'll never make it as a doctor.... shame too, cuz Doctor Hertz has a nice ring to it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You already are a doctor if you own a VR4/DSM...they are always under the knife and in need of surgical work. <br />Hell mine even needs cosmetic surgery - tuck here, lift there ;-)||167.142.22.250||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000020||gtluke||05-13-2003||06:11 PM||||lol NEVER<br />i'm a professional mechanic<br />no WAY can you operate at full speed while wearing gloves. they get so in the way.<br />i've tried them, when i have gaping wounds on my hands that require medical attention, that i never get. they usually only last about 3 minutes before they rip open. and melted latex stuck to your hand doest feel so great.<br />and most women get off on guy's with guy's hands. <br />i'm no princess.<br />-luke-||138.89.11.145||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000021||GRV4726||05-13-2003||08:42 PM||||damn. i don't wear gloves and i use paper towels...  i must be an idiot in most of your eyes.<br /><br />i plan on getting shop towels, just haven't yet.  with my leaky valve cover, its nice to just toss the paper towels after soaking the pudle of oil.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000022||number3||05-13-2003||08:47 PM||||I do. <br /><br />I go though about 2-3 pair an hour, when working on a car, but well worth it.  I also wear one in the shower if I am trying to keep a bad cut on my hand dry, so it can heal.<br /><br />I know a couple of pros that wear gloves too.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000023||spoulson||05-13-2003||10:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>I go though about 2-3 pair an hour, when working on a car, but well worth it.  I also wear one in the shower if I am trying to keep a bad cut on my hand dry, so it can heal.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't lie.  You keep vaseline under the glove.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000024||04DrBlur||05-13-2003||11:31 PM||||I usually wear mechanics gloves and wouldnt you know it the time Im workin on my intercooler pipes I didnt want to wear gloves cause they are all nasty with oil and such.  Well I learned my leason and always wear gloves now.  I slipped on a rubber coupling and caught my thumb on the front bumper (metal reinforcement) and peeled my thumb nail back to a 90 degree angle.  Believe me when I say it FUC--n HURT.  Couldnt work on the Galant for 2 weeks.  I had to call my fiance to come and lock up the garage and put away my tools cause I was in alot of pain.  I dont wish that upon my worst enemy....  It is almost grown all the way back to normal.  So yes wear gloves...||68.76.180.215||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000025||DeanCouchey||05-13-2003||11:55 PM||||I wear big pink mittens!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000026||229of1000||05-14-2003||12:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> I usually wear mechanics gloves and wouldnt you know it the time Im workin on my intercooler pipes I didnt want to wear gloves cause they are all nasty with oil and such.  Well I learned my leason and always wear gloves now.  I slipped on a rubber coupling and caught my thumb on the front bumper (metal reinforcement) and peeled my thumb nail back to a 90 degree angle.  Believe me when I say it FUC--n HURT.  Couldnt work on the Galant for 2 weeks.  I had to call my fiance to come and lock up the garage and put away my tools cause I was in alot of pain.  I dont wish that upon my worst enemy....  It is almost grown all the way back to normal.  So yes wear gloves... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   I cringed just reading that!  Ow!  Never thought of gloves providing protection against slippage.  I always thought they were useless for hand protection because of how thin they are, but I hadn't looked at it that way.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000027||Minjin||05-14-2003||01:12 AM||||I'm a mechanic and never use gloves except for carrying nasty trannies and rears around. Just wipe your hands off when they get dirty with shop rags and get back to work.<br /><br />I wouldn't mind picking up some of the blue dental gloves that I used in the Navy. They were incredibly tear resistant and very form fitting, to the point where I could see the lines in my palm. These would be good for working with brake fluid and gas. I can't stand the feel of brake fluid on my hands and always end up washing up halfway through the job because I can't wait.<br /><br />No one in the shop uses gloves either.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/002136.cgi
A||||0||VTGVR4||weird site for M$||||6||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||05-13-2003||02:10 PM||defnick@yahoo.com||way off topic, but check this <a href="http://fuckin.enemy.org/" target="_blank">http://fuckin.enemy.org/</a><br /><br />i was just doing a search for simple window2k macro utilities. i need to write a few scripts to automate some of the more boring ass shit i do, so i'll have more time to read these UBB's. so i guess its not so off topic now, huh.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||6||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002137.cgi
A||||3||GVR-4||Doesn't someone on this board work for Conicelli?||||5||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||05-13-2003||08:42 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Just like it says. I can't get them to return my calls or e-mails. And I need to order some stuff.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||5||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||05-13-2003||09:05 PM||||Are you calling the toll free number?  866-221-0913.   <a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">http://www.partznet.com</a>  I have ordered quite a bit of stuff from them, and have never had them not answer the phone during normal business hours.||63.188.80.252||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||05-13-2003||09:09 PM||||Yes to both the toll free number and the website.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||05-13-2003||11:42 PM||||I tghought Josh wored there.... DSSA I think is his Screen name. I got my flywheel from them a few mionths ago and it had josh jones on the receipt.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002138.cgi
A||||2||uno||Tire choice?||||5||||uno||00000228
Z||000000||uno||05-14-2003||11:13 AM||corona1977@juno.com||I went through the previous messages on this and it doesn't look like I will have any problems with the 225/50 16's I have now going onto the 16x7 slipstreams through the group buy, but maybe someone who is already running the same setup can verify? And I assume the offset is 40 on those wheels.<br />thanks, Micah.||216.187.162.20||reg||5||uno||00000228||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||05-15-2003||10:30 AM||||225/50/16 on 16x7 rims with 40 mm offset will fit fine.<br /><br />I run 225/45/16 on 16x7.5 Allesio Carrera's with 37mm of offset.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||05-16-2003||10:03 AM||||225/50/16 on 16x7 rims looks like the best value/performance. I also run 225/45/16 on 7.5 inch rims but my Dunlops SP9000s are much more expensive than the more poplular 225/50 size. Go for it!||24.148.61.14||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum3/002139.cgi
A||||21||uno||Boost gauge install pic..||||1||||uno||00000228
Z||000000||uno||05-15-2003||12:17 AM||corona1977@juno.com||Just thought I would finally post this pic of my gauge install. It took far too much work for what it is but at least I am very happy with it. And it works perfectly (after many hours of tinkering). Sure hope someone else appreciates it. <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=431" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=431&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Micah.||216.187.161.70||reg||1||uno||00000228||yes
Z||000001||Xan||05-15-2003||01:03 AM||||that is so badass man, too bad I have 2 gauges I need, otherwise for just one that is killer.||12.245.0.93||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000002||chhuong||05-15-2003||01:04 AM||||Very very nice!!  looks stock!!  Good job!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||05-15-2003||01:10 AM||||definitly looks great  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||raceman77||05-15-2003||01:12 AM||||l have to ask because l`m constantly diving into detail oriented jobs that end up taking waaaay too long (but look cool)....just how long did it take? don`t lie either.l bet the next one will be a breeze though.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||05-15-2003||01:19 AM||||Awesome install.  Isn't it harder to look down there than to the A-Pillar to see how much you are boosting though?  Although if you're just going for a stealth, clean look, you hit the nail on the head.  I just don't know if that's as easy to read as a 60mm gauge on the A-pillar right in your face.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||RayH||05-15-2003||01:27 AM||||I appreciate the amount of work since I did the same thing a while back.  Knowing exactly where it's going before cutting and breaking plastic was key.  I lucked out with mine and was able to mount it right through one of the existing auto transmission indicator bulb holes which also put the gauge flush with the existing ones without any shimming.  Having a blank spot on the flex circuit board directly behind where the hose needed to go through didn't hurt either.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000007||mromik||05-15-2003||02:05 AM||||good deal<br /><br />but why not to read the stock boost gauge.<br /><br />I.ll do the same! may be...<br /><br />DOES ANYBODY HAS electrical boost sensor?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||05-15-2003||02:08 AM||||Good job man!<br /><br />It looks great!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||udriveu||05-15-2003||02:09 AM||||Looks like it belongs there. VERY nice work.||64.252.97.167||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||05-15-2003||04:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> good deal<br /><br />but why not to read the stock boost gauge.<br /><br />I.ll do the same! may be...<br /><br />DOES ANYBODY HAS electrical boost sensor? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The stock boost gauge isn't really a boost gauge.  It "predicts" what the boost should be based on a number of inputs such as air flow and throttle position.  It's really only useful for determining if you have a boost leak (stock gauge shows boost, aftermarket shows none) or if you have a Keydiver ECU.<br /><br />Very, very nice install job.  Me like.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||dsmsleeper||05-15-2003||10:26 AM||||Wow!  Awesome job.  It looks great.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000012||markrieb||05-15-2003||10:35 AM||||If you really want a stroll down memory lane or to see just how far we have come, look for Ray's posts to the original talon digest.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000013||uno||05-15-2003||12:12 PM||||It probably took me 24 hours total time or more, but I did it over a couple of times. All kinds of issues I had with it. Where I had the hose going the first time made the gauge want to rotate to the left. I didn't support it well enough the first time and it tore through some of the connections on the circuit board. Fixed those, then had the fixes break. Got another board from a local guy thats been very nice. Also had the gauge parts hitting the trip meter mechanicals and reading inaccurately. And yes it is harder to read where it is than a pillar pod, but I didn't want everyone that pulls up beside to see a gauge or two sitting right there. And Mark I didn't really understand what your post meant. thanks again, Micah.||216.187.162.8||reg||1||uno||00000228||yes
Z||000014||silly4turbo||05-15-2003||12:36 PM||||that looks totally steath ! great job .. has anyone tried mounting a boost gauge off the "hood"<br />of the intrument panel, it would hang right between the tach and the speedo ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000015||RayH||05-15-2003||12:51 PM||||I had the same initial problem with the gauge mechanical coil bumping into the odometer and not reading above a certain psi.  Also mine isn't backlit since I used an old HKS gauge which was supposed to be sidelit.  Was planning on installing a small led to light it but never got around to it.<br /><br />The cool thing is seeing all three needles turn together when you floor it and the goal is to have all of them parallel to each other pointing somewhere to the right  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000016||TLT||05-15-2003||02:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>The stock boost gauge isn't really a boost gauge.  It "predicts" what the boost should be based on a number of inputs such as air flow and throttle position.  <br />Very, very nice install job.  Me like. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And even if it was accurate, its 5 blinking lights.  You wouldn't be able to tell what psi you were at anyway.||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000017||GRV4726||05-16-2003||01:16 AM||||uno. i have a lot of respect for you now. that looks amazing.  i don't care if its a little more work to look at than on the a pillar... it just seems to be at home there.  very nice.  so clean its just amazing. if you spend that much time with you car on the installs and it turns out that nice, i'd have to see more of it.  post more pics.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000018||markrieb||05-16-2003||11:10 AM||||For you newbies, Ray H (along with Nate Pharr and Ron Gregory) is one of the members that has been playing with his GVR-4 since the original Talon Digest was started, and long before we ever had a separate GVR-4 playground.<br /><br />Ray did the Boost Gauge in the Dash mod back around 1995 or so and posted about it in the Talon Digest, along with a bunch of other GVR-4 mods.<br /><br />If you have read the Talon Digest archives you would be surprised at how far we have come.  Like how the very first VFAQ ever written (before Tom Stangl started VFAQ.com) was written by Nate Pharr on how to install an upgraded fuel pump in a GVR-4.  It was GVR-4 guys who figured out how to modify the window switches so that you could have "auto up" as well as "auto down".  And I think it was GVR-4 guys that figured out how to mod the fog light switch to allow the fogs on at any time, not just with the low beam headlights.<br /><br />Just a little history lesson and a hello/welcome back to an old friend/member.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000019||Louters91GVR4||05-16-2003||11:27 AM||||that is AWESOME. looks factory style. i will pay you to do mine;)<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000020||199of2k||05-16-2003||05:31 PM||||Does the boost gauge also sport switchable illumination?  Great job by the way||68.14.148.59||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000021||number3||05-16-2003||05:45 PM||||I miss the digest. The old digest. I still have old copies I printed out, of certian ones that I used as references. Most date from the early months of 1996.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002140.cgi
A||||4||Ian M||How about a 1000hp GVR4?||||10||||Ian M||00000361
Z||000000||Ian M||05-15-2003||12:17 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||We need a AWD version of one of these...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /> Back in the '60s a company called Turbonique was developing a "microturbo" engine (basically a small rocket engine that turned a shaft thru a reduction gear) that ran on a fuel no longer availible called Thermolene. <br /><br /> It appears you could order a 1000hp "drag axle" thru this company to install in your dragster back in the day. To promote the product,they stuffed one in what looks like a pretty stock body'ed '57 Volkswagen Beetle w/ big slicks...<br /><br /> The thing ran 9.36 @168mph in 1966,and it shows a mach race where it beats "TV" Tommy Ivos 4-engine rail! It goes on to say that the driver later crashed it a 180+ MPH,theres a pic of the driver standing near the remains. Wow...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.almar.easynet.be/turbonique.htm" target="_blank">http://www.almar.easynet.be/turbonique.htm</a>||129.71.115.168||reg||10||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||05-15-2003||04:20 AM||||Wow.  I want one!!||134.10.23.206||reg||4||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||05-15-2003||08:27 PM||||That is nuts.  Craziest thing is, that bug almost looks stock.  To add to that, check this link out.  <a href="http://www.vaiden.net/rocket_gokart.html" target="_blank">http://www.vaiden.net/rocket_gokart.html</a>||63.188.137.142||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||05-15-2003||08:59 PM||||that is sick!||128.248.172.35||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||Ian M||05-16-2003||08:22 PM||||It must take some HUGE cojones to go sixes @ 240 on a go kart!! Crazy...<br /><br /> I showed the kart link to my father,he used to race karts in the early '60s,and remembers the rocket karts and seeing the ads in the karting mags of the day! He still has some mags,Ill have to go and see if I can locate them and see if theres any of the Turbonique ads in there.||129.71.115.39||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/002141.cgi
A||||6||sleeper||NEW Galant VR-4 shirt||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||05-15-2003||12:23 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Anybody interested in some of these?<br />Misc. designer labels (Bert Pulitzer, OP, Prince etc.) and colors. Sell in stores for $25-35<br />Embroidered just like the ones on the picture would set you back $30.00 plus $5.00 shipping.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/embrvr4shirts.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.143.138.66||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||mromik||05-15-2003||01:55 AM||||i am interested but may be later...<br />email me.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000002||91E39A||05-15-2003||02:16 AM||||those look nice.  Kinda high though, but nice work.<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||05-15-2003||10:31 AM||||i'm interested.  I need new ummm..."work" shirts. hehe.  I'm gonna be in st. louis this weekend and next week. Can I pick one up from ya?||140.172.144.123||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||05-15-2003||10:52 AM||||You're right it's not that cheap but you have to pay for the quality. If somebody wants a $7.99 shirt from Target I can do that too but you're on your own after the sale.<br /><br />Chris, <br />The shirts are made to order so I don't have one just laying around.<br />Email or pm me and I'll give you my phone number and we can get together somewhere when you're in town. I think the DSM meet is this weekend too.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||05-15-2003||10:59 AM||||Gabor, <br />those are very nice looking and appear to have a nice textured weave in the material.  I like them alot.  I'll ponder whether I need another "work" shirt. <br />Nice look though||167.142.22.248||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||05-21-2003||04:48 PM||||those are SLICK! i need one.<br />Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/002142.cgi
A||||20||raceman77||heel and toe the Gvr4?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||05-15-2003||01:07 AM||raceman77@comcast.net||hey l don`t know about you guys but the pedal spacing on my car suucks for heel/toe.Has anyone massaged the pedals closer together for better ergonomics?l`m trying it tomorrow,l can`t take it anymore...or do you guys all left foot brake ?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||05-15-2003||01:28 AM||||I messed around with this about two years ago. I think I finally ended up using a set of sparco pedals. I installed the clutch pedal so it was as far to the left as possible while still covering the original pedal. I did the same to the brake pedal but put it all the way to the right. I don't recall messing with the gas pedal at all. This setup helped quite a bit.<br /><br />Give me your email address if you want an old pic of my interior setup.<br /><br />BTW, I far prefer the pedal placement over bottom pivot 911s.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||AWDpower||05-15-2003||01:29 AM||||'m going to pick up a spare accelerator pedal assembly, and try bending it so that the pedals are closer. Pedal covers help too, but I hate the way most attach.||68.134.172.106||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000003||Kevinj110||05-15-2003||01:37 AM||||I was just curious to find out if you guys are using this to drift or if you are all just firm believers taht this was the way manuals were designed to drive. Not stepping on toes just trying to find out.||170.224.224.102||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||05-15-2003||02:08 AM||||I think I might be able to do it with the stock pedals. But I would need my knees to clear the steering wheel first.||64.252.97.167||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||05-15-2003||03:05 AM||||I side step, its an equivilent of the heel-toe just with my foot side to side. The only way I can imagine people do heel-toe is with small feet and able to maninpulate their leg all day long. With side step, it is easier, and my heel never leaves the floor.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.201.88.74||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||05-15-2003||03:19 AM||||you wanna drift? get cheapo tires. i still have the tires i got the car with. they suck.  i took a 90degree turn and powerslid all the way through.<br /><br />i was showing my car of to my step brother, i think he's 23 (i'm 16 for those who forget or just don't know). he has a civic, and i thought it would be nice to show him what a real car feels like. he's only got intake and exhaust, and suspension work. its a rice burner.<br /><br />anyways, i had never really powerslid like that. it was nuts, but really fun. made me realize i need new tires badly.<br /><br />i think pedal will help a lot, it did in my brothers car.  i still haven't tried to heel toe by it think i would break my food if i did, the spacing is huge.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||05-15-2003||08:35 AM||||I installed some Razo pedal pads and adjusted the height of the brake and clutch pedals. The throttle can't be adjusted (without bending it), so the other pedals have to be adjusted in relation to it. Now I can heel/toe pretty well. I can post a photo later.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||raceman77||05-15-2003||10:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> I side step, its an equivilent of the heel-toe just with my foot side to side. The only way I can imagine people do heel-toe is with small feet and able to maninpulate their leg all day long. With side step, it is easier, and my heel never leaves the floor.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah,that`s how most people do it actually,whatever works.l find l can`t even do that with the farm spacing though.The shifting in general on these cars is a weak spot- pedals/linkage/shifter ...just more things to add to the growing list of "must do" mods.l find with my car at least the downshift blip is  nessasary at times(l do it with all cars anyway)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000009||Compressed||05-15-2003||10:45 AM||||I can heal toe in my car.  However, I would agree that the pedal setup is less than perfect, actually far less than perfect.  I've been meaning to get some covers to play with pedal position, I'm sure this could improve things quite a bit.  I should get on that as I too find the downshift blip is nescessary.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000010||AWDpower||05-16-2003||03:09 AM||||"I was just curious to find out if you guys are using this to drift or if you are all just firm believers taht this was the way manuals were designed to drive. Not stepping on toes just trying to find out."<br /><br />I think it's only really needed on a race track. The idea is to smoothly match the engine speed to the gear you want to go into when down shifting, so you don't unsettle the car with abrupt engine braking. On the track, you try to do this as you are hard on the brakes. You have to downshift through the gears on the track to avoid overheating your brakes. But it's difficult to learn, and takes lots of practice. The only way to get good at it is to make it a habit, and practice it on the street. AWD's are a little more forgiving of a bad downshift then a rwd, but a bad shift can still really upset the car. I almost spun my Talon as thunderhill with a bad 3-2 shift. It's also easier on the tranny and clutch to heel and toe when down<br />shifting.||68.134.172.234||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000011||broke down||05-17-2003||05:39 PM||||heel-and-toe really should be called sidestepping now.  The term actully came about a long time ago when the accelerator pedal was actully above the brake pedal, hance the term hee-and-toe.  I'ts nearly impossible to do now, and I would think by the time you got your foot firmly on both pedals, you would have wasted too much time for it to help any.  My too sense worth.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000012||smokindav||05-17-2003||10:32 PM||||I can heel and toe my car when shifting, no problem.  Maybe you are doing it wrong or have small feet?||64.6.87.71||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000013||broke down||05-18-2003||12:00 AM||||I just really meant it seemed like an odd position to put your leg in.  But, I was wrong once before...||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||05-18-2003||06:09 AM||||Some people do it "backwards."  In other words, the heel is on the brake, as one can use a constant pressure utilizing one's leg muscles, and then modulate the throttle with the toes.  I've found that this can produce better results than the more classic approach of toeing the brake and heeling the gas, but in our cars it's way too friggin' hard to get your feet in the right place in that short of a time.  Pedal covers helped, but not a whole lot... and 2nd gear still hates me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||Carl Morris||05-19-2003||11:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> hey l don`t know about you guys but the pedal spacing on my car suucks for heel/toe.Has anyone massaged the pedals closer together for better ergonomics?l`m trying it tomorrow,l can`t take it anymore...or do you guys all left foot brake ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I couldn't stand the stock pedal position when I got the car, so I just reached down and pulled the throttle pedal up and toward the brake pedal hard enough to bend the rod that holds the throttle pedal.  After a couple of yanks, it ended up right where I wanted it, and it's been fine since.||147.145.40.44||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000016||Xan||05-20-2003||02:21 AM||||bout why this is done, what AWDpower said, to keep a smooth speed through the turns, but also to reduce turbo lag.  Rally drivers do this a lot, those WRC SOBs don't have to worry about a clutch tho.  It would be nice to get the brake and gas closer.||12.245.0.93||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000017||AWDpower||05-20-2003||03:17 AM||||I't called heel and toe because most cars used to have the pedals mounted to and hinged at the floor. You could actually use your heal and toe. I think Porsche still builds cars this way. With most cars now, with hanging pedals, it's more like "ball of and side of foot."||68.134.172.169||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000018||VTGVR4||05-20-2003||10:21 AM||||i just wasted a half hour trying to find a video that shows ricky rudd using the heel toe at sears point raceway. its a very short avi or mpg, but it clearly captures the essence of the heel-toe, and if anyone can find it, i can host it.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000019||broke down||05-20-2003||11:16 AM||||as stated before, it is called heel and toe because cars used to have the gas pedal mounted above the brake pedal, instead of next to it.  Porsches still have the pedals hinged on the floor, but that doesn't make it easier to heel and toe.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000020||Chris Sanders||05-20-2003||11:55 AM||||I still use the ole heel/toe method.  When you are braking you use the ball of your foot on the pedal and have your foot cocked at an angle so you can push your heel down and blip the throttle to match the revs for a downshift.  Your foot wont be at a right angle to either pedal, but more like a 45 degree angle with just enough of your heel to hit the bottom of the gas pedal. It's really not that hard to pick up if you intentionally do it whenever you drive for practice.  Just make sure you learn to do it where you wont have to worry about sliping off a pedal or overrevving and running through something hard   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.188.23.223||reg||10||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes



ubb/Forum3/002143.cgi
A||||3||Gvr4-330||What's a &quot;heavy&quot; wheel?||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||05-15-2003||03:40 PM||roby827@hotmail.com||Hey,<br /><br />While I'm waiting on the Rota group buy, I'm also exploring other wheel options.  I don't want to spend too much money on tires/wheels.  I'm hoping to get a decent 17" 225/45-17 combo for around $1000.<br /><br />So my question is, when would you consider a wheel to be too heavy?  I really like the Velox VX-8 wheels, but they are 21 lbs for a 17" wheel.  Rotas Subzeros in 17" are 16 lbs or so.<br /><br />Just wondering what you guys run, and what you guys think.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.207.65||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||05-15-2003||04:36 PM||||I would look at it as though anything within 2-3lbs more than the size of the wheel (17" wheel at ~20lbs) is about as high as I would want to go.<br /><br />If Rota wasn't dragging knuckle so much we would be set but I think they're trying to delay as they are recieving a shipment this Friday. <br />Rich||199.182.13.23||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||05-15-2003||07:43 PM||||Rob<br /><br />Stay away from daytons and spokes, brau !!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Seriously though, there are several 17" wheels that weigh 17-19 pounds which are decent for the money. <br /><br />Enkei, Konig and ADR have decent wheels. The last two,  you need to be extra careful on the clearcoat, they seem to be prone to chipping and losing clearcoat.<br /><br />Some brands like motegi racing (euck) have 16 and 17s that weigh 22 inches or so,  stay away from those types.<br /><br />Rota is definitely the best bang for the buck !!!<br /><br />PS - your pillar pod and pillar went out today! Same directions to open the box   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||05-15-2003||11:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Some brands like motegi racing (euck) have 16 and 17s   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DOnt they sell those awesome wheels at Pepboys and Sears  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br />I was looking at some other but do they usually say how much they weigh on a site?||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002164.cgi
A||||8||229of1000||Pictures from GVR4 meet in Bradenton!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||05-19-2003||08:15 PM||||Well I finally got the pictures up.  A couple guys had asked me to blur out their license plates, so I did that in all the pictures where they showed.  These are posted in webshots.  There are two sets:<br /><br />Set 1 -<br /> <a href="http://community.webshots.com/album/73691367eRCbml" target="_blank">http://community.webshots.com/album/73691367eRCbml</a> <br /><br />Set 2 -<br /> <a href="http://community.webshots.com/album/73736605halZFE" target="_blank">http://community.webshots.com/album/73736605halZFE</a> <br /><br />If you have the bandwidth or want to use any of these for backgrounds and such, you can click down at the bottom for a much higher resolution version.  Be careful as they are about a half MB each.<br /><br />It was a great meet and we had a total of eight VR4's, although we only got seven of them in one picture as bob dole decided to go home and swim shortly after we got to the track.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />One last note, some of the pictures look a little rounded due to the wide angle lens, so if anything looks warped, now you know why.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||05-19-2003||09:12 PM||||Those are some nice pictures, decent turnout!  We're going to have to get the New England area together and show the South up, lol...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000002||1667 VR4||05-19-2003||10:09 PM||||cool pics   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.47.96.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||05-19-2003||11:50 PM||||ben are you talking about the one that I am trying to get together... I know I have atleast 4 people and maybe a few other from western NY and maybe a few from NYC, its only 2 hours, bostion is 2 hours and you said you like a half hour north of there.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||05-20-2003||03:21 AM||||Nice pics man,they came out really good.<br /><br />Too bad my car was in the shop getting worked on.I'll definetly be at the next meet hopefully.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||05-20-2003||08:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Well I finally got the pictures up.  A couple guys had asked me to blur out their license plates, so I did that in all the pictures where they showed.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">curiously, why would someone not want their license plate displayed? it's not like in the past, where you could simply phone in an "incident" to the police and hope they would harass that person. they no longer do that, unless there are more witnesses. gvr4's are rare enough that they would be recognized, with or without a license plate, so if someone wanted to steal one, it wouldn't make a difference...?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||05-20-2003||08:33 AM||||you guys are in bradenton?? i go there every now and then, since nearly all of my old teachers retired to that area, plus there's alot of inlaws down there. they mostly live about 3 miles from anna maria island, or whatever its called.<br /><br />oughat do a group photo there, on those white sands....||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||05-20-2003||01:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Well I finally got the pictures up.  A couple guys had asked me to blur out their license plates, so I did that in all the pictures where they showed.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">curiously, why would someone not want their license plate displayed? it's not like in the past, where you could simply phone in an "incident" to the police and hope they would harass that person. they no longer do that, unless there are more witnesses. gvr4's are rare enough that they would be recognized, with or without a license plate, so if someone wanted to steal one, it wouldn't make a difference...? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't get it either, personally.  I could care less.  Especially since a couple of these guys had custom plates anyway.  Whatever though, I don't mind.  It just makes the pictures look a little cheesy IMHO.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||05-20-2003||01:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> Nice pics man,they came out really good.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks man.  I like to think that I am a good photographer.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002145.cgi
A||||13||blacksheep||removing rust from TEL shifter ?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-15-2003||10:22 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, I got a TEL shifter from the yard for the "green bean". Only problem, it is covered in what seems to be rust all the way around, even the shinier part with the threads. <br /><br />Can anyone advice on how I could remove all this rust ??? Is that something I could treat it with that will clean it up or would "hot tanking" or putting it in a parts cleaner work ?<br /><br />I almost wanna try that CLR stuff they sell on TV, but dunno if it will work ???<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||05-15-2003||10:59 PM||||Sandblast?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||05-15-2003||11:16 PM||||Just sand it down, dont know what to do with the threads though||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||number3||05-15-2003||11:29 PM||||Use naval jelly, wire brush, wire wheel or bead blast it.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||05-15-2003||11:36 PM||||Thanks to all<br /><br />Harry - Would bead blasting affect the threads ?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||number3||05-15-2003||11:38 PM||||Not if you used bead blasting vs sand blasting and took care.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||05-16-2003||01:00 AM||||i'm still waiting for my shifter from meshwork or his friend or whatever... i've been waiting a week now.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||Gvr4-330||05-16-2003||01:11 AM||||I would just try a wirewheel on the threads.  And sand the shaft.<br /><br />BTW, will a shifter from a NT 1G work, or does it have to be a Turbo?<br /><br />Rob||68.100.207.65||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000008||meshwork||05-16-2003||07:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> i'm still waiting for my shifter from meshwork or his friend or whatever... i've been waiting a week now.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It went out the day after he got the money. He got it on monday, sent it out on tuesday.||141.151.92.43||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000009||gboy412||05-16-2003||08:32 AM||||If yo want a short throw shifter Pacsetter short throw.  got a new one for 75.00 and iworks great.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||gboy412||00001114||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||05-16-2003||08:45 AM||||I would try PB blaster first.  At least on the threads.  It should be just surface rust.  BP blaster eats that stuff away pretty good.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||05-16-2003||09:33 AM||||My TEL shifter was the same way.  Get a wire wheel and put it on an electric drill and you can polish that rust right off.  Works great.  Put one end of it in a vice to hold it in place.||150.176.227.130||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||05-16-2003||10:18 AM||||Rob Yu<br /><br />It has to be from a 91-94. I think Turbo or NT doesnt matter. <br /><br />Hmm...Wire wheel, electric drill, PB Blaster...okey dokey..gives me a whole choice there, so I will do this and let everyone know how successfull I was...<br /><br />Thanks, gang!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||1101||05-16-2003||12:23 PM||||I have used a product called Jasco Metal etch that it better than naval jelly to take off rust. The downside is it does not stick to a part like naval jelly but if you can swab it down with a brush inside a pan it works great.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum3/002146.cgi
A||||1||number3||Auburn, CA area?||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||05-15-2003||11:36 PM||||Anyone from the Auburn, CA area that could do me a favor?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||05-16-2003||01:10 AM||||Sorry Harry I used to be in Sacramento but I do have a few friends who may be able to help you if you need it.||207.220.136.177||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/002147.cgi
A||||7||hibrn8||for those of yuo who no longer run the water cooled oil cooler||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||05-16-2003||03:36 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||when you remove this setup it leaves the open nipples on the thermostat housing and also on the water pipe. without replacing these two pieces, how can i plug up those since i wont be using them anymore. ive been trying JB weld but the shit keeps dripping out and doesnt seal off those openings. pissing me off. any ideas?||128.248.170.164||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||05-16-2003||03:55 AM||||Use a small rubber hose, clamp one side to the thermo housing and put a bolt in the hose and then clamp it. Or just run a hose from the thermo housing to the pipe. They also make hose "cap" ends for pipes and stuff, made out of rubber -I got mine from ACE hardware||24.209.155.7||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||05-16-2003||09:28 AM||||remove the housing, clean it, then remove the nipples and ductape over the holes.  then, put the jb weld inside the housing to fill the holes, the ductape will stop it from dripping out.  the ductape will stick to the jb weld, but you can sand/file it off later.  or, you can just ductape the nipples closed, fill from the inside, then cut the nipples off later.  i KNOW some of you preverts out there are getting aroused.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Marcus||05-16-2003||10:20 AM||||What would the pros/cons of removing the items which you discussed.<br />Marc||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000004||Nate||05-16-2003||05:24 PM||||Why not take the easy route and run a hose from one nipple to the other.  It's the simplest fix for this.<br /><br />If you would go through the trouble to remove and JB weld these pieces, you have more patience than I do.  Go to the local yard and get the thermostat housing and water pipe from a 90 turbo car.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||05-16-2003||06:44 PM||||thast what i was going to do nate but its right under the manifold so i dont want the hose to melt. i think i may run for those plugs that Rob mentoned above. Yeaht he jb weld idea sucked.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||Nate||05-17-2003||10:24 AM||||Hint:  Use good rubber line, and let it come out of the thermostat housing, and travel down at an angle towards the oil filter housing.  Make sure it doesn't rest against any of the turbo components and you'll be okay.  There are always rubber lines down there, just not as much as there will be once you're finished doing this.  It's a temporary solution that can last quite a long time.  Like a year or so.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000007||PhilthMonger||05-19-2003||11:53 AM||||how about just changing the damn waterpipe to one that does not have a nipple, as well as the t-stat housing? any 90 t/e/l will have the right setup.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes



ubb/Forum3/002148.cgi
A||||8||Louters91GVR4||Stroker Kits Anyone???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||05-16-2003||11:24 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Has anyone done a stroker kit on a Galant??? I am thinking of taking my spare motor and starting one this winter. What are you guys' thoughts, suggestions?<br /><br />Tom<br /><br />I was thinking 2.4L 4G63 Stroker w/ the AGP L2R Turbo. Ultra quick spool, and probably around 400-450whp in a street trim. Thoughts???||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||joec||05-16-2003||11:29 AM||||DSMotorsport is doing one:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002269" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002269</a>||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||05-16-2003||12:00 PM||||i think you dont need more torque, you want more horsepower.  more torque is just going to break all kinds of drivetrain parts.  be prepared to get new axles, transmission, transfer, driveshaft, and rear diff.  on a new car, maybe.  on a 13 year old car?  i dont think so.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||05-16-2003||12:09 PM||||I agree with Ken on the torque, nice to have for around town, but could be scary on parts for hard AWD launches unless you have built everything to acommodate.<br /><br />BTW - 2.4 should be the 4G64 not 4G63.  The 4G63 strokers tend to be 2.3 liters utilizing the crank of the 2.4, but the rods of a 2.0 (If I'm remembering this correctly)||167.142.21.196||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||05-16-2003||05:43 PM||||Try these guys. I know him personally, very nice guy. <br /><a href="http://monkeywrenchracing.com/mitsubishi_4g63_2_3l_stroker_kit.html" target="_blank">http://monkeywrenchracing.com/mitsubishi_4g63_2_3l_stroker_kit.html</a>||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||JAYGVR4||05-18-2003||02:12 AM||||ya know, i've thought about getting a project A/T 1G and trying to make a high HP stroker that could handle the torque through the auto tranny...  maybe this'd be a good idea for a GVR4.  1G auto tranny with shift kit attached to a stroked motor in a galant!  NICE!  btw, i'll bet you'd make more than 450HP wih that combo...||64.24.90.121||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000006||Akidosigh1||05-18-2003||09:16 PM||||There are a lot of 4G63 stroker kits out there. JUN makes one thats about $6000. and Crower makes one that strokes to 2.37L and is about $4000....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000007||Nate||05-19-2003||12:27 AM||||Sheesh.  $4000 for a 2.3?  I'll sell my 6 bolt stroker crank for $400.  :-)  That'll get you a 2.3L 4g63.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||05-19-2003||08:56 PM||||Crower Stroker Kits <br />Crower is the world's largest manufacturer of high performance crankshafts. We are now offering a billet stroker kit for the Mitsubishi/Talon 4G63 blocks. Instantly turn your 2.0L into a 2.37L by going to 102mm stroke (88mm stock) and 86mm bore (85mm stock). Other combinations also available like 97mm stroke for longer rod ratio, which with 86mm bore equals a 2.25L. Kits include a Crower 4340 steel billet crankshaft (you spec stroke), custom Crower 4340 steel billet rods, custom JE pistons, premium H-11 pins, rings, buttons and Crower system balancing for easy, drop in installation. Due to inconsistencies in the factory blocks and size of stroke, some block clearancing may be required on all applications. Bigger is definitely faster! Allow 16-18 weeks delivery. 50% deposit required. <br /><br /><br />Crower billet stroker crank (any desired stroke up to 102mm). <br />Crower billet stroker rods. Custom length w/Maxi-Light stroker design. <br />JE custom pistons. Modified pin boss for longer rod, specify compression (9:1 - 14+:1) & bore size (up to 86mm). <br />Premium, H-11 tool steel pins, gapless rings, locks, spacers. <br />Works with factory rod and main bearings. <br />Crower internal balancing for drop in installation.<br />Cost: $3900 w/billet crank||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002149.cgi
A||||13||DookGVR4||Got my exhaust (pics inside)||||1||||DookGVR4||00000632
Z||000000||DookGVR4||05-16-2003||05:07 PM||dook@adelphia.net||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=435" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=435&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=433" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=433&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=434" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=434&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=432" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=432&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />Full Stainless JIC   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />According to them it is the only one in the country...They didnt have the one that was posted previously so i had to splurge an extra 50 for the full stainless. So 600 for the JIC and 169 for the exhaust depot downpipe.....I got a sweet full stainless exhaust for under 800. Not bad IMO.<br /><br />I'll post more when i get it mounted||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||05-16-2003||05:22 PM||||Sweet!<br />AHHHHH! That's why you kept it a secret. EH<br />Me like.<br />Let us know how the fitment goes and how it sound.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||05-16-2003||06:21 PM||||Love the look of those mufflers... makes me want to ditch the Magnaflow...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||05-16-2003||07:39 PM||||what size piping is that?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||05-16-2003||10:14 PM||||Its a little bigger than 3" it seems...<br /><br />I think it is 90mm||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||Louters91GVR4||05-17-2003||02:56 PM||||That is beyond sick, an AWESOME PIECE<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000006||Akidosigh1||05-17-2003||06:22 PM||||and that was the only one? can they get more? whats the deal? i'd rather have that muffler than a oval one.... where can we get it?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||05-17-2003||07:03 PM||||Install install install...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||05-17-2003||10:06 PM||||Awesome setup!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />I guess my Certified pictures persuaded you not to get it.  Hopefully there won't be any fitment issues.  Great price too.<br /><br />Glad to see you got it!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||05-18-2003||12:14 AM||||Nice setup man.<br /><br />Post picks when installed.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||GalantVR41062||05-18-2003||01:16 AM||||8 bends... I had mine on there with 4 and that included the 02 housing.... it is shinny though.<br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||14||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000011||CCDSM69||05-18-2003||02:52 PM||||That exhaust looks sweet...How does it sound? too bad I didn't see it before I splurged and did a custom ATR||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000012||DookGVR4||06-14-2003||01:24 PM||||Hers a few on the car....I can take more if anyone would like.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=628" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=628&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=627" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=627&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />On my ol' GST i had a buschurr 3" system....when you went WOT it was like a hellish sound(that i liked  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ). This system seems to be more mono tone even at wot. It is smooth and does not drone nearly as much.||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||06-14-2003||07:43 PM||||There's only one problem with that JIC exhaust, it is meant for JDM bumpers, which don't stick out as much.  <br /><br />As a result, the tip doesn't stick out as far as the bumper, and you get the big sooty spot.  <br /><br />My old exhaust was just like that, and it eventually burned a hole in the bumper cover.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002150.cgi
A||||6||turbowop||Goddamn weather||||11||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||05-16-2003||08:01 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Time to vent.<br /><br />I live in a city that is known for its good weather. I could swear it's sunny here like almost 300 days a year. So what's the weather been like the past four weekends I've wanted to race at the local track? Fucking rain. Everytime I pull out the galant the sky starts pissing. I think there is some higher power working against me or something. I should be at the track in an hour but no, not today, again it rains. It was partly cloudy earlier with the sun shining and the weather report of course said only 10% chance of rain so I went ahead and dumped some racegas in the tank. What a waste.||68.119.13.32||reg||11||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||05-16-2003||09:19 PM||||we've been having droughts(spellcheck?) the last couple of years here and almost every weekend for the past 4 months has been rain or snow. I think it all started when i got laid off...||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000002||sk8bored||05-17-2003||12:40 AM||||You should of been out on the ocean with me halibut fishing. 8 ft swells and 4 ft wind chop  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  all in a 19 ft boat. we did get one 60# halibut and one 30# chinook and two limits of crabs. plus it rained most of the day.||65.100.1.6||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||05-17-2003||01:06 AM||||Well at least it not 100 degrees when you trying to pull apart your tranny. Oh and it supposed to get hotter wtf.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||05-18-2003||06:19 AM||||Pardon my ignorance (never dragged before, or even been to watch) but why not go anyway?  I suppose it depends on your power, but I've seen several documented cases where AWD cars were faster in the wet due to less engine bog (more wheelspin allows the car to leave the line in the powerband).  Due the tracks not run during the rain?||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||number3||05-18-2003||09:47 AM||||The tracks shut down if it is raining. They shut down if someone spills any fluid on the track until they get it wiped up and blown dry. That can take from 5-45 mins.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||05-18-2003||02:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Pardon my ignorance (never dragged before, or even been to watch) but why not go anyway?  I suppose it depends on your power, but I've seen several documented cases where AWD cars were faster in the wet due to less engine bog (more wheelspin allows the car to leave the line in the powerband).  Due the tracks not run during the rain? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There aren't enough awd cars racing to make it worth while for the track to keep it open. Usually at my local track there are all kinds of cars ranging from 7 second rails to 9 or 10 second muscle cars besides imports. It's a pretty big safety hazard for the really fast cars to run down a wet track....especially at the end when you need to stop.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/002151.cgi
A||||3||Romanova||Galant spotted in Spokane||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||05-16-2003||08:21 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Was at the Matrix Reloaded yesterday afternoon. Saw your green 92 in the Riverpark Square parking garage. Anyone on the board?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||KenGVR4||05-16-2003||08:31 PM||||That's my friend Jeff's car.  You probably saw it on the "Green" level.  We were in seeing the Matrix Reloaded as well.||12.207.250.84||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||05-17-2003||10:51 AM||||Yeah, it was on the green level. Mine was just up the way from you guys. What are the specs on your friends car?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||KenGVR4||05-17-2003||05:44 PM||||Specs... haha.  He spends money on it to fix whatever breaks, so it's had the motor rebuilt and the transmission rebuilt by TRE (which promptly broke again, twice).  Basically, it has a cat back exhaust, fuel pump, and a boost controller because he can't afford to actually mod the car.<br /><br />But, it's really clean!||12.207.250.84||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes



ubb/Forum3/002152.cgi
A||||14||galant56k||Is this a good buy?||||1||||G A L A N T||00001582
Z||000000||galant56k||05-16-2003||10:41 PM||aschloss@bigpond.net.au||I found a 1988 Galant VR4 with an original 18k on the clock. just wondering if this is good find or should i be looking 4 a later model like a 90 or 91? the car looks Perfect, like NEW. OMG NEW<br /><br />spec:<br />Silver Sedan, Manual, 18786kms, Air Conditioning, Power steering, Central ocking, Cd Player, Power Windows, Power Mirrors, ABS Brakes, Absolutley the best and lowest KLM Galant in Australia, 4WD, 2.01-16V intercooler, Turbo||198.142.124.19||reg||1||G A L A N T||00001582||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||05-16-2003||11:30 PM||||well wed need a price to say if its a good deal brudda! do the conversion for us , AUD-USD id say a lo mile galant you can write your own check for it .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||galant56k||05-17-2003||03:39 AM||||$12000 AU or $6000 US||203.45.189.158||reg||1||G A L A N T||00001582||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||05-17-2003||09:11 AM||||id say its a good deal .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||05-17-2003||10:09 AM||||ummmmm hell yeah jump on that like a french whore.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||05-18-2003||06:17 AM||||So what're you saying Ken?  Because, if it were me, I'd be beating some guy's door down to get that car, but I wouldn't touch a french whore w/a ten foot pole.||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||05-18-2003||06:50 PM||||LOL Jon.<br /><br /> Yeah id say its a good deal.||128.248.172.45||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||galant56k||05-18-2003||10:25 PM||||w00t w00t, thanks guys. I will go and buy it tomorrow. After i see bank    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />      <br />I will be glad to get out of my 89 GSR galant hatch into this new one      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I GOT A PIC OF IT, My digital cam is shit, soz<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.trading-post.com.au/photos/WB05200100.jpg" alt=" - " />||198.142.124.19||reg||1||G A L A N T||00001582||yes
Z||000008||Arty||05-19-2003||12:29 AM||||That's a Japanese Domestic Market GVR4. Most likely a private import.<br />Being a JDM may explain the very low kms.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000009||NZGZR4||05-19-2003||12:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> That's a Japanese Domestic Market GVR4. Most likely a private import.<br />Being a JDM may explain the very low kms. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It used to be quite a common joke here in NZ that some Japanesse import cars must of been either,  driven from Japan in reverse,  or sat on the boat in reverse to get the milege down that low.<br />But anything is possible, at 18k I wouldn't expect to be able to see any wear on anything.<br /><br />Cam||219.88.129.86||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000010||galant56k||05-19-2003||12:57 AM||||Dose it mean anything bad if it is a JDM import?<br /><br />The low kms struck a note with me. apart from the interia and exteria and then engine looking like they reflect these kms. thats all that is important. jap cars are ok?<br /><br /><br />It looks to me like every one on here has a 90 - 91 - 92 year model vr4. Please tell me y. <br />Is it becasue its just a newer car or is there something wrong with an 88 gsr?||198.142.124.19||reg||1||G A L A N T||00001582||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||05-19-2003||09:25 AM||||Most of us are form the US and we opnly got the GVR4 in 91 and 92 in limited productions||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||joec||05-19-2003||11:58 AM||||You should be careful listening to us about whether this is a good buy.  Since most of us are in the United States, we only got the 91 & 92 Galant VR-4. We don't know if $6k is a good or bad price in Australia.  You also had more options for cars like the EVO that we don't have here.<br /><br />Most of us in the US would love to find an 18k mile Galant VR4 for $6k.  However, you should really ask some Australian Mitsu fans whether it's a good value in your own country...||205.181.240.194||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000013||Arty||05-19-2003||07:08 PM||||The fact that it's a JDM probably won't be an issue. What I would be concerned about is whether you can get spare parts for it from the Aussie Mitsu. dealers, give them a call and ask them.<br />Most dealers have a pre-pay, no refund for incorrectly ordered parts, spare parts policy. So if you order an Aussie GVR4 part and when you get it doesn't quite fit, you are stuck with it!<br /><br />From what I've read, Mitsu. first brought the GVR4 into Aust. in late 1990, but occasionally I've had parts suppliers ask me if my car is an HG or HH, it's a 1990 and it's HH so HG must be an earlier model, whether there was a HG GVR4 or the parts person was confused I don't know.<br /><br />Most engine parts available from wreckers are taken from JDM front cuts.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000014||galant56k||05-19-2003||11:44 PM||||Thanks guys, I really value your opinions and knowlage. I do understand that you are from US and not quite up to speed with the rest of the world (jk)<br /><br />I bought the car today. i pick it up tomorrow. I think im going to be really happy with it as I LOVE Galants. MY HG has done 316000 kms an its f**ked.  <br /><br />Would still like to know if anybody has any info on the 1988 GVR4. maybe someone from NZ. GOOD? BAD? OK? or just same as 90 - 91 except no leather seats and no cruse contrl  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||198.142.124.19||reg||1||G A L A N T||00001582||yes



ubb/Forum3/002153.cgi
A||||5||turbowop||skies cleared = 12.88||||10||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||05-17-2003||01:21 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||WTF!? Mother nature must have some sense of humor or something. The clouds lifted and the rain stopped. I went to the track and finally broke into the 12's. I ran a 12.88 @ 106.62. My 60ft on that run was a 1.74 launching at 4500. Not nearly as much wheelspin at that rpm vs. 5500. I'm a very happy camper. Time to drink a beer and celebrate. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||10||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Ash||05-17-2003||09:13 AM||||congrats, wlecome to the club.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.221.153.113||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||05-17-2003||01:13 PM||||FINALLY!  good job mark, i was wondering when u would pull it off.  Did you just lean it out some more and put race gas in or what?  BTW i bought a fuel pump.||12.144.137.61||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||05-17-2003||02:58 PM||||Better launching and I fixed a boost leak at the bov flange is what helped me get my et down I think. I ran 110 octane at about the same settings as last time. I was also running 21lbs of boost.<br /><br />Not only did I break into the 12's but my consistency is getting very good in bracket racing. I made it all the way to final eliminations last night. My reaction times all night were in the 500's. My 60fts were all 1.8's with the exception of the last one (1.7). The closest import car to me et wise was running a 14.7. The final elimination I lost because I dialed in at 12.99 and broke out. It's a loss I'll gladly take.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||KenGVR4||05-17-2003||05:36 PM||||You should come up for the "street races" here in Spokeezy.  Grocery getters can represent!||12.207.250.84||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||05-17-2003||05:38 PM||||got the pump in mark, timing advance city!||12.144.137.61||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum3/002154.cgi
A||||13||number3||I should be dead...||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||05-17-2003||12:07 PM||||"PEOPLE OVER 30 SHOULD BE DEAD <br /><br />According to today's regulators and bureaucrats, whose of us who were kids in the 40's, 50's, 60's, or even maybe the early 70's probably shouldn't have survived.   Our baby cribs were covered with brightly coloured lead-based paint.  We had no childproof lids on medicine bottles, doors or cabinets, and  when we rode our bikes, we had no helmets.  (Not to mention the risks we took hitchhiking.)  <br /><br />As children, we would ride in cars with no seat belts or air bags.  <br />Riding in the back of a pickup truck on a warm day was always a special treat. <br /><br />We drank water from the garden hose and not from a bottle.  Horrors!  <br />We ate cupcakes, bread and butter, and drank pop with sugar in it, but <br />we were never overweight because we were always outside playing.  <br /><br />We shared one soft drink with four friends, from one bottle and no one <br />actually died from this.  <br /><br />We would spend hours building our go-carts out of scraps and then rode <br />down the hill, only to find out we forgot the brakes.  After running <br />into the bushes a few times, we learned to solve this problem.   <br /><br />We would leave home in the morning and play all day, as long as we were back when the street lights came on.  No one was able to reach us all  day.  No cell phones.  Unthinkable!   <br /><br />We did not have Playstations, Nintendo 64, X-Boxes, no video games at <br />all, no 99 channels on cable, videotape movies, surround sound, personal  cell phones, personal computers, or internet chat rooms.  <br /><br />We had friends!  We went outside and found them.  We played dodge ball, and sometimes the ball would really hurt.  We fell out of trees, got cut, and broke bones and teeth, and there were no lawsuits from these accidents.  They were accidents.  No one was to blame but us.  Remember  accidents?   <br /><br />We had fights and punched each other and got black and blue and learned to get over it.  We made up games with sticks and tennis balls and ate worms, and although we were told it would happen, we did not put out very many eyes, nor did the worms live inside us forever.  We rode bikes  or walked to a friend's home and knocked on the door, or rang the bell  or just walked in and talked to them. <br /><br />  Little League had tryouts and not everyone made the team.  Those who didn't had to learn to deal with disappointment.     <br /><br />Some students weren't as smart as others so they failed a grade and <br />were held back to repeat the same grade.  Horrors!  Tests were not <br />adjusted for any reason.  Our actions were our own.  Consequences were  expected.  The idea of a parent bailing us out if we broke a law was unheard of.  They actually sided with the law.  Imagine that! <br /><br />This generation has produced some of the best risk-takers and <br />problem-solvers and inventors, ever.  The past 50 years have been an explosion of innovation and new ideas.  <br /><br />We had freedom, failure, success and responsibility, and we learned how to deal with it all.  And you're one of them.  Congratulations! <br /><br />Please pass this on to others who have had the luck to grow up as kids, <br />before lawyers and government regulated our lives, for our own good....  <br />Kind of makes you want to run through the house with scissors? "<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||05-17-2003||12:10 PM||||I just barely eked in to be a able to experience that stuff. <br /><br />I remember my first worm...man, that just set off my addiction...||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||05-17-2003||01:07 PM||||yeah Im one of the few that remebers that the community pool used to have a 9 foot waterslide , and a high-dive.Both removed for legal reasons||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||05-17-2003||01:41 PM||||I used to ride my bike at 8 years old to anywhere between 2-5 miles away to go to the various malls or other places to go in my area and my parents had no problem.  They fed me $5 and I went to the mall arcade and came home safely every time.<br /><br />I never wore a helmet, and eventhough I've had my share of falling off bikes, I never got seriously hurt.<br /><br />I'm not quite 30 yet, but I can still relate and I think I grew up just fine.  I was taught to take responsibilty for my own actions and to accept my own failures and successes.  If/when I have kids, they will be raised just the same.<br /><br />Harry, where did you find this?  Who wrote it?||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||05-17-2003||02:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Harry, where did you find this?  Who wrote it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Because we all KNOW Harry didn't type all that!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||highskyes||05-18-2003||04:02 AM||||luckily for me(being one of the "sissy" generation) my family is one generation removed from trailer on country lots.  This may sound bad to a modern person, but my parents didn't pull any of this shit on me.  I lived in the city and was allowed to vanish all day on a bicycle with not a bad word.  I fell out of trees, crashed bicycles, built fires, camped without supervision, etc.  Why is it suddenly uncivilized to raise kids like this?  I'm gonna have the most uncouth children in town when it's my turn.||67.234.77.23||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000006||John Horak||05-20-2003||10:24 PM||||I agree.  Thank someone for actually letting us grow up and learn on our own.  Overcoming my problems on my own was the best lesson I learned from that way.  And another thing.....I feel bad for the neighbors kids when mine come along.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Ho||00000642||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||05-20-2003||10:36 PM||||I remember this one from high school government:<br /><br />laissez-faire-<br /><br />1 : a doctrine opposing governmental interference in economic affairs beyond the minimum necessary for the maintenance of peace and property rights<br /><br />2 : a philosophy or practice characterized by a usually deliberate abstention from direction or interference especially with individual freedom of choice and action<br /><br />I HATE when government tries to protect us from ourselves! People learn from their mistakes (IF they're held accountable), not from being sheltered from everything. IMHO.<br /><br />Dave Peter<br /><br />BTW, I'm 32!||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||05-21-2003||10:03 AM||||Our cribs had lead based paint...mmmm - tasty!  That's what's wrong with me. <br /><br />I played with matches - caught the house on fire at the age of 2; My cousin and I threw light wooden match sticks in my Grandad's plastic (full) gas can until the lid melted and we thought we'd get in trouble for "messing up" his gas can, all while he was napping in the recliner;  We used to have BB gun wars (never lost an eye); We used to ride down the biggest hill we could find on our skateboard and try to stop before entering the extremely busy cross-street or we'd tie a rope to a bike and get pulled by the bike as fast as possible (of course no helmets or pads - those were for motorcycles only)....BUT I NEVER ate worms!  <br />Oh, and riding in the back of the pickup down the freeway was awesome as a kid   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />(BTW - I'm a volunteer firefighter now.  They all looked at me horrified after telling them the matches story :-)<br /><br />Also Harry (and all), if you think that is somewhat humorous, then check out comedian Carlos Mencia's bit called "Take a Joke America".  It is one of the funniest bits of comedy I've ever heard and it has an interesting message as an overtone...one bit he used: When we were kids - sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will never hurt me vs kids now - ...may break my bones, but words can devastate my inner child!  <br /><br />How will kids deal with conflict now?  Through there parents lawyers!!!  Pansies...put away the guns, drugs and whatever and if someone calls you a crappy name - punch them in the mouth! If they talk about your Momma, punch mouth and kick balls.  Simple really  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.152||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||199of2k||05-21-2003||10:28 AM||||Survival of the fittest.||68.14.148.87||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000010||number3||05-21-2003||05:28 PM||||I have a fake but perminate tooth up front due to a head on collision with a block wall on my bike. I was traveling at a high rate of speed down a grassy hill lost my footing on the pedals (no brakes with out the pedals) and BAM! <br /><br />I stepped on a piece of glass in a creek and walked over 5 block as it bled. I stepped on a few nails. Broke every finger on my hands, but never more than one at a time. <br /><br />We used to shoot each other with BBS and Threw mud balls and each other, as well. I fell 2 stories off my DADs CB antenna on to the sidewalk. I walked away, somehow, from that one with no injuries. etc etc etc<br /><br />I had my own file cabinet at the ER (before computers)<br /><br />This was all before 1980 (8 years old).||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||05-21-2003||07:41 PM||||Yeah -- and remember those good natured "all-in-fun" <a href="http://www.cnn.com/2003/LAW/05/21/hazing.charges/" target="_blank">hazings?</a>  I mean high school kids can't even get shit-faced on cheap lite beer and violently humiliate incoming freshmen!||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||Pappy||05-21-2003||08:42 PM||||I'm 21, and I enjoyed my childhood very much.  It was mostly outdoors stuff, but with some old old computer games thrown in too(ah, good ole' kings quest 1).  I really, REALLY hate modern society.  Take responsibility for your own actions, and don't be so afraid of everything.  Oh, and then there's the part about the government getting involved with everything, trying to protect us.  And fist fights used to be no big deal(child and adult alike).  That's how you'd settle your problems, and it worked.  Now you can get into alot of trouble.  Thank you for that piece.  It's unfortunately just made me mad about modern times though.||24.218.198.159||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000013||number3||05-26-2003||10:48 PM||||Sorry to ruin your day Pappy. Would you like to set outside and settle this?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
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A||||3||kartorium31||190 high pressure||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||05-17-2003||05:36 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Just put it in from autoperformanceengineering.com.  Before the pump i was getting knock counts up to 13, now the highest i saw was a 1!  Didn't log yet though, so I'm not sure how my O2's were affected.  No problems whatsoever with the pump install, took a little over an hour.  No noise complaints here either.  Just thought I'd share my success.||12.144.137.61||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||05-17-2003||07:07 PM||||190 high pressure? That's a new one I haven't heard of. I think only the 255 comes in that version. It's good that you finally got a pump in the car. Time to use your graduation money for some more mods.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||05-17-2003||10:03 PM||||Yeah the 190HP is new.  Glad it works good!  I got the 255HP just so I would be covered, but as everyone says, it pretty loud.  I don't care, it just makes you worry that it's going to explode or something!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||05-18-2003||12:11 PM||||Like paul said, it's new.  I can't hear my pump at all when i'm inside.  I don't know how much money i'll be using, since I need to save up for school and my mom wants me to get a 510.  I want one too.  We'll see.||12.144.137.61||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
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A||||10||Akidosigh1||This Girl....||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||05-17-2003||09:07 PM||||So what had happened was I was walking down the street cause gas prices are so high. I saw this girl across the street and I got boosted. She came over to me and told me she she wanted to show me her "Dual Overhead Cams." So I'm thinking this is my lucky day. I'm like "alright." I could tell she was happy cause her lifters were pointing up. Next thing I know she lifts here shirt and takes off her adjustable gam gears and BAM! I spooled up quicker than ever, boosted beyond belief.... Guess what she told me next? She said she likes to take it up the "Wastegate!" This turned into the best day of my life. So I was like, come with me. We get back to my place and no sooner did I rev up did she purge her lines and almost simultaneously my BOV released its poundage.... I don't even know what else to say about that.... Anyone have any similar stories? <br /><br /><br />No really, I forgot all the wording I had. the things people think of when they are bored at work......||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||05-17-2003||09:58 PM||||WTF? <br />Doesn't this belong in Penthouse Letters?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||05-17-2003||10:12 PM||||UM ok can we say Bullshit.||12.226.217.138||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||05-17-2003||10:40 PM||||...  that was really bad.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />god, you must have really been bored, or thinking about car while looking at porn or something||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||05-17-2003||11:44 PM||||lol, YOU KNOW IT! I hate my job... Anyone ever heard of Speed Unreasonable, I mean Speed Unlimited in MD?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||05-18-2003||12:55 AM||||......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  either you're drunk or i am......||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||05-18-2003||01:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> lol, YOU KNOW IT! I hate my job... Anyone ever heard of Speed Unreasonable, I mean Speed Unlimited in MD? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now we speedin up the Westside<br />Hand creepin up her left side, I'm ready to do it<br />Ready to bone, ready for dome<br />55th exit, damn, damn, already we home<br />Now let's get it on...<br /><br />Well, at least it wasn't another yo mama joke.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Whoa!  You work at Speed Unreasonable?  I used to stop by there back in my 5.0 days...  You coulda stepped outside to catch some of that Air Show action today at Andrews no?  You part of the DSMCA?  One of the local guys Sam just hosted a meet at Bull Run outta Manassas.  Kinda a hike for you but did you go?  I had to work...||64.24.90.121||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||05-18-2003||03:59 AM||||Um I think you need to see a psychiatrist.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||05-18-2003||12:19 PM||||My car is in Manassas with the engine taken apart... Its not that far really, like 45 minutes to an hour drive. I wanted to go to the meet but couldn't... i don't work on the weekends.... the airshow isn't doing much either cause of the clouds.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||05-18-2003||06:47 PM||||haha WTF was that. <br /><br />you could have easily made it clear. She showed you her tits told you that she likes it in the ass. So you brought her home and blew your nut in her ass. <br /><br />Thats what i got out of it. WEll i have no stories to share with sex and cars except for the time i railed this on egirl in the back of her bros jeep. thats as interesting as it got.||128.248.172.45||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||atsiauto||05-18-2003||08:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> Um I think you need to see a psychiatrist. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah definitly , a check-Up from the Neck-UP^ is in order . How much did she charge you for "roleplay"? Hope you wrapped that Rapscallion!?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
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A||||2||Akidosigh1||Incorporate||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||05-18-2003||01:28 AM||||Alright, when its late, i start to think of stupid things.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||05-18-2003||06:05 AM||||Office Space anyone?<br /><br />"That is the worst idea... I have ever heard."||134.10.23.206||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||05-19-2003||08:07 PM||||"It's not that I'm lazy, it's that I just don't care."||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
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A||||7||a_santos||Pics of my ride :)||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||05-18-2003||08:51 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys, <br /><br />Here are a couple of pics of my car. I just got this hot new digital camera, so here they go: <br /><br /> [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=437" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=437&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] <br /><br />One more   [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=438" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=438&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]  <br /><br />These pics really turned out pretty good.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||05-18-2003||11:21 AM||||Nice and clean...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||05-18-2003||10:13 PM||||looks really clean.  a lot cleaner than my car. very nice||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||05-19-2003||07:32 PM||||Nice..<br /><br />Looks real good.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||05-19-2003||11:06 PM||||What do you use on your glass (to clean it)?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||05-20-2003||07:08 AM||||First,<br /><br />Dry the the glass before you dry anything else. Don't wash in the sun.<br />After you have dried your whole car, clean the glass again with glass cleaner. <br /><br />Do this everytime you wash your car and it will be gleaming.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||05-21-2003||08:49 PM||||FYI: you <b>don't</b> have to press the IMAGE button when posting the text generated from the image upload.  I thought it was a "feature" but I see plenty of people with the hanging IMG tag around their pics!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||05-21-2003||10:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> FYI: you <b>don't</b> have to press the IMAGE button when posting the text generated from the image upload.  I thought it was a "feature" but I see plenty of people with the hanging IMG tag around their pics!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanx, woun't do it next time. <br /><br />Thanx alot for hosting for us, we really apreciate it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
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A||||2||mromik||my new 1/4 mile||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-18-2003||06:13 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||<a href="http://www.sr.khv.ru/drag/030516.htm" target="_blank">http://www.sr.khv.ru/drag/030516.htm</a>||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||05-19-2003||09:28 AM||||why did this person bother to come to the track???<br /><br />Freejack Toyota Corona '86 3A MT   25.59||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||mromik||05-19-2003||08:00 PM||||It is LPG (propane) corona...<br />it was running on LPG||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
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A||||7||blacksheep||Buying reman brake calipers online ?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-18-2003||09:08 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone know where I can find a good deal on rear calipers ? Both of my rears are seized - the fronts are working overtime and I need to get  all my rotors replaced as well. <br /><br />Most places I see online seem to only have "unloaded" calipers, dunno what that means. So, any advice will be helpful.<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||05-18-2003||09:23 PM||||Loaded calipers are ones that come with everything (clips/pads/etc). Calipers from 91-94 AWD T/E/L will work also. Sometimes; depending on which parts store you go to it is easier to ask the 'person' behind the counter for that part than trying to explain what a GVR4 is. I just priced the rear calipers at Advance auto ($78.00each), and had to be prepaid with a two day delivery time. Don't know what the core charge was. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||05-18-2003||10:51 PM||||Have you priced new ones from Conicelli or Mitsubishiparts.cc?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||05-18-2003||11:33 PM||||Yeah, Advanced had them for about the same price, but I am not sure if they are loaded or not. NAPA wants 114 for a loaded caliper, dunno why they are more expensive!<br /><br />I dont wanna risk buying from a junkyard coz if they seize up on me, I am shit outta luck again.<br /><br />I will check with Josh tommorow on the calipers.<br /><br />My brakes are so badly rusted. It was impossible to remove the e-brake lines off. Lucky for me, they were broken. So we took off the bracket, then cut the lines off, put the bracket on a vise and used a BFH and a punch to get it out. AAGH !<br /><br />Sometimes, owning a new car is not as stressful.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||AWD4DR||05-20-2003||09:40 PM||||I tried the calipers from advance and they did not fit!!You may have better luck, but I ended up buying from conecelli..Same deal as you,E-brake cables break, replace those, put new rotors and pads on, to find out calipers are frozen.got new calipers from advance, didnt fit.. Bought new from conecelli and fixed them..Save yourself the trouble..Good luck||67.193.140.118||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000005||number3||05-20-2003||10:00 PM||||Archer racing used to be the place. You may want to try them first.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.archerracing.com/home.cfm" target="_blank">http://www.archerracing.com/home.cfm</a><br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||MrEd||05-20-2003||11:40 PM||||I thought any 4-wheel-disc Galant from 89-93 all used the same rear calipers?  I hope its not that easy to get the wrong parts.<br /><br />12 years must be the MTBF for our rear brakes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  as mine are seizing, too.  I called around for unloaded ones, & Advance claimed that one side was NLA.  A local import parts shop couldn't get unloadeds either, but they could get loaded ones for $100 each- the core charge was more.  I'm sure the "loaded" pads are cheapies, but it saves me the trouble of finding clips & shims.<br /><br />I ordered SS lines from techna-fit as part of this repair.  Their kit is 8 lines, specific for GVR4.  The website lists $180 but Stuart said that was outdated & the price was actually $120.  No complaints except for delays getting them shipped.  They're finally here & they look great.<br /><br />I guess I'll know if everything fits when I do the work this weekend...<br /><br />-Ed<br />GVR4 #963/2000||68.70.115.123||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000007||Gvr4-330||05-21-2003||12:59 AM||||AWD Galants have different rear calipers from FWD Galants.<br /><br />The brake line on a FWD Galant is attached using a banjo bolt while the AWD Galant's brake line is screwed directly into the caliper.  I don't know what the logic behind this is though.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.207.65||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum3/002161.cgi
A||||0||blacksheep||Getting recall done today...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-19-2003||10:27 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Well, mitsu still seems to be honoring the recalls. I just dropped the gvr4 off at Mitsu for the recall and they said they had the yoke in stock and will replace it.<br /><br />Funny, the guys were kinda surprised to see the car. I had it all apart to clean it out and de-rice it -no belts, no center console (replacing e-brake cables), no panels on the dash, no passengers seat(busted bolt needs drilled out).||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002162.cgi
A||||12||sleeper||source for JDM front cut Galant?||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||05-19-2003||11:41 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Anybody knows where can I find a vendor selling these? I missed out on the one on Ebay a little while ago.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||05-19-2003||02:45 PM||||<a href="http://www.NoyanUSA.com" target="_blank">www.NoyanUSA.com</a><br />In Northern Va. They might have to 'get it in' for you, but they do have car halves there. There is also a place in Washington state, but not sure the name.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||05-19-2003||04:02 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6770&item=2415351150" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6770&item=2415351150</a>||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||05-19-2003||08:34 PM||||That looks awfull. Plus for the price it's so not worth it. In the meantime I found one. <br />Thanks!<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.61.205||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||05-19-2003||11:36 PM||||hey gabor, what one did you find a local one, I know a good place to get one.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||comfy||05-21-2003||03:06 AM||||a friend of mine is an importer and has talked about importing some E39a front clips, if he gets them on a container any time soon ill post up, however he is pretty backed up right now so im not sure what the deal is.  ill let you guys know.||12.222.39.112||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||05-21-2003||11:39 AM||||Dean,<br />I found this in Washington.<br />Send me some info, I'll need another one here pretty soon.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||number3||05-21-2003||04:40 PM||||May I ask why you need these?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||05-21-2003||05:59 PM||||<a href="http://www.Venus-Auto.com" target="_blank">www.Venus-Auto.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.flashoptions.com" target="_blank">www.flashoptions.com</a>||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||05-21-2003||11:46 PM||||Harry,<br />I'm going to build a bad ass vr-4 by welding to front cuts together. <br />Ahh, never mind.<br /><br />I have a couple of cars here, waiting for a motor swap and one car needs a tranny. So while I get the people taken care of, I just save the JDM Galant parts for myself and maybe make some money on the other parts.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.226||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||comfy||05-23-2003||04:25 AM||||i talked to my buddy and he is planning on bringing a few gvr4 front clips in i can put you in contact with him if you would like, the stuff he gets is really nice (he let me drive a jdm prelude today).  pm me if you want his info.||12.222.39.112||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||05-23-2003||11:29 AM||||I guess just post here when he gets them in and for how much.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000012||comfy||05-24-2003||04:42 AM||||well the next shipment should be coming in the next month or so, and on it he has motors and a few trans, but no front clips however he can get them if you want, but you would have to contact him for that.  he can get anything all you have to do is ask and have the money.  pm me if you want his contact info.<br /><br />¬_¬||12.222.45.115||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes



ubb/Forum3/002163.cgi
A||||16||Louters91GVR4||This GVR4 Looks brand new, check it out.||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||05-19-2003||02:39 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2415755693" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2415755693</a><br /><br /><br />A healthy price to go along with that.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||05-19-2003||03:53 PM||||It looks good, but not brand new.  My paint looks that good.  The leather looks dry and there is no stereo.<br /><br />A good find, but not a good price.  Besides, it also has the stock power to go along with that price.  If I drove a 195HP Galant VR4, I'd think it was broken or something.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||05-19-2003||05:56 PM||||Yeah i was looking at that same vr4 on ebay yesterday.<br /><br />it's clean,but he's asking a bit too much for it.The person selling it is also a dealer.he probably got that car from an auction for no more then 4k.<br /><br />i bought my galant from my brother-in-law.who is a dealer and he bought this galant i have now for 5300.00 5 years ago.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||05-19-2003||11:26 PM||||it looks like it was an auction car or something and they cleaned it real good, like the carpet was steamed and the aircan looks like it has like tiregel on it or armorall.. But still nice car, not worth 8K for it though||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Ian M||05-20-2003||12:01 AM||||The ad says its been repainted,its hard to tell how rough it was before..||129.71.114.110||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||05-20-2003||08:50 PM||||"We are including a 90 day or 3000 mile warranty on this 1995 Mitsubishi Galant VR-4, call for details............. "<br /><br /><br />Since when is it a 95 ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||05-20-2003||10:54 PM||||I'm always suspicious of mangled front license plates.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||05-21-2003||04:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> "We are including a 90 day or 3000 mile warranty on this 1995 Mitsubishi Galant VR-4, call for details............. "<br /><br /><br />Since when is it a 95 ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What yours isn't a 95 also, what year do you think it would be made? j/k Oh and I notice that front plate too but honestly who has not hit, tapped, kissed, what ever you want to call it something with there car? Honesly even if the front facia was torn off the car who cares aslong as it was repaired ie painted to match and new facia as long as there is no stuctural damage to the car which you will probly notice the first time you drive the car||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||05-21-2003||08:45 PM||||i saw that thing on ebay with the same seller a few weeks ago.<br />i really dont like cars for sale that were freshly detailed like that. trying to hide something. when i checked out nate crisman's galant for him (it was closer to me) it had about 37 feet of crust on the engine. no oil, just dust and dirt and crust. you can tell nobody has messed with it in years. which tells me, its just fine. i dont like cars that were recently worked on. his car proved to be 100% perfect after driving it another year.<br />my car on the other hand came with a sticker that said "some assembly required"<br />blown motor/turbo/ecu||138.89.11.145||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||05-21-2003||08:48 PM||||i just noticed some non factory hose clamps on the radiator hoses, IC hose, and on the BOV return hose. not a good sign. hell my car has 189,000 miles on it and has all the factory clamps. can't be all that original if things were apart enough to lose/break hose clamps<br />not the original radiator too. odd at that milage. my original made it to 177,000<br />nate has the original in his at 130,000<br />nate's friend scott had to do his at about 150,000<br />could have been hit<br />-luke-||138.89.11.145||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000010||s_firestone||05-21-2003||11:34 PM||||The steering wheel leather and shift knob look good, not scratched.  Carpet looks to be original color.  But you can see some discoloration on the trunk shock wells.  The rear seat leather looks a bit worn. <br /><br />Yes, it is definitely clean...A little too clean even for a meticulously cared for garaged car.  Ask the guy for pictures of the underside of the car.  For that much money a thorough independent inspection by a DSM Guru.<br /><br />My 92 GVR4 car looked almost that good when I bought it at 82K miles.  But I only paid $4112.  <br /><br />I would require a compression check and perfect maintenance records since the cars birth for that price.  I would also require that the matching leather owners manual and numbered key fob be included, the key fob with the matching dash number is irreplaceable.  I would even go as far as asking for a timing belt job by mitsubishi as part of the deal. <br /><br />UHOH, the valve cover is missing a bolt...DEALBREAKER!<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000011||Beemer||05-22-2003||12:15 AM||||looks like it was hit on the left front.  Look at the hood line and fender line over the headlights.  It is canted toward the left side, just like mine.  However, I bought mine for a grand knowing the damage..<br />dave||12.83.158.80||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000012||s_firestone||05-22-2003||10:22 PM||||Oh, noticed one more thing...&lt;squint&gt; The power antenna is only 6 inches up meaning its probably broken.  Not that it matters seeing as how the stereo was already missing.||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||05-23-2003||11:17 AM||||So thats what my engine bay USED to look like? Its nice to have a reminder now and then! Its so hard to visualize where everything used to be.||68.153.86.144||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||number3||05-23-2003||02:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> So thats what my engine bay USED to look like? Its nice to have a reminder now and then! Its so hard to visualize where everything used to be. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking the same thing.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||autobahntom||05-23-2003||08:21 PM||||I have trouble believing that someone closed the auction by buying that car for $8k.  Did not seem worth it considering the 'possibilities' (many listed above).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000016||turbogalant||05-24-2003||01:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> I have trouble believing that someone closed the auction by buying that car for $8k.  Did not seem worth it considering the 'possibilities' (many listed above).<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They didn't pay 8 grand I can tell you for sure because it was my brother who bought the car.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/002165.cgi
A||||9||229of1000||JDM or AMG galant parts.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||05-19-2003||08:50 PM||||Okay, I know this topic has been covered but I want some up to date info.<br /><br />What are my chances of acquiring a set of JDM front and rear bumpers?  How much would wanting a black set (to match my car, hopefully) set me back?  Color's not a huge issue, as the car will be getting repainted at some point.<br /><br />How much more difficult is to get AMG front and rear bumpers and the wrap around rear wing?  I would prefer AMG over JDM, but I know it's harder to find.<br /><br />Approximate prices and maybe a source that I could get this stuff from would be appreciated.  Thanks!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||05-19-2003||08:59 PM||||Another possible option, if we had enough people interested (I know there are a few!) would be to have a mold made of a JDM bumper set.  Anyone up for this?  It could possibly mean lower prices, but I'm not sure.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||1101||05-19-2003||11:42 PM||||The JDM bumpers are getting scarcer and more expensive too. There are GVR4 front clips still coming over but the bumpers are pretty banged up as a rule.<br /><br />I got a scuffed up JDM RS front bumper, good fogs, good JDM headlights, poor clear corner lights, and poor JDM front grill for $450.00 without shipping and I think I got an OK deal. The rear bumper I have yet to find.<br /><br />You will have a real hard time finding AMG parts.<br /><br />Do a serch on the web for JDM Mitsubishi front clips and you will sind some sources in the states, in asia, and possibly Aus.||12.235.99.210||reg||1||1101||00000061||yes
Z||000003||comfy||05-20-2003||04:30 AM||||a friend of mine is an importer and an important thing to check out when ordering a clip, shell, or whole car from japan is if will be crated.  i have seen first hand the damage that takes place between the exporter and the importer.  if you want nice body peices the make sure it will be crated unless you want to do some body restoration.  btw shipping companies like to stack clips on top of each other to save space in the warehouse.   <br /><br />remember that when you want to import something, to find someone good who will work with you. further more the most important thing is the be patient! it takes time for the exporter in japan to fill the order then fill the contaner then it will take almost a month to cross the ocean. after that it has to be shipped via truck or rail to the importer and then made ready for delivery.  my friend tell every one, "it may take a month, it may take a month and a half, it may take ten years"||12.222.39.112||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000004||GVR4N||05-22-2003||03:06 AM||||I posted awhile back about being able to buy JDM bumpers and any other parts from your own dealers. Since there are so many board members that want to call BS on everything I just waited until mine came in . My rear bumper came in today and I am expecting the rest of my order by friday. I ordered a front & rear covers all supports, bolts, screws and hardware, fogs, clear corners and a smooth gas door. Every part was cleared and shipped. Yes you will pay but not for shipping and there is no risk of recieving junk. Parts come white so if your car is white you will be able to bolt up and go.<br /><br />The rear cover was in stock in the US and everything else was imported. I had to wait and there are no returns. I didn't pay full pop so it wasn't so bad and my car is white so I won't pay for painting.<br /><br />Thanks to Puerto Rico The parts can be bought here. Of course your dealers won't want to order this stuff for you because of the hassles it can cause. Mitsubishi has an overseas parts specialist to assist but he or she won't want to order anything without a VIN number for that specific vehicle. If you have a parts person that you have a relationship with it would help!<br /><br />Also the Evo ex mani and 02 housing numbers are in the system and can be ordered, There is no magic here...||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||05-22-2003||12:39 PM||||Really?  That's great info that I hadn't seen before.  I will call up Ft. Myers (they are very cool with club DSM) and see what they can do for me.  Would you mind giving me some approximate prices for that stuff?<br /><br />Thanks!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||05-22-2003||09:43 PM||||Ok, So what are the part numbers for the bumpers and supports?||64.152.232.61||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||GVR4N||05-23-2003||01:04 AM||||Prices are hard to quote because I get a good deal. They were not cheap and I new that going into it, the bumpers were around a $1000.00 for both when I get my invoice I can be more specific. I had no idea what a difference in weight between the bumper supports, WOW! Just don't hit anything.... <br /><br />I screwed up the fog light part #s so I had to eat the non turbo lamps I got, remember no returns. <br /><br />I will post part numbers this weekend when i have more time.||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000008||comfy||05-24-2003||04:45 AM||||my buddy does importing for a living and if you dont mind use products then you can save some money with him.  i cant quote any prices myself but if there is any JDM part you want then pm me and i can put you in contact with him. he will give you a good deal and give you good parts.||12.222.45.115||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||05-28-2003||12:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Raggedy GVR-4:<br /><strong> Thanks to Puerto Rico The parts can be bought here. Of course your dealers won't want to order this stuff for you because of the hassles it can cause. Mitsubishi has an overseas parts specialist to assist but he or she won't want to order anything without a VIN number for that specific vehicle. If you have a parts person that you have a relationship with it would help!<br /><br />Also the Evo ex mani and 02 housing numbers are in the system and can be ordered, There is no magic here... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Post as many part numbers as you can, and I can check into them for everybody.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/002166.cgi
A||||12||turbowop||new digicam||||10||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||05-19-2003||11:17 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I finally broke down and bought a new digicam. Now I don't have to beg and borrow to take pics. I took a couple of nice big pics of my car to show off.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=440" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=440&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=441" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=441&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.119.13.32||reg||10||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||05-19-2003||11:23 PM||||Centerline RPM's are the best looking rims you can buy for the Galant... wish I could afford them.<br /><br />Digital camera's rule... wish I could afford one, lol.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000002||91E39A||05-19-2003||11:42 PM||||Mark,<br /><br />OMG that is the most beautiful GVR-4 Engine shot i have EVER seen.  WOW.  Just plain wow.  Nice work.  That should be the model for how all of our engine should look.  I just bought another galant and he didnt really take care of it.  The best way to describe it is that it is exactly opposite of yours.  Oh well who cares, it is going to be the beater anyways.<br /><br />Anyways, Big props to you.  VERY nice man.<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||14||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||05-20-2003||03:14 AM||||Very nice man....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />What kind of intake pipe is that?<br /><br />i like how and where it sits in the bay.<br /><br />Nice setup!||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||05-20-2003||04:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> Very nice man....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />What kind of intake pipe is that?<br /><br />i like how and where it sits in the bay.<br /><br />Nice setup! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a Dejon CIP-2/1gD with a 6" piece of hose to connect it to the turbo. It fits perfectly. I can take more pics of it if you're interested.<br />BTW, I notice your from Clearwater. I was born there (well....St. Pete) and will be there in August to visit relatives. Maybe you Tampa guys can set up a meet around that time so I could meet you guys and see your cars.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||05-20-2003||10:18 AM||||It looks great Mark.  I like your color scheme in the engine bay: plain, simple, clean.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||05-20-2003||12:06 PM||||man, my BUTT aint that clean!||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||05-20-2003||12:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> man, my BUTT aint that clean! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well Ken, he probably wouldn't let your dirty butt in the car then  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />That is an excellent looking car and engine bay...nice work!  <br />Hopefully I can get mine cleaned up a bit with the upcoming engine swap.||167.142.21.180||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||kartorium31||05-20-2003||12:56 PM||||Mark, you should come take pictures of my car to post em, unless ur afraid that they might think my car is cleaner  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||168.99.144.243||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000009||91 #680||05-20-2003||02:29 PM||||hey Mark, where did you get that catch can? <br />Man I love your Centerlines....dammit I wish I had the money to get those.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000010||watchdoc||05-20-2003||02:55 PM||||That is a great engine bay and awesome looking car.  I have a couple of questions.<br /><br />1.  Does Dejon make that intake pipe for the MAFT with 3" GM MAF?<br /><br />2.  How did you refinish that vavle cover?  It looks great!!<br /><br />3.  How much were the CenterLine RPM's.  I wanna buy a set but can't find a good deal.||65.41.37.180||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000011||bob in chicago||05-20-2003||05:10 PM||||How is it as a daily driver with those metal-to-metal front camber plates and low-profile tires?<br /><br />I'm envious!!!||24.148.61.14||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000012||turbowop||05-20-2003||08:57 PM||||Whoa! Lots of questions. Thanks for the compliments guys.<br /><br />91 #680: The catchcan is from RRE. It's the $50 one. I saw how Keydiver mounted his on his website and decided to do mine the same way.<br /><br />Watchdoc: I'm sure that Dejon has a pipe that will fit the GM mafs, but I don't have first hand experience with them. (yet)<br />The valve cover is finished in a hammertone powdercoat called classic silver. It is crinkly black/silver. I think that Jon Shepard has the same color. A friend of mine powdercoats for a fab shop so all my powdercoating is free.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />The Centerlines were just under $300 a piece if I recall. <br /><br />Bob: It's not exactly a daily driver. It's more a weekend warrior. I have to use my personal car for work a lot and pack it with tools and materials to take onto jobsites so I drive a Subaru Justy during the week.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />   I take out the Galant whenever I get the itch for speed though and pretty much throughout the whole weekend. It rides pretty harsh between the suspension/wheel combo but it's fun. I probably shouldn't have lowered it as much as I did but I loved the way it looked. For autoxing I will probably raise it a tad. I just have to watch out for potholes as best as I can.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/002167.cgi
A||||0||mromik||Japaneese links needed||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-20-2003||01:28 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Need links of Japaneese GVR4 sites, online shops,<br />Phorums,Junkyard's sites etc<br />AVALIABLE IN ENGLISH!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum3/002168.cgi
A||||6||1fast4door||my member number||||6||||1fast4door||00001194
Z||000000||1fast4door||05-20-2003||03:21 AM||EliseLotusFlwr@aol.com||holy cow...i don't visit this site too often, but i just noticed my member number is 1194.  My car is 1195/2000!!!!!!!  <br /><br />Hey mods...can i be switched with member 1195 so i can be like my poor, been sittin in the garage, broke down car and be number 1195  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||6||1fast4door||00001194||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||05-20-2003||01:39 PM||||we all know its worth more to "be" a lower number. you can have my number for 20 bucks.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||Jon||05-20-2003||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1fast4door:<br /><strong> Hey mods...can i be switched with member 1195 so i can be like my poor, been sittin in the garage, broke down car and be number 1195   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||Ash||05-20-2003||07:41 PM||||If his number is worth $20US then surely mine is worth more   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" /> <br /><br />Who's number 69???||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||mromik||05-21-2003||02:25 AM||||Mine is 909  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  will cost much!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||05-21-2003||09:39 AM||||I think I am 23... who is lower then me? I know Jon is number 2.... how does that happen who is number one????||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||05-21-2003||07:45 PM||||He did that for security purposes.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002169.cgi
A||||16||ayvr4||i know this has been discussed.||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||05-20-2003||03:48 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Ok, dont get mad, i know this has been talked about before (upgrade paths...).<br />I ran a 15 flat last year at the track. with these mods:<br />turbo xs bov<br />k&n filter<br />running 12 psi<br />2500 clutchmaster clutch.<br />But this year i want to run somewhere in the 13s, i dont care if its high 13s, just somewhere in 13s. (without blowing up my car)<br />since then i got:<br />3 in downpipe.<br />hallman boost controller<br />intercooler water sprayer<br />act 2600 clutch<br />What else can i do (without spending tons of $) to get in the 13 range. how much boost should i run?<br />I need to keep up with my friends cars.<br />Thanks for any input.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||number3||05-20-2003||03:51 PM||||For starters, I would upgrade the fuel pump, run more boost, and PSI test the IC system.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Compressed||05-20-2003||04:18 PM||||I would think about getting a data logger too.  A fuel pump is definitely a good idea.  The mods you have are enough to get into the 13's, provided your car is running well, your going to have to run more boost than 12 pounds though.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||05-20-2003||04:23 PM||||I do have a logger. my car is running good too.<br />So with the mods i have, i could run 13s?<br />is 15 psi enough?<br />should i take my air can off?<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||Compressed||05-20-2003||05:03 PM||||Definitely take the air can off.  That is a definite restriction.  If you get a fuel pump I would run more like 17lbs on pump gas and maybe around 20lbs on racegas, maybe more someone else will chime in on that I bet.  Also make sure you test the IC pipes to hold pressures at or above this level, or you will just be overspinning the 14b to pressurize the atmosphere.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||05-20-2003||05:39 PM||||i'd lose the intercooler sprayer and convert to water injection.  wi will cool way better than a sprayer, it will increase your octane number, and keep all of the innards clean, so the car will run consistently.  you will get little or no knock, and way more timing up top.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||05-20-2003||10:49 PM||||Isn't a 'logger useless without fuel control of some kind?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||joec||05-21-2003||10:50 AM||||There's still things you can change like base timing and boost -- then monitor knock using the logger and back it out when you see knock or timing pulled.||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||05-21-2003||12:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> What else can i do (without spending tons of $) to get in the 13 range. how much boost should i run?<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Define "tons of $". The #1, best upgrade for my money would be a bigger intercooler. It is your biggest restriction at this point, and would allow you to safely run more boost.<br />And, a datalogger is NEVER useless. You never know how hard you're pushing your engine without one. And at today's prices, &lt;$100 total if you shop well, everyone should have one.||68.17.211.37||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||05-21-2003||12:41 PM||||If you are short on cash and don't have enough to get a full exhuast you can install a high flow cat (test pipe) and have a muffler shop install a magnaflow (or your choice) muffler.  Or if your REALLY short on cash, you can gut the cat.  If you do that, cover your mouth with a mask.  Maybe one used for sandblasting or something.  The stock cat and muffler is a major bottle neck.  The size of the exhaust isn't the HP killer in the 16psi range.<br /><br />I had a similer setup on my Talon with much larger Audi IC core and home made IC piping.  It is a major upgrade.<br /><br />You can also do the fuel pump wire upgrade too.  Fuel pump kits are getting really cheap now.  I think Dejon tool has one for $100 right now.||12.34.246.36||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||ayvr4||05-21-2003||01:14 PM||||I saw the walbro for about that same price (about 100). that does fit in my $ range. I just figured the pump would not make a big differance without going to bigger injectors.<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000011||Jon||05-21-2003||02:24 PM||||This has been discussed a million times.  Stage 1 mods will get you into the 13's easily.  A high 12 if you're really lucky.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001656" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001656</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000012||ayvr4||05-21-2003||03:16 PM||||Thanks everyone.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />Ill let you guys know what i run!<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000013||number3||05-21-2003||04:39 PM||||Lets not forget practice time at the track. The nut behind the wheel will make all the difference.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||Vr4in'||05-21-2003||08:42 PM||||get a 2g manifold..i just bough one for 110.00 shipped.and get a ful 3" exhaust and a nice muffler.good luck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000015||turbogalant||05-21-2003||11:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> get a 2g manifold..</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For clarification he mean exhaust manifold not intake if you get a 2g intake manifold for racing purposes you will be pissed.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000016||ayvr4||05-22-2003||02:42 PM||||yeah that is mod i plan on in the near future.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/002170.cgi
A||||15||blacksheep||HELP ! Is this a scam or am I really in trouble ?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-20-2003||05:52 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Guys<br /><br />I use ebay a lot. I use auctionstealer.com to snipe bids. I got the below email today and am really really nervous...<br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Hello, auctionstealer.com customer. I'm gladly informing you, that <a href="http://www.auctionstealer.com" target="_blank">www.auctionstealer.com</a> was hacked a week ago by us. We contacted with managers of <a href="http://www.auctionstealer.com" target="_blank">www.auctionstealer.com</a> from our email web_tiburon@yahoo.es., but we didn't get an answer. They do not care about security and privacy of their customers. We wanted to help 'em to improve their network security, but they do not need it. They have too much holes in their security, and I think they are only care about the money they get from you. So, the only thing you pay for being their customer is to possibility of share your private information worldwide =) Now all your info was sold yesterday on hacker's underground auction, and now all your info (private info, eBay account info) is available for another people. Maybe they will use your info for selling of buying of stolen property or else. And you'll be in charge as account holder. You can save this letter as evidence for future lawsuit against <a href="http://www.auctionstealer.com." target="_blank">www.auctionstealer.com.</a> Also you better contact with your bank about your credit card if you use one with <a href="http://www.auctionstealer.com." target="_blank">www.auctionstealer.com.</a> As we wrote, now all your personal info is available over the internet, so you can call to <a href="http://www.auctionstealer.com" target="_blank">www.auctionstealer.com</a> to ask, why they allowed it. El Tiburon P.S. We are sending this letter to first 10.000 of more than 110.000 customers of <a href="http://www.auctionstealer.com." target="_blank">www.auctionstealer.com.</a> You can download the piece of base with your details from  <a href="http://auctionstealer.fromru.com/xxx.xls." target="_blank">http://auctionstealer.fromru.com/xxx.xls.</a>  You'll find there alot of interesting things about yourself and another poor customers of <a href="http://www.auctionstealer.com..." target="_blank">www.auctionstealer.com...</a> Be hurry, because <a href="http://www.auctionstealer.com" target="_blank">www.auctionstealer.com</a> will delete this file ASAP =) Rest In Peace  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did anyone else who uses auctionstealer get this email? I hope my info isnt really all over the web.<br /><br />I changed my ebay password, I guess I need to inform my bank next. I am really in a fix, maybe this is a scam of some sort, but I doubt it.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||05-20-2003||06:48 PM||||Boy it sounds like they bent you over...  Sorry for your luck and hope nothin else happens.  I hate people that have too much time on their hands to do nothin but screw the honest guy out of his/her money.||68.76.178.20||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||Gvr4-330||05-20-2003||07:14 PM||||First thing I would do is change my ebay id and password and auctionstealer password and id.<br /><br />Unless you used a credit card with auctionstealer, I doubt there's anything too important.  Maybe just your address and phone numbers.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.207.65||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000003||Ash||05-20-2003||07:40 PM||||Bugger that!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||05-20-2003||08:06 PM||||And this is why I don't use ebay and paypal.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||05-20-2003||08:45 PM||||The grammar used in that email makes me suspicious. Most of it would be expected from a foriegner, but the rest was fine. It may be some kid who thinks he is really smart. Who knows. If eBAy finds out about this and it legitimacy, they will either e-mail their users or post it on their site.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||05-20-2003||09:10 PM||||Well, that link he has in the message makes it look like it is from Russia as it points to ru. I also had an admin at work check out the link as I was afraid it may be a virus and he said it was in russian and said page not found.<br /><br />- I didnt use my card on auctionstealer.<br />- I closed my auctionstealer account.<br />- I changed my ebay password. <br />- If I change my ebay ID, do I lose my feedback?<br /><br />I felt pretty miserable reading that email. Thanks, guys.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Gvr4-330||05-21-2003||01:01 AM||||If you change your ebay ID, you get a pair of sunglasses beside your name for (I think) 10 days just to warn people that you had changed your ID.<br /><br />But you don't lose your feedback.  I've changed my ID once.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.207.65||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||05-21-2003||04:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong><br /> They have too much holes in their security,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That sounds like a bunch of crap to me who would ever send out a letter that is supposed to be thought of as important with lines like that in it, sounds like a some one who looks like this  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   wrote that letter.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||05-21-2003||09:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">We wanted to help 'em to improve their network security  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This makes it look kinda funny, using 'em...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||Vr4in'||05-21-2003||08:51 PM||||ebay is too damn slick<br /><br />i had previously used an email off ebay that i used for ebay.shit went bad in that account.my sister ended up buying something and not paying which caused me to have a exponged account.<br /><br />a month ago i tried to make a new account,and i had a new aol email off the same account.the new account went fine for one day.the next day i recieved an email from ebay saying something like...we have detected that your current screenname is from the same account as nohad57@aol.com and they cancled it.<br /><br />so i had to make a hotmail screenname to use only for ebay.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||05-21-2003||08:57 PM||||you diddn't use hotmail to use for ebay<br />they dont allow it<br />they only allow permenant email adresses like ones assigned to you by your ISP||138.89.11.145||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||comfy||05-23-2003||05:18 AM||||blacksheep,<br /> i did some research and web_tiburon@yahoo.es is a real e-mail address, however yahoo.es is the spanish version of yahoo the link you posted actually points to another webpage that doesnt exist but is supposed to be hosted by a russian free web hosting company.  now for then to be able to make that link they would have had to have hacked the web site, however that doesnt mean that they have your information.  depending on how auctionstealer.com has their site set up information could be vulnerable.  now when it comes to hackers there are two types. type A hacks for personal enjoyment and use. type B however hacks for destructive purposes or for profit.  usually type A hacker attacks are either unnoticed or only an anoying disruptance (i.e. changing a web site) type B however will do anything to benifit themselves or fuck something up (i.e. shutting down websites and instances like this.)   i personally doubt the validity of this, due to the fact that they are not asking for any kind of compensation, the vernacular of the hacker doesnt match the language in the e-mail, furthermore i have spent some time in the community and "underground hacker auctions" are things i have yet to hear of. My advise would be to take some precautions and change passwords with e-bay and cancel the auctionstealer.com account for now, but you should be fine.||12.222.39.112||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||05-24-2003||11:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> you diddn't use hotmail to use for ebay<br />they dont allow it<br />they only allow permenant email adresses like ones assigned to you by your ISP </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">my ebay account is using my hotmail address   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.227.217.218||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||JAYGVR4||05-25-2003||10:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> you diddn't use hotmail to use for ebay<br />they dont allow it<br />they only allow permenant email adresses like ones assigned to you by your ISP </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I used a hotmail addy for my account...  The only one I had at the time.  My account is about 5 years old though...  Wow, can't believe that I've used it for that long.  For all the nay sayers, EBAY can be safe if you take precautions and find out as much as you can to avoid rip off's.  For example, I don't deal with anyone who has less than at least 10 positive feedback labels.  EBAY stores are decent to deal with as well.  Since their rep is on the line, and you can actually contact the Better Business Bureau on them...  <br /><br />Sorry to hear about your misfortune Blacksheep.  Sounds like your precautions are about the best you can d?o for now.  Have you contacted EBAY with this info||165.121.64.75||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000015||sleeper||05-25-2003||11:19 PM||||KC, <br />This is what I got just today in my mailbox.<br />All you need to do is change your password and you'll be fine.<br /><br />"In February of 2003, the Slammer Worm (virus) caused major problems for both large and small internet companies.  During that time, we discovered an active attack against our system and informed our customers.  We acted quickly and closed down the threat.   This week, however, we learned that some eBay passwords were compromised. <br /><br />Some of you received an email stating that your credit card information has been stolen.  Rest assured, YOUR CREDIT CARD INFORMATION HAS NOT been jeopardized as it is not part of our records.  The only item that may have been compromised is your eBay password. <br /><br />In response to the attack on our systems, we've performed a security audit.  It determined that there are no current security holes and the last time any existed was approximately four months ago.  We have taken additional steps to improve our existing security measures and performance.  There are no security deficiencies that would put your information and our systems at risk. <br /><br />To protect yourself CHANGE YOUR EBAY PASSWORD IMMEDIATELY and any other password that is the same as your eBay password.  This is quick and easy. <br /><br />Below are the steps required to change your eBay password: <br /><br />--  Sign In to your eBay account with your current login username and password <br />--  Click on the My eBay link <br />--  Click on the Preferences tab <br />--  Click on the "Change my Password" link (You may need to login again) <br />--  Enter your new password, confirm your new password, and then submit the form <br />--  You will receive an email from eBay confirming your password change shortly <br /><br />After you have changed your eBay password, login to our website and update your password within the Your Profile section.  This will ensure that your bids are placed properly. <br /><br />We will always do everything we can to protect our customers and the integrity of our corporation.  Please contact us if you have any questions, and we will be happy to assist you. <br /><br />Sincerely, <br /><br />HammerSnipe Security Team||65.65.200.121||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/002171.cgi
A||||5||hibrn8||Surprise phone call today||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||05-21-2003||03:29 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||This was a shock. Well I havent talked to my buddy that i grew up with in about 1.5 years bc weve been som busy with school and our girls etc... he currently owns a 1g talon i helped him build (easy 12 sec car) and also a 93 240sx as his daily driver with trust exhaust rims and shit. well he jsut called me today after all this time and hes like listen to this. he put the phone to a muffler bc i could hear the car idling really wickedly. He was like this is my new EVO 8. i nearly shit my pants. not bad at all and hes just turned 20 so hes just a bit older than me. not bad for the youngin's. now i need to find a supra!||128.248.172.126||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-21-2003||07:48 PM||||Are you done with classes yet?  We should organize a Chicagoland meet and talk your buddy into loaning the Evo out for a few hours.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||05-22-2003||02:01 AM||||yeah im done at UIC for the sumemr. im taking a summer course over at my community college for extra elective credit but thats over in 3 weeks. i can still do stuff now though. <br /><br />i need to do the timing belt this weekend and finish trying to fit this front bumper over the spearco. doesnt seem to want to fit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.248.170.145||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||05-22-2003||02:10 PM||||I'll take it off your hands...  when should I come by and get it?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||05-22-2003||04:14 PM||||what, a Chicagoland meet?<br />I'm there.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||05-22-2003||09:11 PM||||Me too!||24.148.88.19||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum3/002172.cgi
A||||3||dsmsleeper||Notorious Rome Street Racer Nabbed||||1||||dsmsleeper||00000483
Z||000000||dsmsleeper||05-21-2003||08:35 AM||dsm_sleeper@hotmail.com||May 20, 2003 � A Roman street racer, known in local slang as "Er Murena" or the moray eel for his speed and agility, has been arrested after ripping off drivers in his souped-up 500-horsepower Subaru Impreza, reports said.<br /><br />The driver � identified by La Repubblica newspaper only by his nickname � said he and two friends scanned the streets of Rome at night for Ferrari or Porsche drivers who looked "like they'd be played" into betting up to 5,000 euros or even their cars in a race. <br /><br />"The plan was simple," the 22 year old told the daily. "I teased them, then I tried them ... nine times out of ten the idiot walked straight into the trap." <br /><br />"I just destroyed them with my Impreza," the eel said. "In three years, I never lost." <br /><br />The man faces charges for hit-and-run driving, a series of traffic violations, inflicting injuries, and failure to render assistance to a person in danger. <br /><br />His Subaru has been impounded.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||05-21-2003||09:31 AM||||thats a good way to make some money and bruise some egos I guess...||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||05-21-2003||08:22 PM||||I want to work for their PD. I want his car. Even though it is a subie...||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||05-21-2003||11:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong>  after ripping off drivers in his souped-up 500-horsepower Subaru Impreza, reports said.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They reported the horsepower rating in the news paper?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    Sound like a hoax to me or maybe reporters in rome are differnt than here.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/002173.cgi
A||||97||Louters91GVR4||How old is everyone in here??? Be honest:)||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||05-21-2003||04:48 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||22 almost 23<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||05-21-2003||04:57 PM||||20 in 2 months.||64.252.104.69||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||05-21-2003||04:59 PM||||27||68.76.178.20||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||05-21-2003||05:09 PM||||&lt;Imagine the sound of music song&gt;<br /><br />I am 25, going on 26 <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||number3||05-21-2003||05:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> &lt;Imagine the sound of music song&gt;<br /><br />I am 25, going on 26 <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Huh? Weirdo...<br /><br /><br />I am 30.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||05-21-2003||05:19 PM||||I know I am not the oldest, but I am an old guy here.  41.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||Jose||05-21-2003||05:27 PM||||Im 32.<br />Jose...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000007||TLT||05-21-2003||05:31 PM||||twenty-seven||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000008||Martin Chilcote||05-21-2003||05:37 PM||||On May 27, I'll be 48.<br /><br />OK Ken Inn, you wana up the anty ?||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000009||John Horak||05-21-2003||05:48 PM||||Middle of the pack.  26 here||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Ho||00000642||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||05-21-2003||05:54 PM||||A DRUM ROLL, PLEASE.  57.  58 in june.  gravity is starting to take over.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||Akidosigh1||05-21-2003||05:55 PM||||20||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||05-21-2003||05:58 PM||||18   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||turbowop||05-21-2003||06:06 PM||||I'll be 27 in two weeks. Anybody want to buy me a gift?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000014||Matticus||05-21-2003||06:09 PM||||25 here.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||05-21-2003||06:17 PM||||Hey, old man, #3, whatever you remember your name to be -  you never seen sound of music ??? Its a song in the movie. I guess so or being a geriatric must be affecting your brain as usual.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||#1459 VR-4||05-21-2003||06:29 PM||||22||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||05-21-2003||06:38 PM||||28||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||MX4||05-21-2003||06:52 PM||||20||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000019||autobahntom||05-21-2003||07:31 PM||||35<br /><br />Tom<br /><br />1172/2000<br />974/1000||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||05-21-2003||07:33 PM||||28, I think.<br /><br />One major selling point for me in this new house was the garage and proximity to highways and tollways (pay-per-drag).<br /><br />...getting married in October, new house in the suburbs, now I just need a stuffy job where I have to wear a suit all day and lose at golf to advance in the company.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000021||VR4coop||05-21-2003||07:55 PM||||18  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.218.140.125||reg||14||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000022||turboflanagan||05-21-2003||08:01 PM||||29.||207.69.83.226||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000023||Nate||05-21-2003||08:09 PM||||I turn 30 this year.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000024||Vr4in'||05-21-2003||08:11 PM||||i know im the youngest person in here.<br /><br />i just turned 16 not too long ago..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />i got the galant at 15...||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000025||chucklesas||05-21-2003||08:16 PM||||I am 20 years old and have owned my GVR4 since 16.||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000026||slvrblt||05-21-2003||08:18 PM||||I am only 19. Only had this car for about 4-5 months.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000027||UncleDonut||05-21-2003||08:23 PM||||37||24.128.102.224||reg||1||UncleDonut||00000467||yes
Z||000028||Ash||05-21-2003||08:29 PM||||24<br /><br />Another thing, are there any chicks on here?  There used to be one or 2.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000029||broke down||05-21-2003||08:30 PM||||25.  Going on 12||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000030||atsiauto||05-21-2003||08:31 PM||||Three-Six. feels like im 24.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000031||spoulson||05-21-2003||08:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">code:</font><hr /><pre style="font-size:x-small; font-family: monospace;">eval eval '&quot;'.<br /><br /><br />                                      ('['^&quot;\+&quot;).(<br />           ('[')^                   ')').('`'|')').<br />        ('`'|'.').                ('['^'/').('{'^'['<br /> ).'\\'.'&quot;'  .('^'^              ('`'|',')).('^'^('`'<br />|'(')).'\\'.'&quot;'.';'.            ('!'^'+').'&quot;';$:=&quot;\.&quot;^<br />'~';$~='@'|'(';$^=')'          ^'[';$/='`'|'.';$_='('^<br />  '}';$,='`'|&quot;\!&quot;;$\=        ')'^'}';$:='.'^'~';$~='@'|<br />       '(';$^=')'^'['      ;$/='`'|'.';$_='('^'}';$,='`'<br />      |'!';$\=(')')^     '}';$:='.'^'~';$~='@'|'(';$^=')'<br />     ^'[';$/='`'|'.'   ;$_='('^'}';$,='`'|'!';$\=')'^&quot;\}&quot;;<br />    $:='.'^&quot;\~&quot;;$~=   '@'|'(';$^=')'^'[';$/='`'|'.';$_=&quot;\(&quot;^<br />    '}';$,='`'|'!';  $\=')'^'}';$:='.'^'~';$~='@'|'(';$^=')'^<br />    '[';$/='`'|'.'  ;$_='('^'}';$,='`'|'!';$\=')'^'}';$:='.'^<br />    '~';$~='@'|'('  ;$^=')'^'[';$/='`'|'.';$_='('^'}';$,=&quot;\`&quot;|<br />    '!';$\=')'^'}';$:='.'^'~';$~='@'|'(';$^=')'^'[';$/='`'|'.'<br />    ;$_='('^'}';$,='`'|'!';$\=')'^'}';$:='.'^'~';$~='@'|'(';$^=<br />     ')'^'[';$/='`'|'.';$_='('^'}';$,='`'|'!';$\=')'^'}';$:='.'<br />     ^'~';$~='@'|'(';$^=')'^'[';$/='`'|'.';$_='('^'}';$,='`'|'!'<br />      ;$\=')'^'}';$:='.'^'~';$~='@'|'(';$^=')'^'[';$/='`'|'.';$_=<br />       '('^'}';$,='`'|'!';$\=')'^'}';$:='.'^'~';$~='@'|'(';$^=')'<br />        ^'[';$/='`'|'.';$_='('^'}';$,='`'|'!';$\=')'^&quot;\}&quot;;$:= '.'<br />         ^'~';$~='@'|'(';$^=')'^'[';$/='`'|'.';$_='('^'}';$,  =((<br />          '`'))|'!';$\=')'^'}';$:='.'^'~';$~=('@')| &quot;\(&quot;;$^=  ')'<br />            ^'[';$/='`'|'.';$_='('^'}';$,='`'|'!';  $\=')'^   '}'<br />             ;($:) ='.'^'~';$~='@'|'(';$^=')'^'['   ;$/='`'   |((<br />                   '.'));$_='('^'}';$,='`'|&quot;\!&quot;;    $\=')'^   '}'<br />                   ;$:='.'^    '~';$~='@' |&quot;\(&quot;;     $^=')'   ^+<br />                   '[';$/=     '`'|'.';   $_='('     ^&quot;\}&quot;;  $,<br />                   =('`')|     &quot;\!&quot;;$\=   &quot;\)&quot;^       &quot;\}&quot;;  (<br />                   ($:))=      '.'^'~';   ($~)         ='@'<br />                   |&quot;\(&quot;;     $^=(')')^   '[';         ($/)<br />                    ='`'|     &quot;\.&quot;;$_=    '('^         '}';<br />                    ($,)=     '`'|'!'     ;$\=         ')'^<br />                    '}';     $:='.'       ^'~'         ;$~=<br />                    '@'|     '('          ;$^=         ')'^<br />                    '[';      $/=         '`'          |((<br />                    '.'        ));       $_=           '('<br />                    ^((         '}'     ));            $,=<br />                    '`'          |((   '!'              ))<br />                    ;(             ($\))=               ((<br />                    ((              ')'))               ))<br />                    ^+             &quot;\}&quot;;$:=             ((<br />                   '.'            ))^+ &quot;\~&quot;;            $~<br />                  =((           '@'))|  '(';           $^=<br />                 ')'^         &quot;\[&quot;;$/=   '`'          |'.'<br />               ;($_)=                                ('(')^<br />             &quot;\}&quot;;$,=                               '`'|'!'</pre><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000032||gtluke||05-21-2003||08:39 PM||||23||138.89.11.145||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000033||Romanova||05-21-2003||08:53 PM||||23 as well||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000034||dlpinckney||05-21-2003||09:27 PM||||29 as of April.||63.188.81.101||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000035||Telecaster||05-21-2003||09:43 PM||||21||216.175.110.181||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000036||s_firestone||05-21-2003||09:55 PM||||I am 3.18 times older than my car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1K||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000037||galant56k||05-21-2003||10:49 PM||||26 on sunday  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />GF got me some NICE front (home cinima) speakers for me. DTX<br /><br />I love her. She buys what ever i want and i just get her gold and stuff.||198.142.124.19||reg||1||G A L A N T||00001582||yes
Z||000038||turbogalant||05-21-2003||11:02 PM||||Im 20 turning 21 in 2 weeks. Im suprized how many people are my age thought mostly would be 30ish due to the gvr4 being a sedan. Owned my galant since I was 18 got my daytona when I was 15.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000039||markrieb||05-21-2003||11:18 PM||||40 as of a month ago.<br /><br />Not really ready to call myself 40 yet, but I'm starting to get the grey hairs that come with that age...<br /><br />Mark Rieb||67.225.136.250||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000040||meshwork||05-21-2003||11:30 PM||||Just turned 24 last Sunday.||141.151.3.125||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000041||mromik||05-21-2003||11:30 PM||||I am 25<br />till the second of June  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Happy Birthday to me<br /><br />Since 95 I owner 5 Galants...<br />Everydaydriver 30k km every year!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000042||Gvr4-330||05-21-2003||11:36 PM||||22.  Going to be 23 in September.<br /><br />Got my first VR-4 when I was 20.  Got the 2nd late last year.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.207.65||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000043||Bobbo||05-21-2003||11:37 PM||||Turned 21 on january 21 (My Golden B-Day)!!!||66.119.34.39||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000044||Ian M||05-21-2003||11:50 PM||||Twenty...eight  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.95||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000045||silly4turbo||05-22-2003||12:12 AM||||28    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000046||sleeper||05-22-2003||12:17 AM||||Funny how the younger ones for example say, I'll be 20 next year.<br />Well, I was 35 last year.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.226||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000047||sk8bored||05-22-2003||12:28 AM||||36 and counting||65.100.1.6||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000048||RayH||05-22-2003||12:38 AM||||37 and expecting my first kid tomorrow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000049||BlitzVR4||05-22-2003||12:40 AM||||Let me join the 30's club.  34.  I have had a DSM since Nov 1991.  Its a 92 TSi only had 11 miles when I picked it up.  Still have it and running strong after two engine rebuilds.  Now the Galant I just bought last year.  <br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000050||DSMGVR4||05-22-2003||12:42 AM||||turning 30 in 2 weeks...it seems there are a few guys here who have birthdays in june...interesting. How many of us GVR4 owners are Geminis?||68.38.90.142||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000051||91 #680||05-22-2003||01:40 AM||||23 will be 24 in july.....DAMN!||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000052||nrvous||05-22-2003||01:46 AM||||27<br /><br />Steve||24.24.50.108||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000053||hibrn8||05-22-2003||01:50 AM||||19<br /><br />had the car for a year and a half waiting in the garage to be completed.||128.248.170.145||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000054||Xan||05-22-2003||01:57 AM||||24 and guess I'll get hurt if I say I feel old   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.245.0.93||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000055||Team Ducktape||05-22-2003||03:59 AM||||5-06-1976.....||24.209.153.213||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000056||MatTau||05-22-2003||05:31 AM||||I'm 29||202.184.189.17||reg||1||MatTau||00001515||yes
Z||000057||91E39A||05-22-2003||06:29 AM||||I will be 21 on June 9.  I bought my first galant vr-4(green) 1 year ago and bought another (black and numberless) about 3 weeks ago.  These cars are total money pits  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />-DaN||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000058||a_santos||05-22-2003||07:14 AM||||21, will be 22 in September.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000059||mofugas||05-22-2003||07:51 AM||||34<br /><br />Damn, I figured Ken Inn was old...but not THAT old.  Ken, how'd you ever get that wheel chair assist contraption mounted to your car....usually see those in vans don't you   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  ?||63.174.44.11||reg||1||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000060||Ant||05-22-2003||08:33 AM||||22<br />Had the galant for a year and it has been the longest year of my life.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000061||Sam Sayes||05-22-2003||08:53 AM||||I'm 27 years old.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000062||dsmsleeper||05-22-2003||09:04 AM||||I'm 28 until August.  <br />I bought #347 about 5 years ago #782 about 4 years ago and #955 last August.||63.146.62.141||reg||6||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000063||GVR-4||05-22-2003||09:25 AM||||32.<br /><br />Ken: <br /><br />Waddaya mean STARTING to take over. If gavity is just NOW starting to take over then you're one lucky fella. My spare tire began two years ago.<br /><br />...And I ain't talkin' about the car!<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000064||GVR4N||05-22-2003||10:37 AM||||I just turned 40 last month and I am trying to keep those kids off my grass now, Damn them!||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000065||Louters91GVR4||05-22-2003||12:51 PM||||Ok, here is the data, I took the current ages of everyone in here.<br /><br />Average age of a VR4 owner??? 27.39 years of age<br /><br />kinda cool<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000066||229of1000||05-22-2003||12:56 PM||||That's kind of funny that the average aged owner (27) was a kid that could never afford one when they came out.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000067||beavis||05-22-2003||01:00 PM||||i'm 25.  sometimes i feel older beacause i've been married for two years and i bought a house last year.  probably have some kids next year.||138.23.87.147||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000068||DRIFT N VR-4||05-22-2003||01:08 PM||||im only 18||12.221.198.245||reg||1||DRIFT N VR-4||00001159||yes
Z||000069||GVR1643||05-22-2003||01:08 PM||||I'm 416 months old (that's for all you parents of toddlers out there :-)  <br /><br />34 <br /><br />Mark, what do you mean just starting to get grey hair.  I've been "starting" for several years now! <br /><br />Ken, what did you guys used to stand on before dirt was invented?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />KC, Don't quote musicals on here...you know old #3 is going to give you crap for that j/k<br />With a 4 year old, the only musicals I hear (don't want to hear any) is Barney, Annie, etc.||167.142.21.175||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000070||Compressed||05-22-2003||01:17 PM||||27 here.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000071||keydiver||05-22-2003||02:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> 5-06-1976..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeesh,I think thats when I graduated high school!<br />44+||68.158.196.151||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000072||1quickvr4||05-22-2003||02:07 PM||||31, I have had the since I was 19. I freaks every one out becouse I seem to look like a 2g NA owner lol.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000073||TinyVR4||05-22-2003||02:08 PM||||21 Years old.....||68.21.245.14||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000074||DeanCouchey||05-22-2003||04:21 PM||||21 in september 2003, finally had my car since I was 17 I think, just turned 17 and got my car a few months later.... Still love it||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000075||iceman69510||05-22-2003||05:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> 5-06-1976..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeesh,I think thats when I graduated high school!<br />44+ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uhh, that's a month before I graduated GRADE SCHOOL.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000076||ayvr4||05-22-2003||05:33 PM||||21<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000077||mcedar44||05-22-2003||05:54 PM||||25<br /><br />Darren<br />196/1000||68.82.143.165||reg||1||mcedar44||00001043||yes
Z||000078||vr4door||05-22-2003||06:11 PM||||20, until September||64.235.128.141||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000079||199of2k||05-22-2003||07:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> 23 will be 24 in july.....DAMN! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Me too||68.14.148.87||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000080||dsmjay||05-22-2003||07:07 PM||||27, 1st baby on the way. Can't wait to get a black leather car seat to match the interior!<br /><br />Jason||64.12.96.102||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000081||bob in chicago||05-22-2003||09:12 PM||||Geezer warning:  56||24.148.88.19||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000082||Scott Y||05-22-2003||09:26 PM||||34.||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000083||REDLINEGVR4||05-22-2003||10:17 PM||||I think  am the youngest<br /><br />September 8 1986 <br />I am a whole 16 years of age||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000084||KenGVR4||05-22-2003||10:34 PM||||I'm barely 28.||12.207.250.84||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000085||229of1000||05-22-2003||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> I think  am the youngest<br /><br />September 8 1986 <br />I am a whole 16 years of age </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Youngin'   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000086||NZGZR4||05-24-2003||06:35 PM||||32<br />I've had my ZR4 for 8 years now.<br /><br />cam||219.88.129.235||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000087||James||05-24-2003||08:04 PM||||Geez, I'm up with the old farts as well. 46 yo  In my mind I am only 22 tho.||203.87.94.178||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000088||spoulson||05-24-2003||08:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">code:</font><hr /><pre style="font-size:x-small; font-family: monospace;">eval eval '&quot;'.<br /><br /><br />                                      ('['^&quot;\+&quot;).(<br />           ('[')^                   ')').('`'|')').<br />        ('`'|'.').                ('['^'/').('{'^'['<br /> ).'\\'.'&quot;'  .('^'^              ('`'|',')).('^'^('`'</pre><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm surprised no one got this... oh well.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000089||Vr4in'||05-24-2003||09:26 PM||||what exactly was that supposed to mean?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Old as a camel?lol||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000090||DongeR615||05-24-2003||11:15 PM||||21<br />DongeR||64.160.49.54||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000091||spoulson||05-25-2003||06:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> what exactly was that supposed to mean?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />Old as a camel?lol </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hint:  Cut/paste the code portion into notepad and run it with Perl.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000092||1312VR4||05-25-2003||08:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> 5-06-1976..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DAMN!!!!! we were born the same day. I was born at 8:07 am, in Bridgeton, NJ. ( Yes, i'm originally a Jersey boy).||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000093||JAYGVR4||05-25-2003||10:15 AM||||Physical age   - 30<br />Maturity level - 18||165.121.64.75||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000094||mitzy||05-25-2003||07:49 PM||||42||24.46.91.77||reg||6||mitzy||00000153||yes
Z||000095||GRV4726||05-25-2003||10:48 PM||||we've got another joung'en here.  <br />16... born July 1st 1986.<br /><br />so thats 3 16year olds?||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000096||josh91vr4||05-26-2003||12:16 PM||||23 here.. Had the GVR4 for almost a whole year now. Still stuck on fixing things the kid that had it before me broke....||24.56.210.121||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000097||Numberless||05-27-2003||04:08 PM||||I'm 27....got into modifying cars in '94...started with an old school integra, went to a G60 vw corrado, then to the 99 gsx (my college grad "wow i have money" bachelor car)...then on to the galant (my homeowner, engaged, "no money having" car)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||yes



ubb/Forum3/002174.cgi
A||||4||Matt379||Catch can pictures.||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||05-21-2003||06:18 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=445&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=446&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />These are pictures of my friend's homemade catch can.  His username is broke down.||68.23.10.195||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-21-2003||07:34 PM||||Was that a camping propane tank?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||05-21-2003||08:15 PM||||cool...what was that made of?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||broke down||05-21-2003||08:21 PM||||no, that is a 2" galvanized pipe nipple, about 3" long.  The bottom is a 2" pipe cap drilled and tapped to a 1/4" pipe thread with nipples and elbow and cap for a drain, since I couln't find a valve I liked.  The drain pcs. are brass.  The top is a 2" to 3/4" reducer coupling, with a brass 3/4" n.p.t. to 3/4" hose barb.  k/n filter on top of that.  1/4" npt to 3/8" brass barbs for the pcv and valve cover breather.  Mount is steel bar stock and a 2" conduit bracket, 2 hole style.  I sandblasted the bottle and epoxy coated it at work.  The thing works great,and cost around thirty bucks to make, by the time I bought the k/n.  I would suggest using brass for the drain line though, you can hand tighten it, and the cap doesn't back off.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000004||broke down||05-21-2003||08:22 PM||||wow, did you see the size of that guys arms?  oh wait, that's me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum3/002175.cgi
A||||6||91GVR4||problem with my palm||||1||||91GVR4||00000884
Z||000000||91GVR4||05-21-2003||08:16 PM||||Just a question for any of you out there who may mess with palm pilots. I just picked up a cheap m100 and it won't calibrate the stylus. When it gets to the calibration it just cycles the three X's over and over again no mater how many times you tap them. If anyone here has any ideas let me know. Thanks||12.64.67.100||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000001||broke down||05-21-2003||08:29 PM||||I've had that problem before.  Try taking out the batteries for a while.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000002||91GVR4||05-22-2003||10:58 AM||||Well it had this problem right from the start, took it out, put in batterys, tried to cal, nothing. I have tried hard and soft resets, everything. If I reset it will go to the home screen but then the stylus is off of course making it hard to "touch" the right buttons.||12.64.69.110||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||05-22-2003||12:44 PM||||Did you buy your m100 from Half.com / Ebay????<br />I bought mine online at half.com and it had that problem right out of the package.<br />I thought i just got a crappy one.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||05-22-2003||02:16 PM||||I just bought a second (spare) M100, and its even worse than my first one! It must be a common defect. I'm going to do some web searching about it.||68.158.196.151||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||scooter||05-23-2003||08:14 AM||||i had to send mine back to palm.  i did all the resets and it still had no power.  i had mine for two days before it died.  they told me they would send me a used one in place of my two day old one.  i told them to f--k off and just sent it back to them.  it works fine now.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||05-24-2003||12:17 AM||||I have hair on my palms, is that bad?||67.163.58.52||reg||10||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002176.cgi
A||||47||broke down||how many people on here are married?||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||05-21-2003||08:28 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I'm about to be, and I just wondered how many others have an o.b.c. (ole' ball & chain)||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||Ash||05-21-2003||08:32 PM||||I am, after 2 1/2yrs of marriage she has finally threatened to stop paying for my car parts.  I was on a good wicket for a while there.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||broke down||05-21-2003||08:34 PM||||I'm trying to buy all of mine before the big day.  24 left, what else do I need...||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||05-21-2003||08:45 PM||||not yet....<br /><br />and im not planning to.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||Jose||05-21-2003||09:02 PM||||I have been married 12 years, and my wife tries to help me with my car when she can.<br />Jose.....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000005||mromik||05-21-2003||09:20 PM||||not married Yet/<br />I'll do if I'll find "my girl".<br />I am 25 and would be 26 on the 2 of june<br /><br />So How old are the members of this prorum?<br />And how long are you going to use your cars/<br /><br />As for me I am looking for '95-97 Vr4 or simpe <br />NOT GDI mechanic gearbox car for gppd price/<br />Here they are for 5500-8000 USD <br /><br /><br />But do not want to sell mine.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000006||number3||05-21-2003||09:41 PM||||I will have been with my wife for 15 years on August 6th.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||05-21-2003||09:49 PM||||married?  MARRIED?  probably longer than everyone on this list ADDED TOGETHER.  sept 30 will be 30 years.  i was lucky to find and marry the finest person i have ever known.  i'd do it all over again, in a heartbeat.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||199of2k||05-21-2003||10:04 PM||||6 years in september (my god where did the time go??)||68.14.148.87||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000009||s_firestone||05-21-2003||10:15 PM||||I have been married for 13 years and I feel the same way as Ken Inn does.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000010||curtis||05-21-2003||10:38 PM||||almost 7 years with wife not real happy with car stuff but she puts up with me I'd rather have his VR4 than a new car. plus I have a 3 year old and she has a high back black leather car seat with 5 point harness in the back seat.||67.25.36.116||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||05-21-2003||10:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I will have been with my wife for 15 years on August 6th.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And you're 30?  You got married when you were 15/16?  Yikes!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||05-21-2003||11:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong>I am 25 and would be 26 on the 2 of june<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow Im tuning 21 June 3rd, just thought it was interesting.||64.70.24.54||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000013||jonvr4||05-21-2003||11:07 PM||||20, but i've had the vr4 for about 5 years now......hehe i answered the wrong question||12.235.229.244||reg||14||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000014||markrieb||05-21-2003||11:20 PM||||10 years in August.  Waited until I was Harry's age to get married.  Hell, I wasn't even house-broken until I was about 27.<br /><br />It is not the marriage that cuts into the cars stuff as much as the kids...<br /><br />Mark Rieb||67.225.136.250||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000015||number3||05-21-2003||11:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I will have been with my wife for 15 years on August 6th.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And you're 30?  You got married when you were 15/16?  Yikes!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dated for 7 married for 8.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||DSMGVR4||05-22-2003||12:57 AM||||I also dated my wife for 7 yrs, then married in oct 99...now have 2 little boys, unfortunately my wife miscarried last week...we were hoping for a 3rd one soon, so we can keep them close in age...anyway, wife is supportive with the GVR4 she helped me buy all 3 that i had/have. She even tells her family in the Philipines to look out for JDM stuff for me. John||68.38.90.142||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000017||GVR-4||05-22-2003||09:30 AM||||Three years in August. She's the best.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000018||GVR1643||05-22-2003||09:50 AM||||It will be 10 years this September. Got a great 4 year old boy.  Dated her for 5 years prior to marriage.  <br />She's like a DSM - when she's working, aint nothin' better, but needs that little extra preventative maintenance to keep her happy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />She's been very understanding of my many habits, I've been fortunate.||167.142.22.251||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000019||howard_GVR4||05-22-2003||10:14 AM||||I dated mine for 4-5 years, married for almost one year.  She has talked me out of selling the GVR4 in the past, and she actually likes the car (at least when the wastegate is closed).  <br /><br />I'm actually looking forward to having kids, except that I don't have much money or a house yet.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||05-22-2003||10:21 AM||||Well, I have been dating my present girlfriend over a year now, in the short future (week or 2), I will be asking her to marry me. The ring is on order   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  The wedding will be next year sometime and several members wil be cordially invited. Maybe, we can make a gvr4 Iowa meet outta it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||05-22-2003||02:03 PM||||Tying the knot on October 4.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||keydiver||05-22-2003||02:22 PM||||October 21,1978, so that makes an even 25 years this year. VERY happily married, but no kids (maybe thats why we're so happily married?), but we're still "practicing", or at least thats what I tell everyone   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.158.196.151||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000023||04DrBlur||05-22-2003||04:11 PM||||Taking that step on Oct. 11 this year.||68.76.178.20||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000024||DeanCouchey||05-22-2003||08:34 PM||||supposed to marry my girl next may... so I got one more year, I have been with her for almost 2 years.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000025||UncleDonut||05-22-2003||09:14 PM||||1 year as of last Monday.  It's amazing to actually find the "Right One"||24.128.102.224||reg||1||UncleDonut||00000467||yes
Z||000026||turboflanagan||05-22-2003||09:15 PM||||It will be six years on June 21 for me and my bride.  We have a one year old girl for whom I would give away the VR4.  But she likes it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  so that won't happen.||207.69.75.158||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000027||broke down||05-23-2003||10:42 PM||||just one question.  Why does everyone have such long engagements?  Three months has been hard enough for me, three weeks away now.  I can't imagine having to wait another year.  Well, let's hear it.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000028||number3||05-23-2003||10:45 PM||||I was 15/16 when I met my wife. She is the only girl I really ever went out with. <br /><br />I/we laugh at other who think they know someone in less than a year. "we got married after dating for a whole 7 months" Please a WHOLE 7 months?<br /><br />Shit I don't even consider someone a good friend until I know them at least a year much less consider marrying some.   Three months is nothing to know someone, compared to 30-40 years.<br /><br />Love is also blind, very blind. Only time with a person will allow your sight to return and see the person they really are. Only then will you know if she is the one you want to live with forever. <br /><br />But everyone is different and what do I know?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||Hertz||05-23-2003||11:52 PM||||At least spend a whole year of seasons with someone.  I get to be a real asshole come winter.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000030||broke down||05-24-2003||01:23 AM||||Never said I've only known her 3 months, did I?  What I said was ENGAGEMENTS.  We all know people who are engaged for over a year or two before they get married.  Why?  If you want to get married, why not go ahead and do it?||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000031||number3||05-24-2003||07:03 AM||||To answer your question we got married 30 days after we finally decided to tie the not. So I am in agreement with you BUT this is the woman's special day and the planning for this special day can take up to a year if you let it. I did not. Too much strees and money fly out the window if you stretch it out. I was luck and She didn't want a $20-30k wedding.  <br /><br />We got married outside on a hill, my Dad is a Minister, no photographer, and we rented the Masonic Lodge for a cold cut spread and dancing. Very easy, fun and cheap.<br /><br />I don't think any one was pointng a finger at you. Your three months of engagement didn't come up in my post, at least.<br /><br />But your post did remind me of people who rush into marrage after dating a short period of time. And that was the reason for the thread stray.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000032||bob in chicago||05-24-2003||08:12 AM||||Married 3 years after 19 years of courtship (that used to be called shacking up.)||24.148.88.19||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000033||broke down||05-24-2003||03:37 PM||||I wasn't offended, but your post did say something about 3 months versus 30-40 years.  I just meant like you said Harry, wedding planning is way too stressful to let it drag out for a year or more, and if you are absolutely sure that you want to marry the other person, why push that date way into the future.  I am now sure that I will never be married again, because I don't think I could go through this again.  And my girl is veeery low maintenance!||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000034||Matticus||05-24-2003||04:52 PM||||Married for 3 years and been together for 5. 2 little boys, 5 and 2.  Your average American family. I just need to paint my fence white.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000035||VTGVR4||05-27-2003||01:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong>and if you are absolutely sure that you want to marry the other person, why push that date way into the future.  I am now sure that I will never be married again, because I don't think I could go through this again.  And my girl is veeery low maintenance! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">if i had a buck for EVERY time i heard this, i'd have about 14 bucks! I'm the oldest of most of my friends, and i've had to go to about 4 weddings in the last two years. (all the brides/grooms were between 20 and 24) two of these marriages failed within a year and half, AND they got a kid they are still fighting over. the guy isnt even 24 and he has practically two mortgages, two cars that dont run, a baby, and an ex-wife who's redneck BF calls in threats all the time. he said EXACTLY, EXACTLY(!!!) what you said above. Kids don't know what love is anymore, all they see is the infatuation a new romance brings and then get married on a lark, without realizing how much work a relationship/marriage really is. it isn't the 80's anymore, you can't just get a divorce for shit's sake anymore. (well , you can, but we were supposed to have learned from the 80's, no?)<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000036||sleeper||05-27-2003||02:37 PM||||My first marriage failed after 10 years. Well, it didn't really failed, I just had other plans.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />No kids, no mortgage and I made her pay for the divorce. All the $55.00 of it.<br />Dated my second wife for 4 years before we got married almost a year ago. No kids yet, but she wants one bad. <br />Every other marriages end up with a divorce after the first year. Every third involves a child.<br />This is only in America. The rate of alcoholics and suecides are higher in other countries. I'll take a divorce over being drunk all the time or dead.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000037||VTGVR4||05-27-2003||02:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> <br />Every other marriages end up with a divorce after the first year. Every third involves a child.<br />This is only in America. The rate of alcoholics and suecides are higher in other countries. I'll take a divorce over being drunk all the time or dead.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what if the rate of divorces in our country was significantly lower than in all other countries?  this can happen, it's very easy to do. all you have to do is buy my book "How to Wake the Fuck up" and then people would stop making the same, tired mistakes as everyone else.||132.198.165.39||reg||6||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000038||sleeper||05-27-2003||03:00 PM||||I dated my ex wife for about a year after the divorce. It was better than being married.<br />The blow jobs came back, but it wasn't as good as it was, when we were dating for the first time.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />I think thats the reason people end up in a divorce, plus all the girls always ends up fat.<br />You never hear that I divorced my wife because the bitch lost 200 punds and she was just to skinny.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000039||broke down||05-27-2003||03:01 PM||||Tell me then Dr. Phil, how many of our parents and gradparents got married after a short time?  How many of them got married at the ripe old age of fifteen?  Many of them.  Times are different now, I realize, but people aren't.  The only difference is that people give up too easily, or they don't really understand what marriage is about, that, or they think it's like buying a car.  If everyone felt the same way our elders felt about it, I guarantee that the divorce rate would be less than half of what it is.  So, getting back to my original point, if you KNOW you want to get married, for life, why wait for temptations or other people to screw things up between you?  Also, if your marriageis based on your spiritual faith, wouldn't that give a more solid foundation to the relationship?  Something else our elders seem to have a better grip on.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000040||broke down||05-27-2003||03:06 PM||||best quote I've ever heard about marriage.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />                                      "Marriage isn't about finding someone you can live with, i'ts about finding the one you can't live without"||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000041||VTGVR4||05-27-2003||03:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong> Tell me then Dr. Phil, how many of our parents and gradparents got married after a short time?  How many of them got married at the ripe old age of fifteen?  Many of them.  Times are different now, I realize, but people aren't.  The only difference is that people give up too easily, or they don't really understand what marriage is about, that, or they think it's like buying a car.  If everyone felt the same way our elders felt about it, I guarantee that the divorce rate would be less than half of what it is.  So, getting back to my original point, if you KNOW you want to get married, for life, why wait for temptations or other people to screw things up between you?  Also, if your marriageis based on your spiritual faith, wouldn't that give a more solid foundation to the relationship?  Something else our elders seem to have a better grip on. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i can vouch for the fact that a marriage should have more than just 'spiritual faith' to go on. "spiritual faith" was one of the reasons for the divorce of two of my friends. things happen over the course of a lifetime, and as people grow and mature, spiritual faith is certainly one of the things that can change. and if the entire relationship is built on just that, then there's nothing to fall back on. i'm not saying "dont go out and get married" but simply that people ought to REALLY evaulate the reasons for getting married. don't just meet with a church pastor to go over the reasons; go meet a real dr. phil, someone that knows more about real-world relationships than just "is the wife gonna do everything the husband days, or not?"  excuse my ranting, but i'm just trying to open up the eyes of people that fall into the trap of not thinking things through enough. <br /><br />don't knock temptation too much, it's the reason you are here today. lol||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000042||JAYGVR4||05-27-2003||06:10 PM||||Will be married 1 year on July 20th!  Been with my girl since 98...  and she supports my habits - Internet addictions, car addictions, and most recently, golf addiction - which I might add I NEED desperately to get under control since it is officially tapping into my mod money!  DOH!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Oh and its true, when your married, you don't care what you or your significant other look like...  Both her and I, although cash poor, have managed to put on 75 lbs each since the wedding!  Now both trying to work it off...  It is kinda nice to not have to worry bout dating anymore though...  I've been dubbed the fearless wingman now by my bachelor bud's, since I don't have to go home with the ugly one...  hehe||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000043||1312VR4||05-27-2003||09:59 PM||||Been married for 2 years now....oh you mean the wife not the Vr4.<br /><br />We have been together for for 5 1/2 & married for 4 1/2 years. We have a handsome 8 month old. <br /><br />I know its not Vr4 related but, I had to post a pic of him. 8 months & he is 24 lbs already.<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=474&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000044||Martin Chilcote||05-28-2003||11:52 AM||||My wife & I dated for about 1 1/2 years. Then she moved back to Wisconson. After 3 months of separation (and lots of phone calls & letters), I went north for a visit. 6 months later at Christmas, she came back to Arkansas for a visit. I proposed, she accepted, and she went back to Wis. to plan & prepare. 7 more months of separation<br />and my caravan drove north for the big day. Will be 21 years on July 10. She's the most understanding and caring person I've ever known, and she recently was asked for a hall pass at the kids high school.||66.139.166.132||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||no
Z||000045||Louters91GVR4||05-28-2003||12:00 PM||||My girlfriend and I have been dating for 2 years, marriage is down the road, just don't know how far. She wants a GVR4 too, so you know she is a keeper  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000046||Louters91GVR4||05-28-2003||12:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> Been married for 2 years now....oh you mean the wife not the Vr4.<br /><br />We have been together for for 5 1/2 & married for 4 1/2 years. We have a handsome 8 month old. <br /><br />I know its not Vr4 related but, I had to post a pic of him. 8 months & he is 24 lbs already.<br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=474&width=400" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In about 14 years or so, he is going to be asking for the car keys  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000047||iceman69510||05-28-2003||12:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Martin #1064/2000:<br /><strong>  She's the most understanding and caring person I've ever known, and she recently was asked for a hall pass at the kids high school. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second that with my wife.  17 years married in August, she's older than me and got carded last year.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/002177.cgi
A||||1||galant56k||I NEED HELP WIT MY GVR4 (JAP) 1988||||1||||G A L A N T||00001582
Z||000000||galant56k||05-21-2003||10:43 PM||aschloss@bigpond.net.au||I bought the GVR4 1988 that i was talking about in my previos topic and now need some help.<br /><br />Can you guys please take some pics of your fuse box covers (inside car and in engine bay) so i can work out what fues are for what. <br /><br />They sould be almost the same from your 90-91 as in my 88.<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />PS I found another GVR4 1988 in Brisbane Australia with 22,000 kms on the clock and want to know if any one from australia is interested. price on windows is $12,900 AUD. Looks like a nother good buy to me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />PSS I have had my car since last night and have done 100kms in it already and its fucken great. I love it soooo much. Its feals like driving a brand new car. again i am really happy with it. All thoes kms off make such a differance   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.142.124.19||reg||1||G A L A N T||00001582||yes
Z||000001||vr4fun||10-12-2003||07:38 PM||||found this link in another topic might help you...<br /><a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/fuses.pdf</a>    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||220.244.224.10||reg||14||vr4fun||00002376||yes



ubb/Forum3/002178.cgi
A||||0||curtis||fuel rails||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||05-21-2003||11:43 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||I have a friend that just got a deal on some Holley fuel rails for 1st Gens he said he would hook up the Galant guys before selling them on ebay. I got him connections on a indy car intercooler for their Mustang drag car.  He has them for stock style and for Bosch injectors he only has 10 of them and 15 for hondas they come with AN fitting and spacers.  He said he would let them go for $50 each he also has Holley spark plug wires for $40 each set. He may still have a few 255lph fuel pumps left.  He works at RHP/Bang Box performance in Clarksville TN call him at 931-905-2451 or email at <a href="http://www.bangboxparts.com" target="_blank">www.bangboxparts.com</a> ask for Ron and tell him I sent you..||166.90.116.9||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002179.cgi
A||||16||#1459 VR-4||Fake Evo V||||8||||NorthernGVR-4||00000618
Z||000000||#1459 VR-4||05-22-2003||12:37 AM||benjamin.brake@maine.edu||Maybe it's just me, but this type of thing really pisses me off: <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6355&item=2414338341" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6355&item=2414338341</a><br /><br />The guy lives pretty close to me, but I've never seen the car on the road.  I geuss just a personal pet peeve when somebody makes their car out to something it's not.||24.147.242.56||reg||8||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000001||BlitzVR4||05-22-2003||12:47 AM||||The guy even has a boost gauge.  Must be for his ego.  Too much money and not enough sense.<br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||05-22-2003||01:05 AM||||why?!!||12.235.229.244||reg||13||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||05-22-2003||01:11 AM||||That guy is a victim! Look what they drove him to!I blame Mitsubishi for not selling the EVO here sooner. People went insane with desire.<br />Gauges much? I doubt half of them are functional. At least no one bought it. Maybe he can do a 2-for-1 with that guy that was trying to sell his "show winning" GSX for 30 grand.||64.252.97.180||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||91 #680||05-22-2003||01:39 AM||||paint the whole car white or black...deep six the gauges....put a 4g63 in it and that mirage would be a pretty fast and sweet lookin ride....too bad it's a front wheel drive.  That itself doesn't make it worthwile anyway.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||05-22-2003||08:03 AM||||i think it would cost to much to de-rice that thing. and i think it should be painted black. black help hide certain ugly lines i think.  how many gauges is that? 9?<br /><br />sad.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||suprflewus||05-22-2003||08:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how many gauges is that? 9?<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">one for every car length i would beat it by.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />lates<br />dale||64.12.96.102||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||05-22-2003||09:23 AM||||I don't know what you guys are complaining about.  This type of car is perfect for most of the street ricer...uhm, I mean racer types out there who only care about image. <br /><br />This may date me, but in the 70's we used to call Fire Chickens, I mean Trans Am's, with all the plastic and no guts, "plastic fantastic".  Same concepts still appear popular.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||05-22-2003||02:10 PM||||Screw it, I would buy it and convert it. And just to piss every one off I would leave it that color.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||05-22-2003||03:54 PM||||that car looks awesome..this is the link that was in his description for more pictures.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.forperformance.com/evov/" target="_blank">http://www.forperformance.com/evov/</a> <br /><br />he has some from when the car was black.<br /><br />this bitch looks sick...but again,it was a waste of time and money.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||Louters91GVR4||05-22-2003||03:56 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||05-22-2003||04:27 PM||||that would destroy my ego if I beat that... get all hyped up cause you think you beat an evo and then find out it is a 50 HP 4g93.. stupid kids||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||05-22-2003||05:30 PM||||It really doesn't look to bad black.  What sucks about the car is that it's trying to be something that it's not.  If he had've done the body without trying to call it an EVO, it would've been at least tasteful rice, if still slow.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||Akidosigh1||05-22-2003||05:37 PM||||isn't the steering wheel on the wrong side for it to be an Evo 5? or did they make them left hand drive?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||05-22-2003||05:41 PM||||Yep, no such thing as a left hand drive EVO V, either.  Yet another thing wrong with this car...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||199of2k||05-22-2003||07:03 PM||||see this is where I draw the line.  He could have easily imported an evo front clip and dropped the engine into the car w/ all the custom work, for less than what he paid for the "Total Evo5 conversion"... just plain stupid imo.||68.14.148.87||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||05-22-2003||07:19 PM||||I guess he bought a 20 pack of gages from the HSN.  I guess I missed that sale.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002180.cgi
A||||1||darren||Power loss, oil consumption......||||1||||darren||00001577
Z||000000||darren||05-22-2003||01:22 AM||||Does anyone have any suggestions why my 91 has hesitation, and serious power loss under any amount of throttle. This happens about 80% of the time the other 20% the problem seems to completely dissappear but always comes back. I ran a test on the ecu and it is throwing a code for the "volume air sensor"(MAS). I was advised by a mitsubishi parts clerk to unplug the battery to reset the ecu, and also to disconnect the MAS for 15 minutes. This actually made a difference, now the power loss problem only happens about 20% of the time compared to 80% prior. When I reset the ecu, the code dissapeared. Also I am losing oil (about a quart every 100 miles or so) but it is not leaking, I know its coming out of the exhaust because I can see the blue smoke but mostly black smoke. The motor was rebuilt 25,000 miles ago. Also the dipstick is popping up all the time. Any suggestions on what to check would really be appreciated. This problem has been happening for a few months. The only mods I have is a boost gauge and removed the aircan But I only did both mods yesterday. Also my boost gauge was reading 8.5 psi all day yesterday then at nighttime the boost went up to 10 psi.||24.184.33.106||reg||1||darren||00001577||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||05-22-2003||09:21 AM||||sounds like a boost leak.  to quote harry, "pressurize the intake and check for leaks".  and, just for grins, my quote is always "have the caps in the ecu been changed"?  the oil leak can be a whole bunch of things, if it was all of a sudden, maybe the turbo seals went, a valve stem seal(s) went, cracked ring(s), to name a few.  these cars are old.  heck, even my seals and rings leak now.  when do they leak?  depends.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/002181.cgi
A||||1||mromik||How old is GVR4 site?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-22-2003||02:11 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||And How did you know about it?<br />Lots of people asked me about it, but I don't know<br />how. Just do not remember.<br />I just had some free time at my work and free of payment internet and..<br /><br />Also, do you know sites about Toyota Crown?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Ash||05-22-2003||03:07 AM||||I googled & found this place, DSM.org & VFaq.com all at once, I guess 2 1/2 yrs ago.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/002182.cgi
A||||2||brokegsx||galant gsx||||1||||brokegsx||00001612
Z||000000||brokegsx||05-22-2003||03:41 AM||illwil@aol.com||Hello,<br />Just wondering if anybody knows of any web sites for the galant gsx �||208.61.111.163||reg||1||brokegsx||00001612||yes
Z||000001||Proud Galant Driver||05-25-2003||05:55 PM||||hey, check out thegalantcenter.com<br /><br />they are for every galant ever made, you will fit right in the 6g section||207.190.82.139||reg||1||Proud Galant Driver||00000704||yes
Z||000002||Forced Style||06-01-2003||11:19 PM||||What info are you looking on for the Galant GSX? just post your questions here if you'd like  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.231.176.7||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes



ubb/Forum3/002183.cgi
A||||0||GVR1643||anyone near Rogers, AR||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||05-22-2003||01:22 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I'll be down there for the w/e in the wifes GVR4 visiting family.  If you're close, might be able to meet and check out the rides.  <br /> <br />BTW - what ever happened to John Lambert?  Anyone still in contact with him, is he still in Conway AR?||167.142.21.175||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/002184.cgi
A||||2||beavis||picture of the day||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||05-22-2003||01:23 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.wrc.com/en_GB/Gallery/Photo/2003/004/2003_R_RA_LuisPerez.htm" target="_blank">http://www.wrc.com/en_GB/Gallery/Photo/2003/004/2003_R_RA_LuisPerez.htm</a>||138.23.87.147||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||05-22-2003||01:25 PM||||Nice.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||05-22-2003||01:27 PM||||That's gonna leave a mark.  (on the ground, on the car, and in his shorts :-)<br /><br />cool pic||167.142.21.175||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/002185.cgi
A||||12||PRE-EVO||Build your own Mercedes Vision SLR......||||14||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||05-22-2003||02:11 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <a href="http://forums.vwvortex.com/zerothread?id=848531" target="_blank">http://forums.vwvortex.com/zerothread?id=848531</a>||199.182.59.101||reg||14||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-22-2003||02:27 PM||||That nose says F1 all over it.<br /><br />Amazing replication work.  Boggles the mind.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||05-22-2003||03:24 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||05-22-2003||03:31 PM||||Truly unbelievable...I don't care that it's a fake, just amazing that someone could do that and do it so beautifully.  Why after all that work he would aquire a better engine or at least detail that one with more than the nifty cover.  <br />The rest of it is just hard to imagine the work that went on...||167.142.21.175||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||05-22-2003||03:46 PM||||Whoa!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Thats just so nice..<br /><br />look at that one picture in there with the wiring hell in the interior..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||05-22-2003||04:19 PM||||I realize this probably took alot more work, but why is everyone so impressed with this, but disgusted over the fake EVO on ebay someone posted last night? Both cars are going for the same effect.||64.252.97.180||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||05-22-2003||04:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> --------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />I realize this probably took alot more work, but why is everyone so impressed with this, but disgusted over the fake EVO on ebay someone posted last night? Both cars are going for the same effect.<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Because what's cool about slapping a body kit and gauges on a slow car and still having a slow car(only funny looking)?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||05-22-2003||05:06 PM||||Fake Evo...<br />and this guy built (hand built it looks like) a truly exotic car that won't be found anywhere.  It's not like he copied a $30K car, he has a 3-5 maybe more hundred thousand $ car.  I have no clue what the real one would be worth, but not 30K.  Hell, maybe he copied a million dollar car.  Point is, he's not going to roll up next to a real Evo in his homemade Evo.||167.142.21.175||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||05-22-2003||05:21 PM||||True, I suppose there is a difference between building an exact replica and just putting a body kit on something.||64.252.97.180||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||05-22-2003||08:25 PM||||kinda like how everyone used to take fiero's and make then into Lambo kits.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||chadhayashi||05-24-2003||03:55 PM||||That SLR used the old M117 v8 that was originally in that chassis. Yuck.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000011||broke down||05-24-2003||07:51 PM||||Try doing body work sometime, and I don't mean putting the hood back on.  Then, you will have an appreciation for the knid of work that went into that car, if you don't already appreciate it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000012||hibrn8||05-25-2003||12:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>Amazing replication work.  Boggles the mind. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree. And the coolest thing is that this car is replicated by a Polish guy. He lives in the same area as some of family in Krakow.||65.227.217.218||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002186.cgi
A||||2||Hertz||Dashboard Bubbles||||9||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||05-22-2003||02:15 PM||rhertz@3-points.com||I used to snear and snicker whenever I saw a Galants dashboard cover bubbling up... 'hehe, mine is mint, suckers...'  BUT, Karma has got me and I've got a growing bubble on the passenger-side dash tray and another smaller one under the number badge (next to that nice tear).<br /><br />Anyone have any hints/ideas/experience in how to fix this symptom?  I've been thinking the answer is to make a small incision and inject some glue behind the bubble.||12.247.128.70||reg||9||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||s_firestone||05-22-2003||10:14 PM||||I know alot of people who lay floor tile use syringes to remove bubbles.  Very tiny hole if done right.||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||05-24-2003||12:29 AM||||Uh huh, then use the spoon to smooth it out, right?||67.163.58.52||reg||8||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002187.cgi
A||||3||driftin galant||another siteing||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||05-22-2003||05:03 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||ok i saw a green 91 i think at 12:09 in kirkland, right by tacoma screw, i foget the street it looked stock. any one on here? girl driving i think||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||05-22-2003||05:35 PM||||Are there any woman VR-4 Owners/Drivers on this site?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||199of2k||05-22-2003||07:09 PM||||My wife is on this list.  I think her username is VR4Princess||68.14.148.87||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000003||mromik||05-23-2003||01:22 AM||||We have 5 good loking GVR4 E39 galants in Khabarovsk<br />Some of them are 1988 and 1989<br />One of them -white is driven by 20 years old girl<br />And I like them both   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />mean the girl and galant||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum3/002188.cgi
A||||0||TinyVR4||Gauge pod on Ebay||||1||||TinyVR4||00000831
Z||000000||TinyVR4||05-22-2003||06:34 PM||Tiny44094@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=38660&item=2416265522" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=38660&item=2416265522</a><br /><br />If anyone needs a pod....||68.21.245.14||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes



ubb/Forum3/002189.cgi
A||||5||starwrist||Quickest way to speakers?||||5||||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||05-23-2003||12:31 AM||starwrist@hotmail.com||Anyone know the quickest way to get to the front door speakers? (I guess the only door speakers...duh...)<br /><br />And what are the size of the speakers all around the car?<br /><br />It looks like 6.5 could fit in the door, but I read someone where they are 5.25. <br /><br />Thanks.||68.112.68.31||reg||5||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||05-23-2003||12:51 AM||||The only way to them is to take th door panel off.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||starwrist||05-23-2003||12:52 AM||||You know how many screws there are?||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000003||comfy||05-23-2003||04:16 AM||||they are 5.25, but i made my 6.5's work with the help of my dremmel. however if you put 6.5's in the speaker covers will not fit on.  if you have skinny arms i would recoment just disconnecting the panel at the bottom and at the handle then try to reach up there.||12.222.39.112||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000004||AWD4DR||05-23-2003||02:23 PM||||Door panel should only take 5 min to get off,mabye 5 screws or so..As for me I trimmed the factory speaker mount and put 6.5 infinity reference w/o any problem..||67.193.140.149||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||05-23-2003||02:28 PM||||yep all the above comments are all good. 4 inch inthe dash, 5.25 inthe front door and 6.5 in rear deck. i tried fitting 6.5's in the front door and i did no prob, however as comfy said above the stock speakers grills were a bitch to get over the speakers. it made the top and bottom of the cover bow out and the plastic was turning light grey becuase it was being bent if you know what i mean. so i just put a set of 5.25s in there instead. good luck man.||65.227.204.50||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002190.cgi
A||||2||mromik||I will leave for a week...||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||05-23-2003||01:29 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||may be 4 days...<br /><br />Need to go with inspection on sunday till next friday, to inspect LANs and intranet communications of our Far east railroad....<br /><br />I still need headlights   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-24-2003||12:22 AM||||Okay, I'll be here grilling bratwurst and drinking beer.||67.163.58.52||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||05-24-2003||11:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Okay, I'll be here grilling bratwurst and drinking beer. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">same here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.217.218||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002191.cgi
A||||9||starwrist||Chrome strip.||||1||||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||05-23-2003||01:09 PM||starwrist@hotmail.com||Anybody know if it's possible to take the chrome strip off from around the entire car. I'd really like to get it painted to match the car.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||number3||05-23-2003||02:11 PM||||Yes, but I would paint in on the car. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||05-23-2003||05:19 PM||||Taking it out would mean you need to fill in those gaps somehow which is a lot of work.<br /><br />I know those chrome strips have a plastic coating on them, dunno how well paint would stick to it.<br /><br />As Harry said, its easier to paint on. Nate's gvr4 has it painted on - I think. So, it shouldnt be a big problem!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||05-23-2003||06:29 PM||||I plan to put tape stripe over it, but undecided if matching or contrasting color.  That should stick ok with minor scuffing.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||05-24-2003||12:13 AM||||Krylon now makes a plastic paint that might do the trick.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||05-24-2003||09:05 AM||||I believe those strips can be bought. Maybe you can just buy one in black if your car is black, and replace it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||starwrist||05-24-2003||11:51 AM||||Yeah, but is Hell the only place you can buy the strips from? I'm not down with the chrome, aside from the lip on the wheels. But I'd like to paint that red.<br /><br />Oh well.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000007||curtis||05-24-2003||12:32 PM||||Autozone has wide black pinsripe thats trim black just take a razor and cut in in half so you dont have to buy has much you need two rolls||67.25.38.197||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||curtis||05-24-2003||12:33 PM||||it also works well on the crome corners around the front and back windows||67.25.38.197||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||starwrist||05-24-2003||03:35 PM||||Thanks Curtis. <br /><br />Haven't seen the Green Beast on the road lately? You still running it?||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes



ubb/Forum3/002192.cgi
A||||29||Louters91GVR4||What MP3 song are you listening too right now on your comp???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||05-23-2003||01:16 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Ludacris - Rollout  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||number3||05-23-2003||02:09 PM||||I am too old for MP3s...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||05-23-2003||02:20 PM||||Yeah, he still spins 45's in number3  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||6||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||05-23-2003||02:23 PM||||deftones||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||msaskin||05-23-2003||02:29 PM||||Shai Hulud - Anesthesia<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000005||Compressed||05-23-2003||04:29 PM||||listening to a webcast right now.  Radio paradise.<br />Last mp3 I played was yesterday, a bunch of stuff by Kruder and Dormeister.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||05-23-2003||04:36 PM||||MP3z are not legal.  I would NEVER listen to them.  Now where did I put that damn rio player   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||05-23-2003||04:58 PM||||DJ Sneak - Fix my Sink !<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||05-23-2003||05:33 PM||||Bone Thugs w/ Tupac - Thug Love||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||05-23-2003||08:29 PM||||Faith No More.....||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||s_firestone||05-23-2003||08:55 PM||||Funny you should ask   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I like doing themes... Right now is cars <br /><br />Last song --&gt; Prodigy - Speedway<br />This song --&gt; Joe Satriani - Driving at Night<br />Next Song --&gt; Ronnie James Dio - I Speed at Night<br />Next Song --&gt; Sammy Hagar - I Can't Drive 55<br />Next song --&gt; RUSH - Red Barchetta<br />Next Song --&gt; Commander Cody - Hot Rod Lincoln||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||05-24-2003||12:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong> Shai Hulud - Anesthesia<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm.. a little Frank Herbert reference. Interesting.<br /><br /><br />I'm a downtempo/breakbeat/DnB kinda guy while computing, chillin', but I also favor Altrock, Progressive and Classic rock.  Sometimes I think I should have chosen the music biz as a career path.<br /><br />Favorite streams:<br /><a href="http://www.somafm.com" target="_blank">http://www.somafm.com</a>...Groove Salad, Beat Blender...<br /><a href="http://www.bassdrive.com" target="_blank">http://www.bassdrive.com</a>...Bass Drive (reprazentin' the Chicago scene, wOOt)<br /><br />And to make legal copies of streamed mp3s I use <a href="http://streamripper.sourceforge.net/sr32/" target="_blank">Streamripper</a>.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||gtluke||05-24-2003||01:41 AM||||the_red_chord_-08-_dreaming_in_dog_years||138.89.11.145||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000013||markrieb||05-24-2003||02:13 AM||||My tastes in music are....well, lets say they are eclectic.<br /><br />Newest CD's I have bought are Jimmy Buffet - Meet me in Margaritaville, Disturbed - Remember and Keb Mo - Slow Down.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.233.134||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000014||number3||05-24-2003||06:51 AM||||I don't listen to MP3 (illegal, sound like shit, and too much work for me) but I do listen to XM radio in my Chevy Avalanche and it is the best thing since the CD. <br /><br />Highly recommended if you are like me and love music, all music. If you like popular music of the day stick with radio but if you have a CD collection of over 500 XM is for you! The talk and comedy programs are very good too.<br /><br />Abd you can pick the signal up just about anywhere. Even in backwards places like KY.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||05-24-2003||01:40 PM||||Not listening to anything at the moment, but I listen to all kinds of stuff..<br /><br />Techno, indie rock, j-pop, j-rock, punk, hardcore, metal, rap, basically anything that is not country.<br /><br />The next CD I am going to buy is the new Alkaline Trio album.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||Romanova||05-24-2003||01:51 PM||||Hanson... MmmBOP!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000017||msaskin||05-24-2003||02:41 PM||||gtluke, glad to see someone else has similar tastes in music to  me.<br /><br />hertz, glad you caught the reference.  shai hulud is the name of a hardcore band, but they chose their name from the dune reference.<br /><br />as for music, i listen to pretty much everything...it's just a matter of what genre happens to be randomly playing at the moment  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000018||GRV4726||05-24-2003||05:10 PM||||Blacwater park by Opeth (they are a metal band)<br /><br />i like alot of music. from classical to Punk Rock (70-80's stuff)<br /><br />i like 80's metal a lot. bands like Iron Maiden.<br /><br />i'd like to try out XM radio. it sound very cool||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000019||#1459 VR-4||05-24-2003||06:06 PM||||Dave Matthews Band (Live at Folsom Field) - Big Eyed Fish||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||05-27-2003||02:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by NorthernGVR-4:<br /><strong> Dave Matthews Band (Live at Folsom Field) - Big Eyed Fish </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that the "every monkey knows you got to stay up in your fuckin' tree" song?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000021||VTGVR4||05-27-2003||02:22 PM||||strangefolk, phish, more strangefolk, max creek, jackson 5. yep. <br /><br />mp3's illegal? LOL. about 90% of my mp3's are ripped from my own cds. everything else is from shared servers. (most good bands allow taping/sharing of live performances) <br /><br />at home, it's all CD's. Cream, CCR, george winston, some classical, and i'm ashamed to admit that huey lewis made his way into the stereo last week. really gotta get rid of the crackpipe.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000022||gtluke||05-27-2003||06:14 PM||||msaskin ha cool<br />i'm huge into hardcore and metal<br />my brother has a band that upcoming pretty fast<br />they sound most like every time i die.. but have a VERY unique sound<br /><a href="http://www.ANightToRememberMusic.com" target="_blank">www.ANightToRememberMusic.com</a><br />the demo song they have on there is a HORRIBLE mix<br />no drums in it. sucks but it was free<br />-luke-||138.89.11.55||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000023||#1459 VR-4||05-27-2003||07:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>Is that the "every monkey knows you got to stay up in your fuckin' tree" song? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's the one.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000024||spoulson||05-27-2003||09:01 PM||||MP3 are illegal?  Man, so what now am I to do with all my Megadeth, Iron Maiden, and Metallica cassette dubs I made when I was 15?  No one busted my door to get me.<br /><br />I would get the XM attachment for the Alpine unit I got, but I can't see paying monthly fees for the 'service'.  I'm too cheap.  I've got other bills to pay.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000025||spoulson||05-27-2003||09:03 PM||||Oh, forgot to mention.<br /><br />I'm on an Anthrax roll.  "One Man Stands".||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000026||GRV4726||05-27-2003||10:52 PM||||iron maiden is where its at... "fool" haha<br /><br />the first solo i learnt on guitar was from the trooper. good song. and i still have trouble pulling it off right, mainly because i don't have a whammy bar.  haha, no dive bombs for me.<br /><br />do you guys like opeth? ever heard of them, they are amazing (well i think they are). also, heard of dark tranquility? i'm a big fan of the too.  <br /><br />i remember shai halud (however you spell it) they made a horrible cover of nofx, linoleum. come on we all remember nofx. or we would prefer not to. <br /><br />i've said enough||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000027||psycopyro182||05-27-2003||11:50 PM||||Right now...<br />Kyuss Thong Song.<br />Next up Snoop dog: from the church to the palace<br />after that<br />Murder by death: you are the last dragon<br /><br />I listen to just about every type of music i can get my hands on, there is acctually verry little music that i dont like.<br />But the music i love to listen to and play myself hast to be alternative metal; Deftones, system<br />and stoner rock; Kyuss, queens of the stone age ect.<br /><br />by the way this <a href="http://www.bassdrive.com" target="_blank">www.bassdrive.com</a> site is badass.<br />DnB stuff is great to work to.||66.233.138.149||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000028||Hertz||05-28-2003||02:06 AM||||If mp3s were illegal all of your DVDs would be silent... <br /><br /><a href="http://www.iis.fraunhofer.de/amm/techinf/layer3" target="_blank">ISO-MPEG Audio Layer-3</a> (International Organization of Standardization-<a href="http://mpeg.telecomitalialab.com/" target="_blank">Motion Picture Experts Group</a>) a.k.a. MP3.<br /><br />The only major difference between a DVD and online-traded mp3s is usually the bit (sampling) rate... yup, mp3s recorded through some dude's crappy CD player, crappy sound card and hacked-together encoder at telephone-quality sample rate is going to sound like, well, crap.<br /><br />[The link monster strikes again..]||67.163.58.52||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000029||hibrn8||05-28-2003||08:25 PM||||I am listening to a live set by Armin Van Buuren.<br /><br />Live @ IDT Radio(broadcast in Netherlands)---&gt; State of Trance set 92.<br /><br />For those of you into trance music, this is the shit to listen to. Armin is a musical genius.||65.227.217.20||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002193.cgi
A||||1||ayvr4||pos||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||05-23-2003||01:22 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||I've been working on the VR4 alot lately. she is currently taken apart. anyway, I've been driving this um, ahh, how do i put this, vehicle? it's a '84 Toyota "Truck". I thought this thing was reliable, but this morning i'm running late for work, get in, try to start it, and nothing happened. I dont know what it could be. it was working fine last night.<br />all the lights pop on when i click the keys to the accesories (like usual). then when i try to turn it over, nothing happens, the dummy lights stay on. it doesnt even try to crank over. and the battery seems fine...<br />I know this is not 84TOYOTATRUCK.COM, but any input that may help me would be great.<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||05-23-2003||01:59 PM||||Get a hammer and tap the starter a couple of times.||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/002194.cgi
A||||23||raceman77||how many miles per tank do you get?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||05-23-2003||04:51 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||Now l know we`re all leadfoot drivers who put performance before economy but is anyone getting over 250 miles to a tank? My best is 285 miles.l cruise 20 miles each way to work on a largely unpatrolled desert hiway at 100mph plus everyday.Valentine One is my friend  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||05-23-2003||05:20 PM||||Routinely 270+ miles per tank with big 16G, 3" turbo-back exh., FMIC and Al Blaha MAS/K&N. Mixed hiway & city.||24.148.88.19||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||05-23-2003||09:28 PM||||280 per tank or so... I drive pretty laid back 95% of the time. <br />Usually takes about 13 gallons every time I fill up.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||curtis||05-23-2003||09:37 PM||||I would like to know what you guys are doing because I get at the max 227 miles out of the tank when the idiot lite comes on and went I fill up its to the top of the tube the one time I pushed it this far it took 14.45 gallons to fill up||67.25.36.186||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||s_firestone||05-23-2003||09:39 PM||||I fill up at approximately 300 miles to a tank with car nearly stock.<br /><br />Best I ever got was 320 and I was starting to sweat since the gas light had been on for 40 miles.  Car actually only took 14.6 gallons when I filled it up.  Our tank is allegedly 16.4 gallons (I still don't trust it no matter how many times I have verified it).<br /><br />I supposedly still had 1.8 gallons left.  If fuel consumption was actually 21.3MPG I could have gone another 38 miles.  That would give our cars a rough maximum range of 360 miles.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 Mitsubishi Galant VR-4<br />Belize Green Metallic <br />#918 of 1000||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000005||s_firestone||05-23-2003||10:06 PM||||OH, completely forgot to mention my driving style is fairly agressive.  I commute 30 miles a day via freeway with a 70MPH(Suggested) speed limit.  Jackson, MS is only 150,000 people so most of the trip is rural freshly paved freeway.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Rules:<br />I always accelerate at full throttle to enter the freeway *AT* or above the speed limit:D  instead of waiting until I'm on the freeway to speed up from 40MPH. <br /><br />Mustangs, Camrys, BMWs, and Little Bumblebee Hondas with Cantelope Launchers are not allowed to pass me(EVER!).<br /><br />Passing a semi truck is just another opportunity to drop the car in 4th and go full throttle until I'm at least 1/4 mile past the truck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />When in doubt revert back to Houston, TX driving rules.  (Where I learned to drive)<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 GVR4 #918 of 1K||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||05-23-2003||11:10 PM||||I used to get about 19 in town, and 25 on a trip.  Since I put my trusty walbro 255 in a couple weeks ago, my mileage has gotten horrible!  I only got 18 on a trip last weekend!  And I wasn't driving that bad!  I ran out of gas on the interstate with only 280 miles on the tank.  <br /><br />I need an AFPR.<br /><br />And my driving style is very much like Stephen's   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||05-23-2003||11:34 PM||||Ive been getting 300-310 miles to a tank lately. I have gotten 340 on a long distance freeway trip. Not a day goes by that I dont go WOT at least once.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.144||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||05-23-2003||11:49 PM||||~300 per 13.5 gallons or so, or something like 22.5 mpg.<br /><br />When I rewired my stock pump, I must have done something because now my idiot light does not come on.  It's no big deal but I don't really trust the gauge 100% and it seems to really linger around E for a long time.  So I just fuel up on or about 300 miles.<br /><br />For those of you who are really dogging on the gas mileage, try properly inflating your tires.  How are your wheel bearings?  Transmission fluid?  Tuck your arms in and lean forward while driving.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||Matticus||05-24-2003||04:43 PM||||Pure rural town driving. 0-60-0 Stoplights.  Roads in DE are crazy, 50 MPH speed limits with stoplights. Every light is like a drag race to people. I get about 220-230, filling up about 13 gallons.  Not too hot, but again, I drive fairly agressive. Even Grandmas in their Caddy's treat stoplights like Motortend's 0-60-0 test.  It is crazy.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000010||Telecaster||05-24-2003||07:07 PM||||I get around 230 for a 12 gallon fill up.  The darn thing always clicks at 11 for some reason when i fill up.  Then i feed it up to 12 gallons. Anyone else get this?  Thats 230 miles on 550's, B16g @ 15psi, and 40 base fuel pressure.||64.160.49.54||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000011||mromik||05-24-2003||11:41 PM||||my mileage is 13-15 litres per 100 km - city cycle<br /><br />10.5litres per 100 km at highway||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||05-25-2003||12:14 AM||||when I drove from NY to Ohio a few years ago I got almost 500 miles per tank!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||05-25-2003||12:56 AM||||That's like 32mpg (or more)!  You must drive like a Grandma!<br /><br />Although I once got 30+ mpg in my cousin's FWD Laser Turbo, but it was bone stock, and I cruised 80 for the entire tank (interstate driving).||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||GRV4726||05-25-2003||01:23 AM||||do you guys have any recomendations for a better mph?  i will search the forums don't worry! i am pretty strick on the whole searching thing but this just came up at the right time.<br /><br />thanks||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000015||josh91vr4||05-26-2003||12:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong>  The darn thing always clicks at 11 for some reason when i fill up.  Then i feed it up to 12 gallons. Anyone else get this? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah - Mine always clicks off and i can always squeeze in an extra gallon, sometimes two or more. <br />For the record, i get 220-240 before the gas light comes on. Car's pretty well stock, i drive like it's stolen.||24.56.210.121||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000016||Romanova||05-26-2003||12:55 PM||||Better MPG? Probably start with a fresh tune up... plugs, wires, fuel and air filter, 02 sensor. Just a little over $100 for all that. Make sure your tires have adequate pressure. I routinely check mine. I always use Chevron premium. I believe in sticking with one brand of fuel in the highest octane available. I also use a bottle of Techron additive once a month or so. <br /><br />Might help...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000017||DeanCouchey||05-26-2003||03:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's like 32mpg (or more)! You must drive like a Grandma!  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats going from upstate NY to Cincinnati with no stops at 72 MPH straight for 12 hours.... I was pretty impressed, the car was stock to... I prob could have gotten more if I went longer, I stopped at 500 but i am sure I could have gotten it to 550 or 600 miles... I was getting scared but the gallons I put in was equal to like 35 MPG.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000018||gtluke||05-26-2003||05:52 PM||||thats funny<br />when i went from NYC to cincinati last year, i got 17mph<br />i think it was 180 miles to that tank<br />i AVERAGED WITH 2 stops for gas 81mph<br />needless to say the majority of my trip was over 100mph<br />car is 100% stock<br />i did notice a nice pickup in gas milage with a full 2.5" exhaust and test pipe i put on this week. i drove about 1,000 miles in my car this week with an average of 260 miles per tank. with this newer (stock) turbo, i went from an average of 190 to 220 on a tank. now with the exhaust its at 260 about.<br />i keep close record of this cause my gas gauge is busted and i rely only on the idiot light and my miles per tank (i reset the trip odo when i buy gas)<br />93 octane texaco only<br />never use additives, they are all junk<br />-luke-||138.89.11.145||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000019||chucklesas||05-26-2003||07:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> do you guys have any recomendations for a better mph?  i will search the forums don't worry! i am pretty strick on the whole searching thing but this just came up at the right time.<br /><br />thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not sure at all, but it seems when I drive at 65MPH on the highway vs. 75MPH, I usually get better MPG at 65.  Of course, that could be way off, I travel back and forth between Cincinnati and Cleveland a lot, and I think one way is more downhill and the otherway is mostly uphill, so that may be why I see the differences in milage going one way or the other...||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||05-27-2003||01:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> my mileage is 13-15 litres per 100 km - city cycle<br /><br />10.5litres per 100 km at highway </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">18.1 - 15.7 miles per gallon city, and 22.4 miles per gallon highway.<br /><br />I think your city mileage should be a bit better, but you're fairly close to normal.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000021||VTGVR4||05-27-2003||02:04 PM||||<strong> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not sure at all, but it seems when I drive at 65MPH on the highway vs. 75MPH, I usually get better MPG at 65.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hence the fed's reason to lower the nation's max speed limit to 55 mph during the energy crisis. 65 is just a step up from that, too bad insurance companies will guarantee that we never see the elimination of the 65 mph law.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000022||sleeper||05-27-2003||02:42 PM||||I get about 230 to a tank and have to put in about 13 gallons of gas filling up.<br /><br />Can you guys with higher miles per gallon post what size injectors you're running and what are you low setting on the AFC?<br /><br />BTW I'm running 660's and the AFC low is set at -15 across the board. Low fuel trim at 100<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000023||Ant||05-28-2003||08:37 AM||||About 30mpg <br />80% highway driving.  I go WOT through 1,2,3 at least 3 times a day.<br /><br />Gabor:<br />2G MAS with bottom and one side honeycomb out, 550's, 255lph, BM FPR at 50psi base, low settings on AFC are <br />2500  -3<br />3000  -4<br />3500  -4<br />4000  -4<br /><br />s16g with supra IC <br />EGT sit about 1300-1400 <br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes



ubb/Forum3/002195.cgi
A||||8||771of2k||found gvr4-1401||||1||||771of2k||00001127
Z||000000||771of2k||05-23-2003||05:05 PM||snakedojo@hotmail.com||I found gvr4 1401 at a junkyard today. car is alltogether but the wheels. they said it ran good when it came in, just needs a clutch. I offered $300 for it, but they wouldnt take it & wouldnt tell me what they were looking to get. Im gonna go back with a parts list & if & cant get a decent price, pull some parts off it. <br />any Idea what the max I should pay for the whole car, Im not looking to spend more $400 for it. <br />whats the parts value to it? how much could I make parting a whole car?||68.9.128.210||reg||1||771of2k||00001127||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||05-23-2003||05:25 PM||||Get the serial number if you would, and post it here for Iceman. If it just needs a 'clutch', and is at a junkyard, who knows what else it needs. What small parts have been sold? Will or does it have a salvage title? Did it go to the junk yard for some other reason? (flood car? prior accident damage? etc).<br />If the car is in good shape, and runs well (motor), might have to give a good bit for it ($1500 or so); even with a salvage title. The junk yard knows the value of parting it out also.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||771of2k||05-23-2003||05:40 PM||||the car is complete except for the wheels. 177k miles on it. but the body & paint is in better shape than mine. it is on top of another car, so Im not sure if the frame isnt bent somewhere(but it is sitting straight & the galant it is on is indented pretty good. Id love to get the vin, but dont wanna go back & seem too interested. he had the keys & it has the gvr4 keychain. (its green, with a sunroof, no cd)||68.9.128.210||reg||1||771of2k||00001127||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||05-23-2003||06:35 PM||||Rescue this car somebody!||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||05-24-2003||12:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 771of2k:<br /><strong> how much could I make parting a whole car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Depends on the engine, of course, but things like the engine, tranny, ECU and various trim/body parts could easily total up to be more than $400.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||199of2k||05-24-2003||03:55 PM||||What Junkyard???||68.14.148.87||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||05-24-2003||05:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 771of2k:<br /><strong> how much could I make parting a whole car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How much is your time worth?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||771of2k||05-24-2003||06:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 199of2k:<br /><strong> What Junkyard??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats a secret till I find out if I can get it  or not  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />& if I got it & parted it, made enough to cover the cost, it would be like getting the parts I need for free.(gonna go back next weekend & check with the guy & bring cash)||68.9.128.210||reg||12||771of2k||00001127||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||05-24-2003||09:37 PM||||there is something wrong with that car if it is at a junkyard.if i were you check it out real good before you probably buy it.my dad ids a dealer and he gos to auctions,junkyard owners and workers are always there looking for a jammed or beat up car there to buy to throw in their yard.i doubt a junkyard bought it from and auction with only a clutch needed,and a fairly clean car like that there just to part out.if he wants to part it out,theres gotta be something big wrong with it.if he doesnt want to sell it to you,im sure he knows the value of the car.and if he does he would keep it and fix it if it were only the clutch imo.so good luck,and checkm the car out if you do end up buying it so you dont get screwed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002196.cgi
A||||2||Akidosigh1||look at this site||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||05-23-2003||06:00 PM||||<a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/gift/dsm/2gturbooverhaul.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/gift/dsm/2gturbooverhaul.pdf</a>||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||WhiteOut||05-23-2003||07:42 PM||||Thats my friends site, his name is Adam Clifford, he used to be in Chicago dsm, but now he lives down here in dallas. Not sure why im posting this, lol.||135.214.42.162||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||05-24-2003||12:07 AM||||Yeah, because, uh that's Vinny Singh's website.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002197.cgi
A||||2||turboflanagan||Body work started||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||05-23-2003||10:05 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Ugh!  This thing is in rough shape.  It looked ok until I started looking for dents and dings.  Looks like it has the measles or something.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=449" alt=" - " />||209.86.136.71||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-23-2003||11:54 PM||||<img src="http://www.madmaxmovies.com/cars/madmax/ChevyImpala/ImpalaAttack.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.163.58.52||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||05-24-2003||12:45 PM||||mine looked the same way<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=451&width=400" alt=" - " />||12.144.137.61||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum3/002198.cgi
A||||4||jonvr4||HAHAHAHA check this shit out||||2||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||05-24-2003||01:02 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i saw this while searching the web<br />  <img src="http://www.240sx.org/links/hos/pos-crx.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.235.229.244||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||05-24-2003||07:39 AM||||There is a few differnt pictures of that car floating around.  It is a tractor pull vehicle.  Crazy though..!!||65.179.64.130||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||05-24-2003||11:42 AM||||i saw a crx with a v8 in it but nothing like that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.129.160.231||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||VR4coop||05-24-2003||02:24 PM||||what was the website you got that pic from?||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000004||AWD4DR||05-24-2003||11:24 PM||||<a href="http://www.240sx.org/links/hos/pos-crx.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.240sx.org/links/hos/pos-crx.jpg</a>||67.193.140.1||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes



ubb/Forum3/002199.cgi
A||||12||s_firestone||What direction is everybody considering in car audio/video ?||||1||||s_firestone||00000502
Z||000000||s_firestone||05-24-2003||11:19 AM||s_firestone@yahoo.com||I seriously considered an MP3 CD receiver for the car but decided instead to work toward just putting a full PC in the car (mounted in the trunk) and using one of the in-dash or tethered sunlight viewable monitors.  I haven't found a automobile oriented monitor yet with actual VGA inputs so have to make sure you have a TV out on the video card you pick.<br /><br />Upside is that you can get a much better head unit such as an Eclipse or Nakamichi (which no one wants to steal) and the PC is fairly secure being in the trunk.  Plus you can use it for datalogging, GPS, Music Videos, games in the car, movies, Etc.  <br /><br />You could use a notebook for all this but finding a place in our car to permanently mount a notebook is about impossible due to the way notebooks are built.  Plus the sound outputs on most notebooks are usually horrid quality.  Notebooks generally have pitiful performance for the price you pay(slow HDD, CD, Video speed).  It's what you sacrifice for squeezing everything into a 1" thick package.<br /><br />The new XPC lunchbox PC's accomodate standard motherboards, current CPU's, and even have AGP video slots.<br /><br />The idea makes perfect sense given that I use my home PC for the same purpose.  As an entertainment and work hub.  I have my PC hooked up to a full AV reveiver with full 5.1 sound, dual PC monitors and TV out.  The PC has become the ultimate appliance...<br /><br />Besides who wants to pay $1200 for a propriety car CD receiver thats only attribute is that it has a HDD built in it that can only be used for music.  I find Car Audio manufacturers to be very narrow minded and often guilty of trying to protect their markets in the way that they design systems for cars.  <br /><br />If the PC industry was operated the same way you would only be able to use one manufacturers display, HDD, RAM, applications, etc. Reminds me of the days before PC standardization of companies like Tandy Computers.<br /><br />What has everybody here considered in the way of mutimedia in our cars (seeing as how they are not exactly roomy SUV's)?<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||05-24-2003||04:38 PM||||I knew a guy that had a PC in his I30. It was pretty cool when it worked, it could beam MP3s from his home PC to the PC in his driveway. He said it took him a while to get it all setup. I guess it would be cool to have, but really, why? I guess it would make you a hit with the girls.  J/K  Wiring would be a huge mess, power to the computer would be tricky, our trunks are not really known to be spacious.  I wouldn't mind a nice cheap little MP3 head unit, nice big amp to power my six speakers and small sub (fits really nice under the passenger seat) And a palm to do datalogging.  That would be cheaper, easier, cleaner and do everything you need.<br /><br />I guess I really don't live in my car, so I don't need it to play games, movies, etc... I have a Nice Sony TV for that, and a nice soft sofa.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||05-25-2003||10:54 AM||||Ive seen websites about folks with hacked up full size towers in their cars for playing MP3's, but I'm starting ot hear smattherings of head units with hard drives built in.  I imagine this is the way car audio will be going anyway.  TIVO has already started doing this to record shows.  and with the availability of small hard drives like you find in your laptop, it is definately feasible.  On a quick search I found the following:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.zdnet.com/products/stories/reviews/0,4161,2689062,00.html" target="_blank">http://www.zdnet.com/products/stories/reviews/0,4161,2689062,00.html</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.techtv.com/freshgear/products/story/0,23008,3401468,00.html" target="_blank">http://www.techtv.com/freshgear/products/story/0,23008,3401468,00.html</a><br /><br />So, the technology is already going there...  Why bust yer can to do something you'll probably wanna just buy later on, and as a perk, it'll fit in your dash where it belongs.  Looks like Sony has started the wave, now it just needs to be perfected...<br /><br />I know I can't wait for it all to go there.  I'm sure even home audio will be eventually networked, and even home recievers will have the ability to download shtuff...||165.121.64.75||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||05-25-2003||04:14 PM||||There used to be a head unit that ran on a 200MHz Intel StrongARM processor and it ran Linux.  You could plug a terminal into a console port and get a bash shell and everything.<br /><br />It was called the Empeg CAR, then was bought out by SonicBLUE and called Rio Car , but soon after was discontinued in 2002.  What a damn shame.  It could be ordered with up to 2 hard drives at I think 30GB each, had an ethernet port, remote, and a very nice VFD matrix screen with many forms of visuals.  The whole stereo easily slid out of the car and fit in a cradle connected to a PC to upload/manage files.  Price started at ~$1200 for 8GB size when it first came out.<br /><br />btw, one possible longevity issue with a PC in a car is vibration dampening.  The Empeg used spring suspension on the drives to keep them from feeling the road.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||05-25-2003||04:55 PM||||what happened to 8 tracks?  geez, i just get something, and already it's out of date.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||05-25-2003||05:47 PM||||you just got and 8 track!! haha  i sort of agree with that though. every things is just progressing very rapidly. but its really up to you and what you want to do.<br /><br />my friend was going to do the same with his future rsx but then desided not to get one. he was going ot just it all to an lcd touch screen. he would have had ethernet to up load and download files off of the server he was putting up at home. i just thought it was way to much. but certainly very cool. but still a lot of money. he had it though, his home computer cost him a total of 4 grand wiht the two monitors.  he ended up getting an m3 instead. what a bastard. and he's only 16.  lets just say. i hate the little fuck head.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||Proud Galant Driver||05-25-2003||05:53 PM||||empeg sounds really cool, i check ebay but found nothing. probably a limited amount in existence.||207.190.82.139||reg||1||Proud Galant Driver||00000704||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||05-25-2003||06:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> what happened to 8 tracks?  geez, i just get something, and already it's out of date. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, not they have "tape players".  I've heard something about compact disk, but who knows  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I once drove a late 70s Z28 with a stock 8 track in it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />On a completly different subject, I saw a sweet ass 350 GT cobra in REALLY nice shape on the road today.  I wish I could have taken it for a spin.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||05-25-2003||09:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Proud Galant Driver:<br /><strong> empeg sounds really cool, i check ebay but found nothing. probably a limited amount in existence. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.empeg.com" target="_blank">Official Rio site</a> <br /><br />Check out the links section of the above link.  There's a big geek following.  Since it's been developed to the level of Linux with full GCC, development possibilities are endless, including kernel hacks.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||josh91vr4||05-26-2003||12:21 PM||||If you're going to do it, get a Dell SX260 - It's something like 10" x 10" x 3.5" ... Tiny! Boasts a full Pentium 4 cpu, full size memory (266mhz DDR, up to 2 gig), and most other things you would enjoy in a full size computer. The HD is the 9.5mm "notebook" style, but these computers perform splendidly. I recommend the 40gig 5200rpm hard drive.<br />Yeah, i'm a geek. But i get paid for it!||24.56.210.121||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||05-26-2003||01:03 PM||||The laptop was a great ideal for pre MP3 players, but why not just get a deck that playes MP3 encoded disk?  Or if you really want to go the computer way, why not just get a RIO player?  It has a hard drive in it.  I havn't checked on the biggest HD avalible, but I've seen one that had a 2GB in it and that was years ago.  I'm sure they have more space avalible.<br /><br />A laptop would be the most expensive way to do it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||russya||05-27-2003||02:36 PM||||Well for all you mac fans out there I put a G4 cube with an upgraded cpu into my friends Q45. Fit fine is super quiet and you can't find something smaller with more features. The thing is the size of a tissue box. Oh and with the deletion of the stereo there was no weight penalty and he it's mounted in the dash so he still play his music cd's without it being a pain in the rear.||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russ Alexander||00000991||yes
Z||000012||VTGVR4||05-27-2003||03:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong>   he ended up getting an m3 instead. what a bastard. and he's only 16.  lets just say. i hate the little fuck head. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i hate him too. fuck all this hard work i had to do to get where i am today! where the hell is everything that i'm entitled to?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
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A||||1||Romanova||XM Radio||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||05-24-2003||01:52 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I have a XM ready Pioneer deck and am toying with the idea of adding XM radio. Thing is, I don't want an antenna on the room of my car... is it possible to mount these on like the underside of the trunk, or even on the rear parcel shelf? <br />Anyone even have XM on their Galant?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||05-24-2003||11:33 PM||||tyler,<br /><br />first off i have xm in both of my cars. second, this is a question asked by many because the antenna does look like shit on the outside of the car. the antenna in both of my cars is mounted on the rear deck between the speakers. i have done many other peoples installations this way as well. just make sure you get the mouse tyoe antenna like the terk sr2.||65.227.217.218||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
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q!TOF!,
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q!!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!What happened to mofugas.com!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2453020.1258!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!00003197!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!11:52 AM!,
q!2453021.1152!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Minjin!,
q!Winter Warning!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2453020.1316!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!Ian M!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2453039.1449!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!4g63 turbo in a 92 mirage?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!10:16 AM!,
q!2453020.1016!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!03:09 PM!,
q!2453020.1509!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!JDM vr4 200hp vs 220hp!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2453019.2207!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!MX4!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!05:25 AM!,
q!2453021.0525!,
q!MX4!,
q!00000093!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!russya!,
q!Anyone with connections for parts in Japan?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!03:37 PM!,
q!2453013.1537!,
q!Russya!,
q!00000991!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2453013.1718!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Who makes a race built short/long block for our cars at a good price?!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!06:32 PM!,
q!2453013.1832!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!jayru!,
q!01-12-2004!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2453017.2004!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!Jeff's 1g Chips!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!10:57 AM!,
q!2453014.1057!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!Yao!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!10:57 AM!,
q!2453014.1057!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!Does a tranny weigh too much to ship UPS??!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2453014.1331!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!01-10-2004!,
q!09:43 PM!,
q!2453015.2143!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!What is the strangest thing you have found under your hood?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!04:27 AM!,
q!2453016.0427!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!09:22 PM!,
q!2453016.2122!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!What are the odds?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!10:47 AM!,
q!2453016.1047!,
q!Gabor!,
q!00000441!,
q!sleeper!,
q!01-11-2004!,
q!09:56 PM!,
q!2453016.2156!,
q!Gabor!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!Part # question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!09:58 AM!,
q!2453018.0958!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2453018.1722!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q~SO CAL GUYS!  Fontana drags tomorrow~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!03:51 PM!,
q!2453014.1551!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2453014.1609!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ekschulz!,
q!Portland, OR - River City Pizza!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-13-2004!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2453018.1040!,
q!ekschulz!,
q!00001648!,
q!ekschulz!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2453020.2359!,
q!ekschulz!,
q!00001648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/002201.cgi
A||||7||bob in chicago||Typical day at Menards||||1||||bob in chicago||00000069
Z||000000||bob in chicago||05-24-2003||02:43 PM||||It was a typical afternoon at my local Menards. I saw an early '80s Ferrari 308GTS and a Lotus Europa Twin Cam, plus the usual hi-end SUVs and a new Audi S6 wagon!||24.148.88.19||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||05-24-2003||02:55 PM||||What is a Menards?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||05-24-2003||03:17 PM||||Don't see those at my Menards.  <br /><br />It's a home improvement center like Lowe's or Home Depot.||204.246.220.28||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||05-24-2003||03:25 PM||||I just came from Menards.  I saw some pick up trucks, and a few hee haws .  I think someone who works there drives a faded black Porsche 944.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||broke down||05-24-2003||03:31 PM||||I saw Sanford and son.||68.51.68.201||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||05-24-2003||11:30 PM||||"save big money at my-nards"<br /><br />last time i shopped there my buddy and i rented out one of thier pickup trucks and took it off roading  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.217.218||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||Xan||05-25-2003||07:26 AM||||Sanford and son, lmao  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.245.0.93||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||05-27-2003||02:05 PM||||Hmm... I saw a Viper parked at Frank's Nursery and Crafts (all I could think about was Invader's Viper kill) and on the road I pulled up next to a brand-spanking new WRX STi driven by some dorky 50-ish guy(?!)<br /><br />I cruised along beside him (~30 mph) for a mile and then popped in front of him... no reaction.  I didn't check out the plates (temporary?  dealer?) but I wasn't sure that it was even out in the U.S. yet??  I expected it to be a tuned up WRX with some young gun at the wheel -- but it was the real deal and MAN it was BLUE.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002202.cgi
A||||4||DSMGVR4||What do you think of Toyota's new line of Scions?||||1||||DSMGVR4||00000427
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||05-24-2003||05:34 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||I plam on looking into these cars because they are very inexpensive and carries toyota's reliability...hopefully. I need a nice, cheap, gas-friendly commuter car. What do think of the xA and the xB? Which of the 2 would u pick if u had a choice?<br /><br />John||68.38.90.142||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||05-25-2003||12:16 AM||||the xB I think looks hideous... I am not to sure but I think thats the box one but the other one look nifty||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||05-25-2003||08:35 AM||||Trust me it's all about the Xb. If you see it in person it just screams "JDM" :lol: . <br />Not only that but swap in a Celica GT-S/matrix engine and supercharge it or just supercharge it and you'll be happy.||199.182.12.65||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||05-25-2003||10:49 AM||||If I had to choose, I would choose the box one.  They are both fugly, but it has some more space. I believe the rounded one is built off the Echo platform, if it really matters, and the box one is a bit larger wheelbase.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||05-25-2003||11:58 AM||||Greddy is already working on a turbo kit for it, so it can't be all bad, can it?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.252.97.180||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum3/002203.cgi
A||||0||James||Hot cars vs No Speed Cameras||||1||||James||00000017
Z||000000||James||05-24-2003||07:55 PM||kutsnake@picknowl.com.au||Well , I have just returned home to Australia after a very enjoyable 3 week trip to the U.S.A.<br />  Spent most of my time in the state of Maryland,<br />where my daughter goes to college(University of Maryland). She is the captain of the Terrapins Lacrosse team. We spent 2 days in Syracuse and a day in L.A. We met some really nice people along the way as well. Our rental car was a new Mustang(V6) which only cost us $174 for 8 days.<br />  I noted that there are not that many modded cars on the roads, but also saw no speed cameras and very few police on the highways. People seem to travel at around 80-85mph in the fast lane.<br />  In Australia, we have a very healthy modded car scene, especially Jap turbo imports of all types , which most seem to be modded pretty well. The Rotor scene in huge here as well,with many extremely quick ones getting around. Then you have all the Australian delivered cars like Comodores and Falcons (V8s) and a new Falcon recently released which has a 4 ltr DOHC 4 valve Turbo with 321hp at only 6psi, with the potential to make 450hp with ease. But the down fall of all these exciting cars is the Police. <br /> There are speed cameras set up all over the place and hot cars getting Defect notices. I guess you can't have it all can you.Maybe if we combine your speed laws (or lack of) and all our modded cars. That would be paradise.||203.87.94.178||reg||1||James||00000017||yes



ubb/Forum3/002204.cgi
A||||5||Vr4in'||Seen Gvr4 in Florida..whos is it?||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-24-2003||09:39 PM||nohad43@aol.com||i was on my way from work and i saw a belize green gvr4 goin south on County Rd. 1,while i was goin north on that road.i was wondering whose that was.thanks<br /><br />            Robby Cheaib||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-24-2003||09:40 PM||||oh yeah..i think the time would help also.<br /><br />it was around 6:30am yesterday.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||05-24-2003||11:15 PM||||Robby that might have been 1667||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||05-25-2003||12:58 AM||||Maybe if you had've gone to the meet you'd know   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||REDLINEGVR4||05-25-2003||06:34 PM||||You tell him paul! J/k yeah robby you say john he posts as 1667 his gv4 is green||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||05-25-2003||07:07 PM||||is 1667 Chris?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002205.cgi
A||||4||hibrn8||Finally took the boat out the other day.||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||05-24-2003||11:45 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||After all this cold horseshit weather i finally drove down to where we have our boat docked. My dad and i just got a 2003 Regal 2460. 24 footer with a chevy 5 liter 454. not bad for our first boat. has a few beds in the cabin, full kitchen and a bath with a shower. not too bad. its all the way in Seneca, IL which is about an hour straight south of us on the Illinois River. This town is in the middle of nowhere. It was really realxing taking it out but i wasnt a big fan of the water out there. Luckily we have a dock waiting for us on Lake Michigan next year. But anyways i jsut felt like balbbign about this because i have been so damn busy to tak eit out but i finally did, and it was quite an experience. Now i have something to do this summer when i get bored. Party on the boat!||65.227.217.218||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||05-25-2003||06:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>24 footer with a chevy 5 liter 454.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like a ton of fun!  When are you going to invite us?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />btw, 454 is 7.4L.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||05-25-2003||10:17 AM||||hmmm imay be wrong but the motor is a mercury---chevy 454. the cover on the motor says mercury 5.0. who knows. all i know is that its a good cruiser and really relaxing.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||05-25-2003||11:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> mercury 5.0.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's the operating version.  Means it's y2k compliant.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.86.136.18||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||05-27-2003||01:59 PM||||Excellent!  When are you going to take me fishing?||67.163.58.52||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002206.cgi
A||||5||229of1000||I graduated!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||05-25-2003||01:27 AM||||Well it's all over!  I graduated high school yesterday.  I had high honors and got a four year scholarship, covering 100% of tuition costs, plus $300 per term for book costs to any school in Florida.  I don't even have to start using it for a full two years.  <br /><br />I guess all my other years of hard work paid off, because I sure didn't do anything this year!  I went to school about 70 out of the 180 days this year, and they couldn't fail me since I passed everything.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />I majored in architectural drafting (got 2nd place in the state VICA competition) but I don't like it too much.  I think I'm going to major in computer engineering in college.  <br /><br />The best part - I got around $900 at my party today.  Can you say "new car parts!"     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||05-25-2003||08:33 AM||||Congrats,<br /><br />I am an architecutre major, it is definetly time consuming, so if you don't like it, don't do it. And you will spend lots of money on supplies, much more then $300. Congrats on the good grades and go get some parts for your car. <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||05-25-2003||05:42 PM||||CONGRATS PAUL!!!!||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||05-25-2003||06:04 PM||||Thanks guys.  VPC here I come!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||05-26-2003||09:09 AM||||I once considered the HK$ VPC, but the Ramchargers General Motors MAF kit seems so much better value at about 1/3 cost. Plus HKS isn't really making them any more.||216.65.161.228||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||05-26-2003||11:22 AM||||The VPC is much simpler IMO.  When I get a new intercooler, I don't want to have to cut up the upper pipe to put the mas in there.  If I wanted to use the translator now, I'd have to use a different type of intake pipe than I would when I switched it to blow through.  Not to mention, the VPC is a true ZERO restriction air meter.<br /><br />To me the extra couple hundred dollars is worth it.  My brother has been using a VPC since '94 or so, so I guess I am spoiled by them.<br /><br />I quit spending money efficiently on this car a long time ago.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002207.cgi
A||||4||Akidosigh1||Turbo Performance Header||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||05-25-2003||11:39 AM||||Does anyone have this? What do you all think about it?<br /><br />here is a picture<br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbo-performance.com/Products/Headers/dscf0034mitsubishi2.0dohc.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.turbo-performance.com/Products/Headers/dscf0034mitsubishi2.0dohc.JPG</a>||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||05-25-2003||12:39 PM||||I have seen one of those in person and I believe dsmsleeper has bought one and returned it. Don't buy it, if I was to buy a tubular manifold, I would buy this one.   <img src="http://www.dnperformance.com/images/header03.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />It is a little more pricey but it seems like a better product. Many on this forum will tell you to simply upgrade to a 2g or evo manifold. They are durable and will outflow our manifolds. I believe that the tubular header pictured above will outflow most cast manifolds by a large margin. Just depends on wether you want to pay the price.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||05-25-2003||02:35 PM||||Yeah, I have heard off them craking all the way to the whole turbo flange falling off. The ONLY tube header worth having is the SFP header. The DSM parts header does look good though. From my experanice tube headers dont hold up well on a stret car.||67.31.240.166||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||CKA||05-25-2003||02:36 PM||||I have a turbo performance header that I'm using on my new motor build.  I would say that if you don't have any fabrication equipment (welder, cut off wheel, die grinder) then look for a different header, a lot of work will be required to get it into a decent working state. <br /><br />With a T04E compressor housing you will have the mash the heck out of you coolant pipe to clear the compressor housing, or do what I did and cut the T3 flange off and reweld it at an angle away from the motor.  <br /><br />You will also have to pop a hole in one of the runners to weld a wastegate flange if you are going with an external wastegate.  I don�t know what gauge pipe is used, but it�s a bit thin from my liking and the pipe diameter could be a bit bigger to satisfy.  <br /><br />Lastly, they insert the pipe/runners through the four ports in the head side flange and then weld it into place; this kinda restricts the head to header junction.  I ground that extra pipe material away from the inside of the flange which made a much smoother transition to the runners<br /><br />I do like the collect though, the runners are dumping right into the T3 flange, and they don�t come together at conflicting angles.  Also, the flange on the head side is a good thick half-inch slab of steel.  I got the header for nearly half price new, so I�ll see how much mileage I get out of it and I�m not out too much if it falls apart.||66.84.245.120||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000004||Marcus||05-26-2003||12:42 PM||||If someone is gonna spend the money to get a nice manifold, why would you not ditch the whole mitsu flange and go for a garrett flange so that you have a more efficient setup?  Just a thought.<br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes



ubb/Forum3/002208.cgi
A||||0||WinterSL2||Not a VR-4 Owner, but a fan of the DSM :)||||1||||WinterSL2||00001642
Z||000000||WinterSL2||05-26-2003||02:26 AM||||Guys,<br />      A friend of mine here (vr4mikey) told me about this page, and I thought I'd join, seeing as how two of my best friends have VR-4's.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I've always been a fan of the DSM's, and when I laid my eyes on a VR-4 for the first time, I fell in love! One day, I'll own one, but for now, I'll stick to my lil Saturn SL2, which isn't a slouch as far as speed goes.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Josh M.||63.188.225.194||reg||1||WinterSL2||00001642||yes



ubb/Forum3/002209.cgi
A||||13||Vr4in'||Quickest Gvr4||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-26-2003||02:32 AM||nohad43@aol.com||I was wondering who has the quickest or fastest Gvr4 on this board or wherever.im just a little bit curious.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||05-26-2003||09:14 AM||||AMS.||67.30.25.208||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||05-26-2003||09:58 AM||||I would rather see. Who has the quickest VR4 that is actually driven. Not ran the fastest & then taken apart. That car no longer exists so, they really dont have the fastest Vr4 anymore. But they do hold the record.<br /><br />BTW there is a thread in the NEWS section about this.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||number3||05-26-2003||11:30 AM||||Probably Nate then...||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||05-26-2003||06:21 PM||||Give me a year...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||05-26-2003||06:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Give me a year...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">two more weeks||65.227.217.233||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||WhiteOut||05-26-2003||08:05 PM||||whats happening in 2 weeks?||67.67.170.102||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000007||andy||05-26-2003||10:26 PM||||I drive mine every day, its my only car.||64.4.101.172||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||05-27-2003||10:06 AM||||I think the AMS car is still around and being rebuilt for low 10s?||67.30.24.74||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||1quickvr4||05-27-2003||10:07 AM||||I think the AMS car is still around and being rebuilt for low 10s? As far as fastest dailey driven that would be Andy. I have heard storys of the AMS car runnings in the low 11s and still going to the street races with the roof rack on it...||67.30.24.74||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000010||Nate||05-28-2003||02:25 AM||||My vote is Andy's car.  I don't drive the maroon car every day anymore.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||05-28-2003||10:30 AM||||Nate - Isnt the white one pretty quick too ?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||hibrn8||05-28-2003||11:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by WhiteOut:<br /><strong> whats happening in 2 weeks? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">my car will be done..<br /><br />prolly not quite as fast as andy's but right there with it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.107.9.81||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000013||number3||05-28-2003||11:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> My vote is Andy's car.  I don't drive the maroon car every day anymore. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You were driving it yesterday  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />It should be, Nate.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I forgot about Andy's car when I wrote that. No disrespect to Andy or Nate.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002210.cgi
A||||2||turboflanagan||Body molding clips?||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||05-26-2003||09:56 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Are the door cladding clips made on the the cladding, or are they replaceable?  I'm about to take mine off, but can't get to a couple of the clips easily.  Want to see how much caution I need to exercise.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||Arty||05-26-2003||06:25 PM||||It's been a while since I've done this. From memory I think you can gently pull the trim upwards and then away at the bottom of the door. Looks like the clips are designed to stay attached to the trim. <br />The 3 clips along the bottom of the trim are removable from the trim. They slot into a "keyhole" shaped hole, so they can be slid slightly in one direction and then removed from the trim. But you shouldn't have to do this to get the trim off the door.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||05-26-2003||07:06 PM||||All the clips are replaceable.  I believe I saw some at autozone that work as replacements, and a mitsudealer usually has them available.||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum3/002211.cgi
A||||10||gvr4ever||Dog and chocolate factoid.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||05-26-2003||11:00 AM||||For anyone on the list who has a dog, it is probably only a matter of time before they find chocolate behind your back and eat it.<br /><br />If this happens, don't freak out just yet (like I did).<br />  <br />A dog can eat 1oz of chocolate per pound the dog weighs.  In my case, my siberian husky got a sour stomach from the deal, nothing more.  For a smaller dog who finds the chocolate, it can be a real threat to the dogs life.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||05-26-2003||11:08 AM||||Wow.  So my dogs can eat like 130oz of chocolate (each) before I need to worry.  Maybe I'll get some chocolate treats for them.  Hope they like Hershey's.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    j/k||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||05-26-2003||12:01 PM||||I saw something on the hershey theme park yesterday and it says dark chocolate is a poison, more so then regular cause it is roasted more so more toxins come out.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||05-26-2003||05:39 PM||||Doesn't surprise me.  You could also die from drinking too much water.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||05-26-2003||07:00 PM||||dihydrogen monoxide can make you crash if you get too much on your brakes. It can even kill you if you injest too much.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||05-26-2003||07:03 PM||||i hear you can kill someone if you drop a penny from the top of the sears tower.||65.227.217.233||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||05-26-2003||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  dihydrogen monoxide </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL.  that show's so funny!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||05-27-2003||01:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> i hear you can kill someone if you drop a penny from the top of the sears tower. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think that is actually true.  Too much wind resistance, not enough intertia.  In a vacuum it will fall as fast as a ton of lead... but if I wanted to kill someone from the top of the Sears Tower, I'd be dropping lawn darts, anvils and bowling balls.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||gixxer||05-27-2003||01:50 PM||||haha, i have also tried to explain to people why pennies won't kill people if dropped off of buildings.  i explain that such a light object with a large flat surface will have a relatively low terminal velocity. most of the time they just look at me and go "........but......its really high!"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />           ohh well  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.27.94.59||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||05-27-2003||02:30 PM||||<a href="http://newton.dep.anl.gov/askasci/phy99/phy99x92.htm" target="_blank">http://newton.dep.anl.gov/askasci/phy99/phy99x92.htm</a>||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||VTGVR4||05-27-2003||02:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> <a href="http://newton.dep.anl.gov/askasci/phy99/phy99x92.htm" target="_blank">http://newton.dep.anl.gov/askasci/phy99/phy99x92.htm</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"how smart (or not) are you today?"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002212.cgi
A||||10||mixx2001||Anyone wanna Photoshop my car?||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||05-26-2003||12:46 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||I need my wheels and hood to turn black....<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=373" alt=" - " />||24.88.214.52||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||05-26-2003||12:50 PM||||I LOVE those rims!!!!!!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||05-26-2003||01:34 PM||||Why, thank you.||24.88.214.52||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||05-26-2003||01:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> I need my wheels and hood to turn black....<br /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=373" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here's your hood, but CF and not your car .. lol<br /> <img src="http://www.sddsm.org/pages/cars/brandon/brandon-images/brandon-3.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.169.232.6||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||05-26-2003||06:20 PM||||My photshopping is not beautiful, but it'll give you an idea.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=458" alt=" - " /><br /><br />(Hint:  Keep it white   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||05-26-2003||07:01 PM||||looks way better all white||65.227.217.233||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||05-26-2003||08:23 PM||||Keep it white!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||05-26-2003||08:58 PM||||its gorgeous in white.  i have black rims on my car. they are stocked painted black. i like em that that.  but keep yours white. very nice||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||05-27-2003||12:32 AM||||I personally have always loved the white cars, and yours looks quite nice.  I'd leave it how it is.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||05-27-2003||07:45 AM||||I love it white too, but there are a ton of white cars with white wheels around here.  So I was thinking of getting an extra set of black wheels and a CF hood.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <br /><br /><br />So I could switch like an Avalanche.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.165.18.7||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||josh91vr4||05-27-2003||05:23 PM||||Here's my attempt at photoshoppin it.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=470" alt=" - " />||216.93.18.226||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum3/002213.cgi
A||||2||raceman77||installed white faced guages..||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||05-26-2003||03:20 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||l`ve done this mod to a lot of cars in the past and l have to say the Galant was one of the easiest to convert.l was doing this back when you had to get the guages custom screened..now you can get the parts at PEPtoys.l used vinyl overlays from Import lntelligence.com ($25.00).l would have preferred factory style replacement faces but the overlays look pretty good and match the car perfectly.Two screws release the guage cluster trim and four hold the cluster itself,pretty easy and it all took less then an hour.Oh,and as a real bonus my gauges still operate as they should  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-27-2003||01:51 PM||||Anyone try to "restore" or color the needles on their gauges?  I'd really like my pale orange needles to be a nice "new" red.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||05-27-2003||02:27 PM||||Just pull the needles off and scrape the old orange  stuff. Repaint it whatever color you like. It works.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/002214.cgi
A||||5||uno||Autocross pics...||||1||||Micah||00000228
Z||000000||uno||05-26-2003||11:32 PM||corona1977@juno.com||Just a couple of pics from a fun day here in Montana.. <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=460" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=460&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=459" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=459&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Didn't do to hot but had a great time. Curious what people consider to be the best "bang-for-your-buck" suspension for autocross since I am still running stock springs and struts.||216.187.161.155||reg||1||Micah||00000228||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||05-26-2003||11:46 PM||||Nice...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Was that today?||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||Louters91GVR4||05-27-2003||10:04 AM||||Good to see a fellow autocrosser. Best suspension set-up I have seen for the money is some KYB AGX's Surrounded by some Ground-Control Coil overs. Shocks should run you around 300-350 for a set, and the coil overs are 350-400 depending on where you look. So around 650-750 and you get the same ride quality and handling that an expensive set of coilovers would give you. I know two other GVR4's that run this set-up and are very successful autocrossers.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||05-27-2003||10:21 AM||||Don't forget the biggest rear sway bar that you can obtain, helps to reduce the plow...||216.65.164.108||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||uno||05-27-2003||06:00 PM||||Yes that was Memorial Day here. And I already have the non-adjustable whitline rear bar. Which one are you running Bob?||216.187.161.248||reg||1||Micah||00000228||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||05-27-2003||06:10 PM||||cool i did some racing this weekend also <br />galants kick ass<br />  <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/images/dsm/meets/5-26-03/w_0006.jpg" alt=" - " />||138.89.11.55||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum3/002215.cgi
A||||44||blacksheep||RRE previous groupbuy questions ???||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||05-26-2003||11:50 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi<br /><br />Who organized the groubuy for RRE fmic pipes and griffin FMIC? Just curious how much they charged a groupbuy price for those griffen intercoolers.<br /><br />I think we should organize another one atleast for the FMIC's. Probably best deal for the money AFAIK  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||05-27-2003||12:01 AM||||Im interested in a front mount w/ pipes group buy also ...||64.169.232.6||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||05-27-2003||12:16 AM||||I'd be interested in seeing what kind of deal they could set up... I'd be interested in pipes and intercooler.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||05-27-2003||12:22 AM||||Yeah I'd be up for it too.  Not a fan of that Griffin core they use though.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||05-27-2003||10:15 AM||||That griffin core is excellent for most street use. I dont mind the top-down design for a street car at all. They sell it for $475 with end-tanks. A group but could bring that price down. <br /><br />Cmon, peeps, lets get this party started!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Compressed||05-27-2003||10:43 AM||||Good idea!  I've thought about this before as well.  I would be interested if this were to happen.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||05-27-2003||12:54 PM||||Jon did the last Group Buy. I'm not sure if he would be willing to put it together another or not. I think they need like 7-10 orders.<br />I would consider doing it but I have one more GB set to go once the Rota one is finished. I'll post details about it here near the end of the month.||199.182.14.224||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||05-27-2003||01:30 PM||||The price would have to be pretty good for me to get in on it, but I am interested.<br /><br />However, I just contacted Shannon (previously with Nocturnal) about getting his FMIC setup.  2.5" Stainless piping, all connectors, hoses, clamps, and associated stuff, and the big 10.5" x 28" x 3.5" Spearco core with rounded tanks.  This setup is a lot more appealing to me.  The price is $1200 shipped.<br /><br />Maybe we could see about getting that setup as a group buy rather than the RRE setup.  Keep me posted either way.<br /><br />Pictures of the Nocturnal kit installed can be seen  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000001" target="_blank">here.</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||05-27-2003||01:43 PM||||Paul<br /><br />What is Shannon's current lead time? He was super busy in the past and I am unsure if he can provide the service RRE can as it is their bread and butter. Shannon is a good friend of mine and he does great work, so I am not knocking him, its just the mass quantity production may be better with RRE.<br /><br />Also, lost of people here would like to keep as much of their bumper support as possible. Shannons FMIC setup (I have had 2 so far from him) need to cut a majority of the support.<br /><br />RRE's price is also cheaper to start with and most DSM owners are frugal (to say the least)<br /><br />Hope I am making sense.<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||05-27-2003||01:47 PM||||He didn't mention time as I a need about a month anyway.  I am only trying to get things lined up, and find out my options.<br /><br />RRE's kit outside of a groupbuy still runs about $1000 without shipping.  I don't see the cost of Shannon's unit ($1200 shipped) to be that much more.  I don't care about cutting up the bumper, just don't run into anyone   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br /><br />It does make a lot of sense that RRE could probably better handle a group order than one guy making them, no matter how good he is. <br /><br />Since you have had two of his setups, KC, how would you describe the fit and functionality of them?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||05-27-2003||02:25 PM||||Paul<br /><br />I thought the RRE griffen core was $475 and their piping $350 when purchased seperately.<br /><br />His piping is direct and worked great. Massive core, it cooled well coz I had gauges installed to measure air temps before and after to double-check. I wouldnt mind buying another from him if I wanted to go that big. I want something simpler and more for a street setup.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||05-27-2003||02:46 PM||||RRE's website states that the core is $475 and the piping is $450.  That equates to $925.  Shipping would probably bring it close to $1000.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4icpipes.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4icpipes.htm</a><br /><br />If we can get this for like $900 shipped or maybe less, I might go for it.  Otherwise I want Shannon's kit.<br /><br />First of all, I think that the RRE looks pretty crappy installed.  Picture:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/rregvr4ickit-bumpercovernotcut.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />And Shannon's kit:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.nocturnalmotorsports.com/intercoolers/GalantSpearcoFMIC.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />You be the judge.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||Christo||05-27-2003||03:51 PM||||A buddy of mine has the Noc. (shannon) FMIC kit.  It took forever for him to get it and when he did fitment was an issue, welds looked sloppy, and piping was difficult. This was about a year or so ago.  Not sure how they are now, just sharing an experience.<br /><br />Chris||209.102.137.211||reg||1||christo||00000812||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||05-27-2003||03:55 PM||||Paul<br /><br />Well, looks are a personal preference.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Yes, side to side and a huge FMIC does look better when it fills the opening. <br /><br />Hell, I got the IRC FMIC for "blacksheep" coz it looks bad ass esp with polished end tanks and all...<br /><br />Most guys who want the sleeper look and dont wanna cut the grill up would rather prefer the RRE kit, I would think. I am looking for a more subtle yet efficient FMIC and more in tune of a majority here, thats all.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||05-27-2003||04:05 PM||||Has anyone contacted RRE yet?  I still wouldn't mind having one.  Even if it's not as big as Shannon's core, that's not necessarily bad, and I can always paint it black to keep the sleeper look.<br /><br />Let's see if we can get them for $850 shipped   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||05-27-2003||04:34 PM||||I can try contacting them and see what they say!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||dlpinckney||05-27-2003||05:11 PM||||Jon set the group buy up originally.  It was back in 1999.  I didn't get the I/C, but did get the pipes.  I dug up the original paperwork and the pricing was as follows:<br /><br />I/C pipes only: $325<br /><br />Griffin I/C assembly: $415<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/rregvr4-18inchic.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/rregvr4-18inchic.jpg</a><br /><br />Mounting brackets and adaptors for I/C assembly: $90<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/rregvr4-18inchic-withadaptingpipes.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/rregvr4-18inchic-withadaptingpipes.jpg</a><br /><br />So, total BACK THEN, was $830 for the whole set-up.  <br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/rregvr4-fullicandpipekit.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/rregvr4-fullicandpipekit.jpg</a><br /><br />Shipping was between $10 and $25 depending on what you got, and where it was going.  Hope that helps some.  It was available in red or grey powder coating back then.||63.188.177.85||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||05-27-2003||05:39 PM||||Thanks for that info, Turbo4door1.<br /><br />I called RRE, asked for info. I was advised to email Mike Welch as he was not available. Will do so tonight and see what I can find.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||229of1000||05-27-2003||06:35 PM||||Also, let's not forget that Nathan with Diamond Star Motorsport (DSMotorsport on here) is working on a new setup.  Maybe we should wait on him to complete his setup and get us pictures, info and pricing.  Just another option, and from a company that is active on this board that I have also had good success with.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||05-27-2003||08:17 PM||||hey, competition is the best way to downplay monopoly which means cheaper prices to the consumer aka.. ME   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />I like Nathans spearco 2-221 core. If he does a group buy on those as well, it'll be awesome.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||Romanova||05-27-2003||08:54 PM||||I personally don't mind RREs core as I will be painting in black to keep up with the sleeper aspect of my car.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000021||DeanCouchey||05-28-2003||09:25 AM||||I wanna wait for the DSMparts IC kit, it looks pretty nice.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||05-28-2003||10:14 AM||||OK, I dont see any cohesiveness towards this buy. Different people seem to have different interests, so I say we just discuss this later. <br /><br />I will not waste RRE's time and tick them off.<br /><br />Rich (pre-evo) - See if you can contact RRE and just get a general idea! Thanks!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||PRE-EVO||05-28-2003||01:37 PM||||KC I'll see what I can do as I have a few friends who frequent there. Just to make sure it's Mike I should talk to. <br />Rich||207.220.134.41||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000024||blacksheep||05-28-2003||01:44 PM||||Yes, Rich. I emailed Mike last nite, but if a local guy also mentions it, it should be more effective, I would assume.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000025||blacksheep||06-01-2003||10:18 AM||||Hi all<br /><br />Mike Welch from RRE sent me this email below: <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Here is the info from the last GB.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4icpipes-groupbuy.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4icpipes-groupbuy.htm</a><br /><br />Get at least 5 people and we can do it again. I usually wait for a GB and then build a few extra kits to keep in stock.<br /><br />Mike W <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">As mentioned, lets not call and hassle them peeps, till we decide on here. <br /><br />Prsonally, I think its a pretty good deal. If five of us jump in on this, we can get the griffin for $390, thats pretty damned good, under $400 even!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000026||Romanova||06-01-2003||10:15 PM||||What like to see the price for the core, pipes, and mounting pieces...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000027||blacksheep||06-01-2003||10:20 PM||||Tyler<br /><br />huh? Didnt quite understand. <br /><br />It'll be 5 people to get the kit at GB price or  5 people for the pipes and adapters etc etc, I guess the adapters are only for those trying to get the RRE pipes and make it work with the griffin FMIC.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000028||Romanova||06-01-2003||11:06 PM||||So is there a set price for the core and pipes yet?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000029||Hertz||06-02-2003||02:09 AM||||Yo, <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4icpipes-groupbuy.htm" target="_blank">THE LINK</a>, click it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000030||229of1000||06-02-2003||04:21 AM||||Well I think the price of $860 is going to do it for me.  Count me in, but I can't buy for a couple weeks.<br /><br />Maybe we should start a new thread now that there is a definite GB with prices.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000031||silly4turbo||06-02-2003||10:30 AM||||is the $100 mounting kit nesceray for the install ? had anyone used it for their install ?<br />I remember a thread that someone said if they were to do it again, they wouldn't have bought the install kit ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000032||gvr4ever||06-02-2003||11:31 AM||||motha f*&^er.  It figures.  I have the cash, a good buy is avalible for a FMIC kit and my gready ass tranny wants all the attention.  It's getting torn down this week for a rebuild.<br /><br />With this buy still be good in a month or so?||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000033||blacksheep||06-02-2003||12:32 PM||||Group buy prices for the reading impaired:  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Full Kit (FMIC, pipes, adapter pipes ) = $860<br /><br />People with the pipes already who need just the FMIC and adapter pipes = $490<br /><br />People need just FMIC = $390<br /><br />People who need just the pipes = $370||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000034||blacksheep||06-02-2003||12:37 PM||||To answer some questions:<br /><br />silly4turbo - If you are resourceful, you can come up with that kit yourself easily enough. Personally, I will not be buying that. I need just the FMIC assembly. I will make the pipes up myself. It follows stock routing, so it cant be that hard.<br /><br />gvr4ever - We will contact RRE only when we can supply them a list of 5 people who can then call them directly. This will serve as a checklist for RRE so they know for sure this buy has the required 5 people. They didnt give me a deadline, but I think that would be totally upto them as to how long they want this valid. <br /><br />People interested for sure can PM or email me, I will start the list.<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000035||229of1000||06-02-2003||12:39 PM||||If nobody is in too much of a hurry, why don't we wait until the end of the month to get as many people as we can?  I am going to start a new thread, since this isn't a previous groupbuy anymore, it's a new one.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000036||ken inn||06-02-2003||12:47 PM||||REMEMBER THIS.  <br />1.  the rre pipes will NOT clear the battery in the stock location.<br />2.  the location of the bov flange makes you get creative if you use anything other than the stock intake piping.<br />3.  the piping rusts inside over time<br />4.  the "C" pipe right after the intercooler needs at LEAST another bend to make it fit properly, mark cut his and put another flex pipe between them.  if you dont get it just right, the shifter linkage will hit.<br />5.  you have to remove the sheet metal on the driver's side of the radiator for the pipe that goes thru the core support to the intercooler.<br />6.  you will have to cut up the bumper support, and part of the bumper cover.  that bitch is HEAVY.  and CUMBERSOME.  be prepared to cuss it.<br /><br />if you have anything other than the factory intake, like a dejon, you will have to get creative because one pipe gets in the way.  and, a dejon type of intake makes a pretty good difference.<br /><br />on the plus side, it really does make a HUGE improvement.  i think the fmic/pipes easily was the biggest improvement of all the mods i have done to the car.  it really does feel like 40-50 hp increase, boost hits really hard, and really early.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000037||229of1000||06-02-2003||12:50 PM||||Great points Ken.  I just picked up a VPC so hopefully I will have an easy time routing my intake since it's going to atmosphere.<br /><br />I started a new thread about the groupbuy for all those interested in buying.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=1&t=001456#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=1&t=001456#000000</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000038||229of1000||06-02-2003||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong><br />4.  the "C" pipe right after the intercooler needs at LEAST another bend to make it fit properly, mark cut his and put another flex pipe between them.  if you dont get it just right, the shifter linkage will hit.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe we could get RRE to correct this in our groupbuy since everyone has an issue with it?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000039||blacksheep||06-02-2003||01:12 PM||||Ken - Thanks for the input. We appreciate it.<br /><br />Paul - go ahead and start a new thread. We will set a close date of July 1st. Also, post on the yahoogroups, if possible so the word gets out.<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000040||229of1000||06-02-2003||01:20 PM||||I don't think I am on the yahoo list anymore, could somebody else let these guys know, and give them a link to the new thread?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000041||Louters91GVR4||06-02-2003||03:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> RRE's website states that the core is $475 and the piping is $450.  That equates to $925.  Shipping would probably bring it close to $1000.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4icpipes.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4icpipes.htm</a> <br /><br />If we can get this for like $900 shipped or maybe less, I might go for it.  Otherwise I want Shannon's kit.<br /><br />First of all, I think that the RRE looks pretty crappy installed.  Picture:<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4/rregvr4ickit-bumpercovernotcut.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />And Shannon's kit:<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.nocturnalmotorsports.com/intercoolers/GalantSpearcoFMIC.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />You be the judge. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WORD UP!!!||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000042||blacksheep||06-02-2003||03:37 PM||||Dude, It all depends on what you are aiming towards:<br /><br />- If you want bling and got the cash, get the shannon kit (I have had 2), whos stopping you? I'll put in a good word for you, even!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />- If you are wanting a cheaper, sleeper setup economical setup that looks *crappy* (your opinion) and does the job well, then get the RRE setup...<br /><br />In my opinion, Indy Race Cores setup is badass. Same as shannons but comes with powdercoated pipes, polished end tanks, I'll send you a pic. It goes on "blacksheep". The RRE setup is for my dialy driver. Thats all it really needs.<br /><br />foz shizzle my nizzle!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000043||mcedar44||06-03-2003||07:54 PM||||Does anyboby have any flow rates for the griffin core that rre uses?||68.82.143.165||reg||1||mcedar44||00001043||yes
Z||000044||GRV4726||06-03-2003||11:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> <br />In my opinion, Indy Race Cores setup is badass. Same as shannons but comes with powdercoated pipes, polished end tanks, I'll send you a pic. It goes on "blacksheep". The RRE setup is for my dialy driver. Thats all it really needs.<br /><br />foz shizzle my nizzle! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">haha, word... fool<br /><br />i think that is a pretty good way to put it, and just comes down to the individuals deciscion.  i'm not going with it but i'm also not saying its not worth it. its not my choice of kit though, mainly bcause i want to go with a custom setup. so i'm the builder in my case, i think it will be fun   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002216.cgi
A||||13||VR6 Eater||Calipers again? Today was not my day.||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||05-27-2003||12:56 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I don't know what the hell is going on.  I put new rear calipers, rotors, and pads on like 2 years ago.  Put new pads on again since then.  Know the ebrake is frozen on both calipers.  I don't know why.  I get in my car this morning and get 2 blocks down the street and hear a squeak from the driver's rear.  Go home, call around and Autozone has one in stock.  Take mine off.  Go there and the computer says they have it, but it is missing from the shelf.  Go home.  Nobody else has one, or everyone else is home getting drunk like I wanted to on Memorial Day since tomorrow is my B-day.  Start messing with the caliper and the piston is stuck.  Autozone says that they have a rebuild kit.  Talk about luck, 8 bucks.  Try to take out the bleeder screw so I can blow the piston out.  It breaks.  Try to use my peice of shit extractor on it.  That breaks.  I hook it back up the brake line and using a board I tried to get the piston just to come out a little bit, that worked.  Still couldn't turn it back in though.  The only thing that really sucks is that I have to go to work tomorrow in my 94 chevy truck that doesn't shift out of 2nd gear.  I hope I make it to work, lets put it that way.  And I have to leave my wife and kid without a car for 3 days until I get back.  If only for 3 days and my truck makes it back into kenosha when I get back so I can fix my brakes and go back to work on Fri.  <br /><br />When my friends started to sing Happy Birthday today, I almost shit my pants.  Drank all my alcohal, wathed me get pissed, and then asked why I was so upset.  Atleast none of them brought me any presents.<br /><br />I've been doing brakes since I was like 12.  My dad was a mechanic and told me to do it.  So I learned from a young age how to throw wrenches and skin my knuckles.  But this is pissing me off.  Does anyone else have the same problems with brakes as I do on their galants?  The thing warps any brand or style of front rotors you throw at it too.  <br /><br />I guess when you buy parts and that have a lifetime warranty, make sure you never lose your reciept.  <br /><br />"You don't have your receipt,  HA HA HA.  I don't know what to tell you." said the fat man behind counter.<br /><br />I guess even though you and your company do thousands of dollars of business with a certain store doesn't give you any leverage at all.  It doesn't matter that they have a copy of it.  I didn't.  WTF is that all about.  I closed my account and my company's account.  Returned about a grand worth of all kinds of stuff that was at our shop, I even returned an alternator that I put on our 375 cfm compressor 2 weeks ago.<br /><br />Well I guess I'm done venting for know.  Maybe I can get some sleep before tomorrow's horrors.<br /><br />I can't wait to hear HAPPY BIRTHDAY  tomorrow at work to.  <br /><br />"Screw you guys, I'm going home." <br />                      Eric Cartman||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||05-27-2003||07:33 AM||||I've always thought the whole receipt game is exactly that, a game.  Wouldn't it make some sense to give something like a 'confirmation number' or something?  And then have your basic information on file so that just incase you lost your tiny piece of paper someone could look you up.  But why give you a bonus opportunity to take their money?<br /><br />Brakes can be a bitch.  Especially old brake likes that strip even with flare nut wrenches.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||05-27-2003||10:13 AM||||Sean<br /><br />I feel your pain. My rear calipers are siezed, I cannot find a replacement locally (atleast a loaded replacement). I call a junkyard in Ohio with a gvr4 and ask them. They said the sell both to me for a $100. I get them friday and shit...The front slider part that holds the pad is missing. I call them back, they want an additional $50 to send me them two pieces. I strat bitching..He says I can send them back, but he will charge me 40% restocking fee...WTF is that all about? Sometimes, this runaround crap drives me nuts.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||05-27-2003||10:46 AM||||i handle warranties on a daily basis.  our computer keeps history for a year.  any large auto parts store will.  however, whenever i buy stuff from places like sears, autozone, pep boys, i ALWAYS keep my receipt.  just make a folder, galant vr4, and keep it in there.  more than once i have had to pull out the ticket, copy it, and take it back.  theses companies dont make all of their stuff, they buy most of it from another vendor, and THEY are the ones who require a copy of the sales ticket.  and, if the counterman takes something back with no ticket, he can be charged for it, or fired.  what would YOU do?  also, it happens often enough to me that customers send back stuff THEY NEVER GOT FROM US.  and then, they bitch me out for not taking it back, because it is the same brand we sell.  the only brand of reman calipers i have ever sold was crown, and they SUCK.  i only sold 2 reman crown calipers, my first, and my last.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||05-27-2003||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong>  I call a junkyard in Ohio with a gvr4 and ask them. They said the sell both to me for a $100. I get them friday and shit...The front slider part that holds the pad is missing. I call them back, they want an additional $50 to send me them two pieces. I strat bitching..He says I can send them back, but he will charge me 40% restocking fee...WTF is that all about? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, I'd charge 40% too if I had to go back out into the yard and re-install those on some junked car!||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||05-27-2003||02:22 PM||||Ryan<br /><br />Seriously now, I aint mad at you so dont take me wrong.<br /><br />I asked for a full caliper assembly and they send me just the caliper part.<br /><br />Then, he tells me that these additional parts (no technical term) will cost me another $50 which was never mentioned before.<br /><br />They are bunch of hicks who are try to rake it in. He charged me $40 to ship a cluster and those calipers...<br /><br />Also, I am betting my brown ass that they are not going to re-install it on that car. Either they shelf it or throw it in the fuckin trash...<br /><br />AGH..These people piss me off !||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||05-27-2003||06:19 PM||||KC,<br /><br />Why do you need the mounting brackets for the rear calipers?  Nothing really goes wrong with them and Mitsu doesn't include them with the reman caliper either.  Just re-use the ones on the car.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||05-27-2003||06:28 PM||||Dave<br /><br />Mine are rusted to hell. I figured I would replace it all. Worst case, I will clean the rust off, paint them and re-use.<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||MrEd||05-27-2003||10:14 PM||||There must be a curse on GVR4 rear brakes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />My rear caliper fiasco is nearly over.  One is seized & the other is dragging.  Reman loaded ones (w/ new pads/clips/shims preinstalled) were just a few bucks more than blank ones.  Got them ordered OK.  It turns out the local import parts shop crosses year/make/model to casting number- maybe that's SOP for dedicated parts shops?<br /><br />I thought they gave me the non-AWD/banjo-bolt ones since my pretty new techna-fit SS lines wouldn't screw in.  But, the casting #'s matched.  I took them back today to triple-check the casting # lookup, & they tried to screw in a 10 x 1.0 bolt- no go.  They said the remanufacturer sometimes glass beads the caliper without plugging the hole & the threads get bunged up & need "cleaning"  So they put a drop of oil on the bolt & forced it with a wrench & threaded it in & out a few times.  The threads are clean & the lines screw in nice & tight now.<br /><br />I've never had that problem with any reman calipers in the past.  FYI my casting # is 1322 (+ L or R) & the loaded remans are "First Choice" brand 10-26012 & 10-26013.  Never heard of them but they look fine.<br /><br />-Ed GVR4 #963/2000||68.70.115.123||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000009||curtis||05-28-2003||12:51 AM||||I had the rear brake problem about two years ago they were draging ,heating up and tweaking the rotors. the rear calipers have a square o-ring seal.  The problem is that seal swells with brake fuild exposure (wrong polymer blend).  I went all over town trying to get a rebuilt kit with out any luck.  I had to get to work at the airfield the next day so I went to Advance auto parts and went to their o-ring benchstock and found an round o-ring that works, I don't have the size or part number but I replaced both of mine two years ago and have had no problems with draging or overheating. Just remember to hone them out and polish the piston with like 600 grit or better.  Hope this helps....||67.25.34.21||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||05-28-2003||01:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Seriously now, I aint mad at you so dont take me wrong. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh I was kiddin', I sure HOPE they aren't going to put the parts back on the donor car.  So what on Earth would the "restocking fee" be?<br /><br />I'm rooting for you... because when you get it all figured out you're going to come to Chicago and fix my brakes, okay?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||05-28-2003||08:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Dave<br /><br />Mine are rusted to hell. I figured I would replace it all. Worst case, I will clean the rust off, paint them and re-use.<br /><br />Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I originally bead blasted mine and then repainted them,  About 1.5 years later, there is some evidence of paint still on them, but not much.  I plans to take the spares I have and get them powder coated eventually.  I did the front calipers and they are awesome.  The Mitsu rear remans come with a nice plating.  I hope it will last.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||05-28-2003||10:29 AM||||Ryan<br /><br />I am going to be a midas man, allright, Replacing those e-brake cables was a bitch....I had a buddy of mine do it finally as I could get the bolts behind the heat shields that hold the e-brake cable up, plus the freakin bolts were all rusted to hell as it is...<br /><br />Brakes are supposed to be easier than a pile of other stuff, but these stupid glitches blow!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||iceman69510||05-28-2003||11:23 AM||||I am doing all this same stuff on my car too, and I can't believe how much stuff I had to move/remove to get the p-brake cables out.  Only thing worse was the seized trailing arm bolt I had to cut off.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/002217.cgi
A||||0||DarkDevilMMM||pocketlogger software (tunerstein)||||1||||DarkDevilMMM||00000159
Z||000000||DarkDevilMMM||05-27-2003||03:33 AM||ddmnkf@hotmail.com||Hi, I was just trying to go to the tunerstein site, and I saw it's down, does anyone have a copy of it to send it to me? I like couple features on it and I kept forgetting to download it, any help? thanks a lot.||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes



ubb/Forum3/002218.cgi
A||||16||beavis||new car||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||05-27-2003||11:45 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||we bought a 2003 wrx this last saturday.  i am really happy with the car so far.  we got a smoking deal on the car, the only problem is they only gave me $500 trade-in for my vr-4.  o well i hated that car anyway.||138.23.87.188||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||05-27-2003||11:50 AM||||so I guess it's time you find a WRX board ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||05-27-2003||11:51 AM||||did you have anything done to the vr4?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||05-27-2003||11:52 AM||||They always try to make you feel good when you trade in another car. In real terms they just used Vaseline but they still fucked you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Good luck with the new car.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||05-27-2003||12:16 PM||||Beavis<br /><br />You may wanna post which dealership you traded it into as members or interested parties can go try buy the gvr4 if they are looking for another.<br /><br />Also, a list of any work needed. Lots of new people sign up as they are looking for gvr4s, so this may help them out a lot.<br /><br />Just my $0.02||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||05-27-2003||03:23 PM||||so, can you tell us how you did on the wrx? i'm curious what deals they gave you.<br />i saw the commericals for (0.0% apr for 60 months, plus 750 bash back on a wrx) so this is a great time to get one.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||05-27-2003||09:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by beavis:<br /><strong>  o well i hated that car anyway. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sheesh. That's a little harsh isn't it?||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||04DrBlur||05-27-2003||09:53 PM||||Weather he hated the car or not who in there right mind would settle for 500 bucks on trade in when as long as it ran they are goin to get 4-5 times that amount.  If you are buying a 2003 WRX and they say they will only give you 500 bucks and a really good deal than sorry for your luck but they screwed ya.||68.76.176.84||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||05-27-2003||10:18 PM||||my friend has a wrx. its awesome. but you still got fucked. haha i know that came out of no where. but i've been fucked in the past (not much vasiline either), so i thought i would stick it you.  well i hope you liked it.  haha (i'm just messing around)<br /><br />anyways. i hope you at least do the work yourself. it seems like a lot of wrx guys (mainly boys, i've found) just pay to have someone else do all the work.  i had to convince my friend, that yes, we can build it too.<br /><br />anyways, i'll be nice when you get spanked by the very car you hate.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||05-27-2003||10:54 PM||||Guys with the amount of issues he kept having I could understand why he didn't mind getting rid of it. You should have told me I have a few friends looking for a good project.<br /><br /><br />Beavis let me know when you join NASIOC.com as I'm the regional mod for the So. Cal section. There's meets all the time and you'll probably catch me again like you did at ROTW (Did hanging around all of us corrupt you  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  )<br /><br />BTW where did you get the WRX?||207.220.136.82||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||Pappy||05-28-2003||09:58 AM||||$500?  Holy cripes that's low.  I think you should have just put it on the market because you definately would have gotten more than that.  Oh well though.  Congrats on the new car.||140.247.202.164||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000011||beavis||05-28-2003||01:49 PM||||haha i was just yanking your guys chain about the vr-4.  its still in my posession and i will be tearing apart soon to get a new motor.  he are the details on the wrx.  we sold my wife's gsx to a buddy of mine.  we didn't get as much as we wanted, but he needed a realiable car and his family has helped me out alot in the past.  we put $3,500 down and got the car for $22,700.  subaru doesn't offer 0.0 apr on the wrx but they did give us 3.49 for 60 months.  we bought the car from bob baker subaru in carlsbad california.  they were super cool and i liked them much better than franks in irvine.  i will post pictures soon.  its sonic yellow with the factory wing and the sti short throw shifter.||198.81.26.105||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||05-28-2003||02:02 PM||||You should have told me I'm right up the 5 from them. Also I knew who you should have talked to at Irvine to get a good deal. Also why Sonic Yellow?||207.220.134.41||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||beavis||05-28-2003||04:48 PM||||my wife picked out the yellow.  it really is nice when you see it in person.  i talked to a guy named oscar at frank's.  he turned out to be a real cock.  we drove an hour and a half to look at the car.  when i talked to him over the phone he said we could put a deposit on the car to hold it until our refinace closed on our house, about 5 days.  when we got there he said no deposit, even though they had one sitting in back that someone else had put a deposit on.  then we was like "call me when your serious".  i was pissed because if we weren't serious i wouldn't have driven all the way down there.  we left and drove straight to bob baker after that and bought our car.  i guess oscar will never know how much he fuc*ed up.||198.81.26.105||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000014||hibrn8||05-28-2003||06:04 PM||||well i think im gonna pick up my buddies 2003 wrx as well. he has a few cars so he no longer wants to make multiple payments anymore. He put down 2k on it has paid 2 months payemnts and said he would give me 5k to take it off his hands. then all i need to do is refinance the loan and put another 10k down or something like that.<br /><br />anyways its blue with a tad over 2000 miles.||65.227.204.107||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000015||turboflanagan||05-28-2003||06:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by beavis:<br /><strong> then we was like "call me when your serious".  i was pissed because if we weren't serious i wouldn't have driven all the way down there.  we left and drove straight to bob baker after that and bought our car.  i guess oscar will never know how much he fuc*ed up. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please, please, please drive back and show him your "serious" new car.  I have no respect for salespeople that lie over the phone just to get you there and then...||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000016||911307||05-28-2003||07:08 PM||||About 2 months ago my wife decided to get a bigger car, her choice-a sonic yellow wrx she was driving a se-r She loves her wrx,I give her a bad time cause the wrx doesn't pull as hard as my vr-4. Pus the more she drives her car the more she hates mine||205.188.208.166||reg||1||911307||00000370||yes



ubb/Forum3/002219.cgi
A||||17||gvr4in||where does everyone have their afc?||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||05-27-2003||03:26 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Just curious where everyone has their afc mounted, and possibly some pictures? Do you guys ever hide your afc? (theft reasons) Mine is stuck under the center vent ....||64.169.232.6||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||05-27-2003||03:59 PM||||Wire it through the glove box, and get it out when you drive. Put it away when you park. Less obvious that way. I bought a cell phone holder, and use that mounted in the ash tray while driving, then when parked; it is all out of sight.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||curtis||05-27-2003||04:14 PM||||mines in my drivers side glove box        check my other post||67.25.35.38||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||05-27-2003||05:42 PM||||Mine is mounted right above the rear view mirror.  Was able to use 2 of the mirror bolts to keep it up there.  Looks great and I was surprised that even at night with the lights you cant tell it is in there due to tinted windows. Only way you can even tell its there is if you sit in the seats.||68.76.176.84||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||05-27-2003||06:11 PM||||I used the bracket that came with the unit. I wedged one lip of the bracket into the center vent (under it actually) and got some velcro to hold the AFC on the bracket. The wires run out of the glove box so I can just stick it in there when I park.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||05-27-2003||06:30 PM||||04DrBlur  - post pics, please. I like this idea   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||05-27-2003||06:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I used the bracket that came with the unit. I wedged one lip of the bracket into the center vent (under it actually) and got some velcro to hold the AFC on the bracket. The wires run out of the glove box so I can just stick it in there when I park. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly what I have done, even the velcro on the back and puttin in the glovebox when parking ..||64.169.232.6||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||04DrBlur||05-27-2003||08:31 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=473" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=473&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=472" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=472&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />  There ya go KC.||68.76.176.84||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||05-27-2003||09:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=473" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=473&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=472" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=472&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />  There ya go KC. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow that looks good. i did that in my buddys 5th gen civic for his avc-r last year. good spot for it. <br /><br />i mounted mine directly below the radio. i made a custom plate out of abs plastic and made it to fit perfectly in the double din radio opening.||67.200.73.97||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||John Horak||05-27-2003||11:46 PM||||My local buddy 4drblur........I gotta catch up with you some time.  Need to check out yours, so that I can make mine goods...by the way, sweet install on the afc.  That is where I mounted my monster tach on my 69 camaro way back in the day.<br /><br />John||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Ho||00000642||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||05-28-2003||01:04 AM||||It's there I swear. Find it.<br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/vr4%20parked.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.61.153||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||05-28-2003||01:36 AM||||are those guages behind the vents? and i like the fabbed up flip tray on top of that... what's it called. whatever the thing thats under the casset player.<br />and nice "bling" wheel. i'm still stuck with the stock, flaked wheel.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000012||#1459 VR-4||05-28-2003||06:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=473" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=473&width=400" alt=" - " /></a></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that your stock dome light?  It's much different then mine... I have a big dome light and then a drivers/passengers side map light.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000013||04DrBlur||05-28-2003||06:53 AM||||Those are just map lights above the mirror.  I also have a dome light with two more map lights right above the center armrest.||68.76.176.84||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000014||#1459 VR-4||05-28-2003||07:21 AM||||Odd, I don't have lights above my arm rest.  I wonder why our cars are different, both are 91's?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000015||Romanova||05-28-2003||08:47 AM||||Depends on if your car has a sunroof or not...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000016||sleeper||05-28-2003||12:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> are those guages behind the vents? and i like the fabbed up flip tray on top of that... what's it called. whatever the thing thats under the casset player.<br />and nice "bling" wheel. i'm still stuck with the stock, flaked wheel. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, thats where it's at.<br />You can see more pictures of it at<br /><a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4" target="_blank">www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000017||keydiver||05-28-2003||02:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> Wire it through the glove box, and get it out when you drive. Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats what I do too. The less they see, the less likely they are to break in, hopefully. I just wedge the bracket under the center vent when using it, and toss it back in the glove box when I'm finished.||68.158.102.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/002220.cgi
A||||3||tplesko||Best/Best Price for Spearco 2-216 Core?||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||05-27-2003||06:12 PM||||Hey everyone,<br /><br />Anyone have a favorite place to get a 2-216 core, the 28.5x10.5x3.5 in one?  I'd prefer to buy one with endtanks and 3" outlets but 2.5" are okay too.  I'd like to get one soon...||12.203.210.58||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||05-27-2003||06:29 PM||||Chris<br /><br />My buddy has one for sale, no end tanks though. lemme know...<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||05-27-2003||07:33 PM||||Go to ebay and search for Spearco.<br /><br />There is a guy, boostcoolers, that will make an intercooler for you at a very attractive price.  His feedback is outstanding too!<br /><br />I am gonna go with him when I decide to get a bigger FMIC.<br /><br />Matt||65.128.116.93||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||05-27-2003||08:15 PM||||Matt and Chris<br /><br />I have been talking to this guy today as well. He is very nice. Its either the griffen RRE FMIC or one from John (boostcoolers). His 18x6x3 core is a lot cheaper than the RRE although getting the end tanks positioned right is my main issue.<br /><br />Not to hijack, but anyone have the starion FMIC measurments, I need to figure out how the end tank outlet needs to point to get this done. I am assuming backwards at a 45 degree angle or so from the top - dunno if that is about right.<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002221.cgi
A||||0||tplesko||Good Vendor||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||05-27-2003||09:53 PM||||Once again I'd like to recommend Dante at Primm motorsports (www.sparco4less.com) for all your Sparco needs.  I bought my seats through him at $500 under what they would have cost locally.<br /><br />For graduation my girlfriend got me a Sparco Mugello steering wheel and the quick release hub.  Once again Dante saved us a couple hundred dollars and shipped the part directly from England in less than a week!  <br /><br />If you need any Sparco gear check him out.  If you call him he may be able to beat the prices online as well. <br />Pictures will be coming tomorrow of the new toys!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.203.210.58||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/002222.cgi
A||||0||Vr4in'||Pics of my GVR4||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||05-27-2003||11:13 PM||nohad43@aol.com||Here are some old pictures of my gvr4,ill get updated ones tommorrow..   <img src="http://www.digitalpose.com/mbr/1/17785/p/328995_3580882557587037438_vl.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://www.digitalpose.com/mbr/1/17785/p/328979_392985846608925858_vl.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002223.cgi
A||||1||bob dole||members rides||||1||||bob dole||00000223
Z||000000||bob dole||05-27-2003||11:16 PM||s4turbo108@aol.com||When is the next member ride.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-28-2003||02:07 AM||||When Bob in Chicago scans his pics.  *hint*||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002224.cgi
A||||3||chadhayashi||Little Sahara, Utah||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||05-28-2003||12:07 AM||||Can you say sand dunes? You could ride for weeks and not hit the same dune twice. It's about 620 miles from here and worth every minute of the trip. At that location there is a "hill" called Sand Mtn. It's about 600ft tall!!! My buddies dad flew off what is similar to an avalanche chute. He flew approx 50 verticle ft downhill and nosed into the sand. His quad flipped many times down the hill.  Popped all 4 tires, broke the right balljoint and bent the frame of his piped Banshee. Bummer. Great place for a sand rail. A guy I know was going to build a 16G'd 4G63 powered rail, but scored a killer deal on a Northstar V8, so he did that. (He didn't know the potential). I just might have to sell the VR-4 for down payment money on a Powerstroke and use my 6 bolt longblock for the rails powerplant....&lt;pinch&gt;   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||05-28-2003||09:25 AM||||whats a sand rail?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||05-28-2003||09:26 AM||||lol this topic has a strange name, and the code makes it say "Sit tight... We are taking you back to: Little Sahara, Utah"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||05-28-2003||04:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> whats a sand rail? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They look like this:<br /> <img src="http://www.sandrail.com/sandrocket/s_frame1.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002225.cgi
A||||4||ayvr4||who has this car now?||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||05-28-2003||11:21 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.geocities.com/seanvr4/" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/seanvr4/</a><br /><br />anyone know who bought this car?<br /><br />did i miss it on that page, or did it<br />not say what # it was?<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||05-28-2003||12:39 PM||||I dont think he sold it.||67.30.24.21||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||05-28-2003||12:51 PM||||i thought it said it was sold on the bottom of that website.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||05-28-2003||04:09 PM||||Yes, it says it is sold -- right next to his email address.  You should ask him directly.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||05-28-2003||05:33 PM||||i emailed that a while ago, and never got a reply.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/002226.cgi
A||||16||REDLINEGVR4||bye bye 1938/2000||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||05-28-2003||01:21 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Hey guys i regret to inform you that i was in a car accident today on my way to school. The other car and i hit kinda hit head on we hit front drivers side quarter pannels. the feame of my car is beyond repair. i am ok just alittle shaken up and pissed about the car. but its only metal but a rare paice of metal it was. oh the engine and other stuff survived so when i start parting out the car i will let you all know. well i am now gonna look for another galant vr4 so if any of you know of or have a gvr4 for sale please let me know. Talk to you guys later<br /><br />Ross Crimaldi||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||REDLINEGVR4||05-28-2003||01:23 PM||||frame*||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||05-28-2003||01:26 PM||||glad to hear you are ok ross, that sucks about the vr4.......<br />Good luck searching for a new one.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||05-28-2003||01:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> glad to hear you are ok ross, that sucks about the vr4.......<br />Good luck searching for a new one.<br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What he said ^<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||140.247.202.164||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||05-28-2003||02:21 PM||||how close is riverview from tampa?<br /><br />***Chassis Below will be SOLD WHOLE for $1200.00<br />I am not ripping the car apart as this is a very good crash free chassis. The items listed below will be on the car.***<br /><br />Chassis <br />Cosmetic: <br />1993 USDM Headlights <br />Grant GT Steering Wheel <br />Full Leather Interior excellent condition <br />All power options. <br />No Sunroof <br />No Heat or AC <br />No Cruise Control <br />New Hood with lockable hood pins (old one was rusted) <br /><br />Suspension: <br />Whiteline Springs <br />KYB AGX Shocks rear only <br />Stock front struts new <br />Stock Re-powedercoated Wheels Silver <br />Brand New 205/50/15 Falken Azenias <br />Factory Big brakes with new pads <br />Prothane motor mounts <br />Walbro 255<br /><br /><br />Please try to email me at gboodram@hotmail.com if you have any questions.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||REDLINEGVR4||05-28-2003||04:33 PM||||riverview is just outsided tampa.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000006||REDLINEGVR4||05-28-2003||04:42 PM||||can you send me pics of the car?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||05-28-2003||05:42 PM||||Sorry to hear that man!  Hey at least you put that GS bumper out of its misery!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Definitely check out Glen's car(talontsi).  He lives in tampa.  I was over there a couple days ago and had a chance to look at the car.  It's a black '91, a little more race oriented than ours though, as in AC out, etc.  I know he needs to get rid of it so get in touch with him.  It would make a good project, but I hope you have something else to drive in the meantime.||12.92.28.165||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||05-28-2003||05:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> can you send me pics of the car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4" target="_blank">pics of the car in question</a>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||REDLINEGVR4||05-28-2003||06:06 PM||||Thanks Paul.<br /><br />Guys today i realized that life is so much more valuable than what we take it for every day. Had I been 6 more inches to the right I might not be typeing this post now. So what i have to say is this... Every time you go anywhere by yourself or with others tell your loved ones that you love them and make sure you hug or kiss them cause you never know if it is the last time you will see them. This morning I faild to do this and now it is ripping me apart cause had I those 6 inches to the right my parents would have been devistated and i dont know how i could deal with that if i were in their postion. So guy allways tell your loved ones you love them and please allwys wear a seat belt!!<br /><br />You all are kinda like a family to me so please be careful.<br /><br />Ross Crimaldi||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||05-28-2003||10:26 PM||||We're all grateful we didn't have to read about a fatal crash on the board.  Do you have pics of the wreckage?  What exactly was 6 inches away from you?<br /><br />Have you seen either of the Final Destination movies?  If not, then you may not want to see them after your experience.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Glad you made it away with no reported injuries.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||REDLINEGVR4||06-04-2003||04:05 PM||||PICS!!!<br /><br /><a href="http://flagvr4.4t.com/crash.htm" target="_blank">http://flagvr4.4t.com/crash.htm</a>||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000012||number3||06-04-2003||04:50 PM||||You can fix that. Nate's car was that bad before he fixed his.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||mromik||06-04-2003||07:10 PM||||If you really love him- fix him!<br /><br />my old was in road accidenr for some times before me and  my one big crash in may 2001 when I got tired of getting money from drunked 17 years old Toyota Crown driver... (still get not all money) So I fixed myself, then painted with red....<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mromik.narod.ru/avto/gal1989.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mromik.narod.ru/avto/gal1989.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.mromik.narod.ru/avto/gal892.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mromik.narod.ru/avto/gal892.htm</a><br /><br /> everything from my first one was installed after crash in summer 1998<br /><br />Ttis is my first car and my father<br /><a href="http://www.mromik.narod.ru/avto/nissan.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mromik.narod.ru/avto/nissan.htm</a>||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000014||mromik||06-04-2003||07:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> So guy allways tell your loved ones you love them and please allwys wear a seat belt!!<br /><br />You all are kinda like a family to me so please be careful.<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YES YES YES/<br />Always use seatbelt!!!! Had some accidents, where the belt saved me a life..<br /><br />Yesturday I payed to police for driving without the belt!!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||06-05-2003||01:01 AM||||Yeah!  Nitrous!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=522" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=522&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||mromik||06-05-2003||06:31 PM||||It is not nitros  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />It is propane! (LPG)<br /><br />gasoline price 12RUR for liter<br />LPG             3-6RUR liter||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum3/002227.cgi
A||||3||Matt379||check out my friends website||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||05-28-2003||01:24 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.vinmotorsports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.vinmotorsports.com/</a><br /><br />This is my friend's website.  He's looking for sponsors.  Tell me what you think about his website.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Matt||165.139.149.11||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||05-28-2003||01:45 PM||||Been there, done that..........<br /><br /><br />and then......   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.220.134.41||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||05-28-2003||03:32 PM||||Vinay - he's a brown skinned Indian guy, right?<br /><br />I dunno him, just taking a guess from his name. Quite easy since I match the above description as well..LOL||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||05-28-2003||03:47 PM||||<a href="http://www.google.com/search?sourceid=navclient&q=frames+suck" target="_blank">frames suck</a>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002228.cgi
A||N||3||Marcus||What kind of tires should I get?||||2||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||05-28-2003||07:03 PM||dirtclod20@aol.com||I have 5k on my 225/50/16 Kumho 711's, two are in good shape and two are wore to shit.  Should I just buy two new tires, or replace all four with maybe a different size?  People are telling me that kumho's are pretty shitty, so what brand would you reccommend.  I don't push my car hard in the twistys so a good riding tire that will last a while and not hurt the pocket book to bad is all I need.<br />Thanks<br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||2||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||05-28-2003||08:19 PM||||ive had kumhos in the past. they were good handling tires in my opinion but they didnt last long.<br /><br />on the galant i have potenzas on the stock wheels. i like them so far. i cant really rant and rave about them too much b/c i put them on when i bought the car, drove it for about 2oo miles, and has been in my garage ever since waiting to be completed. <br /><br />im planning to get some tires for the rota attacks soon as well, probably going with pole position like Harry  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.217.20||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||05-28-2003||09:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong>   Should I just buy two new tires, or replace all four with maybe a different size? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You shouldn't replace just two -- your wheels would then be different sizes (wear) and it will be harmful to your VC (will look like slippage because one axel will spin faster than the other).||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Marcus||05-28-2003||10:57 PM||||It can't be any more harmful then it is now and has been for the last 2k miles.  The rears have been completely shot.  I doubt mm are going to make that big of a difference, and should it jack up my VS, i'll just weld it and put it back in.<br />Marc||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes



ubb/Forum3/002229.cgi
A||||14||driftin galant||I found something||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||05-28-2003||08:24 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||well i went to the local mitsu junkyard,btw that is all they have, i had never been there before and i was walking around and i found 2 GVR4's. The vins are<br />jabcx56u1mz007880 this one is balck and was in a front end wreck and i belive it was a 91<br />the other is<br />jabcx56u3mz006598 this one is green and has the front clip removed but the rest of the body looks fine so i asume it was a front end wreck.<br />they also had a ton of TEL's there it was unreal.<br />so if Iceman gets this i want to know if these cars are washington car's or not. also if any one needs parts the bodies are in pretty good shape but the guy charges a bit.||198.76.107.58||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||05-28-2003||09:00 PM||||Next time you're there, get the badge numbers.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||driftin galant||05-28-2003||10:07 PM||||i could not beacuse some one had ripped them off.  it really pissed me off.||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000003||driftin galant||06-02-2003||08:21 PM||||hey iceman can you come up with anything?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||06-02-2003||08:28 PM||||Where are you located at? Would love to get a 4 bolt rear end off one of those TELs...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||driftin galant||06-02-2003||09:59 PM||||the junk yard is in grant falls on the west side of the mountains. my parents live in stanwood so it is pretty close to them.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||06-02-2003||10:00 PM||||Might have to make the trip next weekend...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||06-02-2003||10:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Might have to make the trip next weekend... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pick me up on the way if you want a partner.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||driftin galant||06-02-2003||10:34 PM||||here is the address and the name. they have nothing but mitsu, dodge, eagle, hundi, and some other brand.<br />DOWNTOWN AUTO WRECKING  <br />11025 MOUNTAIN LOOP HWY, GRANITE FALLS, WA 98252  <br />(425) 259-0734||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000009||chhuong||06-02-2003||11:06 PM||||Hows the galant coming along Erik??  Is it almost finished!!||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000010||driftin galant||06-02-2003||11:20 PM||||almost just waiting on parts the exhaust manifold and some other stuff.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||06-03-2003||09:44 AM||||The green one (6598)is fairly recent in the junkyard, as it shows still being on the road in 2000.  Last known owner lived in Yakima.  Appears it was a WA state car, but shows being sold as a marketing demo. Transfer case recall was done with a new yoke in '98. Key number was E7469 in case anyone needs matching locks.<br /><br />The black one (7880) was a California car. Transfer case also done in '98 with a new yoke.  Last known owner lived in Puyallup.<br />Key number was E5443.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000012||driftin galant||06-03-2003||06:57 PM||||thanks iceman, hopefully i can find some more in the junkyards around here.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000013||199of2k||06-03-2003||07:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Erik:<br /><strong> thanks iceman, hopefully i can find some more in the junkyards around here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that might not be a good thing......||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000014||driftin galant||06-05-2003||12:05 AM||||i know but if i can get parts off of one.  so i am going to pull a part to see if they have one.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
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A||||3||Yao||Injector Circuit Failure||||1||||Yao||00000044
Z||000000||Yao||06-01-2003||09:49 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Hello everyone,<br /><br />Quick question, what should I be checking with that error code keep poping up?  the car drove fine and no mis-behavior, but the check engine light would come on and my logger would tell me Injector circuit failure everytime.||12.211.212.94||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||06-01-2003||08:28 PM||||Yao,<br />The only time I saw that was in an ECU with acid damage. If you look at the injector output circuit, there is a black, 5-lead resistor pack (called RM101 I think) that samples the pulses from each injector, and feeds that sample back to one of the sub-pocessors. If it doesn't see a pulse for X seconds, it will throw a code. I would ohm out the traces on all 5 of the leads of that resistor and see if one is open. I think the other 4 of the 5 leads each go to one of the collectors of the 4 injector driver transistors (the middle lead of the transistor if I remember right).||68.153.83.230||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Yao||06-03-2003||03:31 PM||||Thanks for the reply,<br /><br />I have this prolem since I Installed E-management and basically it taps into each injector wire and have a ground of it's own, so I am wondering if the E-management is grounding out the signal so much that at idle the ecu would trigger the code.  I have post over at the E-manage web site and seems like there are quite a few DSM that have the same problem when e-management is installed.||208.253.246.92||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||06-03-2003||04:08 PM||||I've had this problem as well.  When I turn on the car, I get that CEL.  But then it goes away after a couple seconds.  I'll check out the resistor.  It's not acid damage because I swapped my caps before they went.. but I may have damaged the board when I swapped them.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes



ubb/Forum3/002235.cgi
A||||10||blacksheep||Wooo hooo ! The site's back up....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-01-2003||10:11 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Damn, I missed being on here when it was done. AIMing all the moderators didnt seem to help. I even tried finding Jon's phone #....LOL <br /><br /><br />Jon, if we need to contribute for a bigger hard drive, let us know!<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||199of2k||06-01-2003||12:25 PM||||I checked every day to see if the site was up, If you guys need a 40g hdd let me know im willing to donate.....||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||06-01-2003||12:45 PM||||I think I was checking twice a day.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||06-01-2003||01:16 PM||||i think i was checking every 3 hrs.lol  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||06-01-2003||04:23 PM||||I'm with robby I was checking it every few hours! I thought it was my computer or something||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||TWEAKD4||06-01-2003||10:28 PM||||You really don't truly miss something until it is gone.  Glad to see Galantvr4.org is back up and running.||63.233.221.3||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||06-02-2003||02:11 AM||||You're all junkies.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||06-02-2003||09:36 AM||||rats, i already checked into rehab, and was given the all-clear by my doctor.||132.198.165.149||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||Jon||06-02-2003||12:58 PM||||I was out the last week of May on vacation.  How many days was the site down?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||06-02-2003||01:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> I was out the last week of May on vacation.  How many days was the site down? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd say a good three days.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||06-02-2003||08:47 PM||||Yeah.. 3 or 4 days, thats whay you didnt reply to all my AIM messages, huh??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002236.cgi
A||||5||TurboBuddy||Where can I buy a GVR4?||||1||||TurboBuddy||00000901
Z||000000||TurboBuddy||06-01-2003||11:47 AM||Mike7361@aol.com||Ive been looking to buy a GVR4,and the only places that I know of to buy from is Ebay Motors.I live in Tampa Florida,so maybe some people in my area could tell me some local places.Are there any good online websites to look at for GVR4's?   Thanks, Mike||65.32.220.27||reg||1||TurboBuddy||00000901||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-01-2003||12:09 PM||||I would say keep an eye on this site, and the trader (www.dsmtrader.com).  I got mine off the trader for $3800 in very nice condition with only 100k miles on it about a year ago.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||06-01-2003||12:11 PM||||i found mine on auto trader 12 miles from my house for $3200 but brought him down to $2700 cause he was leaving the country and he needed to sell it||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||06-01-2003||12:18 PM||||Got off the trader also, had to drive to Jersy to get it, but got a nice ride. 4500 with brand new set of Blizzacks, Thule racks, about $400 retail in genuine Mitsubishi parts for the timing belts, coolant hoses, seals, etc...  Pretty good deal I guess. Oh, and 114K miles||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||199of2k||06-01-2003||12:21 PM||||You might want to check w/ the dsmers in your area, some of them might know.<br /><br />Oh I got my first vr4 from a used dealer and my second from a scrapyard||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||06-01-2003||12:22 PM||||here is a good start.  the body is the biggest concern, if it is straight, and in very good condition.  engine, drivetrain, will all be suspect by now, most will be on it's last legs.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001376" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001376</a>||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/002237.cgi
A||||28||Akidosigh1||GVR4 w/EVO hood and wing||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||06-01-2003||11:53 AM||||<a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00238.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00238.jpg</a>  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00226.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00226.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00225.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00225.jpg</a>  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00171.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00171.JPG</a>||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||TurboBuddy||06-01-2003||11:55 AM||||heh,ive been lookin at that thing all night||65.32.220.27||reg||1||TurboBuddy||00000901||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-01-2003||12:44 PM||||Nice, see a red gvr4 can look nice  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||06-01-2003||01:09 PM||||so where can we get that hood||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||06-01-2003||01:17 PM||||i was checking that thing out also.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||starwrist||06-01-2003||02:47 PM||||Man...that's looks so sweet!<br /><br />Does anyone know where we can score the hood and wing?||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000006||starwrist||06-01-2003||02:53 PM||||Man...that's looks so sweet!<br /><br />Does anyone know where we can score the hood and wing?||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000007||silly4turbo||06-01-2003||04:18 PM||||i want  i want i want  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000008||chucklesas||06-01-2003||06:26 PM||||Pfft, that thing's no good, the intake vent isn't even on the correct side...   (not fair)||129.137.150.172||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||06-01-2003||06:48 PM||||You need new glasses.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />It looks good to me.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/ralliartgvr4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.179||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||silly4turbo||06-01-2003||06:50 PM||||photoshop at it again||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000011||chucklesas||06-01-2003||07:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> You need new glasses.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br />It looks good to me.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/ralliartgvr4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Alright, now I can say I want one.  (still not fair)||129.137.150.172||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000012||curtis||06-02-2003||12:01 AM||||Now that we see what an evo hood can do for the looks of our cars.  Let's see if we can find an importer that will watch out for us.  If the engine guys like sohen and the rest can get engines they can get hoods.  I no that some of the RS VR4 Jdm cars had alum. hoods on the galants and the evo's have alum an fiberglass depending on model. We could fiberglass them in  or just install the vents without the bubble around it.I've even thought of cutting mine and building a reverse air style to draw the air out(Ford GT-40,acura NSX) I've been looking around and watching ebay for these for over a year for these vents and only saw one set that was off a WRC car of Allister's McRaes evo 6 it was on englands ebay and went for about 100 I was just afraid to drop that much to someone overseas I didn't know. If anyones got connections I would like no love to have a set of EVO 3 vents, hell even a set from a 5,6,7,8.  If anyone knows a email, website, phone number please post or email me.||67.25.36.176||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||06-02-2003||01:54 AM||||For those who don't want to register -- the pics you're missing:<br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00172.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00172.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00174.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00174.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00177.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00177.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00178.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00178.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00180.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00180.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00183.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00183.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00185.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00185.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00187.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00187.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00190.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00190.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00191.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00191.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00194.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00194.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00195.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00195.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00196.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00196.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00199.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00199.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00200.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00200.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00204.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00204.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00209.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00209.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00210.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00210.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00211.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00211.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00212.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00212.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00213.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00213.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00217.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00217.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00220.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00220.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00223.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00223.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00228.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00228.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00233.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00233.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00234.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00234.JPG</a>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||gixxer||06-02-2003||04:09 AM||||so its got a somewhere mounted disc changer controller mounted on the roof? and its an auto....hmmm....i like how it looks, i think it would look better with different wheels and without the front diffuser things and the graphics.||65.27.94.59||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000015||Martin Tolentino||06-02-2003||09:12 AM||||Nice looking show car. WOW.... alot of custom work.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000016||VTGVR4||06-02-2003||09:45 AM||||love the shift light||132.198.165.149||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000017||DeanCouchey||06-02-2003||11:39 AM||||<img src="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00195.JPG" alt=" - " /><br />I like the looks of these gauges alot the little O for full and the slant for empty||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000018||Ant||06-02-2003||12:44 PM||||Why does he need 2 boost gauges ?||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000019||Pappy||06-02-2003||06:27 PM||||SO much rice..... but I actually like most of the exterior.  Lose alot of the chromy accents, and remove any stickers.  Thanks for the link.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||06-02-2003||11:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> <br />I like the looks of these gauges alot the little O for full and the slant for empty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually I think that's &deg; (degree) for empty and , (comma) for full... unless it reads backwards from ours.  Hmm... and the hash marks around the gauges are numeral 1's!  I suspect that overlay was HAND MADE using vinyl lettering.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Now I understand what all the little squares are for in between the speedo and tach...  automatic gear indicators.  Duh.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000021||gvr4ever||06-02-2003||11:26 PM||||I do like the way that looks, but if I wanted that look, I would buy a Lancer EVO.<br /><br />I like the boring plain look of the Galant VR4 the way it is.  If I wanted something flashy, I would get a different car.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||06-02-2003||11:28 PM||||Too much "sprinkles" in the car. Wouldnt win much points for interior if I was judging, but thats just me.<br /><br />I like the exterior much better!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||turbowop||06-02-2003||11:31 PM||||I don't like the evo vents on the hood. They look to pointy. They work on the evo front end, not on the galant. I like the factory vr4 rs vents....nice and subtle. And also, I like the red paint. If it weren't such a pain in the ass to do a color change that extreme I might consider it.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000024||curtis||06-03-2003||12:15 AM||||im liking the electronic climate control and the next to the last picture a rear window wiper whats up with that||67.25.35.101||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000025||driftin galant||06-03-2003||12:54 AM||||i do belive that erebuni sells the wing. i think this it it is on the marage.  <img src="http://www.erebuni.net/wings/dcolt.htm" alt=" - " />||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000026||Forced Style||06-03-2003||01:33 AM||||Im not sure if anyone notice but VR-4 is awd, aws, turbo, 5speed.. that car isnt a 5speed. there for its not a vr4? then what is it? an auto turbo gsx? got me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.231.176.32||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000027||bujang_hensem||06-03-2003||02:40 AM||||well i know this guy...we are from malaysia..his is an owner of the car workshop here and he is a mechanic..this car was original JDM with auto 4WD box....he already remove the rear part....now it is FF car with 4 speed auto....as for evo hood...it was customise by join original vr4 hood with evo scoop.....||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000028||DarkDevilMMM||06-03-2003||12:34 PM||||well, the hood got me thinking, not that I want to buy it, I still like the vr4 RS one, but how come when u customize the hood and still make the hood vent the wrong place? see the intake vent is on the driver side, and when u look at the engine pics, there is nothing at the driver side, so is that vent blocked? if not, what the hell are you blowing? the fuel line? or the fuse box? or simply let the rain run into the engine and ruin it. I think sometimes when ppl customize their car, they don't think, like those civics... for evolution 4 and up, the engine is turn 180 degree, so the intake is on the driver side, that's why they put the vent on the driver side, so I am thinking, is that an OEM evo hood? and customize a little to make it fit? if that's a newly made fiberglass hood, we got a person who's not thinking... my $.02 sorry||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes



ubb/Forum3/002238.cgi
A||||9||Akidosigh1||yellow gvr4||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||06-01-2003||12:10 PM||||<a href="http://www.gorally.com/SPECIALTY/CARBUILD/FS/CAR004/Mitsoutside-forsale.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.gorally.com/SPECIALTY/CARBUILD/FS/CAR004/Mitsoutside-forsale.jpg</a>||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-01-2003||02:55 PM||||main page says that the gvr4 is sold!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||06-01-2003||04:36 PM||||I saw that car about a year and a half ago, it was on autotrader for $10,000. I think the red one looks better<br /> <img src="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00225.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.gorally.com/SPECIALTY/CARBUILD/FS/CAR004/Mitsoutside-forsale.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||REDLINEGVR4||06-01-2003||06:18 PM||||where did you find the pic of the red one?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000004||number3||06-01-2003||07:09 PM||||"where did you find the pic of the red one?"<br /><br /><br />My guess, based on the label in the bottom right hand corner of the photos, would be   <a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/cars.asp" target="_blank">http://www.terato.com/cars/cars.asp</a>   .<br /><br />BTW it is an automatic.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-01-2003||07:20 PM||||LOL... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Akidosigh1||06-01-2003||11:18 PM||||I want the Red Galant's hood and wing, painted yellow like the mazda5 come in with some 5% smoke tint and some 18" chrome rims... lowered.... and a nice large chrome intercooler....||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||06-02-2003||02:07 AM||||I just want neon undercarriage lights like on the Evo8 in 2Fast 2Furious.||67.163.58.52||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||06-03-2003||11:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I just want neon undercarriage lights like on the Evo8 in 2Fast 2Furious. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I believe it's an Evo VII.||63.146.62.141||reg||6||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||06-03-2003||03:17 PM||||How dare you correct ME, you bastard.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hv&id=1808403981&cf=pg&photoid=477305&intl=us" target="_blank"> <img src="http://us.ent4.yimg.com/movies.yahoo.com/images/hv/photo/movie_pix/universal_pictures/2_fast_2_furious/paul_walker/furious8.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Mitsubishi EVO 7</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002237;p=1#000008" target="_blank"> <img src="http://us.ent4.yimg.com/movies.yahoo.com/images/hv/photo/movie_pix/universal_pictures/2_fast_2_furious/paul_walker/furious7.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />OMFG his vent is on the wrong side, too!</a>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002239.cgi
A||||0||mark k||26mm R. swaybar/ no more understeer!  ||||1||||mark k||00001338
Z||000000||mark k||06-01-2003||02:04 PM||mark@yellodyno.com||interested in getting Gvr4 26mm rear sway bar? let me know ,something is cooking. eliminate understeer<br /><br />may be able to get 10  of them new -am intersted to know if  there is enough interest [mark@yellodyno.com   let me know.  we can see  in a few days  degree of interest.  Personally, I don't like plowing through corners<br /><br />SEE POST IN " for sale forum" I WILL PROBABLY TRANSFER THIS AND COMBINE IT<br />more news by mid week||24.175.8.194||reg||1||mark k||00001338||yes



ubb/Forum3/002240.cgi
A||||3||mromik||Again I am here||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-01-2003||06:29 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Returned to  my place...<br />running my Galant...<br /><br />BTW Today is my birthday! Happy birthday to me!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Ash||06-01-2003||07:42 PM||||Welcome back & happy birthday!!!||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||199of2k||06-01-2003||09:22 PM||||You didnt miss much, the site was down for a couple of days  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />  happy b-day  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||06-02-2003||11:40 AM||||yeah look at that you leave and the site goes down! happy birthday||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002241.cgi
A||||8||turbowop||dodging cones||||14||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||06-01-2003||08:26 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I autox'd for the first time today. Hands down, best time of my life. I just wanted to keep running the course, but I had to let the other people have their turn. My car faired pretty well. I had better times than modded WRX's and other similar turbo/awd cars. The Tein coilovers did a wonderful job. The car felt very neutral even with the stock sway in the back. I still have a grin from ear to ear. I have video of all my runs. I'm gonna look at them this evening and if any are worthy I will upload them to the net.||68.119.13.32||reg||14||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||06-01-2003||09:02 PM||||upload them regardless if its worthy or not! hehe||64.169.232.28||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||06-01-2003||10:04 PM||||Mark, <br />What class was your car in?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||06-01-2003||10:19 PM||||"B" prepared. I'm not sure what that means but when the tech guy asked me about power upgrades I told him the car runs low 13's, high 12's in the quarter mile and that's the class he put me in. It was a Yakima Sports Car Club event, not a SCCA one. The next Yakima autox is Sept 7th. There is one in the Tri Cities on the 22nd of June. They use part of the circle track there and say you can get pretty high in the revs in third so should be some high speeds at that one. I think Mark Reib just posted about one he just ran in the Tri Cities that used the same track. The autoxing bug has definately bitten me now. I'll be doing a lot more of it in the future.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||06-01-2003||11:33 PM||||Come up here in October... we have a two day 'Octocross' that uses the local dragway/roadcourse. It's always hella fast.<br />Hopefully I'll get my ride ready for autoxing one of these days...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||markrieb||06-03-2003||03:04 PM||||I just hope to make it home for the next race.  I'm in Utah again for a few more weeks.<br /><br />Our tracks have been long (2 minutes plus) and the last one was very fast as I was in the upper part of third gear in two places.<br /><br />If you think autox is fun, you need to try a rallycross.  Imagine an autox track set up in a grass field that has been mowed to about 2" high.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.221||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000006||KenGVR4||06-06-2003||06:05 PM||||B prepared?  Does Yakima not use SCCA classifications?  I run in Street Modified up here,  I have basically the same types of mods minus suspension. Running SM is a little more competitive than having to run against full on race cars. <br /><br />I'd love to see the eastern WA GVR4 owners meet up around here sometime.  See who's really got the fastest grocery getter!||12.207.250.84||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||06-06-2003||08:34 PM||||I think they broke up street mod into more categories for imports/domestics, awd/rwd/fwd or something like that. I'm not sure. Being my first autox I just ran whatever they put me in.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||markrieb||06-07-2003||12:53 AM||||The Tri-Cities/Sand and Sage Sports Car Club rules and classing can be found at <a href="http://ssscc.org/SSSCC_rules.doc" target="_blank">http://ssscc.org/SSSCC_rules.doc</a><br /><br />I think Yakima uses nearly the same classing and rules.<br /><br />Mark Rieb<br />P.S. Ken, when are you going to pick up those other two tires?||4.47.228.42||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum3/002242.cgi
A||X||50||CCDSM69||Pictures of my car||||1||||CCDSM69||00001573
Z||000000||CCDSM69||06-01-2003||10:57 PM||||The pics are too large to post on the message board so I'm just putting up links to the changes my car has gone through over the past few months.  <br /><br /><a href="http://mail210.pair.com/dragin/dragin/leesah/DSC01717.JPG" target="_blank">Car before any modifications</a> <br /><br /><a href="http://mail210.pair.com/dragin/dragin/leesah/pics42703/5lugconvert/" target="_blank">Link to pics of the 5 lug conversion</a> <br /> <a href="http://mail210.pair.com/dragin/dragin/leesah/pics42703/FMIC/" target="_blank">Link to pics of the new front mount</a> <br /> <a href="http://mail210.pair.com/dragin/dragin/leesah/pics42703/newturbo/" target="_blank">Link to new turbo pics</a>||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||06-01-2003||11:12 PM||||Details on the 5 lug swap?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||06-01-2003||11:41 PM||||The 5 lug conversion wasn't very hard at all. Laborwise I believe it took 3 or 4 hours. You need the full hub assembly (front and back) from a 90-94 AWD Talon/Eclipse/Laser (if you want to keep the ABS you need a hub assembly from a car with ABS). I just removed the hub assembly from the Galant and replaced it with the 5 lug assembly (preferably replacing the wheel bearings so you don't have to go back and do it later). Its a fairly straight forward process but hard for me to explain (I don't know all the technical terms). The only speciality tool you need is a slide hammer.||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-02-2003||02:05 AM||||That makes me want to crawl under my car and curl up into a little ball, sobbing.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||06-02-2003||07:23 AM||||Nice car! Interesting valve cover though. At least its clean!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.0.81.203||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||number3||06-02-2003||08:38 AM||||Does your hood shut? The Wastegate may give you clearence problems how it is mounted.<br /><br />Nice FMIC tanks.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||06-02-2003||09:23 AM||||Did you make that FMIC, or did you source it from somewhere?  I'd be interested in hearing how much it set you back if you don't mind sharing...  VERY clean lookin end tanks!<br /><br />Whats the spec on the turbo as well!?!<br /><br />It all looks great!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000007||Louters91GVR4||06-02-2003||09:40 AM||||Nice ride man.<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000008||Craig91||06-02-2003||10:01 AM||||I was in front of Lisa's car 2 nights ago (her bf/fiancee was driving it though).  The FMIC looks mean as hell coming up behind you, there's no mistake that you'll definitely hear the car coming.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000009||ron||06-02-2003||11:31 AM||||Nice Car!  I really like the wheels.  <br /><br />BTW, Do you want to sell your fog light?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />ron||152.163.252.33||reg||14||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||06-02-2003||11:59 AM||||it does look nice and clean but the paint on the VC is freaky  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /> <img src="http://mail210.pair.com/dragin/dragin/leesah/pics42703/newturbo/DSC02740.JPG" alt=" - " />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||CCDSM69||06-02-2003||12:06 PM||||Thanks guys...<br /><br />LOL...My valve cover is called "midnight sky" so I was expecting something that was a deep blue or bluish black, instead it came out all glittery.<br /><br />My hood does shut and the waste gate is low enough on the manifold that it doesn't cause any problems. It took a while for me to decide where I wanted to mount it because the front of the engine bay is so tight.<br /><br />The FMIC is an interesting story. My friend gave me the pipes off his 91 talon so we custom spec'd the FMIC to fit the pipes and my car. South Florida Performance (www.sfp.net) made the FMIC for me. I have to say that it is the best front mount I have ever seen in my life (and thats being compared to Pruven, Extreme, Buschur, and Spearco). <br /><br />My turbo is a custom spec 50 trim Garrett. (similar to a FP Green)<br /><br />Can't sell the fog lights, they were broken which is the main reason I got rid of them. (That and I don't have a bumper support to bolt them to anymore)||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||06-02-2003||01:02 PM||||Can you take a picture of the intercooler pipe going from the turbo to the IC?<br />I have a similar turbo and would like to see how in  the hell you route the pipes under the manifold.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||06-02-2003||02:23 PM||||That looks like a Spearco 2-216 FMIC core, which is what I originally put on my car for test fitting.  Fits just like my current 2-120, but you must cut out almost all of the bumper support to run it.  <br /><br />The inlet/outlet config is identical to the TEL Buschur/IRC style.  Mine is the same way, which fits well and makes the piping nice and short.  You can order the same IC (albeit with endtanks not quite as nice) from Indy Race Cores or Diamond Star Motorsport.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||Johnny Bravo||06-02-2003||04:41 PM||||The finish on your valve cover looks almost like the finish on my Custom Shop Fender   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    ...just a bit smaller flakes (called Aurora Glow)<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=490" alt=" - " />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000015||Telecaster||06-02-2003||05:06 PM||||Nice Strat  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.175.110.23||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000016||Johnny Bravo||06-02-2003||07:12 PM||||Thanks!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    (dig the forum name  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> )||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000017||1312VR4||06-02-2003||07:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Details on the 5 lug swap? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">here are some links<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001402" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001402</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000992" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=000992</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001731" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001731</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000018||CCDSM69||06-02-2003||09:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you take a picture of the intercooler pipe going from the turbo to the IC?<br />I have a similar turbo and would like to see how in the hell you route the pipes under the manifold.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you can kinda see a pic of the pipe   <a href="http://mail210.pair.com/dragin/dragin/leesah/pics42703/enginebay/DSC02741.JPG" target="_blank">here</a>||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000019||number3||06-02-2003||10:42 PM||||Here is a shot of how I ran my IC pipe.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=492" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||Forced Style||06-05-2003||11:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong> The pics are too large to post on the message board so I'm just putting up links to the changes my car has gone through over the past few months.  <br /><br /><a href="http://mail210.pair.com/dragin/dragin/leesah/DSC01717.JPG" target="_blank">Car before any modifications</a> <br /><br /><a href="http://mail210.pair.com/dragin/dragin/leesah/pics42703/5lugconvert/" target="_blank">Link to pics of the 5 lug conversion</a> <br /> <a href="http://mail210.pair.com/dragin/dragin/leesah/pics42703/FMIC/" target="_blank">Link to pics of the new front mount</a> <br /> <a href="http://mail210.pair.com/dragin/dragin/leesah/pics42703/newturbo/" target="_blank">Link to new turbo pics</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">dude where did you get that IC and how much was it? it looks like an indy race core...||208.231.176.105||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000021||Craig91||06-06-2003||12:30 AM||||That dude isn't a dude...it's a girl.  Her name is Lisa.  Earlier in the post this is what she said about her FMIC.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  The FMIC is an interesting story. My friend gave me the pipes off his 91 talon so we custom spec'd the FMIC to fit the pipes and my car. South Florida Performance (www.sfp.net) made the FMIC for me. I have to say that it is the best front mount I have ever seen in my life (and thats being compared to Pruven, Extreme, Buschur, and Spearco). </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000022||Forced Style||06-06-2003||04:55 AM||||^_^ sorry, so... miss, how much was it if i can ask? and it still 'looks' like an indy race core.. might be similar.. i mean im hoping my 2.5 in pipes fit off my 1g onto my galant, i took the short route on either side of the radiator to a td06 compressor housing.. if it fits easy then i can still order the indy race core.. if not, cutting and fabbing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.231.176.105||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000023||howard_GVR4||06-06-2003||10:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Forced Style:<br /><strong> ^_^ sorry, so... miss, how much was it if i can ask? and it still 'looks' like an indy race core.. might be similar.. i mean im hoping my 2.5 in pipes fit off my 1g onto my galant, i took the short route on either side of the radiator to a td06 compressor housing.. if it fits easy then i can still order the indy race core.. if not, cutting and fabbing   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The indy race core will fit.  Either IRC core for that matter.  And yes, lisa's core is probably a 216, just like the IRC race FMIC.  And yes again, the 1G DSM short-route IC pipes will fit if you do a little fabrication.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000024||Doug Thomas||06-06-2003||11:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Here is a shot of how I ran my IC pipe.<br /><br />  <br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can't you give some of the other guys a chance   to post pictures of they're cars without you posting pictures of your car all the time.<br /><br />The person was asking to see more detail pictures of how CCDSM69 ran his intercooler piping. We've all seen pictures of your set-up already 100 times.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.10.219.26||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000025||199of2k||06-06-2003||11:36 AM||||Geez cut Harry some slack  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000026||GRV4726||06-06-2003||04:15 PM||||geez   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />haha, there.. that makes three rolleyes in a row<br /><br />that valve cover is definantly intriguing.  it would be really nice if the sparkly flakes were all that blue-ish purple like on the second shot.  at least with out the yellow and the green.<br /><br />i was thinking of doing mine with red flakes but i don't know about that. my car is white.<br /><br />ps: your car kicks ass, nice rims. the only thing i don't like is how the frount end sags in the center. if it didn't then it would be perfect.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000027||number3||06-06-2003||10:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>     </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Here is a shot of how I ran my IC pipe.<br /><br />  <br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can't you give some of the other guys a chance   to post pictures of they're cars without you posting pictures of your car all the time.<br /><br />The person was asking to see more detail pictures of how CCDSM69 ran his intercooler piping. We've all seen pictures of your set-up already 100 times.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sure as soon as your posts start being factual and helpful to others.<br /><br />I was helping out a friend (Gabor) with an IC routing image. I have helped others with the same question in the past such as Howard and KC when they asked. I like to try and be helpful unlike your posts that are nothing but whining, time slip monitoring and 4 sale ads.<br /><br />I am tired of trying to be nice to you.<br /><br />BTW this is the first shot of my recent "setup" that has been taken and posted. It was just finished a couple of weeks ago. I hardly post pictures but even if that were not true I am a BIG supporter of this board with both with money and helpful posts, so fuck off. <br /><br />Anyone else agree with the Doug? If the board and/or Jon agrees with you Doug I will gladly stop posting words and pictures. I could find other things to do. Fair enough?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000028||CCDSM69||06-07-2003||12:10 AM||||South Florida Performance made my intercooler for me. Scott got all the specs and sent it down to them. My cost would be a little different that what you guys would pay because I was set up as a dealer with them. <br /><br />I used 2.5" 1G piping. The upper intercooler pipe wasn't hard to fit. The lower intercooler pipe needed to be cut and welded in quite a few places. I also had to cut about 3" off of my radiator in order to get the pipes to fit through. <br /><br />LOL i still like my valve cover  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  I'll have to get a picture up but I had a lime green valve cover on my talon.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the only thing i don't like is how the frount end sags in the center. if it didn't then it would be perfect</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">same here. I finished my car around 330am so I was kinda tired. zip ties are holding the bumper on right now. I'm going to be making new brackets to fix the sagging problem.||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000029||199of2k||06-07-2003||02:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br />Anyone else agree with the Doug? If the board agrees with you Doug I will gladly stop posting words and pictures. I could find other things to do. Fair enough?<br /><br />Harry [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">come on Harry, you have been around for a while and you should know that some people cant see something nice without finding something wrong with it.  Take it in stride, you know you have  <i>THE</i> cleanest VR4 out there  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000030||howard_GVR4||06-07-2003||11:49 AM||||Harry, don't stop with the Numer3 pinup pics, in no way do I consider nice GVR4 pics to be a waste of bandwidth.<br /><br />Doug - go troll somewhere else.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000031||hibrn8||06-07-2003||12:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Harry, don't stop with the Numer3 pinup pics, in no way do I consider nice GVR4 pics to be a waste of bandwidth.<br /><br />Doug - go troll somewhere else. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">exactly! the last thing we need is a whiner on this board. this isnt honda-tech.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000032||turboflanagan||06-07-2003||12:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can't you give some of the other guys a chance   to post pictures of they're cars without you posting pictures of your car all the time.<br /><br />The person was asking to see more detail pictures of how CCDSM69 ran his intercooler piping. We've all seen pictures of your set-up already 100 times.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Who is Harry keeping from posting pics?<br /><br />If it is me, then I give him permission.  I love my car, but I would rather look at his.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000033||Doug Thomas||06-07-2003||04:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>      </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Here is a shot of how I ran my IC pipe.<br /><br />  <br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can't you give some of the other guys a chance   to post pictures of they're cars without you posting pictures of your car all the time.<br /><br />The person was asking to see more detail pictures of how CCDSM69 ran his intercooler piping. We've all seen pictures of your set-up already 100 times.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />      </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sure as soon as your posts start being factual and helpful to others.<br /><br />I was helping out a friend (Gabor) with an IC routing image. I have helped others with the same question in the past such as Howard and KC when they asked. I like to try and be helpful unlike your posts that are nothing but whining, time slip monitoring and 4 sale ads.<br /><br />I am tired of trying to be nice to you.<br /><br />BTW this is the first shot of my "setup" that has been taken and posted. It was just finished a couple of weeks ago. I hardly post pictures but even if that were not true I am a BIG supporter of this board with both with money and helpful posts, so fuck off. <br /><br />Anyone else agree with the Doug? If the board and/or Jon agrees with you Doug I will gladly stop posting words and pictures. I could find other things to do. Fair enough?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They're a few that agree with me, but are afraid to speak up. As far as being helpful my best advise to anyone is to use the search function first. Alot answers can be found by searching. I've used it many times myself and found the answers I was looking for.<br /><br />I don't whine I just call it as I see it.<br /><br />What ever happen to your proof?<br /><br />So, Harry fuck you. You post horing, picture post horing and compliment seeking cocksucker.<br /><br />Doug||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000034||Doug Thomas||06-07-2003||04:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Harry, don't stop with the Numer3 pinup pics, in no way do I consider nice GVR4 pics to be a waste of bandwidth.<br /><br />Doug - go troll somewhere else. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Howard,<br /><br />I could really care less what you have to say. I'm not going any where.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000035||Doug Thomas||06-07-2003||04:20 PM||||CCDSM69,<br /><br />I do apologize to you for taking your thread off topic. I would like to see the pictures of the bumper when you get it fixed and what you did to stop it from sagging.<br /><br />Doug||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000036||howard_GVR4||06-07-2003||05:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br />Howard,<br />I could really care less what you have to say. I'm not going any where. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh really, then it shouldn't be too damn hard to IGNORE WHAT YOU DON'T WANT TO SEE.  You see pictures of Harry's car?  Fine don't look at them.  You see something "Howard" wrote, fine DON'T READ IT.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000037||howard_GVR4||06-07-2003||05:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /> <br />We've all seen pictures of your set-up already 100 times.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And see that sentence right there?  That *is* the definition of whining.  <br /><br />Good job with the thread hijack, Doug.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000038||ken inn||06-07-2003||05:27 PM||||<b>They're a few that agree with me, but are afraid to speak up</b> <br /><br />i got 500 bucks that says there are more people who would like you to eat shit and die than there are who agree with you.  i will send a money order or paypal to jon roberts TOMORROW if you want to take the bet.  then, private emails can be sent to jon to keep track of, and after a week, 2 weeks, a month, or whatever, the total for and against can be posted.  i'll even give you odds.  i bet TWICE as many will be in the doug eat shit and die group than in the doug is a good guy group.  to be fair, only members of this group will be allowed to vote.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000039||229of1000||06-07-2003||05:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> <b>They're a few that agree with me, but are afraid to speak up</b> <br /><br />i got 500 bucks that says there are more people who would like you to eat shit and die than there are who agree with you.  i will send a money order or paypal to jon roberts TOMORROW if you want to take the bet.  then, private emails can be sent to jon to keep track of, and after a week, 2 weeks, a month, or whatever, the total for and against can be posted.  i'll even give you odds.  i bet TWICE as many will be in the doug eat shit and die group than in the doug is a good guy group.  to be fair, only members of this group will be allowed to vote. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn!  Eat that, internet warriors!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000040||number3||06-07-2003||10:04 PM||||"They're a few that agree with me, but are afraid to speak up."<br /><br /><br />I'm curious, Doug? What would they be afraid of?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000041||hibrn8||06-07-2003||11:03 PM||||<b>They're a few that agree with me, but are afraid to speak up. </b> <br /><br /><br />Well some people are smart and choose not to. Why? Because you then join everyones shit list. I hate to say this, but I'm with Harry on this one. Not once has he intented his posts to be in any other way than helpful to other board members.<br /><br />Plus if my car looked that good, Id post pics of it all day long. I sense jealousy; we arent children here, its time to grow up a bit.||12.211.165.5||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000042||turbowop||06-07-2003||11:38 PM||||WTF?! Who gives a rat's ass if Harry posts pics of his car. I post tons of mine. And I wish more people would post pics of theirs. Everytime I see a good setup pic I "right click, save as". That way if I need ideas for something I can just look on my pc.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000043||GRV4726||06-08-2003||01:19 AM||||wow. man i thought doug was joking. i didn't think anyone could be serious when talking like that about harry's car.<br /><br />i've seen you guys arguye before, but i thought that it was just one of those heated moments. <br /><br />yeah. i'm always happy see harry's car. i like seeing anyones car, not matter how many times i have seen it before. <br /><br />and doug, i can't remember one time you've ever helped out. harry has been kind enough to answer intercooler questions i've had on numerous equations, and he seems to always lend his ideas and the method he used for his setup.<br /><br />i just think you are to bitter. grow up||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000044||ken inn||06-08-2003||10:21 AM||||i believe the primary purpose of this board is to help out others with problems with the car.  most of us do the work ourselves, and a lot of the answers are from actual experience.  i have saved a lot of time and money from posts i have read.  if you go into each person's profile, you can see past posts. check it out. all i have ever seen doug thomas do is criticize others, not give any info to help.  it's because he has never worked on the car himself, probably dont even own a bf hammer.  he dont want to learn, cause he thinks he knows it all.  hey doug, got that $500 yet?  how bout we open this up to others to put down money?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000045||s_firestone||06-08-2003||11:17 AM||||I for one thank GOD that this board exists.  The collective expertise of this community has saved me on the order of $2500 in repairs alone that Mitsubishi or any mechanic would have charged me.<br /><br />We are all united as one collective voice because we own one of the coolest cars ever made.  I am damn proud to be a part of this club.<br /><br />I want pictures because I am always pouring over details for something.  Sometimes its to see placement of a particular component on the car, sometimes it's just because its a cool picture and I save it for my ever increasing library of GVR4 stuff!  Sometimes its my background in Windows... <br /><br />Harrys car finds usually its way on my desktop  more often than any other car because he has gone out of his way take some really good shots of his really nice car.  <br /><br />Besides, he's my heeeero!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Here is my car, I took advantage of the sign in relation to my parking place at work.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=405" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=405&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 Galant VR-4 <br />#918 of 1000||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000046||Doug Thomas||06-09-2003||09:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> <b>They're a few that agree with me, but are afraid to speak up</b> <br /><br />i got 500 bucks that says there are more people who would like you to eat shit and die than there are who agree with you.  i will send a money order or paypal to jon roberts TOMORROW if you want to take the bet.  then, private emails can be sent to jon to keep track of, and after a week, 2 weeks, a month, or whatever, the total for and against can be posted.  i'll even give you odds.  i bet TWICE as many will be in the doug eat shit and die group than in the doug is a good guy group.  to be fair, only members of this group will be allowed to vote. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can�t say who the people are because I would be betraying their confidence.<br />Like I told Howard I could care less what you or any one thinks or has to say regarding this. Old man don�t get your self so excited because you might have a heart attack and I don�t want to be responsible for that.||12.10.219.29||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000047||howard_GVR4||06-09-2003||10:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br />I can�t say who the people are because I would be betraying their confidence.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sure, sure, nice one, that's as believable as a Nixon Watergate alibi.  <br /><br />Now that others have spoken up, Doug, you're going to have to cover your precious ears and ignore what all these "Harry supporters" say in the future.  Loser, go cry in your own milk.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000048||Hertz||06-09-2003||11:05 AM||||Post more pictures of women.||12.247.128.70||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000049||sleeper||06-09-2003||11:43 AM||||It's all my fault, because I asked to post pictures of the intercooler piping. I would like to see everybody's because I'm still undecided wich way to go.<br />Doug, <br />Do you have pictures of your setup? Never know, yours might help more people than Harry's custom setup. Go a head and post some. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000050||Jon||06-09-2003||12:08 PM||||CCDSM69:  nice car and nice pictures.<br /><br />Everyone else: please remember that this board is about a car designed in the late 80's.  It is a Japanese 4 door sedan.  Pissing matches about this car is about as dumb as a pissing match about any other 4 door sedan from Japan.<br /><br />"Oh yeah?  Well my 90 Camry will kick you 90 Camry's ass!"||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no



ubb/Forum3/002243.cgi
A||||22||curtis||2 fast and what||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||06-02-2003||03:12 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||2 slow and 2 conceded is at the movies on friday be honest who's going too see the movie and who going to embarras all the unknowers with their girlfriends in the car.. lets be honest||67.25.39.133||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||06-02-2003||11:35 AM||||I will rent it when it comes out.  The hollywood racing looks like it would be fun to watch.<br /><br />If only someone would make a real racing movie.  Maybe one where everyone doesn't have a 9 and 10 second car.  One that doesn't involve tunning the injector pulse and N02 timming.  A movie where people don't weld exhaust manifolds on.  Cause then you might blow them.<br /><br />However, I wish I could blow my piston ring and then outrun the police.  That part would be cool I guess.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||06-02-2003||11:48 AM||||I will prob go to see it cause it is fun to go and turn your mind off and just watch it. I read something in sport compact car where there are 3 type of people the ones that love it and think there car is fast cause ti has a neon underbody kit, the ones that hate it cause it is so stupid and un-real and the ones that just watch it to be amused. I am a one to be amused!<br />on a FaF side note I was in walmart getting something for my girls car and i saw a fast and furious subwoofer kit, it has a 10" lightning audio sub and amp with wiring kit for 159 bucks! Now thats just stupid!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||06-02-2003||12:03 PM||||Heres a couple reasons why to watch it...<br /><br />The HERO car is an Evolution not a turbo supra like in the previous movie.  <br /><br />Support Mitsubishi and its products.<br /><br />DongeR||67.124.151.82||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||starwrist||06-02-2003||12:11 PM||||I find it humorous, because Clarksville is already running rampant with morons who think their 1.5L non-V-TEC sedan Civic with it's massive wing and Auto-Zone exhaust will actually do anything. They think neon's and vinyl add horsepower.<br /><br />And to make matters worse, the local theater here in Clarksville is hosting a car show. *sigh* &lt;sarcasm&gt; Are you going to go Curtis???&lt;/sarcasm&gt;<br /><br />But, this movie will further sepreate the retards from the rest of us.<br /><br />I just don't understand the CG cars? You could have paid me 20 bucks to drift that pink S2000.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000005||evol||06-02-2003||12:46 PM||||I'm going to go see it becuase I thought the first one was probably the greatest, most realistic car movie ever. <br /><br />Really, though, I agree that it's a good no-brainer movie. Probably has awesome special fx, too--like cobras getting run over by semis.||172.137.32.66||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||06-02-2003||02:29 PM||||Personally, because of the movie, I feel a little embarassed to drive a mitsubishi now.  They are the only major auto maker who agreed to be associated with the movie.  In my mind that makes MMC the only auto maker with their heads entirely in their asses.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||starwrist||06-02-2003||02:41 PM||||Right on Dan...<br /><br />Maybe they had to pull out of the WRC this year so they could concentrate on 2 Fast 2 Furious???||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||06-02-2003||02:52 PM||||Anyone else read the SCC article in this month's mag where they tested all of the 2F2F cars?  What a joke.  Many of us could beat every car in that movie, which is sad.  <br /><br />Evo 7 "hero car" =    15.3 @ 88mph, 0-60mph in 7.3<br />Skyline R34 "505hp" = 14.1 @ 101mph, 0-60 in 6<br />Supra T-88 "654hp" =  14.5 @ 94mph, 0-60 in 6.4<br />Mazda RX7 TT =        14.6 @ 93.8mph, 0-60 in 6.4<br />Honda S2000 (SC'd) =  13.9 @ 99mph, 0-60 in 5.7<br />69 Camaro =           13.7 @107mph, 0-60 in 5.8||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||REDLINEGVR4||06-02-2003||02:54 PM||||I am gonna see the movie cause I enjoyed the frist one. But I do agree that Mitsu sold out kinda. I just cant wait to see how many dumb ass ricer kids sart to buy mitsu's after the movie is released cause honda got a boost after the first one. I cant wait to see how many kids go out and buy a base model lancer and make it look like an evo. God i have a friend at school that just turboed one and all i had to say to him was "it is still no EVO" well I am done ranting now so ill talk to you all later.<br /><br />God I hate band wagoners!!!||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||06-02-2003||04:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> They are the only major auto maker who agreed to be associated with the movie.  In my mind that makes MMC the only auto maker with their heads entirely in their asses. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not only did they agree, they PAID MONEY to have the featured Hero cars. But, it's not MMC,just the US sales division.  Like it or not, most movies today are about marketing something.  These fantasy movies are no different.<br /><br />Still, I'll take an EVO, but that Spyder is fugly.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000011||silly4turbo||06-02-2003||05:13 PM||||it's sad those rides are "slow" ... but do you think the actors in the movie could really handle anything quicker ?  prolly NOT !    but of course I'll still go see the damm movie||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000012||mikey||06-02-2003||05:25 PM||||Is it just me but I associate import cars with asian people and FandF and FandF2 seems geared toward white and blacks, which makes no sense. i'm not trying to be racist but black people racing in imports don't look right, maybe pimping in an escalade or something suv-ish. especially the people they casted.||141.233.234.74||reg||1||mikey||00000063||yes
Z||000013||silly4turbo||06-02-2003||05:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mikey:<br /><strong> i'm not trying to be racist but black people racing in imports don't look right, maybe pimping in an escalade or something suv-ish. especially the people they casted. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sounds a lil' racist to me ...||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000014||Nate||06-02-2003||05:31 PM||||Nice comment, Mikey.  Get your head out of your ass.  That comment was made without thinking too much, wasn't it?  Not every place has the same racial demographic as where you live.  <br /><br />As for Mitsu, I think it was a good move for them to have their cars featured.  They are in business to make money.  What could be better than having hundreds of thousands of kids paying to see their cars do well in a movie that said kids will LOVE?  Product placement at its best.  I hope it works for them, that way we'll keep getting cars over here like the Evo, and not watered down Eclipse junk.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000015||DeanCouchey||06-02-2003||07:12 PM||||I saw in SCC they had outlaw octane booster " as seen in 2 fast 2 furious" Also it is a shame cause if you seen all of the honda s2000 and skylines they had lined up all ready to get smashed and everything.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000016||Romanova||06-02-2003||08:31 PM||||New Playboy has some nekkid chicks with F&F styled cars... pretty lame. Desire to see that movie is minimal at best...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||06-02-2003||08:43 PM||||nate - you are a racist. You torment me all the time   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />PS - push start/pull start.....LOL||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||Akidosigh1||06-02-2003||09:41 PM||||A year and a half ago, we had the largest street racing spot on the east coast in New Carrolton, MD. We called it Metro. If anyone has seen "Mischief" or "Acclr8"(something like that)... the part where they say DC street racing is really Metro in MD. There are almost no asian people racing here compared to other ethinicities that i've seen. This area is mostly black people(PG County). But at the races, it was about 60% white, 20% black, 10% hispanic and 10% asian.... i knew people who came from deleware and south carlolina to street race every weekend. now since they put speed bumps on the main strip, and cops started taking pictures of license plates for the insurance companies, nobody races there. so now there are different strips that are totally different. forestville is 95% black racers. rt 1 is equally mixed... rockville is like 70% spanish, 20% white, and the rest is split even. there is a difference in the cars too... <br /><br /><br />OH, and the night FaF1 came out, it was rediculous at metro, had to be a couple thousand people... too much traffic at 2am also... but picture a lot of old accords lowered with missing hub caps and either a universal hole in the muffler or weld on muffler that was aiming towards the ground and sticking out past the bumper about 6 inches with bubbling tint and blown speakers.... it was street racing at its worst... oh well.... i wonder what will happen when there is nowhere to race and everyone feels the need to...||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000019||04DrBlur||06-02-2003||10:58 PM||||I am gonna agree with Nate.  Mitsubishi accepted because look at the $$ that the first one brought in.  With Subaru gettin the jump start in the states this is a good chance Mitsu can shine.  I personally will go see the movie but simply because I want to see what all the EVO VII take down...||68.76.179.87||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000020||GRV4726||06-02-2003||11:09 PM||||howard i read that too. was supprised with the supra. i mean, come on 640+. even if its old, hey we have old cars too! but they do have a lot of BULLSHIT in car. but still,<br /><br />i guess at least its turbo... considering the first f and f (the rice and the ridiculous) had a non-turbo 2g eclipse that ran 14's too. but what is sad is that they added sound clips to make it sound turbo. <br /><br />i may see it. after the matrix and finding memo. haha. oh well. i'm already feeling the rice taking over. this kid i know with a wrx goes out on saturdays to race on westheimer. he's really enjoying the rice life. i'm just taking the piss out of him for it.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000021||Vr4in'||06-03-2003||01:50 PM||||All i know is this damn movies is going to make apc even richer thatn they are and there are going to be half a million more annoying ricers passing my shop while i work annoying the hell out of me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />I'm gonna go watch the movie right when it comes out though.it looks like a cool movie.At the same time you will never really see all of those things in the movie happening in real life.im gonna check it out though.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000022||broke down||06-03-2003||02:28 PM||||Is it just me or does that commercial for 2f2f look stoopid.  I don't nderstand why they want to make a movie where the car stunts have to be computer generated.  Why wouldn't you want to make great stunts and scenes with real cars doing real slides.  Compare those scenes with the car scenes in other movies, like Ronin.  Then tell me how good the movie is.  I guess that's what seperates real car guys from fart tip guys.  Would you like to supersize that nawwws bottle sir?||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum3/002244.cgi
A||||20||mikey||extreme's fmic||||1||||mikey||00000063
Z||000000||mikey||06-02-2003||02:48 PM||mikeydsm@hotmail.com||Anyone have pic of Extreme's FMIC kit that suppose to be a direct fitment for our car?<br /><br />Thanks in advance.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ic.htm" target="_blank">http://www.extrememotorsports.com/ggcat/ic.htm</a>||141.233.234.74||reg||1||mikey||00000063||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-02-2003||03:02 PM||||Get in on the RRE FMIC group buy, it's half the price.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I haven't heard of anyone that has bought that kit.  Too damn expensive.||209.208.44.194||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||06-02-2003||03:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Get in on the RRE FMIC group buy, it's half the price.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    I haven't heard of anyone that has bought that kit.  Too damn expensive. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I also like how it's the ONLY ONE avalible for our car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||06-02-2003||03:30 PM||||Dude, at their outrageous $1500 or whatever, even p-diddy wouldnt buy that kit !<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||mikey||06-02-2003||05:16 PM||||Alright thanks guys!  I'll probably get in on the RRE GB for the pipes but I'd like a full frontal IC core.<br /><br />Just wondering what the Extreme set looks like on the car, that's all.||141.233.234.74||reg||1||mikey||00000063||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||06-02-2003||08:11 PM||||i can email u pictures of it without the bumper.... another member had sent me his install pictures of the extreme kit... Extreme is clost to me so i usually get all my stuff from them. I was in their store and saw the intercooler hanging on the wall and it looked alright to me...I don't think they realize that other companies are now making intercooler kits for GVR4s for cheaper. But how many kits are there that u don't have to cut a single thing to make a front mount work with as large a core as extreme's?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||CCDSM69||06-03-2003||09:42 AM||||I've seen the FMIC they make and am much happier with the one I got from SFP. The only modifications we made on my car was getting rid of the bumper support and fog lights. Other than that my IC just bolted right up. Don't get me wrong tho Extreme does do great work but you can find the same quality IC or possibly a better one for less money.||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000007||mikey||06-03-2003||10:06 AM||||Akidosigh1, please post or email me the pictures, mikeydsm@hotmail.com.<br /><br />CCDSM69, what's SFP?  Sorry for my ignorance.<br /><br />Also, what is IRC FMIC?||141.233.234.74||reg||1||mikey||00000063||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||06-03-2003||10:08 AM||||SFP - south florida performance<br /><a href="http://www.indyracecores.com/2-216.html" target="_blank">Indy Race Cores 2-216 FMIC</a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||06-03-2003||01:31 PM||||Im not worried about an inter cooler costing too much..im geting this core.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2417983145" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2417983145</a><br /><br />then my local muffler shop is going to make me custom piping for 150.00.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />So you guys should check that aout and see if your local muffler shop will do that.im only paying 660.00 for a massive inetercooler and everything if you come to think about it.<br /><br />Just thought i could give you guys an idea.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||bujang_hensem||06-03-2003||09:56 PM||||i will buy this core...<br /><br /> <a href="http://i1.lelong.net.my/UserImages/Items/0305/26/YUSMIEZA@11.jpg" target="_blank">Click here for picture</a> <br /><br />price around RM650=$171.00 for Vr4RS (evo 3 style)<br />             RM850=$223.00 for Evo 5 size IC<br /><br />Do you guys think this ic can support up to 400hp? which one is better...||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||06-03-2003||10:16 PM||||i was just wondering <br />does anyone think a 22L by 8H and 3W spearco bar in plate is a little overkill for a future 20g? also do you think its absolutly rediculous for a 14b (considering its efficiency is somewhere around 16-18psi)? <br /><br />just wanted your opinions||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000012||number3||06-03-2003||10:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> i was just wondering <br />does anyone think a 22L by 8H and 3W spearco bar in plate is a little overkill for a future 20g? also do you think its absolutly rediculous for a 14b (considering its efficiency is somewhere around 16-18psi)? <br /><br />just wanted your opinions </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, not at all. I had very good luck with it and so will you.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||199of2k||06-03-2003||11:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bujang_hensem:<br /><strong> i will buy this core...<br /><br /> <a href="http://i1.lelong.net.my/UserImages/Items/0305/26/YUSMIEZA@11.jpg" target="_blank">Click here for picture</a> <br /><br />price around RM650=$171.00 for Vr4RS (evo 3 style)<br />             RM850=$223.00 for Evo 5 size IC<br /><br />Do you guys think this ic can support up to 400hp? which one is better... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where is that?||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000014||bujang_hensem||06-04-2003||12:21 AM||||that IC in malaysia....i got it at<br /><br /> <a href="http://auc.buysell.com.my/Auc/List/DetailSale.asp?ProductID=421430" target="_blank">this lelong web site</a> <br /><br />just near from my house....||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000015||Scott Y||06-04-2003||09:46 AM||||I have the extreme kit. Here's a link; a lot of the pic links are broken, but I plan on fixing them this week, so check back.  <a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~syorga" target="_blank">Extreme FMIC installation pics</a>||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||06-04-2003||10:01 AM||||Interesting! They provide you with a silcione coupler for the outlet pipe. But, 14B, 16Gs, have a flange there that the outlet pipe bolts onto. How do you work around that?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||dsmsleeper||06-04-2003||11:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bujang_hensem:<br /><strong> i will buy this core...<br /><br /> <a href="http://i1.lelong.net.my/UserImages/Items/0305/26/YUSMIEZA@11.jpg" target="_blank">Click here for picture</a> <br /><br />price around RM650=$171.00 for Vr4RS (evo 3 style)<br />             RM850=$223.00 for Evo 5 size IC<br /><br />Do you guys think this ic can support up to 400hp? which one is better... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How about we get a group buy going on these?  My daily driver could use one.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000018||gixxer||06-04-2003||12:00 PM||||yeah no shit, i need one like yesterday. but buying anything from malasia kind of scares me||152.163.252.33||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||06-05-2003||12:07 PM||||Why is this post always on top! Moderators, please fix or make me one so I can fix  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||229of1000||06-05-2003||12:09 PM||||Glad I'm not the only one this was bugging!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002296.cgi
A||||8||Chris Sanders||Soliciting USCC Votes ||||1||||Chris Sanders||00000041
Z||000000||Chris Sanders||06-09-2003||03:50 PM||cas0016@unt.edu||Scot Grey (Blak94GSX on IRC)has entered the running for the Ultimate Street Car Challenge that Sport Compact Car runs each year and I'm just writing to solicit votes from anyone that has the July issue of SCC sitting around.  The car and driver are both very well rounded, so we might actually have a chance at a DSM being the overall winner.  You might remember his car from the AWD vs. RWD vs. FWD article SCC had a year or so ago, but it has been seriously reworked since then.||208.188.22.153||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-09-2003||03:55 PM||||We did last year as well with Dan's car. He is trying to get the Evo in this year. We dont need a DSM to win, we need a galant vr4 to win   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||06-09-2003||09:29 PM||||I think I am gonna send my votes for Dan andh his EVO and Scot and a few others I think we get 10 votes so i dont know what else I am gonna do.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||06-10-2003||11:08 AM||||i think scott "reworks" his car every year or so. those magazines are pretty biased against 1g dsm's anyway. leon should have won the other year with his green dsm. when is harry going to enter his car in that? i bet his car would get a ton of votes. (we have a lot of nixer's on board, someone could write a lil script to vote for his car on the website millions of times a day, heh) it seems any car that wins is somewhat fast, but nearly always very showy, body kiticized, etc. (yes, i just made up that word)||206.15.136.52||reg||11||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-10-2003||12:43 PM||||yep, DSM's and 1G's are not popular at all with them. They have a section called "gross display of horsepower" where people do burnouts etc etc, but AWD isnt really designed to do that and they were saying how Dan's car was pathetic blah blah blah. <br /><br />He needed to have disconnected his driveshaft then shown those fous some burnouts  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||06-11-2003||10:14 PM||||Just because, if I get my Galant done in time I'll submit it for the fun of it [Harry and AMS really should submit thiers]. I just want to see a 4dr make the first cut. And with a switchable trans I can do FWD burnouts!<br /><br />I'm motivated to try since one of my Lotus customers made the first cut this year. That's probably the only time I'll ever be in print, so I'm enjoying it.||65.60.150.236||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||06-13-2003||03:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> I'm motivated to try since one of my Lotus customers made the first cut this year. That's probably the only time I'll ever be in print, so I'm enjoying it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think they take everyone in the first cut. Did you see that stock early 90's Sentra? Not sure if that was a joke or if they were making fun of the guy for sending his car in.<br />I'd really like to see that Geo make it in.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||number3||06-13-2003||05:30 PM||||Do you have to go to CA if you make the cut (top 10)?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||06-14-2003||10:41 AM||||they have a nice 2 G in there, I think brian earl spilner owns it! LOL have a stock sentra and a  cav- Z-24... he quotes a 95 issue that says it beats neons and stuff so he thinks it can beat a 1100 HP viper!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002245.cgi
A||||12||ken inn||cell phones||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||06-02-2003||06:16 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||what the heck does everyone do with their old cell phones?  it seems a waste to just toss them.  although, it feels really good to beat the crap out of one of them after following some butthole on the freeway talking on one and not paying attention to the road.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||06-02-2003||06:23 PM||||I don't know who, but I have heard of some places.<br />1. They get donated and sort of reprogrammed and used by needy people to dial 911 ONLY.<br />2. The new ads say they want you to trade in your old phone (then they get the tax write off for the donation to #1). lol.<br />3. A very large hammer can be used when you need to take your 'working on car' frustration out on something.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||06-02-2003||06:37 PM||||In our local area there is a women's shelter that programs them for just 911 and their emergency shelter number.  They collect them at work for this.<br /><br />Now if you are a guy getting beat up by your wife...||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||06-02-2003||06:50 PM||||keep it around to dial 911||67.124.151.82||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||06-02-2003||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> In our local area there is a women's shelter that programs them for just 911 and their emergency shelter number.  They collect them at work for this.<br /><br />Now if you are a guy getting beat up by your wife... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Soooo, what does a wife beater t-shirt look like?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||06-02-2003||08:16 PM||||In my area, they recycle them illegally. Everyone wants a older Nokia because there are codes you can put in them to change the phone number on the phone. By doing this, you can make outgoing calls even when your own account is deactivated as long as the number you are using is in service. The downside to this is the person who owns the number gets charged for the time you use on the phone. but it works... numbers can last up to 2 weeks depending on how much you use it.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||06-02-2003||08:45 PM||||Ken Inn - One hint for you - one can sell his mom on ebay easily  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||06-03-2003||09:40 AM||||i actually collect these phones when i see them, and keep a few in the 'kids box' in all our cars. that way, when i go somewhere, and parents forget to bring things for their kids, i have a box of fun stuff for them to play with. you'd be surprised at how much fun kids have with dead cell phones.||132.198.165.149||reg||10||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||199of2k||06-03-2003||11:06 AM||||I keep one of my dead cell's in the trunk of my car along w/ a extra battery.  Never know when you might need to call 911||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||06-03-2003||01:36 PM||||I just beat mine to hell..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||04DrBlur||06-03-2003||05:08 PM||||Walk through your local store as if you where talking on it.  Make sure several people are in the area and act as if the signal is gettin really weak. Start yelling at the phone and then make your move.  Slam that piece of shit on the ground and yell at it some more.  Boy you will feel a hell of a lot better for all those times you really did lose signal.||68.76.179.87||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000011||number3||06-03-2003||06:54 PM||||1 866 900 FAIR  to donate it for Seniors to use in emergencies.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||WhiteOut||06-05-2003||12:32 AM||||FYI: all cell phones made past 1993 were required to be able to make emergency 911 calls no matter if service is avtive on the #.  And what Akidosigh1 is refering too is called "cloning" and only really works well on analog phones, most Digital/multinetwork phones are Very hard/impossible to do this on...  Mainly this problem occurs in Mexico, Most all analog towers down there.  All this is useless info but good to know  =)<br /><br />Matt Walker - <br />Communication Specialist<br />AT&T Wireless Services||67.67.190.8||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes



ubb/Forum3/002246.cgi
A||||5||Team Ducktape||So there is only 8 vr-4's on this site?||||12||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||06-02-2003||06:17 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I see from our member section we only have 8 vr-4's and thier pictures? So as a group we need to get some more pics of our cars and different members to post pics of theirs, or you people need to buy some vr-4's.... And the "my car is ugly" excuses aren't going to cut it, we need to see these in all conditions. Also to Jon and the others who are running and moderating the site, can I have my pics updated in the members section? Who can/should I send them to? Also what if we own two vr-4's? Can we have both under our member section? <br />Show them off there is less than 3000 of them left in the states........<br />Thanks,<br />Rob||24.209.153.213||reg||12||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||06-02-2003||06:57 PM||||are you kidding me?  pontarolo scared everyone off with the pics of his car.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||06-02-2003||08:58 PM||||Ryan will just make fun of you too.<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002197#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002197#000000</a><br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.69.81.164||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||06-02-2003||09:08 PM||||Haha.....I think it's funny you used my last name like that Ken. I don't think my car is nice enough to scare anyone off. The camera doesn't show the rock chips and door dings very clearly. I still think that Nate and Harry have the nicest cars. And I've seen plenty more that are easily as nice as mine.<br /><br />I agree with Rob.....we need to get some more cars in the members section.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||06-02-2003||11:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Ryan will just make fun of you too.<br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002197#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002197#000000</a> <br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No really, that's MY car!<br /><br />I keep thinking that I need to take pics of mine, but who wants to see another mostly stock galant?  I mean, I'm dying to hear "ooh, I like how you mounted that parking sticker.  Nice and square!"  Haha.  I think the best thing I have going is clean paint and black window trim!  (Seriously, a can of trim paint isn't more than 10 bucks.)<br /><br />Now I sent Bob in Chicago his scans the other day and I haven't heard back from him, so just as a teaser I think I'll show off his car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=501" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=501&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Bob in Chicago</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=498" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=498&width=300" alt=" - " /><br />Bob's front seats</a><br /><br />I'll let Bob release the underhood shots -- might want to keep some of those tricks secret.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||06-03-2003||09:59 AM||||I might post pictures of my car some day, but it's so hard to get clear shots when it is in the garage with the 4 other cars around it.  I do have wheels like the current Japanese GVR4 that are going on it when I finish the 5-bolt conversion.  Parts I am waiting for just came in today!<br /><br />GVR4ever, I ordered your exhaust nuts, so those are here too.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/002247.cgi
A||||22||DeanCouchey||Someone do me and my girl a favor||||10||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||06-02-2003||07:19 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||<img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/misc/ralliartgvr4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Can you please photoshop this car  for me in dark metallic blue, summit white, nile black for me please??? Trying to decide if my car would look good with an EVO hood and wing and what color.... please please please.... now I said my girl so she will give something in return!||24.195.241.123||reg||10||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||06-02-2003||07:33 PM||||it's not worth photoshoping if you can't get the hood and wing in the first place ... if you can, get a group buy going and I'm sure someone will photoshop every color you want   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||06-03-2003||09:36 AM||||i'd do it, but i left my laptop at home for two days straight. really running out of things i can do here without it.......||132.198.165.149||reg||8||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||06-03-2003||11:28 AM||||we can get the wing i have seen it on a few rice sites, and I also saw some CF hoof louvres and vents that In would consider cutting my hood to put them on for.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||silly4turbo||06-03-2003||12:03 PM||||I even like just that little tear drop vent on the red car, that would be cool and not to ricey||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-03-2003||01:08 PM||||Ok, the wing is available for a mirage, not a gvr4. It will be short. If you really want the wing...buy it and do some custom work to stretch the sucka out (you will have to cut and widen using fiberglass)<br /><br />Brent did this on his gvr4 originally when he was making the evo V kit. When I organized the buy, he had it as an option.<br /><br />So, if anyone really, really REALLY wants that wing, contact Brent at wholesalehyperformance.con and say KC sent you. Tell him that you have a gvr4 and want the evo III wing, Dunno if he will modify it, buthe can sell you one to modify.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||06-03-2003||01:15 PM||||Thats a Nissan Skyline wing guys.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||06-03-2003||01:46 PM||||i kind of like the aluminum (or whatever) lip on the car. but i hate the big flap pointing upwards on the side. i would consider doing that on mine, but in black, for the entire front (from left to right, as in one piece). that would be nice<br /><br />opinious? critisism? or just want to call me a dumb ass? ha<br /><br />what do you guys think of that?||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||06-03-2003||02:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> Thats a Nissan Skyline wing guys. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">this is a lancer evolution III wing   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||06-03-2003||03:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> Thats a Nissan Skyline wing guys. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, it isn't.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Engine :<br />- HKS air filter<br />- Gadanor Exhaust<br />- Exhaust Piping 3"<br />- Evo 3 Cams/ Injectors <br />- Mirage Turbo 1.6 Inlet Manifold<br />- Blitz Boost Controller <br />- Blitz BOV<br />- Razo Turbo Timer<br /><br />Suspension :<br />- GAB<br /><br />Interior :<br />- NARDI TORINO steering Wheel <br />- NARDI TORINO gearknob <br />- Recaro Fishnet<br /><br />Gauges : <br />- Boost Meter : CMR/LAMCO/OMORI<br />- Oil Pressure Meter : KS<br /><br />Body kits :<br />- <b>Spoiler Evo 3</b><br />- Stock skirting , bumper,hood<br />- EVO5 air vent<br /><br />ICE :<br />- Head Unit Sony / Cd Changer 10 Dics<br />- Woofer � ROSS 12 �<br />- Amp � Hunter / Epsilon<br />- Crossover � Stellar 8VX-20<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||chucklesas||06-03-2003||04:35 PM||||I can't do white or black very well, so I didn't bother doing them...<br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=507" target="_blank">DarkRed</a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=508" target="_blank">Green</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=509" target="_blank">MetallicRed</a> <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=510" target="_blank">MetallicBlue</a><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=511" target="_blank">Orange</a> <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=512" target="_blank">Yellow</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=513" target="_blank">LimeyGreen</a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=514" target="_blank">TialBlue</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=515" target="_blank">SourApple</a> <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=516" target="_blank">Mustard</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=517" target="_blank">Grey</a> <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=518" target="_blank">Chameleon</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=519" target="_blank">Purple</a> <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=520" target="_blank">Blue</a>||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000011||starwrist||06-03-2003||05:05 PM||||I wish I had a car that glowed like that yellow! Whooo! That's bright!||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||06-03-2003||05:26 PM||||Ok, I said Evo 3 wing in my post as well...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||06-03-2003||06:41 PM||||Here, have a cookie.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||06-03-2003||06:43 PM||||hertz - Make that 2 and I'll feel better, I'd prefer subway chocolate chip<br /><br />and<br /><br />a pint of milk - whole milk. Not that watered down shit <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||sleeper||06-04-2003||01:04 AM||||Mmmmm, Cookies.<br />Subway Macademia nut or oatmeal rasins for me.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.187.219||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000016||Minjin||06-04-2003||03:22 AM||||I love that gunmetal grey....always have.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000017||DeanCouchey||06-04-2003||09:43 AM||||Thanks for doing that for me chuckles, I dont know what girl can give you but a nice hug   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  I like the orange but I dont think I would ever do that to my car, I like the candy apple red and the gun metal gray, and the yellow is very toxic.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000018||chucklesas||06-04-2003||10:57 PM||||What makes you think I did it for you     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    I'm just playing, no problem, it was fun.  I'll take the hugs anytime.  I kind of liked that candy apple one too.  Think a person could get a car to look like that with a red basecoat and a green pearlcoat or something... anyone???<br />I would still personally like to get that Chameleon/Flippaint/multitone paint job in green and silver, I saw a pint of the stuff on the sherwin williams automotive paint site for like $400... EXPENSIVE||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000019||chucklesas||06-04-2003||11:35 PM||||while I was in there<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=521" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=521&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />'yeah man, my car's got dual output, dual exhaust'||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||06-05-2003||02:43 PM||||Dude, your gvr4 now looks like a GTP too...LOL||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||mikey||06-05-2003||04:27 PM||||How about a pink Galant?  David likes it!!!<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid64/pdc5f88d26d0579622d1cb152ab85d83a/fbfe7bf7.jpg" alt=" - " />||141.233.234.74||reg||14||mikey||00000063||yes
Z||000022||GRV4726||06-06-2003||04:23 PM||||HAHA. thats awesome. <br /><br />i really need to brush up my photoshop skills.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002248.cgi
A||||0||gvr4ever||dsmparts FMIC kit.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||06-02-2003||07:37 PM||||Whats the due date looking like on this?  Will it involve any cutting or moving the intake?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002249.cgi
A||||13||blacksheep||Rear calipers are supposed to look like this...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-02-2003||09:58 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi gang<br /><br />My new (ok, reman) rear calipers (autospeciality is the brand) - $104 each with a $75 core charge which I should get back. Fully loaded with premium pads which I will be taking out to throw some axxiss metalmaster pads.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=491" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=491&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||06-02-2003||10:18 PM||||Nice.. even with pads.  Can't beat that for $100.  But why Metal master pads?  Honestly I didn't like them on my 2G.  So far I've got a little mileage on Porterfield R4S pads on all corners for the GVR4 and no complains so far.  The metal masters squealed a lot, like nails on chalkboard squeal at low speed, easy braking effort.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||06-02-2003||10:39 PM||||You get those online? Fronts available for a similar price? Wouldn't mind replacing all my calipers...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||number3||06-02-2003||10:46 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=493" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=493&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Grill paint on my rear calipers.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||06-02-2003||10:55 PM||||Hey, this post is about calipers, don't be flashing shots of your suspension, you tease.<br /><br /><i>Oh, by the way, your valve caps are ricey.  RICEY.</i>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||06-02-2003||10:55 PM||||I see Teins... beautiful...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||06-02-2003||10:58 PM||||Tyler and others<br /><br />I got them from Ron at brakewarehouse.com. he is super nice and called me back always, with a tracking no etc etc. I highly recommend the shop.<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||number3||06-02-2003||11:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Hey, this post is about calipers, don't be flashing shots of your suspension, you tease.<br /><br /><i>Oh, by the way, your valve caps are ricey.  RICEY.</i>     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My wife bought them (valve caps) for me and everyone a little rice.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||06-02-2003||11:19 PM||||I got my rotors and pads for my rear brakes from them. Very good experience overall! I'll have to give them a ring.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Tyler and others<br /><br />I got them from Ron at brakewarehouse.com. he is super nice and called me back always, with a tracking no etc etc. I highly recommend the shop.<br /><br />KC </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||06-03-2003||01:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Nice.. even with pads.  Can't beat that for $100.  But why Metal master pads?  Honestly I didn't like them on my 2G.  So far I've got a little mileage on Porterfield R4S pads on all corners for the GVR4 and no complains so far.  The metal masters squealed a lot, like nails on chalkboard squeal at low speed, easy braking effort. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I totally agree, the difference between Metalmasters and the Porterfields is night and day.  I switched over to the Porterfields and have been fairly happy, they fade much less at the auto-x.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||Martin Tolentino||06-03-2003||10:05 AM||||KC, thanks for the info.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||06-03-2003||10:09 AM||||You are very welcome. Glad to be of help!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||vr4play||06-03-2003||01:08 PM||||I actually had the autospecialty premium pads on the back of my galant before I got new brakes. I now have the metal masters and I think the autospecialty pads where better. I really liked them for the rear. I have hawk hp plus pads on the front. Very aggresive pad. You can choke anyone in the passenger seat on the seatbelt with a quick stab of the brakes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . I do a lot of hard core autocrossing. Front pads wear out the rotors as fast as the pads though. Where can I get the Porterfield R4S pads from.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Jeremy||65.24.254.99||reg||1||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||06-03-2003||01:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vr4play:<br /><strong>Where can I get the Porterfield R4S pads from.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclbrakes.htm" target="_blank">Road Race Engineering</a>||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/002250.cgi
A||||39||number3||new pictures to share... ||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||06-02-2003||10:58 PM||||New coilovers in front and rear:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=497" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=497&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=493" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=493&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />O ringed block:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=494" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=494&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />No more red and new radiator:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=495" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=495&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=496" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=496&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Click on them for larger images.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-02-2003||11:00 PM||||Nice, Harry.<br /><br />What radiator did you end up going with?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||number3||06-02-2003||11:03 PM||||KC,<br /><br />I bought it from RRE.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||06-02-2003||11:12 PM||||Hey Harry I am headin to Mechanicsburgh this weekend for my nieces 2nd birthday.  How about I drop off 936 and I will pick it up in a few weeks when you are finished makin mine look pretty. hehe||68.76.179.87||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||06-02-2003||11:18 PM||||Thats better than looking at a Hustler...<br />Nice job Harry!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||06-02-2003||11:20 PM||||Sickening!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||06-02-2003||11:25 PM||||Very nice.......I love the no red look.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||curtis||06-03-2003||12:25 AM||||At this time I would like to have a moment of silence and refer you back to the above pictures to enjoy<br /> I tell everyone this isn't Gucci racing but with that under the hood I'll make an exception   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.25.35.101||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||starwrist||06-03-2003||12:33 AM||||Just simply astonishing...||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||06-03-2003||01:04 AM||||Thats better looking then my girlfriend..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||06-03-2003||01:40 AM||||Harry, you aren't going to keep that stock intake manifold forever, are you?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||number3||06-03-2003||07:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Very nice.......I love the no red look. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_engine.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_engine.jpg</a><br /><br />I had the intake stripped and recoated black and the black valve cover is a new one. The previous powder coater ruined a GVR4 cover when they coated it red.  I will have my OEM one stripped and done black now that I see that I like the look.<br /><br />I have stainless hardware that I used before but I just noticed I need to reinstall it. Rain sucks!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||Ant||06-03-2003||08:21 AM||||Looks good, nice job.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000013||Jon||06-03-2003||08:27 AM||||Looks nice Harry.  What turbo are you using now?  Where did you get it?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||06-03-2003||09:27 AM||||Awesome.  And look, he cleaned up the CAS, too!||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||Louters91GVR4||06-03-2003||11:08 AM||||phat<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||06-03-2003||12:58 PM||||Look at the cute little valve stem caps.  Did you get those from a dealer?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||06-03-2003||03:07 PM||||His wife gave him those.  They are nice, actually.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||turboflanagan||06-03-2003||04:19 PM||||I love them!  I would like 2 sets.  One for the Galant and one for the Colt.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000019||josh91vr4||06-03-2003||05:30 PM||||Absolutely Beautiful.||24.56.210.121||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000020||number3||06-03-2003||06:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> Looks nice Harry.  What turbo are you using now?  Where did you get it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks.<br /><br />It is still a T3/T4. This one is non BB, stage III vs V and has a larger exhaust housing (.63) I got this one from Ben at <a href="http://www.AGPturbo.com" target="_blank">www.AGPturbo.com</a><br /><br />Turbonetics is replacing my old BB T3T4. So I will have a back up or one to sell.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000021||blacksheep||06-03-2003||07:05 PM||||Harry<br /><br />I thought you had a straight T4?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000022||number3||06-03-2003||07:11 PM||||Nope. Never have. The manifold is setup for a T3 only. You need and HKS to run T4 and I personally don't need/want that much turbo.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000023||howard_GVR4||06-04-2003||10:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> KC,<br /><br />I bought it from RRE.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Out of curiousity, how much do they want for that radiator, and what brand is it?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000024||number3||06-04-2003||01:55 PM||||Howard,<br /><br />Roughly $350.00 and it is an Indy core product.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000025||howard_GVR4||06-04-2003||02:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Howard,<br /><br />Roughly $350.00 and it is an Indy core product.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ahh, so did you receive it in a reasonable amount of time?  It took forever to receive all of my FMIC parts from IRC.  <br /><br />Also, I might get a radiator like that too, was that a buddy price?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000026||blacksheep||06-04-2003||03:35 PM||||Howard - I talked to Mike a while back, they stock up on Indy, so check with RRE on stcok. If they know you well enough and you order from them all the time, they will generally throw in a discount, buy a couple more things and you'll get the discount as well.<br /><br />Harry - please take no offense when I answer your question, just trying to help from my experiences with them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000027||number3||06-04-2003||04:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Howard,<br /><br />Roughly $350.00 and it is an Indy core product.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ahh, so did you receive it in a reasonable amount of time?  It took forever to receive all of my FMIC parts from IRC.  <br /><br />Also, I might get a radiator like that too, was that a buddy price? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got mine in a week. I did get a great price as KC mentioned but I have been buying from them forever and Mike and TY are the bomb (using a term KC would use).  <br /><br />KC, np.<br /><br />Harry<br /><br />P.S. I ran a buffer over mine so don't think they all look like that. I had to reduce my SPAL fan size, and I had to relocate the drain to make it work. Other wise I recommend them becasue it can from RRE.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000028||04DrBlur||06-04-2003||06:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I got mine in a week. I did get a great price as KC mentioned but I have been buying from them forever and Mike and TY are the bomb (using a term KC would use).  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry I believe the proper termanology would be to say "da bomb".||68.76.178.89||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000029||number3||06-04-2003||06:17 PM||||LOL!  Sorry   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000030||sleeper||06-04-2003||09:40 PM||||I just talked to them about getting 2 radiators and see what kind of discount he would give. Well, zero. But if I buy a FMIC they will sell the radiator for $300.00 <br />Wierd.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.203.174||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000031||blacksheep||06-04-2003||10:07 PM||||With RRE, you need to ask nicely, I think. Most DSMers are frugal and want a 10 sec car for 10 bux. Hard to do. <br /><br />Ask Mike @ DSS and he will bitch people out for being cheap asses trying to aways get a discount or a deal. Its funny to listen to some stories.<br /><br />So, shops may get kinda defensive becoz they assume that the person calling is immediately trying to get hooked up.<br /><br />RRE knows me as the guy with the long hard unpronouncable name.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000032||blacksheep||06-04-2003||10:10 PM||||Gabor - I didnt mean you are a cheapass or are rude. It also depends on the guys mood when he answers the fone and if he wants to help out or not. <br /><br />Sorry if I sounded that way.<br /><br />Now, where in the damn fuckin hells name is my shaved valve cover and stainless heatshield that I have been waiting for from you...LOL   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000033||number3||06-25-2003||10:53 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=712&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000034||Craig91||06-25-2003||10:56 PM||||That's an awesome picture!||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000035||Hertz||06-26-2003||12:56 AM||||That's some pretty serious expansion... and what's up with the square aspect ratio?<br /><br />Either it's a cropped wide-angle shot, or perhaps someone has a medium format w/ tilt/shift lens?<br /><br />Anyhow, looks killer.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000036||number3||06-26-2003||07:51 AM||||I took the shot with my Sony P-9 digital last night. Here is the original.<br /><br />Harry<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=714" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=714&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000037||Ant||06-26-2003||09:18 AM||||Thats just badass<br /><br />Harry every time you post a picture it becomes my new desktop at work.  <br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000038||GRV4726||06-27-2003||01:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=712&width=400" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i LOVE this shot. very nice harry. you should put this on a black shirt, because i'm sure that would sell. (reminded me of when we were trying to organize a shirt)<br /><br />beautiful..||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000039||number3||06-27-2003||07:44 AM||||click for full size<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=729" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=729&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002251.cgi
A||||17||driftin galant||i am looking for exhaust||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||06-03-2003||12:21 AM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||looking for a muffler that has a dual outlets with round tips and a three inch intake side, and i want something that sounds good but not so loud.  can you guys help me out?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||06-03-2003||06:43 AM||||Good luck. That is the hardest muffler to find. 3 inch inlet with dual outlets. You will be better off buying a twin tip and welding onto a 3" muffler.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||06-03-2003||09:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Good luck. That is the hardest muffler to find. 3 inch inlet with dual outlets. You will be better off buying a twin tip and welding onto a 3" muffler. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, most single in/dual out mufflers are meant for Corvettes and the like, so the tips are usually a couple inches apart which looks a little weird on a GVR4.  <br /><br />RRE sells a nice single 3" to dual 2.5" tip that you could use.  I have one waiting to go on my car when I change exhausts again.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||06-03-2003||09:50 AM||||i got mine off some stupid racer parts site.<br /><a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/gvr4/rear_vr4.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/gvr4/rear_vr4.jpg</a><br />its hard to see the muffler, but it has a 2.5" inlet, and dual 3" outs. the site had a 3" inlet with dual 3.5" outs available, as well...<br />if i can find the reciept, ill let ya know the site.||132.198.165.149||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||06-03-2003||10:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> i got mine off some stupid racer parts site.<br /> <a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/gvr4/rear_vr4.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/gvr4/rear_vr4.jpg</a> <br />its hard to see the muffler, but it has a 2.5" inlet, and dual 3" outs. the site had a 3" inlet with dual 3.5" outs available, as well...<br />if i can find the reciept, ill let ya know the site. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is it straight through?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||06-03-2003||10:29 AM||||you mean, as in the shape of it?<br />it's straight, if you mean the inlet/outlet is exactly parallel. it's also quite small. it was a little difficult trying to get a flange made up to use the exhaust hanger with it.<br />(universal design) it was pretty cheap too, about 125 shipped.||132.198.165.149||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||06-03-2003||10:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> you mean, as in the shape of it?<br />it's straight, if you mean the inlet/outlet is exactly parallel. it's also quite small. it was a little difficult trying to get a flange made up to use the exhaust hanger with it.<br />(universal design) it was pretty cheap too, about 125 shipped. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm sorry, I should've been more specific.  Is the internal design a straight through tube, or is it baffled?  I like to see plenty of sunlight through my mufflers.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||dsmsleeper||06-03-2003||11:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> i got mine off some stupid racer parts site.<br /> <a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/gvr4/rear_vr4.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/gvr4/rear_vr4.jpg</a> <br />its hard to see the muffler, but it has a 2.5" inlet, and dual 3" outs. the site had a 3" inlet with dual 3.5" outs available, as well...<br />if i can find the reciept, ill let ya know the site. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like it.  Is it quiet?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||06-03-2003||01:37 PM||||magnaflow has one i believe.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.magnaflow.com" target="_blank">www.magnaflow.com</a>||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||markrieb||06-03-2003||03:21 PM||||Edelbrock also makes a 3" inlet, dual 2.5" outlet straight through muffler.  I don't recall the number off hand, but search their web page.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.221||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||06-03-2003||05:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> magnaflow has one i believe.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.magnaflow.com" target="_blank">www.magnaflow.com</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I looked and the dual outlet models have all 2.25" inlets, DTM tips, or tips far apart like for a truck or Corvette.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||TLT||06-03-2003||09:48 PM||||I plan to get this tip from RRE:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/tweekerparts/dualexhausttip.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />3" inlet, tips are 2.5" each.||66.76.93.250||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||06-03-2003||11:06 PM||||Howard<br /><br />dunno if you remember, someone on the gvr4list mentioned this place that made a nice 3" inlet, dual 3.5" outlet muffler tip that was awesome, he even posted a pic. They were expensive. I looked thru my bookmarks and couldnt find it, Shit, I wish I could be more helpful!<br /><br />*EDIT*<br /><br />I found it, the company's name is MEGS !?!<br /> <br /> <a href="http://coneengineering.com/megs/dual.htm" target="_blank">URL for MEGS dual tips!</a><br /><br />Also, the RRE tips are known to rust over time, plus they remind me of the pacesetter monza tips so I wouldnt get them. If I wanted duals, I would get the above tip for sure!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||driftin galant||06-04-2003||12:21 AM||||i am trying to stay away from using tips but if i have to, i will.  is it possible to take and exhaust that has an inlet of like 2.5 inches and taking and exhaust pipe expanded and making it 3 inch inlet? just wondering.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000014||driftin galant||06-04-2003||12:22 AM||||exhaust pipe expander. sorry||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000015||driftin galant||06-05-2003||12:04 AM||||dsmsleeper where did you get the exhaust? and how much was it?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000016||dsmsleeper||06-05-2003||02:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Erik:<br /><strong> dsmsleeper where did you get the exhaust? and how much was it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have an RS*R muffler from a 2nd gen GSX on my car.  It's quiet but has a HUGE tip.  I've also heard that it's not a full 3" inside.  Although I doubt that it matters much since it's so far from the turbo and the exhaust has cooled by the time it gets there.  <br /><br /><br />I've been looking for a QUIET, 2.5" inlet with dual 2.5" or 3" outlets for #955.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000017||driftin galant||06-07-2003||02:32 AM||||how about you VTGVR4 where did you get yours from?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum3/002252.cgi
A||||10||Tangent||Any lawyers or ticket experience out there?||||5||||Tangent||00000258
Z||000000||Tangent||06-03-2003||03:12 AM||akrofft@mountainbike.com||I received a negligent driving ticket and I was wondering if an incorrect fine amount on the ticket ($490 vs. $250 by law) plus my argumentin court has a reasonable chance of being dropped? Help, it's my first ticket!||4.40.3.154||reg||5||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000001||BigMal||06-03-2003||10:02 AM||||I know you are in the USA and im in Australia, but the defence of sneezing can usually get you off a neg driving charge over here.  The natural reaction to sneezing is closing your eyes so you are temporarly blinded.<br />I have helped several friends get off this charge with this defence.<br />That is of course if you wernt driving 500m on the sidewalk :-)<br />BigMal||211.28.96.37||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||06-03-2003||10:22 AM||||I've only went to court to fight one ticket.  When I showed up, I was offered a lesser charge.  I didn't even have to ask for it.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||06-03-2003||10:41 AM||||<a href="http://www.ticketkiller.com" target="_blank">www.ticketkiller.com</a><br /><br />worth a try. many sites offer the premise of getting out of the ticket by 'putting the state' on trial, instead of the person with the ticket (you). you do this by determining if the place where the ticket was issued was in compliance with federal law in regards to sign placement, and whether or not a traffic engineering study was ever done. (you would be very surprised to see how many tickets are illegally issued, as most departments and town hicks do not have the time/resources to check if the signage in a town is in compliance with the mutcd. <br /> <a href="http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/" target="_blank">http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/</a> <br />the ticketkiller site apparently has done all the research, and you pay 34 bucks to get a script to read in court, whichi they claim will get you off most anything. let me know if it works.||132.198.165.149||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||06-03-2003||10:44 AM||||what were you doing, anyway? in a lot of cases, negligent is really the sole opinion of the person issuing the ticket.||132.198.165.149||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||markrieb||06-03-2003||02:52 PM||||For that cost, I'd check out the following.<br /><br />Jeannie comes highly recommended.<br /><br />Jeannie Mucklestone<br /><a href="http://www.mucklestone.com/jeannie.html" target="_blank">http://www.mucklestone.com/jeannie.html</a><br /> <br />James Mucklestone (way north of Seattle)<br /><a href="http://www.angelfire.com/biz/Mucklestone/" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/biz/Mucklestone/</a><br /> <br />Bill Shaw used to do this, I don't know if he does anymore.<br />billshaw@prestongates.com<br /> <br />This site has some useful stuff but may be out of date.<br /><a href="http://www.fringeweb.com/ticket.html" target="_blank">http://www.fringeweb.com/ticket.html</a>||68.129.21.221||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000006||Tangent||06-12-2003||02:05 AM||||It looks like WA has an option to have your first ticket removed from your record if you pay a $100 dollar fee and as long as you do not get another ticket within the next year.  BTW I was making a rolling left hand turn from a stoplight, "enthusiastically."  The car did not slide or make any tire noise.  The cop said he wanted to, "teach me a hard lesson."  I get the feeling that my car is profiled, especially since I have been pulled over before in Ohio simply because my car appeared to have something hanging down low (my exhaust).  Maybe if I drove a cop friendly mousetang I would not have these problems lol.||4.40.5.74||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000007||1312VR4||06-12-2003||06:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tangent:<br /><strong> BTW I was making a rolling left hand turn from a stoplight, "enthusiastically."  The car did not slide or make any tire noise.  The cop said he wanted to, "teach me a hard lesson."   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So you ran a red light.( Like what people call a california stop??) A rolling left would mean you would have crossed the intersection, right? If the light is red you cant go untill its green   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000008||Tangent||06-12-2003||02:07 PM||||Ironically the penatly for running a red light is less.  What I mean is making a left turn through a T intersection when all the cars in front of me had to accelerated from a dead stop.  The light was red for them and green for me by the time I got to the intersection.  The officer had just seen two cars make the same left and one a right turn at a slow speed, because they were stopped at the light.  I had a green light so my car's apparent velocity was amplified along with my exhuast tone.  Being the last day of the month probably did not help the quota factor either.  The only thing I really don't understand is the fact that the officer wrote the ticket for %196 of what is clearly stated in law.||4.40.5.41||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000009||Akidosigh1||06-13-2003||06:41 PM||||I've been too court MANY times... This ones traffic stop, I got:<br /><br />1.)Reckless Driving<br />2.)Neglegent Driving<br />3.)Unsafe lane change<br />4.)Speed Greater Than Reasonable<br />5.)Failure To Stop At Stop Sign<br />6.)Radio In Excess of Established Sound Limit<br /><br />and two repair orders for tint and muffler. I was lucky they didn't realize i was racing. I'm also lucky they didn't see me put my belt on and that they didn't smell the 151 i had mixed in with a slurpee......<br /><br />the end result: Not guilty on all 6 charges. <br />That came after i already had 2 probation before judgements on my record from 2 speeding tickets i had got... It also came 3 days after i totaled my 99 gsx :-( and the bad part was, i had all that money in my pocket after i got off and no car to spend it on... <br /><br />My strategy... I alwasy apply for a continuance 2-3 weeks before my court date. And come prepared for what ticket u got. Speeding tickets, come prepared with all kinds of "was you instrument certified....." questions||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000010||VR6 Eater||06-14-2003||02:56 AM||||I used to live in Olympia and my first ticket was a neglegent driving ticket.  It only cost me 90$.  I was racing, speeding, lied to my dad then he told the cops the same bullshit story that I told him and the cops figured out it was bullshit and put us both in the back of the squad car, let him out and my dad pointed his finger at me so I took the rap.  He told us that he was going to arrest us both on some charge for lieing about it but he didn't.  I went to traffic safety school and it never showed up on my record.  In Washington it's easy to get the traffic safety school.  All you really have to do is ask the judge if he doesn't offer it.  He will look at your past record and tell you yes or no.  But like someone else said if you get pulled over within a year both tickets will show up on you record.  Good luck.||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum3/002253.cgi
A||||13||BigMal||My dream car -Stagea 260RS||||10||||BigMal||00001176
Z||000000||BigMal||06-03-2003||09:50 AM||||hello all,<br />I have been offered a Nissan Stagea 260RS.<br />I do not have any details yet but thought I would let you guys see a real rare beast.<br />I would post the pictures of the actual car, but i cant find how to uplad them.  <br />Below is a link for the details.  mine is also white but it looks like the R34 version.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.matrix-motorsport.com.au/stagea.htm" target="_blank">http://www.matrix-motorsport.com.au/stagea.htm</a><br /><a href="http://freeman139.xs3.com/" target="_blank">http://freeman139.xs3.com/</a><br /><br />BigMal||211.28.96.37||reg||10||BigMal||00001176||yes
Z||000001||Compressed||06-03-2003||04:17 PM||||sweet car.  Even more of a sleeper then our vr4's.  Can you say rb26dett?  Too bad they weren't brought to the states.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000002||Jon||06-03-2003||04:29 PM||||damn, that is a nice car.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||06-03-2003||04:58 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  I wish someone would "offer" me one of those. Congratulations man.||64.252.100.123||reg||14||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||06-03-2003||05:03 PM||||who the heck figgers out the names for these cars?  what the heck is a stagea?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||06-03-2003||07:37 PM||||learn how to post pics quickly because i wanna see em!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />i really like that car||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||06-03-2003||07:47 PM||||RB26DETT has so much potential...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||1312VR4||06-03-2003||07:48 PM||||[IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=504" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=504&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]  [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=505" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=505&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] [img]  [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=506" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=506&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]<br /><br />Here is a link if you can read it.<br /><a href="http://members.tripod.co.jp/StageaRS/" target="_blank">http://members.tripod.co.jp/StageaRS/</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||06-03-2003||07:55 PM||||Don't they have an Autech version which offers more power and handling? Similar to a V-spec model of the Skyline...<br />Had pictures of one in a Revspeed magazine thats around here somewhere...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||curtis||06-03-2003||11:52 PM||||Sweet a soccer moms skyline. just think its 1130 at night a a new c5 corvette pulls up next to you then he gets smoked by a wagon. ultimate sleeper||67.25.32.66||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||06-03-2003||11:56 PM||||those are nice, i saw a few in some magazines, kinda like the VR4 Legnum (wagon) that would be fun!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||BigMal||06-04-2003||08:51 AM||||I think I will be getting the Stagea as I have been very frustrated trying to find my next car.  I had some very strict criteria as I wanted something I could keep for years to come and would suit all my needs.  my needs were:<br />Must be a sleeper, fast and/or turbo, 4 door, manual (stick), upgradeable, could do regular trackwork, insurable and be a good reliable daily driver.  I did a lot of research and found that there were only about 5 cars that were exact or close to what I wanted and liked.<br />Stagea<br />Legnum<br />99-&gt; M5<br />GTR33 4 door<br />Leagcy B4<br /><br />I guess we are lucky here in Australia and New Zealand, we get the jap spec cars in a low volume import scheme.  There are heaps of Lexus Sorers SC400, GTR32-34's, 3000GT and other jap exotics.<br />I almost bought a Mitsubishi Pajero Evolution a couple of minths ago, it would have been one of 3 road registered in the country.  250kw 2 door 4x4....AWSOME. The problem was I already had a Pajero SWB and did not want to sell my Paj for $30k and then pay $60k for the same car with more cred and power.....so I bought a '88 JDM GVR4 with 58k km for $10k. I figure it will take a while to get whatever car I decide on and the GVR4 will be a good daily driver. I also will not loose any money on the GVR4 as I bought it wholesale and they are selling very strongly for the $12-16k mark with 100k+ km on the clock.<br /><br />If someone can tell me how to post pics on this forum, I will put up the 3 shots I have of the car I have been offered.<br /><br />Oh and by the way this car is a Nismo Autotech 260RS. puts out about 350kw has all the V-Spec options like the Brembo brakes, strut bars, BIG intercooler and other tricky Nismo bits.  I have been told that it is a GTR N1 wagon....I can wait to see it.<br />I will keep you posted.||211.28.96.5||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes
Z||000012||GVR-4||06-04-2003||09:45 AM||||Too bad we can't get those here. Keep us posted, despite the fact that you're making us jealous.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000013||Johnny Bravo||06-04-2003||08:12 PM||||I have a vid of an Autech Staega racing a MKIV Supra that I found online somewhere.  If I can hunt the link down again I'll post it.  Pretty funny seeing a wagon pulling a few carlenths on a Supra  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ...well at least until the Supra got traction then it evened out a bit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum3/002254.cgi
A||||2||147of1000||A/C help||||1||||147of1000||00000861
Z||000000||147of1000||06-03-2003||01:07 PM||||i dont know how many of u are from down south but it gets hot as shit down here and my a/c recently went out. the round thin pice ( i think its a centrifical cluthc but not sure)fell off,its the pice that bolts ont the shaft inside the pully. i cant find one anywhere around here for less than $100 b/c every junkyard wants to sell the whole compresser. i was wondering if anyone had an old compresser laying around and would be willing to sell just that part. i would gladly give $10 for it and pay shipping. thanks in advance||68.18.117.122||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||06-03-2003||02:10 PM||||you should change out the whole compressor and clutch.  if the clutch broke off, you probably have a locked up compressor, and/or a bad seal.  if you just replace the clutch, i bet the compressor aint gonna last.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||147of1000||06-03-2003||02:21 PM||||accually the compressor is in good shape its not locked up or anything it blew cold and hard be4 the clutch fell off.i havent worked on the compressor but i think it is a fairly new one.||68.18.117.122||reg||1||147of1000||00000861||yes



ubb/Forum3/002255.cgi
A||||28||Fonzo||Would u get the Evo or STi?||||1||||Fonzo||00000681
Z||000000||Fonzo||06-03-2003||01:28 PM||irios83@hotmail.com||I want to get one of those two cars, but i cant decide which. I want both but oviously i can only get one.<br /><br />I NEED HELP!<br /><br />yes, i know what each offer. and all the specs, tell me something i dont know?||64.163.139.87||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||06-03-2003||01:33 PM||||Are you planning to get the evo or sti?<br /><br />if i were you i would hop into the sti first.thats a serious car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||Fonzo||06-03-2003||01:37 PM||||Thats what ive been told. and of course i want that puppy 2.5L!!...(must stop drooling) but the evo has better handling and also responds well to mods.||64.163.139.87||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||06-03-2003||01:50 PM||||neither - I would like that forrester turbo or legacy turbo thats coming up.<br /><br />The volvo s60r is pretty bad ass as well...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||06-03-2003||01:51 PM||||I'd rather have the Evo. <br /><br /><br />The Evo comes with a radio. Mitsubishi dealers in my area are far more proficient than Scoobie, considering I have Conicelli right around the corner from me. Front mount IC beats out Top mount, and I'm already familiar somewhat with how MMC designs their engines. The STi is a new body style, so there are going to be a ton of bugs to work out in the first year. The Evo is basically a VII with a different bumper cover.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||06-03-2003||02:06 PM||||I'd buy the evo.  Better handling, better braking, better looks (IMHO), lower price, comes with a radio, easier to work on for certain things (anything head related), you don't have to shift as much, better seats.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Sam Sayes||06-03-2003||02:09 PM||||I would go with the Evo,<br />Malloy Mitsubishi here in Northern Virginia supposedly don't have that $5000 markup ont he Evos here, but not 100% sure.<br />I agree with Meshwork totally about the Subaru's new body style and the bugs that will happen and need to be worked out<br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||06-03-2003||02:33 PM||||I'd get the EVO.  All the good stuff said above + the tranny ROCKS!  I drove two WRXs and a RS and they all have clunky ass trannys.  So much so, my wife hated it and I didn't want to live with it.  It was so bad we didn't get a WRX when we got a car.  We didn't really like the way it looked either, but was the tranny that turned us away.  Fungly looks too IMOI.<br /><br />I'm sure the larger engine adds weight too.  I'm sure it's small, but every little bit helps when.<br /><br />I think the Spec V is just as fast as a stock GVR4.  All due to weight.||12.34.246.36||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||DookGVR4||06-03-2003||02:46 PM||||Evo||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000009||Johnny Bravo||06-03-2003||02:49 PM||||The STi for me.  I like the Evo's looks better, but the STi is a far better overall car than the Evo we got.  Now if the US Evo was identical to the JDM or UK spec then there's no comparision as they have a LOT more options than the US version (AYC in the GSR, 6spd, bigger brakes, et cetera...).   Not to mention a guy over on the Club WRX board just got his STi and with roughly $700 in mods (Blitz SUS intake, downpipe or uppipe, boost controller) is putting down over 300awhp already.  He's only had the car maybe a week or two.  Here's the thread (kinda long, but an interesting read):  <a href="http://www.clubwrx.net/forums/showthread.php?s=6a0c72ffab4e2d7a88bc142e8d9360be&threadid=27403&perpage=20&pagenumber=1" target="_blank">http://www.clubwrx.net/forums/showthread.php?s=6a0c72ffab4e2d7a88bc142e8d9360be&threadid=27403&perpage=20&pagenumber=1</a>||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000010||starwrist||06-03-2003||02:50 PM||||Personally, I dislike the EVO VIII. It's too...too Pontiac-looking. I dunno. I think it's still nice. But I'd much rather have a V or VI.<br /><br />I don't really think there's going to be too many bugs to work out of the STi. It's the same chassis as the WRX, just some minor aesthetic changes. i.e. new headlamps and taillamps, bigger hood scoop, bigger wing. Subaru has always delivered high caliber cars, and the STi is no exception.<br /><br />I don't remember what magazine I was reading, but they were testing the EVO and STi. They were doing some pretty grueling tests, and afterwards they actually had to lay ice packs on the EVO's engine to help cool it down. While the STi was still ready for more. <br /><br />Both cars are extremely similar, powerwise. The Evo is .1 second faster 0-60, but the STi is .1 second faster in the 1/4mile. <br /><br />But it's all really a matter of opinion. The real test will come once tuners start actually opening these cars potential. Then we'll see what the real bang for the buck is.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000011||Jon||06-03-2003||04:35 PM||||After driving a 6 speed for a while now that isn't geared like a Corvette that can run in the mid 100's, I know I don't want the STI.  You have to wait until 3rd gear until you reach 60 mph.  Now this might be nice for autox, I prefer a 5 speed.  Plus the EVO is supposed to be stiffer than the STI.  <br /><br />Just a couple more years guys....||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||06-03-2003||05:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> After driving a 6 speed for a while now that isn't geared like a Corvette that can run in the mid 100's, I know I don't want the STI.  You have to wait until 3rd gear until you reach 60 mph.  Now this might be nice for autox, I prefer a 5 speed.  Plus the EVO is supposed to be stiffer than the STI.  <br /><br />Just a couple more years guys.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep.  You have to shift the Sti twice to get to 60mph, and 5 times to run the 1/4 mile.  I don't really want "rally" gearing for a street car.  I think the close ratio 6-speed would have been more useful in the 2.0 Subies, where you could shift high and stay in the powerband.  <br /><br />You guys should test drive something with a tall 6-spd, like the newer domestics, Supras, etc.  It is *very* fun.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||06-03-2003||05:37 PM||||Ultimately, you need to test drive them both. From the comparisons I've read, that will be what makes you choose one over the other. <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000014||raceman77||06-03-2003||06:43 PM||||both great cars but l used to work for Subaru and l`d never own one.lf you do buy the scooby sell it before the warranty expires.The speed specs are so close on these cars it would come down to driver skill in a race,neither one will walk away from the other anyway.For me the Mitsu has much more appeal and that horsepower dissadvatage could be very easily rectified.Either choice will leave you a happy man with a great new car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000015||vrpower||06-03-2003||11:13 PM||||The Evolution has a certain carisma about it thats too difficult to explain in words...||199.35.159.17||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000016||VTGVR4||06-04-2003||11:07 AM||||<strong> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't really want "rally" gearing for a street car.  I think the close ratio 6-speed would have been more useful in the 2.0 Subies, where you could shift high and stay in the powerband.  <br /><br />You guys should test drive something with a tall 6-spd, like the newer domestics, Supras, etc.  It is *very* fun. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i cannot stand how all the car manufacturers and magazines are throwing around terms like "close ratio" shifting like it's a good thing. half of the people out there don't even know what close ratio really means. <br />the best gearing in a tranny that i've driven would have to be the starquest's. i've never driven a supra, or any car with a "real" sixth gear. (starquest: 2nd gear is 55~60 mph)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||06-04-2003||12:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> <strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't really want "rally" gearing for a street car.  I think the close ratio 6-speed would have been more useful in the 2.0 Subies, where you could shift high and stay in the powerband.  <br /><br />You guys should test drive something with a tall 6-spd, like the newer domestics, Supras, etc.  It is *very* fun. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i cannot stand how all the car manufacturers and magazines are throwing around terms like "close ratio" shifting like it's a good thing. half of the people out there don't even know what close ratio really means. <br />the best gearing in a tranny that i've driven would have to be the starquest's. i've never driven a supra, or any car with a "real" sixth gear. (starquest: 2nd gear is 55~60 mph) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My first car was a Escort GT with the 1.8l DOHC in it.  Whenever I raced cars "in my class" I would always take them because I would rev out to 60MPH in 2nd gear while everyone else fell off shifting to 3rd.<br /><br />A nice thing about the WRX is it can make the 0-60 without needing 3rd.  Unlike our cars.....  However, the WRX really needs that or the 0-60 dash would be more like 7 seconds cause people would be tring to find 3rd!  JK.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||Telecaster||06-04-2003||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vrpower:<br /><strong> The Evolution has a certain carisma about it thats too difficult to explain in words... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So true||216.175.92.232||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000019||Louters91GVR4||06-04-2003||01:02 PM||||flip a coin<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000020||Fonzo||06-05-2003||01:45 AM||||I guess i would have to flip a coin. Cant go wrong eith either though||63.207.14.90||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000021||AWDpower||06-05-2003||02:52 AM||||Drive both cars. Buy the one you like the best. You really can't lose. I've driven the EVO and absolutely love it. Another plus for the EVO for me is that it's easy to work on. But if I were to buy one, I'd definitly drive both first.||68.134.172.183||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000022||BossGVR4||07-03-2003||02:44 PM||||Warranty Warranty Warranty<br /><br />Check the warranties of both cars and see who stand behind their car better according to warranties (CAVEAT: Subaru is notorious about being nitpicky with their warranties).<br /><br />Personally I hate the "Pontiac-esque beak" Mitsu has been putting on all their cars for the last few years. I think it is FUGLY.<br /><br />I was dissapointed in the fact that Mitsu decided NOT to bring the Active Yaw Control function over.<br /><br />As far as new car "bugs" are concerned, my guess you will have the same amount of quirks with either car. The EVOs have been everywhere but here since the GVR4s but remember this is a new US Spec car. Same is true for the Suby the Impreza chassis has been around for a while and the 2.0/2.5 motor has too ..... but again the U.S. STi is a new beastie.<br /><br />No radio in the STi ... big deal who keeps the stocker anyway ? I'd rather have CCCD and no radio instead of NO ACTIVE-YAW-CONT and an OEM head-unit that came from the lowest bidder.<br /><br />Just drive both and pick one !<br /><br />DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||1||BossGVR4||00000008||yes
Z||000023||gvr4ever||07-03-2003||03:32 PM||||Read up on Car and Driver about them.<br /><br />They were tested head to head.  In short, the STi is faster, but the EVO ran the tarmac and dirt track faster then the STi(stock tires).<br /><br />All the testers said the EVO was easier to drive.  While I havn't driven the STi, I can say that when I drove the EVO, it was like there wasn't anything to figure out about the car.  It was so easy to drive and damn, it just does what you want it too.  I'm sure the STi rocks out too, but from my .02 and what I've read up on, the EVO is probably the better choice.  Also, lets face it.  The EVO looks way better  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000024||crucible||07-06-2003||11:59 AM||||I wonder why Mitsu has been fairly hush about this car as far as advertising.Ive seen,read and heard way more about the STi than the EVO.Its my opinion that Mitsu really didnt want to import it and wants to say "see, we give you what you've asked for and the're not selling" and eventually they'll phase it out like the VR4.I see tons of WRX's and STis but yet to see one EVO or should I say Evolution as Mitsu has designated it.<br />Just my 2 Lincolns.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000025||DeanCouchey||07-06-2003||08:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">After driving a 6 speed for a while now that isn't geared like a Corvette that can run in the mid 100's, I know I don't want the STI. You have to wait until 3rd gear until you reach 60 mph  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like my Integra... I think it runs out at about 45 or so in 2nd. As for the EVO's being sold, I saw the same comercial maybe 3 times, and then nothing, go to the showroom to look at one, first off they wont let you look or touch barely any, and second they know nothing about it.||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000026||miturra||07-07-2003||10:18 AM||||Hello,<br /><br />Go with the car you feel good with. The bottom line is, what ever your happy with. Anyone can say anything. Your the one who's going to drive it.<br /><br />Hondo||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000027||229of1000||07-07-2003||10:36 AM||||$30k is a lot of money and my money would be on the STI.  I can't give any reason other than that the STI really grabs me and makes me say, "Whoa, awesome car!"  The EVO just doesn't have that effect on me.<br /><br />I can't see the day I ever pay $30k for a 7-bolt car with a cheap ass interior as well.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000028||Martin Tolentino||07-07-2003||11:20 AM||||handling EVO  <br />HP STi||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
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A||||53||chucklesas||Alright... Who would win???||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||06-03-2003||02:06 PM||||My friend drives a 2000 Grand Prix GTP (stock 240HP) and it's still stock.  She is very confident that she would beat me in the quarter mile.  Now I've never actually raced my car, but will have to get a few practice runs in before our race.  Assuming her car stays stock and I have the mods listed below, who would you guys think will win?<br />We will be racing at Edgewater Sports Park near Cincinnati on June, 27th.  I'm just curious to see what people think.  We won't really know until it happens.||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||06-03-2003||02:07 PM||||This is her profile announcement about the race "And the race is on- June 27 at Edgewater Sports Park<br />Me and the supercharged GTP vs. Skrovan and his turbocharged Galant.<br />Anyone want to place bets?<br />Here's some info first- <br />My car: all stock (haha) but its 240 HP, 3.8 liter V6<br />Skrovans car: He has a whole fucking website about it... wow an engineer with too much time on his hands- didnt know that was possible, but here it is:  <a href="http://www.geocities.com/chucklesas/" target="_blank">Galant</a> <br />Basically, its a 2.0 liter 4 cyl foreign piece of crap that he thinks can make 100 mph in the 1/4 mile.  <br />So... What are your bets? <br /><br />VOTES:<br />GTP: 2<br />Galant: 0"||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||06-03-2003||02:49 PM||||Do a few practice launches and I'll put cash on the Galant.<br /><br />You can launch. <i>(AWD, baby!)</i><br />You have a stick. <i>(More shifting, yes, but less power loss, and more gears = more time in the power band)</i><br />You weigh less.  <i>(GTP=3555lbs, VR-4 3252lbs)</i>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||starwrist||06-03-2003||02:53 PM||||Get that almighty launch down!<br /><br />Just hope she doesn't have the GTP's traction control on. Maybe she'll just spin some tires.<br /><br />Take out your back seat, passenger seat and all that extra weight to get you an extra little help. Hell take the front bumper off...||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000004||Yao||06-03-2003||03:17 PM||||16g turn up to 20psi and race gas!||208.253.246.92||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000005||Louters91GVR4||06-03-2003||03:26 PM||||I dunno how good of a driver you are, but with that Galant, unless you are the worst driver in the world you should have no problem beating that GTP.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||06-03-2003||03:31 PM||||Mods dont matter, tuning does. If its stock, launch hard and dont miss a shift.<br /><br />I have seen GTP's from the local club here run high 12's with upgrades and slicks.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||06-03-2003||03:56 PM||||I will warn you.  The GTP can lauch really well.  My buddy gets good 0-60' times in his.  <br /><br />He ran a 13.8, but he has a smaller SC pully and a K&N.  It's a small list of mods, but it makes a huge difference over stock.  I think he ran a 14.8 stock.||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||chucklesas||06-03-2003||04:21 PM||||Thought so... I'll definitely go to a track before hand and figure it out (tuning and shifting), if it's anything like me shifting on the onramps to highways   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   then I should be okay...||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000009||Compressed||06-03-2003||04:26 PM||||I dont see any fuel mods, have you done anything to the fuel system?  If not, you wont be able to crank the boost and really get that 16g working.  Even without fuel mods I think you will be able to win, you'll just need a good launch and good shifting.   <br />If you do have fuel mods, then by all means fill up with race gas and dial the boost to 20lbs and prepare to destroy the grand prick.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||06-03-2003||04:41 PM||||Rev it to 5500 drop the clutch, don't miss shifts and you will win. <br /><br />Thats it||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||chucklesas||06-03-2003||04:47 PM||||no fuel mods   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    I should at least do the fuel pump rewire, I just don't want my MPG to drop, this is my daily driver||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000012||04DrBlur||06-03-2003||04:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> no fuel mods  I should at least do the fuel pump rewire, I just don't want my MPG to drop, this is my daily driver </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You arent goin to have to care about MPG if you try to crank the boost up above 16-17 psi on that stock fuel pump....||68.76.179.87||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000013||chucklesas||06-03-2003||08:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> You arent goin to have to care about MPG if you try to crank the boost up above 16-17 psi on that stock fuel pump.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't plan to go above 15psi, so I just figured I was good to go with the fuel system, if that is what you are implying...||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000014||1312VR4||06-03-2003||09:17 PM||||From experience( look at the cars I own currently). The GTP will put the smack down. When my bonnie was stock( 205hp) I beat a 2nd gen AWD, it was close, but the 1st gear in these cars is good to 50MPH!!. Now i'm pushing about 260hp & this car is heavy beast( I recently smacked a Gs-T's ass, but I was having trouble with the CAS on the car & it stalled halfway into it, but I had him hands down). Traction control on these cars actually takes away power. They dont spin alot off the line. With a good set of tires & the TC off the GTP's & Bonnie SSE's & SSEi's can just about match a AWD launch.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000015||atsiauto||06-03-2003||09:30 PM||||It will be this funny when you win man !<br />  <img src="http://www.down-syndrom.ch/Fotos/fabio_1.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||06-03-2003||10:22 PM||||If her car is stock, you can win hands down.<br /><br />However, it will all come down to a good launch AND reaction time.  Get a few runs in (don't try and even run a fast time) just to practice your reaction time.<br /><br />If you don't take off right, you probably won't catch the GTP before the 1/4.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||GVR1643||06-04-2003||05:44 PM||||I've run a couple of the GTP's on the street. So from experience:<br />the most recent guy (I've had a chance to tangle with him twice this year) has a new GTP.  Asked him what he has done to it after the second beating I put on him: Exhaust, pulleys, some fuel mods and 1 or 2 other things that I really don't remember (one might have been a chip, but I honestly can't remember what all he said).<br /><br />Race:<br />1st Time.  Were both at the front of a red light (I revved a little...I'm shy :-) He didn't seem to bite when the light turned so we both took off normal when he decides to gun it; I clutch it, dump it and cruise past him without too much fuss.  <br />Second time:  (after fuel pump upgrade and boost up a bit - to 18psi)<br />Well, lets just say it wasn't that difficult to walk him and it was from a roll as well when he hit it.<br /><br />He was cool about both it both times and complimented my cars quickness.  NEITHER of these times did I have the opportunity to smack him with a AWD launch.  That would have been even more fun!<br /><br />So, you do the math.  Re-wire your fuel pump.  turn up a bit more boost, and for goodness sake, log it/tune it before hand.  Then if she is truly stock or even close, you should be fine. <br />If you're worried about weight (I'd never pull interior bits and pieces) then pull spare, trunk misc, remove rear tow hooks and those kind of simple things - and take a big shit that morning  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ...I wouldn't worry about the weight, you've already got her beat there.||167.142.22.236||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000018||GVR-4||06-04-2003||05:54 PM||||Be aware: That ACT 2100 won't handle too much in the way of hard launches.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000019||04DrBlur||06-04-2003||06:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Be aware: That ACT 2100 won't handle too much in the way of hard launches.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would have to disagree.  I have been running the 2100 for some time now and really beat on it.  The clutch that is.  Just two weeks ago I went to the track and it held up to every launch I threw at it, stutterbox set at 5000 for starters and even turned it up to 6000.  Took off like a rocket every time.  Took it down the track about 8 times and I even launched from 3rd gear on accident although that wasnt much of a launch but a slipping clutch and all is still just fine with the clutch.||68.76.178.89||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000020||gvr4ever||06-04-2003||06:38 PM||||I'd say a 2100 can handle it too.  The stocker held about 8 AWD high RPM take off's before it went.  I belive it has around 800lbs PP stock.  The 2100 has more grip and the street disk should be a upgrade over stock.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000021||keydiver||06-04-2003||07:27 PM||||1) Do the fuelpump rewire. It will NOT effect your MPG. the FPR still will keep the fuel pressure under control with the stock pump.<br />2) Put in a minimum of 100 octane race gas (unleaded), and turn the boost up to 16-17 psi (or as far as fuelcut will allow you), while watching your O2's at WOT to be sure you aren't leaning out.<br />I ran a 13.7 @ 102 mph doing this, with 550's and an FMIC upgrade. But, I have a small 16g, and only ran about 18-19 psi, with an original 120,000 mile transmission with synchros so bad I have to granny shift.<br />Do you want a free stutterbox chip before the race?||68.158.160.80||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000022||chucklesas||06-04-2003||08:24 PM||||Hmmm... stutterbox chip, well, not before the race.  I told her I wouldn't do any more upgrades until the race, I'm pretty sure I'll have her beat though.  I can't wait, so far everyone that she has polled online is against me, but I hope to prove them all wrong    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />Man you guys are helpful...||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||06-04-2003||10:13 PM||||what does the chick look like ? is she a behemoth monster? If so, thats weight advantage again...LOL<br /><br />Good luck man, may the boost be with you!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000024||chucklesas||06-04-2003||10:51 PM||||nah, although I'm way lighter than a lot of people, last weigh in for AFROTC stuff was at 115lb...  I have a huge advantage over almost anyone as far as keeping the weight low||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000025||gvr4ever||06-05-2003||12:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong> Hmmm... stutterbox chip, well, not before the race.  I told her I wouldn't do any more upgrades until the race, I'm pretty sure I'll have her beat though.  I can't wait, so far everyone that she has polled online is against me, but I hope to prove them all wrong     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br />Man you guys are helpful... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Race fuel isn't a mod  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Have someone tape if it you can and don't you dare loose  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000026||91E39A||06-05-2003||03:17 AM||||Keydiver, can i have the chip?  My 2 galants are dying to try out a stutterbox launch.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||10||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000027||keydiver||06-05-2003||10:08 AM||||Sure Dan the chips are free! Just give me:<br />1) what rev limit you want (7500 is stock)<br />2) what stutterbox rpm <br />3) if you want the boost gauge changed to an O2 or knock sum gauge<br />4) if you want A/C cutout at 90% throttle<br />5) if you want the fuelcut removed<br />6) an address to send it/them to||68.158.96.27||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000028||chucklesas||06-05-2003||11:04 PM||||Here it is, the website, devoted to this race...<br /><a href="http://www.geocites.com/chucklesas/racing" target="_blank">GrandPrixGTP vs GVR4</a><br /><br />I need to get this car dynoed over at Buschur's probably the end of next week or early the week after.||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000029||gvr4ever||06-05-2003||11:30 PM||||More pop ups please.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000030||hibrn8||06-05-2003||11:49 PM||||you better win against that sorry as pontiac  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.227.204.158||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000031||ken inn||06-05-2003||11:58 PM||||here's a thought..what color is your car?  maybe you can find someone close who has the same color car and it is REALLY tricked out, and borrow it.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000032||Ash||06-06-2003||12:30 AM||||If they are anything like the supercharged 3.8's over here, they are slow as shit (power & weight are the same).  With your mods, the only worry I can see is a leanout/fuelcut problem.  Even at 12psi you should walk it, just don't screw the launch.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000033||Ash||06-06-2003||12:32 AM||||Where is the page where she is talking it up?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000034||James||06-06-2003||06:30 AM||||Man you should whip her ass good. Just remember to launch it good.||203.87.94.178||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000035||blacksheep||06-06-2003||09:55 AM||||Ken Inn<br /><br />LOL....You are a hustler. I saw this done with gvr4's at chi-town, if I remember right - It was too freakin funny...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000036||GVR1643||06-06-2003||10:23 AM||||I was laughing at that to Ken & KC.  It's not like I don't have two identical black GVR4's that only have one digit different on the firefighter plates, one stock - one not...hmmm  My luck, I'd pick on someone I couldn't whip with either car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.41||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000037||chucklesas||06-06-2003||03:08 PM||||Aw, I'm all about playing it fair, even though I still say I'll stomp her.  Thanks for the great ideas though.  Thinking outside of the box though, I like it.  I would much rather beat her in MY car, you know what I mean.   ONLY 3 more weeks...||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000038||GVR1643||06-06-2003||03:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong>   Thinking outside of the box.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But driving and racing in one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.177||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000039||GRV4726||06-06-2003||03:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong>   Thinking outside of the box.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But driving and racing in one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">great! <br /><br />yeah you should win. just hook the launch up right and then the only think you have left to worry about is something breaking a long the way haha||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000040||chucklesas||06-06-2003||05:11 PM||||That's all I'm worried about||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000041||vr4play||06-09-2003||04:07 AM||||Hey do you think I can get in on this race? If she can beat me It will convince me to pick up the pace on installing the new turbo. I live 20 mins. from edgewater. I need to get my darn 4 spider center diff. My spare trans already hates life, really missing the double synco 2nd in my other trans. I told myself I wouldn't drag race on the spare but if its for a good cause. She likes to pick on 4drs I would love to show her what there about. Am looking for a 12.6 with a good launch. My car looks almost just like yours. I am usuallly at Edgewater when the car is running and not broken.  Just a thought, always looking for a challange.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.33.64.164||reg||12||vr4play||00001418||yes
Z||000042||chucklesas||06-09-2003||10:40 AM||||I think Cinci DSM is going to try and get a meet together or something like that at Edgewater that day.  So sure, show up.<br /><br />I'm not sure if she would personally race you, because this is something we set up because I said that my car was faster than hers, so we figured this was the best way to prove it...<br /><br />It's not really picking on 4 doors as much as picking on the 13 yr old car.||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000043||broke down||06-11-2003||02:17 PM||||with those mods, and an even semi-good launch, you'll beat the living poop out of her, speaking from experience.  I have basically the same mods, and got a crappy launch (wasn't eve ready at all, bogged it, and still was ahead by the end.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000044||chucklesas||06-11-2003||02:43 PM||||I'm going to spend the next 2 weeks tuning the car, make sure I get the good plugs in, block off my airintake from the rest of the engine bay, do the Fuel Pump rewire, as I don't feel any of those things are actually modifications (I did tell her no more mods until the race)  I think I'm going to do really well.  I'll get it over to buschurs and get you guys some dyno numbers next week.||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000045||VR-4play||06-11-2003||06:17 PM||||I beat one a year or so ago, on the street.  The one I raced was piped (really nice car).  I was running a 16g at the time.  If you can launch, it will be an easy kill.  If you bog down on the launch, you will have some serious driving to do.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000046||Hertz||06-12-2003||11:01 AM||||Somebody put a turbocharger on their supercharged car??||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000047||DeanCouchey||06-14-2003||10:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Somebody put a turbocharger on their supercharged car??<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sport compact car was gonna put a turbo on their Mini Cooper S||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000048||Akidosigh1||06-14-2003||11:24 AM||||MR2s in the magazines have turbo and supercharges both at the same time. the one in the USCC challenge was like that...||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000049||sweetnikki||06-15-2003||01:25 AM||||My god, I have a bone stock VR-4 and whipped the crap out of a GTP.  He actually had a modded exhaust. Just to really prove I won I let another friend drive my car and I rode shotgun in the GTP.  To no suprise I, well, my friend stomped him.  He knew how to drive, too.  Pontiac should have kept it turbo'd and rwd.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||199.114.28.191||reg||6||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes
Z||000050||gvr4ever||06-15-2003||11:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4Mikey:<br /><strong> My god, I have a bone stock VR-4 and whipped the crap out of a GTP.  He actually had a modded exhaust. Just to really prove I won I let another friend drive my car and I rode shotgun in the GTP.  To no suprise I, well, my friend stomped him.  He knew how to drive, too.  Pontiac should have kept it turbo'd and rwd.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What year was it.  The pre 3800 GTP are not as fast at all.<br /><br />The SC 3800 can be fast with just a few mods.  Not too much to worry about stock though.  <br /><br />I don't see how a stock GVR4 could whip a modded SC 3800.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000051||chucklesas||06-23-2003||11:04 PM||||<a href="http://www.geocities.com/chucklesas/racing.htm" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/chucklesas/racing.htm</a><br /><br />The race has been cancelled... possibly going to get rescheduled.  A family emergency came up for the other driver... so we are going to see if we can push it back a few weeks...||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000052||Hertz||06-24-2003||11:12 AM||||Start modding!!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000053||GVR4#1373||06-24-2003||03:57 PM||||you'd better make sure she's not modding her car during this "family emergency"<br /><br />a GTP can dip into the 12's pretty quick with a smaller pulley and a little nitrous.  I got my azz handed to me by one in my Z28, really caught me by surprise, especially when I saw the guy out at the track running a 12.4 a few weeks later  lol||171.161.96.10||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes



ubb/Forum3/002257.cgi
A||||2||4G63_GSR||Opinions On WRX's (2002-2003)||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||06-03-2003||05:09 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||what are your opinions on this car??? good??? bad??? ok??? awesome??? i'm just looking for some input... whether it's positive or negative...||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||06-04-2003||11:13 AM||||For the price, I think it is a decent car.<br /><br />Stock, the car has great throttle respose.  She pulls really fast 0-60 for the HP rating of the car.  However, if you try to go fast on the HWY, you might wonder where the turbo went.  I thought the car was dog slow on top end.  The car corners VERY well.<br /><br />The 03s have a different tranny PN.  Thats all I know.  I've heard that the 02 trannys were weak, but others say they are just fine.  I'm sure it's all a matter of how much abuse they get.  Same as a DSM tranny.  They are not junk, they just can't take a 5K PRM launch with 300HP or whatever...<br /><br />I think they shift like crap, but thats just me.  Also, I don't like the way they look.<br /><br />If you don't have a problem with a clunky shifter, then I would say go for it.  The tranny doesn't grind or anything, but they just are not smooth at all.  I'm not sure what the deal with them are, but I think they are lousy from the factory on the quality feel of the shifter.<br /><br />When I went shopping for one, I asked the dealer if he could fix the clunky shifter if I bought it.  He gave me the price on a Sti shifter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   So, they are either unwilling or unable to do anything with the shifter.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||TLT||06-04-2003||11:35 AM||||Yes, the shifter is terrible.  Reminds me of the '92 Toyota pickup I used to drive.||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes



ubb/Forum3/002258.cgi
A||||3||driftin galant||non-cruse contro; throttle cable||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||06-03-2003||10:47 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||what have you guys used, the ones from the non-cruse galant or tel?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||06-03-2003||11:07 PM||||I used one from a non cruise 1.8L 1G DSM in my GVR4.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||06-03-2003||11:29 PM||||Mine came from a TEL. Get one from a Pick&Pull. I got one that was like brand new for $2.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||sk8bored||06-04-2003||12:00 AM||||mine is from a nt colt. plenty of those in the yards||65.100.1.6||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes



ubb/Forum3/002259.cgi
A||||3||vrpower||ATTESA?||||1||||vrpower||00000547
Z||000000||vrpower||06-03-2003||11:24 PM||darian85@msn.com||Maybe not the right place to ask, but what does this acronym stand for? Its a  Nissan Skyline  continuously variable torque split system.||199.35.159.17||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||06-03-2003||11:28 PM||||ATTESA-ETS: (Advanced Total Traction Engineering System for All - Electronic Torque Split)<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||starwrist||06-04-2003||11:03 AM||||Easy drifting on tarmac with AWD!||68.112.68.31||reg||14||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000003||vrpower||06-04-2003||01:17 PM||||Thanks!||199.35.211.167||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes



ubb/Forum3/002260.cgi
A||||7||BlackHole||Updated Mitsu CAPS?||||1||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||06-04-2003||09:11 AM||blackhole@pipeline.com||[RTP]<br />Anybody have a new version of CAPS with the EVO 8 parts on it? My local dealer and I get along really well but they won't let me "borrow" the CD to make a copy or give me their expired ones. I have the old CAPS but I'd like to see what I can appropriate from the new EVO for the GVR4 / DSMs.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||06-04-2003||10:39 AM||||I do.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||06-05-2003||01:09 AM||||You may now kiss your bride.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||06-05-2003||11:17 AM||||Which one of us you callin' the bride?  Watch yourself here now...||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-05-2003||11:36 AM||||Yo iceman!<br /><br />Does the CD have part no. for the Evo 8 wing? Just curious how much the sucka will cost  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||06-05-2003||12:06 PM||||I already told you that in an email in December or January.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  It is over $700 dealer cost, so prepare to bend over if you want one new.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||06-05-2003||12:20 PM||||Too many things going on Dave, I thought you were waiting on the CD   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Damn, Time to wait for a wrecked evo to hit the wreckers...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||06-05-2003||09:24 PM||||How can I obtain an updated copy of the CAPS softare ?<br /><br />Thanks||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002261.cgi
A||||5||GVR1643||Wife's GVR4 is a Road Kill Warrior!||||8||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||06-04-2003||09:46 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||This car must be an animal magnet!  (some might remember the recent deer collision)  Last night driving back from Kansas City, after picking up the kid from the grandparents, a rather large raccoon appeared in front of me while going about 75-80mph.  HUGE thud, thump, thump and then I see him ejected from the rear of the car and the road in the rearview.  <br /><br />Freakin' thing took out the center vented/slatted part of the lower bumper!  Of course he couldn't just punch through it where a FMIC would go, he had to take out the the whole thing including the bottom lip part too.  <br />Might have to install a cattle/large rodent guard on the front of her car!<br /><br />Of course after explaining to my 4 year old son what happened, he said "Dad, you're always runnin' over stuff, 'member when you ran over that frog too?"   Going to have to paint some antlers, raccoon and a frog down the side of the door where the "vendor racing stickers" usually go!||167.142.22.206||reg||8||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||06-04-2003||09:52 AM||||that sucks dude, maybe you should put all the dead animals on the side of your car then they would know you mean business and not run in front of you.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-04-2003||09:59 AM||||God, Kevin. That sucks, just when you had the whole deer incident a while back. I hope someone has a bumper for you. I'll talk to you later on today.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||06-04-2003||10:29 AM||||You must have something in the car attracting those animals to be in the middle of the road while you are coming down it.that sux though dude.good luck with you and your animal raging.lol.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.129.160.231||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||06-04-2003||10:46 AM||||Yeah, maybe I can go to the local zoo and get some lion piss to put on it...that might keep them away!  That or maybe hang an orange hunter's hat on the front grille - they should be used to running from one of those as well  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.206||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||06-05-2003||01:07 AM||||It's all because we've hunted/developed wolves to near extinction... they're not keeping the rodents in check.  Go to the dog pound, find a really nasty doberman, and let him go.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002262.cgi
A||||6||Jon||Interesting stuff on EVO VIII||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||06-04-2003||11:02 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<a href="http://www.poweraxel.com/ralliart/catalogue/evo8/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.poweraxel.com/ralliart/catalogue/evo8/index.html</a><br /><br />The page on ECUs is interesting.  If I only knew Japanese.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000001||DarkDevilMMM||06-04-2003||05:24 PM||||u can use the <a href="http://www.altavista.com" target="_blank">www.altavista.com</a> translator to translate it to english... but the ECU have nothing much, it said something like : <br /><br />The computer unit which was developed in domestic rally competition exclusive use. The highest fast cutting(max speed limitor) was abolished, over boost cutting was abolished for efficiency improvement, in addition west gate(wastegate) control was modified. It modifies fan control for cooling efficiency improvement. In addition, the A/F correction coefficient map and the ignition timing map it was modified. In addition, regulation value of the exhaust gas temperature which is decided from durability of the turbocharger and the like efficiency improvement in transient of the actual car is actualized. <br /><br />something like that||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000002||curtis||06-05-2003||08:43 AM||||With that said .  WILL IT WORK IN A 91 OR 92 Galant VR4, will a jap computer out of an early EVO or one from ralliart work. I see them for sell all the time on ebay.||67.25.32.192||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||06-05-2003||09:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> With that said .  WILL IT WORK IN A 91 OR 92 Galant VR4, will a jap computer out of an early EVO or one from ralliart work. I see them for sell all the time on ebay. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why would you want one?  Anyways, Keydiver here is the man!!!||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||Nate||06-05-2003||11:13 AM||||quote:<br />Why would you want one? Anyways, Keydiver here is the man!!! <br /><br />!!Because JDM iz da hot shizznizzle fo dizzle!!  Bling bling!  Mad PHAT yo!  <br /><br />No, one of those Evo ECUs won't work in our cars.  A GVR4 ECU from Japan *might* work, but I don't know anyone who has personally tested it that I know of.  Probably Jeff, keydiver, if anyone.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-05-2003||12:21 PM||||Damn it, Nate, you stole all of my lingo including push-start/pull-start!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||06-05-2003||02:17 PM||||nate... balla  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />haha, <br /><br />curtis are you really asking if an Evo VIII ecu will work in our cars? are you serious?  that's not only a 10+ difference, but its a Lance Evo.  i know its a 4g63, but it has EVOlved you know<br /><br />keydriver, i hope you didn't faint or something from reading this||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002263.cgi
A||||23||blacksheep||Trying to find 2.5&quot;  90 degree elbows...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-04-2003||12:08 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi gang<br /><br />with this FMIC  and pipes plan. I need to find a place that sells 90 degree 2.5 ID silicone elbows or even radiator hoses. I checked my local truck stop and they didnt have anything, I can check NAPA etc tonite, but was curious if you guys had an idea where online I could find this cheap ???<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||06-04-2003||12:10 PM||||Not cheap, but Turbonetics, RRE, and Baker Precision all carry them. Did you try your local diesel supply house? {I didn't know if that is what you meant by truck stop].||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-04-2003||12:20 PM||||Kyle<br /><br />- yeah, thats the truck stop. They had straight hose, no 90's...<br /><br />- I couldnt find the 90 degree elbow on RRE site.<br /><br />- baker precision web site is gone. Do you have a link that works ?<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||DarkDevilMMM||06-04-2003||01:15 PM||||how about this :<br /><br /><a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/diyparts.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/diyparts.shtml</a><br /><br />when u get it done, please give price, I really want it also, thanks a lot||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||06-04-2003||01:22 PM||||KC,<br />Try <a href="http://www.turbohoses.com" target="_blank">www.turbohoses.com</a><br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-04-2003||01:29 PM||||Gabor- Turbohoses is a freakin rip-off. I have them bookmarked. They want 56 bux for 1 foot of 2.5 inch silicone hoses while RRE wants 25 bux. That place caters to p-diddy and gang  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  They are my worst case scenario.<br /><br />DarkDevilMMM - stay tuned. I got some for a radiator place in Michigan instead for a but cheaper than Nathan's shop.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||06-04-2003||02:28 PM||||Well, you didn't say you want it cheap. Plus I thought you hang out with P-diddy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Why don't you check with some of the folks selling strait hoses on ebay.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||06-04-2003||02:32 PM||||Gabor - just coz I gots an escalade with chromed out 22's to tow my gvr4, you think I hang out with p-diddy, huh ? <br /><br />Just kidding guys, I wish I had an escalade with stock wheels, even.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||06-04-2003||03:51 PM||||Here are my bookmarks (sorry if some are duplicated):<br /><br /><a href="http://shop.airflowonline.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=AFSI&Category_Code=RHC" target="_blank">http://shop.airflowonline.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=AFSI&Category_Code=RHC</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/diyparts.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/diyparts.shtml</a><br /><br /><a href="http://128bitencrypted.com/hosetechniques/catalog_search.tpl" target="_blank">http://128bitencrypted.com/hosetechniques/catalog_search.tpl</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g1cat/hoses.htm" target="_blank">http://www.extrememotorsports.com/g1cat/hoses.htm</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.thermalflex.com/index3.html" target="_blank">http://www.thermalflex.com/index3.html</a><br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||number3||06-04-2003||04:49 PM||||Army Supply/Surplus stores.  Less than $5.00 each.<br /><br />See the overhead picture of my engine bay. The connection right off the turbo (orange).<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||06-04-2003||10:14 PM||||Harry<br /><br />I live in BFE, remember ? Any chance yo have spares laying around, I'll buy some off ya!<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC<br /><br />PS - post a pic of the avalanche  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||curtis||06-04-2003||10:45 PM||||John Deere has 2 1/2 radiator hose that works great I bought one that has 2 90's and a 45 for 18 dollars||67.25.36.111||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||Martin Tolentino||06-04-2003||10:46 PM||||KC,<br /> Check out RRE site <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/mandrelbends.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/mandrelbends.htm</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||06-04-2003||11:01 PM||||Curtis - any part no's? what application were they for?  Please let me know asap if possible,||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||curtis||06-04-2003||11:18 PM||||The guys at John Deere are usually pretty cool and will let you go back and look around at what they have but I've got a # for you . Its a Dayco 2551 Hope It helps||67.25.34.150||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||gtluke||06-07-2003||09:13 PM||||<a href="http://shop.airflowonline.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=SFNT&Store_Code=AFSI" target="_blank">http://shop.airflowonline.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=SFNT&Store_Code=AFSI</a>||141.153.197.205||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000016||number3||06-07-2003||10:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Harry<br /><br />I live in BFE, remember ? Any chance yo have spares laying around, I'll buy some off ya!<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC<br /><br />PS - post a pic of the avalanche   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">KC,<br /><br />If you are not in a hurry I could try and get you some. How many?<br /><br />Harry<br /><br />PS - <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=526" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=526&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||06-07-2003||11:23 PM||||Harry<br /><br />Enough to enrage Doug again and make him hire hitmen to come and steal your digital camera  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||number3||06-08-2003||08:11 AM||||Hey you asked? I am not sure why you asked but you may have your reasons. Plus that is my desktop photo and I didn't have to go far to get it.<br /><br />Anyway, what about the hoses?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||06-08-2003||10:12 AM||||In the past, I have asked you to post pics of your setup for me coz I was lookimg for ideas, so dont get me wrong. I dont mind the pics at all. Its helpful coz f I miss one thing in a pic, I'll catch it th next time.<br /><br />I was driving thru the chevy dealer and they had a 2003 Avalanche that was all red with chrome rims etc, looked pretty good. I wondered if the black ones were the same or only a few colors came that way. Also, I liked the WBC package which looked simpler and I would definitely buy  just for the utlity purpose of the truck.<br /><br />The hoses  - I may need a 45 or a 90. I am not sure. I am waiting on the FMIC now to see which I will need. I was just asking in advance if you could get some and mail to me, I can paypal you the cost + shipping. I'll let you know as soon as I am closer. If its a big deal, dont worry about it, I am sure you and Nate are super busy. <br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||Nate||06-08-2003||10:01 PM||||Email me offline, Push Start, I have a couple sitting here.  ;-)||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||06-09-2003||12:35 AM||||I think you should change before you pick up the girls.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||number3||06-22-2003||03:09 PM||||<a href="http://bakerprecision.com/purosil2.htm" target="_blank">http://bakerprecision.com/purosil2.htm</a><br /><br />Happened upon this today...||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||06-22-2003||06:57 PM||||finally, their site is up again...Thanks, Harry!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002264.cgi
A||||0||DookGVR4||Good whiteline/suspension read   GVR4 content||||1||||DookGVR4||00000632
Z||000000||DookGVR4||06-04-2003||01:40 PM||dook@adelphia.net||found this the other nite while doing some looking around for suspension goodies.<br /><br />Adobe file..<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au/docs/articles/AS_susp_02_0213.pdf" target="_blank">whiteline suspension article</a>||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes



ubb/Forum3/002265.cgi
A||||2||msaskin||yay for lo-tek!||||1||||msaskin||00001429
Z||000000||msaskin||06-04-2003||05:52 PM||matt@saskin.net||Well, my dual gauge a-pillar arrived from Lo-tek today and I have to say the quality is amazing, especially for the price.<br /><br />Although it does just look like they took a 52mm pod and used a hole-saw to trim out to 60mm (there was some left over plastic that had to be filed down), i don't blame them...that's what I would do to eliminate having to stock both types of pods.<br /><br />Now I'm just waiting for my gauges and turbo timer to arrive...then the fun (and being broke from mods) begins  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||06-04-2003||06:41 PM||||how can it be ok to have a turbo timer in a 5 speed but not have an automaticstarter???? some shop told me they don't recommend autostart on manuals... what does everyone think?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||06-04-2003||07:51 PM||||Most newer cars you have to depress the clutch to start them. Bypassing that isnt a good Idea  (on the newer cars) because some people leave their car in gear when they park( without the ebrake). If you do that & go to start the car, you know what will happen.<br /> Even on the cars that dont have that they leave them in gear( without the ebrake). Why keep it in gear? I dont know, but some people do.<br /><br /><br />**Sorry for hijacking the thread**||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/002266.cgi
A||||3||chucklesas||Anyone have a Nomad Jukebox?||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||06-04-2003||08:29 PM||||I accidently broke my friends 10GB Jukebox(fell off the desk). So now the harddrive is no good... but, I can fix it and upgrade it to a 40GB harddrive for about $100, the only problem is, I need the original file formatting of the original harddrive to copy over to the new drive.  So if anyone is willing to make an exact copy of their jukebox harddrive, I would appeciate it.  I found info on how to do it  <a href="http://www17.tomshardware.com/mobile/20001110/mp3-13.html" target="_blank">here</a>  and have been able to find harddrives for really cheap at pricewatch.com.  So all I would need are those files.||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||06-04-2003||09:23 PM||||Nevermind, I'm just going to buy one off ebay and use it for my needs...||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||06-04-2003||11:40 PM||||I think i have a Nomad 6gb laying around here some where.  I don't use it anymore.  I'll sell if u want it.||216.175.105.104||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||06-05-2003||06:33 AM||||I'll buy it if it isn't too much.||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum3/002267.cgi
A||||4||hecdws||mitsubishi shootout ||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||06-04-2003||08:39 PM||hecdws@aol.com||any one going to englishtown(NJ) this saturday gates open at 9am eliminations at 1pm.<br />hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||number3||06-05-2003||07:12 AM||||...IF IT WOULD STOP RAINING ALREADY!!!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Ant||06-05-2003||08:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> any one going to englishtown(NJ) this saturday gates open at 9am eliminations at 1pm.<br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's not this saturday, it's the 14th, which would be the following saturday.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||06-05-2003||10:54 AM||||Damn Im going to NJ this weekend||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000004||hecdws||06-05-2003||06:27 PM||||damn sorry guys its next saturday june 14th.i plan on being there and hopefully drag the galant.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum3/002268.cgi
A||||15||starwrist||Just watched half of 2Fast2Bullshit||||1||||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||06-05-2003||01:08 AM||starwrist@hotmail.com||.......<br /><br />I know a few people that work at the local theater here (Carmike 8), and they called me up asking if I'd want to see that movie with those cars and stuff. Sure why not, it's free.<br /><br /><br />Halfway through, they cut the movie off. Apparently some kids thought it would be cool to smoke some dope in the theater. Damn kids always ruining everyone's fun.<br /><br />Anyway...first impressions, the movie is utter crap. But not so much as the first one. At least the opening race consists of a Skyline, Supra, S2000, and RX-7. As oppossed to the first's Civic, Integra, RX-7, and Eclipse.<br /><br />I will say this though, I had no clue that the EVO VIII was as fast in reverse as the Spyder GT-S was in 4th...&lt;/sarcasm&gt;||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||06-05-2003||06:45 AM||||If I am not mistaken I think it is an EVO VII.||68.76.178.89||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||06-05-2003||07:09 AM||||It actually does have a whole gear setup for reverse. Its totally geared for racing, and going forward is geared for cruising. TRUE STORY!||151.197.216.225||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||06-05-2003||08:08 AM||||Paul Walker has plans for a racing team.  And his skills have improved so much that after pleeding with the director John Singleton (Boyz in the Hood) he was finally allowed to acctually perform the incredibly difficult "hand brake-ultra dramatic-slide-to-a-stop" manuver you see at the end of the first race.  Wow.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     <br /><br />Tyrese would'nt drive the Eclipse unless it had 20's.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <br /><br /><br />Now let me see if I got this straight:<br /><br />Paul Walker + Some driving/racing exprience = Slowest car.<br />Devon Aoki (Suki) + No driver's license and No expirence = Fastest car.<br /><br />I tell ya, John's got his priorities straight.  Dispite all this nonsense.  They did get rid of Ja Rule (Punk) and Vin Deez-full-of-himself.  That and the fact that the cars are acctually hooked up this time (which makes them slower).  I think it'll be better than the first, and I'll probably watch it.  Anyone know of plans for a more realalistic "street racing" movie?||65.165.18.95||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||mitsuvr4||06-05-2003||10:15 AM||||Here's a movie coming out that deals with REAL speed and courage.<br /><br />It's called "Faster" and it's a documentary based on MotoGP motorcycle road racing.<br /><br />Some of the footage in this trailer is NUTS!!  No special effects, just pure adrenaline.<br /><br /><a href="http://images.motograndprix.com/multimedia2/219/219200.wmv" target="_blank">http://images.motograndprix.com/multimedia2/219/219200.wmv</a><br /><br />Enjoy,<br />Karl<br />The Galant is my slow vehicle...next to my cycles  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||134.29.242.206||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||06-05-2003||02:32 PM||||i have to say, that faster movie looks pretty cool.  i've actually seen that wheelie at the end before. <br /><br />the footage towards the end is BAD ASS. especiall on slide where he pops the wheel up at the end. thats style.<br /><br />"at the end of the day it seems more tame" haha, you're joking right?||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||06-05-2003||04:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> especiall on slide where he pops the wheel up at the end. thats style. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Acctually that's a last resort.  He was about to lose it in the turn.  When they power through the wheel comes up, even if your full lean.  Stylish? Maybe.  Skillful?  Yeah that too.  Dangerous?  You bet your ass it is.  I've seen the "past 12 o'clock wheelie" too.  I wonder if their going to put the footage of the guy coming completely off the bike, hitting his head on the front tire, then getting down on his knees and finnally back on the bike, all before the next turn.||65.165.18.232||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||06-05-2003||05:09 PM||||they did tests on all the cars in the current sport compact car. The supra has a single turbo conversion and ran only mid 14's. Supercharged s-2000 ran 13.9..............pretty sad.||12.251.226.141||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||06-06-2003||09:07 AM||||Saw the movie last night.  Other than the fake race scene(s), I think the movie was actually a bit better than the first one.  Still not enough of the cars shown (even less than the 1st one), but a couple cool muscle cars like the Yenko Camaro.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||06-06-2003||04:20 PM||||sorry to say it but thats not a real Yenko.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000010||silly4turbo||06-07-2003||02:14 PM||||saw the movie last night... really lame...<br />the car stuff was cool...but as the movie went along, the car stuff got less and less...<br /><br />if you haven't seen it ... don't bother till it's out for rental||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000011||Vr4in'||06-07-2003||02:31 PM||||I saw the movie...it wasnt that bad actually.like you guys said the car scenes were a little lame.the movie wasnt all cars like the first one.the car scenes were a little fishy.the movie though wasnt bad,like what is was about.id probably watch it again.it wasnt bad.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000012||hibrn8||06-07-2003||11:11 PM||||yeh wwasnt as shitty as i heard. Tyrese was hilarious in the movie though. I had a laugh a few times. <br /><br />Was that a 57678473 mile race in the beginning or what?||12.211.165.5||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000013||josh91vr4||06-07-2003||11:21 PM||||My Question is: How many Cops actually know a Nissan Skyline when they see them? <br />Other than that, the chicks were hot. I'd take that Bimmer Chick over most of them though. Also, if that dude from the first race wrecked his car in the billboard, how did he get it fixed in time to drive it by the end of the movie?||24.56.210.121||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||06-07-2003||11:21 PM||||Personally, I thought the first one was much MUCH better.<br /><br />- script was poorly written<br />- storyline was weak (seemed like a cut and paste job)<br />- acting was patheric (Esp Paul walker and Suki chic)<br />- special effects were horrible <br />- sound too was bad (evo sounded like a Integra type-r in vtec and the spyder sounded like a shitbox)<br />- John SIngleton has hit rock bottom with this.<br /><br />I could swear my girlfriend and I were about the oldest people there. The kids were annoying. <br /><br />Tyrese was funny, that just about saved the movie.<br /><br />I would not recommend this to anyone. I wouldnt advise renting it either. Borrow it from the idiot that buys it. Else, watch it at the $1 theater. Thats about all its worth.<br /><br />I thought the transporter was bad when I went and saw it, Now I know I have seen worse. I should have listened to the woman and gone to see "Finding Nemo" instead.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||06-09-2003||12:51 AM||||Wow, I *just* watched the Transporter on pay-per-view.  I thought it was decent.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002269.cgi
A||||10||blacksheep||I wish they made this for a gvr4...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-05-2003||11:41 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Thats freakin nice....Too bad its for the POS Lancer....<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33646&item=2417782916" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33646&item=2417782916</a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||06-05-2003||12:02 PM||||Aw, come on KC...you don't think you could make that fit your car?  I bet you could with a little ingenuity.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-05-2003||12:05 PM||||With the help of carbontrix I could, but they said they are too busy to help me out...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> . I try to cover the bases.<br /><br />The middle blade will need extended out, but doing it in real CF is harder than a fiberglass job...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||06-05-2003||12:06 PM||||Thanks kc ill get that for my Lancer ls    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-05-2003||12:18 PM||||Tell me where you live and hope your insurance deductible is at $100  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||06-05-2003||02:22 PM||||i think if it were on our cars it would look a lot nicer if it was cut down so that it wasn't so high <br /><br />like cut right under the bends on the side but that it sits a little an angle likt the stock one<br /><br />so that it angles back like this / but then goes up<br /><br />anyway||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||06-05-2003||02:41 PM||||Actually, we high a much higher rear roofline. the taller wing would look more proportionate, I think.  When the wing is as tall as a roof (imagine supra style wing on a delsol) then, it looks odd. The gvr4 roof is as tall as a WRX's roof, the evo is shorter, I think.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||06-05-2003||09:10 PM||||I believe the Nissan Skyline spoilers fit on our.Those are real nice.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||06-05-2003||09:37 PM||||Find one, make it fit and make a vfaq. actually, find 2, one for me as well...<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||06-05-2003||09:46 PM||||Check out the wing on this one.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/sato/sato.html" target="_blank">http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/sato/sato.html</a><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/sato/sato_e3.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/sato/sato_e6.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/sato/sato_02.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||Telecaster||06-05-2003||11:33 PM||||<img src="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/sato/sato_e5.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Is that electrical tape?||216.175.99.123||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes



ubb/Forum3/002270.cgi
A||||8||blacksheep||Cheap site for slim fans ???||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-05-2003||12:23 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I did searches and couldnt find the discussion started by James Basuel and Harry about what fan to select and use? anyway have links or more info?<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||06-05-2003||01:07 PM||||Aww, I thought you were looking for Slim Whitman information.<br /><br /><br />Was it Spal fans?||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-05-2003||01:10 PM||||David<br /><br />You forgot our age difference....for me it would be slim shady fans, I dunno who that other guy is....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Yeah, spal fans. I would like to know what to use on the passengers side puller and a teeny one for me FMIC  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||06-05-2003||01:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> David<br /><br />You forgot our age difference....for me it would be slim shady fans, I dunno who that other guy is....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />Yeah, spal fans. I would like to know what to use on the passengers side puller and a teeny one for me FMIC   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The SPAL high flow 13" fan rocks, I have it on the PS side of my radiator.  Pulls massive CFM and cost me about $125-150 from IRC back when I bought it.  I wired it up with the stock resistor pack so it still has 2 speeds.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-05-2003||01:21 PM||||so, the 13" is good enough for the radiator, aye?<br /><br />I plan on running a 6.5" on the FMIC to pull some more thru it...<br /><br />Thanks, Howard!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||CKA||06-05-2003||02:55 PM||||Check out JayCorp under their cooling section.  They have a bunch of different SPAL fans for sale, don't know how good their prices are compared to others though.<br /><a href="http://jaycorptech.com/" target="_blank">http://jaycorptech.com/</a>||66.84.245.235||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000006||DarkDevilMMM||06-05-2003||03:11 PM||||I know this might sound very stupid, but jst want to make sure, we need a pull type right? I know u guys are laughing........<br />oh and will a 14" one work also? anyone? coz I was looking at the perma-cool flex master 14" cutting finger fan, it cost somewhat similar but it pulls 2950 CFM compare to spal 13" 1710 CFM.... so if anyone know if 14" will work???||64.165.68.147||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||06-05-2003||03:34 PM||||depends on your setup, bro. Pull or push, upto you, I would go push to give room in the engine bay, but they dont work as good as pull from what I have read.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||number3||06-05-2003||05:27 PM||||Call <a href="http://www.racerpartswholesale.com" target="_blank">http://www.racerpartswholesale.com</a> they will match JayCorp prices and they stock them. <br /><br />I buy all my fans / etc. there.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002271.cgi
A||||0||turbophein||90 gsx on ebay||||1||||turbophein||00001655
Z||000000||turbophein||06-05-2003||05:06 PM||mfernandes52283@yahoo.com||just thought someone would like to know!<br /><br /><a href="http://tinyurl.com/dl13" target="_blank">http://tinyurl.com/dl13</a>||24.91.240.164||reg||1||turbophein||00001655||yes



ubb/Forum3/002272.cgi
A||||8||ken inn||the brake line question-again||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||06-05-2003||07:10 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||ok, i have searched, and some say the lines on the galant are the same as t/e/l, some say they are different.  who has what brand, and anyone have fitment problems?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||06-05-2003||07:11 PM||||If they are the same, are the front lines identical to 2G?||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-05-2003||07:43 PM||||Ken<br /><br />As far as I know from Steve Burkey, the rears are longer on the gvr4. He bought a set from RRE, I think. Hopefully, he will chime in here soon.<br /><br />PS - you do mean stainless steel brake lines, right?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||06-05-2003||08:17 PM||||I bought a set from RRE - specified that it was for a GVR4, they sent me a set, they weren't quite the same length of the stockers, but they fit fine, and i haven't ripped them apart yet by driving  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Rob @ Mofugas might have better info, he did the install (God only knows what would happen if i tried to do it myself)||24.56.210.121||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||06-05-2003||09:49 PM||||the rears for mine did not work rre never e mailed me back ,ill have to figur out some way to get them to fix em up .,||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||06-05-2003||10:41 PM||||Do a search. Seems like multiple people from the board were using the RRE set with no problems. Seems a cheaper and better option than the Goodridge lines, or other brands...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||06-05-2003||10:43 PM||||My stainless brake lines from RRE are definitely longer than stock TEL lines, I compared them with a set and they were significantly longer.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||06-06-2003||08:30 AM||||I used RRE.  Mofugas used to sell TechnaFit.  I felt some of the RRE lines (I think the lower fron and rear seemed a bit short, but that was at full susp droop on the jack stands.  I had a set of TEL rubber stock lines and my GVR4 stock lines around while doing this, and I really couldn't see a huge difference between them.  Course, I might have gotten them mixed up over time...||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||06-06-2003||12:14 PM||||Ken,<br />When I check in CAP's, both the GVR-4 and the AWD DSM's cross to the same new part numbers for the rear: MR129752 and MR129755. I just picked one of each up this morning, and they fit perfect! I'm back on the road (safely) again. One thing different: the new outer line had that wire sping support on it, my original didn't, only the inner did.<br />I also have a full set of RRE steel braided lines and Motul 600 coming. Cory at RRE assured me that they do have the lines made a little longer to fit GVR-4's. We'll see.......||68.158.105.14||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/002273.cgi
A||||1||mromik||Does anybody know||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-06-2003||02:12 AM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Links to sites about converting gasoline cars to LPG.<br /><br />Sorry for offtopic/||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-06-2003||05:43 PM||||<a href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&ie=ISO-8859-1&q=propane+conversion+automobile+%22how+to%22" target="_blank">http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&ie=ISO-8859-1&q=propane+conversion+automobile+%22how+to%22</a><br /><br />(i.e. go to <a href="http://www.google.com" target="_blank">Google.com</a> and enter:&nbsp; propane conversion "how to"  &nbsp; into the search box.  Use quotes around how-to otherwise it will ignore them.  (common words)||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002274.cgi
A||||15||blacksheep||I would love to have this garage....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-06-2003||11:47 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||This must be Mofugas Rob's garage, I think. <br /><br />I am so jealous...<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=523" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=523&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||06-06-2003||12:06 PM||||I know, I printed the picture out, and took it home to my wife. When we built our house, I used scissor trusses to make a room above the garage. But after seeing that picture, I told her part of it should have been walled off so I could have installed a lift like that! Sweeeet!||68.158.105.14||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||06-06-2003||12:08 PM||||i wish i could afford a lift like that! damn.||64.107.9.72||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||06-06-2003||12:09 PM||||anyone have more info on this stuff? i'd like to eventually install a small lift. our garage has 10 ft ceilings, but at the top,i suppose i could make room for a lift. i just dont know what the max height is, or needed, for a lift.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-06-2003||12:33 PM||||Nick<br /><br /><a href="http://www.eagleequip.com/products/lifts/premium_two_post/tpo10a.htm" target="_blank">http://www.eagleequip.com/products/lifts/premium_two_post/tpo10a.htm</a><br /><br />I have had this bookmarked for a while. Looks like Rob's actually||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||06-06-2003||02:46 PM||||Sorry, but <a href="http://www.ultimategarage.com/UltGar2x.htm" target="_blank">THIS</a> is the ultimate garage, hands down!<br /><br />There used to be a link with frame by frame work done to make this garage, but if you read up it says the bandwidth was killing him.  But the idea of that garage is that as awesome as it looks on the outside, it's just as awesome inside.<br />- self-contained septic system just for the garage (enormous tank buried next to the garage)<br />- running water, gas heat/utilities<br />- radiated heat concrete floor (if I remember right)<br />- fancy epoxy painted concrete floor<br />- two big lifts (shipped from Italy) under very high ceiling<br />- big dollar air filtration system with quiet operation<br /><br />and plenty more that I'm leaving out because I forget.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||06-06-2003||02:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Sorry, but <a href="http://www.ultimategarage.com/UltGar2x.htm" target="_blank">THIS</a> is the ultimate garage, hands down! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's Ken's friend.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||06-06-2003||03:02 PM||||2,700.... you can 'lease to own' too. not that bad at all.... just gotta wait a year or so, hot tub has priority now.<br /><br />i saw the ultimate garage site, that was something out of a tim allen dream, damn. if i had a garage like that, i'd prolly put my bed in there. after all, it has everything else you'd need.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||06-06-2003||06:11 PM||||Yeah, a few on here could afford something like the ultimate garage.<br /><br />The other 96% of us on here like me and Nick can just hope to own that eagle lift.<br /><br />Nick - the lease to own option seems to only be for businesses, I looked at the forms that need to be sent in  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||06-06-2003||08:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Sorry, but <a href="http://www.ultimategarage.com/UltGar2x.htm" target="_blank">THIS</a> is the ultimate garage, hands down!<br /><br />There used to be a link with frame by frame work done to make this garage, but if you read up it says the bandwidth was killing him.  But the idea of that garage is that as awesome as it looks on the outside, it's just as awesome inside.<br />- self-contained septic system just for the garage (enormous tank buried next to the garage)<br />- running water, gas heat/utilities<br />- radiated heat concrete floor (if I remember right)<br />- fancy epoxy painted concrete floor<br />- two big lifts (shipped from Italy) under very high ceiling<br />- big dollar air filtration system with quiet operation<br /><br />and plenty more that I'm leaving out because I forget.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what you forgot-4wd chassis dyno,PLUS 40k worth of equipment where he can simulate temperature, humidity, altitude, etc.  he says he gets 150k hits on this site EVERY DAY.  BUT, sadly, he says he knows of another guy building an UNDERGROUND garage, 4 levels, he flew in a couple guys from italy just to lay the MARBLE.  each level is costing a HALF A MIL.  sheesh.  this is what happens when you dont have kids.  you go out and buy toys.  then, you build these outrageous places to PUT those toys.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||06-06-2003||08:39 PM||||[/QUOTE]  sheesh.  this is what happens when you dont have kids.  you go out and buy toys.  then, you build these outrageous places to PUT those toys. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />That's it. My decision has been made. I don't have any kids now and I'm not gonna....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||06-06-2003||11:44 PM||||my girl told me that when we get a house and have a garage I can put a lift in it... She said yeah think of all the money you will save on oil changes and tire rotations and so on... she has a point but I am just gonna get it to work on the cars!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||Oztek||06-06-2003||11:53 PM||||heheh....I've spilled much fluid on that floor.<br /><br />You can just see the my engine on the right side of the picture...<br /><br />Hmmm....it's still right around the same place today.||68.21.36.105||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000013||Vr4in'||06-07-2003||01:04 AM||||i have a couple lifts for sale 800$ each if anybody needs them....includes pump and everything just need a lift person to hook it up.||65.32.218.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000014||number3||06-07-2003||09:53 AM||||Rob needs more light in that place...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Lifts are cheap, it the building to contain one that gets expensive. I have keys to a local garage with lifts that I can use anytime they are empty.  Not near as nice as having your own like Rob does but it does help out alot.<br /><br />My next house will have a bigger kitchen, bathroom, garage with a lift and a sound room above it.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||06-07-2003||12:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><br />My next house will have a bigger kitchen, bathroom, garage with a lift and a sound room above it.<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got dibs on the "old" house!  Hell, Nate can still live there if my wife will allow it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002275.cgi
A||||7||ayvr4||Wisconsin People||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||06-06-2003||02:03 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Anyone around Wisconsin want to work on the Vr-4 with me? I got some new stuff I plan on putting in myself, but I would love to have someone who has or knows about Vr-4s around to help or just hang out and give me pointers.<br />this is what I am doing:<br />-New ACT 2600 clutch<br />-3in Downpipe<br />-Manual boost controller<br />-Taking my air box off<br />-IC sprayer<br />-Rewire my fuel pump<br /><br />Let me know!<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||06-06-2003||03:06 PM||||there's vr4's in wisc???||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||06-06-2003||04:16 PM||||Yeah yeah,<br />Is DAT DARE so hard to believe HAY?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||06-07-2003||12:45 AM||||Youse needa hook up wit Ducktape, aina?  He lives up dere by Sheboygan in Plymit.<br /><br />Have a beer and a brat for me too.<br />(Former Wisconsin boy for 24 years)||204.246.220.205||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||06-07-2003||02:45 AM||||Where in Wisconsin do you live?  If your not over acouple of hours from me, I'll help you.||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||06-09-2003||03:12 PM||||I live in waukesha, but my galant is in milwaukee.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||06-10-2003||01:54 AM||||Email me I can help... I live in Plymouth, about 45min. or so from you. This weekend we maybe having a get together, bring it up- it can get some work done on it this weekend.<br />Later, <br />Rob||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||06-10-2003||02:08 AM||||This weekend is no good for me.  I have to go to Washington DC for about a week so if you need after the 4th I can help with whatever you have left.||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum3/002276.cgi
A||||3||raceman77||drove my other car today||||14||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||06-06-2003||04:54 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||well since l got the Gvr4 it`s got most of the attention around here and l`ve been neglecting the other cool rides.l`ve been telling people how fast the Galant is,how trick,etc what my plans are,blah blah you know what l mean,we all do it with the toy of the moment.Well l took out my 911 this afternoon and l`d forgotten how fast it is.lnstant throttle response is something l forgot about,and the ride is race car hard(because it`s a race car).l got a little carried away with the Porsche and l vowed l wouldn`t let that happen again,l could have bought a small house in Albuqurque(shitbox) for what l have into it...l won`t do that with the Galant though...l set my limit for mods on the price of a trailer home  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||14||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-06-2003||05:33 PM||||Rick, seriously man, <b>sell the Porsche</b>.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||06-06-2003||05:47 PM||||yah, my company sells the crap out of parts for porsche, the markup is amazing.  i just sold a caliper(rf) for an 82 911, list is like 501.86, sold it for 207.31.  makes me want to switch from bmw parts to porsche parts.  when i was in the shop, we had a 930 come in for service.  to service a 930 motor, you gotta drop it from the chassis.  labor on the r&r on the motor is 4 hrs, the tech who was working on it had it out in less than 20 min.  did the service, and had it back in the car and running in 2 hrs.  got paid for 6 hrs labor.  not bad.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Martin Chilcote||06-07-2003||09:42 AM||||Rick,<br /><br />I like 911s, post a small pic or 2, why dontcha.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||66.139.166.19||reg||6||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum3/002277.cgi
A||||18||ken inn||bmw owners are just.......ummmm??||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||06-06-2003||05:38 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://www.rand0m.org/images/bimmer/" target="_blank">http://www.rand0m.org/images/bimmer/</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||06-06-2003||05:45 PM||||Damn...sometimes I wish my wife looked like that, then I realize I'd have a wife that's probably as high maintenance as my cars  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />nice eye candy though - oh, and the cars weren't too bad either  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.177||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||06-06-2003||06:43 PM||||There were cars on that link???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <br />ummmmmm... yeah.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||06-06-2003||07:40 PM||||yummy||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||06-06-2003||08:45 PM||||thanks ken that made my day||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||06-06-2003||10:08 PM||||Nice and playfull!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||06-06-2003||11:38 PM||||so thats what goes on in the Inn household!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||starwrist||06-07-2003||12:54 PM||||I gotta go to the bathroom....||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000008||14bCrazy||06-07-2003||01:32 PM||||So where's the hot babe on the hood of the Galant?<br />What aren't VR4's sexy enough.||206.215.11.54||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000009||josh91vr4||06-07-2003||01:50 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=524" alt=" - " /><br />Much Better  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.210.121||reg||7||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000010||#1459 VR-4||06-07-2003||02:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Josh B:<br /><strong>Much Better   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL<br /><br />I was going to do the same thing, but you beat me to it.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000011||henrok||06-07-2003||05:23 PM||||Daammmmnnnnn .... that is one hotty.  like that sign thing with the vr4. lol||64.12.96.102||reg||14||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000012||markrieb||06-07-2003||06:59 PM||||Didn't NABR or one of those other boards do a Ho' on the Hood contest a year or so ago?<br /><br />As I recall, there were no GVR-4's but lots of nice 1g and 2g T/E/L's with scantily clad women.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.228.42||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000013||a_santos||06-08-2003||12:29 AM||||Very good idea. "Ho on the Vr4 Hood" contest. <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> Didn't NABR or one of those other boards do a Ho' on the Hood contest a year or so ago?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />As I recall, there were no GVR-4's but lots of nice 1g and 2g T/E/L's with scantily clad women.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||14||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||06-09-2003||12:48 AM||||*speachless*||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||slvrblt||06-09-2003||06:45 PM||||Nice||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000016||GVR1643||06-10-2003||02:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> Didn't NABR or one of those other boards do a Ho' on the Hood contest a year or so ago?<br /><br />As I recall, there were no GVR-4's but lots of nice 1g and 2g T/E/L's with scantily clad women.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, supposed to be doing one this year too.  I haven't paid much attention to it.  If I asked my wife do something for a "ho on the hood" contest, she'd probably beat me like that one vid of the large black lady beating that guy down!<br /><br />BUT, if any of you have nice looking, scantily clad women you want to put on a VR4 hood...send them over.  Mine already has some minor hail damange, so I don't care if they actully get all over the hood (think Twany Kittaen sp? from the old white snake vids)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.83||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000017||deltron79||06-11-2003||01:43 AM||||very nice to see some good stuff on other forums... first thing i hit up and damn... very nice... i like your guys's style||68.5.231.21||reg||1||deltron79||00001695||yes
Z||000018||Louters91GVR4||06-11-2003||11:20 AM||||Very interesting, and inviting.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes



ubb/Forum3/002278.cgi
A||||4||henrok||whats all this oil?||||1||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-06-2003||06:43 PM||alvihen@aol.com||yesterday i was coming home on my injured 92 galant which needs a head job ( i assume) and this new mustang pulls up next to me on the highway. next he looks at me and starts to speed and slow. so i take it he wants to race.  Me, not trying to hurt my galant anymore than it already is i hit the gas slowly.  next thing u know i look at my turbo guage and it reads 16 psi.  how the hell is a car with minor mods gonna make that much boost?  i have a k&n open filter, open no cat 2.5 turbo pipe and muffler and a boost guage. thats it. does anyone know what determines that the amount of boost? i thought stock, these cars made only 12psi on a 14b.  any ways, next thing u know the guy on the mustang is behind me like ten cars.  i was pumped until i saw some oil on my windshield. damn, i dont know what happened but when i opened the hood i saw oil by the spark plug wires. any one know what couldve happened. damn i thought a hurt galant couldnt do 130mph that fast. lol. now im scared to drive it since i think i fucked something up. this morning i turned it on and it all seemed ok.  should i drive it? i need to get a rebuild on it so i can further mod it. any suggestions people. thanks||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||199of2k||06-06-2003||08:38 PM||||Dipstick?||68.9.135.149||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||06-06-2003||09:31 PM||||how much oil are we talking about? on the windshield?<br />you said you were hitting 16lbs, as in a spike?<br /><br />check the dipstick just because its easy.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||henrok||06-06-2003||11:32 PM||||yes i just checked the dipstick and it seems loose. now i turned it on and looked for any abnormality and i saw smoke coming from the area where the exhaust manifold is. the manifold is stock. now let me ask a question. how would i know if the head is cracked?   <br />would i need to remove it to check it? because that smoke was there before, but now it seems greater.  oh and the car seems to go up to 15 psi when i push it then it goes down (not sure) to thirteen or fourteens psi. maybe it was the dipstick but i do see a spot of oil below where i parked the car.  oh well, guess id have to check it on sunday more carefully. hey is there a way i can clean the engine and add that ultraviolet stuff to the oil and see where the oil is coming from?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||henrok||06-06-2003||11:34 PM||||the amount of oil wasnt alot just around a cup  of oil (about eight ounces all together)||205.188.208.166||reg||12||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum3/002279.cgi
A||||8||turbowop||damn crank pulley||||11||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||06-07-2003||01:20 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Went drag racing tonight. Took one pass and heard some crap under the hood. After looking things over it turns out the crank pulley has begun to separate. Because of this the AC belt slipped off towards the timing belt cover and sliced a nice big hole in it (the cover). Luckily there was no damage to the timing belt itself. Has anyone tried the Buschur harmonic underdrive pulley? I may just get one of those to replace this stupid thing. This is my second one. I'm just happy there wasn't any major damage done.||68.119.13.32||reg||11||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||06-07-2003||05:09 PM||||Whoa.....it was a closer call than I thought. Looks like I'm in the market for a new timing belt cover. I got another crank pulley from a friend to put on for now to get the car back on the road. The damage:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=525" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=525&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||06-07-2003||05:51 PM||||I'm sure you did already, but turn the crank by hand and check every inch of that timing belt.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||06-07-2003||06:15 PM||||yo, mark, make damn sure you can account for the missing pieces, too.  some can still be inside, waiting for the right time to jam the timing belt.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||06-07-2003||06:39 PM||||Yup...I checked the whole belt out inch by inch. I also made sure I got all the chunks of cover out of there and trimmed any pieces of it that were still hanging.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||06-09-2003||07:00 PM||||Wow! man , im glad it didnt fully detonate .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||curtis||06-09-2003||11:19 PM||||Ive got an unortidox racing underdive In weights 15 oz compaired to the 6 pound stock unit. the only mod that has to be done is to install a 12 point nut on the oil pump/balance shaft and to trim out the cover because the ac mount on the Galant is in a different location than a talon and the ac belt will rub on the nut. It was a seat off the pants difference.||67.25.33.65||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||06-09-2003||11:53 PM||||I guess this needs posting again:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dinanbmw.com/html/danger_of_power_pulleys.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dinanbmw.com/html/danger_of_power_pulleys.htm</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||06-10-2003||09:40 AM||||Yup, you couldn't pay me to put an undampened crank pulley on our cars.  Not worth the risk.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002280.cgi
A||||13||Matt Freeman||Almost a Race||||1||||Matt Freeman||00000101
Z||000000||Matt Freeman||06-07-2003||04:46 AM||mattfree99@yahoo.com||I was following a New Dodge Hemi truck this afternoon. We were driving down a street with a 30 mph limit. He wanted to go 25, after a mile of this the street went to one way. At the light just before it went to a one way street there were two lanes for about a 100 yards. So I pulled up to him in the lane that was going to end. This old fart took off before the light even changed. He was half a car length in front of me when it went green. Since I'm still learning how to abuse the clutch, I started easy then double clutched. I think we were dead even as I shifted in second. I just stayed on it till shifted to third. Then look in the mirror. He must off got to 25 again and held it there because he was about a 100 yards behind me. Oh well my son was impressed.||63.227.103.163||reg||1||Matt Freeman||00000101||yes
Z||000001||1101||06-07-2003||01:07 PM||||I just have to ask. Why would you want to double clutch when upshifting? What do you call a double clutch?<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||06-07-2003||01:20 PM||||i was going to ask a question around the same as just asked in the previous post.<br /><br />i think that term is used far to much and that it doesn't really mean a damn thing anymore. at least its that way to me. i've been told that its two different things, it kind of makes things more confusing||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||06-07-2003||01:23 PM||||I think he should have said speed shifted.||206.215.11.54||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||06-07-2003||01:33 PM||||My $.02 (But you might get change back):<br />I believe "Double-Clutching" Was from really old cars, before they made synchro gears - You had to push the clutch in, put it in neutral, then let it out, then push it in again, and shift to the next gear. This was done to match the speed of the gears & the flywheel or whatever, to keep gears from grinding. On modern manual transmissions, they have synchros, which automatically match the speeds so double clutching is not necessary.<br />Speed shifting is just popping off the gas for a split second to take the pressure off the drivetrain just long enough to allow you to shift. On a racing/double synchro trans, it might work ok. On a stock trans, you can probably do it a few times before you break something. It is fun, though. (Keep in mind, a nut flew off my transmission and ate a hole in the side of it)<br />Cheers~||24.56.210.121||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||06-07-2003||01:56 PM||||Or you can just get keydiver's clutch cut and speed shift without breaking anything.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||06-07-2003||09:14 PM||||Yeah, you don't double clutch when accelerating.  It's for when you're slowing down so you can match revs for the next gear.  And yes, it was mostly done on older cars, and also modern race cars that have no synchros.  But it's pointless on cars with synchros because you can revmatch with just the clutch in right before you downshift, and also you can heel-toe if you're doing it while braking.<br /><br />That guy in the dodge sounds like a jerk though.  He started to go on a red light to get a jump on you, even though he intended on going 25 still.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000007||turbophein||06-08-2003||07:16 PM||||well not really sur eabout double clutching but in my talon (with a boost leak) if i start off in first gear at a light and someone unexpectedly takes off on me, i'll put the clutch in with the gas to the floor for a quick second and release it real quick just to get that extra boost, i'll do it twice if not succesful, its just a clutch (act 2600), plus i love the sound, almost like doing a wheelie on a bike using the clutch, lol||24.91.240.164||reg||1||turbophein||00001655||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||06-08-2003||08:05 PM||||you blew the welds on your intake manifolds cause you were granny shifting and not double clutching, or somethign like that! LOL Still havent seen the sequel!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||Pappy||06-08-2003||10:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> you blew the welds on your intake manifolds cause you were granny shifting and not double clutching, or somethign like that! LOL Still havent seen the sequel! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And when there was danger to the intake manifold... the floor fell off!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||06-09-2003||12:32 AM||||I have to double clutch to get into reverse sometimes, neither accelerating or decelerating -- so THERE.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||VTGVR4||06-09-2003||09:45 AM||||you need to dress up like the redneck in the commerical and say the lines, too. "that thing got a hemi? this thing will smoke ya hemi"  etc||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000012||GVR1643||06-09-2003||09:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Josh B:<br /><strong> My $.02 (But you might get change back):<br />I believe "Double-Clutching" Was from really old cars, before they made synchro gears - You had to push the clutch in, put it in neutral, then let it out, then push it in again, and shift to the next gear. This was done to match the speed of the gears & the flywheel or whatever, to keep gears from grinding. On modern manual transmissions, they have synchros, which automatically match the speeds so double clutching is not necessary.<br />Speed shifting is just popping off the gas for a split second to take the pressure off the drivetrain just long enough to allow you to shift. On a racing/double synchro trans, it might work ok. On a stock trans, you can probably do it a few times before you break something. It is fun, though. (Keep in mind, a nut flew off my transmission and ate a hole in the side of it)<br />Cheers~ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actual "speed shifting" is: NOT letting off the gas when shifting...I've been doing it since the mid-70's (on motorcycles) wearing clutches and 2nd gears out in trannies.  Yeah, I'm old! <br />We just got rid of an old fire truck on my dept. that had to "double clutch" to shift up or down in the first couple of gears.  They called it a 5x2 tranny - whatever that really is.||167.142.21.243||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000013||Matt Freeman||06-09-2003||11:23 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   Maybe saying double clutch is not the right way to describe it. I started rolling holding the engine about 1500 rpm's then stepped on the clutch, revved the motor and then dumped the clutch.||63.227.101.200||reg||12||Matt Freeman||00000101||yes



ubb/Forum3/002281.cgi
A||||33||ken inn||what will they think of next?||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||06-07-2003||06:23 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||the wife and i were out driving today, and i see this late model C class mercedes at a stop, with the absolutely fugliest wheels i have EVER seen.  and on a mercedes, too.  they looked like highly chromed mashed pie plates, almost covering the entire wheel. REALLY shiny, i mean like mirrors.  so, we are at a stop, and i tell my wife to check out the fugly wheels, and the mercedes pulls up to us, and stops, BUT THE WHEELS ARE STILL SPINNING.  the outer part of the wheel is separate from the wheel itself, and is spinning like a pinwheel.  sheesh!  i would think a cop would give him a fugly ticket.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||06-07-2003||06:35 PM||||Hahahaha......those are the Sprewell's (sp?). I think those must be the gheyest wheels out there. Talk about bling. <b>BLING</b>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />BTW....I saw a knock off version of those yesterday. They were friggen hubcaps. I about died laughing.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||06-07-2003||07:54 PM||||Yeah, the first time I saw a set of those I was at a red light.  A truck pulled next to me and I caught something out of the corner of my eye.  I glanced over and saw his wheels spinning.  I Stomped my brakes because I thought I was rolling through the light!  I took me a minute to look all around and figure it was his wheels that were not right.||209.86.140.143||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||06-07-2003||08:09 PM||||Haha, these things have been around for a couple years now.<br /><br />I saw a set on a really beat up old Chevy truck, like an '85 or so.  Wheels probably cost more than the truck.  Five bucks says he stole them...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||06-07-2003||08:43 PM||||We sell them at my job... Ours aren't the "Sprewell" name but they are still spinners... you can buy the spinner rims or just the spinner bearing... the smallest spinner bearing we sell is 18" so you could buy whatever rim you want and chose the style of blade that spins and put it on your 18"+ rims.... they cost too much. I think $2000 for 4 x 18" spinner bearings... Picture buying the 22" rim spinners....||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||06-08-2003||12:26 AM||||Here in Detroit I see them almost every day. I don't even look twice know. As long as I don't see them on a Galant VR-4, I'll be OK.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||number3||06-08-2003||08:08 AM||||Ken,<br /><br />I said the same thing when I saw the "spinner" wheels and SEMA a couple years back. But because we all had to ask "what will they think up next", the following year the big thing in wheels was the LED craze. LED on the valves stems, then LEDS in the actual wheel spokes! <br /><br />Whats next? Clear lexan wheels that are lit with fiber optics?<br /><br />You never know and that is what make SEMA exciting, I guess.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||s_firestone||06-08-2003||10:18 AM||||I agree that they look ignorant because they are strictly bling bling.  <br /><br />Several years ago I though of a similar idea after seeing a Semi truck with a wheel mounted odometer.  I thought about possible ways to improve either performance, aerodynamics, or cooling of the brake rotors.<br /><br />Scenario 1:  wheel mounted mounted spring or hydraulic loaded flywheel allowing you to change the rotating mass of the wheel on the fly.  pull the weights in for acceleration and let them out for stored kinetic energy or rather inertia.  They could also have possible uses in assisting the brakes.  It is always desirable to use a direct property of physics than indirect.  The idea might also have uses for wheel stability and cornering due to the gyroscopic principle of centrepital force.<br /><br />Scenario 2:  Same bearing mounted design with a reduction gear similar to the type used in cordless screwdrivers but reversed for speed instead of torque.  Vanes are employed instead of bling bling.  The idea to turn the wheel into a high speed fan diverting air from under the car and exhausting it out the wheels.  At high speeds this might improve aerodynamics or increase the pressure drop under the car creating more downward force and stability.  Less air makes it under the car before being diverted by the wheels.  Might also have a slight affect on the cars profile and wake as percieved by the air it is passing through.<br /><br />Scenario 3:  Same design but instead of pushing air outward from the wheel reverse the flow and pull air in.  The effect would be to help cool the brake rotors as well as the exhaust system or engine bay if designed properly.  With a gear reducer being employed for speed instead of torque you could push quite a volume of air at the rotors, even at lower speeds after decelerating from high MPH.  It would be like having a high speed fan on each rotor all the time.  <br /><br />Not to mention it would also be great for chopping carrots or making julienne fries... then Ronco could market it!!! Bwahaahaahaa!<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 Galant VR-4 #918 of 1K<br /><br />Coffee = Caffiene saturated synthetic brain lube.||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||06-08-2003||10:19 AM||||More than one company makes "spinners", there was something on TV where they said they could make enough to sell them and that they are always on backorder becox of popularity. <br /><br />Thecahs money millionaries love them whel so much, they mention it in everyo one of their songs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||turbophein||06-08-2003||04:55 PM||||i for one think they look bad ass! my brother has 22" wheels on his 01' Denali XL and is thinking of getting the spinner option like mentioned above!  its bad to pull up to them at lights and seeing them spin! there is a black hummer H2 with 24" spinners on it and looks "INSANE"  but thats my opinion!||24.91.240.164||reg||1||turbophein||00001655||yes
Z||000010||Jose||06-08-2003||07:01 PM||||There is nothing wrong with the spinner type wheels, I am planning on getting a set of 20's for my Montero Sport.<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||06-08-2003||08:49 PM||||<img src="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubb/graemlins/wall.gif" alt=" - " />||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||06-09-2003||12:30 AM||||I wonder how many lawsuits are against the company who makes them.<br />Can you image the guy stoping his car and go in to the house. The neighbor kid runs over to the nice spinning wheel and chopping his fingers off.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.202.26||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||broke down||06-11-2003||02:19 PM||||I saw a hummer h2 today with spreewell's on it.  GAY.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000014||BlackHole||06-11-2003||02:51 PM||||OT: Stephen - you need help or back off the coffee!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||130.36.27.130||reg||10||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000015||GVR1643||06-11-2003||03:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Yeah, the first time I saw a set of those I was at a red light.  A truck pulled next to me and I caught something out of the corner of my eye.  I glanced over and saw his wheels spinning.  I Stomped my brakes because I thought I was rolling through the light!  I took me a minute to look all around and figure it was his wheels that were not right. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for that laugh... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />If you think these things are cool, then I can't understand why you have a GVR4.  C'mon, our cars are the opposite of bling, we are about subtle, sleeper that surprises with substance - not shock and suprise w/o substance...<br /><br />Stephen:  that's just straight coffee? You must have a lot of drive time to let the mind wander  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.196||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000016||silly4turbo||06-11-2003||04:08 PM||||"If you think these things are cool, then I can't understand why you have a GVR4. C'mon, our cars are the opposite of bling, we are about subtle, sleeper that surprises with substance - not shock and suprise w/o substance..."<br /><br /><br />then why do so many people want evo 8 hoods ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000017||GVR1643||06-11-2003||04:11 PM||||good point, but they aren't wanting evo 8 hoods with led squirters I hope. Plus there is some function to that hood - it is vented   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Don't mind me, I'm just getting old...not trying to bust any balls here, it just puzzles me sometimes.||167.142.22.196||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000018||silly4turbo||06-11-2003||04:27 PM||||good point ... the hoods are vented, but so are the rs and jdm hoods ... anyway, not trying to bust balls either, just throwing in my $.02||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||06-11-2003||04:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Haha, these things have been around for a couple years now.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, like, since the 50's.  Same thing with undercar lighting.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||jonvr4||06-11-2003||11:50 PM||||fucking pile of shit wheels!!! i have road rage the whole day after seeing those! i think i would rather stare at the sun than look at those||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000021||number3||06-12-2003||07:32 AM||||<a href="http://11alive.com/news/news_article.asp?storyid=32200" target="_blank">http://11alive.com/news/news_article.asp?storyid=32200</a>||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||VTGVR4||06-12-2003||10:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  <a href="http://11alive.com/news/news_article.asp?storyid=32200" target="_blank">http://11alive.com/news/news_article.asp?storyid=32200</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i asked several officers in vermont at a recent training for officers (on how to deal with deaf people!) and every one of them said that ALL colored lights not from the factory were illegal on cars.(in Vermont, anyway) <br /><br />it goes for the tire valve stem leds, the squirter leds, underbody neon, under hood neon, grill (yes,foks- some of these guys use blue and red glow tubes tied to their grill!)||132.198.165.39||reg||8||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000023||Nate||06-12-2003||12:05 PM||||I for one will say that while a lot of you seem to hate the spinners, and I'm jealous every time I see them.<br /><br />Not because I want a set, though, because I wish that *I* was the one that came up with the idea for them, because those things cost a large amount of cash and they can't make them fast enough.  Now if I could just build the better mousetrap...||68.80.13.73||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000024||jonvr4||06-12-2003||11:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">http://11alive.com/news/news_article.asp?storyid=32200<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">as much as i hate these things also, i must say i might just hate sucky police more. it seems to me that some cops are just out to have power trips. but i guess all they needed to say is "don't drive a rice car and you'll stay out of trouble!" that's right i said rice car, not race car!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000025||curtis||06-12-2003||11:37 PM||||I have some friends that are police and that is one of the things they train the to watch for is the $4000 bling bling spinners a $3000 stereo with 15" DVD player playing porn while going down the road all atacthed to a 76 chevy four door going down through the bad side of town . Bam drug dealers.||67.25.34.244||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000026||sleeper||06-13-2003||12:20 AM||||Anybody have the JDM fender lights and feel like you should of never installed them?<br />APC ruined it for us.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.166||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000027||BigMal||06-13-2003||02:26 AM||||Mine came stock and a friend suggested I change the left one for a red light.  I now have a port and starboard navigation lights....its just a bummer when I park cuz the anchor light drains the battery :-)||211.28.96.37||reg||1||BigMal||00001176||yes
Z||000028||blacksheep||06-13-2003||10:38 AM||||Thats probably where APC got them from. I sport LED washers on "greenbean". I need to figure how to get them off and find stock ones to replace them with.<br /><br />I am almost done de-ricing the rest of the car. I am waiting on the lower dash pieces from Mitsu and the heater vent for the dash and I should be done.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000029||DeanCouchey||06-13-2003||12:51 PM||||My cop story now:<br />My girl and I went out last tuesday to get some ice cream at about 10 pm, we were coming home(the place is less then a mile form her house) and I turn the corner on to her house and I didnt even see a cop, he flew up behind me with his lights on.. so I pull over, thought maybe my blinker was out or somethign... he comes up says roll your window up to here please.. like 3 inches, takes out his tint o' meter... and says "the magic number i am looking for is .7" puts it on and gets .06%.... This was on my 96 galant that came form the factory option of tint in Lousiana then some one put some 20% over it. SO he said that if I take the tint off and go to a police station then I will get the ticket taken away. SO i take the 20% off and leave the dealer installed stuff on and it was at .3%..... The cop took me over to a car and said see our cars have tint and its at .7%... looks stock as hell to me. SO I had to take it off with a razor blade... I shoujld get the ticket taken away but... I think the cop at night was being an ass cause how could he tell what my front window was at ater I turned the corner and he couldnt see my front windows! Lucky bastard!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000030||spoulson||06-13-2003||02:43 PM||||Dean, I have a similar story.  I was running 35% and this cop merely knew I had it and pulled me over.  I asked why.  He said I was speeding, so confused I naturally asked how fast. "uhh 40-something" (in a 35).  So he asked to roll the window up, and boom.. tint.  The ticket came with a mandatory court date in that town.  What an awful experience that was.  6 horus waiting in a courthouse just to plead guilty and have $30 court costs tacked onto a $70 ticket.  Haven't used tint since.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000031||Hertz||06-13-2003||04:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Thats probably where APC got them from. I sport LED washers on "greenbean". I need to figure how to get them off and find stock ones to replace them with.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Paint 'em and unplug them.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000032||blacksheep||06-13-2003||05:20 PM||||I snipped the wires like the umblical cord as soon as I got her in the door. No, they are loose and rattle around....fuckin PITA, man!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000033||GVR1643||06-13-2003||05:44 PM||||KC, if the previous owner (un-named moron) was able to install them, then we should be able to un-install them as well.  You can have the one's off my old hood.  Just one more thing on the to-do list though...||167.142.22.197||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/002282.cgi
A||||6||1312VR4||Who's car is this?||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||06-07-2003||06:57 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||<a href="http://www.vtcar.com/rcramana.htm" target="_blank">I found this while surfing</a> That damn thing as AP brakes on it. They cost more than most Vr4's go on sale for.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||06-07-2003||09:07 PM||||That's Ramanna Lagemann's old car. I don't believe he drove it for long.  He drives for the Subaru Pro Rally team now, and actually had a go at one WRC round.  I'm not sure who owns that galant now though.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||06-08-2003||01:31 AM||||<img src="http://www.vtcar.com/update/cars/vr4/g4_800.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />So what's going on with that exhaust set up?  That's a "strange" looking downpipe to me.  Is it doing like a twinturbo setup type thing or is it just a really big dump tube?||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||gixxer||06-08-2003||03:18 AM||||yeah, one for the turbine outlet and one for the wastegate outlet||65.27.94.59||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000004||s_firestone||06-08-2003||12:01 PM||||I want to know how he gets the car to stand up like that and pose for pictures.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||06-09-2003||06:16 PM||||i bet he had a downpipe from the turbo and his dumptube routed into the exhaust... i was thinking about routing my dump tube back into the exhaust too...||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||06-09-2003||09:17 PM||||The most likely reason for the dual pipes is so that the exhaust isn't hanging down really badly right there.  That's a prime spot to get snagged on some rocks.  Also, there's probably a skid plate lying around somewhere that won't fit over it if it's one big pipe.  This is a rally car remember.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes



ubb/Forum3/002283.cgi
A||||8||Ferrari F50 GT||Went To See a Ferrari Enzo Today||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||06-07-2003||07:19 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||Here are the pics: <a href="http://groups.msn.com/IansGalantVR4/theferrarienzo.msnw?Page=1" target="_blank">http://groups.msn.com/IansGalantVR4/theferrarienzo.msnw?Page=1</a>||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||06-07-2003||11:24 PM||||Very nice, but i'll bet the insurance on my 4-door is a lot cheaper  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.56.210.121||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||06-08-2003||03:00 AM||||Anyone read the new Car&Driver?  Enzo takes Shell Helix 10W-60 which costs $60 per quart... and the car takes 12.2 quarts. Brake pads are $6,000 and the rotors are $24,000.<br />Hell of a car though...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||gixxer||06-08-2003||03:08 AM||||woah, any other interesting tidbits such as those?||65.27.94.59||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||06-08-2003||03:33 AM||||I was talking about the rotors with the salesman, and he actually said that one rotor is $10,000 (LOL!).  But if the rotor its touched once with a human finger, it is ruined.  I guess this is because it creates a hot spot when the caliper squeezes down on the rotor.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000005||s_firestone||06-08-2003||11:58 AM||||Hehe 8 miles to the gallon... <br /><br />I guess those would be 8 really fun miles...||24.242.82.225||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||06-08-2003||12:04 PM||||Everyone here has seen the video where Tiff Needels does five hot laps in an Enzo around the Foriano test track right? It's a must see.<br />I can probably post it if need be...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||06-08-2003||12:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> woah, any other interesting tidbits such as those? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pulls 1.05gs on the skippad. Holds 29.1 gallons of fuel. Takes 20.9 quarts of water. Comes with no stereo. Has a $7700 gas guzzler tax. Rotors are 15 inches front and rear. And it out-brakes an F50 from 70mph-0 by almost 20 feet. <br />I love Ferrari.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||GalantVR41062||06-08-2003||01:57 PM||||only comes in yellow or red, it weighs 3000lbs, if you dont spend the $750 on the oil change it could cost $200,000 to fix.  What was the sticker price $700,000?  Also in one of the pics it has buffing compound around the badging, what horible detailers.  <br /><br />~John<br />Tiff's fastest lap(1min 34sec) was only off Darios time by 4 sec.  "Not bad considering I had only 5 min and he is here everyday."||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum3/002284.cgi
A||||28||ken inn||evo 8 have oil coolers!!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||06-08-2003||12:10 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://home.maine.rr.com/bstarnes/images/Evo/Dsc00746.jpg" target="_blank">http://home.maine.rr.com/bstarnes/images/Evo/Dsc00746.jpg</a>||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-08-2003||01:02 AM||||<a href="http://home.maine.rr.com/bstarnes/images/Evo/" target="_blank">http://home.maine.rr.com/bstarnes/images/Evo/</a><br /><br />Those pictures make me want to punch whoever did that in the face.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||#1459 VR-4||06-08-2003||01:46 AM||||Everybody on my local board (car is about 30 minutes from me) made a huge deal about this.  He crashed his car, big focking deal... it was his to wreck and he was driving it like it was meant to be driven, lay off.<br /><br />btw: the guy who owns this car is now trying to purchase a R34.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000003||number3||06-08-2003||07:51 AM||||Why not another EVO VIII...||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-08-2003||10:44 AM||||Too bad the FMIC was damaged, I wonder if the wing is on it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />One of those guys who think AWD means the car can do it all, every vehicle ahas limiatations in cornering and handling, sadly some dont know that||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||#1459 VR-4||06-08-2003||04:22 PM||||I'm not sure why he is not getting another VIII.  There is a guy around here that has 2 R34's (neither are street legal and I haven't seen either) and I think he is trying to buy one of them.  Btw, his last car was the blue S4 that was featured on the first Mischief video.<br /><br />He did ask if anybody wanted any parts off the car once it was declared totaled, got me all excited, but he was joking...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000006||number3||06-08-2003||04:48 PM||||I love that video.<br /><br />Nothing wrong with the R34 to say the least. I was just curious and now I think I know why.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||06-08-2003||05:36 PM||||Sure it's his to wreck, but thats the second one on this list I've seen wrecked.<br /><br />Insurance will go up even more on them if they have high crash rates.<br /><br />It's a true spots car and I enjoyed driving one more then a M3.  Maybe the owners should go to racing school before tring to race them.  Mitsubishi should offer a pass to a weekend class for buying one or something.  Basic drifting n stuff.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||#1459 VR-4||06-08-2003||07:08 PM||||I didn't mean to come off as a dick on the first comment, I've just seen this kid called an idiot on pretty much every message board and decided it was time to stand-up for him.<br /><br />I agree some sort of driving school would be a good idea with a purchase of one... I remeber some company offering something similiar, but don't remember for which car?||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000009||Dan D||06-08-2003||09:08 PM||||I belive it's BMW.  The factory pickup option lets you take out a similar car to the one you are buying and learn to beat the snot out of it on their proving grounds.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||06-08-2003||09:13 PM||||Yup, BMW does teach you how to drive your new car.  However, I'm sure you have to buy a level of car.  Maybe a 7 series and amy M car.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||06-08-2003||09:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by NorthernGVR-4:<br /><strong> I didn't mean to come off as a dick on the first comment, I've just seen this kid called an idiot on pretty much every message board and decided it was time to stand-up for him.<br /><br />I agree some sort of driving school would be a good idea with a purchase of one... I remeber some company offering something similiar, but don't remember for which car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You didn't come off wrong.  It IS the owers car after all.<br /><br />However, if they keep  getting wrecked, the insurance cost might screw anyone else who might want one.<br /><br />Also, I think Mitsubishi should provide some sort of "how too" about the car.  It takes practice and a little nerve to drift a AWD car.  It's not some thing someone should try for the first time with a 30+ K car. <br /><br />That lancer was pretty trashed.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||josh91vr4||06-08-2003||09:55 PM||||It was BMW - They offered a driving school for the X5 (SUV) When it first came out. I don't recall that it was free, but it was a neat idea at least. Plus, if you can afford a brand new BMW, whats $500 for a lesson?||24.56.210.121||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000013||MatTau||06-09-2003||04:13 AM||||Ken<br /><br />Does USA galant version has an oil cooler?<br />Even my car has oil cooler.||202.184.182.8||reg||1||MatTau||00001515||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||06-09-2003||08:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MatTau:<br /><strong> Ken<br /><br />Does USA galant version has an oil cooler?<br />Even my car has oil cooler. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the oil cooler on the usa galant is the "sandwich" style oil heater/cooler, and causes problems, the biggest being over time, the o ring loses it's seal, and it can cause the motor to lose all of it's oil.  only the 90 t/e/l's came with the air to air oil coolers.  this is a very good upgrade for our cars||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000015||BlackHole||06-09-2003||12:49 PM||||As usual, Ken is on the money. IMHO the stock sandwhich cooler sucks for cooling and reliability [backing out, easily crushed, etc.]. I put a 90 oil cooler in the location where the stock intercooler used to be. It works out pretty nicely with a minimal amount of work.<br /><br />With the 90 oil filter housing, installing an aftermarket unit is a snap. Get some AN adapters for the housing, fittings for the cooler, and run some lines and you are good to go.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000016||sleeper||06-10-2003||12:10 AM||||Here is another adding to the insurance cost.<br /><a href="http://www.pbase.com/phast/evowned" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/phast/evowned</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.53||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000017||bujang_hensem||06-10-2003||01:38 AM||||oo that mean us vr4 oil cooler not same as JDM oil cooler...mine JDM same as evo 1-3 oil cooler...it is air to air cooler but a bit small...some of us has modified an volvo oil cooler..and it is much bigger..why not you guys give a try||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000018||229of1000||06-10-2003||02:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Here is another adding to the insurance cost.<br />  <a href="http://www.pbase.com/phast/evowned" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/phast/evowned</a>  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Those pictures are horrible!  That doesn't even look like a car anymore.  I hope those people are okay.  Freaking idiot drivers.<br /><br />Worst picture:<br /><a href="http://www.pbase.com/image/17641957" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/image/17641957</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000019||#1459 VR-4||06-10-2003||02:51 AM||||<a href="http://www.newsregister.com/news/results.cfm?story_no=165200" target="_blank">http://www.newsregister.com/news/results.cfm?story_no=165200</a><br /><br />Was posted on MachV a couple days ago by the owner.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000020||VTGVR4||06-10-2003||10:37 AM||||was this someone from the list? i remembered someone talking about an accident recently, but thats the first time i think ive seen an actual article about a gvr4 crash. if you ask me, the gvr4 is one of the best cars to be in, if you are going to get hit blindly by somone. doubly so if you have a real roll cage.||206.15.136.52||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000021||GVR1643||06-10-2003||02:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by NorthernGVR-4:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.newsregister.com/news/results.cfm?story_no=165200" target="_blank">http://www.newsregister.com/news/results.cfm?story_no=165200</a> <br /><br />Was posted on MachV a couple days ago by the owner. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow.!  That's a lot worse than hitting a deer or raccoon.  I've seen some bad wrecks (being on the Fire Dept), but that's amazing that the kid is around to give his story.  <br /><br />I see one good wheel for parts...||167.142.22.83||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||06-10-2003||03:02 PM||||Good thing he didn't hack up his bumper support and put a front mount intercooler in there -- that's probably what saved his life.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000023||MatTau||06-11-2003||12:43 AM||||yeah!!<br /><br />In malaysia you can get VR4RS oil cooler for about USD52 and put fan infront on it. Mine come with fan.||202.184.182.8||reg||1||MatTau||00001515||yes
Z||000024||GVR-4||06-11-2003||01:06 AM||||Hey Ken, could engine oil be run through the tranny cooler path in a radiator designed for an automatic? Just a thought...<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000025||theymightbegalants||06-13-2003||05:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by NorthernGVR-4:<br /><strong> I agree some sort of driving school would be a good idea with a purchase of one... I remeber some company offering something similiar, but don't remember for which car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Could be wrong, but I'm pretty sure it was Saab for the 9-3 Viggen.  I don't think it was free, but I think with purchase of the car you got a discount for a complete package, where they would fly you out to their testing grounds in Sweden and let you flog the car with an instructor for 3 days.  Maybe this came with the car when you purchased it in Europe?<br /><br />In any case, yes, dealerships should have a driving instructor on hand to help instruct/inform new owners on the subtle nuances of their new vehicle's handling characteristics.||198.88.145.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000026||meshwork||06-13-2003||08:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Good thing he didn't hack up his bumper support and put a front mount intercooler in there -- that's probably what saved his life.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, he got broadsided, the bumper bar wouldn't have done much either way, it only protects from front impacts. <br /><br />I can just see the Evo insurance policy shooting through the roof now though. Maybe when all is said and done it might be cheaper to import one and title it as a Mirage.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000027||gvr4ever||06-13-2003||09:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Good thing he didn't hack up his bumper support and put a front mount intercooler in there -- that's probably what saved his life.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, he got broadsided, the bumper bar wouldn't have done much either way, it only protects from front impacts. <br /><br />I can just see the Evo insurance policy shooting through the roof now though. Maybe when all is said and done it might be cheaper to import one and title it as a Mirage. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why do you think the ins on a 5.0 is so high?  It's not the whopping 205-215HP rating.  Young kids wreck them very often.  <br /><br />I checked the insurance on a WRX and a EVO.  They already have a class for high permormance sedans. <br /><br />If they are seen as a risk vehicle. ins will go up even higher.  They go by statistics, it's that simple.  You might be able to get a decent rate with a clean record and being 25 or older.  <br /><br />Get a quote.  They aren't cheap to drive.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000028||meshwork||06-13-2003||10:47 AM||||From working at a body shop, I know what cars come in more than others...I know people with Audi TTs typically can't drive, so they come in all the time demolished, and their insurance rates are killer high. But the cars themselves are crap. <br /><br />I guess it all comes down to what type of car attracts what buyer. If the buyer can't drive, then everyone interested in the car gets screwed.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum3/002285.cgi
A||||14||GVR1643||GVR4 on cops last night||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||06-08-2003||10:40 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||So I'm surfing and come across cops for a minute and it appears that they are in a very high speed chase at night.  Cop with camera seems to be flying well over 100mph when he comes up on the other officers and the perp (real cop lingo :-)  They show the car and sure enough: white GVR4 with white thick 5 spoke wheels.  He freakin' lost control.  Now he's a moron for running from the cops (especially while on tv) and from spinning out of control in the chase where a damn crown vic was able to catch you (especially while on tv ;-)<br /><br />Anyway - I'm guessing it wasn't anyone from here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||167.142.21.132||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||06-08-2003||01:03 PM||||lmao<br />i always thought to myself that they never get in chases with anything capeable.... and that NO WAY could a crown vic catch me in my galant. less they had a hellicopter, cause then your SCREWED.<br />i'd LOVE to see that video||141.153.197.205||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||06-08-2003||01:46 PM||||i love that program.  one time i saw a chase that was right by my house.  we are about a mile from the interstate, and there was a chase from denton to dallas, about 25 miles, then westbound, and the cops finally abandoned the chase because of the traffic.  having driven that exact same route daily for years, i was amazed that the perp didnt crash.  it was neat seeing all the freeway signs i knew, and places along the freeway.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||turbophein||06-08-2003||07:10 PM||||there is one cops show when there chasing a motorcycle and they pass a gold 1g eclipse, i thought that was cool, and there was also a 1g in the movie Kazaam with shaq in it||24.91.240.164||reg||1||turbophein||00001655||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||06-08-2003||08:03 PM||||theirs a movie also that has a 1G crashing after a chase||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||curtis||06-08-2003||09:05 PM||||saw the movie 44 mins last night on FX about 1 1/2 hours into the movie theres a Black Galant awd getting shot up they showed the car 3 or more times before the end of the show.||67.25.32.71||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||06-08-2003||11:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> So I'm surfing and come across cops for a minute and it appears that they are in a very high speed chase at night.  Cop with camera seems to be flying well over 100mph when he comes up on the other officers and the perp (real cop lingo :-)  They show the car and sure enough: white GVR4 with white thick 5 spoke wheels.  He freakin' lost control.  Now he's a moron for running from the cops (especially while on tv) and from spinning out of control in the chase where a damn crown vic was able to catch you (especially while on tv ;-)<br /><br />Anyway - I'm guessing it wasn't anyone from here   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Crap i always watch the cop shows and i still have yet to see a gvr4 in a chase. I wish you recorded it.||65.227.217.118||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||Jose||06-08-2003||11:27 PM||||I think it was HBO that had a special about Jacky Chan and his stunts, and in one the stunts a guy lands on a white JDM Galant VR4.<br />Jose....||152.163.252.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000008||grndsm||06-09-2003||12:02 AM||||Did anyone catch &#8220;44 Minutes&#8221; on FX, a week ago or so?  It was a pretty bad, made for TV movie about &#8220;heat style&#8221; shootout in botched LA bank robbery in the &#8216;90s.   Well, throughout last 15-20 min, when they were &#8220;trying&#8221; to get away, they kept using the same 89-93 black Galant (non-VR4) over and over again.  <br /><br />I guess they figured it was just a non-descript family car that no one would notice being in many different scenes, unless everyone on that block had a black Galant.<br /><br />Anyway, my wife thought I crazy to even notice it.  Am I?  And please do not judge me for having sat through that movie  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||151.199.24.121||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000009||BluFalcon||06-09-2003||02:21 AM||||I remeber seeing  some Chinese Kung Fu/Cop flick called "Gen Y Cops" or something.  It looked like some of the cop cars were Galants and there were a few Galants getting the snot beat/shot out of them.  I could be mistaken, it's been awhile since I've seen that movie.  I want to see that GVR4 chase on COPS though.  Someone has to have recorded it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||06-09-2003||09:20 AM||||I don't know if they actually showed much of the chase.  I just happened to change channels as the camera cop was in pursuit and when he finally got close enough to see the car, it was facing him on the side of the road.  Not sure if there was any chase footage prior.  I can't remember what area they were in now...I guess I was too surprised to see the GVR4 and forgot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.243||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||Forced Style||06-09-2003||09:52 PM||||I've got a video on my computer of a full chase on a awd talon, they had to bring out their "fully loaded 5.0 mustang" which gets blown away by the talon, he loses control a couple times and goes into peoples yards, but it only slows the cops down (the beauty of awd) and then rips down some dirt roads leaving them choking on dust, the narrator says that the engine finally blew but i'm thinkin it was a spark plug wire or something stupid because there was no smoke just the car losing power and getting rammed off the road and the rear facia gets ripped off, those cops were pretty pissed, they tore that car up but it gave them one hell of a run for their money, i think it was pretty much stock too, no exhaust or anything.. I'd host the video for people to download but i dont know how or have a place to do it, i think if you go to Kazaa and type in "talon police chase" it might come up, it's worth the download  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.231.176.28||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000012||Minjin||06-09-2003||11:58 PM||||Actually, my guess is that he just ran out of gas. It was about a 30min chase after all. DSM at WOT,especially going 120+ like he was, gulps the gas.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000013||4wsRyan||06-12-2003||08:45 AM||||Damn! I miss that show once and look what they show! Figures. I remember a few times while driving my galant in the snow and a cop would pull up behind me, all i would think is if he put the lights on and IF i wanted to i could leave his ass in the (snow) dust.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||4wsRyan||00000908||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||06-12-2003||01:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Forced Style:<br /><strong> I've got a video on my computer of a full chase on a awd talon, they had to bring out their "fully loaded 5.0 mustang" which gets blown away by the talon, he loses control a couple times and goes into peoples yards, but it only slows the cops down (the beauty of awd) and then rips down some dirt roads leaving them choking on dust, the narrator says that the engine finally blew but i'm thinkin it was a spark plug wire or something stupid because there was no smoke just the car losing power and getting rammed off the road and the rear facia gets ripped off, those cops were pretty pissed, they tore that car up but it gave them one hell of a run for their money, i think it was pretty much stock too, no exhaust or anything.. I'd host the video for people to download but i dont know how or have a place to do it, i think if you go to Kazaa and type in "talon police chase" it might come up, it's worth the download   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is the quality of your video?  I have a copy that someone shared, but it is very piss poor quality.||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002286.cgi
A||||13||Romanova||AMG parts...||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||06-08-2003||12:02 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Not to brag or anything... but I just happen to have an AMG spark plug cover on the way from Japan. This was the one that was on the Yahoo Japan auctions. I got it for ¥4800 which is only $40. <br />Sure helps having friends in the right places...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />And no, it's not for sale.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-08-2003||12:44 PM||||Thats coo, I gots 2 of em, dizzawg   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||06-08-2003||01:08 PM||||Only what, 1397 left then?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||06-08-2003||02:00 PM||||What is involved in bidding on the Yahoo Japan auctions?  I'd love to get some JDM bumpers off there if possible.  It's easy enough to pay with paypal, but how the hell do you communicate with the people you are buying from?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||06-08-2003||02:10 PM||||Well, most of them won't ship internationally. You have to know someone over there that can bid on it, then have it shipped to their address, then they can ship it to you. You need to have a Japanese Yahoo account to view the auction after it ends. And I am not sure that most of them take PayPal...<br />Helps to speak some Japanese too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />GL!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||06-08-2003||06:02 PM||||Arigato!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||06-08-2003||06:11 PM||||Domo Arigato Mr. Roboto ! <br /><br />Damn it, now I will be singing that song all night long.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||06-08-2003||06:56 PM||||Hai hai! No problem.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||06-09-2003||12:22 AM||||I knew back then that learning Russian for 5 years and German for 9 wouldn't do shit later in life.<br />I was right. Should of learned Japanese.<br />Or maybe I can join the BMW forum and import GDM parts from Yahoo Germany.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.65.202.26||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||06-13-2003||05:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I knew back then that learning Russian for 5 years and German for 9 wouldn't do shit later in life.<br />I was right. Should of learned Japanese.<br />Or maybe I can join the BMW forum and import GDM parts from Yahoo Germany.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or maybe English instead.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Perhaps you should HAVE learned Japanese?  Ok, now this jerkface has drunk enough and is going to go pour himself into bed.  Sorry Gabor.||198.88.145.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||06-13-2003||01:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I knew back then that learning Russian for 5 years and German for 9 wouldn't do shit later in life.<br />I was right. Should of learned Japanese.<br />Or maybe I can join the BMW forum and import GDM parts from Yahoo Germany.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Gabor how about you harass AMG for us to get them to give us all the info for the Galant AMG  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I want diagrams and the whole 9.<br />You get us the molds or part numbers then you will be much loved  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||65.138.133.183||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||06-13-2003||02:14 PM||||Great idea! Do it!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />(Had anyone noticed that I really want AMG parts?! LOL!)||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||06-13-2003||02:36 PM||||I've done that already. Nobody had any idea where to get the parts from. One guy I talked to kept mentioning mistakes they did back in those years with an evil laughter after words.<br />He gave me a number in Japan. So here we go again. Somebody who speaks Japanese call Mitsubishi and ask.<br />Better yet just call a dealer in Japan and ask for part numbers.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||06-13-2003||08:41 PM||||When I was on the hunt, I was given the phone and fax no. to AMG in Germany...I think its like the blair witch project...we are going in circles||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002287.cgi
A||||34||blacksheep||Installed Scott Evans Replica Tray and Dejon Intake this weekend! (See pics attached)||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-08-2003||01:12 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||"GreenBean" now has some mods under the hood. The "noobies" on board can now understand what this entails and how it all goes together. I want to take this opurtunity to thank Hertz for his hosting service. It has become quite invaluable!<br /><br />I accidentally backed up over the K&N filter which I had set out to dry behind our focus. It was quite smashed and can be seen in a picture. Quite a funny story, actually.<br /><br />Hope you enjoy the below VFAQ/slideshow of sorts:<br /><br />- stock engine bay<br />- the tray installed<br />- the tray with the battery <br />- the dejon intake and how much stock crap it replaces. <br />- the dejon pipe installed <br />- the engine bay as it looks now.<br /><br />Spoolup is quicker, my 14B spools a little earlier than 5K now...LOL. Its shot and will be <br />replaced soon, so I will be able to tell better then. I really cannot hear the BOV, but intake makes wonderful sucking noises. With the IC pipes, I hope to fab up an ABS cold air box of sorts to keep heat out better. A slim line fan will also help in an easier install.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=527" target="_blank"> <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=527&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=528" target="_blank"> <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=528&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=530" target="_blank"> <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=530&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=531" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=531&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=532" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=532&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=533" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=533&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||06-08-2003||01:51 PM||||Where did you get the battery tray from?||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-08-2003||01:53 PM||||Sean<br /><br />I had the tray before in my white gvr4. I sold it to Randy in MS. Thanks Randy, couldnt have done it without you! I "borrowed" the tray back for a week and made me a copy with a local welder.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||06-08-2003||02:05 PM||||Can anyone fab up some more of the Scott Evans battery trays?<br />Do they mount to the existing airbox holes?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-08-2003||02:15 PM||||Tyler<br /><br />I thought number3 was in the process. Someone had mailed him measurements etc etc, so I would suggest contacting him.<br /><br />Yeah, I suppose I could get some made. First, let me finish the FMIC pipes.<br /><br />It bolts to 2 of the airbox holes and is pretty strudy. Another small L bracket and you could hold it onto the 3rd bolt.<br /><br />&lt;MR T voice on&gt;<br />See the pics fou !<br />&lt;MR T voice off&gt;<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||raceman77||06-08-2003||02:50 PM||||nice work amigo,looks great.The stock battery tray now located under the air filter on your car will remove with two bolts and mount on the airbox points like the Evans tray,l did it on ny car before the trunk relocation.l`ve really got to learn to post pics  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||06-08-2003||03:26 PM||||Alright, you got that Dejon Intake in. So do you think the placement of the BOV dump tube was good?  And where did you end up getting the tube to go from BOV to Intake?  It almost looks like a washing machine drain pipe (which I was thinking of using but wasn't sure if it would handle the temps)?  I've been having trouble with my temp setup...||129.137.148.34||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||06-08-2003||06:16 PM||||Charles<br /><br />Like Bob in Chicago, I used vaccum cleaner hose wrapped in electrical tape cz it was beige in color. Yes, a little ghetto, but this is temporary. I will be using my FMIC pipes which should put BOV in a straight line from the dejon pipe.<br /><br />I drove the car hard today. Datalogged it with kevin's help and I checked under the hood more than once, it hasnt melted yet. So far so good.<br /><br />I decided to get one from Dejon and make it work. My intake setup sits a little away from the fender. That will change when the 2G MAF goes on in the future.<br /><br />Rick - I removed that stock tray. I almost wanted to cut a hole up, but that can wait till I get the FMIC and 2G MAF. I may try dryer hose and a scoop to see if I can pick cold air from the front.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||TWEAKD4||06-08-2003||11:10 PM||||KC, what Dejon intake model did you get?  He has so many that I can't tell which you have.  Looks good.||63.233.205.2||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||06-08-2003||11:24 PM||||Washer drain hose does work and hold up to the temps.  It wont however hold up to a shop light to heat it up and stretch it over a pipe coupler. <br /><br /> I dont know which Dejon KC used but I have the 3 inch and I was still able to use one of the factoey mounting holes and it keeps it about a cm from the radiator.||68.76.182.185||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||06-09-2003||09:01 AM||||Mine I think is the 2 3/4" intake pipe...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||BlackHole||06-09-2003||12:41 PM||||I've got probably close to dozen half-finished Evans trays sitting in my garage. I bought them from Scott but got tied up in other things and abandoned the idea. If you want to finish them, I'll sell them cheap.<br /><br />RTP and I can send pics, or if there is enough interest I can start another thread in the "For Sale" section and avoid hijacking this thread.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000012||iceman69510||06-09-2003||12:59 PM||||2 things:<br /><br />Kyle, what needs to be "finished" on the battery trays?  They don't look too complicated.<br /><br />KC, what's the height on your battery?  I tried modifying a tray I had and mounting it there last weekend, but the battery posts were up above the fender line and I'm sure would contact the hood.  It is a group 86 battery, which is smaller in size but height seems normal.<br /><br />Thanks.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||06-09-2003||03:47 PM||||Dave<br /><br />Mine are above the fender line as well. I also have wingnuts for easier disconnects which makes it taller. I placed styrofoam on the wingnuts, slammed the hood shut and opened it back up to see if the foam is damaged or indented, but it seems fine. Also, Havent had any sparks or fusing blowing up, so it seems fine. I need to figure a nice tie-down for it which I will asap.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||BlackHole||06-09-2003||03:49 PM||||I've already had a couple of Qs, so I will start another thread in the "For Sale" section with pics and more detail in the next day or two.<br /><br />The kicker with these trays is that you have to use an Odyssey PC925 [or similar] dry cell battery to clear the hood. Expect to pay $120-$160 for these puppies. That's the price you pay for convenience. Wait to you see my non-standard engine plumbing routing, it's just stupid.<br /><br />The only way I can see fitting a standard battery underhood would be to move the tray to the cruise control location [a la DSM] and either eliminate the cruise or switch to a 1G DSM unit in the airbox location.||130.36.27.120||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000015||Romanova||06-09-2003||05:36 PM||||How much for one of the unfinished trays?  They just need a finish on them?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000016||04DrBlur||06-09-2003||10:02 PM||||I have never tried this but where the charcoal canister sits looks like a good place for your new battery to sit...||68.76.182.185||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000017||thetuna909||06-14-2003||02:41 AM||||It looks good,  but I would really work on the radiator. The top of the end tank should black. Light colored radiator end tanks are a sign of danger. I would really invest the money on a replacement.||66.146.13.68||reg||1||thetuna909||00000729||yes
Z||000018||number3||06-14-2003||07:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br />The only way I can see fitting a standard battery underhood would be to move the tray to the cruise control location [a la DSM] and either eliminate the cruise or switch to a 1G DSM unit in the airbox location. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not sure if this helps but I relocated my CC to where the Charcoal canister used to be. I needed to do this to make room for my IC pipe.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002250" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002250</a> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||06-14-2003||08:48 AM||||thetuna909 - I was waiting for someone else to catch that, did you see the patch on the radiator on one part ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I have an all-metal modine waiting to go in with my ported big 16G, manifold and 02 housing along with a slim fan. I will be tearing it all out soon and throwing the new setup in. Also, will be featured the custom FMIC setup I am making. I will post pics of it all, thanks for the advice.<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||chucklesas||06-14-2003||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> <br />The only way I can see fitting a standard battery underhood would be to move the tray to the cruise control location [a la DSM] and either eliminate the cruise or switch to a 1G DSM unit in the airbox location. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nah, there's other ways.  Here I made a custom tray out of some galvanized steel my dad had lying around at work. 3 bends and I've got myself a tray and using the stock battery where the air can was.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=629" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=629&width=320" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=630" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=630&width=320" alt=" - " /></a><br />It worked out pretty well.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000021||04DrBlur||06-14-2003||03:12 PM||||Looks nice but you may have a problem passing track inspections with your ziptie hold downs.  Not to mention one good pothole could snap those things.||68.76.178.86||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000022||chucklesas||06-14-2003||03:17 PM||||It was just temporary.  There was nothing holding the battery in when it was in it's original position.  Not exactly sure why, it just came that way.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000023||Blackvr4||06-15-2003||11:30 PM||||Vacuum hose with electrical tape huh ... ghetto baby  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />You can get flexible/bendable hose at Auto Zone.  I had a few different lengths I got depending in the type of intake pipe I had.<br /><br />just an FYI if needed.||12.223.91.19||reg||1||Blackvr4||00000043||yes
Z||000024||Kibo||06-15-2003||11:55 PM||||You can also buy a replacement Shop Vac hose from your local hardware store and cut it to size.  It's pliable and heat resistant, and best of all it's black...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000025||blacksheep||06-17-2003||04:09 PM||||All you boyz got PHD's..playa hating Degrees   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Foz shizzle mah nizzle !||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000026||04DrBlur||06-17-2003||05:52 PM||||Damn KC just because your Name is Blacksheep doesnt mean you have to be like Snoop.||68.76.183.228||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000027||blacksheep||06-17-2003||08:14 PM||||you betta recognize...chutch!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000028||Hertz||06-18-2003||11:39 AM||||<img src="http://www.mtv.com/shared/media/news/images/s/Snoop_Dogg/sq-snoop-undercover-funk-pimp-hat-holly.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000029||VTGVR4||06-18-2003||11:55 AM||||curious, i threw out a filing cabinet the other week, and i noticed the "tray" that it sits on (squarish, with wheels) seems like it would be the perfect tray, with a little cutting/welding. has anyone ever tried this?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000030||blacksheep||06-18-2003||02:23 PM||||Hertz - where did you find that pic of me ?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Nick - I just bought those slider thingeys from ebay. 68 bux for a set of 4.<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000031||number3||07-22-2003||07:18 PM||||KC,<br /><br />What is holding you battery down? <br /><br /><br />BTW<br /><br />I have been developing a version of a battery tray. I have sampled or bought over 6 different designs and have come up with one or two of my own that I think will fit most if not all GVR4s.<br /><br />Nick or Tyler you guys one to test fit them for me?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000032||a_santos||07-22-2003||07:24 PM||||I will test fit for you Harry.<br /><br />I just got a intake pipe, and am only waiting to relocate my batery.<br /><br />PM me if you are interested.<br /><br />Thanx<br /> <br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> KC,<br /><br />What is holding you battery down? <br /><br /><br />BTW<br /><br />I have been developing a version of a battery tray. I have sampled or bought over 6 different designs and have come up with one or two of my own that I think will fit most if not all GVR4s.<br /><br />Nick or Tyler you guys one to test fit them for me?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000033||blacksheep||07-22-2003||07:41 PM||||Harry<br /><br />Nothing is holding it down. I actually used bungy cord when I drove it to Ohio to sell it.<br /><br />I was planning on fabbing up a simple kit with the parts for the universal battery holder from  autozone.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000034||number3||07-23-2003||03:40 PM||||I have been contacted by many to test fit.<br /><br />Obviously you need to have an odessey 925 battery to be able to help.<br /><br />Let me know.||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002288.cgi
A||||3||atsiauto||Schmoked 3 bruddas in VW Vr6||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||06-08-2003||08:17 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||Yeah , I admit I weigh as much as 2 of them . I was cruising up Rt60 I could hear the tweeters 2 lanes over. Driver sideways baseball cap leanin'...  he dust's on by after I had made a furtive movement in traffic (3 lanes med to heavy) , I make my move go over 2 lanes and catch them and walk on BYE! yeees!<br />Dudes mad as a hornet by this time! he tries a fly-by,I didnt think I had left myself enough to regain boost and momentum I could hear the engine screaming next to me as the Galant just slam out pulled them from 65+up to near redline in 3rd , I hit the hazards pulled U turn and went another 1/4 up to the light .I looked back here they come U turn ! we are at this point at the light he's doing all this rev'n and bass's and lining up like wee at da trak or sumthin' I can hardly contain myself.. light goes green ! I make a 3500 slip/launch and they were just burning tires, by second gear I had 2-3 car lenghts and was turning around waving BYe BYE!!! the 91 is near stock TEL shifter, boost control and KnN filter open airbox I though the Vr6's had more, It felt so good to just suhLaMMM those chumps! <br />anyhoo. just had to tell  ya ... Scotty||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||06-08-2003||08:43 PM||||VR6 is only rated at 172 HP if its the older model...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||DSSA||06-08-2003||10:24 PM||||Yes, they're slow, but have been known to run 14.7-14.8 @ 93-94 mph basically stock if it's an earlier GTI VR6.  Nothing great, but faster than a GVR4 stock-vs-stock.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000003||369of1000||06-09-2003||02:08 PM||||The car I had before #369 Was a 87 Jetta with a VR6 conversion. I put a quafe LSD, intake, exhaust, chip, etc... When it was in its prime I could dust mostly stock mustangs like it was my job. The VR6  is a very torquey over 150 ft lbs from 2500 to red line. In a light 87 body, it was a lot of fun. It wasn't really a 1/4 mile racer. It was more of an autoXer. Man that thing could handle.||24.127.112.179||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes



ubb/Forum3/002289.cgi
A||||18||jay_vr4||i just got my self a G-vr4!!!! check it out...||||10||||jay_vr4||00001548
Z||000000||jay_vr4||06-08-2003||10:19 PM||||I havent actually got it but ive bought it... and its on its way from interstate.... wat do u all think???<br /><br /><a href="http://www.allquipimports.com/vehicle_details.php?details=113" target="_blank">http://www.allquipimports.com/vehicle_details.php?details=113</a>||203.87.118.3||reg||10||jay_vr4||00001548||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-08-2003||10:57 PM||||Very nice!  I like seeing GVR4's that don't look just like our US models.<br /><br />I posted your pictures in for all the lazy folks out there   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.allquipimports.com/imagedb/113-4476-x%20002.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.allquipimports.com/imagedb/113-150-x%20003.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.allquipimports.com/imagedb/113-1844-DSC01585.JPG" alt=" - " />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||chhuong||06-09-2003||02:25 AM||||Nice what corners are those on that car??  are those considered the frost or the clear/euro clear??||12.231.60.103||reg||1||chhuong||00000797||yes
Z||000003||vrpower||06-09-2003||02:59 PM||||Very nice car!!!||199.35.213.51||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||06-09-2003||03:10 PM||||I agree, that's very nice!<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.72||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||mromik||06-09-2003||06:17 PM||||I guess it is '89 or early '90 JDM Galant<br />My old 1989 had the same taillights,<br />And I saw the same 3spoke steering wheel.<br /><br />Stock radio is cool. What is the mileage?<br /><br />And  most of'89 GVRs had no leather shifter boot and sun roof.<br /><br />Nice car. Open the ECU and examine the CAPS!!! first<br /><br />Also like the rear height of your GVR<br /><br />What was the price?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000006||hecdws||06-09-2003||09:01 PM||||what bumpers are those. damn i wish i had a set. but hey nice car.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000007||jay_vr4||06-10-2003||06:56 AM||||umm it cost me aus$12,500 so bout us$6,000.<br /><br />it has 27000km's....<br /><br />and its the 88 version...<br /><br />its totally stock so i need to kno wat u guys think the first thing i should do to it....?||203.87.94.178||reg||1||jay_vr4||00001548||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||06-10-2003||10:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jay_vr4:<br /><strong> umm it cost me aus$12,500 so bout us$6,000.<br /><br />it has 27000km's....<br /><br />and its the 88 version...<br /><br />its totally stock so i need to kno wat u guys think the first thing i should do to it....? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">check for mileage rollback. thats a very low mileage car for the year...||206.15.136.52||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||06-10-2003||03:10 PM||||Hmm...  I like the pockets on the doors.  I need more storage.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||turboflanagan||06-10-2003||04:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Hmm...  I like the pockets on the doors.  I need more storage.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have too much clutter and crap in my car as it is.  I'll keep the speakers.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||jay_vr4||06-11-2003||03:16 AM||||how do u check for mileage windback???<br /><br />ill prob take pockets off when i get it...<br /><br />wat do u guys reckon my first mod should be???||203.87.94.178||reg||1||jay_vr4||00001548||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||06-11-2003||08:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jay_vr4:<br /><strong> wat do u guys reckon my first mod should be??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Vac/Boost gauge.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||AWD4DR||06-12-2003||02:31 AM||||wow,what size are those wheels!?||68.80.248.151||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000014||jay_vr4||06-17-2003||11:17 AM||||they are 15 inch wheels...||203.87.113.200||reg||1||jay_vr4||00001548||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||06-19-2003||05:12 AM||||What's up w/the trim around the upper edge of the door windows?  Is that standard on Aussie cars, an option, or some Pep Boys product?  What do they do?  I've seen them on a few other foreign cars, but never US spec ones.||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||number3||06-19-2003||07:45 AM||||Do you mean the vent visors? <br /><br />They sell millions of them in the states. Basically hey allow you to "vent" the window during a rain storm.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mats.com" target="_blank">www.mats.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.weathertech.com/store/prodsearch.asp?item_group_id=4" target="_blank">http://www.weathertech.com/store/prodsearch.asp?item_group_id=4</a><br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||JAYGVR4||06-19-2003||09:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Do you mean the vent visors? <br /><br />They sell millions of them in the states. Basically hey allow you to "vent" the window during a rain storm.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mats.com" target="_blank">www.mats.com</a><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.weathertech.com/store/prodsearch.asp?item_group_id=4" target="_blank">http://www.weathertech.com/store/prodsearch.asp?item_group_id=4</a> <br /><br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ANyone here use those and have an opinion of them?  I've thought about getting them to hopefully cut down on buffeting.  Kinda hard to justify $80 for some pieces of plastic if I'm not sure they work though...  Anyone?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000018||a_santos||06-19-2003||09:47 PM||||I have never seen some that are as low profile as the ones the japs use. I would get some if they looked just like those.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/002290.cgi
A||||14||gvr4ever||Anyone have a Shepherd Racing tranny?||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||06-08-2003||11:11 PM||||I was just wanted to know if anyone else has one.<br /><br />I dropped off my tranny Saturday for a rebuild.  I only met John for a moment, but I can say he is a nice guy.  He didn't have the I have a fast car ass hole syndrome.  He seemed very down to earth.<br /><br />I look forward to installing a rebuilt tranny and getting some good shifting in.<br /> <br /> <small>[ 06-09-2003, 12:12 PM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||number3||06-08-2003||11:20 PM||||You are in very good hands and your impression of him is right on.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||06-09-2003||12:09 AM||||ONE of these days I am going to send my tranny off to get rebuilt(damn you 2nd gear syncro), and John is definatley getting my business...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||06-09-2003||08:44 AM||||I would, but UPS lost my trans.  It's been about 3 weeks and they finally found it.  Looks like yours will get done before mine.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||suprflewus||06-09-2003||11:14 PM||||I have a Shep tranny. It pretty much rules.  I would definitely recommend his work.  <br /><br />lates<br />dale||205.188.208.166||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000005||Oztek||06-10-2003||06:47 AM||||I just installed mine last week.  I would highly recommend John.  He did a fantastic job.||68.21.36.105||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||06-10-2003||11:32 AM||||Oztek,<br />What was the turn around time?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||06-10-2003||12:23 PM||||Just got off the phone with John and he finally got my trans yesturday.  He is saying that a standard rebuild turnaround is about a week.  If you want four spider diff and other machine work add time for machine shop.  We'll see how soon I get mine.  First ship date was May 20th!  Thanks UPS!!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||Louters91GVR4||06-10-2003||02:06 PM||||John Shepherd for President!!!<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000009||CKA||06-10-2003||02:27 PM||||For the works he said that the turn around time is two weeks.||66.84.245.110||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000010||Oztek||06-10-2003||07:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Oztek,<br />What was the turn around time? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It took about two weeks, but my trans was absolutely fubared.<br /><br />I also had the talon first gear installed at John's suggestion.  I would also suggest this to you guys.  The shorter first gear makes a world of difference getting our pigs going.  The car really seems to move now and rev freer.||68.21.36.105||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||06-10-2003||07:14 PM||||hey oztec how much was the tranny rebuild? i am looking into that as well.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000012||Oztek||06-10-2003||08:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> hey oztec how much was the tranny rebuild? i am looking into that as well. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was just over $2000.  I got all of the bells and whistles installed.  My transmission was also really really screwed up.  Many of the pieces that you normally wouldn't have to have replaced needed to be replaced.||68.21.36.105||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||06-10-2003||09:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Oztek:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> hey oztec how much was the tranny rebuild? i am looking into that as well. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was just over $2000.  I got all of the bells and whistles installed.  My transmission was also really really screwed up.  Many of the pieces that you normally wouldn't have to have replaced needed to be replaced. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now I feel better about the cost of my rebuild  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||Oztek||06-10-2003||10:28 PM||||Yeah.  John said that he was amazed that my first gear blew up before the center diff.  He said that it looked as if the car had been towed at sometime.  So, I needed to buy a new center diff and other bits.<br /><br />Oh well.  You want to play, you've got to pay.||68.21.36.105||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum3/002291.cgi
A||N||11||EvilGalantGSX||New to Fourm||||1||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||06-09-2003||12:25 AM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||I just wanted to say hi.<br /><br />I have a 1990 Galant GSX. so far a real pain in the ass. I cant get it to run, I thought the fuel pump died and when i replaced it the line running from the pump to the out side of the tank was rusted and leaking presure so i replaced all of that and it still wont start. After doing some research on DSMTUNER.COM I replaced the Cap's on the ECU, still no luck, so i think the ECU is fried so im trying to find a replacement but not having a lot of luck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />I realy injoyed it when it ran! im trying to get it fixed for a AutoX on the 15th.||208.133.247.1||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||06-09-2003||12:32 PM||||yo! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />get a datalogger or palm logger tool to see if you got any error codes. you may have a bad maf.<br /><br />DongeR||67.127.59.198||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||06-09-2003||12:44 PM||||Start with the basics - does it have spark, fuel and turn over? I bet one is missing or very weak.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||EvilGalantGSX||06-12-2003||07:08 PM||||Turns over and timming belt is good.<br /><br />I drained the gas tank and checked to make sure fuel was pumping though the system. I dont have a fuel pressure gauge check it right but it pumps fuel fine.<br /><br /><br />When the car died i put new plugs in it, but now i cant find the socket that fit them. so im not 100% on the spark part.||208.133.247.1||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||06-12-2003||11:00 PM||||i'm willing to bet its your ECU<br />find another and i bet it will start<br />i'm 120727246% sure you dont have a bad MAF meter<br />-luke-||141.153.162.118||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||EvilGalantGSX||06-12-2003||11:05 PM||||Its got a fairly new Meter in it, I hope to the god of auto parts that my ecu will come in friday or saturday.||208.133.247.1||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||06-12-2003||11:15 PM||||I bet it's the CAS. I had the same fucking problem, it took forever to figure it out, but that might just be it.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||EvilGalantGSX||06-12-2003||11:16 PM||||Not to sound like a Idiot but what is the CAS? Cold Air Sensor??||208.133.247.1||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||06-13-2003||12:16 AM||||Cam Angle Sensor. Passenger side on the head, held on by to nuts on studs, with a wire plug on it.<br />Aluminum body with army green top.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.166||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||EvilGalantGSX||06-14-2003||01:43 AM||||Is there any way to test the CAS to see if it is bad.||208.133.247.1||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||06-14-2003||10:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by EvilGalantGSX:<br /><strong> Is there any way to test the CAS to see if it is bad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Easiest way is to swap in a spare one.  Check the parts trader or ebay to find a cheap one.  Does yours have a connector on the sensor body, or on the wires coming from it?||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||EvilGalantGSX||06-16-2003||11:58 PM||||IT RUNS.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<br /><br /><br />The 1990 Laser ECU works just fine in my Galant even though the ECUs are differnt. Mine was MD153303 and the new one is MD 162225 i think. <br /><br /><br />I swaped the cases becouse the laser one bolts up differnt from the Galants.  I thought it wouldnt work becouse when i opened up the laser ecu the circut board was a little differnt then the orignal. The Galant board had more traces and 3 little circut card that stood on there side and the Laser one only had 2.<br /><br /><br />I was happy that it ran but the computer came today and i realy wanted to have the car for the autocross yesterday. <br /><br />I had to run my 2001 Saturn SL2 AUTO. I did pretty good the only car that beat me in my class was a Mini Cooper S. 4 differnt people drove that car and they ran 1-2 seconds faster than me.<br /><br />Other than the Flooding here in WV it was a good couple of days.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes



ubb/Forum3/002292.cgi
A||||3||curtis||Mitsu/Garrett fog light conversion (I can dream right)||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||06-09-2003||08:50 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=547" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=547&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.25.36.199||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||curtis||06-09-2003||09:00 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=548&width=400" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=549&width=400" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=550&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />I had the foglights out to repair one and placed them in just to see how they look.<br />The turbo on the drivers side a T4 compressor and the one on the pass side is one I built in the lab at school for a project its a 14B with a TD06 wheel, It has a Garrett intake tube machined and pressed on.  Let here it for higher education and CNC mills and lathes.||67.25.36.199||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||06-09-2003||10:51 AM||||aaggh!!  sprewell wheels, now sprewell foglites?  next we'll have those playing cards we used to stick in the bike spokes to make noise.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||06-10-2003||12:14 AM||||While we're on the topic of foglights, I thought I'd post what I think is our best option for replacement.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.tirerack.com/accessories/hella/micro_de.jsp" target="_blank">http://www.tirerack.com/accessories/hella/micro_de.jsp</a><br /><br />And if you're bling bling like KC:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.tirerack.com/accessories/hella/micro_de_xenon.jsp" target="_blank">http://www.tirerack.com/accessories/hella/micro_de_xenon.jsp</a><br /><br />I don't have either but they seem to be the best fit and quality for our foglight holes. Maybe one of you will take this info and run with it and post some pics.<br /><br />FYI, these are now found on some factory cars so I doubt they are junk. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/002293.cgi
A||||12||14bCrazy||Where are the EVO's!!!!!!!!!!!||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||06-09-2003||09:35 AM||acuradude@msn.com||Why have I not seen the EVO in the WRC?? Are they taking a break or something? Is Rally Art not racing anymore?||205.186.133.166||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||06-09-2003||09:38 AM||||Mitsubishi took a break this year||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-09-2003||10:39 AM||||Yep, It was part of Mistu's budget cut and they are not sponsoring any cars this year. Thats why malboro is sponsoring puegeot.<br /><br />Also, Mitsu is supposed to return next year with a smaller and lighter car which can match the 206. It *should be* that little hatchback we have seen pictures floating around with the 4g63T in it. That should be pretty competitive.<br /><br />I hope Tommi comes back to Mitsu from the dark side. He was kicking ass till he decided to switch and look at him now. <br /><br />I am camping for Marko Martin this year. He is possibly only of the coolest drivers out there and outright fast, I think. I liked the part where he was driving with the hood plastered against the windshield in the focus yesterday.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-09-2003||11:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Yep, It was part of Mistu's budget cut and they are not sponsoring any cars this year. Thats why malboro is sponsoring puegeot.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They're running a limited season -- they're not entirely out.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||06-09-2003||12:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Yep, It was part of Mistu's budget cut and they are not sponsoring any cars this year. Thats why malboro is sponsoring puegeot.<br /><br />Also, Mitsu is supposed to return next year with a smaller and lighter car which can match the 206. It *should be* that little hatchback we have seen pictures floating around with the 4g63T in it. That should be pretty competitive.<br /><br />I hope Tommi comes back to Mitsu from the dark side. He was kicking ass till he decided to switch and look at him now. <br /><br />I am camping for Marko Martin this year. He is possibly only of the coolest drivers out there and outright fast, I think. I liked the part where he was driving with the hood plastered against the windshield in the focus yesterday. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought it was because they did horrible for 02 and they wanted to hit the drawing board again.  Every highlight I see for 02 WRC showes the Lancer flipping over.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||06-09-2003||01:02 PM||||Drawing board?  The cars were flipping over because of the drivers!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||06-09-2003||03:06 PM||||I saw the new evo on a rally race...||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||06-09-2003||04:56 PM||||Supposedly Mitsu is going to come back using an awd 4G63T powered Colt WRC.  So far I've only seen a few pics of it over the past year or so, but it looks sweet.  Ralliart Germany did make one personal car for a client that I saw in either Banzai or Evo last year and it looks killer.  Even if they don't go with the Colt WRC the Evo VIII looks to be a notably better car than even the VII was   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||06-09-2003||09:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Marko Martin   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is he the spanish cousin of NASCAR driver mark martin!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||DookGVR4||06-10-2003||12:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Marko Martin   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is he the spanish cousin of NASCAR driver mark martin! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Here is a  <a href="http://www.machvforums.com/showthread.php?s=&threadid=11446" target="_blank">thread</a>  showing the rumor....if noone has seen it yet.<br /><br />I would definitly buy one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000010||starwrist||06-10-2003||04:54 AM||||Sebastian Lobe owns.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||06-10-2003||03:13 PM||||Sebastian Loeb is good, too.||12.247.128.70||reg||10||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||06-10-2003||03:26 PM||||I like my ear lobe too   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002294.cgi
A||||11||Louters91GVR4||The Italian Job!!!||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||06-09-2003||09:41 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||This movie is AWESOME. Great plot, good acting, cool cars, and one of the hottest chicks I have seen in a movie for a while, and she is not a bad actress. Check it out, you will be glad you did.<br /><br />Tom gives is 5 STARS *****||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||06-09-2003||09:47 AM||||Movie: *<br />Cars: ****||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||number3||06-09-2003||10:05 AM||||I want to see this movie. Is it like "The Big Hit" at all?<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||06-09-2003||01:03 PM||||No, it's not like the Big Hit.  Although that movie was entertaining, it had horrible acting, was very cheesy, and was almost comic-like.  Yes, despite the downfalls I still own the dvd   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />The Italian Job(2003 remake) is very good in my opinion.  Mark Walberg has strayed slightly from his typical roll of the tough guy who's actually sweet.  I mean, he's still kind of like that in this movie, but he's clearly started to improve on his acting and depth.  the rest of the cast did a good job, some more than others.  The car chase with the minis was a good tribute to the original and was done well.  Overall this was a fine heist movie.  Although it has similarities to the original '69 movie, it's really a completely different plot and if you've seen the original you can still see this one without a lack of suprise, and vise-versa.||140.247.202.237||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||06-09-2003||03:05 PM||||I saw the movie and i would rate it as a 5 star..the movie was great.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Some bad ass mini coopers also   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.32.216.146||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||06-10-2003||12:05 AM||||The Big Hit rocks. Its pretty much all satire.<br /><br />"Trace buster-buster-buster...."  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||VR-4play||06-11-2003||06:20 PM||||the italian job is a good movie.  the cast is good and so is the acting.  the ending could be better.||192.91.147.34||reg||1||VR-4play||00000645||yes
Z||000007||DynStatic||06-12-2003||11:49 PM||||Oh and lets not forget Mos Def is in it.<br /><br />Mos Def is such a great rapper. If you like good hip-hop then get his "Black On Both Sides" cd. It's a one of those CDs which you can listen to from start to finish and want to hear it again. <br /><br />I highly recommend it.||68.57.49.82||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000008||VR4coop||06-13-2003||12:14 AM||||GREAT movie went and saw it tonight. Those mini's were pretty mean sounding!!!||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||06-29-2003||02:49 PM||||Just came across this.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.msnbc.com/m/mw/mw.asp?0mw=xh68&sk=msn&id=msn/7171" target="_blank">Mini Cooper stunts in the Italian Job</a>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||06-29-2003||03:20 PM||||I saw the movie this past weekend and it was pretty cool.  Those supercharged Mini's have got to be awesome to drive.<br /><br />Mmm... Charlize Theron   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||06-29-2003||04:31 PM||||We had one come into the shop for inspection. It was just purchased by a guy who brings us his race car to work on. One of the other guys in the shop drove it and he said it was very uninspiring. He wasn't impressed with its power at all. He did say that it seemed like it would handle pretty well, though.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.142||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/002295.cgi
A||||11||14bCrazy||KeyDriver is the man!!!!!!!!!!!||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||06-07-2003||12:46 PM||acuradude@msn.com||Just wanted to publicly thank Jeff for his help with my ECU. This guy is Gods gift to the VR4. Thanks again for all your help.||206.215.11.54||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||06-07-2003||12:58 PM||||keydiver is pretty cool too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.165.18.54||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||06-07-2003||01:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> keydiver is pretty cool too.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How come everyone screws up his name?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||06-07-2003||01:18 PM||||Because I'm dumb!!!!!!||206.215.11.54||reg||10||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||silly4turbo||06-07-2003||02:08 PM||||no dought, jeff's the man ! thanks again man    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||06-07-2003||03:56 PM||||He makes us all better owners.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />A gift from god to the Gvr4 community. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||14||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||06-07-2003||05:10 PM||||Yup, big props to Jeff O. for making these chips.  I would buy him rounds constantly if I lived closer.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||06-07-2003||05:51 PM||||Maybe I should explain the name, it might help....<br />My wife and I scuba DIVE alot in the Florida KEYS, so for about 10-12 years my email names and handle have been KEY-DIVER. Understand now?<br />I know its confusing since this is a car DRIVING board, so I haven't said anything before. Then again, I'm used to it with a last name like OBERHOLTZER   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||216.77.205.2||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||number3||06-08-2003||08:28 AM||||Jeff is a true car community guy, even if he deserted us for the southern weather. <br /><br />He has helped me out with old TMO issues I have had in the past years after TMO ceased to exsist. Fixed the ECUs that could be fixed. Sends CAPs to GVR4 owners free.  <br /><br />He has saved me a good deal of money and time when it comes to the GVR4 brain. Jeff would never pay for a beer in a bar that I was in.<br /><br />Thanks again,<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||QShip||06-09-2003||09:23 PM||||Yeah, Jeff has helped me also. A nice Car Guy.||67.34.98.172||reg||1||Kanihitit||00000300||yes
Z||000010||DookGVR4||06-09-2003||11:59 PM||||Thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.52.237.20||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000011||TLT||06-11-2003||11:04 AM||||Thank you very much for the ECU caps, keydiver!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes



ubb/Forum3/002297.cgi
A||||10||driftin galant||found muffler need opinion.||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||06-10-2003||01:48 AM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||i fould a couple of mufflers that have a 3"inch inlet but have 2.5 inche tips so would it look bad if i put tips on it or should i keep looking for a muffler with tips already included? By the way does the flowmaster exhaust sound good?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||06-10-2003||06:53 AM||||Flowmaster are the worst mufflers out, might as well keep the stock ones. They flow really poorly, I mean half as much as other performancfe mufflers. No good.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||06-10-2003||08:29 AM||||I have been running a 3" (3-chamber) Flowmaster muffler for about 3 years now, and WOULD NOT recommend it.  It is extremely loud, resonates inside the car, and supposedly creates a great deal of back pressure due to the "baffles" inside.  Now, I really doubt the back pressure affects a car running a small turbo with 3" exhaust (such as mine), but I still wouldn't recommend it as a first choice.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||driftin galant||06-10-2003||01:48 PM||||what aobut this magnaflow the tips are 4 iches apart but with tips will it look good? <br /><br />[img] [img]http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=561 [/img][/IMG]<br />[img] [img]http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=559 [/img][/IMG] <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=562" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=563" alt=" - " />||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000004||driftin galant||06-10-2003||01:49 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=564" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=565" alt=" - " />||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-10-2003||01:51 PM||||Erik<br /><br />That would set them a little too wide in my opinion. But, its your personal taste finally.<br /><br />BTW, I am selling a set of RRE dual tips for $40 (for my friend) in the 'For Sale' forum, lemme know if you are interested. <br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||driftin galant||06-10-2003||02:01 PM||||just found out that the stanless steel ones are 189 and the aluminized steel is 139 so that is pretty good.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||06-10-2003||02:10 PM||||My 2.5" exhaust came with a 4" tip similar to that.  I sawed it off because it looked stupid.  To each their own though.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000008||driftin galant||06-10-2003||02:16 PM||||there is also this one<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=567" alt=" - " />||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000009||driftin galant||06-10-2003||02:17 PM||||the tips are closer together<br />and only 24 inches long||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000010||curtis||06-10-2003||09:53 PM||||look up dynomax's website before you buy a muffler plus you can talk to there tech guys and they can give you db levels and flow numbers plus there cheap from advance auto parts. I've got a 6 inch round 3" in 3" out 18" long that is super quiet for what I'm running.||67.25.33.58||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002298.cgi
A||||7||raceman77||fun with exhaust manifold studs||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||06-10-2003||05:06 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||doing exhaust work usually is not my favorite part of auto mechanics.The broken studs,usually in worst spot,rusted/seized bolts..dirty..something always goes wrong and requires one or several trips to the parts/tool places.Knowing this l dove in and commenced upgrading my ex.mani,turbo housings and o2housing.l of course though it foolish to make sure l had all the needed small parts,seals and gaskets,checking would only slow the process after all.So day two and l`m halfway done now.The ex.mani and wastegate had see through cracks!l`m curious to feel the performance with the new parts since the cracks in the old parts prevented any sustained running at high boost or even reaching peak boost.Underhood temps were stupid hot also with the ex.leaks.okay l had to take a break and let you all know l`m experiencing yet another 4g63 right of passage  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||06-10-2003||07:14 PM||||Did you remember to put threadlocker on the lower middle exhaust stud? If not expect it to leak.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||06-11-2003||01:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> Did you remember to put threadlocker on the lower middle exhaust stud? If not expect it to leak. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you know l wondered about using some of the high tech locker/compounds but instead used ex.manifold specific pinch nuts and cup washers,same stuff l use on the Porsches.l think l got all the nuts torqued as they should be.The car runs great now but l still need an uncrushed stock BOV as mine leaks and does funny things,anyone got a spare?||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR41062||06-11-2003||01:27 AM||||The lower middle exaust manifold stud goes into one of the main cooling passages in the head and needs to be sealed with RTV when re-installing, other wise a coolent leak will occure.  Its a good thing you can do that with it all together unless the stud does not come out.<br /><br />~John||24.118.130.174||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000004||raceman77||06-11-2003||12:39 PM||||hmmmm,that`s some good information l could have used two days ago..but luckily that particular stud was okay  and didn`t need replacement  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   also a good reminder to me to ask for pointers before l get ambitious again though,thanks.The car runs great now with boost set at 16psi,something it wasn`t able to do before.||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-11-2003||12:48 PM||||Rick<br /><br />did you put in the ported housing ? How good is spoolup now?<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||06-11-2003||03:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">manifold stud goes into one of the main cooling passages in the head   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually it's one of the oil passages.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||raceman77||06-12-2003||01:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Rick<br /><br />did you put in the ported housing ? How good is spoolup now?<br /><br />KC </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Spoolup? well my manifold was ported and matched the ported housing quite well..but the gasket l used had the stock sizing,same with the downpipe.l`m being choked by the gaskets.l feel an improvement for sure but l`m curious how much l`m missing with the setup as is.l need those gaskets.l`m going with a tubular o2 housing/downpipe combo in the near future which should help...l have a feeling this won`t end anytime soon,this car begs for more mods.When l worked for a Porsche dealer l made a point to never drive a car faster then mine because l didn`t want to ever feel dissapointed behind the wheel of my own car.l`m definitely going to stop modding the engine when it feels as fast as my Porsche...l`m going to TRY to stop anyways  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes



ubb/Forum3/002299.cgi
A||||4||mromik||some pics of my car and my town||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-10-2003||08:01 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||Me at Lenina square.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=570" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=570&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=571" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=571&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=572" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=572&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=573" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=573&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />central street<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=574" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=574&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Pics of my car<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=575" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=575&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=576" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=576&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=577" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=577&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||mromik||06-10-2003||08:03 PM||||My backseat never saw the seabelts (the belts are under the seat, but holes are wired)<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=578" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=578&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=579" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=579&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />My intake pipe<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=580" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=580&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||06-10-2003||08:56 PM||||Nice looking place. <br /><br />BTW, I notice your interior is made by AMG also. I've been looking for forever for a place to get the leather for our cars. Do you know of any places over there where you can get interior pieces?<br />You have cloth interior right?<br /><br />Also, can you please give me a price on the curtains? I love them. Used to have them on my cars in Japan. I really need to sets of them.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||06-10-2003||11:49 PM||||The 6th picture from the top. Who cares about your car when there is something better next to it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.5||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||mromik||06-11-2003||12:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Also, can you please give me a price on the curtains? I love them. Used to have them on my cars in Japan. I really need to sets of them.<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">emailed you||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum3/002300.cgi
A||||10||hibrn8||ill be out in Florida next week!||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||06-10-2003||10:13 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Hey guys. I received a phone call today from the pharmacy school in florida that i applied to, i have an interview next week on june 20th. So i will flying down there and arriving in west palm beach on tues morning and leaving on sat morning. so if any of you live around the area, let me know.||65.227.204.145||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||06-10-2003||11:05 PM||||Don't mean to hijack this thread but I will also be in the Tampa/St. Pete area in August visiting family. If anybody wants to have some beers......||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||06-10-2003||11:28 PM||||Tampa is a loooong way from West Palm Beach. About 4 hours to be exact. Jeff O. is in Tequesta which is right above West Palm you might want to look him up.<br />  As far as Tampa, St. Pete check out the Wing house...Had many fun times in there when I was workin in Clearwater.||68.76.177.213||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||06-11-2003||12:38 AM||||well the interview i have is on friday and it only really lasts for an hour. i planned to go out there a bit early to try to get some other stuff done. i want to try to apply for a job out there just in case i do attend school there, then i hae something lined up. this way i have income for living expenses.<br /><br />plus i hear the gals out there are FUKIN hot and are half naked all the time so a few extra days out there cant hurt   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.227.217.210||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||06-11-2003||10:46 AM||||Once you live here, its hard to leave. My wife and I haven't taken a vacation since we moved here 3 1/2 years ago, because living here is like a vacation.<br />I will be out in Denver, Colorado from Wednesday the 18th, until sometime Saturday afternoon, so I'll probably miss you, unless it would be Tuesday night!! Of course, there are some GVR-4's in Denver, aren't there????<br />By the way, where are those girls you mentioned????||68.158.210.15||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||06-11-2003||02:17 PM||||There are some VR4s out here in Denver and Boulder.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||06-11-2003||05:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> <br />By the way, where are those girls you mentioned???? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">a block away from the beach house im gonna be staying in!||65.227.217.25||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||CCDSM69||06-11-2003||07:00 PM||||I'll be in Miami until the 21st. I got accepted into 2 pharmacy schools in the area which I might end up going to for the graduate studies. UCONN just isn't cutting it, but we'll see. Have fun in Florida (I know I will  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||06-12-2003||01:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">By the way, where are those girls you mentioned????  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Jeff I think your wife took all of the hot babes out, when ever they come close to your house she goes and takes then out!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||06-12-2003||02:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">By the way, where are those girls you mentioned????  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Jeff I think your wife took all of the hot babes out, when ever they come close to your house she goes and takes then out! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How did you know why wife has such a problem with the 18 year old bimbos in their thongs? I just can't get it through to her that a 44 year old woman isn't supposed to look like that!<br />Let me know Hibrn8 if you want to try to meet Tuesday after work. I won't have much time, and can't stay out late, because it seems like I never get my suitcase packed until the night before. You can call me when you get into West Palm at 747-4998.<br />Jeff O.||68.211.192.229||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||06-19-2003||09:34 PM||||sorry jeff i didnt get in until late tues night so by that time you were already going. but i'll be down here more and we can hook up. you are not far at all.||67.34.41.105||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
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q!00000040!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!07:06 PM!,
q!2452786.1906!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Dog and chocolate factoid.!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2452786.1100!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!02:50 PM!,
q!2452787.1450!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Anyone wanna Photoshop my car?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2452786.1246!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452787.1723!,
q!Josh B!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!installed white faced guages..!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2452786.1520!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!sleeper!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452787.1427!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!uno!,
q!Autocross pics...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2452786.2332!,
q!Micah!,
q!00000228!,
q!gtluke!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!06:10 PM!,
q!2452787.1810!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!RRE previous groupbuy questions ???!,
q!1!,
q!44!,
q!05-26-2003!,
q!11:50 PM!,
q!2452786.2350!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!06-03-2003!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452794.2317!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000044!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Calipers again? Today was not my day.!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2452787.0056!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452788.1123!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!pocketlogger software (tunerstein)!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!03:33 AM!,
q!2452787.0333!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!00000159!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!03:33 AM!,
q!2452787.0333!,
q!DarkDevilMMM!,
q!00000159!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!new pictures to share... !,
q!1!,
q!39!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!10:58 PM!,
q!2452793.2258!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!07:44 AM!,
q!2452818.0744!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000039!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!new car!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!11:45 AM!,
q!2452787.1145!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!911307!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2452788.1908!,
q!911307!,
q!00000370!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!i am looking for exhaust!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!06-03-2003!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452794.0021!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!02:32 AM!,
q!2452798.0232!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!where does everyone have their afc?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!03:26 PM!,
q!2452787.1526!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!keydiver!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452788.1427!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tangent!,
q!Any lawyers or ticket experience out there?!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!06-03-2003!,
q!03:12 AM!,
q!2452794.0312!,
q!Tangent!,
q!00000258!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!02:56 AM!,
q!2452805.0256!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BigMal!,
q!My dream car -Stagea 260RS!,
q!10!,
q!13!,
q!06-03-2003!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452794.0950!,
q!BigMal!,
q!00001176!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2452795.2012!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147of1000!,
q!A/C help!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-03-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452794.1307!,
q!147of1000!,
q!00000861!,
q!147of1000!,
q!06-03-2003!,
q!02:21 PM!,
q!2452794.1421!,
q!147of1000!,
q!00000861!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!Would u get the Evo or STi?!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!06-03-2003!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2452794.1328!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!00000681!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452828.1120!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Alright... Who would win???!,
q!1!,
q!53!,
q!06-03-2003!,
q!02:06 PM!,
q!2452794.1406!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!GVR4#1373!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2452815.1557!,
q!GVR4#1373!,
q!00001753!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000053!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Opinions On WRX's (2002-2003)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-03-2003!,
q!05:09 PM!,
q!2452794.1709!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!TLT!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!11:35 AM!,
q!2452795.1135!,
q!TLT!,
q!00000705!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Anyone have a Shepherd Racing tranny?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!06-08-2003!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452799.2311!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!Oztek!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2452801.2228!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!non-cruse contro; throttle cable!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-03-2003!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452794.2247!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452795.0000!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!00000596!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!New to Fourm!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!12:25 AM!,
q!2452800.0025!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452807.2358!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vrpower!,
q!ATTESA?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-03-2003!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2452794.2324!,
q!vrpower!,
q!00000547!,
q!vrpower!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2452795.1317!,
q!vrpower!,
q!00000547!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Mitsu/Garrett fog light conversion (I can dream right)!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!08:50 AM!,
q!2452800.0850!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Minjin!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!12:14 AM!,
q!2452801.0014!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q~Where are the EVO's!!!!!!!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!09:35 AM!,
q!2452800.0935!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!03:26 PM!,
q!2452801.1526!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q~The Italian Job!!!~,
q!2!,
q!11!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!09:41 AM!,
q!2452800.0941!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!Minjin!,
q!06-29-2003!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2452820.1631!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q~KeyDriver is the man!!!!!!!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!06-07-2003!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2452798.1246!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!TLT!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!11:04 AM!,
q!2452802.1104!,
q!TLT!,
q!00000705!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Chris Sanders!,
q!Soliciting USCC Votes !,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!03:50 PM!,
q!2452800.1550!,
q!Chris Sanders!,
q!00000041!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2452805.1041!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!found muffler need opinion.!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!01:48 AM!,
q!2452801.0148!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!curtis!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452801.2153!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!fun with exhaust manifold studs!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!05:06 PM!,
q!2452801.1706!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!raceman77!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!01:22 AM!,
q!2452803.0122!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!some pics of my car and my town!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452801.2001!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!12:02 AM!,
q!2452802.0002!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Best/Best Price for Spearco 2-216 Core?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452787.1812!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!08:15 PM!,
q!2452787.2015!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Good Vendor!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452787.2153!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!tplesko!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452787.2153!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Pics of my GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452787.2313!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452787.2313!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob dole!,
q!members rides!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!05-27-2003!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452787.2316!,
q!bob dole!,
q!00000223!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!02:07 AM!,
q!2452788.0207!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Little Sahara, Utah!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2452788.0007!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452788.1612!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!who has this car now?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2452788.1121!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452788.1733!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!bye bye 1938/2000!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!01:21 PM!,
q!2452788.1321!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!mromik!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2452796.1831!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!check out my friends website!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452788.1324!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!Hertz!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!03:47 PM!,
q!2452788.1547!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Marcus!,
q!What kind of tires should I get?!,
q!2!,
q!3!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452788.1903!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!Marcus!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2452788.2257!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!Updated Mitsu CAPS?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!09:11 AM!,
q!2452795.0911!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2452796.2124!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!I found something!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!05-28-2003!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2452788.2024!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452796.0005!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q~Wife's GVR4 is a Road Kill Warrior!~,
q!8!,
q!5!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2452795.0946!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!Hertz!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452796.0107!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!Interesting stuff on EVO VIII!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2452795.1102!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2452796.1417!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Trying to find 2.5&quot;  90 degree elbows...!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452795.1208!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!06:57 PM!,
q!2452813.1857!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Good whiteline/suspension read   GVR4 content!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!01:40 PM!,
q!2452795.1340!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!01:40 PM!,
q!2452795.1340!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!msaskin!,
q~yay for lo-tek!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!05:52 PM!,
q!2452795.1752!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2452795.1951!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Anyone have a Nomad Jukebox?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!08:29 PM!,
q!2452795.2029!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!06:33 AM!,
q!2452796.0633!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!mitsubishi shootout !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-04-2003!,
q!08:39 PM!,
q!2452795.2039!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!hecdws!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2452796.1827!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!starwrist!,
q!Just watched half of 2Fast2Bullshit!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!01:08 AM!,
q!2452796.0108!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!Hertz!,
q!06-09-2003!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2452800.0051!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!I wish they made this for a gvr4...!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452796.1141!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!06-05-2003!,
q!11:33 PM!,
q!2452796.2333!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Yao!,
q!Injector Circuit Failure!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!09:49 AM!,
q!2452792.0949!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!Pappy!,
q!06-03-2003!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2452794.1608!,
q!Pappy!,
q!00000327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Wooo hooo ! The site's back up....~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2452792.1011!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-02-2003!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452793.2047!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboBuddy!,
q!Where can I buy a GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452792.1147!,
q!TurboBuddy!,
q!00000901!,
q!ken inn!,
q!06-01-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452792.1222!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
};
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A||||2||REDLINEGVR4||Finding a DSM||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||06-10-2003||10:16 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||I have a friend looking for a 1g dsm. does anyone know any good sites to find cars other than autotrader or ebay?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||joec||06-10-2003||10:37 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsmtrader.com/" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtrader.com/</a><br /><a href="http://www.thepartstrader.com/" target="_blank">http://www.thepartstrader.com/</a>||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||06-10-2003||11:26 PM||||Local forums:<br /><br /><a href="http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/" target="_blank">http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/</a><br /><br /><a href="http://orl.dsmforum.com/" target="_blank">http://orl.dsmforum.com/</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002302.cgi
A||||35||gtluke||test your galant knowledge ||||7||||gtluke||00000281
Z||000000||gtluke||06-11-2003||05:28 PM||gtluke@hotmail.com||as far as i can count, our (us spec) galant vr4's came with at least 15 american threads in various parts of the car.  i think i know where a few more are hidden, but for now i know 15 i'm sure of.<br />good luck! <br />lets see how many you can find! and if you find anymore i forgot<br />-luke-||141.153.162.189||reg||7||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||06-11-2003||06:01 PM||||Que???<br /><br /><br />I think that school knocked you alittle too hard...||65.138.131.168||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-11-2003||06:01 PM||||What the hell is an "american thread" ???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||06-11-2003||06:04 PM||||like a bolt is pitched at american thread<br />for instance, there are 4 11/16" .20 threads<br />not 19mm .20 or something||141.153.162.189||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||06-11-2003||06:08 PM||||you guys are aware that you should be using your metic wrench set on your galants right?||141.153.162.189||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||06-11-2003||06:09 PM||||I think if you said SAE bolt sizes, we'd all know wtf you're talking about.<br /><br />You got me on the quiz, though.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||06-11-2003||06:22 PM||||yeah i guess i could have said SAE.<br />i've always refered to them as metric and american. i think even when you go to sears the sockets are either american or metric.<br />lets here these guesses||141.153.175.153||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||06-11-2003||06:34 PM||||I've got plenty how about these:<br />4 spark plugs<br />16 lug nuts  <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.138.131.168||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||06-11-2003||06:44 PM||||nope<br />lug nuts are metric<br />BUT<br />you got 4 with the spark plugs!<br />i'm not counting the 4 screw on nipples on the end of the spark plugs either, but i'm sure those are standard threads.||141.153.175.153||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||06-11-2003||06:46 PM||||Truthfully it can depend on what lugs you use also  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||65.138.131.168||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||06-11-2003||06:54 PM||||well, i've only seen one mitsu with american threads on the lugs.<br />my friend nate hammered in some 4" studs so he could run draglites. he used american sized lugs (1/2" - 20) because finding 4" metric lug studs is pretty hard to find.<br />otherwise, all our cars came with metric lugs.||141.153.175.153||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||bob in chicago||06-11-2003||09:02 PM||||The seat belt anchors are SAE||24.148.88.35||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000012||04DrBlur||06-11-2003||09:28 PM||||Arent the front axle nuts SAE?||68.76.181.186||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000013||VR6 Eater||06-11-2003||09:59 PM||||Front axle nuts are metric, not standard.<br /><br />What about valve stems. Metric or american?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000014||BlackHole||06-11-2003||10:08 PM||||Most of the engine / oil filter housing hex plugs are SAE but off the top of my head I don't remeber how many there are.||65.60.150.236||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000015||Minjin||06-11-2003||10:14 PM||||Yep, seat belt bolts are SAE. I discovered this awhile back when it was time to intall my 4 pt harness and I wanted an eye bolt to thread in there so I could just clip on my harness. The guys at the hardware store thought I was crazy when I told them I wanted an eye bolt with metric threads. So it was weird when I handed them the stock bolt and they told me it was 'merican.<br /><br />Must be a DOT thing. All saftey related stuff must be approved.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000016||gtluke||06-12-2003||12:20 AM||||holy crap you guys keep finding more<br />i diddn't know about the seat belts, and i totally forgot about the oil filter. i believe that the threads on the oil filter housing are metric though, because i know its a pain to get the correct earl fitting for it. the oil filter itself must be SAE though cause its an old number used on some american cars.<br /><br />vr6 eater is right on the valve stems thought<br />thats 4 more of my original 15<br /><br />so far we have:<br />my 15<br />- 4 spart plugs<br />- 4 valve stems<br />7 left of mine<br /><br />then we GAINED:<br />14? seat belt bolts? (4 belts in front and 3 in rear?)<br />1 (possibly more) oil filter<br /><br />odd about the seat belts though, cause in most cars (not sure about the galant though) the bolt head on the seat belt is a torx. torx is measured in metric (torx 45 = 4.5mm i THINK, almost positive) but the threads are SAE.<br />wierd combinations.<br /><br />my mustang is really annoying with american/metric stuff. its about 50/50 with american and metric. everything about the engine/trans/rear is SAE, but anything bolted externally to those is metric. like the alternator is metric, so are all the bolt holes in the alternator bracket, but the bolts holding the bracket to the engine are SAE. the rear is SAE, but the bolts holding it in are all metric. the body is real funky.. the screws holding the lights to the bumper are metric, but the screws holding the bumper to the fenders are standard, but the screws holding it to the frame are metric.<br />its fucked up, and it sucks cause i have to have a full set of american AND metric tools to work on that car.||138.89.110.78||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||06-13-2003||05:31 AM||||Haha, that's what you get for driving a Rustang.<br /><br />Respectable track time though.||198.88.145.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000018||AWDpower||06-15-2003||02:45 AM||||Don't forget the 7/8" hex on the oxygen sensor. Although it can be argued that it's also 22mm. But I'm sure the threads are SAE.||68.134.172.29||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000019||gtluke||06-15-2003||11:04 PM||||damn! haha thats one more!<br />its for sure an SAE size. wow one more.<br />nobody got my original ones though<br />i'll start hinting at where there are a half dozen more.<br />all of our galants were modified at the port, i find it hard to believe, but apparently its true. there is something bolted to our car that wasn't there when it left japan. i learned this though my JDM motor, and confirmed it with my dealer.||141.153.162.118||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000020||BlackHole||06-16-2003||08:26 AM||||Sorry, O2 sensor threads are metric - 18mm. I had to tap them out once.<br /><br />For confirmation, all 9 of the head plugs are 1/8 PT, and the engine block main oil gallery plug is 3/8PT. The 2 small block plugs on the front of the block are 1/16PT. I'm pretty sure that the oil filter housing taper plugs are 3/8PT. The pressure sender unit [on DSMs] is 1/8-28 BPT.<br /><br />Does my 1/8-27 NPT EGT probe count?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000021||iceman69510||06-16-2003||10:10 AM||||Kyle,<br /><br />Are you sure those plug threads are NPT?  Most Japanese use BSP, which are quite close but not identical.  I think Mitsu uses BSP as well (most Japanese car companies got their original tooling and designs from the British-hence the RHD and things like BSP).||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000022||DongeR615||06-16-2003||12:39 PM||||pcv valve?||67.127.59.198||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000023||BlackHole||06-16-2003||03:23 PM||||iceman,<br /><br />I never said they were NPT, just PT - I can't be 100% sure given how many pipe threads are out there. But if go buy a 3/8" pipe thread at the local hardware store it fits fine. Then again, a brass 1/8 NPT will fit in a 1/8 BPT hole too. Either way, it's all academic.||130.36.27.130||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000024||Oztek||06-16-2003||06:38 PM||||Errr....Aren't the threads on the shifter SAE?||68.21.36.105||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000025||EvilGalantGSX||06-16-2003||09:17 PM||||The drain plug on my gas tank is SAE, its 15/32 i think. i drained the gas the other day.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000026||howard_GVR4||06-16-2003||09:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by EvilGalantGSX:<br /><strong> The drain plug on my gas tank is SAE, its 15/32 i think. i drained the gas the other day. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I coulda sworn it was 22 or 24mm, last time I drained gas at the track.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000027||gtluke||06-18-2003||05:36 PM||||yeah thats metric<br />your socket just happened to fit||138.89.76.150||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000028||number3||06-18-2003||05:42 PM||||The nut behind the wheel of number3 is US spec.<br /><br />Harry<br /><br /><br />P.S. Come on guys!! I have been waiting for days to see if anyone else would...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||PRE-EVO||06-18-2003||06:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> The nut behind the wheel of number3 is US spec.<br /><br />Harry<br /><br /><br />P.S. Come on guys!! I have been waiting for day to see if anyone else would say...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry should that suprise us any???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.25.95.4||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000030||NZGZR4||06-19-2003||02:25 AM||||Basically any thread that seals liquid and is not a banjo or O ring type seal will be a NPT.<br />this includes the likes of spark plugs, oil filter housing bungs (but not the filter itself), most water temp sensors (must be 1/2 dozen of those  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> ) and several threaded nippples on the intake manifold.<br /><br />Cam  (this loose nut behind the wheel is metric!! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> )||219.88.129.180||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000031||Ant||06-19-2003||08:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> all of our galants were modified at the port, i find it hard to believe, but apparently its true. there is something bolted to our car that wasn't there when it left japan. i learned this though my JDM motor, and confirmed it with my dealer. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is it ?<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000032||number3||06-19-2003||08:38 AM||||the number badge?||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000033||curtis||06-20-2003||11:46 PM||||and also the damn key ring, that I don't own, number 3||67.25.36.4||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000034||gtluke||06-21-2003||01:53 AM||||i learned alot from this thread.<br />i was told that our cars were shipped to the US without AC. all of them.<br />air conditioning was installed at the port? thats what my dealer said. i thought it was wierd. but the thing is, i blew out the blow out valve on my AC compressor, and the dealer could not get the valve for me, and thats the reason he told me.  so i went up to my friends shop and grabbed a valve off one of his old compressors (dsm), and wouldn't ya know, it does fit in my compressor. wierd. after searcing and searching, and not finding one, i went down to the parts store in search for a plug to put in it. i stood infront of the metric bin for like 20 minutes trying bolts. none fit. i walked over to the american section, and BAM one fit right in! i thought that was wierd. and the blow out valve from the DSM is a metric thread.<br />then i remembered while installing my motor, that i could never get the compressor to fit on the bracket (jdm motor) and not even thinking that the compressor brackets would be different. they looked exactly the same.. but in reality, they are about a 1/4" off. THEN i saw a jdm compressor, and it was TOTALLY different than whats on our galants and on DSM's<br />so maybe the guy was right? was AC installed at the port on our cars?<br />doest seem right, but who knows.<br />-luke-||141.153.174.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000035||Hertz||06-22-2003||12:59 PM||||Maybe there are/were some regulations about the transport of freon?  It does make sense -- ever wonder why we don't have the automatic climate control system?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002303.cgi
A||||28||turbowop||cool pics of 1051 and an evo VIII||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||06-11-2003||08:36 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I drove by the evo at the dealer today and saw a good photo opportunity. Old school and new school together. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=592" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=592&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=593" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=593&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=594" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=594&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||06-11-2003||09:30 PM||||Very Nice!!!  <br /><br />  What the hell is that on your back window?  Looks like the robot from the sci-fi channel.||68.76.181.186||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||06-11-2003||09:32 PM||||i LOVE the Tein man! Nice touch.||64.252.99.72||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||06-11-2003||09:37 PM||||Awesome!  What did the dealer say?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||06-11-2003||10:08 PM||||How is your license plate attached Mark?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||06-11-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Very Nice!!!  <br /><br />  What the hell is that on your back window?  Looks like the robot from the sci-fi channel. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dampa-chi!!!!!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||06-11-2003||10:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Awesome!  What did the dealer say? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I asked a salesman if he would mind if I did it and said he didn't care. Only one salesman showed interest and said I should email a pic to the owner of the dealership. I think that all the other salesman had no idea what my car was.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||06-11-2003||10:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> How is your license plate attached Mark? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One long screw goes throught the license plate and into the hole for the blinker screw. The other side is held by a ty-wrap. Ghetto, I know, but I'm sick of getting hassled by the law.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||199of2k||06-11-2003||10:23 PM||||caption for the first one:<br /><br />"Hey sexy, wanna play?"||68.9.135.193||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||06-11-2003||10:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> i LOVE the Tein man! Nice touch. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah....I thought he was cute.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  Nobody really knows what it is. Some drunk guy on a ten speed rolled up to me while I was gassing up and asked what it was. Not wanting to explain the coilover setup, I told him it came with my shocks. He kept saying "little shock guy!!" over and over again as he rode off.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||curtis||06-11-2003||11:13 PM||||Another nice touch was you getting a half a car lenght on him from a dead stop  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.25.37.128||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||06-11-2003||11:30 PM||||thanks for the new desktop backround picture.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />i used the secound one.  nice pics. very LARGE. good quality too.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000012||sleepergvr4||06-11-2003||11:33 PM||||what do you guys think, i think the galant looks better in those pictures than the evo?||68.212.64.178||reg||5||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000013||number3||06-11-2003||11:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepergvr4:<br /><strong> what do you guys think, i think the galant looks better in those pictures than the evo? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wasn't going to say it earlier (for fear of starting an argument) but I think so too.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||turbowop||06-12-2003||12:19 AM||||I think of the galant's style like that of the Datsun 510. They look badass when done up. It's got the body lines that will look good forever. Boxy cars always seem to look good over time. They just need some wheels and lowering. <br /><br />I was surprised at how big the Evo looked next to my car.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000015||Jon||06-12-2003||08:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong><br />I was surprised at how big the Evo looked next to my car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is what I was thinking too.  It is no wonder that Mitsu is taking a year off from WRC and working on a smaller, lighter car.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000016||DeanCouchey||06-12-2003||09:47 AM||||the EVO looks mad but the GVR4 looks so sophisticated and civil, much nicer sleep look. Mice pics mark!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000017||VTGVR4||06-12-2003||10:14 AM||||they want 32k for their evo? hmmm.  i swear the FIRST thing that would go if i ever bought an evo would be the fugly tail lights. <br />and yes, the galant looks better.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000018||iceman69510||06-12-2003||12:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepergvr4:<br /><strong> what do you guys think, i think the galant looks better in those pictures than the evo? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wasn't going to say it earlier but I think so too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree with these assessments, as well as Jon's comment about size.  Especially the height.<br /><br />And Mark, 510's rule.  I have three of them.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000019||number3||06-12-2003||01:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> I think of the galant's style like that of the Datsun 510. They look badass when done up. It's got the body lines that will look good forever. Boxy cars always seem to look good over time. They just need some wheels and lowering. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I always think GN but my car is black which helps that line of thinking.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||beavis||06-12-2003||01:47 PM||||wtf?  why do i get a picture of some big fat naked guy sitting at a computer when i click on the pictures???||198.81.26.105||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||06-12-2003||02:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by beavis:<br /><strong> wtf?  why do i get a picture of some big fat naked guy sitting at a computer when i click on the pictures??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, whatever turns you on.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Seriously, what browser are you using?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||06-12-2003||04:00 PM||||That aint no pic, boy. Thats Ken Inn's live video cam....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||REDLINEGVR4||06-12-2003||09:28 PM||||Those are great pics!||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000024||229of1000||06-12-2003||10:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by beavis:<br /><strong> wtf?  why do i get a picture of some big fat naked guy sitting at a computer when i click on the pictures??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> Those are great pics! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Weirdo!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000025||GRV4726||06-13-2003||02:04 AM||||"C:\Program Files\MultiMedia Navigator\Picture Navigator\Album1\GVR4vsTELshifter.jpg"<br /><br />what is wrong with that? it won't let me submit them on the free image hosting. it keeps on telling me to use jpeg and i am...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   i feel stupid!||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000026||Hertz||06-13-2003||02:15 AM||||Email me the image... <a href="mailto:rhertz@3-points.com">rhertz@3-points.com</a>  My initial guess is that although it is named ".jpg" it is something else.  The image hosting reads the file content type from the uploading browser (IE, Netscape, Opera, etc.)||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000027||turbowop||06-13-2003||03:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><br />And Mark, 510's rule.  I have three of them. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If I had the money to sink into another car other than the galant, I would do a 510 with an sr20det. I love old school imports. Especially 510's. You should post some pics of your cars. I'd like to see them.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000028||#1459 VR-4||06-13-2003||03:57 AM||||I agree the Galant looks even better then the VIII and like some have stated, I have a new background.<br /><br />btw: congrats on being the DSMTuners cover car!||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes



ubb/Forum3/002304.cgi
A||||3||SPAM||Griffen w/HKS end tanks||||1||||SPAM||00000272
Z||000000||SPAM||06-11-2003||09:59 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||Anybody using the Griffen 24x10x2.75 core with HKS end tanks from RRE? <br />That end tank that has the inlet that is supposed to route through the core support kinda sucks. If you have the cooler centered up the inlet hits the bumper brace. I may have some more steel to cut off but here is what it looks like:<br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid65/p4b77e466702a6f10bbfb7ba893c4a11f/fbf423f7.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />I know it's crooked and the grill isnt really on but there you go...have a BRAND NEW AMG grill on it's way and should be here by next Monday.||68.108.167.12||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000001||AWD4DR||06-12-2003||02:29 AM||||Looks nice but that grill makes the whole car look crooked!!||68.80.248.151||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000002||SPAM||06-12-2003||08:36 PM||||zip tie pending....||68.224.135.63||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000003||vrpower||06-12-2003||09:29 PM||||Very nice car over all!!||199.35.138.90||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes



ubb/Forum3/002305.cgi
A||||5||tplesko||VRoooom! 3&quot; exhaust install||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||06-12-2003||12:07 AM||||Well my 3" exhaust from Certified Muffler showed up today.  I go the aluminized 3" turbo back with a test pipe and the thermal muffler, $700 shipped.  It doesn't have a tip on it at the moment until I weld on my dual tip to keep it sleeper.<br /><br />I had to wait ~6 weeks for it to get here and I installed it this evening in the pouring rain but it was all worth it.  The car sounds amazing. Spool is so much earlier and you can hear the turbo better.  It even sounds better blowing off...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I can't wait to install the 20g that sitting next to me just as soon as I get the intercooler from IRC (2-216 core)<br /><br />I will post pictures tomorrow when I get them off the digital camera...||12.203.230.54||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||06-12-2003||12:23 AM||||I remember how I felt after installing my 3". It was like a whole new car. So much more powerful. Well, until fuel cut came on because of the extra flow. Have fun with it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||06-12-2003||12:34 AM||||How loud is it at idle with the Thermal? How about full throttle? <br />Thinking about ditching the Magnaflow...<br /><br />Glad you like the exhaust... I'm a big fan of mine...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||06-12-2003||12:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> How loud is it at idle with the Thermal? <br />How about full throttle? <br />Thinking about ditching the Magnaflow...<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">At idle i think it's pretty quiet but I have never had a cat on the car (thanks Katie  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )  At full throttle it's decently loud and very deep. I don't know if it's rubbing anywhere yet but it's close to the T-case and driveshaft.  I might have to bend the hangers a bit more.<br /><br />I can't wait to drive it in the morning.||12.203.230.54||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-12-2003||02:45 PM||||Pivvay<br /><br />Post a pic of the pipes and the way it is. I have 2 sets (one from certified and another a mandrel copy) but neither have flanges. I need to see how they all line up<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||silly4turbo||06-13-2003||04:00 PM||||Hows it sound ? any pic's of it ? I'm ordering mine soon from certified, hopefully within' the<br />next few weeks ... I want to go with the 2.5<br />stainless cat back ... I was thinking of going <br />with the magnaflow cause I heard it was the<br />quietest.  I had a 3" cat back on my supra with a <br />bullet muffler and I can still hear it drone<br />at speed :-(  not cool||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum3/002306.cgi
A||||11||turbowop||paintless dent removal (door dings)||||14||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||06-12-2003||01:01 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||A guy I went to high school does this now. Sometimes I see him at the bar and mention that I would like him to go over my car and take out the dings. He told me to give him a call when I have time during his working hours and he would give me a deal. I had the day off today so I had him remove the dings. Talk about amazing work. It's like he just erased all the door dings. Looks sooo much better. Really all I wanted was the passenger rear door done because it had three dings right on the upper curve of the door and made it look horrible. He went around the whole car and did all of them. Usually he charges the dealerships $75 for the first ding and $50 for each one after that. He must have removed like nine dings from my car and only charged me $15.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   If you guys have any dings you should give this a try. I never thought it would turn out this good. Now I'm not as worried about getting my car repainted so soon.||68.119.13.32||reg||14||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||06-12-2003||10:00 AM||||PDR is art.  And it takes an artist to be able to do this successfully.  I have some tools and some training material and worked on it for several months trying to learn a little skill on my own - it's freakin' hard.  I just ordered a 30 piece set and will take a class on this next month to really learn how to do it.  Even after that it will take months to get decent at it, but it's a nice hobby that can be very productive and lucrative if you have the patience and dexterity.  I'll find out if I have enough of either - I bet it's the patience that gives first  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   But for over a $2k investment, the patience will have to last a little while.<br /><br />For anyone that wants to give it a try - don't try anything on your own car while learning.  You should see the first couple of practice hoods I started with...they're pretty scary!||167.142.21.157||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||06-12-2003||10:18 AM||||I went to a local paintless dent repair place yesterday to see what he could do for some small dings (hail, door dings, etc) on my GVR4.  <br /><br />He basically told me he couldn't do any of them, since they were "soft dents" and not sharp impressions in the metal.  He said if he pushed out the soft dents that ripples would show up on the "fixed" sections.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||06-12-2003||11:45 AM||||Howard, if that's what he said, then somethings wrong.  I've seen what can be done and soft dents aren't any big deal.  The ones with the creases are generally the hardest.<br />Give me a shout if you have any other questions.  I can expand on it more than any one here wants to hear.||167.142.21.162||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||06-13-2003||04:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>  I can expand on it more than any one here wants to hear. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please do.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||06-13-2003||04:40 PM||||Usually the soft dents/shallow dents (that aren't on a body curve or edge) are considered the easier ones.  They only need mild messaging of the metal to get them out.  I'm not talking about a shallow football size dent, but maybe a shallow quarter size or golfball size.  The creases are hard, because you have to work the surrounding dent and have the skill to work the sharp crease out. <br /><br />Now on a shallow dent, you wouldn't have to apply as much pressure to massage the metal, but if you apply to much you get what's called an outie, that must be tapped back down (and hopefully wasn't bad enough to "spider" the paint).  The creases will require a good bit more pressure, but again a great deal more skill.  I have only attempted shallow dents in hoods and was able to remove some of those on my practice hoods.  There's no way I would attempt (at this point) something with a crease because of the difficulty involved.||167.142.22.197||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||06-13-2003||04:46 PM||||You know after re-reading Howards post, maybe I'm missing something...if by chance he has a series of large, shallow dents creating a wavy door and they are all adjacent, then that might be different.  In that case you wouldn't really have a point of reference to push the dents back out to.  <br />A bit of a stretch, but I'm just trying to figure out why they would have told him that?  The normal shallow stuff is what most PDR places considered their gravy work (I just got through reading relative information on a message board from PDR techs).<br /><br />They also tend to not be fond of really old paintjobs or very new (repainted) ones as the paint can be a problem then when moving the metal around.||167.142.22.197||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||06-13-2003||07:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> You know after re-reading Howards post, maybe I'm missing something...if by chance he has a series of large, shallow dents creating a wavy door and they are all adjacent, then that might be different.  In that case you wouldn't really have a point of reference to push the dents back out to.  <br />A bit of a stretch, but I'm just trying to figure out why they would have told him that?  The normal shallow stuff is what most PDR places considered their gravy work (I just got through reading relative information on a message board from PDR techs).<br /><br />They also tend to not be fond of really old paintjobs or very new (repainted) ones as the paint can be a problem then when moving the metal around. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think you nailed it, on my front fender tops I have a some small dents, incidentally which the guy said are from arms leaning over the engine compartment.  Don't know if I believe that, but anyways, those were all adjacent dents, which is probably why he said he couldn't do them.  <br /><br />As for the other dents on the car, I think he just doesn't feel like doing it.  Old car, old paint, many dings, not quite the cake job that the body shop next door regularly feeds him.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||06-14-2003||01:15 AM||||Howard, just check some other places. It's getting much more competitive for PDR since it's not such a "secret art" anymore.  Just have to be careful of the newbies and the ones that just go for mediocre work - references of other work might be nice.  There some awesome PDR techs that should be able to do it.  Helps avoid all the filler a normal shop would have.  <br />Guess you'll needs some padded fender covers next  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.21.215||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||Martin Chilcote||06-14-2003||11:32 AM||||I took my car to <b>Dent Doctor</b>. Company was started in Ark and I think the "original" PDR. I went to the "corp office" and an instructor did mine while I watched. He turned off the lights in the "class room" and turned on a projector type device that projected a fine grid over the car. On white, it showed the dings up very well. For $90 he took out about 8 small dings, some that only showed with the grid. Both smooth round dents and a couple oval shaped w/ a small crease.  The results were amazing. <br />He couldn't message out a small ding in the front of the hood where there are 2 layers of steel or the spiderwebbing from the top though.  CF hood will take care of that.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />               <br />                    <br />                   Sherman, Denton, McKinney <br />                   972-434-2254       (Since 1991)||66.139.166.141||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||06-14-2003||11:47 AM||||Sweet, thanks for the info Martin, I will definitely be going to one of those TX locations, since a couple are within 30 minutes of me.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||06-16-2003||12:56 PM||||Another way is to ask you local car dealer, Mitsu or otherwise, who does theirs.  Many new car dealers have someone who comes and does their lot damage or better used cars.  Then ask the guy how much to do it on the side.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/002307.cgi
A||||24||4wsRyan||Anyone else's vr-4 break every other week??||||8||||4wsRyan||00000908
Z||000000||4wsRyan||06-12-2003||07:47 AM||Ryanryanboy19@aol.com||I love this car but I pull my hair out almost every week with it. How many of you have there galant as there daily driver like me? In the almost year ive driven this car its broke literaly once a month. I can only afford one car and I like this car alot but I can only take so much. Oh yeah and I bought it from the original owner who had it dealer serviced all the time and it has 70k on it.n The car has been so unreliable that its not a question of if it will break down but when while im driving.  <br /><br />Anyway my cars sitting in the driveway with now a blown turbo. Anyway I guess im just asking how many of you have there car as a daily diver?? If so how the hell do you manage it???||64.12.96.102||reg||8||4wsRyan||00000908||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||06-12-2003||07:54 AM||||Mine holds up just fine. The only times mine is down is when I put it down for upgrades. Mine must have been a friday car, yours is probably a monday.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||06-12-2003||08:12 AM||||Mine is down @ 100K, but I'm getting a tranny rebuilt.  Also, I think I am going to do t-belt stuff, water pump, and that crank pulley  before I put her back on the road.<br /><br />My car has been a reliable daily driver for years now.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||06-12-2003||08:28 AM||||When I got my car, I had reliability issues.<br /><br />At 100k, the stock clutch went.  At 105k, it busted the front left axle and took out my transmission along with it.  Got it rebuilt, new axle, put on a fresh 2600 and an alumnium flywheel.  Shortly after, my brakes completely gave out.  So I did a brake job, all new rotors and pads.<br /><br />But since then (up to about 120k miles) it has been pretty reliable.  Once you get the kinks worked out, you will have a good car.  These are old cars and it's kind of to be expected.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||4wsRyan||06-12-2003||08:47 AM||||Wow I was in a pissy mood this morning. I'll keep the car. Its to rare and ive met alot of nice people because of it.  if I had to put money on what was to go next id say the tranny.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||4wsRyan||00000908||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||06-12-2003||09:16 AM||||I'm at 200K miles now, and this is the most reliable car I've ever owned.  Doesn't leak anything, needs no extra maintenance beyond typical timing belt and clutch changes every couple years.  My beater sits jealously in its parking spot, since it never gets driven.<br /><br />The key to a happy relationship with your DSM = RTFM||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||06-12-2003||11:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> The key to a happy relationship with your DSM = RTFM </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My other car is an '84 Dodge Colt turbo built by Mitsu.  Neither one of my cars likes to sit.  I have to alternate between the two and I live only 3 miles from work, so they don't get many miles at all.  But we have a lot of fun for three miles!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||06-12-2003||12:58 PM||||Mine is daily driven with no down time yet other than upgrades. For the last 2 years my 97 GSX just sits there waiting for his turn of fun.<br />The Galant is so much more comfortable and a blast to drive.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||raceman77||06-12-2003||01:02 PM||||if it was all about reliability we`d be driving Honda Accords or Toyota Camrys.l`ve been wrenching on mine since the day l got it but l expected to,it`s a perormance car and speed costs both the wallet and the car.Look at it as a primer for when you get your Ferrari  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||06-12-2003||01:05 PM||||i thnk the key to getting a reliable galant, if you arent too mechanically inclined, is to get one from someone who really took care of it. you really dont want to buy one from probably 50% of the people that have had one. sell the one you have, and spend another 2k getting a quality one. (something i should have done!)||132.198.165.39||reg||4||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||06-12-2003||01:42 PM||||I've already learned that having an old car means having patience and be prepared to replace parts on a whim.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||Compressed||06-12-2003||03:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> i thnk the key to getting a reliable galant, if you arent too mechanically inclined, is to get one from someone who really took care of it. you really dont want to buy one from probably 50% of the people that have had one. sell the one you have, and spend another 2k getting a quality one. (something i should have done!) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Very, very true and I couldn't agree more.||128.117.71.197||reg||1||Compressed||00000566||yes
Z||000012||BiggiB42||06-12-2003||03:04 PM||||my vr-4 is not very reliable. ive had alot of problems with it. im saving for a honda hatch cuz i dont want to put the 300+ miles every other week i drive for work. if it wasnt so rare ,so comfortable,so sleeper, and so fun. i wouldve so the never-ending maintainance i spent 3 grand to fix||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||06-12-2003||03:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4wsRyan:<br /><strong> I love this car but I pull my hair out almost every week with it. How many of you have there galant as there daily driver like me? In the almost year ive driven this car its broke literaly once a month. I can only afford one car and I like this car alot but I can only take so much. Oh yeah and I bought it from the original owner who had it dealer serviced all the time and it has 70k on it.n The car has been so unreliable that its not a question of if it will break down but when while im driving.  <br /><br />Anyway my cars sitting in the driveway with now a blown turbo. Anyway I guess im just asking how many of you have there car as a daily diver?? If so how the hell do you manage it??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What all have you had break on you?<br /><br />It does suck when a turbo goes, but that just means it's time to upgrade.  <br /><br />I think alot of our cost is due not just fixing them, but either tring to make something as good as new or better then new.  We do it all the time.  How can we make our car better this week?  <br /><br />@70K, you shouldn't be having that many things break down on you.||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||GRV4726||06-12-2003||04:55 PM||||things i wish i had on the car: rebuilt trany, 4 bolt rear.  <br /><br />that would make the car a lot more fun to drive. i think the rear dif. is going... which concerns me.<br /><br />i need to replace the head with a rebuilt one, which i am having trouble finding... and i plan to replace as many enging seal possible. this is my first time working on an engine, so i will be taking my time on that. i haven't been really driving my car because it need the tender car and loving that i hope to give her. <br /><br />and yes this is my daily driver, but luckily my cousin is letting me borrow her corrola for the summer because she is out of time. <br />well thats my story.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000015||1667 VR4||06-12-2003||05:18 PM||||we ought to start a running list on what "needs to be done" to all of our cars, hehe. Mine is usually very reliable, its only been out of commission twice since ive had it. Once for a day due to a bad slave cylinder, and now for almost a week due to the clutch install. Seems like it'd be alot more reliable if it were an automatic, but who cares autos suck...<br /><br />Had to replace recently:<br />Slave cylinder<br />Master cylinder<br />Clutch<br />TOB||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000016||GVR1643||06-12-2003||05:30 PM||||190K on odometer.  Haven't really had breakage.  Only real down time is mods/upgrades.  It has the usual laundry list of what needs to be done. <br />When I bought mine it had 160K on it and my wifes had 60K on it.  Took both to my old mechanic and had him go bumber to bumper - he said mine was actually the more mechanically sound and had never been driven hard at all.  Dr. owned it previously.  <br />I bet that if this was still stock and driven and maintained nicely the 190K motor would go over 300K with no problem...although it's getting pulled soon for replacement  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.22.91||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||06-12-2003||07:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> 190K on odometer.  Haven't really had breakage.  Only real down time is mods/upgrades.  It has the usual laundry list of what needs to be done. <br />When I bought mine it had 160K on it and my wifes had 60K on it.  Took both to my old mechanic and had him go bumber to bumper - he said mine was actually the more mechanically sound and had never been driven hard at all.  Dr. owned it previously.  <br />I bet that if this was still stock and driven and maintained nicely the 190K motor would go over 300K with no problem...although it's getting pulled soon for replacement   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My Talon TSi @200K miles had 150-155 psi on all 4.  I traded it in cause I got good money for it and I didn't want to fit it and my Galant where I wanted it, so I let it go.<br /><br />With new valve stem seals, that car would have ran great till 300K.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||curtis||06-12-2003||11:54 PM||||If its not breaking your not driving it hard enough.  I think that Mitsubishi should of had the computers be able to record the engine output performance curve and be checked once a year at the dealership like the Ferrari F-50's have to, and if you didn't pass the manitory performance code you then would have been beaten. I stand on mine daily and am constantly tuning to twist every drop of power out of her.  I use to drive a built 89 Mustang convertible that run a 12 flat at 118 mph on goodyear GSC's ten years ago and can say that I've had more fun in my Galant.  Nothing like having a car that hooks up in any condition and you can drive like you stole it.||67.25.34.244||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||06-13-2003||01:08 AM||||My suspension is falling apart.  Clunks, rattles, sway, roll...  168k on stock parts.  I figure I'll be ready for a nice stiff setup -- will probably be MORE comforatable.<br /><br />I've only been down (since it became my DD) for a few hours when my tranny's shifter arm cotterpin disappeared and left me without any means to shift... had to engineer something on the side of the road.  *knock on wood*<br /><br />I took care of most everything else (engine-wise) when I first purchased the vehicle.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||Ash||06-13-2003||07:29 AM||||mines always broken, its only the extent that varies.||203.220.203.224||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000021||VTGVR4||06-13-2003||08:56 AM||||curious though, it seems to be an oxymoron "GVR4 reliable daily driver". are there any cars that can be modded to a degree, and then need nothing except oil changes and gas for a long time? like some people say supra TT's are? datsuns were usually reliable (non-turbo).||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000022||meshwork||06-13-2003||10:56 AM||||Mine is very very reliable. Any major things that go wrong I can usually knock in out a day or two as long as I have the right parts. <br /><br />It was a low mileage car that was very well taken care of though, and before I got it, I don't think it had ever even seen boost (thats why my only major problem was the turbo going from me beating on it).||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000023||1quickvr4||06-13-2003||06:38 PM||||Mine broke a lot, But I did it. I went to the street races in it at least 2 times a week and drove it to deliver pizza at the same time.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000024||GRV4726||06-13-2003||11:52 PM||||i recently drove it (it felt alright but i'm letting it sit for now still i resolve some problems).<br /><br />anyway, why would my rear agx's go in less than a year will less than 4 thousand miles on them? i don't remember trying jump it off a ramp.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />seriously i know houston has some bad road but what the hell! and i only noticed it just now. the last other person who drove it was some mechenic, but he seemed like a nice guy.  out of curiousity kayb wouldn't replace it on some sort of waranty (i don't konw if they have one, but don't products usually have a 1 year waranty at least?).  maybe i'm just hoping for some clear skies after going through hell trying to sort things out. not to mention a couple near deaths experience in the car... <br /><br />maybe i'm just tired from staying up so damn late last night.||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002308.cgi
A||||21||blacksheep||Selling my 1998 Buell S1 White Lightning!||||4||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-12-2003||11:54 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi Gang<br /><br />I am selling my 1998 Buell S1 White Lightning. The white lightning in particular was a limited production motorcycle (Only 2816 were ever made) It has a 1203cc Sportster V-twin motor with Thunderstorm high-performance heads that make it produce 101 hp and 98 ft/lbs of torque.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=595" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=595&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I have added several mods to it:<br /><br />- Carbon fiber intake shroud(forcewinder ram-air intake)<br />- Vance and Hines SS2R exhaust with 2.5 inch collector inlet<br />- ported and polished throttle body<br />- Stage 1 Jet kit<br />- Buell race ECU<br />- Buell race spark plug wires<br />- Carbon fiber rear fender<br />- Carbon fiber belt guards, heat shield<br />- Banke Frame Brace<br />- Banke oil cap and dipstick<br />- Brand new Bridgestone tires put on last year<br />- Harley widetrack bars for upright position<br />- Custom corbin saddle for the race tail<br />- All stock parts and pitbull stand<br />- All recalls have been done<br /><br />The bike comes with a solo tail and seat. I have added the twin tail section to seat two (factory option - painted to match) and will include this as well. <br /><br />I havent dynoed it, but am confident both horsepower and torque are in the triple digits now. This thing is bad-ass and turns heads everywhere. It sounds and looks unique and can put a few crotch-rockets to shame. It will try to get the front wheel up in almost every gear.<br /><br />Its never been dropped etc etc. <br /><br />Attached is one pic of her with the race tail and corbin saddle. I really dont want to sell it, but with upcoming wedding plans and to support the gvr4 projects, I have to let her go.<br /><br />If anyone is interested or knows someone who would be, please have them contact me.<br /><br />Thanks for looking!||207.108.41.190||reg||4||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||06-12-2003||12:52 PM||||l`ll trade you some silicone couplers and possibly some cash to sweeten the deal,how mucho? l`ve been looking for a Buell,l even went down to Barnett Harley(biggest dealership in the world).They`ve got that 3.9% financing too...you`re 0% though,right?  for the first ten years?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    that`s a tweet bike    nicely done mods too||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||06-12-2003||01:00 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   that thing is a DEATHTRAP!!!  over 100 horse to the wheels??   nice try KC, the fiance is making you sell it, i bet!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||10||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||06-12-2003||01:07 PM||||Rick<br /><br />Not to brag, but you have to see this thing to believe me when I say it is clean, almost new. Kevin (GVR1643) just rode it last weekend for a bit and he can tell you how clean this cycle is. I have almost 2K in mods alone. Like the gvr4, I like how rare it is.<br /><br />The newer buells suck, IMHO. They are fuel injected and every time you mod it, the ECU needs re-programmed and this doesnt work well and gets expensive. Also, they dont have enough hp and torque to match mine. <br />A bank or credit union can give you that 3.9% APR for mine, I'm sure   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Interesting fact, The white lightning won the bikini bike contest in  1998. It won over the ducati monster and triumph speed triple. This is the fastest ever produced buell. Runs low 11's the 1/4 mile.<br /><br />Email me if you want more pics and list of spare parts etc etc...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-12-2003||01:15 PM||||Nick - the design of the bike is awesome. The rear shock and exhaust are housed below the motor. It can really lean over and carve some corners. It doesnt wheelie unless you try and then it'll respond nicely. <br /><br />Nah - she wants to buy a cycle and ride as well. But,"blacksheep" will be getting a built to the hilt motor which costs money. The amount I save on insurance will also help foot all the costs as well. <br /><br />See pic below for another reason why I need to sell it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=596" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=596&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||06-12-2003||01:25 PM||||I've been out of bikes for a few years (quit riding before I killed myself :-) and was never a fan of Harley's but these Buell's are awesome.  KC's bike truly is the best looking one I've ever seen.  I took it for a spin around the neighbor hood and was more than impressed.  It's suprising how comfortable that little seat is - especially for a fat ass like mine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Whoever ends up with it will have a hell of a nice bike.  That picture doesn't do it justice - KC you need to take one with some good lighting to show how clean that thing is and let that pearlized white paint shine!||167.142.21.162||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||06-12-2003||02:02 PM||||kc,<br />you spent _how-much_ on that ring? its a cubic zirconia, right? lol<br /><br />every time i see another guy drop two or 3 months salary on a little piece of round metal with some rocks on it, makes me realize how lucky i am to have foregone the ol' engagement ring tradition. (to be honest, we both got engagement rings, even though they were just simple irish claddaugh rings. cheap, different, and had some meaning. i would have preferred new piston rings, but oh well.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||06-12-2003||02:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> every time i see another guy drop two or 3 months salary on a little piece of round metal with some rocks on it...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good thing I only make like $100/month.  *nervous laughter*||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||06-12-2003||02:20 PM||||Nick<br /><br />oh no, I didnt drop anywhere close to that, bro. Hell no, thats car parts money I aint gonna spend. Just kidding....I didnt get a huge 1 carat or nothing like that.<br /><br />Hertz - what do you do for a living? Are you a big baller, shot caller ???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||Pappy||06-12-2003||02:28 PM||||So.... I'm gonna guess that at 1203cc, this isn't a very good starter bike for me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Man, that's one sweet bike though.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||06-12-2003||02:43 PM||||KC,<br />If you didn't buy a ring for yourself yet, let me know. I have a brand new ring, that don't fit me.<br />Not sure what size but I can check.It's titanium with a white gold stripe.<br />Just so you know, if you don't like jewelry thats the way to get out of wearing one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />I hate rings.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||06-12-2003||02:47 PM||||Gabor, are you proposing to KC  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Remember, all you young guys: you don't want to go to big on the first ring, because that just sets the benchmark for all the others that would need to follow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.91||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||06-12-2003||02:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Hi Gang<br /><br />It has a 1203cc Sportster V-twin motor with Thunderstorm high-performance heads that make it produce 101 hp and 98 ft/lbs of torque.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's not right...  That thing makes more power than my Colt did stock!  And it weighs, what, an 8th what my car does.  You're a sick puppy.<br /> <br /> <small>[ 06-12-2003, 03:02 PM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||06-12-2003||02:59 PM||||Gabor - We picked mine up as well at the same time to match hers as we thought that would be kind of different and cool and also her band and mine have 11 tiny stones each. Thanks for the offer, though.<br /><br />Pappy - if you have never ever ridden, then this is not the bike for you. The v-twin does allow you take off in almost any of the lower gears and put-put around.<br /><br />Kevin - Thanks for the nice words. yeah, I need to take pics of it now that I have the dual tail section and seat on. It'll start in the Des Moines Register saturday for 2 weeks. Lets see what happens !||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||Pappy||06-12-2003||03:18 PM||||ha yeah.  I know that's way too much bike.  I'm not looking at anything over 600cc.  Well, except maybe a ducati 900ss because I like their style and their price for the mid-nineties.<br /><br /><br />Oh yeah, good luck with the woman  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||06-12-2003||03:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  That's not right... That thing makes more power than my Colt did stock! And it weighs, what, an 8th what my car does. You're a sick puppy.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL...It actually weighs more than dem crotch-rockets. From the test article I have, I remembering readind that with a full tank, its about 460 lbs. It does run a 11.5 second 1/4 at about 115mph in stock form   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I had 2 guys in a 2002 yellow vette convertible who wanted to run me from one stoplight to another coz they said my top-end wouldnt give me an unfair advantage. Mkay...I didnt need any top end. They didnt stand a chance.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||06-12-2003||03:40 PM||||pappy<br /><br />Buy a suzuki sv650 or ducati monster 750. Nice machines for starters and v-twin power. The zuks, duhs and yam 600's have top end power at 12K rpms which you wont use on the street. I used to ride crotch-rockets all the time before. Once I rode a buell and then a harley, the whole v-twin addiction began.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||JAYGVR4||06-12-2003||04:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> KC,<br />It's titanium with a white gold stripe.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hah!  My weddin ring is Titanium with a Platinum offset "racing" stripe!  Here's mine:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.tirings.com/product_info.php/cPath/6/products_id/120" target="_blank">http://www.tirings.com/product_info.php/cPath/6/products_id/120</a><br /><br />Oddly enough, they have dropped in price since last year.  DOH!  Figured if the wifee was going to get 2 months worth of bling outta me, then I was going to take her to the bank as much as I coulda too!  =)  She didn't like that I asked her to forgoe the ring for a bright and shiney front mount...  hehe  Some bullsheote bout how I can't wear it er sumthin.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000018||number3||06-12-2003||05:39 PM||||I think my 10K wedding band cost all of $55.00 8 years ago.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I like that look of that ring you mentioned.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||sleeper||06-13-2003||12:07 AM||||I can't find the style I have, but damn those prices dropped since we got mine.<br />A year ago I paid $750.00 and now similar ones sell for $450.00<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.166||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||06-13-2003||01:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Hertz - what do you do for a living? Are you a big baller, shot caller ???     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For a living?  LIVING?  *sigh*  I'm a freakin' underpaid web genious.<br /><br />Oh, and I host pictures of naked fat guys.<br /><br />I lucked out -- my fiance insisted that I did NOT get her a giant rock on her ring.  So instead I bought a really expensive small one.  Not sure it was a good move.  Only a jeweler and I know that it is worth double a good old mostly colorless, slightly included, nearly symmetrical rock -- which looks freakin' identical in most light.  Maybe she'll sell it and buy me those Teins, Rotas, AEMs, 20G, 660's, MAFT and case of beer I always wanted...<br /><br />Those titanium rings look great.  I tried on a couple and found their light weight to be almost annoying.  Like that feeling when you leave for work without your watch on.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000021||curtis||06-14-2003||01:06 AM||||Dude sweet bike I took one for a blast down a friends driveway once. he bought it through AFFES (army air force exchange service) while he was in Korea.  It was suppost to be a sportster sport but when they unloaded of the truck It was a black S1 he got on the phone a started rasing hell with the head manager of AFFES and they gave him the thing for like 20% under their cost. I love the way it sinks when you rev it up,and the Acceleration  is like a big dirt bike I know you will miss it.||67.25.39.177||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002309.cgi
A||||11||udriveu||GVR4 sighting in CT||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||05-03-2003||07:07 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||Saw a green 92 (I think) with exhaust drive past me on the Post road in Orange today at around 3:30. I would have turned around, but thats next to impossible on the Post road on a weekend. Was that anyone on this board? Its only the 3rd vr4 I've ever seen (inculding mine!).||64.252.110.194||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||199of2k||05-04-2003||11:38 AM||||Could have been me, but I was only passing through conn yesterday, and my vr4 is black.....||68.9.131.184||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000002||369of1000||05-09-2003||12:41 PM||||It wasn't mine since mine is in the shop, but I'm in that area all the time. I see a few GVR4s from time to time. There are a few in the Danbury area. In fact I saw a white one in Trumbull last night.||24.151.114.230||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||05-09-2003||03:35 PM||||Yeah there are quite a few GVR4's in this tiny state.  If you check out the thread "Nice GVR4" there is a short list of those who I know of that have them in CT.<br /><br />I should have mine by Sunday night  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Just waiting for VR to finish it up.  I can't wait.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||4wsRyan||05-14-2003||06:37 PM||||Not mine. Im still broken.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||4wsRyan||00000908||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||05-14-2003||11:16 PM||||Ryan, you're still broken??? Are you the one that Joe bought his Mustang off of?  Try and take it to Aaron Victor.  If you could give me the rundown of the problems, I might be able to ask him when I see him this weekend.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||4wsRyan||06-01-2003||01:18 PM||||Yup thats my old mustang. I think he's dumped like 15g into that thing since he bought it from me. Sorry it took me so long to respond I dont come on here much. I'll have to change that.  My sisters bf referd me to them and alot of people like yourself have recomended him. I have his number and will be giving him a call shortly. Im going to say fuel pump or a relay. The car cranks but wont start and has spark. The turbo maybe blown to. Its leaking oil from the exhaust side of the turbo and the car has no power. This is my first turbo car so I cant say for sure. Im going to set up a apointment with them and have them take a look at it. At this point ive sank so much money into it in the little time that ive had it. Its a love hate relationship. Im not sure if i am going to keep it.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||4wsRyan||00000908||yes
Z||000007||4wsRyan||06-12-2003||08:36 AM||||Did you happen to notice if it was a girl driving it? If so her name is Lisa.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||4wsRyan||00000908||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||06-12-2003||01:22 PM||||Moving post to General Discussions||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||06-12-2003||02:24 PM||||Oh no, you're a moderator now?  There goes the neighborhood.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||Craig91||06-12-2003||05:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4wsRyan:<br /><strong> Did you happen to notice if it was a girl driving it? If so her name is Lisa. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lisa's GVR4 is Black, not Green.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000011||crucible||06-13-2003||07:33 AM||||If it had NY plates it could have been me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Green Manilishi #14||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/002310.cgi
A||||0||Pappy||Another Galant VR4 on Mission Hill||||1||||Pappy||00000327
Z||000000||Pappy||06-12-2003||02:27 PM||pappybl@hotmail.com||Hey, I don't know if you browse this forum.  I was walking home from work and saw a green '91 VR4 on Tremont with exhaust, and custom wheels.  Anybody know who's it is, or if it's yours?<br /><br />If I wasn't so lazy, I'd go put a note on the car to check out this site.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes



ubb/Forum3/002311.cgi
A||||10||bob in chicago||Inside cold-air box &amp; Beige interior ||||1||||bob in chicago||00000069
Z||000000||bob in chicago||06-13-2003||07:39 AM||||I've added pic of inside the airbox..<br />Bob in Chicago's 1991 Galant VR4 #1072 of 2000 <br />Purchased 1994 with 45,000 miles; driven daily, now at 170,000 miles June 2003. Run at speed on road courses three-four times each year.<br /><br />Thanx to Hertz, here's proof of its unique beige leather interior:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=608" target="_blank">             <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=608&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=609" target="_blank">            <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=609&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=607" target="_blank">              <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=607&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=617" target="_blank">      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=617&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=610" target="_blank">           <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=610&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Inside the airbox <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=649" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=649&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=611" target="_blank">          <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=611&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />         <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=612&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.148.88.90||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||06-13-2003||08:59 AM||||whats up with all the cars in the last pix? its kinda funny to picture someone buying a GVR4 and then the first thing they do is spend a lot of money getting the seats re-upholstered in beige.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||06-13-2003||09:04 AM||||My GVR4 is a daily driven road racer. <br />The interior was in the car when I bought it. I have no idea why it was done.||24.148.88.90||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||06-13-2003||10:06 AM||||I could be wrong, and Bob can correct me, but that picture looks like cars getting ready to go on-track at Road America for Touring laps.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||06-13-2003||10:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> its kinda funny to picture someone buying a GVR4 and then the first thing they do is spend a lot of money getting the seats re-upholstered in beige. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bob's car has a few interesting details...  Even the suede trim on the doors was redone in beige.  His pinstriping on the side of the car is gold (mine's silver) and the badges on the rear deck say "Mistubishi -- Sport VR-4"<br /><br />Ever see the movie Pulp Fiction?  I'm trying to imagine an urgent reason why one would reupholster the seats.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I can reason with the idea that those beige seats are probably a lot cooler in the summer than the stock black... and it really does look nice.<br /><br />Bob: maybe you should get a matching beige leather shift boot from VR6 Eater!<br /><br />BTW, that cold air box is kick-ass.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||06-13-2003||10:39 AM||||I think the beige/black interior looks really good.  A little more european, a little classier.||140.247.202.184||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||06-13-2003||11:17 AM||||Thats pretty nice, Bob. <br /><br />If someone wanted to do the same I would suggest katzkin. They makes some bad ass leather covers. The local delaer special ordered a set for a Honda Civic SI which my buddy bought later. Man, the fit and finish was great and had custom red piping etc etc. apparently, it costs almost a 1000 bux, so I bet Bob's is just as expensive if not more.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||06-13-2003||12:31 PM||||I think he said before it was prob out of another galant that had abeige interior cause it had the door sides and all.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||curtis||06-14-2003||12:58 AM||||I cant believe Im the only one to notice the steel mesh air intake system.  Ive been wating on a friend of mine that use to install stereo systems to hook me up with a thick piece of lexan so I can cnc cut a forward facing mini scoop on mine.||67.25.39.177||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||06-14-2003||10:38 AM||||bob your car looks great! i love the interior.<br /><br />were gonna meet upo soon i promise. i still havent receied the cams to finish the car yet.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||Gvr4-330||06-14-2003||07:07 PM||||Finally pics!<br /><br />Looks good actually.<br /><br />And you took my idea for a cold air intake!  Luckily I have another one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum3/002312.cgi
A||||4||DeanCouchey||anyone got another free link to a carfax check||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||06-13-2003||12:53 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I am still looking for a free pass and I couldnt find one on google. I wanna check my girls car out for her. Thanks!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||06-14-2003||10:43 AM||||damn it!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||06-14-2003||07:53 PM||||carfax is shit man.<br />if you look up my galant, it says it has 45k original miles, with the gaurentee thingy.<br />the last odo reading was a little over a year ago too<br />the car has 200,000 miles on it.<br />i could roll back the odo and put in some newer pedals and nobody would ever know<br />-luke-||141.153.162.118||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||06-14-2003||08:54 PM||||My car didn't even exist to CarFax... O_o||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||06-14-2003||11:44 PM||||it depends on when and how it was traded and everything, anyone can fake an odometer reading when tbhey retitle it.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002313.cgi
A||||2||hibrn8||timing tool||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||06-13-2003||10:56 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||anyone have one they want to get rid of?<br /><br />or is this a part no. that mitsu dealers have in stock at all times?||65.227.217.23||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||06-14-2003||08:27 PM||||You can make one if you like. Just a piece of threaded shaft with a 14mm (I think) head welded on. Not sure on the part number, but they come with many aftermarket cams, so RRE or SlowboyRacing might have one (or others). <br />It needs to be about 7 inches long, with threads all the way, a blunt end where it meets the arm. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||kazin||06-17-2003||10:59 PM||||.. Or just not use one, since it's really not necessary at all.<br />I've done a whole lot of timing belt jobs, and my friend has done even more, all we use is a big pry bar.||64.252.159.64||reg||1||LastOne||00001152||yes



ubb/Forum3/002314.cgi
A||||5||curtis||front bumper cutting||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||06-14-2003||01:49 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Sick of being subtle. Hard to get it to races with a car that has no signs of being fast. Maybe 1 out of 1000 gear heads know what the car is. I have a 4 inch tip in the back painted with charcoal gray and a small RRE emblem on the back passenger side trunk lid. thats it .stock wheels and talon sping for a small drop. So I grabbed the bumper assemble at a junk yard near here and broke out the tools. Almost done with bumper still have to install some pieces to hide the bumper and the white foam, I did notice one thing today will running around town the temp gauge is now below half by the width of the needle even with the AC on before it was just opposite and higher with the AC. One big improvement is that people now stare like they want some.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  It worked.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=626&width=400" alt=" - " />||67.25.39.177||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||06-14-2003||03:17 AM||||Nice.  I'm in the process of doing the same:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/17720254/medium.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I had the middle support on before, but i decided to get rid of all of it.||64.166.156.113||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||Kevinj110||06-18-2003||01:48 AM||||I have a cut bumper. I got it off of Norm it looks good, my buddy cut his to show off his intercooler it is bad flows so much better to. Just getting my 2 cents worth in.||172.132.228.180||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||06-18-2003||02:14 AM||||telecaster... what intercooler are you running? looks REALLY big. <br /><br />curtis. i like it. i also like the one fog light thing, my car is sporting the same look but with the passengerin and the drive out. (damn screws are stripped...looks like i'll have to drill em out)||69.22.11.252||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||06-18-2003||04:01 AM||||nate (crisman, of DSMotorsport) knows that if he ever cuts the bumper out of his GVR4 that i'm going to beat the living crap out of him. they nag me about this all the time too, saying they are going to cut it.<br />personally, i can't stand the look, i LOVE the front of galants stock. JDM is even slightly cooler looking. cut out isn't my thing, but to each his own.<br />-luke-||138.89.76.150||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||Telecaster||06-18-2003||06:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> telecaster... what intercooler are you running? looks REALLY big. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its a Evo 5 ic.  <br /><br />For those who cut out the middle section of the plastic bumper piece, did you cover the cut sides to hide the styrofoam?  I just thought it'd look kinda janky with it all ghetto fabricated and stuff.||216.175.94.165||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes



ubb/Forum3/002315.cgi
A||||11||EvilGalantGSX||suspension question||||5||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||06-14-2003||05:39 AM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||I did a search on strut bars and i looked at whiteline products. IMO there a little expensive, I was woundering if a strut tower bar for a awd TEL would work on my GSX. What about sway bars and other performance parts are universal between the TEL's and the Galant VR-4's and GSX's.<br /><br />Or is there a big difference between the VR-4 and the Galant GSX  other than the G-GSX is non-turbo and doesnt have AWS.||208.133.247.1||reg||5||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||06-14-2003||10:11 AM||||Like most T/E/L to GVR-4 stuff the answer is "maybe".<br /><br />The rear bar from the Talon won't fit the GVR-4<br /><br />The front bar might fit, depending on how the mounting plates are built.<br /><br />If you look down at the strut top you will see three bolts and a black rubber plug. The T/E/L has a bolt coming through where the black plug is and doesn't use one of the other holes the GVR-4 uses.<br /><br />If the mounting plates are a full circle, you should be able to drill the missing hole easily enough and make it work.  If the mounting plates are C shaped, they will only bolt up to one or two of the needed bolts, i.e., not enough support.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.228||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||EvilGalantGSX||06-14-2003||08:34 PM||||Thanks for the info. <br /><br />Guess ill be buy some white line parts later on.<br />or is there any other vendors that make parts for the Galant VR4.?||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||06-14-2003||09:02 PM||||Try this Greddy one.<br /><a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/greddy_strut_tower_bar_galant_vr.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/greddy_strut_tower_bar_galant_vr.htm</a>||24.167.209.139||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-14-2003||10:00 PM||||I have the greddy bar, pretty decent, but I am quite the greddy whore, so ...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||06-16-2003||07:37 PM||||If your GVR4 has the crise control box still installed the T/E/L strut bar will fit if you put it on backwards. The cruise box is in the way to put the strut bar on the correct way.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||06-16-2003||08:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> If your GVR4 has the crise control box still installed the T/E/L strut bar will fit if you put it on backwards. The cruise box is in the way to put the strut bar on the correct way.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whats that? lol||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||Kibo||06-16-2003||11:42 PM||||I'm not sure if they still make it or not, but RRE has a nice tubular steel version.  It's similar to the 2G version on the following link, but it mounts to 2 bolts in sort of a triangular fashion (instead of just one bolt).  The rear bar, of course, is the matching counterpart to the front bar.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclsuspension.htm" target="_blank">RRE strut bar</a> <br /><br />They're not the lightest bars you'll find, but I doubt you'll find anything stiffer...<br /><br />Best part:  the grey powdercoat matches the '92 Kensington Grey color pretty closely.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||06-17-2003||12:28 AM||||Don't forget that our strut top holes are the opposite bolt spacing as the TELs. I don't recall exact numbers but here's some ANSI art for you.<br /><br />TEL<br /><br />Fender    A      A     Fender<br />         B C    B C   <br />          D      D<br /><br />Let say distance between A and D is X and distance from B to C is Y. On our cars, the distance from A to D is Y and the distance between B and C is X.<br /><br />This is why if you use GC camber plates, you have to notch the strut tops to use them properly since they have the TEL bolt spacing.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||Minjin||06-17-2003||01:10 AM||||Hmm...didn't work so well. Let me try again<br /><br />TEL<br /><br />Fender------A-------A-------Fender<br />-----------B-C-----B-C------------<br />------------D-------D-------------<br /><br />There...Now the above makes more sense.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||04:46 AM||||Keep in mind that strut tower bars vary in their effectiveness according to the suspension system that lies beneath them.  For example, double wishbone systems put less stress on the chassis of the car, so strut tower bars are not as effective, whereas a McPherson strut system (like ours) has the potential to benefit greatly.  Hondas that have these but few other suspension mods are quite probably ricers.  A front strut tower bar is more effective than a rear bar, if you're looking to save a few dollars.  The rear strut bar is probably the last suspension mod you should ever buy, only after having done everything else.  Did this stop me from buying one?  Of course not.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||silly4turbo||11-23-2003||01:20 AM||||<a href="http://www.racerwheel.com/suspension-strut-bars-mitsubishi-galant.html" target="_blank">http://www.racerwheel.com/suspension-strut-bars-mitsubishi-galant.html</a><br /><br />this is sim to the one I have||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum3/002316.cgi
A||||23||starwrist||'91 taillights on '92 VR-4||||1||||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||06-14-2003||02:46 PM||starwrist@hotmail.com||I was just wondering if the '91 taillights will fit a '92? <br /><br />I dunno, I think it'd be kinda cool... Plus it'd get rid of my VR-4 badging in the taillights, so it'd be an even bigger sleeper.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||henrok||06-14-2003||05:17 PM||||hey i dont know what year it is but there is a galant that has the exact same tail lights as the ones on 1992 vr4 (except it doesnt have the vr4 on it). look around, u will find it.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||henrok||06-14-2003||05:18 PM||||how about throwing in both bumpers from a 90 gsx or talon tsi and putting the rear lights from a laser turbo. lol .||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000003||number3||06-14-2003||05:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by starwrist:<br /><strong> I was just wondering if the '91 taillights will fit a '92? <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes.||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-14-2003||09:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how about throwing in both bumpers from a 90 gsx or talon tsi and putting the rear lights from a laser turbo. lol .  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa, easy there, big boy! Step away from the keyboard slowly and you dont get hurt !<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||starwrist||06-14-2003||10:51 PM||||I was behind a '92 LS the other day, same color as mine and everything, but where the VR-4 in the lights was, it said LS. I'd prefer nothing there.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||06-15-2003||12:16 AM||||You can just pull the plastic piece from your center section and replace it with a plain one from a 92 nt Galant.<br />This is how it looks on my car. Clean and simple.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmstuff.com/pictures/gvr4/jdmvr4badge.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.56.62||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||drew||06-15-2003||12:19 AM||||you can actually just get that one peice that says VR-4 replaced. tHat's what i did||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||number3||06-15-2003||08:37 AM||||Why again?||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||drew||06-15-2003||04:11 PM||||looks cleaner, and more sleeper. same reason why i don't have any mitsu emblems on my car (except on the wheels), and no rear spoiler and no key holes||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||starwrist||06-15-2003||04:55 PM||||Plus I kinda like the '91 tails better.<br /><br />Hey Curtis, you wanna trade? :  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000011||drew||06-15-2003||05:07 PM||||to answer your question, yes 91s fit 92s.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||Minjin||06-15-2003||06:23 PM||||If you have no key holes, how do you get in the car?<br /><br />I don't particularly understand this. You debadge your car to make it more sleeper? Well, the same people who can see VR4 on the back of the car and know what it is are generally the same people who can look at it without a badge and know what it is. A debadged car is alot more suspicious looking to me.<br /><br />Hell, why don't you put a LS front bumper on there and LS badges, too? Or better yet, get a Pinto, put a crazy engine in it and be done with it.<br /><br />Oh well. To each their own...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000013||chucklesas||06-15-2003||07:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> If you have no key holes, how do you get in the car?<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's Easy... Remote door locks and remote door openers.  I saw it done to an Eclipse on Ebay once, looked pretty cool.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||06-15-2003||08:50 PM||||Until your battery goes dead.<br /><br />Then it becomes a little less cool.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||Pappy||06-15-2003||09:15 PM||||Why would you want the '91 lights?  I think the '92 rear lights look better.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000016||starwrist||06-16-2003||12:53 AM||||Because I have an opinion, and I think the '91 taillights look better.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000017||spoulson||06-16-2003||10:09 AM||||I think the "VR-4" in the lens is sleeper enough.  I hardly notice it when I see it anyway.<br /><br />With the money spent on swapping taillights, you could be fixing aging parts or getting go fast parts.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||06-16-2003||11:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> If you have no key holes, how do you get in the car?<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's Easy... Remote door locks and remote door openers.  I saw it done to an Eclipse on Ebay once, looked pretty cool. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyone done this and taken pictures?  I thought about doing this, but I didn't know how much of a hassle it would be.  The remote locks, not the shaved locks.  However, only having a driver side lock would be nice.  Something newer cars have.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||VTGVR4||06-16-2003||11:08 AM||||arent the 91 lights sort of 'blacked out' somewhat from the factory, as opposed to the 92's? i havent seen a 92 in forever, but i thought they were more red and amber looking, than the 91's.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000020||spoulson||06-16-2003||01:46 PM||||<a href="http://users.rcn.com/spoulson/pictures/galant/DSCF0613a.JPG" target="_blank">#275/2000</a> "da but"||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000021||1quickvr4||06-16-2003||06:29 PM||||92s are all Chrome around the edges, 91 VR4 spec ones arent. On the same not I have a 92 center taillight for sale.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000022||drew||06-16-2003||09:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> <br /><br />I don't particularly understand this. You debadge your car to make it more sleeper? Well, the same people who can see VR4 on the back of the car and know what it is are generally the same people who can look at it without a badge and know what it is. A debadged car is alot more suspicious looking to me.<br /><br />Well regardless... it's cleaner IMHO<br /><br />Hell, why don't you put a LS front bumper on there and LS badges, too? Or better yet, get a Pinto, put a crazy engine in it and be done with it.<br /><br />LS bumpers don't fit on the GVR4. Anyways, I like the way the VR-4 looks. <br /><br />Oh well. To each their own...<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000023||number3||06-16-2003||10:49 PM||||Very old shots...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/3of1000.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/3of1000.jpg</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/rearleft_number3.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/rearleft_number3.jpg</a> <br /><br />Newer shot...  "shaved"<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_rear_passenger.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_rear_passenger.jpg</a> <br /><br /><br />Personlly I like the 91 taillights becuase they make the rear of the car look wider and the 92s make the rear look taller.<br /><br />I like the 92 because of the vr4 badge insert.<br /><br />It is interesting to hear the different opinions.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002317.cgi
A||||9||GRV4726||data logging cable||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||06-14-2003||04:30 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i was wondering if any one had the know how to build these. i just think that 75 is pretty expensive... and pocketlogger.com charges about 155 for the cable and the sofware.  i would like to start logging whenever i find the clie that i'm looking for. i just don't understand why they cost so much. <br /><br />i think quite a few people from the board would buy them if someone wouldn't mind making them. <br /><br />does anyone agree with me on this?<br /><br />i just don't had much cash, i'm trying to strech what i have as far as possible   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.27.68.183||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||Kibo||06-14-2003||06:04 PM||||There are a number of different schematics available for 1G  DSM logger cables; here's one of the more simple designs:<br /><br /><a href="http://co.dsm.org/tech/1G_dl_sch.html" target="_blank">1G logger cable</a><br /><br />I've made a good number of cables for local club members, and it's a bit tedious.  I use a slightly different schematic and I fit all of the circuit into the DB9 serial connector, though.<br /><br />I've been meaning to have a PCB fab'd so that I can mass-produce 1G logger cables for the DSM community.  How many of you would be interested in such a thing?  I imagine pricing would be around $50 per cable, possibly less.  PM or email me if you're interested; if there's enough interest, that might motivate me to get my butt in gear.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />If it matters (and I'm sure Harry will agree it doesn't...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   ), I'm an Electrical Engineer.||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||06-14-2003||11:49 PM||||hey, thanks. it sounds good to me. <br /><br />god damn this board rocks.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.22.11.252||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||06-16-2003||12:44 AM||||The biggest problem you're going to run into is that Pocketlogger will NOT sell their logger software without the cable. I can see where they don't want to get into a situation of troubleshooting everyone's homemade cables, but that pretty much leaves you with either Palmenstein or MMcD.||216.76.180.161||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||06-16-2003||04:19 PM||||is there a problem with the palmenstein or MMcD? i don't know, i've never used them. considering they are free, they can't be great but how big is the difference? <br /><br />thanks||69.22.11.252||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||06-16-2003||11:51 PM||||What is MMcD?<br /><br />I'm not a fan of the 'stein family, personally.  TMO works pretty well, but there are some bugs and there's absolutely no chance of future support or updates.  The PocketLogger is a great product, IMHO, and well worth the price.  The only downside (to me) is the fact that you must use a Palm--I much prefer the larger screen of a laptop when tuning.  For monitoring your ECU while daily driving, PocketLogger wins hands-down.<br /><br />Many of the local members that have asked me to build cables simply want a backup cable so they can wire the pre-bought cable into their car and use the one I built for debugging friends' cars (or vice versa).  Others have had TMO cables that simply broke from years of use.  With the recent "release" of freeware logger SW, there's been even more demand.  FWIW, I don't condone software piracy.||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000006||305VR4||06-17-2003||03:51 PM||||I just ordered the datalogging cable yesterday from dsmparts.com.  $69.  It is a complete plug and play cable with free tunerstein downloadable software.  Some of the datalogger cables on the net you have to splice a bunch of wires, not down with that!||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||07-28-2003||03:15 PM||||I'm bringing this post back to life to life, I don't know how I missed it.  Anyway I recently purchased a DSMParts.com Datalogging cable and have had no luck getting it to work.  <br /><br />305VR4, what does your cable look like?  I noticed mine did not have the red wire lead that went over to the fuse panel.  Nor did it have the lower right wire jumping up two pins before returning into the main harness (I thought this was nessesary in order to send the car into Diagnostic mode).  Justin reasured me that the new cables did not need the red wire lead to the fuse panel, but I still have'nt been able to get the thing to work.  Any thoughts?||65.165.18.84||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||DsmParts||07-28-2003||04:59 PM||||Hello,<br /><br /><br />Email me at Justin@DSMparts.com if you are having problems<br /><br /><br />Thanks<br />Justin||24.213.14.2||reg||1||DSMparts||00000660||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||07-29-2003||09:45 AM||||Justin, you have mail.||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/002318.cgi
A||||14||turbowop||local octane changes||||14||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||06-14-2003||11:14 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||In my area a bunch of the Texaco stations (where I usually get gas) were changed to Shell stations. I didn't notice until today since I just usually look for the sign on the pump that says premium, but instead of the usual 92 octane all Shell premium is 93. Pretty cool. I've been stuck on 92 the past four years.(other than race gas)||68.119.13.32||reg||14||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||06-14-2003||11:38 PM||||u don't have sunoco's around there? most of the gas stations around here in MD and DC have 93... Sunoco has 94... my job sells 104 and turbo blue(115)...||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||06-14-2003||11:46 PM||||my sunoco sells regular for 1.47, 89 for 1.57, 93 for 1.66 and 94 for 1.77!!!! Does it really take 10 more cents to get that one extra rating???||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||06-15-2003||12:49 AM||||Only 91 here in Spokane... can't find anything higher around here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br />Couple places do sell Trick Racing Gas...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||06-15-2003||01:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Only 91 here in Spokane... can't find anything higher around here   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />Couple places do sell Trick Racing Gas...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa......that sucks. I figured you Spokane guys had the same shit as Yakima. <br /><br />Damn east coast and their 94.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||starwrist||06-15-2003||12:14 PM||||It's $1.59 per gallon for 93 here in Tennessee.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000006||DarkDevilMMM||06-15-2003||01:50 PM||||damn I envy all u guys at the other state, here in CA the highest is 91 and it cost $2 per, and the racing is 100 and cost $4 per..... this sucks||64.168.13.34||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||06-15-2003||02:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DarkDevilMMM:<br /><strong> damn I envy all u guys at the other state, here in CA the highest is 91 and it cost $2 per, and the racing is 100 and cost $4 per..... this sucks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">right there with ya!||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||06-15-2003||03:35 PM||||$1.55 on my street for 93<br />if you drive down into the ghetto, you can get 93 for $1.44<br />my texaco was changed to a citgo<br />they going out of buinsness?||141.153.162.118||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000009||Akidosigh1||06-15-2003||09:48 PM||||$1.55 for 93 here in MD... we sell 5 gallons of 115 turbo blue for $35 i think it is....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000010||starwrist||06-16-2003||12:54 AM||||I think Shell bought out Texaco. And BP carries Amoco fuels, so maybe all the BP's are going to be Amocos.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||06-16-2003||01:06 AM||||BP bought Amoco, but since Americans don't know what BP is (British Petroleum) their sales dropped insanely, even after all the facelifts and new paint... so, they started selling "Amoco" fuel again.  But the funny thing is that most stations' fuel comes from the same place anyway (it's all mixed together in the pipelines) and the only real differences are the additives/detergents.<br /><br />Chevron owns Texaco, last I knew -- Shell is still Shell.  It's probably a case of the station owners changing franchises.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||06-16-2003||09:15 AM||||93 octain is costing me 1.85 right now.  Not too happy about that.<br /><br />As far as BP, that stuff isn't as good IMO.  Both my cars seem to suck it down.  That could just be our local gas stations though.<br /><br />Don't go by brand names alone.<br /><br />Our local Shell has 10% ethenal added.  I won't even touch the pump much less put it in my car.<br /><br />Test out your local stations to find the best fuel.  Log high RPM knock, and your miles per gallon.<br /><br />Right now I'm having the best luck with Mobil.  I'm a fan of Sunoco 94, but we don't have any in our town.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||VTGVR4||06-16-2003||11:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Test out your local stations to find the best fuel.  Log high RPM knock, and your miles per gallon.<br /><br />Right now I'm having the best luck with Mobil.  I'm a fan of Sunoco 94, but we don't have any in our town. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">this is a real pain. i cannot get rid of enough varaiables to effectively compare the variuos grades of gas. as a rule, i only use mobil 93 in the galant, since it's actually the cheapest up here. (but i dont drive the gvr4 everyday anymore, so....)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||06-16-2003||11:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Test out your local stations to find the best fuel.  Log high RPM knock, and your miles per gallon.<br /><br />Right now I'm having the best luck with Mobil.  I'm a fan of Sunoco 94, but we don't have any in our town. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">this is a real pain. i cannot get rid of enough varaiables to effectively compare the variuos grades of gas. as a rule, i only use mobil 93 in the galant, since it's actually the cheapest up here. (but i dont drive the gvr4 everyday anymore, so....) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess I should have said a little more.  I don't want to imply that everyone test out every gas station in town.<br /><br />If you feel you are having problems with a brand name gas station, maybe try another with logging to see if one is better then the other.  You should be able to stick to brand name gas station and get good gas.  However, depending on how old the tanks are and if additives are present.  One might be better then the other.  Just because I can get great shell gas in my old town doesn't mean I can get great shell gas in my current town.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002319.cgi
A||||2||sweetnikki||Any VR-4's in Cali?||||1||||VR4Mikey||00000983
Z||000000||sweetnikki||06-15-2003||01:31 AM||||I'm in Ventura for the next 7 1/2 weeks and miss my car dearly.  Anybody out close by that could tell me a show schedule to see one or two, or three?||199.114.28.191||reg||1||VR4Mikey||00000983||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||06-15-2003||03:53 PM||||I don't think there's any GVR4's down here that show but there's alot of us I know of. Beavis is relatively close to Ventrua IIRC.. I know there's alot of us in SD and LA but were all over the place.<br />Rich||199.182.14.101||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||06-15-2003||09:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I don't think there's any GVR4's down here that show but there's alot of us I know of. Beavis is relatively close to Ventrua IIRC.. I know there's alot of us in SD and LA but were all over the place.<br />Rich </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Werd.||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002320.cgi
A||||1||199of2k||Happy Fathers Day!||||14||||199of2k||00000323
Z||000000||199of2k||06-15-2003||08:29 AM||brandon@coreyware.com||To all the fathers we have on the board.(myself included)||68.14.148.120||reg||14||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||06-15-2003||02:13 PM||||i just got on the board ready to post the same topic! Happy fathers day to all you Dads out there.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002321.cgi
A||||0||mromik||Some interesting info about JDM Galants||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-15-2003||07:38 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||<a href="http://www.avto.vl.ru/catalog/mitsubishi/" target="_blank">http://www.avto.vl.ru/catalog/mitsubishi/</a><br /><a href="http://www.avto.vl.ru/catalog/mitsubishi/galant/" target="_blank">http://www.avto.vl.ru/catalog/mitsubishi/galant/</a><br /><a href="http://www.avto.vl.ru/catalog/mitsubishi/galant/1990_10/" target="_blank">http://www.avto.vl.ru/catalog/mitsubishi/galant/1990_10/</a>||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes



ubb/Forum3/002322.cgi
A||||11||Romanova||Quick pic...||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||06-15-2003||09:16 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=633" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=633&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I'll post a few more after dinner...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||06-15-2003||09:19 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=634" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=634&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=635" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=635&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />All about the sleeper look...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||06-15-2003||11:03 PM||||very nice. and very clean. i like the pics<br /><br />how about an engine bay shot||69.22.11.252||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-16-2003||12:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> All about the sleeper look...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You sleeping in a loading dock?  Nice couch!||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||06-16-2003||06:57 AM||||I really like the hub caps.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||06-16-2003||11:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> I really like the hub caps.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">caps? nope, those are standard galant rims for the 88 to 93 model years. they are rather interesting looking, like a bunch of razors aligned in a circle. they make great winter rims.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||06-16-2003||11:21 AM||||They also help with the sleeper apperance, and they help hide horribly painted calipers from the previous owner.<br />I have a set of green 91' VR-4 rims for my winter travels.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||06-16-2003||02:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> they are rather interesting looking, like a bunch of razors aligned in a circle </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you a big fan of the Mad Max movies, Nick ?<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||06-16-2003||02:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> they are rather interesting looking, like a bunch of razors aligned in a circle </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you a big fan of the Mad Max movies, Nick ?<br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i must be the only person here who hasn't seen them.  tina turner scares me.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||number3||06-16-2003||03:33 PM||||Reminds me of that VW Bettle advertisment.<br /><br />Nice.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.73||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||06-16-2003||08:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> <br />I have a set of green 91' VR-4 rims for my winter travels.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  My stockers.....I thought you were gonna get them repowdercoated silver.<br /><br />Looks good Tyler...||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||EvilGalantGSX||06-17-2003||03:32 AM||||Got the same wheels on my GSX.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes



ubb/Forum3/002323.cgi
A||||1||gvr4in||Im out..||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||06-15-2003||09:23 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I'll be livin the good life in Lake Tahoe the next two weeks. I'll be back shortly catching up on posts! Its not too much to my liking, but I'll be putting the miles on the "G RIDE". Later guys!||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||06-16-2003||12:13 AM||||Don't let the door knob hit you where the Downtown skank shoulda' bit 'cha  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  :lol: .||207.220.145.172||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/002324.cgi
A||||6||starwrist||Hmmm..||||1||||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||06-16-2003||01:10 AM||starwrist@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6755&item=2418988246" target="_blank">JDM 6A13 </a> <br /><br />Is this is motor that is in the current VR-4s in Japan and Europe?||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||06-16-2003||01:41 AM||||and also in the no-longer-made 3000GT's???||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||msaskin||06-16-2003||07:03 AM||||the 3000GT and Stealth use a 6G72 engine.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||06-16-2003||10:49 AM||||It looks like the current year GVR4 engine. (only having seen pics though). Can get the whole front half of car for less than $2k, so that is too much. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||06-16-2003||12:43 PM||||thats the current galant engine, the 94-99 engines were 6A12's and ours of course are 4G63's, I beleive that ia a 3.0L v-6 TT and the 6A12 is a 2.0L V-6 TT||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||starwrist||06-16-2003||06:33 PM||||Japan and Europe get all the goodies....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000006||Kibo||06-16-2003||11:43 PM||||If you take a closer look at the valve cover, it's a 2.5L V6 TT...||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum3/002325.cgi
A||||0||evovr4553||My ecu ||||9||||evovr4553||00001088
Z||000000||evovr4553||06-16-2003||04:35 AM||evovr4553@hotmail.com||Hi guys.Can anyone help,my computer in my evo 0 poohed itself and it has been sent away to be repaired or replaced.Question are the ecu's the same for a standard one or are they different because i don't want them to put a standard one in if they are different.anyone help  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||202.27.176.157||reg||9||evovr4553||00001088||yes



ubb/Forum3/002326.cgi
A||||8||DeanCouchey||Radiator Help..... maybe KC???||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||06-16-2003||12:45 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||My girls Teg (92 GS) had a radiator leak and I just bought a new one, my question is does anyone know how hard it is to replace the radiator in a 2G teg? I think KC had one but didnt know if he played with it. I went on a 2G teg board but they didnt know much except where to buy a modine one.... Any help is needed....Straight foward or is it a PITA?||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||06-16-2003||12:49 PM||||MOST, ( I repeat disclaimer, MOST) radiators are not too difficult.  If A/T with a cooler, a little more difficult.<br /><br />Hardest ones I ever did were old VWs and Porsches.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||06-16-2003||01:14 PM||||I had an G2 teg that I had to replace the radiator on.  It was pretty simple and straight-forward.  About the most dificult thing was manuevering the fans around to get my hands into there.  The other thing I had a problem w/ was the radiator I had gotten from NAPA sat just a bit too low, so I had to kinda 'ghetto rig' a couple rubber circles under the corners of the radiator to hold it up a bit more.  By the way, my G2 was standard..I'm not sure how much more difficult it would be on an auto.<br /><br />What G2 site did try?  By far the best G2 related site I found was <a href="http://www.g2ic.com" target="_blank">www.g2ic.com</a><br /><br />Good luck||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||1101||06-16-2003||01:14 PM||||You muct be young, when I was working on VWs and Porsches, they had no radiator.<br /><br />Ward<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> MOST, ( I repeat disclaimer, MOST) radiators are not too difficult.  If A/T with a cooler, a little more difficult.<br /><br />Hardest ones I ever did were old VWs and Porsches. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||06-16-2003||01:23 PM||||hey craig that was the site I was on but they didnt seem to have many answers, I got have a manny 2G teg so I was hoping it was easy! Thanks for your help!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||06-16-2003||01:57 PM||||No problem.  Lately, there have been lots of BS posts and lots of redundant questions.  They are a big advocate of the "search" button.  There are people over there who have a very good knowledge base, but it is difficult to search through the garbage posts too.<br /><br />As far as I can remember (I did it a little over a year ago) just drain the coolant, take off the hoses, disconnect/move the fans, take out old radiator, and everyone's favorite step..."Installation is reverse of removal"<br /><br />Pretty straightforward, good luck!||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||driftin galant||06-16-2003||02:11 PM||||man the hardest radiator i ever did was on a jag v12 you have to drop the sub frame and take it out the bottom of the car, it is like a 5 hour job. man was I glad when that day was over.||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||06-16-2003||02:43 PM||||Sorry I didnt see this post....Yes, I had a G2 Teg, it was straightfoward, more clearance since there was no turbo there.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||06-16-2003||06:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 467:<br /><strong> You muct be young, when I was working on VWs and Porsches, they had no radiator.<br /><br />Ward<br /><br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> MOST, ( I repeat disclaimer, MOST) radiators are not too difficult.  If A/T with a cooler, a little more difficult.<br /><br />Hardest ones I ever did were old VWs and Porsches. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, in fact I'm not so young.  I was joking to see if the young guys would get it.  At the track this weekend we were teasing a 911 driver that he was overheating because he was low on coolant.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/002327.cgi
A||||3||1quickvr4||AEM wideband||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||06-16-2003||06:36 PM||caspa69@juno.com||<a href="http://www.ks-motorsports.com/index.php?page=shop/browse&category_id=512a9a8aeef4df049aedf7172be0eacb&ps_session=e0beee21cd6921fd99321f3f1dd4098b" target="_blank">http://www.ks-motorsports.com/index.php?page=shop/browse&category_id=512a9a8aeef4df049aedf7172be0eacb&ps_session=e0beee21cd6921fd99321f3f1dd4098b</a><br /><br />Any body know anything about this or if its worth it?||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-16-2003||07:50 PM||||Is it just me or does that pic looked photshopped? Kinda fuzzy or something   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||06-16-2003||08:03 PM||||It's just a bad pic.  Yeah, that's the real thing, sounds like a pretty good deal, except it doesn't come with a display.  <br /><br />You could extrapolate the voltage --&gt; O2 values with a regular voltage display, or convert it to A/F value with some creativity.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||06-17-2003||10:28 AM||||You could probably easily adapt the Techedge display:<br /> <a href="http://www.techedge.com.au/vehicle/wbo2/info5301.htm" target="_blank">http://www.techedge.com.au/vehicle/wbo2/info5301.htm</a><br /><br />Seems like a nice price, and includes the sensor!||68.17.211.34||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/002328.cgi
A||||20||tplesko||My dog has cancer...||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||06-16-2003||10:19 PM||||Hi everyone,<br /><br />We just found out today that my golden retriever has cancer. She only has a few more weeks to live. We have had her since she was a little puppy and now she is 11 years old.  I don't mean to be a bummer but my family loves her very much and I am very sad. I don't know what to say.<br /><br />We love you Casey<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.203.227.31||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-16-2003||10:32 PM||||I love you too, bro!<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Yeah, I know, I am KC, but close enuf.<br /><br />Seriously though - Sorry to hear the news, Chris. I know how you feel, we had a 12 year old that passed away when we were on vacation. Coming back and finding out was really shocking and quite painful. I was about 15 then. Hmm...Never got a dog again till I met my girlfriend, we have a black maltese poodle now.<br /><br />My aunt had a female doberman that also died of cancer. This dog was totally attached to her and fiercly protective. When she(the dog) was dying, my aunt was out of town and the dog waited till she came back, crawled up on her lap and slept there and passed away in sleep an hour or two later. Pretty sappy story, but its true and very touching. Dogs are quite intelligent and get attached to us the way we do to the, I am sure she will miss you all too.<br /><br />Get another one just like her and name it the same. Although, she will never replace this one, it'll make things a little better. Thats just my opinion...<br /><br />Again, sorry to hear this. But, just remember the good times!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||06-16-2003||10:32 PM||||Sorry to hear that.  We have a boxer and we have been told that they are the most prone to get cancer and we are not looking forward to the day.  So at least make the most of what time you guys have left.  Oh and in dog years your retreiver is 77 so she has had a long life. Once again sorry for the bad news.||68.76.183.228||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||number3||06-16-2003||10:41 PM||||Sorry to hear about Casey. I hope she will pull through pass peacefully. I know how attached one can get to an pet/friend. <br /><br />My cat Garrett is still young but I dread the day he passes.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-16-2003||10:48 PM||||#3 - Interesting name, Garrett. <br /><br />Do you ever "trim" him? <br />Is he "clipped" ? <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Sorry for the cheesy jokes, just trying to liven things up   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Shannon had  a cute dog named Ralli, after Ralliart. <br /><br />Funny how we name our pets!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Ash||06-16-2003||10:54 PM||||My dogs are named Tizza & Scruffy, they are only 4 & 3 respectively.  Tizza is called that cause she "Tis A" pain in the arse, Scruffy is obvious.<br /><br />They are like kids to my wife & I, we dread the day they die.  <br /><br />A lot of my mates childhood dogs have recently died, its really heartbreaking.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||raceman77||06-16-2003||11:58 PM||||l offer much commiseration amigo,it`s never easy to lose a member of the Family.No matter our beliefs l`ve found we all like to think there`s a heaven for our pets  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||06-17-2003||12:00 AM||||I am very sorry to hear that.  My deepest sympathy.  <br /><br />I have two Golden Retrievers who are getting up there in age now.  My aunt and uncle also lost a Golden to cancer.  It so hard when they've been part of you life for so many years.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000008||mromik||06-17-2003||12:46 AM||||My dog now is 14 or 15...<br />some years ago she had insult (I do not know how it will be in english ..some kind of disease of brains)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />I love my dog very much!!!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000009||Sam Sayes||06-17-2003||08:54 AM||||Sorry to hear about your dog,<br />just think of it as an eternal rest for her without the suffering.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000010||Louters91GVR4||06-17-2003||10:26 AM||||I am so sorry man. I lost my German Shepherd(who loved rides in my Galant:)) a couple of months ago. He was hit by a car. It was one of the toughest things in the world to go through. I feel your pain. Take care and I am sorry.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||06-19-2003||05:23 AM||||I'm really sorry to hear that.  Sometimes knowing ahead of time is worse; you dread the moment and all the time you spend with your loved one (pet or otherwise) loses the blissful innocence that it once had.  In some ways, a sudden end is much easier to deal with.  Our American Eskimo, Cloud for obvious reasons, eventually had to be put down after having congestive heart failure for her last year.  I was away at college, and had known this dog my entire life.  It was very hard to see her get progressively worse every time I came home.  I'm glad I was home on break when we decided it was time so I could see her one last time.<br /><br />Now my dad has prostate cancer.  It killed his father, his uncle, and his father's father (unknown, due to medical knowledge of the time, but it's probable).  It's an aggressive cancer that was not there a year ago, but now he's had his prostate removed and is about to enter a new form of chemo developed in partnership with Johns Hopkins.  This was all going on during finals, and I was unable to finish my classes.  We just spent what may be his last father's day, and I'm not working this summer or going to school in the fall because we don't know what the future may hold, except that it's very likely that mine is longer than his.<br /><br />People and pets come and go; their friendship is dear, and their parting a sorrow.  We can only live our lives to the best that we can, and treasure every day that we have.  I hope Casey does well with you in the weeks to come; your love is self evident and I'm sure returned with interest.  Here's hoping that a better place awaits all of us.||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||Dan D||06-19-2003||11:22 AM||||Jon, I'm very sorry to hear that.  You and your family are in my prayers.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000013||modified toys||06-19-2003||11:54 AM||||sorry to hear that.. <br />my most sincere condolences||12.22.48.133||reg||1||modified toys||00001373||yes
Z||000014||Akidosigh1||06-19-2003||06:06 PM||||My cat is 18 going on 19 in human years... i found her in the ditch when i was 2 and brought her in.... my mom told me the cat can't come upstairs anymore becuase she sleeps on my bed and my mom doesn't want me to wake up and find my cat is dad... i hope it never happens but cats don't live forever||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||06-19-2003||06:58 PM||||Everyone,<br />Thank you for all the kind words and stories...they help me immensely.<br /><br />Jon,<br />Hang in there with your dad. My dad had a major operation over Christmas for pancreatic cancer. He is getting stronger everyday and we can only hope he is rid of it.  I wish your dad all the prayers my dad recieved and all the strength to fight the cancer. I was going to school throughout all of it and I understand how extremely difficult it has been for you. Be there for your dad all you can be and enjoy every second you get to spend with him. If there is anything I can do for you or you want to talk email or PM me...||12.203.230.54||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||04:41 AM||||Thank you all for the kind replies and messages.  It's times like these that make me think that the GVR4 community would stay just that even if we all lost our cars tomorrow.  I didn't mean to hijack Chris's thread; I was just trying to relate.  It's sort of ironic that this car board allows us (me) to relate and comfort each other, in that my father is an intellectual and hates the fact that I like to turn wrenches.  In fact, the galant has remained virtually untouched in the garage for months as we're all doing our best to keep him happy.<br /><br />Anyway, good luck to all in all of our trials and tribulations.  It's not enough to just remember the good times; make each day count.  Don't stay late at work if you don't have to, and take a picnic lunch whenever you can.  The simple joys are the best, and they're hidden in every moment.  It's unfortunate that it takes dark times to remind us of this.  May we all persevere.||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000017||GVR1643||06-20-2003||02:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br />Anyway, good luck to all in all of our trials and tribulations.  It's not enough to just remember the good times; make each day count.  Don't stay late at work if you don't have to, and take a picnic lunch whenever you can.  The simple joys are the best, and they're hidden in every moment.  It's unfortunate that it takes dark times to remind us of this.  May we all persevere. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">First Pivvay and Jon my thoughts and prayers go to both of you in such trying times.  <br />Jon, that quote above is absolutely beautiful and accurate.  It is very unfortunate that these events are sometimes what it takes to remind us of this and for some to just make them aware.<br /><br />Both of you, make the most of every moment and treasure them.  I do my best (which is still a very feable attempt) to spend the most time I can with my 4 year old son and soak up evey moment.  So what if my car has needed the rear brakes redone for 2 months, or if I should be at work on the weekends...those things are rather trivial. <br />Jon, I really hope things work out for your father and family.  <br />Pivvay - I've always had a dog since I was 2 years old and no one loves them more than I do  -so I understand and have been there as well.  As was already said - treasure the good times, find another puppy when the time is right and you'll find warmth in the littlest things the new dog might do that will remind you of your retreiver friend now.  Best wishes to both and sorry for being so long winded.||167.142.22.23||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000018||slvrblt||06-20-2003||04:39 PM||||Im sorry to hear that. My dog (a shitsu)  recently had to be put down due to cancer, low white blood cell count, and some lung issues. He was almost 18. It horrible loosing a pet you have had for a long time.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000019||a_santos||06-20-2003||06:59 PM||||Last summer my cat was hit by a car going about 35. She had her hip dislocated and was in really rough shape. The vet recommended we put her to sleep, but we said no way, if she was going it would be with all of us with her comforting her. After a few weeks and alot of attention she was good again, and now is stronger than ever and more loving. <br /><br />I know how you feel. Hopefully your dog will make it.<br /><br />Good luck to both of you.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000020||CCDSM69||06-21-2003||04:44 PM||||I'm really sorry to hear about your dog. I went through a similar thing with my family cat. He was 22 years old when he died (older than I was at the time).||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum3/002329.cgi
A||||7||blacksheep||Freakin Palm Pilot is driving me nuts, how do I fix it ?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-16-2003||10:55 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, it (Palm IIIxe) seems as though the port at the bottom of the palm is getting looser or something. I have to push the bottom down and hold so it makes good contact to hot sync with the cradle.<br /><br />In the car, the serial cable has the same problem and when I try to datalog, it seems to quit in the middle dropping the connection.<br /><br />I removed that slider door thinking it was getting in the way or pushing down, but no luck, it just doesnt make good contact. I tried widening the clamps on the sides hoping it would hold tighter and help make a connection, but nope, doesnt work well.<br /><br />Can i fix this somehow or is it time for a new palm? <br /><br />Anyone else have this problem and know of a solution? Any suggestions (throwing it in the trash is all I can thnk of right now)<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||06-16-2003||11:03 PM||||Dont know how to fix but I picked up my Palm m100 at Kmart going out of business sale and the cable kind of clips into the bottom.  I havent had it pull out yet exept for when I almost rear ended some jackass and the palm tried to go through the floorboard from the seat.||68.76.183.228||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-17-2003||08:20 PM||||Hmm, I took a scredriver, pryed on the board and suffed a paper clip under it to push it up and I got it to hot sync and datalog for a bit before the same symptoms started again. Time for a new palm now!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||06-18-2003||12:08 AM||||I use a rubber band around the palm and the cradle.<br />It works OK like that, but would prefer to toss the cradle as far as I can, for a strait serial cable.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.63.171||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-18-2003||09:28 AM||||Gabor<br /><br />I use a serial cable but at the place where the cable makes contact with the board, its loose.<br /><br />Its not the issue with the cable, its the palm ,it wont sync up either becoz of the same deal.<br /><br />Hate to buy a new palm just to fix this problem, it works otherwise!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||06-18-2003||09:56 AM||||My Palm Vx kinda does the same thing, used to drop connections while datalogging with the serial cable all the time.  <br /><br />I took a stretchy small black hair-tie from my wife's bathroom (shhhhh!), and I twisted it around the serial cable connector (the palm end) and wrapped the hair-tie around the base of the palm mount, so that the cable is pulled up constantly and maintains connection.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||06-18-2003||10:16 AM||||Howard<br /><br />When she's doing her nails, grab another one and mail it to me, will ya   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I will try that, Thanks for the idea!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||crucible||06-20-2003||07:45 AM||||I am also having similar probs.I thought it was the palm connection also.But after plugging and unplugging many times it didnt seem to matter.But when I messed with the telephone jack going to serial plug that seemed like the culprit.<br />Dunno.Check it out<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/002330.cgi
A||||6||infil||Drag Racers(specifically colorado)||||1||||infil||00001737
Z||000000||infil||06-17-2003||08:59 AM||infil@earthlink.net||Whats up guys, I've been talking with Sporty Bandimere(Executive VP/Operations Manger) at Bandimere Speedway in Morrison, CO about getting an Anti Street-Racing program going on a higher level than their current one does. <br />What would it take to get you guys out to the strip and keep it off the streets? <br />I need constructive, thought out ideas to give to Sporty. <br /><br />Think about a few things before you post an idea. <br />Is it feasible for the majority of us to do and is it interesting? <br />What would be a reasonable price?(friday night ET series is 25 for racers, 10 for spectators) <br />Is it feasible for Bandimere to do this? <br /><br />The few suggestiosn i've gotten so far were: <br />Sport Compact ONly race every 2 or 3 weeks, with a 20 or 25 dollar entry fee. <br />At the ET Series(friday sport compact class and saturday run tuff class primarily) hand out flyers and pamphlets describing the consequences of street racing, mods that are legal and illegal and stuff like that. <br /><br />What else do you want to see? <br /><br />Bandimere has always been about the racers, lets do what we can to make our voices heard and do something for ourselves and help make Bandimere a better strip than it already is.<br /><br />I would strongly encourage anyone who races to talk to the Management at your local strip about a program like this and see what you can do to get something like this going. Aside from keeping people alot safer, stuff like this gives sport compact racing alot more legitimacy in the eyes of the hardcore old school guys who look at anything thats fwd as a ricer. Not a big deal to me personally but being recognized as racers and not ricers means alot. <br />Thanks, <br />Infil||67.31.146.65||reg||1||infil||00001737||yes
Z||000001||Carl Morris||06-17-2003||11:15 AM||||I already made a proposal to them that they shot down...unless I had 10 grand to give them a year ahead of time for only one event.  If you want to get the street racers to come to the track, you need to run heads up, preferably every weekend.  My thought was to have the usual three test runs, and then run an elimination ladder where the ladder runs 1-2, 3-4, ..., 63-64, so that slower people have a fighting chance to go a few rounds.  Then post the results on a web page for the whole world to see.  I think it would catch on bigtime.||147.145.40.44||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||06-17-2003||11:37 AM||||You really need to talk to the DSM (http://www.utdsm.org)guys in Salt Lake City and the owners/crew at Rocky Mountain Raceway (http://www.rmrracing.com/).  <br /><br />Their anti-street racing Friday night races are huge right now.  They are having to turn away competitors and are getting a couple of thousand spectators.<br /><br />Good Luck,<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.141||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||305VR4||06-17-2003||03:48 PM||||I'd definitely be down for more racing at Bandimere.  $20 sounds reasonable.  And we wouldn't have to watch all the trailer queen V8s run!||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||06-17-2003||10:29 PM||||I'd love to race at Bandi as much as possible.  Every week or every other week would be good. Doesn't have to be Fri, Sat, Sun but that would probably help. <br /><br />$20-30 is good...have to buy race gas too...||12.203.230.54||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||06-18-2003||01:09 AM||||i wouldn't be at all interested, i love getting racing tickets! That is the best thing about street racing.....ok just messing around. I have gotten a racing ticket about 1 year ago, so i am all for some legal action. i would probably even pay $30.||12.211.242.195||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4||06-19-2003||05:44 PM||||yeah Eric im in||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes



ubb/Forum3/002331.cgi
A||||25||Louters91GVR4||King of Prussia, PA... Galant VR4 capital of the USA???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||06-17-2003||10:40 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Two or more of the pimpest, and quickest Galants in the country reside in this town. Did this happen by chance??? I think not.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||06-17-2003||12:11 PM||||How far are you guys from Hershey?  I drove from NY to Hershey in December and was thinking yesturday how pissed I was that I didn't even try to come see you, well, your car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||number3||06-17-2003||12:28 PM||||We are rough 1 1/2 hour east of Hershey, PA.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||06-17-2003||02:25 PM||||We have 8 in St. Louis I know off.<br />None as nice as Harry's and none yet to be prooven as fast as Nate's, but that all can change.<br />I don't think Katie ever had hers at the track yet<br />and mine will have to wait till I move in to my new house. The others I believe are running around stock or with minimal mods.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||06-17-2003||02:43 PM||||I'm ten minutes away from KoP, and so is Spoulson. <br /><br />So yes. It is the capital of the world. (Too bad the traffic to get to the mall sucks.)||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||06-17-2003||10:38 PM||||There are a lot of us in Denver/Boulder area...more than 15 I know of or have seen.  Some are stock with old people driving them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Others are not as stock...||12.203.230.54||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||06-17-2003||11:01 PM||||i agree. but some of the fastest are here in chicago!!! (excluding nate, harry and andy or course)||67.34.41.105||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||gtluke||06-18-2003||05:35 PM||||its all about blairstown NJ  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />there are 3 that live there, and sometimes up to 5 in the area.<br />2 are bone stock green 91's (one is mine)<br />2 are white 92's with 5 lug swaps<br />one of those has 500+ hp<br />they both look stock other than talon rims. <br />conicelli is also in king of prussia<br />so, it is the gvr4 capital of the US||138.89.76.150||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000008||number3||06-18-2003||05:44 PM||||At My address alone in KOP there are at least 3 full time GVR4s.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||06-18-2003||05:56 PM||||i really think that more than half the GVR4's in the US wound up in the greater tri-state area.<br />i've personally seen at least 20 of them this year, and i have a friend in florida that has a GVR4, and has seen ONE in his life other than his own.||138.89.76.150||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||06-18-2003||06:00 PM||||this was nate crismans wedding about 2 ys ago. honestly blairstown is about 35 minutes from king of prussia. this whole area is covered in GVR4's<br />  <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/temp/dsmwedding.jpg" alt=" - " />||138.89.76.150||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||1101||06-18-2003||06:26 PM||||Here is a picture of 11 GVR4s and my GGS (my VR4 was on blocks) in the San Jose CA area. I would guess we have about 50 in the area but it is hard to get them to events. The picture is big, almost 1meg so I am not posting the picture directly.<br /><br /> <a href="http://tinyurl.com/eo1e" target="_blank">http://tinyurl.com/eo1e</a> <br /><br />EDIT<br /><br />If that doesn't work try these:<br /><a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet1.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet1.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet2.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet2.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet3.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet3.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet4.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet4.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet5.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet5.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet6.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet6.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet7.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet7.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet8.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet8.jpg</a><br /><br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000012||gtluke||06-18-2003||06:31 PM||||link doest work<br />i'd love to see the pic though||138.89.76.150||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||06-18-2003||07:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 467:<br /><strong> Here is a picture of 11 GVR4s and my GGS (my VR4 was on blocks) in the San Jose CA area. I would guess we have about 50 in the area but it is hard to get them to events. The picture is big, almost 1meg so I am not posting the picture directly.<br /><br />  <a href="http://tinyurl.com/eo1e" target="_blank">http://tinyurl.com/eo1e</a>  <br /><br />EDIT<br /><br />If that doesn't work try these:<br /> <a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet1.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet1.jpg</a> <br /> <a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet2.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet2.jpg</a> <br /> <a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet3.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet3.jpg</a> <br /> <a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet4.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet4.jpg</a> <br /> <a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet5.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet5.jpg</a> <br /> <a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet6.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet6.jpg</a> <br /> <a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet7.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet7.jpg</a> <br /> <a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet8.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet8.jpg</a> <br /><br /><br />Ward </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">looks like oreo's||67.34.41.105||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||06-19-2003||12:29 AM||||Interesting to see that the ratio is equal on the cars with and without sunroofs.<br />Only two JDM front bumpers.<br />No silver cars.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.56.255||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000015||gtluke||06-19-2003||12:34 AM||||yeah i've only seen i think 1 or 2 silver GVR4's<br />i think i'm going to paint mine grey one day||138.89.76.150||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||06-19-2003||01:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Interesting to see that the ratio is equal on the cars with and without sunroofs.<br />Only two JDM front bumpers.<br />No silver cars.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, yes, there is only 1 silver VR-4 in the US that I know of.<br /><br />The second (from front) VR-4 on the right in this pic is Kensington <b>Gray</b> however...<br /><a href="http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet7.jpg" target="_blank">http://karns10.home.attbi.com/pictures/bayareagvrmeet7.jpg</a><br /><br />Where's the Green ones?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||DSSA||06-19-2003||08:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<br /><strong> Two or more of the pimpest, and quickest Galants in the country reside in this town. Did this happen by chance??? I think not.<br /><br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hehe...that's because Nate built all three.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />There are currently 4 in my possession about 15 minutes from KOP as well.  This area of the state is indeed Galant-logged.<br /><br />One of my old '91 GVR4s was sold to a local owner, and I pass one about once a week (stock, older lady drives it) on my way to or from work.<br /><br />All said, in the general Philly area, I'd estimate about 20 or so GVR4s at least.<br /><br />As far as the Green ones, I think we're getting rid of them 1 by 1.  Nate's Maroon car was originally green.  My Viper Steel Grey one was formerly green, and I stripped/junked the old GPI.com (Jason Crum's) car after owning the abortion for about a year.<br /><br />Partial listing in the Philly area:<br /><br />My '92-Kensington Grey<br />My '91- Viper Steel Grey<br />My other '91-White<br />Nate's '91-Maroon<br />Nate's other '91- White<br />Harry's '92- Black<br />My old '91 I sold loacally- Green<br />Guy in Philly (owns a repair shop) '91-Green<br />Sean Poulson's '91- ?<br />Daryl Sampson's (Guy formerly of Paisley in NYC, now Turbonetics) '91- Green (only here for work/temp. storage though)<br />Anonymous Lady I see occasionally '91- White<br />Pete Schwenzer- '91 Black<br />Pete's other '91- Black (I think)<br />Gary "G-Dawg" Hillegas- '91 Black <br /><br />I'm sure there are a bunch out there that I don't know about,(or can't think of at the moment) but yes, this area has its share.||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000018||JAYGVR4||06-19-2003||09:53 AM||||Someone on the Capital Area DSM list once counted up the ammount of GVR4's in the DC area and they thought it was around 25 here.  My car was a Delaware/Pennsylvania car though...  Wonder where port of entry was for the East Coast.  Y'all should come down this Saturday to our annual DSM meet.  See the events forum for details.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000019||Nate||06-19-2003||11:29 AM||||Baltimore was the port of entry on the east coast.  At least that's what it said on Dad's window sticker. :-)||68.80.10.55||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000020||meshwork||06-19-2003||11:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /><strong> <br />Partial listing in the Philly area:<br /><br />My '92-Kensington Grey<br />My '91- Viper Steel Grey<br />My other '91-White<br />Nate's '91-Maroon<br />Nate's other '91- White<br />Harry's '92- Black<br />My old '91 I sold loacally- Green<br />Guy in Philly (owns a repair shop) '91-Green<br />Sean Poulson's '91- ?<br />Daryl Sampson's (Guy formerly of Paisley in NYC, now Turbonetics) '91- Green (only here for work/temp. storage though)<br />Anonymous Lady I see occasionally '91- White<br />Pete Schwenzer- '91 Black<br />Pete's other '91- Black (I think)<br />Gary "G-Dawg" Hillegas- '91 Black <br />Ryan DeLany (meshwork) - '91 white<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000021||andy||06-19-2003||09:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> Baltimore was the port of entry on the east coast.  At least that's what it said on Dad's window sticker. :-) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine was sold in Ft Lauderdale and the port of entry was Jacksonville.||64.4.103.220||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000022||DeanCouchey||06-19-2003||11:45 PM||||I am only 4 hours from KOP, maybe you guys would like to come up to NY for the meet I am planning in August 23 or 30th....||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000023||DSMGVR4||06-20-2003||09:29 PM||||I am from NJ and I am on my 3rd GVR4. All the cars I bought were bought in NJ, except the last one which i bought in NJ, but previous owner had it shipped to him from Iowa, i think. I'll try and get all my info together for ya Iceman.<br />John 685/1000||152.163.252.33||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000024||curtis||06-20-2003||11:33 PM||||Everyone is always wondering how many are out there still running.  I know Mitsubishi has sent me notices for maintenance to be done so I know the master computer at Mistubishi of North America has a listing of Names and addresses,also state registration of all titled VR4's is public record so any of you computer savay people could start with these.||67.25.36.4||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000025||Ian M||06-21-2003||01:38 AM||||Theres around 15 or so within a 20 mile or so radius of here I can account for;as in I know the owner, or know who the owner is. A few of my freinds own two or three each! I saw one recently with some old folks driving that Ive never seen before or since. <br /><br />While in other towns within the same 20-30 mile radius of here,Ive seen a few more. That reminds me of last summer when I was following a buddy of mine in his GVR4 to 75-80 dragway in my GVR4,when we pulled over so he could adjust his boost controller. Kris (SPEEDFIEND) was with me,as soon as we pulled over, I looked in the rearview to see a clean white GVR4 approaching,and when he passed the old man driving didnt even seem to notice. The next week,we saw a green one on the same road,but we were in Kris' truck.<br /><br />I find it funny when folks from other areas tell me they've never seen a GVR4 in person,when they dont seem terribly rare here!||129.71.115.26||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/002332.cgi
A||||8||229of1000||Can't afford new wheels?  Try this!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||06-17-2003||02:22 PM||||Well I am poor and I can't afford to get a new set of wheels since I would rather dump every penny into going faster.  My wheels have always looked pretty nasty, so I got a bright idea and it worked!  Click any of the pictures for a hi-res version.<br /><br />The chrome lip on the wheels has been nasty since I bought the car.  Here's an example:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=642" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=642&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=643" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=643&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />So I decided that I was going to take the dremel with brass wheels and go over the entire lip.  Finally, one of my ideas works out!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=644" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=644&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=645" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=645&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The difference it makes in person probably wont be as noticeable in these pictures.  It has been raining like crazy and my car and wheels both are *disgusting* right now.  I'm out of wheel cleaner as well so just look at the lip, folks!  I think this will be a huge difference when the car is cleaned up.<br /><br />Before:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=646" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=646&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />After:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=647" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=647&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The only downside is that it took me three brass brushes to do that one wheel, and now I'm out and have to drive around with one shiny wheel! LOL!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||06-17-2003||02:56 PM||||Here's a really good thread on refinishing your wheels and painting them. It's tempting for me to try it on the stockers I just got.<br />Rich<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.scoobymods.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=1918" target="_blank">http://www.scoobymods.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=1918</a>||207.220.135.82||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-17-2003||04:07 PM||||Looks good, Pauly.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />I wanna do that to greenbean's wheels, but I wanna get them beadblasted or something coz the paints all tore up too.. oh well, Fudge them for now - I will just drive the crap outta those shitty wheels and tires   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Ash||06-17-2003||11:08 PM||||Um, am I the only one seeing a huge fat naked dude in these pics?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||203.221.19.37||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||06-17-2003||11:43 PM||||Hertz's hosting keeps doing that to some people.  I sent a link to some pictures to my brother and he about kicked my ass!  <br /><br />Can we have something a little less grotesque to keep hotlinking out, Hertz? LOL!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||06-18-2003||12:35 AM||||It could be much worse some guy did a dude with a gaping asshole for people who leeched images.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />Rich||207.220.135.48||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||06-18-2003||01:18 AM||||Have to try that with my stock rims... great idea!!!<br />Might be quicker to use a die grinder instead of the Dremmel...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||06-18-2003||11:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Hertz's hosting keeps doing that to some people.  I sent a link to some pictures to my brother and he about kicked my ass!  <br /><br />Can we have something a little less grotesque to keep hotlinking out, Hertz? LOL! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Okay, okay, I turned it off.  It was basically a programming exercise anyhow -- but apparently it isn't foolproof.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||06-18-2003||04:45 PM||||I had that same idea once and actually did something similar.  Then I looked at it and thought - too much work for a dremel.  SO...try a thin wire wheel brush on a drill....works great and much, much quicker and only needed one brush wheel to do all 4 wheels.  Just have to be careful not to move into the paint...same as the dremel though.<br /><br />I think the best look for the stock wheel is strip, polish and clear the factory ones.  I believe it was #199/2K or Brandon that had that on the pictures section of the site.||167.142.22.66||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/002333.cgi
A||||1||Louters91GVR4||First major mod is on #1757 3&quot; Turbo back||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||06-17-2003||02:46 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Guys, I know you have heard this a million times before, but the 3" turboback exhaust mod is a good one to have. I noticed probably a 15-20hp gain. I have a 3" Hi-flow cat on there so it is barely louder than stock at idle, not to loud at full-throttle either. I wanted to do a test pipe, but not until this winter, my SCCA class requires full "emissions" legal. Anyway, certified does a great job, fits perfect. Hopefully here in a week I will have a revised best time below there. See you guys later.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||06-17-2003||02:56 PM||||sweet ! what muffler did you get ? did you go SS ?<br />as soon as I have the $$$ , that's my next mod, since I have about 4 or 5 holes in the stock setup... glad to hear the fitment was good||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum3/002334.cgi
A||||5||GRV4726||where have all the spearcos gone?||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||06-17-2003||04:12 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i don't know if anyone else has been watching ebay recently or if they were intending to get a spearco of that guy on ebay. but he's no longer there. and that's really NOT cool. i had been planing to get one from him for a while now, and now that he is gone i don't know how i will be able to afford a quality intercooler, not to mention that he had the EXACT size i wanted.<br /><br />is this ruining anyone else's future plans for modding too?||69.22.11.252||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-17-2003||04:19 PM||||Pay more attention - young grasshoppa !<br /><br />He always does that - he brings in several ones, makes them, then sells them all. Then, its quite for a bit, then he is back selling a bunch.<br /><br />he did tell me he was going to make top-down assemblies as well - he was waiting on the end tanks. <br /><br />He is out of Canada. I hope he isnt done for good, the FMIC kit plan depends on him.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||06-17-2003||09:40 PM||||thanks man. i was a little worried because my future setup depends on him. he's a good man doing all of us high performance low budget guys a favor. <br /><br />yeah i haven't been whatching that long i guess because i never noticed that pattern.<br /><br />thanks. i'll be patient.<br />wax off...||69.22.11.252||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||06-17-2003||10:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Pay more attention - young grasshoppa !<br /><br /> he was going to make top-down assemblies as well  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would these "toop-down" assemblies add more horsepower?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /><br /> <br /> <small>[ 06-17-2003, 10:22 PM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||207.69.84.213||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-17-2003||10:21 PM||||Huh !?!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||06-18-2003||11:38 AM||||<a href="http://cgi6.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewSellersOtherItems&userid=boostcoolers" target="_blank">Boostcoolers on eBay</a> <br /><br />Probably just caught him mid-cycle.  Stuff comes and goes, but you could probably contact him directly for something specific.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002335.cgi
A||||28||number3||Pimp and Bling||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||06-18-2003||07:32 AM||||Ok. <br /><br />Pimp[est]:<br /><br /><a href="http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=pimp" target="_blank">http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=pimp</a><br /><br /><br />Bling:<br /><br /><a href="http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=Bling" target="_blank">http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=Bling</a><br /><br /><br />Help me out here?!?!?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Is there a KC dictionary?<br /><br />Harry   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-18-2003||08:39 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Funny, Harry!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||number3||06-18-2003||09:23 AM||||Not trying to be funny. I need help to understand some of the compliments I get on number3.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||06-18-2003||09:26 AM||||Pimp  - The car looks great<br />Tiite - The car looks great<br />bling - The car looks great<br /><br />They all pretty much mean the same thing - the car looks great!<br /><br />Hope this helps!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||06-18-2003||10:13 AM||||Bling bling money aint no thing rollin in the VR4 on duece zeros.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||06-18-2003||11:16 AM||||<a href="http://www.googlism.com/index.htm?ism=pimp&type=1" target="_blank">What is pimp?</a><br /><br />Bling:<br /> <img src="http://www.dmelt.com/images/bling_bling.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||06-18-2003||11:25 AM||||<img src="http://www.dmelt.com/images/bling_bling.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Look at those 22" brake rotors!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||silly4turbo||06-18-2003||03:41 PM||||bling bling !  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=659" alt=" - " />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000008||DongeR615||06-18-2003||09:41 PM||||<img src="http://www.angelfire.com/hiphop/audio/iceyhot1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />ICY HOT!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.127.59.198||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||06-18-2003||11:26 PM||||hey my name is ICHOTSTUNNA and I dont look anythign like them kids! I guess I am not as much as an icy hot stunna as them!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||06-19-2003||12:44 AM||||Those guys are from St. Louis. LOL<br />The first time I heard somebody calling my car fat (phat) I gived him a wierd look and turned to my wife. Now I know better.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.56.255||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||06-19-2003||01:18 AM||||"Straight ballin"?  WTF?<br /><br />Is that the poster for 2Gay 2Curious?<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.angelfire.com/hiphop/audio/icyhot.gif" alt=" - " />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||number3||06-19-2003||07:54 AM||||Thats my point exactly...<br /><br />If that 4 wheeler, group of guys or that SUV is phat, pimp, or bling bling how and why is it a compliment?<br /><br />Just curious...||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||06-19-2003||10:02 AM||||Exactly!  You're not being complimented because your car sucks.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Actually Harry, your car is <i>bad</i>.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||06-19-2003||12:17 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=669&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||iceman69510||06-19-2003||01:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Those guys are from St. Louis. LOL<br />The first time I heard somebody calling my car fat (phat) I gived him a wierd look and turned to my wife. Now I know better.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are they serious?  I always held out hope that was a spoof site.  This whole suburban kid hip-hop/rap fantasy is too much for me to take.  I don't have any need to be pimp, bling bling or anything associated with them.  I would agree to being "bad" though.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000016||sleeper||06-19-2003||07:21 PM||||Let's hope they aren't serious.<br />This kind of stuff will fade as fast as break dance did. The only thing we'll have to deal with is seeing a bunch of middle aged people with tatoo's, in years to come.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.184.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||06-19-2003||07:56 PM||||Paul<br /><br />That pic of the civic, that looks like it is taken inside AMS, I swear. Their shop looks identical. <br /><br />Hertz, Hibrn8 and Bob - If you have been there, doesnt that look like it?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||229of1000||06-19-2003||10:05 PM||||There was speculation on this picture a while back that his "dubs" are just leaned up against the car.  The car on the lift also looks a hair like a 2G RS or GS as well... you could be right!<br /><br />[edit] After further "gandering", I'm convinced that car looks nothing like a 2G.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||06-19-2003||11:05 PM||||I think it looks like a 2G, they had a green 2nd gen sitting in there for the longest time...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||DeanCouchey||06-19-2003||11:52 PM||||that civic does look like it has the rims leaned up there, or they stick out an awful lot!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000021||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||04:02 AM||||Harry, in general, when someone describes your car as "pimp" or "phat" or "bling" take it as a compliment.  Well, scratch bling; even if given as a compliment it's still really fucking stupid.  Anyway, as always, consider the source.<br /><br />Pimp is basically another word for cool, as is phat.  Bling is sort of like rice or ice; it's taken from the wierd world of hip-hop (mostly clicks and whistles to me) and it's all about image or being flashy.  Think huge chrome rims; those are bling, or "Yo wassup G!  Yo phat ride be pimpin' 'n' all, with all dat bling-bling in tha hizzy fo' shizzy dawg!" or something like that.  I'm sure KC can translate.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000022||number3||06-20-2003||01:00 PM||||Thanks.<br /><br />And I thought when we were kids and called good things bad we were confusing.<br /><br />I still remember the first time I heard the term fat. About 9 years ago when I was sell car audio this guy walks in and yells Yo! that bitch is PHAT!!!! pointing to the new Eclipse touch screen tape deck. I said what? looking at him like he was Mars...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000023||229of1000||06-20-2003||01:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>the new Eclipse touch screen tape deck. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hahaha... you make me feel really young.   Although I suppose I am.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000024||blacksheep||06-20-2003||02:16 PM||||Age is just a number...ask Woody Allen, he'll say the same   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000025||1312VR4||06-20-2003||10:47 PM||||Pimp= A very clean, nice looking car.<br /><br />Bling( or Bling Bling)=Way too much shine( gloss or floss, which ever way you look at it.)<br />Also can be used describing the car in general. For xample. Too many Tv's( sun visor, steering wheel, head rests, trunk & so forth. Combined with the dvd player, X-box, computer & anything else that is overkill.<br />There is a difference.<br /><br />BTW that little suv has 26's on it.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000026||number3||06-22-2003||12:23 AM||||I present you with...<br /><br />"The King of Bling"<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=694" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=694&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000027||Ian M||06-22-2003||10:40 PM||||LOL!! <br /><br />Congrats Sam!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Someone needs to make up a caption for this pic... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.215||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000028||Sam Sayes||06-23-2003||08:44 AM||||thanks for the pic Harry,<br />and thanks Ian, I'm so priud of the trophy (yeah right)LOL<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum3/002336.cgi
A||||3||bob in chicago||Cold air intake &amp; beige interior||||1||||bob in chicago||00000069
Z||000000||bob in chicago||06-18-2003||07:42 AM||||Photos of my cold air intake:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=655&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=651&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=652&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Inside:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=653" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=653&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=654&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.148.88.90||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||06-18-2003||09:57 AM||||Not a bad idea with the light. Cold air is always better.<br />Harry-I have looked and cannot find any decent pictures of your Cold air setup. It appears the filter is under where the 'factory' location of the battery is. If you have some pics, or could take some, I would appreciate it. <br />Thanks,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||06-18-2003||10:22 AM||||I plan on using the foglight opening on the passenger side for a cold air intake inlet. And the driver side foglight hole looks pretty good for an oil cooler. Water may be a problem, but I can get one of those AEM bypass valves for insurance.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||06-19-2003||01:02 AM||||Those foglight holes look like brake duct holes to me...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/002337.cgi
A||||9||mr.mitsu||turbo intake mani and n/a||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||06-18-2003||10:39 AM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||if you guys aren't aware by now, i'm the guy in canada w/ a gsx and planning to turbo it by summer, a "semi vr-4" i you may.<br /><br />anyway i was wondering if the intake mani on a n/a is different than that of a turbo.<br /><br />the reason i'm asking is i just got a custom i/c setup from "kanihitit" and the pipe conecting to the throttle body has a flange attached to it.<br /><br />now do i need a new one or can i fab up something?<br /><br />sorry for the long post.||209.226.9.2||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-18-2003||10:46 AM||||Can you post a pic of the NA intake manifold, please or a link to it? That will be helpful !<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||06-18-2003||11:10 AM||||The N/A intake manifolds are physically the same in every dimension EXCEPT for one vacuum fitting (that goes to the stock BOV). That can be teed in somewhere else though. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||06-18-2003||01:29 PM||||I dont think they read you correctly, The flange on the upper pipe connects to the Turbo throttle body. The NA just has a hose to conect to it, The turbo uses the flang thats on the pipe.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||06-18-2003||01:30 PM||||Come on KC, your supposed to be a Mod on here. Whats up with feeding the Floppyheads the wrong info. LoL Blame Canada!||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-18-2003||02:25 PM||||All I asked was for a pic, bro. I dont know what the NA manifold even looks like...My knowledge is more gvr4 and honda specific    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />yeah, you must know more, you sig is longer than your posts most of the time   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||06-18-2003||02:32 PM||||number 3 was talking about that. what he is saying is the the throttle body is beaded. basically you don't bolt a trottle body elbow to to it because there is no place to bolt it to. you would just you silicone hose instead.  look at harry's set up and it will become a lot more clear.<br /><br />people actually prefer it this way because there is one less thing to worry about leaking||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||mr.mitsu||06-19-2003||10:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> ...the flange on the upper pipe connects to the Turbo throttle body. The NA just has a hose to conect to it, The turbo uses the flang thats on the pipe.<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that's it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />oops, do i need a "turbo trottle body" then.||209.226.9.2||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||06-19-2003||10:36 AM||||Yes, you would to make it work with the IC piping you bought, else use a non-turbo TB, cut off the flange from the IC pipe (cheaper to do this) and use a silicone connector.<br /><br />I plan on doing the non TB throttle body method as well. Like Nate said, one thing less to leak and much easier to remove piping if necessary.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||mr.mitsu||06-20-2003||10:11 AM||||very true.<br /><br />thanks||209.226.9.2||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes



ubb/Forum3/002338.cgi
A||||16||JAYGVR4||Any pics of graphite colored wheels on a GVR4?||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||06-18-2003||11:39 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||I got ahold of some green 92 5 stars, and I'm thinking of repainting them either Silver or Graphite.  I'm thinking the Graphite color would look pretty cool on a white car, but I'd like to see the combo on someones car before I commit.  For reference, I'll be using the same Duplicolor stuff mentioned in the other post below on refinishing stock wheels:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.duplicolor.com/products/colors/wheel.html" target="_blank">http://www.duplicolor.com/products/colors/wheel.html</a><br /><br />So, any pics with this color combo? Rim type I guess wouldn't matter...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-18-2003||01:26 PM||||Pappy or some did that using that paint. I even did it to my 91s using that paint. It comes out ok.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||06-18-2003||04:10 PM||||I thought Pappy used the silver color, not the graphite?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||UncleDonut||06-18-2003||05:12 PM||||I just got Motegi FF6 gun metal rims for my green VR-4.  I'm not sure if it's close to graphite or not, but I 'll send a picture if you want one<br /><br />-Dave<br />797/2000||24.128.102.224||reg||1||UncleDonut||00000467||yes
Z||000004||Martin Chilcote||06-18-2003||07:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by UncleDonut:<br /><strong> I just got Motegi FF6 gun metal rims for my green VR-4.  I'm not sure if it's close to graphite or not, but I 'll send a picture if you want one<br /><br />-Dave<br />797/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I almost bought these wheels in silver or white,<br />but in the pics I saw, the silver was more like light grey and the white ones had white lips, not polished. I do like the style though.<br />Why not post a pic here ? I'd like to see them.||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||06-18-2003||08:18 PM||||I used the gunmetal for a few coats.  But they stocked the silver in the clearcoat section of the paint area at autozone.  And they didn't have any clearcoat cans for a reference.  So, I used the silver after I painted them gunmetal by accident.  My wheels are kind of a slightly dark silver.  It's alright, but they'd look better if they were a darker gunmetal.  I'm trying to find a picture of a white 1g with stock wheels painted gunmetal.  It looked really nice, but I'm having trouble locating it.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||UncleDonut||06-18-2003||08:31 PM||||This is my first attempt at posting a pic, so don't laugh.<br /><br />-Dave<br />797/2000<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=664" alt=" - " />||24.128.102.224||reg||1||UncleDonut||00000467||yes
Z||000007||UncleDonut||06-18-2003||08:38 PM||||Here's another angle.<br /><br />-Dave<br />797/2000<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=665" alt=" - " />||24.128.102.224||reg||1||UncleDonut||00000467||yes
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||06-18-2003||09:32 PM||||<a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/rob_n_front.jpg" target="_blank">www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/rob_n_front.jpg</a>||24.209.155.178||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000009||NZGZR4||06-19-2003||02:10 AM||||Not on a White car,  I think the colour was called Titanium.<br /><a href="http://nzmmc.co.nz/nats/47.jpg" target="_blank">http://nzmmc.co.nz/nats/47.jpg</a><br />Cam||219.88.129.180||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||06-19-2003||08:38 AM||||My 17" wheels on the dialy driver gvr4 are similar to UncleDonut and are dark gray, almost metallic black. Some call it black. They are identical to what Glen had on his when he bought it. I bought mine of smokindave on our board. He moved from Iowa to Alabama just recently. Hope all is well with him.<br /><br />Will post pics someday!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||JAYGVR4||06-19-2003||09:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by UncleDonut:<br /><strong> I just got Motegi FF6 gun metal rims for my green VR-4.  I'm not sure if it's close to graphite or not, but I 'll send a picture if you want one<br /><br />-Dave<br />797/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Right wheel color, but I was looking to see how they'd look on a white Galant.  Thanks though!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||06-19-2003||09:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CamZR4:<br /><strong> Not on a White car,  I think the colour was called Titanium.<br /> <a href="http://nzmmc.co.nz/nats/47.jpg" target="_blank">http://nzmmc.co.nz/nats/47.jpg</a> <br />Cam </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa!  OK, I'm gonna highjack my own post on this one!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Is that a hatchbacked VR4?<br /><br />Still looking for a pic of a WHITE galant with gunmetal/graphite rims.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||06-19-2003||09:50 AM||||Yeah, those are cool looking.  That's the Eterna, right?  One could fit some serious speakers in that rear deck.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||Martin Chilcote||06-19-2003||01:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by UncleDonut:<br /><strong> I just got Motegi FF6 gun metal rims for my green VR-4.  I'm not sure if it's close to graphite or not, but I 'll send a picture if you want one<br /><br />-Dave<br />797/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What size Motegi wheels, what brand & size tires Thanks||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000015||UncleDonut||06-19-2003||01:22 PM||||Martin,<br /><br />  They are 17" rims with 215/45 Toyo Proxes T1-S tires mounted on them.<br /><br />-Dave||24.128.102.224||reg||1||UncleDonut||00000467||yes
Z||000016||Martin Chilcote||06-21-2003||11:12 AM||||What' spring & shock combo are you using? Any clearence/rubbing problems ?<br />For Mark R's list update, the wheel is a 17x7 @ 42 offset. Tire info above.<br />Here's a silver one:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=676" alt=" - " />||66.139.166.225||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum3/002339.cgi
A||||14||1quickvr4||Snaek peak at my JDM work in progress||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||06-18-2003||01:36 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Here it is kids in all it ugly and underconstuctioness(Is that a word?)<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=657" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=657&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />Ugly aint she? Be sure to click on it for a biger veiw.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-18-2003||02:30 PM||||I like the spray can tucked up inside.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm all about the JDM projects...||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||BluFalcon||06-18-2003||02:37 PM||||Aww man, your neighbors must really hate you.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||06-18-2003||04:26 PM||||Carb cleaner, Why would I use spray paint when I have a compressor and spary gun?||67.30.160.139||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||06-18-2003||09:43 PM||||whoa its TEN tone....lol||67.127.59.198||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||06-19-2003||05:05 AM||||I love that grill!  I thought jdm grills were shiny, sorta like '91's?  Without that middle slat?  Where did you get yours?  What model is it off of?<br /><br />Thanks!  Keep us updated on your project.  Any other jdm goodies not in the pic?||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||06-19-2003||10:42 AM||||Yeah, Grill is Kinda rare from what I understand. ITs from a Galnt ZR-4. The 5 door lift back. I got it from CTM on this site. Whats not in the pics are the JDM fender top lights I have and Im found a source to get me a JDM bumper from. Im also still looking for the full amber cornerlight.<br /><br />Hear is a motor pic, Too bad its coming out so I can install the prothanes and paint the engine bay<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=666" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=666&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />This is my 4 bolt donor:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=667" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=667&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />And whats left of the parts car, If you want it come get it, I will give it too you.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=668" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=668&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||06-19-2003||10:47 AM||||Jon - Norm got his full JDM front end from me including that grill    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||06-19-2003||12:14 PM||||That parts car is scary!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||06-19-2003||01:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> That parts car is scary!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i bet it runs 11.59 @ 123 mph without all that dead weight.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||drew||06-19-2003||04:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br />[QB] Yeah, Grill is Kinda rare from what I understand. ITs from a Galnt ZR-4. The 5 door lift back. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No such thing as a Galant ZR-4. You're referring to the Eterna ZR-4||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||06-19-2003||04:47 PM||||You wouldn't happen to have a stock radio and would be willing to mail me one of the little LED slider caps from the EQ or balance/fade?  I'm missing one and it's rather bright without it.  I'll pay postage.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||mromik||06-19-2003||07:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Jon - Norm got his full JDM front end from me including that grill<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This gril is JDM from MMC ETERNA! it is not the GALANT gril!<br /><br />we have lots of ETERNAs here/<br />it is urgly!<br /><br />I will make some pictures of it later.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||04:25 AM||||Well, I don't really care what it came from.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   If someone could get me one of those grills in either Belize Green or Whatever Black, I'd be very grateful.||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||highskyes||06-24-2003||05:15 PM||||damn, I remember when that car was pretty......||12.237.88.63||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes



ubb/Forum3/002340.cgi
A||||5||henrok||shifter knob||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||06-18-2003||06:09 PM||alvihen@aol.com||yesterday i was shifting and the leather on my shifter knob sagged. The stitching was coming off and the leather was a bit dry so i decided to take it off. to my surprise i now have a shifter that matches the accordion shifter boot in texture and has the gear imprint on it. i would like to know if anyone knows if this material is paintable. i would like to paint it white to match the exterior of my car or at least fill in the numbers with white paint. any ideas to make the shifter nicer?||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||number3||06-18-2003||06:16 PM||||"any ideas to make the shifter nicer?"<br /><br /><br />Buy a new OEM one.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||06-18-2003||06:21 PM||||If you wanna make a nicer shifter knob in white just get a greddy lightweight knob for @$20. It screws on to the stock shifter and cuts the height down alot. I have the weighted one and am considering getting the lightweight and rotating between the two over summer/winter.<br />Rich||67.25.95.4||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||06-18-2003||06:23 PM||||i second that.<br /><br />but no one can stop you... i guess. where you live by the way?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />at least only paint the numbers. man a whole white shit knob would be sick, as in disgusting. and it would be ghetto painted too! ah!!<br /><br />to each his own, but take harry's advice. and remember the inside does NOT have to look like the outside. they are two very diffrent things.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-18-2003||07:22 PM||||buy a 2g knob<br />buy a momo, razo or greddy (not that cheap ractive crap)||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||06-19-2003||12:59 AM||||I think 2g knob is actually longer than the GVR4 knob. I use my stock GVR4 knob in my Laser. Works great. 3k/S shift knob is another good option. I think thats about the same length as our stock one.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/002341.cgi
A||||3||a_santos||Turbowop on dsmtuners frontpage!!!||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||06-18-2003||08:13 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Went to dsmtuners today and the deatured car is turbowop's galant. Check it out. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com" target="_blank">www.dsmtuners.com</a><br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||Ferrari F50 GT||06-18-2003||08:35 PM||||I cannot believe how clean the engine bay is...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    He needs to come over to my house to clean mine out!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||06-18-2003||08:38 PM||||He is also the GVR4 used on their shirts. Congrats now make me a sammich  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br /><br />Rich||64.159.127.66||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||06-19-2003||02:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> I cannot believe how clean the engine bay is...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     He needs to come over to my house to clean mine out!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's pretty clean, however, I think my camera made it look a *little* cleaner than it really is. Must've been the lighting. I was pretty stoked to see my car on there.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/002342.cgi
A||||1||369of1000||Crack in cylinder||||1||||369of1000||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||06-18-2003||08:56 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||So I've had quite a "fun" time with my motor over the past year. But without getting into to much detail, I was offered a new to me block for free instead of paying to hone out my old block. Well the block I was getting had spun a bearing and needed a new crank. Or at least that's what I was told. It turns out that was true, plus some nut had put a super long bolt in for the water pump. The bolt was so long it cracked the cylinder. My mechanic had never seen this before. I thought it was a pretty funny story but sad to me. Looks like 20 overs are coming my way.||24.127.112.179||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||06-18-2003||10:19 PM||||I'd take a rebuilt motor that was previous running OK than one with damage from spun bearing, blown up piston or whatever.||216.164.98.119||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/002343.cgi
A||||8||GRV4726||egine stuff||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||06-18-2003||10:33 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so i'm thinking about the advice i have been told. "get a new engine, and be done with it" or something like that. well i have been looking at this engine on ebay.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2419431279&category=33615" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2419431279&category=33615</a><br /><br />ok so i spoke to the guy and he told me that it is a turbo engine but was first mistaken in thinking that it was non turbo, and bought non turbo parts (hence the throttle body, and the exhaust manifold).<br /><br />my first question is: has anyone ever dealt with this guy. does it seem like a good deal? (it has been rebuilt with new pistons, rings, bearings. and a rebuilt head... rebuilt basically) i don't want to waste my money and be had. <br /><br />my second question is: how much do you think i can get for my engine. it leaks oil and burns oil after idling to. so it needs new seals and a rebuilt head. i was thinking that 550 would be resonable.<br /><br />thanks for reading   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||06-18-2003||10:46 PM||||oh yeah, please don't go up against me in this auction. i would like to try and get this engine at the lowest price possible. come on, help out your fellow gvr4 owner.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||06-18-2003||10:57 PM||||The motor in the picture is from a automatic car, not that it matters but it will have smaller cams and injectors (if it comes with injectors). But yea $550 is about what you can get a running 4G63 here in WI for....||24.209.155.178||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-19-2003||01:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> ok so i spoke to the guy and he told me that it is a turbo engine but was first mistaken in thinking that it was non turbo, and bought non turbo parts (hence the throttle body, and the exhaust manifold).</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's scary.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||06-19-2003||06:46 AM||||scary?<br />i know it sounds a little iffy.. i asked for the his phone number and the number of the guy that he brought the engine from.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||number3||06-19-2003||07:38 AM||||I second the scary comment.<br /><br />Good luck.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||06-19-2003||11:13 AM||||yeah cause you look at what he has bid on before and it bid on a turbo gasket set so he must have know that it was a turbo at some point. ust seems fishy.... didnt think it was a turbo ok  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||04:30 AM||||Run screaming.||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||06-20-2003||12:53 PM||||yeah... i'm not bidding on it. i looked at what he has been up to. that and he never sent me a his phone number or the number of guy he bought it from. so thats more proof that this is a bullshit deal.<br /><br />thanks a lot for looking at it. yeah... i guess i'll wait for something else.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002344.cgi
A||||12||GRV4726||existentialism anyone? (LONG)||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||06-19-2003||06:36 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||"existenc preceeds essence" - sartre<br />"Tomorrow doesn't exist because we all die" - sartre.<br /><br />or something along those ligns.<br /><br />so what do you guys think about this. i understand what he is saying. i read the stranger by albert camus 3 or 4 times. (in french and english)... i understand existentialism, but i certainly am no existentialist. <br /><br />i guess i'm asking what you guys think about living for the present and not even putting words like the days of the week and "future" in to consideration. i don't know this sort of stuff is pretty interesting and very hard to put into words.<br /><br />i mean you could be working at a job you hate and realize that you don't understand that why you are still there. and then tell your boss to tak the job and shove it. its some good stuff. but you also have to think about the fact that every single thing has the same value as everything else. as in everything you  deal with. i mean is this possible. i know i couldn't be this way. i could never think that my death is just anothing thing i will face, like giving it the same level of importance as a test, or even a date. i understand refusing every other system that the society offers and refusing society itself, but death? i understand we all die... and that we should live everyday as we see fit. i guess its just a lot. <br /><br />i've been thinking a lot about this. and been trying to apply theory of knowledge to it, but i never really talked about this before. (partly because i don't really have any friends anymore).<br />i guess being drunk is also why i brings this up.<br /><br />i was thinking of a good way to represent all of this. remember when you are sitting or standing or walking in the pouring rain. and just not giving a damn, simply enjoying the moment...<br /><br />thats the most existential expirience i can think of that most have had. my most existencial experience in jumping infront of a speeding lexus and hearing it screech. its was interesting ro realize that i could have died.<br /><br />sorrying this is so long. but i;m sure its at least interesting to someone. and sorry for the spelling. i may regret posting this tomorrow (irony   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||vrpower||06-19-2003||08:57 AM||||Cosmic!||67.248.78.82||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||06-19-2003||09:54 AM||||I like pizza.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||06-19-2003||11:24 AM||||I think I understand what you're getting at, but your drunk speak is a little hard to follow. Sober up and post again, maybe you'll get a better dicussion going. <br />I really want pizza now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||06-19-2003||01:40 PM||||stay away from airplanes and towers and WMD.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />seriously, i live my life according to existentalist theories, but everyone assumes that im just a stoner.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||06-19-2003||02:35 PM||||hmm.. i think it made pretty good considering i was drunk at the time. <br /><br />i guess its really not that big a deal but when you really concentrate the effect of pure existentialism in our society... at first it seems impossible and then contradictory to everything it is. i guess thats why my train of thought was going in circles a little. (i was also thinking of Hemingway at the time and what a fuck head he was for all the circular exhistential shit he put into his novel the sun also rises"<br /><br />yeah i saw porn n' chicked too... they were really enjoying encorperating that in to the whole college thing, but they missed a very valid point, extistentialists do not rebel, the simply do not see any laws. hence Meursaults problem in the stranger, when he is forced to deal with society head on (when he is talking to the magistrate)<br /><br />you all should pick up the myth of sisyphus by albert camus. have fun with that! i'm not really serious but you should if you have extra time, a book that i think a lot would enjoy is the stranger. (its very good, the author won the nobel peace prize for it, that may not mean much to some but trust me its good)<br /><br />oh yeah and i still like my irony at the end||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||06-19-2003||05:58 PM||||I live by my beliefs and my faith.  Everything has a consequence for myself and ripples out to everyone else.  My life has a meaning and is very short in the big picture.  Death is just the end of this brief existance and the doorway to the real existance that follows - the one with the most meaning since it is forever.  I don't buy the whole existentialism outlook, but respect people's right to their beliefs - even if I don't agree with the concept.  I love a good debate and believe one is entitled to their outlook as I am mine.  I do fear the outlooks that only take themselves into consideration and especially on themselves "for the moment".  <br /><br />I'm sober and it's 4:59PM here.  So I don't think I can do this topic justice in one minute  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I would also bet the rest don't want to hear all of my religious beliefs that would take a bit more space  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.51||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||number3||06-19-2003||06:07 PM||||I am impressed you wrote all of that in one minute.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||06-19-2003||09:35 PM||||so am i!<br /><br />yeah. i agree with sort of leaving the subject to eachs own ideas and beliefs... its still a worthy topic.<br /><br />religions plays a big part into this, and i think that is very obvious because of the idea of an after life. living a guided life in order to assure you ticket to heavan. this is absurd to an existentialist. therefore religion is absurd because the existentialist only sees it as a method used to give life more importance. to dismiss the fact that all that is known to humans is that we live and then we die. that all of us will eventually die, there is no reasurance that you're life is something more. <br /><br />1st way of dealing with this: making a leap of faith. following a religion to quite and dismis the question.<br /><br />2nd way: suicide...life is not worth living, so you kill yourself (fun...)<br /><br />3rd way: you accept the fact that you know nothing more than the present. you live life exhistentially.<br /><br />the topic is fairly large, considering envolves living and everything we become involved with (but not what we involve ourselfs with... this is why camus wrote the stanger in passive tense)<br /><br />once again i guess i'm only bringing this up to hear your opinion.  (it interests me for some reason  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )<br /><br />i'm spent||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000009||henrok||06-19-2003||11:04 PM||||life is too complicated to be worrying about anything this complex. we cannot answer certain questions. i say believe in something and stick to that.  NO MAN IS AN ISLAND,  and all we need is love. lol.  DONT WANT TO DISCUSS THIS IT REMINDS ME OF PHILOSOPHY IN COLLEGE (even though it is stimulating) DONT WORRY BE HAPPY. we shouldnt question life so much.  MIRACLES ARE EVERYWHERE and yes i believe in an afterlife (no one can prove/disprove this).  so i guess u must make the choice, believe or not. i choose believe because it makes sense and it is what my soul and self says to do. there must be something more powerful behind all of this.||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||05:04 AM||||Nice post(s), "gettin' there."  I suppose I'm somewhat of an existentalist, in that death and laws do not concern me.  I suppose part of that is my incredible number of brushes (hell, bear hugs) with death that should have done me in long ago, so I feel as if I'm living on borrowed time.  Death may come tomorrow, or now, and I don't think that would faze or bother me much.  It's the deaths of others that bother me.<br /><br />I also don't have much regard for laws either.  Not that I think that we shouldn't have any, just that they shouldn't govern or interfere with my life.  I think it's every persons right and responsibility to live their life according to their own morals and ethics so long as they don't impinge on the rights of others.  Unfortunately, they sometimes tend to, hence the laws.  Still, I never consider the law when making a decision.  Has this gotten me into trouble on occasion?  Sure.  Have I been able to get out of it?  Sure.  See, that's just it:  golden rule, taste of own medicine, whatever you want to call it, just be a good person and life will be good to you.  Our housecleaner (whom we don't need btw, none of us our too lazy to pick up a vacuum cleaner, but has had it rough and my parents choose to employ) is a wonderful person, and last week she won keno.  She's paying off her house, buying a new truck, and taking care of all her kids' educations.  She still insists on cleaning houses.  She refuses to let this change her life, because her life is what made her who she is.<br /><br />Ok, now I'm the one on a drunk ramble.  I will check out Albert Camus though, thanks.  And yes, suicide would be fun, but the quick, easy (and hence weak) way out.  Don't be weak.  Be strong, don't do it, and make the world a better place because of it.  And religion is a crutch for the weak.  Thank you Mr. Ventura.  (not that I don't respect and envy peoples' faith; I just don't buy into religion [perhaps because I'm the weak one])||198.88.145.208||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||GRV4726||06-20-2003||12:16 PM||||haha i was joking about the fun thing. thats what sucks about talking to people over the internet. its really hard to pick up the sarcasm.<br /><br />yes suicide is the easy way, but its not worth it. because if life isn't worth living then death isn't worth it either. at least while you were alive you had the ability to affect (or infect)the world by will.  i view suicide the same way as i do religion but of course this took a long time to realise this. and i'm not bad mouthing religion but more so society and how it has adapted to it. "what do you mean you don't believe the lord our savior"... <br /><br />my step-dad got out speeding ticked (18 mph over speed limit) because he told the cop that we were going to church.. so basically he got off because he's like one of "us" in the cops eyes... how can you judge some one like that when he just commit a sort of crime... your not judging a person according to the legal laws anymore, but to the hidden laws of society.  <br />i have a problem with people accepting things for no reason at all, with out even thinking about it and then saying how important their descision was.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000012||mixx2001||06-20-2003||01:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> religions plays a big part into this, and i think that is very obvious because of the idea of an after life. living a guided life in order to assure you ticket to heavan. this is absurd to an existentialist </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ah, but Søren Kierkegaard, a pioneer of modern Existentialism, was a Christian.||65.165.18.29||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/002345.cgi
A||||6||howard_GVR4||visiting St. Louis this weekend||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||06-19-2003||09:17 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||I'll be in St. Louis with my band this weekend playing at Fred's Music Lounge, so if any GVR4 guys wanna go and throw back some beer with me, I'll be there.  No, I won't be in a Galant, I'll be in a brown 2-tone 1986 Dodge extended van, yelling at passers-by through the external PA.  <br /><br />Gabor, will you be around this weekend?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||06-19-2003||06:31 PM||||You got to be kidding. This place is a hole in the wall a block away from me.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.63.149||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-19-2003||07:46 PM||||Gabor<br /><br />Give Howard the grand tour like you did for me. That was a blasy, probably the best time I had in a long time last year.<br /><br />How is Lowr? He isnt on here much either. Is his car all done???||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||06-19-2003||08:11 PM||||I got married since then, so it might not work out to my advantage anymore.<br />Robi is still here and single.<br />Scott's Galant is still in the same spot as you saw it. I don't think it will move anytime soon.<br />Made him a couple of offers on it but he's not selling.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.181||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||06-19-2003||08:29 PM||||Gabor, I'm sending an email to you off-board to give you my phone number.  Email me yours as soon as you can, and I'll call you tommorow when I can predict my ETA.  <br /><br />Cool, I'm glad you live close to Fred's, we play there a few times a year, and it's always fun.  I can't believe it took me this long to remember to remind you I'd be there!||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||07-16-2003||12:09 PM||||Well, we'll be up there playing again this Friday at Fred's.  Gabor, if you/wife/brother want to go again, I'll put you on the guest list.<br /><br />Fred is promising a big turn out... supposedly, so it should be a good time.<br /><br />My god, it is such a LONG drive from texas in a van with no AC.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||07-17-2003||12:07 AM||||I'm going to the Shootout, but I'll make sure to send some people up there to check you guys out.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.61.137||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/002346.cgi
A||||1||4G63_GSR||HELP... ICS motor out of a '90 LASER||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||06-19-2003||03:50 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||i'm need some advice here... will an ICS motor off a '90 laser fit my '91 galant gsr??? i was told that ICS motors vary from year to year... example... my cousin switched ('90 GST) his ICS motor out with just removing the TB, but my brother in low switched ('93 Talon ES) his ICS motor by taking the whole intake manifold off... so what's the deal here??? do i need to find the same year ICS motor, from a turbo or non turbo car, etc... please help me out.. my idling is getting very annoying and i want to fix it...||216.170.168.131||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||Jon||06-19-2003||03:58 PM||||ISC is different in the 90's than it is from 91-94.  You can remove the ISC on a GVR4 without removing anything.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum3/002347.cgi
A||||7||Jon||Darth Maul Kid||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||06-19-2003||03:59 PM||jon@jgronline.com||<a href="http://web.gwax.com/swk/" target="_blank">http://web.gwax.com/swk/</a><br /><br />I love the remix video but to appreciate it, you need to watch the original video first.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||06-19-2003||04:14 PM||||damn. i thought the special effect one WAS the original. i can just picture that kid wiping drool off the side of his mouth when he talks, for some reason.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||06-19-2003||05:33 PM||||That's some seriously funny shit.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.jedimaster.net/swk_videos.htm" target="_blank">More</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||number3||06-19-2003||05:44 PM||||Fuck me that is some funny shit!!!<br /><br />NEVER tape what you don't want anyone else to see, EVER!<br /><br /><br />God bless the cable modem!!!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||06-20-2003||12:22 AM||||Oh my fucking god......hahahaahahahhahahahahahahahha......my stomach hurts from laughing so hard. I wouldn't want to come across that kid in a dark alley.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||06-20-2003||12:37 PM||||Being the web freak that I am, I've setup a mirror with my favorites.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/swk" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/swk</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||drew||06-21-2003||01:33 AM||||Wanna see his car? Actually, It's my friend's car who likes Star Wars just a little too much.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=673&width=400" alt=" - " />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||RayH||06-23-2003||03:07 PM||||No Star Wars film thread is complete without this:<br /><br /><a href="http://anon.ifilm.speedera.net/anon.ifilm/qt/portal/2439321_200.mov" target="_blank">http://anon.ifilm.speedera.net/anon.ifilm/qt/portal/2439321_200.mov</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum3/002348.cgi
A||||15||2fast||i have a 4G63t tuned by AMG question||||1||||2fast||00001759
Z||000000||2fast||06-19-2003||11:41 PM||edilmr@hotmail.com||i have a 4G63t engine that says tuned by AMG on the cover of the sparks, how i know its original and what specs that engine hads..||66.50.95.227||reg||1||2fast||00001759||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||06-19-2003||11:43 PM||||as I beleive the AMG was only a N/A version and people just put the spark cover on it. I may be wrong and PR may have gotten some super special ones!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||2fast||06-19-2003||11:48 PM||||thanks, I'm new with this engines, thats why I ask<br /> <br />so it could be only VR-4 normal engine?<br /><br />the block numbers is GB7345||66.50.95.227||reg||1||2fast||00001759||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||06-19-2003||11:54 PM||||N/P we were all new to the engine at some time. it is so easy to switch out a spark cover or VC so I am sure that it is some oen doing that. you might wanna try to sell it on here for some good money! We go crazy for that AMG stuff, does it have an AMG wing???||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||2fast||06-19-2003||11:57 PM||||I only have the engine, I buy to swap it in another car...||66.50.95.227||reg||1||2fast||00001759||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||06-20-2003||12:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 2fast:<br /><strong> I only have the engine, I buy to swap it in another car... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">where are you from. i havent heard of 'pr'||67.34.41.105||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||2fast||06-20-2003||12:09 AM||||I'm from La isla del encanto jjejje<br /><br />Puerto Rico||66.50.95.227||reg||1||2fast||00001759||yes
Z||000007||Nate||06-20-2003||12:09 AM||||Puerto Rico.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000008||Kevinj110||06-20-2003||01:08 AM||||Do you know where your motor came from? Just curious.||170.224.224.38||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000009||mromik||06-20-2003||01:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> We go crazy for that AMG stuff </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you like my AMG cloth seats..<br /><br />HE...HE...<br />I like them too....||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000010||silly4turbo||06-20-2003||09:59 AM||||I've got an amg spark plug cover ...<br />now I'm always answering the question,<br />"is that really tuned by AMG?"||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000011||VTGVR4||06-20-2003||10:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> I've got an amg spark plug cover ...<br />now I'm always answering the question,<br />"is that really tuned by AMG?" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"yeah, i lifted it out of a clk AMG"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||06-20-2003||10:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 2fast:<br /><strong> I'm from La isla del encanto jjejje<br /><br />Puerto Rico </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The island of the enchantment jjejje.<br /><br />Cool.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||2fast||06-20-2003||12:54 PM||||I dont now were the engine came from, but the engine is turbo with cyclone intake and Dean tell me that AMG engines only came natural aspirated so is only a normal vr4 engine with spark cover fake||66.50.95.18||reg||9||2fast||00001759||yes
Z||000014||PRE-EVO||06-20-2003||01:23 PM||||If you do a search this was discussed before. There was mention that it had Titanium valve train components and was higher compression and most all were automatics. Also I believe that only our US GVR4's and the AMG's came with leather standard equip.||65.148.174.4||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||06-20-2003||03:30 PM||||Interesting.  Could any gains be made from putting an AMG head on one of our engines?  Would it be worth it?  Does anyone know what their redline is?||198.88.145.216||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002349.cgi
A||||13||HKS VR-4||Strange VR-4||||5||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||06-20-2003||06:16 AM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||I was at a local junkyard today and to my suprise found a GVR4 sitting there. A good portion of it was parted out, but the body, some interior, drive train was still there. What was strange about it???...some minor details or perhaps I just don't know anything. I own a 91 GVR4 and my friend has a 92. <br /><br />This GVR4 in the yard is a 91, but few things came to my attention. The lower dash, under the steering wheel, the left side directly under the speaker, there's a "mini" glove box...or some kind of box that's opens out and closes. Second thing I noticed is that the sunroof is completely different than any that I've seen. I'm sure it's an OEM sunroof! A very small sunroof control panel is on top in the front near the rear view mirror and the interior lights are moved back behind the sunroof towards the center of the car with it's own controls. All the GVR4's I've seen, the sunroof control panel and lights are as one unit in the front behind the rear view mirror. <br /><br />Is this a real GVR4??? The dash plaque has been ripped off, old marks of the plaque is there. Has leather interior. Has the 4WD setup, 4 disc brake, GVR4 body panels and bumper, 7k redline with LED boost gauge, E39A chassis code, intercooler. One more thing I noticed, on the fender behind the front wheel, right above the bodykit panel is a mark of an emblem of some sort. It measures something like 1/2" tall x 1 1/2" across. Oh, the body color is strange also...I don't think it's Nile Black, I think Nile Black is like a glossy black....this color is like a dark deep charcol black metallic. The whole car is this color, in and out...OEM, not a custom for sure. <br /><br />Is this some kind of special edition GVR4????||12.81.71.180||reg||5||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||meshwork||06-20-2003||07:17 AM||||Sounds like a previously modified one. The lower glove box is on some other model of E39 Galant, and a good paint job is supposed to look factory. Check the firewall in the engine to see what color that is, and check under the center console carpeting to see what color is was originally. The sunroof I was looking at to have put in my Talon would have situated my interior lights exactly like you described. So it sounds like a modifed car that was done cleanly. What was wrong with it that put it in a junkyard?||141.151.89.88||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||06-20-2003||09:19 AM||||Get the VIN and Iceman can id it for us.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-20-2003||10:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HKS VR-4:<br /><strong> I don't think it's Nile Black, I think Nile Black is like a glossy black....this color is like a dark deep charcol black metallic. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My VR-4 became much more charcoal after I gave it her first hand-wash and wax.  Now all the spots that I touched up with "universal clearcoat black" stand out.  MF!<br /><br />There's a really huge yard near my work that I've been dying to get to.  (I won't divulge it's location, just in case Ken or Bob get any bright ideas...)   I'm hoping there's an older Galant with that mini-glove box and a '93 with perfect headlights.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Maybe some MAFT compatible GM MAFs or some 2G Mitsu MAFs.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||1101||06-20-2003||11:47 AM||||That sounds like Alex's old car, his is the only one I have seen with the aftermarket sunroof you describe. The sunroof installation did look good.<br /><br />Alex's car had the whole front wiring harness removed before it went to a scrap yard The entire dash was taken apart to get the harness. It was scrapped in SJ, maybe it ended up in Pittsburg.||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||06-20-2003||12:28 PM||||What is this mini glove box and why is it so cool?<br /><br />Any pictures?||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||number3||06-20-2003||12:56 PM||||Niles Black is metallic gray/black not a deep glossy black.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||06-20-2003||01:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Niles Black is metallic gray/black not a deep glossy black.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The nile black is a color that can change due to dirt, pollen, amount of sun light.<br /><br />I don't think it has any grey in it, but thats just me.<br /><br />If it is dusty, it can look like it has brown in it.<br /><br />If there is alot of pollen in the air, it almost looks like it has a green tent to it.<br /><br />When under normal light with a detailed car, I think it looks black.  It's not tripple black glossy, but I think it can have a good shine to it with a deep black color.<br /><br />With the ageing added too, I don't think any of us have the same color, so it's hard to tell.<br /><br />I have seen one with a missing clear coat once.  It looked like it was charcol black color, so that might be why that one reason why it looks so strange.<br /><br />Also there is another nile black GVR4 in my town too.  I don't think the color looks much like mine.  They must be very touchy to sun light and color changing.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||number3||06-20-2003||01:10 PM||||Just for fun.<br /><br />number3 niles black<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/rearleft_number3.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/rearleft_number3.jpg</a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/number3_2.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/number3_2.jpg</a><br /><br />number3 Corvette Black<br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/number3_front.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/number3_front.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/number3_side.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/number3_side.jpg</a>||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||HKS VR-4||06-20-2003||02:20 PM||||I'm gonna try to take pics if possible.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   That's some super super clean install on the aftermarket sunroof if it is aftermarket. The whole car is this dark deep charcol metallic, door jams, under hood, engine bay, everything. Perhaps it is Nile Black then. I'm gonna get that lower dash since it's so rare  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> , but I dunno the condition. Not sure what happened to the car, but it has another motor from Attraco (stamp on the block). Body seems straight. I'm gonna go back and try to take pics and get the VIN. Oh, it's not in Pittsburg, the car is in Richmond.||12.81.80.163||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000010||1101||06-20-2003||02:44 PM||||Not Alex's car then, his had no motor when junked, and major frame damage from a ditch.<br /><br />Any of the 89-90 galants with manual seat belts had the kick panel with the small box. Get the air duct with it that mounts the in lower part of the panel, it is different than comes with the ones without the box. You will have to take out two heavy  brackets that mount the stock GVR4 kick panel and then the other panel bolts in. You get about of inch of extra knee room with this kick panel but lose some crash padding.<br /><br />The glove box from the manual belt galants are also a good swap IMO. You lose another 5 lbs of weight or so. The latch mechanism has to be swapped out along with the glove box and a couple of new mounting holes drilled for the latch.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000011||driftin galant||06-20-2003||03:08 PM||||i used to live in pittsburg i went to sunnyside elemtery a long time ago like over 10 years.  brookshire court house numer 13, where are you at?||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000012||Team Ducktape||06-20-2003||03:41 PM||||Was the car possibly a Galant GSR? Or the Galant GSX? But then it wouldn't have the "boost" led's.Hmmmm||24.209.155.178||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000013||curtis||06-20-2003||11:41 PM||||I posted pics a few weeks back about the drivers side glovebox||67.25.36.4||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002350.cgi
A||||4||1667 VR4||The never-ending saga of the VR4, for those who want to listen||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||06-20-2003||02:23 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||OK heres a little rundown of the problems ive been going through with my VR4 lately...im on week #2 of no car...not having any tools to work on it at home, its been making its way around to various shops trying to get an answer:<br /><br />6/6-6/9= I'm away in Vegas, roommate does clutch job while i'm away. Everything goes fine supposedly, car runs fine for 2 days.<br /><br />6/10- after driving the car around for an hour or so, it slowly decides to refuse to go into gear, clutch refusing to disengage.<br /><br />6/10-6/13- we try to diagnose the problem, from a new slave cylinder (didnt work), new tranny fluid (didnt work), adjusting clutch pedal (didnt work). Car remains semi-drivable for short periods of time but still unwilling to go into gear.<br /><br />6/14- friend takes car into mitsubishi(tech there) for master cylinder rebuild. problem gets worse, as car cant get into gear at all. Car sits at Mitsubishi as i order an all-new master cylinder in hopes that will solve it.<br /><br />6/18- master cylinder arrives<br /><br />6/19- car towed to another shop, master cylinder put in, bled, etc. I get the call that its NOT the m/c, the mechanic can see the clutch fork pushing the pressure plate, and not deflecting under load, so obviously something with the install itself is wrong....<br /><br />6/20- Shop its currently at cant do the clutch until monday, so it looks like im stuck without a car for at LEAST another 4-5 days.<br /><br />This sucks. I miss my car.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||06-20-2003||04:56 PM||||I say it all the time. It is possible that the fork can remain intact, not deflect at all, but it won't pivot on the ball correctly. It slides just slightly off to the side. You won't be able to tell by looking through the little trans window, because it still looks like its moving. <br /><br />Once it meets enough resistance it looks for other ways to go, so it pivots a little bit to the side. Exact same thing happened with my Talon.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||1667 VR4||06-20-2003||09:04 PM||||well, i've ordered another clutch fork so hopefully that'll end my problems.||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||06-20-2003||10:06 PM||||Hold the master cylinder adjustment rod with one hand and jiggle the clutch pedal with the other.  As soon as you jiggle the pedal the rod should jiggle also.  Any slop here in the pedal causes the rod to not push in all the way.  If you extend the master adj. rod it will go right into gear.  Which means pedal assembly is bad. After all the clutch fork recomendations I have made my whole clutch system is new and my adj. rod all the way out but my pedal assembly has so much slop in it my clutch no longer works.  As soon as I tried lengthening the adj. rod by the width of a bolt it shifted like butter.  But it is puttin strain on the throwout bearing now.  So now I am ready to tackle the clutch pedal replacement.||68.76.182.15||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||06-20-2003||10:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1667 VR4:<br /><strong> well, i've ordered another clutch fork so hopefully that'll end my problems. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Make sure you've ordered a new pivot ball too.||151.197.179.148||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
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A||||7||REDLINEGVR4||How many are left?||||2||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||06-20-2003||02:29 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||I was just talking to a friend of mine and he asked me a good question about our cars. "How many do you think are left and where are they?" So I decided to post this Question. So lets start a list of what year, Number the car is on the dash plaque color of car and options if possible is where you are and also list if you own or have owned more than one. I know not everyone who owns these cars is not part of this forum but I would like to have a rough estimate of how many of these rare cars are left.<br /><br />I have owned two as some of you know some Dumb B**ch hit me on my way to school one day and totaled it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  neways...<br /><br />1991 1938/2000 White No Options Florida<br />1991  100/2000 Black No Options Florida||64.12.96.102||reg||2||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||number3||06-20-2003||03:11 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001013" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001013</a>||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||06-20-2003||03:35 PM||||I've got most of the details that anyone needs-except that I need more matches.  Send me the VIN for 100/2000, as I have the VIN for 1938 listed already.<br /><br />My records are of course very incomplete, but list about 8 scrapped.  I'm sure there are way more.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||06-20-2003||04:30 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.14.148.120||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||06-20-2003||05:59 PM||||hey iceman...i left you a PM about mine<br /><br />MZ009396 for #124/2000||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||199of2k||06-20-2003||06:51 PM||||hey Iceman I just found 181 of 2k the other day,  can you give me any info on it? ill try and get the vin as soon as I can||68.14.148.120||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||06-20-2003||10:43 PM||||I think I meant to send you this info but I must have forgotten.<br /><br />I have #923/2k. Vin is MZ014043. White, no sunroof, no cd. Should be a CA car. It now resides on the right coast...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||06-23-2003||10:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 199of2k:<br /><strong> hey Iceman I just found 181 of 2k the other day,  can you give me any info on it? ill try and get the vin as soon as I can </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Need the VIN, not the number to find out details.  Send me that if you can get it.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/002352.cgi
A||||2||iceman69510||JDM front bumper||||1||||iceman69510||00000038
Z||000000||iceman69510||06-20-2003||03:40 PM||||Anybody have the Mitsu part number for the VR4 front and rear bumpers?<br /><br />Want to price these if someone has them.<br /><br />TIA.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-20-2003||04:30 PM||||GROUPBUY, GROUBPUY ! <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||06-20-2003||10:56 PM||||I have one coming in a couple of weeks, I will let you know.||67.30.12.103||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/002353.cgi
A||||0||14bCrazy||Rallycross!!!!||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||06-20-2003||03:48 PM||acuradude@msn.com||Is anybody going to the Rallycross in Orange Va. on Sunday. I saw that there is aleast one VR4 on the web site(www.dcrally.com) I'm going to check it out and maybe take my car to a later event. I am on a team that has a all motor drag acr that hit the wall in Atlanta last weekend so we can't make the NOPI event at MIR. With all the rain weve had it should be fun to watch. Mudd!!!!!!!||162.83.78.197||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum3/002354.cgi
A||||2||GVR4#1373||Greddy Type-S BOV or not?||||1||||GVR4#1373||00001753
Z||000000||GVR4#1373||06-20-2003||04:16 PM||chris_lt1@hotmail.com||Has anyone used the Greddy Type-S 90-94 Eclipse kit for their GVR4 and if so how did it work.  Im looking to replace my stock BOV but only want to do this once, I know this kit will work for now with the stock piping and can be used with a flange later if I redo the piping once I go to a FMIC.  My question is, how much boost can the Type-S take before it falls on its face?  I've heard its only good to 15psi or so whereas the HKS is good to 25-30psi.  Anyone have any insight on this matter for me, it would be appreciated, thanks||171.161.96.10||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-20-2003||04:28 PM||||I used in on my 92 Talon and it was fine. I do know that the top allen strips easily on them if you adjust it a lot.<br /><br />People have good and bad to say about them. Crush your stocker, it will handle atleast 20 psi.<br /><br />If you wanna run more, get the HKS or Tial.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||06-20-2003||10:45 PM||||My type-s is holding just fine at 18psi right now.||216.175.106.224||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes



ubb/Forum3/002355.cgi
A||||23||msaskin||ordered my personalized license plate||||1||||msaskin||00001429
Z||000000||msaskin||06-20-2003||04:35 PM||matt@saskin.net||Should be coming in 2-4 weeks.<br /><br />VR4GASM<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-20-2003||04:55 PM||||Somebody SO already had that a while back.<br /><br />Funny nonetheless.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||06-20-2003||05:28 PM||||Good one.  I'm surprized your state aproved that.  Oh, wait. NY, that explains it.  JK<br /><br />The best one in town I've seen is Z OWE 6.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||06-20-2003||05:59 PM||||I remember a few good ones here in Abq... "EatsV8s" on a 90 300zx running low 11's. Also, "nghtmre" on a blown fox body 5.0. Theres a Del Sol that has "IXLR8CU". My old Z28 was gunna have "slvrblt" since it was silver and quite a bit faster than my gvr4.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-20-2003||06:19 PM||||I saw several cool plates at the shootout. Some I remember are:<br /><br />'SPINS 4'<br />'2FAST4U'<br />'SPOOLIN'<br />'AWDNOT2'<br />'V8KILLR'<br />' C YA  '||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||06-20-2003||10:59 PM||||i've been trying to get arround to getting:<br />0wn3d for my mustang.||141.153.174.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||Kibo||06-21-2003||02:48 AM||||My favorite plate (from an Audi):  'AUDIOS'||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000007||raceman77||06-21-2003||03:11 AM||||l saw a ferrari once with  NO MBA.l`ve got THX138 on my Porsche ,anyone know where that`s from?||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000008||Gvr4-330||06-21-2003||03:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> l saw a ferrari once with  NO MBA.l`ve got THX138 on my Porsche ,anyone know where that`s from? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anything George Lucas!!!!<br /><br />Yes, Star Wars geek.<br /><br />Anyway, I just saw today a Mustang 5.0 with 8YO- VTEC.  And I've seen the plate IH8VDOT (VA DOT).<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000009||Ian M||06-21-2003||08:54 AM||||Theres a WRX around here with "GOTAWD" on the tag. Actually yes,I do... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.26||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000010||msaskin||06-21-2003||12:17 PM||||I know it's been done before, but I like it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />In a year or so when I'm doing with my build-up of my car, I'll probably have to get one of the "i have a fast car plates".  Probably V8EATER, or something along those lines.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||06-21-2003||06:09 PM||||mine ismy user name 'hibrn8'<br /><br />the best one i saw recently was on a wrx it said 'firewrx'. i thought that was clever.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||slvrblt||06-21-2003||06:22 PM||||The previous owner of my car had the plate "VR4556". The car # being 556.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000013||Matticus||06-22-2003||12:32 PM||||I saw a Ford Taurus SHO with a plate that said "SHOFEAR"  They claimed it made like 450 HP to the wheels.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||06-22-2003||12:37 PM||||As a nod to the original USA '91 VR-4 brochure, I've been considering "VR42N8"<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.mofugas.com/images/dealer01b.JPG" alt=" - " />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||Nate||06-22-2003||06:27 PM||||One of these days I'm going to get around to getting the plate "Q SHIP" for the Maroon car.||68.83.230.117||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||06-22-2003||07:43 PM||||Nate<br /><br />Ok, I didnt get that...sorry, I am slow, I guess.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||06-22-2003||08:25 PM||||Damn you, Nate!  I've been plotting to get that plate for years, for when my car is "done" and deserving of a custom plate.||198.88.145.214||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000018||number3||06-22-2003||10:31 PM||||KC,<br /><br />Look it up. It is interesting.<br /><br />In the history books a Q ship was a war ship that was dressed up to look like merchant ship. It guns were hidden under the deck floor, etc.<br /><br />Its job was to lure subs to the surface. The sub would surface to sink the merchant ship with it deck guns instead of its torpedos, only to be fired back upon and sunk by this "decoy" or Q ship and sunk.<br /><br />Now I am not sure if this what Nate is refering to, this is the first I have heard of the idea, but it would be a pretty cool plate. <br /><br />More mysterious than my 3of1000 plate.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||sleeper||06-22-2003||11:09 PM||||I apllied for that one not to long ago and got turned down. Either somebody had that already or it was wulgar for our state.<br />Let's hear more, since I'm still trying to decide what to get.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.56.138||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000020||#1459 VR-4||06-22-2003||11:36 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=699" alt=" - " />||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000021||Romanova||06-22-2003||11:59 PM||||'WRXTHIS'||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||06-23-2003||12:29 AM||||Harry - I looked it up on google and found a bunch of cool reading. This was the best, especially for the last paragraph which I have bolded. Nate should get "Q-CAR". That would be waay cool...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br />The Q-Ship was a weapon used against German U-boats during World War I primarily by Great Britain and during World War II primarily by the United States. <br /><br /><br />World War I <br />In 1915, Britain was in desperate need for a countermeasure against the U-boats that were strangling her sea-lanes. Convoys, which had proven effective in earlier times (and would again prove effective during World War II), were rejected by the resource-strapped Admiralty and the independent captains. Depth charges were very primitive, and the only method of sinking a submarine was by gunfire or by ramming. The problem was to lure the U-boat to the surface. <br /><br />The solution to this problem was the creation of the Q-ship, one of the most closely-guarded secrets of the war. Known to the Germans as a U-Boot-Falle ("U-boat trap"), it was an old-looking tramp steamer loaded with wooden caskets, wood, or cork, and armed with hidden guns and torpedoes. Its buoyant cargo made it almost unsinkable, so after firing a few torpedoes, a U-boat would surface to use its deck gun at close range. The Q-ship would then hoist the White Ensign and overwhelm the U-boat with its heavy guns. <br /><br />The first victory of a Q-ship occurred on July 24, 1915, when U-36 was sunk by HMS Prince Charles, commanded by Lieutenant Mark Wardlaw RN. In August of that year, an even smaller converted fishing trawler named Inverlyon successfully destroyed UB-4 near Great Yarmouth. <br /><br />On August 19, 1915, Lieutenant Godfrey Herbert RN of the HMS Baralong sank UB-27 and killed all of the German survivors in the infamous "Baralong Incident". <br /><br />Despite some spectacular actions and a great deal of romanticization, Q-ships were not particularly successful (see HMS Dunraven). In the course of 150 engagements they were only able to kill 14 U-boats and damage another 60, at a cost of 27 Q-ships lost out of 200. Q-ships were responsible for about 10% of all U-boats sunk, ranking them far below naval mines in overall effectiveness. <br /><br /><br />World war II <br />By January 12, 1942, the British Admiralty's intelligence community had noted a "heavy concentration" of U-boats off the "North American seaboard from New York to Cape Race" and passed along this fact to the United States Navy. That day, U-113 under Kapitänleutnant Reinhard Hardegen, torpedoed and sank the British steamship Cyclops, inaugurating Paukenschlag (literally, "a roll on the kettledrum"), known to the Allies as Operation Drumbeat. U-boat commanders found peacetime conditions prevailing along the coast: towns and cities were not blacked-out and navigational buoys remained lighted; shipping followed normal routines and "carried the normal lights." Paukenschlag had caught the United States unawares. <br /><br />Losses mounted rapidly. On January 20, 1942, Commander-in-Chief, United States Fleet (Cominch), sent a coded dispatch to Commander, Eastern Sea Frontier (CESF), requesting immediate consideration of the manning and fitting-out of "Queen" ships to be operated as an antisubmarine measure. The result was "Project LQ." <br /><br />Five vessels were acquired and converted: <br /><br />the Boston beam trawler MS Wave, which briefly became the auxiliary minesweeper USS Eagle (AM-132) before becoming USS Captor (PYC-40), <br />SS Evelyn and Carolyn, identical cargo vessels that became USS Asterion (AP-100) and USS Atik (AP-101) respectively, <br />the tanker SS Gulf Dawn, which became USS Big Horn (AO-45), and <br />the schooner Irene Myrtle, which became USS Irene Forsyte (IX-93). <br />The careers of all five ships were almost entirely unsuccessful and very short; all Q-ships patrols ended in 1943. <br /><br /><br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br /><b>The term (or "Q-car") has subsequently been used to describe cars that have much higher than average performance (often through extensive modification) but look like conventional, uninteresting family transport. As well as the ships, this term may also be reinforced from the United Kingdom's system of registration plate numbering - the first symbol on a British plate is a letter code for the year of manufacture, but for vehicles of uncertain or mixed age, a plate beginning with "Q" is used. </b> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||VTGVR4||06-23-2003||08:49 AM||||'FAST4DR' But Vermont just upped the cost on vanities, so the vr4 is getting regular plates again. I did get a few questions about 'doctors' with that plate though.<br /><br />the other one i wanted was '2MNYTIX'||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002356.cgi
A||||5||number3||See page 264.||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||06-20-2003||05:03 PM||||Hey guys check out page 264 in the August 2003 (volume 15. no 8) Sport Compact Car Magazine.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-20-2003||05:11 PM||||Is that out yet, Harry?  August is a long way off.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||06-20-2003||06:56 PM||||He probably has a subscription.  I know my Turbo magazine comes way early.||68.76.182.6||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||06-20-2003||09:05 PM||||You beat me to it Harry.  I was going to post tonight that I had seen the SSSS in SCC.<br /><br />Congrats on your first national ink.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||67.225.136.59||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||06-20-2003||09:57 PM||||Someone scan it for us?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||number3||06-20-2003||10:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong>I was going to post tonight that I had seen the SSSS in SCC.<br /><br />Congrats on your first national ink.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mark you just did.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Thanks.<br /><br />It feels as good as the couple of time number3 made it in Turbo and SCC, but in a different way. <br />Ink does help validate the time a effort (in number3 and the SSSS) in its own little way.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=671" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Thanks for your support guys,<br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002357.cgi
A||||7||slvrblt||1/4 mile times and altitude||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||06-20-2003||06:02 PM||||It bothers me when people post their time without the altitude. A time w/o the altitude is absolutely worthless. I know that under everyones post is their location, but I dont know the altitude of Denton, TX or wherever else that person may be. Why don't people bother to give a point of reference ? Sometimes I wonder how my times would stack up against someone elses, but who knows since I dont know what their altitude is. Also Barometric pressure comes into play, but thats a bit too much to ask from most of us amateur racers.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||06-20-2003||06:53 PM||||I dont think an altitude meter(dont know what its called) was a factory gauge option in our VR-4.  How the hell are you supposed to know? Anyone can guess but then you are back to square one.||68.76.182.6||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||06-20-2003||07:02 PM||||I'm at 1200 ft above(duh) sea level.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||06-20-2003||08:40 PM||||The local track to me, <a href="http://www.masondixondragway.com" target="_blank">http://www.masondixondragway.com</a> , is at 535ft.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.179.64.215||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||06-20-2003||08:45 PM||||I'm in Florida so we couldn't be more than like 100ft over sea level.  Good place to race to get your "true" speed I guess.||65.41.231.227||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||06-21-2003||02:47 AM||||Believe me, I *always* make a point of pointing out the altitude of my track if possible when talking about my 1/4 times.  I run at Bandimere Speedway, which is approximately 1 mile above sea level (5280').  Y'all down low don't know how good you've got it!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />On the bright side, that means my car is easily faster than about 80% of the cars that show up on any given Test & Tune night.  After all, I can turn up the boost, but an NA V8 can't...<br /><br />I always figured that if someday I get moderately close to the final goal for my car but still can't make it happen, I'll drive down to lower altitudes to get the time slip.  Would that be considered cheating?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000006||raceman77||06-21-2003||03:22 AM||||l`m here at 7200 feet in Santa Fe,highest capital city in the nation.l love road trips to lower altitude,it`s an instant 20% power increase at sea level from here.Visitors pass out here all the time from the altitude,and skiers? Most can`t last a day if they`re sea level dwellers.Turbo cars RULE at altitude  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||06-22-2003||12:55 PM||||IF you're going to be whining about technical details you really need to know the barometric pressure, as well. <br /><br />Of course altitude (of a specific point) is constant, but the barometric pressure will change.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.airnav.com/airport/DTO" target="_blank">http://www.airnav.com/airport/DTO</a><br />Denton airport is 642ft ASL.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002358.cgi
A||XM||1||starwrist||#870/1000 for sale???||||5||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001564">This topic has been moved to For Sale.</a>||starwrist||00001593
Z||000000||starwrist||06-20-2003||06:07 PM||starwrist@hotmail.com||Yes folks, after only 6 short weeks, I'm contemplating selling # 870/1000.<br /><br />I've given it a lot of thought and I'm still going to give it some more, but I'm leaning towards parting ways with this car.<br /><br />When I bought it, I couldn't have been happier. But now, I'm just not as happy with it as I was. Having to replace the timing belt, balance shaft belt, hydraulic tensioner, water pump and all drive belts have really put a damper on my wallet. Plus I'm trying to get a place of my own and would like to have nice things in my place. And if I start school this fall, I'm going to be too poor to afford this car.<br /><br />Also, considering the type of work I do, I'm just uselessly abusing the crap out of this car. I don't really need it. And also, going through a tank a gas a day, isn't helping me any. <br /><br />I mean, don't get me wrong, I like the car. I just don't think it's right for me anymore. I don't have the money to keep pouring into it just to keep it running. And I especially don't have the money to upgrade all that I want to upgrade.<br /><br />I'm going to sit on the thought a little longer and see how everything pans out. But if anyone gives me an offer that is just down right great, I'm going to have to take it.<br /><br /><br />-----<br />92' GVR-4 Nile Black<br />106000 miles<br />All stock<br />New timing belt<br />New balance shaft belt<br />New hydraulic tensioner<br />New tensioner pulleys<br />New drive belts<br />New water pump<br />Transmission still feels good<br />Clutch is still good<br />Needs new brakes<br /><br />When I get some time, I'll get some pictures up.||68.112.68.31||reg||5||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-20-2003||06:16 PM||||moving to FOR SALE section!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002359.cgi
A||||2||number3||Die cuts (stickers)||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||06-20-2003||11:42 PM||||If you guys need them and want them to be good quality, look up Sleeper (Gabor).<br /><br />He does really nice work and comes highly recommended.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmstuff.com" target="_blank">www.dsmstuff.com</a><br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||raceman77||06-21-2003||03:15 AM||||l just got some door stickers,excellent quality.thanks Gabor!||198.81.26.105||reg||14||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||06-21-2003||12:54 PM||||Thanks for the plug. Yes I can do Honda stickers too. My Type R stickers are the best sellers.<br />I'm getting tired of the car and sticker business.<br />Soon as I move to the new house, I think I'm going back to pottery. It's so much more relaxing.<br />If I would just know, what I did with my modified<br />220 volt, 10 horse throwing wheel motor.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.147||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/002360.cgi
A||||0||Martin Chilcote||Tired of working on your car alone ?||||1||||Martin #1064/2000||00000028
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||06-21-2003||11:38 AM||chilcote@swbell.net||<a href="http://www.easternwomenwantyou.com/?oc=5209" target="_blank">http://www.easternwomenwantyou.com/?oc=5209</a><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.139.166.225||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum3/002361.cgi
A||||4||sleeper||Howards band||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||06-21-2003||01:04 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||We went to see Howards band play. All I can say is wow. They played in this little bar just a block away from us. The audience, (all 20 of them)<br />seamed to like the show that was ment to be for a at least a 1000.<br />I liked it very much and highly reccomend to go take a listen, no matter what is your music preference.<br />To sum it up, it's like Pink Floyd meets Bob Dylan and Green day. My wife described them as Mazy Star. Yes I know, I can't stand that bitch, but this band from Texas rocks.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.147||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||06-21-2003||04:16 PM||||I agree. If you have the chance to see them when they're touring, I urge you to check them out.  I don't really like going out to shows that much, but I'll make an exception for Little Grizzly.   Check out: <a href="http://www.littlegrizzly.org" target="_blank">http://www.littlegrizzly.org</a>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Nice glasses Howard.||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||number3||06-21-2003||11:39 PM||||Come to Philly!!!||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||06-22-2003||02:44 AM||||if you are ever in houston... please pm me or something like that. put your tour dates on the web. i would really like to hear you guys perform.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||06-23-2003||09:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> if you are ever in houston... please pm me or something like that. put your tour dates on the web. i would really like to hear you guys perform. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are on the web: <a href="http://www.littlegrizzly.org" target="_blank">http://www.littlegrizzly.org</a><br /><br />Look under "shows".    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002362.cgi
A||||1||turboflanagan||What's @ the core of #3?||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||06-21-2003||03:53 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Harry, I just say your intercooler pic here: <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002211#000003" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002211#000003</a><br /><br />What kind of core is that and where did you have your end tanks and pipes made?  Enquiring minds want to know.  Did you use an old elbow's base to weld your uic pipe to?||209.86.140.233||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||06-21-2003||04:09 PM||||Sorry, just found it. 3" ThreeSpeed intercooler pipes with Spearco 2-197 intercooler.<br /><br />But what does ThreeSpeed intercooler pipes mean?  Did you fab those up yourself?  And the endtanks?||209.86.140.233||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum3/002363.cgi
A||||8||raceman77||more horsepower from a ground strap?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||06-21-2003||03:58 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||have you seen these ground strap kits for WRX and EVO8 ? l`ve been checking them out and the verified horsepower increase they provide.Several ground straps per kit,move them around to find maximum gain.l was wondering if this would be worthwhile for our cars or if the reason they work on the newer cars is because of their evolved control systems and strong reliance on electronic signal strengths for max.performance.l did add an extra ground strap to my engine when l mounted the battery in the trunk,anyone else play around with testing this theory?||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||06-21-2003||04:19 PM||||HKS offers a nice universal kit... $130 though. Seen all kinds of knock offs for $30-40. The HKS one uses crazy color wires though...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.230.41.219||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||06-21-2003||04:25 PM||||Don't you think that if a car company could add more performance by adding a couple extra wires that they would do it. I saw an artcle in Turbo I think that said they gained 3 hp with these wires. If thats true SO WHAT you can not feel 3 hp. Just turn up the boost and save yourself some money.||162.83.79.235||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||06-21-2003||04:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong>SO WHAT you can not feel 3 hp. Just turn up the boost and save yourself some money. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well amigo,l don`t know why you`d say that.lt seems to me that bolting on some wire for 3hp is A LOT more economical then cranking up boost on an engine.Sure,within reason you can turn it up for free,but increased boost costs a ton of money in supporting mods if you want to do it right and not grenade your engine.Remember,we build horsepower incrementally,3,10,50 hp at a time.it ALL adds up,it all matters  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.105||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000004||curtis||06-21-2003||09:47 PM||||I went to a stereo shop and and got some lugs and wire and made my own ground wire set for 5 bucks with scrap 8 gauge wire. And yes it help off idle performance and drivablity and will diffenately help for you guy putting batteries in the trunk and just grounding to the rear floor. The problem in doing that is all the puddy mitsubishi used instead of welding all the seams of the car the more grounds on the engine the better.||64.159.108.90||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||06-22-2003||01:02 AM||||Also, consider the source:  what car was that 3 hp gained on?  The electrical "power sapping" effect of a poorly grounded engine is not static, ie it's a percentage of the engine's output.  So, if they gained 3 hp on a stock 127 hp Honda or whatever, what gains might be seen on a 350 hp Mitsubishi?  Probably more than 3 hp.<br /><br />Right now my battery's up front, but I'll be moving it to the trunk soon.  I've got a 10 awg wire running to the fuel pump, and was planning on using that to ground the battery to the engine bay because it's already in there as well as grounding the battery in the trunk.  I'll still have the 10 awg going to the fuel pump, and will be using 0 awg wire for the hot side of the battery.  Do you think this could be a problem?  A lot of people don't run a ground wire up front at all, so I figure that grounding both in the trunk and the 10 awg would be better.<br /><br />And for someone building their own super ground kit, what points in the engine bay do you guys recommend to add/improve the ground on?||198.88.145.252||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||06-22-2003||10:32 AM||||One spot is for the o2 sensor/downpipe ground.  DSMs have them to keep the readings from the o2 sensor accurate.  But VR4s weren't built with them, so adding one should help.||24.218.30.95||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||06-22-2003||08:51 PM||||The O2 sensor grounds into the housing?  So run a strap/wire from one of the bolts to the chassis?  Or should I tap an O2 wire and ground that?<br /><br />Thanks for the tip!||198.88.145.241||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||06-22-2003||10:18 PM||||This is something that I don't understand. Why are you guys (and others who always post about this) concerned about grounding the o2 sensor when it already has its own ground? Its a 4 wire sensor. <br /><br />One wire for sensor output.<br />One wire for sensor ground.<br />One wire for heater power.<br />One wire for heater ground.<br /><br />Do you really think the factory wiring is that inadequate? <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/002364.cgi
A||||2||josh91vr4||Pics of my car||||4||||Josh B||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||06-21-2003||04:05 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||If a moderator wants to move this, feel free. It should be under "Member Rides"<br />Here are some pics of my car (still pretty much stock, i keep having to fix everything)<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=688" alt=" - " /><br />#412 - Acquired 04/2002 for $1500<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=678" alt=" - " /><br />Picture says it all<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=684" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=687" alt=" - " /><br />I hate the shift knob. I need a Greddy or something. Also, if you look close, you can see the black paint peeling away to reveal some more ugly blue crap everywhere on the trim<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=680" alt=" - " /><br />The amp is neat-o. It glows purty red at night.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=692" alt=" - " /><br />This is what it's pushing. Not much, working on a custom design to house 4x12" subs in the trunk, so 412 can have 4 twelves ..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=681" alt=" - " /><br />Very exciting. No, i didn't do the purple. I hope to get rid of that crap and replace all the lines under the hood with something a little less obnoxious.<br /><br />Anyhow, there she is. Once i'm done fixing everything that was broken (and things i keep breaking) I'll post some more pictures, and hopefully earn my place under "members rides" <br /><br />Current Mods: <br />Broken Turbo<br />RRE Stainless Steel Brake Lines<br />4wd Tranny/Xfer Case (umm, yeah. They weren't there when i got the car)<br />Pioneer Premier CD Player<br />Replaced stock speakers all around<br />Disconnected AWS<br />Disconnected ABS<br /><br />Future Plans:<br />Engine rebuild<br />New Turbo (14B replacement coming soon, later we'll see what the wallet allows)<br />Noltec Coil-Overs?<br />17" Rims with 215/40 Yokohama Parada Spec-2 Tires<br />4x 12" subs<br />Actually removing the AWS rack<br />Short Shifter<br />and of course, all the basic stuff you need when you upgrade (turbo timer, FMIC, boost gauge/control)<br /><br />~Cheers, Josh||24.56.237.5||reg||4||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||06-22-2003||03:08 AM||||oh but the purple is so pretty and cute. haha<br /><br />fix that turbo! haha, i bet you love how fast that broken turbo mod made your car.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||06-22-2003||09:10 AM||||I have just the turbo for you. I bought a ported 14b before I ran across my ported and polished 16g, so know the 14b is sitting waiting for a home. I think it just found one. Don't let it be lonely, give it a good home. <br /><br />I paid $200 for it. I would let it go for $180.<br />Turbo has minimal shaft play, and from what I can tell is in perfect working order.<br /><br />You would have to come pick it up though. <br /><br />I'm in the Detroit area.<br /><br />Conctact me via PM or email if interested.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/002365.cgi
A||||2||Akidosigh1||GM MAF theory||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||06-21-2003||05:30 PM||||Doesn't the GM Maf use hot wires to calculate air flow? if i'm thinking the right thing, it can tell how much air is passing over the wires by how much power it needs to use to warm it back up. If this is the case, pull-thru and blow-thru set ups will have different outcomes because blow-thru(compressed) air is warmer than pull-thru air... correct? For the people hitting fuel cut with a pull-thru set up, that could be why. all the air coming through the MAF is cooling the wires down a lot more than it would in a blow-thru set up. but then in a blow-thru set up, wouldn't the MAF be a little in accurate since it really isn't counting the actual air since compressed air is warmer? the compressed air won't cool the wires down as much so the MAF won't tell the computer it needs the same amount of fuel as the pull-thru set up.... am i right or wrong? or do i just think to much?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||DynStatic||06-21-2003||10:43 PM||||Your forgeting that warm air and cold air have diffrent densities. Air with X density flowing thru Y space flows at rate Z.||68.57.52.135||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||06-22-2003||04:40 AM||||oh yeah, thats definitely too much thinking for me... i didn't forget, i just held back...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002366.cgi
A||||1||slvrblt||eBay jet engine kit||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||06-21-2003||06:33 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=26441&item=2420441941" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=26441&item=2420441941</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||REDLINEGVR4||06-21-2003||07:25 PM||||Thats cool  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes



ubb/Forum3/002367.cgi
A||||8||buick||cruise control||||11||||gransport||00001769
Z||000000||buick||06-21-2003||07:57 PM||johnsminibike@webtv.net||I just bought my first gvr4 and everything works perfect except my cruise control.When I turn the knob to engage it it lites up when I press the button it says cruise on the dashboard but does not engage.The hose going to the pump was cracked on the end so I cut it back a little but it still doesnt work any suggestions??? Also what kind of hose do you replace it with.  Thanks||64.12.96.102||reg||11||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000001||number3||06-21-2003||11:45 PM||||Replace it with standard vacuum line.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||06-22-2003||10:17 AM||||Yeah, mine did the same for a while, it was a bad vacuum line. Now, however, it has a new problem. When i turn the cruise 'on' the orange LED lights up, but when i go to set the speed, it shuts off  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />No green light in the dash or anything... it sucks.. <br />~Josh||24.56.237.5||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-22-2003||12:39 PM||||Josh: speed sensor failure...  find a new gauge cluster or wait for Keydiver to finish his Radio Shack experiment.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Gvr4-330||06-22-2003||12:55 PM||||I have an overly sensitive brake switch.  When I'd tap the brake from the side, I'd lose my "CRUISE".  So if my cruise control doesn't set the first time, I kinda tap my brake pedal, and I can get it to work.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000005||buick||06-23-2003||01:56 AM||||I put on the new hose today and the cruise control is working. Now my next problem car runs great but seems like turbo is not really doing anything much.  What are those 4 vacumn hoses going to the intake manifold area they look dried up.Im determined to get this car running strong one way or another.86/2000||209.240.198.62||reg||1||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||06-23-2003||11:09 AM||||<a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/vacuum.pdf</a>||67.34.213.83||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||06-23-2003||12:24 PM||||You can re-adjust the switches that the pedals (clutch and brake) hit.  After 12-13 years of wear, there is a little bit of extra play that allows the pedal arms to sit on the switches and disengage the cruise. <br /><br />If anyones cruise turns off on it's own or won't set sometimes, try playing with the switches.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000008||josh91vr4||06-23-2003||11:01 PM||||Speed Sensor failure, in the gauge cluster? Sheeeeeeety! My Speed-O bobs up and down a bit now too ... *sniffle* needs a lil viagra harhar.||24.56.237.5||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum3/002368.cgi
A||||6||GalantVR-4||got my boost guage today||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||06-22-2003||05:15 AM||||Sup guys i got my boost guage today and "t"ed it to the "p" (black with dashes) hose.  my full boost is 10 even, i have a small 16g.  Is the 10 psi good?  thats right about stock right?<br /><br />thanks||64.175.33.58||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||06-22-2003||09:02 AM||||yes, 10 psi is good, it's better than my car was at stock 7-8 psi.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||Martin Tolentino||00000128||yes
Z||000002||Pappy||06-22-2003||10:23 AM||||with the stock boost solenoid, it should be 11-12psi.  But if you have a 16g and other upgrades, that'll change.||24.218.30.95||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-22-2003||12:38 PM||||Hmm... I didn't get 11-12 until I removed the restrictor in the BCS nipple.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||crucible||06-22-2003||11:47 PM||||Does anybody take into account the PSI loss from the IC?<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||06-23-2003||11:25 AM||||GalantVR-4,<br />You should do some of the free mods:<br />1) remove the BCS restrictor<br />2) remove the "Tee" that connects a boost nipple before the intercooler to one after the intercooler. Use ONLY the boost AFTER the intercooler instead. Make sure you plug the nipple before the IC.<br />This will give you 11-12 psi, and the ECU still has control of the boost if it sees knock.||67.34.213.83||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||06-23-2003||06:06 PM||||I just installed a fully ported to all hell and back 16g, and know I get about 10-11psi. I use to get 14psi with the 14b. I have a boost controller, but I can't turn it up with the 16g, the injectors are almost maxed and I don't mind not having more boost. With the ported 16g the boost comes one sooner and is more consistent, less peaky. The stock intercooler is getting killed though, that will be replaced soon. <br /><br />Stock I was reading about 12psi with no mods and no boost controller.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/002369.cgi
A||XM||2||imracing||Need RearEnd||||1||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001572">This topic has been moved to For Sale.</a>||Chris G||00000759
Z||000000||imracing||06-22-2003||04:32 PM||imracing@msn.com||I need a rearend for my 92 galant<br />call anyone help me out where I can get one at||68.53.116.67||reg||1||Chris G||00000759||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||06-22-2003||06:25 PM||||The rearend is the same as any other '89-'92 galant I believe.  You do mean the rear bumper&cover right?||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-22-2003||07:41 PM||||Moving to For Sale Section as this is a WTB||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002370.cgi
A||||6||DeanCouchey||finally went to see 2f2f||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||06-22-2003||05:22 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||me anbd my girl went to see this today, it was ok, atleast it had a plot. There wasnt that much racing in it. I never knew you could have a BOV that vented to your front bumper either! But i had soem movie gift certificates so we used them.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||06-22-2003||06:28 PM||||You didn't...<br />Wash your eyes with bleach!!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||06-22-2003||08:24 PM||||That was not a bov that was a NOS purger. What is does is gets rid of excess nitrous in the system so only cold nitrous goes into the engine. Well that is what a friend who uses a nitrous system told me cause i thought it was a bov at first.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||06-22-2003||08:47 PM||||The reason for the purging system is to vent the water vapor that condenses as the nitrous expands and absorbs heat.  You vent until the white mist stops coming out; then you're good to blow your manifold to your heart's content.<br /><br />That movie sucked.  The first, being no prize itself, was still 9x better.  I can't believe you thought this one had a plot.  It made the first one look like Shakespeare.<br /><br />And technically speaking, the Skyline should have laid the smack down on the Supra in the opening sequence.  Hello, awd holeshot, much more cornering grip, etc.  The Poopra should have been left in the dust by the first corner.  Also, an Evo doing 60+ on the freeway, BACKWARDS?  I don't think so.  I'd like to see a car with reverse gearing shorter than 2nd.||198.88.145.241||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||06-22-2003||08:59 PM||||the skyline only had RWD, technically it should have but they made it RWD for the movie. I saw then ending coming from about an hour out but like I said we had some free movie passes and nothing to do.||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||06-23-2003||12:18 AM||||i've seen a supra before with its BOV on its FMIC where anyone could mess with it... if u don't want anything to be in the way of the sound getting around i guess it was a good idea until someone goes and snips the vac hose||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||06-23-2003||08:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> The reason for the purging system is to vent the water vapor that condenses as the nitrous expands and absorbs heat.  You vent until the white mist stops coming out; then you're good to blow your manifold to your heart's content.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">check out a video i keep on my site that has a trans am that shows the nos purge shooting out of the hood vents.:<br /><a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/vids/" target="_blank">http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/vids/</a><br />(video is "GopedTake2.wmv") an yes, that scooter is laying the smack down....||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002371.cgi
A||||16||number3||0003 and and EVO VIII||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||06-22-2003||07:08 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=697" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=697&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />"The Silhouette"<br /><br />Barrowing Marks idea but adding a little twist to it...<br /><br />I wanted to overlay the two car new and old Silhouettes for and interesting photo and for future reference. What do you think?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=698" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=698&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />"Gazing into the Future"<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||06-22-2003||08:00 PM||||Looks good Harry. I still think the gvr4 looks better. When the Evo was in the showroom I wanted to take a pic of it behind the showroom windows with my car reflected in the glass but it hasn't been in the showroom in a while.||68.119.13.32||reg||14||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||06-22-2003||09:01 PM||||nice pics harry but I would take the shiney black one over the white one anyday!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||06-23-2003||08:55 AM||||just change the name of the second picture to 'glorified mirage'  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||06-23-2003||11:05 AM||||The Mach V decal is crooked.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Sam Sayes||06-23-2003||01:22 PM||||as always Harry,<br /><br />nice pics dude, how about mine   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000006||number3||06-23-2003||05:52 PM||||Here you go Sam. Nice car.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=703" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=703&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||06-24-2003||11:15 AM||||I had to stare at that for a minute to realize No3 is on a trailer.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||number3||06-24-2003||10:29 PM||||I photoshopped it out of the EVO shot. I needed to get one car higher and keep them level to make the shot work.<br /><br />I was a 3 hour plus drive in the rain to the meet, Leesburg, VA. Not good for breaking a new engine in or keeping a car clean. The Avalanche is so comfortable too. Did I say how much I love XM radio?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />I now have 62 miles on the new engine. Getting there and with Nate's help it won't be long.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||06-24-2003||11:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Looks good Harry. I still think the gvr4 looks better. When the Evo was in the showroom I wanted to take a pic of it behind the showroom windows with my car reflected in the glass but it hasn't been in the showroom in a while. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think the outside of the EVO looks great.  The inside looks so cheap, it isn't even funny.  The inside of a SER Spec V looks nicer then the inside of a EVO.  The gages and dash look as low budget as you can get.  Sure it drives like a dream, but I reather hold on to the good ol Galant VR4.  It least it has some style to it and as much as people complain about the leather, I love it.  It adds a great looks and feel to the car.<br /><br />Now if only the Skyline was out too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||06-24-2003||11:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>as much as people complain about the leather, I love it.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The only complaints I get about the leather are all the people whining about sliding across the backseat.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Awesome pictures Harry.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||06-24-2003||11:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>as much as people complain about the leather, I love it.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The only complaints I get about the leather are all the people whining about sliding across the backseat.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />Awesome pictures Harry. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Iv'e read complaints about people slidding around up front too.  The leather is good.  I am a big fan of leather.  When it came down to figuring out if I wanted a EVO, the cloth seats in a 30+K car turned me down.  If I pay that much cash for a car, It better look like it when I am in the driver seat.  The EVO is a great car hands down in the way it performs, but when you look at the inside, you think, WTF!!!  Miles of plastic all around me.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||06-25-2003||01:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had to stare at that for a minute to realize No3 is on a trailer.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  Harry you Trailer Queen!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000013||Louters91GVR4||06-25-2003||10:49 AM||||nice pics harry<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000014||number3||06-25-2003||06:02 PM||||Thanks guys. Having a trailer to pull the car for long trip is a nice thing and I can take the trailer queen comment.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />People can not drive in this country and I am not taking anymore chances then I have to. Too much work, time, and love into Number3 for some fucking retard to rearend it like my Miata.<br /><br />My rule of thumb is if it is 45 mins or less away I drive it if it is more I trailer it.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||06-26-2003||01:04 AM||||You think trailering will help?  I'd probably wreck if I saw a car like that.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||Team Ducktape||06-26-2003||05:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>   <br /><br />My rule of thumb is if it is 45 mins or less away I drive it if it is more I trailer it.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">While most of us think of home as our safe haven, a recent survey by Progressive Insurance shows that the roads surrounding your home are where the majority of car crashes happen.<br /><br />Insurance companies use where you live as part of the process of setting your insurance rates, so how often accidents happen to people in your neighborhood is more important than you might think. Companies will look at how often crashes and theft occur in a given area, as well as the cost of repairs and medical treatment, to determine how much to charge you for insurance coverage.<br /><br />Progressive asked 11,000 of its auto insurance policyholders who reported accidents in 2001 how close to home they were when the accident happened. Fifty-two percent reported they were 5 miles or less from home, and an astounding 77 percent reported they were within 15 miles of home.<br /><br />Progressive says the majority of people do most of their driving near home, so if you live in an accident-prone area, insurers will assume your risk is higher.Where accidents happen: <br /><br />Miles from home Percentage of accidents <br />1 mile or less 23 percent <br />2 to 5 miles 29 percent <br />6 to 10 miles 17 percent <br />11 to 15 miles 8 percent <br />16 to 20 miles 6 percent <br />More than 20 miles 17 percent <br /> <br /><br /><br />In addition: <br /><br />Accidents were more than twice as likely to take place 1 mile from home compared to 20 miles from home. <br />Only 1 percent of reported accidents took place 50 miles or more from home. <br />The region with the highest percentage of reported accidents occurring less than 5 miles from home was the Northeast, followed by the Midwest, West, Great Plains, Gulf, and Mid-Atlantic. (The Northeast region is made up of Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont. The Midwest includes Iowa, Indiana, Minnesota, and Ohio. The Western region encompasses Arizona, California, Oregon, and Washington. The Great Plains is Colorado, North Dakota, New Mexico, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, and Utah. The Gulf region includes Alabama, Florida, and Mississippi. The Mid-Atlantic has Delaware, Washington, D.C., Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, North Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia.)||24.209.152.80||reg||12||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum3/002372.cgi
A||||6||mromik||Only one question.||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-22-2003||09:25 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||How to translate a Sleepery car (you say it about Galant) into Russian or to explain in other words?<br /><br />Thanks.<br />Roman.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||number3||06-22-2003||09:55 PM||||Sleeper means that no one expects it to be fast based on its look. A sleeper does not attract attention.<br /><br />Some cars are well known to be fast, Porsche for example. They are not sleepers. <br /><br />The point of having a "sleeper car" is to shock the other racer who assumed the car was slow as your beating the snot out of them at the track.<br /><br />Ever hear the expression "a wolf in sheeps clothing" ?||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-22-2003||10:10 PM||||yes, hence blacksheep   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||number3||06-22-2003||10:20 PM||||Blacksheep = Odd ball; not like all the others.||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||mromik||06-22-2003||11:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ever hear the expression "a wolf in sheeps clothing"   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, I've read on HERTZ site.<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Blacksheep = Odd ball; not like all the others.<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats whu I like VR-4<br /><br />When I owned 1.8 2wd Galant 1989 one of my friends said... Such a shitty car...<br /><br />Now he want to get his own VR-4.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||06-23-2003||06:16 AM||||I believe referring to something as a "sleeper" is derived from the phrase "sleeping giant."  I forget the context for that phrase, but I hope you get the idea.  Also, see the thread on custom plates and the info KC posted on Q ships; same deal.  Something that appears unassuming, not a threat on first sight.||198.88.145.253||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||06-23-2003||10:08 AM||||A sleeper in the world of espionage is a planted agent that is so deep, sometimes they don't even know they are one.  When they are needed, they are "awoken" to perform some task.<br /><br />Maybe ROMIK needs to look into KGB terminology for a good translation.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/002373.cgi
A||||1||mromik||Does anybody here from NEW ZELAND?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-22-2003||09:26 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||NZGZR4||06-24-2003||02:16 AM||||There are several NZ'ers on here.<br />Me included<br /><br />Cam||203.109.204.82||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes



ubb/Forum3/002374.cgi
A||||3||turbowop||Trans Am take down||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||06-22-2003||11:01 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I don't usually race on the street but that's because I usually don't get revved on....ever. I have the front bumper off my car today because I'm fitting a new fmic which makes the starion fmic blatently(sp?) obvious and while driving the car back out to my parents (where I store it during the week), I got revved on by a guy in a new style Trans Am. I looked over and he was smiling so I smiled back and threw it into second. I then heard him get on it so I stomped the go pedal and basically just left him. I figured from a roll it would've been more difficult. I only took it to the top of second and was a couple car lengths ahead. When he caught up he looked surprised. I asked him if he ever goes to the track and when he said no I asked why not. His reply was "what.....so you can beat me in front of a crowd, I don't think so". Anyway....good stuff, good stuff.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||06-22-2003||11:41 PM||||Fitting a new IC? Gonna sell the old one?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||06-22-2003||11:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Fitting a new IC? Gonna sell the old one?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I sold it locally. I got a good deal on a 2g large greddy fmic. I have to chop off the endtanks and have new ones fabbed. The thing is 11" tall so I hope I can make it fit. It's 23" wide so the drivers side entank should work with the outlet facing straight back to meet the rre piping. Passenger side will work fine with the oulet facing towards the side of the car to meet up with the rre piping.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||06-23-2003||06:12 AM||||Nice work Mark!  That IC sounds huge... !  How thick is it?  Post some pics when you have the chance.  At least that guy had a sense of humor about it.  Probably thought you were some easy rice rocket Honduh or something.||198.88.145.253||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002375.cgi
A||||2||04DrBlur||Powdercoating ???||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||06-22-2003||11:29 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||Ok guys I see a bunch of pics with parts all powdercoated and wondering if you guys are getting this done in your area or if you are shipping this stuff somewhere.  I just moved to Ohio not long ago and have no idea where to begin to look for someone to do this.  The phone book has left me blank.  Is this something that paint shops can do?  I know you need a special machine to do this but how can I look up someone in my area that offers this service?  Also would it hold up on a set of springs??||68.76.181.87||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||06-22-2003||11:41 PM||||Try to locate a fabrication shop in the yellow pages. I have a friend that does powdercoating for a fab shop in my area so I get it all done for free. He just throws my parts in with a batch of other stuff he's already doing. My town isn't very large and I can think of three shops that do powercoating off the top of my head.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||06-23-2003||01:27 AM||||<a href="http://www.geocities.com/zerocygnal2003/powcoat.htm" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/zerocygnal2003/powcoat.htm</a><br />yeah, there are a bunch of popups, but this guy is in Springfield, OH I think...  he posted something on the cincy dsm forum about it <a href="http://www.v8eaters.com" target="_blank">www.v8eaters.com</a>||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum3/002376.cgi
A||||0||Ian M|| DC/baltimore area GVR4 meet w/dragracing?||||1||||Ian M||00000361
Z||000000||Ian M||06-22-2003||11:29 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Ive talked to some folks via e-mail and at a couple of meets Ive been too,who like me have expressed an interest in having a meet at a dragstrip. <br /><br /> I kinda like the thought of some action as opposed to a static display,I guess im not a huge car show type of guy...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br /> It would be cool to get together and cheer each other on and have a little fun ourselves,showing some V8s and Hondas whats up. The folks who dont want race could come and hang out and BS as it were a regular get-together,plus be the cheer section.<br /><br /> Im thinking of maybe later this fall,when its cooler,trying to get something together at my local track     <a href="http://www.masondixondragway.com" target="_blank">http://www.masondixondragway.com</a>   in Hagerstown MD . Nothing formal,just posting a date and inviting some folks to come. Theres a couple freinds with some fast GVR4s in the works who have been wanting to do this too. Mason Dixon is a nice track,and fairly close to a lot of folks in the DC/Baltimore areas,and not to far from Philly,etc.<br /><br /> There is T&T on Sundays,or once a month there is a "street challenge" event which has bracket racing. At the street events,there is a "OPS" (Outlaw pro street) class that puts on a killer show,which would be nice for the folks who dont race to watch. Just that class runs 1/8 mile,a lot of these guys are running in the 4's at 160mph! Its a more crowded,and of course we'd get less runs,but I guess its a good time for us to showoff..    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br /> I personally prefer T&T,but I figured Id throw that possibility in. would any of you guys be interested,and what would you prefer? <br /><br />I woulda posted this in the events section,but since I havent actually posted an event,I didnt want to waste the space.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.215||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/002377.cgi
A||||3||turbowop||12.95 vid of 1051||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||06-22-2003||11:33 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||A friend of mine video'd some racing on friday since he wasn't racing. Here is a link to my 12.95 run. The Civic I was racing missed a shift pretty bad or I'm sure he would have beat me as he was running 12.2's the rest of the night. That run I pulled a 1.74 60ft and that damn Civic pulled a 1.72. Talk about hook up for fwd. He was all motor but it was a tin can with just Sparco race seats inside, fiberglass front end and lexan window and such.<br /><br /> <a href="http://airpoppoff.sparklyfresh.com/...@12.95-high.mpg" target="_blank">http://airpoppoff.sparklyfresh.com/...@12.95-high.mpg</a> <br /><br />right click-save as<br /><br />*edit*hmmmm....that one didn't work for me. Here's a lower res version.<br /><br /><a href="http://airpoppoff.sparklyfresh.com/1051/mark@12.95.mpg" target="_blank">http://airpoppoff.sparklyfresh.com/1051/mark@12.95.mpg</a>||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-23-2003||12:39 AM||||Nice run, though. Mark! <br /><br />That lil civic was impressive, I was surpised at his accelaration there. <br /><br />You should run after you swap to the greddy FMIC and see if there is any immediate difference in times. That will tell if the starion was holding you back or not.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||06-23-2003||01:07 AM||||Next race isn't for like a month so I should have the new ic on. I'm interested to see what kind of gains it will have.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||06-23-2003||01:15 AM||||this one might work for the high res <a href="http://airpoppoff.sparklyfresh.com/1051/mark@12.95-high.mpg" target="_blank">http://airpoppoff.sparklyfresh.com/1051/mark@12.95-high.mpg</a>||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum3/002378.cgi
A||||0||Akidosigh1||GVR4 @ MIR/Budds Creek||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||06-23-2003||12:20 AM||||I saw a green GVR4 at the track today at the Nopi fast and furious race serious. Was anyone on the board there? The car didn't look like it had anything done to it. The exhaust was factory and from where i was standing, i couldn't see any guages but looks can be decieving i guess. some new records were set today at the track for top speed but i wasn't paying to much attention. i think it was 203.03mph not quite sure.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002379.cgi
A||||11||EvilGalantGSX||Any Non Turbo Galant owners swaped to Turbo?||||1||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||06-23-2003||12:24 AM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||I was woundering if any Galant owners done the Turbo swap. I already know that <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> Has the instructions listed.<br /><br />I was just woundering if anybody on here has done it and if you did anything differnt.<br /><br /><br />I want to add a small turbo to my GSX. Im not out to break any land speed records and i dont Drag race, But I do Autocross and I want a fast spooling Turbo to add a little more power comming out of the corners.<br /><br /><br />I want to start doing one after I get all the bugs out of my car. Im thinking due to $$$ I might try to run nonintercooled and as low as boost as posible and then get a FMIC and change the internals Later on.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||mr.mitsu||06-23-2003||10:41 AM||||i'm actually in the process of doing the conversion.<br /><br />i'm up north so i wanna be one of the few galant/2000gtx with boost.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.226.9.2||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||06-23-2003||10:51 AM||||I would go ahead and intercool it. Just buy some stock GVR4 piping and intercooler. GEt a stock turbo pump too and keep the boost down. It should be super cheap using stock parts. Dont risk your motor.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||06-23-2003||11:04 PM||||For a turbo that spools fast, a 14b is a little faster than the 16g, but the 16g makes more power. If you dont use an intercooler, I wouldnt risk the engine by using a 13g. A 14b could quite possibly be safe, but I wouldn't do it. As stated above, just get the stock IC pipes and IC. If you do run with a FMIC, get the 16g.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||EvilGalantGSX||06-24-2003||03:33 AM||||mr.mitsu<br /><br /><br />What stage or area ar you at in doing your converson. What have you done. so far.?||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000005||mr.mitsu||06-24-2003||10:25 AM||||i've actually only at the first stage of collecting all my parts.<br /><br />since i live in canada vr-4 parts are hard to come by so i've stuck with grabbing talon parts with execption to the i/c and piping.<br /><br />some of the parts i have so far are:<br /><br />-1g mani, complete w/turbo, o2 housing and all necessary oil and water lines<br />-resistor pack<br />-knock sensor<br />-injectors<br />-fuel pump<br />-stock fmic and all piping (not sure if jdm or not, can someone confirm)<br />-bov<br />-turbo timer<br />-oil pan off tsi<br />-and relocated battery<br /><br />things i still need: (feel free to ad)<br /><br />-ecu<br />-boost gauge <br />-manual boost controller<br />-fuel pressure regulator<br /><br />can't think of anything else.<br /><br />everything so far cost aboot...just under $600, which in green backs is enough to buy a new jdm motor plus install   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />i'm also planning on doing the convo myself so just doing ALL my homework.<br /><br />Good Luck   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.226.9.2||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000006||Forced Style||06-24-2003||03:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mr.mitsu:<br /><strong> i've actually only at the first stage of collecting all my parts.<br /><br />since i live in canada vr-4 parts are hard to come by so i've stuck with grabbing talon parts with execption to the i/c and piping.<br /><br />some of the parts i have so far are:<br /><br />-1g mani, complete w/turbo, o2 housing and all necessary oil and water lines<br />-resistor pack<br />-knock sensor<br />-injectors<br />-fuel pump<br />-stock fmic and all piping (not sure if jdm or not, can someone confirm)<br />-bov<br />-turbo timer<br />-oil pan off tsi<br />-and relocated battery<br /><br />things i still need: (feel free to ad)<br /><br />-ecu<br />-boost gauge <br />-manual boost controller<br />-fuel pressure regulator<br /><br />can't think of anything else.<br /><br />everything so far cost aboot...just under $600, which in green backs is enough to buy a new jdm motor plus install    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />i'm also planning on doing the convo myself so just doing ALL my homework.<br /><br />Good Luck    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">gonna need a turbo MAS<br /><br />ive got a gsx turbo, but its the whole turbo engine 1g awd tranny and 1g 4bolt rear end, some rewiring was required, nothing drastic, <br />i've also put a turbo on a nonturbo 1g, would be the same thing, but to avoid too much hassle, we didnt add a knock sensor or turbo mass so all the stock wiring worked, used a 13g off an automatic, very fast spooling and decent output for a n/a engine, you have to factor in that you cant run a 16g unless you only want 4 lbs of boost, on a 13g you could run 13psi all day, all we needed was<br /><br />13g exhaust manifold<br />13g turbo, water/oil lines<br />o2 housing<br />turbo injectors and fuel pressure reg.<br />turbo fuel pump<br />turbo cams<br />turbo downpipe and exhaust<br />turbo SMIC and stock IC pipes<br />turbo throttle body and elbow<br />then just use an SAFC along with the stock ECU and stock MASS and you can run decent PSI and get some decent h/p compared to staying n/a<br />Let me know if you go 13g, ive still got another 13g exhaust manifold and turbo, along with a few other things, smic, stock pipes, various crap.||208.231.176.27||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000007||EvilGalantGSX||06-24-2003||08:22 PM||||Thanks for the info. Im interested on those turbo parts but i got to get a new/used TPS first.<br /><br /><br />How hard was it to run OIL and Water lines.<br /><br />I know you can get a Turbo Oil pan to run the oil return line. But how hard was it to attach the pickup line?||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000008||Forced Style||06-24-2003||10:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by EvilGalantGSX:<br /><strong> Thanks for the info. Im interested on those turbo parts but i got to get a new/used TPS first.<br /><br /><br />How hard was it to run OIL and Water lines.<br /><br />I know you can get a Turbo Oil pan to run the oil return line. But how hard was it to attach the pickup line? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the oil feed line can be run from the stock location, (front passenger side of head) there is a allen plug you remove and the oil line bolts on there, the water lines are easy as well.||208.231.176.83||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000009||WhiteOut||06-25-2003||11:39 AM||||*****mr.mitsu****  I have an ecu i dont need from my 92 vr4. I also have EVEYRTHING you may need from a stock car... anyways, if you need nything email me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.88.158.101||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000010||mr.mitsu||06-25-2003||08:53 PM||||oh ya, i got a 2g maf sensor and adapter for the filter.<br /><br />whiteout-how much for your ecu shipped?<br /><br />if i need anything else i'll holla<br /><br />thanks guys.||209.226.9.2||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000011||mr.mitsu||06-27-2003||10:17 AM||||off topic, but does anyone know where the resistor pack goes??<br /><br />thanks||209.226.9.2||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes



ubb/Forum3/002380.cgi
A||||0||Doc_Seuss||what ya think about this fmic||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||06-23-2003||12:45 AM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||here is a link to it on DSMtalk<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=94746" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=94746</a><br /><br />what do you guys think of it? looks like a good deal, im thinking about ordering it.<br /><br />do you think i will have any problems with mounting it or with the piping?<br /><br />i dont mind cutting some just dont wanna have to cut too much or take out anything<br /><br />dave||24.161.91.11||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes



ubb/Forum3/002381.cgi
A||||1||crucible||Tranny from hell just went to heaven||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||06-23-2003||02:21 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Finally got the slushbox to shift smoothly.And I mean smoooooth.Its like new.Put in BG stuff and metal shift bushing kit.Still kerplunked between shifts.Adjusted cables and it got a little better but still crunchy.When I installed a washer in both shifter pivot points I got rid of the slop up/down and side/side.Also pinched the top of the spring tighter to get a little more resistance.Thats all I did.Dunno.Maybe I got lucky but its shifting like melted butter<br /><br /><br />Crucible #14/thou||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||06-23-2003||06:00 AM||||I could be wrong, but doesn't the term slushbox refer to an automatic transmission?  Congrats on your success, though.  Maybe you should come work some magic on my cd skipper (I mean tranny).||198.88.145.253||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002382.cgi
A||||0||VTGVR4||car show in burlington vt, heres pixs||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||06-23-2003||09:48 AM||defnick@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/sheraton-car-show-06-21-03/" target="_blank">http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/sheraton-car-show-06-21-03/</a><br /><br />i didnt have time to name the pixs or make teeny thumbnails.<br />highlights were:<br />3 shelby cobras (65's, 67) (one is a daily driver!)<br />buncha camaros/TAs, 70s musclecars<br />an excalibur (!!)<br />one of those folding fords<br />quinton brothers drag cars<br />many cars were for sale (3k for an 89 IROC, 3500 for a 70's camaro convertible, etc etc)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002383.cgi
A||||1||ayvr4||saw 2 vr4s yesterday||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||06-23-2003||12:05 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Greenfield / Milwaukee / West Allis:<br />Saw a black vr-4 go through Witnall parkway sunday afternoon, then later i saw a gray one on hyw 100 (cruising i think). they both looked good.<br />Was it anyone from here????<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.195.150||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||SLO GVR 4||06-23-2003||01:36 PM||||Well if the first one had a Thule Bike rack like so <a href="http://www.mygalant.com" target="_blank">http://www.mygalant.com</a> (with stock rims) and the second one had JDM bumpers then it was me and friend going to/from Road America. We also were driving with a Champ White 98 Integra Type R going up to see the June Sprints in Elkhart Lake.  <br /><br />=)||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes



ubb/Forum3/002384.cgi
A||||5||Louters91GVR4||6-22-03 - Autocross in Columbus, Ohio||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||06-23-2003||02:05 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Keeping the board informed on the Central Ohio Galant autocross posse.<br /><br />Street Modified Class<br />Mike Rosenfield - 2nd Place - 92 GVR4 Black<br />Jeremy Wheeler - 3rd Place - 92 GVR4 White<br /><br />STX Class<br />Tom Louters - 10th Place - 91 GVR4 Black(BAD DAY)<br /><br />There were a total of 4 Galants at the event, one didn't race, but will next event. If you are anywhere near the Columbus area, please stop in to race or watch. Next event is July 13th. Email me if you have any questions about classes or anything. You can also register online: <a href="http://www.myautoevents.com" target="_blank">www.myautoevents.com</a> (OVR Points Event #4)<br /><br />Thanks guys, take care.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||Louters91GVR4||06-23-2003||02:06 PM||||FYI -  The street modified class was won my a 99 BMW M3, Mike and Jeremy were both close behind.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||06-24-2003||11:44 AM||||Any pictures????<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.254||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||06-24-2003||03:03 PM||||No pics unfortunatly, I forgot my digital camera. I have to be sure to get some from next event. You have to see my buddies Galant w/ 16x10 race wheels with 275/50/16 Hoosier race rubber on them, it looks awesome.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000004||markrieb||06-25-2003||10:58 AM||||I'd also like the info on the wheels!  Brand, size, and offset.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||68.129.21.157||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000005||Louters91GVR4||06-25-2003||12:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> I'd also like the info on the wheels!  Brand, size, and offset.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mark,<br /><br />He had them custom made, I will ask him about that next event when I see him.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes



ubb/Forum3/002385.cgi
A||||4||RayH||Crazy Drift Vid||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||06-23-2003||02:52 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Tire manufacturers must love this:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.jdmrus.com/draft.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.jdmrus.com/draft.wmv</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||06-23-2003||04:11 PM||||Talk about stupid human tricks.  The guy getting run over by his own car while driving it is a nice touch.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||06-23-2003||06:01 PM||||haha.. those crazy japs. (i'm joking of course)<br /><br />i wonder how much rubber was all that smoke would have made up (like in lbs).  i guess was impressive but really kind of stupid.<br /><br />i bet it was fun though||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||06-23-2003||06:13 PM||||Anyone else really like the looks of that convertible One-via? I guess I'm just a sucker for all that camber.||64.252.108.31||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||06-23-2003||10:22 PM||||That was awesome!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/002386.cgi
A||||2||Louters91GVR4||Where is the best place to get Whiteline products???||||5||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||06-23-2003||03:46 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||I am looking to beef up the suspension before my next autocross event. Where is the best place to get Whiteline products???<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||5||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||Rasko Da Gama||06-23-2003||04:21 PM||||Maybe here? <a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au/store/" target="_blank">Whiteline e-store</a>||217.72.68.67||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000002||joec||06-23-2003||05:23 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/whiteline_galant_vr4.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/whiteline_galant_vr4.htm</a>||192.250.112.193||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum3/002387.cgi
A||||0||Arty||Aussie dealers parts cross-reference||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||06-23-2003||05:49 PM||||When I ask the local Mitsu. dealers if they can tell me if a particular part is used on any other models of car. The dealers tell me that their computers do not give them cross-references to other models ?<br />The US CAPS has this feature.<br />Are they, just not telling me, to maybe cover up unjustifiable price differences for identical parts ?<br />Does anyone have any inside info on the Aussie CAPS ?||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum3/002388.cgi
A||||1||grannyracing||Quick question||||1||||grannyracing||00000702
Z||000000||grannyracing||06-23-2003||09:41 PM||njshorecar@aol.com||My other car, not my vr4, is a 89 colt gt, I swapped a 4g63 in it.  Ran well, motor rebuilt and brand new head etc.   Weird thing, car began to stumble at idle, erratic, so I changed a few things I had spares of, the throttle body, mas, coil pack, regulator, wires, plugs, ecu, still no change, unplugged mas, and it runs perfect at idle.  Never had this happen before, if I am correct car shouldnt even run with mas.  anyone have any ideas.||68.37.199.221||reg||1||grannyracing||00000702||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||06-23-2003||11:04 PM||||if you unplug the MAF, the car will run fine, but if you take the MAF out of the hose, it wont run, or will stall. by unplugging the MAF meter, you put the car in "limp mode" where it just reads off of set tables.  it could be a mad MAF meter, or a bad o2 sensor, or coolant temp sensor. hell it could be a bad ECU too<br />good luck<br />-luke-||138.89.67.18||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum3/002389.cgi
A||||13||VR4GURL||N E 1 From N.Z||||1||||VR4GURL||00001790
Z||000000||VR4GURL||06-23-2003||10:06 PM||snufflo@msn.com||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Hey there every one whos from nz?????||202.27.176.157||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000001||MX4||06-23-2003||11:57 PM||||Yip! I am, from way down Chch way!<br />Where you from?||165.84.100.16||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000002||NZGZR4||06-24-2003||02:14 AM||||Me to.||203.109.204.82||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000003||Sleepin Giant||06-24-2003||11:10 PM||||me too  in the main land CHCH<br /><br />were u found/hiding||165.84.100.16||reg||10||Sleepin Giant||00001190||yes
Z||000004||VR4GURL||06-27-2003||08:58 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Goodstuff!!!!!!!!!<br />Me be hiding in Wellington....so wots your guys rides  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||202.27.176.157||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000005||VR4GURL||06-27-2003||11:33 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  So does n e 1 here belong to the mmc club?????||202.27.176.157||reg||6||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000006||7541000||06-27-2003||03:33 PM||||now that prostitution is legal i maybe moving...the gvr4 never got me any ass.||12.89.172.54||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000007||NZGZR4||07-01-2003||01:46 AM||||Most of us NZer's here are also on NZMMC.||219.88.129.163||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000008||VR4GURL||11-12-2003||07:55 PM||||Ahhhhh ok yeh ive seen camzr4 posted on there .....wots the others posting names im vr4/ev0girl........||210.54.111.200||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000009||Blurple||11-12-2003||08:41 PM||||yup me too....   Hi vr4gurl.   <br /><br />since MMC has been playing up, i've been coming here instead.  These guys seem a lot more knowledgable here too...||202.49.200.143||reg||1||Blurple||00002801||yes
Z||000010||VR4GURL||11-12-2003||08:51 PM||||Ahhhhhhhh hey dude hows things???<br />Yeh me seen you postin on mmc and its gonna be abit up and down for awhile as you already probley know.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Is your name aaron??<br />Yip i too agree that these guys know alot more!!<br />So you bringin the car down to welly for the jamboree this w-end???<br />Oh and im jen....*waves*||210.54.111.200||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000011||Blurple||11-12-2003||09:55 PM||||Hi Jen, hows it goin.  Yup i'm Aaron.  I'm living back in Welly now, after living in Akld for the last 8 months.  Car won't be ready for Jamboree, but I will be at the show all day tomorrow, looking after my flatmates yellow turbo integra (IOPNER) coz he has an exam.  I'll be at the drags too, with the speedtech crowd, hopefully cheering at 2 new 10s speedtech cars, and a new 9s speedtech car.   <br /><br />My car will be back in about 5 weeks.  It started a ground up rebuild in May, from bare chasis, respray, race seat, roll-cage, etc, new engine, new turbo, etc etc.   The whole plan was to blow the world record away, which was 10.9 at the time, but now the record has dropped, i dont think i'm gonna quite make it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    oh well...<br /><br />Anyway, email me using the email button, to reply, coz dont want to annoy any of these guys with general chat in a public forum.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />laters...||202.49.200.143||reg||1||Blurple||00002801||yes
Z||000012||iceman69510||11-13-2003||10:03 AM||||These people need a visit from Vanna so they can buy some vowels.<br /><br />How far is it from Akld to Chch? <br /><br />Any of you LOTR fans?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000013||Blurple||11-13-2003||03:17 PM||||akld - chch, probably 16hrs, with a 2hr ferry across the strait in the middle of it.<br /><br />yes, definitely a lotr fan.  Got the world premier launching here sometime soon... should be good for the city i guess.||202.49.200.143||reg||1||Blurple||00002801||yes



ubb/Forum3/002390.cgi
A||||9||howard_GVR4||GVR4 DIN panel on ebay||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||06-24-2003||10:09 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33695&item=2420140455" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33695&item=2420140455</a><br /><br />No, it ain't mine, but I thought it was pretty cool.  The seller is Alex Grabau, who is a good guy.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-24-2003||11:27 AM||||Ok, people need to stop posting links to galant parts on ebay!  Every time I watch something it gets posted here and the prices go up!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||06-24-2003||02:59 PM||||aaaww...poor baby Pauly!<br /><br />Would you like some cheese with that "whine"?<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||06-24-2003||03:15 PM||||Haha, shut up KC!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />I always say that to people.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||06-24-2003||05:01 PM||||It dosent bother me exept for when people cant do shit right and use bid stealeer shit.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-24-2003||05:23 PM||||That bid stealer is a good way to get stuff for cheap, Zach.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />It sucks when their site get hacked, though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||06-25-2003||10:34 AM||||they deserve it.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||06-25-2003||02:34 PM||||Yeah, they do! I dont, though!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||06-25-2003||02:38 PM||||Im just pissed off becouse I lost the FULL HKS turbo setup becouse someone used that stuuf. Im talking manifold,turbo,downpipe and all||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||06-25-2003||03:49 PM||||Well to play devil's advocate -- you technically lost because your maximum bid wasn't enough.<br /><br />But yah, sniping sucks.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002391.cgi
A||||8||howard_GVR4||a ralliart what??  ||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||06-24-2003||10:31 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2420843291&category=40199" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2420843291&category=40199</a>||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-24-2003||10:36 AM||||My god, ingenuity at its best. I guess you can sell anything on ebay...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||06-24-2003||11:04 AM||||No no no!!!! When it comes to Ralliart, this is what we all need.<br /><a href="http://page4.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/d28132132" target="_blank">http://page4.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/d28132132</a>||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-24-2003||11:11 AM||||That tissue box is popular with the WRC Mitsubishi mechanics -- easy, stylish access to clean Kleenex to weep into after their drivers roll another Lancer.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||06-24-2003||11:12 AM||||Any one want to buy a kidney? In addition to being a JDM and AMG whore Im also a Ralliart whore. Still not as bad as being a greddy whore like KC.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||06-24-2003||11:54 AM||||I'm planning a trip to Japan at the end of the year. Going to try and bring back as much stuff as possible. Probably spend a whole day at Autobacs...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||06-24-2003||12:48 PM||||Hit the dealer and get the part numbers for the AMG stuff.<br />Rich||67.25.91.194||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||admsr||06-24-2003||01:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> Any one want to buy a kidney? In addition to being a JDM and AMG whore Im also a Ralliart whore. Still not as bad as being a greddy whore like KC. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Zach, Do you still have that parts car? I would love to know if you have anything that I could use.<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||06-24-2003||02:57 PM||||LOL..the  greddy whore. Yes, I am and am proud to be one.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002392.cgi
A||||4||admsr||Intercooler Pipes||||5||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||06-24-2003||01:55 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||Anybody know if there are any drawbacks to making intercooler piping out of exhaust pipes?<br /><br />Alex<br />#115 of 1000||134.65.2.118||reg||5||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||06-24-2003||02:08 PM||||RUST. If possible have them powder coated or at least clean them and paint them as they will get surface rust pretty quick. Also depending on your routing you will realize it's pretty tough to use 2.5" id piping following stock routing. Anything will be a big improvement over the stock plumbing anyways.<br />Rich||67.25.91.194||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Forced Style||06-24-2003||03:07 PM||||that's why you buy 'aluminized' pipes, so they dont rust, then paint them after welding and cleaning them<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.231.176.27||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||06-24-2003||03:47 PM||||Yep, thats why I am making an aluminized 2.5 inch stock routing setup right now...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||SLO GVR 4||06-24-2003||03:54 PM||||<a href="http://www.mygalant.com/images/fmic.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.mygalant.com/images/fmic.jpg</a>  So Happy with mine.  Compliments of AMS I have this nice setup that bolts right in without any problems. =)||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes



ubb/Forum3/002393.cgi
A||||11||jonvr4||My car is back together, FINALLY||||2||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||06-24-2003||07:14 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||here is a few pics of my car after i rebuilt the engine, put the fp green, 2.5in intercooler piping, and gm translator<br /><br /> <a href="http://home.attbi.com/~jonvigil/wsb/html/view.cgi-photo.html--SiteID-749110.html" target="_blank">http://home.attbi.com/~jonvigil/wsb/html/view.cgi-photo.html--SiteID-749110.html</a>  <br /><br /> <a href="http://home.attbi.com/~jonvigil/wsb/html/view.cgi-photo.html--SiteID-749113.html" target="_blank">http://home.attbi.com/~jonvigil/wsb/html/view.cgi-photo.html--SiteID-749113.html</a>  <br /><br /> <a href="http://home.attbi.com/~jonvigil/wsb/html/view.cgi-photo.html--SiteID-749114.html" target="_blank">http://home.attbi.com/~jonvigil/wsb/html/view.cgi-photo.html--SiteID-749114.html</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||06-24-2003||07:42 PM||||I notcied the lack of a vac hose on the CBV. Do you have it going out the bottom( the getto mod)?<br /><br /> Nice looking engine.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||06-24-2003||08:14 PM||||CBV?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||06-24-2003||10:12 PM||||What kind of radiator do you have?  Where did you find it?||68.76.177.91||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||06-24-2003||10:57 PM||||I wish my valve cover looked like that.  Looks shiznit!||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||06-24-2003||11:51 PM||||how does the MAF work so far?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||06-25-2003||10:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> CBV? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sorry, BOV<br /><br />CBV= compressor bypass valve.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||06-25-2003||11:33 AM||||i didn't have the bov vac line hooked up on the pics. also i have a stock radiator and i just cut three cooling tanks off and had plates welded onto the them.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||06-25-2003||12:37 PM||||I like how you did the MAF translator with the couplers!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||1quickvr4||06-25-2003||01:05 PM||||Looks good, Nice job  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||06-25-2003||02:02 PM||||Very nice!||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||gixxer||06-25-2003||02:28 PM||||looks really clean! what fmic kit are you using?||65.27.94.59||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes



ubb/Forum3/002394.cgi
A||||4||mromik||soon I am going to buy 2 VR4 from local junkyard||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-24-2003||09:11 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||for 500 for both with good turbos, but blown engines due to T-belt crach.<br /><br />One i good condition<br />another has no headlights,bumpers,fuel pump and some other stuff.<br /><br />WHEN I WILL BUY I WILL POST  IN MESSAGE||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||06-24-2003||09:14 PM||||Please buy my friend. We would want alot of parts from them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Did you say JDM  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||06-24-2003||09:53 PM||||You can more than make your money back from those cars by selling me the JDM bumpers.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||mromik||06-25-2003||01:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> You can more than make your money back from those cars by selling me the JDM bumpers.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The black one will be repaired by my siser's  husband, another will be parted out, (i need clutch,some parts...)and the documents will be sold..to my friend.<br /><br />Its a some kind of buisiness here  to import the whole USED car and to pay import duty charge as for spare parts, then to make "motor swap" and "body swap" on the parted out car..<br />Because the  import duty charge is very high for cars older than 7 years/<br /><br /><br />If you need some small JDM parts I can send, but I think shipping will be very expencive.<br /><br />I wish I live in Japan, Canada, USA or some other countries to earn more money for my work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||06-25-2003||02:01 PM||||It would cost me about $1,675.90 (USD) to ship my bumper to Khabarovsk via UPS.||12.247.128.70||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002395.cgi
A||||20||blacksheep||Pulled the motor put of blacksheep, pics attached!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-24-2003||11:34 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Well gang, Kevin (GVR1643) and I pulled the motor out of "BlackSheep" this evening. She will be going into kevin's daily driver. I will be building a motor for it (or plan to), but we'll see how things go.<br /><br />It was a virgin experience for Kevin and me. It was a lot of fun and we learnt a lot. Things that we didnt take into account like the garage door height really worked us. When you see the pics, you'll see what I mean     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br />Hope this is enjoyable and useful to someone when they decide to pull an engine out.<br /><br />OH, BTW if you cant tell us apart, I am the guy with the god-given tan    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br /><br />Pic 1: Motor halfway out and it shows the angle so as to get motor and tranny out together<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=704" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=704&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Pic 2:  "WTF do we do now ???"<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=706" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=706&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Pic 3: "Can't the fuckin door be just a bit higher ?"<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=707" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=707&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Pic 4: "This is gonna be close" - thank god the comforter is on the quarter panel<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=708" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=708&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Pic 5: "She's out"<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=709" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=709&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Pic 6: "Kevin gets a temporary tattoo from motor huggin" . Looks like 2 14mm bolts...LOL<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=711" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=711&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-24-2003||11:40 PM||||How bad of a job was it KC?<br /><br />I have been debating pulling the engine out because I need to do the following:<br /><br />New oil pan<br />'90 Oil Cooler<br />Timing belt and all pulleys (BS elim while I'm at it)<br />Change intake manifold<br />Change turbo<br />Repair exhaust manifold stud (motor mounts in the way)<br />Clean like crazy<br /><br />Do you think that list of stuff justifies pulling the engine out to do it, or should I suffer and do it in the car?  <br /><br />BTW That's a nice engine hoist you've got there.  Nice pictures.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||06-24-2003||11:52 PM||||Paul,<br />it helped that KC had gradually been stripping a few things from the engine bay  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  So the removal was real easy.  As you can see from the pictures a few parts are already removed.  <br />I don't know that I'd pull the engine for your list of stuff, but I've haven't personally done your full list.  Others have and will probably chime in.<br /><br />Now I get to do it again with my 190K motor and drop this lovely one in.  <br /><br />The best part of this I have to say was KC's neighbor stopping over to see what we were up to...on a scale of 1-10, I'd give her about an 11 or 12. Thank goodness the heat index was over 100 and she was dressed appropriately!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.111||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||06-25-2003||12:02 AM||||Pauly<br /><br />Engine hoist was borrowed from a local DSMer who is super kind to kevin and me all the time. <br /><br />I decided not to buy a hoist or a engine stand a while back. Look at that garage - it has no space, whatsoever. I want to move into a house someday, so I could have a garage like Mofugas Rob with all the tools and equipment, that'd be waay cool. <br /><br />Well, I have been taking most of the stuff of the engine slowly over the year. So, there was not much to take off the car. TB, AC stuff, turbo, manny, radiator etc etc was all gone a while back.<br /><br />Kevin did 99% of the ripping out of the leftovers. We had to undo transfer case, starter, pop axles out, take off all the plugs to the sensors, ground wires etc etc that took us about a total of 3 hrs working at a lesisurely pace last weekend and the weekend before<br /><br />Tonight, all we did was undo the motor mounts, pull the motor out and seperate tranny. This took us about 2 hours.<br /><br />Well, the 90 style oil filter is an undertaking. Lower timing cover needs to come off etc etcnad with the BS elimination as well, you could justify pulling it out, but some guys on here will tell you to do that stuff with it in the car.<br /><br />If you are gonna upgrade fuel lines, clutch and flywheel, remove 4 wheel steer and cut out lines like I started to do, replace ABS lines with non-ABS etc, I would pull it out. It all depends on how you wanna do it. <br /><br />Only way to really clean it is outta the car, bro. Then, you could paint the block high-temp silver or black too.<br /><br />My fiance took the pictures while baby-sitting Kevin's son. She thanks you for the compliment   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||06-25-2003||12:38 AM||||KC, <br />Do you think that chain is long enough on the hoilst? lol<br /><br />Here is the project I'm working on right now.<br />Swapping a 1g in to the 2g sucks so I had a better solution.<br /><br /> <img src="http://web.umr.edu/~dws257/6-bolt/zuma%20eclipse.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.57.192||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||06-25-2003||01:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> My fiance took the pictures while baby-sitting Kevin's son.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess that explains why there are no pictures of the hot neighbor.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||06-25-2003||07:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> KC, <br />Do you think that chain is long enough on the hoist? lol<br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was just thinking the same thing. You could have shortened by about a foot & a half. But we all have to learn somehow. You will know for when you put it back in  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||BlackHole||06-25-2003||08:04 AM||||Paul,<br /><br />&gt; I have been debating pulling the engine out<br />&gt; because I need to do the following:<br /><br />&gt; New oil pan<br />&gt; '90 Oil Cooler<br />&gt; Timing belt and all pulleys<br />&gt; Change intake manifold<br />&gt; Change turbo<br />&gt; Repair exhaust manifold stud (motor mounts in the way)<br /><br />Not too bad with engine in car.<br /><br />&gt; (BS elim while I'm at it)<br />&gt; Clean like crazy<br /><br />Not easy but doable with engine in car.<br /><br />&gt; Do you think that list of stuff justifies<br />&gt; pulling the engine out to do it, or should I<br />&gt; suffer and do it in the car? <br /><br />If I were doing this, it could go either way. Most of the stuff is not bad with the engine in the car, but the balance shaft removal is so much easier with the engine out.<br /><br />I'd say that if you have the tools, time and patience, pull the motor. If not, don't. The first motor I pulled took me a lot of time, but by the 6th or so I was doing it pretty quickly.<br /><br />Working on an engine on a stand outside the car makes life so much easier.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||06-25-2003||09:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> My fiance took the pictures while baby-sitting Kevin's son.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess that explains why there are no pictures of the hot neighbor.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought it might be a little obvious if I asked her to "pose" by our motor   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />About the chain...that's another Duh!  <br />We could've dropped the arm on the hoist a bit also.  The chain would have been enough, though.  We ended up dropping the front jackstands as low as they'd go and then lifting the motor and tranny combo over the fender...that's why I've got the 14mm impressions in my arm!||167.142.22.71||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||06-25-2003||10:43 AM||||Gabor - go buy a couple of gerbles, put them in a cage with the wheel that goes round and round and fab up an axle joint for the driver and passengers side's axle....LOL. Thats pretty much a honda motor in a DSM then.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Yeah, I thought the chain when I looked up, but we were already half way there, so I figured it would be harder to get the chain off and adjusted.<br /><br />Like Kevin said, the arm is another one of those things that could have ben adjusted. Oh well, you live and learn.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||06-25-2003||01:54 PM||||I'm calling <a href="http://www.osha.gov/" target="_blank">OSHA</a> right now!<br /><br />Sandals, for shame!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||DongeR615||06-25-2003||01:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>The best part of this I have to say was KC's neighbor stopping over to see what we were up to...on a scale of 1-10, I'd give her about an 11 or 12. Thank goodness the heat index was over 100 and she was dressed appropriately!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">oh man hot neighbors.. *DROOLS*  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Remove the balancershafts.||67.127.59.198||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||06-25-2003||02:32 PM||||Hertz - Those are flip-flops, fou!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I dont eat meat, so I have to make up somehow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||gixxer||06-25-2003||04:23 PM||||wow, post any tricks you guys came across since i'm about to do something like this myself. i'm taking a 6 bolt out of my 90 talon tsi and putting it into #1683 that i just picked up.||65.27.94.59||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||06-25-2003||06:22 PM||||Haha, was about to post the same thing, Ryan.  Engine hoists are beefy, but would you really not want to be wearing something steel toed for that one time when it does give way?  Boots are cheaper than feet.<br /><br />And KC, you think your garage is small?  It looks like an airstrip compared to the one #305 spends her days (nights, weeks, months, aack!) in.  I gotta suck it in to get by on either side, and have barked my shins countless times going around the front.<br /><br />Nice work guys.||198.88.145.247||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||Minjin||06-25-2003||10:11 PM||||KC,<br /><br />Don't be trying to put a B18 in that car or anything. I know it crossed your crazy mind.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||06-26-2003||09:02 AM||||Mark - hmm....Now that you mention it, the H22A would be a better candidate and there is lotsa space for it <br /><br />&lt;gears are turning mad fast in KC's little head&gt;<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||hibrn8||06-27-2003||01:28 PM||||im kinda blind and i cant see where you have the chain attached to. im gonna be pulln the motor out on tuesday. I see the front is attached to that bracket that is on the mani stud and ps area, but how about the rear of the motor. i cant see if the chain is around the intake manifold or what. <br /><br />also how difficult was it to remove the drive axles? that seems like it going to be the hardest part, i dont know why.||65.227.204.227||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000018||gvr4in||06-27-2003||01:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Mark - hmm....Now that you mention it, the H22A would be a better candidate and there is lotsa space for it <br /><br />&lt;gears are turning mad fast in KC's little head&gt;<br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">C5 all the way..  haha type r's are still slow~||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||06-27-2003||01:59 PM||||Take the drivers side mount off where it attaches to the block completely. It will have two long threaded nuts now showing. Slip each link of the chain into one each, use some big washers and<br />put the bolts back on.<br /><br />Then loop the chain around the intake manifold runner #4 and bring it out and use another long bolt and washer arrangement to attach it to itself.<br /><br />So, you are going diagonally across. Hope this makes sense!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||GVR1643||06-27-2003||04:39 PM||||Use the intake runner as KC described if you don't have the braket supporting the intake (on the passenger side).  Otherwise you can just use that braket to run the chain under. <br /><br />And a little less chain than we used  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />The axles aren't too bad.  KC's suspension was already off, so we just had to pop the passenger side loose and the driver side you have to unbolt the support carrier and then it will pop out as well, they should be able to be moved out of the way at this point.||167.142.22.77||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/002396.cgi
A||||4||1quickvr4||VR4 wheels on ebay||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||06-25-2003||01:20 PM||caspa69@juno.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43955&item=2421007637" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43955&item=2421007637</a>   Enem I could afford these.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-25-2003||01:44 PM||||Do you need only 2 grey wheels?||12.247.128.70||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||06-25-2003||01:51 PM||||Someone must have curbed theirs at one time or another||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||06-25-2003||03:00 PM||||they kinda look like mine....||68.14.148.120||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000004||Pappy||06-25-2003||03:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> Someone must have curbed theirs at one time or another </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or they boot ya and scratch the f*ck out of the wheel.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes



ubb/Forum3/002397.cgi
A||||21||229of1000||440whp Galant Dyno Video!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||06-25-2003||02:42 PM||||Here is footage of one of our local guys Galant.  His name is Fabio and his car makes 440whp.  I'm not sure if he posts on this board or not.<br /><br />I don't know exact 1/4 mile times but I know he was running mid/high 11's a while back.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.boostaholic.net/videos/Gaylantgoestothedyno.wmv" target="_blank">Right Click, Save As</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||06-25-2003||11:07 PM||||I'd like to see what kind of power it would put down if it was running on an AWD dyno.||151.197.27.142||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||06-25-2003||11:14 PM||||Nice video! I wanna make my car put down that numbers. my girl was watching it with me and she said "ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhh"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||06-25-2003||11:27 PM||||A friend of mine layed down 355whp at Pruven in his GVR4.  I've gotta talk to him and find out exactly what he has in there.<br /><br />He's spent waaaaay too much on his car.  Right now it's outta commission w/ the turbo being blown, but he got back his rebuilt 20g or his Frank or FP turbo, I dunno exactly what it was.  I've gotta take a look and go for a ride again when it's back up and running and see if I can get him to redyno it.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||06-26-2003||11:24 AM||||Thats a cool video, motor sounds sweet at high rpms with that turbo spoolin'. but at the beginning, did it say GAY-LANT ?? <br />~Aaron||68.74.195.150||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR41062||06-26-2003||12:24 PM||||So what was done to that car? I saw the FMIC, greddy type-R bov, t3/t4 turbo..... and a stand alone fuel management system, not a bad way to spend 10gs...JK.  the car looks nice, sounds nice, and is just were I want to be, 440ish whp.  I am droping my motor in this weekend and I hope to try and start it in 2-3 weeks.  <br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||14||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000006||admsr||06-26-2003||01:02 PM||||where does it show or mention the 440ish whp||134.65.2.118||reg||5||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000007||GroceryGetter||06-26-2003||02:06 PM||||Hey guys, I've been out of town and one of the locals posted the video for me.  That day the car layed down 447hp but it was in 3rd gear that's why the runs are so short.  No wideband kept me from doing 4th gear pulls.  I will be heading back to the dyno soon since they got some new o2's for the WB in.<br /><br />Here's a list of mods I have:<br /><br />PTE SCM61/tial 35mm wastegate<br />272/272<br />Magnus Intake Manifold<br />660's<br />2G Maf w/1" bypass tube<br />Front Mount w/ 2.5" piping<br />Type R bov<br />Adjustable FPR<br />91 rods w/95 pistons<br />Stock Head<br /><br />The guy who made the video refers to the car as the Gaylant.  He has learned to hate the car since we are always working on it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.95.244.105||reg||1||GroceryGetter||00000430||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||06-29-2003||06:27 PM||||Nice mod list Fabio.  That SCM61 is a 56 trim, right?  That gives me hope as my setup isn't going to be much different than yours:<br /><br />AGP L2 (50 trim T04E)<br />Stock cams until I do the timing belt, then 272/272's.<br />FRH Intake Manifold<br />680's<br />VPC w/ Dejon speed density intake<br />2-216 FMIC w/ 2.5" Piping<br />HKS SSQ BOV<br />AFPR<br />Stock block and head as long as they last.<br /><br />I don't have all of the parts yet but it will all be here and hopefully installed within a month or two.  I am shooting for an honest 400whp.  Anyway it's nice to see some fast GVR4's around here.  There are quite a few around here but most are fairly stock.<br /><br />How much boost were you running on those dyno pulls?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||06-29-2003||08:15 PM||||it's gonna be interesting to see what my galant will put out. i finnally got it to idle and run after two days of fucking with the timing, and it ended up being a shitty batch of spark plugs. i bought two sets and they both wouldn't even let the car run for 2 mins. now it's working and ready to be broken in. i ended up going with 8.5:1 je's, stock rods, fp green, 35mm wastegate, web street grind cams, crower springs & titanium retainers, 660cc injectors, gm translator, 2.5in intercooler piping and a spearco fmic,  aem cam gears.<br /><br /> <a href="http://home.attbi.com/~jonvigil/wsb/html/view.cgi-photo.html--SiteID-749110.html" target="_blank">http://home.attbi.com/~jonvigil/wsb/html/view.cgi-photo.html--SiteID-749110.html</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||GroceryGetter||06-29-2003||11:39 PM||||Yes it is the 56 trim. <br /><br />Paul, I definately think your setup will yield some nice #'s and close if not more than what you are wanting. I was running stock cams and intake manifold when I went 119mph which by my calculations should be  around 400hp but I never took that setup to the dyno to verify it.<br /><br />I was running 27psi on those pulls but I do want to try to squeeze another 20hp out of her before I take it to the track so I will probably end up turning it up a bit and hoping for the best.<br /><br />Hey Jon, how are you liking the maf translator. I've been thinking about dumping the 2g maf for some other means of control but I am waiting for some results from others to see if it's worth it or just wait and save up for a standalone.||24.95.244.105||reg||1||GroceryGetter||00000430||yes
Z||000011||gvr4in||06-29-2003||11:48 PM||||A local shop in SD just got an AWD dyno and its $100 for 3 pulls, Im most likely going to go in the next few weeks. What kind of numbers do you guys think I'll be pulling? Im not expecting anything crazy(350+), but somewhere around 250.. mods are linked below. Thanks.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000012||PJGross||02-02-2004||04:14 PM||||I may have missed it, but was the 44xhp on pump or race gas?<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000013||GREENVR4||02-02-2004||05:00 PM||||link's dead||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000014||udriveu||02-02-2004||06:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Greenvr4:<br /><strong> link's dead </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No wonder, its 6+ months old.||64.252.101.51||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000015||GREENVR4||02-02-2004||08:21 PM||||anybody got a mirror to it?||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||02-02-2004||10:37 PM||||I have it on the computer if anyone wants to host it.  Fabio's car is long gone too.  He's driving an EVO now.<br /><br />27psi?  You better believe he was running race gas.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000017||keydiver||02-02-2004||10:48 PM||||Was that a white one Paul? If so, it may be the one I'm thinking seriously of buying from Ian (4doorwhore), minus 440 HP that is.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.76.180.89||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000018||229of1000||02-02-2004||10:51 PM||||White '91 with about 180k on the clock if I remember correctly from when I looked at it.  Also has fresh suspension bushings, no rear badges, and a hideous steering wheel cover.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000019||Gator VR4||02-03-2004||08:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Was that a white one Paul? If so, it may be the one I'm thinking seriously of buying from Ian (4doorwhore), minus 440 HP that is.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, it was the white one.||66.1.217.74||reg||1||Gator VR4||00000455||yes
Z||000020||4drwhore||02-03-2004||12:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gator VR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Was that a white one Paul? If so, it may be the one I'm thinking seriously of buying from Ian (4doorwhore), minus 440 HP that is.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, it was the white one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would be the car in this video. Sitting in my driveway waiting for someone to take her away.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000021||talontsi||02-03-2004||06:49 PM||||Wish I was in Fl right now I would pick her up and give her a good home.<br />Won't be back for a few months though.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
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A||||8||thetuna909||Are ROTA Wheels good??||||1||||thetuna909||00000729
Z||000000||thetuna909||06-25-2003||05:10 PM||thetuna909@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.ephatch.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=16013&highlight=rota" target="_blank">http://www.ephatch.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=16013&highlight=rota</a><br /><br />What would you do if this was your car?||66.146.13.68||reg||1||thetuna909||00000729||yes
Z||000001||number3||06-25-2003||06:03 PM||||not the first time I have heard that happening...<br /><br /><br />I would be pissed!||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||06-25-2003||06:08 PM||||Actually they had a bad batch of a couple different designs that they replaced free of charge or even let owners change to a different set of wheels if they had those affected in the batch. Trust me I doubt most other companies would have reacted as quick as Rota did. They even changed out some wheels for early owners of some wheels if they didn't feel comfortable using them. There is a thread about this on nasioc.com in the wheel and tire section if you want to read more about it. <br />Rich||199.182.12.222||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||06-25-2003||10:28 PM||||I've personally seen this happen at an autox. The car in question was a high powered Mustang with sticky tires on American Racing wheels. Car made a hard turn and...suddenly the brake disc was digging a groove into the pavement as the broken wheel came bouncing towards the spectators. I distincly remember one of the guys there saying as we all stood around the wheel and stared...<br /><br />"If that isn't a good advertisement for a tire, I don't know what is..."<br /><br />Outsticks the wheel.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />BTW: American Racing puts in little fine print in their brochures that the wheels are "Not intended for race use" or some such effect. I doubt they paid the owner one penny.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||Louters91GVR4||06-26-2003||10:42 AM||||that would indeed suck mmm kay<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||06-26-2003||11:08 AM||||<a href="http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=309119" target="_blank">http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=309119</a><br /><br />So you know both sides of the story and how Rota treats their customers.||65.148.164.72||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||06-27-2003||10:36 AM||||Here's my Questiuon about Rota Customer service"<br /><br />Where are the 67.1mm hub rings that were missing for my Rota Subzeroes that I got in the Rota group buy?  Tito at Red Star was no help...||24.148.12.46||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||06-27-2003||12:42 PM||||Bob sorry it slipped my mind on this I talked to Tito about it right after you e-mailed me. Rota doesn't carry the hub adapter rings whatsoever. Tito tried to see if he could get them to supply them with no luck they told him that any specialty wheel/tire store will have them or can get them for @$5 per or less. I apologize for that as last time they included them with the GB I did for the Subaru guys which now they actually machine some wheels hub-centric for them.||199.182.59.148||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||bob in chicago||06-27-2003||07:29 PM||||Pre-evo:  Thnx for setting me straight.  I'll get mine on my own.||24.148.12.46||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum3/002399.cgi
A||||16||curtis||clutch pedal mod||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||06-25-2003||05:34 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||I hate having to push the pedal to the floor to shift gears.  Here's the fix. Build your own clutch slave cylinder rod. Get one 6 inch 5/16 bolt (.308 dia stock is .310)and cut the head off, then cut the bolt to 3.600 inches round off the ends and cut the groove for the rubber boot. I chucked up the bolt in a drill and spun it while cutting the groove with a cut off wheel.  Cut the groove at the same location as on the stock rod which adds the extra material to the outside end. This puts release at about half way down instead of all the way to the floor. Each car will be different.  I made mine just as long as I could without having to remove the slave cylinder from the transmission. Much better for speed shifting.  Haven't drove the car, but just around the block and is alot better also If you want to increase pedel pressure add a spring from the cluch petal to the under side of the dash.  Gives the feeling of driving a cable operated clutch. Also you can check behind the clutch slave cylinder banjo bolt for a resrictor. The second gen's have the restrictor and my galant also had one,the slave cylinder for the JDM box I ordered had one and two other guys I told. Note the words had one. When removed makes cluch engagement and disengagement much faster. <br /><br /><br /> Happy Shifting.......||64.159.109.164||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||06-25-2003||05:44 PM||||Is your clutch fork pre-loaded now?  Sound like it.  If it is, I would be wary of:<br /><br />A) crankwalk<br />B) the increased travel pushing the backs of the pressure plate fingers to rub on the clutch disc springs (this one I have seen before).||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||curtis||06-25-2003||07:19 PM||||No all it did with the longer rod is push the piston back more. The clutch master cylinder shoots a certain amount of fuild each time you push. This just changes the the time it takes to move the fork. The piston is just moved back more in the cylinder which changes the volume that is already there. Thats why I changed the rod without removing the slave cylinder so I wouldn't preload the fork.  I also noticed that the rod that was on the car had a slight bend in it and the extra rod on my parts shelf also was bent but a little more.  So they must be prone to bending where the groove is.||65.135.143.235||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||06-25-2003||07:20 PM||||I dont know a whole lot about trannies, but I thought the slave cylinder was on the firewall on our cars ??? Is that not the same as the clutch fluid resivoir ? I backed out the bolt like described above on the top end of my clutch pedal assembly and got the same result but to a lesser degree since I didnt use a longer bolt. I thought about changing the bolt to a longer on to get a shorter throw, but then the preload on the clutch (I think) would force the clutch to be disengaged slightly when we would think its engaged.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||06-25-2003||08:24 PM||||that would be your master cyclinder on the firewall and the slave cyclinder attached to the transmission. <br /><br />curtis, care to make more?<br /><br />DongeR||67.127.59.198||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||curtis||06-25-2003||09:55 PM||||If I had a key to the lab at school I could knock out a bunch on the cnc machines Ive got a kick ass professor that lets me in but he's off for the summer and can't get in until the Fall sem..  I built a turbo in a manufacturing class I had. Put a tdo6 wheel in a 14b housing by cutting it out and using a T3 Garrett induction tube machined to fit and pressed together(something else to but in the garage to take up space).  But in the time it takes for me to address the envelope and go to the post office you guys could make your own. It looks exactly like the stock ones except the rod is .200 longer.  All it is is a grade 8 5/16th bolt with the head and the treads cut of with rounded ends, you don't even have to cut the groove if you don't want to all the groove is for is to keep the rubber cover in place.  It took me 20 mins to make and install the thing this morning and most of the time was waiting on that dead ass air compressor of mine to pump up.(too many hours of constant running porting heads, exhaust manifolds,etc...)||65.142.59.243||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||06-25-2003||10:19 PM||||<a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/index.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/index.htm</a><br /><br />IMHO, this is a band-aid fix for wear in your clutch system or wrong flywheel step. Clutch release forks and pivot balls both wear and people don't replace them when they should...<br /><br />And bravo to your inventiveness if you weren't aware that someone already makes them.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.19||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||curtis||06-25-2003||11:08 PM||||Well I missed the lenght of taboo speed shops by .050. But 32 dollars is crazy for a straight piece of steel with a grove in it.  With a lathe this would take longer to turn around than to cut.  A good cnc machine with an air chuck and a gig you could make over a hundred a hour.  Wish I made 3000 an hour.||65.142.59.220||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||06-26-2003||12:25 AM||||Interesting stuff.  I may have to try that.  Yes, I agree, the clutch fork and pivot ball should be replaced more often.  I wished I'd done mine when I did my clutch install.  I don't suppose there's any way to get the clutch fork out w/out dropping the tranny?  I would hate to go through that again...||198.88.145.237||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||meshwork||06-26-2003||07:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Interesting stuff.  I may have to try that.  Yes, I agree, the clutch fork and pivot ball should be replaced more often.  I wished I'd done mine when I did my clutch install.  I don't suppose there's any way to get the clutch fork out w/out dropping the tranny?  I would hate to go through that again... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know a good way you could get it out without removing the tranny. But reinstalling one would be very difficult.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||141.151.84.102||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||06-26-2003||09:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br />IMHO, this is a band-aid fix for wear in your clutch system or wrong flywheel step. Clutch release forks and pivot balls both wear and people don't replace them when they should...<br />Mark [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree, I have an ACT 2600 with JUN flywheel (stepped at .6118), and the engagement is not right off the floor.  I didn't even shim the pivot this time, I replaced the pivot, fork, slave and master, and TB.  <br /><br />So even if it wasn't preloading the fork, when you depress the clutch pedal, wouldn't the new longer rod extend further, thus pushing the PP fingers closer to the disc springs?  <br /><br />I once welded some extra material onto the slave rod and ground it smooth, in an attempt to do the same thing.  We played around with different lengths to try and get this one car to disengauge properly.  We got it to work, but that was a coverup for the real disengaugement problem - Massive crankwalk, like 1/4".||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||curtis||06-27-2003||12:03 AM||||I'm not band aid fixing anything or covering up a problem I'm only changing the disengage time. (Pressure=F1/A1=F2/A2) By changing the internal area of the slave cylinder I'm increasing pressure to have a faster rate of change. When I started the overhaul of the car I installed a JDM switchable trans and transfer case, new fork, JDM slave cylinder, Fidanza aluminum flywheel, new clutch master cylinder, steel braided clutch line, and a DXD 6 puck disk.  I don't see the point in ramming my foot to the floor to shift gears when I can move it half way to change gears. The problem in shifting the mitsu trans. is that by the time you get the pedel to the floor your already trying to put it in the next gear and then the teeth are grinding.  Theres so much slop in our shifters, cables and internals that speed shifting is damn impossible.  This is just to help in shifting normally and for speed shifting.  If we could power shift these cars you could take probably a second off your et.  I've driven peoples cars at the track that were afraid to lanch and power shift and taken from .6 to 1.4 seconds off there et. in 10 and 11 second mustangs on slicks. <br />I ran my car at the local bullshit 1/8 mile track and ran a 1.2 slower than a built 3000 VR4 on nitrous but I ran 3 mph faster (Making more power). He lanched at 6500 by side stepping the clutch (blew hole in tranfer case that run)and powershifted every gear while I'm slipping the clutch at launch and granny shifting between gears to keep it from grinding and missing shifts.  Will give updates when I get it done and go to the 1/4 mile track in Blowing Green Ky.||65.135.142.73||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||06-27-2003||12:18 AM||||DSMparts sell a slave rod.  I've thought about it.  I'll see how it drives with the new tranny rebuild, but my disengament is not at the floor.  Close, but I do have a little play with a rebuit master, slave, SS clutch line, and new fork and fulcrum.<br /><br />Running 2600 btw.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||gtluke||06-27-2003||03:33 PM||||i just tried this and it works GREAT.<br />i took an old big block mopar pushrod (solid, not hollow like 90% of pushrods out there) and i cut it down to about 1/2" longer than stock. i diddn't bother with the grove cause it sticks just fine, and i dont care that much  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />but, it makes my clutch feel WAY better.<br />i still can't believe how heavy the clutch is in my galant (act 2600) i'd really like to make the clutch about 10 times lighter, i liked the "nimble" feeling of the stock clutch.<br />its really funny that my mustang has a clutch in it that is rated to about 650hp and its lighter than the stock gvr4 clutch. ha<br />someone needs to make a 10" clutch kit or something.<br />-luke-||141.153.195.16||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000014||slvrblt||06-30-2003||07:51 PM||||So is there a consenus that this mod will damage the tranny or not ?||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000015||curtis||06-30-2003||11:39 PM||||Not or I wouldn't do it.I hate pulling transmissions and laying on my back in the gear oil.||65.135.143.138||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000016||gtluke||07-01-2003||12:54 AM||||i dont understand how it would damage the trans at all. mines been in for a week now and i drive all over the place,and it just feels better||141.153.167.18||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
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A||||2||mromik||Finally my clutch died||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||06-25-2003||06:59 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||As i wrote in my last message <br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002605" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002605</a><br /><br />I had clutch problems. Finally it died yesterday.<br />At night  I removed everything. And what I saw...<br /><br />no clutch disk at all... only smut is everything..<br />the plate should be changed, the flywheel shoul be replaced or resurfaced///<br /><br /><br />photos will be later.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||bujang_hensem||06-25-2003||09:37 PM||||guys let say my clutch are going out...do the clutch will slip like hell or else...curently in the morning there is some noise about 1 minutes inside my gearbox during car warmup...is it because of clutch...no slip and still easy to change my gear||202.186.54.225||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000002||199of2k||06-25-2003||10:36 PM||||I have a little smile on my face whenever something easily replaceable (upgradeable) breaks......||68.14.148.120||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes



ubb/Forum3/forum_thread_data_0023.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0023"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!turbo intake mani and n/a!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!10:39 AM!,
q!2452809.1039!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2452811.1011!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Any pics of graphite colored wheels on a GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!11:39 AM!,
q!2452809.1139!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!11:12 AM!,
q!2452812.1112!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!finally went to see 2f2f!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2452813.1722!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!08:53 AM!,
q!2452814.0853!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Snaek peak at my JDM work in progress!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452809.1336!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!highskyes!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452815.1715!,
q!highskyes!,
q!00000868!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!0003 and and EVO VIII!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2452813.1908!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!06-26-2003!,
q!05:50 AM!,
q!2452817.0550!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Only one question.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!09:25 PM!,
q!2452813.2125!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!10:08 AM!,
q!2452814.1008!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Does anybody here from NEW ZELAND?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452813.2126!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!02:16 AM!,
q!2452815.0216!,
q!CamZR4!,
q!00000312!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!Trans Am take down!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452813.2301!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!06:12 AM!,
q!2452814.0612!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!Powdercoating ???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452813.2329!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!01:27 AM!,
q!2452814.0127!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q! DC/baltimore area GVR4 meet w/dragracing?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452813.2329!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!Ian M!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452813.2329!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!12.95 vid of 1051!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!11:33 PM!,
q!2452813.2333!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452814.0115!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!GVR4 @ MIR/Budds Creek!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452814.0020!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452814.0020!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!Any Non Turbo Galant owners swaped to Turbo?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!12:24 AM!,
q!2452814.0024!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452818.1017!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q~ill be out in Florida next week!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452801.2213!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452810.2134!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Finding a DSM!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452801.2216!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!229of1000!,
q!06-10-2003!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452801.2326!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gtluke!,
q!test your galant knowledge !,
q!7!,
q!35!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2452802.1728!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!Hertz!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2452813.1259!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!cool pics of 1051 and an evo VIII!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2452802.2036!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!03:57 AM!,
q!2452804.0357!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPAM!,
q!Griffen w/HKS end tanks!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-11-2003!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452802.2159!,
q!SPAM!,
q!00000272!,
q!vrpower!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2452803.2129!,
q!vrpower!,
q!00000547!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q~VRoooom! 3&quot; exhaust install~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2452803.0007!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452804.1600!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!paintless dent removal (door dings)!,
q!14!,
q!11!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!01:01 AM!,
q!2452803.0101!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2452807.1256!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4wsRyan!,
q!Anyone else's vr-4 break every other week??!,
q!8!,
q!24!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!07:47 AM!,
q!2452803.0747!,
q!4wsRyan!,
q!00000908!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452804.2352!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Selling my 1998 Buell S1 White Lightning!~,
q!4!,
q!21!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2452803.1154!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!curtis!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!01:06 AM!,
q!2452805.0106!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!shifter knob!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!06:09 PM!,
q!2452809.1809!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!Minjin!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452810.0059!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!GVR4 sighting in CT!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!05-03-2003!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452763.1907!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!crucible!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!07:33 AM!,
q!2452804.0733!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q~Turbowop on dsmtuners frontpage!!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!08:13 PM!,
q!2452809.2013!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!turbowop!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!02:01 AM!,
q!2452810.0201!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Crack in cylinder!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452809.2056!,
q!369of1000!,
q!00000558!,
q!spoulson!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452809.2219!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!egine stuff!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!10:33 PM!,
q!2452809.2233!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452811.1253!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!existentialism anyone? (LONG)!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!06:36 AM!,
q!2452810.0636!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2452811.1342!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!visiting St. Louis this weekend!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!09:17 AM!,
q!2452810.0917!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!sleeper!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2452838.0007!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!HELP... ICS motor out of a '90 LASER!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!03:50 PM!,
q!2452810.1550!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!Jon!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2452810.1558!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!Darth Maul Kid!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2452810.1559!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!RayH!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2452814.1507!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!what ya think about this fmic!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452814.0045!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2452814.0045!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!2fast!,
q!i have a 4G63t tuned by AMG question!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2452810.2341!,
q!2fast!,
q!00001759!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!03:30 PM!,
q!2452811.1530!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Tranny from hell just went to heaven!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!02:21 AM!,
q!2452814.0221!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!06:00 AM!,
q!2452814.0600!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!Strange VR-4!,
q!5!,
q!13!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!06:16 AM!,
q!2452811.0616!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!curtis!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2452811.2341!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!car show in burlington vt, heres pixs!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2452814.0948!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2452814.0948!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!saw 2 vr4s yesterday!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!12:05 PM!,
q!2452814.1205!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452814.1336!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!00000760!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!6-22-03 - Autocross in Columbus, Ohio!,
q!2!,
q!5!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452814.1405!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!12:37 PM!,
q!2452816.1237!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!Crazy Drift Vid!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2452814.1452!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!Romanova!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2452814.2222!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Where is the best place to get Whiteline products???!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2452814.1546!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!joec!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452814.1723!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Aussie dealers parts cross-reference!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452814.1749!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452814.1749!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!grannyracing!,
q!Quick question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2452814.2141!,
q!grannyracing!,
q!00000702!,
q!gtluke!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!11:04 PM!,
q!2452814.2304!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GURL!,
q!N E 1 From N.Z!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2452814.2206!,
q!VR4GURL!,
q!00001790!,
q!Blurple!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!03:17 PM!,
q!2452957.1517!,
q!Blurple!,
q!00002801!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Pappy!,
q!Another Galant VR4 on Mission Hill!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452803.1427!,
q!Pappy!,
q!00000327!,
q!Pappy!,
q!06-12-2003!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452803.1427!,
q!Pappy!,
q!00000327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!Inside cold-air box &amp; Beige interior !,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!07:39 AM!,
q!2452804.0739!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452805.1907!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!anyone got another free link to a carfax check!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452804.1253!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452805.2344!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!timing tool!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-13-2003!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452804.2256!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!kazin!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452808.2259!,
q!LastOne!,
q!00001152!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!front bumper cutting!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!01:49 AM!,
q!2452805.0149!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!06:35 AM!,
q!2452809.0635!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!suspension question!,
q!5!,
q!11!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!05:39 AM!,
q!2452805.0539!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2452967.0120!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!starwrist!,
q!'91 taillights on '92 VR-4!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2452805.1446!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!number3!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452807.2249!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!data logging cable!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452805.1630!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!09:45 AM!,
q!2452850.0945!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!local octane changes!,
q!14!,
q!14!,
q!06-14-2003!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452805.2314!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452807.1128!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!The never-ending saga of the VR4, for those who want to listen!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!02:23 PM!,
q!2452811.1423!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!meshwork!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452811.2227!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sweetnikki!,
q!Any VR-4's in Cali?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!01:31 AM!,
q!2452806.0131!,
q!VR4Mikey!,
q!00000983!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!09:22 PM!,
q!2452806.2122!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!How many are left?!,
q!2!,
q!7!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!02:29 PM!,
q!2452811.1429!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452814.1002!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!JDM front bumper!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2452811.1540!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452811.2256!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q~Rallycross!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2452811.1548!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2452811.1548!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4#1373!,
q!Greddy Type-S BOV or not?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452811.1616!,
q!GVR4#1373!,
q!00001753!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2452811.2245!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!msaskin!,
q!ordered my personalized license plate!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452811.1635!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!08:49 AM!,
q!2452814.0849!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!See page 264.!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452811.1703!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452811.2259!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!1/4 mile times and altitude!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!06:02 PM!,
q!2452811.1802!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!Hertz!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!12:55 PM!,
q!2452813.1255!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!GVR4 DIN panel on ebay!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2452815.1009!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!Hertz!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!03:49 PM!,
q!2452816.1549!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!XM!,
q!starwrist!,
q!#870/1000 for sale???!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2452811.1807!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452811.1816!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!a ralliart what??  !,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!10:31 AM!,
q!2452815.1031!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2452815.1457!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Die cuts (stickers)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452811.2342!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!sleeper!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452812.1254!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!Intercooler Pipes!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452815.1355!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!03:54 PM!,
q!2452815.1554!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!00000760!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!My car is back together, FINALLY!,
q!2!,
q!11!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!07:14 PM!,
q!2452815.1914!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!gixxer!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!02:28 PM!,
q!2452816.1428!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!soon I am going to buy 2 VR4 from local junkyard!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!09:11 PM!,
q!2452815.2111!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!Hertz!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2452816.1401!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Pulled the motor put of blacksheep, pics attached!~,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!06-24-2003!,
q!11:34 PM!,
q!2452815.2334!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452818.1639!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!VR4 wheels on ebay!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2452816.1320!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!Pappy!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!03:56 PM!,
q!2452816.1556!,
q!Pappy!,
q!00000327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~440whp Galant Dyno Video!~,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!02:42 PM!,
q!2452816.1442!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!talontsi!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!06:49 PM!,
q!2453039.1849!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thetuna909!,
q!Are ROTA Wheels good??!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452816.1710!,
q!thetuna909!,
q!00000729!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!07:29 PM!,
q!2452818.1929!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!clutch pedal mod!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!06-25-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452816.1734!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!gtluke!,
q!07-01-2003!,
q!12:54 AM!,
q!2452822.0054!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q~Happy Fathers Day!~,
q!14!,
q!1!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!08:29 AM!,
q!2452806.0829!,
q!199of2k!,
q!00000323!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452806.1413!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q!Some interesting info about JDM Galants!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2452806.1938!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!mromik!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2452806.1938!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Quick pic...!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!09:16 PM!,
q!2452806.2116!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!03:32 AM!,
q!2452808.0332!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Im out..!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-15-2003!,
q!09:23 PM!,
q!2452806.2123!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452807.0013!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!starwrist!,
q!Hmmm..!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2452807.0110!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!Kibo!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452807.2343!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evovr4553!,
q!My ecu !,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!04:35 AM!,
q!2452807.0435!,
q!evovr4553!,
q!00001088!,
q!evovr4553!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!04:35 AM!,
q!2452807.0435!,
q!evovr4553!,
q!00001088!,
q!9!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Radiator Help..... maybe KC???!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!12:45 PM!,
q!2452807.1245!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!06:19 PM!,
q!2452807.1819!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!AEM wideband!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!06:36 PM!,
q!2452807.1836!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!keydiver!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!10:28 AM!,
q!2452808.1028!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!Tired of working on your car alone ?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!11:38 AM!,
q!2452812.1138!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!11:38 AM!,
q!2452812.1138!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!My dog has cancer...!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452807.2219!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452812.1644!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Howards band!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452812.1304!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!09:22 AM!,
q!2452814.0922!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Freakin Palm Pilot is driving me nuts, how do I fix it ?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-16-2003!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452807.2255!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!crucible!,
q!06-20-2003!,
q!07:45 AM!,
q!2452811.0745!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!What's @ the core of #3?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!03:53 PM!,
q!2452812.1553!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452812.1609!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!more horsepower from a ground strap?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2452812.1558!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!Minjin!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2452813.2218!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Pics of my car!,
q!4!,
q!2!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2452812.1605!,
q!Josh B!,
q!00001340!,
q!a_santos!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!09:10 AM!,
q!2452813.0910!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!GM MAF theory!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452812.1730!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!04:40 AM!,
q!2452813.0440!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!eBay jet engine kit!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452812.1833!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452812.1925!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!buick!,
q!cruise control!,
q!11!,
q!8!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452812.1957!,
q!gransport!,
q!00001769!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452814.2301!,
q!Josh B!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!got my boost guage today!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!05:15 AM!,
q!2452813.0515!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!a_santos!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!06:06 PM!,
q!2452814.1806!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!XM!,
q!imracing!,
q!Need RearEnd!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!04:32 PM!,
q!2452813.1632!,
q!Chris G!,
q!00000759!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!06-22-2003!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2452813.1941!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!infil!,
q!Drag Racers(specifically colorado)!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!08:59 AM!,
q!2452808.0859!,
q!infil!,
q!00001737!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452810.1744!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!King of Prussia, PA... Galant VR4 capital of the USA???!,
q!2!,
q!25!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452808.1040!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!Ian M!,
q!06-21-2003!,
q!01:38 AM!,
q!2452812.0138!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~Can't afford new wheels?  Try this!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452808.1422!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2452809.1645!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!First major mod is on #1757 3&quot; Turbo back!,
q!2!,
q!1!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2452808.1446!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!02:56 PM!,
q!2452808.1456!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!where have all the spearcos gone?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-17-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452808.1612!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!Hertz!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!11:38 AM!,
q!2452809.1138!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Pimp and Bling!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!07:32 AM!,
q!2452809.0732!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!06-23-2003!,
q!08:44 AM!,
q!2452814.0844!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!Cold air intake &amp; beige interior!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-18-2003!,
q!07:42 AM!,
q!2452809.0742!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!Minjin!,
q!06-19-2003!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2452810.0102!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/002401.cgi
A||||6||BlackHole||whoops - now I understand wheel clearance||||11||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||06-26-2003||09:52 AM||blackhole23@wowway.com||I've read all of the posts over the years about wheel clearance and couldn't figure out what was theoretically rubbing in the rear with wide / high offset wheels. Duh! I've just been stupid lucky [and looking in the wrong place] with wheels on my DSMs. My 225/50 SZ50s on 16x7.5 +40 wheels clears the suspension arm by, oh, maybe 4mm. There'd be a bit more space w/o the SZ50 rim protector band [2-3mm]. I'm an lucky idiot that these fit.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />With a little control arm grinding I should be able to fit 17x8 +38 wheels. Now if I could only find some EVO takeoffs for cheap [switching to 5-lug]... These brakes are just too freakin' wide and tall, finding wheels with enough clearance is going to be a pain.||130.36.27.125||reg||11||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-26-2003||11:47 AM||||Are you considering spacers?  Wouldn't agressive driving/sidewall flex put the tire into the arm?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||06-26-2003||01:50 PM||||No spacers allowed on my car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I will choose wheels that will leave adequate clearance for sidewall flex.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||teet||06-26-2003||02:24 PM||||why so down on spacers?<br /><br />I have no opinion but am considering running some in my rally car to make my big brakes fit...<br /><br />john||134.134.136.3||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||06-26-2003||10:43 PM||||John,<br /><br />It's not a big deal, just one more part to go wrong [the old KISS principle] and I'll avoid them if I can. In my specific case since I have to buy new wheels anyway to fit my bling bling big brakes, it would be pretty silly to buy new wheels and spacers instead of just buying the proper sized wheels.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />If I already had a set of wheels then it would make more sense to use spacers.<br /><br />OT: What did you end up going with for brakes? I went for bling bling overkill - 323x30 F, 302x18 R.||65.60.170.2||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||teet||06-26-2003||11:58 PM||||I have to fit mine under 15s...or I have to by ching ching 16 inch rally wheels...that are even heavier that the freaking 15s.  <br /><br />in the front the'll be 11.75x 1.1 inch rotors with Alcon B type 4 piston calipers.<br /><br />in the rear they'll be stock front 10.9 inch(?) vented rotors with 4 piston wilwood forged dynalite calipers<br /><br />the pedal is a CNC dual mastercylinder with brake bias bar...and I "think" I'll run a rear 7/8 master cylinder and a 3/4 front.  Think...not completely sure on that yet...<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000006||VR4coop||06-27-2003||01:31 PM||||I run 18x7.5 wheels with 225/40/18, Only slight rubbing with fender on really big bumps.40mm offset||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum3/002402.cgi
A||||5||Louters91GVR4||Stock clutch *RIP*||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||06-26-2003||10:48 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Took the Galant to the track last night with the new 3 inch turbo back. Needless to say, the clutch didn't like the 6500rpm launch, and with a pair of 2.3 60 foot times, that is not going to get me anywhere  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   ACT2600 is being ordered ASAP.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-26-2003||11:46 AM||||Any indication of the clutch failing beforehand or did the launches destroy it right away?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Louters91GVR4||06-26-2003||12:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Any indication of the clutch failing beforehand or did the launches destroy it right away? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, it was going before hand, but it was still managable. The 3 inch and the hard launches I think put it over the edge.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||06-26-2003||12:18 PM||||My crappy clutch is sure suffering after I put the 3inch on... don't have enough money for the 2600 yet though...||12.230.41.219||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||06-26-2003||02:41 PM||||I guess you decided to keep the exhaust.||24.56.134.194||reg||14||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||06-26-2003||09:20 PM||||I can launch from 5500 with sttuterbox and the stock clutch grabs, hope it continues to grab for a while. When I go to the track I will post 60ft times.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/002403.cgi
A||||9||Gvr4-330||Coil Pack location for Cyclone intake||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||06-26-2003||12:00 PM||roby827@hotmail.com||Hi,<br /><br />I just finished my head swap and I installed a Cyclone intake.  I'm wondering where you guys who have done the install put your coil pack?  I'm having trouble finding a good place.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||06-26-2003||12:58 PM||||if you are trying to clear the a/c line, all you do is move the coil pack about 20 deg, and redrill one hole.  there are 3 bolts holding the coil pack.  loosely bolt the coil pack to the hole on the lower left side, closest to the driver.  then, rotate the coil pack till you fully expose the raised boss for the bolt farthest to the passenger side, but still have enough room to drill a hole up top. it is tight, but it works.  then, you grind off that exposed boss, and the manifold and coil pack clears the a/c line.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||06-26-2003||01:52 PM||||I know Ken and I have had very different experiences with this - I gently bent my A/C line out of the way and used the stock coil mounting points.<br /><br />Just be aware that bending A/C lines can cause leaks, right Ken?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  It worked great for me, so I guess you have a 50-50 shot.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||06-26-2003||02:47 PM||||i tried the bending of the line, and the line is held to the compressor by a flange with one bolt.  as i started to bend the line, freon started to leak, because the flange was starting to bend.  that's why i went another route.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||06-26-2003||05:42 PM||||Kyle,<br />Don't you have some pictures on your site showing how to modify the coil bracket?||68.158.200.73||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||BlackHole||06-26-2003||10:47 PM||||Jeff,<br /><br />Yeah I have some up on the website, it should be in my profile. But ignore cutting up the bracket - as Ken pointed out a long time ago, instead of hacking up the bracket to fit the 91 coils just swap the 91 wiring to the 90 coils and they'll work fine. It's a *lot* easier that way than what I did when I was half-awake.||65.60.170.2||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000006||Gvr4-330||06-27-2003||01:32 AM||||Darn it!!!<br /><br />I already hacked up my bracket... oh well, it'll fit better if I swap the wiring anyway.<br /><br />I'll give it a shot... It's one of the things holding me back from being able to drive the car.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000007||gtluke||06-27-2003||02:08 AM||||i dont think i installed mine like you guys.<br />there is only one bolt holding my bracket in, and the coils point straight up. i'll get a pick when i can. my cyclone diddn't come with coils, i reused my originals.<br />-luke-||141.153.195.16||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000008||Gvr4-330||06-27-2003||03:21 AM||||Ok, I got the coils in with the Ken method.  I had already cut off that mounting boss.  It is a very tight fit.  The back of the coils is rubbing the A/C line.  I hope that'll hold as a permanent solution.<br /><br />Now to hook up the butterflies!  I think I need a new vacuum actuator, as mine leaks.  Anyone know where I can get one?<br /><br />Rob<br />PS - I'll try and get a picture soon.||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||06-27-2003||02:02 PM||||dont let that line rub.  the vibration will end up cutting thru it.  i got plenty clearance, just rotate the coil pack a bit more.  i am in the process of changing out the a/c compressor, so i pulled the intake to get it out.  there is no way that sucker is coming out from the bottom, unless i remove the sway bar, and that aint gonna happen.  what a job.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/002404.cgi
A||||8||sleeper||$80,000 Talon||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||06-26-2003||12:56 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6727&item=2419899030" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6727&item=2419899030</a><br /><br />No expense was spared on the radio either.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||SLO GVR 4||06-26-2003||02:30 PM||||I wonder what kind of gas milleage you get in that thing?  Girls, dig the talon   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||06-26-2003||02:38 PM||||Yeah, that has to be street legal...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.195.150||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||RayH||06-26-2003||03:02 PM||||The "cow catcher" bumper is a nice touch.  Probably helps keep bodies from piling up in front of the vehicle.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000004||number3||06-26-2003||04:42 PM||||"Ok, people need to stop posting links on ebay! Every time I watch something it gets posted here and the prices go up!  Paul Stanley"<br /><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.55||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||06-26-2003||04:47 PM||||LMAO Harry...that's funny.<br /><br />Did you guys see the "110,000" EVO VII in SCC this month.  That's a lot of dough for 650-725 horses.  I'd love to drive it though - don't get me wrong.  <br />At the end of the article, they said: "what would we spend a $110K on...porn"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.140||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||06-26-2003||07:38 PM||||<img src="http://ebay1.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_e9bcb9918f3f29f4294ad6fd18ef2643/i-10_B.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No expense was spared on the radio either  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Blaupunkt! Nice!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||06-26-2003||07:58 PM||||Thats absurd.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||06-27-2003||12:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://ebay1.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_e9bcb9918f3f29f4294ad6fd18ef2643/i-10_B.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No expense was spared on the radio either  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Blaupunkt! Nice! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How else could you play I can't drive 55?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002405.cgi
A||||13||mixx2001||Know computers?||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||06-26-2003||01:28 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||Well see if you can figure out this problem that completely stumped everyone at Dell.  I can't get on the internet, because there is a problem with my Mini PCI Ethernet Adapter.  If I go under my Device Manager there is a "!" next to my Ethernet Adapter signifying a problem.  When I click on it and then Properties it say under "Device Status" :<br /><br /> <b>This device cannot find any free Memory Range resources to use (Code 12) <br /><br />If you want to use this device, you must disable another device that is using the resources this device needs.  To do this , click Hardware Troubleshooter and follow the instructions in the wizard. </b><br /><br />So I go through the Troubleshooting Wizard and it tells me to go under the "Resources" tab and change the resources.  But when I uncheck the automatic settings box and try to do just that it won't let me and toses up a message that says: This resource setting cannot be modified.<br /><br />With Dell I tried everything removing the device (physically and on the computer), removing other devices, updating drivers (including the one right outta Windows, off the Dell Utilities & Drivers CD, and off the internet).  Then finally a reformat and a complete reinstall.  <br /><br />Any ideas?||66.56.186.137||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||06-26-2003||01:45 PM||||What brand/type NIC is this?<br /><br />Describe your PC setup, including other cards in the system.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||06-26-2003||02:34 PM||||If you have access to these.  Try putting a different card or same type of card.<br />Try putting it on a different slot.<br />Hope that helps.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||06-26-2003||02:55 PM||||Is the NIC built on the MB?  If so, go in to the bios and disable it.<br /><br />Reboot the computer and make sure it is deleted from the device manager.  If is not built on, remove the card.<br /><br />Try to enable it in the bios or reinstall the NIC after all that.  If it still fails then try another card.  If you computer is under warranty, make Dell replace it.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||06-26-2003||02:57 PM||||When Dell had you remove the card, did they have you remove the device from the device manager at the same time?<br /><br /><br />If it under warranty, made Dell replace it.  Or buy a new NIC card.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||06-26-2003||03:08 PM||||My GF's dell had a problem with the mini-pci ethernet as well.  Have you had other network adapters installed on the computer ever?<br /><br />Go to Control panel.<br />Add/Remove hardware wizard click next<br />Go to the uninstall/unplug device option NEXT<br />Uninstall device NEXT<br />check the box that says show hidden devices<br /><br />Look for extra instances of the minipci ethernet adapter, or any other ethernet devices you have/had installed.<br /><br />Remove everyone of them.  Restart the computer and it should re-install it properly.<br /><br />My Gf's dell has a habit of self-installing multiple instances of devices but leaving them hidden.  After a while they confilct and cause problems.  Also had a problem when she tried install a pcmcia NIC (??? before I knew her)ontop of the built in mini-pci.  It caused all kinds of problems and eventually neither device worked.  Doing what I described above fixed it.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||06-26-2003||03:53 PM||||Sorry guy's it's a Inspiron 8100 Laptop.  And everything is just as it was when I purchased the thing two years ago.   <br /><br />Also, Dan?  As I said before me and my Stepfather had just done a complete reformat and reinstall.  After we finished we wanted to see if the Internet worked.  So instead of unhooking his PC we just installed his wireless web software he had, and used the Wireless 10/100 PCMCIA card and it worked fine.  When I got home I couldn't connect.  So I uninstalled (or so I thought) all the related software.  But still I had a problem.  So I think this is the same thing that happened to your GF.  I tried what you said but there was no option to show hidden devices that I could see.  I'm on WinMe by the way.||66.56.186.137||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||06-26-2003||04:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Sorry guy's it's a Inspiron 8100 Laptop.  And everything is just as it was when I purchased the thing two years ago.   <br /><br />Also, Dan?  As I said before me and my Stepfather had just done a complete reformat and reinstall.  After we finished we wanted to see if the Internet worked.  So instead of unhooking his PC we just installed his wireless web software he had, and used the Wireless 10/100 PCMCIA card and it worked fine.  When I got home I couldn't connect.  So I uninstalled (or so I thought) all the related software.  But still I had a problem.  So I think this is the same thing that happened to your GF.  I tried what you said but there was no option to show hidden devices that I could see.  I'm on WinMe by the way. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What card is seen when you check your network settings?  Try removing all your network settings too.  What OS are you running?||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||Dan D||06-26-2003||04:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm on WinMe by the way </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Theres your bigest problem right there  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />There is something left over from installing the pcmcia card that is interfereing.  You must find it and get rid of it.  That's basically the same laptop my GF has.  Nice enough computer, but I'm not impressed with the minipci reliability or the BIOS's handling of device managment.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||06-26-2003||05:09 PM||||WinMe?  Man, that's some antiquated OS.  Get on Windows 2000, XP, or .NET.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||06-26-2003||05:33 PM||||Dan there is definately something left over, but how do I find it?  Also there is a network adapter icon among the programs running on the task bar (lower right).  When I double click it it brings up a Intel(R) PROSet window with a Advanced tab and a Support tab.  It also has a "Select a Network Adapter" drop down menu, but the only selectable Adapter is a <b>Intel 8255x-based PCI Ethernet Adapter (10/100)</b> this differs slightly from the one listed in my Device Manager which is a <b>Actiontec 82559-based Mini PCI Ethernet Adapter (10/100).</b><br /><br />I have tried to uninstall/remove the adapter from the Device Manager hundreds of times with every driver known to man, to no avail.  And this Intel(R) PROSet deal is in my Add/Remove programs so I tried uninstalling it but it was "found" upon restart.||66.56.186.137||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000011||GVR4458||06-26-2003||05:43 PM||||Other than the obvious, "get a real OS", try going into safemode (Im pretty sure ME has one) and go through the device manager.  Delete the erroneous items that are listed (you probably have several nics listed), but leave the system devices section alone.<br /><br />Also, go into the network under the contro panel and get rid of everything.  <br /><br />Finally, go into Windows/inf/other and look for any .inf files for the old nics.  Win9x (including ME) will try to use those inf files for any new device (even when they really don't work).<br /><br />Once that's all done, get the disks for your nic (and all other devices) and reboot.<br /><br />That should prompt you to reinstall the nic and then you'll need to go ito netwrok and reinstall tcpip and windows networking.<br /><br />Good luck,<br />EH||57.68.25.58||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000012||chucklesas||06-26-2003||05:44 PM||||Boot windows into Safe mode... When you go into the control panal systems it will show you all the devices ever installed on the computer. Delete them out of there.<br /><br />EDIT: Oh, you beat me to it...||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000013||slvrblt||06-26-2003||07:41 PM||||The best solution rather than spending hours of your time messinhg with that thing would be to get Win 2k or XP. I, as a networking major and IMHO, would recommend installing Win 2k over XP. 2K uses less RAM (even when compared to XP with the themes off) and is more stable. Games will run fine on 2k if you update it. <br /><br />Hope you get it back on the net.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002406.cgi
A||||7||driftin galant||look that this white 91 FS||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||06-26-2003||03:49 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||but they are selling it for a great price the t-belt thing is scary. over 50,000 miles on the belt.  it is in VA.  the rims are nice.  <a href="http://www.autotrader.com/findacar/vdetail.jtmpl?car_id=134095663&dealer_id=&car_year=1991&make=MIT&distance=any&max_price=5000&model=GALANT&advcd_on=n&end_year=2004&min_price=0&first_record=476&certified=n&address=16602&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1983&=&color=&cardist=136" target="_blank">white 91</a>||134.39.27.14||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||06-26-2003||04:34 PM||||Monster Garage needs to do something with that.  I'm not sure what, but it would be cool to see.<br /><br />Talk about letting it go.<br /><br />Ya, the door doesn't open all the way.  You can pick up radio stations as long as you park outside the station.  Power pick up sucks.  There is a strange rattle when going up hill and even a stranger noise going down hill.<br /><br />Okay, that was over done, but geez.  I don't think I've seen one for sale in that shape before.  They are either wrecked or in good shape.  This one is stuck in limbo.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||06-26-2003||05:45 PM||||I'll say it again...I REALLLY wish I had a white one (with a sunroof)!!!  <br />But, that one looks ivory colored!!!  She's just a little rough around the edges and just needs a good lovin' home  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />None of these "cheapies" are ever close to me...probably a good thing!||167.142.21.140||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||06-26-2003||08:24 PM||||1900 for that rag ? thats cheap ? I know my 91 has to be worth 4k now for sure.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||06-26-2003||11:58 PM||||You saw "Event Horizon" right?  That car has been to Hell and back.<br /><br />Cover your eyes!||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||curtis||06-27-2003||12:19 AM||||DUDE perfect canidate to be sripped down to the shell when built 1800 lbs. with driver, one seat, a tach, no interior not even a dash, tinted lexan windows, a cage, a 3000 VR4 transplant with two t3/t4s (800+ hp), twin 3 inch exhaust sticking out right behind the front fenders, flat black paint and a sticker in the back window that says "went for groceries be back in 8 seconds" now thats a street car.  Don't sell that old girl short there a race car there that wants to be let out.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.135.142.73||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||Gvr4-330||06-27-2003||01:38 AM||||Hey, I'm in Alexandria.  If I have time, maybe I'll go have a look and let you guys know what I think.  Don't worry, I don't need a 3rd VR-4, so I won't be picking it up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||06-27-2003||07:33 AM||||I emailed the dude the cars been sold.... who got it ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/002407.cgi
A||||7||GVR1643||motor pics question||||5||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||06-26-2003||05:19 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Hey gang,<br />would it be of use to some if I took a handfull of pics from various angles of the motor while it's out and posted.  Would this help anyone i.e. where's the knock sensor, where's the CAS, where's ...etc.  Probably mostly for the newbies, but if it's worth it, I'll do that and send to KC so he can post them.  <br /><br />If someone got bored they could label them on the pics and keep it for the archives.<br /><br />There may be enough pics out there on VFAQ's or elsewhere that make this very redundant, but might help to have them here in one place...||167.142.21.140||reg||5||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||06-26-2003||06:45 PM||||i'd like a pic of the neighbor.  from different angles.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||06-27-2003||09:35 AM||||Hey, if she was MY neighbor, you'd have your choice of angles!!!  ...all shot with the zoom lens of course  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.77||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||06-27-2003||10:14 AM||||I don't have a lens wide enough for any of my neighbors...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.230.41.219||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||Gvr4-330||06-27-2003||12:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> I don't have a lens wide enough for any of my neighbors...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHA...<br /><br />I don't normally respond with just a laugh, but that was just too funny.<br /><br />BTW, I might be able to find some pictures from when my head was off that might have some of those components.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-27-2003||03:22 PM||||"you're all a bunch of old horny toad pervs" - thats what my fiance would say!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||06-27-2003||10:30 PM||||I know.  She's kinky, too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><i>Just kidding!</i><br /><br /><br />Yes, photos are good.  I suppose this would be useful to people too.  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_browse.asp" target="_blank">Image Hosting browser</a>.||67.163.58.52||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||06-27-2003||10:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i'd like a pic of the neighbor.  from different angles. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whats all this talk about the neighbor? I havent seen a pic!? Where where? hahah! I want!||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002408.cgi
A||||8||GVR4#1373||bad news for #1373||||1||||GVR4#1373||00001753
Z||000000||GVR4#1373||06-26-2003||07:20 PM||chris_lt1@hotmail.com||well I just bought her and might be selling her after a two week affair.<br /><br />It needs the bolt tapped out of the block (every shop is saying $1000 to fix) and the A/C needs work as well.  Im strapped for cash right now so I need something without headaches or this would be no biggie.<br /><br />If anyone is interested its black/black, JDM motor/tranny, 126k miles, little to no dents and dings, 2g manifold, K&N filter, HKS type-0 timer, free mods, (has a moonroof)<br /><br />I'll post pics later today, but it would be $3500<br /><br />I also have a 2002 LS1 MAF for $70+shipping if anyone is interested||171.161.96.10||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes
Z||000001||GVR4#1373||06-26-2003||07:22 PM||||just thought about it but this might need to be in "For Sale"||171.161.96.10||reg||3||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||06-26-2003||07:26 PM||||What bolt needs tapped out? What issues are there with the A/C?||68.158.200.73||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||06-26-2003||08:02 PM||||I bet you can get better prices (such as free) from posting the troubles on here rather than letting some money hungry mechanic check it out. lol||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||GVR4#1373||06-26-2003||10:36 PM||||the "money hungry" mechanic happens to be Jonathan from M&S and I dont think he's taking me for a ride here, he's charging $800 to replace the oil pan, 02 housing gasket, shifter cable bracket (some numb nutz put an Eclipse one on and it doesnt shift right), and pull the motor to cut off the welded nut on the block where (the numb nutz) welded a nut to it so he could thread in a bolt cuz he sheared one off in the block where the half shaft/intermediate shaft bolts up (the shaft that goes from the diff to the front driver axle<br /><br />looks like Im keeping the car though cuz the previous owner said he'd pay for the repairs....happy days   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.209.79.182||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes
Z||000005||GVR4#1373||06-26-2003||10:38 PM||||as far as A/C probs, I dont know, Im gonna have it pressure tested once everything else is ok.  The car was sitting for 6 years though so its understandable that the A/C doesnt work, hopefully its something simple||12.209.79.182||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||06-26-2003||11:10 PM||||Personally unless you REALLY need the AC that is the last problem I would worry about.  I would concentrate on getting the car road worthy and now is the best time to start learning because you are goin to be working on this car several times a year.||68.76.178.247||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||curtis||06-26-2003||11:26 PM||||Some times you can go to the local high school , tech school or college and go to the automotive shop teacher and donate your project to the school for a free fix.  I know the college where I go have cars in their all the time for students to wrench on.  They have to learn sometime and the teachers always watch them.  Also try adjusting the cables from inside the car the TEL bracket is the same I believe on our cars.||65.135.142.193||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||GVR4#1373||06-27-2003||10:55 AM||||A/C is important to me because I have to tote my son around once in awhile and its ok for me to be hot but I dont want him to have to suffer. Its not that I dont know how to work on cars, I've been wrenching on them for almost 6 years now from R&R on 4-8cylinder motors to installing turbos, superchargers and nitrous kits on everything from Honda's to Chevy's.  I just dont want to work on cars anymore, Im at the point where Im burnt out on it, Im sure it'll change after awhile and I'll get back into it but for now I'd rather have someone else do it and since the previous owner is paying..hey why not.  Also the TEL bracket is different than the GVR4 bracket on the transmission, the GVR4 is a little longer, the TEL shifter plate on the tranny (thats the one Im talking about) makes the shifter put the gates to the passenger side so 5th gear is way out towards the glove box....kinda sux||171.161.96.10||reg||1||GVR4#1373||00001753||yes



ubb/Forum3/002409.cgi
A||||5||hibrn8||so the car ran......for about 5 minutes||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||06-26-2003||07:46 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well the year long project is finally over. i got the car started today and it was idling really cool of course due to the cams. as soon as i took it out to drive then the fun stopped. the car would barely want to run anymore. <br /><br />i would get it going and when i stomped the gas the car really wouldnt boost too much. i could hear the turbo sppoling but the needle didnt go past 0.2 bar if that. then when i would begin to slow down to take the turns the car would just immediatley die out.<br /><br />i know for sure my gel cell battery in the trunk needs to be charged. but other than that what else. the cam position sensor possibly? (really thrown off timing?) <br /><br />what do you all think?||12.211.165.5||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||06-26-2003||08:01 PM||||Has the gas been sitting in the car for a year ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||06-26-2003||10:33 PM||||Check for wicked vacuum leaks - I always find one after every rebuild. Recheck all of the basics - base idle, ignition timing, etc.||65.60.170.2||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||06-26-2003||10:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> Check for wicked vacuum leaks - I always find one after every rebuild. Recheck all of the basics - base idle, ignition timing, etc. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">im running the race setup from taboo's site. so basically i have no emissions and most of the old vacuum hoses were eliminated and plugged. i hope that has little to do with the problem.||65.227.204.38||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||06-26-2003||11:07 PM||||Sounds like a major boost leak.  I would start by doin a pressure test on the intercooler pipes.<br /> Definitely make sure you have a full charge next time just to rule out the battery.||68.76.178.247||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||06-27-2003||11:30 AM||||yeah i charged the battery over night and that helped. idles fine now and runs well. it doesnt want to boost over .5 bar, so ill be doing a pressure test on the ic pipes and also figuring out a diff way to hook up the external gate to the profec b stepper motor.||65.227.217.139||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002410.cgi
A||||3||sr71sss||Ground Control coilover specs||||5||||sr71sss||00000133
Z||000000||sr71sss||06-26-2003||08:05 PM||sr71sss@aol.com||Does anyone know what are the spring rates are for the GC coilover kit for our cars, I have a beat on a GC coilover kit from a talon awd that the owner is selling for cheap,any help would be appreciated.<br /><br />Conrad<br />731/2000||198.81.26.80||reg||5||sr71sss||00000133||yes
Z||000001||TWEAKD4||06-26-2003||08:14 PM||||There is no specific spec for a GC coilover setup.  Most are all customized based on the buyers driving style, preferences, and GC recommendations.<br /><br />If the setup isn't a steal you might want to reconsider buying.  I pulled my GC setup off my old Talon and put them on my GVR4. The rears where way to low with the 7" spring with them adjusted to the max height.  I had to order new longer springs to fix this problem at $140.  Now I have an extra set of springs that no one wants and I can't use.||63.233.205.80||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000002||sr71sss||06-26-2003||09:05 PM||||Craig,<br /><br />Looks to me I can get them for $250 and the owner said that he had them on for only a week when his T belt broke, so now he needs money for a motor instead of suspension, well how low did they come up in the rear, I figure that the fronts were ok. My car will be a track car whore on the roundy roundy circuit so if its low then it might be ok but I need to know what spring rates I should run for my car since it isa heavy pig of a car<br /><br />conrad||198.81.26.80||reg||1||sr71sss||00000133||yes
Z||000003||TWEAKD4||06-27-2003||07:36 AM||||With the 7" rear spring the car is slammed.  Nothing rubs but I didn't like it.  At least a 8" spring is needed but a 9" would be prefered to get some adjustablility left in the coilover setup.  The fronts are the same as a T/E/L, no changes needed.  With the 7" spring I think it was about a 2 to 2-1/2" drop in the rear.  My spring rates are 350 front, 275 rear and those settings are a little low compared to others it seems.||63.233.207.118||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes



ubb/Forum3/002416.cgi
A||||0||driftin galant||Hey Iceman||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||06-27-2003||04:41 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||i got another one for you.  I found this one like 1 min from my parents house.<br /><br />JA3CX56U5M2011141<br />number 49/2000<br />green<br />85,xxx miles<br />I pretty sure that it is a U right after the 6 but it might be a 4.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum3/002412.cgi
A||||4||theymightbegalants||cheap source for rocket switches?||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||06-26-2003||09:45 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Hey all, a friend is looking for some of those covered toggle switches like used in airplanes for rockets and such.  <a href="http://www.turbosmart.com.au" target="_blank">www.turbosmart.com.au</a> carries them, but shipping doesn't make it worth it.  Someone on the list used one (hard to see) <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000223#000005" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000223#000005</a>  So if anyone knows of a good source, or any source, please pipe up.  Thanks!<br /><br />Besides, one would look cool in the galant labeled "launch" for the clutch switch.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.88.145.250||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||06-26-2003||10:07 PM||||AutoZone has started to carry those style switches. I think what you mean are the switches with a red (any color) switch cover that you have to open to hit the switch, right ?||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||06-26-2003||10:27 PM||||<a href="http://www.stockcarproducts.com/gauge6.htm" target="_blank">http://www.stockcarproducts.com/gauge6.htm</a><br /><br />Aircraftspruce.com as well as many other aircraft supply places sell just the toggle switch cover.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.aircraftspruce.com/catalog/elpages/switchguards.php" target="_blank">http://www.aircraftspruce.com/catalog/elpages/switchguards.php</a><br /><br />Do a google for "aircraft toggle saftey switch"<br />"toggle switch cover" ect. ect.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||06-27-2003||04:12 AM||||Yea, those style switches.  Thanks for the tips guys.  There's a guy selling 'em cheap on ebay that he'll probably go with, but we'll have to check out autozone.||198.88.145.215||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||06-27-2003||10:51 PM||||Just remember: Solid-fuel rocket engines don't have off switches, <a href="http://www.snopes.com/autos/dream/jato.asp" target="_blank">JATO boy.</a>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002413.cgi
A||||13||curtis||PICTURES OF LATEST PROJECTS||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||06-27-2003||01:16 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||FUEL SYSTEM DONE, 2 1/2 IC PIPES DONE, FRONT BUMBER CUT BUT NOT FINIALIZED. Found these two rad hoses both 2 1/2 one is 18 x 12 and the other has 2 45's and a 90. Napa 7820 and a John Deere RS1433.<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=721" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=721&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.135.142.73||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||curtis||06-27-2003||01:36 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=722" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=722&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=723" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=723&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=724" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=724&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=725" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=725&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=726" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=726&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=727" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=727&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=728" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=728&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.135.142.73||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||06-27-2003||02:14 AM||||Loving the "transparent" radiator top and the matching leather baby seat, Rich needs one! You guys should see Rich's son, he rocks; After I shift, he goes PSHHHHHH..lol.||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||06-27-2003||04:03 AM||||Wow, that child seat is awesome!  Wherever did you get it?  How much?  Almost makes me wish I had a kid to justify getting one... might be worth getting and stashing in the attic for when the day comes.||198.88.145.215||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||curtis||06-27-2003||09:13 AM||||It's an Eddie Bauer I picked it up at Target back in the winter.  I saw on the internet that they are discontinuing the leather so if you find one grab it. It was 200 dollars everywhere I found on the net were from 219 to 250. The display model in the store was heavy leather like our seats but when I got it home the one I got was glove leather. My 3 year old little girl loves it.  She always wants me to open up the moonroof and windows so she can hear the BOV, after every time I accelerate she says "do it again" "do it again daddy" and for the radiator I trying to find an aluminum one that is couple inches shorter and not as wide but about  2 inches thicker so I can move the ac condenser closer to the IC and put the radiator where the condenser lives.||65.142.59.238||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||curtis||06-27-2003||09:21 AM||||And for the ugly ass Auto Zone Battery I,ve been holding off getting a new red top because when I removed in last summer during the build up I saw that it was branded 9/92 this damn thing is eleven years old. When it dies I'll carry it down to auto zone because this is probably tohe only electronic part that they've ever sold thats ever lived past 6 months. I just wanted to see how long it will last but last night I could here it bubbling and leaking a little around the caps on top so it about to die. So hello Optima red top||65.142.59.238||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||06-29-2003||08:29 PM||||Eddie Bauer Leather baby seat for $119+3.95 for shipping.||209.86.139.88||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||06-30-2003||10:04 AM||||Almost makes me want to have kids.  I wonder if I should buy it now, before they disappear.  It would certainly change the fiance's opinion of the Galant.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||06-30-2003||10:15 AM||||What cores are those, Also the 93 grill looks nice. And im a grill snob  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||Tommyquest||06-30-2003||12:35 PM||||Sweet setup. What are the dimensions of that I/C? TIA||151.205.178.61||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000010||curtis||06-30-2003||03:10 PM||||The Intercooler is one I built its three thunderbird cores cut and welded together total cost was 60 dollars. Blackstone builds the cores. The core size total is 12 1/2 x 20 x 3 and total length is 28 inches.  They have 2 1/2 inch inlets from the factory and have mounting bosses on top that I used to hang it from. I used a piece of aluminum 1 x 3/8 from bumper mount to bumper mount and then connected the IC to it fits without cutting the bumper out. Jeff at turbo auto in nashville tenn has a bunch of the ford motorsport svo ungrad cores and end tanks for cheap, also has the conectors and aluminum elbows etc. His company were contractors for ford and have a bunch left over.  His number is 615-383-6242. Also can build and upgrad your turbos in house has a nice dynamic balancer.||65.135.142.129||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||07-02-2003||06:37 AM||||Turboflanagan, where did you find the seat for so cheap?  The lowest my google search would yield is $179...||198.88.145.242||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||07-02-2003||09:05 AM||||Sorry, I just looked at this and saw that I didn't post the link.  <a href="http://babyage.com/product_details.asp?productid=14565" target="_blank">http://babyage.com/product_details.asp?productid=14565</a><br /><br />Try that.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||07-02-2003||08:46 PM||||Thanks!||198.88.145.233||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002414.cgi
A||||2||gvr4in||How much can I get?||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||06-27-2003||02:18 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey guys, Don't worry Im not selling the G ride or anything. Just curious as to how much $ you guys think I can get as it stands? (click link in my sig to see mods, etc.) Body has 123k and piston rings 4k ago, new head 3k ago...<br /><br />- Oh ya, I have 16" rims(nothing special) with falken azenis's on the ride now..||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||06-27-2003||12:26 PM||||<img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid61/p40333324b2fa2620ed516f06f3c71354/fc32bbe5.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />I like the Fish eye lense   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />But serioulsy I would give you 4500 for it, cause your in SOCAL and I think it owuld be worth more there, the only thing I didnt see was a nice big turbo!!!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||06-27-2003||01:42 PM||||Yup, thats all im missing, a nice BIG turbo ... don't worry you'll see one shortly..||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002415.cgi
A||||7||turboflanagan||SRT-4 stage 1 turbo upgrade kit||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||06-27-2003||08:19 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||info sheet on the stage 1 upgrade.  Includes injectors and PCM.  Some pretty funny stuff.  I guess Rice dosn't apply since it's domestic, but maybe "wheaty"?  Specifically the exhaust stuff.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://us.f214.mail.yahoo.com/ym/ShowLetter/neon.JPG?box=Inbox&MsgId=6176_218328_4329_986_192775_0_3523_278345_1706278717&bodyPart=2&filename=neon.JPG&tnef=&YY=49245&order=down&sort=date&pos=0" target="_blank">http://us.f214.mail.yahoo.com/ym/ShowLetter/neon.JPG?box=Inbox&MsgId=6176_218328_4329_986_192775_0_3523_278345_1706278717&bodyPart=2&filename=neon.JPG&tnef=&YY=49245&order=down&sor t=date&pos=0</a>||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||06-27-2003||08:22 AM||||I don't know if that link will work for ya'll.  If it dosen't I'll have to fix it at home.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||06-27-2003||09:00 AM||||nate from dsmotorsport is supposed to have his today... he had it overnighted cause he can't wait. HA<br />he said it comes with crap that actually makes it backfire on purpose, and shoot flames on purpose.<br />i can't read your link but maybe thats what you were talking about.<br />his car leans out on the wideband at 16psi, so he's hoping with the new injectors he an run 19 or so.<br />previous best was 13.35  would be pretty damn cool to se a 12 out of that little shitbox  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||141.153.195.16||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||06-27-2003||12:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Some pretty funny stuff. I guess Rice dosn't apply since it's domestic, but maybe "wheaty"? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well being a CIA trained Chef alot of the rice that we eat comes from Texas and Lousiana... SO it oculd be rice but in the Uncle Bens Tradition. "Converted Rice"||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||06-27-2003||02:00 PM||||Would it be steak? Isnt that typical american food like rice is to asians?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||drew||06-27-2003||08:48 PM||||Well, since we're talking staples, it would be bread and/or potatoes, you got that, Naan Boy?<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||06-27-2003||10:51 PM||||Ok, try this out: <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=746" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=746&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Pay perticular attention to the exhaust modification.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.86.128.27||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||06-28-2003||08:25 PM||||Being a dodge (and Im a mopar guy), I wouldn't mind having one of 'em.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002417.cgi
A||||5||driftin galant||look what i just picked up||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||06-27-2003||04:43 PM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=736" alt=" - " /> <br />I got a really good deal on it picked it up for 140 bucks i love working for a shop. 3 inch inlet 4 inch out.  it is nice.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-27-2003||10:22 PM||||Hmm yes, that's exactly what I have.  Nice sound.. 'twas way too shiny for me so I painted the flat surface of the oval with black 1500&deg; grill paint.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||driftin galant||06-28-2003||12:25 AM||||is it too loud or very nice?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||06-28-2003||01:12 PM||||It sounds like a 3" in oval to 4" tip should.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||06-28-2003||04:34 PM||||Is that a dynomax?||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||driftin galant||06-28-2003||04:55 PM||||it is a magnaflow.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes



ubb/Forum3/002418.cgi
A||||1||PRE-EVO||You can order the BMW films on DVD for $3.95...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||06-27-2003||08:10 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Or you if you have a BMW they are free. There were some who took vins off ebay and other places and used them to order the DVD which is alittle shady since it's only $3.95. Here's the link:<br /><a href="http://usa.bmwfilms.com/clap.asp?template=dvdlanding&country=usa&film=" target="_blank">http://usa.bmwfilms.com/clap.asp?template=dvdlanding&country=usa&film=</a>||65.148.163.243||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||stupidweirdo||06-28-2003||05:09 PM||||i walked into my local bmw dealer and grabbed 1 off of the pile on the parts counter while asking the parts guy if i could have them and he said yea go for it||216.65.163.78||reg||1||stupidweirdo||00000625||yes



ubb/Forum3/002419.cgi
A||||1||Forced Style||Oops i dropped my Galant  :D||||10||||Forced Style||00001652
Z||000000||Forced Style||06-27-2003||08:48 PM||wickedlikwid@hotmail.com||4 bolt rear end swap, five lug swap and eibach 1.3 drop for T/E/L slammed the galant pretty low  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I still havent gotten the front done since i cant get the old axles out of the 5 lug hubs i got from a friend, i tried a 26ton press and bent the framing, soaked them in rust eater for 3 days, hammered the hell out of them... anyone have any ideas? heres the pics of whats done so far<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=744" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=745" alt=" - " />||208.231.176.75||reg||10||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||06-28-2003||01:30 PM||||A torch.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/002420.cgi
A||||13||turbowop||new fmic with pics||||10||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||06-27-2003||11:43 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||This is a 2G big greddy core. The bottom two rows were messed up so I got a good deal on it. We cut off the two bottom rows and the endtanks and then fabbed new endtanks out of sheet aluminum. I used part of the outlet from my starion ic to mate up with the RRE piping coming from the turbo. In the pic with the bumper on it is just barely on there just to see what it will look like and for fitment reasons. I will put it back on tomorrow. I'll do some logging and testing tomorrow and will be going to the track later in July to see what kind of difference it will make. Measurements after all the modding to the core put it at 9.75" tall by 23.5" wide without tanks. It was over 11" tall before modding it. It helps a lot to know people in the fabrication industry.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Now I just have to straighten out some of the bent fins and it should look like new.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=747" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=747&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=748" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=748&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />thats not me^<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=749" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=749&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=750" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=750&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=751" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=751&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=752" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=752&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.119.13.32||reg||10||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||06-28-2003||12:25 AM||||very nice. i like it a lot and i bet its VERY nice to know someone in the fabrication industry.<br /><br />it looks like the perfect size too. mine will be a little shorter.<br /><br />i like how you did the inlet endtake, seems to be facing the perfect direction.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||06-28-2003||08:14 AM||||Do you still have ac?||141.152.252.148||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||06-28-2003||07:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Do you still have ac? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup....||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||06-28-2003||08:16 PM||||How much cutting was done to get that thing to fit ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||06-28-2003||08:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> How much cutting was done to get that thing to fit ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Quite a bit. The bumper support isn't really good for anything other than holding the bumper cover on now. I cut more than I really needed to I guess but even if I tried to save as much of the support as possible it still would have been a lot. Hopefully I don't rearend anybody any time soon.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=759" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=759&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=760" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=760&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||06-28-2003||09:39 PM||||I got the bumper cover back on. It didn't require any more trimming than it already had for the starion ic.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=761" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=761&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||drifterx||06-28-2003||10:36 PM||||hloy crap thats a sweet wrx  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.189.204.139||reg||1||drifterx||00001826||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||06-28-2003||10:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drifterx:<br /><strong> hloy crap thats a sweet wrx    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Goddamn trolls  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     I should hope you like it considering it's your car. It does look good but holy crap is it slow   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||1667 VR4||06-29-2003||05:58 PM||||you planning on selling the starion?||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||06-29-2003||06:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1667 VR4:<br /><strong> you planning on selling the starion? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry....it sold locally.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||Dr. On Point GVR4||06-30-2003||01:18 AM||||By any chance can you please post pictures of how you routed your intercooler piping.... also how does the piping come off the intercooler.. I see 1 comes out the side, doies the other come out the back?||68.70.174.77||reg||1||Dr. On Point GVR4||00001288||yes
Z||000012||turbowop||06-30-2003||01:23 AM||||Today I did a bunch tuning with the new ic. I also removed the lower honeycomb from my 2g mas and backed out the adjusting screw flush. I was surprised at how much I had to change my afc ajustments to bring my fuel trims back to where they were before the mas hacking. But it's all good now. I tuned for 19psi on 92 octane pump. Knock at the top of fourth was only four counts. The car feels like it pulls as hard on those settings as it did at 21psi on 110 racegas with the starion ic. I didn't expect such a difference. Now I just need to go to the track with some 110 in it so I can lean it out and see how much my times drop.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000013||turbowop||06-30-2003||01:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dr. On Point GVR4:<br /><strong> By any chance can you please post pictures of how you routed your intercooler piping.... also how does the piping come off the intercooler.. I see 1 comes out the side, doies the other come out the back? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's RRE piping. The inlet comes out the back of the endtank and faces the engine bay. The fourth pic down in the first post shows the inlet.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/002421.cgi
A||||3||Vr4in'||ANOTHER GVR-4 SIGHTING....FLORIDA||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||06-28-2003||12:14 AM||nohad43@aol.com||I live in the clearwater area,i was riding around on curlew road,i say a belize green gvr-4 turning off the causeway to alt 19 n.It was an older man driving it (lol,no offense) .I was just wondering if it were one of the guys on the board.Later  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.200.124.127||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||1667 VR4||06-29-2003||06:01 PM||||hmm, guess it wasnt me...im not that old lol<br /><br />i've heard of some older guy having one around here. havent seen it myself yet. did it look bone stock?||4.47.110.244||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||06-29-2003||11:08 PM||||Yeah,it looked bone stock.||68.200.124.127||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||REDLINEGVR4||06-30-2003||07:31 PM||||Oh a few weeks ago i saw a green or black one out here in riverview on Boyette road. Was this anyone on the site?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes



ubb/Forum3/002422.cgi
A||||28||gvr4in||Snow driving||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||06-28-2003||04:33 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey guys, I know more than a few of you are in NorCal, Colorado, Illinois, etc.. and I know that there is snow. I bought my car in Lake Tahoe and have lived there the past 7 years, Ive been in socal the past 8 months and am moving back up to Tahoe in 5 weeks ... anyways I've only driven the G ride a few in the snow (on stock size, shitty, balding tires) and was wondering with, say some blizzaks, how well our cars do in the snow? I've searched and heard some people say "its where our cars belong". Now I'll be delivering pizza's full time at night and driving 25 mins every morning/afternoon to and from resorts .. how will I do? Am I capable of delivering in 3 foot snow storms? Lol, thanks!||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||06-28-2003||06:49 AM||||In my opinion, with four good snow tires, the GVR4 can go anywhere safer, faster than the usual SUV, except in very high snow. I managed to go thru 12" of fresh snow on a gravel road once.<br /><br />It simply isn't as high as those trucks and it doesn't have a centerdiff lock to pull you out when too many tires are spinning.||24.148.12.46||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||mcedar44||06-28-2003||09:58 AM||||I agree with bob in chicago.  I personally run Yokohama Guradex F720. <a href="http://www.discounttiredirect.com/direct/findTireSizesByBrand.do?step=sizes&index=27" target="_blank">http://www.discounttiredirect.com/direct/findTireSizesByBrand.do?step=sizes&index=27</a><br />When we had the blizzard on the east coast last winter I didn't have any problems getting around in the snow.  At least up to about 8" or so.  Anything higher than that and your acting like a plow. Hope this helps.<br /><br />Darren<br />196/1000||68.82.143.165||reg||1||mcedar44||00001043||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||06-28-2003||01:20 PM||||Snow in tahoe is deep, im talkin deep. Lol, I tried to explain it to my friend last night who's from illinois and he's like whats a berm? Im like a berm is an 8 foot high pile of snow the plow leaves on the side of the road thats there 6 months of the year. In tahoe there's like an average of a 5-6 foot base half the year and when it snows, it dumps. Usually the roads get plowed regularly, but then again there are lots of roads, haha.. I'll get me some blizzaks and tough it out, all my friends have badass trucks so i'll just call em if i get stuck!<br /><br />I think snow storms over there (east) are alot diff. than tahoe. <br /><br />Thanks guys. Anyone else?||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||06-28-2003||02:56 PM||||And get some coilovers to jack that beast up a few more inches.  I need to do that to mine and post some pics.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Though the snow here in Atlanta scares everybody into buying bread and milk, and is gone in a day.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.69.69.225||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||06-28-2003||03:02 PM||||Here's my car raised about 1" higher than stock with coilovers...<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=755&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.148.12.46||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||06-28-2003||03:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> Here's my car raised about 1" higher than stock with coilovers...<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=755&width=400" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That picture is SO sick! Got any more snow/gvr4 pics? So what kind of coilovers should I get? If you've looked at my pics its dropped and I would want to raise it higher than stock for the snow.||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||Matticus||06-28-2003||03:37 PM||||With my Blizzaks last blizzard I was able to rally through the streets in about 12 inches of fresh powder.  I was able to leave a stop light like the ground was bare and dry.  This guy in a jeep just started laughing at me when I stopped next to him. But when the light turned green I was off like a bullet while he was spinning all 4 tires.  At the next light he wasn't laughing but checking my car out the whole time.  It was pretty funny.  Just as long as the snow is not too deep, like more than 10-12 inches you should be ok.  Coilovers would kick ass being able to lift it higher than stock.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000008||AWDpower||06-28-2003||04:13 PM||||I've only driven to Tahoe in the snow a couple times, but it was pretty easy to get around. The first time I took the Talon up for a week during the big storm a couple years ago. Even with the summer tires on the car, it was easy to get around and I didn't worry about getting stuck. I drove very carefully though. This year I took the Talon and VR4, but swapped cheap all seasons on them. Much better. One recommendation I'd make is to swap in a limited slip rear.||67.24.199.87||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||06-28-2003||07:29 PM||||Bob in chicago: What kind of coilovers do you have to raise it an inch above stock? I want to look into buying some now.||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||06-28-2003||10:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im like a berm is an 8 foot high pile of snow the plow leaves on the side of the road thats there 6 months of the year.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like the Albany NY region this past winter! I had nokian Hak 1's on my Galant and it tore through snow like it was on dry ground! Had some BFgoodrichs on it this winter and it went through the 3 or 4 blizzards we had just fine!||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||06-28-2003||11:37 PM||||galants OWN the snow. would be a little better with a LSD rear though.<br />here's my car this winter. we got i think 30 inches or so....<br />i dug out my door so i could get inside, and then DROVE it out of that spot.  it was a state of emergency, and NOBODY could move anywhere. but i felt obligated to go pick up my sister and take her to work (she works at a hospital)<br />i passed about a dozen stuck SUV's on the way  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />  <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/temp/w_0001.jpg" alt=" - " />||141.153.195.16||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||crucible||06-29-2003||07:08 AM||||When I recently aquired #14 the PO gave me a set of winter Hakens or something like that with STUDS!I was like "dude, whats with the studs?" <br />He says" I like to have fun " wink wink.<br />Im not sure about legalities of studded tires anymore but Ill try them anyway.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000013||number3||06-29-2003||09:20 AM||||Gtluke,<br /><br />AWD in a car is an amazing thing especially with snow tires.<br /><br />That has more to do with driver skill than anything. I pull out at least one SUV and one car during snow storms here due to the fact they (people from SE PA, NJ, DE) have NO idea on how to drive in it.  <br /><br />Nate still has to shovel out the driveway to get out were as I can hop right into the truck and drive right out. It is all about ground clearance, Clarence  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Rain scares the shit out of people here too.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||06-29-2003||04:40 PM||||I've done the same thing as Harry. With one exception. I've pulled many people out of ditches with my Galant.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I even broke a tow rope pulling my buddy's 4x4 S10 out of where he got it stuck. That made me break down and buy a real tow strap rated to 16000 lbs vertical load. I'm big on overkill. After having a bad experience with crappy jumper cables dropping too much current, I made a set out of 0/2 welding cable. Shouldn't be a problem now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />My Laser AWD worked pretty well in pulling people out even without snow tires or the extra mass of the GVR4.<br /><br />I'll second what people above have said. AWD DSMs can anywhere as long as ground clearance is not a problem. However, the Galants are more stable with their extra weight and wheelbase.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.142||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||gtluke||06-29-2003||05:23 PM||||i do find that trying to drift in the snow with the gvr4 gets hindered by the 4 wheel steering. it kinda fights you. i know the 4ws doest really do much, but i swear the car doest slide like it should.||141.153.167.18||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000016||7541000||06-29-2003||10:09 PM||||you want extra clearance so wouldnt you want to get as tall as tire as you can fit, is this on stock rims i presume.<br /><br />also as narrow as you can go||12.89.134.178||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000017||VTGVR4||06-30-2003||09:14 AM||||the reason i got the vr4 was because of the snow that we get in vermont. whenever a snow storm occurs, the very first thing we do is drop everything, and go ride. cameras and all. the cars drift very easily, and its sick fun driving point to point as if it was a rim of the world rally. only thing i would gripe about would be the ground clearance, and coilovers might help... but i wanted 3" more of ground clearance. (total of 8 to 9") then get good snows. i get stuck every now and then, but thats because i actually go out in fields, too.||132.198.165.149||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||06-30-2003||10:38 AM||||Our GVR4 got stuck for the first time this winter in a 2' drift.  We were able to get it out by rocking it back and forth though.  Stock hight with stock springs and shocks.  That was with winter ice tires on the 3rd and least season.  They were not as sticky as they used to be.  <br /><br />If you try and drift wide with the AWS the rear will come out farther then you want it too.  Then you will over correct and whipe out.  I'm going to block the AWS lines before this next winter.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||VTGVR4||06-30-2003||10:46 AM||||yeah, i should point out that the ONLY times i ever got stuck, was when part of the vehicle's weight was supported by the snow/ice. for example, we have ice time trials every winter. on some sections of the course, the wind blows the snow clean off the ice, and you can imagine the number of people that hit the drift hard enough to lop the passenger side tires over it. when you get anything under the car, it wont matter if you have 3,000 HP and 5" studs, the weight is just not on the wheels.||132.198.165.149||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000020||gvr4in||07-01-2003||04:36 PM||||Bump. Whats a good suspension/coilover setup I could use for the snow?||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000021||bob in chicago||07-01-2003||06:51 PM||||I feel that most any coil-over setup using 2.5" ID coil springs will work. The spring rates should be close to stock... something like 275lbs/inch with a free length of 10" front and 185lbs/inch free-length 10 or 12" rear. You'll want shocks that are easily adjustable, too. <br /><br />The design of the threaded collar that forms the bottom seat for the springs varies with manufacturer. I like the single ring/set-screw style rather than the two locking rings. It's easier to get an allen wrench in rather than work two collar tools.<br /><br />Toe-in/out changes alot with ride height, so budget for a 4-wheel alignment before and after winter. Hope that smooths out the "bumps."||24.148.12.46||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000022||gvr4in||07-01-2003||10:50 PM||||Thanks bob that was some really good information!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000023||skivittlerjimb||07-01-2003||10:52 PM||||I've found 53/1000 to be more predictable at the limit than the '86 4kq I owned just before it.  Last winter I ran some cheap Kelly winter tires with studs and felt  <b>very</b> confident in the snow; def. less apt to swing the back end out than the 4kq with non-studded Hakas.  <br /><br />I'm pretty sure the 4ws is not the fastest set up for rallycross or ice time trials, but so far I have no issues with it making the car feel any less drivable in the white stuff than any of the three awd Audis I've owned.<br /><br />YMMV||152.163.252.33||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000024||Louters91GVR4||07-01-2003||10:58 PM||||Asking if a Galant VR4 is good in the snow is about the same as asking is a dolphin good in the water?<br /><br />tom||24.26.131.146||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000025||Hertz||07-01-2003||11:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<br /><strong> Asking if a Galant VR4 is good in the snow is about the same as asking is a dolphin good in the water?<br /><br />tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Freshwater or saltwater?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000026||vrpower||07-02-2003||12:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<br /><strong> Asking if a Galant VR4 is good in the snow is about the same as asking is a dolphin good in the water?<br /><br />tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Freshwater or saltwater? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL!||63.155.152.36||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000027||VR6 Eater||07-02-2003||12:21 AM||||If you want the best snow tires and there are stud restictions in your area buy Green Diamond snow tires.  They are used overseas for ice and snow rallies.  Instead of studs they have aluminium molded into the rubber of the tires.  I bought a set from Eric the beginning of last winter and they are the best snow tires I have ever owned.  Way better than Blizzak's.||24.167.215.54||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000028||Louters91GVR4||07-02-2003||05:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Louters91GVR4:<br /><strong> Asking if a Galant VR4 is good in the snow is about the same as asking is a dolphin good in the water?<br /><br />tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Freshwater or saltwater? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Always a smartass Hertz  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes



ubb/Forum3/002423.cgi
A||||2||Martin Chilcote||Brake Pad selection question||||1||||Martin #1064/2000||00000028
Z||000000||Martin Chilcote||06-28-2003||10:58 AM||chilcote@swbell.net||This was recently on e-bay: <br /><br />AXXIS Ultimate -high performance brake pads !!!  Ultra-High Performance for Road or Track !  -Special Ceramic and Kevlar Strengthened Formulation <br /><br />I know a lot of GVR4 owners are using Metal Masters, Greens, Reds.......anybody have experience with these high end Axxxis units ?<br /><br />Thanks||66.139.166.79||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||06-28-2003||12:47 PM||||they have just come out.  i have asked about them, too.  it seems a lot of the japanese cars are coming with ceramic pads as stock, supposedly better stopping, and less dust.  akebono is an oem/aftermarket supplier, and just yesterday i have a friend looking into the akebono pro series for my car.  i have metalmasters on there now, and i would like to try the ceramic pads.  akebono pads also come with all the extra hardware.  several bmw owners have tried ceramic pads, and are pleased with the stopping and low dust.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||1101||06-28-2003||01:02 PM||||I just put these on a short time ago so don't have a lot to say. They seem about the same as stock for everyday driving. I have not pushed them hard yet. No noise from them.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum3/002424.cgi
A||||3||TWEAKD4||Transfer case recall||||1||||TWEAKD4||00000436
Z||000000||TWEAKD4||06-28-2003||12:25 PM||cdmyers@surfbest.net||I have had my car on the road for about 1200 miles now (bought car non-running).  I looked under the car and I can see that the old transfer case is leaking badly.  I call the local Mitsu dealer to see if the recall has been done and if not set up an appointment to have it done.  Well after a long wait on the phone with the service department they tell me that it has no open recalls.  I ask if the transfer case recall has been done and he tells me that there hasn't been a recall on the galants and mine hasn't been done if there was one.  <br /><br />Does anyone know what the original recall # was for the GVR4s or possibly a number to call to find out what is going on?||63.233.221.44||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||06-28-2003||12:45 PM||||mine is dated 9/28/98, recall notice SR-98-003.  covers 90-92 galant, 92-95 expo and lrv w/awd.  if you give me a fax nr, i can fax you a copy, my recall is intact.  has a little postcard to send back to mma if i no longer own the vehicle.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||06-28-2003||01:07 PM||||Here's more ammunition... <a href="http://152.122.48.12/prepos/files/Artemis/Public/Recalls/1998/V/RC-98V168-NN.PDF" target="_blank">straight from Mitsubishi, Chrysler and the NHTSA</a>.<br /><br />It's an amusing read where Mitsubishi says that they can't find any good reason why the transfer case would lock up without massive oil loss, but they want to play nice so the NHTSA gets off their backs.<br /><br />Worst case scenario -- it also includes complete instructions.||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||curtis||06-28-2003||07:23 PM||||the dealership here were hard asses about it to. they said it wasn't leaking enough and they had to have broken parts to replace them.  so I the magnetic plug and sure enough their was metal there.  they replaced it in about a week along with the yoak.||65.135.143.91||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002425.cgi
A||||9||VR4coop||60 foot times?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||06-28-2003||01:47 PM||coop529@aol.com||whats everyone run for 60 foot times. I ran a 1.93 the other day but then missed a shift.||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||06-28-2003||03:21 PM||||1.811, low compression stock motor, mutt 1 FMIC, exaust, fuel, ACT 2100 and 6puck disk, JUN flywheel, crappy kumo tires.  <br /><br />~John<br />I am hoping for better times this year.  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000224" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000224</a>||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||06-28-2003||06:50 PM||||Hell, my short times are crap. I have yet to break 2.0s. I have only been to our track twice, though. My best, as I remember, was about 2.13. I may go back out tonight and see if I can get a little better.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||curtis||06-28-2003||07:16 PM||||Try pulling up the e brake with button in and pushing the gas and letting up on the clutch all at the same time.  This loads up the drive line and spools up the turbo. When the lights drop nail the gas and slip the clutch while dumping the e brake.  this will put you in the high 1.5's to low 1.6's||65.135.143.91||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||06-28-2003||08:19 PM||||I will try that tonight if I get to the track.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||James||06-29-2003||05:07 AM||||Does wonders for the clutch tho. I was doing 1.7s the other week only launching at 5k rpm. I have now been told the guys with the EVOs launch at over 7K rpm . ouch. My friend who cicuit races the EVO 6 launches on the rev limiter(7800) , using slicks. (stock drive line other than clutch plate) if you don't mind.||210.48.131.26||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||06-29-2003||10:28 AM||||I avrege 1.7s 1.8s luanching at 5500 with slipping or dumping it.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||Ash||06-30-2003||05:13 AM||||In in the 1.7-1.8 range with the same method as Zack.  (28-30psi in the tyres)<br /><br />I acutally went slower using Jeff's 5500rpm clutch cut chip, high 1.8's - but I'd put the tyre pressure up to 35psi to induce wheelspin rather than break stuff, hopefully going to see what 28psi (in the tyres) & the stutterbox does this weekend.||203.221.18.11||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||curtis||06-30-2003||08:37 AM||||try putting the tires up to 45 and beyond will induce more wheel spin but will decrease rolling resistance. sometimes more spin is better because it will go into boost faster.||65.135.142.119||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||Kibo||07-02-2003||05:55 AM||||Stock clutch & FW, dumped (and slipping):  1.894<br />ACT2900 & Fidanza, manually pulsing at line for ~2-3psi boost, then dumped:  1.883<br />ACT2900 & Fidanza, banging off the 7500rpm rev limiter for 14.5psi  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  at the line, then dumped:  1.892<br /><br />Car weight is ~3400lbs with driver.  I've tried running relatively high (36/32) tire pressure w/ spinning and relatively low (30/25) pressures to the point of bogging, but the 60' times don't seem to change.  Stock springs, AGX's set at 4F/8R, 4-bolt LSD, BS removed...<br /><br />The car went 13.45 @ 102.45; the trap speed should be good for a low 13 if I can get the 60' time down.<br /><br />I'm not sure what to do.  Man, I suck.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
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A||||7||Doc_Seuss||Skyline and other misc. pics||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||06-28-2003||05:15 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||well i was driving down a fairly populated street in poughkeepsie, when i see a sexy R33 at a Mcdonalds.  So i whip the car around and park next to it.  Grab a couple pics of it with my digi camera.<br /><br />I also have some other what not pics, my friends new head for gvr4 1946 and engine bay.  just some random pics...be warned through they are huge!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010027.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010027.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010028.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010028.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010029.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010029.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010031.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010031.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010032.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010032.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010033.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010033.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010036.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010036.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010037.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010037.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010038.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010038.JPG</a> <a href="http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010039.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010039.JPG</a><br /><a href="http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010040.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.angelfire.com/oz/gvr4/P1010040.JPG</a><br />check them out, tell me whatchas think.(and yes i know my car is dirty.)||24.161.91.11||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||199of2k||06-28-2003||05:44 PM||||Wow<br /><br />*picks jaw off the floor*<br />*wipes drool off keyboard*||68.14.148.120||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||06-28-2003||06:03 PM||||Yup yup ... its a skyline, lol. Damn thats fucking awesome! Only in my dreams will that ever happen!||68.70.234.29||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||06-28-2003||06:24 PM||||Skylines are awesome!  Not every day you see one of those.  Or ever if you live where I do.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Too bad it wasn't an R34.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||06-28-2003||10:44 PM||||Damn it I was in Poughkeepsie for 2 years going to the CIA and never saw anything cool! Which mcdonalds was it? The one across from Vassar or the one downtown?||24.195.241.123||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||curtis||06-28-2003||11:54 PM||||did you guys race . I need to know all the facts.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.144.94.39||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||Doc_Seuss||06-30-2003||01:45 AM||||no i didnt race and the guy was some sort of a dick. i mean i really didnt talk to him, he just kinda left without saying anything.  Didnt respond to anything i said, i was trying to spark a conversation but o well..<br /><br />it was the one towards fishkill across from the homedepot and o ther stuff... just past the galleria, yeah i know it isnt really poughkeepsie but tried to pick a bigger name.<br /><br />and this is really the first cool thing thats in poughkeepsie...well maybe some "kinda" cool things but nothing like this...<br /><br />dave||24.161.91.11||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||06-30-2003||02:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doc_Seuss:<br /><strong> the guy was some sort of a dick. i mean i really didnt talk to him, he just kinda left without saying anything.  Didnt respond to anything i said, i was trying to spark a conversation but o well..<br /><br /><br />dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh yeah....I know the type. A guy came to a local autocross last year with a crazy Corvette Stingray. It was a late 60's version and supposedely put out over 600 hp. It was an amazing car and I tried to ask the guy about it but he almost seemed like he was pissed just being there. Must've thought his shit didn't stink. I figure if you're a car enthusiast you should be nice and be happy to talk with fellow car enthusiasts, but such isn't the case with some people. I'm always happy to shoot the shit with people about cars. As long as they're not total idiots which you can usually figure out within the first couple sentences of a conversation. Hmmmm....maybe that guy thought I was a ricer.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/002427.cgi
A||||6||blacksheep||Test Drove the Subaru Forester 2.5 XT||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||06-29-2003||06:00 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I read the car and driver article on the Forester 2.5XT and they had a of of good things to say about it. So, we went and test drove it.<br /><br />Things I liked:<br /><br />- that 2.5L turbo has some toqrue. In first and second, it hauls some major ass. I was suspicous about C&D's 0-60 in 5.3 secs and 1/4 mile in 13.8 @ 97, but after driving it I believe it.<br />- Enough room for 2 adults and 2 kids and lots of trunk storage esp with hidden full size spare.<br />- Nice interior, not too plasticky like Evo<br />- 6 disc in dash changer<br />- Nice comfortable seats and I like looking over that hood scoop<br />- Sticker price of 26K is pretty decent.<br /><br />Things I didnt like:<br /><br />- Awkwards looks (but I think it'll grow on me with the right color)<br />- brake pedal seems soft, cant really figure it out yet.<br /><br />It is a prime candidate to lease for us!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-29-2003||06:05 PM||||My sister has a 2000 or so Forester with the NA 2.5.  I really don't like it.  It's too small to really be as comfortable as an SUV, so it ends up feeling like a car that sits to high IMHO.  Maybe having the turbo engine would change my mind about it, but I'm not impressed with hers.<br /><br />Another thing is that they have been trying to sell it for like a year, and NOBODY wants to buy it for a decent price.  I guess the resale value sucks.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||number3||06-29-2003||06:45 PM||||Personally I love the Forrester. I have video tapes I picked up from Zero/Sports during my trip to Japan in 2000 and they sure make them fly and handle!!<br /><br />I like the look of most wagons too, so take that for what it is worth. The seats are very nice too.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||06-29-2003||07:38 PM||||We got a few of these at the dealership where I work. Pretty cool looking. I believe ours are marked at about $27,000... ouch...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||06-29-2003||08:05 PM||||I'm sure the brake pedel felt loose because they were not broken in yet.<br /><br />Even the EVO I test drove had wussy brakes.  Gotta be nice to them for awhile.<br /><br />For the price, I rather have a 2.5T Forester then the STi.  Talk about a ugly sleeper.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||06-29-2003||09:44 PM||||I am with harry here...I love the way they look, the two-tone makes  me feel like its an eddie bauer explorer or something. A montone white, black or silver forester would look good IMHO.<br /><br />The STI Forester M Type is sweet looking plus it has some HUGE kahunas like Harry said. If you did some suspension and wheels, it will change the look a whole lot, kinda like a gvr4..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||06-30-2003||09:04 AM||||we bought a used 2001 forester S, with a 5 spd. if i sell the vr4 and the civic, and rob a 7-11, i might get a turbo'd forester. ours actually gets damn near 30 mpg on the highways, and it can hold quite a lot of junk in the back. it takes 4 adults with no problems. they have litle storage bins all over the place. it can actually go offroad somewhat, and the moonroof (get it if you can) is HUGE! its bigger than the windshield on some cars! heated seats are niceinthe winter, too.||132.198.165.149||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002428.cgi
A||||10||REDLINEGVR4||Indiglo Gauges||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||06-29-2003||08:52 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Does any one know if there are any Indiglo Gauges for our cars? if so how huch do they cost and where can i get them?<br /><br />thanks||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||06-29-2003||08:53 PM||||Ah, don't rice out the new one too, man!<br /><br />&lt;remembers the randomly colored interior pieces of the last one&gt;<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||06-29-2003||09:00 PM||||shut up paul||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||06-29-2003||09:15 PM||||Looks like I hit a sore spot!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||06-30-2003||12:03 AM||||I have a link to some for our cars (yes it has the turbo LEDs cutout). I will post it when I get to my computer at home. Check eBay, thats where I initially found these ones.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||06-30-2003||09:55 AM||||<a href="http://www.blackcatcustom.com/store.htm" target="_blank">maybe here - Black Cat Custom</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||07-02-2003||06:48 PM||||<a href="http://www.importintelligence.com/FMPro?-db=Cart.fp3&-format=list.html&-new" target="_blank">http://www.importintelligence.com/FMPro?-db=Cart.fp3&-format=list.html&-new</a><br /><br /><br />Those are the ones I've seen. They dont look horrible, but I have yet to see them installed.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||BossGVR4||07-03-2003||09:21 AM||||importintelligence = mylar(?) overlays<br />blackcatcustom = dunno<br /><br />I would HIGHLY suggest calling each of them and asking if it a replacement gauge face or merely an overlay. I have overlays in my car and the lighting looks very uneven.<br /><br />I really like the "Reverse Halo" style here:<br /><a href="http://www.streetracerparts.com/" target="_blank">http://www.streetracerparts.com/</a><br /><br />and I happen to have a seet of faces sitting in my parts box right now that I would offer up to set-up a buy-in. So are there 9 other guys that want some ?<br /><br />DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||1||BossGVR4||00000008||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||07-03-2003||11:41 AM||||Please dont get the import intelligence onces...<br />Get black cat custom if you do any but I have heard it doesnt let much light thru and they are hard to read at night.<br /><br />And none of that indiglo crap, dont rice the gvr4 out.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||Sam Sayes||07-03-2003||11:54 AM||||KC,<br />I have the import intelligence faces, they are perfect for me and look very good, i have seen others that either fold on the sides or buckle and curve in the middle, the ones i have go over the existing faces and the slots match perfectly.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000010||kartorium31||07-03-2003||12:22 PM||||I had the importintel ones on my ggsx and they were great.  I really liked how the light came out over the faces at night, very cool looking and easy to see.  Quality was very good for a 20$ product.||12.18.160.145||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum3/002429.cgi
A||||2||Oztek||Engine Swap In Progress||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||06-29-2003||09:24 PM||aehlert@oztek.us||Well, we began the engine swap today.<br /><br />Here are some pictures I took.  Hopefully, I'll be ready for the shootout.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?set_albumName=album32&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_album.php" target="_blank">http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?set_albumName=album32&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_album.php</a>||68.21.47.122||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||06-30-2003||10:02 AM||||What is the large cylinder on the P/S firewall?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||number3||06-30-2003||11:59 AM||||It appears to be the starter motor.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002430.cgi
A||||12||theymightbegalants||crazy ass turbo manifold||||4||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||06-29-2003||10:36 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2421554870&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2421554870&category=33742</a><br /><br />I know it's for Hondas, not DSM's (which is why it's in General Discussion, not For Sale) but I have never, ever seen any manifold like this and thought it might drum up some interesting conversations or remarks, especially from those old hands that know a wee more than some of us young uns.<br /><br />What's up with the angled mounting flange for the turbo?  I would guess packaging, ie piping depending on how the turbo's clocked, but I've never seen another Honda manifold like that.<br /><br />Also, why the heat fins?  Don't you want to conserve as much heat in the manifold as possible, until after the air has gone through the turbo?  I suppose being carved out of solid metal would give it a lot of mass, so maybe I'm nitpicking about the fins, but it's the theory behind it that I'm most interested in.||198.88.145.253||reg||4||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||06-29-2003||11:07 PM||||That looks like a rockford amp someone modified to freakin make it a manifold. I would like some flow no's before I bought it.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||06-29-2003||11:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> That looks like a rockford amp someone modified to freakin make it a manifold. I would like some flow no's before I bought it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha thats what I was thinkin, looks like an amp..||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||curtis||06-30-2003||12:17 AM||||No pictures of the inside. I would say its a big open hole not worth a shit for power, and you guys are right. I'm calling it a punch 95 because you would have to spin the motor 9500 to get any velocity out of the thing.||65.135.143.135||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||06-30-2003||12:31 AM||||I'll have to disagree. I think the design is brilliant. Take two blocks of steel and machine half a runner in each of them. Slap them together and weld it shut and you can have a nice manifold. I don't see the point to those fins either unless thats to strengthen it.<br /><br />I'd like to see how it holds up over time, though.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.142||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||06-30-2003||12:40 AM||||<a href="http://steedspeed.com/index2.cfm" target="_blank">http://steedspeed.com/index2.cfm</a><br /><br />Check out the 3d model.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.142||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||06-30-2003||01:40 AM||||I will sell you this one for $400.00, but it has to go on a vr-4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001629" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001629</a>||24.209.152.248||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||06-30-2003||02:19 AM||||I also think it's an awesome idea.  That is, if the welds don't break, and it doesn't weigh like a ton of bricks.<br /><br />The angle is a good thing for efficiency, assuming the turbo does fit.  It would be nice if they incorporated a wastegate fitting, too.  So much engineering and it's just not complete.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||1219's Brother||06-30-2003||02:41 AM||||Still looks like an amp.  As long it doesn't warp and the force of the turbo spinning up doesn't mess up the exhaust manifold bolts (shouldn't) then its a pretty good idea.  'Cept they made it for a damn Honduh  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000009||Minjin||06-30-2003||02:51 AM||||I just realized a big benefit to those fins.<br /><br />It sure would be great for grilling hamburgers and hotdogs at the track. That chrome-like ceramic coating is probably easy to wipe clean too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.142||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000010||GRV4726||06-30-2003||03:09 AM||||you can even grill and 'ss' in to your meat for nazi burger night...<br /><br />i think it looks really weird... and i would put that thing in my car||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||07-01-2003||12:23 AM||||I emailed the guy who makes them and he said that they are starting with Honda but "Many more to come!"<br /><br />This might be interesting.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.142||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000012||GRV4726||07-01-2003||12:41 AM||||i always fuck up and don't put the "n't" at the end of my words.  <br /><br />i wouldn't put that thing in my car... looks to weird..... maybe if he sort of designed it a little differently, and i don't know how that thing would hold up.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002431.cgi
A||||4||curtis||Need Help     Wheel Question  Please read||||4||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||06-30-2003||12:07 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||A friend of mine is selling his 93 Honda accord and picking up a AWD talon.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    He's got a set of sweet 14 spoke 17's on the car that he's giving me with new tires but the deal is I'm putting an extra set of white 91 GVR4 wheels on his. I need advice on what kind of lug nuts or bolts I have to get to hold the Galant wheels on his accord. Since ours have the large hole for the lug nuts and I believe his has screw in studs.  Please help I have to find these things in the morning first thing.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.135.143.135||reg||4||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||06-30-2003||09:23 AM||||I'm not absolutely positive, but I remember that the wheel studs are 1.5 x 12mm.  Most all big autoparts stores have these.||24.148.12.46||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Martin Chilcote||06-30-2003||01:36 PM||||I was told last Thursday the Accord's hubcentric hole is smaller than the GVR4 wheel.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||06-30-2003||08:01 PM||||IIRC their hub is 57.1  and ours is 64.? (3) . But if the wheels are universal then you need to get hub centric rings or if they are specifically 57.1 or smaller find a good machine shop to make the hub center larger.||199.182.19.128||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||07-01-2003||09:43 AM||||Try Ronal Wheels "Index of Cars" to see wheel specs. See <a href="http://www.ronalusa.com/cars.html" target="_blank">http://www.ronalusa.com/cars.html</a><br /><br />Scroll down and click on Honda Accord, then Mitsu Lancer||24.148.12.46||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum3/002432.cgi
A||||1||Damaja||AEM in an EVO?||||1||||Damaja||00001827
Z||000000||Damaja||06-30-2003||03:33 AM||||Hey,<br />I'm in New Zealand an own an EVO, currently fitting a VR4 engine into for the added strength. And i want to run the AEM EMS. Car still has EVO loom. Will the AEM still plug in and run.<br /><br />Is AEM good, it's AEM or MOTEC, what are peoples experience?<br /><br />Thanks for any help||219.88.48.45||reg||1||Damaja||00001827||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||06-30-2003||07:00 AM||||Not that I'd know, but what EVO model?  Galant EVO?  Lancer EVO (I,II,III,etc.)?||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/002433.cgi
A||||3||Jon||National Do Not Call Registry||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||06-30-2003||10:47 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<a href="http://www.donotcall.gov/" target="_blank">http://www.donotcall.gov/</a><br /><br /><br />WOO HOO!!||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000001||VTGVR4||06-30-2003||10:51 AM||||thanks! i dont know how the #$@^@ i started getting telemarketing calls at my new house, with a new number, etc. my ph number is a closely guarded secret! on all applications for anything, i put in just my area code and 999-9999. despite all this, telemarketers can glean the number from the providers, i guess.||132.198.165.149||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||06-30-2003||10:52 AM||||Tell me about it...<br />I did that at 8AM the first day!  Finally.  Although it supposed to take about 3 months to get going.||167.142.22.6||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||06-30-2003||10:53 AM||||I'm doing that stuff.<br /><br />When we first got our number it was reused by some shit head who owned alot of people money!||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002434.cgi
A||||9||imracing||How do I contact Mofugas||||1||||Chris G||00000759
Z||000000||imracing||06-30-2003||02:00 PM||imracing@msn.com||Im wanting to buy the block off kit <br />Im having no luck finding them||68.53.23.244||reg||1||Chris G||00000759||yes
Z||000001||Tommyquest||06-30-2003||02:02 PM||||I think they are out of business.||151.205.178.61||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000002||imracing||06-30-2003||02:03 PM||||How can i get that block off kit<br />What can i buy to make it work||68.53.23.244||reg||1||Chris G||00000759||yes
Z||000003||number3||06-30-2003||02:19 PM||||"search"||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||imracing||06-30-2003||02:24 PM||||I did that before i ask here||68.53.23.244||reg||1||Chris G||00000759||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||06-30-2003||02:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Chris G:<br /><strong> I did that before i ask here </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hmmm.<br />my search yielded this...<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001158" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001158</a>||167.142.22.6||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||markrieb||07-01-2003||10:11 AM||||From my archives I have the following for the AWS block off.<br /><br />******************<br />You need TWO of 14*1.5 to -6AN adapters Earls' PN#991954 and TWO -6AN caps. You need two of each to block the two nipples.<br />***********************<br /><br />These block off the fittings on the steering rack.  You will still need to block off the power steering pump resevoir.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000007||meshwork||07-01-2003||10:25 AM||||I haven't done it yet, but isn't it just the oil drain pan bolts that screw right in there?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||07-01-2003||10:29 AM||||I think I heard that too -- but they need to be shortened?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||1quickvr4||07-01-2003||10:35 AM||||I found the easy wat to do this was to put in a non-power rack and a 4-bolt.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/002435.cgi
A||||6||REDLINEGVR4||Funny Story||||14||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||06-30-2003||02:44 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||A guy who I work with was telling me the other day that his brother bought an evo. He told me that his brother originally wanted a wrx and he had test drove one and it got sold the day after to some other guy and it was the last wrx at that dealer so the dealer told him that he would have one sent from the factory and he would have it in a week.... Well two weeks later he had not heard from the dealership so he went to the place and talked to the owner of the dealership and told him off and said "screw it i am gonna walk accross the street to the mitsubishi dealer and buy an evo". So he walked accross the street and did just that buying a red evo then as he pulled out of the mitsu dealership all the sube salesmen were standing in the window of there dealership and watched him drive away  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||14||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||06-30-2003||02:58 PM||||I like the wrx's and all... but I was at the dealer this weekend and they had about 8 or 10 evo's, they look awesome, if I only had the money   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||06-30-2003||03:19 PM||||Now would be a good time to buy any car.  Have you seen the full lots?  I bet you could get a hella deal.  Maybe even under sticker price.  I bet there are a lot of hungy cars sales people around right now.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||REDLINEGVR4||06-30-2003||07:28 PM||||My friend said his bro got the evo for 27999||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||06-30-2003||09:56 PM||||Dealership I work at has 3-4 STIs in stock. Saw the delivery truck last week... LOADED with STIs... sooo beautiful.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||REDLINEGVR4||06-30-2003||09:59 PM||||i ment sti not wrx.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||06-30-2003||10:01 PM||||If it was me I would wait for the STI if $30k was on the line.<br /><br />Funny story though.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002436.cgi
A||||12||SPAM||2 Things that Suck...pics||||1||||SPAM||00000272
Z||000000||SPAM||06-30-2003||02:50 PM||hswilson@lvcm.com||I bought a new hood latch that wasnt all rusted up like the original one and it worked fine until I installed the front mount Griffen and forgot to re-screw the bolt that hides behind latch cable. well, the catch didnt catch...end result:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid67/pd684862f52ddbecb29647199f7f80e3a/fbcc5746.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />that happened after the hood flew up and smashed into the windsheild at about 55MPH..<br /><br />Another sucky thing is that I made this neat little panel for my electronics that have been on the passenger side floorboard for sometime now and it kinda looks decent even though I havent applied the black vinyl....<br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid67/pe9b856ec11e19c88814d16a54cafc041/fbcc5311.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />But this what it looks like from where I sit...I cant even see the VPC. Maybe I'm just anal but it kind of annoying.<br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid67/pbfae8bc82d18488a3b995c6e12016035/fbcc5743.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I'll post pics of a new panel later if anyone is interested...||68.224.134.4||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000001||curtis||06-30-2003||03:14 PM||||Is that a adjustable suspension pod on the dash. Ive been looking two years for one of those damn things.  post some pic. of it if you can. Thanks curtis.||65.135.142.129||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||06-30-2003||03:40 PM||||hey,where did you get that gauge holder in the middle from,i like that.||68.200.124.127||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||06-30-2003||05:02 PM||||Those thing are easy to find, I have had like 12 or somthing like that. The guage holder in the middle is a suspision pod.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||SPAM||06-30-2003||05:02 PM||||It is the 4WD non turbo Galant suspension pod...I got it from a local junk yard. The guages are from a stock optioned GC8 Impreza WRX by Lamco.<br /><br />Anyone interested in buying the set-up?<br />Boost, Volt and water temp....the water temp just needs a sensor.||68.224.134.4||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||06-30-2003||06:05 PM||||i have one. and who said that you can't fit 52mm gauges in them.  i'll post pics of my set up when i'm done.  i haven't gotten any silicone hose...and i've been putting that off for a long time.  oh yeah...and whoever sold me that spi gauge... IT SUCKS. thanks and the gauge pod that i have isn't in prime shape either.<br /><br />whatever.. when does anything turn out perfectly?<br /><br />at least it looks decent||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||Jon||07-01-2003||08:42 AM||||Here is a picture of it:<br /> <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/center_gauge_option.jpg" alt=" - " />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000007||VTGVR4||07-01-2003||09:08 AM||||now can someone enlighten me as to the correct way to remove these? i was at a junkyard *undisclosed location  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  * and i saw one in a rusted out galant. it would not pop off, like i thought it would. this junkyard does not allow people to walk around with any tools other than a screwdriver, etc.||132.198.165.149||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||07-01-2003||10:51 AM||||Well you need a screwdriver.  There's two Phillips head screws holding it together (you can see the holes in the middle of the sides).  The hood comes UP in front then OUT.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||07-01-2003||12:14 PM||||Spam PM me I may know something that will be of interest to you if you don't mind alittle drive.<br />Rich||65.148.167.138||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||JAYGVR4||07-01-2003||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> hey,where did you get that gauge holder in the middle from,i like that. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have one I'll probably never use...  Even still has the electronics in it, not that you'd use them.  Anyway, I'll let mine go for $30 + shipping.  Thats what I bought it for a year ago.<br /><br />Anyway, if interested, mail me at white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||07-02-2003||06:03 PM||||hey spam did you get my mail? i am interested in the pod.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000012||SPAM||07-02-2003||07:34 PM||||I replied to someone that was interested in both the pod and the Lamco gauges...not sure about who's screen name it was.<br /><br />try hswilson@lvcm.com<br /><br />thanks||68.224.134.4||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes



ubb/Forum3/002437.cgi
A||||5||Jon||14 hp scooter||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||06-30-2003||03:01 PM||jon@jgronline.com||<a href="http://www.gobigscooters.com" target="_blank">http://www.gobigscooters.com</a><br /><br /><br />I think I'm going to get one for my 4 year old little girl.  LOL!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000001||GVR1643||06-30-2003||04:20 PM||||Yeah...so who needs a Segway, these go 20-30mph!  <br /><br />Pres Bush would have definately got hurt on this one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||167.142.22.6||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||06-30-2003||05:20 PM||||sorry, i have to post this link again...<br /><a href="http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/212.html" target="_blank">http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/212.html</a><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||07-01-2003||12:18 AM||||I have a very heavily modified Go-Ped and it does a true 30mph here at 5000+ ft. So fast that I bought a Moto-x helmet for when I ride. I recently had to replace the frame so it is now essentially the same as an "X-Ped". <br />specs...G230RC engine 22.5cc displacement rated at 2.5hp, there is now a "big bore" kit available that will bump it to 25.4cc. Sounds kinda funny but that's about 11% gain in volume. ADA Series one expansion pipe, if you've ever ridden a two stroke and felt it get on the pipe, it's the same power gain. K&N Fiter. MICO Racing suspension fork. 0.800" drive spindle, gears it up for top end speed. And an old school Zorlac skateboard deck for the base. <br />20:1 premix fuel using 100 octane minimum. Currently using 108 leaded, (cheap and close to home). <br />The tires on most go-peds are solid rubber and just slip fit onto the wheel. I had to superglue my tires on, due to expansion caused by rotational forces. Speed wobbles at 30 are no fun. <br />I get about 40 mpg too... I had heard a few years back about someone building a turbo Go-Ped but I could not find any info about it. You can use Nitrous Oxide and I checked into it. I was told that you use a "Sneaky Pete" style bottle and you have to get a blank jet and have it drilled 0.002" and just run rich to compensate. Seemed like a waste of time. <br />A local shop built one using Ethanol (Alcohol carbs available) that ran a radar verified 47 mph!!!||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||07-01-2003||05:16 AM||||Sorry, but this takes the cake:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mm-racing.com/GopedTake2.wmv" target="_blank">GopedTake2</a>||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||07-04-2003||09:39 AM||||I just nabbed this off ebay  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=11329&item=3613593254" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=11329&item=3613593254</a>||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/002438.cgi
A||||4||1quickvr4||looking for stainless allen head valve cover bolts||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||06-30-2003||05:22 PM||caspa69@juno.com||I saw these on a DSM site a while back, But theirs too many shops now days too keep up with. Any ideas?||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||06-30-2003||05:24 PM||||found it. MachV.com||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||06-30-2003||11:01 PM||||Way over priced.<br />I'll sell you a set for $15.00 shipped.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.63.178||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||07-01-2003||04:18 AM||||Is there an advantage to these?<br /><br />Ah, what the hell, they'll match the spark plug cover.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />PM me Gabor, and I'll take a set.||198.88.145.224||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||07-01-2003||11:27 AM||||No advantage, other than the bling bling factor.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/002439.cgi
A||||16||REDLINEGVR4||Hooooray Beer Ice cream||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||06-30-2003||09:46 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||only the brittish would think of this <a href="http://money.cnn.com/2003/06/12/news/funny/beer_flavored_icecream/index.htm" target="_blank">http://money.cnn.com/2003/06/12/news/funny/beer_flavored_icecream/index.htm</a>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||07-01-2003||04:31 AM||||That's... disgusting.||198.88.145.224||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||07-01-2003||04:58 AM||||I'm currently on an exchange trip in Germany.  Yesterday I saw an add for CAB, or Cola And Beer.  Maybe I'll try it if I see it sold somewhere.  Maybe I won't puke.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||07-01-2003||10:07 AM||||This time of year in Germany, you should try what is called a "radler"  (not sure about that spelling...)  Basically a light lager and lemonade.  Don't knock it until you have tried it.  Quite good and refreshing when it is hot.<br /><br />Had a few of these a few years ago in Munich, sitting just below the Glockenspeil.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-01-2003||10:33 AM||||Hmm, sounds good.  I like Newcastle.<br /><br />Lager and Lemonade?  Is that like Hacker Schorr with a lemon?<br /><br />I've had a number of Guinness stout floats (Guinness and ice cream).  Frozen <a href="http://www.mcdantim.com/pressbox.htm" target="_blank">Aligal</a> bubbles are cool.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||teet||07-01-2003||11:20 AM||||they have a brewery here in the NW called Hair of the Dog.  they have a beer named Adam.  it cost 2.50 for a single 12oz bottle in the grocery store.<br /><br />You can make a dang good ice cream float with it.  This idea came from the head brewmaster at the brewery...between puffs off his joint  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />john||134.134.136.3||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||07-01-2003||11:37 AM||||well, i remember back when people flinched at putting a lime in corona. now i really cant drinka corona without limes!<br /><br />the same goes for a truly great wheat ale, any heifeweizen should have a lemon wedge. try it.<br /><br />theres several beers that i've tried over the years, and recipes i've come across. (cock beer - actually have to use a rooster in it!) so, making an ice cream float with a specific beer sure isn't that farfetched. i got a sticker at home, "Don't eat yellow snow, don't drink yellow beer". just dont ever try to offer me typical american piss (bud, etc). only thing bud is good for is pouring down a drain.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||132.198.165.149||reg||12||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||Chris Sanders||07-01-2003||11:52 AM||||Just a lil tidbit about the whole lime in Mexican beer stuff.  You know why they originally started serving limes with Mexican bottled beer?  The recycling industry in Mexico apparently wasn't doing a very good job of cleaning bottles when they reused them, so you got a lime to wipe the top of the bottle with to kill any bacteria or grunge off with since they are so acidic.  Only us stupid Gringos would start cramming the damn things down the bottles   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.188.23.101||reg||10||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||07-01-2003||12:05 PM||||Another crazy thing we europeans like to drink is <br />half and half red wine and coke. We call it the Hunter.<br />Give it a try. It's refreshing and after about 10 of them, you'll have a nice buzz going.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||07-01-2003||12:07 PM||||Before you put half and half in that drink let me re phase that.<br />Half red wine and half Coke. No half and half as a dairy product.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||markrieb||07-02-2003||11:08 AM||||I've had more than a few Stout Floats at the Deschutes brewery in Bend Oregon.  Pretty good when it is hot out.<br /><br />You know it is a good stout when it is called Obsidian Stout, and is about the same color as the rock it is named after.<br /><br />Last time I was in Mexico, Corona was the only beer the locals wouldn't drink...  Pacifico's are better.<br /><br />Another beer I had in Germany that I liked was a "Weiss-Bier", literally "white-beer".  A light lager, but was white/opaque as all of the yeast hadn't been filtered out.  WARNING:  The leftover yeast in the beer may have a slight argument with the yeast in your system keeping you near a bathroom the next day.<br /><br />A couple of friends and myself are debating on going to the Micro-Brewery fest in Portland in late July.  Should be something like 30 local breweries represented, lots of food and music.<br /><br />Mark<br />mmmm, beer||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||07-02-2003||08:43 PM||||Ooh, a micro-brewery fest, see you there Mark.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Yes, Obsidian Stout is good stuff.  Fantastic on a brisk night.  If you like the darker beers, I would recommend New Belgium Brewery's "1554," a Brussels style black ale.<br /><br />As John T. said, Hair of the Dog makes some good beer.  My school has this huge party at the end of every year, called Renn Fayre, and this year Hair of the Dog put on the beer garden, with some awesome brews on tap.  They even made a custom beer for the event, but now I can't remember what it was called... hmm, must have been good.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Hmm, the Hunter sounds intriguing, Gabor.  May have to try that.  My crazy brother likes to make a drink called horse jizz, which is light beer and milk.||198.88.145.233||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||Johnny Bravo||07-06-2003||05:32 PM||||I've always wanted to make beer ice cream.  My friends made beer slurpees at a party a while back...didn't turn out too good though.  A few years back I used to wait at a restaurant that had over 500 different beers at any given time so I've had some really oddball brews.  A berliner weiss (Berliner Kindel Weiss to be exact) with woodruff syrup (it turns green and tastes like lemon-lime) is awesome in the summer.  There's a local brew pub/restaurant that makes this concoction in the fall/winter using smoked porter and hard cider.  I forget what it's called, but it's like this bacon/beer/apple combo that's surprisingly good.  But speaking of beer/icecream combos...the best dark beer to put on icecream or to make a float with is Anderson Valley Barney Flats Oatmeal Stout.  It's arguably the heaviest stout I've ever had and is super rich so it goes well with icecream  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000013||atsiauto||07-06-2003||06:17 PM||||Mixing booze and dairy products makes for some excelent toilet hugging experiences. ...  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=64" alt=" - " />||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000014||Johnny Bravo||07-06-2003||09:56 PM||||Ugh, irish carbombs come to mind looking at that pic    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000015||hibrn8||07-07-2003||03:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Another crazy thing we europeans like to drink is <br />half and half red wine and coke. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What happened to just plain vodka? Thats what we drink here   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />That pic is hilarious. Look at the chick in the left side backround. She's just sitting there like 'Oh Damn' LOL||65.227.204.98||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||07-08-2003||01:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> Ugh, irish carbombs come to mind looking at that pic     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can drink a carbomb in 4 seconds.  They're yummy.<br /><br />Friends bought me a couple "cement mixers" on my 21st birthday.  Didn't faze me.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002440.cgi
A||||11||curtis||91 GVR4 wheels on a 93 Honda accord Pictures||||10||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||06-30-2003||11:36 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Well guys they fit the 93 accord he sold the honda tonight to a girl with three kids and he picked up his talon.  He has been reformed once again..I filled the Mitsu logo with JB Weld last night and sanded down with a belt sander this morning.  I had the Honda logo cut for the center caps today.  The girl said to him but you said they were aluminum mags I don't want stock wheels.  Then I saw my new wheels slipping away so I jumped in and said but there JDM rally wheels from a awd turbo galant that is super rare then she liked them.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=764" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=764&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=765" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=765&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> these are the wheels I traded for. Their rough but nothing some striper and a 90 degree die grinder can't handle. I'm painting them belize green as soon as I can<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=766" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=766&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.135.143.138||reg||10||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||starwrist||07-01-2003||12:29 AM||||I thought those blue calipers looked familiar!<br /><br />Brent sold the Accord!? I can't believe that. My mom drove that thing everyday until she got a '98 GSR. Gotta love that B18C1.<br /><br />But damn man, you got pretty lucky on those rims. Plus the GVR4 wheels look damn good on there. Excellent job.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000002||curtis||07-01-2003||12:59 AM||||He got the orange talon in town that has the big eagle emblem on the hood , 16 g, intercooler and all the suspension mods the guy was scca racing the car got it for 3500 and sold your moms old car for 3000 with 180000 on the dial.||65.144.95.149||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||curtis||07-01-2003||09:28 AM||||Not cleaned up and painted but they fit. Their a set of alt wheels with 205 x 40 x 17. I'm going to go with a taller tire the 40's are just a little low for my taste.<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=768" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=768&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=769" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=769&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.142.59.178||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Louters91GVR4||07-01-2003||10:02 AM||||Those rims look way to small to be 17's.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000005||number3||07-01-2003||12:11 PM||||I agree with Tom. Something is not right there.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||07-01-2003||12:14 PM||||They clear the brakes like 17" rims, but something is fugly with the tire size.<br /><br />What size tires are on the rims.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||07-01-2003||12:21 PM||||Put some spacers and make it stick it out past the fenders and you will have a lowrider...<br /><br />Just joking, lower it and put some decent 45 series tires and it'll look a whole lot better.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||07-01-2003||12:33 PM||||Something's definitely up with those wheels/tires.  I like the design, they just do not look right at all!||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||curtis||07-01-2003||02:59 PM||||The tires are 205 40's they we perfect for his mexican honda but not the Galant. I'm looking for a set of 215 45's or 50's.  I think a friend of mine has a set I'll grab.||65.144.94.171||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||07-01-2003||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> The tires are 205 40's they we perfect for his mexican honda but not the Galant. I'm looking for a set of 215 45's or 50's.  I think a friend of mine has a set I'll grab. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd go for the 215/45s.  Get rid of that wheel gap!||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||a_santos||07-01-2003||10:21 PM||||I had an accord just like that, mine was a 91, I had 215-40-zr17 Yokohama Paradas on it. There was no pothole that could hurt those tires. I hit some so hard at times that I thought for sure the rim was fucked, I would get out and inspect and it would be fine. 205-40 is way too small, it is even smaller then the original accord wheel and tire package. He must have gone the cheap route, your friend. I would get 225-45 on there, buy a good brand too.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/002441.cgi
A||||3||slvrblt||Been ripped off online ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||06-30-2003||11:38 PM||||Now theres some help. Get the FBI involved.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www1.ifccfbi.gov/index.asp" target="_blank">http://www1.ifccfbi.gov/index.asp</a>||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||07-01-2003||12:06 AM||||i used these guys. they are sloooooooooowwwww. i ended up scaring the guy more than anything, and he just gave the money back||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||07-01-2003||09:19 AM||||am i the only one that thinks this line is funny? <br /><br />"National White Collar Crime Center (NW3C)"||132.198.165.149||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||07-02-2003||06:47 PM||||lol||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002448.cgi
A||||4||mromik||How to look my fotos at Hertz site?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||07-01-2003||07:28 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||if i do not remember the links||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-01-2003||11:41 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_browse.asp" target="_blank">Browse Images</a>||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||mromik||07-01-2003||11:49 PM||||Thanks||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000003||mromik||07-02-2003||12:00 AM||||To Hertz<br />Can you make the gallary of pictures,sorted by users?||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-02-2003||11:17 AM||||Mmm...  no, sorry.  It is supposed to be simply a means of storing an image to post on here.  I don't want to turn it into a gallery.  There are other, better places for that.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002443.cgi
A||||5||DongeR615||Yokosuka base are belong to us||||6||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||07-01-2003||06:23 AM||||hello y'all<br />I am in Yokosuka, Japan(close to Tokyo) for awhile and was wondering if anyone was on the board from around here. I saw a vr'4 i believe with a white front bumber and grey body.  Lots of Nissans(r32,r33,r34), Toyotas, Honda's and I saw ONE Evo 3.  Does anyone know of any junkyards around here  or places to get parts/prices for parts?<br /><br />DongeR||165.76.84.63||reg||6||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||07-01-2003||07:17 AM||||You know how many VR4's are running around there.A ton.<br /><br />I was there for a while back in 99. (I was stationed in Misawa, but was TDY there).<br /> I used to know of a bunch of yards but lost track of them. I'll send an email to my friend there & see if he cant get you the hook up.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||07-01-2003||09:54 AM||||this guy used to own a galant vr4 monte carlo.  <br /><br />jason.wollerton@misawa.af.mil||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||07-01-2003||10:38 AM||||DongeR, we miss you.  Stop.  US Galants need help.  Stop. <b>Send parts.</b> Stop.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||07-02-2003||10:28 AM||||lol..hertz we all need parts. i'll see what i can find. <br /><br />1312vr4 thanks for the search. much appreciated. <br /><br />ken- i just emailed and hopefully he is still in japan. thanks for the email.<br /><br />my sister will also calling her church folks to see if they know of any.  <br /><br />DongeR||165.76.84.234||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||07-02-2003||10:40 AM||||yo, check out the ebay link for garfield wright, there is a galant vr4 monte carlo for sale over there.  VERY rare.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/002445.cgi
A||||15||229of1000||NSX + Nitrous = Boom!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||07-01-2003||12:45 PM||||Okay, this may or may not be old.  I just found it.  <br /><br />WARNING!  You will probably watch this video at least ten times and wince each time!<br /><br /><a href="http://storm.prohosting.com/~nystreet/video/NSX_Kaboom.mpeg" target="_blank">http://storm.prohosting.com/~nystreet/video/NSX_Kaboom.mpeg</a>||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||199of2k||07-01-2003||01:12 PM||||That was the most expensive thing ive seen all day||68.14.148.120||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||07-01-2003||01:13 PM||||Thats gotta suck!<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||07-01-2003||07:57 PM||||It almost makes you sick to your stomach to watch, bout 6 times now.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||07-02-2003||03:48 AM||||And the old man didn't even flinch.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||07-02-2003||10:54 AM||||Its old , but still very funny.||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||07-02-2003||03:57 PM||||that old guy prolly steals the show, great deadpan expression, almost vapid look at the car when it goes. you just know he's thinking: "you still have to pay for the dyno time and retrieveing that piston from the ceiling"||132.198.165.149||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||number3||07-02-2003||04:36 PM||||Nick,<br /><br />You took the words right out of my mouth. In fact, I was just saying the same thing to Nate.<br /><br />The old man doesn't even so much as flinch as the motor blows up. Maybe he is hard of hearing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Hary||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||07-02-2003||06:13 PM||||If you turn your speakers up to a realistic engine volume noise, the explosion is deafening!<br /><br />The old man probably sees crap like that pretty often.<br /><br />FWIW that NSX was pulling pretty hard while the nitrous was on.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||07-02-2003||07:12 PM||||I'm sure the 90,000 RPM rev didn't help.  No, that's not a extra 0.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||number3||07-02-2003||10:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> If you turn your speakers up to a realistic engine volume noise, the explosion is deafening!<br /><br />The old man probably sees crap like that pretty often.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nick will "get" my comment.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||Akidosigh1||07-02-2003||11:04 PM||||does anyone know what horsepower numbers it came up with?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||07-03-2003||12:03 AM||||silly defnick@aol LOL We used to talk soo much but now we dont||24.194.237.194||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||07-03-2003||03:27 AM||||From what I heard it was the intake manifold that burst due to a stuck nitrous solenoid.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||VTGVR4||07-03-2003||10:54 AM||||eh, whatever it may be, that guy's reaction was classic. maybe it does happen alot there, after all, its really a glorified honda, right?<br /><br />"hmrph, shoulda bought a camaro...dsm...supra" <br /><br />and yeah, harry is right on with the hard of hearing joke, lol. and dean, im online all the time... but for some reason, im not there, huh? work sucks.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000015||Ian M||07-04-2003||11:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> From what I heard it was the intake manifold that burst due to a stuck nitrous solenoid. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A stuck nitrous solinoid wouldnt cause a manifold to explode while running WOT. It would if it were  stuck on and filling the intake while the engine not running,and upon restarting it-kaboom!<br /><br />Maybe he's running NAWS,and he wasnt didnt see the intake weld damage warning on his onboard computer... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.104||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/002446.cgi
A||||10||229of1000||Is it worth it?||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||07-01-2003||02:10 PM||||I found a local GGSX for sale.  The car is missing the head, (TB victim).  The block could stand a rebuild as well from having the head off for an unknown amount of time.  It is a white '91, with tranny and driveline, and supposedly in pretty decent condition.  I haven't seen the car.<br /><br />It isn't too expensive, so what would it cost realistically to have it back on the road?  I don't know how much NA 4G63 parts cost, if any different from the turbo parts.  Hopefully somebody can answer my questions.<br /><br />Even a junkyard head could work, right?  I'm not trying to build another fast car, I just want a backup car that isn't a total POS.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-01-2003||02:11 PM||||FWIW I will be doing as much of the rebuild myself as possible.  I want this car for the learning experience as much as anything.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||07-01-2003||02:49 PM||||I'd pay $400 for it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Why does the block need a rebuild?<br /><br />Parts should be 16 valves, stem seals (while your in there), head gasket, t-belt job, water pump, head bolts.<br /><br />If you are good though, you should be able to change out the vavles without taking the whole head off.<br /><br />Not worth it IMO.  I'm sure there are cheaper daily drivers out there.<br /><br />A Escort GT 1.8l DOHC makes a good daily driver.  I let mine go at 230K miles.  It stayed in the family untill it had almost 300K on the original engine, head, and clutch.  I'm thinking about getting another one.  Also the valves and pistons don't share the same space.  I snapped the t-belt @ 80MPH and they only had to slap a new one on.  That was back when I didn't know any better.  I got lucky.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||07-01-2003||02:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>The car is missing the head, (TB victim).</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The car has no head.  I'd have to shell out for one in addition to the cost of the car ($600 obo).<br /><br />As reliable as an escort may be, I don't think I could bring myself to drive one.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||REDLINEGVR4||07-01-2003||03:22 PM||||I want the front bumper!!! so my new vr4 can have the wrong bumper on it like my last one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-01-2003||03:42 PM||||You're crazy.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||07-01-2003||03:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>The car is missing the head, (TB victim).</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The car has no head.  I'd have to shell out for one in addition to the cost of the car ($600 obo).<br /><br />As reliable as an escort may be, I don't think I could bring myself to drive one.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Even though the car has the Escort name, it has a Mazda engine in it.  The inside of the car looked like a Japanise car and not a ford.  It didn't drive like a POS Escort.  It had rear independent suspention, and drove very well.  I guess it had a good clutch too cause I never replaced it and I drove the piss out of it.<br /><br />While the car is not fast by todays variable valve timming 4 cyl cars, I beat a lot of V6 cars and trucks with that little POS car.  If I ever got another one, I'd strip it down and rip the cat and muffler out for as much power as I could get  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'm sure it would feel really slow if I drove one again.  They top out at 120 on a flat grade.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||07-01-2003||04:12 PM||||How long has the head been off? And, I'd imagine its been sitting outside all this time, right? You're right, thats not going to be good to the rings and cylinder walls, and would really make me think twice about the deal, unless its REALLY cheap, and hasn't had the head off very long.||67.34.180.149||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||7541000||07-01-2003||10:02 PM||||i got a 2.3l n/a ford 87 stang 5-spd, its a real peace but i can beat on it like a redhead:) and probably slower than the 1.8 - but its fun trying to break it<br /><br />putting in a roll cage-||12.89.130.196||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000009||BluFalcon||07-01-2003||11:14 PM||||I don't know how it is in your part of the country, but NT 4G63 parts are rather easy to come by. A complete 4G63 head assembly is about $50-60 at one of the local Pick and Pull yards here in D/FW.  But then again, we seem to be blessed with an abundant supply of salvage yards in this area.  Do a little snooping, I'm sure you'll be able to scrounge the parts you need.  If you can get the car for cheap enough and the rest of it is in good enough shape, I say go for it.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||07-01-2003||11:17 PM||||I sold my Galant GS for $100.  Running, too.  Though it was missing a few of these here parts... hmmm<br /><br />For the record, I was motivated by the massive quantity of parking tickets it had acquired.  (Chicago natives will know what I'm talking about).||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002447.cgi
A||||4||JAYGVR4||Invisible Glove?||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||07-01-2003||03:36 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Anyone ever try this product?<br /><br /><a href="http://store.yahoo.com/rodi/ch5215.html" target="_blank">http://store.yahoo.com/rodi/ch5215.html</a><br /><br />I was buying some paint at Autobarn and figured I'd order some and see if it does anything...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||BossGVR4||07-01-2003||04:08 PM||||JB,<br /><br />I use that stuff TOGETHER with latex gloves. It is reaaly good at keeping the black gunk from sticking under your fingernails ..... make sure you get it under there and you and nothing will stick.<br /><br />I tried using it alone but for some reason grease would still be on my hands after the first wash with a Lava bar.<br /><br />Dave||12.44.13.2||reg||1||BossGVR4||00000008||yes
Z||000002||number3||07-01-2003||04:11 PM||||I use it as well but I find gloves are easier. I never tried both at the same time.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||07-01-2003||04:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BossGVR4:<br /><strong> JB,<br /><br />I use that stuff TOGETHER with latex gloves. It is reaaly good at keeping the black gunk from sticking under your fingernails ..... make sure you get it under there and you and nothing will stick.<br /><br />I tried using it alone but for some reason grease would still be on my hands after the first wash with a Lava bar.<br /><br />Dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So thats how you keep your hands so soft and supple...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Who let this Scoobaroo defector in here!?!  <br /><br />Cool, I'll try it out.  We still need to do lunch Bro.  I still have your timing light.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||07-01-2003||06:23 PM||||It works great till you go for that first big drink of some nice ice cold Budweiser.  Then it pretty much is useless.  As soon as it is wet its gone.||68.76.176.144||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum3/002449.cgi
A||||0||curtis||custom gauges||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||07-01-2003||08:22 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Got this website from a friend of mine that have a set in his merkur xr4ti   <a href="http://www.streetracerparts.com/" target="_blank">http://www.streetracerparts.com/</a>||65.144.94.49||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002450.cgi
A||||6||atsiauto||94,97, Mits Fuso I/C +starion lineup.... ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||07-01-2003||09:10 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=773" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=773&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>I was curious if you guys thought the one on the bottom would work on the galant, its near 26-29 inches side to side, I bough 2 of these from Fuso trucks the one below the starion is basically 23 rows and nearly twice the core as a 14 row 89 Starion above it, Prob slap one in the starion the wider one for the Galant, if possible! any thoughts ?<br />Edit: heres a better pic of the 2 together, withought the starion one in the way .... <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=774" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=774&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-01-2003||11:23 PM||||The width sounds fine, but how tall is that?<br /><br />Anyone know what turbos are available in Fusos?  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=000924" target="_blank">I always thought a Fuso</a> would make a good tow vehicle for a Galant.  Judging by the stunned silence I assume I'm alone.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Forced Style||07-02-2003||04:38 AM||||sooo.. atsi.. you lookin to sell one of those? i've been pondering using one on my galant for a while.. i've got a starion but i'd rather try a fuso. PM if you decide you wanna part with one..||208.231.176.43||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||07-02-2003||07:36 AM||||the wider one is 13.5 in. High , but at the worst part of the tanks is 29 ... (the tanks are crazy ) I bought 2 to use one on the quest one on the galant but they cam in different sizes, probably need to have 2.5 outlets slapped on them , the stock sizes(inlet/outlet) are about the same diameter as our car .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||07-02-2003||08:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br />[QB] The width sounds fine, but how tall is that?<br /><br />Anyone know what turbos are available in Fusos?  <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK you asked  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Depending on the model, they can come with anything from a  Td05-12b to a TD07S-23A-13CM2<br /><br />FK/FM models  MY87-90<br /> Have a TD07S-23A-13CM2<br />the MY90 has the same turbo but different wheels.<br />  FE models MY87-91<br />(not intercooled) have a TD06-11A-8CM2<br />While the intercooled MY90-91 have a TD05-12B <br />the MY92's have TD05H-14G-12CM2||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||Forced Style||07-03-2003||01:52 AM||||well if you're not gonna sell them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> , at least say where you bought em?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.231.176.121||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||07-04-2003||09:33 AM||||how much you looking to spend ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/002451.cgi
A||||17||GVR-4||Whaddaya think?||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||07-01-2003||11:51 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Check this out: I went and did the first autocross tonight in a five race series and had a bit o' trouble. Coming into the finish, the course was pretty much a straight away. It had a gentle bend to it, but I was able to shift to third and stay on the gas before crossing the line. There was about a forty or fifty foot runout that we were supposed to stop at the end of and then a left 90. So I've got it to the floor in third when I cross the line and I go to stomp on the brakes and the pedal goes to the floor! NICE! I managed to scrub enough speed to go through the left 90 without hitting any cones (I think) and get the car stopped by pumping the pedal. Did I mention it was raining? Talk about scary. <br /><br />SO...here's the point of the post: What is your guess as to what happened? I haven't had a chance to get under the car yet (Tow truck guy was cool though), so what do you guys think I'll find when I do?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-01-2003||11:57 PM||||Boiled old brake fluid?||67.163.58.52||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||curtis||07-02-2003||12:05 AM||||use to happen to me in the mustang when racing in events and street racing in the curves. Car had around 525 hp and 650lbs torque with stock brakes with performance fiction pads. the fuild would burn and the rotors would glow red at night.  You had the infamance brake fade. Just ment you were driving like you should  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . Change the fuild and blead all the old stuff out, check the rotors for warps, and change the pads if it was raining bad the water hitting the hot brakes probably warped them.||65.135.143.181||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||curtis||07-02-2003||12:18 AM||||Just noticed your from asheville. I grew up in Mitchell and Yancey counties.  Went to Mars Hill to school my freshman year partied to much and my folks pulled me back home that was back in the fall of 88. I was just home two weeks ago miss those curves and the cool nights great for racing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.135.143.181||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||AWDpower||07-02-2003||02:03 AM||||It sounds like brake fade, as others mentioned. Except fade usually builds up, did the pedal start feeling spongy before the finish? I'd also guess an ABS problem, but the pedal wouldn't go to the floor.<br /><br />That sounds like it wasn't a very well thought out course. They usually put a couple of tight turns to slow the cars down near the finish, since it's usually closer to spectators and other cars. Third gear through the lights isn't very safe. <br /><br />I'm glad you took your car out, I love autocrossing. I've never seen another GVR4 at an autocross, and rarely any DSMs. In my opinion, it's the best way to practice driving at the absolute limit (and beyond sometimes.) I like running my GVR4, because nobody knows what it is. Even when I gave a crappy day, I hear people say "Wow, he sure was fast in that old Galant."||67.24.198.33||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||07-02-2003||04:24 AM||||My experience with brake fade was hitting boost around some turns in my 2G (stock brakes/pads).  It braked fine on one turn, then the next I had nothing!  The pedal doesn't fall straight to the floor, like if you were bleeding it.  When fading, you can push and push on the pedal but the car doesn't slow down by much.<br /><br />Solution:  bleed brake fluid, consider upgrading to performance pads and possibly larger rotors and/or calipers.<br /><br />In my case I swapped brakes from 3kgt SL (10.8", twin-pot) and with stock pads for these brakes, I never had fade again.  Remember, fade is when the pad and rotor get so hot that gasses created from friction form a barrier between the two, as if you had oil in between.  I'm not a believer of crossdrilled or slotted rotors, because any good brake pad will not have the problem of producing excess gasses at high temps.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||07-02-2003||06:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> SO...here's the point of the post: What is your guess as to what happened? I haven't had a chance to get under the car yet (Tow truck guy was cool though), so what do you guys think I'll find when I do?<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hope you didnt have your car TOWED..  If so I hope it wasnt too far.  You need to flatbed these things.||68.76.177.56||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||07-02-2003||08:14 AM||||Thanks for all the reponses. It wasn't brake fade. The pedal STILL goes to the floor. The system is open somewhere. The pedal held for a second when I crossed the line, then went to the floor. I have cross drilled rotors, stainless steel lines and upgraded pads, all from the previous owner. The master and calipers are probably all still stock. <br /><br />I think the course was a little sketchy. That last straight was pretty fast. It had a couple spots where traffic crossed paths. No problem if the timing of starts was ok. There was also a spot where there was oncoming traffic right next to you on that last straight away.<br /><br />I wondered if someone would ask about the towing thing. The tow truck was a flat bed.<br /><br />Asheville rules. Except for the job market.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||07-02-2003||09:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> The pedal held for a second when I crossed the line, then went to the floor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's exactly what mine did when one of the stock lines let go and shot all the fluid out of it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||07-02-2003||10:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> The pedal held for a second when I crossed the line, then went to the floor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's exactly what mine did when one of the stock lines let go and shot all the fluid out of it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If there wasn't a huge puddle of fluid on the ground, then you probably boiled the fluid. <br /><br /> This happened to me once in my old Talon.  However, it had the single piston calipers on it.  I was racing a Z28 and I had used the brakes a few times at high speeds.  Then I had to really hit the brakes at about 110MPH and I slowed down to about 80 and then I lost all pedel pressure.  I though I had lost my fluid for sure.  I pulled over in a parking lot and my buddy and I laughed at the smoking red hot rotors.  I hit the brakes again and smoke just rolled off the pads (metal masters) and we had to wait about 20 minuets before we could drive the car home.  After I bled the system the next day it worked like new again.  The fluid I was using was synthetic with over 500 degree boiling point.  I was really surprized I boiled it.  I must have really be abusing the brakes that night.  I guess the setup had 3 good high speed stops in it, but not 4.  <br /><br />Anyway, if you have SS lines, I don't see how you could blow something out.  How fast were you going?  I don't see how you could overheat what you have during a autox, unless it was a high speed autox.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||07-02-2003||10:34 AM||||Yeah, it was raining so I couldn't tell if there was a puddle of fluid or not. And it's still raining so I haven't looked at it yet. I'm not sure where the hole in the system could be, but the pedal still doesn't hold any pressure; it still goes to the floor. Which leads me to believe there's fluid dumping out somewhere with every pump of the pedal. I was just interested in what all of you guys had to say. I'll post again when I find out what happened. BTW I was probably doing 50 or better.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||markrieb||07-02-2003||11:11 AM||||Two types of temperature related brake problems.<br /><br />1)  Brake pad fade.  The pedal will still be hard, but you will have no braking power.  The fix to this is better brake pads, try the Porterfield R4S.<br /><br />2)  Boiled brake fluid.  The pedal will be soft/squishy, but shouldn't go to the floor.  If your fluid is more than a year old, it needs to be flushed and replaced.  Bleed each caliper til the fluid runs clear, a Mi-t-vac will help here as will a set of speed bleeders.  Use a good performance fluid, the Ford Super-Duty "blue" is a good, inexpensive choice.  It will probably take a couple of pints to do a good job.<br /><br />If your brakes went clear to the floor, I would suspect some other mechanical problem, burst brake line, problems with the master cylinder or a burst seal in the caliper.  Fix or repair as needed.<br /><br />Most GVR-4's will never need more than a good set of stock rotors (no slots, no cross drilling), good pads, braided stainless brake lines and good fluid replaced at regular intervals.  This will work for all street, 1/4 mile and autox GVR-4's.  <br /><br />If you do a lot of high speed driving, open track days or driving schools, it it time to spend the $2,000 or $3,000 and upgrade the brakes.  Look at Baer, Stop-Tech or TC.  You will get the most improvement by upgrading the fronts.<br /><br />My last autox was held on the local 3/8 mile circle track.  In 4 different places of the track I was well into the upper part of 3rd gear, then had to slow down to almost 1st gear speeds for a Chicago box.  This is the first time in 4 years of autox that I could actually smell my brakes at the end of a run.  With recent Ford Blue brake fluid, SS lines and heavy duty Raybestos pads and stock rotors I did not have any brake fade.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000012||GVR-4||07-02-2003||07:25 PM||||Thanks, Mark, for the thorough reply. Good info.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||07-02-2003||08:27 PM||||Well I just checked out the car and the driver side front STAINLESS STEEL line has a hole is it. Maybe it got kinked or rubbed up against something that compromised it and it burst under the hard braking. I took a photo, but I don't know how to post it. Could someone tell me how? I'll do a search too. <br /><br />Now I've got some questions: <br /><br />1) Should I replace it with the same brand? I don't even know what kind it is. If I get the photo posted, maybe someone will recognize it.<br /><br />2) Should I go ahead and replace the master cylinder while I've got the system open? And if so, what about the calipers? How far should I go?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000014||GVR-4||07-02-2003||09:40 PM||||Anybody recognize this brand?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=777" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=777&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000015||GVR-4||07-03-2003||12:16 AM||||I looked at them closely: they're EARL'S. Who sells them?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000016||bob dole||07-03-2003||12:36 AM||||They look like goodridge brake lines to me. Mine have that same little yellow tag.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000017||RayH||07-03-2003||11:50 AM||||The Goodridge lines I have came with a red insulation around the braiding.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum3/002452.cgi
A||||10||Jon-Lee||The best gvr4 merch yet||||1||||MaximusDestruction||00001112
Z||000000||Jon-Lee||07-02-2003||12:13 AM||totalracer1@aol.com||Has anyone here seen the website  <a href="http://www.cafeshops.com/threespeed.4864857?zoom=yes#zoom" target="_blank">web page</a> <br />They have some cool sh@#.<br />I especially like the thong(for my wife of course)||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||07-02-2003||12:27 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />That's Harry from the board aka Number3<br />I hear the thongs are especially popular  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||167.142.22.23||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||Jon-Lee||07-02-2003||12:56 AM||||Number3 if you read this, think of me next time you buy something for your car, i just supported you cause by $56.00. That bib will be perfect with my sons recaro child seat||205.188.208.166||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000003||number3||07-02-2003||11:06 AM||||Thank you for your purchase and support. I actually keep track of the profits made and donate it back to this board.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||07-02-2003||11:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Thank you for your purchase and support. I actually keep track of the profits made and donate it back to this board.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn nice of you Harry...Nice for people to know some of their money goes back to a place they enjoy.||167.142.22.219||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||number3||07-02-2003||02:37 PM||||I get as much out of this as everyone else.<br /><br />Jon is the nice guy. Thanks Jon.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||aladdin11||07-03-2003||12:11 AM||||Great gear...some of it will be heading "down under" real soon. Shipping rate is excellent...bought plenty from US and so many people like to charge a fortune to send to Australia.||202.6.138.34||reg||1||aladdin11||00001683||yes
Z||000007||Jon-Lee||07-03-2003||03:25 AM||||number3, my order just shipped and should be here just in time for the wifes b-day. Do you know if they can do the shirts in any other color. White wont last around me.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000008||Jon-Lee||07-07-2003||09:37 PM||||Got my merch, love it. Thanks you harry for that great idea.||68.69.27.183||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000009||number3||07-12-2003||12:32 AM||||Where are my manners?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Thank you guys and it is my pleasure. <br /><br />New stuff pops up every so often so check back.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.cafeshops.com/threespeed" target="_blank">http://www.cafeshops.com/threespeed</a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||Romanova||07-12-2003||10:51 AM||||Galant Baby Bibs? Alright!!! I'm all over that for my little boy. Nice one Harry!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/002453.cgi
A||||0||ayvr4||VR-4 at the track||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||07-02-2003||11:49 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Went to the track yesterday with a few of my friends. I am not running my car yet, but there was a 91 vr-4 there... it seemed to have a bit more than basic mods... The best time I saw was a 13.2, but i think they could have gotten more out of it, I will say those launches were NUTS.<br /><br />It was a good time.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/002454.cgi
A||||0||GRV4726||clearing out corners||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||07-02-2003||04:17 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||is this possible with our cars?<br /><br />i read in the 1000faq that you can boil the corners on the 90 to 91 eclipses. and then seperate this orange bit from the corners. making them clear corners<br /><br />i'm looking at the driver side corner right now and it doesn't seem like this is possible... but i can't seem to open it up.. should i just boil it to find out? i don't want to crack these as this is my only pair<br /><br />thanks||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002455.cgi
A||||2||AWD-LAUNCH||Mofugas Motorsports???||||1||||AWD-LAUNCH||00001855
Z||000000||AWD-LAUNCH||07-02-2003||04:20 PM||Mejia26@Comcast.net||I apologize if this has already been discussed, but I have been out of the seen for a bit and just joined this forum a few days ago. Whatever happened to Mofugas Motorsports??  Did they go out of business? Im just curious, I bought a few things from them and not to long after it seems like they fell off the face of the earth, and I really liked dealing with them.  Thanks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.251.253.226||reg||1||AWD-LAUNCH||00001855||yes
Z||000001||number3||07-02-2003||04:33 PM||||It has been discussed. Actually June 30 and July 1 was the last time it was talked about.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002434" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002434</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||AWD-LAUNCH||07-02-2003||04:49 PM||||Thanks Number 3  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.251.253.226||reg||1||AWD-LAUNCH||00001855||yes



ubb/Forum3/002456.cgi
A||||15||Louters91GVR4||OPINIONS PLEASE!!! Evo 8 vs. VR4||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||07-02-2003||04:57 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||This I feel is a good question, and there are a lot of Mitsubishi Fans out there so here it is.<br /><br />Mitsubishi Galant VR4 introduced in 1991<br />Mitsubishi Evolution 8 introduced in 2003<br /><br />Which car was best engineered given the technology in their respective years of release???<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||Louters91GVR4||07-02-2003||04:59 PM||||In response to my own question, I would say the VR4. If you look at the comparable sports sedans in the early 90's, In my opinion, the VR4 was superior, and ahead of its time.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||07-02-2003||05:12 PM||||I think overall the Galant VR4 was, but that Lancer could drive circles around us stock vrs stock.  <br /><br />They didn't hold back anything on the suspention setup on that EVO.<br /><br />As far as the extra power the Lancer has.  Thats just a bigger turbo, exhaust, FMIC, injectors, and I'm sure fuel pump, but I have no ideal what kind of fuel pump it has.<br /><br />Lets not forget the 7 bolt  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   The car overall seems to be taking very well to mods though.  I'm surprized the ECU doesn't hold the car back.    <br /><br />Did anyone see the Audi take on the EVO?  Audi has out done Mitsubishi and Subaru when it comes down to it all.  I have the video on my computer, but I forget where I got it.  It is a 85 Audi 5cyl aginst a EVO VII.  The Audi was just as fast 0-60 and the EVO could only pull on top end.  Also the EVO could out corner the audi, but if you take into account of how old the Audi was, I thought it put the EVO to shame.  Audi started it all before any of us knew what AWD turbo was.||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||07-02-2003||05:27 PM||||I would say the GVR4 but, I need a loan right now to buy this   <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6355&item=2421837221" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6355&item=2421837221</a>||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||07-02-2003||05:44 PM||||gvr4ever, i think you are talking about top fuel with the british racer. i forgot his name (he drove 911s in the lemans). and isn't it an evo 5? and a girl was driving it (girl racers...hot)<br /><br />yeah the race was obviously planed.. but it was cool. i don't remember the audi's name, but i know it was the first quatro rally car release for sale. cool car, definately ahead of its time||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||07-02-2003||08:05 PM||||i have that video, it was called the Audi Sport Quattro. The video says 5-cyl 2.1 liter turbo. I think he said 306hp, but it's kind of hard to hear becuase they're talking while they're racing (and they're british).  It definatly holds its own against a much newer car.<br />I could be mistaken, but I think there was one for sale a while ago near where I lived. I talked to the seller about it, he was saying something about how you could disable the differentials from the dash. It was before I knew much about that kind of stuff, so I dont really remember. It was in great shape, but no test drive w/o deposit   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   .<br />Anyone know why Audi doesn't rally anymore? My guess is that they're trying to cater to a different market, namely luxury cars.||64.252.104.68||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||Telecaster||07-02-2003||08:32 PM||||LOL, don't forget that Tiff Needell cheated when he cut the corner in that Top Gear episode.  So the evo would have been even further away.||216.175.97.130||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000007||number3||07-02-2003||10:33 PM||||1991-92<br /><br />Trying to sell a "loaded" luxury 4 door AWD turbo sport sedan was, as it turned out, a very risky move in the early 90s. <br /><br />Even though it failed Mitsubishi was willing to step up and take a shot at it with the GVR4. Granite the success of the TEL didn't hurt to push the decision to bring the VR4 over. <br /><br />2003<br /><br />Mitsu would never have brought the EVO over if Subaru would not have stepped up and showed them it could be done. Mitsu introduces a street race car NOT a luxury sports sedan. <br /><br />The point is the Galant (IMHO) was a head of it time. The US market jst was not ready in the early 90s. <br /><br />How times have changed!||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||07-03-2003||01:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> i have that video, it was called the Audi Sport Quattro. The video says 5-cyl 2.1 liter turbo. I think he said 306hp, but it's kind of hard to hear becuase they're talking while they're racing (and they're british).  It definatly holds its own against a much newer car.<br />I could be mistaken, but I think there was one for sale a while ago near where I lived. I talked to the seller about it, he was saying something about how you could disable the differentials from the dash. It was before I knew much about that kind of stuff, so I dont really remember. It was in great shape, but no test drive w/o deposit    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    .<br />Anyone know why Audi doesn't rally anymore? My guess is that they're trying to cater to a different market, namely luxury cars. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, the EVO had the 85 audi overall, but if you account for 15 years of technology and the age of the car, I thought the audi was amazing.  Too bad they are messing around with 1.8l cars and wussy turbos.  I wonder what they "could" do now.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||SPAM||07-03-2003||02:55 AM||||<img src="http://img109.ac.yahoo.co.jp/users/9/5/6/6/jalan21-img600x448-1055669485vr4-wing.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />nuff said....||68.224.134.4||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000010||James||07-03-2003||08:06 AM||||How much was the sticker price on VR4 when they were first released in the U.S.  In Australia the 1990 VR$ was $45k AUD. The EVO 8 which is higher spec the the US model (around 300hp) will be around high $60k.I reckon the EVO 8 will be much better value for money. The engineering that goes into them is amazing. The non US model also has all the anti-lag gear on board. Just need ECU mods to activate it(I am very certain of this). <br /> But in their day, the VR4 was Mitsubishis flagship car.Very solidly built also.They still can be made to look really tuff, and whippass.||210.48.132.40||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||07-03-2003||09:38 AM||||I've driven both, and the Evo 8 is a much better car.  <br /><br /> </font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Handles extremely well, literally, on rails</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">awesome steering ratio, very sensitive</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Brakes work so well they're SCARY</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">More midrange power than any turbo DSM I've driven</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tranny rocks, you can slam shifts like a T56</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cockpit adjustable HID's rule</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Doesn't heat soak like a stock GVR4, big FMIC + IC sprayer works wonders</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The Recaro seats are nice, the GVR4 should've had these stock.</font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <br />On the down side, the headliner is not the nice woven style as the GVR4, and the clutch takes 3 times as long to change.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Of course, Harry's right, in 1991 the GVR4 was more of a revolutionary car than the Evo 8 is now, but stock for stock I'd take an Evolution any day, hands down.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||markrieb||07-03-2003||09:41 AM||||Search the archives here.  There was a thread a few months ago where a couple of us posted .jpg's of the original window stickers.<br /><br />My '92 stickered for around $24,000 when I bought it in November of '91.  I actually got it out the door with tax, license, etc. for just under that.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.226.12||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000013||dsmsleeper||07-03-2003||11:03 AM||||Maybe it was the Audi Ur Quattro.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||07-03-2003||11:14 PM||||First of all, the comparison between the Sport Quattro and the EVO was humorous and was somewhat interesting, but not an equal comparison by any stretch of the word. The SQ was basically a Group B car built with the full brunt of Audi's finances behind it. Only 216 were made, just enough to allow Audi to race it in the insane speed-insane budget Group B series. This is not some everyday Audi street car. It was about as close to a supercar as you could get in those days. Thats why the comparison in ludicrous. And lest we forget, the SQ cost $75,000 back in '85.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.quat.com/sqhome.html" target="_blank">http://www.quat.com/sqhome.html</a><br /><br />As for EVO vs GVR4, we all know the EVO is a vastly superior car. There's no question there. What we should be thinking about is how will the EVO stand the test of time? We can already see how the GVR4 looks after 12 years and lots of abuse and I'd have to personally say that they are holding up quite well. To me, thats good engineering. As for the EVO, only time will tell...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.142||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||number3||07-04-2003||12:53 AM||||I would be willing to put my GVR4 up against an EVO VIII in a shoot out.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />(well let me finish breaking in the motor first)||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002457.cgi
A||||7||GRV4726||very cool commercial||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||07-02-2003||05:36 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i did not write this. it was sent to me from my girlfriend.  enjoy <br /><br />YOU SHOULD READ BEFORE VIEWING LINK!!!<br />Honda commercial UK<br /><br />I think you'll find this pretty cool.....<br />Be sure to read before viewing.<br />Click the link when you're done reading!!<br />A new Honda commercial in the UK:<br />It's very important that you understand there are no computer graphics or digital tricks in the film. Everything you see really happened in real time exactly as you see it.<br /><br />The film took 606 takes. On the first 605 takes, something, usually<br />Very minor, didn't work. They would then have to set the whole thing up again. The crew spent weeks shooting night and day. By the time it was over, they were ready to change professions.  <br /><br />The film cost six million dollars and took three months to complete. In addition, it is two minutes long, so every time Honda airs the film on British television, they're shelling out enough dough to keep any one of us in clover for a lifetime. However, it is fast becoming the most downloaded advertisement in Internet history. Honda executives figure the ad will soon pay for itself simply in "free" viewings (Honda isn't paying a dime to have<br />You watch this commercial!).<br /><br />When the ad was pitched to senior executives, they signed off on it immediately without any hesitation -- including the costs. There are six and only six hand-made Accords in the world. To the horror of Honda engineers, the film makers disassembled two of them to make the film.  <br /><br />Everything you see in the film (aside from the walls, floor,<br />ramp, and complete Honda Accord) are parts from those two cars.<br />The voice-over is Garrison Keillor.<br /><br />When the ad was shown to Honda executives, they liked it and commented on how amazing computer graphics have gotten. They fell off their chairs when they found out it was for real. Oh, and about those funky windshield wipers. On the new Accords, the windshield wipers have water sensors and are designed to start doing their thing automatically as soon as they become wet. It looks a bit weird in the commercial.<br /><br />As amazing as this is, it's actually based on an earlier film from the seventies called "How Things Move" by two Swiss self-destructing artifacts artists. In that film, a similar set-up with household objects goes on for thirty minutes with air jets and fire and chemical reactions.<br /><br />Watch it!<br /><a href="http://home.attbi.com/~bernhard36/honda-ad.html" target="_blank">http://home.attbi.com/~bernhard36/honda-ad.html</a>||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-02-2003||05:56 PM||||I saw that a few months back, its just amazing!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||07-03-2003||02:20 PM||||Haha,that was cool.Never seen that one before.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.200.124.127||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||Eclipse182||07-07-2003||08:29 PM||||haha omg that was awesome!||24.195.188.187||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||07-07-2003||10:11 PM||||After the few months it's been out I still can't figure out how wheels (considering action/reaction/loss of energy) could possibly roll up hill like that...||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000005||number3||07-07-2003||10:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong> I still can't figure out how wheels (considering action/reaction/loss of energy) could possibly roll up hill like that... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Weights on the wheels allowed them to roll up hill.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||07-07-2003||10:32 PM||||Yeah, I guess that kinda makes sense, considering the way they rock before stopping.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000007||CCDSM69||07-07-2003||10:56 PM||||I like this commercial better (some might have seen before)<br /> <a href="http://www.boostmobile.com/commercials/videowm.html?speed=mid&mo=streetracer" target="_blank">great commercial</a>||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum3/002458.cgi
A||||16||Vr4in'||My new in-dash TV....   :-)||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-03-2003||02:59 AM||nohad43@aol.com||I just bought a new Alpine Iva-c800 In dash tv that im planning to hook up in the ol Galant.Just thought i'd show you guys.Hope you guys like it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.digitalpose.com/mbr/1/17785/p/374215_7244601488322392643_vl.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.digitalpose.com/mbr/1/17785/p/374215_7244601488322392643_vl.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.digitalpose.com/mbr/1/17785/p/374214_2607594256402167845_vl.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.digitalpose.com/mbr/1/17785/p/374214_2607594256402167845_vl.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.digitalpose.com/mbr/1/17785/p/374213_7331301396703719400_vl.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.digitalpose.com/mbr/1/17785/p/374213_7331301396703719400_vl.jpg</a><br /><br /><br />Robby||68.200.124.127||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||07-03-2003||03:02 AM||||Oh yeah..this is how it looks while opening up<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=38652&item=2421360731" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=38652&item=2421360731</a><br /><br />I will also load pics when i get it installed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.200.124.127||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||07-03-2003||06:24 AM||||A friend of mine has one in his car.  He had the installer wire in a switch that disables the speed sensor of the unit, which normally blanks the screen while driving.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||07-03-2003||09:56 AM||||Get the HKS Camp system and put that puppy to use!||12.230.41.219||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||07-03-2003||01:59 PM||||Hey Tyler,Which 16v motor do you have in your Scirocco?The 1.8l?J/s wondering lol||68.200.124.127||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||07-03-2003||09:27 PM||||1.8l of 16v furry.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||07-03-2003||10:37 PM||||Alright, I guess I'll be the one to ask this.<br /><br />Whats the point in having a TV in your car? I can see having one in the backseat to entertain the kids on long trips...<br /><br />Or is it just the bling bling thing?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.142||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||07-03-2003||10:57 PM||||At full boost the last thing I am worried about is a TV.  If I want to watch TV I will sit my ass on the couch.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||curtis||07-04-2003||12:31 AM||||the guy "Jap andy" that sells all the high speed bov's and afc's has the HKS camp system every once and a while on ebay.  That and a shit load of stickers would get you a spot on <br />3 fast 3 furious <br />or the riced and ridiculus<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /> Just kidding  looks sweet man||65.135.143.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||07-07-2003||11:46 PM||||Well...i got this t.v. for trading a kid with an 8v golf who has just bolted oon a turbo to it.I traded him my stock i/c and my turbo xs bov for this 1600 dollar t.v.Now thats a deal.i know you would do it.||172.170.115.129||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||07-08-2003||12:25 AM||||The TV is so you can watch the other F1 drivers' laps before you qualify.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||07-08-2003||12:49 AM||||Since I work for a car dealership, I see all kinds of cars come in with in-dash TVs and DVD players. People sure watch some crazy movies when they drive... have yet to find a porno in one though...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||hibrn8||07-08-2003||01:26 AM||||thats a great unit. i personally have had many alpine monitors in the past including that one, a few cva1000's and cva1005's. i currently have the ivac801/dva5205 in the car with a pair of tmem-750a's ready for the headrests. im going to get rid of this setup for the new dvd/monitor in one unit. the resolution is nearly double of the ivac800/801. it made my jaw drop when i saw the quality of this one.<br /><br />i only have monitors to promote the type of installs i am capable of. plus i sell car audio on the net, alpine being one of the manufacturers.||67.163.77.223||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||07-08-2003||11:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> Well...i got this t.v. for trading a kid with an 8v golf who has just bolted oon a turbo to it.I traded him my stock i/c and my turbo xs bov for this 1600 dollar t.v.Now thats a deal.i know you would do it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow, that's a deal!  I'd ebay the TV though.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||07-09-2003||05:45 AM||||As long as we're on an ICE thread, here's another ICE question:  anyone know where to get an in car (or at least 12V DC) VCR?  I'm not talking about a VCP, and at least 99% of the VCP's out there are misadvertised as VCR's.  So, to clarify, I'm looking for an in car Video Cassette Recorder, not merely an in car Video Cassette Player.  If it doesn't have that little red circular button, I'm not interested.  If anyone has any leads, please let me know.  Thanks!!||198.88.145.213||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||07-09-2003||10:11 AM||||Recording in your car?  You could go portable and hi-quality with <a href="http://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh5/controller/home?O=productlist&A=details&Q=&sku=207303&is=REG" target="_blank">this</a> or VHS, cheaper and a bit bigger with <a href="http://www.crutchfield.com/cgi-bin/S-K7A9pqLQ9kX/ProdView.asp?s=0&c=3&g=39500&I=020VDH910&o=m&a=0&cc=01&avf=N" target="_blank">this</a> (the REC button isn't red, sorry) OR you could just go economy with a power inverter and a $50 VCR.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||07-09-2003||04:11 PM||||Thanks Ryan!||198.88.145.213||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002459.cgi
A||||19||jonvr4||are these good water injection systems?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-03-2003||04:00 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://www.aquastealth.com/product.asp?3=88" target="_blank">http://www.aquastealth.com/product.asp?3=88</a><br /><br />anyone heard of them? if so, good or bad?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||BossGVR4||07-03-2003||09:14 AM||||Looks like someone has put together all teh parts for you instead of having to source everything seperately.<br /><br />Ken Inn, care to comment ?<br /><br />DaveC||12.44.13.2||reg||1||BossGVR4||00000008||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||07-03-2003||11:43 AM||||LOL, that name is close to aquamist...Kinda like those fokleys you get on ebay that are oakley fakes.<br /><br />Kit seems pretty standard. The waterinjection group on yahoogroups seems to always suggest piecing one to together (cheapest way)||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||07-03-2003||04:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BossGVR4:<br /><strong> Looks like someone has put together all teh parts for you instead of having to source everything seperately.<br /><br />Ken Inn, care to comment ?<br /><br />DaveC </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">imho, the pump dont have enough oomph.  i would(i did) use a 100 psi.  the aquamist nozzle needs about 45 psi, and if you are over 15 lbs boost, you may not get good spray.  the 100 psi pump is only about 15 bucks more, the 150 psi is about 40 bucks more.  if you leave out the solenoid like i did, you can probably get by with less than 150$||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||07-03-2003||10:44 PM||||Alright, while we're talking about WI, I have a question. Is there a reason why nobody uses fuel pumps as the water pump? I'm sure most of us have a spare fuel pump sitting around so I'm sure somebody has to have tried it...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.142||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||07-07-2003||02:31 AM||||Ken?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||Ash||07-07-2003||06:56 AM||||Water kills fuel pumps pretty quickly, it might work when you first try it but it won't work long.||203.221.18.192||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||07-07-2003||07:12 AM||||Ken, did you see the 100 psi pump option?  What do you think of the kit if that's selected?||198.88.145.216||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||07-07-2003||10:57 AM||||it's ok if you get the 100 psi option, but, i HIGHLY recommend doing it yourself, and talk to brad schaffner at george's imports.  he has forgotten more than most people know about water injection, and one hell of a nice guy.  he sells all the aquamist stuff, and the shurflo stuff, and will help you out with no regard to if you buy his stuff or not.  personally, i do buy from him, cause i KNOW i am getting the right stuff.  for a simple street system, i no longer use a solenoid, and i tapped into the windshield washer resevoir.  you can probably get all you need for 150 or less.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||JAYGVR4||07-07-2003||01:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i tapped into the windshield washer resevoir.  you can probably get all you need for 150 or less. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken how often do you need to refill going off of the the stock washer resevoir?||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||07-07-2003||02:33 PM||||i refill it all the time, and i have never had it go out.  i dont think it will last a full tank of gas.  you can go thru it pretty fast if you are on boost a lot.  i would say less than 5 minutes of steady running.  one of my long term projects is to move the pump to the trunk, and get a 2 gallon or larger resevoir.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||07-07-2003||02:58 PM||||Ken, <br />with all the WI questions that pop up from time to time you should just do a small FAQ from your simple, yet effective setup - unless you've pretty much followed another one that's already got a FAQ/VFAQ.  <br />Your's seems to be a very cost effective setup and I know you've share plenty of info with me before regarding this as well.  <br /><br />I'd need the bigger resevoir though, since I'm into the boost, at least a little on every shift  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.22.225||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||07-07-2003||03:32 PM||||yo, kevin, i just dont think enough people are really interested in water injection.  most seem to be skeptical, or want the bf intercooler.  it's kinda in the same category of the cyclone intake.  which also works very well.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||Nate||07-07-2003||04:11 PM||||I would be interested in a FAQ, even though I have a BF IC. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||07-07-2003||04:42 PM||||Yeah an FAQ would be cool.  I've got a BF IC on the way as well, but would still like to find out your methods.  My brother runs water injection on his 1G AWD but its a PITA for me to get information out of him because he doesn't want my car to get faster than his.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||Matt379||07-07-2003||04:46 PM||||I can make a FAQ.<br /><br />how bout everyone donate and buy me everything, or Ken just remove your system and send it to me with instrutions on how to hook it up.  then I can take pictures  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />seriously though, I would love a VFAQ on your setup, as I know I am planning on setting this up in the future.  In fact, I would donate for it to be possible.||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000016||turboren||02-29-2004||04:37 PM||||Sorry to bump this from way back when, but I'd be interested to see a writeup on it as well.  Also, Ken, do you have the contact info for Brad?<br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.101||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||02-29-2004||06:57 PM||||<a href="http://www.kcsaab.com/" target="_blank">http://www.kcsaab.com/</a>  (courtesy of Google   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   )||69.59.219.230||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000018||turboren||02-29-2004||10:17 PM||||Oh sure, cheat why don'cha?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.101||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||03-01-2004||03:13 AM||||Kinda funny, really.  I first got that link to George's after I joined the WI list at yahoo, but until today I don't think I'd ever noticed that Aquamist banner/link.  Hoo-boy, what a huge load of info!  If you ever need the hookup on a WI setup, I'd at the very least look there for guidance if not just call up ol' Georgie and have him hook you up.||69.59.219.192||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
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A||||14||229of1000||Final Fantasy?||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||07-03-2003||12:00 PM||||Any FF fans on here?  I am a major FF dork.  I've got most of the soundtracks, all the games, etc.  FF7 is still the best!||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||starwrist||07-03-2003||01:35 PM||||7 was the best and had the best soundtrack!||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000002||Gvr4-330||07-03-2003||03:32 PM||||Well, to be honest, I haven't finished playing FF7 yet, but I think FF2/FFIV is the best and FF3/FFVI has the best soundtrack  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||07-03-2003||03:50 PM||||The only soundtrack I don't like is FFV.  The FFVI soundtrack is good, I've got the Grand Finale and the Piano Collection.  The piano collections all inlcude the sheet music, that is some hard stuff!  My mediocre piano skills can't compete.  Playing the chocobo songs on my Korg Electribes is fun though.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />FF7 is also my favorite soundtrack.  Those songs will probably stick with me forever.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Telecaster||07-03-2003||04:09 PM||||VII's a classic.  I remember when i first got it in high school.  From then on it was a race to see who could finish it.  It was over when i got omnislash.  FF8 i played just for the cutscenes.||216.175.97.130||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||07-03-2003||09:14 PM||||oh... final fantasy VII. that takes me back. great game. did you guys try to get the omni materia(i think thats what it was called) for the summons. that drove me nuts because i was missing ONE summon, the one that you get on if you take the right turns on the snowboarding mission.  i tried to go back and get it but that was impossible due to transportation isues.<br /><br />i beat ff8 too. not as fun, the game had a lot of dark colours in it. that kind of turned me off for while. ff adventures on gameboy... now that was funny.<br /><br />another favorite is Crono Cross.. GREAT game.<br />i never got to beat chrono triger because i never owned it.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||Ferrari F50 GT||07-04-2003||12:43 AM||||FF7 came out when I was in high school too.  That game brings back so much memories.  And it has to be the best FF game by a long shot.  Best storyline in almost any movie or game out there.  I would have to say that FF6 is second in my book.  FF10 was okay, but just way too short for a FF game.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||07-04-2003||03:45 AM||||Man, you are all noobs.  I played FF and still have FF2 and FF3 for SNES.  I have some mixed soundtracks of FF7 and up.<br /><br />How about Y's?  Y's Book I and II is not only a cool TurboGrafx-CD game but also had an impressive game soundtrack.  Also good are the symphonic orchestra remakes.<br /><br />Does anyone have the full soundtracks of any FF or Y's available for download?||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||07-04-2003||03:55 AM||||Another thought.  I've always been into the electronic music scene since I've ever used a computer, even an Atari 130xe.  You can get a lot of music off of mp3.com from well known demoscene artists like Necros, Skaven, etc. and I have a ton of tracked music from all the best.<br /><br />If you know what I just said, maybe you'd be interested in buying the <a href="http://www.mindcandydvd.com/" target="_blank">Mind Candy DVD</a>, which is an anthology of the PC demoscene past and current.  It has two sides full of well captured demos and second audio track for commentaries.  I have it and it's fantastic, if you're into that kinda thing.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||Gvr4-330||07-04-2003||06:54 AM||||So how many of you started with FF7?<br /><br />I started with FF2 and 3 on SNES.  I think it lost some of its charm when it became all cinematic.  Though the story is just as good as ever.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.179.71||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000010||199of2k||07-04-2003||11:49 AM||||Final Fantasy Tactics had to be the most difficult FF for me, it is also my favorite FF(after the granddaddy of em all FFVII)||68.14.148.120||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||07-04-2003||12:01 PM||||I actually started with FF7.  It came out when I was in middle school (keep in mind I'm only 18).  I was determined to beat Emerald and Ruby Weapon and get Knights of The Round, etc.  I've gone back and played that game so many times.<br /><br />After getting into the series, I went back and played FF2 and FF3 on SNES.  FF7 though is what really got me into RPG's, and now that is pretty much all that I play.<br /><br />One gripe I have is that these new RPGs are just too easy!!  I played through FFIX without dying once, and FFX isn't much harder.  I'm right at the end of FFX, I've just been too busy with Xenosaga to finish it.<br /><br />Final Fantasy Tactics is great!  I can't wait for the new FFT release on Gameboy Advance.  Whole new story and everything.  I love strategy RPGs.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||Ferrari F50 GT||07-04-2003||12:59 PM||||Spoulson, if you are into electronic music, checkout Soulseek.  Best program for downloading electronic music out there.  It is amazing the rare tracks and sets you can find on it.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.slsk.org" target="_blank">www.slsk.org</a>||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000013||josh91vr4||07-04-2003||01:57 PM||||FF7 is the #1 reason i failed most of the classes my freshman year at college. But hot damn, that was a fun game. Of course, i'm overly violent when playing video games, and after 30 hours invested in it the first time, i died (don't remember where, it was dumb) and chucked the controller at the TV, it bounced off and broke my memory card (hah, i'm a dumb shit sometimes). So yeah, then i went out and got another one and spent another 70 hours beating the game. Sephiroth was weak at the very end, i thought. But an awesome awesome game nonetheless.||24.56.237.5||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||07-06-2003||04:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong>Spoulson, if you are into electronic music, checkout Soulseek.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sweet!  Now if they only supposed HTTP proxy, I'd be using it now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Thanks anyway.  For the next 5-6 weeks my only internet is at my work.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
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A||||1||GVR1643||Working on car in parking lot - humor||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||07-03-2003||12:07 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||My wife emailed this story to me...pretty funny. Be careful what "tools" you leave out! LOL<br /><br />From the NORTHWEST FLORIDA Daily News comes this story of a Crestview couple who drove their car to Wal-Mart, only to have their car break down in the parking lot. The man told his wife to carry on with the shopping while he fixed the car in the lot. The wife returned later to see a small group of people near the car. On closer inspection, she saw a pair of male legs protruding from under the chassis. Although the man was in shorts, his lack of underpants turned private parts into glaringly public ones. Unable to stand the embarrassment, she dutifully stepped forward, quickly put her hand UP his shorts, and tucked everything back into place. On regaining her feet, she looked across the hood and found herself staring at her husband who was standing idly by. The mechanic, however, had to have three stitches in his forehead.||167.142.22.53||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||07-03-2003||01:02 PM||||Funny, but most likely not true.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.snopes.com/risque/mistaken/unzipped.htm" target="_blank">http://www.snopes.com/risque/mistaken/unzipped.htm</a>||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002462.cgi
A||||9||gvr4in||1000+ hp Twin Turbo grand national movie||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||07-03-2003||01:37 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||This thing is LOUD!<br /><br /><a href="http://fasttrackperformance.com/page5/Chow%20movie%20files/C" target="_blank">http://fasttrackperformance.com/page5/Chow%20movie%20files/C</a> hrisTTGN.wmv||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||07-03-2003||02:00 PM||||I can't get the link to work.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||07-03-2003||02:01 PM||||go to the site directly, click on videos, then find the one...They have other kinda-cool ones too...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||07-03-2003||02:02 PM||||I havn't tried it yet, but try this.<br /><br /><a href="http://fasttrackperformance.com/page5/Chow%20movie%20files/ChrisTTGN.wmv" target="_blank">http://fasttrackperformance.com/page5/Chow%20movie%20files/ChrisTTGN.wmv</a><br /><br />there was a space in the url.||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||07-03-2003||02:06 PM||||Yeah the space fixes it.  I did that with the old one but was too lazy to post about it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />That car is awesome.  Can anyone find a link to the video of the GN doing a 300' wheelie down the dragstrip?  I thought it was posted here a while back but I could not find it.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||07-03-2003||02:17 PM||||Now that was MEAN!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.200.124.127||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||Telecaster||07-03-2003||04:13 PM||||GOOD GOD   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  . Those are the compressor side's of the turbos sticking out of the hood right? How intimidating is that?||216.175.97.130||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||07-03-2003||06:24 PM||||It has more then 1078HP or whatever it showed.  It lost a great deal smoking the tires!  It didn't all get mesured.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||msaskin||07-03-2003||07:56 PM||||saw that video a little while ago. <br /><br />if i recall correctly, it's a twin turbo v8 engine.  the engine was used in a drag truck for a while (chevy s-10 i think) before being sold and stuck in the grand national.<br /><br />either way, it's sick as hell to see a car able to smoke it's tires ON A DYNO!!<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000009||curtis||07-04-2003||01:07 AM||||Every summer they have the national Grand National shoot out in Blowing Green Ky at Beech Bend park about 5 miles from the corvette plant      for about 6 days all you see is black regals with matching tires you can jump on one then think your going to run him again at it will be a 8 sec 1/4 mile street car running stock wheels with skinny ass slicks     Its just a organized street race every year about 15 miles out in the county when the track closes then the big money racing begins. $10000 runs.  and these guys are cocky they pull next to you with there car on a trailer and see if you want to race for money.  They flag you down let you look under the hood get you to go to the interstate down 65.  They be in a pack but you have to watch because the driver will switch cars and run you in some bad ass road raced preped 175 mph car.  I know because it happen to me but the cocky bitch learned if you start behind a car you better be able to drive in the ditch to go around him because you have to get by to win.  It was a beutiful site though me in my mustang on nos and a pack of about 7 GN's going ballistic down 65  maybe we could get a big group together and meet up there that weekend or even better the corvette weekend when all the old waxers are filling cocky.||65.135.143.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002463.cgi
A||||5||Vr4in'||JDM BUMPERS VS. AMG BUMPERS.....||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-03-2003||02:22 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I was wondering what exactly is the difference between these two bumpers.Do they both look the same and the only diference that amg made it or something?thanks||68.200.124.127||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-03-2003||02:26 PM||||Zach or Jose<br /><br />I'll let you guys answer this one since you guys are JDM whores - plus, I dont wanna type...LOL   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||darrel_ll||07-03-2003||04:49 PM||||well, there is a slight difference in the two models, including cosmetics.in my opinion, the AMG takes the pie in the looks deptartment  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  the AMG uses the same powerplant but is 2wd as opposed to the actual VR4s, the AMG is actually called "galant AMG version". here's where you can see it and have fun drooling  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index2.html" target="_blank">http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index2.html</a>||61.6.153.120||reg||1||VirtualReality4||00001744||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||07-03-2003||05:01 PM||||I believe he was wondering about the differences between the bumpers, not the car.<br /><br />They look pretty similar to me but I've never had a really good look at an AMG.  Different grills, lip seems a little different, and maybe different fogs?||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||07-03-2003||07:41 PM||||Also the AMG doesn't have the chrome strip and the sides doesn't have the rib. Its cleaner and smoother looking than the JDM one.||171.75.84.151||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000005||darrel_ll||07-04-2003||03:06 PM||||yes, i knew that, but i was just tryin to give a little more info, never know if its gonna help somebody, right?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||210.195.228.39||reg||1||VirtualReality4||00001744||yes



ubb/Forum3/002464.cgi
A||||3||gvr4ever||Happy 4th of July.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||07-03-2003||06:22 PM||||I hope everyone has a safe weekend.  I envy anyone who gets to see the Boston fire works show.  I got to see it once.  WOW!||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||REDLINEGVR4||07-03-2003||07:42 PM||||Ditto On having a safe weekend. And Pember there are still troops over seas so lets keep them in our hearts a prayers.<br />  <br />   U        U       SSSSSSS          AA<br />   U        U       S               A  A<br />   U        U       S              A    A<br />   U        U       SSSSSSS       AAAAAAAA<br />   U        U             S      A        A<br />   U        U             S     A          A<br />   UUUUUUUUUU       SSSSSSS    A            A||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||07-03-2003||07:44 PM||||All those extra lettrs were suposed to look like a big USA But it did not work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||curtis||07-04-2003||01:17 AM||||nice comment about the troops because I use to be one and have a shit load of friend over there on the shitty side of the world.  lost a few already  One was the pilot of the hook that went down in the philipines last year  they were going around 200 knots in a thunder storm about 25 to 50 feet off the deck when they ingested water in both engines and nosed in. they were from 160th soar out of ft campbell ky||65.135.143.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002465.cgi
A||||8||howard_GVR4||Advice for all the single GVR4 owners||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||07-03-2003||06:33 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Carry a fire extinguisher in your car.  <br /><br />I've had this crappy $15 Kidde fire extinguisher mounted in my trunk for 5 years, and until today, the closest I ever came to needing it was when my Alaskan Cod filet leaked butter onto the exhaust manifold and caught fire for a few seconds.<br /><br />So today I was leaving my apartment complex, and as I drive down my (one-way) street, I notice there's a shiny red ~'66 mustang in the next parking lot.  As I passed it, I looked over and saw:<br /><br /></font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Very nice restored looking mustang</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Extremely attractive 20yr. old blond standing in front of car</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hood is popped</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Flames and smoke are coming out from open engine compartment.</font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <br />So I haul ass back around the block, pull back into my lot, pop the GVR4 trunk, grab the ancient fire extinguisher, and help the babe extinguish the fire while she rambles on about the gas tank wanting to explode (blond, remember?).  <br /><br />Some disappointed looking firemen showed up 5 minutes later, scratched their heads, sprinkled about 9 drops of water on the smoking distributor for theatrical effect, and left. <br /><br />Needless to say, the chick was very grateful and very attractive, something that you single guys could appreciate more than my happily married ass.   Seriously, why couldn't this have happened to me in high school?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Never thought I'd use that crappy extinguisher, but it was so handy I replaced it 10 minutes later.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||07-03-2003||06:43 PM||||are you married howard? what was the outcome with the chick?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||Chris Sanders||07-03-2003||06:58 PM||||So where does she live Howard?  I'll stop by and pretend I was the guy with the fire extinguisher  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.188.26.60||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||07-03-2003||07:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Chris Sanders:<br /><strong> So where does she live Howard?  I'll stop by and pretend I was the guy with the fire extinguisher   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you'll have to get an eye operation to look like howard.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Ash||07-03-2003||08:22 PM||||What's the deal with Howards eyes Ken?||203.221.152.229||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||BluFalcon||07-03-2003||08:44 PM||||He's a Korean mutt, just like me.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     Nice job Howard. I still have the fire extiguisher that Jeremy gave me, looks like it'll be going into my Talon once I get it on the road.  Of course with that car, there's a high probability that I'm going to have to use it.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||07-04-2003||12:52 AM||||Havent you noobs seen the video of Howard just after he got married??? Its cool, him and his woman take off in the gvr4 with all these parts attached to the back like tin cans...I remember seeing a 1G exhaust manifold too...Its funny as hell!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||BluFalcon||07-04-2003||01:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Havent you noobs seen the video of Howard just after he got married??? Its cool, him and his woman take off in the gvr4 with all these parts attached to the back like tin cans...I remember seeing a 1G exhaust manifold too...Its funny as hell! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't remember if we put a 1G mani on his car or not.  I do know we put a cracked Valve Cover on it that didn't last the first corner out of the parking lot.||67.163.100.216||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||07-04-2003||09:28 AM||||One of the coil springs tied to the back shot off and (thank god) didn't hit anybody.  <br /><br />That was, by far, the loudest post-wedding vehicle I've ever heard, because of all the DSM parts dragging on the ground.  :-)<br /><br />There were sparks shooting out from all the metal parts, and as we would pass pedestrians, they would jump out of the way.  I actually saw a parent take their little kids inside when we rolled past.  <br /><br />Wait a minute, I'm half korean?  And all these years I thought I had a squinting problem!||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002466.cgi
A||||0||Ash||I finally fixed my car!!!!||||10||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||07-03-2003||08:32 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I'm so happy!!   Its been stalling & the cruise control hasn't worked for a fair while now.  A few of the guys on here suggested the VSS (Vehicle speed sensor, a reed switch) which I checked but found to be OK.  I actually pulled my finger out & checked why the signal wasn't getting from the reed switch to the ECU & found there was a crack in the flexable PCB on the back of the instrument cluster - I bypassed the crack with a piece of wire & presto, back to normal!!<br /><br />Thanks to whoever it was who pointed me in the right direction earlier, can't remember who it was.  (It was one of the long time members of the board, sorry for not remembering)||203.221.152.229||reg||10||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/002467.cgi
A||||0||Matticus||3 Inch cat back question||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||07-03-2003||09:12 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I have search through quite a few posts and couldn't really find an answer to what I wa wondering.  Will a 3 inch Certified Muffler cat back set-up, bolt onto a stock cat?  I just want to verify before I order it.  Thanks.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum3/002468.cgi
A||||4||SteveHebert||197/1000  New to Club||||1||||SteveHebert||00001869
Z||000000||SteveHebert||07-03-2003||09:31 PM||Shebert@mail.usa.com||Just want to say Hello to everyone here. I just found this club and joined. We have a White 92 VR4 (197) bought it new, Has been my wifes car for 11 yrs and now we are retiring it from general use. (She got a new 2004 turbo Subaru) We are keeping the car and until I started looking into what to do with it I never realized it had so much potential. It is in excellent shape (my wifes 'baby') Since this is all new to me - at this point I am a bit overwhelmed, but I am sure that with all the info I am finding at this site I am convinced it will all work out. So at this point I will thank you all in advance.  By the way we are in Massachusetts and If anyone here with a VR4 is in the area I would love to someday look at what you have done.||24.151.136.2||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-03-2003||09:57 PM||||Welcome!  You've had a great platform all these years and never knew it!<br /><br />Would your wife's turbo Subaru happen to be an STI?     <br /><br />Also if you haven't done any mods to it yet, you could ditch the air can and put on a K&N Air filter and get a decent power increase, with a part you can get locally.  It's a start  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||SteveHebert||07-03-2003||10:26 PM||||The Subaru is a Forester XT<br />I appreciate the pointer on the mod - since we do not need the car I will probably just do everything I want to do all at once. (once I figure out what that is)||24.151.136.2||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||07-03-2003||10:43 PM||||Welcome. That's a cool choice: The turbocharged Forester. <br /><br />These cars rule. Keep reading. You won't be so overwhelmed in a year or so.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Here's a good place to start:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a> <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||curtis||07-04-2003||12:48 AM||||look at every picture and every galant web site you can find    also the dsm sites  the talons guys have it figured out and love our cars.  most of the power parts interchange    the first thing i would do is dump the stock pump you can put in in a lawn mower or something and do the hot wire mod you can find it at club dsm also read all of the vfaq posts and stories, mod the stock boost controller or a  manual controller, and run a 3 inch exhaust from the o2 housing back any local exhaust shop can do this for a couple hundred, k@N filter and a tune up   and over build everything because any one that says their only going to run a little boost usually changes there mind when they see or ride in a big boost car.  These mods at first will impress you then<br />        you will become a boost junky      welcome and happy moding     <br />Curtis||65.135.143.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002469.cgi
A||||17||Romanova||One sweet year later...||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||07-04-2003||01:38 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Well, 365 days ago, I laid down the money and purchased #490. After 13,000 miles and lots and lots of money, my car has come quite a ways, yet still has a long ways to go. <br />This car was totally an impulse purchase that I regretted when I got home with it. Then once I started tinkering with it and reading up about the potential of the car and the 4G63 motor, my regrets quickly faded and I started formulating a plan for turning #490 from a junked out rice-rocket into a super clean super sleeper. <br />This car has allowed me to meet some really great people from the board and the advice I have recieved has been an excellent help. <br />Thanks guys!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||07-04-2003||06:11 PM||||How about some pics of your baby?||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||SteveHebert||07-04-2003||08:23 PM||||Also - what have you done so far? I have 197/1000 (original owner) and have never made a modification...yet - but it's now time. Basically the car is in very good condition. I feel I probably can't loose - the car was completely paid for 7 years ago. And so far I have only had to do general maintenance stuff.||24.151.136.2||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||07-05-2003||12:09 AM||||The best place to start is with maintenance. Make sure your CAPs are good, O2 sensor, knock sensor, timing belt, drive belts, CV boots, quality drive train fluids... all the basics. <br />My first major mod was a 3" SS turbo back exhaust... great investment. I'm working on switching all the suspension bushings to polyurethane now... then I will upgrade to a 2G MAS, 550s, and a 190 fuel pump. So much to be done yet...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||07-05-2003||01:23 AM||||so how is the task of replacing all the bushings? i heard it was a REAL pain in the ass but thats mostly from people who haven't even done it yet (kind of weird considering they couldn't possibly know yet)<br /><br />haha its almost been a year for me too (well its been like 10 months) but um... i think i have near 5 thousand miles oh her.. arg. been looking for a rebuilt head, but i'm sort of picky.<br /><br />anywho. i'm thinking that i am going to call the galant seven26, like a signiture name for the car or something. i mean like marking the stuff i make for the car with that. i thought it would be a nice little touch||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||07-05-2003||02:44 AM||||Its been a little over a year for me, I bought mine cash for $4200 on June 7th 02'. Mine has come a longgg way! The entire engine has been out once for rings, swapped heads twice, It has a new somewhat-builtup head (titanium guides, ss valves 3 angle valve job, arp head studs), every seal/gasket has been replaced, the suspension has been swapped, the turbo has been swapped at least 6 times(still running a ported to all hell 14b), Ive got a 2gmas, 660's, afc, rewired 3si vr4 fuel pump, 3" turboback with no restrictions, 3" cold air intake, 2.5" intercooler piping and 18 psi! All work done by myself (including head swaps and rings), maintained like a mofo, Its a definite sense of accomplishment considering Im a youngin (Yes Im 18!!) and alot of older folks aren't as experienced shall I say doing things Im able to do. I love my galant vr-4, I almost sold it last week but its too much of an emotional attachment!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||07-05-2003||12:35 PM||||Replacing the bushings isn't too bad... provided you have all the right tools... torch, press, c-clamps, hacksaw, drill, beer. <br />When I did the drivers side rear bushing on the front control arm, it took me forever to get the old bushing off... passenger side took 5 minutes. Go figure.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||07-05-2003||07:13 PM||||Hey Tyler.....We should get together sometime for a meet with Mark Rieb and some other local boys like kartorium (Karter) and some of the guys from Yakima along with any other Spokane guys. I'd like to get everyone together and get some pics.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||07-05-2003||07:26 PM||||Mark, great idea!<br />I'm free every weekend pretty much and I would be happy to host if you guys wanted to make the trip to Spokane... do some BBQ, drink some beer, and talk VR-4s. I'm also up for traveling to the Tri-Cities, or down to your neck of the woods. Lets make this happen!||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||markrieb||07-07-2003||12:16 AM||||I'm game (and home now for a change...) so just let me know when/where.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.47.226.12||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||07-07-2003||12:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> I'm game (and home now for a change...) so just let me know when/where.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's at your place Mark..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />That's gonna be the kicker. I don't have room in front of my duplex for anymore than two cars. Who wants to host?||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||markrieb||07-07-2003||10:05 AM||||I could host it.  We just need to figure out a weekend.  Mine are getting filled quickly.<br /><br />We should drop a line to Ken Keilman and a couple of other GVR-4 guys up in Spokane.  <br /><br />Lets take this off list for now.  You all can reach me at m.rieb@verizon.net<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||07-08-2003||12:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SteveHebert:<br /><strong> Also - what have you done so far? I have 197/1000 (original owner) and have never made a modification...yet - but it's now time. Basically the car is in very good condition. I feel I probably can't loose - the car was completely paid for 7 years ago. And so far I have only had to do general maintenance stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Steve:  do the free mods ASAP.  Remove your air can/snorkel from the car, pull out the air filter and MAF (big plastic box) and remove that circular "air silencer".  Throw it away.<br /><br />Second: remove the boost control solenoid from the car (the heavy black thing with vacuum hoses on top of the air can), remembering how it was hooked up, of course, and then remove the restrictor from the one nipple.  (It is a very small plastic sleeve inside the nipple.)  It will take some ingenuity to remove -- I had my best luck with a combination of a small screw and a small drill bit.  After working it out a bit you can get some pliars on it.<br /><br />Do those two things -- you deserve it.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||markrieb||07-08-2003||10:19 AM||||The last one you forgot was to reference the boost solenoid/waste gate from the throttle body side of the intercooler only.<br /><br />It makes more sense when you see it.  The boost reference line Tee's and goes to the IC piping on both sides of the IC.  Remove the line from the turbo side of the IC and cap it, plug the line you just removed.  Or if you want to get fancy, replace the line.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||07-08-2003||03:25 PM||||Hmm, really?  What's the benefit, keeps the spool up?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||kartorium31||07-08-2003||09:23 PM||||Hmmm, Karter can't really drive his car right now.  Mr. Galant is being stubborn and won't go into gear.  I've got a new slave on the way though and hopefully that's the problem, otherwise I'll have to get a new clutch and fork and pivot point.  I could host a little get-together also, especially since my car won't move!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> <br /><br />BTW:  Sorry for continuing to hijack this thread   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.144.137.196||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000016||markrieb||07-09-2003||10:36 AM||||That reference line is where the waste gate actuator gets its pressure to open up the waste gate.  Typically it opens at 11 psi or so.<br /><br />There is a couple psi pressure drop across the IC, i.e., if you have 11 psi before the IC, you will only have 9 psi after the IC.  If you reference the wastegate actuator to after the IC, you now see 11 psi after the IC and 13 or so before the IC.  Stock the car "averages" these pressures.<br /><br />You will see an overall increase in boost by a psi or two.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000017||PJGross||07-09-2003||03:42 PM||||Tyler,<br />Just remember you don't have the ONLY #490!<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.59||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes



ubb/Forum3/002470.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||Polk Performance???||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-05-2003||01:07 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||anyone hear of these guys? they have a post on the dsm trader for je pistons, 485 shipped with rings. Are these guys legit?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=111677&category_id=&sub_id=&variable_file=&page=&set=1&position=1&total_count=9&website=default&prev_action=search&session=3e7541e064099f93" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=111677&category_id=&sub_id=&variable_file=&page=&set=1&position=1&total_count=9&website= default&prev_action=search&session=3e7541e064099f93</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-05-2003||02:44 AM||||Yes, polk is legit and a great guy to work with. I would call the shop and talk to him. He supposedly does great head porting and economical engine packages as well...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||07-05-2003||03:37 PM||||so maybe i'll look these guys up asap.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/002471.cgi
A||||15||blacksheep||I am off to Ohio to deliver greebean now...||||10||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||07-05-2003||02:49 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi gang<br /><br />Its about 1:45 am CST on Friday night/Saturday morning and we are heading out to Ohio to hand over greenbean. Kinda cloudy and seems like it will be cloudy/rainy all the way there.<br /><br />The ass-end of the car is waay low now with all the stuff loaded up like the stock wheels, exhaust parts etc etc, hope there is a good tailwind to get me going....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Anyways, I am kinda excited coz I havent been on a roadtrip in a while and actually woke up early for this. <br /><br />Wish me luck! Maye I'll see some gvr4 guys on the way there...||12.214.212.206||reg||10||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-05-2003||11:52 AM||||Good luck KC!  Hope the sale goes well.  I left Wisconsin at 3:30 AM and didn't get into atlanta until 7:30PM (by myself) on the way home from getting my car.  Road trips are fun though!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||07-06-2003||06:29 PM||||Where in Ohio is Greenbeans new home??||68.76.179.68||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||07-06-2003||06:44 PM||||I think the new owner is from Georgia and KC was just meeting him partway.  I could be wrong.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||mromik||07-06-2003||07:11 PM||||how much kilometres you had to drive to ohio?<br />on Saturday I made 1000km on my Galant (300 km was offroad)<br />I wish I had camera!||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||07-06-2003||08:32 PM||||I drove from Cincinnati to Cedar rapids and it took me about 8.5 hours but i go the speed limit!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||07-06-2003||08:49 PM||||"The Paul" is right. The new owner Chris Helman (helmach on our board) is in the Atlanta area but hails from West Virginia. We met in Toledo as I was picking up the car I leased there as I would then have a vehicle to drive back in.<br /><br />It was a fast trip, more driving than anything else. We came back at midnite last nite. So, we spent almost all day driving. <br /><br />Mromik- It was just shy of 600 miles each way and included pit stops for food. It was 9 hrs to Toledo and the same back. Our dog went with us, so we made stops for him as well     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br />DeanCouchey - did you pick up your gvr4 from Cedar Rapids, Iowa? Just curious...||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||helmach||07-07-2003||09:49 AM||||I am the new owner of Greenbean. It was a very long trip, but worth every mile. The car was even better than I had expected. KC is great guy, he went to a lot of trouble to make the sale go smoothly. Good customer service I guess.||68.16.100.6||reg||1||Helmach||00001860||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||07-07-2003||10:01 AM||||"The car was even better than I had expected. KC is great guy, he went to a lot of trouble to make the sale go smoothly. Good customer service I guess. "<br /><br />Practice makes perfect - KC's bought a sold a couple of these before ;-)<br />He was the same way selling the white one to my buddy in MS.  Doesn't want to dick anyone over.||167.142.22.254||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||07-07-2003||08:44 PM||||Thanks for the good words, guys. Yeah, I would hate if something crappy happened to anyone after they bought a car from me, so I dont mind losing a few pennies and go the extra mile. Plus, I make a new friend and thats worth the effort as well.<br /><br />I know Chris will take good care of greenbean. It needs some little fixes here and there and she'll be good as new if not better.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||turboflanagan||07-07-2003||09:21 PM||||Great, that makes 3 on the board from the Atl area.<br /><br />Maybe KC should get a "star" rating from someone?  I'd feel a little guilty giving him a 1 star for offering all those parts I wanted and then saying "Ha Ha, just kidding.  I sold the car instead."  But I'm not bitter.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br />KC, I have some great powdery coffee mate type stuff to mail you.  Just open the envelope and sniff real deep.  You'll love it!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||209.86.138.74||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||07-07-2003||09:58 PM||||I apologize dearly for doing that. I was getting a backup plan in case the sale didnt go thru...<br /><br />Dont be saying stuff like that, man! If someone reads this, they will think you were the fou mailing anthrax to the whole of the USA    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||Vr4in'||07-07-2003||11:16 PM||||where at in toledo did you deliver your car,i used to live there.<br /><br />Robby||172.170.115.129||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||07-08-2003||12:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Maybe KC should get a "star" rating from someone? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He lost his stars when he became a moderator.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Helmach:<br /><strong> I am the new owner of Greenbean. It was a very long trip, but worth every mile. The car was even better than I had expected. KC is great guy, he went to a lot of trouble to make the sale go smoothly. Good customer service I guess. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Welcome to the community.  I think you got a helluva deal.  I wish KC would sell me something.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||DeanCouchey||07-08-2003||01:21 AM||||KC I got mine in Vermont then moved to cincinnati and had a GF in Cedar radips so I was out there seeing her and now i am back in NY where i am orginally from   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Can you ubnderstand all of that. I did see one black VR4 out there though some younger women owned it.||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||07-08-2003||10:00 AM||||Hertz<br /><br />What do you want? I have a lot of stuff I may be selling soon, if you wanna get in line, nows the chance   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002472.cgi
A||||11||Jon-Lee||Take a look. clean 92 F/S||||1||||MaximusDestruction||00001112
Z||000000||Jon-Lee||07-05-2003||02:59 PM||totalracer1@aol.com||<a href="http://www.performanceautosource.com/vr42.html" target="_blank">http://www.performanceautosource.com/vr42.html</a><br /><br />it doesnt have the limited addition badge on it. i emailed the seller to see if he still had it so i could glue it on or somthing. Would you buy it with no badge?? Also, what is up with the gold badges? also, the front grill insert looks chrome not color matched. just an observation. if i can finance, i will buy it and turn my old one into an auto for my wife.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000001||REDLINEGVR4||07-05-2003||03:15 PM||||That vr4 is damn good looking. I would buy it in a heart beat.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000002||Jon-Lee||07-05-2003||06:56 PM||||It is nice. I heard from the dealer selling the car. He said they dont know what number it is and mitsubishi was of no help. Now, this is the authoratative sight when it comes to GVR4s so someone should know how we can solve this, I HOPE!!!!||152.163.252.33||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||07-05-2003||07:07 PM||||Very nice,  as for the badge problem: there is no way to determine what number the car was orriginally.||68.14.75.56||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||07-05-2003||08:06 PM||||There are (or were) nine cars that were not numbered. 8 in 91 and 1 in 92. These were press cars.<br />Iceman might be able to shed some light on that car, but he needs a VIN. Can anyone get it for him?<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||Jon-Lee||07-06-2003||03:39 AM||||JA3CX56U8NZ014102  There is the vin.<br /><br />No one has mentioned the gold badges yet. And the front grill. Could this be a press car, or lost badge. tune in next time.<br /><br />I am working on financing for it right now.<br /><br />Also has anyone ever seen a jdm badge for the front grill thas has to do with "all time awd and viscous coupling. I saw it on Robert Garcias Jdm GVR4 @RRE||205.188.208.166||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||07-06-2003||07:49 AM||||The 'badgeing' in the front grill you are talking about is on JDM cars, also the ones in Europe and elsewhere. Just about everywhere but the USA. There are grills like that for sale on here every once in a while.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||199of2k||07-06-2003||10:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Also has anyone ever seen a jdm badge for the front grill thas has to do with "all time awd and viscous coupling.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have one on my VR4, got it from KC about 2 years ago.||68.14.75.56||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000008||crucible||07-06-2003||11:40 AM||||I would run the VIN# through CARFAX if possible.It will give you an idea where the hell its been and any recall info.It might not give you the info about badge# etc but it might lead you to something.<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||07-08-2003||01:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 199of2k:<br /><strong> Very nice,  as for the badge problem: there is no way to determine what number the car was orriginally. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Only by the VIN and only if it has been reported here before.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MaximusDestruction:<br /><strong> it doesnt have the limited addition badge on it. i emailed the seller to see if he still had it so i could glue it on or somthing. Would you buy it with no badge?? Also, what is up with the gold badges? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd buy it.  I'd rather have the key fob over the badge, anyhow.<br /><br />I would assume that the badges were painted/plated.  It was a popular thing in the 90's.  It doesn't look "factory" because the entire Mistubishi badge is gold (minus the diamond star) -- that is, even the "sprue" is gold.<br /><br />I'm not sure if that pinstriping is factory, either.  ('91s don't look like that, at least)<br /><br />What's the asking price?||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||meshwork||07-08-2003||09:31 AM||||My pinstriping is identical to that. <br /><br />Looks like someone put a 91 grill in it (probably to go with the chrome wheels and trim).||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000011||Jon-Lee||07-08-2003||08:16 PM||||They want 7000 for it but i dont know if i want a car w/o a number. How would i identify it. "numberless"!!!!!!! The limited addition is the alure of the car.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes



ubb/Forum3/002473.cgi
A||||28||229of1000||People that don't post.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||07-05-2003||10:00 PM||||So I was looking in the directory, sorted by number of posts.  There are 80 pages of members.  The interesting thing is that the last 40 pages of members have 0 posts.  That is 800 people, half of the userbase on this board, that have never contributed a single idea.  Is it just me or is that a little disturbing?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||07-05-2003||10:11 PM||||well in that case ill say "hi". i just found this site yesterday and have been reading trying to find answers to the multitude of questions ive wondered since geting my GVR4 on wednesday.||68.168.159.137||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||07-05-2003||10:56 PM||||I think that most topics have been covered pretty well, over and over.  If all the no-shows do is read everything, they hopefully are searching for the answers, and finding them.  If there's one thing you can find by searching, that would be all of the, "you see that little button at the top, it's called the search button."  It really hasn't happened alot lately.  Last year it seemed liked you couldn't even ask a question without getting slammed.  If I was new and came across this board, I would be pretty happy to just search and never ask a question.  It is pretty easy to find all the answers.  Especially when someone asks the questions.||24.167.215.54||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||07-05-2003||10:58 PM||||That is true but sometimes you have to post to get a decent answer.  Searching can yield decent results most of the time but not always the exact piece of information you need.<br /><br />Welcome to the board, Notorius.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||07-05-2003||10:59 PM||||well many times a picture or idea is linked. when they come here to this site they have to register just to see the thread... They do just that register, see what they came for and bail never to return again most likely . I kinda like it that way .  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||07-05-2003||11:12 PM||||yeah so now we are all close knit and everything   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.25.139.78||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||aladdin11||07-06-2003||02:39 AM||||Ummm...as I don't actually have a VR4.....should I shut up and hide???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||202.6.138.34||reg||1||aladdin11||00001683||yes
Z||000007||Masonbrick||07-06-2003||05:03 AM||||OK I'll post. I just purchased #116/2000 last Sunday and found this board last night. I've been doing nothing except searching and reading. Actually I've been doing that all over the internet since I got the car. This Galant fortunately came with all of the important upgrades, I just have to take care of the little niggling details and get it tuned correctly. I hope that eventually I will have something of value to contribute but until then I will remain pretty silent. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />   RON||64.168.31.3||reg||7||Masonbrick||00001877||yes
Z||000008||Family4Door||07-06-2003||05:15 AM||||I really don't post that much because my GVR4 is been down for about 8 months and since im new to the board I dont know anyone on here(except for the people in my area that I have already met)so I try to keep my mouth shut.<br /><br />Also, sorry to be off-topic but when is the next big DSM meet(as in everyone), I have never been and want to go.||172.170.169.59||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000009||number3||07-06-2003||12:00 PM||||<a href="http://www.buschurracing.com/schedule1.html" target="_blank">http://www.buschurracing.com/schedule1.html</a>||208.32.94.155||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||monsterbishi||07-06-2003||05:02 PM||||Well, I just joined up about 20 mins ago, that's my excuse for not posting...||203.97.2.242||reg||1||Monsterbishi||00001886||yes
Z||000011||Louters91GVR4||07-07-2003||02:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> well in that case ill say "hi". i just found this site yesterday and have been reading trying to find answers to the multitude of questions ive wondered since geting my GVR4 on wednesday. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Welcome to our cult Notorious  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000012||VR4GURL||07-07-2003||07:07 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  And yip me saying a big...*HELLO* as well  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.27.176.157||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000013||Eclipse182||07-07-2003||07:09 PM||||Hey, im new here too. So..just thought id say hi. Lol   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.195.188.187||reg||10||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000014||number3||07-07-2003||07:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4GURL:<br /><strong>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   And yip me saying a big...*HELLO* as well   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A girl! Schweet.  So newbies tell us about your GVR4s'<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||aladdin11||07-07-2003||11:42 PM||||Dont have one yet...got a Cordia...please forgive me...<br /><br />perhaps when funds are available I can convince the mrs a VR4 would be a good family car, after all...it's got 4 doors   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.6.138.34||reg||1||aladdin11||00001683||yes
Z||000016||VR4GURL||07-09-2003||02:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4GURL:<br /><strong>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    And yip me saying a big...*HELLO* as well    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A girl! Schweet.  So newbies tell us about your GVR4s'<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Well Ive got an evo0/vr4 and shes a cutie...pretty standard just exhaust,k&n,valve=twin trumpet thats bout it got tints but me lurvvve them sooo much  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||202.27.176.157||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000017||rimreaper||07-09-2003||02:21 AM||||boostin babe where in NZ are ya what ya boost at <br />I got a evo 0 wit evo 5 front and 17" kospas<br /><br />you...||202.27.176.157||reg||1||rimreaper||00001863||yes
Z||000018||Family4Door||07-09-2003||02:23 AM||||Got a 91 GVR4 it has a K@N filter, 3-inch exhaust turbo back(no cat), supra fuel pump, eibach springs, GAB shocks, small 16g, profec b boost controller, starion front mount, gewalt wheels(17's).<br /><br />But it recently locked up so in search of new motor, if any one knows where I can get a new motor cheap the input would be much appreciated.||172.170.176.106||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000019||ken inn||07-09-2003||09:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Family4Door:<br /><strong> Got a 91 GVR4 it has a K@N filter, 3-inch exhaust turbo back(no cat), supra fuel pump, eibach springs, GAB shocks, small 16g, profec b boost controller, starion front mount, gewalt wheels(17's).<br /><br />But it recently locked up so in search of new motor, if any one knows where I can get a new motor cheap the input would be much appreciated. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">get a lo mileage used jdm motor.  should cost about a grand, then, you can sell off some of the external parts and get some of it back.  do a search for japanese motors, etc, or go to the rre site.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000020||VR4GURL||07-09-2003||10:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rimreaper:<br /><strong> boostin babe where in NZ are ya what ya boost at <br />I got a evo 0 wit evo 5 front and 17" kospas<br /><br />you... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just standard boost i fink bout 10.....im from welly....wot bout you???||210.54.99.9||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000021||Spellmen||07-10-2003||04:26 PM||||Thinking about buying a 91 VR4 with a spare engine for $3500, so I'm doing some research on them||63.111.68.130||reg||1||Spellmen||00001907||yes
Z||000022||DSSA||07-10-2003||08:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  That is 800 people, half of the userbase on this board, that have never contributed a single idea.  Is it just me or is that a little disturbing? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think I'd prefer that (people reading up on stuff and not posting) instead of all 800 posting questions that have already been answered and 800 responses stating "use the search icon".||205.188.208.166||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000023||92LaserAWDTurbo||07-11-2003||03:45 AM||||My second post.  I'm in the process of sellin my Laser and getting a GVR-4... been reading this site for a while to get a good idea about the cars, just haven't posted till today.  Hi everyone.  I'm from MN.||68.117.46.40||reg||1||92LaserAWDTurbo||00001635||yes
Z||000024||Team Ducktape||07-11-2003||04:19 AM||||Where in MN? My parents have a cabine up north; just south of Superior WI, I often snowmobile with Jason (aka 980) into MN. I think I got us really lost there once if I remeber correctly.....||24.209.155.14||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000025||Jon||07-11-2003||08:23 AM||||I clean up the database from time to time.  I usually delete accounts that are 6 months old with zero posts.  I also delete accounts with only 1 post that haven't posted in 6 months.  I also delete accounts that haven't posted in a year regardless of the number of posts.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000026||Hertz||07-11-2003||09:54 AM||||Jon's a good DBA.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000027||92LaserAWDTurbo||07-11-2003||02:27 PM||||I live in Apple Valley, MN.  It's 15 minutes south of the Twin Cities, and only a 10 minute drive to the Mall of America.<br />A few of my friends' dads own GVR-4s.  One guy only has like 15k on the clock!||68.117.46.40||reg||1||92LaserAWDTurbo||00001635||yes
Z||000028||blacksheep||07-15-2003||10:35 AM||||Midwest, Minesotta, represent, wha wha !!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />Well, I am close to MN, I am in Des Moines, Iowa, so is Kevin. There arent many gvr4's here, thats for sure.<br /><br />My gvr4 is on stands and will be for a while   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002474.cgi
A||||5||turbowop||jdm vin# request||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||07-05-2003||10:28 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||My local Mitsu parts counter guy (and fellow gvr4 enthusiast) says he may have a hook up with jdm parts but he needs a vin number to go off of. We have a half cut locally but the vin is unreadable. Does anybody have one? It can be any gvr4 as long as it's jdm. Thanks...||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-06-2003||09:44 PM||||Here is the VIN from my JDM tranny. It is the same as the one on the car in Japan:<br /><br />W5M332NQBKJK4927||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||09-16-2003||02:05 AM||||Old topic, but did this ever turn into something good ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||09-16-2003||03:01 AM||||He got a vin# and as far as I know he can order JDM parts. However....there is a down side. They're quite expensive. The price for a front bumper cover is around $600 and that, of course, does not include the support and necassary brackets to mount it....let alone the fog lights. And as for different grills and what not....he can only get parts that are specific to that vin#. Maybe if somebody had an AMG galant vin# some cool stuff could be had but he nor I have looked much further into it because of expensive pricing.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||09-16-2003||10:35 AM||||You guys crack me up, I posted the pn fro the AMG grill and no one noticed or cared.||64.63.216.17||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||09-16-2003||01:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> You guys crack me up, I posted the pn fro the AMG grill and no one noticed or cared. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cause your king ding dong  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/002475.cgi
A||||11||Family4Door||Funny (probably already read this before)||||14||||Family4Door||00001333
Z||000000||Family4Door||07-06-2003||03:50 AM||mercan_gst@yahoo.com||YOU KNOW YOU OWN A DSM IF.......<br /><br /><br />1. If you've ever had to explain crankwalk to a mechanic.... <br />2. If you have a garage full of spare engines, just in case.... <br />3. If you've hit your head on the B-pillar during an AWD launch.... <br />4. If you bought half of your performance parts at Home Depot.<br />5. If your freinds get beat in a race and call you immediately after to rematch for them.<br />6. You only carry a Palm Pilot to log your engine's data.<br />7. You know more about the 4G63 engine than some engineers at Mitsubishi. <br />8. Your wife/girlfriend wishes your car never exsisted. SO TRUE<br />9. you look at riced out civics and roll your eyes <br />10. If a junk yard to you is an upgrade yard.....<br />11. If your car consists of parts from more than 10 other DSMs..... <br />12. If you take offense to the word Riceburner..... <br />13. If your DSM is the most unreliable car you have ever owned, but still your favorite...... <br />14. The UPS guy comes over for a beer on a regular basis <br />15. You can launch your oil dip stick 20ft. <br />16. If a honda owner ever looked at you funny when you say "free mods"<br />17. a normal weekend involves removing your transmission 5 times.<br />18. your "grocery getter" is a 12 sec car...<br />19. If you have had to remove your radiator fans, because they just don't fit in front of that Turbo....... <br />20. When at the strip you sit around with the Z28s and WS6 guys and talk shit about hondas<br />21. If you can get your 4cyl to a 12.5 1/4 for $775.<br />22. if you know what Galant VR4s are <br />23. if you know that you dont need nitrous to run a 1/4 mile in under 12 seconds<br />24.you have more gauges then an airplane<br />25. Your best car is still on blocks in the yard and you have another year of payments on it<br />26. You break at least two tie rod ends on a launch<br />27. A flat tire means another flower pot for the yard<br />28. You know that breaking forks during a hard shift doesn't refer to waiting tables at a diner.<br />29. You know about the automatic windshield wipers 1st Gens have at the dragstrip<br />30. "stock" means that the car has all of the parts it came with, you didn't add a thing, you just dremeled or removed a few, that's all...<br />31. That breaking an axle means replacing the axle and the wheel bearing because they are siezed together<br />32. When your wife/girlfriend owns and races a DSM just like you<br />33. When you street/track kills reads something like XX and 0<br />34. When you've removed the engine from your DSM in your own garage more than once (IN the middle of f**kING WINTER)<br />35. When you have nightmares about getting into second gear<br />36. When the word SHOOTOUT means driving your DSM half way across America (for some) just to beat up on it, and not a gun fight<br />37. When reference to modding a DSM comes up in just about every major argument you have with a loved one<br />38. You have to add a quart of oil befor you leave to go anywhere<br />39. You have to rebuild your trans every time you do an oil change<br />40. People on slicks with 3 times your displacement bitch about spots<br />41. $6,000 is the TOTAL COST of your 11 second street car, not the cost of the mods to get it there||172.170.169.59||reg||14||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||07-06-2003||04:07 AM||||Haha, great list!||198.88.145.242||reg||10||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||07-06-2003||10:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Family4Door:<br /><strong> 22. if you know what Galant VR4s are <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've been amazed at the amount of DSM owners that have never heard of it and think I'm lying.||64.252.101.76||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||07-06-2003||01:23 PM||||21. If you can get your 4cyl to a 12.5 1/4 for $775.<br /><br />ive read about this on DSMTalk or DSMTuners before but after searching i never found the thread or page for it. anyone got a link?||68.168.159.137||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||07-06-2003||08:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">32. When your wife/girlfriend owns and races a DSM just like you  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wish this was true!!!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||msaskin||07-06-2003||09:14 PM||||i can post the full version of this if anyone wants.  it's closer to 400 reasons  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000006||mromik||07-06-2003||09:26 PM||||That is the list that is about me!<br /><br />2. If you have a garage full of spare engines, just in case.... <br />5. If your freinds get beat in a race and call you immediately after to rematch for them.<br />7. You know more about the 4G63 engine than some engineers at Mitsubishi. <br />8. Your wife/girlfriend wishes your car never exsisted. SO TRUE<br />9. you look at riced out civics and roll your eyes <br />10. If a junk yard to you is an upgrade yard.....<br />11. If your car consists of parts from more than 10 other DSMs..... (NOT 10 yet, but soon)<br />13. If your DSM is the most unreliable car you have ever owned, but still your favorite...... <br />17. a normal weekend involves removing your transmission 5 times.<br />22. if you know what Galant VR4s are <br />27. A flat tire means another flower pot for the yard<br />30. "stock" means that the car has all of the parts it came with, you didn't add a thing, you just dremeled or removed a few, that's all...<br />32. When your wife/girlfriend owns and races a DSM just like you (My father and sister does and i sold my red 2wd galant to my friend's father).<br />34. When you've removed the engine from your DSM in your own garage more than once (IN the middle of f**kING WINTER)<br />35. When you have nightmares about getting into second gear (mine into third)||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||07-06-2003||09:43 PM||||You should post all 400. I posted 51 pages of uses for WD40 on my local board RacingNewMexico.com. That was almost 2000 lines of what to do with WD40.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||msaskin||07-06-2003||09:48 PM||||here's the whole list! :<br /><br />1 = If you've ever had to explain crankwalk to a mechanic.... <br />2 = If you have a garage full of spare engines, just in case.... <br />3 = If you've tried to bolt your old 14b onto a riding lawnmower.... <br />4 = If you've hit your head on the B-pillar during an AWD launch.... <br />5 = If you have a running tab at the local tranny shop.... <br />6 = If you go rallying in your daily driver.... <br />7 = If your driveway has divets in it cause your car never moves.... <br />8 = If you have a trophy case full of Honda and Mustang emblems... <br />9 = If you eat "rice" for dinner.... <br />10 = If people recognize your car by the sound of it's lifter tick.... <br />11 = If you drive 5 extra blocks for a gas station that has 1 more octane point. <br />12 = If you get refused on your tread wear warranty every time you have tried, because of poor alignment. <br />13 = If you bought half of your performance parts at Home Depot. <br />14 = If every time you beat up a V8, they tell you that something was wrong with their car. <br />15 = If you find yourself hanging with bikes out of the hole. <br />16 = If people ask you what's wrong with your car because it keeps making this noise. <br />17 = If your freinds get beat in a race and call you immediately after to rematch for them. <br />18 = You have had to send a tow truck back to the towing garage because you needed a flat-bed. <br />19 = You always request parts for an Eclipse because the parts stores always lookup the AMC Eagle. <br />20 = You drop whatever you are doing when the UPS man brings a new part for the car. And then spend the rest of the day installing it. <br />21 = You only carry a Palm Pilot to log your engine's data. <br />22 = You change your tires, plugs and fuel curves for the winter. <br />23 = You know more about the 4G63 engine than some engineers at Mitsubishi. <br />24 = Your wife/girlfriend wishes your car never exsisted. <br />25 = Your wife/girlfriend wishes DSMtalk never exsisted.... <br />26 = if you think your dsm should have come with a flatbed/tow truck following you from the factory <br />27 = If its one of the few imports a big fat farm kid can work on. <br />28 = If you lose a race and the other guy says "Damn that cars fast!" <br />29 = your car spends more time being broken than being driven <br />30 = you dont let people drive your car into the bays because its "quirky" <br />31 = you spent more fixing it than it cost <br />32 = your eye automatically catches EVERY dsm that drives by on the highway <br />33 = your out driving/fixing in the winter more then you EVER wanted to be. <br />34 = if it's a 2g non spyder, you quickly check to see if it has stock dual pipes. then turn back to see you are swerving off the road <br />35 = before racing someone, you 90% of the time know their engine, hp, and performance specs. and you usually know if you will win or not <br />36 = right before u start modding, some damn matainence thing breaks down (i.e. alternator, starter) <br />37 = u barely have money for fun time (teenagers) <br />38 = u wake up in the morning look out the window and go "ahhh, what a nice car" / you wake up and see your damn broken car and curse up a storm <br />39 = you look at riced out civics and roll your eyes <br />40 = right after you get your paycheck, you get online and spend it all on parts the same day. <br />41 = Every tire shop/parking garage/car wash/repair shop guy stalls out when he lets out your ACT 2600 clutch. <br />41 = Every car with an alarm triggers in parking garages as to say "hello". <br />42 = Your exhaust note is so deep and unique that people expect you to pass by 1/4 mile before you get there. <br />43 = You wonder where all your money goes. <br />44 = when you go to fix something minor you ALWAYS expect a major hassle and something else is GOING to go wrong. <br />45 = dsmtalk.com is the best website to visit. no correction -THE ONLY WEBSITE TO VISIT!- <br />46 = If your on a diet because you ran out of weight reductions for your car... <br />47 = If a junk yard to you is an upgrade yard..... <br />48 = If your car consists of parts from more than 10 other DSMs..... <br />49 = If you always have to show your car in a garage..... <br />50 = If you take offense to the word Riceburner..... <br />51 = If you have a stick in your car, that's job is to prop up the hatch..... <br />52 = If your pasanger window takes more that five minutes to get all the way up. <br />53 = If you never put more than a quarter tank of gas in your car..... <br />54 = If your DSM is the most unreliable car you have ever owned, but still your favorite...... <br />55 = the letters d-s-m-t-a-l-k on your keyboard are so worn off your keys on your keyboard that you can hardly make them out anymore. <br />56 = The UPS guy comes over for a beer on a regular basis <br />57 = Your bucket of extra parts pulls 60 bucks on eBay <br />58 = Paypal.com sends you christmas cards <br />59 = An average oil change involves fresh oil, new filter and draining the catch can. <br />60 = The pages of your shop manual have more wear than the tires on your car. <br />61 = You know the meaning of VFAQ. <br />62 = Some people would like to go to Europe, you'd like to visit Normal IL. <br />63 = You get in alot of races because your car "auto-revs" for you. <br />64 = You've custom fabricated a carbon fiber cup holder <br />65 = You've almost been strangled to death by the automatic seat belt. <br />66 = You can launch your oil dip stick 20ft. <br />67 = You know that your car has a built in toolbox under the hood.... <br />68 = If a honda owner ever looked at you funny when you say "free mods" <br />69 = You have a bucket full of nuts and bolts and your car seems to run fine and you can't figure out where the heck they go. <br />70 = you have pieces of 6 different turbos in a box and they are all smoked. <br />71 = you carry ahydraulic jack with in your car at all times <br />72 = when being towed you have to lift the front end of the car with your hands so the intercooler clears. <br />73 = people call your car "valdez" after the oil tanker. <br />74 = When the flatbed finally comes, you ask the tow guy for a piece of wood to put under your right rear tire (or left, if it's a 2G) so you don't scratch your muffler <br />75 = If your AWD is equipped with automatic windshield wipers enabling system after every hard launch... (1G) <br />76 = If everytime you launch, you can't see the damn road all the way through 1st gear (AWD) <br />77 = Your headliner that's falling off combs your hair every morning (1G) <br />78 = You hear a different vibration inside your car for different RPM points (1G) <br />79 = You are afraid to grab your Crank Pulley and check for play (2G 7-bolt) <br />80 = Modification of #19: You tell the Auto Parts Store and anybody for that matter you have an Eclipse because nobody knows WTF is an Eagle Talon... <br />81 = you have watched 3 passengers break their glasses on the idiot belts <br />82 = when people say "is your car running again?" you say "kinda" <br />83 = every time you work on your car you end up with more bolts than you started with <br />84 = you have a laptop with a datalogger and manual CD on it in your car at all times <br />85 = you have ever explained "fuel cut" to a scared female passenger <br />86 = people that can "drive stick" stall your car out 5 times before they get it out of the driveway <br />87 = people think you are just revving your car in neutral when in fact it is 1st gear (fwd dsmers) <br />88 = you have gotten in many arguements on how "your car CAN't be THAT fast". it is a friggin 4 cylinder mitsubishi!!! <br />89 = you have to explain to a mechanic of 35+ years what "boost creep" is. <br />90 = if you slam 2nd hard enough your wipers turn on <br />91 = you buy a k&n filter and call it an "intake" <br />92 = you thought you blew up your dsm but in fact the dipstick popped out and sprayed oul all over the manifold causing massive smoke <br />93 = when someone asks you how the car is running you never say "awesome" or "great", just "its running" <br />94 = you hate the "hump" (1G AWD) <br />95 = your friend with a 5.0 says "at least my car is reliable" <br />96 = a normal weekend involves removing your transmission 5 times. <br />97 = you work all week so you can fix your dsm on weekends <br />98 = your friends think "phantom knock" is some sort of ghost movie <br />99 = If you drive your car for 10 minutes, park if for 2 hours, come back out...it only takes 2 minutes to have the heat full blastin again. <br />100 = You hear non-informed DSM'ers saying that chrysler over-all as a company sucks..and you have to reinform them that they are downing their own car. <br />101 = After racing the honda boys with their "pimped" out cars you have to pop your hood for them to belive your cars almost completely stock <br />102 = You've owned something with the name Horsecock in it....;-) <br />103 = You are completely dumbfounded when people say that eclipses and talons are hot but lasers are slow? <br />104 = your mom claims a 4500 rpm launch "throws her back out" <br />105 = When over the school's intercom you hear "Excuse me but the white mitsubishi eclipse is still running." <br />106 = When you get asked at least once a week if <br />'That Hump' is supposed to be on your hood. <br />107 = Your friends with the tow company and they stop by every weekend to see what the new "project" is this weekend. <br />108 = You dance every morning when your car cranks over. <br />109 = when you ask your friend with a tow truck to tow your car every other day... <br />110 = your "grocery getter" is a 12 sec car... lol <br />111 = You have the shop mannuel memorized <br />112 = The local shop calls you to ask a question about a broken eclipse they have in there shop. <br />113 = when people driveur car...and ask-whats that noise...you always reply with-which one <br />114 = people driving ur car for the first time...get a new understanding forthe word torque steer -(fwd) (even if they are *expierenced drivers* <br />115 = You wonder why the used oil only fills 2 of the 5 quarts you just put in. <br />116 = You have your girlfriend drive you "far" distances becuase you actually want to get there. <br />117 = You drive all around town, aimlessly, when it's running "right". <br />118 = Every time you scrape the front bumper, you and everyone else in the car feel the pain. <br />119 = You wake up in the middle of the night, stumble to the computer and subconsiously type in DSMTALK DOT COM !!!! <br />120 = everytime billy badass mustang driver says "buy a domestic" you scream at the top of your lungs "IT IS A FUCKING DOMESTIC YOU DUMB SHIT!" <br />121 = If you can navigate at night with our 2 candle powered headlights....... <br />122 = If at one point you could punch the gas and get the spy-hunter smoke screen....... <br />123 = If you avoid car conversations with new people, so you don't have to start from scratch....... <br />124 = If your stock boost gauge reads 9 but you know it means 19...... <br />125 = If you tell people you have a two seater so that you don't have to watch them suffer in the back seats..... <br />126 = If you need to call someone to fetch your spare when you get a flat........ <br />127 = If you have ever lit a cigarette off the exhaust manifold...... <br />128 = If you have attemted sex in your car once, and vowed never to do it again. <br />129 = people who first drive your car and launches at 4500 and ask "why wont this thing burn out?!?!" (awd) <br />130 = people tell you the bump on your hood is a turbo bump, even when it's a NT <br />131 = You have a pile of burnt out clutches sitting in your room. <br />132 = Youve uttered the words, "Officer I dont think i was going that fast." <br />133 = You've had to explain how your turbo timer works to your mechanic. <br />134 = You show up at a friends house and their mom asks you why your car sounds like a truck. <br />135 = You always give your shop manual to the mechanic when bringing your car in for work. <br />136 = You go knocking on your 60 year old neighbour's door sometimes to ask him if he can help you with a jump start. <br />137 = On some nights you pray that someone should come steal your car. <br />138 = You hold your breath and pray to god when making left turns (2Gs) <br />139 = DSMtalk.com is your homepage <br />140 = You always tell the person that is crammed in the backseat to watch their head when you hit a bump. <br />141 = You get spanked by a supercharged Mustang and he tells you that out of all imports he's raced you hung the best, and that he doesn't even waste time on the "other" imports anymore. <br />142 = Your first investment for your car should have been a lift. <br />143 = Your car won't start when the temperature gets below zero. <br />144 = Your girlfriend knows what DSM stands for. <br />145 = Your girlfriend laughs her ass off when she's riding with you and a Honduh revs on you. <br />146 = Your car was faster 2 years ago than all your friend's cars are now. <br />147 = You can put on a big turbo and run 25 psi on a completely stock motor. <br />148 = While browsing the internet you have 2 or more windows of DSM Talk open! <br />149 = Your Mom knows what DSM stands for <br />150 =The mechanic gets a shocked look on his face when you tell him its got AWD <br />151 =You see a truck stuck in the snow, and you drive right by <br />152 =You say a grinding transmission is "normal" <br />153 = You carry a "little" toolset in the trunk, "just in case" <br />154 = When your friends know that you are coming just by hearing your car turn the corner. <br />155 = You save up for your dream turbo setup instead of your dream body kit. <br />156 = You bought that exhaust because it's 3in and thats not the tip size. <br />157 = You dont tell people you have an Eclipse, Talon or Laser. You just say that you drive a DSM <br />158 = Guys in V-8s are afraid to race you <br />159 = If your girlfreind prays that a contender doesn't stop at the light next to you..... <br />160 = If you still put down 13 second track times in the rain....... <br />161 = If every time you wrench you find more stuff that your car doesn't need....... <br />162 = If you try to race a random car and realize you just raced him last week....... <br />163 = If you think the the 3G is the STUPIDEST idea ever...... <br />164 = If you have had to remove your radiator fans, because they just don't fit in front of that Turbo....... <br />165 = If you capitalize the word Turbo as if it's a name...... <br />166 = Youve explained what "DSM" means so many times, you have the speech memorised <br />167 = you go to an autoparts store and ask for Eagle Talon Parts hoping that those stupid people think they are cheaper than the Mistubishi Eclipe parts. <br />168 = youve spent at least an hour on how Turbo isnt the actual engine but a separate component, then you lose the people you are explaining it to at the "blow off valves" <br />169 = "What's a Talon?" "Its the same as the Eclipse" "what?!" "shut up and race" <br />170 = your wallet is full of autozone/autoparts reciets/lifetime warrantys in place of money <br />171 = If you have ever talked to someone who was sure that the Turbo in your car is a transmision. <br />172 = When at the strip you sit around with the Z28s and WS6 guys and talk shit about hondas <br />173 = when you hear "horsecock" you think of a shifter! <br />174 = When several people have nicknamed your car the "dumptruck" becuase of the replica exhaust note. <br />175 = When you spool right next to a kid with his window down and wwhHAA-- PSHSHhhh, blow off and break the poor kids neck, just becuse it's funny. <br />176 = When you're dad gets scared when you order more parts--becuase he drives a 350 small block with 410 gears. <br />177 = You know "who" Satan really is. <br />178 = The 10mm and 12mm sockets are the dirtiest in the set. <br />179 = You lose more 10mm and 12mm sockets in a month than most people do in 3 years. <br />180 = When the guy you are racing puts up his window in the middle of the race when you hit full boost. <br />181 = The black deposits on the rear bumper are now "part of the paint" <br />182 = You get scared if, when launching, you don't hear a series of loud thumps coming from under the car. <br />183 = You get worried if you STOP smelling fuel/oil/exhaust while driving. <br />184 = Your mind starts to race when your CEL goes off. <br />185 = You think the hump 'adds character' <br />186 = When something on the car breaks, you spend hours on the internet researching a better, faster, and cheaper part <br />187 = You have almost rear-ended too many people to count because you were trying to see if that was a gs-t or a gs etc. <br />188 = The word crankwalk is enough to give you chills, and you believe it is a product of 'satan' <br />189 = You KNOW something is wrong when your CEL goes away <br />190 = If on more than one occasion an old guy in a Vette has said "what the hell do you have in there"? <br />191 = If you buy a Super Sized drink, because you have a place to put it <br />192 = If you price out performance parts that you can't afford to buy <br />193 = If you get a sick feeling in your stomach every time someone tries to BS a track time <br />194 = If you own stock in an octane booster company <br />195 = If you have over boosted without consideration of the cosequenses, just to see what she does <br />196 = If you though you invented something, then later found a thread describing the same thing on DSMtalk <br />197 = If you have a favorite stop light <br />198 = If you drive around the puddles to stage <br />199 = If you PORT on Friday night, while your freinds are out drnking <br />200 = If you took your car to a shop that you didn't know, they would definately fail the inspection. <br />201 = If your exhaust could out flow sewer pipes <br />202 = If the first thing your passenger asks is "whats that smell" <br />203 = Every time you race, you have to put the dipstick back in <br />204 = you roll with your pop-ups down too be differnt. <br />205 = you sing "as i walk through the valley of main bearing death. i shal fear no crankwalk" while driving around. <br />206 = When you catch a rock to the hood on the highway and litterally shed a tear. <br />207 = When your favorite light has a huge black patch of Tire Bite spread all over the luanch area. <br />208 = When you look in the rearview between the 1-2 shift and scream-- "AHhh that one shot a flame!" <br />209 = If the person you just beat thinks you won because of the "rocket booster" disguised as a tail pipe. <br />210 = If when driving through the getto your car backfires and clears an entire neiborhood. <br />211 = When you have the only 4cyl in the area that won't pass a gas station. <br />212 = When the SES light comes on and the car is running better (for those of you with a test pipe instead of a cat). <br />213 = When you have more fun installing parts than actually using them <br />214 = People ask you what dyno shop you use for tuning, and you laugh at the thought. <br />215 = Your Palm pilot has no phone numbers or email addresses...it only has one real purpose <br />216 = You take it upon yourself to make your "special blend" race gas in your basement with supplies from Painting and Home improvement stores. <br />217 = You and the guys at Buschur, RRE, FP, and your local autoparts store are all on the first name basis. <br />218 = Your Links toolbar in Internet Explorer is DSMTalk, DSMTrader, Paypal, and goodguybadguy.org <br />219 = You know the tow company employees on a first name basis. And vice versa. <br />220 = You know what toluene is really used for. <br />221 = You have an urge to smack people who ask about 'vencting to atmosphere'. <br />222 = You swap out your stock fuel pump and wonder what else you can use it for. <br />223 = You know that this sig is all to true. --&gt; "DSM's, turning ordinary people into mechanics since 1989." <br />224 = You install your Walbro 255lph Fuel Pump and save your stock one to pump oil in your tranny when you flush her... <br />225 = Your cellphone speed dial #s are RRE, Conicelli Mitsubishi and your local AutoZone. <br />226 = you get goosebumps when you hear the word "shootout". <br />227 = you'd drive dozens of hours to go to Ohio but, you're too busy to take a family member to the store. <br />228 = you pack more stuff into your car for a day at the track than a NASCAR pit crew needs for the Daytona 500. <br />229 = you own a helmet because you CAN go faster than a 14.0 <br />230 = you have a "special" gas can at home, that costs $40.00 to fill. <br />231 = Your girlfriend drives you around more times then you drive her <br />232 = The local garage calls you first when they bring in a wrecked DSM on a rollback (as in are you interested in buying it) <br />233 = Your left leg is larger in mass than your right one (act 2600 users) <br />234 = Everyone asks if you car is still running when you get out. <br />235 = some people like listening to the radio, you prefer your windows down listening to your turbo & bov. <br />236 = you walk around the house going "sssssssss pssssssht" "sssssss psssssssht" <br />237 = your mechanic calls u at 10:30 at night asking u how to turn ur car off <br />238 = You are your OWN mechanic <br />239 = you're friends gave up calling you on weekends.. wait what friends?? <br />240 = u become utterly disturbed when u hear the terms "aluminum wing", "apc taillights", "wings west", "chrome wheels","body graphics","shift light", "honda", and "in-car neons" <br />241 = u shed a tear of joy once a year when u see a dsm in super street magazine <br />242 = u want to kill ur best friend when he spends $3000 on stereo equipment in his non-turbo eclipse <br />243 = ur girlfriend calls u obsessed and u smile <br />244 = u turn insane from the fzz fzz sound coming from ur rear speakers during a heavy-bass song <br />245 = during a hard launch, you ask your passenger to lean forward to prevent wheel hop <br />246 = you see a wrc evo and feel the need to say something along the lines of "i have that engine" <br />247 = If you get pissed at ebay when they return Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of mental disorders auctions in your search results. <br />248 = You would rather post your 'personal' problems on DSM TALK than tell you friends. <br />249 = u start shit with kids on the honda forums site <br />250 = If you still scare the hell out of yourself every time you launch <br />251 = If your friends complain for you to turn on the A/C and you refuse cause it slows the car down. <br />252 = u found 9387498374 problems with the fast and the furious <br />253 = you are unimpressed with 13 second time slips <br />254 = you will never let friend drive your car for fear of his/her own saftey (torque steer into a tree) <br />255 = you are automatically attracted to girls who know what "dsm" stands for <br />256 = all of your friends insist your car is FAST buy you say how it will be faster after..... <br />257 = you spend hours staring at a wall thinking about your next upgrade or how to fix something. <br />258 = You know every possible use for the letters DSM. <br />259 = If you fit in Bracket 1 for Import Nationals, and Bracket 3 for the Shootout. <br />260 = If one look at your air can says that McGruff the Crimedog has a keen interest in intakes as well as crime. <br />261 = If your spark plug cover is held on by one bolt because you over-torqued the rest of them. <br />262 = Your friends know exactly where your BISS screw is, and fix your idle more then you do. <br />263 = You have 5 or more tools in your center console for everyday problems. <br />264 = Instead of sick days at work your boss has designated "DSM days" <br />265 = When your family gives you flashlights, blankets, roadside assitance kits, and First Aid kits for Christmas. <br />266 = When your pay more a month for repairs and/or mods then most people pay for insurance. <br />267 = your e-mail address or instant messaging screenname has something to do with your car <br />268 = You have Honduhs rev on you more often than R. Kelly visits a McDonalds Playplace <br />269 = You purposefully wheelhop when your girlfriend is in the car to make her boobs dance. <br />270 = If even in the freezing cold winter you roll down the windows when approching a tunnel, so that you can make the LOUDEST purge ever... <br />271 = If one of your first mods was tearing out your AC...... <br />272 = If you can tell an entire story with smiles and no words....... <br />273 = When the honduh kids ask wat body kit you want you say "An RM Chin Spoiler"(2G) <br />274 = You have stock or stock sized rims on your car <br />275 = You get an evil-like grin on your face when a car pulls up beside you on the highway wanting to race, hears your BOV, and backs off. <br />276 = People refuse to race you based solely on the fact that they've seen the GSX/TSi badge on your car. <br />277 = you have a group on yahoo/aol im soley for dsm talkers/ mechanics, ect ect <br />278 = You'r Girlfriend only has a dsm because of you. <br />279 = It's faster than anything YOU own because she lets you work on it. <br />280 = youve actually seen this: vBulletin Message The server is too busy at the moment. Please try again later. <br />and gotten extremely frustraited hitting refresh over and over again until the site let you in <br />281 = You will only date fellow dsmers...ha (ones that own your year/model car are even better) <br />282 = You have been hit on the back of your head with your hacthback more than once. <br />283 = Passenger say "oh shit" and scramble for something to hold on too during a hard launch. <br />284 = When people complain about the cost of 87 Octane gas, you shake your head knowing you have to pay alot more for premium. <br />285 = A car has actually given up 3 seconds into the race <br />286 = You wish you could just start over ... and do it all right. <br />287 = Being poor doesn't even bother you anymore. <br />288 = You drive around at a set RPM and make your passenger crawl around inside the car and find the rattle <br />289 = You have been hit on the back of your head with your hacthback more than once. <br />290 = Passenger say "oh shit" and scramble for something to hold on too during a hard launch. <br />291 = When people complain about the cost of 87 Octane gas, you shake your head knowing you have to pay alot more for premium. <br />292 = A car has actually given up 3 seconds into the race <br />293 = You consider mangling parts (crushed bov, hacked mas) a performance upgrade. <br />294 = there are rumors at your olf highschool that your car runs 9's <br />295 = u met some good friends off of dsmtalk and other dsm related things <br />296 = You get REALLY pissed when people ask, "so does your car have VTEC in it?" <br />297 = Before you and your gf go out on a date, you pop your hood and check things out....just to be sure!! <br />298 = Your grandfather and dad keep complimenting the amount of power your "small 4 cylinder" puts out.. but still insists your car is a P.O.S. because it is always broke <br />299 = Your mom is pissed b/c she wasnt aloud to have her husband help her build a new garden last summer because he was helping you with your car everyday <br />300 = Your friend with a civic can't understand why he didn't beat you on the bottle... lol <br />301 = people try to explain that the hump on your hood is to make room for the turbo...even if your n/t <br />302 = When you have to go into your DSMtalk profile and take the checkmark out of the box that says "send email when replies are posted" due to the thread ".....You might be a DSMer" <br />303 = you clear your friends CEL <br />304 = you have to explain that it IS possible to run more than 10 psi of boost <br />305 = the only guage in ur car that u look at is ur boost <br />306 = your car looks like a chubby shark that is insanely happy because it is stoned out of it's mind. <br />307 = you have DSMers asking what the hell your car is (1.8l guys...i had to rep...no cam bulge) <br />308 = you have a group on all messenger programs for DSMers <br />309 = "DSM" shows up more than once in your cell phone's phone book <br />310 = you get more email about DSMs than junk mail <br />311 = you can make a whole sentence out of 3 letter abbrieviations and 4 letter words and still make sense to all of your friends. <br />312 = you have had more than one person ask you to pop your hood because they have never seen an engine like yours <br />313 = another n/t one, turbo guys opt to take your car because its running <br />314 = you have shown up to a DSM meet without your car (or like me and show up in a honda) because it died on the way <br />315 = you can tell the make(mitsu/eagle/plyth.)/model(RS-t,GS/T/X, TSi ect.)/year of any DSM in 3 seconds or less. <br />316 = you have articles of clothing that say DSM <br />317 = you have called Satan with oil all over your hands and asked a question pertaining to the part you just removed from your car. <br />318 = you have tranny fluid that is the consistancy of jello <br />319 = you have a magnetic tranny and engine oil drain plugs because you need them <br />320 = your friends nearly get into fist fights over shotgun <br />321 = you have measured your pile of extra car parts <br />322 = you have car parts in your bedroom closet <br />323 = you have weighed your audio equipment <br />324 = you hide your boost gauge <br />325 = you are in debt weather you know it or not <br />326 = the words timing and belt send chills down your spine <br />327 = your boss knows what dsmtalk/tuners is and is working on a way to block it <br />328 = you think that there is nothing sexier than a front mount <br />329 = you know that your car has more american parts on it than your neighbors ford <br />330 = 1.8 liter owners are con....tra....dic..ting? <br />331 = when you become VERY DEFENSIVE over your personal dsm choich... <br />332 = if you own the lowest model and the only bragging points you have are gas milage and a non-interference engine <br />333 = If you can get your 4cyl to a 12.5 1/4 for $775. <br />334 = If you can beat a good post into the ground..........you might be a DSMer <br />335 = If you visit the car wash daily or every other day <br />336 = If you take every single part out of your interior including all <br />the plastic peices just for weight reduction. <br />337 = If you have pics of DSM's on your background and screen savers <br />338 = if you own a two car garage and you have 2 cars but yet it seems that the DSM always takes up both spots. <br />339 = if you park 1/4 mile away from you destination, or take up 2 or more parking spots <br />340 = if your boost controller blocks the way of you MPH gauge <br />341 = You decide to drive around just so people will look at you. <br />342 = your on a 100+ mile trip and your mom tells you to call when you get there, and the call comes about an hour or two eariler than expected. Then you have some explaining to do. <br />343 = Instead of studding homework you read Import Tunner, or Super Street... <br />344 = If you take allys with tall building on each side just to hear your turbo hiss, your BOV, or your mufflers tone... <br />345 = if you put off paying bills just to order that part you have been saving up for forever... <br />346 = If your loan officer asked what you need a loan for and you answer "turbo upgrade"... <br />347 = If you would rather take pictures of your car over your girlfriend... <br />348 = if you would rather sleep in your car than your own bed... <br />349 = if you stay up all night on a work night just to clean your engine bay... <br />350 = the only reason you bought a digital camera was to take pics of you dsm <br />351 = you know the first names of the guys that work at TRE <br />352 = youre happy that your 14b/T25 died because you can now buy something bigger <br />353 = your 'family' life consists of hanging out with the club to fix each others cars.... <br />354 = if you look forward to racing V8s <br />355 = if you have agrued with 7 million people that your Talon/Laser is the exact same thing as an Eclipse <br />356 = if you visit the Mitsubishi dealership, even when you own an Eagle/Plymouth <br />357 = if you know what Galant VR4s are <br />358 = if you know your factory Wings/Bumpers are the best looking parts you can have on your car <br />359 = if you look forward to snowy winters <br />360 = if you know the purpose of "The Buldge" <br />361 = if you know that you dont need NOS to run a 1/4 mile in under 12 seconds <br />362 = if you spend more time washing your car than you do getting ready in the morning <br />363 = if you would rather own a 90-94 over a 95-99 <br />364 = if youre little brother knows why DSMs are better then Hondas <br />365 = if you know the name of the city and state your car was made in <br />366 = if you would rather look at pictures of DSMs with shiny FMICs over pictures of naked women <br />367 = if your exhuast is the same size as a school bus's exhuast <br />368 = if you have been talking about the Evolution finally coming to the US for the last couple of years <br />369 = I see a lot of dirty DSM's (mine included, just too much shitty weather to keep it clean this past year ) <br />370 = dude thats like 4-5 inches, not 3 (I have yet to see that size on a DSM <br />371 = You rationalize your 14b because someone Else has run 11's with theirs <br />372 = You get your car back from a 4 month wait, and drive it all night literally shedding tears of joy, because you love it more than anything... <br />373 = All your friends start buying GSX's because they got a ride in yours. <br />374 = You get pulled over when going snowboarding, because you don't have traction chains, but then point to the AWD sticker and the cop is stupified. <br />375 = You wish you had another car for commuting. <br />376 = You eat pieces of shit for breakfast. Oh sry, off topic. <br />377 = You are the only one on the road during a Level 4 Snow emergency... <br />378 = You do AWD drifts and donuts in an empty parking lot hoping the first person there in the morning says "Holy Shit.." <br />379 = You know there is a replacement for displacment; a BIGASS turbo. <br />380 = You know the secret to getting stuck bolts loose is just a little busted knuckle juice.||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||07-06-2003||09:52 PM||||8. Your wife/girlfriend wishes your car never exsisted. SO TRUE<br /><br /><br />good call. she always fights with me over the car............well it loos like the car is still in the garage  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.217.45||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||Akidosigh1||07-06-2003||11:30 PM||||for the one about scraping intercoolers when getting on a tow truck, i was at work the other day looking at the Granatelli 3" GM MAF and they make something called bumper savers... go look at this site:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.granatellimotorsports.com/gmbumpersavers.htm" target="_blank">http://www.granatellimotorsports.com/gmbumpersavers.htm</a><br /><br />these things weld on to the radiator support and have a wheel so that lowered corvette's don't scrape their bumpers, i think this would work on all my lowered cars...||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000011||turbowop||07-07-2003||12:37 AM||||That list has some good ones. It seems not everything that comes from dsmtalk and dsmtuners is useless....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/002476.cgi
A||||5||henrok||CHECK ENGINE LIGHT ON||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||07-06-2003||02:04 PM||alvihen@aol.com||I WAS DRIVING YESTERDAY AND MY CHECK ENGINE LIGHT CAME ON FOR AN INSTANT, THEN IT SHUT OFF.  THEN IT CAME ON AGAIN AND STOOD FOR A WHILE. NOW ITS OFF AND HASNT COME ON AGAIN.  WHAT THE HELL?  WELL AS LONG AS ITS OFF THEN ILL KEEP DRIVING IT. I THINK IT MAY BE A LOOSE WIRE SINCE IT CAME ON WHEN I STOPPED THE CAR FORCEFULLY OR WHEN I WAS ON A RAMP.  WELL ANY ONE HAVE SUGGESTIONS? I HAVENT BOTHERED TO LOOK AT IT SINCE THE LIGHT SHUT OFF AND HASNT COME ON ANY LONGER.  ANY IDEAS?||64.12.96.102||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||07-06-2003||02:21 PM||||Step 1. Turn Caps Lock off.<br />Step 2. Buy a logger.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||07-06-2003||02:52 PM||||O2 sensor<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001668" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001668</a>||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||henrok||07-06-2003||11:00 PM||||you know i had a suzuki sidekick that had the same problem. the check engine light would come on all of a sudden. since i had the manual for the car and didnt have the money to take it to the dealer or a mechanic at the time, i started to look around.  while looking i found a switch under the driver kick panel.  to my surprise this switch worked like a light switch for the check engine light.  i did do a diagnostic check and it came out ok so all i had to do was hit this switch and it turned off.  go figure if it only was this simple all the time.  that shit was funny as hell.  i will be looking for a switch here  too. lol.||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||07-06-2003||11:08 PM||||RTFM!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||07-08-2003||01:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Step 1. Turn Caps Lock off.<br />Step 2. Buy a logger. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OR<br /><br />Step 1. Turn caps lock off.<br />Step 2. Buy a <a href="http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html" target="_blank">voltmeter</a>.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002477.cgi
A||||0||chucklesas||Who was it???||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||07-06-2003||02:23 PM||||92 White VR4 on W. 130th and Snow today, at about 2:00?||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum3/002478.cgi
A||||9||PRE-EVO||Hey guys lunch is on me for the rest of the month.....||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||07-06-2003||04:21 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||If your local to a quizno's...<br /><br /><a href="http://promotion.citysearch.com/national/quiznos_thankyou.html" target="_blank">http://promotion.citysearch.com/national/quiznos_thankyou.html</a>||199.182.59.36||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||07-06-2003||05:13 PM||||Oh HELL yeah! Those things are the excellent!<br />Thanks man.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-06-2003||05:46 PM||||Awesome!  I love Quizno's.  Talk about overpriced though, a medium sub, drink, chips and a cookie is like $10.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||07-06-2003||09:32 PM||||dont have quiznos around here got any subways or Mr. Subb||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||07-08-2003||04:19 PM||||Thats SWEET!<br />I love their subs!<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-08-2003||04:21 PM||||So I went to lunch there yesterday to use one of the coupons.  I got in line, decided that I was just too hungry for a small sub to be anywhere close to enough, got a Large Italian, Large drink, and a cookie and it was like $10.  I hate that place!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||CCDSM69||07-08-2003||05:31 PM||||I've never seen one in CT before, but I guess they must be opening one somewhere in the area. I went to one of the D'Angelo's that my brother-in-law manages and there were two people (one dressed as a grinder that said Quiznos and the other one dressed as a Quiznos worker) handing out flyers trying to get the customers not to go in. My brother-in-law ended up having the cops come and move them. I don't get why they were there and doing that, because we don't have any in the area yet.||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000007||curtis||07-08-2003||11:12 PM||||just printed my coupons.  Me and the wife are going for lunch tommorow.  You rock.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.135.143.116||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||07-10-2003||12:35 PM||||Going to Quizno's again today, going to try to USE the coupon this time.  It should happen since I only have $3 to my name.  Damn car parts!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||07-10-2003||07:46 PM||||<a href="http://teh.homelinux.com/~vllana/free_quiznos.htm" target="_blank">http://teh.homelinux.com/~vllana/free_quiznos.htm</a><br /><br /><br />Please if you use the link above print as many out as you need as this is a private site that put 3 cupons on one page. They expire 7/31.<br />Rich||65.148.165.188||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/002479.cgi
A||||12||spoulson||Galant hatchback?||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||07-06-2003||04:42 PM||spoulson2@comcast.net||I'm in Germany for the next 6 weeks working out of our German office.  This week in the parking lot I found a (8G? same as ours) Galant GLSi which looked like about a 93 model, which is a hatchback.  Never seen or heard of these models.<br /><br />I also noticed it has headlight washers and rear window wiper.  The interior looked virtually identical to ours minus leather.<br /><br />I have pictures, but currently no way to host them.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||monsterbishi||07-06-2003||05:06 PM||||Galant hatches are not uncommon everywhere outside of Germany and the U.S., do a google search for a ZR4, which in 2G form became the Galant GT Sports...<br /><br />Only downside to the ZR4, its 30kg heavier than the VR4 Sedan due to extra structural work...||203.97.2.242||reg||1||Monsterbishi||00001886||yes
Z||000002||mromik||07-06-2003||07:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Galant hatches are not uncommon everywhere outside of Germany and the U.S., do a google search for a ZR4, which in 2G form became the Galant GT Sports...<br /><br />Only downside to the ZR4, its 30kg heavier than the VR4 Sedan due to extra structural work...<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My friend has 6G hathback. its a JDM car called ETERNA (not Eterna- Sava that is sedan)<br /><br />It has E33a body, but the body parts are a bit different from galants. It is not noticeably.<br />it has the 2.5 cm lower roof and has now 2 plastic<br />strips on the roof.<br />it has the luxurious  brown interior automatic tranny and non-turbo cyclone 4g63<br /><br />If you want I will mail you  a photo.||212.16.192.65||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||07-08-2003||01:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I have pictures, but currently no way to host them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can host <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank"> your pics here</a>.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||07-08-2003||06:21 AM||||Sweet!  Thanks Hertz.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=790" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=790&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=791" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=791&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||07-08-2003||09:13 AM||||those are pretty cool. they look like a SAAB||138.89.81.15||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||07-08-2003||09:22 AM||||Do they not have parking spots in Germany?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||number3||07-08-2003||09:28 AM||||I was thinking the same thing myself.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||07-08-2003||10:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Do they not have parking spots in Germany? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This was on a Saturday.  Those buildings you see in the background of pic 1 are all parking garages.  But this spot was right outside the building entrance.  My only internet is at work, so I came in to check email and stuff.<br /><br />Germany is great.  You're allowed to park on the sidewalk and the beer is great.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||07-08-2003||01:23 PM||||That car is strange looking.  It looks too long for a hatchback.  If it had two doors it would look decent.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||07-08-2003||03:17 PM||||What does the hatch do for you?  More trunk space or just a huge shelf in back?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||07-09-2003||03:36 AM||||The rear deck wasn't very big.  I think it's shaped sort of like the old Celebrity hatchback.  The roof isn't any bigger, so it isn't really a wagon.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||07-09-2003||05:34 AM||||Holy poop that car is sexy!  Obviously, everyone on here loves their car, but am I the only one who wishes every time he even thinks of a Galant that Mitsu would have sold the 5 door version here?  Our household also has a 626 5 door, and I absolutely love that car.  The utility is staggering; it's more comparable to our Suburban than our "true" wagon Passat.  Plus, it adds even more to the sleeper appeal.  Did Mitsu ever build a wagon Galant, or just the hatch?  Haha, I used to actually consider importing a junked hatch and trying to splice the rear end with my VR4, to get the hatch I so desire...  ahh, the crazy pipe dreams of youth.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.88.145.213||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002480.cgi
A||||3||CCDSM69||Anyone from the Miami area?||||1||||CCDSM69||00001573
Z||000000||CCDSM69||07-06-2003||06:45 PM||||I'm starting to get ready for my big move to Florida and was wondering if anyone from the board is from the Miami area. Where does everyone hang out (car related)? I've heard from quite a few people that people hang out at the Tower Shops in Davie (not too sure where that is). I'd like to finally meet some of the people from the board.||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||07-06-2003||11:55 PM||||I'm in Fort Lauderdale, about 15 minutes from Tower Shops.  Great spot when I used to go.  Lots of really fast & unique cars both imports & domestics.  When are you moving?  Give me a call when you get here.  Cell (954) 612 3947.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||07-07-2003||03:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong> I'm starting to get ready for my big move to Florida and was wondering if anyone from the board is from the Miami area. Where does everyone hang out (car related)? I've heard from quite a few people that people hang out at the Tower Shops in Davie (not too sure where that is). I'd like to finally meet some of the people from the board. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So you did get into the pharm program there huh? Good job! I most likely will be down there too, I shoudl find out in 2 weeks or so if i'll have to make the big move myself to West palm beach. Not super far from Miami. Also I believe Jeff (keydiver) is from Tequesta/Jupiter Area which is a bit north of the Palm Beaches. Anyways there are a few in the area.||65.227.204.98||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||07-07-2003||10:12 AM||||I'm going to be moving sometime between the 15th and 30th. I'm watiing to hear back from the rental place about when we can move in. I'm going to be going to school at Nova Southeastern University. I'm pretty excited to be almost done with school. I was looking at Palm Beach Atlantic University but I don't think I'd enjoy the 2 hour or so drive everyday. <br /><br />I hear there is a charity car event sometime in August (the 16th I think) down there. Is anyone planning on going? I'm going to be taking the galant there providing it survives the drive from CT to FL, and I get it painted. Otherwise you'd be able to see me there in this:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/pics/DSC02572.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum3/002481.cgi
A||||0||Ferrari F50 GT||FAO: Keydiver||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||07-06-2003||07:24 PM||tribaldarkness@attbi.com||If you sse this post, please throw me an e-mail.  Thanks!<br /><br />tribaldarkness@comcast.net||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes



ubb/Forum3/002482.cgi
A||||5||CCDSM69||Just  installed the clutch pedal||||10||||CCDSM69||00001573
Z||000000||CCDSM69||07-06-2003||08:14 PM||||About a month ago I found out that I needed to change my clutch pedal assembally. Numerous people told me how much of a B**** it was going to be, etc...etc... so I put it off as long as I could. To my surprise it was only about a 4 hour job including changing the master cylinder(thanks to the 2 DSM experts who worked on my car). <br /><br />All I can say is that I see a world of difference in my car. The clutch pedal used to grab about a 1/2" off the ground and now it feels like a brand new car. <br /><br />After they were done working on my car we tried out my selectable tranny and transfer for the first time. We put it in FWD and took it on the highway. The car has wicked torque steer in 2nd gear (I'd never driven in a FWD turbo car before). <br /><br />The galant is nuts in front wheel drive, I think I'll have to keep it in AWD when I'm driving.||68.1.183.6||reg||10||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-08-2003||01:16 AM||||Get any tire slippage?||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||07-08-2003||10:13 AM||||I have street legal drag radials all around on my car so driving on the dry pavement wasn't too bad. Except when you floor it in 2nd gear then the tires blow out. It's nuts||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||07-08-2003||10:14 AM||||where did you get the clutch pedal assem, and how much ? the switchable tranny sounds sweet, FWD burn outs, AWD launch, that'll catch people by surprise||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||07-09-2003||05:48 AM||||Got a part number?  There was a similar thread on the local DSM list, and as a result I now am the "proud" owner of a DSM clutch pedal lever assembly.  So, yea, the right part number would be nice.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.88.145.213||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||CCDSM69||07-09-2003||06:07 PM||||I don't have the part number, I'm sure I can find out what it is. I don't know what the retail price they sell it for is because I bought it when I still owned my shop. Call Conicelli Mitsubishi or go onto  <a href="http://www.partznet.com/" target="_blank">their parts website</a> <br /><br />They are probably the most knowledgable and reliable Mitsubishi dealer in the country. I called them up and said that I was looking to replace the clutch pedal assembally in my car and they knew exactly what I was talking about. I had it within 3 days. They give you a discount if you say you're a member of club DSM||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum3/002483.cgi
A||||7||gvr4ever||Bitch was started tonigh.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||07-06-2003||10:15 PM||||I know that alot of people have a GVR4 down for a long time, but I hit a record with mine for being down for about 4 weeks.<br /><br />The cool part was she started on the first crank without hesitation.  <br /><br />I havn't driven it yet as I still have one tie end holding me down.<br /><br />I went through the gears that the John Shepherd tranny sure seems sweet.  I am looking forward to driving her again.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-06-2003||10:21 PM||||Nice man. Good to hear. Mine was down for 9 weeks, it was horrid~!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||07-06-2003||10:47 PM||||i burnt my clutch out first weekend in november, replaced the clutch in december and added all my current mods minus the ported evo 3 manifold and blew my rings... so its been down since december... and i keep telling everyone it will be done next week for the last 3 months... just have to put the head, turbo and manifold on and new timing belt and it will be done, only thing holding me up is that it is in a garage 1 state away from me and i don't have a ride out there.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||07-09-2003||06:10 PM||||Amateurs.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Mine has been on jackstands since 3/02.  I have another car that has not been on the road since 1988.  Two more not running as well, but I don't want to talk about it anymore.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||199of2k||07-09-2003||11:15 PM||||Mine has been down (but able to move) for at least 6 months.  Ive just been waiting on a new engine, radiator, intercooler.... damn its depressing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.14.75.56||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000005||curtis||07-10-2003||08:43 AM||||on july 22 my 89 mustang will be without an engine for five years.  Broke a valve, shatered a piston, and bent a rod all because I trusted the machine work of Trick flow when they reparired my heads for the 4th time.  They sold the twisted wedge heads without proper R @ D time and it cost alot of guys alot of money. Lost about 4500 worth of parts all at once.  And the worst thing the 250 horse plate system was going on it that night and was going to bowling green ky on saturday night to go after the 10 sec timeslip. By the time I aquired all the parts to fix it I was to busy and got used to the awd lanches. will fix it someday got to do the twin turbo setup though. maybe I could do a 3000 vr4 awd transplant with two t3/t4's wouldn't the die hard ford guys love that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.135.142.5||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||07-10-2003||08:59 AM||||All this talk of down time is depressing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Well my car should be on the road again.  It's getting a front alingment today.  From what I've heard from you guys the John Shepherd rebuild will be great.  I'm still nervious though.  I've driven a very smooth DSM tranny before and I am hoping mine is just as nice if not nicer.  I havn't even been able to email John and tell him how he did.  Maybe tomorrow.<br /><br />More down time soon.  She is in need of a t-belt, water pump, crank pully in the near future.  That better only take a weekend.  If I can remember how it is done  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I know it should be about a 8 hour job, but there is always something with my car.  Maybe I don't take it apart enough.  Maybe she is tring to tell me something  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||07-10-2003||11:06 PM||||Well the car was driven today with a fresh alingment.<br /><br />Damn, I miss this car.  I almost forgot what it was like.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002484.cgi
A||||2||josh91vr4||Just installed TEL Shifter||||1||||Josh B||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||07-06-2003||11:23 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Well guys, i finally grew some balls and decided to do some work on my own. I installed a TEL shifter, and the Leather Shift boot i've been sitting on. (Well, it was in the glove box)<br />Wasn't too bad, I think i did a pretty good job. If i can get the turbo parts from Mitsu this week, i'll probably even try replacing the turbo next weekend! Anyhow, just thought i'd share my joy in actually installing my first performance mod. (sort of performance, anyhoo)<br />~Cheers||24.56.237.5||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||07-07-2003||11:01 AM||||A little confidence goes a long ways when working on cars. Nice job.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||07-07-2003||01:05 PM||||i fully agree with romanova. even though one install may not be difficult, after doing you feel a lot better. <br /><br />doing the turbo will take a lot of work and some preperation (spray liquid wrench on the manifold studs during the week so that they are easy to pull off, and won't break... oh yeah and make sure its non flamable so you can drive your car)||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002485.cgi
A||||5||Akidosigh1||Bumper Savers||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||07-06-2003||11:32 PM||||i was at work the other day looking at the Granatelli 3" GM MAF and they make something called bumper savers... go look at this site:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.granatellimotorsports.com/gmbumpersavers.htm" target="_blank">http://www.granatellimotorsports.com/gmbumpersavers.htm</a><br /><br />these things weld on to the radiator support and have a wheel so that lowered corvette's don't scrape their bumpers, i think this would work on all my lowered cars...||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-07-2003||04:00 AM||||Wow thats pretty cool.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||07-07-2003||09:18 AM||||100 bucks for something that looks like it was ripped off the bottom of my couch?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||07-07-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> i was at work the other day looking at the Granatelli 3" GM MAF and they make something called bumper savers... go look at this site:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.granatellimotorsports.com/gmbumpersavers.htm" target="_blank">http://www.granatellimotorsports.com/gmbumpersavers.htm</a> <br /><br />these things weld on to the radiator support and have a wheel so that lowered corvette's don't scrape their bumpers, i think this would work on all my lowered cars... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, I once remember seeing those on some exotics in Car & Driver one year...  Had rollers under the whole length of the car.  Some 1 off by Pinafarina I think...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||Nate||07-07-2003||04:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> 100 bucks for something that looks like it was ripped off the bottom of my couch? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking skateboard but yes I agree. Maybe if they welded them on for you too.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||07-07-2003||05:26 PM||||JAYGVR4,<br /><br />Please my friend, do the man some justice, it's<br /><br />PININFARINA, as in Sergio Pininfarina. He designed some of the greatest looking and performing cars ever.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/002486.cgi
A||||1||GRV4726||Shop Manual Cd on ebay?||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||07-07-2003||12:17 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i'm sure you guys have seen this. but have any of you actually bought one? is it the real deal?  hmm i didn't search but i figured because this has only beed up recently that it wouldn't already be covered. sorry if it has. i ask because they sell for like 8 bucks... seems odd<br /><br />thanks||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-07-2003||10:59 AM||||i think that is a bootleg version of vineet singh's dsm manual, he took all of the service manuals and scanned them.  used to sell for about 30 bucks, kinda like if you did all of the work then someone ripped off your idea.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/002487.cgi
A||||2||buick||100 most frequently asked questions||||11||||gransport||00001769
Z||000000||buick||07-07-2003||01:19 AM||johnsminibike@webtv.net||I was cecking all the posts one nite and someoe had a link to a website that shwed how to install and work on our vr4 cars what was that link????? I cant seem to find it thanks before hand. 86/2000||209.240.198.62||reg||11||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-07-2003||01:27 AM||||<a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> maybe?  Read the first sticky post in Technical as well.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-08-2003||01:02 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">shameless self-promotion</a>||67.162.75.199||reg||2||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002488.cgi
A||||6||ayvr4||grill||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||07-07-2003||03:45 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||a while back on ebay, i saw a galant vr4 grill, it was white with a black insert and it had the dimonds shaved off. it looked slick, has anyone else done this?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-07-2003||03:54 PM||||Does it switch from gas to charcoal ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Jose||07-07-2003||04:09 PM||||That grille was mine.<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||07-07-2003||04:16 PM||||looked like this:<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  before it was modded. lol<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=788" alt=" - " />||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||07-07-2003||04:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> looked like this:<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   before it was modded. lol<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=788" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||07-07-2003||08:46 PM||||DSM with propane injection, now thats a first!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Sadly, its set up like a RWD, needs front wheels the same size and a driveshaft...LOL||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||GVR4ZUM||07-07-2003||09:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> That grille was mine.<br />Jose.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And now its mine.<br />Here is a pic.<br />Its for sale by the way.<br />PM me if interested.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=789" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=789&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||171.75.75.207||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes



ubb/Forum3/002489.cgi
A||||8||Eclipse182||Finding a VR4||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||07-07-2003||07:25 PM||||Hey im new to the forum so i dunno if this has been covered or not but, where did all of you get your VR4s? I live in NY and the only ones remotely close were in Boston. Im 16 and have my mind set on getting a DSM by next spring. Where would be the best place to find a VR4? I was thinking maybe a junkyard and if worse came to worse, going out of state to find one. If anyone can help me out, sweet.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.195.188.187||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-07-2003||08:36 PM||||Most of them are sold by private owners, but a few have been found at dealers.<br /><br />Mine is on the for sale list, but it is sorta on the higher cost end of used GVR4s, but it has alot of work done on it.  <br /><br />It acually isn't ready for pick up.  I should know in about two weeks if I really have to let it go.  I hope I can keep it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||07-07-2003||09:41 PM||||take a look at the dsmtrader.com ebay autotrader.com or even the newspaper....just keep an eye out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||07-07-2003||10:55 PM||||I got lucky on my current GVR4,I was just happened to be looking through the Washington Post,and saw a ad for a Galant VR4 that "needed work"<br /><br /> The car was sitting in a apartment complex in Falls Church,Va with a flat tire and a blown motor.<br /><br /> My first GVR4 I flew to Atlanta,Ga after only seeing pics of it,and drove it the 11 hours home the same day-that was a LONG day!!<br /><br /> A buddy of mine actually drove 22 hours to Oklahoma,and 22 hours back after only seeing one black and white photo! Turns out,he assumed the car was green but ended up being Kensington grey-so that kinda made it a little more worth it.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> They are actually not to terribly hard to find,but you may have to be willing to travel.||129.71.115.108||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-08-2003||12:36 AM||||Also, don't rely on "finding" the car necesarily -- my best result was posting a WANTED ad on dsmtrader.com.<br /><br />I "looked" for about 4 years, but I was living in a very remote part of Arizona...  the day after I moved someone posted one for sale 120 miles away.  That would have made my drive more fun.<br /><br />Anyhow, recent history, I found one within 200 miles, unmolested, service records, sunroof...  I paid a premium but got everything I wanted and within the same state, at least.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Eclipse182||07-08-2003||11:27 AM||||Thanks, your probally right too. Im most likely gonna have to go out of state to find one. Not sure if id get one from New York anyway, winters up here tend to mess up older cars :\ Heh, hopefully ill have the money by next spring. What do they cost to insure btw? Im guessing not too bad cuz theyre AWD, sedans, and older(the perfect sleeper)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.195.188.187||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||07-08-2003||12:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Eclipse182:<br /><strong> Thanks, your probally right too. Im most likely gonna have to go out of state to find one. Not sure if id get one from New York anyway, winters up here tend to mess up older cars :\ Heh, hopefully ill have the money by next spring. What do they cost to insure btw? Im guessing not too bad cuz theyre AWD, sedans, and older(the perfect sleeper)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When I was looking for mine back in 98, I found the one I wanted in NY.  It was owned by some old couple who used it and it was supper low on miles.  It cost too much for me.  Also, some guy in California had one in his car collection that was for sale and it looked brand new.  <br /><br />Point being, don't not look in any state.  You never know what you will find.<br /><br />I'm sure there are still a number of them in great shape that are still hidden from this list.  Back in 2000 or 2001 I saw one at a Target.  I got lucky and was able to talk to the owner.  Turned out to be some lady who loved the car to death.  It had 45K miles on it and looked GREAT!  <br /><br />You just have to really look all around for them.<br /><br />Also, check the autotrader.com too.  They are posted there sometimes by people who don't know about clubs or mods.<br /><br />There just happends to be one in Indy that is owned by a lady who works at a Mitsubishi dealer.  I test drove it back in 98.  I never got it because she has asked WAY too much for it and I think the ICS went out while I was test driving it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Anyway, I took a look at it again last year (she never sold it) and the leather looks brand new.  Unused, never sat on.  She must condition the leather every night when she gets home from work.  <br /><br />btw, it's grey and stock, but she still wants like 12K for it.  Ya right.  I guess she will always keep it.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||Eclipse182||07-08-2003||12:18 PM||||12K for a 12 yr old car?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Lol shes not gonna be selling that for lonnng time. Heh i think i found one that Im gonna talk my parents into loaning me money for  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=110011&category_id=&sub_id=&variable_file=&page=0&set=1&position=14&total_count=52&website=default&prev_action=search&session=3f0ae8fb01fa2131" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=110011&category_id=&sub_id=&variable_file=&page=0&set=1&position=14&total_count=52&websi te=default&prev_action=search&session=3f0ae8fb01fa2131</a> Miles are a little high but hey, its only like 2 or 3 hours away and the price isnt too bad. Heh, its times like this i wish i had a job.||24.195.188.187||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||07-08-2003||12:36 PM||||Personally I would never buy a car from somebody with a description like the one you just posted.  You can tell if somebody is an idiot or not through a few good emails.  The guy I bought my car from was real cool, and made my 1500 mile drive (each way) worth it.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002490.cgi
A||||0||Hertz||New Lifters - HLA - ticking||||4||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||07-08-2003||02:26 AM||rhertz@baits.com||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />At 10:45 PM 7/7/03, Sean Costall wrote:<br />Hi all,<br /><br />I just ordered some 3rd generation lifters for my car and thought an<br />update to the attached information was in order.<br /><br />The shop is Eagle Automotive Warehouse out of Fort Worth.  They have a<br />website at <a href="http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com" target="_blank">www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com</a> that includes an online<br />ordering system.  DSM and 3si guys have their own section to look up<br />parts, which can be ordered on-line or by phone.<br /><br />"3rd generation" DSM lifters are still $7.74 $USD each.  They have lots<br />of other parts like belts, gaskets (and kits), pumps, and so forth.<br /><br />Dave doesn't work there any more, ask for Brian McKinney instead.  He's<br />also a good guy.  They're having good luck dealing with DSM/3si owners,<br />let's keep it that way.<br /><br />For non-USA residents that can't access the 888 number, their real<br />number is 1-214-441-1500, or check their website.  They can only ship<br />UPS since there is no post office nearby.  Ground shipping in the USA is<br />about $7 per set of lifters, $15 for 2-day air.<br /><br />Please crosspost to whatever forums and lists you are on - Brian would<br />like people to have the correct information.<br /><br />S.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Edit: That website crashes the hell out of my Internet Explorer (6.0.26)||67.162.75.199||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002491.cgi
A||||12||1quickvr4||look what came in the mail today....||||7||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||07-08-2003||10:23 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Got this in today, Even came with an extra set of fog lights. ITs in great shape exept for the paint. Theres no guages or any thing like that and the crome surrond is nice too.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=792" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=792&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=793" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=793&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=794" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=794&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=795" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=795&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.210.154.204||reg||7||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||07-08-2003||11:44 AM||||There is no way thats going to fit on that SUV.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||07-08-2003||12:35 PM||||It might fit the corvair in the background though.........<br /><br /><br />Is that a corvair?||199.182.12.2||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||07-08-2003||12:38 PM||||Its a 64 Plymouth Valiant, Slant six 3 on the tree. Its another project of mine that I have put to the side. I dont think the JDm bumper will fit the mighty 4 banger Xterra! All hail to the SUV with 150 hp,150ft/lbs!||12.210.154.204||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||REDLINEGVR4||07-08-2003||08:55 PM||||How did you get that? Do you know where I can get one?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||07-09-2003||05:41 AM||||What are the measurements or dimensions of those foglights?  What plugs do they use, the stock USDM ones?  IE, do they plug right in to our harnesses?  Would you consider selling them?||198.88.145.213||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||07-09-2003||10:13 AM||||Nice, Zach. Your AMG plug cover should be there this week too...Its like Christmas in Zach's crib! <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||07-09-2003||11:02 AM||||They are about 9 by 3 1/2 They use diffrent plugs. As far as I can tell it has one ground and two signal wires. Every peice of JDM lighting I get has a diffrent plug,headights,fendertops,fogs and turnsignals. The corners are diffrent too, But I dont have a set yet becouse I dont know if I want the full amber ones or the clear. Im leaning towards the amber becouse they are harder to find, But Im not sure yet. Just wait till I get it done.........||65.56.124.237||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||NZ VR4 RS||07-11-2003||09:11 PM||||You are a lucky man, going by the fact that it is white i would say that it is a late model( 90+ ) rs front bumper.<br />The extra cutout below the black i/c slats show that it is fron a 16 or big 16 powered car with the 510's etc std.<br /><br />Those driving lights are like rocking horse S...T to find as my drivers side one has been busted for a while now and i cant get another one.<br /><br />The round light com,es on with low beam the square one on high beam, and they are both run of a switch so that you dont have to have them on all the time.<br /><br />i notice you have two sets of lights, hook me up lol<br /><br />Nick||203.97.2.242||reg||1||NZ VR4 RS||00000115||yes
Z||000009||Notorius||07-11-2003||10:29 PM||||looks good man.<br /><br />btw, your PM box is full, drop me a PM when you empty it please, got some questions about the 91 your parting out.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000010||1quickvr4||07-12-2003||10:17 AM||||Man I guess I got lucky with that, I just figured that out to. I was looking at a pic of Joses car and noticed it. I was wondering why it looked more agressive than the other ones Iv seen. Im missing the brckets that attacth to the car on the front frame horns(The bumper is complete) So I orderd a 2-120 ic to hold it up....||64.157.112.65||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||07-12-2003||10:52 AM||||man i need the left screw covers for the jdm foglights BAD<br />hook me up!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||141.153.148.12||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||1quickvr4||07-12-2003||12:02 PM||||I only have one set.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/002492.cgi
A||||1||buick||boost control||||1||||gransport||00001769
Z||000000||buick||07-08-2003||10:23 AM||johnsminibike@webtv.net||If you have a stock vr4 how fast should it go in 1/4 mile and if you put a boost guage and control how high a boost can you safely turn it up to and how fast will your 1/4 mile be.||209.240.198.62||reg||1||gransport||00001769||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||07-08-2003||10:47 AM||||turning up the boost in a totally stock car is asking for some trouble. you might be able to get away with 13 psi, but any more than that, and you are really hurting the car. the exhaust needs to be opened up, as well as the intake, before you turn it up much. <br />stock galants ran the 1/4 in about 15 secs, depending on driver/magazine. they say its approximatley 10 hp for every extra psi of boost, a rather cover-all blanket statement. a stock galant with 13 psi of boost shoudl hit 14's.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002493.cgi
A||||3||Nate||Scattershields at Shootout?||||1||||Nate||00000006
Z||000000||Nate||07-08-2003||11:15 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||Hi guys.<br /><br />Harry asked me if I would deliver some scattershields at the shootout.  I already said I would, but now I want to know if any of you are coming and want to get one at that time.  If you are, either let him know at gvrfour@comcast.net or let me know directly at nathan1047@aol.com.<br /><br />I'm told they're $150 each, and he has them for 1G AWD/FWD, and 2G AWD.  I'm making $0 on this, folks, I'm just the delivery monkey.  Let me know if anyone is interested.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000001||Oztek||07-08-2003||02:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> Hi guys.<br /><br />Harry asked me if I would deliver some scattershields at the shootout.  I already said I would, but now I want to know if any of you are coming and want to get one at that time.  If you are, either let him know at gvrfour@comcast.net or let me know directly at nathan1047@aol.com.<br /><br />I'm told they're $150 each, and he has them for 1G AWD/FWD, and 2G AWD.  I'm making $0 on this, folks, I'm just the delivery monkey.  Let me know if anyone is interested. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Will the monkey please bring one for me?  I'm stealing Mofugas's shield for my car and he wants it replaced.||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000002||Nate||07-08-2003||06:13 PM||||Done.  Find me at either the hotel (Best Western) or at the track with the Maroon Car.||68.83.230.117||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||number3||07-09-2003||08:26 AM||||FWIW on a GVR4 board, I also have 2G FWD models.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002494.cgi
A||||0||jonvr4||VR4 spotted in co.||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-08-2003||05:42 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||it was about 3:15 pm. it was a black looked like no mods older guy driving it. place spotted was 104th and fedral coming out of the safeway there.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/002495.cgi
A||||1||1101||hex bits?||||1||||467||00000061
Z||000000||1101||07-08-2003||11:07 PM||karns10@attbi.com||Anyone know who makes a good metric hex bit set that fits into a 5/16 inch bit holder?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||07-09-2003||12:29 AM||||Try Snap On? Or Mac or Matco?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/002496.cgi
A||||9||Hertz||Dimensional Warp Generator Needed||||8||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||07-08-2003||11:13 PM||rhertz@baits.com||Got this spam today...  I thought about posting it in the For Sale section, but don't know how many people ever part out their spaceships...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br />Greetings,<br /><br />We need a vendor who can offer immediate supply.<br />I'm offering $5,000 US dollars just for referring a vender which is<br />(Actually RELIABLE in providing the below equipment) Contact details<br />of vendor required, including name and phone #. If they turn out to be<br />reliable in supplying the below equipment I'll immediately pay you<br />$5,000. We prefer to work with vendor in the Boston/New York area.<br /><br /><br />1. The mind warper generation 4 Dimensional Warp Generator # 52 4350a<br />series wrist watch with z80 or better memory adapter. If in stock the<br />AMD Dimensional Warp Generator module containing the GRC79 induction<br />motor, two I80200 warp stabilizers, 256GB of SRAM, and two Analog<br />Devices isolinear modules, This unit also has a menu driven GUI<br />accessible on the front panel XID display. All in 1 units would be<br />great if reliable models are available<br /><br /><br />2. The special 23200 or Acme 5X24 series time transducing capacitor<br />with built in temporal displacement. Needed with complete<br />jumper/auxiliary system<br /><br /><br />3. A reliable crystal Ionizor with unlimited memory backup.<br /><br /><br />4. I will also pay for Schematics, layouts, and designs directly <br />from the manufature which turn out to be that can be used to build this equipment <br />from readily available parts. <br /><br /><br />If your vendor turns out to be reliable, I owe you $5,000.<br /><br /><br />Email his details to me at: info@federalfundingprogram.com<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wacky.  I went to federalfundingprogram.com -- they have a file to download, but I didn't even think about clicking it.  I would suggest that you avoid it, too -- you might end up in a wormhole or something.||67.162.75.199||reg||8||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||Eclipse182||07-10-2003||12:30 AM||||LMAO! And I thought the email I got for 1 acre of the moon for $29.99 was bad   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.195.188.187||reg||10||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000002||msaskin||07-10-2003||10:06 AM||||hell, give 'em my email address.  I've got a few spare Dimensional Warp Generators I can sell really cheap  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.97.5.24||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||07-10-2003||10:50 AM||||256GB of SRAM,<br /><br />thats it? mine hase 2TB of DDR!||68.14.75.56||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-10-2003||11:39 AM||||That reminds me, the Check Temportal Displacement light came on in my VR-4, so I pulled the transducing capacitor and now my warp won't stabilize.  Think it's the capacitors in my ECU.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||07-10-2003||11:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> That reminds me, the Check Temportal Displacement light came on in my VR-4, so I pulled the transducing capacitor and now my warp won't stabilize.  Think it's the capacitors in my ECU. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Better eject the core before it goes critical.<br /><br />Oh, crap.  Ejectors offline.  They never work.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Ian M||07-11-2003||12:50 AM||||You might need to replace the transducing capacitor with a flux diffibulation capacitor,especially if your running a bigger exhaust. I had the same problems,I was getting sound bubbles in the exhaust,interfering with the warp. The bigger capacitors smoothed mine right out.||129.71.114.92||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||07-11-2003||10:32 AM||||I think I have one of Dr. Lazardo's overthrusters left out in the garage if they are interested...<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||07-11-2003||12:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> That reminds me, the Check Temportal Displacement light came on in my VR-4, so I pulled the transducing capacitor and now my warp won't stabilize.  Think it's the capacitors in my ECU. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you log it first?  Try a search I'm sure it's in a VFAQ or been discussed here before   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Funny what people do with their free time...my free time usually is spent in the garage.||167.142.22.213||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||07-11-2003||02:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> I think I have one of Dr. Lazardo's overthrusters left out in the garage if they are interested...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you upgrade to a Yo-Yo-Dyne Propulsion system?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002497.cgi
A||||2||BiggiB42||wheres mofugus||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||07-08-2003||11:19 PM||||i cant get on mofugus website. it just takes me to the articles on the VR-4. does he have a new site. please help||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||gvr4tunr||07-08-2003||11:20 PM||||he's no longer in business||172.137.222.248||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00001037||yes
Z||000002||BiggiB42||07-08-2003||11:28 PM||||thanks||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes



ubb/Forum3/002498.cgi
A||||23||jonvr4||Auto Modellista?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-09-2003||01:00 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||anyone play this for the playstation 2 yet? if so, what did you think of it?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||starwrist||07-09-2003||01:40 AM||||Bought it the day it came out. I personally loved the game. But others were put off by it's "floaty" controls.<br /><br />I love the graphics, how customizable everything is, and how much fun it is to drift. Plus you can play it online. <br /><br />It's no Gran Turismo 4, but as long as you don't expect it to be, it'll be a blast.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||07-09-2003||08:02 AM||||I got it as a gift, and played it a few times when I got it.  I really don't care for it too much.  The whole animation style graphics just doesn't impress me.  I guess it was fun, you certainly can customize your car.  I need to give it more of a chance.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||07-09-2003||08:09 AM||||I had been impressed by the cel shading idea for months before it came out.  When it finally came out I gave it a rent.  The controls sucked and I only played it a couple hours.  I liked the level of customization with real parts though.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-09-2003||09:56 AM||||You should check out  <a href="ftp://ftp.ea.com/pub/misc/nfsu_e3_03_retail_hi.zip" target="_blank">this movie</a>. (zipped, 9.6M)||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-09-2003||12:51 PM||||Looks awesome.  At first I wasn't paying attention and then I'm like, wait a minute, that's a 4G63!||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||07-09-2003||11:34 PM||||the movie don't work for me.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||07-09-2003||11:38 PM||||What in the fuck is a MegaBoomBlaster? That totally ruined that movie for me...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||199of2k||07-10-2003||10:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> the movie don't work for me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">got quicktime?  <a href="http://www.apple.com/quicktime/" target="_blank">http://www.apple.com/quicktime/</a>||68.14.75.56||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000009||Louters91GVR4||07-10-2003||11:04 AM||||I have the game as well, it is definatly and rental, I would not waste the money. Save your money for GT4.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||07-10-2003||11:36 AM||||NFS is cool (at least the first 3) because of the spectatular crashes.  I'd like GT more if that brush with the wall resulted in carnage.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   GT4?  Are you serious?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||udriveu||07-10-2003||02:55 PM||||If you're looking for crashes, try Burnout. I think Burnout 2 is out as well. Has the best crashes I've ever seen in a game. It stops the game and shows it from like 3 different angles, and then gives a monetary value of the damage you caused. Don't play before getting on the highway   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||07-10-2003||03:04 PM||||Burnout 2 (and the first one) are awesome games!  I've got to rent that again.<br /><br />Speaking of video games, have any of you guys heard of RedOctane?  It is an online video game rental company.  For $18.95 a month you can have two games at a time for as long as you want.  They have over 1700 games (hard to find titles as well) up for rental as well as anime DVDs.  You can keep them until you beat them, drop it back in the mail, and they will automatically ship your next one.  It is a great setup, I love it.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.redoctane.com" target="_blank">www.redoctane.com</a>||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||92LaserAWDTurbo||07-11-2003||01:42 AM||||I work at Blockbuster, and can tell you from my experience that Burnout isn't so much fun.  Neither is Midnight Club I.<br /><br />However!  Midnight Club II is much better, and Burnout's sequel is better as well.<br />I was so pissed that we never received Auto Modellista at our store.  I liked Tokyo Extreme Racing because of the customization, so I was looking forward to this one.  If anyone wants to sell theirs, I'll buy it for like $15.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.117.46.40||reg||1||92LaserAWDTurbo||00001635||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||07-11-2003||10:08 AM||||I felt that Midnight Club 2 was basically a lamer version of burnout with a bunch of riced out cars.  I played about half way through it just wasn't all that impressed.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||92LaserAWDTurbo||07-11-2003||02:24 PM||||Well, to all their own.  I still prefer GT3 over anything.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.117.46.40||reg||1||92LaserAWDTurbo||00001635||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||07-11-2003||02:40 PM||||Even GT2?  Wow.  There isn't a VR-4 in GT3.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||229of1000||07-11-2003||02:42 PM||||You mean there's a VR-4 in GT2?  Back when I played it 3 or so years ago when it came out I wasn't into the GVR4's yet.  I'll have to rent it now.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000018||jonvr4||07-11-2003||03:03 PM||||there is a v6 tt vr4 in gt2. it's not a e39a model.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000019||229of1000||07-11-2003||03:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> there is a v6 tt vr4 in gt2. it's not a e39a model. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bah! Forget it then.  Wasn't GT2 also the only one to have DSMs?  Has anybody seen the petition to have DSMs in the next GT4?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.petitiononline.com/9499gsx/petition.html" target="_blank">http://www.petitiononline.com/9499gsx/petition.html</a>||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000020||starwrist||07-11-2003||04:51 PM||||Odds are, there will be DSMs in GT4. There's going to be the same number, if not more cars in GT4 as there was in GT2. There talking anywhere between 500-1000 cars!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  But probably only expect around 500. But still, 500 cars with a revamped graphical engine of GT3. *drool*||68.112.68.31||reg||10||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000021||92LaserAWDTurbo||07-14-2003||12:31 AM||||Yup, expect 5xx cars in GT4.||68.117.46.40||reg||1||92LaserAWDTurbo||00001635||yes
Z||000022||jonvr4||07-14-2003||11:18 PM||||got the game today, and it's pretty cool. other than the squirrly handeling, i would say it's comp. for tokyo extreme. I would probably give this game a 7.5 out of 10.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000023||RTS182G-VR4||07-15-2003||01:44 AM||||ahh, tokyo extreme racer, what a game.  not much too it, but infinatly fun.  the next one comes out in 8 months.  should be good||209.245.7.247||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum3/002499.cgi
A||||2||GRV4726||reinforced silicone hose?||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||07-09-2003||02:59 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||if reinforcement really a big deal? i figure boost is only a big deal when its really up there (like 30psi) but what do you guys think? some people reinforce it with different things, but what about just straight silicone. thats my question.<br /><br />thanks||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-09-2003||09:41 AM||||i've had even the reinforced hose blow off several times.  there is a lot of pressure on those hoses.  and the car is only at 17 lbs boost.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-09-2003||09:49 AM||||Blowing off and splitting apart are two different things.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'm no plumber/physicist but I think that the reinforcement serves best to protect the hose from splitting, but won't aid in your clamping.<br /><br />Don't most hose manufacturers have psi ratings on their stuff?<br /><br />Ken: you need some of those fat t-bar clamps from the space shuttle.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002500.cgi
A||||9||gvr4in||First time running at the track Saturday!||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||07-09-2003||03:23 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey, Track virgin here (racing, not spectating), Just got an ACT 2600(for free) tonight and I'll be putting it in thursday morning. The clutch was a friends and he didnt like how stiff it was, so he put his 2100 back in and gave the 2600 to me! Its straight with 5k miles on it. Im buying 5 gallons of 110. Im SO happy Im finally going to be running! Wish me luck!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||SteveHebert||07-09-2003||07:54 AM||||I am sure you will have fun.. Are you going to have someone video it?||24.151.136.2||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-09-2003||09:58 AM||||Yeah, those virgin videos are hot sellers.||12.247.128.70||reg||10||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||07-09-2003||05:07 PM||||Yea Im goin to have someone film it hopefully, It'll be fun!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||07-10-2003||01:45 AM||||Famous last words...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||07-10-2003||09:27 AM||||Man, don't scare him  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   The most important thing is to not run too much boost.  Don't let anyone tell you to just try one more lbs of boost  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Don't beat the piss out of your clutch and you should be able to drive the same car back home.<br /><br />Be calm and shift smooth.  I havn't been to the track too many times, but I do know that the whole race is dependent on getting a good reaction time and not bogging your launch.  So watch the lights and move your feet at the end of the last red before you see the green.  It will be green before you start moving.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Louters91GVR4||07-10-2003||11:13 AM||||Good luck my son.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||07-10-2003||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> move your feet at the end of the last red before you see the green. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't you mean end of the last yellow?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||07-10-2003||11:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> move your feet at the end of the last red before you see the green. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't you mean end of the last yellow?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya whatever  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||07-12-2003||07:09 PM||||Wow launching a 2600 is harder than I expected! I still managed to cut a:<br /><br />1.9 60ft<br />8.7 1/8th @ 80<br />13.6 1/4 @ 99<br /><br />Only had three runs, my frist was a low 14 bogging out of the hole, my second was a 13.9 and up there was my third, then I overheated and went home. lol! I'll have a 20g and a front mount on soon. soo ya.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
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q!PICTURES OF LATEST PROJECTS!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452818.0116!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!08:46 PM!,
q!2452823.2046!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!How much can I get?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!02:18 AM!,
q!2452818.0218!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2452818.1342!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!SRT-4 stage 1 turbo upgrade kit!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!08:19 AM!,
q!2452818.0819!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452819.2025!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!Hey Iceman!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452818.1641!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452818.1641!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!look what i just picked up!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!04:43 PM!,
q!2452818.1643!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2452819.1655!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!94,97, Mits Fuso I/C +starion lineup.... !,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-01-2003!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2452822.2110!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!09:33 AM!,
q!2452825.0933!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!You can order the BMW films on DVD for $3.95...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2452818.2010!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!stupidweirdo!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!05:09 PM!,
q!2452819.1709!,
q!stupidweirdo!,
q!00000625!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Whaddaya think?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!07-01-2003!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452822.2351!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!RayH!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!11:50 AM!,
q!2452824.1150!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!Oops i dropped my Galant  :D!,
q!10!,
q!1!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2452818.2048!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452819.1330!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon-Lee!,
q!The best gvr4 merch yet!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452823.0013!,
q!MaximusDestruction!,
q!00001112!,
q!Romanova!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2452833.1051!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!VR-4 at the track!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2452823.1149!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2452823.1149!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!clearing out corners!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!04:17 PM!,
q!2452823.1617!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!04:17 PM!,
q!2452823.1617!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWD-LAUNCH!,
q!Mofugas Motorsports???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452823.1620!,
q!AWD-LAUNCH!,
q!00001855!,
q!AWD-LAUNCH!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452823.1649!,
q!AWD-LAUNCH!,
q!00001855!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q~OPINIONS PLEASE!!! Evo 8 vs. VR4~,
q!2!,
q!15!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!04:57 PM!,
q!2452823.1657!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!number3!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452825.0053!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!very cool commercial!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452823.1736!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!07-07-2003!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452828.2256!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!New Lifters - HLA - ticking!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!02:26 AM!,
q!2452829.0226!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!02:26 AM!,
q!2452829.0226!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!My new in-dash TV....   :-)!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!02:59 AM!,
q!2452824.0259!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!04:11 PM!,
q!2452830.1611!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!look what came in the mail today....!,
q!7!,
q!12!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!10:23 AM!,
q!2452829.1023!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!12:02 PM!,
q!2452833.1202!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!are these good water injection systems?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!04:00 AM!,
q!2452824.0400!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!03:13 AM!,
q!2453066.0313!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!buick!,
q!boost control!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!10:23 AM!,
q!2452829.1023!,
q!gransport!,
q!00001769!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!10:47 AM!,
q!2452829.1047!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Nate!,
q!Scattershields at Shootout?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!11:15 AM!,
q!2452829.1115!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!number3!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!08:26 AM!,
q!2452830.0826!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!VR4 spotted in co.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2452829.1742!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2452829.1742!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!hex bits?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452829.2307!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!Romanova!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!12:29 AM!,
q!2452830.0029!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Dimensional Warp Generator Needed!,
q!8!,
q!9!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452829.2313!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2452832.1452!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!wheres mofugus!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2452829.2319!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!07-08-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452829.2328!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Auto Modellista?!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!01:00 AM!,
q!2452830.0100!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!01:44 AM!,
q!2452836.0144!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!reinforced silicone hose?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!02:59 AM!,
q!2452830.0259!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!09:49 AM!,
q!2452830.0949!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!new fmic with pics!,
q!10!,
q!13!,
q!06-27-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452818.2343!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!turbowop!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452821.0130!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!ANOTHER GVR-4 SIGHTING....FLORIDA!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!12:14 AM!,
q!2452819.0014!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2452821.1931!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Snow driving!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!04:33 AM!,
q!2452819.0433!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452823.1702!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!Brake Pad selection question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!10:58 AM!,
q!2452819.1058!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!1101!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2452819.1302!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TWEAKD4!,
q!Transfer case recall!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2452819.1225!,
q!TWEAKD4!,
q!00000436!,
q!curtis!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!07:23 PM!,
q!2452819.1923!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!60 foot times?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452819.1347!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!Kibo!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!05:55 AM!,
q!2452823.0555!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!Skyline and other misc. pics!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!06-28-2003!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452819.1715!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!turbowop!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!02:02 AM!,
q!2452821.0202!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Test Drove the Subaru Forester 2.5 XT!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!06-29-2003!,
q!06:00 PM!,
q!2452820.1800!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!09:04 AM!,
q!2452821.0904!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Indiglo Gauges!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!06-29-2003!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2452820.2052!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452824.1222!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Final Fantasy?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452824.1200!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!spoulson!,
q!07-06-2003!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452827.1648!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!Engine Swap In Progress!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!06-29-2003!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2452820.2124!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!number3!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!11:59 AM!,
q!2452821.1159!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Working on car in parking lot - humor!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!12:07 PM!,
q!2452824.1207!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2452824.1302!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!1000+ hp Twin Turbo grand national movie!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452824.1337!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!curtis!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452825.0107!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!JDM BUMPERS VS. AMG BUMPERS.....!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2452824.1422!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!darrel_ll!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452825.1506!,
q!VirtualReality4!,
q!00001744!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Happy 4th of July.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2452824.1822!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!curtis!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!01:17 AM!,
q!2452825.0117!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!Advice for all the single GVR4 owners!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452824.1833!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2452825.0928!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q~I finally fixed my car!!!!~,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2452824.2032!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!Ash!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2452824.2032!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!3 Inch cat back question!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452824.2112!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!Matticus!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452824.2112!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!197/1000  New to Club!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-03-2003!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2452824.2131!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!00001869!,
q!curtis!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!12:48 AM!,
q!2452825.0048!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!One sweet year later...!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!07-04-2003!,
q!01:38 AM!,
q!2452825.0138!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!PJGross!,
q!07-09-2003!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452830.1542!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!crazy ass turbo manifold!,
q!4!,
q!12!,
q!06-29-2003!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452820.2236!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!07-01-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452822.0041!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Need Help     Wheel Question  Please read!,
q!4!,
q!4!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2452821.0007!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!07-01-2003!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2452822.0943!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Damaja!,
q!AEM in an EVO?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!03:33 AM!,
q!2452821.0333!,
q!Damaja!,
q!00001827!,
q!spoulson!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!07:00 AM!,
q!2452821.0700!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!National Do Not Call Registry!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!10:47 AM!,
q!2452821.1047!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452821.1053!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!imracing!,
q!How do I contact Mofugas!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452821.1400!,
q!Chris G!,
q!00000759!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!07-01-2003!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452822.1035!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Funny Story!,
q!14!,
q!6!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!02:44 PM!,
q!2452821.1444!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!229of1000!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452821.2201!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPAM!,
q!2 Things that Suck...pics!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!06-30-2003!,
q!02:50 PM!,
q!2452821.1450!,
q!SPAM!,
q!00000272!,
q!SPAM!,
q!07-02-2003!,
q!07:34 PM!,
q!2452823.1934!,
q!SPAM!,
q!00000272!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/002501.cgi
A||||1||gixxer||started swap||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||07-09-2003||05:30 AM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||i removed the motor out of my 90 talon tsi and it is now on a stand being freshened before it finds its new 4 door home (T-belt and tensioner, Water pump, the 5 seals, balance shaft belt, thermostat)   one problem though.   the freaking DAY BEFORE i was to start the swap i hit an uber puddle in my talon and it injested some water. now i'm down to 110 compression from 150 before on cylinder #4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     now that the motor is on a stand i removed the oilpan. if i crank it over slowly i can hear air escaping out of the bottom of only that cylinder.   i was told it could possibly be a headgasket, but it sure sounds like its coming from the bottom of the piston to me.  the engine does still run though. so now i have to decide whether to just put the engine in as is......or spend some more money and make it really really good.  like by eliminating the balance shafts and putting in some 2g pistons.   decisions decisions.   also, now that i have both motors side by side i noticed a bunch of differences.  like the cam angle sensors and the air conditioners.  can i swap just that sensor? or would it be better to swap the entire head?  <br /><br />thanks||65.27.94.59||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||Ant||07-09-2003||08:42 AM||||The only difference in the cam sensors should be the plug.  The 90 has a wire coming out of it that plugs into teh 90 harness whereas the galants have the connector on the CAS that the galant wire harness plugs into.  You can just use the galant CAS on the new motor, it is identical and you can just plug the galant harness to it.<br /><br />As far as the bottom end.  You should pull the head regardless and at least change the headgasket while you've got all the Tbelt parts off.  Do a leakdown test and find out where the leak is from.  <br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes



ubb/Forum3/002502.cgi
A||||1||gixxer||sidemount ICs||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||07-09-2003||05:44 AM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||does anyone run supra sidemounts? (mk4)  i have one of those and a sidemount from a Toyota Aristo, which is pretty much a JDM GS300-TT.  i lined them up today and it looks like either one of them will fit with a little work.||65.27.94.59||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||Ant||07-09-2003||08:36 AM||||I have had a supra MKIV sidemount on my car for almost a year.  I put it in the passenger wheel well.  It's a very tight fit and piping sticks out below the car about an inch or two.<br />It's big for a sidemount, around 495ci I think.  <br /><br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes



ubb/Forum3/002503.cgi
A||||32||ayvr4||Who Has #1/2000 or 1/1000?||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||07-09-2003||11:29 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||I have always wanted to ask this, but never remember to post it.<br />Who has the #1's from '91 and '92?<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||07-09-2003||12:00 PM||||A friend of mine saw a #2 at a race in VA.  I can't remember whether he said it was a 91 or 92 though.  The guy was tail-gaiting in it.  Had a grill fired up sitting in the trunk, and even had to look when Billy asked him what number is was...!!!!  I have never heard of either of the #1s though.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||mofugas||07-09-2003||09:30 PM||||A few years back I had the owner of #1 of 2000 call me looking for parts.  He never did place an order...but I told him if he ever sells the car to look me up.||206.71.120.1||reg||1||Mofugas||00000022||yes
Z||000003||DSSA||07-10-2003||08:35 PM||||I *think* Josh Wingell either has #1 of 1000 or 2000 or 1000/1000 or 2000/2000.<br /><br />One of the 4, but I can't remember||205.188.208.166||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||07-10-2003||08:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSSA:<br /><strong> I *think* Josh Wingell either has #1 of 1000 or 2000 or 1000/1000 or 2000/2000.<br /><br />One of the 4, but I can't remember </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can rule out 1000/1000 because a local guy around here named Mike Stella has that one which he got a custom license plate 'LST ONE'.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||07-10-2003||08:49 PM||||heres the link to 1k/1k.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.thismetalsky.org/cars/pics/gvr4/" target="_blank">http://www.thismetalsky.org/cars/pics/gvr4/</a><br /><br />heres the license plate you were talking about...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.thismetalsky.org/cars/pics/gvr4/img_0018.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.thismetalsky.org/cars/pics/gvr4/img_0018.jpg</a>||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||number3||07-10-2003||10:54 PM||||Josh did own 1000/1000.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/josh_1000of1000.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/josh_1000of1000.jpg</a><br /><br />I drive the lowest number I have personaly seen.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||07-11-2003||12:28 AM||||Yeah,Josh owned 1000/1000. He and a friend of his came down here to WV from NY a couple years or so ago to buy a GVR4 off a buddy of mine,we were talking about it and showed us some pics of it.<br /><br /> #2 of 2000 was the GVR4 that the buddy of Danny and I saw. It was at a Battle of the Imports (this was back in '98-99 or so..) race at Virginia Motorsports Park,in the parking lot. White and filthy,with purple tint,and a Hibachi on the trunk lid..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.92||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000008||Matt Freeman||07-11-2003||08:54 PM||||Here is a link to the LST-ONE                  <a href="http://www.thismetalsky.org/cars/pics/gvr4/" target="_blank">http://www.thismetalsky.org/cars/pics/gvr4/</a>||63.227.103.190||reg||6||Matt Freeman||00000101||yes
Z||000009||7541000||07-13-2003||12:13 AM||||but just to be a dick, they were numbered in random and not according to build...right.||12.89.168.45||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||07-13-2003||12:55 PM||||Not that it means much, but mine was the 3rd off the assembly line. <br />If lets say 10-20 years from now, Harry wants to sell his car, he will get more money for it with that number plaque than with mine. (692)<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.66.60.42||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||curtis||07-13-2003||04:23 PM||||met a guy in a parking lot in Nashville at cumberland transit (bike store) about 2 years ago that has number 69 of 1000.  30000 mile garage kept bone stock.||65.135.143.93||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||MrEd||07-13-2003||04:35 PM||||I wonder if numbers like 13 or 666 were ever put on a dash plaque?  Maybe Mitsu passed on those, like how some buildings don't have a 13th floor.<br /><br />A lot of us feel like our cars are cursed, but if you had one of those numbers, you'd be on to somthing   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Ed, GVR4 #963/2000||68.70.115.126||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000013||tplesko||07-13-2003||07:47 PM||||666 exists. I almost bought it here in colorado but the guy didn't want to sell it until the summer's end and it was february.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||128.138.45.33||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||VTGVR4||07-14-2003||03:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> 666 exists. I almost bought it here in colorado but the guy didn't want to sell it until the summer's end and it was february.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah you know how those pagans like to wait until the solstice has passed. i bet they even believe the car runs better during a full moon.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000015||92GVR4#333||11-10-2003||06:24 PM||||I`m just half that....||205.188.198.54||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000016||drew||11-10-2003||07:12 PM||||My friend had 777/2000. I was gonna buy it and get the custom plates "JACKPOT" but he got t-boned and the car was totaleld.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000017||gvr-4*1057||11-11-2003||02:29 AM||||I guess 777 wasn't so lucky huh?||67.21.60.59||reg||1||gvr-4*1057||00000248||yes
Z||000018||zedder24||11-11-2003||09:28 AM||||It may have been some Josh, but it wasn't Josh Wingell.  He has a 97 GSX and that's it.<br /><br />My girlfriend and I just picked up 1470/2000!<br /><br />Greg||68.184.45.141||reg||1||zedder24||00002774||yes
Z||000019||Ian M||11-11-2003||10:21 PM||||An old topic (posted on 7-09) back from the dead... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />The "Josh" I spoke to had a 2g GSX at the time,which was the car he and his buddy were in. If the Josh in question looks like he plays in a heavy metal band-thats the guy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.239||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000020||chadhayashi||11-12-2003||01:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> 666 exists. I almost bought it here in colorado but the guy didn't want to sell it until the summer's end and it was february.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My buddy Andy Derr, bought 666/1000 on a recommendation from me. He moved to San Fran about a yr ago. I recently heard that it may be up for sale soon. He's on BADSM's list. Maybe someone could call dibs if wanted.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000021||drew||11-12-2003||01:10 AM||||haven't seen him on bay-dsms. is he in san francisco?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000022||Blurple||11-12-2003||03:33 PM||||hi guys,<br /><br />excuse my ignorance on the subject, but I own a 92 Vr4 Evo, but i notice you guys seem to use different terminology etc than us here in NZ. I've never heard of the numbering till visiting o/seas sites.  Is the #/1000 /2000 range only applicable to US sold cars, or should I have a number somewhere too?  Where is this number?  I'm pretty sure its been painted over if I did have it, but would love to check....?   Any clues for me re what the deal is?<br /><br />Many thanks,<br />Aaron||202.49.200.143||reg||1||Blurple||00002801||yes
Z||000023||ayvr4||11-12-2003||03:43 PM||||there were only 2000 galant vr4's sold in the u.s. in  '91, and 1000 in '92.<br />~Aaron||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000024||Blurple||11-12-2003||05:27 PM||||ahh... so its a US only thing.   bummer.  Did the US also get what we call a Vr4 evo? (evo 0)? with the 16g td05, 510cc injectors, evo1 drive train, etc...?||202.49.200.143||reg||1||Blurple||00002801||yes
Z||000025||supervr4||11-12-2003||05:47 PM||||nah they got less than the normal vr4, than what we got standard. ie smaller intercoller 14b turb on all not just the autos i think||203.97.2.242||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000026||drew||11-12-2003||06:47 PM||||yep 14b turbos and no autos  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000027||Blurple||11-12-2003||08:33 PM||||oh true.  thats a shame.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   The Vr4 evo seriously rocks.||202.49.200.143||reg||1||Blurple||00002801||yes
Z||000028||VR4GURL||11-12-2003||08:56 PM||||Ohhhh yes they really do....YAY!!<br />Yes you do have a # on ya car its the last 3 digits on your chasis # have a look at it and let me know wot they are.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||210.54.111.200||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000029||jonvr4||11-12-2003||10:32 PM||||this is what the number plaque looks like for you guy and girls in New Zealand  <br />  <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/mixx2001_plaque.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000030||Craig91||11-12-2003||11:40 PM||||WOW!!! that is shiny as hell.  Mine is all dull and boring!||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000031||chadhayashi||11-13-2003||12:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> haven't seen him on bay-dsms. is he in san francisco? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He was last time I checked their site. That's how I found his e-mail address.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000032||kazin||01-05-2004||12:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> An old topic (posted on 7-09) back from the dead...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />The "Josh" I spoke to had a 2g GSX at the time,which was the car he and his buddy were in. If the Josh in question looks like he plays in a heavy metal band-thats the guy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That Josh would be Josh Rivel.  Yes, I bought #1000/1000 from him almost about two years ago now.  It's running great, with 247,000 miles on it.  But not on the motor, the timing belt jumped and rather than fix it, Josh finally gave in to me asking him for the car and let me have it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.37.4.86||reg||1||LastOne||00001152||yes



ubb/Forum3/002504.cgi
A||||5||meshwork||Should I get my old car back?||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||07-09-2003||04:03 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Back before I really got into DSMs I had a Dodge Avenger that I modded all out (turbo, FMIC, custom paint, leather, etc). The fuel pump circuit wasn't fused (bad design?) and the fuel pump that HRC sent me was bad...so in turn the entire wiring harness melted and nomatter what I did the car wouldn't run from then on. <br /><br />So I parted off the aftermarket stuff, then sold the car itself to a friend down in Delaware. He sold the engine out of it, taillights, and interior. Basically right now its a shell. <br /><br />He emailed me today asking me if I wanted the shell back for free (he was going to make a ground up project). <br /><br />Should I take it? I have an extra 4g63 engine that I'd most definately put in it (keep it FWD). So basically the question is...and I know its been asked a ton of times on other DSM sites...since its basically a non turbo 2g Eclipse, how hard is it to swap from a 420a to a 4g63?<br /><br />Its a badass car, it still has all the custom paint on it and tinted windows, but not much else. It has a stock suspension, and 4 spares.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||07-09-2003||04:47 PM||||Sounds like a another costly project.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||07-09-2003||04:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Sounds like a another costly project.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Eh, but I have a garage now so I can let it sit for a while. <br /><br />But if I'm going to let it sit...maybe I should do a Viper engine....hmmm.....||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||07-10-2003||01:40 AM||||TME=too much effort!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||7541000||07-10-2003||03:25 AM||||so I can let it sit for a while.<br /><br />=thats exactly what it going to do.||12.89.75.125||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||07-10-2003||03:30 AM||||Hey... Free is free.<br /><br />Turn it into some kind of modern art with a sawzall and a welder.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/002505.cgi
A||||11||slvrblt||Got crabs ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||07-09-2003||07:42 PM||||<a href="http://www.josephgoldfarb.com/files/crabvspipe.mpeg" target="_blank">http://www.josephgoldfarb.com/files/crabvspipe.mpeg</a><br /><br /><br />Its a bit old, but still funny.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||VR4GURL||07-09-2003||10:54 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  Wots it spose to be i cant get it properly on my computer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||210.54.99.9||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000002||number3||07-10-2003||12:09 AM||||Don't worry it is stupid.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Akuma||07-10-2003||12:21 AM||||wtmfs?||64.12.96.102||reg||8||Akuma||00001519||yes
Z||000004||Eclipse182||07-10-2003||12:25 AM||||Lol what it looks like to me is a crab getting shot then being sucked into a power sander   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.195.188.187||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||07-10-2003||12:04 PM||||dont worry, i called PETA. they said "so what?"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||07-12-2003||08:10 PM||||Its a a crab walking around too near a pipe which was just cut (only a 1/10th inch incision) about 6000 feet uner water. The pressure in the pipe was 0, but the water pressure was 2700 psi. That crab was sucked through a 3mm slit...||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||number3||07-12-2003||09:31 PM||||Better with the explanation.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||07-12-2003||10:39 PM||||What a waste of a crab!  I coulda sucked him into my mouth even faster.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Mmmmmm, crab.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||07-12-2003||11:19 PM||||Yea, it is much better with the explanation. Sorry.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000010||Notorius||07-13-2003||03:24 PM||||the crab must have felt like this guy:<br /><a href="http://www.darwinawards.com/personal/personal2003-01.html" target="_blank">http://www.darwinawards.com/personal/personal2003-01.html</a>||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||07-13-2003||11:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong>  That crab was sucked through a 3mm slit... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's nothing good about any size slit with crabs.||67.162.75.199||reg||11||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002506.cgi
A||||2||msaskin||got my profec tuned finally||||1||||msaskin||00001429
Z||000000||msaskin||07-09-2003||11:46 PM||matt@saskin.net||Finally got my profec installed and setup.<br /><br />All I have to say is going from 9psi stock to 13psi with the profec on is a night and day difference.<br /><br />Not only does the car pull like hell in all gears (esp. 1st and 2nd) but the boost comes on MUCH stronger, especially down low.<br /><br />Now I just need to tweak the settings and see if I can get the boost to stop trailing off in the higher RPM (5500+) range.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000001||curtis||07-10-2003||12:06 AM||||I had to run two lines from the intake instead of one from the compressor and one from the intake. It would always creap up but now it stopped even made it easier to set up.  try turning off the alarm and going after big boost.  I tryed in on accuator mode instead of internal gate mode during set up and saw it go 28 pounds (I've got a big Garrett) I was like yea until I saw the gauge. I was on an on ramp when it happened and was hazing the tires in second and was the first time I had ever felt the backend start to come around like a V8.  But won't be doing that again I'm keeping it down at 19 pounds.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.144.94.66||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||msaskin||07-10-2003||09:21 AM||||maybe i'm misunderstanding how you have the lines run...right now my vacuum lines are as follows:<br /><br />p port on throttle body -&gt; hose -&gt; T<br /><br />T -&gt; inside cabin to profec unit<br />T -&gt; profec solenoid -&gt; wastegate<br /><br />make sense?  also, i'm not having creep problems, lowering the gain took care of that.  I'm having problems with boost falling off in the higher rpm range.  The 14b is capable of holding boost to redline, right?<br /><br />~matt||24.97.5.24||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes



ubb/Forum3/002507.cgi
A||||13||mixx2001||We got a RS6 in yesterday.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||07-10-2003||09:57 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||Yesterday we finally received our first Audi RS6.  And of course it was already sold.  Now, none of us, not even the Tech that went to school for it has got any time in the hot seat.  Not to mention the fact that our GM was delivering the car at noon, it was already nine, and the car had yet to have a PDI done.  So I made a quick deal with the RS6 tech that I would be the one to go with him when he drove it.  Well time went on and it was almost noon.  The GM had not left the cars side.  So I decide it's not goning to happen and just go to lunch.  But when I'm walking to my car there goes Dave in the RS6 with the Service Manager in the front seat.  So what's the next best thing to riding in an Audi RS6?  Racing one.<br /><br />It was shear luck that I caught them.  They went out the front entrance and I went out the back.  But they took a side road that came right by the rear exit I was at.  So I whipped out behind them and closed the gap.  We were driving down a two lane road with nowhere to pass.  I looked in the rear view and another tech had followed me in a 2.7t A6 to watch.  Dave kept slowing down and flooring the RS6, immediately creating a large gap.  With my gas gauge on E, and the boost never in the right spot I desperately struggled to catch up.  This particular RS6 was fitted with a "Tuned Exhaust" right from the Port, which sounded like a mix between an C5 and a Ferrari.  When we finally found a road with a little more space, Dave gets stuck behind a U.S. Mail truck.  So I slow down in the left lane as the Mail truck is slowing for a right turn, this puts me and Dave side by side at about 30mph, and I'm in 2nd (RS6 is Auto).  Not sure what I what I was thinking but I give him the look.  I knew the Service Manager in the front seat would go along because he's such a fucking Dork, he'll do anything to impress us.  And right now that was to let Dave race.  So we hit it.  I pulled 2nd until about 7300, a stupid move I knew would result in lot of exspensive transmission noises.  After grinding into 3rd and hitting about 70, I look to my left, and I'm pulling the RS6!  Then I look in front of me and I'm about to hit a dump truck, shit.  So after I avoid certain death, Dave pulls up and gives me a nod.  So with plenty of traffic ahead and no gas, I turned off.  No one at the shop belived me, until Dave came back, then they had to recognize.  All this was possible with nothing more than a 16g, 2.5, 1g intake, 3KGT FP, and about 15psi.  Just thought I'd share.<br /><br />PS: If you have been living under a rock for the last year the Audi RS6 is a 4.2l Twin Turbo V8 AWD BahnBurner with 450hp and a  <a href="http://www.caranddriver.com/article.asp?section_id=15&article_id=6567&page_number=5" target="_blank">4.4 sec 0-60.</a>||65.165.18.81||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||07-10-2003||11:06 AM||||I hate to be a downer, but does anyone else remember the guy that worked at the Ford dealership and took a customer's Cobra out racing? Then they posted on a message board bragging about how they do it all the time, and it got back to the owner, and they lost their job. I think they might have even gotten charges brought up against them, I can't remeber for sure. <br />I know this board doesn't get that much traffic, but better safe then sorry. Besides, if that was my RS6, I'd be pissed   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||07-10-2003||11:32 AM||||I work for a dealership that sells Chevy, Cadillac, Subaru, Volvo, and BMW. If anyone pulled something like that, they would be instantly fired.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||07-10-2003||11:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> Besides, if that was my RS6, I'd be pissed    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, because it's a high-priced, high-horse, HEAVY slug.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||07-10-2003||12:08 PM||||i agree with hertz, Just like them Audi 1.8T and golf 1.8T's, they should call them "panzers" instead of 1.8T. freakin heavy tanks. Nice torque though...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||07-10-2003||12:10 PM||||There are alot of things that happen at Dealerships that the customer wouldn't like. This however is not one of them.  At the "RS6" training, our tech was told as a part of the Pre Delivery Inspection, he was to take the car out and drive it hard.  You see, betweem the port and here there is a ton of "start, move two feet and stop" driving.  This creates a lot of carbon build up, and causes the car to smoke at WOT.  Most Audi owners do not want their 90k RS6 smoking when they floor it.  I was simply "there" when he did it.  So lighten up guys, it's not like we went out and lined em' up with a bunch of people watching.  I've been the Parts Manager at this store for three years now, and seven years with this franchise.  And this particular customer has been buying cars from us the entire time.  But he hasn't bought this one yet.  And he's had it since yesterday at noon.  He even came by with half the sales staff from BMW in the car.  So what happens if he decides he's going to stick with his M5?  Someone else will just have to take delivery of a RS6 that's had the shit drove out of it by someone that dosen't even work for the Dealership.  And I bet the salesman won't say a word.  It's just the way things go.  Nothing really wrong with what happened, just a Certified RS6 Technician performing part of a Pre Delivery Inspection, and I was there in my car.||65.165.18.214||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||07-10-2003||12:28 PM||||Just thought I'd add something else.  If part of the reason you would be pissed as an RS6 owner would be because of the break-in period.  No worries, these motors are hand built along with the cars at Audis performance division called GmbH.  They also have a test track where they "break in" every RS6.||65.165.18.131||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||msaskin||07-10-2003||12:38 PM||||you left out the fact that the performance division is called <i>Quattro</i> gmbH.<br /><br />GmbH is nothing but the german equivalent of Inc. or Corp.<br /><br />~matt||24.97.5.24||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||07-10-2003||12:40 PM||||Didn't mean to get into an argument. I just remember how I was pissed when I read about that guy at Ford. Sounds like a different situation though.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000009||Ferrari F50 GT||07-10-2003||01:00 PM||||"you left out the fact that the performance division is called Quattro gmbH."<br /><br /><br />I could have swore that the performance division was call AudiSport.||12.254.81.12||reg||8||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||07-10-2003||01:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong> <i>Quattro</i> gmbH.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Right you are my friend!  Thought I typed that.  Guess I'm not as sharp as I used to be.  They are a wholly-owned subsidiary of Audi AG started just three short years after the introduction of the Quattro AWD system.  They are responsible for cars such as the RS2, RS4, RS6, and the TT ALMS edition.  Although the TT ALMS was only fitted with parts out of the quattro GmbH catalog, where as the rest where completely assembled there.  And it's name is properly shown like this:  <b>quattro GmbH</b> <br /><br />AudiSport of North America is Audi's racing division.  Once more to be absolutly specific while quattro GmbH assembles and test drives the RS6, Cosworth Technology (also an Audi AG subsidiary) builds and hot-tests the engines.||65.165.18.33||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000011||Akidosigh1||07-10-2003||05:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong> you left out the fact that the performance division is called <i>Quattro</i> gmbH.<br /><br />GmbH is nothing but the german equivalent of Inc. or Corp.<br /><br />~matt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i thought the german equivalent to Inc. or Corp. was A.G. unless i was dreaming instead of paying attention in international management last semester...||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000012||msaskin||07-10-2003||05:59 PM||||i don't know the exact difference, but A.G. and GmbH are both used.<br /><br />I'm sure there is some technicality to it, same as using Inc. or LLC in america.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000013||iceman69510||07-11-2003||10:28 AM||||AG is Aktiengesellschaft, which means a joint stock company.<br /><br />GmbH is Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftpflicht or Haftung, which means a Limited Liability company.<br /><br />Don't know the real difference, and I am confused as BMW is an AG, and I thought they were family owned.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/002508.cgi
A||||9||boostx||92 vr4 price ||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||07-10-2003||12:58 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||whats the going rate of a 92 vr4 with 120k miles no mods and the body is ok||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||miturra||07-10-2003||03:45 PM||||Check <a href="http://www.edmunds.com/" target="_blank">http://www.edmunds.com/</a>||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-10-2003||11:34 PM||||That's realy not enough information.  But shooting from the hip I'd say $2500-3000 for average quality car with original everything.  If it is owned by an enthusiast I'd up it $500-1000 assuming that the car is maintained.  Considering that most of the go-fast bits are widely available most of the value of the car comes from it's body and interior quality.   WHERE the car is makes a difference... colder climes can have rusty cars, warmer climes can have peeling paint.<br /><br />For the record, I think the KBB and Edmunds values are not accurate, though someone will always buy your Galant for $1500 doesn't mean it's only worth $1500.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||07-11-2003||11:28 AM||||edmunds and KBB dont take into count the rareity factor||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||07-11-2003||12:32 PM||||100 billion dollars!  Muhahahaha<br /><br />Sorry, this Friday is getting to me.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||mitzy||07-11-2003||01:06 PM||||Are you looking to buy or sell?||209.208.164.20||reg||1||mitzy||00000153||yes
Z||000006||boostx||07-11-2003||02:30 PM||||there is on selling for $3k so is it worth it <br />he is the first owner||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||07-11-2003||02:37 PM||||If the car is without flaws, yes, I'd buy it.  '92s seem to fetch a slightly higher price, too.  Some people are hot for the Kensington Grey and a sunroof is a plus for those who like to ride in style.<br /><br />Above all, you have to inspect/drive the car.  What's the mileage?<br /><br />$3000 is certainly in the ballpark.  Some people have asked (and sold) for $4000+ for stock cars.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||boostx||07-11-2003||02:51 PM||||120k miles no accidents paints still look good , the car runs and drives and its green||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000009||crucible||07-11-2003||07:31 PM||||I just paid 4k$ for my stock 92(116K) green manalishi.No dents,8/10 paint,some rust on hood lip,new tires.2 previous owners with all maintenance records,numbered key chain,roof rack,bunch of road test articles including HKS car.I know I over-paid but I had been searching for over a year and wanted something close by.These cars seem to come cursed from the factory so be prepared to tinker 24/7 especially if its a daily driver.It'll cost you just to keep it running.Good luck||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/002509.cgi
A||||14||ken inn||SNEAKY PICS OF KC'S NEIGHBORETTE!!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||07-10-2003||04:40 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://www.eastcoastsurf.com/misc/reefcomp/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.eastcoastsurf.com/misc/reefcomp/index.html</a><br /><br />HOORA!||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-10-2003||04:51 PM||||LOL...My neighbor is becoming pretty popular. She doesnt look like this, but Kevin will add more info I am sure  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||07-10-2003||06:05 PM||||I feel very proud to be a brazilian, b/c REEF is a brazilian company, and their REEF girls are very hot. <br /><br />Just thought I would throw that out there . <br /><br />KC it is about time that you get some pics of your neighbor. We hear good things but we have yet to see any evidence. <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||07-10-2003||08:28 PM||||that is officially on my favorites.thanks man!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-10-2003||11:19 PM||||You could bounce a quarter off that ass!||67.162.75.199||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Ash||07-10-2003||11:22 PM||||great, now I can't leave my desk at work for fear of being busted with a wood||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||07-11-2003||12:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> LOL...My neighbor is becoming pretty popular. She doesnt look like this, but Kevin will add more info I am sure   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well that gal is smokin' hot, but I'd still put his neighbor in that line up with no embarASSment ;-)  <br />Come to think of it...I haven't seen KC's neighbor in a bikini, so it's hard to compare.  KC, could you hook us up with some bikini pics of her PLEEEESE! <br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||07-11-2003||01:16 AM||||Have you guys seen his neighbor? I want to see!!!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||BluFalcon||07-11-2003||03:18 AM||||Thank you Ken.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||07-11-2003||09:33 AM||||Ed, you pitchin a tent?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||Louters91GVR4||07-11-2003||10:13 AM||||that is AWESOME<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||07-11-2003||10:18 AM||||Anybody else noticed a lot of them have the same little mark/bruise in the same spot on their ass?  And you've gotta love the blonde holding her number upside down.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />With all the parts I'm buying from KC I think this highly spoken of neighbor should be included.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||jonvr4||07-11-2003||11:53 AM||||that's all i have to say  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||14||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000013||slvrblt||07-12-2003||08:15 PM||||Yea, lets see this neighbor of yours...||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000014||7541000||07-13-2003||12:04 AM||||ill take the one from the left to the right.<br /><br />"waves before babes"||12.89.168.45||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes



ubb/Forum3/002510.cgi
A||||11||229of1000||My floor is faster than yours...||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||07-10-2003||11:19 PM||||I'm starting to build up a little stockpile over here so I decided to take some pictures.<br /><br />IRC 2-216 FMIC, venom rail, Aeromotive AFPR w/ Jegs gauge, VPC, Dejon intake.  More to come including 680's which are on the way, aluminum radiator, a 50 trim turbo, and more.<br /><br />Makes me feel all warm and fuzzy inside.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />The stuff was so wide that I couldn't get it all in one picture without digging around for the wide angle lens so it's split into two pictures.  Be sure and click them for high-res.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=799" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=799&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=800" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=800&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Lastly, since I never really grasped how stinking HUGE this intercooler is until it got here, here it is next to my guitar for reference.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=801" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=801&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||07-10-2003||11:34 PM||||how do you plan to fit that ic under the stock bumper?||65.227.204.117||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-10-2003||11:56 PM||||Shouldn't be too hard.  It's a 2-216 FMIC, just like the nocturnal kit uses.  The GVR4 FMIC vfaq actually uses this core.  Can you say "angle grinder?"      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />As big as it looks, it is perfectly sized for the opening in the bumper.  The endtanks will be covered up but all of the core itself will be visible (at least at the top).  I consider it a great size.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||07-11-2003||12:46 AM||||Some of that stuff looks kinda familiar  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||07-11-2003||01:00 AM||||Glad I am not the only one with a parts pile.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Very nice!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||07-11-2003||10:28 AM||||Ken - The pics floating around of shannons car with the big FMIC is similar. The IRC kit and shannon use the same 2-216 spearco FMIC core. It'll fit just fine. Bumper support needs hacked up and so grinding around. The IRC pipes have some kick-ass welding, its hard to even tell that the flanges have been welded on. Tha kit is just awesome. <br /><br />Pauly - Put the cardboard back on those fins, damnit. Kids..sheesh!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   Picking them up by the fins will hurt it too. Thats why I never took if off....LOL||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||07-11-2003||10:35 AM||||Don't worry KC, it was just for the pictures and for me to drool over for a little while.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   The pipes really are awesome.  Every bit as impressive as the intercooler.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||07-11-2003||11:35 AM||||hey paul maybe if your floor wasnt so fast you could get a bigger quiznos SUB!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||07-11-2003||12:25 PM||||Actually I just used one of the coupons and am eating the sub as we speak.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||Oztek||07-11-2003||01:11 PM||||I hope you're planning on running a SAFC with that VPC.<br /><br />There is no way that the VPC will control those injectors very well.<br /><br />Looks good though!  That's the intercooler I was planning on getting until I ran out of funds.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||07-11-2003||01:40 PM||||Well I do have a 660 chip for the VPC so hopefully that will get me in the ballpark.  A GCC can be had for a good bit cheaper than an AFC so that's another possibility, plus it takes about five minutes to install.  I'm going to see how bad it is without the AFC/GCC and if I need to I will definitely put one on.  I'm not one to cut corners on stuff, I just don't want to spend money unnecessarily.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||Oztek||07-11-2003||04:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Well I do have a 660 chip for the VPC so hopefully that will get me in the ballpark.  A GCC can be had for a good bit cheaper than an AFC so that's another possibility, plus it takes about five minutes to install.  I'm going to see how bad it is without the AFC/GCC and if I need to I will definitely put one on.  I'm not one to cut corners on stuff, I just don't want to spend money unnecessarily. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wouldn't rely on that chip to help you out much.<br /><br />The GCC definatly won't.  I ran one for several months with nothing but problems.  I tried both the old and new style GCCs with no great improvement.  Switched to an SAFC and all my problems went away.<br /><br />The GCC can't give you enough range of adjustment.  Save yourself the headache and get the SAFC.||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum3/002511.cgi
A||||4||autobahntom||Good use for a Honda motor||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||07-11-2003||09:44 AM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||A friend of mine with lots more free time than me is building the ultimate golf cart. Instead of the normal 9hp motor, it has a 90 (or so) hp Honda car motor, along with dual rear wheels (also car wheels). He has some finishing to do (enclosing and adding a/c), but when he is done I will get some pics. Amusing to see. It is not at a point where it drives, but very close.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-11-2003||10:51 AM||||OH YEAH?  wellll.....<br /><br /><a href="http://foto.renn.tv/web/video/gixxerkart_video.wmv" target="_blank">http://foto.renn.tv/web/video/gixxerkart_video.wmv</a>||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||07-11-2003||07:18 PM||||I opened this thread expecting that someone finally got smart and used one for a boat anchor...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||07-11-2003||11:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> I opened this thread expecting that someone finally got smart and used one for a boat anchor...<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Me too.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-13-2003||11:14 PM||||Actually Honda motors weigh less than the volume of water they displace -- so, they <b>float</b>.<br /><br />Really!<br /><br /><br /><i>Okay, not really.</i>||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002512.cgi
A||||11||gvr4ever||My girl is all grown up now.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||07-11-2003||01:01 PM||||Over lunch I logged 100003 miles on my car.  Sniff sniff, so many memories.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-11-2003||02:45 PM||||Must have been a long lunch break.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||07-11-2003||02:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Must have been a long lunch break. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, beat me to it.||65.165.18.167||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||07-11-2003||03:06 PM||||Buncha smartasses!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||07-11-2003||03:56 PM||||You guys suck   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||07-11-2003||07:41 PM||||I watched my car click 123456 a few weeks back... it was kinda cool! Sucks I didnt have a camera.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||07-11-2003||08:45 PM||||I watched my Xterra click off 100,1000, and 10000. As for the galant the odometer broke at 161k, So who knows. Its all gonna be brand new anyway.||67.30.5.31||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||Notorius||07-11-2003||10:31 PM||||248013 miles on the frame  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  and its relatively rust free too! rebuilt 1G eclipse engine that had 120K on it beforehand.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000008||starwrist||07-12-2003||03:19 PM||||I parked it in front of my house the other day with exactly 107000. Now it's sitting there waiting for a clutch with 107007.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||07-12-2003||08:49 PM||||i put the car on jackstands, and have been running it in reverse for 6 weeks now.  amazing.  at 75k all the door dings started to disappear.  at 50k the paint got shinier, and the interior leather got real soft.  it also stopped smoking, and the tires look like new.  the cracks in the dash went away, and the front windshield got really clear.  the black paint trim around the door was faded, but it is like new now.  i was sitting in the car for about an hour, and all my grey hair went away.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||07-12-2003||09:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i put the car on jackstands, and have been running it in reverse for 6 weeks now.  amazing.  at 75k all the door dings started to disappear.  at 50k the paint got shinier, and the interior leather got real soft.  it also stopped smoking, and the tires look like new.  the cracks in the dash went away, and the front windshield got really clear.  the black paint trim around the door was faded, but it is like new now.  i was sitting in the car for about an hour, and all my grey hair went away. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ROFLMAO!! Haha....that was good  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||7541000||07-12-2003||11:44 PM||||that is the funniest thing ive heard in a while kenn...this girl just told me that there is trueth to be found in humour.||12.89.168.45||reg||7||7541000||00000009||yes



ubb/Forum3/002513.cgi
A||||14||Matt379||a challenge for all of us||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||07-11-2003||01:14 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Okay, a good friend of mine who has a supercharged Acura GSR has given me this challenge for fun.  He is doing the same thing for a Honda.<br /><br />You have $10,000.  You have to build the best all around car DSM/VR-4 you can, and the $10,000 _must_ include the price of the car.<br /><br />Best all around car is defined as: car that can be driven daily, auto-x, road race, and drag race--and do "well" at all of them.  I realize that is very subjective, however if we provide times/#'s/hp figures and provide backup data/#'s for these modifications, that will be work.<br /><br />Also there must be some proof (links made available) for the price range of certain cars.<br /><br />All parts must be purchased through a vendor...in other words, no going down to the local exhaust shop and getting something fabbed up for 75 bux.<br /><br />I hope that we can all add to this project, and show the Honda crowd how we can build a better all around car for much less money.  I think I can convert him   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||07-11-2003||01:45 PM||||why wouldn't you be able to spend money on a custom exhaust setup.  I'd be upset not to be able to include my under $200 3" exhaust.  That's one nice thing about the DSM/VR4's is some of the unique things you can do...ask a Honda owner what free mods he has done to realize XX horsepower?<br /><br />Anyway - I think this has been done some here and there in various magazines.  I'd also point to the DSM times list and mods list and say: this cars has FPGreen, ACT2600, etc that cost $3K in parts and ran a 11 second 1/4 and then ran the autox at the shootout...  Actually the upcoming shootout should give you good info.||167.142.22.213||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||07-11-2003||01:59 PM||||Hehe, that's sort of the challenge I laid down to myself when I bought the car, except for that stupid part about only going to vendors.  Leave it to a Honduh guy to come up with that.  I'd like to find a single DSM with decent mods that didn't have "free" work done to it by the owner, or junkyard parts, etc.  I bought my car for $5800, and for less than what i paid for it, I want it to run mid 12's, be a decent auto-xer, a comfortable daily driver, and still be able to haul me and my shit up to the mountains or through a rally-x.  Bring it on, Hondas.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.88.145.248||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||07-11-2003||06:05 PM||||I am already doing something like this.... My friend and I are competing. Our challenge is who is the best in building and racing. requirements are 92 1G DSM. $15,000 final price including cost of car. Competition will be based on how much money you spent, drag racing, and auto X or rally. i wanted the limit to be $7000 total but he didn't think he could do it... he would've jsut lost points on the cost part, oh well... and we have like 2 years to do it.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||07-11-2003||11:47 PM||||You guys are on the opposite end of the spectrum from me. I'd be more interested in seeing an intelligent, determined DSM entry in this:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.grmotorsports.com/challenge.html" target="_blank">http://www.grmotorsports.com/challenge.html</a><br /><br />Us poor people don't use numbers with 5 digits...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||07-12-2003||10:54 AM||||they do this professionally all the time. sometimes with cost of cars included,and sometimes they do it with the cost of the motor only.<br />"PRO" (its a racing organization) does this. you have a $3,000 limit on the cost of your motor. they keep this in check easily. when you win a race, your motor is automaticly up for sale for $3,000 to any other person racing. obviously there are cheats and scams, but overall its a pretty cool idea<br />-luke-||141.153.148.12||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||BlackHole||07-12-2003||11:03 AM||||$10k to spend for a versatile car? Not too bad but buying stuff through a vendor is very limiting. I can't hit the junkyard and do a lot of the labor myself?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><b>engine</b> <br />$2500 92 DSM AWD good condition<br />$1000 20G / Garrett turbo<br />$ 900 Buschur / IRC FMIC<br />$  50 ball-spring boost controller<br />$ 400 660 injectors<br />$ 300 S-AFC<br /><br /><b>drive</b> <br />$ 430 ACT 2600# clutch<br /><br /><b>suspension</b> <br />$2000 JIC suspension & setup by RRE<br />$ 200 F&R strut bars<br />$1200 17x8" wheels + 245/45 tires<br /><br /><b>brakes</b><br />$ 380 AEM F big brake upgrade<br />$ 250 AEM R big brake upgrade<br /><br />Total = $9610 leaving a couple of bucks for maintenance<br /><br />This car with a good driver can run low 11s / high 10s on race gas and should corner nicely.<br /><br />Ideally I'd rather part together a 92 AWD w/ blown motor + 2.3L but doing that through vendors would violate the cost cap.<br /><br />I'm with Mark, the GR low cost limit maximizes creativity and then some.||65.60.170.2||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||07-12-2003||12:52 PM||||if your friend wants to give me 10K I will be in   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   other wise I dont have any money to spend!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||07-12-2003||02:23 PM||||my choice setup that i've seen done a few times is the junkyard twin turbo mustang setup. i actually almost have all the parts to do it for my car and it only cost me a few hundred bucks. 2 .63AR t-3's off thunderbirds work well, or 2 (harder to fine) grand national turbo's work really well. i've seen a few of these type cars run in the mid 10's with no intercooler and pvc pipe for the pressure pipe. i have no idea how it holds but apparently it does. i'd never use it though.<br />-luke-||141.153.148.12||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000009||AWDpower||07-12-2003||10:20 PM||||Well I guess I'm off to a good start then. I've only got $2500 into my very capeable GVR4 right now. I wouldn't even know what to do with another $7500. I'd love to run my car in the Grassroots Motorsports challenge, but it's 3000+ miles away.||67.25.107.168||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000010||AWDpower||07-12-2003||11:05 PM||||My '90 Talon would also do well as it sits. It's at a slight disadvantage because I bought it 8 years ago, so it cost $5000. I've added the following. I don't think I've bought very many mods from a vendor, but I'll add up the approx. vendor price of the mods...<br /><br />K&N- came with car (13 years old filter!?!)<br /><br />Turbo back exhaust. Bought the parts, muffler shop welded them together.- $300<br /><br />'95 Exhaust Manifold and 02 housing- $200<br /><br />VDO BOOST gauge-$40<br /><br />Greddy EGT gauge-$130<br /><br />Homemade ball and spring boost controller- $10<br /><br />Centerforce clutch- $300<br /><br />SAFC- $300<br /><br />2G MAS- $100<br /><br />RC 550's- free, but $300 from vendor? <br /><br />Walbro pump- $100<br /><br />16G- $75- but $500 from vendor?<br /><br />Upper I/C pipe- free homemade, but $150 from vendor?<br /><br />AGX shocks with Eibach springs- $500<br /><br />Wheels and tires- $700<br /><br />Big brakes with Porterfield pads- $240<br /><br />TMO ECU- $300<br /><br />That's just about $9200 total for approx retail price. That leaves $800 for misc. and maint. items, well under 10k. <br /><br />The car is about as good of an all around car as you can get (aside from a GVR4 of course!)<br /><br />At the strip it has run 13.6@97mph on 91 octane, and 13.1@102mph on race gas. Slow for the mods, but it does have 175k mi on the car. that was also a year ago, it's faster now. That was also before the stutterbox.  <br /><br />I autocross it regularly, and am frequently one of the fastest of the street tired cars. <br /><br />It's run in a couple of opentrack events.<br /><br />I've run it in a couple rallycrosses, where it has done very well.<br /><br />The car is as streetable as stock, gets good gas mileage, passes CA emissions testing, and is used as a commute car at times. I know many of my mods aren't vendor bought, but I don't think many of us have cars like that. I think the parts on my Talon probably came from about two dozen other cars. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.25.107.168||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000011||curtis||07-13-2003||12:40 AM||||If I had 10000 to spend on a dsm I would start by doing what all the honda boys do.   Strip in down. Get a 2 door hatch mirage used and rough for $500<br />go to an importer and order 2 3000 Gt VR4 engines and  FWD tranys from Japan lets say 4000 total<br />Jegs as tachs 50 bucks<br />and alum seat 200 bucks <br />truck junkyard 25 miles from here 4 foot by 3 foot intercooler 200<br />home built boost controler 25<br />various parts from metal yard for cage and frame 200<br />sequential shifter 800<br />tire rack wheels and tires 1000<br />coilovers 700<br />big brakes 600<br />fuel system 600 (both engines)<br />oil antifreeze clamps bullshit from autozone 175 total so far 7000<br />A big ass sticker for the back window that says <br />Hondas are for girls 100<br />A shit load of beer and steaks so the fellas can come over and help fab and weld 2900<br />10000 has been spent car should be around 1100 AWD horses and a total weight of 1900 pounds this should lay down an 8 sec pass<br />I had a friend here in town that done this but with a 80 something model VW truck he has a Big T3 T4 bolted to a VR6 Jetta engine the truck is around 2200 pounds and runs 7 sec 1/8 miles at 93 mph spinning slicks through 2nd gear at 8 psi I rode it this sob a 14psi an felt just like a GSXR 750 from 2nd gear kick.  A few weeks ago a guy from nashville brought a 2002 Acura NSX with a 175 shot on it he got beat by several car lenghts I'll post pictures and video of it when I can.||65.135.142.174||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||07-13-2003||03:35 AM||||I once spent about 3500 on a pretty fast talon FWD.<br /><br />1200 for the car<br /><br />t-belt/water pump<br />brakes<br />shocks<br />clutch<br />junk yard IC core /  custom pipping<br />2g intake elbow<br />test pipe<br />magnaflow muffler<br />fuel pump wire upgrade<br /><br />freebi mods<br />boost gage<br />MBC<br /><br />I sorta kept track of the cash I spent and I came around 3800.  That included some stuff not on the list, but I think I got the major stuff.<br /><br />The car was fast, but it couldn't launch worth shit.  It needed suspention and rubber or something.  The talon had a smoking turbo, cracked manifold, who knows what else.  It was a fun car, but I let her go so the Galant could get all the attention.<br /><br />Just to give you a ideal how fast my junk talon was.<br /><br />I over took my friends GTP from a roll about 3 car lenths at 100.  His best time is a 13.8 <br /><br />You could build a damn good AWD DSM for 10K  It should be able to over take a SC Honda engine.  <br /><br />I mean, how much boost could you have on a SC honda?<br /><br />Spend the cash on suspention mods and make her corner really well and give her monster brakes for late braking for autox.  The 1/4 should be the easy part.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||Matt379||07-15-2003||03:53 PM||||here is my friend's thread on a Honduh Board<br /><br /><a href="http://www.hostboard.com/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=110&t=11561" target="_blank">http://www.hostboard.com/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=110&t=11561</a><br /><br />kind of funny...."Hondas guys...Hondas"<br /><br />LOL||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000014||VTGVR4||07-16-2003||09:50 AM||||i was pretty surprised to see that they actually acknowledge that they cannot get a honda to be faster than a dsm for 10k. sure a honda might beat a dsm in the average autox more often that not, but at a drag strip? put down the crack pipe. <br />i love the comment "dsms have been making mechanics out of their owners since 1989" though. <br /><br />so true. but if you owned a dsm, you are  also alot more likely to be somewhat introverted, work in EE, web development, IT or in nuclear power plants. or if you aint out of college yet, you have more money in your car every year than you have in books/supplies/room and board for a year.<br /><br />if you own a modded honda, you are pretty much a cap on backwards, foaklies, tommy hilfigger, shaved head gangsta looking overgrown kid that terrorizes normal folk in strip malls.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002514.cgi
A||||5||meshwork||My car just snuck through inspection with an open dump tube||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||07-11-2003||02:09 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||Whoo-hooo! I completely forgot about it until mid-morning, so I called up the shop that was doing it and told them that it probably had an exhaust leak and I was getting a new exhaust done next week. They told me that they didn't notice any exhaust leak and that everything is done. <br /><br />Only cost me $40 for Inspection and emissions too!||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||Nate||07-11-2003||04:31 PM||||Dump tube only opens up in boost. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||07-11-2003||04:39 PM||||Yea, but its still an open pipe coming off the exhaust...my Talon failed because of it a long time ago.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||07-14-2003||06:11 AM||||Just for fun I printed this thread:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002514" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002514</a><br /><br />And sent a letter and a copy of that thread to the:<br /><a href="http://www.brookhavenboro.com/mod.php?mod=userpage&menu=1000&page_id=6" target="_blank">www.brookhavenboro.com/mod.php?mod=userpage&menu=1000&page_id=6</a><br /><br />And then from there they can turn if over the the: <br /><a href="http://www.dot.state.pa.us/" target="_blank">www.dot.state.pa.us/</a><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.209.155.39||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||07-14-2003||07:46 AM||||I don't live in Brookhaven anymore, so HA HA!||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||07-14-2003||03:59 PM||||Damnit, but do they have a forwarding address? I bet the post office does hehehe, but yeah you win.....||24.209.155.39||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum3/002515.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||Nate's car!||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-11-2003||02:33 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||why isn't nate's pimp ass maroon car a member's rides car?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-11-2003||02:38 PM||||It's not bling-bling enough.||12.247.128.70||reg||7||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||07-11-2003||10:28 PM||||Secrets are what make it so fast.  SHHHH||68.76.183.91||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum3/002516.cgi
A||||7||mixx2001||Here's a do it yourselfer.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||07-11-2003||02:45 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||<img src="http://yea.whadeva.com/DSM//pics/v2-hercules.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.167||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||07-11-2003||02:50 PM||||hehehe that's a good one. was that on photoshop?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||07-11-2003||03:37 PM||||no, it was on steroids.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||07-11-2003||03:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> no, it was on steroids. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hahah,thats funny||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||07-11-2003||04:00 PM||||remind me to call that guy when i want to do my swap. save a bit of time.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||07-11-2003||05:11 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />that's funny. BTW - is that a left nut rolling around on the ground  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.213||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||07-11-2003||09:51 PM||||man the best chuckle i had all day ! good one!||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||07-12-2003||08:02 PM||||Is that Vlad by chance ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002517.cgi
A||||1||GRV4726||custom exhaust||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||07-12-2003||01:07 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i posted in the for sale section that would be making a custom exhaust and i was wondering if anyone wanted me to make them one while i'm at it. PLEASE look at my for sale topic.  i don't get why you people avoid me like the plague. haha. <br /><br />thanks guys. i'm hoping someone is interested in something at least. i am open to some offeres. thanks again||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||07-12-2003||04:25 AM||||update: i don't know if i will be able to do the exhaust stuff just yet because i am trying to get myself a rebuilt engine. but it depends on what you want so just ask away. (thats why i posted in the general discussion area)<br /><br />thanks||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002518.cgi
A||||22||sleeper||is this intercooler big enough?||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||07-12-2003||03:04 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<img src="http://www.dempa.nu/traffar/2003/emmaboda_170503/images/PICT1280.JPG" alt=" - " />||66.136.185.9||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||starwrist||07-12-2003||03:17 PM||||I don't know, there's still a couple inches on either side that he could fill up.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||07-12-2003||03:54 PM||||Thats not an intercooler, thats a lightweight bumper...<br /><br />Definitely not a car you let your girlfriend park for you. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||07-12-2003||05:58 PM||||Best looking M3 EVER!!!  The body style, not that one in the picture.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||Masonbrick||07-14-2003||02:36 AM||||Only a guess, but that has got to be Sweden. Only they would do something that crazy. Oh yeah, the E30 M3 is the only REAL M3. No 4 doors, no convertible and no auto trans junk options available back then. Also had an engine, the S14, whose block was used to power BMW F1 egines to upwards of 1400 RWHP during the turbo years. I guess I just have a soft spot for  the old M3's   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.113.3.238||reg||10||Masonbrick||00001877||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||07-14-2003||03:25 AM||||Doesn't everybody?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.144.137.196||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||Doug Thomas||07-14-2003||09:27 AM||||What times did the car run?||12.10.219.46||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||07-14-2003||09:52 AM||||sorry off topic but, doug did you sell your galant finaly?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||07-14-2003||10:17 AM||||course its sweden. notice the almost total lack of diversity in the crowd?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||msaskin||07-14-2003||11:35 AM||||lmfao!!<br /><br />~matt||24.97.5.30||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000010||Masonbrick||07-14-2003||12:47 PM||||You know something, I think I see one persian expat in the crowd. He's standing behind the red bmw in the background. So it must be Sweden!||67.113.3.225||reg||10||Masonbrick||00001877||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||07-14-2003||01:34 PM||||I don't think it's Swedish. The domain is nu wich is short for Niue.<br />If you go to the website there are a lot more pictures under gallery and events. Pretty wide range of cars. The licence plate looks like it's from Sweden on the front but the rear looks different.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000012||Johnny Bravo||07-14-2003||08:23 PM||||I'm almost positive it's from Sweeden.  I have a vid of it running a low 11sec/high 10sec MKIV Supra.  Once I track down the link I'll post it.  It's a damn quick car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000013||chadhayashi||07-15-2003||01:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Best looking M3 EVER!!!  The body style, not that one in the picture. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All in favor say "I".||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||07-15-2003||01:52 AM||||I like em, but think they are way overpriced...to the tune of about double. Its not THAT great of a car and isn't worth the 15k that they draw, IMHO.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||msaskin||07-15-2003||10:35 AM||||here is a bit more info (and pictures) on the car.<br /><br />E30 3-series, powered by a turbo M5 motor, 1/4 in 10.8x@220ish km/h<br /><br /><a href="http://forums.montrealracing.com/showthread.php?s=&threadid=56940&forumid=4" target="_blank">http://forums.montrealracing.com/showthread.php?s=&threadid=56940&forumid=4</a><br /><br />~matt||24.97.5.25||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000016||spoulson||07-15-2003||11:49 AM||||M5?  Not a recent M5, those are V8's.<br /><br />Looks like a later model M3 I-6.  Very nice.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000017||agrabau||07-15-2003||01:25 PM||||It's an E34 M5 Motor, Euro spec 3.8 liter. Inline 6 with individual throttle bodies. The car is from Sweden. <br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000018||Minjin||07-15-2003||11:53 PM||||Just say M6 engine and there will be no confusion.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000019||Minjin||07-15-2003||11:58 PM||||Err, nevermind, I didn't notice which generation it was. Weren't any M6's with that engine.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000020||agrabau||07-16-2003||08:00 AM||||I'd say M6 engine but it's not. They're different. The M6 has a 3.5 liter motor. This one is a Euro M5 1994- E34 body style 3.8 liter. There's no confusion.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000021||Minjin||07-16-2003||08:27 AM||||Thanks Alex, but I already corrected myself 5 minutes after I posted...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000022||agrabau||07-16-2003||10:25 AM||||Mark. Sorry. i think i misunderstood your response. You certainly did. : )<br /><br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/002519.cgi
A||||4||GRV4726||dsmtrader registration||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||07-13-2003||02:08 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so i registerd to dsmtrader and it tells me to go to the my profile section enter in my  conformation code. well the only problem is i can't find that 'my profile' link.  this is getting on my nervs and i feel dumb cause i can't find it<br /><br />help,someone?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=&session=3f10f6a06ba47310" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=&session=3f10f6a06ba47310</a><br /><br />all i see is: 'register' 'post ad' 'my classifieds' 'help' 'home'<br /><br />thanks||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-13-2003||02:18 AM||||They most likely sent you a confirmation code via email. Check your email, get the code and enter it at dsmtrader.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||07-13-2003||02:56 AM||||... e-mail? haha<br /><br />no, i realize that but i can't find the "my profile" on the website and so i can't enter an access code. i tried to enter it in the my classified but no luck. i looked at the 'help' section and it says to enter it in the 'my profile' section, well i don't see that section<br /><br />thanks though||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||92LaserAWDTurbo||07-14-2003||12:18 AM||||Click onto a section and you'll see "my classifieds" at the top.  That's what you're probably looking for.  I don't think there's a "my profile" thing on DSMTrader--I use it quite frequently.||68.117.46.40||reg||1||92LaserAWDTurbo||00001635||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||07-14-2003||03:30 AM||||yeah i did that<br /><br />i finally figured it out.. i'm a DUMB ASS and sorry for wasting your time<br /><br />in the email they sent me it said to go to the url: <a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-</a><br />and then the rest of it was continued on the next line (i didn't notice that)<br /><br />REALLY SORRY guys. they shouldn't say on the site that there is a my profile section because that confused the hell out of me.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002520.cgi
A||||6||DuckButterRacing GVR4||GVR4 Parts||||5||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||07-13-2003||04:54 AM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||Just wondering where a good place to get GVR4 stuff? Im in Southern California and about to get a GVR4. I know RRE has all kinds of crap, there just isnt much info on the net...that i have found anyways. But, if you could, pass a few links over. Thanks||66.75.46.181||reg||5||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||07-13-2003||09:07 AM||||<a href="http://www.automotosports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/</a><br />FMIC, bolt on minor cutting if lower bumper cover<br /><a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.turbotrix.com/index.html</a><br />injectors, fuel pump, turbos ect..<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/</a><br />fmic (group buy only) injectors, ect<br /><a href="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com/" target="_blank">http://www.certifiedmuffler.com/</a><br />vr-4 exhaust||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||07-13-2003||11:34 AM||||<a href="http://www.machv.com" target="_blank">www.machv.com</a><br />shifter bushings<br /><br />Keydiver (Jeff O.) on this board<br />ecu mods, cap replacement<br /><br /><a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net" target="_blank">www.forcedperformance.net</a><br />turbos<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com" target="_blank">www.pocketlogger.com</a><br />datalogging with a palm<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.com" target="_blank">www.dejontool.com</a><br />intake pipes||198.88.145.212||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||07-14-2003||12:49 AM||||<a href="http://www.eBay.com" target="_blank">http://www.eBay.com</a><br />Almost anything for a TEL (Talon/Eclipse/Laser) will work on our cars. A quick upgrade wuld be a bigger turbo outlet elbow....too bad the one from a TEL wont work.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||DuckButterRacing GVR4||07-14-2003||07:55 PM||||Thanks guys. Another quick question. I purchased a 2g mas for my gsx (until i gave up on her) and i was wondering how to mount it? i have the 2g snorkle intake which worked perfect for the 1g DSM. But on the GVR4, there is a battery there. Do i need to relocate the battery or is there some way i can finagle it on there.||66.75.46.181||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||07-15-2003||05:29 AM||||Switch the battery and the aircan, using a Scott Evans style battery tray, or even better put your battery in the trunk.  Get an intake from <a href="http://www.dejontool.com" target="_blank">www.dejontool.com</a> (they make one to put a 2G MAS on a 1G car) and your set.  Make an adapter plate to put a 1G K&N cone filter on your new MAS, pull out the plate under where the battery sits, and put up an air box around the filter and your good to go.||198.88.145.217||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||07-15-2003||09:30 AM||||Like this:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001905" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001905</a>||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum3/002521.cgi
A||||7||scooter||clock color||||1||||scooter||00001604
Z||000000||scooter||07-13-2003||04:49 PM||hybrid4thgen@aol.com||what color is the frame of the clock on the dash suppose to be? im talking about the plastic peice surrounding the clock.  mine is silver, but thats the only thing silver in the car.  its a 92 model and thanks||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||07-13-2003||05:03 PM||||Black, BTW what are your mods from that ET.||67.30.7.105||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||scooter||07-13-2003||05:54 PM||||i thought mine was bunk.  i dont know why its silver.  the time is from my 92 tsi. it has a fp 7cm red,irc race core,tial 40mm with victory performance o2 housiing,extreme motorsports 3in dp and exhaust,2g mas,680cc injectors,pulley,and clutch.  im pretty sure thats it. i got the vr-4 to drive everyday. alot of the talon stuff will be swapped on to the 4 door soon.  then i will put better stuff on the talon.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||07-14-2003||12:57 AM||||7.4 @ 97 ? What altitude were you at to run that ? I also take it that the 7.4 was your 1/8th mile ? Or am I wrong ?<br /><br />My clock border (whatever it is) is black too, but my car is a 91. I have been in a 92 and didnt notice his being odd colored.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||07-14-2003||03:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> 7.4 @ 97 ? What altitude were you at to run that ? I also take it that the 7.4 was your 1/8th mile ? Or am I wrong ?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I dont think there's any way you can trap 97mph with an ET of 7.4 in the 1/4, maybe unless you have a 5 second car and slammed on the brakes...||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||scooter||07-14-2003||04:03 AM||||thats my 1/8 mile time guys.  the best 1/4 i could get was an 11.71 @ 119.  the 1/8 mile et was 2 tenths off the 7.40.  it was real hot and i also drove the car 2 hrs to make the 1/4 mile passes.  i wasnt very proud of the 1/4 time, so i dont really claim it. sorry about the mix up, i thought you guys would figure it out.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||07-14-2003||04:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by scooter:<br /><strong> thats my 1/8 mile time guys.  the best 1/4 i could get was an 11.71 @ 119.  the 1/8 mile et was 2 tenths off the 7.40.  it was real hot and i also drove the car 2 hrs to make the 1/4 mile passes.  i wasnt very proud of the 1/4 time, so i dont really claim it. sorry about the mix up, i thought you guys would figure it out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lol, I had it figured out, you can't trap 97 mph and run a 7.40 in the 1/4 unless there are extreme circumstances. 11.71 is somethin to be proud of  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||07-14-2003||07:02 PM||||Yea, thats what I thought you meant. But then you could have a fast ass 6 second car and just let off or broke something.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002522.cgi
A||||6||gvr4in||Ran a 13.6 @ 99mph||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||07-13-2003||10:19 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey, ran my car for the first time at the track(my first time too) with the new 2600. First time launching a 2600 was awkward (first time launching the 2600 was at the track!), but managed a 1.9 60 ft.. Can't wait to do it again and get another slimfan so i dont overheat!<br /><br />1.9 60 ft<br />8.77 1/8 ET<br />80.24 1/8th mph<br />13.685 1/4 ET<br />99.28 1/4 mph<br /><br /><br />14b powaaa<br /><br />I hope to get a low 13 on the same setup, just need to improve my launch. Can't wait to get the front mount and 20g in!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />          <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Not bad for my first time racing at a track eh?||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-14-2003||12:45 AM||||Well 18psi on a ported 14b sounds good, but at what altitude is that track ? Not a bad time at all for a mostly stock car.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||07-14-2003||03:30 AM||||The track is in north county san diego, so right about sea level.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||07-14-2003||03:19 PM||||Nice run mam,just wait until you get your fmic,and new turbo....you'll be cranking some good power.good luck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||07-14-2003||09:35 PM||||congrats man , You have overcome a lot o shit to get the car where it is today ! Im glad you stuck with it long enough to see those 13 sec slips. I too am going to try the 92 out at the track soon. The keydiver chip I nabbed has somehow made my car sickeningly fast on the street , I dusted a boxter, merkur, and a few other's that I thought would have hande me my ass. I really am starting to apreciate the car more for its ability .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||07-14-2003||09:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> congrats man , You have overcome a lot o shit to get the car where it is today ! Im glad you stuck with it long enough to see those 13 sec slips. I too am going to try the 92 out at the track soon. The keydiver chip I nabbed has somehow made my car sickeningly fast on the street , I dusted a boxter, merkur, and a few other's that I thought would have hande me my ass. I really am starting to apreciate the car more for its ability . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks man. I have overcome alot of SHIT now that I think of it, but all in all Im glad I stuck with it. And I can actually now say my car isn't slow and yes, it pulls!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||07-15-2003||01:12 AM||||god i can't wait till i get to do mods. but i'm trying to do everything the right way (wich is building it up and then moding). <br /><br />the car is definately stock  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002523.cgi
A||||5||gvr4in||New pics with rims..||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||07-13-2003||11:17 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||..and everything else you have yet to see on my car!<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=823" alt=" - " /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=821" alt=" - " /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=822" alt=" - " /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=819" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=814" alt=" - " /><br /><br />For more pics go to the link In my sig!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />See ya guys!<br /><br />I love my car!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||07-13-2003||11:56 PM||||what wheels and what offset. They look fairley wide with a nice lip. Im looking for wheels, But I think Im gonna hold out till I find a set of Red GAB sports.||64.152.232.3||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-13-2003||11:58 PM||||Those are AR rims?  Pretty sharp.  Where did you get them?||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||07-14-2003||12:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Those are AR rims?  Pretty sharp.  Where did you get them? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rich's face =   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  I got them from PRE-EVO for some money and traded the stockers.<br /><br />Im not sure what 'model' or the offset, maybe rich can enlighten us. They're american racing though.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||07-14-2003||03:47 AM||||your car is beautiful... (love the rims)<br /><br />i was thinking those were imagines for a sec. very nice.<br /><br />the first and third shot is great. and the fish eye lense looks cool on the others (i visited you site and to look at all the pics)||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||07-14-2003||12:24 PM||||They're american racing Vortec's (about the best looking wheel they've made other than the center caps look hokey). <br /><br />IIRC they're 16x7.5 with a 40 or 42mm offset. <br />They aren't the lightest wheel by far but they look good especially with the machined lip with rivets. <br /><br />Just gotta get my new wheels powdercoated before I can put them on. <br /><br />Hey Terrin did you happen to get a pic of the battery box or are you going to buy it?||207.220.133.226||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/002524.cgi
A||||8||Hertz||Eating spare tires (long)||||11||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||07-13-2003||11:54 PM||rhertz@baits.com||Okay, bad news.  I had just pulled off of the highway (I-94) onto a relatively fast stretch of 4-lane road (M-43) in Michigan... it was one of those cloverleafs, so as you're coming out onto the road, someone else is invariably trying to get over to enter the leaf.<br /><br />So I'm coming out a bit "hot" as this car sweeps over in front of me (ramp lane) forcing me to move into the lane he just vacated.  I expected to pass and move in front of him.  I'm thinking "WTF, he has plenty of room ahead to--"  suddenly an object is revealed...<br /><br />A nice fat pickup truck-sized spare tire on a shitty rusted metal wheel in the exact middle of the lane.  Naturally, I hit it square on with only a half second to even touch the brakes.  The car is loaded with booty from a weekend with the inlaws.  THUD!  I think momentarily that I cleared it.  Yeah, right.  A-pillar trims pops out, wipers come on, who-knows-what shifts in the trunk.  I pull over trying to imagine what the dragging sound really is.<br /><br />Stop the car and the putrid stench of burned rubber enters the cabin.  It's a good thing that the sidewall of a tire doesn't have much grip -- otherwise I wouldn't have been able to push it 100 ft.  There's a nice wide skid mark tracing my path.<br /><br />The good news is that I could see the wheel.  It made it 3/4 of the way under my bumper.  As I would find out later it might have gone all the way through if the lip of the wheel hadn't caught the front crossmember.  The wheel is stuck tight.  So I grab the jack from the trunk, which apparently had never been used or removed, ever.  It required prying to break free and was frozen with rust.<br /><br />A few futile minutes later a college-age Indiana farmboy in a late-model Mustang pulls over to lend me a hand.  He looks like he's been eating the horse steroids.  He's got a (Ford) jack that is surprisingly designed almost the same as the Mitsu, but with an oddly hinged mechanism for raising, I mean, scraping your knuckles.<br /><br />So we get the tire out.  It actually "fixed" my sagging lower bumper cover, although it is still certainly not attached.  It did bend the leading edge of the crossmember exposing some power steering lines, tweaked one radiator mount, (barely) dented my 3" exhaust and seems to have spared my intercooler (stock).  Regardless, I was sick.<br /><br />After some further inspection and thanking Clark Kent we determined no fluids were leaking and I could at least drive it somewhere safer.  All I can wonder is, "is my frame tweaked?"  Indeed it altered my recent alignment, perhaps slightly for the better in average thrust (away from oncoming) whereas it always pulled (very slightly) to the left before.  I imagine that I have some excessive toe-in now, and there seemed to be an increase in road vibration and a tendency to "follow the road."<br /><br />I couldn't wait to get home and do a thorough examination, but the more I thought about it, the less I wanted to torture myself.  I'll wait till morning and consider what my insurance agent can do for me.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.162.75.199||reg||11||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||07-14-2003||04:06 AM||||wow! shit man i really feel bad for you. good thing it wasn't worse (could have been). god i hate that kind of stuff. the same thing happened when my brother and i were driving back from conroe (he was driving my car). so we're going a long and some guy just swerves out of the lane we just got in. and we were so confused as to why, then we found out. whats that in the road? its shinny, oh its a flat piece of sheetmetal on the ground... wait no its a fucking ladder. (a big one) so my brother swerves right and because he's going like 65 and the person next to us is going slower my brother was forced to swerve back in the lane after we got past the ladder, so shifted the weight right and left very quickly made him swerve again and then we pulled a 360 accross 5 lanes and into the grass after the sholder. luckily nobody was hurt. and we could see the workers and their truck, missing the ladder they dropped because it wasn't propperly attached.<br /><br />anyway. keep us updated. i'm sorry to hear about this, i hope your frame is ok.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||07-14-2003||05:27 AM||||People get away with murder when it comes to transporting equipment and materials.  Not too long ago I watched someone lose a 8x4 sheet of plywood in the middle of a busy intersection because the WT MFers didn't even try to tie down in their pickup and it just slid right out at the guy behind him.<br /><br />I feel for you, Ryan.  It sucks.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||07-14-2003||11:14 AM||||Damn, Hertz. That sucks.<br /><br />But, it could have been worse. Here is my story to make you feel better:<br /><br />I was driving down I-35 in my lil 92 Civic Hatchback and this pick-em-up in front me is towing a boat on a trailer. All of a sudden, I see something black hit the road and bounce. It looks like a trashbag so I am not too nervous. But, then it takes a turn and is heading right at me. I cannot jump lanes as there is heavy traffic. All of a sudden, I realize it is black steel not plastic. The freakin thing, plows into my hood, fender and headlights, then bounces on my hood and shatters the windshield. I am freakin out and come to a stop. It turned out to be the metal fender of the guy's boat trailer.<br /><br />His freakin insurance says the tire had developed a bubble and that it forced the fender off. It was an act of God, apparently. My brown ass! I took the guy to small claims and his insurance finally paid me the $2500 to fix it all.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||07-14-2003||06:53 PM||||I certainly believe that God is sovereign, but I don't care what Caused the accident.  I pay you pricks (insurance co) to fix what the accident damaged!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||07-14-2003||07:10 PM||||Man, that sucks. At least it didn't continue under the car and do further damage.<br /><br />I had something similar happen to me a couple years ago, with much worse results. <br /><br />I was diving my Mazda 626 on a wide, elevated section of freeway in the #1 lane. Traffic was fairly heavy, but moving pretty well. A couple cars ahead, an old Cadillac hearse lost it's right rear wheel after the studs broke ( the driver had continued driving after the nuts worked loose. The wheel pinballed off of at least two other cars, and crossed in front of me. I moved as far right as I could, but I was boxed in. I thought I would miss it, but it bounced off the wall to my left and landed in front of me, spinning on it's egde like a quarter. I tapped my brakes for an instant, but let off when I was about to hit. My bumper caught the edge and pushed it vertical, in line with the car. This was a big wheel. About the size of a light truck wheel and tire. My car launced off of it like a ramp, and I got a few feet of air. The car landed hard enough to collapse the left front suspension, blow the tire, and bend the rim. I kept it straight and somehow guided it onto the shoulder. The car was leaking every fluid it could, and even the roof was damaged near the b-pillar. The driver of the hearse was found responsible. I learned that in CA if you strike a stationary object in the roadway, it's your fault. But if it's moving, the person that put it into motion is at fault.<br /><br />Good luck with the GVR4, I hope it's easy for you to fix.||67.25.105.3||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||07-14-2003||07:12 PM||||Sorry about what happened man, hopefully you get it figured out. Just the other day I saw 2 aluminum patio chairs fly off the back of a pickup goin 70+mph on I-5 in San Diego...I swerved 2 lanes to avoid breaking something of mine, luckily it was mid-day and wasn't too much traffic.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||07-15-2003||04:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong>I learned that in CA if you strike a stationary object in the roadway, it's your fault. But if it's moving, the person that put it into motion is at fault.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's an F'ed up law.  A couple years ago someone dumped (twice!) a bucket of tacks on I-95 in Philadelphia.  They were made out of welded-together nails so that there was always a pointy end up.  So I suppose as soon as these tacks stopped moving, it'd be my fault to hit them?  hah.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||07-15-2003||12:22 PM||||The United States Constitution is supposed to protect us against Tacks-ation without Representation!  Muwahah!||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002525.cgi
A||||22||92LaserAWDTurbo||This is why you don't do drugs||||1||||92LaserAWDTurbo||00001635
Z||000000||92LaserAWDTurbo||07-14-2003||01:28 AM||fastnfuriouswsu@aol.com||<a href="http://news.com.au/common/story_page/0,4057,6745540%255E13762,00.html" target="_blank">http://news.com.au/common/story_page/0,4057,6745540%255E13762,00.html</a>||68.117.46.40||reg||1||92LaserAWDTurbo||00001635||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||07-14-2003||02:02 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />LMFAO.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.204.184||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||07-14-2003||04:42 AM||||Wow... that's not funny, that's horrible.||198.88.145.226||reg||9||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||07-14-2003||05:20 AM||||He must suffer from  <i>Larainabobit</i>  Syndrome.....||24.209.155.39||reg||10||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||07-14-2003||05:21 AM||||He must be gay.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-14-2003||08:13 AM||||Wow.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||07-14-2003||09:54 AM||||uncool||12.211.242.195||reg||13||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||beavis||07-14-2003||03:02 PM||||wtf?  what kind of drugs could make you do that?  he must have had some kind of brain damage.||138.23.87.175||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||07-14-2003||03:09 PM||||what a fag!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||07-14-2003||03:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> what a fag!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">curious though, what part of this whole deal makes you think he is gay?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||07-14-2003||04:49 PM||||Link isn't working for me...||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||REDLINEGVR4||07-14-2003||04:53 PM||||I heard about this on The Jim Rome Show today. All i have to say is "Ouch"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000012||GRV4726||07-14-2003||05:39 PM||||those were some messed up drugs. not cool at all. but the man has problems, cause i'm sure somewhere in his mind that he was thinking about eating cock. or his own cock.  haha how can you fry your own dick... thats just wrong. looking at it and everything, i wonder if he battered it up.<br /><br />oh yeah and what about all the pain... how did he just shrug that off and continue cooking?  that is just so very wrong||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000013||92LaserAWDTurbo||07-14-2003||07:24 PM||||Yeah, that truly makes no sense.  As soon as I felt something sharp on my schlong, I'd snap out of it.  *shivers*||68.117.46.40||reg||1||92LaserAWDTurbo||00001635||yes
Z||000014||Vr4in'||07-14-2003||09:43 PM||||i didnt mean he was literally a fag,i mean what a moron or dumbass.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.34.94.207||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000015||curtis||07-15-2003||12:17 AM||||hell no big deal.  he will probably get some big charity to pay for him to get a donar dick, sign a book deal for 10 million and have a movie on lifetime (the only womens network) maybe they could get the nemrod off of the fast and the furious to cut of his best friend on tv.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.135.142.32||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000016||chadhayashi||07-15-2003||12:24 AM||||[ sign a book deal for 10 million and have a movie on lifetime (the only womens network)<br />Too damn funny!||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000017||spoulson||07-15-2003||04:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> i didnt mean he was literally a fag,i mean what a moron or dumbass.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I meant it.  After all, he ate his own dick.  That's just gay.  Why not a finger, or a toe?  Nope, he wanted dick for dinner.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000018||Team Ducktape||07-15-2003||04:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92LaserAWDTurbo:<br /><strong> <a href="http://news.com.au/common/story_page/0,4057,6745540%255E13762,00.html" target="_blank">http://news.com.au/common/story_page/0,4057,6745540%255E13762,00.html</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well you all got to admit it takes balls to do something like that.......||24.209.155.39||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||07-15-2003||05:21 AM||||This guy wasn't the first, and unfortunately probably wasn't the last.  I can't find a link, but there was a guy in Germany last year that put out a classified ad saying that he wanted to butcher somebody.  Well, wouldn't you know an idiot answered the ad and volunteered, and after signing a shitload of paperwork saying he was consenting, and doing so on camera and etc., the other guy proceeded to butcher his crotch.  After fileting and frying his frank, the deranged duo sat down and ate it.  The "volunteer" soon bled to death though, at which point the butcher continued in his task and soon had a larder full of various cuts of human meat.  He proceeded to consume all that he'd "harvested" over the next few weeks, and after the authorities found out has been in legal limbo ever since, since they can't really prosecute him for murder as his accomplice was fully willing to give up his own life.  Crazy fucking Germans.||198.88.145.217||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||VR4GURL||07-15-2003||10:25 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  OMG thats just plain stupied i mean to chop ya dik off!!!!! This guy must of had sum serious issues!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />Then to actually eat it hmmmmm crazy.....(wonder wot it tasted like.....lol)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  CRAZY MAN!!!||202.27.176.157||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000021||Louters91GVR4||07-15-2003||10:34 AM||||my lord||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000022||udriveu||07-15-2003||11:31 AM||||Have you ever been to a party and had a bit too many substances only to wake up the next morning and found out you did something really stupid? Just remember this guy and I'm sure whatever you did will pale in comparison.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum3/002526.cgi
A||||1||turbowop||starwars kid is back||||10||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||07-14-2003||03:13 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I found this posted on dsmtalk.com. It's a whole website devoted to this kid. I first saw the remix when it was posted here. Download the starwars kid part 2.0. Funniest shit I swear. If you've never seen it download and watch the original first.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.jedimaster.net/" target="_blank">http://www.jedimaster.net/</a>||68.119.13.32||reg||10||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-14-2003||10:18 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/swk.asp" target="_blank">My mirror</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002527.cgi
A||||0||GVR4458||In Exton last week of July||||1||||GVR4458||00000065
Z||000000||GVR4458||07-14-2003||09:59 AM||gvr4458@yahoo.com||I'll be in Exton at the end of the month for some training and I'm interested if anyone is from around there.  In particular, what is there to do out there.  I really am not a big sit-in-my-hotel-room fan.  Any suggestions?<br /><br />Anyone really close and want to lend me their car for the week (mine is STILL in the shop).  I have seen very little progress from this guy but he is gonna do a great job, I just know it.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes



ubb/Forum3/002528.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||bye bye beetle.......||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-14-2003||11:36 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i logged on to the internet and on comcast i gives you a little news for the day, it said that the beetle is gone (the old beetle is done and done) they will stop preduction in about two weeks.  <br /><br />the last ones will come out of mexicos plant||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||07-14-2003||11:43 AM||||They still make them in Mexico and other countries...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Ian M||07-14-2003||06:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> They still make them in Mexico and other countries... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They stopped making them in Brazil years ago,and now its the end for the plant in Mexico too. The Beetle is gone,they arent making them anywhere else...||129.71.115.247||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/002529.cgi
A||||7||229of1000||Domestic Rice (corn?)||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||07-14-2003||03:42 PM||||Just went over to the post office, and in the parking lot I see a late '90s Mustang GT.  It's a dark green convertible.  On the back under the GT badge is a crooked SVT badge stuck on there, and to my horror, there are 5.0 badges not only on the sides of the car, but on the back as well.  It had altezzas.  To top it all off, it was "rolling" on chrome 3 spoke wheels.  Wish I had my digi cam.<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />It's bad enough when a Honda is riced out.  But mustangs/camaros kill me.  There's a Z28 camaro around here with 2 ft. wing and altezza tails.  Horrible.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-14-2003||03:46 PM||||There is an older camaro that rolls around here that has a widebody lamborghini kit..OMG! This is the most pathetic pice of shit, trailer park trash car I have ever seen.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||07-14-2003||03:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> There is an older camaro that rolls around here that has a widebody lamborghini kit..OMG! This is the most pathetic pice of shit, trailer park trash car I have ever seen. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">go get a pic. i'd love to see stuff like that. one of these days i am going to compile a list of "vermont rice" as we have some pretty goofy shit up here. my favorite one is a chevy bel-air on a 3500 frame, with huge, but skinny snow tires. the bottom of the doors are like 3' off the ground. the same guy also has a 80s camaro with a similar set up, but with a snow plow. go figure.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||07-14-2003||03:58 PM||||In town there is a V6 stang.  You wouldn't know it at first look though.  It looks just like a front cover riced out Honda.  Paint, body kit, and gobs of power to back it all up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||07-14-2003||04:36 PM||||did i ever post this?<br /><a href="http://www.jimmy540i.com/bmwnightmare.htm" target="_blank">http://www.jimmy540i.com/bmwnightmare.htm</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||07-14-2003||09:45 PM||||i think so Ken,it was either you or someone else,but i remeber it on here though.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.34.94.207||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||07-14-2003||11:54 PM||||see paul what you need is this! <br />  <img src="http://ebay1.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_d7c32f60b3b8bb4dca6039799f67d97e/i-1.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />I just got one, not the best pics but it goes wqith me everywhere I go so I always have a nice camera to get some rice pics!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||07-15-2003||08:24 AM||||Yeah, that's the SCP-5300.  My cousin has one and it's pretty cool.  I bought the SCP-5150 about a year ago when it was the nicest one they had.  There's always something better.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002530.cgi
A||||2||REDLINEGVR4||Jim Rome||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||07-14-2003||04:57 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||How of you listen to The god of smack errr Jim Rome. I have listend to him all most every day for 3 years. I even got a teacher last year to put his show on the radio every day during class  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  NE ways Im out||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-14-2003||05:08 PM||||I've never listened to him.  I'm a big Lex & Terry fan though.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||07-14-2003||07:13 PM||||I've listened to him off and on for a while and I find that he spends too much time ranting about the little things. The XR4Ti crew was hilarious along with the one guy who's name I forget who would have all these outrageous stories of him hanging out and/or going golfing with some famous people (he's an aussie IIRC).||199.183.178.240||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/002531.cgi
A||||0||BigItalian||Car Fax check ? ||||1||||BigItalian||00001073
Z||000000||BigItalian||07-14-2003||08:49 PM||chill_dog33@hotmail.com||Hey everyone my buddy just got a new talon could be fishy tho...Anyone got car fax and could check theis vin for me please <br /><br />4E3BS54U2LE156683 <br /><br />would be helpful thanks guys !||24.81.104.16||reg||1||BigItalian||00001073||yes



ubb/Forum3/002532.cgi
A||||8||a_santos||Replacing clutch master cylinder. Tips??||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||07-14-2003||09:12 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys, <br /><br />I will be replacing my clutch master cylinder this week, before the shootout, and want to know if you guys have any tips for me. It doesn't look to hard, except for crawling under the dash    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   .||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||07-14-2003||09:22 PM||||seems to me they said to take it loose from the firewall and then release it from the pedal like unscrew the adjuster, or some such , made it a really ez job.. Im NOT positve,,but I know this has been discussed. anybody ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||07-14-2003||09:41 PM||||thats about right on changing the master cylinder.good luck man.and make sure you bleed the clutch lines.good luck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.34.94.207||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||07-14-2003||11:56 PM||||Under the dash,you just remove the cotter pin,and slide the big clevis looking pin (You will see what Im talking about when you are under there) out of the "fork" that hooks to the pedal linkage.<br /><br /> The line coming out might be seized. If it is, remove the plastic reservoir for access (and so you dont melt it!) and then you can soak the fitting with PB blaster,WD 40, whatever and heat it with a Butane or propane torch. Heat,soak,heat,soak-it will come right loose. make sure you dont set your firewall insulation on fire... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> Bleed the line,and you are ready to go.||129.71.115.37||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||07-15-2003||12:16 AM||||Dont set the WD-40 on fire either. Maybe use some non-flammable liquid wrench or something of the sort.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||07-15-2003||12:18 AM||||This is an incredibly easy job to do. Don't fret about it. I replaced one at the track with junk tools borrowed from some other guy in 15mins. Of course, after doing so, I discovered that my cmc didn't go out, I had actually blown up my clutch...<br /><br />Oh yeah, while you're there, put in the larger TEL reservoir if it isn't in the way of anything for you (I forget, CC might be in the way). If you haven't bought the cmc yet, get one for a TEL. The larger reservoir makes life a little easier when it comes time to bleed.<br /><br />I think its on my old tips page somewhere:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.minnstech.com/tips.htm" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/tips.htm</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-15-2003||12:26 PM||||Sweet, added page to my links site.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||07-15-2003||11:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Dont set the WD-40 on fire either. Maybe use some non-flammable liquid wrench or something of the sort. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nah,works fine. It isnt that volitile.  Restoring 40+ year old VWs,Ive done it a million times.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Besides,Im not aware of a non flammible penetrant oil.||129.71.115.111||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||07-16-2003||01:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Dont set the WD-40 on fire either. Maybe use some non-flammable liquid wrench or something of the sort. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn,lol...Could you imagine?HAHA...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Now that would suck..<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002533.cgi
A||||10||771of2k||scca soloII||||1||||771of2k||00001127
Z||000000||771of2k||07-15-2003||12:09 PM||snakedojo@hotmail.com||anyone run scca soloII?<br />I might run a few events this year & was looking for some info.<br />Im thinking I could run the galant in the stock catagory, but cannot find any info on how much boost I can run.<br />th galant vr4 is stock class GS, & dsm turbos awd are ds  (fwd are GS)<br />seems like a vr4 should be a good entry for its class||68.9.128.210||reg||1||771of2k||00001127||yes
Z||000001||91GVR4||07-15-2003||07:30 PM||||Yep I run SoloII. I ran a DS Talon last year and of course my VR4 this year, but in must run in DSP. A stock Galant would be in G stock class. In Stock class your car must be just that "Stock", with a few exceptions. I have the '03 rules and they state that induction systems must be stock. So you can run stock boost. If you have any others questions just ask.||12.65.18.124||reg||10||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000002||EvilGalantGSX||07-15-2003||07:41 PM||||If every thing goes right I should be running my Galant GSX in the autocross this weekend. I beleve I will be running in H-stock, this will be the first time running the Galant if i can get it running right. The rest of the autocrosses i have done i ran my 2001 Saturn SL2 auto and crappy tires in G-stock, I do ok except there are a few mini cooper-s's that i beleve they are super charged and run in G-stock also and kick my ass all over the road.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000003||771of2k||07-15-2003||10:27 PM||||I found this page, explains stock rules geared for subies, but still good:<br /> <a href="http://www.subrew.com/stock_faq.html" target="_blank">http://www.subrew.com/stock_faq.html</a><br />stock can run any kind of brake pads, catback exhaust, tires, & shock absorbers(adjustables included), gauges are ok too, I'll just have to remove the boost controller.<br />Can I take off the ac belt? & how about the alternator belt? do I need to run that too?<br /><br />I read about staying in second for the whole course(after starting in 1st of course), do you?<br />(taller 1st gear any help in the autocross?)||68.9.128.210||reg||1||771of2k||00001127||yes
Z||000004||EvilGalantGSX||07-15-2003||10:45 PM||||Alot of the guys i watch drive mostly in 2nd, The only times they touch 1st again is if there is a nast turn and they loose to much momentum or they spin out. There are 2 acura Type R's , both are yellow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   that will scream around in 1st gear just to keep the VTEC in...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Im excited what difference i will make with a 5speed AWD car with decent road tire will do, even though im not turbo.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||07-15-2003||10:56 PM||||Sorry, but our Galants are horribly outclassed in Stock class. Bump up to Street Prepared (or Street Mod) where you stand a chance. The Galants are just too softly sprung and too underpowered to be effective without mods.<br /><br />Who would want to drive a Galant with stock boost anyways (complete stock boost control must be intact)??<br /><br />Good luck.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||07-16-2003||10:11 AM||||I've raced in ESP and was murdered by the 3rd gen F-bodies with 10" wide slicks.  Racing in Street Mod I've done better since a huge part of the field is ricer cars that have modded out of their lower classes.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||07-16-2003||10:35 AM||||yeah, if you truly want to win, go buy a 1g neon. stock neons, especially the ACR's, usually come with a trunk full of autox trophies already.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||771of2k||07-16-2003||01:49 PM||||winning is not important, but having fun is, & putting a decent effort into it is. <br />I've heard good things on how the vr4's handle with a decent set of shocks, not good enough I guess? How about the 4 wheel steering, do you notice it at autocross speeds?<br />Im running 12lbs of boost on my 98 talon & it seems pretty fun(thats my other option, the 98 tsi awd in street mod(after I put in the 14b))||68.9.128.210||reg||1||771of2k||00001127||yes
Z||000009||91GVR4||07-16-2003||07:44 PM||||Having fun at AutoX is great...but winning is always better  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . In my two races this year I have found that the Galant is not as quick as my stock Talon, but that figures as it has more weight. I can see that our cars will do better in the more modified classes. I for one need a much better spring/strut combo, can you say Tein? Well some day when i have cash  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  . Keep having fun out there. <br />As far as classes go: <br />H Stock: non-turbo Galant 2.0 & 2.4<br />G Stock: Galant VR4<br />D Street Prepared: Galant(all)<br />Street Touring X or S : Most non sports car based cars with rice (limited mods).||12.65.19.11||reg||10||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000010||GVR4-COOL||07-26-2003||12:11 AM||||I ran a couple of time this year in my stock vr4.  I was running SK2 both time, which is stock car with stock wheels.  They said I could run in either DS or SK2, I chose SK2 because DS is more competitive (bigger wheels, exhaust, suspension, etc.) I didn't do very good both time, partially because of my shitty tires, wheels out of alignment, & stock suspension.  The car heavily understeers.  Hope to run next time with some good wheels/tires, may be some suspension upgrade.||66.27.221.40||reg||1||GVR4-COOL||00000621||yes



ubb/Forum3/002534.cgi
A||||15||blacksheep||Got to drive a new BMW yesterday...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||07-15-2003||12:43 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||As a part of the Susan Komen Breats Cancer Foundation Drive sponsored by BMW, I was invited to come drive a BMW of my choice. Too bad, the M3 and M5 wasnt there, but the v12 powered 760 was on hand.<br /><br />I chose to drive a 530i and truly loved it. Truly a luxury ride and nice handling, quick steering response and bad ass brakes. The fit and finish was awesome and the best I have ever seen. Minimal road noise and wind noise and comfortabel huggy seats, I could go on and on. <br /><br />I used the sport-shift and loved how the engine sounded in the higher rpms. This was the first new BMW I ever drove other than my buddys M3 Sedan. I drove it for about half an hour and put it thru its paces. I wish the 540i with the V8 was there coz that would have been even more impressive. <br /><br />I hope to own one someday !      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||07-15-2003||12:50 PM||||Cool! I was driving my former roommate's '02 330i for a while. It was nice, but not as nice as I expected for a decade of auto evolution. Definitely not worth $40k...<br /><br />My one reason I will not consider a non-M BMW? They are only available with open rear diffs. Only the Ms get them.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   Traction control may be nice, but it is no substitute for a good LSD.<br /><br />That and the current 3 series stability control system was programmed by the Volvo safety nazis - it will not let you have any fun. Actually, the way I drive it is a safety hazard. What does that say about my driving? Uhhh, I'd better shut up now.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-15-2003||12:51 PM||||As much as I love my car BMW's are certainly in a whole different class.  My cousin was test driving BMW's and I got to drive a '98 528.  For a big car it handled nicely, the engine was so smooth and quiet, and the five speed shifted great!  Overall I was very impressed with it.  I'd love to have a BMW someday.<br /><br />Ken inn's gonna love this topic.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||07-15-2003||02:48 PM||||There was a guy at the Hype-R-Fest (Summit Point Raceway two weekends ago), that was in a brand new black BMW 540i, and was tearing up the drifting competition.  On the second round of practice runs, he lost it in the last turn and put it in the tire wall.  No serious damage, but tore up the front bumper cover, and had some real nice tire marks on the paint.  Well, we come to find out that it was a rental...!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     The dude continued to run the crap out of it, and even entered the burn-out contest later on.  Sorry it was a little away from the topic, just hearing about the 5 series bimmer made me think about it.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||07-15-2003||03:17 PM||||ahhhh.  here is another really great story.  several years ago, at bmwcca octoberfest in monterey, calif. the driver's school was held on part of ole laguna seca.  one member had rented an ole lincoln continental coupe, like a mk iv, or something like that.  he was out on the track with the M cars, and at first, everyone was laughing, a big ole lincoln up against german m cars.  well, he sucked the doors off the m cars.  coming around into one of the corners, he had the car in full drift, the corner workers were diving out of the way, like a scene from keystone cops.  on the straight, side by side with a couple of m's, no one could pass, they were all hitting fuel cut.  he was passing some of the cars like they were standing still.  he impressed the hell out of a LOT of bmw owners. they finally black flagged him off the track. he scrubbed all the tread off of the tires, pasted bmw stickers all over the car, and it had a big crack in the windshield.  the driver was wil turner. only a few of us knew him then, BUT, we all knew he could DRIVE.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||07-15-2003||03:23 PM||||oh, btw, y'all KEEP BUYING THEM BMW's.  and them whats got them, KEEP DRIVING THEM INTO WALLS.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||07-15-2003||04:19 PM||||Buying BMW's allows Ken to sit at home in his undies and work on the computer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||07-15-2003||05:25 PM||||HOLY COW BATMAN!!! i just finished a price list for an old turd 69 porsche 912, full engine rebuild.  check out some of the stuff:<br />piston+cylinder  591.43 EACH!!<br />oil cooler-no list, COST is 766.53<br />t/o brng  225.64<br />clutch cover  319.07<br />clutch disc   236.45<br />oil pump gears  626.00<br />fuel pump   355.22<br />AND, a crankshaft-get this-5 GRAND!!!!F**KAWUCKA!!||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||07-15-2003||07:20 PM||||I was driving my bro-in-laws 530i 1999,now that is an amazing car,let me tell you.This car is all highs,very nce ride.I would definetly buy one.I just bought a 1997 BMW 740il last week and i just love it.I'll post pics tomm.This car is a horse.I just love it.Bmw's just ROCK!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||07-15-2003||09:38 PM||||The Susan Komen thing is AWESOME!!!!!!!! When it came last year I was able to drive ALL of the BMWs they brought... some even multiple times. Very fun event for a great cause.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||07-16-2003||03:54 AM||||The Susan Komen foundation came to my work a couple years ago, but all I got to drive was a POS 323i Convertible.  The convertible is all it had going for it because it had no power, no feel, and no fun.  They had a Z roadster but I was 24 and they required 25+ for M and 7-series drives. Doh.  I went back to work after that.<br /><br />Now, I've driven a few cars in Germany, though none BMWs.  My favorate catch so far is the Benz C200 Kompressor sedan.  They don't make anything less than C230 in the states, but consider this is basically the same thing with the supercharger and ~200hp.  This was a fun car that I was able to get to 230km/h on the autobahn and it still had some left in it.  That converts to about 138mph.  Ok, that's not incredible, but it was nice and I was driving 100% legal.<br /><br />You'd be surprised to know that most cars I see on the roads here in Germany are pieces of junk.  They may be made by Audi or BMW, but they can be powered with as little as 1.2L of displacement.  Opel makes a small car with 1.0L engine, which could be 3 or 4cyl.  The US only gets the luxury line of these German makes.  My favorite POS small german car is the <a href="http://www.smart.de/-snm-0135146888-1057867023-0000015335-0000000001-1058341886-enm-smart/content/de/de/smart/modelle/smartcitycoupe/showroom" target="_blank">Smart</a>, made by DaimlerChrysler.  So anyway the reason so many people drive crappy cars is because gas goes for ~$5-6/gal and you get hit with a yearly car tax that's based on the size of the car and its engine.  i.e. 1.8L Ford Focus = ~$250/yr.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||gvr4in||07-16-2003||04:04 AM||||I want to drive this "bimmer":<br /><br />(NWS)<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rand0m.org/images/bimmer/" target="_blank">http://www.rand0m.org/images/bimmer/</a>||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||07-16-2003||07:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> I want to drive this "bimmer":</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You don't drive that, you ride it.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||Vr4in'||07-16-2003||08:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> I want to drive this "bimmer":</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You don't drive that, you ride it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Preach on brother...haha   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000014||ron||07-17-2003||12:33 AM||||Vr4in<br /><br />here is a pic of our 7er.  probably will be selling it soon.. too many little annoying problems.  Wanna buy the 20s for your  97?<br />   <img src="http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/bc/adracing2000/vwp?.dir=/cars+trucks+and+toys&.src=ph&.dnm=E38.jpg&.view=t&.done=http%3a//f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/bc/adracing2000/lst%3f%26.dir=/cars%2btrucks%2band%2btoys%26.src=ph%26.view=t" alt=" - " />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000015||ron||07-17-2003||12:40 AM||||the picture didn't work..<br />here is a link.<br /><br /> <a href="http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/bc/adracing2000/lst?.dir=/cars+trucks+and+toys&.view=t" target="_blank">cars</a>||205.188.208.166||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes



ubb/Forum3/002535.cgi
A||||22||BlackHole||Worthless lamenting - house or GVR4?||||11||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||07-15-2003||12:58 PM||blackhole23@wowway.com||Ignore me....<br /><br />&lt;vent&gt;<br />Damn I'm frustrated. I have money, a dead GVR4, and time to work on it. No problem, right? But I'm trying to buy a house so can't spend a dime to make the mortgage company happy with the amount of cash I have on hand. Until the house is done, I've got to sit and do nothing. When I'm bored, I get into even more trouble.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I know I'm doing the right thing but it still sucks. Grrrr!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br />&lt;/vent&gt;||130.36.27.125||reg||11||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||07-15-2003||01:12 PM||||always sucks having the vr4 down, but you need to take care of your other stuff!<br />too many times have i put my money into the vr4 and gotten into trouble with other things i owed money on.<br />Good luck and hope you get the vr4 back on the road sometime soon.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||07-15-2003||02:37 PM||||house - value appreciates<br />gv4   - value depreciates<br /><br />In the long run, it pays off, believe me.<br /><br />The choice is simple, my man! Talk to Suzy Ormand, call and ask her if you should mod the gvr4 or buy a house, she'll set you straight    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||07-15-2003||03:06 PM||||This year I have passed up on mods lots of times to get stuff for the house.<br /><br />I could have had all the mods I wanted, but oh well.  The king size bed is sure nice to sleep on and the family room looked stupid without furniture in it.<br /><br />It's still better then living in a apartment with a 12 second car.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||07-15-2003||03:12 PM||||Yeah, but what about a 10 sec car - where is the cutoff where the car becomes better than an apartment? I guess I could buy a Ferrari and live at work.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Being grown up sucks sometimes. Waaaa!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||07-15-2003||03:57 PM||||Priorities! Been there...still there now (recently bought a house)!||63.146.62.141||reg||12||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||07-15-2003||04:12 PM||||I'm living with my brother right now and spending every PENNY on my car ($250 a week more or less).  When it is "done" then I am going to get my own place, and stop modding the car so that I can afford a decent place.  I know that as soon as I move out I'll have no money to go towards the car, so I've gotta get it done.<br /><br />It's kind of stupid to put all your eggs in one basket like I am doing with my car, but since when have I ever had any common sense?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||JAYGVR4||07-15-2003||05:00 PM||||This is easy, just get more of a loan than your purchase price for the house...  INSTANT mod/repair moolah!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Too bad I couldn't do that with my VA loan on the house we just bought.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000008||number3||07-15-2003||07:27 PM||||Just don't make the mistake of being house poor and you will always have $$ to put into cars.  <br /><br />I could live in a house 3-4 times what the one I live in costs but then I would be house poor and couldn't have cool toys, vacation when and where ever, etc.<br /><br />I see people go house poor every month. Crazy!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||07-15-2003||08:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I see people go house poor every month. Crazy!<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">After all, this is America.  Most all of the dollar trees have been killed off, but the credit trees are like rice on Honda... everywhere!<br /><br />Just remember, debt is the enemy.||207.69.85.107||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||VTGVR4||07-16-2003||10:41 AM||||tell me about it. i was sitting on enough cash to make a really sick gvr4, and had the temptations to do so. but houses suck up a lot of cash upfront. one of the reasons i went with a new house vs. buying an older one, was that i didn't want a single large maintenance item pop up in the first five years. anyone with a house older than 15 years will know what i mean. not to mention its just cheaper to build a house than to buy one outright in this market.<br />but now, all my mod money goes into cool stuff you gotta have on a house. i was planning on building a deck, but a cedar or redwood deck costs like 5 to 7k to build, even with my own labor. so i'm building a rock deck instead. will look better (imo) and of course it will last longer than a wooden deck. and with the money that i saved, im going to put in a environmentally friendly hot tub on it! "house mod money"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     but if i sell my car, im going to buy a tv like harry's! or at least an lcd projector.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||07-16-2003||11:04 AM||||Save your money Kyle.  I let my funds dwindle a bit before buying my place and it ended up hurting my rate.  You'd be much happier with a lower mortgage payment -- it will free up more money per month for the car.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||markrieb||07-16-2003||11:14 AM||||I hate to tell you this, but unless you included all of the landscaping in your new house you will still spend all of your mod money on the house.  That and then there is new curtains, throw rugs, (imitating wife....) and now the furniture doesn't match, or the bed spreads, or the towels...<br /><br />Owning a house, any house is like owning an old jalopy car (or GVR-4).  You seem to spend every free moment and $$ keeping it running.<br /><br />I've been in my place for 6 years now and I still spend several thousand $$ a year in landscaping and other house projects.  This year it was more fence and more parking.  Poured a concrete pad about 15' wide by 80' long beside the house and fenced it.  Parking for motorsport projects.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000013||VTGVR4||07-16-2003||11:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> <br />I've been in my place for 6 years now and I still spend several thousand $$ a year in landscaping and other house projects.  This year it was more fence and more parking.  Poured a concrete pad about 15' wide by 80' long beside the house and fenced it.  Parking for motorsport projects.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how did you convince her to get a concrete pad? i wanted one for parking, but also for playing pick up basketball games. she says "NO". even to a blacktop pad, NO.<br />i am not going to spend a ton of money on landscaping, i live out in the boonies, with 5 acres, its too much money to have a picture perfect lawn liek the suburbian people like to have. but i did want to put in a 3 to 5  hole disc golf course. we buy a lot of antiques and none of our furniture really matches, yet its all wooden in some form, so it kinda matches. our dogs tear the shit out of the hardwood floors and leave hair all over the place, so we arent too picky about matching this or that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000014||JAYGVR4||07-16-2003||11:46 AM||||Well now lets not assume that he's necessarily staying in this house just yet...  Or is he?  If its just a starter home, perhaps he can make do with what outside stuff exists, unless he buy pre-construction<br /><br />Here's my "when ya get lemon's, make lemonade" story.  My wife got laid off from GE, and then an I.T. consulting firm after it was gobbled up by another firm.  We were renting at the time, and Mandy decided to go back to school for her masters.  This past April, our accountant looked at us, and said, job or no job for Mandy, we needed to buy a house cus I was getting raped on taxes, so we bought something based on my income alone - not bad scratch in itself, but half of what we were goign to spend eventually once the wife got a job.  She has since graduated, and is now lookin for a job.  Once she's employed, we'll effectively double our income and we can buy all the goodies we wish!  This is just a first house for us - 1900 sq. ft. Townhouse, but it'll do til we have kid's in a couple years, in which time I'll hopefully will have at least finished this pile, I mean project.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Maybe you can do the same, just get 3/4's or if you can deal with it, 1/2 of what you and your spouse can afford combined.  We intend on using our current place as a rental unit afterward as well.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000015||atsiauto||07-16-2003||02:52 PM||||Im buying a house as well, I have felt the urgency to capitalize on these low ass interest rates, Both my vr4's are running and I just purhased an aussie MPI to go onto My 87 conquest , Need about 1500 more into haltech etc etc to make it all go and some 720's ... but the house thing has to come first , even if you get in the house you can rent a room for 3-450 a month to some bag-O-dirts and make the mortgage.Then Mod "freely"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Good luck . Scotty||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000016||number3||07-16-2003||02:57 PM||||Just be careful, with lower mortgage rates come higher house prices. Better to get a killer deal on the house with a higher rate because you can always remorgtage to a lower rate or pay it off.<br /><br />IMHO<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||JAYGVR4||07-16-2003||03:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Just be careful, with lower mortgage rates come higher house prices. Better to get a killer deal on the house with a higher rate because you can always remorgtage to a lower rate or pay it off.<br /><br />IMHO<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The question is, will rates ever go as low again as they have of recent - 45 year lows: <br /><br /><a href="http://tinyurl.com/h51m" target="_blank">http://tinyurl.com/h51m</a><br /><br />Looking at the Real Estate market, things although "inflated," look like they will level off before ever dropping any time soon - 5 yrs...  Not thinking housing prices are going anywhere south.  Hence why I just got my Real Estate license.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000018||number3||07-16-2003||04:23 PM||||People a round here are in bidding wars over homes. Seller are getting 5-10k over asking price on a $250K (already inflated priced) home.<br /><br />Sucks if you were planning on buying the home with cash, right?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||VTGVR4||07-16-2003||04:25 PM||||rates are low, i thnk my 30 year is fixed at 5.85 and people are teling me even thats too high now. in the 5 m,onths i've been living in my new home, i've had offers from those freaking real estate people that cold call random houses.  what i wa sgetting at is that its the worst time ever to buy a house. but its going to be even worse later on, since the market isn't showing any signs of slowing down. most houses in burlington have tripled in value in just 5 years. thats never good. *unless you live there) but even then, the taxes are killing the people who live there.<br /><br />i paid 161k, they tell me i can sell the house as it is right now for 225k. thats quite a huge increase in just 5 months! so i might see if the market value actually did go up that much, and if so, refiance my  5 month old mortage and get some cash out, and drop the payments slightly, while reducing the term to 15 years. they told me its possible. i just don't see how.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000020||ron||07-17-2003||12:25 AM||||man.. $250k for a house?  It's at least twice that much for one here in the SF Bay Area.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000021||number3||07-17-2003||08:12 AM||||Most new homes around here are 700k to 3.5 million.<br /><br />A 250K home is 50 years olds.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||VTGVR4||07-17-2003||09:02 AM||||you would expect high prices in such places as those, but in vermont??? god, theres cows down the freakin road!  its one of those things, where those family magazines do the rankings for "americas best place to raise kids" and burlington, vt has always been in the top ten for over a decade. they say we have it all. i say we don't : no drag strip, no ocean, etc.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    but the meat of it is that values have climbed so high, that the average people here have not been able to keep up. lots and lots of farmers are selling off the farm, parcel by parcel. they make more from selling one parcel of land (1~5 acres) than they make off the land in 5 years! sick! (even worse, some of these farmers are refusing to sell their land, and consequently we have these huge open tarcts of lands in the weirdest spots, like right by the wal mart/home depot strip area. they are prolly holding out for millions, all that prime, virgin real estate.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002536.cgi
A||||34||agrabau||I left Yahoogroups for this.?||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||07-15-2003||01:12 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||It's Alex. I was told by KC to migrate to here from yahoogroups cause on that other list they only talk about the condition of the leather seats and mileage on their cars. <br /><br />You may remember me. I started a band called Galantasan, we were big in Japan, I toured with Jennifer Love Hewitt for a year before returning here and parting my car on ebay to pay for my new Russian wife. Life has been great, Galantasan has broken up but I got to hook up with Jennifer on tour and watched her replace the timing belt on my car while reinacting an episode of Party of Five in German. <br /><br />I'm building a new car with the motor from my Galant. No one's really ever interested except maybe KC but I have a lot of questions for the list that are going to require some machoistic intimacy and experience with the 4g63. I'll try a few on, hell this is my first post. Here we go.. <br /><br />What size are the swage fittings on the power steering pump? I need to make some hoses and need male NPT fittings that go in there. <br /><br />What's a good inline fuel pump for the usual ho hum 16G upgrade. It's being combined with a bosch in-tank. Please let me know on that. <br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||07-15-2003||01:27 PM||||Ummm wow.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />Could you tell us all if they were real or not?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||204.30.199.247||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||07-15-2003||01:30 PM||||hmmmm.....this post is interesting to say the least....||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||07-15-2003||01:31 PM||||Ask KC. It's all true. The questions at the end are serious though...||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||jprescott||07-15-2003||01:38 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  ...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||56.0.160.18||reg||1||jprescott||00001912||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-15-2003||01:46 PM||||Well "galantasan" on google turns up no results... so...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Welcome to the board.  I never found the Yahoo group to be too extremely useful.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||07-15-2003||01:50 PM||||Welcome to the fold, Alex.  And KC wasn't the only one that cared about your little monster project!  I just never had anything useful to say...  But for the rest of y'all, Alex here is putting a 4G63 into a BMW 318ti IIRC, so should be a sweet little doughnut machine when he's done.  Give him all the help he wants.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||69.59.219.191||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||07-15-2003||01:55 PM||||Thanks Jon! I'll post some pics this weekend. I probably have a hundred of them so far. The motor looks so hot. All the pipes face forward, the tranny and motor are connected, clutch is in. Red silicone hoses for the IC pipes, black pipes, blue and red aeroquip hose fittings all over the place... gonna be hotter than a fox in a forest fire.||128.197.64.109||reg||7||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||07-15-2003||02:15 PM||||Holy shit, Alex!!!  Hey old timer, can't wait to see more pics of the crazy project.  Are you still sitting on any extra GVR4 parts?<br /><br />Pinch Jenny L. H. for me.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||07-15-2003||02:18 PM||||Wow! Howard, It's been a while! I have only a set of four 18" ralliart wheels, white Magnesium 17lbs each. They're straight from Ralliart and dinged up but working. They're from a WRC car, presumably Makinnen's from 1991. They're for sale. I was planning on putting them on ebay. Watch this thread blow up now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||7||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||07-15-2003||02:33 PM||||Alex<br /><br />I thought you toured with the dogg pound, G? You were smackin em big booty hoes and shit. Foh sure, your galizzi was off the shizzy. LOL<br /><br />I am getting tingly all over. Its like old times once again     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    ...where the hell is dale? he doesnt post much. "Girth Brooks" must be pursuing his dream porn career  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||07-15-2003||02:34 PM||||He's chopping wood.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||number3||07-15-2003||07:19 PM||||In line Fuel pumps<br /><br /><a href="http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html" target="_blank">http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html</a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.machv.com/busracfuelpu.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/busracfuelpu.html</a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.machv.com/stagiifuelpu.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/stagiifuelpu.html</a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||agrabau||07-16-2003||07:55 AM||||Thanks a lot Harry. I guess those don't need to be mounted inside the fuel tank? Great. That opens up a bunch of options. <br /><br />By the way, after an afternoon of fitting and cleaning I came to realize that the steering pump must use a banjo fitting, and cannot be subsituted with NPT male threaded fittings due to the spring pressure regulator held in by the stock fitting.... sigh. <br /><br />On another note, the Wilwood slave cylinder has a 1/8 Npt (in) as does the bmw so no adapter will be needed. I can use the stock line and fittings.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000014||number3||07-16-2003||08:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Thanks a lot Harry. I guess those don't need to be mounted inside the fuel tank? Great. That opens up a bunch of options. <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The pumps listed above are all pumps tht sit in the fuel and push it to the front of the car (in tank fuel pumps).  For an external pump I use a Paxon (SX and Areomotive are them same thing). It is loud but moves lots of fuel.  I like the replacable fuel filter elements that they make as well.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/fuel.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.turbotrix.com/parts/fuel.shtml</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.summitracing.com" target="_blank">www.summitracing.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.jegs.com" target="_blank">www.jegs.com</a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||PRE-EVO||07-16-2003||12:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Wow! Howard, It's been a while! I have only a set of four 18" ralliart wheels, white Magnesium 17lbs each. They're straight from Ralliart and dinged up but working. They're from a WRC car, presumably Makinnen's from 1991. They're for sale. I was planning on putting them on ebay. Watch this thread blow up now    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ummm Makinnen never drove a GVR4 for mitsubishi. Are these the compmotive wheels (look like 5 stars)?||199.183.178.135||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000016||howard_GVR4||07-16-2003||01:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br />Ummm Makinnen never drove a GVR4 for mitsubishi.  [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Really?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/motorsports/00wrc_e/DRIVER/makinen.html" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/motorsports/00wrc_e/DRIVER/makinen.html</a>||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000017||atsiauto||07-16-2003||02:05 PM||||so was jennifer any good ? I was always wondering . got any Pics to share ?||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000018||agrabau||07-16-2003||02:42 PM||||Pre Evo, you're probably a new guy to car racing so I'll go easy on you. Since your name is Pre Evo I'll assume that you've never heard of the Makinnen Edition Lancer Evo 6.5? I guess not. <br /><br /> <br /><br />You want to know what I have to sell, read what I wrote. "Ummmm" Compomotive? I think not. Ralliart, 18 inch made by Enkei Motorsport, Magnesium For Galant Only. <br /><br />They were purchased from Ralliart UK as ex wrc spares. <br /><br />Here's a pic of Tommi now in Mitsu Team wear. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishi.be/cars/fr/news/gifs/greatbritain/makinen.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi.be/cars/fr/news/gifs/greatbritain/makinen.jpg</a><br /><br />He raced for them for almost 10 years. But hell I don't know what I'm talking about.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||07-16-2003||02:51 PM||||Alex<br /><br />easy on the folks, bro. Y'all need to learn to figure out Alex, he's a riot!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||agrabau||07-16-2003||02:51 PM||||Sorry. I don't like it when homeys step to my grille and call me a liar. I'm chill, I'm chill.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000021||number3||07-16-2003||03:01 PM||||...Stryper and David Hasslehoff were big in Japan too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||1quickvr4||07-16-2003||03:08 PM||||I will be watching ebay and waiting.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Time too sttart eating noodles again, I realley want a set of bright red 16 inch gab sports though.||64.157.114.106||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000023||PRE-EVO||07-16-2003||03:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Pre Evo, you're probably a new guy to car racing so I'll go easy on you. Since your name is Pre Evo I'll assume that you've never heard of the Makinnen Edition Lancer Evo 6.5? I guess not. <br /><br /> <br /><br />You want to know what I have to sell, read what I wrote. "Ummmm" Compomotive? I think not. Ralliart, 18 inch made by Enkei Motorsport, Magnesium For Galant Only. <br /><br />They were purchased from Ralliart UK as ex wrc spares. <br /><br />Here's a pic of Tommi now in Mitsu Team wear. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.mitsubishi.be/cars/fr/news/gifs/greatbritain/makinen.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi.be/cars/fr/news/gifs/greatbritain/makinen.jpg</a> <br /><br />He raced for them for almost 10 years. But hell I don't know what I'm talking about. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually I'm far from a new guy to car racing sorry to dissappoint you  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  . I like probably 95% of the people here wasn't big into rally back in the late 80's early 90's when they were actually running these cars. <br /><br />I was always under the impression Makinnen didn't drive under contract to mitsubishi directly till 1995. Anyone can run a privateer Group N car but if he was running with Salonen then I guess he was "factory backed" the link Howard gave doesn't really mention wether it was a privateer run or a factory backed run but I will take your words for it. <br /><br /> I'll admit my mistakes and take my lashings no biggie didn't mean for it to come off like a personal attack like you made it seem.||199.183.178.135||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000024||Hertz||07-16-2003||03:53 PM||||<b>You're all fuckin' noobs because you can't properly spell Tommi Mäkinen.</b>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Now go back to watching NASCAR.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000025||PRE-EVO||07-16-2003||03:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <b>You're all fuckin' noobs because you can't properly spell Tommi Mäkinen.</b>    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Now go back to watching NASCAR. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's my job to slaugther names just ask Tearin (GVR4in) . <br /><br />I'd rather watch lawnmower racing since that involves more skill than trying do drift around an oval.||199.183.178.135||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000026||agrabau||07-16-2003||07:03 PM||||Try any Swedish name<br /><br />Hahahahkiakaianan.||24.131.166.28||reg||2||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000027||aladdin11||07-16-2003||08:53 PM||||I like Tommi...he signed my baseball cap   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.6.138.34||reg||1||aladdin11||00001683||yes
Z||000028||mikeyoung00||07-17-2003||12:08 AM||||Wikkid...you guys are a lot funnier than the posters on the ClubSi Out-There board. More relevant, too! All they want to do is talk about ball sacks and post porn. (its <a href="http://www.clubsi.com" target="_blank">www.clubsi.com</a> if you are into that sort of thing    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   )<br /><br />Tommy is my hero. He's also about the only rally name I know...but then I'm bad at names and we only got Speedvision a couple months ago.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  Plus I live in Mississippi and I'm old and I don't get out much and my feet smell somethin fierce and...well...you get the picture.<br /><br />So, I'll just go quietly now...<br /><br />BTW, I DO know what a bmw 318ti is and I too will follow the project with interest, Alex!||24.117.166.181||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000029||turbowop||07-17-2003||01:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by XHMan:<br /><strong>my feet smell somethin fierce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wash yo feet, Biatch!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000030||Minjin||07-17-2003||11:05 PM||||It may not bother Alex here, but it irks me slightly...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />The car mentioned is NOT a 318ti. Here is a ti page:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.bmwworld.com/models/318ti.htm" target="_blank">http://www.bmwworld.com/models/318ti.htm</a><br /><br />Alex's is an E30 318:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.bmwworld.com/models/e30.htm" target="_blank">http://www.bmwworld.com/models/e30.htm</a><br /><br />Vastly different cars. And now you know...and knowing is half the battle.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000031||theymightbegalants||07-18-2003||04:04 AM||||Thanks for the correction, Alex.  I learned something new today.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   My bad on that.  However, I did say:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  Alex here is putting a 4G63 into a BMW 318ti IIRC </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">and IIRC is board-speak for "If I Recall Correctly," which I apparently did not, but that's what the "If" is in there for.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Well, cool.  Post some better pics of the whole car if you ever have a chance, Alex.  Do you ever post on BMW boards?  Man, I bet they're pissed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Whatever gave you the idea to do this anyway?||69.59.219.155||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000032||agrabau||07-18-2003||07:16 AM||||Jon, They'll be mad when I show up at the next autocross and treat it like my personal drift-competition. Last BMW CCA autocross I went to they wanted to kick me out cause I was handbraking my M3 on the hairpin and my friend Mike had his rear inside wheels 12 inches off the ground in his GTI.  <br /><br />I got the motor in position yesterday and hope to do some welding after work on the motor mounts. <br /><br />-Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000033||jonvr4||07-18-2003||08:16 AM||||hey man care to show some pics of the wheels? i have some money in my pocket and it seems to be burning a whole in it....||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000034||agrabau||07-18-2003||08:25 AM||||Man.. i keep forgetting. I promise to have some online tonight. They're in my basement. I have to dig em out.  The tires have about 200 miles on em.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/002537.cgi
A||||1||jonvr4||grand turismo4  screenshots||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-15-2003||02:35 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <a href="http://www.gamers.com/game/1351024/media" target="_blank">http://www.gamers.com/game/1351024/media</a> <br />this game is the shit!!!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||07-15-2003||08:35 PM||||well, they don't really show u the game itself.. those pictures are from the replays, aren't they?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002538.cgi
A||||0||Jon||left wing humor||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||07-15-2003||02:59 PM||jon@jgronline.com||<a href="http://www.cnn.com/2003/US/West/07/15/offbeat.agenda.cards.ap/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.cnn.com/2003/US/West/07/15/offbeat.agenda.cards.ap/index.html</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no



ubb/Forum3/002539.cgi
A||||0||ayvr4||Union Grove||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||07-15-2003||03:36 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Any Illinois or Wisconsin people going to be going to Union Grove Great Lakes Dragaway anytime in the next few weeks???<br />I plan on going in about 2 weeks or so... once my mods are done.<br />Let me know if anyone wants to meet up.<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/002540.cgi
A||||3||keydiver||CAPS on D: or E: drive||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||07-15-2003||05:18 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Does anyone know how to install the CAPS program on a drive other than C:? My CAPS came along with the DSM CD Manual, and when I run the install, it will ONLY allow me to install it on C: drive, and it says that it MUST be there for the program to work properly. Whats with that? My HD is partitioned (under NT 4.0) into 3 2.0 gig drives, and the C: partition is very full, even though I've tried to get rid of as much as possible, or move it to D: or E:. Could it be because the C: drive is the only one that is FAT, the others are NTFS?||68.158.203.206||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||07-15-2003||05:21 PM||||Nah, it'll work on NTFS. I have some files that allow you to move it to the D: or E: drive, though i haven't successfully tested that portion. I am currently using XP and it works on my C: (NTFS) drive. Let me dig up the files.<br /><br />Edit - Jeff, i sent you the files to keydiver@yahoo.com||24.56.225.124||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||07-15-2003||07:26 PM||||far as I know about this program it can go on any drive. Just install it to C and then cut and paste it to D or E. Go into the registry (regedit.exe) and find all of its keys and modify them to the present location (on D or E). It should work fine now. But thats in theory since it has always worked for me before. And dont mabnually look for then entries, search for 'em (Im sure you knew that, but for others reading this).  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Jon||07-16-2003||10:17 AM||||1.  Install it on c:.<br />2.  Copy Wincaps, Caps, and Pasen directories to the drive you want.<br />3.  Edit wincaps\setup.env with wordpad.<br />4.  Change c: to the drive letter you want.  Don't change anything else.<br /><br />You're done.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum3/002541.cgi
A||||19||gvr4in||Track/Freeway DSM/GVR4 video||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||07-15-2003||05:28 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||A friend of mine filmed us at the track and on the freeway wastin race gas! He edited and threw some crap music on here, but its all good! Watch out for my BOG-o-rific launch when I was overheatin  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  against the turbo sentra . I love watchin my car go down the track!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . <br /><br /><a href="http://pdringsweb.hypermart.net/video/dsmvideo.mpg" target="_blank">http://pdringsweb.hypermart.net/video/dsmvideo.mpg</a> <br />Oh yea, dont mind the photo-CHopping at the end hehe.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-15-2003||06:27 PM||||Watch out dial up users, it's 65mb!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />This better be good.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||07-15-2003||07:00 PM||||People are still on dialup? Come on... get with the program!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||number3||07-15-2003||07:21 PM||||Not worth it if you are dial up.<br /><br />Is that track down hill?!!!?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||07-15-2003||07:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Not worth it if you are dial up.<br /><br />Is that track down hill?!!!?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha I dono but that track is whacktacular!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||07-15-2003||07:39 PM||||cool video...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||07-15-2003||09:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong><br /><br />Is that track down hill?!!!?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would make for some fast trap speeds..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Maybe with the camera angle it just looks that way and the part after the traps is actually kind of uphill. <br /><br />Was that video sped up at all? Most times *on video* even 12sec cars look slow on launch but like every car on that video looks pretty fast.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||07-15-2003||11:55 PM||||Carlsbad is an experience to say the least.. It looks like someone closed it up in '65,left for 40 years,and just came back and hooked up the lights,and started racing this morning.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> As part of the tech inspection,I think they check for a snake bite kit...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.111||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||07-16-2003||12:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong><br /><br />Is that track down hill?!!!?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would make for some fast trap speeds..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Maybe with the camera angle it just looks that way and the part after the traps is actually kind of uphill. <br /><br />Was that video sped up at all? Most times *on video* even 12sec cars look slow on launch but like every car on that video looks pretty fast. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea there is actually a 'dip', goes down a bit, then goes up..real gradual though.<br /><br />The video is in normal time, wasn't sped up at all. The green talon ran a 12.3 @ 112 at his best and the white gsx ran a 14.0 @ 109 (on pump!).<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> Carlsbad is an experience to say the least.. It looks like someone closed it up in '65,left for 40 years,and just came back and hooked up the lights,and started racing this morning.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br /> As part of the tech inspection,I think they check for a snake bite kit...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea that track is a POS! But its all in good fun.<br /><br />Tech inspection? Lol they don't know what that is at carlsbad, there isn't a tech inspection!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||07-16-2003||01:31 AM||||Yea, some of us are still on dialup, so stop teasing us with all these awesome but huge videos!  Hehe, JK.  I usually save the url's for whenever I have access to a fast hookup.  Out here in podunk Oregon, outside of the city, all we have our crappy county phone lines that were never designed to carry data.  I'm on a 26.4k connection right now, and it's actually pretty smoking compared to our normal speeds!  Checking my email and this board can take hours...||69.59.219.196||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||07-16-2003||01:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> ...I'm on a 26.4k connection ... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Wow!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||07-16-2003||11:18 AM||||Bummer, I'm pulling down that video at 220kb/s -- nice server, btw. -- while listening to a streaming radio station at 128kb/s.||12.247.128.70||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||silly4turbo||07-16-2003||11:27 AM||||that's what I waited for ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000013||gvr4in||07-16-2003||03:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> that's what I waited for ?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe if you didn't have 6 cars you'd have more $ to get a decent connection.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||07-16-2003||05:39 PM||||A few notes:<br /><br />- I like how you guys used the same tunes as Mischief by Tekademics. What is the songs name?<br /><br />- Who is the chick in red every once in a while? just curious   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||gvr4in||07-16-2003||06:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> A few notes:<br /><br />- I like how you guys used the same tunes as Mischief by Tekademics. What is the songs name?<br /><br />- Who is the chick in red every once in a while? just curious    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wait there are actually techno song names and artists? Lol I swear its all the same!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />The chick in the red is just some spectator, I think the wife of a 9 second wagon domestic type thing..||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000016||silly4turbo||07-16-2003||10:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> that's what I waited for ?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe if you didn't have 6 cars you'd have more $ to get a decent connection.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">actually I have a great connection  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   it was just a lame vid ... just my .02||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000017||gvr4in||07-16-2003||11:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> that's what I waited for ?      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe if you didn't have 6 cars you'd have more $ to get a decent connection.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">actually I have a great connection   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    it was just a lame vid ... just my .02 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry for wastin' your time! Just thought more gvr4 enthusiasts would appreciate a vid  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . Haha, yea there ain't much to it!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000018||Ian M||07-16-2003||11:32 PM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]Yea that track is a POS! But its all in good fun.<br /><br />Tech inspection? Lol they don't know what that is at carlsbad, there isn't a tech inspection! [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /> I guess they only "tech em' when ya wreck em'"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> POS and all,its a shame that with as historic as it is that its days are numbered. It could be a cool track.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Well,I guess driving on Melrose will get a little easier..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||129.71.114.2||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000019||silly4turbo||07-17-2003||02:38 PM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]Sorry for wastin' your time! Just thought more gvr4 enthusiasts would appreciate a vid   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   . Haha, yea there ain't much to it! [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />it was cool up untill the night driving started...<br />I'm always down for seeing a gvr4 kick some ass  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum3/002542.cgi
A||||1||josh91vr4||Weapons of Mass Destruction||||1||||Josh B||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||07-15-2003||06:13 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||If you're bored, go to <a href="http://www.google.com" target="_blank">www.google.com</a> - type in "Weapons of Mass Destruction" and hit the "I'm feeling Lucky" button. <br /><br />If you're lazy, here's the address.<br /><a href="http://www.coxar.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/" target="_blank">http://www.coxar.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/</a><br /><br />Funny stuff, read it closely to understand  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.225.124||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||07-15-2003||07:15 PM||||Yea,i saw that in some other forum im in,its pretty wack,lol.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002543.cgi
A||||12||Akidosigh1||Venom Intake Manifold?||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||07-15-2003||08:11 PM||||Does anyone have this on their car? what does everyone think about it?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.venom-performance.com/nf/html/manifold.htm" target="_blank">http://www.venom-performance.com/nf/html/manifold.htm</a>||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-15-2003||08:27 PM||||buy my forrester intake manifold. Its much better and dyno proven....<br /><br />check <a href="http://www.automotosports.com" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com</a><br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||07-16-2003||01:59 AM||||Is there a better manifold then the forrestor?I'm Just wondering.||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||07-16-2003||02:03 AM||||Badass FP manifold, My friend had it on his galant..<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.forcedperformance.net/images/products/sm_intake.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net/dsm_engine.htm" target="_blank">http://www.forcedperformance.net/dsm_engine.htm</a>||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||07-16-2003||03:39 AM||||The Venom is a good manifold, but I've heard for several people that theirs sprung boost leaks around welds.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||07-16-2003||03:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> The Venom is a good manifold, but I've heard for several people that theirs sprung boost leaks around welds. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha, sorry that just reminded me of the fast and the furious, " You're runnin so much NOS you're goin to blow the welds on your intake manifold "||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||07-16-2003||09:17 AM||||The forrester is just as good as Buschurs and Magnus/FP, IMHO.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||07-16-2003||02:21 PM||||Forrester or magnus.||64.157.114.106||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||07-16-2003||02:49 PM||||Zach<br /><br />I will hold onto the forrester for you   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   It'll go good with the cams!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||NZGZR4||07-21-2003||05:22 AM||||Or (in true DSM style) make your own   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://camzr4.orcon.net.nz/Manifold%20all%20welded.jpg" target="_blank">http://camzr4.orcon.net.nz/Manifold%20all%20welded.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://camzr4.orcon.net.nz/Manifold%20Inside.jpg" target="_blank">http://camzr4.orcon.net.nz/Manifold%20Inside.jpg</a><br /><br />Cam||219.88.129.87||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000010||jonvr4||07-21-2003||01:22 PM||||who made this manifold?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000011||#1459 VR-4||07-21-2003||03:17 PM||||<a href="http://www.cmperformance.com/intake.html" target="_blank">http://www.cmperformance.com/intake.html</a><br /><br />This shop is in my area... don't know much about them, but just thought I'd throw up another link to manifolds.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000012||NZGZR4||07-22-2003||06:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> who made this manifold? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you are talking about the one in my post,  then I made it myself.<br /><br />Cam||203.109.204.43||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes



ubb/Forum3/002544.cgi
A||||1||curtis||car art pictures||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||07-15-2003||10:12 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Thought you guys might like to check this out but no picyures of the old school vr4 just the new version and some evos<br /><a href="http://carartz.phpwebhosting.com/orig/system/index.html" target="_blank">http://carartz.phpwebhosting.com/orig/system/index.html</a>||65.144.95.50||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||07-16-2003||02:00 AM||||yea,i saw that somewhere...||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002545.cgi
A||||8||771of2k||aircan color- flat or semi gloss?||||1||||771of2k||00001127
Z||000000||771of2k||07-16-2003||12:16 AM||snakedojo@hotmail.com||Im gonna paint my aircan(air filter housing), what color was it originally, a flat black or a semi gloss? I cant tell from the pictures Ive seen on the net.<br />Thanks,<br /><br /> while your looking, how about the little things that hold the radiator in place, & the engine mount on the drivers side, too||208.153.78.183||reg||1||771of2k||00001127||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-16-2003||01:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 771of2k:<br /><strong> Im gonna paint my aircan(air filter housing), what color was it originally, a flat black or a semi gloss? I cant tell from the pictures Ive seen on the net.<br />Thanks,<br /><br /> while your looking, how about the little things that hold the radiator in place, & the engine mount on the drivers side, too </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just take your aircan off, you'll get a minor hp gain, it'll look better(if you have a new filter which should be k&n) and yea take it off.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-16-2003||11:20 AM||||If you paint anything gloss, it will be easier to clean.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||771of2k||07-16-2003||01:40 PM||||if I take it off, Im still gonna paint it in  case I want to put it back on(might run solo II gs)<br />I would paint it gloss, but I have this side of me, left from when I detailed my mustang's engine, that wont let me paint it anything but the factory color & shade||68.9.128.210||reg||1||771of2k||00001127||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||07-17-2003||12:16 AM||||I just cleaned mine with some polish and it is somewhere between semi- and full gloss black under all that road grime!||24.117.166.181||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||07-17-2003||03:19 AM||||i'm sorry but why does this matter? i would just go semi-gloss and be done with it. like hertz said its easier to clean. so not only is it more practical but its glossy. and you know when you have a glossy air can, you get all the chicks.<br /><br />have fun painting something you may not even put back on the car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  haha <br /><br />factory paint, modified engine... go figure   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||771of2k||07-17-2003||10:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> i'm sorry but why does this matter?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sorry man, the last engine compartment I detailed was my 67 mustang's, Im trained to paint things as close to factory as possible,(& accustomed to having all that info documented somewhere). it never hurts a cars value to do that(& to have those pieces you may never put back on again clean & ready to go in case a new owner would like to, or you want to before selling it. especially on a low production car like ours. thats also why Im looking for a red valve cover even though the one I have works fine(but isnt red))||68.9.128.210||reg||1||771of2k||00001127||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||07-17-2003||10:01 PM||||No apology required there, snake. Keepin it factory is just another school and every bit as cool in its way as a chromed out show car, a cleanly done performance bay, or a full tilt street rod. Its all good.||24.117.166.181||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||07-18-2003||02:57 AM||||oh man don't apologize. i just don't see it really  making that big of a difference (gloss or flat) simply because they are black and gloss generally looks better. but to each his own. by the way how do you plan on deal wiht upgrade hard intercooler pipes.<br /><br />anyway. i understand your want to keep it looking stock (i have the same things inside me but not as strong obviously)||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002546.cgi
A||||19||Vr4in'||Tickets anyone?????||||3||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-16-2003||01:51 AM||nohad43@aol.com||Hey guys,I was wondering what kind of tickts have you guys gotten?(speeding,wreckless,etc..)||65.32.13.187||reg||3||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-16-2003||02:00 AM||||Back in my honduh days I had a few "exhibition of speed tickets" but those are all not on my record. In the gvr4 I've only had registration tickets (knock on wood) (I didnt have plates for the first 6 months cuz I bought it in nevada and it wouldn't pass smog!) But It was still registered so they were all taken care of.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||07-16-2003||10:11 AM||||ugh, don't get me started. i'm on a first name basis with all the judge judys up here.<br />(although only 7 tickets in the last 6 years)<br />never ever got a reckless driving ticket. as soon as a snooty ass cop or sheriff starts talking down that lane, i up the ante by making him aware that any so called reckless driving, or the appearance of it, is purely his own opinion, and that with witnesses, will not hold up in  court.<br /><br />i don't actually drive recklessly. (passing people in the right lane shouldnt be reckless driving, merging into traffic from an on ramp at the speed limit, again, shouldnt be considered reckless driving (the only times the officer tried to cite me with it)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||Jon||07-16-2003||10:14 AM||||I just attended driving school last night to get out of my last reckless driving ticket.  <br /><br />I've had 3 reckless tickets and two speeding tickets.  I've been to traffic school 3 times now and talked my way out of one ticket to the county court clerk.  If you do the math, you'll see that I've only had one ticket on my record and that was when I was 16 (first ticket).||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000004||JAYGVR4||07-16-2003||10:21 AM||||Lollapalooza||208.254.3.3||reg||10||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||07-16-2003||10:21 AM||||In my 4 years of driving, I have never been pulled over  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> . &lt;crosses fingers&gt;||64.252.97.13||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-16-2003||10:51 AM||||Speeding, 3 years ago.  Driving from Page, AZ to Las Vegas, NV through Utah at 2:30am on a Monday morning.  Remorsed my way into a 89mph in a 55mph (not going to jail).  Was actually doing about 120 when the Galant GS could (at 7000 ft above sea level).<br /><br />I'm certain that I woke the trooper up.  He was lights-off on the opposite shoulder.  Barely hiding behind a small juniper.  I could have kept going but there wasn't anywhere for me to go on this long desert highway.<br /><br />I was letting up as I approached and was at about 100... I took about 3/4 of a mile to stop and find a place to pull over.  Didn't see him behind me until I was already stopped and by the time he pulled up behind about 1 minute had passed.  I already had all my documentation out.<br /><br />Plenty of "I'm so sorry, this was the stupidest thing I've ever done, don't know what I was thinking...", etc.  I think the trooper was relieved that I had pulled over, had a clean record and wasn't wielding any firearms.  This was also the first and last time I ever attempted to top out the GS.  I was more than happy to get away with only a $400 ticket.<br /><br />I took it as a major stroke of bad luck (never seen a trooper on that road before) and made myself believe that it was a sign that I'd have good luck in Vegas.  I proceeded to stay up all night and win $1700 at a single-deck blackjack table before flying to Chicago at 8:00am.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||07-16-2003||11:36 AM||||0 tickets here in almost 8 years of driving...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||07-16-2003||11:40 AM||||I have only been given one ticket.  I fought it in court and won.  I speed all the time though.  I'm not wreckless though and I try to be nice to everyone on the road.  I should have a million tickets by now, but I don't.<br /><br />The one time I did get a ticket, I wasn't even doing what the cop charged me for.  I'm not sure what happend.  Not that I don't deserve tickets, but I didn't that day.<br /><br />I think the secret is to not stick out.  Don't be the one person on the road who is doing something different from everone else.  I weave in and out of traffic, but I'm not too aggresive about it.  I use my turn signal, and I always pause a moment before I change more then one lane at a time.  I don't just shoot across the road.  I think the little things help keep me out of trouble.<br /><br />Where I live, the cops hide off the side of the road.  I'm really surprized I havn't gotten a ticket.  I can't hide the exhaust on my car.  If I get into boost, it gets loud.  I better just shut up now or I'll get a ticket on the way home.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||07-16-2003||11:54 AM||||8 in a year and a half. the most notable one is street racing, 12 pts.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||07-16-2003||12:14 PM||||Oh yeah, I got a pile and am still paying high insurance for them<br /><br /><br />First one was HUGE: I was doing about 120 on a 45 in my FWD talon with the big 16G late at night after the konis went on, I got clocked 4 or 5 times by the cop at various speeds, he said he thought his gun was reading wrong...LOL. <br /><br />I lost my license, but got it back 10 days befor actual suspension as the local county attorney goofed - She said if I pled guilty, I would get driving lessons. So, I did and lost my license. So, I went back and whined about how I followed her instructions and now couldnt get to work or school. She fixed it but apologized several times as I wouldnt get the fine I paid - 98 bux or something like that.<br /><br />The next year: I got 4 speeding tickets in one night while driving across Iowa... that was my wake-up call.<br /><br />Ever since then, if I even see a cop close-by I slow the hell down and drive normal. I still get busted for tint..damn it.<br /><br />My last 2 tickets drop off in 2004. Cest la vie!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||dlpinckney||07-16-2003||12:23 PM||||I've had a few, from spinning wheels (improper start from a stop) in my old 68 beetle, to speeding in my 75 convertible beetle, but only two tickets in my Galant.  One was just straight speeding.  89 in a 50.  The other was about 2:30am, and I had Ian M (from this board) with me.  We went for a cruise to fill up with gas.  Coming out of the gas station, I decided to get a little crazy.  (the gas station is at the end of a mall entrance road, 25mph speed limit...BUT it was 2:30am with no traffic).  Anyway, as I was pulling out of the gas station, I side stepped the clutch, got a nice 4-wheel drift going, hit second, third, and fourth and ultimately was going about 110 in a 25 when I lifted.  As I slowed down, started around the mall road at the posted speed limit, I heard sirens way behind me.  Long story short, I have no idea where the cop was sitting, but he got me.  Didn't clock me speeding, but wrote me for reckless driving.  Luckily for me, it was a county cop and not a city one.  The county code for reckless is still 6 points, but was only $130 fine.  That was over 2 years ago, and knock on wood, I haven't gotten one since.  I have worked as a contractor for the A.T.F. National Tracing Center for the past 5+ years, and talking with the officers about that, has gotten me out of a few...!!!||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||07-16-2003||12:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>  merging into traffic from an on ramp at the speed limit, again, shouldnt be considered reckless driving  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's how I was TAUGHT to merge in Driver's Ed! I HATE people who poke out to the end of the ramp, and then expect everyone to move over to make way for their slow #$S!||67.35.11.144||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||Akidosigh1||07-16-2003||06:33 PM||||so far, from the times i've actually stopped for them, i've got:<br /><br />1) Speeding 71 in a 55<br />2) Speeding 84 in a 55<br />3A)reckless driving<br />3B)neglegent driving<br />3c)unsafe lane change<br />3D)speed greater than reasonable<br />3E)failure to stop at a stop sign<br />3F)music in excess of aestablished sound limits<br />*those last six were at the same time<br /><br />The cop let me go from getting arrested and car impounded and probably another 5 tickets when i was street racing and he got me on tape... i was the only person who didn't see him when i turned around. <br /><br />also got a speeding warning<br /><br />repair orders for tint<br />repair order for exhaust....<br /><br />but luckily, i took a law class probably 4 semesters ago so i got off all of my tickets not guilty... practice makes perfect||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||07-16-2003||08:20 PM||||Yea, gotten a few.  In my 4.5 years of driving though, I've been pulled over I think 30 or so times by my count.  Always be polite but firm to the officer, and breathe through your nose.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Just kidding!<br /><br />I've gotten 3 speeding, reckless driving, speed racing (a stupid Oregon one) and maybe some others I've forgotten.  The only one I got in the GVR4 was the speed racing one, but I pled not guilty and the officer never showed up in court.  Woohoo!  That one would have gotten my license yanked, my insurance would have dropped me, and would have hurt my record big time.<br /><br />Been to driving school once (usually all you're allowed in Oregon, depending on the judge) so my record only had 2 speeding and 1 reckless on it, but they're all clear I think.||69.59.219.219||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||GVR4||07-25-2003||04:21 PM||||102 in a 65....lucky I didn't go to jail that night. This was in the Galant...<br /><br />TJ||137.144.97.45||reg||8||GVR4||00000358||yes
Z||000016||GVR1643||07-25-2003||04:48 PM||||Way too many over 18+ years of driving!!!<br /><br />Next court date is set for 8/5/03    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br />65 in a 55.  F*ing hate to get a ticket for going with the flow of traffic!!!!!  I've found some great websites (guy named Michael Stone has a great site) for research on getting out of them.  Maybe I can just confuse them with 8 different defense tactics and strategies at once   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Last one pissed me off, for exhuast - dismissed. <br /><br />Always cautious and courteous to the other drivers that realize they're not the only ones on the road. Never a reckless ticket. <br /><br />Got my first one day before my 14th birthday...lots of fines since I didn't own a driver's license at that age   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    (was on my motorcycle - should've run from him, the edge of the woods were only about 4 blocks away! )||167.142.22.247||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000017||josh91vr4||07-25-2003||05:22 PM||||I damn near got one today. Was going about 105 on the highway to merge into traffic (one highway to another) and had slowed to about 95 when the guy in front of me moves over and i see a squad car sittin in the median about 2/3 mile ahead. Brought it down to 75 real quick like (70mph speed limit) and passed him going 75. He pulls out of the median and i see dust flying as he is coming out... Then he pulls all the way over to the shoulder to help some guy with a flat tire...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br />As for history, 68 in a 55 about 2 weeks after i got my license, No insurance, bad plates -same time- .. Then later i got a few more, can't remember any except the one i fought and won. Guy pulled me over for 45 in a 35 (it was a little snowy, 91 Camaro) but he had hit me with radar while i was still in the 45 zone (going 55), and locked it in, so he never actually had me with radar in the 35 zone - easy kill there. Gotta love technicalities!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000018||teet||07-25-2003||06:32 PM||||cop comes "huffing" up to the window...all excited and out of breath<br /><br />"I thought you were going to fish tail into the curb"<br /><br />John "what?"<br /><br />"you went around that corner at full throttle without slowing down and were sliding.  Its wet out you know"<br /><br />john "really?"<br /><br />"I'm going to write you a ticket for running a red light."<br /><br />john "but it was clearly yellow"<br /><br />"you're lucky I'm not writing a reckless driving ticket"<br /><br />john "huh"<br /><br />I turned right onto a short(less than a block) section of road and then took a left a the next light light.  I accelerated from 0 to the speed limit(35) in the course of that 1/4-1/2 a block(WOT mind you) and then drifted through a very fresh yellow light...it turned yellow way after I would have been able to stop with my acceleration rate.<br /><br />went to court.  judge answered the question the cop wouldn't "where would I have ended up if I had slammed on my brakes when the light turned yellow"  Answer:  "From the testomony, you would have ended up in the middle of the intersection(Yes I win...or so I think)...BUT...that just clearly shows you were going to fast for the conditions.  Full fine."<br /><br />DAMIT@$@#$@#$$@#$@#<br /><br />3 other petty speeding tickets in speed traps...all of them.  2 of them when I was pulled over I was looking at speed limit signs for the speed I was going....on the same road.  45 in a 25...stopped 2 blocks later looking at a 45mph sign.  damit.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.3||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000019||GVR-4||07-25-2003||08:07 PM||||I've had so many tickets I could teach the defensive driving classes. But only one on my record at the moment. It falls off next year.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/002547.cgi
A||||6||GRV4726||Road Race selling engines?||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||07-16-2003||02:06 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||"I bought my JDM engine from RRE.  They are located in CA near several places that import the engines.  They literally look the engine over before buying it.  That way, you know exactly what you are getting. <br />RRE also put a new timing belt on it, new water pump, took the balance shafts out, put a US spec intake manifold on, and other little things.  The stuff I didn't want was used to help pay for the work.  Power steering pump, injectors, coil pack, power transistor, 90 style CAS, Cyclone intake, etc.  I would give Mike a call if I wanted another engine. " - JonGVR4<br /><br />so i whats the deal because i called Road Race and to if they sold engines imported but whomever i was talking to said they didn't. i want to do exactly was jon did but have they stoped doing this? i may have ask the wrong question so i guess i will call back tomorrow. but any help is welcome (and thanked of course) <br />thanks||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||number3||07-16-2003||08:19 AM||||<a href="http://www.4G63.com" target="_blank">www.4G63.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclindex.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclindex.htm</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||07-16-2003||03:07 PM||||they have a website?!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />i did call them and they said that they didn't sell engines, which they don't list on the site (i know they list vendors). i just want to know how jon got his engine so that i can do the same. so come on jon, reply.<br /><br />thanks||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||07-16-2003||03:35 PM||||My guess would be he contacted them and asked if they could check out an engine he was buying and also install and remove some things before shipping it to him. At least that's what I got from his comments.||199.183.178.135||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||number3||07-16-2003||04:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> they have a website?!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">As far as I am aware it is a pretty new site. (4G63.com RRE engine rebuilding)||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||07-16-2003||06:29 PM||||oh i wasn't being rude sorry if it came off like that. yeah i saw their new site, but i'm not really interested in engine rebuilding (though i do catch what you are saying. the fact that they offer these services means they accept engine and work on them. pretty much what jon did, expect it sounds like he had road race look at different engines and then he bought the one they thought looked the best)<br /><br />thanks, because i didn't put the two together before. <br /><br />i guess i can't get the same deal jon got (i called different places and the cheapest i could find was 1100 with out talking the price down, which i will try) i guess i'll just get a tb kit, bs removal and new waterpump and put it on myself. i was sort of hoping to have the engine looked at before buying it but you can't win it all i guess.<br /><br />thanks guys||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||number3||07-16-2003||06:53 PM||||Buy an engine. Have it shipped to RRE. Then have them go over it. Have it shipped to you.<br /><br />I am willing to bet that there are a few JDM engine suppliers near RRE. RRE wouldn't accept a dude engine to work on before fowarding it to you.<br /><br />Mike is out of town right now. Try calling next week. It can't hurt.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002548.cgi
A||||1||Ferrari F50 GT||Palm Dataloger Software||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||07-16-2003||02:19 AM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||Where can I d/l dataloging software for a Palm 3?  Thanks.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||07-16-2003||03:35 AM||||There's <a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com/" target="_blank">Pocketlogger</a>, which is commercial.  And then there's the open source <a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">MMCd</a>, which I'm a big fan of.  As long as you're running PalmOS 3.5+, you should be ok.<br /><br />P.S. <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search;search_forum=3" target="_blank">Search</a>||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/002549.cgi
A||N||1||msaskin||thinking of getting a daily driver, opinions?||||1||||msaskin||00001429
Z||000000||msaskin||07-16-2003||07:19 AM||matt@saskin.net||Like the title says, I'm thinking about getting a daily driver and retiring my galant to project car status.  I'll still drive the galant most of the time, I just want to make sure I have something to get to work, school, etc. when the galant is broken  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Car i'm looking at is a '92 Legacy L Sedan, AWD, 2.2L n/a, 5 speed, 125K miles.  The car is owned at the moment by one of the local DSM guys, and is really well taken care of (his race car is an 11-sec or faster talon, still breaking it in).  BTW, he's asking $2000 (but will go down to $1800 or so).  I figure for that price I can't really afford to pass it up, especially given that it's AWD and upstate NY has some wicked snowstorms.<br /><br />Opinions?<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-16-2003||08:00 AM||||That sounds like a good deal.  Plus you would have the safty of AWD in the winter.  Jump on that.  The price is good too.  Subie holds value.<br /><br />I too am looking for a daily driver.  No luck so far.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002550.cgi
A||||1||Matt379||parts # question||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||07-16-2003||01:28 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Someone who has CAPS readily available can you tell me if the<br /><br />front AND rear ball joints are the same for the Galant VR-4 as they are for the TEL's?<br /><br />I'm getting ready to order the rear, and I want to know the price difference, and physical difference.<br /><br />thanks||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||07-16-2003||04:44 PM||||there is no part number for the ball joints thru mitsu, you have to buy the whole arm.  but they are the same, front and rear.  the ball joints, that is.  i got some buttco ones from taiwan if you want.  look like someone made them in their back yard on the bbq grill.  out of old beer cans.  the REAL old beer cans, not the aluminum ones.  make sure you get a good brand.  i got some tie rod ends that were made in taiwan, too.  they look worse than the ball joints.  i did get a nice set of tie rods in a lemforder box, but they were made in japan.  lemforder is a german company, they make a lot of suspension parts to german cars.  92% of what lemforder makes is original equipment on german cars.  great quality.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/002551.cgi
A||||0||agrabau||Video Upload? ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||07-16-2003||02:47 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||How can I upload one to our Galant Files here? I have a little drift clip of the Galizzznizzi in front of my house.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/002552.cgi
A||||8||Matt379||got in a wreck last night||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||07-16-2003||03:07 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||luckily it was not in the VR-4.<br /><br />As I was coming up to an intersection the light turned yellow, and a lady pulled out in front of me (she was turning left) (I was going straight)  and I T-boned her.  Fortunately, nobody was hurt.<br /><br />Cops show up 25 minutes later after calling 911, and this lady proceeds to tell the cop she had a green arrow.<br /><br />I tell him, I come up to intersection, light turns yellow, I proceed to come through intersection, and she pulls right out in front of me.<br /><br />Where I live green arrows _NEVER_ come last at traffic signals.  They either come first thing (both opposing turn lanes turn) or one side goes with the turn arrow, then the other goes with the other turn arrow.  WHY?  because accidents like last night would happen ALL the time.<br /><br />Anyway, the cop wasn't much help, but he did listen to my reasoning a little bit.  I either had to <br />a) blow through a red light when she had a green arrow<br />b) drag race my 89 Mazda 626 up a small hill and generate a lot of momentum to smack her (keep in mind, it is FWD and can easily spin the tires so not good traction, and it has over 200K on the clock) OH, AND blatantly disregard the red light.<br /><br />OR<br /><br />c) be telling the truth that it was her fault.<br /><br />I just picked up the police report about an hour ago, and he put down that she was to blame, and I had no "driver contributing circumstances"<br /><br />thank goodness<br /><br />so, I _may_ need another beater car.  Depends on what the insurance company does, etc.  Glad the VR-4 is in my garage safe and sound.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-16-2003||03:37 PM||||You're going to give Jon a heart attack when he sees the title of this before he reads the whole thing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Glad it wasn't in the VR-4 and you didn't get charged for it.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||07-16-2003||03:39 PM||||what were you driving?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Matt379||07-16-2003||03:48 PM||||I was driving "my truck"<br /><br />an 89 Mazda 626 LX with over 200k miles on it.<br /><br />reliable as all get out, hatchback, could hall TONS of stuff, got 25 MPG, and could go through deep snow with good tires on it.<br /><br />perfect daily driver/beater||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000004||number3||07-16-2003||04:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> what were you driving? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...read much?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||07-16-2003||04:39 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br /><br />LOL...missed it when I was speed-reading it. <br />89 mazda 626||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||07-16-2003||04:47 PM||||Damn speed readers.  Did it go something like this?  LOL!<br /><br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     "Another owner wrecked his car, great."<br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    "Wait a minute, he has Jon Roberts' car!"<br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    "WTF happened?!"<br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    "Oh, it was some other car."<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     "Well what car was it!"<br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    "Oh, wait a minute, I didn't actually read it!"<br /><br /><br />Yes, I'm at work and have too much time on my hands.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||07-16-2003||04:58 PM||||i can see KC thumbing through a book about a page a second, like that stupid idiot on the informercials "speed reading system"<br /><br />if you want to read super fast, do what deaf people do: turn on the closed captioning on your tvs. <br /><br />if nothing else, you sometimes get the funniest damn typos: like this one.<br /><a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/closed.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/closed.jpg</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||07-16-2003||08:27 PM||||Sorry to hear about that.  We've got a '91 626 LX hatch (5 door) and I know why you call it a truck!  It has far more cargo room than our Passat wagon, and we use it to haul stuff just as much as we do our Suburban.  Comfy car, great mileage, superb chassis and transmission (though the suspension and engine aren't top notch).  And, when the seats folded down, I can stretch my 6' frame out in the back, and the rear suspension is quite supple.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Too bad my brothers and I drove it during our high school years; it's a great car and I'd love to see what one in nearly new shape is like.  Hehe, when this one finally dies, I wanna gut it and swap in a turbo MX-6 motor, maybe throw in a cage and pull dead last in some rallies.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Funny stuff, Nick!||69.59.219.219||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002553.cgi
A||||43||agrabau||Bimmubishi||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||07-16-2003||08:14 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Here's a pic of the Bimmerbishi! The engine was hoisted in this afternoon. It's been about a year in coming. Everything's been custom fab, everything designed and built by yours truly. I hope that link works to host the pic. <br /><br />I think this car ought to be relatively fast. <br /><br />Alex<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.motorush.com/forums/attachments/Engine%20in%203%20DSG%20Top%20copy%2Ejpg" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||07-16-2003||08:18 PM||||Hey man, you put the engine in wrong   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Looks good, can't wait to hear how it all works out~||24.56.226.184||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||07-16-2003||08:19 PM||||Wow that's a tight fit. What are you planning on using for engine management? Also any plans on rotating the turbo to face the opposite direction?||199.35.29.51||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||07-16-2003||09:38 PM||||I always wished the non AWD TELs were RWD instead of FWD.  <br /><br />I bet that car will be fun.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||07-16-2003||09:42 PM||||Before my popularity rating was changed to 4 stars on this forum I was planning on rotating the turbo,  but now (confidence completely shaken)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  I think that I'm moulding a carbon fiber inlet that brings the air intake up 90 degrees to the hood where they'll be a louver for fresh air.  <br /><br />Engine management is stock VR4 livery with TMO 3 ecu, afc, all that old DSM stuff. The harness was redone with teflon coated wires and molex connectors for easy removal and swapping in the future. The fit's not as tight as it looks actually. The plastic cover adjacent to the firewall is only an overhang. The engine will be mounted as far back as possible, most likely 3 inches back from where you see it in the pic.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||EvilGalantGSX||07-16-2003||09:58 PM||||Are you using some sort of a adapter plate for the transmission?<br /><br /><br />I use to have a 81 VW Vanagon, I awalys contmplated on doing a motor swap becouse the stock motor was shot, I remember seeing adapter plates to fit anything from ford 2.3's to vw 1.8 and even fit a buick v6 in the back of those suckers.  I think a 4G63T swap in a Vanagon would be interesting.<br /><br /><br />I agree with the rwd TEL statement, I would like to see a RWD Turbo Galant some time.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||07-16-2003||10:10 PM||||Evil GSX- <br /><br /><a href="http://www.kennedyeng.com/" target="_blank">http://www.kennedyeng.com/</a><br /><br />That's probably what you were looking for. <br /><br />No one makes plates for the 4G63 street car. Buschur made one for a 3 speed race tranny. I had two options, I made a plate for a Getrag close ratio but in the end, used a Mighty Max tranny instead that bolted directly to the 4g63 block. It still requires a lot of work to mate them properly. <br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||07-17-2003||01:54 AM||||Ack!! Please keep the 4g63 away from the VanBeGone.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||BlackHole||07-17-2003||07:36 AM||||Alex,<br /><br />Don't forget that the EVO turbo points the other way...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  [Don't mind the fact that there are all those accessories in the way...]||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||07-17-2003||08:22 AM||||Yeah.. Kyle. I thought of that. That's why I'm moulding a carbon intake with a bend to it. It's not ideal but in it's current state of tune, we're still talking a 2700lb car with 3 times the hp that it comes with so I'm not worried about intake velocities or pressure drop.... yet..    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||07-17-2003||09:39 AM||||i guess this qualifies for the most swapped-engine bmw on the planet.  early in it's life, a shop i worked at brought in a couple of 332 and 333's.  basically, an E30 318(solid front rotors, drum brakes!!) from south africa.  they had the big block M30 motors in them, you could smoke the tires in 3rd gear EASY.  they also made 335's, but they never came over.  later on, a place in califrisco, dietle enterprises, stuffed a 745i turbo motor in one.  it was in rod and truck mag.  several of the E30 M3's have had the euro S51(E36 M3 3.0) stuffed in them, also a couple of them with the S38(M5/6) motor in them.  now, the 318ti(compact) is getting a variety of engines, a couple already have the v12 transplant.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||meshwork||07-17-2003||09:58 AM||||Picture of the entire car?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||07-17-2003||10:15 AM||||Soon. The car looks very, very stock now. I'll send a frontal shot later tonight. (of the car)||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||07-17-2003||12:55 PM||||Any particular reason (cost?) why you decided to just modify the stock intake manifold instead of fabbing one up?<br />That 3" plastic strip really throws off the size of the engine bay.||199.182.25.95||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||07-17-2003||01:01 PM||||Pre-Evo, Cost and time. I have plenty of stock here to make a manifold but when you consider the flanges, the runner length and shape, it's hard to beat the stock one. The methodology wasn't to make a show car either, just "get it running" first, then modify it in coming years. That could come sometime down the road.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||07-17-2003||10:14 PM||||A new Bimmerbishi picture (front shot as promised)<br /><br /><br />AMG  <img src="http://f2.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/oFQXP3kC3bhuyu-ynFh_5PNU2tbn2ZZkqsrkm0iXnzSzfWpfg3P5JFd2FY4KX2P6VReUWGU6xYESFm0BwQe7cx_nwfQxWuAL8wvLKw/Engine%20in%20DSG.JPG" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000016||howard_GVR4||07-17-2003||10:27 PM||||Well, it'll be much easier to replace the water pump on that thing.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Why retain the whole motor mount with tall studs above the PS pump?<br /><br />And the whole time I thought the motor was going into a mercedes or something!||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000017||agrabau||07-18-2003||07:19 AM||||Howard, I think I'm going to cut that mount off once it's welded in. Right now I'm using it to hook the crane to the engine. <br /><br />I'm glad that I didn't use the 190e. It would have taken so much more work to be fast..<br /><br />It looks like my picture's down. I'll try to get another one up.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000018||agrabau||07-18-2003||07:32 AM||||Front Picture..   <img src="http://www.motorush.com/forums/attachments/Engine%20in%20DSG%2EJPG" alt=" - " />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000019||VTGVR4||07-18-2003||09:12 AM||||well you know what this all means right? we will have to have a race between plebiani's porshubishi and this bimmerbishi. whats next, a ferraribishi? <br />lambishi, fordabishi, (4g63 in a pinto- wait thats pintobishi)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000020||agrabau||07-18-2003||09:18 AM||||Nick, plebani's porschubishi prompted the name. I think next is a twin turbo diesel school bus with 4 HKS supersequential dump valves. <br /><br />I know it falls stray from the ...ubishi theme but I fantasize...<br /><br />How bout Crown Vicubishi, police spec.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000021||VTGVR4||07-18-2003||09:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Nick, plebani's porschubishi prompted the name. I think next is a twin turbo diesel school bus with 4 HKS supersequential dump valves. <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.denvers-dirt-track.com/schoolbuses.htm" target="_blank">http://www.denvers-dirt-track.com/schoolbuses.htm</a><br /><br />i think some people have built up the engine somewhat, for the sheer hell of it. but i tell you, NOTHING will make my day like seeing a big ass yeller school bus hauling ass down the 1320 to the tune of 12 secs or less.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000022||agrabau||07-18-2003||07:13 PM||||New Pics of the Bimmubishi<br /><br />There are a few here to look at  <a href="http://www.imagestation.com/album/?id=4289640177" target="_blank">Bimmubishi</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000023||Akidosigh1||07-19-2003||02:01 PM||||that frontmount is terrible... when are you going to upgrade that? you could probably get an evo 8 intercooler and flip it upside down and the inlet/outlet would be right where you need them||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000024||agrabau||07-19-2003||02:44 PM||||It's a stock Galant one. I didn't want to fall prey to the lure of buying tons of expensive parts and running the budget dry before completing the project. Rest assured that the pipes are designed for that baby to come right out once the car's running.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Al||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000025||spoulson||07-19-2003||05:01 PM||||Is your head on crooked?  Your tach is at about 10:00.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000026||FWDdrifter||07-19-2003||11:02 PM||||More like 12:00 Bitch!!!!<br /><br /><br />j/k<br /><br />Alex know what im talking about.<br /><br />-NG||24.63.1.27||reg||1||FWDdrifter||00001965||yes
Z||000027||agrabau||07-20-2003||10:16 AM||||Hahah. Yeah. that was an inside joke, you weren't being called anything bad poulson  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Yeah, it's easily rotated back but I thought I'd try it like that for now. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000028||FWDdrifter||07-20-2003||11:06 AM||||sorry about that. . .That was the result of a drunken night.<br /><br /><br />(Im Alex's Brother)||24.63.1.27||reg||1||FWDdrifter||00001965||yes
Z||000029||spoulson||07-21-2003||04:04 AM||||No harm.  It's a beautiful car.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000030||agrabau||07-21-2003||09:05 AM||||Hey, thanks a lot spoulson. I appreciate that. <br /><br />Al<br /> <br /> <small>[ 07-21-2003, 02:09 PM: Message edited by: Jon ]</small>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||
Z||000031||Rotozuk||07-22-2003||03:59 PM||||Wow.. Looking good. A friend posted a link to this site as he knew I would be interested.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Looks like you still have a lot of work to do, but are well on your way! Trust me, I know. Lets see if I can attach some photos.<br /><br />  <img src="http://rz-products.com/WAYNE/UPDATES/030417/waynes1%20017.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://rz-products.com/WAYNE/UPDATES/030417/waynes1%20018.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://rz-products.com/WAYNE/UPDATES/030417/waynes1%20019.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />and the nearly finished project:<br />  <img src="http://rz-products.com/WAYNE/trips/030721/waynes1%20147.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I'm in the process of making some adapter plates that will mate the 4G63 (and other small bellhousing Mitsu engines) to the Toyota W series of tranmission. The W series of transmissions include the Supra and truck transmissions. They are more then up to handling the full power potential of a built 4G63. The adapters should be available soon, so maybe we will see more of these swaps. I have heard from a few people that are doing RWD 4G63 projects so far. Most are doing some form of a sports car (Starion, Datsun roadster, etc) and one is doing a Samurai like mine.<br /><br />Keep up the good work, you will have a blast in the final project! I really love mine. It is a very different critter. Not only is it damn slow for the rocks, butit is also pretty damn fast on the highway. I love opening up that throttle and seeing peoples reaction as the Samurai jumps into action.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />-Wayne||66.125.202.239||reg||6||Rotozuk||00001983||yes
Z||000032||gtluke||07-22-2003||05:46 PM||||haha awesome<br />ryan and i (of DSMotorsport) were throwing arround the idea yesterday on the way home from the shootout of throwing nate's (crisman of dsmotorsport) 2.4 race motor in my mustang. my car now runs mid 11's with 338HP so nate's 500hp motor should put it low into the 10's EASY. the mitsu setup will bring my mustang to about a 2400lb race weight too.  i wanted to see how poeple would react to a mustang entering in quick 16 or the street class  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  seems there are pretty much NO rules at all when it comes to import racing, so this should work fine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />someone needs to come up with an adapter plate to allow a ford trans to bolt up to a 4g63, as the tremec TKO is definately one of the best transmissions out there for the $$$ and if you dont like that, you can get a t-56 (viper/03 cobra/old z06 vette) and that would be interchangeable... also the disposeable t-5 trans, and the new 1,000hp rated, dog geared (pro-shifted) cheap as hell t-5's that new company is doing. (name slips my mind this moment)<br />i LOVE 4g63 swaps, i love any kind of motor swap really.<br />i have acess to a 87 330 IS that needs a head that i'm contemplating doing something with.<br />ever see that  E30 M3 with the z06 motor in it? its INSANE times 10  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||138.89.97.227||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000033||Hertz||07-22-2003||06:08 PM||||*stunned*||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000034||agrabau||07-22-2003||10:35 PM||||Rotozuk, that looks awesome! Nice work. I think that most of the work is done for me. The pics are deceiving because many of the completed parts aren't in the pic. I just finished a carbon fiber air intake from the 2G MAS to the turbo tonight. My waterpipes look a lot like yours. The ones in my pic were made into hard pipes.  I love the idea of a turbo truck. Badarse. <br /><br />I like this supra tranny talk. I spoke to a lot of people when I was planning this project last year and they told me that the Mighty max tranny's pretty good. I have a friend with a TR5 and a 4g63 that uses that tranny with starion internals. They're cheap too so if something goes wrong it's not the end of the world. <br /><br />Maintaining clutch distances and machining flywheels gets expensive. I have full access to a machine shop too. <br /><br />If anyone needs it, I think i have the Mitsubishi flywheel and tranny bolt pattern on Autocad somewhere.  ( i made a plate for a Getrag a while ago but didn't use it) <br /><br />Does the Samurai do wheelies : ) <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000035||agrabau||07-22-2003||10:37 PM||||damn that's great fabrication. The more i look the more I like.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000036||AWDpower||07-22-2003||11:12 PM||||"NOTHING will make my day like seeing a big ass yeller school bus hauling ass down the 1320 to the tune of 12 secs or less."<br /><br />How about this...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.draglist.com/Pictures/POD%20Jun%202001/POD-061301.htm" target="_blank">http://www.draglist.com/Pictures/POD%20Jun%202001/POD-061301.htm</a>||67.25.107.89||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000037||agrabau||07-23-2003||07:00 AM||||Fill it with kids and we have ourselves a good time.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000038||VTGVR4||07-23-2003||09:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> "NOTHING will make my day like seeing a big ass yeller school bus hauling ass down the 1320 to the tune of 12 secs or less."<br /><br />How about this...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.draglist.com/Pictures/POD%20Jun%202001/POD-061301.htm" target="_blank">http://www.draglist.com/Pictures/POD%20Jun%202001/POD-061301.htm</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sweet! guess who the driver is? the guy from the simpsons, i bet. i'm gonna blow up that image and stick it on my wall at work, such a riot.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000039||mixx2001||07-23-2003||09:44 AM||||<img src="http://rz-products.com/WAYNE/UPDATES/030417/waynes1%20019.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />These throttle body moves are sick.  Seeing custom fabrication like these two vehicles is inspiring.  I'm attempting a GIXXERCART, but nothing like this.  Maybe one day.  Nice work guys.||65.165.18.24||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000040||gixxer||07-23-2003||01:05 PM||||fabrication is just bad ass in general.  i someday hope to find a mint datsun 510 and swap in an Rb26.   i know its not that creative, but i'm pretty sure it would be hard to keep up with on the freeway   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.27.83.38||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000041||rrustedcage||07-23-2003||04:25 PM||||bimmerbishi, if you still have that autocad of the flywheel and tranny bolt pattern i would enjoy a copy.  email to ryang@gscutah.com<br />thanks<br /><br />ryan<br />760/1000||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000042||Rotozuk||07-23-2003||06:34 PM||||I'd love a copy of the autocad file. We are currently taking measurements off the 6 bolt and 7 bolt engines. Would be nice to double check with what you came up with.<br /><br />The Toyota W transmissions are all pretty cheap also. A lot easier to find and get parts for too. Not to mention some interesting gear choices. I have not played with the Mighty max transmission, but if it is anything like the Starion transmissions, then it should be pretty nice. I had a couple of the Star/Quests, and those were really nice shifting boxes.<br /><br />The Samurai does not do wheelies. Heck, it will not even bark those tires in first gear on a paved surface. Way to much contact with soft rubber there. It just goes... I have not tried any drag race style launches though. I usually just slip the clutch to get it rolling a bit, and once the clutch is hooked up, then open her up the rest of the way. It has a traction bar, so no wheel hop, and a locker in the rear, so you are power both of those 37" soft rubber Goodyears. It's not a race car, it is something far more fun.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />One misty day I took a friend for a spin around the block. The road was damp enough that under boost in first - thrid gears it would start to break traction and do a power slide. That was pretty neat.<br /><br />The adapters that I'm working on will use as many stock parts as possible. So you can use whatever flywheel and clutch you would like. It will use a custom pilot bearing, and a modified throughout bearing, all included with the kit. The rest is pretty much stock Mitsubishi and Toyota parts.<br /><br />Another shot of the intake. This was right after TIG welding it together and roughening it up a bit with a stone to match the factory finish. With a little silver spray paint, it looks like it was always there. If i were to do it again I would have angled it more to clear my radiator.<br />  <img src="http://rz-products.com/WAYNE/UPDATES/021110/waynes1%20544.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.125.202.239||reg||1||Rotozuk||00001983||yes
Z||000043||JAYGVR4||07-24-2003||10:54 AM||||I didn't reallize that conversions on those cars were so common...  Found this on the web after hearing/seeing a 2JZ powered IS300:<br /><br /><a href="http://members.shaw.ca/turbofiero/bmw_conversions.htm" target="_blank">http://members.shaw.ca/turbofiero/bmw_conversions.htm</a>||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum3/002554.cgi
A||||4||gvr4in||Seen your flywheel lately?||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||07-16-2003||09:05 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Yea I saw mine the other day, luckily not like this!:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?postid=862502" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?postid=862502</a>||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||07-16-2003||09:09 PM||||Man, if that isn't the perfect ad to promote the need for one of Harry's scatter shields, I don't know what is...!!!!||65.179.80.139||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-16-2003||09:30 PM||||Glad I've got an aluminum flywheel.  I'd also like to get an SSSS someday, maybe when I put the new engine in.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||07-16-2003||10:46 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  .......now wheni think my car sucks...ill just look at that.||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||number3||07-17-2003||08:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> Man, if that isn't the perfect ad to promote the need for one of Harry's scatter shields, I don't know what is...!!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't wish that on anyone. Replacing an old flywheel with a new one is the best preventative measure. But that post certianly has not hurt sales.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002555.cgi
A||||6||jonvr4||galant vr4 found||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-16-2003||11:27 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i went to pull-n-save(junk yard) today lookin for a fan and accidently bumped in to a GVR4. it is a 91' green,in ok cond. i looked for the motor first and it and the trany were gone.two wheeles were gone spoiler,# badge,hood.it has the transfor case interior and the exterior is kinda messed up. the seats were in good cond. except water was on them. o ya it had no sunroof!.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-16-2003||11:30 PM||||Ouch! That thing go TOE up! I bet the plaque was the first thing to go, some honDUH ricer probably has it on his dash and says, "Its limited edition, see?"||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-17-2003||01:33 PM||||Go back and ravage that thing.  Get those stupid dogleg trim pieces -- everyone needs one of those.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-18-2003||07:21 PM||||did it have the ecu intact?||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||07-18-2003||07:37 PM||||the car did not have a ecu||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-18-2003||07:38 PM||||darn it, do you know any place to find one?||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000006||BiggiB42||07-21-2003||10:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> Ouch! That thing go TOE up! I bet the plaque was the first thing to go, some honDUH ricer probably has it on his dash and says, "Its limited edition, see?" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah i bet some dumass took off the badge an put it on his ford probe||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes



ubb/Forum3/002556.cgi
A||||38||mikeyoung00||How about a good vanity tag idea?||||3||||XHMan||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||07-17-2003||12:19 AM||||For #5/1000? I am just not all that creative when it comes to that kind of deal. So who has a great idea? Something with a little more snap than "VR4NO5" or "HIGH 5"...about the best I could come up with.||24.117.166.181||reg||3||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||07-17-2003||01:43 AM||||I finally got the papers to do mine. I've been putting it off for too long. I'm just going to have "1051" as mine.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||07-17-2003||01:50 AM||||5THGVR4<br />VR4 2 5<br />JHNNY 5<br />NUMBER5<br /> CINCO<br /> GVR5<br />AFTER 4<br />BEFORE6<br />GVR4#5<br /> 101  (binary for 5)<br />92#5/2k<br />#5INLNE<br /><br />I think that's plenty for now||67.25.91.114||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||msaskin||07-17-2003||07:16 AM||||ordered VR4GASM about 3 weeks ago...just waiting for it to come in  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||07-17-2003||07:46 AM||||For the 2.3L motor, I was thinking about "STI THIS" or "EVO LUTN" but I'm sure the latter is taken. I also thought of getting "GROCMAX" just to send to Scott Evans as a thanks for all of the help he's given me in the past.<br /><br />Hell, I'd be happy with just collector's plates that the state of OH keeps screwing me out of [the BMV won't follow it's own rules].||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||number3||07-17-2003||08:08 AM||||5of1000<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/3of1000.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/3of1000.jpg</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||Jimmy||07-17-2003||10:58 AM||||I got "817 OF 2K" on my 91 and will be getting "637 OF 1K" when I get the 92 on the road.||206.38.114.100||reg||1||Jimmy||00000270||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||07-17-2003||12:30 PM||||<a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/gvr4/rear_vr4.jpg" target="_blank">FAST4DR</a>my other idea was "2MNYTX"||132.198.103.207||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||turbo18||07-17-2003||01:55 PM||||if the cars midified I kind of like SPINS4||207.190.201.234||reg||1||turbo18||00001844||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||07-17-2003||01:56 PM||||NVRWRKS||65.227.204.93||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||VTGVR4||07-17-2003||01:58 PM||||oh yeah, another one i wanted, but was taken: MONYPIT, MNNYPIT, or a similar version<br /><br />EATSCSH, EATS SSS (add the $)||132.198.103.207||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||07-17-2003||02:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbo18:<br /><strong> if the cars midified I kind of like SPINS4 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or how about?<br /><br />SMOKIN4<br />SMOKES4<br />BRNALL4<br />SMKALL4<br /><br />I have been trying to decide on this too, I've narrowed it down to:<br /><br />229OF1K<br />4CED4DR<br /><br />I also like:<br /><br />EGOBRSR<br />EGOBSHR||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||07-17-2003||02:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong><br /> 101  (binary for 5)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Binary, that's a cool idea.  Mine's too long though, 11100101.  You know what they say, they are 10 types of people in this word.  Those who understand binary and those who don't.  Now don't even get me started on hex.  That's why I quit learning C++.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||07-17-2003||03:25 PM||||I want FST4DR for mine.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||Matt379||07-17-2003||04:03 PM||||"122 cid"<br /><br />old school guys would get a kick out of that, especially when you roasted em<br /><br />122 cubic inche diameter<br /><br />or like 350HP4DR||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000015||Spellmen||07-17-2003||04:30 PM||||GVR 4 DR||63.111.68.130||reg||1||Spellmen||00001907||yes
Z||000016||boostboy51||07-17-2003||04:41 PM||||I WANT "GVR4ME"||66.139.108.24||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000017||mikeyoung00||07-17-2003||05:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> <br /> 101  (binary for 5)<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There are 10 kinds of  people in the world: those who understand binary math and those who don't. --Anon.<br /><br />EDIT: Aw crap...just saw your post, Paul. Another good joke pre-empted.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000018||mikeyoung00||07-17-2003||05:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> 5of1000<br /><br /><br />  <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/3of1000.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/3of1000.jpg</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow...so...was #3 originally sold in Pa? If so that would make two of the first five numbers went to Pa dealers!||139.177.224.101||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000019||number3||07-17-2003||09:07 PM||||Yes.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||Ian M||07-17-2003||11:23 PM||||A couple goofey (not nescassarily good.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> ) ones:<br /> JUSA4DR<br /> 3335LBS    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /> <br /> <br /> A freind of mine thought of a funny one for his GF's OZ Lancer : SEENOEVO (We're allowed 8 digits in WV)||129.71.114.126||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000021||GRV4726||07-18-2003||12:25 AM||||JHNNY 5<br />AFTER 4<br />BEFORE6<br /><br />pre-evo, i think those are some of the best so far. i like jhnny 5 a lot because short circuit was a GREAT movie. haha, we all remember it. come on.<br /><br />5ISALIVE <br />SAYBY2 5 <br /><br />i'm not good at this||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000022||Romanova||07-18-2003||01:02 AM||||WRXTHIS<br />WHATWRX<br />EVOTHIS||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000023||theymightbegalants||07-18-2003||03:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt Wenger:<br /><strong> "122 cid"<br /><br />old school guys would get a kick out of that, especially when you roasted em<br /><br />122 cubic inche diameter<br /><br />or like 350HP4DR </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man I'm dumb.  I kept trying to think up something like this, but couldn't come up with anything for "cubic inches."  I kept wondering if the DMV would allow a "^" symbol to be put on.  The best I came up with was 122 QBZ.  I still kinda like that one because it looks like a legitimate plate, so that like the car, the plate is a sleeper too.  But 122 CID is even better.<br /><br />When mine is worthy, I still want Q SHIP for it.  Haha, may have to fight Nate for it.||69.59.219.155||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000024||mikeyoung00||07-18-2003||10:45 AM||||I like QSHIP. Thought about that one for my accord before I semi-riced it out with a lip kit and rims.<br /><br />I hesitate to use any reference to HP in the tag as I hope this will be a moving target (hopefully moving higher). <br /><br />My son had a good one for his B16 CRX HF: "92CID8U".<br /><br />What do you all think of this one: "DEVO"?||139.177.224.101||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000025||229of1000||07-18-2003||11:18 AM||||EVOKLLR<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000026||GVR-4||07-18-2003||11:26 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=834&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000027||Hertz||07-18-2003||12:13 PM||||For redundantcy if you have the JDM badges:<br /><br />MMC VR4||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000028||Matt379||07-18-2003||12:16 PM||||I worked at a country club and there were lots of nice cars there.<br /><br />A guy had a viper with the plate "4 GET 55"||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000029||Akidosigh1||07-19-2003||02:13 PM||||How about:    5SALIVE<br /><br />"5's Alive"<br /><br />People thought my car had nitrous on it last time i raced back in november... even though i showed the trunk and hood, ghetto people don't know what to look for. so maybe "NO NOS" or "ONLYBST" <br /><br />i could also say "NEEDBST" <br /><br />"NOT2MNY"||152.163.195.209||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000030||gvr4in||07-19-2003||04:06 PM||||Im getting one very soon.. Can't figure out which though..<br /><br />GVR4IN .. probably end up getting<br />1823<br />1823 1K<br />SLEEPIN ... or a sleeper style one<br />SLEEPN<br />V8WHAT<br />TESTIN<br />VR4POWA<br />BROKDWN<br />BROKE .. hahahahah double meaning<br /><br />Im bored///||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000031||PRE-EVO||07-19-2003||06:09 PM||||how about <br />WHTDHEL <br />NOTSLOW<br />CRKPIPE (a tribute to Jon's comment about turbo's)<br />VRYSLOW||199.182.14.35||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000032||slvrblt||07-19-2003||08:52 PM||||4WS4WDT<br />4WS AWD<br />4WS 4WD<br />VR4 556 (the previous owners plate on this car)<br />556 VR4<br />VR4TRBO<br />VR4 AWD<br />SLO VR4<br />SLPRGVR<br />BSTEDI4 (boosted inline 4)<br />VR4 122<br />2LV8ETR (2 litre V8 Eater...seen this somewhere)<br />EATSV8S (on a local 300zx)<br />4BANGER||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000033||GVR1643||07-20-2003||01:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=834&width=400" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Funny, like that one, but doesn't it become an oxymoron when you advertise the sleeper...like "minor trauma" - nothing minor about any trauma  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />The only corny one I had thought of putting on mine was MR E (as in mystery) since no one here ever knew what the hell a GVR4 was and still wouldn't after they saw the plate, I'm sure...they'd just think my last name started with an E.<br /><br />I've got firefighter plates on both the VR4's. Went to get them at the DMV on the same day a long time ago and got 3491FF on mine and 3492FF on the wifes.  Looks kinda cool when the garage door goes up and there's 2 black VR4's with only one digit separating them.||167.142.22.232||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000034||mikeyoung00||07-20-2003||06:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:Funny, like that one, but doesn't it become an oxymoron when you advertise the sleeper...like "minor trauma" - nothing minor about any trauma    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />[/qb]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking the same thing, but then again, they don't see your tag until its too late.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />My favorite two orymorons are:<br />Jumbo Shrimp<br />and<br />Microsoft Works||24.117.166.181||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000035||GRV4726||07-20-2003||08:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Originally posted by GVR-4:<br />QUOTE]<br />The only corny one I had thought of putting on mine was MR E (as in mystery) since no one here ever knew what the hell a GVR4 was and still wouldn't after they saw the plate, I'm sure...they'd just think my last name started with an E.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">someone saw batman. the one with...george clooney? i'm bad with name of popular actors. <br /><br />i would be kind of cool if you could have two plates. one in the back that says winner, or won. and then one in the front that says looser or lost.<br /><br />i'd go with 5ISALVE or 5's alive.. i don't know what the rules are for the personal plates so i don't really know how to write them.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000036||SteveHebert||07-20-2003||09:40 PM||||has this one been listed yet<br /><br />VR4PLAY||24.151.136.2||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000037||JAYGVR4||07-20-2003||10:20 PM||||While we're sharing...<br /><br />VR4RDYA<br />NTSOSLO<br />SKULDYA<br />AVR42NV<br />REXKILLA<br /><br />I'll share my personal one when I get it...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.157.52.69||reg||6||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000038||GVR-4||07-20-2003||11:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=834&width=400" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Funny, like that one, but doesn't it become an oxymoron when you advertise the sleeper...like "minor trauma" - nothing minor about any trauma   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You guys have to remember: I'm in the SOUTH! They have to sound it out. Then they have to figure out what it means...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Still, few people rev on me.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/002557.cgi
A||||1||92LaserAWDTurbo||Your chance to be a COP!||||1||||92LaserAWDTurbo||00001635
Z||000000||92LaserAWDTurbo||07-17-2003||02:42 AM||fastnfuriouswsu@aol.com||I don't know if anyone has shown this before, but my friends and I have been having some good fun thanks to this site.  Check it out!<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ricecop.com/tickets.php" target="_blank">tickets</a>||68.117.46.40||reg||1||92LaserAWDTurbo||00001635||yes
Z||000001||gixxer||07-17-2003||02:46 AM||||woah dude, you are getting a gay-lant as well? that makes 3 of us in the immediate area. me, you, and john.  awesome   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||67.104.220.7||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes



ubb/Forum3/002558.cgi
A||||22||ayvr4||VR4 in the Shop||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||07-17-2003||12:20 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Took the Vr-4 in to get my ACT 2600 put in.<br />I really dont like having shops do my work, but I am not able to do the clutch myself for a few reasons (no place to do it, lack of good tools).<br /><br />I am very happy I will be driving it again, its been down for a while...<br /><br />Cant wait, I have lots of little mods to do (myself) when I get it back.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||07-24-2003||12:09 PM||||Thought i would keep all you people updated on my car (kuz i know you care).<br />I posted this a week ago! and i still dont have my car! i called them this morning, and they said they were busy putting a supercharger in a camaro and asked if i could just be patient, i said sure, but i was ready to tear him a new one.<br />THEY HAVE NOT EVEN LOOKED AT MY CAR YET! They were saposed to look at it LAST FRIDAY(the 18th)!!<br />I'm still upset and have promised myself i would never let a shop touch my VR4 again.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-24-2003||12:47 PM||||Same exact thing happened to me.  My car sat for two weeks at the tranny shop untouched by the jerks.  We went over there, rolled my car up on the trailer and took it back.  Bastards.<br /><br />Then we took it somewhere else and it was done in two days.  From then on my car hasn't gone to shops.||12.92.27.23||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||07-24-2003||01:07 PM||||$450 just for the install. no parts.<br />I brought the ACT to them another $400.<br />They wanted to charge me an outragious amount to do my master & slave to, so i saif F it, and i threw a new master, slave, and ss line in myself before i hauled her over there...<br /><br />Ok, I feel a bit better now that i got to vent a bit...<br /><br />So much trouble over a damn clutch, its not right.<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||07-24-2003||02:54 PM||||I will do it for $200, I have all the tools here, I can have it in and out in about three hours if everything goes well. Get the car back and I will do it. Email me I live in Plymouth, but I can travel to you.||24.209.155.217||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||07-24-2003||03:29 PM||||BTW what shop is it?||24.209.155.217||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||07-24-2003||03:40 PM||||It's at Fast-Times pro shop in West Allis.<br />When would you be able to do it?<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||BlackHole||07-24-2003||03:42 PM||||You're getting ripped by that shop.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   I've watched Dan Buschur do a couple of clutches and from start to finish w/ 5 smoke breaks it took him 2 1/4 hrs. Each time we made an appointment, we drove in on time and left 2.5 hours later. Damn he's good!||130.36.27.120||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000008||ayvr4||07-24-2003||03:46 PM||||no crap $850 total for a clutch!<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||07-24-2003||03:49 PM||||I can do it this Sunday, or later Saturday night. Or the following weekend.||24.209.155.217||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000010||ayvr4||07-24-2003||04:06 PM||||Team Ducktape, You have mail. (PM)<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||07-24-2003||04:31 PM||||$450 sounds reasonable for labor on a clutch change.  It is quite a bit of work to remove/replace a transmission on almost any kind of car.  I don't care if Buschur could do it with one arm in 15 minutes.  Then you pay for flywheel resurfacing and clutch parts.  $400 for a 2600 clutch sounds high.  Does that include tax and shipping or something?||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||ayvr4||07-24-2003||04:33 PM||||nope:<br /><a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/act_2600_clutch_kit.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/act_2600_clutch_kit.htm</a>||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000013||GRV4726||07-24-2003||05:54 PM||||since i'm pulling my engine out (its going very slowly because i can't get the damn passenger axel out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  )<br /><br />i've never don't any clutch work, do any of you think that i would be capable of doing this.<br /><br />i have story for you, any of you live in new york? guess how much it cost my brother to get his clutch put in over there. about 550. they claimed it would take 6 hours at first. and in new york they charge 70 an hour for labor. now THAT sucks.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000014||Team Ducktape||07-24-2003||06:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> $450 sounds reasonable for labor on a clutch change.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No it doesn't.||24.209.155.217||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||07-24-2003||06:26 PM||||Agreed, I usually charge $250 for AWD trannies and $200 for FWD, most shops around here bill about $200-300 for the labor to R&R the tranny.  Of course, now that GrocMax is close by, I may get lazy and pay him to do it.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000016||spoulson||07-25-2003||06:00 AM||||First of all, ayvr4 bought the ACT clutch kit (which was not previously stated) that includes an ACT TOB and clutch alignment tool.  Now $400 sounds ok.<br /><br />Btw, you should ditch the ACT TOB and get a Mitsu OEM.  I'm sure you can search as to why it is.  hint: metal ACT sleeve can eat into the input shaft.<br /><br />I still think $450 is reasonable labor from a mechanic's point of view.  You "I'll do it for $200" guys are doing favors.  $450 is not a favor, it's business.  It'd take a mechanic half a day to do a job like this on any random car that drives in.  If he did it on 4g63's all day long, then the deal may be different.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||07-25-2003||09:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> $450 sounds reasonable for labor on a clutch change.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No it doesn't. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A buddy of mine who had a 2G had his tranny go out under warranty.  At the same time, his clutch went out.  Since the clutch is a wear part, it isn't covered under waranty.  Anyway, the dealer wanted to charge him a grand to drop the tranny for the clutch change.  You can imagine how well that went over.  <br /><br />Point being, if you think $450 is bad, check the dealer cost.  $450 is a good price compared to the dealer.  $200 is a great price.  If you can't do it, I'd let Team Ducktape do it.  You can watch and learn.  However, for $200, I would have payed that myself to have mine done.  It is a lot of work, but I know if I had to do it again, I could probably do it in half the time.  The right tools help too.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||DeanCouchey||07-25-2003||10:49 AM||||Since I used to live in a aparment building and coulndt do repairs, I had my local shop doing it, but before that, I went to aamco and they said 750 dollars with 2 days of down time. I went to my local shop, my man bill said 250 you'll have it the next day... Now I didnt get it the next day cause he pulled the tranny, tried to resurface the flywheel, called me up and said you need a new flywheel.. Called josh at concelli got my OEM one in a day. This guy put the tranny back in, let it sit for a day i brought the flywheel and he dropped the tranny again, put the clutch and flywheel in again and charged me $250! I said thanks and drove away happy!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000019||ayvr4||07-25-2003||11:40 AM||||Talked to them today, they said they would not be able to do it till next week.... mad me mad, bit<br />the truth is, I do like Fast Times,<br />They do the work I can't personally do, this is not the first time i have been to them, I do like their work, but if someone can do it who most likely knows more than them, for half the price.....<br /><br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000020||ayvr4||07-25-2003||03:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> First of all, ayvr4 bought the ACT clutch kit (which was not previously stated) that includes an ACT TOB and clutch alignment tool.  Now $400 sounds ok.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, my mistake.<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000021||Team Ducktape||07-25-2003||03:13 PM||||The only problem it seems with these "all compact" shops  is: just as somone stated they don't work on them every day. So they charge hour time to do the car, many of them see a 4g63 maybe once a month. Hardly enough time to get really good with them,tranny or otherwise IMHO. Plus they deal with Honda peoples all day, so they know they can make some $ off them. And if you take it to a dealer, you deserve to get ripped off- if you have spent any time in the DSM/Galant world the dealer is Satan himself. Yes you may have a friend that works there and get good deals on parts, but wait till you have work done on it. $$$$. Not saying I know everyting there is to know about these cars, but having gone through as many tranny/clutch problems that I have; I forced to get good with them. I don't rebiuld trannys  them, and have no intrest in learning........||24.209.155.217||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000022||ayvr4||07-25-2003||03:31 PM||||same place did a head gasket and timing belt on my buddys 91 Dodge Spitit R/T (2.2 4cyl turbo FWD it hauls...) (I heard it has a lotus head.) anyway, few days later the timing belt fell off.... This car is about as rare as ours.. mechanics dont see this stuff like rob said on a day to day basis... So if you are mechanically inclined, you are most likely at the same level as them....<br />As for the people they are making quick $ off of are alot of poeople who just bring their car in for a cold air and stuff like that....||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
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A||||39||229of1000||Talk me out of this.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||07-17-2003||04:19 PM||||Okay, my car is finally starting to get somewhere.  I've got a couple grand in parts laying around waiting to be put on, more on the way,and it's running high 13's as is.  Plans are to be in the 11's within two months.<br /><br />But today, I was helping somebody look at cars.  I found that the new SRT-4 is only $20000.  If I sold my car for $5000, sold the $2500 in parts I have laying around, and sold my beloved four wheeler for another $2000, I would only be financing around $11,000, tops.  I've found that I can get a four year term on that, with a reasonable APR, and my payments will be in the mid $200's.  <br /><br />Now this is sounding very appealing.  New, 2.4L Turbo, quick from the factory.  Did I mention the 7 year/70,000 mile powertrain warranty?  The only real downside I can think of (aside from WWD) is that I couldn't mod it much, if at all, and being the first year model of this car it could have problems.<br /><br />So what I want you guys to do, is tell me why NOT to do this.  Tell me if it's a good idea.  Because I am really considering doing this.  It's nice to have a fast car yes, and I love the GVR4, but a decently fast car with a warranty sounds great, and you can't beat the price.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||07-17-2003||04:22 PM||||go drive one. there's a reason why people usually prefer the awd dsms over the fwd.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||92LaserAWDTurbo||07-17-2003||04:31 PM||||They have 3 stages of turbo upgrades out there, and I believe Dodge keeps them under warranty.  That's not bad if you ask me.<br />But we're supposed to be talking you out of this.  I say that w/ half the money, you could have a quicker car, and AWD.  And if you got a reasonably priced 2g AWD, you could swap a 6-bolt in there, and still not have any payments like you would w/ the SRT.  That money could then go to mods, and if you think about it--$20k put into a DSM could do some amazing things.||68.117.46.40||reg||1||92LaserAWDTurbo||00001635||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||07-17-2003||04:40 PM||||If your VR4 is going to be running 11s, what the hell would you want anything else for?<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||07-17-2003||04:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> If your VR4 is going to be running 11s, what the hell would you want anything else for?<br /><br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good question.  I would say reliability, but not a single thing has broken since I redid the clutch/tranny over six months ago (knock on wood).  Hell, the interior of the GVR4 is light years better, I hate the wing on the SRT-4, etc.  Keep it coming guys, talk me out of it.  I need to be firmly convinced that my car is the way to go.<br /><br />I know speedwise my GVR4 (in a couple months anyway) will murder the SRT-4.  Right now it'd be a fun race, but my launch would kill him.  I might go try to drive one tomorrow and see what my impression is.  I know traction will be an issue, an LSD is one of the first things I would do to it if the warranty would let me.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||07-17-2003||04:50 PM||||I was going to say that too, the interior, i have not done to much research, but does it come with leather? Power windows? Sunroof?<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||07-17-2003||04:51 PM||||Remember it is a 7 year/70,000 mile "limited" powertrain warranty. I have never read the new Dodge warranty, but I bet it is next to impossible to claim anything on it.  They do make sure to put the limited in there.  Keep the GVR and be original, soon enough the SRTs will be all over the streets. Hell, finance another 10K and buy a new rally car.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||07-17-2003||05:26 PM||||They have power windows in the front and roll down rear windows LOL .<br /><br /><br />They're not too bad a car but they direly need a brake upgrade and a LSD . You should look into a Mazda Speed Protoge if you want turbo FWD as that car has a much better built package though not as powerful out of the box.||199.182.59.238||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||07-17-2003||05:41 PM||||the New SRT also screams at the street racing scene as a "look at me! kinda ride" the word is on the street that they are bad , and Im sure that every cop in town has been shown a mugshot of the srt as "A 25 and under street assault vehicle" and given many hours of train'N as to how to spot em and write mad tickets.. I mean you will lose whatever sleeper ability you may have w the GVR, I for one sold a stealth TT after being pulled for aggressive driving . the car said come and get it ... the galant does not attract as much hype in fact blends in with the other guppies, till you hammer it.... on another note , the first model year tends to be the guinea pig for all the other "fix's" that make it really worth buying . like LSD ,etc ..||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||07-17-2003||06:00 PM||||Car and Driver TV siad it was Ok, bit very cheap construction quality, lots of rattles and squeaks. The gvr4 is more classy anyday.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||07-17-2003||06:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> <br /><br />They're not too bad a car but they direly need a BREAK upgrade and a LSD .  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When you break somethin you dont usually upgrade, or do you rich? <br /><br />I think you should get a BRAKE upgrade if get a SRT4, But wait what am I saying..Those things are hideous, slow and mopar! End of story..<br /><br />Straight from ABC news:<br /><br />"As the <b>quickest production car</b> available in the United States priced under $20,000, SRT-4 revolutionizes the compact car market filled with young speed racers looking to trick out their vehicles with performance and looks. "<br /><br />"TURBO BOOST MAKES IT SWEET OFF THE LINE "<br /><br />"You have to give customers the chance to really go for the extreme," <br /><br />Hahaha please!<br /><br />"We've gone a little firmer on the spring rates, especially in the rear, so that we can lessen the rear end dive," said McCammon. "That allows the car to remain level and even drop down a little in the front to get you off the line faster." <br /><br />"It gives them the ability to earn respect and be accepted on the streets with a car that stands on its own merit." <br /><br />Rrrright, respect it?<br /><br />God I have too much time on my hands... anyway Its a POS dodge you don't want to buy!<br /><br />Don't do it!!!!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||talontsi||07-17-2003||06:11 PM||||Paul keep your car it is in very nice shape.<br />Well except for that "dent" on the roof.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />But if you did not point it out I wouldn't have noticed.||209.80.66.126||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000012||1312VR4||07-17-2003||06:28 PM||||I dont know about you all .But i wont even look at a car that comes from the factory WITHOUT mufflers. We have a few at the dealership I work at & the ones sold are ALWAYS coming back for warranty work. Granted they are fast but you cant use that speed when they are aways on a lift.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000013||771of2k||07-17-2003||07:53 PM||||how about resale value? used neon's arent worth much, even the scr's, while the gvr4 should only go up in value(or at least hold its value).<br />girls will still think its just a neon(not that they know what a vr4 is, but for 20g, I'd like some recogonition)<br />seen one on the street, & it looks like a big plastic toy. gvr4 wins on looks alone here.<br />I've seen WRX's around here in the 20,000 range, no reason to get a neon over a wrx||68.9.128.210||reg||1||771of2k||00001127||yes
Z||000014||autobahntom||07-17-2003||09:01 PM||||Resale value should be a major concern. A two year old Neon is less than 9k. A four year old Neon is less than 5k. An GVR4 that is 11 years old; can bring from $4k to $10k. <br />Especially since you already have a nice awd car. Go ride in a neon, it rides like a neon (Chrylser's base car). The GVR4 WAS Mitsubishi's flagship car (Diamante came in 93) and assuming that the at least part of the suspension components have been replaced the cars do ride pretty well. <br />As far as repairs/upkeep goes, it is no more than any other car of similar age. <br />On top of which this group of people is unique. There is no sectrets about the car, and almost any modification/repair you can think of has already been done (many times). This group of people and forum is unique. I have seen none for other cars that is better or even close. <br />The SRT-4 is a new car, (the drivetrain); and most of the aftermarket is just getting started with r & d. The 4G63 aftermarket is alive and well. <br />Someone else said to consider a WRX. (similar price). If I were going to buy a new car and spend 20k, it would be a WRX. (well, a year old one). For now, I can go faster than all stock WRXs, and many modified ones. I have only about 9k in my car also. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000015||mikeyoung00||07-17-2003||09:55 PM||||Three letters...f w d.<br /><br />Go test drive the SRT4 on a rainy day. Then drive your car home. That should do it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.117.166.181||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||07-17-2003||10:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by talontsi:<br /><strong> Paul keep your car it is in very nice shape.<br />Well except for that "dent" on the roof.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br />But if you did not point it out I wouldn't have noticed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks Glen!  It should be getting a lot nicer soon.  When you get your new EVO we'll have to take each other for a ride.<br /><br />Everybody else, thanks for the responses.  That's what I wanted to hear.  As much as I THINK I would like to get the SRT-4, I have always been a compulsive buyer and would probably regret it.  <br /><br />Come on.  A limited edition, AWD, turbo car, with a great leather interior vs. a Neon?  The way I see it, it took them 11 years, 20% more displacement, a bigger turbo, and even with less powertrain loss (AWD vs. FWD) the car only makes 20 more hp.  WTF?<br /><br />I'll keep the GVR4.  I know I would regret getting rid of it, and laying the smack down on WRX's, STI's, EVO's, and SRT-4's, not to mention all the domestics, will be much more entertaining.<br /><br />As far as attention getting goes, I'm sure the vented CF hood and huge ass FMIC will draw looks from all the ricers, not to mention the vented BOV and wastegate.   'Course they probably wouldn't hear that over their "ice" anyway.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000017||curtis||07-17-2003||10:54 PM||||neon srt-4 (shitty ricer trash 4) a hot rod neon thats like buliding a turbo kit and fmic for a yugo. If you have posted a reply in the other direction you would have been disowned.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.144.153.160||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000018||number3||07-17-2003||11:06 PM||||<a href="http://www.agpturbo.com" target="_blank">http://www.agpturbo.com</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||keydiver||07-17-2003||11:31 PM||||Two words: car payments. I don't know about you, but I hate them. $250, month after month after month, and nothing to show for it. Especially when you consider what the car will be worth in 4 years when you're done paying for it. I'd much rather be spending $250 a month on mods or vacations, think about it. What could you do with $3000 a year in mods???||67.35.10.245||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000020||GVR-4||07-17-2003||11:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Two words: car payments. I don't know about you, but I hate them. $250, month after month after month, and nothing to show for it. Especially when you consider what the car will be worth in 4 years when you're done paying for it. I'd much rather be spending $250 a month on mods or vacations, think about it. What could you do with $3000 a year in mods??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You stole my thunder, Jeff. That's exactly what I was gonna say.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000021||DeanCouchey||07-17-2003||11:59 PM||||Paul... coem on you know you need ther AWD for the tough winters down there in FLA! That alone is enough to keep it... plus only 3000 ever and how many still run... maybe 1500-2000.the other thing is the car payments.... 200 bucks a month is alot for me, I can afford it but it would be hard. The insurance would be higher then my dads cholestrol and it looks like a toy||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000022||theymightbegalants||07-18-2003||12:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Come on.  A limited edition, AWD, turbo car, with a great leather interior vs. a Neon?  The way I see it, it took them 11 years, 20% more displacement, a bigger turbo, and even with less powertrain loss (AWD vs. FWD) the car only makes 20 more hp.  WTF?<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do your homework better.  Dodge rates the SRT-4 at 215 crank hp, and Mitsu rated the GVR4 at 195 crank hp.  So, yes, on paper the Dodge appears to have 20 hp more.  BUT, SCC and other mags have done independent dyno testing that revealed the cars make more at the wheels than listed at the crank.  Dodge was very conservative in their power rating, and it seems very reasonable to me that the SRT-4's have 240ish hp at the crank.  Now, Dodge may have been so conservative because of crappy quality control or somesuch (ie, 215 is the guaranteed minimum hp, some may have more, but all have at least 215) but it's still a badass car out of the box.<br /><br />Shit, I seem to have failed as I'm now promoting the Neon... Ignore me, lol!  Seriously though, that engine was designed in Mexico.<br /><br />In Mexico.<br /><br />Keep the GVR4.||69.59.219.213||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000023||DSSA||07-18-2003||12:19 AM||||I'll bite...and play devil's advocate.<br /><br />The SRT-4 is one HELL of a fun car.  I got a chance to ride around in Ben's car out in AZ, and all I can say is "wow".  For the little amount of money he has into the car, it's a LOT of bang for the buck..<br /><br />Classy?  The GVR4 is anything but.  It's a boxy, outdated design with a cult following, and a great driveline.<br /><br />The SRT-4 is anything but "classy" as well, but when you sit in it, you can tell it's from this decade.<br /><br />The upgrades for the SRT-4 will be more and more common as time goes by.  Everyone and their brother are jumping on the bandwagon to make parts for the car.  As much as you guys would like to rag on something other than a GVR4, the Mopar guys have been putting down some crazy power with the Mopar turbo 4s since the late 80s.<br /><br />End comment: The GVR4 is a sleeper, and right now has more power potential and the AWD traction we all love.  But the SRT-4 is a "up-to-date" car (albeit somewhat cheap in construction) that's quick out of the box, will have tons of power upgrades in the near future, and a warranty.<br /><br />--What you want it up to you.  However, those of you who are claiming that the GVR4 is better "hands down" need to broaden you horizons a littly bit.  Yes, I love mine for what they are...but am not about to claim that they're the best car you can buy by far.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000024||229of1000||07-18-2003||09:15 AM||||Well said, DSSA.  I still might try to test drive one just for the heck of it.   Maybe I could swing getting one with less of a down payment, cancelling the insurance on the GVR4 for a while, and slowly turning the GVR4 into a dedicated street killer step by step.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />It would probably be a lot smarter to wait at least a year, see how they are doing, and then get one or maybe a used one.  The only thing about that is I really don't want to buy a used one, kind of like I wouldn't want a used WRX.  The people that buy these cars are buying them to beat on them.  The GVR4 may be a similar type car, but we all know lots of old folks and people looking for a good winter car bought them.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000025||229of1000||07-18-2003||09:18 AM||||PS - 23 responses in 8 hours?  I know you guys would like this topic.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000026||VTGVR4||07-18-2003||09:22 AM||||24, and btw, it sure woudl be fun to lease one of those cars, if you had a business to write the cost off to. beat the #@$@$% snot out of that car, and hand it over in 3 years. there's nothing like guiltless hard driving.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000027||gvr4ever||07-18-2003||09:23 AM||||I too am still interested in this turbo dodge car, but you never want to buy the first year production.<br /><br />They are still working out bugs.<br /><br />Also, I am waiting to see what improvements they make on the car and I'd like to see a whole line of Mopar upgrade parts that don't void the warranty.  From what I've heard, the car could really use LSD up front.<br /><br />I'd also like to see a different set of stock rims myself.  I think the current ones are ugly.  I'm sure there will be a number of improvments over the next few years if they keep making them.<br /><br />As far as the power and price on a new car, you can't really go wrong, but I'd never get rid of my GVR4 for one.  I'd also like to test out that top speed. 155?!?!?!?||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000028||keydiver||07-18-2003||10:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> <br />It would probably be a lot smarter to wait at least a year, see how they are doing, and then get one or maybe a used one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now there's a smart move. Let someone else take the $5000 depreciation in the first year, and then really bide your time finding a used one that you know wasn't beat on. They're out there. Its amazing how many women buy sports cars, just because they like the style, or all their friends tell them to buy it. Everytime I see a Turbo Eclipse, I look at who's driving it, hoping its another car enthusiast like me, but 9 out of 10 times its a girl!||68.17.211.211||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000029||gvr4ever||07-18-2003||10:35 AM||||Women might not beat on the car, but they also don't like to change the oil.  Or do anything else for that matter.  Also, I've seen some girly girl racers do shit I'd never do.  They beat on cars just as much if not more then us.<br /><br />Well, I hope I don't offend any girl racers on the list, but even my own sister is guilty of not changing her oil for a whole year once.<br /><br />I got my Talon off of a older woman.  It needed everything.  However, the turbo wasn't used cause it lasted till I got rid of the car at almost 200K.  Also the clutch was rode cause only the PP side was worn.  The flywheel side had plenty of meat and I didn't even touch the flywheel (stock clutch used).||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000030||Hertz||07-18-2003||12:19 PM||||Buy a Turbo PT Cruiser.||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000031||229of1000||07-18-2003||12:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br />[qb]Everytime I see a Turbo Eclipse, I look at who's driving it, hoping its another car enthusiast like me, but 9 out of 10 times its a girl! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I pulled up next to a 97-99 GSX, only to see an older black woman driving it.  The car was extremely dirty and full of crap inside.  The pain...||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000032||blacksheep||07-18-2003||03:16 PM||||TEL's esp 2nd gens are -  girly-cars. GVR4 are for the real guys...&lt;flame-suit on&gt;||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000033||1quickvr4||07-18-2003||04:04 PM||||I needed a new car/truck a couple of months ago and heres what I did. I bought a truck. I did this becouse I wanted somthing with a warrenty that I wouldent mess with, I figured a 4 banger SUVwould do the trick. I picked up a 03 Xterra of the lot with 8 miles on it for a little over 16k. Chicks dig it and it feels good to have somthing to hop in and go, Oh ueah AC is nice too. But you want too lose the GVR for a neon, ITS A NEON. Those cars a nice and fast for a good price, If you dont need a new car for a certion reason(mine was for work and school) dont get one, your GVR seems to be a relible one so keep it, mod it and enjoy it. If worse comes to worse and it starts being flaky buy a 1g or 2g na for a beater/daily car. Trust me the new car smell wares off quick. I wish I would have bought a used Diamonte wagon insted of my truck.In the end its up too you and you will always be saying "What if..."||67.31.255.244||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000034||blacksheep||07-18-2003||05:33 PM||||I would buy an accord wagon instead of a diamate wagon. The accord wagon will run a lot longer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000035||1quickvr4||07-18-2003||05:54 PM||||Nah, Diamonte Wagon droped on some 3kgt VR4 18s. MMmm tasty. No more off topic.||64.157.118.124||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000036||blacksheep||07-18-2003||05:57 PM||||LOL..This thread is pretty dead, but I will behave as well. If pauly whines, I'll delete our chatter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000037||Kevinj110||07-19-2003||04:34 PM||||Ever wonder why they need that 7 year 70k mile warranty? Doesnt Kia have a 100k mile waranty? Think about that for a while||216.148.244.38||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000038||spoulson||07-19-2003||04:58 PM||||7/70k is better than any warranty Dodge ever gave you in the past.  I once bought a new 97 Neon Sport which came with 3/36 and I upgraded to 5/50 for $1500.<br /><br />But I will say my Neon was a very 'snap-fit' car.  If you have one, you will find out nothing is particularly sturdy.<br /><br />Stick with the GVR4.  Get a beater car for getting around town.  You need reliability for work, fast for fun.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000039||Louters91GVR4||07-21-2003||01:19 PM||||every srt-4 i have seen on the street has had a cocky little teenager driving it. don't be a cocky little teenager. have a little respect for yourself.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes



ubb/Forum3/002560.cgi
A||||5||boostboy51||Got drilled by a EVO||||1||||boostboy51||00000274
Z||000000||boostboy51||07-17-2003||04:52 PM||boostboy51@hotmail.com||Ran into a local kid last night. He has a full exhaust, and a intake. <br />I have 3"exhaust, FMIC, KnN. Everything is mandril bent hard piped. Super 16G, MBC (13lbs.)<br />Restricted by stock fuel system and no tuning(afc or like shit) Ran a 13.7 and this guy handed me my ass last night. I was hoping for a close one. not even. After the roll race where he pulled hard, I thought well I'm sure I kcan get this guy out of the hole, since Ive been launching AWD 4G63's for the last 5 years. He's only been doing it for 1 month. Not even. Drilled me out of thge hole. <br /><br /><br />I NEED ONE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!||66.139.108.24||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-17-2003||05:02 PM||||You could spend 30K on a car, or just upgrade your fuel system to handle 18psi on pump.  I bet you would be alot more even.<br /><br />Common 13psi taking on 19\16 psi.  Don't give up on your car so quickly.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||07-17-2003||06:07 PM||||I killed an evo with 3" turboback a week or two back. If you've been 'launching awd 4g63s' for 5 years Id suspect before you have an upgraded turbo you'd upgrade the fuel system. And have some tuning device.<br /><br />Im running 660s, rewired 3si pump, SAFC and 18psi so maybe Im quicker than you even though you have a 16g. <br /><br />Upgrade your fuel system.. When I beat that evo I was SO stoked I just beat a car that has all this 'hype' and Ive only spent a 1/4 of the $ he has!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||07-17-2003||06:18 PM||||umm, 13psi?  Better change your message board name.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Crank that boost up, watch for knock, you should be able to easily run 17-18psi, possibly more with the FMIC and enough fuel.  <br /><br />Keep in mind the evo runs 19psi stock.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||07-18-2003||08:29 AM||||I'm with Howard. 13psi? ...only if it's a basketball. Crank that thing! 550s and a fuel pump will do you right.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||boostboy51||07-18-2003||10:35 AM||||I know, I know.......... Trust me, fuel and 18 psi next. I'll smoke that fool soon!!!!!<br /><br />It's all about money. Right in the middle of my GVR4ME project, I totalled my 95 TSi AWD in a DWI incident. Now that car would have schooled that kid. Since then I have had to spend $6000 in court costs, Lawyer fees, and classes. Just a minor setback.............. on track once again.||66.139.108.24||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes



ubb/Forum3/002561.cgi
A||||5||mikeyoung00||Anybody bought one of those service manual CDs?||||1||||XHMan||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||07-17-2003||10:13 PM||||Any of you guys purchased one of those CDs on ebay that is supposed to have Acrobat files containing complete service manuals for a bunch of 1st gen DSMs, including the GVR4 and the parts locator program? <br /><br />Any good?||24.117.166.181||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||07-17-2003||10:49 PM||||Yes, but make sure you buy an authorized copy. A single guy (Vineet Singh) made that CD possible by spending months scanning in every page from the various manuals individually. I respect that effort and I urge others to do so as well.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/</a> <br /><br />Many DSM vendors sell them as well.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.132||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||07-18-2003||04:06 AM||||I have one (somewhere... grrr) and I personally think that every DSM should have been sold with that disc in the glove box.  Invaluable.  And yes, if you've ever scanned 10 pages into something usable let alone over 1,000, than you would have tremendous respect for good ol' Vineet and order one of his discs.  He deserves it.||69.59.219.155||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||07-18-2003||09:05 AM||||yeah, too bad this guy didn't have what we have now. in disability services, we sometimes have to convert entire textbooks to digital formats. since some publishers are assholes and refuse to give out even text versions of the text book, i end up scanning 1,000's of pages a month, sometimes. we have this cheap office copier/fax/scanning machine, and i can do about 75 pages every 10 minutes, double sided, any size up to 11x17. how times have changed.<br />(gotta chop the bindings off at the print dept, though) (last thing i had to do was two medical nursing textbooks- well over 5k pages each- done in two weeks)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-18-2003||12:24 PM||||The only thing besides the CD in the glovebox we need is a cheap laptop with Acrobat and a CD drive.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||07-18-2003||06:43 PM||||Hell, it should come with an onboard logger in the dash too.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002562.cgi
A||||15||crucible||Turbo Forrester-DAMN||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||07-18-2003||07:33 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Read an article on the Forrester 'WRX'.<br />Zero to 60-5.3,1/4 mile-13.8<br />Hmmm.These numbers with a detuned motor(210 hp).Huh? Granted, the handling sucked but still quick.Looks like a sneaker.<br />Seems like that motor is putting out more than suggested.<br />Anyway<br /><br />crucible||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||07-18-2003||08:05 AM||||It's a 2.5 liter turbo. That car's hot. I'd love to have one with gold Volk Te37s and a frout mount.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||07-18-2003||08:39 AM||||Yep, its the family man's STi Wagon baby!  It'll be the next "Sleeper" in my stable too if I can talk the wife into it!  She's been trying to talk me into either an LL Bean Edition Outback or a Forester for about a year now.  I used to think the Forester was an ugly duckling and had aspirations to get a Legacy GT wagon instead of the Outback, but man, that Turbo'd ugly duckling is looking mighty tasty!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Oh, and a bud of mine that just defected from DSM's to buy a Rex - his 1G burned down and vowed not to come back to them - just mentioned to me that the Forester Turbo is even faster than his WRX!  NICE!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||07-18-2003||08:49 AM||||Interesting, how we discussed this a bit ago and we are back at it, aye?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002427" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002427</a>||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||07-18-2003||08:54 AM||||Hey I'm new here   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||07-18-2003||03:15 PM||||Sorry, Alex. I am getting cranky. Its seems nowadays most topics are being questioned over and over. <br /><br />here are the ones that piss me off the most!<br /><br />1) will this FMIC fit, will that FMIC fit<br />2) what size exhaust should I run<br /><br />Good lord! This shit has been neat to death already. Search button - use it, there is a reason for its existance.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||07-18-2003||03:49 PM||||I want a Turbo legacey, You cant get more JDm than a wagon. Actulley, screw that give me a Stagnea (sp?) wagon.||67.31.255.244||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||07-19-2003||01:08 AM||||The price of the new Forester is something else. $25k+<br />We've sold a few at the dealership I work at. Selling STIs like crazy though. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||SteveHebert||07-19-2003||06:34 PM||||OK So I Have one - 2004 Forester XT Turbo - shall I modify it?||24.151.136.2||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000010||curtis||07-19-2003||10:28 PM||||I heard that the legacy will be coming out with a turbo flat 6.  Wouldn't that be sweet in an old 2.5 rs body, ultimate rally car.||65.144.153.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||SteveHebert||07-20-2003||09:35 PM||||was just wondering if maybe some of the same principles that apply to my VR4 apply to the Subaru (Few small changes make a noticable difference) - But I guess at this point I have plenty of things to do to the VR4 to keep me occupied for a few weeks.||24.151.136.2||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||07-21-2003||12:52 AM||||Steve might I suggest you hit up <a href="http://www.nasioc.com" target="_blank">www.nasioc.com</a> You will find me there full time as MPREZYA and you'll get enough info your head will spin about your new forester XT. <br /><br />Also FYI the Legacy Turbo will have a 2.5L turbo but the Legacy STi will have a Twin Turbo H6 rated at 375hp and similar torque  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . They are currently working on a new tranny as the current 6 speed isn't entirely up to par for that monster.||65.148.168.174||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||Eclipse182||07-21-2003||05:50 AM||||I dunno about the rest of you, but im looking forward to the Baja Turbo. Not really big on trucks but that thing is sweet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.195.188.187||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||07-21-2003||02:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SteveHebert:<br /><strong> But I guess at this point I have plenty of things to do to the VR4 to keep me occupied for a few weeks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Weeks... <i><b>right</b></i>...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||VR6 Eater||09-17-2003||09:29 PM||||Baja?  I wished they would've called it a Brat like the old ones.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000017||jonvr4||09-17-2003||09:34 PM||||<a href="http://www.cineaction.co.jp/japanese_used_cars/stk/view_img.cgi?im1=3429_1.jpg&im2=3429_2.jpg&im3=3429_3.jpg&im4=3429_4.jpg&tg=1" target="_blank">http://www.cineaction.co.jp/japanese_used_cars/stk/view_img.cgi?im1=3429_1.jpg&im2=3429_2.jpg&im3=3429_3.jpg&im4=3429_4.jpg&tg=1</a>  pretty nice   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />except for its a automatic||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/002563.cgi
A||||17||229of1000||A good use for the cupholder.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||07-18-2003||11:34 AM||||I've been thinking about fabbing up a piece to let me put an S-AFC, AVC-R, VPC, and Turbo Timer in the center console area, where the cupholder is.  The AFC and AVC would go longways side by side toward the back of the holder, and the vpc and turbo timer would be perpendicular to them towards the front.  It would definitely be a cool setup.<br /><br />The only thing, is that the stock cupholder is curved kind of weird and it would be a major PITA to try to get ABS plastic to do that.  So I'm thinking about dremeling out the inside of the cupholder, so that just the frame remains where it sits in the console.  Then I could take a flat plastic piece and cut the holes in it and attach it to the cupholder frame.  <br /><br />What do you guys think?   Anybody have a cupholder they want to donate or sell cheaply?  I don't want to risk cutting up mine and then be out of a cupholder if it doesn't work.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-18-2003||12:11 PM||||I think if you were to go through all that trouble it would be simpler/easier/faster to fab something from scratch!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-18-2003||12:14 PM||||Okay, I've got the cupholder here and I'm going to draw up my idea in CAD and see what I can come up with.  It looks like if I left off the front part where it dives down I might be able to make one out of ABS easily.  If I figure out how to do this good, I could start selling these to people with whatever configuration you want.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||07-18-2003||12:22 PM||||Why not use fiberglass and use the cup holder as a mold. It's easy, cheap and if you screw up you can just throw it away.||199.35.29.120||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||07-18-2003||12:31 PM||||Because I don't know the least about how to do that.  I'm drawing it up in CAD right now, but I need to know the size of an S-AFC if anybody can give me that.  I can't find exact dimensions.<br /><br />Another thought, Is that I could take the stock cupholder, cut out the rear drink holder, and put a piece of plastic in to hold just the VPC and the turbo timer.  Then I could mount the AFC/AVC elsewhere and still have a cupholder.  Hmm...||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||07-18-2003||12:52 PM||||how about this: remove the mouse seat belts.  now, you have a HUGE  hole where the rectactors were.  put the radio there.  now, you have the radio location to use.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||07-18-2003||12:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> how about this: remove the mouse seat belts.  now, you have a HUGE  hole where the rectactors were.  put the radio there.  now, you have the radio location to use. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lengthing all those wires to put the radio there would be a bitch.<br /><br />Somebody gimmie some AFC dimensions please!||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||07-18-2003||01:11 PM||||If you've ever done paper machie' then you can do fiberglass. It's not at tough as some people think. Honestly it's cheap and easy to use once you've become familiar with it.||199.35.29.120||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||07-18-2003||01:16 PM||||dunno about you, but that cupholder place usually gets alot of abuse. people (big smelly ones) resting their arm son it, lotta weight, if you have animals, they sometimes run up and down the car, etc. honestly, the best idea is to make a neat thing to put in the glove compartment. then you still have a cupholder!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||07-18-2003||01:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> dunno about you, but that cupholder place usually gets alot of abuse. people (big smelly ones) resting their arm son it, lotta weight, if you have animals, they sometimes run up and down the car, etc. honestly, the best idea is to make a neat thing to put in the glove compartment. then you still have a cupholder! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I don't let big smelly people ride in my car, for one thing.   Wait a minute, is that aupposed to mean MY arm??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />I'd like it to be within reach so the cupholder sounds best.  Glovebox requires too much leaning over and crap.  Plus I've got about 80 CDs in there.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||07-18-2003||06:47 PM||||I have my turbo timer in there. Its mounted vertically right under the front of the cup holder. It doens't get in the way of anything and I like it out of sight. But my SAFC is right in front of my 2 center vents, which defeats the purpose of hiding the TT I guess.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||curtis||07-20-2003||11:26 PM||||try this you can find them at most junkyards in the non turbo cars  its the whole panel under the stearing wheel make sure you also get the air tube going to the vent.  its a 5 min instal all you have to do is remove the to support brackets for the vr4 panel.<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=839" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=839&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.135.143.174||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||07-21-2003||12:27 AM||||Now that's a good idea.<br /><br />Curtis did you recycle your tires for your pedals LOL ?||65.148.168.174||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||07-21-2003||12:29 AM||||I doubt the VPC harness will reach all the way across the car.  I doubt it will reach to the center console for that matter.  I'm probably going to end up putting it where the ashtray is.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||PRE-EVO||07-21-2003||12:30 AM||||Hey Paul have you changed the chip in your VPC as I was wondering how to open the unit up without breaking it.||65.148.168.174||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000015||number3||07-21-2003||08:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I doubt the VPC harness will reach all the way across the car.  I doubt it will reach to the center console for that matter.  I'm probably going to end up putting it where the ashtray is. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">FYI: The VPC harness will reach to the center console with no problems.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||07-21-2003||11:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I doubt the VPC harness will reach all the way across the car.  I doubt it will reach to the center console for that matter.  I'm probably going to end up putting it where the ashtray is. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">FYI: The VPC harness will reach to the center console with no problems. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks Harry!  I obviously haven't tried to install it yet.  Still waiting on miscellaneous parts.  I think my injectors will be here today.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||07-21-2003||11:47 AM||||Pauly<br /><br />Thats where my VPC used to be as well. I had it rscessed to the bottom and the cupholder fit over it...All hidden  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002564.cgi
A||||10||PRE-EVO||Check out this Transformer.....||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||07-18-2003||12:33 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<img src="http://members.cox.net/virguest/subaru%20transformer.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />I bet you will all think it's not real.... <br />Guess what it is. Due out in September for @$50 in japan. Here's a pic of the actual bot:<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.rakuten.ne.jp/gold/be-j/sin/bat/moto/RIMG0084.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.rakuten.ne.jp/gold/be-j/sin/bat/moto/RIMG0085.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Wonder when an Evo one will be due out. There apparently will be a Pugeot 205 from what little I could gather. If you want to order one let me know and I'll post up the link.||199.35.29.120||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-18-2003||12:46 PM||||I want one!  <br /><br />I didn't even know they still made toys like that.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||07-18-2003||12:50 PM||||ITS MAKINEN'S CAR!!!<br /><br />I want one too! Post the link, post the link!||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||07-18-2003||12:52 PM||||Its name is Smokescreen? <br /><br />Is it supposed to eb Smokescreen Jr?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||07-18-2003||12:58 PM||||I want one too!!||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||07-18-2003||01:07 PM||||It's actually from what people have gathered a redesign of the old smoke screen I guess. <br /><br /><br />Here's the link: <br /><a href="http://www.blastotoys.com/stores/previews_search.cfm?searchPublisher=takara" target="_blank">http://www.blastotoys.com/stores/previews_search.cfm?searchPublisher=takara</a><br /><br />FYI there is some talk that there will be 2 variations the Solberg and the Makinen as there is mention on a site about colors being different or something like that.||199.35.29.120||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||199of2k||07-18-2003||05:09 PM||||Thats hot, Ive gotta get one.||68.14.75.56||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000007||BluFalcon||07-18-2003||08:50 PM||||The original Smokescreen was a Datsun 280Z done up as a roadrace car.  Nice to see that they're revviving the character and keeping him as a racecar.  I so want one of those, the detail on it is excellent and it looks to be fairly well articulated.  if you cant tell, I'm a big time Transformers geek.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    I wonder if they'll do an EVO, that would make my day.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||07-18-2003||09:19 PM||||Holy crap that is awesome!!  How technically accurate is this toy?  I ask because it looks like his "gun" is made from a Subie IC core... but with a Autobot logo instead of STi.||69.59.219.188||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||07-18-2003||11:03 PM||||Yes the gun uses the IC from what everyone can tell.||207.220.137.108||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||Romanova||07-19-2003||01:04 AM||||If that is Makinen's WRC, shouldn't it be all smashed up, on fire, upside down in a tree, or cart-wheeling down a hill? <br />Everyone knows Richard Burns was THE Subaru driver.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />The EVO one isn't being made because the real one isn't even being raced.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/002565.cgi
A||||7||turboflanagan||2.7L Intrepids||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||07-18-2003||01:32 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Before I forget or put it off any longer...<br />If you or anyone you love has one of the '98 or newer Dodge Intrepids with a 2.7l engine GET RID OF IT!!<br />I am a Dodge tech and am really fond of most of the product, but this engine SUCKS!!  It has terrible sludge problems, some have timing chain problems (they are interferance engines), and to boot they are woefully underpowered for this car.  Oh, and to rebuild it (there are NO long blocks available) is around $5000.<br /><br />Just wanted to warn any unsuspecting owners hopefully before it was too late.||209.86.144.6||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||07-18-2003||02:13 PM||||Is this the same motor in the R/T Stratus also?  My Mother-In-Law just traded a brand new R/T Stratus in for a R/T Intrepid wit the 3.5L. She hated the Stratus because it was too small. Anyways...||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||07-18-2003||02:49 PM||||I think that all the R/T's run the 3.0L, but if it had a 2.7 then it is the same.  The 3.5 rocks!  I would love to do some of the tweeks to my wife's '97 Intrepid that the 300M's have, but I don't drive it so what does it matter?||209.86.143.173||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||Sam Sayes||07-18-2003||04:28 PM||||The R/T Stratus is the same 3.0litre V6 from the Mitsubishi Eclipse GT.<br />So basically if you have a Stratus R/T, you have an Eclipse V6 in a tuxedo.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||07-18-2003||06:30 PM||||It is the 4 door R/T Stratus that had the 2.7L V6 and the coupe had the 3.0L.  I knew I saw a 2.7 badge on the car somewhere.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||07-19-2003||11:26 PM||||whats in the new intrepid cop cars ? I know gm runs an s/c version of thos POS new impala's that supposedly a 13 sec car .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||07-20-2003||02:17 AM||||is that the "Magnum 2.7 litre"?||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||07-20-2003||11:48 AM||||Cop cars run the 3.5 that really scream with some suspension and brake tweeks too.<br /><br />A Magnum is what should be used on the 2.7L.  They may put a "magnum" badge on some of the cars but I can't remember seeing any.  Usually that is reserved for the trucks.  <br /><br />I will say that I haven't seen any of the stratus with the 2.7 have the problems that the Intrepids have.||207.69.69.184||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum3/002566.cgi
A||||6||GVR-4||Blonde joke||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||07-18-2003||01:33 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||A few days ago I was having some work done at my local garage.  A blonde came in and asked for a seven-hundred-ten.  We all looked at each other and another customer asked, "What is a seven-hundred-ten?" She replied, "You know, the little piece in the middle of the engine, I have lost it and need a new one."  She replied that she did not know exactly what it was, but this piece had always been there. The mechanic gave her a piece of paper and a pen and asked her to draw what the piece looked like. She drew a circle and in the middle of it wrote 710.  He then took her over to another car which had its hood up and asked "Is there a 710 on this car?" She pointed and said, "Of course, its right there." <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.mjrobinson.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/710.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mjrobinson.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/710.htm</a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-18-2003||01:38 PM||||Haha that is great!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||07-18-2003||08:35 PM||||Hahaha||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||07-18-2003||10:55 PM||||Q: What do you call a brunette with blond roots?<br />A: Artificial Intelligence.||24.117.166.181||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000004||mr.mitsu||07-19-2003||01:17 AM||||girl says to blonde, "omg, i'm pregnant!"<br />blonde replies, "is it yours?"<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||07-19-2003||01:46 AM||||haha those were all good.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||07-19-2003||01:29 PM||||here is anther one for you guys,<br /><br />There was a blonde,brunette and a red headed girl on top of a building,there were pwople on the bottom telling them to jump,the red headed girl stepped up to the edge,they said jump jump jump,the crowd on the bottom had a blanket so they can catch her,so she goes im jumping,she jumps and they move it,so shes history.So now the brunette steps up,they all said jump jump jump,she said no i saw what you did to that girl.The crowd goes we wont move it we promise,so she jumps,they move it,shes done.So now the blonde steps up to the edge and the people on the bottom were like jump jump,she gos hell no,i saw what you did to the other girls,no way.The crowd goes no we promise we wont move it.The blonde said,just put the blanket down and get away and then i will jump...<br /><br />This here isnt really a blonde joke,but here it goes..<br /><br />q.why do women wear tampons when they go skydiving<br />a.So they dont whistle on the way bottom..lol||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002567.cgi
A||||2||229of1000||E-brake||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||07-18-2003||04:44 PM||||A couple months ago I tried to get my e-brake working.  The lines that run back to it were rusted and when we tried to tighten it up, the little round thing at the end of the line busted off and shot about 10 feet away from the car.  <br /><br />I put new lines in, and it worked fine for a while.  Then my car was down for at least a month while I got my tranny rebuilt, new clutch, new flywheel.  As soon as I got my car back on the road, the back left brake was dragging.  On the e-brake assembly on the driver's rear rotor, there is a spring that returns the line after you release the e-brake.  This spring isn't returning anymore, and the whole deal is sticking.  If I take a screwdriver I can pop the assembly back to the released position, it just can't do it on its own.<br /><br />I didn't feel like messing with it so I just made sure it was released and disconnected the e-brake up front so I wouldn't accidentally pull it.  Now I'm sick of not having an e-brake, so what can I do to this assembly to make it work without sticking?  I looked it up in CAPS and I couldn't find the little spring I am talking about.||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-18-2003||05:14 PM||||The spring is still intact?  Try some silicone grease.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||07-18-2003||11:03 PM||||If you still have the spring there, I would say you need to rebuild the calipers.  I'm sure they could use it just 'cause, but it sounds like the piston is binding up in the bore.||207.69.69.21||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum3/002568.cgi
A||||1||TAMBLERAMBLE||Need an ecu bad!||||1||||Tambleramble||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-18-2003||04:51 PM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||Key diver has my ecu and there is a part that is non repairable, does anyone have or know of anywhere to find and ecu? Used or reman would work. Any help would be greatly appreciated and I am willing to give a reward for help finding one. Thanks for the help. My cell# is 765-426-7687 This makes me sad,I haven't even heard her run yet:(||4.3.41.36||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-18-2003||05:10 PM||||<a href="http://www.ebay.com" target="_blank">http://www.ebay.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtrader.com" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtrader.com</a><br /><br />Or search a junkyard.  You want a first generation ADW turbo ecu, preferably manual transmission.<br /><br />You can get more information by <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search" target="_blank">searching here</a>.||67.162.75.199||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002569.cgi
A||XM||4||agrabau||Ralliart Wheels ||||1||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001718">This topic has been moved to For Sale.</a>||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||07-18-2003||07:21 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||For sale going on ebay soon if I can't sell them here. They need paint. One has a ding in it from a curb or something but has held air for 3 months with no problem. (it doesn't look nice though) I have 4 more but they're not all straight like these are. Needless to say, these are rare, they're ex-WRC livery. Any inquries or questions please ask. <br /><br />I'm asking $1300 USD to start. The wheels are $1000 each new, but these aren't in that kind of shape. They have Ecsta MX Kuhmo 225-40-18's on them with only 200 miles. <br /><br />They don't fit the Bimmubishi, they don't require fender rolling, you'll need lugs...here's the link! I need to take a picture of the ding. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.imagestation.com/album/?id=4289640107" target="_blank">I want the biggest wheels that fit.</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||07-18-2003||07:33 PM||||how much do these weigh? also do you have a pic of these on a galant?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||07-18-2003||07:45 PM||||About 17 lbs each. I don't have pics of them on a car anymore. I used to have one with em on my car somewhere.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||07-18-2003||07:47 PM||||Damn.....those are the same wheels I put on my gvr4 model that I stole from a Evo V rally model. Those would look sick if they were repowdercoated silver. I'm half tempted to offer a trade of sorts for my mint condition Centerlines.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||07-18-2003||07:53 PM||||Moving to the for sale section, Alex!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002570.cgi
A||||18||gvr4in||Sweet rides on ebay!||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||07-18-2003||09:40 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||One word describes these two cars..<br /><br />BADASS~!<br /><br />1:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6352&item=2424081428" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6352&item=2424081428</a><br />440cc injectors! swapped 'heads'!<br /><br />2:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2424296827" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2424296827</a><br />Wohhahh body kit!<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||07-18-2003||10:46 PM||||dam to bad i dont have any money  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||07-18-2003||10:46 PM||||I would the the CRX over that DSM anyday....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||07-18-2003||11:06 PM||||How the hell did he get that 92 Talon bumper cover to work on the 90 car with the popups?  If it' a bolt on proposition, I think I might see if there's a good condition 92-94 Talon cover for my 90.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||07-18-2003||11:17 PM||||And the ugly ass award goes to the CRX.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||07-18-2003||11:39 PM||||He paid money to get Venom OEM injectors.  Retard!  My favorites:<br /><br />"Est 1/4 mile low 12's."<br />"Stock turbo set at 15psi."<br />"AEM AFPR" - Like he needs it with a stock pump and injectors.<br /><br />And the wing...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||07-18-2003||11:41 PM||||And get this - it's listed as an Eclipse, but has a Laser back end, and a Talon front end.  WTF?!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||07-19-2003||12:17 AM||||What about this 'eclipse'?<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.anti-rice.com/rice010/untitled%20copy.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />He tried sOooo hard, but got no where!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||07-19-2003||12:59 AM||||omg,did i see what i thing i just saw on that eclipse???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />That guy needs to burn in hell..||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||07-20-2003||02:32 AM||||Low 12's with 440 injectors! Rrrrrrright.||216.76.180.36||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||josh91vr4||07-20-2003||03:00 AM||||Terren - is that a SUNBIRD??? Certainly is what it looks like, i used to have one.. What a pisser. That car needs to be shot, taken out of its misery.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000012||gvr4in||07-20-2003||06:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Josh B:<br /><strong> Terren - is that a SUNBIRD??? Certainly is what it looks like, i used to have one.. What a pisser. That car needs to be shot, taken out of its misery. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No dude it's an eclipse 'sport' edition! can't you tell? Lol Im not sure what type of car it is..||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||07-20-2003||10:52 AM||||I'm pretty sure it's a Cavalier.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||DeanCouchey||07-20-2003||01:57 PM||||no thats the rare J-body eclipse sport model! very rare! I heard it will outrun anything cause it has 440's and a stock turbo set at a wopping 15 PSi||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||07-20-2003||05:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I'm pretty sure it's a Cavalier. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Chrysler LeBaron.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||07-20-2003||06:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I'm pretty sure it's a Cavalier. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Chrysler LeBaron. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">$5 says it's not a LeBaron.  The shape and size of the car is totally wrong.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Definitely either a Cavalier or a Sunbird (cousins), but I think from the badging on the side it's a Cavalier.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||07-20-2003||09:15 PM||||Going by the rims, I say Pontiac.  Either way, that is one stupid ass car!||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||DeanCouchey||07-20-2003||11:36 PM||||looks like a sunbird to me, cause of the rims (hubcap) and cause of the J-body style.<br />  <img src="http://a137.g.akamai.net/f/137/3538/120m/imageonthefly.cars.com/jsppages/admsimage.jsp?IMG=U2POGEG2.JPG&width=250&COLOR=ffffff" alt=" - " />||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000019||DeanCouchey||07-20-2003||11:37 PM||||heres a better picutre!  <img src="http://a137.g.akamai.net/f/137/3538/120m/imageonthefly.cars.com/jsppages/admsimage.jsp?IMG=U4POGEA2.JPG&width=250&COLOR=ffffff" alt=" - " />||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002571.cgi
A||||0||7541000||what would you do||||1||||7541000||00000009
Z||000000||7541000||07-18-2003||11:25 PM||||i have a little money and a little credit, i have an 87 5spd LX hatch with a motor that wont turn, no job, no real mechanical experience, few tools and a dirt driveway, i found a Merkur auto, turbo with 80K miles on it, for about $1000.<br /><br />this is a joke but this is my life.<br /><br />i know, get a job keep the car and buy the other and do the swap.<br /><br />but i could also throw it all away and get a career, and a brand new anything i want.||12.89.134.242||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes



ubb/Forum3/002577.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||Florida guys.....||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||07-20-2003||06:43 PM||nohad43@aol.com||Most of you guys have been wondering who has been cruising around in a belize green galant vr4,I happened to catch the car at a gas staion mechanic shop,the car was outside waiting to get worked on,the guy wasnt there but the car was dropped off and it was there,this thing is immaculate,the car only has 50k miles on it.I saw this guy at night driving on the opposite road as me and i saw him,the guy is  in his late 40's.Jus thought you guys should know,because someone in this forum was also wondering who that was.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-20-2003||06:46 PM||||You should've left a note on his car about the board.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||07-20-2003||08:12 PM||||I left the mechanic my phone nuber so he can give it to the owner.But i havent gotten any call at all by him.but i see him riding around a lot,ill catch him.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||1667 VR4||07-20-2003||08:30 PM||||which shop was it?<br /><br />i wonder if he's in the market for a second belize green VR4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||4.47.100.54||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||07-21-2003||12:09 AM||||It was at the Bp gas station on alt. 19 n.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002578.cgi
A||||3||a_santos||Ran 14.7 ||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||07-20-2003||11:35 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Ok guys,<br /><br />Today was my first time driving a car on a dragway. It was at the Shootout. My first pass was a 15.00 with a 2.13 60' time. My best and final pass was a 14.7 at 92 mph with a 2.0 60'. My best 60' was a 1.91, and my best light was a .515 on a .500 tree   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  . All that with a stock clutch. I got 3 passes with the stock clutch before it started to slip. First pass had the sttuterbox set at 5500, and the last three were at 6000. <br /><br />My mods are:<br /><br />small 16g @12psi<br />2.5" downpipe and high flow cat and 3" exhaust.<br /><br />I am happy that nothing broke. <br /><br />Ther were an incredible number of GVR4s there, at least 15. Too bad we couldn't all get together.<br /><br />I have tons of pics and tons of vid that I took and I will post them later. <br /><br />I also recorded Shepherd's 9.07 run, I believe it is his fastest all time. The video turned out really nice.<br /><br />Where can I host videos so that I can post the links?||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-21-2003||12:33 AM||||Sounds like you are ready for a fuel pump and more boost!  You're starving that 16G.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||07-21-2003||02:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> First pass had the sttuterbox set at 5500, and the last three were at 6000.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've been pulling consistent 1.74's with the stutterbox set at 5000rpm. I think that since with the stutterbox it builds boost at the line you can actually launch at a lower rpm than without it IMHO.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||NZ VR4 RS||07-21-2003||03:58 AM||||i can host the video for you if you want.<br /><br />nick||203.97.2.242||reg||1||NZ VR4 RS||00000115||yes



ubb/Forum3/002574.cgi
A||||6||Eclipse182||Roof Scoops||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||07-20-2003||05:48 AM||||Not sure if this topic has been posted before but, whats the point of a roof scoop? Ive heard a bunch of different answers from "a substitute to air conditioning" to "theyre used to create downforce" to "the dont serve any purpose, they just look cool".   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  I figured you guys might know, thanx in advance for the help!||24.195.188.187||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||07-20-2003||08:05 AM||||I believe rally cars use them for fresh air into the cockpit...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-20-2003||10:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> I believe rally cars use them for fresh air into the cockpit... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's it.  With no AC and the windows up, for many miles of hard driving, they'd probably pass out without it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||07-20-2003||07:44 PM||||yeah<br />coz no air con, <br />its just to allow air into cabin..<br />without causing too much turb...<br /><br />also the air on top of the car would be cleaner than the side doors (dust i guess)||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||Eclipse182||07-20-2003||07:51 PM||||Thanks, thats what I thought, but I wasnt sure  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.195.188.187||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||07-22-2003||02:22 PM||||does anyone have one on their VR-4????<br />lets see some pics!!!<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||07-23-2003||07:01 AM||||The only WRC car that has A/C is the Citroen. It is not belt driven though, it is electric I believe.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/002575.cgi
A||||2||Matticus||Stationary Antennas||||5||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||07-20-2003||10:42 AM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Does anyone have a stationary antenna on their Galant?  My power antenna went TU and I made matters worse attempting to repair it.  So I bought a universal antenna off ebay and it didn't turn out to good.  It wouldn't mount right, it looked funny, and works like crap.  So, I would like to just replace it with a stationary mast.  Can anyone give me any ideas on what would make a good donor car/antenna?   <br /><br />Thanks||209.137.160.20||reg||5||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||07-20-2003||10:59 AM||||I went to a scrap yard and pulled an 1g eclipse ant.  I painted it black with the same bumper/trim paint I did the doors with.  I had to bend it ever so slightly to get it to stand up straight, but it fits well and looks good.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||07-21-2003||03:03 PM||||I ran a solid mast for awhile till i found a power setup that worked. also had a non power mirror on the pass side for a time this car was so needy when I got it ! any base model galant should have what you need,.||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/002576.cgi
A||||2||EvilGalantGSX||Went Autocrossing in the G-GSX||||1||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||07-20-2003||05:17 PM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||Well i did get the Galnt running in time for the autocross yesterday. Went in with high hopes and left kinda disipointed.<br /><br /><br />I experenced the powersteering cut out that i have read about and deffently will try to fix that soon, and the car had realy bad understeer.<br /><br /><br />What i want to know is what is the first steps to making these cars better auto-x's.<br /><br />I plain on getting some Falken Azenis before the next race.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||07-20-2003||11:48 PM||||The way to fix the power steering cutout is to drive smoother. Don't yank on the wheel as much and it won't cut out. Seriously, look at every post where someone complains about power steering cutout and its a newbie. Pick your lines, look ahead, and don't force it.<br /><br />Upgrading steps I would take would be:<br /><br />0. Driver - you should be upgrading this part every time you autox<br />1. Wheels/tires - larger/wider/stickier<br />2. Good alignment - do this right after you get new wheels/tires<br />3. Rear swaybar - 24mm from Whiteline or RM Racing<br />4. Front swaybar - 22mm from Whiteline<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||EvilGalantGSX||07-21-2003||04:12 PM||||The only place where the powersteering cut realy became noticable was in the super tight Slalom that was at the finish.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes



ubb/Forum3/002579.cgi
A||||22||GVR-4||Who's keeping up with the Tour?||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||07-20-2003||11:50 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Just wanted to see how many of you guys are watching the Tour de France. Please post your input and if you have any questions.<br /><br />Dave Peter||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||07-21-2003||01:08 AM||||I'm watching it every night.  It gets me so psyched up I want to ride while I'm watching it.  <br /><br />Nice to see that Jan didn't drive off the road and into the bushes on that one turn during a descent this year.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Hey Dave, got a scan of that pic of you riding in the pack with Lance?  You should post it here!||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||07-21-2003||01:37 AM||||i follow the tour...must sleep now hehe||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||number3||07-21-2003||08:43 AM||||The bike thing? No motor no watch, plus it is French. The French Nation is not high up on the list of friendlies right now.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||07-21-2003||09:04 AM||||This is one of the best in years. I've been watching almost every night. Lance is under seige at all times. My money's on Jan this year and in 2 years, Tyler Hamilton.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||07-21-2003||11:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> The bike thing? No motor no watch, plus it is French. The French Nation is not high up on the list of friendlies right now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude, that right there is a reason to watch it... the french are pissed because an American is hopefully about to kick their ass in their own country for the 5th time in a row.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />The hardcore Tour fans are fanatical in the same crazy way that rally fans are, jumping out of the way just in time, running naked next to the bikes and screaming, etc.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-21-2003||01:55 PM||||Hm...  Lance is representing Subaru, though..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||07-21-2003||03:50 PM||||DON'T MISS THE COVERAGE FOR MONDAY'S STAGE!!!!<br /><br />This is the most exciting bike race I've ever seen. I said Lance would win before it started and I still think he will. It's pretty awesome that he can have a bad day and still respond to all the attacks. And have a "disastrous" time trial and still get second. This will be his toughest bid yet, but he still has that incredible focus that makes him unique.<br /><br />dp<br /><br />That's Todd Littlehales, Lance and me behind and to his left. Race for the Roses Criterium in Austin. June 15th 1998 issue of VeloNews.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=844" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=844&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||number3||07-21-2003||05:20 PM||||The French are such cowards that they needed to pull him down to make the race fair.<br /><br />Everyone knows Lance will win. What's the point?||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||07-21-2003||05:37 PM||||I really admire the sportsmanship taking place.  What other sport has leaders stopping to wait for the fallen opponents?  It's nice to not get beat while you're down.<br /><br />I don't think Lance's victories will always be cut and dry, it's only a matter of time till he stops competing in the Tour, or he loses to a well unified team with a powerhouse like himself.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||07-21-2003||05:38 PM||||Most people don't understand bicycle racing. For the ones that do, it's awesome. I've learned over the years that it doesn't matter how passionate you are about it, you can't convey that same passion to everybody. But it's fun to discuss when you do find someone with the same perspective. Just thought I'd see how many guys on the board share that passion.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||92GVR4#333||07-22-2003||05:07 PM||||I say Lance will climb the mountian stages like a goat and put at least 3 mins up and take yellow till end||64.12.96.102||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000012||gvr4in||07-22-2003||05:18 PM||||You guys see him eat shit? I think it was yesterday, I was watching CNN and his handlebars caught a spectator's handbag and he went DOWN! Then a bit later, he almost lost it again!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||07-23-2003||09:58 AM||||Even after Lance falls, he gets pissed and passes everybody to take the stage win?!  Awesome, fall looked like it might have hurt a little too.    <br /><br />Damn that spectator, didn't even let go of the musette (sp?) after it hooked on Lance's handlebars.  <br /><br />I wish I could watch the coverage in the morning instead of depriving myself of Tour news till the evening.  <br /><br />I wonder how "cool" I'll look if I walk to work in a USPS time trial space helmet?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||curtis||07-23-2003||10:17 AM||||the damn french! they even have to screw up bike racing.  I wish he was driving a wrc car when he caught her handbag.  Would have been nice to see her butt slamming against the car at 200 k.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  If they pull another stunt like that maybe George W will unleash a few special ops teams on paris and when their done.  Carpet bomb the whole country with c130 spec's.  It should have been done back years ago with the lybia mess then again last year.  So soon they forget if it wasn't for us they would be eating brats and sour cabbage, and wishing they could get the taste of mustard gas out of there mouth.||65.135.143.212||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||07-23-2003||10:55 AM||||Curtis, that spectator could have been from anywhere.  Could've been American for all we know...||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||07-23-2003||10:57 AM||||...or an Al Qaida terrorist!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||agrabau||07-23-2003||11:10 AM||||Tyler's moving up! Within striking distance of the yellow! Ahhh yeah! I used to ride with Tyler on occasion. We did some training rides in the spring a few years back. Local boy makes good! <br /><br />That spectator could have been American but It looked like they were behind the partition anyway. Lance was just cutting it too close. The second time he almost went down his foot came out of the pedal. That happens a lot when you're tired and your pedalstroke gets less controlled and you're still pressing hard.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000018||GVR-4||07-23-2003||12:57 PM||||Yeah, I still don't know what happened to cause Lance's second mishap on stage 15. My bud and I speculate his chain could have been bent from being wedged between the small ring and the chainstay in the crash, and it skipped when he tried to shift. Other than that, I think he just came out of the pedal. I know he still rides Look style pedals with the black cleats. His cleat could have been either worn or broken and his foot pulled out as a result. As far as i know, the cause hasn't been confirmed.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000019||howard_GVR4||07-23-2003||01:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /> I used to ride with Tyler on occasion. <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hot damn, got another cyclist on the GVR4 board?  Maybe we should have a GVR4 BYOBike meet on the east coast somewhere.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyone got a road bike to trade for some GVR4 parts?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000020||agrabau||07-23-2003||02:09 PM||||...i'd take a lot of parts! I also have a Giro TT helmet for you Howard. : ) ...will trade for fuel pump..||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000021||howard_GVR4||07-23-2003||02:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> ...i'd take a lot of parts! I also have a Giro TT helmet for you Howard. : ) ...will trade for fuel pump.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Alex, are you serious?  I have an extra Walbro 255lph fuel pump I'd love to trade for that helmet.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000022||GVR-4||07-23-2003||06:50 PM||||Howard, my buddy is the director of the Victory Brewing/Amoroso's womens team and I may be able to get a good deal on a road bike through him. They are riding Specialized bikes currently and they're pretty nice. Let me know when you're in the market for a bike and I'll give him a call.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.victorycycling.com/" target="_blank">http://www.victorycycling.com/</a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/002580.cgi
A||||25||a_santos||Shootout pics||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||07-21-2003||12:03 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Here they are:<br /><br />This some unlucky guy that put his hand by the intake on Dale's car. I didn't know a FP red could suck like that.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=840" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=840&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Dale at the line<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=841" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=841&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />True JDM galant <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=842" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=842&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />My VR4, another one and an EVO<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=843" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=843&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />More pics and vids to come!||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||07-21-2003||12:06 AM||||Cool,when did this take place?Where was it?||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||07-21-2003||12:14 AM||||it was this past weekend. it takes place every year around this time in Ohio.||65.227.204.223||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||07-21-2003||02:07 AM||||Whoa! Dales spoilerless.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  What kind of times did he run?||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||scooter||07-21-2003||04:56 AM||||damn dale,  thats one sweet looking ride.  under the hood looks sick.  who made that heat sheild?  i likes alot.  what kinda times did you run or he run if hes not part of this site.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||07-21-2003||06:47 AM||||I think Dale's best run was a 11.68.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||scooter||07-21-2003||07:14 AM||||damn, thats sweet.  does he have a 7cm or 8cm housing.  also, where can i find a list of his mods and info on the car. im sorta new to this site and dont really know anyone yet.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000007||Oztek||07-21-2003||08:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I think Dale's best run was a 11.68. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, at 126 mph.  <br /><br />He just needs to work on the first 1/8th mile.  That car is wicked fast though.||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000008||number3||07-21-2003||08:37 AM||||Where is his helmet and fire jacket?||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||Doug Thomas||07-21-2003||09:22 AM||||It's the shootout and from what I've heard you don't need no safe equipment. They let run what you've brung and don't give you no hassle about that stuff. It's also a IHRA track and you don't need a cage or fire jacket until you run faster than 11.4. I don't know about the helmet though.<br /><br />I wish there was a IHRA track in the NY or NJ area  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.10.219.26||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||07-21-2003||09:29 AM||||How did AMS do this year? I see that my old grey gvr4 with JDM bumpers is in one of those pics and the silver JDM gvr4 belonged to Garfield and was purchased by Tim at AMS as a daily driver. <br /><br />Oztek - Are you referring to his launches or is the big FP red and its lag?<br /><br />Just curious...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||07-21-2003||09:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Oztek:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I think Dale's best run was a 11.68. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, at 126 mph.  <br /><br />He just needs to work on the first 1/8th mile.  That car is wicked fast though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy crap, 126mph is really moving for an 11.68.  Should be more like a 10!!||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||Doug Thomas||07-21-2003||09:42 AM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]Holy crap, 126mph is really moving for an 11.68.  Should be more like a 10!! [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />126mph is really fast, but I don't know if that would be 10s. He would have to pull a really low 60' time for that.<br /><br />Anyone know what Dale's car weighs? Was he running a full interior? I see no spoiler and brakeman brakes.||12.10.219.26||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000013||number3||07-21-2003||09:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> It's also a IHRA track and you don't need a cage or fire jacket until you run faster than 11.4. I don't know about the helmet though.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didn't relies that about the jacket and IHRA, thanks. He may have a helmet but it is real hard to tell by the picture.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||Oztek||07-21-2003||09:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Where is his helmet and fire jacket? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Helmet is on the floor.<br /><br />Fire jacked?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    Uhh....His cloths are fire retardent?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000015||Doug Thomas||07-21-2003||09:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy crap, 126mph is really moving for an 11.68.  Should be more like a 10!!</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">126mph is really fast, but I don't know if that would be 10s. He would have to pull a really low 60' time for that.<br /><br />Anyone know what Dale's car weighs? Was he running a full interior? I see no spoiler and brakeman brakes.||12.10.219.26||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000016||Oztek||07-21-2003||09:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong>Oztek - Are you referring to his launches or is the big FP red and its lag?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He just needs more seat time.  This is the first time that he had the car/combination out.  His sixty foot times where like 1.79 - 2.00.  It's just getting used to it.<br /><br />He likes his car too much.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   We were telling him to drive it like he hates it!  Curt Brwon was going to take it down the strip, but the positioning of the racing seat was bad.  (Dale is much taller than Curt.)<br /><br />Do not run this car from a roll though.  His MPH in the 1/8th was 91 and he trapped at 126.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000017||Doug Thomas||07-21-2003||09:50 AM||||Sorry double post.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.10.219.26||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000018||Oztek||07-21-2003||09:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>126mph is really fast, but I don't know if that would be 10s. He would have to pull a really low 60' time for that.<br /><br />Anyone know what Dale's car weighs? Was he running a full interior? I see no spoiler and brakeman brakes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I figure if he could have gotten the 60 down a little more and did a couple more power shifts, Dale could have run a 11.2 or 11.3.  The car is making lots of power on the top end.<br /><br />He had the interior gutted.  Figure the car probably weighted little over 3000 lbs or so.<br /><br />Great work Dale!||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000019||Oztek||07-21-2003||09:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> How did AMS do this year? I see that my old grey gvr4 with JDM bumpers is in one of those pics and the silver JDM gvr4 belonged to Garfield and was purchased by Tim at AMS as a daily driver. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They did okay.  They were having clutch problems all weekend.  Adam's Evo II ran something like a 13.00 at 145.  The clutch was just engaging to harshly.  Adam's girl friend broke out in the semi finals running a 12.15 on a 12.20 dialin.||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000020||Romanova||07-21-2003||11:57 AM||||Is it just me, or are those some crazy looking rotors on the black VR-4?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000021||Doug Thomas||07-21-2003||12:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Is it just me, or are those some crazy looking rotors on the black VR-4?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Those are brakeman brakes very light and very expensive. John Shepherd, Curt Brown and Sean Glazer(AWD Talon)all run them on their race cars.||12.10.219.26||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||07-21-2003||08:10 PM||||I just noticed 2 things on the JDM silver galant pic:<br /><br />1) the big ass belongs to Martin Musial who owns AMS<br /><br />2) the bosnian guy looking at the camera is none other than our very own Gabor Mayer   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||Minjin||07-21-2003||09:26 PM||||I have about 200 pictures from the ShootOut, mostly cars and engine bay shots. Not too much of the other picture worthy subjects there as I'm not as bold as some...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Sorry, but I don't have the money to afford to host all those pics. Maybe I'll find a couple good ones and post em...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000024||sleeper||07-21-2003||11:15 PM||||KC,<br />Bosnian your ass.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Your car looked good with the techno inside sticker on it? Thats the only way I knew it was yours.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.187.109||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000025||Hertz||07-21-2003||11:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> I have about 200 pictures from the ShootOut, mostly cars and engine bay shots. Not too much of the other picture worthy subjects there as I'm not as bold as some...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Sorry, but I don't have the money to afford to host all those pics. Maybe I'll find a couple good ones and post em...<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll host all you care to throw at <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">my server</a> so long as they're only viewed by people here (save bandwidth).  If it makes things easier and you have under, say 40 megs, I can just dump them all into a folder.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002581.cgi
A||||14||jonvr4||Random Thought||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-21-2003||01:54 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||I wish i had work tomarrow becuase i need cash, but at the same time i hate work more than anything. In fact when i work it's most likely the worst day of my life [quote from Peter Gibbons, office space, the gratest movie of all times]. Oh well, i guess i just can't win!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-21-2003||02:01 PM||||Get a job doing something you like.||67.162.75.65||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-21-2003||02:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Get a job doing something you like. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Word.  How many times have I said that to myself.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||07-21-2003||02:08 PM||||Office space is a funny movie.<br />If it was not for my job, i could not sit here (galantvr4.org) all day!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||07-21-2003||02:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> Office space is a funny movie.<br />If it was not for my job, i could not sit here (galantvr4.org) all day!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Office space rules!  Yeah I may not love my job but at least I can fart around on the internet all day.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||07-21-2003||02:30 PM||||What do you do Paul?<br />I convert digital art for a printing company...<br />Easy stuff, cool software, and a fast internet connection.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||07-21-2003||02:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> What do you do Paul?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I do architectural drafting.  Half the time there is no work, so I just sit around.  We've got a cable connection here but it's actually a little slower than my cable at home.  Nice computers though, we play a little Hot Pursuit 2 on the LAN sometimes.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||07-21-2003||02:51 PM||||hot pursuit? go get unreal 2 or 3, and get strikeforce. best time waster ever. its better if you buy a case of good brew, and are conveniently close to a john, though. ah, college.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.strike-force.com/" target="_blank">http://www.strike-force.com/</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||07-21-2003||03:17 PM||||I have 2 jobs, one doing IT support for a state university.  If I'm not busy (or just doing phone help), I play some Counterstrike when I get the chance.  I mix that in with obsessively checking this board, a couple other sites, email, and music.  <br /><br />Then I go to my other job at a recording studio out in the country where I have no OC3 connection at my disposal.  I can, however, blow stuff up with fireworks or piss off of the porch.<br /><br />I love both my jobs, and I feel like a lucky SOB that I can work doing things I enjoy.  When I do session work playing music for money, it doesn't feel like work, it's like a fish getting paid to swim.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||07-21-2003||10:07 PM||||i can't get a job.. i've been trying for a while now (since a week after i got off school). i've driven around for over 6 hours, going place to place asking for work. and i've called over at least 50 places (no joke). <br /><br />if krogers won't take me, then who will.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||07-21-2003||11:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> <br />if krogers won't take me, then who will. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The armed forces!  Your Uncle Sam will always have a job waiting for you.||67.162.75.65||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||VTGVR4||07-22-2003||09:12 AM||||UPS, Fed Ex tend to pay upwards of 8.00 an hour for starting money, and usually have overtime which is pretty good cash. try the red cross, they have very unknown job positions, that start at 10 and 12 an hour, no degree needed. (filtering blood, and you get out around 1:30 in the afternoon!)<br /><br />armed services isn't that bad. i would have been in the marines if they would get their act straight and set up a deaf division! anyone knows deaf people see and notice moving things 3 to 6 times faster than a hearing person would. (the reason i'm hard to get in paintball and unreal)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />but on the downside, my buddy that i grew up with is now in bagdad, i hope the guy make sit out alive. coudlnt pay me a million to stay there just ten minutes.||206.15.137.208||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||07-22-2003||11:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Get a job doing something you like. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I once did a psychology study for on people in the work place, and would you believe that 80% of the population works someplace at the least they don't like to work at...  In contrast only 50% of people do something they love to do.  <br /><br />For example me, I wanted to be a social worker but ended up an ex-Navy techno weeny manager...  I'm good at what I do but hate it after doing it for 8 years...  I'm trying to change my ways by getting into something I've always been interested in - Real Estate.  Perhaps one day I will be the independently wealthy social worker I aspire to be...<br /><br />A good friend of mine is at the crossroads.  He's a 48 year old bachelor programmer who has no ties.  He makes well over 6 figures cus he's good at what he does, and loves it too, BUT, he's was also building a 500HP GT40 from the ground up, and just this past weekend got a call from a guy in San Fran - opposite coast - to build his GT for him, which will take about 200 hours...  at $70 per hour, thats freakin what, $14000!  Not bad for a side project.  He just recently put up his site <a href="http://xtremeclassics.com/" target="_blank">http://xtremeclassics.com/</a> to look for interest in his work.  Perhaps he'll go back to building cars for a living.  He is an ex-mechanical engineer who even worked building engines in a machine shop in college...  Brilliant minds like his make me feel damn simple...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||07-22-2003||01:05 PM||||Wow, I'll take one.<br /><br />Various links from there lead me to <a href="http://www.turnfast.com/tech_intro/intro.lasso" target="_blank">this page</a>. (another site)  Look at the photo in the upper right -- middle car -- is that a Galant?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||DeanCouchey||07-22-2003||04:48 PM||||I believe it is!<br />  <img src="http://www.turnfast.com/tech_intro/intro_images/corkscrew1.gif" alt=" - " />||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002582.cgi
A||||6||ayvr4||AM I DUMB?||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||07-21-2003||02:25 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||What the hell does VR-4 actually stand for?<br />This is what i read a while ago:<br /><br />"VR-4 stands for Everything Four Wheels (Motor Trends)"<br /><br />does this mean it does not stand for anything just some random letters?? or is it from:<br /><br />acti(V)e fou(R) - (4)everything  ?<br /><br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||07-21-2003||02:43 PM||||i was under the impression that 'VR4' was the simplest abreviation for the japanese words for "everything 4 wheels". <br />i'm not too fond of "VR", since it kinda looks like the appropiately 'Verboten-4 cyclinder' moniker.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-21-2003||04:26 PM||||It is actually "Viscous Realtime - 4"||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||07-21-2003||04:39 PM||||how is that per-noun-ced?<br /><br />VisK-uS?<br /><br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.167||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||07-21-2003||04:56 PM||||Pronounced like this...<br /><br />Vishus<br /><br />LOL...Best I could do||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-21-2003||04:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> how is that per-noun-ced?<br /><br />VisK-uS?<br /><br />Thanks<br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup.<br /><br /><a href="http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=viscous" target="_blank">http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=viscous</a><br /><br />Not the same as "viscious".||24.136.61.162||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Craig91||07-21-2003||09:38 PM||||I take that back then.  Just wasn't reading carefully enough.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum3/002583.cgi
A||||18||jonvr4||The best pop up blocker?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-21-2003||03:33 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||does anyone know which is the best pop up blocker? i have comcast cable internet, and i have so many shitty pop ups!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||07-21-2003||03:46 PM||||Ad zapper,works great    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||SLO GVR 4||07-21-2003||03:55 PM||||The new google bar works fantastic||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||07-21-2003||04:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SLO GVR 4:<br /><strong> The new google bar works fantastic </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yep, that's the only decent one IMHO.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-21-2003||04:21 PM||||I'll "third" that.<br /><br /><a href="http://toolbar.google.com/index-beta.php" target="_blank">http://toolbar.google.com/index-beta.php</a>||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||07-21-2003||05:29 PM||||heh, whats a poop up? i've been using mozilla for so long now, i totally forgot about poop ups.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||07-21-2003||05:50 PM||||Same with Opera. Popups are an option you can just turn off in config.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||Doug Thomas||07-21-2003||05:58 PM||||I use <a href="http://www.panicware.com/" target="_blank">http://www.panicware.com/</a>||12.10.219.29||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||07-21-2003||06:43 PM||||Most pop-ups are from Gator/Gain/Bargain Buddy/ITS/other BS programs. Get rid of all of those and you should be without popups except on some web sites. Be carefull when your on the internet not to click "Yes" to any of those install prompts that just randomly appear unless you know exactly what it is (like a Windows update or a Macromedia Flash Player install). That is where all the above listed (SPYWARE) comes from. I hate all that crap. It mostly comes from porn sites and warez sites. I know because I clean off my friends computer all the time and thats the majority of sites that he visits. dip shit.<br /><br /><br />Anyway, just be careful what you clikc 'yes' to.<br /><br /><br />And if this doesnt describe your problem, then its just here as a helpful warning.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||scooter||07-22-2003||03:11 AM||||if you have windows xp, you can just turn them off.  i havent had one since i turned them off.  if you need help with how, just ask.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000010||1312VR4||07-22-2003||07:20 AM||||i'm asking  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000011||VTGVR4||07-22-2003||08:57 AM||||<a href="http://blackviper.com/index.html" target="_blank">http://blackviper.com/index.html</a>  <br />is a good place to start. clean up all the services that M$ has installed and running while running. this makes the computer operate faster, frees up a ton of ram, and IMO, is akin to modding the galant, since you are tweaking everything to the nth degree. this will get rid of the pops ups that result from the netsend operand.||206.15.137.208||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||07-22-2003||09:02 AM||||End Popups - <a href="http://www.endpopups.com" target="_blank">www.endpopups.com</a> - to block<br /><br />SpyBot Search & Destroy - <a href="http://security.kolla.de/index.php?lang=en&page=start" target="_blank">http://security.kolla.de/index.php?lang=en&page=start</a> - to clean...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000013||mixx2001||07-22-2003||04:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> i'm asking   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Me too.||65.165.18.213||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000014||scooter||07-22-2003||04:08 PM||||ok here try this<br />1. Click on My Computer and open the control panel. 2. Open the Performance and Maintenance or Administrative Tools. 3. Double-click on Services, and scroll down to Messenger. 4. Double-click Messenger and click the Stop button which will stop the service. 5. Change the startup type to Disable.....no more Messenger popups...... <br />i havent had one since and hope it works for you.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000015||scooter||07-22-2003||04:09 PM||||also, let me know if it worked.||64.12.96.102||reg||7||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000016||Team Ducktape||07-22-2003||08:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> does anyone know which is the best pop up blocker? i have comcast cable internet, and i have so many shitty pop ups! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My advice-  <br /><br />"Stay off the porn sites........"||24.209.155.217||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000017||scooter||07-23-2003||01:33 PM||||so did it work guys?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000018||slvrblt||07-24-2003||09:08 PM||||If you disable the 'messenger' service there is no way that anyone can send you that type of popup. That is not the type that opens a browser window. That is the kind that has only and "ok" button at the bottom center and has a "TO" and "FROM" at the top. A shortcut to stopping this service is to open the "run" box and type "net stop messenger". That will open a DOS box and in a second will close it. This is only temporary and you will need to do it again after you reboot.<br /><br /><br />That program "SpyBot S&D" is bad ass. Just update it first then scan your computer. With the default settings it seems to be safe to let it fix everything it wants to.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002584.cgi
A||||3||broke down||replacement lifters?||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||07-21-2003||06:21 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I may be in the market for a new set of lifters.  Any suggestions on what brand and where to get them?  Also, how much are they going to cost, typically?  I don't really know a good place to look for these.||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||07-21-2003||06:42 PM||||I think the stock 2g lifters are the ticket. Someone else can confirm or deny this.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-21-2003||08:31 PM||||Hertz just posted about this.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002490" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002490</a><br /><br />Tons of people, myself included, have had great success with this company and their lifters.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||07-21-2003||10:50 PM||||I recently installed a fresh engine into my car. I also have the new lifters.(3rd gen?) I had heard they were in '98 and newer turbos. Inexpensive, and purchased directly from the dealer. I always had lifter noise. Now it's so quiet.||67.162.131.180||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/002585.cgi
A||||27||gtluke||who brought this to the shootout?||||7||||gtluke||00000281
Z||000000||gtluke||07-21-2003||08:56 PM||gtluke@hotmail.com||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/images/dsm/races/shootout_03/s_0024.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />more here:<br /><a href="http://www.gtluke.com/images/dsm/races/shootout_03" target="_blank">http://www.gtluke.com/images/dsm/races/shootout_03</a><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.36.197||reg||7||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||07-21-2003||09:06 PM||||STALKER....||68.76.183.23||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||07-21-2003||09:07 PM||||Looks like somebody was definitely stalking that chick.  Not that I wouldn't.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||07-21-2003||09:20 PM||||I was waiting for this...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />She was definitely putting it out for everyone to see. It was hilarious watching all the guys taking "covert" pictures of her.<br /><br />There were a couple other girls there as well that made the weekend a little more enjoyable. String bikini's and model's, oh my...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||07-21-2003||09:21 PM||||In 2000, Gabor made a nice video..it was sooo funny !! I wonder if he made another one this year!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||number3||07-21-2003||09:24 PM||||<a href="http://www.gtluke.com/images/dsm/races/shootout_03/w_0014.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.gtluke.com/images/dsm/races/shootout_03/w_0014.jpg</a> <br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/harry_launching.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/harry_launching.jpg</a> <br /><br /><br />Wow!!! Norwalk sure has changed...<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||07-21-2003||09:38 PM||||Nice pics.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||07-21-2003||09:55 PM||||Whoa......I just want to reach through the screen and squeeze that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||199of2k||07-21-2003||10:03 PM||||<img src="http://www.modified.com/media/images/13-410061/gal/DSC_1320.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br />i like<br /><br />is that Nate?<br />  <img src="http://www.modified.com/media/images/13-410061/gal/DSC_1327.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.14.75.57||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||07-21-2003||10:41 PM||||What is the story with the white Galant? That one is sick looking!!!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||Oztek||07-21-2003||10:44 PM||||Yeah that was Nate.  He was unfortunate enough to draw Shep.<br /><br /><br />Luke, I didn't know that you were showing up at the shootoug.||67.38.16.224||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||07-21-2003||10:46 PM||||damn! now thats the highlight of the shootout right there. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=845" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=845&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.227.204.49||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||a_santos||07-21-2003||11:01 PM||||When I saw her at the Shootout, I had to stare. What a piece of ass.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||14||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000013||TWEAKD4||07-21-2003||11:10 PM||||Did anyone see the brake girl on Saturday?  The one with the see through white skirt and visible thong.||63.233.221.110||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||07-21-2003||11:25 PM||||No video this year.<br />That girl stayed in the next room to us at the hotel. I didn't even take a camera with me this year. I knew there would be lots of pictures of her on the net.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||66.136.187.109||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000015||jonvr4||07-21-2003||11:35 PM||||I couldn't ask for any better pics!||12.211.242.195||reg||10||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||07-22-2003||08:35 AM||||The white gvr4 is Steve Burke for sure!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||Louters91GVR4||07-22-2003||10:09 AM||||That is awesome.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000018||Nate||07-22-2003||10:13 AM||||Yep, that was me against Shep.  I knew I was going to lose that one from the line unless I pulled Ari Yallon-style staging tactics on him.  Tried to bang third, it ground like it had been the rest of the weekend, and I cruised to a nice fat 13.4 @ 89mph.   On the upside, the car drove home under its own power after I kicked the ding-dong out of it. :-)||68.80.13.174||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000019||keydiver||07-22-2003||12:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> I cruised to a nice fat 13.4 @ 89mph. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What was your best time of the weekend Nate? What's with Shep's hood?||68.158.215.92||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000020||number3||07-22-2003||02:51 PM||||Jeff,<br /><br />His Intake blew apart from a NOS back fire, according to Nate and Modified.com, and a piece of the sheetmetal intake hit the timeslip kid in the chest.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000021||ayvr4||07-22-2003||03:31 PM||||That's a great pic,<br />Crazy stuff with the NOS.<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000022||gtluke||07-22-2003||05:51 PM||||ROTFLMAO<br />hahah i am a perve  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.97.227||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000023||Hertz||07-22-2003||05:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Jeff,<br /><br />His Intake blew apart from a NOS back fire, according to Nate and Modified.com, and a piece of the sheetmetal intake hit the timeslip kid in the chest.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wait, is that some kind of Fast n' Furious quote?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000024||229of1000||07-22-2003||06:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Jeff,<br /><br />His Intake blew apart from a NOS back fire, according to Nate and Modified.com, and a piece of the sheetmetal intake hit the timeslip kid in the chest.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wait, is that some kind of Fast n' Furious quote? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, it's for real:<br /><br />"After Shepherd completed a run, he sat idling near the timing booth waiting for the timeslip. Shepherd decided to shut the engine down as the temp gauge crept up and restarted the 4-banger as they handed out the slip. All the while, the engine was loading up on nitrous and caused a massive nitrous backfire blowing apart the intake. �It really surprised me when it popped,� said Shepherd. �Then I look around and I see the kid that was manning the booth lying around like he was sleeping on the job,� added Shepherd. �It turned out that part of the intake flew out and hit the kid in the chest but thankfully he is fine,� Shepherd admitted."||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000025||nrvous||07-23-2003||10:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> The white gvr4 is Steve Burke for sure! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, that was me.  Car was running pretty good, I just couldn't get a launch to save my life.  I bogged everytime with a 6 grand studderbox.  I should have started adding some tire pressure, but before I knew it I was running brackets and getting eliminated.  I guess I should practice before I show up to these things.<br /><br />steve||24.24.50.108||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000026||gvr4ever||07-24-2003||09:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by nrvous:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> The white gvr4 is Steve Burke for sure! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, that was me.  Car was running pretty good, I just couldn't get a launch to save my life.  I bogged everytime with a 6 grand studderbox.  I should have started adding some tire pressure, but before I knew it I was running brackets and getting eliminated.  I guess I should practice before I show up to these things.<br /><br />steve </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Na, a 4g63 event is the best place to pick things up and learn new ideals.<br /><br />Better then going to a test and tune day at a track and getting stuck next to a 8 second Z28.  I couldn't even hear my own car!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000027||DeanCouchey||07-24-2003||10:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Wait, is that some kind of Fast n' Furious quote?</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">should have welded the intake manifold on... maybe then poor sheps floorboards might not come off when he is racing!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002586.cgi
A||||8||1667 VR4||Well, its been decided||||9||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||07-21-2003||09:08 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Yep. It's happening. I'm sorry, VR4, but its just not working out. Theres no place in my life for you right now. I need something more long-term, and reliable. But you wont be forgotten.<br /><br />I've decided to return #1667 to stock and sell it. No room for a money pit right now, i'd rather spend money to make a car more fun than to spend it fixing one. <br /><br />It's been fun, but i'm going to move up to another VR when the time comes...my dads 98 GTI VR6. Bilstein suspension, Hella headlights and some other goodies.<br /><br />Oh well. Thanks for looking.||4.47.100.54||reg||9||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-21-2003||09:10 PM||||Man, the FL GVR4's are dropping like flies.  You should see if the old dude wants to pick up a second.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||07-21-2003||09:10 PM||||You can add one more on the 1st  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||REDLINEGVR4||07-21-2003||10:33 PM||||Well I am Getting mine back on the road by this week. How much you selling the galant for? Neways too bad man. Take it easy.||65.32.80.108||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-21-2003||11:48 PM||||Well, more parts for us.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Don't pull a KC and practically give it away.  Make the new owner earn that pain.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||1667 VR4||07-22-2003||12:39 AM||||definetely not going to give it away. ive got a loan to payoff. i just hope i can find a buyer...||4.47.100.54||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||07-22-2003||01:10 AM||||Too bad its not white. I'd buy a second one (if it was cheap like me).||216.78.241.194||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||REDLINEGVR4||07-25-2003||05:57 PM||||how much you want for it?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000008||1667 VR4||07-26-2003||01:57 PM||||I will most likely ask 5K obo for it. Alot i know but i gotta pay off my loan.<br /><br />Its in great shape inside and out though, cold ac and 100k miles.||4.47.100.54||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes



ubb/Forum3/002587.cgi
A||||8||henrok||motor work||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||07-21-2003||10:36 PM||alvihen@aol.com||any one know on average the cost of rebuilding the head on our engines, with new water pump timing chain etc... i got a quote for 2000 for labor and parts including race valves.||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-21-2003||11:41 PM||||Hmm, those timing chains for our cars are usually about $2000 all by themselves.<br /><br />Edit: just kidding -- our timing is belt-driven.||67.162.75.65||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||07-22-2003||07:42 AM||||$2000 is stupid high. Average cost will vary tremendously with the amount of work that needs to be done, I've rebuilt them anywhere for $200-900.<br /><br />A brand new head from Mitsu is ~$900. Or you can have yours rebuilt from someone reputable like BJs for ~$600. My <b>entire</b> 2.3L stroker motor will cost &lt;$2000 with a rebuilt head.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||07-22-2003||12:42 PM||||sheesh!  for 2 grand i would just go and get a jdm motor.  mine cost me 970_206 shipping.  then, you can sell off some of the stuff that is on the motor, and get back a few bucks.  doing the timing belt with the motor on the stand is so easy, you will think you forgot something.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||henrok||07-22-2003||05:05 PM||||hey guys i got this quote from turbotrix, and the message read rebuild with labor and parts including race valves (everything included).  its also for a new water pump, timing belt etc...   do u think its still too much?  i also wanted to put in a metal head gasket. what do u guys think?  thanks||205.188.208.166||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||07-22-2003||05:21 PM||||If labor is not something you want to do yourself, $2k sounds fair for the whole package, parts and labor.  The T-Belt/w pump alone costs what $600 to have a good shop do?<br /><br />As long as that quote includes every single part and hour charged, it's not too bad.  To do a poor-mans R&R on the head and do the timing belt stuff on your own cost me nearly $500 in parts.  That's a good number of labors hours involved.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000006||number3||07-22-2003||05:26 PM||||Turbotrix is a great shop and very fair. You can't go wrong.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||josh91vr4||07-22-2003||07:42 PM||||Kyle - how are you doing the stroker for &lt;$2k??? I've been considering that for a bit, and i was planning on spending about $1500 for the rebuild sans labor! Are you doing the whole stroker kit yourself? If so, you gonna do a vfaq on it so i can copy ya?<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||07-22-2003||07:50 PM||||stroker main parts:<br />weisco pistons and rings ~ $400<br />new from Mitsu g64b crank ~ $500<br />new eagle rods ~ $360<br />rebuild head ~ $300<br />-------------------------------<br />total $1560<br /><br />can you do gaskets, bearings, BSE kit, ARP hardware etc for $440?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/002588.cgi
A||||8||a_santos||Carbon Fiber lip spoiler||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||07-21-2003||11:17 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys. <br /><br />Justin from DSMPARTS had it on his VR4 and it looks really sweet. He said they would be selling them soon, but he did not know the price yet. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=846" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I am getting one to match my CF hood. It also makes the front look lower.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||07-21-2003||11:23 PM||||i think i like the one on the evo vr4 hood model car better. Still really nice though.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||07-21-2003||11:50 PM||||Very DTM looking...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||07-22-2003||09:26 AM||||that is so hoopty.||128.197.41.146||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Louters91GVR4||07-22-2003||10:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Hey guys. <br /><br />Justin from DSMPARTS had it on his VR4 and it looks really sweet. He said they would be selling them soon, but he did not know the price yet. <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=846" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I am getting one to match my CF hood. It also makes the front look lower. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does it go straight out, or out and down? I cant tell by that view.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||07-22-2003||01:05 PM||||Watch out for those curbs!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||07-22-2003||02:28 PM||||it looks like it goes futher out on the front sides, and then goes it a little in the middle.<br /><br />personally i'd preffer a simple air dam that would just extend down 2-3 inches (maybe less). i'm sure i could make one up but i don't feel like drilling in to my bumper cover.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||07-22-2003||02:31 PM||||Yea I'd just prefer a jdm front clip and a jdm rear bumper, but thats just me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||GVR4||07-25-2003||03:31 PM||||I saw this the other day on their website...What's the point? So a tasteful aftermarket wing is ricey but this is cool? I don't get it...<br />TJ||137.144.97.45||reg||1||GVR4||00000358||yes



ubb/Forum3/002589.cgi
A||||3||BiggiB42||ams||||1||||BiggiB42||00001522
Z||000000||BiggiB42||07-22-2003||12:09 AM||||anyone know the link for the AMS website they had a bad-ass jdm vr4||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||07-22-2003||01:16 AM||||<a href="http://www.automotosports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||BiggiB42||07-22-2003||01:21 AM||||muchas gracias||205.188.208.166||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||07-22-2003||09:01 AM||||The grey JDMized gvr4 is owned by Kris, which used to be owned by Arne which was actually ownedd by me. I sold him the car with the JDM bumpers and all.<br /><br />The silver gvr4 is owned by Tim who bought it from Grafield Wright on this board.<br /><br />I dunno if they have any specific jdm gvr4 info on their site!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002590.cgi
A||||10||keydiver||Anyone ever hear of SSF Autoparts?||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||07-22-2003||01:24 AM||keydiver@yahoo.com||I found this here fancy, schmancy parts place, with good prices and all, but they 'll only sell ya parts for those snotty Youra-pee-in cars. Now, I ask you, what good are they?<br /><a href="https://www.ssfautoparts.com/default.asp" target="_blank">https://www.ssfautoparts.com/default.asp</a>||216.78.241.194||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-22-2003||08:58 AM||||Doesnt Ken Inn work for these guys or something ?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||07-22-2003||09:15 AM||||sounds like keydiver went in and they told him his 'mitsubishi' wasn't on par with some of the saabs they've been in.  i hate the saab and pee-got places up here, same snooty attitude.||206.15.137.208||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||07-22-2003||09:18 AM||||I woulent trust anyone one who works at a place like that. Those websites for fancy cars just rip people off.||4.72.24.145||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||07-22-2003||10:40 AM||||All anger and comments can be directed to:<br /><br />kinn@ssfautoparts.com<br /><br />Thats Ken's email address as stored in my address book!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||07-22-2003||12:09 PM||||AHEM!!  gentlemen, this is the company i work for.  we only sell parts to wholesale accounts, that means tax number, business name on a letterhead, etc.  if you do some searches, our competitors are worldpac-by far, the largest, imc-probably second largest, then ssf(south san francisco auto parts, inc), epi-save, dallas european, kw parts, and raymac, none of whom will sell retail.  ssf only sells parts for european cars, bmw(my specialty) mercedes, porsche, audi, vw, volvo, and slaab.  worldpac sells ALL lines, even domestic.  imc-european and japanese, epi-save, also european and japanese.  dallas european(where i worked for 15+years) mostly european, very little japanese, now being investigated by the fbi; raymac is volvo, slaab, and some bmw.  <br />     this is a GREAT company to work for, i am a remoted(to my house) salesman, and this is the best job i have ever had.  yesterday, i got a notice from the company that they are paying me for excess vacation time.  i have NEVER been paid for excess vacation time.  last year, i got a christmas bonus.  i have NEVER gotten a christmas bonus.  we get profit sharing, company matches 50 cents on the dollar for 401k.  my last company didnt match squat.  I CAN WORK BUCK NEKKID IF I WANT!||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||07-22-2003||12:40 PM||||AHAH! I knew I could get a reaction from Ken. He wasn't keeping up with his normal post quota, and I had to help him catch up!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.158.215.92||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||07-22-2003||02:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br />I CAN WORK BUCK NEKKID IF I WANT! </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh, for shame!  Buy a blindfold for the cat!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||07-22-2003||04:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br />I CAN WORK BUCK NEKKID IF I WANT! </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh, for shame!  Buy a blindfold for the cat!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hell, I might just put a blindfold on next time I call   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.207||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||07-22-2003||04:43 PM||||just imagine if you were to call and you were talking to a buck nekkid ken.... thankgod they dont use video phones!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||07-22-2003||10:06 PM||||Just wanted to say that WorldPac rocks...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Sometimes it amazes me that a company can produce a product, send it halfway around the world, another company takes their cut, and the part is still rediculously cheap.<br /><br />SAVE is good for some Volvo and Saab parts...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/002591.cgi
A||||0||Louters91GVR4||Not a VR4, but....||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||07-22-2003||10:16 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||My black Galant was out with a roasted clutch at the shootout, so my buddy let me run on saturday in his 93 240sx with a SR20 swap. That car is a lot of fun, if any of you are thinking of a rear wheel car, I would highly recommend that combo. I went 13.56 @ 94mph shutting down right after the 1/8th because i dialed a 13.67. I lost to that blue shelby running 11's. Oh well, a nice car. Can't wait for my VR4 to be that fast, soon...<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes



ubb/Forum3/002592.cgi
A||||5||VTGVR4||g-force of japan built this engine (???)||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||07-22-2003||02:43 PM||defnick@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33615&item=2424736468" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33615&item=2424736468</a><br /><br />anyone ever hear of this outfit? sounds almost like someone is trying to be a middleman for importing regular engines?||206.15.137.89||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||Louters91GVR4||07-22-2003||02:45 PM||||thats a scam. its prolly just a stock cyclone motor.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||07-22-2003||06:13 PM||||I thought G-Force was just the name of the Galant owners club in Japan.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||07-22-2003||06:18 PM||||That looks like an EVO motor with a VR4 cam cover. Look at the intake manifold and coil pack, Most defentley EVO spec. Also note where the front roll stop is on the tranny, Not the block(Might be on the block, Pic isnt the best...) On another note the only G Force I had heard of was the Galant VR4, Eterna owners club in Japan. It might be Legit though.||67.31.245.4||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||07-22-2003||08:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Location: Osaka<br />United States  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||64.252.101.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||07-22-2003||09:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I thought G-Force was just the name of the Galant owners club in Japan. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup<br /><br /><br />I love this::::::: It has Pistons, Rods, Cams, Crank, bearings, NO SHIT!!!! really I HAVE TO HAVE IT an engine with pistons. Man those are rare.<br /><br />Also..... TD05/16G turbo kit.. a kit huh?<br /><br /><br />But anyway, enough kidding. Here is the link to the company <a href="http://www.gf-eng.co.jp/gforce.htm" target="_blank">http://www.gf-eng.co.jp/gforce.htm</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/002593.cgi
A||||12||229of1000||Since we are all tired of male bashing jokes....||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||07-22-2003||06:53 PM||||...here's a few women bashing ones.<br /><br />What do you say to a woman with two black eyes? Nothing, you done told her twice. . . <br /><br />How many men does it take to open a beer? None. It should be opened by the time she brings it. <br /><br />Why is a Laundromat a really bad place to pick up a woman? Because a woman who can't even afford a washing machine will probably never be able to support you. <br /><br />Why do women have smaller feet than men? It's one of those "evolutionary things" that allows them to stand closer to the kitchen sink. <br /><br />How do you know when a woman is about to say something smart? When she starts her sentence with "A man once told me..." <br /><br />How do you fix a woman's watch? You don't. There is a clock on the oven. <br /><br />Why do men break wind more than women? Because women can't shut up long enough to build up the required pressure. <br /><br />If your dog is barking at the back door and your wife is yelling at the front door, who do you let in first? The dog, of course. He'll shut up once you let him in. <br /><br />What's worse than a Male Chauvinist Pig? A woman who won't do what she's told. <br /><br />I married Miss Right. I just didn't know her first name was Always. <br /><br />I haven't spoken to my wife for 18 months: I don't like to interrupt her. <br /><br />Scientists have discovered a food that diminishes a woman's sex drive by 90%. It's called a Wedding Cake. <br /><br />Marriage is a 3-ring circus: Engagement Ring, Wedding Ring, Suffering. <br /><br />Our last fight was my fault: My wife asked me "What's on the TV?" I said, "Dust!" <br /><br />In the beginning, God created the earth and rested. Then God created Man and rested. Then God created Woman. Since then, neither God nor Man has rested. <br /><br />Why do men die before their wives? They want to. <br /><br />A beggar walked up to a well-dressed woman shopping on Rodeo Drive and said, "I haven't eaten anything for days." She looked at him and said, "God, I wish I had your willpower." <br /><br />Young Son: "Is it true, Dad, I heard that in some <br />parts of Africa a man doesn't know his wife until he marries her?" Dad: That happens in every country, son. <br /><br />A man inserted an advertisement in the classified: "Wife Wanted." The next day he received a hundred letters. They all said the same thing: "You can have mine." <br /><br />The most effective way to remember your wife's <br />birthday is to forget it once. <br /><br />Women will never be equal to men until they can walk down the street with a bald head and a beer gut, and still think they are beautiful.<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||07-22-2003||10:01 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   ... not all of them were good, but damn some had me laughing pretty hard. the whole time i could see my girlfriends displeased face while i was reading them and laughing. <br /><br />oh yeah, and i am tired of being made fun for being a guy. whenever i'm around my girlfriend and her friends, its like i'm completely alien to everything thats going around. i get dumbfounded very quickly because they're all giggiling (sp?) so then i just read scc and forget all at once. sometimes i think to myself, fuck women, but then i have to realize what i'm saying. i mean at least i'm not married yet, i can still have some fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||07-22-2003||10:08 PM||||well, i like jokes as much as the next guy, but some of these were pretty off color, even by  my standards. i just dont get the ones that have a reference to spousal abuse and "funny" in the same context.||206.15.136.97||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||07-22-2003||11:27 PM||||Sorry Dad, I forgot I was in public again   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />joke    ( P )  Pronunciation Key  (jk)<br />n. <br />Something said or done to evoke laughter or amusement, especially an amusing story with a punch line. <br />A mischievous trick; a prank. <br />An amusing or ludicrous incident or situation. <br />Informal. <br />Something not to be taken seriously; a triviality: The accident was no joke. <br />An object of amusement or laughter; a laughingstock: His loud tie was the joke of the office.||24.209.155.217||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||07-22-2003||11:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> well, i like jokes as much as the next guy, but some of these were pretty off color, even by  my standards. i just dont get the ones that have a reference to spousal abuse and "funny" in the same context. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You want me to start with the dead baby jokes?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Just kidding, sorry if they offended you man.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||07-23-2003||12:54 AM||||i scared a couple of people with the dead baby jokes. they work wonders.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||07-23-2003||12:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sometimes i think to myself, fuck women  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I saw this to myslef alot! makes me feel better after!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||VR4GURL||07-23-2003||04:30 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  HEY!!!! Thats not very nice............lol<br />They are quite good......hahaha  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.27.176.157||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||07-23-2003||09:31 AM||||hey, don't misunderstand me. i have nothing against funny things. dead baby jokes are sick, but its not usually something thats offensive to a group. i mean, some dead baby jokes can be, when they are directed towards minorities, but for the most part, they are just gross as in "oh yuck". that's nothing!<br /><br />i helped set up a victims advocacy services group in vt for battered women, and i hear/see exactly what some of jokes mention, quite a lot. i often wonder who come up with the wife-beating jokes, in particular. i was invited to a campfire group once, with a friend who had a ton of redneck friends form NJ. I left the next day, because every single joke was about blacks, jews, and how the only good woman is one who is pretty much a slave. they joke about the one time they had to "set the bitch straight" and it makes me cringe. i don't like to judge people, but i really felt the world would be better off without them folks. <br /><br />most of your jokes were fine, but the ones with the black eyes and stuff just hit a lil too close to home, thats all. don't take it personal, if you saw this stuff alot, you might have a differnent view. after all, i was a redneck straight outta south ohio all my life until i met my wife, who opened my eyes up 'right quick'.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||number3||07-23-2003||12:29 PM||||I agree with you Nick, FWIW.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||07-23-2003||02:31 PM||||I definitely agree about the spouse abuse issue.  It is a terrible thing and shouldn't be taken lightly.  I apologize for the jokes that offended.  There were a couple pretty funny ones in there though that weren't bad, and I was just trying to bring a little humor to the table.  Sorry for not censoring out the bad ones.  I didn't compile this list or make the jokes, I was just posting them over from another board.  <br /><br />Paul||12.92.28.243||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||Team Ducktape||07-23-2003||03:54 PM||||"the spouse abuse issue"<br /><br />Not one joke even talks about beating your wife. Yes when one says you told here twice, you make the connection. Does it say you hit her, no. Your own mind(s) makes the assumption someone hit her; But nothing says yes it's funny to beat your wife. Lighten up.......||24.209.155.217||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000012||GRV4726||07-24-2003||01:47 AM||||i understand what nick is saying, mostly because where he is coming from. <br /><br />i've never really understood why women "became" the "weaker" gender.  i've had a really hard time dealing with friends who have been on the receiving end of many bad relationships. i was really disturbed from many of the stories. i don't understand why i can think of 6 girls i've known who have been through some crazy shit (ie: being raped by your step-dad, sick). and i can only think of one guy who has been through nearly equally difficult times. and when you're dad is the richest man in texas your bound to be fucked up.<br /><br />and vr4girl... yes some are nice. but sometimes, women can be...difficult.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002594.cgi
A||||19||boostx||what 1/4 mile times||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||07-22-2003||07:37 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||what 1/4 mile times are you all running and what mods||209.208.164.20||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||07-22-2003||08:28 PM||||13.92 <br />bone stock||138.89.97.227||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||07-22-2003||08:39 PM||||bone stock eh?<br /><br />I call BS||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||07-22-2003||08:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> bone stock eh?<br /><br />I call BS </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed.<br /><br />"Road and Track" bone stock is like 15.3.  What are you considering bone stock?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||07-22-2003||08:50 PM||||13.6 @ 99 on 14b w/ pre turbo exhaust leak (spool at 4k)and following mods besides big16g ported, 2g exhaust man ported and evo III o2 housing that I just put in yesterday.<br /><br />Fresh head with titanium guides, 3 angle valve job, Stainless Steel valves <br />ARP head studs <br />ACT 2600 <br />APEXi SAFC <br />660cc Injectors <br />2g MAS <br />2.5" Upper Intercooler pipe <br />3" TurboBack Exhaust w/ Straight Pipe <br />Rewired 3000gt VR4 fuel pump <br />Custom 3" Cold Air Intake <br />Ported turbine housing <br />Hallman MBC set at 18psi <br />Greddy 60mm EGT w/ peak hold/warning <br />Greddy Turbo Timer <br />AutoMeter Boost Gauge <br />Battery Relocated To Trunk <br />12" Slim Fan <br /><br />-I'll post my new 1/4 time when I run with the b16g! Should be in the 12's, just need to tune it tonight!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||07-22-2003||08:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> bone stock eh?<br /><br />I call BS </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed.<br /><br />"Road and Track" bone stock is like 15.3.  What are you considering bone stock? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Word! Did you remove everything you can possibly remove, open o2, unhook wastegate acutator and have a  modified ecu so you wouldnt fuel cut? I've heard you 'talking' about your 'bone stock' 13.9 run before..bs. That ain't bone stock boyee!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||07-22-2003||08:54 PM||||okay okay<br />i pulled some trackside mods.<br />i had no "vehicle modifications" though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />-luke-||138.89.97.227||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||07-22-2003||08:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> okay okay<br />i pulled some trackside mods.<br />i had no "vehicle modifications" though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />-luke- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Please 'inform' us, we'd all like to know.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||07-22-2003||09:02 PM||||Sounds like he pulled the hose to the wastegate actuator and made one pass praying for the car to hold together.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||07-22-2003||09:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Sounds like he pulled the hose to the wastegate actuator and made one pass praying for the car to hold together. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats what Im sayin  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||07-22-2003||09:13 PM||||well yeah kinda.<br />dont forget im a mechanic at a DSM only shop. i know  what i'm doing.<br />i hooked up a hose to the wastegate and ran it into the cockpit, if i felt the boost spike too much (it didn't really) i'd cap off the hose with my hand a bit to settle it down. my turbo at the time was slowly failing, and a while after that 13.92 pass (havn't been back to the track with that car since) it would only make about 18 psi wide open. i also unbolted the exhaust from the 02 and hacked my MAF and ran no air cleaner.<br />the stock clutch is what really held me back the most, i couldn't launch the thing that hard. i acutally rean a few 13.9's that night.<br />NOW, i have a boost gauge and boost controler on it, a K&N and a 2.5" exhaust. (thanks nate for the birthday present  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )<br />those runs were at full weight though, just no spare and jack.<br />i also have a cyclone intake on it thats only hooked up to straight vaccume, so its not working really.<br />nate crisman brought his galant with him that night too, but he had an act 2600, and a 2.5" exhaust (whats actually on my car now) and he ran an 13.82.<br />nate and i have been beating to death DSM's since about 1998  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||138.89.97.227||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||scooter||07-22-2003||09:18 PM||||havent ran my galant yet, but my talon went a 11.71 @ 119 on a 90 degree day. the motor is stock from valve cover to oil pan, but its got some bolt ons.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000012||turbowop||07-22-2003||11:32 PM||||Click on the link in my sig to see my best time and mods.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000013||Ash||07-22-2003||11:48 PM||||shitty 12.8@107    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />big clutch (daiken based)<br />Ported big16g @20psi<br />RX7 550cc/min<br />hacked mas<br />s-afc<br />upgrade pump<br />full 3" system w test pipe & tubular O2<br />stainless cooler piping & cut doen truck core.<br />Keydiver chip w' 5500 stutterbox<br /><br />I think my clutch isn't working right, the car hasn't been real flash since I got it changes last.<br /><br />I've sort of lost interest in the car due to it's money pit nature & can't be bothered to figure out all of its problems.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000014||a_santos||07-23-2003||06:59 AM||||14.7 at 92mph with a 2.0 60'. <br /><br />Mods are:<br /><br />Small 16 ported @12psi<br />2.5" DP and Cat<br />3" exhaust<br /><br />It was my first time at the track.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000015||ayvr4||07-23-2003||01:26 PM||||almost Bone stock last year my car ran a 15 flat,<br />only mods i had was a TURBOXS Type H BOV, and a K&N air filter. (had to see where she was at stock.)<br />This year should (hopefully) be alot quicker with the mods installed.<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000016||Louters91GVR4||07-23-2003||04:05 PM||||14.98 Bone Stock with just the free mods.||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000017||229of1000||07-23-2003||04:43 PM||||If the weather doesn't suck I am going to the track tonight.  I'll post times when I get home if I get to run.  Hoping for some mid 13's.  I wasn't planning on running today, and put a full tank of gas in last night.  So if I put any race gas in I'm going to have like a full tank.  I better go start driving around.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.92.28.243||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000018||229of1000||07-23-2003||11:54 PM||||Made it to the track tonight.  3/4 tank of gas, full street trim (spare tire, crap in trunk, yadda yadda).  The weather sucked as well.  Made a total of 8 passes with a best of 14.1.  They weren't showing trap speeds for some reason.  I ran mostly 1.9 60's.  Overall I was extremely consistent and never missed a shift, but the weather sucked and the car had tuning issues.  My logger decided to lose all its info on the way there so I couldn't monitor anything except for my knock gauge on the dash.  It was knocking bad at 18psi so I turned it down to 16psi and went faster.  <br /><br />Better preperation, and installing some of these freaking parts collecting around my room should improve things shortly.  I hope to skip the 13's.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000019||Ian M||07-24-2003||12:14 AM||||12.96 @105-1.76 60 ft<br /><br />*Ported 14b,95 manifold<br />*Grainger valve boost controller<br />*2.5" external dump o2 eliminator<br />*"3 DP,3" exhaust w/Dynomax UltraFlo muffler<br />*2.25"pipes/Starquest IC<br />*TT RX-7 fuel pump<br />*balance shaft elimination<br />*stock 1g MAS/TEL rubber intake/450s/ stock FP regulator<br />*spare tire in trunk,too    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.210||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/002595.cgi
A||||6||TAMBLERAMBLE||Time to eat an Mustang SVT :0||||1||||Tambleramble||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||07-22-2003||08:08 PM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||Would would it take to beat a stock 99svt that pushes 320 hp????  I can beat him through the begining of second then he glides away.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-22-2003||08:14 PM||||Isn't your car bone stock?  You are going to need a lot of stuff for that.<br /><br />Exhaust, fuel, intake to start.  You might be able to do it with the stock intercooler.  You'll need to be running a lot of boost on that stock 14B.  To do it comfortably I'd say tack on turbo and intercooler to that list.  And you've got a lot of work to do before you are ready for that.  Your clutch will probably take a crap when you do all that.<br /><br />Good luck.  You have a long way to go with a stock car, and you might want to set your goals a little lower for a while.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||07-22-2003||08:16 PM||||mods?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||07-22-2003||08:16 PM||||well, depends on the driver really<br />my good friend bob cosby has posted an 11.6 @ 114 with a 99 svt cobra.<br />here are his mods and times:<br /><a href="http://members.cox.net/bobcosby/cobra/mods.html" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/bobcosby/cobra/mods.html</a><br /><br />my other friend ian mullane has the same exact setup, except no hacked MAF meter and he's got aftermarket lighter seats and he's gone 11.9 at 114.||138.89.97.227||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||07-22-2003||08:26 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm</a>||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-22-2003||08:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> well, depends on the driver really<br />my good friend bob cosby has posted an 11.6 @ 114 with a 99 svt cobra.<br />here are his mods and times:<br /> <a href="http://members.cox.net/bobcosby/cobra/mods.html" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/bobcosby/cobra/mods.html</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yikes, those are awesome times considering he is "only" putting down 312whp.  You're going to need some good mods.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||07-22-2003||09:28 PM||||yeah bob is one of the most amazing drivers in stock  racing though. his old 88 mustang coupe (original owner) was featured quite a few times in the magazines for being amazingly fast with like no mods. i have at least 6 articles featuring his new 99 cobra. i must admit though, that i've personally helped him pull FOUR stock transmissions out of his car. he blows them up like crazy. he tried running a tremec 5spd, it worked great for holding up, but he lost about 15 rwhp with it. so that HAD to go. he was competeing in "factory stock" at the time, and 15hp is all the world when you are fighting for hundreths of a second. there are "factory stock" mustang 5.0's running 11.7's now. and thats on radial tires!<br />its pure insanity what these guys do to tweak the living holy hell out of their cars<br />-luke-||138.89.97.227||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
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A||||1||Team Ducktape||Good Guy -patricklaw@mindspring.com ||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||07-22-2003||08:58 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Yet another addition to the Good guy list. Mike Patrick or "CO VR4" from this board is a "good guy." I purchased a car and a cage from him. Great person to deal with, one heck of a negotiator, but I was really happy with what I got. He sent me some pictures,but they didn't do the car justice. Car was in great condition and I got a great deal. I would buy from him again.<br /><br /><br />* Each time I have purchased something from someone on this board I let the rest of the members know if Good, and or Bad "guys". Sorry Gals using "guys" in the generic sence. Have a list thus far, as do others but you need to search for them.||24.209.155.217||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||Carl Morris||07-23-2003||12:14 PM||||I've had the pleasure of dealing with him in person, since he's local to me, and he is definitely one of the good guys.||147.145.40.44||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
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A||||4||Ash||Has anyone got an AWD early Colt?||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||07-22-2003||09:01 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||I'm after some info on these suckers, I believe they are called Cyborg R Lancers/Mirages in Japan.  Basically I'm thinking of one as a VR4 replacement as it should be cheap as hell & is even lighter than an EVO.  Any helpful info would be great.  I seem to remember a guy on here had one as a race car?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||07-22-2003||10:01 PM||||most folks stuck with the fwd turbo colts, becuase its the most straightforward  4g63 swap. the awd colt had enough of a weight penalty that it was pretty much around the TEL range, i think. not to mention it might be hard to get replacement driveline parts and axles strong enough to do what everyone invariably wants to do to these. i know, i really want one myself, but there just arent that many of the awd colts.||206.15.136.97||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||Ash||07-22-2003||11:40 PM||||I already have a FWD carbied one (called Lancers over here, the wife's daily driver) but FWD is kinda against my religion   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||NZGZR4||07-25-2003||07:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong>  I seem to remember a guy on here had one as a race car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would probably be me.<br />My car has a VR4 rear subframe in it,  but the std live axle setup's are plenty srong enough,  just suffer from axle tramp,  they are 3.545, same as a VR4.<br />All the front end parts can be swaped over,  or you can swap just the engine, or engine + trans.<br />As for weight,  I still haven't got around to weighing my ZR4 to compare it,  but the Lancer is 1200kg's, 1/4 tank gas, no driver, interior striped, 6 point cage.<br />They are sometimes known as Cyborg's, but badged as Lancer GSR, are available as saloon's, liftbacks (what mine is) and also hatches (which are pretty rare in AWD).<br /><br />Get info on motor swaps at <a href="http://www.4g61t.com" target="_blank">www.4g61t.com</a> talk to other owners at <a href="http://www.nzmmc.co.nz" target="_blank">www.nzmmc.co.nz</a><br /><br />cheers<br />Cam||203.109.204.16||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000004||Ash||07-27-2003||11:19 PM||||Thanks Cam, you are the guy I was thinking of.  When the VR4 goes I might look into it further.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
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A||||1||hibrn8||replacement headlight relay||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||07-22-2003||10:18 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||besides for the dealer, where else can i pick up one of these locally. i went to the nearest pepboys and had no luck. thanks guys.||65.227.217.38||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||07-23-2003||12:19 AM||||I have one that I bought when I thought it blew but turned out to be the wiring for it had rotted.<br />I can check and see if I still have it and it's yours for $5+shipping .||63.184.73.202||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
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A||||10||PRE-EVO||PRE-EVO has finally got a job........||||6||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||07-23-2003||01:11 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I was offered a job working for none other than Easystreet Motorsports home of the Fastest New Age WRX in the World. I get to work at home as I will be handling their internet "persona" doing press releases and answering questions and selling products. You can visit their website which is due for a revamp at <a href="http://www.easystreetmotorsports.com" target="_blank">www.easystreetmotorsports.com</a> . Looks like I'll have to root for Ali and Easystreet to catch John.<br /><br />Also they just got a new state of the art AWD dyno (better than the dynodynamics most people are getting) so maybe I can work something out for us So. Cal guys for a dyno day of sorts.<br /><br />Rich||63.184.73.202||reg||6||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-23-2003||01:13 AM||||Congrats man!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||SPAM||07-23-2003||03:08 AM||||Sweet, congrats Rich...I met Ali and one of his lackeys at the International Auto Show a few months back. Ali was cool but the heavy sideburned mechanic or whatever was an idiot. <br />Also, isnt the black guy from the old show Designing Women a part of the Easy Street team? <br />I need to find a job that I can work in my underwear too.||219.57.28.167||reg||1||SPAM||00000272||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||07-23-2003||04:07 AM||||Now that sounds like a cool job.  Congrats!||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||07-23-2003||09:36 AM||||oi, does thats ite need a revamping. im a minimalist designer, but the pop up graphics literally knocked me off my seat. wtf is up with that, heh.<br />the cars sound like prepackaged, all modded, turn key wrx's? i like the shot of the esx in the ferrari showroow. like "come one, what are you trying to prove?"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||07-23-2003||10:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SPAM:<br /><strong>I need to find a job that I can work in my underwear too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Underwear? Who needs underwear when he can be buck nekkid like Ken?||65.80.5.65||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-23-2003||11:00 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=180" target="_blank">PRE-EVO live work cam</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||07-23-2003||11:07 AM||||Lets not see that pic again.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||13||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||07-23-2003||12:30 PM||||santa!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||07-23-2003||12:40 PM||||it's either wear underwear, or wash the seat covers every day. heck, even the cat wont sleep in the chair now.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||07-23-2003||01:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> it's either wear underwear, or wash the seat covers every day. heck, even the cat wont sleep in the chair now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">oooh, so much for eating lunch today  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Congrats Rich! sounds like a kick-ass job.  Nothing like working with stuff you love, live and breath!  Doesn't seem as much like work then does it?||167.142.21.225||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
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A||||4||Louters91GVR4||DSMTIMES.ORG||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||07-23-2003||10:14 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||I am sure most of you have heard of or seen this website. Take a look at all the times and post your own, I think it is fun to see our fellow GVR4's get faster and faster times.<br /><br />Tom<br /><br />HARRY - I am waiting for a better time out of you  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||number3||07-23-2003||12:26 PM||||Tom,<br /><br />I might wander on down to the track one of these days. <br /><br />The career makes that hard and the car is finally almost broken in. <br /><br />Hell, I still have tracks days in the Poconos, I got from my wife for Xmas, I need to use yet this year.<br /><br />I should have removed my name from that list, years ago like so many other GVR4 owners did.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||07-23-2003||01:15 PM||||Harry,<br />I've heard bits and pieces about your new motor, but what's the scoop (if you care to divulge).  Did you end up getting a built 2.0 or did you go stroker?  What kind of HP/times are you looking for out of this one? <br />Just curious as I'm sure you put a nice set up in.<br /><br />Hey have you taken that MonsterMiata to the track?||167.142.21.225||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||scooter||07-24-2003||02:09 AM||||why did people take there name of the list?  just wondering as to why. im not on the gvr4 page, but im on the talon page under scooter. as soon as i take my gvr4 to the track i hope to be on it.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||07-24-2003||02:58 AM||||I submitted my time a few weeks back and they didn't put it up.. whateva.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
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q!07-16-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452837.1017!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!92 vr4 price !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452831.1258!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!crucible!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2452832.1931!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Track/Freeway DSM/GVR4 video!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2452836.1728!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!02:38 PM!,
q!2452838.1438!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~SNEAKY PICS OF KC'S NEIGHBORETTE!!~,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!04:40 PM!,
q!2452831.1640!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!7541000!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452834.0004!,
q!7541000!,
q!00000009!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Weapons of Mass Destruction!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452836.1813!,
q!Josh B!,
q!00001340!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452836.1915!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Venom Intake Manifold?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2452836.2011!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2452843.1803!,
q!CamZR4!,
q!00000312!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!car art pictures!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452836.2212!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!02:00 AM!,
q!2452837.0200!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!771of2k!,
q!aircan color- flat or semi gloss?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2452837.0016!,
q!771of2k!,
q!00001127!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!02:57 AM!,
q!2452839.0257!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Tickets anyone?????!,
q!3!,
q!19!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!01:51 AM!,
q!2452837.0151!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!08:07 PM!,
q!2452846.2007!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!Road Race selling engines?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!02:06 AM!,
q!2452837.0206!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!number3!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2452837.1853!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Shootout pics!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2452842.0003!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452842.2339!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Palm Dataloger Software!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!02:19 AM!,
q!2452837.0219!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!spoulson!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!03:35 AM!,
q!2452837.0335!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Random Thought!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!01:54 AM!,
q!2452842.0154!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452843.1648!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!msaskin!,
q!thinking of getting a daily driver, opinions?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!07:19 AM!,
q!2452837.0719!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!08:00 AM!,
q!2452837.0800!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!AM I DUMB?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!02:25 PM!,
q!2452842.1425!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!Craig91!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452842.2138!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!The best pop up blocker?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!03:33 PM!,
q!2452842.1533!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452845.2108!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!replacement lifters?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452842.1821!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452842.2250!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gtluke!,
q!who brought this to the shootout?!,
q!7!,
q!27!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452842.2056!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2452845.1011!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!Well, its been decided!,
q!9!,
q!8!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452842.2108!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!07-26-2003!,
q!01:57 PM!,
q!2452847.1357!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!motor work!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452842.2236!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!tplesko!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!07:50 PM!,
q!2452843.1950!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Carbon Fiber lip spoiler!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452842.2317!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!GVR4!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2452846.1531!,
q!GVR4!,
q!00000358!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!ams!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2452843.0009!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!09:01 AM!,
q!2452843.0901!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!My floor is faster than yours...!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!07-10-2003!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2452831.2319!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!Oztek!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452832.1619!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!Good use for a Honda motor!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!09:44 AM!,
q!2452832.0944!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452834.2314!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!My girl is all grown up now.!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!01:01 PM!,
q!2452832.1301!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!7541000!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452833.2344!,
q!7541000!,
q!00000009!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!a challenge for all of us!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!01:14 PM!,
q!2452832.1314!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452837.0950!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!My car just snuck through inspection with an open dump tube!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452832.1409!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2452835.1559!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q~Nate's car!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!02:33 PM!,
q!2452832.1433!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2452832.2228!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Here's a do it yourselfer.!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-11-2003!,
q!02:45 PM!,
q!2452832.1445!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!08:02 PM!,
q!2452833.2002!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!custom exhaust!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452833.0107!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!04:25 AM!,
q!2452833.0425!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!parts # question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2452837.1328!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!ken inn!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452837.1644!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!is this intercooler big enough?!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!07-12-2003!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2452833.1504!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!agrabau!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!10:25 AM!,
q!2452837.1025!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Video Upload? !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452837.1447!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452837.1447!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!dsmtrader registration!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!02:08 AM!,
q!2452834.0208!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!03:30 AM!,
q!2452835.0330!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!got in a wreck last night!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2452837.1507!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!08:27 PM!,
q!2452837.2027!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!1!,
q!43!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!08:14 PM!,
q!2452837.2014!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!10:54 AM!,
q!2452845.1054!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000043!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Seen your flywheel lately?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!09:05 PM!,
q!2452837.2105!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!number3!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!08:15 AM!,
q!2452838.0815!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!galant vr4 found!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452837.2327!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452842.2250!,
q!BiggiB42!,
q!00001522!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!How about a good vanity tag idea?!,
q!3!,
q!38!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452838.0019!,
q!XHMan!,
q!00001718!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!07-20-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452841.2343!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000038!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92LaserAWDTurbo!,
q~Your chance to be a COP!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2452838.0242!,
q!92LaserAWDTurbo!,
q!00001635!,
q!gixxer!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!02:46 AM!,
q!2452838.0246!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Anyone ever hear of SSF Autoparts?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!01:24 AM!,
q!2452843.0124!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!Minjin!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2452843.2206!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!VR4 in the Shop!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452838.1220!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2452846.1531!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Not a VR4, but....!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!10:16 AM!,
q!2452843.1016!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!10:16 AM!,
q!2452843.1016!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Talk me out of this.!,
q!1!,
q!39!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452838.1619!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!01:19 PM!,
q!2452842.1319!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000039!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!g-force of japan built this engine (???)!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!02:43 PM!,
q!2452843.1443!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452843.2158!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Since we are all tired of male bashing jokes....!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2452843.1853!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!01:47 AM!,
q!2452845.0147!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!what 1/4 mile times!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452843.1937!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!Ian M!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!12:14 AM!,
q!2452845.0014!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!Time to eat an Mustang SVT :0!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2452843.2008!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!gtluke!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452843.2128!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Good Guy -patricklaw@mindspring.com !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2452843.2058!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!Carl Morris!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!12:14 PM!,
q!2452844.1214!,
q!Carl Morris!,
q!00000456!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Has anyone got an AWD early Colt?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452843.2101!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!Ash!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2452848.2319!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!replacement headlight relay!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-22-2003!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2452843.2218!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452844.0019!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!PRE-EVO has finally got a job........!,
q!6!,
q!10!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452844.0111!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!01:11 PM!,
q!2452844.1311!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!GVR4 Parts!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!04:54 AM!,
q!2452834.0454!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!09:30 AM!,
q!2452836.0930!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!scooter!,
q!clock color!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452834.1649!,
q!scooter!,
q!00001604!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2452835.1902!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Ran a 13.6 @ 99mph!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452834.2219!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2452836.0112!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!New pics with rims..!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452834.2317!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2452835.1224!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Eating spare tires (long)!,
q!11!,
q!8!,
q!07-13-2003!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2452834.2354!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452836.1222!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92LaserAWDTurbo!,
q!This is why you don't do drugs!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!01:28 AM!,
q!2452835.0128!,
q!92LaserAWDTurbo!,
q!00001635!,
q!udriveu!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452836.1131!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!starwars kid is back!,
q!10!,
q!1!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!03:13 AM!,
q!2452835.0313!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2452835.1018!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!In Exton last week of July!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2452835.0959!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!00000065!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2452835.0959!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!00000065!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!bye bye beetle.......!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!11:36 AM!,
q!2452835.1136!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Ian M!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!06:28 PM!,
q!2452835.1828!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!Got drilled by a EVO!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!04:52 PM!,
q!2452838.1652!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!00000274!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452839.1035!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!00000274!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Domestic Rice (corn?)!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452835.1542!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!08:24 AM!,
q!2452836.0824!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!Anybody bought one of those service manual CDs?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452838.2213!,
q!XHMan!,
q!00001718!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452839.1843!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Turbo Forrester-DAMN!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!07:33 AM!,
q!2452839.0733!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452900.2134!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!A good use for the cupholder.!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!11:34 AM!,
q!2452839.1134!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!07-21-2003!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452842.1147!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Check out this Transformer.....!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!12:33 PM!,
q!2452839.1233!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!Romanova!,
q!07-19-2003!,
q!01:04 AM!,
q!2452840.0104!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!2.7L Intrepids!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452839.1332!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!07-20-2003!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452841.1148!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Blonde joke!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!01:33 PM!,
q!2452839.1333!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!07-19-2003!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2452840.1329!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!E-brake!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452839.1644!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!11:03 PM!,
q!2452839.2303!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q~Need an ecu bad!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2452839.1651!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452839.1710!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!XM!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Ralliart Wheels !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!07:21 PM!,
q!2452839.1921!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!07:53 PM!,
q!2452839.1953!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Jim Rome!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!04:57 PM!,
q!2452835.1657!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!07:13 PM!,
q!2452835.1913!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!Car Fax check ? !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2452835.2049!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!00001073!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2452835.2049!,
q!BigItalian!,
q!00001073!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Replacing clutch master cylinder. Tips??!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-14-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452835.2112!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!07-16-2003!,
q!01:58 AM!,
q!2452837.0158!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!771of2k!,
q!scca soloII!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!12:09 PM!,
q!2452836.1209!,
q!771of2k!,
q!00001127!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!07-26-2003!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452847.0011!,
q!GVR4-COOL!,
q!00000621!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Got to drive a new BMW yesterday...!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!12:43 PM!,
q!2452836.1243!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!ron!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2452838.0040!,
q!ron!,
q!00000491!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!Worthless lamenting - house or GVR4?!,
q!11!,
q!22!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452836.1258!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!07-17-2003!,
q!09:02 AM!,
q!2452838.0902!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!I left Yahoogroups for this.?!,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!07-15-2003!,
q!01:12 PM!,
q!2452836.1312!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!07-18-2003!,
q!08:25 AM!,
q!2452839.0825!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/002601.cgi
A||||9||neonturbo1995||GVR4 Body kit||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||07-23-2003||12:29 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I have seen some body kits, one that was slightly custom, but now i can't find the sites?  Anyone know where I can see some good body kits for these cars?  neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||65.239.133.175||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-23-2003||01:08 PM||||none really available in the US..try wholesalehyperformance and talk to Brent<br /><br />PS - Search the archives, we have beaten this topic into the ground many a time!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||07-23-2003||02:37 PM||||kc/jon, put some code in that searches the string threadname, and then deletes the user account and bank account of anyone that says "bodykit" and "gvr4" in the same sentence.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||07-23-2003||02:43 PM||||LOL...<br /><br /><br />Nick, I know a few more I can add to that code:<br /><br />1) what size exhaust<br />2) will this or that FMIC fit<br />3) engine is ticking<br />4) what mods should I do so I win?<br /><br />My god man, these topics have been freakin discussed over and over, I just dont bother even answering these posts.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-23-2003||07:08 PM||||Add to that:<br /><br />selling off your VR-4 and getting married.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||07-23-2003||10:29 PM||||The only thing brent sells is the EVO 5 front bumper cover. His kit was a custom kit.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.a-toybodykits.com/" target="_blank">http://www.a-toybodykits.com/</a><br />This place used to have cool pix of a body kits for the galants. I tried E-mailing them about the kit and got NO response. Heard they raised their prices, it's in the Philippines.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||07-23-2003||10:45 PM||||Hertz<br /><br />good one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||number3||07-23-2003||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Add to that:<br /><br />selling off your VR-4 and getting married. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">[with the sound of the whip cracking in the background]||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||07-24-2003||11:12 PM||||Good one, harry.<br /><br />LOL, someone just posted an "engine ticking" post. I am going to bed before I freakin get wound up and type in caps...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||07-25-2003||12:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Add to that:<br /><br />selling off your VR-4 and getting married. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">[with the sound of the whip cracking in the background] </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha!  Hey I'm not complaining, I got some of his old (new) parts.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />And then you've got the people that can never stay on topic worth a damn (us).||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002602.cgi
A||||6||ayvr4||does anyone use these?||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||07-23-2003||03:09 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||does anyone use these kind of chips?<br />or do they go to keydiver for the computer mods or whatever?<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2425012918" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2425012918</a><br /><br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-23-2003||03:16 PM||||Talk to keydiver about his chips . (PERIOD)||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||07-23-2003||03:18 PM||||Thanks, i wasnt sure what he did exactly, but thanks for pointing me in the right direction.<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||07-24-2003||12:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Buy a real chip that is proven not the bargain basement blackmarket copy of what tmo has designed already.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or say Jeff can I prety please have one of your chips for free.... but when you say it you have to bat your eyes and talk sweet!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||07-24-2003||09:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Buy a real chip that is proven not the bargain basement blackmarket copy of what tmo has designed already.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or say Jeff can I prety please have one of your chips for free.... but when you say it you have to bat your eyes and talk sweet! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OR, you can appeal to him with his favorite food:  BLACKENED SUSHI||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||07-24-2003||10:06 AM||||dont know how good sushi would be if it travled from NY to FLA.||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||07-24-2003||10:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> dont know how good sushi would be if it travled from NY to FLA. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">have to flash freeze it and vaccum pack it, ala omaha steaks. then it should be fine. i'm SURE they told you about those techniques in that culinary school of yours right?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002603.cgi
A||||4||snakedelong||1193 Up and running||||10||||snakedelong||00000987
Z||000000||snakedelong||07-23-2003||09:32 PM||||After months of battling with this car she is finally up and running pretty good.  Here is a little history on the car.  I bought it off a guy who said he let it sit for over just over 3 years.  He said he let is sit there because it wasn't running right for some reason.  Actually, I have heard from numerous people who live where the car was parked that it has sit there for 8 years.  Well I started tearing into the car and none of the valves were seating properly, so this lead me to believe that he had snapped the timing belt when I found that the timing belt that was on there looked brand new.  I had the head rebuilt and the car ran for a day until the rusted gas tank clogged everyting up.  Since if have installed a fuel cell and she has now been running like a champ for the past week.  This thing is awesome.  I like it way more than my 2g.||24.154.150.229||reg||10||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||07-23-2003||10:21 PM||||congrats!<br />thanks for bringing one back from the dead.<br />i cringe at how many i've seen parted out on this board alone||138.89.72.199||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||snakedelong||07-23-2003||10:32 PM||||That's the truth.  I wonder how many of them are still truly in existence here in the U.S.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes
Z||000003||REDLINEGVR4||07-23-2003||10:50 PM||||well, 1938/2000 my original is tosted but number 100/2000 will be back on the road by next week  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  I am doin a ton of work. I have the whole engine and all that stuff out of the original car and i am now tking the whole air system out of the car and putting it into the new car cauuse the new cars are system os not there. last owner took it out. why? i dont know. ne ways ill let you all know when it gets back on the road.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000004||snakedelong||07-24-2003||09:30 AM||||Oh yeah and I forgot to mention that 1193 only has 57,000 miles on it.  I can't believe the guy put her to rest and just forgot about it.  Probably the worst thing on the car is the roof because neighboorhood kids used it like it was a trampolene.  <br /><br />I hope things go well on 100/2000.||24.154.134.208||reg||1||snakedelong||00000987||yes



ubb/Forum3/002604.cgi
A||||3||nrvous||AWD Dyno in upstate NY||||1||||nrvous||00001364
Z||000000||nrvous||07-23-2003||11:02 PM||sjb2096@yahoo.com||There is now an AWD Dyno in the upstate NY area.  I have been talking with Fountain Motorsports on and off anticipating their opening, and was told that they are ready to start scheduling dyno time.  I told him I would help spread the word and get his contact information out there, so that they can start paying for the dyno.  The dyno itself is a Dynapack system, which runs by connecting the dyno to each of the four hubs, and not by the roller in the floor.  Read up more about it here�<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dynapack.com" target="_blank">http://www.dynapack.com</a> <br /><br />They have some pretty reasonable pricing setup. <br /><br />2WD Power pull pkg $90 <br />(setup, ratio check/warmup, 3 pulls w/ O2 and/or boost/vac, w/ printouts and some other goodies) <br />4WD Power pull pkg $150 <br />(setup, ratio check/warmup, 3 pulls w/ O2 and/or boost/vac, w/ printouts and some other goodies) <br />Hourly/ Halfday/ Fullday rates available- unlimited runs, up to 6 cars half/ 8 cars full (AWD) <br />2WD we can run more cars, the system can be split into two independent 2WD units. <br /><br />They are just selling dyno time right now, and don't have a tuner on site until they get a feel for what kind of customer base they are going to have.  The shop is located in Ontario, NY off of route 104.  Here is the phone number if you are looking to setup some dyno time.  Let me know if you have any basic questions.  Although I do not work for the shop, I would rather answer the questions here than to have them on the phone answering the same questions over and over.<br /><br />Fountain Motorsports <br />1774 Rt 104 <br />Ontario, NY 14519 <br />315-524-6400 <br /><br />Steve Burke <br />Rochester DSM||24.24.50.108||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||07-24-2003||12:24 AM||||where is that, I am in albany and I know that dook is in utica and matt is near me too, maybe we can do an AWD dyno day sometime.... I take it that is in the syracuse area but i am not sure with western NY||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||msaskin||07-24-2003||07:16 AM||||Mapquest says ontario is 218 miles from Albany. Quite a haul for just 1 dyno day.  It's the same distance (if not a bit closer) to go out to B&M Tranny or Pruven Performance.<br /><br />I'd certainly consider heading out there when i do my turbo install and need fine-tuning...they have a wideband so i can tune myself (unless they happen to employ a tuner by then)<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000003||nrvous||07-24-2003||07:57 AM||||It is up on 104, which runs along the North, closer to the lake.  It is actually north east of Rochester, but not close enough to Syracuse to make it a hop.<br /><br />It always kills me on how long it takes to get across NY state.<br /><br />steve||24.24.50.108||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes



ubb/Forum3/002605.cgi
A||||9||jonvr4||TEAM NABR under attack!||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-24-2003||01:30 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||has anyone been to team nabr tonight? it seems some hackers have really fucked some of the topics up.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||scooter||07-24-2003||02:01 AM||||damn, that is insane.  it looks like someone got their mouth ripped out about spelling, and now they're pissed.  im sure that will make the public forum go down hill.  im sure the mods will be real pissed.  i hope they dont take the public board off now. <br /><br />p.s. you still offering the clock?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||07-24-2003||06:58 AM||||It's a damn shame to see this happen.  After all, it was the mod's good intentions to at least open it up to the public for the benefit of all.  I don't know why people hold such a grudge and then waste their time ruining it for everyone.<br /><br />This is probably the end of the public boards and will prove once and for all, the private boards are private for a reason.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||07-24-2003||08:42 AM||||private boards only work for a while. you need a cycle of new and old people coming and going for a board to work.||138.89.72.199||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||07-24-2003||09:34 AM||||Bah, you call that hacking?  I've seen 15 year old kids do better.  Seriously.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||07-24-2003||02:35 PM||||i have too, but i still think these guys are fags||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||07-24-2003||03:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> i have too, but i still think these guys are fags </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Touche, you never know who on here is a member over there.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||07-24-2003||04:26 PM||||no, i mean the hackers. i think most of the members there are funny as hell.||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||07-24-2003||04:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> i have too, but i still think these guys are fags </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Touche, you never know who on here is a member over there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I diagnose jonvr4 as suffering from foot-in-mouth disease.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||07-24-2003||04:30 PM||||good one. unfortunanlty i too am a member of the team nabr board, so maybe you have head in ass disease  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/002606.cgi
A||||21||agrabau||You can't get good help these days ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||07-24-2003||09:51 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||I just called autozone- <br /><br />"do you have 1.5 inch OD aluminized steel bends, 90 degree?" <br /><br />"What?"<br /><br />"Exhaust tubing with a diameter (outside) of 1.5 inches?"<br /><br />"Ahhh.. you'll have to come in and check" <br /><br />"You can't check?"<br /><br />"No."<br /><br />"Why'd you answer the phone then" <br /><br />See, I haven't been around too long but I have a feeling that a mom and pop store from the 60s would 1st, know what I'm talking about, 2nd try to actually do their jobs and get parts to customers. What a pain. Summit's out, Jeg's doesn't have any bends like that. Midas's bender is "broken" and burns stainless wants $30 for one tube. I need 3.<br /><br />Anyone know any sources for bent tubes? <br /><br />What's the problem here? Are people underpaid, or is a mediocre performance at work acceptable these days? Why be in business? <br /><br />-Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||07-24-2003||10:01 AM||||Alex,<br /><br />try JC Whitney.<br /><br />Good luck<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||07-24-2003||10:31 AM||||i'm gonna hijack this...<br /><br />my buddy works at rent-awreck in south burlington, and he's been there for many years. he compiled a top ten list of quotes that actually happened/said.<br /><br /><br />TOP TEN STUPID THINGS SAID BY CUSTOMERS<br /><br />10) Saturday in June: Do you have any Uhaul trucks today? "No" Nothing? "Not a thing." Anything at all? "No." Are you sure?<br /><br />9) Do your Uhaul trucks have CD players?<br /><br />8) Can you drive a car into the back of a Uhaul truck?<br /><br />7) *Drives up with Suzuki Samurai* "I need your biggest trailer." <br />What are you towing with? "Samurai" <br />You can take a 4'x6' trailer.<br />"Not big enough."<br />Sorry. <br />"You can't tell me what I can tow!"<br />I just did.  <br />"I tow my 16' boat with this!"<br /><br />6) "Do you guys have any cars with four doors?"<br /><br />5) "I need a car for 8 days, that's a weekly rate right?"<br /><br />4) Do you have any Land Rovers? Audi TTs? Prowlers? Miatas? "No. No. No. No."<br /><br />3) Do you rent TVs? Rototillers? Computers?<br /><br />2.5) "Ok, we need to see your driver's license to rent a car."  I have my learner's permit.  "I can't use that."  Why not?<br /><br />2) "Thanks for Calling U-haul"  Do you guys have anybody to help load trucks?<br /><br />1) Which truck is bigger; a 17 foot or a 14 foot?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||07-24-2003||10:48 AM||||I think it's just shitty employees.  The pepboys here in town has two guys that I see working the parts counter when I go in.  One is an asian american gentelman about 40 years old, one is a doofy looking, dumbshit, waste of skin, 20 year old kid.<br /><br />I tend to just go to the store when I need something since there's always something else I'll need when I'm  there anyway.  Everytime I walk in and the older guy is working, I ask about a part or product and he knows what I'm talking about and either walks over with me to and pick it off the shelf or knows right where to go in the back to get it.<br /><br />The 20'ish dipshit's (I call him Cleatus) typical response: "Um, I think maybe over there somewhere..uh hu huck".  <br /><br />I see two problems contributing to situations like this in all businesses.  People tend to hire dumb people even though they are dumb.  A lot of 20ish people who get jobs such as this are misraised, lazy, and irresponsible.<br /><br />p.s. Don't get pissy kids, I'm still in my 20's||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||07-24-2003||11:14 AM||||I bought mandrel bends from JC Whitney a while back to do my i/c pipes. They are aluminized pipe. The local shop uses the same aluminized pipe (but cannot mandrel bend). I got pipe from there for the straight sections, and got it welded together, and then painted. Works fine, except it holds too much heat (pure aluminum would be better). <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||07-24-2003||11:33 AM||||the mom and pop stores of the 60's have all gone broke because people are shopping price only.  i get this crap all the time.  "oh, worldpac has it for 50 bucks." <br />me:"well, go there and get it."<br />"i did, but they are out."<br />me:"oh, well, the last time we were out, we sold that for 25 bucks."<br />or(and i REALLY like this one)<br />"worldpac sold it to me for 50 bucks."<br />me:"so why dont you get another one?"<br />"because the one they sold me was a crap buttco<br /> brand, and broke immediatly."<br />or, and this is probably why no mom and pops are there any more.  cust calls me on valve clearances on an E30 M3.  wants the specs, lash, length, yada, yada.  says they have a customer who bent his valves.  his mechanic, who fucked up the job, says the valves were too long.  like THAT could happen.  so, after several phone calls, i finally realize they didnt buy the valves from me.  when i ask why, "oh, worldpac was a dollar cheaper." <br />me:"so, why didnt you call worldpac, ask them <br />    about the specs?"<br />"we did, but they dont know."<br />sometimes, the REASON some parts are more expensive than others, is because some places take the time to research what is a good brand, and will work, and what will not.  also, places like autozone aint interested in carrying something that wont sell in 30 days or less. AND, experience and knowledge aint gonna work for no 8 bucks an hour.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-24-2003||11:39 AM||||Not car related, but when I lived on Lake Powell in Arizona I heard a tourist ask why the water was higher on one side of the dam than the other.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||07-24-2003||11:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Not car related, but when I lived on Lake Powell in Arizona I heard a tourist ask why the water was higher on one side of the dam than the other.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">As I said, Dumb people.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> <br /><br />Soon to be an autozone employee||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||07-24-2003||12:22 PM||||I had an AutoZone expeirence once.  I had a 68' GT Fastback w/a 351W.  I walked in the store with a universal 14" Edelbrock chrome air cleaner, and wanted a K&N for it.  The kid at the counter didn't last two minutes.  This is the conversation with the Manager.<br /><br />Manager- Ok, what can I do for you?<br /><br />Me- I need a K&N to fit this Air Cleaner.<br /><br />Manager- Alright, what kind of car is it?<br /><br />Me- It shouldn't matter.<br /><br />Manager- Well it does.<br /><br />Me- But this is a universal air cleaner.<br /><br />Manager-  So what kind of car is it?<br /><br />Me- It's a 1968 Mustang but it doesn't even have the same motor in it.  I just need a 14" K&N air filter.<br /><br />Manager- What kind of motor is it?<br /><br />Me- A 351W, but what does that matter?  This isn't an air cleaner specifically for a 351W.<br /><br />Manager- Then it won't work.<br /><br />Me- Ok, it is for a 351W, only it's not the factory one.  It's an universal aftermarket air cleaner from Edelbrock for just about any carbureted (spell?) V8.  Can you help me or not?<br /><br />Manager- No.<br /><br />I then went home and ordered one from Summit.  All I wanted was to overpay for a K&N that was in town so I did'nt have to wait for it.<br /><br />What's really sad is most of these people are being difficult, just so they don't look like they don't know what their talking about.  Being a Parts Manager at an Audi Dealership when I call somewhere for a part and forget to say "This is JD over at Crown Audi" I get all kinds of shit.  But when they know who it is, they don't want to look bad, and boom great customer service.  They just don't want to be there, so they take it out on the customer.  The Service Manager has the same problem here.||65.165.18.222||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||07-24-2003||12:59 PM||||JC whitney!!! Sam, you're my hero. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||Sam Sayes||07-24-2003||01:38 PM||||Why Thankyou sir,<br />it fells nice to be apreciated  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||07-24-2003||03:24 PM||||Local NAPA stores might carry them also.||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||07-24-2003||04:00 PM||||almost everyone i deal with thinks parts guys are dumbasses.  one classic case, years ago, i sold a place an intake cam for a european M635Csi, similar to the us M6, but lots of engine internals are different.  had to go next day air, a shop needed it really bad.  cost was like 600 bucks.  the next day, this really pissed off guy calls, "THIS CAM IS WRONG. I NEEDED AND INTAKE, AND YOU SENT ME AN EXHAUST. YOU DUMB SHIT, YOU DONT KNOW YOUR HEAD FROM YOUR ASS,etc, etc"  now, the cam was genuine bmw.  they dont make mistakes.  so, after he calmed down a bit, i asked, how do you know it is wrong?  "CAUSE IT HAS A BIG 'E' ON IT, I WANTED AN INTAKE CAM YOU DUMB SHIT, INTAKE IS SPELLED WITH AN 'I' yada, yada."  so, after he calms down again, i ask, you DO know that the german word for intake is einlass, right?  that's E-I-N-L-A-S-S. and the german word for exhaust is auslass?  loooong pause.  then, "I'll call you back"  i never heard back about the cam.  i asked several times later, all i got was an "i dont remember."||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||07-24-2003||04:24 PM||||Hah.. Einlass.<br /><br />Mu autozone tried to pull a fast one on me once when I needed an alternator for my 98 T/A.  I brought my core in, tested and it failed.  Then they ordered one for me, it'd be a couple days.  The next day I get a call from them telling me that if I bring my core in first, the new one MIGHT come in quicker.<br /><br />So I call up and ask the guy exactly WHY it would come in quicker and he had no answer for me.  I should've talked to the manager and gave him shit for that.  Sounded to me like they just wanted to mix/match parts on me or something.  So I waited and the new one came in as promised the following day.  Oh yeah, and Pep Boys was full of a bunch of idiots, who who didn't know that.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||gvr4in||07-24-2003||04:51 PM||||You guys all have one common problem.. you go to autozone!<br /><br />Haha, I worked at kragen auto parts for a while(schucks and checkers in other parts of the country) and to be a parts specialist I had to take all kind of tests, etc. Already having previous knowledge I passed (I mean shit: brake pads, calipers, battery terminals, starters, alternators and slave cylinders aren't hard to understand).<br /><br />I got people coming in daily (mind you im in marine central oceanside, CA right next to camp pendleton) asking:<br /><br />dumbass: I need this diffibulator starter switch for my IROC camaro<br />me: What year is it?<br />dumbass: Its an IROC<br />me:    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   I dont know what year they made IROC's in (holding in "I dont know what year they made your piece of shit car in")<br />dumbass: It says right TherR on your namebadge you're a parts specialist, you should know .. duh uhh huk<br />me: *sigh* ... exactly, I specialize in parts, now what year is your camaro<br />dumbass: I dono whatever year they made the IROC in (thinking of how badass his car is)<br />me: I grab the part, tell him the price<br />dumbass: How do I hook this up?<br />me: *thinking how the hell did he know what it was* I specialize in parts and do work on import cars, Im not sure how to hook up your diffibulator<br />(here we go again)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br />dumbass: IT SAYS YOU'RE A PARTS SPECIALIST<br />me: Once again, you're correct, Im not a master mechanic, If I was I wouldnt be working behind the counter at a parts store||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000015||TLT||07-24-2003||05:30 PM||||To be fair to the guys at the parts store, they answer the phone no matter how many people are waiting at the counter.  I wish they didn't.<br /><br />So most likely he had 4 or 5 people at the counter to deal with, in addition to talking on the phone.<br /><br />I did go to Auto Zone once and the lady at the counter didn't know what an Acura was.  Seriously.||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||yes
Z||000016||1quickvr4||07-24-2003||05:45 PM||||I worked at oreileys for a while as a driver. It was cool. All the parts people their have a clue and were not  afraid to lokk at a book and step away from the computer. Autozone or Vatozane as I call it is full of idiots. I just go there to get toxic cleaners and such. There is a shop called Mr. Auto that the guy who works there owns and has since the 60s who knows his stuff but often loses sales over a dollar or two. Over all finding someone who knows what their talking is damn near imposible(And Im 21) When me and my freinds go to a parts store looking for stuff we normalley leave empty handed becouse the people their dont know what there talking about and I get pissed way to easy over stupid people.||67.29.252.40||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000017||number3||07-24-2003||06:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> the mom and pop stores of the 60's have all gone broke because people are shopping price only.  i get this crap all the time.  "oh, worldpac has it for 50 bucks." <br />me:"well, go there and get it."<br />"i did, but they are out."<br />me:"oh, well, the last time we were out, we sold that for 25 bucks."<br />or(and i REALLY like this one)<br />"worldpac sold it to me for 50 bucks."<br />me:"so why dont you get another one?"<br />"because the one they sold me was a crap buttco<br /> brand, and broke immediatly."<br />or, and this is probably why no mom and pops are there any more.  cust calls me on valve clearances on an E30 M3.  wants the specs, lash, length, yada, yada.  says they have a customer who bent his valves.  his mechanic, who fucked up the job, says the valves were too long.  like THAT could happen.  so, after several phone calls, i finally realize they didnt buy the valves from me.  when i ask why, "oh, worldpac was a dollar cheaper." <br />me:"so, why didnt you call worldpac, ask them <br />    about the specs?"<br />"we did, but they dont know."<br />sometimes, the REASON some parts are more expensive than others, is because some places take the time to research what is a good brand, and will work, and what will not.  also, places like autozone aint interested in carrying something that wont sell in 30 days or less. AND, experience and knowledge aint gonna work for no 8 bucks an hour. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is what happens when people try and sell things they do not understand.  Being in sales, I have found there are two types of "salespeople", the ones that are knowledgeable and ask a fair price and the ones that aren't and sell at discounts.||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||07-24-2003||09:40 PM||||I wish Josh Jones would jump in...One time he told me some hialrious stories of DSMers who call in to buy parts and no other info...I was laughing so hard, people around were stopiing by to ask me what was so funny!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||04DrBlur||07-24-2003||09:50 PM||||I dont like either Autozone or Advance Auto simply because you tell them you have a 1991 Mitsubishi Galant and they hit several buttons and when I tell them you need to specify its the TURBO ALL WHEEL DRIVE they look at me like yeah right....||68.76.179.191||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000020||229of1000||07-24-2003||09:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> I dont like either Autozone or Advance Auto simply because you tell them you have a 1991 Mitsubishi Galant and they hit several buttons and when I tell them you need to specify its the TURBO ALL WHEEL DRIVE they look at me like yeah right.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's why I always say I have an Eclipse AWD.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000021||Minjin||07-24-2003||10:05 PM||||Agreed, I try to never use the words Talon, Laser, or Galant when ordering parts.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/002607.cgi
A||||40||Louters91GVR4||WHAT SIZE IS YOUR TURBO???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||07-24-2003||11:59 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Stock 14B for now...<br /><br />Soon,<br /><br />T3/T4 Dual ball bearing 60 trim .60 A/R<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||07-24-2003||12:04 PM||||16G Ported, clipped and .......small.||65.165.18.222||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||07-24-2003||12:08 PM||||HUGE!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||07-24-2003||12:11 PM||||14B is my ticket to runnin 11's.<br />Just kidding, i'm not running 11's, but i am going to see how far my old 14b will take me.<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||07-24-2003||12:20 PM||||14B with a crap port job.  Soon to be an AGP L2 (50 trim).  I'm going to try to put the 14B on my four wheeler.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.92.27.23||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||07-24-2003||12:42 PM||||BR580 on a stock intercooler running low 13's at 15psi.<br />On a good note I got 35 miles to a gallon on the way home from the shootout with 660cc injectors.<br />Average cruising speed 85-90  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||07-24-2003||12:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> BR580 on a stock intercooler running low 13's at 15psi.<br />On a good note I got 35 miles to a gallon on the way home from the shootout with 660cc injectors.<br />Average cruising speed 85-90   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like somebody needs an FMIC.  How'd you manage those MPGs? That's awesome.||12.92.27.23||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||07-24-2003||01:26 PM||||I have everything, but time to put them on.<br />The mpg happened with -20% on the AFC.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||07-24-2003||01:48 PM||||It's a european 44, UK size 8 Us, 12<br /><br />I hope that clears things up. <br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||07-24-2003||01:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> It's a european 44, UK size 8 Us, 12<br /><br />I hope that clears things up.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh yeah.  Crystal.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.165.18.222||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||BlackHole||07-24-2003||03:50 PM||||Turbo? What's that? You mean the big space under my hood where I stole the small 16G and stuck it in the Talon. Oh yeah, I remember now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />The 2.3L rebuild will be broken in with the 14b [that should be a hysterical V8 power curve - ending at 4k rpm] and then I'll move up to a small Garrett GT ball bearing unit in the new cast housing [something like the SBR GT10].||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000011||gvr4in||07-24-2003||04:07 PM||||Ported big 16g.. will be in high 12's on stock front mount.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||07-24-2003||05:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> It's a european 44, UK size 8 Us, 12<br /><br />I hope that clears things up. <br /><br />Alex </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You know what they say about guys with big turbos...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||Kibo||07-24-2003||05:55 PM||||The 14b was just removed...T61 installation in progress.<br /><br />What do you mean, "What am I making up for...?"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000014||Team Ducktape||07-24-2003||06:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /> [/qb]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You know what they say about guys with big turbos... [/qb][/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />Yeah we have bigger intercoolers......||24.209.155.217||reg||12||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000015||gvr4in||07-24-2003||06:56 PM||||This big:<br /> <img src="http://jaxson.spazmonkey.com/albums/album08/Magnus_Sled_01.sized.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000016||number3||07-24-2003||06:59 PM||||I have a t3/t4 60-1 in number3.<br /><br /><br />Anyone looking for a brand new in the box Turbonetics T3/T4 BB?<br /><br />Contact me.||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||Ash||07-24-2003||08:30 PM||||b16g, ported unclipped||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000018||slvrblt||07-24-2003||09:04 PM||||13g that leaks boost. shitty.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000019||Martin Tolentino||07-24-2003||09:17 PM||||18g ported and clipped||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000020||howard_GVR4||07-24-2003||11:16 PM||||stock-"ish"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000022||Scott Y||07-24-2003||11:25 PM||||fp ported big16g, unclipped.||64.233.218.163||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000023||Romanova||07-24-2003||11:41 PM||||My 14B is like my genitals... very very small and underpowered.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000024||GRV4726||07-24-2003||11:57 PM||||haha!!! that was really good.<br /><br />stock 14b, stock boost, stock everything. except k&n. you know i make about 350 to the wheels with that k&n||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000025||curtis||07-25-2003||12:42 AM||||Turbonetics T3/T4<br />TO4B .60 AR V1 compressor with polish compressor housing  oh shit I forgot the purple cleaner hit it now its acid washed <br />Round inlet volvo stage 3 .63 AR tubine<br />with inconnel wheel and 3 1/2 inch down pipe <br />all connected to a ported second gen manifold by way of a cnc cut adapter<br />Here's some pictures of what the volvo round inlets look like and the adapter this turbo was my first garrett I built it from truck junk yard parts and had it balance at turbo auto in nashville with rebuild kit and everything I had less than 250 in it.  It came of of a beer delievery truck and a volvo station wagon spooled up as fast as a 14b and pulled hard past 21 pounds but lost its life due to not having a good bov, the thrust had major wear with in a year.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=874" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=874&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=876" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=876&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=875" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=875&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.144.95.211||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000026||GalantVR41062||07-25-2003||02:03 AM||||Garrett t3/t4 To4E 60trim stg 3 .82 AR 4 bolt exaust housing.  Small, to small.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000027||scooter||07-25-2003||04:02 AM||||i got a 7cm fp red on my talon and a 7cm 14b on the galant.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||scooter||00001604||yes
Z||000028||EvilGalantGSX||07-25-2003||05:08 AM||||I got a vacume hose run though the dash vents and hooked to a straw,,, I just blow real hard and away we go..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000029||autobahntom||07-25-2003||12:00 PM||||GT12 from Slowboy. Works well, could use a bigger FMIC though, over 120ish it falls off. Fun though.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000030||Masonbrick||07-26-2003||01:57 PM||||I got a Mutt 3 running 15lbs. Spool up is 4000-3600 through the gears.||67.113.2.115||reg||7||Masonbrick||00001877||yes
Z||000031||hibrn8||07-27-2003||03:53 AM||||Garrett t3/t4 60 trim .82 a/r||65.227.204.119||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000032||bazeng||07-27-2003||07:15 AM||||i have a tdo5/6 hybrid.<br />hopefully i will hit 11's..||203.166.63.172||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000033||a_santos||07-27-2003||11:42 AM||||Small 16 with really nice porting job, ported o2 housing as well.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000034||GrocMax||07-27-2003||03:38 PM||||GT42; 95 lbs/min, 5" turbine outlet, 5" comp inlet. <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />And then I woke up.||67.30.19.217||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000035||1quickvr4||07-27-2003||04:13 PM||||HKS t51R on on a 10 to 1 2.5 liter stoker with 1150cc injectors. I ran a 12.5 on the stock intercooler becouse on the street it cuts of above 120.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.29.228.224||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000036||tplesko||07-27-2003||11:56 PM||||20 g...just on today   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000037||curtis||07-28-2003||10:59 PM||||happyness is a new turbo (where's the snoppy icon)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.141.105.123||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000038||jonvr4||07-29-2003||12:01 AM||||green||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000039||slvrblt||07-29-2003||12:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> green </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, thats not a size. Thats a color and a cool one at that.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000040||jonvr4||07-29-2003||12:07 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://jons-performance.com/images/dsc01468.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.211.242.195||reg||10||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000041||gvr4in||07-29-2003||12:34 AM||||I love that mitsu emblem on the compressor housing, damn that looks good!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002608.cgi
A||||0||Oztek||Shootout/Sports Compact Pictures||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||07-24-2003||12:00 PM||aehlert@oztek.us||Here are some pictures I took of last weekends festivities.<br /><br />It was a blast this year.  I had alot more fun hanging out this year than in the previous year.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?set_albumName=album02&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_album.php" target="_blank">http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?set_albumName=album02&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_album.php</a><br /><br />Hopefully next year the car will be in one piece, so that I can take her out and see what she can do.||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum3/002609.cgi
A||||3||HKS VR-4||M&amp;S Recycling.....||||1||||HKS VR-4||00000302
Z||000000||HKS VR-4||07-24-2003||02:00 PM||uraznboy@hotmail.com||Does anyone have the email address to Robert at M&S??? I heard he can help hooking it up with parts. I need major help/parts for my GVR4...gosh, running low on $$$   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.81.87.230||reg||1||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000001||Hertz||07-24-2003||02:14 PM||||<a href="mailto:robert@msrecycling.com">robert@msrecycling.com</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.msrecycling.com" target="_blank">M&S Recycling</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||07-24-2003||11:54 PM||||If you're running low on $$$, then maybe look other places first.  He'll probably get you what you need, but his prices aren't the greatest.  Try the DSM shops, such as RRE, or if it's stock parts, junkyards near you.  Conicelli for new parts.||69.59.219.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||07-25-2003||11:27 AM||||Let me know what you need, if I have it I'll help you out as best I can.||64.136.26.45||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/002610.cgi
A||||10||howard_GVR4||GVR4 goes to the beach||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||07-24-2003||03:34 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=857" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=857&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=858" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=858&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=859" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=859&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=860" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=860&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=861" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=861&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=862" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=862&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=863" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=863&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-24-2003||04:02 PM||||Looks awesome! You beat me to it! I was planning on going down to the beach to do some sunset shots soon. Lookin good  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||07-24-2003||04:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> Looks awesome! You beat me to it! I was planning on going down to the beach to do some sunset shots soon. Lookin good   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, but your beach will probably look way better, my wife and I were at a Texas beach (nasty).  Some CA beach shots would rule.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||07-24-2003||05:41 PM||||Looks like some wicked kite-flying weather!<br /><br />There's only 1 problem with those wonderful pics -- they're all stationary!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||07-24-2003||10:53 PM||||Very nice pics. Its a day at the beach! I especially like the one with the beach reflected in the fender.<br /><br />What kind of suspension and rims are those. Looks very nice.<br /><br />I shouldn't hijack this thread but I couldn't resist these pics. Besides, its for sale. Maybe somebody here would like to pick it up for the wife?<br /><br />  <img src="http://a4.cpimg.com/image/56/FA/14316374-22a9-02000180-.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://a2.cpimg.com/image/72/FB/14316402-c262-01E00280-.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.117.166.181||reg||1||XHMan||00001718||yes
Z||000005||BluFalcon||07-24-2003||11:03 PM||||I had a picture of my Talon on the beach at Biloxi, MS.  Unfortunately it was one of me trying to dig my car out.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     "You have AWD, right?  Uhh yeah....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Nice shots Howard.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||07-24-2003||11:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by XHMan:<br /> Very nice pics. Its a day at the beach! I especially like the one with the beach reflected in the fender.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks, that was the artsy "harry" shot, I got some reflection pics of #3's FMIC entanks like that.  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />What kind of suspension and rims are those. Looks very nice.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">H&R springs, AGX shocks, ST rear swaybar, Konig Villain 17 x 7 wheels.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />I shouldn't hijack this thread but I couldn't resist these pics. Besides, its for sale. Maybe somebody here would like to pick it up for the wife?<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, I am looking for a daily driver for my wife.  Email me off-board at howarddraper@hotmail.com||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||curtis||07-25-2003||12:53 AM||||howard stop what your doing get back in the car and go back down to south padre and do some damn 4wd donuts , power slides and some 6500 lanches off the dunes.  I want to see big rally shots  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.144.95.211||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||07-25-2003||12:24 PM||||Holy Mary Mother of God that's a lot of stickers in your windsheild!  Oh yeah, dope car.  And I don't blame you on the lack TOMMY MAKINEN style behavior.  Sand gets in strange places.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.165.18.213||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||07-25-2003||12:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Holy Mary Mother of God that's a lot of stickers in your windsheild!  Oh yeah, dope car.  And I don't blame you on the lack TOMMY MAKINEN style behavior.  Sand gets in strange places.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL!  Yeah, stickers ahoy!  State inspection, registration, apartment parking, and beach permit for access near the water.  Can you tell I drive this thing everywhere?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Well, I usually do pull some rally drifts in sand and dirt, but:<br /><br /> </font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the beach patrol would shoot me</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the 4X4 hicks and frat kids would be jealous</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">my wife would fly the kite straight at my head when I finish the rally donuts!</font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <br />When I used to work more rallies, I would drive the car hard on stage roads when they weren't hot, and you're right, dirt gets  <b>everywhere.</b>||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||number3||07-25-2003||04:06 PM||||Nice shots...||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002611.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||Look what i found today||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-24-2003||05:55 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://www.rs-watanabe.co.jp/userspage/kozima2.htm" target="_blank">http://www.rs-watanabe.co.jp/userspage/kozima2.htm</a>||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-24-2003||10:30 PM||||I like the wheels. Stock look, but likely wider and probably 16s.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||07-24-2003||11:21 PM||||Looks Photoshopped...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/002612.cgi
A||||21||slvrblt||Hacking ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||07-24-2003||09:10 PM||||Check out <a href="http://www.try2hack.nl" target="_blank">http://www.try2hack.nl</a><br /><br /><br />Post the solutions here. I am only at level 4 right now and Im getting slowly stumped...||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||07-24-2003||09:27 PM||||Definitely interesting, but way beyond me. I'm no computer guru...<br /><br />That said, Level 1 was cake.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||07-24-2003||09:36 PM||||lol, did you guess the PW or use the correct way to get level 1?<br /><br />level 2 needs a flash decompiler, no? which i dont have, and dont have the motivation to get, so i quit.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||07-24-2003||09:43 PM||||At first I thought that it was just a brain teaser kind of thing, which I'm capable of doing, so I tried "password"...no go. Then I thought they were trying to be tricky and I entered "below", as in "Enter the password BELOW."    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />That was when I realized that it was real and I used the correct method to figure it out.<br /><br />I've been messing with the flash stuff for a couple of minutes but like I said above, I think this is already way beyond me. My most advanced programming was BASIC in middle school and one years's worth of Pascal in high school. <br /><br />Oh yeah, I probably would have guessed the password anyways since I used to play CounterStrike...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||EvilGalantGSX||07-24-2003||10:06 PM||||Looks like fun. I got to level to and im stuck, I kike said before you need a flash decomplier adn i cant get that here at work. I might mess with it at home.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||07-24-2003||10:16 PM||||You dont need a flash decompiler for level 3. You just need to download the level2.swf file and open it in a text editor to see the user anme and password. But when you get past that, it gets tricky and thats where Im stumped.<br /><br /><br />If you do want a flash decompiler or need on in the future, AVS is pretty good and the demo doesnt seem to have any noticable features disabled.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||07-24-2003||10:17 PM||||Alright, the hints here enabled tech-less me to get to Level 3. More hints please...<br /><br />EDIT: I used the decompiler<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||07-24-2003||10:32 PM||||I would love to help, but I cant get past the java prompt after the flash object.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||07-24-2003||10:35 PM||||Yeah, he's definitely trying to be tricky now with the false leads and such...<br /><br />Hmmm.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||josh91vr4||07-24-2003||10:49 PM||||Look within for the answers you seek. Or rather, search your internet history files  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||07-24-2003||10:56 PM||||So how do I get the info for the java script prompt ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||07-24-2003||11:01 PM||||ok. You lost me. I see nothing helpful in my history.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||msaskin||07-24-2003||11:06 PM||||i'll go at it tomorrow afternoon.  i'm willing to wager that I can get all the way through it within about 30 minutes or so at the max  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />if anyone is willing to bet with me, i can just post the level solutions here as i get them and timestamps shall prove  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000013||slvrblt||07-24-2003||11:11 PM||||Do that Matt. I finally got to lvl 4. but in full time, I have only been trying it for maybe 40 minutes. I dont know crap about java or flash and a little about html.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||07-24-2003||11:15 PM||||Dammit, I'm stuck. I've been staring at the code for level 3 for 15 minutes and it looks like a sham. None of the obvious stuff in the code works, so I must be missing something...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||slvrblt||07-25-2003||12:04 AM||||I finally got to level 7. I sorta used social engineering (IE Google), but I did it. Levels 5, 6, and 7 are progressively complicated. Level 8 is down at the moment.<br /><br />Things you will need:<br /><br />Look in your history<br />Text editor (notepad)<br />Class (java) decompiler<br />VB Decompiler and figure out the encryption (hint: 3)<br />Packet sniffer (encryption is Baconian)<br />Browser spoofing.<br /><br /><br />Have fun.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||07-25-2003||12:29 AM||||I'm at level 8.  They have a spoofed "cgi-bin/spf" and you can get it to cat /etc/passwd (although it isn't really spf or their /etc/passwd).  Nor are the passwords shadowed.  But I would assume that since they went through the trouble of emulating old 1.0 Apache's holes and they show an encrypted password for root, the answer is level 8 is user: root and the crack for password: i1xC4sSrfP/oY<br /><br />The best step from there is to brute-force the password which I don't have time for.  So, stamp that.<br /><br />8 isn't down, you're just not good enough.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <a href="http://www.try2hack.nl/levels/level8-balnrg.xhtml" target="_blank">Spoiler</a><br /><br />I keep hoping to find some SQL challenge, but nothing yet.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||07-25-2003||01:02 AM||||Oh, well, I spoke too soon.  I brute forced the password (used "john") in 6 minutes 9 seconds on this lame-ass PII 400.  The password is a derived spelling of a poisonous element.  Level 9 doesn't exist.||67.162.75.65||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||Minjin||07-25-2003||01:08 AM||||Alright, I bow down to all the l33t haxors in here. Can someone PM me or something with how you figured out level 3? Its bugging me too much since you guys make it seem so easy...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||07-25-2003||01:14 AM||||PM sent, cheater.  Now you have to tell me why my car doesn't idle/ticks/alarm goes off randomly/blows [white/blue/black] smoke...<br /><br />By the way, if anyone wants Mark's credit card numbers...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||mixx2001||07-25-2003||08:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Now you have to tell me why my car doesn't idle/ticks/alarm goes off randomly/blows [white/blue/black] smoke...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Our cars bad ISC or possible boost leaks, noisy lifters and injectors, in-op door contacts, and strange combinations of antifreeze, oil, and excessive amounts of fuel that seem to make their way into our combustion chambers, are no mystery to you, nor anyone else.  <br /><br />But this hacking stuff is.  Where the hell did you guys learn all this shit.  Is it just a "perk" of knowing massive amounts about computers/programming.  Or is it something you sought out to learn?  I'd like to learn, for fun, of course.  But I'm not going to get A+ certified.  Any hope for me?||65.165.18.18||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000021||msaskin||07-25-2003||10:49 AM||||alot of it just comes from general knowledge of computers and the inner-workings of web stuff.<br /><br />simple stuff (like the javascript passwords) are just a matter of looking at the source code, knowing some of the javascript functions, looking for included files, etc...<br /><br />as for java and vb stuff, it's a matter of finding a decent decompiler for them.  For java applets, Mocha is the best that I've used, and for VB, just about any decompiler works fairly well, the only catch is that to work properly the app has to have been built with an older 16bit version of VB (3.0 or prior, or 4.0 16bit version).  newer apps cause issues with decompilers.<br /><br />basically, learn enough about computers and specific technologies in general and you begin to work your way through it.  the more in-depth knowledge you have on a subject (especially from a "how-it-works" level, not a "user" level), the better of you'll be  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.97.5.30||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes



ubb/Forum3/002613.cgi
A||||0||Matticus||Catback and Free Mod, results||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||07-24-2003||09:32 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||Today I installed a Certified Muffler 3" catback exhaust with a Magnaflow muffler.  Along with the free mod that cuts off the pre IC vacum feed to the wastegate.  The car really seemed to respond very well to these 2 upgrades.  I love the exhaust tone, nice and deep, no ricey sound here. Boost comes on pretty good around 4000, thats with a leaky cracked manifold.  The car seems to pull alot harder now. Anyways, these were basically my first "mods" to the car.  Bone stock.  I love my new pocketlogger too, very useful tool.  I am teaching my wife how to read it for me while I drive.  Anyways, thanks for listening.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum3/002614.cgi
A||||7||gtluke||might have a new JDM connection||||14||||gtluke||00000281
Z||000000||gtluke||07-25-2003||12:06 AM||gtluke@hotmail.com||i was helping out DSmotorsport Nate today instead of going to work, cause he broke his foot and his galant is F'd up. turns out a stock DSM flywheel on a hyundai 2.4 just KINDA hits the transfer case? i dunno, no solution yet, but we found the ticking noise  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />well anyway, i was inside and i hear him taking an order for a oil feed line kit and he goes "okinawa?" and i just about punched him in the head to grab the phone.  turns out the kid has one a a few talon's on his island in japan, so he buys parts from the US.  he actually spoke perfect english and was VERY nice. he also said that he visits the junkyard at least twice a month. i just sent him an email of things that we like and things i need, and hopefully i can be a source for some decent priced JDM stuff. he said that that people come up from taiwan and south america with 30-40k and buy TONS of turbo front clips so turbo stuff is really hard to get.<br />hmf, hopefully this works out well||138.89.72.199||reg||14||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-25-2003||12:17 AM||||Yeah sure, now that I already bought an FMIC that probably won't fit behind a JDM bumper.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />Keep us posted.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||07-25-2003||12:29 AM||||haha<br />jdm bumpers have TONS of room though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.72.199||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||Nate||07-25-2003||12:56 AM||||...And I may a small supply of JDM bumper covers soon... along with the rebar supports...||68.80.13.174||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||07-25-2003||12:58 PM||||I am definitely interested in acquiring JDM bumper covers and supports.  Let me know if anything becomes available.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||REDLINEGVR4||07-25-2003||06:04 PM||||Ditto on getting a jdm bumper. Let me know||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000006||1101||07-25-2003||09:18 PM||||I need the two L shaped brackets that fasten the JDM front bumper reinforcement to the front frame.<br /><br />I also need the outter two gray plastic trim pieces that cover the JDM fog mounting screws.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||07-26-2003||10:44 AM||||Yeah, JDM bumpers have tons of room  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> . I managed to fit a street core size IC back there but there was a fight to fit it. Im gonna have to fab up the front support brackets that go to the front frame horns. But my fmic will support most of it that way....||209.246.130.20||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/002615.cgi
A||||8||BluFalcon||Tire Size?||||1||||BluFalcon||00000366
Z||000000||BluFalcon||07-25-2003||01:24 AM||muttski@comcast.net||Is anyone running 225/45/16 tires on their car?  I'm running 225/50/16 Toyo Proxes on my 16X7 Slipstreams currently, and I think they're a little too "balloony" (is that a word?).  The car rides on AGX's and stock springs at this time.  I like the width of the tires but hate the way the sidewall bulges out on the rim.  If anyone has some close up pics of their car with 205/45/16 tires on their GVR4, I'd like to see them.  My only real concern with the 45's would be rim protection for the wheels.  I seem to seek out potholes and ruts unconciously, and the 50's have done a pretty good job of protecting the wheels so far.  What tire size is everyone running on their 16in rims?  I have to replace the 4 tires soon, so any ideas, pics or comments would be appreciated.  Thanks. a||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||07-25-2003||07:04 AM||||Here's #1072 with 225-45-16 tires on 16x7.5" wheels.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=607" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=607</a>||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||07-25-2003||10:13 AM||||I run 225/45/16 Kuhmo 712's on Allesio Carrera's in 16x7.5, 37mm offset on my car no problem.<br /><br />The tires are a tiny bit shorter than stock, so your speedo will read a couple of mph slow.<br /><br />225 is about as wide as you want to run on a 7" wide wheel.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||KenW||07-25-2003||11:17 AM||||Mark R,<br /><br />Didn't you say that a 245/45/16 would fit an 8" wheel? That's what I was planning to use on the Volks. The 225's on Bob's car look almost out of the wheel well.<br /><br />KenW||149.166.13.117||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||07-25-2003||02:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> Here's #1072 with 225-45-16 tires on 16x7.5" wheels.<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=607" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=607</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bob,<br />  Thanks for the pics of your car.  Looks pretty clean.  What kind of suspension does your car have?  That's pretty much the look I was shooting for with my GVR4.  Mark, do you have any pictures of your car with those wheels on it?  Thanks everyone.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||07-25-2003||09:49 PM||||So is it possible to safely put a 225/45/15 on the stock rim ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||07-25-2003||11:52 PM||||There talking about 225 16s, But it is possible to put 225/50/15s on the stock wheels. Some people dont like it but its cool with me.||67.30.7.92||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||bob in chicago||07-26-2003||09:43 AM||||I've put on over 100K miles of daily driving on this suspension, only replacing shock when needed:<br />Full coil-over conversion- dropped 2" in summer; back up in winter. <br /><br />Probably a special order Ground Control kit, uses Eibach springs- fronts 275 lb/inch 10" free-length; rears 180 lb/inch 12"free-length). TAD, the Evo Pro-Rally shop, determined this combo as best for sports/street. I hear you need much stiffer springs for drag racing, esp. in rear. <br /><br />GAB front struts; KYB GSX shocks in rear (set at #1 front; at #3 rear for street). <br />Strut bars- GAB front; Mofugas/Whiteline rear<br />Sway bars- 22mm front; 24mm rear; front caster bushings.  Planning on installing Whiteline front camber bolts for -1 deg. camber. Zoom, zoom!||216.65.161.15||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000008||markrieb||07-26-2003||11:18 AM||||*******************<br />Mark R,<br /><br />Didn't you say that a 245/45/16 would fit an 8" wheel? That's what I was planning to use on the Volks. The 225's on Bob's car look almost out of the wheel well.<br /><br />KenW <br />******************<br /><br />Yes, a 245/45/16 will fit nearly perfectly on a 16x8 wheel.  The problem is finding a 16x8 wheel in our 4x4.5" lug pattern and with the 35mm or so of offset you'll need.<br /><br />I've run the 245/45/16 on a narrower rim, but they were race tires with very stiff sidewalls and they still wanted the wider rim.<br /><br />Mark||4.5.86.61||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum3/002616.cgi
A||||3||Marcus||Taking Suggestions||||2||||Marcus||00000606
Z||000000||Marcus||07-25-2003||10:29 AM||dirtclod20@aol.com||My car needs 2 tires, 2 front wheel bearings, and a transmission.  I've rebuilt one before and it only lasted 20k miles, so I apparently don't know what I'm doing.  So here is my question, do I spend 1k-1.5k to on tires, bearings, and a JDM tranny or Shep tranny or sell the rascal.<br /><br />I have a perfect body, perfect leather, 16" OZ wheels, 2.5 turbo back exhaust, new b16g ported, 2g manifold, FMIC, 550's, S-AFC, boost/egt gauge, momo wheel, Kenwood flip face cd player, kicker/ boston acoutic, 2g MAS, 4bolt rear, new rear rotors/pads, 141k miles, green and like I said, very good condition.  Tranny is notchy but doesn't grind.  <br /><br />What do you think this car is worth?  Should I sell it as is or fix it and drive on?<br /><br />Marc||152.163.252.33||reg||2||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||07-25-2003||11:12 AM||||What makes you think the trans needs rebuilding if it doesn't grind?  Notchiness could be your trans saying it doesn't like the fluid that's in it.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||07-25-2003||11:37 AM||||I think you should sell it to me for 20 bucks!  C'mon, it'll be fun!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.136.26.45||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||07-25-2003||11:40 AM||||Seriously, though, I could ship you both front hub assemblies for $50. That would help a little, right?  Let me know,  Chris||64.136.26.45||reg||7||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/002617.cgi
A||||45||Matt379||What's your favorite movie?||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||07-25-2003||02:30 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I'm bored at work, so I thought this up:<br /><br />What is your favorite movie(s)?<br /><br />First one that comes to mind is "The Shawkshank Redemption"<br /><br />some great lines:  "Put your Faith in the Lord, you ass belongs to me."   - the warden<br /><br />"Man up and vanished like a fart in the wind!"<br />- the warden<br /><br />what about you guys?||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-25-2003||02:37 PM||||Accually, posting lines from a movie and having everyone else figure out the movie would be better.  I just can't break down to a favorite, or even a few.  Too many damn good movies.<br /><br />Like, you posted full metal jacket.<br /><br />How about:<br /><br />The weed, the money...  It's all been replaced by a pile of corpses.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||beavis||07-25-2003||02:40 PM||||its hard to think of an over all favorite.  categories might make it easier.  if i had to pick i'd say rushmore.||138.23.87.147||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||07-25-2003||02:45 PM||||Falling Down. Fight Club. Snatch. In that order.||24.209.155.217||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||Matt379||07-25-2003||02:46 PM||||Okay:<br /><br />Favorite Comedy<br />Favorite Suspense<br />Favorite Action<br />Favorite Drama<br />Favorite Car Movie<br />Favorite Horror<br /><br />And here is a line from a movie, "Boy, I got vision, and the rest of the world wears bifocals"||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||07-25-2003||03:05 PM||||Can I pick a couple?   I'm not into favorites... <br /><br /><a href="http://us.imdb.com/Title?0109592" target="_blank">Cemetary Man</a> (It's not just an Italian comedy horror flick with tits-n-ass.  There is deep philosophical content if you open your eyes)<br /> <a href="http://us.imdb.com/Title?0086216" target="_blank">Rumble Fish</a> (Francis Ford Coppola directing Matt Dillon, Mickey Rourke, Dennis Hopper, Nicolas Cage, Laurence Fishburne, Tom Waits(!))<br /> <a href="http://us.imdb.com/Title?0139809" target="_blank">The 13th Floor</a>  (The Matrix before The Matrix)<br /> <a href="http://us.imdb.com/Title?0202677" target="_blank">The Way of the Gun</a>  (written/directed by Christopher McQuarrie.  A very violent movie that isn't violent for violence sake, its a key element in the story)<br /> <a href="http://us.imdb.com/Title?0114814" target="_blank">The Usual Suspects</a>  (Also written/directed by Christopher McQuarrie)<br /> <a href="http://us.imdb.com/Title?0093822" target="_blank">Raising Arizona</a>  (Coen Brothers are geniouses)<br /> <a href="http://us.imdb.com/Title?0094625" target="_blank">Akira</a> (it's just all that)<br /> <a href="http://us.imdb.com/Title?0119229" target="_blank">Grosse Point Blank</a> (you'll never look at our very own Abhay Santos the same way again)<br /><br />If you couldn't tell, I'm a little strange.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-25-2003||03:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> Falling Down. Fight Club. Snatch. In that order. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh damn, those are good too!  How could I have forgotten?||67.162.75.65||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||07-25-2003||03:16 PM||||Well, if you're a little strange I'm a little old:<br /><br />Strange Brew - Classic eh?<br />Dirty Rotten Scoundrels (just for the Steve Martin/Ruprick scenes)<br />Heaven Can Wait - original with Warren B.<br /><br />More modern:<br />I also loved Snatch and his other Lock Stock and two Smokin' was also good.<br />Jet Li "The One"<br />Van Wilder was hilarious as was Old School<br />The Red Shoe Diaries ... j/k  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Never can really think of a top ten when on the spot.||167.142.22.247||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||07-25-2003||03:19 PM||||Twin Peaks<br />American History X<br />Shawshank Redemption<br />Any submarine movie<br />Seven<br />Traffic<br />Gladiator<br />The Right Stuff<br /><br />I like too many damn movies. Mostly dramas though.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||07-25-2003||03:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Twin Peaks<br />American History X<br />Shawshank Redemption<br />Any submarine movie<br />Seven<br />Traffic<br />Gladiator<br />The Right Stuff<br /><br />I like too many damn movies. Mostly dramas though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">See, I completely forgot about Seven and Gladiator...two GREAT flicks (as was Shawshank)<br />and...how could I forget; The Gumball Rally!!<br /><br />EDIT<br />BlackHawk Down: was one of the most intense movies I've seen in many years.||167.142.22.247||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||#1459 VR-4||07-25-2003||03:39 PM||||Dazed and Confused.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000011||JAYGVR4||07-25-2003||03:44 PM||||Just to mak it more complicated, and to make it adapt to my indecision, how bout top 3:<br /><br />Favorite Comedy - Animal House / Fast Times / Caddy Shack<br />Favorite Suspense - Silence of the Lambs / Pulp Fiction / The Usual Suspects<br />Favorite Action - Enter the Dragon / The Professional / Ronin <br />Favorite Drama - Full Metal Jacket / Good Morning Vietnam / American Beauty<br />Favorite Car Movie - Mad Max / Corvette Summer / Ronin<br />Favorite Horror - The Exorcist / The Ring / Poltergeist<br /><br />Favorite Quote:<br /><br />Jules: There's a passage I got memorized. Ezekiel 25:17. "The path of the righteous man is beset on all sides by the inequities of the selfish and the tyranny of evil men. Blessed is he who, in the name of charity and good will, shepherds the weak through the valley of the darkness. For he is truly his brother's keeper and the finder of lost children. And I will strike down upon thee with great vengeance and furious anger those who attempt to poison and destroy my brothers. And you will know I am the Lord when I lay my vengeance upon you." I been sayin' that shit for years. And if you ever heard it, it meant your ass. I never really questioned what it meant. I thought it was just a cold-blooded thing to say to a motherfucker before you popped a cap in his ass.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000012||BluFalcon||07-25-2003||04:03 PM||||I have a few:<br />Star Wars   <br />Big Trouble In Little China<br />Highlander<br />Better Off Dead<br />Glory<br />Macross: Do You Remember Love? (OK this really confirms my geekiness)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000013||mixx2001||07-25-2003||04:16 PM||||I have entirely too many favorites to list.  But there is one that stands above the rest.  Not a lot have heard of it.  <br /><br />"Thursday"<br /><br />I absolutely loved this movie.  If you liked Pulp Fiction, Snatch/LSATSB, True Romance, or any other dark action/comedy, you will love this movie.  Here's a link to a  <a href="http://www.videoeta.com/movie/38387" target="_blank">Web Page</a>  for it.||65.165.18.149||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000014||ayvr4||07-25-2003||05:32 PM||||scareface is always good<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000015||turbowop||07-25-2003||05:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> scareface is always good<br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh Jesus....I almost forgot all the Italian mobster movies. Casino, Goodfellas, Donnie Brasco.....||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000016||number3||07-25-2003||06:01 PM||||I own hundereds of movie (I sell home theaters) so this was hard and I am sure very uncomplete. But I will throw some out...<br /><br />Future:<br /><br />Red Dawn<br />Road Warrior<br />Waterworld<br />The Postman<br />Matrix<br /><br />Shoot em up:<br /><br />Heat<br />Ronin<br />Bad Boys<br />Falling down<br />Desepardo<br />The Big Hit<br /><br />Movies with a twist:<br /><br />The Usual Suspects<br />Diggstown<br />Sixth Sense<br /><br />Comedy:<br /><br />Christmas Vacation<br />Trains planes and automobiles<br />My Cousin Vinny<br />Tommy Boy<br />Kung Pow: Enter the fist<br />Money Pit<br /><br />Drama:<br /><br />Saving Privite Ryan<br />Band of Brothers<br />Forrest Gump<br />Enemy Mine<br />The Professional||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||GVR-4||07-25-2003||08:10 PM||||The Princess Bride.<br /><br />The Breakfast Club.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000018||SLO GVR 4||07-25-2003||08:23 PM||||The movie Pi ...not American Pie<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pithemovie.com/pithemovie.html" target="_blank">http://www.pithemovie.com/pithemovie.html</a>||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000019||GRV4726||07-25-2003||09:09 PM||||wow. herts likes akira, slo gvr4 likes pi. shit i didn't really think someone from the board would have liked akira. and i didn't think anyone would have heard of pi. both really good movies. <br /><br />by the i'm using kaneda's bike as inspiration for some bike i'm just designing (on paper, haha no it won't be made. i'm not that cool). anyway, that bike has been on my mind since 6th grade (i'm going to be a senior this year). i think that the bike make akira a movie worth watching for anyone. <br /><br />another good one is mullholland drive. and a great anime is gost in the shell, another classic<br /><br />i don't really have favorites either.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000020||229of1000||07-25-2003||09:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> wow. herts likes akira, slo gvr4 likes pi. shit i didn't really think someone from the board would have liked akira. and i didn't think anyone would have heard of pi. both really good movies. <br /><br />by the i'm using kaneda's bike as inspiration for some bike i'm just designing (on paper, haha no it won't be made. i'm not that cool). anyway, that bike has been on my mind since 6th grade (i'm going to be a senior this year). i think that the bike make akira a movie worth watching for anyone. <br /><br />another good one is mullholland drive. and a great anime is gost in the shell, another classic<br /><br />i don't really have favorites either. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good stuff!  I love anime.  Ghost in the Shell is a classic, as is Akira.  The Miyazaki films are great too.  Currently I'm watching the RahXephon series.  Seen the Animatrix?  It was way cool.<br /><br />Mullholand Drive is a cool movie.  I also like Memento, Ronin, The Usual Suspects, Pulp Fiction, The Matrix, Star Wars, etc.  I like a lot of Kubrick stuff as well.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000021||GRV4726||07-25-2003||09:38 PM||||oh yeah another great movie is reqium for a dream (by the same guy who did pi, can't remember his name... adrionovsomething) this is one of my favorites if i really had to choose||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000022||VR4GURL||07-25-2003||09:45 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  I lurveee comedys and thrillers i must say at the moment my fav comedy would have to be "Freddy Got Fingered"....yip i know tom green has a very weird and sik sense of humour but itsss soooo funny....and me fav thriller would have to be "The Ring"...oh yeh and my fav movie of all time...*drums rolls*...duh duh duh daaaahhhh.....The Fast And The Furious...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.27.176.157||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000023||04DrBlur||07-25-2003||09:48 PM||||"Take off ya hoser"<br />  I am with GVR1643  Strange Brew is an all time great.  And you say you are old.  Im 27 and love that movie..||68.76.178.155||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000024||Romanova||07-25-2003||09:53 PM||||Good Fellas, Casino, Scar Face.<br />I'm a mob movie fan.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000025||gvr4in||07-25-2003||09:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> reqium for a dream </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yes, requiem for a dream is a good one.<br /><br />One I saw recently: Waking life||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000026||229of1000||07-25-2003||10:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> "Take off ya hoser"<br />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was gonna say that and then forgot when I posted!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000027||number3||07-25-2003||10:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> The Princess Bride.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ah yes I forgot that one. I even read the book I liked it so much.||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000028||229of1000||07-26-2003||12:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> The Princess Bride.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ah yes I forgot that one. I even read the book I liked it so much. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Great movie.  Anybody seen the Princess Blade?  Not related, it's a Japanese movie and the name reminded me.  <br /><br /><a href="http://us.imdb.com/Title?0310149" target="_blank">http://us.imdb.com/Title?0310149</a><br /><br />Bad ratings on IMDB, but I liked it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000029||GRV4726||07-26-2003||12:30 AM||||i can't beleive that i wrote reqium haha... it is so natural to me to write "que" because of french, so it comes out everywhere when i type. i'm pretty supprise it came out reqium and not requem or something. i fucked up spelling wise but my mind was there phonetically (i still can't spell though). anyways, yes REQUIEM for a dream was really good. a great way to make you feel like shit. and beautiful photography i might add. <br /><br />i've been trying to remind myself to rent the animatrix, i should do that soon. <br /><br />anyone seen any of the troma videos? i've seen tromeo and juliet and terra firmer (sp?). that one had a nice twist (sickening but nice)||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000030||Matticus||07-26-2003||11:41 AM||||This is hard, I love lots of movies. Here is a few I can come up with.<br /><br />Drama- Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas<br />Action- Conan the Barbarian<br />Car- Smokey and the Bandit<br />Comedy- Mallrats, Caddyshack<br />Horror- hard to say, maybe the original Freddy or Jason movies<br />Suspense- Final Destination 2, just saw it the other night, the only one I can think of.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000031||number3||07-26-2003||11:54 AM||||Add Rivers Edge to my list.<br /><br />Anyone see the movie "Heathers"?||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000032||curtis||07-26-2003||05:51 PM||||best car chase "bullet" and  the lemans movie with steve mcqueen and also best overall is "band of brothers"||65.135.143.237||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000033||a_santos||07-26-2003||08:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><br /><a href="http://us.imdb.com/Title?0119229" target="_blank">Grosse Point Blank</a> (you'll never look at our very own Abhay Santos the same way again)<br /><br />If you couldn't tell, I'm a little strange. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You forgot an "e" at the end of "Pointe". There is only a couple of scenes from Grosse Pointe in that movie. The rest was filmed in Chicago.<br /><br />Anyways, favorite movies are:<br /><br />1.  Lock Stock and two Smoking Barrels<br /><br />2.  Snatch<br /><br />3.  The Abyss||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000034||slvrblt||07-26-2003||09:23 PM||||The Hunt for Red October<br />The Green Mile<br />Any Given Sunday<br />The Last Castle<br />Shawshank Redemption<br /><br /><br />Bad Boys (1 and 2) for action and comedy.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000035||Doc_Seuss||07-26-2003||10:10 PM||||hmm let me think...<br /><br />some of the weird ones..<br /><br />pi<br />four rooms<br />donnie darko<br />boondock saints(crazy awsome =])<br />equilibrium<br />evil dead 1+2, army of darkness<br /><br />hmm<br /><br />seven<br />fight club<br />bad boys<br />tommy boy<br />....<br />and way too many more<br /><br />ulol<br />dave||24.161.91.11||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000036||gvr4in||07-26-2003||10:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doc_Seuss:<br /><strong> <br />boondock saints(crazy awsome =])<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hell ya!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000037||DongeR615||07-27-2003||12:37 AM||||FULL METAL JACKET<br />If I'm gonna die for a word, my word is Poon Tang."-Animalmother<br /><br />Snatch<br />Do you know what "nemesis" means? : <br />A righteous infliction of retribution manifested by an appropriate agent. Personnified in this case by a horrible c*nt : ME!<br /><br />Half-Baked<br />I love butternuts!<br /><br />Cheech and Chong-Up in smoke||165.76.84.177||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000038||VTGVR4||07-27-2003||11:33 AM||||monty python -holy grail<br />clerks<br />taxi driver<br />full metal jacket, clockwork orange (really anything by kubrick is usually good)<br />thomas crown affair (for the "i wish that was me" category<br />these are just off the top of my head, so many more, im sure.||206.15.136.54||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000039||Notorius||07-27-2003||10:02 PM||||Getaway in Stockholm 2<br />Mischief 3000<br />Ghost Rider||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000040||hibrn8||07-27-2003||11:29 PM||||Some of the more current movies i did enjoy....<br /><br />The Pianist<br />Bourne Identity<br />The Sum of all Fears<br />Old School<br /><br />I am also a big fan of plp fiction and boondock saints.||65.227.217.187||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000041||Ash||07-27-2003||11:36 PM||||Hunt for Red October (most any sub movie, really)<br /><br />Men of Honor (hey Cookie!)<br /><br />The New Guy/Van Wilder - best pissers I've seen in ages.<br /><br />Alien Series<br />Terminator series<br />Preditor Series - all of these kick ass<br /><br />Jaws series - who isn't scared shitless of swimming in the ocean after watching jaws, special effects are lame though?<br /><br />Max max 1&2 (3 bites, no interceptor!!)<br /><br />I watched "Behind enemy lines" again last night, it was awesome.<br /><br />There is more of course...||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000042||howard_GVR4||07-28-2003||02:44 AM||||The Straight Story<br />Almost Famous<br />Rushmore<br />Bottle Rocket<br />Office Space<br />Band of Brothers (if that counts)<br />How to get ahead in advertising<br />Fugazi - Instrument<br />Genghis Blues (documentary)||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000043||curtis||07-28-2003||10:48 AM||||oh damn I forgot about getaway in stockholm its not really a movie just a street race from hell.  love watching the cosworth climb up on the back of the supra through the curves.||65.135.142.73||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000044||rrustedcage||07-28-2003||02:05 PM||||don't forget "last man standing"  i always enjoyed "red dawn".  plus all the other ones i seen posted.  very good list.<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000045||gvr4in||07-29-2003||12:31 AM||||short film: BMWFILMS.COM; The hire; STAR<br /><br />Bomb! M5 + very good driving = good times~!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002618.cgi
A||||0||natec||anyone from missouri area||||1||||natec||00000940
Z||000000||natec||07-25-2003||03:03 PM||ncrankshaw_2000@yahoo.com||anyone from the missouri area know of genotti auto??  I ordered a VR-4 transmission through them and still have not received my transmission, I ordered it on Monday.  Should I expect it to take longer, they said 3 days max.  I tried emailing them for a tracking number but have not yet gotten a reply.  I believe the owner is Robert Otte||65.29.99.163||reg||1||natec||00000940||yes



ubb/Forum3/002619.cgi
A||||24||Hertz||Twin-Engine Talon Runs||||1||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||07-25-2003||03:37 PM||rhertz@baits.com||Vineet Singh just posted to this to the Chicago DSM group...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />We finally FINALLY got the twin running right, the rear transmission is stuck in 3rd because we were just testing things out w/o it being electrically hooked up. Wished I had had one more week for the shootout, we should be going to BOI in September.<br /><br />Check out the video, <a href="http://kaizen.eaglecars.com/twintalon.wmv" target="_blank">http://kaizen.eaglecars.com/twintalon.wmv</a> (27 meg)<br /><br />7psi, no boost control utilized yet<br />No real tuning (except for timing and idle speed)<br />450cc injectors (please, someone send us 8 660's or 720's, thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />18g FP turbos<br />Level 10 FWD A/T's with Protorque TC's<br />Quaife ATB's (RRE)<br />2.3 4g63t x2, Ross Pistons, SS valves, etc etc.<br />M/T cams<br />MAFT's from Ramchargers<br />Dual SMIC's for front, A/W for rear (Dejon front, Dolphies-welding rear)<br />Fluidyne Rad's and SS hose from Roadrace<br />DSS Coilovers (2 front sets)<br />Lexus wheels, SP9000 runflats<br />EVO manifolds and O2 housings (FP)<br />Completely sealed custom rear firewall with plexiglass top portion<br />3" Custom dual mandrel exhaust<br />Stealth RT/TT Cat (front engine only)<br />3000gt SL front brakes, single piston dsm front brakes in rear<br />2 8gal custom fuel cells<br />Single throttle pedal with custom ultralight aircraft cable supply house<br />Lots of metal shavings, welding, nuts, and tools hidden throughout<br /><br /><br />It's been a long time coming, but we are finally starting to experience the fruits of many people's labor. Thanks everyone! We'll put more vids up as we button more things up. Thanks to Kevin "Kiggly" for help with getting the tranny's running right.<br /><br />Soon to come, 8pt ROLL BAR!<br /><br />Vinny Singh -<br /><a href="http://www.manualcd.com/" target="_blank">http://www.manualcd.com/</a> - Service Manuals on CD for your DSM or 3/S!<br /><a href="http://kaizen.eaglecars.com/" target="_blank">http://kaizen.eaglecars.com/</a><br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||07-25-2003||05:47 PM||||Thats just too cool. That thing sure does take off hard, IMHO.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||07-25-2003||06:25 PM||||insane times three hundred million<br />thats cool as hell.<br />are the engines independent? or are they forced to fire together so the transmissions don't blow up? i guess non-lockup converters then.||138.89.72.199||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||07-25-2003||06:42 PM||||That car is so freakin awesome!  I love how there is no clue from outside the car that it has a second engine.  Plus, any video with a Cake soundtrack is good in my book.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Has everyone seen the twin engine Tiburon doing burnouts?  He put one tranny in forward and one in reverse and had at it.  Best burnout ever.  The car was just spinning around in circles completely engulfed in smoke.  With both trannies in forward I believe it ran a 10.xx in the 1/4 mile.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||07-25-2003||06:55 PM||||D A M N   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||07-25-2003||10:10 PM||||Damn  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.34.96.41||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||07-25-2003||10:32 PM||||Holy $h!T, thats f***in badass! excuse my language, im a little excited!<br /><br />Is it choppy for anyone else or just me and my 'badass' new cable?||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||number3||07-25-2003||10:54 PM||||You may swear here.||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||07-26-2003||12:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> Holy $h!T, thats f***in badass! excuse my language, im a little excited!<br /><br />Is it choppy for anyone else or just me and my 'badass' new cable? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Right click, save as.  It works fine.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||07-26-2003||12:26 AM||||For anyone that hasn't seen the Twin Engine Tiburon:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/%7Ehyperform/matt/Videos/tibouron_clip.mov" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/%7Ehyperform/matt/Videos/tibouron_clip.mov</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||07-26-2003||12:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> You may swear here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know, lol. Just sounds better censored.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||07-26-2003||05:03 AM||||That is a very nicely setup car!  They did everything right, two nice clean engines, detachable rear firewall, etc.  I'd love to see more.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||GRV4726||07-26-2003||04:03 PM||||i'm quite impressed. this is one of the crazier things i've ever seen. i like it a lot, and really want to see more. its hard to beleive anything with 7 psi moves like that. looks like its going to be insane when its finished.<br /><br />very cool||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||07-26-2003||10:09 PM||||When I first saw pictures of this a while ago, I thought it was rather impractical.  Well, I guess I still think that, but the 7psi take off is sure impressive.<br /><br />I'd like to know how they are splitting the power between the front and rear so the car drives right.<br /><br />Impractical or not, I'm impressed that it was done, and worked.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||07-27-2003||12:19 AM||||You gotta remember, it's actually 14psi, and 4.6L of displacement.  There's your hard launch for you.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||monsterbishi||07-27-2003||02:58 AM||||no, it's 7psi and 4.6litres of displacement, which is what, about 500hp?||203.97.2.242||reg||1||Monsterbishi||00001886||yes
Z||000016||hibrn8||07-27-2003||03:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> When I first saw pictures of this a while ago, I thought it was rather impractical.  Well, I guess I still think that, but the 7psi take off is sure impressive.<br /><br />I'd like to know how they are splitting the power between the front and rear so the car drives right.<br /><br />Impractical or not, I'm impressed that it was done, and worked. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">there is two independent accelerators in the car. one for the front enigine and one for the rear. <br /><br />as far as the twin motor tiburon, there was a big article in turbo magazine a few years back.||65.227.204.119||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000017||229of1000||07-27-2003||01:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>there is two independent accelerators in the car. one for the front enigine and one for the rear. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Single throttle pedal with custom ultralight aircraft cable supply house<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></strong><br /><br />You sure?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||07-28-2003||12:04 PM||||They "just finished" the common accelerator.  <br /><br />I guess that there are two transmissions, so I would assume that the front engine runs the front axle, the rear engine runs the rear axle.  Supposedly during that maiden voyage the rear was in third gear, but I think that would make it stall.<br /><br />Everyone who's bought a manual CD from Vineet -- now you know that some of your money has gone towards something really cool.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||07-28-2003||12:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> For anyone that hasn't seen the Twin Engine Tiburon:<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/%7Ehyperform/matt/Videos/tibouron_clip.mov" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/%7Ehyperform/matt/Videos/tibouron_clip.mov</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think it is any coincidence that the twin-engine Tiburon video is located on Vineet's server.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||gvr4in||07-28-2003||04:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> For anyone that hasn't seen the Twin Engine Tiburon:<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/%7Ehyperform/matt/Videos/tibouron_clip.mov" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/%7Ehyperform/matt/Videos/tibouron_clip.mov</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think it is any coincidence that the twin-engine Tiburon video is located on Vineet's server.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is the most badass AWD donut Ive ever seen..||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000021||Vr4in'||07-28-2003||10:41 PM||||that link isnt workin anymore,am i the only one?||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000022||nrvous||07-28-2003||11:00 PM||||the link isn't working for me at the moment either.||24.24.50.108||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000023||gvr4in||07-29-2003||12:35 AM||||I had to wait quite a while for some reason, then it popped up..||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000024||Hertz||07-29-2003||01:23 AM||||It's probably ripping across the internet like wildfire.  I would imagine it would start to tax the server.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002620.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||Torque specs for the crank caps on a 2nd gen?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||07-25-2003||04:41 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone know what the torque specs are for the crank caps on a 2nd gen? I figure they would be the same for a 1st gen, but who knows   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />My friend is trying to put his 2G back together and needs assistance!<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||07-25-2003||08:51 PM||||38 ft/lbs for rod caps 12mm<br />52 ft/lbs for main caps (actually a girdle)17mm<br />I just did one of those (it was a 95), and I think that is correct. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||SLO GVR 4||07-25-2003||09:00 PM||||Granted, this is for a 1G as stated by the filename but it may also be helpful as a resource.  So I posted this on my website for all to have access to.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mygalant.com/docs/1g-90-92-4g63overhaul.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.mygalant.com/docs/1g-90-92-4g63overhaul.pdf</a>||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes



ubb/Forum3/002621.cgi
A||||25||ken inn||ho hum.  i am NOT impressed.||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||07-25-2003||06:25 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://www.ferfolia.net/james/porsches/large/" target="_blank">http://www.ferfolia.net/james/porsches/large/</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-25-2003||06:40 PM||||They are very un-porsche looking.  That being said, I'd still take one.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||1101||07-25-2003||07:32 PM||||I have to disagree with both. If you look at lines of many porsche racing cars it looks like a logical progression to me.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||07-25-2003||07:59 PM||||I am. I'd drive it for a week or three and sell it and pay off a big chunk of our house and use 10k or so to hop up my VR-4.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||07-26-2003||04:27 PM||||looks very impractical like most poosche's Id still like to mistreat the dogshit out of one for a week .||68.57.152.6||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||1101||07-26-2003||04:57 PM||||Porsche Carrera GT Specifications <br /><br />Performance <br />0-60: under 4 seconds <br />Top Speed: 205 MPH <br />Engine <br />V10 <br />Horsepower: 558 <br />Torque: 600 nm / 442.5 ft lbs <br />Max RPM: 8200 <br />Dimensions <br />Length: 179.4 in. <br />Width: 75.4 in. <br />Height: 46.9 in.<br /><br />AND porsche was just rated tops in car reliability by JD Powers. But I can not pay $1000 for a tune up and I wouldn't if I could.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||07-26-2003||06:05 PM||||i remember my first look at a 930 turbo in the shop.  really nice car, the tech was doing a major service, and the proper way to do a major service was to drop the motor.  labor was like 6 hrs.  the tech(he was the BEST porsche tech i had ever seen) had the motor out in like 20 minutes.  full service, motor back in, car running, less than 2 hrs, he got paid for 6.  THAT, my friends, was a REAL flat rate tech.  of all the car lines i sell. porsche BY FAR has the highest mark up on parts.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Matticus||07-26-2003||07:50 PM||||That must have been awesome to watch.  I guess with the right tools ANYTHING is possible.  What's the record time for a 4G63T R&R here?||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||07-26-2003||08:33 PM||||Nice cars. Anyone notice the computer hookup in the (I think) silver car ? They all had dealer tags too, they weren't privately owned...too bad.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||07-26-2003||10:04 PM||||The quality looks too poor to be Porsche.  Also they have testing grounds in Germany.<br /><br />I'm not sure what they are or what they are about, but I see duct tape and electrical tape on the body.  If they were test cars in the US for some reason or another, they would probably be painted flat black, not yellow and silver.<br /><br />If they are real, they are probably a production Porsche with some sort of body kit on them made by whoever.  In the works I hope.....||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||number3||07-27-2003||11:30 AM||||The sticker on the back of the cars translated<br /><br />er probungs fahr zeug<br /><br />it to rehearsing drive things<br /><br />BTW<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.hammbone.com/600folder/asshair.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.hammbone.com/600folder/asshair.jpg</a>  <br /><br /><br />I don't know how you find these cool sites. Look what I get when I search "turbo" at Google.com images.<br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.13.174||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||1101||07-27-2003||11:43 AM||||In production those cars a going to be priced around $500,000.00 each. Those preproduction cars in the picture probably cost porsche 2-3,000,000.00 each.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000012||1fast4door||07-27-2003||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 467:<br /><strong> Porsche Carrera GT Specifications <br /><br />Performance <br />0-60: under 4 seconds <br />Top Speed: 205 MPH <br />Engine <br />V10 <br />Horsepower: 558 <br />Torque: 600 nm / 442.5 ft lbs <br />Max RPM: 8200 <br />Dimensions <br />Length: 179.4 in. <br />Width: 75.4 in. <br />Height: 46.9 in.<br /><br />AND porsche was just rated tops in car reliability by JD Powers. But I can not pay $1000 for a tune up and I wouldn't if I could.<br /><br />Ward </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You forgot to mention that they are claiming 1/4 mile times around 10.9!!!!  Looks like Enzo's gonna have a german right at his heels  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||10||1fast4door||00001194||yes
Z||000013||GalantVR41062||07-27-2003||02:18 PM||||in front, the Enzo only ran a 11.2<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000014||Eclipse182||07-27-2003||02:30 PM||||Whats with the hole around the door frame of the silver Porsche? It looks like they took moulding or something off of it||24.195.188.187||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||07-27-2003||02:52 PM||||That is the most badass looking car I've seen.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000016||teet||07-28-2003||02:33 AM||||notice the rear brakes had 2 brake calipers on them.  The real one "yellow" and then the little spot one for the "legal" mechanical parking brake.<br /><br />yah...those weren't body kits. <br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||07-28-2003||11:39 AM||||Also interesting is that the yellow car has "factory" lights, while the other two have what appears to be generic trailer lights for the back, sitting in the holes with a little plexi-glass and racers tape holding them in.  The fronts are similarly "un-finished".<br /><br />Definitely some hot-weather testing going on.  You're not going to test for extreme hot weather and ultra-low altitude in Germany.  I would imagine that those cars have got a gazillion miles on them.  (edit: <a href="http://translate.google.com/translate_t?text=erprobungsfahrzeug&langpair=de|en" target="_blank">erprobungsfahrzeug translates directly to "test vehicle"</a>)<br /><br />Yes, that silver one took a little damage.  There's a nice crack from the bumper cover down to the carbon fiber exhaust cover.  One exhaust tip is a little tweaked, too.  It looks like roadside repairs to me, especially with those labels used as tape.<br /><br />Also those aren't dealer plates -- those are distributor plates.  Major difference.  Usually given to foreign auto manufacturers or importers.  U.S. automakers get manufacturer plates.  And that is definitely a manufacturer pass for the Nurburgring on the silver car... with no visible expiration date, either.<br /><br />Being Carreras, can you imagine how they look with those tops off?  Would look pretty cool, and I like how the back of the roofline acts as the rollcage.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||GVR-4||07-28-2003||11:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 467:<br /><strong> In production those cars a going to be priced around $500,000.00 each. <br />Ward </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok...I'd pay off this house and buy another one!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000019||msaskin||07-28-2003||11:48 AM||||definitely doing some hot weather testing.<br /><br />the computer and LOTS of exposed wires inside are more than likely for data logging and monitoring.  kinda like pocketlogger on crack and steroids at the same time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.234.62.213||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000020||ken inn||07-28-2003||12:10 PM||||<a href="http://home.swipnet.se/~w-66830/maclaren/maclaren.htm" target="_blank">http://home.swipnet.se/~w-66830/maclaren/maclaren.htm</a><br /><br />they had one of these at a bmw gathering in st louis a few years back.  they raffled off the opportunity to get in it and start it up.  this very well endowed lady(?) won, tremendous beaver shot getting in the car, lots of squealing and boobs bouncing around when it fired up.  we thought she was going to get a heart attack, or put out someone's eye with one of her.....never mind.  neat car.  one of these was totaled by the president of bmw ag.  on a test drive.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||07-28-2003||12:46 PM||||Damnit Ken, after reading your post I figured there'd be some tits 'n ass in that link.  I'm disappointed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||agrabau||07-28-2003||12:51 PM||||The blue tape on the back grille of the grey car is heat sensitive tape to monitor exhaust temps around the body panels of the car next to the muffler outlet. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000023||jonvr4||07-28-2003||01:28 PM||||cars look ok, but i like the performance numbers. it'll be interesting to see how many they actually sell in the us.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000024||tplesko||07-28-2003||01:29 PM||||I think they look great. They'd look even better with me driving them.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000025||Hertz||07-28-2003||02:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> The blue tape on the back grille of the grey car is heat sensitive tape to monitor exhaust temps around the body panels of the car next to the muffler outlet. <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sweet!  Now I can see that it's a wire, not a crack.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002622.cgi
A||||8||SLO GVR 4||Yeah it's slow...||||1||||SLO GVR 4||00000760
Z||000000||SLO GVR 4||07-25-2003||08:26 PM||djl@dls.net||I was taking some pictures of my FMIC kit for AMS when I thought of something comical for a picture.  My plates are SLO GVR 4 so it fits right?<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.mygalant.com/images/its_slow.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-25-2003||08:39 PM||||Cool picture.  Your wheels look great!  How did you get the chrome lip to look so good?  I dremeled the crap off of mine, but within a few weeks they were nasty again.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||SLO GVR 4||07-25-2003||08:55 PM||||A few friends of mine work at a Ford dealership where they have this 'acid' for rims.  It is extremely sensitive but very effective.  Also, somewhere I have a specific link that addresses this problem and has a great fix too....I will try and find it again.||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||07-26-2003||12:41 AM||||Here's one, but I think you were talking about the one floating around from some Suby forum no?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.audipages.com/Tech_Articles/susp_whls_brake_steer/A8_Wheel_Repair.html" target="_blank">http://www.audipages.com/Tech_Articles/susp_whls_brake_steer/A8_Wheel_Repair.html</a><br /><br />Anyway, I'll be trying this with some `92 wheels soon when I refinish them in Graphite wheel paint - polishing lip...  These will be replacements for my wagon wheels!<br /><br />I think the key is after polishing it that you put some protectant on it so it doesn't re-corrode.  This is what I'll be using to refinsh my rim lips:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.eastwoodco.com/email/default2.asp?SRCCODE=1CJBAN8&PageName=default" target="_blank">http://www.eastwoodco.com/email/default2.asp?SRCCODE=1CJBAN8&PageName=default</a>||171.75.57.32||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||SLO GVR 4||07-26-2003||01:07 AM||||Yeah, that was not the exact link that I was thinking of but that is more than adequate.  Thanks for the help on that one.||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||07-26-2003||01:52 PM||||Nice pics man,looks real good<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||SLO GVR 4||07-26-2003||05:29 PM||||Just thought that I would sneak this picture on the thread too because it looks good when at its full size (or my background).  Sorry I've just been playing with my camera more and more now that I am out of school.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mygalant.com/images/rooftop2.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.mygalant.com/images/rooftop2.jpg</a>||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||07-28-2003||01:29 PM||||looks really clean.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||07-28-2003||10:22 PM||||Wow, at least someone still has tread on their tires. I've been up and down the Sandia Mtn too  many times to have near that much tread left on my fronts.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002623.cgi
A||||7||a_santos||FMIC pics||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||07-26-2003||08:25 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />Here are some pics of my modified Supra MK3 IC. I modified that pipes so that there is one on each side of the IC, not both on the same side. I also had new 2.25" piping from the turbo outlet to the piece that goes right by the foglight. I had to cut the support pretty good, but still kept in as one piece. <br /><br />FMIC and pipes $115<br />Silicone couplers $21<br />Breeze clamps     $12<br />High Heat paint   $4<br /><br />Total              $152<br /><br /><br />Here is a front pic: <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=882" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=882&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Here is a pic of my new exhaust from the back. All you see is the tip. I'll take better ones some other day:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=883" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=883&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I just wraped my intake can and IC pipe that goes over tha mani with insulating tape. Will have pics tomorrow.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||07-27-2003||12:05 AM||||FMIC looks good. Paint it black and be stealthy! <br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||07-27-2003||12:14 AM||||I originally wanted to paint it black, but when I got it it was already painted silver, and I don't know how to remove it. I was worried that the excess paint buildup would hurt the cooling abilities of the intercooler.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||07-27-2003||12:18 AM||||that does look good. how does it drive now? i like it and its low budget too. i'm thinking that i should just do mine low budget instead of going spearco.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  bling bling big spearco (a 22 by 8 by 3 core)<br /><br />nice job.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||07-27-2003||11:18 AM||||It drives really nice. No more turbo lag than before, very little. It pulls hard thru all of the gears. I just touched the oulet pipe after going for a long drive and it was cold, no exageration, and the inlet pipe was almost too hot to touch. It was a very good investment. This intercooler has about the same psi drop as a 1g very small sidemount. It is also flows  tons of air it, not inside but outside so it, does not effect the radiator. <br /><br />Here is a good link to some "budget" intercooler options and testing:<br /><br /><a href="http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/intercoolers.html" target="_blank">http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus2/intercoolers.html</a>||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||07-28-2003||12:08 PM||||<i>Stealthy!</i>  Me likes.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||07-28-2003||05:06 PM||||Very Nice, Cant beat the price!||68.74.192.133||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||07-28-2003||05:16 PM||||Nice job.  Now do another just like that and send it to 50263.  You take paypal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.240||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/002624.cgi
A||||3||turbowop||WA meet pics||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||07-26-2003||11:28 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Since a lot of you guys probably aren't following the WA meet thread I thought I'd post a couple of the pics here. Six gvr4's showed up and a couple of Talons. Mine, Mark Rieb's, Tyler's (Romanova), Karter's (kartorium), and a couple local guys not on the board. Kengvr4 showed but couldn't bring the galant because of axle breaking problems.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=892" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=892&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=893" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=893&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=894" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=894&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />I'm on the right, Mark Rieb is on the very left, Karter is behind Mark Rieb, and Tyler (Romanova) is holding the baby carrier thing.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||07-26-2003||11:34 PM||||Turbo in the front... BABY in the back.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Nice pics Mark.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||07-26-2003||11:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Turbo in the front... BABY in the back.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Roflmao!!! hahahahahah.....that was funny.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||07-27-2003||02:20 PM||||I've posted a few more pictures back in the Events section.<br /><br />I had a great time, we will have to do it again sometime.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.86.61||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum3/002625.cgi
A||||4||Romanova||Best ported 2G exhaust manifold?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||07-27-2003||12:04 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Looking for opinions on ported 2G exhaust manifolds. Who offers the best? My stocker is leaking so bad it needs to be replaced asap.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-27-2003||12:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Looking for opinions on ported 2G exhaust manifolds. Who offers the best? My stocker is leaking so bad it needs to be replaced asap. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Who offers the best port job, you mean?<br /><br />The manis are all the same obviously, and there isn't too much variation in the port job.  The gains are from eliminating the step where the ring used to set, and matching it to a 7cm gasket.  The runners don't need to be ported as the head would have to be port matched.<br /><br />I would say get it from whoever has the best price.  I got mine for $120 locally.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||07-27-2003||07:54 PM||||or you can get an evo 3 manny||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||curtis||07-27-2003||11:35 PM||||port it yourself go buy a cheap die grinder and a carbide burr.   cut out the ring support and cut straight in on the area where the air turns to hit the turbine housing alot of power will be made by cutting in on this area and making a steaper ramp for the air to run across. as the air comes through the port it hits this area and will acually run back towards an other port instead of running down towards the turbo by cutting this area the air will race down.  Also you can port through the port and smooth out the casting flash inside.  It should only take about an hour and a half to do it and you really can't screw anything up because its steel and it cuts very slow.  I've cut about 2 dozen of the damn things. For a full port job it will take about 4 hours.  I can cut port and polish an entire head and polish the chambers in about 6 hours if that tells you how hard the second gen manifolds are. (damn that high nickel content).||65.144.95.249||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||07-28-2003||10:50 AM||||I had mine done by Jeff Hill at Turbotrix, beautiful work. And, Conicelli dropshipped it there for me, saving the double shipping expense.||68.158.237.205||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/002626.cgi
A||||10||VR4coop||Few things i need answerd||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||07-27-2003||12:56 AM||coop529@aol.com||First... My Car seems to not want to start all the time, i kno first your all goin to think its the starter, well no its not, i changed it and it still does the same thing. It acts if like the starter is goin bad. More so when its hott it will take about 5-10 clicks before it will start, but never fails on the first time if its cold.<br />Second... I think my turbo may be goin bad. My car seems to be gettin slower and slower and not pulling as hard. It is a stock turbo ported and running about 15psi with about 142,xxx miles on it. it seems to just die after about 11psi.<br /> Any help would be grateful.<br />thanx<br />coop||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-27-2003||01:05 AM||||Perhaps you aren't getting enough fuel?  Seems that could produce both effects.  Make sure your fuel pump/injectors/lines are okay.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||SLO GVR 4||07-27-2003||01:37 AM||||Yeah not a bad idea to check the fuel pump and filter especially during the summertime when its hot out fuel pumps like to go bad.  Cleaning the injectors and possibly getting them flow benched to see if they are all in proper working order is not a bad idea either.<br /><br />Perhaps check the voltage in the system as well.  Battery, coil pack, altenator ...etc<br /><br />As for the turbo I would pull the intake off and see whats going in there.  Look for bent blades, shaft play (always sounds so dirty), and see if it spins freely.||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||07-27-2003||02:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SLO GVR 4:<br /><strong><br />As for the turbo I would pull the intake off and see whats going in there.  Look for bent blades, shaft play (always sounds so dirty), and see if it spins freely. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is good to check, but if he's not getting enough fuel to support 15psi, then he could be having timing retard above 11psi when it starts to knock -- hence the power dropoff.  I'd say check your fuel system first before you blame it on the turbo.  Remember, fuel pumps generally die over time, not at once.<br /><br />Do you have a pocketlogger?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||07-27-2003||08:51 PM||||The hot start problem, huh ? I had that and it turned out to be my CAS (cam angle sensor). It would start just fine when it was cold, but it would take a while to get it started when it was hot. My car would turn over and just not catch when it was hot. it would eventually catch and sputter and then start. The problem got so bad that it would not start at all when it was hot or warm and I would have to wait for it to cool off almost completely before it would start. I replacd the CAS and its been fine ever since.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||07-27-2003||09:04 PM||||If you don't have a logger, <a href="http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html." target="_blank">http://www.myzero.com/electrical/code.html.</a><br /><br />If you don't have any error codes, I'd take take everyone elses advice on fuel or spark.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||07-27-2003||10:01 PM||||I'd check the compression in the engine. Low on power and slow starting are indicative of low compression. I'd also check spelling.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||VR4coop||07-27-2003||11:10 PM||||ok thanx alot guys for all the help, ill try and check that stuff out.I do have a logger but it sux. I need a good program for it and i need to understand how it works. that would help me out alot||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||07-27-2003||11:23 PM||||Hold on, you're saying that the starter clicks for a while before starting? Or are you saying that the engine turns over a while before it starts? If the solenoid is clicking and then it finally starts working, I'd say its a bad starter. However, since you say that you've replaced it, I'd look at whether the starter is getting the full voltage it should be. You could have a bad connection at the starter or at the battery. Or a weak battery, period. If its more of a grinding noise, then the car turns over and starts, you have a shot ring gear.<br /><br />Please clarify your situation.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||Nate||07-27-2003||11:57 PM||||Try putting another ground from the starter to the chassis.  A nice, BIG ground.  This cured my starting problems in the white car.||68.80.13.174||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000010||VR4coop||07-28-2003||07:08 AM||||hey, it clicks, it doesnt attempt to turn over. I have put a few new batteries in and it still wouldnt make sense because it doesnt do it unless its hott,  and sometimes wont even do it when its hott. I also tried and extra ground. That didnt seem to help either.||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum3/002627.cgi
A||||9||tplesko||One more day of work to go...||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||07-27-2003||01:49 AM||||&lt;sigh&gt; i worked all day today to finish getting the FMIC , 20g, and external on. Almost got it all on. Spearco 2-216 core, custom aluminum piping, tial 40 mm, external dump, 2.5" O2 housing, ported 2g manifold and ported and clipped 20g, small battery with custom tie down (still almost in stock location and probably more crap im forgetting<br /><br />Oh ya...i have no garage so i've been doing it all in the 90+ degree weather. Just my and my girlfriend.  Big thanks to Kibo for the right size coupler for the new dejon intake as well.<br /><br />Will get it buttoned back up tomorrow.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-27-2003||02:20 AM||||Pictures?  I'm getting ready to put in a 2-216 myself.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||07-27-2003||02:24 AM||||Your girlfriend rocks man! Where did you purchase your 2-216 core? Sounds awesome! Good luck with everything!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||14||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||Kibo||07-27-2003||04:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> Your girlfriend rocks man!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, Chris is one lucky bastard.  Ask him how much he paid for the 20G...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm psyched to see you get it up and running.  Don't forget, you owe me a ride!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||07-27-2003||05:20 AM||||hehe, she sounds like my girl. my girl helped me yank and strip down my engine a few weeks ago.she also funded the fp green and ic set up.||12.211.242.195||reg||14||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||07-27-2003||01:23 PM||||Hey everyone,<br /><br />No pictures yet.  They will be coming.  The Speaco core came from Nate @ dsmotorsports.com. Not the cheapest but fast and great service.  I was going to buy from IRC but they didn't seem very interested in my business so I said screw it.<br /><br />Oh ya...I paid $800 for the 20g, tial 40mm, 2.5" O2 housing. Thanks Kibo   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Your ride will be coming.<br /><br />As far as my girl, she is amazing.  Helping me put this all in in the hot sun all day is good enough. The fact that she is the one that bought me my Sparco Evos and my new steering wheel is amazing.  <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||07-27-2003||02:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong><br />Oh ya...I paid $800 for the 20g, tial 40mm, 2.5" O2 housing. Thanks Kibo    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Your ride will be coming.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats a great deal! Did you buy all new? And where did the turbo setup come from?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||07-28-2003||12:00 AM||||No it wasn 't new.  Kibo owned the setup and he had bought it from a fellow CoDSM member. He decided to go bigger and liquidate it to me at his cost, instead of the few hundred dollars more he could have made.  So again I say thanks.<br /><br />Just to update the setup is on now. The little bit i have driven it has been amazing. Spool is almost as good as my tired 14b. Just need to fix a few intake leaks this week and install some 660s so I can tune for 20+ psi. WooHoo!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||Kibo||07-29-2003||03:52 AM||||Well shoot, I didn't really mean for you to post the price!  Now I'll *never* be able to barter a good price when I sell parts!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />It's looking like we're going to have some fast GVR4's hitting the streets here in Colorado pretty soon.  Now *this* is going to be fun!  If we can get Carl, Chris (Pivvay), and Ian (Ferrari F50 GT) out on the same night, we could have some real fun terrorizing the locals.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm still not sure how streetable my new setup will be, so I might be trailing behind y'all...still spooling!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000009||Scott Y||07-29-2003||09:20 AM||||Well, add me to the list if I can ever get this thing tuned and running correctly. Maybe there should be consideration given (again) to a Colorado GVR4 meet.<br />It sucks that I've done all this work to my car, and I'll STILL have the slowest GVR4 in town  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
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A||||2||Notorius||got my dad hooked on AWD w/ my GVR-4||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||07-27-2003||12:24 PM||||so hes buying an EVO VIII this week... <br /><br /><br />*if he gets the approval stamp from my mom  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> *||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||07-27-2003||03:39 PM||||Nice.  Yea, my dad caught the awd bug after the GVR4 as well (even though he's only ridden in it twice and refuses to drive it; scares the crap out of him!) but he bought a 4Motion Passat instead.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   About a month later he tosses me the auto section of the NY Times and says, "I should've bought one of those Evo things and saved myself some money."  GRRRRR!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||69.59.219.159||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||07-28-2003||04:02 AM||||He glad he didn't get the Evo if he can't even call it the right name.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
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A||||0||Akidosigh1||drove it home today||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||07-27-2003||05:43 PM||||The engine is together and it was time. I drove home 50 miles today on someone's temp tags and all was ok... before i made the trek, stopped to get gas and it looked like a antifreeze leak so i went back to my bro's house and we moved a hose clamp further up and all looks ok so i left for my ride home. my check engine light is on but my brother told me it was because of a white alternator wire that i need to put a new end on to hook it back up. I also need a 60 amp fusable link so he said because my AC doesn't work and my brake lights don't work, sunroof won't open and my antenna won't go up. all worked before he blew the fuse so hopefully thats it... other than that... its set to 8-9 psi and i didn't go over 4k rpms||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
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A||||11||JSTYLE||Precision Turbo and Engine?||||1||||JSTYLE||00000519
Z||000000||JSTYLE||07-28-2003||01:13 AM||jstyle9@hotmail.com||Heys,<br /><br />Just wondering if anyone has used these peoplpe for turbos? They make a turbo with an internal gate.. thats bolt on for GVR4.... yet it makes 550hp at the wheels..<br /><br />Code: SCM52<br /><br /><a href="http://www.precisionte.com/index.htm" target="_blank">http://www.precisionte.com/index.htm</a><br /><br />Im just after feedback from people who have used their turbo etc..<br /><br />Lag isnt an issue for me.. im just after a turbo capable of around 700hp at the wheels...<br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||07-28-2003||01:36 AM||||700 is a lot, you might want to look at full garrett set ups.  Unless you plan on running a lot of N2o it will be hard to reach that level.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||JSTYLE||07-28-2003||01:50 AM||||With the engine itll have alot of revs up top being a race head.. itll have cams, valves, springs, race ported.. etc..<br /><br />some lag is no issue... im just wondering if they do make good turbos or not cos i can get it fairly cheap.. and it does use the existing manifold.<br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||07-28-2003||07:13 AM||||I don't use one personally but a local dose on his AEM powered beast.  Was at the shootout in the Quick 16.  He is running the 50 trim.  Best on pump gas was a 12.02 and I think a 11.7 on race, not sure might have been an 11.9.||63.226.183.230||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||07-28-2003||09:35 AM||||They did a custom spec 50 trim for me, great people is all I have to say. They have a 12 month warentee on their turbos. I had a problem with the turbo (T04E/T61) I had on my other car after 150 miles of driving. They didn't ask any questions just took it back and fixed it. The turbo works mint now. I am very happy with them and the quality of their products/service.||68.1.183.6||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||curtis||07-28-2003||10:37 AM||||Harry and the guys there do good work all the grand national guys swear by them.  The turbo your looking at was the one I was going to get but they were still testing until just a few months ago.  A friend of mine bought a TE-72 for his buick from them.  He sold the complete motor to a guy from kentucky before we got it put in.  I heard his car is laying down sweet mid 8 second passes for the last two years.  You can't do that with a sloppy built turbo.  They can also build anything you want.  Just tell them what you are building and the et you want they will get you a turbo that will feed the motor without juice.||65.135.142.73||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||07-28-2003||12:45 PM||||Anyone know what the most power being made on a Mitsu ex-mani is?||65.165.18.84||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||07-28-2003||02:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Anyone know what the most power being made on a Mitsu ex-mani is? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, curt brown has been running 9's and some of the FP and AMS test cars have made over 500whp with it.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||07-28-2003||04:45 PM||||we have a PTE turbo on our shop galant. its a 50 trim and it went in "okay" <br />on the galant, its kinda hard to get the outlet ot point down like normal. we pointed ours up, and were also forced to "clearance" the water pipe. it wasn't too bad pointing up because thats pretty much how a stock galant is. we just used a 90 deg elbow to point it across the rad, and a 90 deg mandral bend and it hooked perfect into our intercooler. i saw another galant do the same thing at the shootout.<br />good turbo for the money. <br />we do those, and the regular t3/t4 swap stuff<br /><a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com" target="_blank">www.diamondstarmotorsport.com</a><br />-luke-||138.89.79.198||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||07-28-2003||04:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Anyone know what the most power being made on a Mitsu ex-mani is? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, curt brown has been running 9's and some of the FP and AMS test cars have made over 500whp with it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shit I totally forgot about Curt's FP30.  How much HP is he making?||65.165.18.83||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||07-28-2003||04:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Anyone know what the most power being made on a Mitsu ex-mani is? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, curt brown has been running 9's and some of the FP and AMS test cars have made over 500whp with it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shit I totally forgot about Curt's FP30.  How much HP is he making? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't know, it's never seen a dyno.  Enough to run low 9's at 140-150mph.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||JSTYLE||08-12-2003||12:40 AM||||i am the happy new owner of a PTE turbo.. hehe i decided on purchasing one...<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.planetspeedy.com/jstyle/dcp_0005.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Ill let you guys know how it performs!<br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
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A||||9||blacksheep||Can anyone run a carfax report for me?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||07-28-2003||02:30 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I need one run, anyone have a link to a free one or someone have a subscription that you can run one for me on ?<br /><br />Please email or PM me...Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||1101||07-28-2003||05:46 PM||||Free Carfax Reports available until July 31<br /><br /><a href="http://beta.kpix.com/xtra/focus/shopping/used_cars.html" target="_blank">http://beta.kpix.com/xtra/focus/shopping/used_cars.html</a>||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||07-29-2003||01:00 AM||||THANKS!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||07-29-2003||01:24 AM||||just an FYI that i keep telling people<br />my galant has 192,000 on it now, i bought it was 138,000.<br />carfax shows a perfect clean record that my car has 42,000 miles on it as of a year ago. i COULD roll back the odo and fuck some idiot over bigtime.<br />-luke-||138.89.11.149||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||07-29-2003||09:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> just an FYI that i keep telling people<br />my galant has 192,000 on it now, i bought it was 138,000.<br />carfax shows a perfect clean record that my car has 42,000 miles on it as of a year ago. i COULD roll back the odo and fuck some idiot over bigtime.<br />-luke- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">perhaps you bought the car as a roll forward vehicle?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   sounds like something out of dumb and dumber.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||07-29-2003||09:58 AM||||Sounds like someone is checking out another VR4.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />VR4 Withdrawal Symdrome, as of now there is no cure, but we are working on it (not really).||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||07-29-2003||10:08 AM||||LOL..no no no gvr4 4 me. I aint buying one (DSM) for a while. Only way I can justify it is to find a car to put all these parts I have left over, no sense in them going to waste, aye ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||07-30-2003||11:26 AM||||OK, RECALL CHECK:<br />if it says no recalls that still require repair, does this mean that some were done or not???<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||07-30-2003||01:59 PM||||Sounds like it.  If you want a second opinion, pass your VIN to Iceman69510.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||07-31-2003||12:14 AM||||i'm sorry my source apparently sucks, i have not gotten a responce from the guy in my car club that has the carfax account. what a dork. did you ever get a carfax from anyone?<br />-luke-||138.89.11.149||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
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A||||0||PRE-EVO||Those who needed Rota Center caps that clear over the hub bolt...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||07-28-2003||06:43 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I need you to PM me here with your name and address. I know there's about 5 of you on here that contacted Mike at Rota. He is having some made for us specifically.<br />Rich||67.25.94.42||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
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A||||6||jonvr4||Technical Question regarding website building||||11||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-25-2003||04:54 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||I am currently trying to build my own gvr4 site.....downside, i suck at computers, really bad! but i do have a home page, and i have a second page that lists mods, but the mods page is wierd. i made it in microsoft frontpage. and it looks ok, but when it's uploaded it turns into a file directory. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.jons-performance.com" target="_blank">http://www.jons-performance.com</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.jons-performance.com/mods.html/" target="_blank">http://www.jons-performance.com/mods.html/</a> <br /><br />the link for mods works, but it all ends there.<br />if you right click you can view it's source, so maybe someone who knows this stuff can help me out. i greatly appreciate any help.||12.211.242.195||reg||11||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||07-25-2003||04:58 PM||||hey jon,<br /><br />your image tags don't work because they are linked to your C: drive.  Link them to the website and you should be getting images at least.||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||07-25-2003||05:16 PM||||Hey Jon - I think i can help you out. PM me and we'll come up with something.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||Josh B||00001340||yes
Z||000003||Chris Sanders||07-25-2003||06:08 PM||||You need to change the second link from mods.HTML to mods.HTM  While you're at it you might want to change everything over to either HTM or HTML.  I prefer HTM, but that's just because I'm a lazy bastage and it' one less character to type  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.199.3.42||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||07-26-2003||12:55 AM||||i have no idea what the hell is wrong...i tried all the sugestions,and still nothing. i guess i may just give this up for now. unless someone who knows how to do this shit wants to do some of it, i'll build it all,just uploading, for some of my web space. i have quite a bit to give.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||07-26-2003||08:48 PM||||<a href="http://www.jons-performance.com/mods.html/mods.htm" target="_blank">http://www.jons-performance.com/mods.html/mods.htm</a><br /><br /><br />That is a good link to your mods page. I would, just for clarity, rename the directory from 'mods.html' to simply 'mods'. I dont see a problem with it otherwise, 'cept the first picture doesnt show up. The picture is sourced to the wrong location. The correct location for the first picture is:<br /><a href="http://www.jons-performance.com/mods.html/images/enginepagecomcastGEN.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.jons-performance.com/mods.html/images/enginepagecomcastGEN.jpg</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||07-28-2003||02:56 PM||||Jon, I can donate some time to you.   Email me <a href="mailto:rhertz@3-points.com">rhertz@3-points.com</a> and we can get started.||12.247.128.70||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002634.cgi
A||||1||Hertz||Mike Licht (Ramchargers) to form new company...||||1||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||07-28-2003||10:04 PM||rhertz@baits.com||Posted to the dsmtranslator Yahoo group:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">At 01:50 PM 7/28/03, Mike Licht wrote:<br />As of Aug 1 I will no longer be with Ramchargers. I will begin a new company called Full Throttle Speed & Style. Ramchargers will continue to be a distributor for our products including the MAF Translator and all current orders will be filled. I will be producing those current products and with the beginning of this new company I will also be introducing some new products including some for the DSM market. Bolt on adjustable fuel pressure regulators for 1G, 2G and 3S. Fuel rail ends that bolt on the stock fuel rail to connect -6 or -8 lines. Bolt on blow off valves for 1G and 2G. Universal external wastegate, and a few other goodies will become available when our website goes up in a couple weeks. New e-mail mike@fullthrottlespeed.com.   New web address is <a href="http://www.fullthrottlespeed.com" target="_blank">www.fullthrottlespeed.com</a> but that won't be up for a couple weeks.<br />Thanks,<br />Mike Licht<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||07-28-2003||10:40 PM||||I have gone to Ramchargers many times and the MAF translator looks so tempting everytime.  Infact I was just there last Saturday. I think I will be getting one soon.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/002635.cgi
A||||1||04DrBlur||Anyone on here own 354/2000 ???||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||07-28-2003||10:52 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||Like the title says.  I stumbled across 354/2000 sittin at a garage and was curious as to the owner.  The garage owner wouldnt tell me much but it was a customers car..  Hit me up with an Email if you are on this board.  Would like to talk to ya and maybe save you some $$$. <br /> <br />  Side note Iceman if you read this PM me I have some info for ya if you dont already have it.||68.76.182.172||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||07-28-2003||10:56 PM||||I own 352/2000  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/002636.cgi
A||||5||slvrblt||EVO II engine eBay||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||07-29-2003||12:28 AM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2424855403&category=40931" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2424855403&category=40931</a><br /><br /><br />$500 buy it now. 60k Km. Engine and Tranny. Not bad at all. Double synchro tranny (plus other goodies) and the engine with the 16g. Good deal IMO.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||07-29-2003||12:30 AM||||sorry man, but this is actually a non turbo engine. it probably came out of a lancer the salon car. these guys who put it up for auction odviously made a mistake.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||07-29-2003||12:33 AM||||..."THIS AUCTION IS FOR COMPLETE JDM 4G63 NON-TURBO  EVOLUTION II ENGINE, AWD MANUAL TRANSMISSION"||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||07-29-2003||12:37 AM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33613&item=2425512572" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33613&item=2425512572</a><br /><br /><br />Bare 6 bolt block for $50. Says its in good shape.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||07-29-2003||12:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> ..."THIS AUCTION IS FOR COMPLETE JDM 4G63 NON-TURBO  EVOLUTION II ENGINE, AWD MANUAL TRANSMISSION" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didnt notice that. That is BS.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||07-29-2003||12:43 AM||||the bare block isn't worth it unless it comes with the ORIGINAL bearing caps. i bought a block, had it bored and magnafluxed, put my old caps on and it wouldn't even rotate. it is best to get a short block that is still assembled. if not you have to get it center line bored, which is when they bore the main bearnings to fit the crank properly. all of this equals too much time, money and effort.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/002637.cgi
A||||10||jayru||Holy crap! did anyone see this, you gotta have balls of steel to run this!||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||07-29-2003||01:24 AM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2425594012&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2425594012&category=33742</a>||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-29-2003||02:03 AM||||Yes you must have some BIG cahones!<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.sickone.com/cahones.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||msaskin||07-29-2003||02:30 AM||||not at all.  the turbo buick guys have run propane injection for years.<br /><br />it's light years more efficient as a knock retardant then alcohol or water injection could ever dream of being.<br /><br />~matt||207.207.175.243||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000003||curtis||07-29-2003||09:22 AM||||On a drag car its fine, but on a street car I don't to be running around with a bomb in the trunk.  One leak or fender bender and kaboom "cream brule".  I think for the street water injection is the way to go.  my 2 cents.||65.144.94.131||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||07-29-2003||09:54 AM||||Tons of trucks have a switchable "propane only" fuel systems.  And as Matt said the GN boys have been running it for years.  Did you know you have wires on your gas tank?  That can't be safe.  I think nitrous is exsplosive too.  What's one more extremely dangerous item in your trunk?  Here's a post over at  <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=7655b47e8c3c78001591a92a155476a5&threadid=65627&highlight=propane" target="_blank">DSMTalk.</a>||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||Notorius||07-29-2003||11:19 AM||||ya, propane is crazy. the supra guys are running HP numbers faaaaar beyond what their stock fuel systems should be able to handle, and doing it daily.<br /><br />theres a guy here in c-springs running propane on his supra. runs high 11's on street tires and a t-61 turbo.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000006||jayru||07-29-2003||11:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> On a drag car its fine, but on a street car I don't to be running around with a bomb in the trunk.  One leak or fender bender and kaboom "cream brule".  I think for the street water injection is the way to go.  my 2 cents. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree with curtis that's too much of a chance to take for some hp!||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||07-29-2003||11:56 AM||||What?  There's a million RVs driving around with propane in them.  That tank will easily take a glancing shot from a .22 cal (I know).  The weakest part on there is the valve, and it is relatively well protected.<br /><br />The thing I can't figure out is why you'd want to put that much weight in your car.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||07-29-2003||12:09 PM||||You can get smaller bottles though.||65.165.18.195||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||GalantVR41062||07-29-2003||12:16 PM||||It only weighs 10-15lbs at together.  Or at least thats what it looks like(5lb propane tank, gas grill runs on a 20lb).  Nitrous Oxide is an Oxidizer, it will not blow up or burn on its own.  It is the same stuff as laughing gas.  But what does happen is with out a blow down tube if bottle pressure gets to high, normaly around ~1100-1300psi it will blow up but not flaming.  Propane injection does seem like the way to go.<br /><br />~John||24.118.192.63||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000010||boostx||07-29-2003||04:55 PM||||check out this on the buick site lots of post on propane<br /> <a href="http://www.turbobuick.com/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=&forumid=14" target="_blank">http://www.turbobuick.com/forums/forumdisplay.php?s=&forumid=14</a>||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum3/002638.cgi
A||||9||GVR1643||Now I can upload pics...||||6||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||07-29-2003||10:22 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||So here's one of my black GVR4's with KC's leftovers. <br />Nothing special, not detailed or anything.<br />I've been working for the last couple of weeks removing hail damage using my "newly acquired" PDR skills and tools.  Everytime I think I'm about done with a section, I move and catch the light different and find a couple more little dings  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   It's been lot of work, but worth it and great practice at getting faster.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=927" alt=" - " />||167.142.22.13||reg||6||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-29-2003||12:01 PM||||Nice!||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||07-29-2003||12:10 PM||||Ryan, I've got to say, you've got that set up so nice and easy!!! If I can do it with no effort anyone can.  Thanks again for the service.  You and Jon are super to offer your help/time/space to our GVR4 community.  <br />With the passing of Natter yesterday, somehow it seems to mean even more what you guys do for us.<br /><br />Strange thing happened at that dam recently.  A friend of my cousin died there trying to rescue his sister from those turbulent waters.  She was saved, he didn't make it (some bad fishing accident).  No greater gift than your own life for another....<br />I have this as my wallpaper and was going to remove it, but it reminds me of that selfless action.<br /><br />anyway...I digress.||167.142.21.217||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||07-29-2003||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Nice! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">NIce????What are you smoking??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Thats real nice   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||07-29-2003||01:04 PM||||looks really good. i am jealous!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||07-29-2003||02:33 PM||||Thanks. I appreciate the kind words.  What sucks is when I was looking to buy the white one, I thought about selling this instead of the Talon.  I made the mistake of actually adding up the cost of all the parts and mods I've done and it's sickening to see that figure and realize it's still not that quick.  Too much invested to try to get even close to it in a sell price. On pump gas, I would be doing well for high 13's.  The IC and pipes are killing me, just haven't had time to work on the set-up and never wanted to get into cutting the bumper for a FMIC (and I'm cheap:-).  <br /><br />On a side note: I know there's not too many GVR4's around central Iowa, but if any of you guys are ever in the neighborhood, let me know and I'll help you out with any PDR you need.  Either free or maybe just the cost of a nice meal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.21.181||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||07-29-2003||03:17 PM||||Let see what all parts of mine you have:<br /><br />- engine<br />- small 16G<br />- radiator<br />- 16" wheels<br />- symborski bushing kit<br />- oil cap and radiator cap<br />- steering wheel<br />- AFC<br />- blaha MAF<br /><br />Anything else you can remember?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||07-29-2003||03:28 PM||||If that's all you know about then I certainly would list anything else I "gathered".  j/k  I think you got it all (so far).  Not all installed yet though...<br />I'm sure you got some more stuff around there I can pillage through.<br /><br />Hey, you ended up with a few pieces of my collection: ashtray and hvac control piece, misc. gaskets and washers (in a timely manner :-), center console, visor that I still have for ya, and a door ding from my son  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.181||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||GVR4ZUM||07-29-2003||10:18 PM||||Nice Kevin, clean car.<br />What suspension do you have?||68.136.195.97||reg||14||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||07-29-2003||10:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<br /><strong> Nice Kevin, clean car.<br />What suspension do you have? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All stock suspension - KYB GR2's up front||167.142.21.145||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/002639.cgi
A||||22||Louters91GVR4||Does anyone play that Nitto Racing online drag racing game???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||07-29-2003||11:14 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||Does anyone play this game? I like to mess with it. I can't get any better than a 8.84 with a civic, but I am saving for the evo:)<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-29-2003||11:59 AM||||More info?||12.247.128.70||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Louters91GVR4||07-29-2003||12:41 PM||||<a href="http://www.nittoracing.com" target="_blank">www.nittoracing.com</a><br /><br />Download that game, you start with a Civic. You have to earn money and mod your car. you can work your way up to an rsx, evo, mustang cobra, viper, supra, etc etc etc. Its kinda entertaining if you are bored.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||07-29-2003||12:55 PM||||i have an svt and a skyline   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||Louters91GVR4||07-29-2003||01:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> i have an svt and a skyline    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What are your fastest times with those cars?<br /><br />Tom<br /><br />PS - How do you launch your cars?||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000005||silly4turbo||07-29-2003||02:04 PM||||I was playing that a few months back, but haven't played recently... I like how you can send people invitaions to race. it's a fun game||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||07-29-2003||03:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> I was playing that a few months back, but haven't played recently... I like how you can send people invitaions to race. it's a fun game </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same with me..Havent played in a few months.. I had my civic in the 9's.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||dsm_rally||07-30-2003||08:03 PM||||Hey, I need a little help with the game.  I went and downloaded it for the first time.  I can seem to figure out the controls.  So far I've only figured out how to work the controls with the sliders in the game and shift using the up and down arrows.  It's really clumsy for me.  Are there keyboard controls for the throttle and brakes?  I can't find anything in the game or on the web site detailing the controls.||24.94.247.200||reg||1||dsm_rally||00001254||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||07-31-2003||12:13 AM||||i can only use the sliders and arrow keys too. <br /><br />i don't understand the whole bracket racing thing. because i'm racing the computer. i have teh bracked set for 11.00 and my reaction time was 1.4, my et was 11.005 at 132 mph. and i lost. what the hell. i was in the sport division. <br /><br />thanks||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||07-31-2003||12:18 AM||||I havent played it for months but im sure my account is still up..the svt was at 10's i believe and the skyline was at high 8's..i needed better ratios.Too many spammers on there..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.12.253||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||VR6 Eater||07-31-2003||12:24 AM||||I tried downloading it and got a Frogger Quest game every time.  I don't know what is going on.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||07-31-2003||04:58 PM||||I got the whistler tip on my Civic.  Woo wooo!<br /><br />That damn game crashes on me sometimes when saving the race data.  I'm giving up.||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||GRV4726||07-31-2003||05:45 PM||||same with me. but it does it frequently. <br /><br />i'm used to it because nothing works well with my computer||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||07-31-2003||09:19 PM||||It hangs on me a lot too.  That game really likes having a fast computer for some reason.  Running it on this 1Ghz Duron sucks, but at work on my P4 2.8 HT it runs fine (although I mostly play Q3A and UT2K3 there  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  ).  I do have cable on both machines and it still hangs on both.<br /><br />My question is, do you have to use the stupid mouse for your throttle?  It's a pain.<br /><br />I got my Civic into the 11's at today.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||GRV4726||07-31-2003||09:52 PM||||i got my civic in to 9.5s today. i race a bunch of people and lost.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  they all ran like 9.2<br /><br />oh well||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||07-31-2003||10:24 PM||||Can you race heads up against the computer?  I can only get it to do bracket racing, which I suck at, because it won't let me do any runs to figure out my dial in.<br /><br />Also, how the heck do you get any traction with the Civic?  I can't launch above 3500 or I just spin out when I accelerate.  It's running 11.0's as is, but maybe if I could launch the stupid thing...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||08-01-2003||12:16 PM||||Buy tires.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||Louters91GVR4||08-01-2003||12:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsm_rally:<br /><strong> Hey, I need a little help with the game.  I went and downloaded it for the first time.  I can seem to figure out the controls.  So far I've only figured out how to work the controls with the sliders in the game and shift using the up and down arrows.  It's really clumsy for me.  Are there keyboard controls for the throttle and brakes?  I can't find anything in the game or on the web site detailing the controls. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you accelerate with the mouse, and shift with the up and down keys, nitrous is the right key if you have it<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000018||Louters91GVR4||08-01-2003||12:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> i can only use the sliders and arrow keys too. <br /><br />i don't understand the whole bracket racing thing. because i'm racing the computer. i have teh bracked set for 11.00 and my reaction time was 1.4, my et was 11.005 at 132 mph. and i lost. what the hell. i was in the sport division. <br /><br />thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">.500 is a perfect reaction time, whatever you get over that, add it to your time, then see who is still closest to their time.<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000019||Louters91GVR4||08-01-2003||12:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> It hangs on me a lot too.  That game really likes having a fast computer for some reason.  Running it on this 1Ghz Duron sucks, but at work on my P4 2.8 HT it runs fine (although I mostly play Q3A and UT2K3 there   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   ).  I do have cable on both machines and it still hangs on both.<br /><br />My question is, do you have to use the stupid mouse for your throttle?  It's a pain.<br /><br />I got my Civic into the 11's at today. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">using the mouse sucks.<br /><br />tom<br /><br />ps my best time with my civic is a 8.54 @ 155||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000020||Louters91GVR4||08-01-2003||12:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Can you race heads up against the computer?  I can only get it to do bracket racing, which I suck at, because it won't let me do any runs to figure out my dial in.<br /><br />Also, how the heck do you get any traction with the Civic?  I can't launch above 3500 or I just spin out when I accelerate.  It's running 11.0's as is, but maybe if I could launch the stupid thing... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sit back and just gun it at the green light, dont drop the clutch.<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000021||mitsuvr4||08-01-2003||02:24 PM||||Just started playing when I saw this post a couple days ago.  Fun game.<br /><br />I have the stage 4 turbo on the civic with race clutch, tires, low comp pistons, and most of the mods, almost 500 horse on the dyno.<br /><br />If I put the damn car in gear and give it gas it just sits there, doesn't rev...nothing.  The only way I can launch now is by putting it in neutral, bring the revs up to 4k and then slam it into first gear while giving it gas.  This of course creates major wheel spin.<br /><br />Is the civic just not capable of the stage 4 turbo, to much lag for the tranny?  Is there some launch technique I'm missing?  For now I'm just back to the stage 1 and launching as Louters mentioned.<br /><br />P.S. the software locks up on me too.<br /><br />Fun game for free, thanks for the heads up.||134.29.242.206||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000022||josh91vr4||08-02-2003||08:18 PM||||On the civic - turn your boost down a bit (20psi) .. set the clutch feather to soft, and i dump it at 4k rpm and get little to no spin. As soon as you stop hearing the tires spinning, nail the nitrous. Best time is 10.4 at 20psi.<br />Also, check your engine damage and oil life - my engine damage jumped to 65% once and i couldnt' take off unless i turned the boost down to 4psi  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum3/002640.cgi
A||||19||jonvr4||top mount ic 4g63!!!||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-29-2003||04:29 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /> <img src="http://www.ralliart.co.jp/02news/img/02auto-5.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />found it on google||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-29-2003||04:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what Im sayin!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||boostx||07-29-2003||04:58 PM||||with a STI hood scoop   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||07-29-2003||06:49 PM||||They did that entirely wrong they needed to move the battery and put it right there so it wouldn't get heated like it will. <br />Then use a scoop like on the old 300z turbos to pull air in. Man for the little spool he picked up he probably lost out with how much that thing gets heated.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||07-29-2003||07:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> They did that entirely wrong they needed to move the battery and put it right there so it wouldn't get heated like it will. <br />Then use a scoop like on the old 300z turbos to pull air in. Man for the little spool he picked up he probably lost out with how much that thing gets heated. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude can't you see the nitrous kit hooked up to the underside so the engine temps don't warm it up? GEESE Mr. Subaru!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||07-29-2003||08:02 PM||||Ummm there's a reason why I went FMIC on mine Mr. I've never had a subaru  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||VR6 Eater||07-29-2003||09:35 PM||||How can you own a all wheel drive vehicle and never owned a 4wd turbo subaru.  Ive had 3.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000007||bujang_hensem||07-30-2003||12:42 AM||||well that airtrek turbo...using evo engine but small TD04L turbo with lower HP only 240hp but same torque..||202.186.54.22||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||07-30-2003||01:33 AM||||"Then use a scoop like on the old 300z turbos to pull air in."<br /><br />I had an old 300ZX Turbo (Z31).  Those hood scoops didn't do anything for the car since it wasn't intercooled and the opeing pointed straight to the turbo you coudn't even see from the top.  But what good will it do to shoot air at the tubo?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000009||1667 VR4||07-31-2003||06:09 PM||||why hasnt anyone done that on other DSM's? It seems like one would fit fine right next to the motor with a relocated battery and some custom fabricating?||4.47.99.25||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000010||jonvr4||07-31-2003||07:17 PM||||because fmic's are the shit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  and they work better||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||07-31-2003||08:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1667 VR4:<br /><strong> why hasnt anyone done that on other DSM's? It seems like one would fit fine right next to the motor with a relocated battery and some custom fabricating? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There is a guy who had a GVR4 and a Syclone and he used the Sy's water to air IC and mounted it where the battery went. Then mounted one huge ass condenser like a FMIC for the fluid to cool.<br />It looked pretty cool but not sure if it was really worth it.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||Notorius||07-31-2003||09:35 PM||||arent we looking at an EVO? whats with people talkin about STi hood scoops and such?||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||07-31-2003||10:50 PM||||No, that's a Mitsubishi Airtrek, similar to a Forester, hence the scoobie talk.  The jdm (and possibly euro, I don't know) ones are available with basically a pared down evo drivetrain.  Same mechanicals, but no cool electronic diffs or anything, apparently smaller turbo, and a topmount IC fed by a hood scoop.||134.10.12.65||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||jonvr4||07-31-2003||11:36 PM||||the car looks like this <br /><br />    <img src="http://www.sapporo-mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/event/img/Airtrek_RA.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000015||GRV4726||08-01-2003||04:29 AM||||looks like the monterro and the lancer had a bady whilst doing crackolla. that looks...fucked up.<br />can't think of another word||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||08-01-2003||09:54 AM||||no way!!! Thats the bastard child formed by a toyota matrix and a forrester with mitsu badges...WTF? I like it, though!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||08-01-2003||12:44 PM||||It's so clear that the car is a mix of a outlander and lancer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I like it too.  The US is always one step behind.  I really like that Colt EVO that was shown before too.  They are just making bigger cars for the US.  Fat ass Americans like BIG cars.  The better to road rage with.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||chadhayashi||08-03-2003||02:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> the car looks like this <br /><br />     <img src="http://www.sapporo-mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/event/img/Airtrek_RA.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's so hot.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000019||Akidosigh1||08-03-2003||04:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> "Then use a scoop like on the old 300z turbos to pull air in."<br /><br />I had an old 300ZX Turbo (Z31).  Those hood scoops didn't do anything for the car since it wasn't intercooled and the opeing pointed straight to the turbo you coudn't even see from the top.  But what good will it do to shoot air at the tubo? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the purpose of the scoop on the z31 was to cool the turbo... thats why it was aimed at the turbo... and not all of them had scoops... when the z31 turbo became water cooled, they got rid of the scoop i believe...||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002641.cgi
A||||5||boostx||galant VR4 in europe||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||07-29-2003||05:03 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||what are they called europe..||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||07-29-2003||05:14 PM||||i believe they're called Galant VR4's<br /><br />~matt||24.234.62.213||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||07-30-2003||02:45 AM||||some of europe had the monte carlo edition||65.227.204.109||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||07-30-2003||11:37 AM||||I glanced at a VR-4 that passed through Walldorf, Germany.  Looked basically the same.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||boostx||07-30-2003||03:23 PM||||which front bummper do they have , is it the JDM type||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||07-30-2003||04:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by john:<br /><strong> which front bummper do they have , is it the JDM type </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">correct||65.227.217.130||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002642.cgi
A||||7||gvr4in||Ahhh to be rich!||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||07-29-2003||05:36 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2425183195&category=6212" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2425183195&category=6212</a>||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-29-2003||07:01 PM||||Damn, 37 bids on that.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||07-29-2003||07:07 PM||||<a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/nicksenzo.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/nicksenzo.jpg</a><br /><br />"I took a thought and made it real." - CSI||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||Kibo||07-29-2003||10:46 PM||||Uhhh...who would be dumb enough to sell an Enzo on eBay, and who would be even dumber and bid on it?!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />My gut feeling is that this is a scam.  Wire somebody 15% of $1M+ in 48 hours or less?  Riiiight...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||206.196.136.231||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||07-29-2003||11:49 PM||||Check out the financing on it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  only 20k per month hahaha||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||curtis||07-30-2003||12:41 AM||||1 million my ass.  I could build a car that could out run and out handle this rag and build my on track to run it at. The reason cars are so high are that people with money are stupid and have no value of money.  For a big ceo that makes 6 million a year this is nothing but a tax write off and penis envy.  It would be like a normal citizen buying a used vette for 18,000.   I wish I could be president for about a week the tax laws would change and the market would be full of exotics and 6000 lb suvs.  For you guys that have a business go out and get an expedition or a suburban because they fall into a different tax zone and are considered a business truck and can be completely written off.  might as well get over on the government everybody else is.||65.135.143.136||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||PJGross||07-30-2003||10:04 AM||||My realtor drives an Expedition.  We had the tax write-off conversation AFTER we signed a contract with her.  Made me sick for a while.  I'd love for someone to re-do the tax laws, but until then people should take advantage of what our stupid government throws out there.  Meanwhile I'm certain that no democrats drive SUVs or voted for the law or actually take the deduction.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />Makes me want to figure out some way to form a company just to write off an SUV.  Maybe my wife and I will start up a Quickstar or Amway business or something!<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.59||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||07-30-2003||10:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PJGross:<br /><strong> My realtor drives an Expedition.  We had the tax write-off conversation AFTER we signed a contract with her.  Made me sick for a while.  I'd love for someone to re-do the tax laws, but until then people should take advantage of what our stupid government throws out there.  Meanwhile I'm certain that no democrats drive SUVs or voted for the law or actually take the deduction.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br />Makes me want to figure out some way to form a company just to write off an SUV.  Maybe my wife and I will start up a Quickstar or Amway business or something!<br /><br />-PJ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I saw a realtor showing a house next door in a Hummer.  Not the H2, but a Hummer.  They are loud too.  Damn thing woke me up too.  I was like, what ass hole is running without a exhaust down my street.<br /><br />Funning seeing a realtor sign on the side of a Hummer.  That just isn't right.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002643.cgi
A||||13||jonvr4||Look....Show Car on ebay||||2||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-29-2003||09:07 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6352&item=2425808447" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6352&item=2425808447</a><br /><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   enough said.||12.211.242.195||reg||2||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||07-29-2003||09:16 PM||||Ugh. Ugly, rather. And why the taillights? That's about the ugliest thing i've ever seen. All this on a freaking automatic.. The guy must have a good job with all that money poured in, but he can't even drive a damn stick? <br />This should be the featured car on a few anti-rice sites for a while.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||4G63_GSR||07-29-2003||10:04 PM||||did you need to show that...||68.114.215.238||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000003||REDLINEGVR4||07-29-2003||10:18 PM||||All i can say is why? And the poor poor car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||07-29-2003||10:59 PM||||Thats a POS.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||07-29-2003||11:23 PM||||I just ate too much... and that just made it almost come up. BLEH!||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||mr.mitsu||07-30-2003||12:44 AM||||the talon "biceps" aren't even identical.<br /><br />that's fugly!||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000007||curtis||07-30-2003||12:49 AM||||ass ass ugly as ass.  looks like a dsm that got rearended by a chevy lowrider and a supra all at the same time running into the table of rejected paint at the home depot. and whats up with the twin humped hood.||65.135.143.136||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||07-30-2003||07:31 AM||||Yo' thats "tight" werd! J/K||68.57.152.6||reg||10||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||dsmsleeper||07-30-2003||10:27 AM||||Why has no one bid?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||5||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000010||Louters91GVR4||07-30-2003||10:31 AM||||i would rather shoot myself than drive that car.<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000011||mixx2001||07-30-2003||11:32 AM||||There should be some kinda law that prevents people for investing anything over a grand into something that is so universally hideous.||65.165.18.27||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000012||ayvr4||07-30-2003||01:56 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  What's with the ugly colors? looks like a box of crayola crayons exploaded all over that thing....<br />AND DAMN, $8,500!! that 1 engine mod (Header) better make this car run 11's, because your going to be getting alot of shit on the street if its not fast.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||13||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||07-30-2003||01:58 PM||||It looks rather feminine...<br /><br />--------------------<br />1992 MITS ECLIPSE GS "MALIBU BARBIE TEAL" 41000 ORIGINAL MILES TRANSVESTITE DRIVEN VRRRRM VRRRRM!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||no



ubb/Forum3/002644.cgi
A||||5||number3||Get in line now for your free dyno time!!!||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||07-30-2003||08:06 AM||||<a href="http://www.ls1.com.au/forum/showthread.php?s=ed283de85b6bde2e2509d5de3b3d3744&threadid=14726" target="_blank">http://www.ls1.com.au/forum/showthread.php?s=ed283de85b6bde2e2509d5de3b3d3744&threadid=14726</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||curtis||07-30-2003||08:35 AM||||Nice hood rod it held the hood open through the crash.<br />There I was no shit!!!! floored it sparyed the nos and went 45 pound the car pushed the dyno to 1700 hp and smoked the tires.  It pushed the car so hard the frame twisted and pulled a rwd wheely with my fwd and then that damn fan caught the car and flung it in the dirt.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.144.94.187||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||07-30-2003||09:22 AM||||<img src="http://pic4.picturetrail.com/VOL47/895504/1749790/29980507.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Just so you dont have to spend time going to the link!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||07-30-2003||10:30 AM||||holy shit, that is crazy.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||07-30-2003||11:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> The fan probably blew it off. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's fucking awesome.||65.165.18.27||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||Ash||07-30-2003||10:16 PM||||Got that link a few days ago, the single roller is a bit of a worry.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/002645.cgi
A||||5||agrabau||More bimmubishi pics online ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||07-30-2003||10:56 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://www.dentsport.com/e30web/" target="_blank">http://www.dentsport.com/e30web/</a><br /><br />Some are nonsense and off topic but found themselves in the thumbnail gallery. <br /><br />Al||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||07-30-2003||01:20 PM||||Hey Alex you never sent me pics of the other 4 wheels you had (the bent ones). Shoot them to me at Us3only@cox.net .<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||07-30-2003||01:42 PM||||Will do asap.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||07-30-2003||07:22 PM||||Thanks Alex. Also there's alot of Evo turbo's up on ebay you should check out if your looking for one.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||07-30-2003||07:38 PM||||<img src="http://www.dentsport.com/e30web/images/BMW%20and%20Mitsu%20motors_jpg.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />What tranny is on the 4g63 ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||07-30-2003||07:49 PM||||The transmission is from a 2.0 mighty max pickup. Pre-Evo, I have a 16G already thanks for the heads up though. It might transform into a ball bearing turbo if this whole thing works out well.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/002646.cgi
A||||7||199of2k||Storing my car||||1||||199of2k||00000323
Z||000000||199of2k||07-30-2003||04:06 PM||brandon@coreyware.com||what steps hould I take to store my Vr4 for an extended period of time, Im going overseas for about 6 months and I want to make sure the car is still in good running order when I get back.||68.9.133.9||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||07-30-2003||04:48 PM||||climate controlled storage, with ample antifreeze, windows opened a couple of inches. Battery unhooked totally (or removed). <br />Also should be clean so that any bird droppings are gone. Climate controlled so that no new bird droppings or other presents hit the paint.<br />Windows opened so that it breathes.<br />Probably others have more suggestions.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||number3||07-30-2003||04:51 PM||||<a href="http://www.mynrma.com.au/motoring/help/question_answer/stor.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.mynrma.com.au/motoring/help/question_answer/stor.shtml</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||07-30-2003||04:53 PM||||Put the car on jack stands or blocks so you don't flat-spot your tires.  Put the A/C vent on recirculate (helps keep dust from coming in).  Add fuel stabilizer, full tank can help keep condesation out... maybe refresh all the fluids (oil/rad/brake/etc)... disconnect and remove the battery.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||07-30-2003||05:06 PM||||you can bring it here to the car kennel salon and botique.  it's owned by one of the members of this board, and they clean, polish, vacuum, etc.  prices are VERY reasonable.  they take it to the races once a month, and it gets to play organized activities each day with all the other cars in the kennel.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||07-30-2003||09:56 PM||||What do you charge, can I get a weekly discount?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||199of2k||07-31-2003||12:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> you can bring it here to the car kennel salon and botique.  it's owned by one of the members of this board, and they clean, polish, vacuum, etc.  prices are VERY reasonable.  they take it to the races once a month, and it gets to play organized activities each day with all the other cars in the kennel. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol,<br /><br />thanks for all the replies, but unfortunately I dont have access to a climate controlled garage, it will be stored in my parents garage after i clear the space.||68.9.133.9||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||07-31-2003||12:05 AM||||Leave them the keys and see if they'll start it for you every once in a while for say 3-5 minute intervals.||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002647.cgi
A||||3||VR4coop||Nice DSM article in Grassroots Motorsports this month||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||07-30-2003||06:09 PM||coop529@aol.com||Good article, goes over the formation of DSM's and how the company started, very infromative||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||07-30-2003||08:36 PM||||this month as in july. i just picked up the august issue and it isnt there.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||number3||07-30-2003||10:10 PM||||Septemeber issue... I am a subscriber so it may not be on the news stand yet.<br /><br />The article was 99% accurate. Very good for a magazine article.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||VR4coop||07-31-2003||12:16 AM||||My bad, i am also a subscriber and didnt realize how early i acutally get it. haha<br />sorry bout that||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum3/002648.cgi
A||||3||slvrblt||TT Evo||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||07-30-2003||07:46 PM||||"2003  MITSUBISHI LANCER EVOLUTION VIII<br />TWIN TURBO ALL WHEEL DRIVE<br />BID NOW - - LOW RESERVE $32,429 MSRP.!!"<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43919&item=2425946030" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43919&item=2425946030</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||REDLINEGVR4||07-30-2003||08:07 PM||||LOL!!!! Twin turbo? rrrrrrrrright  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000002||Ash||07-30-2003||10:46 PM||||I think someone is confused about the "twin entry turbo" or "twin scroll turbo" if you prefer, seen similar before in ads for evo5's & up||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||07-31-2003||12:16 AM||||Ahhh..I dont know about twin turbo...that thing looks pretty stock,amd im sure they would change the i/c and the engine bay wouldnt look so stock either..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.32.12.253||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002649.cgi
A||||7||suprflewus||check out my boy Bubb Rubb||||10||||suprflewus||00000039
Z||000000||suprflewus||07-30-2003||09:19 PM||suprflewus@aol.com||<a href="http://bubbrubb.howheels.org/" target="_blank">whistler tips</a> <br /><br />click on the original news story first<br /><br />then check out Bubb Rubb's ound board, fo shizzle<br /><br />lates<br />dale||68.162.154.134||reg||10||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||07-30-2003||09:29 PM||||Dale you okay? Did someone steal the rock you were under also  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . <br /><br /><br />Bubb Rubb it typical of what you find in East Oakland (I had to work across the freeway from the Network Associates Colesium). Trust me I'd see that all the time. You should see the rap songs and other stuff they did about him on the internet if you google bubb rubb.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||07-30-2003||11:36 PM||||yo, dale, are you really a conway twitty fan?<br /><br />1991 vr4 153/2000<br />"honkey white"||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||07-31-2003||06:32 AM||||WOO HOO...I ams so excited I started this new trend of added your gvr4's "true" color to the sig...every post makes me laugh now...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Keep it up, everybody!<br /><br />PS - Bubb is the shizzle, that woman with him, oh boy, lets not go there!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||07-31-2003||11:43 AM||||Holy Cow! I had no freakin' clue what this was.  Even took the time last night to upload on dial-up.  That was f*in hilarious!!!<br /><br />The web-site is a riot.  Not only was Bubb Rubb quite interesting/entertaining, you've got to check out 'dem drivin' skilz.  As he thoroughly abuses the yellow line and never even pauses for the stop sign!  LMAO<br />Woo Woo||167.142.22.111||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||07-31-2003||04:38 PM||||That's insane.<br /><br /><br />--------------------<br />#858 "RAIDERS BLACK", 2.0l 16v V6 twin turbos, 2" Magnaflow den you got da flows wit da whistles go Whoooo!  Blaha, Bubb Rubb, dubs, Keydiver chip (all of KC's leftovers)||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||no
Z||000006||GVR1643||07-31-2003||04:44 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    LOL Ryan...<br /><br />ya knows dat "all of KC's leftovers" is jest fo decarashun!  <br /><br />"Only in da mornin', yo suppozd ta be cukin' brefest fo sumbody den anywaz"<br /><br />Crack doesn't kill - it makes Bubb Rubb's    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||167.142.22.216||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||07-31-2003||09:12 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=935" alt=" - " />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002650.cgi
A||||9||PRE-EVO||V6 second gen Eclipse...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||07-31-2003||12:34 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.cardomain.com/id/97silvereclipse" target="_blank">http://www.cardomain.com/id/97silvereclipse</a><br /><br /><br />Interesting to say the least.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||07-31-2003||12:44 AM||||No more blown turbo's.  Ya, mine goes out at least once a month   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Quicker then a turbo? Okay. <br /><br />Cool I guess, but I would think changing to a v6 would be harder and cost more then just tunning the stock engine a little.  Just bolt ons make a huge differance.  Thats whats great about our cars.  No engine mods needed, unless you want to see really low ETs.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||07-31-2003||06:42 AM||||Thats the motor from the 2.5L Avengers/Sebrings. Its an easily doable, however stupid swap for the Eclipses, mainly the nonturbo Eclipses. <br /><br />That 2.5L is good for about 163hp, can't hold nitrous well, does not take well to turbo, and there is no manual transmission that will mate to it, so you are stuck with a crappy A604 auto transmission.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||bujang_hensem||07-31-2003||07:42 AM||||quicker than turbo? are you kidding that v6 only have single cam each head. I always kick that v6 with 4g63t||202.186.54.22||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000004||jayru||07-31-2003||10:10 AM||||Well i guess the ricer's have graduated from putting stupid custom lights, body kits, and seat belt harnesses to stupid engine swaps||24.229.174.50||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||07-31-2003||12:19 PM||||i had a 2002 galant for a rent car last year for about a month.  i thought it was not bad for a 4 cylinder.  then, one day i opened the hood, and it was a v6.  i also got in a street race a while back with a red galant gtz.  by the time i shifted to 3rd, he was at least 6 cars back.  and this was before my 2g mas conversion.  <br /><br />1991 153/2000<br />"scared shitless white"||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||07-31-2003||01:23 PM||||G A Y||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||07-31-2003||04:18 PM||||"2 inch Magnaflow exhaust"?!  All right!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||07-31-2003||11:22 PM||||lmao<br />anyone know if the motor mount "mounts" are welded in different places on n/t eclipses? cause whats preventing someone from putting a 4g63 into an avenger or a neon?<br />-luke-||138.89.84.28||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000009||meshwork||07-31-2003||11:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> lmao<br />anyone know if the motor mount "mounts" are welded in different places on n/t eclipses? cause whats preventing someone from putting a 4g63 into an avenger or a neon?<br />-luke- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are backwards...if anything, you could put in an EVO engine, or 3/S engine, since they face the same direction.<br /><br />I used to have an Avenger, I know that POS inside and out.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum3/002651.cgi
A||||6||curtis||oh shit, what the hell was that||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||07-31-2003||01:28 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Well it happened,  I am now a member of the broken shift fork club.  Will be ordering a new clutch, pp, t out bearing new brass, gears and sliders tomorrow.  Got lucky nothing got busted up.  Just going to replace worn parts. when i bought this gearbox it was suppose to be double syncro, steel forks etc.,etc, etc... bullshit<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=932" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=932&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=933" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=933&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.135.143.69||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||07-31-2003||01:48 AM||||Ouch man, sorry to hear about that. You have another daily driver?||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||curtis||07-31-2003||01:54 AM||||I going to get the wife's grandfathers extra car for her and I'm going to drive her truck for a few days.||65.135.143.69||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||07-31-2003||03:04 PM||||Sorry to hear that man..really sucks...<br /><br />I hope you know how to put that back together..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||07-31-2003||04:14 PM||||Hard to tell in the pic -- are the pads worn?  Is that at the pivot where it broke?<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />I think it's fucking amazing that you opened up your transmission to check it out.  I'm not worthy!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||07-31-2003||04:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> Sorry to hear that man..really sucks...<br /><br />I hope you know how to put that back together..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">put back together?  really easy.  it is the exact reverse of disassembly.  that's what all the manuals say.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||curtis||08-01-2003||12:11 AM||||Its been acting funny for about a week going in 3rd and out into fourth. just kind of intermitatate problem that seems to be always happening.  but this beats them all I had to drive it home in 5th, well when I got it apart it was stuck in 3rd and 5th both and nothing is screwed up.  All I lack is pulling the center diff apart and checking it out.  It apparatlly had a stress riser pop up in crack but not break until yesterday, thats why it been acting up. But it sheared off right at the roll pin .  I compared it to an american gearbox shift fork and the american one is actually thicker and chunckier that the JDM box.  I wish i had about a week to file on the gears and modify the brass and the sliders and tighten up the shims to where they need to be. I'm going to do what I can because the clutch want be shipped from dxd until tomorrow.  I got the dxd c hd which has a new carbonite surface that is suppose to be bad ass and has 2400 lbs on the seat , he wouldn't let me have the prototype there working on.  ams and unortadox have test cars and one other galant  all got a badass that is a single disk that will hold over 650hp and 8500 shifts.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.135.143.104||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002652.cgi
A||||3||GRV4726||funny stuff||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||07-31-2003||02:39 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||<a href="http://www.rathergood.com/" target="_blank">http://www.rathergood.com/</a><br /><br />go to the website and whatch the tales of blode stuff or the kittens stuff first. its great<br /><br />i hope you like it, most of it is just fun animation stuff||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||91E39A||07-31-2003||03:29 AM||||Werd... One of my most favorite sites ever.  "we like the moon!"<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000002||AwdTTurbo4u||07-31-2003||03:20 PM||||Never heard of it....pretty funny   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||AwdTTurbo4u||00002069||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||08-01-2003||04:31 AM||||i thought more people would respond. like my post on the commercial. <br /><br />at least look at the nothern one, which is under the kittens section to the left of the screen<br /><br />enjoy||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002653.cgi
A||||6||udriveu||4WS article||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||07-31-2003||07:09 AM||udriveu@hotmail.com||A while back someone posted an article (in PDF format) that was talking about the different 4WS systems. I think it was written by someone at Whiteline. I also remember them refering to the GVR4's 4WS as a "technical nightmare" or something like that. <br />If anyone has that link, please post it. Thanks.<br /><br />P.S.: I even did a search!||64.252.103.219||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-31-2003||04:48 PM||||<a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au/docs/articles/AS_susp_02_0213.pdf" target="_blank">Page 2 of this</a> from the  <a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au" target="_blank">Whiteline.com.au</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||07-31-2003||07:01 PM||||Good Article.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||07-31-2003||11:09 PM||||There were only like 6 paragraphs in that "article" and huge blank sections.  Is it edited or limited or something?  I thought maybe it froze loading, but several refreshes did nothing...  What's the trick here?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.12.65||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||08-01-2003||01:27 AM||||Thats the one. Thanks Hertz.<br />Jon, thats a wierd problem. Maybe try downloading a newer version of acrobat?||64.252.103.219||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||vrpower||08-01-2003||11:37 AM||||This article is very helpful.||63.155.152.18||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||08-01-2003||07:30 PM||||Maybe.  I'll probably just wait until I get home; I'm stuck behind an iCrap here in the school lab.||134.10.12.78||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002656.cgi
A||||1||spoulson||Smart roadster||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||07-31-2003||02:19 PM||spoulson2@comcast.net||<img src="http://www.thesmart.co.uk/images/popups/pic_roadster.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Has anyone seen or heard of these in the US?  I read in one of the car magazines that Smart was preparing to release the roadster models to the US soon.  Since I'm here in Germany, I see Smarts all the time.  The original Smart is an almost comical looking clown car, but great for getting around urban areas cheaply.<br /><br />So I did a little reading on the <a href="http://www.smart.com" target="_blank">Smart web site</a> (select country UK for english page) after I saw a review on VOX (German TV station) on this car.  What caught my eye was a 2bar boost gauge on the dash, hotrod-style in a pod.<br /><br />So the specs are basically super-lightweight car with mid-engine RWD turbocharged 700cc 3-cylinder engine rated at 80hp.  This almost sounds like a sport bike on 4 wheels with a little turbo upgrading.<br /><br />I wonder what the tuning capabilities of these things will be when they hit the market in the states.  Smart is a division of DaimlerChrysler, so I have no doubt that their quality is up there.<br /><br />Also the Smart Crossblade looks exciting, too, with the same engine in a literally cut down frame of the original Smart, lowered, with no top and <b>no doors</b>!  Hmm.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||07-31-2003||02:39 PM||||Not the roadster, but I have seen Smarts in the States.  (Page, AZ to be specific, raffled off by the local Bank One branch).<br /><br />Somewhere I've got a killer video of a Smart doing high-speed auto-xing in a parking lot.  Apparently you don't need brakes!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002655.cgi
A||||8||DeanCouchey||E38A V6 Twin turbo galant!||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||07-31-2003||12:55 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Didnt know these exsisted but apparently they do cause there is some body molding on ebay for it!<br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Part: This is a set of factory side skirts and body panels off of a Galant VR4 Twin Turbo V6. They are factory plastic and in good condition. They are used with some scuffs and a few scratches.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://ebay1.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_50fa187d062a78a9a71be0c73f5cc998/i-1.JPG" alt=" - " />||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||07-31-2003||12:57 PM||||The seller is just wrong, the V6 twin turbo has completely different styling.  <br /><br />The dead giveaway is the "2.0 16valve DOHC" part.  <br /><br />Those are definitely E39A parts.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||07-31-2003||01:01 PM||||I know that the 93-97 Galant JDM VR4's had the 6A12 motors, and that was a 2.0L V-6 but I was just curious what is the difference between a E38A and an E39A???||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||07-31-2003||01:27 PM||||I sure wish Jose  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  and the other guy wouldn't bid on them as this is a good opprotunity for me to get us some smooth CF door caps made  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||07-31-2003||03:02 PM||||I believe e39 is our 1g gvr4's or i think...then the e38 is the 2g gvr4.it say it once you sign on galantvr4.org's home page.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||07-31-2003||03:06 PM||||I remember that same company selling a "front cut from a E38A Galant VR-4" a while back on ebay. I could be wrong, but I thought those didnt exist? Anyone know which chasis codes corespond to what years?||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||07-31-2003||03:15 PM||||E39a is actually a 6th generation galant VR4.<br />E38a is a 6th gen galant as well, The galant GSX<br />I think the VR4-RS sold in Japan was coded E38a as well.<br /><br /><br />Find me a 2.0l  <b>16V</b>  V6, I'll be impressed||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||07-31-2003||03:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong>Find me a 2.0l  <b>16V</b>  V6, I'll be impressed </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's ingenious...... That's something like 2.5 valves per cyl with some spare valve left over  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||07-31-2003||03:18 PM||||I knew that..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002657.cgi
A||||4||hibrn8||13mm allen socket for HG removal||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||07-31-2003||02:46 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||i cant find this tool anywhere. anyone have any suggestions on where to find it?||65.227.204.167||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||07-31-2003||03:16 PM||||13mm? Not sure what you mean by HG; but I am assuming head gasket?? That is a 12mm, and available at Sears, or your local Snap-On/Mac/Matco on wheels. Buy a 1/2 inch drive one if you can (impact preferred). If you are going to go to ARP studs, then you could get a 3/8 drive as it will not be used too often.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||07-31-2003||06:11 PM||||well after i found out that the 13mm is wrong as stated in the haynes manual, it is actually a 10mm that i was able to get from sears.<br /><br />So just as an FYI(for searching purposes) , if you ever need to remove the head gasket studs, it is a 10mm allen socket.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||07-31-2003||06:25 PM||||you are right; it is the ARP that are 12mm. So much to try and remember and it is getting harder as the years go by. lol. Good thing for shop manuals.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||07-31-2003||08:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> you are right; it is the ARP that are 12mm. So much to try and remember and it is getting harder as the years go by. lol. Good thing for shop manuals.<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">shop manual was no good in this case. yep the arps are 12mm. <br /><br />So for all of you that own the haynes or helms manual for the DSM, go to the section where is explains how to remove the head. Wherever it says 13mm allen socket cross it out and change it to 10mm. Trust me it will save you a headache. It took me 45 min to remove the head today and 3 hours to find the damn tool(which was wrong to begin with).||65.227.204.89||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002658.cgi
A||||9||Matt379||favorite actor/actress||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||07-31-2003||03:07 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Okay, so time for another question.<br /><br />Who is your favorite actors/actress's<br /><br />I'll begin:<br /><br />Harrison Ford - Indiana Jones, need I say more<br />Sean Connery - too many good movies to list<br />Edward Norton  - was great in Fight Club, American History X<br />Tim Robbins  - The Shawshank Redemption<br />Ashley Judd - so cute, and can act too!<br />Marisa Tomei - I think George Costanza had great taste<br />Jason Alexander - was incredible in Seinfeld.<br />Natasha Henstridge - just hot||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||07-31-2003||03:24 PM||||actor-Chris tucker <br /><br />actress-I think her name is Mary something from Tomb Raider...god i love those lips..you know what they are good for<br /><br />As you see im going by the looks on that one..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||07-31-2003||03:29 PM||||For me<br /><br />I would say Catherine Bell form JAG<br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/sayes/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/sayes/</a>||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||07-31-2003||03:40 PM||||hey robby you mean angelina jolie? she is FINE! i would have to say brooke burke is hotter though.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||07-31-2003||04:04 PM||||Ron Livingston - Office Space||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||07-31-2003||04:04 PM||||Actor - Kevin Spacey<br /><br />Actress - Rachel Leigh Cook (Sure all her movies suck, but she's so stinkin cute!)||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||07-31-2003||04:49 PM||||Actor - Edward Norton<br /><br />Actress - Halle Berry, Angelina Jolie, Chick from t3, Shannon Elizabeth (fine!)<br /><br />Best Duo:<br /><br />Will Smith/Martin Lawrence||68.169.157.79||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||07-31-2003||05:49 PM||||lol...thats what i meant..thanks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||07-31-2003||05:51 PM||||Ronald Reagan||12.247.128.70||reg||9||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||07-31-2003||06:08 PM||||Bored at work again Matt?<br /><br />Some of mine are nicholas cage, colin farell, ben affleck. Women are Eliza dushku, kristin kruek(smallville), and jessica alba.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002659.cgi
A||||1||kartorium31||GVR4 in Hot Rod||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||07-31-2003||05:17 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Any of you guys read HR?  They are starting to show imports in their mag, and this month there is a small picture of a GV in the Rally article(which is funny)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .   So many people are gonna be pissed at HR.  I'm not though||12.144.137.196||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||07-31-2003||06:47 PM||||Thats great, Im glad that our cars are getting some more attention.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002660.cgi
A||||27||jonvr4||Sport Compact Car????||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||07-31-2003||05:21 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||why the hell doesn't howard, doug thomas, nate, or any of the other pimp ass car owners on this site get their cars featured in Sport Compact Car?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||07-31-2003||05:44 PM||||Probably because there isn't a big VTEC badge on their cars somewhere  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||07-31-2003||06:41 PM||||lol||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||07-31-2003||07:15 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Makes sense!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||07-31-2003||07:27 PM||||It's all about the paint and rims.  Maybe a DVD LED screen would help with a play station.  You don't have a real car if you can't play video games in your car.  You're just a poser.<br /><br />Leave your fast cars at home cause mine looks fly as shit.  It's a show car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||07-31-2003||11:48 PM||||man have you looked at what has been in there lately, I have seen some WRX's with minimal mods and stickers, a dodge duster and lots of hondas with no power mods but springs and so on!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||08-01-2003||01:32 AM||||I don't think Sport Compacr Car is that bad. They get alot more technical then other magazines.<br />Has anyone actually sent in pics to see if they would do an article?||64.252.103.219||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||08-01-2003||02:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> I don't think Sport Compacr Car is that bad. They get alot more technical then other magazines.<br />Has anyone actually sent in pics to see if they would do an article? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ive actually considered it and I think im going to do it..||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||08-01-2003||08:31 AM||||I'm trying to get them to feature the Bimmubishi but I don't think it'll happen. They like bling bling civics, not 300+hp conversions that actually took some engineering to complete. <br /><br />Hypopthetical conversation. <br /><br />Them- it has ... steel wheels? <br /><br />Me, yeah, 15*8 <br /><br />Them- we'll call you.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||Ant||08-01-2003||08:36 AM||||Nate had an article about his car in Turbo Magazine a while back.  I think it was because he ran 11's.  <br /><br />There's probably pictures of the article in the images folder.<br /><br />ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000010||number3||08-01-2003||09:09 AM||||There was an attempt to get Doug Thomas, Nate Pharr and myself into Turbo Magazine. Nate wrote a great article describing all three cars. In the end they only featured his. It was very cool to see one finally featured and what better car to do it with.<br /><br />That was a long time ago and our cars are very different now in many ways. So maybe there could be some repeat interest.<br /><br />We also live on the east coast which doesn't help...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />I think as the car gets old the appeal with be greater to do an "old skool type" article.<br /><br />Until then I have been happy with the action shots of number3 that have appeared here and there in the magazines over the years.<br /><br />Harry Blanchard||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||08-01-2003||09:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> I don't think Sport Compacr Car is that bad. They get alot more technical then other magazines.<br />Has anyone actually sent in pics to see if they would do an article? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Unless SCC has changed alot, it is pretty bad.  They do have some pictures and how too's, but they leave out alot of steps.<br /><br />I got a year for $12 back in 99 I think it was.  I remembered they showed how to remove the air silancer and air horn on a 1g DSM.  Now your turbo will sing....   Glad they finally showed me how to do that because I was lost.<br /><br />Overall I think Turbo magazine is better becasue they show real cars, but even the last time I looked at that (been over a year) I saw alot of bling bling.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||Johnny Bravo||08-01-2003||12:58 PM||||Was it Turbo mag or SCC that was doing the GVR-4 buildup?  It's been forever since I've seen anything about it and I don't recall them ever "finishing" the project (things like that are never really finished).||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000013||jonvr4||08-01-2003||01:23 PM||||that was in turbo magazine||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||08-01-2003||07:27 PM||||I think Turbo is one of the worst out there.  I bought a subscription to see where the GVR4 buildup would take them, but that was one of the worst series of articles I've ever read.  They just threw money at the car, then put on the dyno, then more money, then more dyno.  Just a running $/hp list without any real engineering, theorizing, thinking, or decent writing going on.  The magazines kept coming in the mail, but I stopped reading them.<br /><br />SCC is one of the best out there.  Are they great?  No.  But, amongst all the car mags on the shelf, there are way more worse than SCC is all I'm saying.  And they've got Dave Coleman, which is a plus.  He's got a head on his shoulders and is a pretty witty guy to boot.  He loves weird swaps and hybrids.  You should email him directly, Alex.  You'd have way better luck with him.  The biggest fault with SCC is that fucking retard Rado or whatever his name is.  I can't believe they gave a drag racer a column!  They may as well have brought in somebody from NASCAR.  At least they give more attention to real racing than most of the mags out there... but still waaaay too much talk of running the 1320.||134.10.12.78||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||Akidosigh1||08-01-2003||07:31 PM||||turbo magazine did finish their galant build up... their goal was for 400 horsepower with only bolt ons and they got like 430 something i believe... doug's dynopower or something built it... and it had less than 20 bolt ons... and thats if you count the exhaust as 3 pieces||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000016||number3||08-01-2003||08:24 PM||||Want to read a good car magazine?<br /><br />Get this one...  <a href="http://www.grassrootsmotorsports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.grassrootsmotorsports.com/</a> <br /><br />Been getting it for 5-6 years.<br /><br /><br />I have been getting turbo for 8 or 9 nine years and it was pretty good until it got bought out.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||a_santos||08-01-2003||09:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Want to read a good car magazine?<br /><br />Get this one...   <a href="http://www.grassrootsmotorsports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.grassrootsmotorsports.com/</a>  <br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second that, I also really like Racecar Engineering, great mag, more technical then most but really good and informative.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000018||mixx2001||08-01-2003||10:24 PM||||You have to admit Turbo and SCC are the best out there aside from Grass.  SS and Import Tuna are shit.  I do enjoy an occasional issue of European Car, but Turbo, SCC, and Grass are still light years ahead of the rest.  I'm mean come on, we're just spoiled.  Turbo featured a fucking VR-4 and still "they didn't do it right".  I had the same feeling, but for Christ sake their coming along, slowly but shirly.  Four years ago you couldn't read a Import Mag that wasn't full of Hondass.  Give them some slack.  Just like us, there are people who still like retro.  The old school pimp-ass turbo hot rods, are still the ish.  There are MKIII (I think that's right) Supra, FC3S, and 240z swap happy bastards, that still know what's up (And don't forget Bimmubishi).  So until they have "DIY Fast-as-shit with Boost Monthly", I say lay off em' cause their tryin.  I will continue to sift through the Hondas until then.  Oh yeah, I'm drunk so don't hold it against me.  Can't wait to read this in the morning.||24.167.179.58||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000019||turbowop||08-02-2003||12:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> shirly </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hahahah.....that cracked me up. I think you meant "surely". Usually mispelling doesn't bother me but that one was funny. "And don't call me shirly."(airplane the movie)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000020||Ash||08-02-2003||03:46 AM||||You guys should see Zoom magazine that we have over here.  VR4's hardly rate a mention but it actually has some sweet cars in it.  The magazine's motto is "go before show".  Though to be critical it is pretty much full of $100k GTR's and other "throw money at it" type cars, though the have a pretty good tech section & usually feature at least one owner diy build per issue.||203.220.88.214||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000021||mixx2001||08-02-2003||09:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> shirly </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hahahah.....that cracked me up. I think you meant "surely". Usually mispelling doesn't bother me but that one was funny. "And don't call me shirly."(airplane the movie)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Friends don't let friends drink and post.||66.26.140.92||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000022||gtluke||08-02-2003||10:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Want to read a good car magazine?<br /><br />Get this one...   <a href="http://www.grassrootsmotorsports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.grassrootsmotorsports.com/</a>  <br /><br />Been getting it for 5-6 years.<br /><br /><br />I have been getting turbo for 8 or 9 nine years and it was pretty good until it got bought out.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you said it!<br />i have a friend making a 5.0 2nd gen rx7 for the $2004 challange  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.84.28||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000023||Romanova||08-02-2003||11:43 AM||||I usually get Option2 or Revspeed magazines from Japan. Can't read too much Japanese, but you can figure most things out by the pictures. Some of the European magazines are pretty good too... check em out at Barnes&Noble.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000024||number3||08-02-2003||12:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Want to read a good car magazine?<br /><br />Get this one...     <a href="http://www.grassrootsmotorsports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.grassrootsmotorsports.com/</a>    <br /><br />Been getting it for 5-6 years.<br /><br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you said it!<br />i have a friend making a 5.0 2nd gen rx7 for the $2004 challange    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cool. I had a car entered in the very first event when all you could spend was $1500.00.<br /><br />I am glad they finally revised the rules. A few cars showing up to the event IMHO were bullshit! A V8 miata for $2003.00 among others did not fit the "feeling" of the event. Again IMHO.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000025||Hertz||08-02-2003||08:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> A V8 miata for $2003.00 among others did not fit the "feeling" of the event. Again IMHO.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So I take it your V8 Miata cost a few more than $2003?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000026||number3||08-02-2003||11:17 PM||||Damn right it did.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000027||GRV4726||08-03-2003||02:23 AM||||i used to have a subscription stupid street (i feel 4 years old all over again)<br /><br />don't hurt me. i'm doing the right thing now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  yeah, when i was younger thats what i would read, i would always marvel at how ugly most of the shit was in there, but i did enjoy reading the articles (though they were poorly written) about the car scc had just reviewed. haha. like the top secret supra.<br /><br />yeah.. i some times buy scc, i'm thinking about getting a subscription. they have some good articles.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002661.cgi
A||||6||VR6 Eater||Need help getting a motor.||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||07-31-2003||10:22 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||My motor is on it way out.  I have one cylinder down to 110psi.  The others are 115-120.  I thought I had a good line on a used on but the guy won't return my calls.<br /><br />First let me say that as of now I have never removed the motor from my car.  I am capable, just don't have all the right tools.  It would be great if someone close to me had a motor and a place to do it.  I would also consider a motor that's in peices or together that needs to be rebuilt, if the price is right.<br /><br />I would like to keep, or come back and get, my old motor and rebuild it myself.  I am pretty flexible on this though depending on what I can work out with someone.<br /><br />So if there anyone in Wisconsin or Northern Illinois that has a motor sitting around and wants to get rid of it, please get a hold of me.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||07-31-2003||11:16 PM||||i may have an engine i could sell you this coming week. first i need to know wheather you need a short block or long block, and how much you are looking to spend. chances are i could even get you one that is in good working order, so you could put it in without messing around with it, and have extra cash for the rebuild. Let me know.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||07-31-2003||11:34 PM||||I would like to get a running long block that I could just swap.  By my definition of long block for this would be block, attatched head, and attatched intake manifold hopefully.  Alternator and water pump doesn't matter since those are easily swapped.  No exhuast.  <br /><br />I wouldn't even know how to get it from you in Colorado though, unless you have any ideas on shipping.  But, I am willing to listen to what you have to offer.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||07-31-2003||11:38 PM||||If you find a motor I will take yours out and put the other one in for you if I can keep the bad motor. Email me if interested, I have all the tools, ect.||24.209.155.246||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||08-01-2003||12:06 AM||||Thanks for offer on pulling the motor for me.  I will keep your offer in mind.  How much are you thinking for the swap.  I would like to keep the motor if I find a good runner so I can rebuild my old motor.  Maybe I could buy my old motor back from you after we get it out.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||08-01-2003||09:11 PM||||Email me or call, we can work someting out either way if you need some help..  <br />920-988-5094<br />Rob||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||08-02-2003||01:45 AM||||i have a used motor<br />92k miles on the original engine. 150-155 psi across all 4 cylinders (i did the compression test 2k a go). i'm selling it withough turbo or intake manifold. i hope thats ok<br /><br />if you are interested tell me. i live in houston and i figured out shippping to florida when i 4orced4door was a possible buyer. and it was 216 bucks. <br /><br />thanks<br /><br />oh yeah i'm asking for 500 ( it burns oil after idling for 5 mins, and leaks a little, but not to the point where it leaves a puddle )||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002662.cgi
A||||8||meshwork||GVR4 Decorating the new apartment...||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||07-31-2003||10:36 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=936" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=936&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Got em off ebay. The left hand one is Tommi's old Evo IV, the other two are GVR4s. <br /><br />I just moved into a new apartment, and the rest of the crap I have to put away is just kinda thrown in my "den" (2nd bedroom). In order for me to be able to decorate this room how I wanted, I have to deal with a pink bedroom for myself and my girl.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||07-31-2003||10:40 PM||||Nice, looks like something I would do.  Remember that cool picture Harry took of #3 in the early morning a while back?  I printed it out on 24"x36" at work since it was such high resolution.  Talk about a sweet poster...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||07-31-2003||10:43 PM||||I'm gonna grab some closeups...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=937" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=937&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=938" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=938&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />(You can see the hood vents in this picture, I remember there was a post about these a while back)<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=939" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=939&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||07-31-2003||10:43 PM||||Looks nice!  I just got a foldout ad for an Aussie spec GVR4 that I'm pressing before I have it framed.  It's double sided, so I may  have Kinko's or something make some nice copies of the back so you can see the whole thing... otherwise the caption doesn't make much sense.||134.10.12.65||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||07-31-2003||11:25 PM||||Damn you. You were the one who beat me out for those posters!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I was going to have them duplicated and offer them to all us GVR4 owners for the cost.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||07-31-2003||11:26 PM||||Bah, your guilt trips have no effect on me!||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||SPEEDFIEND||07-31-2003||11:38 PM||||PreEvo's got the right idea.  I know I'd pay some $$$ to get a hold of even a copy of the VR4 posters.  Those posters are bad ass.  You could probably make a couple bucks even.  Listen to your conscience, make copies.  -Kris||65.130.111.241||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000007||silly4turbo||07-31-2003||11:48 PM||||great pics ! my mechanic, who has run many rallies has a pic of his two gvr4's, both white, on a trailer behind his van... I wanna take it and get a copy it looks so cool, really sweet ..<br />then again, anything gvr4 related is sweet   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000008||number3||08-01-2003||08:57 AM||||Ryan had better keep his doors locked... he has seen my "car/computer" room and they would look great in there.<br /><br /><br />Paul which shot are you refering to? You have me curious now.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002663.cgi
A||||4||driftin galant||subaru sites?||||1||||Erik||00000866
Z||000000||driftin galant||08-01-2003||12:00 AM||driftin_180sx@hotmail.com||does any one know any good sabaru websites with fourms and the like?||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||08-01-2003||12:05 AM||||Traitor!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||driftin galant||08-01-2003||12:17 AM||||no my flatmate just picked up a 85 turbo gl-10 and he is looking to put it into his 86 subrau.||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-01-2003||12:29 AM||||Surprised Rich hasn't hopped onto this one yet!<br /><br />"SUBARU? WHAT?? WHERE?"<br /><br />The North American Subaru Impreza Owners Club<br /><br /><a href="http://www.nasioc.com" target="_blank">http://www.nasioc.com</a>||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||12:31 AM||||Because it's for an older subaru which there's a site out there I just can't recall but I'm sure someone on NASIOC can link you to it.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/002664.cgi
A||||6||agrabau||Friday stuff EBay and Webboards ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-01-2003||08:28 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||Let's kick off Friday with a couple of sweet Ebay Myths. Stuff I see on ebay that's never true: (this pertains to gopartstrader.com too) <br /><br />Volvo Intercoolers. <br /><br />1) THE DON'T FIT ANYTHING, and they suck. <br />2) I hate ads that say "GTR FMIC" and there's the old trusty 740 turbo volvo pos intercooler in the pic.<br /><br />JDM Wheels<br /><br />I responded to an add the other day for a set of "JDM Diamond racing wheels for AE86" Diamond racing wheels are made in Kentucky. JDM anything is so annoying. <br /><br />Fuel Pumps<br /><br />"Rated to 500hp!!!" What the hell's that.<br /><br /><br />Ralliart Tissue box covers<br /><br />Nuff said. <br /><br />Stories of "selling due to upgrade" <br /><br />"I'm selling this GTR type FMIC from my civic due to T60 BB upgrade"  Ummm yeah. That volvo IC you stole didn't fit did it. <br /><br />Now webboards. <br /><br />My damn motorcycle one is down and I've actually been getting other stuff done. Someone bring it back.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||08-01-2003||09:23 AM||||can you post pics of your volvo intercooler you installed.  I'm having fitment problems with mine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   LOL||167.142.21.142||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||08-01-2003||10:39 AM||||"dre" Andre Cardadairo (sp?) once tried a Volvo IC on his 2G and had basically two problems:  Once it was mounted, the bottom of the IC became a low clearance hazard.  Then he found that the pressure drop and performance gain is no better than stock.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-01-2003||12:09 PM||||"No cracks"<br />"Very little shaft play"||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||08-01-2003||12:15 PM||||oh that's a good one! I bought a 16G through Ebay and it turned out awesome though. It was practically brand new .||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||08-01-2003||05:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> "No cracks"<br />"Very little shaft play" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha....what about:<br /><br />"always turbotimed"<br />"mobil one synthetic since new"<br />"never boosted above 15psi"<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||05:17 PM||||A perfect place to post this then:<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2745219945&category=25168" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2745219945&category=25168</a><br /><br />Hurry it's a limited edition Kobe Bryant figure.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/002665.cgi
A||||16||Matt379||Rota Subzero Pictures||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||08-01-2003||09:42 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Finally got my Rota 17x7.5 wheels on the car.<br /><br />Here are some pictures.  Car really needs washed from me working on it.<br /><br />Recent mods include:<br />24mm rear sway bar<br />front/rear camber adjustment bolts/bushings<br />front caster bushings<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=942&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=943&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=944&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Thanks to Pre-Evo for the bushings/bolts, Kyle Blackhole for the swaybar FAQ, and brokedown for the manual labor.||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||08-01-2003||10:00 AM||||They look good Matt.  Could you take a picture like the second one in the daytime though? It's kinda hard to see||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||08-01-2003||10:04 AM||||yep, I will do that.  Last night was the first chance I got.  I will wash the car, and get some good light on it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Matt||165.139.149.124||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||08-01-2003||10:32 AM||||I feel sad...I get no credit for anything   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Looks good, man! That new white paint is nice!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||number3||08-01-2003||11:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I feel sad...I get no credit for anything    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />Looks good, man! That new white paint is nice! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Poor baby...||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-01-2003||12:08 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=944" target="_blank">Impressive, large version of last photo</a> <br /><br />Is that the Anthracite color?  Or Obsidian, can't tell...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Louters91GVR4||08-01-2003||12:36 PM||||bronze??? cant tell. they look real good.<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||12:37 PM||||It's steel grey. <br /><br />Hey Matt BOOOO wheres my DP???<br /><br /><br />I'm going to start calling you at 10am my time till it shows up!!!||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||12:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong>"OBIWANKANOBE BLACK"</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">On a side note KC everytime I read this in your signature I think it says Obi Wank an Obe not Obi Wan Kanobe||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||gvr4in||08-01-2003||04:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong>"OBIWANKANOBE BLACK"</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">On a side note KC everytime I read this in your signature I think it says Obi Wank an Obe not Obi Wan Kanobe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Could be Obi Wank a NoObe||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||08-01-2003||04:51 PM||||Looks awesome Matt!||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||henrok||08-01-2003||04:56 PM||||hey what type of lights do u have on that car. they look totally different from stock||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000012||gvr4in||08-01-2003||05:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> hey what type of lights do u have on that car. they look totally different from stock </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He has 93 headlights and JDM clear corners||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000013||a_santos||08-01-2003||06:07 PM||||Tires look small, what size are they? If you notice on Mofugas' old car, that he just sold, it filled the wheel wells much better. He was sporting 225/40/17 Falken Azenis.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000014||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||06:25 PM||||I think they are 205/40's he got for free.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000015||Matt379||08-01-2003||07:03 PM||||205/40's.  Not as large as I wanted, but I got a great deal on them, so I couldn't pass it up.<br /><br />As a side note, I don't notice any difference in turning than when I had my 195/60-15 tires.  Without power steering, going wide might make it a bit hard to turn quickly for auto-x.<br /><br />Maybe I will put power steering in if I get larger tires--or start lifting.||68.51.70.148||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000016||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||07:14 PM||||Start lifting skinny   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/002666.cgi
A||||17||BlackOnBlack||JDM Corner Lights||||1||||James Summey||00002073
Z||000000||BlackOnBlack||08-01-2003||11:29 AM||awdhighpsi@yahoo.com||Anyone know where I can buy these? Oh and Hi Jon I think you know me. I'm pretty good friends w/ Eric Jones and know Rob Oschner pretty well to. I've spoke to you in IRC as well. <br /><br /><br />-James||64.105.147.8||reg||1||James Summey||00002073||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||08-01-2003||12:18 PM||||There are always sets on the Japanese Yahoo auction site... just need a connection over there because most sellers won't ship to USA.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||08-01-2003||01:28 PM||||how do you get to the yahoo japanese auctions?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-01-2003||01:38 PM||||<a href="http://search.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/search/auc?p=e39a&auccat=0&alocale=0jp&acc=jp" target="_blank">Yahoo Japan Auctions ("e39a")</a><br /><a href="http://search.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/search/auc?p=vr4&auccat=0&alocale=0jp&acc=jp" target="_blank">Yahoo Japan Auctions ("VR4")</a>||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||08-01-2003||02:10 PM||||bable fish can't translate this site. WTF?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||08-02-2003||02:34 AM||||Don't forget E33A, E35A, E38A, 4G63... good thing they go by chasis and motor codes... or we would need a keyboard that typed hiragana, katakana, and kanji...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||Telecaster||08-02-2003||08:13 AM||||Do u want frosted clears or ambers?<br />I can get u frosted clears if u want them, or if anyone wants them.||202.163.197.34||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||08-02-2003||09:30 AM||||Also, if you want the JDM amber little side markers that go on the fender, I have a set for sale.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||number3||08-02-2003||01:01 PM||||I'll give you a shiney nickle for them.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||08-02-2003||01:18 PM||||how about you bend over instead ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||08-02-2003||08:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> bable fish can't translate this site. WTF? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/urltrurl?lp=ja_en&url=http%3A%2F%2Fauctions.yahoo.co.jp%2Fjp" target="_blank">Works fine.</a>...||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||08-03-2003||07:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> Do u want frosted clears or ambers?<br />I can get u frosted clears if u want them, or if anyone wants them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">let me know more about these frosted ones....||65.227.204.8||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||08-03-2003||09:23 PM||||If anybody has a hook up at DEPO I have part numbers for the "euro" clears (clear non frosted and without the turn signal).<br /><br />And I also found something with a mitsubishi part number in japan that may be of interest and cheap to all of us. I'll upload a pic and post it here shortly.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||BlackOnBlack||08-04-2003||12:45 PM||||I'd have to see the frosted ones to tell you for sure. I was looking for the ones w/ no amber though. How much would you be asking for them?||64.105.147.8||reg||1||James Summey||00002073||yes
Z||000014||driftntouge||08-04-2003||01:54 PM||||I dont mean to hijack your thread, but I would really like to get a set of the full amber corners, if anyone knows where to get them...||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000015||BlackOnBlack||08-05-2003||12:37 PM||||Telecaster-<br />You've got PM.||64.105.147.8||reg||1||James Summey||00002073||yes
Z||000016||PRE-EVO||08-06-2003||01:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by driftntouge:<br /><strong> I dont mean to hijack your thread, but I would really like to get a set of the full amber corners, if anyone knows where to get them... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You and about 30 others. No luck whatsoever as those are the rarest ones and the Japanese would bleach them to clear them out also.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000017||Numberless||08-11-2003||03:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by James Summey:<br /><strong> Telecaster-<br />You've got PM. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">James,<br />I've emailed you and haven't heard back.  You said that you were going to overnight my plate back to me after you bought my vr4 and drove it back to Indiana, and it's been 3 weeks now.  I'm giving you a big benefit of the doubt here and assume you just forgot or something.<br />Please contact me as soon as possible.<br />Thank you.<br />Jon<br /><br />Please PM me when you get this.||64.214.210.1||reg||1||Numberless||00000739||



ubb/Forum3/002667.cgi
A||||7||Louters91GVR4||Anyone in OHIO want to help me with a clutch job???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||08-01-2003||12:34 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Anyone willing to help out a fellow GVR4 owner. I have all the parts, I just need a place and some help. I don't feel comfortable doing a job that large yet. Let me know, I am in Columbus.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||number3||08-01-2003||12:58 PM||||You do in SE PA.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||08-01-2003||01:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> You do in SE PA.<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||Louters91GVR4||08-01-2003||02:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> You do in SE PA.<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is very tempting Harry, I would love to see yours and Nate's car up close.<br /><br />Tom<br /><br />PS what is your zip code so I can plug it into mapquest??||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||08-01-2003||03:42 PM||||Mine is 19061...I'm about 20 minutes from Harry and Nate.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||number3||08-01-2003||05:20 PM||||19406||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||08-03-2003||11:15 PM||||I am about 2 hours from Columbus and am willing to change the clutch for ya if you are willing to drive to Canton. I have all the tools and a garage to do it in.  You have to be here in time to get the flywheel turned on Sat. morn though.<br />  Get yourself a new clutch fork and pivot ball so you dont have to pull the tranny again in a few weeks. Email me if you still need a hand.||68.76.187.158||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||91E39A||08-04-2003||02:43 AM||||yo, louters.  I did my clutch job in the middle of winter in my garage all by my self.  I can help you, it is pretty easy.  Drop me a line on here via PM, my aim: sansuchat or sansuchat@hotmail.com.  We are in the same town, hit me up.<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes



ubb/Forum3/002668.cgi
A||||2||curtis||wife bought me emblems||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||08-01-2003||02:52 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||saw the emblem set on ebay and put it under my ebay just to watch it to see what it would go for.  well she thought  I wanted a set and ordered them..  They are sweet   I really didn't think they would look as good as they do.   I'm going to put one on the rear trunk lid and I'll build a mount and put the small one in the 93 grill in the bottom right side as you look at the car.   Just posting the pictures to show how big they are for you guys that are doing the group buy.  The rear one with the sticker tape is 4 1/2 x 3/4 and the small one with the screw mount is 4 x 5/8.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=945" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=945&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.144.94.124||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||08-01-2003||03:05 PM||||Post us some pics once they are on the car!<br />They should be pretty slick!<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||curtis||08-01-2003||03:38 PM||||I'm going to paint the grill and get it cleaned up before I build a mount for the front one but the emblems are going to be held up until I get the tranny built and put back in.  The clutch and pressure plate will be here at the first of the week.  I talked to eddie at south bend clutch and he said that he could give all the galant guys a good deal on a  heavy duty set up.  He's really cool I'll post some pictures of it when it comes in.  he would probably cut the price for you guys if you got a big order together.  I don't have time to work out a group buy but after I get some pictures you guys can all post that you want one and give me a list of names and I will call him and see what I can do to help out.  He hooked me up on the price because me and my friends have bought so much from him. They go for 430 and yesterday he told me 350 and this morning he said he could do better and air ship it out. If someone actually wants to run a group buy go for it. just email me with your name and I'll give him a call and tell him your the point of contact.||65.135.143.250||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002669.cgi
A||||2||ayvr4||Photoshop||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||08-01-2003||03:45 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||ok, i have nothing to do at work right now, if anyone wants some photoshoping done to a pic they have (tinting windows, lowering...), give me a link, or email me a pic....<br /><br /><br />here is a quick one i did a while ago for #3...<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=372" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=372</a><br /><br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-01-2003||04:44 PM||||Feel free to tint my windows! (fronts too!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )<br />Thanks:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=946" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=947" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||08-01-2003||05:44 PM||||kind of poor job, but thanks anyway, it filled a few mins of time here at work..     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=949" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=950" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/002670.cgi
A||||1||PRE-EVO||GVR4 powered Proton???||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||05:35 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.maxpower.co.uk/car/your_template.asp?idArticle=2412" target="_blank">http://www.maxpower.co.uk/car/your_template.asp?idArticle=2412</a><br /><br /><br />WTF I guess I could understand it if I had a proton also.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||08-01-2003||07:19 PM||||A Proton is basically like our Mirage, so a willing acceptor of DSM/EVO parts.  I've seen literally dozens of these swaps (GVR4 motivation into a Proton shell), sometimes with the whole drivetrain, but that's more rare.||134.10.12.78||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002671.cgi
A||||8||PRE-EVO||Interesting GVR4 to say the least...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||08-01-2003||06:38 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.bilstyling.net/biler/eric.html" target="_blank">http://www.bilstyling.net/biler/eric.html</a><br /><br /><br />I will say I like the interior though it's alittle much.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||08-01-2003||07:09 PM||||all that and it's an auto   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    that hood would look bad ass with just the small celica gts lookng vent ...||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||08-01-2003||07:13 PM||||His front bumper is interesting, but the rest of the car is ass.||134.10.12.78||reg||8||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-01-2003||07:29 PM||||Whoo riced out galant with a stock IC and stock accordian intake.||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||Gvr4-330||08-02-2003||06:52 AM||||It's not even a GVR-4... It's a Galant LS (FWD) with a GVR-4 engine.<br /><br />Looks like a lot of work has gone into the car.  If it makes him happy, good for him.  It's not my cup of tea though.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.35||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||08-02-2003||01:24 PM||||Have not seen TSW VX-1s in forever! Side skirts are kinda cool...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||08-02-2003||02:26 PM||||rice-a-roni||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||08-02-2003||03:00 PM||||I like the front clip and skirts. He can keep the wing...||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||08-02-2003||07:56 PM||||Thats a good job in the interior..not for a vr-4 though...||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002672.cgi
A||||6||josh91vr4||Motor Rebuild Questions||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||08-01-2003||11:22 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||First of all, anyone know a good place in Michigan (or somewhere 'round these parts) to get an engine rebuilt reliably, and preferably easy on the wallet?<br />Road Race wants 1600 for their 'lowest' priced rebuild, add shipping on that, and it's getting painful.<br /><br />Secondly, i'm going for 95 pistons, but that's the only internal modification i know of that's inexpensive and productive. I'm not looking for a beast, it's going to get a Sleeper16G and 2½" exhaust, that's all i know right now. Anyone know of any other things to do whilst rebuilding that will help me out, and not break the bank? <br />Thanks~<br />Josh||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||08-01-2003||11:58 PM||||just get some je pistons that are 8.5:1. you could find these on the dsm trader all the time for around $500, and that includes rings. if you get the 2g pistons, which cost $268 for the set. then you have to get rings for $150. then on top of that you have to get the your rods machined. all that isn't worth it when you could get some je's for $500, which are stronger than the oem 95's. also go with a 3in from the flex section on the exhaust. the sleeper 16g flows alot and it'll like a bigger exhuast, and so will you when you have no boost creep.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||08-02-2003||12:50 AM||||I personally don't care for the JE's too much.  They seem to have a pretty high expansion rate, and in my experience they slapped when cold and showed significant sideskirt wear after a short period of time.  <br /><br />First off, for a sleeper 16G and 2.5" exhaust, you simply don't need a high dollar forged piston motor.  A budget rebuild with stock pistons (1G or 2G) will do just fine, assuming the cylinders are not OOR.  Magnus Motorsports is just over the border in CA and has several levels of rebuilds.  <br /><br />Second, getting a 2.5" exhaust isn't going to cause boost creep more than a 3" exhaust.  I find that my 2.5" exhaust works just fine with the Special Sauce 16G, and I have no creep, and it's nice and quiet (except for when the wastegate opens). <br /><br />Is this car a daily driver?  How fast does it need to go?  Are you performing the rebuild labor?  You might want to consider a JDM motor swap, which is well worth the money if you don't want a rebuild to get out of hand (which is easy).||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||08-02-2003||01:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Is this car a daily driver?  How fast does it need to go?  Are you performing the rebuild labor?  You might want to consider a JDM motor swap, which is well worth the money if you don't want a rebuild to get out of hand (which is easy). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, it's my daily driver. It doesn't need to be super fast, not looking for a 12 second drag car, i'd rather have smooth power for street racing, and running from law enforcement  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /> I'm not doing any of the labor, save for 'helping' a bit with the motor swap. are the JDMs a straight swap? Are they any stronger than US 1Gs?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||Tondar||08-02-2003||08:48 PM||||I live in the detroit Metro area and I'm in the process of rebuilding my motor.  I agree with Jon although I prefer Wiseco to JE.  The machine shop I'm using has a torque plate for the 4g63.  I'm doing the buildup myself if you want any help.  Drop me a line<br /><br />mkii91@yahoo.com||68.41.154.97||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||08-02-2003||10:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Is this car a daily driver?  How fast does it need to go?  Are you performing the rebuild labor?  You might want to consider a JDM motor swap, which is well worth the money if you don't want a rebuild to get out of hand (which is easy). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, it's my daily driver. It doesn't need to be super fast, not looking for a 12 second drag car, i'd rather have smooth power for street racing, and running from law enforcement    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /> I'm not doing any of the labor, save for 'helping' a bit with the motor swap. are the JDMs a straight swap? Are they any stronger than US 1Gs? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do a quick search about JDM's and you'll see many of us have used them with great success.  "Are they stonger"  Uh, no they are the same motor - 4G63T.  Some might come with different turbo's (auto vs manual vs RS) and different injectors, cams, etc.  But the long block is the same.  Pretty much a straight swap depending on what model it comes from.  You will have to work out some details to use the cyclone intake if you want it or just swap your intake.  If you are only wanting moderate performance then they are more than adequate (sp? been drikin':-)  <br />Often times cheaper to go JDM and less chance for error. IMO||167.142.22.13||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||08-02-2003||11:01 PM||||Plus you can get a JDM VR4 RS front clip for 2000 bucks shipped! 240 Hp with a bigger IC and a 16G turbo!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002673.cgi
A||||3||josh91vr4||Hyundai Powwa!||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||08-01-2003||11:27 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2425594964&category=33627" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2425594964&category=33627</a><br />Yeah umm, does anyone know about this "very popular" DSM modification? Apparently, it makes people think your DSM is Hyundai powered. Now will someone tell me WHY you would want anyone thinking your mitsu motor is powered buy them?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||08-01-2003||11:30 PM||||lol  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||1101||08-01-2003||11:41 PM||||Well, from reading the 2.4 stroker forums it seems the Hyundai 2.4 block is more robust than the Mit 2g64 block.<br /><br />I have a friend doing the swap and he thinks so too. He has a Mit block and a Hyundai block side by side, and he said the Hyundai block has better reinforcement cast into the block.<br /><br />Now, I really don't know if I would want to advertise I had a Hyundai block in my GVR4.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000003||BluFalcon||08-02-2003||01:48 AM||||Back when I had my Mirage Turbo, I was going to run a Hyundai valve cover and badge the car as an Eagle Summit.  All for the "WTF"? Factor. Hell, I'll sport a Hyndai VC on my Talon, but not the GVR4.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum3/002674.cgi
A||||6||blacksheep||Interesting Ebay item ||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||08-02-2003||02:21 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33638&item=2426363953" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33638&item=2426363953</a>||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||08-02-2003||02:36 AM||||He is also selling this:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33704&item=2425966142" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33704&item=2425966142</a><br /><br />Where is JDM WHORE Zach?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||08-02-2003||08:03 AM||||Goddamn it tyler I was the high bidder! Thanks alot, Now I dont have a new steering wheel!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-02-2003||08:42 AM||||Couldn't have been... If you were the high bidder you must still be. I bid $50.00 and was instantly outbidded by the previous high bidder.<br /><br />Check again.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||08-02-2003||09:04 AM||||high bidder on both is the same guy, either someone is padding their bid or this guy wnats both items bad  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||08-02-2003||01:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> Goddamn it tyler I was the high bidder! Thanks alot, Now I dont have a new steering wheel! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa man... easy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />That steering wheel is too early 1980s for my taste. Rather have the suede OMP Ralliart wheel that keeps popping up on the Japanese Yahoo auction site...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-02-2003||08:35 PM||||That bidder also has high bid on the "twin turbo 16v v6" side panels.  Must be ricing out his Galant LS.  Muhaha.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002675.cgi
A||||7||AWDpower||Wanna go muddin'?||||1||||AWDpower||00000680
Z||000000||AWDpower||08-02-2003||04:16 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||So, is this what my Talon would look like with GVR4 springs?<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6783&item=2425964593" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6783&item=2425964593</a>||67.24.196.186||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||08-02-2003||08:11 AM||||LOL thats almost as bad as the 87 cadillac limo I saw that was on mudders!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||08-02-2003||11:39 AM||||Sweet Jesus why????   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||08-02-2003||03:05 PM||||The only dignity that car has left would be for someone to go headon with it and put it out of its misery. I feel its pain.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.158.100.162||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||08-02-2003||11:00 PM||||Insert banjo music from deliverance here!  <br /><br />I don't know if it's the liquor or those pics making me sick - I think both!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||167.142.22.13||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||Eclipse182||08-03-2003||03:03 AM||||LOL just looking at the car I can hear it screaming "put me out of my misery!" One look and this makes perfect sense:<br />History: 0 bids   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.195.188.187||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||08-03-2003||03:17 AM||||Thats crap.<br /><br /><br />I was actually shootin the shit about lifting my car and putting some large tires on it to go 4 wheelin' tonight. Maybe some hydraulics and a dualy rear ???<br /><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||SLO GVR 4||08-03-2003||10:18 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  I am located 15 minutes from that monstrosity.  I've never felt like such a redneck in all my life.||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes



ubb/Forum3/002676.cgi
A||||10||blacksheep||refinishing polished wheels...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||08-02-2003||09:29 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Gang<br /><br />I was wondering if anyone knows any links or info on DIY re-finishing of polished wheels. They are not painted like gvr4 wheels or it can be stripped and re-finished. So, I was curious how I would get them re-finished.<br /><br />I suppose that it has a clear coat that will need stripped though ?<br /><br />I checked via google and found shops that charge a lot to do this, I figure there must be a better way...<br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||curtis||08-02-2003||11:26 AM||||I've done this before and it takes some time be can be done for under fifty dollars.  pull off the tires and use some good stripper. if theres any scratches blend them off with a 90 degree die grider using the scratch pads, and then sand using some 2000 grit wet paper clean them off and buy some polishing compound sticks form the eastwood company also get some nylac clear coat from them they also sell a mandral and buffing pads that you can put on a drill or die grinder. just buff them out, get some silver polish that is an ultra fine andd  clean all the residue off with some brake parts cleaner and spray with the nylac. and cuss the hell out of the tire shop after they mount the new tire because they will scratch them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.144.95.197||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||08-02-2003||11:38 AM||||Not to hi-jack, but what is a good stripper to use? I've heard good things about aircraft stripper? My calipers were painted a horrible white color and need refinishing...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||08-02-2003||07:59 PM||||The strippers at Deja Vu work wonders.. but they're kinda expensive  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-02-2003||08:14 PM||||Some peeps had mentioned "aircraft paint stripper".  Don't know of any brand names.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||curtis||08-03-2003||02:31 AM||||aircraft sripper works good, but get real aircraft stuff from your local airport not that shit from autozone.  You can also look up aircraft spruce on the internet they sell kit plane and restoration supplies.||65.135.142.71||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||08-03-2003||11:14 AM||||automotive paint supply places will have good "aircraft stripper".  Do wear gloves, and keep it wet.  Works very well.||207.69.80.214||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||08-10-2003||11:43 AM||||Curtis - If the outer lip of the rim has curb scratches, can this be fixed to some extent with the ide grinder or would you leave that alone?||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||08-10-2003||12:16 PM||||thats funny<br />i just stripped and sandblasted my GVR4 rims last night.  i used aircraft stripper and then used the sandblaster to get a even finish.  i'm going to paint them aluminum or maybe a gunmetal grey later this week.<br />-luke-||138.89.100.224||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||08-10-2003||12:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> thats funny<br />i just stripped and sandblasted my GVR4 rims last night.  i used aircraft stripper and then used the sandblaster to get a even finish. <br />-luke- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have any specifics on the aircraft stripper? Where did you purchase it... what brand?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||Doug Thomas||08-10-2003||01:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> thats funny<br />i just stripped and sandblasted my GVR4 rims last night.  i used aircraft stripper and then used the sandblaster to get a even finish. <br />-luke- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have any specifics on the aircraft stripper? Where did you purchase it... what brand? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You should check out the Eastwood Company they offer a lot of DIY stripping and polishing products.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.eastwoodco.com/email/default2.asp?SRCCODE=1CJBAN8&PageName=default" target="_blank">http://www.eastwoodco.com/email/default2.asp?SRCCODE=1CJBAN8&PageName=default</a>||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes



ubb/Forum3/002677.cgi
A||||10||number3||Pittsburgh, PA area||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||08-02-2003||01:25 PM||||I will be attending a 3 day road racing class at BeaveRun Race Complex. I will be in that are from the 10th through the 13th and maybe the 14th.<br /><br />Just curious if any one from that might want to do dinner some night.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||08-02-2003||05:46 PM||||Take lots of pictures or have somebody take pictures and I want a full write-up when you are home (I know it will tax your typing skills...)<br /><br />I'd really like to see and hear about a GVR-4 tearing up a road course.<br /><br />Or are you taking the Monster?<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.86.61||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||drew||08-03-2003||02:44 AM||||now harry, are you gonna be in Pittsburgh, PA? or Pittsburg, CA?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-10-2003||01:06 PM||||I will be back on Thursday. Wish me luck guys...<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.racenow.com" target="_blank">www.racenow.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.racenow.com/d04_beaver.htm" target="_blank">http://www.racenow.com/d04_beaver.htm</a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||number3||08-14-2003||10:52 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1030" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1030&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1031" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1031&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1032" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1032&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-15-2003||02:01 PM||||You win?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||number3||08-15-2003||04:31 PM||||No winners. I was holding my own however behind one seasoned BMW driver. <br /><br />The course (class) and the course (the track) were both very good. I recommend it to anyone who want to be able to drive fast. Thinking you can drive fast and actually driving fast I found are two differnt things. I am proud to say I can do the later. I learned that not everyone can. Driving 130 mph toward a guardrail in a hair pin to set up for the braking point (60 meters) and turning point is not for the faint of heart.<br /><br />I got roughly 3 hours of track time in the race cars over the three days and another 1 hour or so in the other training cars which were stock Volvo S40 turbos and 91 Mazda 626 slide cars.<br /><br />Do it as soon as you can and you will not be sorry. I am now quailifed to drive in vintage car races, etc. Anyone have a vintage car I can race?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||bob in chicago||08-15-2003||05:04 PM||||Why not race one of the two that you own: <br />Galant VR4#3 and the V8 Miata?||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||08-15-2003||05:44 PM||||Wanna race mine at Mid-Ohio in October?<br /><br />I'll rent it to you for the weekend.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||number3||08-15-2003||05:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> Why not race one of the two that you own: <br />Galant VR4#3 and the V8 Miata? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I do.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||number3||08-15-2003||05:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Wanna race mine at Mid-Ohio in October?<br /><br />I'll rent it to you for the weekend. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Deal...<br /><br />only if I am not liable for damage. Mid-Ohio is a very tough course to master.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002678.cgi
A||||17||1312VR4||The new Galant GTS||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||08-02-2003||07:09 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||looks like Mitsu is finally bringing some life back into the Galant.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.modernracer.com/mitsubishigalantgts.html" target="_blank">http://www.modernracer.com/mitsubishigalantgts.html</a><br /><br />Some better pics here<br /><a href="http://www.carword.com/newcars/picture.aspx?ID=749" target="_blank">http://www.carword.com/newcars/picture.aspx?ID=749</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||08-02-2003||07:55 PM||||Man, that thing is friggin ugly! And it's still not 4wd? What the matter with Mitsu these days?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||08-02-2003||07:59 PM||||But atleast it has a 230HP V6 option now.<br /> But yeah it looks like it fell from the ugly tree & then the tree fell on it.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-02-2003||08:16 PM||||Oh, so they finally redesigned the Pontiac Aztek, I see.<br /><br />If I ever hear anyone ever again say that our E39As are ugly, I'm going to smack them.||67.162.75.65||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||08-02-2003||10:55 PM||||whats up with all the noses on these cars now??? The Nissan nose is sticking out with a big emblem, now Mitsu and I saw some new Mercedes with a huge Emblem to! I think it is ugly as hell!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||number3||08-02-2003||11:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> whats up with all the noses on these cars now??? The Nissan nose is sticking out with a big emblem, now Mitsu and I saw some new Mercedes with a huge Emblem to! I think it is ugly as hell! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I feel the same way about the new EVO VIII (is that redundant?)||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||vrpower||08-02-2003||11:19 PM||||Thank you Cadillac CTS!!||68.72.98.5||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||08-03-2003||12:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Oh, so they finally redesigned the Pontiac Aztek, I see.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL! Wow, I thought the front of the EVO looked like an Aztek,but holy shit they got it right this time. <br /><br /> Who the hell is buying crap like this these days? People want SUVs that are more like cars-and now they're making cars that look like SUVs..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br /> What an eyesore.||129.71.115.39||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000008||dmeyers||08-03-2003||12:45 AM||||they're sleeping w/ chrysler a little 2 much, time for a nasty breakup or some more nasty cars||24.89.27.163||reg||1||Derek||00001997||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||08-03-2003||03:20 AM||||Looks like a Cady ran head on into an Intrepid.<br /><br /><br />|ts fugly.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||08-03-2003||05:38 PM||||The Evo is probably the best looking thing in their lineup in the US....Enadeavor- fugly, montero-fugly, outlander-fugly, now this galant-fugly. take that back..It is butt fugly, I thought the new Maxima was kinda out there, but this thing I have no words for...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||TWEAKD4||08-03-2003||06:06 PM||||At least the Montero sport hasn't fuglitized yet.  There just are not many cars out there that I would buy new.  I guess I will just keep my GVR4 until it is an antique.||63.233.205.111||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000012||bazeng||08-03-2003||10:12 PM||||guys<br />check out ralliart.com.au<br /><br />anyways.. they have a magna in australia (developed in australia) with an evo8 drivetrain so its a v6 AWD beast!!.. not turbo'd.. but just imagine.. its around 180kw standard NA.. these things would FLYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY. and they are also 3.5L... nice ay??||144.132.127.204||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000013||gvr4in||08-03-2003||11:01 PM||||Yea I've been checkin out the magna.. I love how the it looks! I guess it's pretty peppy too.<br /><br />  <img src="http://us1.webpublications.com.au/static/images/articles/i14/1459_11lo.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://us1.webpublications.com.au/static/images/articles/i14/1459_3lo.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://us1.webpublications.com.au/static/images/articles/i14/1459_8lo.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000014||bazeng||08-04-2003||08:02 PM||||yeah well my dad owns the magna solara.. its the luxury type..<br /><br />anyways.. its not bad.. for an auto..<br />and fwd..<br /><br />1/4 stock it does in the 16's i believe.. or high 15's..<br /><br />maybe in the future ill convert it to awd and turbo the thing.. wonder how good it'll be....||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000015||DeanCouchey||08-04-2003||08:21 PM||||that loos like a Diamante<br />  <img src="http://carad0.ipixmedia.com/abc/carad/9708798x761467/761467-07282003155249-1_L.JPG" alt=" - " />||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||08-05-2003||02:07 PM||||Mmm..  vaguely Chevy Cavalier.||12.247.128.70||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||gvr4in||08-05-2003||03:42 PM||||Eww I don't think the ralliart magna at the diamante look similar at all. That thing's fugly.||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002679.cgi
A||||10||Hertz||Mitsubishi JDM part numbers?||||4||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||08-02-2003||08:54 PM||rhertz@baits.com||There might be some useful information here... at least the only references to any JDM parts I've seen in awhile.  Some of the numbers are obviously for the particular shop, but some of them are Mitsu numbers.<br /><br />Anyone care to translate?<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity/3354/sigma4.gif" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity/3354/sigma5.gif" alt=" - " />||67.162.75.65||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-02-2003||08:57 PM||||You want this number   <br /><br />MB662193  <br />Dont ask what it is just try to order it.||67.30.162.216||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||08-03-2003||03:19 AM||||Most of that is in simple katakana... once I dig up my nihongo dictionary I should be able to do some translating...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||08-03-2003||10:23 AM||||I use this sometimes, when i'm feeling a little rusty on the skills.<br /><br /><a href="http://members.aol.com/writejapan/katakana/writutor.htm" target="_blank">http://members.aol.com/writejapan/katakana/writutor.htm</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||drew||08-04-2003||10:35 PM||||I can read, but i'm not gonna translate all that. Ask me for something, I'll translate it. <br /><br />Times like this makes me sad I lost my JDM CAPS CDs :-(||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-05-2003||01:57 PM||||Are those AMG parts badges and spark plug well covers?  Does that part number equate to an actual MMC part number?<br /><br />You had a JDM CAPS CD?  And lost it?!  Oh the horror!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I know it has been hashed over and over, but I keep thinking there HAS to be some easy way to get new JDM parts over here.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||08-05-2003||02:18 PM||||Some of that list is aftermarket some of it is OEM seems like a shop catalog or somthing.||65.56.121.164||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||drew||08-05-2003||04:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Are those AMG parts badges and spark plug well covers? <br /><br /><br />Does that part number equate to an actual MMC part number?<br /><br />You had a JDM CAPS CD?  And lost it?!  Oh the horror!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br />I know it has been hashed over and over, but I keep thinking there HAS to be some easy way to get new JDM parts over here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep. Nope. Yep. Actually it did me no good, because you need a Japanese Windows OS to use it. But I finally got around to installing J WinXP... :-\||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||drew||08-05-2003||04:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> Some of that list is aftermarket some of it is OEM seems like a shop catalog or somthing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's sigma speed in Osaka's catalog. Funny thing is that they're like USDM/EDM importers, but they also have other factory parts. I think they deal only (or mainly) with MMC cars||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||StealthRcR||08-07-2003||10:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Are those AMG parts badges and spark plug well covers?  Does that part number equate to an actual MMC part number?<br /><br />You had a JDM CAPS CD?  And lost it?!  Oh the horror!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <br /><br />I know it has been hashed over and over, but I keep thinking there HAS to be some easy way to get new JDM parts over here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can usually get any JDM part # they take 3-4 weeks to get here though. So if anyone has the any of the AMG part #'s Let me know I'll order them.<br /><br />Chris||24.213.14.2||reg||1||StealthRcR||00001963||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||08-07-2003||10:49 PM||||Detroit area here. Welcome to the evergrowing MI VR4 owners circle. <br /><br />Please elaborate on the JDM parts availability.  <br /><br />Later<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by StealthRcR:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Are those AMG parts badges and spark plug well covers?  Does that part number equate to an actual MMC part number?<br /><br />You had a JDM CAPS CD?  And lost it?!  Oh the horror!       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     <br /><br />I know it has been hashed over and over, but I keep thinking there HAS to be some easy way to get new JDM parts over here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can usually get any JDM part # they take 3-4 weeks to get here though. So if anyone has the any of the AMG part #'s Let me know I'll order them.<br /><br />Chris </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/002680.cgi
A||||6||tplesko||Shifting without a shifter||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||08-03-2003||03:19 AM||||Well we went by Kibo's this afternoon to check on the car progress and drop off a part. Then we went swimming and got some food.  On the way to the movie, some silly GTP trys to pull on me (i didn't know we were racing) so I run it through second and shift quick into third. Or so I thought. No third gear or any gear at all.<br /><br />Yep I broke one of the shifter cables. So we tried to fix it for 20 minutes but I didn't want to pull the whole console apart on the highway so I said screw it.  So now I know it is possible to get from my house to the movies and back with only 3rd and 4th gear. To shift I reached under the console and pulled on the shift cable with my hand.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Oh well, I'll fix it tomrrow and get all my gears back.<br /><br />Oh ya...it is *possible* although not recommended to start the car from a dead stop in fifth. Bettcha can't guess how I figured that one out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Plus I was just killing the GTP even though he got a jump on me.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||08-03-2003||12:41 PM||||silly GTPs.<br /><br />on a side note i raced my brothers friend in his 3000GT SL last night. hed been talking crap about how no 4-door would put "buslenghts" on him as i claimed i would. i let up as i shifted into 5th and cant even guess how far back he was (buslenghts sure didnt describe it)||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-03-2003||12:42 PM||||Good thing it broke where it did, then.  I recall reading on here about someone driving around with a pair of vice-grips for awhile...||67.162.75.65||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||08-03-2003||02:12 PM||||Was that someone on here?  I remember one of the magazines (Road & Track, Car & Driver, etc.) was test driving the new Lambo and the shifter broke, and they had to finish the test w/vice grips.||69.59.219.185||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||Arty||08-03-2003||06:53 PM||||Interesting about the Lambo stick breaking. The same thing happened to Paul Stokell's racing Lambo Diablo in the Procar Championship series.<br /><a href="http://www.autospeed.co.nz/cms/article.html?&A=0507" target="_blank">http://www.autospeed.co.nz/cms/article.html?&A=0507</a><br />Must be a weakness in the design.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||08-04-2003||10:47 PM||||here is a picture from the other night.  Shifter is fixed now for the moment.  I think i'm still gonna buy new shift cables.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/noshifter.jpg" alt=" - " />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-05-2003||01:55 PM||||OH!  For some reason I was imagining that you had your hand in from the shift boot.  Now THAT would have really hurt.  Much smarter (hah!) going in through the top.<br /><br />So, uh, is your co-driver shifting for you?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002691.cgi
A||||22||Jon-Lee||How Rare is Grey||||1||||MaximusDestruction||00001112
Z||000000||Jon-Lee||08-04-2003||05:49 PM||totalracer1@aol.com||Hello all. I sold my GVR4 a few weeks ago and wasnt thinking of buying another one untill i sawe number 175 of 1000. It is grey exterior. I have heard tales about a grey but never have seen it. How rare is this color. Anyone know numbers or percents.<br /><br />Thanks||68.69.27.183||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||08-04-2003||06:04 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/count.asp" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/count.asp</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a>  <br /><br />GREAT Pages. A wealth of information about our cars and relavent issues/items.<br /><br />Thanks Ryan,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||08-04-2003||08:43 PM||||Arn't the grey ones like Unicorns?||209.86.142.250||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-04-2003||08:48 PM||||There are more black ones than gray ones, yet everybody and their brother has a black Galant and you almost never see the gray ones.  Strange...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||08-04-2003||08:52 PM||||i only ever see green and white||138.89.70.85||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||drew||08-04-2003||10:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> There are more black ones than gray ones, yet everybody and their brother has a black Galant and you almost never see the gray ones.  Strange... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">uhh... I'm confused... how's that strange?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||08-04-2003||11:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> There are more black ones than gray ones, yet everybody and their brother has a black Galant and you almost never see the gray ones.  Strange... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">uhh... I'm confused... how's that strange? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's strange because I said it backwards.  There are more Gray than Black.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||08-04-2003||11:45 PM||||In IN, and IL, I've only seen one grey one, 6 black ones and 1 green one.  One being mine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Also I belive there was another black one in West Lafayette, but I never saw it.  I just heard about it.  So Indiana might have had 6 or 7 black ones at one time.<br /><br />black ones in Indiana<br />Mine (used to be)<br />One I saw in Indy <br />One I saw in North Vernon<br />One I saw at Target in Lafayette<br />One that a local Lafayette guy had (no longer)<br />One in west lafayette<br />Does a Indystar one own one on this list?  Ken?<br /><br />There are two known black GVR4s in my town now, but I'm moving, so I guess it's down to one.<br /><br />Anyway, I've seen more black then any other color by far.  I wonder why.  Looking at the numbers thats strange.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||08-04-2003||11:51 PM||||i have a gray one in IL and so does Rob(team ducktape) in wisconsin.||67.200.73.186||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||vrpower||08-05-2003||01:10 AM||||Dont quote me on this but Kris or someone else form AMS has a grey one??||63.155.152.7||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000010||Jon-Lee||08-05-2003||01:20 AM||||according to the first link, it shows more grey ones in 92 than black. I find this hard to believe since in all my time of gvr4 searching this is the ONLY grey i have ever seen.||68.69.27.183||reg||1||MaximusDestruction||00001112||yes
Z||000011||Kibo||08-05-2003||04:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>It's strange because I said it backwards.  There are more Gray than Black.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">660 + 210 = 870 &gt;&gt; 226<br /><br />Grey is by far the rarest color, since it was only made in '92.||65.121.121.206||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||08-05-2003||01:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> Thanks Ryan,<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're very welcome.  That count sheet data is off of the actual import manifest, I believe.  (Thanks Dave.)<br /><br />I'm surprised that I haven't received very many additions to the link lists...  I have a bunch myself that I've been too lazy to put on there (mostly vendors).  If anyone has anything to add, let me know.<br /><br />Yes, Kensington Grey is the rarest of all the imported VR-4s, Summit White is the most common.  However the rarest color/MY of all is the Black '92.  (FU Harry!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )<br /><br /><i>Oh wait, scratch that -- there is a report of one Obsidian Black '91 that isn't on the manifest -- but it isn't from a reputable source and isn't backed up with any quantifiable data.</i>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||drew||08-05-2003||04:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> Thanks Ryan,<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're very welcome.  That count sheet data is off of the actual import manifest, I believe.  (Thanks Dave.)<br /><br />I'm surprised that I haven't received very many additions to the link lists...  I have a bunch myself that I've been too lazy to put on there (mostly vendors).  If anyone has anything to add, let me know.<br /><br />Yes, Kensington Grey is the rarest of all the imported VR-4s, Summit White is the most common.  However the rarest color/MY of all is the Black '92.  (FU Harry!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   )<br /><br /><i>Oh wait, scratch that -- there is a report of one Obsidian Black '91 that isn't on the manifest -- but it isn't from a reputable source and isn't backed up with any quantifiable data.</i> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">&lt;-- Black 92 as well. Another reason 92s are better than 91s. On a side note, how many of each came with moonroofs from the factory?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000014||GRV4726||08-05-2003||05:43 PM||||is there a grey gvr4 on this board that is around savana? my girlfriend saw one arround there when she was visiting a college we're both interested in going to.<br /><br />anywho. i have the rarest.. glacier white. yeah its not factory but who cares||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000015||number3||08-05-2003||06:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]<br />Yes, Kensington Grey is the rarest of all the imported VR-4s, Summit White is the most common.  However the rarest color/MY of all is the Black '92.  (FU Harry!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   )<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My car is a black 92?||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||BiggiB42||08-05-2003||06:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> In IN, and IL, I've only seen one grey one, 6 black ones and 1 green one. One being mine  <br /><br />Also I belive there was another black one in West Lafayette, but I never saw it. I just heard about it. So Indiana might have had 6 or 7 black ones at one time.<br /><br />black ones in Indiana<br />Mine (used to be)<br />One I saw in Indy <br />One I saw in North Vernon<br />One I saw at Target in Lafayette<br />One that a local Lafayette guy had (no longer)<br />One in west lafayette<br />Does a Indystar one own one on this list? Ken?<br /><br />There are two known black GVR4s in my town now, but I'm moving, so I guess it's down to one.<br /><br />Anyway, I've seen more black then any other color by far. I wonder why. Looking at the numbers thats strange.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i have a gray one. i live in mishawaka, IN   5 mins from south bend. i heard gray is pretty rare. ive seen only one other <br />VR-4 on the road in California (not counting the shootout)  some kid at the shootout took a picture of my car asking if it was original color and saying how it was rare. i wonder if the vin number tells what color the original paint is for people who paint theres gray. i cant imagine kensington gray being a hard color to replicate.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000017||number3||08-05-2003||06:17 PM||||I think the color code is stamped on the plate in the engine bay.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000018||TWEAKD4||08-05-2003||11:57 PM||||I also have a Kensington Grey GVR4 and I live in Fort Wayne, IN.  They are out there you just don't see them often.<br /><br />Yes Ken W has a black one from Indystars.||63.233.206.82||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000019||DeanCouchey||08-06-2003||10:57 PM||||I saw a gray one in burlington VT, all ripped p and rusted poor poor car!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000020||Tommyquest||08-06-2003||11:23 PM||||Mine is Kensington grey metallic   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.44.40.65||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000021||Tevenor||08-07-2003||11:13 AM||||My #108 is Kensington Grey.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||08-07-2003||12:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]<br />Yes, Kensington Grey is the rarest of all the imported VR-4s, Summit White is the most common.  However the rarest color/MY of all is the Black '92.  (FU Harry!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    )<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My car is a black 92? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know, that was a shot aimed at you in all your rare glory.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002682.cgi
A||||11||Ian M||Now this would suck...||||1||||Ian M||00000361
Z||000000||Ian M||08-03-2003||11:34 AM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||I feel for this guy...Heres a real "fire" bird.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />  <a href="http://drugg.net/bird_roast.htm" target="_blank">http://drugg.net/bird_roast.htm</a>||129.71.114.145||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||08-03-2003||11:49 AM||||Sure the firemen were in a REAL hurry to put out that blaze...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||08-03-2003||02:00 PM||||Jeeeeeez, did that guy just freshly shine the inside of his car with gasoline before that, from the looks it either went in flames really quick, or the firemen were on their lunch break!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||08-03-2003||03:14 PM||||<img src="http://drugg.net/images/p1010401r.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Why even bother????||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||number3||08-03-2003||04:05 PM||||...to try and save the track surface   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||08-03-2003||10:58 PM||||To you SoCal guys,if you race at Barona-its BYOFE (bring your own fire extiguisher)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.86||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||08-03-2003||10:59 PM||||Where'd that happen ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||08-03-2003||11:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> To you SoCal guys,if you race at Barona-its BYOFE (bring your own fire extiguisher)    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My friend's were just at barona the other night, And I possibly might go this or next wednesday.. Was it at barona?||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||Ian M||08-03-2003||11:26 PM||||Yeah,it actually happened at Barona in June. I just saw the post about it on another board. <br /><br />Apparently,they told the driver that there was nothing they could do,and they were going to have to let it burn...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <br /><br /> Here's a link to the California racing Grapevine where I saw it.   <a href="http://members4.boardhost.com/crg/msg/5304.html" target="_blank">http://members4.boardhost.com/crg/msg/5304.html</a>||129.71.114.86||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||08-04-2003||12:32 PM||||Anybody get the ET on that fire truck?  Looks like it ran about a 5:20.30||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||Vr4in'||08-04-2003||01:17 PM||||Atleast the rear weld wheels are still good,and the roll bar....<br /><br />Must realy suck though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000011||Pappy||08-04-2003||01:55 PM||||And he won't get a dime from the insurance for that either.  Complete loss.  Ouch.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes



ubb/Forum3/002683.cgi
A||||0||turboflanagan||evo III exhast mani p/n?||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||08-03-2003||03:37 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Does anybody have a part number for the evoIII exhaust mani?||207.69.69.214||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum3/002684.cgi
A||||12||a_santos||My engine is gone! ||||9||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||08-03-2003||03:54 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Ok, yesterday I was all excited b/c I was going to put my new clutch in. I am driving to my buddy's garage, more like a DSM shop, b/c he has all of the tools plus tons of spare parts etc. I get stuck in some traffic, and as soon as it clears I punch it in second, take it thru third, and some of forth. I was just cruising in fith and this guy puls behind me in his 911 non turbo, so I thought I would give him a taste. I floor it fifth, full boost right away and I take it to about 4500rpm and the engine sounds like it is hasitating and missing, I see some minor smoke puffs and I let off. I kept on going to my buddy's house and do my clutch. I swap plugs, injector from the bad cylinder and wires. Still no luck. Today I did a comp test and it could not hold any compression at all. So either it is bad rings or bad valves. Either way it means a new engine or a new head. <br /><br />I was contemplating a JDM engine. You can make half of your money back from selling the extra stuff that comes with them. Or just bild a long block, stock rebuild. <br /><br />I was running 14psi on a small 16g with a much bigger FMIC than stock, so it is odd that one cylinder only would let go like that. <br /><br />Oh well, any advice would be apreciated.<br /><br />Later, <br /><br />352/2000 is hurt right know, but it will be boosting again soon. It was still pretty fast with only 3 cylinders, full boost just like normal. <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||9||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||08-03-2003||03:59 PM||||Sorry to hear that man. I'm pretty close, my engine probably won't last through the winter. Hope things go well with your rebuild/swap/whatever you plan on doing. Let me know how it goes, I'd be willing to help out a bit if you need an extra person around to do some odds and ends (and i'm no Mofugas, but i can change an exhaust manifold okay!)||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||08-03-2003||05:38 PM||||Do a leak down test and find out exactly where your compression is going before making plans to drop money on an engine when you may just need OVERSIZED VALVES!! WOOHOO!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.86.142.1||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||08-04-2003||12:26 AM||||The exact same thing happened to me once. I was all convinced by my mechanic friends that I had magically blown a hole in a piston. Come to find out when I pulled the head, both ex valves in #1 were missing tiny chunks, like the heat had just fractured the valve faces. I ended up swapping on a spare head, but I could have just replaced those two valves and been done with it. Good luck!||64.136.26.45||reg||11||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||08-04-2003||09:52 PM||||The bottom end on these engines is pretty stout. I agree that it's more likely to be a problem with the head.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||08-05-2003||07:18 PM||||OK,<br /><br />I have decided that I will be droping in a rebuilt head. I found a place that rebuilds them for $300.<br /><br />What else do I need for a head swap? Gasket is obvious, but do I also need new headbolts?||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||drew||08-05-2003||07:33 PM||||You don't *need* to get new head bolts, but most people would recommend it. <br /><br />Now would also be a good time to switch to the new style lifters, or put in cams, or cam gears or eliminate your balance shaft or go to a 90 TEL oil cooler, or cyclone manifold or port your manifold etc etc. <br /><br />The only thing you would need would be gaskets and coolant, and maybe some oil.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||08-05-2003||07:57 PM||||I would grab some ARP head studs while you're swapping heads. I did it and have more confidence in my engine.||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||08-05-2003||10:20 PM||||Timing belt...||68.76.183.204||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||08-06-2003||06:50 AM||||I have all of the timing belt belts, just need the tensioners.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||a_santos||08-13-2003||07:51 PM||||Ok, finally found out what was wrong. Before I took the head off, I had come to the conclusion that an exhaust valve was busted because the car was still boosting like normal, and the only way that it could do this was if the same amount of gases were going into the turbo. So if an exhaust valve was busted and not sealing, the gases would still end up in the turbo. <br /><br />And it was indeed a busted exhaust valve. The second combustion chamber left to righ looking at the engine from the front of the car. A nice size chunk was gone, and it scored the cylinder wall a bit. I will do a backyard hone on that cylinder to get rid of the marks. I will also install new rings while i'm at it. <br /><br />My head is on it's way to Forrester Racing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I still don't know why this happened. My theories are as follows:<br /><br />1.There was a momentary clog in the fuel injector which caused a massive detonation and broke the valve.<br /><br />2. The head had been apart before and it is possible that the vavles were cheap aftermaket ones and just could not hold the heat. <br /><br />All the other valves were in good shape and did not look damaged. <br /><br />If anyone else has any ideas as to what may have caused this failure, please post.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||08-13-2003||10:10 PM||||You need to get it port matched and buy my forrester intake as well   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||a_santos||08-13-2003||11:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> You need to get it port matched and buy my forrester intake as well    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sure thing KC. I'll take all of the parts you have  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Ok not really. Just kidding||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/002685.cgi
A||||6||number3||Google search||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||08-03-2003||05:10 PM||||Look at what I found doing a seach of "ThreeSpeed" in google.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.supercars.net/garages/PenneyWise/35v2.html" target="_blank">http://www.supercars.net/garages/PenneyWise/35v2.html</a><br /><br />The search actually brings up some neat stuff for such and odd word. Even a pretty good heavy metal band.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-03-2003||05:18 PM||||Cool.<br /><br /><br />Anyone ever search for their user name or real name on Google ? What did ya find. I did with my user name and found some of my posts from NABR, but none from here. I guess the googlebot doesnt look here very often.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-04-2003||12:37 PM||||Google (or any other) SE can't get in here, no account.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||08-04-2003||01:56 PM||||I just find auto-x results when I google myself....<br />google myself? forget I said that.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||08-04-2003||03:32 PM||||if you google your phone number you can get an area map and you can get a satelite photo also!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||number3||08-04-2003||05:27 PM||||I am curious how my car and info on Supercars.net go there.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-05-2003||02:12 PM||||Your reputation precedes you.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002686.cgi
A||||8||slvrblt||Withdrawls||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||08-03-2003||06:04 PM||||How often does everyone get under their hoods ? I feel weird if I dont get under there at least twice a week and its usually more than that. I guess I just like to see if anything is wrong and like to tinker with the realys and such.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||08-03-2003||06:38 PM||||My motor is addicted to oil, so I'm usually checking it several times a week... usually put the car on a lift once a week and check the undercariage too...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-03-2003||08:16 PM||||Im under there at least 2 times a day. I burn no oil, or lose any type of fluid for that matter. Im just always doing things, whether its maintenance, mods or just 'blingin' it up.<br /><br />I just got home from work, And right now Im goin to put in a SS clutch line, SS oil line and a non-cruise control throttle cable (All from RRE    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   )<br /><br />Edit: Forgot to add I pop it another 2 times a day for the innocent people that feel its wrath! They go, "WTF IS IN THAT THING!?!?"||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-04-2003||12:36 PM||||I recently swapped out some power window switches...  I took out the ones that had the icon smudged off and replaced them with newer-looking ones.<br /><br />I know, I'm a freak.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||08-04-2003||02:53 PM||||Latly I am under the hood more then I would like to be.<br /><br />I always check the oil though.  I don't even have a oil burning problem, but I think it is habbit from owning my old Talon.  That thing drank about half a quart a week.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||08-04-2003||07:35 PM||||how much did rre charge you for a the non cruise throttle  cable?<br /><br />thanks. and my hood is always open  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  soon it will no longer be on there. i'm going comando  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||08-05-2003||02:26 AM||||Does anyone make a clear hood for our cars ? Just out of curiosity that is.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||08-05-2003||05:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> how much did rre charge you for a the non cruise throttle  cable?<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I believe it was $25. I was there til 2:30am the other night.. Those guys rock!||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||08-05-2003||05:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Does anyone make a clear hood for our cars ? Just out of curiosity that is. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I really don't think so. I only thought they made those for hondas and such. Im sure you could get one made, but I don't think It'd be worth the money.||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/004442.cgi
A||||9||anomalyva||Why did you remove cruise?||||1||||anomalyva||00003197
Z||000000||anomalyva||02-06-2004||04:30 PM||requiemofanomaly@speedpost.net||I drive to my girls house, 90 miles each way, atleast once a week, and I tended to use cruise a lot on my old car.  What are the benefits of taking it out, sans weight?||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-06-2004||04:39 PM||||Apparently throttle response is greatly improved, but I can't personally vouch for that.  Another reason people like to remove it is it allows a strut tower bar to be placed in the "proper" position, although many people just flip the feet around and use an extra bolt to mount both a bar and the cruise control.<br /><br />One thing that concerns me is mileage.  At least in our Mazda, the cruise control gives you 2-5 additional mpg over the ol' right foot.  Anyone noticed a drop in mpg since switching to non cruise?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-06-2004||05:07 PM||||oh, yeah, the throttle response is very nice.  a LOT less pressure, and much smoother.  definetly worth it.||64.240.175.81||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||02-06-2004||05:23 PM||||I want to remove mine, mine sucks. It will go just under the mph I have it set at and it will try to make up for it, but the boost builds too quick and it goes over the mph... back and forth back and forth... it's not smooth at all, it will haul ass then let off, haul ass then let off.....||68.74.200.106||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||RayH||02-06-2004||05:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> ... back and forth back and forth... it's not smooth at all, it will haul ass then let off, haul ass then let off..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmm... Sounds like normal driving without cruise.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000005||TheJackalGT||02-06-2004||05:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> I want to remove mine, mine sucks. It will go just under the mph I have it set at and it will try to make up for it, but the boost builds too quick and it goes over the mph... back and forth back and forth... it's not smooth at all, it will haul ass then let off, haul ass then let off..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol, sorry was was funny as hell to read||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-06-2004||07:36 PM||||I've tried fixing my cruise a number of times... it's "better" but it is stomach churning after about 5 minutes.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||BarnesMobile||02-07-2004||01:14 AM||||I'm about ready to remove mine. I'm weighing the effort of attempting to fix the cruise, or just give up and remove it, but live without it. I'd rather have a stomach churning ride than a crapping leg muscle, but thats just me.||66.189.195.216||reg||1||BarnesMobile||00000827||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||02-07-2004||01:16 AM||||I didn't notice this throttle response difference from removing the cruise.  Hell I didn't even notice that much of a difference with an aluminum flywheel.<br /><br />But when you drive a stock one it sure feels different.  Weird.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||02-07-2004||01:18 AM||||The mitsubishi cruise control is electronically controlled causing a little worse throttle response because it has to relay the info to the ecu. And plus mitsu cruise sucks ass. You set it, if you can figure out how I think I was able to set mine 2x but then again I think I tried 3 or 4 times so it's not that bad. Well going up a hill it will run about 9 psi of boost then let off compression brake give it 9 psi let up and repeat till you can't stand it anymore. That may work in a stock gvr4 but mine was running high 13's at the time and would make for an uncomfortable ride. Anyway even in other cars I forget that cruise even exists.||65.177.240.145||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/002688.cgi
A||||5||josh91vr4||Neat Tire Size Page||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||08-03-2003||08:45 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||<a href="http://gs.tolan-hoechst.com/tirecalc.htm" target="_blank">http://gs.tolan-hoechst.com/tirecalc.htm</a><br />Very neat. Put in the right #s for your Transmission from the VFAQ page and you can see your engine RPM for any given speed.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-04-2003||12:34 PM||||Here's the  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/maxspeed.htm" target="_blank">numbers already filled in</a>.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-04-2003||05:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Here's the  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/maxspeed.htm" target="_blank">numbers already filled in</a>.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think there is a problem with that page. Nothing shows up for me.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-05-2003||02:11 PM||||Ah, requires Internet Explorer and probably a minimum version.. 5.5 or such I'd guess and Microsoft Excel.  Sorry.<br /><br />Try the <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/maxspeed.xls" target="_blank">Excel version</a>..||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||08-05-2003||07:16 PM||||So ti works for other people ? I am using Win2k (updated) and IE 6 and I even have Office XP. I am always out to learn something new, so please explain why that page wont work for me ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-07-2003||01:30 PM||||I would imagine it requires some ActiveX controls or something.  Perhaps your security is nice and tight.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   (Tools -&gt; Internet Options -&gt; Security Tab -&gt; Custom Level)||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002689.cgi
A||||4||josh91vr4||My Timing Belt||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||08-03-2003||09:38 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||For sale: 1 Timing belt. Used. Good Shape? See pic.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=965" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=965&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Yeah, this is still on my car. I'm scared. I'll probably drive My "other" car (the hoopty) until i get it fixed (hopefully soon) but sheesh, i'm looking at an engine rebuild, you guys think this will hold? No clue how old it is....||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-03-2003||09:50 PM||||shit man I wouldn't drive it||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||08-03-2003||10:05 PM||||I wouldn't even turn the key on to listen to the radio.  Maybe to close the sunroof, but certainly wouldn't even crank it.||207.69.64.184||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-03-2003||10:08 PM||||Think about it.. Is it really worth the risk of bending half your valves to drive down to the store? When you could just wait a few weeks and drive the 'hoopty' around? That shits scary!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.169.157.38||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||08-04-2003||12:01 AM||||wow dont drive it. <br /><br />have you ever taken off the oil pan before....to me it looks like the wrong screws were put back in the front case to remount the oil pan. the longer screws end up rubbing against the timing belt to cause a gouge like the one you have running along the belt. either that or a stone penetrated under the lower timing cover somehow. anyways change it asap. its not as hard as you think.||65.227.217.107||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002690.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||Got my 2g manifold today...||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||08-04-2003||01:37 AM||nohad43@aol.com||i just got a 2g manifold today..im gonna get it ported out hopefully tomm,I was wondering if there was any lows on getting it ported out too much,and other than helping the turbo spool up faster..what else does it do?thanks a lot guys..<br /><br />Robby||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing GVR4||08-04-2003||06:15 AM||||however much you port, make sure it match's to the turbo + gasket. I wouldnt recomend anything bigger than 7cm. =)||66.75.46.181||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-04-2003||10:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> i just got a 2g manifold today..im gonna get it ported out hopefully tomm,I was wondering if there was any lows on getting it ported out too much,and other than helping the turbo spool up faster..what else does it do?thanks a lot guys..<br /><br />Robby </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">IMHO the 2G manifold doesn't produce a truly noticeable increase.  It's one of those "I think it's faster..." mods, not to mention it's a PITA the first time you do it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||DuckButterRacing GVR4||08-04-2003||04:33 PM||||basically, its just not cracked =)||66.75.46.181||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||08-04-2003||04:48 PM||||Are you going to port your wastgate flow?  You will be increasing the flow of exhaust before the turbo.  Now is a good time to take care of that while you are porting away on the manny.  <br /><br />I never thought it was a silly upgrade.<br /><br /><a href="http://vfaq.com/mods/exhman.html" target="_blank">http://vfaq.com/mods/exhman.html</a>||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002692.cgi
A||||17||TAMBLERAMBLE||Search with no luck||||1||||Tambleramble||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-04-2003||07:11 PM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||Can someone please help me in loading pics on here. I have searched and to no avail. How do I post links and pics? Thanks, Brian||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000001||number3||08-04-2003||07:18 PM||||HOW TO POST A PICTURE ON GALANTVR4.ORG<br /><br /><br />Start here:<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi</a>  <br /><br />Click on Tech questions to go here:<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=forum;f=2" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=forum;f=2</a>  <br /><br />Click READ ME FIRST to go here:<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712</a>  <br /><br />Then Click:  Free Image Hosting for GalantVR4.org members     to go here:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001665" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001665</a><br /><br />Read first post:<br /><br />Hint... click this part:  Free Image hosting for GalantVR4.org members<br /><br />There you go the reat you should be able to figure out.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-04-2003||07:31 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=969" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=969&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Thank you I guess trial and error and beating my head against the wall work best. Check out this pic, I bet hardly anyone saw their odometer when it read this low  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-04-2003||07:35 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=972" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=972&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />No, but try and beat this low number  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=973" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=973&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-04-2003||07:39 PM||||Nice, that is definately the lowest I have ever seen. What color is yours?||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||08-04-2003||08:08 PM||||A Chevy variant of obsidian black I think.||209.86.142.250||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||08-04-2003||08:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A Chevy variant of obsidian black I think.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL, nice one!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||08-04-2003||08:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Nice, that is definately the lowest I have ever seen. What color is yours </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  YOu have never seen #3, and dont know the ledgend of 3Speed||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-04-2003||08:27 PM||||That is the lowest number I have heard on this site. I might be selling mine beacause I am looking in to buying a house and the money would help with the downpayment situation. You guys know anyone who might be interested? I had an offer of 4050$ It is all stock loooow miles.||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||08-04-2003||08:37 PM||||Mmm... I'd love to buy it.  I just rolled over 120k miles.  Could you get some high resolution pictures of all parts of the car including the underbody?  Depending on the amount of rust I would actually consider buying yours, swapping over my few mods, and then selling my '92.  Let me know.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||08-04-2003||09:59 PM||||i think mine is cooler cause its going to roll over 200,000 this month  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.70.85||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-04-2003||10:01 PM||||Wow, you must take good care of her. Interested in one that has 67,600?||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000012||curtis||08-04-2003||10:10 PM||||check this out <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=976" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=976&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.25.37.204||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000013||curtis||08-04-2003||10:14 PM||||Maybe one day I can get in the lab and cnc cut a bunch of dash emblems and have number 1 for me and number 2 for all of you except number three  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Just kidding 3||67.25.37.204||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000014||meshwork||08-04-2003||10:49 PM||||I got mine with 63K, and it has 71 on it now.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000015||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-04-2003||10:52 PM||||Did you guys travel far for yours?||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000016||drew||08-04-2003||10:56 PM||||I guess I'll jump into the fray of things.... <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=979&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />and a teaser pic:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=980" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=980&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I'm thinking of selling her for 10k FIRM. Let me know if you're seriously interested, i'll send you more info. I know I want a lot, but the car comes with a lot. I don't drive it, and I want to go to grad school next year.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000017||gvr4in||08-05-2003||04:58 AM||||10k huh? It does have low miles, but what does it have done to it? PM me if necessary..<br /><br />Funny how this turned into a "Do you want to buy my car for this much" thread.||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002693.cgi
A||||7||agrabau||More Bimmubishi pics online ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-04-2003||09:43 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://www.dentsport.com/e30web2/" target="_blank">http://www.dentsport.com/e30web2/</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||08-05-2003||12:32 AM||||Nice Alex!  What's next on the project?  When do you get to post a video of a disgusting donut or powerslide?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.12.78||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-05-2003||04:54 AM||||Looks great, Keep up the good work!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||talontsi||08-05-2003||06:21 AM||||Very cool project!<br />What tranny are you using? Mitsubishi truck or W58 toyota?<br /><br />Also why didn't you turn the turbo around? Did you have motor mount clearnace problems?<br /><br />I was working on a 4g63t starlet but sold it to get a GVR4 which is now sold.<br /><br />Again nice work!||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||08-05-2003||06:36 AM||||Thanks a lot guys! Everything takes so long. I hope in 2 weeks that I can put a nice long japan-style drift video up on the internet. This rain's killing me. <br /><br />I can't turn the turbo cause it'll hit the alternator. too bad. Maybe someday I'll make a custom mani with a T3/4. <br /><br />Next week, wiring. I have to finish the tranny mounts today.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Louters91GVR4||08-05-2003||09:56 AM||||Man, you are doing an awesome job on that car. I can't wait to see that thing in action, it will be very dope.<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||08-05-2003||10:19 AM||||Thanks a lot for the good words guys. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||udriveu||08-05-2003||11:10 AM||||damn dude, i wish i had your patience. nice work!||149.152.207.253||reg||14||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum3/002694.cgi
A||||2||agrabau||You guys 'll like these pics ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-04-2003||10:27 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Some of you have seen a few but I just got them online. They're from IRSI, international ice racing. The cars are AWD turbo, no restrictors and full WRC spec in some cases. Techs told us that they expected upwards of 600hp. We go every year with press passes for photography so we get nice and close in the pits. <br /><br />Enjoy! <a href="http://www.dentsport.com/irsi2002/" target="_blank">http://www.dentsport.com/irsi2002/</a><br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||08-05-2003||01:29 AM||||very cool. i like nearly all of those pics. gotta love the action rally shots.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-05-2003||06:40 AM||||That Yaris was the hottest car there. AWD, Corolla turbo TTE WRC engine and it was the size of a suzuki Swift. I wish they came here to the states.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/002695.cgi
A||||37||gvr4ever||Kick a$$ sub.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||08-04-2003||11:09 PM||||Okay, I've had this for a few months, but I just threw some DMX on.<br /><br />If you want a sub, get a Velodyne.  I suggest the 10" 150 watt.  If you go bigger, you will just shake everything.<br /><br />All they make is subwoofers.  Well this is about as off subject as you can get, but I'm sure there are some audio fans along with this car club  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Compare to Infinity, MTX, Polk.  They don't even come close and they  sure as hell can't touch it.  Tight ass bass and big sound.  You can't beat that for $400.  I payed $100 for a 5 year dumb ass waranty.  Even my old Infinity sub was repaired 3 times under waranty and it was never abused.  The case just kept on leaking.<br /><br />O well this thing rocks.  Great for music and movies.  Not just ghetto rap either.  I listen to classical and even that sounds better then ever.  <br /><br />Useless rant over:<br /><br />end of line||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-04-2003||11:13 PM||||You don't happen to have any old 12's sitting around that you want to get rid of cheap do you?  Right now I have 2 Competition Kicker 12's that are like 7 years old.  I ripped the surround on one and the other is blown.  Sounds like shit.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||08-04-2003||11:17 PM||||Nope.  I'm more in to home theater sound and music.  The only car sub I have came with the car.  I rather enjoy it though.  When I finish my power mods (NEVER) I'll get a powered infinity sub for my GVR4 trunk.  Along with a better security system.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||08-04-2003||11:54 PM||||velodyne has been making great subs for years. i used to sell these things for quite a while. actually i owned the 15" sub two years ago. such deep clean bass that was so low that you could feel it more than you were able to hear it. i sold that one off to house my infinity intermezzo sub now. <br /><br />what type of  home audio equipment do you currently have?||67.200.73.186||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||08-05-2003||12:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> velodyne has been making great subs for years. i used to sell these things for quite a while. actually i owned the 15" sub two years ago. such deep clean bass that was so low that you could feel it more than you were able to hear it. i sold that one off to house my infinity intermezzo sub now. <br /><br />what type of  home audio equipment do you currently have? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a the Infinity SM series speakers.  I forget the numbers (too lazy to look), but the fronts are 3 way with a 8" sub and the center is the SM large center speakers from the late 90s.  The rears are 2 way with a 6".  The Amp is a Yamaha RX-V592.  I got the stuff when Dolby Digital was not avaliable at wally world, so it doesn't to DTS or anything, but I'm still very happy with it.  I had a 8" powered infinity sub working with this stuff, but it was never enough, so I got the Velodyne and I love it.  So I moved the older sub to the upstairs stereo stuff.  Older stereo Onkyo amp with bookshelf polk audio speakers.  Basicly my orignial stuff.  It still works great for living space, but you just have to have 5.1 for movies   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Whatz you running?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||starwrist||08-05-2003||01:49 AM||||Personally I dig my 12' Alpine Type-R. I'm running 350-watts right not, but the amp is crappy. I'm going to invest in a nice ass 500-watt amp soon. <br /><br />But the good thing is that I mounting the amp to the box and can unconnect the cables in like 30 seconds, so it's easily removable for the track.<br /><br />But I'm selling my car, so no more track...but the sub's coming with me.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||08-05-2003||02:18 AM||||Hmm...150 watts ? I am running an amp rated at 2000, but I doubt it pushed more than 1000. My last amp (still sitting around) was an Alpine V12 800watt. My sub is an Infinity (max 1,224 watts). It sounds very nice. With my Kenwood KDC-X615 deck it is very easy to adjust the bass to suit the highs and mids. I love this setup, but I will soon be getting a JL Audio W7 or a W6 depending on prices and availability. Those JL subs are some of the absolute best on the market right now.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||08-05-2003||03:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm more in to home theater sound and music. The only car sub I have came with the car. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think gvr4ever is referring to home theater subwoofer, not car audio.  You can get away with a lot less sub in a home theater because of acoustics.<br /><br />Harry, could you chime in on what's good for home theater subs?||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||08-05-2003||03:52 AM||||At the current moment i have a Harman Kardon AVR8000 receiver and dyn audio fronts and center. Im also using infinitys alpha dipole rear speakers. The dyn fronts are off an old HK amp as well and using a new Kenwood DVD unit. Infinty intermezzo 12" sub. Straight wire cables. All on the Hitachi TV. If it werent for massive discounts from my old job at cicuit city and hookups from buddies at tweeter and columbia audio, there would be no way id be able to afford this stuff at retial price. <br /><br />But i think Harry may have a real nice entertainment system in his house as well since this is his career.||65.227.204.184||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||08-05-2003||03:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Hmm...150 watts ? I am running an amp rated at 2000, but I doubt it pushed more than 1000. My last amp (still sitting around) was an Alpine V12 800watt. My sub is an Infinity (max 1,224 watts). It sounds very nice. With my Kenwood KDC-X615 deck it is very easy to adjust the bass to suit the highs and mids. I love this setup, but I will soon be getting a JL Audio W7 or a W6 depending on prices and availability. Those JL subs are some of the absolute best on the market right now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i agree the jl subs are extremely loud and are not too bad. But if it were me, I would stay with the Infinity any day. So much more clean than the JL. It sounds like you have the Kappa perfect right?||65.227.204.184||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||08-05-2003||04:50 AM||||I had 2 12" JL W6's in custom boxes and an alpine v12 1000watt amp in my crx.. I personally loved the quality it put out along with 4 kenwood 6x9's.<br /><br />The quality of JL's IMO is one of a kind.||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||number3||08-05-2003||08:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm more in to home theater sound and music. The only car sub I have came with the car. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think gvr4ever is referring to home theater subwoofer, not car audio.  You can get away with a lot less sub in a home theater because of acoustics.<br /><br />Harry, could you chime in on what's good for home theater subs? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Velodyne DD series  <a href="http://www.velodyne.com/" target="_blank">http://www.velodyne.com/</a><br />B&W AWS 800  <a href="http://www.bwspeakers.com/index.cfm/fuseaction/products.ranges/Label/Range%20Sub%20woofer%20Series" target="_blank">http://www.bwspeakers.com/index.cfm/fuseaction/products.ranges/Label/Range%20Sub%20woofer%20Series</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.hifihousegroup.com" target="_blank">www.hifihousegroup.com</a>  Tell me what you think of the site. Be honest.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||msaskin||08-05-2003||09:36 AM||||the site looks pretty damn good harry.  I'd suggest on the main page making the titles for each section (i.e.; "hifi house", "avsg", etc.) a bit smaller, but other than, looking good.<br /><br />can you create any GVR hookups on the products you sell?  I'm looking to eventually finish off my stereo setup (just have my reciever and B&W fronts at the moment), hoping to finish off with mostly B&W all around eventually  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000013||miturra||08-05-2003||10:18 AM||||If your talking home theater sub's try this.<br /><a href="http://www.svsubwoofers.com/" target="_blank">http://www.svsubwoofers.com/</a>||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000014||markrieb||08-05-2003||10:20 AM||||I'll vouch for some pretty smoking deals from Harry.<br /><br />I've bought nearly two complete Home Theater systems from him.  Both with Pioneer Elite THX certified receivers, one with a Velodyne sub and NHT's the other with B&W.  The system with the B&W's needs surround speakers and a better sub, but I'm working on that...<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000015||VTGVR4||08-05-2003||12:56 PM||||flash is finally catching on...  used to be if there was any flash at all on a page, it was automatically deemed third rate.<br /><br />anyway, im'm wondering if anyone has ever played with one of those bob carver sunfire subs? they are sometimes available on ebay for 1/4 what they used to cost, retail-wise.<br /><br />when i saw harry's setup (home theater) i'd swear the house was built up around it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000016||number3||08-05-2003||01:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong> <br /><br />can you create any GVR hookups on the products you sell?  I'm looking to eventually finish off my stereo setup (just have my reciever and B&W fronts at the moment), hoping to finish off with mostly B&W all around eventually   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />~matt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes of course. All I ask is that you are ready to buy. I know this sounds bad, but I am very busy and my price will be good. I will help with recommendations of course just don't ask qustions for the sake of asking questions.  I am a lover of B&W, in fact due to my service to them for 12 years they are flying me to England to check out the factory. I own 803 and I even have a pair of B&W in my garage.<br /><br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||miturra||08-05-2003||01:32 PM||||Although B&W Speakers are very good. There are others that outperform them.<br /><a href="http://industryclick.com/magazinearticle.asp?releaseid=6742&magazinearticleid=111369&siteid=15" target="_blank">http://industryclick.com/magazinearticle.asp?releaseid=6742&magazinearticleid=111369&siteid=15</a>||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000018||msaskin||08-05-2003||01:39 PM||||harry,<br /><br />understand exactly what you mean (about being busy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> ).  I'll probably be looking to buy in the next month or so (depending on a few business ventures), so i'll certainly let you know.  Even if the price is full retail (as every shop around here charges), it's still worth it to me to buy from someone "closer" to me (if only through the internet) than the random sales guy.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000019||number3||08-05-2003||04:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hondo:<br /><strong> Although B&W Speakers are very good. There are others that outperform them.<br />   <a href="http://industryclick.com/magazinearticle.asp?releaseid=6742&magazinearticleid=111369&siteid=15" target="_blank">http://industryclick.com/magazinearticle.asp?releaseid=6742&magazinearticleid=111369&siteid=15</a>   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ERRRRRRR WRONG!<br /><br />Try again.  <br /><br />Yes, there are other great speakers in the industry of course but none have the record that B&W has period. We are even a Meridian dealer (  <a href="http://www.meridian-audio.com/p_d8k.htm" target="_blank">http://www.meridian-audio.com/p_d8k.htm</a>  )and I still can say that with full confidence. From $200-60,000.00+ they have you covered.<br /><br />Lets not turn this into a argument. They asked me for MY opinion.<br /><br />Thanks.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||number3||08-05-2003||04:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong> harry,<br /><br />understand exactly what you mean (about being busy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ).  I'll probably be looking to buy in the next month or so (depending on a few business ventures), so i'll certainly let you know.  Even if the price is full retail (as every shop around here charges), it's still worth it to me to buy from someone "closer" to me (if only through the internet) than the random sales guy.<br /><br />~matt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hblanchard@hifihousegroup.com to contact me about A/V stuff.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000021||slvrblt||08-05-2003||07:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Hmm...150 watts ? I am running an amp rated at 2000, but I doubt it pushed more than 1000. My last amp (still sitting around) was an Alpine V12 800watt. My sub is an Infinity (max 1,224 watts). It sounds very nice. With my Kenwood KDC-X615 deck it is very easy to adjust the bass to suit the highs and mids. I love this setup, but I will soon be getting a JL Audio W7 or a W6 depending on prices and availability. Those JL subs are some of the absolute best on the market right now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i agree the jl subs are extremely loud and are not too bad. But if it were me, I would stay with the Infinity any day. So much more clean than the JL. It sounds like you have the Kappa perfect right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually I dont have the Kappa. It is a Reference that I got at Best Buy for about $115 or so 2 years ago. It sounds great and hits nice deep bass, enough to remove my radar from the front window. I have Kappas all around in the car though and I will soon upgrade the sub to 2 12" either Kappas or JLs. But I wont be doing this until I get a full exhaust.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000022||Arty||08-05-2003||07:56 PM||||The best subs are from Australia. <a href="http://www.whise.com.au" target="_blank">www.whise.com.au</a><br />the design is based on a significant extension of the revolutionary work of Neville Thiele, you may have heard of the Thiele-Small parameters for bass speaker enclosure design. <br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000023||miturra||08-06-2003||10:19 AM||||Here's some graphs from sound and vision for some speaker manufacturer's.<br /><a href="http://www.geocities.com/p_iturra/Misc_HT_Speakers.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/p_iturra/Misc_HT_Speakers.html</a><br />The bottom line is what you like hearing, and at what cost.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000024||gvr4ever||08-06-2003||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hondo:<br /><strong> Here's some graphs from sound and vision for some speaker manufacturer's.<br /> <a href="http://www.geocities.com/p_iturra/Misc_HT_Speakers.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/p_iturra/Misc_HT_Speakers.html</a> <br />The bottom line is what you like hearing, and at what cost. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, the bottom line is what you like hearing and at what cost.<br /><br />My personal favorite sounding speaker is Paradigm (sp?).  In the late 90s I went with the Infinity SM speakers because they were louder and had more bass.  I was building at the time a surround theater for my VHS.  HA HA HA.  Good thing I got a amp that could do 5.1  Anyway, Paradigm have made great improvments in the low end (cause they used to break up) and are great speakers.<br /><br />I don't know if they still are, but they were the best sounding speaker in it's class for the price they cost.  By a long shot too.<br /><br />Going by the link you posted.  Are Bose over priced?  YES!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    At one time they might have been ahead of the game, but now days, they don't have anything that blows me away.  They have some good sounding stuff, but I think they are all short on the low end.  I Iz anti Bose.  Might as well use a 1000 dollar bill to light your cigar if your going to by a Bose system.<br /><br />If anyone wants to get in the game for a low cost, I did months of looking for my folks cause they didn't want to spend alot of cash.  I was starting to give up.  Cause it's damn near impossible to get a decent home theater in a box system.  They all sound like tin cans.  Anyway, Onkyo released something great.  A cheap ass, very decent sounding system.  You basicly get a 3 series BMW, but you pay for a Ford.  <br /><br />The starter Onkyo 5.1 system available at Circuit City.  It goes for $500 and you just can't beat that for what you get.  Why they don't sell this system for close to a grand is beyond me.  I saw a open box one for $350 too.  That includes the 5.1 amp, powered sub, and front, rear, and center speaker.  It includes speaker wire too, but I replaced all that crap  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />If I didn't have anything, I'd go get one. <br /><br />btw, my parents $500 Onkyo system sounds better then my father n' laws Bose life style system  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   It's a older one, but I think they still go for $1200||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000025||number3||08-06-2003||06:19 PM||||I sell Paradigm as well.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000026||bob in chicago||08-06-2003||07:47 PM||||I'm very happy with my active Sunfire subwoofer at home.  It's a $1200 19" cube with 1500 watt amp inside! Coming in below 40hertz, it mates nicely with my ProAc $uper Tablette $ignatures. <br /><br />I assembled this $ystem before I started dumping $$ into the GVR4.||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000027||Arty||08-07-2003||12:06 AM||||The ProAC Extended Bass Tablets were the first speakers I ever bought, way better imaging than anything else in the price range at the time.<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000028||number3||08-07-2003||11:17 AM||||Your south of the equator... everyting is backwards down there...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||markrieb||08-08-2003||10:08 AM||||If I had the $$$$ (and the room...) my two favorite speakers would either be M&K or Klipsch.<br /><br />I would love to have room big enough to use a set of Cornerhorns.<br /><br />Just to date myself a bit, a friend and I used to do dances and stuff with 4 cornerhorns and a couple of Phase Linear amps and pre-amps.  Thank you Dr.'s Carver and Klipsch.  I wish we would have kept all of that stuff, but it took two full sized pickups to haul all of our gear.<br /><br />We could knock you out of a standard school gym on sound pressure and it was still clear and clean.  The only problem we had was popping circuit breakers...<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000030||number3||08-08-2003||11:01 AM||||HUH? WHAT DID YOU SAY!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000031||miturra||08-08-2003||11:02 AM||||My brothers father-in-law knew Dr. Klipsch in Texas. Dr. Klipsch was working for the government with the idea of using sound waves to knock down enemy aircraft during the world war II era. His research helped to develop the speaker horn. Then later on, he came up with his famous corner horn speakers. These speakers have incredible sound. Your right Mark, you need room for these speakers. The other part the corner horns is they're very efficient. I agree, with lots of room, this would be a very good choice.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000032||number3||08-08-2003||11:03 AM||||Mark,<br /><br />Do you wear ties to work?<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000033||gvr4ever||08-08-2003||12:07 PM||||I don't think Klipsch sound that great compared to other high end speakers, but they sure can be used to break windows and crack the foundation of a house.  They are the toughest speakers I've ever seen.<br /><br />You would be more likly to fry you amp before you dammage Klipsch speakers.  They just sit back and laugh.  Klipsch are jamming speakers for sure.<br /><br />Well, I wasn't tring to dog the Klipsch speakers at all, but I think they must sacrafice clearity or something to create a bullet proof speaker.  They sound good, just not great.||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000034||RayH||08-08-2003||12:37 PM||||I knew this guy in college that had a pair of Klipsch LaScalas. He used to run them outdoors and you could clearly hear them a quarter mile away.  Not the type of speakers for tranparency and imaging but definitely some of the best at the volumes they play at.  I eventually bought the the Carver 400a cube amp that he used to drive them with.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000035||markrieb||08-08-2003||06:24 PM||||I wear ties to work occasionally, but try to avoid it as much as possible.  Never could figure out why somebody would voluntarily tie a rope around their own neck.  Why do you ask?<br /><br />I've finally worked my way into a position where I don't have to wear a tie regularly.  I'm basically second in command at a high tech engineering and fabrication facility  (http://www.parsons.com/about/press_rm/potm/11-2002/index.html).  We typically run around 40 technical staff (engineers, designers, drafters, procurement, etc.) and about 80 craftsment (pipefitters, welders, millwrights, electricians).  Most of our work is for either nuclear or chemical weapons stuff.  Although we do branch out occasionally as we had 4 exec's from Anhauser-Busch in here last week.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000036||number3||08-08-2003||10:21 PM||||Mark,<br /><br />I have had dinner with Paul Klipsch a few times and he gave me a Klipsch tie. I even have a sign photo of him somewhere. Just thought if you really lke his speakers that much and wore ties you might might be interested in it.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000037||gvr4ever||08-09-2003||12:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> HUH? WHAT DID YOU SAY!!!        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Back around 95(ish) when I bought my hifi VHS at Good Vibes, they had a home theater package built in a demo room in the store.  Now they had EVERYTHING set up.  Well I wanted to listed.  I just bought something, so I asked to hear what they had.<br /><br />I asked for it.<br /><br />Someone stayed up and smoked pot to think this one up.  Most people don't have the space for something like this, or the coin to afford it.  I was surprized to see such a set up in Lafayette,IN.  I guess they have more wealthy people then I realize.<br /><br />For starters, I was probably listening to 5.1 on laser disk and I didn't even know it.  They were playing a THX demo disk     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    The LD player was top of the line.  It could play both sides of the disk and change disk so it didn't interup the move (too much).<br /><br />Then some silly person thought it would be cool to use the huge corner Klipsch as the front main speakers.  I think they cost $2500 each (on sale) at the time.<br /><br />The center and rear speakers were big enough to match the sound of the main speakers.<br /><br />Everything was powered by mono amps hooked to a pre amp.  I don't remember the brand name, but it was good stuff.  I think they were pushing over 1000 watts, not counting the huge powered subs front and rear.<br /><br />Well, I'm not going to try and discribe what that was like, but when your heart and lungs can feel the shock wave, you've created one hell of a system.  I could feel my clothes flapping around.  No shit!  I still remember looking down and seeing my paints flapping around by my shoes.<br /><br />A experiance like that burns a video image in your head.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002696.cgi
A||||15||hibrn8||Anyone else a drummer on here?||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||08-05-2003||12:00 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Hey guys i have been a dj and guitar player for a while but my obsession was the drums. So i just bought myself a 10-piece Tama Rockstar custom, Gibraltar rack and Zildjian/Sabian cymbals. I was just curious if anyone else shares this passion or if anyone plays any instruments at all.||67.200.73.186||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-05-2003||12:01 AM||||I play guitar, bass, piano/synth, and trumpet.  <br /><br />The previous owner of my car is a bad ass drummer.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||08-05-2003||12:15 AM||||Piano and Guitar.  Sad thing is I have several guitars that are worth more than my car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||08-05-2003||12:21 AM||||<a href="http://www.anighttoremembermusic.com" target="_blank">www.anighttoremembermusic.com</a><br />click on media for a download   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />if that link doest work, cut and paste this into your browser:<br /><a href="http://gtluke.com/anighttoremember/media/" target="_blank">http://gtluke.com/anighttoremember/media/</a><br />only a cut/paste will work.<br />my server has been re-vamped this week and the WWW works on and off till it settles in <br />-luke-||138.89.70.85||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||vrpower||08-05-2003||12:45 AM||||Ken,<br />Happy to say that im a drummer since 5th grade! Ive got a pearl export series, Zildjian ZBTplus crash and ride and Zildjian brilliant crash we need to jam sometime. Im in search of a band so if you know anyone that needs a drummer in the Southwest Chicago area, im up for it...||63.155.152.7||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||08-05-2003||01:14 AM||||i play guitar and a little bass. ooh and the triangle. i rock the triangle.<br /><br />i was in a band, but we only wrote 3 very incomplete songs. and then we broke up, the lead guitarist became a raver (this the same person who was really in to megadeth the same year he became a raver, and well our drummer went "out of commission".||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||James||08-05-2003||03:18 AM||||Yeah, I'm a drummer as well in Australia. I've had my Premier kit (with timber shells) for 26yrs. Added a few things to it though. People still comment on how good the old kit sounds.  When I previously came over to the States in 2001, I got up and played for a while with a band in DC. That was fun.||210.48.131.201||reg||1||James||00000017||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||08-05-2003||03:45 AM||||wow this is very interesting to hear that you guys have musical talents. as far as the drums are concerned, its really awesome to just wake p and see them sitting there. so i just jam on em for hours at a time. its also good to come home from a long day at home and work and relieve stress by playing them. i thin k it was a good investment for me.||65.227.204.184||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||08-05-2003||05:04 AM||||I had a 6 piece pearl set with zildjian K's all around... Sold to get the galant!!<br /><br />Used to jam, I miss it! I played for about 6 years. It was well worth it though. Im going to pick up a new set soon!||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||silly4turbo||08-05-2003||08:44 AM||||sounds like you have a killer kit ...<br />10 pc is alot of shit to hit   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I play as well, since 86', I've got a DW 4 pc with zilidjan a sabian cymbals, and play vader 5b wood tips . I'm currently in a band and love to play, it's such a stress reliever, plus just tons of fun ! enjoy your new kit !||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||08-05-2003||09:56 AM||||I have a vintage 60's Ludwig Standard 4-pc in red sparkle, floor tom is a Slingerland, kick is 22".  I'd really like a nice Rogers kit some day, they're so easy to play and clean sounding.  I don't actually play drums in a band, I typically play stringed instruments (lap slide guitar, rhodes keyboard, hammond B3, banjo, melodica).  <br /><br />My passion for music supercedes my love of cars, and I enjoy touring and session work immensely.  Just like the car stuff, it's a great network of people and I've made so many new friends through the grapevine.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||VTGVR4||08-05-2003||01:05 PM||||ooh, drums! i took classes at the university with some jazz drummer, but my real interest is in djembes.<br /><a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/toobig.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/toobig.jpg</a><br /><br />i have a collection of them, 4 various sized djembes and one clay drum which i made in an art class! i play in drum circles at camp out-type music festivals, and whenever i see a bunch of hippies in a circle somewhere. <br /><br />i also like to play accoustic guitars, pianos, bass, basically anything that produces music, i'll give it a try. this is not to say i jave any actual expertise on these, i just like to make noise. nice to do something totally off the point and away from everything else you do, just so long as other people don't hear it.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||08-05-2003||01:19 PM||||What, nobody has DW drums?  *sigh*||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||08-06-2003||02:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> sounds like you have a killer kit ...<br />10 pc is alot of shit to hit    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    I play as well, since 86', I've got a DW 4 pc with zilidjan a sabian cymbals, and play vader 5b wood tips . I'm currently in a band and love to play, it's such a stress reliever, plus just tons of fun ! enjoy your new kit ! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thanks. yeah its big. Double 22" bass, 4 toms, 2 floor toms and 2 snares (1 is a picollo). i really enjoy the color of it too....its crimson red. its a maroon inthe light and gets real black with less light. <br /><br />Ryan....I also have a 5 piece DW set i play on too with the new broken glass finish.||65.227.204.20||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||silly4turbo||08-06-2003||09:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> What, nobody has DW drums?  *sigh* </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">read my previous post  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||08-07-2003||01:18 PM||||Oops.  You guys rock.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
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A||||3||theymightbegalants||Nerding it up||||6||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||08-05-2003||05:08 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Hehe, I'm browsing the site on my Handspring.  Got it hooked up to a Targus keyboard and Sprint Digital Link (modem/cellphone).  The sad thing is that it's just as fast as the home comuter (P4, WinXP) is on dialup.  Anyone else here access the site via wireless web?||64.75.2.10||reg||6||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||199of2k||08-05-2003||09:23 AM||||I tried on my cellphone once, but the text only was nearly impossible to navigate....||68.9.133.9||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||08-05-2003||12:44 PM||||I've browsed it on my laptop via my sprint timeport (startac variant) through a motorola data cable. At best it was as fast as my home dialup, at worst it sucked balls. The great thing was, it came off my minutes, so unlimited nights and weekends!||64.136.26.45||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-05-2003||01:22 PM||||I was never able to get past the login (no cookies, I suppose) on my GSM phone.   I do google a bunch on it -- helps win a few bar bets.  I could use it as a modem for a laptop, tho, but it isn't as portable.  Never thought about the Palm aspect. <br /><br />I used to have everything in my Palm, then it was eclipsed by my phone's features (still sync the palm, phone and desktop)... but since then all I think of when I hear PDA is datalogging.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
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A||||9||4G63_GSR||Checking out a vr4 today...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||08-05-2003||11:01 AM||vlee14@hotmail.com||after work i'm heading out to check out a grey '92 vr4 in town here... was so shocked to find it listed in the local classifieds... i just hope things go well... i believe he said it's no. 144/1000... 133K and asking $3700... i'll keep you guys posted... if this works out i have big plans...||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||08-05-2003||12:41 PM||||That's awesome. I hope the car's in good shape. I'd like to have a grey one.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-05-2003||01:23 PM||||Sounds like a fair price.  I'd talk him down, though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Good luck!||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||08-06-2003||08:44 AM||||well went out to see the car last night...  ended up being black not grey... the car ran and sifted a lot better better than my galant gsr...  the engine was fine, but i think the car has a rough idle... he must have been running the car so the engine was warm... exterior was in ok shape, scratches, dents, and minor rust forming on hood, where the spoiler mounts on trunk, and where the back emblems are located... the front grill is loose... scratches on lower passenger side door panel... overall a little below average or about average for the age of the car... <br /><br />the guy told me that i have first dibs on the car since i was the first to call and see it so we'll see what will happen in the next few days... i'll head out again and inspect it one more time, and compression test it...  what's a good compression reading?  170-180?  sorry for the long post... any opinions? this guy is asking $3700.||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||08-06-2003||09:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong> well went out to see the car last night...  ended up being black not grey... the car ran and sifted a lot better better than my galant gsr...  the engine was fine, but i think the car has a rough idle... he must have been running the car so the engine was warm... exterior was in ok shape, scratches, dents, and minor rust forming on hood, where the spoiler mounts on trunk, and where the back emblems are located... the front grill is loose... scratches on lower passenger side door panel... overall a little below average or about average for the age of the car... <br /><br />the guy told me that i have first dibs on the car since i was the first to call and see it so we'll see what will happen in the next few days... i'll head out again and inspect it one more time, and compression test it...  what's a good compression reading?  170-180?  sorry for the long post... any opinions? this guy is asking $3700. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You should read even numbers.  Hopefully no less then 150psi.  The service limit is 135psi or 125 for a TEL.  Why are they different?  Brand new compression on a atock engine is 165.<br /><br />If I got any numbers wrong, opps.  They are located at vfaq.com||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||smokindav||08-06-2003||01:37 PM||||My opinion is that you should forget that rust bucket and fly down here and buy my car.  The ad is in the for sale section.||216.79.168.205||reg||6||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000006||josh91vr4||08-06-2003||06:47 PM||||Sorry this is off-topic, but how much does it usually cost for a compression test, or is it a DIY?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000007||drew||08-06-2003||07:20 PM||||i think a shop would charge about 40 bucks to do a compression test. to DIY:<br /><br />Undo the MPI fuse<br />undo the plug wires<br />undo the sparkplugs<br /><br />screw in the compression tester<br /><br />crank the engine until the tester stops going up. <br /><br />repeat for the other 3 cylinders<br /><br />then you might want to try it wet, by adding a teaspoon of oil down the sparkplug hole, and see if the compression goes up. If it does, you need new rings.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||4G63_GSR||08-08-2003||08:58 AM||||so does anybody else have any other opinions?  this is what i intend on doing.  buying a vr4...  the engine does not have to be in immaculate condition, as long as it drives better than my current car and have decent ext/int.  this car seems to satisfy me but like i said before, the exterior will need some work.  my brother in law works on body/paint work so we can get that taken car of in the next couple of weeks/months.  engine wise i do plan on pulling it out and rebuilding it.  it may take me till next spring or early summer to even start engine work.  <br /><br />i'm off to see the car once more on Saturday/Sunday for a final look and drive.  he's asking $3700, how much do you think i should go down?  any answers would be appreciated.  thanks.||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||08-08-2003||04:03 PM||||Start at $2500.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
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A||||1||ayvr4||573 is ALIVE!!!!||||6||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||08-05-2003||12:13 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Finally got her going this weekend after new tie rod ends, cv boots, and the big one, a new ACT 2600 kit was installed thanks to some friends at a Lincoln Mercury dealership here in Milwaukee.<br />Also, thanks to Rob (Team Ducktape) who delivered a much needed flywheel at the last moment...<br /><br />I also installed a tel shifter w/ leather boot that I got from Gary (gvrfour173) that turned out great!<br />Lastly, the hallman manual boost controller went in without problems, but it still needs some adjusting....<br /><br />Thanks for the help guys!<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||6||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||4G63_GSR||08-05-2003||12:33 PM||||congrats... i'd like to see your car someday...||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
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A||||13||meshwork||4g63 Mighty Max? Questions...||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||08-05-2003||12:41 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I'm trying to get rid of my 91 Blazer since its starting to need some work that I don't feel like putting into it. <br /><br />As some of you know, I work in a body shop which means that I have access to a full range of tools, lifts, and products, and I have been wanting to do a "frame-off" restoration project for a while. After some time, I decided on a truck (instead of a 1st gen Camaro), and since I have a ton of extra DSM parts and know the 4g63 is an easy go into the Mighty Max I thought I'd do a restore of one of them. <br /><br />Now, does anyone have any knowledge on one of these swaps? What motor mounts do I need, do I need then to be custom made, does the trans bolt right up, what model Mighty Max do I look for (I only want the 2WD, I am assuming the 2.4L)?<br /><br />Is there a link to a project like this? I have a full Talon interior to fab into it, and a tech here has a 350 in an S10 and is very willing to help me with this much easier project. I also have the engine from my GVR4 once I swap it with my built engine. <br /><br />Thanks for the help, and does anyone know anyone selling a Mighty Max? Is there a Chrysler/Eagle variant of a Mighty Max?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-05-2003||12:53 PM||||I know someone who is selling a mighty max.  I'd have to ask for the details again.  I was looking at it, but I thought the asking price was way too high.  The thing is stripped down without any options.  I guess you wouldn't care about that though.  I remember the paint was good.<br /><br />The truck in located in Indianapolis,IN<br /><br />Let me know if you want more info on it.  The truck belongs to my brother n' laws tard friend.  He is selling it because he wants to be fast n stuff.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-05-2003||12:59 PM||||You'll need: <br /><br />2.0 5 speed mighty max tranny<br />adapter plate that goes between starter and block<br />(sold by mitsu for the mighty max) <br />DSM witing harness modified to be longer since the motor's mounted longitudinally<br /><br />custom intake manifold <br />(see  <a href="http://www.dentsport.com/fabrication/pages/newmanifront_jpg.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dentsport.com/fabrication/pages/newmanifront_jpg.htm</a> )<br /><br />Custom Downpipe, intercooler plumbing, oil cooler, radiator, clutch and flywheel from mighty max <br /><br />the rest should be easy since the mighty max is already cable type clutch activated<br /> <br /> <small>[ 08-06-2003, 09:17 AM: Message edited by: Jon ]</small>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||
Z||000003||Hertz||08-05-2003||01:11 PM||||The Dodge Ram 50 is a Mighty Max.<br /><br />I had a nice red '89 "sport cab" Ram 50 before my '91 Galant GS, before the VR-4.  (See a trend?)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />That Ram 50 is still in service as a "work" truck for my father.  It's got 212k miles on it.  Funny, the thing came without a tach and the extended cab was just big enough to fit a small 6x9 speaker box behind the seat with me (6'1")driving.  Can't imagine what it would be like fitting in there on the base model.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||08-05-2003||01:42 PM||||I'm looking for something cheap. I found some guy from a search on Google that did the whole thing for $1500, truck included. Thats a stock setup, and he did the intake manifold like Bimmurbishi mentioned, flipped the turbo and did the wiring harness.<br /><br />So I basically just wire it like its a DSM? Same basic functions with a DSM ECU?<br /><br />The MM trans will bolt right up to a 4g63? I'll just need a MM flywheel/clutch? How good are the transmissions and clutchs for the MM?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||08-06-2003||03:53 AM||||Sounds like you ought to talk to Eric Plebani.  I bumped into him at Atco once when he still had the conquest.  He said he lived not too far away.  Maybe he and Bimmubishi could help you spec out the parts.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||number3||08-06-2003||07:56 AM||||<a href="http://www.xoticmotorsports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.xoticmotorsports.com/</a><br /><br />To talk to Master Plebani...<br /><br />Good luck,<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||talontsi||08-06-2003||08:56 AM||||Mighty max should not be a problem at all.<br />The mounts are the same, the problem areas are the wire-harness, throttle and clutch cable.<br />The rest should be pretty easy.<br /><br />I spoke to Eric when I was doing my 4g63 starlet. He did a 4x4 ver of the mighty max and loved it.<br />My old car can be seen here.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/dsm_powered_starlet" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/dsm_powered_starlet</a>||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000008||curtis||08-06-2003||09:19 AM||||I would have to say this Is going to be a Turbocharged truck right?||65.144.153.248||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||meshwork||08-06-2003||09:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I would have to say this Is going to be a Turbocharged truck right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Of course!||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||08-06-2003||11:19 AM||||The engine mounts aren't the same.||128.197.41.146||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||talontsi||08-06-2003||08:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> The engine mounts aren't the same. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can;t use the mighty max engine mounts to mount the 4g63t in there. I could have sworn they would work after looking at my dads mighty max.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||08-06-2003||08:38 PM||||Oh, you probably can! I thought that you meant the DSM and the mighty Max mounts are the same.  Sorry My "B" <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||08-07-2003||03:38 AM||||Has anyone considered the same swap into an old Montero / Dodge Raider?||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
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],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Mitsubishi JDM part numbers?!,
q!4!,
q!10!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2452854.2054!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!a_santos!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452859.2249!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!DSMTIMES.ORG!,
q!2!,
q!4!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452844.1014!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!02:58 AM!,
q!2452845.0258!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!GVR4 Body kit!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2452844.1229!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!229of1000!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452846.0020!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!does anyone use these?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!03:09 PM!,
q!2452844.1509!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2452845.1018!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!1193 Up and running!,
q!10!,
q!4!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2452844.2132!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!00000987!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!09:30 AM!,
q!2452845.0930!,
q!snakedelong!,
q!00000987!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!nrvous!,
q!AWD Dyno in upstate NY!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-23-2003!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452844.2302!,
q!nrvous!,
q!00001364!,
q!nrvous!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!07:57 AM!,
q!2452845.0757!,
q!nrvous!,
q!00001364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q~TEAM NABR under attack!~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2452845.0130!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452845.1630!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!You can't get good help these days !,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!09:51 AM!,
q!2452845.0951!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!Minjin!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452845.2205!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!WHAT SIZE IS YOUR TURBO???!,
q!2!,
q!40!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!11:59 AM!,
q!2452845.1159!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!12:34 AM!,
q!2452850.0034!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000041!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q~top mount ic 4g63!!!~,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!04:29 PM!,
q!2452850.1629!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!04:13 AM!,
q!2452855.0413!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!Shootout/Sports Compact Pictures!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452845.1200!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!Oztek!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452845.1200!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!galant VR4 in europe!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452850.1703!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!04:04 PM!,
q!2452851.1604!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!M&amp;S Recycling.....!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452845.1400!,
q!HKS VR-4!,
q!00000302!,
q!4g63t!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!11:27 AM!,
q!2452846.1127!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q~Ahhh to be rich!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452850.1736!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452851.1012!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Look....Show Car on ebay!,
q!2!,
q!13!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!09:07 PM!,
q!2452850.2107!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!01:58 PM!,
q!2452851.1358!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q~Get in line now for your free dyno time!!!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!08:06 AM!,
q!2452851.0806!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!Ash!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452851.2216!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!More bimmubishi pics online !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!10:56 AM!,
q!2452851.1056!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2452851.1949!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!Storing my car!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452851.1606!,
q!199of2k!,
q!00000323!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452852.0005!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Nice DSM article in Grassroots Motorsports this month!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!06:09 PM!,
q!2452851.1809!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2452852.0016!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Shifting without a shifter!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!03:19 AM!,
q!2452855.0319!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452857.1355!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!TT Evo!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!07:46 PM!,
q!2452851.1946!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2452852.0016!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!check out my boy Bubb Rubb!,
q!10!,
q!7!,
q!07-30-2003!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452851.2119!,
q!suprflewus!,
q!00000039!,
q!229of1000!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452852.2112!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!Now this would suck...!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!11:34 AM!,
q!2452855.1134!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!Pappy!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452856.1355!,
q!Pappy!,
q!00000327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!evo III exhast mani p/n?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!03:37 PM!,
q!2452855.1537!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!03:37 PM!,
q!2452855.1537!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q~My engine is gone! ~,
q!9!,
q!12!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!03:54 PM!,
q!2452855.1554!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!a_santos!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452865.2310!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Google search!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452855.1710!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2452857.1412!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Withdrawls!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!06:04 PM!,
q!2452855.1804!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!05:02 AM!,
q!2452857.0502!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Neat Tire Size Page!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!08:45 PM!,
q!2452855.2045!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452859.1330!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!My Timing Belt!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452855.2138!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!12:01 AM!,
q!2452856.0001!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!GVR4 goes to the beach!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!03:34 PM!,
q!2452845.1534!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!number3!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452846.1606!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Look what i found today!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2452845.1755!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Romanova!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!11:21 PM!,
q!2452845.2321!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Hacking ?!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2452845.2110!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!msaskin!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!10:49 AM!,
q!2452846.1049!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Catback and Free Mod, results!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2452845.2132!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!Matticus!,
q!07-24-2003!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2452845.2132!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gtluke!,
q!might have a new JDM connection!,
q!14!,
q!7!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!12:06 AM!,
q!2452846.0006!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!07-26-2003!,
q!10:44 AM!,
q!2452847.1044!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!Tire Size?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!01:24 AM!,
q!2452846.0124!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!markrieb!,
q!07-26-2003!,
q!11:18 AM!,
q!2452847.1118!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Marcus!,
q!Taking Suggestions!,
q!2!,
q!3!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!10:29 AM!,
q!2452846.1029!,
q!Marcus!,
q!00000606!,
q!4g63t!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452846.1140!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!What's your favorite movie?!,
q!1!,
q!45!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452846.1430!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452850.0031!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000045!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!V6 second gen Eclipse...!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!12:34 AM!,
q!2452852.0034!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!meshwork!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452852.2328!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!natec!,
q!anyone from missouri area!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452846.1503!,
q!natec!,
q!00000940!,
q!natec!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!03:03 PM!,
q!2452846.1503!,
q!natec!,
q!00000940!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!oh shit, what the hell was that!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!01:28 AM!,
q!2452852.0128!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452853.0011!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Twin-Engine Talon Runs!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!03:37 PM!,
q!2452846.1537!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!01:23 AM!,
q!2452850.0123!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!funny stuff!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!02:39 AM!,
q!2452852.0239!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!04:31 AM!,
q!2452853.0431!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!4WS article!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!07:09 AM!,
q!2452852.0709!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!07:30 PM!,
q!2452853.1930!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~E38A V6 Twin turbo galant!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!12:55 PM!,
q!2452852.1255!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452852.1518!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Smart roadster!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!02:19 PM!,
q!2452852.1419!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!02:39 PM!,
q!2452852.1439!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!13mm allen socket for HG removal!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2452852.1446!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!08:35 PM!,
q!2452852.2035!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Got my 2g manifold today...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!01:37 AM!,
q!2452856.0137!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452856.1648!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!favorite actor/actress!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2452852.1507!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452852.1808!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon-Lee!,
q!How Rare is Grey!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452856.1749!,
q!MaximusDestruction!,
q!00001112!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452859.1252!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!GVR4 in Hot Rod!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452852.1717!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2452852.1847!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!Search with no luck!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452856.1911!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!04:58 AM!,
q!2452857.0458!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!More Bimmubishi pics online !,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!09:43 PM!,
q!2452856.2143!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!udriveu!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!11:10 AM!,
q!2452857.1110!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!You guys 'll like these pics !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452856.2227!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!06:40 AM!,
q!2452857.0640!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Kick a$$ sub.!,
q!1!,
q!37!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2452856.2309!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2452861.0032!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000037!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Anyone else a drummer on here?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452857.0000!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2452859.1318!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!Nerding it up!,
q!6!,
q!3!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!05:08 AM!,
q!2452857.0508!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452857.1322!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Checking out a vr4 today...!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2452857.1101!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2452860.1603!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q~573 is ALIVE!!!!~,
q!6!,
q!1!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452857.1213!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!12:33 PM!,
q!2452857.1233!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Torque specs for the crank caps on a 2nd gen?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452846.1641!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2452846.2100!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!00000760!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!ho hum.  i am NOT impressed.!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!06:25 PM!,
q!2452846.1825!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!02:38 PM!,
q!2452849.1438!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!Yeah it's slow...!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!08:26 PM!,
q!2452846.2026!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!00000760!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2452849.2222!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!FMIC pics!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!07-26-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452847.2025!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2452849.1716!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!WA meet pics!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!07-26-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452847.2328!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!markrieb!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!02:20 PM!,
q!2452848.1420!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Best ported 2G exhaust manifold?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452848.0004!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!keydiver!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!10:50 AM!,
q!2452849.1050!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Few things i need answerd!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2452848.0056!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!07:08 AM!,
q!2452849.0708!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!One more day of work to go...!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!01:49 AM!,
q!2452848.0149!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!09:20 AM!,
q!2452850.0920!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!got my dad hooked on AWD w/ my GVR-4!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2452848.1224!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!spoulson!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!04:02 AM!,
q!2452849.0402!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Sport Compact Car????!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!05:21 PM!,
q!2452852.1721!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!08-03-2003!,
q!02:23 AM!,
q!2452855.0223!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!drove it home today!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2452848.1743!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!07-27-2003!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2452848.1743!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Need help getting a motor.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2452852.2222!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!08-02-2003!,
q!01:45 AM!,
q!2452854.0145!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!GVR4 Decorating the new apartment...!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452852.2236!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!number3!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!08:57 AM!,
q!2452853.0857!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!driftin galant!,
q!subaru sites?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452853.0000!,
q!Erik!,
q!00000866!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452853.0031!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Friday stuff EBay and Webboards !,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!08:28 AM!,
q!2452853.0828!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452853.1717!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!Rota Subzero Pictures!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!09:42 AM!,
q!2452853.0942!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!07:14 PM!,
q!2452853.1914!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackOnBlack!,
q!JDM Corner Lights!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!11:29 AM!,
q!2452853.1129!,
q!James Summey!,
q!00002073!,
q!Numberless!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2452863.1527!,
q!Numberless!,
q!00000739!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Anyone in OHIO want to help me with a clutch job???!,
q!2!,
q!7!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!12:34 PM!,
q!2452853.1234!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!91E39A!,
q!08-04-2003!,
q!02:43 AM!,
q!2452856.0243!,
q!91E39A!,
q!00000762!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!wife bought me emblems!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2452853.1452!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!03:38 PM!,
q!2452853.1538!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Photoshop!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452853.1545!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!08-01-2003!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452853.1744!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!Precision Turbo and Engine?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!01:13 AM!,
q!2452849.0113!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!00000519!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2452864.0040!,
q!JSTYLE!,
q!00000519!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Can anyone run a carfax report for me?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452849.1430!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!gtluke!,
q!07-31-2003!,
q!12:14 AM!,
q!2452852.0014!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Those who needed Rota Center caps that clear over the hub bolt...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452849.1843!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452849.1843!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Technical Question regarding website building!,
q!11!,
q!6!,
q!07-25-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452846.1654!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Hertz!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!02:56 PM!,
q!2452849.1456!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Mike Licht (Ramchargers) to form new company...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452849.2204!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!a_santos!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2452849.2240!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!Anyone on here own 354/2000 ???!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!10:52 PM!,
q!2452849.2252!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!a_santos!,
q!07-28-2003!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452849.2256!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!EVO II engine eBay!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2452850.0028!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!07-29-2003!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2452850.0043!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/002701.cgi
A||||3||jonvr4||Chromoly flywheel||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-05-2003||01:48 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||are these worth it? turbotrix is selling them for 270 on their monthly special. i am really considering getting one, unless i hear that they suck.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||08-05-2003||02:20 PM||||I have had zero problems with my JUN chrommoly flywheel, but I plan on switching to the ACT that Turbotrix is selling.  It's a tad heavier and that would make it a little easier for me to drive it in the summer with the AC on.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-05-2003||03:37 PM||||Road Race had a good write up about flywheels on their site, I would look it up if I was you. They dont seem to be too fond of the JUN flywheel. I still running a stocker till I figure out what I want to use becouse I run a puck clutch thats a lot harder on the flywheel that a street disk.||67.31.232.102||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-05-2003||04:30 PM||||They are currently running a package deal, as well.<br /><br />Click on the link in my signature.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002702.cgi
A||||16||gvr4in||Hit a deer!!||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||08-05-2003||03:26 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||My good friend Tony hit a deer the another night, heres the story copied from our local dsm club:<br /><br />DSM: 1 Deer: 1   Mon, 04 August 2003 04:34   <br /> <br />Yep Yep, for anyone that hasn't heard yet I fucking hit a deer last night!  I was still on a 1/4 tank of race gas from dynoing my car, and night fell upon San Diego, thus race gas fun insued. I took my car out to the Poway Business Parks (yea I know, bad idea, shitty place, whudeva!) So it's Me, Shannon, Josh, Josh's roomates, and a friend of mine not many of you know named Chris (not Synthtk or tkytkycf). <br /><br />We get there, do some cool shit on Josh's car...then it's my turn. I pull up by this parking lot on a back road out there (industrial area) and I launch my car and do a bad ass 3rd gear pull. I'm happy, but I know Shannon wants to feel the AWD POWAH, so I have Josh film this time, and she hops in and we do another pull. Everything is normal, I'm in the middle of 3rd gear or so (maybe 70mph) and it all happens...out of the corner of my eye I see a deer hop out in front of my car...before I can do anything, BANG! I smack it doin at least 70, my car gets a little squirly, Shannon and I start wigging out. I pull into the first parking lot I can find and call Josh.<br /><br />Crazy thing is, this was all captured on video! Josh was filming the entire thing. They all thought I blew my motor, all they heard was a loud bang, and then they saw my car get squirly. They drove down expecting to see engine parts laying on the ground, and saw nothing, NOT EVEN THE DAMN DEER! I knocked that fuckin thing FAR or something!!! <br /><br />So it's time to get out and survey the damage. My hood took the brunt of the impact, it's TOTALLY fucked up...my radiator has a fatty hole (leaking MASS coolant and steaming and shit). Basically my entire passenger side from the edge of the door up is just fucked...but as far as I can tell there is no frame or suspension damage, the car was still driving and rolling fine. I couldn't get the hood open to see what things are like under the hood, but I imagine they're ok for the most part, just the radiator and core support (that might really suck actually).<br /><br />Overall this was a very BAD experience, but I think I will come out ok on it. Carbon Fiber hood will be ordered, along with a fluidyne radiator. I can do most of the work myself and the painting will be left to a very reputable shop where my car is actually camping out right now. I WILL post pics of this as soon as I can take some, and the videos FOR SURE, so don't worry. Any advice on dealing with insurance and stuff would be appreciated too, as I don't get in many accidents and don't have a lot of experience with these things.<br /><br />Later Guys,<br />Tony Bird (a.k.a. THA DEER KILLAH!) <br />                                          <br />Best 1/4 Mile ET: 12.36 @ 110.4<br />Best 1/4 Mile Speed: 12.5 @ 112.9<br />Best Reaction Time: .505<br />_____________________________<br /><br />So the deal with his car is.. its totaled. We went and checked out the deer yesterday, as well as the murder 'weapon'. The deer is hideous; antlers no longer connected to skull, bloated, broken legs, broken neck, brains out of mouth, etc..<br /><br />The car is screwed, I included pics, so check em out! <br /><br />Its so random that a deer would be out in this industrial area.<br /><br />Oh and YES we have video!! Its the craziest thing you'll EVER see! It looks fake the deer flies SO far, SO fast! It must've spun at like 900 degrees! You just see the deer RIGHT before he nails it, then it goes flying like you wouldn't believe! We're not going to release the video until he gets his insurance check, etc. <br /><br />He didn't have a right headlight, and thats why I believe he didn't see it. I dont see how a deer could just stand there hearing an AWD launch, an open external gate through 3 gears, then at the mid of 3rd, full throttle, standing RIGHT in front of it.. Anyway bambi learned its lesson. Oh and its a full grown buck!<br /><br />But I'll keep you guys posted! Sorry for the length..||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-05-2003||03:28 PM||||<a href="http://www.sddsm.org/pages/cars/tony/tony-images/tony-crash/tonycrash.htm" target="_blank">Click on me for pictures</a>||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||08-05-2003||04:12 PM||||I've seen some 40mph deer hits do a ton more damage than that car has. Did the windsheild break or anything? Or did it just bounce right off the front?||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-05-2003||04:17 PM||||Ive seen more dramatic damage too..<br /><br />Yes the deer BOUNCES like you wouldn't believe, I'll post the vid in a few days. It looks as if he hits an oblong shaped beach ball.<br /><br />No damage to the windshield, but the insurance claim guy was just there and he says its not going to make it. He'll just swap mods to his new 1g.||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||08-05-2003||06:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> So the deal with his car is.. its totaled. We went and checked out the deer yesterday, as well as the murder 'weapon'. The deer is hideous; antlers no longer connected to skull, bloated, broken legs, broken neck, brains out of mouth, etc.. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So I guess you glued the antlers back on for the pictures huh?||68.76.183.204||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||08-05-2003||07:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> So the deal with his car is.. its totaled. We went and checked out the deer yesterday, as well as the murder 'weapon'. The deer is hideous; antlers no longer connected to skull, bloated, broken legs, broken neck, brains out of mouth, etc.. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So I guess you glued the antlers back on for the pictures huh? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The skull goes under the skin, they are probably just loose in the pictures. <br /><br />At the body shop I used to work at, we had a Lexus RX300 come in with an antler like that one still stuck through the radiator and condenser with a big chunk of flesh still on the end.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||08-05-2003||07:23 PM||||All the more reason to make sure your exhaust is nice and loud  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Seriously though I see deer all the time at night in BF(indiana)E and they run like hell from my car.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||08-05-2003||07:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> All the more reason to make sure your exhaust is nice and loud   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Seriously though I see deer all the time at night in BF(indiana)E and they run like hell from my car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He's got full 3" o2 eliminator turboback with a 35mm tial external wastegate, at WOT in the mid/top of 3rd that is fucking loud! Damn deer froze up!||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||08-05-2003||07:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> So the deal with his car is.. its totaled. We went and checked out the deer yesterday, as well as the murder 'weapon'. The deer is hideous; antlers no longer connected to skull, bloated, broken legs, broken neck, brains out of mouth, etc.. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So I guess you glued the antlers back on for the pictures huh? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Antlers are connected to the skull, we were moving the antlers around freely with a stick. lol...||68.169.157.90||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||Dan D||08-05-2003||08:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  full 3" o2 eliminator turboback with a 35mm tial external wastegate</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's one dumb f'ing deer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000010||7541000||08-05-2003||11:04 PM||||if you kill it you got a eat it:P||12.89.169.162||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||08-05-2003||11:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 7541000:<br /><strong> if you kill it you got a eat it:P </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mmm... venison!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||GVR1643||08-05-2003||11:18 PM||||I feel his pain...see sig below. <br />1 deer.<br />1 big ass raccoon.||167.142.22.20||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000013||gvr4in||08-08-2003||02:31 AM||||PRE SCREENING DSM DEER VID!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pdrings.com/mb/hiresdsmhit.mpg" target="_blank">Click me for deer domination</a><br /><br />Tomorrow/Saturday there will be a full verison out, with the aftermath shots of the deer/dsm..<br /><br />I can watch this vid alll night long! Am I evil? Because I laugh my ASS off everytime it gets hit!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||08-08-2003||08:47 AM||||I feel dumber after reading this thread.||194.39.131.40||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||VR6 Eater||08-08-2003||08:05 PM||||Couldn't get the link to work.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000016||gvr4in||08-08-2003||08:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I feel dumber after reading this thread. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Because? <br /><br />My friend is reloading the full version with the aftermath of the dead deer/dsm.. So I'll post the link tonight.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002703.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||recieved this in my email today !!!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||08-05-2003||05:26 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=982" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Guess who sent this ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />I guess Obsidian Black is close to Nile Black after all, but the gvr4 is officially Nile Black, not Obsidian Black. That was the point we were all trying to make, right?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||08-05-2003||06:17 PM||||i think that paris/weightless white should be paris/spineless yellow.  <br /><br /><br />153/2000<br />antidisestablishmentarianism white.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||08-05-2003||06:28 PM||||man, now I have to change my sig||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||08-05-2003||07:17 PM||||I had a feeling Brian might have been right. When I ordered touchup paint from Mitsu for one of my cars, the thing had like 3 different names on it. I guess even the paint names, like the colors, must go in and out of style. What is Nile Black one year, could come back later as Obsidian black another year.||68.153.105.233||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||08-05-2003||10:22 PM||||Where is Summit White??||68.76.183.204||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||08-05-2003||11:41 PM||||Nobody ever said that his color sheet didnt say Obsidian,just that the offical GVR4 color was Nile,not Obsidian.<br /><br /> When I worked in the parts dept of a dealer,this would happen sometimes. Say,for example (Im making these applications up just for an example), a '91 Camaro,code ? would be Arctic white-then for a '93 Grand Prix the same code would be called Classic white. Probably the color was used for a bunch of different cars under different names.<br /><br /> After 12 years or so of part # supersesions,ect you order a tube of touch up for the '91 camaro,and it says Classic white. Is the '91 Camaro now Classic white? Nope. <br /><br /> We're still right..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.44||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/002704.cgi
A||||18||Ian M||This is BADDASS..||||1||||Ian M||00000361
Z||000000||Ian M||08-05-2003||09:47 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||This is a link to a guy's site who makes 1/3 scale engines that actually run.<br /><br /> He makes some cool scale size vintage flathead type motors,but also this roots supercharged V-8 engine. Everything is functional,right down to the blower. <br /><br /> He's building a 1/3 scale '33 Willys to put one of these things in,there is a link to it too.<br /><br /> Check out the video page,this thing sounds MEAN...      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />      <br /><br />    <a href="http://nvbackflow.com/engines/" target="_blank">http://nvbackflow.com/engines/</a>||129.71.115.44||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||08-05-2003||10:12 PM||||Oh yea..real nice..american muscle baby  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||number3||08-05-2003||10:23 PM||||Very cool Ian.<br /><br />Check this out!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.primmracing.com/temp/ferrari312.rm" target="_blank">http://www.primmracing.com/temp/ferrari312.rm</a><br /><br />This is my favorite thing on the net. I lost a link to a better quality version (if anyone has a better copy please send it to me)  It almost makes me cry with awe.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||08-05-2003||10:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Very cool Ian.<br /><br />Check this out!<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.primmracing.com/temp/ferrari312.rm" target="_blank">http://www.primmracing.com/temp/ferrari312.rm</a>   <br /><br />This is my favorite thing on the net. I lost a link to a better quality version (if anyone has a better copy please send it to me)  It almost makes me cry with awe.<br /><br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now,thats unbeliveible...Im speachless...||129.71.115.44||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||number3||08-05-2003||11:19 PM||||<a href="http://www.fine-art-models.com/e/gallery/scerri/" target="_blank">http://www.fine-art-models.com/e/gallery/scerri/</a><br /><br /><a href="http://perso.wanadoo.fr/pierre.scerri/photo.htm" target="_blank">http://perso.wanadoo.fr/pierre.scerri/photo.htm</a><br /><br /><a href="http://perso.wanadoo.fr/pierre.scerri/312PB.htm" target="_blank">http://perso.wanadoo.fr/pierre.scerri/312PB.htm</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||08-06-2003||01:16 AM||||Very cool. Nice find Harry.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||08-06-2003||01:28 AM||||that is awsome, ferrari should give him a real car!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||1219's Brother||08-06-2003||02:55 AM||||Gentlemen, perhaps we have found the most inspriring man in the world.  That car is amazing...||12.232.112.164||reg||1||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||08-06-2003||03:50 AM||||Maybe rumor but I heard that that guy was offered $1M by Ferrari to place it in a Ferrari museum.  I don't know if he took it.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||08-06-2003||06:27 AM||||oh fuck me. he drew those pictures by looking at photos. should i just kill myself now or what? i mean jesus christ, i want to go into automotive design, and well my drawings, haha don't look shit like that. not even close. it will never me close to that. <br />he is isane. i'm oscilating through feelings of inspiration, jealousy, self-loathing, and disbeleif.<br /><br />harry, i feel the same way. <br /><br />i'm not worthy..||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000010||number3||08-06-2003||07:49 AM||||I have been using that video, for the last 4 years, for extra inspiration.<br /><br />I design everyday and when I feel whats the point no body cares I watch that video and "get right back on the horse."  I doesn't help with that fact that I don't like do something with out doing it right the first time. So I just don't do it until I can. (Otherwise known as procrastiantion)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Ian,<br /><br />Can you buy those V8s? I didn't see any prices or order form.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||08-06-2003||12:01 PM||||Insane.  I watched that last night and just thought to myself: he's just brilliant or insane or both.  To tie yourself to a project like that and the time and hours devoted to it are unfathomable.  <br /><br />I couldn't help but wonder if the first time he fired that sweet sounding motor up he didn't want to shoot himself for not building it large enough to at least climb in there and take it for a spin  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Absolutely remarkable though!  Nice find Harry.<br /><br />So Harry, how far along are you on the scaled down GVR4?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.196||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000012||GVR4ZUM||08-06-2003||01:04 PM||||Wow! Thanks for sharing that Harry and to you too Ian.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000013||silly4turbo||08-06-2003||01:29 PM||||killer sites ! but I where's the 4g63t ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000014||Chris Sanders||08-06-2003||10:48 PM||||Yeah that guy does some amazing work.  The only thing I never understood is why he didn't build a full-scale car.  It would've been easier since he wouldn't have to hand build everything to scale (gauges, tires, etc.) and he could actually drive it then.||208.188.20.122||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000015||Ian M||08-06-2003||11:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Ian,<br /><br />Can you buy those V8s? I didn't see any prices or order form.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, I dont know;looking at the videos,he seems to have a bunch laying around in various states of assembly to be all his own.<br /><br /> It does say on his site that he custom grinds cams and cranks,and lists the sources for the basic components like the block and head castings,pistons and rods,blower cases,ignition system,carbs ect if you were to build one yourself. Of course you have to have the resources to do the machine work,and making all the misc parts.<br /><br /> Maybe the saying "If you have to ask,you cant afford it" applies here...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />  These things are cool,what got me is how realistic they sound.<br /> <br /> Im still speachless about that Ferrari,though. Its truly incredible what ONE guy can be capable of doing. Thanks for that sharing that link.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.16||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000016||peterlsmith||08-07-2003||05:05 PM||||If you have a spare turbo lying around, you could always try building one of these;<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.junkyardjet.com/index.html" target="_blank">www.junkyardjet.com</a>||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000017||chadhayashi||08-08-2003||12:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peter Smith:<br /><strong> If you have a spare turbo lying around, you could always try building one of these;<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.junkyardjet.com/index.html" target="_blank">www.junkyardjet.com</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That was so cool. I read the whole article.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000018||Eclipse182||08-08-2003||04:13 AM||||Thats incredible!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  I dont know if i have the patience, the time or the skill to do something like that. Thats just awesome!||24.195.180.56||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes



ubb/Forum3/002705.cgi
A||||0||Vr4in'||Timing belt kits||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||08-06-2003||12:50 AM||nohad43@aol.com||I was wondering where i can get a nice timing belt kit for our cars for a good price.<br /><br />How about head gasket kits?thanks||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002706.cgi
A||||4||chadhayashi||Bonneville Record||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||08-06-2003||01:42 AM||||I was doing some research last night about Bonneville speed records.I went a few times as a child and have always been hooked.   According to the SCTA (Southern Cali. Timing Assoc) there has never been a successful attempt in the "Blown Gran Touring" class for a "G" (2.0L)class engine. Minimum speed for a record pass is 145 mph. I have not yet ordered an Official rulebook, so I do not know what other limitations there are for this class. But I read something to the effect that "limited edition" production vehicles are allowed in this class.You may have heard of the Progress springs Civic Si, they have run over 170 mph in the "Modified" class. I'm not sure as of yet whether or not I would have to run "Mod.." I hope not or there is no point in doing so. I don't want to change a single thing on the chassis. i.e. alum airdam, disc wheels etc. Just a nice looking daily driven record holder.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I have some homework to do. As well as some more mods. I am going to see if it is feasable for me to make an attempt next summer ($). We'll see how it goes. I need to upgrade to a bigger turbo, add safety equip., and get a taller 5th gear. I'm all for the dragstrip, but how damn cool would that be to have a GVR4 as a Bonneville record holder?||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||08-06-2003||07:44 PM||||Go for it!, let us know what you find out...||64.136.27.45||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-06-2003||09:45 PM||||That'd be cool, Im with ya. I ant to do that too and I know my car will do 145 as it stands (broken 13g and stock gear set).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||1219's Brother||08-09-2003||07:33 AM||||I was there two years ago, and was hooked too.  I looked under the class that I could run my talon in and the turbo "G" record was 195mph...are you sure that there is no record already?||192.91.147.35||reg||8||1334 Jim||00001727||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||08-18-2003||01:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1334 Jim:<br /><strong> I was there two years ago, and was hooked too.  I looked under the class that I could run my talon in and the turbo "G" record was 195mph...are you sure that there is no record already? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your Talon would not Qualify for the "Gran Touring" class. In GT there is no current record for the "G" engine class. It's minimum is 145 MPH. Stiil current as of yesterday on the Bonneville site. That may change though. Speedweek ended on Friday. By the way, got my rulebook coming.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/002707.cgi
A||||1||curtis||Joke about state troopers||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||08-06-2003||09:13 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||This guys was flying down the interstate between to cities trying to get to work on a monday morning.<br />He goes over a hill and low and behold theres mister state trooper hiding under a bridge over pass. <br />The guy starts praying but no luck there goes the blue lights.<br />So now the cussing begins.<br />He pulls over gets out all the paper work ready and waits for the trooper to walk to the car.<br />The cop says "so let me guess your late for work"<br />the guy replys "yes I have an operation this morning."<br />The cops says "oh your a doctor"<br />"No I'm a rectum stretcher" the man says <br />The cop asks "how the hell do you do that"<br />The man explain "well I start with one probe then a finger then two then three then both hands then some special tools etc." <br />The cop asks "well how big can you get a rectum out to"<br />The man simply says "6 Foot"<br />The cop shouts out "6 foot" "what the hell can you do with a six foot asshole "<br />The man says "put him under a bridge overpass, give a gun and a pad of tickets and let him screw everyones day"<br /><br />--------------The punchline--------------------- <br />Ticket...................................$89.86<br />Court cost...............................$114.45<br />Raised insurance rates over 3 years......$900.00<br /><br /><br />               <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <br />The look on the troopers face............PRICELESS<br /><br />If there's any cops on the board I hope you can take the heat||65.144.153.248||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||08-06-2003||09:24 AM||||good to hear that one again. i also like the one where you ask the trooper if he's selling tickets to the state troopers ball, and if luck is on your side, he'll say "state troopers don't have balls"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002714.cgi
A||||20||jonvr4||gvr4 chat||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-06-2003||11:25 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||why don't we get a gvr4 chat room? that would be dope!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-06-2003||11:30 PM||||How would you keep posers out? Sounds cool.||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||08-06-2003||11:32 PM||||simply allowing only us to be in it.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||08-06-2003||11:36 PM||||my friend has an IRC server, i'm SURE he wouldnt' mind if we had a room<br />is irc good for you guys?||138.89.70.85||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||08-06-2003||11:46 PM||||that would be cool as hell.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||08-07-2003||12:09 AM||||paradox.shacknet.nu<br />#gvr4<br /><br />i'll leave him a note saying we will be borrowing a room  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||141.153.149.201||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||08-07-2003||12:14 AM||||actually i just talked to him and he said he diddn't mind at all.<br />so, its a private server so there are no retards spamming or bouncing in and out.<br />feel free to chat away  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||141.153.149.201||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||08-07-2003||12:16 AM||||how do we get there?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||08-07-2003||12:28 AM||||download mIRC or something similar<br /><a href="http://www.mirc.com" target="_blank">www.mirc.com</a>  (most use this one)<br />install it, run it, and hit:<br />file:<br />options<br />connect<br />add<br />description : gvr4 chat<br />irc server :  paradox.shacknet.nu<br />leave everything else alone<br />then hit : connect to irc server.<br /><br />once it connects, (give it a minute)<br />type:<br />/join #gvr4<br />you NEED the / in there<br />you should be in the room at that point.<br />IRC is probably the most powerful tool on the internet.||141.153.149.201||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||08-07-2003||03:34 AM||||Does anyone have some kind of web IRC client?  I'm stuck behind a proxy server.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||08-07-2003||06:49 AM||||On another thought, is there a reason we shouldn't use irc.dsm.org?  They already have a <a href="http://irc.dsm.org/cgiirc" target="_blank">web IRC client</a>.||194.39.131.39||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||Jon||08-07-2003||09:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> why don't we get a gvr4 chat room? that would be dope! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dope?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000012||gtluke||08-07-2003||09:48 AM||||i'll work on a good irc java client when i get home||141.153.149.201||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000013||ayvr4||08-07-2003||01:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> why don't we get a gvr4 chat room? that would be dope! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dope? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">COOL, SWEET, GREAT, NICE...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />~aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000014||91E39A||08-07-2003||05:03 PM||||Acutally, I too find myself saying "dope" and "sick", and usually it is when I see 'dope' cars or 'sick' setups on galants  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000015||number3||08-07-2003||07:20 PM||||Word!<br /><br />Yo!<br /><br />Peace!||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||slvrblt||08-07-2003||08:00 PM||||Fo sheezy, yo!||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000017||Notorius||08-07-2003||10:32 PM||||is this a room only populated during work hours? cause right now there isnt anyone in there and its like 8:30pm||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000018||slvrblt||08-07-2003||10:56 PM||||Well, I am about to get in there right now to check it out.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000019||atsiauto||11-15-2003||09:58 PM||||This is an excellent way to say wtf's Up ..||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000020||henrok||11-16-2003||12:05 AM||||why not just make your own chat room on aol.  list it under a title that only we would know by coming in here.   everyday u could just list the time everyone is gonna meet there and the title of the room could be different on a daily basis.   this is much easier. u could even use a reallyyyyyy lame title that no one would be interested in to try and keep others away. or just do a private chat.||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum3/002709.cgi
A||||1||broke down||exhaust clamps||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||08-06-2003||02:30 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Anybody know of a place I can buy the exhaust clamps that are a round sheet with a clamp at each end?  I don't know what they are called, but Jon Roberts' galant has them on it, and my buddy bought a o2 eliminator that came with them.  Anybody?||12.135.202.66||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||GroceryGetter||08-06-2003||02:44 PM||||You mean like these?<br /><br /><a href="http://shop.airflowonline.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=AFSI&Category_Code=S1" target="_blank">http://shop.airflowonline.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=CTGY&Store_Code=AFSI&Category_Code=S1</a>||65.35.2.203||reg||1||GroceryGetter||00000430||yes



ubb/Forum3/002710.cgi
A||||1||ayvr4||Starion||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||08-06-2003||05:32 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Are alot of people on this site is running a starion fmic setup on their car???<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-06-2003||07:02 PM||||a few. I'm one of them.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/002711.cgi
A||||2||mixx2001||Here are some GVR4 links.||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||08-06-2003||05:33 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||Maybe a repost, but make sure you click on everything.  Some of the coolest shit is were you'd least expect it.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www005.upp.so-net.ne.jp/eterna/" target="_blank">web page 1</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index2.html" target="_blank">web page 2</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.vr-4.net/" target="_blank">web page 3</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity-Circuit/8779/" target="_blank">web page 4</a> <br /> <a href="http://www2.tky.3web.ne.jp/~kamu/vr-4/" target="_blank">web page 5</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity/9139/" target="_blank">web page 6</a>||65.165.18.117||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||DynStatic||08-06-2003||10:01 PM||||Hertz, can you add these your link page?||68.57.50.115||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-07-2003||01:13 PM||||Word.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002712.cgi
A||||8||4G63_GSR||stock seats vs. racing seats...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||08-06-2003||05:49 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||how do they compare with each other? i would assume racing seats should not go with a daily driver or a car that is driven quite a bit... correct or no?||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||08-06-2003||06:41 PM||||my galant is a daily driver with Sparco seats. They are nonadjustable (well easily). I have no problem using them everyday but YMMV.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||08-06-2003||06:55 PM||||i have recaros in my car.  the problem is going to be the brackets.  i searched for 2 years, finally i got a set out of japan.  driver's seat has both manual and electric adjustments, passenger is manual only.  HUGE difference.  i also converted to manual seat belts.  howard now sits on my old seats.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||08-06-2003||08:55 PM||||Not to hijack this thread, but I was thinking about shoehorning in some seats from a 2003 Acura RSX. They're really nice, more supportive than ours, the leather is close to a match, and they're not designed for a 5'4" Asian guy (no offense Ken) like our stockers were. Has anyone installed seats from another car, rather than racing seats? <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-06-2003||09:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> not designed for a 5'4" Asian guy (no offense Ken) like our stockers were. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So that's why the head rest supports my neck instead of my head.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||08-06-2003||09:24 PM||||yeah, those RSX seats are nice, the first time i saw them i thought they were aftermarket race seats with leather.....<br />I would love some of those in the vr4.<br />~Aaron||68.74.192.133||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||curtis||08-06-2003||10:30 PM||||these are going in in a few weeks along with a set of schroth 5 point inertia belts.  I had them redone about 5 years ago and have had them stored long enough (as you can tell by the dust layer).  There out of a honda crx I've been told that they were designed by recaro but I'm not sure.  Will post pictures once there installed. by the way their weight is 26 pounds each.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=988" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=988&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.142.59.156||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||08-07-2003||10:27 AM||||i really like that tile on the floor there.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||91E39A||08-07-2003||11:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> they're not designed for a 5'4" Asian guy (no offense Ken) like our stockers were.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am 5' 10" and Asian, and I fit fine in my seats.  Maybe it is not you have to be 5' 4" to fit in the seat, but that you have to be Asian.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes



ubb/Forum3/002713.cgi
A||||4||Romanova||Hell yeah!||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||08-06-2003||10:09 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||<img src="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity-Circuit/8779/240meter.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Niiiiice.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||curtis||08-06-2003||10:19 PM||||let me guess you raped a JDM car or you just installed a nasty 2.0 liter with 100 pounds of boost||65.142.59.156||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-07-2003||01:48 AM||||Right on.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||08-07-2003||11:46 AM||||She's runnin' outa fuel Capton!  <br /><br />She cont take much more ah dis!  <br /><br />She's goin to blow!||65.165.18.214||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||08-07-2003||12:17 PM||||Um....yay Canada?<br /><br />Nevermind...I just looked at that links post and found it there. <br /><br />What does this emblem pertain to?  <img src="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity/9139/annivers.jpg" alt=" - " />||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum3/002715.cgi
A||||2||TAMBLERAMBLE||#1788 finding a home :(||||1||||Tambleramble||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-06-2003||11:29 PM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||Esmerelda #1788 will be passing onto new ownership this weekend. I am sad to see her go, but need the money to move into a new house. You will soon see one of our fellow vr4 owner's with a second. I hope he can dump the mod money into her that I wanted to. Hope she is well taken care of  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.222.100.26||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-07-2003||01:33 PM||||Looks like somebody's going to get a sweet (nile black) car!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-07-2003||01:39 PM||||Obsidian gives you 3 more horse power than nile  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.3.46.127||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes



ubb/Forum3/002716.cgi
A||||4||VR6 Eater||Where to buy t-belt tool||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||08-07-2003||02:23 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Where can I find the timing belt tool that compresses the tensioner?  I looked through all my favorites and searched and couldn't find an answer.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||08-07-2003||02:52 AM||||Call Renner or go to them, they are near you and give them this part number:<br />MD998738.<br />Or make your own:<br /><a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/ttool.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plymouthlaser.com/ttool.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/timingbeltNOTE1.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/timingbeltNOTE1.html</a>||24.209.155.246||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||08-07-2003||09:20 AM||||I take it Renner is a dealership? Because thats where I got mine. It was like $6.30 or something very close to that.<br /><br /><br />Just figured I toss this out there. Its instructions on how to change your TB but its in Russian<br /><a href="http://alflash.narod.ru/BeltMMC/Belt2_0DOHC.htm" target="_blank">http://alflash.narod.ru/BeltMMC/Belt2_0DOHC.htm</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||08-07-2003||10:08 AM||||OTC is, or was, the place that sells all of the mitsu special tools.  i have an old 1996 catalog(it was free, too)<br />655 eisenhower drive<br />owatonna, mn 55060<br />cust svc 507 455 1480<br />cust svc fax 800 283 8665<br />the catalog not only has all the tools, but an up to date price list.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||08-07-2003||06:52 PM||||Thanks to all.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum3/002717.cgi
A||||0||boostboy51||Check out the date I registered||||1||||boostboy51||00000274
Z||000000||boostboy51||08-07-2003||04:18 AM||gvr4me@dsmtalk.com||Look at my registration date in my profile. The one below says sept. In my profile it has a actual day. It messed me up when i saw it. I can recal exactly were i was that day and especially the next day. We all will for life. God Bless||67.66.236.3||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes



ubb/Forum3/002718.cgi
A||||11||229of1000||Going to Indiana.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-07-2003||11:25 AM||||Hey guys, I am flying up to Indiana to pick up a surprise this Saturday.  I'll be taking I-65 South out of Indianapolis down towards Atlanta.  Anybody live on the way down?  We could hang out or get some lunch or something.  An impromptu GVR4 meet, if you will.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-07-2003||01:18 PM||||What kind of suprise? Just Kidding. I hope you have a safe trip. I am bored at work. I also have a post concerning this in general discussions. Check it. later paul||4.3.46.127||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-07-2003||01:34 PM||||I think we've ruined the surprise now.  LOL!||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-07-2003||01:36 PM||||He is taking the balls out of the golf ball and putting them in Esmerelda. LOL!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.3.46.127||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-07-2003||01:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tambleramble:<br /><strong> He is taking the balls out of the golf ball and putting them in Esmerelda. LOL!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha, that's too funny!  Hey don't call it a golf ball, I'm going to have to sell it here soon!  LOL!||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||08-07-2003||04:52 PM||||funny coincidence Paul.  I'm going this w/e to pick up my new white GVR4.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'm picking the guy up that bought the Talon at the airport and then we drive to IL to pick up my car and he heads on home to Ohio...  <br /><br />I take it the "golf ball" has a little hail damage throughout...  <br />After about two weeks of screwing around with 1643 in the garage on weeknights and some w/e time, I've removed all the hail damage and started on the previous dings here and there.  If you were closer, I'd gladly help you out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||08-08-2003||01:09 PM||||Anybody?  I'm leaving in the morning.  If you want to give me a call it's (352)207-0354.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||08-08-2003||01:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>I take it the "golf ball" has a little hail damage throughout...  <br />After about two weeks of screwing around with 1643 in the garage on weeknights and some w/e time, I've removed all the hail damage and started on the previous dings here and there.  If you were closer, I'd gladly help you out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the offers man.  I wish I was closer too.   I'd love to have whatever little dings the new car has pulled out.  I'll probably just get it done down here and pay a small fortune.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||GVR4ZUM||08-08-2003||05:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> funny coincidence Paul.  I'm going this w/e to pick up my new white GVR4.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    I'm picking the guy up that bought the Talon at the airport and then we drive to IL to pick up my car and he heads on home to Ohio...  <br /><br />I take it the "golf ball" has a little hail damage throughout...  <br />After about two weeks of screwing around with 1643 in the garage on weeknights and some w/e time, I've removed all the hail damage and started on the previous dings here and there.  If you were closer, I'd gladly help you out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Congrats to you guys..<br />Kevin I bet its got a sunroof  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||08-08-2003||07:06 PM||||Actually Kevin will be happy to know that it doesn't.  (But my '92 does, LOL!)  But it is nearly rust free, and has 67,000 miles, so that makes up for a lot.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I have to leave here at 4AM in the morning.  Better get to bed!  Wish me luck!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||08-09-2003||06:23 AM||||Stupid airports.  They say to get there two hours early, so I get here at 5:30 AM.  I went through security and check-in in like ten minutes.  So now I have to sit here for two hours!  Luckily I found a computer with internet and can access my addiction even from here.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||63.189.128.105||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||Kevinj110||08-09-2003||12:22 PM||||I live like 15 miles from the I 65 columbus exit in southern INdiana I will try to call you to see if we can get a meet before I work||66.119.34.39||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes



ubb/Forum3/002719.cgi
A||||3||VTGVR4||RRE 's new site?||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||08-07-2003||12:15 PM||defnick@yahoo.com||can someone please cue the knight rider theme music?<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/</a><br /><br />i was hoping a full site redesign was in the works, but i guess not any time soon.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||08-07-2003||02:46 PM||||LOL....I love the knight rider theme, its the main ringer on my cell fone.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||number3||08-07-2003||07:24 PM||||How do you know about the Knightrider theme song?||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-07-2003||07:58 PM||||I like the way the site look now. <br /><br />Knight Rider theme is bad ass.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002720.cgi
A||||3||jonvr4||Check out this new honda!||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-07-2003||03:48 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i saw this when i was driving a few days ago. (actually it's just a civic si that i photoshop)<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=990" alt=" - " />||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-07-2003||04:45 PM||||Can you make it longer?  Limo style.  Lower it with some dubs and a limo wing on top.||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||08-07-2003||04:46 PM||||you know it!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||msaskin||08-07-2003||05:46 PM||||that's a damn good photochop!<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes



ubb/Forum3/002723.cgi
A||||5||Ian M||Quaife test video||||1||||Ian M||00000361
Z||000000||Ian M||08-07-2003||08:45 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Not a GVR4 or DSM,but cool anyway.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br /> Its a guy whos street "testing" his new Quaife diff in his 2332CC '61 VW beetle. <br /><br /> Even some of my v8 loving,import hating friends get a kick out of this..    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br /> Realplayer streaming video:<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.cal-look.com/video/smokin_56.ram" target="_blank">http://www.cal-look.com/video/smokin_56.ram</a>||129.71.114.192||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||08-07-2003||11:30 PM||||very nice. Yrs ago when I lived in LV, I watched a 2257cc bug beat up on a blown 5.0. The bug owner was in his 60's.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||08-08-2003||09:46 AM||||I know what this guy's thinking:<br />Wheeeeeee!<br />Shit. Time for new tires.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||08-08-2003||10:47 AM||||Got any good links to read more about his setup or one like it?||65.165.18.224||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||Ian M||08-09-2003||12:56 AM||||He definatley had bigger cajones than me to just do that in the middle of a street! <br /><br /> As far as his combo goes,on Cal-Look.com the owner (Mark Herbert) wrote a very informative article on street engines,where he describes builing an engine like this one.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.cal-look.com/clf.html" target="_blank">http://www.cal-look.com/clf.html</a> <br /><br /> I couldnt direct link to it,but go over to "TECH",then scroll down to "Fast engines"- Thats his article.||129.71.115.240||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||08-09-2003||01:08 AM||||Heres another one,while Im at it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /><br /> Here is a total sleeper...<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.vwparadise.com/images/store_front.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Its gone a best of 9.91!<br /><br /> Here is a 9.99@143 video.<br /><br />  <a href="http://members.cox.net/crg1/jason143" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/crg1/jason143</a>||129.71.115.240||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/002722.cgi
A||||16||neonturbo1995||Chicago area DSM shops???||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-07-2003||04:49 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||ok, I know about AMS, but they are booked up now and I have a horrible exhaust leak, and i am 7 hours from my garage and tools and I will be for another 2 weeks, so I need to have a reputable shop fix this...hopefully inexpensively.  There is a broken stud in the head....and maybe more than this causing the leak.<br /><br />Where should I check to see if there are any openings like...tomorrow or Saturday.  This is not really a long project so if I can find a good shop with a few hours open, I am good.<br /><br />New to this area (Carol Stream) and need some guidance!||66.2.65.23||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||08-07-2003||05:08 PM||||wait for AMS or ask one the shop monkeys if they wanted to make extra money on the side...most DSMers are DIY guys... (also known as cheapasses)<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Good luck||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||neonturbo1995||08-07-2003||06:47 PM||||nobody there has time this weekend.  If I can't get it done tomorrow or Sat...I will just do it myself....but tht will have to wait 2-3 weeks....and that is not good....MASSIVE exhaust leak.||66.2.65.32||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||08-07-2003||06:53 PM||||AMS is really that booked up huh. Well I would just go buy an easyout an do it myself and not get charged an arm and a leg in labor.<br /><br />So you are moving to the suburbs of Chicago huh? You are going to love it out here   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   there's always so much to do.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||65.227.217.52||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||neonturbo1995||08-07-2003||06:59 PM||||I have one at home.....7 hours away.  No garage or tools here...I am going to school and I just got an apartment....they have a no working on cars in the parking lot policy.  I do not want to wait 2-3 weeks to do this...there has to be another reputable shop that can do this....most dealers will be booked until like 2009 like usual, so I am not even going to try them...not to mention, it will cost like $1000 knowing them....plus labor, lol!||66.2.65.32||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000005||number3||08-07-2003||07:18 PM||||I told AMS about you thats why you can't get in.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Go to Sears and buy the tools you need and do the job. You can't tell me you don't need more tools. No real man can say that!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||neonturbo1995||08-07-2003||09:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I told AMS about you thats why you can't get in.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nice||66.2.65.148||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-07-2003||10:07 PM||||Hmm, bummer.  We tried to impress upon you what you were getting into.  Student + VR4 = problems.  You can't own a VR-4 and not have tools within easy reach.<br /><br />Have you tried the Chicago DSM list?  Solicit some locals for help, perhaps?  What kind of tools do you need?  Where is this exhaust leak and how do you anticipate fixing it?||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||bob in chicago||08-08-2003||08:07 AM||||Mike Busalacchi at TAD might be able to help you. Though TAD will not work on street cars anymore (only rally Evo's) he does moonlight out of his home in Lake Villa. <br /><br />His cell phone: (847) 668-8133; michael@tadmotorsports.com||216.65.162.206||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000009||neonturbo1995||08-08-2003||02:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Hmm, bummer.  We tried to impress upon you what you were getting into.  Student + VR4 = problems.  You can't own a VR-4 and not have tools within easy reach.<br /><br />Have you tried the Chicago DSM list?  Solicit some locals for help, perhaps?  What kind of tools do you need?  Where is this exhaust leak and how do you anticipate fixing it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">there is a broken stud in the manifold on the top right...the uncovered one...I bet that is where the problem is...or at least some of it.  I just need to drill it and use an easy out.  this would be no problem if I was at home, but I an 6+ hours away and no tools.  <br /><br />I got pissed and called a few Mitsu dealerships to see if they could squeeze me in and one that is like 30 minutes from here said, "come on over, we can di it today, will need like and hour probably."  So I took it there....when I got there the service guy was like, "Who did you talk to here?  We can maybe get you in, but it will most likely be here until Monday."  Then he calls a tech over and asks him how long to just extract the stud and replace it...without removing the manifold.  The tech says, "5-6 hours minimum."  Then the service guy tells me that it will be like $500 to do this....without removing the manifold!!!!!  I got an estimate from a local shop in my home town that was $250...but they were going to take everything apart, inspect it all for leaks, then replace EVERY gasket and remove/replace the stud...and they estimated 5-6 hours for all that.  FUCK these rip off artist dealers.<br /><br />Damned it...this is really pissing me off.||66.2.65.101||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||08-08-2003||02:30 PM||||Personally I'd wait two weeks and do it myself if I was you. That way you can pull the manifold and put a new gasket in there as well.  For me it would make removing the stud much easier anyway.  You also might get lucky with the manifold off and be able to get the stud out without drilling (a little heat and some vice grips)if there is enough sticking out.<br />I remember talking to the previous owner and he had mentioned a bad exhaust leak...I forget what all he said he had checked that hadn't worked.  If it's that bad you should see a lot of carbon around that spot. <br />Also: more experienced experts jump in here please...  I wonder if this has been this way for a while if you might now have a warped manifold...||167.142.22.119||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||SLO GVR 4||08-08-2003||03:00 PM||||case of beer and you can use my garage  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||08-08-2003||03:57 PM||||I think the three of us should get together.  I've got some good leaks around my exhaust manifold (stock).  I'd really like to replace it with a '95 or EvoIII setup, but my money needs to go elsewhere right now.   However, I'd be interested in helping out (practice)...<br /><br />...plus maybe I can beat some sense into you.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||GVR4458||08-08-2003||04:32 PM||||Another option would be Sound Performance in Bloomingdale (or thereabouts).  If you are really, nice, Ivan may be able to help you out.<br /><br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000014||neonturbo1995||08-09-2003||03:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SLO GVR 4:<br /><strong> case of beer and you can use my garage    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">cool!<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I think the three of us should get together.  I've got some good leaks around my exhaust manifold (stock).  I'd really like to replace it with a '95 or EvoIII setup, but my money needs to go elsewhere right now.   However, I'd be interested in helping out (practice)...<br /><br />...plus maybe I can beat some sense into you.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sounds good to me, but I don't see any beatings happening...maybe if you get to know me I will tell you about the fun I had in Bin-laden land with 2/75 for 8 months.....but I don't like to talk about the Army in detail unless I know you really well!||66.2.65.12||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000015||neonturbo1995||08-09-2003||03:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4458:<br /><strong> Another option would be Sound Performance in Bloomingdale (or thereabouts).  If you are really, nice, Ivan may be able to help you out.<br /><br /><br />EH </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have been trying to go to their website...it is down, and I have been too lazy to look up the phone #, so maybe I will tomorrow, but like everyone else, I am sure they are booked!||66.2.65.12||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000016||smokindav||08-11-2003||06:46 PM||||Guess you should have bought my car.  I already replaced all the exhaust manifold studs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Dave Flaherty||66.32.72.147||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum3/002724.cgi
A||||7||Arty||Gearbox parts obsolete ?||||13||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||08-07-2003||09:03 PM||||I tried looking up MD746829 1-2 Synchro Hub/Slider on partznet but it says not available, I also tried the 2G MD749414 and it's not available either.<br />Are they no longer available from Mitsubishi ?<br />If we can't get these parts anymore, it may be the death knell for my GVR4.||202.12.233.21||reg||13||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-07-2003||09:19 PM||||Thats odd, I have priced the 1st gen part at a local dealer and they could get them or they had them.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Arty||08-07-2003||09:36 PM||||I'm in Aus. and the local dealer says they are obsolete, that's why I checked Partznet.<br />I just got an email from Partznet saying they left me a reply, but the replys page doesn't have any replys on it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />I also checked mitsubishiparts.cc, it's not in stock, but they list them as available in 4-10 days<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-07-2003||10:08 PM||||Maybe the part number changed...<br /><br />Have you tried jon@teamrip.com?||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||08-07-2003||10:52 PM||||Well, what do you guys have for a local parts house down there ? NAPA ?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Ummm...go to AutoZone.com and see if you can reference the numbers to a new part number.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||08-07-2003||10:54 PM||||Here are some part numbers I got from this site and Im sorry, but I dont remember who posted them...<br /><br /><br />MD739795 1992 3-4 Rail<br />MD742728 1992 3rd Gear<br />MD742729 1992 4th Gear<br />MD742777 3-4 Synchro Keys<br />MD747646 1992 3-4 Hub/Sleeve/Synchro Kit<br />MD741558 1992 3-4 Fork<br />MD723439 1998 1-2 Fork<br />MD726235 Taper Bearing, Input Shaft Endcap Side<br />MD737652 Needle Bearing, Interm Shaft<br />MD745477 1998 1st Synchro<br />MD746435 1998 2nd Dual Synchros    --   $66<br />MD748577 1998 2nd Gear<br />MD749414 1998 1-2 Hub/Sleeve<br />MD736638 1992 Taper Bearing, Interm Shaft Endcap Side<br />MD726326 1992 Taper Bearing, Interm Shaft Clutch side<br />MD738053 2G Trans Filter<br />MD742051 1992 Reverse Brake Synchro<br />MD732314 1992 Taper Bearing, Input Shaft Clutch Side<br />MD742775 1998 1-2 Synchro Keys<br />MD742445 1998 1-2 Synchro Springs<br />MD742441 1992 3-4 Synchro Springs<br />MD701722 Roll Pins||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||Arty||08-08-2003||12:15 AM||||Does NAPA, Autozone, carry 1-2 Hub/Sliders ?<br />We don't have NAPA or Autozone here anyway. Only thing I know about Autozone is what I learn't from watching that "King of the Hill" episode where the guys truck is on its last legs and his neighbour dreads having to give him rides down to the Autozone   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I'd like to give them my business, but from previous enquiries of TRE, shipping from them is the killer, Partznet is more reasonable on shipping.<br /><br />Maybe the part number has changed, I only have access to the old cracked US version of CAPS.<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000007||curtis||08-08-2003||12:31 AM||||look up road race engineering and go to the section about buying JDM engines and trannies most of the companies here have there main office in Japan.  I got a JDM tranny and transfer case for $532 to my driveway from skn in california.<br />They might have some trannies with busted up cases or a good deal on a tranny.    Good luck||65.144.153.248||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002725.cgi
A||||13||jonvr4||what do you guys think?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-08-2003||01:33 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=997" alt=" - " />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Martin Chilcote||08-08-2003||02:50 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=998" alt=" - " />||66.139.167.219||reg||13||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||no
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-08-2003||02:54 AM||||HIDEOUS!! PLEASE PLASEASEASEASEASESESEASE TAKE IT OFF NOW!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||08-08-2003||03:04 AM||||first of all why is it not painted the right colour. why is it yellow! the side skirts are fine. the rear bumper is pretty nice but i don't like the vents cut into it. i do prefer the jdm rear galant bumper. the front bumper is ok, until i saw the side of it, i really dislike that side vent one font bumper its ugly and has no purpose. if that weren't there, it would a lot nicer. i still would MUCH rather an amg front bumper (of course i mean bumper cover)<br /><br />whose is that?||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||08-08-2003||04:39 AM||||I hope this is a dream and I just wake up!<br /><br />Our cars are way too boxy to have any sort of kit made up.. JDM/AMG stuff looks awesome, but eww.. no ricer shit here!  no thanks!<br /><br />And its yellow because thats a base primer color.. dont you ever see ricers with blue body kits?||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||199of2k||08-08-2003||07:25 AM||||Wasnt that a wholesale kit?<br /><br />I personally dont like it because it dosent really follow the lines of the car...||68.9.133.9||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||08-08-2003||08:06 AM||||this kit is from those guys who make that one hideous blueish silver galant without the side panels. i think these guys need to just give up....nothing they make is going to look good on a galant. i found their page while looking at pictures of evos. also the kit is yellow so you could see what it looks like, so you don't mistake some parts of the kit from being factory. also included in this kit, but not pictured is what apears to be a repro. AMG spoiler. but i can't really tell for sure if it is inded an AMG or just a knock off. And the price.....welll that's about 795 dollars more than what i would spend on this piece of work.||12.211.242.195||reg||13||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||08-08-2003||08:33 AM||||Yeah, that was wholesales old "Super VR-4" kit. It was moddeld after the late model VR4 kit in Japan. I dont like it but they only imported like 10 or somthing and Im not sure if any of them endend up on VR4s. There EVO VR4 is nice for what it is and it has some power to back it up. Not my cup o tea but somewhat cool and diffrent none the less. He came to the point one day and said, My cars ugly and i want it to look like an evo so he did, plain and simple.||4.72.23.6||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||markrieb||08-08-2003||10:21 AM||||The GVR-4 is tough to design a body kit for.  The EVO kit that wholesale did was the best I've seen, and I'm still not sure I like it that well.<br /><br />The styling that I was daydreaming about the other day was some old school ISMA style box flares, like those found on the early (E30?) M3's.  I think those could be made to look right.<br /><br />Then put some real tires and wheels on there, some 255's or 275's.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000009||Jose||08-08-2003||12:56 PM||||Hey JONVR4 can you post a link to that site? I think those side skirts would look alot nicer with my AMG bumpers.<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000010||1312VR4||08-08-2003||01:30 PM||||I believe this is it.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.wholesalehyperformance.com/kits1-main.html" target="_blank">http://www.wholesalehyperformance.com/kits1-main.html</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000011||1quickvr4||08-08-2003||02:06 PM||||They only offer the EVO front bumper. They do not offer sides or back bumpers or the super vr4 kit. The green VR4 that the Super VR4 kit was on was just there just to test fit. As far as I know it does not wear the kit any more.||4.72.16.69||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000012||Vr4in'||08-08-2003||06:53 PM||||he one with the yellow body kit is a little too ricey,but i dont see anything wrong with the one next to..it looks pretty good.<br /><br />Roby Cheaib||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000013||Minjin||08-08-2003||07:33 PM||||This is the only "kit" that I would even think of putting on my car (and I wouldn't).<br /><br /><a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index/lm2.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index/lm2.jpg</a><br /><br />And yeah, I love box flares. The big problem with them on our cars is all the plastic molding on either side of the wheel wells. That has to be dealt with before any flaring.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/002726.cgi
A||||3||Scott Y||my .02||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||08-08-2003||09:40 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||If I was going to buy a GVR4 with the expectation of doing engine work, I would find one with a good rust-free body. It would suck for me to fix both the drivetrain AND the body on a 12 year old car.  Your autobody situation sounds like the body work will have minimal cost associated with it, so maybe the body condition is not as important as it would be for me, but here's my .02: <br /><br />We picked up our GVR4 after searching for over 6 months for a stock, unmodified, excellent condition example. This was 3 years ago.<br />What I've learned: if you plan on rebuilding the engine, also plan on going through the rest of the drivetrain.  These cars will nickel/dime you to death if you let them, so be prepared to do a bunch of work yourself. If the body is rough, there are probably other examples with good sheetmetal for the same price, you just have to be patient. I had to buy a 1 way ticket and drive 8 hours to get our GVR4 home.<br /><br />I hope you don't think I'm being negative: I really like our GVR4 and I think it's worth the money that we spent and continue to spend on it.  You just need to have your eyes open when you jump in the pool.||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||Scott Y||08-08-2003||09:42 AM||||admin, this was supposed to be a reply to [looking at a vr4 today], but I can't move it.<br />Help!<br /><br />-Scott||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||08-08-2003||09:55 AM||||just copy your post then delete it and paste it in the looking for a vr4 post.||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||08-08-2003||10:17 AM||||i understand what you're saying... i know it'll be a lot of work but considering the age of the car, you're most likely going to find a vr4 where you need to touch up on cosmetics... i dont mind... this car isnt a total rust bucket, but to people who dont appreciate/like these cars, they're going to not like it and think differ just cause the car's not show room condition...  repainting the car is almost necessary so doing body work won't be a thing... i'm more concerned about the engine rebuld... thanks for the advice..||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes



ubb/Forum3/002727.cgi
A||||4||ken inn||L-M-F-A-O!!!!!!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||08-08-2003||10:37 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||&gt;&gt;Cold Chili<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;A man enters a cafe and sits down. He notices that the special of<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;the day is cold chili. When the waitress comes to take his order,<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;he says, "I'll take the cold chili."<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;"I'm sorry, the gentleman next to you got the last bowl," says<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;the waitress.<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;"Oh, I'll just have coffee, then."<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;After a while the man notices that the guy next to him who got<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;the last bowl of cold chili is finishing a rather large meal and<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;the chili bowl is still full.<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;He asks, "Are you going to eat that?"<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;The other man replies, "No."<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;"Would you sell it to me?"<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;"You can have it for free if you want it."<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;So the man takes the bowl of chili and begins to eat it. When he<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;gets about half way through the bowl, he notices a dead mouse in<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;the bowl and pukes the chili back into the bowl.<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;The other man says sympathetically, "That's about as far as I<br />&gt;&gt;&gt;got, too."||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||08-08-2003||10:59 AM||||<img src="http://www.mailbag.com/users/edfila/puke.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.224||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||08-08-2003||11:06 AM||||Just what I needed to see first thing in the morning...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||08-08-2003||11:20 AM||||Sorry.  Had too, I have a vivid imagination, so the joke was just as bad for me.||65.165.18.224||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||Family4Door||08-08-2003||11:35 AM||||Fantastic. Never eating chili agian, and the pic does it for me!||172.158.142.227||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes



ubb/Forum3/002728.cgi
A||||69||Louters91GVR4||What was your favorite OEM feature on your Galant???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||08-08-2003||12:32 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||It was a glorious day in the early 90's when the Galant VR4 was introduced. What is your favorite STOCK feature on this luxury sports sedan??? (Besides a 200hp turbocharged motor and AWD)<br /><br />Mine... I love the gauge cluster, I love the speedo (150mph) and I don't know why, and I love the orange boost gauge that lights up. I thought that was pretty damn cool. <br /><br />Alright i am a retard<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-08-2003||12:43 PM||||I like the dash very much too.  I like the over sized gages.  For a Japanise car, it doesn't look too cheap or basic.  I think someone put a little thought in to it.<br /><br />My favorite part of the car (not including any mechanical fetures) is that it came with leather.  Not only did it come with leather, leather was the only option.  I really enjoy the black on black except when it's hot and sunny out.<br /><br />Speaking of the dash.....<br /><br />Has anyone made use of the space where the auto P, N, R, D lights would go?  Damn, I don't even know what order they go in anymore.  I don't know how to drive a auto.  My feet get confused by the 2 pedels   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||boostboy51||08-08-2003||12:44 PM||||People will Laugh, but...................<br />Automatic Seat Belts<br /><br />I'm too lazy to do it myself.||66.139.108.24||reg||1||boostboy51||00000274||yes
Z||000003||drew||08-08-2003||12:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I like the dash very much too.  I like the over sized gages.  For a Japanise car, it doesn't look too cheap or basic.  I think someone put a little thought in to it.<br /><br />My favorite part of the car (not including any mechanical fetures) is that it came with leather.  Not only did it come with leather, leather was the only option.  I really enjoy the black on black except when it's hot and sunny out.<br /><br />Speaking of the dash.....<br /><br />Has anyone made use of the space where the auto P, N, R, D lights would go?  Damn, I don't even know what order they go in anymore.  I don't know how to drive a auto.  My feet get confused by the 2 pedels     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Leather was not an option on the USDM GVR4s. The only options were Moonroof and CD player.<br /><br />BTW it's PRND21 for autos. And, I've seen someone drill out that area to mount a bar <br />type A/F gauge<br /><br />As far as features, I really like the window controls after shutting the ignition off... and the speed sensitive wipers (they're a fun novelty).. almost drove me nuts when I first realized them)||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-08-2003||12:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Leather was not an option on the USDM GVR4s. The only options were Moonroof and CD player.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think he meant that leather was your only option.<br /><br />My favorite feature of the car would have to be the awesome back seats, even though I am never sitting back there.  No back seat I have ever sat in has been as comfortable as the ones in my car, inlcuding my stepmom's ES300 and my friend's Q45.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||josh91vr4||08-08-2003||01:01 PM||||I definitely agree with the leather. The sunroof is nice, and I like the electric door locks. The color changing gauge light is neat-o  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000006||silly4turbo||08-08-2003||01:04 PM||||what's the deal with that little door that goes from the back seat to the trunk ? are you actually supposed to be able to access the trunk though that door ? it does come in handy when loading ski's or anything long like that. I love my sunroof and the arm rest in the back seat, even though I don't sit back there, it's still cool .||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000007||RayH||08-08-2003||01:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> <br />Has anyone made use of the space where the auto P, N, R, D lights would go?  Damn, I don't even know what order they go in anymore.  I don't know how to drive a auto.  My feet get confused by the 2 pedels    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A number of us have mounted boost gauges in that spot.<br /><br />I've used the trunk pass through for skis but that was before putting in a strut tower bar which severely limits what you can get through there.  I had thought about mounting a subwoofer in the trunk and firing it through there but again the strut tower bar is a problem.  Another thing I noticed is if the pass through is open along with the sunroof you get set up a huge low frequency resonance in the passenger compartment at around 20-30mph.<br /><br />What I like are the simple mechanical fan and temp knobs and the turn, lights and wiper controls within a short distance of the steering wheel.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000008||1312VR4||08-08-2003||01:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boostboy51:<br /><strong> People will Laugh, but...................<br />Automatic Seat Belts<br /><br />I'm too lazy to do it myself. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL..I have a friend that I met in Miawa, Japan & he married a Japanese girl. He brought here to the states & we went for a ride in the car. She flipped out when she saw the autoseatbelts. So much so that she actually video taped it & sent it to her parents.<br /><br />I would also have to say the seatbelts EXCEPT for when you have to reach into the car & turn the ingition switch & just about get decapitated. Thats when I despise them.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||08-08-2003||01:31 PM||||How it's teaching me more than I ever wanted to know about replacing, reparing and tracking down leaks and problems  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||08-08-2003||01:40 PM||||Okay seriously favorite feature on the car would have to be .............<br /><br /><br />ummm the dash plaque   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  , or the stock turbo that isn't massively undersized, or the fact that they put factory restrictions on the car that can easily be removed for more performance (aka: free mods).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||08-08-2003||02:01 PM||||Automatically "adjusting" timing belts and special 4-wheel tcase lock option. : )||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||GVR1643||08-08-2003||02:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Automatically "adjusting" timing belts and special 4-wheel tcase lock option. : ) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO Alex!!!<br /><br />4-doors is what I like!  That's how I slid the initial purchase by my wife. "Hey how about this 4-door family car?"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Yeah I love that DSM quote about making mechanics out of people since 1989...how true.||167.142.22.119||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000013||Dan D||08-08-2003||02:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> seatbelts EXCEPT for when you have to reach into the car & turn the ingition switch & just about get decapitated. Thats when I despise them.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like to wait till my passangers lean to put their purse on the floor ect. before turning the key.  They just love getting strangled  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Seriously I actually hurt my self pretty bad doing exactly that.  I tried to yank my head out of the way and creamed the a-pillar with my eye and forehead.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000014||SLO GVR 4||08-08-2003||03:03 PM||||The ashtray....the only thing I havent had to replace  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000015||GVR1643||08-08-2003||03:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> seatbelts EXCEPT for when you have to reach into the car & turn the ingition switch & just about get decapitated. Thats when I despise them.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like to wait till my passangers lean to put their purse on the floor ect. before turning the key.  They just love getting strangled   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Seriously I actually hurt my self pretty bad doing exactly that.  I tried to yank my head out of the way and creamed the a-pillar with my eye and forehead.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had a large friend get caught in mine once.  You wouldn't think a 300+# guy could bend over like that.  I couldn't help him very well, as I was laughing too hard. He leaned over to get something from the floorboard, as he was openening the door...you can picture the rest.||167.142.22.119||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||08-08-2003||03:55 PM||||ETACS definitely.  (The speed-sensitive wipers, closing windows after the car is off, dimming dome light...)  I think the seatbelt pockets in the rear seat are nice, though the occasional rear passenger can't seem to ever figure it out.<br /><br />I also like the mousetrap seatbelts for one very specific reason -- I like that you can loosen/pull on the lap belt to reach into your pockets.  In a manual belt car it isn't nearly as easy to get into your pockets without feeding some slack into the lap.<br /><br />I'm in a rental Pontiac right now and during a recent thunderstorm I felt like I spent more time fucking with the wipers than I was actually driving.  The only cool feature it has is leaving the stereo on until you open the door.  I suppose it would be a simple electronics exercise to do the same/similar in the VR-4... just run the stereo off of the window power.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||GVR4458||08-08-2003||04:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> ...it does come in handy when loading ski's or anything long like that...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Precisely.  My Audi A6 has an actual 'Ski Bag' feature in the trunk.  It the same sort of door, but it has an 'integrated' bag for holding skis so they don't get the interior wet or let in cold breezes from the trunk.  If I was the skiing type, that would be pretty neat.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||08-08-2003||04:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> what's the deal with that little door that goes from the back seat to the trunk ? are you actually supposed to be able to access the trunk though that door ? it does come in handy when loading ski's or anything long like that. I love my sunroof and the arm rest in the back seat, even though I don't sit back there, it's still cool . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it is acually ment for golf clubs.  A early 90s yuppy thing.  Do cars even have that anymore?||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||gvr4ever||08-08-2003||04:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Leather was not an option on the USDM GVR4s. The only options were Moonroof and CD player.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think he meant that leather was your only option.<br /><br />My favorite feature of the car would have to be the awesome back seats, even though I am never sitting back there.  No back seat I have ever sat in has been as comfortable as the ones in my car, inlcuding my stepmom's ES300 and my friend's Q45. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, that's what I ment.  Leather was the only option.  No cloth.||12.34.246.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000020||number3||08-08-2003||04:57 PM||||Its a Ski hole. The car is AWD.<br /><br />My favorite feature is the four doors, other wise I would drive a T/E/L.||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000021||GVR4ZUM||08-08-2003||05:05 PM||||Lol.. same here auto seatbelts.<br />I never use to wear them. It tought me in a way because now If I'm using the other car and don't have the seatbelt fastened, I look for it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boostboy51:<br /><strong> People will Laugh, but...................<br />Automatic Seat Belts<br /><br />I'm too lazy to do it myself. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL..I have a friend that I met in Miawa, Japan & he married a Japanese girl. He brought here to the states & we went for a ride in the car. She flipped out when she saw the autoseatbelts. So much so that she actually video taped it & sent it to her parents.<br /><br />I would also have to say the seatbelts EXCEPT for when you have to reach into the car & turn the ingition switch & just about get decapitated. Thats when I despise them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000022||4G63_GSR||08-08-2003||05:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br />Mine... I love the gauge cluster, I love the speedo (150mph) and I don't know why, and I love the orange boost gauge that lights up. I thought that was pretty damn cool. <br /><br /><br />tom [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how does a vr4's gauge work compared to TEL's??||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000023||1312VR4||08-08-2003||07:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  (The speed-sensitive wipers, closing windows after the car is off, dimming dome light...)  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what is this about speed sensitive wipers??????<br />Is this on our cars (I have no clue because it never gets driven in the rain)||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000024||drew||08-08-2003||07:50 PM||||if you set the wipers for intermittent, the intermittent rate goes up as you drive faster.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000025||229of1000||08-08-2003||07:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  (The speed-sensitive wipers, closing windows after the car is off, dimming dome light...)  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what is this about speed sensitive wipers??????<br />Is this on our cars (I have no clue because it never gets driven in the rain) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can only tell a difference on the two highest interval settings, but when you go above 35 they go into Low speed (no interval) and when you are under 35 they return to interval.<br /><br />When I first bought the car I thought the wipers were screwed up.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000026||curtis||08-08-2003||11:51 PM||||Theres nothing on my car thats still stock or unchanged.  every system has been modified.  so I guess its the dash emblem and the matching key flob.<br /><br /><br />Oh I forgot I don't have a key flob.  If anyone has one If you don't mind send it to me.||65.135.143.100||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000027||Doc_Seuss||08-09-2003||01:14 AM||||see now i feel like a moron...<br /><br />i have been talking to my friends all with grv4s and dsms, none of them told me about the speed sensitive wipers.  even when i would aks hey WTF was wrong with it.  I always thought something electronic would get screwed up and eventually would fix itself..<br /><br />i am retarded, please point your fingers and laugh<br /><br />dave||24.161.91.11||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000028||Hertz||08-09-2003||01:24 AM||||There some weird combinations of speed/setting that don't seem to be quite right...  that is the delay change isn't linear.  So I would agree, sometimes it seems like they're not working right -- but most of the time it is pretty cool for 90's technology.  Much better than the fucking speed-sensitive radio volume on a 90's Mercedes I drove once.   That was hella stupid.||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000029||chadhayashi||08-09-2003||01:26 AM||||I like the fact that it has 4 individual map/reading lights. And the way the dome lamp dims when you get in. Ambience baby!!! bomchicabompowpow...(&lt;--70's porn theme)||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000030||gvr4ever||08-09-2003||01:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doc_Seuss:<br /><strong> see now i feel like a moron...<br /><br />i have been talking to my friends all with grv4s and dsms, none of them told me about the speed sensitive wipers.  even when i would aks hey WTF was wrong with it.  I always thought something electronic would get screwed up and eventually would fix itself..<br /><br />i am retarded, please point your fingers and laugh<br /><br />dave </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I remembered when I first figured it out.  No one told me about it and I didn't read about it.<br /><br />I thought something was broken. I kept turning my whipers on and off manualy because they wouldn't stay on the setting I chose.  I was happy when I figured out I had yet another cool option I didn't know about.<br /><br />They do work a little funky.  They don't seem to be set to a spacific speed, or at least I havn't figured it out yet.  It is nice, bucause the slowest setting doesn't have that, so it doesn't do that funky speed up thing on every deley setting, just most of them.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000031||RayH||08-09-2003||02:03 AM||||Not only are the wipers speed sensitive, their delay is set at the speed you're driving at when you set them and then speed up or slow down relative to that  speed.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000032||gvr4in||08-09-2003||02:22 AM||||Friends of mine are always amazed with the 'change color' button, speed sensitive wipers, dimming dome light, AWD launches, 4 doors and turbo'd..etc..<br /><br />I love the 4 doors, the wipers, the plaque (people have seriously asked me if I bought the plaque and put in there! I felt like smacking them!), my key fob lots of you don't have   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   , the drivers seat that 'hops' when you hit bumps on the freeway,  the backseat, auto belts, the trunk AND how when people who don't listen to me in the back seat when I tell them to put their seatbelt on slide across the whole seat when I take a hard ass turn (purposely) and they hit the opposite door in pain!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    They're like WTF   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000033||theymightbegalants||08-09-2003||03:40 AM||||Hehe, I too was certain that my wipers were all F'ed up until I noticed it was speed dependent... then I had to call all my friends to share, only to listen to their jeering laughter at the car nerd.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     I didn't know that it was dependent upon your initial speed when turning them on, though.  That's neat.<br /><br />I think the best stock feature is the 4WS sticker in the rear window.  It gets people asking about the car, even though it's advertising a feature "no longer in service."    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />And don't go knocking speed sensitive volume.  Our suburban has it, and it's a phenomenal feature.  I think all cars should have it, and unfortunately I can't find any aftermarket stereos that have or an easy way to make one have it.  I hate having to adjust the volume when I enter/exit a freeway.||69.59.219.137||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000034||91 #680||08-09-2003||04:41 PM||||I have to agree with the aws sticker in the rear of the window.  I really like the black leather seats and the white stitching.  The vr-4 badge attached to the trunk is cool as well.  But the feature I really have a thing for is the shift boot....don't ask why but I like the retro look of it.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000035||Romanova||08-09-2003||07:02 PM||||No one mentioned the utterly worthless cupholders!<br />Or the elastic strip that runs along the back of the glovebox. <br /><br />My favorite feature is the six way adjustable drivers seat. Very nice.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000036||Notorius||08-09-2003||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> No one mentioned the utterly worthless cupholders!<br />Or the elastic strip that runs along the back of the glovebox. <br /><br />My favorite feature is the six way adjustable drivers seat. Very nice.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what cupholders?||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000037||drew||08-09-2003||07:36 PM||||it's a tray that fits in the armrest. it snaps in the armrest lid when not in use||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000038||silly4turbo||08-09-2003||07:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> I really have a thing for is the shift boot....don't ask why but I like the retro look of it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I really like the shifter boost as well, especially with my mofugas short shifter, plus I can spill drinks on it and it cleans right up   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000039||1312VR4||08-09-2003||07:38 PM||||got a pic of it????????? PLEASE(the cup holder)||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000040||silly4turbo||08-09-2003||07:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> got a pic of it????????? PLEASE </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">a pic of the shifter ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000041||1312VR4||08-09-2003||09:37 PM||||No the cup holders.<br /><br />I have it in (  )||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000042||GVR1643||08-09-2003||11:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> No the cup holders.<br /><br />I have it in (  ) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I could send you pics of the cup holders...but you'll look at them and say "why". They're worthless.  Any acceleration or lateral g's and what ever was in there will be ejected. They're way to shallow.  I bet many found their ways to storage or garbage.||167.142.22.55||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000043||theymightbegalants||08-10-2003||08:08 AM||||Yea, I think I just set a can in them in the driveway, when I first got the car, and just shook my head and got rid of 'em.  They're probably hiding somewhere in the garage, but they're nothing but a liability.  You're better off just sticking the beverage between your legs, or getting one w/a lid and sticking it by the seat belt buckle, or best yet, no beverages at all.  No consumables are allowed in my car.||69.59.219.207||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000044||number3||08-10-2003||08:57 AM||||it not a cup holder is a change and extra bolt holder     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000045||1312VR4||08-10-2003||10:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> it not a cup holder is a change and extra bolt holder      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought thats what the glovebox was for...LOL<br /><br />BTW, if anyone has a "cup holder" they want to get rid of let me know.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000046||229of1000||08-12-2003||04:03 PM||||The cupholder is fine! Both of my cars have them and I use it every day.  Haven't spilled a drink yet.  I don't know why everybody bashes them.  Just don't drive like an ass and you'll be fine.<br /><br />Tom I'll sell you my cupholder for $4000 and the car comes free.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000047||GVR1643||08-12-2003||04:15 PM||||Yeah, Paul I should say there fine.  My wife uses hers regularly.  Her drinks stay fine...BUT that's because the sticky spilled pop holds them in place  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   LOL<br /><br />Mine is buried in the garage somewhere.  Had better luck removing it and placing one adjustable one in the bottom of the glove box (even screws in) that now holds any size drink and doesn't spill.  One drink holder - one driver. Passengers can hold their own - if their's spills it's on their clothes, not my car.<br /><br />I'm a pack rat - I have the roof racks stored, cupholders, the bra that came with the white one and a ton of OEM misc in the basement or garage.  I try to keep everything to put them back original.  I've nearly got enough to build a mock GVR4 interior in my basement - sit in the leather seats, recline, and watch some racing. LOL||167.142.22.70||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000048||AllWheelsDriven||08-12-2003||04:39 PM||||i like the bolt into the roof Thule rack that you had to order special from thule and then remove the two weather strips to reveal the mounting slots.  Seriously solid mounting.<br /><br />I also like the way the doors slammed...very solid thunk unlike my current subaru impreza RS<br /><br />mike||12.211.95.82||reg||2||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
Z||000049||229of1000||08-12-2003||04:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>I've nearly got enough to build a mock GVR4 interior in my basement - sit in the leather seats, recline, and watch some racing. LOL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would be awesome!  You just gave me an idea for my apartment when I get one.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000050||GVR1643||08-12-2003||05:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>I've nearly got enough to build a mock GVR4 interior in my basement - sit in the leather seats, recline, and watch some racing. LOL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would be awesome!  You just gave me an idea for my apartment when I get one.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">oh my...might as well get a front clip then.  Take your date to a "drive-in" movie.  Of course she'd only date you once after seeing your decor.||167.142.22.70||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000051||crucible||08-12-2003||07:26 PM||||Good topic!<br />Funny shit<br /><br />What got me interested in this car was the four doors for the family(Wife had no clue  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ) and the front fascia or bumper with the slats and the fog ligts molded in.The front end of the car makes it stand out from the regular Galant line-up but without the cheese effect.<br /><br /><br />crucible||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000052||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||07:29 PM||||I really like the fact that I can dirrect air flow from the driverside to the passenger side with the flick of a nob.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000053||Kibo||08-12-2003||07:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>Has anyone made use of the space where the auto P, N, R, D lights would go?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've been thinking about using those spots for a sequential shift light (ie. a series of lights whereby one lights up every 200rpms as you approach the rev limit, which is signified by one larger/brighter light).  So many more important things to do instead, though...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Although not quite a "feature", my favorite part about the GVR4 is the "Oh, Sh*t!"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  factor.  If you've ever watched one run at the track (or a video of one from the crowd's point of view), you know exactly what I mean.  I *still* bust up laughing every time I see a GVR4 run fast--it just looks so wrong!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Feature-wise, I actually really like the AWS.  It's also part of what give the car its character and its name, so I've gone out of my way to retain it.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000054||crucible||08-12-2003||07:47 PM||||Oh yeah, the dual gauge illumination(did I spell that right?Oh well) but it wasnt exclusive to the VR4.<br /><br /><br />Crucible||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000055||gvr4ever||08-12-2003||09:15 PM||||One other thing that is nice that people might not even think of or realize.  The wind deflector for the sun foor.  That shinny looking thing that poppes up when you open the sun roof.  Nissan sure as hell doesn't have that.<br /><br />Most cars from Japan don't.  You don't have to stick a ugly plastic wind deflector on top of the car.  Our cars are rather quit on the inside with the sun roof open.  A very nice thing to have.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000056||1312VR4||08-13-2003||10:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> One other thing that is nice that people might not even think of or realize.  The wind deflector for the sun foor.  That shinny looking thing that poppes up when you open the sun roof.  Nissan sure as hell doesn't have that.<br /><br />Most cars from Japan don't.  You don't have to stick a ugly plastic wind deflector on top of the car.  Our cars are rather quit on the inside with the sun roof open.  A very nice thing to have. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um, I have the plastic wind deflector, not the metal piece that pops up. I figured it was factory, because it says MITSUBISHI on it. I know its a factory sunroof.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000057||Hertz||08-13-2003||11:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Belize#1692:<br /><strong> I really like the fact that I can dirrect air flow from the driverside to the passenger side with the flick of a nob. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's a great one, good call.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000058||gvr4ever||08-13-2003||12:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> One other thing that is nice that people might not even think of or realize.  The wind deflector for the sun foor.  That shinny looking thing that poppes up when you open the sun roof.  Nissan sure as hell doesn't have that.<br /><br />Most cars from Japan don't.  You don't have to stick a ugly plastic wind deflector on top of the car.  Our cars are rather quit on the inside with the sun roof open.  A very nice thing to have. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um, I have the plastic wind deflector, not the metal piece that pops up. I figured it was factory, because it says MITSUBISHI on it. I know its a factory sunroof. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you post a picture?  I can show you what mine looks like if you havn't seen others.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000059||Carl Morris||08-13-2003||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br />Although not quite a "feature", my favorite part about the GVR4 is the "Oh, Sh*t!"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   factor.  If you've ever watched one run at the track (or a video of one from the crowd's point of view), you know exactly what I mean.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...or from the car behind it, as you're watching it launch against something you assume is faster? :-)<br /><br />My vote for favorite stock feature is the stock boost gauge, just because it's an LED bar graph controlled by the ECU, in the perfect spot.  In conjunction with the TMO ECU, it is the perfect sleeper gauge.  I mentioned this to Todd, and he agreed it was a great idea...but of course never got around to it - the best gauge would be knock sum, displayed on the GVR4 gauge as 1,2,4,8,16,32 and the check engine light would come on at 43.||147.145.40.44||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000060||howard_GVR4||08-13-2003||02:58 PM||||Carl, keydiver can make your knock-sum LED display dreams come true.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000061||slvrblt||08-13-2003||06:52 PM||||My favorite thing about this car is the sleeper factor. Last night I had 3 other people in my car (one was 200#, 125#, and the biggest was 290#) and I ripped a friends 5.0 without using 3rd gear. Nice little 4500 launch and just left him and kept going. Then his V6 mustang friend pulled up next to me and I just walked him worse. I love the looks on peoples faces when I do that. Its just priceless.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000062||1312VR4||08-13-2003||07:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you post a picture?  I can show you what mine looks like if you havn't seen others. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its not really a good pic. I have the hood ontop of the car right now, because I just did an engine transplant( sold the built one & put in a stocker).<br /> If you need a better pic let me know.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1016" alt=" - " />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000063||vrpower||08-14-2003||10:10 AM||||Trip A  and  Trip B!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.248.64.174||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000064||229of1000||08-14-2003||01:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vrpower:<br /><strong> Trip A  and  Trip B!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Gas and Oil!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000065||mixx2001||08-14-2003||01:47 PM||||I like the factory PGSNG.   Proper Gear Selection Notification Grind.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.165.18.232||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000066||curtis||08-15-2003||12:43 AM||||I love the shift cables, the realiablity of the tranny,  The klunck of the carrier bearings, the placement of the water pump, the long life of the clutches, balance shaft removal (much fun), the easy access of the lower intake bolts, that damn 10mm directly behind the turbo that connects to the bell housing,  the fuel gauge that reads all over the place and I love the 12mm exhaust manifold bolt near the power steering pump.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.37.50||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000067||crucible||08-15-2003||01:23 AM||||Well, we all know what the "R" in VR4 DOESN'T stand for   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Im sure the mechs at Mitsu dealerships weren't too sad to see the VR4 go although they had plenty of eclipses to keep them busy<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000068||229of1000||08-15-2003||01:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I love the shift cables, the realiablity of the tranny,  The klunck of the carrier bearings, the placement of the water pump, the long life of the clutches, balance shaft removal (much fun), the easy access of the lower intake bolts, that damn 10mm directly behind the turbo that connects to the bell housing,  the fuel gauge that reads all over the place and I love the 12mm exhaust manifold bolt near the power steering pump.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You forgot the grommet that comes out above the ECU for running the battery to the trunk.  That thing is a BITCH to get back in!  Not to mention the 15 bolts holding in the mud shield.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000069||Kibo||08-15-2003||09:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Carl Morris:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br />Although not quite a "feature", my favorite part about the GVR4 is the "Oh, Sh*t!"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    factor.  If you've ever watched one run at the track (or a video of one from the crowd's point of view), you know exactly what I mean.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...or from the car behind it, as you're watching it launch against something you assume is faster? :-) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">BWAHAHAHAHA!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Carl is referring to a particular race I witnessed when I was first inducted into the DSM scene.  I drove a completely stock 2G GSX at the time, and a group of us went cruising on a Friday night.  Carl and another club member happened upon a red light; I was behind Carl.  This other fellow has basically every mod known to mankind on his car--huge turbo, VPC, huge FMIC, built engine, Tial this, HKS that, etc.<br /><br />When the light turned green, I personally had my own first "Oh, SH*T!"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  reaction as I watched Carl <b>RAPE</b> this other fellow off the line with a stutterbox launch.  He was so far ahead, he had shut it down before the other fellow had even caught up!<br /><br />I still get all giddy thinking about that race.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum3/002729.cgi
A||||6||josh91vr4||Good News, Bad News||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||08-08-2003||04:44 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||First, the good news.<br />Got the pocketlogger cable today and started logging! <br />Also, took my lower honeycomb out as well as the MAS silencer, and it didn't affect my idle at all, still runs good. (Haven't gone real hard, due to timing belt)<br /><br />Bad news:<br />My F***ing coolant line to the turbo has a crack in it. It's just the rubber portion, but it's a bitch to get to!<br /><br />~Josh||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-09-2003||01:36 AM||||Lower honeycomb???||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||08-09-2003||04:19 PM||||Yep. Apparently my MAS was swapped for a T/E/L one ... Bastads!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||RTS182G-VR4||08-09-2003||05:20 PM||||when i replaced my turbo with the 16g, that rubber piece cracked in my car.  it is a pain, but get some hose clamps instead of those crap stock clamps, makes the job a little easier.  hardest part was finding coolant line in a small enough size...||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||08-09-2003||06:26 PM||||You could block off the coolent lines.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||josh91vr4||08-09-2003||07:52 PM||||I thought those were the turbo coolant lines - don't you want to cool down your turbo after a nice hard drive?<br />For the record, it was the one that sits underneath the thermostat housing, closest to the block, the biggest PITA to get out and back in.<br />Me and my buddy worked on it for like 2 hours, + the 3 hours i worked on it when he wasn't here!<br />Oh well, at least it only cost me $.50 to fix  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />(oh ya, plus the freaking $10 in coolant it spilled before i could track it down!)||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000006||crucible||08-11-2003||05:00 PM||||I got a good chuckle about this one since I just went through the same nightmare.Not sure which hose you replaced but I replaced both due to continuous slight over heating problem I have.I have now replaced every stinkin rubber coolant line I could find.<br />Did you replaced the straight piece or the bent one? The bent one was a bitch to deal with since it was pre bent from factory.A straight piece kept kinking up due to the almost 90 deg bend.Luckily my local Mitsu had that short mother in stock and Bam! it went right in.<br />I spent way,way too much time on this fix  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />crucible||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/002730.cgi
A||||21||4G63_GSR||Locked Trunk...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||08-08-2003||05:25 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||I was moving the other weekend and I switched the "Free/Locked" switch on the trunk to where i need the master key to open my trunk... my driver side trunk latch wont work... i was told to go to mitsubishi with my vin # and they can cut me a master key... is this the only option???||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||08-08-2003||05:31 PM||||I'm not sure I understand your question, but where is your trunk key? The whole point of that switch in the trunk is so the trunk lever in the car WON'T work if someone breaks into your car.||67.35.11.249||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||08-08-2003||05:33 PM||||Umm, your ignition key won't open it?<br />Say, do they have one of those 'lock/free' switch tabs for the fuel door, too? Cuz mine won't open from the latch  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||08-08-2003||05:33 PM||||hmmm... good guestion.... i was never given a trunk key when i bought my car... i still have both keys and i've tried them already... i guess i'm out of luck...||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000004||4G63_GSR||08-08-2003||05:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> Umm, your ignition key won't open it?<br />Say, do they have one of those 'lock/free' switch tabs for the fuel door, too? Cuz mine won't open from the latch   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">if i remember correctly.. no... i dont have one of those for my fuel door... lock/free latches i mean...||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000005||RayH||08-08-2003||05:55 PM||||This is where the OEM rear seat trunk pass through might come in handy...||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000006||4G63_GSR||08-08-2003||06:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> This is where the OEM rear seat trunk pass through might come in handy... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">not when you have stuff bigger than that pass...||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000007||RayH||08-08-2003||06:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> This is where the OEM rear seat trunk pass through might come in handy... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">not when you have stuff bigger than that pass... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking that maybe the switch is reachable with a pole?||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000008||4G63_GSR||08-08-2003||06:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> This is where the OEM rear seat trunk pass through might come in handy... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">not when you have stuff bigger than that pass... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking that maybe the switch is reachable with a pole? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">will try...||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||08-08-2003||07:29 PM||||Yea, just get in the trunk through the seat (or someone else) and hit the switch again.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000010||1312VR4||08-08-2003||07:42 PM||||Ok this is twice, I find out about things this car has. I have had it ripped COMPLETELY apart & have no clue about the free/lock deal ( I know my SSE has it). Where is it? I guess I REALLY need to read my owners manual again( its been about 2 years)||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000011||drew||08-08-2003||07:52 PM||||Open you trunk and look at the latch. There is a lever that you can slide on it...||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||08-09-2003||01:34 AM||||So I guess you only have the valet key?<br /><br />I'm of the impression that I have my master keys because I can lock my glovebox... but I haven't had the guts to flip the switch on the latch.  (For those who are still confused, it is on the trunk lid latch)||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||08-09-2003||03:46 AM||||Hey that's neato... I'm going to the garage right now to check out this "newly discovered" feature.<br /><br />Oh, and I hope you get your trunk unlocked.  When I purchased mine, I went and had new keys made from the dealer.  It was $9 per key, I think.  A lot for a key, but at least it's cut to original specs, not a copy of a copy of a copy of a copy of a copy etc. etc.  The key that came with my car didn't work nearly so well as the new one; by the time I got ones from the dealer I'd twisted it all screwlike trying to get into the trunk so many times.  With the proper key it was like butter.||69.59.219.137||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||08-10-2003||08:14 AM||||Well, fuck that noise.  Went and flipped the switch and found out the new keys I had cut from the dealer, when I gave them my VIN, wouldn't open the friggin' trunk.  Incompetent bastards.  I think I'll go back and yell at them; demand new keys that actually work.  I had to reach through the ski hole and try to flip it w/my flywheel tool.  Was not happy.||69.59.219.207||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||DeanCouchey||08-10-2003||09:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was $9 per key  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was lucky my Mitsu guy said it was supposed ot be 1 buck a key but he did it for free!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000016||ken inn||08-10-2003||09:30 AM||||i bet if you check with the proir owner, they had to replace the trunk lock.  you can probably buy a tumbler with key, or you can order a tumbler coded to your key.  if you just get a tumbler with key, you can take it to a locksmith, and they can make it work with your old key.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000017||Romanova||08-10-2003||11:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i bet if you check with the proir owner, they had to replace the trunk lock.  you can probably buy a tumbler with key, or you can order a tumbler coded to your key.  if you just get a tumbler with key, you can take it to a locksmith, and they can make it work with your old key. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">MB842958 is the part number... $75 though...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000018||SteveHebert||08-10-2003||09:31 PM||||The car is my wifes and her favorite feature is the CD player for sure. It really has a sweet sound. <br /><br />Yes those cup holders are a joke, Almost guaranteed to knock over whatever you put in it with your elbow.<br /><br />Question on the orange/green dash lights. Hers no longer changes.. Any ideas (Not sure what color it is stuck on)<br /><br />Also anyone have troubles with the power windows working - hers is so slow you pretty much have to help it along.<br /><br />197/1000 original owner||24.151.136.2||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000019||GRV4726||08-10-2003||11:48 PM||||you posted in the wrong area. my trunk is still stuck.. the cable is streched. it sucks because my tools box is in there and i have to use the ski hole .... i really need to fix that, but i'm not really sure how to yet   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   i'll figure it out||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||08-11-2003||11:16 AM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33691&item=2427185718" target="_blank">91  Galant lock set on Ebay</a><br /><br />As far as the stretched cable, I heard you can sometimes "kink" the cable enough to take in the slack and you'll be able to open the trunk again.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000021||RayH||08-11-2003||01:29 PM||||Check the cable in the trunk. It runs up the trunk lid on the driver's side and is attached to the driver's side hinge by a cable guide. If the cable guide pops loose it can add just enough slack to prevent the lid from opening not too mention wearing out the wiring harness.<br /><br />Some additional trunk trivia:  the torsion spring that holds the trunk lid up has two mounting points.  If you find that the trunk no longer pops up when you open it, you can change the spring mounting point to give it some more force.  Unfortunately, you need a special tool to do it though I'm sure one could easily be hacked together.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum3/002731.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||OOOHHHH!!!!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||08-08-2003||05:29 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||from the dfw dsm group:<br /><br /><a href="http://stream.qtv.apple.com/qtv/videoc/http/benn001/benn001_http_300_ref.mov" target="_blank">http://stream.qtv.apple.com/qtv/videoc/http/benn001/benn001_http_300_ref.mov</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||08-08-2003||05:37 PM||||Wow, if they wanted to work on my car/house/yard/road i'd be more than happy to let them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-08-2003||08:17 PM||||I dont get that video but I don't care!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||08-08-2003||09:29 PM||||well ken i must say another good find! god damn!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />btw, i just gave you a rating of 5.||12.211.242.195||reg||10||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/002732.cgi
A||||11||number3||How would you like to be this guys neigbor?||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||08-08-2003||05:41 PM||||<a href="http://www.bttf.com/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000434;p=1" target="_blank">http://www.bttf.com/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000434;p=1</a><br /><br />It just goes to show that there is NOTHING that is NOT on the net.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||Ant||08-08-2003||09:12 PM||||There is a BBS for back to the future ??? <br /><br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000002||driftntouge||08-08-2003||10:09 PM||||Thats one of the coolest threads Ive ever seen...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.194.34.138||reg||14||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||08-08-2003||11:40 PM||||HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA..I know where that guy lives. I have friends that live near him.<br />(remember I used to live in Ok)||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||curtis||08-08-2003||11:41 PM||||what the f  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   k    some people have to much time on there hands||65.135.143.100||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||08-09-2003||12:27 AM||||Um,Harry, if you dont mind me asking-why were YOU on a Back To The Future message board???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.240||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||08-09-2003||12:55 AM||||Harry and he are probably related...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Just look at each's project car and how much time and effort they put into it.<br /><br />I think there are more productive hobbies than building a hobby car, but I very much respect his effort and engineering. Everyone needs a hobby. I'm sure those guys would scoff at people trying to make 4 door sedans fast.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-09-2003||01:15 AM||||Well we went from someone making really small engines to someone making really big models.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.astromech.net/gallery/builders/GaryWeaverII/" target="_blank">This is also his work</a>...||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||number3||08-09-2003||08:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> Um,Harry, if you dont mind me asking-why were YOU on a Back To The Future message board???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Very good question... Well I was trying to figure out who this guy was using my car <a href="http://www.supercars.net/garages/PenneyWise/35v2.html" target="_blank">http://www.supercars.net/garages/PenneyWise/35v2.html</a>  on his site.<br /><br />When you go to <a href="http://www.supercars.net" target="_blank">www.supercars.net</a> and click on forums and the on modified cars it is one of the first threads.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||number3||08-09-2003||08:41 PM||||To add to the madness...<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2426125260&category=6057" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2426125260&category=6057</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||Ian M||08-10-2003||01:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> Um,Harry, if you dont mind me asking-why were YOU on a Back To The Future message board???      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />            <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Very good question... Well I was trying to figure out who this guy was using my car    <a href="http://www.supercars.net/garages/PenneyWise/35v2.html" target="_blank">http://www.supercars.net/garages/PenneyWise/35v2.html</a>     on his site.<br /><br />When you go to <a href="http://www.supercars.net" target="_blank">www.supercars.net</a> and click on forums and the on modified cars it is one of the first threads.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Alright,I see. I was just wondering.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /> A Galant on a "supercar" site-thats cool...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.102||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000011||Johnny Bravo||08-10-2003||04:11 PM||||What disturbs me the more than the fact that there is a legit Back to the Future bbs?  That there are over  <b>5000</b>  people out there that are so into that movie franchise that they spend their days online talking about it. Go figure   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum3/002733.cgi
A||||6||4G63_GSR||lsd...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||08-08-2003||11:05 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||do all vr4's come with lsd stock??? let me know... thanks...||66.188.87.246||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-08-2003||11:37 PM||||Nope. None of them do.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-09-2003||01:27 AM||||Why?  You find some LSD in yours?||67.162.75.209||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||08-09-2003||01:35 AM||||no, i was just wondering....||66.188.87.246||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||08-09-2003||01:40 AM||||If they did, that would be one less thing to upgrade.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-09-2003||02:09 AM||||<i>*smacks forehead*</i> Ever hear of lysergic acid diethylamide?<br /><br />You asked if the car came "with lsd stock."  It's a pun, get it?||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||08-09-2003||08:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <i>*smacks forehead*</i> Ever hear of lysergic acid diethylamide?<br /><br />You asked if the car came "with lsd stock."  It's a pun, get it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got it, it was awesome too.  But you should'nt have told him.  That kinda ruins it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />A guy on my local DSM Board was selling and intake made outta PCP.||65.165.18.76||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/002734.cgi
A||||20||REDLINEGVR4||No respect anyomore||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||08-08-2003||11:39 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||This not about car its is about life. I am in high school and the respect that teens show towards other teens is little to nothing. Mostly in relationships. Kids are always telling me that they cheated on their guy or girl with so and so, and that their significant other has no freeking clue. I am so sick of this. It is not only teens that do this its a good majority of people. God look at Kobe, he is an NBA superstar but for some reason he cheated on his wife. Which intern makes it look OK to do this to the impressionable teens that I go to high school with? Where are the Role Models at? My parents have been married for almost 19 years I look at them both as role models. I guess it is the fact that most kids now there parents have been remarried a few times and is seem OK to cheat in relationships and with big names like your Kobe Bryany's and others it looks ok. (I think I already said that) NE how. I have a good example. my best friend Pete is hanging out and doing more than that with this girl how is a friends of mines friend and this girl has been with some guy for 9 months (In high school theat is a long time I guess) and she has cheated on her man multiple times. I dot understand how someone could do that. Well that is the end of my rant i just had to blow off some stem  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||08-09-2003||12:19 AM||||hey man, i feel your pain. I am 23, and hang out with mostly 21-22yr/olds (good friends from High School)<br />They all seem to think it's ok to do that, i think the real problem is kids today don't know what love is, but they're so eager to find it that they think 'love' is the first bit of interest the see in anyone of the opposite sex. I feel it is sad that they are with people who do not fulfill their need for a mate in life. I also think that if they feel the need to cheat the only people to blame are the media (for setting the standard that polygamy is ok) and their parents, for not showing them what love can be.<br />I have never cheated, and i do NOT think it is ok to cheat. I cannot be with a woman who has cheated, ever. Trust is an integral part of a good relationship, and if one cannot have that, what is there, really?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-09-2003||02:30 AM||||Trust is a very integral part of a relationship like you said, a relationship without trust isn't one to begin with..<br /><br />Kobe's wife is pretty hot too, I dont think that comes into play when you have the chance. Hormones take over, etc... When some people have the chance to cheat, it just happens, they think, "I'll deal with it later, IF I even get caught" I myself have been cheated on before and Its the worst feeling in the world when and/or if you do find out, I dont see how anyone could make a person feel so low as that did me.<br /><br />Ughh sorry I hate liars/cheaters! Im done!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||08-10-2003||02:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>  I myself have been cheated on before and Its the worst feeling in the world when and/or if you do find out, I dont see how anyone could make a person feel so low as that did me.<br /><br />Ughh sorry I hate liars/cheaters!  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same shit happened to me after 3 years and that is why I'm a single man now.<br /><br />People that cheat on others are just clueless and are only in the relationship jsut to say thier in one. Especially in the last years of high school. As soon as these girls go to college, it's all downhill after that. Thier attitudes completely change and it comes to the point where you dont want to deal with the bullshit anymore. <br /><br />my philosophy on this is if they cheat, theyre out of my life. i really hope they realize that they lost a really good person and they will never have the opportunity to mend things. <br /><br />Sorry its about time i get this off my chest too.||65.227.204.213||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||number3||08-10-2003||09:16 AM||||"Where are the Role Models at?"<br /><br /><a href="http://www.channelonenews.com/articles/2003/05/22/ap_hazing/" target="_blank">http://www.channelonenews.com/articles/2003/05/22/ap_hazing/</a><br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/politics/special/clinton/stories/whatclintonsaid.htm" target="_blank">http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/politics/special/clinton/stories/whatclintonsaid.htm</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.injusticeline.com/DrugsCl.html" target="_blank">http://www.injusticeline.com/DrugsCl.html</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/3120171.stm" target="_blank">http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/3120171.stm</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.nytimes.com/2003/08/10/weekinreview/10BUMI.html?ex=1061092800?en=69e5bbe97fb16407&ei=5058&partner=IWON" target="_blank">http://www.nytimes.com/2003/08/10/weekinreview/10BUMI.html?ex=1061092800?en=69e5bbe97fb16407&ei=5058&partner=IWON</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://sports.iwon.com/news/08072003/v9078.html" target="_blank">http://sports.iwon.com/news/08072003/v9078.html</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.kidzworld.com/site/p2322.htm" target="_blank">http://www.kidzworld.com/site/p2322.htm</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://landview.census.gov/Press-Release/fs98-02.html" target="_blank">http://landview.census.gov/Press-Release/fs98-02.html</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||08-11-2003||01:10 PM||||Well, if you take man and reduce him to the equivalent of an animal you will get the expected behavioral response.  <br /><br />Hormones taking over is no excuse-that is why we have intellect- so we don't only live by instinct.   <br /><br />Aim to be better and follow activities that add value to your life and increase your knowledge and wisdom.  <br /><br />17 years married and work every day to follow my code of ethics (Christianity).||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||08-11-2003||01:47 PM||||Redlinegvr4, you know you're doing things right.  Just stick it out and do what you know is right and one day you will be the role model to your friends.<br /><br />High school is just a stage in life where you think you got it made, everything comes easy, but then graduation happens.  I think you will find this out soon.  I've known so many people in high school that did things so wrong, but that behavour does not last.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-11-2003||02:01 PM||||I just attended my 10 year reunion this weekend.  I agree 100%.  Everyone had their heart broken.  Everyone had their successes and failures.  And everyone had new respect for each other.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||08-11-2003||02:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I just attended my 10 year reunion this weekend.  I agree 100%.  Everyone had their heart broken.  Everyone had their successes and failures.  And everyone had new respect for each other. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was just thinking about this. I cant wait until my 10 year reunion rolls around but thats not for another 7 years.||65.227.217.36||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||08-11-2003||02:34 PM||||My 10 year reunion should be in about 3 years, and I think I'm looking forward to it.  <br /><br />A girl whom I knew from school for many years was  <a href="http://www.colleenmarie.com" target="_blank">Playmate of the Month</a>  for this August.  Real smart, never had a boyfriend in school, wasn't considered pretty, etc etc.  NOBODY would've guessed she would be in Playboy someday.  <br /><br />Redline, keep that in mind, you'll see people change like you wouldn't believe.  Some you thought destined for success will be unemployed, and others have achieved more than anyone expected.<br /><br />I'm pretty sure people might not recognize me, thank God I don't still look like I did in high school.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||08-11-2003||03:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> "Where are the Role Models at?"<br />  <a href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/politics/special/clinton/stories/whatclintonsaid.htm" target="_blank">http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/politics/special/clinton/stories/whatclintonsaid.htm</a>  <br />  <a href="http://www.injusticeline.com/DrugsCl.html" target="_blank">http://www.injusticeline.com/DrugsCl.html</a>  <br /><a href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/3120171.stm" target="_blank">http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/3120171.stm</a>  <br /><a href="http://www.nytimes.com/2003/08/10/weekinreview/10BUMI.html?ex=1061092800?en=69e5bbe97fb16407&ei=5058&partner=IWON" target="_blank">http://www.nytimes.com/2003/08/10/weekinreview/10BUMI.html?ex=1061092800?en=69e5bbe97fb16407&ei=5058&partner=IWON</a>  <br /> <a href="http://sports.iwon.com/news/08072003/v9078.html" target="_blank">http://sports.iwon.com/news/08072003/v9078.html</a>  <br />  <a href="http://www.kidzworld.com/site/p2322.htm" target="_blank">http://www.kidzworld.com/site/p2322.htm</a>  <br />  <a href="http://landview.census.gov/Press-Release/fs98-02.html" target="_blank">http://landview.census.gov/Press-Release/fs98-02.html</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sad, isn't it! This is one of the reasons I refuse to support professional sports in ANY way. I also refuse to idolize ANY film or TV "stars". They get paid more money per year than I'll make in my entire life, and then most of them end up spending it all on drugs and sex, get AIDS or VD, or run their $200,000 Ferrari into a tree. There are so few good role models available today. I used to really like Meg Ryan, but even she turned out to be a cheatin' whore.<br />Meanwhile, because of their ridiculous salaries, it costs a family of 4 $100-$200 to go see a ballgame, $7.50 a person to see a movie, and ESPN now costs the Cable operator $2.70 per household.<br />Sorry for the rant   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.158.101.126||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||08-11-2003||06:18 PM||||Good points everyone.  Nice info Harry, but I didn't understand why these two links were listed:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>   <a href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/3120171.stm" target="_blank">http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/3120171.stm</a>  <br /><br />  <a href="http://www.nytimes.com/2003/08/10/weekinreview/10BUMI.html?ex=1061092800?en=69e5bbe97fb16407&ei=5058&partner=IWON" target="_blank">http://www.nytimes.com/2003/08/10/weekinreview/10BUMI.html?ex=1061092800?en=69e5bbe97fb16407&ei=5058&partner=IWON</a>   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just didn't see how they related to all the rest.<br /><br />Ken, did  you graduate in 2000?  Cuz that's what I get if my razor sharp math skills are right.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Anyway, that was the year I flipped my tassle (sp?  is it tassel?) too.||134.10.12.65||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||h45454||08-11-2003||07:07 PM||||I agree with everyone's ideas/philosophies about how immoral most all of our peers and society are.  My first real girlfriend was/is a lying cheating whore, only I was too naive and dependent in high school to realize it.  She hasn't changed her ways, however she recently told me that all the things she did wrong to hurt me are all coming back on her and she is the one getting sh*t on.  She hasn't changed her ways though, go figure.  Anyway, the girl I'm with now has been my angel for nearly 2 years now.  She has never cheated; neither have I.  We both knew that when we found each other, it was something positive and hopefully lifelong.  We never have immersed ourselves in negative elements (well, everyone has done something in their lives at one time or another that they regret or has a past), but compared to what most young adults put themselves through and the lack of respect they have towards themselves and others (someone mentioned your typical college girls - Girls Gone Wild, anyone?), we are saints.  We don't immerse ourselves in secular/hedonistic acts that seems to be the only thing driving most (alcohol) or in potentially negative situations (clubbing, partying).  I don't know, sorry to rant and get off track, but people need to grow up.  No one has values.  We stand by our feelings/actions towards these things 100%.  Life will be so much more fulfilling later on without all the baggage.  It is more fulfilling right now.  I don't see how "loose" people can ever be capable of having a loving, TRUSTING relationship if they don't give a sh*t about their sexual actions now.  Sex is a special act that a man and a woman share when they have special, lifelong bonds (ie - marriage) and connections between them; when they love each other and are in love.  It sickens me that it isn't worth sh*t to most.  I guess most that fall into this hedonistic category won't come out because it is what they enjoy; or maybe that is what they would say. I really do believe that a possible explanation is that once they are in, they feel like they cannot get out.  Maybe they feel that having already given up certain feelings to others (or others that aren't in the picture), they cannot feel for others or give them the same or give their virginity to their spouse like most are raised to do.  Not wanting to take responsibility or admit that there is a problem, alcohol/partying comes into the picture to let go of life's stresses.  This ultimatley leads to more hedonistic behaviour and it is sad that this is now accepted as the norm and what children are raised being exposed to.  Well, I guess that's it for now.||68.71.54.138||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000013||GRV4726||08-12-2003||03:12 AM||||i guess i should add to the topic. i'm in high school. going into my senior year...and my school isn't that easy, at least not for me. it a private school, and well it filled with a lot of really rich people. i know, and was friendly with, the kids of the mother who had a big hand in the downfall of enron (she pretty much started what would later turn in to a big avalanch). a lot of the kids are not at all in touch with reality. so they can't understande love or respect. and so they can't respect others. i'm surround with an akward mutation of our youths social problems. certainly not anything typical. <br /><br />anyway, i've been with my girlfriend for over a year and 8 months. its a very serious relationship and i've made sure that i have done nothing to hurt her. because she has been destroyed by past boyfriends. i respect her a lot because she's made it through some incredibly difficult times. which many people are oblivious of, even her parents. our youth is definatly fucked up. i've heard too many stories. and it really does all boil down to respect. <br /><br />if you do not respect a concept you can not understand it fully. if you do not respect a car you can not realize its beauty. you can not understand the complexity of its design and the imagination of its creator. but you can still drive it. because it was made to be driven, but the perpose (to some) has changed. <br /><br />the human race used to be very promiscous (sp?). there is evidence of this in the design of a male. (yes i'm talking about the cock. its shape used to have a specific purpose. to draw out the seed of others and release its own. i want to puke now)<br /><br />anyway, i hope that made sense. i think we have superceeded other but respecting others, and cars   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||08-12-2003||08:55 AM||||This is somehow refreshing.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||josh91vr4||08-12-2003||09:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Good points everyone.  Nice info Harry, but I didn't understand why these two links were listed:<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>    <a href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/3120171.stm" target="_blank">http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/3120171.stm</a>   <br /><br />   <a href="http://www.nytimes.com/2003/08/10/weekinreview/10BUMI.html?ex=1061092800?en=69e5bbe97fb16407&ei=5058&partner=IWON" target="_blank">http://www.nytimes.com/2003/08/10/weekinreview/10BUMI.html?ex=1061092800?en=69e5bbe97fb16407&ei=5058&partner=IWON</a>    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just didn't see how they related to all the rest.<br /><br />Ken, did  you graduate in 2000?  Cuz that's what I get if my razor sharp math skills are right.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Anyway, that was the year I flipped my tassle (sp?  is it tassel?) too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">While i have no response for the second link in question, the first is obvious. The bible is against gay sex. "Man shall not lay with man"<br />Of course, this means the very man teaching the bible to the people of that church is, in essence, not following the book. I personally don't have an issue, as I think the bible was probably misconstrued in written form in many places (It also says getting a prostitute is the more 'righteous' thing to do than masturbate). Has anyone here seen Dogma? While it's satiric, it does pose some good thoughts relating to the bible and religions.<br />However, the rest of the links were very true in answering the question at hand.<br />Harry - you have way too much time on your hands  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000016||hibrn8||08-12-2003||11:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Good points everyone.  Nice info Harry, but I didn't understand why these two links were listed:<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>    <a href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/3120171.stm" target="_blank">http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/3120171.stm</a>   <br /><br />   <a href="http://www.nytimes.com/2003/08/10/weekinreview/10BUMI.html?ex=1061092800?en=69e5bbe97fb16407&ei=5058&partner=IWON" target="_blank">http://www.nytimes.com/2003/08/10/weekinreview/10BUMI.html?ex=1061092800?en=69e5bbe97fb16407&ei=5058&partner=IWON</a>    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just didn't see how they related to all the rest.<br /><br />Ken, did  you graduate in 2000?  Cuz that's what I get if my razor sharp math skills are right.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Anyway, that was the year I flipped my tassle (sp?  is it tassel?) too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually the year after you, in 2001.||65.227.204.134||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000017||hibrn8||08-12-2003||11:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> My 10 year reunion should be in about 3 years, and I think I'm looking forward to it.  <br /><br />A girl whom I knew from school for many years was  <a href="http://www.colleenmarie.com" target="_blank">Playmate of the Month</a>  for this August.  Real smart, never had a boyfriend in school, wasn't considered pretty, etc etc.  NOBODY would've guessed she would be in Playboy someday.  <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Howard, you must be talking about Colleen Marie. If so, she wasnt that bad looking in high school either.||65.227.204.134||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000018||keydiver||08-12-2003||05:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> It also says getting a prostitute is the more 'righteous' thing to do than masturbate</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not to be arguementative or anything, but what scripture is that? I seem to recall that prostitution was a stoneable offense in Israel.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||67.34.34.117||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000019||number3||08-13-2003||11:23 PM||||It took me 5 mins to find those URLs. They were the topics that came right off the top of my head.<br /><br /><br />Josh and Jon,<br /><br />The second link shows how the media (print and TV)is usally driven by a certian side to try and make the other side look stupids. BTW the sides never change,<br /><br />"Morals of the print Media"||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||howard_GVR4||08-13-2003||11:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Howard, you must be talking about Colleen Marie. If so, she wasnt that bad looking in high school either. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude, she wasn't bad, but we were both really dorky and totally single in high school.  <br /><br />Shit, she was even nerdier in middle school!  We've emailed back and forth recently and although her looks have changed dramatically, she seems like the same witty chick she always was.  I wonder if she would pose with my GVR4?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002735.cgi
A||||10||gboy412||trying to add some looks to the car||||1||||gboy412||00001114
Z||000000||gboy412||08-09-2003||07:48 AM||blower442@aol.com||just got my car going again but this time im lookin for stuff for the outside.  does ne one know where i could find some eyebrows for the vr4?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||gboy412||00001114||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||08-09-2003||12:06 PM||||Eyebrows..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    Like JDM Sideburns?||65.165.18.60||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-09-2003||12:11 PM||||The only Eyebrows made for or car come from sigma speed shop in japan. IF you can get in touch with them to order you will need JDM headlights since they dont have the DOT bumps.||64.156.77.81||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||08-09-2003||02:28 PM||||I actually may have found some eyebrows that will work on our cars with some minor modification. If I can get them to fit well I will have CF copies made.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||08-09-2003||03:08 PM||||I wouldn't think eyebrows would look good on our cars.  I always thought they were better left to the newer cars with abnormally large headlights.  <br /><br />I sometimes find myself wanting to change things, just because there is so little aftermarket support for our cars.  And when something is found or found to work, even if I don't like it, I find myself considering it just because it's available or enexspensive.  I think our cars are plenty unique enough without venturing too far from MMC's original plans.  A JDM or AMG makeover (or a combination of both) somehow to me is exempt from these "standards" of mine, since it's still Mitsubishi.  I don't know, just my .02<br /><br />Like this:<br />  <img src="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/index/lm2.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.106||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||08-09-2003||03:32 PM||||Are those BBS LMs? Those rims are fucking awesome!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||08-10-2003||08:11 AM||||I want to make love to that car...||69.59.219.207||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||08-10-2003||11:44 AM||||I like the wheels and the grill. Im still not to hot on the AMG wing.||64.156.76.144||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||Sir Revalot||08-10-2003||01:50 PM||||That VR4 looks mad! If I could get mine 2 look like that I'd be happy!!||203.13.126.17||reg||14||Sir Revalot||00002030||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||08-10-2003||02:52 PM||||Sorry to keep this thread off topic, but are those turn signals in the side view mirrors?||64.63.208.18||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||1quickvr4||08-10-2003||03:13 PM||||Yes they are. Once again people its not a vr4 it a FF/NA||209.245.233.6||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/002736.cgi
A||||9||1312VR4||V8 RWD Ford Focus||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||08-09-2003||07:52 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||This must be a bad little machine.<br /> <a href="http://www.commondriver.com/e02fofocu0419.asp" target="_blank">http://www.commondriver.com/e02fofocu0419.asp</a> <br /><br /><br />I'm looking for the one that has the 4.6L supercharger swap done to it. Anyone know what i'm talking about?<br />It is badass a RWD focus with 390+ HP||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-09-2003||08:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> This must be a bad little machine.<br />  <a href="http://www.commondriver.com/e02fofocu0419.asp" target="_blank">http://www.commondriver.com/e02fofocu0419.asp</a>  <br /><br /><br />I'm looking for the one that has the 4.6L supercharger swap done to it. Anyone know what i'm talking about?<br />It is badass a RWD focus with 390+ HP </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The silver one?  That was shown on HP TV today.  On supper tuners or whatever that show is. They new a new host(s).<br /><br />That would be bad ass.  I'd love a chance to roll around town in that.  Imagine the faces when a Focus blows them away.  WTF?!?!?! Is that a... focus.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||08-09-2003||09:18 PM||||my brother was going to do the cobra swap but it cost way too much... like $65,000 or more||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||GVR4458||08-09-2003||11:35 PM||||Yeah,<br /><br />Imagine something like that in an even lighter car like a Miata.  I'm pretty sure someone on here might have some pics and info that they could post.<br /><br />EH||68.78.111.187||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||08-10-2003||12:01 AM||||The "Monster Miata" has been around for a while( I believe in 94-95 time frame. Here is just 1 of many, many links.<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Speedway/2866/mega.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Speedway/2866/mega.html</a> <br /><br />Ah, here is a few more.<br /> <a href="http://www.vorshlag.com/miata_v8.html" target="_blank">http://www.vorshlag.com/miata_v8.html</a> <br /><br />This on is pretty cool<br /> <a href="http://www.wickfordri.com/v8a.htm" target="_blank">http://www.wickfordri.com/v8a.htm</a><br /><br />Link to the movie<br /><a href="http://www.wickfordri.com/images/Miata%20V8.WMV" target="_blank">http://www.wickfordri.com/images/Miata%20V8.WMV</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||08-10-2003||08:04 AM||||Yea, that Focus is pretty cool, but the ones with the 4.6 swap got my attention, especially the one w/the supercharged engine.  Or how about that jet turbine powered Focus wagon that runs 10's or something crazy?  These cars have been around a while...  There's some crazy PT Cruisers too; I've seen one w/a Hemi and rwd and one w/Viper power, plus another V10 monster that was converted into a "trucklet" sort of thing.<br /><br />Doesn't Harry own a "monster" Miata?  He's got one w/a 5.0 IIRC...||69.59.219.207||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||08-10-2003||08:29 AM||||There is a silver Focus; complete Cobra drivetrain, on page 166 of the Sept 2003 issue of SportCompactCar. Appears to be built by Ford. Remember the Shogun (Jay Leno still has one), or the one off Expedition with complete Lightning drivetrain that Ford built? <br />My GVR4 is lots of fun, but it might be nice to have one of those cars...<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||number3||08-10-2003||08:48 AM||||Presenting my little monster 302 miata...<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1005&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1006&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1004" alt=" - " /><br /><br />more goodies here...<br /><br />  <a href="http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4/lst?.dir=/Harry%27s+number3&.src=gr&.order=&.view=t&.done=http%3a//briefcase.yahoo.com/" target="_blank">http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4/lst?.dir=/Harry%27s+number3&.src=gr&.order=&.view=t&.done=http%3a//briefcase.yahoo.com/</a>||68.80.14.121||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||1312VR4||08-10-2003||11:03 AM||||This one. ( jet engine)?<br /> <a href="http://images.cardomain.com/member_img_a/324000-324999/324109_29_full.jpg" target="_blank">http://images.cardomain.com/member_img_a/324000-324999/324109_29_full.jpg</a><br /><br />BTW, very nice Miata||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||08-10-2003||01:52 PM||||Dude, yo 26" exhaust tip is hella fat, yo.  Wooo wooo.||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002737.cgi
A||||11||Vr4in'||Nargileh anybody?||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||08-09-2003||09:58 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I was at a friends house and he is arabic..im half arabic..so anyways he has a water bong like thing,you put flavored tobacco in it,let me tell you..this thing is great..tastes awesome..get a nice little buzz,smells great..just awesome..i was wondering if anybody has tried it.<br /><br />-Rob||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||08-09-2003||10:19 PM||||my roommate in college (not arab) had one and it smelled awesome, I never did it but it did smell good!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||08-09-2003||10:21 PM||||And how the fuck do you pronounce it?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> <br />Nar-gee-lay?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||08-09-2003||10:54 PM||||Yea,Nargileh<br /><br />Nar-geel-ah   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||08-09-2003||11:07 PM||||yeah, right.  you put cough cough, ahem, tobacco, yah, that's it, tobacco in it.  cough cough, right.  i brought a couple of those back when i came home from a tour in turkey.  also called a hooka.  no, not hooker, smart ass.  tobacco my ass.  you use it to smoke cannabis.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||08-09-2003||11:36 PM||||He did say it was flavored tobacco...  And yeah Hooka is the proper terminoligy Ken.||68.76.180.158||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||08-09-2003||11:36 PM||||You can use it to smoke cannabis out of it,im not gonna lie but every once in a while i do.Its a nice little piece.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||08-10-2003||12:23 AM||||haha. its funny to hear people from the board talk about the. my mom is syrian so we have like 4 or 5. i used to smoke from them for hours with my brother in law, my cousins, my brother, his friends. they were all amazed that an 11 year old could take big drags. haha. that was a long time a go. i still have some fruity tuty tobaco  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />and yes you could smoke cannabis from them, but i don't think you would use the coals on it because the tobaco is syrupy. i think the best part about the hooka is that is burn for hours if set up right.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||08-10-2003||07:58 AM||||Yea, I used one of those at a party once... it was only half full of tabacco.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   It was quite nice though, the fruity flavored tobacco cakes or whatever you call them taste pretty good, and are pretty mild.  I also was impressed by the long burn time.||69.59.219.207||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||08-10-2003||12:29 PM||||You can have them burn for hrs depending on how long you take a hit...<br /><br />As forthe cannabis you will need a lighter..||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||08-10-2003||04:04 PM||||Sorta sounds like those flavored bidis, but they're kinda nasty and fake tasting/smelling.  Plus they're a bit  <i>suspicious</i>  looking at first too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||08-10-2003||04:08 PM||||Yes, In India/Pakistan...it is called a hookah and maybe same name in some other places in the middle east. <br /><br />People smoke tobacco or ganja (form of marijuana aka weed) out of it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002738.cgi
A||||15||BlitzVR4||Extreme FMIC?  Worth the money?||||1||||BlitzVR4||00000528
Z||000000||BlitzVR4||08-10-2003||01:04 AM||killertsi@yahoo.com||Just wanted to get everyones opinion on the FMIC.  $1450 is a lot of money.  I am just thinking of the no cutting factor.  Other FMICs need some modifications to fit our cars.  <br /><br />Jonas <br />533/1000<br />92 TSi (Sold) <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-10-2003||01:29 AM||||I like the Nocturnal Motorsports fmic setup the best.  If they ever get  it into production, I'd probably go that route.  Or get the AMS pipes, which fit real nice, and do a custom intercooler.  AMS will do a bigger intercooler for more money I think.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||BlitzVR4||08-10-2003||12:00 PM||||I would prefer to go with Nocturnal, but do you know how long it would take to order one?  I talked to Extreme and they still waiting for some parts on their FMIC.  They said that 3 or 4 people have been waiting for their set up.  They also said it should be a matter of weeks to get all the parts they need.  <br /><br />I know a couple of guys who have the Nocturnal and it looks sweet.  I even thought of just buying Indy Race core 216 set up.  Anybody using this set up?  <br /><br /><br />Jonas||216.9.78.74||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||08-10-2003||12:41 PM||||i work around the corner from extreme and they said they have the pipes in stock and that they were waiting on the delivery of the cores... the guy told me to come back in a week later and they should be there, that was 2 weeks ago... they have attitudes there like they are the shit... i asked about their intake manifold and they acted like they were amd i asked.. went to Mach V yesterday and they were cool as shit... the guy came outside and looked at my friends wrx and we talked for about 30 minutes about his turbo colt.<br /><br />he told me that buschur makes a gvr4 kit that isn't listed on their page and i think it is cheaper than extreme's. does anyone have that kit? bout to do a search now so don't catch an attitude!||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||08-10-2003||04:02 PM||||Kit-wise the RRE is probably the cheapest, but it's not really listed on their website.  The AMS one is much cheaper too.  The Extreme kit is absurdly overpriced (IMHO) and I can't think of any GVR-4 owners offhand that use it, but I'm sure there has to be someone otherwise they wouldn't bother making it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||08-10-2003||05:12 PM||||I chased a guy in Virginia and pulled him over while I was there last month.  If I remember right his name is Chris.  He has the Extreme fmic kit on his galant.  I wasn't to impressed by it's apparence.  He told me his was the first one they did though as  prototype.  That's the only person I know of running one.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||08-10-2003||05:15 PM||||Build your own or ???. I have had a RRE pipe kit and I personley did not like it that much. It was long and fit kinda funny, But then again I was told mine was the prototype or somthing funky like that so yours might be diffrent becouse RRE builds some stout shit. Im making my own right now using a spearco 2-120 and It should cost me 550 tops to for the whole thing piping and all. Im gonna have to trim a little and mod the Radiater but the Upper pipe is almost straight and its about 30 inchs and I think that is extermley short. I would try to order a Shannon/ Nocturnal kit if it was me but it all depends on if you want to cut your car or not. I will be making intercooler kits for VR4s sometime in the next 6 months that will follow almost the stock route but they will be full 2 1/2 inch and you can decide what intercooler you want to use from aftermarket to stock to a starion if the mood fits you. The AMS is also a good idea but you might want to try to get a bigger IC if your running above a 16g. The Extreme is a little over priced and nobody knows what core they use as far as I know. If I was spending that kind of loot for the Extreme you could run an Apexi skyline core and make the piping the take you girl out to dinner, And almost nothing looks better on the front of a VR4 than a Skyline core, Just ask Nate.||209.245.233.6||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||Scott Y||08-10-2003||07:52 PM||||I have the Extreme fmic kit. For more details, check out <a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~syorga" target="_blank">My fmic installation.</a> <br /><br />There's a bunch of pics on that site, and some commentary about what I like/hate about the kit.<br /><br />Now that the install is all said and done, I am happy with it (even if my wallet isn't).<br /><br />-Scott Y||64.233.218.163||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||08-10-2003||09:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Scott Y:<br /><strong> I have the Extreme fmic kit. For more details, check out <a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~syorga" target="_blank">My fmic installation.</a> <br /><br />There's a bunch of pics on that site, and some commentary about what I like/hate about the kit.<br /><br />Now that the install is all said and done, I am happy with it (even if my wallet isn't).<br /><br />-Scott Y </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That kit looks awesome! What size is the griffin core? I just got a 24x10 griffin core from RRE w/ hks endtanks but it is not yet installed.. Looks good man!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||BlitzVR4||08-10-2003||09:51 PM||||That kit does look nice.  The only thing I am concerned about is the length of the couplings.  I would hate to have one blow out.  If I were to buy that FMIC.  I would ask for longer couplings.  Especially at that price.  And some better clamps.<br /><br />Now I have a tough decision to make.<br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi SOLD  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000010||Scott Y||08-10-2003||10:22 PM||||Short coupling problem: I'm experimenting with 2.5" diesel radiator hose from NAPA.  I just put some on the car tonight to see if it will work in place of the silicone. I paid $15/foot for the hose, and there's no way I can see it ever leaking. I had to spray the inside of the hose with Simple Green (any liquid should be fine) in order to slip it on easily, but it fits well once it's on.  Doesn't look that great, but that's ok; never having to deal with boost leaks is more important to me than looks.<br /><br />Intercooler size: not sure what the exact dimensions are, but it's big. The number stamped into it is CS-09110-03.<br /><br />-Scott Y||64.233.218.163||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000011||1quickvr4||08-10-2003||10:43 PM||||yeah, Theres nothing wrong with that type of hose. i think RRE might even use it. I have used it before and I will use it again.||209.245.236.65||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000012||VR6 Eater||08-10-2003||10:56 PM||||That looks alot better then the other Extreme kit that I saw.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000013||GRV4726||08-10-2003||11:30 PM||||well the spearco intercoolers are back on ebay if that is what i would use. i emailed the guy and aked if he would be making them in the future so that i could get one. he said he would. so it looks like these will be around for a while. if i were to do the intercooler set up right now, i would get one from him and make my own piping. <br /><br />anyway.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000014||Craig91||08-10-2003||11:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> well the spearco intercoolers are back on ebay if that is what i would use. i emailed the guy and aked if he would be making them in the future so that i could get one. he said he would. so it looks like these will be around for a while. if i were to do the intercooler set up right now, i would get one from him and make my own piping. <br /><br />anyway. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking of something similar myself when the money comes around.  I thought about just buying the intercooler and waiting till I can get the piping done and what not, but I'm not sure what route I wanna do.<br /><br />I think I may talk to Dan or the guys at Pruven and see what the cost would be for him to get me an IC, fab the piping, and maybe put it in.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000015||gvr4in||08-10-2003||11:48 PM||||Yea, I use the napa radiator hose couplers for my IC couplers, Ive never had a problem with them (leaking, etc).<br /><br />I just got a core with endtanks and made my own 2.5" IC pipes.. In short I got a 24x10 brand new core w/ hks endtanks and 2.5" IC pipes for under $600, can't beat that!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002739.cgi
A||||0||gvr4in||Went to California Speedway (fontana) today||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||08-10-2003||01:35 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||So I went to cali. speedway today/tonight and It was pretty fun! Im SO bummed I didnt have the galant! There were lots of 15/16 second cars.. And lots of dissapointments too, like srt4's running 15s, evo 8's running 16s, etc.. There were lots of 16sec civics/tegs, 2gNA eclipses, hyundai's, svt cobras, fox bodies, lowriders, s10s, camaro's/firebird's.. your basic drag runners I guess..<br /><br />There were more than a few wrx's and one STi.. <br /><br />I swear no one knew how to launch though, like one srt4 guy and one wrx guy knew how to launch the car without bogging, still cuttin 2.0 60 fts.. but I guess thats what they're there for, to work on it.<br /><br />This guy with a swapped turbo hatch couldn't make second (on all 6 passes) if his life depended on it! His best was a 14.4 with slicks and 103 oct., I asked him what turbo he had and he said 'custom', Im like and.. he goes I dont know what it is, its big though! <br /><br />I was only really impressed by the traps of some of the bikes (135), an FD3S that trapped 112 and ran a best of 13.2 (  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  ), an older gen. sentra with a sr20det (not sure of what it ran).<br /><br />I was up visiting some family and decided to cruise to Fontana as is wasn't too far away, Overall it was a good experience at a WAY better track that Im used to. <br /><br />Im just REALLY bummed I didn't have my galant, I would've blown more half the competition away   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  with my current setup (front mount not yet installed), I could manage low/mid 13's on pump, then with the front mount and race gas I think Im definitely capable of mid 12s.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002740.cgi
A||||41||1quickvr4||Fastest 14b Galant?||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||08-10-2003||11:54 AM||caspa69@juno.com||I know that some are in the 12s by a hair, But what is the fastest 14b Galant. I cant decide on a turbo setup yet so  Im go see how far I can push the oll 14b....||64.156.76.144||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-10-2003||12:00 PM||||Looks like the name of the game is 12.6......||64.156.76.144||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||henrok||08-10-2003||12:32 PM||||of course u do know to consider other factors when looking at best time.  weight, tunability, tires, clutch, driver, etc....||152.163.252.33||reg||12||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000003||Doug Thomas||08-10-2003||02:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> Looks like the name of the game is 12.6...... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Who's Galant ran 12.6 with 14B and what were their mods?||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||08-10-2003||03:11 PM||||Theres one one the times list that has runa 12.7. There have also been some with 7cm housings too. Im gonna try to do it on a 6cm. I should be able to make the power and my cars not the heaviest car out there either. Basiclly my cas will have every thing but the turbo and injectors and should weigh in at 2900 to 3000. If I cant get it there I have a freind thats a real good driver, But Im not too shabby myself.||209.245.233.6||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||08-11-2003||07:48 PM||||Invader on this list is the fastest I know of,12.79 I belive.<br /><br /> I have a 20g,but Ive left the 6cm 14b on just to see what it would do.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I squeaked into the 12's pretty easy,my car is still stock weight (3550 w/me in it),still running a unhacked 1g mas and 450s.<br /><br /> I dont go to the track too terribly much,and i dont really beat on the car very hard since its my daily driver,it still manages to go faster every time I go. I finally went to 550/2g Mas/AFC,so now ill have some tunability,when the weather cools off again Ill see what happens.<br /><br /> A lightened car,with someone beating the hell out of it should easily go deep in the 12's.||129.71.115.37||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||08-11-2003||08:47 PM||||Did he have a 7 or cm housing. The bad news is that the 14b is gonna be unported with a 1g mannifold. I dont want to spend the money on a 2g becouse im gonna go with a AGP/SFP combo.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||08-11-2003||10:26 PM||||I dont think it would really make that much of a difference with a good porting,IMO. Id just port the hell out of the 6cm and the manifold you have.||129.71.115.37||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000008||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||12:27 PM||||Um I am gonna throw out the BS flag on that one no way in the 12s with stock wieght and stock 450s and 1g mas  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||08-12-2003||12:55 PM||||Belize, if you are calling B.S. on Ian, you are wrong.  I can vouch.  I think the best so far was a 12.96.  The car is full weight, had the stock 450s and the stock MAS - unhacked with the exception of backing the by-pass screw out flush.<br /><br />It always amazes me, the disbelief people have when someone actually takes the time to tune what they have and make it run to the best of it's ability, instead of just throwing money at it and still being slow.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000011||dsmsleeper||08-12-2003||12:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> Belize, if you are calling B.S. on Ian, you are wrong.  I can vouch.  I think the best so far was a 12.96.  The car is full weight, had the stock 450s and the stock MAS - unhacked with the exception of backing the by-pass screw out flush.<br /><br />It always amazes me, the disbelief people have when someone actually takes the time to tune what they have and make it run to the best of it's ability, instead of just throwing money at it and still being slow.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second that.||63.146.62.141||reg||12||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||08-12-2003||01:01 PM||||Was PSI was that @?  116 leaded I take it?||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||dlpinckney||08-12-2003||01:09 PM||||Ian can answer better, but I am pretty sure it was around 20psi, and yes he was using race fuel.  CAM2 - Blue I believe.||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000014||dsmsleeper||08-12-2003||02:21 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000201" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000201</a>||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000015||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||03:38 PM||||* BS elimination<br />* Ported 14b/'95 manifold<br />* External dump o2 eliminator<br />* 3" dp/exhaust<br />* stock 1g TEL rubber intake<br />* 2.25 pipes/Starquest IC<br />* TT RX-7 fuel pump<br />* Grainger valve boost controller,20 psi on Cam 2 blue<br />* Stock unhacked MAS,450s,lots of dirt and some mud on the outside,spare tire and assorted junk  in trunk ect .<br /><br />I was under the impression that he was running a stock car with no mods. Next time I will make sure to know what I am talking about before I open my mouth.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000016||1quickvr4||08-12-2003||05:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um I am gonna throw out the BS flag on that one no way in the 12s with stock wieght and stock 450s and 1g mas <br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you drive? Dont call BS on someone until you check the facts thats very possible but maybe your cars not tuned as good or you drive like a 14 year old girl driving a standard for her first time.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||08-12-2003||06:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br />Can you drive? Dont call BS on someone until you check the facts thats very possible but maybe your cars not tuned as good or you drive like a 14 year old girl driving a standard for her first time.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I do   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||07:15 PM||||Ok I tired to say, ya I am sorry, but maybe i find it very hard to believe. But the next time to feel the need to insult me. Drive you ass up here to Indiana. You might learn something my friend. A 325hp mildly modded tuned car or a 500hp daily driven monster. I suggest if you are ever here stop by and realize how pathetic your car really is.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000019||Nate||08-12-2003||07:23 PM||||Take it DOWN a notch, Scotty...<br /><br />Remember, arguing on the internet is like the special olympics.  Don't make me finish that statement.  :-)||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000020||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||07:36 PM||||Your right I just take offense when people insult driving and tuning abilities. Props to who ever gets into the 12s with a stock turbo setup. Just proves how well our cars perform under "pressure" Anyway sorry to anyone I offended.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000021||1quickvr4||08-12-2003||07:38 PM||||HAHAHAH,Relax Its the Internet. Its good for talking smack. I really dont give a shit but the facts are there. Remember kids just becouse you cant do somthing that dosent mean that others cant either. So the truth to the shit talking is that just becouse you cant run 12s on a 14b that doesent mean that it cant be done. So whats the point? Im gonna relax and now and go back to being my self and work on my non running car. Why the Fuck would I want to go a diffrent state to race someone? For fuck sakes grow up and relax or start driving a 2g NA.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000022||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||07:48 PM||||I said nothing about racing you or anyone here.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000023||Kibo||08-12-2003||07:50 PM||||My car runs 10's on paper...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000024||tplesko||08-12-2003||07:58 PM||||My car doesn't have intake leaks on paper   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000025||1quickvr4||08-12-2003||08:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Drive you ass up here to Indiana. You might learn something my friend. A 325hp mildly modded tuned car or a 500hp daily driven monster. I suggest if you are ever here stop by and realize how pathetic your car really is.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lets take it back to normal, okay. Im gonna be nice now.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000026||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||08:31 PM||||Alright man sounds fine to me guess I should just be easier going online||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000027||Ian M||08-13-2003||12:15 AM||||I dont see why it would be that hard to believe-T/E/Ls have gone fairly deep in the 12's with similar setups.||129.71.115.126||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000028||Invader||08-14-2003||08:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> Invader on this list is the fastest I know of,12.79 I belive.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL...that's a dubious honor, for sure.<br /><br />I've made 6 passes in the 12's so far...it all pretty much comes down to the holeshot as you only need about 105 MPH:<br />- I had to cut better than a 1.80 60' time...<br />- The 1st to 2nd gear shift is crucial...<br /><br />I'm missing the spare tire (mostly because I bought it without one...as the jack and tools are still in the car) and all emissions devices (uhh...did I say that out loud?).  Everything else is still there...and it's daily driven, of course...  At this power level, the car is quite reliable...almost makes me want to leave it the way it is for a while...err...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000230" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000230</a>||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000029||1quickvr4||08-14-2003||08:52 PM||||I have a street core, Webs and a 14b. Somthings wrong with this picture. If I dont do that well Im gonna cry.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000030||Invader||08-14-2003||11:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> I have a street core, Webs and a 14b. Somthings wrong with this picture. If I dont do that well Im gonna cry. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd definitely like to try a good IC and piping setup, since I think my current combo is pretty restrictive (not sure about the pressure drop through a larger IC, though).  Dunno about cams with a 14B, since it will have a hard time feeding  the extra air up top.<br /><br />Also, note that I've been running nearly the same combination for 2 years now (had a 16G before on my Talon).  It's pretty well tuned in...the only gauge I have for now is a boost gauge (EGT probe is out)...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Just threw a DIS-2 in the car last week.  I need to hook the 2-step up and stutter between gears for that little extra...well, and maybe wait for a cool, dry day to hit the track (yeah, right)...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000031||blacksheep||08-15-2003||12:07 AM||||Zach - u hear that? Nice IC piping, he said    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000032||dsmsleeper||08-15-2003||09:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> I dont see why it would be that hard to believe-T/E/Ls have gone fairly deep in the 12's with similar setups. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">*From <a href="http://www.dsmtimes.org" target="_blank">www.dsmtimes.org</a><br /><br />1/4 ET 1/4 MPH 1/8 ET 1/8 MPH 60' Car Turbo N2O Name <br />12.022 112.38 7.676 90.54 1.736 90 Talon TSi 14b NO Phil Beers||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000033||howard_GVR4||08-15-2003||09:52 AM||||Hell, at least one DSM ran 11's on the 14b, Leon Reitman.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000034||1quickvr4||08-15-2003||10:43 AM||||YEah, I just wanted to get the cams in so I dont have to worry about it later. Im probley gonna go with the AGP/SFP kit some tme in the future. My cars also about 300 or more pounds lighter than a stock VR4 too.||209.245.225.44||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000035||MiSTER2||08-17-2003||11:23 AM||||I guess once again i've been misinformed by some people who have told me that after 15psi on my stock 14b i will be running the risk of collecting pieces of my turbo wheels from all over the engine bay?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Man it's so hard to be a newbie, i wish i didn't have my MR2 stolen  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000036||1quickvr4||08-17-2003||01:11 PM||||For some reason people in AUS. seem to overdo things. I have ran every 14b I have had at 17lbs. The best thing I could recomend is sticking to a US style of mods becouse you will be cheaper fater.||209.246.131.208||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000037||MiSTER2||08-17-2003||02:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> For some reason people in AUS. seem to overdo things. I have ran every 14b I have had at 17lbs. The best thing I could recomend is sticking to a US style of mods becouse you will be cheaper fater. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's why i'm sticking to this forum.  When it comes to 4g63s i think you guys have all the info and know how out there, but when it comes to wrx, skyline etc. it's a different story.  Hopefully with the info that i get of you guys i'll have a faster galant for half the price   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000038||turboflanagan||08-17-2003||09:24 PM||||Bottom line is to know when you can turn the boost up safely and how much to turn it up.  Stock fuel system and more boost can be a dangerous combo.<br /><br />I plan to run my 14b 'til it breaks.||64.63.211.247||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000039||Hertz||08-18-2003||11:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> I guess once again i've been misinformed by some people who have told me that after 15psi on my stock 14b i will be running the risk of collecting pieces of my turbo wheels from all over the engine bay?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're not getting the whole picture.  (With a mostly stock setup) don't go over 15lbs unless you can explain why it's okay.  (hint: you need to keep the air cool and make sure you can supply enough fuel)  And it wouldn't be your turbo wheels exploding...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000040||MiSTER2||08-18-2003||11:11 AM||||I'll be doing either the pump or the wire upgrade, jap spec vr4 cooler and i'm thinking of ecu mods so i guess after these mods i can go 17-18psi with 14b.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000041||Hertz||08-18-2003||11:33 AM||||Cool, that sounds pretty reasonable, though I would say just the rewire (depending on health of the pump) would be good to ~15psi.  Also, another consideration is that with larger pipes 15psi is more air flow than 15psi with stock pipes.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000042||MiSTER2||08-18-2003||12:04 PM||||Thanks for the tip, i'll buy a proper pump and save myself some time and headache.  I just want good clean high 12s or low 13s everyday.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum3/002741.cgi
A||||8||henrok||oversized valves||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-10-2003||12:38 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey im considering doing a head rebuild and theyre charging me 2000 for a waterpump, timingbelt job and a rebuilt head with oversized "racing" valves.  i looked around and they offered to rebuild my head for 600.  what is the difference between oversized racing valves and the stock ones.   i can also buy a rebuilt one for 900 and just switch it.  any suggestions?||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-10-2003||03:09 PM||||Oversized ones are 1mm bigger.<br /><br /><br />Other than that I cant help ya.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||08-10-2003||06:47 PM||||Now, this is speaking purely from logic, not experience (often, the two differ) - <br />But basically, oversized valves will allow more air into & out of the engine faster. <br />Think about McDonalds Vs. Burger King Straws - McDonalds has a wider straw, so it's easier to suck your drink down faster. <br />Now, pretend it's a MilkShake. That extra 10% wider makes a big difference over the Wendy's straw, doesn't it?<br />(For the record, McDonalds originally opted for the wider straw before they did free refills. Drink faster, buy more drink. They just kept it around)<br /><br />Back to the valves.<br />No, it won't turn your car into a 10 second drag car overnight. It's a lot like any other mod, if you don't have the proper supporting mods to go with, you won't notice much gain. Lots of guys run fast without the oversized valves.. The question is, where are your goals? That extra $1400 could buy you a coilover or a lot of other neat shit. But, if you intend on spending tons of money into the car, it IS better to do it once than do it twice  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />~Josh||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||08-10-2003||08:42 PM||||I've noticed a few fast guys NOT using oversized valves, so I'm pretty skeptical of the gains, especially since I know they can afford them.<br /><br />I noticed Rau never used them in his RWD...||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||henrok||08-11-2003||04:58 AM||||IS THE HEAD ANY STRONGER/BETTER WITH THESE VALVES? WILL IT OUTPERFORM/OUTLAST A STOCK ONE?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||08-11-2003||05:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> IS THE HEAD ANY STRONGER/BETTER WITH THESE VALVES? WILL IT OUTPERFORM/OUTLAST A STOCK ONE? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoah man, why the caps? You didnt ask that question in the first place.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||henrok||08-11-2003||05:07 AM||||DUDE RELAX its not like im actually screaming lol  i didnt realize it. helooooo its five in the morn and i have had a few brewzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz.  thanks anyways.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000007||bob in chicago||08-11-2003||08:59 AM||||IMHO: Oversized valves are not needed unless your GVR4 is fully prepped, including expert porting of head, intake and exhaust manifolds.  Also best when matched with hi-performance cams, valve springs and titanium retainers.||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000008||Nate||08-11-2003||12:29 PM||||I wouldn't spend the money.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes



ubb/Forum3/002742.cgi
A||||1||1420mark||gvr4 line drawing?||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||08-10-2003||02:58 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||have you ever seen or know where there is a reasonable line drawing of gvr4.  One of those transparent type see-thru style line pictures?  I am thinking such a image would make a good starting point for the creation of a ID tool and label device for all the under-carraige bushings ,mounts and frame to chasis . too many control arms and trailing this and that for me to visualize and it would also help distinguish what company covers which spot   ie, whiteline , energy suspension and Noltec with their suspension related parts  thanks||24.175.9.8||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-11-2003||08:45 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002753" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002753</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/002743.cgi
A||||0||slvrblt||46g3+AWD tranny $800||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||08-10-2003||03:46 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33615&item=2427250768" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33615&item=2427250768</a><br /><br />He says the engine misfired and thinks it needs to be rebuilt. huh ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002744.cgi
A||||1||Notorius||new clutch||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||08-10-2003||07:58 PM||||im gonna need a new clutch soon. with the mods i have (check signature) will just an ACT 2100 pressure plate and an OEM disk be enuf to hold? im not racing this car much since im going to be at school in a po-dunk town where the fastest car is a camaro Z28, but i do want some good holding power in case i find him.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||08-10-2003||08:34 PM||||i have a 2100 and it works fine for me.  the few times i have had to really get on it, it performed flawlessly.  pedal pressure is same as stock.  dont forget to remove the restrictor in the slave cyl, and go with a new clutch fork, spring, and pivot pin.  also, resurface the flywheel, and put a step in it.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/002745.cgi
A||||6||jonvr4||evo 8 ||||8||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-10-2003||08:14 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43919&item=2427366215" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43919&item=2427366215</a><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||8||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||08-10-2003||08:31 PM||||sucks for them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Good for the buyer. He'll probably get it at a great price.  If I had a garage and some extra dough i'd buy it. Evo at 1/2 price. Besides it'd make it easier to modify it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||08-10-2003||10:47 PM||||He listed the price for new front mount at 560$.  Where did he get that price from.  Mitsubishi has got to be charging more than that.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||08-10-2003||10:55 PM||||I would buy it.||209.245.236.65||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||08-10-2003||11:36 PM||||poor evo. that would be a nice project for someone. hopefully it will go to a more deserving driver.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||Eclipse182||08-11-2003||05:25 AM||||Poor Evo  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   This is what happens when people have more money than brain. Oh well, hopefully itll get a good home(cuz theres no chance ill be able to afford that anytime soon)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.195.188.187||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||08-11-2003||06:22 AM||||What I don't get is that he says it runs/drives fine, just needs body work, but it is clearly missing the FMIC.  You can see the inlet and outlet pipes just hanging out.  A car w/that huge of a "boost leak" would certainly not run/drive fine, if it would even idle.  Seems a tad fishy.||69.59.219.193||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002746.cgi
A||||2||Notorius||5-lug conversion/EVO question||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||08-10-2003||08:42 PM||||does the evo use the same pattern and spacing as the 5-lug conversion? if so could i do the converstion and then swap on evo rims and brakes (w00t, brembos!) there is a totalled evo in town that ive wondered if i might be able to do that with.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||drew||08-10-2003||11:35 PM||||lug pattern yes, offset, i don't think so. The brembos aren't a direct bolt on affair, and you'd have better luck going aftermarket||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||1101||08-11-2003||02:16 AM||||The rims can work with the standard TEL 5 lug conversion. I believe they have an offset of 38mm. I have a evo vii set of rims and I believe they are the same. I have done a test fit and I may have to flare the front fenders a tad (0.5 to 1.0 in)to get them to fit under the wells. Don't know about the other components.||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum3/002747.cgi
A||||4||ercp98||ahp products||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||08-10-2003||11:11 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||has anybody bought anything from ahp products company from wis.?? did you get your item or did they take your money and left you waiting fi=or nothing?? does anyone know how to go after this company and get my money back??||12.206.219.251||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||08-11-2003||08:26 AM||||Yes, I have bought stuff from him.  No, I would not do it again.  The quality of the exhaust parts I purchased were very good, however, you will wait FOREVER to get the stuff.  If you paid by credit card and it has been a long time, call them and reverse bill it.  I had to call him daily for awhile, but did finally get my parts.  He rarely answers the phone, but did return my calls.  That has been over a year ago though, he could have gotten worse since..!!!  Good luck.||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||08-11-2003||10:03 AM||||I ordered a high flow cat a few months ago, and I had zero problems.  It showed up within a week or two, and it fit decently well.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||ercp98||08-11-2003||09:57 PM||||thanks for the reply. i'm still actually waiting for my cat if ever it will come. i've tried calling all day today but no luck. it is hit or miss thing. it is very irritating. i'm basically giving up on my money and just thinking of filing a complaint to better business bureau. this is rediculous it has been 3 weeks since my card was charge yet i only got 1 explanation and probably a wrong cat sent to me.||12.206.219.251||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000004||Kibo||08-11-2003||11:44 PM||||Holy shiznit...  I bought a UIC for my 2G from him a couple of years ago.  It took him so long to ship it, I actually no longer owned the car** by the time he sent it!!  Quality was good, but I waited something like 6 or 8 months for it.  I refuted the charges through PayPal, and he was much more responsive once his account was frozen.<br /><br /><br />(** Car was totalled by an inattentive young female driver rear-ending me at 50mph in a Dodge Durango with a grille guard while I was sitting behind 10 other cars at a stoplight...)||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum3/002748.cgi
A||||4||BlitzVR4||Check out this video||||1||||BlitzVR4||00000528
Z||000000||BlitzVR4||08-10-2003||11:54 PM||killertsi@yahoo.com||<a href="http://auto.joins.com/upboard/pds/p...rcar_Battle.asf" target="_blank">http://auto.joins.com/upboard/pds/p...rcar_Battle.asf</a><br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi SOLD||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-11-2003||01:20 AM||||Try this link instead.<br /><br /> <a href="http://auto.joins.com/upboard/pds/pdst/BestMotoring_JDM_Supercar_Battle.asf" target="_blank">http://auto.joins.com/upboard/pds/pdst/BestMotoring_JDM_Supercar_Battle.asf</a><br /><br />Those cars are fast as hell.  It took forever to download, but it was worth the wait.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-11-2003||04:21 AM||||He nails the back of the S15 and they joke around about it...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  What is it to be rich||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||05:09 PM||||I wish I had the money, time, and company backing to be able to do that.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-14-2003||02:34 PM||||That voice over guy sounds exactly the dude from the Americanized Iron Chef show.||12.247.128.70||reg||10||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002749.cgi
A||||0||curtis||schroth 5 point harnesses||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||08-11-2003||12:05 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||I bought a set of these harnesses from this guy on ebay.  He now has a second set posted I though someone might want them.  The only place I saw them for sell was a company in the UK and they wanted 390 pounds each.  This guy is selling a set of two.  They are really sweet I cant wait to have time to get the seats and the belts installed.<br />Hope this helps someone<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=26439&item=2426892006" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=26439&item=2426892006</a><br /><br />There I go again spending money on a 11 year old car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.135.143.39||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002750.cgi
A||||10||GRV4726||amps and cabs||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||08-11-2003||01:58 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey, i was wondering if any of the guitar players on the board could recomend a good but cheap tube practice amp/ head. i was also wondering if any of you have made cabs before. i was thinking about doing this or just buy a 2 12" cab that had the shit beat out of it. i want to play out of something with a little more power than my 30 watt dean markley practice amp.its a peice of shit!!! it sound worse than a 10 watt amp. i have to use my overdrive/distortion pedal to get any decent sound.  the clean on it sounds terrible.<br /><br />either way i am on a tight budget due to the galant vr4 getting priority   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||08-12-2003||05:03 AM||||i'm fairly supprised that no one replied. anyway, i found this site and though i might post it. <a href="http://www.brennwald.matthias.com/default.htm" target="_blank">http://www.brennwald.matthias.com/default.htm</a><br /><br />i don't really know if that will work yet (the kt88 tube amp), but i'm learning a lot. <a href="http://www.bonavolta.ch/hobby/en/audio/audioel.htm" target="_blank">http://www.bonavolta.ch/hobby/en/audio/audioel.htm</a> this site is also a big help.<br /><br />then there is this: <a href="http://www.ax84.com/home.html" target="_blank">http://www.ax84.com/home.html</a> <br />which is also a really big help, but i want to run a head with about 50 to 60 watts, so i'm not to thrilled to see a bunch of 4 to 18 watt amps. but, it would be fun all the same.<br /><br />anyway, thanks?  haha||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||08-12-2003||06:24 AM||||i was wondering if someone could tell me if i could use an output transformer for a marshall 50w amp on an amp that would make 18 watts or less? basically if i get this transformer can i use it for up to 50 watts or specifically 50 watts<br /><br />thanks||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||08-12-2003||09:12 AM||||I am in Dallas and have a 4 x 12 cab with Celestions in it, you can come get it for cheap if you want.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||miturra||08-13-2003||03:37 PM||||Does it have to be a tube amp? Marshall and pig nose have a small amp that's in expensive.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||08-13-2003||03:47 PM||||You said tube - 50+watts and practice amp in the same sentence.  Corect me if I'm wrong, but judging by the current dean markley you use, you haven't owned and regularly used a tube amp before.  Achieving "proper" sound from a tube amp with a 50 watts, especially w/2-12 or 4-12 cab will not be at practice type volumes.  Just a warning.  If you have taste in guitar tone, regardless of your style, tubes need to be cranked to sound good.  <br /><br />If you truely want a practice amp and want to make the "never-go-back" jump to tubes, I would strongly suggest looking at smaller 15W models like the ones laney or ampeg makes.  The laney LC15R for example is a small 10" 15W combo that puts out some excelent clean and distorted sounds at reasonable, non-ear-protection needing levels.<br /><br />Just my opinion.  Then again, perhaps you've thought it through and want deafening volumes for practice, if so, disregard my coments.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||08-13-2003||07:06 PM||||dan d, i hear you completely. i know that i have to realise in my jump from solid state to tube amps that the watt output of each is sound different (louder). i know you have to crank the tubes up inorder to hear that nice tough tone. but i also want something can is gig worthy.<br /><br />i've played a few fender tube amps and a marshal valve state 150 (275). they were both loud as hell and i only had em between 3 and 4 on the master volume.<br /><br />i'm thinking about building a ax84 P1 amp. and then upgrading it later. the ax84 is rated at 5 to 8 watts. that or i'm buying a silvertone tube head rated at 100 watts and using its parts to make a my amp.<br /><br />thanks a lot though. i know 50 watts will be ear splitting. but i want one for its range||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||08-13-2003||07:41 PM||||First, scrap the practice amp idea because you will soon want a bigger tube amp. I have two turbe amps: <br /><br />a 4x10 peavy classic, and a 1968 fender bassman with a 2x12 celestion cab. <br /><br />Both sound outstanding. <br /><br />I would get a used peavy classic if I were you. It is relatively smalll, but packs alot of punch. I really love it. It sounds almost as good as my Fender Bassman.<br /><br />I play two G&L guitars:<br /><br />A mid 90s s-500<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1018" alt=" - " /><br /><br />and a mid 90s ASAT special<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1017" alt=" - " /><br /><br />The above pics area just examples. My S-500 is honeyburst with vintage white pickguard and pics, a maple neck and rosewood fretboard, and my ASAT is goldburst with black hardware, flamed maple neck and rosewood pickguard as well.  <br /><br />I adore my guitars. They both sound so sweet. My s-500 is my favorite.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||Dan D||08-13-2003||08:43 PM||||That s500 looks about like my one legacy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />White blone finish on ash with the same pickgaurd.  I agree, amazing guitars for the money.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||08-13-2003||09:38 PM||||nice guitars. i own a slightly beat up (thats how i bought it and was the only way i could afford a guitar like this) guibson sg. yes you can hate me. i got a really good deal on it. my parents helped me on it too (thank you mom  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ). the real reason as to why i got it was because i was guitarless for nearly 2 years, which really sucked.<br /><br />anyway. i guess i'll be resolving my amp quest as it unfolds. i have very little cash, so this will take some time.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||08-13-2003||11:13 PM||||hey, nice G&L's!  I played on an S500 years ago and fell in love with it.  Let me know if you ever want to sell those (not likely, I'm sure).<br /><br />I am currently in love with my cheapo lap slide guitar, which sounds great with a touch of tube overdrive.  I also couldn't live without tube distortion for my B3 sounds too, of course.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Any of you been to "Fly by Night" music store in Neosho, Missouri?  Lots of good ol' guitars, like an attic of small treasures.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002751.cgi
A||||2||gvr4in||DSM vs. DEER final video||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||08-11-2003||04:22 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey, Its out. Both the DSM and the Deer lost, but its all good! My friend Tony already has a new 1g and they mods have already begun! Have fun!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pdrings.com/mb/DSMfull.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.pdrings.com/mb/DSMfull.mpg</a> <br /><br />If it doesnt work, download this MPEG 2 codec, here: <a href="http://www.elecard.com/ftp/pub/mpeg/decoder/EMpgDec20.zip" target="_blank">http://www.elecard.com/ftp/pub/mpeg/decoder/EMpgDec20.zip</a><br /><br />And it should all work!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-11-2003||06:03 PM||||Link is down.. Exceeded the bandwith in 1 day, New host should be up shortly.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-11-2003||09:13 PM||||Oh you tease!  I've been waiting for this video...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002752.cgi
A||||5||theymightbegalants||mounting lotek pod||||5||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||08-11-2003||06:44 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||So I'm trying to mount my two gauge pillar pod from Lotek tonight, and the top screw is being a major bitch.  Turns out I'm butting up against some metal box under the trim, at the end of the mouse belt track.  And here I thought I was clear of all that shit.  So, any ideas on how to finish mounting it?  Right now just the middle screw is holding it on, and that makes me nervous.  Double sided tape is out, as the sheer volume of wire and tubing defies all attempts at containment within mere tape.||69.59.219.193||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-11-2003||09:36 AM||||One trick that worked well for me to get some nice friction-fit on the pod was to soften it into a tighter shape using a heat gun.  My upper end is held in with some black double-sided, but it has recently pulled away slightly.  The black RTV is a good color match, aside from the glossiness of it.  I used some to camouflage a crack in the dash.||67.162.75.209||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||08-11-2003||10:09 AM||||I screwed that top screw in, then buzzed it off when it was through. It fit fine, after a couple test fits. Since I also work at an ice hockey rink, I put some metal rivets in each corner and it fits beautifully.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||GVR4ZUM||08-11-2003||10:52 AM||||When I did mine.  I used smaller screws.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||08-11-2003||11:33 AM||||You can use pop rivets to secure it.  I also use a layer of Automotive GOOP on it.  Apply the goop, and secure the pod to the pillar with clamps overnight.  Once that stuff cures the pod aint going nowhere.  The one in my old Talon survived over 4 Texas summers and the one in my GVR4 has survived 2 so far with no peeling or loss of adhesion.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||08-11-2003||05:58 PM||||Thanks for the tips, guys.  The smaller screw thing did occur to me later; I think I'll try it.  I don't want to Goop it on or anything, in case for some reason I have to remove it later.  At some point I do want to redo the lighting wiring.||134.10.12.65||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002753.cgi
A||||12||Eclipse182||VR-4 Frame Chart||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||08-11-2003||06:56 AM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2427603428&category=6032" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2427603428&category=6032</a><br /><br />I found this on Ebay, dunno if anyones interested, something cool to frame and put on the wall maybe?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.195.188.187||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||08-11-2003||06:04 PM||||Yea, that's pretty cool.  Whoever gets that should scan it and make that info available to all GVR4 owners.  I'd throw down a few bucks if an image of it ended up on this site for example.  Hell, I just may end up buying the damn thing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||134.10.12.65||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Kibo||08-11-2003||11:40 PM||||Ah, what the hell--I put a bid in on it.  For $18, it might be useful information for us to have available to the group.  If you want to send me a buck or two donation, just let me know.<br /><br />Assuming I don't get outbid, I'll scan it after I receive it--can we host it on this site?  I currently don't have an internet connection or ISP at home...||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||08-12-2003||12:18 AM||||Erik you know i'm good for some money. If you win it goes online for GVR4 owners.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||03:53 PM||||Hmm Why do you guys think it ended early?||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||08-12-2003||07:32 PM||||He emailed me immediately; in his orginal ad, he accidentally mis-spelled "Galant" with two l's.<br /><br />I'll rebid on it...  I would do the "Buy it Now", but it seems unlikely that this would be a very popular item, and I already feel stupid paying that much for a large piece of rolled paper anyway...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000006||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||07:39 PM||||Ha makes since. Good luck||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||08-12-2003||09:35 PM||||You should have done the Buy It Now. You better hope there aren't a couple Galant guys out there that aren't on this board and would really like to have that item. My gut feeling says that it will go for over $20.<br /><br />However, for your sake, I hope I'm wrong...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||Kibo||08-29-2003||03:57 PM||||Well, I was the lucky winner of this (no other bids).  One expensive piece of paper!<br /><br />I'll scan it this weekend...can somebody host it?  I no longer have a server.<br /><br />Oh...donations are always accepted!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||08-29-2003||03:58 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">Free GalantVR4.org image hosting</a><br /><br />Once you upload it there, I can put it somewhere a little more permanent, if need be.  Send a copy to Rob @ mofugas.com, too.  Hit the GVR4 list on Yahoo, too.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||08-29-2003||05:12 PM||||i believe you may have got took.  when i had my car aligned, i got back a chart very similar to that, i dont think it had quite as many measurements, but i bet they could have programmed it to spit out a lot more info.  this place is a body shop, and i paid to have the car put on the frame rack.  you can probably find a body shop with a laser frame machine, and get them to give you a printout.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||08-29-2003||06:56 PM||||hey erik,<br /><br />i can host it on shiftedthinking as well. As for donations, i'll buy ya a lap or 2 tomorrow at IMI. You are coming right?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||Kibo||11-26-2003||07:19 AM||||Boy, this is an old topic...  Ken, you were right; it's just a page out of a Mitchell manual.  I've been meaning to scan it for months now, but it's larger than 8.5x11 and I've been too lazy.  I'll see about getting it done this weekend, though.||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum3/002754.cgi
A||||4||GVR1643||Oh the fun ahead...||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||08-11-2003||09:41 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Well, got #936 home yesterday with no trouble (was sweating that one out).  Knowing it had a probable minor head gasket issue, I just took it easy and never lost any coolant on the way back. <br /><br />Let me say, I knew she was going to need some TLC, but she needs some LUVIN'.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Nice straight, never wrecked body. One owner.  little rust on the trunk by the spoiler. Misc stuff here and there.  The motor is the main thing.<br />I either have tranny or shift cable issues.  It shifts if you shift quick and firm into the gears (nice for racing LOL) otherwise into 2nd and 3rd it feels like you need to shove a little more and it fights it.<br /><br />Got to check out why the sunroof doesn't open...I knew that going over there and figured I'd be dropping the headliner and checking it out...yuck.  I found old post about manually turning it back.  I'll give that a try. It doesn't really pop up in the back either though.  You can hear stuff try to work, but it's like it is all jammed up.<br /><br />Anyway...loads of fun ahead ;-)<br /><br />Also special thanks to one of our nicest members on the board for putting me in touch with the seller!||167.142.22.60||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||08-11-2003||10:57 AM||||Oh, forgot to mention 2 other things:<br />They threw a bra into the trunk for the car. Haven't had it out to look at the condition, but nice to have I guess.<br /><br />And I don't know if this is a big deal, but she gave me the actual service manuals for the car. Not the DSM backup on CD, but the actual manuals.  Supposedly they knew someone at the dealership and when he quit he grabbed those manuals for them.  Novelty I guess...||167.142.22.60||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||08-11-2003||06:01 PM||||Nice.  Once you get the bugs worked out, you'll love the car.  Those shop manuals must be pretty nice to have.  I hate how the page numbers on the disc manuals don't correspond to the pdf page numbers.  I know, I know, I'm being a picky bastard, but it does make finding stuff a tad harder than it needs to be.<br /><br />Our Mazda's sunroof had symptoms just like yours, and thinking it was broken/worn we took it in.  Turns out it just needed to be cleaned/lubed, and it works fine now.||134.10.12.65||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||08-12-2003||12:44 AM||||Well actually got 30 minutes to "look" at the car tonight.  Took the heat shield off the manifold - WOW. Never seen one so bad. Not even on my 1st vr4 that had 160K on it when I got it.  I think I found the exhaust leak(s)!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I wanted the sunroof so bad and of course this one wasn't working. Looked at those shop manuals - I like that much better than the CD ROM, easier to flip through - and found more useful information from the SEARCH button up above!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Well there was a big freaking washer stuck in the driver side rail/track!  It was even pretty bent from getting jammed for who knows how long.<br />So only a million things to do from the million and one check list on this one!!<br />At least the sun can now blonde my hair to hide the grey LOL<br />BTW - I'll be looking for another 2g manifold, anyone...Bueller...||167.142.22.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-12-2003||02:32 AM||||So you finally got one with a sunroof, huh?  It's weird, because before I bought my first GVR4 (with a sunroof) I didn't want one.  But once I got used to having it, I used it daily!  Now this '91 I bought doesn't have one and it's making me crazy!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002755.cgi
A||||10||PRE-EVO||Best place to get both a Fidanza flywheel and Clutchmasters clutch?||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||08-11-2003||12:44 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I'm looking for a decent price on both from one place either online or phone in.  <br />I can go to RRE and get there clutch which has had great reviews and a flywheel for @$700-800. <br />Any help would be appreciated. Oh also who makes stronger than stock clutch forks?<br />Rich<br /><br /><br />(who has what appears to be a leak from the inner tranny seal or sealed up his transfercase so well with RTV that it is pooling up in the tranny case and leaking out the clutch fork boot.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-11-2003||01:14 PM||||Fidanza?  There's <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=recent_user_posts;u=00001076" target="_blank">"Kevin Typer"</a> who "advertises" on here and the yahoo lists -- usually something to the effect of "knowing someone" who "has them in stock".    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||08-11-2003||02:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Fidanza?  There's <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=recent_user_posts;u=00001076" target="_blank">"Kevin Typer"</a> who "advertises" on here and the yahoo lists -- usually something to the effect of "knowing someone" who "has them in stock".     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh boy we dont want to get him wound up again.||65.227.217.36||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||08-11-2003||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br />Oh boy we dont want to get him wound up again. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Amen to that!<br /><br />Rich, the ACT flywheels are looking to be a promising (and cheaper) alternative to the Fidanzas.  Apparently some have been experiencing warping of the steel friction lining on the Fidanzas.  <br /><br />I'm holding out to hear some ACT reviews, then I'll probably get one.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||08-11-2003||04:23 PM||||Yeah I saw the Xact flywheels also and am considering those also. Just a matter of I'd prefer one stop shopping if possible. I may just go RRE.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||08-11-2003||06:09 PM||||Ok, My 2 cents.... I dont like Clutchmaster clutches.... maybe you will have better luck with them, but as i have bitched about them before, before i got the act 2600, i had a clutchmaster 2500lb clutch that was toasted in under 4 months...<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||08-11-2003||06:10 PM||||Just go to RRE bishness.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||08-11-2003||08:56 PM||||Rich,<br /><br />Get the stock lightened flywheel from RRE. It will be just what you need but much cheaper.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||dsmjay||08-11-2003||10:04 PM||||For a stonger than stock clutch fork go to <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com" target="_blank">www.taboospeedshop.com</a><br /><br />Jason||205.188.208.166||reg||1||dsmjay||00000745||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||08-11-2003||11:49 PM||||i'm pretty sure those flywheels are backorderd EVERYWHERE. make sure they have them in stock before you order.||141.153.213.205||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000010||number3||08-13-2003||11:07 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com</a> is the URL<br /><br />...under new parts.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002756.cgi
A||||7||ayvr4||Finally||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||08-11-2003||01:38 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Well, i finally hacked my stock airbox. This free mod is one i put off for a long time..<br />I'm just wondering what causes the noise when i let off, the squaking type of noise?? anyone know what i am talking about? or is it just my car?<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||08-11-2003||01:59 PM||||Prolly your BOV dude.||65.165.18.211||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||08-11-2003||02:17 PM||||i have a turboxs type h bov, so the tube does not go from bov to the intake tube anymore, i guess it still could be the bov, but i never heard a higher pitched sound like this......<br />Thanks,<br />~Aaron<br />It does sound cool though... what ever it is.||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-11-2003||04:38 PM||||Really?  Where does it go?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||08-11-2003||05:34 PM||||The bov is on the upper ic pipe, it has the vac line on top, but no return hose to the intake tube so it's just capped off.<br /><a href="http://turboxs.com/_images/Image7.gif" target="_blank">http://turboxs.com/_images/Image7.gif</a><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||08-11-2003||06:07 PM||||When you hacked your airbox your bov most likely got louder.<br /><br />Instead of wasting time hacking the airbox, just take the entire airbox off and use the clamps/or screws to hold on the air filter.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-12-2003||11:05 AM||||So you've got a VPC or MAFT?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||08-12-2003||12:01 PM||||^^||65.165.18.130||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/002757.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||Hooking up AVC-D old skool boost controller ???||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||08-11-2003||03:41 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi<br /><br />buddy of mine bought this, cannot find instructions and asked me. I looked on apexi site, only thing close in the avc-r gen 1! Anyone have directions or the instructions by any chance?<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-11-2003||04:35 PM||||As much as I can gather from the web the instructions are only available in Japanese.<br /><br />You looking for install or operation?  Or both?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||08-11-2003||06:57 PM||||Both, anything at all in English, please   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I am assuming the AVC-D worked close to the old AVC-R, so I suggested he try using those and see if it helps!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002758.cgi
A||||19||1667 VR4||Highest Mileage VR4?||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||08-11-2003||05:02 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||I have a feeling im going to be driving this car until its death....so what kinda mileage #'s have you guys racked up?<br /><br />I bought my 91 with 72,000 on the clock a year ago, and it just turned 102,000. I guess you could say i drive alot   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Any 200k+ VR4's here? And have you had to rebuild the motor yet?||4.47.99.25||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||08-11-2003||05:18 PM||||bought mine with 94,000 a lil' over 2 yrs ago, I just passed 146,000 ..still smooth..well, for the most part   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-11-2003||05:28 PM||||I think both of nates cars have over 240k on them.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||08-11-2003||05:41 PM||||232k niles on mines. stock block still but new head and new trans. turbo is smoking now also.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||08-11-2003||06:01 PM||||205k here.<br /><br /><br />But I cheated and have a JDM engine and tranny (not the tcase though). Everything else is 205k old.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||08-11-2003||06:05 PM||||mine has about 140k on her, she is doing ok, she pulls strong, but i know i will have to start thinking about the future.... new motor???? just a rebuild????? who knows?<br />one thing i know now is that i do want to keep her.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||08-11-2003||06:12 PM||||162k here on the stock motor. Doing all right but a forged one is being built for when this one dies. It will be of old age or learning about nitrous  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I hope the latter and on video   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||CCDSM69||08-11-2003||06:48 PM||||Bought mine May 2002. It had 183K miles with a blown motor and turbo, it now has 187K miles. Had to replace almost every part on the car to get it running smooth and reliable. It just made my 1600 mile treck from CT to FL without any problems. <br /><br />These cars definately are tanks.||24.53.192.43||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000008||1667 VR4||08-11-2003||06:53 PM||||Sweet. As we speak my car is getting new axles, new shift cables and new shifter bushings to go with new Master/Slave cylinders and clutch fork. A new OEM pressure plate is next (i think my ACT 2600 is bad).<br /><br />I plan on going to CT this winter (from FL)...should be an interesting trip.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.47.99.25||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000009||Notorius||08-11-2003||08:26 PM||||249349 miles and counting. the body is practically rust free. engine was rebuilt just before i bought the car.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||08-11-2003||11:47 PM||||192,800<br /><br />i got the car with 120k or so. it was on its 2nd motor when i got it, and that one was a non turbo shortblock with 0 compression in 2 cyl. i put a JDM motor in and haven't touched it since.  its getting a t-belt job, 16g, front mount, afc2 (black limited  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ) and a jdm front bumper by winter<br />-luke-||141.153.213.205||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||mromik||08-12-2003||10:26 AM||||&#1052;&#1091; VR-4 has 120k KM now. all is stock, even the T-belt.<br />My fathers E32 Galant has about 400-500 k km and 2 rebuilds.<br />My red one had 240 and i changed piston rings at 180<br />I sold it for 1k USD||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||08-12-2003||10:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> &#1052;&#1091; VR-4 has 120k KM now. all is stock, even the T-belt.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||08-12-2003||11:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> &#1052;&#1091; VR-4 has 120k KM now. all is stock, even the T-belt.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">200,000 miles on stock Tbelt???????<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.227.204.134||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||08-12-2003||11:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> &#1052;&#1091; VR-4 has 120k KM now. all is stock, even the T-belt.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">200,000 miles on stock Tbelt???????<br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no I think that is about 75K MILES which is still a wee bit overdue   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.218||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||mixx2001||08-12-2003||01:51 PM||||I'll be trippin 200k pretty soon.  But I do have a JDM motor and new: tranny, transfer case, clutch, flywheel, driveshaft, swaybars, shocks, springs, bushings... aw fuck it never mind.||65.165.18.130||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000016||bazeng||08-12-2003||05:56 PM||||240kms...91 model..<br /><br />gonna run it until it blows..<br />friend had one running 120kms... he ran 11.6 stock internals...||203.166.63.202||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000017||Nate||08-12-2003||07:16 PM||||Well, I'm glad this topic came up, because I've been wondering about something, and I'd like your opinions on this subject.<br /><br />The White Car that is my daily driver has almost 251K on it.  It has some tiny door dings, and the driver's rear 1/4 panel is pushed in just a tad right by the back edge of the trunk.  It's damn straight for being this old and having this many miles on it.  I've thought about getting rid of it, because I really need three cars.  <br /><br />Everything on it except the cruise control works like a charm.  AC is ice cold, all the windows work quickly, ABS is still there, power steering works nicely, etc.  It is still fairly well modified, even after I've removed the huge turbo, external gate, and cams.  Here is a list of the parts on the car:<br /><br />No balance shaft motor with Evo IV 8.8:1 pistons and a ported, 1mm oversized SS valve head with metal head gasket, 50K miles.<br /><br />Tranny has been built to the strongest specs with the exception of it lacking a 4-spider gear diff.  Shifts like a dream, smoothly enough that I'm tempted to put this trans in the maroon car.  The trans probably has about 20K on it, and I put miles on a car like it's going out of style.  I built this trans last April or June, I believe.<br /><br />ACT 2900 clutch w/2G disk<br />4 bolt rear<br />H&R/AGX suspension<br />16" Kosei Seneca wheels with 225/45/16 Toyo Proxies<br />Rotors and Pads have been replaced recently, EBC pads<br />SS brake lines<br />Spearco 2-178 IC with 2.5" SS piping<br />16G turbo, 5K miles<br />Denso 660s with SX regulator<br />rewired Supra pump, recently changed filter sock and fuel filter<br />Hallman MBC<br />VPC w/660 chip<br />talon short shifter and shift boot<br />3" exhaust with Magnaflow muffler<br />intake manifold has extra port drilled and tapped in.<br />Spal radiator fan<br />Evo manifold, ported, Evo O2 also ported<br />90 style air-to-air oil cooler<br /><br />I'd guess that I'm still forgetting some things, but I'm curious as to your opinions, should I try to sell this car as it is?  Should I de-mod it some and sell it that way?  Or should I part it out?  I'd bet it's worth the most in pieces, but I don't know if I could part it out.  It's DEAD reliable and I'd hate to just tear it apart.  <br /><br />Give me some feedback, please.<br /><br />Nate||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000018||Matt379||08-12-2003||11:17 PM||||Nate,<br /><br />You know more about these cars than practically anyone else, but if it were me, I would keep it.<br /><br />Whenever I drive without my Galant for some times I forget how much I miss it, until I drive it again.<br /><br />Having a car with AIR, quiet exhaust is SO nice for long trips.  The all-weather capability is also very nice and since you live in PA there is lots of snow.<br /><br />Anyway, I would keep it.  Heck, its reliable, paid off, and still a blast to drive.  Throw a 20G on there if your bored  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.30.221.164||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000019||VR6 Eater||08-12-2003||11:17 PM||||I would keep or sell the vpc, put in an s-afc and then sell the car.  With all the other supporting mods it would still sell quickly.  I just think you could get more cash by selling the vpc seperate.  Those are getting as hard to find as Kryptonite.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum3/002759.cgi
A||||8||gvr4in||Check this out..||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||08-11-2003||07:12 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2427572146&category=6057" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2427572146&category=6057</a>||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||Ian M||08-11-2003||07:58 PM||||It looks  <i>remarkably</i> like a Fiero...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.37||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000002||NZGZR4||08-11-2003||08:23 PM||||Drool:: Group B ::Drool:: RS200  ::Drool||219.88.244.132||reg||10||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000003||beavis||08-12-2003||04:16 PM||||i got to see one in person at one of the pro rallies. let me tell you it was very impressive.  its a shame that group b died out.||138.23.87.188||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||08-12-2003||04:47 PM||||Those look like the seats from my old Corrado and the wheels from my 240.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||08-12-2003||06:02 PM||||I remember reading a while back about how hard to control these things were. And i had these saved. <br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1011" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1012" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />You can drive it in GT2, I think you have to win it. Its pretty uncontrolable in the game.<br />I'd still buy it if I had the $ tho.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.252.103.169||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||Gvr4-330||08-12-2003||06:36 PM||||That is such a sweeeeeeeet car.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.35||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||08-12-2003||06:47 PM||||WHY OH WHY....couldn't that 91million dollar Super Lotto ticket been sold to me...<br /><br />One of the few Blue Oval's I would be proud to own.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||08-13-2003||06:44 PM||||Incredible sounding and incredibly fast (particularly in race trim)...not to mention that Cosworth engine can crank out some serious numbers.  Damn shame it's so expensive   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum3/002760.cgi
A||||14||Oztek||New Toy||||6||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||08-11-2003||07:31 PM||aehlert@oztek.us||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?set_albumName=album04&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_album.php" target="_blank">http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?set_albumName=album04&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_album.php</a>||67.38.6.205||reg||6||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-11-2003||07:33 PM||||Are you serious. I lust after a black one.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||Oztek||08-11-2003||07:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> Are you serious.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">&lt;looks in garage&gt;<br /><br />Yep, still there.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.38.6.205||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||08-11-2003||10:03 PM||||Bite me andy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||smokindav||08-12-2003||09:30 AM||||Just curious.  Did you buy it used or new (and how much if you don't mind)?  Do you plan to open track it?<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000005||Oztek||08-12-2003||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong> Just curious.  Did you buy it used or new (and how much if you don't mind)?  Do you plan to open track it?<br /><br />Dave Flaherty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was used....39k with 3200 miles.  I bought it from a friend who was buying a house....he decided to keep the viper.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />I plan on driving the hell out of it.  I would like to mod it so that I can trap 130 in the quarter.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Need to be able to beat Dale.||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||08-12-2003||02:48 PM||||Ok, I am jealous. I assume you got rid of the stang, huh? <br /><br />KC<br /><br />PS - Congrats!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Matticus||08-12-2003||03:28 PM||||Excuse my ignorance if the answer is obvious.  What model Vette is that? <br /><br />Thanks, <br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||08-12-2003||03:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> Excuse my ignorance if the answer is obvious.  What model Vette is that? <br /><br />Thanks, <br /><br />Mat </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Z06 - You can tell by the cooling ducts for the brakes.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||08-12-2003||03:38 PM||||Z oh Sicks.                         **Edit: Damn you fast poster!**||65.165.18.130||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||ayvr4||08-12-2003||03:42 PM||||went up to our chevy dealer here in milwaukee this weekend to visit a few friends that work there... anyway, there was one sitting there with the hood up, so i was checking it out.... it was yellow too.<br />it look so sweet!!!! Nice ride man.<br /><br />~Aaron<br />ps: are the plugs really hard to change?||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000011||Oztek||08-13-2003||08:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong>ps: are the plugs really hard to change? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They don't look too bad.  Maybe the ones up by the firewall.<br /><br />Unlike the F-body, where the engine is part of the way under the dash, the Corvette engine is actually in the engine compartment.  I wouldn't even dream of doing a spark plug change on a Camaro.  It would be worth the money to hand it to the dealer and have them do it!||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000012||Oztek||08-13-2003||08:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Ok, I am jealous. I assume you got rid of the stang, huh? <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I really didn't want to, but I couldn't pass up this opportunity.  I knew the owner and the condition of the car and for the price, I couldn't pass it up. <br /><br />Took a hit on the fire sale price that I got on the cobra though.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||08-13-2003||08:53 AM||||Andy - Glad you moved onto to bigger and better. Congrats again !!!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||Romanova||08-13-2003||10:25 AM||||Since I work at a Chevy dealer and I drive Vettes all the time, let me say you made a good purchase. There is a night and day differance between the regular Vette and the Z06. Nice job.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/002761.cgi
A||||14||229of1000||1788 is home!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-11-2003||09:09 PM||||Well guys, I just got in the door from my trip up to Indiana.  Talk about a tiring trip!  Check out my Saturday:<br /><br />3:30AM - Woke up<br />5:30 - got to Orlando airport<br />7:30 - took plane to Cincinatti<br />11:00 - took plane to Indianapolis<br />11:00 - arrived in Indy (back a time zone), got car<br />1:00PM - left Indy for Atlanta (600 mi)<br />11:30 - arrived in Atlanta, got lost<br />12:30AM - finally got to my sister's.<br /><br />How's that for a long day!  21 hrs.<br /><br />Anyway, I bought the "Obsidian Black" wonder from TambleRamble.  Much to my amazement the car is actually Nile Black!  LOL!  It's up to 69,000 miles now.  She needs a little TLC, namely switching over all the goodies from the '92.  I will be reverting the '92 to stock and it will be for sale shortly.  Overall the car is nice shape and only has minor rust on the underside.  No rusting in the engine bay or on the body.  Yay, bolts will actually come out now!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />She's bone stock, and slow as balls.  I forgot how slow a stock VR4 is.  I got in the '92 as soon as I got home and went for a ride and it feels scary fast!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyway I'm glad to be back and have a new addition to the driveway.  It's annoying having two identical cars though.  I keep getting the keys mixed up.  Watch the For Sale section for a post on the '92, or PM me if you want some info before I post it up.  I have to sell it to pay off part of my loan for the '91.  <br /><br />I'll have pictures tomorrow.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||1667 VR4||08-11-2003||11:54 PM||||badass man   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />i think my roommate wants to buy your old '92 (he pm'd you on tbdsm i believe).<br /><br />i want to see 2 VR4's in the driveway as well   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||4.47.99.25||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||08-12-2003||12:37 AM||||nice to hear Paul. As I posted mine made it home too and is also slow as can be. Think Honda speed LOL||167.142.22.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||08-12-2003||01:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">7:30 - took plane to Cincinatti<br />11:00 - took plane to Indianapolis<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Should have saved your money and driven from indy to Cincy! I used to live in cincy and drive to indy... of course you would have needed to rent a car then wasting your money! Oh well!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-12-2003||02:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">7:30 - took plane to Cincinatti<br />11:00 - took plane to Indianapolis<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Should have saved your money and driven from indy to Cincy! I used to live in cincy and drive to indy... of course you would have needed to rent a car then wasting your money! Oh well! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I could've flown straight there but I saved $50 by waiting around a while.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-12-2003||02:08 PM||||I am glad you made it back ok. e-mail those pictures of the twins sometime. Have fun with obsidian Esmerelda    later||4.3.46.127||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000006||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||03:42 PM||||Sorry I had to work man my buddy and I were really wanting to meet you. Oh well I will probably be down around there sometime and we can get together. Glad you mad it back safe.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||08-12-2003||03:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Belize#1692:<br /><strong> Sorry I had to work man my buddy and I were really wanting to meet you. Oh well I will probably be down around there sometime and we can get together. Glad you mad it back safe. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah man, sorry I didn't get down your way a little earlier.  I was hoping to meet up with somebody on the way back down.  That was a long drive.  If you're ever in central florida just let me know!||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||08-12-2003||08:13 PM||||Wish I knew you were coming through Atlanta, I would have met up with you.  Your sister lives here?<br /><br />I saw a Beat up VR4 driving around the other day and chased him down.  I think he yelled that it was #980/2000.  It was an older guy with his wife and two young kids in the back.  He had to look at the dash to remember what #it was. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Poor thing sounded like the trans or wheel bearings were about to fall out of it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.63.210.53||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||08-12-2003||11:29 PM||||She lives in Powder Springs (near Kennesaw).  I will be back up there in a couple months, her husband wants me to race it at the track up there when I get some mods done.  We'll have a track day!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||turboflanagan||08-13-2003||07:57 PM||||Schweet, mine might actually be a solid color by then too.  Give me an e-mail when you are making plans to come up. <br />turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||64.63.209.94||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||curtis||08-13-2003||11:47 PM||||dude wish I knew I live just north of Nashville off of I-24||65.135.143.216||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||08-14-2003||01:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Schweet, mine might actually be a solid color by then too.  Give me an e-mail when you are making plans to come up. <br />turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds good, I'll let you know.  The mods are already coming along nicely.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-14-2003||02:55 PM||||What mods do you have swapped over so far?||4.3.46.127||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||08-14-2003||03:24 PM||||All the emissions hoses/solenoids are out.<br />Entire stock intake is out.  <br />Stock battery assy is out.  <br />Cables ran for the trunk mounted battery.  <br />Flipped BOV over.<br />Dejon VPC intake on.<br />Tapped TB elbow and VPC sensor on.<br />MBC installed.<br />Painted bare area under stock battery.<br /><br />As I was modding this car I was reverting the '92 towards stock with the parts that were taken off.  Tomorrow I will be finishing up the battery move, getting the VPC intsalled the rest of the way.  Then I will move the exhaust over.  2G mani will get swapped as soon as I make a parts order from Ft. Myers.  All thats left after that is the tranny and fuel system (rail, injectors, 6AN lines, AFPR).<br /><br />Excluding the tranny swap she needs about two more days work to be faster than the '92 ever was.  Working on this car is a dream!  Every bolt comes out, no rust.  It is awesome!  Too bad you have to double clutch into 2nd & 3rd.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />I will take pictures in a day or two, I promise!  Brian, if you have any pictures of under the hood please send them to me.  I didnt take any before I started ripping and tearing  - you probably wouldn't even recognize it under there now.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002762.cgi
A||||23||Matt379||Asked a million times, want your input on turbo selection.||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||08-11-2003||10:46 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I was going to wait until this winter, however it appears my big 16G is on the way out right now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />So, after reading/searching for hours, looking at compressor MAPS, reading reviews, opinions, etc, talking to different vendors, I figured I might as well just ask for input here also.  I am suffering from paralysis of analysis.<br /><br />Goals:  Spool similar to a BIG16G that is clipped from TRE,  internal wastegate.<br />Good turbo for street, enough pull to beat about anything on the street (viper, vette).  LOTS of BOOST on PUMP gas is also desired. (20 min) <br /><br />Car does auto-crossing, drives a lot on the street.  Can suffer some spool for great top-end, but as everyone else wants the best of both worlds.  Want to stay with internal gate.<br /><br />Here is what I have it narrowed down to:<br /><br />Sleeper 16G from forced performanced<br />A PTE turbo:  SC506376 50 trim  T31 .63 76 <br />RS49 from AGP turbo<br />Forced Performance Green<br /><br />Please vote with your reason.<br /><br />I have the necessary mods, and will add more for running lots of boost on pump gas.||68.30.128.134||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||08-11-2003||11:30 PM||||Both FP turbos listed have been proven to make cars fast.  I know you said internal, but I would look at the 3055 while it's on sale though! $999 was it?<br /><br />Because they have proven their products and customer support time and time again, I would go with an FP turbo. Just mho.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-11-2003||11:45 PM||||I'd say PTE 50 trim. Why? Internally gated, friends have them and love them, good street turbo or so I've heard.<br /><br />You thought about a tdo6 20g? Great spool and good for street.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||08-12-2003||12:38 AM||||Sleeper 16g has my vote.<br /><br />Quick spool gives it exceptionally great street car performance. It is also has 11-12 second  potential with the right supporting mods (which you already have) and tuning.||65.227.204.134||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||Jon||08-12-2003||08:28 AM||||Sleep 16G would be my vote too.  You would only need to ship the turbo to FP to have them rebuild it.  Leave the exhaust housing bolted to the exhaust manifold and leave it in the car.  It is a pretty easy job to just remove the turbo from the car when you are leaving the turbo exhaust housing in the car.  I am pretty certain the bolt for the clamp is accessible from under the turbo.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||08-12-2003||09:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> Sleep 16G would be my vote too.  You would only need to ship the turbo to FP to have them rebuild it.  Leave the exhaust housing bolted to the exhaust manifold and leave it in the car.  It is a pretty easy job to just remove the turbo from the car when you are leaving the turbo exhaust housing in the car.  I am pretty certain the bolt for the clamp is accessible from under the turbo.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I love my FP special sauce 16G, it's way more fun than the 16G was.  <br /><br />Actually, you need to send them the 7cm housing too, since it has to be machined.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||03:48 PM||||PTE all the way. They are great turbos for the money. Built well and last a beating.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000007||Kibo||08-12-2003||07:47 PM||||Personally, I think the FP Green is about the ultimate street turbo right now.  It will make plenty of power on pump gas for street driving, and even more when you crank the boost up at the track.  Anything 'bigger' than the Green starts becoming more of a strip than street turbo, IMO.<br /><br />That said, I'd have a hard time passing up the Sleeper 16G.  It simply works great, and it looks so innocent that nobody has to know what's in there unless you want to tell them.  Its main benefit is that it bolts right up without any modification to IC piping, etc.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000008||Doug Thomas||08-12-2003||08:28 PM||||Little off topic, but besides Victor, Dale and Curt Brown who else has run fast times with a sleeper 16G? I only see three cars on the drag page. I don't if your concerned about price, but what does a sleeper 16G cost?||12.10.219.46||reg||5||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||08-12-2003||10:23 PM||||I think someone posted recently that FP will modify your 16g to a Sleeper 16G for $550. Outright, they are probably &gt;$950, making them not quite as attractive.||68.158.174.100||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||1420mark||08-13-2003||12:52 AM||||AGP ss44 ,though not on your list, is apparently the fastest spooling unit available , 400hp rated so it is like a 20g that gets up and goes even faster than a 16g.  seems like the most fun street experience to blast out of corners even if it is not top speed producer. but I am waiting to see the news they will be coming out with a new model a little bigger in very near future.||24.175.9.8||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||08-13-2003||08:23 AM||||FP price for the sleeper 16G when I called and asked was $1250. <br /><br />Personally, I would go with AGP any day over PTE, Mutt, VPE, yadda yadda yadda just coz Ben was/is a gvr4 owner and just the best customer service. I must have bugged him 4 times, before commiting to buy and he totally impressed me. <br /><br />Fuck, Buschur would have shot my ass coz I asked too many questions, I have been yelled at by him for the nasty shit he sold me (stage 3 16G with a washer stuck in its fins on the exhaust side) and thats the last time I ever bought something from him   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||08-13-2003||09:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br />FP price for the sleeper 16G when I called and asked was $1250. <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a much better deal if you give them a core 16G to work with.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||Jon||08-13-2003||12:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br />Actually, you need to send them the 7cm housing too, since it has to be machined. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No you don't.  The turbo exhaust housing for a 20G is the same for a 16G.  Both are 7cm exhaust housings.  His exhaust housing has a larger wastegate valve in it from TRE as well.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000014||Carl Morris||08-13-2003||01:17 PM||||I have a FP Sleeper 16g, and AFAIK you'll want to send them the turbine housing both for porting/boost creep reasons as well as making the TD06H turbine wheel fit.  I ran 111mph at 5800ft elevation in a car that weighed about 3480 with me in it.  This was through a crappy 2.5" turbo muffler.  That's the next thing to go, because exhaust restriction is giving me some bog off the line, even with the 6k stutterbox.  Low ambient air density is a tough thing to work around.||147.145.40.43||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000015||1quickvr4||08-13-2003||05:46 PM||||There is,As far as I know they can use a 5h or 6h||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000016||Notorius||08-13-2003||06:59 PM||||TEC in Golden, Colorado can build you a garret nickel to custom specs. my friend just got a 60-trim from them for 660 bucks. just call them, give them specs for the car and ur goals and they'll build one for you.<br /><br />i think their number is 303-271-3997||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||08-13-2003||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br />Actually, you need to send them the 7cm housing too, since it has to be machined. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No you don't.  The turbo exhaust housing for a 20G is the same for a 16G.  Both are 7cm exhaust housings.  His exhaust housing has a larger wastegate valve in it from TRE as well. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jon, I have one, I would know.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Carl is right, they need the turbine housing to machine for the (much) larger exhaust wheel.  It takes quite a bit of machining to make the 6H wheel fit.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||08-13-2003||10:15 PM||||Notorious - just so you know, cheapturbo.com sells 60-1 for $549 and free UPS shipping all day long. Thats what I paid for mine and when it came to me, the box has TEC written all over it and the tags inside on the turbo said TEC as well. Just advise... to never buy from a manufacturer directly.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Another example,  call ACT and ask Jim the clutch prices, he wanted over 420 for the ACT2600...Buschur and others sell them for $375.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||Minjin||08-14-2003||12:15 AM||||Whats wrong with a good ole 20g?<br /><br />I guess its not fancy pancy enough anymore...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000020||howard_GVR4||08-14-2003||12:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Whats wrong with a good ole 20g?<br /><br />I guess its not fancy pancy enough anymore...<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sleeper16G, hint hint!||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000021||TWEAKD4||08-14-2003||12:39 AM||||Just out of curiosity at what RPM does the sleeper 16G hit full boost?||63.233.205.212||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||08-14-2003||08:25 AM||||I heard it was laggier than a big 16G and hit boost in the upper 3's...But, when it hit boost, it felt like bineg hit by a sledgehammer (paraphrasing OZtek)||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||howard_GVR4||08-14-2003||10:14 AM||||In 3rd (flooring it at 3K) the S16G hits 18-20psi around 3800 and pulls like a freight train to redline.  My 14b was really fun around town, but it never felt even close to this good on the highway.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002763.cgi
A||||2||agrabau||Online wiring diagrams? ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-12-2003||08:59 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||Anyone know of a site with uploaded manuals? I checked the archives but found nothing. <br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||mromik||08-12-2003||10:43 AM||||<a href="http://WWW.manualcd.com/gift/dsm" target="_blank">WWW.manualcd.com/gift/dsm</a><br /><br />if I am correct||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-12-2003||12:08 PM||||Yes sir, you are! Thanks!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/002764.cgi
A||||4||VTGVR4||go slap someone||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||08-12-2003||09:23 AM||defnick@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.operationslaps.com" target="_blank">www.operationslaps.com</a><br /><br />soemthing to do, it reminds me of the first FMV games for the genesis||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||SLO GVR 4||08-12-2003||09:47 AM||||That's easily going to be the hottest thing on the internet for atleast a week   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||207.241.20.65||reg||14||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||08-12-2003||10:10 AM||||On the second try I got a flawless victory with three free hits.  Not very chalenging.  Mini Putt, now that's a kick in the nutz.||65.165.18.130||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-12-2003||10:33 AM||||No fair playing against yourself.||12.247.128.70||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||08-12-2003||12:03 PM||||Doh!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||65.165.18.130||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/002765.cgi
A||||9||4G63_GSR||144/1000||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||08-12-2003||10:01 AM||vlee14@hotmail.com||well went out last night for a final look and drive... ended up buying the car... picked it up for $3300... damn should've tried keeping it at $3000... i'm a terrible negotiator... overall, it's still a nice car... i think i'm gonna miss my cloth seats in my ggsr... a major cleaning of the car and tune up is in store... wish me luck...||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||08-12-2003||10:14 AM||||Good luck, congrats on the new beast! You're going to learn more than you ever wanted to know about why a car suddenly won't run, or makes a funny noise  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Even though, i wouldn't give up my car. And it's ALWAYS got something going on.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-12-2003||10:24 AM||||Swap the seats!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||08-12-2003||06:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Swap the seats!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i think i'll be fine... just need to get used to it... i think winter and summer are gonna be major pain... am i correct???||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000004||starwrist||08-12-2003||09:52 PM||||What year GSR do you have/had?<br /><br />Welcome to the very confusing world of the 4g63. I just can't fathom this engine.<br /><br />You all can hate me, but I love Honda. There's just something about the B18C1 and C5 that I just adore. Not to mention a VTEC H23. *drools* And dropping a B18C into a CRX...oh my...||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-13-2003||11:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Swap the seats!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i think i'll be fine... just need to get used to it... i think winter and summer are gonna be major pain... am i correct??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Spend a few weekends with some Leatherique or other leather care products, it'll pay off in dividends.<br /><br />I personally haven't had any major qualms with the seats this summer, but I spent a number of years in Arizona and actually enjoy getting into a blazing hot car.<br /><br />For winter, I've got some seat heaters I bought from Gabor earlier this year that will be going in soon, so my butt will be nice and toasty.  Thinking about adding some additional/refreshed padding, too.  The nice thing about the black leather is that it holds heat well, so if it is 10&deg; below outside, but sunny and bright, it can be relatively warm in the car.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||4G63_GSR||08-13-2003||12:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Swap the seats!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i think i'll be fine... just need to get used to it... i think winter and summer are gonna be major pain... am i correct??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Spend a few weekends with some Leatherique or other leather care products, it'll pay off in dividends.<br /><br />I personally haven't had any major qualms with the seats this summer, but I spent a number of years in Arizona and actually enjoy getting into a blazing hot car.<br /><br />For winter, I've got some seat heaters I bought from Gabor earlier this year that will be going in soon, so my butt will be nice and toasty.  Thinking about adding some additional/refreshed padding, too.  The nice thing about the black leather is that it holds heat well, so if it is 10&deg; below outside, but sunny and bright, it can be relatively warm in the car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thanks hertz...||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||08-14-2003||10:31 PM||||Hey, congrats!! I have 140/1000 but she's on her way out. Luckily I'm picking up my new one next week! Take good care of her!||24.229.227.61||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||08-15-2003||12:00 AM||||starwrist - I think he meant galant GSR, not integra GSR.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />But, I am a honda fan too...Just so you know, the H23 is not a vtec motor. The H22A, B18C1, B18C5, B16A1, B16A2 and F20B are some DOHC VTEC motors.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||08-15-2003||12:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> You all can hate me, but I love Honda. There's just something about the B18C1 and C5 that I just adore. Not to mention a VTEC H23. *drools* And dropping a B18C into a CRX...oh my... </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> But, I am a honda fan too...Just so you know, the H23 is not a vtec motor. The H22A, B18C1, B18C5, B16A1, B16A2 and F20B are some DOHC VTEC motors.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/002766.cgi
A||||3||Jon||LuvSan or MSBlast worm||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||08-12-2003||10:10 AM||jon@jgronline.com||PATCH YOUR COMPUTER!<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.f-secure.com/v-descs/msblast.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.f-secure.com/v-descs/msblast.shtml</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000001||josh91vr4||08-13-2003||05:52 PM||||haha - two of my company's remote location computers got hit with this. Three if you count one of the girls' second computer (which she promptly bought when she thought the reboots were caused by her CPU overheating)<br /><br />Two words: LIVEUPDATE and WINDOWS UPDATE (okay, three words)||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-13-2003||06:33 PM||||I like the Norton site better.<br /><br /><a href="http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/data/w32.blaster.worm.html" target="_blank">http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/data/w32.blaster.worm.html</a><br /><br />Also, this worm will atemt to interfere with any Windows Updates and patches, unless this Norton tool is run:<br /><br /><a href="http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/data/w32.blaster.worm.removal.tool.html" target="_blank">http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/data/w32.blaster.worm.removal.tool.html</a><br /><br /><br />When you run that, close as many programs as you can. Disable System Restore (XP/ME users). You also must be logged on as an Administrator to use the tool.<br /><br /><br />Good luck and always keep Windows and your Antivirus programs up to date...or just run <br />Linux.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||08-13-2003||06:38 PM||||If you have a firewall, block the ports the symantec site mentions as well.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum3/002767.cgi
A||||8||mixx2001||Talk about clean....||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||08-12-2003||10:25 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||South Coast Auto Design's 4G63 VC and Intake.  Sorry don't have a link to their page, but I think their an Ebay vendor. <br /><br /><br />   <img src="http://forums.clubrsx.com/attachment.php?s=&postid=931996" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.130||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||SLO GVR 4||08-12-2003||11:17 AM||||That valve cover looks like ultra high performance.||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||08-12-2003||11:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SLO GVR 4:<br /><strong> That valve cover looks like ultra high performance. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It out performs all other valve covers.  Test proves, that it covers.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||08-12-2003||11:53 AM||||Kid tested... Mother approved.||65.165.18.130||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||08-12-2003||12:01 PM||||Let's wait to see what happens to Epoxy after prolonged heat and oil exposure. <br /><br />Ummmyeah.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||08-12-2003||12:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Let's wait to see what happens to Epoxy after prolonged heat and oil exposure. <br /><br />Ummmyeah. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking the same thing as funny enough I have yet to see those CF valve covers for hondas actually on a car yet and those have been out for over a year. "Hmmmm... sure looks purty.... squeal like a pig boy!"||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||08-12-2003||01:04 PM||||Have you guy's heard something about these guys?  Poor quality?||65.165.18.130||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||08-12-2003||01:14 PM||||Pre-Evo, i think those honda ones are covers for the covers, in other words, the inside is still Alu on the honda carbon covers.. It'd be too expensive to insert standoffs into each bolt hole and design a carbon windage tray for the honda set. I made a set of carbon fairings for my motorcycle. They came out horrible! I learned a lot about composites though. rule 1, start small.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||08-12-2003||01:37 PM||||I thought the one pictured was just a cover, or maybe a CF skin over a stocker.  Anywho, it looks good.||65.165.18.130||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/002768.cgi
A||||8||gvr4ever||Sprint suxs||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||08-12-2003||12:46 PM||||My year is up and is it is a PITA to cancel.  It took about half an hour with more phone automation then ANY one should have to put up with.  <br /><br />Not to mention the service sucked the whole time and I'm not to happy with my phone(it turnes itself off).  Also I never got my $50 rebate because someone fat fingered my phone number when they entered in my information for the rebate.  I'm still suppost to get that, but ya right.<br /><br />I've talked with a few people who have acually liked Sprint, but I got tons of dropped calls, no service where I should have had service.  Network busy BS.<br /><br />Well, just tring to help save some hard earned cash.  Sprint is not clear and easy, or whatever the slogan is.<br /><br />Save your coin and spend a little more on a Nextel(or anything else besides Sprint).  Bypass the bling bling and get something that works.  Also the coast to coast bitch box is nice too.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||08-12-2003||01:02 PM||||i still owe sprint 50 bux from my old cell phone about 3 years ago... they do suck alot!<br />Now i have T-Mobile, it seems ok....<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||GVR4458||08-12-2003||01:15 PM||||Try verizon.  I've been an Ameritech/verizon customer for 8 years now.  Not the cheapest, but genuinely good customer service.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||08-12-2003||01:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4458:<br /><strong> Try verizon.  I've been an Ameritech/verizon customer for 8 years now.  Not the cheapest, but genuinely good customer service.<br /><br />EH </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Werd I spent over 4 hours on the phone waiting for sprint customer service because I was out of my home calling area. Went Verizon and never looked back.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||#1459 VR-4||08-12-2003||02:02 PM||||I agree, Sprint is the worst.<br /><br />After a drunken phone call with my ex-gurlfriend I smashed the focker and used the opportunity to switch to AT&T.  I'm more satisfied with AT&T then Sprint, but still far from perfect...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000005||drew||08-12-2003||06:14 PM||||I've really enjoyed my service. Satisfied customer since 1997.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||josh91vr4||08-12-2003||06:45 PM||||I've been through Verizon, Nextel, and Sprint. Sprint's coverage kinda sucks if you live in the boonies (Look at sig, anyone ever even heard of Laingsburg?) Other than that, they were alright. Decent prices. Nextel had better coverage than sprint, I personally don't like the two-way, think its annoying. Service was crappy, when the phone got stolen. I called within 24 hours and they still tried charging me for a month. Took 3 months to get it taken care of! It was obvious on the bill. All local calls until i reported it stolen, then they were all over the country. <br />Verizon was both my first and last cell company. I agree, they have great service (most of the times i have called) and the coverage is good. Pricing ain't too shabby either. It's like $50/month and i never go over my minutes. (500anytime/1000m2m/UL n&w/UL txt)<br />Their coverage has been the best of the three i've tried, I've only been out of it when i'm in the deep wilderness of National Forest.<br />Cheers~<br />Josh||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-13-2003||11:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> i still owe sprint 50 bux from my old cell phone about 3 years ago... they do suck alot!<br />Now i have T-Mobile, it seems ok....<br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got three different GSM phones if you're interested in an upgrade perhaps.  Just swap your SIMM (behind battery) and you're done.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||ayvr4||08-13-2003||11:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> i still owe sprint 50 bux from my old cell phone about 3 years ago... they do suck alot!<br />Now i have T-Mobile, it seems ok....<br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got three different GSM phones if you're interested in an upgrade perhaps.  Just swap your SIMM (behind battery) and you're done. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">email me some pics of them...<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/002769.cgi
A||||10||beavis||picture o' the day||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||08-12-2003||07:55 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.wrc.com/en_GB/Gallery/Photo/2003/006/2003_R_FIN_Markkoair.htm" target="_blank">http://www.wrc.com/en_GB/Gallery/Photo/2003/006/2003_R_FIN_Markkoair.htm</a>||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||Kevinj110||08-12-2003||08:02 PM||||That is bad real bad||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||08-12-2003||09:10 PM||||i've done that before in an 87 maxima wagon||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||08-12-2003||09:15 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    thats all i have to say||12.211.242.195||reg||14||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||08-12-2003||09:16 PM||||i have had that as my background after WRC on speed sunday  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||gvr4in||08-12-2003||10:17 PM||||I have speed but never catch the rally's! When are they on? Im missin out!!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||08-13-2003||08:51 AM||||Is that from the Finland Raly? Finland has some major jumps...<br /><br />wasnt it last year when the subaru was waaay up in the air in Finland too? Not 100% sure||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-13-2003||11:35 AM||||Yah, Finland.<br /><br />That new Focus is pretty impressive... but it's no Lancer.  *cough*||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||curtis||08-13-2003||11:57 PM||||The rally is on tomorrow and the australia rally is on friday at 7 and sunday at 8 in three weeks.||65.135.143.216||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||RTS182G-VR4||08-15-2003||01:10 AM||||did any of you guys see mcrae roll his citroen?  crazy stuff.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000010||Jon||08-15-2003||09:47 AM||||I've done that too but in a Peugeot.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum3/002770.cgi
A||||2||GRV4726||car plans||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||08-12-2003||08:15 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i REALLY need to sell my engine, and i'm having trouble finding anyone to buy. i really need your help guys, because this thing needs to go so i can get my imported jdm one. <br /><br />i'm asking for 490 for everything except the intake manifold and turbo. 92k. needs minor valve job and leaks a little oil.<br /><br />thanks<br /><br />ps: it is on dsmtrader. and i will have to try ebay as a very last resort.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-12-2003||09:29 PM||||Ebay it. Start it at 200.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||08-13-2003||02:51 PM||||damn, well i guess i will have to. <br /><br />well if any of you want it, i'll sell it to you for 425 (galantvr4.org message board discout   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   )<br /><br />thanks guys||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002771.cgi
A||||4||agrabau||The guts of a project||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-12-2003||09:49 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||In my travails with the bimmubishi I've come across many many very useful links to automobilia and hardware vendors that I think I can share with you guys cause they're very helpful. I've learned, among other things that the more you "know you can get" ... and where to get it.. the better your project will be. More arrows in the quiver as it may be. <br /><br />The old favorite, this site's the focus of many Grad school management classes, the old mcmastercarr.. if you don't know them you should <br /><br /><a href="http://www.mcmastercarr.com" target="_blank">www.mcmastercarr.com</a><br /><br />For oil coolers and fuel pumps and all things hydraulic you'll need hose these guys are great!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.hosexpress.com" target="_blank">www.hosexpress.com</a><br /><br />Metric fittings and only NPT at the store? You'll need adapters. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.fittingsandadapters.com" target="_blank">www.fittingsandadapters.com</a><br /><br />Custom driveshaft in one week? <br /><br /><a href="http://www.driveshaftshop.com" target="_blank">www.driveshaftshop.com</a><br /><br />Stainless brake or clutch lines on the DYI styleee? <br /><br /><a href="http://www.pegasusautoracing.com" target="_blank">www.pegasusautoracing.com</a> <br /><br />For silicone hoses and flanges Road Race is a great supplier. Everyone knows about them. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com</a><br /><br />Tubing and bends also but if you need stainless, <br /><br /><a href="http://www.burnsstainless.com" target="_blank">www.burnsstainless.com</a><br /><br />I've become one with AN and NPT fittings if anyone needs help with some. <br /><br />Cherrio, <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||08-13-2003||10:40 AM||||Along with McMaster Carr, don't forget MSC Industrial Supply (http://www.mscdirect.com/) and Grainger (http://www.grainger.com/Grainger/wwg/start.shtml)<br /><br />McMaster has some stuff the other two don't, but Grainger and MSC are generally a little bit cheaper.<br /><br />Another good place for stainless mandrel bends is Headers by Ed (http://headersbyed.com/)<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-13-2003||10:49 AM||||Alex -- can I plagiarize your links/commentary on my site?||12.247.128.70||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||08-13-2003||11:06 AM||||Go ahead Ryan! Glad to be a help <br /><br />AL Grabau||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||08-13-2003||11:10 AM||||Mark, you're right. Those are both really good ones. I use MSC for work. There are a few more like<br /><br />smallparts.com and pic-design.com too but those are mostly smaller parts. They do have air solenoids which could be useful : )||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/002785.cgi
A||||10||gtluke||we all missed out on this ebay steal||||6||||gtluke||00000281
Z||000000||gtluke||08-13-2003||06:55 PM||gtluke@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=5335&item=2427479145" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=5335&item=2427479145</a>||141.153.195.152||reg||6||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||08-13-2003||06:59 PM||||$2.7K for a model. NNNNIIINNNCCCEEEE||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||08-13-2003||07:00 PM||||Who the fuck pays $2750 for a friggin MODEL CAR?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||Kevinj110||08-13-2003||07:00 PM||||HA HA I think I will sell my model Integra Type R. That is the funniest thing I have sen in a long time||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||08-13-2003||07:11 PM||||i feel bad for the person who won that. This auction is almost as bad as the guy who thought he was buying an engine for an 18 wheeler and ended up only buying an oil filter. I think his auction was like $10K. Needless to say the guy left horrible feedback and filed complaints with eBay.||24.53.192.43||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||08-13-2003||08:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  I will ship, dont worry about shipping cost, its free!  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lucky me.||66.26.137.32||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||08-13-2003||09:18 PM||||I just looked at the bid history. Obviously a fake auction.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||08-13-2003||09:21 PM||||yea, lots of zero feedback accounts.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||08-13-2003||10:22 PM||||Maybe I should ebay my Lancer VII.  Sure it's 1/36 scale of the original, BUT it doesn't have any body dammage.  Looks like new.  No rock chips, road rash, nothing.<br /><br />It could use a dusting, but that's all it needs.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1020&width=400" alt=" - " />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||Gvr4-330||08-14-2003||03:05 AM||||i remember when the Playstation 2 was hot, someone ended up selling a PS2 box on ebay for around $400 because someone thought it was a real system<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.35||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000010||Craig91||08-14-2003||01:37 PM||||I don't even think it was the box.  I think it was even worse than that.  I remember an auction for a PS2 that said in little fine print...<br /><br />"Not bidding on actual item, just a picture", or something to that effect.<br /><br />I remember the oil filter one too.  Too bad people don't read the entire description.||12.243.106.33||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum3/002773.cgi
A||||3||keydiver||Where oh where have my loaners gone?||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||08-12-2003||11:28 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Where oh where could they be?<br />OK guys, I'm still missing a few of my loaners ECU's, and I have others waiting in line for them. If I haven't talked to you in the past couple weeks, like Scott and Brian, please contact me and let me know my ECU is alive and well. Otherwise, I'll have to pull out my UPS records, and track you down   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Thanks,<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||68.158.174.100||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-12-2003||11:30 PM||||Jeff, Brian's (my?) loaner is still in my '91.  I sent you an email in regards to it a couple days ago and haven't heard back.  Let me know.<br /><br />BTW - Let's go with a 5k stutterbox.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||08-12-2003||11:49 PM||||Yeh, you're fine Paul. Thats why I mentioned Brian above, because I've talked to you recently. Its the guys I haven't talked to for a month or so that worry me     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.158.174.100||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||1520/2000||08-13-2003||04:47 AM||||i still have one too jeff but will be returning hopefully within 2 weeks. thanks for your patience!||216.222.226.107||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes



ubb/Forum3/002774.cgi
A||||9||neonturbo1995||JDM Galant pics....||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-13-2003||12:30 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I have searched around for a while now trying to find some GOOD, close-up pics of some JDM Galant VR-4's....especially in the areas they differ from ours...bumpers, EMBLEMS, etc.  I am amassing ALL the JDM parts for this car to do a COMPLETE...and I mean COMPLETE (without going RHD) JDM conversion....I just need some good pics to verify some stuff.....don;t want to get the wrong stuff on accident...or from believing someone who knows nothing!||66.2.65.219||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-13-2003||01:44 AM||||<a href="http://www.google.com" target="_blank">www.google.com</a> is your friend. I have quite a few but trust me it's much easier to do that and go to the various links. Search for Galant VR4, Galant VR-4, e39a, Galant AMG, Mitsubishi Galant VR4 (and VR-4). You will find plenty. Some sites like <a href="http://www.vr4.net" target="_blank">www.vr4.net</a> will pop up along with G-force's home page and the Galant AMG website. Also Rhertz site has plenty of good links also.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||08-13-2003||11:15 AM||||i have collected every one i've seen, and i had them online untill last week when my server exploded. i'll put them back up tonight, i promise<br />-luke-||138.89.33.116||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-13-2003||11:16 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">web page</a> <br /><br />Good luck.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||08-13-2003||11:19 AM||||nevermind, i'll do it now.<br />this is every picture i've ever seen on the internet of AMG galants and JDM galants<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gtluke.com/galant/jap" target="_blank">www.gtluke.com/galant/jap</a><br /><a href="http://www.gtluke.com/galant/amg" target="_blank">www.gtluke.com/galant/amg</a><br /><br />it should be done uploading by 11:25 eastern time if you get red x's<br />-luke-||138.89.33.116||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||08-13-2003||11:25 AM||||southflorida tuners has one for like 4000 you should just buy it it'll save a lot of time. <br /><br />You'll need a rhd steering rack and column, dash, centerconsole, door panels (don't forget the power mirrors and windows.. <br /><br />that alone with shipping's going to be a couple of K.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||08-13-2003||11:30 AM||||Someone kill me I can't read. WITHOUT RHD. I'm a knob. Many apologies.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||Ant||08-13-2003||12:35 PM||||I really like this idea<br /><a href="http://www.gtluke.com/galant/amg/w_0014.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.gtluke.com/galant/amg/w_0014.jpg</a><br />Cut and fab a little flip up panel in that location.  Could possibly put AFC/WideBand there or a TV if you are into the bling bling.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||08-13-2003||12:38 PM||||Alex, next time just delete your previous post and destroy the evidence.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||08-13-2003||01:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> southflorida tuners has one for like 4000 you should just buy it it'll save a lot of time. <br /><br />You'll need a rhd steering rack and column, dash, centerconsole, door panels (don't forget the power mirrors and windows.. <br /><br />that alone with shipping's going to be a couple of K. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damnit I'm still workign on that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/002775.cgi
A||||1||Eclipse182||Celica or the next El Camino?||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||08-13-2003||08:03 AM||||<a href="http://www.supercars.net/cars/2000@$Toyota@$Celica%20Cruising%20Deck%20Conceptg.html" target="_blank">http://www.supercars.net/cars/2000@$Toyota@$Celica%20Cruising%20Deck%20Conceptg.html</a><br /><br />So, what'd ya think? At first it caught me off guard but the more i look at the more i think "damn, that cars not too bad". Theyre pretty sweet looking, just take the headrests off the spoiler and id get one if they came out. The bed even looks pretty roomy. What'd you all think. Maybe im just a sucker for car/truck crossovers(which would explain my love for the Baja)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.195.188.187||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||08-13-2003||10:13 AM||||maybe it will sell like the baja. (2000 rebate on em now, and still cant move em)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002776.cgi
A||||13||GVR1643||a good laugh at my expense for ya||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||08-13-2003||10:22 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Last night I got pursuaded to play a softball game at a local park. Afterwards (already a little sore) my cousin drug me over to a half-pipe where some of his buddies and their younger brothers were there with bikes and skateboards.  He started hammering on my to try the skateboard - of course he said he went down it.  So I hop up to the top of this 7 or 8 foot thing (softball cleats still on) and start to pucker up so bad I didn't think I'd be able to crap for a couple of days. Now it's been about 20 years since my feet had touched a skateboard and I didn't do any "tricks" even back then.<br />Let me tell you, it looks a lot higher from up there as you look down and it just drops!  I finally get my cleated feet positioned for the Tony Hawk like run and tip over the edge...well it's a little blurry after that! I remember the drop and the landing, but I don't think there was too much in between. The skateboard only serves as a device to remove your feet from underneath you. My wife (who should have been attempting to talk some sense into me instead of focusing the camera! ) said I wasn't on the board long enough to get a picture, except of me laying at the bottom of the half-pipe.  Luckily the board didn't come back and smack me in the nuts as I was sprawled out on my back - I think someone grabbed the board on the way back down and spared me the additional agony. <br />Needless to say - I hurt today!!!  My left side feels like I was in a bad car wreck and no amount of stretching or Advil seems to be helping.<br />So all you old guys out there...don't try this at home.  I'm about 3 weeks shy of my 35th birthday and for about 2 1/2 seconds was reliving my youth (so I thought - I never did that even when I was younger).  <br />The funny thing is, I think I could do it if I tried it again (got to lean a lot more forward next time and no cleats), but my slightly parylized left side tells me not to even think about it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />The only thing that made it a little better was watching guys 10 years younger bouncing off of it as well - at least they had some alcohol numbing solution in them though.  <br />I think I'll stick to things with seatbelts for entertainment...||167.142.22.238||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||08-13-2003||10:29 AM||||send the pics as soon as they get developed, or upload em now, if they are digital. this is a classic. too bad you didnt have a video cam running, this sounds like something you'd see on the 'send in your own video' shows.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||RayH||08-13-2003||10:38 AM||||Just recently saw the X Games movie.  Had to resist the urge to end up like Homer in that old Simpsons episode where he skateboards off a cliff.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||08-13-2003||11:17 AM||||Never saw the Homer episode...<br />Pics are digital and on the home computer. They're dark (nighttime) and only show me at the top, then sprawled out at the bottom.  Camcorder would have been much better.  <br />Good or bad my 4 year old son was there too.  He asked why I fell down...gravity son, gravity.  I told him I was just showing him why not to try that, because you can get hurt  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.238||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-13-2003||11:29 AM||||Cleats?  You're a certifiable bad-ass!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||08-13-2003||11:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Cleats?  You're a certifiable bad-ass! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know about that...<br />Certifiable dumb-ass would be closer   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||167.142.22.238||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||08-13-2003||12:29 PM||||Here is the dumbass after his "second childhood". Next thing, he'll wanna go streakin and start a gvr4 fraternity<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1014" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Sorry, Kev. I had to post the pic!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||08-13-2003||01:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Here is the dumbass after his "second childhood". Next thing, he'll wanna go streakin and start a gvr4 fraternity<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1014" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Sorry, Kev. I had to post the pic! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So is he the first white dot or the second white dot?????<br /><br /><br />Man talk about a dark pic.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||08-13-2003||01:31 PM||||I told you they were dark. Nobody wanted to stand to close (including the wife with the camera) after watching the others with the bike and boards come flying off the sides of the ramp in their failed attempts as well.  <br />If there had been 10 shots in succesion, the picture would have looked the same...I didn't move right away  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.238||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||08-14-2003||09:59 AM||||i think its a great pic! the whote dots are little canaries.<br />pretty funny!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||08-14-2003||10:50 AM||||The white dots are the stars you see when  you get knocked silly (like Beetle Bailey when sarge beats him up).<br /><br />I occasionally try skateboarding with my kids, but only on the level.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000011||ayvr4||08-14-2003||12:09 PM||||here ya go... nothing photoshop cant take care of.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1026&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000012||GVR1643||08-15-2003||09:39 AM||||Nice adjustment Aaron!  You guys amaze me with the photoshop skills.  Now can you make it look like I knew what I was doing out there...grinding the top edge or something.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  j/k||167.142.22.205||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000013||Kibo||08-15-2003||09:52 PM||||Hehe...that reminds me of the first time a co-worker talked me into going to a local skate park with my rollerblades at lunch one time.  Now, I've never been to a skate park of any type, and my most advanced rollerblading skill is riding down stairs (surprisingly easier than most people think).  Not an expert, in other words--but willing to give anything a shot.<br /><br />Dropping in with wheels attached to my feet was quite a rush for me--I would have felt much safer on a board or a bike!  I just stuck my wheels halfway over the edge and leaned over until I dropped in.  Amazingly, I didn't fall--but then, I was at the 'shallow end' (only 4 feet or so).<br /><br />The embarrassing part was that I essentially got stuck in the bowl!  Nobody had mentioned the importance of momentum, and I couldn't build up enough momentum to work my way out of the bowl for maybe 20 minutes.  In the meantime, I ticked off some of the 'serious' folk because my antics kept getting me in the way.<br /><br />Sheesh...made me feel old!  If I were one of the kids there, I would have been laughing my butt off at the dork stuck in the shallow end...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum3/002777.cgi
A||||9||teet||7 lbs||||1||||teet||00000049
Z||000000||teet||08-13-2003||10:51 AM||jteeter_rally@yahoo.com||finally weighed the carbon hood I made.<br /><br />7 lbs<br /><br />the old fiberglass one I made weighed 15lbs.<br /><br />I am not worried about the strength of the hood in the slightest...it seems stiffer/stronger than the fiberglass one...<br /><br />3+ layers of carbon<br />foam reinforcements<br />expoxy resin<br />vaccum bagging<br />2 years of playing with composites<br />3rd version of the mold<br /><br />FINALLY resulted in a kickass part  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />trunk lid weighed in at a svelt 6 lbs...<br /><br />john||134.134.136.1||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-13-2003||11:03 AM||||Dayum! Can  you tell me what epoxy you used? West System? Also, did you vac bag it? How about the moulding. I've dabbled with carbon for the last two years with only mediocre results. Nice work. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||08-13-2003||11:06 AM||||I agree, nice work, you know we would love to see pics  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-13-2003||11:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by teet:<br /><strong> foam reinforcements</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That really sounds like an oxymoron!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||08-13-2003||01:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> I agree, nice work, you know we would love to see pics   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's pics in the CF hood thread on like page 5 or 6. <br /><br />They looked good. BTW Teet how hard was the trunk to do?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||08-13-2003||03:19 PM||||teet did you vaccume bag straight on to the trunk or did you do a mold?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||teet||08-13-2003||05:01 PM||||both parts were vaccum bagged.  <br /><br />I made molds for both.  The molds were made with about a 2 inch "lip" all the way around for the plastic to "complete" the bag to stick too.   If this doesn't make sense...<br /><br />think of a plate with a big rim around it(this is the mold)<br /><br />you lay your fiber and resin in the bottom of the plate<br /><br />you cover the top with saran wrap and poke a hole in the plastic and attach your vaccum tube to that...and suck.  you will pull the plastic down onto the plate and assuming you have enough stretch...will suck down hard on the stuff in the bottom.  Not that complicated.  Course you have to put other stuff in there to soak up the resin, etc...but you get the point.<br /><br />the trunk lid wasn't esspecially hard.  Same as the hood.<br /><br />Oh, I used the 2 hour epoxy from fiberglast<br /><br />john||134.134.136.1||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000007||GVR4458||08-14-2003||01:49 PM||||John,<br /><br />So how do those do at highway speeds (are they really "floppy")?  And where are your pics?<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000008||number3||08-14-2003||02:34 PM||||<a href="http://www.bttf.com/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000434;p=1" target="_blank">http://www.bttf.com/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000434;p=1</a><br /><br /><br />see the middle of the thread page...||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||teet||08-14-2003||11:11 PM||||yes, I am sure it will move at hwy speeds...but I usually don't pay attention  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />there are very bad pics here<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001503;p=5" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001503;p=5</a><br /><br />remember...its not about looks...its about 7 lbs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes



ubb/Forum3/002778.cgi
A||||0||agrabau||Is this the famous Turbo Barstool?||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-13-2003||11:07 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||We'll never know. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.boston.com/news/nation/articles/2003/08/13/police_pull_over_man_riding_motorized_bar_stool_associated_press" target="_blank">http://www.boston.com/news/nation/articles/2003/08/13/police_pull_over_man_riding_motorized_bar_stool_associated_press</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/002781.cgi
A||||6||4G63_GSR||Clips for the grill..||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||08-13-2003||02:03 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||Does anybody know where I can get the clips for the front grill?  How much would I be looking at? Thanks.||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||08-13-2003||02:51 PM||||conicelli mitsubishi they are out of New York and have really good prices. I've had very good luck with them. I'm not sure how much they cost but probably not very much.   <a href="http://www.conicellimitsubishi.com" target="_blank">www.conicellimitsubishi.com</a>||24.53.192.43||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||08-13-2003||02:57 PM||||All of my original clips died from the fumbly wrath of my flatblade screwdriver years ago. <br /><br />I have since replaced the clips with tiny zip ties, and they give me much less grief.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||08-13-2003||03:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong> conicelli mitsubishi they are out of New York and have really good prices. I've had very good luck with them. I'm not sure how much they cost but probably not very much.   <a href="http://www.conicellimitsubishi.com" target="_blank">www.conicellimitsubishi.com</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Conshohoken, Pennsylvania.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||08-13-2003||03:46 PM||||oh ok all the packages I've gotten from them say new york so I thought they were there too.||24.53.192.43||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||08-13-2003||04:50 PM||||I don't think so...unless they had stuff directly drop shipped from warehouses. I usually go there since I'm only 20 minutes away and they'll have something for me next day if its not in their inventory.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||VR4coop||08-13-2003||06:12 PM||||Go to your local junkyard and find any galant grill, they are all the same. just snag them from there||24.218.140.125||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum3/002780.cgi
A||||0||229of1000||Knights of the Old Republic||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-13-2003||12:50 PM||||Anybody played this?  It is definitely the best Star Wars game I have ever played, if not the best RPG period.  If you don't have an Xbox, go buy one to play this game.  It's worth it.<br /><br />Absolutely awesome game.  Extremely open ended.  The choices you make in the game determine whether you become a light or dark jedi.  You can play through the game so many ways - a light jedi that helps everyone, a dark jedi that kills everyone, a burly guy that gets his way through threats, a pretty girl that gets her way through persuasion -- you name it, you can do it.  Buy it!!!||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002782.cgi
A||||7||akira01||hello||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||08-13-2003||02:07 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||well i don't have a vr4 but i have a rare gsr...hehehe...my brother just bought a vr4 and now i have his gsr that he had for quite a few years now...so i just hope that my gsr is still welcome here as a vr4....peace out..||24.160.239.23||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||08-13-2003||02:12 PM||||Welcome to the site!!!<br />where in WI are you from?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-13-2003||03:20 PM||||It's saddening to see how the addiction starts...  Just say NO!   The GSR is a "gateway" car, like marijuana.  Pretty soon you'll be picking up the crack pipe.<br /><br />From your own brother... for shame.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Kevinj110||08-13-2003||03:24 PM||||A GSR hmm sounds cool to me. Welcome to the board.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000004||4G63_GSR||08-13-2003||04:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> It's saddening to see how the addiction starts...  Just say NO!   The GSR is a "gateway" car, like marijuana.  Pretty soon you'll be picking up the crack pipe.<br /><br />From your own brother... for shame. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you know it... i just noticed this post.. and i had to look at the original poster... turns out to be my younger brother and it's a ggsr... why so harsh???||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000005||SteveHebert||08-13-2003||06:48 PM||||That's how I got addicted - I bought a used 87 Galant in 89 - then in 92 we bought the VR4.<br /><br />now a true VR4 Junkie<br /><br />197/1000||24.151.136.2||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000006||Notorius||08-13-2003||06:52 PM||||heh, for a while i sat here wondering why an integra owner would join us, then i realized there is a GSR galant.<br /><br />hello akira.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-14-2003||02:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> It's saddening to see how the addiction starts...  Just say NO!   The GSR is a "gateway" car, like marijuana.  Pretty soon you'll be picking up the crack pipe.<br /><br />From your own brother... for shame. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you know it... i just noticed this post.. and i had to look at the original poster... turns out to be my younger brother and it's a ggsr... why so harsh??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a joke.  Jon is noted as likening his VR-4 with a "turbo crack-pipe".<br /><br />I owned a '91 GS before the VR-4.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002783.cgi
A||||39||ayvr4||Who Here?||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||08-13-2003||04:12 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Is the VR-4 the first turbo car you owned??<br />My vr-4 is my first turbo, and now i dont ever want to go back to a NA.<br />So who else was a turbo virgin before the VR-4?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||4G63_GSR||08-13-2003||04:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> Is the VR-4 the first turbo car you owned??<br />My vr-4 is my first turbo, and now i dont ever want to go back to a NA.<br />So who else was a turbo virgin before the VR-4?<br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i've been in turbo cars... but yes this is my first turbo/4wd car... i've only driven it back  home the night i bought it... for now it's sitting in the garage... getting to know how that feels like cause it's gonna be in there a lot when i start my projects....||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||08-13-2003||04:17 PM||||I owned 3 talon tsi awd's before I got my galant. The first turbo car I ever drove was a 94 Supra TT, but the second turbo car I ever drove was a 91 Galant VR-4.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.53.192.43||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||08-13-2003||04:25 PM||||Mine is my first turbo and first AWD vehicle.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||PJGross||08-13-2003||04:26 PM||||My GVR4 was the first.<br />Got it to learn about turbo engines.<br />The last 6 months I've gotten intimate with mine!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I won't go back to NA.<br /><br />Talked my wife into selling her 4runner and getting an A6 2.7T (6-speed) earlier this summer.<br /><br />Next will be to turbo my Impala when the timing is right.  Every once in a while I think it would have been more fun getting a T-type, but with the cubes, a big turbo will be nice on the SS.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||08-13-2003||04:28 PM||||The GVR4 is the first Turbo AWD car I've owned.  My brother (who is 35) bought a brand new '92 Laser AWD back in 1991.  I am only 18 so I have been around these cars since I was six years old.  How many people can say that?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||08-13-2003||04:32 PM||||well i guess having the vr4 is a good way to learn about turbo since you will be under the hood alot. at least when its over 10 years old.<br />i had no idea what the crap this car was when i got a ride in it, but i knew i had to have it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||Louters91GVR4||08-13-2003||04:32 PM||||fully built turbo civic<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000009||udriveu||08-13-2003||04:39 PM||||My GVR4 is the first and only car I've ever owned. Turbo and AWD are all I've ever known! God forbid I ever get rid of it, because I'll have to find something that compares.||64.252.103.169||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000010||meshwork||08-13-2003||04:48 PM||||I had a fully built turbo Avenger, then I got my FWD TSi, then my AWD TSi, and now my GVR4.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||08-13-2003||04:52 PM||||Turbo Impreza was the first turbo AWD I owned (not a WRX) but I had driven a turbo lebaron and Turbo daytona both fun cars.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||gvr4in||08-13-2003||05:00 PM||||First turbo car I've driven was a modified mk III supra, that shit was fun! Then I got the Vr-4, modified it, drove back up to where I was from and wasted his ass! I don't ever want to get rid of this car .. way too much of an 'emotional' attachment.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000013||Jon||08-13-2003||05:03 PM||||My mom had 86 and 87 Lebaron convertibles that I drove for a while and they both had turbos.  I got a 90 Eclipse GS turbo in February of 90.  I then test drove many GVR4s in 91 when they came out but I couldn't afford it.  I got the Eclipse for $15,500 with tax and license.  The GVR4 stickered for $10,000 more than that and I could get probably $12,000 on a trade for my Eclipse.<br /><br />I drove the Eclipse until I totaled it in 94.  I then got a Legacy non turbo FWD POS that I drove for a year.  I traded it in when I found a very nice white 91 GVR4.  I drove that until I sold it last year and bought my rice boy ride that I have now.<br /><br />The plan is to drive this car until the lease is up and then get a used EVO.  If I'm lucky, I'll be able to do it before the lease is up but until then, my wife's minivan has more hp and it is quicker than my car.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000014||#1459 VR-4||08-13-2003||05:26 PM||||1986 Saab 900 turbo.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000015||josh91vr4||08-13-2003||05:30 PM||||My VR-4 is MY first Turbo car. I used to have my own Audi 4000 Quattro, but it wasn't turbo. I did get to drive my dad's 5000 Turbo, his 5000 Quattro Turbo, and his S4 (Quattro/Turbo) before i had mine. The sad thing is, my car can still smoke his, even with all the miles i've got!<br />I paid $1500 for mine, he paid $15000 for his. Hmm. You make the decision  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000016||gtluke||08-13-2003||05:36 PM||||this is my first real turbo car.<br />i got a ride in a DSM back in 1997 or so, and i thought it was cool. then the next year i met DS nate and he used to let me borrow his 12 second talon ALL the time and i loved it.  i have had my v8 mustang since 1997 and it was my daily driver.  my friend told me about this woman at his office that had turbo trouble on her galant. it took me a while to put it together, but i finally drove by the office and saw it was a GVR4. it was the first one i ever saw in person. nate's father in law bought a green 91 like mine so i got to drive in one and i loved it.  the motor blew in the woman's car i saw, and my friend got me in contact with her and i bought it for $2k  i made nate come over and we did a JDM motor swap in like 6 hours. i will never ever ever sell this car. i love it to death.  okay, maybe i'd get rid of it for a US side evolution 3 or 6<br />-luke-||141.153.195.152||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000017||ayvr4||08-13-2003||05:37 PM||||Hell yeah, my last car before the vr-4 was an audi 5000 s non turbo,the cs's had turbo, but they still were not that fast...<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000018||mixx2001||08-13-2003||06:02 PM||||Not all 5000 CS's had turbos.  Some of the lucky ones did get blessed with the 20v 5 cyl (externally gated) rally inspired monster of an engine.||65.165.18.55||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000019||Nate||08-13-2003||06:10 PM||||The Maroon Car was the first car I ever owned, and I've owned it close to 11 years.  The only other cars I've ever owned were the original Can, and the White Car.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000020||slvrblt||08-13-2003||06:29 PM||||Yup, <br /><br />First turbo. <br />First 4 banger. <br />First AWD. <br />First 4 door. <br />First 4WS. <br />First DSM, hell even my first import.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000021||ken inn||08-13-2003||06:30 PM||||i also had a 93 gsx.  piece of crap.  however, when i bought the vr4, i sold my mazda 323 gtx.  THAT was also a really cool car, 1.6 dohc turbo awd hatchback.  bought it new off the showroom floor in 1990, it had been on the lot for 515 days, and they were ready to deal.  however, back in 84, i had a 73 bmw 2002 that i put a turbo on.  it was a blow thru, with a weber 32/36.  i went to town on that car, converted it to a 5 spd, recaros, lsd, quick ratio steering, alpina bilstein suspension w/the BIG brakes, tii turbo oil cooler, i even took the electric seat rack out of an old olds toronado, and converted it for the drivers seat.  neg camber plates, big sway bars, tii turbo 20 gal fuel tank(i could go 650 miles before i needed gas) the car looked like shit on the outside.  had surface rust, so i got a couple cans of appliance white, and spray painted it.  i even tinted a couple of windows on the OUTSIDE.  i built a front bumper out of angle iron, and mounted these 2 HUMONGOUS cibie rally driving lites, 130w bulbs.  also had a special european 4 headlite system, i had to "modify" an 80 amp alternator to run it all.  the 2002 curb weight was like 1900 lbs, and stock the motor was around 100hp.  i was running 7 lbs boost, so almost double the hp.  however, my very first one was way, way, back in 1975, another 2002, a 71 i think, with another turbo, a draw thru, with an old single barrell solex carb, and water methanol injection.  i have ALWAYS liked turbos.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000022||SteveHebert||08-13-2003||06:53 PM||||first turbo<br />first AWD<br /><br />197/1000||24.151.136.2||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000023||Notorius||08-13-2003||06:53 PM||||my list is the same as slvrblt but its also my first manual.||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000024||Arty||08-13-2003||07:07 PM||||GVR4 is the first turbo car I have owned. <br />I had an old Magna (Diamante), got rear ended, went looking for a later model Magna on my day off work. One little yard had a turbo MR2, I had time so I took it for a test drive. I was instantly hooked on the benefit of a turbo. Turbo MR2s were really out of my price range, but I stopped looking for a Magna and started looking at Nissan Silvia, Subaru Legacy and GVR4s.<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000025||VR6 Eater||08-13-2003||07:15 PM||||1984 Subaru GL-10.  Puch button 4WD. It was an auto though.  It had power everthing and the only option it didn't have was the automatic height control.  You had to crawl under the front and turn 2 bolts on the bottom of each strut, pull the back seat and there was a big ass nut that you turned and the back would raise up.  You could lower it for cruising and raise it 2 inches for muddin'.  Never got stuck in that thing, I actually pulled alot of trucks out with it.  That was a fun car, until my wife jumped the median in Montana dong 75 mph.  Never thought a thousand dollar car could have 7 thousand worth of damage to it.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000026||drew||08-13-2003||10:51 PM||||My GVR4 is my 1st turbo car, then I wound up buying and selling an 82 Colt Turbo, (God I miss that car)an 93 Eclipse GSX and a 90 Eclipse GSX.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000027||gvr4ever||08-13-2003||11:00 PM||||I had my Escort GT signed over to me, but the GVR4 was the first car I got a loan for and bought on my own.<br /><br />Great first car I think.<br /><br />I'm sure when I'm 50, I'll remember that cool car I got back when I was young.  Hell, I might still have it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000028||Romanova||08-13-2003||11:03 PM||||This is my first turbo car. Definatley hooked. A high revving NA is awesome, but hitting the boost in a turbo is even better. Next car will either be a WRX, or a 240SX with a SR20DET. <br />Though, if a clean AE86 ever comes a long...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000029||TWEAKD4||08-14-2003||12:22 AM||||My first was my old '92 Tsi AWD that I bought in '95.  Modded it to some high 12 sec runs then found my GVR4 in a salvage yard with a broken Tbelt.  Wife says one project car so bye bye to TSi and the GVR4 is my now my toy.||63.233.205.212||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000030||Scott Y||08-14-2003||12:41 AM||||This is our first turbocharged car, and first AWD. (4X4 trucks don't count as AWD)<br />I had Camaros before this. 1st was a 74Z28 with a 396. I loved that car. It went away to finance a wedding ring.  Next was a 95 Z28 w/6speed. It was mildly modded, and it was probably the best car I've owned to date. Handling and braking blow away my GVR4, and in the Galant's present state of tune the Z28 was waaaaay faster.  The 4th Gen F-bodies have a bad rap (mullet-machines, trailer-park porches, etc) but I thought it was a lot of car for the money.  I miss that car alot - sold it because it looked like I was going to get laid off and then didn't. <br /><br />The GVR4 is cool, but I do miss the effortless pull and the sound of V8 power.  The turbocharged car seems to 'push' me down the road, while the big V8s 'pulled.' It has taken me awhile to get used to buzzing down the road at 3500+ rpm, when I was used to cruising at 2000rpm at 80mph.<br /><br />But I'm learning, having fun, spending way too much money, and look forward to the day that I can surprise a few V8s.||64.233.218.163||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000031||chadhayashi||08-14-2003||02:09 AM||||I've had two previous turbo cars.<br />'83 Volvo 242 turbo i/c coupe and<br />'82 Volvo 245 turbo i/c wagon. both of which I loved but the maintenance/repairs on a Bosch CIS fuel injection system is too damn costly. None the less w/ some IPD suspension mods they are still way fun (RWD). I still have a love for wagons. The Volvos did not have a comp bypass valve installed on them. The 1st aftermarket turbo component I ever bought was a Greddy type S blow off valve. I welded a flange just ahead of the tb. It was a hell of alot of fun rolling a slammed turbo wagon w/ a 3" cat back( cat is in engine bay) and purging on people!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  &lt;--"what the..."||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000032||chadhayashi||08-14-2003||02:13 AM||||[<br />Though, if a clean AE86 ever comes a long... [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Hachi Roku &lt;sp?&gt; yeah baby! I saw an Options Video from '99 w/ one that had a 2JZ w/ a t-78 and the 6-speed. That was pretty cool. 500+hp.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000033||theymightbegalants||08-14-2003||04:42 AM||||Yup, the GVR4 was my first turbo car and first awd car.  Technically, it's also my first car (that I've owned), but I drove two other cars before that, an '86 Civic and '91 626.  We've also got a '95 Suburban and just sold our '95 Grand Voyager for a '03 Passat wagon w/v6 & 4motion.<br /><br />Obviously, the Galant is my favorite.  I could go back to NA, but wouldn't like it.  Whoever compared turbos to crack was dead on.  And the awd rules, too.  I don't really the VW system, even though it keeps it much closer to 50/50 all the time.  Maybe it's the crappy slushbox and overly intrusive ESP.  I will always love that Civic, though, shitbox that it was.  It was slow, but light as hell and could hug the curves.  I live about a mile and a half from my high school, about half twisties and half straights.  My best time getting to school was a tad over 4 minutes, and despite the Galant having almost 4x the hp, I have yet to crack 5 min.  And awd is great, gotta love the grip, but makes drifting difficult.  Not like in the Suburban, NA throttle response and big cubes for lowdown torque = sideways fun.<br /><br />But I digress.  The Galant is my first great car, and I can't imagine selling her.  She's become a part of me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   One day I want to get her number tattooed in kanji.||69.59.219.227||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000034||h45454||08-14-2003||04:55 AM||||Well, the GVR4 will be my first turbo car when it gets here (it's being shipped from North Carolina).  My first car was a '92 MR2 non-turbo - a good first car, but slow.  Then I got a '92 Integra GSR, which was nice for the rarity, but rather heavy (for a Honda, at least, w/ only 117 ft lbs of torque - B17a) and torqueless.  That car was vandalized, so I bought a '95 Civic CX hatch (8-valve, sohc, single cam, 70 hp).  I drove the Civic for 8 months stock and slow until I swapped the single cam for a JDM B18C GSR.  That car moved since it weighed only 2150-2200 even after the swap.  Two months ago, a Ford Econoline ran a red light and totalled my Civ (only had the swap for 2 months).  So now the GVR4 is on the way.  I can't wait - A/C and power steering will be nice, as the Civic lacked those options as well as power everything, leather, 4wd, 4ws, and a snail like the Galant VR-4.||68.71.54.138||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000035||mromik||08-14-2003||09:31 AM||||GVR is my first Turbo car.<br />I owned Galant 1.8 2wd (E32) before and dreamed about crazy Vr-4 <br />ocasionally I saw, that vr-4 is going to be sold and bought it/<br />everything is ok exept of high prices for parts.||213.59.136.10||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000036||letter8||08-14-2003||09:43 AM||||Not only my first turbo... but first AWD and of course AWS... sadly I remember riding along with a friend test driving one back in '91.  Only took 12 years to get my hands on one.  <br /><br />And the other really sad part... I was out Sunday looking for a car for my son to learn to drive in... yes, I'm that old... and there she was #1549 sitting on a side street with a for sale sign in the window.  <br /><br />She needs some help... runs good... not sure about the turbo... all the options work... idle surge included... gas door won't open without going through the trunk... dome light is goofed... some rust on the hood... one missing plastic body panel in front of rear wheel well... 151,000 miles on her but man does she still drive tight and solid... amazing!<br /><br />Don't know if my son will learn to drive in it though.  hehehe<br /><br />newbie ~ Paul||205.243.103.100||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000037||spoulson||08-14-2003||09:50 AM||||I took steps.  Started with a 97 Neon Sport, then 97 Eclipse GS-T Spyder, and now 91 GVR4.  It's been a great experience with them all since I learned more and more with each step and I appreciate each of them more and more.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000038||agrabau||08-14-2003||09:53 AM||||My first turbo car was a Calloway BMW 320i Turbo. Still the fastest car I've owned. Not a good idea for an 18 year old to own. : ) <br /><br />It had a Garrett T3, no intercooler, Alpina deep sump oil pan, Alpina reserve tank (took up the whole trunk) andn full recaro interior with those retro mesh headrests, Koni suspension with Alpina logos, 14*8 steelies...  I loved that damn thing.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000039||howard_GVR4||08-14-2003||10:11 AM||||My first car was a Chevrolet Citation, then I graduated to my first turbo car, an 85 LeBaron.  <br /><br />Barf.  <br /><br />Then came the others... the Z28 (which I miss), the Accord, then the GVR4 later on.<br /><br />I really like turbo and NA vehicles.  There is nothing like massive low-rpm torque on demand, especially for autocrossing.  Now all I need is a turbo V8 to get the best of both worlds.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000040||1312VR4||08-14-2003||11:37 AM||||My first turbo car was a probe GT, then a Grand national, a Turbo caravan, a Cosworth swapped escort AWD, a regal w/ a turbo 3.8L transplant, turbo labaron( GTZ I believe) convertible, a saab 900?? could have been a  9000. A turbo CRX & 2 VR4's.<br /><br />I've now hit over owning 50 cars since 1992. So i'm sure I forgot some( more than a 1/4 of them had been turbo's).||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/002784.cgi
A||||2||crucible||Looking for a web site||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||08-13-2003||04:30 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Someone recently,like within the last 3 days, posted a site that had a device to help control idle when using a hacked 1g mas.Had the name "Hess" in the web address.I googled it but duh! got 14 million hits about HESS truck toys.<br />Im willing to test this device out with my hacked 1g mas that I yanked out after rediculous idling problems.<br />Any help?<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||08-13-2003||05:04 PM||||That's Wes Hess your looking for, he's at <br /><a href="http://www.hesspower.com/" target="_blank">http://www.hesspower.com/</a>||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||crucible||08-13-2003||09:10 PM||||Thank you||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/002786.cgi
A||||12||a_santos||I'm going to Brazil !||||10||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||08-13-2003||08:19 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />For those who don't know, I am Brazilian. Tomorrow I will be going back to Brazil for my anual visit. I like to go right at the end of my summer right before school starts. I will be gone untill September 2nd.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I also want to thank my brother who is going to put my head back on my car because I will be gone. He is the best. <br /><br />No more work until Setember, YES YES YES and YES again, no more cell phone calls, no more anything that sucks and is stressing, just pure relaxation.  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Later||68.41.75.130||reg||10||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||crucible||08-13-2003||09:09 PM||||Yuck fou!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Have fun.I heard(and seen) the babes are sweet down there<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||771of2k||08-14-2003||05:52 PM||||where are you going? I will be going to curitiba at the end of september to spend some time with a girl I met at carnival.||68.9.128.210||reg||1||771of2k||00001127||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-14-2003||07:05 PM||||Have fun! I have pics of the brazilian soccer team (NWS) and Dayumm!!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||08-14-2003||07:34 PM||||I don't think he's going there to play soccer more like "sockher" .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||GroceryGetter||08-14-2003||07:52 PM||||My wife is from Caxias do Sul.  We go there about once a year to visit her family.  I've been to a few places there but I sure do love Rio, women everywhere!  <br /><br />I've only been to Curitiba's airport.  It usually is one of the many stops on the way to Porto Alegre.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.95.247.94||reg||1||GroceryGetter||00000430||yes
Z||000006||771of2k||08-14-2003||08:27 PM||||the girls are real good there, 5 of the models in the si swimsuit issue are from brasil. <br />what I wasnt expecting is how good the churrascaria was! It was the best meats Ive ever had!||68.9.128.210||reg||1||771of2k||00001127||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||08-14-2003||08:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 771of2k:<br /><strong> ... churrascaria ... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The whaaa?||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||08-14-2003||08:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 771of2k:<br /><strong> ... churrascaria ... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The whaaa? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you have to ask you shouldn't ask at all.......<br /><br /><br />Sausage boy.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||GroceryGetter||08-14-2003||09:16 PM||||Yeah, I usually put on 5lbs per week when I go.  Every Sunday is churrasco day.  I want to build one of those pits to cook my own picanha.||24.95.247.94||reg||1||GroceryGetter||00000430||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||08-16-2003||10:30 AM||||Still here guys,<br /><br />Blackout. I was at the aiport with lugagge chekced in when the power went out. So I went back home and rescheduled for yesterady. I called the airport and they said come on down everything is OK. So I go on down and there are no flights leaving. I rescheduled for today. <br /><br />I will be going to a city called Florianopolis, it is on the coast between Porto Alegre and Curitiba. <br /><br />I circled it on the map.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1039" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Here is a pic so you guys can get the idea. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1040" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I'm out, hopefully||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||gvr4in||08-16-2003||03:21 PM||||You ass! Look at that place!<br /><br />Have fun man! Take pictures of all the hottt women!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000012||771of2k||08-16-2003||03:42 PM||||I'll be going to santa catarina shortly after I get there. we will be going to Praia Brava, maybe I'll run into you.<br /><br />brasil is wonderful. beautiful women, great food, wonderful beaches, & dsm's too!<br />  <a href="http://br.groups.yahoo.com/group/brasil_eclipse_club_dsm/?yguid=120753808" target="_blank">http://br.groups.yahoo.com/group/brasil_eclipse_club_dsm/?yguid=120753808</a>||68.9.128.210||reg||1||771of2k||00001127||yes



ubb/Forum3/002787.cgi
A||||0||1312VR4||It has sucessfully run for a day, so far(kinda long, rambling)||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||08-13-2003||09:51 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||Well as some of you know. I sold the built motor out of the galant & put in a stock motor & 14b. <br /> I woke up at 7am yesterday & put in the engine, clutch, transfercase, diff, heaterbox( all the stuff under the dash), all the interior( took out the Corbeau & 5point harness) & stereo system. I got done at 8PM last night.<br />I'm going to be using it as my daily driver now.<br />  I know it may sound dumb to some of you, as to why i'm doing all this work again. But I'm tired of the hassle's assoiated with a modded car for the streets right now, when I have too much on my plate right now( started a business, buying land, going to build a 4 bay 2story building w/ office on said land, working & a 1 year old boy, plus home renovation..whew!!!). <br /> I'm just happy that its running great now & I DONT HAVE TO TUNE A DAMN THING!! So now I can make it o the DSM & VR4 meets, without having to worry about it.<br /> Sorry about the blabbering. I just figured I'd tell youze that after 2 damn years I'm finally hapy with the car.<br /> On the other hand. I never posted a pic of the Tundra I got ( last aug. I posted a thread asking if I should get a 4 runner)<br />Well here it is. The only thing I put on it was the bed shell. The owner of the dealership gave us the rims( Detata Profilers) as a present , because she was in labor while we were at the dealership. I love this truck. I have most of the TRD upgrades on it( I'm getting the supercharger soon hopefully).<br /> OK I'm done rambling<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1019" alt=" - " />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/002788.cgi
A||||5||slvrblt||Virus Alert||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||08-14-2003||12:23 AM||||I thought I saw this earlier today and I even replied to it, but it seems to have been deleted.<br /><br />There is a new virus (worm actually) affect mostly XP and ME. It also affects 2000. It will shutdown your computer. It is deemed the Blaster.Worm or W32.blaster.worm.<br /><br />Info is  <a href="http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/data/w32.blaster.worm.html" target="_blank">here</a>.<br /><br /><br />This virus will corrupt files and annoyingly shutdown your computer. If your computer suddenly prompts you saying that it is about to shutdown (it should give 60 seconds warning), click "start", click "run" and then type "shutdown -a" and click "ok". That will only work on XP. That will abort (-a) the current shutdown.<br /><br />If you think you may have been infected by this virus, read what that site (Norton Antivirus' site linked above) has to say about it and then download and run their tool found <a href="http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/data/w32.blaster.worm.removal.tool.html" target="_blank">here</a>.<br /><br />Good luck and keep your antivirus programs updated as well as patching windows by using Windows update. Run the tool first and THEN update Windows.  <a href="http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com" target="_blank">http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||08-14-2003||09:45 AM||||If you regularly keep up to date with <a href="http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com" target="_blank">Windows Update</a>, you should not have a problem.<br /><br />This affects as far back as Windows 98, exploiting the DCOM RFC port to run arbitrary code.  I've heard of local ISPs getting hit, then infecting all their customers.  i.e. Verizon DSL.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||08-14-2003||09:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Good luck and keep your antivirus programs updated as well as patching windows by using Windows update. Run the tool first and THEN update Windows.   <a href="http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com" target="_blank">http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Which works fine, unless you're stuck with NT 4.0, which Microsoft no longer supports!<br />Isn't it wonderful, Microsoft announces to the whole world that they found a hole, and then just sit back and wait for someone to exploit it with a virus. It wouldn't surprise me to find out someone at Microsoft wrote the worm, just to make NT 4.0 users upgrade.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.211.201.24||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||08-14-2003||09:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>Which works fine, unless you're stuck with NT 4.0, which Microsoft no longer supports!<br />Isn't it wonderful, Microsoft announces to the whole world that they found a hole, and then just sit back and wait for someone to exploit it with a virus. It wouldn't surprise me to find out someone at Microsoft wrote the worm, just to make NT 4.0 users upgrade.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no, everyone knows the virus companies pay folks to write the viruses and then the requisite antidote (stinger.exe, fixblast.exe) etc. it makes people buy and pay attention to the leading antivirus companies. but its all controlled by microsoft, so....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||08-14-2003||10:04 AM||||i heard bmw of north america got it, and gave it to all their dealers.  FREE!  BWAHAHAHAHAHA||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||08-14-2003||05:49 PM||||hahahah. BMW, that sucks.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002789.cgi
A||||12||chadhayashi||BMW M6 kinda long||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||08-14-2003||01:59 AM||||I just got home a little while ago from Montvale, NJ. I had a 3 day tech training class for Mercedes. One of my classmates was named Robert Kennedy (yes, I asked, and no he's not), he lives in the Hamptons and drove up in his '88 M6. I've only seen photos of M6's. There are a few 635 Csi's running around here and I've always loved the old 6 series cars. Anyway, Rob is an older guy and is the original owner of this car. It only had 35k on it. It has euro cams and and adj exh cam gear, no cats and some fuel tweaks. Stock they were rated at 275 hp and Rob believes he has approx 300 bhp now. I'd believe it. I got to ride in it every night when we went out for dinner, and I was impressed. He told me that he has driven it at the strip once (it's only pass ever) and it ran 14.0 at 99 mph. I know some of you are thinking that is not very quick, but it's the whole package. He had some nice old school 17x8.5 BBS mesh wheels and 255/40-17 meats on it and it made my GVR4 feel so sloppy. I unfortunately did not have my camera w/ me or you'd be able to see. It was pretty cool talking to this guy, he's been tweaking cars since the 60's and loves to talk hp as much as anyone I've ever met w/o having to bullshit. He was telling me about a mid 80's 5 series that he put a turbo kit on back when the car was new (cartech or something like that) and how he would call the then little known Corky Bell and they would talk for hours. Corky would suggest trying something and it always made a gain. The 5 series eventually ran a 12.8 at 108. i.e. the exh gear on the m6 is a Dinan component and when installed back in '90 it seemed to make the engine peaky and lose midrange torque. Factory setting was 10 adv. Corky suggested going to 10 deg retard on the cam and it made a huge difference and it has not been moved since that day. Talk about a fun trip! Get paid to see a beautiful part of the country and roll around in an immaculate M car.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||08-14-2003||10:44 AM||||both the E24 M635csi(euro)/M6(us) share the same drivetrain as the E28 M5, including suspension and brakes.  however, the E28 is a much lighter car, and stronger, due to the B pillar.  the M5 is quicker than the M6.  there are even a few of the south african E23 745's running around, the euro 745 was a sohc turbo, with automatic trans only, the SA 745 had the S38 dohc motor and 5 spd.  one of them might still be in denver, i remember when i worked at a place here in dallas, we had 2 of them come in.  some guy from denver flew in, test drove one, and bought it that day, and drove it back to denver.  another local person had an M6 motor installed in an old 2002.  talk about fast.  286 hp in a 1900 lb car.  but, the new M5 is really gonna turn some heads, V10 F1 motor, 7 spd sequential trans, 0-60 UNDER 4 secs.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-14-2003||11:38 AM||||solid info Ken. I secretly want an E28 fiver'er with euro bumpers and a worked 745 turbo motor. <br /><br />slower traffic move right.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||08-14-2003||12:11 PM||||actually, bmw is going to release a new 6cyl dohc twin turbo 530i this year.  supposedly quicker/faster than the present E39 M5, and cheaper, too.  the e39 528i is a very nice car, a lot of aluminum, rack and pinion, and very well balanced.  i think it is one of the best they have done so far.  lots of problems with the new aluminum block engines, tho.  they havent gotten them quite right yet.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Kibo||08-15-2003||10:06 PM||||I'm not sure why, but there seems to be a conentration of M6's in the Boulder, CO area.  I've seen at least 3 driving around, and they all appear to be in excellent shape.<br /><br />Almost as weird as the concentration of GVR4's in the area.  I saw one today for the first time (didn't recognize the car or driver).  Funny thing is, the guy thought I was checking out the small dog sitting on his lap, when I was actually checking out the car!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Cute dog, though.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||08-16-2003||03:31 PM||||Last semester at school there was a sad looking beat up M6 that used to park in the same lot as I did.  I've seen a number of them so I know it was a legit one too, but it was just a sad sight to see this thing in such disrepair...horrible paint, missing trim, some cheap ass rims, and messy ass interior.  Great sounding engines though when opened up...got to see a nicely modded one at VIR a few years back and sounded sweet tearing down the front strait.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||08-16-2003||03:47 PM||||We just finished restoring a euro M635CSI. Nobody's driven it yet...still waiting on salvage title paperwork. The 6 looks kind of cool, but I'm unsure if I really like them. Its too big and heavy to be a sports car and too slow to be a GT car. I haven't had a chance to really put one through its paces yet so I try not to make too much of a judgement.<br /><br />The 5 is alot more practical...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||08-16-2003||06:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> We just finished restoring a euro M635CSI. Nobody's driven it yet...still waiting on salvage title paperwork. The 6 looks kind of cool, but I'm unsure if I really like them. Its too big and heavy to be a sports car and too slow to be a GT car. I haven't had a chance to really put one through its paces yet so I try not to make too much of a judgement.<br /><br />The 5 is alot more practical...<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the euro M635CSi had a recall on the valve springs.  you should check to see if the valve springs are dual inner/outer.  if it still has the single springs, they are prone to cracking, and it will drop a valve, even at idle.  i have seen them take out all 24 valves.  we used to sell a kit consisting of all 24 springs, valve stem seals, keepers, and new upper and lower retainers.  because the car was grey market, bmwna would not honor the recall.  an attorney got bmwag to give him 200 kits, with tools, and he was supposedly responsible for all the grey cars in the us.  those kits have long since been used up.  also, there is a recall on the 3 pc bbs wheels, the centers separate, and the tires lose air.  there was a deal where you could trade in the wheels for a credit with a bbs dealer here in the us.  the timing chain tensioner on some cars would be noisy above 3k rpm, and there is an updated resevoir for the tensioner, but this is not critical.  the valve springs are.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||08-17-2003||01:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> actually, bmw is going to release a new 6cyl dohc twin turbo 530i this year.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that still an inline 6?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||08-17-2003||09:36 AM||||yup||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||chadhayashi||08-18-2003||01:09 AM||||Almost as weird as the concentration of GVR4's in the area.<br /><br />  <br />Kevin, one of the parts guys from Mile High, told me there were more GVR4's sold in Colorado than any other state. It sure seems like it. It's not quite as unique here   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||08-18-2003||01:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> actually, bmw is going to release a new 6cyl dohc twin turbo 530i this year.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that still an inline 6?<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Will BMW's chassis code be JZA80?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||Kibo||08-18-2003||10:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>Kevin, one of the parts guys from Mile High, told me there were more GVR4's sold in Colorado than any other state. It sure seems like it. It's not quite as unique here    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Makes sense.  Talk about the perfect car to take up skiing in the winter, but still have fun in the summertime!  My only gripe is the "ski tunnel" (vs. a fold-down rear seat)--obviously this came before the explosion of snowboarding.  Good thing I ride a short board; I can barely squeeze it into the trunk if I flex it past the lip.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum3/002790.cgi
A||||2||turbowop||to all you St. Pete FLA guys||||8||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||08-14-2003||12:35 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||You bastards! I am in St. Pete right now on my uncle's computer and have to leave tomorrow. I've been here for a week visiting family. I was born here but my mom moved us to WA state after my father died when I was four. It's been 11 years since the last time I was here. I don't want to leave. I would move here if it weren't for the fact that there aren't any mountains or snow. Given more time I would have tried to contact you guys down here for a round of beers but I have been too busy with family. Anyway....enjoy the state you live in. It's gorgeous. Well....when it's not raining 12 inches an hour.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.212.95.162||reg||8||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||1667 VR4||08-14-2003||12:39 PM||||I'm about 15 mins. north of you in Clearwater. Gotta love the weather we had yesterday   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.47.105.247||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||08-14-2003||01:06 PM||||The last two days we have seen great weather and my sunburn shows it. You don't realize how much sun you get until a few hours later *ouch*. I'll be in Largo at my aunt's from about 3pm till midnight tonight and then back to my uncle's for sleep since I'm flying back to WA early in the morn. I wanted to take my cousins rott wieler (sp?) to Clearwater beach for a walk since he(the dog) attracts all the ladies but haven't had time damnit. Oh well.....I had some good times with a hottie I met in Ybor city.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.212.95.162||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/002791.cgi
A||||3||4G63_GSR||What RPM???||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||08-14-2003||01:24 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||at what rpm does the stock turbo actually kicks in..?? i took my car for a spin yesterday and i didnt really notice the little boost it had until maybe 3200 rpm... is my stock turbo on its way out? any suggestions/opinions?||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||08-14-2003||01:38 PM||||I think you really need a boost gauge....<br />here is where i got mine, i bought mine here cuz it was cheap, and i ordered my a-pillar pods at the same time...<br /><br /><a href="http://gaugepods.com/gaugegear.html" target="_blank">http://gaugepods.com/gaugegear.html</a><br /><br />my boost with the stock 14bb kicks in pretty quick... before 3k for sure...<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-14-2003||08:04 PM||||The boost LEDs on the dash are absolutely worthless. They come on when the ECU expects the turbo to be spooling. They mean nothing in relation to the actual output of the turbo.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||08-15-2003||11:29 AM||||thanks guys... will do...||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes



ubb/Forum3/002792.cgi
A||||4||boostx||wild drift||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||08-14-2003||01:42 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.performancecar.co.nz/download_files/drift_racing.wmv" target="_blank">wild drift</a>||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-14-2003||01:53 PM||||That's like my commute to work||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||08-14-2003||09:29 PM||||That Blitz Skyline is sick.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||08-14-2003||10:04 PM||||i've always had a crazy itch that i've wanted to scratch, it's the kind that involves putting a vce in and disconnecting the front axles somehow...||12.144.137.196||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-15-2003||02:02 PM||||Seems like they're scrubbing a lot of speed through those corners...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002793.cgi
A||||3||gvr4in||Honda's Secret Revealed||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||08-14-2003||03:20 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||The mystery of VTEC:<br /><br /><a href="http://srtforums.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=11597" target="_blank">http://srtforums.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=11597</a>||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-14-2003||03:56 PM||||LMAO!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||08-14-2003||04:21 PM||||Thats just to funny<br />I needed that laugh<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||08-14-2003||09:52 PM||||Pretty funny...even to a died in the wool admirer of honda engineering like TheOldFart. <br /><br />The bit about GM supplying engines was kind of ironic, though...GM just inked a deal to drop Honda built motors into Saturn VUEs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/002794.cgi
A||||27||keydiver||Need Palm recommendations||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||08-14-2003||06:40 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Guys,<br />I've been using a Palm M100 for logging, but it has had one bug I don't like: the screen registration is always off a little. Even if I do the calibration a hundred times, I still have to point one place when I want it to register another. I finally broke down and bought a second (used) one off Ebay, and it has the same problem, even worse!<br />Has anyone heard of any resolution for this problem? I want to go cheap, since this is ALL I use the PDA for, and it stays in the car all the time. So, assuming this is an M100 flaw, what is the next best cheap deal on a compatable PDA? I've looked at the Palm IIIe's, but they only have v3.1 software, so they don't work with MMcD, which I also use sometimes. Since I already have 2 M100's, which have v3.5 software, is there any way to install their operating system into the Palm IIIe?<br />Sorry for the dumb questions, but PDA's have never been my specialty.||66.21.129.40||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-14-2003||07:22 PM||||I believe you can upgrade the OS via palm.<br /><br /><br />I have an M125 and wish I had found out about the crappy connector before hand. Though I use it with the base now it works awesome.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-14-2003||07:24 PM||||My m100 doesn't have the problem that yours does, Jeff, but I can't seem to keep the batteries fresh enough (especially because I always forget and leave it on) and I lose everything constantly.  Can anyone recommend a palm that doesn't have this problem?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-14-2003||08:06 PM||||I use a IIIXE with Palm OS 3.5 and MMCD runs fine (but I cant get any program to actually log).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||08-14-2003||09:36 PM||||I use an M105.  Has 8MB memory, was pretty cheap (purchased through one of the Ebay vendors for about what a M100 cost), and I haven't had any problems with it at all.  I actually got a cradle and a cable.  I leave the cradle hooked up to the PC and the cable in the car..!!||65.177.104.75||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||08-14-2003||11:20 PM||||I have a Sony Clie SJ-30. I spent a little more but I wanted color. It has 15Mb of memory and I have everything backed up on a 22 mb Memory stick. I made an entry into my phone book for my registration code.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||crucible||08-15-2003||01:27 AM||||My M130 is nice with the color screen but I too have a similar problem.I have to point the pen a few spots away to hit the spot that I want.Grrr!Soft and hard resets didnt fix it.Sort of acting like my car does<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||RayH||08-15-2003||02:14 AM||||Not sure if this would work but you might try purposely doing the calibration slightly offset to compensate for actual use?<br /><br />I think I've had something like this happen on my Handspring when I overclocked it too much.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||08-15-2003||02:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> I think I've had something like this happen on my Handspring when I overclocked it too much. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You sound like me.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||08-15-2003||10:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I use a IIIXE with Palm OS 3.5 and MMCD runs fine (but I cant get any program to actually log). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What logger software?  I have the same palm with pocket logger.  I can save logs and view in real time.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||ayvr4||08-15-2003||11:20 AM||||well it sounds like no one is really that happy with their palm.... Mine seems to have some dead spots on the screen that you really cant even click on which is very annoying...<br /><br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||08-15-2003||11:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> well it sounds like no one is really that happy with their palm.... Mine seems to have some dead spots on the screen that you really cant even click on which is very annoying...<br /><br /><br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like my palm(III xe).  I got a refubished one, not just a used one and I have not had any problems with it at all.<br /><br />You tried the digitizer right?||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||08-15-2003||11:39 AM||||My Palm Vx works great, and you can get them for about $80 off ebay.  It's slim and mounts easily. <br /><br />The only problem is I have to redo the digitizer (pointer alignment) every other week or so.  With the reverse backlight hack, it is very easy to see at night.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||08-15-2003||01:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> You tried the digitizer right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Explain please   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.155.88.244||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||08-15-2003||01:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> You tried the digitizer right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Explain please      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, I reread your post.  You tried the calibration aka digitizer under the system options.  That should fix it.  I've never seen it not work.  Maybe it is a known problem with the palm you have.<br /><br />Have you tried a hard boot (reset button) and then the digitizer?||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||08-15-2003||02:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> well it sounds like no one is really that happy with their palm.... Mine seems to have some dead spots on the screen that you really cant even click on which is very annoying...<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm..  My m105 is working great for logging, no pointer issues, except when *I* get sloppy with the digitizer.  I'm very happy with it, especially now that I have my super-trick mounting.  (will post pics soon)||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||howard_GVR4||08-15-2003||04:05 PM||||There are excellent corrective programs like "digifix" or something like that.  I'm using one, and I assigned that app to launch when I press a certain button, like memo key.  <br /><br />Anytime my pointer gets sloppy, I just press the button, re-align the pointer, and it's good to go.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000017||Telecaster||08-16-2003||09:15 AM||||Get a palm with color.  It helps when your tuning at night.  I bought a refurbished Sony Clie T-615 color for around $200.||202.138.155.4||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000018||slvrblt||08-17-2003||02:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I use a IIIXE with Palm OS 3.5 and MMCD runs fine (but I cant get any program to actually log). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What logger software?  I have the same palm with pocket logger.  I can save logs and view in real time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ive tried both the Russian one (MMCD) and Palm'n'Stein. Neither will show me anything thats going on, nor log any data. I dont think its the logger or software...may be my cable, but I dont have another Mitsu to troubelshoot it with.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000019||229of1000||08-17-2003||02:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>my super-trick mounting.  (will post pics soon) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I need to see this.  I used to wedge it in between the ashtray and the A/C knobs but then you can't adjust the A/C, and now I don't even have an ashtray.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000020||keydiver||08-18-2003||11:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong>Ive tried both the Russian one (MMCD) and Palm'n'Stein. Neither will show me anything thats going on, nor log any data. I dont think its the logger or software...may be my cable, but I dont have another Mitsu to troubelshoot it with. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you using a homemade cable? I've recently heard of other ECU's that won't respond using the circuits commonly available on the web. So, there are differences in ECU's and cables, that can cause some compatability problems. However, my circuit worked for the one guy. If you'd like to try it, let me know.||67.35.19.88||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000021||KenGVR4||08-18-2003||01:14 PM||||Here's some pics of my superpimp ultra high tech mounting system for the palm.  I know you're going to be amazed...<br /><br />BTW, what is the reverse backlight hack?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1097" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1097&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1098" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1098&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.168.112.83||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||08-18-2003||03:24 PM||||Where are you sticking that bracket?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000023||KenGVR4||08-19-2003||11:50 AM||||Underneath the center AC/heating vents.  It'll fit under the bottom slat in the vent, or in the gap between the bezel for the HVAC controls and the dashboard.||67.168.112.83||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000024||Mirage2LTurbo||08-19-2003||11:52 AM||||my m515 runs just fine, but i use it for a lot more than datalogging.  They are on sale now that the tungsten's have come out||12.223.109.91||reg||1||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175||yes
Z||000025||KenGVR4||08-19-2003||04:00 PM||||Oh, one note about my bracket mounting.  It doesn't stay in place very well when you're drag racing.  It tends to fall onto the floor when you launch.  Otherwise, it works great.||65.116.191.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000026||howard_GVR4||08-19-2003||04:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong> Oh, one note about my bracket mounting.  It doesn't stay in place very well when you're drag racing.  It tends to fall onto the floor when you launch.  Otherwise, it works great. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a similar mount, but made out of 1" wide aluminum bar.  It's thick enough that it's wedged under the center vent pretty good, preventing it from ever coming out accidentally.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000027||chadhayashi||08-20-2003||02:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong> Here's some pics of my superpimp ultra high tech mounting system for the palm.  I know you're going to be amazed...<br /><br />BTW, what is the reverse backlight hack?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1097" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1097&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1098" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1098&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I made a bracket almost identical to this. Only a little narrower so you could not see the sides when my Clie was on it. And I made it  a little taller to accomodate the connector. I used velcro tape for the logger and double sided foam tape and attached it to the flat front edge of the dash almost dead center w/ the clock. My AVC-R sits next to it on the left.The AVC-R was there first, otherwise I would have mounted the logger closed to me. I ran the cables for both out thru the edge of the  trim ring of the cluster. Looks much better than it sounds and I can see whats happening (i,e, knock) at a glance. It works great, looks great and has not come off even in the dead of winter. I in fact use it to bait the occasional V8    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />My camera is down or I would post some photos.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/002795.cgi
A||||2||PRE-EVO||When you can't afford the spinnaz get the next best thing...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||08-14-2003||07:35 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.darksidemotoring.com/main.html" target="_blank">http://www.darksidemotoring.com/main.html</a><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />I'm gettin me one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-14-2003||08:02 PM||||Are those the same people as DarkSideRacing.org ?<br /><br /><br />Those are kinda funny.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||08-14-2003||08:47 PM||||Nope I almost thought they were.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/002796.cgi
A||||4||Minjin||#923 is back on the road||||1||||Minjin||00001036
Z||000000||Minjin||08-14-2003||08:38 PM||minnsjr@eudoramail.com||Here's yet another "back on the road" post...<br /><br />Pictures:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/Galant_recent/" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/Galant_recent/</a><br /><br />My Galant has been down for quite a while. She's only had the engine removed for the past 4 months or so, but she's been running on 3 cylinders for the past three years. Its taken that long to buy all the parts and find the time to build the engine and put it all together. During that time, she still had plenty of street kills and autox victories.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Still waiting on a couple more parts but I figured I might as well get her running so I can break her in first. The intake is temporary, as is the "intercooler" pipe. I have it setup to run with no boost during the break-in. Afterwards, a SS o2 housing with 40mm Tial will be bolted onto the turbo to allow me to run boost. I'm also waiting on the intercooler and once I have that, I will make my pipes. I haven't decided if I'll keep the 1g bov or not. If not, I'm leaning towards the HKS w/recirc kit. I've heavily considered getting the MAFT, but I'm going to hold out on that for now.<br /><br />Its quite interesting driving around with no boost. Its almost like a Honda except there is actually some low-end torque (surprisingly). The car is incredibly loud too with the exhaust bypassing the turbo. I've only taken it up to 6500 so far, but I've already hit 1200hz on a 2g mas. LOL!<br /><br />I'll give it another hundred or so miles (I'm at 140 on the engine so far, driving it the last two days) and then we'll see what 8500 sounds like with no boost...<br /><br />The un-pictured major changes are:<br /><br />2g 8.5:1 pistons, .5mm over<br />1g big rods, lightened, balanced, and shotpeened<br />ARP: head studs, main studs, rod bolts<br />Block decked, head resurfaced, crank micropolished, and mains line bored<br />Balance shafts removed<br />Mitsu metal head gasket<br />HKS 264 exhaust cam, stock intake cam<br />Crower valvesprings<br />Estimated CR, 9:1<br /><br />BTW: if anyone works at a car stereo shop and has a scrap of dynamat or something like that, can you please contact me? With the full poly motor mounts, the change rattling in the ashtray is maddening.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||08-14-2003||11:34 PM||||I took it out tonight to beat on it some more. I want to make this a 1 week break-in. She has about 250miles on the engine now. I got bored cruising around and I actually started tuning it for N/A. A lot of leaning out and the throttle response is starting to get pretty crisp...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-15-2003||03:35 AM||||Nice!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I remember a while back I was lookin at pics of your engine and fell in *love*, haha. Good job man! What turbo are you running? <br /><br />Good luck with everything!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-15-2003||01:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong>BTW: if anyone works at a car stereo shop and has a scrap of dynamat or something like that, can you please contact me? With the full poly motor mounts, the change rattling in the ashtray is maddening.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got some scraps, but you might do well with just a piece of felt or packing foam in there.  I actually have a quadruple folded blue shop paper towel in mine.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||08-15-2003||06:53 PM||||Thanks.<br /><br />The turbo is a plain jane TD05H 20g w/moderately clipped turbine wheel. Its been fairly heavily ported by yours truly.<br /><br />Hertz, I'll try out the foam/felt idea. That was what I first thought of, but I guess I like to overengineer a bit much.<br /><br />Still fixing all the little faults that come with a new engine. My right tranny output seal is now leaking for no apparent reason, and alot. And just today I discovered that one of my oil cooler line fittings refuses to seal. Everything was sealed up perfectly for initial startup but I disconnected the oil cooler lines to fully drain the oil for the first 100 mile oil change. It hasn't properly sealed since. I guess another $25 AN hose fitting is what it needs.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/002797.cgi
A||||4||SLO GVR 4||Funny stuff||||1||||SLO GVR 4||00000760
Z||000000||SLO GVR 4||08-15-2003||10:46 AM||djl@dls.net||Ok, for those of you who might actually know of this website you can back me up and say this is the some of the funniest stuff you have read on the internet.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.tuckermax.com" target="_blank">http://www.tuckermax.com</a><br /><br />the best is actually <a href="http://www.tuckermax.com/bd.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tuckermax.com/bd.htm</a> <br /><br />Dont try and play it off like you dont have time to read these either because we all lurke the internet all day even during work.<br /><br />Trust me this is some good stuff and so far my personal favorite is the one where he visits University of Tennessee.||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||08-15-2003||11:11 AM||||even though i think the guy is a total asshole, you really should read what he had to say about "miss. vermont".   he had to take it down from his website, but the easy way around that is to use the google search, and then hit hit the cached version of it, an dyou read the whole sordid affair. (for the record, that ditz who claimed to be miss vermont was actually a person from another state, who coudlnt hack it in her state, and quickly moved to vermont to try and become miss USA, via Vermont. stupid ditz. she makes a basketball sound like it has 180 IQ.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||08-15-2003||01:02 PM||||This guy is a retard with no life.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||08-15-2003||09:40 PM||||The guy genuinely seems like an asshole.  But, he admits and says that repeatedly about himself.  I have a pretty sick sense of humor anyway, so I was freaking ROLLING reading some of the stories.  The University of Tennessee one, and especially the Miss Vermont one come to mind right off hand.  Really helped pass the time at work today..!!!||65.179.112.115||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||number3||08-15-2003||10:35 PM||||KARMA<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.cnn.com/2003/WORLD/europe/08/14/paris.heatwave/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.cnn.com/2003/WORLD/europe/08/14/paris.heatwave/index.html</a>||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002798.cgi
A||||11||DeanCouchey||Blackout||||8||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||08-15-2003||10:52 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Who else was affected by this??? I bet Abbey Santos, alot of the NY'ers maybe a few of the CT'ers! Kinda sucked for me, had no AC and no playstation, but luckly we got ours back about 6 PM||24.25.137.146||reg||8||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||08-15-2003||11:01 AM||||My sister and parents in CT just got their power back this morning....I think they lost it around 5-6pm yesterday.||24.53.192.43||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||08-15-2003||11:09 AM||||i merely wish we would get a nice, long extended blackout. people asked me if i had no power, i told them i NEVER have any power... i drive a civic to work.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||08-15-2003||11:14 AM||||How is it possible that one power station can have a failure and cause international blackouts on multiple big cities?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||08-15-2003||11:20 AM||||its like dominos, one goes down so the grid goes and looks for more power and it overloads anohter circut and so on and so on.||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||08-15-2003||12:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> its like dominos, one goes down so the grid goes and looks for more power and it overloads anohter circut and so on and so on. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yah, right.  that's a GOVERNMENT explanation. that's like government saying unemployment is only 6.9%, but the whole city where you live is unemployed.   i bet in reality, the computers got nailed by a virus, and they dont know what, where, or why.  or, worse yet, there may actually be some smart terrorists just trying out something.  if not, i can guarantee you they are quite interested in this.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-15-2003||01:03 PM||||A virus may take down one location, but it wouldn't have to hit every station.<br /><br />The grid dropped because as one station goes down, the draw required from the other stations goes up, and if it exceeds their capacity that circuit shuts down.  It is dominoes.  Apparently most of the area was running at full capacity.  That's the real problem there.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||08-15-2003||02:39 PM||||I had nothing to do with it.... I never use the AC anyways and I only have my computer on and thats about it plus lights 45 bucks last month :-)||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||driftntouge||08-15-2003||02:49 PM||||I thought the blackout was great...started for me at 4pm and didnt come back up till about 1pm today.  Its pretty cool when everything thats usually lit isnt anymore...||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000009||number3||08-15-2003||05:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> How is it possible that one power station can have a failure and cause international blackouts on multiple big cities? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.howstuffworks.com" target="_blank">http://www.howstuffworks.com</a>||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||bazeng||08-15-2003||06:19 PM||||well i saw it on tv... reminded me of sep11 honestly... same weird feeling...<br /><br />well im glad nothing happened...<br />in aus ppl sorta a paranoid here... but so far nothings happened internally.. only in indonesia..<br /><br />but i think its all pretty stoopid.. why kill innocents for?!?!||203.166.63.214||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||08-15-2003||11:25 PM||||do you know how many times i heard, this was not a terrorist act yesterday!||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002799.cgi
A||||8||Butterdogg||should I buy my Galant vr4 back?!||||1||||Butterdogg||00000167
Z||000000||Butterdogg||08-15-2003||11:32 AM||butterdogg@hotmail.com||I am not active on the website but I sold my galant 8 months ago. and the guy wanted to sell it back to me for ALOT ALOT LESS what he got it for. should I buy it back?<br /><br />he did not do anything to the car, he left it as he bought it from me. <br />The car has 16G with Shannon's BIG intercooler, and little stuff here and there. <br /><br />Should I buy it back?... <br /><br />to let you all know, I drive a 1994 civic hatchback all JDM tricked out... yeah I know call me crazy that I sold a 4wd turbo car for a little no torque car. <br /><br /><br />Eddie<br />ps; man... is bothering me and I kinda wanted to buy it back...||139.55.51.134||reg||1||Butterdogg||00000167||yes
Z||000001||4G63_GSR||08-15-2003||11:55 AM||||yes... i would if i were you...||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||08-15-2003||12:04 PM||||not unless your really happy driving your "tricked out" honda   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-15-2003||12:11 PM||||Confuscious say only fool buy same car twice.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||08-15-2003||12:20 PM||||If you enjoyed it before at and now can own it in the same condition for less, then yes. <br />You can always sell it back to him again for more  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />If it bugged the heck out of you working on it before and will again, then don't bother.  Let someone else enjoy it for a good price.<br />It's probably white w/sunroof...||167.142.22.205||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||08-15-2003||12:22 PM||||i think the only honorable thing to do is to give him MORE money that what he gave you.  i know i would do that.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-15-2003||01:11 PM||||Buy it back and sell it to someone else.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Butterdogg||08-15-2003||02:08 PM||||civic is fun, period.. not fast AT ALL.. I will admit to that. (LESS WORK... lol)<br />I will think over night and see what sup. <br /><br />and is not white with sunroof. is black with sunroof. before me the car was stock. <br />About that jdm triccked out part.. I will just kidding..!<br /><br />Eddie<br />ps; thanks for the reply!!||139.55.51.134||reg||1||Butterdogg||00000167||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||08-16-2003||09:26 PM||||I think you should nab it I kinda miss your posts.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/002800.cgi
A||||3||ayvr4||can someone||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||08-15-2003||11:49 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||can someone host a video for me?<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-15-2003||01:12 PM||||Only if it is cool and VR-4 related.||12.247.128.70||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||08-15-2003||01:26 PM||||its vr4 related (its mine), i made it... its only like a minute long, but i think its cool, i just want to see what other people think of it.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||08-16-2003||01:25 PM||||I've got a cool one i could send ya too!||12.144.137.196||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
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q!2452862.0135!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!01:35 AM!,
q!2452862.0135!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Where oh where have my loaners gone?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452864.2328!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!04:47 AM!,
q!2452865.0447!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!00000134!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!JDM Galant pics....!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452865.0030!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!01:05 PM!,
q!2452865.1305!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!Celica or the next El Camino?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!08:03 AM!,
q!2452865.0803!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!10:13 AM!,
q!2452865.1013!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!a good laugh at my expense for ya!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!10:22 AM!,
q!2452865.1022!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!Kibo!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452867.2152!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!teet!,
q!7 lbs!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!10:51 AM!,
q!2452865.1051!,
q!teet!,
q!00000049!,
q!teet!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452866.2311!,
q!teet!,
q!00000049!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Is this the famous Turbo Barstool?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!11:07 AM!,
q!2452865.1107!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!11:07 AM!,
q!2452865.1107!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!4g63 Mighty Max? Questions...!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!12:41 PM!,
q!2452857.1241!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!spoulson!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!03:38 AM!,
q!2452859.0338!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Chromoly flywheel!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2452857.1348!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!number3!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452857.1630!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q~Hit a deer!!~,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!03:26 PM!,
q!2452857.1526!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2452860.2011!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~recieved this in my email today !!!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2452857.1726!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Ian M!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2452857.2341!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!This is BADDASS..!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!08-05-2003!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452857.2147!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!04:13 AM!,
q!2452860.0413!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Timing belt kits!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2452858.0050!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2452858.0050!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Bonneville Record!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!01:42 AM!,
q!2452858.0142!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!01:04 AM!,
q!2452870.0104!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Joke about state troopers!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!09:13 AM!,
q!2452858.0913!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452858.0924!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Fastest 14b Galant?!,
q!1!,
q!41!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2452862.1154!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!12:04 PM!,
q!2452870.1204!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000042!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!exhaust clamps!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452858.1430!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!GroceryGetter!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!02:44 PM!,
q!2452858.1444!,
q!GroceryGetter!,
q!00000430!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!oversized valves!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!12:38 PM!,
q!2452862.1238!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!Nate!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2452863.1229!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q!gvr4 line drawing?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!02:58 PM!,
q!2452862.1458!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!08:45 AM!,
q!2452863.0845!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!46g3+AWD tranny $800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2452862.1546!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2452862.1546!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!new clutch!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2452862.1958!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!ken inn!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!08:34 PM!,
q!2452862.2034!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!evo 8 !,
q!8!,
q!6!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!08:14 PM!,
q!2452862.2014!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!06:22 AM!,
q!2452863.0622!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!5-lug conversion/EVO question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!08:42 PM!,
q!2452862.2042!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1101!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!02:16 AM!,
q!2452863.0216!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!ahp products!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452862.2311!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!Kibo!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452863.2344!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Knights of the Old Republic!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452865.1250!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452865.1250!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!Check out this video!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2452862.2354!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!00000528!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2452866.1434!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Clips for the grill..!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2452865.1403!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452865.1812!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!schroth 5 point harnesses!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452863.0005!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452863.0005!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!hello!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2452865.1407!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452866.1432!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Who Here?!,
q!1!,
q!39!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452865.1612!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!11:37 AM!,
q!2452866.1137!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000040!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Looking for a web site!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452865.1630!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2452865.2110!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gtluke!,
q!we all missed out on this ebay steal!,
q!6!,
q!10!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!06:55 PM!,
q!2452865.1855!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!Craig91!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452866.1337!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q~I'm going to Brazil !~,
q!10!,
q!12!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2452865.2019!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!771of2k!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452868.1542!,
q!771of2k!,
q!00001127!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!It has sucessfully run for a day, so far(kinda long, rambling)!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452865.2151!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452865.2151!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Virus Alert!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2452866.0023!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452866.1749!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!BMW M6 kinda long!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!01:59 AM!,
q!2452866.0159!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!Kibo!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2452870.1005!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Starion!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452858.1732!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2452858.1902!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Here are some GVR4 links.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452858.1733!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!01:13 PM!,
q!2452859.1313!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!stock seats vs. racing seats...!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452858.1749!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!91E39A!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!11:09 AM!,
q!2452859.1109!,
q!91E39A!,
q!00000762!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q~Hell yeah!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452858.2209!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!meshwork!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!12:17 PM!,
q!2452859.1217!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!gvr4 chat!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452858.2325!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!henrok!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452960.0005!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!#1788 finding a home :(!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-06-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452858.2329!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452859.1339!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Where to buy t-belt tool!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!02:23 AM!,
q!2452859.0223!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2452859.1852!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!Check out the date I registered!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!04:18 AM!,
q!2452859.0418!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!00000274!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!04:18 AM!,
q!2452859.0418!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!00000274!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!amps and cabs!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!01:58 AM!,
q!2452863.0158!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452865.2313!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Going to Indiana.!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452859.1125!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!Kevinj110!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452861.1222!,
q!Belize#1692!,
q!00001490!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!DSM vs. DEER final video!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!04:22 AM!,
q!2452863.0422!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!229of1000!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2452863.2113!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!RRE 's new site?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!12:15 PM!,
q!2452859.1215!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2452859.1958!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!mounting lotek pod!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!06:44 AM!,
q!2452863.0644!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452863.1758!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!VR-4 Frame Chart!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!06:56 AM!,
q!2452863.0656!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!Kibo!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!07:19 AM!,
q!2452970.0719!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Oh the fun ahead...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!09:41 AM!,
q!2452863.0941!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!229of1000!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!02:32 AM!,
q!2452864.0232!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Best place to get both a Fidanza flywheel and Clutchmasters clutch?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!12:44 PM!,
q!2452863.1244!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!number3!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2452865.2307!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Finally!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!01:38 PM!,
q!2452863.1338!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!12:01 PM!,
q!2452864.1201!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Hooking up AVC-D old skool boost controller ???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2452863.1541!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!06:57 PM!,
q!2452863.1857!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!to all you St. Pete FLA guys!,
q!8!,
q!2!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2452866.1235!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!turbowop!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2452866.1306!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!Highest Mileage VR4?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452863.1702!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452864.2317!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!What RPM???!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452866.1324!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!11:29 AM!,
q!2452867.1129!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Check this out..!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2452863.1912!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452865.1844!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!wild drift!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2452866.1342!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!02:02 PM!,
q!2452867.1402!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Honda's Secret Revealed!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!03:20 PM!,
q!2452866.1520!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452866.2152!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Need Palm recommendations!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452866.1840!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!02:01 AM!,
q!2452872.0201!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!When you can't afford the spinnaz get the next best thing...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452866.1935!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452866.2047!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Minjin!,
q!#923 is back on the road!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2452866.2038!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!Minjin!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2452867.1853!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!Funny stuff!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!10:46 AM!,
q!2452867.1046!,
q!SLO GVR 4!,
q!00000760!,
q!number3!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452867.2235!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Blackout!,
q!8!,
q!11!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!10:52 AM!,
q!2452867.1052!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452867.2325!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Butterdogg!,
q~should I buy my Galant vr4 back?!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!11:32 AM!,
q!2452867.1132!,
q!Butterdogg!,
q!00000167!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452868.2126!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q~Check out this new honda!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2452859.1548!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!msaskin!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2452859.1746!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Chicago area DSM shops???!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452859.1649!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!smokindav!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!06:46 PM!,
q!2452863.1846!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!Quaife test video!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!08:45 PM!,
q!2452859.2045!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!Ian M!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!01:08 AM!,
q!2452861.0108!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!Gearbox parts obsolete ?!,
q!13!,
q!7!,
q!08-07-2003!,
q!09:03 PM!,
q!2452859.2103!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!curtis!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452860.0031!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!what do you guys think?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!01:33 AM!,
q!2452860.0133!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Minjin!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2452860.1933!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!my .02!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!09:40 AM!,
q!2452860.0940!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452860.1017!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~L-M-F-A-O!!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!10:37 AM!,
q!2452860.1037!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Family4Door!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!11:35 AM!,
q!2452860.1135!,
q!Family4Door!,
q!00001333!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!What was your favorite OEM feature on your Galant???!,
q!2!,
q!69!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!12:32 PM!,
q!2452860.1232!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!Kibo!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452867.2159!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000069!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!New Toy!,
q!6!,
q!14!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2452863.1931!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!Romanova!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!10:25 AM!,
q!2452865.1025!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Good News, Bad News!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452860.1644!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!crucible!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452863.1700!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~1788 is home!~,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2452863.2109!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!03:24 PM!,
q!2452866.1524!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!Asked a million times, want your input on turbo selection.!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!10:46 PM!,
q!2452863.2246!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!08-14-2003!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452866.1014!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Online wiring diagrams? !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!08:59 AM!,
q!2452864.0859!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452864.1208!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!go slap someone!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!09:23 AM!,
q!2452864.0923!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!12:03 PM!,
q!2452864.1203!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!144/1000!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!10:01 AM!,
q!2452864.1001!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!12:33 AM!,
q!2452867.0033!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!LuvSan or MSBlast worm!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!10:10 AM!,
q!2452864.1010!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Dan D!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!06:38 PM!,
q!2452865.1838!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Talk about clean....!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!10:25 AM!,
q!2452864.1025!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452864.1337!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Sprint suxs!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2452864.1246!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452865.1158!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!picture o' the day!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-12-2003!,
q!07:55 PM!,
q!2452864.1955!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!Jon!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!09:47 AM!,
q!2452867.0947!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Locked Trunk...!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452860.1725!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!RayH!,
q!08-11-2003!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2452863.1329!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~OOOHHHH!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!05:29 PM!,
q!2452860.1729!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2452860.2129!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!How would you like to be this guys neigbor?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452860.1741!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!04:11 PM!,
q!2452862.1611!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!lsd...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2452860.2305!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!08:53 AM!,
q!2452861.0853!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!No respect anyomore!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!08-08-2003!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452860.2339!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!08-13-2003!,
q!11:50 PM!,
q!2452865.2350!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gboy412!,
q!trying to add some looks to the car!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!07:48 AM!,
q!2452861.0748!,
q!gboy412!,
q!00001114!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2452862.1513!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!V8 RWD Ford Focus!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-09-2003!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2452861.1952!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-10-2003!,
q!01:52 PM!,
q!2452862.1352!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/002801.cgi
A||||1||ken inn||new bmw's for sale, very slight water damage!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||08-15-2003||12:28 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://www.revscene.net/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=145111" target="_blank">http://www.revscene.net/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=145111</a>||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-15-2003||01:02 PM||||I've seen that. There's a website somewhere describing the salvage effort. It's absolutely astounding how they raise and cut that boat.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/002802.cgi
A||||28||vr4addicted||should i buy this 92 VR4  with no turbo for $800 ?||||1||||boats||00002171
Z||000000||vr4addicted||08-15-2003||02:56 PM||wawozny@hotmail.com||Hello everyone on this forum , I came across a 92 Galant VR4 with 144K miles , leather seats/sunroof , good body condition in and out ,<br />but the engine compartment  hmmm , that's a different story - looks like the previous owner blew the turbo and instead repairing it he made the car non turbo - the intercooler is still there , but the exhaust mainfold/collector is replaced with non turbo Galant version.<br /><br />car needs new Mass Air sensor , it idles very erratically,he unplugded the MAS just to start it, the owner doesn't know anything about the car history ( he's a dealer going out of bussines)<br /><br />car feels solid and it looks like good project car .<br /><br />please advice me with any tips and info before i buy it , and should i buy it the first place???<br /><br />thanks<br /><br />Nick.||68.21.15.223||reg||1||boats||00002171||yes
Z||000001||vr4addicted||08-15-2003||03:07 PM||||I know these cars are very rare and almost not existant these days , but to my upmost suprise car rode very well !!! no noises from suspension or squeaky dashboard. when i was stationed in Japan i seen lot's of them on the streets and i wanted to get one in US , but i couldn't find one and bought 97 Nissan maxima instead, which is a great car ( i'm in process of collecting parts for 5 speed swap)<br /><br />so is $800 fair price ???<br /><br />Nick||68.21.15.223||reg||1||boats||00002171||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||08-15-2003||03:11 PM||||Mmmm, $800 and you're from Chicago......<br /><br />I know what I'm doing tonight   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I would get it, but then again, I have a spare working turbo that makes a great paper weight for my desk.<br /><br />I won't take it behind you're back, but really if you decide you don't want it, please let me know where it is.<br /><br />Thanks||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||08-15-2003||03:13 PM||||yes, if it looks good, i would buy it. even if it needs a new turbo set up you could get it at a junk yard for like $300 for everything. or you could even  buy better stuff than stock since it is so cheap. also make sure it is the stock engine and not a 2.0l 4g63 non turbo. other than that i would probably buy it and quite a few toys to go with it.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||vr4addicted||08-15-2003||03:22 PM||||thanks guys !!! the owner is looking for the title now , he said if he can't find it he'll get one from sec of state.<br /><br />now help a newbie here : how do i tell the difference bettween 2.0l 4g63 non turbo and the 2.0 turbo ???<br /><br />pics would be great !!!<br /><br />Nick||68.21.15.223||reg||1||boats||00002171||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||08-15-2003||03:24 PM||||Are you sure its the original Turbo engine? Or, did they drop in a non-turbo one? If your sure the engine is original, and in good shape, I'd buy it! What color is it? If its white, and you don't want it, let me know!<br />1G MAS's, turbos, and exhaust manifolds are available cheap all the time. The poor idle could be caused by the wrong injectors or bad ECU. If the engine has been changed, they may have left the smaller injectors in. Check them, they should be bright blue 450cc injectors. If you buy it, BE SURE TO SEND THE ECU TO ME IMMEDIATELY, as I can GUARANTEE there is acid leakage from the caps that I will fix FREE! Also, with that mileage, here are some must-do's:<br />1) timing belt (not cheap if you take it to a mechanic)<br />2) harmonic balancer/pulley ($85, do it yourself)<br />3) ECU repair (FREE, or did I mention that already)<br />4) any rubber part, like CV joint boots and idler arm joints will be shot||67.34.26.147||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||08-15-2003||03:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boats:<br /><strong> thanks guys !!! the owner is looking for the title now , he said if he can't find it he'll get one from sec of state.<br /><br />now help a newbie here : how do i tell the difference bettween 2.0l 4g63 non turbo and the 2.0 turbo ???<br /><br />pics would be great !!!<br /><br />Nick </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I should have a red valve cover.  See if the owner would let you take the ECU out so you can get the PN.<br /><br />I don't know the size bolts off hand.  Just take a decent set of metrics with you.  The ECU is located on the passenger floor kick pannel.<br /><br />Someone please post a link of a picture of where the ECU if you know of one.<br /><br />For $800 someone needs to get this bitch back on the road working like it should be.  <br /><br />Even if it had the wrong engine, a good rolling body and interior is worth about $800.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||vr4addicted||08-15-2003||03:37 PM||||thanks again for replay<br /><br />the car is black/matalic , I will have a friend who knows these motors take a look at it.<br /><br />he's got complete engine from eagle talon with "BIG" turbo form truck sitting in garage waiting for donor car.<br /><br />Nick.<br /><br />BTW I love the vids in the video section !!!<br />       ultimate rare sleeper !!!<br /><br />check out my maxima btw:<br /><a href="http://www.cardomain.com/member_pages/view_page.pl?page_id=348507" target="_blank">http://www.cardomain.com/member_pages/view_page.pl?page_id=348507</a>||68.21.15.223||reg||14||boats||00002171||yes
Z||000008||vr4addicted||08-15-2003||04:00 PM||||is this pic of stock turbo engine ?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ken_engine.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ken_engine.jpg</a><br /><br />does the stock turbo engine says : Cyclone Turbo Intercooled on the intake mainfold ???<br /><br />or ECI multi ,like in this pic here:<br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ron_engine1.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ron_engine1.jpg</a><br /><br />thanks again<br /><br />Nick||68.21.15.223||reg||1||boats||00002171||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||08-15-2003||04:36 PM||||The cyclone intake means it is a JDM engine (out of another Japanese Galant).  If it says ECI multi then it is a USDM engine but that does not automatically make it a turbo.  Also remember that those intake manis can be swapped so it really isn't conclusive at all.  I'm not 100% on this but I an pretty sure an NA engine does not have the same bluetop 450cc injectors that our turbo engine comes with.  I'd check there.  <br /><br />Personally I would not buy the car unless you are willing to potentially need another engine.  The engine could run like ass when you try to put some boost to it, especially when you turn it up beyond stock.  If the engine was dying the previous owner may have found it cheaper to switch it over to NA to reduce engine stress than replace a dying turbo or dying engine.  That being said, any GVR4 for $800 is worth in my book (minus the one Zach abandoned somewhere), just don't expect to have an easy time getting it up to par.<br /><br />Caveat emptor.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||vr4addicted||08-15-2003||04:54 PM||||thanks again !!!<br /><br />my friend needs donor car for his "big" turbo <br /><br />he's coming over to check it out<br /><br />will post updates<br /><br />Nick.||68.21.15.223||reg||1||boats||00002171||yes
Z||000011||Chris Sanders||08-15-2003||07:02 PM||||Look at the back of the block by the firewall for a knock sensor.  If there isn't one then it's an NT block.||165.199.3.42||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000012||vr4addicted||08-15-2003||07:23 PM||||each one of those GVR4's have its serial number -where is that plate located ???<br /><br />Nick.||68.21.15.223||reg||1||boats||00002171||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||08-15-2003||08:16 PM||||If the plate isn't on the middle of the dash then you have no way of ever knowing what car it is.  They were numbered at random and you can't find it out once the plate is gone.||12.92.28.231||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||08-15-2003||08:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boats:<br /><strong> each one of those GVR4's have its serial number -where is that plate located ???<br /><br />Nick. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The VIN number is on a plate on the firewall, near the brake booster, and on the dash, visible from outside on the drivers side.<br />JA3CX56U......||67.35.26.228||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||dlpinckney||08-15-2003||09:24 PM||||NO, you shouldn't buy this car.  You should promptly tell us all where it is located though...!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.179.112.115||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000016||vr4addicted||08-15-2003||10:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> NO, you shouldn't buy this car.  You should promptly tell us all where it is located though...!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">give me one good reason why I shouldn't but this car ???<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Nick||68.21.15.223||reg||1||boats||00002171||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||08-15-2003||10:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boats:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> NO, you shouldn't buy this car.  You should promptly tell us all where it is located though...!!!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">give me one good reason why I shouldn't but this car ???<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />Nick </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you can fix it without help, then go for it.  If not, it would just be a huge money pit for you.<br /><br />First you need to make a list of what it needs and find out what it would cost to get back to a stock level.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||vr4addicted||08-15-2003||11:03 PM||||cool thanks , I have a friend who is obssesed with those motors and " Big " truck turbos to the point in which he landed in hospital with both lungs punctured and broken leg and wrist<br /><br />he knows in and out's of these motors and he's got engine with "BIG" truck turbo waiting for donor car.<br /><br />If the owner finds the title , i will buy the car , put the engine in it and one year later when i'm due for PCS transfer(military) i will sell it to him.<br /><br />Nick||68.21.15.223||reg||1||boats||00002171||yes
Z||000019||number3||08-15-2003||11:09 PM||||Please stop saying "BIG" truck turbo... it is "NOT" flattering to turbo guys in the know.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||gixxer||08-16-2003||04:17 AM||||yeah, does he mean 20g?  isn't that a mitsu truck turbo?||65.27.89.102||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000021||1312VR4||08-16-2003||10:35 AM||||Big truck turbo's donot work very well for our cars.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000022||dlpinckney||08-16-2003||12:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boats:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> NO, you shouldn't buy this car.  You should promptly tell us all where it is located though...!!!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">give me one good reason why I shouldn't but this car ???<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />Nick </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was joking with you..!!!  In all honesty though, it seems like you know nothing about these cars.  Also, the "friend" of yours that likes to fool around putting "BIG" truck turbos on car engines scares me too.  If he is telling you he is using a "BIG" truck turbo, and calling it as such, I have to question his knowledge of turbos/turbo engines as well.  Just a few assumptions I have made from your posts.  No harm or disrespect meant.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.188.81.95||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000023||vr4addicted||08-16-2003||02:26 PM||||thanks guys , this is a great forum - nobody is bashing someone for lack of knowledge - hey that's what the forums are here is first place - to expand your knowledge and exchange information.<br /><br />not like some other forums where bashing and lack of respect is huge headache for moderators and members.<br /><br />Yes - I really don't know much about those cars <br />but when i came across that 92 GVR4 i knew it would be a great project car <br /><br />and my friend with big turbos - he's a car genius<br />right now he's installing sweet set up into his Sterling, guy knows his stuff.<br /><br />thanks again for all the replays <br /><br />if the deal goes thrugh , I will be very happy to exchange info on this nicely put together forum.<br /><br />Nick<br /><br />"keep our troops in your prayers - they bleed and die for our freedom which we all cherish so much"||160.127.130.242||reg||1||boats||00002171||yes
Z||000024||GVR1643||08-16-2003||11:55 PM||||If you can get the car for a song, then it's worth it...but only if you are willing and capable of doing the work to get it in GOOD working condition.  These cars are addictive and way too much fun for a 4-door, but you have to be willing to get it to the point where it is fun AND reliable to enjoy it.  If you aren't that familiar with them and not good at diving into a fair amount of maintenance, then you better know someone who can and is willing to help.  It sounds like a decent buy, but keep the above in mind.<br />good luck||167.142.21.168||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000025||josh91vr4||08-17-2003||12:46 AM||||You should NOT buy it, you should instead buy mine and let me buy it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />PS - Mine actually HAS a turrrrrbo - and i'll sell it for a good price!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000026||smokindav||08-18-2003||03:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boats:<br /><strong> and my friend with big turbos - he's a car genius<br />right now he's installing sweet set up into his Sterling, guy knows his stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What the heck is a Sterling? Like one of those European Fords they used to sell here?<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||66.32.91.236||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000027||letter8||08-18-2003||03:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boats:<br /><strong> and my friend with big turbos - he's a car genius<br />right now he's installing sweet set up into his Sterling, guy knows his stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What the heck is a Sterling? Like one of those European Fords they used to sell here?<br /><br />Dave Flaherty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No... that's a Scorpio (Merkur).  Sterling is a british version of the Acura Legend.<br /><br />Paul<br />#1549||205.243.103.100||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000028||Minjin||08-18-2003||09:12 PM||||I have to seriously question the "genius" of anyone who owns a Sterling, let alone mods one.<br /><br />Rover junk with a half decent engine...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/002803.cgi
A||||4||1quickvr4||For All the JDM ding dongs that want to know whats diffrent and what you need.||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||08-15-2003||03:11 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Ok kids here we go, These are discrepitions of parts and models to my extent of the knowledge on this subject so you know what you need or think you want.<br /><br />Front bumpers- there are 4 types of these, The stock VR4 and NA cars, The VR4 RS type that has a smaller vent along the bottom of the main opening, The AMG that is fairley nice and doesent look like any other galant bumper,JDM or US. and there is a 4th type that has a longer second vent then the RS style and I have no Idea what model that is. The normal bumpers have 3 diffrent kindas of fog/turnsignals. Frosty, Projector clear, and projector amber.<br /><br />Side Mirrors- They are the same exept some (VERY FEW) had folding mirrors that used a swich on the center console.<br /><br />Headlights- There are 2 diffrent types Normal JDM and AMGs. The normal JDMs use h3/h4(I think) bulbs and have city lights in them. The AMGs are the same except that they have a darker tint to them.I have seen one set of aftermarkets that are like projectors,not the ones on Doglegs car but a diffrent type.<br /><br />Corner lights-there are 4 types, Crystal clear, Frosted, amber, and AMG ambers. Once again the AMG part has a darker tint.<br /><br />Grills-This is hard, There are over 15-20 diffrent types world wide. The main ones are AMG, Eterna ZR4s, and the VR4. All VR4s came with a chrome grill simaler to our 91s and had a full time 4WD badge on them. The big thing in Japan seems to be change the grills out that why they vary on websites.<br /><br />back bumper-2 types JDM and AMG. The AMG is as diffrent as the AMG front bumper and you will know when you see one.<br /><br />Marker lights-Somepeople used the ones that go on the lower part of the fender in othr countries, But most if not all had the green lit fender tops lights the sat above the corner light area.<br /><br />Spoilers-They were the same as far as I know as the US vr4s but then again there is the AMG spoiler that looks like a 1g eclipse unit on crack.<br /><br />Hoods-Some VR4s had vents, Some didnt. There were also 2 types of vents. The normal VR4 small vents and the larger RS style vents. There was also a very small amount of VR4 RSs that got an Aluminum hood.<br /><br /><br />Rare/AMG stuff/Special notes- it is very hard to find. There is only on set of AMG bumpers in the US and they belong to Jose on this board. There are only about 2 AMG grills in the US the one Jose owns and the one I own. AMG stuff is like a needle in a haystack, Same with the folding mirrors. There is also a spark plug cover that says "Tuned by AMG on it" Some times one of these will come onn a turbo motor becouse the previous owner in JApan put it on. All AMGs were FF/NA models so if its got a turbo its not an AMG. Folding mirrors are also a hard find, Once again as far as I know me and Jose are the only ones who have a set. As far as corners go Ambers are the hardest to find since I have been holding out to get a set(If you have a set PM me). The bumpers also stick out about 2 1/2 inches less front and rear and wiegh about 15 lbs compared to 50 or so for the US becosue the JDMs dont have supports. If you dont hget the front frame horn brackets with the JDM you will have to fab somthig up and that sucks. The climate conrol on JDM cars is electronic and diffrent than the us, But good luck on wiring it up. Theres alot of other litlle stuff, but look how long this post is and I kept it simple and easey.  As for me? I have JDM headlights,RS front bumper, folding mirrors, and an AMG grill.||67.31.254.84||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||Doug Thomas||08-15-2003||04:07 PM||||Good post, but you didn't cover the engines. I've heard they're no differences between the jdm ones and the US one. Do you know for sure? Great post though.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Do you know anyone selling the jdm headlights?||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-15-2003||04:30 PM||||I don't think I have mentioned lately that I still really want an AMG wing!! LOL!<br /><br />Good post BTW.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||08-15-2003||04:35 PM||||I left out ALOT of stuff becouse I was getting tired of posting.i.e. Motors, Specs, dore decals. If theres need I will type up the stuff i left out. LMK<br />This might need to be a sticky...||67.31.254.84||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||1101||08-15-2003||08:06 PM||||I have a JDM spec RS engine. Cams were the same as USA but the pistons have the letter R after the T. haven't torn the lower end down farther than that. CR is the same because Comp test came up 150s.<br /><br />Ward <br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> Good post, but you didn't cover the engines. I've heard they're no differences between the jdm ones and the US one. Do you know for sure? Great post though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Do you know anyone selling the jdm headlights? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum3/002804.cgi
A||||3||ayvr4||MILWAUKEE||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||08-15-2003||05:17 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Ok, a friend of mine says he has been seeing a black vr4 go past hiway 100 alot in the last day or so, so who is it????? someone got a new vr4 in milwaukee???? (he also said it had an exhaust that sounded good)<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||4G63_GSR||08-15-2003||05:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> Ok, a friend of mine says he has been seeing a black vr4 go past hiway 100 alot in the last day or so, so who is it????? someone got a new vr4 in milwaukee???? (he also said it had an exhaust that sounded good)<br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hmmm i'd like to see it too...||63.85.175.196||reg||10||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||08-15-2003||05:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br />hmmm i'd like to see it too... [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that your new vr4??????? you said hmmm kind of suspiciously. or are you still over in mad-town??<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||08-15-2003||06:18 PM||||i'm still in madison... won't be driving the car until next weekend... and yes 144 is my new car...||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes



ubb/Forum3/002805.cgi
A||||9||agrabau||Someone's gonna die. ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-15-2003||09:02 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||When I take the Bimmubishi to the BMW concours next weekend at Brookline auto Museum. <br /><br />Imagine the heart attacks induced by my 3 inch exhaust as I pull in amongst rare and swank German autos in my black 318i with steel wheels (no hubcaps.. HOO HA!) I've got some extra special Mitsubishi seatbelt covers from a friend who was going to throw them out.. they're on lock down for my car now. I sandblasted and turned the roundels into diamond stars, leaving the outside circle that reads "BMW" around the perimeter. <br /><br />This all happens if I can finish the wiring this weekend. I have 3 pedals that work now, a clutch and a Porkie Pie fuel pump the size of a bottle of Warsteiner. <br /><br />I can't wait to see the q tips tickle my car's graceful greasespots and errant matte black overspray, the judges will surely be impressed by the careful MIG fabrication and 2.5 inch IC piping, the tasteful razor knife modification to the interior panels to accomidate the Mighty Max transmission, the 4 inch square hole carefully cut into the driveshaft tunnel is surely worth some "original bodywork" points. <br /><br />If that doesn't win them over I'll default to my girlish charm or do a burnout on the lawn.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||08-15-2003||09:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> If that doesn't win them over I'll default to my girlish charm or do a burnout on the lawn. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That made me imagine Betty Boop in a tubbed out 1st gen Camaro giving a redneck yell as she hangs out the window with tits exposed and the hammer down.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||08-15-2003||11:16 PM||||"HELL Yeah"||68.76.176.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||08-15-2003||11:35 PM||||What the hell, kind of monster do you have? By the sound of it. A 4g63t powered 318i ( as per the Mighty Max tranny).||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||curtis||08-15-2003||11:56 PM||||dude find the cleanest m5 and lay a open bag of rice on the hood as the judge come by and tell them you'll be waiting for some street racing at the front gate.||65.144.95.127||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||08-16-2003||01:26 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   enough said!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||silly4turbo||08-18-2003||12:08 PM||||where's this car show, I'll go check it out||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||08-18-2003||01:35 PM||||Brookline Auto Museum, Brookline MA. I think it's on Saturday. I'll find out for sure.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||joec||08-18-2003||03:15 PM||||<a href="http://www.boston-bmwcca.org/events/events.asp?id=591" target="_blank">http://www.boston-bmwcca.org/events/events.asp?id=591</a>||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000009||beavis||08-18-2003||04:48 PM||||i hope you have some fun.  i had plans to put a 13b in my 2002 before i sold it.  i know all the enthusiasts would have sh*t a brick.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes



ubb/Forum3/002806.cgi
A||||11||229of1000||1788 - Pictures!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-17-2003||01:39 AM||||Finally got a few quick pictures taken.  I'll have some more good ones of both cars later!  Click for high-res.  Mmm... 69k miles and no rust... LOL!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1042" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1042&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1043" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1043&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1046" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1046&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1044" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1044&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />And my trick VPC install (that I figured out myself, although it's probably been done before).<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1047" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1047&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1045" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1045&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-17-2003||02:41 AM||||The virigin is deflowered...  I feel dirty, yet excited.  It's like watching Britney Spears when she was only 17.<br /><br />BTW, what color is that?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.74.201||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-17-2003||02:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>BTW, what color is that?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">N-I-L-E.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Kevinj110||08-17-2003||02:55 AM||||Who did ya get the car from if you dont mind me asking. I might know the person. Sorry again that I couldnt meet you that day. Looks great.||216.148.244.38||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-17-2003||02:58 AM||||Tambleramble on this board.  Brian Klarman out of Lafayette.  Hence the car color joking...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||08-17-2003||03:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> It's like watching Britney Spears when she was only 17.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man, that sounds hot.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||gvr4in||08-17-2003||07:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>BTW, what color is that?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">N-I-L-E.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn I SWARE its intergalatic black!<br /><br />Looks good! Keep it up.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000007||curtis||08-17-2003||09:40 AM||||love the stock pile of parts on the back wall,  I thought I was a pack rat.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.150.24.213||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||08-17-2003||12:54 PM||||It's actually in my dad's shop, he runs an electrical business so there is crap for that all over the place.  I have the most room working in there though so I deal with it.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks for the compliments guys!<br /><br />Oh yeah - I have to buy window tint now.  Why?  Because the car's previous owner put the temp tag on with this heavy duty ass tape.  After a month in the window, it melted into the solar film, and when I peeled the tape off -- off came the film!  Lovely!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||08-18-2003||11:01 AM||||More new pictures:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1087" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1087&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1088" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1088&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1089" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1089&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1090" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1090&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1091" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1091&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I got the right kind of terminal and redid the connection.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1092" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1092&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1093" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1093&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />(putting in search keywords for these pictures - battery trunk vpc dash intake dejon)||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||08-18-2003||11:07 AM||||Ooh, need to get that dealer decal off the back.  Yuck.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Car's looking good!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||08-18-2003||11:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Ooh, need to get that dealer decal off the back.  Yuck.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Along with the ugly "MITSUBISHI" plastered across the windshield.  And it needs new window tint really bad.  It's that blue crap and it's all torn up.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/002807.cgi
A||||174||229of1000||The face behind the name.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-17-2003||03:55 AM||||Ok, I've seen this go over well on other boards so I thought I'd try it here.  Since the vast majority of us that live more than a couple hours away will never meet each other, it's nice to see the people we are talking to every day.  Our fellow addicts.  Now everybody do this because if I am the only one I will feel like a complete ass!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Follow the format:<br /><br />[picture]<br />Name<br />DOB<br />Job<br />Interests||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-17-2003||03:59 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1049" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Paul Stanley<br />04-20-1985<br />I do CAD Drafting for an architectural firm, but I'd rather be working on computers or cars.<br />I'm interested in making my car run 12's real soon.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||driftin galant||08-17-2003||04:08 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1050&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Erik Rittscher<br />08-08-1983<br />severer at Red Robin , and a technition at Jaguar<br />swimming polevaulting, working on cars, putting a rb25 into my 240.<br /><br />btw i took the pic my self on prom. i went with a 17 year old. hee hee hee. that is me on the left with my date. and now ex. <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1051&width=400" alt=" - " />||67.160.6.224||reg||1||Erik||00000866||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-17-2003||06:57 AM||||We all be youngin's so far! I think the 'gvr-4 crowd' is droppin down a few notches generation wise.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     <br /><br />    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1052" alt=" - " /><br />-Terren Gomez (YES I'm a powdercoated mexican!)<br />-05-17-1985<br />-Valet at Lexus of Carlsbad, Make pizza at a pizza place, Pro Snowboarder<br />-Love spending money on the 'money pit' AKA GRIDE, Snowboarding, computers, web publishing, bugging PREEVO, hangin with the friends, and my car will run 12's on pump gas within the next week (I shit you not..)<br /><br />Edit: Now that I think of it, I may be the youngest on the board! Not much of an accomplishment, but I can rebuild, swap and re-assemble my engine by myself..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||number3||08-17-2003||09:50 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1053" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1053&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Harry R. Blanchard III<br /><br />08/00/1972<br /><br />A/V systems designer (Home theaters)<br /><br />Family; Building, looking at, and racing cars; electronics (work); traveling around the globe; designing new parts for ThreeSpeed; and last but not least, teaching what I know and learning what I don't know.<br /><br />I would also like to add a new format line: <br /><br />What does your "nick" mean to you?<br /><br />number3 is the number of my car 3 of 1000 and I am also the III (see name).<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||199of2k||08-17-2003||09:59 AM||||<img src="http://forums.flybynightops.net/files/dresta_comexpret.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Brandon<br />7/xx/79<br />Mail Carrier/Computer Consultant<br />Computers & my Car||68.9.131.202||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000006||Kibo||08-17-2003||10:00 AM||||<img src="http://co.dsm.org/lc/mugs/RawPhotos/ERIKARENTZEN.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Erik Arentzen<br />6/8/77<br />Test Engineer (Electrical Engineer)<br /><br />Cycling (both road and mtn.), snowboarding, outdoorsy-type stuff (rock climbing, kayaking, hiking/backpacking, etc.).  I'm a gEEk at heart...(can't spell 'geek' without the double-"E").<br /><br />Kibo is my middle name; I'm half-Japanese.  It means "hope" in Japanese.<br /><br />BTW, picture is almost 2 years old; the license plate was off my truck 'cause the car wasn't registered yet--I was the only GVR4 at that gathering.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||08-17-2003||02:47 PM||||<img src="http://www.nasioc.com/sti/ROTW2003/default.cfm?ImageName=DSC03364.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I'm probably the youngest middle-aged man you'll ever meet on this board, except I have hair. (I was in 3rd grade when Terrin was born). <br /><br />Job=Me=Rich=TeArin's beoch (yeah right)<br />I work for Easystreet Motorsports as their online representative. <a href="http://www.easystreetmotorsports.com" target="_blank">www.easystreetmotorsports.com</a> (soon to be <a href="http://www.esxmotorsports.com" target="_blank">www.esxmotorsports.com</a> which is up but still needs some tweaking.)<br /><br />That pic is of me after 72 hours with about 5 hours of sleep and plenty of alcohol and Rally debauchery at Rim of the World. <br /><br />Ummm I like long walks off short piers, cold hands and...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||josh91vr4||08-17-2003||03:46 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1056" alt=" - " /><br />Name: Joshua M. Behrenbrinker<br />DOB: 12/27/1979 (Capricorn in the Eastern Zodiac, Goat in the western. Is this a conspiracy?)<br />Occupation: Currently working at a non-profit organization as a computer 'guy'<br />Interests: Oooh, well. I'm sure this will be quite the shocker: I like video games, beer, pizza, driving at twice the posted speed limit, and waking up in strange places.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />My Nick: umm, i'm not very original, so it's my name and the year/model of my car.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||08-17-2003||04:08 PM||||Here's me:<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1057" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1058" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Mark Pontarolo<br />6-10-76<br />Telecom technician<br />skiing, cars....<br />turbowop because i love turbo cars and wop was slang for Italians back in the day when they were imigrating from italy. (i'm italian)||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||08-17-2003||04:12 PM||||<img src="http://www.gravityradio.com/Shay/3-30_7.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Shay Daves<br />2/3/1984<br />Intrests....my car, computers, networking, a bit of RedHat.<br /><br />The name "slvrblt" is from my old Z28. It was silver and was a factory freak + mods. It was much faster than my gvr4 (for now).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||08-17-2003||05:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1052" alt=" - " /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That picture is cracking me up!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.92.27.14||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||gtluke||08-17-2003||07:00 PM||||<img src="http://www.gtluke.com/anighttoremember/pics/5-1-03/w_0037.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/temp/stuffage.jpg" alt=" - " />||138.89.101.125||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000014||mixx2001||08-17-2003||07:41 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1065" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1065&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />JD Ross<br />01/28/1980<br /><br />I'm a Parts Manager at an Audi Dealership.  Music, Alcohol, Martial Arts, Cars, and the Ladies are a few of my favorite things to do.<br /><br />The name Mixx2001 cam from my old nickname of Mix.  My friends and I (back in the day) used to play NBA Jams all the time.  I needed a nickname to put in for misc shit. I never could settle on anything.  Then one night (16 at the time) I was stealing liquor (spell?) from my parents.  So they wouldn't notice how much I had taken, I just poured a little from each one until I had filled a 1 liter Pepsi bottle.  The result was 3 Tequlias, 3 Vodkas, 3 Whiskeys, 3 Rums, and some London Dry Gin.  When I showed up at the Party, everyone dubbed it the "Mystery Mix".  I also mix music, and since I was the only one who would touch it, I became Mix.  I eventually finshed the entire bottle.  Consequently I ran off somewhere and was finally picked up by the police, trying to get into someones house.  I've never been that intoxicated since, and don't ever plan on doing it again.  The addition of the 2nd "x" and the "2001" is simply because of all the other "Mixxs" out there.  Sorry for the Novel.||66.56.186.137||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000015||mixx2001||08-17-2003||07:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/anighttoremember/pics/5-1-03/w_0037.jpg" alt=" - " />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is what happens when you wander into a VooDoo club and piss off the owner.  He uses his powers to fling you around.  What a night that must of been.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.56.186.137||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000016||gtluke||08-17-2003||07:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br />This is what happens when you wander into a VooDoo club and piss off the owner.  He uses his powers to fling you around.  What a night that must of been.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lmao no... thats what happens when your brother has a grind/thrash/hardcore band  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||138.89.101.125||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000017||agrabau||08-17-2003||09:14 PM||||Alexander Kennedy Rand VonKleinenberg<br />NSF NASA contract designer<br />Ebay powerseller<br />National Institute for Mass Spectroscopy (under contract for medical test device design)<br /><br />Bimmubishi Builder<br />Bangbus Driver<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_next.asp?id=1074" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000018||agrabau||08-17-2003||09:18 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1074" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1074&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />The free pic posting seems easy but I can't make it work at present.. attempt 2..||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000019||SLO GVR 4||08-17-2003||09:21 PM||||haha does that really say 'BangBus Driver'||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000020||tplesko||08-17-2003||10:30 PM||||<img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/stuck.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Chris Plesko<br />02/19/1982<br />Masters student (mechanical engineering) and engineer at Ball.  I make your soda cans...kinda<br />I'm a speed slut, not the drug, the going fast kind.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I like to race cars, bikes(mtn and road), triathlons, and pretty much anything else. I also like to hang out with my girlfriend and once and a while make Kibo help me with mods. And convince him that race cars need to lose weight!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000021||hibrn8||08-17-2003||10:34 PM||||The only picture I have of myself on this computer is my senior pic that was taken 3 years ago....oh well just dont think I'm gay or anything. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1075" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1075&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />-Kenneth S. Di Marco<br />-09-24-1983<br />-Full time student at UIC pursuing future carrer in Pharmacology, sales of freestanding/built in appliances and home theatre, 12v online sales(soon) <br /><br />-When I'm not busy doing the above, I'll be working and spending more money on the Galant  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> , playing the drums or be behind the decks spinning records, travelling to Europe and through the U.S., cruising in the boat, or spending time with friends.||65.227.204.70||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000022||gvr4ever||08-17-2003||11:11 PM||||UPDATED:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1104" alt=" - " /><br /><br />And one of the car from a few years ago.  I guess it looks the same from the front.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1077" alt=" - " /><br /><br />She is so damn cute.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1080" alt=" - " />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000023||Ash||08-17-2003||11:35 PM||||<img src="http://home.austarnet.com.au/ajhinds/ash.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><b>Name:</b> Ashley Hinds<br /><br /><b>DOB:</b> 7th Dec 1978<br /><br /><b>Job:</b> Computer Tech, mostly repairing Toshiba notebooks & annoying sales staff (I took the pic on their video conferencing PC) <br /><br /><b>Interests:</b> Turbocharged performance cars, lots of drinking, my wife & our dogs.  I planned to get 12s out of the Vr4 & did it, so now I'm working on becoming an EVO owner & getting 11s or better.<br /><br /><b>Nic:</b> Obvious||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000024||gtluke||08-17-2003||11:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br />he stole my stapler</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />j/k man  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.101.125||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000025||meshwork||08-18-2003||12:22 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1081" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1081&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />(Thats from last year, when me and my girlfriend went to Niagara Falls)<br /><br />Ryan Michael DeLany<br />18 May 1979<br />Vehicle Appraiser/Estimator at a body shop<br />Main interest right now is getting out of debt so I can marry that girl. After that its cars, ice hockey, and, as gay as it sounds, home decor.<br /><br />Oh, and the name come from an album by the name "meshwork" by X Marks the Pedwalk. I needed to find a user name however many years ago, and the cd was on...after that the name just stuck.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000026||Ash||08-18-2003||01:49 AM||||What stapler?  I don't get it.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000027||229of1000||08-18-2003||02:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> What stapler?  I don't get it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO!!!<br /><br />See if you can get a movie called "Officespace" over there.  The resemblance is uncanny!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000028||AWDpower||08-18-2003||03:05 AM||||Okay, just as I promised...<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1083" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Jason "Moon Beam" Kertianis<br /><br />7/04/69<br /><br />Tree sitter, Protester, Whale watcher.<br /><br />My hobbies include bead making, singing songs and saving the world from GVR4 owners. <br /><br /><br />For my next project car, I'm swapping a 4G63 into my Love Bus. <br /><br />My home is planet Earth.||67.25.109.247||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000029||PRE-EVO||08-18-2003||03:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> Okay, just as I promised...<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1083" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Jason "Moon Beam" Kertianis<br /><br />7/04/69<br /><br />Tree sitter, Protester, Whale watcher.<br /><br />My hobbies include bead making, singing songs and saving the world from GVR4 owners. <br /><br /><br />For my next project car, I'm swapping a 4G63 into my Love Bus. <br /><br />My home is planet Earth. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup your definetly from Vacaville   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000030||turbowop||08-18-2003||03:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> <br /><br /><br />For my next project car, I'm swapping a 4G63 into my Love Bus. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Make sure you keep all the emissions crap on it.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000031||PRE-EVO||08-18-2003||03:33 AM||||Someone should make that picture a gif with a tounge and eyballs that pop out for a split second. That would roX0r .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000032||gvr4in||08-18-2003||05:21 AM||||Here are some 230am,  very non professional and can't find my paintshop pro disk photoshop skills:<br /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/gvr4party.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000033||Ash||08-18-2003||07:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> What stapler?  I don't get it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO!!!<br /><br />See if you can get a movie called "Officespace" over there.  The resemblance is uncanny!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No goddamn way I resemble that guy, what an insult!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    Now I'm gunno go back to the basement & wonder when I'm getting paid    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||203.221.152.215||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000034||mixx2001||08-18-2003||08:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1081" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1081&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You guys went off Niagra!  I made this mean slip 'n' slide once, and I thought that took balls.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />*********************************<br />****<strong> Explanation for the humorless </strong>****<br />*********************************<br />*********************************<br />    <br />     Their hairs kinda wet. And <br />     their at Niagra....  Get it.<br /><br />*********************************<br />*********************************||65.165.18.248||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000035||Kibo||08-18-2003||09:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>I also like to hang out with my girlfriend and once and a while make Kibo help me with mods. And convince him that race cars need to lose weight! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well shoot, I know that much--but my car <i>isn't</i> a race car!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />"Look, he drives a 4-door sedan.  He's SO practical!"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000036||Hertz||08-18-2003||10:44 AM||||<img src="http://killer.baits.com/~rhertz/ryanpic.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Ryan Hertz<br />May 10, 1975<br />Web Monkey<br />Photography, Travel, Hiking/Camping, Gambling, Drinking<br />My screen name is a measure of cycles per second, specifically relating to Karman vorticies in this context -- it has nothing to do with my last name being the same and even less to do with rental cars.  Maybe...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />...This self-portrait is about 4 years old, place is Alstrom Point on Lake Powell (Arizona Side).  In the background is Gunsight Butte and Navajo Mountain.  I'm about ~1200ft above the water, ~4500ft above sea level.  Navajo Mountain is ~7000ft ASL.  Sorry, didn't take the VR-4 up there, didn't own it then and it wouldn't have cleared the boulders.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I've since moved to Chicago (about 2.5 years ago) put on 15 lbs and cleaned up.<br /><br /><br /><i>Howard: your fly is open.<br />Erik: how much for the little girl?  Yummy.<br />For those of you who haven't met Ken (Hibern8) that photo doesn't reveal the fact that he's like 6'8"<br />Ash is from the future!<br />Shay: After seeing your pic I would have guess that slvrblt described your hair!<br /></i>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000037||229of1000||08-18-2003||12:10 PM||||Great picture Terren! LOL!||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000038||meshwork||08-18-2003||12:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Their hairs kinda wet. And <br />their at Niagra.... Get it.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ah ha ha...I get jokes! [/Homer]||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000039||229of1000||08-18-2003||12:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> What stapler?  I don't get it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO!!!<br /><br />See if you can get a movie called "Officespace" over there.  The resemblance is uncanny!       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No goddamn way I resemble that guy, what an insult!!!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />     Now I'm gunno go back to the basement & wonder when I'm getting paid     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just messing with you man.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Officespace is one of my favorite movies.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000040||slvrblt||08-18-2003||12:31 PM||||lol. Nope, not for my hair. Speaking of which, I think my heads going on a diet today.<br /><br /><br /><i>Howard: your fly is open.<br />Erik: how much for the little girl?  Yummy.<br />For those of you who haven't met Ken (Hibern8) that photo doesn't reveal the fact that he's like 6'8"<br />Ash is from the future!<br />Shay: After seeing your pic I would have guess that slvrblt described your hair!<br /></i> [/QB][/QUOTE]||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000041||GVR1643||08-18-2003||12:38 PM||||Me and the kid...<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1094" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1094&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Work Sales at a family owned travel company and a Volunteer Firefighter. Dent removal to be the "side-business".<br /><br />Like long moonlit walks on sandy beaches, write often to my former cell-mates, love square dancin' and shuffle board and streakin'... ISO young voluptuous sugar momma to support me and my speed habits.  <br /><br />Seriously, I enjoy spending time with the family. turn 35 next month, can't skate-board on a half-pipe, car's are an addiction for me.<br /><br />I'm rarely in front of the camera, so that's what you get for the pic  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.132||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000042||ayvr4||08-18-2003||12:46 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1095" alt=" - " /><br /><br />My Name is Aaron<br />And this is my cube... i am usually sitting in this exact spot while i am chatting on here. (yes i am there right now, and yes, this was taken about 7 months ago).<br /><br />I like long walks on the beach, and candle light dinners.. j/k   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />my job is a true office space job...<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000043||PRE-EVO||08-18-2003||01:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br />I like long walks on the beach, and candle light dinners.. j/k    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />~Aaron [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow we should hook up   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000044||VTGVR4||08-18-2003||03:45 PM||||<img src="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/zen-nick.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.uvm.edu/~dwrussel/Eden2k2/07NickKeri.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />born a long time ago. the afro would suggest the middle of when. wife is in the second picture.<br /><br />bottom pix is from a music festival, strangefolk at the garden of eden. only two weeks till the same festival at crete park in NY. gonna be a blast.<br /><br />enjoys: fast cars, murderous games (unreal/strikeforce), disc golf, music, fightin the system.<br /><br />i'm in information systems at the university of vermont. i work with ADD and other learning disabled students, helping them through college. sucky part is that its a grant dependednt position that runs ot next year.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000045||AWDpower||08-18-2003||04:14 PM||||"Here are some 230am, very non professional and can't find my paintshop pro disk photoshop skills:"<br /><br />LOL, that's pretty good. I can't believe I got clowned by one of the Beastie Boys...<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1099" alt=" - " />||67.25.109.5||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000046||CCDSM69||08-18-2003||04:56 PM||||<img src="http://members.aol.com/pumagirl22/images/brewer.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />(picture of Scott and myself after a long night of drinking at TGI's)<br /><br />Name: Lisa<br /><br />DOB: 12/30/80<br /><br />Job: Pharmacy Student/Intern. I used to work for CVS Pharmacy but after 4 years of working there I realized that I was severely underpaid for the kind of work I did (DR's and patients can get violent and I had numerous threats on my life in the parking lot after hours because insurances don't like to cover the "good meds"). I also used to own a performance shop in CT but I closed it down due to the economic drop in CT. As of my move down to Florida I'm unemployed, play on the internet, and sleep all day.<br /><br />Interests: I love going to the track and racing our cars (still haven't driven the galant at the track down here tho). I also go to a lot of car shows (hot import nights, import revolution, etc)which works out great down here because our car is going to have a photo shoot for Import Tuner (97 top fuel replica civic hatch turbo'd). I have 4 Bengal cats that love going for rides in the galant so I take them all over the place with me.<br />I was big into snowboarding in CT but since that's not available in FL I'm going to be taking up Shark Fishing. Other than that I do the usual "girl" things that tend to annoy guys; talk on the phone, go shopping, etc.<br /><br />My nickname comes from Connecticut Club DSM. I was number 69 up there so I just threw the name and number together.||24.53.192.43||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000047||blacksheep||08-18-2003||05:05 PM||||This is Scott Brewer? Cool...I have talked to him on the fone....glad to put a name to his face as well   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000048||spoulson||08-18-2003||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1081" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1081&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Aww, isn't that cute.  This is from last May.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1105" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1105&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Shawn Poulson<br />Feb 27, 1977<br />Computer admin/programmer for some big ugly software company.<br />Let's see... I like cars, computers, and other overly expensive hobbies.  Traveling, listening to music, and driving are some of the more fun things I like to do.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000049||VR6 Eater||08-18-2003||09:23 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1106&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Here's a real picture.  Got a little sick and tired off the touchy feely pics.<br /><br /><br />Sean Skoropinski<br /><br />5/27/1976<br /><br />I enjoy working on my car, hunting, and fishing.  All 3 have taken a backseat for a while since we had our first daughter last year.  She'll be one year old next month.  Here's a picture of my wife Jennifer, who has made all of the Leather Shift Boots for everyone, and my daughter Jessica.  There cruising the Potomac River without me. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1112" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I was doing this.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1118&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1120&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />I do industrial epoxy installations for a company called Prime Coat.  We coat everything from shit covered steel in waste water treatment plants to shower walls and floors inside prisons.  You can use your imagination as to what we find on those.  I've been in almost every prison in the state of Illinios doing epoxy coatings.<br /><br />I even did my own floor in my garage.  Makes clean-up real easy.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000050||turboflanagan||08-18-2003||09:50 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1107" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1107&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Peter Flanagan<br />10/02/1973<br />Dodge Technician<br />I love to learn how to do new stuff.  Now trying to learn how to make my car run 12's reliably, and autoX really well.  Last year learned how to remodel a kitchen from floor to ceiling and install hardwood floors.  I may have been better off not learning the floor one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Although it looks great!<br />These are just a smattering of why my car does not run 12's, or 13's, or...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Another reason:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1108" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    I can't ask for a better reason!||64.63.212.235||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000051||Ash||08-18-2003||10:02 PM||||Paul: its ok, that movie rocks.  I know a guy that I reckon looks even more like him, I'll try to find a pic.<br /><br />Ryan: I'm from "a" future, not "the" future, lol<br /><br />I thought it was a dorky name for a IT company, but I've been here for about 6 years now so its kinda late to say anything.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000052||gvr4ever||08-18-2003||10:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1106&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Here's a real picture.  Got a little sick and tired off the touchy feely pics.<br /><br /><br />Sean Skoropinski<br /><br />5/27/1976<br /><br />I enjoy working on my car, hunting, and fishing.  All 3 have taken a backseat for a while since we had our first daughter last year.  She'll be one year old next month.<br /><br />I do industrial epoxy installations for a company called Prime Coat.  We coat everything from shit covered steel in waste water treatment plants to shower walls and floors inside prisons.  You can use your imagination as to what we find on those.  I've been in almost every prison in the state of Illinios doing epoxy coatings.<br /><br />I even did my own floor in my garage.  Makes clean-up real easy. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nice.  Our cars never seem so dirty when we are driving them.  Then we have to work on them and we end up getting as dirty as can be.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000053||VR6 Eater||08-18-2003||11:46 PM||||That was just a clutch and front axles.  Imagine how I look rebuilding an entire engine.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Since you were picking on me, I had to give you an extra gold star.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000054||howard_GVR4||08-19-2003||12:14 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1109" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1109&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Yeah yeah, so what if I got caught "makin' a sandwich" while at the Cherokee Trails rally between service points.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1110" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1110&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Arms don't make good tripods...<br /><br />I was "made" in 1977, lived on Howard St. in Chicago, hence the name.  <br /><br />I earn my paychecks as a Computer/Helpdesk technician at the University of North Texas, where I study Linguistics.  After work there, I drive out into the stix and work at a Recording Studio.  <br /><br />I am a serious musician, and I am an instrument junkie, and my collection of musical junk rivals my collection of useless stock GVR4 parts.  I love playing live and touring, except that I don't get to bring my car when I go.  <br /><br />If I'm not at work, or work #2, or hanging out with my wife, or playing music, or under the GVR4, I can be found playing racquetball or mountain biking.<br /><br />Oh, and like Erik, I'm half-yeller.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000055||howard_GVR4||08-19-2003||12:17 AM||||I noticed Blufalcon (Ed) hasn't posted his pic yet, so I'll save him the trouble.  <br /><br />This is what he looks like during a fit of chimp rage, which is the quickest solution to any stuck bolt.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1111" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1111&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000056||howard_GVR4||08-19-2003||12:26 AM||||And last but not least, the honorable Ken Inn.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1114" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1114&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000057||drew||08-19-2003||01:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Kibo is my middle name; I'm half-Japanese.  It means "hope" in Japanese.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow. I thought it was prounounced KEE-bo. But in reality ki-BOU... makes sense now.<br /><br />BTW, found my JDM CAPS CD!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1124" alt=" - " /><br /><br />San Francisco, CA<br />05/06/76<br />Exec. Admin. for a Christian Ministry, hoping to go to seminary in 2004.<br /><br />I enjoy cars, reading, and talkin philosophy, blogging, reading slashdot and arstechnica and other geek sites, and playing around with the latest in technology.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000058||Martin Chilcote||08-19-2003||02:40 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1125&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />-Martin Chilcote<br />-Born May 1955<br />-Sales, Marketing, Design of commercial & institutional Fire Alarm, Security, Sound  Systems for same company last 20 years<br />-cars & racing (was a die hard V-8 guy until I bought the GVR4), fishing, target shooting, boating, keeping my women happy<br /><br />Me on left, jr in high school daughter, college freshman daughter, wife of 20+ years||66.139.167.214||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000059||gvr4in||08-19-2003||02:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> "Here are some 230am, very non professional and can't find my paintshop pro disk photoshop skills:"<br /><br />LOL, that's pretty good. I can't believe I got clowned by one of the Beastie Boys...<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1099" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wErd! Hah that was good!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000060||turbowop||08-19-2003||03:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Martin #1064/2000:<br /><strong>  college freshman daughter</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmmmm....you don't say....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000061||GVR-4||08-19-2003||09:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> And last but not least, the honorable Ken Inn.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1114" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1114&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">MAN! Those Texas Summers must be getting hotter! Ken's got a killer tan since I was there last! AND I can see he's grown his hair out too!<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000062||GVR-4||08-19-2003||09:38 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1127" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1127&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />My wife, Dawn, and I at the BMW museum in Spartanburg, SC.<br /><br /><br />Name: David Peter<br /><br />DOB: 1-3-71<br /><br />Job: Mechatronics (Robotics Engineering) Student, part-time subcontractor, part-time mechanic, full-time homeowner (it's a "fixer upper")<br /><br />Interests: Christianity, family, Shotokan Karate, cars (duh!), cycling (sorta)<br /><br />I spent my twenties racing bicycles. So retiring from racing has put me right back where I was about ten years ago (except with a house and wife). So here I am back in school at 32 years old. No biggie. I just hope I don't need a walker when I go to see my kids graduate high school!<br /><br />Nic: Obvious- I was using it on other 'boards and didn't change it for this one.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000063||DeanCouchey||08-19-2003||09:59 AM||||Damn Ryan you look an awful lot like paul walker in this picture....<br /> <img src="http://killer.baits.com/~rhertz/ryanpic.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000064||spoulson||08-19-2003||10:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1127" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1127&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />My wife, Dawn, and I at the BMW museum in Spartanburg, SC.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why is it that you look like a cardboard cutout?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000065||blacksheep||08-19-2003||10:23 AM||||We should call Hertz, Bryan Spilner   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   I dont have a pic of me yet...someday I will post one. I compensate by posting pics of nice parts though...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000066||DeanCouchey||08-19-2003||10:36 AM||||heres me and my girl!<br />  <img src="http://members.aol.com/cuddlebugangl143/images/748668675.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />P.S. I am the one on the right  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000067||GVR-4||08-19-2003||10:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1127" target="_blank">      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1127&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />My wife, Dawn, and I at the BMW museum in Spartanburg, SC.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why is it that you look like a cardboard cutout?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I AM a cardboard cutout!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />My father-in-law was playing with some of the features of his (then) new digital camera.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000068||howard_GVR4||08-19-2003||10:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br />My wife, Dawn, and I at the BMW museum in Spartanburg, SC.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's exactly the same facial expression my wife would have if she were staring at an engine with me!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000069||Hertz||08-19-2003||11:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> We should call Hertz, Bryan Spilner    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This thread sucks.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   Let's talk about emissions or something.||12.247.128.70||reg||11||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000070||MiSTER2||08-19-2003||11:45 AM||||How do i put my picture on?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000071||PRE-EVO||08-19-2003||12:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Martin #1064/2000:<br /><strong>  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1125&width=400" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1125&width=400</a>  <br /><br />-Martin Chilcote<br />-Born May 1955<br />-Sales, Marketing, Design of commercial & institutional Fire Alarm, Security, Sound  Systems for same company last 20 years<br />-cars & racing (was a die hard V-8 guy until I bought the GVR4), fishing, target shooting, boating<br /><br />Me on left, high school daughter, college freshman daughter, wife of 20+ years </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">IBTDYHADHATAFD <br /><br /><br />In Before TeArin Discovers You Have A Daughter His Age Then Asks For Date...||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000072||PRE-EVO||08-19-2003||12:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> How do i put my picture on? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You need to have it hosted somewhere (like Rhertz's site). Then you can use the little Image button that is in the Instant UBB code section of the reply page. You cut/copy and paste the link and hit okay and whaaaalaaa! <br /><br /><br />Or you can always do it the old way by using image brackets [img] <a href="http://www.yourpicsURLhere.com.jpeg" target="_blank">www.yourpicsURLhere.com.jpeg</a> [/img]  Except no spaces between the brackets and the link.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000073||MiSTER2||08-19-2003||01:02 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1129" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Name:Alper Seker<br />DOB:23 June 1977<br />Occupation:Master of Economics @ University of Sydney<br />Hobbies:Cars, Motorbikes, Soccer, Travel.<br />Nickname: I owned two MR2s, first N/A and then Turbo. Some Nicolas Cage wannabe stole it in less than 60 seconds.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000074||iceman69510||08-19-2003||01:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> I noticed Blufalcon (Ed) hasn't posted his pic yet, so I'll save him the trouble.  <br /><br />This is what he looks like during a fit of chimp rage, which is the quickest solution to any stuck bolt.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1111" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1111&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is it just me, or does Ed look posed just like the Genie on the wall behind hem?||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000075||iceman69510||08-19-2003||01:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> And last but not least, the honorable Ken Inn.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1114" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1114&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So, Howard finally gets his revenge for when Ken posted the picture of him when he was black.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000076||howard_GVR4||08-19-2003||01:42 PM||||Hey, Schwenke guessed what Ken looks like a long time ago, not me.  I didn't pioneer this!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000077||Kibo||08-19-2003||02:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>Oh, and like Erik, I'm half-yeller. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sweet, another half-breed!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000078||Kibo||08-19-2003||02:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Kibo is my middle name; I'm half-Japanese.  It means "hope" in Japanese.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow. I thought it was prounounced KEE-bo. But in reality ki-BOU... makes sense now.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy moley...took me a moment to figure out who knows Japanese so well!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><strong> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />BTW, found my JDM CAPS CD!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any chance I could buy a copy from you, Drew?||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000079||Kibo||08-19-2003||02:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong>So, Howard finally gets his revenge for when Ken posted the picture of him when he was black. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Howard's no longer black?!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> <br /><br />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />(And no, I'm not a post-whore...just catching up!)||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000080||PRE-EVO||08-19-2003||02:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> heres me and my girl!<br />   <img src="http://members.aol.com/cuddlebugangl143/images/748668675.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />P.S. I am the one on the right   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyone else find this comment alittle odd?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000081||229of1000||08-19-2003||02:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> We should call Hertz, Bryan Spilner     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This thread sucks.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    Let's talk about emissions or something. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You stay out of this Spilner!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000082||229of1000||08-19-2003||02:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong>   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1129" alt=" - " /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, you look pretty rough for a 26 year old.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />(I'm assuming that's not really your picture?)||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000083||MiSTER2||08-19-2003||02:29 PM||||Yeah i had a hard life, but don't let my wild looks fool ya i still pick up chicks like there's no tomorrow    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000084||blacksheep||08-19-2003||03:27 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1132&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Name: K.C. aka snoop (off the hizzle foh shizzle)<br />DOB: December, 1976 <br />Job: Software Developer (of sorts)<br />Nationality: &lt;hint&gt; dot, not feathers!<br />Interests: Cars, motorcycles, photography, music, buying and selling gvr4s and mods<br />Most common known to say: " I am not a terrorist although I look like one (see pic above). Also not from a terrorist nation... "   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />PS - It was damn hard taking a pic of myself!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000085||GVR-4||08-19-2003||03:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> heres me and my girl!<br />    <img src="http://members.aol.com/cuddlebugangl143/images/748668675.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />P.S. I am the one on the right    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyone else find this comment alittle odd?<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes. Whose right?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000086||letter8||08-19-2003||04:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> heres me and my girl!<br />     <img src="http://members.aol.com/cuddlebugangl143/images/748668675.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />P.S. I am the one on the right     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyone else find this comment alittle odd?<br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes. Whose right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Must be Australian.||205.243.103.100||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000087||letter8||08-19-2003||05:09 PM||||<img src="http://www.letter8.com/gvr4/poker.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Me and my friends playing poker.  I'm the one on the... <br /><br />oh... you'll have to guess.<br /><br />Paul <br />August 1966  (I remember when we didn't even have Mitsubishi's in the U.S.)<br />Web Designer||205.243.103.100||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000088||gvr4in||08-19-2003||05:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by letter8:<br /><strong>   <img src="http://www.letter8.com/gvr4/poker.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WOW! That looks incredible! Good job!<br /><br />I love the pictures on your site!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000089||hibrn8||08-19-2003||07:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Martin #1064/2000:<br /><strong>  college freshman daughter</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmmmm....you don't say....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damnit Pontarolo......you beat me to it.<br /><br />What do you say Martin????? She's only a year younger   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.204.92||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000090||229of1000||08-19-2003||07:11 PM||||I'm a college freshman too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />We've got no shame, lol.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000091||DeanCouchey||08-19-2003||11:42 PM||||I am the one not in red  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br />But I forgot tosay what I do and so on...<br />I was born sept 29 1982 in Plattsburgh NY<br />I am the PM banquet Chef at the Albany Marriott and I went to the CIA for school. no kids yet but planning :-)||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000092||Jon||08-20-2003||09:14 AM||||Hey guys.  Funny thread. Here are some pictures of other members.<br /><br /><br />Nate Pharr sitting in the chair and Josh Jones (parts bitch at Conicelli Mitsubishi and DSSA on this board) sitting in Nate's lap.<br />  <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/LOL/1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/LOL/2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Josh can't have just one man so he goes after another!<br />  <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/LOL/3.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Suck it in Josh!  <br />   <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/LOL/4.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Our good friend Harry Blanchard (number3) spooning Josh.<br />  <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/LOL/5.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />After Harry and Josh sack up together, Nate gets fresh with Josh's little brother Zach.<br />  <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/LOL/nateandzach1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Ride that bitch!<br />   <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/LOL/nateandzach2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />BWHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAA!!!!!!!||205.145.64.64||reg||10||Jon||00000002||
Z||000093||DSSA||08-20-2003||09:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1132&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No one is this country can ever pronounce my name right. It's not that hard: Nayee-Nanajar. Nayeenanajar.||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000094||blacksheep||08-20-2003||10:53 AM||||DSSA - you are a very bad man ! <br /><br />PS - during this conjugal visits, can you have sex ?<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000095||Jon||08-20-2003||11:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> DSSA - you are a very bad man ! <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You sound like Abu from Seinfeld!  Was that on accident?  LOL!!||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000096||229of1000||08-20-2003||11:37 AM||||Abu from Simpsons?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000097||blacksheep||08-20-2003||12:19 PM||||No, thats Sameer in Office Space when they find out that all the money was taken out....<br /><br />LOL..Its APU...you fous...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000098||keydiver||08-20-2003||02:19 PM||||<img src="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/jeff_o2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Here I am, busy at the bench at Quality RF.<br /><br />Jeff Oberholtzer<br />12-04-58 (yes, 1958)<br />Electronics R&D Engineer<br />Interests: cars, photography, hiking, kayaking, biking (the kind you pedal), travel, scuba diving (key- diver), electronics||66.156.240.153||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000099||GVR1643||08-20-2003||02:29 PM||||"berry bad man Jerry"...I love that one!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Jeff, I don't see an ECU in front of you at the bench...what gives?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Josh, those pics that Jon was so kind to post make you look like a LUVIN' machine!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    Must get real cold up there in the NE. LOL||167.142.22.196||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000100||number3||08-20-2003||03:27 PM||||Where's K.C.?!<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1150&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />What movie?<br /><br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000101||229of1000||08-20-2003||03:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> No, thats Sameer in Office Space when they find out that all the money was taken out....<br /><br />LOL..Its APU...you fous...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought it was Apu but wasn't sure.  Although he got Simpsons wrong so it's not surprsing Apu was spelled wrong too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />And how did I miss the Office Space quote?  I'm slipping... need to watch it again (for the 15th time).||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000102||blacksheep||08-20-2003||03:44 PM||||Harry - I am on the extreme right...<br /><br />Van Wilder was the movie...<br /><br />"Oh mommy, most Indians would say cow because they are sacred but I hear milk, I - I think giant jugs. You see I can not go home a virgin. I came here to study the great American art of muff diving, to to.. to smack clam, munch rug, dine at just one American pink taco stand you know, and I want to do how is it, park the porpoise, you know, I want to take it to the car wash and get it waxed. You know, I want to wax it and air dry, you know, air dry that shit. I would like to be your assistant very much"<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.myfavmovies.com/nationallampoonsvanwildersounds.jsp" target="_blank">http://www.myfavmovies.com/nationallampoonsvanwildersounds.jsp</a> <br /><br />I do a damned good imitation of that guy, nice way to pick up chics at parties      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Pauly - use this link to freshen up man, else I cannot be your friend   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.myfavmovies.com/officespacesounds.jsp" target="_blank">http://www.myfavmovies.com/officespacesounds.jsp</a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000103||hibrn8||08-20-2003||04:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Where's K.C.?!<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1150&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />What movie?<br /><br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy shit!!!!! That is KC! <br /><br />HAHAHAHAHAHA<br />Now we all know two famous actors, one from Van Wilder and Fast and the Furious   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.204.149||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000104||229of1000||08-20-2003||08:45 PM||||Don't forget the famous guitarist!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000105||PRE-EVO||08-20-2003||11:40 PM||||Hey guys check out this picture of Terren (GVR4in) from working on my car last night: <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.theeddzone.com/edward-10.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000106||gvr4ever||08-21-2003||12:36 AM||||Shy iceman didn't want to show himself.<br /><br />So here he is.  <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1155" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000107||iceman69510||08-21-2003||01:31 PM||||Can't say as I am QUITE that old yet...<br /><br />I do have a Winchester rifle like that though.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000108||atsiauto||08-21-2003||02:19 PM||||<img src="http://www.down-syndrom.ch/Fotos/fabio_1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />heer i aM  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000109||sleeper||08-21-2003||02:56 PM||||I don't have a pic but here is my grandma for you guys.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.geocities.com/Hollywood/Hills/7537/zsagaborz.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000110||PRE-EVO||08-21-2003||03:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I don't have a pic but here is my grandma for you guys.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.geocities.com/Hollywood/Hills/7537/zsagaborz.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Zsa Zsa or Eva?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000111||PRE-EVO||08-21-2003||03:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I don't have a pic but here is my grandma for you guys.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.geocities.com/Hollywood/Hills/7537/zsagaborz.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Zsa Zsa!||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000112||sleeper||08-21-2003||04:13 PM||||The bitch looked good a hundred years ago, didn't she?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000113||91E39A||08-21-2003||04:25 PM||||I think the name of the seinfield character is Babu "Baa-boo".<br /><br />-Dan||24.210.74.80||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000114||markrieb||08-21-2003||06:12 PM||||Here are a few pictures of myself through the ages...<br /><br />My first car.  '69 Camaro with a 327 and a 4 speed.  Taken in 1979.  17, leather jacket and an attitude...<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1160" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1160&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />A couple years later, just before graduating from high school with my best friend.  He now lives in Seattle and we still hang out and work on cars.  The car is my friend's '68 Mustang GT coupe, 390 and a 4-speed.  I'm the goofy one on the right...<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1164" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1164&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />This is after graduating college in 1987 and buying my first new car, an '87 16V Scirocco.  Had a few Neuspeed and Techtonics toys.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1162" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1162&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />This is last year at the 4th of July, well on my way to earning a major hang-over.  Note Black Butte Porter bottle in hand, what is missing is the 1/2 gallon of Jim Beam that got destroyed later.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1163&width=400" alt=" - " />||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000115||DookGVR4||08-22-2003||05:54 PM||||Pic of me and fiance at Hoover Dam<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1167" alt=" - " /><br />Decent pic of the "hoot-ride"<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1168" alt=" - " /><br /><br />David Koscinski<br />08/08/78<br />5yrs. at the Home Depot<br /><br />I enjoy the element of surprise  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Racing,cars the usual.. I also like the outdoors,hiking etc.||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000116||VR4coop||08-23-2003||12:26 AM||||DookGVR4 what kind of wheels are those. Velox?||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000117||howard_GVR4||08-23-2003||11:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> DookGVR4 what kind of wheels are those. Velox? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Also.... is that the JIC exhaust?  Looks so good.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000118||mikeyoung00||08-23-2003||08:48 PM||||OK...<br /><br />   <img src="http://a6.cpimg.com/image/E0/C5/22655456-6f18-0200018B-.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Now you kow what TOF stands for, right?<br /><br />  <img src="http://a1.cpimg.com/image/6F/7F/14526831-3380-028001E0-.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Ahhh...NOPI||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000119||GVR-4||08-24-2003||11:16 PM||||Hmmm... The Old Fart?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000120||gvr4in||08-24-2003||11:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Hmmm... The Old Fart? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinkin.. Tired Old Fart. Hahah! <br /><br />TOF what do you want us to think it stands for?||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000121||DookGVR4||08-25-2003||12:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong> DookGVR4 what kind of wheels are those. Velox? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Also.... is that the JIC exhaust?  Looks so good. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep,  Velox and JIC||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000122||mikeyoung00||08-25-2003||08:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Hmmm... The Old Fart? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Close enough.||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000123||Minjin||08-31-2003||04:10 PM||||Now that my website is back up...<br /><br />Here's an older picture of me and 923:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/me_and_galant.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Oh and here's a better pic of KC I found in my archive:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/kc.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000124||PRE-EVO||08-31-2003||07:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong>Oh and here's a better pic of KC I found in my archive:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/kc.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That picture makes me remember office space when they think they are found out<br /><br />"Oh noes there goin' to send us to Federal "pound me in the ass" prision" .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000125||blacksheep||09-01-2003||09:15 AM||||Mark - LOL! I remember just wearing that helmet for a while and walking around at the SO. <br /><br />That was when I was practicing my - "Luke - I am your father" dialog.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000126||229of1000||09-01-2003||11:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Hmmm... The Old Fart? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Close enough. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking Top Of Fifth.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000127||kartorium31||09-01-2003||04:43 PM||||This is the only picture I've got, gettin sweet off a backyard kicker on my friends z50.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1255&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Here's another, finishing some sort of spin in a comp at alpental.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1256" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1256&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Born: 2/17/85<br />I work on a farm, am gonna go to CWU this fall, and like to ski as much as I can.||12.18.160.218||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000128||GVR-4||09-01-2003||08:22 PM||||How many people are gonna know where/what CWU is? Especially when your "from" is "Ask your girlfriend, she'll know." <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000129||DeanCouchey||09-01-2003||08:36 PM||||I would guess central washington university.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000130||silly4turbo||09-02-2003||10:23 PM||||sup all, this is me after hitting a root<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1270&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />that's me, jon from boston MA, a studing architect that loves cars, and driving them fast, paintball, music, drums, bmx and mtn biking...O'yea, and my 91' GVR4     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000131||turbowop||09-02-2003||10:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> I would guess central washington university. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You guessed right.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000132||turbowop||09-03-2003||12:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> <br /><br />    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1270&width=400" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hahah....holy crap...maybe its just the pic, no offense man but your toes look like they're as long as your fingers. Do you always work on your car barefoot?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000133||BluFalcon||09-03-2003||02:10 AM||||Howard already posted the "chimp rage" picture, but I figured I'd reply as well.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1272" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1272&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Taking aim at a "Domesticon" in Howard's garage (BTW, nice fartcan Howard   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ).<br /><br />Name: Ed Dobrzyn<br />DOB: Sep 1971  <br />Job: Full Time: Aircraft Engine Test Cell Technician, Part Time: Texas Air Guard also Part Time: DSM Whore, Mercenary Mechanic (Will work for mods)<br />Interests: Reading, Cars, Movies, and uhhm cars..||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000134||DongeR615||09-03-2003||09:54 AM||||<b>Picture of me in Japan.</b> <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1273" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1273&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Name: Long T.(DongeR)<br />DOB:Sept 05, 1981<br />Job: substitute teacher, Teachers Aide, Full-Time Student, Fixing cars for Mods, Tools or Food<br />Interests: fast cars, traveling(japan is awesome), FUN FUN FUN...<br /><br />199of2k(brandon):Just keep hitting it..it'll go in...lol   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />AWDpower(Jason): DAMN!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br />VR6 Eater(sean): One word..Coverall<br />Turboflanagan(Peter): Cute daughter:)<br />DeanCouchey:Cute Couple <br />Letter8(Paul):thats a koo pic:cool: <br />TOF(name???): what does it stand for...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br />"Oh noes there goin' to send us to Federal "pound me in the ass" prision" ...lol||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000135||mikeyoung00||09-03-2003||02:18 PM||||TOF (Mike) = TheOldFart<br />What else?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.71||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000136||a_santos||09-03-2003||04:59 PM||||Heres' me guys, in Brazil. I'm the one on the far right. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1274" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1274&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000137||GVR$in||09-03-2003||05:10 PM||||I hear the brazilian soccer team is FINE!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000138||DeanCouchey||09-03-2003||05:15 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1274&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />No harm meant but at first glance I thought that the guy in the middle had his gut hanging over the yellow thing.<br /> <br /> <small>[ 09-03-2003, 06:06 PM: Message edited by: PRE-EVO ]</small>||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000139||silly4turbo||09-03-2003||05:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> <br /><br />     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1270&width=400" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hahah....holy crap...maybe its just the pic, no offense man but your toes look like they're as long as your fingers. Do you always work on your car barefoot?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hahahah, I never noticed that..and no, their not that long  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000140||Hertz||09-03-2003||11:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong>No harm meant but at first glance I thought that the guy in the middle had his gut hanging over the yellow thing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In Brazil that's called a "Table".    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<strong>Hahah....holy crap...maybe its just the pic, no offense man but your toes look like they're as long as your fingers. Do you always work on your car barefoot?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's not nearly as scary as his toe-out problem there.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000141||VR4 Me||09-08-2003||08:02 PM||||<img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/jpeezee.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Josh Poole<br />11/30/1981<br />Radiology Tech Student/Assistant Night Manager at QT (hey, the pay is KILLER)<br />Tryin to get my damn 00 Celica GT-S turbocharged and running, guitar, chicks||65.81.128.186||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000142||admsr||09-11-2003||08:07 AM||||Here I am on one of my better days.....in the office.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1320&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||6||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000143||4drwhore||09-11-2003||08:42 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1321" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1322" alt=" - " /><br /><br />08/21/82<br />Ian B. Austin<br />Born in New Orleans, LA<br />Currently live in melbourne florida.<br />Head of the drafting department at an engineering firm and go to local community college.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000144||GVR$in||09-11-2003||01:47 PM||||4drwhore, that bottom pic rocks! I have a polaroid of my 18th bday of me up on stage with 10 strippers! I'll see if I can dig it up for you guys, I  know rich wants to see it.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000145||galantvr4us||09-11-2003||02:09 PM||||Haven't been in the loop for awhile and lost my free picture hosting site so go here and click on the file ME I am the one on the left in the brown.<br /><br /><a href="http://photos.yahoo.com/galantvr4us" target="_blank">http://photos.yahoo.com/galantvr4us</a><br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000146||galantvr4us||09-11-2003||02:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4 Me:<br /><strong> [IMG]Radiology Tech Student/Assistant Night Manager at QT (hey, the pay is KILLER)<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I used to work for QT. Great job kinda wish I didn't quit. Teated great.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000147||howard_GVR4||09-11-2003||02:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br />Teated great.<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmmmm...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000148||GVR$in||09-11-2003||02:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> Haven't been in the loop for awhile and lost my free picture hosting site so go here and click on the file ME I am the one on the left in the brown.<br /><br /> <a href="http://photos.yahoo.com/galantvr4us" target="_blank">http://photos.yahoo.com/galantvr4us</a> <br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your vr4 looks awesome. What turbo are you running? You do your own work?<br /><br />*excited to see opposite sex modify's her vr4*  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000149||galantvr4us||09-11-2003||02:31 PM||||[Katie [/qb][/QUOTE]Your vr4 looks awesome. What turbo are you running? You do your own work?<br /><br />*excited to see opposite sex modify's her vr4*   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Well I do my own work to a certain extent-I can't weld, wish to one day, so I had a local shop fab the intercooler up but as far as everything else on the galant and the wrx I have done on my own.<br /><br />Turbo is a green turbo, I should have went garett but we all make mistakes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000150||GVR$in||09-11-2003||02:43 PM||||Katie, Im loving the flexible tube connectors you use. How much do those and the tube farrells run?||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000151||PRE-EVO||09-11-2003||02:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Katie, Im loving the flexible tube connectors you use. How much do those and the tube farrells run? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you of all people have to ask you can't afford them.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000152||GVR$in||09-11-2003||02:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> If you of all people have to ask you can't afford them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Owned hardcore||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000153||galantvr4us||09-11-2003||03:02 PM||||[/QUOTE]If you of all people have to ask you can't afford them. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Ha HA Well put.  And you have to use aluminum tubing with them as well which is about twice as expense as stainless.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000154||14bCrazy||09-11-2003||03:08 PM||||AEBS makes clamps like that $$$$$. If you want to check go to aebsracing.com||162.84.82.20||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000155||PRE-EVO||09-11-2003||03:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you of all people have to ask you can't afford them. </strong> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br />Ha HA Well put.  And you have to use aluminum tubing with them as well which is about twice as expense as stainless.<br /><br />Katie [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup Katie got the mad hook up Yo!<br /><br /><br />Have you finally got the car back on the road. Last I saw it was down for something wasn't it.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000156||14bCrazy||09-11-2003||03:10 PM||||Just checked they start at $58.00 each.||162.84.82.20||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000157||galantvr4us||09-11-2003||03:24 PM||||Have you finally got the car back on the road. Last I saw it was down for something wasn't it. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Yes and no.  The VPC did not have enough tunability for my car (was running rich even with vpc leaned out) so I trailored the car to Buschurs were he is installing the AEM unit, wideban o2, and 1000cc injectors that it needed to run right with.  He then is tuning it (street use for now) and should be done this week if the tiny problems get ironed out.  I just want my baby back  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000158||jonvr4||09-11-2003||03:28 PM||||galantvr4us, where the heck do you work? those are some damn nice mods!btw what turbo are you running and what hp mark are you planning on hitting?||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000159||PRE-EVO||09-11-2003||03:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> [Katie </strong>Turbo is a green turbo, I should have went garett but we all make mistakes   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Katie [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">'nuff said||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000160||jonvr4||09-11-2003||03:38 PM||||lol, i guess learning to read should be on list of things to do huh.||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000161||GVR-4||09-11-2003||05:04 PM||||galantvr4us-<br /><br />Is that the Buschur 'Coil On Plug' setup? How do you like it?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000162||howard_GVR4||09-11-2003||05:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> [Katie </strong>Turbo is a green turbo, I should have went garett but we all make mistakes    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">'nuff said [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is wrong with the Green turbo?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000163||galantvr4us||09-11-2003||05:55 PM||||Nothing wrong with the green turbo-It may run better with my setup in the long run-but looking back after I had bought the setup I drew out the numbers and found out I could have saved a lot of money going with the garett setup and getting the same cfm flow numbers, but the setup was already bought.<br /><br />I like the coil on plug setup-it is suggested that an msd be used with the unit <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000164||14bCrazy||09-12-2003||09:03 AM||||Here I am!!! Sorry for the pissed off look but I was working on the car. <br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1334" alt=" - " />||162.83.78.40||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000165||GVR-4||09-12-2003||10:37 AM||||That's some nice ink you've got on your belly. How much did that set ya back?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000166||SRT2477||09-12-2003||11:11 AM||||<img src="http://images.cardomain.com/member_img_a/380000-380999/380357_13_full.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />born 02/04/77<br />mang. used cars/sales at York Mitsubishi<br />any thing rally (WRC,SCCA,DAKAR)<br />I just got my GVR4 my first EVO aw cute huh<br /><a href="http://www.cardomain.com/id/srt2477" target="_blank">www.cardomain.com/id/srt2477</a>||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000167||psycopyro182||09-12-2003||12:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Here I am!!! Sorry for the pissed off look but I was working on the car. <br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1334" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wow. thats the best looking mechanic ive ever seen. i bet installing a downpipe is easy without a lift for you. lol||204.196.73.118||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000168||14bCrazy||09-12-2003||01:05 PM||||He can get into areas that are imposible to get to. I only have to pay him $2.00 a week also.||162.83.78.40||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000169||keydiver||09-12-2003||01:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SRT2477:<br /><strong> used cars/sales at York Mitsubishi<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">York where?<br />EDIT - Nevermind! I just read your CarDomain page!<br />I bought my wife's 3000GT at York Mitsubishi, back in '97! My wife and I are both from Lancaster County, but moved here to Florida about 4 years ago.<br />What a coincidence!||68.155.177.204||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000170||SRT2477||09-12-2003||02:33 PM||||Thats cool so you are the guy I've been talking to about the ecu its a small world huh||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000171||number3||09-12-2003||06:59 PM||||Number3 came from York Mitsubishi.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000172||keydiver||09-12-2003||08:36 PM||||My wife's car still says "York Mitsubishi" on the back. I've been wanting to take a blow dryer to it and peel it off   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />Yep, small world. Did you work there in '97? We got an excellent deal on the car because it was a Saturday night, right before Labor Day, right before closing. Its been an excellent car for her.||68.155.177.204||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000173||SRT2477||09-13-2003||08:50 PM||||number 3 if you're ever in the area stop in and say hi I'd like to see your car <br />keydiver I've worked here for about 3 1/2 yrs. but that's sweet your 3000 still bears the york name||64.136.26.58||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000174||Minjin||09-13-2003||09:04 PM||||&lt;= hasn't had a good experience with York Misubishi/Chrysler, but thats a story for another time...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000175||SRT2477||09-15-2003||08:25 AM||||what was the problem may be i can help||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes



ubb/Forum3/002808.cgi
A||||4||Akidosigh1||some interesting pictures||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||08-17-2003||09:37 AM||||<a href="http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/192.html" target="_blank">http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/192.html</a>  <br /><br />This scooter has turbo and nitrous:<br />  <a href="http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/226.html" target="_blank">http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/226.html</a>  <br /><br />  <a href="http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/227.html" target="_blank">http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/227.html</a> <br /><br />another good one:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/138.html" target="_blank">http://www.stud.ntnu.no/~shane/stasj/div_bilder/138.html</a>||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-17-2003||12:58 PM||||That Skyline picture just ruined my day.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Kevinj110||08-17-2003||03:39 PM||||I will never take advantage of myself again. Screw the Kittens I care about Skylines.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||170.224.224.102||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-17-2003||04:18 PM||||I like the last one (the cop car).<br /><br />Ive seen the skilyine one (actually again just last week), but its still funny.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||starwrist||08-18-2003||08:54 AM||||Domo-kun is so cool...<br /><br /><br />God, I'm such a dork.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes



ubb/Forum3/002809.cgi
A||||9||229of1000||Great deal on Mobil 1||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-17-2003||05:36 PM||||I don't know about other areas, but I've seen Mobil 1 5 Quart Jugs for $18.88 at three Wal-marts around here.  That is an excellent deal!  I just wanted to make everyone aware.  Go buy every jug they have, that's like 25% off normal price.||12.92.27.14||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||08-17-2003||06:08 PM||||I thought everybody bought their oil at WalMart. I have been getting mine there for about a year now. It is a good deal.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||Tommyquest||08-17-2003||07:33 PM||||Yup, same price up here in NY  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.44.48.131||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000003||joec||08-17-2003||08:21 PM||||Cool, another Westchester, NY GVR4!  Is the Mobil-1 available at the Walmart at the Cortlandt Town Center?||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-17-2003||08:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> I thought everybody bought their oil at WalMart. I have been getting mine there for about a year now. It is a good deal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They have never stocked the jugs around here before, and the quarts have always been the same as the average auto parts store.||12.92.27.14||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||08-18-2003||09:59 AM||||Hehe...a buddy of mine notifies me every time that Walmart restocks them.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||08-18-2003||12:42 PM||||Yup, Walmart is cheaper than AutoZone and Napa here too.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||08-18-2003||12:51 PM||||You save money at wal-mart, but you pay in pain and suffering from having to deal with the dumb people who craw out from rocks to shop at wal-mart.<br /><br />wal-mart is the only store that has a invisable pedestrian sidewalk down the middle of every parking lane.  Then there is the slow person who runs the cash register.  Also I just love the person who is afraid of a debit card and the mystery maching that fills the check out for you.<br /><br />Man, just got some bad vibes thinking about wal-mart.  I better go back to my happy place.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||08-18-2003||12:59 PM||||I HATE Walmart.  That place is horrible.  It is white trash / idiot / old people HQ, I tell you.  But hey, the things we do for cheap Mobil 1.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||08-18-2003||03:21 PM||||<strong>W</strong>hitetrashed<br /><strong>A</strong>udacious<br /><strong>L</strong>ame<br /><strong>M</strong>oronic<br /><strong>A</strong>sshole<br /><strong>R</strong>etail<br /><strong>T</strong>emple<br /><br />I can't say enough bad things about these places.  If it's not the open bag of Generic Cheetos I stepped in, it's half naked Toddler with a dirty mouth coloring on my shoe, while I stand in a line longer than John Holmes's garden hose.  Which is of course the only line of 20 that is open.  That's right one line, one cashier, and about 25 baggers shootin shit.  Or maybe it's the Aquariums full of dead fish (Walmart has fish?).  Or the 179 year old Woman at the exit who thinks I'm tryin to pull something because I paid for my DVD in the Electronics section and not within her 35cm feild of vision.  And if I have to fill out one more Police report because the Greeter dropped dead after I actually responded with a "Hello", I'm going to drive a BP gasoline truck into the side of the building.  Course it will be empty because some Redneck saw the truck coming and worned everyone inside of a Goverment mandated Bath Products (BP) raid vechicle speeding towards their present location, in an attempt to clean the place up.  <br /><br /><br />Oh, well.  I will endure it again in the name of cheap motor oil.||65.165.18.200||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/002810.cgi
A||||2||henrok||different sized disc brakes?||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-17-2003||05:51 PM||alvihen@aol.com||i just found out that my rear and front disc brakes are of different sizes.  i bought a set of carbon/metallic ones in autozone and the set brings all the same size. Does anyone know where i can get them for my car, since it seems they dont sell them. i dont have a credit card and am in the process of getting one so i figured until then id go to autozone and get a pair of these until i can order some green from the net.||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-18-2003||11:05 AM||||10.8" in front<br />10.4" in back||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-18-2003||12:41 PM||||hmm...are you saying that AutoZone doesnt have a different set for the rear ? I have the performance frictions on the car right now and they stop alright, but they eat the rotors every 2-3 pair of pads. I amdone with AutoZone pads. I am buying seom Axxis ultimates from: <a href="http://www.stopyounow.com" target="_blank">http://www.stopyounow.com</a> for only $66 shipped.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002811.cgi
A||||8||mixx2001||New pics!||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||08-17-2003||07:59 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1060" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1060&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1062" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1062&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1065" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1065&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1066" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1066&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1067" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1067&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1069" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1069&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1070" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1070&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />That's my Stepdad's Integra...  Yhea, my Stepdad.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.56.186.137||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||08-17-2003||08:02 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1073" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1073&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Look at the cannon on that bitch.  It actually sounds real good.  And it's real quick for the mods.||66.56.186.137||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||08-17-2003||08:20 PM||||Very nice man...Lookin good   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||08-18-2003||08:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1060" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1060&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didn't have time to write this before, but this is the Intercooler that I made from welding two A4 Intercoolers together.  Total cost with my discount = $140.00||65.165.18.248||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-18-2003||10:49 AM||||Whoa!  Is that a TEL knob on your shifter or you just happy to see me?<br /><br />Where'd you get the stylin' seatbelt pads?  My woman complains about the belts (she's short) and I'd rather not have a "powered by Mitsubishi" pad.<br /><br />Car looks killer, great work!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||08-18-2003||11:49 AM||||The pads were on there when I bought the car so I don't know where they came from.  They look much better on the other side.  Their leather embroidered with a small white Mitsu Diamond.<br /><br />The shifter is off my Stepdads Integra, I change my shifter prolly twice a week, depending on what mood I'm in.  I'll be picking up a 3KGT shifter pretty soon.  And I have a nice Audi shift boot for it.<br /><br /><br />PS: That CD Player is the biggest peice of shit in the world (dosent even play CD's) and has a wopping 5 watts per channel.  But the Sony unit that was in the car was stolen the day before I bought the car.  So the guy went to walmart the night before just so I would have some temporary tunes.  I wish he wouldn't have, then I would've been forced to buy something.||65.165.18.248||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||watchdoc||08-18-2003||11:54 AM||||How well do those A4 IC's work?  seems like an interesting idea...||65.41.41.194||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||08-18-2003||12:00 PM||||They work suprisingly well.  Flows about the same as stock, as far as Lag is concerned.  Lowered knock too.  It's amazing it works at all, with my IC pipes the way they are.  I have prolly 6 or 7 different size/type pipes to get it to work.  I'll be replacing all that with some nice smooth 2.5" mandrels soon as well.||65.165.18.248||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||Louters91GVR4||08-18-2003||12:06 PM||||nice pics<br /><br />tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes



ubb/Forum3/002812.cgi
A||||5||04DrBlur||3 Bolt LSD||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||08-17-2003||09:13 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||I can pick up a 3 bolt LSD rear end for next to nothing and was wondering if it would be worth the removal and install or wait till I break an axle and have to buy a 4 bolt rear...||68.76.176.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-17-2003||09:27 PM||||Do it man. I never broke one and I had a button clutch.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||08-17-2003||10:05 PM||||Where in the hell do you pick up a 3 bolt LSD?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||08-17-2003||10:11 PM||||I found a 90 Eclipse GSX with a three bolt LSD.||68.76.176.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||08-18-2003||11:07 AM||||Make sure you get the axles, especially the passenger's side, it is LONGER.||67.35.19.88||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||08-18-2003||03:28 PM||||If you haven't done it before, R&R of the rear diff and axles is a piece of cake (unless your axle cups are welded on by rust, I suppose).||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum3/002813.cgi
A||||2||04DrBlur||DSM manual steering rack??||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||08-17-2003||10:14 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||Alright guys I looked all over the boneyard for a manual rack and every Mitsu I found had power steering.  What year or model cars am I looking for to find a manual steering rack?||68.76.176.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||drew||08-18-2003||02:03 AM||||you're looking for a 1.8l n/t||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-18-2003||02:15 AM||||Good luck on finding one, These are getting VERY hard to find. You are looking for the earley 90-91  1.8s. Lasers are your best bet. Some one needs to check to see if a Mirage rack will work.||4.72.29.188||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/002814.cgi
A||||14||Notorius||liquid-air intercoolers||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||08-17-2003||10:30 PM||||im pondeirng a new intercooler after i get a new fuel pump and was wondering if a liquid-air setup would be a better option for me than a FMIC. i dont know a lot about them though and cant find much on the net. but heres my goals and hopefully someone can help: im not looking for huge power or a super fast car, right now im huntin for reliable 14.0-14.3's at 5200ft altitude (stock supra TT territory @ altitude). it also needs to be a daily driver around town; mainly to and from school. plus it needs to fit into college-kid budget. im looking at a liquid-air IC w/ 4" dia. X 6" lenght with 2.5" inlet/outlet. will this be enough to run low 14s on a 14B turbo, and will it be enough to handle a 16G down the road?||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||08-17-2003||10:34 PM||||A liquid to air IC is usually more expensive and complex than an air to air.  Why not just run a Starion or Supra IC setup and be done with it. Make your own steel pipes and it will be cheap and support at 16g no problem.  This is one case of don't make it harder than necessary.  A liquid is also more of a track setup since you need to cool the liquid down after you get it hot. At the track you can just drain the water and dump ice in there.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||08-17-2003||10:41 PM||||a supra SMIC works on GVR4s? well i know it would, but does it fit into the stock FMIC location? got any links to pages about one on a GVR4?||67.20.193.2||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||08-17-2003||11:00 PM||||sure. Any intercooler works...  You might be able to fit in in the stock location or you could run it as a FMIC. Just buy a decent core if you only plan on a 16g and make some piping yourself. It'd be a bit of work but I bet you can do it for under $400 easy.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||08-17-2003||11:58 PM||||i think the air to liquid is way better than the air to air, plus more efficient.  however, there are several problems.  the first is you will definetly have to move the battery to the trunk.  then, the piping will all have to be custom made.  however, once you solve those, the rest is not bad.  i was looking at the powerstroke design, they look nice.  also, if you have a good heat exchanger, your inlet temps become a lot more stable, especially like at idle, when an air to air will heat soak.  you can get inlet temps BELOW ambient with air to liquid.  also, you can make the piping from the turbo to the intake really short, so the response is way better.  i have always wanted to build an air to liquid intercooler.  lesse now, all i got left is the lsd rear, the ss brake lines, rebuild the a/c, change out the front knuckles, tie rod ends, front springs, upper strut mounts, yup.  i got room.  oops.  nope, i got the o2 eliminator coming, and the new cat and catback.  maybe next year.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||08-18-2003||12:52 AM||||Kyle,<br />A coworker of mine has a '91 Benz 300CE coupe.(3.2L I-6) which he installed a Whipple S/C. And had a custom Spearco Air-water built for it. It is about the same dimensions that you stated and <br />Spearco rates it for 430 hp. He had to spend a little more (about $600) due to his i/c core alignment changes but the core it's based on is about $450. He used bulk aluminum 3" tubing for his pipes and got silicon connectors from Turbonectics. His heat exchanger is currently a heater core from a '98 E-class. That component will soon be enlarged. He is using an auxilary coolant pump from a benz for his pump, and has a 4-5 liter resevior hidden in the fender. If we spray water on the heat exchanger his water temp will return to ambient or below in no time. (he wants to add an ice resevior) I myself sometimes wish I had gone air-water. Laminova has a new tubular I/C that would fit in the space for the upper i/c pipe between the throttle body and battery. And I could cut intake tract length down to approx 40% of it's current length. <br />By the way, we are also in Denver and will be at Bandimere for test and tune on Wednesday evening. Look for a Black Benz coupe (blown), Red 5.0 Conv(blown), and Green '91 VR-4 all parked together (probably down by the staging lanes) and you will be able to get a good look at his system.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||08-18-2003||01:02 AM||||hey chad,<br /><br />i'll be at Bandi as well. I'll be in a green GVR4 with a roof rack(most likely) and Sparco seats||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||08-19-2003||12:28 AM||||Or just weld two stock intercoolers together and pump ice water through them. Jason (CKA) from this board did this (in a way, and I simplified it a bit)and it worked, very good might I add. It's pictured next to my air to liquid.<br /><a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm" target="_blank">www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/upgrade_clips.htm</a><br />But if unless you NEED the air to liquid, don't bother, and especially if your only going to run a 14b....||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||08-19-2003||11:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> lesse now, all i got left is the lsd rear, the ss brake lines, rebuild the a/c, change out the front knuckles, tie rod ends, front springs, upper strut mounts, yup.  i got room.  oops.  nope, i got the o2 eliminator coming, and the new cat and catback.  maybe next year. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're gonna have it all pertty'd up, just in time to trade it for that new EVO. Where do you find the time???||68.155.88.12||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||russya||08-21-2003||05:25 PM||||I'm building an air/water setup for my vr4 right now using the PWR unit and the radiator for a yamaha R1 whichi turned out to be the biggest heat exchanger I could fit and lucky for me I also happen to have one sitting around. I don't have any pictures of mine as of yet but someone else has already done it and I have this picture of his eclipse  <img src="http://homepage.mac.com/russya/.Pictures/i-1_B_L.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://homepage.mac.com/russya/.Pictures/i-3_B_L.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />The cost for my whole setup pump, intercooler, heat exchanger, reservoir and all has been $750 that's a lot less than for a good sized front mount||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russ Alexander||00000991||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||08-21-2003||05:46 PM||||That set up is PHAT! I bet there's almost no lag, at least from the I/C plumbing perspective.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||08-21-2003||10:06 PM||||Crazy... that is EXACTLY the setup I've been building in my mind for the last 6 mos. or so.  Considering that I've only put 70 or so miles on my new FMIC setup, I figure I'd better get my money's worth out of that before I upgrade again.  Fuckin' sweet, though.||69.59.219.147||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||KingGalantVr4||08-24-2003||09:02 PM||||THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT I WANT TO BUILD!<br /><br />Where did you find that intercooler?  What is the model number?  About how much is the core?  More info please.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000014||Tommyquest||08-24-2003||09:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT I WANT TO BUILD!<br /><br />Where did you find that intercooler?  What is the model number?  About how much is the core?  More info please.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They're on Ebay||129.44.52.77||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000015||GVR-4||08-24-2003||11:10 PM||||<a href="http://www.pwr-performance.com/page867169.htm" target="_blank">http://www.pwr-performance.com/page867169.htm</a> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.absoluteradiator.com/Intercoolers.asp" target="_blank">http://www.absoluteradiator.com/Intercoolers.asp</a><br /><br />My air to air is now for sale!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/002815.cgi
A||||42||jonvr4||Highest HP Galant VR4||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-17-2003||11:25 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||what is the highest hp galant vr4 and who owns it?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||JSTYLE||08-18-2003||03:37 AM||||Id say adam from AMS? he should b putting out close to around 450hp..<br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-18-2003||08:02 AM||||Soon to be Mike Green from KTR Racing "I" think.<br /><br />We'll see.. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.ktrperformance.com/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.ktrperformance.com/index.html</a> (no galant pics yet)||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||DynStatic||08-18-2003||08:41 AM||||Marty Grand (#34) put down 440ish on a AWD mustang dyno. He's done alot more to his car in the last 2 months. New 2.4 stroker, new turbo. His best time is 12.0 right now, hopefully he wil brake that soon.||68.57.50.119||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000004||Oztek||08-18-2003||08:47 AM||||Probably Dale.  His car is currently running 11.95 with the "Curt" mod.||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||08-18-2003||10:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Oztek:<br /><strong> Probably Dale.  His car is currently running 11.95 with the "Curt" mod. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmm...I thought he went 10.95.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||08-18-2003||10:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JSTYLE:<br /><strong> Id say adam from AMS? he should b putting out close to around 450hp..<br /><br />Jon </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That car doesn't count.  It doesn't exist anymore.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Oztek||08-18-2003||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong>Hmmm...I thought he went 10.95.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh....that's what Dale ran himself.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  (Well around there.)||63.68.228.197||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000008||Kibo||08-19-2003||01:47 PM||||Ouch!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I wish I knew Curt's secret...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||08-19-2003||02:18 PM||||Just a guess:<br /><br />Curt's secret = NOT his car = driving it like it's a stolen rental.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000010||JSTYLE||08-20-2003||03:27 AM||||is anyone putting over 500 ponies at the wheels in a GVR4?<br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000011||Kevinj110||08-20-2003||05:54 PM||||Jared Shand in Indiana my put down close to 500 at the wheels when he gets a tranny that can handle it. Plus 3 bolt rears are junk. 20lbs of boost it pulls so hard. But we will see how it does at 30psi.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000012||Marcus||08-21-2003||10:22 PM||||I'm pissed, nobody is making over 500hp.  I read yesterday where a fella is making 528 awhp on a stock bottom end evo8!  I'll try to find the link from evolution.com<br />Marc||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000013||1quickvr4||08-21-2003||10:26 PM||||You realley think that AMSs old car and Dales car are putting down less than 500? The AMS car was putting down power in the 4s before it was even a race car. Take a look at the traps. Victor ran a 11.4 at 114 with around 400 whp. These guys are trapping 130s.||67.29.236.254||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||08-21-2003||11:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> You realley think that AMSs old car and Dales car are putting down less than 500? The AMS car was putting down power in the 4s before it was even a race car. Take a look at the traps. Victor ran a 11.4 at 114 with around 400 whp. These guys are trapping 130s. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Take a look at this chart.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/power2weight.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/power2weight.htm</a><br /><br />If their car weighs 3200 with driver and traps 130 then it needs 549 crank HP.  I know these numbers aren't exact but it gives you a general idea.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||GalantVR41062||08-22-2003||12:11 AM||||I thought someone made ~530awhp with a T-66, 14psi, pump gas?  I plan on a little more than 500w/o n20 and more with it.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000016||VR6 Eater||08-22-2003||12:45 AM||||Adam did alot of weight reduction to his Galant also.  Removed all power everthing, welded rear window in the up position,  rewired everthing.  Chris told me that they ripped out 40 lbs of wire.  Chris, Boiwonder I think, is the guy that owns it now.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000017||andy||08-22-2003||01:27 PM||||I dont know if they ever dynoed it after the SO in 02, but Martin said at the time Adams car was making ~480whp on spray, went 11.16 at 126. It later went 10.9 with mnore mods/weight reduction. It was more than likely making 500+whp.<br /><br />Jesus had Buschur build him a Galant about 2-3 years ago, made 580whp. Flywheel explosion took that car out, never put it back together from what I understand.<br /><br />Nate and I have both cracked 480whp in ours, which is nothing compared to what everyone in the DSM world is doing now.||64.4.102.107||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000018||howard_GVR4||08-22-2003||04:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> I thought someone made ~530awhp with a T-66, 14psi, pump gas?  I plan on a little more than 500w/o n20 and more with it.<br /><br />~John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmmm, gotta see that to believe it.  14 psi?||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000019||1quickvr4||08-22-2003||05:48 PM||||I think it was around 380 on pump on a t66.||65.56.127.168||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000020||GalantVR41062||08-24-2003||11:42 AM||||Well I will be getting my car on the dyno in a week or two and to the track sept 6th.  I will let you know what happens.  24psi pump gas my car moves ok.  <br /><br />~John<br />Anyone know how fast a Saleen 351 R on race gas and 8-10psi is?||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000021||1312VR4||08-24-2003||12:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong><br />Anyone know how fast a Saleen 351 R on race gas and 8-10psi is? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Depending on year. they have around 490HP<br />They avg 0-60 in about 4 1/2 sec's.<br />1/4 mile is a high 12(12.7-12.9) from the factory<br /><br />Hope this helps.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000022||Oztek||08-24-2003||01:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong><br />Anyone know how fast a Saleen 351 R on race gas and 8-10psi is? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Depending on year. they have around 490HP<br />They avg 0-60 in about 4 1/2 sec's.<br />1/4 mile is a high 12(12.7-12.9) from the factory<br /><br />Hope this helps. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Errr....No.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Those things have a supercharged 351 putting out 500 hp.  They'll run the quarter in the low 12's at 120+ mph on street tires.<br /><br />They are monsters with absolutely NO traction at all.||68.74.0.65||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000023||1312VR4||08-24-2003||01:24 PM||||Err..yes.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />       490 is a vague figure. It you want to get technical its 495HP.(but whats 10 HP that could mean better spark plugs)That is ALSO BHP not WHP.<br /> Like I said the avg. is high 12.s( not everyone can drive like a bat out of hell). Every test done on them( C&D, R&T, ect.. netted roughly  12.5 to 12.7) <br /><br />In 95 R&T actually netted a 13.2 sec 1/4mile.<br />It also had 480HP<br /><br />I avg'd. because specs are different thoughout the years they were made.<br /><br />Here is more info. <br /> <a href="http://www.lingenfelter.com/aug98.asp" target="_blank">http://www.lingenfelter.com/aug98.asp</a><br /><br />Thank you drive through      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000024||GalantVR41062||09-08-2003||11:26 AM||||Found out its a 1999 Saleen S-351 running race gas, removed cats, power pipe intake, ET drag radials.  He ran a 12.0 at some mustang event.  But my car made 423whp on 23psi pump gas(runs solid 25 on the street).<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000025||V8EATER||09-08-2003||01:09 PM||||@he guy i bought my vr-4 from has a second one, putting out somewhere in the neighborhood of 750hp (crank) with direct injection nitrous.  of course, this is what he said, and it's a qoute.  i haven't seen it run personally, but he puts down a 10.19 @ 104 in the 1000'. check out this link   <a href="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/Shannon1019run.mpg" target="_blank">http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/Shannon1019run.mpg</a>||207.160.162.155||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000026||blacksheep||09-08-2003||01:25 PM||||V8 Eater - you bought your gvr4 from Shannon? If so, Are you talking about his silver one?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000027||VTGVR4||09-08-2003||01:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> @he guy i bought my vr-4 from has a second one, putting out somewhere in the neighborhood of 750hp (crank) with direct injection nitrous.  of course, this is what he said, and it's a qoute.  i haven't seen it run personally, but he puts down a 10.19 @ 104 in the 1000'. check out this link    <a href="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/Shannon1019run.mpg" target="_blank">http://shannon.v8eaters.com/images/boostin/Shannon1019run.mpg</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol, this guy is blowing smoke everywhere. i bet the next thing he says is he makes intercooler pipes and that he once had a competition sound car. what-ever.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000028||sleeper||09-08-2003||01:38 PM||||You crack me up. 750HP, I wonder how that happened?<br />Since the car sits in my garage and don't want to start, I asume it was the dyno ferry who came over one night and took it to get it tuned and ran down at the 1/4 mile.<br />When it was all done with, switched it back in to a non moving mode.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000029||bazeng||09-08-2003||06:00 PM||||is that time for th 1/4?? coz the track loooks really short...||203.166.63.148||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000030||howard_GVR4||09-08-2003||07:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> is that time for th 1/4?? coz the track loooks really short... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, like V8eater said, that's a 1000 foot track in hick country.  AFAIK that car never made it to the 1/4 mile, unless I just didn't hear about it.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000031||V8EATER||09-09-2003||04:51 PM||||I BOUGHT SHANNON'S WIFE'S CAR- I PICK IT UP THIS WEEKEND.  I WANTED A/C....<br /><br />ALSO- HE CALLS IT 750HP.  I'VE NEVER SEEN IT, OR HEARD IT RUN.  THIS IS WHAT HE TOLD ME.  MAYBE, MAYBE NOT.  BUT IT IS DAMN FAST.  BTW, DOES ANYONE KNOW WHAT THAT 10.19 IN THE 1000' EQUATE TO IN 1/4 MI?  JUST CURIOUS.....||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000032||Kibo||09-09-2003||06:06 PM||||That should make it a low 12-second car--fast, but unlikely that it's making anywhere near 750HP...||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000033||1quickvr4||09-09-2003||06:33 PM||||Was the car you bought from shannan a Black 92?||4.60.251.60||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000034||V8EATER||09-09-2003||07:14 PM||||YUP.  Do you know anything about it?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000035||1quickvr4||09-09-2003||07:39 PM||||It was my freind Justins from Texas, It was sold to shannon with a FWD tranny in in some what below decent shape. We were a 1-2 punch at the street races back in the day.||4.60.251.60||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000036||howard_GVR4||09-09-2003||09:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> YUP.  Do you know anything about it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I remember that car.  Does it still have the stereo in the center vents, a HUGE boost gauge where the stereo should be, a starion FMIC installed with ridiculous pipe routing and completely suspended in a web of zip ties, and some paint peeling off the wing/trunk?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000037||sleeper||09-09-2003||10:30 PM||||That car did ran 10.19 on the 1000 with his old setup, and I still beat him on the 1/4 mile.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />As the car sits right now, it should be able to put down 750hp, but first it needs to start and stay running (it doesn't) and then get it tuned.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.245.187||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000038||V8EATER||09-10-2003||09:48 AM||||The car is in great shape.  the tranny has been rebuilt w/awd tranny, the engine has been rebuilt, 20g, 2g mas, 550cc's, back to stock interior, etc.. also, the new stereo has been put back in it's proper place, and the boost gauge (52mm) is on the a pillar.  spearco double thick 10x28 fmic, no zip ties, new 17's, tires, brakes, .  no fading or cracking paint.  she's a beauty. i'll get some pics up for you if interested.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000039||Hertz||09-10-2003||10:32 AM||||We're suckers for pretty photographs here...  start a new topic and show off.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000040||V8EATER||09-10-2003||11:36 AM||||For those of you who now shannon's black 92, here's what he said:<br /><br />"Stereo is gone, moved down to the stock location.  All the shody ventwork has been replaced with new parts from mitsu and looks perfect and works perfect.  Boost gauge is gone, now there is a 2 pod pillar mount with 2� gauges.  <br />Junk fmic is gone and replaced with the 10x28 spearco with 2.5� piping (my standard system that lots of people run, ask around about it).  There are NO zip ties (there were, lol, but all the shodiness is gone).  <br />It did have a stock motor and a fwd tranny in it.  I ran the motor until the timing belt jumped, and I built a fresh one that is in it now.  I took the FWD tranny out and sold it, and put a low mileage 93 tranny in it.  I also put the 2600 ACT in at that time.<br />The car has been gone through, and I assure you it is in top running form.  It did need some work when I got it, but I did ALL of that work.  My wife wouldn�t have driven it for the last 2 years every day to work if it wasn�t in perfect running order, I assure you�she is very picky, like most women.<br />The trunk clear coat is peeling, just like I told you on the phone when I went around the car.  The car is 11 years old, it does have some dings and the clear is pealing on the trunk.  For an 11 year old car, I think it looks very good.  Its not perfect, but I�ve told you everything about it that I know is not perfect.  (this is why I wanted to do the walk around, so you know everything and have NO surprises).  Its not Harry�s #3 by no means, but it is a solid car."<br /><br />the car is getting a good home.....mine.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000041||1quickvr4||09-10-2003||11:37 AM||||His was number 545, I talked to him last night. He was kinda upset becosue he always told Shannon to call him if he was to ever sell it.||64.63.216.210||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000042||V8EATER||09-10-2003||12:45 PM||||sorry to hear about that.  i didn't know.  she's getting a real good home, though, and if there's ever a midwest meet, they can get reaquanted.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum3/002816.cgi
A||||3||gixxer||Maroon gvr4 at the SO||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||08-18-2003||12:54 AM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||it stayed at the same hotel as i did. i talked to the owner briefly, and at the SO it ran mid 11s i believe?  anyway, that so far is the best looking gvr4 i've ever seen. i asked the owner if he posted on this site and he said yes.  got any pics of it to put up?   <br /><br />btw, NICE CAR!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||67.104.219.45||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||08-18-2003||12:59 AM||||that would be nates bad ass car.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||08-18-2003||08:43 AM||||Here is one picture of it that I took at the shootout. <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=866" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=866&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||starwrist||08-18-2003||08:50 AM||||*gulp* Are those Volk's???? Those are prettyyyy!||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes



ubb/Forum3/002817.cgi
A||||3||crucible||I love my Galants!!!!||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||08-18-2003||05:18 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||MY 91 GGSX computer just smoked and my 92 VR has a major rear steering leak and just noticed my fuel pump assembly is leaking from several crackes on the hard line coming out of the assembly.MUUUUTHER FUUUUUCKER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<br />On the bright side I was able to drive my 91 home using the 92 computer.Ran and bucked like hell though.Happy happy joy joy<br /><br /><br />Cruce  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">VR=Very Repairable||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-18-2003||10:53 AM||||Our thoughts and prayers are with you.||12.247.128.70||reg||9||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||crucible||08-20-2003||01:04 AM||||Update!<br /><br />Fixed the power steering leak(what a bitch) and the gas leak.Its up and running.Unfortunately, I now have the dreaded idle surge.<br />The GSX is down until I can get another ECU.The old one is fried.Caps ate 3 holes into the board.<br />Hmm,I dont think its a good idea to have 2 Galants at the moment.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||EvilGalantGSX||08-20-2003||06:25 AM||||Sounds like my Galant. i just got done replacing a ton of shit and when i put it all back togather It started hissing from the Throttle body shaft seal. Hissing right around the TPS at idle.......<br /><br /><br />My car makes me want to screem..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes



ubb/Forum3/002818.cgi
A||||1||4G63_GSR||Aftermarket exhaust...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||08-18-2003||10:11 AM||vlee14@hotmail.com||i'm looking for a turbo back exhaust in the next couple of weeks (i'm thinking 3")... what's a reputable brand? i'm looking for a good sounding exhaust... anybody have any suggestions or know where i should go?||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-18-2003||10:12 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search" target="_blank">This place</a> has some good information.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002819.cgi
A||||1||logick||good price for a 4g63 .... ||||1||||logick||00000897
Z||000000||logick||08-18-2003||10:14 AM||||I can get a  4g63 from a 1g talon for about 300 ... plus another 300 for shipping ... decent price, or should i look for something local ? has about 102k on it, CLEAN as ive ever seen, and always stock boost and no mods (except for exhaust i think).<br /><br /><br />let me know before its gone   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.169.246.12||reg||1||logick||00000897||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-18-2003||12:39 PM||||Hell, I cant even get a tranny that cheap. If you trust what the guys says about it, then buy it. If not, then look for something JDM (but thats a gamble in itself for the mileage). Look on eBay for price reference.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002822.cgi
A||||8||ayvr4||Raced a NeOn||||10||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||08-18-2003||12:10 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||ok, raced a turbo neon this weekend. it was a good fun race. he wouldnt talk to me when i complimented his car at the stoplight, so i revved up the vr-4. light changed and he smoked his tires, me on the other hand had a perfect 5500 rpm launch... that wasnt fun just spanking him off the line so. my buddy in shotgun talked him into "on the count of three.." and we went. i still pulled on on him for the win!<br />This was so much fun, i had to share with you guys.<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||10||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-18-2003||12:33 PM||||Was this a new srt-4 or just a neon with a turbo kit ?<br /><br />Good kill.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||08-18-2003||12:35 PM||||it was a new srt-4<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||Sam Sayes||08-18-2003||01:14 PM||||Good kill Aaron.<br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||08-18-2003||01:23 PM||||Thanks Sam.<br />This was only like the 3rd one i've seen on the road, i had to see what they could do...<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||Sam Sayes||08-18-2003||02:08 PM||||man, they are all over the place here in Northern Va, i think you will love it here Aaron   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||08-18-2003||02:17 PM||||is everone else seeing alot of these already? like i said, i have only seen like 3, and 2 of them were sitting in dealerships..<br />i'm sure it wont be too much longer here till thats all i see driving around here.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||gvr4in||08-18-2003||02:18 PM||||Ive seen a shitload, mostly in my rearview! In SoCal they're all over the place!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000008||ayvr4||08-18-2003||02:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> Ive seen a shitload, mostly in my rearview!  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nice   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/002821.cgi
A||||3||blacksheep||Are HKS Metal headgaskets re-usable ????||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||08-18-2003||11:10 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi all<br /><br />A buddy of mine is looking to buy a HKS headgasket used apparently for 500 miles and then taken off. This is for a 2G motor if that helps any. <br /><br />I didnt know if they were re-usable or not and if this is advisable to do? <br /><br />Any other info on these headgaskets will be greatly appreciated as well...<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-18-2003||12:47 PM||||I would doubt it. But I really dont know for sure. How does the HKS metal work, does it compress to the corect thickness ? If it does then you might not be able to reuse it since it has already been compressed and it may be compressed even more. <br /><br /><br />Sorry...just theory. I dont know.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||08-18-2003||12:49 PM||||I believe the HKS gasket is reusable, just like the Ralliart/Mitsu 4-layer.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||drew||08-18-2003||07:05 PM||||Mike W doesn't recommend it. Although people have reused them by spraying that copper gasket stuff on it, or so he says, but hey, if you put a $200 gasket on a car and you made a mistake, you're *gonna* reuse it||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/002823.cgi
A||||3||K3ViN||I need a Galant||||7||||K3ViN||00002176
Z||000000||K3ViN||08-18-2003||12:47 PM||||Hi everyone.  im new to the forum.  i currently have a sc300 with 2jz-gte 6 speed swap on the way and a 400hp MR2.  im currently looking for a VR4 but can't seem to find a good deal on one in so cal.  a buddy of mine just got an EVO8 and i just fell in love with the awd.  i've always loved the galant vr4s.  just wanted to introduce myself.  anyone with a vr4 for sale...let me know.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.57.19.235||reg||7||K3ViN||00002176||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||08-18-2003||01:48 PM||||Dude..those are both awesome cars, esp the sc300 with the supra swap..post pics of it, will ya, please? Thats somethin I have wanted to do forever...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||08-18-2003||02:38 PM||||Off topic, but I saw a GS-400 with a Supra engine and trans swap that i just fell in love with.  Never saw the dyno sheet, but it was advertised as having over 600HP at the wheels.  Beliveable I guess, considering the power-plant.  Out of my price range at the time though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||K3ViN||08-18-2003||08:10 PM||||the soarer is not done yet but will def. post some pics once im done.  what color was the gs?  was it a 1996-1997 model white?  if so, that is one of my friends cars.  it has a to4r and ran a mid 12 with 600rwhp at 25psi.||208.57.19.235||reg||1||K3ViN||00002176||yes



ubb/Forum3/002824.cgi
A||||7||jonvr4||ugly gvr4||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-18-2003||02:33 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||who the hell does this to a galant    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.trademe.co.nz/structure/auction_photo.asp?id=5348012&permanent=0&photoID=1593253&title=Mitsubishi+Galant+vr4+1989&mcat=0001%2D0268%2D0314%2D" target="_blank">http://www.trademe.co.nz/structure/auction_photo.asp?id=5348012&permanent=0&photoID=1593253&title=Mitsubishi+Galant+vr4+1989&mcat=0001%2D0268%2D0314%2D</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-18-2003||03:06 PM||||You are clear for take off.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-18-2003||03:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> who the hell does this to a galant     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Kiwis, of course.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||08-18-2003||03:36 PM||||lol<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||08-18-2003||03:41 PM||||i cant wait till they come out with a triple stack wing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />triple stack sounds like a sanwich from wendy's. lol<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||08-18-2003||04:31 PM||||I like the two tone black on silver.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />(No for real, I do)||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||Kevinj110||08-18-2003||04:35 PM||||I dig the Progressive style 3 spoke rims those are sweet.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||08-19-2003||10:46 AM||||yeah i think I have seen those rims on many 88 J-bodies and other shitty cars! but it is an auto and the guy has some fetish with saying that everything is "re"somethinged.<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">New motor ("re"con) mint car no problems engine "re"cond because I wanted it to be 100% "re"liable.large rear wing and 16" mags good fast car <br />"re" advertised due to time wasters<br />"re"luctant sale as these cars in this condition are hard to come by.<br />can deliver to auckland waikato B.O.P areas only  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002825.cgi
A||||10||ayvr4||anyone Else Spin?||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||08-18-2003||04:10 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1101&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />These are my tables...<br />just wondering if anyone else enjoys my hobby...<br />I dont dj at clubs or anything, but i do do parties once and a while..<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||4G63_GSR||08-18-2003||04:43 PM||||sorry i dont spin... but my buddies do... <br /><br /><a href="http://www.caution-ent.com" target="_blank">http://www.caution-ent.com</a><br /><br />check them out... nothing really exciting..||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-18-2003||07:42 PM||||I've been into drum and bass lately, DJ Marky from Brasil... he's the Tommi of Dj's in my book.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||08-18-2003||08:03 PM||||hell yeah i do<br />check out my site<br /><a href="http://www.supergreg.tk/" target="_blank">http://www.supergreg.tk/</a>||138.89.85.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||08-19-2003||02:13 AM||||Yeah I do too. I havent been doing it much lately bc i just bought drums. I see you are using Numark tables? very nice. I currently have a pair of Technics and also have a Pioneer CD player. I use my buddies bands PA equip, which is Crown amplifiers, Gemini/Mackie soundboards through EV and JBL speakers. <br /><br />I really jsut do this for fun. Ever since i have listened to the music of and had the chance to meet BT, I think that was my inspiration to start, along with the sounds of Armin Van Buuren, Tiesto, and Corsten.<br /><br />I think its really awesome that you do, and I urge you to continue to do so and make the music more known.||67.200.121.144||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||smokindav||08-19-2003||10:14 AM||||Shit, I thought this was going to be about spinning out autocrossing or doing a track day.  Not some gay ass thread about your record playing hobby.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />This is almost as bad as the Face Behind the Name E! thread.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||66.32.91.236||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000006||Forced Style||08-19-2003||01:51 PM||||These are mine, Two Gemini direct drive XL-500II's and a pioneer DJM-300 gunmetal mixer (it fawkin rawks) i'm mostly into house but i've got a lot of happy hardcore records.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1131" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Oh that's my Borla XR1 straight through muffler too, sounds awesome.||208.231.176.19||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000007||curtis||08-19-2003||04:06 PM||||put a garrett hybrid on your car and you can spin all four instead of just two  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.144.94.158||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||08-19-2003||04:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> put a garrett hybrid on your car and you can spin all four instead of just two   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">bah, I don't have a garrett hybrid, and I can spin all 4.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||Ferrari F50 GT||08-20-2003||01:10 AM||||I spin.  Here is my setup:<br /><br />2 Technics SL-1200M3D's<br />Vestax PCV-275 mixer<br />Gemini X4 600 watt amp<br />Very BIG Technics 3-way speaker setup<br />Sony MDR-V700 headphones<br /><br />What style does everybody here spin?  I am mostly, house, progressive and some breaks.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||08-20-2003||02:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> <br /><br />What style does everybody here spin?  I am mostly, house, progressive and some breaks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Trance||65.227.217.254||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002826.cgi
A||||5||turboflanagan||Shannon's intercoolers||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||08-18-2003||04:35 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Does anybody know if Shannon is still making intercoolers?  I sent an e-mail, but thought I would ask around too.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-18-2003||05:53 PM||||He posted recently (~2 months) on the now defunct GVR4list that he still makes them.  I have the email archived at home, there might be a different contact number/email in it.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||08-18-2003||06:33 PM||||Anyone know off the top of their head the approximate cost of the setup?  I'm looking to do a FMIC in the next few months if money allows.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-18-2003||09:18 PM||||He quoted me $1150 shipped a while back IIRC.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||08-18-2003||09:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> He posted recently (~2 months) on the now defunct GVR4list that he still makes them.  I have the email archived at home, there might be a different contact number/email in it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Post that contact info here for our search function.||64.63.212.235||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-19-2003||03:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />To: &lt;GVR4list@yahoogroups.com&gt; <br />From: "Shannon Knoepflein" &lt;kycshann@kyol.net&gt; <br />Date: Fri, 6 Jun 2003 09:07:31 -0400 <br />Subject: RE: [GVR4list] Re: GVR4 custom IC builders? <br /><br />Just give me a call if you want to discuss it.  270.699.1767<br /><br />---<br /><br />Shannon Knoepflein   &lt;---&gt;   kycshann@kyol.net<br /><br />&gt; For those wondering, I still do make FMIC's on the side from time to<br />&gt; time.  If anyone is looking for one, contact me<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.162.74.201||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002827.cgi
A||||2||beavis||the dream is now a reality.||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||08-18-2003||04:52 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i finally decided to take the pain on saturday and traded in the wrx on an evolution 8.  the car is everything i could have hoped for.  i got weightless white with a sunroof and the small wing.  i'll post some pictures on wednesday when i'm off.  also the galant is on its way back to life.  the motor is assembled and in the car.  the old wiring harness has been removed and the new one is awaiting instalation.  the only thing left to finish is the trans and clutch.  on top of this i got a new job, so all is good.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||08-18-2003||07:30 PM||||Nice move!!  Keep us updated.||69.59.219.221||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||08-18-2003||09:28 PM||||gealous ! lets see some pic's of the new toy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum3/002828.cgi
A||||3||Romanova||GM MAFs...||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||08-18-2003||10:24 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||If anyone is interested, here is what I can get GM MAFs for.<br />3" = $111<br />3.5" = $118<br /><br />If anyone is interested, PM me and we can work something out. My place of work has both in stock...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||08-18-2003||11:45 PM||||not to take away from his business, but if you're not interested in a new one ebay is key.<br /><br />got a very unused LS1 MAF for $70 shipped from a guy who upgraded to a granatelli maf within 1000 miles of buying his car.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||08-19-2003||01:10 AM||||Don't worry, I ain't in business... I just happen to work for a Chevy dealership and I get a nice employee discount on parts... I won't make a dime selling these MAFs...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||08-19-2003||08:23 AM||||The best place I have seen to get a used one is   <a href="http://www.car-part.com" target="_blank">http://www.car-part.com</a>    You can get the 3" ones for $25 all day long.  A friend got his on there about a month ago for $20 and it basically looks new.||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum3/002829.cgi
A||||9||henrok||maxima vs. galant vr4||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-18-2003||11:21 PM||alvihen@aol.com||Hey does any one know if there is potential for a maxima to beat our cars.  Today after changing my fuel filter and cleaning my sparkplugs i went for a test drive and this tuned sounding maxima pulls up next to me and looks over at me and revs his car.  The light changes and he takes off. about four or five cars ( i wasnt gonna race him and was watching my idle to see if all was ok after an episode of 7 psi and erratic idle) i took off and caught up to him before he could turn.  my question is can we beat em?  my car is stock, with a need for a head rebuild.  i did resolve my 7psi and erratic idle, so it felt nice to see 14 again.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||08-18-2003||11:36 PM||||Depends on what year Maxima you're talking about.  Beating an 89-94 = easy.  94-99, probably.  2000-2002, maybe dead even from a roll, but the Maxima has the power advantage. 2003+, don't even bother, you'll lose.  <br /><br />I'm talking stock vs. stock, no mods.  I just sold my wife's 2000 Maxima, with 222hp, and it was nice and torquey.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||vr4addicted||08-19-2003||12:42 AM||||some maximas can hold their ground pretty good,<br />like this 456whp, 456tq with "few" bolt on's check out this thread from <a href="http://www.maxima.org" target="_blank">www.maxima.org</a>  <a href="http://forums.maxima.org/showthread.php?s=&postid=2269121#post2269121" target="_blank">http://forums.maxima.org/showthread.php?s=&postid=2269121#post2269121</a><br /><br />Nick.<br /><br />still no answer on title status.....||66.72.103.111||reg||1||boats||00002171||yes
Z||000003||Ant||08-19-2003||09:18 AM||||I had 4 maxima's before the galant.  Stock for stock you'll be about even with anything pre 02.  2002 and up you will at least need fp, bc, ,exhuast.  An 02 6spd will run 14.3 bone stock.  <br /><br />That 435hp or whatever maxima is HIGHLY modified and even then I don't trust the dyno charts, seems fishy that bottom end can handle that much power, I highly doubt it.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.98||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000004||henrok||08-19-2003||11:24 AM||||hey now that im talking about boost, when i bought the car it was running 16 psi, it came with a 2.5 no cat turbo muffler and a k&n open no can filter.  the restrictors have been removed also.  im wondering why it is at 14 now?  hmmmmm.....  i know its stock but at one time i was racing a mustang and it peaked at 17 psi.  so what the ffff is going on.  u know what? lemme give it a tuning and see what happens.||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||08-19-2003||11:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ant:<br /><strong> I had 4 maxima's before the galant.  Stock for stock you'll be about even with anything pre 02.  2002 and up you will at least need fp, bc, ,exhuast.  An 02 6spd will run 14.3 bone stock.  <br /><br />That 435hp or whatever maxima is HIGHLY modified and even then I don't trust the dyno charts, seems fishy that bottom end can handle that much power, I highly doubt it.<br /><br />Who ran a 14.3 on a stock Maxima?  That seems rather zippy.  Must have been nice a cool that day at the track.<br /><br />1/4 times can be cheated anyway.  When Road and Track post 06-60 times and 1/4 mile times, they have the track to themselves.  It's not like they have to deal with a hot track that is cluttered with exhaust fumes.  I've heard of trans ams going out on a nice cool morning and hitting a 12s 1/4 mile bone stock.  Maybe, but what would it run at high humidity and high temps?  A nice cool clean intake charge makes a huge difference.  On a turbo car, that can be a large gain or loss in power.<br /><br />While you have to respect a time slip because it was earned, the best time slips also happen during the best weather and probably before the track was used all night long.<br /><br /><br />Sorry to rant, but a 14.3.  Maybe, but how many drivers could pull that time with a stock Maxima?<br /><br /><br /> <br />Ant </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Ant||08-19-2003||12:57 PM||||I was there the day that the 02 6spd maxima ran 14.3, in fact he has 5 passes that day 14.3-14.4 all very consistent.  <br /><br />I knew the person for a while and he had just bought it the week before, never driven stick in his life before he bought it.  Track that day was nothing special, avg temps maybe low to mid 70's and humid.  He is not the only to run that time.<br /><br />I can assure you that the time is not fudged and that if he would let me drive i couldn't ran even faster.  Maybe you didn't know but the 6spd comes with HLSD so he was pulling 1.9-2.0 60' all day.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.98||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||08-19-2003||01:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ant:<br /><strong> I was there the day that the 02 6spd maxima ran 14.3, in fact he has 5 passes that day 14.3-14.4 all very consistent.  <br /><br />I knew the person for a while and he had just bought it the week before, never driven stick in his life before he bought it.  Track that day was nothing special, avg temps maybe low to mid 70's and humid.  He is not the only to run that time.<br /><br />I can assure you that the time is not fudged and that if he would let me drive i couldn't ran even faster.  Maybe you didn't know but the 6spd comes with HLSD so he was pulling 1.9-2.0 60' all day.<br /><br />Ant </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats cool.  It must be a tight engine.  I came across one on the street who wanted to play a little.  He did pull a little, but he didn't spank me off the road.  Spec V aginast a V6 Maxima.  I'm starting to wonder about the HP rating on the Spec V.  I spanked a Z24.  That was no surprize, but then I pulled on a vtec Prelude.  Going by the Prelude HP rating, I should have lost that one.  Who knows.  It was from a roll, so the Prelude should have been able to pull a little.  Maybe it needed a tune up.  Well, I don't go looking for street races, but everyone wants to play with the Spec V.  I race just to compare.  I want to know what my afordable little sedan can do.  So far, I am pleased.  I need headers, high flow cats, and a better muffler.  Then it should be fun and reliable (no work needed to compensate for mods).<br /><br />Maybe the vtec Prelude had the optional sticker vtec.  The HP in a sticker is a nice upgrade.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||AWDpower||08-19-2003||08:29 PM||||I've got a '96 Maxima SE with a 5spd. They are pretty close to GVR4's if they are both stock. The GVR4 would easily take it of the like, but the Max is a little quicker once moving. They pretty light for such a big car, just over 3000lbs. In a stock drag race, the GVR4 would jump a couple cars, and the Max would chase it down, catching it right around the 1/4mi mark.  With basic mods, a GVR4 should be able to at least maintain it's launch advantage. This is for a '95-'99. '00-'02 had more power, but were heavier, with about the same performance. '03's are quite a bit faster.||67.25.109.70||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000009||Akidosigh1||08-20-2003||07:01 PM||||Yes a vr-4 can beat an unmodified maxima... i hang out with a maxima club in the area about 30 or more deep... but aroudn here, there are a lot of sleeper ones too. If the guy on that link with the black one that beat the RX-7 is named Ben, he blew it up and sold the body and got a 240 now. But in the club, this one guy has one that runs 11s that was supercharged with direct port nitrous... i probably got some pictures of it but he is upgrading to a turbo system now. there are about 5 supercharged ones and 3 turbo ones that i saw at the last meet and some had nitrous with their boosters.. then there were the ones with just nitrous. but the fastest i know of was the white one in the 11s. I beat my friends '95 all the time with intake and exhaust. And my other friends runs 15.00 with full exhaust, intake, built tranny with shift kit(auto) and some computer stuff he doesn't talk about. probably the stillen computer upgrade. basically, stock, u can beat them... even the 2000 bodys are slow cause my friend 95 beats them all the time...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002830.cgi
A||||4||henrok||frozen rear break piston?||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-18-2003||11:42 PM||alvihen@aol.com||i was wondering if the rear piston is supposed to depress all the way in like the fronts do to accomodate new pads.  i used the old pads and a c clamp to try and depress the piston and it wouldnt budge (i even bent the c-clamp trying) however, it does push out.  i couldnt change the pads because of this.  thank god the old ones still have 75% meat on them.  so anyone have any suggestions.  all is surely appreciated.||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||08-18-2003||11:44 PM||||rear pistons have to be rotated back in instead of compressed like normal||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||08-18-2003||11:46 PM||||they don't work like that, you must take a pair of pliers and turn it counter or clock-wise and it will turn right back in.||152.163.252.33||reg||12||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000003||henrok||08-18-2003||11:49 PM||||duhhhh, ok so u have to sort of rotate em clock wise to get em to depress?  do they readjust themselves to the new pads?  thanks alot.  shouldve read the manual a little more, its just i did other things to the car and it was getting dark so i was rushing.||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||08-19-2003||03:35 PM||||I believe you need to use the parking brake periodically to adjust the rears.  Normal usage should put the piston against the pads, but the lever action of the park brake I believe is what drives the screw out.||4.17.245.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/002831.cgi
A||||2||henrok||lighting ||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-18-2003||11:57 PM||alvihen@aol.com||Anyone know where i can find good light bulbs for the exterior and interior.  i have purchased some before for my talon and they tend to burn out quickly so i was looking for some good amber ones for the marker lights in front (trying to match it to the yellow one next to it). for the interior i was thinking of changing the extremely bright bulb that is on when u open the doors ( center one where u open the sunroof) also does anyone know if they sell bulbs for the dash.  thanks||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-19-2003||03:48 AM||||Go to your nearest autoparts store and buy some premium bulbs.  Don't fall for that psuedo-Xenon blah blah blah, just get the nicest "super whites".<br /><br />Yes, you can buy bulbs for the dash.  There is about 3 different sizes.<br /><br />Here's our <a href="http://www.sylvania.com/bin/carApp/carApp_ver2.pl?flag=model_quals&make=&make=Mitsubishi&year=&year=1991&model=Galant&x=27&y=15" target="_blank">Sylvania bulb information</a> and <a href="http://www.google.com" target="_blank">is another handy resource.</a>||67.162.74.201||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||henrok||08-19-2003||10:56 AM||||THANKS A BUNCHHH!  WILL DO||152.163.252.33||reg||6||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum3/002832.cgi
A||||13||tplesko||A few picture updates||||6||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||08-19-2003||12:02 AM||||Well it's been a busy couple months on the GVR4 front for me. I've done a lot of mods including: 20g, Tial 40mm, 660s, 2-216 core FMIC with custom aluminum piping, 2.5 02 housing and all the little mods that go along with all of it.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/engineaug032.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Still dirty engine bay but getting cleaner slowly...<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/intercooler2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />A shot of the new intercooler. Isn't it pretty.  Still have some work to do to pretty up the bumper cover. Will probably do it on my day off this wednesday.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/racegassmall.JPG" alt=" - " /><br />Me filling up the tank with 110 leaded. I'm getting ready to run at the track Wednesday afternoon. Hoping for 12s at 5800 ft... Also just noticed the "unleaded fuel only" sticker...ya right!<br /><br />Let me know if there are other things you want better pictures of. My girl just got a new digital camera and we'll go snaps some closeups for ya!||128.138.45.69||reg||6||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||08-19-2003||12:05 AM||||hey chris i may be going up to the track on wednesday also, let me know if you want to meet up and go up. my cousin is thinking of taking up his new sti also.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||08-19-2003||10:01 AM||||Where did you get the 2-216 core? How is it as far as fitment/hacking up the car?||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-19-2003||10:10 AM||||Mind taking pictures of your lower intercooler piping?  I've got a 2-216 and am wondering how the hell I'm going to get that pipe through down there.  Thanks!||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||08-19-2003||10:24 AM||||Craig,<br /><br />I got the core from Nate at diamondstarmotorsport.com. If you don't want to hack the car/bumper up at all don't get it. The thing is fricking huge. It stretches completely between the things that hold the bumper on on both sides. I have no bumper left except 2 foglight/bumper cover holders although you could keep a "little" more if you wanted to. <br /><br />Paul,<br />I'll snap some more pictures for you. Basically I fit the pipe through the hole down there between the ac and ps lines. I took a four foot persuader(tree branch) and bent the f***ing ac lines a bit at a time until it cleared. AC still works good. Too bad I'm ripping it out 'cause I never use it anyway. You can also go under both sets of lines using a 45deg coupler. Kibo has that setup and maybe he has some pictures of it.||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||CCDSM69||08-19-2003||11:11 AM||||Pivvay you're car is looking great. Good luck at the track and let us know what numbers you run.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Where did you get the 2-216 core? How is it as far as fitment/hacking up the car?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Contact South Florida Performance (www.sfp.net) if you want a perfect fitting intercooler. They made mine and there was *minimal* fitment modifications (I went with larger piping and did a lot of weight reduction in the front).||24.53.192.66||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000006||Kibo||08-19-2003||01:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>Paul,<br />I'll snap some more pictures for you. Basically I fit the pipe through the hole down there between the ac and ps lines. I took a four foot persuader(tree branch) and bent the f***ing ac lines a bit at a time until it cleared. AC still works good. Too bad I'm ripping it out 'cause I never use it anyway. You can also go under both sets of lines using a 45deg coupler. Kibo has that setup and maybe he has some pictures of it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sure, put me on the spot!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   I don't have the pictures with me here at work, and my server doesn't have an internet connection at the new place yet, so I'll have to bring some pics from home tomorrow.  (Darn, I wish my stupid internet provider would hurry up and install things soon...!)<br /><br />Basically my lower IC pipe runs on top of the lower frame rail and up against the radiator, then turns up at a ~45 degree angle towards the front of the car before connecting to the FMIC inlet with a 45 degree silicone coupler.  It passes underneath both the PS cooler lines (slight bending required) and the A/C.  Things are a bit tighter on my setup than most due to the size of the turbo.<br /><br />I found that the 72-degree 2.5" SS "downpipe" bend that RRE sells works great for this--it's a slightly better fit than the 90 degree bend I was originally planning on using.  For reference, I have a Griffin core from Shannon (28x10x2.75) which places the inlet/outlet in approximately the same place as most Spearco 2-216 setups.<br /><br />As of last night, I pulled the A/C condenser out--man, this is going to provide *tons* of room with the custom radiator!  I'm super-psyched about doing this now.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   This is scary--the engine bay is starting to look more and more empty!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||08-19-2003||05:42 PM||||Is it just me or is your bumper smiling?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||08-19-2003||06:08 PM||||It is smiling...I was wondering when someone would catch it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||RTS182G-VR4||08-19-2003||10:01 PM||||dang, i was goin to run mine at the test and tune tommorow, but that damn axle...  too bad, three gvr4s at the track would be fun. oh well||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||08-20-2003||02:49 AM||||Well Kibo and I went out tuning tonight. Everything went well and the car was feeling pretty good. Then when I left to go home there was a big coolant puddle under teh car. Uh oh  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    So we checked it out with some impressive coolant pressure testing (Kibo blowing into the radiator cap, and it' not even his car!) and found a leak in the TB coolant hoses. So he had both on hand and we replaced both of them.  Made it home with no more puddles so far and good coolant temps.  A million thanks to Erik for the help...you are the man.<br /><br />Therefore we are still on for tomorrow. Going for 12s at 5800 ft.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||Team Ducktape||08-20-2003||02:53 AM||||I would ditch the TB coolant hoses, when I had a ICS even in WI I ran without them winter/summer.||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000012||Kibo||08-20-2003||03:45 AM||||Now you just need to learn how to shift in your sleep!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Maybe you can play an instructional tape over and over while you doze...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />(This is coming from someone who runs a mid-13 in a low-13s car, BTW...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  )||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000013||gvr4in||08-20-2003||06:55 AM||||Everything looks awesome! Good job. And Good luck tomorrow runnin 12's at that elevation! I lived in Lake Tahoe the last 8 years (6500 ft) and I know how the elevation kills! I think you got it though! Good luck!<br /><br />Is your 40mm tial off of the custom 2.5 o2 housing?<br /><br />I just picked up my Griffin 24x10x2.75 core with HK$$ endtanks at RRE last week, And today I finished deciding how Im going to do the lower piping on the big16g. <br /><br />Im hoping for 12's on pump gas at sea level! (after the front mount install which will happen this week) I ran a mid 13 on the 14b w/ stock IC, so ported big16g with a fat front mount.. I'd say its more than possible   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . <br /><br />Good luck! Tell us how it goes!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002833.cgi
A||||29||Kevinj110||So I got pulled over||||8||||Belize#1692||00001490
Z||000000||Kevinj110||08-19-2003||02:49 AM||floodedpoopy@aol.com||I got pulled over on my way to class today. I was on the highway headed to Indianapolis when I was pulled over by a deputy sheriff from my own county. We were in a totally different county. He was off duty and in plain clothes and had his wife and kid in the cop car. He took my basic info like if I was being pulled over by a on duty cop. Then he came back and yelled at me for speeding and told me that he was going to talk to the prosecutor of the county we were in. He then said that I would probably get a ticket in the mail. My question is can they do that? I was given no written warning or ticket. He just said all that and told me to slow down.||170.224.224.134||reg||8||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-19-2003||02:53 AM||||Im thinkin you have to be on duty to be able to dispense tickets.<br /><br />Sounds kinda sketchy, I think he said all that just to scare you.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Kevinj110||08-19-2003||02:57 AM||||That is what all my buddies were saying. I thought it was kinda wierd that he had no ticket, warning, or written documentation for that matter of this ever happening.||170.224.224.134||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-19-2003||03:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Belize#1692:<br /><strong> That is what all my buddies were saying. I thought it was kinda wierd that he had no ticket, warning, or written documentation for that matter of this ever happening. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly, I wouldn't be scared. Its a crock.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||08-19-2003||08:20 AM||||I call BS too. He was out of his juristiction, showed you no proof (or did he) that he was a cop, did he radar you? I wouldn't think so.. <br /><br />There are more holes in his case than something with a lot of holes in it.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||08-19-2003||08:26 AM||||The ticket has the due date in court, or a way to pay the fine (admit guit).<br /><br />If he didn't right you a ticket, then you have nothing to worry about other then there is yet another power tripping cop on the road.<br /><br />I've been pulled over before street racing with a friend by someone off duty.  I thought we were far enough out of the city, guess not.  He told us to go home  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   He wasn't a dick at all about it.  <br /><br />That was the only time I have ever been cought speeding red handed.  Glad I got off with a warning.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||letter8||08-19-2003||08:46 AM||||That doesn't sound right at all.  My guess is that he can't issue a ticket out of the county anyway.  And since he didn't issue a ticket he really would have little documentation to stand on.  I could just see that before the judge... "Honest, your honor... I really did catch him on this day in this other county speeding... I just don't have a citation to back it up.  But, my wife will vouch for me."<br /><br />I got my third Indiana speeding ticket last week... I don't like this state very much.  Sadly I was in my Honda.  Luckily... I was not in the VR4... as the day before I was running around with the Honda plates on it... and I still hadn't gotten the registration completed.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />-----<br />Paul <br />#1549 - Summit White||205.243.103.100||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||08-19-2003||09:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by letter8:<br /><strong> That doesn't sound right at all.  My guess is that he can't issue a ticket out of the county anyway.  And since he didn't issue a ticket he really would have little documentation to stand on.  I could just see that before the judge... "Honest, your honor... I really did catch him on this day in this other county speeding... I just don't have a citation to back it up.  But, my wife will vouch for me."<br /><br />I got my third Indiana speeding ticket last week... I don't like this state very much.  Sadly I was in my Honda.  Luckily... I was not in the VR4... as the day before I was running around with the Honda plates on it... and I still hadn't gotten the registration completed.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   <br /><br />-----<br />Paul <br />#1549 - Summit White </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Indiana is a bad state to get tickets in.  I have been given three warnings, no tickets.  I think they have cleaned things up a little because it got too bad, but before, if you had a ticket in your name, cops would really give it to you.  I sware some cops even looked out for cars they knew about.  Then there was the problem of suspended drivers licences without notice due to clearical error.  Thank God that never happend to me, but I know two people that it did happen too.  They get pulled over and end up getting arrested too.<br /><br />Do NOT get a speeding ticket in Indiana.  One you do, you are like this horrable crime offender who belongs in jail or something.  You will never be let off with a warning if you already have a ticket on your record.  However, if your record is clean, then you are okay.  I'm not sure what it takes to get the first ticket, but it is all over at that point.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||autobahntom||08-19-2003||11:09 AM||||In Maryland an officer can issue a ticket up to 365 days later for an offense that he/she saw. However, since he was out of his jurisdiction he would have had to have an officer from that jurisdiction come to the scene (at that time) to issue you a ticket as he has no authority in that county. He could have  held you until the other officer arrives. If he did not do that, you should have no worries. (unless he was a real cop and his in car videocamera was on-then it would be on tape-along with his comments to the female in his car at the time).<br />IF he was a real cop??<br />Was he showing off for his wife/girlfriend??<br />If by some chance you do get something in the mail, I would get a lawyer and fight it. How did he 'clock' you? If it was his 'wife/girlfriend', and she was sitting on the passenger side of his car she would NOT have been able to see his speedometer. If he used Radar, that would be easier to get off as prior to EVERY shift they are required to have the radar tuned and have paperwork to prove it. Since he was off duty, that could not have happened.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000009||Kevinj110||08-19-2003||12:30 PM||||I guess I will have to just wait and see. It all sounded really fishy to me. But like you say its the govewrnment we are bealing with here so who knows. But if I do recieve a ticket in the mail I willfight it in court with my lawyer right there.<br />Thanks for all the info guys.||216.148.246.70||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000010||letter8||08-19-2003||01:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> <br />Do NOT get a speeding ticket in Indiana.  Once you do, you are like this horrable crime offender who belongs in jail or something.  You will never be let off with a warning if you already have a ticket on your record.  However, if your record is clean, then you are okay.  I'm not sure what it takes to get the first ticket, but it is all over at that point. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So... when I started off, here in Indiana, with a citation for "80 in a 55" and "Evading Police" that put me on the sh%t list... I guess.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||205.243.103.100||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||08-19-2003||02:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by letter8:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> <br />Do NOT get a speeding ticket in Indiana.  Once you do, you are like this horrable crime offender who belongs in jail or something.  You will never be let off with a warning if you already have a ticket on your record.  However, if your record is clean, then you are okay.  I'm not sure what it takes to get the first ticket, but it is all over at that point. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So... when I started off, here in Indiana, with a citation for "80 in a 55" and "Evading Police" that put me on the sh%t list... I guess.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hope not.  It was really bad around the Indianapolis area.  I guess it is because you have hee-haw hoosiers and hee-haw cops.  Also hee-haw and ghetto don't mix well, but there they are.  Stuck in the middle of Indiana.  As you can tell, I don't care for Indianapolis  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  It's like a wannabe city.  They just can't seem to get anything right.  If it wasn't for the Indy 500 raceway park, they wouldn't even be on the map.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||Kevinj110||08-19-2003||03:20 PM||||You know you are right. Indy is like a mixture of the ghetto and redneck and then the few hot 30 year old moms from Caramel. Then all this mess is thrown out into the middle of and old corn feild that is then called Indianapolis. Doesn't Hoosier mean Idiot?||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||08-19-2003||04:06 PM||||Like Tom said a cop can't do anything if a crime is committed outside his jurisdiction. But he CAN call another officer from that jurisdiction to the scene and get him to take care of you. They do (understandably) back each other up. <br /><br />I doubt anything will come of it.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000014||letter8||08-19-2003||04:14 PM||||Well... to stop bashing this 'great' state in which I live... (although I can claim to not be a Hoosier... just a transplanted Buckeye).  <br /><br />I will say the speeding ticket I am most proud of was acquired in Hawaii.  It's just cool to say that I got a speeding ticket there.  It cost me $10... which was another cool feature.<br /><br />Which reminds me... I have to call the clerk's office and figure what last week's ticket is going to cost me.  (dialing... dialing...)<br /><br />That sucks... $96.50 for 10 over.  Yikes!||205.243.103.100||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||08-19-2003||04:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Belize#1692:<br /><strong> You know you are right. Indy is like a mixture of the ghetto and redneck and then the few hot 30 year old moms from Caramel. Then all this mess is thrown out into the middle of and old corn feild that is then called Indianapolis. Doesn't Hoosier mean Idiot? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mmmm, caramel.  Are you hungy man?  Isn't in just Carmel, IN?<br /><br />All I know it is cost like .10-30 more on the gallon to fill up there then any other place in Indy.  I guess the gas is so much better.  It will work better in my BMW 3 series then normal gas that is sold to the other people.  You know, the people who don't live in Carmel.  Them....||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||Kevinj110||08-19-2003||04:34 PM||||I think you all are right nothing is going to come of it. $10 for a ticket in hawaii how fast were you going? I would speed all the time if it was that cheap.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000017||letter8||08-19-2003||04:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Mmmm, caramel.  Are you hungy man?  Isn't in just Carmel, IN?<br /><br />All I know it is cost like .10-30 more on the gallon to fill up there then any other place in Indy.  I guess the gas is so much better.  It will work better in my BMW 3 series then normal gas that is sold to the other people.  You know, the people who don't live in Carmel.  Them.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's the cost of the ocean front property.  <br /><br />Oh... wait... wrong Carmel.  <br /><br />Is there corn syrup in caramel?  Would be an appropriate name then for an Indiana town.||205.243.103.100||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000018||letter8||08-19-2003||04:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Belize#1692:<br /><strong> I think you all are right nothing is going to come of it. $10 for a ticket in hawaii how fast were you going? I would speed all the time if it was that cheap.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">62 in a 55.  Mr. Policeman said he was surprised to see a tourist out and about that early in the morning, as he approached the car.  Maybe it was the red LeBaron convertable gave away that I was a tourist.<br /><br />I guess that's why it's not $10 here.  It certainly wouldn't slow me down any if it was.  I'd probably work speeding tickets into a monthly budget if it was.||205.243.103.100||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000019||meshwork||08-19-2003||05:56 PM||||Does it sound bizzare to anyone else that the cop has his wife and kid in a government car outside of where its supposed to be?||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000020||beavis||08-19-2003||06:15 PM||||I had an off duty police officer try to pull me over once.  i simply refused to pull over.  i had no way of verifying he was a real police officer.  he followed me all the way to my house and tried to tell me he was going to come back and arrest me.  i told him to kiss my ass and that was the end of it.||138.23.116.134||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000021||Kevinj110||08-19-2003||09:14 PM||||I just talked to an officer I know and he said it could go either way. He said the officer has 90 days to turn in his tickets but I wasn't given on so how could he turn one in? I dunno I guess it could be about 3 more months before I know anything. The government is so quik and effective isnt it?||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000022||letter8||08-19-2003||10:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Does it sound bizzare to anyone else that the cop has his wife and kid in a government car outside of where its supposed to be? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope... not in Indiana.  Quite common in this state.<br /><br />Worst part if it is... these off-duty police officers... and even on-duty ones... are the worst offenders of all.  I can't tell you the number of times I've paced behind one doing 55 in a 35 or watched them run red lights... they do stop first... but they still run them whenever it suits them.||208.231.176.66||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000023||Kevinj110||08-19-2003||10:33 PM||||Ya to think my taxes were paying for his day out with his family. Atleast the car and the gas. I wish I could do that.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000024||letter8||08-19-2003||10:46 PM||||On the flip side though... there is some comfort knowing that within a two block radius around my house there are three police officers.  I kind of like seeing the cars coming and going.  <br /><br />Not that it's stopped my cars from getting rifled on three occasions and things like lawn mowers and bicycles walking off.||208.231.176.66||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000025||Team Ducktape||08-20-2003||01:51 AM||||But just some incite; the officer regardless of county can give you a ticket. The law enforcement standards board (LESB) is the "body" that actually gives the officer his/her "rights" or should I say police powers (arrest, detain, search and seize, ect). They are certified by the state in which the officer is employed and the LESB overseas the certification; simply put, the state which the officer is employed in is the so-called "jurisdiction" so being he was from another county is irrelevant. He/she has �statewide� police powers, which include the ability to write tickets, arrest you, ect. But he does have the right to notify you by mail of the citation, he made contact with you in person the ticket coming to you later is just a formality. BTW there is not a �statute of limitations� on misdemeanors in most/some states, he must complete it in a timely manor, but it could be in the mail when he sees fit���.||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000026||Kevinj110||08-20-2003||01:58 AM||||See this is what I was told today to. But then on the flip side he said he couldnt give me a ticket cause he was from a different county so who knows. I will just have to wait and see.||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000027||Team Ducktape||08-20-2003||02:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Belize#1692:<br /><strong>  But then on the flip side he said he couldnt give me a ticket cause he was from a different county  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ummm, so why are you even thinking you would get one then? The DA can't write you the ticket so what good would the officer talking to him do? Does he need special encourgement to do his job? Must be because he supposedly had his wife and kid with him.... So did this whole thing really happen or were you just bored?||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000028||Kevinj110||08-20-2003||03:16 AM||||No, man I am serious it happend. Why would I make up a story about getting a ticket. I was just wondering if anyone knew any of the laws, about getting pulled over by a off duty cop from a different county wearing a golfing shirt with his wife and kid in the car. Him telling me I would probably get a ticket in the mail after he spoke to the Proscuter of that county. Because he said he couldnt write me a ticket because he was from a different county.||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000029||Akidosigh1||08-20-2003||06:51 PM||||I didn't read all the posts so I don't know if this was said but he could give you a ticket if he wanted to lie. He could've wrote down all your info and will put it on a ticket later, sign it and throw away your copy... then you will get a court date in the mail for not paying the ticket. Happened to a couple of my friends but PG County here in MD doesn't have a good record... they shoot first and ask questions later, PG police "killed more people than any other county in the country." that was like 2 years ago... but they got me for 6 things at 1 time and all i did was accellerate quickly... but since he probably didn't get u on radar, if he was to do something shady like that, u can always ask was his speedometer calibrated and can he prove it...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002834.cgi
A||||5||boostx||any european here ||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||08-19-2003||12:24 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||do we have anybody thats in europe here on this board i need your help <br />on a 91-92 galant VR4 thats in europe||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||08-20-2003||10:18 AM||||I'm from there but living here. Got connections, so maybe I can help.<br /><br />Gabor||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||08-20-2003||10:56 AM||||Yes, Gabor is from Bosnia. Rumor has it he was trained to fire AK-47's and shoulder-fired stingers    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />PS - where the hell you been, Gabor? very quite recently...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||boostx||08-20-2003||01:35 PM||||sleeper send u a pm||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||08-20-2003||03:27 PM||||KC,<br />You should know by now it's not Bosnia, even though <br />you're correct about the AK's.<br />At least I can't brag about that special licence to drive one of those camels of yours.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||08-20-2003||04:21 PM||||dude, to get the license is super hard, parallel parking that bitch in the desert is impossible. I always cross over the lines...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002835.cgi
A||||25||agrabau||Work stuff. Holding 10 evolutions in my hand||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-19-2003||12:32 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||I just recieved the CCD infrared array for our camera here (work project) The thing came in a plain box from Raytheon via FEDEX, it cost $300K<br />They left it at my boss's door. I was holding it thinking that I could buy a house with the money it cost to buy, 10 lancers, a few years off work, pretty much anything. Sick.<br /><br />I said 30 lancers before. I'm a little slow with the math stuff.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-19-2003||02:10 PM||||$300k would be 10 EVOs.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||08-19-2003||02:40 PM||||How many times did you add that up in your head before you posted.  I added it up a few myself but never posted.  Alex works for NASA and the NIMS, if he says $300k buys 30 Evo's I belive him.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.165.18.234||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||08-19-2003||02:49 PM||||I meant 10. EDIT POST!!!  man that sucks.||128.197.64.109||reg||11||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||08-19-2003||02:53 PM||||I'll post a picture of it when I bring my camera to work. It's a NASA grant, i don't actually work directly for NASA but their money does pay me. They said they'd hire me if I could do simple addition, I'm working on it but it's not looking good.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||08-19-2003||03:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> How many times did you add that up in your head before you posted.  I added it up a few myself but never posted.  Alex works for NASA and the NIMS, if he says $300k buys 30 Evo's I belive him.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Twice in my head and once on the calculator.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||08-19-2003||03:19 PM||||Oy vey, why would a company risk shipping a $300K item??<br /><br />I would feel safer riding on a plane with it handcuffed to me in a briefcase.  Plus, you get to look all "Fed"-like anyways.||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-19-2003||03:25 PM||||It's called hiding in plain sight.  There's scores of indistinct semi-trucks cruising around with millions of dollars in cargo.  <i>(I learned this from my Fast n Furious days).</i><br /><br />-Bryan||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Kevinj110||08-19-2003||03:28 PM||||You know what. That gives me and idea lets get popular tricked out Hondas so they can't trace the cars and go take out the trucks and steal the cargo. Um wait has someone done this before?||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000009||curtis||08-19-2003||04:03 PM||||I know what you mean.  I was an army helicopter crew chief for 6 years(apaches 14 million a pop) and worked on fixed wing general aviation and corp. jets for 2 years before I went back to school.  We had guys that would pay 50,000 for an interior restoration for there 4 million dollar jet.  We had one guy that fly in for gas that had a citation 10 (the fastest private jet in the world) its certified for .95 mach but the pilot says he breaks the sound barrier at least 3 times a month. This ass hole payed a company in texas 125,000 for a brake job. But If I had that kind of money I would have one too.  It would be nice to fly to Miami for lunch and New York for supper.||65.144.94.158||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||08-19-2003||04:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> It's called hiding in plain sight.  There's scores of indistinct semi-trucks cruising around with millions of dollars in cargo.  <i>(I learned this from my Fast n Furious days).</i><br /><br />-Bryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO!  Man this is going to be your new nickname, forever.  You know that, right?!||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||teet||08-20-2003||12:11 AM||||I work at intel.  a box of 25, 8 inch wafers have approx. 100 chips per wafer.<br /><br />figure 25 wafers X 100 chips conservatively(can't really tell you how many for real...) X conservatively 100 bucks a chip...<br /><br />best part is I'm moving to a 12 inch factory where the boxes still have 25 wafers in each box...but have 2.4x the number of chips....<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||08-20-2003||07:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oy vey, why would a company risk shipping a $300K item??<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Half Jewish/half Asian?????||24.25.137.146||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000013||number3||08-20-2003||07:19 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1151" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I have a pair of these (Meridian DSP-8000s)I need to sell quick (in black). They are new with full US warranty.<br /><br />I will pay $750.00 to anyone that provides a lead that results in a sale.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||08-20-2003||08:31 PM||||I guess they ship it because they figure it's more organized than having an inexperienced person carry it around. It's the same technology as missile guidance systems on more expensive missiles. I looked at under a microscope today... probably looks like one of Teet's chips only this is multilayer with indium connecting the pixels to an infrared substrate. <br /><br />Harry- LOL. where the hell did those speakers come from? I sorta like em. What a random yet interesting post from numero tres||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||spoulson||08-20-2003||08:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>I have a pair of these (Meridian DSP-8000s)I need to sell quick (in black). They are new with full US warranty.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What do they go for at retail?||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000016||mixx2001||08-20-2003||10:25 PM||||50k||66.26.139.166||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000017||mixx2001||08-20-2003||10:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> It's called hiding in plain sight.   <i>(I learned this from my Fast n Furious days).</i><br /><br />-Bryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's plenty of that in F&F.  I would of never known that was a 10 sec Eclipse with 10k under the hood.  Looked like ordinary Rice.||66.26.139.166||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000018||number3||08-21-2003||07:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Harry- LOL. where the hell did those speakers come from? I sorta like em. What a random yet interesting post from numero tres </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I thought since we were talking about very expensive stuff that come in one box and you can not drive...  (one EVO and a used WRX)    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   <br /><br />Shawn they are just under $50,000.00 retail for the pair. I really do need to sell them. The offer is legit.  I also have the matching 861 processor an 800 DVD player that if sold I would pay another reward of $500.00.<br /><br />I would alos throw the board $250.00 for upgrades.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />To be clear the stuff is brand new floor demos. Full warranty.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||dlpinckney||08-21-2003||08:16 AM||||Harry,<br /><br />Not to keep jacking this thread, but is that red car out in front of the building that picture was taken in a Ferrari?  Back end looks sort of like it.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000020||VTGVR4||08-21-2003||10:02 AM||||i want to hear what a 50k speaker system sounds like. im having a hard time dealing with the fact that just 4 of those speakers are worth more than my house. those speakers look like something you'd see in the underwater lair of a james bond villain. sorry, i dont know anyone like that.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000021||number3||08-21-2003||10:13 AM||||The colors are Farrari colors... hence the car out front.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1158" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1159" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Thanks Ryan||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000022||mixx2001||08-21-2003||10:36 AM||||Harry, what are the best front channel speakers for under a grand?  I know you can't really do much with a grand but, if you had to.||65.165.18.233||reg||5||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000023||spoulson||08-21-2003||06:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>Shawn they are just under $50,000.00 retail for the pair.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You know, now that I know they're worth more than all three cars in my driveway/garage, I really must hear them now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Any chance I could find out what makes rich people drop $50k on just a pair of speakers?||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000024||number3||08-21-2003||06:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Harry, what are the best front channel speakers for under a grand?  I know you can't really do much with a grand but, if you had to. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What style? floor, bookshelf, in wall, etc||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000025||number3||08-21-2003||06:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Harry- LOL. where the hell did those speakers come from? I sorta like em. What a random yet interesting post from numero tres </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are English and come to the States through Atlanta, GA.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002836.cgi
A||||2||MiSTER2||Is this the socket for datalogger?||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||08-19-2003||01:07 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1130" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Hi, i've taken the photo of this socket right behind the accelerator pedal on the right hand side (Aussie right hand drive) of my 1990 Galant VR4.  Is this the socket to connect the datalogger cable?  It looks a bit different to the ones i've seen in other websites (your ones are white etc.).  Or am i looking at the wrong spot?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||KenGVR4||08-19-2003||01:24 PM||||Yes, it is.||65.116.191.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000002||MiSTER2||08-20-2003||09:04 AM||||Oh cool, i panicked at first seeing the us one in white and my one in black.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum3/002837.cgi
A||||2||mixx2001||I &quot;special editioned&quot; my SAFC-II  (Pics)||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||08-19-2003||06:38 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||This is the what it used to look like:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1133" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1133&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />This is the after:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1136" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1136&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Then I did my Clie' too:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1135" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1135&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />And Iced up my Plaque with a little Mother's:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1137" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1137&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />And then built a heat sheild w/cool air duct:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1138" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1138&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I'm beat.||66.56.186.137||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||Kevinj110||08-19-2003||10:13 PM||||Looks good man||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||08-19-2003||10:15 PM||||Thanks, I liked the look of the Special Editions but didn't care for the white VFD.  And once I did the SAFC-II the Clie's couldn't stay Silver.||66.26.139.166||reg||6||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/002838.cgi
A||||9||vr4door||Battle in Chicago??||||5||||vr4door||00000880
Z||000000||vr4door||08-19-2003||09:51 PM||brtnrush@yahoo.com||Does anyone know when Battle of the Imports in Chicago is. I think it is the second weekend in September but I am not sure. If you know please post   Thanks||64.235.128.166||reg||5||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||08-19-2003||11:54 PM||||sept 13th & 14th||65.227.217.254||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||vr4door||08-22-2003||06:38 PM||||Thanks man I will be there with VR4, hope to race it to.||64.235.128.143||reg||1||vr4door||00000880||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||08-22-2003||11:41 PM||||Where?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||08-25-2003||02:09 PM||||I may have to attend this!<br />who else plans on going?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||SLO GVR 4||08-25-2003||02:53 PM||||Speaking of which... A little while backing I was talking with Kris from Automotosports about a possible galant meet at AMS.  If anyone would be interested in that I could look into setting something up.<br /><br />Let me know<br /><br />dave||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||08-25-2003||03:10 PM||||It is at RT66 Raceway in Joliet, IL. Darian(vrpower) and i are plannig to go up there. Anyways we were actually thinking of just having a meet up at the event.||65.227.204.251||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||08-25-2003||03:45 PM||||WOW, a event close by.  I might be able to make that.  However, the house is for sale and I hardly ever see da wife, so unless she wants to go......<br /><br />Maybe all the guys in the Chicago area would want to get togeather this fall?||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||08-25-2003||04:26 PM||||Of course we do.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I don't have any time until late October...  (work, wedding, honeymoon, blah blah blah)  I'd be up for hosting, if required(Western 'burbs).<br /><br />I believe there is a DSM cruise tomorrow (Tuesday) from Schaumburg to downtown Chi-town.  I've missed every single meet/cruise so far mainly because they're on the weekends.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||08-25-2003||11:45 PM||||Oops, sorry, cruise is Saturday.  Oh well.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002839.cgi
A||||10||udriveu||1G DSM police chase||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||08-20-2003||01:11 AM||udriveu@hotmail.com||Just saw a 1G AWD dsm on world's scariest police chases 17 or something on FX. He almost got away until he had "engine trouble" and slowed down. Anyone else see this? I was really impressed.<br /><br />EDIT: I just looked for and found it on kazaa if anyone wanted to see it.||64.252.107.75||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||08-20-2003||01:24 AM||||Thats been around for a long time. I still say that the chase lasted 30 mins so the DSM probably just ran out of gas.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.191||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-20-2003||01:49 AM||||Uh-oh, the 5.0 got him!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||08-20-2003||08:50 AM||||The file is usually called talon chase.  The car looked like it had the stock exhaust, too.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||08-20-2003||09:15 AM||||Yeah I saw that a couple nights ago. I bet the car was stock. He hit 137. What an idiot driving, but man these cars are fast.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||REDLINEGVR4||08-20-2003||09:23 AM||||I believe he blew his engine due to running at high boost for a long period of time on the stock intercooler and exhaust. ne how he was just toying with the cops i really like when he slows down and lets the cops catch up to him then he just floors it and well the turbo did the rest. just imagine if the car had some basic mods like an exhaust, intercooler etc. the funniest part in the clip is when the commentator says "the car is turbocharged with all wheel drive." that line was just classic.||168.254.225.254||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||08-20-2003||09:28 AM||||While it was cool to see a stock talon our run cops, I don't think he was going 137.  Not to say it can't, but in the corners?<br /><br />How accurate do you think that 137 was?  I hit about that in my Talon once.  Once.  I can assure you it was on a road as straight as can be.  Flat too.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||08-20-2003||02:38 PM||||typical DSM, timing belt probably went out...LOL||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||08-20-2003||02:43 PM||||I hit 140 in a stock GVR4 so anythings possible.||67.31.236.126||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||Kevinj110||08-20-2003||03:27 PM||||Ha I can just imagine a 1g running from the cops with all free mods done and a boost controller. That would just be fuuny.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||08-20-2003||10:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> While it was cool to see a stock talon out run cops, I don't think he was going 137.  Not to say it can't, but in the corners?<br /><br />How accurate do you think that 137 was?  I hit about that in my Talon once.  Once.  I can assure you it was on a road as straight as can be.  Flat too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think he was GOING 137, but rather that he HIT 137. At least that's what the narrator said. I suspect they either clocked him from a police car or from the helicopter. <br /><br />The narrator also said he had a passenger. But I don't buy that unless he was in the back seat. After all his 'nads had to ride shotgun!<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/002840.cgi
A||||15||theymightbegalants||car runs like crap; suggestions??||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||08-20-2003||06:46 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||The title kinda says it all.  The car was down for like a year, during which time I did an ass load of mods.  I took it out a bit during spring break, but went real easy on it as I had a 2G MAS in it and stock injectors.  So I got some 550's put in there, and took it out to see what it could do, and it's just downright disappointing.  I think I messed something up, as even though I was only boosting 6 psi with the 2G MAS and stock 450's, it came on really quick and felt torquey.  Now I'm boosting 10 psi, but it doesn't come on until over 4000 rpm, and then very reluctantly.  Plus it knocks like a mother fucker.<br /><br />Here's a list of relevant mods:<br /><br />small 16g<br />2G MAS on a Dejon intake<br />denso 550cc injectors<br />rewired denso 190 lph fuel pump<br />RRE IC pipes<br />Griffin/Spearco 6x18x3 top-to-bottom FMIC<br />no emissions vac. lines, blocked off egr<br />2.5" mandrel turbo back (no cat)<br /><br />Could it be a boost leak?  I don't think so, as wouldn't that prohibit it from making any boost at all?  I did go through and check all the IC pipe connections, and all are sound.  First gear is ok, I get moderate knock in 2nd, and 3rd through 5th everytime I dip into it my new Keydiver knock gauge lights up all to hell.  The logger confirms this, and the timing gets pulled back into the low teens.  The O2 voltage flatlines a lot, like when the engine is idling and such; I thought it was supposed to cycle most of the time?  Is it time for a new sensor?<br /><br />My dumb ass also left the #2 spark plug wire loose, so for a day or so (test runs only) it was on 3 cylinders and presumably throwing fuel all over the O2 sensor.  Funny thing is, the low fuel trim was pegged at 139 (doesn't that mean that the ecu thinks it's lean, and is trying to richen it up?).  Right now the low is at 82, the mid at 100, and the high at 110.<br /><br />Anyway, I'm tired of this battle and am open to suggestions.  Anything in particular I should log, or look for on the logger?  I may have forgotten some mods too... after all this work and money, she should be a lot faster.  I can hear the turbo working pretty hard, but am getting crap for boost and shit for throttle response.<br /><br />Sorry for the epic length of this post.||69.59.219.213||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||08-20-2003||06:54 AM||||Not sure on this one but with the 2g MAS and 550's I was under the impression that you needed some form of fuel control.||68.76.176.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||08-20-2003||09:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> <br />Here's a list of relevant mods:<br /><br />small 16g<br />2G MAS on a Dejon intake<br />denso 550cc injectors<br />rewired denso 190 lph fuel pump<br />RRE IC pipes<br />Griffin/Spearco 6x18x3 top-to-bottom FMIC<br />no emissions vac. lines, blocked off egr<br />2.5" mandrel turbo back (no cat)<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You need a fuel computer.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-20-2003||11:02 AM||||I thought that the 2G and 550s were a fairly good match.  Your fuel trims aren't completely out of range so the ECU is coping fairly well, right?  Regardless, it won't keep you from getting decent spool, you no longer have your BCS in there.<br /><br />I vote for a simple air leak.  It is very possible/likely to have a leak that only appears at a certain (lower) pressure.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||08-20-2003||12:27 PM||||i vote fuel control.  when i had the 550's(i now have 560's) AND the afpr, base fp at 37, to get my low fuel to 100, at 1k rpm the afc was at -17.  2k was -7.  now, i have upped base press to 43, and at 1k -23 now.  2g mas, screw backed all the way out, honeycombs all intact.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||08-20-2003||01:56 PM||||I vote no fuel computer. I have almost the exact same mods and when we had my car on the dyno at adrenalin motorsport I had the trims at zero across the board and I still could have gone leaner. That was at 19psi and there was still room to go. <br /><br />I had a fuel pump from a 3kgtvr4 not sure if that's over 200lph or not. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||08-20-2003||01:58 PM||||Leaning it out a bit may help though in which case my last vote will be nullified via house veto.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||08-20-2003||02:27 PM||||Why don't you install the stock injectors and MAF and see if you still have problems.<br /><br />If you installed everything all at once, you might have missed something.<br /><br />I think it is always better to make sure one part not only works, but improves your car, and then move to the next.  Thats just me though.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||08-20-2003||04:14 PM||||Thanks guys.  I actually have an SAFC, but haven't installed it yet.  Keydiver is working on some maps for chips so that people don't have to use a fuel computer to run a 2G MAS or 550's or both.  At least, that's what my brain is telling me... sorry Jeff if I'm wrong.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Anyway, I was hoping to get hims some logs (y'know, every car is different) to help him out, before I start screwing with the ecu w/the SAFC.  Guess I'll just have to put it in.<br /><br />But that still doesn't explain the severe lag, does it?  Also, the boost doesn't really hit anymore, which I thought the straight through exhaust would help.  I get 0 psi at about 3700, and 10 psi by maybe 4500?  That's not right.  It would spool waaay faster before I did most of these mods.||69.59.219.251||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||08-21-2003||02:29 AM||||Sorry for my rambling posts guys.  I'm installing the SAFC tonight, but now have a question.  I have two sets of instructions in front of me, one off this site and one that came with the SAFC.  There is a slight discrepancy between the two concerning the green AFC wire, the rpm signal.  When looking at the plugs face on, (tab on top and wires coming out the back, w/the ecu side facing you), ala the instructions on this site, the SAFC instructions say to tap into the 4th from the right, top row, of the 18 pin connector.  The instructions from this site say to tap into the wire 4th from the left, bottom row, of the 24 pin connector.<br /><br />So which is it?  Who's right, the SAFC manual (admittedly poor translation) or whomever wrote the VFAQ?||69.59.219.233||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||gvr4in||08-21-2003||03:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> <br />So which is it?  Who's right, the SAFC manual (admittedly poor translation) or whomever wrote the VFAQ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I used the VFAQ and had NO problems what so ever.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||08-21-2003||03:21 AM||||Good enough for me.  Thanks Terren!<br /><br />*off to the garage*||69.59.219.233||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||gvr4in||08-21-2003||03:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Good enough for me.  Thanks Terren!<br /><br />*off to the garage* </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No prob, It took me about 35 minutes and ran into no problems at all. <br /><br />I'd say the VFAQ is trustworthy considering half of the dsmer's use it (the other half doesn't know, but should know it exists).||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000013||Whistler||08-21-2003||03:39 AM||||Stop!  Your setup is fine.  Perform an intake pressure test first!  Simply looking at the couplers and pipes is a waist of time, you need to build a tester and pressurize the intake system to about 25psi.  Then, the leaks will become apparent, and I guarantee that you do have intake leaks.  Also make sure that you have no leaks between the turbo and the MAS.||12.86.88.22||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||08-21-2003||03:23 PM||||Hehe, thanks Whistler.  You sound a lot like me, preaching about testing for leaks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I did it like 60 miles ago... can't imagine it'd be leaking since, but wouldn't hurt to check I suppose.<br /><br />All the same though, wouldn't there still be benefits to installing the SAFC?  (I ended up being pretty tired by the time I got a reply, so just called it a night)||69.59.219.239||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||Whistler||08-22-2003||01:45 AM||||Certainly there are benefits to installing the SAFC.  You are probably running rich.  With the SAFC you will be able to lean things out as needed.  I would not however add the SAFC until you solve your current problem.  At this point, the SAFC will just add complexity.  With your current setup, your car should run well.  I ran a 2G MAS and 550 in my old eclipse without any additional fuel control, and while it was not the ideal setup, the car boosted and ran well.||68.17.168.204||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes



ubb/Forum3/002845.cgi
A||||6||gvr4ever||T-belt job in Normal,IL||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||08-20-2003||07:58 PM||||This weekend I am doing a t-belt, water pump, crank pully job.<br /><br />It's been a few years since I've seen this done.  I'm sure I can do it and I'm going to do it, but if anyone wants to stop by who has done this alot, I'd really greatfull.<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />PM if willing to oversee the t-belt being installed correctly.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-20-2003||08:34 PM||||dowel pins on the cam gears both face up with the notches inward to eachoter. Don't forget to take the screwdriver out of the balance belt shaft hole! <br /><br />You'll do fine.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||08-20-2003||10:23 PM||||Mark the relationship between the belt that's on there now and all the gears with white out. Then when you get it off, transfer the marks from the old belt to the new one. Hard the mess it up that way.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||08-21-2003||12:18 AM||||What is the secret to getting the auto tentioner pulley right the first time?  I forget.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||08-21-2003||05:39 PM||||Patience and trial and error.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/timingbelt-1G.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/timingbelt-1G.html</a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||08-21-2003||07:03 PM||||Ya, I printed off the vfaq with the TSB.<br /><br />I thought there was a trick to set the pulley, so after cranking the engine and waiting 15min, the gap was correct the first try.<br /><br />Otherwise, I know it can take many attemps and a lot of waiting.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||08-21-2003||11:33 PM||||You're in Normal, IL ? Just go to the factory and make them do it. Same engines, different cars.<br /><br />lol||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002842.cgi
A||||11||keydiver||Need some feedback on this webpage||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||08-20-2003||12:17 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br />I've been getting so many people lately asking me if I have a website for my chips, and several people have repeatedly offered their free services, that I thought I might as well plow ahead on this. What do you think of this format for an order form:<br /><a href="http://www.scheides.com/misc/keydiverchips/" target="_blank">http://www.scheides.com/misc/keydiverchips/</a><br />I'm probably going to use the domain name of <a href="http://www.keydiverchips.com," target="_blank">www.keydiverchips.com,</a> what do you think?<br />If anyone has the skills, I'd also like to include some VFAQ's, like TMO's site, on how to do the socketing, caps replacement, ECU identification, or clutchwire mod.<br />Any suggestions? I KNOW I have to add the VR-4's to the order page, it started out as a DSM chip order form I made.<br />Thanks!<br />See you all when I'm back from Jellystone!||68.155.180.168||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||letter8||08-20-2003||12:27 PM||||That's cool.  The drop downs are really helpful.  Not that I have a clue what I would select... but knowing some basic options really helps.<br /><br />I can't offer any technical support but I can offer page creation and design support if that at all helps.<br /><br />The domain name works well.||205.243.103.100||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000002||MiSTER2||08-20-2003||12:38 PM||||Under the drop downs you should add information on how to find out which eprom which car has (for newbies like myself).  Also add your expert recommendations on FAQ section.  Other than that it looks pretty cool to me.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-20-2003||03:11 PM||||Design is nice and clean, I like it.  I would maybe consider a little less negative space between the form fields...<br />If there are errors in the submision, the errors don't display correctly (overlay) [IE6 on win2k]<br />Copyright is spelled incorrectly. (bottom)<br /><br />Good luck!||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Kevinj110||08-20-2003||08:48 PM||||Looks good to me man. I wouldn't change anything on the site it looks good. But the spelling error, on copyright.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||08-20-2003||09:23 PM||||I like it Jeff.  If you would like I could take some pictures and write up a VFAQ for you when I do the clutch switch wiring this weekend.  Least I could do for all the ECU help.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||08-21-2003||02:41 AM||||Looks good!  Maybe add something in there about the warmup mode?||69.59.219.233||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||08-21-2003||03:03 AM||||Looks very nice. But If I were to request an ECU mod, I may not want the AC kill as I never use the AC. I guess that wouldnt matter then, but just a thought. <br /><br />By "stock" with the StutterBox mod, do you mean thats you typical RPM ?<br /><br />Also, what is our ECU EPROM ID ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||08-21-2003||10:07 AM||||i like the reflection look as much as anyone, but it unfortunately makes the name somewhat hard to read. i saw "keybixer"  so if its possible, i would highly reccommend making the top part of that taller, more clear, and then slighly blurring the reflection portion, so that the name is clear and stands out a bit more. more visual presence, too. i think im gonna go pick flowers now, too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||09-26-2003||08:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Looks good!  Maybe add something in there about the warmup mode? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I never got any feedback from you on how it worked. Maybe you can explain it to the group.||65.80.7.158||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||09-26-2003||08:31 PM||||Haha, I always let my car warm up anyways, so I don't even know if it works or not.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />But for the rest of y'all, I had the fine gentleman Jeff here put in a "warmup" mode in my ECU.  Basically, until engine temps are over 140*, it limits revs to 3500 rpm.  I think.  I really put this in in case some chowderhead had to borrow my car in an emergency or something, and wasn't bouncing off the rev limiter before he got out of the driveway.<br /><br />Whenever I leave home, I drive my car at 2k in first (10mph) for 0.5 mile, and it's well warmed up before I get to the end of the driveway, so I've never really tried it out... I'm away from home right now, so can't go fire it up and wail on it see if it works, but when I get home I'll go make sure it works.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||09-26-2003||08:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Looks very nice. But If I were to request an ECU mod, I may not want the AC kill as I never use the AC. I guess that wouldnt matter then, but just a thought. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No offense, but it seems to me that you are the perfect candidate for this mod.  I'm like you in that I hardly ever use the AC, but I had a much more aggressive AC cutout programmed in by Jeff.  I did this because since I hardly use it, I'm more likely to forget that the AC is on, ie assuming it's off.  This way even if I forget I can rest assured that my compressor will be "safe" from damage if some ricer is just asking for it.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002843.cgi
A||||7||4G63_GSR||do i have an exhaust leak?||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||08-20-2003||12:39 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||i've driven the car for the second time since i bought it.  yeterday i ran it pretty hard and once i did that, i can smell what seems like oil/something rotten... hmm... i'm thinking exhaust leak... does anybody know what may be causing this???||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||08-20-2003||12:47 PM||||have you ever smelled a BURNING CLUTCH???<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||08-20-2003||12:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> have you ever smelled a BURNING CLUTCH???<br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sorry about yelling, clutchs just piss me off sometimes... but anyway i hope that is not what you are smelling...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||08-20-2003||01:01 PM||||yes i have... so i dont think it is||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||08-20-2003||01:15 PM||||not to go off subject, but are we going to get to see some pics of the new ride?<br /><br />do you have the stock exhaust?? if it is leaking, perfect reason to upgrade.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||4G63_GSR||08-20-2003||02:15 PM||||sorry... i dont have any pics yet... no shiny penny to go along with it...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  yeah no emissions here so full turbo back is on it's way... trying to find a good one first...||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||08-20-2003||02:37 PM||||I don't know how close you are to  <a href="http://www.ahpproducts.com" target="_blank">http://www.ahpproducts.com</a>  , (Eau Claire, WI) but if you are close enough and can drive there in person, his exhaust components are pretty nice for the pricing.  I wouldn't recommend buying anything from him through mail order though, unless you want to wait a long time.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-20-2003||03:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong>  i can smell what seems like oil/something rotten... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Fishy rotten?  Maybe like leaking electrolytic acid from capacitors?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002844.cgi
A||||3||14bCrazy||Photo Test||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||08-20-2003||01:44 PM||acuradude@msn.com||Just a test to see if I could post a Photo. This is our ALL MOTOR HONDA. I know Hondas aren't liked all that much here. I like all cars as long as their fast and not riced out. Our best time is 10.5 @ 129.87 with a 1.43 60ft. <br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1148&width=400" alt=" - " />||162.83.82.145||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||08-20-2003||02:07 PM||||i give respect to any car running 10s.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||08-20-2003||02:22 PM||||I don't hate Honda'a as much as I dislike the wannabe fast honda.  When I think Honda, I should think reliable and gets great gas milage, but instead I get pictures of NOS stickers and huge wings in my head.  <br /><br />Around here, if it doesn't make it go faster, then it doesn't get installed.  Not too much bling bling talk around here.<br /><br />Off tipic, but any Jeep wranger fans around here?||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||08-20-2003||02:31 PM||||Thanks Guys. I'll post some photos of my Galant next I just don't have any here at work.||162.83.82.145||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum3/002846.cgi
A||||8||14bCrazy||Here is my Car 1240 of 2000||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||08-20-2003||10:26 PM||acuradude@msn.com||Mods are:<br />rebuilt motor<br />balance shafts removed<br />95 pistons<br />slight port and polished head<br />rebuilt trans<br />stage 3 chip<br />Walbro feul pump<br />cut air can<br />ported to 2.5" o2 housing<br />highly ported 14b<br /><br />Mods to come:<br />3" exhaust<br />big 16g<br />conquest front mount<br />2.5" intercooler pipes<br />ext. dump<br />2g mass<br />safc<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1154" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1153" alt=" - " />||63.159.36.29||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||08-20-2003||10:37 PM||||Nice car. How much of a difference did those 2g pistons make in low end drivability over the stockers?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||08-20-2003||10:40 PM||||I wish I could tell you. I bought the car and within a 2 days the timing belt broke. So I didn't really drive it much with out the pistons. We just decided that while it was apart to do the pistons to.||63.159.36.29||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||Kevinj110||08-20-2003||11:38 PM||||Smooth Looking car man. Ah why is it no matter how many times you see one they still looks so sexy?||66.119.34.39||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000004||BlitzVR4||08-21-2003||01:40 AM||||What part of Virginia are you from?  <br /><br />Engine looks clean.  Looks good. <br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||08-21-2003||09:03 AM||||I'm in Winchester. Thanks we toke our time putting it back together and I powder coated everything I could get my hands on. I even coated the cas cover.||162.83.83.41||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||Ian M||08-21-2003||09:04 PM||||Looks sweet! <br /><br /> Is that the car that came from Berkeley Springs?<br /><br /> So,hows it running? Last time I talked to Billy,you guys were having some new car blues. Good to see it up and going.||129.71.114.33||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000007||14bCrazy||08-22-2003||11:53 AM||||YA Ian that's the one. When I got it the car was on blocks in a guys back yard with no turbo and the trans was out of it. I got Biily to rebuild the trans for mand we got it back to the shop smoking the whole way. We got the new turbo on it and within afew days the timming belt broke. Then we rebuilt it and now it runs good finally. I just ordered my big 16g today Darkside Racing has them for 550.00 shipped. Hey Ian where do you work I thought that Billy said you worked in Leesburg. That were I work if you do. I hope to make it up there with Billy soon to meet you guys.||162.83.80.181||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000008||Ian M||08-24-2003||11:31 PM||||I thought that was the one. The first time I saw it was back in '97-98 or so,when I worked at Sears in Martinsburg. A lady brought it in for a flat repair. She mentioned possibly selling it then,and I told her to let me know first if she did!<br /><br /> I actually work in Purcellville. Have Billy or Chris e-mail me or whatever when you guys want to roll up to the 'burg,Id like to check your car out.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.247||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/002847.cgi
A||||5||henrok||backfiring||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-20-2003||11:04 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey i just gave my car a tune up. oil,oil filter, gas filter, spark plugs (wires are substantially new magnacore wires) gapped to .o28.  cleaned k&n filter and reoiled. now the car has a slightly high idle at times and then comes down at times and when i rev it and its coming down by 2500 3500 rpms it kinda backfires a bit.  other than that its running good.  i read somewhere backfiring being a sign or running rich. is this true?  thanks for the help  ohhh i forgot , the car had a hose running from a nipple on the valve cover (pcv?) with a small tiny k&n filter at the end. any one know what is this , its full of dirt and oil, i tried cleaning it but its really soiled.||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-21-2003||12:26 AM||||Correct me if I'm wrong, but I thought backfire was caused by fuel igniting at the wrong time in a cylinder.  I've never had the problem myself, so It's been a loooooooooong time since I've read about it.<br /><br />Knock would be fuel burning too early due to too much heat causing a burn before the spark, so I think a back fire is due to fuel burning too late.<br /><br />Someone correct me if I am wrong.  I myself could use a refresh on the cause of a back fire.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||08-21-2003||09:31 AM||||i would toss the wires, and try a different brand.  if you got them used, the prior owner probably had problems, and magnecor wouldnt warranty them.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||08-21-2003||09:43 AM||||Make sure the plug wires are connected to the right cylinders and coils.  I did that once and the car backfired and ran as rough like an old beatup junker.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||henrok||08-21-2003||10:30 AM||||i thought magnacore warrantied their wires.. any way, its not really backfiring its sort of like a small popping noise that only happens while the car idles through 2500 to 3500 rpms.  and it only happens when its idling not driving.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||08-21-2003||11:07 AM||||Mine popped like that when I had a bad vacuum leak.||162.83.83.41||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum3/002848.cgi
A||||5||jonvr4||Ebay down?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-21-2003||12:11 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||does anyone know if ebay is down tonight or what is going on?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-21-2003||12:15 AM||||Front page just loaded for me.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||08-21-2003||12:27 AM||||The front page loads, but I can't sign in or do a search or anything.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-21-2003||12:41 AM||||Yeah I can't get into my ebay now.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Kevinj110||08-21-2003||10:55 AM||||Ebay is back up and running.||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||08-21-2003||03:29 PM||||There were posts about this on a local board (racingnewmexico.com) and it was working in full for me at the time everyone else was having problems. Maybe I just buy too much crap from there and they like me or something.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002849.cgi
A||||15||Romanova||Why is my Galant so damn slow?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||08-21-2003||01:06 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||So I was driving today and my Galant seemed slow. Then I realized, with gas being $2.05 a gallon for premium, I can't drive fast.<br /><br />Anyone else paying north of $2 for gas?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Arty||08-21-2003||01:25 AM||||98 RON is US$2.59 / US Gal here at the moment.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||08-21-2003||01:40 AM||||2.09 today when i passed the stations||65.227.204.187||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||SLedge||08-21-2003||01:29 PM||||$2.24 for 92 octane on the way into work this morning.||12.24.60.12||reg||13||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||08-21-2003||01:56 PM||||Uh...  What happend?  I'll have to check on my way home.<br /><br />I thought I payed 1.85(ish) for 93 the last tiem I filled up.<br /><br />I need to watch the news or something.<br /><br />It still can't belive the SUV is still popular.  They keep getting bigger too.  At least the H2 is a giant.  I like the smaller car/truck cross over ideal, but the SUV is just plain stupid.  I really hope the lowered 4x4 tough car, crossover things are a hit.    <br /><br />Maybe I should just market my own line of socker mom stickers.  <br /><br />How about "My kid can kick your kids ass on the field"  or "My SUV cost more then your SUV"||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||08-21-2003||02:41 PM||||$1.83 for 93 this morning.  It's gone up a good $.20 in the last month or so.<br /><br />Just start putting 87 in.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||MiSTER2||08-21-2003||02:46 PM||||Your cars slow because you are a tight ass!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />joking   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||08-21-2003||02:57 PM||||I drive an SUV, But its a 4 banger 5 speed. I drive over 50 miles a day and around here 87 piss water is 1.53 a gallon. Goo dthing the galant dosent run I would have to take out a loan for gas. My Xterra gets good mileage for an suv, So Im happy.||67.31.241.161||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||08-21-2003||03:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> I drive an SUV, But its a 4 banger 5 speed. I drive over 50 miles a day and around here 87 piss water is 1.53 a gallon. Goo dthing the galant dosent run I would have to take out a loan for gas. My Xterra gets good mileage for an suv, So Im happy. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's cool.  I'm finaly made up my mind for a daily driver.  The GVR4 will hopefully be retired by the end of the year.<br /><br />4cyl jeep wrangler 5 speed w/ac.  Used of corse.<br /><br />I wasn't aware there was such a thing as a 4cyl SUV.  At least not a Xterra size one.  I guess I should be bashing the V8 monsters and the HP wars, not anyone and everyone who drives a SUV or truck.<br /><br />If you need a truck, great.  I hate the socker mom who is driving a 40K SUV so she can drive Jr. to practice.  What a wast.||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||Ant||08-21-2003||03:11 PM||||I just paid $1.69 for 93oct this morning.<br />Did gas prices go up while I have been at work?  <br />I always thought the NJ/NY are had high gas prices.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.98||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||08-21-2003||03:23 PM||||I paid 1.86 last night.<br /><br />I think they are going up because of what happened in Phoenix this past week. They ran out of gas almost. The govt had to step in to avoid price gouging it was so bad. A major Gas line busted and cut off the cities supply and they had to start borrowing from other places.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||Arty||08-21-2003||06:56 PM||||Ours is so high because last week our largest national retail corporation took over most of the Shell stations in the country and launched them as a new business division. The oil companies responded by dropping the price temporarily to kill that companies opening weeks profit. Now the oil companies jacked the price way above the normal price to gouge back the profits they lost last week :-(<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||08-21-2003||07:42 PM||||I saw a place today at $2.40 for a gal of premium 91 piss.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||chadhayashi||08-21-2003||08:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I saw a place today at $2.40 for a gal of premium 91 piss. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That sucks. The 108 I bought yesterday was $3.60.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000014||Garfield Wright||08-21-2003||10:29 PM||||I only use 93 Chevron which I paid $1.67 this evening in Fort Lauderdale.  I saw some other Chevron gas stations selling same grade for $1.87 in Pembroke Pines.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000015||1quickvr4||08-21-2003||11:12 PM||||My truck is a DOG, Ask Blufalcon.But Its nice and chicks dig it. It has a KA motor so it will last forever. The only modds are a K+N and Mobil 1.||67.29.236.254||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/002850.cgi
A||||13||hibrn8||Help I need to ship a motor||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||08-21-2003||01:14 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Hey guys. I need to ship out a motor however the buyer prefers it to be in one piece, so I wont be seperating the head from the block. I live in chicago and its going to florida. anyone have any suggestions on who i should do this through bc i beleive ups has carton size restrictions and weight restrictions as well. thanks a million.||65.227.204.187||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-21-2003||01:44 AM||||I don't know the phone number, but I almost bought an engine from a guy in Texas.  He told me something like 175 if he dropped it off and it was shipped to a business with a loading dock.  Having it shipped to a loading dock or picked up at the terminal are usually the same price.  He said that was through Yellow.  You know those short little cab over's that look like shit and drive everywhere like they just stole the truck.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||08-21-2003||01:45 AM||||l ship stuff like that a lot and l`ve found FEDEX freight division good,also BAX can be really good-# 1-800-call bax. and lastly Greyhound freight is good for big heavy stuff but the buyer has to pick it up at the station.You`ll find the various shippers all have size/weight limitations and packing requirements.l just shipped an engine/tranny with FEDEX(they contract out to American freight for the big stuff) and they had the best price but BAX usually is cheaper.Ask around wholesalers and parts yards to see who the guys in your area use.Get a pallet..good luck.....rr||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||08-21-2003||01:45 AM||||<a href="http://www.forwardair.com" target="_blank">www.forwardair.com</a>||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||08-21-2003||01:48 AM||||If its available to you try and use R&L carriers. I used them numerous times and had so many wonderful experiences, not one single problem and the drivers are very professional. You could use Fedex Freight but its expensive (a 110lb tranny cost me $120 to ship on a business account)<br /><br />When you ship it make sure there are no fluids in it and all holes are plugged up (by holes I mean intake, turbo, coolant lines, stuff like that). The engine also needs to be securely strapped down to a pallet (industrial strength saran wrap works wonders too).||24.53.192.66||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||08-21-2003||09:27 AM||||when i got hosed by eigen engeering, the trans cost me 85 shipping.  it came in a box that had been banded, delivery was ups.  the driver said the trans broke his hand truck.  the box was destroyed.  i was not impressed.  they(eigen engeering) suck, and they are lying cur dogs.  when i got my jdm motor from nic, it came strapped to a pallet, a couple of boards had broke, and some fluids had leaked out.  it cost me 206, but 50 bucks or so extra was because i specified i needed a truck with a lift gate.  i am not sure, but i THINK the trucking service has to take it off the truck, so you might not have to pay extra.  that sucker was heavy.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||08-21-2003||09:43 AM||||<a href="http://www.freightquote.com" target="_blank">www.freightquote.com</a> <br /><br />I used them to ship a motor to Shannon. They take low bids and then hook you up, truck comes to your house, picks it up..||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||08-21-2003||11:49 AM||||im actually going ot be shipping out a honda b21 motor...head and fully built block. Any ideas on how much this weighs.. rough estimates????||65.227.204.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||08-21-2003||06:51 PM||||vr6 eater was talking about me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  . i'm down in texas, and i had trouble finding a way to ship it. i wish i had some replies on shipping because i didn't know who to go with, but its cool now. theres a guy from san antonio thats coming to pick it up. 450 plus pick up. i'm happy. <br /><br />i just got my jdm engine from noyan and they shipped it for 145. they didn't charge for the lift gate either. so i was happy about that too.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||08-21-2003||06:53 PM||||Glad to see it sold.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||talontsi||08-21-2003||08:50 PM||||I used roadway.<br />They worked out great. I was in the same situation. I have to ship the motor. I did it frieght collect so I am not sure what he paied.<br />But you can call them and they can est for you.<br /><br />I strapped it down to a pallet and off it went.<br />Very good service.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000011||CCDSM69||08-21-2003||09:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> i just got my jdm engine from noyan and they shipped it for 145. they didn't charge for the lift gate either. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Noyan USA is the best place you could have gotten the motor from. The do uphold their warentees and don't question if you have a problem with the motor (of 273 that we bought from them only 2 were bad). Wonderful people to deal with and they go out of their way to find whatever you are looking for. I delt with them for over 2 years and never once had regret.||67.20.5.58||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||08-22-2003||11:18 AM||||Ken, I have a pallet you can have -- it had roofing shingles on it -- fairly stout.  Come and get it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||08-22-2003||01:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Ken, I have a pallet you can have -- it had roofing shingles on it -- fairly stout.  Come and get it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">alright cool ill need it||65.227.204.55||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002851.cgi
A||||6||4G63_GSR||Taking apart backseat...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||08-21-2003||09:44 AM||vlee14@hotmail.com||if you guys remember... i posted a while ago about my trunk being locked... i called the local mitsu dealership and the guy told me that if my current key works with door locks and my ignition, then it should work with my trunk... his thought was that the trunk has not been used in such a long time that the key hole seized up... he suggested that i take apart the back seat to get to get to the rear latch... so does this sound correct?  i rather do it myself than pay him 100$ to do it or more.  so has anybody taken the backseat apart? where do i start?||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||08-21-2003||10:12 AM||||Back seat is easy...only 3 bolts.<br /><br />So to start take off the lower cushion. There are 2 tabs on the front of the cushion. Pull these up and the seat should lift right off. Next there are 3 bolts holding the back cushion on. 2 10mm on the sides and 1 12 mm in the middle. After these are out lift that cushion UP and then forward. It hangs on two hooks. That's all there is to the back seat.||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||08-21-2003||10:18 AM||||One thing you can try before tearing apart your back seat (if in fact the tumbler/lock is clogged up or jammed from lack of use) is to take a can of WD-40 (JB-80, Silicone spray..etc) use the straw, shove the straw inside the lock, like you would be inserting a key, and spray a good quantitiy of it in the hole.  Then take your key, insert it and try again.  When I first got my car, I did this and it helped tremendously.  This also works well in the winter to keep/prevent the locks from freezing.  Is it possible the trunk lid on your car has been replaced for some reason and it is a different lock?||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||08-21-2003||10:25 AM||||I'm going to have to recomend not using wd40.  Using this will just cause your locks to gum up later because the oil will attract dirt over time.<br /><br />I suggest trying grafite (sp?).  It can be found at any auto place and shit-mart, uh I mean wal-mart.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||08-21-2003||10:30 AM||||I agree, using graphite powder is by far the best suggestion.  However, for a quick fix since most people don't have the graphite powder sitting in their garage (and I have done it for years on my old VWs, my galant..etc), the WD-40 trick works wonders...especially if the lock is already gunked up.  The locks are pretty well protected from the elements on these cars, so unless you rub your key in dirt, or carry a bunch of melted chocolate in your pocket with your keys, you should be fine.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||08-21-2003||11:17 AM||||There is a number on the lock, behind all the pretty plastic linning in the trunk.  Is the number supost to match the number on the key?<br /><br />I had the same problem with my Talon.  I could never unfreeze the damn lock.  Lucky for me, the cable didn't break to release the trunk.  <br /><br />Anyway, for me, the number on the lock didn't match the number on my key.  I don't know if it is suppost to or not.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||08-21-2003||11:26 AM||||Taking the seat out won't do anything cause it's all metal behind it. You need a broomstick with a nice metal screw in it. YOu have to reach through the ski hole and, with a flashlight in there too, pop the c clip off the lock actuator and you can push the lock through out the back of the trunk then go outside the car and just pull it, that'll open it. <br /><br />...old prison trick. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/002852.cgi
A||||16||henrok||almost got spanked by an integra||||10||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-21-2003||10:42 AM||alvihen@aol.com||i was on the highway with my cousin and father and there is this modded sounding integra with what appears to be a little kid driving it (lol).  so my cousin, being the dick that he is, looks at him while im passing him on the next lane and sticks his middle finger out at him.  i keep driving and i hear a loud muffler and he zooms by me.  i said oh shit and tried to catch up but there was too much traffic. so i zoomed by traffic and finally caught up but i didnt have the chance to spank im.  lemme ask a question, how do u know when a person has nitrous?  i kept hearing a high pitched sound (and he was infront of me bumper to bumper) and smelled something like fuel burning except with a different smell to it. The smell was exaggeratedly stroooong. anyways i tried to pass him and had to get off so i didnt get to spank im. lol.||64.12.96.102||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||08-21-2003||11:04 AM||||Nitrous has sulfer added to it unless you get medical grade which no one uses. It does give off a smell but I can't really explain it.||162.83.83.41||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||08-21-2003||11:41 AM||||if you heard a high pitch whine, it was a supercharger, maybe. Very easy to hear and identify...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||08-21-2003||11:52 AM||||That noise was the sound of any remaining pride you had leaving your body. I'm not sure about the smell. <br /><br />: )||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Mirage2LTurbo||08-21-2003||12:47 PM||||The sounds of a supercharger, and the smell of C16?||12.223.109.91||reg||1||Mirage2LTurbo||00002175||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||08-21-2003||04:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> That noise was the sound of any remaining pride you had leaving your body. I'm not sure about the smell. <br /><br />: ) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||08-22-2003||05:25 AM||||would he have been in the higher revs!?!?!?<br /><br />coz if it were an integra typeR... you would be hearing the VTEC kick in.. <br /><br />sounds pretty nice... higher pitched... and aggressive sounding..... but it only kicks in at around 5000 - 9000<br /><br />it feels like a turbo car on low boost||203.166.63.204||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000007||henrok||08-22-2003||10:00 AM||||lets consider the possibilities. my car weighs almost 4000 lbs, with my father 225lbs and my cousin 140lbs and of course, me.  an integra weighs how much? and he was a skinny little kid. the other car zoomed by me so by the time i decided to run after him , he was already about five to six cars away.  traffic was like a puzzle, move and go in, move and go in (he got a head start and went through  when it was clear) so i never really had a chance to go after him before my exit. And... even though my car needs a head rebuild badlyyy, i still caugh up close to him. lets just put it this way. i was going from 3rd gear to fourth all the time and didnt drive at full throttle.  i just hope there will be a next time. lol  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||08-22-2003||10:09 AM||||vtec on type-r's (b18c5), civic SI (b16aI, b16a2) kick in at 5650-5700 since they are single stage<br /><br />vtec on gsrs (b18c1) and prelude (h22a) are dual stage. VTEC kicks in at around 4400 RPM, then a second, stronger push when the dual stage intake system opens at 5700-6000 RPM.<br /><br />Yes, the engine gets louder, but not by much unless you have a cold air intake or something like that...then it can be heard. But, its more of a growling noise, not a high-pitched whine.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||08-22-2003||10:12 AM||||No one question KC's Rice knowledge. : )||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||henrok||08-22-2003||10:18 AM||||i guess the kid said "ill have to make a run for it when i get a chance and traffic allows me to, then ill put the pedal to the metal and traffic will do the rest". lmao  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||6||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||08-22-2003||10:35 AM||||I must admit that the teg is a light little car, I still feel quick with my big ass in the car, but I would hate to drive it in bad snow! Go race him them!||24.25.136.151||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||08-22-2003||10:45 AM||||Shuddup, Alex. Go get that euro-trash ryde of yours to move already....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||agrabau||08-22-2003||12:11 PM||||Yo homes, she's running as of last night! <br /><br />Jackin' threads since 18 eighty three!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||08-22-2003||01:53 PM||||...and the party dont stop till six in da morning!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />(I think you were quoting 'Welcome to Atlanta' )||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||08-22-2003||02:00 PM||||Close but it was KRS 1, <br /><br />you know how we do son<br />comin through with that breakdancing crew<br />1.. 2.. 3 you know how we be.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||08-22-2003||02:08 PM||||listen to welcome to Atlanta, JD says the same thing....must be a rap thing...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />PS - we have totally jacked this thread...BOOYAH!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002853.cgi
A||||2||GVR1643||Money truck loses load - true||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||08-21-2003||11:10 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||about 1/2 hour from here yesterday.  The local news was asking people to return money w/o getting in trouble.<br /><br /> <a href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&cid=816&ncid=816&e=3&u=/ap/20030820/ap_on_fe_st/interstate_cash" target="_blank">http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&cid=816&ncid=816&e=3&u=/ap/20030820/ap_on_fe_st/interstate_cash</a> <br /><br />I wonder if anyone saw three riced out black honda's speeding away?  Spilner??   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Edit: here's the story by the local paper... more humorous. Had to be quite the free-for-all.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dmregister.com/news/stories/c4788993/22051878.html" target="_blank">http://www.dmregister.com/news/stories/c4788993/22051878.html</a><br /><br />Only recovered $60k of $300+K   Duh!||167.142.21.228||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||08-21-2003||06:23 PM||||Hah... I love the journalists' attitude:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"Some folks ... attempted to benefit from the situation," Hansen said.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DUH!  I'd be on the road picking up the green, too.  Think anyone would help me if I dropped some money anywhere?  Besides, it'll all be an insurance claim anyway, so why bother?||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||08-22-2003||12:33 AM||||The local news was the funny part.  Of over $320K only 60 recovered...and you have until Saturday to return it w/o getting in trouble. The money is traceable...riiiight.<br /><br />I bet 90% of that was scooped up before the troopers even got there! <br /><br />Wish I could have been road tripping in that direction!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.216||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/002854.cgi
A||||8||SLedge||New guy intro||||7||||Sledge||00002035
Z||000000||SLedge||08-21-2003||12:42 PM||||Hi everyone,<br /><br />I bought #601/1K two weeks ago and have been lurking around learning from the past posts.  I just thought it was time to post-up and say hello to everyone.<br /><br />Most of my seat/wrenching time has been spent on domestic V8s, primarily trucks.  With gas over $2/gallon for regular I decided it was time to try something a little less thirsty!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I'm sure I'll have plenty of questions...I know where the search button is, but please don't rag on me too bad if I ask a question for the hundredth time.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Brian "Sledge" Harms||12.24.60.12||reg||7||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-21-2003||12:49 PM||||Welcome! I bet in a year your car is modded to the point of 10 mpg  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||08-21-2003||12:50 PM||||Congrats on the purchase, and welcome to the board.  I'm not sure if you have seen this link yet in your browsing, but (  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a>  ) it is one of the better sites for all-inclusive links and info for/about these cars.  It was put together by Ryan Hertz who, conveniently enough is "Hertz" on this board.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||Sam Sayes||08-21-2003||01:30 PM||||Welcome to the site Brian,<br />and congrats on owning 1 of the rarest cars around.<br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000004||MiSTER2||08-21-2003||01:40 PM||||Glad to see another V8head found the right way   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Welcome to the forum.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||08-21-2003||04:04 PM||||Welcome.  Now you can pay even more $ for the highest octane!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||Kevinj110||08-22-2003||12:16 AM||||Welcome man, I love how our cars seems to turn V8 guys on to a 4 cylinder powered car. But anyways welcome and good luck. These cars are rewarding yet a pain in your ass at all times. welcome||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000007||curtis||08-22-2003||01:01 AM||||welcome to the world of 93 octane, burnt clutches and broken transmissions.  But its no big deal after you've out run all the corvettes, mustangs and cameos in town and not to leave out all the riced out nitrous drinking hondas.||65.135.143.206||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||miturra||08-22-2003||10:04 AM||||Welcome. Once you drive one of these, it's hard to go back to a regular car.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes



ubb/Forum3/002855.cgi
A||||15||agrabau||Full Jdm bumper conversion on ebay ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-21-2003||01:14 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||I wouldn't share this if I still had my Galant but I figure no one's seen this lil' gem yet. <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2428882145&category=36475" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2428882145&category=36475</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-21-2003||01:57 PM||||Thanks, now NOBODY ELSE BID ON IT!<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||MiSTER2||08-21-2003||02:09 PM||||I can't believe you guys are drooling over that ugly bumper  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  , the aus/us spec bumpers are alot better than the jap one.<br /><br />Ok Ok i know, different ppl different tastes etc. etc. bs. bs. crap. etc. crap. bs.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||08-21-2003||03:00 PM||||Found it a while ago when the guy had a full front clip. Still talking to him if he ever replies with some consistency.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-21-2003||09:10 PM||||I thought I said nobody else bid on it!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||08-21-2003||10:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I thought I said nobody else bid on it!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bite me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  I had dibs from way back.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||08-22-2003||12:07 AM||||oh how i year for a amg bumper. but don't we all! i think that the jap spec bumper is still better looking then our bench from and rear bumper (you can practically use them as seats!!!!)||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||gtluke||08-22-2003||03:26 PM||||hey you guys, i'm DYING for a set of jdm foglights.<br />if anyone out there has a set of has pieces of a set, let me know.<br />please help! i've been searching forever now<br />-luke-||138.89.85.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||08-22-2003||06:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> hey you guys, i'm DYING for a set of jdm foglights.<br />if anyone out there has a set of has pieces of a set, let me know.<br />please help! i've been searching forever now<br />-luke- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">good luck I was trying to score a spare set for if I get the bumper but I've had no luck.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||08-23-2003||02:50 AM||||MB662985  Cover, FR Fog Lamp, LH<br />MB662986  Cover, FR Fog Lamp, RH<br />MB662987  Cover, FR FOg Lamp SI<br />MB662988  Cover, FR Fog Lamp SI<br />        MB698775  LH combo<br />        MB698776  RH combo<br /><br />if only i can find someone with these in stock<br />everyone in the US tells me these numbers are "no good"  i have a friend in japan i might send to a dealer, but he's kinda clueless. he's a mustang friend that is stationed over there for a little while.<br />hmf, i'm F'd<br />i've even spoken to a kid in japan that was supposed to try and find me a set on the junkyard, but i can't find the kid now<br />grrr<br />-luke-||138.89.85.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000010||JSTYLE||08-23-2003||06:18 AM||||how much are you guys willing to pay for JDM.<br /><br />front bumper (no foggies)<br />rear bumper<br />clear side indicators<br />headlights<br />grill<br /><br />cos i may consider selling mine i the price is right  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />pm me if interested.<br /><br />Jon||210.49.191.88||reg||1||JSTYLE||00000519||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||08-23-2003||02:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JSTYLE:<br /><strong> how much are you guys willing to pay for JDM.<br /><br />front bumper (no foggies)<br />rear bumper<br />clear side indicators<br />headlights<br />grill<br /><br />cos i may consider selling mine i the price is right   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />pm me if interested.<br /><br />Jon </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I may want the rear.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||08-24-2003||02:45 AM||||I ownaged that crap. So who want's some JDM headlights and the grill?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||turboflanagan||08-24-2003||12:30 PM||||I got dibs!  $15!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Shipped?  And can you pre-aim the headlights to the left for me?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000014||PRE-EVO||08-24-2003||03:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> I got dibs!  $15!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    Shipped?  And can you pre-aim the headlights to the left for me?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you include the $100 BS fee and the $50 shipping labe making fee.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  I'll let you know when I get them.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000015||1420mark||09-20-2003||11:29 PM||||that the jap spec bumper is still better looking then our bench from and rear bumper (you can practically use them as seats!!!!) [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />so the JDM is not as big - does it direct replace with our metal under bumper support ? Or does that need to be reduced too?  Or is it just that ours is full of 5 mph foam and that is why it is so much bigger - complying with 5mph laws?||24.175.2.66||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes



ubb/Forum3/002856.cgi
A||||14||MiSTER2||Dump pipe question (last post)||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||08-21-2003||01:37 PM||||Hi Guys,<br /><br />I'm feeling that soon i'll get somewhere with my VR4 trial       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      .  Why? Because of you guys.  <br /><br />I started the mods last week with a K&N replacement air filter.  Then i had a little drama called idle surge which fixed itself      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />       Today i fitted a Greddy Profec B boost controller, Autometer Boost Gauge is going to be fitted tomorrow, also got some polyurethane bushings today (not fitted yet).  Booked in for turbo back exhaust system for next thursday (depending on the paycheque of wednesday).  With your recommendations the datalogger cable is already on it's way downunder.<br /><br />So far everything is going according to plan.  I learned in 1 week about VR4, what i could have learned in 1 year if we didn't have this forum and Ryan's website.<br /><br />Galantvr4.org rules      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||08-21-2003||01:50 PM||||Thats cool your mods are going along smoothly.<br />I wish i knew about this site long before i found it. for the first year i had my car it remained bone stock, this site soon changed that.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||MiSTER2||08-26-2003||10:33 AM||||Can't wait for this thursday finally i'm getting the exhaust system fitted.  I already talked to the exhaust guy and he said it'll be ok to get the system 3inch turbo back going down to 2.5 after the resonator before the muffler.  I'm expecting a sound between skyline gtr and old bmw m3   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000003||MiSTER2||08-27-2003||09:23 AM||||I did not do the removing of the boost restrictor in the BCS, and changing the vacuum lines to see boost from AFTER the IC mod. I guess this mod is not needed when an electronic boost controller is used.  After i installed the Profec B, the boost actually went down to 5-6psi when the profec was turned off.  So today i turned it on and gave it some boost it's now running at 10psi but when i get the exhaust system tomorrow i'm expecting it to rise to 11-12psi.  Here are some pics of the interior and the muffler that will be fitted tomorrow.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1219&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1220&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1221&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1222&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Getting there   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-27-2003||10:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> I did not do the removing of the boost restrictor in the BCS, and changing the vacuum lines to see boost from AFTER the IC mod. I guess this mod is not needed when an electronic boost controller is used.  After i installed the Profec B, the boost actually went down to 5-6psi when the profec was turned off.  So today i turned it on and gave it some boost it's now running at 10psi but when i get the exhaust system tomorrow i'm expecting it to rise to 11-12psi.  Here are some pics of the interior and the muffler that will be fitted tomorrow.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Correct, you don't need to modify your BCS if you're not using it.  Throw it on a shelf somewhere.<br /><br />I think that it is still a good idea to do the vacuum-IC line reconfiguration -- but I haven't done this yet myself.  It may not be necessary, but since you monitor pressure at the throttle body, you might as well run your controller off of a vac line closer to it, right?  Without starting up another environmental discussion I think that less vacuum lines is better... less variables to deal with.||12.247.128.70||reg||10||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||MiSTER2||08-27-2003||11:07 AM||||I don't know how the mechanic connected the boost controller but the boost control module is mounted next to the airfilter box.  I also don't think the vacuum cables go to the throttle body they go under, towards the bottom of the air filter box and engine.  I don't think he removed anything like BCS etc. I think everything is still on the car.  Also now i have full control of boost so what difference would i make if i did the vacuum IC line reconfiguration?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000006||number3||08-27-2003||12:36 PM||||BTW stock boost level is 10.5-11.5 psi.  Don't be scared! Turn it up! Give yourself another 2 psi and feel the power. Then get a pump and crank it up more!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||MiSTER2||08-27-2003||01:00 PM||||OH is it?  I thought it was about 7-8psi hehe stupid me.  When i get the exhaust system installed tomorrow the boost will rise anyway.  Plus a FMIC is not far away.<br /><br />After that i plan to fit a fuel pump, rising fuel reg, chip or e-manage and up boost to 17psi and leave it at that for a while. I think this will be the limit for my old 14b anyway. Before reliability goes out the window.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000008||h45454||08-28-2003||01:30 AM||||Dumb question.....What kind of muffler is that (brand)?||68.70.104.224||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000009||MiSTER2||08-28-2003||05:48 AM||||It's Remus muffler||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000010||MiSTER2||08-28-2003||06:24 AM||||Today i finally got the exhaust system made.  Right now the car's running 11psi.  I changed my mind today and got a 3inch system all the way except the 2.5inch remus muffler which sounds really good and it's quiet.  When i went to the exhaust shop and looked under the car i saw how tight the spot was for a 3inch dump pipe.  The exhaust guy told me it'd take a day just to fabricate a dump pipe  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  . So instead i had to give up on the dump pipe even though i knew how much difference it would make and started the system from few inches below the dump pipe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  Well the dump pipe is only short anyway, i guess  i'll get it when i upgrade to 16g.  I'm kind of sad about the dump pipe situation but happy about the rest of the system as i can tell the difference in performance and sound. Here are some pics:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1239&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1240&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1241&width=400" alt=" - " />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000011||MiSTER2||08-29-2003||06:13 AM||||How much hp and torque there is to gain (up to 17-18psi) with a 3inch dump pipe?  Is it worth going back to the exhaust shop and getting a dump pipe made at this stage?  As i mentioned my car has 3inch system all the way right after the dump pipe with 2.5inch muffler.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000012||MiSTER2||08-30-2003||03:12 AM||||Nobody knows?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||202.7.77.34||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000013||bob in chicago||08-30-2003||09:21 AM||||Turbo magazine's project GVR4 showed 10.5 ft.lbs of torque and 5.2 horses from a 3" downpipe.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/" target="_blank">http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/</a>||24.136.17.127||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000014||MiSTER2||08-30-2003||01:26 PM||||That means i should wait until 16g conversion.  Damn so anxious.||202.7.77.34||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum3/002857.cgi
A||||5||admsr||New Exhaust||||10||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||08-21-2003||03:54 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||Holy shit.....I just got my new exhaust and put it on and holy shit....I forgot to turn the boost down from 16 lbs and I went for a test drive. I stepped on her beautiful pedal and she responded by screaming at me with all 21 lbs of boost that she found in her heart. I held it there for a good 10 seconds before I realized that i was in 4th gear on I684 (a.k.a the northeast autobahn) doing 115......<br /><br />needless to say that i pulled over out of fear of blowing myself to pieces and turned the boost down.<br /><br />2.5 mandrel bent turbo back with test pipe courtesy of <a href="http://www.dsmparts.com....." target="_blank">www.dsmparts.com.....</a><br /><br />Damn, I have to get a logger!<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.65.2.117||reg||10||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-21-2003||04:00 PM||||Exhaust makes such a huge difference.  I went from stock exhaust to 3" turboback without raising the boost at all, and went from being dead even with my brother's truck in the 1/4 to pulling 8 cars on it.  I was seriously impressed.<br /><br />Plus I got 3" Stainless Turboback (certified) for $550 so that was nice too.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||admsr||08-21-2003||04:07 PM||||Very nice. I couldnt afford stainless so I went aluminized......stainless magniflow muffler with 4"tip.....<br /><br />I'm digging it for now...<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||10||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||08-21-2003||04:20 PM||||Grr... I just put basically the same exhaust on my car and now it's slow as shit.  Something's buggered...||69.59.219.239||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||08-21-2003||04:52 PM||||I like my Thermal 3".  It was made for a 1G, but the guy I bought it from, cut, and lengthened it in 2 small places, and right at the muffler.  <br /><br />Alex...I'm from CT too.  We're gonna have to try and see if we can muster up a meet or something and get in touch with all the GVR4 owners in CT.  There are quite a few in this small state. <br /><br />By the way, a friend of mine just re-opened CCDSM.  The new page is <a href="http://www.ccdsm.net" target="_blank">www.ccdsm.net</a>||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||admsr||08-22-2003||07:17 AM||||Hey Craig. I've been talking to Colt4G63 who is from CT as well. I think that we definitly need to all get together. I just jioned up this really cheesy car club, but I think that I'm nixing it. I'm a true GVR4-er at the heart. I'm picking up some 17" RIMS & Tires today. I'll post some pics when I'm done.<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||10||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum3/002858.cgi
A||||3||GRV4726||i got my engine. ||||10||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||08-21-2003||07:06 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||i got my engine. i got my engine. <br /><br />i've been waiting to get this for a while. i mean to say i've been waiting to have the cash to order it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  . i still have to pay a nice chunk off it. ah, parental support. i'm only lucky bastard. i've also been saving up for over 2 years.<br /><br />the engine looks good, but of course the timing belt is cracked. the timing belt is ripped too, i'm guess from the thing that caused the crack. the turbo looks good. its look a lot fresher then mine. the exhaust housing is still black and i can't see any cracks. but then again its still on the pallet and in the wrapping. i won't have time to deal untill tomorrow.<br /><br />anyway, i'll be updating you all on it. and like a said in a previous post it was only 145 to ship. it was 1100 for the engine, which is reasonable after shopping around. <br /><br />i'll post some pics later (if i figure out how to do so. my computer is "special")||24.238.156.173||reg||10||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||08-21-2003||09:50 PM||||Where did you get the motor from?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||08-21-2003||11:58 PM||||i got it from noyan usa. i will take some pics tomorrow. i just got pack home from picking up school supplies. i just started school and i have three tests next week. (today was my first day)<br />grr. <br /><br />i think it looks good so far. we'll see.||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||08-22-2003||12:36 AM||||You'll enjoy! Port the usual stuff, remove the BS's and enjoy the heck out of it. My JDM motor was super. 160 compression across all 4 exactly.||167.142.22.216||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/002859.cgi
A||||17||Romanova||Tire Rack... WTF?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||08-21-2003||09:44 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||So I order some 195-50-15s today from Tire Rack. I've purchased many MANY tires from them with no qualms what so ever. So I order my tires this morning, then head to work. As I get to work, they call me and say they can't sell me those tires. Apperantly they are too small for the Galant. Couldn't carry the load of the car or something. WTF? Said they couldn't be liable if an accident occured because of the tires. <br />Sounds like bullshit to me. Gonna order them again and list another car. What a hassle.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||08-21-2003||09:49 PM||||What kind of tire?  What is stock 195/60?  Did you ask what the load rating of those tires was and tell them that the car had been weight modified for racing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .  Or you could just list another car, like you said.||64.63.226.45||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||letter8||08-21-2003||11:15 PM||||That is an inch and a half shy in diameter from stock.  <br /><br />There aren't a lot of companies that I would recommend to others just because there aren't a lot that I trust enough... Tire Rack is one of those that I never hesitate to recommend.  <br /><br />Being local, though, I have the advantage being able to walk in a talk to their staff directly to discuss options.  But, I've never had the urge to second guess their staff's knowledge.||208.231.176.79||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||08-21-2003||11:34 PM||||Liability reasons...plain and simple. They won't sell you only two snow tires either unless you beg.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||08-21-2003||11:38 PM||||Try Wheel Options never had a problem with them. The prices tend to be the same as Tire Rack too.||67.20.5.58||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||08-21-2003||11:38 PM||||Just get some 225/50s. 195/50s will just look funny.||67.29.236.254||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||08-22-2003||04:35 PM||||I agree, the 205/55 is what I use on the stock wheels, and it rolls a little more than I would prefer, but it's bearable if you're NOT autocrossing.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||smokindav||08-22-2003||04:37 PM||||205/55/15<br /><br />225/50/15 are just a bit wide for the stock rims and will roll over during hard cornering.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||08-22-2003||05:04 PM||||dammit i was just going to order some 205 55's for my stock rims and now i dont know<br />heh whats the GOOD size to get for a daily driver auto-x type car?<br />-luke-||138.89.85.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||08-22-2003||05:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong> 205/55/15<br /><br />225/50/15 are just a bit wide for the stock rims and will roll over during hard cornering.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I havn't had a problem with that.  Running Z rated tires anyway. 205.55.15 on stock rims.||12.34.246.36||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||Dan D||08-22-2003||05:43 PM||||If you put 205-55's on the stock rims, just make sure you get a tire with a good stiff sidewall.  As long as it pretty rigid, the overhang won't hamper handling much.  With Z-rated dunlops and little extra pressure, the tires roll less than the v-rated 195's that were on the car when I got it.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000012||gtluke||08-22-2003||06:28 PM||||okay cool<br />can any one suggest a good tire with a reasonable price? i drive about 25k miles a year so no $500 sets of tires for me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   i also get tires at wholesale cause my friend owns a tire shop<br />-luke-||138.89.85.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000013||bzvr4||08-22-2003||07:27 PM||||try these guys, i think they are pretty cheap, and have good service<br /><br /><a href="http://www.treadepot.com" target="_blank">http://www.treadepot.com</a>||209.216.202.62||reg||1||bzvr4||00002103||yes
Z||000014||KenGVR4||08-22-2003||08:28 PM||||Go to Discount Tire up on Division and talk to those guys.  Their prices are as good as Tire Rack, and actually once you figure in having to take your Tire Rack tires somewhere for mounting/balancing/etc, it will end up being cheaper.||67.168.152.35||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000015||Romanova||08-22-2003||10:01 PM||||Just ordered tires for my Scirocco.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />I get them mounted at Camp so it doesn't cost me anything...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||08-22-2003||10:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> okay cool<br />can any one suggest a good tire with a reasonable price? i drive about 25k miles a year so no $500 sets of tires for me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    i also get tires at wholesale cause my friend owns a tire shop<br />-luke- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What tire shop does your friend own?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||gtluke||08-23-2003||02:48 AM||||discount country tire  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />its nate from DSMotorsport. he posts here sometimes.<br />its his grandfather's shop, but its the same shop he is running DSMotorsport out of till next september when the new shop opens.<br />i can also get them myself at cost, depending on brand cause i have my own shop. i delt with a guy who worked at a tire retailer for YEARS and he moved into wholesale, so he'll sell to me even though they usually sell only to tire shops in lots of a few hundred.<br />it depends on what tire i want to go with though<br />i still need some idea's on what brand to go with.<br />-luke-||138.89.85.41||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||08-23-2003||02:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> discount country tire   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />its nate from DSMotorsport. he posts here sometimes.<br />its his grandfather's shop, but its the same shop he is running DSMotorsport out of till next september when the new shop opens.<br />i can also get them myself at cost, depending on brand cause i have my own shop. i delt with a guy who worked at a tire retailer for YEARS and he moved into wholesale, so he'll sell to me even though they usually sell only to tire shops in lots of a few hundred.<br />it depends on what tire i want to go with though<br />i still need some idea's on what brand to go with.<br />-luke- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There are lots of good brands out there.  I am now a pretty big fan of Fulda tires now.  I got the extreamo's installed earlier this summer.  So far, I think they are nicer the the Perelli P 7000 (no longer made in 205.55.15) that I had before and they were some damn nice tires.<br /><br />I beat the piss out of the fulda's because it had been awhile since I had a nice set of tires on the car.  They seem to have a stiffer side wall then the p 7000's and they cost less.  I know there are many fine tires and eveyone has a favorite, but I think for the price, the Fulda Extreamo's are going to be hard to beat in the same price range.  They are some damn nice tires.  They cost me $450 installed, but I also got a few buxs for my old winter tires.  If you can get favors from a shop owner, I bet you could score pretty good.<br /><br />The down side, they are not to be driven in the winter. You will wreck faster then you can say "I love boost" three times.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002860.cgi
A||||4||Garfield Wright||Heading up to Ocala this weekend||||6||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||08-21-2003||09:50 PM||garfield@southfloridatuners.com||Going to visit my sister in Silver Springs/Silver Shores (don't recall) exactly, but I'm driving up early Saturday morning leaving Ft. Lauderdale between 5-6am.  Should be about a 4 hr ride which I'll be taking it easy.  Is there anything to do in Ocala after 5pm?  Who lives in Ocala?  We can get together or something.||66.176.228.110||reg||6||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-21-2003||11:43 PM||||I've got the entire Ocala GVR4 population right here.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     I'd love to meet up man.  Give me a call when you are in town.  (352)207-0354.<br /><br />BTW there is NOTHING to do in Ocala other than movies and cruising around and the usual BS.  There are some lame ass clubs downtown but don't waste your time.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||08-22-2003||12:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I've got the entire Ocala GVR4 population right here.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      I'd love to meet up man.  Give me a call when you are in town.  (352)207-0354.<br /><br />BTW there is NOTHING to do in Ocala other than movies and cruising around and the usual BS.  There are some lame ass clubs downtown but don't waste your time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh fuck..... Paul, Thats not what i want to hear. Im trying to get the hell out of Chicago bc it sucks ass here and Florida is one place Im really looking hard at. Nothing to do huh?||65.227.217.172||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-22-2003||12:54 AM||||Don't get me wrong.  Ocala is a nice little town.  Population of 50,000 -- not too tiny, but it isn't too crazy either.  I kind of like the pace of it.<br /><br />But if you are looking for stuff do in Ocala - a nightlife - you won't find it here.  Town gets pretty dead after 10pm.  Of course you could always go to the local street races but there are too many cops around for my liking.<br /><br />If you are looking for a lively town I would suggest Orlando or St. Pete rather than Ocala.  If you want a decent, calm town that doesn't suck too bad, Ocala is fine (although jobs don't pay extremely well).  It is centrally located (1.5 hrs tops to Orlando, Tampa, St. Pete, Daytona, Ormond).  Plus I'd love another GVR4 in the area!<br /><br />My #1 gripe with FL - there are HORRIBLE old ass drivers all over the place.  I have to honk at some old fart that tries to merge onto me nearly daily.  What gets me is when they wave at you as if to say sorry.  Don't freaking wave at me, keep those damn hands on the steering wheel granny!  Yeah you just cut me off, waving really makes it okay.  Sheesh.  &lt;/rant&gt;||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||08-22-2003||05:00 PM||||I'll give you a call Paul.  Those Q-Tips (as I refer to them) are all over Florida.  That's how they change lanes.  They'll inch over into the other lane & if no one honks at them, they merge over, but if someone honks at them, they get back into their lanes.  I think there's a class they go to that teaches them to change lane like that!<br />Feel free to give me a call 954 612 3947.||207.239.80.34||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum3/002861.cgi
A||||15||agrabau||There's a new car out there.||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-21-2003||10:38 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||The Bimmubishi started tonight. This marks the end of a 30 day after work marathon of non-stop car work and a year of fabrication, planning and ordering parts. I'm very excited. My driveshaft was in but I'm having a couple of inches added cause it was a little short. I think the car should be going next week. <br /><br />The only, last problem or "gotcha" could be if there's any reversal in the transmission or rear diff causing my car to have 5 reverse speeds and one forward speed. If this happens I don't know what I'll do. I'll check in the morning but I checked the direction of the engines before removing them and they both spin in the same way so I should be okay I still worry though.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||08-21-2003||10:45 PM||||5 reverse gears sound kinda cool.  Rear engine Front wheel drive, rear wheel steering, rear right hand drive.  Sounds like it could be some sort of mutated japanese/german hybrid.<br /><br />I hope everything turns out good with the car.  Sounds like it was a very fun project. Good luck.<br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||number3||08-21-2003||10:53 PM||||NICE!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||08-21-2003||11:39 PM||||Thanks guys. It's almost midnight and I was still working on actual "work stuff" but I had to stop and check about the direction of the driveshaft. I theorized that it depends on the side that the pinion gear is in comparison to the ring gear.. if the driveshaft turns one forward direction it will result in two different directions at the wheel depending on the relationship of the ring and pinion. Well.. i went outside. and....<br /><br /><br />it's right!!!!<br /><br />I can sleep now. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||08-22-2003||12:05 AM||||you HAVE to get a video of it running. well you don't have to do shit i say. but i'm sure everyone is dying to see it. i must say i am.  this is like the project of the year for our board. <br /><br />anyway it will be crazy cool   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   (something i've never said)||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||Kevinj110||08-22-2003||12:10 AM||||OK here is what ya do. If you get any reversal of the gears just flip the rear end. Ha no but I am glad to hear it is almost done. I really hope you post videos or something of the sort. Maybe one of you passing a Z3   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.148.246.134||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||08-22-2003||12:21 PM||||if you indeed have 5 reverse gears, you could make some money selling the car to the french army.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||08-22-2003||12:29 PM||||Nick, that was fantastic! <br /><br />GVR44726- thanks a lot man. That means a lot to me. <br /><br />I have a digi-video cam and a lot of webspace. Can someone teach me how to upload videos? I have a Galant one of me doing donuts in front of my house too. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||number3||08-22-2003||01:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> if you indeed have 5 reverse gears, you could make some money selling the car to the french army. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Much better Nick, I am glad to see your getting into the spirt of things again.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||6||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||number3||08-22-2003||06:09 PM||||<a href="http://bimmer.roadfly.org/bmw/forums/forcedinduction/forum.php?postid=3719304&page=1" target="_blank">http://bimmer.roadfly.org/bmw/forums/forcedinduction/forum.php?postid=3719304&page=1</a>||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||08-22-2003||09:57 PM||||WOW.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||08-23-2003||11:42 AM||||holy shit, that is awesome. Looks like a renalt or a mini, cannot tell...damn!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||Forced Style||08-23-2003||11:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> holy shit, that is awesome. Looks like a renalt or a mini, cannot tell...damn! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You could always try reading..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />"The mini is running a T04E/T3 BB turbocharger for now we also have a 60-1/T3 for drag racing. The drivetrain is a 1.8L Integra GSR."||208.231.176.68||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000013||curtis||08-24-2003||02:32 AM||||WE WANT TO SEE BIG NASTY BURNOUTS AND DONUTS, DONUTS, DONUTS||65.135.142.110||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000014||Kibo||08-24-2003||02:34 AM||||Wow!  Firing up the car for the first time after I've had it down for a while always makes me nervous...I can't imagine what it would be like after undergoing a massive project like yours!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Congratulations!<br /><br />Pictures, videos, and stories--we want it all!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||08-24-2003||08:48 AM||||The driveshaft was too short so I had to send it back on Thursday. It should be back here on Wed which means that the burnout videos will come on Thurs or Friday. I was really pissed when I realized that it was in fact me that mismeasured the length of the shaft... alas another week.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/002862.cgi
A||||9||Vr4in'||Check out this Galant...Serious bidders only :)||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||08-21-2003||11:21 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I happened to come across this very nice piece of work on ebay.Hope you guys enjoy it as much as i did. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2428514899&category=6353" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2428514899&category=6353</a>||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-21-2003||11:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Arrangements can be made view <b>van</b> before auction ends. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||08-21-2003||11:28 PM||||PIMP!!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||letter8||08-21-2003||11:29 PM||||Do you suppose the guy in the driver's seat is wearing any clothes at all?||208.231.176.79||reg||1||letter8||00002163||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||08-21-2003||11:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by letter8:<br /><strong> Do you suppose the guy in the driver's seat is wearing any clothes at all? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I dont know,but him and the car sure do look ugly...him and his AWESOme Arelli Assassin's.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||Kevinj110||08-22-2003||12:22 AM||||HA HA HA HA HA HA HA   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.119.34.39||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||08-22-2003||12:47 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  what an ugly piece of shit||65.227.217.172||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||08-22-2003||12:50 AM||||Did anyone else notice that it has over 210,000 miles on it?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000008||curtis||08-22-2003||12:53 AM||||bling bling||65.135.143.206||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||08-22-2003||12:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> bling bling </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"Shit bling" get it right!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/002863.cgi
A||||10||229of1000||I can't decide if this is funny or totally retarded.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-22-2003||01:07 AM||||<a href="http://www.peesack.com/stuff/Half%20Assed%20Half%20Furious-sm.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.peesack.com/stuff/Half%20Assed%20Half%20Furious-sm.mpg</a><br /><br />I think it's funny.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||08-22-2003||01:21 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||08-22-2003||02:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats what im sayin   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||08-22-2003||02:06 AM||||Totally retarded, but the slow motion at the end was awesome    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||08-22-2003||03:37 AM||||That was better than the actual movie.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||number3||08-22-2003||07:32 AM||||Funny!||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||08-22-2003||09:36 AM||||i love the brak song. pretty funny. of course a little retarde though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />but then again so was 2 fast 2 furious, so it fits quite nicely||24.238.156.173||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||08-22-2003||10:52 AM||||That was genious film-making.<br /><br />--------------------<br />Special Brian||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||no
Z||000008||atsiauto||08-22-2003||11:53 AM||||this is totally we todd did .. <a href="http://www.funnyjunk.com/pages/burger/htm" target="_blank">http://www.funnyjunk.com/pages/burger/htm</a>||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||08-22-2003||12:30 PM||||watch the timing, they pretty much did it all in a day. the next time you have friends over who bitch about 'not much to do', take a cue from these guys and make a stupid fun video.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||08-22-2003||01:23 PM||||That was so retarded but did make me laugh at a few points.||65.227.204.55||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002864.cgi
A||||2||neonturbo1995||Where to buy FSM???||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-22-2003||02:55 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||Sorry for the double post, but I could not decide where to put it.<br /><br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Anyone have one for sale or know the cheapest/best place to buy one??? Helm wants like $130, and I have not received a response fron Concelli Mitsubishi....at all!!!!||68.164.11.210||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||08-22-2003||09:34 AM||||don't email concicelli.  call them.<br /><br />they have 1 guy (frank?) who does nothing but answer the phone for the DSM guys  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||08-22-2003||09:38 AM||||or if you mean the set available on cd's that is much cheaper.<br /><br />manualcd.dsm.org<br /><br />oh..wait, those are for backup purposes only.  That's right   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum3/002865.cgi
A||||8||ayvr4||Video of 573||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||08-22-2003||12:11 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Ok, here is the video I made of my VR-4, it is kind of dumb, but just check it out and let me know what you think...<br />had to make it low res to upload it...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/ayvr4/AaronsVR4.WMV" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/ayvr4/AaronsVR4.WMV</a><br /><br />Thanks<br />~Aaron<br /><br />ps. thanks Ryan (Hertz)||68.74.194.11||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||08-22-2003||12:20 PM||||Well, like soft core porn, it didn't do much for me, but I like how you did shots of the tach, boost gauges, etc. Nice effort!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-22-2003||12:32 PM||||I think you did a really good job on the editing, nice shots too.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||mr.mitsu||08-22-2003||12:33 PM||||the later half is only a black screen   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />is it supposed to be like that?||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||08-22-2003||01:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mr.mitsu:<br /><strong> the later half is only a black screen    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />is it supposed to be like that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">try right-clicking on it and doing a save target as... then view it after it is saved on your computer...<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||08-22-2003||06:34 PM||||On A Side Note:<br />I just made my last loan payment on 573 today!!!<br />i am pretty happy, i had a 2 year loan out for her. that means she will blow up tomarrow.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||jayru||08-22-2003||07:18 PM||||I love my cars, but you might have too much time on your hands. LOL JK  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.229.156.71||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||08-22-2003||07:42 PM||||Nice job.  I didn't think the quality looked poor at all.  Better then alot of other stuff I see.<br /><br />Good shots, good over all short show of your car.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||Craig91||08-22-2003||07:49 PM||||First time I've ever seen the Boost LED light up at night.  Mine hasn't worked at all since I got the car, no LED's at all.  Then again, I guess that's ok because I have an Autometer gauge in the pillar, but first time I've seen those actually work.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum3/002866.cgi
A||||1||CCDSM69||The latest in gauges||||1||||CCDSM69||00001573
Z||000000||CCDSM69||08-22-2003||06:04 PM||||<img src="http://www.open.org/hubert89/gauge.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.20.5.58||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-24-2003||03:05 PM||||Yea, the new Ricer excuses guage. Saw that on <a href="http://www.racingnewmexico.com" target="_blank">http://www.racingnewmexico.com</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002867.cgi
A||||26||atsiauto||mY 92 IS SLOW  AS  ass.||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||08-22-2003||06:31 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||ran a 15.5 I was trying to represent Last week at NOPI . I met andy from keysville and a few others, Im not a first timer at the track so I launched on a turbo focus had him til the 8th mile , but he passed me and ran 14.7 <br />My mods are HKS 264 cams 16G 550's hogged out mas and HKS P-Fcon also was running 20 psi w a keydiver chip, no noticable knock count. My car dies at like 6k it just stops pulling . feels real good when on boost but runs all out of ass up high , My stock 91 I believe would kiss it good bye, I have not datalogged it but have redont the throttle body seals and had check for bost leak awhile back . I need help .  also I have a 2.5 ful exhaust and no cat .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-22-2003||06:42 PM||||Um yeah, that's pretty bad.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     <br /><br />Have you checked out the engine?  At least a compression check?  Are you using obscene amounts of oil or coolant?  I would also try turning your boost down some.  If you're running 20psi without any datalogging you may have blown your engine.<br /><br />(Anybody else noticing this "my car is slow" thread trend? LOL!)||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||08-22-2003||06:46 PM||||Im trying to get with justin to datalog the car tomorrow.  It also has a 177 lph walbro pump . it uses no oil , it does have adj cam gears on it .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||08-24-2003||08:50 PM||||What were your 1/8 mile time and speed? Just curious.<br />Also if you've made adjustments to your cam gears, maybe reset them back to zero unless you've tuned them on a dyno. <br />Not trying to knock you down but I just ran on Wed night and ran 14.03 w/o cams, same boost and at 5700 ft. And I think I got some issues to deal w/.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||08-24-2003||08:53 PM||||sounds like poor timing advance....<br /><br />not alot of people opt to use adjustable cam gears  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||08-24-2003||11:06 PM||||Yeah, I ran 14.1 with nothing but 3" turboback, K&N, and walbro 255.  Boost was at 1.1 bar (16psi).  I was running 14.4 every time at 18psi, turned it down to 16psi and went 14.1.  Watch your knock and timing.  I'd still recommend some major tuning and checking out your engine.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||08-25-2003||03:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> What were your 1/8 mile time and speed? Just curious.<br />Also if you've made adjustments to your cam gears, maybe reset them back to zero unless you've tuned them on a dyno. <br />Not trying to knock you down but I just ran on Wed night and ran 14.03 w/o cams, same boost and at 5700 ft. And I think I got some issues to deal w/. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">10.115 @72.64 MPH at the 1/8 mile mark. 60 foot was 2.356<br />1/4 15.523 @89.94||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||08-26-2003||02:28 AM||||[/QUOTE]10.115 @72.64 MPH at the 1/8 mile mark. 60 foot was 2.356<br />1/4 15.523 @89.94 [/QB][/QUOTE]<br />Wow. You must have some timing issues. I ran that here bone stock. Maybe your knocking really bad, due to the flow from those cams. Need to log and find out what's happening.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||08-26-2003||08:24 AM||||I have the keydiver chip i have only seen 2 bars of knock like 2 times like at WOT 3rd gear . it was not knocking (acc to chip) that day .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||Doug Thomas||08-26-2003||09:00 AM||||Please don't take offense, but a big part of your problem is your 60�. Your car is not going to run any good times with a 2.3 60�.||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||08-26-2003||09:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> Please don't take offense, but a big part of your problem is your 60�. Your car is not going to run any good times with a 2.3 60�. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There is a much bigger problem besides that.  If his car was fast, he would have had a much faster trap speed.<br /><br />I got about the same 60' time in mt POS FWD Talon and still trapped 98.9 MPH with basic mods, a worn turbo, and high milage engine.  In fact, I think I got a 2.6 60' cause I had T rated tires on the car and the suspention was worn.  <br /><br />With the mods you have, you should be in the 13s for sure on a bad day.  You need to hook up a logger and see what is going on.  You either have a busted engine like everyone said, or the biggest boost leak ever.  You said you checked, but I would check again.  Make sure your IC is not dammaged.  Loggers are now (in the for sale sections) $35, so no reason not to get one.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||Doug Thomas||08-26-2003||09:53 AM||||I don�t think is fair to compare a light FWD to heavy GVR4. Of course a FWD is going to have more mph with the same 60�. He said his car was not getting any knock, so I don�t think that�s his problem. They�re no GVR4 out there running 13s with 2.3 60�.||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||08-26-2003||10:43 AM||||Don't just look at the weight.  My Talon only had basic basic mods.  This slow GVR4 has some nice mods, bigger turbo, injectors, cams.<br /><br />Stock vrs Stock with a 400lbs difference might = 10 MPH in the 1/4, but with the supporting mods, the trap speed is way to slow even with the slow 60' time.<br /><br />The problem might have been the 20psi on a stock IC.  How hot was it when you ran?  What was the humitity?<br /><br />Try running on a cooler, dryer day with 17psi.  I bet you will run faster.  I know it's been damn hot with high humitity.  That will make a good car feel like a slow POS.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||MiSTER2||08-26-2003||10:58 AM||||All these times really sound slow especially with all the mods done. There must be something wrong with the car. I thought the setup atsiauto has is a 12sec setup  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000014||Doug Thomas||08-26-2003||11:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> All these times really sound slow especially with all the mods done. There must be something wrong with the car. I thought the setup atsiauto has is a 12sec setup   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">His set-up can run 12s, but even with everything working properly I don't think the car would run 12s with 2.3 60'.||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000015||MiSTER2||08-26-2003||12:29 PM||||True.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000016||atsiauto||08-26-2003||06:00 PM||||I was told my ecu needs to be socketed to run a logger . If someone will excuse my ignorance ..Exactly what do I have to do to my ecu or  purchase  Im ready to make this purchase. Thanks for all the good advice for sure . I set My cams to "0" last night . the exhaust was advanced ,and the intake was retarded , a bit, but the car runs no differently . still has a terrible stumble @ 6k runs out of air.. pull slike crazy till then , but my stock 91 feels like it has more up top . <br />If any one has been through this Id like to call you on the landline or hit me on aol ,, atsiauto Thanks as always Scotty .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000017||229of1000||08-26-2003||06:05 PM||||You don't have to touch your ECU to run a logger.  It plugs into the diagnostic port near the fusebox under your dash.<br /><br />BTW if you have one of Jeff's ECUs then it has already been socketed.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||08-27-2003||10:54 AM||||You need:<br />1) A Palm Pilot.  m100, m105's are cheap.  MMCd (free logger) requires an OS version of 3.5 or greater.<br />2) A brick of AAA batteries.<br />3) 2 cables: 1 plugs into the diagnostic port in the car by the fuse box.  The other extends from the logger cable to the Palm (a "HotSync" cable or cradle which comes with Palm)<br />4) Software.  Free is good (MMCd).  If you want to dump some cash, you can buy the cables and software from pocketlogger.com.<br /><br />You can make the datalogging cable yourself, if you're crafty, or buy one for ~$35 (check this board's for sale section).||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||number3||08-30-2003||06:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> All these times really sound slow especially with all the mods done. There must be something wrong with the car. I thought the setup atsiauto has is a 12sec setup    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">His set-up can run 12s, but even with everything working properly I don't think the car would run 12s with 2.3 60'. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just for fun...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.allfordmustangs.com/Detailed/640.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.allfordmustangs.com/Detailed/640.shtml</a>||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||Doug Thomas||08-30-2003||07:57 AM||||That 60�conversion isn�t correct for AWD cars. According to the calculator you need a 1.72 60� to run 12.99, but they�re a few Galants running 12.9 with 1.76 to 1.8 60�.||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000021||atsiauto||08-30-2003||08:07 AM||||I read in another thread that platinum plugs (advance guy roped me into buying) may be causing an early ignite. I will replace them and the fuel filter w new parts of the proper persuasion and hope this goes away .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000022||atsiauto||08-30-2003||02:53 PM||||replaced filter and Installed NGK plugs gapped at .028 didnt help a lick . Drove car at various boost levels no matter what it hits a wall at 6k .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000023||Doug Thomas||08-30-2003||04:19 PM||||Do you have a FMIC?||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000024||Hertz||08-30-2003||04:40 PM||||Scotty, reset your ECU (discon. battery or unplug ECU for a few seconds)...<br /><br />Remember the ECU stores an "octane" value that is akin to a timing trim.  A little knock with an existing bad octane value might feel pretty damn slow.  I don't remember Keydiver's knock scale, but 10 counts of knock is more than enough to really take the wind out of your sails.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000025||atsiauto||08-30-2003||04:55 PM||||I thought the keydiver chip resets every turn of the key ? No FMIC yet I have a large one from a FUSO truck but no way to fab the piping to my satisfation and TIG the outlets w a lip to have them oriented correctly It is on the list , but will take time .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000026||number3||08-30-2003||11:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> That 60�conversion isn�t correct for AWD cars. According to the calculator you need a 1.72 60� to run 12.99, but they�re a few Galants running 12.9 with 1.76 to 1.8 60�. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for pointing that out to the people who may have misunderstood what I ment when I said "Just for fun".<br /><br />I ran many mid 12s with 1.74-1.8 60 ft times.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  I need(ed) to learn to launch better by slipping the clutch instead of side stepping it.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002868.cgi
A||||2||panzer25||Anyone seen Turbophein?||||8||||Jim||00000932
Z||000000||panzer25||08-22-2003||07:55 PM||panzer25@juno.com||I'm trying to get ahold of Matt Fernandez aka Turbophein.  I send ~165 for a momo steering wheel and hub.  He said he would send it out the next day.  2 weeks later, he tells me he thinks he's going to fix the car and keep the wheel.  He promised to refund the money, but never did and is not returning his emails.  Let me know if anyone on the list knows him.<br /><br />Thanks.<br />Jim||68.81.65.125||reg||8||Jim||00000932||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||08-24-2003||03:02 PM||||If all else fails, go here:<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www1.ifccfbi.gov/index.asp" target="_blank">http://www1.ifccfbi.gov/index.asp</a><br /><br /><br />They will probably contact him an then he will likely be scared into refunding your money ASAP. Btw, did you pay via PayPal ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||turbophein||08-27-2003||11:30 AM||||first off his wheel was sent, just a tad bit late but i explained it to him, i am a confused child. one minute i want the car the other i don't, anyone want to buy 407/1000 rolling chassis, everything except motor and tranny||24.91.240.164||reg||1||turbophein||00001655||yes



ubb/Forum3/002869.cgi
A||||11||#258||Rebirth of mystery # vr-4||||1||||#258||00000439
Z||000000||#258||08-22-2003||08:55 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||Was just given a 92 VR-4 by a rally buddy to bring the bitch back from the dead.<br />The good:<br />140000 miles<br />perfect body<br />perfect interior<br />NEVER abused<br />garage kept<br />THE BAD:<br />maintained by local repair chain store for past 8 yrs.<br />2 bad axles<br />3 piece exhaust manifold<br />2 quarts of oil a WEEK!<br />empty transfer case<br /><br />After a hard, hot day, drive train is out and now I can start to figure out exactly what she needs. For those who care I will keep a tab on what gets replaces and its approximate real world cost. Nothing exotic, just a bare bones, drive every day, never raced rebuild.<br /><br /><br />Cost to date:<br />1 Snap on 1/2" breaker bar (broke)-0.00<br />1 pack of smokes and a diet coke with lemon $5.25<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1180" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1181" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1182" alt=" - " />||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||08-25-2003||10:08 AM||||What's the light blue car outside the garage?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||#258||08-25-2003||10:14 AM||||1972 Plymouth Cricket (Hillman Avenger) 80 hp twin carb 16,000 original miles. My Baby||151.198.226.2||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-25-2003||11:11 AM||||Nice pinstriping.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />You might want to post the last digits of the VIN and the badge number for Iceman to update his list.<br /><br />Then he can tell you something useful like "the transfer case recall is still open".   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||#258||09-01-2003||06:23 PM||||Rebuild part 2<br />Engine is apart and block checks out fine. Cyl out of round by .004 so i will be going .020 over. No taper to speak of so its out at the machine shop being line honed and bored. NOTE: Machine shops can not and should not do finish boring until they have the replacement pistons in hand. Rods are being resized at the same time. Front suspension has been rebuilt while waiting for engine and ive been collecting the balance of parts to finish the job.<br />Previous total- $5.25<br />2 new axles- $135.00<br />Hub seals and bearings, crank pully,trans and transfer case seals- $201.28<br />main + rod bearings  $72.00<br />Gasket set-     $135.00<br />lifters , bs removal kit  $136.00<br />new exhaust manifold- $89.00<br />Plug wires-   $29.00<br />clutch-    $135.00<br />ball joints- $54.00<br />Tie rod ends - $45.00<br />Control arm bushings $40.00<br />total to date-   $1076.52<br />More to follow as I get into rebuilding or replacing the cyl. head||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-01-2003||10:08 PM||||Where do you get your parts?||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||#258||09-14-2003||08:23 PM||||Rebuild part 3<br />While waiting for the engine to come back, I decided to rebuild the drive shaft and replace rear axle bearings and seals. Not too dificult, just too damn many u-joints. Rebuilding the head was a major pain in the ass. Probably would have been better off buying new. New guides and valves. standard size, undercut stem intake. 1mm os undercut exhaust. Doesnt cost that much more than stock and if , in the future, performance add ons are done the head will be able to take advantage of them. Valve springs checked out fine. +/- 3lbs at correct installed height. Just have to finish the engine and im done (I hope)<br /><br />previous total 1076.52<br />valves and guides- 310.00<br />drive shaft/rear parts- 300.00<br />exhaust manifold bolts- 6.00<br />turbo 16 (had sitting in my garage for a while) 425.00<br />timing parts, idler bearings, tensioner, timing belt- 200.00<br />accessory belts- 35.00<br />ac clutch and bearing (very loud)- 105.00<br />134a conversion fittings- 5.00<br /><br /><br />Total to date: 2462.52||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000007||04DrBlur||09-14-2003||10:35 PM||||Ball joints huh?  Have you replaced them yet because I was under the impression that they were part of the lower control arm.  Acording to the manual you have to replace the whole arm to replace the ball joint.  Or were you refering to the tie rod end?||68.76.187.157||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||09-15-2003||07:07 AM||||Horseshit.  You can press the balljoints out, both front and rear, but the factory manual only lists a part number for the fronts.  The rears are supposedly a part of the rear control arm, ie you have to order a whole new arm for ball joints, but the fronts are the same.  You can just press out the rears and put fronts in and you're good to go.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||#258||09-21-2003||04:23 PM||||PART 4: FINISHED!<br />Its been a hard month with working for a living and trying to get this project done. Amazing how much more stress your under when your doing work for someone else. Engine came back looking good. Hardest part was washing it out 3 times to make sure no foreign stuff was lert in. Its been so humid it was a bitch keeping the cyl. walls from rusting during baths. Pistons were pressed on at the machine shop saving me a little time on assembly. A note to those who have never assembled an engine and may be doing one for the first time. You can never be TOO CLEAN. Ultra fine grit is probally one of the major causes of early bearing failure in rebuilt engines. Another is to NEVER trust your maching shop. Measure everything 3 times if you have to. Are cyl bores the same, do main and rod journals measure out the same?  It never hurts to re-check the obvious. Mistakes happen and NOW is the time to find them. Engine assemply went smoothly (almost forgot to install oil squiters) and took a good day. Another day and a half to install in car, hook up trans, axles, suspension and other misc work. Replaced slave cyl and clutch master cyl at this time. Still worked but its cheap insurance. Replaced caps in computer(leaking) and o2 and knock sensors. Moment of truth comes, prime fuel system via pump jump wire, recheck all hoses and fluids, say a small prayer to my particular god and SHE RUNS. Can you say "smoke em if you got em" rest of the day spent running the car at 2500 rpm for about 2 hours and constantly checking for leaks or strange noises.  <br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1357" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1358" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1359" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />PREVIOUS TOTAL: $2462.52<br />pistons and rings 150.00<br />o2 and knock sensor 140.00<br />machine work 375.00<br />slave and master cyl 116.00<br />misc for all the little thing i may have left out 125.00<br />GRAND TOTAL:3368.52<br /><br />I am sure there are people who can do it for less (not much) and I know there are ways to spend MUCH MUCH more. So thats it, Im done for now. Time to get to work on my vr4 before she beging to think that I dont love her any more<br /><br />Final photos of my project back with her owner<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1360" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1361" alt=" - " />||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000010||DongeR615||09-21-2003||05:06 PM||||nice job!||67.127.56.211||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||09-21-2003||05:11 PM||||Congrats on the rebuild! Looks familiar:  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=831" alt=" - " /> Hehe..<br /><br />Is that PRE-EVO's old stut bar?||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/002870.cgi
A||||3||crucible||Stock &quot;boost gauge&quot;||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||08-22-2003||11:02 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Whats up with the LED gauge?I just noticed it lights half way before my mech gauge even registers.Was this a joke on us or something?<br />Looks like Mitsu kept the tradition with the EVO cuz they dont even have anything from what Ive heard.No boost gauge for 30K.Fuhgedabowdit<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-22-2003||11:34 PM||||Read the LED gage a little closer.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||RTS182G-VR4||08-23-2003||02:22 AM||||half is vac, half is boost. ( -  + )||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000003||crucible||08-23-2003||02:28 AM||||A-ha.Okay.Got it.I see.Comprende<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/002871.cgi
A||||16||Romanova||AMG engine cover...||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||08-23-2003||03:19 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Just showed up today, straight from the homeland. She has a little bit of wear, but overall, it's a very impressive piece. Bling bling!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||08-23-2003||03:23 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1183" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1183&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Mmmmm.... AMG||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Kevinj110||08-23-2003||03:53 AM||||I love AMG stuff for the galants. Why did Japan have to get all the cool stuff. Oh well.||170.224.224.102||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||08-23-2003||07:28 AM||||Damn someone has to get me one of those. How much? Those are my initials.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||08-23-2003||08:00 AM||||whoa..white chocolate, you should have let me know..I sold one to Zach on our board  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||08-23-2003||08:39 AM||||baby, we gon' be aiiiight. If another pops up i'll be all over it like white on rice. <br /><br /><br />I had a band back in the 80s it was called Sexual Chocolate. Give it up fa' Seexxxua Chaclat!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||08-23-2003||12:47 PM||||I paid $50 for it. A lot for a piece of plastic... but it adds a touch of class...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||08-23-2003||12:49 PM||||Is it just me or is putting a "Tuned by AMG" plug cover on a Galant VR-4 like putting a "Type R" badge on a Honda?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||08-23-2003||12:56 PM||||Anyone can get a Type R badge... good luck finding one of these. I search the Japanese auction sites daily, and have yet to come across any more AMG parts since I purchased this one back in like June...<br />Just a rare piece of eye candy...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||08-24-2003||08:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Is it just me or is putting a "Tuned by AMG" plug cover on a Galant VR-4 like putting a "Type R" badge on a Honda?       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I work for Benz and I have no problem w/ all that AMG stuff. We see S-class' w/ fake V-12 badges!! I guess the $90k S500 wasn't good enough. <br />Anway, I'd take the complete body cladding from an AMG if I could afford to.<br />Have you seen the CLK HKS has built a for JGTCC or N1? A baddass DTM looking CLK w/ the HKS paint scheme instead of D2 or Warsteiner. So damn hot.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||08-24-2003||11:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>Have you seen the CLK HKS has built a for JGTCC or N1? A baddass DTM looking CLK w/ the HKS paint scheme instead of D2 or Warsteiner. So damn hot. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://gto-racing.nexenservices.com/gtworld_mercedesCLKGT2_HKS.htm" target="_blank">http://gto-racing.nexenservices.com/gtworld_mercedesCLKGT2_HKS.htm</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||08-24-2003||11:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>Have you seen the CLK HKS has built a for JGTCC or N1? A baddass DTM looking CLK w/ the HKS paint scheme instead of D2 or Warsteiner. So damn hot. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://gto-racing.nexenservices.com/gtworld_mercedesCLKGT2_HKS.htm" target="_blank">http://gto-racing.nexenservices.com/gtworld_mercedesCLKGT2_HKS.htm</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is what wet dreams are made of!!!! HOT!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||1312VR4||08-25-2003||09:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Is it just me or is putting a "Tuned by AMG" plug cover on a Galant VR-4 like putting a "Type R" badge on a Honda?      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Our whole interior is made by AMG.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||08-26-2003||12:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Is it just me or is putting a "Tuned by AMG" plug cover on a Galant VR-4 like putting a "Type R" badge on a Honda?       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Our whole interior is made by AMG. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think they made the cup holder, too.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||gtluke||08-26-2003||12:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /> whole interior is made by AMG. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">elaborate!||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||08-26-2003||11:54 AM||||Remove your upper rear seat.  Look at the backside embossed AMG logo in the foam.  It is our lineage to the AMG Galants before AMG was absorbed by Benz.<br /><br />I don't believe that AMG made our entire interior -- probably just the seating.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||08-26-2003||12:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Remove your upper rear seat.  Look at the backside embossed AMG logo in the foam.  It is our lineage to the AMG Galants before AMG was absorbed by Benz.<br /><br />I don't believe that AMG made our entire interior -- probably just the seating. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine doesn't   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Are your seats vinal wrapped around the bottom?||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002872.cgi
A||||5||mixx2001||Divx: &quot;Audio Codec&quot; ?||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||08-23-2003||09:19 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||I'm trying to rebuild my collection of Initial D Episodes all as Divx files and for some fucked up reason Episodes 3, 4, 7, 9, and 13 (Second Stage) come up with an error message of "Audio Data Unknown" and Tag 353.  Then at the bottom it says I probably need to get a new audio codec.  I've been all over the net and can't find any audio codecs for Divx.  Anyone else encounter this?||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-23-2003||09:40 AM||||go to divx.com and saerch for downloads||4.65.255.23||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||08-23-2003||10:48 AM||||I tried that, but no luck.  I have the latest version of <b> everything </b> plus all these "extra" programs from Divx, and still nothing.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||TAMBLERAMBLE||08-23-2003||10:54 AM||||have you downloaded the newest real player lately?||4.65.255.23||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||08-23-2003||01:24 PM||||No.  Does that have something to do with Divx?||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||08-24-2003||02:59 PM||||Maybe your files are corrupted ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002873.cgi
A||||2||Akidosigh1||1/4 time question||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||08-23-2003||03:07 PM||||2 weekends ago i raced this turbo MR2 that is supposed to be in the 13s and lost by about 5 cars and i was running 9psi then. Now, I am running 15~16 psi. My other mods are K&n filter, ported evo exhaust manifold, new rings, and bearings, and a somewhat new slipping, OEM style clutch with about 450 miles on it. Last night, i raced him again for another $10... so we line up, i back up about 2 feet cause its a downward slope so my car rolls a little befor ethe guy drops his hands... i was holding at 4000 and didn't slip the clutch right... so i messed the launch up but the whole time, the nose of his car was even with my face cause i was looking right over at his bumper the whole time and he wasn't gaining. i also have half a tank of gas with 5 gallons of 104 unleaded in it...   What are some opinions of times that i could be running untuned with the mods i have? possible to be in the 13s? I am getting ready to put in my act 2600 and ss clutch line and order my 3" turbo back exhaust this week...||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||Kibo||08-24-2003||02:31 AM||||I hate to say it, but the only way to know for sure is to take it to the track and find out; otherwise, you're just racing on paper.  Be sure to let us know how it turns out!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-24-2003||02:57 PM||||Bench racing doesnt do a lot of good, no is it usually accurate. Nice race and all, but you will need to get your car to the track to really find out. What altitiude is your track at ? I know that a 1G Talon AWD @ 15psi can run a 14.3 here at 5500ft elevation. Not bad for stock..at least for up here.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002874.cgi
A||||3||Notorius||AMG and JDM parts||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||08-23-2003||06:12 PM||||is there a site that lists all the AMG or JDM parts for our cars? i have a guy in japan that *might* be able to get AMG/JDM stuff for me and i was wondering what all they offer so i could ask him to look. right now ive asked him to find an AMG plug cover and if he can do it ill ask him for more, but i need to know whats out there.||138.86.14.12||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||08-23-2003||07:21 PM||||Good luck. This stuff doesn't grow on trees. Your chances of finding AMG parts are slim to none...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||08-23-2003||08:23 PM||||well the guy owns a tuning shop in japan and has a galant so im hoping theres a good chance there.||138.86.14.12||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||1101||08-23-2003||11:46 PM||||I am looking for a JDM rear bumper.<br /><br />The post your are looking for is here:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002803#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002803#000000</a><br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum3/002875.cgi
A||||12||admsr||GVR4 in Canada||||4||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||08-23-2003||08:38 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||Hey, I'm up in Markham, Canada for the next couple of days and I was wondering if there were any GVR4's that I could hook up with.<br /><br />Let me know!!!<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.102.132.36||reg||4||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||08-23-2003||09:48 PM||||If you find any Galants at all, steal their seat belts for me!  I hate these stupid motorized death traps!||64.63.213.189||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||08-24-2003||05:01 PM||||I got a set of seat belts and all the mouldings from a U-Pull It(I hate that name  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ) yard yesterday. $20||64.233.106.105||reg||7||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||admsr||08-24-2003||05:14 PM||||I have yet to even see a regular Galant up here but I will sway that I saw an Eagle 2000GTX.<br /><br />??Did anyone know that Eagle took a Galant and dubbed it the 2000GTX?<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.102.132.36||reg||7||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||08-24-2003||05:37 PM||||Yes, they didn't get GVR4's up there.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||threestardiamond||08-26-2003||03:47 PM||||I knew one person that owns a GVR4 here in hamilton, ON.  I dunno if he still has the car or not.<br /><br />One dude has a 2000 GTX AWD that he turbo'd and another one on the works.||66.185.84.206||reg||1||threestardiamond||00000086||yes
Z||000006||andkilde||08-26-2003||04:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> Hey, I'm up in Markham, Canada for the next couple of days and I was wondering if there were any GVR4's that I could hook up with.<br /><br />Let me know!!!<br /><br />Alex.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Alex<br /><br />    I'm importing a GVR4 -- buying it from a friend in New York -- pick it up on the 5th in Kingston. I've talked to the RIV folks, apparently it already has 5 mph bumpers and the seatbelt mountings are Canada compliant so all I need to do is add a daytime running light module to pass the Federal inspection (hoping to cheat it by hooking the foglamp relay to keyed power).<br /><br />    According to the DriveClean folks I have to smog it as a 91 (no grey market exemption). <br /><br />    Anybody know how the 4G63 does with the sniffer? We have a two speed static test (idle and 4000rpm) for full time 4 wheel drive cars in Ontario. <br /><br />     Cheers, Ted in Windsor||216.8.133.97||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000007||KenGVR4||08-27-2003||12:35 AM||||If your car is running right and you have a catalytic converter, it should pass no problem.  My car passed the 2 speed idle test (idle and 2500 RPM) with all my mods still installed (I have a 3" cat).||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000008||Nate||08-27-2003||12:43 AM||||A friend of mine bought a GVR4 in Pa and brought it into Canada.  All he did to get it legal was to add JDM headlights and wire the city lights to be his DRLs.  It worked well enough to pass the certification tests, for what that's worth.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000009||admsr||08-27-2003||08:32 AM||||Hey Ted.....Good luck with the new GVR4 up here in cunucksville......hehehe  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . I don't know much about anything up here aside from doing 120+ (Miles per hour baby, not that KM/Hr bullshit) on the QEW and route 404 Newmarket......<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.70.214.122||reg||6||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000010||andkilde||08-27-2003||10:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong> If your car is running right and you have a catalytic converter, it should pass no problem.  My car passed the 2 speed idle test (idle and 2500 RPM) with all my mods still installed (I have a 3" cat). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks guys!<br /><br />     The car I'm buying is bone stock and apparently has a fresh (year old) cat so fingers crossed it should go well. Are the Japanese headlamps easy to source? Or are they like hen's teeth?<br /><br />     Cheers, Ted||216.8.133.97||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000011||andkilde||08-27-2003||10:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> Hey Ted.....Good luck with the new GVR4 up here in cunucksville......hehehe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   . I don't know much about anything up here aside from doing 120+ (Miles per hour baby, not that KM/Hr bullshit) on the QEW and route 404 Newmarket......<br /><br />Alex.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tsk, tsk...<br /><br />    I can't afford to drive like that anymore &lt;g&gt;, insurance is killer up here once you get a couple of tickets. I'll have to come visit you in PA.<br /><br />    Anyone here into Rally or Rally Cross? I'm hoping to have a bit of fun on dirt roads but haven't found much info on appropriate suspension upgrades.<br /><br />     Cheers, Ted||216.8.133.97||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000012||andkilde||08-27-2003||10:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I'll have to come visit you in PA.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oops, getting folks confused, where exactly is Conneticut?<br /><br /><br />Cheers, Ted||216.8.133.97||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes



ubb/Forum3/002876.cgi
A||||2||DeanCouchey||Front Clip questions||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||08-23-2003||09:32 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I was wondering if anyone would want any of the parts off from a JDM clip, I dont know if I am gonna get a RS or not but the only thing I would not let go would be the hood vents, but headlights, clear corners, bumpers, foglights etc cause I dont think I would want that stuff.||24.25.136.151||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||boostx||08-23-2003||10:28 PM||||send u a pm||162.84.176.28||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||08-23-2003||11:18 PM||||hi  i'll be interested on the bumper and fog light assembly. just make sure you are getting a japanese apec front clip?? correct??<br />let me know how uch you'll ask for it and what possibly the shipping cost to melrose park illinois.||12.206.219.251||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes



ubb/Forum3/002877.cgi
A||XM||8||henrok||power steering rack||||5||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003114">This topic has been moved to Technical Questions.</a>||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||08-23-2003||11:37 PM||alvihen@aol.com||where can i get a manual steering rack for my galant?  my aws lines are corroded as hell and i got a major leak today. i tried doing a bypass with a rubber hose but the pressure blew it off lol.  anyways what is cheaper,to toss the whole thing and get a new manual rack and if so what parts to i need to order from the dealer?  or is it better to keep my power steering and get new lines (is this cheaper to do?). i kinda like my power steering so id like to keep it. hey is it possible to keep my power steering while eliminating the aws?  i know there are non-vr4 galants out there with power steering.  all ideas are appreciated||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||henrok||08-23-2003||11:44 PM||||PLEEEEEEEESSEEEEE HELP!  I REALLLLY MISSSS DRIVING MY CARRRR.   IM SOOOO ADDDICTEDDDDDD , IM SOOOOO ADDDDICCCTEEDDDDD!   WHAT IS THE QUICKEST WAY TO FIX MY PROBLEM GUYS?||205.188.208.166||reg||4||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||08-24-2003||12:06 AM||||Try these guys.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishigraveyard.com" target="_blank">www.mitsubishigraveyard.com</a><br /><br />Just swap in a front power rack from a TEL, and remove the rear rack.  There is probably something else you have to do to the rear end but I don't know what.  Hopefully someone else can fill in the blanks.<br /><br />Search the archives also.  This has come up many times.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||SPEEDFIEND||08-24-2003||01:13 PM||||I'm running a TEL power rack and it bolted right in.  The only difference between them is that this rack doesn't have the high pressure lines that go the the rear 4WS rack.  Then you and delete both high and low pressure 4WS lines that run the lenght of the car and the rear rack.  While your at the yard get a TEL power steering resevoir and swap this as well so you don't have to plug the other set of nipples on the GVR4 resevoir.  Good luck||65.130.111.183||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000004||drew||08-24-2003||04:12 PM||||If the rear 4ws leak is the only issue... what you can do is plug the Front steering rack at the source, disconnect the rear lines, and you're good to go. You do not need to get a TEL rack or a Manual rack.<br /><br />Now if you want to get rid of power steering, you would want to get a manual rack from a 1.8 DSM.<br /><br />IMHO unless your front rack is leaking, or you want to go to manual steering, there is no reason to swap in a DSM front rack||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||henrok||08-24-2003||11:51 PM||||hey guys thanks alot for ur help.  i think the easiest and best thing for me to do is to plug it at the source since i really want to keep my power steering. now if i do this i can remove my rear steering right?  and the lines too ?   is there anything else id have to worry about in the rear steering once its removed?  thanks a bunch||205.188.208.166||reg||7||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||drew||08-25-2003||02:39 PM||||You'll be able to remove everything you've asked about. the only caveat would be that you would have to:<br /><br />1) weld the pw reservoir shut (two nipples for the rear steering)<br /><br />2) Install a ps reservoir from a TEL<br /><br />If you install a TEL PS reservoir, there's less chance for leak, but you will also lose your low PS light||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||08-25-2003||02:44 PM||||I have a TEL resovoir I'll sell for $15 shipped. <br /><br />always movin that product. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||08-25-2003||02:47 PM||||This discussion seems to be more technical than general..moving it.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/002878.cgi
A||||3||neonturbo1995||Fuel injector flowing and cleaning service??||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-24-2003||02:13 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||Anyone know of a good place that does this in the Chicago area?  I know of one in Michigan, but I would like to make it a 1 day affair and skip the shipping madness.||68.164.226.17||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-24-2003||04:42 AM||||Try asking Automotosports who they use.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||08-24-2003||09:01 AM||||leo franchi at midwest motorsports.  they are an all bmw shop, but he may do it.  he is one of the premier fuel injection specialists in the nation.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||08-24-2003||09:12 AM||||<a href="http://www.midwestmotorsport.com/about_us.htm" target="_blank">http://www.midwestmotorsport.com/about_us.htm</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/002879.cgi
A||||23||1quickvr4||What do you think of swapped 240s?||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||08-24-2003||06:17 PM||caspa69@juno.com||I was thinking of building one of these insted of getting another GVR4. If I do it Im gonna run a CA18DET. What are your thoughts on thse cars.||64.63.216.134||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||08-24-2003||06:37 PM||||why not an sr20det???||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||08-24-2003||06:50 PM||||Both motors have tons of potential, I think there is more aftermarket support for the SR20DET motor though. HKS and Greddy make a ton of parts for the Silvia... and motors are plentiful on Ebay. <br />You could easily have a 400HP daily drifter... just have a line up on tires... <br />If you do a search on SR20DET swaps, you'll find tons of info on the internet about swapping these motors into a variety of Nissan/Infiniti cars...<br />And if you have access to Japanese magazines you can see how popular these cars are in Japan.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||08-24-2003||06:59 PM||||i love the sr20. we just completed this swap in my friends s13. wwwwweeeeeeeeeeeeeeeewwwwwwwwwwwwww||65.227.204.129||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||08-24-2003||07:10 PM||||SRs are good motors, But they are overhyped and I can make the power I want out of a CA. I have been to some local meets and most guys dont have a clue, but some know what their doing. I just want a nic S13 coupe with a ca. Plus CAs are about 1000.00 cheaper. I have been pondering this for a while, since I want to be more into highway stuff than drag now with the streetracing laws around where I live I dont realley need AWD anymore. I will see if I buy one or not  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  Theres a black coupe with a blown motor close to where I live....||64.63.217.103||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||Notorius||08-24-2003||07:26 PM||||wtf, how much are the SRs in ur area? a friend of mine got an S13 engine, plus installation, for 2500.00<br /><br />if ur doing wangan (highway) runs why would u want a 1.8L instead of a 2.0L? seems like the 2.0 would have more potential.||138.86.14.12||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||08-24-2003||07:32 PM||||Zach, check out last months issue of SCC they had a swap guide for the silvia, KA24, CA18 SR20 and RB26. PS thanks for the info and your mailbox is full!||24.25.136.151||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||08-24-2003||07:35 PM||||You can get a full CA setup if you look around cheaper. I would be doing the swap nmyself. The point is I dont want a SR, They are Good motors, but I dont want one. Everyone has one so I dont want one. Like I said I can make the power with a CA just the same, so its no biggie. As for a swap being done by a shop. Theirs only one I trust and they are 4500.00 for an SR swap. Plus with the SR hype they are more nmoney and just keep going up. I want a CA, so let it be  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.63.217.103||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||08-24-2003||07:40 PM||||I've got an Option2 here that has a 600HP CA18DET... all about your turbo choice...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||08-24-2003||08:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> I was thinking of building one of these insted of getting another GVR4. If I do it Im gonna run a CA18DET. What are your thoughts on thse cars. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">SO HOT!!!!.<br />I'd love to build either an S13 or S14 chassis. Any of the engine choices listed by Dean are hot. There is nothing wrong w/ a CA at all. May be a little harder to get stuff for but...It's your baby.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||jonvr4||08-24-2003||10:05 PM||||some asian guy had a s14 conv. at Bandimere on wednesday. it was black. nice. did you see it chad?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||08-24-2003||10:11 PM||||i saw it jon...how'd the sti run?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||Marcus||08-24-2003||11:13 PM||||I'm serious about building a s14, but i'm going with the overly stout RB2.5 single turbo skyline motor.  With very mild tuning and minor upgrades 330whp is as doable as J Lo in a bikini.||205.188.208.166||reg||14||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000013||jonvr4||08-24-2003||11:30 PM||||he got it down from 15.3 to 14.1 so he improved alot.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||08-25-2003||12:27 AM||||I have been considering building up a 240 in a couple years when I get tired of DSMs.  RB25 sounds nice but I haven't really researched it yet so I'm not making any comments, other than it seems like a way cool project.  Turbo, light, RWD car sounds like tons of fun.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||starwrist||08-25-2003||12:55 AM||||Silvia's are my favorite cars. And of course, Skyline's.... But if I was given a choice between an S15 and a R34...to much debate, I'd take the S15. I just love drifting.<br /><br />If I got one, I'd have to do an S15 conversion on it. But it's way cheaper just to get a front-clip from Japan. Hell, the headlights alone are $1000, not including the harness.||68.112.68.31||reg||1||starwrist||00001593||yes
Z||000016||agrabau||08-25-2003||07:22 AM||||Love em. S15 with a 6 speed. Man... someday.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000017||dsmsleeper||08-25-2003||10:48 AM||||I actually plan on building a S13 (see sig).  They've really raised prices on motors.  They're twice as much as 4g63s and for the same HP.  Back when the super street 9or whoever)did their article, the front clip was $1500, the silvia front was $500.  Prices have doubled.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000018||chadhayashi||08-26-2003||02:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> some asian guy had a s14 conv. at Bandimere on wednesday. it was black. nice. did you see it chad? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did see that. It was beautiful. Didn't get to see him run though.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000019||91 #680||08-26-2003||04:04 AM||||I used to run a 92 se-r with an sr20det swap....best car I ever had.  It had 3 inch turbo back ztt fuel pump, jwt chip, and boosted 10lbs, completely stock motor right down to the tmic.  I ran a 13.8 before I wrecked it.  good solid motor and would do wonders on an s13 or s14 240sx and is fairly cheap to do.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000020||threestardiamond||08-26-2003||03:41 PM||||Forget the CA's and DET's.  Just drop an engine from a R32.  And extra 2 cylinders is quite handy!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />SCC did a swap for themselves not too long ago.||66.185.84.206||reg||1||threestardiamond||00000086||yes
Z||000021||msaskin||08-26-2003||05:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> i love the sr20. we just completed this swap in my friends s13. wwwwweeeeeeeeeeeeeeeewwwwwwwwwwwwww </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ditto that...my buddy and i just finished the swap in his S13.  at the moment it's a stock motor, boosting 14psi, with a greddy FMIC and hard-pipe kit (plus turbo back exhaust, etc..).  next mod is a fuel system, jim wolf ECU, and ball bearing T28 turbo  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />even though traction is hard to come by, the car is an absolutel blast to drive.<br /><br />~matt||128.113.26.234||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000022||mixx2001||08-26-2003||05:52 PM||||There are three guys here in town with SR20DET swaps (2 S14, 1 S15).  And I rode in one and drove another.  While definately fun, neither seemed all that fast.  The one that I drove had a bigger turbo, FMIC, 3" turbo back, and all nessesary electronics.  He hasn't had it at the track yet but is selling the car after he lost to a SRT-4 with a MBC and exhaust.  They went from a roll, and there was all this shit talked about how unfair the race was for the Neon, and suprise he won.  The guys upside down in the car and now wants a Supra.  Maybe with some Dyno time he could of got more out of the car.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000023||jonvr4||08-26-2003||06:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <b>I did see that. It was beautiful. Didn't get to see him run though.</b>  [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">he ran 15.0(he didn't know how to lunch)||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/002880.cgi
A||||1||rigd||New owner of #1965/2000||||14||||rigd||00000677
Z||000000||rigd||08-24-2003||08:17 PM||ryaor1@cs.com||I finally scored a GVR4. It's a black 91, no sunroof and it's very clean in and out. The previous owner took care of it really well and I thank him for that. I'll have pictures up later this week.<br /><br />I've been registered on this board for around 8 - 9 months and I finally have a real good reason for being here. Good bye to my 90 GSX....hello GVR4!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />-Ryan||66.125.174.231||reg||14||rigd||00000677||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||08-24-2003||08:30 PM||||Congrats.  Welcome to the club.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/002881.cgi
A||||37||DeanCouchey||waaaaayyyy cooool Gaylant||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||08-24-2003||09:39 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.autoshow.permaisuri.com/Content/Autoshow.asp?AutoID=20030805035614" target="_blank">http://www.autoshow.permaisuri.com/Content/Autoshow.asp?AutoID=20030805035614</a><br />saw this on galantcenter and thought I should share <a href="http://www.autoshow.permaisuri.com/Content/Autoshow.asp?AutoID=20030805035614" target="_blank">gaylant</a>||24.25.136.151||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||08-24-2003||09:56 PM||||wtf was this guy thinkin  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||henrok||08-24-2003||10:13 PM||||hey i do think that guy went through alot of work to get that galant like that. i kinda like it.||205.188.208.166||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||08-24-2003||10:16 PM||||That thing is mad pimp, Im serious. I would paint it black and pimp the shit out of it.||64.63.216.220||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||number3||08-24-2003||10:36 PM||||I like it. I hate the wing (you need something back there though), the side vents in the front bumper, radiator braided hose, and I have never been a fan of tan interiors but other than that not too bad.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||08-24-2003||10:48 PM||||It isn't that bad..like he said that spoiler needs to go and he needs to get a nice sized fmic... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||08-24-2003||10:51 PM||||For a street car, laughably rediculous...<br /><br />For a 600hp 80's IMSA race car...cool (minus the purple).<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||08-24-2003||11:34 PM||||Awesome wheels! Very nice. Not sure about the 440 injectors though...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||Ian M||08-24-2003||11:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> For a street car, laughably rediculous...<br /><br />For a 600hp 80's IMSA race car...cool (minus the purple).<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly what I was thinking. It is nicely done though,If you are in to that sort of thing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.247||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000009||DookGVR4||08-25-2003||12:29 AM||||I like it minus the wing as well||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||08-25-2003||12:15 PM||||Just as said, paint it black and, I'm in.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000011||Kevinj110||08-25-2003||12:16 PM||||Hmmmmm Wide Body. I like the way that looks.||170.224.224.38||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000012||number3||08-25-2003||12:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> For a street car, laughably rediculous...<br /><br />For a 600hp 80's IMSA race car...cool (minus the purple).<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly what I was thinking. It is nicely done though,If you are in to that sort of thing.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well of course you wouldn't drive that to the water ice stand...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||raceman77||08-25-2003||12:53 PM||||wow,what a great investment..let`s see,$60k to build and expect a sale price of,what $15k? $20k? l`m sure it seemed like a good idea at the time though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000014||Jon||08-25-2003||12:56 PM||||I have been thinking about starting a new web site <a href="http://www.unclejonsrice.com." target="_blank">www.unclejonsrice.com.</a>  If I did that, I would feature all the ricey looking cars we find on the net.  This Galant could be the center piece for the entire site!  <br /><br />There is a really "nice" looking car I pass by on the way home from work.  Huge 20" wire spoke wheels and the personalized tag, "BLIGIN".||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000015||number3||08-25-2003||02:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> wow,what a great investment..let`s see,$60k to build and expect a sale price of,what $15k? $20k? l`m sure it seemed like a good idea at the time though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Common... car guys never expect to get their money back out of a car...  Lord knows I don't!||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||drew||08-25-2003||06:36 PM||||I'd roll in that.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000017||josh91vr4||08-25-2003||06:42 PM||||Okay, first, the wing screams "rice me" ... second.. Is it an AWD? if not, no dice. I finally got my AWD working again (don't ask) and i don't think i could go back to without :/<br />The widebody kit might be a bit over the edge, but i like the purple.. (yeah, i like purple, bite me)<br />That, and the engine's purty and clean... never see nothing like that on one of MY cars!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000018||Kevinj110||08-25-2003||09:50 PM||||This may seem like the ricer part in me is showing its nastey head, but, I really want to get ahold of the wide body kit. I really like how that looks. Anyoneknow if it is still made or if its a one off or what?||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000019||Notorius||08-25-2003||10:28 PM||||if i wanted to be the god of highschoolers and ricers in my area, id drive that car. as it is, i find it more entertaining to have a car that looks like ass (91 galant ES hood and right front fender, GVR4 doors w/ black ES doorpanels, and a huge dent in the roof from transporting a keg of budweiser) but makes any ricer and most of the "fast" shit in the area STFU on appearing. and of course the "WTF?!" look from bewildered unknowing victims who got their shit rocked by a car with 6 people in it while headed to dinner.||138.86.152.213||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000020||gvr4ever||08-25-2003||11:17 PM||||I just looked at that car again.  Yuck.<br /><br />Just think of how fast it would have been if all the money went in go fast goodies.  I guess it wouldn't look steam riced then, I mean fly.<br /><br />You could never go 5 miles over the speed limit without getting the attention of every cop.  That's the beauty of our cars.  Cops never know.  Unless the exhaust screams bloody murder.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000021||chadhayashi||08-26-2003||02:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Belize#1692:<br /><strong> Hmmmmm Wide Body. I like the way that looks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree. Paint it flat black and go.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000022||Forced Style||08-26-2003||02:24 AM||||"Bosch 440 cc injectors, 2x MSD 6 AL"<br /><br />440injectors? MSD 6al.. one msd 6al wont work on our cars, let along two, $5 says they arent hooked up. i say big time no no on this one, there isnt a thing i like about that car.. but to each his own.||208.231.176.37||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000023||Team Ducktape||08-26-2003||02:48 AM||||I would say: yes lots of work, time and money into it and looks nice to the untrained eye. But for some of you the first Problem would be the fact it screams faster than hell but only has a 14b, small16 or at best a big 16(or some type of td05, yes could be a hybrid- but not with 440�s for injectors) AND the car is using the "big ass" stock; do I even dare say �front mount� vr-4 intercooler, even if it�s a JDM it�s �little�- heck you can barley see it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . You need your head examined to spend that much money and time on a car and neglect the HP potentials of these motors. I would have expected to see at least a t3/t4 or some sort of straight t4- no forged pistons, no nothing on this car; Just good looks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Maybe not dragging him out to the streets for a beating, but at least a good swirlly or something. Not to say we all need high HP cars, and all the name brands or all the �DSM shop�s� turbo�s; but this was made to "look" fast. As someone else stated �what was he or she thinking?�  I'm not impressed........||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000024||Team Ducktape||08-26-2003||04:22 AM||||yea yea, "in the future" will be the argument........||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000025||beavis||08-26-2003||05:55 AM||||i like it.  i can respect somebody for actually trying to do something other than go fast in a straight line.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000026||theymightbegalants||08-26-2003||08:06 AM||||Pretty fucking ugly... I'd never drive it, but I can still respect the fact that someone worked that hard to carry out their vision.<br /><br />I love those rear view mirrors, though.  I hate our big boxy ones.||69.59.219.228||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000027||MiSTER2||08-26-2003||10:40 AM||||Imagine the owner of the gaylant actually visited this forum, how bad would he feel  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  I don't understand why people spend so much money on such cars i'm sure he'd have paid off a EVO 8 with the money he spent on his car.  And the shittest evo would still look better go better and handle better than his car.  Ooopss forgot, yeah it wouldn't be personalised to owners own taste so what dressed up servant or plain king!||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000028||number3||08-26-2003||12:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Imagine the owner of the gaylant actually visited this forum, how bad would he feel    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    I don't understand why people spend so much money on such cars i'm sure he'd have paid off a EVO 8 with the money he spent on his car.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You could same the same about me but I don't feel that way.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005</a>||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||MiSTER2||08-26-2003||11:21 PM||||I can't see anything wrong with your car.  It's different not to be able to afford a better car and buying a cheaper car and modifying it over a long period of time.  However looking at the pictures, the gaylant owner doesn't look like he'd be short of money if he wanted to buy a much better car.<br /><br />If you had the cash to buy a evo, wrx, gtr etc. and still bought the galant then you are either blind or crazy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />p.s. I guess you being blind is not an option, as even a blind person would touch and feel that they installed dining tables instead of bumpers  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000030||Hertz||08-27-2003||10:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> If you had the cash to buy a evo, wrx, gtr etc. and still bought the galant then you are either blind or crazy    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I take exception to this.<br /><br />Perhaps you're missing the point of a Galant VR-4 in the United States.  There were only about 3000 imported here.  There's probably only 2500 left.  The EVO just became available in the U.S.  The WRX is not a sleeper.  There is a well established community for "first generation" 4G63 engines.  It all adds up to being unique, stealthy, fast and relatively inexpensive.||12.247.128.70||reg||9||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000031||MiSTER2||08-27-2003||11:15 AM||||I meant NOW.  Like if he had the cash now and went and bought a galant instead of other options.  But yeah couple of years ago owning a Galant would be like owning an EVO now anyway.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000032||number3||08-27-2003||12:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> I can't see anything wrong with your car.  It's different not to be able to afford a better car and buying a cheaper car and modifying it over a long period of time.  However looking at the pictures, the gaylant owner doesn't look like he'd be short of money if he wanted to buy a much better car.<br /><br />If you had the cash to buy a evo, wrx, gtr etc. and still bought the galant then you are either blind or crazy    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />p.s. I guess you being blind is not an option, as even a blind person would touch and feel that they installed dining tables instead of bumpers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I CAN afford a new EVO and/or STi, etc. even with the stable of cars I have now.  I just perfer the Galant. I am tempted by the new STi (the new evos are UGLY!) but then what would be the point. Anyone can buy a nice one. No just anyone can have a nice GVR4. <br /><br />We (or at least I) own a GVR4 to, among other things, have a car that not everyone has. I would buy a M3 if everyone and their brother didn't have one. My other toy is a V8 (302) miata. You don't see them everyday either. <br /><br />My daily driver a Chevy Avalanche is pretty common (but not common like a mini van or F-150) but I trade my daily drivers every 2-4 years so I am not so concerned about that. <br /><br />Hertz touched on the answer, as well.  It will be sometime before the new EVO8 will have 1/2 the soul that a GVR4 has.<br /><br />The posted galant owner seems to love his car. Though it is not what I would have done, you can respect the amount of work and thought that went into it. Hey it is a turbo model. So many of the "riced up" one are not.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000033||Matticus||08-27-2003||12:49 PM||||Harry says it perfectly.  Some people view modifing cars as a hobby.  It is something they just love to do.  Why do people restore old classic cars?  Because they enjoy it.  The person put the time and the funds into that car.  I can respect that.  Different strokes for different folks. <br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000034||MiSTER2||08-27-2003||12:55 PM||||From what i've read not many forum members liked the car.  Everybody is entitled to their opinion.  Don't forget I also own a gvr4 just like you so why would i put my own ride down. I love my car as much as you love yours.  My point was not about gvr4 being unique or cool etc., it was about money spent vs achievement relationship. <br /><br />Your galant or other rides would not be unique or would not have soul if you did not modify them. Yes anybody can own the cars i talked about but they can also easily own a galant. You could modify an m3 or an evo or an sti and turn it into a one off car. <br /><br />It's like cooking: the better and fresher the ingredients the better it'll be.<br /><br />Anyway i did not mean to offend anyone, I love my GVR4 like everyone in here.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000035||Hertz||08-27-2003||01:39 PM||||...or you could do someting really fucked up like transplant the 4G63 into a BMW.||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000036||MiSTER2||08-27-2003||01:42 PM||||There is one here with SR20DET, but not quite as unique as bimmushi's ride  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000037||Team Ducktape||08-28-2003||02:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Imagine the owner of the gaylant actually visited this forum, how bad would he feel     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     I don't understand why people spend so much money on such cars i'm sure he'd have paid off a EVO 8 with the money he spent on his car.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You could same the same about me but I don't feel that way.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got some time on my hands; Sorry couldn't pass this up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1238" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1238&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Like I should talk......||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum3/002882.cgi
A||||3||chadhayashi||PITA||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||08-24-2003||10:07 PM||||It never ends. My Stainless 7cm turbine gasket took a crap so I had to use a stocker. Well, that now leaks and as I pulled the turbo bolts, I had 2 pull threads. I now have to tap the turbine housing. All because of a $10 gasket!||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||08-24-2003||10:13 PM||||man...that sucks chad.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Better the exhaust manifold than the intake manifold...having to pull that is a b**tch for a $10 gasket.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||08-24-2003||11:40 PM||||My stocker took a crap on me, I'm waiting for my stainless one to come in.  Hopefully it'll be in tomorrow or Tuesday and I'll be able to swap it in.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||08-26-2003||02:10 AM||||I got worse now. One of those 2 bad bolts has now broken off in the turbine housing. It left the last ~9mm of the end of the bolt in the hole and of course it's recessed in there. I have some good stubby extractors and I'm gonna try that. If that fails I'll probably try a helicoil. I figure why not? They can hold headbolt torques, at least on an old Benz.<br />Damn 5 min gasket replacement...||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/002883.cgi
A||||21||gvr4in||Front mount install gone retarded!||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||08-25-2003||12:51 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ok so heres the deal...<br /><br />I went to RRE to get a front mount.. Robert (at RRE) and I picked out a griffin 24x10x2.75 core with hks endtanks thinking it would be perfect fit for a galant (Robert owns 3 gvr4's). <br /><br />It would've worked if the driver's headlight wasn't there  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .<br /><br />Turns out its not a perfect fit. I installed it the other night and pop goes an IC pipe because of the pressure the frame was putting on the pipes. <br /><br />The front mount sat so low I could barely but my foot under the bumper skin when I got it back on.<br /><br />So I put the stock front mount back on yesterday and Im left with:<br />1. A front mount sitting in my room I need to get a new endtank for<br />2. A cut up bumper skin with the metal bumper intact (ugly!)<br />3. A tired/pissed galant owner<br /><br />I cut, hacked, hammered, twisted (pretty much everything a galant owner who isn't a BITCH about cutting their car would do) and ended up having to put the stocker back on.<br /><br />If you think this post is long you should've seen the one I had before It got erased!<br /><br />Looks good huh?<br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad001.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad002.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad005.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad006.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />What a difference!<br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad007.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Looks like it'd work..almost<br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad009.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-25-2003||12:52 AM||||Hours later with pipes..<br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad010.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />hmm looks like fun<br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad012.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Retarded!<br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad013.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />On the ground, SUPER slammed front bumper (IC hanging and its as high as the car lets me go!)<br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad015.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad016.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />bleh<br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad017.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-25-2003||12:53 AM||||The day after..ya I was too pissed the night before..<br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad018.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad019.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad020.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />Taking it back off..<br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad021.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />The problem!!<br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad022.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad023.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />But It looks so good   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad024.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Damn that was a lengthy post! Sorry! <br /><br />I kinda knew it wasn't going to look so hot from the get go, but I tried. I'll tell you guys what happens with the new endtank and such. See ya!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-25-2003||12:54 AM||||The aftermath...<br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad025.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Ewww!!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||08-25-2003||12:55 AM||||OUCH....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <br /><br />Looked like a good deal..like it would work no prob(i looked at the pics in the first post before anything else)<br /><br />RRE isnt going to do anything for ya?...||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||Whistler||08-25-2003||01:11 AM||||Take it back to RRE and have them relocate the inlet to the back of the end-tank, facing up at about 45 degrees.||12.86.89.106||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||08-25-2003||01:13 AM||||Damn dude,good luck.That must suck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||08-25-2003||01:19 AM||||Hey Terren,<br /><br />That sucks about the FMIC...but stick with it. Custom installs always are difficult but that's what is great.  Then you'll love the perfect way it looks when it's done even more and you'll be able to say you did it all yourself!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||08-25-2003||01:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Hey Terren,<br /><br />That sucks about the FMIC...but stick with it. Custom installs always are difficult but that's what is great.  Then you'll love the perfect way it looks when it's done even more and you'll be able to say you did it all yourself! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea I love saying I've done everything myself, and Always do. I rebuilt my head myself and never let anyone else touch my car! (unless I know they know what they're doin    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   )<br /><br />Every mod I've done required some 'custom installation', as you can tell from this pic: <br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad022.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />.. I cut and bent the frame all the way up to the bottom of the headlight.<br /><br />I'm definitely going to stick with the front mount (I actually think the stock one is reducing HP    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   with the b16g, hehe) just going to get the outlet on the drivers side endtank relocated to a 45 angle.<br /><br />I spent about 9 hours to get it mounted with the pipes, bumper back on etc. Ridiculous! Thats how much custom fitment I had to do.<br /><br />You guys like the pipes I made myself? (well cut, painted and couple'd together)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />It was the first time I removed the bumper, once you get those 6 bolts off, Its beyond easy!<br /><br />Thanks for the support guys!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000009||Jon||08-25-2003||08:23 AM||||Are you cutting the frame?  I think you are cutting the core support which is no big deal.  Just cut some more or have RRE cut it so it fits.<br /><br />You should have seen Scott Evans' car with the Spearco 2-221 core.  Amazingly short pipes but he didn't hold back when he cut the core support to make it all fit.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000010||Hertz||08-25-2003||11:14 AM||||Fuck that big core, this setup is rad:<br /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/FMICgonebad006.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||1quickvr4||08-25-2003||11:22 AM||||Spam, Had the same problem with the same intercooler setup. To bad his in Japan till Aug. of 04. or he might be able to help you out. I cant belive that after all that it still wouldent sit right. On my setup its some custom work but it sits straight. You have to cut the core support on both sides and have 6 rows taken of the radiater on the passenger side, But you have a 2-120 spearco that fits behind a JDM bumper. The End tank that you have looks diffrent than what they show as working on their hack tweaker page.....||64.63.216.164||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000012||gvr4in||08-25-2003||01:18 PM||||Yes, I was cutting the core support, that's what I meant, hehe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you cutting the frame? I think you are cutting the core support which is no big deal. Just cut some more or have RRE cut it so it fits. You should have seen Scott Evans' car with the Spearco 2-221 core. Amazingly short pipes but he didn't hold back when he cut the core support to make it all fit. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jon, I didn't hold back at all cutting anything and everything that was in the way, but as you can see from the pics, I did everything and anything I could to possibly make it work and it ended up crooked and the lower IC pipe no longer connected because of the pressure the <b>core support</b> was putting on the IC pipe.<br /><br />There's no way I can simply "cut some more", If I did that, There wouldn't be a driver's side headlight   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . The drivers side endtank just sits too high and need to relocate the outlet. No way its possible for me or RRE to cut anymore than I did.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But you have a 2-120 spearco that fits behind a JDM bumper. The End tank that you have looks diffrent than what they show as working on their hack tweaker page.....<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1quickvr4, This front mount is <b>completely</b> different than the front mount that comes in the GVR4 RRE kit. Its totally custom, I picked out the core and endtanks myself.<br /><br />I was completely surprised to find that this front mount mounted fit behind the bumper with no cutting.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000013||PhilthMonger||08-25-2003||01:23 PM||||it might help if you slant the intercooler a little forward on the top...it won't sit as crooked. I also fabbed up my own brackets as the ones the kit came with were slightly off.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000014||gvr4in||08-25-2003||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PhilthMonger:<br /><strong> it might help if you slant the intercooler a little forward on the top...it won't sit as crooked. I also fabbed up my own brackets as the ones the kit came with were slightly off. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks, But I tried <b>everything</b> and even made my own brackets.. shit still wouldn't fit right.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000015||1quickvr4||08-25-2003||03:29 PM||||What I was saying is, That on their hacker/tweaker page. They list a diffrent drivers side end tank for the VR4. They one you have is strait up and down. The one they show from HKS for the Griffen core is at an angle, not like the strait up and down you have on it now. Understand?||64.63.216.228||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000016||gvr4in||08-25-2003||03:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> What I was saying is, That on their hacker/tweaker page. They list a diffrent drivers side end tank for the VR4. They one you have is strait up and down. The one they show from HKS for the Griffen core is at an angle, not like the strait up and down you have on it now. Understand? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea, From your previous post you were sayin I had the spearco 2120. I <b>understand</b> what you're saying.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000017||PJGross||08-25-2003||04:15 PM||||Why wouln't a 45deg silicone connector off of the end tank work? You'd get much more vertical clearance heading towards the core support, right?<br /><br />Or even a 90 deg silicone elbow, but w/o looking at the area I can't recall what is there or how it would tie into the rest of the piping.  Seems like the straight silicone connector to 90 deg pipe bend uses way too much verticle space and using a bent silicone connector would serve almost as well as having the end tank connector rewelded to a 45.<br /><br />Just throwing an idea out there.<br /><br />-PJ Gross||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000018||PRE-EVO||08-25-2003||05:59 PM||||Can you afford to trim about 2" off your feed pipe to the intercooler. it looks like it may fit better that way.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000019||gvr4in||08-26-2003||01:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Can you afford to trim about 2" off your feed pipe to the intercooler. it looks like it may fit better that way. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You mean the endtank outlet? Its probably only 2" in depth.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000020||PRE-EVO||08-26-2003||02:20 AM||||No your feed pipe.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000021||PJGross||08-26-2003||09:52 AM||||After looking over again, here's what I'd do:<br /><br />2 90 deg silicone connectors, 1 3" piece of straight pipe.<br /><br />Trim as much as possible on the vertical end (of the silicone elbow) off the IC end tank, use the 3" straight pipe to join the 2 90 deg elbows, then the second 90 deg bend heads straight into your turbo outlet pipe.<br /><br />Sure, 45 bucks per elbow but you'll save re-doing the end tank and be able to straighten it up with the added vertical clearance you'll get from the elbows.  Elbows will come with long enough legs to trim to fit.  You can also get reducing elbows if needed.  I used Samco couplers on my setup.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes



ubb/Forum3/002884.cgi
A||||28||neonturbo1995||Keydiver ... anyone ..... Keydiver||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||08-25-2003||01:17 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||You still on this board?  I PMed and e-mailed a few times, no response.  If you do not want to do my ECU, at least tell me to smeg off or something...better than no response at all!||68.164.11.135||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||08-25-2003||01:23 AM||||I actually just sent him an email last night as well concerning my ECU.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||08-25-2003||03:39 AM||||I think he posted last weed that he would be on vacation. At least I thought I saw that....maybe I'm seeing things.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||08-25-2003||08:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> I think he posted last week that he would be on vacation. At least I thought I saw that....maybe I'm seeing things.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I think he said something about Yellowstone.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||08-25-2003||09:12 AM||||I figured he was probably on vacation.  I'm not in dire need or anything, I was just emailing him for future.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||08-25-2003||09:22 AM||||Jeff is gone til Sept 7th. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||08-25-2003||09:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> You still on this board?  I PMed and e-mailed a few times, no response.  If you do not want to do my ECU, at least tell me to smeg off or something...better than no response at all! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">????????<br />I'm quite surprised you call out one of the nicest members on the board in a public thread with a "tone" like that.  wow.<br />He did say he would be on vacation.<br />That would suck to be waiting for him to get back, I'm sure, but not as bad as wondering if I torqued him off....<br />Right now he IS THE BEST resource the DSM/GVR4 community has for upgraded ECU's.||167.142.22.42||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||08-25-2003||09:41 AM||||not to mention perhaps the only resource? Especially once that does this stuff for free?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||TLT||08-25-2003||10:15 AM||||Caps have been replaced on your ECU    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks Keydiver for the free capacitors + shipping.||216.63.145.85||reg||1||TLT||00000705||
Z||000009||number3||08-25-2003||10:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong> You still on this board?  I PMed and e-mailed a few times, no response.  If you do not want to do my ECU, at least tell me to smeg off or something...better than no response at all! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">????????<br />I'm quite surprised you call out one of the nicest members on the board in a public thread with a "tone" like that.  wow.<br />He did say he would be on vacation.<br />That would suck to be waiting for him to get back, I'm sure, but not as bad as wondering if I torqued him off....<br />Right now he IS THE BEST resource the DSM/GVR4 community has for upgraded ECU's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well he is a proven asshole on this board so it really doesn't suprise me at all, frankly.<br /><br />I also warned Jeff about him too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||neonturbo1995||08-25-2003||10:44 AM||||Hey, I meant no disrspect at all.  I can see how the "tone" appears to be, but when I wrote it, it seemed more comical to me.  And, yes, I am an asshole.||68.165.56.155||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||08-25-2003||10:51 AM||||Jeez he will have no where left to go pretty soon||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||09-11-2003||10:41 AM||||Did I miss something while I was gone???<br />Yes, I was in Yellowstone/Grand Teton on vacation. Fantastic vacation, one of our best ever. First, we drove from Denver to Moab, Utah, and hiked all day in Arches National Park. Then, we drove to Salt Lake City, and floated in the Great Salt Lake. (Has anyone ever told you that the ONLY living thing in that lake is millions of brine shrimp?) Then, we met our friends who flew in there and drove to Jackson, Wyoming, where I had a condo for the week. We stayed in a cabin overnight one night in Yellowstone, but 2 days is still not near enough to see all of that park. We had a lot of fun, and saw some great sights hiking in Grand Teton, which is just north of Jackson. My wife had to chase down a chipmunk that stole her protein bar, so now we're all giving her a rough time about contracting some sort of chipmunk disease for eating it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />One thing really sucked: within 24 hours of getting home, my company flew me to Anchorage, yes Alaska, for 6 days to work in a warehouse training guys. Can you say MAJOR jetlag???<br />If you haven't seen Yellowstone or Grand Teton, get there.||67.34.243.157||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||turboflanagan||09-11-2003||12:41 PM||||I went camping through Colorady, Wyoming, Montana for 3 weeks a few years ago.  Awesome!  We should make a GVR4 meet there.<br /><br />Is half of Yellowstone still mostly dead from that fire in what, '85?  When we drove through the park it was like an hour and a half of just dead, charred, barron land.  That's at like 25mph with wildlife road blockages along the way.  A great time was had by all.<br /><br />Oh, and no, you didn't miss anything.  Just ignore the rest of this thread.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||09-11-2003||02:30 PM||||I believe the fire was in '89, but it doesn't look too bad. There are alot of dead standing trees at different places, but there are tons of small pine trees springing up in between them everywhere. In another 10-20 years you will hardly notice. They were fighting some fires east of us, the East Gate was actually closed I believe. And, west of Mammoth Springs, you could see one hang of a lot of smoke from a huge fire they were fighting too. Things were very dry, so they cautioned you everywhere about any type of flames, smoking, and campfires.||67.34.243.157||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||DongeR615||09-11-2003||04:57 PM||||people ask me on AIM of your where abouts, jeff. i would tell them you are on vacation (i wasn't lying). It makes me angry when they think they're being ignored when i tell them you are on vacation.||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000016||number3||09-11-2003||05:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> <br />I was in Yellowstone/Grand Teton on vacation. Fantastic vacation, one of our best ever.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Steph and I took the same trip two years ago and I could not agree more. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||keydiver||09-11-2003||10:24 PM||||We may very well go back next year again. Did I say it was fantastic? <br />I think we took &gt;20 rolls of 35mm, and shot 3-4 hours of video. No bears though, darn! Maybe next year.||68.153.90.87||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000018||GVR-4||09-11-2003||10:58 PM||||We were there about a month ago. Sounds like we did the same thing you and your wife did.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1332" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1332&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Welcome back.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000019||number3||09-12-2003||08:10 AM||||We should plan a GVR4 owner vacation group to Yellowstone for next year.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Much better out there than any beach IMHO.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||keydiver||09-12-2003||01:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  Sounds like we did the same thing you and your wife did.<br /><br />[ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Including: chasing down the chipmunk who stole your energy bar, make him drop it, brushed it off, and ate it? Yes, my wife did that! You don't want to get in her way when her blood sugar drops. All week we gave her a rough time about getting some kind of chipmunk disease.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />But she's fine, really. Except she does seem to be a lot busier around the house....hmmmm...<br /><br />EDIT - Sorry, I already told you that story. Doh!||68.155.177.204||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000021||keydiver||09-12-2003||01:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> We should plan a GVR4 owner vacation group to Yellowstone for next year.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Much better out there than any beach IMHO. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why not? We've already pretty much decided that our next vacation will be out west again next year. It was a shame I couldn't meet any of the Denver guys while I was out there, especially when they tried to have a meet the day before I drove back to DIA. I saw some sort of car show going on right along the highway north of Denver on Sunday.<br />Did I mention the Impala I rented CONSISTENTLY got 33 mpg?? I was impressed for a 3.8 liter 6 cylinder. Only bad thing was the windshield getting chipped in Utah. I don't think I'm going to have to pay any deductable or anything, but we'll see.||68.155.177.204||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000022||turboflanagan||09-12-2003||09:17 PM||||I would love to have a get together out there!  My problem is that we hope that my wife is pregnant with our 2nd little smile-in-a-baby-suit by then.  <br />I don't think that would be the most fun.<br /><br />Maybe I'll just come alone  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .||64.63.212.228||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000023||russya||09-13-2003||08:32 PM||||Well next time anyone else is out here give me a few weeks notice and I can show you around. I live just south of salt lake and my family owns 4 ranches just south of Jackson. So I know the area really well and one place that no one ever goes is Granite hot springs which is 20 min outside Jackson best kept secret in Wyoming||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russ Alexander||00000991||yes
Z||000024||turboflanagan||09-13-2003||08:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Russ Alexander:<br /><strong> my family owns 4 ranches just south of Jackson. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like we've got lodging!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.63.213.63||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000025||MX4||09-14-2003||12:30 AM||||Didnt Yogie bear come from yellowstone park?||202.180.83.7||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000026||admsr||09-14-2003||02:12 AM||||hey keydiver. Can you explain what caps are to a newbie like me.<br /><br />Alex.||67.193.167.40||reg||5||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000027||slvrblt||09-14-2003||05:07 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search;search_forum=2" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search;search_forum=2</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000028||keydiver||09-15-2003||12:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MX4:<br /><strong> Didnt Yogie bear come from yellowstone park? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeh, but we didn't see him or BooBoo.<br /><br />Granite Hot springs, huh? I'm sure that Wyoming has a lot of secret beauty. We saw so much in so little time, and are still in awe. Do they have any hot springs you can get into? I think that would be neat. Russ, one of my wife's favorite parts was floating in the Great Salt Lake.||68.153.96.79||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/002885.cgi
A||||5||silly4turbo||yet another logger Q ?||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||08-25-2003||11:34 AM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||I need to update my palm v to the a newer OS, I currently have v3.1.  I just got a cable, but I can't use the MMCD because it need v3.5 or newer. do I have to buy the new OS upgrade, or is there something that'll work with the v3.1 ? I saw an upgrade cd on the palm site for 30$ , is that my best option ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-25-2003||12:10 PM||||I thought you could just DL a OS, but <a href="http://www.palmone.com/us/software/palmosupgrade_4-1/." target="_blank">http://www.palmone.com/us/software/palmosupgrade_4-1/.</a><br /><br />Maybe if you dig deeper, you might just be able to dl 4.1 instead of buying it.<br /><br />Or maybe palm just got greedy and decited to sell the OS and the palm as two different packages.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-25-2003||12:11 PM||||I looked up upgrades for Palm V from 3.1, it lists a free download for 3.53, but says it is for upgrading from 3.5.  Things are a bit confusing on the Palm site, but maybe you should try it.<br /><br />I *thought* that MMCd would run 3.0 and above, however.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Doug Thomas||08-25-2003||12:15 PM||||I see a lot of pocket logger questions posted here. I don't know if you guys know that there is a pocket logger DSM forum started by the founder Mike Montalvo.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com/forum/" target="_blank">http://www.pocketlogger.com/forum/</a>||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||08-25-2003||01:10 PM||||I've gotta get one of these gadgets. There are more questions on how to use them than there are problems that they diagnose.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||silly4turbo||08-25-2003||01:41 PM||||well after searching high and low on the palm web site, I think I found a download for v3.5, only thing is my palm is at home, so I'll try and update it tonight when I get home...<br />thanks||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum3/002886.cgi
A||||6||msaskin||mod time - turbo back exhaust||||6||||msaskin||00001429
Z||000000||msaskin||08-25-2003||03:42 PM||matt@saskin.net||I'm happy...just ordered most of the parts for my turbo-back exhaust.<br /><br />Ported 2g manifold and o2 housing (dsmtrader)<br />Exhaust depot downpipe (Cheap, and stainless steel)<br />Greddy electronic EGT gauge<br /><br />now all I need to order is the muffler (probably going with a dynomax 3"in, 2x2.5" out, just need to measure under the car to make sure it fits), then go to a local muffler shop to have them weld up some 3" piping from the downpipe to the muffler.<br /><br />also now i'll finally be able to spool my turbo again.  at the moment my cracked to hell 1g manifold is venting out enough exhaust gas so i hit full spool (14psi) at ~3800rpm  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||6||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-25-2003||03:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong> <br />.. hit full spool (14psi) at ~3800rpm   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />~matt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey I ran 13.6 getting full spool at 4000rpm on the 14b! Haha oh man!<br /><br />Once you get that exhaust in you'll be a happy camper   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-25-2003||04:22 PM||||Sounds nice. Let us know ow the Exhaust Depot peice bolts up.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||305VR4||08-25-2003||05:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Sounds nice. Let us know ow the Exhaust Depot peice bolts up. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just bolted my exhaust depot downpipe on yesterday, it fits great!  Very high quality piece!  Only $169,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.211.202.100||reg||1||305VR4||00001096||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||08-25-2003||08:00 PM||||Matt what local exhaust shop is gonna do a 3" for you???? No one around here would do a 3" for me.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||msaskin||08-25-2003||10:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> Matt what local exhaust shop is gonna do a 3" for you???? No one around here would do a 3" for me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">interesting.  My buddy pete (has a gutted, halteched talon) said there are a few shops that should be able to do it.  i believe he mentioned broadway exhaust or something along those lines??<br /><br />~matt||24.195.225.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||08-25-2003||10:57 PM||||I went to a few places and asked and they said no way 3" will fit on that car. I told them that it does and the guy with his one tooth glory said "nope wont fit!" When you get ti done let me know please.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002887.cgi
A||||31||229of1000||Don't try to race this guy.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-25-2003||05:05 PM||||<a href="http://www.mycobra.us/videos/toofast4u.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.mycobra.us/videos/toofast4u.wmv</a> (1.5mb)<br /><br />This is the kit that's on it:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.kennebell.net/superchargers/ford/cobra03/cobra03.htm" target="_blank">http://www.kennebell.net/superchargers/ford/cobra03/cobra03.htm</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-25-2003||05:08 PM||||HOLY SHIT! haha, ya don't fuck with that guy.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||08-25-2003||05:19 PM||||That guy isn't all that... My friend I used to work with would smoke him with the factory supercharger. from the outside, you can't tell anything and from the inside, you can only see the boost guage if he opens the glove box. But he has the quickest 03 cobra on the factory supercharger and street tires... ran a 10.97 on 22psi and 107 unleaded... He got so much stuff for free after that because he was getting pictures taken for the magazine and everytime he would order something for a customer, he would let the vendors know about the photo shoot and they would send their best parts for free.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-25-2003||05:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> That guy isn't all that... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Everybody's got a "friend" that's faster than whoever.  I've got a friend with an AWD 4G63 2 door Mirage that runs 11.011 on 93 Octane.  So therefore your friend's Rustang running 107 Octane isn't "all that" either.<br /><br /><a href="http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=7356&highlight=" target="_blank">http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=7356&highlight=</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||08-25-2003||06:19 PM||||I really don't like the way a SC sounds.  I drove a GTP with some intake mods and a pulley.  Not as loud as that stang, but it still sounds like something is broken.  A turbo sounds much uh, um, cleaner I guess.<br /><br />The color of that stang sure is nice.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||08-25-2003||07:52 PM||||i'm talking stang vs stang... i could care less about a mustang...||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||08-25-2003||08:16 PM||||We talked about this on another board a few weeks ago.<br /> <a href="http://dime9.dizinc.com/~dlara/sedsmorg/showthread.php?s=&threadid=11206" target="_blank">http://dime9.dizinc.com/~dlara/sedsmorg/showthread.php?s=&threadid=11206</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||08-25-2003||08:22 PM||||That's where I got the link from Tom.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||08-25-2003||08:39 PM||||the fastest03 cobra to date is still using a stock supercharger, but the fastest lightning is using that whipple. the lightning uses the same blower as the cobra but with more boost less revs. it has a 5.4 SOHC while the cobra has a 4.6 DOHC. most 03 cobra guys put on the lightning pully and enjoy the best of both worlds.....<br />untill the 04 lightning is released, with a 5.4 DOHC on crack<br />supposed to over 500hp/500tq to the wheels.<br />i dont doubt it, john coletti is a fucking MADMAN. he came on the scene in 1999 when the "new" mustangs got good.  i met him once and he was driving a lightning powered expedition that he jumped in and ran 13.5 in <br />-luke-||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||08-25-2003||10:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong>  ran a 10.97 on 22psi and 107 unleaded...  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One of the techs at the Volvo dealership next door to us has an LX (Street Legal) runnin that on the motor.  And he's under 400ci.  Not to down your friend.  I just expected more from the merge of Displacement and Technology.  And I'm sure GTLuke could provide us with some really sick numbers, with his FoMoCo involvment.  All this seems kinda low.  My Mustang friends are always telling me to show them a "street legal" 8 sec DSM.  I'm hoping John S. will help me out.  I've been out of the Mustang scene ever since I got rid of my 68'FB, so I don't know if there even is an 8 sec street legal Stang.||66.26.142.181||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||08-25-2003||10:50 PM||||well "street legal" is all up to interpritation.<br />but a guy that works with a good friend of mine named Dwayne Gutridge is pretty famous for his mustang.<br />it runs on drag radial tires, and a very limited turbo setup.  they outlawed the turbo he ran last year, after outlawing the one he ran the year before that.  its all stock style suspension, full interior adn its really street legal. he's been WIDELY known for his street racing. tons of stories of him throwing down a few THOUSAND on a street race, andi' msure he never looses. his mustang coupe runs an insane 8.47 @ 167 mph (remember this is STREET tires)<br /><br />here is his car in action,<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.bfgoodrichtires.com/images/experts/articleimages/06182003sportscar1.jpg" alt=" - " />||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||1312VR4||08-25-2003||11:18 PM||||Isnt he racing imports now???? He sold the stang right? Last I heard it was for sale, but that was last year. He got tired of wasting th cash on setup's he wasnt allowed to use, or something like that.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||08-25-2003||11:50 PM||||I'd have to wear a diaper to do that!||64.63.212.144||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||08-26-2003||12:06 AM||||Hmm...  twin screw?  Sounds good to me, no matter what car you do it in.||67.162.74.196||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||08-26-2003||12:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Hmm...  twin screw?  Sounds good to me, no matter what car you do it in. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Was that supposed to be dirty or is it just me?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Mmm... twins...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||mixx2001||08-26-2003||08:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Hmm...  twin screw </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think that's an event in the Swedish Olympics.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000016||14bCrazy||08-26-2003||08:29 AM||||Mustangs don't even hold the street tire record. It's held by a blue Supra in Frederick Md. The car runs 8.20's on BF Goodrich strret tires in the NDRA. I'm sure Paul would run the guy above.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1200&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />This is a turbo!!!<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1201&width=400" alt=" - " />||162.83.82.246||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000017||Doug Thomas||08-26-2003||08:53 AM||||Paul's fastest to date is 8.36@166 and not 8.2.<br /><br />Paul did very well against the domestics at the Drag Radial Wars.<br /><br />Background:<br /><a href="http://www.dragradialwars.com/" target="_blank">http://www.dragradialwars.com/</a><br /><br />Drag Radial War results:<br /><a href="http://redhat.admarkonline.com/dragradialwars/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=20" target="_blank">http://redhat.admarkonline.com/dragradialwars/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=20</a>||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000018||gtluke||08-26-2003||09:59 AM||||duane was supposed to race imports yes, and sell the stang... but he never did it. he is continueing to race the mustang.<br /><br />the difference between that supra and the mustangs is that the supras have no rules at all. (there are rules in their classes but they are bullshit)<br /><br />that mustang has to weigh 3200 lbs i believe, and is limited to quite a small turbo.  that subpra also drives on ET streets, which is not even CLOSE to a street tire. if you put those on your car and went driving, they would last less than 50 miles.<br />on a daily driven car, those drag radials will last 10,000-15,000 miles if not abused... i hear some people getting more miles out of them.<br /><br />i'm not defending the mustang or anything, its just a topic i know about so i'm sharing.  the supra's and duane are running in "pro" series now together, duane broke last weekend so no good results, we'll see how it pans out next race, where the rules are more similar for the 2 cars.||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000019||Doug Thomas||08-26-2003||10:08 AM||||Paul beat the domestics at their own event on drag radials. What Supras are running ET streets are you talking about? Are referring to an import event, if so which one? What event has no rules?||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000020||curtis||08-26-2003||10:39 AM||||I drove a mustang for years.  I've got an 89 convertible lx thats was moded to hell and back 4 engines 7 transmissions and three rearends nitrous, blowers and my next project will be a twin turbo 347.  I have all the parts but just no time to put it together.  This guys video is impresive but he's not making 600 to the wheels maybe 425 if he's lucky. Mine was around 500 with nitrous and would jump harder than that on motor. On a hundred shot would break the tires loose in 4th and turn white smoke on command. I'm not taking anything away from this guy he's got a fast car.  I help a friend build a 408 stroker mustang back in 92 with a vortech and it was only in the 650-700 range.  soon after we put it together he built a cobra kit car and put the motor from the mustang in that.  If you want to see a sick ass mustang click on this link and watch the video of Dan Millens car  7.17 at 198 on 10.5 tires  of course its a turbo. <a href="http://www.skinnykidracecars.com/" target="_blank">http://www.skinnykidracecars.com/</a>||65.135.143.64||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000021||14bCrazy||08-26-2003||11:02 AM||||Sorry about the 8.2. We haven't been racing since we wrecked our CRX and I thought I heard that he when that quick. In Tampa Paul told me that he stills drive it to work every once and awhile. Oh by the way aren't Mustangs V8's and a Supras 6 cyl's. I geuss there is a replacement for displacement.||162.83.82.246||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000022||GalantVR41062||08-26-2003||11:31 AM||||... dont mess with him hu?  I would race him but I dont think he lives in MN.  I raced a 99 Saleen S-351 with a smaller pulley, racegas, cheater slicks, exaust.  From a 15mph roll dead even then from a stop I was infront untill I missed 4th(24psi pump gas for me).  <br /><br />~John<br />roots/twin screw blowers suck.||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000023||number3||08-26-2003||01:03 PM||||I'd run him from a dead stop, on the street with street tires. It could be fun.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000024||gtluke||08-26-2003||04:19 PM||||please dont turn this into a mustang bashing fest. thats why i post here and not in the other DSM forums, you guys are always more mature.  the supra's  and the mustangs live in totally different worlds.  the supra's are much heavier than a fox mustang stock for stock, but when it comes down to their racing rules, the supra is allowed to be lighter than the mustang. the mustangs are limited to the size of their turbo's, especially in drag radial class.. i dont believe there is a limit on the size of the turbo's on the supras.<br />yes a mustang is a v8 and the supra is a 6, but in pro, the supra's (any 6 cyl) can spray ontop of whatever turbo combo they have. the mustangs are limited to 1 power adder (and are not allowed to run twin turbo's in any professional class).<br />the supra's also have 6 main caps for 6 cyl, where the mustang (and any v8) has 4 for 8 cyl. thats why the supra can take so much abuse in stock form.<br /><br />i was under the impression that in all the popular street 8 classes that ET streets were allowed, not helping the DSMs any and really giving a boost to the supra's.<br /><br />maybe someone knows that the popular minimum weight it for a competeing supra, but in almost all classes, the mustangs have to weigh over 3200 lbs.  my mustang right now, is 3,000 lbs even with me. i have a 68lb heavier 351 (351's are NEVER used in mustang competition) and 150 lbs i can remove when i can afford the chrommoly front end with coil overs, and a chromoly cage. so really, i can get my car down to 2800 lbs with me, and my car is a hatchback (+100 lbs) with all the factory body panels (save the hood).  the mustangs racers really have these 2600lb machines with 2 bus batteries in the trunk, and a ballast box with a few hundred pounds in lead in lead in it.<br /><br />its really hard to choose a mustang with the same street rating as those fast supra's.  drag radial is pretty close, but like i said, they are very limited.<br />turbo:<br /> Turbocharger compressor wheel is limited to a maximum inducer wheel diameter of 3.063� (77.8 mm) 3) Inlet housing is permitted a maximum inlet diameter of 3.134� (79.6 mm) <br /><br />^^ thats pretty much a t-76<br /><br />they can't run those giant ass thumpers like they would like to.<br />-luke-||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000025||Ian M||08-26-2003||10:17 PM||||Im not joining the debate     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    ,but Paul's Supra is local to me; the last time I saw it at the track here it was on BFG drag radials. <br /><br /> Some of the Mustang guys are putting some amazing numbers down with small tires and some with nearly "stock" suspentions. There is a silver one here that Ive seen go well in the 8's on BFGs,its an impressive car to watch.||129.71.115.206||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000026||gtluke||08-26-2003||11:33 PM||||yeah the small tire freak fest cars are my favorite. 1,000 hp and NO traction and 8 second times are very entertaining. it looks like they are driving a slalom with all the turning they do.||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000027||Tommyquest||08-27-2003||12:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Hmm...  twin screw </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think that's an event in the Swedish Olympics. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here's some more Swedish Olympics<br /><a href="http://w1.303.telia.com/~u30314732/Worldrecord.wmv" target="_blank">http://w1.303.telia.com/~u30314732/Worldrecord.wmv</a>||129.44.52.77||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000028||gvr4ever||08-27-2003||01:13 AM||||Not sure what all the Stang talk is about on a GVR4 list.<br /><br />I respect the Stang.  They pull on top end really well.  I lost to a stang in my Talon at IRP.<br /><br />I was intertaining getting a 95 Cobra, but I don't need a 2nd project car, cause I couldn't keep it stock.  <br /><br />Bottom line, they are RWD, and they can't run all year around.<br /><br />I'll stick to the good old AWD platform thanks.<br /><br />I have a friend who got a fox body stang. He is now tring to figure out how to store it this winter   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />If I wanted to build a drag race car, I'd get a stang.  Best bang for the buck.  For a daily driver all year around, AWD rules and AWD is awsome in the 1/4.  On top end, any forced induction v8 is going to be hard to beat.<br /><br />Point being, every car has a advantage in some area. May it be handling, 1/4 mile, top speed.  I think a SC stang is more of a top end car.  Don't race from a roll.  They need sticky tires to hook up big HP.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000029||gtluke||08-27-2003||10:09 AM||||solution:<br />own a mustang and a galant vr4<br />best combination of cars EVER  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />i actually know THREE other mustang owners that bought gvr4's as fun daily drivers.  one of my best friends SHOULD be buying a gvr4 today to make it 4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />the gvr4 is the best everyday car for a car lover ever invented. i love mine so much.  and i think the mustang is the best car to own for the nice days when you want to beat the living snot out of something at the dragstrip or something. i did somehow drive mine though 4 jersey winters before i bought my gvr4<br />-luke-||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000030||1312VR4||08-27-2003||05:12 PM||||A4g63 twin turbo powered fox body....hummm||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000031||1quickvr4||08-27-2003||05:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A4g63 twin turbo powered fox body....hummm<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Buscher was gonna do one a long time ago, Just to do it.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/002888.cgi
A||||4||autobahntom||turbo bikes||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||08-25-2003||05:43 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||A buddy of mine has a 1200 Bandit (stock-except for exhaust); and the bike is no slouch. The magazines get high 10s or low 11s from it.<br />This past weekend he got the opportunity to get beat very badly. <br />A 1983 GPZ 750 with turbo (hidden behind plastic). The bike is just bad. He had a separate gas tank with 110 octane, and the horn button served as the trigger for the boost change. From 10psi on pump gas to 22psi on the higher octane. He said they started about 70, and the guy just left him. <br />Boost is a great thing! (even if it is on a bike-that I have no desire to drive/ride).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||08-25-2003||05:56 PM||||have you seen the video of the Hayabusa Turbo? its rediculous, the guy does a 70-170mph pull in like 3 seconds. or there is the GSXR-600 turbo video which is crazy as hell too.||138.86.152.213||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-25-2003||08:15 PM||||Turbos are cool. I have a 1000 and no intention of making it faster. They're so fast already that no one can use them "all" on the street. <br /><br />I'm going to the track with mine tomorrow. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Chris Sanders||08-26-2003||12:23 AM||||Ifr anyone hasn't seen it do a websearch for gsxr600turbo.mpeg.  A short wheelbase 600 with a stupid hard turbo hit when it spools up = insanity||208.188.26.17||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||08-26-2003||08:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I have a 1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">GSXR?  One of the techs here at work has a real nice 01' GSXR1000.  He's puttin down about 200 to the rear wheel.  Cool thing is, no nitrous, and no turbo, he's all motor.  The guy has crazy amounts of money.  He's our lead tech and he's only 21 and still lives at home.  He <strong> brings home </strong> about $3500 a month on average.  After he gets the motor completly "right" he'll put in a bottle and go after a couple of local turbo guys.  I'm anxious to see how he'll do.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/002889.cgi
A||||2||gtluke||removed my rear steering today, i think i did it right.||||1||||gtluke||00000281
Z||000000||gtluke||08-25-2003||07:48 PM||gtluke@hotmail.com||well i had this really bad power steering leak that i thought was the return hose from the rear pump.  so i took the hose off, and replaced it with new clamps and a new piece of hose. it still leaked, soooo after some investigating i found that the hard line coming out of the pump was broken/cracked/leaking. at least i think it was that, or it was the seal behind it. well, i want to go to upstate new york this weekend (few hundred miles) and beat the living crap out of my galant again in the woods... so i diddn't have time to go up to nate's house and pull apart the AWS rear he's got and try and fix mine. i dont like the AWS that much anyway. <br />soooooooooooooooooooooooooo<br />off came the lines, and i plugged them from the hard lines coming off the rack, cause i diddn't want to take the rack out.  i actually fond some old GM master cyl adapters that convert the 14mm metric line for our rws to 3/8 and then put a cap on that. i couldn't find any 14mm female caps.<br />then, i removed the rear rack assembly and looped the 2 sets of hoses back there back into each other. i hope that works okay, the leak is still there but maybe it wont leak without the other stuff hooked up? hmf.  then i pulled all 4 lines totally off the car. i actually accomplished this without cutting or bending any of the lines.  then i installed a DSM power steering resivoir i had for no unknown reason.<br />so now i have this huge pile of CRAP i dont know what to do with. i guess i'll hold onto it for now.  <br />and hopefully this week i can rob nate of his LSD 3 bolt i know is in the garage  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  cause i really dont like the idea of that pump still up there.<br /><br />is it okay to just remove the rack? i mean the control arms arn't any looser are they? they diddn't seem to move much. maybe i should put some DSM bushings in there? dunno.<br />i hope its not leaking, i diddn't feel like checking when i got home. ha<br />-luke-||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000001||Jon||08-26-2003||10:22 AM||||I'm not saying upgrading to a 3 bolt with LSD is not worth it, cause it is, but the rear steering pump is tiny.  It doesn't weigh much at all.  The bar for the rear steering is light too.  But I would also swap in a rear diff with LSD.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||08-26-2003||10:29 AM||||was i supposed to leave the rack in place?<br />its not the weight of the pump that bothers me, its that its pumping and its empty. i dont want it to explode and cause me a problem, plus the parasitic drag of a 2nd pump isn't to my liking, especially when it isn't doing anything.<br /><br />my car feels kinda funny now, and of course, the fittings in the front are dripping. guess i have to take them off today and use some pipe dope. i forgot to do that <br />derrrr stupid me.<br />-luke-||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum3/002890.cgi
A||||0||DeanCouchey||Free carfax????||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||08-25-2003||08:16 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||The one I used was form Cincinnati and it expired so does anyone have a new one????? Looking at buying an eclipse for the Girl and wanna check it out.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002891.cgi
A||||2||Matt379||parts # lookup request||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||08-25-2003||08:55 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Can someone who has access to CAPS please tell me the part# for the 1990 Water pipe that runs underneath the exhaust manifold.<br /><br />i would do it myself but don't have access to the computer I need <br /><br />I need the _1990_ please.  Thank you.||68.30.232.20||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-25-2003||09:26 PM||||90 Non Turbo Water Pipe $30.76 <br />MD171058||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||08-25-2003||09:37 PM||||thanks Paul||68.30.232.20||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes



ubb/Forum3/002892.cgi
A||||0||GRV4726||dirty intake manifold.||||13||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||08-25-2003||09:32 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||with the intake manifold out, i get to take a look. hmm. its dirty outside and has oil on top the runners. oh well, how bad can it be. well i've never seen the inside of a 92k intake manifold. TALK ABOUT DIRTY. good lord. i was scraping of black oily carbon gunk. i have to say that there was as least a 2mm layer in every runner. nasty. so i scraped a lot out. but didn't notice the puddle of oil inside the runners!! what the hell, why was there that much oil. i have to say thats one nasty bitch. i'm going to buy another can of intake/carb cleaner. i think i may smooth our the casting, (though i'm sure it won't help that much)<br /><br />so what about you guys, was it as bad when you pulled it. i think i'm going to go ahead and get my catch can  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.159.174||reg||13||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002893.cgi
A||||5||MiSTER2||cool videos||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||08-26-2003||10:28 AM||||I'm using kazaa to download most of the free stuff i'm sure you guys do the same.  Does anyone know/have cool car/motorbike videos to download?<br /><br />I've got a small collection of myself if anyone's interested:<br />-Motorbike doing around 200-280kmh on the highway peak hour traffic in europe<br />-Jun supra going sideways<br />-Nissan drifting<br />-M5 drifting<br />-R34 GTR getting beaten by 2 ae86 sprinters<br />-WRX doing donuts<br />etc. etc.<br /><br />So come on everybody share your car/bike action with us.  Or at least tell us where we can find'em.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-26-2003||11:00 AM||||I've got a couple GB's of car/racing related videos.  I just have no way to host all of it.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-26-2003||11:48 AM||||<a href="http://sportbilen.se/" target="_blank">Sportbilen</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||MiSTER2||08-26-2003||12:18 PM||||was ist das  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000004||MiSTER2||08-26-2003||12:28 PM||||sheisse(shit)! we have to pay, stingy bastards  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-26-2003||12:52 PM||||Choose the English version.  Many videos are free.  Like the Top Gear test drive of the Koenigsegg I just watched.  *drool*||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002894.cgi
A||||10||ayvr4||oOps i crapped my pants||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||08-26-2003||12:56 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Racing a modded s 2000 last night, I slammed second gear hit about 16psi, and i heard a boom from under the hood, and the car died... OH CRAP, OH CRAP, OH CRAP. <br />Pulled over (still saying OH CRAP) popped the hood, looked it over... Then i see it was just the rubber/braided ic pipe above the ex manifold that had popped off.<br />put it back on and its all good. (also turned down my boost)<br /><br />This remided me keep bugging you guys till i get a starion iC.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001885" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=001885</a> <br /><br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||08-26-2003||01:53 PM||||did ya win???||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||08-26-2003||02:06 PM||||I was winning till it popped off which was at about 45-50 mph maybee.. that s 2000 was quicker than i thought it would be. it actually sounded good too (exhaust & motor).<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-26-2003||05:04 PM||||Yea, I blew that same IC hose a while back and it scred me too. I pulled over and fixed it and just went on my way. Tightened the hell out of it too.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||08-26-2003||05:51 PM||||thats exactly what i did, hose-clamp like a mother!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||16GVR4||08-26-2003||07:39 PM||||Hehe.. same thing happened to me..<br />This is when I was "road-testing" with my coworker's chipped AudiS4.<br /><br />I ran high boost at 18 psi, and my I/C hose popped off at the connection between the GM MAF and the TB elbow.<br />It could have popped off anywhere else, and my car would have still run. ( cuz of the blowthrough setup)<br />But, of course, the car chose to pop-off there.. lol..||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000006||beavis||08-26-2003||11:13 PM||||i thought i blew my motor once because the i/c pipe that passes over the exhaust manifold had a big crack blow out the underside.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||08-27-2003||08:55 AM||||That happend to me once.  I was in my Talon with my ghetto IC setup.  I blew the upper IC hose off.  It feels A LOT like a blown turbo.  I thought I blew my turbo for sure.  Only at the time, I wasn't even ridding it that hard.  I just had to put the upper hose on better.<br /><br />Good thing that's all it was, I was on my way to a weeding.  The strange thing is, my car didn't die.  I was still able to slowly drive to a parking lot and take a look.  That's why I say it felt a lot like a blown turbo.  It runs, but no power at all.||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||Kibo||08-27-2003||03:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by beavis:<br /><strong> i thought i blew my motor once because the i/c pipe that passes over the exhaust manifold had a big crack blow out the underside. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've seen that on numerous GVR4's (including my own).  It certainly doesn't last long with all the heat from the manifold!  I'm not a fan of the stock pipe routing...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||08-27-2003||03:13 PM||||So my not having my upper heat shield on is probably not helping the lifespan of my hose?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||ayvr4||08-27-2003||03:58 PM||||I actually took my heat sheild off the manifold last week, till after a drive , i felt the ic hose, and could not touch it because it was so hot. Slapped it right back on...<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/002895.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||Anyone ever seen these?||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||08-26-2003||03:04 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I was looking through sportsbilen.com i believe it was and one of the cars in there had one of these,anyone ever seen one??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks [IMG]<br /><br /><a href="http://www.sportbilen.se/bilder/transamturbo/knock250.jpg[/IMG]" target="_blank">http://www.sportbilen.se/bilder/transamturbo/knock250.jpg[/IMG]</a> <br /><br /><br />Robby Cheaib||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||08-26-2003||03:09 PM||||<img src="http://www.digitalpose.com/mbr/1/17785/p/450761_2802213769471545528_t.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Try this out..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||08-26-2003||03:12 PM||||actually,fuck that picture..That picture is a gauge that lights up like an air/fuel ratio meter,Except this one reads know..the higher the light lights up i guess,its reading more know.Sorry about that tiny ass picture.<br /><br />Thanks||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||08-26-2003||11:34 PM||||stop talking to yourself  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||08-27-2003||11:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> stop talking to yourself    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah that's a Roflmao if I ever saw one.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/002896.cgi
A||||9||229of1000||Oh no, I'm posting a Honda video!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-26-2003||05:25 PM||||Check out this all motor B16 Civic.<br /><br />I'm impressed.<br /><br /><a href="http://ruthlesspdx.com/verb/allmotor.mpeg" target="_blank">http://ruthlesspdx.com/verb/allmotor.mpeg</a> (16mb)||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||08-26-2003||05:43 PM||||Not too bad of a time, but dear god was that an awful sound    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||08-26-2003||05:48 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />You want more vids, go here.<br /> <a href="http://cayotic.com/video/" target="_blank">http://cayotic.com/video/</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-26-2003||05:48 PM||||Sounded like a weedeater for sure, but that time coming out of a 1.6L NA Honda that isn't completely stripped is impressive nontheless.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />You want more vids, go here.<br />  <a href="http://cayotic.com/video/" target="_blank">http://cayotic.com/video/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Server is *really* slow.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||08-26-2003||06:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Check out this all motor B16 Civic.<br /><br />I'm impressed.<br /><br /> <a href="http://ruthlesspdx.com/verb/allmotor.mpeg" target="_blank">http://ruthlesspdx.com/verb/allmotor.mpeg</a>  (16mb) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Know what he has done to the motor?||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||08-26-2003||07:00 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />You need to check this one also.<br /> <a href="http://ruthlesspdx.com/verb/GZ.mpeg" target="_blank">Ground Zero.</a> <br />BewarE its 51meg. Right click & save as.<br /><br />If you are in Oregon, beware of these guys.<br />BTW, here is the Co. that built that all motor civic.<br /><a href="http://www.inlinepro.com/" target="_blank">http://www.inlinepro.com/</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||08-26-2003||07:20 PM||||Inline pro has some quality stuff. Ericks Racing is pretty good too..they have the fastest all-motor civic...<br /><br />Civic h/b's are super light....wish that new mitsu hatch is like that. Probably wont come to the US.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||08-26-2003||09:09 PM||||That on Honda on there website had a 9.45@150mph time posted.  HOLY SHIT!  That's damn fast for anything, but fwd.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000008||14bCrazy||08-26-2003||09:51 PM||||Now your talking something I know alot about.Our car has a B16 head with an LS bottom end bored to 2.0 L. It makes 290 hp at the wheels all motor you should hear it on a dyno at 10,000 RPM. By the way a mid 9 sec turbo car would have no chance of winning a national event you would need to be in the high to mid 8 second range.||63.159.36.130||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||08-26-2003||11:44 PM||||that little civic sounds like a funny bastard..... The lumpy cam sound... kinda like a weedwacker with some more aggressive cams!||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002897.cgi
A||||1||VR6 Eater||180mph in 14 sec.||||6||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||08-26-2003||09:59 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||<a href="http://autos.msn.com/as/pebblebeach2003/article.aspx?xml=veyron" target="_blank">http://autos.msn.com/as/pebblebeach2003/article.aspx?xml=veyron</a><br /><br />You guys will like this.||24.167.214.6||reg||6||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||08-27-2003||11:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <strong> "The Veyron 16·4 is powered by a 1001-horsepower W16 quad-turbocharged 8.0-liter engine with all-wheel drive. Bugatti claims this new super car will reach a speed of 252 mph. Acceleration is also impressive&#8211;the Veyron can reach 180 mph in just 14 seconds!" </strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And it has a 7-speed F1 style (paddles) transmission.  Pretty nice VW.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/002898.cgi
A||||4||1667 VR4||Speaking of swapped 240's....some amazing tampa tuners---||||1||||1667 VR4||00000534
Z||000000||1667 VR4||08-26-2003||11:24 PM||rareblue00@yahoo.com||Well, here's a dyno vid of a local tuning shop here in St.Pete Florida. If youre ever in the Tampa area, check em out...they're a great bunch of people and can do some amazing work.<br /><br />The current unofficial highest RWHP on a stock block SR currently resides there. Heres a link:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.secretservicesinc.com/video/539dyno2.wmv" target="_blank">Dyno Vid </a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/brjones/539dyno2.wmv" target="_blank">Dyno Vid backup</a> <br /><br />Enjoy!||4.47.107.8||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-26-2003||11:42 PM||||I don't know why, but at the end when the engine shuts off and the turbo is just spinning.  That has to rank in the top 10 list of just, Neat Car Shit.  I had no idea that it would spin that long after the engine shut off.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-26-2003||11:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> I don't know why, but at the end when the engine shuts off and the turbo is just spinning.  That has to rank in the top 10 list of just, Neat Car Shit.  I had no idea that it would spin that long after the engine shut off. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea that thing spun for a good while!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||1667 VR4||08-26-2003||11:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> I don't know why, but at the end when the engine shuts off and the turbo is just spinning.  That has to rank in the top 10 list of just, Neat Car Shit.  I had no idea that it would spin that long after the engine shut off. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats full ball-bearing for you   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||4.47.107.8||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||08-27-2003||12:13 AM||||After the engine rebuild,  wub wub's, front rotor's, oh yeah did ever mention that I'm first on the list for cf rs vented hood, that damn dent in my trunk lid, fmic, and whatever else comes up.  That's my next upgrade.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum3/002899.cgi
A||||11||jayru||Ok i have a bone to pick with (some) people who post in for-sale!||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||08-27-2003||01:40 AM||||First someone posts evo 3 o2 housing for sale, i email him like crazy, he says it's mine, then decides it's not for sale.<br /><br />Then someone posts parting out VR4, i email him, request parts, he says he has them, then i never hear from the guy again!<br /><br />WTF!!! If your not prepared to sell something then don't post!||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-27-2003||01:56 AM||||We are busy.<br /><br />I posted a free TEL IC.  Some guy wants it.<br /><br />Am I a dick for not shipping it?  I have a house to sell, a full time job, and a t-belt job to do.<br /><br />I wasn't tring to be a ass hole, but I just havn't had time to check up on it.<br /><br />I kinda wished I hadn't posted free IC. I am just busy.  Bottom line. At the same time, I was tring to be nice and give away something I will never use.<br /><br />I'm sure everyone else has a story just like mine.<br /><br />If you really want/need something.  Buy it from a shop that sells new parts.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||08-27-2003||02:12 AM||||Not to be an poddy mouth, nor am I taking anyone's side this is my own thinking; not everyone lives on the internet, relax, this site in not a legal binding contract, get their phone number next time..... <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1218&width=400" alt=" - " />||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||gvr4in||08-27-2003||03:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> Not to be an poddy mouth, nor am I taking anyone's side this is my own thinking; not everyone lives on the internet, relax, this site in not a legal binding contract, get their phone number next time..... <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1218&width=400" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hahahaha! Haven't laughed that hard all week!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||08-27-2003||11:35 AM||||If your talking about me parting out my VR4 thats ok, I dont mind Im an asshole and very anti social. I deleted my posts on my VR4 becouse I decided Im just gonna go with ebay becouse of dealing with people, The Galant board guys are smart but my local board is full of short bus ridn helment kids that cant do shit and wont take the time to learn, Then want to loball me. So if its me, Im sorry I just dont like to deal with things some times and I just started school again. So if it was me, PM me and we will talk, If not sorry for cloging your thread. On another note, I love this board and its members. This is the BEST board out there.||64.63.217.16||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||MiSTER2||08-27-2003||11:53 AM||||I see jayru's  point.  He's not complaining about late response he's complaining about no response at all.  <br /><br />However i think sellers also have a point, as sometimes you don't have time to scratch your head let alone checking emails.  <br /><br />Trying to sell stuff over the internet is not really worth the headache both for the seller and the buyer.  Because it's not face to face and it is free to hassle each other so ppl just keep sending emails, but less than 1% of them are real buyers and sellers.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||08-27-2003||01:14 PM||||You think it is bad here, try the Trader.  I think there must be some award for the most useless posts on that board.  90% of all the contacts I have had on there are flaky.  They all want new parts for free, or just never answer emails at all, even if you respond to an ad the day they post it.  Or they post an ad for parting a car, but then are too lazy to take off a part you want!||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||08-27-2003||03:00 PM||||on the same note, how about all the people who try to beat you up on your price?  if i want to sell something, i put up a price that i think is fair.  all i get is "will you take .....", or, "i'll give you.....", oh, and i gotta pay the freight, too.  if i see something for sale, and the price looks good to me, i NEVER try to beat them up.  i do ask about freight, but i always assume freight is not included.  usually, if some bozo wants to pay less, i just ignore the post.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||jayru||08-27-2003||03:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> We are busy.<br /><br />I posted a free TEL IC.  Some guy wants it.<br /><br />Am I a dick for not shipping it?  I have a house to sell, a full time job, and a t-belt job to do.<br /><br />I wasn't tring to be a ass hole, but I just havn't had time to check up on it.<br /><br />I kinda wished I hadn't posted free IC. I am just busy.  Bottom line. At the same time, I was tring to be nice and give away something I will never use.<br /><br />I'm sure everyone else has a story just like mine.<br /><br />If you really want/need something.  Buy it from a shop that sells new parts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude, I don't even know who the hell you are! I never said anything about a free intercooler in my post, i think my gripe was pretty clear.<br /><br />Next time read the thread more clearly before you post!<br /><br />Unless your coment was not directed to me but (general) Then i apologise. <br /><br />Also, I want to clarify, this has nothing to do with flaky ad's or buyers. I stated clearly what i wanted, and discussed the price to purchace it at. <br /><br />I completely understand that people are busy. I am a full time student and hold a full time job.<br /><br />But if you are not prepared to sell something, then don't post. That's all i'm saying.||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000009||4G63_GSR||08-27-2003||03:32 PM||||i understand what jayru is say... somebody from here saw my "WTB stock steering wheel" post and passed it their friend... the friend emails me and says... yes i have a steering wheel... it's all yours, just let me check out shipping price and i'll get back to you in a day... that was like two weeks ago... fudge it... i rather spend my money on other things for the car... tune up here i come...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||08-27-2003||03:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> We are busy.<br /><br />I posted a free TEL IC.  Some guy wants it.<br /><br />Am I a dick for not shipping it?  I have a house to sell, a full time job, and a t-belt job to do.<br /><br />I wasn't tring to be a ass hole, but I just havn't had time to check up on it.<br /><br />I kinda wished I hadn't posted free IC. I am just busy.  Bottom line. At the same time, I was tring to be nice and give away something I will never use.<br /><br />I'm sure everyone else has a story just like mine.<br /><br />If you really want/need something.  Buy it from a shop that sells new parts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude, I don't even know who the hell you are! I never said anything about a free intercooler in my post, i think my gripe was pretty clear.<br /><br />Next time read the thread more clearly before you post!<br /><br />Unless your coment was not directed to me but (general) Then i apologise. <br /><br />Also, I want to clarify, this has nothing to do with flaky ad's or buyers. I stated clearly what i wanted, and discussed the price to purchace it at. <br /><br />I completely understand that people are busy. I am a full time student and hold a full time job.<br /><br />But if you are not prepared to sell something, then don't post. That's all i'm saying. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was just a example.  I have no ideal who you are, but people are just busy.  I am no longer going to try and work with people that are not local or driving distance.  Not worth the trouble.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||jayru||08-27-2003||03:55 PM||||Then like i said sorry for the post. gvr4ever i would give the internet another chance though. Some of us are good people interested in doing business. <br /><br />It can be trying though i agree, I myself sell stuff on ebay from time to time and you wouldn't believe the emails i get: Will you sell outside of ebay?  I'll trade ya this... Will you take... ect. ect. But within the emails there are usually some good people just trying to get a good product at a fair price.  Just my 2 cent's.||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum3/002900.cgi
A||||4||1quickvr4||Im off to look at a GGSX||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||08-27-2003||11:40 AM||caspa69@juno.com||Well since the Galant body is terminal, And cant be repaired Im off to look at a GGSX. Its a 90, Champane in color with a green interior. Oh well, at least its a 5 speed. I will probley swap most of the VR4 stuff over and start anew. I will even put my dash with number on it if I get it, Even changing out the sides to VR4 spec. Talk about a mutt and half. GGSX, VR4 interior, VR4 drivetrain and JDM/AMG parts galore. HMMn now what color to paint it?||64.63.217.16||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-27-2003||01:43 PM||||Green interior?!  Got a digital cam?  Take it with you.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Oh, and don't paint it...||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-27-2003||02:35 PM||||Well I endend up buying it, It supposedly ran till ther owner started trying take off the alarm on the car, Turns out the interior is black like ours. IT realley strait except for the core support needs to be tweaked back out and the dash pad is off of it so he could get to the wiring. It comes with some extra interior stuff. That makes five cars that I own now, God help us all. Im gonna transform it into a VR4. I have been thinking about leaving it NA for a while just for the hell of it before I put the motor, trans and 4 bolt in it. The only other thing that bugged me is that it has ABS and a sunroof, Both I wish it didnt have. I wan to hurry up and get it stipped and painted  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.63.216.158||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||devtsikev||08-27-2003||02:49 PM||||that sounds good!||63.85.175.196||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||08-27-2003||06:12 PM||||you can ditch the ABS pretty easy while you have it apart.<br />and galants without sunroofs look WIERD  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />i think they did a good job with our sunroofs.  but i guess you want it as light as possible.||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
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q!!,
q!vr4door!,
q!Battle in Chicago??!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452871.2151!,
q!vr4door!,
q!00000880!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!11:45 PM!,
q!2452877.2345!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!AMG engine cover...!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!03:19 AM!,
q!2452875.0319!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!12:07 PM!,
q!2452878.1207!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!1G DSM police chase!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452872.0111!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!10:33 PM!,
q!2452872.2233!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Divx: &quot;Audio Codec&quot; ?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!09:19 AM!,
q!2452875.0919!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-24-2003!,
q!02:59 PM!,
q!2452876.1459!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!1/4 time question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2452875.1507!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-24-2003!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2452876.1457!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!AMG and JDM parts!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452875.1812!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1101!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452875.2346!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!GVR4 in Canada!,
q!4!,
q!12!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2452875.2038!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!andkilde!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!10:52 AM!,
q!2452879.1052!,
q!Ted Andkilde!,
q!00002209!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Front Clip questions!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2452875.2132!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!ercp98!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452875.2318!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!XM!,
q!henrok!,
q!power steering rack!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2452875.2337!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452877.1447!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Fuel injector flowing and cleaning service??!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-24-2003!,
q!02:13 AM!,
q!2452876.0213!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!08-24-2003!,
q!09:12 AM!,
q!2452876.0912!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!What do you think of swapped 240s?!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!08-24-2003!,
q!06:17 PM!,
q!2452876.1817!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452878.1816!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!can someone!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2452867.1149!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!08-16-2003!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2452868.1325!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~new bmw's for sale, very slight water damage!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2452867.1228!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!agrabau!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2452867.1302!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4addicted!,
q!should i buy this 92 VR4  with no turbo for $800 ?!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!02:56 PM!,
q!2452867.1456!,
q!boats!,
q!00002171!,
q!Minjin!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452870.2112!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!For All the JDM ding dongs that want to know whats diffrent and what you need.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2452867.1511!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1101!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!08:06 PM!,
q!2452867.2006!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!MILWAUKEE!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452867.1717!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!06:18 PM!,
q!2452867.1818!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Someone's gonna die. !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-15-2003!,
q!09:02 PM!,
q!2452867.2102!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!beavis!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452870.1648!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~1788 - Pictures!~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!01:39 AM!,
q!2452869.0139!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452870.1153!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!The face behind the name.!,
q!1!,
q!174!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!03:55 AM!,
q!2452869.0355!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!08:25 AM!,
q!2452898.0825!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000175!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!car runs like crap; suggestions??!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!06:46 AM!,
q!2452872.0646!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!Whistler!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!01:45 AM!,
q!2452874.0145!,
q!Whistler!,
q!00000120!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!some interesting pictures!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!09:37 AM!,
q!2452869.0937!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!starwrist!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!08:54 AM!,
q!2452870.0854!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Great deal on Mobil 1!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452869.1736!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452870.1521!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Need some feedback on this webpage!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!12:17 PM!,
q!2452872.1217!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!08:34 PM!,
q!2452909.2034!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!do i have an exhaust leak?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!12:39 PM!,
q!2452872.1239!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452872.1505!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!Photo Test!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!01:44 PM!,
q!2452872.1344!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!02:31 PM!,
q!2452872.1431!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!T-belt job in Normal,IL!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2452872.1958!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!11:33 PM!,
q!2452873.2333!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!Here is my Car 1240 of 2000!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2452872.2226!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!Ian M!,
q!08-24-2003!,
q!11:31 PM!,
q!2452876.2331!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!backfiring!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!11:04 PM!,
q!2452872.2304!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!11:07 AM!,
q!2452873.1107!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rigd!,
q!New owner of #1965/2000!,
q!14!,
q!1!,
q!08-24-2003!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2452876.2017!,
q!rigd!,
q!00000677!,
q!spoulson!,
q!08-24-2003!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452876.2030!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Ebay down?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452873.0011!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!03:29 PM!,
q!2452873.1529!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!waaaaayyyy cooool Gaylant!,
q!1!,
q!37!,
q!08-24-2003!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452876.2139!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!02:18 AM!,
q!2452880.0218!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000037!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Why is my Galant so damn slow?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!01:06 AM!,
q!2452873.0106!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2452873.2312!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!PITA!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-24-2003!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2452876.2207!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!02:10 AM!,
q!2452878.0210!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q~Front mount install gone retarded!~,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2452877.0051!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!PJGross!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!09:52 AM!,
q!2452878.0952!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Keydiver ... anyone ..... Keydiver!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!01:17 AM!,
q!2452877.0117!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2452898.1250!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!yet another logger Q ?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!11:34 AM!,
q!2452877.1134!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!01:41 PM!,
q!2452877.1341!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!msaskin!,
q!mod time - turbo back exhaust!,
q!6!,
q!6!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452877.1542!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!10:57 PM!,
q!2452877.2257!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Don't try to race this guy.!,
q!1!,
q!31!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2452877.1705!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!05:54 PM!,
q!2452879.1754!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000031!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!turbo bikes!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2452877.1743!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!08:11 AM!,
q!2452878.0811!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gtluke!,
q!removed my rear steering today, i think i did it right.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2452877.1948!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!gtluke!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!10:29 AM!,
q!2452878.1029!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!different sized disc brakes?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452869.1751!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!12:41 PM!,
q!2452870.1241!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q~New pics!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2452869.1959!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2452870.1206!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!3 Bolt LSD!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2452869.2113!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!Kibo!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2452870.1528!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!DSM manual steering rack??!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!10:14 PM!,
q!2452869.2214!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!02:15 AM!,
q!2452870.0215!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!liquid-air intercoolers!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2452869.2230!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!08-24-2003!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452876.2310!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Highest HP Galant VR4!,
q!1!,
q!42!,
q!08-17-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452869.2325!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!12:45 PM!,
q!2452893.1245!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000042!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!Maroon gvr4 at the SO!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!12:54 AM!,
q!2452870.0054!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!starwrist!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!08:50 AM!,
q!2452870.0850!,
q!starwrist!,
q!00001593!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q~I love my Galants!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!05:18 AM!,
q!2452870.0518!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!06:25 AM!,
q!2452872.0625!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Help I need to ship a motor!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!01:14 AM!,
q!2452873.0114!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2452874.1329!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Aftermarket exhaust...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2452870.1011!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452870.1012!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Taking apart backseat...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!09:44 AM!,
q!2452873.0944!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!agrabau!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452873.1126!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!logick!,
q!good price for a 4g63 .... !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452870.1014!,
q!logick!,
q!00000897!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!12:39 PM!,
q!2452870.1239!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!almost got spanked by an integra!,
q!10!,
q!16!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!10:42 AM!,
q!2452873.1042!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!02:08 PM!,
q!2452874.1408!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Money truck loses load - true!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!11:10 AM!,
q!2452873.1110!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!12:33 AM!,
q!2452874.0033!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SLedge!,
q!New guy intro!,
q!7!,
q!8!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452873.1242!,
q!Sledge!,
q!00002035!,
q!miturra!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!10:04 AM!,
q!2452874.1004!,
q!hondo!,
q!00001080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Full Jdm bumper conversion on ebay !,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!01:14 PM!,
q!2452873.1314!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1420mark!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452903.2329!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!Dump pipe question (last post)!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452873.1337!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!08-30-2003!,
q!01:26 PM!,
q!2452882.1326!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!New Exhaust!,
q!10!,
q!5!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!03:54 PM!,
q!2452873.1554!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!admsr!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!07:17 AM!,
q!2452874.0717!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Free carfax????!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2452877.2016!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2452877.2016!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!i got my engine. !,
q!10!,
q!3!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!07:06 PM!,
q!2452873.1906!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452874.0036!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!parts # lookup request!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2452877.2055!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!Matt379!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452877.2137!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Tire Rack... WTF?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452873.2144!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!08-23-2003!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2452875.1441!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!dirty intake manifold.!,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2452877.2132!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!08-25-2003!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2452877.2132!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!13!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!cool videos!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!10:28 AM!,
q!2452878.1028!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452878.1252!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!oOps i crapped my pants!,
q!2!,
q!10!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2452878.1256!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2452879.1558!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Anyone ever seen these?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2452878.1504!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!11:08 AM!,
q!2452879.1108!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~Oh no, I'm posting a Honda video!~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452878.1725!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452878.2344!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!180mph in 14 sec.!,
q!6!,
q!1!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452878.2159!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!11:12 AM!,
q!2452879.1112!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!Speaking of swapped 240's....some amazing tampa tuners---!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-26-2003!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2452878.2324!,
q!1667 VR4!,
q!00000534!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452879.0013!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q~Ok i have a bone to pick with (some) people who post in for-sale!~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!01:40 AM!,
q!2452879.0140!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!jayru!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2452879.1555!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Are HKS Metal headgaskets re-usable ????!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!11:10 AM!,
q!2452870.1110!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!drew!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2452870.1905!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Raced a NeOn!,
q!10!,
q!8!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!12:10 PM!,
q!2452870.1210!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!02:21 PM!,
q!2452870.1421!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!K3ViN!,
q!I need a Galant!,
q!7!,
q!3!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452870.1247!,
q!K3ViN!,
q!00002176!,
q!K3ViN!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2452870.2010!,
q!K3ViN!,
q!00002176!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!ugly gvr4!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!02:33 PM!,
q!2452870.1433!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!10:46 AM!,
q!2452871.1046!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!anyone Else Spin?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!04:10 PM!,
q!2452870.1610!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!02:30 AM!,
q!2452872.0230!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Shannon's intercoolers!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452870.1635!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!03:53 AM!,
q!2452871.0353!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!the dream is now a reality.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!04:52 PM!,
q!2452870.1652!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452870.2128!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!GM MAFs...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452870.2224!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!08:23 AM!,
q!2452871.0823!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Heading up to Ocala this weekend!,
q!6!,
q!4!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!09:50 PM!,
q!2452873.2150!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452874.1700!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!maxima vs. galant vr4!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!11:21 PM!,
q!2452870.2321!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!07:01 PM!,
q!2452872.1901!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!There's a new car out there.!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2452873.2238!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!08-24-2003!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2452876.0848!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Check out this Galant...Serious bidders only :)!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!11:21 PM!,
q!2452873.2321!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!12:58 AM!,
q!2452874.0058!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!I can't decide if this is funny or totally retarded.!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452874.0107!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!01:23 PM!,
q!2452874.1323!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Where to buy FSM???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!02:55 AM!,
q!2452874.0255!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!Dan D!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!09:38 AM!,
q!2452874.0938!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Video of 573!,
q!2!,
q!8!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452874.1211!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!Craig91!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2452874.1949!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!The latest in gauges!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!06:04 PM!,
q!2452874.1804!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-24-2003!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452876.1505!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!mY 92 IS SLOW  AS  ass.!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2452874.1831!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!number3!,
q!08-30-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452882.2300!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!panzer25!,
q!Anyone seen Turbophein?!,
q!8!,
q!2!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!07:55 PM!,
q!2452874.1955!,
q!Jim!,
q!00000932!,
q!turbophein!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2452879.1130!,
q!turbophein!,
q!00001655!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#258!,
q!Rebirth of mystery # vr-4!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-22-2003!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2452874.2055!,
q!#258!,
q!00000439!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2452904.1711!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!frozen rear break piston?!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452870.2342!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2452871.1535!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!lighting !,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!08-18-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452870.2357!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!10:56 AM!,
q!2452871.1056!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!A few picture updates!,
q!6!,
q!13!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!12:02 AM!,
q!2452871.0002!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!06:55 AM!,
q!2452872.0655!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kevinj110!,
q!So I got pulled over!,
q!8!,
q!29!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!02:49 AM!,
q!2452871.0249!,
q!Belize#1692!,
q!00001490!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452872.1851!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!any european here !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2452871.1224!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!04:21 PM!,
q!2452872.1621!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Work stuff. Holding 10 evolutions in my hand!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!12:32 PM!,
q!2452871.1232!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!number3!,
q!08-21-2003!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452873.1844!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!Is this the socket for datalogger?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-19-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452871.1307!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!08-20-2003!,
q!09:04 AM!,
q!2452872.0904!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/002901.cgi
A||||4||silly4turbo||good and bad news ||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||08-27-2003||11:46 AM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||the good news , I got my logger to work..just haven't been able to review the log yet ... I tried to hit review log but nothing shows up ?<br /><br />the bad news, I rear ended some guy yesterday and tore up my front end body pieces ... hood + grill + radiator support + blinkers and more... that totally sucks !  at least it's drivable and most of the parts I should be able to find at the local pic and pull ... one guestion, what is that radiator looking thing that sits in front of the radiator ? I bent a few fins on it trying to bend the radiator support back to where it should be..||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||SLO GVR 4||08-27-2003||11:58 AM||||I believe you are referring to the air conditioner condensor??||207.241.20.65||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||08-27-2003||12:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SLO GVR 4:<br /><strong> I believe you are referring to the air conditioner condensor?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ahh yes, the ac condensor .. thanks||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||08-27-2003||12:12 PM||||Edit:<br />never mind.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||08-27-2003||01:40 PM||||That's what you get for looking at the logger while driving.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Sorry to hear about your misfortune.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002902.cgi
A||||47||Dan D||Found under the seat||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||08-27-2003||12:25 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I have owned my car since '97.  A guy from the same city owned it the six years before that.  Yesterday for the first time since buying the car I pulled the seats out to do some serious (seriously needed) detailing on the interior.<br /><br />I found two pens and a couple of dropped interior screws.  Nothing too exciting, but it made me wonder what else people have found when they dig around inside the car.<br /><br />Lets here'em.  Suprising or strange finds, long-lost objects.  What's your experience.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||08-27-2003||12:28 PM||||I found well over $2 in change when i installed my tel shifter.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-27-2003||12:30 PM||||Previous owner of the '91 was a disgusting lady with a disgusting dog.  Well I don't know if either of them were actually disgusting but I'm assuming they were based on the interior of this car.  Doggie treats under the back seat, dog food under the center console, and dog hair *everywhere*.  I did find $.75 under the back seat though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />In the '92 I found a German newspaper clipping slipped inside of the ripping passenger visor.  I think the previous owner was a nazi.  LOL!  Also found a dollar under the radio inside the center console.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||91 #680||08-27-2003||01:02 PM||||when I first drove home with my galant a year ago somebody had left their prescription glasses in the glove compartment.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000004||Sam Sayes||08-27-2003||01:06 PM||||You guys might not believe this but its true,<br />5 days after owning the car i removed the back seat to do some cleaning and vaccuming, i found a small bag (like really small) of weed, i was shocked,<br />and no i didn't smoke it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Makes me wonder about the previous owner of that car.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||08-27-2003||01:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong><br />and no i didn't smoke it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Surrrre you didn't!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Sam Sayes||08-27-2003||01:12 PM||||Paul,<br /><br />i got rid of that thing so fast iwient behind our local Safeway dumpster, plus i didn't want to get caught with it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||08-27-2003||01:13 PM||||maybe he was a cook and it was Oregano, even though I must admit I have never carried any herbs in a small pouch in my car.<br />"no officer I swear it is for cooking, I work at the marriott down the road" DOnt think that would work to well!||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||ayvr4||08-27-2003||01:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong> ...removed the back seat... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats where i put all my dope.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   JK...<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000009||BluFalcon||08-27-2003||01:21 PM||||In my first AWD Talon, I found ammo..lots and lots of live ammo hidden in the hatch panels.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    I also found a few Victoria Secrets reciepts,(which makes me wonder what kind of person owned the car before me) and some loose change.<br /><br />  My GVR4 was pretty interesting, since the previous owner didnt clean it out.  Multimeter, some tools, CD's, paystubs and an ashtray full of pennies. <br />  Sam's story is a good example of why I always search any used car I buy, DEA style.  You never know what the previous owner of the car was into.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000010||silly4turbo||08-27-2003||01:32 PM||||in my 91' I found golf tee's and the little pencils used to write on your score card ... also found an opera CD stuck down inside the dash||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||08-27-2003||01:35 PM||||I found lots of garbage, change, a small lapel pin for some type of service award under the rear seat.  I found a "love card" inside the passenger door.<br /><br />Somebody on here found their 4WS sticker under the rear seat.  I was hoping to find mine there... especially because I still have 4WS and it doesn't leak.  *knock on wood*||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||Sam Sayes||08-27-2003||01:40 PM||||I forgot to mention also the Zippo i found underneath the drivers seat, whts confusing to me is that  the car is a non smoker car, atleast it didn't smell like that to me, plus the ash tray is brand new, nothing cigarette burn in it.<br />I like Dean Oregano idea thou  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000013||mixx2001||08-27-2003||01:46 PM||||My list if taken out of context, could be quite strange.<br /><br />- A latex glove<br />- A key to a Toyota<br />- 40+ dollar recipt from Taco Bell <br />- Some wood<br />- And pills, lots of pills<br /><br />I gave the Pills to one of my Legally impaired friends who swore they were Ex (I think their regular OTC shit, Claranex or something).  He never took/sold any, as he could never truly determine what they were.  But I'm about 99% sure he still has them.  And who in the blue hell gets 40 some odd dollars worth of Taco Bell!?!?||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000014||ayvr4||08-27-2003||01:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong>  40+ dollar recipt from Taco Bell </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000015||Matt379||08-27-2003||02:01 PM||||a Jive Bunny Cd...||165.139.149.125||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000016||agrabau||08-27-2003||02:02 PM||||2 king dong dildos<br />a unicorn<br />a chemical recipe cure for the common cold<br />babe ruth rookie card<br /><br />Nothing too special. Most of it got vacuumed up. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||08-27-2003||02:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> 2 king dong dildos<br />Nothing too special. Most of it got vacuumed up. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've heard that about you... sucking up giant plastic members.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||agrabau||08-27-2003||02:19 PM||||Man I stepped right in the way of that one.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000019||1quickvr4||08-27-2003||02:40 PM||||Found pictures of my previous owners, Lots of change, and lots of pens. The best award has to go to my freinds Acura since it had about 150.00 worth of coke in it when we were cleaning. Got to love auction cars.||64.63.216.158||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000020||udriveu||08-27-2003||02:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> <br />- 40+ dollar recipt from Taco Bell <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I found a big taco bell receipt too!!!! Just to prove I'm not bs'ing, I posted it a while ago on another topic.<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001806" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001806</a><br />Damn, I wonder if there's some connection with GVR4's and taco bell fans.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000021||229of1000||08-27-2003||02:54 PM||||I once debated throwing a Taco Bell taco out the window of my car at a cop who pulled a u-turn directly in front of me at 65mph and nearly nailed me.  I was worried I'd get lettuce all over my car though.  Bastard.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000022||mixx2001||08-27-2003||02:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> it had about 150.00 worth of coke in it when we were cleaning. Got to love auction cars. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So you know what 150 dollars worth of coke looks like.  <br /><br />After you cleaned it up did you look like this:   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    or this:   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   or good shit like this:  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000023||Notorius||08-27-2003||03:18 PM||||1421 pesos worth of mexican money. too bad it had expired (lmfao, expired money)<br /><br />1/8th of KB (pot) in between the two carpet thingys located in the center console underneath the stereo. i had no stereo in there and was searchin for my wallet (was sittin in the tray in front of the stereo DINs and fell thru the hole) and noticed the two carpet things had a lump in it, pulled out the bag, my friends were like "HELL YEZ MAN!!!" and proceeded to smoke it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.86.14.12||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000024||gvr4ever||08-27-2003||03:21 PM||||From all the crap you guys found, I feel really lucky.<br /><br />I found a lot of travel game pieces, pens, and some change.  If I found drugs or a dildo, I'd freak out.<br /><br />I always wondered about drugs being in a used car.  If you got pulled over and the car was searched, you would be screwed.  Unless you just bought the car, you couldn't claim it didn't belong to you.  Cause it NEVER belongs to the person who just hapends to have it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />My Talon had sand all over the place.  It was from Toledo Ohio too.  It sure got around I guess.  <br /><br />For anyone who works at a dealer in the shop who does inspections on used cars.  Do they ever make sure the car is "clean" before they resell it?||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000025||ayvr4||08-27-2003||03:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> ...and proceeded to smoke it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">does weed go bad/stale??? how was it?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000026||miturra||08-27-2003||03:56 PM||||I pulled off the right cover in the trunk and found about $6.00 in change at the bottom of the right side of the trunk.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000027||gvr4in||08-27-2003||04:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong> You guys might not believe this but its true,<br />5 days after owning the car i removed the back seat to do some cleaning and vaccuming, i found a small bag (like really small) of weed, i was shocked,<br />and no i didn't smoke it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />Makes me wonder about the previous owner of that car.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Similar story.. I found a fat, Im talkin FAT joint under the storage compartment in the center section.. I was like  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> !! I gave it to my friend.. he probably smoked it hahah. <br /><br />Then I found some zigzag's (rolling papers) under the passenger seat.. This chick must've been a major stoner.. She was gorgeous though!<br /><br />Ive also found a water bottle where the jack was <b>supposed</b> to be.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000028||gtluke||08-27-2003||06:09 PM||||i have a friend with a mustang, who pulled out his seats and found what looked like blood stains, so he pulled up his carpet and under the seat, was about a gallon of dried blood.  that seat was also conciderably less "sun bleached" than the passanger side, and after some investigation, pulled down the headliner to find a bullit hole bondo'd in the roof, and broken glass in the vents behind the dash. (broken windshield)<br /><br />apparently someone was gunned down in his car once. pretty insane if you ask me.<br /><br />i think i found at least 25 pencils under the back seat of my mustang when i bought it. i thought it was wierd, no joke, like 25 used pencils.<br />-luke-||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000029||henrok||08-27-2003||06:15 PM||||i found a letter underneath the rear seat sticking out after i removed the spare tire and carpet in the trunk.  the letter read like this:  ur an asshole if u gotten to the point of actually removing all of the nice interior in your car. u must be some sort of freak. lol seriously i just laughed and trashed the damn thing.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000030||229of1000||08-27-2003||06:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong><br />apparently someone was gunned down in his car once. pretty insane if you ask me.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000031||Notorius||08-27-2003||06:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> ...and proceeded to smoke it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">does weed go bad/stale??? how was it?<br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it can dry out considerably but this was like 2 days after buying the car. was some of the better stuff and we'll leave it at that.||138.86.14.12||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000032||dlpinckney||08-27-2003||06:45 PM||||In the almost 5 years I have owned my Galant, I have never taken the back seat out.  With you all talking about all these "big" finds, I had to run out and look.  I was kind of disappointed.  As you can see from the pic, not nearly as "rich" of finds as some.  I have no idea what the broke piece of white gear is.  The Quarter is at least a bi-centennial one...!!  The change probably all belongs to Ian M (from this board), he is all the time dumping change out in the car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1223" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1223&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||63.188.137.89||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000033||peterlsmith||08-27-2003||06:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong> You guys might not believe this but its true,<br />5 days after owning the car i removed the back seat to do some cleaning and vaccuming, i found a small bag (like really small) of weed, i was shocked,<br />and no i didn't smoke it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />Makes me wonder about the previous owner of that car.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I do find that hard to believe - you'd never wait five days before cleaning your car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000034||gtluke||08-27-2003||06:52 PM||||thata a power antenne gear/string thing||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000035||dlpinckney||08-27-2003||06:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> thata a power antenne gear/string thing </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Could explain why my power antenna doesn't work anymore..!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.188.137.89||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000036||gtluke||08-27-2003||07:01 PM||||hahah now figure out how it got under your back seat!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.11.190||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000037||number3||08-27-2003||10:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BluFalcon:<br /><strong> <br />  Sam's story is a good example of why I always search the car DEA style.  You never know what the previous owner of the car was into.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1230" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1230&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Now what...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1231" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1231&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Nothing here...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1232" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1232&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I think I am safe...  Just a buch of candy wrappers, $1.31 and a comb  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000038||Chris Sanders||08-27-2003||11:15 PM||||The strangest thing I ever found in a car was a Mont Blanc pen full of weed.  A buddy of mine found a tape recorder and mic setup in a Firebird he bought in HS.  The only thing we could figure out is that it was a girls car and her boyfriend must have put it in to see if she was cheating on him or something.  Unfortunately there was nothing cool on the tape  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.188.27.149||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000039||Ian M||08-28-2003||12:23 AM||||LOL, Ive probably paid for Danny's lunch many a time from all the change Ive dropped..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> Sounds to me like the guy in the Mustang committed sideways. Explains the hole in the roof-you get the idea how..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br /> I didnt find any interesting stuff like bags of weed or brain matter,but I was able to stuff a large freezer bag full of ball point pens and lighters. Tons of half finished stale packs of cigs too. The shifter boot was off at the bottom,and so much trash was in the console that you could hear it crunch around when you moved the shifter! <br /><br /> Here is a pic of the rats nest taken right after getting it home:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1233" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1233&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /> I have a better pic of the backseat,and all the trash piled on the floor,but I got a "page not found" on Hertz's site when I tried to submit it. This is the first time Ive ever used a scanner or tried to post a pic-try to bear with me.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.91||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000040||Kevinj110||08-28-2003||12:36 AM||||Found a Snoop Dogg CD in my car down in the backseat. I wish I had something cooler to find. Oh well...||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000041||gvr4in||08-28-2003||01:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Belize#1692:<br /><strong> Found a Snoop Dogg CD in my car down in the backseat. I wish I had something cooler to find. Oh well... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You ain't diggity down with the Snoop D O double G-izzle?||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000042||chadhayashi||08-28-2003||01:54 AM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]You ain't diggity down with the Snoop D O double G-izzle? [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />Fo-Shizzle!||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000043||slvrblt||08-28-2003||02:48 AM||||All you guys find cool stuff in your cars. All I have found is a bunch of change and I think some dog food. But all my leather is perfect and I only have one (about 1cm) crack in the dash.<br /><br /><br />lol||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000044||Gvr4-330||08-28-2003||06:40 AM||||Well, haven't found anything too interesting in the black Galant, but I did buy it from a dealer.<br /><br />The white car was turned over as is, but it basically had a bunch of screws, a license plate, and a ton of pennies.<br /><br />I did find a swiss army knife in my old car.  But that's really it.  Nothing as exciting as you guys  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />BTW, people have been jailed for having drugs in cars they have bought used.  I can't remember where I saw the article, but apparantly, it is up to the buyer to search the car.  Even if you bought it in an auction from the DEA.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.35||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000045||Romanova||08-28-2003||11:09 AM||||I found a dead grasshopper in one of my rear taillights. Thats all for the Galant.<br /><br />Found over $5 in change in the Scirocco...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000046||GVR4458||08-28-2003||11:43 AM||||Not in the Galant, but I found the original window sticker for my 1978 Camaro LT.  I was replacing the seat bracket in 1990 and I found it slipped under the seat springs.  The car was something like $7299 in 1978.<br /><br />EH||68.73.82.250||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000047||slvrblt||08-28-2003||04:20 PM||||I found a swiss army knife in my friends 300zx turbo a few weeks ago. His car is a 86 and it was in the engine bay. Weeks after he bought it we were under the hood doing stuff and foung it down near the fan shroud. Nice knife, but it seems to have disapeared again.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002903.cgi
A||||4||devtsikev||Manual Boost Controller...||||1||||devtsikev||00000249
Z||000000||devtsikev||08-27-2003||02:47 PM||luckee14@hotmail.com||call me stupid, but where is it located under the hood?  i thought it would be in the same area as TEL's.||63.85.175.196||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-27-2003||02:58 PM||||It's located wherever you installed the thing!  These cars don't come with an MBC.  Are you talking about the BCS (boost control solenoid)?<br /><br />If you seriously can't find an aftermarket MBC trace the vacuum hose up from the wastegate actuator and you should find it.  Of find a new hobby perhaps.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1092" alt=" - " />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||devtsikev||08-27-2003||03:21 PM||||i would assume it came with a mbc.  ok so where's the bcs then?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />would you suggest messing with it before a real boost gauge is intact?||63.85.175.196||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||08-27-2003||05:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by devtsikev:<br /><strong> i would assume it came with a mbc.  ok so where's the bcs then?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <br /><br />would you suggest messing with it before a real boost gauge is intact? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">if it has a mbc, I wouldn't mess with it unless you have a gauge..if it's the stock bcs, I did the free mod ,I don't yet have a boost guage, and I haven't had any problems ... just keep that little plastic piece just incase you need to put it back<br /><br />also, why would you assume it came with a MBC ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||08-27-2003||06:31 PM||||Where did the ideal that taking the little plastic piece out of the bcs create more boost?<br /><br />I only ask cause I installed a boost gage before the MBC and I didn't get anything over 11psi with the little plastic thing removed.<br /><br />I don't think it is worth it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002904.cgi
A||||3||Hertz||Where to jack||||5||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||08-27-2003||03:27 PM||rhertz@baits.com||I got a rockin' deal on a 2-ton floor jack, two jackstands and a creeper.  Woo-hoo.  But, lo-and-behold the jack only has about 8" of lift.<br /><br />I normally jack the car from the front crossmember (in the divot)... but with this thing I can't even get the front shocks fully extended.<br /><br />Should I go ghetto and get a length of fence post or 2x4 between the jack and the cross member to get another 4" or so?  Or is there another/better jack point to use?  I can't even get the jack stands under the car!<br /><br />OR, should I be humbled by my cheap purchase and go straight out and buy a larger jack?<br /><br />Thanks.||12.247.128.70||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-27-2003||03:41 PM||||What brand is the jack?<br /><br />I hope the jack stands are not as cheap as the jack.  You don't want to trust your life to some cheap jack stands.  It doesn't sound like a rockin deal to me.  <br /><br />If you got the jack used, it might just need more hydrolic jack fluid.  If you got it new, take it back.||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-27-2003||04:34 PM||||<a href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B00008RW9I/" target="_blank">This one</a> ... it's brand new.  Honestly, it seems to be all of very good quality...<br /><br />edit: just noticed it says 13" lift... Maybe 13" from completely retracted, but after raising it 5" to hit the jack point there's only 8" of travel left.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||08-27-2003||04:55 PM||||Aww, what a cute little baby jack   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Keep it for the stands and creeper, but go buy a real jack.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.sears.com/sr/product/summary/productsummary.jsp?BV_SessionID=@@@@0140795293.1062017501@@@@&BV_EngineID=cccgadcjemkgedhcehgcemgdffmdflf.0&vertical=TOOL&fromAuto=YES&bidsite=CRAFT&pid=00950145000" target="_blank">http://www.sears.com/sr/product/summary/productsummary.jsp?BV_SessionID=@@@@0140795293.1062017501@@@@&BV_EngineID=cccgadcjemkgedhcehgcemgdffmdflf.0&vertical=TOOL&fromAuto=YES&bidsi  te=CRAFT&pid=00950145000</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.sears.com/sr/product/summary/productsummary.jsp?BV_SessionID=@@@@0140795293.1062017501@@@@&BV_EngineID=cccgadcjemkgedhcehgcemgdffmdflf.0&vertical=TOOL&fromAuto=YES&bidsite=CRAFT&pid=00950143000" target="_blank">http://www.sears.com/sr/product/summary/productsummary.jsp?BV_SessionID=@@@@0140795293.1062017501@@@@&BV_EngineID=cccgadcjemkgedhcehgcemgdffmdflf.0&vertical=TOOL&fromAuto=YES&bidsi  te=CRAFT&pid=00950143000</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.sears.com/sr/product/summary/productsummary.jsp?BV_SessionID=@@@@0140795293.1062017501@@@@&BV_EngineID=cccgadcjemkgedhcehgcemgdffmdflf.0&vertical=TOOL&fromAuto=YES&bidsite=CRAFT&pid=00950184000" target="_blank">http://www.sears.com/sr/product/summary/productsummary.jsp?BV_SessionID=@@@@0140795293.1062017501@@@@&BV_EngineID=cccgadcjemkgedhcehgcemgdffmdflf.0&vertical=TOOL&fromAuto=YES&bidsi  te=CRAFT&pid=00950184000</a><br /><br />I've had the last one listed for four years.  Excelent jack for the money imo. (unless you have to carry it around, Ugh)<br /><br />p.s. I've seen those alltrade stands before.  They're enough for saftey's sake.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum3/002905.cgi
A||||41||gvr4ever||Road rage.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||08-27-2003||03:58 PM||||It's been a long time since I've had a problem with road rage, but man, yesterday I got it bad.<br /><br />The funny part was, I wasn't driving my GVR4, I was sporting around in a 4cyl Jeep Wrangler.  Some stupid bitch in front of me kept hitting her brakes as if I was tail gating her.  She kept doing it over and over.  I was like WTF, I wasn't even close to her.  Well, I didn't go around cause my turn was comming and I couldn't just fly by her (4cyl jeep).  So the last time she did it, I didn't touch my brakes for like 3 seconds, so I know I wasn't tail gating her.  Then I braked and made it a point to get on her ass.  I figured the view of a nice big steel bumer might move things along.  <br /><br />Well we both got in a two turn only lanes.  I got beside the slow bitch and looked over.  Turns out it was some old hag.  She wouldn't look at me.  I made it a point to try and get her attention.  I was going to ask her if she was having foot spasams or something.  So the light turns green and I match her speed.  I was being a dick   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    So then she gets in a turn lane and back tracks.  Or she doesn't know her way around town.  I hope I at least scared her or something.  Maybe she will think twice for next time.  I never understand why people don't understand how stupid it is to get in to a road rage situation (in any case) when there are a ton of lights and heavy traffic.  As if your car is some sort of magical place where you can't get hurt.  Don't they know they can get thair ass kicked at the next light?<br /><br />I don't get what started it.  I wasn't racing, speeding, changing lanes.  Nothing.  I was just crusing along enjoying the sun.  One reason I want to buy my own wrangler is because they are fun to drive.  You don't need to go fast and because of the way traffic is, I can't go fast anyway.  I want to save the Galant for weekends and later at night when the roads are clear.<br /><br />O well, just a rant.<br /><br />Any other strange road rage stories?||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-27-2003||04:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong> Haha.. She probably didn't know where she was going, OR she drives like ME with her left foot on the brake pedal at all times      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The power to be a mod!!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-27-2003||04:51 PM||||What the hell was she thinking?  You should've pulled out your uzi and blasted her!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Sometimes I intentionally do that to people <b>if</b> they're tailgating me.  Well, maybe not with my foot on the brake... usually downshifting/engine brake or a little tug on the hand brake.  I think some people are a little brake happy.<br /><br />I have yet to figure out what's going on when I see someone leave a stoplight and accelerate halfway down the street with their brake lights still on.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||08-27-2003||05:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> What the hell was she thinking?  You should've pulled out your uzi and blasted her!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Sometimes I intentionally do that to people <b>if</b> they're tailgating me.  Well, maybe not with my foot on the brake... usually downshifting/engine brake or a little tug on the hand brake.  I think some people are a little brake happy.<br /><br />I have yet to figure out what's going on when I see someone leave a stoplight and accelerate halfway down the street with their brake lights still on. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, I do the e-brake thing too.  Only when I can't see headlights, the front grill, what kind of car it is....  <br /><br />That dumb lady might have been lost, but there was no place to turn off.  She was just hitting her brakes over and over.  I'm sure a cop would have pulled her over for driving like that.  Also because she wouldn't look at me, she knew she pissed me off, so that means she knew that she messed up.  Once in a blue moon people will say sorry, and wow, it's okay.  It's that simple.  It was just a mistake.  You know people are not sorry when they won't even look at you.  Maybe I should have used the horn.  That little jeep has a loud ass horn too.  The kind that used to be used on cars back in the 70s or something.  The big boat horn   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.34.246.36||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||MX4||08-27-2003||05:30 PM||||You know what would make me laugh? If her husband/son tracked you down and bet every colour of shit out of you. <br /><br />You followed a woman around town trying to scare her?? I cannot put into words how little I think of you. That is so INSANELY gutless of you.<br /><br />Maybe being from outside of the us I think differently to you guys but I think your attitude to this woman is purely american||202.180.83.7||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000006||silly4turbo||08-27-2003||05:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MX4:<br /><strong> You know what would make me laugh? If her husband/son tracked you down and bet every colour of shit out of you. <br /><br />You followed a woman around town trying to scare her?? I cannot put into words how little I think of you. That is so INSANELY gutless of you.<br /><br />Maybe being from outside of the us I think differently to you guys but I think your attitude to this woman is purely american </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">purely american my ass !... each person is his/her own individual... I know plenty of ass wholes from other contries ... sure I don't agree with what he did, but to blame it on america, eff off !||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000007||RayH||08-27-2003||05:53 PM||||Had something similar happen just the other day.  Car in front of me was obviously lost.  Had out of state plates, driving slow, turn signal would come on and then would hit the brakes as each side street came up and then would keep driving straight, swerving from left lane to right lane without using the turn signal.  Finally they turned on their left turn signal and then stopped on the right side of the road.  I kept my distance the whole time and then slowly passed them.<br /><br />Sometimes it's not worth the trouble.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||08-27-2003||06:12 PM||||Just because women are easier to look at than guys doesn't mean that there aren't just as many dipshit idiot girls out there as there are guys.  What difference does it make what gender the idiot was?  He/she was still stupid and stupid people deserve it.<br /><br />On the way home some fool in Saturn merged blindly out into traffic and nearly hit my car, then proceeded to ride on my ass until they find an opening and sped away.  Saturn drivers are the worst!  I once saw some eminem lookin fool in a Saturn throw a Krystal box at the car next to him trying to start some shit.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||08-27-2003||06:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MX4:<br /><strong> You know what would make me laugh? If her husband/son tracked you down and bet every colour of shit out of you. <br /><br />You followed a woman around town trying to scare her?? I cannot put into words how little I think of you. That is so INSANELY gutless of you.<br /><br />Maybe being from outside of the us I think differently to you guys but I think your attitude to this woman is purely american </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">purely american my ass !... each person is his/her own individual... I know plenty of ass wholes from other contries ... sure I don't agree with what he did, but to blame it on america, eff off ! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">First off, I didn't follow her anywhere.  I was going home.  I wanted to have a chat with her.  Road rage is a HUGE problem.  Too many cars on the road, to many people who don't know how to drive, too many people in a hurry. <br /><br />She got lucky she came across me as I would never acually hurt her.  I'm not going to turn my car in to a weapon, so she could have came across the wrong person.  Also her sex had NOTHING to do with it.  <br /><br />mx4. You are silly.  You think it is so wrong to give some one a little scare, but you promote someone kicking my ass    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" /> <br /><br />Oddly enough, I see more women road ragers then men for some reason.  I once saw a woman follow a car so close, it looked like she was hitting the car in front of her.  She did this for blocks laying on the horn and everything.  Also I once saw two women who turn the cars in to bumper cars fighting over a parking space.  Guys would never do that shit.  At least they would get out, throw a few punches and go have a beer.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||MX4||08-27-2003||06:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MX4:<br /><strong> You know what would make me laugh? If her husband/son tracked you down and bet every colour of shit out of you. <br /><br />You followed a woman around town trying to scare her?? I cannot put into words how little I think of you. That is so INSANELY gutless of you.<br /><br />Maybe being from outside of the us I think differently to you guys but I think your attitude to this woman is purely american </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">purely american my ass !... each person is his/her own individual... I know plenty of ass wholes from other contries ... sure I don't agree with what he did, but to blame it on america, eff off ! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok I partly agree with you. Person for person you are going to get wankers like that whereever you go anywhere in the world. But you must admit the US does have the "fire first, ask questions later" or "trigger-happy" stigma attatched to it. Blame that partly on your president. <br /><br />I think this could evolve into a interesting conversation||202.180.83.7||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000011||silly4turbo||08-27-2003||06:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MX4:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MX4:<br /><strong> Maybe being from outside of the us I think differently to you guys but I think your attitude to this woman is purely american </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">purely american my ass !... each person is his/her own individual... I know plenty of ass wholes from other contries ... sure I don't agree with what he did, but to blame it on america, eff off ! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok I partly agree with you. Person for person you are going to get wankers like that whereever you go anywhere in the world. But you must admit the US does have the "fire first, ask questions later" or "trigger-happy" stigma attatched to it. Blame that partly on your president. <br /><br />I think this could evolve into a interesting conversation </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">please, it's like me saying every astralian is an outback, kangaroo riding crocidile dundee wanna be ... we have our culture and you have yours, just because your press has a slanted view on the US, dosen't mean where all gun toting mad men ...you could be a little more open minded and not believe everything you see on TV ...||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||08-27-2003||06:51 PM||||i married a woman.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||08-27-2003||06:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i married a woman. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So did I, AND she is a good driver.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||VR6 Eater||08-27-2003||07:31 PM||||I agree on the Saturn thing.  I see mainly stupid ass people doing stupid ass stuff in them.  Almost everytime it is girl/woman though.  I don't understand how almost every Saturn owner is a horrible driver.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||08-27-2003||08:17 PM||||Enough already, any more bitching and I am closing this thread. Lets sim-uh-down-nuh!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||PRE-EVO||08-27-2003||08:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Enough already, any more bitching and I am closing this thread. Lets sim-uh-down-nuh! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes before I have to bitch slap KC for cutting me off.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000017||turboflanagan||08-27-2003||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Enough already, any more bitching and I am closing this thread. Lets sim-uh-down-nuh! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes before I have to bitch slap KC for cutting me off. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can we all watch as ya'll bitch slap each other?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Did I say that?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||64.63.212.101||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000018||number3||08-27-2003||11:06 PM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]But you must admit the US does have the "fire first, ask questions later" or "trigger-happy" stigma attatched to it. Blame that partly on your president. <br /><br />I think this could evolve into a interesting conversation [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />Interesting conversation my ass...  This is the dumbest thing I have ever read on this Board.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||Ash||08-28-2003||12:35 AM||||At this point I'd like to make one thing clear - Australia & New Zealand are completely seperate countries.<br /><br />Sorry MX4, but that wasn't a very intelligent statement at all.  It was quite clear in gvr4ever's first post that he was travelling home & the lady just happened to be going the same way, I don't see how their President has anything to do with it, even if he is retarded it doesn't make the rest of this lot retarded.  I'm not trying to have a go at you, I just think maybe in this instance you should have slowed down & read the original post a tad more carefully before shooting your mouth off.<br /><br />Cheers All<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000020||DeanCouchey||08-28-2003||12:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think some people are a little brake happy.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyways I thought I would share a story like road rage...... Where I grew up there was a huge mountain that we had to come down, the speed limit was 55, it was about a 35 degree digress.... not to steep all of the out of towners will ride there brakes down the whole thing, about 2.5 miles mostly straight.... So I go 55-60 down it, I know the road but it is mostly straight so no need to ride the brakes... The best parts is when they get to the bottom and the speed limit lowers down to 40 and all of the out of towners go about 70 through town...... Makes me wanna follow them and beat them down to the correct speed limit at all times! OK I am done.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000021||Team Ducktape||08-28-2003||01:59 AM||||I have said it before I will say it again:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=265" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=265&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000022||7541000||08-28-2003||05:13 PM||||damn now i want a saturn||12.89.95.61||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000023||Hertz||08-28-2003||05:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> I have said it before I will say it again:<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that one of those Kiwi monkeys?||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000024||gvr4ever||08-28-2003||06:41 PM||||I wanted to hear some intersting road stories.  Instead it turned in to your country sucks ?!?!?<br /><br />Just kill this thred.  It's a wast of space.<br /><br />I'll keep my non technical galant vr4 thoughts to my self from now on.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000025||number3||08-28-2003||11:00 PM||||How is this for a couple of road rage storys. <br /><br />First one: I was doing 65mph (in a 55 MPH) in the passing lane in my Miata (about 10 years ago) and a Ford F 150 was tailgating me. Because the Miata is low I was blinded by his headlights so I just kept going until I passed the car that was in the slow lane.  As soon as I passed that car I pulled over into the slow lane. The F 150 decided he was going to try and pass me on the right (illegal) and drove over the entire passenger side of my car. He then bounced off the guardrail and hit me again!  The cops showed up and did nothing! Because both cars could drive away. Oh BTW My wife, then GF was in the car.<br /><br />His isurance company tried to say I pushed him off the road.  AH no?!? 2100lbs Miata vs a full size pickup? Not even if I wanted to, could I.  <br /><br />I was fully reinbursed (in all the stories).<br /><br />Second: 3 weeks later...<br /><br />I must of pissed of a guy in a Ford Probe at a redlight because he decides he will tailgate me (in the same miata not yet repaired). I finally have enough of him and pull away from him (4 miles down the road) and slow down to make a left turn just to let him go by. (This is a 50 mph  5 lane road). He slams on his brakes (God only knows why?) looses control and he T bones me on the drivers side, HARD as I am making the turn. <br /><br />He gets out and starts yelling at me to get out of the car. The door will not open thanks to his probe. The other side of the car looks like a war zone thanks to the F 150 but that door does work. SO I convince him to NOT cut the roof open to get me out.<br /><br />(Now just so you know I have carry permit and I carry a handgun and at no point in either "attack of the assholes with road rage" did I even think of shoot them. It is possible to carry and not shoot dumbasses.)<br /><br />BTW the cop show up and give us both a reckless driving ticket.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   Motherfucker!!! Nothing I could do, he didn't want to here it.<br /><br />Would you like to hear the one when I was shot though the leg with a 9 mm. Happened in the same fucking cursed car!<br /><br />Or how about how I was rearended (in the same Miata) by a DUI last year and all she had to say is "Well Shit Happens".<br /><br />Or the time when a Girl rearended the, Yes you guessed it, miata because she was fighting with her boy friend on the cellphone. Her face was all bloodly from her air bag. <br /><br />Or the time... (I am not kidding I have about 4 others just for that car alone)<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000026||blacksheep||08-28-2003||11:11 PM||||Harry's thread was trying to bring things back on track. So, I wont kill it...yet!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000027||number3||08-28-2003||11:26 PM||||What is with the thread killing all of the sudden?||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000028||curtis||08-28-2003||11:56 PM||||My brother has the best road rage story of all time .  He was stationed at Ft Benning Ga.  He was going down a big four lane and was turning off on a clover leaf at the same time a car full of females were coming down the clover leaf then got in the lane in front of him then cut right back off of the lane and back in front of him.  He got up on there ass cussing, throwing the finger and all the other things you do.  He pulls up beside them at a red light still cussing and raising hell.  Then the driver of the car looks over at him and says she forgives him and she would pray for him.  Then he notices what they are wearing                         <br />     They were nuns||65.144.94.61||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000029||Ash||08-29-2003||12:09 AM||||ROFL Awesome    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000030||turbowop||08-29-2003||12:19 AM||||Damn Harry.....shot in the leg!? That sucks. Pennsylvania must not be the nice state I thought it was.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Seriously though......i hope you don't still have that Miata.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000031||number3||08-29-2003||07:08 AM||||I sure do, Mark.<br /><br />I don't let road rage over take me. I have seen it almost kill me a few times, and I wasn't even the one that was angry at the time. So when I see someone that some one is angry behind the wheel I just get out of their way. It just is not worth it.  (BTW the gun shot did not happen the way you think.) I suggest you all do the same. Even if they are wrong; even if your wrong, take a deep breath, relax and just back off. The person in the other car may just be crazier than you.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000032||MiSTER2||08-29-2003||08:38 AM||||The other day i was watching one of those U.S. emergency room shows, these two guys had a drag race and this guy wins the other guy the guy who lost the race pulls out a gun shooting at him and his friends.  One of the guys in the winner group got parralized and his friend died.  Some ppl can't take losing how sad.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000033||gvr4ever||08-29-2003||08:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> The other day i was watching one of those U.S. emergency room shows, these two guys had a drag race and this guy wins the other guy the guy who lost the race pulls out a gun shooting at him and his friends.  One of the guys in the winner group got parralized and his friend died.  Some ppl can't take losing how sad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yet another reason not to street race   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />We need more drag strips.  Just plain old winning light drag strips for people to find how who is faster.  Or to just keep the heavy pedel off the street.<br /><br />Sorry, I'm getting older.  I don't street race unless it is REALLY worth it.||12.34.246.35||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000034||gvr4ever||08-29-2003||09:06 AM||||I only have one more story, but this one is funny.  Well we could laugh about it later anyway.<br /><br />My wife and I were driving back from the Detroit area to Toledo.  <br /><br />For some reason everyone on the road was going really fast.  Everyone was passing me at 80+.  <br /><br />Well, I don't remember exacly what started it.  Not sure I never knew, but this early 90's GTP started messing with me.  He would speed up and go down the road and then slow down and wait for me to catch up.  He did it the whole way back, but he seemed to get more taunting the whole way.<br /><br />Well I was driving my Talon and I was getting tired of him.  There was one point in the road where he was in the far lane over and there were some cars between us.  I didn't think he was looking.  So I busted down the road to loose him.  I hit about 120 and whooops, the road goes down to one lane.<br /><br />Thank God I just installed new brakes.  I quickly had to slow down to about 60 to not hit the person in front of me.  Just as soon as I slowed town and relaxed from the agressive braking and down shifting, I hear a really loud THUMP THUMP THUMP, over and over.  I could kind of see something flying up in the air in the rear view mirror.<br /><br />Turns out Mr. drunken GTP couldn't slow down as well.  So, he decited to use the large orange barrels to slow him self down.  He was tossing them way up in the air too.  From my view, it looked like they were shooing steight up in the air.<br /><br />Well, we were just stunned.  My wife was really scared, but lauging at the same time cause I mean damn.  This guy just took out a whole row.  <br /><br />I then used the break down lane to pass the car in front of me, and the next car, and one more for good luck.  When the road opned back up, I took off as fast as I could and took the first exit.  We lost this clown.  <br /><br />I always wondered how he explained how he messed up the front of the car.  His lights were working and I never really saw the dammage, but you know that had to screw his car up.  <br /><br />Well, that's my story.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000035||ken inn||08-29-2003||10:05 AM||||oo!  oo!  i got one!  when i had the gtx, going to work one day following 2 passenger vans.  they both start to slow down, and the road is a fairly deserted country road, so i swing out and pass.  as i do, i notice the first van is turning right.  after i pass them and get back in the correct lane, i check the rear view, the guy in the second van is just waving, and yelling, and really animated.  so, i gear down, and floor it, and pull away, BUT, coming up is a stop lite and the freeway.  check rear view, the guy is still wot and coming up fast, i am slowing for the lite, and this sucker pulls out to pass me.  i hit the brakes, cause i KNOW he wont stop in time, and just then, he passes me, and tries to run me off the road.  his van just barely grazes the left front as he swerves back right, out of control, goes halfway off the road, and cleans out a sign, then overcorrects left, the van makes and abrubt left, and starts skidding SIDEWAYS down the road, it actually starts to lift up, the left side was like 3 feet off the ground, and i think, this sucker is gonna roll.  but, it recovers, bounces straight off the road, and goes off the road into a field.  as he leaves the road, he goes thru a ditch, and that sucker got AIRBORNE coming out of the ditch, and i swear to god, the driver bounced up so high, i could see his butt thru the rear window.  the van keeps going about 50 more meters, then stops, then the door opens, and this guy falls out on the ground all dazed.  i'm sitting there in the middle of the road watching all this, took just seconds.  then, i think, i should go and see if he needs help.  hmmm.  tried to run me off the road.  NAH.  he dont need no help.  yup, he's up and wobbling around.  SEE YA.  i DID wave and honk the horn as i left.  the only thing i can figger out is he must have wanted to pass the first van, and i got out there too fast and beat him to it.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000036||TurboVR4dr||08-29-2003||10:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Damn Harry.....shot in the leg!? That sucks. Pennsylvania must not be the nice state I thought it was.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />Seriously though......i hope you don't still have that Miata. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn omish||205.188.208.166||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000037||howard_GVR4||08-29-2003||10:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TurboVR4dr:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Damn Harry.....shot in the leg!? That sucks. Pennsylvania must not be the nice state I thought it was.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <br /><br />Seriously though......i hope you don't still have that Miata. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn omish </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's "Amish".    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000038||TurboVR4dr||08-29-2003||07:21 PM||||Ya I thought it looked wrong.  figured someone would correct it.  But you got the point.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.96.102||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000039||atsiauto||09-07-2003||08:24 AM||||I was living out in the sticks of blackstone Va in 1998 , after a pitcher of black and tans and a decent day at work My partner and I proceeded to return home (like a 35 mile ride) we were on a very deserted 4 lane divided, and we passed this IROC like going 62 MPH I even though to myself this guy has to be going 50 miles an hour.. . Well we got about 3-4 miles down the road, and I had to piss so bad that i decided to just do business on the side of the road , Upon returning to the truck I took a good look down the highway and the IROC was about a 1/4 mile back .I quickly jumped in the truck,signaled and used the shoulder to gain speed,I entered the road w my signal on at say 30mph I look back and this IROC has to be going 85 and closing fast!<br />Its rural out here I meanmost people just move to the left and pass no biggy ,but this clown throws on his high beams and gets like 2 feet off my bumper! I could not even see his headlights, After some thought I brake checked him as hard as I could and he got extremely agitated. he passed us cut it close as hell and brake cheked us really hard , NP i was ready for it.. I got around him and got over intot the right lane . I asked Dave (my helper) wtf we were gonna do (I could tell this was going to go to the wall) by this time I had only been going like 45 mph ... well here comes the IROC again ..he steps down on it so bad next to my door that the car spins out toward the left hand ditch.. he massively overcorrect,to the right and I can see the whole car sideways in my peripheral in any event it hits my Ram 50 dead sqare in the drivers fender and were stripped from the road with the momentum of it all and catch a hilly ditch and flip end over end 2 times. Im knocked slamout for 15 minutes , while dave tries to wake me up and these guys try to get their Camaro out of the dicth and leave . I was charged w reckless and DUI so was the other guy . he was 20 yrs old and going to college hell night in Farmvile Va. told the troope he started the party early (blew a .17 at the scene) <br />I had my beers w dave at like lunchtime so mine was like .04 I got out of the DUI and the reckless, and were still going to court over it as Dave is suing mine and his insurance Co's this was 5 years ago..   <img src="http://www.tristarion.com/forums/uploads/post-13-1062907165.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000040||theymightbegalants||09-07-2003||12:52 PM||||Holy shit... glad you're ok.  Hmm, that camaro driver wouldn't have used the insurance money for a wrx, would he?  One w/a 1.5 sec 60 ft?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />That's a seriously messed up incident, and I hope all the legal crap w/the insurance agencies turns out all right.||69.59.219.178||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000041||Romanova||09-07-2003||01:38 PM||||I drive about 100+ miles of city driving a day, five days a week, so I've seen it all. I carry one of those 'V' shaped things that you squeeze with your hand to work your hand muscles... stress just slips away...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000042||joec||09-08-2003||09:38 PM||||A Glock?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum3/002906.cgi
A||||10||4G63_GSR||Engine temp...||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||08-27-2003||04:28 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||This is my first week driving my vr4 and i've noticed that when i go on my lunch break my engine is still slightly warm... i get into work at about 7:45 and leave for lunch bout noon...  my old ggsr would be could in about an hour... hmmm is something wrong here???||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-27-2003||04:34 PM||||Both of mine stay warm for a few hours.  No big deal.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||4G63_GSR||08-27-2003||04:38 PM||||thanks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-27-2003||04:53 PM||||Turbos generate a lot of heat and it gets stored in the various manifolds.  Don't freak out if you see your exhaust manifold glowing orange at night.||12.247.128.70||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||4G63_GSR||08-27-2003||05:06 PM||||so my turbo isn't dead.... woohoo... just major lag or this past week has been too damn hot...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||63.85.175.196||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||08-27-2003||10:50 PM||||4g63's are also high temperature motors.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Burns the hell outta me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||VR6 Eater||08-27-2003||10:56 PM||||With the heat lately and the stock fmic, I have definetly felt the power loss.  Not in the morning though, you must work at a bank to have those hours.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000007||BlingBling||08-28-2003||02:27 AM||||Does anyone know if colder thermostats work on our cars?||63.202.186.158||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||08-28-2003||02:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlingBling:<br /><strong> Does anyone know if colder thermostats work on our cars? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I havent heard a lot of good impression of those. The ECU supposedly expects a certain temp and does not deal well with variance. It wouldnt make a big performance difference anyway.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||08-28-2003||10:04 AM||||I run 180's with no adverse affects.  It is up to your cooling system to get that temperature down, not the thermostat.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||08-28-2003||01:03 PM||||Yeah let's hear it for cooler temperatures in Chicagoland!  Can you say NO KNOCK.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002907.cgi
A||||8||gvr4in||Taking back broken Craftsmen tools..||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||08-27-2003||05:23 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I have lots of broken craftsmen tools and I could really use a new torque wrench and 3/8 wratchet.. I've heard I can just take them back to sears and get new ones no questions asked. This true? Thanks!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-27-2003||05:27 PM||||Yes you can get me that 14mm deep socket you cracked too.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-27-2003||05:50 PM||||I go to fleas markets and buy crafstmen stuff. 7.00 for a 1/2 rachet isnt bad, As much as I break thing its a good idea.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||08-27-2003||05:54 PM||||Yes you can.  Walk up to the cashier in the tool department, say here and they'll give you new stuff (sometimes reconditioned).  Applies to all "hand" tools.  sockets, ratchets, wrenches, measure tapes, hammers, screwdrivers, ect.  Cost to you = $0.00.<br /><br />The torque wrench is not covered.  It has a 1-year parts service.  If it's less than a year old, you can take it to sears parts dep. and have it fixed up and calibrated.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||08-27-2003||06:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> <br />The torque wrench is not covered.  It has a 1-year parts service.  If it's less than a year old, you can take it to sears parts dep. and have it fixed up and calibrated. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DAMN. The torque wrench I have is old, Probably older than me. And the handle is severely cracked. oh well!<br /><br />Thanks !<br /><br />ps- Rich its your fault that you forced me to work on your scolding hot manifold with the deep 14mm socket that just 'happened' to crack. HA!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||08-27-2003||06:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> <br />The torque wrench is not covered.  It has a 1-year parts service.  If it's less than a year old, you can take it to sears parts dep. and have it fixed up and calibrated. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DAMN. The torque wrench I have is old, Probably older than me. And the handle is severely cracked. oh well!<br /><br />Thanks !<br /><br />ps- Rich its your fault that you forced me to work on your scolding hot manifold with the deep 14mm socket that just 'happened' to crack. HA! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah but you still broke it so you can run your arse to Sears and replace it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||08-27-2003||06:57 PM||||I worked at Sears for 7 years (quite awhile back), and there for awhile, they were repairing the ratchets that they used for exchange.  I would actually get paid 1.00 a piece for putting the new internals in them.  Doesn't sound like much, but I could do one in about a minute tops.  When business was slow, I would sometimes go back and do 20-30 of them at a time.  Pretty good extra money.  And not that it really matters, but it is Craftsman not Craftsmen...!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.188.137.89||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||08-27-2003||08:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong>And not that it really matters, but it is Craftsman not Craftsmen...!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He must have had one of those "homosexual Freudian slips" .<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||gvr4in||08-27-2003||11:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong>And not that it really matters, but it is Craftsman not Craftsmen...!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He must have had one of those "homosexual Freudian slips" .<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHAHAHHhahaha. hahaha I can't stop fucking laughin!!! hahahahaha<br /><br />Set myself up or what||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002908.cgi
A||||8||MX4||My new website.......||||1||||MX4||00000093
Z||000000||MX4||08-27-2003||06:56 PM||||<a href="http://www.webbase.co.nz/raz" target="_blank">Click Here</a> <br /><br />Above is the link to my new website that I have been working on. If anyone has any constructive critisism for it I would much appreciate it.<br /><br />Cheers all<br /><br />Ryan, NZ||202.180.83.7||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||08-27-2003||08:35 PM||||looks pretty good!  Just keep updating it...that's the part that keeps people coming back.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-27-2003||11:54 PM||||Duh na na na na nah batman! Haha I couldn't resist.. saw you had the 'batman fuel pump'.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||Kevinj110||08-28-2003||12:20 AM||||Site looks great man. I like all the links. Its smooth you don't have to keep returning to the main page. Great Job||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||08-28-2003||12:56 AM||||looks good.....but the link to see what to do when you dont want to modify your vr-4 displays page cannot be found...i was wondering what it would be/say||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||MX4||08-28-2003||06:53 AM||||Have a look in the status bar when you click it||202.180.83.7||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||08-28-2003||07:02 AM||||I like it. I like the arse of the week.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||08-28-2003||08:47 AM||||ummm...purdy! Damn, I am with Alex on this one....nice face to wake up to at work...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||08-28-2003||10:59 AM||||<img src="http://www.xerobandwidth.com/images/fatguy.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Good thing they made VR4- RS||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002909.cgi
A||||1||WhiteOut||Star Wars Kid> Tons and Tons of Different Versions = P   ||||1||||WhiteOut||00001486
Z||000000||WhiteOut||08-27-2003||07:28 PM||mack_daddy_ng99@yahoo.com||Some one sent me a few remixes of the original star wars kid, then i found a few more, then i heard about it on the news... so i decided to see how many there really were, and what the big deal was, and why he has a lawsuit agains the school who lost the video.  <br /><br />SO, heres a link with huge freakin list of Crazy Funny remixes of the orginal, incuding news footage and crap like that.  Not posting this to make waves, just for pure Comic relief.    ENJOY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dfwdsm.org/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=3148" target="_blank">http://www.dfwdsm.org/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=3148</a>||66.143.89.72||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-27-2003||07:48 PM||||Bob and Tom was talking about the Star Wars kid the other day.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002910.cgi
A||||11||Akidosigh1||4 wheels spinning||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||08-27-2003||09:18 PM||||Has anyone ever got all 4 tires to spin????<br /><br />the rain had just stopped and i was stopped at a light that was on a slight incline and when the boost hit in 1st, all 4 broke loose and the car started to slide to the side. i put it in 2nd and it was still sliding when the boost hit so i let off the gas and coasted down the other side and stopped at another light on a flat area, it did it again in first... my clutch is slipping too but it is one i bought from Advanced Auto.. Has less than 500 miles on it... and it only slips when the boost gets past 10psi in 2,3,4, and sometimes 5th gear... i am putting my act 2600 in this weekend or next weekend so hopefully this will fix the slipping problem...||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||08-27-2003||09:37 PM||||I can spin all four without a problem||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||08-27-2003||09:50 PM||||My car was traction limited.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||08-27-2003||09:54 PM||||All the time. I have that video but still haven't posted it anywhere... soon kimosabe.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||gvr4in||08-27-2003||11:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> I can spin all four without a problem </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It ain't no thang!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||08-28-2003||01:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> <br /> and sometimes 5th gear... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your clutch should actually slip the worst in 5th. Just so you know. But yes, I got some nice wheel spin the other night at the track.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||Invader||08-28-2003||02:14 AM||||Got a datalog of some tirespin at the track...looks kinda cool (the bump in the RPM graph).   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I love driving in the wet weather.  It's about the only time I can slide around without completely destroying the tires...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||08-28-2003||02:38 AM||||I have the ACT2600 and I can spin all 4 pretty easily...especially in the rain.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||08-28-2003||10:06 AM||||I gave the '91 an easy slip launch from 4k a couple nights ago (it was nice and cool).  It proceeded to break all four loose and went up to redline before I let off.  God what a difference a VPC and real intake makes over the stock crap.  I haven't even turned the boost up yet.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||GalantVR41062||08-28-2003||11:04 AM||||If I lauch at 7000rpm or higher it will sit there and bounce of revlimiter(8000rpm, all four buring) for a few secounds then burn our across the intersection, on dry tar.  Cool but not the best way to get a 60'.  Anything below 5000rpm without a lot of slipping will bog with my set up.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000010||ayvr4||08-28-2003||12:03 PM||||I usually break all 4 free on a launch, but only for a second... then I grip & go!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />the looks on peoples faces is great when they hear and see her scream.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000011||MiSTER2||08-31-2003||04:15 AM||||Did someone mention 4wheel spin:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pbase.com/holinger/motorsport_outings" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/holinger/motorsport_outings</a>||202.7.77.34||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum3/002911.cgi
A||||13||agrabau||Someone touch me. ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-27-2003||09:58 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||I just got this oil cooler in the mail. I thinkee that santa sent it to me. I broke my old one with the insertion of taper thread fittings and this one magically appeared at my door days later. <br /><br />bling bling.  [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1225" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1225&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-27-2003||10:00 PM||||while I'm on this computer device I might as well post some more of recent endeavors into GDM land. (German Domestic Market yo) Bosch Fuel pump (inline) 255lph)) versus BMW 318 pump  [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1226" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1226&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-27-2003||10:09 PM||||From my secret files... someone explain this one to me. <br /><br />My car with squirter on the front, woman in rental corvette showin me her breasisisisits.  [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1227" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1227&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||08-27-2003||10:11 PM||||Humm, that looks like 93 octane on that cardboard   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  LOL.<br />Thats one nice cooler you got there. How much did it run ya?||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||08-27-2003||10:11 PM||||my favorite pic I ever had of my galant. <br /> [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1228" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1228&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||08-27-2003||10:13 PM||||I got it from Roberto Schwenkesita of Mofugaso Motorsportas on a deal I think you can get em for under 150 new||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||Notorius||08-27-2003||10:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> my favorite pic I ever had of my galant. <br /> [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1228" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1228&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ur going 0 miles an hour and its your favorite?||138.86.14.12||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000007||BlingBling||08-28-2003||02:31 AM||||I think it's fake lights or a sticker?  But...||63.202.186.158||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||08-28-2003||06:18 AM||||fake lights? wha?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||FWDdrifter||08-28-2003||11:57 AM||||oh there was nothing Fake about DR Evil.  That was a bad ass machine.  Brother # 2 was asying something about there being an oil leak in the Bimmubishi. . .thats what it was from then?  oh shiggy!!!  its almost time.  <br /><br />and WTF? Ive never gotten flashed on Newbury street?!!  And i spray people all the time with the water gun!  did you and your In-House-BMW-Tech figure out what else was wrong?<br /><br />nick||24.63.1.27||reg||1||FWDdrifter||00001965||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||08-28-2003||01:00 PM||||Nice voltmeter.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Alex, you don't need to hit the Image button if you're copying and pasting the code from my image hosting.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||08-28-2003||01:32 PM||||Ryan, I'm a little slow :)Thanks.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||udriveu||08-28-2003||04:20 PM||||That woman in the corvette looks like the mask from "Scream".||64.252.107.75||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000013||mixx2001||08-28-2003||04:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1227" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1227&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy Monolithic Massive Mouth Manuvers!<br /><br />It's one of those pictures that's so horrific you can't not look at it!||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/002912.cgi
A||||2||gvr4in||Nice try!! hahahah!||||1||||gvr4in||00000669
Z||000000||gvr4in||08-28-2003||01:02 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.halturnershow.com/Mexican.htm" target="_blank">http://www.halturnershow.com/Mexican.htm</a><br /><br />All I have to say is Oh Man!||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||08-28-2003||01:29 AM||||Haha,thats fuckin whack!||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-28-2003||02:52 AM||||Too bad he's a white guy.<br /><br /><br />lol||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002913.cgi
A||||6||PRE-EVO||My new Rally Vehicle...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||08-28-2003||01:33 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1235" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1235&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />Now I just have to figure out a way to get in it.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-28-2003||01:34 AM||||Any my street car:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1236" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1236&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||08-28-2003||01:50 AM||||My buddy got me a die cast EVO VI like those a couple Xmas' ago. What is cool about it is the fact that the drivers name on the windows is<br />"Hayashi".  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||08-28-2003||02:55 AM||||Those are just like the one sold on eBay for over 2 grand.||68.35.32.238||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||08-28-2003||09:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Those are just like the one sold on eBay for over 2 grand. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That shit was ridiculous....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||08-28-2003||04:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Those are just like the one sold on eBay for over 2 grand. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't give me ideas...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   . <br /><br /><br />I can say it comes fully preppe dwith a cage and 5 point harnesses, Tarmac spec wheels and tires, Fully rally livery, Ralliart specifications, Polycarbonate windows, Lightweight die cast aluminum body. Driven by Ari Vatanen in the Lombard Rally.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||08-29-2003||01:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Those are just like the one sold on eBay for over 2 grand. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't give me ideas...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    . <br /><br /><br />I can say it comes fully preppe dwith a cage and 5 point harnesses, Tarmac spec wheels and tires, Fully rally livery, Ralliart specifications, Polycarbonate windows, Lightweight die cast aluminum body. Driven by Ari Vatanen in the Lombard Rally. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just set it on a model train table and you've got yourself some shrubbery...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/002914.cgi
A||||14||chadhayashi||Drive it like a rental...||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||08-28-2003||01:46 AM||||Something very interesting happened to me today.<br />One of my coworkers has a beautiful '00 Civic 4 dr. That has a PAC Motorsports built B16 that is bored and stroked to 1.87L. It has a nice Drag turbo kit, NX 100 shot and i/c sprayer. Carbon hood. Nice wheels etc. Very tastefully done. This is a show winning car here in Denver. It was dyno'd today. It put down 354hp and 328 lbs ft of torque, at 20 psi of boost and no N2O. <br />   Anyway, the owner says to me, "You wanna run my car at test and tune( our test session at Bandimere)?" I'm thinking,(thought bubble--&gt;) "I just ran a measely 14.03 and this car is lighter, has drag slicks and has more power".I reply "You should smoke my ass but sure, I'll run against you." He says to me,"No, I want you to drive it for me. I think you  would be quicker than me and I want to see what this car will do."<br />So yeah, another shitty day at work...||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-28-2003||10:15 AM||||Nice, when are you going to drive it?||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||08-28-2003||10:46 AM||||think of it as a bad day but how much is he paying for the car, a 250 dollar a month car payment plus what.. 10 grand to make it go fast, I love my car with no payment, 500 dollar a year insurance and if I drop half of that into it could probably beat him with no NOS.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||08-29-2003||01:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> think of it as a bad day but how much is he paying for the car, a 250 dollar a month car payment plus what.. 10 grand to make it go fast, I love my car with no payment, 500 dollar a year insurance and if I drop half of that into it could probably beat him with no NOS. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just curious why (it seems like) most DSM guys, do nothing but talk shit about Hondas and how much it costs to make them fast. <br />      I'm so fucking tired of the "DSM cost ratio" argument. Do you really think you are the first person to use this old ass analogy? I don't even own a Honda at the moment, and I've heard this same shit, a thousand times, on as many DSM based boards.<br />      What the hell do you care? It's not your car. Like anybody on this board or any other DSM forum hasn't spent $10K or more, on their car. I know I'm up there. <br />     I'm all for the DSM based power and ease, but this is hardly my #1 car choice. Yes, it's practical. I live in Denver and go snowboarding 2-3 times a month during the season. Yes, it's the sleeper to have. Yes, it's fun. Yes, I can give almost any Honda, Stang, F-Body , etc, the beat down. Yes, I will probably own this car for many more years to come. But no, it's not my "dream" car. <br />     Is there some kind of Ebola style DSM virus? <br /><b>Symptom:</b> Used to hate "Jap Shit". <br /><b>Cure:</b> DSM's are the only worthwhile Japanese car. "...'cept maybe for my pickup..."||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||08-29-2003||01:37 AM||||Just FYI I own a Honda product, an acura integra, I know what it is like to own and drive it, that is paid off also and I know that if I drop 5000 into it it wont be as fast as my vr4 but it might handle a little better. I am not saying that hondas are bad but in the US they are not enginered to be a high performance car, yet 9 out of 10 hondas I see are "modded" up in some way around here. Sure he has a B16 in it which was a jap spec engine, then bored and turboed and NOS'ed.....<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you really think you are the first person to use this old ass analogy?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No so I am not the only one that thinks that way I guess  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  Take a chill pill  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||08-29-2003||03:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>Is there some kind of Ebola style DSM virus? <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, all your oil dumps out the stock filter housing.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||08-29-2003||04:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>Is there some kind of Ebola style DSM virus? <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, all your oil dumps out the stock filter housing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Weird you mention that.. My friends 2g did that last night   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||09-01-2003||12:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> I love my car with no payment, 500 dollar a year insurance </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just curious, how the hell do you only pay $500 per year in insurance?  Mine is currently uninsured as I can't afford it.  Don't worry, I don't drive it except to tune it on the back roads where I live, which is only like twice a month.<br /><br />I'm a 21 year old male, which is working against me, but I have no tickets on my record.  When I called around to places like Geico, State Farm, Progressive, etc. the cheapest I could get was the bare bones minimum plan, so liability only with very little coverage, and it was $1,000 for 6 months of coverage.  Do you not tell them that it's a VR4?  When I was under my parents' insurance, insuring a GVR4 was more than twice as much as the next expensive Galant.<br /><br />I love my car, but wish I could actually drive it...||69.59.219.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||09-01-2003||12:24 AM||||I got GMAC insurance when I was 16 and I am turning 21 next month and have had continious coverage ever since the first day and pay it off all at once. This year it is looking like when I renew my insurance it could be as cheap as 450 for the VR4 just cause I have been with them so long and I have 2 cars on it. Also besides checking out GMAC look at allstate, they sent me a quote for 1600 a year with full liablitly on a 99 Eclipse spyder. Oh and the VR4 is classified as a level 12 and the eclipse spyder (2.4L GS) was a 14, I think it is cause I havent ever dropped them. But you can go them directly you need to go to an agent but they are everywhere.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||VR6 Eater||09-01-2003||02:13 AM||||American Family Insurance.  $75 a month.  $900 a year for full coverage.  Yeah I told them it was a vr4 and they didn't even care.  When you turn 25 it's like christmas when you renew your insurance.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||09-01-2003||01:35 PM||||Credit history plays a very (sadly) large role in your insurance costs.  Apparently people with bad credit are more prone to get into accidents.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||markrieb||09-01-2003||01:53 PM||||Even stranger is the notice I got from my car insurance company (Farmers) was that they were raising my rates because I had *too much* available credit.<br /><br />I have never missed a payment or been late for a payment in 20+ years, but because I still had active a couple of old department store accounts and a couple of other credit cards I now have too much credit.<br /><br />To figure out what they were talking about, I called for and got a copy of my credit report.  Part of the problem is that they had half of my *mother's* credit cards on my credit report.  Even had my Mom's name listed for me as an AKA (also known as)...  And no, I haven't had one of those types of operations...<br /><br />It took two months of letters and phone calls to get this straightened out.<br /><br />A few states have proposed legislation out to limit the amount of credit info the insurance companies can use in determining your rating.  Investigate and call or write your state representatives on this issue.<br /><br />I'd still like to see the statistics linking the credit rating to accident rates.  My guess is that the link is pretty tenuous at best and the insurance companies are just trying to recoup their recent losses by raising our rates anyway they can think of.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000012||Matticus||09-01-2003||04:17 PM||||I pay 670 per year for my Galant VR4 with Geico, this does include a discount for my Maxima.  I am 26 and have no tickets/points  on my record, and no idea on my credit rating.  Funny thing is, my insurance has my car listed as a Galant GSX.  I don't know if they don't recognize VR4s or what, but oh well.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000013||Notorius||09-01-2003||04:46 PM||||804 per 6/mo, liability, TORT system. dont know thru who (parents do it all) 19 years old, 1 1pt speeding ticket. its listed as a VR-4 putting it into the Audi TT category (bullshit if u ask me)||138.86.14.12||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000014||VTGVR4||09-02-2003||12:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong><br /><br />I'd still like to see the statistics linking the credit rating to accident rates.  My guess is that the link is pretty tenuous at best and the insurance companies are just trying to recoup their recent losses by raising our rates anyway they can think of.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">uhm, you'll never see it. the same goes for the studies that "prove beyond a doubt" that increased speed limits are correlated with higher fatal accidents. yes, its all bullshit, and yes, its a money train that can't be derailed. does anyone really believe that speedlimits aren't kept artifically low for revenue and insurance purposes? its a solid, protected system they have set up.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/002915.cgi
A||||4||WinterSL2||Blown Turbo... Help?!?!||||5||||StarionKnight||00001642
Z||000000||WinterSL2||08-28-2003||03:53 AM||||Guys,<br />      First off, let me tell you that I'm still fairly new to gvr4... I'm one of VR4Mikey's buds, and the very-soon-to-be owner of an '87 Mitsubishi Starion ESI-R. This is also my first turbocharged car, so I'm sorta learning as I go here.<br /><br />      Here's my problem... As I said, I've never owned a turbocharged car, and I'm totally in the dark when it comes to turbo mecahnics. My Starion is already well-built engine-wise(it's my best friends car, of which he's selling to me to fund his work on his '91 3000-GT VR-4), but it's got a nasty habit of blowing turbos every few months. I was told this beforehand, so I'm cool with the work ahead of me. Now, here's the deal... Running rich means it can't burn all the fuel, right? The Turbo is cramming air in, yet it's not enough to react with the fuel that's unburned... Would a larger turbo compensate for running rich? The car can run 15psi of boost reliably (as previously stated, the engine is already beefed up), so would something like a 16G cure my ailing Starion? As I said, I'm by no means in the know on Turbocharged cars (I know general stuff, but not enough to diagnose this), so I wouldn't even know if upgrading the turbo would help here... ANY help here would be appreciated!<br /><br />Josh||63.185.113.91||reg||5||StarionKnight||00001642||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||08-28-2003||09:21 AM||||JOsh you should read some of the articles on turbocharging on this and other forums and websites. I think that you're not "blowing turbos" as you say. I would highly doubt that it's possible to do that with a street car every few months. Rather than change turbos I suggest that you look into fuel control like an AFC from Apexi and learn how to control the mapping to optimize your mixture. <br /><br />Raising the boost will lean the car out in theory. Your car runs rich because the ecu chooses rich (safe) over lean which can damage your internals due to high heat. <br /><br />The 14B is a very capable turbo and your car will go really fast without more than an exhaust and some other small mods. I would start there if I were you. <br /><br />After writing all this i realize it's about a Starion. I guess the same thing applies. You'll need Jackie Chan in the backseat yelling Smokey approaching!! that should fix your problems. <br /><br />For real though, I don't know how smart the Starion ECU is. I don't know what you can mod them with but turbo's a turbo is a turbo.  [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1242" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1242&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||08-28-2003||04:24 PM||||I have a friend who runs NMAutoscene.com that owns a few of those cars and is very good with them. He also has a Starion site, but I forgot what it is. I will ask him and then post it here for you to check out.<br /><br />EDIT: <a href="http://www.tristarion.com" target="_blank">http://www.tristarion.com</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||RTS182G-VR4||08-28-2003||08:39 PM||||i LOVE the starions. almost bought a conquest (dodges starion) i have heard that a 16g is a great upgrade, but i doubt it will solve your problems.  the starion ecus are harder to tune, not because they are stupid, but because of the manifold setup.  the car has one huge primary injector and a smaller secondary one.  its called a "wet manifold" setup, because the injectors spray fuel into the intake manifold.  i know there is a 4-injector conversion. nice choice in cars, one of my favs.  heres the site: <a href="http://www.racetep.com/dod_mit.html" target="_blank">www.racetep.com/dod_mit.html</a>||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000004||WinterSL2||08-28-2003||10:37 PM||||Guys,<br />      Thanks for the input! As I said, this is my first turbo'ed car, so I'm learning as I go.<br /><br />      Also, much thanks for the praise on my selection of cars!<br /><br />Josh||65.179.192.134||reg||7||StarionKnight||00001642||yes
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A||||5||drew||Sweet Bike for sale||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||08-27-2003||01:29 PM||||<a href="http://www.than.org/3621549033.html#ebayphotohosting" target="_blank">http://www.than.org/3621549033.html#ebayphotohosting</a>||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||08-27-2003||01:54 PM||||That's awesome.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||08-28-2003||01:31 AM||||That's damn funny.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-28-2003||12:31 PM||||I honestly don't know why...<br /><br />BUT!<br /><br />That is the funniest thing I have seen in a long time.<br /><br />Maybe I am just tired!||66.47.20.105||reg||10||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||08-28-2003||04:35 PM||||It's just such a great idea.  I can't wait to try it.  I bet it's fast.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||08-28-2003||06:52 PM||||If they made a full-suspension version of that bike, I'd buy it!||129.120.56.148||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
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A||||15||229of1000||Slowboy EVO III 16G||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||08-28-2003||04:54 PM||||Slowboy has these EVO III 16G's for $569 if you order it through a link off the DSMTuners website (reg $649).  These turbos are even slightly bigger than the Big16G, and with that price you cannot go wrong.  I need to invest my money in an intercooler but I think I should go ahead and get in on this deal.<br /><br />My question is this.  I will be using the turbo with a new EVO exhaust manifold.  As far as porting goes, is it necessary to have the EVO manifold ported?  Isn't it larger (7cm) to begin with, just like the 16G?  Should I have bother ported?  I am looking to get the most top end I can out of this setup, as I can't really afford to go with a huge turbo so I want the next best thing.  I will probably have the turbo clipped.  Does this sound like a good plan?  I will be using a 122performance 2.5" atmosphere dump O2 housing with this setup.  Hopefully I will achieve a decent balance between spool and top end.<br /><br />I have all the supporting mods necessary to take full advantage of this setup.  The intercooler will be the DSMotorsport setup once it becomes available.  I may add WI one day if I get some extra money down the road.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||08-28-2003||05:26 PM||||forcedperformance.net has em on sale too, Check them out. I think they also might have a better price.||64.63.216.90||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-28-2003||05:36 PM||||Zach you've got way too many cars!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />FP and SBR both offer this turbo for $569 shipped.  The porting prices aren't too different either.  I don't want the ported EVO O2 housing, as it's $30 more than just going with a tubular, so I won't benefit from their package deals too much either.  Thanks though.<br /><br />SBR wants:<br />$569 shipped for turbo<br />$50 for porting<br />$75 for clipping<br />$60 for 34mm WG<br /><br />Total of $754 for every single option.||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||08-28-2003||07:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Zach you've got way too many cars!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />FP and SBR both offer this turbo for $569 shipped.  The porting prices aren't too different either.  I don't want the ported EVO O2 housing, as it's $30 more than just going with a tubular, so I won't benefit from their package deals too much either.  Thanks though.<br /><br />SBR wants:<br />$569 shipped for turbo<br />$50 for porting<br />$75 for clipping<br />$60 for 34mm WG<br /><br />Total of $754 for every single option. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Clipping is useless and ruins a perfectly good turbo in hopes of adding a marginal amount more flow.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||SLO GVR 4||08-28-2003||08:09 PM||||<a href="http://www.darksideracing.org/shop/customer/home.php" target="_blank">http://www.darksideracing.org/shop/customer/home.php</a><br /><br />DSR hooked me up with a good deal on injectors and a big 16G. Check it out||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||08-28-2003||09:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>Clipping is useless and ruins a perfectly good turbo in hopes of adding a marginal amount more flow. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyone care to argue/agree?  I will be ordering all of this stuff Monday so I'm looking for opinions/facts on why not to do this.  Fine with me, as it saves money.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||08-28-2003||09:38 PM||||I agree.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||08-28-2003||10:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>Clipping is useless and ruins a perfectly good turbo in hopes of adding a marginal amount more flow. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyone care to argue/agree?  I will be ordering all of this stuff Monday so I'm looking for opinions/facts on why not to do this.  Fine with me, as it saves money. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's basically a "bandaid" mod to try and create more flow which happens but in turn throws the efficiency of the turbo into the garbage for minimal flow gains.<br /> In other words for the say 20cfm extra of flow you also create more heat due to modifiying the compressor blades by clipping them because the compressor design is meant to be efficient in a range as cast at certain flows. Clipping alters the whole map and can make your turbo that was 70% efficient (cooler more dense air) at 18psi and a flow of 325cfm now 50% efficient (hotter andless dense) at 18psi and a flow of 350cfm.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||08-28-2003||10:53 PM||||Since when does clipping have anything to do with the compressor blades?||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||DookGVR4||08-28-2003||11:28 PM||||He probably meant exhaust wheel. This is not the first time that i have heard this either....<br /><br />But i'm no expert....and i heard it on the internet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||08-29-2003||12:36 AM||||Hmm, somebody better call up Buschur and tell him he's modding those 20gs all wrong. And call DSMTimes and let them know that all those BR20gs in the low 11s must be false.<br /><br />Theory and practice are often two very different things.<br /><br />Call up Forced Performance and ask for some personal opinions.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||08-29-2003||01:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Hmm, somebody better call up Buschur and tell him he's modding those 20gs all wrong. And call DSMTimes and let them know that all those BR20gs in the low 11s must be false.<br /><br />Theory and practice are often two very different things.<br /><br />Call up Forced Performance and ask for some personal opinions.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's been proven time and time again that it basically causes a loss in efficiency for slightly better flow on the high end. Your basically asking your intercooler to do more thermal cool down. It's a trade off that hasn't shown any truely amazing benefits to make it seriously worthwhile. Sure if you have a highly efficient Intercooler and think that the added temperature is somethign that it can handle then feel free but your money is better spent else where in many experts opinions. <br /><br />Ask Turbonetics, Innovative or any other if you should clip. I bet you they say your better off doing another wheel to your spec and not clipping a stock turbo. <br /><br />I apologize for calling it the compressor it's been a VERY LONG DAY.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||Arty||08-29-2003||06:29 AM||||I read on Jeff Lucius web site <a href="http://www.stealth316.com/2-3s-compflowmaps.htm" target="_blank">http://www.stealth316.com/2-3s-compflowmaps.htm</a><br />that an good aftermarket intercooler will compensate for most variations in charge air density resulting from the compressor operating outside its optimum efficiency.<br /><br />John.||202.12.233.21||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||08-29-2003||09:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> I read on Jeff Lucius web site   <a href="http://www.stealth316.com/2-3s-compflowmaps.htm" target="_blank">http://www.stealth316.com/2-3s-compflowmaps.htm</a>  <br />that an good aftermarket intercooler will compensate for most variations in charge air density resulting from the compressor operating outside its optimum efficiency.<br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would take everything on that site with a grain of salt, and I would challenge that statement to be proved on a dyno.  If you take a T25 out of its efficiency range at 25psi, I really don't understand how a huge IC (like Spearco 216) is going to compensate for that variation.  I think the results would be obvious on the dyno.  <br /><br />As for the clipping vs. non clipping, in an ideal situation, I would gladly take a bigger turbine wheel and housing instead of clipping.  However, I can't argue with how well the BR20G worked, with its massively clipped TD05H exhaust wheel.  Hell, it was the first 20G in the 10's.  I wouldn't go so far as to say it's "useless", but I still wouldn't do it to a 16G.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||dlpinckney||08-29-2003||10:18 AM||||Talk to Mike at Slowboy when you call to order.  He can give you good advice about the clipping based on what you are looking for.  If you are looking for a good all around street turbo with the occasional trip to the track, then clipping will just be a waist of your money on a 16G.  If you are looking for all out top end, full throttle performance, then the clipping might be for you.  I personally think that clipping will take away the whole fun of having a 16G...that quick, hard hitting, almost instant spooling ability.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000015||Nate||08-29-2003||10:20 AM||||Don't clip it, don't get the bigger WG door, have it ported, and use one of Andy B's external dump O2 housings.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
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A||||7||Craig91||Rough few hours of working on the car...Long rant...||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||08-28-2003||06:11 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||Today I picked up stainless manifold-turbo gasket and tried to replace it thinking my exhaust leak was coming from there.  A couple weeks ago, one of my turbo bolts backed out, and until then I hadn't heard the "ticking" noise which I thought was an exhaust leak.  Periodically I tightened it until I got a new gasket and picked up a few new bolts.<br /><br />So I start to try to loosen the 4 turbo bolts.  Started loosening the first bolt, and BAM...hand slips off the wrench and I cut my finger on the fan mounting bolt.  GREAT!  So the front two bolts came loose with a little bit of elbow grease, but the 2 closest to the motor were giving me trouble.  Tightened down the first two to try and relieve stress on the rear ones, and they started to loosen up.  Great...it's working.  Took a little more elbow grease but the 2 rears loosened up.  I loosened the front 2 to the point I could pull them out, then began working on the back 2 again.  One started to back out.  Then on the one closest to the passenger side, I started to turn and CRAAACK!!  The friggin bolt snapped off at the threads INSIDE THE COMPRESSOR HOUSING!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I also managed in the time frame to mangle up my hand right near my wrist, and on one of my knuckles, along with the previous cut finger.  <br /><br />Figured as long as I got all 4 bolts out, might as well at least pull out the old gasket...ONLY TO FIND OUT ITS A STAINLESS 7CM GASKET THAT LOOKS PERFECTLY FINE.  I also looked under the outlet on the turbo for the lower IC pipe, to find that there is another tap in it for an EGT gauge.  The tap is in there, and the it's cut off on the metal part with the end open.<br /><br /> <img src="http://teamrip.com/images/TRE%20ultra%20fast%20EGT%20probe.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />If you look at that pic, it is cut essentially just to the right of the thermocouple wire on the left hand side of the picture.  I dont know if it's all possible that this is causing the ticking noise I'm hearing or what, with it being open like that.<br /><br />So now...after the few hours...I have:<br />-Cut up fingers, wrist, knuckles<br />-an extra EGT probe tap<br />-a broken bolt in the compressor housing<br />-busted clamp to my IC hose<br />-a brand spankin' new stainless gasket that I don't even need, but suppose I could use when I have to bolt the turbo back to the manifold<br /><br />Now the only thing I can think to do is to see if I can take it to my friend's house, and pull the turbo and take it to someone to extract the screw, and check the threads for that hole, along with other 3 while I'm at.  Then I've gotta get it back, and get all the new stuff to bolt the turbo back on, which I don't even know exactly what I need and have to replace.<br /><br />Thank god I'm going to Cape Cod for a few days to get away.  Put my car in a timeout or something.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-28-2003||08:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong>  The friggin bolt snapped off at the threads INSIDE THE COMPRESSOR HOUSING!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hope you mean the Turbine housing and you didn't crop the broken bolt down the turbo outlet into the compressor housing!<br /><br />Welcome to the wonderful world of turbo bolts/nuts on a DSM! You'll most likely get shit from these bolts every fucking time you try to swap turbos/gaskets/studs/bolts!<br /><br />I could fill this board with threads ranting about what problem I ran into that day, but It would take too long to type.. Like the night PRE-EVO and I were working on his gvr4 till 3am! Fun stuff Rich!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-28-2003||09:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong>  The friggin bolt snapped off at the threads INSIDE THE COMPRESSOR HOUSING!!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />         <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hope you mean the Turbine housing and you didn't crop the broken bolt down the turbo outlet into the compressor housing!</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I knew somebody would have to correct him on that.  He had a bad night so I was going to let it go, but no, Terren's gotta be an ass!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Sorry to hear about your troubles man - be glad 4 out of 9 of your exhaust manifold studs weren't already broken off well inside the head.  Now THAT was a PITA to fix.  The words "exhaust manifold stud" still cause me pain to this day.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||curtis||08-29-2003||12:10 AM||||At this present moment my car has none of these Items installed and has been down for a month<br />Ic pipes <br />intake tube / maf / air filter<br />blow off valve<br />tranny (completely disassembled waiting on parts)<br />transfer case <br />axles up front<br />the front end is tore apart on both sides<br />skid plates<br />front wheels<br />garrett down pipe<br />battery <br />front seats and belts<br />heat shield on manifold <br />and a long list of other things<br /><br />I just got the ac system cleaned out and put on today (the compressor and brackets from a Talon)<br />Mounted the coil packs on the valve cover today.<br /><br /><br />So quit your bitchin'||65.144.94.61||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||08-29-2003||12:22 AM||||I had the exact same bolt do the same thing to me on Sunday. I was able to drill the bolt out to the diameter of the narrow part of the threads. I then ran a 10x 1.25 tap down and cleaned the threads. I got lucky on that one.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||Nate||08-29-2003||12:55 PM||||One word to remember with turbo bolts: antiseize.  Liberal use of this product will lessen the tendencies of these bolts to snap; usually if you use this product, once they're cracked loose, they will come out by hand.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||08-29-2003||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> One word to remember with turbo bolts: antiseize.  Liberal use of this product will lessen the tendencies of these bolts to snap; usually if you use this product, once they're cracked loose, they will come out by hand. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second that.  Also, if I know I'm going to be taking the turbo bolts off, I run the car to get everything warm, and it comes apart SO MUCH easier than when they're cold.  When they're cold, I have to use a 3 foot long exhaust pipe on the ratchet and push till they make a horrible "pop" sound when they bust lose.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||08-29-2003||03:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4in:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong>  The friggin bolt snapped off at the threads INSIDE THE COMPRESSOR HOUSING!!!!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />           <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />      <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hope you mean the Turbine housing and you didn't crop the broken bolt down the turbo outlet into the compressor housing!</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I knew somebody would have to correct him on that.  He had a bad night so I was going to let it go, but no, Terren's gotta be an ass!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Sorry to hear about your troubles man - be glad 4 out of 9 of your exhaust manifold studs weren't already broken off well inside the head.  Now THAT was a PITA to fix.  The words "exhaust manifold stud" still cause me pain to this day. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ooohh Im not glad, you know why? Ive had 6 yes 6 out of 9 exhaust manifold studs broken off into my head at one point! And you ask what happened with one of the exisiting ones? I pulled it out and it opened a fucking coolant passage!@!@!@@ Good fucking god was I pissed!! Oh well, I got a new head out of the process.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Terren's always gotta be an ass   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .. Especially to Rich.||68.70.234.36||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
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A||||3||beavis||congrats to jason wilcox||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||08-28-2003||07:02 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||jason was able to put 391 to the wheels last saturday and got a consistant 385 to the wheels after that.  his original tuning netted him 362 to the wheels.  at the 362 power level he was able to fun 4 or 5 12.2 passes.  hopefully he will be able to run some solid 11's this weekend at fontana.||138.23.87.147||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||thetuna909||08-28-2003||08:18 PM||||He is currently the fastest Tuna boat in the Whisky tango "909", currently, and the fastest "running" galant in so-cal, for now.||66.146.13.68||reg||1||thetuna909||00000729||yes
Z||000002||gvr4in||08-28-2003||09:01 PM||||Is this crazy jason? Or another jason? Either way congrats! I want to go to fontana to watch and also to run at the track with my new front mount   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes
Z||000003||thetuna909||08-29-2003||01:12 AM||||Its not crazy Jason Peters, its a different Jason with a white galant as well. Jason Wilcox's is from the "909". Crazy Jason's is from the 310, as hasnt had his car running for about a year now. Crazy Jason never ran a 12", and if he did, He never backed it up.||66.146.13.68||reg||1||thetuna909||00000729||yes



ubb/Forum3/002920.cgi
A||||1||Akidosigh1||ACT Flywheel||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||08-28-2003||08:33 PM||||I just bought a ACT XACT streetlite flywheel... what is everyone's opinions?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||gvr4in||08-28-2003||09:05 PM||||I haven't heard any complaints about them (yet).||68.70.234.36||reg||1||gvr4in||00000669||yes



ubb/Forum3/002921.cgi
A||||2||ercp98||stock shocks / gc coilovers||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||08-28-2003||10:21 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||HI!! i am the owner of 1148/2000 and in the process of replacing my suspension. i am thinking of using new stock shocks ( monroe lifetime warranty) in combination with gc coilovers; the "soft version" from dsm motorsports. the car is just a daily driver. any suggestions, opinions or observations; your input will be very appreciated.||12.206.219.251||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||08-28-2003||11:32 PM||||If you dont mind having your car in the shop every couple of months....(if they warranty them) for replacement of shocks...they will not hold up up to the spring rate....especially if you drop it from stock ride height<br /><br />If not get a set of agx's from tirerack||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||08-29-2003||12:55 PM||||there is a set of agx's in the for sale section of this forum for a great price   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes



ubb/Forum3/002922.cgi
A||||3||curtis||naturally stupidity (this you have to read)||||2||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||08-29-2003||12:40 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||My car has been down for almost a month because the extra center diff out of my old transmission I had, a friend of mine gave away.  He has been trying to find one and finally got one on order from a guy in Ohio.  It was shipped two weeks ago and just got here today.  I called him all last week trying to get a tracking number then on saturday I dialed *67 then his number.  He answered the phone then hung up on me when I told him why I was calling.  So on monday I called TRE and got the parts on order.  When the ups driver pulled in today he told me that the package was from OHIO and he needed help getting it out of the truck.  I just looked at him funny and said it can't weight over 5 pounds at the most.  He said no its over 50 and the box is oily as hell and stinks like shit.  Well we unloaded the thing and opened it up it wasn't a center diff but a rear diff.  I guess he thought it was in the center of the car so it must be the right part.  I think my friend gave him 75 bucks for it.  I guess the reason he hung up was that he had to pay so much for shipping on a 50 pound box.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I'm hoping its out of a four bolt car if any one has the four bolt part number.  It would be a big help. The number on the rear cover is J1A      thanks curtis||65.144.94.61||reg||2||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||08-29-2003||12:47 AM||||That is hilarious!  Some people...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Nate||08-29-2003||12:56 PM||||On the back of the diff there is a sticker.  If it says B1H, you're in business.  It should also say 3.545 LSD on it.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||08-29-2003||04:03 PM||||Too funny!||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/002923.cgi
A||||21||DeanCouchey||2G Eclipse spyder||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||08-29-2003||01:47 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||My girl and I are looking to get one, it has 54800 miles only a GS I am paying 13,300 for it. it has the 4G64 in it, an auto so my girl can drive it. Just wanna hear some opinions on it all I have heard was that the top leaked pretty bad on these.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||08-29-2003||09:10 AM||||What year?<br /><br />2Gs tend to have poor build quality.  Call it a inside scoop.  Unless it is a 99, I wouldn't get one.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||08-29-2003||10:20 AM||||it is a 99 we drove it and liked it, I did a carfax on it and it was a rental at budget in FLA for the first 16000 miles, I tried to get the dealer to come down on it and he said that it being a rental makes it worth more  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   yeah right. It books for $12,800 on NADA and like 11500 on edmunds. I have tried and tried and they wont sell it to me for that, they had it booked at $14,500 which is way high for it cause the top has some bad spot and it was a rental and the door sill was repainted very badly.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||08-29-2003||11:43 AM||||I myself would NEVER buy a rental car.  You know how people treat them right?<br /><br />People drive the shit out of them.<br /><br />Have you seen the rental car madness video?  Not to say everyone does that, but rentel cars are not treated with any kind of love and care.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||08-29-2003||12:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I myself would NEVER buy a rental car.  You know how people treat them right?<br /><br />People drive the shit out of them.<br /><br />Have you seen the rental car madness video?  Not to say everyone does that, but rentel cars are not treated with any kind of love and care. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've said the same thing, and I was pretty pissed when my wife and I figured out her 2000 Maxima had been a rental or fleet car.  It actually was a really great car for us, and very problem free.  Of course, if I would've known in advance, I wouldn't have bought it, but then again, it turned out great anyways.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||08-29-2003||03:45 PM||||i would never buy a convertible.  you might as well just leave it unlocked all the time.  i seen too many slashed tops.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||09-01-2003||12:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Unless it is a 99, I wouldn't get one  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just wondering why you say that?||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||09-01-2003||09:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Unless it is a 99, I wouldn't get one  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just wondering why you say that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Managment changed then and improved things.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||smokindav||09-01-2003||09:54 AM||||Man, I'd get a convertible Mustang GT before I bought a non-turbo, front wheel drive Eclipse Spyder.||66.32.77.217||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000009||1312VR4||09-01-2003||10:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong> Man, I'd get a convertible Mustang GT before I bought a non-turbo, front wheel drive Eclipse Spyder. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats the truth. Faster, cheaper & more reliable.||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000010||raceman77||09-01-2003||10:43 AM||||l buy and sell cars to pay for my car hobby,and l always have one piece of advice for my friends -don`t be in a hurry to buy.The 2g Eclipse spyder is not that rare,look around for a while.l prefer the earlier 1g spyder myself but the newer cars are a lot roomier.Autotrader,ebay,etc,take your time,you`ll be glad you did  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||09-01-2003||10:56 AM||||well since this car is for my girl it is up to her and she doesnt like the mustang, plus it is RWD and we have some bad winters. Trust me if it was for me it wouldnt be a non turbo automatic.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||GVR-4||09-01-2003||12:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> l buy and sell cars to pay for my car hobby,and l always have one piece of advice for my friends -don`t be in a hurry to buy.The 2g Eclipse spyder is not that rare,look around for a while.l prefer the earlier 1g spyder myself but the newer cars are a lot roomier.Autotrader,ebay,etc,take your time,you`ll be glad you did   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||09-01-2003||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> l buy and sell cars to pay for my car hobby,and l always have one piece of advice for my friends -don`t be in a hurry to buy.The 2g Eclipse spyder is not that rare,look around for a while.l prefer the earlier 1g spyder myself but the newer cars are a lot roomier.Autotrader,ebay,etc,take your time,you`ll be glad you did    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1G Spyder?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||raceman77||09-01-2003||03:29 PM||||well,1g spyder,l meant the earlier body style spyder..ask me about Porsches sometime  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   l`m pretty new to the Mitsu`s still(obviously)||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||09-01-2003||06:55 PM||||Well I've seen pictures of a 1g spyder concept, but I don't know if they made any.<br /><br />I didn't know if any of them made it out or not.  Or maybe someone made a custom 1G Spyder.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||GVR-4||09-01-2003||08:13 PM||||I just mean be patient. Look hard. Don't decide you MUST HAVE a specific car. There are good deals out there, but this doesn't sound like one of them. I will only buy from individuals; no used car dealers.<br /><br />Just my $ .02...<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000017||autobahntom||09-01-2003||08:40 PM||||99 Spyder, 45k miles, automatic red NON-turbo,<br />$10,600 firm<br />Car is located in Maryland. (I work there part time).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000018||DeanCouchey||09-01-2003||08:40 PM||||well that would have been all and good until yesterday, the whole waiting for a car thing, well we were driving and the transmission in my new galant went, so now all we have is the one 92 integra with a bad exhaust so we need a new car asap so I can get to and from work and she can have a car, I kinda have her intrsted in a 2G DSM, not the GS chrysler crap but we will have to see. The only other thing she kinda liked was a 94+ celica convertable.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000019||gvr4ever||09-03-2003||12:14 AM||||I didn't have time for this earlier, but I just wanted to add to what I said about pre 99 2gs.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.jdpower.com/" target="_blank">http://www.jdpower.com/</a><br /><br />Just look the years up.  The 99+ have a better mechanical quality rating.<br /><br />While I have seem some good long lasting 2Gs from local club members, I have also seen them fall apart.  Some are just down right lemons and should have never left the factory.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000020||drew||09-03-2003||12:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Well I've seen pictures of a 1g spyder concept, but I don't know if they made any.<br /><br />I didn't know if any of them made it out or not.  Or maybe someone made a custom 1G Spyder. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think he's talking about the 2Ga Spyders... you know the Earlier 2G spyders with the smiley front bumper||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000021||DeanCouchey||09-03-2003||04:41 PM||||yeah this is the 2G eclipse in convertable didnt mean to make it seem like a 3G eclipse spyder. We found a 97 with 43K on it for $10G not a bad deal at all, we are gonna get the warrentyy that covers everything even like the roof I believe so we should be in good shape!! Thanks for you help guys!||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002924.cgi
A||||2||crucible||If I had a million dollars...||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||08-29-2003||11:09 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Id buy you all a ticket to somewhere,away from your car(s) including myself.Since being on this site Ive noticed how topics turn into verbal melees.Sheesh, do us all a flavor and leave the nastiness and attitudes at the door.<br /><br /><br />cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-29-2003||02:58 PM||||What the fuck is that supposed to mean?  I don't need your stinking charity.<br /><br />Just kidding.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||08-29-2003||06:48 PM||||what, am i some little angry bird to you. is that it? all ways pecking at other people like an angry bird? is that the what you are trying to tell me? no i see what you're saying. i'm some sort of chicken? yeah that must be it. i'm a yellow chicken. well i got news for you buddy, i ain't no god damn chicken. you hear me? huh? oh you better hear me. i'll make you HEAR me! you little peice of... oh i'm sorry. i miss understood. yeah people just get all pissed off for no reason. i guess some people are too aggressive.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002925.cgi
A||||8||agrabau||A friday treat for you guys||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||08-29-2003||01:38 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://www.boston.com/galleriesfashion/mtvvma2003/styles/1.html" target="_blank">http://www.boston.com/galleriesfashion/mtvvma2003/styles/1.html</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||08-29-2003||02:03 PM||||oh hell yeah!!!!!! that was the hottest shit ive seen on tv in a while. and the funny thing is britney didnt hold back..she was all into it. i was like 'damn!!!!' <br /><br />i guess shes 'not that innocent' after all  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.200.121.91||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||08-29-2003||02:23 PM||||to bad madonna is old enough to be her mother   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||08-29-2003||02:28 PM||||see it in action:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.en-tensity.net/entensity/082903/media.php?media=vmakiss.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.en-tensity.net/entensity/082903/media.php?media=vmakiss.wmv</a>||67.200.121.91||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||08-29-2003||03:42 PM||||who is britney?||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||08-29-2003||03:51 PM||||I liked Chris Rock's comment, "50 Cents' had more shots taken at his face than Jenna Jameson!"<br /><br />I was like   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  did he just say that one TV?<br /><br />He's hilarious! All the comments he said were damn funny||68.70.234.36||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||08-30-2003||12:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> I liked Chris Rock's comment, "50 Cents' had more shots taken at his face than Jenna Jameson!"<br /><br />I was like    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   did he just say that one TV?<br /><br />He's hilarious! All the comments he said were damn funny </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what can you say he is a funny guy!!!! <br /><br />that jenna jameson joke cracked me up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.249.230||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||91 #680||08-30-2003||04:40 PM||||it looked to me as if Britney wanted more!!!!||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||08-31-2003||02:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> it looked to me as if Britney wanted more!!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think I want more||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002926.cgi
A||||14||Matt379||new desktop computer wanted, your input please||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||08-29-2003||03:27 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||as the post reads I need a new desktop computer.<br /><br />I will mainly be using this for word processing, spread sheets, home office work, internet surfing, and large file swapping on the internet.<br /><br />I'm debating on building my own (I've built many for a job I used to have), or just buying one since they are so inexpensive.<br /><br />So, what brands/models do you guys recommend?<br /><br />I have a Dell Notebook, and a Panasonic Toughbook Notebook.||165.139.149.125||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||08-29-2003||03:40 PM||||compac sucks||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-29-2003||03:42 PM||||Yes Compaq is crap.  I would recommend Dell if you want to buy one.  If you build your own, go Intel instead of AMD.  Don't get me started on this subject.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.136.58.196||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||08-29-2003||04:00 PM||||If that's all you're doing, why do you need a new computer?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||RayH||08-29-2003||04:04 PM||||Check out  <a href="http://www.techbargains.com/" target="_blank">techbargains.com</a>  or <a href="http://www.bensbargains.net/" target="_blank">Bens Bargain Center</a> for current deals and coupons.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||08-29-2003||05:32 PM||||If that's all you do with it, then just get a dell or something when they are on special.  If you do a lot of math(MATLAB), cad, image,audio (rec or edit, not listening) then build your own.  Being anal about the brand of memory and bus routing layout of a motherboard ect. ect.  Really pays off when you are asking a lot of a system.<br /><br />90% of people will never need to worry about such things.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000006||josh91vr4||08-29-2003||08:06 PM||||Dell. I love Dell. I got an Optiplex GX270 for $1200. <br />Specs:<br />3.0 ghz<br />512mb 400mhz DDR memory<br />40gb HD (i had a 120 sitting around)<br />800mhz Front-Side Bus<br />Integrated gbit nic, <br />integrated sound, 64mb(shared) graphics card.<br /><br />I use it to make web pages, graphics, etc, etc. It's freaking fast.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000007||Doc_Seuss||08-29-2003||08:31 PM||||Hmm personally i wouldnt buy one put together already. thats just my experience... if you did want one that is put together for you look into <a href="http://www.buyabs.com" target="_blank">www.buyabs.com</a> they are they only people that i would buy a complete system from.<br /><br />and on the AMD Vs. Intel debate...I would def go with AMD, the only reason to go with Intel is if you are a hardcore gamer, and i mean hardcore.  AMD is cheaper, just as fast(if not faster) and they are alot better of a company.  plus if you really look at it, how much advertising does intel do? tons! everywhere on tv etc... and still AMD dominates intel about 3 to 1 in the market...thats has to mean something<br /><br />Look at a nice Asus motherboard, AMD Athlon xp 2800+, 512mb pc2700, WD 120gb 7200rpm HD(8mb cache), cd-rw, dvd-r, creative audigy(or something cheaper), nvidia geforce fx 5200 or something like that, 400w power supply, and the random other stuff...10/100 card, 3.144 drive<br /><br />if bought yourself and put together yourself that wouldnt be more than 500.<br /><br />check out <a href="http://www.pricewatch.com" target="_blank">www.pricewatch.com</a> and <a href="http://www.tomshardware.com" target="_blank">www.tomshardware.com</a><br /><br />o well IMHO<br />dave||128.153.219.64||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000008||199of2k||08-29-2003||09:23 PM||||dont get a mac...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.hydrogen18.com/video/mac.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.hydrogen18.com/video/mac.wmv</a><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.9.131.202||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000009||GVR4458||08-29-2003||10:30 PM||||I agree on AMD over Intel.  A lot of people had problems with AMD processors when the motherboards manufacturers were shipping the boards overclocked, causing several people to fry boards and processors (when the 266 FSB chips just cam out).<br /><br />Gamers should ALWAYS do AMD.  A good AMD cpu/motherboard/video combo knocks the snot out of Intel.  Plus, Athlons are really good overclockers.  An Asus or MSI board and an Athlon make a really good combo.  Don't buy Durons or Celerons.<br /><br />The $500 for the system seems a bit low, even with OEM parts without warranties.  I'd expect to actually pay more like $750 if you get some good rebates (especially with a good DVD burner).<br /><br />If you want to build one, let me know.  I have a small business building systems (mostly high end gaming/graphics like Alienware) and am more than happy to dig up fair prices on quality parts (WITH real warranties).  <br /><br />Beware that 90 day warranty crap (boxed processors come with 3 year warranties) and crappy vendors.  I have personally taken back stuff that people have bought from internet vendors because they couldn't get support (several Asus A7M266 boards in fact).<br /><br />Good luck,<br />EH||68.73.82.250||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000010||chucklesas||08-31-2003||10:45 PM||||My family has bought 3 custom built systems from <a href="http://www.micropro.com" target="_blank">www.micropro.com</a> and they have been great, plus they are only 10 minutes away from my house which is helpful.  They usually have great prices and warrenties too.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||09-01-2003||12:15 AM||||I dont do to much on my computer except for surf the web and do some small website stuff and I got an eMachines, works fine for me, I dont need blazing speed or anything. got it for 500 bucks shipped with an up to date processor for the time. <a href="http://www.emachines.com" target="_blank">www.emachines.com</a>||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||Telecaster||09-01-2003||03:07 AM||||I dunno about the AMD.  You could consider myself a hardcore gamer.  I was on a 2200 xp, KT400 chipset, g4 4600, and was disappointed with my benchmarks compaired with other peoples P4 2.0 benchmarks.  So i got myself a P4 2.8c oc'd to 3 ghz.  But word processing, spread sheets, home office work, internet surfing, and large files just stick with the AMD.  Like everyone said, it cheaper.||64.166.159.226||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000013||CCDSM69||09-01-2003||11:36 AM||||My own personal experience with DELL has been horrible. They had to send me 4 new harddrives because they all "failed." Finally they sent me a whole new computer and 2 months later I get a recall letter on the harddrive but that was ok because the fan already died and I was waiting on a new one. I bought the best compute DELL sold at the time and paid around $2400 with all the options. I used this computer at home for my school research but ran a few programs for my business on it. I wont even get into my dad's problems with his DELL laptop. Needless to say I still haven't put it together after my move down here and I can only hope that it actually starts. <br /><br />As for the computer I'd recommend I'd say to get a Hewlett Packard with AMD Athalon processor. I just picked up a HP laptop for $1099 with $250 in rebates. The desktops were priced really well too.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000014||number3||09-01-2003||12:28 PM||||I am far from a computer expert, but that just might make my opinion important to fellow computer haters.<br /><br />I use a Sony Vaio and I love it. It is my second one and it is very stable. I do everything with my computer but heavy gaming. Though I guess I could.<br /><br />I am looking to upgrade again and my next one (third) will be another Vaio. <br /><br />My very first computer was a Compaq. It was ok but I wouldn't go back.<br /><br />Just my .02<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/002927.cgi
A||||2||dlpinckney||My girls new MKIV||||10||||Turbo4door1||00000938
Z||000000||dlpinckney||08-29-2003||05:14 PM||turbo4door@earthlink.net||My girl has been bugging me for a long time about finding her a MKIV Supra.  So, today on my way home, I stopped by my local "KB auto dealer" and darn if they didn't have one.  Might not have been quite what she was looking for, but I had to buy it for her  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1247" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1247&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||206.134.176.83||reg||10||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||08-29-2003||07:03 PM||||Damn those 24's make the car look tiny.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.76.180.193||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||08-29-2003||07:04 PM||||thats nice....how much did you pay for it?  Is it nitro or electric?  the wing is ricey    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />kinda looks like a die cast model now that I look at it.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum3/002928.cgi
A||||5||VR6 Eater||Engine swap?||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||08-29-2003||07:16 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Is it easier to pull the tranny with the engine attached?  Can it even be done with leaving the tranny in?  It just doesn't seem like there's alot of room to manuever with leaving the tranny in.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||number3||08-29-2003||09:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> Is it easier to pull the tranny with the engine attached?  Can it even be done with leaving the tranny in?  It just doesn't seem like there's alot of room to manuever with leaving the tranny in. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes.<br /><br />Not really.<br /><br />It helps to have a friend and a good engine hoist.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||08-29-2003||10:20 PM||||I hope you understood what I meant to say.  I meant to say is it easier to pull the engine with tranny attached?  I screwed it up.  .aixelsyd nmaD   I mean damn dyslexia.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||number3||08-29-2003||10:49 PM||||I figured as much... I just figure you had too much to drink.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||08-29-2003||11:14 PM||||Nope.  Not tonight.  I have to work tommorrow, at Racine County Jail.  Yeah.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||08-29-2003||11:47 PM||||its actually fairly easy to pull the engine with the trans. what i noticed was that seperating the trans from the engine requireds wiggle and pull space. easier to do that while its out. i'm sure its possible but you'll just engine up spending more time and working more. <br /><br />get ready to do the tranny shuffle. (i'm not that strong) i just picked it up and wottled over with it, while it was between my legs. i felt like a penguin.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002929.cgi
A||||0||VR6 Eater||I knew it was a punk ass kid that made the worm.||||6||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||08-29-2003||07:29 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Accused Web Attacker Called Hi-Tech Loner  <br /><br />August 29, 2003 04:16 PM EDT  <br /> <br /><br />HOPKINS, Minn. - A high school senior arrested Friday for allegedly launching a worldwide computer virus is a loner who drives too fast, neighbors said. <br /><br />Bill McKittrick called 18-year-old Jeffrey Lee Parson "a computer genius," but not a criminal. <br /><br />"He's smart on the computer, but I cannot believe he was doing any hacking," McKittrick said. <br /><br />Another neighbor, Curtis Mackey, said the 6-foot-4, 320-pound Parson has few friends and drives too fast in their neighborhood. <br /><br />"He's just got one kid he hangs with typically," he said. "He speeds up our street and it really ticks me off." <br /><br />Parson, known online as "teekid," was arrested Friday. Court papers said FBI and Secret Service agents searched Parson's Hopkins home on Aug. 19 and seized seven computers, which are still being analyzed. <br /><br />In an interview with FBI Special Agent Eric Smithmier, Parson admitted modifying the original "Blaster" infection and creating a version known by a variety of different names, including "Blaster.B.," court papers said. <br /><br />Parson nearly always wears baggy jeans with T-shirts and sports constantly changing hair cuts and colors, neighbors said. Last time Mackey saw him, he had long, blond hair and spikes on the top. <br /><br />He never saw Parson with a computer and was surprised he'd developed a computer virus. <br /><br />"I didn't think he had the smarts for it myself," he said, adding, "The profile kind of fits. He kind of liked to be alone a lot." <br /><br />Parson operated the t33kid.com Web site, according to Internet registration records. The site appeared Friday not to have any content on it but previously contained software code for at least one virus and a listing of the most-damaging viruses circulating on the Internet. <br /><br />The FBI said in court documents that at least 7,000 computers were infected by Parson's software. <br /><br />Parson told investigators he built into his version of the Blaster worm a method for reconnecting to victim computers later, according to court papers. Infected computers automatically registered themselves with Parson's Web site so he could keep track of them. <br /><br />Next-door neighbor Rick Peterson said he and his family were grilling a week ago Tuesday when about 30 federal agents swooped down on Parson's apartment and seized the computers. They forced Peterson's family into their garage. <br /><br />As Parson awaited his first court appearance Friday, a red curtain was drawn across a window at the family's home and no one answered the door. Callers were greeted only by a black cat silhouetted in the window. <br /><br />Different versions of the virus-like worm, alternately called "LovSan" or "Blaster," snarled corporate networks. Symantec Corp., a leading antivirus vendor, said the worm and its variants infected more than 500,000 computers worldwide. Experts consider it one of the worst outbreaks this year. <br /><br />All the Blaster virus variants took advantage of a flaw in Microsoft Corp.'s flagship Windows software.||24.167.214.6||reg||6||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum3/002930.cgi
A||||6||GRV4726||should i bother doing the bs removal||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||08-29-2003||09:26 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so should i bother doing the bs removal. i orderd the kit, and well i forgot to order all the gaskets i need to reassemble everything correctly. because i'm installing a jdm engine i was thinking that i might as well do this now. but i don't want to anymore downtime and i can't work on it during the school week due to homework. so should i do? i really need my car to get to school, and buming rides of people is getting harder.<br /><br />i was wondering what you guys though i should do. i really need this do be done, as i've been having trouble with just about everything i've been dealing with (hence me forgeting about the gaskets). <br /><br />that being said, my old engine is gone. it went for 460 (and it was in really good shape when i pulled it)||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||number3||08-29-2003||09:44 PM||||I think you answered your own question.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I would do it if you can bum rides for just one more week...<br /><br />I would give you a ride but PA is a little more than a hop, skip, and a jump away.  <br /><br />Good luck.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||08-29-2003||10:22 PM||||Assuming the engine is out of the car, tearing down an assembled, ready to be installed engine, and removing balance shafts shouldn't cost more than a couple hours of your time. Now is the time to do it so you can laugh at those poor fools who do it with the engine still in the car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Its not hard and you'll regret it later if you don't do it now.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||08-30-2003||12:14 AM||||i agree with both of them. i was in your same position when i had the motor out my car, askin gmyself this same question. its much easier doing it now. plus it only took me about an hour of actual work to do it. so id say it was definately worth what i gained from it. so i say.... do it!||64.80.249.230||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||08-30-2003||01:45 AM||||Ponder this: Is it better to spend the 2-4 hours on it now before it's in the car? Or would you rather do it with the engine in the car while you're pulling the head to repair all the damage from the balance shaft belt failing and taking out the timing belt?<br /><br />For me it wasn't a hard decision when I thought about it in those terms.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||BluFalcon||08-30-2003||02:09 AM||||Do it now, while it's on an engine stand.  I want to do it to my engine now, and there's no way in hell I'll do it with the engine in the car.  It increases the reliability of the engine and frees up a bit of power to boot.  All it's going to cost you is some time and a little more money.  In the long run, it'll be worth it.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000006||Kibo||08-31-2003||01:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong>Now is the time to do it so you can laugh at those poor fools who do it with the engine still in the car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hear, hear!  Doing it in the car was a PITA--I'll never do that again.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><strong> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its not hard and you'll regret it later if you don't do it now.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sound advice.  Do it once, do it right.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
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A||||5||Romanova||Oh my STI...||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||08-29-2003||09:39 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Pull into work today and there is a black STI sitting there without our dealer plates or a temp registration. Closer inspection shows that the left front fender is trashed, rim is bent, caliper is trashed, etc, etc.<br />Turns out some kids stole it off the lot, beat the piss out of her for 400 miles, then were pulled over and arrested. What a waste.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||08-30-2003||04:56 PM||||Well it's nice to know that they're easy to steal.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-30-2003||05:57 PM||||Took the locksmith a solid five minutes to break into my '92 when I locked the keys in.  He complained about it being a pain.  I was happy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Eclipse182||08-31-2003||03:44 AM||||That sucks, well..i cant really say anything cuz id be tempted to wanna steal one too if the oppurtunity ever came up. My brothers friends sisters boyfriend that he parks down the street, the car is beautiful! Everytime i go by it my jaw drops and  just stare at it(not that im turning on Mitsu's, saw an Evo today and did the same thing)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  But if theyre that easy to steal, i might just have to "test drive" his car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.195.178.238||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000004||199of2k||08-31-2003||11:41 AM||||How much would it cost to buy that car from the dealer and repair it yourself?||68.9.131.202||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||08-31-2003||02:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 199of2k:<br /><strong> How much would it cost to buy that car from the dealer and repair it yourself? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not sure it would be worth buying... being that the motor had only 30 odd miles on it when the stole it and it was recovered with about 400 miles on it... the abuse the unbroken engine saw could be detrimental to the cars long term driveability. <br />I'll take some pictures of it on Tuesday when I go back to work.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
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A||||8||GRV4726||foot sliped, i may have to kill myself||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||08-29-2003||10:08 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||well i'm remobing the crank pulley. and so my foot slips. i was using it to push against the breaker bar so that i could loosen the bolts. i heard 1 click... this happened twice. (i'm no longer using my foot obviously) so have i just screwed myslef? if so... i don't know what i'm going to do. <br /><br />i'm hurtin today||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-29-2003||10:23 PM||||What clicked?  Did you fracture your foot or something.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||08-29-2003||10:45 PM||||Im no MD but you may have messed up your foot or skipped a couple of teeth on the timing belt.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||08-29-2003||11:18 PM||||i know i'm bleeding a lot from the leg, but i only notice that afterwards. i'm not worried about my health i'm worried about the engine. maybe i'm being over precautious<br /><br />thanks||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||08-29-2003||11:34 PM||||It looks like you've dislocated the main angle bearing under the tibia. (from here at least)||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||08-30-2003||01:50 AM||||I know it's a bad idea to rotate these engines backwards.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||Notorius||08-30-2003||02:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I know it's a bad idea to rotate these engines backwards. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">if he did that hed have an EVO...||138.86.14.12||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000007||Marcus||08-30-2003||11:05 AM||||I don't know how anyone can get the crank bolt off without pneumatic tools/torch.  I use this combo almost every time I work on one.  A little heat and a zap with the gun and all is good.  So if you are trying to do it without a pneumatic gun, you better step it up on the heat!||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000008||Matticus||08-30-2003||11:26 AM||||I used the breaker bar against the axle.  I had my assistant put their foot on it to make sure it didn't move and I cranked the motor.  It worked like a charm.  Now getting the bolt back in and torqued was a different story.<br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
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A||||9||KingGalantVr4||Wheels and Grill||||1||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||08-29-2003||10:09 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||<img src="http://www.vr-4.net/g-forcekanto/img/m002.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I want to know:<br /><br />What kind of wheels are thoes? Who makes them?<br />What kind of grill is that? Who makes it?<br />What kind of front lip spoilerrs that?<br /><br />And where can I get them.<br /><br />That, in my mind, is one of the sexiest cars I have ever seen ... simple, clean, exotic.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||08-29-2003||10:15 PM||||I don't know about the wheels but the grill and front bumper are JDM. The lip spoiler is actually just part of the bumper.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||KingGalantVr4||08-29-2003||10:17 PM||||Where can I get a JDM front grill?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||08-29-2003||11:32 PM||||The wheels look similar to Racing Hart CP-8's.  There are lots of different wheels that style.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||08-29-2003||11:37 PM||||That grill also can on 89-90 galants, It has a big mitsu star on it that is taken off in that pic. Im not sure why you would want that one, As the 91 VR4 grills are pretty nice or you can go with the 92 or even 93. As far as I know all JDM VR4 grills look kinda like the US 91s. If I was gonna look for a JDM grill I would find an Eterna grill or AMG. As for racing harts... Its all about any of the old skool sprint harts.||64.63.216.61||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||number3||08-29-2003||11:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> Where can I get a JDM front grill? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Japan.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Doesn't a earlier non VR4 US model also share this grill style?||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||08-29-2003||11:42 PM||||Harry, I think we were typing at the same time, If you want a grill like that PM me and i will get you one.||64.63.216.61||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||08-30-2003||12:05 AM||||Zach, I want a bumper like that, if I ask for a grill, can you get me a bumper as bonus?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.63.212.210||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||08-30-2003||12:25 AM||||Hmmn, Let me go out to the spookey garage....<br />JDM Galant vr4 RS front bumper -check<br />JDM Power folding mirrors- check<br />Galant AMG grill-check<br />JDM headlights-check<br />JDM fendertops-check<br /><br />Nah, No spares cant help ya man  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.63.217.214||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||08-30-2003||11:42 AM||||You are not a nice person.  I can't even think of anything mean enough to say to you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.63.212.208||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
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A||||7||turboflanagan||anyone use TOS gauges||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||08-30-2003||12:09 AM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Sold by Shannon Knoepflein, made by Westach?  I'm looking into small gauge options for a suspension pod and switchable gauges would be killer.  Who has seen these?<br /><br /><a href="http://shannon.v8eaters.com/tos.html" target="_blank">http://shannon.v8eaters.com/tos.html</a>||64.63.212.210||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||08-30-2003||12:03 PM||||I have had them..They are westachs, basically.<br /><br />Mine was switched to check intake air temps before and after the FMIC just so see how well it was being chilled. Worked well...<br /><br />Hope this helps!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||08-30-2003||10:57 PM||||Yep, but I am not familiar with their gauges.  Decent quality?  Look pretty plain, which is better than ricey, but...<br /><br />The right size and good quality are what I need.<br /><br />Thanks KC.||64.63.213.246||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||08-31-2003||12:11 PM||||Clean, old skool looking, very similar to airplane gauges with the thin needles etc...<br /><br />They are decent quailty, If I were you, I would go VDO coz:<br /><br />1) They look good in gvr4's and their gauges work well <br /><br />2) Economically priced. <br /><br />3) Key factors: <br />- The EGT goes upto 1650 F and accepts the TRE probe<br />- The electric oil pressure goes to 150F which is what I would go for...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.egauges.com" target="_blank">http://www.egauges.com</a>  has the hookup...<br /><br />Autometer aint bad either. Gredy (omori) is good, you pay thru the nose for them. <br /><br />Hope this helps!<br /><br />KC||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||08-31-2003||12:34 PM||||I don't think Shannon has time anymore to make the TOS gauges. Recently, he's been working with vehicles with wings rather than wheels...<br /><br />As for the price of Greddy, I'll point out one gauge where that isn't true. If you want an electric fuel pressure gauge for in your car, Autometer is pretty much the only name of the game and they're a rediculous 175 bucks or so. If you are using 52mm gauges (similar to 2 1/16), the Greddy at 150 is actually cheaper.<br /><br />If you want to be different and want some good quality, I'd recommend you check out ISSPRO. I had one of their boost gauges on one of my cars and I really liked it. Everything about it is quality. The gauge face was actually GLASS.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.issproinc.com/Home/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.issproinc.com/Home/index.html</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||08-31-2003||01:58 PM||||Those all look fine, but are there any good gauges in a smaller size than 2" or 2&1/16" for a dash pod.  The outside top to bottom edges of the pod are right about 2".  And I would rather my gauges sit inside the pod.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||08-31-2003||03:19 PM||||What about DEFIs, I met a guy that had some for his FD and they loked nice. I think they are sold by the same people as SPI.||64.63.217.63||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||08-31-2003||03:58 PM||||Those Defi's look really nice, but man they are expensive.  And too big.||64.63.212.209||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum3/002935.cgi
A||||5||VR6 Eater||Eagle Automotive Wharehouse||||5||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||08-30-2003||01:19 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||Has anyone ever used there parts before?  I was reading dsm talk and alot of people have been getting the 3rd revision lifter from them, and love them.  I had a long talk with Dave and Bryan from Eagle and they said the they are Top Line parts. There prices are pretty damn good in my opinion.  Mach V also sells gasket and rebuild kits from Top Line.  I am seriously thinking about using there Gold rebuild kit, lifters, t-belt tensioner, pulley, idler pulley, water pump and oil pump for my rebuild.<br /><br />Here's there website.  <a href="http://www.eagleautomotivewharehouse.com" target="_blank">www.eagleautomotivewharehouse.com</a><br /><br />Dave is there webmaster and wants to start doing a car club of the month on the website.  He said that he would be interested in using us as mentioned club.  Just featuring some pics of Galants and a link to the website.  I told him that we are not actually a club, but would run it past everyone to see what they think.  He thought it was pretty neat that it's only Galants since most dsm forums include everyone and I told him that there are people here that own dsm's also but usually it is just a specific gvr4 website.||24.167.214.6||reg||5||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||joec||08-30-2003||01:52 AM||||Typo in the above link, should be <a href="http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com" target="_blank">http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com</a>||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||08-30-2003||06:11 AM||||I used their lifters on the '92 and they work great.  Brian was good to deal with as well.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||08-30-2003||11:34 AM||||They're not always Top Line parts.  I bought a set last month, and some are defective.  My car sounds like a powerball lottery during cold startup with the new 3G lifters, until I've driven a few miles.  The QA on these cheap lifters probably isn't that great, but Eagle Automotive sent me another set last week to try out instead.  That Brian guy was very nice and understanding, but didn't seem too terribly surprised that some of the new lifters wouldn't pump up properly, which scares me.<br /><br />Mine are not Top Line brand, they came in unopened  <a href="http://www.ajusa.es/ingles/home_en.htm" target="_blank">AJUSA</a>  boxes, 8 in each.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||08-30-2003||12:20 PM||||Has anyone had any experience with their pistons?  Or anything else they offer?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||08-30-2003||12:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> Has anyone had any experience with their pistons?  Or anything else they offer? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Honestly, I would just stick to the lifters, since they seem to be a WD for fairly cheap parts.  <br /><br />I wouldn't buy anything like pistons or headgaskets from a shop like that, stick to the ones with reputations for quality parts specific to these cars.  RRE, AMS, Conicelli, 122perf, FP, AGP, Magnus, Turbtrix, Buschur, etc.||129.120.56.94||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/002936.cgi
A||||6||Notorius||cheapest turbo upgrade||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||08-30-2003||01:39 AM||||aight, my turbo is on its way out so im in the market for a new turbo. im currently looking at a regular 16G from slowboy but was wondering if anyone knew of a cheaper turbo. im attempting to finish this car off (intake/exhaust/turbo/ic/fuel/boost)  for under 1000 dollars, i doubt ill make it but my original goal was 1200 which i believe to be doable. all the mods in my sig have cost me 293 dollars so far so a 700+$ turbo setup isnt workin w/ my money goal. luckily my HP goals arent super high so a cheap turbo works. any suggestions?||138.86.14.12||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||08-30-2003||02:45 AM||||Find a low milage 14b for cheap and port that sucker. I get boost at ~2krpm and full boost (10psi) at 2400rpm with 2.5" o2 eliminator DP/mid pipe to 3" muffler and a VPC with stock piping and open element filter.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||08-30-2003||11:01 AM||||I bought a B16g ported/shipped from darksideracing.com for 565.  By far the best deal on the web!  12month/12k warranty also :-)||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||08-30-2003||01:32 PM||||so my IP has been banned from the darksideracing website apparently... any DSR guys on here that could unban me? i dont even know wtf a Robot is or how it works, nor do i have one in the first place....<br /><br />heres the message i get:<br />Attention your ip address has been blocked from seachport servers<br /><br />Policy: Automated Retrieval Program (Robot) Activity on the Searchport(s) site(s)<br /><br />The searchport.com web site serves the needs of a wide and varied customer base. <br />In order to serve those needs most efficiently, we strongly urge that individuals and organizations <br />refrain from using automated retrieval programs (or robots) against the searchport(s) site.<br /><br /> If it is absolutely necessary to use an automated retrieval program or robot to retrieve this information,<br /> please contact bill@nospam.netvisibility.com ( remove the nospan. addition to continue with email notification)<br />  <br />   Send request to be unblocked from the searchport.com site(s)<br />          <br />           A:) Include reason why such robot activity is required<br />           B:) Company complete contact information companyname,address,phone,email address<br />           C:) Qualified reason to have ip address unbanded from the servers||138.86.14.12||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||08-31-2003||10:07 AM||||I got my big 16g with out the porting and clipping for 525. We will do the porting (thats the good thing about having a friend that is a machinest)||198.112.64.244||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||08-31-2003||03:21 PM||||I like ported 14b and 6cm 16gs for a good 12 second street car. Full boost around 2500 is cool too.||64.63.217.63||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||Notorius||08-31-2003||10:41 PM||||forcedperformance.com has EVO3 Big16Gs for 569. just wanted to heads up for everyone<br /><br /><a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net/dsm_turbo_evo3.htm" target="_blank">http://www.forcedperformance.net/dsm_turbo_evo3.htm</a>||138.86.14.12||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
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A||||2||DongeR615||16&quot; tires||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||08-30-2003||11:56 AM||||I'm am looking for tires for someone that are around the 290 to 320 area 10" to 12" wide rims  and the size of the rim is 16". So something along the lines of 305/10/16..If anyone knows where i can find some it would be great.<br />DongeR||67.127.54.156||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||08-30-2003||06:43 PM||||I've never seen a tire listed with less than a 30 aspect ratio<br /><br />What are you trying to fit these on?  A little more information would be helpful.<br /><br />For a GVR-4, the widest tire I've found that is within 1/2" of stock height is a 285/30/18, but good luck finding wheels that will fit.<br /><br />Other big options would be 245/45/16, 255/40/17, 245/35/18.<br /><br />About the widest available tires I know of are for the back of a Viper at 335/30/18.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.5.94.105||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||08-31-2003||06:14 AM||||its for a old lotus that he is transplanting a fwd turbo 4g63. My friend is looking for really wide 16" tires but can only find them in 17's and 18's. i'll get more details.||64.165.204.113||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
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A||||18||Vr4nVr6||New on board here, a little intro/background||||7||||Vr4nVr6||00002244
Z||000000||Vr4nVr6||08-30-2003||01:19 PM||aagvt@aol.com||My name is Andrew- I'm from Central Vermont.  I just picked up a 91 White on black Galant Vr-4.  I'm traditionally a VW enthusiast and have been for the past few years.  My main focus currently is on my 1986 jetta coupe(2dr) that I have converted to a Vr6 and added an ATP To4b H-3 stage 2 turbo to(did all the work myself).  I bought the Galant because I got a great deal on it, has relatively low miles, and I am intrigued by the performance capabilities of the car.  You can only argue to a certain point about brand loyalty but when you get down to what the vr-4 is equipped with it becomes difficult not to like it.  Hopefully this car is decent to me.  <br /><br />A few questions:<br />The dash plaque was removed    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  from my car before I bought it- is there anyway I can get the build # with the plaque removed? <br /><br />Thanks||152.163.252.33||reg||7||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||08-30-2003||02:30 PM||||hey where abouts in Central VT??? There are a few of us in the Albany NY area and I used to be from Willsboro NY across from Burlington.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||08-30-2003||04:44 PM||||Welcome Andrew!<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4nVr6:<br /><strong> The dash plaque was removed     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   from my car before I bought it- is there anyway I can get the build # with the plaque removed? <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Short answer: no.<br /><br />Long answers: We might have the number if the VIN has been registered with our resident statistician (Iceman69510).  He's got the entire shipping manifest for both years and has been tracking the plaques.<br /><br />The badge does not have any correlation (aside from model year) to the build date.  They were likely numbered at the port as they were being unloaded.  I've got some information  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">on this page</a> that will hopefully help you.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||08-30-2003||06:35 PM||||Alright! A fellow VW fan. Buy my damn Scirocco.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Welcome aboard man.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||08-31-2003||09:41 PM||||Welcome to the site, Andrew.<br />Have fun on the dark side. (DSM)||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000005||Vr4nVr6||11-18-2003||01:40 PM||||I've been off the board for awhile and enjoying the last few summer months in my turbo vr6 before I decided to start on the Galant.  Well I'm finally under way and registered the car and started driving it.  I talked to the previous owner and he has the dash plaque for me and thinks that off the top of his head that I have car #1996. Where is the database that I can check to see if this car has been registered here before or if he was mistaken.  I should be gettin the plaque back off his fridge sometime soon   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .<br /><br />A few issues:<br /><br />-Front passenger brake caliper has 1 seized piston(buying a used caliper from a jy)<br />-both rear brakes had the hoses snipped and capped so the rear brakes would not function(any particular reason for this?)<br />-Going to have to replace the second gear synchro over semester break.<br />-harmonic gear buzz that is rpm dependent only when in driving gears, I remember the same buzz on my old gsx before the tranny failed; I'm switching to synthetic fluids in the tranny, crankcase and diff over the weekend.<br /><br />Any recommendations on the issues or the car #?<br /><br />Thanks-||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||11-18-2003||01:59 PM||||Welcome to the board.<br />Please punch the guy on the head after he gives you the plaque back to you.<br />Tell him it was for being a fucktard.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||11-18-2003||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4nVr6:<br /><strong> I've been off the board for awhile and enjoying the last few summer months in my turbo vr6 before I decided to start on the Galant.  Well I'm finally under way and registered the car and started driving it.  I talked to the previous owner and he has the dash plaque for me and thinks that off the top of his head that I have car #1996. Where is the database that I can check to see if this car has been registered here before or if he was mistaken.  I should be gettin the plaque back off his fridge sometime soon    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   .<br /><br />A few issues:<br /><br />-Front passenger brake caliper has 1 seized piston(buying a used caliper from a jy)<br />-both rear brakes had the hoses snipped and capped so the rear brakes would not function(any particular reason for this?)<br />-Going to have to replace the second gear synchro over semester break.<br />-harmonic gear buzz that is rpm dependent only when in driving gears, I remember the same buzz on my old gsx before the tranny failed; I'm switching to synthetic fluids in the tranny, crankcase and diff over the weekend.<br /><br />Any recommendations on the issues or the car #?<br /><br />Thanks- </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The database doesn't exist online.  Cough up your VIN (last 8 digits) and Iceman69510 can tell you what recalls are open, ownership history and if he has seen it before, your LE number.<br /><br />The harmonic gear buzz could be the transfer case failing (recall item) because it leaks all it's fluid.<br /><br />Dumb question-- but are you sure it's the brake lines that are capped?  No, there's no good reason for that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Evilnissan||11-18-2003||04:37 PM||||A little off topic/ thread jacking, but i called my local mitsu dealer and they wouldnt insoect it again for recall because it was "Visualy" inspected back in 98 or something.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||11-18-2003||04:49 PM||||Andrew,<br /><br />pm or email me your VIN and I will tell you what I can about the car.  I don't have a record of a 1996/2000 yet.  Please verify if that is the badge (if/when) you get it so I can include it in the records.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000010||crucible||11-18-2003||06:20 PM||||Hertz made a good point.<br />Sounds like it could be the 4WS lines are capped.<br />Capping brake lines is bizzare and down right unsafe.Dunno||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000011||Ash||11-18-2003||06:40 PM||||Welcome!<br /><br />4WS lines on the other hand are fine to be capped, hopefully it means you have scored a 4bolt for free with the car!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000012||Vr4nVr6||11-18-2003||07:12 PM||||Yeah it's definitely 100% the brake lines that are capped  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  .  Both rear calipers too, which is really strange.   It's the rubber flex lines off the calipers- goes to an ear and then joins another rubber hose that goes to the body of the car.  The hose that is cut and capped is the one on the body side of the ear rather than on the caliper side.  I'll throw pics up this weekend when I have the time to work on the car again. <br /><br />PM'ing the Vin#.||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000013||josh91vr4||11-18-2003||10:29 PM||||My Pass side rear caliper was 'capped' (read: Cut with some cheap pliers and twisted around until it sealed) when i got my car. It was because the rear calipers are notorious for seizing. Ask anyone on board, most of us have had to replace at least one of the rear calipers. FWIW, mine are working well now that i've replaced both, but the pass side rotor got warped within 10k miles, new one is doing better.||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000014||curtis||11-18-2003||11:51 PM||||You can rebuild the calipers on the rear for about 2 bucks .  Go to your local auto parts store and go through there box of o-rings.  I think the oring you need is 1 1/4 x 1 1/2 x 1/8.  The old o-ring is a square style but the round ones work fine and don't leak or seize up.  The problem is that over time brake fuild makes the seals swell and cause them to seize.  Make sure you get the old rotors turned.   Hope this helps.  By the way The galants run good with a TO4B but run the .48 stage 3's the .63 stage 3's  are a little slugish on the street||67.25.35.140||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||11-19-2003||05:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4nVr6:<br /><strong> I should be gettin the plaque back off his fridge sometime soon    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   .<br /><br />-both rear brakes had the hoses snipped and capped so the rear brakes would not function(any particular reason for this?)<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What an asspipe.  Seriously.  I'm behind Gabor on this one.  But wait until you get the "magnet" back (I thought these cars were for getting the groceries, not holding up the goddamned list) and then hold it in your hand when you skull-punch him from behind, so he can feel the proper badge number in the back of his empty head when he wakes up about one painful hour later.<br /><br />And sounds like the perfect opportunity to upgrade to some stainless steel brake lines.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   You can get a set from <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com</a> ; the 1G AWD set will work.||69.59.219.226||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||VTGVR4||11-19-2003||09:14 AM||||where abouts in Vermont? I'm in Fairfax, but I work at UVM in Burlington. I can show you how to kick the car such that it won't hurt you.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000017||Vr4nVr6||11-19-2003||11:52 AM||||I'm a senior at Norwich University in Northfield- I'm a civilian commuter as I have an apartment right across the street.  I'm in Burlington now and again but haven't been up in awhile.  This is my first non-vw/audi car I've ever owned but considering I've been frame up on those I think I should be able to pick up on the Mitsubishi's pretty quick.||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000018||skivittlerjimb||12-03-2003||10:38 AM||||Hey Andrew,<br /><br />53/1000 '92 here in Williston... not too much done to it yet other than turbo back 2.5" ss Cert. Muffler system, and some goodies from Galant-less Nick in Fairfax that haven't gone on yet.  Mine's a kid carter (#3 on the way in a few weeks... what am I thinking?)  If you ever drive by the Sheraton in Burlington you might see it from Williston Rd.<br /><br />Man that rear brake thing on your's is weird... the P.O. of mine seemed to take care of it pretty well.  It was a one owner car that never got modded. He did store it in a barn for a year or so...  the cow stuff smell still creeps back in on rainy days.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyhoo, drop a backchannel if you ever want to compare notes, swap parts, etc.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes



ubb/Forum3/002939.cgi
A||||5||PRE-EVO||How's this for a sight to see as you come out to your car?||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||08-30-2003||11:11 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1249" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1249&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />I decided to top off my tranny last night as I know now that the seal in the tranny for my output shaft for the transfer case leaks slowly. <br />Well I used about 1/2lt of Mobil 1 synthetic 75w90 using a hand pump and notice alittle seeping out around the transfer case no biggie I know it does. <br /><br />Welp I came out the following morning to what you see above.<br />I'm not looking forward to taking the o2 elim DP off to take the transfer case off and try and do the seal without taking off the tranny.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||08-30-2003||11:43 PM||||Looks like the past two times I've used Mitsubishi OEM oil filters... HUGE fucking oil mess EVERYWHERE. Nothing a little brake kleen won't take of...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||BluFalcon||08-31-2003||05:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> That's what it looked like one morning after I topped off the gear oil in my old Talon.  Unfortunately, it wasn't because of a leaking seal but rather a cracked endcase.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     Have fun. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Woops that was me.  Zach forgot to log off the board when he used my computer.  Sorry.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||08-31-2003||08:31 AM||||My car used to do that all the time. I just filled it through the breather on top of the tranny.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||08-31-2003||12:39 PM||||yo, rich, when you r&r your downpipe, give me some feedback on it.  i have one coming, and i have access to a lift.  from looking at it yesterday(i finally put the lsd in-boy, am i SORE!), it looks to me like i will have to pull the radiator to get at the heat shield.  AGAIN.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||08-31-2003||06:56 PM||||Ken I had taken off that heat shield (turbo/o2)when I did my manifold and never looked back. <br />I didn't have to remove the radiator either though it's a tight fit to get at all the bolts. <br /><br />I was able to get the RNR in with no major problems since I was doing a turbo replacement also though some people do say they are harder to put in when your just doing the DP.  You might need to loosen the manifold and possibly turbo to get them all lined up right to tighten.<br />I would work on that end before getting the rest lined up.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
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A||||6||MrEd||f*cking rodents||||8||||MrEd||00000068
Z||000000||MrEd||08-30-2003||11:19 PM||res122@psu.edu||My AC stopped working this week.  I knew it was electrical so I traced the circuit today.  I removed the battery, air filter & MAF & snorkel, & the BOV-to-intake air hose.  I found this against the bellhousing under the t-stat:<br /><br /> <img src="http://is124.ce.psu.edu/users/res122/dsm/pdrm0250.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I guess some cute adorable chipmunks ate the harness for lunch while parked in my driveway this week.  They tried biting through both looms repeatedly, because none of those "dents" were there before.  Are oil-soaked wire harnesses part of a chipmunk's natural diet?<br /><br />I'm sure the repair will be lots of fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" /> <br /><br />-Ed<br />GVR4 #963/2000||68.70.112.140||reg||8||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000001||turboflanagan||08-30-2003||11:35 PM||||Every winter we get a good half dozen cars or trucks in that have wierd wiring problems that turn out to be some rodent teething issue.  Little piles of wire insulator stuffed into a corner like they are starting to build a nest.  <br /><br />It stays warm under the hood for a while in the winter.||64.63.213.246||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||08-31-2003||08:33 AM||||I found a rat inside my heater blower motor. He had a next but unfortunately, his life came to an abrupt and dizzying end when it got cold and I turned his home into a 3000rpm oven giving him the old gintzu treatment.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Sam Sayes||09-02-2003||10:30 AM||||That reminds me of the time about 10yrs ago back home when I was leaving 1 morning turned on the car and heard what sounded like a cat scream.<br />Opened up the hood and saw a cat mangled between the fan and sepentine belt.<br />Took alot of Gunk to clean that engine out.<br />Sorry cat lovers<br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||09-02-2003||10:33 AM||||I love cats.<br /><br /><br />dead ones.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-02-2003||10:36 AM||||Was it a high-flow cat?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Sam Sayes||09-02-2003||11:15 AM||||Ryan,<br /><br />might as well have been  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />I think its a gutted cat now<br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum3/002941.cgi
A||||6||VR4GURL||vr4/evo0||||1||||VR4GURL||00001790
Z||000000||VR4GURL||08-31-2003||08:32 PM||snufflo@msn.com||Just wondering how many ppls have evo0 models??||219.88.55.118||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||08-31-2003||09:29 PM||||None of us that I know of.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||VR4GURL||08-31-2003||09:51 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Oh no your joking.....you know the vr4/evo0 model???<br />Mind you there aint many out there  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||202.27.176.157||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||08-31-2003||10:26 PM||||You have to remember that out of all of the members here  about 97 percent or in the US and we didnt get any special ones. There are about 15(maybe) members from OZ and NZ on here that might have one.||64.63.216.221||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||number3||08-31-2003||10:36 PM||||Show me yours and I will show you mine!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||09-01-2003||12:10 AM||||Harry no one wants to see your Evolution 0!!!! LOL I think the EVO 0 is kinda like an VR4 RS right?||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||VR4GURL||09-03-2003||10:19 PM||||The evo0 looks the same as the ole vr4 but has a bigger intercooler and turbo..(well thats wot ive read)and close ratio g/box..still has all the electrics but the evo0 rs is just lightened and has a 3 bolt diff instead of 4 like the 0....correct me if im wrong ...(ill burn this book)...hahaha||219.88.42.251||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes



ubb/Forum3/002942.cgi
A||||1||jonvr4||Tunning #'s today||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||08-31-2003||10:32 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||after 650+ miles i have been able to tune the galant somewhat. in 3rd gear from 2500+ rpms i have 0 knock, .92v on o2, 12psi on the green, 26 timing, and 200F water temp. it runs sweet. I went up the mountains, and if anyone is familiar with colorado high country they know it's kinda hard to pull up the continental devide. but as i was going a 3000gt vr4 was fallowing me, i was doing 105+mph up through the eisenhower tunnel. not bad. the 3000gt was about 15 cars behind me when i was spooling. he was full throttle, and his eyes were huge! i let him pass and he couldn't believe he couldn't keep up, hehehe. so far this looks as if it will be a very promising build.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||08-31-2003||11:16 PM||||Sounds good! Wish I had a green   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . What do your egt's look like? Runnin a little rich at .92? Im at about .86-.88 on the o2's and it feels great.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/002943.cgi
A||||11||makedollarz||New Galant...where to start?||||1||||makedollarz||00002220
Z||000000||makedollarz||09-01-2003||12:32 AM||trickyniggy@hotmail.com||I just picked up this galant for $1200 bucks.  Just wondering where to start getting the aftermarket parts like an intake, exaust, and headers.  Everything works except it needs a rack and pinion....was $1200 a cool price?||68.69.131.12||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-01-2003||12:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by makedollarz:<br /><strong>  .. and headers .. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What'd you say? <br /><br />Hit up the search button and type in anything you're wondering about. You're sure to get 100 + responses on each subject.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-01-2003||01:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I just picked up this galant  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For $1200 was it a vr4??? If it is not them you will take alot of abuse here, we are mostly focused on the 4G63t in the VR4 since thats what this site is about. Intake and headerZ is nothing that will go on these cars without alot of trouble. If you have an N/A galant check out <a href="http://www.thegalantcenter.com" target="_blank">www.thegalantcenter.com</a> and I am sure they can get you the hook up for the headerz and CAI and so on.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||91 #680||09-01-2003||03:13 PM||||headerZ...lol  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000004||makedollarz||09-05-2003||05:24 AM||||Yeah it was a vr-4 # 202.  How much boost can you safley run on this engine without upgrading the pistons...etc?,||152.163.252.33||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||09-05-2003||08:17 AM||||Read these three places completely, and that should answer just about all of your basic questions.  Almost everything that applies to a turbo DSM (eclipse, talon, laser) will apply to these cars as well.<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/index-main.html</a> <br />  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712</a>   <br />   <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a>||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||09-05-2003||09:07 AM||||what kind of shape was it in for 1200 dollars??? If i knew that there were some around here for that I would pick all of them up!||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||Notorius||09-05-2003||12:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by makedollarz:<br /><strong> Yeah it was a vr-4 # 202.  How much boost can you safley run on this engine without upgrading the pistons...etc?, </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">until you upgrade the turbo you dont have to worry about the internals. after that ive seen 25+PSI pulls on stock internals w/ a 20G turbo.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000008||makedollarz||09-05-2003||04:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> what kind of shape was it in for 1200 dollars??? If i knew that there were some around here for that I would pick all of them up! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It runs nice 145,000 miles...the body has minor dings, chips in the front winshield. the only major thing wrong is the steering rack and pinion...its leaking.  How difficult is it to put a new one in, anyone ever done it?||68.168.149.48||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||09-05-2003||04:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by makedollarz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> what kind of shape was it in for 1200 dollars??? If i knew that there were some around here for that I would pick all of them up! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It runs nice 145,000 miles...the body has minor dings, chips in the front winshield. the only major thing wrong is the steering rack and pinion...its leaking.  How difficult is it to put a new one in, anyone ever done it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I payed a local shop $350 to do my talon.  included the new rack and pinion and the bottom ps lines.  can't beat that.  The part might cost more on a GVR4 if it's not the same.||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||09-05-2003||05:06 PM||||2 things to start: <br /> <br />1) you got a steal it sounds like - good price!<br />2) you'll need to start with the links provided above and the search button on here.  We're glad to help, even with some things discussed a few times, but you'll probably catch a little flack with the questions asked 101 times.<br /><br />After you determine what you want from the car (ie daily driver with minor mods or high HP track beast) the experts here can help steer you in the right direction.  <br />There's very good basic buildup recipe's to follow that will save you lot's of time and $$'s.  <br />Good luck and welcome to a fun car and sometimes frustrating one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />more fun though...||167.142.21.254||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||makedollarz||09-05-2003||07:11 PM||||Let me do a little reading.....Thanks for all the replys.||68.168.149.48||reg||1||makedollarz||00002220||yes



ubb/Forum3/002944.cgi
A||||17||1420mark||All Tools Are  Same/ cost of truth?||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||09-01-2003||12:32 AM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||just some interesting tool links web sites ...and stuff<br />dissed disenfranchised franchiser<br /><a href="http://www.mactoolssuck.com/" target="_blank">http://www.mactoolssuck.com/</a><br /><br /><br />all tools made in same places<br /><a href="http://www.team.net/www/morgan/tech/whotools.html" target="_blank">http://www.team.net/www/morgan/tech/whotools.html</a><br /><br /><br />THE BEGINING OF ONE PORTION OF FIRST LINK<br /><br />In The beginning........<br />Mac Tools was founded in Sabina , Ohio in 1938 by a group of seven men who<br />had a great deal of vision. Seeing the growth of the automobile industry,<br />these fellows saw a huge opportunity and seized it and started building and<br />direct marketing hand tools to companies and individual mechanics at their<br />place of business. Government contracts during the war years solidified<br />Mac's place in the tool manufacturing business and was instrumental in the<br />growth Mac enjoyed during the post war boom times.<br />After building a solid company with a successful sales approach, Mac was on<br />the cusp of being a world leader in the hand tool industry. By the late<br />1970's, Mac had grown as big as it could under the structure of the previous<br />forty years. In 1980, after some corporate shuffling, Mac became a member of<br />the Stanley Works giving it a profile and credibility that only the biggest<br />tool company could.<br /><br /><br />Change is in the wind......<br />For many years, Mac Tools was run as a separate entity under The Stanley<br />Works and by all accounts from those that were there, was profitable and was<br />growing at a modest but reasonable rate. Then came the 1990's and with it a<br />new way of doing business. The direction Mac has taken this decade is far<br />from the philosophies it's founders prescribed to and quite frankly would<br />make each and every one of the seven founders turn over in their grave.<br /><br />The early 90's saw a North America wide recession and profits of many of the<br />big companies were down. Mac Tools had seen the last of its autonomy. The<br />word from Stanley was a huge restructuring was in the works and this marked<br />the end of the a long tradition in the tool business. Stanley assured it's<br />independent contract distributors that their investment and livelihood was<br />safe and these moves would increase profitability for all involved. Many<br />people accepted this and were supportive while others were sceptical and<br />with good reason.<br /><br />By aligning Mac Tools with other Stanley hand tool manufacturing, they<br />created the Mechanics Tool Division within the Stanley works. This was done<br />to streamline operations by eliminating duplication of processes and to<br />upgrade tool forging technologies. This was the start of a downward spiral||24.175.15.177||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-01-2003||01:47 PM||||so does that mean that my $14.95 walmart tools are as good at the craftsman or stanley??? LOL||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||09-01-2003||11:53 PM||||Since I work with about 40 techs at the largerst Chevy garage in town, I can tell you that every tech has either Mac, Matco, or Snap On. Only a few have Craftsman. Craftsman makes fine tools for use around the house, but they just don't offer as many as Mac, Matco, or Snap On. If you've ever been on a Snap On truck, or looked through one of their catolouges, you know what I am talking about. <br />Most of my personals tools are Craftsman, but I also have a large selection of Snap On... I figure it's only money, and chances are, I'll have these tools forever, so why not spend the extra coin on quality stuff...<br />Oh, and don't forget Harbour Freight for quality tools...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||91GVR4||09-02-2003||05:07 PM||||I too use my tools for a living as a aircraft mechanic. Most guys have Snap-on or Matco some have Craftsman. I personly have Craftsman and Snap-on. They both stand up to the beating I give them and rarely break, I see no diference in quality. It is true that Snap-on has more tools and special peices that you can't get other places, plus they come do our door and let us buy on credit. The way I see it you are paying high prices for the lifetime replacement if they ever break, to me that is worth the extra money because I only have to buy my tools once in my lifetime. <br />LOL-harbor freight=largest colection of drop forged china steel tools  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.64.51.162||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||09-02-2003||09:36 PM||||personally I like craftsman sockets--but the ratchets are cornwell--extentions--snap-on and hodge podge of mac and matco pliers...||205.188.208.166||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||09-02-2003||09:59 PM||||<a href="http://buy1.snapon.com/catalog/pro_det.asp?tool=hand&item_ID=1616&group_ID=218&store=snapon-store&dir=catalog" target="_blank">This Snap-on set</a> is just way too expensive for me.  Call me cheap, but those oh-so breakable Harbor Frieght tools are actually okay.  I have only broken a couple sockets and you certainly can't beat the price.  For what they cost they are practically disposable.  I've got some Craftsman mixed in with the cheap stuff -- I think our mechanic friends left them here.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||09-02-2003||10:00 PM||||The snap on truck has as much wonder and astonishment as the Bangbus and both cost me money.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||09-02-2003||10:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> The snap on truck has as much wonder and astonishment as the Bangbus and both cost me money. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, at least the tools won't catch you any diseases.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||09-02-2003||10:23 PM||||My personal preferences:<br /><br />Sunex for larger and not oft used impact sockets. These can be a tremendous bargain.<br /><br />SK for lots of things. I really like their combination wrenches and their flex head wrenches. Their sockets are great and the Facom ratchets are pretty slick. Basically if its something that doesn't break very often, I check to see if SK makes it as I rarely see a difference between them and SnapOn/Mac.<br /><br />SnapOn for their nice ratchets. Their prybar set is very nice as well, as are their screwdrivers. I don't like the new cushy grip and much prefer the old plastic handles.<br /><br />IR for air tools. Mac takes the IR tools and modifies them to make them better but I don't think its worth the extra cost.<br /><br />My shop is frequented by SnapOn, Mac, and an independent dealer that sells alot of SK. I've never seen a Matco truck so I'd be hesitant to buy any of their tools around here. Craftsman can be a good bargain on certain things but IMHO, their quality on most is far behind that of the tool truck stuff.<br /><br />Its interesting to see how people's tool preferences change over the years.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||09-03-2003||12:06 AM||||Someday, I hope to be a snap-on whore. I didnt say strap-on, so you filthy people need to wash your brains with soap...<br /><br />Alex "Bangbus" Grabau. Kinda has a nice ring to it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||09-03-2003||12:20 AM||||I guess I like Craftsman cause I know if I break it, I only have to drive across town to replace it.<br /><br />That and I have only broken two tools.<br /><br />I do have a set of Stanly 1/2 drive sockets that have been good to me.  If I brake anything, I'll just replace it with Craftsman.  Oh ya, and the sears card is a plus    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />     <br />Gawd, how does my wife live with me?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||09-03-2003||12:29 AM||||Matco chooses the most horrible colors for their tools... awful...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||curtis||09-03-2003||01:07 AM||||I also turned wrenches on aircraft (apaches for about 8 years and fixed wings for about 2).  I have a hodgepoge of tools some custom, some old, but most are craftsman for the simple fact if it breaks I can replace it today and not in two damn weeks or longer if you have to wait on a tool truck driver.||65.135.143.65||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000013||gtluke||09-03-2003||01:39 AM||||i could never function as a mechanic using craftsman tools. i'll use the open end wrenches, and oddball stuff i only use once in a blue moon like 12pt sockets or something... but for the most part, i can't go without all my tools all the time.  if a break a crappy craftsman ratchet, i'm screwed, or if i break a socket, i'm screwed. i have a small selection of craftsman tools i use on occasion... and i can't tell you how many sockets i've broken, and how many ratchets i've destroyed. i can't deal with that annoyance anymore, so i ONLY use snap-on stuff.  it carries a WAY BETTER warentee, and i RARELY break anything.  you'd be AMAZED at how much easier it is to break a rusted/stuck bolt loose with a quality wrench/ratchet than with the craftsman garbage.<br /><br />as for air tools.... snap-on or ingersolrand only.<br /><br />and honestly, i have more money invested in my hand tools than most of you have in your cars. serious. but its my way of life, so i have to have the best or i'm lacking.<br />-luke-||141.153.181.162||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000014||91GVR4||09-03-2003||09:04 AM||||I don't see how you would be screwed with Craftsman anymore then Snap-On. If it breaks just take it to Sears and have them hand you a new one. Just like Snap-On. I have both, I've broke both, I've gotten new ones every time. Of course Craftsman has the advantage of not waiting for the truck to show up some time in the next week or so. <br />I must add that our Snap-On dealer does go a extra step in replacing broken punches, which are not realy covered.||12.64.49.211||reg||5||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000015||gtluke||09-03-2003||10:19 AM||||no kidding aside.. this month i've returned to snap-on:<br />a 15mm wrench that a cut in half with a cut off wheel so i can work on some POS cadilac<br /><br />a tire valve screwdriver which i cut in half to fit some POS BMW a/c line.<br /><br />and 4 swivel sockets that just "felt limp"<br /><br />you can't do that with sears, i'm sure.<br />and sears doest warantee screwdriver tips, chizels, punches, worn out brass hammers...<br />you actually have to break a sears tool, with snap-on, i can purposely break it, or just plain wear it out, and get a brand new one.||141.153.206.160||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000016||DongeR615||09-03-2003||10:43 AM||||How do you guys break sockets? The only tool that has failed on me is a craftsman ratchet and i got another at sears and the only socket that has failed on me was a cheap-o, made in china, 14mm. I use Craftsman tools, husky, and stanley.  I used small sledge hammers on ratchets, and wrenches for instance when we were removing the o2 housing from the turbo to install a 16g on telecasters vr4, we were using a small propane torch, craftsman wrenches and a sledge hammer. it took awhile but it finally came off with a lot of abuse.||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||09-03-2003||12:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> How do you guys break sockets? The only tool that has failed on me is a craftsman ratchet and i got another at sears and the only socket that has failed on me was a cheap-o, made in china, 14mm. I use Craftsman tools, husky, and stanley.  I used small sledge hammers on ratchets, and wrenches for instance when we were removing the o2 housing from the turbo to install a 16g on telecasters vr4, we were using a small propane torch, craftsman wrenches and a sledge hammer. it took awhile but it finally came off with a lot of abuse. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not counting crap tools that just fall apart.  I broke a socket using a breaker bar.  I thought the damn breaker bar was going to break too.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002945.cgi
A||||2||hibrn8||Chris Plesko (pivvay)||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||09-01-2003||06:44 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Chris I just noticed you are from Boulder, CO. Im going to be out there Nov3-6th to visit my best friend. Shes up at CU in BOulder. Crazy ass school with some crazy ass parties. She had a huge one the other day for the Colorado VS. Colorado State football game...like 100+ people at her place. Insane!<br /><br />Anyways, i'll have to meet up with you and anyone else who lives in the area so I can see your cars. But when that time comes I will remind you.||65.227.204.11||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||09-01-2003||08:44 PM||||i'll be here!  Boulder can be a crazy town at times.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I've been to quite a few crazy parties although a lot less the past couple years personally.  Hit me up when you're in town and check out the car.  If you're interested I'll cook your cousin and you a nice dinner at my girl and I's new place.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||09-01-2003||11:53 PM||||Ill have to take you up on that offer my friend   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.227.217.191||reg||14||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/002946.cgi
A||||18||gvr4ever||So, how did you spend your weekend?||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-01-2003||07:08 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1257" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1257&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />t-belt off   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1258" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1258&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />New water pump   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1259" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1259&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />New t-belt (got right on first try)<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1260" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1260&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />bottom end picture<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1261" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1261&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />3G steering wheel w/ 3G shift knob, and mofugas shifter boot / 1G TEL shifter.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-01-2003||07:58 PM||||saturday i finally installed the lsd that has been sitting around for about 2 years.  my body is WRACKED with pain.  95 deg and HUMID!  and, i couldnt remeber which axle went where, and yup, i had them in backasswards.  and, the freaking pump!  what a beyatch.  i dont see how you guys do it without a lift and air tools.  but what a difference.  no more "wub-wub-wubs".  and, kinda neat to turn the driveshaft, and see both wheels go in the same direction.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||number3||09-01-2003||08:02 PM||||I was my Birthday so we had some fellow car lovers over. <br /><br />I got some tools, Simpson driving shoes, Simpson tie down straps, and a pair of Mechanix gloves.<br /><br />Didn't touch number3 all weekend. lol<br /><br />I did take the Monster miata out for a cruise. I love mid 70s temps.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||09-01-2003||08:19 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1249" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />I stared at this all weekend and dreaded having to crawl under the car again.... So I stayed home and had a relaxing weekend. Oh and Terren (GVR4in or GVR$in whatever the heck he is) wanted to "show me the time of my life" to which I had to decline.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-01-2003||08:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> saturday i finally installed the lsd that has been sitting around for about 2 years.  my body is WRACKED with pain.  95 deg and HUMID!  and, i couldnt remeber which axle went where, and yup, i had them in backasswards.  and, the freaking pump!  what a beyatch.  i dont see how you guys do it without a lift and air tools.  but what a difference.  no more "wub-wub-wubs".  and, kinda neat to turn the driveshaft, and see both wheels go in the same direction. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">On a side note Ken on the o2 elim down pipe install be sure to remove the bracket mounted to the block as it will make it much easier to install and remove.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-01-2003||10:06 PM||||Hmm..  I painted the exterior door handles with gloss black Krylon Fusion.  They look better than new.  A few hours of surface prep, meticulous masking and 6 light coats...<br /><br />Also touched up my wiper arms with black trim paint (a yearly event) and did some quick touch up on the plastic center caps of my stock wheels.  Years of air guns and sunlight had worn/faded the area around the lugs.<br /><br />And I continued stripping a valve cover by hand while thinking about how much sandblasting would cost and what the end product should look like.  (Tossing around stock red, gloss black or plain polished...)||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||09-01-2003||11:48 PM||||Installed my AMG spark plug cover, filled my leaky transfer case, and failed to install some front control arm front poly bushings. <br />Drank a ton of beer.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||09-01-2003||11:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Hmm..  did some quick touch up on the plastic center caps of my stock wheels.  Years of air guns and sunlight had worn/faded the area around the lugs.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What did you use for that Ryan? The previous owner had them red   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   i want to change them to black or color match them gray again.||65.227.217.191||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||09-01-2003||11:51 PM||||<b>On a side note Ken on the o2 elim down pipe install be sure to remove the bracket mounted to the block as it will make it much easier to install and remove.</b> <br /><br />what bracket?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||09-02-2003||06:23 AM||||pulled the engine from my car, started to setup the next one to go in this week. When does the time change again? I'm going to be screwed.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||09-02-2003||10:05 AM||||I spent about 10 hours waiting at the airport just to make a 1 hour flight from Philly to Pittsburgh, then wasted a couple more hours because the shuttle bus took us to the wrong hotel.  Then I drove home from Pittsburgh, which is a 5+ hour commute.  I didn't have a weekend.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||09-02-2003||10:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Hmm..  did some quick touch up on the plastic center caps of my stock wheels.  Years of air guns and sunlight had worn/faded the area around the lugs.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What did you use for that Ryan? The previous owner had them red    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    i want to change them to black or color match them gray again. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I used some trim-black, which is matte finish.  I didn't paint the face of them (didn't need to) and where I painted doesn't need to match, it just needs to not be white (base plastic).   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   You could probably do well with painting the diamonds black.<br /><br />Everyone should check out <a href="http://www.paintscratch.com" target="_blank">paintscratch.com</a> if you haven't already.  (Which lists the Nile Black x68 paint name as Obsidian, btw.)||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||09-02-2003||12:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> <b>On a side note Ken on the o2 elim down pipe install be sure to remove the bracket mounted to the block as it will make it much easier to install and remove.</b> <br /><br />what bracket? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The one than had a single IIRC 17mm bolt holding the down pipe to the engine block. It has 2 14mm bolts and a little bracket holding it to the block. You'll see once it gets in your way.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||dsmsleeper||09-02-2003||03:27 PM||||...pulled both front control arms, installed new ball joints, super pro front bushings ,noltec caster bushings, and the prothane front roll stop insert.||63.146.62.141||reg||6||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000014||04DrBlur||09-02-2003||06:36 PM||||Went to a wedding on Sat.,got trashed and after recovery replaced the Valve cover gasket, Cam position sensor O ring, got my front tire repaired.||68.76.178.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000015||GVR$in||09-02-2003||06:55 PM||||Coolant flush, 180 thermostat, new radiator cap = no more overheating problems. Been staring at my front mount for about two weeks now that just sits in my fucking room... Tomorrow Im getting the driver's endtank relocated so it'll be done soon! <br /><br />Oh ya I relocated my gauges/afc too. Rich hooked it up PHat with a dual pod thing, I trimmed it up, ran wires through dash, trimmed bezel, put everything in a loom and it looks bomb diggity sliggity. Put the head unit on the bottom din, and AFC on top of it w/ a lil carbon fiber piece next to it. IMO it looks awesome and I can actually see around the corner on a left turn w/o the dual pod pillar being there. <b>Rich is way jealous</b>.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000016||hibrn8||09-02-2003||07:27 PM||||i worked. Did absolutely nothing other than taht all weekend   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.227.204.26||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000017||GVR$in||09-02-2003||08:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> i worked. Did absolutely nothing other than taht all weekend    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh yea, I did that too.. But try not to think of it all that much!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000018||turbowop||09-02-2003||08:47 PM||||You can see what I did in this post:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002950" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002950</a>||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/002947.cgi
A||||12||bazeng||Best method to launch...||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||09-01-2003||08:56 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys.. the quickest way i know of is to rev to 6000, and dump the clutch..<br /><br />but i've read that its better to sorta let it go quickly then to dump the sucker...<br /><br />any experiences guys?!??!?! based on actual 1/4 mile times etc...<br /><br />also.. keep in mind reliability..<br />i have a diaken exedy sports organic clutch..<br />got like 5cm of play..<br /><br />meant to be 2500lbs.. just dont wanna kill it or my drivetrain while racing.. oh yeah.. i have a 3bolt..<br /><br />plus do all u drag racers user handbrake?!??!||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||09-01-2003||09:23 PM||||my new method of launching learned from Kibo  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Floor gas pedal off built in stutterbox (rev limiter)<br />Drop clutch<br />Grab second as fast as possible<br /><br />this is with an ACT 2600, new tranny (double syncro 2nd, 4 spider center diff), fidanza. Works great so far. 1.83 60 fts by the end of my first time ever at the track not lined up in the groove. Still have cheapie kumhos and 3 bolt as well.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||09-01-2003||10:44 PM||||ACT 2600<br />SSG Aluminum Flywheel<br />5k stutterbox<br />Double syncro 2nd (sweet tranny)<br />Crap tires & 3-bolt<br /><br />Holding the car on the stutterbox, I slip out very quickly and keep it floored.  The car will take off hard and the tires will chirp once I slip the clutch all the way out.  Shift 2nd normal but fast, same into 3rd, then speed shift into 4th.  Speed shifting into 2nd tends to make the clutch slip and the car knock, and 3rd just makes it knock.  In the '92 I was cutting consistent 1.9 60's running low 14's with that method (car was too hot, untuned, and underpowered).<br /><br />Don't slip out a stock clutch like that or it will slip all the way through first.  The '91 hates me launching it like that.  I would recommend a mild dump if you're using a stock clutch.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||09-02-2003||12:40 AM||||It depends I think on how you are comfortable launching the car. Everybody kind of has their own way of launching and items like stutterbox can change everything. On stutter the car builds boost at the line so you can launch at a lower rpm. I launch on 5000rpm stutter building around 4psi. I let out the clutch and as soon as I feel it start to grab i let it out fast. With a non lsd three bolt this has netted me consistant 1.7's-1.8's in the 60'. <br /><br />Suspension setup will also play a role in launching.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||09-02-2003||12:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> It depends I think on how you are comfortable launching the car. Everybody kind of has their own way of launching and items like stutterbox can change everything. On stutter the car builds boost at the line so you can launch at a lower rpm. I launch on 5000rpm stutter building around 4psi. I let out the clutch and as soon as I feel it start to grab i let it out fast. With a non lsd three bolt this has netted me consistant 1.7's-1.8's in the 60'. <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Definitely have to agree.. <br /><br />I have: ACT 2600, RRE lightened flywheel and stock tranny that loves me. <br /><br />In my experience I slip the clutch very slightly, once it grabs I let the bitch go. Chirp the tires and go from there.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||09-02-2003||01:14 AM||||There are lots of variables to consider. I'm assuming you mean a regular non stutterbox launch, which is completely different. The kind of clutch you use is probably #1 in determining how to launch. With the CFDF in my Talon, I launched just as you described. On a good launch the wheels would spin just enough to keep the engine from bogging, and it was good for 1.7XX 60' times. That was with a quick 6K dump. That worked with that clutch, because it had a little more give to it then an ACT 2600. With an ACT 2600, you would most likely bog if you didn't slip it a little. The turbo is another. A smaller, quicker spooling turbo doesn't need as many revs to launch.  A lighter flywheel requires more revs. Then you have the tires. Mild to moderately modded cars seem to do best with crappy tires, as the allow the wheelspin needed to avoid bogging. Tire grip, pressure, and suspension damping all have to agree with each other to avoid wheelhop. <br /><br /> <br /><br /><br />"Floor gas pedal off built in stutterbox (rev limiter)<br />Drop clutch<br />Grab second as fast as possible"<br /><br />Wow, how do you not break stuff like this? I broke a 3 bolt when my talon was almost stock by halfway doing this on accident. I was bracket racing another DSMer who dialed in .1 slower then me. I started to go when he did, and double clutched at the last second when I caught my mistake. But I was already on the gas, and let the clutch up at about 7k the second time, and the axle shattered instantly. I don't think the turbo was even making much boost yet. I've heard that other cars with more robust drivetrains can do this, such as EVO's and Skylines. <br /><br /> I make sure I take all of the slack out of the drivetrain by lightly lifting the clutch while holding the brake at the line. I think that is an important part of drivetrain longevity.||67.25.106.128||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000006||Invader||09-02-2003||02:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>Definitely have to agree.. <br /><br />I have: ACT 2600, RRE lightened flywheel and stock tranny that loves me. <br /><br />In my experience I slip the clutch very slightly, once it grabs I let the bitch go. Chirp the tires and go from there.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same setup..2600, lightened fly, stock tranny, 3-bolt...  Same launch method...<br /><br />Launching under 5500 RPM bogs it...  5500-6000 is golden...slip the clutch to begin the rearward weight transfer and let it go as soon as you start to move.  Done right, there's a slight chirp of tires off the line...<br /><br />Consistent 1.7-1.8's with a 1.69 best...  Good 60's are key to good ET's...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||09-02-2003||03:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br /><strong><br />Launching under 5500 RPM bogs it...  5500-6000 is golden...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same with me.. I always launch 5500-6000. <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Invader<br /><strong> Good 60's are key to good ET's... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its incredible how <b>key</b> 60's are in relation to ET's. Oh man..||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000008||bazeng||09-03-2003||01:38 AM||||thanks for the help guys..<br /><br />stutter box refers to "LAUNCH CONTROL?!?!"<br /><br />in oz what u describe stutter box sound like launch control which motec etc use..<br /><br />it allows the turbo to build up boost while not in gear.. is that correct?!?!<br /><br />i've heard this can damage turbo's / manifolds etc etc...<br /><br />well it seems that high rev launches are the way to go.. well next time im at the track.. hopefully i wont break anything..<br /><br />thats for the help guys..<br /><br />oh yeah... on our cars... is it good to let the tyres down ?? rear/fronts?!?!?!?<br /><br />and stiffen the rear suspension or not?? as i have gab adjustables..<br /><br />thanks||203.166.63.146||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000009||Kibo||09-04-2003||04:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> my new method of launching learned from Kibo   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Most of the locals go with the "it's better to spin than grip" philosophy on launching.  I don't think it's the fastest way to launch; but the theory behind it is that if you're spinning the tires, there's less load on the rest of the drivetrain.  While that may be true, the counterargument would be that the initial shock load required to break the tires loose may break parts.<br /><br />Nevertheless, I've been able to build 14.5psi on the line bouncing off the rev limiter with the 14b and sidestep my ACT 2900 without breaking any parts.  I have a 4-bolt LSD rear and stock center diff, and I run relatively high tire pressure (32-36psi) to ensure the tires spin.  As I said, though, this isn't the fastest launch method--the best I've seen is 1.8's.<br /><br />By the way, the reasoning behind launching off the rev limiter was that I don't have provision for a stutterbox, and the rev limiter is the next best thing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Now, if I could just learn how to *really* launch...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000010||Ash||09-04-2003||09:05 PM||||Hi Baz,<br />I used to get consistant 1.7-1.8's simply pulsing the throttle between 5000 & 6000rpm & quickly slip until it hooks up.  That is with a daikan clutch similar to yours, and a 3 bolt.  Dumping used to only get me roughly 2.0 60's.<br /><br /><br />  The stutterbox I've just added (Keydiver chip, 5500rpm) hasn't improved my times as yet, but it spins all 4 now & has made it way more consistant,  removing the chance of bogging down.  In a mate's GTR with adjustable coil overs, we cranked up the rear shocks as hard as they would go & it really helped the launch, also dropping the tyre pressure helped for him.  In theory it could for VR4's too, but you may break stuff.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000011||bazeng||09-04-2003||09:58 PM||||nice<br />what time did u get again ash??<br />12.????<br /><br />well hopefully i wont bust up my 3bolt...<br />cant afford it atm..<br /><br />i guess it all takes practice...<br /><br />but when i was attempting to launch.. i tried from 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000<br /><br />6000 just ripped everything out of my glove box.. air freshener went onto the bak seat.. damn it was nice but after a while couldnt do it anymore (with the exhuast).. if i launched under 6000 it would just bog...<br /><br />i guess the 6000 launch will have to do ey?!?!?<br />and stiffen the rear shocks..||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000012||a_santos||09-04-2003||10:40 PM||||I managed a best of 1.91 60' time with a stock clutc. I had the stuterbox set at 6000, but it would bounce around 5600-5800. It was building about 6psi if i'm not mistaken. I would then just dump it. I tried higher tire press, around 36, but was getting too much spin, cheap ass tires all mismatched. I lowered the psi to about 32 and got my best 60' time. The clutch did three launches without slipping, and on the fourth launch it slipped allitle, a 2.0 60' time. I think it was still too hot from the previous  launches. When I replaced the clutc, it still had at least 80% left of the friction material.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/002948.cgi
A||||22||dlpinckney||$12,000 GVR-4||||5||||Turbo4door1||00000938
Z||000000||dlpinckney||09-01-2003||09:06 PM||turbo4door@earthlink.net||No offense meant if the owner of this car is on this list, but WTF?<br />The car looks clean, but DAMN..!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br />  <br /><a href="http://www.autotrader.com/findacar/vdetail.jtmpl?car_id=140601518&dealer_id=&car_year=1991&make=MIT&distance=any&max_price=&model=GALANT&advcd_on=n&end_year=1992&min_price=&certified=n&address=25430&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1991&color=&cardist=814" target="_blank">http://www.autotrader.com/findacar/vdetail.jtmpl?car_id=140601518&dealer_id=&car_year=1991&make=MIT&distance=any&max_price=&model=GALANT&advcd_on=n&end_year=1992&min_price=&certifi       ed=n&address=25430&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1991&color=&cardist=814</a>||63.188.81.233||reg||5||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000001||jayru||09-01-2003||09:11 PM||||If you believe that, ive got a bridge in brooklyn i could sell ya real cheap  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-01-2003||09:12 PM||||Umm that person is on the board. I know that because he was trying to sell the Volk wheels that are in the picture.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||jayru||09-01-2003||09:19 PM||||I would buy the wheels. Their dope, are they black or gunmetall? Do you rember the thread Pre-Evo?||24.238.78.23||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-01-2003||09:52 PM||||I hope the owner sells it for $12000.<br /><br />We already got our VR-4s, I hope the value of the cars go through the roof.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||09-01-2003||10:38 PM||||If he invested $22k in it and is only putting 278hp to the wheels...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||09-01-2003||10:44 PM||||Yeah, I agree Hertz.  I would love to see the value of these cars start going up again.  I guess "value" is a relative term.  There is no way I would "give" my car away for what the current book value is, but I also realize that there is little hope for the value to ever go up, or much hope of ever re-cooperating much, if any of the money I put into the car.  I didn't buy my car with the intent of making money off of it, or even re-selling it, so I guess it really doesn't matter.  What it's "worth" to me, is way different than anyone (other than another GVR-4 owner) would ever understand.<br /><br />Just to reiterate: There was no offense meant by my original post toward the owner of that car.  I just haven't seen the asking price for one that high since about 1996...!!!||63.188.81.233||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||09-01-2003||11:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> I would buy the wheels. Their dope, are they black or gunmetall? Do you rember the thread Pre-Evo? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not off hand but they are Volk Versus Turismos and are Gunmetal. IIRC he wanted like $1500 for them with tires.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||09-01-2003||11:30 PM||||I never got my galant to go up in value, but I sure as hell am not letting it go for what they go for today.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||Ian M||09-01-2003||11:39 PM||||I dont have any plans to sell my car anytime soon,I couldnt give a rats ass what they're "worth".   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> I cant think of a better all around performance car,and the fact a that they are cheap is just the icing on the cake for me. <br /><br /> The biggest drawback to the low value of these cars (besides dumb ricer kids that can afford them now..)is that its seems folks are quick to part out perfectly fixable (sometimes nice..)cars as soon as they encounter engine/trans problems,minor accidents,ect. Pretty lame....||129.71.114.167||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||09-02-2003||01:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> If he invested $22k in it and is only putting 278hp to the wheels...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">EXACTLY!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||AWDpower||09-02-2003||01:36 AM||||I don't think the book values for our cars are accurate. The book values go by average selling price recorded when cars are sold. It doesn't take into account that many of the cars recorded are not sold in running condition. Also they are often told by private parties, who frequently report selling at a much lower price to save the buyer on taxes and registration. Look at my car for example. I bought it with a clean title for $750. There was no mention to the DMV that it had a blown tranny. In their eyes and in their computers, it is just a used car. That probably brought down the book value of GVR4's in my area (sorry guys). Now it's fixed and worth much more<br />then that. I've had many offeres up to around $7k. As the saying goes, it's worth as much as someone is willing to pay for it. I wouldn't pay 12k, I'd rather do it myself. But to some, a very clean perfect condition VR4 with the right well done mods may be worth it.||67.25.106.128||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000012||curtis||09-02-2003||02:42 PM||||The guys has a nice car and there is no reason to dog on him for trying to get 12,000 out of it.  The amount of work Ive done to mine I would take 10,000 for mine.  The problem is that most used car lots won't sell high mile cars and most VR4s end up at the small bullshit carlots and the owners don't know what they have mine flotted around at 3 different lots for almost a year before I got it.  I only payed 2800 for mine.  When your selling something you never know what you will get for it.  My friend here in town bought victors old parts car in alabama for around 3000. he painted it put on a 20g, IC, pipes , exhaust and all the rest of the normal toys and got 10,000 for it.  If everyone here on the board would stop selling them so cheap then the price for them would go up because out of the 3000 built probabably half the owners are board members here (we hold the monopoly).   I know for a fact that mine won't sell for 5 or 6 grand if I part with it.||65.144.153.237||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000013||curtis||09-02-2003||02:50 PM||||a prime example of this is the gmc syclones I just looked them up on autotrader and there going from 5500 for rough to 20000 for sweet.||65.144.153.237||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000014||GVR4458||09-02-2003||04:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> ...If everyone here on the board would stop selling them so cheap then the price for them would go up because out of the 3000 built probabably half the owners are board members here (we hold the monopoly)...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Amen brother!||12.158.26.162||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||09-02-2003||07:22 PM||||BTW, I have an original 1991 Galant VR-4 shifter assembly, can be restored, $500 shipped.  Use [buy it now] and I'll throw in the original rubber accordian.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||turbowop||09-02-2003||08:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> If he invested $22k in it and is only putting 278hp to the wheels...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That doesn't mean he put all that money into power mods. Maintenance and fixing little shit adds up. As does suspension work, wheels, tires, stereo, etc........I have over 20,000 invested in mine including the $7000 I payed for it over four years ago. That doesn't include maintenance items like timing belt stuff, water pump, valve seals, etc. I'm not sure on the power output but it runs consistent high 12's. It would take a hell of a lot of money for me to sell my car. I love it....it is a part of me now.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000017||talontsi||09-02-2003||08:54 PM||||I think that is Bob Dole's car.<br />If so I have seen it and it is really clean.<br /><br />Very nice car. For 12,000 though not so sure.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000018||229of1000||09-02-2003||09:14 PM||||Area code 813, yeah that might be Bob Dole's.  Forgot about that.  His car is super nice.  Fresh paint, awesome wheels, car looks great in person.  He never popped the hood so I can't vouch for mods but I think him or someone else at the meet said he had a 20G setup and the car has a mid-sized FMIC.  <br /><br />A *very* nice car though.  $12k does sound high, but he was a Mitsu tech and also works at a speed shop so that should tell you something of the caliber of the car.<br /><br />Here are some more pictures of it with me, 1667 VR4, and Redline VR4.  Scary thing is, every car in these pictures is for sale (well Ross wrecked the white one), and that meet was just in May.  Yikes!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1265" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1265&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1266" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1266&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1267" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1267&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000019||GVR$in||09-02-2003||09:25 PM||||Wait wait wait.. Bob Dole? With a 20g and a front mount?<br /><br />Guess thats why he didn't win.. Too much $ into the galant and not enough left over to help his campaign out.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000020||bob dole||09-02-2003||11:25 PM||||Thanks guys for all the kind words. The reason i am asking that high is because there is a lot of time and effort has been but in this car. The reason it only but down 278hp to the wheels because one of my co-workers forgot the race fuel. So i only took it to 15psi. I am postive the car will make well over 300hp at the wheels with more boost. This car is my baby. I take great care of her. I only wanted the best parts.  have replaced so many parts from the dealer. I have been builting fast cars for a long time. By far this has been the best car. I have built 850hp supra. But i just love the look on people face when i bull on my boss 911 TT. This car has been fun but it is time to move on. I hope i sell it, but if i don't get what i want for it I will  keep it. The wheels are Rays engeering Versus Spada Wide. There are only 2 sets in the states.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||bob dole||00000223||yes
Z||000021||curtis||09-03-2003||12:49 AM||||I got a question   how do you shift and hold that pencil in your hand at the same time.  bob<br /><br /><br />Just kidding man hope you get what your asking for the car||65.135.143.65||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000022||mikeyoung00||09-03-2003||02:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob dole:<br /><strong> ...The wheels are Rays engeering Versus Spada Wide. There are only 2 sets in the states. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He Speaks!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />So, I guess that would be 8K for the car and 4K for the rims?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Hope you get every nickle you are hoping for from a clean sale. But if not... I get down to Orlando from time to time. I'd love to see such a clean and well maintained example of the breed.||139.177.224.71||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/002949.cgi
A||||9||AWDpower||Stutterbox RPM||||1||||AWDpower||00000680
Z||000000||AWDpower||09-02-2003||02:23 AM||j_kertianis@msn.com||What RPM do you guys set yout stutterbox at the track? With what turbo, clutch, flywheel, and tires? <br /><br />I have a stutterbox for my Talon and love it. I want one for my GVR4, but need to decide on the settings.<br /><br />On my Talon, I have it set at 4800 RPM. This is with a 16G, CFDF, stock flywheel, and fairly sticky Dunlope SP8000's. I get about 5psi of boost on the line, and it shoots up quickly when the clutch is released. On the street, I get a little smooth tire spin,more of a squeel, and a strong launch. I haven't run it at the track yet, but my guess is that it would bog a little on a sticky launch pad. <br /><br />I recently drove my friend's '90 GSX at the track for him. He had a goal he wanted to reach with his stock turbo before he bolted on more mods. Since I've been able to get good times for my trap speeds out of my Talon (pre-stutterbox) he wanted me to drive for him. His car had a 14b with most of the other bolt-ons, running 20psi on race gas. CFDF clutch, lightened flywheel, wide (235/50/16?) but not too grippy Yokohama tires. The stutterbox was set at 5k. If you held it for a bit, it made 13psi on the line. On my first run, I got a good launch with a fair amount of wheelspin, with a little hop. But his center vent gauge pod popped out and trapped the shifter in first! I had a delayed shift to second, but still ran a 13.6@101 with a crappy high 1.9 60', due to the missed shift. It was the car's best though, and only a tenth off of his goal. Plus I've run low 13's with that trap speed before. For my next run, I turned up the shocks a little and dropped the tire pressure a little to get rid of the hop. I was put in the other lane this time, and bracket racing had started. I was against a slow car so I spent a couple seconds on the stutterbox before launching. I got a ton of wheelspin, but no hop. The tach just stayed put at 7k, but the car took off pretty good. Unfortunately, I couldn't tell when to shift to second with all of the wheelspin messing with the tach, and shifted late. I ran a 13.5@102 with a crappy 1.9 again, but hit his goal. He drove the next time. We figured I launched with too much boost after sitting on the stutterbox for a couple seconds. The plan was for him to floor it when the first yellow lit instead. He got the near lane that I had last time, and I got close to watch. He did it perfectly as we planned, but I saw the craziest sight when he let the clutch out. The car sat in place doing a tire smoking four wheel burnout. It seemed like he sat there forever, barely inching forward until he shifted to second and bogged off. He ran a high 14 with a 2.7 60'!!! <br /><br />My guess was that it was due to the track. They were letting the honda boys drive their 17 second beasts through the water box, and they were dripping at the line. But still, would that be enough? I've done plenty of stutterbox launches at rallycrosses on slippery dirt without much drama. Can a 13sec car really roast the tires like that? Were we launching with too much boost? Or does my theory about the track seem more reasonable?||67.25.106.128||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000001||Invader||09-02-2003||03:04 AM||||What kind of stutterbox?  MSD two step, or a ECU chip style (TMO, etc)?  The MSD two step will produce more boost for a given RPM stutter setting, which may explain the difference between your's and your friend's setups.<br /><br />A 5.5k MSD stutter in my Talon easily lit up the tires at the track (I made better 60' times slipping the clutch).  A 5k setting (same day, only change) broke a rear axle without a problem...doh!  I quit stuttering on 3-bolts after that.  I would recommened not going WOT while bouncing off the MSD two step (sit at part throttle and got WOT while engaging the clutch).<br /><br />A TMO style stutter is a little less harsh than the two step, but I haven't played with it so you'll need to get someone else's input.<br /><br />I've got both options available to me at the moment, but neither hooked up since I don't want to toast the 3-bolt rear.  I still prefer the clutch slip launch method to stutter for drivetrain reliability reasons...and it seems to work just as well.  Stuttering is a lot more convenient, though (especially at stoplights).||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||BlackOnBlack||09-03-2003||12:29 AM||||Either of you have a wiring diagram for the MSD for Galants?<br /><br />Thanks.||12.220.130.191||reg||1||James Summey||00002073||yes
Z||000003||AWDpower||09-03-2003||02:43 AM||||Both my car and the car I was driving have TMO stutterboxes. <br /><br />I am worried about breaking the weak '90 drivetrain with the stutterbox, that's why it's set so low. But I've got a couple spare axles anyway, and don't drag race often. I like the stutterbox because it is very consistent. The 4800rpm launches actually feel easier on the car then the 6000rpm non-stutter launches, they feel smoother. But that's also not on a grippy drag strip yet either. The look from the starter at an autocross is priceless though.||67.25.111.206||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||09-16-2003||11:47 AM||||What would be a good/safe RPM with a JUN chromoly lightweight flywheel?<br /><br />My concern is bogging and breaking things.  I have the 3 bolt now but a 4 bolt is on the way.||63.146.62.141||reg||5||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||09-16-2003||12:26 PM||||I don't think there would be a good/safe answer for that one.<br />Get Harry's SSSS and you can safely launch any rpm<br />you want.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||Kibo||09-16-2003||08:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong>I had a delayed shift to second, but still ran a 13.6@101 with a crappy high 1.9 60', due to the missed shift.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The missed shift shouldn't have had any bearing on your 60' time--1st gear easily takes you past the 60' mark.<br /><br />My stutterbox RPM probably isn't particularly applicable for you; but since you asked, I launch at 7000-75000RPM.  (Yes, off the rev limiter...)  I tried launching at 6000rpms on my new setup and it bogged...although I also didn't have enough time to let boost build, either.  <br /><br />Most of the locals launch at similarly high RPM's; maybe it's the thinner air up here?<br /><br />Pertinent information:  Fidanza, no BS, UR pulley, no A/C, ACT2900, T4 turbo, Kumo 712's at 32/36psi.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000007||dsmsleeper||09-18-2003||10:38 AM||||You launch off of the rev limiter?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <br /><br />I have a Jun lightweight flywheel and a Centerforce clutch (with a 2600 in reserve).  I do notice some bog at 4k w/o a stutterbox.  I don't know about 4.5k or 5k though.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||09-18-2003||10:47 AM||||I have a Jun flywheel and 2600 and I stutterbox at 6K, but I'd like to get that down to 5K so I have a little more time spent in 1st gear.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||Doug Thomas||09-18-2003||03:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> I have a Jun flywheel and 2600 and I stutterbox at 6K, but I'd like to get that down to 5K so I have a little more time spent in 1st gear. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why would want to spend more time in first gear? I would think you would want to be in and out of each gear as fast as possible to get a better ET.<br /><br />What 60', 330' and ET have you got with 6K stutterbox launch?||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes



ubb/Forum3/002950.cgi
A||||4||turbowop||NWDSM annual Mt.St. Helens run||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||09-02-2003||02:57 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||On saturday we had the annual run up the volcano road. We had 17 cars and a lot of fun. Lots of hard driving that should have resulted in many a ticket but none were had thankfully. Just one broken talon......tranny went...thankfully it's owned by a guy that knows his shit about trannies and has no problems fixing it. His car also traps through the 1/4 at 120 on pump gas so he's definately making some power. It's meets like these that make me happy to be a part of the great DSM community. I was the only galant there but that was okay considering it was faster than a lot of the other cars.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Anyway....I thought you guys might like to view some of the pics my friend with a 2g and I took during the run. Many other people were taking pics and video but those aren't out yet so you'll have to make do with mine. A couple of the pics are dumb (I was screwing around with my digicam) but most are good. There are some good pics of Andreas' from NWDSM setup on his gvr4 toward the bottom. He couldnt make the run because of a bad map sensor on his vpc. His car is finally back together from being down for two years from a nasty wreck. Here is the link, enjoy:<br /><br /> <a href="http://airpoppoff.sparklyfresh.com/mshr/" target="_blank">http://airpoppoff.sparklyfresh.com/mshr/</a> <br /><br />And a pic of my car rolling down the freeway at 90 mph that I thought looked cool.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1262" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1262&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||09-02-2003||05:09 PM||||Looks good, Mark.  I'm sorry I couldn't make it.  The only NWDSM event I've managed to get to in 2 years was the Hood River Run last fall, and as a ridealong.  Haven't ever had the GVR4 ready in enough time.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />One of these days...||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-02-2003||08:54 PM||||Looks awesome man! Looks like the SDDSM meets.. Only my galant and all 1g's/2g's!<br /><br />..So sexy!:<br /> <img src="http://airpoppoff.sparklyfresh.com/mshr/IMG_0297.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-02-2003||09:30 PM||||Pictures of Galants with JDM bumpers always cause me pain.  Need... more... income!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||09-02-2003||10:01 PM||||Yeah.....I almost creamed myself when I saw it in person. The bumper, I mean. He just needs to repaint the whole car and it will be beautiful. I think the passenger side fender is green and the top of the hood is black still. His setup is pretty clean.<br /><br />On a side note for any NWDSMers with galants Andre is opening up a DSM shop in Covington, WA (near Seattle) which we all went and looked at. It was large and empty, but ready for lifts to be installed and tools to be moved in. Andre is well established as THE man to go to for work on a DSM on the west side of the mountains in WA state. All the work you see in the engine bay of his car was done by him. Welding, fab work, etc... He said he was going to name the shop PITA Automotive. LOL!||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/002951.cgi
A||||16||TAMBLERAMBLE||HOOD||||1||||Tambleramble||00001897
Z||000000||TAMBLERAMBLE||09-02-2003||04:18 PM||KLARMANB67GTO@HOTMAIL.COM||Does anyone know if a hood off of a 95-99 eclipse (the one with the hump) Will fit a Talon?||4.65.255.23||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||09-02-2003||06:13 PM||||What year Talon?<br /><br />It should fit, but the hump might be on the other side, Igor.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||09-02-2003||06:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> What year Talon?<br /><br />It should fit, but the hump might be on the other side, Igor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Huh?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-02-2003||06:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> What year Talon?<br /><br />It should fit, but the hump might be on the other side, Igor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Huh?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea what?||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||09-03-2003||05:28 PM||||Just teasing him.  Think "Young Frankenstein".  <br /><br />But in truth, the engine in the 420A cars is mounted the other direction.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||09-03-2003||05:39 PM||||Young Frankenstein rules!  "Those aren't pillows!"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Is the hump really backwards between NA and Turbo 2gs?  I never even noticed that.||65.33.242.24||reg||10||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||09-03-2003||05:45 PM||||No, hump is not backward. All hoods from the 2g cars have the hump on driver's side; regardless of Mitsubishi or Chrysler motor. <br />In early 1g cars, some did not have humps, but not many (they had 1.8 motor).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||09-03-2003||05:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> No, hump is not backward. All hoods from the 2g cars have the hump on driver's side; regardless of Mitsubishi or Chrysler motor. <br />In early 1g cars, some did not have humps, but not many (they had 1.8 motor).<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I thought.||65.33.242.24||reg||8||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||09-03-2003||07:42 PM||||I feel like a retard (I probably am) asking what the hell is that hump for, some one told me for the turbo but that makes no sense.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||91GVR4||09-03-2003||07:47 PM||||as a former talon owner I can tell you the hump is for one thing, *BLING*BLING!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . Plus you can put stickers on the side of it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.64.48.250||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||09-03-2003||07:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> I feel like a retard (I probably am) asking what the hell is that hump for, some one told me for the turbo but that makes no sense. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The hump is clearance for the cam gears.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||09-03-2003||11:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Young Frankenstein rules!  "Those aren't pillows!"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Isn't this from "Planes,Trains and Automobiles" when Steve Martin and John Candy are sharing a hotel bed?||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||09-03-2003||11:28 PM||||It's actually storage of fatty tissue and fluids  for use while crossing the long desert expanses between watering holes.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||number3||09-03-2003||11:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Young Frankenstein rules!  "Those aren't pillows!"     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Isn't this from "Planes,Trains and Automobiles" when Steve Martin and John Candy are sharing a hotel bed? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||09-03-2003||11:35 PM||||OK OK, I got my old movies mixed up.  Sorry!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||drew||09-03-2003||11:48 PM||||The hump on the 1Gs were for clearance of the cam gears. The 2Gs were purely cosmetic, and a connection to the original TELs||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||Kevinj110||09-04-2003||01:50 AM||||I thought they were just happy to see me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes



ubb/Forum3/002952.cgi
A||||7||Akidosigh1||TMO STOLE MY MONEY!||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||09-02-2003||05:47 PM||||I ordered my datalogger on July 31 and they accepted payment on July 31... I emailed them a couple times and called several times and enver got an answer... Paypal says that since the transaction is over 30 days old, they won't investigate it... What the hell is wrong with them. I hate going to court... I've been there enough but TMO seems real shady. What does everyone think I should do?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||09-02-2003||06:06 PM||||your credit card company should be able to help with disputing the claim. <br />Jeff (keydiver) is the man, and is very reliable. My suggestion would be to deal with him in regards to ANY issues with your ECU, and modification thereof.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||09-02-2003||06:07 PM||||Hasent TMO been out of business for almost  years now?I know there website is still there but I didnt think you could still order from them.||4.60.255.42||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||09-02-2003||06:38 PM||||don't tell me they are out of business.... thats not good... I used my bank card... If they are out of business, why did they take payment? So it looks like i'm going to need a lawyer then?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-02-2003||07:20 PM||||Their site says "don't send us money" all over it.  Of course they don't STOP you from sending money.<br /><br />I'm not a lawyer, but I've heard that it is illegal to take money for a product without intent to ship.  It's called theft.||67.162.74.196||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||09-02-2003||07:26 PM||||Their site says they no longer modify ECU's... I ordered a datalogger. It also says "Now accepting payments via Paypal" and where you place an order for dataloggers it doesn't say anything about not sending money, only in the ECU order form does it say that.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||09-02-2003||07:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> don't tell me they are out of business.... thats not good... I used my bank card... If they are out of business, why did they take payment? So it looks like i'm going to need a lawyer then? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you want to pay a lawyer go ahead.  Why not just call your bank?  They will get your money back.  A lawyer will cost way more then whatever you send TMO in the first place.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||MiSTER2||09-02-2003||08:45 PM||||I bought my datalogger cable from DSMparts.com and am happy with the service i got.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum3/002953.cgi
A||||100||1312VR4||Humm, learned something new today||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||09-02-2003||06:04 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||Our cars have cast IRON pistons , power seats & come with Auto trannies..interesting.<br /> They are "in the ballpark" with some info though.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/t131782.html" target="_blank">http://www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/t131782.html</a>||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-02-2003||07:00 PM||||That shit's horrible..||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||09-02-2003||07:20 PM||||Theyre both dumbasses||65.227.204.26||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||09-02-2003||08:59 PM||||Oh no Mark is gonna send them all here now!  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If anybody wants to know more about the GVR4 you can read up on them at <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org</a> .  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am a tattletail!||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||09-02-2003||09:01 PM||||I set 'em straight. I already had an account on the forum because I use the plastic model section of the forums so it was easy. I would rather send them here for the correct info.<br /><br />Haha...cast iron pistons....able to handle tremendous amounts of knock.....oil sqirters not necassary.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||09-02-2003||10:19 PM||||he just tried to say you're wrong, Mark. Fuck him up real good this time, will ya?<br /><br />gvr4's came with AECS and power seats - my brown ass!<br /><br />Send that dumbass mofo over here, we'll rip him a new one!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /><br />PS - I tried to register and it said server too busy, else I would have taken a big dump on that dumbass and told him shove one of his manuals up his ass and the other down his throat!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||09-02-2003||10:34 PM||||LOL!! Some of the other stuff I could see him trying to defend himself on, but the cast iron piston thing is too funny...<br /><br />Get him!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||09-02-2003||10:42 PM||||I tried again....lets see if he has anymore to say. What a dumbass.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||09-02-2003||11:06 PM||||LMAO at the moron getting owned!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||09-02-2003||11:19 PM||||7000rpm limit, thought ours was 7500? heheh Just thought I would help the cause   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   here is some more ammo:<br /> <br /> <a href="http://www.dsm.org/cars/galant.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsm.org/cars/galant.htm</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.gvr4.com/info.html" target="_blank">http://www.gvr4.com/info.html</a>||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000010||mikeyoung00||09-02-2003||11:26 PM||||Some nice replies from us there now. I bet the number of GVR4 owners enrolled on that board just tripled.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000011||91 #680||09-02-2003||11:30 PM||||power seats....power seats!!!! we don't need your stinking power seats!!! <br /><br />lol Mark...you called him a fuckstick lmao!! havent heard that in awhile.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000012||drew||09-02-2003||11:32 PM||||Our cars have a 7000 Redline, but are rev limited to 7500 or so.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/showthread.php?p=1190926" target="_blank">http://www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/showthread.php?p=1190926</a><br /><br />for this guy being foolish... 5 lugs are better for drag racing, or so he says||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||09-02-2003||11:50 PM||||I think the redline cut off is like 7250 or something.  Hook up a logger and find out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />This guy is silly.  Just blow him off and let him think what he wants.<br /><br />Just to let you know, my car comes with whatever I want it too cause I'm on stupid forums   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||09-02-2003||11:51 PM||||LMAO!!<br /><br />I love this part:<br /><br />"I've driven both a 1st gen Eclipse and of course my own Galant , back to back , and I know for certain the GSX's tranny has a higher first gear. Its good to almost 20 mph , while the shorter geared Eclipse tranny is barely good to 10."<br /><br />You guys are so mean...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||09-02-2003||11:56 PM||||I signed on and made a nice little post too...I told him to "bring it"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||turbowop||09-03-2003||12:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> I will not mention the unique repair manual storage option suggested by at least one member of the galantvr4.org site after reading your posts.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Roflmao....hahahahah||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000017||hibrn8||09-03-2003||12:35 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1271" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1271&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Yep..they sure will at least.||65.227.217.112||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000018||curtis||09-03-2003||12:43 AM||||Assholes like him need a good bitch slap.  I guess at this point I should get on there and start quoting physical and organic chemistry, calculus, physics and a bunch of autocad command line prompts.  hell I own the books but don't remember 2% of whats in them.  Maybe I need to get a test drive from subaru and tell him how slow his wagon is after they give me a brochure. No I'll just tell him here ..... Hey asshole your shits slow and your car is too now get back on the little bus         subaru boy||65.135.143.65||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000019||jonvr4||09-03-2003||02:48 AM||||this guy is an ass! i told him to race me. he's from denver, and i told him i could educate him.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000020||turbowop||09-03-2003||03:29 AM||||LMAO!!! This is getting good. What a fucktard. I can't believe this guy is so bent on proving us wrong. Who are we to argue? I guess none of us know anything. <br /><br />I'm pissed now. I should've held out for a gvr4 with electronic suspension and seats before I bought mine. And damn....I hate shifting. If I'd known an automatic tranny was an option I would have opted for it. Anybody know where I could score some cast iron pistons or better yet some forged iron ones.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />I even IM'd the guy to try and talk some sense into him but he wasn't having it. He just replied with "I've been working on DSM's for five years, mkay". How did this guy get through the filter in the gene pool? Sheesh!!||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000021||1312VR4||09-03-2003||06:30 AM||||Holy shit did I open  can of worms or what! I love it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.56.211.207||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000022||Ash||09-03-2003||07:31 AM||||what a fuckstain    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Um, yeah, the largest congregation of the bloody cars worldwide are a sad little bunch of losers & are all totally wrong.  What a wanker.||203.221.18.237||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000023||crucible||09-03-2003||07:53 AM||||Uh, that was some funny crap there.My co-workers thought I lost it this morning.<br />The guy is either pushing buttons or really is a balloon knot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000024||Ash||09-03-2003||08:00 AM||||I put my 2c in, wonder how long till he shuts up - oh wait, its the internet, idiots dont learn here, they are too 3l33t for that, lol<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||203.221.18.237||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000025||agrabau||09-03-2003||08:37 AM||||Guys, the guy said that the VR4 has aluminum pistons. Take a second before rippin into him. <br /><br />He said that the GSX has the iron ones. (which may not be true but he didn't say that the VR4 did) <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000026||agrabau||09-03-2003||08:38 AM||||NT NT NT. Non turbo. wow, you guys are harsh on the poor guy.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000027||91GVR4||09-03-2003||08:40 AM||||Perhaps this tard was talking about late model jdm vr4's with twin turbos, ecs, ayc, power seats, auto tranys, ect ect. Of course he must have been doing all this work in the UK or Japan while on a student visa to the school for the gifted.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Let's just hope no one listens to him and Darwin's law takes care of the rest.||12.64.49.211||reg||13||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000028||blacksheep||09-03-2003||08:49 AM||||Alex - you were too nice to him. <br /><br />I hate morons like him who cannot admit they are wrong when you try to tell him nicely.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />I gave him another tongue lashing. I wont waste my time with him anymore.||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000029||agrabau||09-03-2003||09:10 AM||||I'm usuallly not nice at all but someone mis-read his post about the pistons and then everyone went off the hizzle. He said that the NT has iron pistons and I think someone interpreted NT as meaning GVR4 thus starting the argument. <br /><br />Don't get me wrong I love a good heated internet agrument. <br /><br />comon.. someone call me an asshol-!! I dare ya!!! <br /><br />KC- I have a sweet motorcycle pic I should send you from NHIS this weekend. <br /><br />WERD.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000030||gvr4ever||09-03-2003||09:39 AM||||Why are you guys wasting time with this guy?  Let him belive the moon is made of cheese.  Who cares.<br /><br />BTW, my car comes with power seats, electronic suspention, and it has a active euro spoiler.<br /><br />Also, if floats on water.  I had a complete conversion done just like the Starion had in the movie Cannon Ball Run II.  Jacki Chan is my driver too.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000031||chucklesas||09-03-2003||10:58 AM||||Quote RockinWRX:  <i>Oh sorry , I guess since I've worked on them personally , I'm clueless. There's prolly a reason I'm not a member of the wannabe GalantVr4.org club. I suspect its because they are a bunch of idiots. I could care less what they think. </i>  <br />Somebody reply to this and tell him that he's probably not a member because he does not have a VR4 (even though there are others on this board that do not) and that we must be clueless because  <i>NONE</i> of us work on the Galant VR4s that are sitting in our driveways.<br />The things he says are SO contradiciting.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000032||1quickvr4||09-03-2003||11:56 AM||||Hes gonna piss me off, And thats not good. I just dont care about hurting someone to the point they go cry in a corner....||64.63.216.167||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000033||PRE-EVO||09-03-2003||12:56 PM||||I hope he's not on my other forum:<br /><br /><a href="http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=415714" target="_blank">http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=415714</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000034||ken inn||09-03-2003||02:28 PM||||here's an idea.  how about we all pool some money and bet this sucker he cant produce a usa vr4 with power seats, ecs, or auto trans.  we could give him odds.  also, a vr4 with a gs-x trans STOCK, or, ANY 4g63 motor, turbo or not, with cast iron pistons.  i'll put op 500.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000035||slvrblt||09-03-2003||04:14 PM||||What an idiot.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000036||ayvr4||09-03-2003||04:34 PM||||WHAT AN ASS!<br />someone needs to take him out back.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||13||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000037||gvr4ever||09-03-2003||04:43 PM||||Maybe this guy is talking about the 3000 GT VR4.<br /><br />I'm not going to join that forum, but maybe you should tell him we are talking about the GALANT vr4.<br /><br />Most people don't know about them.  He might only be reading vr4 and his blind spot is missing the galant part.<br /><br />The 3K has everything he is talking about, but I'm not sure about the auto.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000038||hibrn8||09-03-2003||04:43 PM||||This cockbite is really pissing me off with his ignorant comments. <br /><br />This guy lives in Denver? <br /><br />Jon and Chris, go beat his ass!!! If not wait till I get up there and well give him a little taste of the GalantVR4 militia.||65.227.204.214||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000039||GVR-4||09-03-2003||04:54 PM||||I think it's funny how you guys let such a wanker get to you.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000040||229of1000||09-03-2003||05:44 PM||||I've never heard nice ol' KC talking so much shit.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000041||blacksheep||09-03-2003||08:05 PM||||LOL - I am not easily pissed off, Pauly. <br /><br />But I woke up this morning to see his dumbass post and it just pissed me off. I am so tired of that little turd....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000042||mikeyoung00||09-03-2003||08:07 PM||||I just couldn't resist one more reply to that Suebee driving idiot. (I'm a flame nut, I admit it.)<br /><br />So I posted the following:<br /><br />_____________________________________________<br /><br /><b>See, the thing is I was ready to assume you were wrong about the pistons because you were so obviously wrong about so many other things. I may have been the one in error on the iron slugs. There�I have admitted that I sometimes make a mistake. Are you man enough to do the same?<br /><br />As to the automatic GVR4s you worked on, I suggest the following possibilities in order by increasing likelihood:<br />a) They were overseas models imported by their owners<br />b) They were rebadged and converted GSXs (Oh�I forgot�they didn�t offer any automatic GSXs)<br />c) You dreamed it<br />d) You made that factoid up in an effort to give yourself some credibility or<br />e) Your crack-impaired memory has failed you yet again<br /><br />The thing that got us all riled up is these facts you threw around based mostly on a manual that is confusing, applies to at least two countries and a half dozen models, and is probably about five grade levels above your reading comprehension level.<br /><br />And for someone who could care less what we think you sure do get riled up!<br /><br />Let me close with a poem:<br /><br />With regard to Galants and to our VR-fours<br />You might want to defer to those in the know.<br />Our experience and knowledge just blow off your doors<br />And your pitiful retort attempts simply blow.<br /><br />The slush boxes you worked on and claim to have fixed,<br />Show you lacking in knowledge as well as in class<br />The electrical seats that you know DO exist,<br />Let me know that you can't tell your head from your ass.<br /><br />So when we get this feeling way deep in our gut<br />That you might be an ignorant fool and a lout<br />It might just be better to keep your mouth shut<br />Than to post your opinions and remove any doubt.<br /><br />Your posts have revealed it. You're really a veg.<br />And you shouldn't have thrown all those mad flames my way.<br />'Cause if they put your poor brain on a razor blade's edge<br />It would look like a b-b on an eight lane highway.  </b>||24.117.166.181||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000043||Ash||09-03-2003||09:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Maybe this guy is talking about the 3000 GT VR4.<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If that's the case, why is he comparing it to a Galant GSX??    <br /><br />Bimmishi, it isn't the pistons dude, its the rest of his rant.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000044||gvr4ever||09-03-2003||10:07 PM||||I don't know why he would compare it to a GSX.  I just can't belive anyone would be so wrong and then continue to think they were right about everything.<br /><br />He is more disribing the 3k GT VR4 then the GVR4.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000045||hibrn8||09-03-2003||10:52 PM||||Damn TOF wrote that whole poem. Now soemone is taking some time into ripping this guy a new asshole. LOL.||67.200.73.124||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000046||Ash||09-04-2003||12:03 AM||||hrm, either the page is down or they may have blocked my ip   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000047||PRE-EVO||09-04-2003||12:22 AM||||It's back up thier site just sucks.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000048||PRE-EVO||09-04-2003||12:24 AM||||It's back up thier site just sucks.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000049||Ash||09-04-2003||01:44 AM||||Bah, I give up - I just like flaming arrogant arseholes who can't admit when they are wrong.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000050||turbowop||09-04-2003||01:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Bah, I give up - I just like flaming arrogant arseholes who can't admit when they are wrong. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah.....I figured he wouldn't give in...I just like calling people fucksticks when the deserve it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000051||theymightbegalants||09-04-2003||02:59 AM||||Holy hell that guy is stupid and stubborn, a dangerous combination.<br /><br />As the Native Americans (sorry, can't remember which tribe) used to say, "he is meat to be wasted."<br /><br />I for one can't think of a greater insult, that his corpse is unfit to even feed the worms.||69.59.219.249||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000052||turbowop||09-04-2003||03:33 AM||||Alright...I IM'd the guy again for shits and giggles. I'm having a good time for some reason with this dipshit. He's great for taking frustrations out on. I start out by asking about his claims of 1.5 60's in his stock WRX wagon. Here's the conversation:<br /><br />turbowop5: hahahahahaha.....you're still at it....1.5's roflmao<br />turbowop5: you should do stand up<br />Racerdad4: yup 1.5's  <br />turbowop5: uh huh<br />turbowop5: sure<br />turbowop5: riiiigghhhtt<br />Racerdad4: is that so hard to beleive with a 3200 pd AWD?  <br />turbowop5: in a stock wrx wagon<br />Racerdad4: almsot stock  <br />Racerdad4: 265 Hp on a MBC  <br />turbowop5: yeah...let me think of the word.....impossible<br />turbowop5: i dont think so<br />turbowop5: my roomate has a modded wrx fucktard<br />turbowop5: he has yet to pull better than a 1.9<br />Racerdad4: yeah well he obviously can't drive if he can't do 1.5's  <br />turbowop5: neither can the rest of teh world then apparently<br />Racerdad4: I squeeze the clutch out at 500 rpm  <br />Racerdad4: 5000 sorry  <br />turbowop5: someone should squeeze your life out because your worthless<br />turbowop5: you are soooo dumb<br />turbowop5: i dont even get it<br />Racerdad4: have yet to more than a 1.8 actually  <br />turbowop5: how a person can know how to type but be as stupid as you<br />Racerdad4: mtay whatever  <br />turbowop5: mtay?<br />turbowop5: are you ghey<br />Racerdad4: lmao  <br />turbowop5: you like south park<br />turbowop5: ?<br />Racerdad4: Southpark?  <br />Racerdad4: not rwally  <br />Racerdad4: really  <br />turbowop5: so you realize you're an idiot right?<br />turbowop5: are we in agreement here?<br />Racerdad4: well in a band of idiots you would be the leader  <br />Racerdad4: I don't claim to be in that band  <br />turbowop5: somewhere there is a village missing their idiot and that would be you<br />Racerdad4: so go take that 12.8 second POS and go bug somebody else who gives a fuck  <br />turbowop5: quit spouting incorrect info<br />turbowop5: to people that want to know facts<br />Racerdad4: I tell facts , you tell fiction  <br />turbowop5: those people do give a fuck and your giving them bs<br />Racerdad4: sounds like jealousy to me  <br />turbowop5: of what.?....your small ass penis?<br />turbowop5: i dont think so<br />Racerdad4: because a GGSX can be made to be faster than your POS GVR4  <br />turbowop5: bring it<br />Racerdad4: you'll be reading about me  <br />turbowop5: put up or shut up<br />Racerdad4: next summer when its done being built  <br />turbowop5: we'll see<br />turbowop5: mtay<br />Racerdad4: yep wel will  <br />turbowop5: so is super street gonna sponsor you?<br />Racerdad4: I don't need sponsors  <br />turbowop5: you gonna add a park bench to your trunk lie<br />turbowop5: lid<br />Racerdad4: only loseers without jobs need sponsors  <br />Racerdad4: nope no body mods at all  <br />Racerdad4: cuz I'm not a ricer like you  <br />Racerdad4: Ive seen your rims  <br />turbowop5: whats rice on my car<br />turbowop5: lighter than stock centerline rpm's?<br />turbowop5: performance<br />Racerdad4: and those cute little side stripes  <br />turbowop5: those are stock chrome strips dumb ass<br />Racerdad4: well if you want real performance rims get Rays  <br />Racerdad4: like Shepherd  <br />turbowop5: my wheels are lighter than rays<br />Racerdad4: and quit bein a ricer  <br />Racerdad4: are not  <br />Racerdad4: you kill me , you are so stupid  <br />turbowop5: have you seen the weight differences in 18's wheels<br />turbowop5: centerlines are lighter fucktard<br />Racerdad4: yeah friends mine has some Rays  <br />Racerdad4: you pick them up with 2 fingers  <br />turbowop5: only by a pound but lighter nonetheless<br />Racerdad4: Okay so whay dopes Shepherd choose rays  <br />turbowop5: is that a scientific measurement of weight? picking them up by two fingers?<br />Racerdad4: Shepherd runs Rays , that good enuff for me  <br />turbowop5: ralli art runs four lug hubs....good enough for me<br />Racerdad4: to each their own  <br />Racerdad4: ralliart?  <br />Racerdad4: since when  <br />turbowop5: early nineties when rallying the gvr4<br />Racerdad4: the new Evo is not 4-lug dipshit  <br />turbowop5: the evo isn't no<br />turbowop5: but the gvr4 was<br />Racerdad4: was is correct  <br />Racerdad4: nobody but honda uses 4 lug , at least not any REAL peformance car  <br />Racerdad4: no real peformance car would be caught dead with 4 -lug hubs  <br />turbowop5: my wheels havent fallen off<br />Racerdad4: wel you can't drive fast anyway  <br />turbowop5: neither have the 10 second galants with four lug hubs<br />Racerdad4: not my problem  <br />Racerdad4: I don't care okay ?  <br />Racerdad4: I do things my way  <br />Racerdad4: and we'll see who has the fastest car  <br />turbowop5: well...it seems sooo important to you that five lugs are stronger than four<br />Racerdad4: its generally accepted that they are yes  <br />turbowop5: i have a feeling we all wont be hearing much of you anytime in the future<br />turbowop5: especially about fast cars<br />Racerdad4: lmao  <br />Racerdad4: if you say so  <br />turbowop5: i'm not the only one saying so tard<br />turbowop5: are you 15 years old?<br />Racerdad4: wel I don't care what anybody else says  <br />turbowop5: really?<br />Racerdad4: nope I'm 32  <br />turbowop5: wow....i cant believe you made it this far<br />Racerdad4: and got a lot more money and experience than you  <br />turbowop5: still living with your parents i presume?<br />Racerdad4: riiight  <br />Racerdad4: think not  <br />Racerdad4: own my own house  <br />turbowop5: you havent the slightest how much money or experience i have<br />Racerdad4: and 3 cars  <br />Racerdad4: well I can tell by reading that you don't have either  <br />turbowop5: hell...i'm surprised you can read<br />turbowop5: i cant wait to see your car in the magazines<br />Racerdad4: yeah well at least my name end in "wop"  <br />Racerdad4: redneck  <br />turbowop5: what?<br />turbowop5: WTF does that mean<br />Racerdad4: lmao  <br />turbowop5: redneck?<br />Racerdad4: must everything be explained to you?  <br />turbowop5: wop has nothing to do with redneck you ignorant fuck<br />Racerdad4: dude I don't even know why we are wasting time here  <br />turbowop5: i'm italian.....wop was slang for italians back when they were imigrating<br />Racerdad4: oh spic  <br />turbowop5: it was my nickname in high scool<br />Racerdad4: I gotcha  <br />turbowop5: back in the day<br />Racerdad4: yeah if you ever got that far  <br />turbowop5: wow....now your racist<br />Racerdad4: doubtful  <br />turbowop5: ?<br />Racerdad4: me nah  <br />Racerdad4: I hang with everybody  <br />turbowop5: but nobody hangs with you i bet<br />Racerdad4: I just don't like stupididty  <br />turbowop5: the internet is your only friend i'm guessing<br />Racerdad4: Sorry , I don't need a crowd to justify my existence  <br />turbowop5: because you can hide behind your computer screen<br />Racerdad4: but I gues you do   <br />Racerdad4: :loser:  <br />Racerdad4: thats ok  <br />Racerdad4:  now get off my computer  <br />turbowop5: suck my balls<br />turbowop5: :-D||68.119.13.32||reg||14||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000053||Telecaster||09-04-2003||05:05 AM||||LOL  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Turbowop.  See what u did, you scared him away.  <br /><br />OT: Ralliart still uses 4 bolt lugs on some of their rally Evo's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||216.175.86.77||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000054||atsiauto||09-04-2003||07:10 AM||||Yeah ive seen the type before has to be right all the time and if not worse have the last word on every discussion ..||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000055||DeanCouchey||09-04-2003||09:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Racerdad4: oh spic   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL first he thinks your a redneck and then hispanic, lol he is really retarted, he probably is 16-17 lives with his parents and has a 87 Chevy caprice wagon!||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000056||howard_GVR4||09-04-2003||09:51 AM||||When you wrestle with a pig, you both get dirty... and shit gets  <b>everywhere.</b>||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000057||turbowop||09-04-2003||10:15 AM||||I like the part about my cute little side stripes the best. I guess there wasn't anything in the factory manuals about those.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000058||Sam Sayes||09-04-2003||11:01 AM||||I try not to let things like that bother me but this guy is pushing it to far, he is clueless about what he is saying, the best part is that he worked on 2 GVR-4s that are autos,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br />ha go figure,<br /><br />what a frog.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000059||curtis||09-04-2003||11:55 AM||||If any of you guys live close to this asshole just sit in front of his place of employment and wait for him to leave.  Then smoke his suburu ass in front of his friends. With your 5 speed  power seated vr4.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.135.142.211||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000060||Hertz||09-04-2003||12:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> OT: Ralliart still uses 4 bolt lugs on some of their rally Evo's   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ford Focus, too.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000061||PRE-EVO||09-04-2003||03:31 PM||||HAHAHAHAHA he got own3d on the VR-4 thread for his 1/4mi times: <a href="http://www.wrxyz.com/forums/showthread.php?postid=20173#post20173" target="_blank">http://www.wrxyz.com/forums/showthread.php?postid=20173#post20173</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000062||jonvr4||09-04-2003||04:34 PM||||i wish i could race this guy, and give him a new hole either to shit from, or a for blu civic to play with. by the way, just click on the face with talking marks underneath his name to give him a bad rep. i just did!||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000063||GRV4726||09-04-2003||06:32 PM||||turbowop5: how a person can know how to type but be as stupid as you<br /><br />oh my god i fell off my seat laughing at that statement. and the part about the village idiot. haha <br /><br />turbowop5: somewhere there is a village missing their idiot and that would be you<br /><br />sorry but that was funny as hell. maybe i don't get out much or something  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000064||turbowop||09-04-2003||06:36 PM||||My favorite part was about wheel weights:<br /><br />Racerdad4: yeah friends mine has some Rays <br />Racerdad4: you pick them up with 2 fingers<br /><br />turbowop5: is that a scientific measurement of weight? picking them up by two fingers?<br /><br />roflmao!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000065||atsiauto||09-04-2003||07:02 PM||||Thanks Mark for some of the most entertaining stuff ive read all dern  day . (ya rednecK!)||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000066||SLedge||09-04-2003||07:25 PM||||He should give the guys on scoobymile.com some lessons.  Their top dog runs a 9.98@141 w/ a 60' time of 1.58.  <br /><br />Just imagine how much quicker he'd be if he hit the 60' mark at 1.5 flat like our new friend.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000067||Ian M||09-04-2003||08:10 PM||||No REAL performance car uses 4-lugs? Damn,those Mustang guys running 8s and quicker on 4-lugs need to get a clue... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.197||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000068||GVR$in||09-04-2003||08:11 PM||||Hey Sledge.. How long have you had your VR4? Know anyone else in the Reno/Sparks area with one? I lived in South Lake Tahoe for the last 10 years and only knew of one other one up there.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000069||hibrn8||09-04-2003||08:12 PM||||lmao......good job Mark you damn redneck dago lol.<br />now i have this buttfucks IM so its time to play.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.217.234||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000070||1312VR4||09-04-2003||08:16 PM||||LOL..holy hell. I'm so glad I read that thread. I dint think it'd be this popular. This is some funny shit...<br /><br />Oh, & BTW. NO ONE makes cast iron pistons.( I havent seen anyone, disput the fact that there were no, just that they didnt come in the VR4, or whatever) Just think about it. 5-6lbs of iron each@ 7K RPM= not good.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000071||SLedge||09-04-2003||08:21 PM||||GVR4in,<br /><br />I've only had my new toy about 3 weeks.  I bought it from a guy in Incline village -- president of the local Pantera club.  I know there's at least one more GVR4 around here; I looked at a pretty sorry-looking one for sale in Sparks about a month ago.  That's one I'm glad got away!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000072||theymightbegalants||09-04-2003||09:16 PM||||That guy is so ignorant.  Many performance cars use fewer lugs than their standard counterparts, due to the use of stronger rims and the fact that that's four lugs and nuts that you're not accelerating.  (that's Honda's reasoning anyway... all their performance cars get 4 instead of 5 lugs [excepting the nsx or turdy acuras that don't count anyways] for WEIGHT SAVINGS.  talk about anal)||69.59.219.142||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000073||PRE-EVO||09-04-2003||09:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> He should give the guys on scoobymile.com some lessons.  Their top dog runs a 9.98@141 w/ a 60' time of 1.58.  <br /><br />Just imagine how much quicker he'd be if he hit the 60' mark at 1.5 flat like our new friend.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's my employer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000074||Ash||09-04-2003||11:35 PM||||The thread got locked & a mod got up him, lol.  Maybe I shouldn't have hit that "report to moderator" button so fast, lol.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000075||turbowop||09-04-2003||11:40 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  And so it comes to be.....the fun must end......||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000076||curtis||09-05-2003||12:04 AM||||If someone got his email address please post it.  BECAUSE THE FUN CAN START ALL OVER   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />maybe he can start his own forum and call it "talk shit racing.org"||65.144.153.164||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000077||slvrblt||09-05-2003||02:54 AM||||Ohh man. The post by the moderator was bad. I cant beleive he got owned by the mod staff too. Thats great.<br /><br /><br />I would bet his email could be rockinwrx@yahoo.com because he has a yahoo messenger account too.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000078||slvrblt||09-05-2003||03:14 AM||||Now hes talking smack...not totally unexpected.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/showthread.php?p=1194690#post1194690" target="_blank">http://www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/showthread.php?p=1194690#post1194690</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000079||blacksheep||09-05-2003||08:40 AM||||its a bird! its a plane! no its SUPERGVR4MAN ! <br /><br />-Mild mannered TURBOWOP by day and crime-fighter by night, he watches over the internet whereever ignorance prevails and misinformation about gvr4 is being passed.  He punishes these wrongdoers with swift blows and witty comebacks. <br /><br />Read the automotiveforums threads to see supergvr4man battle his arch nemesis RockinWRX aka fuckstick as RockinWRX tries to poison the internet with his ignorance and talk evil about the gvr4..<br /><br />Go get him supergvr4man, you're my hero! <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000080||92GVR4#333||09-05-2003||09:42 AM||||damn now I know who to never piss off--  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000081||turbowop||09-05-2003||11:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> its a bird! its a plane! no its SUPERGVR4MAN ! <br /><br />-Mild mannered TURBOWOP by day and crime-fighter by night, he watches over the internet whereever ignorance prevails and misinformation about gvr4 is being passed.  He punishes these wrongdoers with swift blows and witty comebacks. <br /><br />Read the automotiveforums threads to see supergvr4man battle his arch nemesis RockinWRX aka fuckstick as RockinWRX tries to poison the internet with his ignorance and talk evil about the gvr4..<br /><br />Go get him supergvr4man, you're my hero! <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">roflmao!!  I don't know what it is, but this guy just gets under my skin. I feel the need to humiliate people when they are that stupid.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000082||curtis||09-05-2003||11:43 AM||||turbo in the front.....the bones and lost souls of the idiots that crossed you in the back<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.135.142.58||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000083||blacksheep||09-05-2003||12:38 PM||||Mark - I feel the same way...I enlist to be your assistant like Kato except I am brown. <br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000084||mixx2001||09-05-2003||02:49 PM||||He's got a mod in his ass now.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000085||229of1000||09-05-2003||05:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> turbo in the front.....the bones and lost souls of the idiots that crossed you in the back<br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000086||joec||09-05-2003||08:50 PM||||D*mn, and I so wanted to hear what RockinWRX had to say about the X68 color code -- Nile, Obsidian, or maybe that it doesn't exist at all   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000087||silly4turbo||09-05-2003||09:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I think it's funny how you guys let such a wanker get to you.<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">my thought as well, sure the guys an ass, but he could just be some dick on a computer fucking with people just for kicks||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000088||Team Ducktape||09-05-2003||09:48 PM||||And why do we need to keep posting our site in the threads? Do we really need that kind of heat? Do we want these people coming to this site to troll?  I thought this site is good with just the people who actually own a vr-4, no need for trolling like some of us are doing? Myself included, but I make no reference to this site or the good people on it. This thread and these assholes could have been stopped right away with a little information/tech sites, and a little less shit talk. Yes these pissing matches are fun, but in the end you still get piss on ya.......||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000089||drew||09-05-2003||10:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> D*mn, and I so wanted to hear what RockinWRX had to say about the X68 color code -- Nile, Obsidian, or maybe that it doesn't exist at all    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All Galants came clear from the factory. Nile, Obsidian, any color is aftermarket. Get that straight!||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000090||turbowop||09-05-2003||10:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> D*mn, and I so wanted to hear what RockinWRX had to say about the X68 color code -- Nile, Obsidian, or maybe that it doesn't exist at all     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All Galants came clear from the factory. Nile, Obsidian, any color is aftermarket. Get that straight! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO.......Delorean style.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000091||turbowop||09-05-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong>Yes these pissing matches are fun, but in the end you still get piss on ya....... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">*Mark checks himself over and does a quick brush off* <br /><br />Nope...no piss on me, but I still had fun.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000092||drew||09-05-2003||10:10 PM||||RockinWRX said<br /><br />...So far the only tools I've met on this site has been the GVR4 crew. Guess I'm not hangin with you rejects anytime soon. I wouldn't soil my image by doing so. So when I'm running 10's , I won't be claiming membership in your sorry little .org. Funny how Ive never seen it mentioned in the DSM.org clubs , of which I am a member. All the GVR4 guys here are members of the local DSM club. So I guess your little .org is not a recognized body. Which makes you all...<br /><br />Anyone here part of CO.DSM.ORG? This guy really pisses me off.... Would someone go make this guy look foolish in person and videotape it so that we can spread it all around the internet a la starwars kid?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000093||drew||09-05-2003||10:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> D*mn, and I so wanted to hear what RockinWRX had to say about the X68 color code -- Nile, Obsidian, or maybe that it doesn't exist at all      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All Galants came clear from the factory. Nile, Obsidian, any color is aftermarket. Get that straight! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO.......Delorean style.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nah man, Deloreans were like metallic. I'm talking' clear, almost invisible ... haven't you seen those pictures of the Galant where you can see the engine and the interior? Those are half-painted Galants. :-D||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000094||Team Ducktape||09-05-2003||10:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong>Yes these pissing matches are fun, but in the end you still get piss on ya....... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">*Mark checks himself over and does a quick brush off* <br /><br />Nope...no piss on me, but I still had fun.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"had" fun??? Trust me it isn't over yet. My friend this asshole will have his hands full for some time to come..........||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000095||dlpinckney||09-05-2003||11:28 PM||||<a href="http://www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/showthread.php?t=131659&page=2&pp=15" target="_blank">http://www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/showthread.php?t=131659&page=2&pp=15</a><br /><br />Man, that dude likes getting owned.  Not only by all of you, but repeatedly by that mod too..!!  Jeez.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.179.168.35||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000096||BluFalcon||09-06-2003||06:31 AM||||I just did a search for all posts by RockinWRX, and he's a veritable comedy goldmine.  He really seems to have it in for Buschur for some reason though.    Anyway here's the link, If it still works.  And bask in the glory that is: RockinWRX.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/search.php?searchid=17542" target="_blank">http://www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/search.php?searchid=17542</a>||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000097||Hertz||09-06-2003||05:28 PM||||Hmm, yeah, this one's good:<br /><a href="http://www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/t115409.html" target="_blank">http://www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/t115409.html</a>||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000098||henrok||09-06-2003||09:10 PM||||hey guys, i dont mean to be a pain, but i was looking at my dsm back up cd in the section for 4ws and i did see something listing ecs on our cars. it couldve been a sensor or something but im just too tired rite now to go looking.  instead of arguing with the guy, why not just research it or for those with contact with these cars take it apart and check . shit there is only one way to find out rite.  just check the damn cars.  theres more to gain than lose right.   i also find it funny how guys get pissed over nothing.... lmaoo||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000099||turbowop||09-06-2003||09:24 PM||||Those with contact with these cars? I think that would be damn near all of us. And yeah...I've had my suspension apart and not one single part of it was electronic.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000100||Minjin||09-06-2003||09:30 PM||||There is no research that needs to be done. That guy is wrong in every aspect.<br /><br />I certainly find it humorous that he's considered a DSM Guru on that message board...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/002954.cgi
A||||6||blacksheep||Nice video  - must watch !||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||09-02-2003||07:04 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||This was posted on the gvr4 board, bit figured I'd post it up here as well...<br /><br /><a href="http://auto.joins.com/upboard/pds/pdst/BestMotoring_350Z_tsukubaBattle.asf" target="_blank">http://auto.joins.com/upboard/pds/pdst/BestMotoring_350Z_tsukubaBattle.asf</a>||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-02-2003||08:45 PM||||Hahaha.. "Look at pops...He's wobbling"<br /><br />Wow.. I really likes the ae86 vs. the R34 at the end. The AE86 fucked him up! That thing is quick!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||09-02-2003||09:16 PM||||One day I will have a badass hachiroku and a badass 240sx swap.  Just everybody wait!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||09-02-2003||09:17 PM||||The Drift King in an M3? WTF?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||09-02-2003||09:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> One day I will have a badass hachiroku and a badass 240sx swap.  Just everybody wait!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Who doesn't want one? I would love it!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||09-02-2003||09:28 PM||||Could sure do without that crappy English commentary too...<br />Sweet at the end though...<br />"Hachiroku... chotto matte... chotto matte!"||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||09-03-2003||06:50 PM||||I love when it is in Japanese and it says blah blah blha Hooonnnnnnnndda! blha blah blah Nissan Skyyyyline!||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002955.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||Bandimere on wednesday||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-02-2003||08:18 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||anyone from colorado going?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||09-02-2003||08:24 PM||||not i said chris...haven't had time to do anything<br /><br />But i have 6 gals of 110 for Erik A so I think he's planning on going||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Kibo||09-02-2003||08:43 PM||||Well, after I pick up the gas from Chris tonight (thanks a ton, BTW!) I'm going to see if the part I machined for my wastegate fixes my problem.  When I bought this setup, it was missing both the wastegate spring and the preload adjustment plate.  I have a 7psi WG spring--which should work well once I switch to a dual-port EBC solenoid, but it's far too weak for my MBC--I wasn't able to boost past ~10.5psi on Monday, even with my MBC cranked down.  The new piece I machined gives me some preload and adjustability to keep the WG from being blown open (at least, that's my theory).<br /><br />So, it depends on how tuning goes tonight.  If it goes well and things are looking good, I'm planning to be there tomorrow.<br /><br />Wish me luck!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum3/002956.cgi
A||||5||number3||Sounds like King Missile...||||14||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||09-02-2003||10:26 PM||||and I love it!<br /><br />Get a copy today.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.littlegrizzly.org/" target="_blank">http://www.littlegrizzly.org/</a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||14||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||number3||09-03-2003||10:44 PM||||Ok. I know I'm old but damn...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-03-2003||11:31 PM||||I just didn't want to be the first person to say "Detachable Penis"||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||number3||09-09-2003||06:45 PM||||BTW, Howard is in the band.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||09-09-2003||09:12 PM||||Wow, thanks for the compliment, Harry, I always felt a little timid about mentioning it here, since I wasn't sure if anyone would like it.  <br /><br />Just so you know, that album is not really completely representative of the band's current sound, although we do have a new  <a href="http://www.littlegrizzly.org/order.html" target="_blank">EP</a>.<br /><br />Since Little Grizzly is done touring for the summer, I'm going on the road playing bass and mandolin with another band ( <a href="http://www.jound.com/okkervil/main.html" target="_blank">Okkervil River</a>) for all of November, covering both US coasts.  <br /><br />Of course, I'll be dying to seem some other GVR4's, so I'm gonna try and hang out any board members in passing towns.  If anyone wants to come out to a show, I'll be happy to put them on the guest list.  I hooked up with Gabor in St. Louis and had some fun, our bass player REALLY like his GVR4 and the electric exhaust cutout.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||09-09-2003||10:37 PM||||I said this before and will say it again. That band is kick ass.<br />I'll listen to anything from classical to techno, but never heard anything what Little Grizzly plays. Somebody needs to sign them up for a record deal.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.245.187||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/002957.cgi
A||||7||GVR$in||New AFC/Gauge Location pictures||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-02-2003||10:42 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I was bored tonight..<br /><br />Gauges in dual pod on dash<br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2011.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />TEL shifter w/ 90 boot, greddy shift knobber<br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2013.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />AFC on top of head unit w/ lil CF touch<br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2012.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />What passenger's do when Im b00stin: "OH SHIT!"<br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2014.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Some exterior pics..<br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2008.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2009.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2010.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-02-2003||10:44 PM||||<img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2005.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2006.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2007.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2001.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2002.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2003.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2004.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />What the fuck is that? A spaceship?<br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-9/330199/Sep2015.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||09-02-2003||10:52 PM||||Damnit Terren....I'm starting to dislike you fisheye lens.....it makes your car look all distorted. I wanna see it normal style..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-02-2003||10:54 PM||||Hahah there are a few without the lens.. and a few that are zoomed w/ the lens which pretty much cancels it out.. But anyway.. how does she look? Comments about the new interior?||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-03-2003||12:06 AM||||Yes I need props on all the parts TeArin "borrow's" from me.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||09-03-2003||05:30 PM||||You guys are haters...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||09-08-2003||02:41 PM||||Terren, is that the gauge pod from <a href="http://www.carbontrix.com?" target="_blank">www.carbontrix.com?</a>  I was considering getting one of those.  A-pillar gauges hurt the sleeper image IMHO.<br /><br />Did you try mounting them on top of the dash where the gauge cluster is, directly in front of you?  Were they too high?  I'm worried it would hurt visibility but if they worked there it would be awesome.  Are the gauges easy to read where you put them?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||09-08-2003||04:02 PM||||It's actually a universal Guage pod from SPW.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/002958.cgi
A||||4||ayvr4||EndTanks||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||09-03-2003||01:32 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Where do you guys get your endtanks modified?<br />This looks so slick  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  , i want to do this when i finally get a starion ic...<br /><br /> <a href="http://ebay0.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_fdabc0f694e588722830ebd56c5a266e/i-1.JPG" target="_blank">http://ebay0.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_fdabc0f694e588722830ebd56c5a266e/i-1.JPG</a> <br /><br />also, this ic has 2.5 inlet and 2.25 outlet, is this a good way to do it, or would you go with one size for in & out?<br /><br />Thanks!<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-03-2003||02:21 PM||||Slick? That looks like a normal endtank setup on a fmic.<br /><br />Im getting my end tanks modified at a machine shop today.<br /><br />The piping depends on whatever size you want to run. If you're going to stick with the same size lower and upper.. get the same endtank sizes. Its personal preference.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||09-03-2003||02:29 PM||||the only endtank mods for fmic on this site i really saw were like this:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=133&width=400" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=133&width=400</a><br />but anyway, how much $$$ are you looking at for the shop to modify it?<br />Thanks for the input.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-03-2003||04:48 PM||||I know the guys at this shop, as well as my neighbor and we get <b>awesome</b> deals on everything. I got a brand new head w/ titanium guides, SS valves and a 3 angle job for like $350. Its great knowing people in the industry.<br /><br />I'd be planning on spending less than $100 if I didn't get hook ups.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||09-04-2003||03:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> also, this ic has 2.5 inlet and 2.25 outlet, is this a good way to do it, or would you go with one size for in & out?<br /><br />Thanks!<br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya got it backwards there bucko... 2.25" inlet and 2.5" outlet on that thar FMIC.  Look at the mounting brackets... facing the wrong way.  People either do same size, or have the outlet be 0.25" or 0.5" bigger.  Has something to do with the pressure drop of the core, but I don't really know...||69.59.219.249||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/002959.cgi
A||||1||DeanCouchey||Give me a free carfax and get a car for 400 bucks!||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-03-2003||05:18 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||OK I wanna run the carfax on the spyder for my girl, I need this by tonight or tommorow, if you do this you can have a perfectly good donor 4G64 for 400 bucks with a free car to go along! Help me out.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||09-03-2003||06:11 PM||||sewnd the vin to this guy he will get it back to you in 24hours,   tc61380@yahoo.com||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/002960.cgi
A||||6||GVR$in||This guy is CRAZY fast..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-03-2003||05:27 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||How can one have soo much time on their hands?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.chguide.net:8088/1000-movie/art_orak.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.chguide.net:8088/1000-movie/art_orak.wmv</a><br /><br />It is pretty impressive   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-03-2003||06:00 PM||||Freakin nice...<br />talk about obsessed.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||09-03-2003||07:01 PM||||That game would be such a spectacular failure in the US.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Now if that guy had only spent all that time actually learning the pieces on piano...<br /><br />You like people kicking ass at nerdy things?  Check  <a href="http://www.ws.binghamton.edu/fridrich/Video_clips/Closeup1433.avi" target="_blank">this</a> out.  Her webpage is  <a href="http://www.ws.binghamton.edu/fridrich/video.html" target="_blank">here</a> .  That is so kickass.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-03-2003||08:22 PM||||Also there is a INSAIN video of a mega nerd playing super mario bros.  This guy must have been in a cave for a year only playing this game.  It looks like he is cheating, but he just times everything right so he isn't even touching the ground half the time.  Also, you really can jump over the flag.  I didn't belive it untill I saw this.  I thought it was a stupid rumor.<br /><br />Tetris finals in Japan.  Level?!?!?!   <a href="http://m0rten.mine.nu/morten/fun/video/tetris_japan_finals.mpg" target="_blank">http://m0rten.mine.nu/morten/fun/video/tetris_japan_finals.mpg</a>   (slow ass link, but worth the wait)||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||number3||09-03-2003||08:36 PM||||That reminds me of the dance step video game here in the US.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-03-2003||11:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> <br /> Her webpage is  <a href="http://www.ws.binghamton.edu/fridrich/video.html" target="_blank">here</a> .  That is so kickass. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All RIGHT!  "<i>Video page with finger tricks</i>"!!  I think this was on the Spice channel last night.  She's into kinky permutations and can do like 10 moves a second.  Rowr!<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> That reminds me of the dance step video game here in the US. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dance Dance Revolution?  Surprise, that's Japanese.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   We only make games like Grand Theft Auto and Madden 2003.<br /><br />I was thinking Whack-a-mole.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||h45454||09-05-2003||11:30 PM||||I play DDR.  I have been hooked for over 2 years now.  It owns me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.53.80.136||reg||10||h45454||00001840||yes



ubb/Forum3/002961.cgi
A||||8||atsiauto||Go Kart w an 1100 Gixxer eng. Totally Insane .!||||6||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||09-03-2003||05:48 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||enjoy     <a href="http://foto.renn.tv/web/video/gixxerkart_video.wmv" target="_blank">http://foto.renn.tv/web/video/gixxerkart_video.wmv</a><br />cut and paste the link if it doesent play /||68.57.96.24||reg||6||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-03-2003||05:49 PM||||I saw that a while back, SO badass!!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||09-03-2003||09:34 PM||||Personally, I would've gone for a 1300 hayabusa go kart with a turbo and some nitrous.... superkarts, the ones that use 250 GP V-twins run 9s in the 1/4...... so i wonder what a bigger motor with a turbo on a gokart could do....||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-03-2003||10:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> so i wonder what a bigger motor with a turbo on a gokart could do.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Kill you?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||number3||09-03-2003||10:43 PM||||Very nice. Much cheaper than my current hobbies, too.  All though I would consider different clothing...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Thanks for sharing.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||09-03-2003||10:44 PM||||Harry's V8 Miata is like a version of that kart on crack, if you think about it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||09-04-2003||11:46 PM||||I especially liked the SRX-7 looking, turbo, open top roadster. It smoked everything it came across.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||09-06-2003||06:00 PM||||shit!  thats nuts. i'm kind of speechless because i don't even want to know how it feels to be driving that thing.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000008||hecdws||09-07-2003||01:42 PM||||damn now  i know what to do with the cbr 900rr drivetrain i have in my garage.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum3/002962.cgi
A||||15||agrabau||Click here to read childish complaining.||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-03-2003||06:40 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Sometimes life is rough and things don't work out too well. I just finished removing the accessories and swapping them to the free engine that my friend gave me. I tested the compression and bought new gaskets for it. Most of the parts were on when I went to install the engine mounts and came upon this: <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1276" alt=" - " /><br /><br />So that's great. Now I've wasted about 8 more hours setting up a motor with a broken block. Lucky I noticed this earlier. <br /><br />Here's what my driveway looks like right now. Someone call the EPA. <br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1275" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-03-2003||06:41 PM||||Also, lest I forget. Has anyone here carried an engine on their own? <br /><br />Well I just carried two down ten stairs one after another. Let the good times roll.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-03-2003||06:49 PM||||damn alex, strong boy you! I am sure that you could lift the engine and tranny at the same time too huh!||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||09-03-2003||07:59 PM||||man , thats terrible news. Keep at it I know it will be worth the efforts when you freak out those BM Dub owners. anybody have a motor ?? <br />Sounds like something that would happen to me .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||Ash||09-03-2003||09:08 PM||||I guess you know why it was free now, why didn't your friend know?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-03-2003||09:34 PM||||He never checked. The funny (if you can call event surrounding this horror show that) thing is that he held onto it for like 3 years thinking that it was usable. It was very gererous of him regardless. I probably wouldn't have checked if it were mine.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||09-03-2003||11:10 PM||||Looks to me like there is a perfectly good BMW engine you could use there.||67.163.58.94||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Forced Style||09-04-2003||12:36 AM||||I carried the engine for my galant up to my bedroom.. its sitting on my "workbench"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  and since that motor is 'broken' so badly... wanna give it to me??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.231.176.55||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000008||Dan D||09-04-2003||01:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Well I just carried two down ten stairs one after another. Let the good times roll.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Someone's been eating their Wheaties!||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||09-04-2003||03:15 AM||||Wow, I'm truly sorry Alex.  You seem to be plaqued with "annoyances" on your grand undertaking.  Some might say your project is cursed...<br /><br />But keep hope, and remember, difficulties are to be expected when one does what no one has done before.  You're a pioneer, and as such will be remembered in the annals of history.<br /><br />I'm sorry that I've never had anything helpful to say/do for you during this buildup of yours, but have been watching from the sidelines with great interest.  Keep up the awesome work!<br /><br />From your #1 fan.||69.59.219.249||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||09-04-2003||07:36 AM||||Thanks Jon  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Hertz- my girlfriend asked me last night if there were any more spare engines sitting around. I told her that I had this perfect BMW engine that I pulled from the car and she started beating on my arm. <br /><br />Jon- there's yet another long block coming my way on Friday. I think this one might be curse free. I really hope so. I almost broke down and went to the honda dealership. I was actually looking at the new Scion Toyota (sp?) It's like a JDM toaster van. If my motorcycle fits in I might find the money in a few months so I can have the go-to-work car and then one that I can beat on.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||Nate||09-04-2003||10:12 AM||||Sell the "freshened" engine to a 2G owner for a 6-bolt swap.  It won't make any difference to them that said mount isn't present anymore.  Now that I think about it, since you're using it in a RWD application, I'm not sure it should matter to you, either.  I'm pretty sure in RWD apps the motor mount brackets bolt further toward the front of the block on some of the other bosses that are cast into it.  <br /><br />Still, keep your chin up.  I've done this to blocks not noticing cracked engine mount bosses, so I fixed them the old fashioned way: JB Weld.  <br /><br />No way could I carry an engine down a flight of steps, though... my body won't let me carry a block very far anymore...||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||09-04-2003||10:23 AM||||Thanks Nate, I made mounts already that use the factory mouting points to the block so I guess, as much as I'd like to use this one I can't. JB Weld was considered but it'd probably break under the torsional force the way the motor's mounted. I thought about using the two other bolt holes that mount the water hoses cast into the block but they're only like M10 and probably not strong enough to mount the engine. <br /><br />So do you think I can combine the old block with new rings with the head off the red top motor, thus ensuring that all mystery problems are solved? I think that's the best option but i haven't seen the cylinder bores from the black top engine yet. I hope they aren't damaged.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||Nate||09-04-2003||03:03 PM||||I'd yank whatever block apart that still has the needed mounting bosses, check the crank and rod journals for scoring, and, if in good shape, re-ring and bearing the thing and put it back together with the cylinder head of your choosing.  You have to be patient while it gets some break-in mileage on it, but then the motor is fresh to start with, rather than fixing it later once any oil consumption/leaking problems drive you nuts.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000014||curtis||09-04-2003||11:40 PM||||my 2 cents<br />build a front and rear motor plate it will launch better and look really sweet.   road signs work great for a template then go and order a good piece of 1/4 inch 6061T6 and start cutting.  For the back plate use the stock spacer as a template and when you install the thicker motor plate just shim the shifter fork pivot ball.||65.144.153.164||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||TurboVR4dr||09-04-2003||11:57 PM||||You can weld cast.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes



ubb/Forum3/002963.cgi
A||||10||PRE-EVO||Whale gas photo.... WTF....||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-03-2003||07:12 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://dsc.discovery.com/news/briefs/20030825/whalegas.html" target="_blank">http://dsc.discovery.com/news/briefs/20030825/whalegas.html</a><br /><br />  <img src="http://dsc.discovery.com/news/briefs/20030825/gallery/whalegas_zoom.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Ummmmmm okay I got this from another forum but all I can say is WTF   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-03-2003||11:30 PM||||I get the same thing if I eat too much seafood, though my fecal plumes are smaller.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Kevinj110||09-04-2003||01:49 AM||||Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha I am done now||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000003||beavis||09-04-2003||01:08 PM||||the picture shows the ring whales make out of air bubbles to catch schools of fish.  the ring of air bubblles act like a net and the whales rush up from underneath the fish to feed.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-04-2003||01:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by beavis:<br /><strong> the picture shows the ring whales make out of air bubbles to catch schools of fish.  the ring of air bubblles act like a net and the whales rush up from underneath the fish to feed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you read the article?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||curtis||09-04-2003||11:43 PM||||glad I'm not a whale.  You know there has to be a whale that is a practical joker that shits and then farts to get his friends to eat it.||65.144.153.164||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||09-05-2003||01:15 AM||||Dude, pull my dorsal.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||09-05-2003||02:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Dude, pull my dorsal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Greatest Quote evAr!||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||09-05-2003||02:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Dude, pull my dorsal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Greatest Quote evAr! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rich knows how to pull dork.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||09-05-2003||04:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Dude, pull my dorsal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Greatest Quote evAr! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I knows how to pull pork. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm sure you do.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||92GVR4#333||09-05-2003||09:59 AM||||what about the first scientist to smell a whale fart?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum3/002964.cgi
A||||10||turboflanagan||rice with a reason||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||09-03-2003||08:16 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||If I didn't hate the rice factor so much I just might rice my car out after go fast modding it just to piss the M3,5, v8, Viper... guys off worse.  <br /><br />"You got beat by a RICE ROCKET!...HAHAHAHA!"||64.63.213.29||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-03-2003||11:24 PM||||Drinking already or still drunk from the holiday?||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Kevinj110||09-04-2003||12:31 AM||||You been hitting the cough syrup again?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.148.246.70||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000003||henrok||09-06-2003||09:14 PM||||hey turboflanagan, go for it, just as long as u dont do it proudly and show it off too much lmao.. rice or no rice its your car and u can do whatever u want.  just let us all know what u did and how it made your car faster if any.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||4||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||09-06-2003||09:26 PM||||i say go for it.  Once my car is in the 11s i'm getting....green neons!<br /><br />Hehe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||09-06-2003||09:42 PM||||HAHA. i have to say green neons are the worst. but purple. now thats classy.<br /><br />sorry but its amg for me after i finish power mods, or well get to a nice point||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000006||henrok||09-06-2003||09:44 PM||||yeah why not put on some nice stickers all over it and also add some graphics to the paint. maybe even get a front grill off a 4x4 with some massive hella lighting. lmaooo.  add some neon green furry seat covers and paint the plastic interior trims the same color. and oo0oh get the same colored tints for the windows lmaoooo||205.188.208.166||reg||6||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||09-06-2003||09:50 PM||||After I get my new engine in I'm going to put a big yellow racing stripe and that mirror tint.  All the Honda guys swear by racing stripes in Waukegen.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||09-06-2003||11:16 PM||||Checkered flag roof paintjob for me.||67.163.58.94||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||09-07-2003||02:00 AM||||Just won the auction on some GTR badges and Mazdaspeed windshield banner...<br /><br />By the way, I saw a ~'95 Prelude today w/ a GTR badge, when I said "Nice Nissan", he had no idea what I was talking about.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||Kevinj110||09-08-2003||03:13 AM||||I have Pictures of a Volvo S90 with GTR badges all over it. Kinda funny.||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes



ubb/Forum3/002965.cgi
A||||12||dlpinckney||&quot;Turbo sound&quot; exhaust||||1||||Turbo4door1||00000938
Z||000000||dlpinckney||09-03-2003||09:08 PM||turbo4door@earthlink.net||I think I remember someone else pointing this out before, but WTF are people thinking?  There is even a sound file to listen to the damn thing.  I bet that causes your car to run like ass with the whole exhaust system trying to exit through that tiny hole.  What next???      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />     <br /><br />   <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33633&item=2430244163" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33633&item=2430244163</a> <br /><br />-edit- That link seems to have quit working.  Here is the link to the guys website.   <a href="http://www.makesyouthink.com/turbowhistler/" target="_blank">http://www.makesyouthink.com/turbowhistler/</a>  If you just do a search on EBAY for "turbo sound" there are plenty of them on there.  That link above was the only one that had a sound file though.||209.179.168.35||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||09-03-2003||09:27 PM||||Hell ya!!!! Why spend the money for a turbo!!!!! This thing is funnier than the front mount air intake that looks like an intercooler.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||09-03-2003||09:36 PM||||some kid driving a civic had one of those electric BOV soundmaker things that play a sound when u shift so it sounds like an atmospheric BOV. then the dumbass is sitting at a light, not revving his car, and shifts into first and its like "PSSSSSSHSST", i sat in utter amazement laughin my ass off, i let him hear a real BOV a few seconds later.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-03-2003||10:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Quoted from installation instructions on webpage:<br /><strong>Have yourself a glass of Kool-Aid. Smile!</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I guess we know what crowd they are catering to.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||09-03-2003||11:41 PM||||Bubb Rubb<br /><br />WoOt WoOT !<br /><br />Check out this link if you dont know what i am referring to ......it is classic<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.pr0n.com/images/misc/carwhistle.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.pr0n.com/images/misc/carwhistle.wmv</a>||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||Kevinj110||09-04-2003||12:36 AM||||Reminds me of the Toucan Industries muffler with the HP adding turbine in the tip. Ha gotta love it.||216.148.246.70||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||09-04-2003||12:40 AM||||Did anyone notice the ghetto freak driving off?  He almost wrecks and the blows through a stop sign.  It's the best part of the whole video.<br /><br />It goes WOOOOWOOOOO!<br /><br /> <a href="http://homepage.mac.com/howheels/rubb.html" target="_blank">http://homepage.mac.com/howheels/rubb.html</a> <br /><br />Check out the MP3 link.<br /><br /><a href="http://homepage.mac.com/howheels/rubpics/Woo%202.mp3" target="_blank">http://homepage.mac.com/howheels/rubpics/Woo%202.mp3</a>  HAHAHA||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||udriveu||09-04-2003||10:38 AM||||I believe that was "Lil' Sis" blowing the stop sign. Crazy women drivers.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||09-04-2003||01:50 PM||||It's like 'larm clack! Only in the marn'in tho! <br /><br />WOO WOOOO!!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||09-04-2003||02:23 PM||||I was in Atl once, and saw a Mo in a pink cashmere sweater, leather capri pants, and heels to match.  Walking his pink poodle, that I can only imagine was dyed that color (not aware of any naturally ocurring species of pink poodles).  And that Whistle Muffler and it's supporters have officially become the most ridiculous thing I have ever seen.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||drew||09-04-2003||02:40 PM||||the whistles go woooooooowooooooooooo||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||09-04-2003||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> Bubb Rubb<br /><br />WoOt WoOT !<br /><br />Check out this link if you dont know what i am referring to ......it is classic<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.pr0n.com/images/misc/carwhistle.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.pr0n.com/images/misc/carwhistle.wmv</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is this Bubb Rubb guy a rapper or something? On a local forum here in Denver, someone had his head photoshopped onto the picture of a sportbike leaned over hard into a corner. He even had the same Raiders beanie on!<br />I thought it was funny that their Supra did not whistle as they took off down the block.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||DookGVR4||09-04-2003||11:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is this Bubb Rubb guy a rapper or something? On a local forum here in Denver, someone had his head photoshopped onto the picture of a sportbike leaned over hard into a corner. He even had the same Raiders beanie on!<br />I thought it was funny that their Supra did not whistle as they took off down the block. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope....he is famous from that link i posted...and well deserved! That shit is hilarious<br /><br />P.S. I think he is dead now <br /><br />    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> It's like 'larm clack! Only in the marn'in tho! <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you iz posed to be up cookin breakfast or suntin' by then     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes



ubb/Forum3/002966.cgi
A||||1||DSMGVR4||TurboTrix moving?||||1||||DSMGVR4||00000427
Z||000000||DSMGVR4||09-03-2003||10:45 PM||dsmgvr4@aol.com||Anyone from NJ know where in Edison, NJ TurboTrix is moving to? John||205.188.208.166||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||09-04-2003||10:01 PM||||theyre moving i didnt now that. damn if so that sucks i usually pass by them on my way back from work.while still on company time of course.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum3/002967.cgi
A||||1||Akidosigh1||MARYLANDERS/DC/VA||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||09-03-2003||11:05 PM||||Is anyone going to Budds Creek this weekend for the Imstar and IDRC races????? I'm going to try to have my clutch and flywheel in by saturday night so i can break something else on sunday||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||syoung298||09-04-2003||01:35 PM||||I'm goin'. What time does it start?||208.20.6.252||reg||14||syoung298||00002298||yes



ubb/Forum3/002968.cgi
A||||25||slvrblt||What wont break ?||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||09-04-2003||02:42 AM||||So, what part on our cars will not break...ever ?<br /><br />I know of a few right off hand, but whats everyone else know of ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||09-04-2003||03:03 AM||||Umm... the windshield squirter reservoir... maybe.  Give it time.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||69.59.219.249||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||09-04-2003||03:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Umm... the windshield squirter reservoir... maybe.  Give it time.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">mines broken... 250,317 miles||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-04-2003||04:03 AM||||The line to my winshield squirters is the only thing on my entire car that I think has held up.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||09-04-2003||08:21 AM||||I just had to fix mine. <br /><br />Thanks for playin'!||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-04-2003||08:47 AM||||The damn starters seem robust. I've never heard of a starter actually not working.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||09-04-2003||10:46 AM||||plastic radiator reservor..i found fonzos radiator reservor without the hose...weird..||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||09-04-2003||01:41 PM||||The ash tray.  Cause we don't smoke in a Galant VR4 right?<br /><br />Has anyones clock broke?<br />Horn?<br /><br />My wipers failed very premature.  I was going about 85 in a heavy rain storm and the pass side just stopped working.  This was at about 60K miles on the car too.  Insurance claim  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||09-04-2003||02:22 PM||||my clock and dimmer switch come flying out of the dash every time I launch...i guess that's not good.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||09-04-2003||02:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> The ash tray.  Cause we don't smoke in a Galant VR4 right?<br /><br />Has anyones clock broke?<br />Horn?<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My ashtray rattles, my clock only comes on when it wants to, and my horn has never worked.  Among other things.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||1quickvr4||09-04-2003||02:36 PM||||Yeh, The wipers come on in first turn em off them they come on in second. My clock would always flyout, I finalley put tape arount it after it unpluged itself and landed in the back seat.||64.63.216.107||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000011||CCDSM69||09-04-2003||02:39 PM||||my glovebox hasn't broken  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000012||drew||09-04-2003||02:42 PM||||how about the nut that holds the steering wheel onto the column. or the gas lid keyhole, or the rear strut top cover rubber piece?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||Nate||09-04-2003||02:59 PM||||I'll make sure I break something by saying this, but on my own car, which probably has about 1000 passes on it, I've never broken an axle, I've never had a universal joint go bad other than the carrier bearings, I've never "blown" a motor, and believe it or not, I'm on my original transfer case after all this time on the maroon car, and it's never had the recall done or been replaced.  It's probably been off of the car 100 times over the years, but it's never broken.  <br /><br />I've replaced just about everything else, literally.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000014||slvrblt||09-04-2003||03:13 PM||||What about the brake pedal arm or the ebrake handle ? <br /><br />I dont see either of those breaking any time soon.<br /><br />Thats all I can think of that wont break. Could there be more ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000015||04DrBlur||09-04-2003||10:24 PM||||The cupholder probably would only break if you get mad at it...||68.76.178.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000016||GVR$in||09-04-2003||10:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> The cupholder probably would only break if you get mad at it... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shit man I didn't know we had cup holders till I saw Rich's and almost stole it!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000017||chadhayashi||09-04-2003||11:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> The cupholder probably would only break if you get mad at it... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shit man I didn't know we had cup holders till I saw Rich's and almost stole it! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't you mean cupthrower?||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000018||josh91vr4||09-04-2003||11:15 PM||||My check engine light works great!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000019||RTS182G-VR4||09-04-2003||11:18 PM||||ive broken the ebrake cable, my dimmer is out of the dash, along with numerous other things.  good old DSMs||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000020||229of1000||09-04-2003||11:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> My check engine light works great! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When the bulb dies there should be a "check check engine light" light.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000021||229of1000||09-04-2003||11:20 PM||||I can't see the seatbelts ever tearing, either.  Not the motorized part, mind you... that started being flaky long ago.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000022||turbowop||09-04-2003||11:44 PM||||I don't think the intake manifold would ever break..........unless you ran a 100 shot of NAAWWWWZZZZ through it and broke the welds.....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000023||Notorius||09-04-2003||11:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I can't see the seatbelts ever tearing, either.  Not the motorized part, mind you... that started being flaky long ago. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">mine are fraying, so much so im pondering replacing them cause its kinda scary||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000024||Hertz||09-05-2003||01:14 AM||||It's pretty damn hard to break loose a few nuts... does that count?||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000025||slvrblt||09-05-2003||02:03 AM||||I didnt mean the eBrake cable. Im sure that will break.<br /><br /><br />What about some ARPs ? I dont see a set of those breaking.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002969.cgi
A||||7||slvrblt||Post from Altima forum||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||09-04-2003||03:02 AM||||<a href="http://www.altimas.net/forum/showthread.php?threadid=120281&perpage=15&pagenumber=1" target="_blank">http://www.altimas.net/forum/showthread.php?threadid=120281&perpage=15&pagenumber=1</a><br /><br /><br />Funny shit.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-04-2003||08:08 AM||||I have yet to find ONE good forum for the Spec V.  No one knows for sure (can prove it) why the car is rated at 10 more HP.  <br /><br />Nissan forums are funny and very very sad   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-04-2003||08:55 AM||||OHHHH I am sure those are just the little stickers that make it look like a bullet hole!||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-04-2003||01:01 PM||||Uh... those are real bullet holes.  And that is definitely no accident -- that's like semi-automatic, "I wants to kills you dead, muthafucka", empty a clip at your chest, give me back my briefcase full of cash bullet holes.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||09-04-2003||01:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have yet to find ONE good forum for the Spec V. No one knows for sure (can prove it) why the car is rated at 10 more HP  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you try  <a href="http://forums.thevboard.com/index.php" target="_blank">The V board?</a> My cousin is on there and seems to like it.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||09-04-2003||01:31 PM||||Thanks.  It seems to have some usefull information.<br /><br />The first ones I found were full of what seemed like a bunch of kids who posted whatever they thought was the truth about the car or any mod.  It was stupid.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Akidosigh1||09-04-2003||10:33 PM||||That car isn't that bad, i've seen worse... but i live here so it can be expected... I gotta watch who i race and beat cause my car might come out like that or worse...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||09-04-2003||11:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Uh... those are real bullet holes.  And that is definitely no accident -- that's like semi-automatic, "I wants to kills you dead, muthafucka", empty a clip at your chest, give me back my briefcase full of cash bullet holes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hate those kind of bullet holes.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/002970.cgi
A||||8||PRE-EVO||Shirts sure are getting thinner and thinner...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-04-2003||11:05 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030810/230/e5xw5.html" target="_blank">http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030810/230/e5xw5.html</a><br /><br /><br />Nuff said.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-04-2003||11:06 PM||||....and other things keep getting smaller and smaller  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||09-04-2003||11:25 PM||||<a href="http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030825/230/e6t3y.html" target="_blank">http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030825/230/e6t3y.html</a><br />   <br />   <a href="http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030825/230/e6t3r.html" target="_blank">http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030825/230/e6t3r.html</a>  <br /><br /> <a href="http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030507/230/dzf1y.html" target="_blank">http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030507/230/dzf1y.html</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030721/230/e4mnz.html" target="_blank">http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030721/230/e4mnz.html</a> <br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||DookGVR4||09-04-2003||11:29 PM||||makes me wanna fire up a cancer stick   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000004||Ash||09-04-2003||11:33 PM||||sheez guys, keep em coming    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||14||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-05-2003||01:21 AM||||Do you Yahoo?||67.163.58.94||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Kevinj110||09-05-2003||01:51 AM||||Talk about cowboy killers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||09-05-2003||11:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  <a href="http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030825/230/e6t3y.html" target="_blank">http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030825/230/e6t3y.html</a>  <br />   <br />     <a href="http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030825/230/e6t3r.html" target="_blank">http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030825/230/e6t3r.html</a>    <br /><br />   <a href="http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030507/230/dzf1y.html" target="_blank">http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030507/230/dzf1y.html</a>  <br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030721/230/e4mnz.html" target="_blank">http://uk.sports.yahoo.com/030721/230/e4mnz.html</a>   <br /><br />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">boyyooyoyooyyyyunggggg.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.227.204.234||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||GVR4458||09-06-2003||01:05 AM||||Suddenly, F1 seems WAY cooler than Rallying...<br /><br />EH||68.73.82.250||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes



ubb/Forum3/002971.cgi
A||||0||curtis||beat speeding tickets heres a few ways||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||09-04-2003||11:30 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||<a href="http://moneycentral.msn.com/content/Insurance/Insureyourcar/P51288.asp" target="_blank">http://moneycentral.msn.com/content/Insurance/Insureyourcar/P51288.asp</a>||65.144.153.164||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/002972.cgi
A||||16||DookGVR4||Weird shit , give it a try  and post your results......||||1||||DookGVR4||00000632
Z||000000||DookGVR4||09-04-2003||11:43 PM||dook@adelphia.net||Try this...<br /><br />While sitting at your desk make clockwise circles with<br />your right foot. <br /><br />While doing this, draw the number "6" in the air with<br />your right hand. <br /><br />Your foot will change direction!!!!!!||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-04-2003||11:46 PM||||LOL thats a fun one! Had me and my girl trying hard here at quarter on midnight!||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-04-2003||11:46 PM||||I thought you were supposed to use your left foot?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Ive tried that before and got no where.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||09-04-2003||11:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DookGVR4:<br /><strong> Try this...<br /><br />While sitting at your desk make clockwise circles with<br />your right foot. <br /><br />While doing this, draw the number "6" in the air with<br />your right hand. <br /><br />Your foot will change direction!!!!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Try this:<br /><br />Put down the crack pipe and go to bed.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||09-05-2003||12:49 AM||||takes a butt load of concentration...||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||09-05-2003||02:55 AM||||Thats odd that Ive seen this on a few forums. I guess its the new fad.<br /><br /><br />Can anyone eat a whole tbl. spoon of cinnamon w/o water ? How about a tea spoon ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||09-05-2003||02:59 AM||||Yea... well, I failed miserably (whorfed all over the sink) but a roommate and friend both did it.  The cinnamon thing, that is.  It sure hurts trying though... my sinuses didn't forgive me for about a week.<br /><br />The 6/foot thing is easy though.  Had me the first time, but now that little party trick is my bitch.||69.59.219.237||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||09-05-2003||08:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Put down the crack pipe and go to bed  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Listen you redneck! Just cause your simple backwoods mind cant handle it dont take it out on me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   LOL J/K ya WOP!||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||09-05-2003||09:37 AM||||Sooo, I don't get it, are most people not able to do this?  If I can do it at 8AM with no coffee, it can't be that hard.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||udriveu||09-05-2003||09:59 AM||||<a href="http://www.stinkfactor.com/coHandler.cfm?coid=8" target="_blank">http://www.stinkfactor.com/coHandler.cfm?coid=8</a> <br />Just so none of you go trying the cinnamon thing.<br />And I couldn't get the 6/foot thing to work.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.252.100.174||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000010||SLedge||09-05-2003||11:02 AM||||Not to ruin the fun, but...<br /><br />There's an easy way to do that, just draw the "6" backwards.  You start in the middle and make the "6" with a clock-wise motion.  <br /><br />My foot's too stupid to do it any way!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||09-05-2003||11:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Sooo, I don't get it, are most people not able to do this?  If I can do it at 8AM with no coffee, it can't be that hard. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you left-handed?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||09-05-2003||11:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Are you left-handed? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no sir.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||slvrblt||09-05-2003||01:58 PM||||Did anyone else try the cinnamon thing ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000014||7541000||09-05-2003||10:26 PM||||yeah i put a tsp in my chocolate milk, but its good to know this so that ill never try that.<br /><br />i had to do salt but not exactly the same.||12.89.95.25||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000015||04DrBlur||09-06-2003||12:58 AM||||I am left handed and cant do the foot, draw a 6 thingy..  <br /><br />On the subject of tablespoon/teaspoon, try to swallow a tablespoon of Castor oil, ohhh fuckin gross, my girl had to drink that shit for some tests she had done and I told her I would try it if she went out to the garage and got me some beer.  Oh man I about puked. That shit is nasty.||68.76.178.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000016||GRV4726||09-06-2003||10:11 PM||||this reminds me a friend who knew a guy who ate a good about of nutmeg. its supposed be some sort drug when taken in large amount. it fucked him up be he didn't enjoy it. the taste was revolting the kid told me. i think you can find out more on the internet, but it sounds stupid.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/002973.cgi
A||||4||Matt379||182mph||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||09-05-2003||12:25 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.zwire.com/site/news.cfm?newsid=10108831&BRD=2212&PAG=461&dept_id=465812&rfi=6" target="_blank">http://www.zwire.com/site/news.cfm?newsid=10108831&BRD=2212&PAG=461&dept_id=465812&rfi=6</a>||68.30.208.116||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-05-2003||12:32 AM||||Damn! Reminds me of the video's Rich let me borrow: Mischief 3000 and Mischief Destroy.. Good times! Topped out his ferrari at 208! Hiding from cops in underpasses, down grades.. hauling ass around bends to getaway from cops, hehe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-05-2003||01:10 AM||||Hmm... bet you a nickle he isn't convicted.<br /><br />IF the guy was doing 182 the cop wouldn't be able to accurately mark the "known distance" because he'd be GONE.  Field sobriety tests aren't conclusive evidence, either.<br /><br />However, "too dumb for conditions" comes to mind.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||09-05-2003||02:37 AM||||Thats nothing come to Texas, We do 205 in the 55 <br /><br /><a href="http://www.jspek.com/ubb/Forum6/HTML/001034.html" target="_blank">http://www.jspek.com/ubb/Forum6/HTML/001034.html</a><br /><br />info on the car:    <br /><br /><a href="http://www.corvettemagazine.com/2001/april/200c5/200c5pg1.asp" target="_blank">http://www.corvettemagazine.com/2001/april/200c5/200c5pg1.asp</a>||4.47.41.72||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||09-05-2003||06:53 PM||||I've gone 169 on my bike but that was the fastest, 160 in a car||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/002974.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||Galant Vr-4 in import tuner magazine....||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||09-05-2003||02:27 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I was checking out the Import tuner magazine,I was looking through it and towards the end they had an article on street racing..They had those shots of racing and shit like that,anyways one of those pictures in there was a Gvr4 looking like it was launching becuase the front end was almost off the floor...It was whit with a massive intercooler,I was wondering whos it was or if anybody else saw it...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Rob||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||09-05-2003||02:58 PM||||Yeah, They used a pic from an articele that SCC did on street racing a while back.||64.63.216.230||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||09-05-2003||05:01 PM||||scan it in! i want to check it out!<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||slow4dr||09-05-2003||05:09 PM||||I know whos car that is! No names of coarse. 12.80's at that time. 16G car. Hes got a full built motor on the way.<br /><br /><br />   Jason||63.105.169.11||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||09-05-2003||05:33 PM||||got  a list of your own mods Jason?? nice time! 12.18  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/002975.cgi
A||||20||V8EATER||WHAT DOES VR-4  MEAN?||||5||||V8EATER||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||09-05-2003||04:35 PM||||DOES ANYONE KNOW WHAT VR-4 STANDS FOR?  CALL ME A NEWBIE, GREEN, WET BEHIND THE EARS, BUT I'M NEW TO THE COMMUNITY.  ALSO, HOW DO I BECOME A MEMBER, NOT A JUNIOR MEMBER.  I DO NOT HAVE A JUNIOR MEMBER!  (PICS TO PROVE)||66.136.155.145||reg||5||V8EATER||00002192||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||09-05-2003||04:48 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001599#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001599#000000</a>||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||09-05-2003||04:59 PM||||I asked too. here you go:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002582" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002582</a><br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||Forced Style||09-05-2003||07:41 PM||||In case you dont feel like reading all that, its "Viscous Realtime 4"||208.231.176.26||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-05-2003||08:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8EATER:<br /><strong> DOES ANYONE KNOW WHAT VR-4 STANDS FOR?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Forced Style:<br /><strong> In case you dont feel like reading all that, its "Viscous Realtime 4" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wait, let me translate for him:<br /><br />IN CASE YOU DONT FEEL LIKE READING ALL THAT, ITS "VISCOUS REALTIME 4"<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8EATER:<br /><strong> ALSO, HOW DO I BECOME A MEMBER, NOT A JUNIOR MEMBER.  I DO NOT HAVE A JUNIOR MEMBER!  (PICS TO PROVE) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's quite easy, actually, it is dependent on the number of posts you make that are NOT in all capital letters.  Right now your count is at zero.  It doesn't care if your application at work requires you to enter everything in caps -- just press that little Caps Lock key before you post, mmkay?  You also get bonus points for every time you use the search link.||67.163.58.94||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||09-05-2003||08:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Forced Style:<br /><strong> In case you dont feel like reading all that, its "Viscous Realtime 4" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Then why is there a current Diamante VR-X?  It is not AWD.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||09-05-2003||08:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>It's quite easy, actually, it is dependent on the number of posts you make that are NOT in all capital letters.  Right now your count is at zero.  It doesn't care if your application at work requires you to enter everything in caps -- just press that little Caps Lock key before you post, mmkay?  You also get bonus points for every time you use the search link. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||09-06-2003||12:14 AM||||What part of Missouri are you from?||171.75.226.66||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||MiSTER2||09-06-2003||05:33 AM||||Anyway the bottom line is Mitsubishi suck at naming their cars.  Look at it some saying everything 4 some saying viscous realtime 4.  Why can't they come up with a beautiful name like MR2   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />However we should just appreciate VR4 after seeing some examples of jap car names:<br /><br />Daihatsu:<br />D-Bag<br />Rugged Field Sports Resin Top<br />Town Cube<br /><br />Honda:<br />Acty Crawler<br />Joy Machine:Sex on wheels, comes with vibrator.<br /><br />Isuzu:<br />Big Horn: Either a tribute to jazz great Miles Davis or porn legend John Holmes.<br />Mysterious Utility Wizard<br />Giga 20 light Dump<br /><br />Mitsubishi:<br />Canter Guts<br />Aero Queen<br />Delica Space Gear Cruising Active<br />Mum 500 Shall we Join us? (yes this is the name)<br />Mini Active Urban Sandal<br />Libero RVR Super Wild Gear<br /><br />Mazda:<br />Carol<br />Autozam Carol<br />Luce<br />Luce Regard<br />Bongo Brawny<br />LaPuta<br /><br />Nissan:<br />Gloria GranTourismo 300 Ultima Z<br />Lepard J Ferie<br />Prairie Joy<br />Big Thumb Harmonized Truck<br /><br />Subaru:<br />Justy<br />Gravel Express (jap ltd edition wrx wagon)<br /><br />Suzuki:<br />Alto Afternoon Tea<br />Van Van<br />Every Joy Pop Turbo<br /><br />Toyota:<br />Synus<br />Estima Lucia G Luxury Joyful Canopy: Shorter than Mitsubishi Ralliart Lancer Evolution VI Tommi Makinen Limited Edition<br /><br />Source: Speed magazine 2003||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||09-06-2003||09:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Subaru:<br />Justy  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dont bash the Subie Justy, my friend had one and it went for ever till the body rusted to all hell!||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||V8EATER||09-06-2003||10:00 AM||||okay, okay.  i'll do without the caps.  <br /><br />also, i'm from kansas city. are there any others in the midwest?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8EATER||00002192||yes
Z||000012||Romanova||09-06-2003||11:44 AM||||Anyone that has ever been to Japan knows firsthand how they utterly abuse the English language. They come up with phrases that don't mean shit...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||09-06-2003||05:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Forced Style:<br /><strong> In case you dont feel like reading all that, its "Viscous Realtime 4" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Then why is there a current Diamante VR-X?  It is not AWD. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good question.  It's probably more to do with marketing than anything else (sounds cool, right?  X is hip)...  There are other VR's in the world, I wonder what it means on the Volkswagens?  Viscous Realtime-4 might not even be accurate because it isn't printed anywhere "official".<br /><br />My vote is that VR-X means that it <i>doesn't</i> have AWD and is translated roughly from Japanese to mean "looks sporty, doesn't deliver".||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||chadhayashi||09-07-2003||02:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><strong>   <br /><br />jap car names:<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lovely. Only a honkey could be so p.c.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000015||MiSTER2||09-07-2003||03:16 AM||||Mitsubishi Pajero<br /><br />Appearantly Pajero is slang for "masturbator" in Spanish  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000016||crucible||09-08-2003||08:01 AM||||VR =  Very Reliable||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000017||agrabau||09-08-2003||08:36 AM||||My gab strut braces say for "on balance of street sports field..whatever the line is, be sure to trace it with Gab" <br /><br />I heard back in the day that VR4 was eVeRything4<br /><br />doors<br />wheels<br />tires<br />drive<br />brakes<br />doorhandles<br />lugnuts<br />bent valves<br />oil consumption (in liters)||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000018||BiggiB42||09-08-2003||01:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">VR = Very Reliable   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats the funniest thing ive ever heard<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> quote:<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Originally posted by Forced Style:<br />In case you dont feel like reading all that, its "Viscous Realtime 4"  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In case you dont feel like reading all that, its "Viscous Realtime 4"<br /><br /><br />what does  the jetta's VR6 stand for||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000019||gixxer||09-10-2003||04:34 PM||||its the engine code isn't it? that narrow angle v6 they put in everything is called a vr6.||149.169.33.82||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000020||Ryan Carey||09-10-2003||07:51 PM||||hahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahaa I've been laughing at this shit for twenty minutes.  Hahahahahahahahahahaah.  It's Japanglish right, like that stuff that Bomex writes on their plate frames.  Hahahahahahahahah.||198.81.26.80||reg||10||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000021||gvr4ever||09-10-2003||07:54 PM||||Very Rare-4 door    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002976.cgi
A||||10||199of2k||DarkSide Racing hmm......||||1||||199of2k||00000323
Z||000000||199of2k||09-05-2003||06:52 PM||brandon@coreyware.com||Just got this from the NEDSM list.....<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Message: 4<br />   Date: Fri, 05 Sep 2003 19:05:20 -0000<br />   From: "Bill xxxxxxxxx" &lt;xxxxxxxx@cox.net&gt;<br />Subject: Clearing everythign up.<br /><br />Ok, for the people who don't know, I am not working for Dark Side <br />Racing anymore. The reason for my leave is they are a bunch of very <br />dishonest people, who have been known to rip people off online. <br />Everyday I feel bad hearing Josh rant about how he made xxx amount <br />of money off someone, who may never get what he paid for, or wait <br />forever to see it. My reason for this is, it makes me look bad <br />because people associate myself with DSR and thier practices. It <br />might be hard to belive because you see them at the track and they <br />give the local people good deals, but the peole 1000 miles away that <br />cant come down and beat them over the head, are the ones getting the <br />shaft. Now I know a couple of people on this list happen to like <br />them, and I know of several that they have pissed off. For example:<br /><br /> <a href="http://dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.phps=&threadid=71332&highlight=dark+side+racing" target="_blank">http://dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.phps=&threadid=71332&highlight=dark+side+racing</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.phps=&threadid=68915&highlight=dark+side+racing" target="_blank">http://dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.phps=&threadid=68915&highlight=dark+side+racing</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.phps=&threadid=54885&highlight=dark+side+racing" target="_blank">http://dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.phps=&threadid=54885&highlight=dark+side+racing</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.phps=&threadid=72431&highlight=dsr" target="_blank">http://dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.phps=&threadid=72431&highlight=dsr</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3si.org/portal/forums/showthread.phps=51ba9b53ab992a82b4f5f4a0057bd584&threadid=164495&hghlight=dark+sid" target="_blank">http://www.3si.org/portal/forums/showthread.phps=51ba9b53ab992a82b4f5f4a0057bd584&threadid=164495&hghlight=dark+sid</a> <br />e+racing<br /><br />You guys get the point. Thats just stuff on forums, nevermind the <br />instant messangers I get with people yelling at me, that I dont know <br />about, countless emails, and countless lawsuit threats, sorry, but I <br />personally dont need that. So, to start fresh, I have joined another <br />import performance shop with two people that are far more <br />professional, far more trustworthy, and with someone that I have <br />been very good friends since I got into this madness known as DSMs. <br />Thank you for the space, I dont want this to sound like a vendor <br />bashing, but I know the people on this board will see the real angle <br />behind this, clearing my good name. I already took it upon myself to <br />delete my ast post. I posted that rather harshly, and <br />unprofessionally, but being part Irish, I guess my temper tends to <br />think first, especially when I find out through people that I am <br />getting blame for alot of this BS :-) Thanks again!!<br /><br />Bill <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.9.131.202||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||09-05-2003||06:57 PM||||i heard about them, and i can only think that its kinda rude that they started "darkside racing" when my engine builder (ed curtis in rhode island) started a "darkside racing" like 15 years ago. i have a darkside racing sticker on my car, and so do most of my friends. just kinda annoys me that some people just dont care to even look to see if there is another darkside racing.<br /><br />that, and BM trans annoys me because there is a transmission company called B&M trans thats been arround for several decades<br />-luke-||141.153.206.160||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||09-05-2003||09:52 PM||||The only thing I can say is that I have bought two things from them in the last 2 months a fuel pump and a Big 16g. They were both at a very good price and I got them both fast. I may have just gotten lucky or maybe this guy is just pissed at them for some reason.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||SLO GVR 4||09-06-2003||04:25 PM||||Yeah I also bought a Big 16G and injectors and received them very promptly.  I thought they were very prompt and helpful.  This comes as quite a surprise to me.||12.207.169.9||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000004||darksideracing_org||01-15-2004||09:34 AM||||What most people dont know is that the person that posted that was FIRED from Dark Side Racing because he was the reason why there were so many people getting ripped off. Check around now and you guys will see.<br /><br />He posted that to save face on the NE DSM Board.<br /><br />He was our shipper and also answered phones and took orders. I will not get into the details because he is a former good friend.<br /><br />We have good customer service and will continue to provide the DSM Community with great products!<br /><br />Dark Side Racing<br />73 Patterson Ave.<br />Pawtucket, RI 02860<br /><a href="http://www.darksideracing.org" target="_blank">www.darksideracing.org</a><br />(401)726-6006||64.222.36.37||reg||1||darksideracing_org||00003290||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||01-15-2004||05:10 PM||||I bought a fuel pump and injectors from DSR. They were quick and easy and the prices were good. I may have gotten my downpipe there as well...can't remember.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Happens when you become an O.F.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||Kibo||01-15-2004||05:34 PM||||Issues with Darkside Racing have been well documented by local members of CoDSM, including myself, and I have received emails from DSMers around the country that were in the same boat.  I'll happily pay a little extra to have customer service, let alone receive what I paid for, and that is why I will never again order from Darkside Racing.<br /><br />As always, do some legwork before ordering from any vendor...||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000007||199of2k||01-15-2004||06:58 PM||||<img src="http://www.goenglish.com/GoEnglish_com_BeatADeadHorse.gif" alt=" - " />||68.109.117.66||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000008||Mitsuturbo||01-17-2004||02:13 AM||||I heard thru the grapevine as well that i should avoid DSR at all costs.  It sucks how one tiny piece of (possibly rumor) bad info can damage a company's reputation.<br /><br />Instead, i ordered from Slowboy Racing.. who gave me a great product for a great price.. but damn are they true to their name!  It took a MONTH to get 2 rear AGX struts for 1411, and it took nearly 3 weeks to get my EvoIII Big16.. but i got it, and am now happy.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||01-17-2004||11:30 AM||||the info about DSR was *not* rumor as it related to CoDSM.  The person responsible may be gone now but I still will never purchase anything from them after what happened to <b>many</b> in CoDSM||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||CCDSM69||01-17-2004||01:07 PM||||When I delt with DSR I never once spoke with anyone named Bill, I delt directly with the owner and still had nothing but problems.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum3/002977.cgi
A||||3||bazeng||4 bolt questions..||||5||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||09-05-2003||07:29 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys.. just noticed alot of the U.S guys have 4bolts..<br /><br />anyways.. just wondering if TALONs etc use these also??<br /><br />and howcome u guys have such a high supply of the 4bolts around?!? i mean in oz its very very rare..<br /><br />and expensive..<br /><br />can u guys also tell me how it makes it better for launching.. i mean i know it stonger, but what's the diff with the tranfercase and lsd?!?!<br /><br />thanks guys..||203.166.63.139||reg||5||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-05-2003||09:16 PM||||Actually our vr-4's came with three bolts, the "swaps" came from 92+ T/E/L's. And there was a ton of 1g DSM's made, that's why so cheap. They where standard equipment on the 92+ DSM's.||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||bazeng||09-05-2003||11:59 PM||||we dont have and dsm's here..<br />no talons.. no lasers...<br /><br />so we are stuck with vr4 4bolts from japan..<br /><br />anyone know how much it is to ship to australia??||144.137.33.112||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-06-2003||05:30 PM||||Huh?||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002978.cgi
A||||9||Eclipse182||10 Sec Soccer Mom||||10||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||09-06-2003||05:44 AM||||The sad part is theres a van around here that looks kinda like that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.wholehyper.com/Lamark1/99-01OdysseyWtype.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.195.176.63||reg||10||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||09-06-2003||10:12 AM||||What is wrong with the oddsey?? hell they come with 240HP stock & are very modifiable.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Colt4G63||09-06-2003||12:06 PM||||i think its pretty sweet. just ditch the riceboy graffics and that wing. <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Plymouth Colt 4G63T<br />89 Turbo Caravan<br />92 Galant VR4(sold)||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000003||Kevinj110||09-06-2003||02:56 PM||||I would have to say I would drive one. I don't care for the graffics. But, I think it would be fun.||66.119.34.39||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-06-2003||05:01 PM||||Ever try and fit a keg in your Galant?||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||09-06-2003||07:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Ever try and fit a keg in your Galant? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">or ever try to get some in the backseat for that matter?||65.227.204.89||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||14bCrazy||09-06-2003||09:29 PM||||There was a guy in Cali. back in the day who's MOM had a 12 sec. one of those. Now that's a cool Mom.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000007||1312VR4||09-06-2003||11:55 PM||||<a href="http://www.odyclub.com/gallery/oralag.html" target="_blank">http://www.odyclub.com/gallery/oralag.html</a> <br />Ton of links. <a href="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity/6849/" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity/6849/</a><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000008||DongeR615||09-07-2003||01:22 AM||||"max" out minivans..seems like there are a dime a dozen in japan..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||09-07-2003||01:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> There was a guy in Cali. back in the day who's MOM had a 12 sec. one of those. Now that's a cool Mom. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm pretty sure that was R.J. DeVera's mom's yellow Odyssey.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/002979.cgi
A||||3||Akidosigh1||Track Results||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||09-06-2003||11:50 AM||||I have never raced on the track... I've only made it to the lanes and the track was shut down cause people's cars were leaking oil... So yesterday was my first successful attempt at getting to the line.<br /><br />My mods: K&N filter, ported evo 3 exhaust manifold, new rings and bearings, slipping oem style clutch, and an extreme mbc and was using 5 gallons of 107<br /><br />Track was Maryland International Raceway and its 80' above sea level....<br /><br />My first run @ 15~16 psi<br /><br />R/T   1.241<br />60'   1.989<br />330   5.922<br />1/8   9.240<br />MPH   74.58<br />1000  12.077<br />1/4   14.509<br />MPH   92.23<br /><br />My second run @ 17~19psi<br /><br />DIAL    14.10<br />R/T     0.787<br />60'     2.048<br />330     5.964<br />1/8     9.224<br />MPH     76.08<br />1000    12.009<br />1/4     14.409   &lt;&lt;&lt;WIN<br />MPH     94.39 <br /><br />My third run @ 17~19psi with rear tires @25psi and fronts at 30psi<br /><br />DIAL   14.10<br />R/T    1.067<br />60'    1.941<br />330    5.768<br />1/8    8.996<br />MPH    76.53<br />1000   11.774<br />1/4    14.162   &lt;&lt;&lt;WIN<br />MPH    94.84<br /><br /><br />After that, I left because I had some street races to attend.. I should've kept going though until i lost... The clutch was slipping in 2nd and 3rd everytime... I got to 4th in my last run... I have an ACT 2600 and a ACT streetlite flywheel to install next week. I am ordering my Cert. Muffler turbo-back 3" on monday and ordering Buschur's SX fuel pressure regulator kit so i can install my Holley 255lph pump... If TMO didn't get me for my money, I would've had my datalogger and my MAFT and S-AFC would be in by now... Let me know what you all think about my times.<br /><br />Edit: When I filled out the tech sheet, I put 2.0L and just 92 Galant... My first race was against a Z28 that ran a 13.371. I gave it to him on the launch though. My 60' that race was 1.989 and his was 2.231   My friends in the stands said the announcer was like, that galant must be one of those ones with the eclipse turbo motor and front wheel drive... I got it all on tape... As well as our high speed run against a new M3... My friends max got me on the top end cause he is brave enough to fly around turns at 140...||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||09-06-2003||09:00 PM||||Your friend sound like my friend, he made it to 6700 RPM in 5th gear (in his GVR4) racing a Camaro.||63.226.150.45||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||09-07-2003||02:10 AM||||That 14.16 is impressive to me. I ran only slightly quicker on a b16g at 20 psi. I am at 5700 ft though.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||09-07-2003||04:03 AM||||not bad at all--getting close to the 13`s||152.163.252.33||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum3/002980.cgi
A||||9||GRV4726||what the hell is mitsubishi up to||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||09-06-2003||03:50 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||<a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/inter/products/hsr/06.html" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/inter/products/hsr/06.html</a><br /><br />hmm.. what the hell is that?<br />the interior is... out of this world?<br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/inter/products/hsr/09.html" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/inter/products/hsr/09.html</a><br /><br />is this all really needed?<br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/inter/products/hsr/11.html" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/inter/products/hsr/11.html</a><br /><br />how could i have not been aware? <br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/inter/products/hsr/17.html" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/inter/products/hsr/17.html</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/inter/products/hsr/18.html" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/inter/products/hsr/18.html</a><br /><br />enjoy||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-06-2003||04:09 PM||||wtf ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Eclipse182||09-06-2003||04:27 PM||||My thoughts exactly. What if your really tall and the cabin comes down on you. just plain strange  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.195.176.63||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-06-2003||04:56 PM||||Funny how it started as the HSR (High Speed Running) project and through the years has mutated into "Highly Sophisticated-transport Research".<br /><br />I think they've been watching too much anime.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||09-06-2003||05:44 PM||||haha. i agree. <br /><br />was anyone aware of this? i just stumbled on to it while researching. its really weird to think this has been going one for quite some time. <br /><br />anyway||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||09-06-2003||08:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Eclipse182:<br /><strong> My thoughts exactly. What if your really tall and the cabin comes down on you. just plain strange   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The cabin doesn't get bigger or smaller... look at the picture again at the bottom of the car where the side skirt would be, the entire cabin lifts up and down... when the driver is going to drive manually, the cabin raises up i guess to see better...||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||09-06-2003||09:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Eclipse182:<br /><strong> My thoughts exactly. What if your really tall and the cabin comes down on you. just plain strange    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The cabin doesn't get bigger or smaller... look at the picture again at the bottom of the car where the side skirt would be, the entire cabin lifts up and down... when the driver is going to drive manually, the cabin raises up i guess to see better... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah I guess the whole gangsta "lean" will need to be "modified" as well to operate that smoovv ve hickl||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||Kevinj110||09-08-2003||03:24 AM||||Umm OK  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||09-08-2003||06:41 AM||||AHAHAHAHAH<br /><br /><br />AHAHAHHHAH<br /><br /><br />AHAHHAHAHA<br /><br />That's all we need. Tell them to make a profit for just one year selling regular cars and then maybe then, they can make some concept cars. <br /><br />That car is like a 750 BMW with I DRIVE gone mad. <br />okay, i'm done.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||09-08-2003||05:51 PM||||Those pics are from '97 btw.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002981.cgi
A||||2||Romanova||Greddy catch can question||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||09-06-2003||04:56 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||I see they have these in two sizes... like 9mm and 15mm... what one is the right size for our cars?<br />Thanks!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-06-2003||04:58 PM||||Wow, those are both <i>really</i> small.  Like, smaller than this sentence.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-06-2003||06:39 PM||||Those are the size of the inlets for it. Measure what size the breather hoses are and you'll know.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/002982.cgi
A||||0||Notorius||underdrive pulleys and lightweight flywheel||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||09-06-2003||05:04 PM||||are UDPs and lightened flywheels worth it? im lookin at making my car more responsive than having mad power and was wondering if these are worth their cost? and will i have problems idling with them? my TB coolant lines are disconnected and i have ported/polished heads so i have a strange idle anyways, will these just make it horrid?||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes



ubb/Forum3/002983.cgi
A||||0||ercp98||removing driveshaft without the haflshaft||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||09-06-2003||05:46 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||hi just want to share with you guys my 2 cents. i just replaced my driverside driveshaft without removing the whole halfshaft assembly. i started with srewdriver, prybar and a few hammer blows. all of that with no result. finally i removed that long front end support and used a ball joint remover. i got the biggest one and used it to pry between the halfshafts. a few hammer blows and there goes the driveshaft. install was alot easier. just thought i'd share.||12.206.219.251||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes



ubb/Forum3/002984.cgi
A||||14||PRE-EVO||Easystreet Motorsports sets a new record 9.75@137mph||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-06-2003||08:36 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Just got a call from my boss. Running at Infineon Raceway in Napa (aka Sears Point). <br />9.75sec 1/4 mi at 137mph. More to come.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||Ant||09-06-2003||09:01 PM||||Maybe you mean 147 mph ? <br />137 is low for a 9.75<br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||09-06-2003||09:07 PM||||What kind of car is this?||63.226.150.45||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000003||Doug Thomas||09-06-2003||09:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> What kind of car is this? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's not a Mitsubishi. It's a Subaru WRX.||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-06-2003||09:11 PM||||New age WRX. @3200lbs including Ali the driver/owner.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||09-06-2003||09:12 PM||||IT is a WRX that is striped with an engine built by Cobb tuning. The motor is a 2.4 liter and it has alot of weight taken off of it. I have never seen the car cause its in Cali. but this is what I have heard.<br /><br />Sorry I heard it was light from some people.||67.20.43.192||reg||11||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||henrok||09-06-2003||09:18 PM||||hey guys just a stupid question, what  metals are our drivetrain parts made of?  imagine a world where u could swap every single part on our cars for stronger lighter metal parts..... it would be lovely .... and costtlyyy..... lol||205.188.208.166||reg||4||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000007||Doug Thomas||09-06-2003||09:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> New age WRX. @3200lbs including Ali the driver/owner. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why would they make the car so heavy? They will never beat John Shepherd or Ari Yallon(RX7) with a the car weighing 3200lb. The mph seems kind of low. AMS's EVO III has trapped 147mph. My friend's street driven Eagle Talon with AC and power steering trapped 139mph at the last IDRC event at ATCO.||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||09-06-2003||11:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> IT is a WRX that is striped with an engine built by Cobb tuning. The motor is a 2.4 liter and it has alot of weight taken off of it. I have never seen the car cause its in Cali. but this is what I have heard.<br /><br />Sorry I heard it was light from some people. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ummm you are absolutely WRONG!!!||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||09-06-2003||11:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> New age WRX. @3200lbs including Ali the driver/owner. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why would they make the car so heavy? They will never beat John Shepherd or Ari Yallon(RX7) with a the car weighing 3200lb. The mph seems kind of low. AMS's EVO III has trapped 147mph. My friend's street driven Eagle Talon with AC and power steering trapped 139mph at the last IDRC event at ATCO. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">First off it has a fully built automatic, no AC, stock stereo (Ali blares the radio when staging LOL) and interior and the plans are to make it as fast and consistent as possible before stripping weight down more. <br /><br /><br />That AMS Evo III weighs like 2200lbs I know I used to have a mirage/colt of the same vintage. <br /><br /><br />Also to elaborate my employers Easystreet Motorsports are the US distributors/partners of Tony Rigoli Performance who have been the makers of some of the Fastest WRX in the world. Cobb has nothing on this car at all. The Rigoli's are the builders of the engine as well as the technical advisers. I've spoken with Dominic Rigoli many times in person before and he's a very cool cat.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||09-06-2003||11:19 PM||||I take that back I just got off the phone with him and asked him what it weighed in at 2200 w/out driver. I guess they finally did some serious weight reduction since he last told us it was at 3200lbs with him.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||DookGVR4||09-06-2003||11:47 PM||||damn.....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />you think he really weighs 1000 lbs?....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000012||Doug Thomas||09-06-2003||11:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">]First off it has a fully built automatic, no AC, stock stereo (Ali blares the radio when staging LOL) and interior and the plans are to make it as fast and consistent as possible before stripping weight down more.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe he should turn the radio off and concentrate on driving because the last time I seen him line up against Ari Yallon. Ari handed him his ass. The car weighs 2200lb and only traps 137mph. Maybe that fully built automatic transmission is eating up a lot power.<br /><br />I�ve seen the car with full crew here at a couple of events and it always has problems and breaks. Sorry, but I�m no fan of WRXs when they�re competing against DSMs at the events.<br /><br />What�s the best time for the Rigoli Brother�s WRX?||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||09-07-2003||01:11 AM||||Wanna know something extremely funny about Ari and Cobb tuning. <br /><br />Cobb used to be one of Ari's employee's and now he's supposedly a "subaru" god   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  . Ali and Ari talk about putting a bumper sticker on Ari's RX7 saying "formerly sponsered by Cobb" .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||14bCrazy||09-07-2003||08:56 PM||||Isn't Cobb tuning from dowm under? Sorry for the mistake about who built the motor. I did hear that it was light.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum3/002985.cgi
A||||3||henrok||wheres the paint?||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||09-06-2003||09:03 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey guys id appreciate it if someone told me where in hell i can find heat resistant charcoal gray paint for my rims. ive gone to so many places ive forgotten already where.  most places dont carry gray heat resistant paint. does anyone know where?  ooh also i just bought a carbon fiber hood vent (the oval one), the one thats supposed to extract heat from the ex mani and radiator.  anyone know the exact safe location for it?(id imagine right above the ex mani?)  is rain a problem in this area since this hood vent has a very large opening.  also ive noticed vents come with a net or some sort of barrier to prevent things from entering. this vent doesnt have it, any ideas what i can put on it?  oooh one more thing, is this hood vent paintable. my car is white and it would be nice to have it white also.  thaaaaanksssss||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||09-06-2003||09:51 PM||||i'm sure you can paint it. best location is longitude 1.98 feet latitude .5 feet. ok so i'm fucking with you. how about you take a look at your car and decide where you want it.<br /><br />yes rain on a very hot exhaust manifold is bad. you will have many cracks. so if i were you i would fab up some sort of plate to catch rain, and watch weather forcasts religiously. that or create some sort of plate that can me moved back and forth by the toggle of a switch. that or just don't place it over the turbo. put is infront of the turbo so that rain will drip over in between the turbo and radiator.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||09-06-2003||10:55 PM||||I dont think you need to use heat resistant paint on your rims unless it is personal preferance. I didnt use heat resitant paint and it holds up just fine.  I didnt put a clear coat on though and it catches alot of brake dust..||68.76.178.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-07-2003||04:35 PM||||Anyone have pics of fully black stock wheels on ours cars ?<br /><br />Mine are getting chips and stuff and I dont wanna be that detailed when I redo them. I dont wanna make them look bad though, so I might just do it the right way.<br /><br /><br />hmm..||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/002986.cgi
A||||5||VR6 Eater||No more fuel cut.  Finally.||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||09-06-2003||10:10 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I got off my ass today and installed my 550's.  I can't believe the difference.  I should've done this a long time ago.  Still only at 14psi, but tommorrow I am going for at least 16psi.  We'll see what happens.  How high of boost has been possible with 550's, 255 walbro and other supporting mods from people's experiences.  The only things I don't have is a aftermarket fmic and fpr.  I guess the fpr should be my next mod.  Should've already had it.  Oh well.  I love my car again.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-06-2003||11:15 PM||||I know you said "from experiences" but I thought I'd throw in my inexperienced $.02...  you could probably boost more, but without a decent intercooler you'll probably be making hot air and really won't get much performance gain.  Now, when it starts getting cold out, you might be able to get away with more.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||09-06-2003||11:34 PM||||That's a good point.  My highest air temps on my logs are like 134 deg.  It was still pretty warm out when I was out and about.  <br /><br />On another note.  My pocketlogger started showing inj. duty cycle not ms.  I thought that was pretty neat that it can figure out when the injectors have been upgraded.  Only now my old logs are showing percentages and not ms also.  I thought I was at like 103% but it goes as high as 115%.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||Telecaster||09-07-2003||01:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> I thought I was at like 103% but it goes as high as 115%. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . That's what i'm getting now on my 550's at 17 psi (big 16g).  Now i'm waiting on my 750's next week.<br />You should considering getting all the supporting mods before really tuning the boost past 15 psi.  I also had problems with fuel cut, but not anymore thanks to keydiver.||68.122.70.167||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-07-2003||02:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> On another note.  My pocketlogger started showing inj. duty cycle not ms. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's actually a setting for this -- "menu bar" -&gt; preferences -&gt; injector d/c instead of ms.  You get the menu bar by tapping the icon (in the handwriting entry pad)...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||67.163.58.94||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||09-07-2003||02:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> On another note.  My pocketlogger started showing inj. duty cycle not ms. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's actually a setting for this -- "menu bar" -&gt; preferences -&gt; injector d/c instead of ms.  You get the menu bar by tapping the icon (in the handwriting entry pad)...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is this a new feature or part of ver. 2? I got my software back at Christmas time and all I can change is "Tap anywhere..." and "5 sec beep..."||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/002987.cgi
A||||13||agrabau||Ferrari Enzo Pics by yours truly ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-06-2003||11:56 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||There's a friend of mine up the street at the Ferrari Dealership who let me come in for some spy pics of a customer's Enzo, zero miles, just off the truck. I was going to post them on my website but I ended up posting them on the motorcycle forum I'm on to show some folks. Here's the link if you guys want to check it out. <br /><br />The car is amazing. So light, I heard it runs 9s stock. I think it's plausible given the weight. It's virtually all carbon fiber. <br /><br />I'll try a fancy link a magig. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.motorush.com/forums/messageview.cfm?catid=68&threadid=29074" target="_blank">Al's Enzo Pics</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||DookGVR4||09-07-2003||12:02 AM||||little late in the year for someone in mass to decide to get an enzo....<br /><br />Must of just hit the lotto or been on a waiting list<br /><br />Hot car, though i am not a huge fan of the new front end styling<br /><br />I like the f-50 much better IMO||24.55.187.78||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||09-07-2003||12:10 AM||||That things bad ass.  I like that better than the f-50.  I always liked the f-40.  Still have a couple hotwheels of the f-40.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||09-07-2003||01:57 AM||||The F50 is still better looking in my book.  But the Ferrari F50 GT, that's my fav. (Hence the name  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )  Only 2 made ever since Ferrari pulled the plug mid production.  Try finding some pics of it on the net.  I could also post some of my own if someone could host them.  I have a few that you may not be able to find anymore.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000004||Telecaster||09-07-2003||05:36 AM||||Great car.  The Pagani Zonda is still tops in my book and its a couple hundred thousand $$$ cheaper  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> .||66.32.191.229||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||09-07-2003||10:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> The F50 is still better looking in my book.  But the Ferrari F50 GT, that's my fav. (Hence the name   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   )  Only 2 made ever since Ferrari pulled the plug mid production.  Try finding some pics of it on the net.  I could also post some of my own if someone could host them.  I have a few that you may not be able to find anymore. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You seen the video of the Ferrari F50 GT racing around in California at the big Ferrari track meet?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||GalantVR41062||09-07-2003||11:52 AM||||The Enzo weighs 3000lbs runs a 11.6 and costs 750,000.  And is not really that cool.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||09-07-2003||10:14 PM||||I think I was wrong about the 9 second. Someone told me that. But, if you think Nikasil coated pistons, titanuim conrods, 218 top speed and 3.3 zero to sixty, 650 bhp, 6 pot brembos, carbon body and engine componentry aren't cool you're probably not a car fanatic. <br /><br /><br />Lame.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||Kevinj110||09-08-2003||03:10 AM||||Beautiful cars. But damn think of all the stuff you could do with that money. Oh well to be wealthy.||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||09-08-2003||09:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> The Enzo weighs 3000lbs runs a 11.6 and costs 750,000.  And is not really that cool.<br /><br />~John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.caranddriver.com/article.asp?section_id=19&article_id=2476" target="_blank">Car and Driver</a> claimed an 11.0 1/4 mile time.  <br /><br />I think it's cool.  Hell, I think most of the cheaper, older, slow Ferrari's were just plain boring (and something to make you look cool when the valets park them up front).  If the enzo isn't awesome, what is?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||GalantVR41062||09-08-2003||11:05 AM||||sorry.  11.1@133mph with Road and Track.  But for 650,000 I dont think its worth it.  And I dont know what is cool.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||09-08-2003||11:40 AM||||That's a lot of cake for a car. I'd probably not spend it on a car if i had it true dat.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||Ferrari F50 GT||09-10-2003||11:47 PM||||Tyler, where can I get that vid?||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000013||Johnny Bravo||09-11-2003||12:07 AM||||I think the most interesting bit of info about the Enzo is that the design was penned by a Japanese designer.  Very little info about it is out there so I'm not sure if they worked for Ferrari or a design house like Pininfarina.  Either way it's an ugly car that is an incredible piece of mechanical art.  A very good friend of mine used to be a tech at a local DC Ferrari dealer, but has moved on to a Mercedes dealership so I won't be getting any up close encounters this year  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br />If anybody wants some good vids of the Enzo go over to  <a href="http://www.ferrarichat.com" target="_blank">www.ferrarichat.com</a> or <a href="http://www.rennlist.com" target="_blank">www.rennlist.com</a>   Both forums have good vid links, but you'll have to search for 'em.  Great sounding car, but it still doesn't have the glorious howl of the flat 12's of previous cars.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum3/002988.cgi
A||||11||1312VR4||Another EVO get owned||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||09-07-2003||09:14 AM||vttruett@comcast.net||damn shame.<br /><a href="http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=415915" target="_blank">http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=415915</a>||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-07-2003||02:08 PM||||One of my friends just bought an EVO and I keep sending him these pictures.  He's going to get pissed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||09-07-2003||02:29 PM||||That is a damn shame. well i was at brandon mitsubishi a dew weeks ago and one of the sales men told me that a 19 yo kid bought an evo (i think his parents bought it for him) he let his friend drive it two days lated and his friend totaled it doing a 90 degree turn at 100 it flipped 2 or 3 times and the two kids in the car walked away. all i have to say is the evo is a mighty safe car to be in during a crash.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-07-2003||04:28 PM||||I saw that last week on a local baord. AdamRamr (whatever it is) is a member of a few boards in NM too.<br /><br />That sucks. I want the turbo, but I doubt its usable.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||09-07-2003||05:25 PM||||turbo is not usuable at all. well not for out cars.<br /><br />90degree turn at 100? what did this kid think he was superman or something.<br /><br />i took a 90 degree turn at 35, crossed the dreaded 30 zone and powerslid like a motha. of course thats with my 350 tread wear tires. gotta love shitty tires. anyway, that was enough to scare me because i wasn't expecting to slide like that. i will only do it again when i have better tires.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000005||REDLINEGVR4||09-07-2003||10:07 PM||||it was a long banked 90 degree turn to be more clear about it.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||09-08-2003||12:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> it was a long banked 90 degree turn to be more clear about it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Kind of like that turn you told me your friend took at 55, so I took it at 40 and almost rolled my car?  That was a hell of a turn!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||h45454||09-08-2003||01:43 AM||||Wow, this is a familiar trend with the evos.  A couple months ago, a guy in my town with an evo pulled the e-brake up around a corner at 120 mph, trying to demonstrate his 'drifting skillz'.  The car slid over a curb, wrapped around a tree and flipped through a fence into a person's backyard.  I saw the car at the police impound lot (I was there because a van ran a red light and totalled my gsr hatch)....the only way you could tell it was an evo was because of the front-mount ic and valve cover.  It was totally mangled and I was expecting to see remnants of the occupants.  Apparently, though, the passenger was released from the hospital later that night.  The driver, however, was in a the hospital for a while (coma, surgery, etc).  Thank God no one died, but the driver is still a dumb@$$.  He only drove the car for like 4 days before he decided to get furious.||24.53.80.136||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000008||Telecaster||09-08-2003||01:57 AM||||It was a familiar trend also with the WRX's when they were released.||66.32.191.229||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000009||jayru||09-08-2003||02:12 AM||||You know what the sadest thing is about these inexperienced idiots wrecking their evo's? Insurance! Their already a fortune to insure and now with all these boneheads crashin'em the preimums will go up even more.||24.238.82.25||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000010||Kevinj110||09-08-2003||02:17 AM||||Just glad the driver was alright. But that is sad.||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||09-08-2003||09:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> You know what the sadest thing is about these inexperienced idiots wrecking their evo's? Insurance! Their already a fortune to insure and now with all these boneheads crashin'em the preimums will go up even more. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">EXACTLY!!!!<br /><br />Call your ins co.  They already have a new class for fast 4 doors.  At least mine does.<br /><br />I just love kids with too much money.  Anyone who earned the 30+K it took to buy that car would NEVER do stupid shit like that!  Unless maybe they had another 30K for next week to spend.||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002989.cgi
A||||26||blacksheep||help with Windows XP, this really blows!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||09-07-2003||03:27 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, I cannot use any sort of MP3 search engine like Kazaa Lite, Blubster or Soulseek.<br /><br />- Blubster says connecting but will do nothing. I tried using their troubleshooting advice, but it did not help at all.<br />- Soulseek says there is a problem with naming service.<br />- kazaa lite will also not connect or says "not connection error"<br /><br />XP firewall is off, I have no firewall software. I use mchsi.com and its a cable modem connection.<br /><br />No freakin idea what the deal is! Can someone help with this? I am sure some check box needs turned on somewher    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||09-07-2003||03:50 PM||||Step 1.  Format HD<br />Step 2.  Load a different OS.<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <br /><br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Check to make sure that either the programs of WinXP aren't trying to connect through a proxy port 1080.<br /><br />Does AIM or ICQ work?||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||09-07-2003||04:25 PM||||Yea, do AIM or any other messenging programs work ?<br /><br />Hmm...are you absolutely sure the XP firewall is off ? Just because there arent any ports in the list does not mean its not activated. But Since you can post on here, I guess your right. <br /><br />XP sucks, get RedHat Linux 9 or Win 2K. Linux isnt really as complicated as it may seem. But Win 2K may be a whole lot easier to do for ya.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||09-07-2003||04:51 PM||||Same here blacksheep. I've tried everything. Even called tech support & still nothing.<br /><br />You dont happen to have comcast do you?||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||gtluke||09-07-2003||05:03 PM||||i heard that some cable companies are shutting down ports and crap so you can't share mp3's<br />i'm SURE ther is away arround this<br />try this engine<br /><a href="http://www.kazaa-lite.tk" target="_blank">www.kazaa-lite.tk</a><br /><br />its not kazaa like that you have, this is kazaa lite K++<br />if any of them will work, this one will, trust me.<br />-luke-||141.153.206.160||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||09-07-2003||06:29 PM||||I have kazaa lite...It's a much smaller file,it doesn't have any of those ads on the bottom with bring you all of the pop ups and bring spy-ware on your comp...works great  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||1312VR4||09-07-2003||06:33 PM||||Yeah, I had kazza lite also. I cant DL anything. It wont even let me onto the mp3.com site it says "forbidden, you do not have acess to this page" & then a message about banned IP's. I never even been on that page & couldnt get on it just to even look at it.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||09-07-2003||06:56 PM||||Well, AIM works, yahoo IM works. Web Surfing is just fine.<br /><br />Get this shit - FTP thru windows to my website will not work, I get a cannot identify data connection. I am using voyager FTP thru which it works just fine. This fuckin blows...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||09-07-2003||07:26 PM||||Sounds like a proxy issue to me too.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||Dan D||09-07-2003||07:48 PM||||I agree, totaly a proxy problem.<br /><br /><br />AIM and ICQ use port 80 as does Kazaa.  If aim works on port 80, your isp is not blocking it.  Either WinXP or Kazaa has a setting that's screwing you up.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||09-07-2003||08:02 PM||||Dan D and Hertz - Please give me a suggestion as what I need to try. I dont know if I connect thru a proxy or not. How can I tell? <br /><br />Thanks!||12.214.212.206||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||09-08-2003||12:37 AM||||Proxy?  Why proxy if you have a direct internet connection from an ISP?  Not many internet programs support proxy anyway, which I belive includes Kazaa.<br /><br />Anyway, XP has a firewall capability but it supposedly only affects incoming connections, not outgoing.<br /><br />I tend to think that your ISP _MIGHT_ be blocking ports, but I find that hard to believe.  What business do ISPs have blocking ports over issues that do not concern them, such as software and music piracy?  If there were a critical security risk on such a port, then you have a reason.<br /><br />Hell, my ISP (Comcast) doesn't even block NetBIOS via TCP/IP across the internet.  If you run NT, Win2k or XP: ever get one of those system Messenger popups with an ad? (not AIM/ICQ/etc)  I disabled NetBIOS and Client for Microsoft Networks since then.  I don't even know why they'd bother to route such traffic.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||gtluke||09-08-2003||01:38 AM||||dude try that kazaa i posted<br />its not kazaa lite like you all have, its another version built off of kazaa called kazaa lite K++<br />the K++ is the important part.<br />you think kazaa lite is good? pfft its garbage compared to k++<br />its got so many awesome features not on regular kazaa or kazaa lite.<br />TRY IT GOD DAMMIT<br /><a href="http://www.kazaa-lite.tk" target="_blank">www.kazaa-lite.tk</a><br />-luke-||141.153.206.160||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000013||slvrblt||09-08-2003||01:43 AM||||Kazaa Lite uses port 1214 for its connections by default. You can force it to use 80 by checking the box at the bottom of the options page "Firewall". MP3.com works fine for me. I also use Comcast Cable interet service.<br /><br />Also on the "Firewall" option tab are the KL proxy settings. Just make sure those are unchecked unless you specifically need to use them (doesnt seem like it). If all else fails, then copy your downloaded files to another folder and uninstall KL and then reinstall it (after you reboot your machine).<br /><br />My Kazaa Lite K++ works just fine.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||09-08-2003||10:46 AM||||You just have this one machine on the cable modem?  If so:<br /><br />From Internet Explorer menubar:<br /><br />Tools -&gt; Internet Options -&gt; [Connections] Tab.  You shouldn't (need) have any settings listed, especially any settings with Proxy.  [LAN settings] should probably be empty, too.<br /><br />Go to the [Advanced] Tab, under the "Browsing" category, towards the bottom, try checking [x] Use Passive FTP if you want to try FTP via IE.<br /><br />Make careful note of any changes you make so if I fuck up your settings you can put them back.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||09-08-2003||11:51 AM||||Kazaa lite ++ - gtluke, thanks. It works well, but I cannot find any of the songs I am looking for.<br /><br />Soulseek - Fixed. There is a fix out there for the new version, but again, I cannot seem to d/l anything coz there are piles of people in line ahead of me.<br /><br />Proxy and FTP - Hertz, I have no proxy. I will try the pasive deal when I get home. I think you are right since FTP Voyager does send a PASSV command which I was not sure about till you mentioned it.<br /><br />Damn, Blubster will not work. I have emailed their tech support. Lets see...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||keydiver||09-08-2003||12:08 PM||||OK, not to steal your post KC, but maybe one of you can explain these programs to a total MP3 illiterate like me. My wife and I are throwing a party/dance next month for our 25th anniversary, and there are 2 or 3 songs that we would like to play that we don't have, and can't find any friends that have them either. These are mostly late 70's/early 80's era soft rock/top 40 songs. I'd appreciate any help on the best software and places to look for this kind of music.||67.34.90.244||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000017||GVR4458||09-08-2003||01:07 PM||||Jeff,<br /><br />Kazza (and the others) are peer to peer file sharing applications.  Basically (unlike Napster), it creates an creates a folder on your computer for sharing.  Every time you launch the app, it allows people to download files that you place in that folder.  They have decent search functions so you can find what you like and download the files (basically, just right click and download).<br /><br />Be sure NOT to use Kaaza, but rather Kazza lite (or some derivative) which has all the nasty pop-ups removed, and disables the spy-ware.  Kaaza was the package that was supposed to allow them to use idle computer resources for projects across the globe, which seems a bit insideous to me.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000018||number3||09-08-2003||04:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> OK, not to steal your post KC, but maybe one of you can explain these programs to a total MP3 illiterate like me. My wife and I are throwing a party/dance next month for our 25th anniversary, and there are 2 or 3 songs that we would like to play that we don't have, and can't find any friends that have them either. These are mostly late 70's/early 80's era soft rock/top 40 songs. I'd appreciate any help on the best software and places to look for this kind of music. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I might have them, Jeff what are they? I have a pretty mean CD collection.<br /><br /><br />Also what is wrong with XP? I have ME  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  and I heard great things about XP.<br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||josh91vr4||09-08-2003||05:15 PM||||ME is the 'black sheep' of the Windows Family. (No pun intended, KC)<br />XP is pretty cool - a lot of 'user-friendly' alterations from 2000, but the same stability, only enhanced. <br />Plus, it takes like 12 seconds to fully load windows XP, which is at least 30 seconds less i have to wait for porn.<br /><br />And Jeff - PM me the songs and i'll make you a CD  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000020||chucklesas||09-08-2003||05:18 PM||||If you have trouble finding things using Kaaza you could also try WinMX, <a href="http://www.winmx.com" target="_blank">www.winmx.com</a><br />And you won't have to worry about spyware or ads or anything like that with this program.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000021||slvrblt||09-08-2003||05:39 PM||||XP uses too much RAM and processing power (even with the themes turned off). It is very touchy about the RAM you put in the box. Win 2k is not very picky about its RAM and is much better about not taking up all your RAM and CPU power. Also 2000 loads programs and other stuff faster (for me and some machines I admin anyway).<br /><br />The FTP settings in IE have nothing to do with any external FTP client program. The Client program (whatever your using) establishes its connections regardless of what the IE settings are.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||09-08-2003||10:07 PM||||I still swear by <a href="http://www.limewire.com" target="_blank">Limewire</a> which is based on the Open Source "Gnutella" protocol.  It will work through a firewall, too.<br /><br />However, you should <a href="http://www.msnbc.com/news/963391.asp" target="_blank">read this</a>.  The scary thing is that I have about 2,500 mp3s on my computer.  But they're all legal, of course, as personal backups of music I personally own and have receipts for... and I don't intentionally share them.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000023||sleeper||09-08-2003||10:54 PM||||KC,<br />Try this guy on Ebay, to get a fix for your computer.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3626101535" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3626101535</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.226.163||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000024||Telecaster||09-09-2003||01:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <a href="http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3626101535" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3626101535</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||216.175.99.228||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000025||blacksheep||09-09-2003||08:48 AM||||Gabor - Are you fuckin with me, that link says invalid item or something !!??!||12.216.101.136||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000026||sleeper||09-09-2003||11:01 AM||||Ebay pulled his auction, but he revised it and it's up for grabs again. <br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3626177258&category=4619" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3626177258&category=4619</a><br /><br />It's so worth it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/002990.cgi
A||||9||raceman77||should l buy this?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||09-07-2003||04:21 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||okay l know how some of you feel about DSM`s but a shop l know has a 50-k awd 1990 Talon that is ultra clean(50-k miles,did l mention) but has a bad motor.The guy ran it out of oil/coolant and kept driving! .The car is clean,and l need tires for my Gvr-4 (car is shod with new sport Dunlops).l don`t really feel like doing an engine install but l hate to pass this up...buy it,sell it,part it out?  Whaddayathink?||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-07-2003||04:22 PM||||How much is the car ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||09-07-2003||07:29 PM||||less then $1000.00 for sure||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||09-07-2003||08:34 PM||||Not really worth getting to put a motor in to sell, but could be fun to use as a beater or whatever.  Get it cheap, cheap and part it out.  Or just get it, swap over the 5 lug hubs, 4 bolt if it has one, keep the trans as a spare... and part out the rest.||64.63.212.115||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||09-07-2003||08:45 PM||||I'd say its not worth it to buy it just to fix up and sell. However, if the car appeals to you, it certainly is worth it to buy it to fix and drive. I definitely wouldn't part it out. Lots of DSMs out there cheaper than this and you'd be removing a good DSM from the world.<br /><br />How does one go about losing all coolant and all oil at the same time?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||raceman77||09-07-2003||10:15 PM||||l`m not too sure how the car got into it`s present condition.l was told it ran low on coolant but the dipstick shows no oil...the shop owner said the engine wasn`t good enough to rebuild as a result.l can get the car for the price of the tires  but l havn`t heard that directly from the owner yet,just the shop owner.l checked autotrader and a running example goes for about $3500.00..||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||09-08-2003||01:48 AM||||If you buy it for 1000, then you bought a usable tranny (Im assuming), 4 bolt rear end, the top end of the engine, extra injectors, various pumps, interior parts (steering wheel, shifter, seats etc...), and some other stuff. You can use all that stuff or even just sell it off and I would think you can get more than 1000 for it all. Too bad it wont all sell together and you will have to pull stuff off the car and then store it. If I had the space at my house, I would do it.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||Whistler||09-08-2003||02:42 AM||||Just a warning, the Talon has 16 inch wheels, so the tires will not fit the factory Galant wheels since they are 15's.  Also, you will not find a 4 bolt rear end on thee car unless it was installed there by the owner, since all 90's came with a 3 bolt rear.  The most desirable part of this car is the 6 bolt motor and it sounds like it is pretty much dead.  <br />I also believe that $1000 is too much to pay for a dead car, unless the body and interior are PERFECT.  I purchased my 90 Talon AWD for $500 and while it was not in running condition, the motor was good and it had a lot more than just a set of fresh tires.  <br />So it all comes down to this: Do you have the time, space, skill, and motivation to make it worth the initial investment?||12.86.88.32||reg||1||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||09-08-2003||02:43 AM||||Sorry. Whistler, your right about the rear end. I guess 1000 is too much for it.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||09-08-2003||07:49 AM||||The 90 got small brakes up front(like the FWD gets).  Also, it must have had a crapy shifter cause it was only used for 1 year.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/002991.cgi
A||||10||dlpinckney||1965 Dodge Coronet||||1||||Turbo4door1||00000938
Z||000000||dlpinckney||09-07-2003||09:47 PM||turbo4door@earthlink.net||Most of the people on this board seem to appreciate a large variety of cars.  Especially sleepers...!!!  A friend of mine just recently got done building his very vintage looking street machine.  He came by today, took me for a ride, and I snagged some pics.  It has a very stout Hemi in it (528ci if I remember correctly).  It made just under 800HP on 93 octane pump gas.  He hasn't had it on the track yet, but stomped a high 10sec car on the street (with Ian M from this board with him).  I can vouch, it sounds awesome, looks sweet, and it pulls HARD.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1293" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1293&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />One small set left from an "action" shot I took for him..!!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1294" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1294&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||63.188.97.86||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||09-08-2003||12:39 AM||||I used to attend a lot of classic car shows in my neighborhood when I lived in NJ.  I loved seeing fully restored, original, or resto-mod cars like that.  Very pretty.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||09-08-2003||12:59 AM||||800 hp. sick.<br /><br />i really like the second pic. post more  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||1667 VR4||09-08-2003||01:08 AM||||awesome<br /><br />semi-OT: What camera you using for those pics? They look awesome||4.47.107.136||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||09-08-2003||01:49 AM||||I love the old Mopars. Very nice car.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||highskyes||09-08-2003||03:21 AM||||::drool::  sometimes I miss my old muscle fetish, then I think about how much I spend on gas NOW......turbo4 it is!||12.207.57.140||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||09-08-2003||10:25 AM||||Sleeper?  That's no sleeper!  I'd shit my pants if I saw that thing.  Roll cage, massive rear wheels, hood scoop.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||SPEEDFIEND||09-08-2003||01:00 PM||||Hey Danny when did he get his engine back?  I still have yet to see that car running.  Pic's don't even do it justice guys.  That car is badass.||65.130.113.61||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000008||henrok||09-08-2003||06:30 PM||||NOT INTERESTED, TOO MUCH GASSSSSS||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000009||Ian M||09-08-2003||07:09 PM||||Yeah,this thing is one bad M'Fer!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     Its our buddy Travis Hess' car. Its FAR from a sleeper,especially when he fires it up;it sounds like a pro-stock with mufflers...<br /><br /> Its a Ray Barton built 528cid Hemi,it made 786hp at the crank on Ray's dyno-and it runs on 93 octane. It has a Mopar performance block,reworked aluminum Stage V heads,custom grind Bullet cam,and a Ray Barton crossram intake with two 770 Holley carbs.   He built it to drive,with only 10.5:1 compression and running a flat tappet cam instead of a roller.  <br /><br /> I cant get over how streetable it is; Travis and I drove on the interstate from Martinsburg to Carlisle Pa.  (1-1/2hr),then on to York Pa. and back to Martinsburg (about 2hrs) without a hitch. The 31 inch tall tires tame down the 4.10 gears,and we cruised 70 mph the whole way. Averaged 10 mpg,not bad considering a lot of trucks arent much better. On the way back, we spanked his father's Viper on a interstate blast..           <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />           <br /><br /> Theres a tubbed '65ish Chevy II,full cage,hood scoop and all,that got his feelings hurt a couple weeks ago after a cruise-in we went to. The guy claimed his car ran 10.90s-which was confirmed later by a couple of reliable sources. It was the guy and his buddies who insisted on racing,and it was apparently the first time he'd been beat...           <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />           <br /><br /> Travis is a painter by trade,until Danny posts more pics,here is his Fathers SS/AA Hemi '68 Barracuda (one of TWO he owns..) that he recently painted:<br /><br />         <img src="http://www.raybarton.com/buckhess.jpg" alt=" - " />||129.71.114.197||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000010||dlpinckney||09-08-2003||07:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1667 VR4:<br /><strong> awesome<br /><br />semi-OT: What camera you using for those pics? They look awesome </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's an Olympus C-740 UltraZoom.  I haven't had it long, and am still learning, but so far I am very happy with it.<br /><br />To those talking about the gas mileage, believe it or not, he has been averaging about 10MPG.  Which sounds low, but considering the power it makes, isn't that bad.  Shoot, my 94 Toyota 4x4 with 3.0L V6 only gets about 16MPG and is way, way, WAY slower and MUCH less fun to drive or ride in...!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />This was the very beginning of the pass that left the marks I posted above.  He was rolling about 20mph when he stepped into it:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1296" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1296&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Travis "posing":<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1297" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1297&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The "business" part:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1298" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1298&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I don't want to use up much more space on a non-GVR-4 topic, but I was utterly impressed with the car, and just wanted to share.||209.179.168.15||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum3/002992.cgi
A||||8||tplesko||Weekend Photography (non car)||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||09-07-2003||10:51 PM||||Hey everyone,<br /><br />With the weather here in Boulder looking sketchy and IRDC getting rained out anyway, my girl and I went out for a run and to take some pictures of the beautiful places near us.<br />Check them out if you like. I can get anyone larger versions of the above if you like.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/newpics/bearsmall.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/newpics/bugsmall.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/newpics/corridorsmall.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/newpics/redleafsmall.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/newpics/softwatersmall.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/newpics/solitarytreesmall.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/newpics/theviewsmall.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/newpics/treewatersmall.JPG" alt=" - " />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||09-07-2003||11:06 PM||||What kind of camera are you shooting with? Those ain't bad...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||09-07-2003||11:10 PM||||Chris, send me one of those leaves for my desktop. Very crisp pics. Fall is coming! Nice work. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||09-07-2003||11:34 PM||||Tyler,<br /><br />These pictures are from Marni's (my girl) new digital camera. It's an Olympus C-740 UltraZoom. It's your basic 3.2 megapixel but it has 10x optical zoom and pretty decent control over the manual settings.  She also has a manual 35mm Nikon with a bunch of different lenses for film shots but the digital has been a lot of fun.  She's much better at it than me but i've taken a few nice shots so far. Eventually we (meaning her  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ) are going to step up to the professional quality Nikon digital but I don't have the cash at the moment. That one uses the same lenses as her film camera.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||09-08-2003||08:45 AM||||Dude your making me sick on a Monday!!!!! I fly Fly fish and I can almost see the trout in those photos. I am also a photographer and I can tell you that you guys will love the D100. I have a D1x and love it but its alittle pricey. Good job on the photos.||162.84.80.232||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||09-08-2003||10:58 AM||||Thanks for the wallpaper!||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||09-08-2003||12:56 PM||||fixed the link on picture fifth from the top...i think it's my favorite from the day||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||09-08-2003||01:00 PM||||Pivvay, could you please knock on the door of the Boulder Brewing Company and find out where the hell my fall fest beer is?<br /><br />Nice pics too.||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||09-08-2003||07:17 PM||||Dude I cant believe you found the tree from Karate Kid.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.76.177.54||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum3/002993.cgi
A||||0||DeanCouchey||Just something fun||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-07-2003||11:42 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I was coming home tonight with the top down on the spyder, and I came around the corner and there was this 99 civic Si at the light, wasnt trying to race him but took off nicely and beat him, mind you this is a rental car type with a whole 141 HP on it and it beat a "Performance" car with a 5sp! Just thought I would share cause not much else happened this weekend!||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/002994.cgi
A||||3||GRV4726||twin-scroll turbo's...||||1||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||09-08-2003||12:13 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||<a href="http://www.egarrett.com/technology/tech_twin_scroll.jsp?justlist=1&l1id=1&l2id=2&l3id=2" target="_blank">http://www.egarrett.com/technology/tech_twin_scroll.jsp?justlist=1&l1id=1&l2id=2&l3id=2</a><br /><br />i know that out exhaust manifold have the divider in the collecter to prevent what is discussed on the garret page.  but what do you think, is it worth it. i only see it as being a reasurment that all the exhaust gases are used to power the turbine. but is it really needed? i know that mitsbishi decided to used one but why? i beleive out turbo's run pretty well.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||09-08-2003||02:16 AM||||It was my understanding that twin scroll turbines were developed to reduce side loading on the turbine shaft.  The exhaust gases are split and enter the turbine section 180* from each other, like at 9 o'clock and 3 o'clock.  This way the exhaust gas doesn't all push the turbine blades on one side, wearing out the bearings quicker.<br /><br />Also, the exhaust gases are split according to the firing order of the cylinders, supposedly helping spoolup.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||09-08-2003||08:42 AM||||The new Evo uses this doesn't it.||162.84.80.232||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||markrieb||09-08-2003||10:01 AM||||The twin scroll is used to keep the exhaust velocity high to spool the turbo sooner.  If you look at the way the exhaust mainifold is split the runners that are paired together are 180 degrees apart in the firing order.<br /><br />Somewhere in either Maximum Boost or Turbochargers this is explained in detail<br /><br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum3/002995.cgi
A||||7||jaakkima||nice galant!!!||||1||||dynamic four||00002246
Z||000000||jaakkima||09-08-2003||07:02 AM||elttoni@suomi24.fi||<a href="http://www.autoshow.permaisuri.com/Content/Autoshow.asp?AutoID=20030805035614" target="_blank">http://www.autoshow.permaisuri.com/Content/Autoshow.asp?AutoID=20030805035614</a>||194.251.171.104||reg||1||dynamic four||00002246||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-08-2003||07:28 AM||||For you.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-08-2003||09:19 AM||||how many tims will that galant be posted on here now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||VR4 Me||09-08-2003||07:27 PM||||why would you do that to a galant? i don't get it||65.81.128.186||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000004||Kevinj110||09-09-2003||02:58 AM||||Um ya repost||216.148.244.38||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||09-09-2003||08:45 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1299" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1299&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.216.101.136||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||09-09-2003||10:23 AM||||beautiful moderating KC||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||09-09-2003||10:37 AM||||NOW this thread is finally worth something.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=64" alt=" - " />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/002996.cgi
A||||30||agrabau||Post of the week suggestion||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-08-2003||11:02 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||Every Friday we should vote on the most pointless post of the week, we can repost it and discuss it's lack of merit and perhaps poor spelling, capital letters and most importantly, it's frequency of matched searches in the archive. <br /><br />This could be fun. It'll be cool if i get the award for the first useless one with this topic here.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-08-2003||11:23 AM||||I vote for:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002964" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002964</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||09-08-2003||11:28 AM||||That's a really good one, a close competitor to Henrok's 52nd post on how to fix leaky 4 wheel steering.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-08-2003||11:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong><br />This could be fun. It'll be cool if i get the award for the first useless one with this topic here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />This one!<br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003207" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003207</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||09-08-2003||11:46 AM||||This one is kind of old. I still dont know WTF was going on. <br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=8;t=000033" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=8;t=000033</a>||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-08-2003||11:59 AM||||I vote for that last one. That has to take it for <br /><br />relevance<br />sticking to topic<br />brevity<br />clarity<br /><br />That'll be last week's winner if there are any others, we can cast a vote||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||09-08-2003||12:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> This one is kind of old. I still dont know WTF was going on. <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=8;t=000033" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=8;t=000033</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">AHAHAHAHAHAHAAA, that is so freakin funny.  It's like the setup for a GVR4 board date rape.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||09-08-2003||12:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> This one is kind of old. I still dont know WTF was going on. <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=8;t=000033" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=8;t=000033</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know I have posted a few bad posts, but I have never talked to myself that long.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />how the hell did that guy get a star anyway?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||09-08-2003||12:18 PM||||I think all 32 of his posts were in that thread.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||MiSTER2||09-08-2003||12:20 PM||||i also vote for the last one, that guy is lost!||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||09-08-2003||12:28 PM||||Cmon, now - the obsidian black discussion rawked the hizzy too!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||09-08-2003||05:44 PM||||Definately the obsidian black conversation.<br /><br />It gets my vote along with the event one (If I can vote twice).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||09-08-2003||06:09 PM||||That kevintyper was the same genius that kept posting about his Fidanzas for sale.  Real tool, there.<br /><br />The obsidian black comraderie is now over, because the car in question is now owned by ME, and I can attest to its nile blackness.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyone notice this V8EATER dude is calling his car "triple black" (or should I say "TRIPLE BLACK")?  We might have another feud on our hands.||12.92.28.111||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||RTS182G-VR4||09-08-2003||11:56 PM||||was that guy posting about a meet?  someone needs some english classes so he can type in understandable sentences...  funny thing is, "typer" is in his name....||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000014||Craig91||09-08-2003||11:59 PM||||He's been spamming things all over the internet.  All his posts go a little something like this...<br /><br />"I have fidanza flywheels in stock $xxx shipped"<br />"Call 555-555-5555"<br />"I have them in stock"<br />"Call 555-555-5555"<br />"Call"<br />"In stock"<br />"I have fidanza flywheels in stock..call 555-555-5555"<br /><br />He should just be banned from the internet in general.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||09-09-2003||12:05 AM||||We could start by banning him from this site.  We don't have near enough bannings around here.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||09-09-2003||08:50 AM||||Guys - I delete his flywheel posts on a weekly basis on here - he tries to post, I delete and the game goes on and on....Its easier for me to delete, so I'll play along till he gets tired   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.101.136||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||09-09-2003||09:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Guys - I delete his flywheel posts on a weekly basis on here - he tries to post, I delete and the game goes on and on....Its easier for me to delete, so I'll play along till he gets tired    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hell, let the posts through, just edit them to say really embarrassing stuff.  Then at least we can laugh at him.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000018||GVR1643||09-09-2003||10:00 AM||||LOL Howard.<br />If he's got a legit email address we can include his "edited" message in a reply and all agree to spam him back. Send him photos of monkeys screwing or some BS just to clog his email.  <br /><br />Enact revenge on anyone who spams the board.<br /><br />Make sure you save they're email addresses...It'll be nice to have someone to vent at when you're having a bad day  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.238||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000019||udriveu||09-09-2003||10:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> funny thing is, "typer" is in his name.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it's supposed the be Type-R. Which alone should be grounds for banning.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000020||mixx2001||09-09-2003||02:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong> He's been spamming things all over the internet.  All his posts go a little something like this...<br /><br />"I have fidanza flywheels in stock $xxx shipped"<br />"Call 555-555-5555"<br />"I have them in stock"<br />"Call 555-555-5555"<br />"Call"<br />"In stock"<br />"I have fidanza flywheels in stock..call 555-555-5555"<br /><br />He should just be banned from the internet in general. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe he's some form of AI that has found it's way onto the internet, in vain attempt to communicate to humans.  No telling what he has access to.  I wouldn't use your mircowave until we get this sorted out.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000021||ayvr4||09-09-2003||02:14 PM||||Thats what i thought too. LOL<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000022||GVR4458||09-09-2003||04:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> ... Send him photos of monkeys screwing...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Falling firmly in the Don't-Even-Ask category...<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000023||V8EATER||09-09-2003||05:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> That kevintyper was the same genius that kept posting about his Fidanzas for sale.  Real tool, there.<br /><br />The obsidian black comraderie is now over, because the car in question is now owned by ME, and I can attest to its nile blackness.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Anyone notice this V8EATER dude is calling his car "triple black" (or should I say "TRIPLE BLACK")?  We might have another feud on our hands. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ok, i understand that "triple black" wasn't a mitsubishi color code, but who cares?  it's black, black, black.  we all know it.  everyone here on this site shares their love for one car- the galant vr-4.  we all have our own way of showing it.  cutesie names, slogans, mottos even.  you call yours nile black, and that's great.  i call mine triple black, and that's great.  just because i'm a junior member, doesn't mean i don't have feelings!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />can i get a group hug?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000024||GRV4726||09-09-2003||05:40 PM||||no.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000025||V8EATER||09-09-2003||05:41 PM||||cold man, cold.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000026||GRV4726||09-09-2003||05:43 PM||||sorry but i just had to make that my only responce. even though i am responding again. take a guess why they call it nile black.<br /><br />i've had some stupid post in the past. like exhaust questions. can you weld this to that, who's done it. and guess what, i still don't have an exhaust  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   i be the po ass now. jdm done wipped me.<br /><br />anywho.  i vote for...the meet topic.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000027||GVR1643||09-09-2003||05:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4458:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> ... Send him photos of monkeys screwing...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Falling firmly in the Don't-Even-Ask category...<br /><br />EH </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||167.142.22.238||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000028||Hertz||09-10-2003||12:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br />ok, i understand that "triple black" wasn't a mitsubishi color code, but who cares?  it's black, black, black.  we all know it.  [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually after I stopped being a huge prick and thought about it, I knew what you were saying.  But it should be (to paraphrase someone else on the board) more like dark grey metallic, medium grey/purple with stains, faded black.<br /><br />Seriously though, Triple Black is a <a href="http://www.bevmo.com/productinfo.asp?sku=00000066649&area=beer&category=40120010&sid=03&catname=Citrus" target="_blank">Malt Beverage by Smirnoff</a> and oddly enough it isn't black either.<br /><br />This thread is thoroughly trashed now.  Everyone give Bimmu 5 stars for the effort.  His bastard-child car isn't running and he's doing his best to contribute.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000029||drew||09-10-2003||01:07 AM||||my cell phone is silver.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000030||Ash||09-10-2003||06:13 AM||||Vote [1] the meet thread, what a spoon!||203.220.88.241||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/002997.cgi
A||||6||ayvr4||Sleeper||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||09-08-2003||12:04 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||as I was just reading another post about a sleeper, it made me think of my friend Paul's 91 Dodge Spirit R/T. (2.2 Turbo intercooled 5-speed FWD)<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1295&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />This thing is quick... when he gets on it, from the outside the stock exhaust sounds like a jet! it is just begging to be opened up.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />just had to share another sleeper with you guys.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||Forced Style||09-08-2003||12:27 PM||||Funny that looks EXACTLY like one i saw at the track in osceola this last weekend for the AEI show n' go, down to the rims and everything.. wheres this guy from?||208.231.176.40||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||09-08-2003||12:42 PM||||here in milwaukee by me...<br />what kind of times did that one run that you saw?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||BiggiB42||09-08-2003||12:50 PM||||hey forced style are u the guy who ran the 12.8 in the vr-4  <br /><br />im the other vr-4   the slow 15.1 vr-4<br /><br />but anyway i know the guy around here with the spirit. he gutted the cat and turned up the boost a bit and his best was 14.6    i love that car||64.12.96.102||reg||1||BiggiB42||00001522||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||09-08-2003||01:27 PM||||its fun racing with him... me and him are on the outside lanes, and we let some poor guy pull up in the midde and just waste him.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />ahhh, Good times....<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.11||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||Forced Style||09-08-2003||04:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BiggiB42:<br /><strong> hey forced style are u the guy who ran the 12.8 in the vr-4  <br /><br />im the other vr-4   the slow 15.1 vr-4<br /><br />but anyway i know the guy around here with the spirit. he gutted the cat and turned up the boost a bit and his best was 14.6    i love that car </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually no that is Atom, he said you remembered him trying to buy it last year, i had the black GST and used to roll around with him, now i have a dark blue galant, which is still being built. hey since your local check out the local forums man<br /> <a href="http://www.ilostmymind.com/forums" target="_blank">I Lost My Mind Racing - Forums!</a> <br />It was good to see your car again   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Josh||208.231.176.40||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000006||Ian M||09-08-2003||08:28 PM||||The Spirit R/Ts are rarer than our cars. They actually have a 220hp 16 valve turbo engine stock,not the old school 8-valve 2.2 motors the GLHS Omnis,Daytonas,ect had. I always have thought that they were cool,but I just cant get past the idea of driving a SPIRIT..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />  A couple weeks ago,one was running high 13's @101-102 at my local track,it *appeared* mostly stock-still had the stock air cleaner box on it even.||129.71.114.197||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/002998.cgi
A||||6||jonvr4||Fastlane on fox||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-08-2003||12:47 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||so word is, fastlane on fox may be getting canceled. WTF? this is a great show and now they may do away with it. here is a link i found that is a pettition to keep it on the air.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.petitiononline.com/Fastlane/petition.html" target="_blank">http://www.petitiononline.com/Fastlane/petition.html</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.savemyshow.com/shows/farscape.htm" target="_blank">http://www.savemyshow.com/shows/farscape.htm</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-08-2003||01:27 PM||||First Fastlane, then world's wildest police chases, what is this world coming to! Is there any respect for quality programming anymore?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||number3||09-08-2003||04:22 PM||||Never watched it... Sorry.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||09-08-2003||10:10 PM||||I'm sorry, but that show is horrible. Utterly horrible. That chunky chick from 90210 is probably happy she has work though...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||09-08-2003||10:44 PM||||That show rocks, Shit it has Bill Bellomey from the old MTV days in their. They do kill to many muscle cars though.||64.63.216.115||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||EvilGalantGSX||09-09-2003||02:35 AM||||I thought it was just The Fast and The Fouriouse made by FOX networks.   I think this was the last chance for Bill to make it on a differnt show other than the Next MTV's Remember the VJ.<br /><br /><br />Canceling that show will just open the spot for another Craptastic reality TV show,, Excape from V-D island.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000006||rrustedcage||09-09-2003||09:56 AM||||kelly kapowski kicks ass.||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes



ubb/Forum3/002999.cgi
A||||0||229of1000||Tuning time!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||09-08-2003||02:29 PM||||Well boys and girls, I finally got the fuel system done on the '91.  Walbro 255HP, 6AN feed lines, Russel high flow filter, Venom fuel rail, 680CC PTE injectors, and an aeromotive AFPR.  I put the 660 chip into the VPC, and my S-AFC 2 (fancy all black version) will be arriving via UPS in a couple hours.  Then I get to hook it up and have some tuning fun!<br /><br />I've only had this car two or three weeks and she's already 13 second material.  It was bone stock when I bought it.  This car loves me a lot more than the '92 did.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/003000.cgi
A||||4||ejectseat||gvr4 questions||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||09-08-2003||03:55 PM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||I've read up on this but need to confirm:<br />do ALL gvr4's have 3 bolt rear end?<br />also, gvr4 is 10in longer and has 5in longer wheelbase than 1g eclipse, yet exhaust part numbers (downpipe and catback) are listed the same. Are they universal w/ 1g awd TEL's?<br />Lastly, who the hell makes intercooler piping for vr4's?  thanks guys.  PS - it's great to have converted to the darkside.  SOLD 93 prelude vtec $5000 - Bought 1991 GVR4 1732/2000 $1200 at auction - bone stock & mint 106k - yeeeeha!  After doing the port work and other fun stuff on my friends' DSM's it's time I enjoyed speed too.<br />  <img src="http://www.we-todd-did-racing.com/wetoddimage.wtdr/i=wMTU1MDI3NnM0MTNkZmQzMXk1NDE%3D" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.we-todd-did-racing.com/wetoddimage.wtdr/i=wMTM0MjM5NnM0MTNkZmQzMXk1NDE%3D" alt=" - " />||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||ejectseat||09-08-2003||03:57 PM||||wow!  that's great of my image hosting site to do that shit after I donated money!  Oh well.  There were pics of my cars...||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||09-08-2003||04:02 PM||||i see pictures of a green VR4 and a prelude and talon....<br /><br />but RRE makes IC pipes<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com</a><br /><br />also look at their upgrade guide<br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/gvr4upgradepath.htm</a>||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||Johnny Bravo||09-08-2003||04:02 PM||||Well all US GVR-4's have the 3-bolt rear end, but FWIW there were a few rare editions (Monte Carlo?) that came with a 4-bolt overseas.  The downpipes are interchangable, but as far as I know the 1G catback can be made to work, but will be a bit short and I imagine would melt the bumper.  Most DSM tuners do make GVR-4 specific exhausts, but rarely list them on their websites since there are so few of these cars out there.  Road Race Engineering & Indy Race Cores both make decent i/c pipe kits for front mounts, but if you just want something for the stock I/C I don't know of anybody offhand (the uicp is different than that on a TEL).  I was talking to David Brode about making one for my car since he's located very close to where I live, but my tranny bit the dust before I could get up there.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    Anyway, congrats on the new purchase.  It may not be quite as sporty to begin with as the Prelude, but the potential is much much higher.  Good luck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000004||ejectseat||09-08-2003||04:14 PM||||Yeeeeeha!  I had my capacitors go bad a couple weeks after I got my car...I ordered them from digikey and threw them on last night - and it runs and idles perfectly!  My car (fuel relay) made some clicking noises and I didn't drive it since because I found out about the caps leaking.  It was only one that leaked, and it ate a little of the board.  I'm glad it worked out, now I can go ripping.  It runs great by the way: (K&N, gutted maf, gutted aircan, ported manifold, slut port 2g o2 housing, slut port turbo exhaust housing, and boost solenoid restrictor removed. I'm probably getting a cheapie exhaust done (I have an extra 2.5" inlet muffler w/ dual tips lying around) and order a downpipe mandrel bend from RRE.  Then i'll get some goodies in the spring.  Can't wait to become addicted more!  Thanks for quick responses guys...||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
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q!PRE-EVO!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452883.1856!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!beat speeding tickets heres a few ways!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452887.2330!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452887.2330!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Weird shit , give it a try  and post your results......!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452887.2343!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!10:11 PM!,
q!2452889.2211!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!182mph!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!12:25 AM!,
q!2452888.0025!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!agrabau!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2452888.1853!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Galant Vr-4 in import tuner magazine....!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452888.1427!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452888.1733!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!WHAT DOES VR-4  MEAN?!,
q!5!,
q!20!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452888.1635!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!00002192!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!07:54 PM!,
q!2452893.1954!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!DarkSide Racing hmm......!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2452888.1852!,
q!199of2k!,
q!00000323!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2453022.1307!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!4 bolt questions..!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!07:29 PM!,
q!2452888.1929!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452889.1730!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!10 Sec Soccer Mom!,
q!10!,
q!9!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!05:44 AM!,
q!2452889.0544!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!01:49 AM!,
q!2452890.0149!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Track Results!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!11:50 AM!,
q!2452889.1150!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!04:03 AM!,
q!2452890.0403!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Im off to look at a GGSX!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452879.1140!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!gtluke!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452879.1812!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!good and bad news !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!11:46 AM!,
q!2452879.1146!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!01:40 PM!,
q!2452879.1340!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Found under the seat!,
q!1!,
q!47!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!12:25 PM!,
q!2452879.1225!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452880.1620!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000047!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!Manual Boost Controller...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!02:47 PM!,
q!2452879.1447!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!00000249!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2452879.1831!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Where to jack!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2452879.1527!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!Dan D!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2452879.1655!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Road rage.!,
q!1!,
q!41!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2452879.1558!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!joec!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452891.2138!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000042!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Engine temp...!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!04:28 PM!,
q!2452879.1628!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!Hertz!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2452880.1303!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!Taking back broken Craftsmen tools..!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452879.1723!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452879.2346!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MrEd!,
q!f*cking rodents!,
q!8!,
q!6!,
q!08-30-2003!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2452882.2319!,
q!MrEd!,
q!00000068!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!11:15 AM!,
q!2452885.1115!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!My new website.......!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452879.1856!,
q!MX4!,
q!00000093!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2452880.1059!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4GURL!,
q!vr4/evo0!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!08:32 PM!,
q!2452883.2032!,
q!VR4GURL!,
q!00001790!,
q!VR4GURL!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452886.2219!,
q!VR4GURL!,
q!00001790!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!WhiteOut!,
q!Star Wars Kid> Tons and Tons of Different Versions = P   !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2452879.1928!,
q!WhiteOut!,
q!00001486!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2452879.1948!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Tunning #'s today!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2452883.2232!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452883.2316!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!New Galant...where to start?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2452884.0032!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!00002220!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452888.1911!,
q!makedollarz!,
q!00002220!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q!All Tools Are  Same/ cost of truth?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2452884.0032!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452886.1253!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Chris Plesko (pivvay)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452884.1844!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!11:53 PM!,
q!2452884.2353!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!So, how did you spend your weekend?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2452884.1908!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!turbowop!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452885.2047!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!Best method to launch...!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452884.2056!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!a_santos!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2452887.2240!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!what the hell is mitsubishi up to!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!03:50 PM!,
q!2452889.1550!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452891.1751!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!$12,000 GVR-4!,
q!5!,
q!22!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452884.2106!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!02:25 PM!,
q!2452886.1425!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Greddy catch can question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2452889.1656!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452889.1839!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!Stutterbox RPM!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!02:23 AM!,
q!2452885.0223!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!Doug Thomas!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2452901.1543!,
q!Doug Thomas!,
q!00000077!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!underdrive pulleys and lightweight flywheel!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2452889.1704!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!Notorius!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2452889.1704!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!removing driveshaft without the haflshaft!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2452889.1746!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!ercp98!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2452889.1746!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Easystreet Motorsports sets a new record 9.75@137mph!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2452889.2036!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452890.2056!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!wheres the paint?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!09:03 PM!,
q!2452889.2103!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452890.1635!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!No more fuel cut.  Finally.!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2452889.2210!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!02:26 AM!,
q!2452890.0226!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Ferrari Enzo Pics by yours truly !,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2452889.2356!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2452894.0007!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Another EVO get owned!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!09:14 AM!,
q!2452890.0914!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!09:29 AM!,
q!2452891.0929!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~help with Windows XP, this really blows!~,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2452890.1527!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!sleeper!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2452892.1101!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!4 wheels spinning!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2452879.2118!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!04:15 AM!,
q!2452883.0415!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Someone touch me. !,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452879.2158!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!04:32 PM!,
q!2452880.1632!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4in!,
q~Nice try!! hahahah!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2452880.0102!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!02:52 AM!,
q!2452880.0252!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!My new Rally Vehicle...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!01:33 AM!,
q!2452880.0133!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!01:23 AM!,
q!2452881.0123!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Drive it like a rental...!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!01:46 AM!,
q!2452880.0146!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2452885.1223!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!WinterSL2!,
q~Blown Turbo... Help?!?!~,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!03:53 AM!,
q!2452880.0353!,
q!StarionKnight!,
q!00001642!,
q!WinterSL2!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452880.2237!,
q!StarionKnight!,
q!00001642!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Sweet Bike for sale!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-27-2003!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2452879.1329!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2452880.1852!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Slowboy EVO III 16G!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452880.1654!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!Nate!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!10:20 AM!,
q!2452881.1020!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q!Rough few hours of working on the car...Long rant...!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452880.1811!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!03:59 PM!,
q!2452881.1559!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!NWDSM annual Mt.St. Helens run!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!02:57 AM!,
q!2452885.0257!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!turbowop!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452885.2201!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!congrats to jason wilcox!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!07:02 PM!,
q!2452880.1902!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!thetuna909!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2452881.0112!,
q!thetuna909!,
q!00000729!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TAMBLERAMBLE!,
q!HOOD!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452885.1618!,
q!Tambleramble!,
q!00001897!,
q!Kevinj110!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!01:50 AM!,
q!2452887.0150!,
q!Belize#1692!,
q!00001490!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q~TMO STOLE MY MONEY!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452885.1747!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!08:45 PM!,
q!2452885.2045!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Humm, learned something new today!,
q!1!,
q!100!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!06:04 PM!,
q!2452885.1804!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!Minjin!,
q!09-06-2003!,
q!09:30 PM!,
q!2452889.2130!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000100!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Nice video  - must watch !~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!07:04 PM!,
q!2452885.1904!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!06:50 PM!,
q!2452886.1850!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Bandimere on wednesday!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2452885.2018!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Kibo!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2452885.2043!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Sounds like King Missile...!,
q!14!,
q!5!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2452885.2226!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!sleeper!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452892.2237!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!New AFC/Gauge Location pictures!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-02-2003!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452885.2242!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!04:02 PM!,
q!2452891.1602!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!should l buy this?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!04:21 PM!,
q!2452890.1621!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!07:49 AM!,
q!2452891.0749!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!EndTanks!,
q!2!,
q!4!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452886.1332!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!03:33 AM!,
q!2452887.0333!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!1965 Dodge Coronet!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452890.2147!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2452891.1912!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~Give me a free carfax and get a car for 400 bucks!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452886.1718!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452886.1811!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Weekend Photography (non car)!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!10:51 PM!,
q!2452890.2251!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!07:17 PM!,
q!2452891.1917!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Just something fun!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452890.2342!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2452890.2342!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!twin-scroll turbo's...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!12:13 AM!,
q!2452891.0013!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!markrieb!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!10:01 AM!,
q!2452891.1001!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jaakkima!,
q~nice galant!!!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!07:02 AM!,
q!2452891.0702!,
q!dynamic four!,
q!00002246!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!10:37 AM!,
q!2452892.1037!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Post of the week suggestion!,
q!1!,
q!30!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2452891.1102!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!Ash!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!06:13 AM!,
q!2452893.0613!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Sleeper!,
q!2!,
q!6!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!12:04 PM!,
q!2452891.1204!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!Ian M!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!08:28 PM!,
q!2452891.2028!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Fastlane on fox!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452891.1247!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!rrustedcage!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!09:56 AM!,
q!2452892.0956!,
q!ryan!,
q!00001263!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~Tuning time!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!02:29 PM!,
q!2452891.1429!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!02:29 PM!,
q!2452891.1429!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!ACT Flywheel!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452880.2033!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!09:05 PM!,
q!2452880.2105!,
q!gvr4in!,
q!00000669!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!stock shocks / gc coilovers!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-28-2003!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452880.2221!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!12:55 PM!,
q!2452881.1255!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!naturally stupidity (this you have to read)!,
q!2!,
q!3!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2452881.0040!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2452881.1603!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!2G Eclipse spyder!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!01:47 AM!,
q!2452881.0147!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452886.1641!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!If I had a million dollars...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!11:09 AM!,
q!2452881.1109!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452881.1848!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!A friday treat for you guys!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!01:38 PM!,
q!2452881.1338!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!02:05 AM!,
q!2452883.0205!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!new desktop computer wanted, your input please!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2452881.1527!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!number3!,
q!09-01-2003!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2452884.1228!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!My girls new MKIV!,
q!10!,
q!2!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452881.1714!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!91 #680!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!07:04 PM!,
q!2452881.1904!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!This guy is CRAZY fast..!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452886.1727!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!h45454!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452888.2330!,
q!h45454!,
q!00001840!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Engine swap?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2452881.1916!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!11:47 PM!,
q!2452881.2347!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q~Go Kart w an 1100 Gixxer eng. Totally Insane .!~,
q!6!,
q!8!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!05:48 PM!,
q!2452886.1748!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!hecdws!,
q!09-07-2003!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2452890.1342!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!I knew it was a punk ass kid that made the worm.!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!07:29 PM!,
q!2452881.1929!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!07:29 PM!,
q!2452881.1929!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Click here to read childish complaining.!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452886.1840!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452887.2357!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Whale gas photo.... WTF....!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2452886.1912!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2452888.0959!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!rice with a reason!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!08:16 PM!,
q!2452886.2016!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!Kevinj110!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!03:13 AM!,
q!2452891.0313!,
q!Belize#1692!,
q!00001490!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!&quot;Turbo sound&quot; exhaust!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452886.2108!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452887.2318!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!TurboTrix moving?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2452886.2245!,
q!DSMGVR4!,
q!00000427!,
q!hecdws!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452887.2201!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!MARYLANDERS/DC/VA!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-03-2003!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2452886.2305!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!syoung298!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2452887.1335!,
q!syoung298!,
q!00002298!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!What wont break ?!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2452887.0242!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-05-2003!,
q!02:03 AM!,
q!2452888.0203!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Post from Altima forum!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!03:02 AM!,
q!2452887.0302!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!09-04-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452887.2301!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!should i bother doing the bs removal!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452881.2126!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!Kibo!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452883.0116!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Oh my STI...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452881.2139!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Romanova!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!02:24 PM!,
q!2452883.1424!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!foot sliped, i may have to kill myself!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452881.2208!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!Matticus!,
q!08-30-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452882.1126!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!Wheels and Grill!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!08-29-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452881.2209!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!08-30-2003!,
q!11:42 AM!,
q!2452882.1142!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!anyone use TOS gauges!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!08-30-2003!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2452882.0009!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2452883.1558!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Eagle Automotive Wharehouse!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!08-30-2003!,
q!01:19 AM!,
q!2452882.0119!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!08-30-2003!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452882.1258!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!cheapest turbo upgrade!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!08-30-2003!,
q!01:39 AM!,
q!2452882.0139!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!Notorius!,
q!08-31-2003!,
q!10:41 PM!,
q!2452883.2241!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/003001.cgi
A||||3||Sam Sayes||Check this out||||1||||Sam Sayes||00000657
Z||000000||Sam Sayes||09-08-2003||04:07 PM||samgvr4@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.eurotuned.com/multimedia/gti_vs_civic.htm" target="_blank">http://www.eurotuned.com/multimedia/gti_vs_civic.htm</a><br /><br /><br />Enjoy<br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||09-08-2003||04:15 PM||||heh, welcome to 2 years ago  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />but still always funny<br />-luke-||141.153.206.160||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||09-08-2003||04:30 PM||||A friend o mine sent it to me, the sound on that Civic is just funny and true.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-08-2003||04:38 PM||||That's not realistic at all. The civic never came in that color.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003002.cgi
A||||3||MrSR5andVR4||Hello everyone, glad there's a place like this on the net.||||10||||MrSR5andVR4||00002311
Z||000000||MrSR5andVR4||09-08-2003||04:08 PM||||Hello All,<br /><br />Just found your forum, and I'm glad it's here because I'm pretty ignorant when it come to DSM's.<br /><br />More of a Toyota guy myself, but just picked up a '91 GVR4 at an airport auction and want to hook up with other enthusiasts of the car.<br /><br />Needs some TLC but I'm sure I can take car of that, it's in pretty good shape considering where I got it from.  Hope you guys can help me along the way to getting her to being a performance monster.<br /><br />So hello.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />A.J., California Bay Area||154.6.101.4||reg||10||MrSR5andVR4||00002311||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||09-08-2003||04:09 PM||||yeah we rule  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />stick arround||141.153.206.160||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||Kevinj110||09-09-2003||02:59 AM||||Welcome to the board man. Good to have another.||216.148.244.38||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-09-2003||07:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> yeah we rule   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO... welcome!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/003003.cgi
A||||5||VR4 Me||New Owner of 92 GVR4 #193/1000||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||09-08-2003||06:22 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||What's up board. My name's Josh Poole. I'm from Gainesville, GA and I bought a 92 GVR4 over the weekend. WOW! I knew these cars had a certain collector's appeal, but I didn't know mine would be so fast, especially after i performed all the DSM free "mods". The car came with a 16G upgrade but aside from that, it's all original.<br /><br />The car is dark green with black leather (immaculate, btw), with 107k miles and what seems to be every service record since the car was purchased. I have spent a WHOLE lot of time on dsmtalk.com and I would've already been on here but I had some registration troubles. Anyhow, here's my ride:<br /><br /> <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/galant1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/galant2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/galant6.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/galant3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/galant4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/galant5.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.81.128.186||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||09-08-2003||06:25 PM||||Hey Josh!!<br /><br />Nice ride,and welcome to the board  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||09-08-2003||06:25 PM||||nice...walcome aboard!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||09-08-2003||06:55 PM||||Hi Josh. I hate you, cuz that was supposed to be MY next car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Just kidding - Looks like you got a great deal on that, and welcome to the board!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||VR4 Me||09-08-2003||07:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> Hi Josh. I hate you, cuz that was supposed to be MY next car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Just kidding - Looks like you got a great deal on that, and welcome to the board! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well, look at it like this...you have already gotten to enjoy one, right?<br /><br />MY TURN!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.81.128.186||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-08-2003||09:55 PM||||#193 looks good!   Stock everything and a 16G?  How fun...  they should have come that way from the factory.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />If you haven't already, check out <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">my links page</a>, hopefully you'll find something useful.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003004.cgi
A||||14||VR4 Me||My car with Rota Slipstreams in Bronze...photoshopped||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||09-08-2003||07:45 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||<img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/galantslipstream.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.81.128.186||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||09-08-2003||07:59 PM||||Looks like Eds. Looks good man.||4.60.251.60||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||09-08-2003||08:51 PM||||They look kinda small.||12.92.28.111||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||09-08-2003||09:24 PM||||Personally...I'm not a fan of the slipstreams at all.  I know they are lightweight and all, but visually, they do nothing for me.<br /><br />Different strokes for different folks though.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-08-2003||09:44 PM||||Thems ain't spinnas, fo shizzle.<br /><br />Woooo wooo!||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||09-08-2003||10:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong> Personally...I'm not a fan of the slipstreams at all.  I know they are lightweight and all, but visually, they do nothing for me.<br /><br />Different strokes for different folks though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, if it's gotta be Rota's, I'd go with the subzeros.  If my car ever gets wheels, it's going to be Racing Hart CP8s or silver Subzeros.||12.92.28.111||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Craig91||09-08-2003||11:21 PM||||I agree about the subzeros.  I like those as well.  I'm not really worried about wheels right now, cause frankly...I don't have the money for them.   I've got '99 GSX wheels on my car, so I'll probably end up looking for wheels when these ones bend  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||09-08-2003||11:26 PM||||hey craig do you have a pic of your car with the 99 wheels on it? my friend has a set he might sell me, and i'd like to see what they look like.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||VR4 Me||09-08-2003||11:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong> I agree about the subzeros.  I like those as well.  I'm not really worried about wheels right now, cause frankly...I don't have the money for them.   I've got '99 GSX wheels on my car, so I'll probably end up looking for wheels when these ones bend    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll bet those look tight...all I know is the slipstreams are like 125 a piece and the 16's weigh like 11 lbs. I'll be damned if I spend over 900 dollars on wheels for a car that cost $3500 bucks ya know||65.81.128.186||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000009||Craig91||09-08-2003||11:36 PM||||Here is a pic of them on my car, as well as my car.  Right now I'm part of the "DSM jackstands crew" because it's in my friend's garage without a turbine housing because of a broken bolt.  Hopefully that'll all change tomorrow when I hope I'll have the housing back.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid74/p3b4155fdb22172d40965077556a1c29e/fb661cd7.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000010||VR4 Me||09-09-2003||12:29 AM||||hell yeah, man, those are badass lookin...if you squint hard enough, they kinda look like subzeros...what's the weight on em?||65.81.128.186||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000011||Craig91||09-09-2003||12:38 AM||||I honestly have no idea on the weight of them.  I'm sure if you search either this forum, DSMTalk, or the internet in general, I'm sure you can find the weight per wheel.<br /><br />I think that might be why I like the subzeros.  They are similar, with the biggest exception being that instead of the space between each "spoke" getting larger as you get away from the centercap, the subzeros gap is equal all the way (if that makes any sense).||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000012||jonvr4||09-09-2003||12:48 AM||||i really want the 1999 gs oz wheels for my car!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000013||iceman69510||09-09-2003||09:22 AM||||I have a set of the 97-99 GSX wheels I will be installing in spring.  They are not light, as I believe they are about 23-24 lbs each. Unfortunate as they are two piece with a rolled rim.<br /><br />I agree the 10th anniversary OZ Eclipse wheels would look cool on a VR4. Right now I have the wheels like the current Japanese market VR4 on my car (16").||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000014||16GVR4||09-09-2003||08:00 PM||||I just recently have a choice between 16" slipstream or 17" subzero.<br /><br />I chose 16" slipstream, because I prefer the simpler style of slipstream, even though I wish they come in 17s. I got the steel gray color with 225/50/16 and it looks awesome on my car.<br /><br />I saw a subzero wheel on the street on a WRX, and I don't regret my decision    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   <br />To each, their own though.||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes



ubb/Forum3/003005.cgi
A||||0||Notorius||getaway in stockholm 4 trailer is out||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||09-08-2003||09:23 PM||||yea, corvette vs 360 modena this time. lots of cops. and helmet cams. i think it might out-do GiS 2....<br /><br /><a href="http://www.getawayinstockholm.com" target="_blank">www.getawayinstockholm.com</a>||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes



ubb/Forum3/003006.cgi
A||||3||slvrblt||HRC stuff on sale||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||09-08-2003||09:33 PM||||just browsing around and I found a nice sale goin on over at <a href="http://www.hahnracecraft.com/auto/sales/sales.htm" target="_blank">http://www.hahnracecraft.com/auto/sales/sales.htm</a><br /><br />they have Supr 16G turbos for $500 and "super" 20G turbos for $600.<br /><br />Prices are $100 more on other parts of the site even though they indicate a sale. Im sure that HRC will stand by the lower prices.<br /><br /><br />I dont know if I should get the exhaust now or get the Super 20G while its on sale and then get the exhaust later.<br /><br />Damn, does the super 20g have a different outlet than the (super/big) 16g and the 14bs ? Im using the stock Ic pipe routing so I need to keep the outlet the way it is.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||09-08-2003||10:41 PM||||I would stay away from HRC turbos. They use adapterplates and a huge 10cm ex housing that kills spool. I would buy one if you plan on changing the Ex housing to a 7cm. Slowboy racing has good prices on ex housings. So buy a 20g from them, a 7cm housing from slowboy and put the laggy 10cm on ebay to make the money back. Shit my RED only has a 8cm housing, And it has gone 9s so what do you need a 10 for?||64.63.216.115||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||09-09-2003||09:55 AM||||Yeah, never heard anything but problems with HRC products and poor customer service.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-09-2003||03:06 PM||||ok. what about DSR (http://www.darksideracing.org) ?<br /><br /><br />Their eBay feedback seems to be pretty damn good although they have had a few problems. They have 240 ratings with ~97% positive.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003007.cgi
A||||2||SPEEDFIEND||2nd gen road race talon at Shoot Out||||1||||SPEEDFIEND||00000437
Z||000000||SPEEDFIEND||09-08-2003||10:44 PM||speedfiend@msn.com||I was wondering who owned the Black 2nd gen road race talon with Bronze TE37 Volk's that was at the Shoot Out this year?||65.134.27.244||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-08-2003||11:11 PM||||<a href="http://www.farnorthracing.com/" target="_blank">This</a> one?  That's Dennis Grant's car, and it's set up for auto-x, not road race.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||SPEEDFIEND||09-10-2003||06:47 PM||||Yeah that's the one.  Thanks howard.  Autocross huh, opps.||65.130.117.184||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes



ubb/Forum3/003008.cgi
A||||11||number3||We need a new Members ride!||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||09-09-2003||12:10 AM||||Please.<br /><br /><br />Jon,<br /><br />Should we send our mod updates to you?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||09-09-2003||12:12 AM||||I'll type and picture one up for my car...if I can update it as I get faster   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-09-2003||12:33 AM||||I'll throw up pictures of my hooptie so you all can laugh at it. Hoodless and all. Or would you rather wait 3-5months and see the hopefully finished product.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||09-09-2003||01:12 AM||||I don't think we need "a" members ride. I think we need many members rides.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||09-09-2003||07:06 AM||||I want my '91 to be one in a couple months.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||09-09-2003||08:46 AM||||are honda wagons acceptable ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.101.136||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||Jon||09-09-2003||08:51 AM||||I was going to do the bmw-bishi as the next one but he is having some problems with his engine.<br /><br />Go right ahead and post some pictures here with some information.  I can make a write up about it and put it in the members' ride section so long as the car isn't a hoopty.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||09-09-2003||09:49 AM||||The Bimmubishi will be done next week. The engine's coming this Thursday. Have faith! <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||09-09-2003||10:57 AM||||Bob in Chicago sent you some pics of his car, which prompty made it into the image/video archive but I think he was expecting to get into the member's rides section.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||GVR$in||09-09-2003||02:53 PM||||How about my car?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||09-09-2003||04:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> How about my car?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ummmm...<br /><br /><br />NO!<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||Sam Sayes||09-09-2003||04:42 PM||||How about my car? <br /> <br />--------------------<br />Terren .. 91' 1823/2000 "Intergalactic Black"<br /><br />Yes .. Im GVR4in, No Im not a n00b and No I can't login to my account..<br /><br /><br />LOL jsut make sure the fish lens is not used  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Just kidding Terren, your car is great man<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum3/003009.cgi
A||||53||Kevinj110||Do you Believe a Galant VR4 is a DSM?||||1||||Belize#1692||00001490
Z||000000||Kevinj110||09-09-2003||03:09 AM||floodedpoopy@aol.com||I really do not believe that they are. For one they were not built in the states. Two there are no other Plymoth,Dodge, or Eagle counter parts. I think that it is funny to call a car something only because it shares a engine and drivetrain with another car. Like Saying a 5.0 Thunderbird is a Mustang. Just a thought though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||170.224.224.134||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000001||thetuna909||09-09-2003||03:37 AM||||I belive there JDM, not DSM.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||thetuna909||00000729||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||09-09-2003||04:11 AM||||Who fucking cares?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   We share the same power and drivetrain with the DSM's so naturally we share interests. Most mods are all the same and have similar results. The only major difference is the body style. If you want to be like the rest of the internet weenies out there that argue the DSM/nonDSM crap do it elsewhere. We all know that our cars aren't *genuine* DSM's.<br /><br />Who wants to vote this for the worthless post of the week??   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR41062||09-09-2003||04:13 AM||||It does not say DSM on the fire wall.  There for I say its not a dsm, also the dsm is based off the GVR-4 anyway.  <br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||09-09-2003||05:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Belize#1692:<br /><strong> Two there are no other Plymoth,Dodge, or Eagle counter parts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There was an Eagle version of a Galant GSX that was sold in Canada.  I think this is close enough, but I still agree with Mark on this one.  Who the hell cares?  We all know we're better than DSM's anyway.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||69.59.219.204||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||number3||09-09-2003||07:48 AM||||Wow! Check out the ego on this board...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />A GVR4 is not considered a DSM for the reasons stated. A good question for newbies to be aware of.||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||09-09-2003||08:58 AM||||I know for a fact mine isn't.  It has 4 doors and it doesn't fall apart.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||09-09-2003||09:12 AM||||The beat goes on...||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||drew||09-09-2003||11:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I know for a fact mine isn't.  It has 4 doors and it doesn't fall apart. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well said.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||1quickvr4||09-09-2003||12:32 PM||||Nah, Not a DSM as we know becouse are cars are well built. We still hang out with the DSM crowd becouse of the drivetrain, And so we can get there used cars for parts since thats all dsms are good for. Another twist to this post, Did you ever wonder what it would be like if all mitsu had were the GVR4 and the Colt/Mirage turbo and they never built DSMs?||64.63.216.97||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000010||KenGVR4||09-09-2003||12:49 PM||||Calling a Galant VR-4 a DSM would be like calling an early Lancer Evolution a DSM.  Sure, they shared some parts... but they're a totally different car.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||09-09-2003||01:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Wow! Check out the ego on this board...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol||63.227.117.137||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||ayvr4||09-09-2003||01:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Who fucking cares?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    We share the same power and drivetrain with the DSM's so naturally we share interests. Most mods are all the same and have similar results. The only major difference is the body style. If you want to be like the rest of the internet weenies out there that argue the DSM/nonDSM crap do it elsewhere. We all know that our cars aren't *genuine* DSM's.<br /><br />Who wants to vote this for the worthless post of the week??    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ok, you are probably going to tear me a new one, but calm down buddy!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />Snapping on that dumb-ass on that other board was funny, but support your true vr4 pals.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||09-09-2003||01:50 PM||||Okay kids, this will really melt your melons.<br /><br />Mr. WrockinWRX on the aforementioned board, referred to his Galant GSX as a DSM.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||09-09-2003||01:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Okay kids, this will really melt your melons.<br /><br />Mr. WrockinWRX on the aforementioned board, referred to his Galant GSX as a DSM. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dumb Stupid Mouth?  If, so then ya, he has a DSM.<br /><br />A Eclipse GSX is a DSM, so anything else that has the same GSX name MUST be a DSM.<br /><br />And since wood can burn, it must have fire in it....  It also holds smoke as well, so wood is made of fire and smoke.||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000015||broke down||09-09-2003||03:22 PM||||Oh yeah, well at least my dsm doesn't come in colors such as "intergalactic black", ours usually come in better ones like "RUSTic red"  or beater blue.  My car is the best though, it doesn't have all of that clear coat weighing it down.  Bash that!||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||09-09-2003||03:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by broke down:<br /><strong> Oh yeah, well at least my dsm doesn't come in colors such as "intergalactic black", ours usually come in better ones like "RUSTic red"  or beater blue.  My car is the best though, it doesn't have all of that clear coat weighing it down.  Bash that! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You forgot sun baked black, swirl scratch black, and once up on a time black.  This now has the paint code wannabe black.  I'll have to post a pic of my old Talon.||12.34.246.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||grndsm||09-09-2003||03:53 PM||||First of all, DSM label on the firewall does not mean much.  DSM venture ended in �95, so 96-99 cars did not have that label.  Are they not DSMs? <br /><br />Besides, weren�t some �95 Avengers were built at the same factory under the DSM �rule�.  I am not sure if they actually had a DSM sticker, but they certainly were not DSMs as we all know them...<br /><br />All of AWD DSMs were based on a GVR4 platform, which came first!  They are NOT like Lancer EVO8 and DSM, 90% of parts under the sheet metal of DSM and GVR4 are identical!   I dare anyone to find even 5% of DSM parts on an EVO8... <br /><br />So while I consider GVR4s forefathers of DSM, if it wasn�t for DSMs, GVR4�s would not be anywhere near as fast or popular in this country, 3500 cars are just not enough to develop all the stuff for!<br /><br />There are so many parallels between the two cars, that it would be stupid not to classify them under the same name...<br /><br />The term DSM was originally adapted to simplify identification of TELs.  Following that logic, GVR4s are easily included in that category and should be considered DSMs.  What else would you put these cars under?<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000018||udriveu||09-09-2003||04:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by grndsm:<br /><strong> So while I consider GVR4s forefathers of DSM, if it wasn�t for DSMs, GVR4�s would not be anywhere near as fast or popular in this country, 3500 cars are just not enough to develop all the stuff for!</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not trying to nitpick details, but 3500? Did I miss something?||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000019||1quickvr4||09-09-2003||04:05 PM||||My point is a DSM was built in the US and has shitty build, The Galant VR4 and Colt/Mirage was built oversaeas. Ok Galant VR4s and C/Ms are MMCs T/E/Ls are DSMs. We share parts, So does that make a Fairmont Wagon a Mustang?||64.63.216.47||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000020||grndsm||09-09-2003||04:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by grndsm:<br /><strong> So while I consider GVR4s forefathers of DSM, if it wasn�t for DSMs, GVR4�s would not be anywhere near as fast or popular in this country, 3500 cars are just not enough to develop all the stuff for!</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not trying to nitpick details, but 3500? Did I miss something? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope... you didn't miss anything, just a brainfart   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000021||grndsm||09-09-2003||04:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> My point is a DSM was built in the US and has shitty build, The Galant VR4 and Colt/Mirage was built oversaeas. Ok Galant VR4s and C/Ms are MMCs T/E/Ls are DSMs. We share parts, So does that make a Fairmont Wagon a Mustang? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I still do not buy it... <br /><br />And why do you even mention Colt/Marage cars?  They were neither...<br /><br />All of the JDM/GVR4 elitist, would you like to be banned from a DSM Shootout?<br /><br />Perhaps you need your own GVR4 event of roughly 20 cars and 40 spectators?<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000022||jonvr4||09-09-2003||04:35 PM||||this topic is too much effort.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000023||a_santos||09-09-2003||05:42 PM||||NO, NO, NO.<br /><br />The Galant VR-4 is the father of the DSM, and all of the EVOs.||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000024||Ian M||09-09-2003||07:22 PM||||I think its silly when folks get all uptight when someone calls a GVR4 a "DSM". Of course our cars arent  technically a DSM,but neither is a 95+ talon or Eclipse,but Im sure everyone here has refered to a 2g car as a DSM. The term DSM is pretty much a slang term to most folks. What it comes down to is the GVR4 owner "snob factor". I guess I have better things to worry about...      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <br /><br /> Should we have our seperate shoot out too,or rename it the DSM/GVR4/Colt turbo/EVO Shootout?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br /> No you cant call a Thunderbird a Mustang ,but since they are built on the same platform,you CAN call them both a Fox-body..the Fairmont wagon too!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.154||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000025||1quickvr4||09-09-2003||07:44 PM||||Ok, Here is what a DSM is to me. A 2 door sports car that was a Joint venture with Plymouth/Dodge and what came of them 1g/2g. Yes the DSMs are built after the Galant VR4 drivetrain.  I realley dont care Im just trying to get people upset since Im bored today and the money for my turbo hasent came in yet. Is a GVR4 a DSM in my eyes?No. Yours? Maybe. A DSM is nothing more than a parts car to me anyway.||4.60.251.60||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000026||turbowop||09-09-2003||08:27 PM||||QUOTE]ok, you are probably going to tear me a new one, but calm down buddy!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />Snapping on that dumb-ass on that other board was funny, but support your true vr4 pals.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />~Aaron [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />I don't mean to jump all over my gvr4 brethren......I just hate this topic. To the people that asked whether we would want a whole separate shoot out because we're not *DSM's*......that is my point. I wouldn't. I have a lot of friends with DSM's and I consider them to be friends with the same type of car. Just a different body. I was the only GVR4 on the NWDSM Mt. St. Helens run. I still had a hell of a lot of fun even though my car *looked* different. I was a part of every conversation during the day that had to do with our similar cars. Of course I know the differences in build quality and such but I still don't care for the whole DSM/nonDSM thing.<br /><br />Believe me....I don't think anybody on this board is even close to as ignorant as the fuckstick on AF.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000027||MustGoFaster||09-09-2003||08:52 PM||||Here's a good one, since GVR4's came before DSM's. Are DSM's GVR4's?||63.226.150.45||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000028||DeanCouchey||09-09-2003||09:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the money for my turbo hasent came in yet  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I sent it at like 2pm EST<br />I dont consider my car a DSM but I consider the drivetrain the father of a dsm! What really gets me is when some people call there Star/Quest's the father of the DSM's, they dont share anything really.||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000029||GRV4726||09-09-2003||10:36 PM||||wow this topic got out of hand. i sort of agree with everyone. DSM's have gvr4 spirit yes they do. they've got spirit. how 'bout you? haha<br /><br />i don't know about you guys, but if someone called my car a dsm i would be happy. why, because at least they didn't call it a honda accord.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   that gets to me. if someone call my gvr4 a dsm, i just point out the mmc emblem we all should be getting soon. (thanks iceman, hang in there. you've got all of our support) we share a lot in common with dsm's, and because its Diamond Star Motors it doesn't bother me much.  Now if it were chrysler, i would be pissed.  MMC, it sounds so sweet. <br /><br />so next time calls your gvr4 a dsm, just smile and reply by saying "not quite".<br /><br />so, i vote for the new topic of the week  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000030||Ian M||09-10-2003||12:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> <br /><br />i don't know about you guys, but if someone called my car a dsm i would be happy. why, because at least they didn't call it a honda accord.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     <br /><br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Could be worse,Ive had my car mistaken for a Grand Am....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||129.71.114.144||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000031||Kevinj110||09-10-2003||12:58 AM||||Damn I didn't mean to start this much of a problem with ya all. I was just wanting to know some other opinions on this topic. Oh well guess its what I get. Hey ya make this the stupid post of the week and I will post a picture of me, with a sign that says stupid topic starter of the week.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.148.244.38||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000032||GVR$in||09-10-2003||01:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4726:<br /><strong> <br /><br />i don't know about you guys, but if someone called my car a dsm i would be happy. why, because at least they didn't call it a honda accord.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />      <br /><br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Could be worse,Ive had my car mistaken for a Grand Am....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My ex asked asked, "Hey is that your car?" when many black honda accords (older ones) passed by. She was serious and I was like   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  ..||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000033||Team Ducktape||09-10-2003||02:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Okay kids, this will really melt your melons.<br /><br />Mr. WrockinWRX on the aforementioned board, referred to his Galant GSX as a DSM. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I believe this is stupid to debate this, there is nothing to debate;<br /><br />DSM - Diamond Star Motors<br />A joint effort by Mitsubishi (three diamonds) and the Chrysler Corporation (penta-star) to build some of the most incredible automobiles in the world. The vehicles were produced with the names Eagle Talon, Mitsubishi Eclipse, and Plymouth Laser. DSM cars are assembled in Normal, Illinois. The '94-and-up Mitsubishi Galant is also assembled at the DSM plant in IL; previous Galant's were assembled in Japan. The Eclipse and Galant (since '89) share the same platform. <br /><br />So no "DSM" tag under hood, no DSM plain and simple.......<br /><br />BTW I think Mr. WRX will keep his mouth shut for a while, but yes it did take some work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> :<br /><a href="http://www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/t131689.html" target="_blank">www.automotiveforums.com/vbulletin/t131689.html</a>||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000034||Ryan Carey||09-10-2003||08:05 PM||||Wait, wait, wait.  Some Colt/Mirage have a DSM badges under hood, some have Mitsu badge, and some I've seen don't say anything on the badge.  Check the chrysler section in a junk yard and you'll notice this same trend.  So the real question is not wheather or not GVR4 is DSM, because it is not (it was built in Japan and shipped to the US), the real question should be, what the hell is a Colt/Mirage.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Also, has anyone seen any custom AWD Colt/Mirage??<br />I've seen one around here sportin a 4g63 swap, but never an AWD.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000035||229of1000||09-10-2003||08:31 PM||||Ryan, there's an AWD Mirage 4G63 near me in Tampa.  400hp/400tq 2500lbs, 11.011@125.96, all on pump gas.<br /><br /><a href="http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=7356&highlight=yellow" target="_blank">http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=7356&highlight=yellow</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000036||Ryan Carey||09-10-2003||08:43 PM||||Wow.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Thats impressive.  That sounds like a great project car.  Is the turbo mirage the only one that will accept a 4g63, or will all colt/mirage accept them???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000037||Ian M||09-10-2003||11:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong>   [<br /><strong> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I believe this is stupid to debate this, there is nothing to debate;<br /><br />DSM - Diamond Star Motors<br />A joint effort by Mitsubishi (three diamonds) and the Chrysler Corporation (penta-star) to build some of the most incredible automobiles in the world. The vehicles were produced with the names Eagle Talon, Mitsubishi Eclipse, and Plymouth Laser. DSM cars are assembled in Normal, Illinois. The '94-and-up Mitsubishi Galant is also assembled at the DSM plant in IL; previous Galant's were assembled in Japan. The Eclipse and Galant (since '89) share the same platform. <br /><br />So no "DSM" tag under hood, no DSM plain and simple.......<br /><br />[/URL] </strong>[/QUOTE]<br /><br />I dont know dude,Ive worked on two automatic GVR4s w/ECS and power seats with tags that said DSM. Cast iron pistons too. You dont know what are talking about,even my 89-93 factory shop manual CLEARLY shows a DSM tag!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />          <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.71.115.245||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000038||Team Ducktape||09-11-2003||12:34 AM||||Sorry,<br />I didn't know anyone here was ASE certified........||24.158.7.26||reg||10||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000039||drew||09-11-2003||12:38 AM||||i think he also has worked on DSMs for the last 5 years and subscibes to superstreet turbo and scc. oh yeah, he pulls 1.3 60' times  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000040||Kevinj110||09-11-2003||12:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ive worked on two automatic GVR4s w/ECS and power seats with tags that said DSM. Cast iron pistons too. You dont know what are talking about  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyone else find this statement funny. Maybe I am just ignorant. But something seems off.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000041||Team Ducktape||09-11-2003||01:00 AM||||Yeah it's your sence of humor.....||24.158.7.26||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000042||Team Ducktape||09-11-2003||01:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> Yeah it's your sence of humor..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Assshole; just becasue we don't put a   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   doesn't mean we're not just jokeing around......||24.158.7.26||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000043||number3||09-11-2003||07:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ryan Carey:<br /><strong> Wow.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    Thats impressive.  That sounds like a great project car.  Is the turbo mirage the only one that will accept a 4g63, or will all colt/mirage accept them???     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.4g61t.com/forum/portal.php" target="_blank">http://www.4g61t.com/forum/portal.php</a><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000044||iceman69510||09-11-2003||10:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ryan Carey:<br /><strong> Wait, wait, wait.  Some Colt/Mirage have a DSM badges under hood, some have Mitsu badge, and some I've seen don't say anything on the badge.  Check the chrysler section in a junk yard and you'll notice this same trend.  So the real question is not whether or not GVR4 is DSM, because it is not (it was built in Japan and shipped to the US), the real question should be, what the hell is a Colt/Mirage.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No Colts, but some Mirages and some Eagle Summits may have DSM badges, but ONLY 4 DOORS.  No two door versions were made in the US by DSM.  Most had the 1.5 liter, but some had the 4G61 DOHC non-turbo 1.6 liter.  So those 4 door Mirages may be considered "DSMs" if it is really important to someone...||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000045||Ryan Carey||09-11-2003||12:36 PM||||Actually, hatchbacks and 4 doors at the junkyard both had dsm badges, not just the eagle summit, so that shoots that one down.  I get different responses to this question everywhere I go.  HmMMMMMmmmmmmm||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000046||iceman69510||09-11-2003||01:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ryan Carey:<br /><strong> Actually, hatchbacks and 4 doors at the junkyard both had dsm badges, not just the eagle summit, so that shoots that one down.  I get different responses to this question everywhere I go.  HmMMMMMmmmmmmm </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't think so.  You'll have to furnish proof of a "DSM" hatchback for me to believe you.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000047||229of1000||09-11-2003||01:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ryan Carey:<br /><strong> Actually, hatchbacks and 4 doors at the junkyard both had dsm badges, not just the eagle summit, so that shoots that one down.  I get different responses to this question everywhere I go.  HmMMMMMmmmmmmm </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't think so.  You'll have to furnish proof of a "DSM" hatchback for me to believe you. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Aren't TELs considered hatchbacks?  Or a 3-door at least?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000048||iceman69510||09-11-2003||02:45 PM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]Don't think so.  You'll have to furnish proof of a "DSM" hatchback for me to believe you. [/qb][/QUOTE]Aren't TELs considered hatchbacks?  Or a 3-door at least? [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Uhhh, talking Colt/Summit/Mirage here, Paul.  A little credit, please, even if you choose to believe the new guy over me.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000049||229of1000||09-11-2003||02:55 PM||||I know man, I was just being the annyoing guy that gets too technical.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000050||Ryan Carey||09-11-2003||04:10 PM||||I'll go get some picks from the local Pull n' Save tomorrow.  Just because I'm a n00b doesn't mean I don't know what I'm talking about, besides, I'm just noting my observations from salvage searching, not my Knowitall Knowledge like all you PC DSMers out there who have to follow a rule book.<br /><br />Oh yeah, GVR4 is not DSM because it didn't come stock with the universal DOHC 16 valve 2000 valve cover that is standard of 4g63 DSM's, so there all you PC weenies and shit talkers.  The n00b has spoken.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000051||Ian M||09-11-2003||09:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Belize#1692:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ive worked on two automatic GVR4s w/ECS and power seats with tags that said DSM. Cast iron pistons too. You dont know what are talking about  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyone else find this statement funny. Maybe I am just ignorant. But something seems off.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im joking. You obviously missed all of this:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002953" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002953</a> <br /><br /> Good stuff.||129.71.114.177||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000052||bazeng||09-11-2003||09:45 PM||||dsm's/vr4's.. same parts.. same family.. i wish we have dsm's in oz.. so there would be more parts available.. but since there aren't.. the closes family the vr4 has over here are the evo's and gsr's...<br /><br />all are mitsu.. but we all know the vr4's started it all... (well awd etc anyways with mmc).. you gotta remeber before the vr4's were the cordia's starions etc.. they are the real fathers.. not of our awd platform but most importantly the turbo engines.. and rally spirit...<br /><br />anyways.. mirages / colts<br /><br />i believe your mirages are lancers.. and colts are mirages?!?!?!... gets a bit confusing. but yeah.. there are turbo ones.. (custom) and also super charged ones.. but not out of the factory..<br /><br />but i believe mmc will be scrapping the evo's in rallies and will begin using mirage awd's since the competition of getting lighter.. eg, 206, focus etc..||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000053||Kevinj110||09-12-2003||09:30 PM||||Ok I get ya now. I think I have an ok since of humor. I just dont get to check back as often. Oh by the way there is a 4g63 powered Mirage on Ben's rally page forsale right now. 5000 it isnt finished but its all wheel drive and has all the stuff you really need to be a SCCA rally car from what I know.||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes



ubb/Forum3/003010.cgi
A||||11||mixx2001||One of Audi's new creations||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||09-09-2003||09:57 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||I hope I'm still at this dealership when these things (or something remotely like them) hit the streets.  <br /><br />This is Audi's new Le Mans quattro, a 610hp 5.0l V10 biturbo with Direct Petrol Injection (FSI).  FSI is one of the main reasons Audi's pulled 1st, 2nd, and 3rd victories in 2000, 2001, and 2002.  It's a fuel delivery system that injects the fuel directly into the combustion chamber.  And they say the 6-speed F1 style paddle shifter takes less than a second to shift.  I love it when ze Germans over-engineer the shit out of their cars.<br /><br /><br />      <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/news/03/frankfurt/lemans/lm001.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />     <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/news/03/frankfurt/lemans/lm004.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/news/03/frankfurt/lemans/lm002.jpg" alt=" - " />   <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/news/03/frankfurt/lemans/lm010.jpg" alt=" - " />   <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/news/03/frankfurt/lemans/lm009.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <br /> <small>[ 09-09-2003, 01:46 PM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||09-09-2003||10:02 AM||||You can see a lot of the Bugatti 16:4, in this new car.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-09-2003||10:06 AM||||is that the new TT and the audi version of the Tourag???||24.25.143.168||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-09-2003||10:39 AM||||I dig the headlight array.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||09-09-2003||10:43 AM||||Sort of.  The SUV is the Pikes Peak, imagine all the versatility of the Toureag with more power than a Cayenne (500hp Biturbo V8).  <br />  <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/news/03/naias/pikespeak/pp001.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/news/03/naias/pikespeak/pp007.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />And the other car is a front engine version of this Le Mans quattro, called the Nuvolari quattro.  With the same motor.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/news/03/geneva/nuvolari/nuvolari01.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/news/03/geneva/nuvolari/nuvolari04.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||09-09-2003||02:12 PM||||less than a second to shift!! I hope its faster than that. When I logg our drag car I'm looking for tenths of a second.||162.83.79.158||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||09-09-2003||11:28 PM||||If you've driven any relativly new car with an F1 style shifter, you noticied the "automatic" feel.  When you push the upshift/downshift paddle/button it's hardly instantaneous.  The 360 and the M3 SMG are some acceptions.  With throttle blips, for rev matched downshifts, it can make even a novice driver sound experienced from outside the car.  When harnessing 610hp in a super luxury car, consistently flawless shifts in less than a second, are welcome.   <br /><br />This isn't some stripped down noisy drag car scattering parts everywhere it goes.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    A second is a term the general public can grasp.  Isn't a tenth of a second less than a second anyway?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.167.183.186||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||09-09-2003||11:32 PM||||Those look like Luxeon Star headlights. Probably 5 watters. Thats ALOT of money!!!<br /><br />This is one of my other hobbies/interests:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/ubbthreads.php" target="_blank">http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/ubbthreads.php</a><br /><br />If you like gadgets and high tech electronics, you can't help but like cutting edge lighting products.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||14bCrazy||09-10-2003||08:28 AM||||Ya you have a point there. I have a friend that just bought a 2003 M3 last weekend. It shifts very nicely but I still think that it would be faster with a regular 6 speed trans. I geuss the good thing about it is that he will never miss a gear.||162.83.81.121||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||09-10-2003||08:40 AM||||Here is the info I have on SMGII in the 2003 M3:<br /><br />"In E46 M3, the SMG was developed into SMG II, offering even quicker shift and 11 different modes - 5 automatic modes and 6 manual modes with different speed versus smoothness. At the hottest S6 mode, gearshift takes as little as 80ms.<br /><br />Modeled after systems used on Formula 1 race cars, the SMG is touted for its 80-millisecond shifting speed, and ability to allow the driver to concentrate on steering and on the course ahead. It also decreases the problem of missed gears. <br /><br />Like Formula 1 cars, shifting can be executed via steering-wheel-mounted "paddles." These rather large, protruding paddles are positioned on the steering wheel spoke, in thumb's reach from the grip. The right paddle is tapped for upshifts and the left one controls downshifts. <br /><br />The second part of the SMG system is a floor-mounted stick shift -- a stubby lever topped with a slick metal ball. It moves backward for upshifts and forward for downshifts."<br /><br />Gearbox (car)                Min. shift time <br />BMW SMG II                   (M3 E46) 80 ms <br />Ferrari F1                   (Maserati 4200GT) 80 ms <br />Ferrari F1                   (360 F1) 150 ms <br />Ferrari F1                   (Enzo) 150 ms <br />Bugatti Veyron               (proposed) 200 ms <br />Ferrari F1                   (575M) 220 ms <br />BMW SMG                      (M3 E36)220 ms <br />Aston Martin Vanquish        250 ms <br />BMW SSG (3-series)           250ms (150ms for 1st to 2nd) <br />Alfa Selespeed               (156 Selespeed) (old) 700 ms||12.216.101.136||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||09-10-2003||12:02 PM||||wonder how fast the F1 style shifter on the Pontiac GTP is.||24.25.143.23||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||mixx2001||09-10-2003||01:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Bugatti Veyron               (proposed) 200 ms </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It should be very similar to this.  As I'm sure you can all see the likeness in styling to the Veyron.  Simply a 6-speed version of it's transmission.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/003011.cgi
A||||13||number3||A nice cool day in my King of Prussia Backyard.||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||09-09-2003||06:39 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1301" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1301&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1302" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1302&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1303" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1303&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />untouched photos<br /><br />Harry||68.80.12.247||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-09-2003||06:47 PM||||Harry your car is bling blingin! Dayum.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||09-09-2003||06:56 PM||||That's all the shinier you can get it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||12||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||09-09-2003||07:04 PM||||Nice Pics...<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-09-2003||07:45 PM||||That is a awsome example of a nice GVR4.<br /><br />I'll have to see if I can top the bling bling when I detail my car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||09-09-2003||09:25 PM||||Where's the other two?||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||09-09-2003||10:34 PM||||Do you itch after laying in the grass like that?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.63.226.53||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||09-09-2003||10:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>I'll have to see if I can top the bling bling when I detail my car    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You don't have a chance.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />I had to have my welding helmet on the first time I looked at it. <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.245.187||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||number3||09-09-2003||11:20 PM||||I should really give number3 a good wash and wax job one of these days.  I have only ever used detail spray for cleaning since it was repainted over two years ago. <br /><br />I thought the green grass and black car was interesting.<br /><br />We have a near full moon tonight. That would make for some nice long exposure shots...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||GVR$in||09-10-2003||12:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> <br />We have a near full moon tonight. That would make for some nice long exposure shots... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do it!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||09-10-2003||12:29 AM||||I don't get it... where are the paint chips and scratches?  No dead bugs?  Crooked bumper cover?  Water spots?  Errant pine needle?  ANYTHING?  It's like the car lives in a bubble.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||Ash||09-10-2003||06:21 AM||||Harry's car is the inspiration for one of John Travolta's earliest movies.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Geez I wish mine looked that sweet.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.220.88.241||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000012||chadhayashi||09-10-2003||10:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Harry's car is the inspiration for one of John Travolta's earliest movies.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Geez I wish mine looked that sweet.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Urban Cowboy?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.227.117.137||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000013||number3||09-11-2003||05:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Harry's car is the inspiration for one of John Travolta's earliest movies.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Geez I wish mine looked that sweet.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Urban Cowboy?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well? we are waiting?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003012.cgi
A||||27||VR4 Me||my &quot;ghetto&quot; pipe pics (not bad actually)||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||09-09-2003||07:39 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||busted pipe<br /> <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/oldhose.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />new pipe, 2.25" aluminum<br /> <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/pipe.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />new clamps (splurged, figured i could use them in the future:<br /> <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/clamp.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.33.165.132||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||09-09-2003||07:41 PM||||Not too bad actually,did you notice any performance doing that?||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||VR4 Me||09-09-2003||07:43 PM||||nah, i don't think so, but I do notice the sound...air rushin through aluminum sounds alot better than air through the stock rubber||67.33.165.132||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||09-09-2003||08:43 PM||||Looks pretty good.  Want to make me one?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||VR4 Me||09-09-2003||08:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> Looks pretty good.  Want to make me one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can...||67.33.165.132||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||09-09-2003||10:21 PM||||Whirred.<br />Far from ghetto.<br /><br /><br />I may be interested in one.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||09-09-2003||10:26 PM||||Man, on the board 2 days and already in business.<br /><br />If you are by Duluth anytime give me a yell.  I'd like to see your car.||64.63.226.53||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||silly4turbo||09-09-2003||10:44 PM||||did you have an exhaust shop make it, or did you just buy the pipe and bend it yourself ? looks good   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   isn't there a heat sheild missing ?<br />what about wraping that pipe with some kind of heat resistant material ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||09-09-2003||11:32 PM||||not bad man. where did you get the pipe, it doesn't look mandrel bent, but it looks good. how much did it cost you too.<br /><br />haha. you've alread created a name for yourself. i've been here for over a year and i still feel like no one knows me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||09-10-2003||12:13 AM||||Josh: Your exhaust manifold is the most spectacular FeO color.<br /><br />GVR4726: You're just another number.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||09-10-2003||12:22 AM||||Are you using the stock turbo outlet pipe?||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||09-10-2003||12:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Are you using the stock turbo outlet pipe? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would guess yes since it'd be tough to not use it on what looks to be a stock turbo.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||GVR$in||09-10-2003||01:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Are you using the stock turbo outlet pipe? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would guess yes since it'd be tough to not use it on what looks to be a stock turbo. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What rock do you live under JDM whore? Haven't you seen the upgraded turbo outlet pipes RRE, AMS, etc sell? FOR the stock turbo/16g. Hoe ass bish.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||09-10-2003||01:32 AM||||I know that arse. I'm talking about if he's not using those or mentioning that he's using the stocker than there's no other way for it to work.<br />So it's gotta be a stocker or modified stocker.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||jonvr4||09-10-2003||01:38 AM||||ok you rotten bastards calm down  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000015||GVR$in||09-10-2003||01:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I know that arse. I'm talking about if he's not using those or mentioning that he's using the stocker than there's no other way for it to work.<br />So it's gotta be a stocker or modified stocker. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe if you would've clarified that in your first post you wouldn't have made yourself look like an arse.<br /><br />Don't try and justify your stupidity.<br /><br />Ooooo Dis.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000016||GRV4726||09-10-2003||02:02 AM||||that its i'm changing my name. i will now be know as.. SEVEN26. i even made myself a spark plug cover with my dremel powa. its not done yet. but it will be soon and it will be painted black (hopefully this will hide my slip ups   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  )<br /><br />i'm just another number   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />get ready for SEVEN26 homemade products. not really for sale, just for my car.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000017||VR4 Me||09-10-2003||08:57 AM||||okay okay okay, it's 8:45 a.m., I just got off work...my feet hurt, but I'll see if I can answer ?s<br /><br />1. Turbo is a 16g, I HAVE DOCUMENTED PROOF, ya bastads   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   and I mentioned it in my first post, if you guys woulda loved me when I first got here, you woulda read it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   You coulda also read it on the Ebay auction  <br /><br />2. I made the pipe at an exhaust shop here in town, with some help from a "master bender"...his name is MEAT, seriously.<br /><br />3. Car didn't come with a freakin heat shield...anybody got a spare one, that pipe gets HOT   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /><br />4. I guess you could wrap the pipe with some thermal wrap, might be a good idea, might not. I dunno. I'm in the process of ordering a pocketlogger, and I picked up an old skool Palm m100 for 50 bucks off dealtime w/ a carbon fiber cover, haha, riced out palm pilot, PIMP!||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000018||Craig91||09-10-2003||10:41 AM||||If thats a stock 1G manifold, you could get rid of it (and the nasty color) by picking up a 2G manifold or EVO one and port those badboys out!||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000019||turboflanagan||09-10-2003||12:44 PM||||Gabor emailed me saying that he should have some ss heat shields in a couple of weeks.  Hopefully he will post in the for sale section.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000020||slvrblt||09-10-2003||12:51 PM||||So will there be any availability for this pipe to us ?<br /><br />If so, whats the price range ?<br /><br />Thanks.||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000021||agrabau||09-10-2003||01:04 PM||||Aluminum is better for heatshields. It has higher emmisivity than steel. Leave a steel plate in the sun next an aluminium one and touch both after an hour. The steel is hot, the aluminium one is not. The aluminium reflects closer to an emmisivity measure of 1 than stainless steel. 1 is perfectly reflective, a lower number is more absorbant of heat and will therefore conduct the heat elsewhere. <br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000022||thejeebus2002||09-10-2003||01:20 PM||||Hey Josh<br /><br />was your sign-on name on dsm.org spooled4life?||152.163.242.212||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000023||VR4 Me||09-10-2003||01:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> Hey Josh<br /><br />was your sign-on name on dsm.org spooled4life? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nah man, Tsi Fy||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000024||VR4 Me||09-10-2003||02:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> So will there be any availability for this pipe to us ?<br /><br />If so, whats the price range ?<br /><br />Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">see the for sale section     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000025||sleeper||09-10-2003||04:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Aluminum is better for heatshields. It has higher emmisivity than steel. Leave a steel plate in the sun next an aluminium one and touch both after an hour. The steel is hot, the aluminium one is not. The aluminium reflects closer to an emmisivity measure of 1 than stainless steel. 1 is perfectly reflective, a lower number is more absorbant of heat and will therefore conduct the heat elsewhere. <br /><br />Alex </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is correct, but leave both of them out in the elements and see wich one looks better after a while.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000026||theymightbegalants||09-10-2003||05:14 PM||||Whatever "emmisivity" means (never heard that word before), simma down na, you two.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I got one of Gabor's SS heat shields a while ago, and it is PIMP.  Looks awesome.  Everyone should buy one from his next batch whenever they're done.||69.59.219.231||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000027||number3||09-10-2003||06:27 PM||||Hell if I knew you guys were going to get SO excited over a pressbent IC pipe I would have made you a few... <br /><br />Everyone seems so AGAINST pressbent exhaust systems that it would have never occured to me that it would have been ok for your IC pipe.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003013.cgi
A||||24||tplesko||Athletes on the Board?||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||09-09-2003||10:13 PM||||Hey eveyone, <br /><br />How many of you guys are athletes on the board?  I've been doing triathlons (swim, bike, run) since I was 16. Finding good training time has been hard in college but i've been running pretty consistantly lately and will hopefully be getting a new mountain bike soon as well.  I like to race everything from running to bike races to mtn bike hill climbs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I'm a speed whore whether human or motor powered.  I'm pretty sure i'll be an athlete in some form my whole life, if i'm not at school or work or working on the car I feel like getting out and doing anything outside.<br /><br />Oh ya ... I can wheelie any kind of bicycle better than anyone i've ever met...if ya'll are interested I'll try to scan some pics for ya   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-09-2003||10:40 PM||||Pivaay, <br /><br />I was on the US National Cyclocross team in 1995<br />Schwinn Pro Cycling team (mountain bike) in 1997-98<br /><br />Kona Pro development program in 1994<br /><br />Some of my best finishes on the bike were <br /><br />5th place at 1995 us nationals (cyclocross) <br />76th place World Championships Montreil France<br />16th Place Mont St Anne World Cup (MTB Juniors) <br /><br />I can run a marathon in 3:20 and wheelie my road bike for 1/4 mile. word ups! <br /><br />AL <br /><br />If you do a google search for Alex Grabau you can see some of my finishes||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||09-09-2003||10:54 PM||||I was a gymnastic state champion in 8th grade.<br />Now my back starts to hurt even if I push the TV remote wrong.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Wheelies are cool. I used to go to school on the back wheel. "Doing it fast is stupid, doing it slow is an art."<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.245.187||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-09-2003||10:55 PM||||Im on two professional snowboard teams but you marathon runners probably don't think its a sport   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . I've been snowboarding for 6 years, 4 years competitively. Since then Ive been in national competitions whether it be Vans Triple Crown or USASA National events. Im doing what I love whether It be a dangerous sport or not. I say to live without risk is to risk living at all   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-10-2003||12:35 AM||||I'm wearing a jock strap right now.||67.163.58.94||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||09-10-2003||01:01 AM||||I'm actually drenched right now from some intense racquetball.  I used to play Tennis tournaments but got spoiled by the AC at racquetball courts.  <br /><br />I would  <b>love</b> to race my mtn bike in some XC races, but I seem to have less and less time the older I get.  I quit doing mild hucking and wannabe DH around here after my concussion last december, that was a serious wake-up call.  <br /><br />If I move out to the East Coast, one of you ex-pro roadies needs to school me in the fine art of road bike racing (or cyclocross, because there's something crazy I like about carrying the bike  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I studied a few years of Tai Chi/Hsing Yi/Pa Kua, but lost most of it through apathy since college.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||09-10-2003||01:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I'm wearing a jock strap right now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rowrrrr...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||09-10-2003||02:15 AM||||Swimming and X-country running are my two sports, but a knee injury has kept me out of both for a while.  Never really went anywhere with either of them, as I started in high school when I was fat and lazy, and by the time I got any good at them I went to a college with no sports.<br /><br />I still practice whenever I can, and lifeguard to stay near the pool.  I also do a buncha fun runs, recycling runs, race for the cure and the like, but nothing as intense as the rest of y'all... especially Ryan the desk jockey.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||69.59.219.227||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||09-10-2003||07:23 AM||||GVR$4in, i think that's a sport! Snowboarding's freggin hard. I tried it once, fell on my knees, fell on my ass, fell on my knees, fell on my ass. Put my skis back on.<br /><br />I also enjoy bullfights on acid.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||09-10-2003||08:48 AM||||Terren,<br /><br />Snowboarding is most certainly a sport. I'm not exclusive on my sporting at all. I'll do anything. Heck I even did archery a couple weekends ago and that was a blast. Those guys can hit stuff from 100 yards that I can't hit from 20!<br /><br />Gabor,<br />Slow wheelies are definitely harder and more of an art form. But slow one handed wheelies with no front wheel and slow no-handed wheelies are even cooler!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||09-10-2003||09:40 AM||||I WAS an elite level bicycle (road) racer. Racing was my life's focus for ten years. I was a Cat I the last 2 years I raced and a Cat II the 3 years prior to that. I've raced in about 20 different states and spent a Summer in Spain racing. I've had my name in VeloNews for a win (once) and my photo about three times (random racing shots). I raced often with pros, including Lance, Tyler, Nothstein, Hincapie, Jemison, Vaughters, Horner, the McCormicks, the Carnies, blah blah blah. Now I ride twice a week for fitness and study Shotokan Karate twice a week. I am still able to suffer at my limit on the bike. But I'm going MUCH slower.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br />Howard: You've got a place to stay (not if you move, but if you visit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ).<br /><br />Al: 'Cross is KILLER hard: AT work with intervals!<br /><br />Dave Peter||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||09-10-2003||10:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> but nothing as intense as the rest of y'all... especially Ryan the desk jockey.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ouch.  If the strap fits, right?   I *used* to be athletic, when I lived in the high desert of the Colorado Plateau.  (see "Face behind the name" Spilner shot of me on a cliff)<br /><br />It's tough to be one with nature now when everything is paved and I sold my mountain bike when I moved because it didn't fit in the car and I didn't own a bike rack.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||09-10-2003||11:21 AM||||Dave, you're a bad mother! Cat 1's no joke.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||09-10-2003||11:26 AM||||WAS! National Team, World Cup and World's is nothin' to sneeze at.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000014||VTGVR4||09-10-2003||12:57 PM||||165 pound tri state all academic wrestler in the DC metro area. my record was like 5-25, but at least i was smarter than those guys! heh<br />oh yeah, HS football was the best! i had 3 games where i rushed for 175 yards, and also 3 to 5 tackes, and one sack. (i should mention that was the  junior varsity team!) only reason it means anything, is becuase i'm an artist, and in high school, all i did was art and plays (theater is my talent)!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000015||VTGVR4||09-10-2003||12:58 PM||||oh yeah, im heavily into snowboaridng now. i'm trying to get on the Deaf National Team, but the sucky thing is that there isnt any sponsorships available, so we pay our own way all over the place. <br /><br />if the other snowboarders on this list ever need a place to crash in Vermont, please drop me a line, i live 20 minutes form smugglers notch!!!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000016||V8EATER||09-10-2003||01:06 PM||||I've been a triathlete and cyclist for 12 years, just good enough to do well at most races.  i'm fat now, because i'm a desk jockey, but need to whip my ass into shape.  hopefully the long nights working on my vr4 without taking food breaks will drop some pounds.......||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000017||gixxer||09-10-2003||04:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br />I studied a few years of Tai Chi/Hsing Yi/Pa Kua, but lost most of it through apathy since college. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">dude!! you are the only person i've ever seen on an online forum mention those arts! Hsing-i and Pa Kua are by far the coolest, most complicated martial arts out there!  i studied those while getting my Chung Moo Doe blackbelt (no name poking please ;P), i really wished i was still learning that stuff. now i'm away at school in az, i should really look for a place to start practicing again.   anyway, i'm just stoked that someone actually knows about that stuff.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||149.169.33.82||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000018||VTGVR4||09-10-2003||04:14 PM||||i will get a Pa Kua to hang in my house soon. got some bad feng shui probs...||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||09-10-2003||05:08 PM||||Oh yea, I guess I forgot about skiing.  I have so much fun, I forget it's a sport.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Last season I jumped my first road, about 40-60 feet depending on where you landed.  My brother and his friends and I spent all morning building the jump and the path to it, then all afternoon jumping and filming.  I had a blast, despite eating shit every time I jumped.<br /><br />Also skied a day last year after breaking a rib at a party I threw the night before... not fun.  Hehe, never taken the GVR4 in the snow though, despite all the time I spend on the mountain.  The one wknd I wasn't working on her last season, and had planned to take her up, the transfer case went out the night before.  Had to take a friend's 5 cyl, 5 spd VW Vanagon instead.  Some asshole in a Toyota 2wd truck with the chains on the front caused a 3 car wreck, and we were rearended by an Isuzu Trooper ("I don't need chains, it's got 4wd.") and nearly totaled it.<br /><br />But I digress...||69.59.219.231||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||hibrn8||09-10-2003||05:10 PM||||Well as far as sports go...i was born a soccer player. Played on all of Chicago's finest clubs and travelled everywhere in the process. High school came around and I was the starting goalkeeper on the varsity team right off the bat my freshman year. We went off to win the state championship that year. I stopped palying after that year for 2 reasons, 1) the coach was a jackass and was making it more of a job and i was loosing my passion for the game, and  2) the good players were all seniors and this was thier last year. <br /><br />Other than that, my buddy and i bulked up a bit and joined the track team freshman-junior year. We were shotputters and also threw discus. Those we some memories. I also managed to participate in tae kwon do. I want to go back now to earn some higher degrees of the black belt. <br /><br />Well now that im college i really find no time for athletics, just books. However i still do work out during the week to stay in shape. Thats about it.||67.200.121.106||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000021||GVR1643||09-10-2003||05:27 PM||||Hmmm, I guess I'm the only sk8boarder on here then<br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002776" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002776</a><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  LOL<br /><br />I would love to ride bikes more, but a couple hours of that and my ass feels like I just got out prison for a week!  I need a recumbent. I'm old and slow too.  I'm in awe of you guys that can ride like that.  Iowa has an annual ride across the state that people travel from all over the world for - it's not a race, more like a rolling party, called Ragbrai.  You might enjoy that one.<br />Only thing I do now is try to play as much basketball as possible to remind my self how old I'm getting.<br /><br />Hell, I'm getting winded typing this...gotta go hit the oxygen now||167.142.21.223||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000022||GVR$in||09-10-2003||07:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Hmmm, I guess I'm the only sk8boarder on here</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope! I've been skating just as long as Ive been snowboarding. I just made the effort to be on professional snowboard teams   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br />Theymightbegalants... The proper way to build a kicker is to build one day.. let it sit over night.. then come back the next day to film! Its got a nice firm lip to it the next day   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000023||Vr4in'||09-10-2003||08:25 PM||||Boxer here...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000024||GVR1643||09-10-2003||11:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Hmmm, I guess I'm the only sk8boarder on here</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope! I've been skating just as long as Ive been snowboarding. I just made the effort to be on professional snowboard teams    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   .<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was only joking...that link is about me busting my tailbone a few weeks ago trying to do a half-pipe for the first time in my life! My wrist still hurts!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||167.142.21.207||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003014.cgi
A||||11||jonvr4||anyone's car ever beenin broke into?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-09-2003||10:23 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i thought that this would be a intresting subject to cover......<br /> some kid about 3 years ago tryed to brake in. i was at my job and theres a alie right behind that i parked in and the door was cracked at the office and i heard a honking noise(the alarm)and went to check it out and what do ya know some kid in a honda was tryin to get his hand in the car and i grabed his shirt and got one punch out of him.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-09-2003||10:26 PM||||Once.  The driver window was bashed, the trunk was popped.  Nothing was taken.  Took a damn week to get a new window.<br /><br />That reminds me.<br /><br />Note to self:  Install a louder horn for the alarm.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||09-09-2003||10:30 PM||||damn you caught him.  Nice job.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  If I ever catch anyone I have a feeling i'm going to keep punching until he begs me to stop. Especially if it's some punk who doesn't know WTF he's doing.  If it's professionals i'm sure the car will be gone before i'm there  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Last time I renewed the old insurance I picked up comprehensive and it covers my mods too.  If it ever does get stolen I won't be totally screwed but i'm sure even if they gave me enough money for the car and all the mods I could never get back all the time I spent on it.  I wish we never had to worry about theives...it's because of them I don't have my nice mountain bike anymore and it was locked up in broad daylight right outside of work   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-09-2003||10:43 PM||||You know the pieces of plastic they use to strap down cargo? I've seen an employee of a reputable dsm shop break into a gvr4 in under 10 sec's with one. I was like   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  I'll be sure to leave my keys with you if I ever get it worked on   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .<br /><br />I've seen people around my neighborhood eyeing my car tryin to act   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  . I park my car very close to my house...||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||09-09-2003||10:51 PM||||I fill my trunk with dead kittens so the thief will be surprised when he gets in and probably not steal my crack.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||09-09-2003||11:00 PM||||Both times I've been to Japan, I've seen some AMAZINGLY decked out cars parked in some interesting places... and they never seem to worry about it. I don't recall seeing even ONE car with a flashing alarm LED...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||VR6 Eater||09-10-2003||12:02 AM||||In 1995 I lived in an apartment with my wife and a friend of mine.  I went out to go to work one morning and found my 79 280zx with the driver's window busted, passenger, driver's and rear hatch lock all fucked up like someone stuck a screwdriver in it.  My friend's 89 Colt had the hatch lock cut out of the car with a can opener.  That's what they were trying to do to my Z but couldn't.  They even cut the solid antenna off of another truck in the parking lot to use as a Slim Jim.  My friend had 2 Obcon 12" boxes stolen, with 2 Pioneer 12's in each, Orion 225 amp and some other littler stupid stuff.  I had a Punch 200, Punch 4020, 2 Zeus 12's and 2 SK socket sets stolen.<br /><br />3 days later we found out who it was from some friends that also new the theives.  We knocked on the one guys front door that night and his dad answered the door.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    We told him what had happened and and he gave up his son to us.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    He was wondering how his kid got all this shit anyways.  We didn't beat him that bad.  I called the cops and when they showed up we were in his garage going through everything like it was a raid. We got about half of our stuff back.  The guy that we busted didn't do any time at all, he gave up the other guy.  He did 30 days home monitoring.  We beat the fuck out of him a couple months later though after things died down.<br /><br />Next year downtown Olympia Washington we got carjacked, but that's another story.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||09-10-2003||12:09 AM||||I don't want to talk about it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.163.58.94||reg||9||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Craig91||09-10-2003||12:11 AM||||I had my '93 Acura Integra stolen from the mall while I was working.  I didn't know until midnight when I got out of work.  Police found it about 25 min from where it was stolen a couple days later, with over 100 miles put on the car from the day it was stolen.  Took my wheels, cracked my headlights, scuffed up the bumper, cd player took the intake, the friggin red vacuum hoses, dc sports header, the plug wires (minus the little metal part inside the boot that goes over the plug because they ripped them out so hastily), and even all the stupid red vacuum hoses!<br /><br />I also had had the rear hatch window smashed on it like 4 months before at my girlfriends house.  She lives in a quiet neighborhood, with a state cop next door, and 3 or 4 other cops farther down the street.<br /><br />Still never found out who did either of those<br /><br />Man I kinda miss that car...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||09-10-2003||11:52 AM||||hey craig I got a 92 if you really wanna buy one!||24.25.143.23||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||Craig91||09-10-2003||12:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> hey craig I got a 92 if you really wanna buy one! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL...I don't miss it that much to want another.  I think at this point, had it not been stolen, I probably would have tried to boost it.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000011||dsmsleeper||09-10-2003||12:08 PM||||My wife's integra was broken into in our driveway.  On my way to work one morning, I was looking over the driveway and noticed the hood on her car was up.  Then I noticed the trunk was up, finally I notcied the glass on the driveway.  They went through the center console, the glovebox, tried to pull the intake off and removed the plug wires from the spark plugs.  They took nothing.  The car has the factory CASSETTE player.  What were they thinking?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum3/003015.cgi
A||||1||gvr4ever||Numberless.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-09-2003||10:35 PM||||Is the tunk lid and spoiler still around?<br /><br />I will be up in Napeville this weekend and I plan to go to the battle of the imports Sunday.<br /><br />Sorry for this post, your inbox is full.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-11-2003||01:11 AM||||Sorry I got it already. As soon as I saw the post I emailed him. I already have it in my hands. I live about a hour from him. He also drove to meet me near the HWY. Galant vr-4 people are great to deal with... Another "good guy". But if you need one really bad email me off line and we can talk.<br />Rob||24.158.7.26||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum3/003016.cgi
A||||8||slvrblt||RIAA boycott email||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||09-10-2003||01:31 AM||||Found this on a nother board:<br /><br />:::New Email going around...<br /><br />Subject: Tell the RIAA (Record Industry Association of America) what you think of their scare tatics--Boycott!<br /><br />Most music lovers support the right of artists to earn money off of the sales of their music, however many cds have only one good song and 12 horrible ones--yet the buyer ends up paying for all of the songs. This is due to the money hungry music labels which push for the release of albums to the detriment of the music lover and loss of integrity of the artist.<br /><br />In addition, the RIAA has never offered to replace any worn out albums, broken tapes, or accidently scratched cds, yet millions have paid for the right to listen to the music that is no longer listenable.<br /><br />Now the RIAA has begun an aggressive pursuit of music downloaders--including suing a 12 year old girl. <br /><br />If you have a problem with this recent attack by the money hungry CEO's, don't buy any cds for the rest of the month of September and forward this email to as many people as you can. When the record industry sales plummet, they will realize that downloading augments the spread of music--just better and more diverse music. True music lovers will always buy the cds--for the quality and to support the musicians.<br /><br />The RIAA has begun its assault on the music downloaders--fight back.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-10-2003||01:33 AM||||*downloading albums daily*||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-10-2003||01:56 AM||||Hmm..  it is the Record<i>ing</i> Industry Association of America and they're using scare ta<i>c</i>tics.<br /><br />One or two good songs and twelve bad ones is someone's shallow opinion.  They're listening to crap and it's their fault, not the RIAA's.  There are plenty of artists who self-publish and do not belong to the RIAA.  Buy their music.<br /><br />If the integrity of the artist is compromised by the release date, then the artist doesn't have any talent to begin with.  Or they were too stupid or greedy themselves when it came time to sign a contract.  Do people actually think that Britney Spears has <i>written any music</i> ever?  Well, she hasn't.<br /><br />It's not illegal to make fair-use copies of music that you own (have rights to) so I don't see why the RIAA would replace anything.  Nor are there any waranties on albums, tapes, CDs.  That's a rather silly request, actually.<br /><br />The RIAA is <i>not</i> hunting down music "downloaders".  They are hunting down people who they suspect have been making a large quantity of recordings available to the "general public".  That would be "uploaders".   Again, it isn't illegal to have an mp3 of music that you own.<br /><br />The RIAA's sales have dropped already.  Except, it really isn't because of file-sharing.  In fact there have been fewer releases in 2003 and the economy has slumped.  The out-of-context financials that the RIAA is throwing around is just a spin.<br /><br />It all boils down to greed and ignorance...  and although I'm completely for sharing music I would say whoever wrote that letter is just as greedy and ignorant as the RIAA.  I don't think the RIAA owes that person anything, but they certainly seem to feel threatened.<br /><br />I agree with the "spread of music" and diversity argument, but the RIAA will claim that there are broadcasters for that (who pay ASCAP/BMI/RIAA fees).<br /><br /> True music lovers go to concerts, of which the RIAA gets zero.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Invader||09-10-2003||04:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>I don't think the RIAA owes that person anything, but they certainly seem to feel threatened.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">While I agree with the rest of your post...  The RIAA recently settled a class action lawsuit filed against them for illegal price fixing.  I have, as of yet, not recieved my claim check...so...they do owe some of us, legally.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Worst part is, since that lawsuit was settled out of court, the RIAA didn't have to agree to any wrongdoing and isn't forced to change their price fixing and anticompetitive nature.<br /><br />I doubt the email's author had any of that in mind, though, and is more concerned about getting free MP3's...as you mentioned.  There isn't a justifiable argument for defrauding the RIAA...it's illegal.  Yet, that still doesn't allow me to feel sorry for them.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-10-2003||11:13 AM||||<a href="http://www.msnbc.com/news/963684.asp?vts=091020030755" target="_blank">How the RIAA found it's 261 examples</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||09-10-2003||12:11 PM||||I boycott alreay, only cause i am to poor, but I dont feel bad for the artists or producers, have you ever watched the cribs or theother shows that they flaunt there stuff, Jayz is worht a few billion with his cloths music liquor and so on, Lil bow wow has a nicer car and he is like 16 then Iw ill ever have. The artist gets like 3 bucks from a CD, then theres the producers and distributors and everyone else that gets a peice of the pie, 20 bucks for a cd with 12 songs isnt worth it.||24.25.143.23||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||09-10-2003||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> I boycott alreay, only cause i am to poor, but I dont feel bad for the artists or producers, have you ever watched the cribs or theother shows that they flaunt there stuff, Jayz is worht a few billion with his cloths music liquor and so on, Lil bow wow has a nicer car and he is like 16 then Iw ill ever have. The artist gets like 3 bucks from a CD, then theres the producers and distributors and everyone else that gets a peice of the pie, 20 bucks for a cd with 12 songs isnt worth it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, but no major label musician is making $3 per CD.  It's not about album sales, it's about playing live and selling merch.  Seriously, major labels force artists to recoup all the album costs and fancy stuff that they bought with the big advance.  <br /><br />Keep in mind that those rich artists make up a VERY small percentage of the musicians, but a large percentage of the music industry.  What does that mean?  Unless you're Jay-Z or Britney or any other radio rotation band, you're not gonna make much money off this.  If you do, it probably won't last because the labels don't really want career musicians anymore.  <br /><br />So...yeah, I like MP3's and file-sharing, because if anything, I hope it makes people find out about music and be willing to spend money on live shows and complete albums.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||Dan D||09-10-2003||01:08 PM||||I agree totally with Howard.  There are at least a half dozen concerts I've gone to in the last two years that I would never have purchased tickets for if I hadn't downloaded mp3s.  Musicians make money off doing what good musicians are good at - playing live.  I feel I supported those bands who's shows I went to better by purchasing a ticket than if I had purchased a cd.  In some cases the show, which I went to because of mp3's, caused me to buy a cd.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||09-11-2003||12:11 AM||||well I am still poor but I DL MP3's all the time cant afford to go to any concets really, but I do like to sport the roca~wear, not cause it is Jay-z's cloths but cause it fits my larger manly figure well.||24.25.143.23||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003017.cgi
A||||15||DookGVR4||Diamond Star Motorsport FMIC||||6||||DookGVR4||00000632
Z||000000||DookGVR4||09-10-2003||02:42 AM||dook@adelphia.net||Well it is finally listed on the page and with pics.....1200 is a little steep<br /><br />Group buy?!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Lets get it rolling....||68.232.6.123||reg||6||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000001||Christo||09-10-2003||08:03 AM||||If it is a quality product (And it looks to be) then 1200 isn't steep at all.  You get aluminum pipes, nice spearco core, silicon couplers, etc... That price is right in line with the price of other quality FMIC kits, accually cheaper than some. Although, group buys are always nice   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />CM||209.102.137.239||reg||10||christo||00000812||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||09-10-2003||10:39 AM||||Now I don't know very much about FMIC's and all, but...<br /><br />Would it cause any lost performance or drop in efficiency having the 2" lower pipe and 2.5" upper pipe?<br /><br />I do like the fact that it at least "looks" like a quality piece, and requires very minimal cutting.<br /><br />....Time to start saving pennies....||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||09-10-2003||11:25 AM||||Address?||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||09-10-2003||11:36 AM||||<a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/fmicparts.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/fmicparts.shtml</a><br /><br />All the way at the bottom||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||09-10-2003||01:57 PM||||I am sure this is a quality setup.  Nathan had the core custom designed for a GVR4, so you don't have to worry about it "maybe" fitting.  This will work, and if I hadn't already spent all my money from selling my IRC FMIC I'd be buying one right now.  It's going to be month or so at this point, but this is the setup I will be going with for sure.<br /><br />$1200 is steep compared to what, a Starion setup?  The RRE setup is over $1000, the IRC setup is $1150, Shannon's setup is $1150 or so if you can manage to get one... I don't see what's so steep about it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||09-10-2003||03:25 PM||||does anyone know when the DSM PARTS ic pipes will be available? or how much  they will cost?<br />That will be another option in the future...<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||Akidosigh1||09-10-2003||04:57 PM||||Cheaper than the extreme motorsports kit i was going to get... except theirs come with the fan but this one would still be cheaper. I am going to get one cause I need one.... and i guess i want one too...||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000008||ayvr4||09-10-2003||05:41 PM||||i just ordered my starion, and that is my price range  right now, but someday i will go with a FAT-ASS iC... its nice to know there are a few options now...<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000009||hecdws||09-10-2003||08:39 PM||||ive seen the kit in person looks really nice and fits perfect in the car. its desinged for the hybrid(t3 style) turbosbut can be modified to use with a 16g. if i didnt have my evo 5 intercooler i wouldve been saving my pennies. <br /><br />later hector||152.163.204.52||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000010||DookGVR4||09-10-2003||11:44 PM||||You guys act like you designed the kit personally  and take offense to me calling it steep.....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />Ok let me clarify....I budgeted around 1k for a fmic setup....be it i made my own, or waited on this, or dsmparts..<br /><br />Bottom line is this, if anyone is thinking of getting this fmic lets try to get a group buy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.232.6.123||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000011||Akidosigh1||09-11-2003||06:24 PM||||Has anyone looked at the pictures of their VR4? the intercooler pipes they have on their car hook up to their forrester manifold. don't aftermarket intake manifolds place the throttle body in a different location than the factory one? i wonder if their kit hooks up no problem to it cause that would make it even better for me...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000012||4drwhore||09-11-2003||06:28 PM||||Correct me if im wrong but isnt this the same place someone from the tampa dsm board got a "new" FMIC from and when he got it it had bugs in it like it had been on a previous car... jw||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000013||crucible||09-12-2003||11:51 AM||||What I find steep is the cost for pipes.<br />Is it that labor intensive to do or has the cost of aluminum skyrocketed?<br /><br />Dunno....||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000014||gtluke||09-12-2003||01:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Correct me if im wrong but isnt this the same place someone from the tampa dsm board got a "new" FMIC from and when he got it it had bugs in it like it had been on a previous car... jw </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">haha no way that wasn't us. nate sold the old intercooler off his race car last year. that was under the used section of the site though, i know it wasn't that guy.  lmao we dont even have a running car we could even put one on and take one off of  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />as for the aluminum... those bends are crazy expensive.  look up the prices for them on the net. pluse that first 90 deg elbow retails for $62. silicon bends are expensive too.||66.82.9.11||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000015||DSMotorsport||09-12-2003||01:32 PM||||The reason for the GVR4 specifc parts being expensive is simply that the silicone bends are very expensive.  The kit includes a 2" 90*, 2" 45* and 2.5' 45*<br />those silicone parts alone are $62,$40, $45 respecitvly.<br />Aluminum bends aren't cheap either but are the best material.<br />The welding also has to be TIG by a pro ($$$ ouside labor)<br />Last but not least...well  DSMotorsport is a business and we have to make money.  This is my and my employee's future.  The costs of running a business are pretty high with insurances, cost of the building, cost of all the tools, computers, office supplies, shipping materials ect.  We have to make enough profit on each part to atleast cover the time invested in designing & building this kit over the few we would possibly sell.<br /><br />As for fitment..we will test fit it without the forrester intake when the engine goes back in our GVR4 next week (our first 2.4L engine spun a main bearing at the same time as we were having a flywheel hitting-bellhousing issue...it was confusing having two problems at once).  If the upper pipe we have now doesn't work perfect with the stock intake manifold, we will make another jig for stock intake upper pipe.||66.82.9.11||reg||1||DSMotorsport||00000574||yes



ubb/Forum3/003018.cgi
A||||4||thejeebus2002||Got a nasty email today||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||09-10-2003||11:33 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||hey all<br /><br />I received a nasty email today from jbohdan@vt.edu.  Any one know this guy, I had my car up for sale about 2 months ago, I listed everything I had done to it and what It needed to be an everday reliable driver.  Anyhow I decided not to sell it due in part that it's my baby and second i was tired of the same people asking for pics over and over again and having to give out the same information on numerous occasions to the same people.  Anyhow just wondering if this guy was on the list, if you are why don't you call me asshole, my number was posted on the ad.<br /><br />scott<br />91 GVR4 - needin a tranny<br />95 GTi VR6 - daily driver||152.163.240.59||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||09-10-2003||12:09 PM||||Found out it was my friend's roomate (owns a awd talon) playin tricks on me.<br /><br />scott||152.163.240.59||reg||10||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||09-10-2003||12:35 PM||||anyway, if you still need to know he is on <br /><br />se.dsm.org||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-10-2003||02:53 PM||||We have a contender!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||09-11-2003||12:20 AM||||I could have been a contender!||24.25.143.23||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003019.cgi
A||||39||gvr4ever||How many GVR4 leave owners stranded?||||4||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-10-2003||01:18 PM||||Who has been stuck on the side of a road unable to drive home?<br /><br />I hear a lot of complaints about the quality of our cars, and they always break.  I just don't get it.<br /><br />Mine has been up and running since I got it in 98.  Sure I work on it in the garage, but it has NEVER left me on the side of the road stuck.<br /><br />The longest my car has ever been down has been 3 weeks and that's because of a tranny rebuild.  I was waiting to get the tranny back (most of the time was me not going to get it).<br /><br />Sure I just broke 100K on the old gal, but she gets around.  Aside from a nice warm up and cool down, I drive my car pretty hard.  I use the turbo any chance I can get.  I hardly ever drive slow.<br /><br />GVR4s rock.||12.34.246.5||reg||4||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||09-10-2003||01:25 PM||||Mine did ONE time.  It was more my fault than the car though.  I replaced my clutch with an ACT 2600 and didn't replace the slave cylinder.  In the matter of about a week, the seal on the slave cylinder blew out and I had to have it roll-backed home.  The only other things that broke, I broke...... two shift forks, on two different occasions (and still was able to drive it both times - one time it was stuck in 3rd, the other time I didn't have reverse).  Can't blame that on the car.....it didn't force me to race or shift gears like I stole it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||09-10-2003||01:28 PM||||TIMING BELT BROKE!!!!||162.83.81.121||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-10-2003||01:31 PM||||When I had my Galant I was driving home from helping a fellow new-owner who had an intercooler pipe blow off. He thought it was the end of his car and of course, i became the miracle worker with a flathead screwdriver in hand. <br /><br />Anyway, ironically, on the way home I was driving down this long straight back road and I saw two girls running about 1/4 mile in front of me. It turns out that this one girl was one I'd been obsessed with for like 3 years. We had dated on and off and I was crushed out on her. This makes the story funny. <br /><br />So, me- the car enthusiast and expert (in her eyes) pulls up slow next to the girls to flirt a little, say hi. Right when I pull up, my car shuts off. What the hell. In like 10 feet they started getting ahead of me and i had to pull over. They stopped- "what happened!?" I was absoutely stranded and right in front of these girls- they kept running and later gave me a ride home. <br /><br />I knew what happened. My damn timing belt broke and I toasted my head right in front of them. <br /><br /><br />JUST AS BAD-<br /><br /><br />My friend Brendan had his Galant break down one night at his girlfriends house. He went there to break up with her. They broke up, he went outside to leave and his alternator was dead- car wouldn't start! She had to give him a ride home.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||09-10-2003||01:41 PM||||LOL...Brendan must have felt like ass walking back in asking for a ride...I wonder what they talked about on the ride back...I would pay money to have been in the back seat to stir that pot   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||thejeebus2002||09-10-2003||01:45 PM||||Mine has broke lots, but somehow i always manage to eek into the driveway.||152.163.242.212||reg||10||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||09-10-2003||01:45 PM||||Oh yeah. Especially since the car work all the time probably played a nice part in their breakup!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||09-10-2003||01:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong>My friend Brendan had his Galant break down one night at his girlfriends house. He went there to break up with her. They broke up, he went outside to leave and his alternator was dead- car wouldn't start! She had to give him a ride home. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's really bad!<br /><br />One morning I was going through McDonald's to get some breakfast on the way to work.  Placed my order, went around the little curve, and the brake pedal goes *clunk* and to the floor.  I didn't turn through the line and coasted straight into a parking spot and bounced it off a curb lightly to stop it (e-brake didn't work either).  I then had to wait four hours for my Dad to leave work, pick up his flat bed trailer, and help me get the car back to the house.<br /><br />Turns out it was a rusted brake line.  Glad it didn't happen in traffic!  Also, when I got out of the car, I walked over to the window and got my breakfast anyway.  There were these two cute girls in the car that I was walking in front of, giving me the weirdest look.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||09-10-2003||01:55 PM||||let's not go there!!!!<br /><br />i can't count the number of times i had to sleep in my car over night due to shit breaking.<br /><br />on the highway in NJ, i noticed the music cutting out, power windows rolling VERY slowly.. oh not the alternator AGAIN....<br /><br />the place i pulle dover was edison NJ, they had a great alternator rebuild place less than 3 miles from the bike shop that the car coasted into, and prompty died. The owner of the shop was nice enough to let me crash in my car over night, and the cops came by around 3 am, thought i was dead since i didn't hear them knocking on the door. <br /><br />it could be worse, stuck on the side of the highway, about 8 miles from my exit, thinking "it might be faster to walk through the woods" (around 2 pm, in a cold february). i came out around 2 am, about 4  or 5 miles away from my apt!!! <br /><br />there were two other times, but they werent as exciting, since i had friends following me, etc. i'm terrfied to drive a galant for any distance greater than 100 miles without a full set of tools and spare parts.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||09-10-2003||01:55 PM||||mine hasn't stranded me yet &lt;knock on wood&gt;  I did push the blown turbo a bit to far and got towed home but I half planned that. I had a new turbo and FMIC to go on anyway. I also broke the shift cable but was able to make it home when shifting the cables by hand. Also blew a coolant line and Kibo helped me replace that since I was over at his house.  But never stranded on the side of the road yet.||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||09-10-2003||01:58 PM||||LOL - Nick. The cops came to your car to check....funny shit. I wish all this stuff was on video tape.<br /><br />I have, real bad once. Bad memories, I will save it for therapy!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||09-10-2003||02:03 PM||||Nick's Galant almost got him on unsolved mysteries.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||09-10-2003||02:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> Mine did ONE time.  It was more my fault than the car though.  I replaced my clutch with an ACT 2600 and didn't replace the slave cylinder.  In the matter of about a week, the seal on the slave cylinder blew out and I had to have it roll-backed home.  The only other things that broke, I broke...... two shift forks, on two different occasions (and still was able to drive it both times - one time it was stuck in 3rd, the other time I didn't have reverse).  Can't blame that on the car.....it didn't force me to race or shift gears like I stole it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoops, I better correct myself.  My clutch fork broke from a 2600 about three blocks from home.  I guess I forgot about it because it was a cheap and quick tow home.  Really though, that was the only time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Not the cars fault though, I changed it with aftermarket parts.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||09-10-2003||02:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong><br />there were two other times, but they werent as exciting, since i had friends following me, etc. i'm terrfied to drive a galant for any distance greater than 100 miles without a full set of tools and spare parts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've successfully driven my '92 on a 1500 mile drive, and the '91 on a 1000 mile drive without any breakdowns.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||09-10-2003||02:12 PM||||I've taken mine from Boulder, CO to St.Louis, MO 3 times now. ~1600 miles round trip...no problems save the clear coat on the spoiler that started chipping off then||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||Ant||09-10-2003||02:47 PM||||Stranded twice from two different alternators.<br /><br />Turbo took a crap while I was WOT and I burned a quart of oil before I saw the smoke and shut it down.  <br /><br />funny this topic comes up, my alternator crapped out on me again yesterday except this time the voltage is too high.  Made it home somehow.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||09-10-2003||02:50 PM||||Hmm.. had the cotter pin fall out of the tranny-side shift lever, lost the retaining washer.  "Fixed" it on the side of the road with some wire and a piece of metal strapping.<br /><br />Alternator died, but was just driving around the block.<br /><br />Massive boost leak (my fault)... babied it home.<br /><br />I think as long as you stay on top of maintenance you're golden.  People who are having problems have probably never owned a 13+ year-old car, have unrealistic expectations, not paying attention to warning signs, or have mods-gone-wrong.<br /><br />Personally, I'm overdue on brakes, tie-rod ends, ball joints, cracked manifolds and fuel system issues.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||GVR$in||09-10-2003||03:09 PM||||I've driven 3 1500 mile trips in the GRIDE w/ no problems at all. It had a brand new head on all 3.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000018||VTGVR4||09-10-2003||03:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Nick's Galant almost got him on unsolved mysteries. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i have to admit, i was scared. that area where it broke down in NJ wasnt far from all that ghetto looking run down drug infested no good rotten stinking....<br /><br />i half expected some gangsta type character to come over and demand the keys to the car, at which point i would have broken out laughing, telling them to knock themselves out! but at the same time, you could feel the dsm gods laughing, laughing, laughing.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000019||ayvr4||09-10-2003||03:19 PM||||my harmonic balancer dampiner thingie went a long time ago... left me on the side of the road after i noticed my heat temp going up and up and up...<br />That sucked... not cheap eighter..<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000020||gvr4ever||09-10-2003||03:31 PM||||Sounds like mine is not the only one holding up well.  I guess the compaints I read are more rants then anything.<br /><br />I've been a little worried latly that I havn't had problems because I havn't hit the high milage yet, but I guess if you stay on top of things, they are good to you.  I drove about 4 hours on the road last weekend and I'm going to do it this weekend again.  The car drives really nice.  It has a lot of new parts, but it still doesn't feel anything close to a 11 year old car.<br /><br />I used to drive my old Talon to work over a hour 1 way for about a year.  I was never stuck on the side of the road for a whole year+.  I got rid of it cause it was getting to be a little needy at 200K miles.  I guess that means I have another 100K left in my Galant before things start to fall apart  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I guess some people think you don't have to keep things up because it is a import.  You can just drive them in to the ground right?||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000021||teet||09-10-2003||03:56 PM||||I've never DNFed a rally due to mechanical issues.  Trees...roll overs...yes.  I have had to finish rallies with less than perfectly running cars...no rear brakes...cracked bellhousing...blown struts...etc...etc... but I've always finished  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm sorta anal about mechanical stuff on the race car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />street car had never left me stranded.  nursed it home more than once though<br /><br />john||134.134.136.4||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000022||keydiver||09-10-2003||04:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong>  the slave cylinder blew out and I had to have it roll-backed home.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That never stopped me! I had both the clutch slave cylinder and master cylinder go out on different occasions, but started it in gear, matched rpm's to shift, and drove it home both times.<br />Lets see:<br />1) alternator died, in the pouring rain, had to walk 2 or 3 blocks back home without an umbrella. Jump started it and drove it home.<br />2) oh yeh, and then there was the engine fire  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />But, I was only 2 blocks from work, so I called AAA and had it flatbedded home. The engine fire was sort of my own fault. I had been doing too much work with different FPR's, and eventually damaged the return hose. All it needed was a little spark from the El Cheapo Pep Boys plug wires, and WOOOFFF!<br />Overall, I consider my car to be very reliable. I've driven it on several multi-thousand mile trips, with no problems.||68.153.108.104||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000023||GVR1643||09-10-2003||04:25 PM||||Well, mine have been good to me.  Never stranded.  No major breakdowns. After moving the battery to the trunk, I popped a few 80amp fuses since I kept getting crappy grounds, but always kept spare fuses.  Had the crank pulley scare the crap out of me as I was starting it up to go to work one day, but just hopped in the other car and fixed it later.  Any other time on the jackstands has been by choice.  All this is with a 191K mile one. <br />Wifes left her calling me from work once.  Puzzled me when it would start or jumpstart. Cables didn't look corroded until I cut some of the sheathing back and they were crap.  Had to cut a few inches off and put a new end on it...good to go.  Her's we've taken on a ton of trips to Memphis and Arkansas to visit family.  Actually took mine on the holiday trip this Labor day.  Did fine, but the tie-rod ends were sloppy and I knew it - made me a little nervous.  (but I wanted to try to needle my step-father into lining up his new Cobra with me ;-)<br />White one - haven't given her enough of a chance to strand me yet and she goes under the knife this weekend.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />For 12 and 13 year old cars, I think they are damn solid.  If I wasn't beating on and modding mine, I'm sure it would go for 300K with the original motor, tranny, etc.<br />Now I hope it doesn't leave me stuck at work tonight for posting this!!!!||167.142.21.223||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000024||GVR1643||09-10-2003||04:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br />The engine fire was sort of my own fault. I had been doing too much work with different FPR's, and eventually damaged the return hose. All it needed was a little spark from the El Cheapo Pep Boys plug wires, and WOOOFFF!<br /> [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I keep an extinguisher in my trunk ever since doing the 1st injector swap...that sweet smell of 92 octane inspired me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Also, when I had my crappy grounds for the battery in trunk: my wife drove mine to work for some reason and came out to leave, of course the car wouldn't start/lost all power.  Someone offered to jump start the car for her (she thought she left a light(s) on - not the first time - and didn't want to call and tell me/ask for help).  She popped the hood and her and the co-worker stood there in disbelief trying to figure out what happened to the battery.  At this point she did call me and ask me where the hell the battery was - she thought it was stolen.  After I quit laughing, I told her to pop the trunk and put a new fuse in instead of a jump start.<br /><br />Gave her crap for not paying any attention to me pissing and moaning about the battery relocate project and the fuses popping.  Years of marriage taught her to ignore my griping and this time it got her.||167.142.21.223||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000025||ken inn||09-10-2003||05:26 PM||||i also lost the motor.  dunno if it was the timing belt, but it dropped an exh valve, beat the hell out of #3 cyl.  part of the valve stem(i found out later) also jammed and chipped the turbine wheel.  i ended up getting a jdm motor, and a new center cartridge for the turbo.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000026||josh91vr4||09-10-2003||06:48 PM||||Once - my own damn fault. Caps leaked when i first bought the car, didn't fix them early enough. Rollerbladed 8 miles home. It was a nice day, though, so it wasn't so bad. Went back later that day and drove it home. Now my ECU is fried and i'm driving with a POS non-eprom model in the bizznitch. (New one coming tomorrow!)||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000027||Minjin||09-10-2003||06:48 PM||||Lets see...<br /><br />I've had countless intercooler hose blowoffs but I've always been able to repair those road side. Alternator went out but my big ole Optima allowed me to make it home.<br /><br />The only serious time I had something break was when I drove down to Camden, NJ for an autox. I was running a little late so I went and registered real quick and told them that I had to change wheels before tech. Went back to the car, started it up to move to a better spot and the shifter wouldn't go into gear. Long story shorter, had a girl with a TypeR give me a ride to a local "Import" repair shop where I got raped to the tune of $120 for a clutch master cylinder (just the part). I thought that was the problem since I could see a little bit of leakage under the dash at the pushrod. Nope. Didn't change a thing. I discovered that if I started her up in gear and drove around the lot, I could get on it and the clutch would slip with me holding the clutch pedal in. After driving in circles for a while with this strange phenomenon (everyone thought I was crazy), I finally decided to call my buddy back home to come pick me up with his trailer. Oh did I mention that my AAA membership had just expired a month prior? I ended up sitting by myself with my car until after dark. I'm surprised I'm still alive. I even had a cop come by who didn't believe that my car was having problems. I had to show him that the car wouldn't go in gear before he would believe me. <br /><br />My buddy finally shows up around 8 at night (I got down there at about 9 AM). Of course there is no winch and my buddy insists that my car needs to go on backwards in order to better balance the trailer. So I probably took 50k miles off the life of the starter trying to get it to start in gear and go backwards up the trailer ramps. We finally get her on there and head home. Well, we're starting to get hungry and the truck needs some gas so we find an exit to get off and take care of those two. After making a couple wrong turns to try to get back onto the turnpike, we ended up trying to turn this truck and trailer around in the parking lot of some small doctor's office. Of course there isn't much space so my buddy tries using some of the yard to turn around. Big mistake. The truck gets stuck in the mud and being that its a Chevy with auto hubs, we can't get the 4wd to engage. <br /><br />After a while (and after we started making lots of noise trying to get this truck unstuck), the doctor shows up. Turns out that he was called by a local who was concerned about some people messing around at his office. We decide that it would be best to pull my car off the trailer to make it easier to get everything unstuck. With the angle of the trailer and the ramps, my downpipe gets ripped off as I ease it off. Great. So now I have this super loud car and its like 9PM on a Sunday night. We finally end up pulling the truck and trailer out with the doctor's big Ford truck and I once again abuse the hell out of the Galant getting it back onto the trailer. Then we finally headed home.<br /><br />I'm pretty certain more things went wrong that night but I can't recall them at this point in time...<br /><br />In case you are wondering the clutch disc picked that exact point in time to lose a spring. The spring wedged in between the disc and flywheel causing the clutch to not disengage. Yet, when I pushed in the clutch and got on the gas, the friction of the spring wasn't enough to hold the clutch so it slipped.<br /><br />Nothing that happened above is because the Galant is poorly made. Every one of the problems was caused by yours truly. Beadless intercooler pipes. No heat shield on the exhaust manifold and o2 housing. And beating the living hell out of a 16g powered car with a stock type clutch. <br /><br />Hands down, my Galant is the best constructed and most reliable car I've yet owned.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.126||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000028||Ryan Carey||09-10-2003||07:37 PM||||Yeah, mine made it all the way from San Jose to Denver with 209K on the odometer.  Great trip, especially for my first real drive in it.  Had no problems for almost 10k, then:<br /><br />In the midst of me having no Drivers Liscense and trying to keep it low key, wiring burns out going to the ignition, and 717 dies on I-25, next to a bunch of cops, yet somehow she restarts and makes it a block from my house, where she dies again.  I thought it was the CAS due to the telltale signs of the tach RPM dropping to zero when it died, but no, it was a wiring issue (she's almost 13 and had a rough life.)<br /><br />Everything was running great after the rewire, but you know the way it is.  Being the idiot that I am, I thought I could push it with all the coolant hoses and plumming, despite the fact that I knew better from past experience.  On a nice, cool, fresh from rain morning (2am), I was on my way to work.  The side street travel to the highway is just perfect to get her warmed up, so I laid it down hard on the on ramp to 470.  She was pushing really good, and I drove like any other day.  Then, when I'm almost to work, she feels like she's losing power.  I look down and the temp is in the RED.  I start to pull over and our good friend "check engine" light shows up to pay me a visit.  The second I step in the clutch, she's gone, and the smoke and aroma of varnished burnt oil and piston rings engulfs the cabin.  I pop the hood to watch the plug cover bubble like goo into liquid plastic and the timing belt blister into cute little bubbles.  Take into mind this is at 2 am and on Pena blvd near Denver international.<br /><br />I catch a ride to work and travel back later in the day to find an "impound in 3 hours" warning from DPD.  We get it rigged up and pull it back to work where I come to discover the coolant return line to the radiator had cracked and spewed all of my coolant out.  Varnish black under the valve cover, burnt coolant in radiator, metal chunks in oil pan.  Stupid me.<br /><br />Still, I love this VR4 more than any car I've owned.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000029||VR6 Eater||09-10-2003||08:05 PM||||I drove from Chicago to Olymia 3 times in my car with no problems.  About 2000 miles.  Up to St. Paul Minn many times with no problems.  Drive 10 miles to get beer and timing belt jumps.  Limped it home.  My wife drove it down into Illinois last year and the MAS quit.  Limped it home that time with flames shooting out the tailpipe.  Actually left black smoke on the guys suburban that was following me.  I've never had to have it towed home yet.  I bet I have 4 months on jackstands though in the last 4 years.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000030||dlpinckney||09-10-2003||08:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong>  the slave cylinder blew out and I had to have it roll-backed home.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That never stopped me! I had both the clutch slave cylinder and master cylinder go out on different occasions, but started it in gear, matched rpm's to shift, and drove it home both times.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That thought did cross my mind, and I did have to do that to get it to a parking lot.  However, I was in the middle of town and had WAY too many stop-lights to make it through to get to the open road.  I figure I pay for the AAA Plus, might as well use it...!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.188.161.33||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000031||mj_rosenfeld||09-10-2003||08:24 PM||||Had a clutch slave cylinder fail and on another occasion the clutch fork break, but both times limped it home without a working clutch -- just don't come to a complete stop.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.20||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000032||RTS182G-VR4||09-10-2003||11:19 PM||||ive never been stranded per-say.  i had to nurse it to a shop from work when the too-short axle for the front lsd popped out.(previous owner stupidity) but it stayed at the shop for 2 weeks.  finaly got it home on a flatbed. im used to continually working on a car, i have a 69 camaro. talk about involved...  i do need to get a logger, just to keep tabs on the engine.  dont want to blow a hole through a piston or something.<br />Ryan<br /><br />P.S. - Ryan Carey-  ive heard of that story, just never knew who it was.  man i feel for ya.  DIA is quite a ways away to break down at.<br /><br />Dang! i almost forgot. i blew a rear brake line while driving this really fun twisty road.  peadal just went to the floor.  had to use engine braking to slow down cause i was FLYIN. almost hit a sudent driver and scared the shit out of my friends...hehe. pulled into a parking lot and rode home with my brother.  came back and clamped that hose off (it had some fluid still in the lines).  nursed it home with my brother following in his 2.5rs.  flashers on and no more that 15mph all the way home... that was a fun one. ha||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000033||Vr4in'||09-10-2003||11:22 PM||||WTF?!?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Do our cars have alternator problems???LMAO||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000034||DongeR615||09-11-2003||09:24 PM||||Our alternator are poorly placed. there was a kit to move it up more but i can't seem to find it.  The car hasn't left me stranded cuz i dont drive/trust cold wet places.. i need to make a plastic shield for the bottom so it doesn't get wet.||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000035||gtluke||09-11-2003||10:45 PM||||once, cam angle sensor after i washed the motor good (stupid me)<br />had 193,000 miles on it too||141.153.206.160||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000036||GVR-4||09-11-2003||11:12 PM||||Twice:<br /><br />1) Caps after sitting in the sun at the airport for a week. I should've been proactive. My fault. New ECU's are major coin.<br /><br />2) Burst brake line during an autocross.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000037||theymightbegalants||09-12-2003||04:08 AM||||Twice.  Once was a double whammy... BISS backed out on freeway and the TC went out at the same time.  Luckily I was at my exit, so just coasted down the exit ramp into the nearest parking lot.  Cop came over and wouldn't leave me alone; must have been a slow night.  I let the TC cool down a bit, then limped it home (dying at nearly every stop due to no BISS) and towed it to the nearest dealership on a flatbed behind our suburban a week later for the recall.  The jerks kept it for almost two weeks and the odometer had over 70 new miles on it.  I've never gone back to that dealership since.<br /><br />The other time was my damn fault.  I blew the relay in my fuel pump rewire, and let some autozone counter monkey talk me into using a ford starter solenoid instead; said he'd been using one on his TT 911 for years.  Stupid me.  Of course the thing wasn't designed to stay on all the time and overheated, cutting power to the pump.  Pulled over, cut & stripped the wires and held them together with some plastic wrap from some batteries and the tip from a ballpoint pen, and drove to the parts store for a Bosch relay.||69.59.219.162||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000038||gvr4ever||09-26-2003||06:00 PM||||Funny that I just posted this not too long ago.<br /><br />Today was the first day my car has really let me down.<br /><br />I'm pretty damn sure that my TOB is toast, but I won't know for sure till I take a look.  My clutch was rebuilt by John Shepard, I used a new TOB, fulcrum, (clutch fork was already a pretty new revised one) and reused my ACT 2600 that is still holding strong.<br /><br />The tranny is good.  I am able to go through all the gears.  I drove it home and prolly didn't even hear the noise from my stereo.  Anyway, the shifting and clutch engagment is all good.<br /><br />So that only leaves two things that I can think of.  1 TOB, 2 PP fingers.  I think I would have heard something and have not been able to shift right if my PP was all busted up.  That leaves a failed new TOB.  I'm pissed.<br /><br />btw, this is my only car.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000039||psycopyro182||09-26-2003||06:48 PM||||i didnt get to drive the car long. mabey 6 months or so.<br /><br />countless intercooler hose pop off's.<br /><br />alternater, in the middle of an inter section, we had to get out and push it.<br /><br />On my way to Houston, i realized that i overheated my trans and i only had a 1st and third gear. had to baby it all over town. and then then next day, it mysteriously worked fine.<br />i know im gonna have to replace those syncro's soon.<br /><br />blew 2 14b's. (my fault for not paying a little more and getting a 16g thats not "used but in good condition")<br /><br />and my personal favorite.<br /><br />after i put on the third turbo. the oil return line gasket decided to come off and i didnt notice the thick black oil slick that was trailing behind my car, I had finnaly gotten it to run well so i got on it pretty hard, and lost almost all of my oil (i hhad to put in a little over 4 quarts).<br /><br />then a few days later the ticking started.<br />it scared the shit out of me, because you could hear it 20 feet away from the car. and before i had time to pull off the road, boom. engine went.<br /><br />i had to push it into a grocery store parking lot.<br />and flatbed it home.<br />and havent had enough money to get a new motor, but sometime soon i will...<br /><br />Knock is bad. and oil leaks are bad.<br />im gonna get a datalogger before i do anything else.<br /><br />(and im sure when i do get it all put back togather it will try to mess with me some more)||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
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A||||11||GVR$in||My 91 grill is black!..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-10-2003||06:31 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||..and yours isn't!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill001.jpg" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill002.jpg" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill003.jpg" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill004.jpg" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill005.jpg" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill006.jpg" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill007.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-10-2003||06:35 PM||||<img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill008.jpg" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill009.jpg" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill010.jpg" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill011.jpg" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill012.jpg" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill013.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I know Im a picture whore..<br /><br />I used 320 grip paper and sanded down the chrome a lil bit.. then used high temp gloss black engine enamel/paint (rattle can). Put about 3 coats on and BAM! Looks sweet IMO. I don't need a 92 grill anymore     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    .<br /><br />Sprayed my spark cover too (I know im missing a bolt punks).<br /><br />How's it look?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||09-10-2003||06:44 PM||||Looks good.  Darn, now I can't torment you with my '92 grill anymore.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-10-2003||07:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Looks good.  Darn, now I can't torment you with my '92 grill anymore.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haa!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||09-10-2003||07:15 PM||||I forgot to mention how happy I am you didn't fisheye these pictures.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||09-10-2003||07:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I forgot to mention how happy I am you didn't fisheye these pictures.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I took it off just for you cutie   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||09-10-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill008.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill009.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill010.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill011.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill012.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blackgrill013.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I know Im a picture whore..<br /><br />I used 320 grip paper and sanded down the chrome a lil bit.. then used high temp gloss black engine enamel/paint (rattle can). Put about 3 coats on and BAM! Looks sweet IMO. I don't need a 92 grill anymore      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     .<br /><br />Sprayed my spark cover too (I know im missing a bolt punks).<br /><br />How's it look?      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can thank me later for the idea beoch.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||09-11-2003||12:09 AM||||I got an extra VC wanna paint it for me?? LOL well how hard is it to paint a VC, can I use high temp paint and some Clear cote instead of PC it?||24.25.143.23||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||09-11-2003||12:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> I got an extra VC wanna paint it for me?? LOL well how hard is it to paint a VC, can I use high temp paint and some Clear cote instead of PC it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did mine in high temp chrysler fire red (matches almost perfectly to the stock red). I don't think I would clear coat it though I may work well with a coat of clear or semi-gloss.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||09-11-2003||12:30 AM||||thanks Huggy bear!||24.25.143.23||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||curtis||09-11-2003||02:34 AM||||Got mine painted also last week but used trim black with a touch of green.  I filled the hole where the mitsu emblem was with JB weld and sanded it down.  Oh yea got the JDM emblem mounted on the grill and the trunk.  Now if I only had time to put the tranny in.  Now that I see what they look like glossy I may have to get out the sand paper      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      <br />      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1313&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1315&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1316&width=400" alt=" - " />||65.135.143.114||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||91 #680||09-11-2003||03:09 AM||||lol Terren is turning into a rice boy!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />looks like shit dude....no really... looks good.  If I can get a green that matches the belize green I would do it too||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum3/003021.cgi
A||||28||gvr4ever||I hate car sales people!||||11||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-10-2003||08:03 PM||||I got a call tonight.  A call from the dodge dealer.  We have a turbo neaon in. (I left my number like 6 months ago) Come on in.  <br /><br />Me: Does it sell for 19,998? Sales bastard (SB) yes.  Okay, I'll be there in about an hour.<br /><br />I get there and the car is out back getting detailed.  It's even a 04.  Mmm, the price says 24K?!?!?  Why is the price so high?  SB, well it's a rare car and the dealer made us put on the package....  SB, they are not letting anyone drive it.  <br /><br />I'm thinking, why did you call me?  I know what they look like.<br /><br />Anyway, I got to start it.  Yippy.  <br /><br />I will NEVER buy a car I can't test drive.<br /><br />I HATE CARS SALES PEOLE!!!<br /><br />Oh well, I don't think I want one.  After looking under the hood, I don't think I would ever want to work on it.<br /><br />The turbo and exhaust is by the fire wall.  I know newer cars do this, but I wouldn't want to have to deal with that.  I would hate to see the factory manual on how to change the turbo.  Step one, remove hood.  Step two, hover above car..... part needed, Hover Machine.||12.221.228.124||reg||11||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Ian M||09-10-2003||09:33 PM||||The Mitsubishi dealer here wont let anyone test drive the EVOs either, and supposedly (so this dealer says) its a policy with all Mitsu dealers also. I think you CAN test drive it once you have been approved for financing,ect. <br /><br /> <br /> A freind of mine here (who just bought a new Lancer a few weeks earlier for his GF at this same dealer) wanted to drive one,and they told him he couldnt. I belive they said that if he signed the papers for financing they would,and it was a policy with all dealers.<br /><br /> Another friend of mine in SoCal who was seriously considering buying one and approved for financing got to drive one,although he didnt end up buying it. I dont know if he was required to or not.<br /><br />I understand the policy,it keeps all the punk kids who dont have any intention of buying the car (and couldnt afford it if they wanted to) from wasting the salespeoples time,and wear and tear on the cars so they can take a free joyride.<br /><br /> Now,if you had approved for financing,and they KNEW you were serious about the car,thats a different story...||129.71.115.169||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||09-10-2003||10:11 PM||||We had our credit aproved at the dealer before, it wasn't a problem.<br /><br />I don't know what was up with this sales guy, but I bet he will be without a job soon.<br /><br />Also, the car I looked at had a sun roof?!?!<br /><br />Now, I just looked at dodge.com and I'm not seeing a sun roof option.  I asked the BS if it was a factory option or if it was added by a shop, and he said it was a factory option.  It was a single botton sun roof.  I don't know.  Last I checked, they didn't come with it, but this was a 04.  Maybe dodge.com is not updated yet.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||09-10-2003||10:14 PM||||policy my butt...my brother got to drive one..<br /><br />true..lets me say...ALL Acura dealerships within 50 miles can suck my nuts..||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||morty||09-16-2003||10:23 AM||||New member here, howdy all.<br /><br />Just reading this reminded me of a story about my Canadian hometown Chevrolet dealer and the come-uppance he got because he acted like an a-hole this past summer.<br /><br />A retired gentleman went to the dealership and asked about the 2004 ZO6 Commemorative Edition Vette and wanted a pamphlet on it. This guy had every intention of buying it, he's a vette nut and very well off after working for Ontario Hydro for years although he doesn't always dress that way. Anyway, the dealer tells him that they don't just give out these pamphlets and since he'd have to go to the back and get one out of storage, it would be 8 dollars to buy it. <br /><br />Well the old guy said no thanks, walked out and went to Toronto (2 hour drive) later that week wearing the exact same clothing too. Walks into a Chev dealer and asks to see the ZO6 in the showroom. The dealer there was nice and showed him the car and gave him the pamphlets for it and the other models. The old guy whips out a certified check for the amount he wanted to pay for the ZO6 and got the dealer to agree. <br /><br />He goes back to my hometown in his new Vette and pulls into the dealership and tells the dealer he lost out on a $80K sale because of a pamphlet. I guess the dealer told the old guy that if he bought the car in Toronto, he can get it serviced there too, don't bring it here.<br /><br />The old guy goes home, sends a letter to the Chevrolet Canada head office complaining about the dealers attitude and refusal of service. I guess he got a letter back saying that the situation had been cleared up and to return to the dealer for his apology... which he got.<br /><br />And everyone in town knows the whole story.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Sometimes the dealers get their payback.<br /><br /><br />Owner of a 93 JDM VR-4 in Chiba, Japan||211.13.150.28||reg||9||morty||00002377||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||09-16-2003||11:14 AM||||Wait a minute. You're in Japan.<br />Get ready for some serious questioning   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Welcome to the board BTW<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||09-16-2003||11:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by morty:<br /><strong> New member here, howdy all.<br /><br />Just reading this reminded me of a story about my Canadian hometown Chevrolet dealer and the come-uppance he got because he acted like an a-hole this past summer.<br /><br />A retired gentleman went to the dealership and asked about the 2004 ZO6 Commemorative Edition Vette and wanted a pamphlet on it. This guy had every intention of buying it, he's a vette nut and very well off after working for Ontario Hydro for years although he doesn't always dress that way. Anyway, the dealer tells him that they don't just give out these pamphlets and since he'd have to go to the back and get one out of storage, it would be 8 dollars to buy it. <br /><br />Well the old guy said no thanks, walked out and went to Toronto (2 hour drive) later that week wearing the exact same clothing too. Walks into a Chev dealer and asks to see the ZO6 in the showroom. The dealer there was nice and showed him the car and gave him the pamphlets for it and the other models. The old guy whips out a certified check for the amount he wanted to pay for the ZO6 and got the dealer to agree. <br /><br />He goes back to my hometown in his new Vette and pulls into the dealership and tells the dealer he lost out on a $80K sale because of a pamphlet. I guess the dealer told the old guy that if he bought the car in Toronto, he can get it serviced there too, don't bring it here.<br /><br />The old guy goes home, sends a letter to the Chevrolet Canada head office complaining about the dealers attitude and refusal of service. I guess he got a letter back saying that the situation had been cleared up and to return to the dealer for his apology... which he got.<br /><br />And everyone in town knows the whole story.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />Sometimes the dealers get their payback.<br /><br /><br />Owner of a 93 JDM VR-4 in Chiba, Japan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's a cool story.  <br /><br />Not ALL car sales people are ass holes.  It is just very hard for me to find a good one.<br /><br />Just over the weekend though, I was up in Naperville, IL and I stopped at a Nissan dealer.  They had a 93 TT Z with 5xK miles in it.  It sold the day before  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Anyway, the sales guy was great.  Even after he noticed there wasn't a car on the lot I was interested in, he still chatted.  He found out we had the new Spec-V and he wouldn't stop talking about it.  I think he had one too.  He was really helpfull on questions and everything.  He didn't rush off to try and make another sale.<br /><br />I almost found my daily driver too.  They had another 03 non turbo Z.  It was black and the paint didn't have a swrirl mark, rock chip on the hood, scratch, NOTHING.  It looked awsome.  It had leather, and a sun roof.  Also it was a auto   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    If it had been a 5 speed, I would have probably driven it off the lot that day.  It too had 5xK miles.  Damn people who must have a sports car that can't drive a manual.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||09-16-2003||11:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by morty:<br /><strong> Just reading this reminded me of a story about my Canadian hometown Chevrolet dealer and the come-uppance he got because he acted like an a-hole this past summer.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The Lancaster PA Honda dealer acted like a jerk to me back in '82 when I was looking at new Civic 4-doors. (yes, I'm hanging my head in shame now) When I asked him what kind of deal he'd give me on a cash sale on 2 of them, one for me and one for my grandmother, he said "Full sticker price". When I asked why, he said "I'll sell every one of them on the lot for full sticker, I don't need to sell it to you".<br />So, we drove to Philly, and paid $1000 less for the same car. I would never do business with that dealership again just because of one salesman's bad attitude. Its one thing to think something, but another (stupid) thing to say it to a customer's face. It still pisses me off 21 years later!||68.154.99.81||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||4g63t||09-16-2003||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by morty:<br /><strong> Just reading this reminded me of a story about my Canadian hometown Chevrolet dealer and the come-uppance he got because he acted like an a-hole this past summer.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The Lancaster PA Honda dealer acted like a jerk to me back in '82 when I was looking at new Civic 4-doors. (yes, I'm hanging my head in shame now) When I asked him what kind of deal he'd give me on a cash sale on 2 of them, one for me and one for my grandmother, he said "Full sticker price". When I asked why, he said "I'll sell every one of them on the lot for full sticker, I don't need to sell it to you".<br />So, we drove to Philly, and paid $1000 less for the same car. I would never do business with that dealership again just because of one salesman's bad attitude. Its one thing to think something, but another (stupid) thing to say it to a customer's face. It still pisses me off 21 years later! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Jeff, if you're talking about jones honda I know what you mean.  My ex's dad bought her a 93 integra (base model) with like 80k and charged him like 12 grand.  Then they charged full price for repairs when some little stuff broke. I hate them...||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000009||WhiteOut||09-16-2003||01:55 PM||||Damnit, i know what you guys are talkin about.. I am gettin ready to buy an 03 lightning, and the dealership wont let me test drive it, i got approved and everything, but they said that all SVT vehicles are always sold with the mileage at 0. lol, anyways, its kida sucky||67.67.170.43||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000010||SRT2477||09-16-2003||02:31 PM||||ok ok ok guys I'm a car sales man I sold Toyotas for 2 years and now have been with Mitsubishi for 3 1/2 I've sold 4 EVOs and no one got to drive them before they where approved and it was that way for all 8 that we sold <br />.first would you want to be the sales man on that test drive <br />.second would you want to be the person who payed 30k for a car that 15 people beat<br />.third It was NOT Mitsubishi who set the "rule" not to let people drive them it was just recommended do to the 3 separate brake in periods<br />.also you should not be buying an EVO if you don't already know what the car is capable of||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||09-16-2003||02:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SRT2477:<br /><strong> ok ok ok guys I'm a car sales man I sold Toyotas for 2 years and now have been with Mitsubishi for 3 1/2 I've sold 4 EVOs and no one got to drive them before they where approved and it was that way for all 8 that we sold <br />.first would you want to be the sales man on that test drive <br />.second would you want to be the person who payed 30k for a car that 15 people beat<br />.third It was NOT Mitsubishi who set the "rule" not to let people drive them it was just recommended do to the 3 separate brake in periods<br />.also you should not be buying an EVO if you don't already know what the car is capable of </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I acually test drove a EVO without getting aproved first.  The price of the car was good (below sticker), but the sales guy got greedy on the intrest rate.  No sale was made.  He would not go lower then 9%(ya right).  We have like 1.9 on our current 03.  If we would have waited a month, we could have gotten 0%.  Opps.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||dlpinckney||09-16-2003||02:44 PM||||I know everyone is different, but I personally WILL NOT buy a new car that I can not drive...  PERIOD.  (notice I said NEW car)  I don't care at what price, or what kind of car.  Yes, I know what a new EVO-VIII is about, but that does not mean that I would like driving one, or be comfortable with how one felt.  Then what do you do?  Trade it in and take a thorough ass reaming?  Not me, I work too hard for my money...!!  If a car can't stand up to a few beatings in some test drives, it will NEVER stand up to me...!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000013||SRT2477||09-16-2003||04:40 PM||||I wouldn't want to buy a car I didn't drive first ether but there are few that under stand that a car like the EVO needs to be broken in YOU CAN NOT GO OUT AND BEAT THIS CAR RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX <br />sorry if you think it sould be able to and any way if you realy want the car why not get approved befor you get your hopes up and drive one that all we ask<br />GVR4ever 9% is to much it should look more like 4-6%||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||09-16-2003||05:37 PM||||It's all a matter of style.  Some dealers are really laid back and will give you the keys without a copy of the license, credit check, or anything (Otto's BMW in PA).  While others (all American dealers) will nickel and dime you everywhere, trick you, twist your words, and in the end turn their backs on you.  Who would you then buy a car from?<br /><br />I'm preparing a letter to the owner of the Pontiac dealer where I bought my T/A.  They promised to fix X and Y after I bought the car, but turned around and only did X and then didn't do Y because the 'wording' in the written deal wasn't what I wanted.  I complained and complained, talked to every manager, BBB, and brought my car in 3 separate times.  Still, they refuse to do the work that was agreed upon on each visit and are now telling me, in other words, to shove it up my ass.  I don't hope to gain anything from this letter, other than to vent a little and let someone know about their own fuck up.<br /><br />It's the attitude that pisses me off the most.  If I owned a dealership, I'd probably own a BMW, Audi, or Benz dealer.  They treat you like real people there, and the cars are all awesome if you had the money for it.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||SRT2477||09-16-2003||05:49 PM||||wheres folsom and I guess your right most dealers are ass holes but I try to be the good guy||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000016||dlpinckney||09-16-2003||06:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SRT2477:<br /><strong> I wouldn't want to buy a car I didn't drive first ether but there are few that under stand that a car like the EVO needs to be broken in YOU CAN NOT GO OUT AND BEAT THIS CAR RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX <br />sorry if you think it sould be able to and any way if you realy want the car why not get approved befor you get your hopes up and drive one that all we ask<br />GVR4ever 9% is to much it should look more like 4-6% </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have no way of knowing whether I really want the car or not until I drive it.  Also, I know what I can and can't afford and do not need to get my credit pulled and get pre-approval for a car that I don't even know that I am going to like.  If the dealer doesn't trust me, than "F" them, I don't trust them either.  If every freaking dealer you went to did that, your credit would look like shit.  Once again, each person has their own opinion.  If I can't drive it, there is no chance I am going to buy it.  There are way too many other car dealerships out there to deal with one that sucks and has no customer service.  Obviously, I understand exceptions to the rule like going to drive a $200,000 Lamborghini or something similar, but we are talking about a freaking $30K Mitsubishi that every Tom, Dick and Fred is going to have.  Big difference.<br /><br />Funny thing is, I don't even know why I am saying anything about it.  I don't particularly like the new EVO - definitely don't like it better than my GVR-4 - and have no intention of buying one (at least not new)...!!!!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.104.130||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000017||14bCrazy||09-16-2003||07:12 PM||||The thing that I noticed was the price. When the srt-4 was tested they called it the best car below 20 grand. If the dealers are selling them for 24 that changes alot. That would put them the the price range with the WRX's. I wonder how well it would do in the ratings then.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000018||SRT2477||09-16-2003||07:33 PM||||it no longer hurts your credit if the same type of business pulls your credit or so the credit bureau says and a car like this you shouldn'<br />t be test driving if you are not serious.<br />a serious buyer would want to know what financing would look like. <br />hey man just trying to shed some light on the subject from a dealers view <br />on a lighter note I like the pic of your car <br />"your friendly neighborhood Mitsu salesman"||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000019||gvr4ever||09-16-2003||08:32 PM||||A car sales person should take everyone serious.  The 16 year old punk kid might have rich parents.  They should at least talk with them a bit.<br /><br />I've had car salesman ask what I do, what made me want to look at this car.....  <br /><br />I guess with all the good car sales latly, sales people can just blow off one person and wait for the next   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />O well, I got a GVR4 instead of a Miata because I was blown off by a sales person, so I guess it works out good in some cases.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000020||1fast4door||09-16-2003||10:23 PM||||Before I realized that i couldn't spend my life putting people in Vue's and SL1's i was at a training class for Saturn which was hosted by an independant automotive "consultant".  He emphasized one big point..."don't qualify the customer".  He explained his logic with this true (so he said) story:<br />A friend of his owned a Cadillac-RollsRoyce (quite the combo huh) dealership in the Chicago area and was having some major sales issues. he asked the "consultant" to go observe for a few weeks.  2 days into it as he sits back and observes he sees a young black man enter the dealership dressed casually (for lack of a better term).  He proceeded to walk right past the caddy's straight to what he referred to as "million dollar row"...all Rolls.  Not one salesman even looked up from their desk.  The consultant got up to go speak with the young man and after the man made a call, a limo w/ Don King and Mike Tyson pulled up.  To make a long story, not so long... he ended up selling a Corniche convertible for mike and two turbo R's for Don.  And not one salesman got the commission from almost $750,000 in sales. "don't qualify the customer!!!"||67.38.174.229||reg||1||1fast4door||00001194||yes
Z||000021||spoulson||09-16-2003||11:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> A car sales person should take everyone serious.  The 16 year old punk kid might have rich parents.  They should at least talk with them a bit.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly!  Case in point:  My best luck buying cars was when I bought my 97 GS-T Spyder in 99.  I saw it on the lot, knew I wanted to try it out.  But... where are the salesmen?  Every other lot I went to, they wouldn't let me go 5 minutes before talking to me.  So I walk inside.  Sure enough, everyone's busy on the phones, except one who tries not to look at me.  I seize the opportunity and talk to the guy, who reluctantly lets me test drive it with a copy of my driver's license.<br /><br />Well long story short, I drove it well, scared the piss out of him (if he brought up his wife and kids, is that bad?), then made an offer.  They wanted $21.5k, I said $17k, then countered with $19.5k and I took it.<br /><br />What's more, I arranged my own car loan from an online bank, so I put down a deposit and came back the next day with the paperwork.  I came with my dad because he wanted to see the car.  The lousy salesman had the nerve to tell him that he thought I was some punk who wanted to go for a joyride.<br /><br />Obviously this guy is no star salesman.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000022||MiSTER2||09-17-2003||06:20 AM||||Firstly dealers should have test drive cars, if it's not run in or needs 3 periods of run in, whatever that is, they should do the necessary and make the car ready for a test drive, they can sell it as demo car later or for a slightly cheaper price.  <br /><br />If you can easyly test drive a bmw, corvette, porsche etc. you should be able to test drive a mitsubishi.  I hate it when dealers act like they are selling an ENZO.  But hey it's all part of the marketing/selling game, in their own little brains they make the car more valuable and wanted than it really is.    <br /><br />Try buying a Subaru wrx here in downunder, you'll get the feeling that you are trying to buy a Bentley.  Oh and if you are under 25 you are a dreamer you can never have one, no matter what you can afford.<br /><br />That's why i love the scene from EXIT WOUNDS where dmx goes to buy the lamborghini and the cool dude just hands him the keys, and the wanker SP gets no commission.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000023||gvr4ever||09-17-2003||09:26 AM||||Ya, but it's limited.  You can't have a spare dodge set aside for a test drive car.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <br /><br />I like how sales people tell me how limited the turbo neon and EVO are.  <br /><br />The neon I was looking at was a 04.  The 03s were kind of a test run, but they must have done okay if they made a 04.  Are the 04s limited too?  When sales people try that crap on me, I ask where the limited adition number plate is    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     If the sales person can't come up with a number that isn't rounded off and in the 10K+ production numbers, then it isn't limited enough.  It must all be a sales tactic.  Whatever it is, I don't buy it for a second.  Cause it seems like all the new cars are limited.  Another thing, I'm seeing tons of EVOs in the road, so they must have built enough of them.<br /><br />The only reason I was looking at the SRT-4 is cause the wife said the Spec-V lacked power tring to merge on to the HYW (she drove the Talon TSi before) and that she wouldn't mind something with some more power.  I hope Nismo has that damn SC ready soon cause I rather pay 3K for that then walk into another dealer lot to hear bull shit stories about how rare a car is, or that you can't drive it cause who ever wants to buy it won't want miles on it, ect.....  It's like damn, do you really think someone is not going to buy a car because it has over 100 miles on it?  If it is the color and options someone is looking for, they will buy it.  The SRT-4 and EVO are not rare.  Do not listen to that CRAP!!!!  <br /><br />All auto manufactures tend to have a limited plate number some place on a car to show how rare it is.  If a car doesn't have that, it is a full production car.  Just because Mitsubishi didn't build as many US spec EVOs as GM build Cavaliers, doesn't mean it's limited.  It might have been a shoter run then other cars, but they built plenty of them.  There are a few on the lot just down the road.  At one time they hade 5 on the lot.  % cars on just 1 lot is not limmited at all.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000024||SRT2477||09-17-2003||03:17 PM||||I see where all of you are coming from and for the most part you are all right but mang. a dealership and then will talk untill then get over it if its a car you want(you know color options and all) you will do what the dealer asks trust me I've been doing this a long time there are some who act like "if you don't let me drive it I will not buy it" ya right you where not buying it in the first place but any way if your cool about it you just mite grt a salesman who will respond to that alot better than being a tuff guy||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000025||gvr4ever||09-17-2003||03:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SRT2477:<br /><strong> I see where all of you are coming from and for the most part you are all right but mang. a dealership and then will talk untill then get over it if its a car you want(you know color options and all) you will do what the dealer asks trust me I've been doing this a long time there are some who act like "if you don't let me drive it I will not buy it" ya right you where not buying it in the first place but any way if your cool about it you just mite grt a salesman who will respond to that alot better than being a tuff guy </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How can we know it's a car we want if we can't check it out?  I myself don't buy a car because I saw a tv comercial about it or becuase I know it is fast.  The only car I thought I just had to have was a GVR4, but I didn't really know it, untill I got to drive it.  <br /><br />When it came to getting a new car, I looked at about 5 different cars. I really didn't know what I wanted for sure, but I did know that I wasn't going to impuse buy like so many people do.  I guess you the sales person and me the person buying a car just don't see eye to eye.  As said before by others, I will NEVER buy a car I can't test drive.  We ended up getting the car we wanted (before the SRT-4 and EVO came out     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     and we knew we wanted it because we both test drove it and we both liked it better then the other cars we drove.  I even test drive it twice to make sure.  The sales guy was a little pissed, but I wanted to drive it one more time to make sure.  <br /><br />The only people who walk into a sales room floor knowing exacly what they want are people who have already owned the car and want a new one, or people who get sold on it by the way a car looks.  Your impulse shopper.<br /><br />I guess picky people like me will never have good luck at a car dealership because I will always check out more then 1 car at a time.  Even if I had lots of money to spend on a car, I would check out a Porsche, Viper, and a Z06 to compare the three. <br /><br />If I play it cool?!?!  Also for me, color is not on the top of my list when looking at cars.  I care more about how the car drives.  Same with options.  I care more about how I like the car as a whole.  I would never buy a car because of color or options.  For me, they come second to finding the right car.  A manual is the only option I MUST have.<br /><br />If dealers are going to be all picky about letting people test drive cars, then they WILL loose sales to people like me.  I know for a fact that I am not the only person who is picky when it comes to buying a car and making a long term high cost choice.  I'm just really surprized that dealers are being so protective about cars cause cars sales still suck.  I have seen the same cars on dealer lots in the town since early summer.  Sure they move them around, but they are still there.  There has been a EVO on the lot for many months as well.  So if anyone wants one, just drive to Normal, IL.  I bet you could get a good deal on it.  Only of you play it "cool" though.<br /><br />Just to add another example:<br />(before we bought the car we have now)<br />I thought I really wanted a WRX.  The dealer had a 02 wagon left that didn't sell.  It was well below sticker price in our price range and everything.  I took it for a test drive and liked it, but wife wife didn't like the way it drove.  Not sure what she didn't like, but she didn't want to buy the car at all. You don't always like what you think you will like.  You can't ever know for sure untill you acually drive it.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000026||DeanCouchey||09-18-2003||01:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If every freaking dealer you went to did that, your credit would look like shit.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I went ot the Mitsu dealer and they ran some credit stuff for me on an 03 outlander and  I decided not to get it so I went ot my credit union to get a loan for the spyder and they loan officer said your credit has alot of blemishes on it, I asked why cause I have never missed a payment or anyuthing and he said you had about 10 credit requests from the Mitsu dealer!!!! I was pissed have awesome credit but had to get a co-signer cause they fucked up my credit! I love how car dealers treat you like it is nothing, I dont know about you but I have to make the payment on the car! We had a convertable top problem on our new one, the dealer said, you got a nice car, low miles enjoy it!!!!! I was pissed, I just gave him 5 years worth of my money and he told me to live with it!!!! hell no, needless to saw it is being fixed :-)||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000027||SRT2477||09-18-2003||08:48 AM||||ok you act like I wouldn't let you drive an eclipse if you wanted to we are just talking about the evo we had no problem selling all the evos we orderd but then we did not mark them up ether and gave the best rate we could get but most if not all deals maked them up and they couldn't sell them and if you have good credit one dealer running your credit even 10 times wouldn't be enough for you to need a co-signer||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000028||sleeper||09-18-2003||10:17 AM||||How many EVOs you guys sell with the low profile spoiler? Also how many was sold with no dealer installed options?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
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A||||6||GRV4726||please kill my computer||||13||||GVR4726||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||09-10-2003||08:48 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||dude i've got a dell...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br />its an old model, its a piece of shit now. and it ran horribly. now it will not boot up. it used to take 40 min, no exageration, to boot up and to start up. that sucked, and it also decided to fuck me quite a few times. (really bad i might add, i had a REALLY big project and it decided to get rid of it)<br /><br />so what do i do now. the boot up disk i have won't work, because i can't format my c drive.<br />i've been trying to back up my stuff and haven't got everything but thats ok. i have the important stuff. so what now? i just want to reformat it. and start off on a clean slate<br /><br />its a dell dimension 733 intell processor, 256 rd ram (i upgraded), a 20 gib hardrive. and win 98.<br />its slow as hell, it gets confused runing anything beafy. editing music is impossible, playing games is not questionable, runing internet explorer is even difficult.  virus? probably, something else i don't know.<br /><br />help me please. i'm at my wits end and about to smash the thing to bits. i'm getting mac after this one. and seriously fuck windows<br /><br />thanks||24.238.159.174||reg||13||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||09-10-2003||10:05 PM||||dude chill!<br />what you would do is remove the harddrive and bring it to a frend with a sh*t load of space and install it on his system PC. Set the harddrive as a slave, transfer it all, format and reinstall windows 98. if you have the operating system on the harddrive and not on a cd then...yea..i don't know..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||09-11-2003||12:04 AM||||i can't reformat the hard drive. i tried. so is this something that actually can be done by another computer? i hit dir and got nothing. pretty much said it was a blank drive with no space on it. <br /><br />yeah, i don't really have a friend with a good computer. and i really don't care about the stuff on there, i just want a working computer. i called dell and they can't help me cause its too old or something. i feel like turning it on and pooring beer all over it (its opened up). <br /><br />yeah i won't do that but thanks for the suggestion. i just don't understand why i can't reformat it myself||24.238.159.174||reg||1||GVR4726||00000580||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||09-11-2003||01:00 AM||||so im assuming you have the win98 on a cd.<br />you might want to write all this down b4 you format.  it'll save you headache and trouble.<br />if you typed Dir in Dos and there is nothing showing up..then it is already formatted. <br /><a href="http://www.techhowto.com/How_to/os/part.php" target="_blank">how to format hard drive</a> <br /><br />this is very helpful.make sure you have the DRIVERS for the modem on a disk before you format..||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||09-11-2003||11:09 AM||||There is a couple things you can try.  Make a new boot disk, easy to do.  Use that and go from there.  Or can you get a hold of a new OS disk? My Win2000 CD is a bootable CD, I just put it in and restart.  Make sure the you set the CD drive to boot first and restart.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||GVR4ZUM||09-11-2003||01:37 PM||||Does the bios still see the drive?<br />Do you hear any beep when you start it?<br />When you boot it where does it hang?<br />Could it be that the cable on the HD is loose.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||09-11-2003||03:23 PM||||send it here, i have already beat one to death.  pos garbage compaqtor.  took it out on the deck and beat it to death with a 5 lb sledge.  so now, whenever my son introduces me to one of his friends, they all say, "oh, you're the one who beat the computer to death"||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
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A||||4||chucklesas||Fun web stuff||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||09-10-2003||08:52 PM||||<a href="http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/~akitaoka/rotsnake.gif" target="_blank">http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/~akitaoka/rotsnake.gif</a><br />starts to make you sick<br /><br /><a href="http://home.comcast.net/~jsbird98/frcefed98videos/Final_Bird.mpg" target="_blank">http://home.comcast.net/~jsbird98/frcefed98videos/Final_Bird.mpg</a><br />OWNED||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-10-2003||09:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/~akitaoka/rotsnake.gif" target="_blank">http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/~akitaoka/rotsnake.gif</a> <br />starts to make you sick<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ahhh!! That rules I swore it that one was moving! Damn peripheral vision.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-11-2003||12:27 AM||||lol that ford Ka one is pretty funny.||24.25.143.23||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-11-2003||11:54 PM||||If you stare at the picture long enough it will stop spinning and then turn black and white.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||09-12-2003||01:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> If you stare at the picture long enough it will stop spinning and then turn black and white. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Unless your Kin works at the DMV.  I don't see how you passed the test.  You go on green right?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.167.179.51||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
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A||||11||jonvr4||rice on ebay||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-10-2003||09:15 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=31868&item=2432091436..i" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=31868&item=2432091436..i</a>   love the way he says "Heavily Modified"<br /><br />  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6204&item=2431320627" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6204&item=2431320627</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6256&item=2430865272" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6256&item=2430865272</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-10-2003||09:20 PM||||That impreza's straight JDM STi and could prolly kick yo ass down the 1/4 w/ "Garret T3/T4 Water cooled Turbo, Tial 38mm wastegate, Blitz BOV, Apexi fuel management computer". Rich (pre-evo) will kick yo ass if you trash talk soobies, I bet he's MPREZ'D with the impreza.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />The neon is definitely rice.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Ryan Carey||09-10-2003||10:16 PM||||I didn't see neon lights on the neon, so it really can't be that fast, but I'm more than sure the NOS would blow the welds . . .<br />you catch my drift.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||09-10-2003||10:34 PM||||gotta love the dual exhaust on the subby though.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-10-2003||10:54 PM||||Hmmmmm ... WOW.....<br />That's about all I can say about that Impreza. It looks like he went alittle overboard with the "body modifications" .<br /><br /><br />It's okay but definetly not my cup of tea.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||09-10-2003||11:00 PM||||good call terren. by the way, you do know i have a fp green, and more supporting mods than the subbie, right?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||09-10-2003||11:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong>  i have a fp green, and more supporting mods than the subbie, right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://www.sddsm.org/forum/images/smiley_icons/screwy.gif" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.sddsm.org/forum/images/smiley_icons/sleeping.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Where the hell have I been?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Yea, Now that I look this dude ain't got shit for supporting mods.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||09-10-2003||11:14 PM||||hey were did you get the smiles from? i want some.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||09-10-2003||11:22 PM||||I want some pics of your car first  <img src="http://www.sddsm.org/forum/images/smiley_icons/emot-krad.gif" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||09-10-2003||11:41 PM||||i'll post some this week.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||09-11-2003||12:19 AM||||does anyone else find this kinda weird.<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This 99 Impreza RS has over 5000 hours of work into her  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats like almost 7 months 24 hours a day 7 days a week straight.||24.25.143.23||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||VR4 Me||09-11-2003||05:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> does anyone else find this kinda weird.<br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This 99 Impreza RS has over 5000 hours of work into her  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats like almost 7 months 24 hours a day 7 days a week straight. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL, elves man...elves. Elves love rice||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
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A||||9||chadhayashi||$21.95 Muffler||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||09-11-2003||12:20 AM||||Awhile back I started checking into some 4" diameter bullet mufflers to add into my system to tone it down. Well Summit had some Dynomax bullets that were $35. And their own brand for $25 (catalog prices). both are ~24" long w/ 3" I/O. Both stated that they had Perferated cores.<br /> Well Monday I looked up Summit's site while at work and their $25 bullet is listed for $21.95. I ordered it and had it shipped 2nd day for an additional $10. It showed up today (Wed),and when I opened the box... It had a louvered core. <br />Anyway, I said "screw it".Took measurements and cut out a section of pipe and welded it in.<br />Initially, it did not sound like it had made any difference,I was in a shop though. I drove it home and oh it made such a difference in the resonance of my system. I had quite a droning sound between 2.5-4K, which is where my rpms are usually at when on the highway. The annoying droning is gone. If I rev up the engine slowly w/ no load it actually gets quieter till about 5K. Still too loud overall for me though. I think I'm gonna getone of the 16"long ones and use that in place of my test pipe. And if it is still louder than I would like, I'm gonna get 2 of the 24" long 2.5" I/O bullets (Dynomax) and replace my 3" Ultraflow canister.<br />I know, it's sounds like I'm whining, but I've had aftermarket exhaust on every vehicle I've owned since 1991. I'm just tired of the volume. I"m just spoiled I guess. I get in a new 470 hp S55 AMG w/ a blown 5.4L V8 and it's almost inaudible. Now that's what I'm talking about. <br />As the newly reunited Simon and Garfunkel would sing..."The sounds of silence"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||number3||09-11-2003||07:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>  I'm just tired of the volume. I"m just spoiled I guess. I get in a new 470 hp S55 AMG w/ a blown 5.4L V8 and it's almost inaudible. Now that's what I'm talking about. <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is? <br /><br />I drive one (AMG 55) a few times a month and it sounds like a Corvette when you open it up. Not a complaint actually but a very nice thing. Is it as loud as a 3" open exhaust no but it is no where near as quiet as my V8 Avalanche.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-11-2003||12:28 PM||||Maybe that's because of a larger amount of sound-deadening.<br /><br />A good tuning helps, too.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||09-16-2003||06:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> Awhile back I started checking into some 4" diameter bullet mufflers to add into my system to tone it down.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And you wonder why it is still loud.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  Oh and why didn't you spend that extra $10 on the dynomax?||65.177.241.7||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||09-17-2003||01:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>     </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> Awhile back I started checking into some 4" diameter bullet mufflers to add into my system to tone it down.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And you wonder why it is still loud.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />      Oh and why didn't you spend that extra $10 on the dynomax? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not sure what you mean. <br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    &lt;-- thanks for that shit. How 'bout some snaps in a circle while your at it.<br /><br /> The bullet is not my only muffler. It is now the second. I plan to add at least one more where the test pipe is. As far as not getting the dynomax, I like the welds. Didn't need the coating.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||09-17-2003||03:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br />How 'bout some snaps in a circle while your at it.<br />[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok I can snap in circles too if you'd like.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   But seriously a 4" muffler with 3" inlet and outlet leave 1" for fiberglass. Did you really expect it to be much quieter? Sorry the screwed you with the louvered core. I am curious to know why you don't just use 1 quieter muffler you can get a good flowing quiet muffler. 4g63's a quiet motors as is I have never heard a real loud one. My daytona on the other hand with a full ATR 3" is very loud I woke up my neighbors running it at ~2000-2500 rpm not the next door neighbors they live 3 doors down and across the street. They came out yelled at me and called the cops. I have been looking for a quiter muffler for that because your ears ring if you are in it for more that 45 minutes. When I first started the car with the new motor and just a down pipe it was vibrating the pictures and lamp in the room above the garage.||65.177.240.129||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||09-17-2003||10:44 AM||||Do you know of a 3" muffler that is straight thru and quiet? Someone mentioned awhile back that they had a "Spintech" but I looked them up and I cannot tell how well it would flow. Also, it converts sound energy into heat. How damn hot would that thing get!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.227.117.137||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||09-19-2003||03:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> Also, it converts sound energy into heat. How damn hot would that thing get!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe cat or turbo hot. Could even be enough to melt you bumper.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . Also I talked to the guy at don's hot rod shop today about the dynomax ultraflow welded and magnaflow mufflers he said the dynomax would be quieter and that magnaflows are raspy. Another good choice is the edelbrock rpm muffler it come in a single inlet splits in to two and comes out a single outlet looks almost like a lemon shape inside, summit has a cut away of it in there. I think I'm going to try the ultra flow welded in my daytona, it needs a big can of shutthefuckup.||65.177.240.61||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||initalDsm||09-19-2003||03:10 AM||||get a Q tec its a electronic cut out||65.24.92.5||reg||14||InitalDsm||00002200||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||09-19-2003||09:14 AM||||i just put this certified on, and it has a magnaflo, very loud.  i am looking at one of the ultraflo single inlet/dual outlet mufflers, i figger it'll quiet it down a lot, with 2 outlets.  the certified has so many bends in it, putting a bullet muffler for a resonator dont look like an option.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003026.cgi
A||||14||VR4 Me||4 words: Buy Some Water Wetter||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||09-11-2003||05:35 AM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||<img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/galant7.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I flushed my radiator at around 3:30 pm today, and then followed the directions on the bottle. Before the water wetter, my gauge read almost a 1/4 higher. The shit works, don't listen to anybody who tells you otherwise.<br /><br />Okay, Redline, I'll take my endorsement check now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||09-11-2003||09:51 AM||||that's weird, my needle is, and has always been exactly one tick to the left of the center peg (the peg that keeps the speedo from going over 145)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||7541000||09-11-2003||10:26 AM||||it can potentialy show leaks that were already there...otherwise it works.||12.89.168.56||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000003||GalantVR41062||09-11-2003||10:45 AM||||I should try that.  Even though my water temp does not get over 190.  Also that peg does a really good job of keeping the speedo off the temp gauge.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||09-11-2003||01:45 PM||||VR4me, thats nuts how you can be goin 65 and still past the middle, hehe. When I had my overheating problems once I got over 50 it would go back to normal operating temps.<br /><br />I used a coolant additive (like water wetter), changed the rad cap and thermostat(180) and no more overheating!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||09-11-2003||02:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4 Me:<br />I flushed my radiator at around 3:30 pm today, and then followed the directions on the bottle. Before the water wetter, my gauge read almost a 1/4 higher. The shit works, don't listen to anybody who tells you otherwise.<br /><br />Okay, Redline, I'll take my endorsement check now    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think there's a problem here now being masked by the water wetter.  <br /><br />I have a 2-120 FMIC blocking air, and Ken's old radiator (pretty nasty inside), a cheap shaw 180 degree thermostat.  In stop n' go traffic with 120 ambient temps from the hot ass texas freeway, my needle never goes past half way, even with the AC on.  On the pocketlogger it rarely shows over 205 degrees, and when cruising at 65mph it's between 180-190.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||09-11-2003||02:25 PM||||Tought to say -- his flush may have helped, too.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||09-12-2003||12:08 AM||||My buddy had a 20G'd 93 Tsi a few yrs back. It had a Spearco and it filled the front opening. He had overheating problems anytime he used the A/C. So he bought a Fluidyne and that didn't help.<br />He then tried water wetter and it never ran hot again. <br />Yrs ago when I was in tech school, I asked one of my instructors (who was a crew chief for a sprint car team) how water wetter worked. He explained to me that it is a "surfactant".<br />Meaning, it lowers the surface tension of water. Thus giving greater contact w/ the surfaces of the heads and radiator. Thereby increasing the conduction of heat.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||09-12-2003||01:51 AM||||I knew a guy who was a crew cheif in Nascar, and asked him about water wetter.  He spouted on for about five minutes about his kidde pool, Walmart, Pina Coladas, and gettin caught in the rain.  Needless to say I've yet to use a Redline product that didn't do what it say it does.||24.167.179.51||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||09-12-2003||03:42 AM||||Detergents are surfactants... you're basically putting a really expensive bottle of soap into your radiator.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   I'm not saying Water Wetter doesn't work, I think it does, but I'm convinced there's a cheaper alternative.  I will admit it's a little different than soap however... after my friend and I conducted a very scientific experiment in which we tried to wash our hands with it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||69.59.219.162||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||VR4 Me||09-12-2003||11:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>after my friend and I conducted a very scientific experiment in which we tried to wash our hands with it.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">why did I ever even come over here, you guys are nuts   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   oh wait, i'm nuts too<br /><br />so who here thinks I have an overheating problem, not that it matters because I can't get to my car since the clutch blew and it's at Satan.||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||09-12-2003||12:46 PM||||I vote for the overheating problem, because IMHO the temps should never really exceed 210 or so (or halfway on the gauge) with a decent radiator, fan, and thermostat.  I think there's a problem somewhere...||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||VR4 Me||09-12-2003||03:46 PM||||okay, I HAVE noticed the car is a bit faster about 10 minutes after startup, and then manages to slow down a bit. Maybe I'll start simple and try the radiator cap...then, once I get my datalogger from GalantVR-4, we will see exactly what's goin on in there.||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000013||curtis||09-12-2003||09:57 PM||||I've been running the stuff in every car I've had since the early ninty's when it was in crystal form instead of the liquid like today.  I love the stuff.||65.135.142.31||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||09-13-2003||05:02 PM||||Important thing to remember:  the dash temperature gauge is not using the same sender as the ECU sees.||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003027.cgi
A||||25||Matt379||where were you?||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||09-11-2003||09:04 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||two years ago today when you heard about the World Trade Center?||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||09-11-2003||09:23 AM||||At AAA getting maps for my drive down to University of Cincinnati.  Still drove down to Cincy that day dispite the rest of the world shutting down.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||09-11-2003||09:24 AM||||dropping my kid off at daycare.  Walked in to the house (in home daycare) and told her to turn the channel from cartoons to the news and I stood there for a while in utter disbelief...<br /><br />It's a tough day for me: It's my birthday today AND I've been a volunteer firefighter for about 6 years.  It still knocks me for a loop if I let myself stop and think about all the lives, families, and even business directly effected that morning.  I observed the moment of silence this morning and had to go to work - best thing to do....||167.142.22.110||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||09-11-2003||09:25 AM||||I was coming into work looking at the TV in the lobby and wondering what thsi 'bomb' was at the Pentagon.  Then I walked past the break room, which also has a TV, and quickly got a clue.  Then I witnessed the second plane and both collapses live.<br /><br />A German exchange colleague was there with us and she was as much of a wreck as everyone else.  We all went home by noon.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||09-11-2003||09:44 AM||||i was working on some website, and saw it all happen in the media center (they record all the local news stations, 24 hrs a day), and did my best to convince all my friends in NYC that there really was something happening, some plane crashed into the WTC, and that they shouldn't go to work that day. They didn't believe me until they went to their neighbors place to watch tv...  and they work about 2 blocks from the WTC.<br /><br />oh yeah, my b day was yesterday.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||09-11-2003||10:00 AM||||went to class and while walking to class LATE..there was a big commotion of students and lots of cops were around. the school annonced campus was closed. Coming home I watched CNN on the bus ride to the parking lot.||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||09-11-2003||10:01 AM||||I was at work, on break, smoking a cigarette on the loading dock.  My co-worker came out and said someone just flew a plane into the World Trade Center.  We all just looked at each other like WTF?  At first we thought he was talking about a little Cessna or something, but when we went inside and looked at the footage, it was far from a Cessna.  We had the only TV in the building I worked at with like 50 people crowding around it to see what was happening.  Everyone was like a zombie, just watching with disbelief.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000007||14bCrazy||09-11-2003||10:13 AM||||I was listening to the Howard Stern show at work. They started to talk about a plane hitting the Trade center. They thought it was a small plane accident. I grabed the small B&W tv I have and turned it on. I watched for like 5 minutes and then the second plane hit. It was then that I realized that it was not an accident. The thing that amazed me was the people that came in wanting there film developed and didn't seem to care about what was on the TV.||162.83.82.139||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000008||admsr||09-11-2003||10:22 AM||||I was working in the city on 6th Ave and 50th street. I was part of an executive meeting for Avon Products when someone's admin came in a told us. We turned the TV on to Fox and just started to see all of the Horror. I was re-routing the cable sigal over a videoconference that had been established for the meeting. With that re-route, we were able to send live news over to some executives that were in Poland at the time. Our building went into "RED" alert and lock down. All of the entrances and exits were closed and no one was able to leave for 2 hours...... I finally left the building at 12 noon and I remember looking downtown and seeing the cloud of smoke and crying. I lost some friends and business collegues that day.<br /><br />May they all REST IN PEACE......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||134.65.2.117||reg||9||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000009||1quickvr4||09-11-2003||10:24 AM||||I was flpping through channels and it came on right before the second plane hit. I just sat down shocked and didnt move for a while.||64.63.216.238||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000010||crucible||09-11-2003||10:50 AM||||On my way home from work listening to my morning radio show that occasionally plays pranks.Switched to a couple other stations and....you know the rest.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||09-11-2003||11:33 AM||||I was in Cincinnatti at the Millenium hotel working and saw the thing on TV when I was waking up, we had about 90% of the people that were at Northern KY Cincinnatti airport come to our hotel and get rooms and just watch in disbelif together.||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||09-11-2003||12:34 PM||||I was in 11th grade AP English when it happened.  The principal made an announcement over the intercom and we all watched it on TV for the rest of the day.  Man that feels like a long time ago... I was still in high school.<br /><br />My dad says he can still remember what he was doing when JFK was shot and when the Challenger went down.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||meshwork||09-11-2003||12:55 PM||||I was asleep. I had afternoon classes that semester, woke up around 11:30, got online and a whole ton of people IMed me.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||09-11-2003||01:07 PM||||I was on my way to work and I heard the story from Bob and Tom.  I wasn't sure if it was true or not.  I had to go to a different radio station to make sure.  I thought they had gone too far this time, and I was pissed cause I thought they were joking (as they do every morning).<br /><br />Oh ya, and happy birthday to me.....||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000015||dlpinckney||09-11-2003||01:18 PM||||I was at work in a Federal government building.  The chief of the branch has a TV in his office that is usually tuned to CNN.  He made an announcement and we all went to his office to watch.  They sent us all home shortly there after.  I made it home just in time to see the second plane hit and the rest of the awful events unfold.  My building has an emergency response command center for ATF in the basement, and they didn't let us back in the building for 2 days due to the "higher ups" vacating D.C. and being here.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000016||GVR$in||09-11-2003||01:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I was in 11th grade AP English when it happened.  The principal made an announcement over the intercom and we all watched it on TV for the rest of the day.  Man that feels like a long time ago... I was still in high school.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How weird.. I was in 11th grade AP history at the time! I was late and there was all kinds of commotion.<br /><br />Definitely feels like a LONG time ago..||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000017||Telecaster||09-11-2003||04:04 PM||||I was in the Philippines boarding my return flight home on 9/12/01.  Plane was taxi'd out on the runway waiting to take off.  But we were called back to the terminal wondering what the hell was going on.  After 4 hours of hell at the airport, everyone realized that all planes US bound were redirected.  I was stuck there for another week trying to get chance passenger.||216.175.94.84||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000018||spoulson||09-11-2003||04:46 PM||||My cousin's wife worked for Meryll Lynch in the 2nd tower that got hit.  She said when the first plane hit, no one knew what happened.  All they knew was some big fire broke out.  People started evacuating, but after a few minutes security got on the PA and told everyone to report back to their desk.<br /><br />When the second plane hit, everyone booked.  She went to a nearby friend's apartment in Manhattan, where she stayed for nearly 2 weeks due to the security lockdown in NY preventing her from leaving the city.  She is very fortunate.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000019||mixx2001||09-11-2003||05:06 PM||||I was at work submitting a stock order to Audi, when one of the service advisors came in a said a plane had hit the WTC.  When we cut on the TV the hole where the plane hit looked kind of small and there was no fire, only smoke.  So we assummed it was only a small plane.  Then the second plane came in.  The guy on the news thought it was a replay.  I had to drive to Atlanta, while all the radio stations told me not to.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000020||atsiauto||09-11-2003||08:06 PM||||I was looking for used tires at a u pick it for the 91 . I found the tires i needed. I remember the shock  felt when I was called on the phone ... then wacthed some of the mess on TV at the junkyard . Many a good american was lost this day we should all take time to reflect on the tradgedy Im sure .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000021||RTS182G-VR4||09-11-2003||10:21 PM||||i remeber it very clearly.  i had first period off in school, and i was walking to my locker.  i walked past one of the commons areas and thay had a tv set up so i went and started to watch.  i was just in time to see the second plane hit live, and i saw both buildings collapse live.  i didnt believe it.  i walked to my english class 1/2hr late in total silence.  noone was in the halls.  noone in the class knew what had happened yet, they thought i was playing a joke...  what a bad joke to play.  whats even worse is i didnt realize what today was until i put in a new cd i bought yesterday and heard a song written about it.  ironic huh.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000022||msaskin||09-11-2003||11:32 PM||||First off, I live(d) on the west coast at the time.  I had done my usual wake up at 4am or so to go biking, got home at 5am or so, had some food and hopped in a shower.  When i got out of the shower and got dressed, i turned on the TV and saw the news about a fire at the WTC (1st building)...they hadn't yet realized (or weren't reporting) that it was a plane that hit.  I walked over to my parents room (they were getting up) and turned on the TV...a few minutes later on the TV we could see a fireball come out of the 2nd building.  it wasn't until way later that i heard it was a 2nd plane.<br /><br />i listened to all the constant updates on NPR on my drive to school...by the time I pulled into the school parking lot the plane had already crashed at the pentagon, and there were rumors of the 4th crashed plane.  we spent the entire day at school watching news on TV in every class.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.231.90||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000023||hibrn8||09-12-2003||12:02 AM||||when the actual event was happening i was walking into class, to hear the news. the professor told us all to immediately go home bc they were shutting down campus. so i started to walk back to the train with the rushes of people evacuating the sears tower and all of the other buildings. the city streets were absolutely packed and all i remember is how stuffed the train was that day. took us 2 hours to get home that day when it normally is a 45 min train ride. my phone was just ringing like crazy, people making sure that i was out of the city (i go to school in the chicago loop). <br /><br />I really didnt understand everyones concern about me that day, until i found out that there was another plane headed towards chicago on 9/11/01, but was intercepted in flight. until this day i dont know if this theory is true, but this tragedy is one i'll never forget.||65.227.204.230||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000024||slvrblt||09-12-2003||12:16 AM||||I was eating after getting ready for class. Standing in my kitchen I turned on the TV and saw what had happened. I was awe struck. I didnt beleive what my eyes have seen. I still dont quite beleive it.<br /><br /><br />Its absurd that someone would atack the US. <br /><br />We Will be Victorous and ALWAYS Free. No One Can Take That From Us.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000025||theymightbegalants||09-12-2003||03:57 AM||||I was asleep in bed.  My roommate came back from class, saying there was a terrorist attack in NYC, and I turned on my computer to watch TV and didn't leave my desk all day.  Wore my bathrobe all day, watching the events unfold as the newscasters scrambled to find out what was happening.  I just flipped from one station to the next.  I couldn't grasp what was happening.  I recently visited a friend in NYC, and had the opportunity to see ground zero.  The experience didn't leave me as grounded as I'd hoped.  The events still carry an enormity that can't quite be contained in reality.  Nearly 3000 lives lost in a matter of moments.<br /><br />I liken the day to that of the Pearl Harbor attack.  Suddenly, a conflict outside our borders became very real to us in one bloody instant, and we became pulled into a new era of war and bloodshed.  My grandfather and father could both speak to me of when and where they where when they heard on the radio of Pearl Harbor.  My parents talk of where they were when Neil Armstrong landed on the moon, of what they were doing when Kennedy was shot.  My sister remembers the day when Reagan was shot.  This is History.  This is real.  50 years from now, students will read of these events in text books.  So do remember.  Remember the day, remember the people.  Remember so that one day we can begin to understand the events, emotions, and ideas that lead up to that incredible, awful occurence.  Remember so that your children and grandchildren won't have to see such an event firsthand.||69.59.219.162||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003028.cgi
A||||17||agrabau||The JDM 4g63||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-11-2003||02:03 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://cnsmotors.com/faq.htm" target="_blank">http://cnsmotors.com/faq.htm</a><br /><br />This is pretty solid info on those mystical engines. <br /><br />The mileage information was cool. <br /><br />For reference the motor weighs 392lbs. My engine's here. Car should be running in two days.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-11-2003||02:24 PM||||Out of curiousity, how much did they charge for a JDM 4G63?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-11-2003||02:26 PM||||I've personally been to CNS to pick up jdm awd tranny's with friends. Extremely clean shop, great customer service and friendly employees.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-11-2003||02:52 PM||||The best price I could find by far. It was 950 some wanted 1600 with tranny, others 1200 without. EVERYONE is out of stock however CNS isn't. I'll have some pics when i get home.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||09-11-2003||03:59 PM||||I wonder why all the engines come bare from them.<br />What the hell do they do with all the turbos and intake/exhaust manifolds?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||09-11-2003||04:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I'll have some pics when i get home. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cool!||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||09-11-2003||05:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I wonder why all the engines come bare from them.<br />What the hell do they do with all the turbos and intake/exhaust manifolds?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All the SR20's, 3SGTE's and RB26's they had came with turbos. But I saw this little datsun pickup truck with massive amounts of exhaust/intake manifolds  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||09-11-2003||06:15 PM||||Mine has a turbo.. a nice one and a strange mani that's not 1G or 2G. I've seen one of these before. pic coming||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||09-11-2003||06:21 PM||||Here's the motor<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1330" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||09-11-2003||06:37 PM||||And the manifold/turbo<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1331" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||09-11-2003||06:50 PM||||No 16g? What kinda JayDM motor is that?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||09-11-2003||06:58 PM||||Apparently the prevolent kind. The 16g was Evo only. I have one already. Guys- I have 11 auctions on ebay now under seller name<br /><br />dent-sport<br /><br />including the turbo and all the extras I don't need. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||09-11-2003||08:25 PM||||So I've always wondered, where does the 20G come from?||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||mixx2001||09-11-2003||09:05 PM||||I always thought they were used for large trucks built by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.167.179.51||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000014||GVR$in||09-11-2003||09:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> So I've always wondered, where does the 20G come from? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ive heard mitsu fuso vans/trucks..||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||09-12-2003||03:50 AM||||I asked once what turbos came in the Fusos and got an answer (from another thread)...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> The width sounds fine, but how tall is that?<br /><br />Anyone know what turbos are available in Fusos?  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK you asked   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Depending on the model, they can come with anything from a  Td05-12b to a TD07S-23A-13CM2<br /><br />FK/FM models  MY87-90<br /> Have a TD07S-23A-13CM2<br />the MY90 has the same turbo but different wheels.<br />  FE models MY87-91<br />(not intercooled) have a TD06-11A-8CM2<br />While the intercooled MY90-91 have a TD05-12B <br />the MY92's have TD05H-14G-12CM2 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">... but I don't recognize any of those as a 20G.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||GVR1643||09-12-2003||09:56 AM||||Alex, I got mine from CNS for my old Talon.  That was an excellent motor. 160 compression on all 4 and it nearly looked brand new. Felt tight and strong. Paid $995+shipping.  I would certainly use them again as there pricing was much better than most and the motor was great.<br />Mine also came with everything attached, even a good clutch that was hardly worn.||167.142.21.146||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000017||GRV4726||09-16-2003||01:49 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  my engine doesn't look nearly as good as that. god damn it. its been giving me trouble since day one, and the oil in the motor was black. nothing ever goes well, and the warranty just past. <br /><br />god hates me.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/003029.cgi
A||||17||Dan D||Moving to Texas!||||10||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||09-11-2003||03:50 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Got a job offer today that's taking me to Houston Texas.  I'll be moving down next week.<br /><br />I've got some questions for you Texas folk.<br /><br />1.  What are the laws for emmissions testing and inspection? How often, what's done, how strict?<br /><br />2. How are insurance and licensing costs in Texas?<br /><br />3. I'm gonna need to fix my AC aren't I?||208.251.251.8||reg||10||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||09-11-2003||03:51 PM||||Good luck in Houston, You have a gun right? And there you need AC hardcore, Humid as hell.||4.47.41.72||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||09-11-2003||03:54 PM||||Damn,<br /><br />I'm sure the guy is scared already  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Good luck on your move man<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||09-11-2003||04:09 PM||||yah, houston is HOT. actually, dallas is hotter than houston, but not as HUMID.  in houston, the BUILDINGS sweat.  i hate houston.  no bullshit, where i lived, the kids used to throw rocks at my house and try to break the windows.  one day, i found a note in my mailbox, "chinks go home".  fuck houston.  redneck town.  one of the most racially biased towns i have ever lived in.  i was there for 5 years.  lots of flooding.  one time, the freeway flooded so bad, they had a guy on a jetski, towing 2 skiers down the freeway.  big time gang activity, blacks and hispanics.  "lovebugs".  those little suckers will get all over your car.  if you like women more that football, they think you're gay.  houston(harris county) is one of the worst polluting areas in the nation.  you will get a full blown sniffer, at idle and 2500 rpm, i dont think you will have to go on a dyno there, if you have a 2wd car, unless it is obdII, you will have to go on the dyno.  homes are built with all the piping up in the attic.  if you ever get a freeze, the pipes all break.  horrendous weather, you get it all.  hurricanes, tornadoes, ice storms, hail, freakin thunderstorms like you never seen.  huge traffic problems, the city is really spread out.  nope, you can have houston.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||09-11-2003||04:27 PM||||Awesome, now I'm excited.  I'll actually be outside of Houston, 25 miles southwest of the city in one of the "newer" suburbs.  I live in southern Indiana, you want rednecks, there's areas around here that can put anywhere in Texas/Alabama/Mississippi to shame.  Fortunately I'm not one of them.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||09-11-2003||04:42 PM||||I lived there from '71-'98. I visit a couple times a year. I don't think it's as bad as Ken says. But I would never live there again. You can find anything in a big city, including good things. One of the best things about Houston is that it doesn't cost much to live there. What suburb will you be living in? Katy? <br /><br />1) Like Ken said, you do get a "sniffer" up the tailpipe every year with the regular inspection. They probably just eyeball what's under the hood, but do test the fuel cap. Nothin' like Cali.<br /><br />2) Harris County is the most expensive county in the state. Be prepared: Your insurance will go up a lot. I don't remember the fee for a license being anything high.<br /><br />3) Absolutely.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||09-11-2003||05:08 PM||||No, farther south.  Between Sugarland and Richmond.  My jobs in Stafford.  That area seemed decent when I visited for an interview.  The southeast side however,(hobby airport area) yikes!||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||09-11-2003||06:59 PM||||the big difference here, dave, is that, as you know, i am not white.  believe me, there still is a lot of racial bias around, i have seen a lot of it.  us racially challenged people learn to build up a "defense" mechanism from a very early age.  i consider houston one of the most fucked up places i have ever been for racial bias.  new york is another place.  my wife and i are avid country western dancers, many times, i will be the ONLY non white in the place, and we STILL get stares, and 'nudged' on the dance floor.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||09-11-2003||09:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> One of the best things about Houston is that it doesn't cost much to live there. What suburb will you be living in? Katy? <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Really? I think my dad's house set him back about $800,000 large and it's not all that fancy of a house, but it is super close to downtown Houston. <br />Can't beat a $5,000 a month mortgage payment...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||Dan D||09-11-2003||09:54 PM||||I understand Ken.  It sucks that people are biggots and assholes.  If I ever catch you in a country-western bar (not that I would probably go to one but..) I'll buy you a beer.  <br /><br />Houston's not my first choice of places to go, but with the engineering job market being shitty, a great job in an ok location is something I can't pass up.  Cost of living in houston is supposed to be about 10-12% higher than Indy, which is cheap for a city of it's size.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||09-11-2003||10:20 PM||||I hear you, Ken. Obviously I don't know what it's like to be anything other than a white male. Our perspectives will clearly be different. And I agree that it's too bad people choose to pass judgement on someone based on their ethnic origin. I don't care what color your skin is or where you came from. If you're cool, you're cool. If you're a jerk, you're a jerk.<br /><br />I guess I'm talking more about the housing market in Houston than anything else. <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Really? I think my dad's house set him back about $800,000 large and it's not all that fancy of a house, but it is super close to downtown Houston. Can't beat a $5,000 a month mortgage payment...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The kicker here is "super close to downtown Houston." Here (North Asheville) homes are $120-$140 per square foot. In Orange County, California they're $220-$280. I don't know where Houston stands, but I bet your money goes farther there. And which part of the city is a factor too.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||09-11-2003||11:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> the big difference here, dave, is that, as you know, i am not white.  believe me, there still is a lot of racial bias around, i have seen a lot of it.  us racially challenged people learn to build up a "defense" mechanism from a very early age.  i consider houston one of the most fucked up places i have ever been for racial bias.  new york is another place.  my wife and i are avid country western dancers, many times, i will be the ONLY non white in the place, and we STILL get stares, and 'nudged' on the dance floor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't mess w/ Texas... Sorry, I had to. Ken, I would have figured you'd have said "Fuck Texas" by now.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||09-19-2003||10:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I live in southern Indiana, you want rednecks, there's areas around here that can put anywhere in Texas/Alabama/Mississippi to shame. Fortunately I'm not one of them.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is so true!!!!!! Even outside of indy I remember trailers right next to the airport and hicks and rednecks, then I went to greencastle with my friend.......  <b>OH MY GOD!!!!!! REDNECKS!!!!</b>  Walmart was like the biggest thing there and trailer parks and blah not for me!||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000013||psycopyro182||09-19-2003||12:39 PM||||wow, sorry i didnt catch this post earlier.<br />there is an amazing group of guys with dsm's in houston. they are arell really helpful (even though some of them are sarcastic asses)<br />it would be nice to have another (or One that works) Gvr4 in the group.<br />i dont get to hang out with them much as i moved about 2 1/2 hours away to Lake charles La. but i still keep in contact with them<br /><br /><a href="http://www.EOSPerformance.com" target="_blank">www.http://www.EOSPerformance.com</a><br />Exhibition Of Speed Performance is the name of the group. sign  up and post some stuff there.<br />i am under the same name there as i am on this board.<br /><br />and once again, nice to have another Fellow Gvr4 in the area.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> 1. What are the laws for emmissions testing and inspection? How often, what's done, how strict?<br /><br />2. How are insurance and licensing costs in Texas?<br /><br />3. I'm gonna need to fix my AC aren't I? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">as far as emmissions, they are pretty strict. they use the "sniffer" and some places try to put you on a Dyno, but they wont test you if your awd (lucky us) it all depends on where you live. its moderatly strict anywhere in houston. but some places are more lax than others.<br /><br />insurance and licesing, shouldnt be too bad as compared to most anywhere else but im not totally sure on exact costs.<br /><br />you dont NEED to fix your ac. but if you want to drive... you WANT to fix your ac.<br />but its cooling off, so you can wait a few months till next summer. if you dont mind a little heat.<br /><br />-Max||204.196.73.125||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000014||curtis||09-23-2003||12:37 AM||||lived in Killeen for a summer and went to houston a few times.  hellafide traffic.   It is hot there compared to Indy but you don't get snow like indy which is worth the move by itself.  The job market is whats keeping me in school.  I keep slipping in extra class on the VA and am taking the bare minimums each semester when I can to drag it out.  Maybe the market for us engineer types will open up by the time I graduate.  I'm sick of being a college kid I want a position in some engineering firm and a new viper with 2 big ass turbos.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.144.153.198||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||drew||09-23-2003||01:25 AM||||5th Ward Represent!||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||Jey24||09-23-2003||07:11 PM||||Welcome to Houston Dan!  Yes, it would be a great idea to fix your A/C, it's not to hot just humid!!  Hey the import scene has grown tremendously down here, some real bonafide cars running the streets.  Within the last four years there has been more night life in the city, plenty of hang out spots to just cruise your car or check out others.  It would be great to finally have another GVR4 around here!! I own #1434/2000 with the basic mods. Only one that I know of with JDM Headlights, corners, JDM intercooler, here in Houston.  I'll be looking out for ya!!||152.163.252.33||reg||6||Jey24||00000869||yes
Z||000017||GRV4726||09-23-2003||07:58 PM||||i live in houston. maybe i'll see you on the road one day. if you ever see a gvr4 with black stock rims, its mine. its also very slow.<br /><br />i hate houston, but i have to say i didn't have as bad an experience as ken. his story really SUCKS, and living in houston, i have to say i'm sure thats true. <br /><br />hey ken when was that flood. about 10 to 12 years ago? or the one that happened only a couple years back??<br /><br />and by the way, my parents house were cost us about 140k when we bought it 9 years ago. its worth about 200k now, and maybe more. i live close to hw6 and westheimer, so the area wasn't that popular 9 years ago but still that an incredible rise.<br /><br />welcome to hell   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
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A||||36||turbowop||somebody wants to fucking die!!||||8||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||09-14-2003||03:54 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||WTF!! I walk out the front door this morning to find this nice new stripe down the side of my car:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1335" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1335&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1336" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1336&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I am not pleased!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||8||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||09-14-2003||03:57 PM||||that totally sux man, sorry ... but on a good note, those rims are sweet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||airpoppoff||09-14-2003||04:00 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||66.189.204.104||reg||1||Airpoppoff||00001954||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||09-14-2003||04:03 PM||||I feel your pain, Mark.  I hope you find that punk and do a similar number on his face.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||09-14-2003||04:06 PM||||I think rockinwrx tracked you down.  All kidding aside, that really sucks.  I would be ready to kill.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||09-14-2003||04:26 PM||||Its always a somthin' Man I feel that one. <br />Keep us up on the fix . scotty||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||09-14-2003||05:35 PM||||Sonovabitch!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||number3||09-14-2003||06:05 PM||||That does suck! but don't panic yet they looks like it "could" be buffed out.  <br /><br />Do you know a good body man? I do but that would be one hell of a drive.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||jayru||09-14-2003||06:50 PM||||Thats why it doesen't pay to have nice things! Assholes don't care about other people's property, Or the time and love we put into our rides. They will F@#k it up at a minutes notice<br /><br />I just took my Z out after a month under the cover and some jackass parks next to me with an infinity and swings the door right open into my quarter! Now i have a nice half dollar size dent in an otherwise perfect car. <br /><br />The worst part, i saw him do it and he swore to me he didn't and the dent was already there, thank god my friend was with me or i think i would have started swinging on the a$$hole.||24.238.82.25||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000009||GVR4ZUM||09-14-2003||07:49 PM||||Damn, that sucks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    I tell ya some people just don't have anything better to do ...<br />Like Harry said maybe it can be buffed out.<br />Goodluck.||68.136.195.102||reg||9||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000010||crucible||09-14-2003||07:57 PM||||I dont get it!<br />My Passat wagon got keyed on the whole driver side and half the pass.Muther effer.<br />Getting keyed is like its personal.Break my window or something.<br />I feel the pain, man||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000011||a_santos||09-14-2003||08:19 PM||||My car looks like it got keyed about twenty times per side, who knows. Was like that when I bought it. I would really like to get some or most of the scratches buffed out. <br /><br />I know if I saw some bastard keying my car, I would warm up my car and stick his face right on my red fucking hot exhaust mani and then I would close my heavy ass hood on him repeatedly untill he stopped crying.   <br /><br /><br />Damn bastards that key cars, I hate them all and I hope that they all die slow painfull deaths.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000012||Ash||09-14-2003||09:06 PM||||Condolences man   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />At least if it happened to one with stuffed paint like mine it wouldn't matter so bad, but yours was pretty schmick!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||09-14-2003||09:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> yours was pretty schmick!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"schmick?"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.224.150.112||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||VR4 Me||09-14-2003||09:17 PM||||DAAAAAAMN! I don't know about bein buffed out, that shit looks pretty deep...here's somethin to maybe cheer you up?<br /><br />It might come out with some GS27...hahaha, remember the commercials for that shit?<br /><br />Anyways, I was just tryin to lighten the load a little. Sorry to see some shit like that happen. <br /><br />Car looks dope tho.||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000015||turbowop||09-14-2003||09:28 PM||||Yeah....it ain't buffing out. A buffer may help to make it a *little* less obvious but at some points it hit steel. You can feel it with your fingernail along the whole thing which means it's gonna be there for good. I used to detail cars for a living and was pretty good with a buffer. A friend of mine works at a local body shop so were gonna try and make it look better with the buffer. I wanted to repaint the car anyway but not this soon. I want to run 11's first. Stupid fuckers....I swear....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />What do you guys think about black with a green pearl?||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000016||MiSTER2||09-15-2003||12:43 AM||||Hey man your wheels and color of your car looks great.  If you have any can you post some pics of it and write down the specs. Oh and sorry about what happened to your car, the world is full of jealous mother.......||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000017||turbowop||09-15-2003||12:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> Hey man your wheels and color of your car looks great.  If you have any can you post some pics of it and write down the specs.  Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Click the link in my sig to see the mod list and a pic of the car rolling down the freeway. There are more pics in my gallery on dsmtuners.com but the site is down at the moment. Thanks for the compliments...||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000018||Ash||09-15-2003||01:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> yours was pretty schmick!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"schmick?"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Like flash    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||09-15-2003||12:56 PM||||<a href="http://www.paintscratch.com" target="_blank">paintscratch.com</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||kartorium31||09-15-2003||01:05 PM||||Mark, that really sucks.  I bet you can make it look almost unnoticeable from a distance with a buffer.  You should move up here to e-town, that shit rarely happens, and when it does it's some dumb highschooler who's got beef.  If you need help with it give me a call, or if you find someone that can fix it, cause i got some work that still needs to be done on my paint....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.18.160.218||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000021||Matticus||09-15-2003||01:34 PM||||Quoting Ice Cube,<br /><br />"Man, that looks ugly, Makes you not even want to drive it"  <br /><br />Did you piss someone off recently?  Fuckers, that's not a cheap fix.  Sorry about your pain.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000022||thejeebus2002||09-15-2003||01:38 PM||||Shit, if I ever caught anyone doing something like that to any of my cars I  would punch them until my hand broke||152.163.252.33||reg||10||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000023||gvr4ever||09-15-2003||01:41 PM||||That sucks, but don't you have insurance to cover that?<br /><br />0 comp is pretty cheap.  <br /><br />I would hate for that to happen to me, but if it did, I'd get new paint for free.  <br /><br />Another victom of a pissed of Mustang driver   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.34.246.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000024||Nate||09-15-2003||03:51 PM||||Ugh, that sucks.  I'm sure if I caught someone keying the maroon car, I'd be ready to beat them.  Three words come to mind:<br /><br />"Bite the curb"||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000025||turbowop||09-15-2003||07:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> That sucks, but don't you have insurance to cover that?<br /><br />0 comp is pretty cheap.  <br /><br />I would hate for that to happen to me, but if it did, I'd get new paint for free.  <br /><br />Another victom of a pissed of Mustang driver    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wish....I had full coverage back when I daily drove the car. I'm very selective about where I park and making sure I can see the car most times so I put only liability on it until this fall when three nasty traffic tickets come off my record and my insurance costs plummet. The car is parked at my parents house about ten miles out of town during the week (very safe) and only comes out on the weekends and on trackdays so I didn't think I'd have a problem. Even if I did have full coverage I think the insurance company would only paint those two panels and it would wind up looking like crap. I'm gonna buff it the best I can for now and paint it maybe later this winter.<br /><br />Man....it's the next day and I still want to commit homicide...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000026||number3||09-15-2003||09:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong>  Three words come to mind:<br /><br />"Bite the curb" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks a lot! <br /><br />&lt;shivers&gt;<br /><br />I try to keep that scene out of my mind. That is  worst thing I have ever seen in a movie... ever. It still make me sick and it has been years.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000027||slvrblt||09-15-2003||09:37 PM||||2 words:<br /><br />NABR Mafia.<br /><br />Maybe ?<br /><br /><br />Sorry to hear whats happened.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000028||gvr4ever||09-15-2003||10:47 PM||||If you can't afford to fix it then I can only suggest to clean the spot as much as possible (paint cleaner), then put some touch up paint on (just to protect the metal) and then wax the hell out of it.  At least two coats, maybe even three.<br /><br />Keep that bitch from rusting untill you can aford to fix it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000029||agrabau||09-15-2003||11:05 PM||||Nate, ugh man. That's the worst scene ever. I'm with Harry on that one!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000030||Doug Thomas||09-15-2003||11:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />"Bite the curb" [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nate,<br /><br />I remember the scene very well, but for scratching your car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />Doug||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000031||turbowop||09-15-2003||11:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> If you can't afford to fix it then I can only suggest to clean the spot as much as possible (paint cleaner), then put some touch up paint on (just to protect the metal) and then wax the hell out of it.  At least two coats, maybe even three.<br /><br />Keep that bitch from rusting untill you can aford to fix it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll do something to make it look better for now. Rust won't be an issue because of where I live. Seattle gets the rain and rust. The mountains between Yakima and Seattle block the clouds so we don't get much rain even though it's only two hours by car between the two cities. It snows a little in winter but not bad. Thanks for the condolences guys.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />And Nate: "Put your mouth on the motherfucking curb you $%#@!*&"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ......lmao......I'm gonna watch that movie again tonight. Maybe I'll feel some satisfaction after watching that part. God I hate people with no respect for others property. Maybe Harry just doesn't like that part because on one of his "super home entertainment systems" he can hear the sound of that guys teeth scraping all too well. Yeesh......thinking about that actually makes me shiver a bit.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000032||turbowop||09-15-2003||11:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />"Bite the curb" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nate,<br /><br />I remember the seen very well, but for scratching your car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />Doug [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Meh.....it'd be one thing if somebody accidentally scraped up against it while riding a bike. This was personal.....||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000033||Nate||09-16-2003||11:42 AM||||Accidentally scratching a car that I like, not a big deal.  Pay to fix it.<br /><br />Me coming outside at night to find someone keying a car that took me 3 years to make right after it got mangled in Ohio at the 99 shootout, not okay.  Maybe the curb thing was a bit over the top, but they'd be in for a serious beating.  Maybe I'd downgrade the "bite the curb" to the beating Vin Diesel gave in Knockaround Guys.  It's the intention of destroying my property that would get me that pissed off.  I'd do the same thing if I saw someone key #3 or the Miata.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000034||number3||09-16-2003||12:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> I'd do the same thing if I saw someone key #3 or the Miata. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks.  I would throw up if someone did that to number3.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000035||Romanova||09-16-2003||05:56 PM||||Like Travolta said in Pulp Fiction:<br />"It would have been worth them doing it, just to catch them in the act. I would have given ANYTHING to catch them doing it..."||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000036||chadhayashi||09-17-2003||10:55 AM||||Black w/ green pearl would be hot!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.227.117.137||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003031.cgi
A||||3||mixx2001||Blew my turbo...||||9||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||09-11-2003||05:30 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||Couldn't have come at a worse time either.  This is right after my Center Diff or something in my tranny has fucked me into 2WD.  You never know which two either.  I had originally thought it was FWD because whenever I rolled into the throttle, it would fry the front tires.  Then the other day I took a turn a little late on turn in, and almost lost it when the rears broke loose!  <br /><br />So lately I've been trying to figure out why I couldn't get my EGT's down.  I would hit fuel cut before they would drop.  And in every gear I would have to shift early to keep EGT's below 1600.  I had already hacked two MAS sensors.  One I just hollowed out the lower section, and the other I cut half the lower section off and ported it even more.  Still I got fuel cut at anything richer than 6 or 7 percent, on both MAS's.  So today I was fighting this fight with the AFC and at about 6500 in 2nd, it stopped pulling and started whinning.  <br /><br />The car's been trying to tell me for awhile and I was in denial.  It was using a lot of oil, and I figured it was a combination of using the wrong weight (5W30) and the rings being old.  On top of this I was fairly sure the car had a few boost leaks.  My guess is the turbo was doing 20psi worth of work, and only making 14psi, causing it to become a hair dryer super heating the air.  Which I think is why I could not get my EGT's down.  The lag was a bit worse than a 16G too.  Another sign of boost leaks.  So if the turbo was doing all this extra work, plus using oil, it was only a matter of time.  I guess I'll be driving my Turbo Wagon for a while (89 740T 5sp).  Oh well, I'll just use this as an excuse to finally get that Sleeper 16G I've had my eye on.||65.165.18.233||reg||9||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-11-2003||08:09 PM||||Yes, denial isn't just a paint color.||67.163.58.94||reg||11||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||09-12-2003||12:22 AM||||There is a nice 740 Turbo here in Denver that has the Ford 302 swap into it... 13 sec sleeper. Remember, 13's are fast here. Ford Lightnings run about 14.5 and Camaro SS' run about 14.3. Sounds like you have yet another chassis for a project...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||09-12-2003||01:35 AM||||Been there done that.  The Volvo has, with the original 2.3l turbo, VX3 cam, MVP adjustable cam gear, MVP rising rate adjustable fuel pressure regulator, VDO boost gauge, Westach EGT, MVP cold air intake and heat sheild, 3" turbo back custom exhuast (no cat), and a Joe P. manual set at 16psi.  I once shifted to third and sheared almost every tooth off of the gear.  The tranny won't hold the power.  So I'll be driving "carefully", because it is for sale, so I do need to be gentle.  <br /><br /><br />I call it the Wagon of Death.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.179.51||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/003032.cgi
A||||1||akira01||hello||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||09-11-2003||05:39 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||well i joined a few weeks back and just wanted to say hello again...i don't have a vr4 like my bro but i got his galant gsr...its an okay car may need some mods on there soon...haha...when the money is rolling tho but i just wanted to say hello again...oh and i'll try to get some pics of the beast like tomorrow or so...well good day...||148.8.151.78||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||09-11-2003||08:30 PM||||welcome aboard again.. if you need anything just ask . somebody will help this is a good place to learn about these cars.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/003033.cgi
A||||7||akira01||which rims...||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||09-11-2003||05:41 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||which rims do you think would look the best on a galant...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ardperformance.com/cgi-bin/product_1.pl?serial=254" target="_blank">http://www.ardperformance.com/cgi-bin/product_1.pl?serial=254</a>||148.8.151.78||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-11-2003||05:45 PM||||Do a search in the classifieds for the GB I did on them and you will find what they have in our bolt pattern since you'll find only 5 types of wheels from Rota that they actually stock in our pattern.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||akira01||09-11-2003||05:48 PM||||i was thinking of either the Rota Circuit 8 (16x7.0)in Black,steel grey, gunmetal or bronze, Rota Subzero (16x7.0) Silver,steel grey, gunmetal, or in bronze, Rota Slipstream (15x6.5) Black, gunemetal, bronze,or steel grey,and last the Rota Attack (17x7.5) Silver, steel grey, white........||148.8.151.78||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||09-11-2003||05:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by akira01:<br /><strong> i was thinking of either the Rota Circuit 8 (16x7.0)in Black,steel grey, gunmetal or bronze, Rota Subzero (16x7.0) Silver,steel grey, gunmetal, or in bronze, Rota Slipstream (15x6.5) Black, gunemetal, bronze,or steel grey,and last the Rota Attack (17x7.5) Silver, steel grey, white........ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Attacks don't come in 4x114.3 the others do.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||akira01||09-11-2003||05:53 PM||||okay thanks...||148.8.151.78||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000005||Telecaster||09-12-2003||06:15 AM||||Go with the Formels||216.175.109.227||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000006||SRT2477||09-12-2003||09:03 AM||||tarmac oh ya||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||09-12-2003||09:57 AM||||I have always liked the Circiut 8's or the tarmac||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003034.cgi
A||||3||SRT2477||new member ||||1||||SRT2477||00002310
Z||000000||SRT2477||09-11-2003||06:16 PM||||hey just wanted to say hi I'm the new guy on the block but just to GVR4.ORG I've worked for MMSA for 3 YRS + and finaly found the right GVR4 92 #107/1000 I,ve been trying to buy this car for over a yr. it took till some one backed in to the guy till he would sell it but any way I got a great deal 1000 smackers no mech. damg. and like I said I work for a Mitsu store so parts and labor NO problem check out my page at <a href="http://www.cardomain.com/id/srt2477" target="_blank">www.cardomain.com/id/srt2477</a> <br />you can see me running my old mirage that was holding me over till I got the VR4 I just posted pics of the GVR4 on page 2||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||09-11-2003||09:20 PM||||There's a group buy on carbon fiber hoods going on.  FYI.<br /><br />Welcome.<br /><br />Is the Mirage turboed?||64.63.212.141||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||SRT2477||09-12-2003||08:32 AM||||no turbo but it was still a cool car I would not have sold it but the GVR4 is just a little cooler<br />lol!!||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||09-12-2003||10:26 AM||||Hey I guess there's no reason to start my own 'new guy' thread, so here I am.  I'm pursuing a 91 gvr4 right now, I want to get out and take a look at it ASAP... if it checks out I'm buying it.  If it falls through, I'll still be looking in the NY/NJ area so if you know of anything, let me know!<br /><br />Steve<br />stever321@yahoo.com||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum3/003035.cgi
A||||12||GVR$in||Front mount is in (pics)||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-12-2003||02:22 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||OK so rich is a hater and the first thing he says is, "Its crooked"..not looks good or any compliment for that matter. Im like no shit? Right now its as good as it gets until I get a slimfan replacement for my AC fan. <br /><br />Tomorrow I think Im just going to take the AC fan out considering I don't have AC anymore.. Im hittin myself for not taking it out tonight while I had the bumper off. The Fan is causing the drivers side to be about 2 inches closer to the front of the car than the pass. side. Thats why It looks all off balance.<br /><br />Here are the pics:<br /><br />   <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/fmicinstall2001.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/fmicinstall2002.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/fmicinstall2003.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/fmicinstall2004.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />The cross-over lower IC pipe is too smooth and keeps blowing (did about 5 times) so tomorrow Im going to get some low grit sand paper and roughen all the pipes up.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||09-12-2003||02:24 AM||||how much cutting was that, i need a new IC and that looks damn good to me. crooked or not||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-12-2003||02:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> how much cutting was that, i need a new IC and that looks damn good to me. crooked or not </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I cut the core support under the drivers side headlight when I first had the IC, which was unnecessary when I got the outlet relocated. For my setup now.. I truly didn't have to cut one thing.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-12-2003||02:30 AM||||Pics of endtank work:<br /><br />    <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/fmicback001.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/fmicback002.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/fmicback003.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/fmicback004.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/fmicback005.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-12-2003||03:36 AM||||Hmm... nice welds...<br /><br />Looks like the core is straight, yah?  You're saying the bumper cover is crooked?||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||09-12-2003||03:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Hmm... nice welds...<br /><br />Looks like the core is straight, yah?  You're saying the bumper cover is crooked? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The core WAS straight (first picture).. Im not too sure how it got crooked. Think it was just the IC pipes.. I'll figure it out tomorrow.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||09-12-2003||06:08 PM||||So I cut some more core support (this time on the pass. side) .. my air filter is more exposed and my upper IC pipe fits better making the IC straight. I Took out the AC fan and sanded down the pipes w/ 36 grit paper (rocks, hehe    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   ) put some aquanet hair spray and a dab of silicone on the 'problem' coupler. Here are pics:<br /><br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/sep12fmic001.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/sep12fmic002.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/sep12fmic003.jpg" alt=" - " /> Terren its tight enough! <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/sep12fmic004.jpg" alt=" - " /> 'My little bitch 8mm socket' <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/sep12fmic005.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/sep12fmic006.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />The endtanks are different so It may look a little off.. Its straight..believe me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br />I took on the freeway for about 5 pulls and untuned it feels AWESOME! I never knew what topend was in my car till I did this! No pipe blowouts (for now). Im racing the 1/8th tonight, wish me luck!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||09-12-2003||06:10 PM||||Straight as it gets! <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/sep12fmic007.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||09-12-2003||06:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Straight as it gets!  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/sep12fmic007.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bout time.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||curtis||09-12-2003||09:00 PM||||Looks damn good, and love the grill.<br />just one thing, take it back off and have the california license plate airbrushed on it.  I've seen it done and looks trick. just my 2 cents||65.135.143.42||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||09-13-2003||05:06 PM||||Paint just the end tanks black -- it will help diffuse that optical illusion of crookedness.  Plus we know you like huffing paint.<br /><br /><br />Are you concerned at all about sucking in water with your intake like that?||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||09-13-2003||05:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Paint just the end tanks black -- it will help diffuse that optical illusion of crookedness.  Plus we know you like huffing paint.<br /><br /><br />Are you concerned at all about sucking in water with your intake like that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im not taking that mofo off for a while, hehe Ive taken it off/put it back on about 5 times in the last 2 weeks. <br /><br />Yes huffing paint is my specialty.. Helps my post whoring ability.<br /><br />I go very slow over puddles and try not to drive much in the rain. When winter comes around I'll put the filter/2gmas back in the bay. Ive driven in the rain more than a few times and have never had a problem, but with the fog light gone and the core support cut I think it'll get wet pretty quick.<br /><br />Man I love my car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000012||Colt4G63||09-13-2003||10:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br />[QB The cross-over lower IC pipe is too smooth and keeps blowing (did about 5 times) so tomorrow Im going to get some low grit sand paper and roughen all the pipes up. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you should get the ends bead rolled. i had it done and had no more blow outs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes



ubb/Forum3/003036.cgi
A||||6||Invader||Turbo timer install||||1||||Invader||00000422
Z||000000||Invader||09-12-2003||02:33 AM||jconroy77@yahoo.com||With all the gauge mounting pics...I thought I'd share my Greedy turbo timer install.<br /><br />I just wanted to install it in an out of the way spot...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1333" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1333&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-12-2003||02:40 AM||||..YES I believe that is the most badass thing I have ever seen!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-12-2003||03:34 AM||||John has mad skillz.<br /><br />Where'd you run the wire? ...up the A-pillar and under the windshield trim?  I guess that timer control isn't very deep, I didn't think there was much room in there.||67.163.58.94||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Invader||09-12-2003||03:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> John has mad skillz.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You wouldn't have said that if you had seen my first attempt...  Let's just say that MMA doesn't carry those plastic trim pieces (they have the wrong part numbers listed).  Crack/break one, and you have to pull one from a donor car!  Doh...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>Where'd you run the wire? ...up the A-pillar and under the windshield trim?  I guess that timer control isn't very deep, I didn't think there was much room in there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, I lengthened the ACC/IGN harness and ran it up the A-pillar and under the headliner at the front.  I pulled the Greddy TT's faceplate out from the timer itself, and cut and lengthened the ribbon cable (lots of soldering...did it wire by wire).  Then I removed the domelight assembly and wedged the turbo timer's housing above the headliner toward the passenger side (it fit nice and snug).  Reinstalled the dome light with the lengthened ribbon cable running from under the domelight up front to the rearview mirror mounting area (it's got an opening to run through).  The only GVR4 cutting required was the plastic trim piece, which I cut out with a coping saw to the same size as the back of the TT faceplate.  It's not quite right, but a hundred times better than my last cutting attempt...  Next time I'll find a Dremel to use.<br /><br />The angled sides of the plastic trim are exactly the width of the faceplate...it worked out surprisingly well.<br /><br />I haven't wanted to pull it back apart to add the speed and e-brake wires, but I'll get around to it someday...or not.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||09-12-2003||11:08 AM||||my car never came with that little trim peice... pissed me right off for some reason... But I got one from someone parting out a car on here...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||SRT2477||09-12-2003||11:20 AM||||very very nice I mite have to steal that idea if its ok||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000006||admsr||09-12-2003||11:30 AM||||Very nice setup John....Badass spot to put some stuff.<br /><br />On another note though.....(and I dont mean to whore up your thread John) Hertz, are you hosting webpages for members.....<br /><br />Please let me know!<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||14||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum3/003037.cgi
A||||3||Team Ducktape||Umm yea ok.  Kenn Inn||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||09-12-2003||03:12 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Kenn, during this movies you will see a certin picture you emailed me once......<br /><br />BTW Not work safe...:<br /><a href="http://www.beta-recordings.co.uk/americangirls/" target="_blank">www.beta-recordings.co.uk/americangirls/</a>||65.31.185.200||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-12-2003||03:38 AM||||All I have to say is Oh man..<br /><br />"dont be a tease.. gimme a squeeze"<br /><br />So bored I actually watched the whole thing||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-13-2003||09:42 AM||||I was bored to, I take it you were talking about the guy from orlando???||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||09-16-2003||02:20 AM||||that is funny as hell. too much time on his hands though||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/003038.cgi
A||||0||sleeper||VW goes hight tech?||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||09-12-2003||09:38 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://totalcar.index.hu/images/testbemutato/Frankfurt2003/galeriaorig/frank2003_57.jpg" target="_blank">http://totalcar.index.hu/images/testbemutato/Frankfurt2003/galeriaorig/frank2003_57.jpg</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/003039.cgi
A||||20||agrabau||Killer Cobra Mustang||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-12-2003||10:02 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||I encountered one of the fastest street cars I've ever seen last night. It was a new Cobra but it had some work done to it I think. It had 18" HRE wheels and the crackingest exhaust note it almost gave me a boner. <br /><br />I was on my motorcycle, i don't race on the street but we had a spirited drive on the highway. <br /><br />Any car that can come close to staying to a 1000cc sport bike is fast in my book. <br /><br />He changed lanes and broke the rear end loose at 80!  It also backfired between shifts which was randy. <br /><br />Makes me want one.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-12-2003||10:19 AM||||Those suckers are very fast even in stock form.  11's on slicks with no mods, and even faster with the Lightning pulley.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||09-12-2003||10:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Makes me want one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Makes me want to mod my car to the point that I can beat one.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||09-12-2003||11:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Makes me want one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Makes me want to mod my car to the point that I can beat one.<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There you go, thats the spirit!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||09-12-2003||11:00 AM||||You know, I think they are a pretty good bang for the buck, but after driving a new stock one (step-fathers) 3 weeks ago, I was expecting more. <br />Guess I didn't wring it out hard enough to give a fair assesment.  Traction control off and a super mild launch (easing clutch out at about 26-700 RPM's broke traction)elicited major wheel spin.  10mph roll and going WOT cause no wheel spin...surprised by that one. Highway accelleration was nice but didn't seem much if any more than mine.  I didn't bounce of the rev limiter at any time or get close, but did test her out a bit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />I expected more of a difference with 390hp on tap.  <br /><br />Now, modified - that's a different story.  I would bet it's easy to wring out a good bit of power out of them.  The one you ran into sounded quite impressive.||167.142.21.197||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||09-12-2003||01:25 PM||||yeah that new setup is pretty insane.<br />there are a few of them in the 10's now.||66.82.9.11||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||Invader||09-12-2003||01:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Those suckers are very fast even in stock form.  11's on slicks with no mods, and even faster with the Lightning pulley. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I dunno about 11's...  There definitely a great car to mod and have sick potential (especially from just bolt-ons), but they're not quite that quick in stock trim.<br /><br />Ran one at the track...granted it was his first track trip with it, but he ran a 13.7@110.  I watched a pair of 03's with minor bolt-ons (K&N, etc) battle over who would be first between them into the 12's.  Obviously, neither was a particularly great driver...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000007||gtluke||09-12-2003||01:45 PM||||nah those things are ready for mid 11's stock with some tires and a driver.<br />a good friend of mine has a 99 cobra with a few bolt ons (Races nmra factory stock) and he runs in the high 11's  <br />the 03 has at least another 100+ hp over the 99||66.82.9.11||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000008||Invader||09-12-2003||03:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> nah those things are ready for mid 11's stock with some tires and a driver.<br />a good friend of mine has a 99 cobra with a few bolt ons (Races nmra factory stock) and he runs in the high 11's  <br />the 03 has at least another 100+ hp over the 99 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If he's running 11's in a 99-01, then he's got more than a few bolt-on's and has probably changed out the IRS to live axle ('cause that's one hell of a holeshot).<br /><br />Show me an '03 Cobra in the 11's with only a tire...  I'll believe a mid-low 12 stock on a tire, but I'm not buying 11's.  I have heard it takes very few mods to push them down into the 11's (Lightning pulley, tuning) with decent traction, but let's be realistic.<br /><br />Some reading material...<br /><a href="http://www.svtperformance.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=35178" target="_blank">'03 COBRA.... STOCK 1/4 TIMES OVERRATED?</a><br /><a href="http://www.svtperformance.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=49804" target="_blank">Probably been asked a million times... what have you all run stock in the 1/4?</a><br /><a href="http://www.svtperformance.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=53896" target="_blank">How many of you guy's saw 12's stock?</a>||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||09-12-2003||09:17 PM||||Again it happened!!! I'm mindin my own business crusin into town on my bike on the highway at about 100-110 and a car pulls up on me. I pull into the slow lane cause I thought it was a cop, it was a different cobra, this one blue. We pulled side by side to 165 and then I cut it out cause I don't want to die. I don't care about 1/4 mile claims, that sucker's fast!!!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||09-13-2003||08:20 PM||||MM&FF modded one not long after they came out and I think they got a best of 11.98 with ET Streets, full exhaust, pulley, and maybe a bit of fuel tuning (I forget exactly what they did).  That was with a very good driver too so stock they won't dip into the 11's.  Most of the stock '03s I've seen run are a bit slower than a stock Z06 which weighs a few hundred lbs less and has more hp. so figure mid-high 12's with an average to good driver.  There's a guy over on Stangnet I believe who goes by the name Nitrous Pete or something like that and has already had his new Cobra into the 9's I think.  I'll have to find the vid I have of it, but it's a quick car no doubt.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000011||gixxer||09-14-2003||12:51 AM||||btw, what kind of bike do you ride?||209.86.17.170||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000012||gtluke||09-14-2003||02:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Invader:<br />If he's running 11's in a 99-01, then he's got more than a few bolt-on's and has probably changed out the IRS to live axle ('cause that's one hell of a holeshot).<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">oh yeah that is one of his mods.. a 99gt axle with 4.56 gears.<br />he actually got the gt owner to do the whole swap.. supplying the rear and installing it so he could get the IRS.||141.153.206.160||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000013||Oztek||09-14-2003||09:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Those suckers are very fast even in stock form.  11's on slicks with no mods, and even faster with the Lightning pulley. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They don't run 11's with slicks and no mods.  In stock trim they are god for mid to high 12's at around 112.<br /><br />With they can put down 470+ hp with 1,500 in mods though.<br /><br />I'll keep my Z06 though.  Those things are pigs, 3,600 lbs.||68.21.43.18||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000014||gtluke||09-14-2003||12:18 PM||||yeah i dunno<br />my car makes 338rwhp and goes consistant mid 11's<br />a cobra puts down on average almost 75hp more than that to the wheels.  those cars are insane fast. they just need a driver<br />-luke-||141.153.197.17||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000015||gtluke||09-14-2003||12:30 PM||||read this article<br />and look at the date<br />hardly anybody had an 03 at that time, they had JUST come out.<br />wait till next years shootout  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.nmraracing.com/news/102902/cobra_shootout/" target="_blank">http://www.nmraracing.com/news/102902/cobra_shootout/</a><br /><br />-luke-||141.153.197.17||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000016||josh91vr4||09-14-2003||03:45 PM||||That is a VERY impressive vehicle!<br />I just might have to quit spending money on the pit and get one of those  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Of course, i'll keep the GVR4 for a winter car!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000017||7541000||09-14-2003||06:40 PM||||remember that road test on car and driver tv, isnt the radio an option like the dupont stain resistant passenger seat?||12.89.134.184||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000018||Johnny Bravo||09-14-2003||11:13 PM||||Ok, I found the vid of NitroPete running his '03 Cobra.  He went a 9.99 @ 139mph I believe (hard to see in the vid).  AFAIK he's running a Kenne Bell supercharger, auto tranny, and live axel though so it's hard to compare to a stock or lightly modded one, but he's running the stock bottom end & heads.  Ford definitely wasn't messing around when they designed that car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000019||howard_GVR4||09-15-2003||09:49 AM||||Pete Ricart ran a 12.01 at 117mph straight off the showroom floor.  That scares me.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000020||agrabau||09-15-2003||09:53 AM||||This ended up being a pretty cool topic. I guess others agree that it's quick. 38,000 bucks it's also spendy. Lan-Evo or Cobra? hummm<br /><br />I think I'd have to go with the evo and then spend the extra 10K on a TR30R turbo and antilag.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003040.cgi
A||||12||sleeper||English lesson (my second useless post for today)||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||09-12-2003||10:55 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Acocdrnig to an elgnsih unviesitry sutdy the oredr of letetrs in a wrod dosen't mttaer, the olny thnig thta's iopmrantt is that the frsit and lsat ltteer of eevry word is in the crcreot ptoision. The rset can be jmbueld and one is stlil able to raed the txet wiohtut dclftfuiiy.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||09-12-2003||11:03 AM||||noice.  I did stumble over the "jmbueld" word but thats it.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||Lucky13||09-12-2003||01:43 PM||||Seems odd....but true...<br /><br />91' GVR-4 #1758/2000<br />02' WRX||68.158.101.134||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||09-12-2003||01:46 PM||||Must have been hard to type that in like that, or is it natural?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />How does that work for dyslexics?  I thought that is how they see some things?  (Not making fun seriously asking).||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||09-12-2003||01:48 PM||||Hehe, Thats weird how can read it normally.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||drew||09-12-2003||04:26 PM||||deos it hlep if yuor dilexisc?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||09-12-2003||04:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> deos it hlep if yuor dilexisc? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yuor garmamr is wonrg...  i'ts spuosepd to be y'ruoe, not yuor.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||drew||09-12-2003||06:51 PM||||your write. its good that you no you're grammers.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||09-13-2003||12:36 PM||||I am dislexic and I could barely read that without stopping, my stupid head always mixing up number and letters damn it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||drew||09-13-2003||03:04 PM||||dean if that's the case, is l33t sp33k h8rd3r 0r e8z13r f0r j00 t0 r38d? (is leet speak harder or easier for you to read?)||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||09-14-2003||05:09 PM||||Thats weird. I read it all just fine. A little slower than normal, but pretty damn quick anyway.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||turbogalant||09-14-2003||05:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> I am dislexic and I could barely read that without stopping, my stupid head always mixing up number and letters damn it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats interesting because I'm dislexic also and read through it like it was spelled correctly.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||63.184.72.155||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||09-14-2003||05:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> dean if that's the case, is l33t sp33k h8rd3r 0r e8z13r f0r j00 t0 r38d? (is leet speak harder or easier for you to read?) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh my god is that confusing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  .||63.184.72.155||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/003041.cgi
A||||9||GVR$in||Fried snake on your engine bay?||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-12-2003||02:11 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Eww.. <a href="http://www.nsxprime.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=22720" target="_blank">http://www.nsxprime.com/forums/showthread.php?threadid=22720</a><br /><br />Thats a big snake!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||V8EATER||09-12-2003||02:54 PM||||Anybody remember the car-b-que?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000002||curtis||09-12-2003||09:06 PM||||man I would have shit my pants.  snakes scare the hell out of me||65.135.143.42||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||09-13-2003||12:21 PM||||Im not crazy about snakes either,imagine the fun of cleaning that out of your engine compartment...uggh.||129.71.115.3||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||09-13-2003||12:58 PM||||i like the last guys comment about the snake in the pc...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He should have known the snake was in his computer, when the mouse was no were to be seen.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.232.6.123||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||09-13-2003||02:36 PM||||I would pay money to see the guys face when he first opened the hood.  I know it would have scared the crap out of me.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||MiSTER2||09-13-2003||03:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> man I would have shit my pants.  snakes scare the hell out of me </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You, or me! I'd probably sell the car right on the spot.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||09-13-2003||04:16 PM||||Man that's crazy.  I sorta feel bad for the snake.  Haha, I wouldn't have touched a thing, just shut the hood and had it towed to the dealership.  And made sure I was nearby when they popped the hood.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||09-13-2003||05:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> Anybody remember the car-b-que? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||09-14-2003||04:51 PM||||We had a customer tow their car in to the Dealership one day, because it wouldn't start.  The tech's diagnosis was a wiring problem.  When he pulled one of the covers off in the trunk, there was a fucking squirrel, still half alive, wrapped up in the rear harness.  It had been chrewing the wires back there.  It scared him so bad he just went home.  Course we were harrassing him pretty bad, because he screamed like a Japanese school girl when he found it.||66.56.186.137||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/003042.cgi
A||||16||VR4 Me||Yeyah, got my Palm! Now I need a pocketlogger...||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||09-12-2003||02:56 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||hell yeah dude, i didn't expect to get this much stuff. check the "carbon fiber" cover attached to the palm already.<br /><br />  <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/palmstuff.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />got the palm m100, 4 extra faceplates, leather case, software, and serial cable for $63.76. <br /><br />now all i need is a pocketlogger||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-12-2003||07:46 PM||||My m100 was only $19.51 off ebay.  I keep seeing IIIc's going for around $60, I am going to buy one of those.  The m100 is a PITA.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||VR4 Me||09-12-2003||07:51 PM||||y do you say it's a PITA? I think it's fine, especially since I'm only using it for datalogging for the most part, plus that leather case is the shiznit. it's palm brand so it's pretty high quality. it's a brand new unit, and the three pack of covers is supposed to be like 15 bucks. plus now i've got a riced out m100 with the c/f look cover. that's gotta be like 15-25 hp  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-12-2003||07:53 PM||||I bought my m100 about a year ago.  For twenty bucks I can't really complain, but just watch out when you change your batteries.  These things freak out and lose all your stuff.  Hotsync it regularly.  I only use mine for datalogging but still... I hate it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||09-12-2003||08:12 PM||||Just bought a IIIc.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3045923947&category=38331&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3045923947&category=38331&rd=1</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||09-12-2003||08:21 PM||||Score! Got a car charger for a penny plus shipping.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3045330066&category=29850&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3045330066&category=29850&rd=1</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||VR4 Me||09-12-2003||08:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Just bought a IIIc.<br /><br />  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3045923947&category=38331&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3045923947&category=38331&rd=1</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">pimp shit...oh well, YOU don't have a C/F LOOK cover    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   , but a color screen woulda been nice, haha<br /><br />hey paul, why are we the only two talkin about this stuff?||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||09-12-2003||08:33 PM||||I don't know, give Hertz some time and he might join in with the M100 bashing.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||09-12-2003||09:33 PM||||whats the best palm to get for the pocketlogger? i just ordered the software today||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000009||VR4 Me||09-12-2003||10:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> whats the best palm to get for the pocketlogger? i just ordered the software today </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">dude, you definitely shoulda checked the for sale section here first||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||09-12-2003||10:26 PM||||As you may already know.  I've got a IIIc (color) and VIIx (mono), and the color and backlighting makes all the difference in the car.<br /><br />Though, I don't know how that car charger is going to work since it plugs into the hotsync port.  But the battery lasts pretty long between recharges so I never felt it was an issue.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||09-12-2003||11:17 PM||||I noticed that it plugs into the hotsync port, but I figure if I ever desperately need to make a log and it's totally dead, I can give it a quickie five minute charge.  Otherwise I can just let it charge at home.  I'm just hoping I can avoid all the freaking out issues the m100 had during battery changes.  Not to mention every time I left it turned on, there went $2 for batteries (and that was at least twice a week).||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||09-12-2003||11:51 PM||||Despirate need for datalogging?  Wow, you're hardcore.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||09-13-2003||05:00 PM||||No need to harsh on the Pocketlogger purchase... I still think it is worth it.  But maybe I'm just saying that because I bought mine 24 hours before Tunerstein became freely available and about 2 months before Dimitry's MMCd was born.<br /><br />I don't actually have an m100, it's an m105.  It means it sucks 5% more.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Nah, I have no idea what the difference is.  Maybe there is better stuff out there -- but for a harsh car environment (cooking in the sun, getting greasy, slapped around, yelled at) I'm not prepared to own anything better.  Maybe someday the super cool logger with built-in mapping GPS... but till then, as long as I can see knock, O2 trim and fuel trims I'm satisfied.<br /><br />Though that battery problem really pisses me off.||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||09-13-2003||05:40 PM||||I love my pocketlogger software.  I think you get what you pay for, and while the free software will get you along, IMHO that's like getting a flat and putting the donut on and never fixing the tire.  If you're a programmer, then the mmcd stuff has more options for you to play with, so therefore might be better.  But from an out of the box options perspective, pocketlogger rules, and the customer support is incredible.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||keydiver||09-15-2003||12:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Though that battery problem really pisses me off. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do any of the Palm III's retain their memory during battery changes? How do you get around that problem? You would think that some of them would give you an option that would keep power to the PDA while you swap batteries.||68.153.96.79||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||09-15-2003||01:05 PM||||My IIIx swapped fine...  I *swear* that the m105 has swapped fine a few times...  I think it is the nature of owning the "economy line" Palm.  The behavior is the same as if you were to press the "reset" button... so it is possible that there is a manufacturing/design defect that is causing this.  As soon as I find my baby Torx I'm going to do some investigating.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003043.cgi
A||||10||PRE-EVO||My Intercoolers bigger than Terren's...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-12-2003||04:53 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<img src="http://ebay3.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_c22de4f53f0f2527dbaa7d9c272c504a/i-1_B_L.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Take that player hater....<br /><br /><br />Pic taken from these retards here:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432386246&indexURL=0&photoDisplayType=2#ebayphotohosting" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432386246&indexURL=0&photoDisplayType=2#ebayphotohosting</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||91 #680||09-12-2003||05:02 PM||||what idiots  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  ....isn't that out of a semi or a mitsu-fuso??  I dont know anybody that would or even could put that in their cars.  It has to be a joke.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||09-12-2003||05:40 PM||||Thats the first time i smiled after my "tranny problems" yesterday.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||09-12-2003||05:51 PM||||Alright, I'm currently the high bidder at $27.00||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-12-2003||05:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong> Alright, I'm currently the high bidder at $27.00 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOoooooo!!!<br /><br />It was meant to be mine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  since Terren got his big FMIC finally in I'm "jealous"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||09-12-2003||06:00 PM||||Damn you and your higher bid...||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||09-12-2003||06:00 PM||||Damn, did you see the endtanks on that mug! No Moding needed for 4 inch ic pipes     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     <br /><br /><br />  <a href="http://ebay3.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_c22de4f53f0f2527dbaa7d9c272c504a/i-3_B.JPG" target="_blank">http://ebay3.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_c22de4f53f0f2527dbaa7d9c272c504a/i-3_B.JPG</a>||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||09-12-2003||06:00 PM||||That almost looks like a Powerstroke intercooler.  And I have heard that they really donb't work that well.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000008||Matticus||09-12-2003||06:08 PM||||Do you think you will need to cut the bumper support with that one?  It looks like it might squeeze in there.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000009||GVR$in||09-12-2003||06:11 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=003035#000007" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=003035#000007</a>||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000010||chadhayashi||09-16-2003||12:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> That almost looks like a Powerstroke intercooler.  And I have heard that they really donb't work that well. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know the exact specs for Powerstroke i/c's but they sure as hell seem to work.<br />My buddy Jay has a '99 F-350 w/ a 5", yes 5 inch, Hypermax turbo back and a Diesel Dynamics "Therminator". That thing makes 21psi and egt's NEVER break 1250 degrees even when towing 7-8000 lbs from here to Utah. (diesels run much cooler). on a side note...He also installed a trans temp gauge, while towing up in the high mtns of Colorado, trans temps topped out at 215 degrees F.<br /> Oh and it ran 16.4 at Bandimere.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003044.cgi
A||||0||1312VR4||Free 9/11 documentary  video||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||09-12-2003||05:10 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||<a href="http://www.dol.gov/opa/dvd/index.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dol.gov/opa/dvd/index.htm</a>||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/003045.cgi
A||||3||GVR$in||History of the F word..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-12-2003||06:43 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||NWS: <a href="http://funnyjunk.com/pages/history.htm" target="_blank">http://funnyjunk.com/pages/history.htm</a>||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-14-2003||05:15 PM||||<a href="http://members.tripod.com/DeathRow03/Files/FWord.wav" target="_blank">http://members.tripod.com/DeathRow03/Files/FWord.wav</a> <br /><br />Not work safe, btw.<br /><br />Damn tripod. Right click and save as to download.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-14-2003||06:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Not work safe, btw.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">GVR4in:<br /><strong> NWS: <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||09-14-2003||07:40 PM||||haha, pretty funny, as a linguistics student I have actually studied use of expletives a little.  I was kinda let down that they spelled "competance" and "sentence" wrong, but it was still hilarious.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003049.cgi
A||||2||akira01||4g63||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||09-12-2003||10:54 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||hey there well i know most of you out there has a vr4 but unlike me i don't have that...i have the n/t 4g63 and i was wondering...since thats the same engine as the other dsm's it is possible to use those parts from the engine as in cams,camshafts and so on right....also it is possible to put a turbo kit that is made for a n/t dsm onto a galant n/t right....correct me if i'm wrong...or is it better to just drop in a 4g63t....||24.160.237.66||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||drew||09-12-2003||11:03 PM||||see the search link on the top of the page? see what it comes up with.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Forced Style||09-13-2003||12:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by akira01:<br /><strong> as in cams,camshafts </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />So do you have a galant GSX? and by turbo kit for n/t DSM you mean the 4g63 DSM right? not the 420a eclipse/talon. as far as changing an n/a galant to a turbo, i'd reccomend putting a turbo 4g63 engine, awd dsm tranny and 4 bolt rear end and front hubs, and complete VR-4 wiring harness, unless your car is the galant GSX in my opinion it isnt worth it. so basically, buy a galant GSX and an AWD 1g and have at it..||208.231.176.42||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes



ubb/Forum3/003047.cgi
A||||8||bazeng||TURBONETICS GATES.. they still around??||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||09-12-2003||10:29 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey guys!!.. my gate (48mm deltagate) is sorta stuffed... just wondering if anybody knows if turbonetics is still around..<br /><br />in oz they cant get any stock since 9/11.. US exports have reduced...<br /><br />anyways.. i need the shaft/valve for the gate.. wondering if anybody can get me some info.. or help me out here..<br /><br />thanks..||203.166.63.183||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||09-12-2003||10:33 PM||||Take the gate, Throw it in the trash and buy a real gate. Get a Tial.||64.217.219.166||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||VR4 Me||09-12-2003||10:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> Take the gate, Throw it in the trash and buy a real gate. Get a Tial. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">werd||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||09-13-2003||12:07 AM||||i was considering that...<br /><br />do they use the same flange type??<br />positions?? if so i may be really interested!||203.166.63.183||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||Ian M||09-13-2003||11:54 AM||||The 35mm Tial bolts directly to the standard Deltagate flange. Everything is positioned the same. The Deltagates are pretty crappy,the Tial is a much better unit.<br /><br /> Ive never seen a 48mm Deltagate,the  <i>Racegate</i> is larger at 42mm,are you sure yours is 48mm?||129.71.115.3||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000005||number3||09-13-2003||12:21 PM||||<a href="http://www.turboneticsinc.com" target="_blank">www.turboneticsinc.com</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||09-13-2003||12:36 PM||||The Tial 35mm and 38mm fit the Deltagate 35mm flange. The 35mm has been phased out and all you can get now is the 38mm and it will fit the flange from you old 35.||64.63.216.196||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||09-13-2003||12:51 PM||||Opps, I didnt see that you had a 48, Umm get an HKS maybe?||64.63.216.196||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||bazeng||09-13-2003||05:44 PM||||hmmm<br />well its the MACH II if that helps..<br /><br />what size are they??? i've measured and it's around the 48mm size... im pretty sure..<br /><br />where do they measure from?? the inlet/outlet size right????<br /><br />well i've found another turbonetics for around 200 aussie.. new.. so i might go for that.. cheaper and bolts right in.. hopefully it will solve my problem..<br /><br />thanks for feedbak guys..||203.166.63.186||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum3/003048.cgi
A||||5||VR4 Me||heh, my SUPERMEGA pimp boost gauge...||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||09-12-2003||10:33 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||AC Autotechnic...have no idea what it cost, cuz it came with my 00 Celica GT-S Turbo Kit, I did all Autometer Ultra-Lite gauges in that car so I had this one left over...lights up blue at night, obviously, should look nice with the AFC I'm pullin outta my Celica tomorrow since I got an Apex'i Power FC for it.<br /><br />you can't see it in the pic, but it's got the little AC logo in between the screws<br />  <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/boostgauge.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||09-12-2003||10:38 PM||||That is the company that makes those Revolution Blaze( the ones that come pre-burnt) mufflers & crap. Almost like the APC company.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||09-12-2003||10:39 PM||||it should also glow indiglo too... my friend has those guages in his Maxima.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||VR4 Me||09-12-2003||10:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> That is the company that makes those Revolution Blaze( the ones that come pre-burnt) mufflers & crap. Almost like the APC company. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude, I don't give a shit, as long as I didn't have to go out and spend another chunk of change on one. <br /><br />By the way I just found it at jmdracing.com for 35.00 bucks, so it's probably not the highest quality in the world, but I bet it gets the job done, and I'll still bet the blue glow looks good next to the AFC  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||09-13-2003||12:16 AM||||I was just letting you know about the company. Because it sounded like you never heard of them. I didnt say they were bad at all.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||VR4 Me||09-13-2003||06:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> I was just letting you know about the company. Because it sounded like you never heard of them. I didnt say they were bad at all.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">heh heh, my reply was lost in net interpretation...that's just the way i am man, ASSHOLE to the core   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes



ubb/Forum3/003050.cgi
A||||1||Romanova||Weird twist of fate...||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||09-13-2003||01:16 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Going to Seattle for the weekend and I got a rental car to save some wear&tear on my car. Go down to Enterprise and they say they will give me a sweet deal on a Focus... then I ask about the one silver Galant they have... for an extra $5 a day, it was a done deal. The 4G64 is pretty peppy, but the automatic transmission just kills the car. <br />Gotta love driving a rental though...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-13-2003||11:34 AM||||hey if you think that the 4G64 is peppy I have one for sale   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I have one in my 96 galant and in my eclipse spyder.||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003059.cgi
A||||8||autobahntom||video of 16g on hayabusa||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||09-14-2003||05:41 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||I have this video, but not sure how to post the link so that it can be viewed by everyone. <br />The bike is just incredible, speedo goes up faster than the tach. <br />22mb in size (4 min 23 seconds)<br />can email it to anyone, (link). I just cannot get a visible link that I can transfer here.<br />Anyone?<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-14-2003||05:57 PM||||If we are thinking of the same bike, their website stated it was a 20G turbo.  I have a video of the bike that is only 2.5mb that is the most impressive video of them all (wheelie from 50-140 and then top speed run to well over 230).||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Martin Chilcote||09-14-2003||06:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> If we are thinking of the same bike, their website stated it was a 20G turbo.  I have a video of the bike that is only 2.5mb that is the most impressive video of them all (wheelie from 50-140 and then top speed run to well over 230). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">POST IT !!!||66.139.166.56||reg||3||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-14-2003||06:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Martin #1064/2000:<br /><strong>POST IT !!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HOST IT!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||09-14-2003||08:12 PM||||the website is <a href="http://www.superkaos.com," target="_blank">www.superkaos.com,</a> after further reading it says the turbo is a GT25 bb turbo. The videos are at <a href="http://www.totalkaos.com," target="_blank">www.totalkaos.com,</a> but one must register to view them. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||josh91vr4||09-14-2003||08:52 PM||||That site has some great vids!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000006||admsr||09-15-2003||12:27 PM||||Are these links working......?<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||8||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000007||psycopyro182||09-15-2003||12:45 PM||||yes i also have that Video on my computer.<br />i can try to host it up on my webpage tonight. and if it works i will put a link up to it tonight.<br /><br />this video makes me want to never buy a bike, ever. being in a wheelie for that long, going that fast would make me lose control of my bowels.<br /><br />i like to be in a car if im going to go that fast.||204.196.73.124||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000008||Craig91||09-15-2003||01:34 PM||||Yeah Alex they do work...<br /><br />Look at the actual hyperlink to it...there is comma right at the end causing it not to work.  Delete the comma and you're all set.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum3/003052.cgi
A||||0||DynStatic||I95 GVR4 Sighting, near Asland, VA||||7||||GalantVR4-1229||00000841
Z||000000||DynStatic||09-13-2003||09:47 AM||||Don't know if this will post cos I'm on a hiptop but...<br /><br />I95 northbound, 9AM, near ashland, just outside Richmond, VA.<br /><br />I happened to look up while I was in the car right as a white GVR4 passed in the left lane. I pointed and gawked, told my dad to catch up and he didn't. The plates where blue.. Looked like mountains... Looked like an aftermarket exhaust...<br /><br />Heh, I think what are the odds.. But it happens more then I think it should. I was leaving my friends house at 3 am and right as I pulled out a white gvr4 drove by. I know the guy, but I don't think he's on here.||63.241.65.90||reg||7||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum3/003053.cgi
A||||2||DeanCouchey||Who owns the pink ebay galant?||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-13-2003||11:40 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Princess_lish from WV.... nice looking car except the pink VC and airbox.<br />  <img src="http://ebay3.ipixmedia.com/abc/M28/_EBAY_130872b62a5c0fbee7683c098974ab6e/i-6.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432467615&category=6353" target="_blank">GVR4 on ebay</a>||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||number3||09-13-2003||12:22 PM||||Its Magenta, damnit!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-13-2003||03:21 PM||||The battery tie down is URPLE too!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003054.cgi
A||||19||Jon||mmm, Yuengling....||||14||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||09-13-2003||04:56 PM||jon@jgronline.com||A friend of a friend visits VA once a month and they brought me back a 12 pack of Yuengling!  I just put in an order for 2 cases.<br /><br />You can't buy this stuff in KY and all of the surrounding states.<br /><br /><br />mmmm, forbidden beer. <br /><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.220.168.103||reg||14||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||09-13-2003||06:02 PM||||I had some of that while at a bar in Ybor City in Tampa, Fla. last month. It was pretty good. After seeing it written about in past threads over a year ago I saw it at the bar and thought I'd give it a try. Good stuff.....but I still like Redhook better.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||Gvr4-330||09-13-2003||06:11 PM||||Yuengling is brewed in Pottsville, PA and down in Florida.  And I've heard the PA version is better than the Florida version.  Not really sure why.  Maybe the water.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.215.35||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||09-13-2003||06:46 PM||||I wish you could get it here.  I like that stuff too.  All my PA relatives have moved elsewhere now so my source is gone    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||09-13-2003||08:08 PM||||Yuengling just started exporting their stuff extensively outside of PA maybe 2yrs. ago or less so it was hard to get before that in general.  Since then it's pretty easy to get in the Mason Dixon area (PA/MD border where I live).  It's (the lager) even better on tap than bottled and their Black & Tan is actually pretty good too. Another awesome beer brewed in St. Mary's, PA is Straub.  It doesn't have any preservatives so they don't sell it outside of PA that I'm aware of.  I always make a point of it to buy a few cases every time I head up to see relatives or to the STPR rally.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||09-14-2003||02:03 AM||||....FWIW just got back from having me a lil' Yuengling.  Now I'm gonna have to ride the bike a few extra miles this week though.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||09-14-2003||02:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong> Yuengling is brewed in Pottsville, PA and down in Florida.  And I've heard the PA version is better than the Florida version.  Not really sure why.  Maybe the water.<br /><br />Rob </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Differnt state have differnt restrictions/ laws on a beers contents i.e. alcohol level etc. so some places actually have better beer than others.||65.177.240.222||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||number3||09-14-2003||07:30 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1338" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1338&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />For those that have no idea what they are talking about... I don't drink beer but I keep some in the fridge for friends that drop by.<br /><br />We live close to the factory (about an hour away)...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||7541000||09-14-2003||09:55 PM||||"For those that have no idea what they are talking about... I don't drink beer but I keep some in the fridge for friends that drop by."<br /><br />can i come over and drink your beer and drive your car||12.89.148.245||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000009||7541000||09-14-2003||10:01 PM||||yuengalingadingdang<br /><br />i drink rolling rock, still need to visit old latrobe before i die||12.89.148.245||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000010||chadhayashi||09-14-2003||11:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 7541000:<br /><strong> "For those that have no idea what they are talking about... I don't drink beer but I keep some in the fridge for friends that drop by."<br /><br />can i come over and drink your beer and drive your car </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll get you a case of "Fat tire" to drive that thing!!!||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000011||turbowop||09-15-2003||12:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 7541000:<br /><strong> i drink rolling rock, still need to visit old latrobe before i die </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah baby.....grab a rock....for beer drinking nights Rolling Rock is my beer of choice. I also like to collect Rolling Rock stuff like this here sign. For a nice steak dinner I'll take a Red Hook ESB....<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1342" alt=" - " />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||09-15-2003||07:04 AM||||You guys are gutsy.  I think Rolling Rock is quite possibly the worst beer I have ever tasted, and I've drank half full, flat, warm beers left over from the party the night before.  I would honestly rather drink my own urine before another bottle of Rolling Rock.<br /><br />Hear hear for Fat Tire!  One day I'll make a pilgrimmage to the New Belgium Brewery... but until then, the deli down the street from my new house will order me cases on Thursday that I can pick up on Friday of any beer they make, at nearly cost.  A damn sweet deal.  1554 is maybe my favorite so far, but Abbey is an awesome dessert beer.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||09-15-2003||10:00 AM||||Hey hey, I'm all for a GVR4 road trip to the New Belgium Brewery.  1554 and Fat Tire are probably my two favorite indie domestics right now.<br /><br />Here in Texas, Shiner Bock has gone to shit, and Ziegenbock is getting better.  Lone Star ain't bad for "Bud" like prices.  <br /><br />I had some delicious microbrews in Maine over the summer, but I can't remember what they were.  Oh wait, "Casco Bay" I think.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||09-15-2003||10:31 AM||||Yuengling is the de-facto standard in my area for almost any occassion.  Lately, though, I've been drinking Molson Canadien since one bar ran out of Yuengling.  It's a little lighter but after having a 6 pack all to myself at a party, I had none of the usual hangover symptoms I get from doing the same with Yuengling.<br /><br />As far as I'm concerned, Yuengling is classier than Bud, Coors, or Miller, but it's not the best stuff.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||dsmsleeper||09-15-2003||11:05 AM||||Just ask for a 'Lager' in Philly...they know what you want!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000016||spoulson||09-15-2003||12:33 PM||||What's strange is in South Jersey you can order a Yuengling but in Central or North Jersey you're out of luck.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000017||thejeebus2002||09-15-2003||01:49 PM||||hmmmm....at work....want beer........want YUENGLING!!!  That shit's great working man's "Good" beer.||152.163.252.33||reg||10||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000018||Ant||09-15-2003||03:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> What's strange is in South Jersey you can order a Yuengling but in Central or North Jersey you're out of luck. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I take it you don't live in Jersey anymore.  I have been to bars all over north jersey and 90% of them have yuengling.  <br />I have never been to a liquor store that didn't sell it.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000019||spoulson||09-15-2003||03:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ant:<br /><strong>I take it you don't live in Jersey anymore.  I have been to bars all over north jersey and 90% of them have yuengling.  <br />I have never been to a liquor store that didn't sell it.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I moved out about 4 years ago.  Sure, it's available, but not the 'standard' like it is around Philly.  I go to some bar and they don't have Yuengling?  Ok, so it was probably a crap bar anyway.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/003055.cgi
A||||10||agrabau|| bimmubishi update||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-13-2003||05:13 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||It's going to be running again tomorrow. I just put the Japanese engine in and hooked everything up today. My arms are shaking I'm so tired. I'm going to wait to do a shakedown for tomorrow so I can check everything again and get a fresh start. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-13-2003||05:22 PM||||You're a true dedicated badass. Good luck with everything!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||09-13-2003||05:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> You're a true dedicated badass. Good luck with everything!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Word.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Dan D||09-13-2003||06:47 PM||||Wise man once said   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so I can check everything again and get a fresh start. <br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good luck tommorow||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||09-13-2003||08:40 PM||||When you're done, can you photoshop one in my Colt for me?||64.63.213.63||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-14-2003||03:12 PM||||It runs!! I just drove it for a couple of hours. I don't have an exhaust now so the fumes are obnoxious but there's a small downpipe that does the job. I can get the tires lit into third gear. How long do think the drivetrain's gonna last!!? <br /><br />I'll have some finished pics up later. I have some guests over now. <br /><br />Thanks for the good words guys. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||EvilGalantGSX||09-14-2003||03:51 PM||||Congrats.<br /><br /><br />I just sold my 72 lincoln and with the money from that i can start getting parts for a small 13g turbo install, or find me a 4g63T.<br /><br /><br />My neighbor has a old Morris Minor sitting in the garage next to my house, I keep dreaming of a 4G63T and Mighty max trans in the little Morris Minor.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||09-14-2003||03:53 PM||||I was thinking, someday after I recover from this debacle, that I'd like a suzuki swift with a Hyabusa 1300cc motor and 6 speed sequential box from the bike as well. Can you imagine a car that revs over 10K and makes 170hp! Someday..||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||09-14-2003||03:57 PM||||i had that same idea before... but i was going to put it in a geo metro||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||09-15-2003||10:34 AM||||Damn Alex, You freakin' move!  No fiddle-fartin' around at your house.<br /><br />Nice job! Hope it all holds together nice for you so you can spend some time in the seat vs. under the hood/car now.  <br />So how does it feel with that turbo'd RWD machine? Balance still feel good front/back?  After you shake out any of the potential bugs, are you going to do some of the regular upgrades as well? <br /><br />I'm not one to care about loud BOV's, but this might be one time where it proves entertaining in the beemer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.242||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||09-15-2003||10:44 AM||||It needs some real shakedown. There are a few problems that have to be worked out here are a few<br /><br />Windows won't go down! some wiring<br /><br />Knock sensor isn't hooked up yet (more wiring)<br /> <br />I'm going to do the exhaust system this week. <br /><br />I've been driving it with just a small downpipe (10 inches long) <br /><br />It's fast, I can get roudy and smoke the tires into third gear. I'm on all season 14" wheels and tires though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I think that the balance is great. The car feels really light but the turbo spools slowly (stock gvr4 intercooler and some adaptation cause I built the pipes for 2.5 outlets while planning on the 2.5 inch outlet intercooler upgrade.. The intake pipe also has a sharp bend in it into the turbo. There's almost no space. I'm going to take a picture of it and ask everyone for their opinion on how to make it better. <br /><br />I'll put a video up asap. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003056.cgi
A||||1||turbogalant||Engine dressup questions||||1||||turbogalant||00000287
Z||000000||turbogalant||09-14-2003||02:44 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Does any one know where to get the stainless upper timing belt cover and exhaust manifold heat shield have seen it on some cars but don't know who makes it. Or is it a diy thing?||65.177.240.222||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||09-14-2003||08:01 AM||||I've never seen a SS TB cover, but Sleeper on the list (Gabor) makes a very nice heat shield.  He can also do SS spark plug covers, engraved w/your car's number.  I heartily recommend his products, and I bet if you ask nicely he might think about fabbing up the TB cover.<br /><br />To quote him, IIRC, "wherever I smell money..."<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   We love ya, Gabor.  Keep up the great work.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003057.cgi
A||||22||sleepergvr4||trailer trash vr4,i met her!! ||||10||||sleepergvr4||00001106
Z||000000||sleepergvr4||09-14-2003||09:35 AM||garlicrl@bellsouth.net||well, i have seen it all now, i am driving along in south carolina completely lost in redneck country, i just past a sign that says deer taxidermy! wow, i am lost! i pull down this road that says campgrounds hoping to ask for directions.my cell phone has not had a signal for about 30 miles.on this long bumby rocky road there are nothing but double wide trailers. i keep my eyes open for someone(or something) and there she was staring at me. here beautiful belize green eyes,all 4 tires flat.sitting next to a trailer in the middle of nothing. she looks lonely and maybe has been beaten before.she looks so out of place. i need to save her! i get up the balls to try to knok on the door of the trailer, hoping to nobody will shoot me, and he opens the door. ask ask what is wromg with her. he is a nice guy. the belt broke. the motor is toast. the car has sat there for 3 1/2 years. he is still paying the bank for it. he loves the car. i make him an offer.(his payoff) i think she will be coming home with me. my white galant is going to be jelous. but i feel i must save her and do what anybody here would do. i need to give the car to my wife and get rid of the minivan!(oh damm)oh well another money pit in the garage. any donations to the save a vr4 foundation will be accepted. i will take pics of her when she comes home.||64.136.27.55||reg||10||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000001||number3||09-14-2003||09:41 AM||||what year? what numbers?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||sleepergvr4||09-14-2003||12:44 PM||||it is a 1991 . i think the # was 1449. that is strange because i have # 449.||216.79.223.110||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||09-14-2003||01:07 PM||||Good save!||68.122.70.167||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||Kevinj110||09-14-2003||01:33 PM||||Thank you kind sir, for saving another from the rotting death pit.||170.224.224.134||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-14-2003||03:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepergvr4:<br /><strong>the belt broke. the motor is toast.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's like gospel.||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Doug Thomas||09-14-2003||03:38 PM||||Wow you guys are hard-core Galant VR4 owners.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Correct if I�m wrong, but the plaque number has no correlation to when the cars built, so the plaque number doesn�t really mean anything or gives you the history of the car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||09-14-2003||04:15 PM||||You're correct, but it's still cool that he has 1449 and 449.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||09-14-2003||04:23 PM||||<b>Hallelujah !</b>||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||number3||09-14-2003||06:10 PM||||I don't think anyone said it did, Doug? <br /><br />But, there is a person on here that keeps a list of all the GVR4s by VIN#, year and badge number. I just thought it would be cool to have that stated since we KNOW this lost soul was never submited.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||7541000||09-14-2003||06:28 PM||||ahh desperation, my favorite quality in a girl.||12.89.134.184||reg||14||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000011||Johnny Bravo||09-14-2003||11:16 PM||||Talk about fate  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I mean what are the chances that you just happen to come across it in the middle of nowhere.  I suspect there was a divine force at work there.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000012||psycopyro182||09-14-2003||11:54 PM||||good save.<br />its always nice to find something when you werent expecting it.<br /><br />especially a beautiful car. and in green.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||09-14-2003||11:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong> good save.<br />its always nice to find something when you werent expecting it.<br /><br />especially a beautiful car. and in green. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Green, bah.  Too bad it wasn't black.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||curtis||09-15-2003||04:06 AM||||ah the clouds reside the doves fly and the angels rejoice in the sites and sound of two vr4s in the same garage.  Nice save i wish I could be that lucky I just break parts.||65.144.95.157||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||SteveHebert||09-15-2003||08:40 AM||||Yes we must save the endangered species.<br /><br />1 - the spotted owl<br />2 - GRV4<br /><br />a truly noble cause <br /><br />(I but GVR4 second because I don't want to be to presumptuous - but I personally have "donated" (hmmm) far more money to the 'save the GVR4 foundation' than any owl foundation.<br /><br />197/1000||24.151.137.45||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000016||sleepergvr4||09-15-2003||11:50 AM||||this will be my 3rd galant save. i have had 4 ,but 1 needed to be put to rest to save another one.so sorry! we must go on, there will be more.||204.252.153.130||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000017||kartorium31||09-15-2003||01:10 PM||||I stumbled acrossed one at the local truck stop.  I tried to contact the owner several times and even slipped my number and intentions into the car.  It sat for almost two weeks then someone took her away from me, I was sad and mad at the same time.  The owner never contacted me||12.18.160.218||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000018||Nate||09-15-2003||03:57 PM||||You guys crack me up.  I keep driving around in the white car hoping somebody will t-bone me in the passenger's side of it so that:<br /><br />A) I can be "reimbursed" for my damaged vehicle, which they'll no doubt total,<br />B) So I can buy it back cheap and part it out, and<br />C) So I can stop having to decide whether to part it out or take some parts off and sell it.<br /><br />After driving a GVR4 this long, I wouldn't cry losing the white car.  It's reliable as anything, but it gets boring.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000019||GVR1643||09-15-2003||04:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Nate:<br /><strong> After driving a GVR4 this long, I wouldn't cry losing the white car.  It's reliable as anything, but it gets boring. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">See Nate, now that sounds like a married man's description of their relationship - one that's in a rut.  <br />You need to spice it up a little! Take her to some new places, buy her something nice, maybe a new spray(nawz), get her some new shoes(tires), take her to a nice social event where others will appreciate her(track) and try not to bang her around too hard (or she'll break you)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.242||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000020||Nate||09-16-2003||11:46 AM||||You're forgetting that I have multiple "wives" if you're going to use the relationship reference.  The nice things get bought for the other ladies, while the white car is lucky that she still gets premium gas, even though it never gets abused anymore.  She did just fine when I was dynoing the crap out of it, and now she lives the relaxed life of daily driver.  It's just getting so relaxed that someone else might want her more than I do.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||09-16-2003||01:09 PM||||Nate's a swinger.  Wanna swap wives?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||GVR1643||09-16-2003||04:30 PM||||Yup, most of us would be envious of your daily driver, let alone the rest of your harem   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I was just using stupid humor - heavy on the stupid.<br /><br />All of my local friends are getting out of DSM/GVR4's as I keep adding to the garage.  Certainly makes me question my decisions...oh well, I enjoy them and it's a lot cheaper than a new EVO or STI.||167.142.22.215||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003060.cgi
A||||9||ken inn||rnr o2 eliminator downpipe-first impressions||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||09-14-2003||07:28 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||looks very nice from the outside.  welds are very good, bends are nice and smooth.  however, on the inside where it bolts up to the turbine housing, it looks a little off, and there is a lot of slag left over.  i waited about 5 weeks for it, customer service was poor.  no phone contact, until i threatened to backcharge my credit card.  it was promised first 2 weeks, then 3, then 4, etc.  then, it was shipped to the wrong address, and i had to hassle ups to get it delivered here.  ok, so i go to install it, and i remove my radiator, o2 housing, downpipe, heatshield, and a bunch of other stuff.  getting that sucker in there is not easy, there is barely any clearance, and tough to do by one person.  so i get it positioned, gasket on, and on the first stud(which is a feat in itself), and i try to bolt down the other 3.  this is where and extra pair of hands would really help.  i use the jack to position the pipe close, and get another bolt on, and i think, great.  not a piece of cake, but it was not too bad.  i spend the rest of the afternoon trying to get the other 2 bolts in.  wiggle this way, wiggle that way, no go.  finally, i use a long turbo bolt on hole #3, but now #2 bolt wont quite go, and #4 i have to do by feel, and it just aint there.  finally, i take the sucker back off, and NOW i see that the freaking bolt holes are way off.  placing the gasket over it, no matter how it is placed, 2 holes are always about 2mm off.  i have just finished grinding out 2 holes, and howard is bringing by an old turbine housing so i can match it up before trying to install it again.  also, even with 2 bolts holding it on, i can see that a 3"(this is 2.5) will hit the front core crossmember.  AND, i have about a 1" gap from the end of the pipe to the cat.  my advice so far, if you are going to do this, get yourself an old turbine housing to use so you get all the bolt holes lined up, cause you cant see with the turbo on the car.  and if you get a 3", you will have to cut away some of the crossmember.  oh yeah, i bet if you have the sandwich oil cooler, the filter wont clear the pipe.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-14-2003||07:32 PM||||Is the 122performance O2 housing this much of a PITA to install?  It sounded easier than all of that.  I hope there aren't any clearance issues.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||09-14-2003||07:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Is the 122performance O2 housing this much of a PITA to install?  It sounded easier than all of that.  I hope there aren't any clearance issues. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have the 122 perf O2 housing, and it bolted right up.  I even got the stock lower heat shield to cover it (stock WG dump to atmos.)<br /><br />I was just over at Ken's house, and I wasn't impressed with the RNR piece, the bolt holes are off enough to make installation impossible without grinding.  Another bad thing is that the downpipe bend is really huge and comes way to close to the GVR4 lateral crossmember.  I'm going to run a turbine housing over to Ken's place now so he can mock it up off the car.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||09-14-2003||08:00 PM||||Howard, didn't you post up some pictures of the install a few months ago?  I keep searching for them but I can't find them.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||09-14-2003||09:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Howard, didn't you post up some pictures of the install a few months ago?  I keep searching for them but I can't find them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think this is the thread you were looking for:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002287" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002287</a>||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||09-14-2003||09:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> looks very nice from the outside.  welds are very good, bends are nice and smooth.  however, on the inside where it bolts up to the turbine housing, it looks a little off, and there is a lot of slag left over.  i waited about 5 weeks for it, customer service was poor.  no phone contact, until i threatened to backcharge my credit card.  it was promised first 2 weeks, then 3, then 4, etc.  then, it was shipped to the wrong address, and i had to hassle ups to get it delivered here.  ok, so i go to install it, and i remove my radiator, o2 housing, downpipe, heatshield, and a bunch of other stuff.  getting that sucker in there is not easy, there is barely any clearance, and tough to do by one person.  so i get it positioned, gasket on, and on the first stud(which is a feat in itself), and i try to bolt down the other 3.  this is where and extra pair of hands would really help.  i use the jack to position the pipe close, and get another bolt on, and i think, great.  not a piece of cake, but it was not too bad.  i spend the rest of the afternoon trying to get the other 2 bolts in.  wiggle this way, wiggle that way, no go.  finally, i use a long turbo bolt on hole #3, but now #2 bolt wont quite go, and #4 i have to do by feel, and it just aint there.  finally, i take the sucker back off, and NOW i see that the freaking bolt holes are way off.  placing the gasket over it, no matter how it is placed, 2 holes are always about 2mm off.  i have just finished grinding out 2 holes, and howard is bringing by an old turbine housing so i can match it up before trying to install it again.  also, even with 2 bolts holding it on, i can see that a 3"(this is 2.5) will hit the front core crossmember.  AND, i have about a 1" gap from the end of the pipe to the cat.  my advice so far, if you are going to do this, get yourself an old turbine housing to use so you get all the bolt holes lined up, cause you cant see with the turbo on the car.  and if you get a 3", you will have to cut away some of the crossmember.  oh yeah, i bet if you have the sandwich oil cooler, the filter wont clear the pipe. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmm mine went on rather easy though I was doing a turbo at the same time. I did have to cut about 6" off the enddue to the exhaust shop that did my catalyst left me no flange and a 8ft mid pipe.  When I took it off again for doing the tranny & Transfer case seals it was easy other than the bracket on the block I forgot to take out. Strange but mine fit with no real problems though it does come darn close to the front crossmember/radiator support stuff. Other than that I like it and would do it again.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||09-14-2003||10:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Howard, didn't you post up some pictures of the install a few months ago?  I keep searching for them but I can't find them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think this is the thread you were looking for:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002287" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=002287</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks Mark!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||09-14-2003||11:31 PM||||i finally got the bolt holes hogged out so it bolts to the turbine housing, but now i see the wastegate and exh holes are WAY off.  if i lay the gasket on the downpipe, there is AT LEAST a quarter inch of metal where it should be open.  it looks like if i trim the gasket to fit the openings in the downpipe, there will be nothing separating the two openings.  if i line up the gasket with the 2 openings, then none of the bolt holes line up, and the top hole will be off the flange.  did i get a lemon?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||09-14-2003||11:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i finally got the bolt holes hogged out so it bolts to the turbine housing, but now i see the wastegate and exh holes are WAY off.  if i lay the gasket on the downpipe, there is AT LEAST a quarter inch of metal where it should be open.  it looks like if i trim the gasket to fit the openings in the downpipe, there will be nothing separating the two openings.  if i line up the gasket with the 2 openings, then none of the bolt holes line up, and the top hole will be off the flange.  did i get a lemon? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ryan (RnR) is local to me (shop is 30 mins away) and pretty much all the sddsm'ers who have the $ get their exhausts, garrett style tubular manifolds, Intercoolers, pipes etc made by Ryan. Like you said he does awesome welds, great bends, etc and Ive only ran into 3 people (including ken inn) that have had problems like this with Ryan's work. <br /><br />He works alone and is extremely busy.. Im not trying to justify his work, just explaining the time situation.<br /><br />A few problems a friend of mine had with Ryan: <br /><br />-When he welded a bov flange to his new IC pipes.. the flange warped, causing his brand new type s to crack in half.<br />-This manifold had some flange issues also:   <img src="http://www.rnrracing.com/ccp5/media/images/category/newman3.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Im not sure if you're flange is off.. which would be weird to come by since its made to line up to the mhi turbine housings. Its weird that the gasket doesn't match up.. try and contact him and Im sure he'll reimburse you along with anything you need.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||09-15-2003||09:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Im not sure if you're flange is off.. which would be weird to come by since its made to line up to the mhi turbine housings. Its weird that the gasket doesn't match up.. try and contact him and Im sure he'll reimburse you along with anything you need. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well, i am DAMN SURE the flange is off.  i spent 2 hours yesterday trying to bolt this bitch up.  using the locating stud, i could get only one other bolt to start.  if i removed it, i could get another bolt to start, but then the one i had started before was off.  forget about the last one, that one would not line up at all.  finally, i removed the pipe, put the gasket on, and i could see why.  the gasket matches PERFECTLY the turbine housing, and the old o2 housing.  this flange is laser cut.  the welds are excellent, and i can see where more space is needed between the wastegate opening and the main one so it CAN be welded.  i am concerned that when the wastegate opens, there will be too much of a blockage, and i will get creep again.  i have been doing this a long time, one of the things i have learned is if you piss off a customer, then they nitpick all kinds of things.  if the pipe went right on, this post would never have happened.  most people dont have an old turbine housing lying around to check the bolt pattern, and most of us do this in our backyard, with hand tools.  i hate lying on my back for long periods of time.   and i dont buy stuff because it is the cheapest.  rnr had a lot of good writeups, that's why i picked them.  i am NOT impressed.<br /><br />ok, the pipe is ON!!.  yipee!  but wait!  now, the rear flange that bolts to the cat DONT FUCKING LINE UP!  it is about 10-15 deg off.  yipee!  now, i get to drop the ENTIRE exhaust, AND cat, since the old cat is WELDED to the catback, and install the new stuff, which i was going to do at a friend's shop on a lift.  fortunetly, this random technologies cat(another piece i am not impressed with) has 360 deg swivel ends, which i hate cause they dont seal, and i should be able to make it work.  i no longer enjoy lying on my back, and with a lift, the exh is a piece of cake.  i feel that since i have ground on the pipe, it is not returnable.  as a comparison, the pipe i removed is a certified, from archer bros, and it fit perfectly.  if i knew beforehand what i have to do to make this work, i would NOT have gotten this pipe.  this pipe goes on my DO NOT BUY list for recommendations.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
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A||||12||Doc_Seuss||ARGH i cant do anything now, i am a moron||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||09-15-2003||01:15 AM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||ok well i am a moron and i want to state that first.<br /><br />Here is the story(granted we were all drinking)..<br /><br />I was playing boomball at my fraternity house(kinda like baseball with a soccer ball and no rules, full contact).  When i was in the field i went to grab the 3rd base(ply wood) and chuck it further into the outfield.  Well when i was holding on to it someone from the other team yanked it from between my hands.  I then quickly found out it has a nail in the bottom of it.<br /><br />I look down and see my hand gushing blood.  I run and try to wash it out.  It kinda stops bleeding so i put some duct tape on it and keep playing.  After about another 2 hours of playing and sobering up my hand it killing me.  I take off the duct tape and see about a 1/2 inch deep cut from near my wrist to in between my pointer finger and thumb.  i can see all types of deep tissue and and some fat cells(i thought it was cool).<br /><br />anyway i figure i should go to the damn hospital as i cant get it closed. everytime i would straighten my hand out the cun would be 1/4 to 1/2 inch wide depending on where it was.  so i grab a handful of paper towels and put them on the shift knob and fly over to the hospital.  I get to the hospital(no waiting in lines) and get right in.  Im like " i dont think it is that bad, i tried using duct tape to stop thje bleeding and it just kept gushing" so they end up telling me that i need stitches, great i think to myself just what i need.<br /><br />Doc comes in give me tons of novacaine(sp) and my whole arm is numb. i thought it was cool, until the last suchure(again sp) where i had complete feeling, ow!<br /><br />i go back to my house and start drinking again, at least beer and wild irish rose helped sooth the pain =]<br /><br />anyway i am left with 14 stitches across the palm of my hand without being able to open my hand all the way.  It sucks i cant brab anything with my right hand(im right handed) and driving is a bitch.  O well at least im used to typing with my left hand =]<br /><br />PICS ARE TO COME!!<br />this sucks<br />dave||128.153.219.64||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-15-2003||01:17 AM||||That sucks.  Hey, at least you were drinking.  Otherwise you wouldn't have thought it was all cool, I'm sure.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||09-15-2003||02:07 AM||||Sweet.  Chicks love scars and all that shit.  I've noticed alot of guys that do work with there hands or are just mechanically inclined find it cool to see there tendons and veins and other stuff.  I cut the top of my thumb all the way across 2 years ago while raccoon hunting last year.  I waited 4 days to go in because I couldn't move my thumb up and hyperextend it.  When I was at the doctor's office I was sitting up and pulling the turniquet tighter for him while he was trying to grab the tendon that I cut.  He said it was 95% cut.  Just hanging on by a thread and couldn't beleive it didn't hurt.  Anyways the nurse got dizzy from me helping out and had to leave the room.  I told him it's like working on a car.  I want to see wtf is going on.  I can't take my car and have it worked on without knowing what there doing.  How can I let you yank on my thumb and expect me not to watch.  He told me that no one has ever done that in his office.  But then again, I pulled my own stitches out when I had my wisdom teeth pulled.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  It felt alot better afterwards.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||09-15-2003||07:00 AM||||Hehe, a few years ago my friend cut my finger off with a machete.  Well, not completely off, but through all the tissue and bone.  Just the skin at the bottom was still connected; it was just dangling off my hand.  My hand was on a fence post that he was going to stick the machete into, and neither of us were looking, so it was sort of on the chopping block... and fucking squirted.  I've never seen so much blood.  But, 3 surgeries, 2 pins, one anchor, and 6 months of physical therapy and it's almost the same.  Just not as flexible, bigger than my thumb, and hurts like a mofo when it's cold out.<br /><br />We were over a mile from his house when it happened, way out in the boonies.  I had to hold it on while we hiked the way back through the woods.  Know what he said when it happened?  "oh shit, my dad is going to kill me."  Bastard just cut my fucking finger off, and he's thinking of his own ass??  I should have said former friend.  What a dick.<br /><br />Good luck on that hand cut.  Palm wounds are the best, as every time you open your hand to grab something it reopens.  Keep rubbing cocoa butter into the scar daily, and it will help it stay flexible and heal better.  The rubbing also promotes better blood flow which aids the healing process.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||09-15-2003||09:27 AM||||Neosporin! Forget that aloe, coco butter and vitamin D crap. And keep a dressing on it. <br /><br />How's the swelling?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  (That was rhetorical: don't answere.) <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||09-15-2003||09:39 AM||||man that sucks<br />hand wounds are the worst||138.89.79.199||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||henrok||09-15-2003||06:44 PM||||now that ur talking about blood, when a kid i used to love to rip my teeth out when they bothered me.  i used to hit it against something solid like some edge ( a door a pipe or something that i could reach the tooth with) then when it became loose id mess with it and yank it out.  i kinda liked to see myself spit blood.  weird.  we all do stupid things as kids huh? lol. another time, my dad got me a bycicle dressed like a motorcross bike so i thought i would put it to the test. i piled up some garbage a wood sheet and made a ramp out of it (as high as myself about four feet bak then). to be  a macho man i put a friend on the bak and jumped it. i slipped in the air and landed on my chin.  filled my tshirt with blood and gave the doctor a run from the needle and stiches. lol||152.163.252.33||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||09-16-2003||01:52 AM||||Hospital? last major cut i had i super glued it and it healed just fine. i don't even have a scar. by the way did you take any pics?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||09-16-2003||02:19 AM||||Super glue was actually developed during the Vietnam war as a field dressing for minor wounds.  They still use it in hospitals, but don't tell you.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   When a cat gets declawed at the vet, they often superglue the end of the cat's "toes" shut.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||mj_rosenfeld||09-16-2003||08:21 PM||||I feel your pain. I once cut the palm of my hand with a paring knife while trying to core a cabbage. Severed the tendon at the base of my thumb. Knew something was wrong when I could see the two ends of the tendon in the cut and my thumb wouldn't move. Hope it heals up OK.<br />Mike R.<br />943/1000||209.41.235.221||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000010||VR6 Eater||09-16-2003||11:14 PM||||Super Glue is a moisture cured urethane.  They use a medical grade now compared to years past.  I always carry some in my tackle box, hunting pack and tool box for emergencies.  Spider webs work well also, but will leave a dark scar.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||09-16-2003||11:26 PM||||spider webs? i had no idea.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000012||VR6 Eater||09-16-2003||11:39 PM||||It's a hillbilly thing.  Take a spiderweb and rub it in your cut and it should seal it up.  The web turns really dark after a while.  Must be from the blood.   But when it heals it will be a dark scar.  I've done it twice and have witnessed it many times hunting.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
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A||||0||boostx||carfax please||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||09-15-2003||09:06 AM||boostx@hotmail.com||can some run a carfax for me please   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
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A||||15||agrabau||World's most powerful engine ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-15-2003||09:23 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||The construction of this is simply amazing. <br /><br />Take a look<br />AL <br /><br /> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.bath.ac.uk/~ccsshb/12cyl/" target="_blank">5 million ft/lbs torque</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-15-2003||09:26 AM||||<img src="http://www.bath.ac.uk/~ccsshb/12cyl/rta96c_crank.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Wonder if anyone is gonna make some adjustable cam gears for that!<br />That was on here a lil while ago cant remeber who posted it.||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||boostx||09-15-2003||09:29 AM||||WOW  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||09-15-2003||09:31 AM||||Turbo that baby!||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||09-15-2003||09:39 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br />It is turbocharged (diesel)<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||09-15-2003||12:00 PM||||That pic brings new meaning to the term "crank walk".||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||psycopyro182||09-15-2003||12:10 PM||||my god... that is a work of art.<br />Can i have one?<br />what will they use it for? or is it just one of those things<br />"hey lets make this because it will be cool!"||204.196.73.124||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000007||MiSTER2||09-15-2003||12:17 PM||||I think if i modify the engine mounts it'll in my engine bay   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||09-15-2003||12:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong> what will they use it for?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a ship (ocean-going) engine.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||ayvr4||09-15-2003||12:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> I think if i modify the engine mounts it'll in my engine bay    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh Hell yeah it will... I just swapped my stock vr4 motor with one of these.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000010||ayvr4||09-15-2003||12:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <br />It is turbocharged (diesel)<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where are the pics of the turbo???<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000011||psycopyro182||09-15-2003||12:52 PM||||yes i would love to see that.<br />i bet its a pretty big turbo.<br />ive seen turbo's off of Turbo Semi's and <br />they all are pretty big to handle the airflow.<br />but the dispacement in this thing is huge. so i bet the turbo has to be pretty large to handle that kinda air flow.||204.196.73.124||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000012||msaskin||09-15-2003||04:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> I think if i modify the engine mounts it'll in my engine bay    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i bet someone can convince the honda kids it's the newest JDM swap to do   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />~matt||24.195.231.90||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000013||Akidosigh1||09-15-2003||07:27 PM||||big turbo   <br /><br /><a href="http://www.mhi.co.jp/tech/pdf/e383/p163.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.mhi.co.jp/tech/pdf/e383/p163.pdf</a>||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000014||drew||09-15-2003||07:45 PM||||I'm kinda skeptical of the figures that this guy posts on his website, considering that the plant this engine was built in is obviously south korean. But it's a work of art nonetheless||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000015||GalantVR41062||09-16-2003||12:28 AM||||That is some big turbos.  7.5 feet tall 7.5 feet wide and 14 feet long.  Produces 109,969CFM @ a 3.5pressure ratio(30-32psi).  And weighs 30,800lbs or 15 tons.  And for all 3 it would provide 329,907cfm, and weigh 45 tons.  I wonder what they torque the head studs to?<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum3/003064.cgi
A||||0||GVR1643||white car under the knife||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||09-15-2003||10:40 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Well the white car went under the knife yesterday...and just in the nick of time.  I quit driving it after fixing one coolant leak only to find the water pump starts leaking.  <br />Good thing because when we pulled the belt cover off, the b/s belt was curled up in the front corner and the front shaft had seized up.  Ate through part of the bearing and had metal in the oil pan.  After removing that and doing the elimination most things went well, other than some stubber brackets that owned us for a while!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br />Didn't even end up with time to do the valve stem seals, or manifold, or turbo, etc....<br />One more reason for removing those damn balance shafts!!||167.142.22.242||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003065.cgi
A||||16||RayH||Drifting Article||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||09-15-2003||01:10 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||<a href="http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/11.10/drifting.html" target="_blank">Driving Sideways Is Encouraged</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||09-15-2003||01:36 PM||||Cool article.  Really long though.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||09-15-2003||05:18 PM||||Great, as if we didn't have enough asshole kids killing themselves drag racing. Now they can do it SIDEWAYS! <br />Believe me, I love watching drift videos, I even went to a drift event (which was amazing) But part of me wishes it would stay out of the mainstream. The wrong sort of people usually take to stuff like this.||64.252.103.9||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||09-15-2003||06:01 PM||||Cool, Driftings mainstream!!!!! I can buy that 240 now and be a trendy asshole. YEAH!!!!!  Good articale though.||4.60.251.60||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||09-15-2003||06:11 PM||||pretty decent article. i have that red muder city devils shirt the guy is wearing in the pic on the first page. i didn't think many people listened to them. <br /><br />yeah i don't want this to go mainstream either. that would suck, especially considering the amount of "super" cars teenager have these days. ie: lancer evolution viii and wrx.  i know that i have drifted my gvr4 without full intention of doing so. (well not as much as i did) and that was pretty scarry but hella fun. and to boot i'm only 17. but neadless to say i haven't since and its been a little under a year since. <br /><br />oh well, i guess we can only watch it grow or fall.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000005||psycopyro182||09-16-2003||04:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> Cool, Driftings mainstream!!!!! I can buy that 240 now and be a trendy asshole. YEAH!!!!!  Good articale though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im acctually looking at getting a 240 as a daily driver, and practice drifter.<br />drifting The galant, only a few days after i first got it. bald tires through a big ass parking lot. scared the sh!t outta me but at the same time made me want to drift more...||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||09-16-2003||08:55 AM||||Yeah, and drifting is not THAT easy even with a RWD car.  I know because I practice on vacant roads in my T/A.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   However there's a fine line between holding the tail and spinning out, damaging your car or hurting someone else.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||udriveu||09-18-2003||09:43 AM||||Ok, now its getting bad. Article about drifting on the front page of today's Wall Street Journal.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||09-18-2003||10:21 AM||||Yeah, just wait until Fast n' Furious 3: Drift Kings comes out.  We just started pre-production.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||09-18-2003||10:28 AM||||i would reccomend that anyone wanting to 'drift', just go to the snowbelt, and practice in a nice big parking lot. when you get the hang of it, and are good at leaving just before the police get there, then go try dirt roads.<br />i'm not kidding when i say its the most fun you can have on a snowy day before work.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||dsmsleeper||09-18-2003||10:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>i'm not kidding when i say its the most fun you can have on a snowy day before work. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree.  I've been late getting to work because those empty snowy parking lots can be very tempting!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||09-18-2003||10:44 AM||||God what a horrible fucking article. Pure filth and utter trash. Why they would mention Tokyo Pop's version of Initial D is beyond me. Anyone who has seen this knows what I am talking about. Horrible translation... HORRIBLE.  <br />This goes hand-in-hand with every other shitty  article about drifting that has ever graced the pages of a poorly written American car magazine. Seems like each year, Car&Driver, Automobile, Road&Track, etc take it upon themselves to baffle their audience with an article about drifting. Or they have their yearly contest to determine who can hold a slide across wet pavement in a high horsepower car. Whoopeeee. They always wonder why it is so popular and how it can capture so much attention. Then they say that America was doing it first with sprint car on dirt tracks. DIRT fucking TRACKS. Maybe I'm out of line because I am an American and I don't like Nascar. There must be something wrong with me since I don't enjoy the pinnacle of motorsports. F1? We don't need no fucking F1. Give me a V8 skinned as a MonteCarlo. Micheal Whomacher? Thank GOD Chevrolet doesn't use Nascar technology in their production cars. They suck bad enough as it is... and Ferrari, why would they use F1 paddle shift in their 355 and 360? Hell, why would they build the F50 and the Enzo using F1 technology? Honestly...<br />I love how they gave drifting instructions in that article. There are so many methods for initiating drift and many more for maintaining it. <br />Why would you even want to drift on American roads anyways? Not like we are a small island country like Japan that is mostly mountain-covered terrain, thus offering kilometer upon kilometer of hairpins and switchbacks...<br />Man, I feel better now.||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||Romanova||09-18-2003||10:49 AM||||It's like trying to explain anime and manga before it got popular. But don't get me started on that one...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000013||agrabau||09-18-2003||11:43 AM||||I thought the article was very well presented. I don't see the beef or the comparison to anything Nascar which is also unrelated to dirt track racing which is also unrelated to drifting as one is a race and the other is a judged event. The whole rant simply left me wanton and befuddled. <br /><br />The author managed to understand how to best initiate a drift, he caught the culture, the dialog and the purpose. I can't see that as anything but cool. <br /><br />Al||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000014||KenGVR4||09-18-2003||07:08 PM||||Especially in a magazine like Wired, which is the last place I'd expect to see an article about drifting.||65.116.191.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000015||MustGoFaster||09-18-2003||10:27 PM||||<a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/videos/oke1.mpeg" target="_blank">Drifto</a> <br />Go have some fun.||63.226.150.45||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000016||7541000||09-18-2003||10:45 PM||||i like nascar cause it is a close competition usually, of course real men make right turns i say and so rally is even closer competion, for some reason i dont like winston cup when they have turn tracks or sprint races whatever. But drifting much like wheelspin is usless so i dont really know what my point is but let me say a 90 degree American intersection is the perfect apex drift turn whatever.<br /><br />sorry, i didnt read my post or pay attention to what i was typing.||12.89.140.130||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes



ubb/Forum3/003066.cgi
A||||2||ayvr4||How Much Boost?  (J/K)||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||09-15-2003||01:16 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Just kidding about the topic!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />But anyway, I have an ad in For Sale..<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002034;p=1#000013" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002034;p=1#000013</a><br /><br />It started me thinking about the jdm vr4 trannys..<br /><br />does anyone know how to get one from japan? or would the price kick my ass?<br /><br />I feel like fast and the furious.. "and overnight parts from Japan if we have to..." LOL<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-15-2003||01:59 PM||||look at rre's site at any of the engine importers and they will have trannys too.<br /> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/4g63motorsearch.htm" target="_blank">RRE 4G63 motor search</a>||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||09-15-2003||02:02 PM||||Thanks||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/003067.cgi
A||||12||akira01||some opinions...||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||09-15-2003||04:14 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||well i have the n/a galant and i made a list of somethings that i would like to get...so just give me your opinions on it and what not...theres still more that i would like to list down but as of now this is all i have...<br /><br />-crower camshafts<br />-crower valve springs<br />-crower connecting rods<br />-mr gaskets complete gasket kits<br />-Arias pistion kits<br />-unorthodox underdrive pulleys<br />-flex-a-lite engine oil cooler<br />-autometer oil pressure 0-100psi<br />-autometer water temp gauge 140-280 degreeF<br />-autometer vacuum 30in Hg<br />-port and polish<br />-proforms stand alone adjustable RPM shift light<br />-nology profire ignition coils<br />-nology spark-plug wires<br />-a-pexi super AFC fuel controler<br />-venom 400 performance control module<br />-custom 2-1/4in catback with universal HKS Hi-Power muffler <br />-A-pexi rev/speed meter<br />-jet performance v-force<br />-optima batter<br />-goodridge g-stop brakeline kits<br />-zex n2o<br />-zex bottle pressure gauge<br />-zex bottle warmer<br />-zex bottle opener<br />-zex nitrous purge kit<br />-4g63t turbo injectors...<br />and some fuel mods and more...so please tell me what you think my list so far is...and if not tell me what you would recomend...thanks...||24.160.237.66||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-15-2003||04:25 PM||||Is that a dream list, or do you have the cash to do that?<br /><br />If you do have the cash for all that, why would you ever want to start with a NA galant?<br /><br />Think bigger if you have the money for that.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||akira01||09-15-2003||05:45 PM||||yea thats for a n/a but its only a dream list....i'm pretty happy with the galant now and i know its not comparable to a vr4 and all but its the only one that i can have now....but like i said its only a dream list...and no i don't have the cash...i just dream like everyone else out there...||148.8.160.70||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||09-15-2003||06:17 PM||||"custom 2-1/4in catback with universal HKS Hi-Power muffler "<br /><br />total waste of money, make it larger.<br /><br />is this a galant gsx? if so, swapping the engine should be at the top of your list. if not looking for a gvr4 should be at the top of the list, unless FF is what you are going for.<br /><br />and don't plan, trust me. just go a long with what you learn. and make sure you spend your time researching.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||09-15-2003||06:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong> "custom 2-1/4in catback with universal HKS Hi-Power muffler "<br /><br />total waste of money, make it larger.<br /><br />is this a galant gsx? if so, swapping the engine should be at the top of your list. if not looking for a gvr4 should be at the top of the list, unless FF is what you are going for.<br /><br />and don't plan, trust me. just go a long with what you learn. and make sure you spend your time researching. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">2.25 is plenty for a N/A engine. We dont want anymore na's running around with 3" pipes headerZ back   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||09-15-2003||06:24 PM||||For a na 4cyl galant I'd recomend using the stock exhaust and installing a high flow cat and muffler.<br /><br />Why go bigger?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||09-15-2003||06:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by akira01:<br /><strong> well i have the n/a galant and i made a list of somethings that i would like to get...so just give me your opinions on it and what not...theres still more that i would like to list down but as of now this is all i have...<br /><br />-crower camshafts<br />-crower valve springs<br />-crower connecting rods<br />-mr gaskets complete gasket kits<br /><br /><strong> Don't bother.  Use stock Mitsu gaskets. </strong><br /><br />-Arias pistion kits<br />-unorthodox underdrive pulleys<br /><br /><strong> There's a debate on whether or not the lack of a damper can cause damage, but anyway, $/hp ratio is way to high to be worth it. </strong><br /><br />-flex-a-lite engine oil cooler<br /><br /><strong> Get an external oil cooler setup off a '90 DSM. </strong><br /><br />-autometer oil pressure 0-100psi<br />-autometer water temp gauge 140-280 degreeF<br />-autometer vacuum 30in Hg<br />-port and polish<br />-proforms stand alone adjustable RPM shift light<br />-nology profire ignition coils<br />-nology spark-plug wires<br /><br /><strong> The stock coils have carried people deep into the 11's, and maybe even faster, so the Nology one's aren't necessary.  NGK 7mm wires (the blue ones) are widely regarded to be the best bang for the buck for wires, and last a heck of a lot longer than the competition. </strong><br /><br />-a-pexi super AFC fuel controler<br />-venom 400 performance control module<br /><br /><strong> Complete waste of money. </strong><br /><br />-custom 2-1/4in catback with universal HKS Hi-Power muffler<br /><br /><strong> See other comments on this thread. </strong><br /><br />-A-pexi rev/speed meter<br /><br /><strong> Complete waste of money. </strong><br /><br />-jet performance v-force<br /><br /><strong> What is this?  A chip?  If so, complete waste of money. </strong><br /><br />-optima batter<br /><br /><strong> Wise choice.  You might also consider an Odyssey batter, also sold under the Hawker and Holley names.  Don't forget to put it in the trunk. </strong><br /><br />-goodridge g-stop brakeline kits<br />-zex n2o<br />-zex bottle pressure gauge<br />-zex bottle warmer<br />-zex bottle opener<br />-zex nitrous purge kit<br /><br /><strong> Personally, I'm biased against nitrous systems, so wouldn't recommend any of the things you just listed.  But, if you really do want nitrous, I would suggest you consider the Python system, the 2000 or something.  Pretty trick setup, with several different modes and settings for different types of driving.  PC or Palm controlled. </strong><br /><br />-4g63t turbo injectors...<br />and some fuel mods and more...so please tell me what you think my list so far is...and if not tell me what you would recomend...thanks... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You would save yourself a lot of time and money in the long run by getting a different car, such as a DSM or GVR4, or swapping the engine into your car, if it's even possible.  I know this isn't really what you wanted to hear, but if you can't afford a faster car now, imagine how long it'll take to you to save up for one if you dropped all that chump change into a NA boat.<br /><br />Just my $0.02; YOMV.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||09-15-2003||09:41 PM||||I would also recommend buying a DSM or finding a GVR4. "Rick R" is selling his GVR4 I beleive.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||akira01||09-16-2003||12:10 AM||||yea i know that buying a gvr4 or dsm would be the way to go but that would be later down the road when i can actually aford one...but thats only a list of what i would like to do...its not like i'm gonna jump on it at anytime soon but its just there to give me a head start on wat i would like to do...but buying a turbo car is not one of them as of now...i was only looking at getting things along the way...and no its not a gsx its a gsr...but i did wish that it was a gsx or vr4...||24.160.237.66||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||09-16-2003||12:41 AM||||sorry i guess i though he was going to go turbo. yeah seriously waste your money, its plenty powerful to get you around now. just drive it like you want. save up and buy yourself a vr4 in couple of years.<br /><br />good luck and be patient||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||09-16-2003||01:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">headerZ  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dont try to steal my east coast slang  terren you post whore!||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||09-16-2003||02:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">headerZ  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dont try to steal my east coast slang  terren you post whore! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hahaha I was seeing if you caught on!!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||09-16-2003||09:32 AM||||Wow, for the price of the nitrous setup and the AFC, you could buy a turbo JDM engine and lose the Fast & Furious appeal of having millions of parts and 3hp.  <br /><br />I just can't imagine spending that much money to run some 15's or 14's.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003068.cgi
A||||7||beavis||so i see an evo at the track||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||09-15-2003||04:27 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i walk up to the guy to find out what he's running.  he blew me off until i told him i had an evo 8 also.  i ask him if he wants to grudge match my galant.  he looks toward my galant and asks, "what you want me to race that nissan?"  i politely informed him that it was no nissan and that it would hand him his ass.  long story short i run 14.1 at 95mph on 11lbs of boost and he goes 14.6  hooray for nissan:)||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||09-15-2003||04:33 PM||||Nice!<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-15-2003||04:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by beavis:<br /><strong> i walk up to the guy to find out what he's running.  he blew me off until i told him i had an evo 8 also.  i ask him if he wants to grudge match my galant.  he looks toward my galant and asks, "what you want me to race that nissan?"  i politely informed him that it was no nissan and that it would hand him his ass.  long story short i run 14.1 at 95mph on 11lbs of boost and he goes 14.6  hooray for nissan:) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what you get for that N/A v6 powered Nissan making fun of the Evo folk  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br />You ever gonna make it back down here sometime? Or do I have to harass you at ROTW again.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-15-2003||05:13 PM||||hahaha. Thats great. Any Evo owner who does not know what a GVR4 is should not own the Evo. Idiots make for good laughs though.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||silly4turbo||09-16-2003||12:01 AM||||and all he could muster is a 14.5 ? I could almost beat that with my stocker which ran a 15 flat ... yea, you should have to take a test before getting an evo .. Q 1 what's a GVR4 ?<br />Q 2 How many different evo models have there been ? Q 3 who makes the evo ?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||09-16-2003||12:05 AM||||Jerk!  And to mention you politely told him what was going to happen.  This gave me a good laugh..||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||09-16-2003||10:30 AM||||Here is a good one for ya'll.<br /><br />Brand new EVO at the track. Guy is about as cockie as it gets. No way he knows what the VR-4 is. Just the way he talked about his special built 4G63 engine that makes 350 HP but they under rated it from the factory so they can sell it in the states.<br /><br />Anyway it's a busy day at the track and after standing in the staging lanes for over 2 hours he finaly lines up at the tree. He hits the manual intercooler sprayer and gets on the gas and holds it at a high rpm. (mind the other guy haven't even staged yet)<br />The safety marshal slowly walks over to the guy, knocks on his window and says. Your car is leaking something. He goes I know I'm spraying my intercooler. Safety marshal: Back up and get a fuck out of here.<br /><br />So, entry fee $25.00<br />5 gallons of race gas $35.00<br />waiting in the staging laes 2 hours<br />Being stupid:  Priceless!<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||curtis||09-16-2003||11:58 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  laughter||65.144.153.197||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003069.cgi
A||||4||SRT2477||what were the options||||5||||SRT2477||00002310
Z||000000||SRT2477||09-15-2003||07:08 PM||||on HERTZ page you can see how many of each color where imported it list several diferent option groups what where they i guess the sun roof is one? <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/count.asp" target="_blank">www.3-points.com/rhertz/count.asp</a>||24.104.32.152||reg||5||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-16-2003||01:35 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001686#000037" target="_blank">Sunroof vs. Option Code</a> <br /><br />Well the options were moonroof/sunroof and cd player.  That's 3 permutations (both options, just sunroof, just cd).  Then you have California cars vs. Federal cars.  That makes six.  That would work for '91.  Looks like A7* codes are sunroof and A8* are non-sunroof.  Not sure what's up with '92 codes -- maybe cd player was stock in '92 -- because there are only 4 permutations.<br /><br />Dave (Iceman) would probably have our best definitive answer.<br /><br />If anyone hasn't already, you should post the last 8 digits of your VIN and your options/color/badge# to help fill out the list.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||09-16-2003||01:45 PM||||According to Mitsubishi brochure: 1991 Galant Product Supplement<br />Galanat VR-4: <br />Optional Features<br />-ETR AM stereo/FM stero cassette with graphic equalizer, six speakers and auxiliary jack for portable compact disc player<br />-ETR AM stereo/FM stereo cassette with compact disc player and six speakers<br />-Power sliding glass sunroof with itegral sliding sunshade||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-16-2003||02:11 PM||||Ah, I get it...<br /><br />The <a href="http://www.mofugas.com/images/92press08a.jpg" target="_blank">'92 press release information</a> shows the cassette EQ as stock.  So in '91 the EQ/input jack was an option, as well as the CD player.In '92 the EQ/input was part of the stock offering.<br /><br />Three options in '91, two options in '92.  There's a bunch of posts misinforming "only two options" in the archives.  Humm..<br /><br />This is, of course, clarified on <a href="http://www.dsm.org/cars/galant.htm" target="_blank">DSM.org</a> where we send all the newbies.<br /><br />As Harry would say, "just another reason why 92's are better."     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />So, to correct my previous assumptions, the trim code doesn't reflect CA/federal.  Why would it?  Duh.<br /><br />To <b>guess</b> some more: in '91<br />A70 is sunroof, stock radio<br />A71 is sunroof, EQ/input<br />A74 is sunroof, CD<br />A80 is stock (no sunroof)<br />A87 is EQ/input (no sunroof)<br />A88 is CD (no sunroof)<br /><br />'92<br />A71 is sunroof, stock radio (EQ/input)<br />A72 is sunroof, CD<br />A81 is CD (no sunroof)<br />A87 is stock (EQ/input, no sunroof)<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/count.asp" target="_blank">The page we're discussing</a><br /><br />Anyone able to confirm any of these?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||SRT2477||09-16-2003||02:40 PM||||where do you want us to post lats 8 info <br />thank for the help||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes



ubb/Forum3/003070.cgi
A||||5||slvrblt||my JDM tranny is USDM||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||09-15-2003||09:10 PM||||I bought a "JDM" tranny from Rising Sun Engines a few months ago and I recently stumbled upon a VIN list of USDM and JDM tranny codes (the list has been posted on here a few times). Come to find out my tranny is domestic. I was sold a JDM tranny with an assumed mileage on it. I feel that an American tranny with absolutely unknown mileage is worth much less. <br /><br />Mike at RSE has replaced 1 transmission for me when something expelled itself through the case and was very helpful, so I would feel bad crying about this to them.<br /><br />Should I call and bitch anyway ?<br /><br />My tranny VIN is W5M332NQBK______<br /><br />Here is the info I have:<br /><br />US TEL 1G 3/89 - 6/90 (shift link) -&gt; w5m332npzs<br />US TEL 1G 6/90 - 2/94 -&gt; w5m332npxv<br />US TEL 2G 3/94 - 6/96 -&gt; w5m332npzt<br />US TEL 2G 7/96 and up -&gt; w5m332muzt<br /><br /><b>US spec GVR4 to 4/92 -&gt; w5m332nqbk</b><br />US spec GVR4 5/92 and up -&gt; w5m332nqbm<br /><br />US Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 6/89-5/90 -&gt; w5m312vqzh<br />US Galant GSX AWD non-turbo 6/90-5/92 -&gt; w5m312vqbk||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-15-2003||09:13 PM||||Hell ya call them and bitch. You should get what you pay for man.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||09-15-2003||09:35 PM||||Is there a price difference between JDM and USDM of similar mileage?||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||09-15-2003||09:46 PM||||Not that I know of.<br /><br />My big problem is that they sold me a USDM tranny while they advertised it as a JDM tranny with an expected 30-50k miles and shortly after it was installed it developed a slight grind in 3rd gear which has only gotten worse. Now I just dont use 3rd except when I go to  the track.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||teet||09-16-2003||01:39 PM||||it could very well be a JDM tranny.  the numbers only tell you what final drive/gearing/type of tranny they are...not where the trannies were introduced into the market.<br /><br />john||134.134.136.3||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||09-16-2003||01:46 PM||||I got the same numbered tranny when I bought a JDM driveline. <a href="http://www.noyanusa.com" target="_blank">www.noyanusa.com</a> is where it came from. I picked it up, and they were unloading a container from Japan (their own container). I asked, and was told the man that owns noyan here also owns the containers that motors are shipped in and the salvage yards in Japan where they are procured. So, he is making money at every point.<br />Motor was $1250 plus $100 for trans/transfer case, and I got to pick it out (they had about 40 in stock). No sales tax or delivery fees. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum3/003071.cgi
A||||8||drew||If it ain't a Type-R, it ain't a tight car||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||09-15-2003||09:36 PM||||<a href="http://www.jexoticar.com/www_docs/Jexoticasite/soundandvideo/TypeRsong.mp3" target="_blank">http://www.jexoticar.com/www_docs/Jexoticasite/soundandvideo/TypeRsong.mp3</a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||09-15-2003||10:07 PM||||ummm...is that for real?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||199of2k||09-15-2003||10:09 PM||||I died just a little listening to that||68.9.131.202||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000003||Gvr4-330||09-15-2003||10:23 PM||||This almost sounds like those gotrice songs...  Those are funny<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.213||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||09-15-2003||11:55 PM||||WOW!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||09-16-2003||12:19 AM||||That brings new meaning to, "Are you high?  Whatever your smokin' I want some."||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||09-16-2003||01:35 AM||||Thats pretty funny.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||psycopyro182||09-16-2003||04:10 AM||||haha this is funny as hell.<br />well i guess this proves that all of our galants are inferior. (yeah right)||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000008||14bCrazy||09-16-2003||08:56 AM||||Makes me feel bad for owning my Honda!!!||162.84.82.240||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum3/003072.cgi
A||||14||stevevr4||new owner of #167||||1||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||09-16-2003||08:45 AM||stever321@yahoo.com||me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   pics soon||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||09-16-2003||11:17 AM||||Welcome.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-16-2003||01:10 PM||||No man is complete until he owns a VR-4...  then he's <i>finished</i>.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||09-17-2003||09:51 AM||||<img src="http://dsmetc.com/forum/attachment.php?s=&postid=46705" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://dsmetc.com/forum/attachment.php?s=&postid=46708" alt=" - " />||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||miturra||09-17-2003||10:15 AM||||Right on!||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000005||crucible||09-17-2003||10:29 AM||||Fish on!||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||09-17-2003||11:16 PM||||pics...no worky||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||09-17-2003||11:51 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1350" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Sorry....I had to.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||91 #680||09-18-2003||12:48 AM||||lmao!!!<br /><br /><br />welcome Steve.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000009||#1459 VR-4||09-18-2003||08:40 PM||||Free image hosting if you need it: <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp</a><br /><br />Welcome and it's about time you parked that Escort.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||09-19-2003||08:30 AM||||hahha thanks northern.  Don't know WTF is wrong with my normal image server... I'll take a look at the link you left me.||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||stevevr4||09-19-2003||08:34 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1352" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1352&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1353" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1353&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1354" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1354&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000012||SteveHebert||09-19-2003||09:04 PM||||VRRRRY nice - is it stock?||24.151.137.45||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000013||hecdws||09-19-2003||09:14 PM||||damn another green one. very clean looking car.<br /><br />later hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000014||stevevr4||09-23-2003||09:22 AM||||thanks yeah its all stock aside from 2.5" buschur turbo back.<br /><br />coming soon, boost gauge, joe p mbc, 2g exh manifold . . . . .||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum3/003073.cgi
A||||4||akira01||is anyone...||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||09-16-2003||10:10 AM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||hey there well i just installed a system in my car and was wondering if anyone else has one...well i was just wondering how you guys did your wiring and all cuz it took me awhile to do mines because the seats in the back didn't fold down so i had to find a way to do that and it took forever but i finally did it...another question is how did you run the wire to the battery...mines is just looking ghetto right now and i want to know if theres like any holes in the fire wall that you can run it through...thanks...||148.8.151.78||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||09-16-2003||10:30 AM||||if you remove the right front wheel, remove the liner, and there is a rubber plug, in the upper corner of the back part.  remove this plug, you can almost get your arm in thru the hole.  the hole comes out right above the ecu.  i ran my cable thru there when i put the battery in the trunk.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-16-2003||01:12 PM||||The seats may not fold down, but they do remove very easily.  The bottom clips in, the top has 2 bolts (under the bottom seat)||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||akira01||09-16-2003||10:51 PM||||thanks i'll try that....||24.160.237.66||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||09-17-2003||02:42 AM||||Yea I pulled the rear seat and carpet out to ran 2 8 gauge wires 4 rca cables down the stock wire or trunk release cable don't remember to well it was over 6 months ago but came out awesome. Oh and the second 8 gauge was not for a second amp it was the fuel pump,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   my battery to fuel pump wires are definately not a problem any more.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    I love over kill.||65.177.240.129||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/003074.cgi
A||||4||silly4turbo||intercooler piping idea ?||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||09-16-2003||12:15 PM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||this maybe a stupid idea, but what the heck ... has anyone bought aluminum piping and one of the hand held bender tools, and made custom pipes that way ? I don't know what the name of that tool is, but you can get it from just about any hardware store ... just an idea... you could then just get a BOV flange and have an exhaust shop weld it on .... good or bad idea ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-16-2003||12:41 PM||||That is a good ideal.  You can even use the pre made press bent exhaust parts found at any car parts store.  It won't be powder coated or anything, but it will work.<br /><br />I've driven a turbo car that had IC pipes made like this.  You will get the over all effect and get a huge upgrade over stock.<br /><br />Just try and find the best price for the BOV flange.  You could even reuse your old one if you don't need to keep the stock pipe.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||09-16-2003||01:10 PM||||i can make aluminum 1g BOV and throttle body flanges. Price depends on how many you want and what thickness you want but they aren't too expensive. Remember they are going to warp more the thinner they are. Also depends on the skill of you welder. The thicker they start the less they warp and it makes them easier to machine flat after welding is done.||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||09-16-2003||01:37 PM||||cool, I'm trying to fab up the turbo to intercooler pipes this weekend since it seems easier, then try the other half of the pipe system, so pivvy, I may take you up on that offer once I get to that point   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   and it helps to have brother in law that works at a plating facility||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||09-16-2003||02:24 PM||||sounds good. Just give me plenty of time as I can't always make them right away.||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003075.cgi
A||||6||RayH||Federalizing Porsche 959||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||09-16-2003||01:20 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||�Dean went to EPA, NHTSA and all the major manufacturers, to keep everyone happy. We formulated a law�that if 500 or fewer cars were produced, if they weren�t currently produced, if they were never U.S.-legal, and if they were rare�you could import them without having to pass DOT standards. As long as they met EPA standards and were driven no more than 2500 miles per year, they�d be legal.�<br /><br /><a href="http://www.autoweek.com/cat_content.mv?port_code=autoweek&cat_code=coverstory&loc_code=index&content_code=09282484" target="_blank">Federalizing Porsche 959</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-16-2003||01:37 PM||||I like how Bill Gates was willing to buy 5 for crash testing.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm even more impressed that the import shop is bumping up to 600hp to compensate for the emissions restrictions.  Of course, by the time you're all set to drive it around, you could've paid $200K more to have an Enzo.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||admsr||09-16-2003||01:55 PM||||Damn, that article was good. Persistence and "know-How" are true virtues!!!<br /><br />I wish we could get numbers like that out of a GVR4........then again, if I had $85,000 to kick around, I'm sure I could get my GVR4 to run 8's. .and still use it to drive 70 miles to work every morning.<br /><br />.......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />What would you guys do to your GVR4 if you were given $85,000 (money to upgrade your ride only)?||134.65.2.117||reg||10||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||09-16-2003||04:43 PM||||bill gates crackes me up.  he got married in hawaii, on the island of molokai, which is fairly remote.  he also booked ALL the available helicopters so no paparazzi could get them to take sneak pictures.  pissed everybody off.  lmao||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||09-18-2003||02:07 AM||||Thats funny (Gates's wedding).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||09-18-2003||12:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Thats funny (Gates's wedding). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He probably would have downloaded in her inbox, if his 3.5" wasn't a floppy.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||09-18-2003||02:02 PM||||Good article. Mitsubishi made less than 500 Zero Fighter Lancers. Someone should give it a try.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003076.cgi
A||||7||gvr4ever||DSMotersports||||14||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-16-2003||01:46 PM||||I ordered my high flow cat late last Wednesday.  When I came back from the weekend I had a email with the tracking number and today the high flow cat was on my front porch.<br /><br />Me happy.  I doesn't work much smoother then that.||205.242.228.31||reg||14||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||09-16-2003||09:31 PM||||yay<br />(i work there  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )||138.89.79.199||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||09-16-2003||09:47 PM||||When you get it installed, let us know how well the swivel flanges fit and seal.  I have to purchase a cat sometime within a month for my friendly Texas emmisions test.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-16-2003||09:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> When you get it installed, let us know how well the swivel flanges fit and seal.  I have to purchase a cat sometime within a month for my friendly Texas emmisions test. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well it is a bitch to lign them up.  I have a exhaust leak, BUT I reused my current gaskets.  I am going to get new gaskets and new bolts and try again tomorrow night.  Other then that, I am happy with it.  It seems to be a good quality product. The price is good.  It was 149.xx shipped.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-16-2003||10:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> When you get it installed, let us know how well the swivel flanges fit and seal.  I have to purchase a cat sometime within a month for my friendly Texas emmisions test. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You moving to Texas?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||09-16-2003||11:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dan D:<br /><strong> When you get it installed, let us know how well the swivel flanges fit and seal.  I have to purchase a cat sometime within a month for my friendly Texas emmisions test. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've posted this before, but the AHP high flow cat is &lt; $100 and has non swivel flanges that bolt up fine and seal better.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||09-17-2003||12:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You moving to Texas?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes sir.<br /><br />see here:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003029#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003029#000000</a>||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||09-17-2003||09:39 PM||||Well I fixed my exhaust leak.  It was 100% my fault.  One of the gaskets I used was too far gone.  A new one fixed it all up.<br /><br />I am happy with the results.  It didn't quiet my exhaust as much as I thought it would, but it knocked it down a notch.  It is much less ANOYING.  CAUSE PEOPLE DON'T LIKE IT WHEN YOU SCREAM DOWN THE ROAD.  Also, I can hear my stereo a lot better.  That is one of the main reasons I wanted a high flow cat.  I installed a nice stereo, but the exhaust note was too loud to enjoy the tunes.  I have to pass emissions in December too, so it was a win win kind of thing.<br /><br />Performance gain/loss:  Faster spoolup, very little loss on top end.  <br /><br />Now I just need that FPR.....<br /><br />I want to add that I think that VCS high flow cat is a carsound (the best flowing) cause it has 9400 stamped on it.  A carsound PN.  This is what I wanted in the first place.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003077.cgi
A||||1||V8EATER||FUEL INJECTOR INFO||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||09-16-2003||04:24 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||"I looked for the guys email, but can�t find it.  Just ask somebody on one of the lists you have joined about the injector clinic guy that modifies the holley/msd v8 style injectors to work in a DSM fuel rail.  I�m sure someone can point you right to him."  <br /><br />any body know this guy's number?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-16-2003||09:43 PM||||<a href="http://www.fuelinjectorclinic.com/" target="_blank">http://www.fuelinjectorclinic.com/</a>||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003078.cgi
A||||32||SRT2477||my cars info Hertz||||1||||SRT2477||00002310
Z||000000||SRT2477||09-16-2003||04:48 PM||||NZ007522<br />SUN ROOF / CD<br />KENSINGTON GREY<br />107/1000||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-16-2003||09:41 PM||||I don't actually have the list, but hopefully Iceman will see this.<br /><br />Thanks though, sounds like a nice car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.74.189||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||09-17-2003||09:43 AM||||I see it, I see it!  Thanks.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||SRT2477||09-18-2003||12:11 PM||||thanks guys <br />where is the list posted||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-18-2003||03:38 PM||||MMSA, I presume.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||09-18-2003||04:54 PM||||It's on my PC harddrive, not posted anywhere.  I have names and other info on some versions of the list, so I assume many don't want it publicized.  <br /><br />I currently have about 150 vin/#### matches.  Don't forsee ever getting to a reasonably useful number unless more contribute info to the cause.  It would be cool to have closer to 1 or 2 thousand someday so it becomes useful for ID purposes.  I do have a list of all the VINs ever imported, that is what I reference.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||SRT2477||09-18-2003||04:59 PM||||well thank you for puting me on the list <br />I help mang. a Mitsu. store so if theres anything you think I can help with let me know||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||09-18-2003||09:26 PM||||What is this list you guys speak of ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||09-19-2003||09:37 AM||||I was able to get a list of all the VR4s imported to the US (because the list was created for the transfer case recall).  I correlate the VINs to vehicle numbers such as 855/2000, etc. whenever I can find them or someone gives me one.  There is no other existing correlation that has been found.  That's what the list is.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||Tevenor||09-19-2003||09:48 AM||||Well this is cool. I have 108/1000 and its identical. Sunroof, cd, and Kensington Grey.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||09-19-2003||09:52 AM||||he needs the last few numbers of your VIN# too||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||stevevr4||09-19-2003||11:07 AM||||iceman heres my info<br /><br />1991 # 167<br />mz012187<br />dk green (don't know the official color!)<br />sunroof, no cd...||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000012||SRT2477||09-19-2003||11:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tevenor:<br /><strong> Well this is cool. I have 108/1000 and its identical. Sunroof, cd, and Kensington Grey. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">did you just buy it or are you the one selling it I was trying to get my friend to buy that car||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000013||Tevenor||09-19-2003||01:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SRT2477:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tevenor:<br /><strong> Well this is cool. I have 108/1000 and its identical. Sunroof, cd, and Kensington Grey. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">did you just buy it or are you the one selling it I was trying to get my friend to buy that car </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Was selling. Not anymore.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000014||slvrblt||09-19-2003||01:19 PM||||I'll contribute<br /><br /><br />556/2000 (91)<br />Nile Black<br />No sunroof +CD (EDIT)<br />MZ008892||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000015||spoulson||09-19-2003||01:28 PM||||Here's mine.<br /><br />1991 white w/ sunroof, no CD<br />MZ010547<br />#275 / 1000||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000016||GVR1643||09-19-2003||02:42 PM||||Mods, maybe there could be a sticky or something here that could have a place for new(er) owners to list their information for David.||167.142.22.208||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000017||iceman69510||09-22-2003||02:27 PM||||Thanks to those who just posted numbers.  Every little bit helps.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000018||geoff@machv||09-22-2003||04:47 PM||||Here's my info....<br /><br /><br />974/1000<br />Belize Green<br />NZ007744<br /><br />Geoff||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000019||SRT2477||10-01-2003||03:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SRT2477:<br /><strong> NZ007522<br />SUN ROOF / CD<br />nile black<br />107/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ICE MAN my car it not kensington grey its nile black sorry about the mix up||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000020||4drwhore||10-01-2003||03:47 PM||||Whats the deal about the transfer case recall? Does that mean if I still have the stock transfer case that came w/ the car I can take it up to mitsu and say give me a new one for free? <br /><br />Nile green<br />1955/2000<br />no cd/no sunroof<br />mz008708||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000021||GVR-4||10-01-2003||05:42 PM||||He' go:<br /><br />NZ007280<br />77/1000<br />belize green<br />CD player and sunroof<br /><br />Dave Peter||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000022||91GVR4||10-01-2003||05:49 PM||||Here is one more for the record<br /><br />1991<br />Beleze Green<br />no sunroof/no cd?<br />1773/2000<br />MZ012220||12.65.108.180||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000023||iceman69510||10-01-2003||05:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Whats the deal about the transfer case recall? Does that mean if I still have the stock transfer case that came w/ the car I can take it up to mitsu and say give me a new one for free? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If the recall is open on your car, it means you can have it inspected.  If it leaks, you probably get a new yoke.  If it is OK, nothing.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000024||iceman69510||10-01-2003||06:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SRT2477:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SRT2477:<br /><strong> NZ007522<br />SUN ROOF / CD<br />nile black<br />107/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ICE MAN my car it not kensington grey its nile black sorry about the mix up </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I knew that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000025||CKA||10-02-2003||04:44 AM||||One more for ya Dave.<br /><br />980/1000<br />Nile Black<br />sunroof/cd<br />NZ010725||66.84.245.180||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000026||Family4Door||10-02-2003||05:33 AM||||Here ya go...<br />1143/2000<br />Summit White<br />No CD, Sunroof<br />MZ009179<br /><br />Also I had a 92 summit white but the xxxx/1000 badge was gone when I got it. So there is a least one with out a badge.||12.238.249.145||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000027||Dsmman||10-03-2003||03:20 PM||||#63/1000<br />Green||151.197.189.168||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000028||Doc_Seuss||10-03-2003||04:10 PM||||1124/2000<br />belize green <br />sunroof<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000029||psycopyro182||10-03-2003||09:20 PM||||1992<br />620/1000<br />belize green<br />sunroof<br /><br />give me a few days and i will get that vin for you.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000030||ekschulz||10-03-2003||09:26 PM||||#503/1000<br />Kensington Grey<br />No sunroof, CD<br />NZ010325||66.93.40.47||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000031||iceman69510||10-05-2003||12:20 AM||||I appreciate the input guys, but for those couple of you just above this, I need the last of the VIN with the number like ekschulz provided it to actually complete the correlations.  So, please edit your posts and add.<br /><br />Thanks.||65.73.152.122||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000032||bleck||10-06-2003||11:27 PM||||Hey Iceman, <br /><br />92 Belize Green<br />#135/1000<br />NZ007379<br />Sunroof, CD<br /><br />Sean||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003079.cgi
A||||0||ayvr4||last tranny Q from me||||7||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||09-16-2003||05:15 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||is this the oem part # for our tranny?<br /><br />MD772225<br /><br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||7||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/003080.cgi
A||||14||agrabau||Bimmubishi Exhasted||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-16-2003||11:01 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||This is a pretty funny one. It seems like the spirit of the Galant is stuck in the BmW somehow. <br /><br />I did a latenight shift at the shop building a 3 inch exhaust for my car. It came out awesome especially given the clearance problems. The downpipe was japan-style with pie slices all welded together to manage some tight bends. <br /><br />I left the shop and was so happy cause my car was quiet and manageable. I met my girlfriend for dinner and gave her the first ride in the car. She really liked it. <br /><br />Until I hit a 6 inch deep pothole<br /><br />and ripped my new downpipe clean off in one massive impact. Back to the drawing board.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||09-16-2003||11:04 PM||||pics<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.79.199||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||09-16-2003||11:23 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Holy crap!  I'd be pissed!<br /><br />Yeah, pics would be nice.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||09-16-2003||11:53 PM||||You did put in a  <b>flex section</b> , right?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||09-17-2003||06:52 AM||||"Flex Section" ?<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />we didn't but I don't think that'd have saved anything. I wish i had just in case.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||09-17-2003||09:42 AM||||Shouldn't really need a flex section with it converted to RWD, should you?  The engine motion is not the same.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||09-17-2003||10:23 AM||||Made a downpipe?  You mean someone doesn't make a bolt-on dp for a 4g63 powered bmw 318?  What has the aftermarket world come to   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||09-17-2003||11:14 AM||||I asked at autozone <br /><br />-"what car sir"<br /><br />"Bimmubishi" <br /><br />-"What year"<br /><br />"1991"<br /><br />-"Sorry, temporarily out of stock"<br /><br />"Can you search under mitsubimmer?" <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||09-17-2003||11:16 AM||||Iceman, the motion is different. That's what we figured it's side to side rock and it's not more than an inch so I'm probably fine without.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||jayru||09-17-2003||11:20 AM||||Im just curious, i havent followed your buildup of the beemer. what kind of tranny did you use to make it RWD?||24.238.71.184||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000010||MustGoFaster||09-17-2003||12:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I asked at autozone <br /><br />-"what car sir"<br /><br />"Bimmubishi" <br /><br />-"What year"<br /><br />"1991"<br /><br />-"Sorry, temporarily out of stock"<br /><br />"Can you search under mitsubimmer?" <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO||63.226.150.45||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000011||mixx2001||09-17-2003||05:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> pics<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Screw pics!  I want to see vids.  Four gear burnouts are nice.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||09-17-2003||08:31 PM||||New exhaust is on. Man that was hard. Okay. Video this weekend. (if nothing else wants to break) <br /><br />It's a mighty max tranny Jay RU<br /><br />Pics are at <br /><br /><a href="http://www.dentsport.com/e30web" target="_blank">www.dentsport.com/e30web</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dentsport.com/e30web2" target="_blank">www.dentsport.com/e30web2</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dentsport.com/e30web3" target="_blank">www.dentsport.com/e30web3</a>   But no finished pics. I bought that HKS intercooler off Ebay. I hope it comes close to fitting.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||psycopyro182||09-17-2003||09:21 PM||||that is the most badass engine swap ive ever seen<br />i love bmw's and i love the 4g63, now seeing them togather like that. ohh it just makes me smile||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||09-18-2003||03:39 AM||||Wow Alex, what a run this car has given you.  A broken wing on a maiden voyage... that sucks.  Your unwaivering spirit on this project is to be commended.  I'd like to see pics of your jdm style exhaust too.||69.59.219.251||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003081.cgi
A||||10||jonvr4||Full-Race Motorsports?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-17-2003||12:04 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||anyone heard of these guys? they have some really impressive looking manifolds. Check it out. their site is full-race.com<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1343" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1343&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1344" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1344&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1345" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1345&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />This is a comparisson of their extruded stainless steel vs. all of the other brands stainless. their product is on the right.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-17-2003||09:36 AM||||those are some fine looking X's||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||09-17-2003||10:31 AM||||hehe, we've had some lively header discussions in the past, although I don't know if anyone's mentioned that particular one.  <br /><br />Dale, did you just run that 10.2 on a 2G or Evo factory manifold?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||09-18-2003||12:50 AM||||damn i guess no one has heard of these guys. they ask a pretty penny for being a somewhat unknown company.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||gixxer||09-18-2003||01:05 AM||||its funny you should mention him<br /><br />i'm going to school down here at ASU in tempe, AZ.  and i signed up for the Society of Automotive Engineers team so i could help build the F1 cart.  i was looking at a team roster and saw that the engine builder was named Geoff and it gave his email addy. so i emailed him asking specifically what motors they use.  he responded, told me they use CBR600 F3 motors, built, sleeved, fuel injected and best of all turbo'd!  he also said he works at this shop called Full-Race not far from here at all and told me to come by and check it out. real nice guy.  there is at least one HUGE thread on tooners about him.<br />    i then talked to my friends back home in minnesota about the whole SAE thing and about Full-Race and they then informed me that one of the guys i know back home Dave, who also fabricates mucho car stuff  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.supertmotorsports.com/index2.html" target="_blank">http://www.supertmotorsports.com/index2.html</a><br /><br />he has a 93 toyota truck, with a 2jz in it, putting down 655hp and running mid 10s@137, it still has a lot left in it as well.<br /><br />but anyways Dave and Geoff got "into" it on hondatech because Dave was selling his very nice manifolds for a good chunk cheaper than Geoff.  and they went back and forth arguing about quality and stuff, and since Geoff knows the HT mods pretty well i guess he got dave banned.<br />both of them make a very quality product though for sure.  go dig up that thread on tooners, lots of good info in it.||209.86.24.4||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||09-18-2003||02:15 AM||||I know Geoff at Full-Race - honda guys swear by the manifolds. I dunno if any DSMers run them, though. A friend had a t4 full race manifold and the quality was absolutely awesome. Dunno how well it flows over stock etc etc...||12.216.101.136||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||09-18-2003||12:45 PM||||From what I understand, there's no point in investing a ton of money into a Tubular mani like that.  A ported 2G flows as well as a EVO mani, and it's a straight shot into the turbo.  With the increased thermal efficiency of the cast mani, why bother?  And I see they use a much thicker gauge steel, but aren't tubular mani's more prone to cracking.  There are flanges to adapt our mani's to Garrett's so theres no problem there.  <br /><br />I can see why a Honda guy would look into one, because there aren't really any well designed cast mani's for their cars that I'm aware of.  Generally a tubular mani is designed for cars where there's no good cast mani available, or for custom turbo aplications where the Exhaust manifold flange does not match the turbine flange.  These custom fab shops can't just whip up a decent cast mani, but they can weld up a decent tubular one.  <br /><br />Not to say tubular manis are bad.  Just, why spend all that money, when you could buy a couple cheap cast manifolds, and have a spare.  Just my .02||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||CCDSM69||09-18-2003||03:39 PM||||I don't like the look of those...If you want good quality and something that looks clean look into getting one of these. (the dsm ones are set up a little different so that you can keep Ac and Power steering in the car)<br />  <img src="http://www.sfp.net/images/products/turb_man.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />I might throw one of these badboys in my car. The manifolds are made by a company called  <a href="http://www.sfp.net" target="_blank">South Florida Performance</a>  (fastest street legal civic in the US) They just had a 2G eclipse running their complete set up make close to 500hp and are helping me to make my car the 400hp beast I want. I swear by all their products and so do they. Most companies sell you their custom products and will only warentee it for like 90 days or so, at most a year. These guys warentee their manifolds for a full 3 years. You should definately check it out if you're in the market for a manifold make sure to talk to Scott he's their DSM pro over there  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Granted its not a galant but here's how clean it looks in Scott's 400hp civic hatch.<br />  <img src="http://www.jdmuniverse.com/forums/feature/topfuelek4/9b.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000008||14bCrazy||09-18-2003||04:11 PM||||The fastest street legal honda is Jason Hunt's CRX 9.8 in the quarter. He from Maryland. As far a tubular mani they will crack. Like someone else said didn't dude that went 10.2 in the Galant use a cast mani. Why spend the money on one of those unless you just like the way it looks.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000009||Akidosigh1||09-18-2003||06:42 PM||||yeah, i saw jason hunt in a couple weeks ago at the idrc - imstar races at MIR, he was tehre for the midnight madness 2 days before but he wasn't driving his CRX... didn't he used to race his CRX at capitol raceway all the time? cause i remember seeing on fridays last summer that was in the 10s.. maybe 9s by now but not sure if its him||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000010||14bCrazy||09-18-2003||06:47 PM||||Its him he went 9.8's last year at the IDRC race at Maplegroove the win(get this) quick class in a street car. Ive known him for years. He now also has a civic coupe that runs inthe low 10's.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum3/003082.cgi
A||||14||Team Ducktape||Rice?||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||09-17-2003||12:56 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I'm not an expert on Rice, but ummm Well if you don't know what rice is, this is as close as you can get...<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.lambo.ca/cgi-bin/album2.pl?album=Extreme%20Civic" target="_blank">http://www.lambo.ca/cgi-bin/album2.pl?album=Extreme%20Civic</a>||65.31.189.216||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||09-17-2003||01:00 AM||||its for sale on Ebay, id give the link but dont care enough to go find it...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||09-17-2003||01:02 AM||||suddenly shit don't look so bad.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||09-17-2003||01:02 AM||||And here is the explaination on the hood....<br /><br /><br />"Correction:  Note that blower is a "hilborn" scoop and this scoop is fully functional as a "hood scoop".   The flaps are attached via cable to the throttle body cable. During full throttle, the flaps are fully engaged. A flexible tubing is attached to the AEM intake which in turn is attached to the Aluminium base plate of the hilborn scoop. Also inside the scoop there is an air filter which came with the scoop. Because of the SS hood scoop already attached to my hood, I do have more room to play with. Also the base plate is attached to the hood with reinforcement bars. This has added more weight on the hood but I did notice a vacuum like effect when throttle is fully engaged. I don't really know why but it feel nice. For more info. please email me."||65.31.189.216||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||09-17-2003||01:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> its for sale on Ebay, id give the link but dont care enough to go find it... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And you are correct, I couldn't believe it; for only 10,000 as of 9-16, place you bids YO!!!!!..........<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432738433" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432738433</a><br /><br /><br />P.S. keep the "Oh if he likes it, and it it's his car bla bla crap, this car says rice simply becasue of the illusion of being fast.......||65.31.189.216||reg||6||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||09-17-2003||01:20 AM||||excuse me while i go........<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1347" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1347&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.227.217.23||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||09-17-2003||01:32 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1348" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1348&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.31.189.216||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||09-17-2003||12:19 PM||||Those rims would look slick on my car.<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||psycopyro182||09-17-2003||12:41 PM||||ok, im am going to get up and vomit all over the floor because i cant hold it in anymore.<br />uuggghhhaaahhhh.<br />that is the uglyest thing ive ever seen.||204.196.73.122||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||09-17-2003||12:59 PM||||Well, you could convert that thing to run on the rail road cause it comes with a cow thrower   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Run the train system during the week and do car showes on the weekend.||12.34.246.5||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||09-17-2003||04:40 PM||||I'd buy it, but looks like the doors are broken.||12.247.128.70||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||VR4 Me||09-17-2003||05:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I'd buy it, but looks like the doors are broken. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMFAO  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000012||4drwhore||09-17-2003||06:22 PM||||that last honda looks like the face of the green goblin from spiderman||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000013||Ryan Carey||09-17-2003||06:41 PM||||OK, whatever, I still don't get what the hell that damn thing on the hood does.  Vacuum effect??  What, so it sounds like a Hoover?  Oh, I get it.  It sucks up shit as it flies down the road, literally.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000014||jonvr4||09-17-2003||10:00 PM||||<img src="http://www.jouleusa.com/images/DSC01138.JPG" alt=" - " />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/003083.cgi
A||||14||4drwhore||Whats the difference||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||09-17-2003||08:43 AM||losthurley@cfl.rr.com||Whats the difference btwn the 91 and the 92 galant vr4's other then the obvious they only made 1k in 92 and 2k in 91?||169.139.190.6||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||09-17-2003||08:59 AM||||I think there are some differences in the body... tail lights are different right?||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||09-17-2003||09:29 AM||||tail lights, grille, wheels, ABS unit...||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-17-2003||09:30 AM||||What is different about the ABS unit?  Aside from the ABS light comming on when diagnostics are plugged in.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||09-17-2003||09:35 AM||||Nothing different w/ the motor though? Like intake runner sizes, dif comp ratio, blah blah blah stuff like that. Or is it pretty much all cosmetic other then the abs.||169.139.190.6||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||09-17-2003||10:45 AM||||Somewhere along the '91 model year, Mitsu also changed from a 22-spline to a 23-spline transmission output shaft and transfer case. So *supposedly* there are some '91's out there that are 22-spline, and you CANNOT go by the VIN number, as Harry correctly warned. Otherwise, the drivetrains are identical.||67.34.187.230||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||09-17-2003||11:20 AM||||Wheels, Grill,Tailights,ABS computer,Color choices. Heres the oddest one. On the back seats, The lower part of the leater(From the carpet to where it sows in to the start of the cushion is smooth on 91s and kinda ruffled on 92s.||64.63.216.64||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||drew||09-17-2003||12:20 PM||||the radio is different too isn't it? 91s had amps in the trunk; 92s didn't||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||09-17-2003||12:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> What is different about the ABS unit?  Aside from the ABS light comming on when diagnostics are plugged in. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">my abs light comes on shortly after i turn the car on... this could be a million things, huh?  I'll have to get my bro to run the codes..||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||Craig91||09-17-2003||02:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> What is different about the ABS unit?  Aside from the ABS light comming on when diagnostics are plugged in. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">my abs light comes on shortly after i turn the car on... this could be a million things, huh?  I'll have to get my bro to run the codes.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine is doing that too, but I believe I've found through searching that it is probably an ABS sensor that needs adjustment.  Unfortunately, I have no idea what they look like, or how to adjust them.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||09-17-2003||03:09 PM||||Anyone know for a fact if the 92 wheels are lighter then the 91s?<br /><br />I have both and the 91s seem to weigh more, BUT that is with different tires mounted on them.  I guess the tires mounted on the 91s weight more, but the weight difference seems to be very noticable when you pick them up side by side.||205.242.228.42||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||09-17-2003||04:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> the radio is different too isn't it? 91s had amps in the trunk; 92s didn't </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My 91 didnt come with a amp in the trunk nor have I ever seen that option on a dealer sheet.<br /><br />Did yours ?<br /><br />I only have my amp back there (which is much better than what factories put in anyway).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||drew||09-17-2003||10:16 PM||||the ones with the cd player option should have. I have a 92 so i don't have an amp in my trunk.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||09-17-2003||10:20 PM||||I thought the amp came with the CD player only no matter what the year.  No?<br /><br />Accualy, I think I was in a grey one with a CD player.  It was a lot louder then what came with mine.  It was at a crap dealer.  Smoked like a bitch, I didn't even make a offer on it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||joec||09-17-2003||10:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> What is different about the ABS unit?  Aside from the ABS light comming on when diagnostics are plugged in. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think the 91 hydraulic unit has 2 bleeder nipples on it but the 92 has none.||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum3/003084.cgi
A||||0||crucible||Where's all the ECU'S?||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||09-17-2003||10:33 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Curious where all the JDM ECUs go.Never see them for sale with motors except occasionally with a full front clip.Possibly not smog compatible?<br />Hmmm<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/003085.cgi
A||||3||sleeper||Frankfurt auto show||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||09-17-2003||11:13 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Here is the link for about 200 amatour pics from the Frankfurt auto show<br /><br /><a href="http://totalcar.index.hu/images/testbemutato/frankfurtw2003//" target="_blank">http://totalcar.index.hu/images/testbemutato/frankfurtw2003//</a><br /><br />Yes there are lots of fine looking girls too.<br />Click on the bottom where it says "kovetkezo oldal &gt;&gt;&gt;" to go to next page.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||09-17-2003||12:22 PM||||<a href="http://totalcar.index.hu/images/testbemutato/frankfurtw2003//galeriaorig/frankfurtg2003_004.jpg" target="_blank">http://totalcar.index.hu/images/testbemutato/frankfurtw2003//galeriaorig/frankfurtg2003_004.jpg</a>  <br /><br />I've had TONKA trucks bigger than this.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||09-17-2003||01:22 PM||||You haven't seen a SMART yet then. The Mini looks like a full size SUV next to one.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||talontsi||09-18-2003||12:36 AM||||Smart cars are hilarious.<br />At least ou can say you drive a mercedes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum3/003086.cgi
A||||1||chadhayashi||Last runsof the season.||||14||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||09-17-2003||11:24 AM||||Well yesterday I bought 5 gals of 114 octane for a mere $4.25 gal. I did some tuning last night and I CANNOT get more than 20 lbs  of boost in 1st,2nd or 3rd. But 4th pulls a clean 25 psi, w/ no knock all the way to 7k. Just pressure tested my intake system and had no leaks. Do not know if the b16g is just asthmatic up here or if it's the AVC-R. I'm going to try short shifting 3rd to get into 4th earlier to see what happens. I will lose torque multiplication, but I'll be lower in the torque band. We'll see.<br />Anyway, I'll be at Bandimere tonight for the last time this yr. Hopefully I can hit my goal of 13.99.<br />I missed last month by 0.034 secs.||63.227.117.137||reg||14||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||09-17-2003||02:23 PM||||Hey Chad,<br /><br />Good luck at Bandi.  I'm not gonna make it tonight  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  The MAFT isn't tuned and got a little maintainence to do (coolant leak, again &lt;sigh&gt;). So my estimate is reset to next wednesday for my 12s slips &lt;crosses fingers&gt;<br /><br />Erik are you still going?  What about you Jon?<br />Don't forget to report those times back here!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003087.cgi
A||||1||chadhayashi||pocketlogger ver2||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||09-17-2003||11:30 AM||||I did not know that ver. 2 was out until someone recently mentioned that they could see inj D/C. I got my copy the other day and... I'm impressed. <br /><br />Everything that I didn't really like has been improved. I especially like the "big #" viewing when monitoring 4 or less. <br />When I bought my software and cables (Sony Clie SJ30) back in January, I was a little disappointed after the $190 expenditure. Now, I'm content.||63.227.117.137||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||dsmsleeper||09-17-2003||12:09 PM||||Oh yeah!  Version 2.03 is great.  -worth paying for in my opinion.  <br /><br />Don't forget the min/max display for the big numbers (when monitoring 4 parameters).  The alarm and logging trigger are great too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum3/003088.cgi
A||||12||RayH||Arrgh! My eyes...||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||09-17-2003||01:08 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Check out the vid links...<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432601336" target="_blank">1987   Honda : Civic</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||VR4 Me||09-17-2003||01:10 PM||||hey man, somebody's winnin that car...or losin their mind, or somethin||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-17-2003||01:25 PM||||did you see the 1/4 time on that thing. 20.11! Not to bad!||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||09-17-2003||01:36 PM||||hahaha 20.11 <br /><br />thats hilarious||131.193.155.217||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||09-17-2003||01:37 PM||||gotta love it!<br /><a href="http://www.warehousemotors.com/store/viewer.asp?image=253-40230-1485.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.warehousemotors.com/store/viewer.asp?image=253-40230-1485.jpg</a><br />LOL<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||09-17-2003||01:59 PM||||did you see the 1/4 time on that thing. 20.11! Not to bad!||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||09-17-2003||02:37 PM||||I like reading his fan mail.  Some people can't take a joke...<br /><br />Oh... and that looks like a GVR4 intercooler (doesn't it?)||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000007||CCDSM69||09-17-2003||03:36 PM||||Ya...I saw that the day he posted it up on eBay for sale its nuts...I wonder if he's going to post the question I sent him up there   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ...JDMUniverse.com is getting a kick out of it too...||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000008||RayH||09-17-2003||04:24 PM||||If he were smart he would put a few notches on the door panel and call the "dangling" tweeter an accelerometer.  Not that there's much to measure.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000009||udriveu||09-17-2003||05:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> In the summer the doors can be removed in the back instantly transforming this car into a civic with no rear doors. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ROFL!!!||64.252.103.9||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000010||199of2k||09-17-2003||07:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong>Oh... and that looks like a GVR4 intercooler (doesn't it?) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it is....||68.9.131.202||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000011||chucklesas||09-18-2003||10:55 AM||||Well now they are just throwing up fake bids...  and I'm sure there were really people on there that were willing to buy it at first too.||68.169.107.163||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000012||chadhayashi||09-19-2003||08:30 PM||||It now at $14.9k. Even if it is a fake bid, aren't they still legally binded to buy it.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003089.cgi
A||||7||jonvr4||Tight Eclipse||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-17-2003||07:52 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432054970&category=6352" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432054970&category=6352</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-17-2003||08:35 PM||||I love it. It's really just what I've been looking for.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||SPEEDFIEND||09-17-2003||08:48 PM||||AWWW, GOD DAMN IT!!!  They stole my paint and interior scheme!!  WOW THAT'S BAD.||65.152.107.195||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-17-2003||09:58 PM||||Pink, it's my favorite color......||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||09-18-2003||12:47 AM||||Pink and Lime green, that doesnt even go, atleast red and yellow will go even though it looks like a McDonalds mobile!||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||09-18-2003||01:00 AM||||That must be the reason why they made them without turbo's.  I will never unserstand doing that to a car.  Dont' get me wrong I like custom stuff.  But there is a limit to everthing.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||09-18-2003||11:06 PM||||OH MY GOD HOLY FUCKING SHIT I CAN'T BELIEVE IT, those were the exact words that flew out of my mouth as soon as it loaded. no pauses, all of it just strung together.  <br /><br />i think that gets rice of the year in my books. now if i may be excused, i need to mop up my own vomit.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||09-19-2003||08:41 AM||||Oh s**t you guys found my other car...Do I have to sell my GVR4 now?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Just joking   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003090.cgi
A||||8||curtis||the ultimate race car for sale on ebay||||2||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||09-17-2003||09:44 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||this was forwarded to me super funny  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432601336" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432601336</a>||65.144.153.234||reg||2||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||sleepergvr4||09-17-2003||09:49 PM||||i cannot beleive it is up over $7000. that is crazy!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!||216.79.223.175||reg||6||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-17-2003||10:01 PM||||Glad to see someone got a use out of a stock VR4 IC.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||09-17-2003||10:04 PM||||<img src="http://www.warehousemotors.com/item_images/253-40230-1515.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Nuff said||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||09-17-2003||11:37 PM||||That scoop on the roof is 1/2 of a trash can!||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||09-18-2003||08:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Glad to see someone got a use out of a stock VR4 IC. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that is absolutely hilarious||67.85.57.177||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||199of2k||09-18-2003||09:53 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003088" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003088</a>||68.9.131.202||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||09-18-2003||04:52 PM||||that thing is actually at 10,262.00...Thats nuts!!<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />You guys now have an idea of my next project car.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||Ryan Carey||09-21-2003||02:26 PM||||Man, that has to be a JOKE.  $14,999, damn, must be that true JDM style or somethin'.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes



ubb/Forum3/003091.cgi
A||||19||UndergroundVR-4||The galant is finally finished||||1||||UndergroundVR-4||00000530
Z||000000||UndergroundVR-4||09-17-2003||10:10 PM||undergroundr32@hotmail.com||I put 430 miles on the engine since the build.  Took me about 5 days to do that.  I'll take some under the hood pics tomorrow but these were a couple quick snaps.<br /><br />.50 trim t3/t4 .63 a/r on the hot side<br />Type S BOV<br />Tial 35mm wastegate<br />ROSS 8.5:1 race pistons<br />Crower rods<br />stock knife edged crankshaft<br />HKS 272 intake and exhaust cams<br />Greddy 720 injectors<br />S-AFC<br />VPC<br />Aeromotive FPR<br />Stage 3 Head done by BJ's Cylinder Head Service<br />Crower spring kit<br />1mm oversized Ferrea Valves<br />ARP head and main studs<br />Joe P. EMBC<br />KYB AGX all around<br />H&R Springs<br />Bushings<br />front and rear strut tower bars<br />Some company aftermarket sway bars<br />Manual steering rack <br />5 lug hub conversion<br />4 bolt rear <br />Shep racing tranny with 4 gear spider diff (Galant VR-4 transmission)<br />Custom exhuast... Borla XR-1 muffler,  AVS 3" DP .  It exits under the drivers side rear seat.<br /><br />In process of trying to get that rediculously small steering wheel off :-\  and fixing the drivers side fender<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid79/p0bf52b5d06d2a675cdff3b24b84e416a/fb0f79f6.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />   <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid79/p0fb6ff19add0ceb1359171c23e7dfebb/fb0f79f3.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid79/p6da65d3835057c81bee0dfa5f9ac9398/fb0f79e9.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.84.216.211||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||09-17-2003||11:49 PM||||Damn......you cut the whole lower section out of your bumper?||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||UndergroundVR-4||09-17-2003||11:57 PM||||The intercooler wouldn't have fit if I hadn't.||67.84.216.211||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||09-18-2003||12:35 AM||||Can we see a pic of that exhaust?  I've been thinking of that for a while...||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||gixxer||09-18-2003||01:47 AM||||whats with your gauge cluster? it looks like its from an automatic or something, it has the gear choice lights running up the middle.<br /><br />and what intercooler is that? what piping?<br /><br />also, it looks REALLY nice! good job!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.86.24.4||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000005||UndergroundVR-4||09-18-2003||08:13 AM||||<img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid79/p864baf0a96286754d4478b5a59766918/fb0e8bb0.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid79/p48d993ace225a0d452ace1092d6531f2/fb0e8bb2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid79/p41388c7c8059e81bca94b30d6ae7854f/fb0e8bb4.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid79/pb47692a2217904d4c0e0d3947ea83fb9/fb0e8bb5.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid79/pd8e18df8ddd8afaf4cf6d4c7f93676dd/fb0e8bba.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid79/p87c8bd734838ab64f0e87bf215a06583/fb0e8bbc.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid79/p50be001c848a6c0383c82508a590bc0a/fb0e8bbf.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid79/p41388c7c8059e81bca94b30d6ae7854f/fb0e8bb4.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.84.216.211||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000006||UndergroundVR-4||09-18-2003||08:17 AM||||As you can see the intercooler piping is VERY tight.  The T3/T4 kit I purchased from Ben over at AGP turbo and found out after I got it that the SFP exhaust manifold mounts that wastegate pretty much right up against my RRE oversized radiator.  I also had to cut the dump tube a bit down below.<br />I need to make a bracket to support the bumper cover where it kind of sags right above the intercooler (any ideas?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ) The exhaust is ungodly loud and needs to go out the back.  I'll do that when I have the money for the extra pipes.||67.84.216.211||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||09-18-2003||05:10 PM||||Why are you trying to get the stearing wheel off? is it for sale?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||09-18-2003||07:23 PM||||Yeah, the more and more I look at the steering wheel the funnier it looks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Just get that JDM one on eBay I showed you   LOL    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000009||UndergroundVR-4||09-19-2003||05:50 PM||||I bought the wheel a week or so ago and it's MUCH smaller than I thought it was.  I'm going to send it back to ltbmotorsports and credit it towards a larger wheel.  It's the Momo Team wheel.||216.179.75.177||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000010||Tondar||09-20-2003||12:31 AM||||With the ARP main studs what did you do with the oil pump pickup support bracket?  I haven't started to assemble my motor yet but it was something that I've been thinking about.<br /><br />Thanks||68.41.152.91||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||09-20-2003||12:53 AM||||What clutch/flywheel setup are you running? Grab a SS clutch line soon    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   .<br /><br />What kind of whp and times are you hoping for?<br /><br />Looks awesome man!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000012||UndergroundVR-4||09-20-2003||10:11 PM||||Stock flywheel with an ACT 2600.  My first 2600 and I'm happy with it.. Grabs a little high in my opinion but it's solid none the less.<br />Hoping for mid to high 300's WHP..  4 would be nice   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   .  Also hoping for low 12 second time slips.. Possibly 11 next season depending what I get out of it with the AFC VPC for the winter races||67.84.216.211||reg||1||UndergroundVR-4||00000530||yes
Z||000013||Tondar||09-21-2003||11:18 PM||||Hey Underground!!  Help me out and answer my question posted above<br /><br />Thanx||68.41.152.91||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000014||TsiTalon||09-24-2003||04:42 PM||||Buy a pickup from a 7 bolt 4g63 (doesn't have the bracket on it) or just cut the bracket off.||12.165.116.126||reg||1||TsiTalon||00002445||yes
Z||000015||turbogalant||09-24-2003||05:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tondar:<br /><strong> With the ARP main studs what did you do with the oil pump pickup support bracket?  I haven't started to assemble my motor yet but it was something that I've been thinking about.<br /><br />Thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I drilled the pickup bracket larger its not alot you have to take out.||65.177.241.197||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000016||SteveHebert||10-13-2003||08:20 PM||||Underground - are you happy with the spooling of the turbo -  what rpms do you get full boost at?||66.189.97.64||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000017||Kibo||10-13-2003||08:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> whats with your gauge cluster? it looks like its from an automatic or something, it has the gear choice lights running up the middle.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm pretty sure they all have that.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  Mine does.<br /><br />Very interesting look with the front bumper cut like that.  Is it braced?||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000018||Bigfoot200200||10-14-2003||01:16 AM||||What core did you use? Height, thickness? It looks bigger than a 2-216.||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000019||91 #680||10-14-2003||11:47 AM||||wow...nice setup.  I gotta ask though, that exhaust, is it ridiculously loud or not.  I think I may rig up something like that...looks cheap and easy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    How many u-bends did you use...1 or 2?||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum3/003092.cgi
A||||8||jonvr4||photoshop||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-17-2003||11:48 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||does anyone have a copy to "lend" me? my c drive died and now i need all my old programs.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-18-2003||02:14 AM||||download it with Kazaa||65.31.189.216||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||WhiteOut||09-18-2003||03:45 AM||||I downloaded it with Kazaa and got a Virus 2 different times from 2 different people trying to get photoshop.  wiped out my c drive for me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.67.170.43||reg||1||WhiteOut||00001486||yes
Z||000003||psycopyro182||09-18-2003||04:02 AM||||ive got an old version, V5.0 but no way to send it to you. if you can find a way for me to send it to you then i can do that.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000004||Notorius||09-18-2003||04:36 AM||||if you know how to get shit off IRC then <a href="http://www.packetnews.com" target="_blank">www.packetnews.com</a> is your answer<br /><br />if not search warez sites. <a href="http://www.astalavista.com" target="_blank">www.astalavista.com</a> might be a good place to start...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000005||Telecaster||09-18-2003||06:41 AM||||Or Bit Torrent.||66.32.186.27||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||09-18-2003||08:26 AM||||i'd throw it up my my server for you, but photochop is a HUGE proggy.  i got mine off of kazaa. try the newsgroups or IRC. less crap and viruses that way||67.85.57.177||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||199of2k||09-18-2003||08:29 AM||||I could DCC it to you in IRC...||68.9.131.202||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||09-18-2003||10:22 AM||||Just re-install it from your CD.||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003093.cgi
A||||10||akira01||spoiler....||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||09-18-2003||10:39 AM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||hey i don't know wat you guys think about a spoiler but i would like to put one on other than the stock i was think of like a evo3 or a touring style...wat do you guys think...or should the stock one just be left on..||148.8.160.26||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||SRT2477||09-18-2003||11:43 AM||||I think I'd stay with the stock wing but wouldn't mind seeing what it would look like with an EVO III wing||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||09-18-2003||12:37 PM||||Personally the stock wing looks great to me... love the 3rd brake light on the spoiler.  Plus these cars are one of the ultimate sleepers of all time... a bigass wing is silly||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-18-2003||03:36 PM||||Make one out of <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432601336" target="_blank">composite material</a>.||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Johnny Bravo||09-18-2003||04:28 PM||||There was a thread about spoilers a few months ago.  I posted a few pics of a Kensington Grey GVR-4 with an Evo III spoiler.  I'll post pics once I find them again  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I think it's by far the best looking on the GVR-4.  FWIW there's a JDM E39A GVR-4 spoiler on eBay right now.  I don't know what's different about it though if anything.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||09-18-2003||04:36 PM||||Here's the one with the Evo III wing:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/sato/sato.html" target="_blank">http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/sato/sato.html</a><br /><br />Unfortunately the JDM wing isn't listed on eBay anymore so either it sold or the ad ran out.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||09-19-2003||01:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Make one out of <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432601336" target="_blank">composite material</a>. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The bid on that shitbox was at $10.3k when I looked at it!||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||09-19-2003||09:24 AM||||I gotta say, I think that EVO wing looks bad. I'd stick with the stocker.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||09-19-2003||11:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I gotta say, I think that EVO wing looks bad. I'd stick with the stocker.<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">agreed 100%||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||09-19-2003||11:09 AM||||The EVO wing looks bad on a Galant cause it doesn't match the lines of the car at all.<br /><br />I say get the EVO wing and give me your stocker  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||SRT2477||09-19-2003||11:11 AM||||ya stay stock||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes



ubb/Forum3/003094.cgi
A||||3||V8EATER||LIGHTEN YOUR LOAD!!||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||09-18-2003||11:38 AM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||There is something not right about this....<br /><br /><a href="http://www.riderperformancemotorcycles.com/products/otherproducts/toiletseats/" target="_blank">http://www.riderperformancemotorcycles.com/products/otherproducts/toiletseats/</a>||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||09-18-2003||12:03 PM||||oh crap (pun intended),<br />now I know what KC needs for his wedding gift!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.229||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||09-18-2003||01:20 PM||||i want one o dem clear acrylic toilet bowls.  with underwater lites.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Tevenor||09-18-2003||01:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i want one o dem clear acrylic toilet bowls.  with underwater lites. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It needs to play the theme from 'Jaws' everytime you flush. That would be killer.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes



ubb/Forum3/003095.cgi
A||||20||GVR1643||Isabel||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||09-18-2003||01:34 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Hope you east coast folk are getting pounded too bad!  4 wheel drifting is much more entertaining than 4 wheel hydroplaning...<br /><br />I'm assuming with all the power outages, we won't here from those out there for a couple of days...<br />Good luck weathering the storm.<br /><br />I know we have several in PA, how bad are they predicting for you guys as far as rain?||167.142.21.229||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||09-18-2003||02:03 PM||||im in jersey and its still kinda iffy... we'll see what happens||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||09-18-2003||02:34 PM||||I'm here in Virginia where we are under a State of Emergencey issued by Governor MArk Warner.<br />The wind is blowing here from my offive and its raining, so we will see what happens,<br />anybody south of me you guys be carefull and God bless.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000<br />1990 Eclipse GSX||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||09-18-2003||03:11 PM||||i know some folks in central PA, who have a son in east maryland. They want him to come home, and he's all " but mom, we are having a hurricane party"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||09-18-2003||03:30 PM||||back in 1969, a tidal wave hit hilo, hawaii.  i had relatives(aunt and uncle) there, and they told me when they evacuated, they went and stopped on a bridge.  there were a bunch of other people, and they were going to watch the wave from the bridge.  well, my aunt got nervous, and insisted on leaving, so they did.  when they came back after the wave hit, the bridge was wiped out.  there was a parking lot where all of the parking meters had been bent over 90 deg, parallel to the ground.  not ripped out, because the wave hit with such speed and force, it just bent them.  a picture of the parking lot was in life magazine.  dumb people tempt nature, and sometimes get whacked.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-18-2003||03:34 PM||||Natural selection.  That wave was meant for them.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||14bCrazy||09-18-2003||04:15 PM||||I'm in Va. Their calling for up to 12" of rain tonight and wind up to 70 mph. Hell maybe I'll take the Galant out and do a top speed run with the wind ay my back.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||09-18-2003||04:25 PM||||It's already raining here in western MD, but nothing spectacular yet just an average light rain.  Hopefully the storm will lose most of it's strength by the time it gets here, but it should still get a bit messy since where I'm at is right in the path.  Oh well, as long as my GVR-4 doesn't float away it'll be okay   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||09-18-2003||06:46 PM||||i'm in MD on the DC border... I was hoping for a little more but i don't think the worst got here yet... its drizzling mostly right now with strong gusts... a lot of trees have branches down, power keeps flickering... i want those 100+ mph winds so i can lean forward and the wind hold me up... my aunt lives in ocean city... i think the water has come over the beach and down on the roads there||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000009||number3||09-18-2003||06:55 PM||||It is not too bad here in Philly, yet. The flooding is the main worry and my cable modem is so slow right now!!!!<br /><br />I have the generator ready to power the 65" in case the power goes out. I wouldn't want to miss Survivor.<br /><br />I hope it passes quickly, I have a plane to catch friday night. I am off to London, England.<br /><br />Thanks for asking.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||09-18-2003||09:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I'm here in Virginia where we are under a State of Emergencey issued by Governor MArk Warner.<br />The wind is blowing here from my offive and its raining, so we will see what happens,<br />anybody south of me you guys be carefull and God bless. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy Hurling Hurricanes Batman, it's already affected his typing!<br /><br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> we are having a hurricane party </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah I'm doing the same right now, but in a slightly more calm Greensboro, NC.  Although we did just see a transformer blow up.  We're actually drinking Hurricanes while watching Hurricanes, oh my god we're ghey.... I'm stopping now.||24.167.178.152||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000011||7541000||09-18-2003||10:30 PM||||hey im on the jersey shore but its weak, but waves are macking and wind is much harder on the beach compared to inland...i look out as i type this cause its still here and we are on the strong side but like i said its weak.<br /><br />my cousin is in SC so it passed exactly half the distance <br /><br />getting sandblasted is a bitch||12.89.140.130||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||09-18-2003||11:34 PM||||Looking outside it's not raining all that much, but winds are shaking the stop sign out front pretty good.  Must be at least 20mph winds now.<br /><br />Philadelphia, NJ, and Delaware are in a state of emergency starting Friday morning.<br /><br />I'm doing a "work from home" deal with work because I feel safer watching after my house and I don't want to drive in that crap with everyone else.<br /><br />The news says central PA will get hit much harder than eastern around Philly.  Philly should get about 5-6" of rain, I heard.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||number3||09-19-2003||07:17 AM||||I ended up with a yard full of fallen trees and large branches...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||09-19-2003||11:19 AM||||I'm disappointed.  I woke up this morning and no storm!  I wanted to get a raincoat and lawn chair and watch my neighbor's house fall down.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||markrieb||09-19-2003||11:49 AM||||I hope you all survived the hurrican OK.<br /><br />A few years back I sat through Hurrican Hugo in Charleston SC.  I actually got to get up and walk around during the eye of the storm.<br /><br />The countryside looked like somebody took a giant weedeater to the pine trees and topped them all about 10' off of the ground.  We had alligators in the parking lot that were confused and cranky.  Surprisingly most of the phones were still working as most of their lines are underground.  No fresh water, no power for a couple of weeks afterwards.  We were scooping water out of the swimming pool with a trash can and using that to fill the toilet tank so you could flush.<br /><br />I was working for the Navy at the time and one of the submarines broke free from the pier.  The Skipper put the boat on the bottom of the river and the wind/wave action slid the tail of the boat under the pier.  It took two tugs to pull it out.  The river was shallow enough that the snorkle and masts were above water, so they were all right.<br /><br />The shipyard had some very large cranes that ran on two sets of railroad tracks (the whip or light line on these were rated at around 100,000 lbs) that got blown over and destroyed.  The cabs of these cranes were close to 50' off of the ground.<br /><br />By the time we got things buttoned down at work, the traffic was backed up all the way from Columbia to Charleston (about 90 miles).  We just filled all the cars will gas, layed in supplies (mostly beer and Dorito's...) and rode the storm out.  A bunch of us ended up playing cards in the atrium of the hotel until the power went out.  Then I stumbled back the two blocks to my hotel in about 60 mph winds.  Winds a few miles away at the airport topped out in the 120 mph range about 3 hours later.<br /><br />I went to bed, turned on the battery powered radio and fell asleep.  Didn't wake up until things got too quiet when the eye passed over.  Got up and walked around a bit until we could hear the wind picking up.  Back inside until daylight.  Amazingly the next day was clear and bright with lots of sunshine.<br /><br />After I finished that job several weeks later, I went home to Benicia CA.  About two weeks after I got home, the Loma Prieta earthquake hit the Bay Area...<br /><br />Was not a good year...<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000016||Notorius||09-19-2003||12:37 PM||||<img src="http://blue.unco.edu/Xb8379b9ac99ac998ce20fc32de/attach/Main/53/1/1063989170/isabel.jpg" alt=" - " />||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000017||7541000||09-19-2003||12:38 PM||||thanks for that story mark, my uncle went through that but i never heard much, i know they made T-shirts out of that one.  He was a contractor working on hotel buildings and he built our house here in NJ, something called hurricane hinges...The power actually did go out but why i dont know and it is beutiful today, even more so that everyone is OK mostly.<br /><br />I was so surprised to see how well it was predicted, i think the weathermen got lucky, besides the media even still blowing it out of praportion.||12.89.76.20||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000018||dlpinckney||09-19-2003||05:06 PM||||It wasn't too bad here.  I am in the pan-handle of WV.  Last night we probalby had 45-50mph winds and lots of rain as the storm came through.  Kept me up a good part of the night, but surprisingly, we didn't lose power.  I lost a BIG walnut tree in the back-yard.  That's about it though.  One neighbor lost about half of the siding on one side of the house, and two other neighbors lost a few shutters.  My younger sisters wedding rehearshal was last night in MD.  It was pretty interesting..!!!  Driving home through the mountains was probably the funnest part.  (Nice thing about having a Toyota 4X4 daily driver....trees, what trees..???  Just drive them over.  The Galant was home safe in the garage)  Tonight is the wedding, but everything is cleared out now - except for a few drizzles, so all should go well.||63.188.112.216||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000019||mikeyoung00||09-19-2003||09:31 PM||||Wanted to add my "good luck" to all the guys up in Md, NC, PA, etc. Hope you made it through ok. <br /><br />We probably won't hear from most of those most affected for awhile...until they get power and communication service back for their PCs.<br /><br />As someone who has gone through several blows down here on the Gulf Coast let me advise those of you who might be dissapointed by a near miss of an exciting storm...The excitement wears off pretty quick when you have no power, no AC, no entertainment, no lights to speak of, no ice, etc. but you do have a yard full of trees and limbs to cut up and get hauled off.  The first storm is exciting. After that you learn to dread them even if you know how to stay safe.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000020||Akidosigh1||09-20-2003||08:37 AM||||MY POWER IS BACK ON! The hurricane didn't let me down. winds were a lot stronger around 11pm thursday night when the power went out... it was warm, windy and it wasn't raining for a while... so we were out there catching the breeze||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003096.cgi
A||||4||EvilGalantGSX||It runs again!!!||||10||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||09-18-2003||02:19 PM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||Not as impressive as the Bimmubishi but i final got my fuel and vacume leaks figure out and for the first time in over a year my car is running at 100% power, I have diven it some this year but now it got a ton of more power than what im use to.  <br /><br />I know its no VR4 but it makes me happy.||68.119.145.212||reg||10||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||09-18-2003||03:05 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||miturra||09-18-2003||03:43 PM||||Tell me, what exactly was the problem?||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000003||EvilGalantGSX||09-19-2003||08:08 AM||||Well first of the replacement ECU i put in to it back in June craped out,, then I had a fuel injector problem. The Bad ECU kept the injector wide open and the car ran so rich it would burn your eyes standing around it. <br /><br />So one night I swaped the injector, made a EGR block off, Replace the TPS and ISC, and made a new gasket for the T-body.<br /><br />When i got done i had a tremondus vacume leak. It sounded like it was comming from the Throttle body, so i thought it was a bad shaft seal.<br /><br />So i got a TEL throttle body in good shap and a 1990 TEL ecu that was in great shape and new caps. When i pulled the old Throttle body aging i looks at the injectors and the closest one to the T-body was loose,, Turned out the seal on the sprayer side of the injector came out when i pulled it when the others stayed in place. Lucky me i still kept the old injectors and found the missing seal.  <br /><br />I put the seal in place put the injector back in and installed the "NEW" Throttle body and ECU.<br /><br />Started right up. Ive got a slight miss and for some reason the idle is at 2300 rpm.. But it runs like a champ and has a lot more power than what im use to with this car.<br /><br /><br />Now i can start saving my money for a GVR4.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||09-19-2003||08:27 AM||||Congrats on being running again! I was down for 9 months and I know how bad it sucks. Hope you stay on the road and get that GVR4 faster...Just keep the GSX as a 2nd car if you plan on moding the GVR4 a lot. It helps.||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003097.cgi
A||||18||KenGVR4||Irony... or Karma?||||1||||KenGVR4||00000138
Z||000000||KenGVR4||09-18-2003||05:32 PM||kman940@yahoo.com||[QUOTE]Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong> Help me�  I need a 4-bolt for my car really really bad.  I haven�t driven the Galant for 3 months!  I�m stuck driving a 93 Tercel, and it�s so slow� sometimes I get the sudden urge to just jerk the wheel and ram into a bridge abutment!</strong>[QUOTE]<br /><br />Having posted that about a week or two ago, Tuesday night, my beater Tercel was demolished by a Jeep Grand Cherokee.  I just thought that was kind of funny.||65.116.191.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000001||drew||09-18-2003||08:44 PM||||My Karma ran over your Dogma||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||benwah||09-18-2003||11:35 PM||||Ahh be careful what you wish for, I'd say it's a little both. Good luck on finding a different car!||68.61.168.255||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000003||psycopyro182||09-19-2003||01:07 AM||||its karma. plain and simple...<br /><br />i usto have a 1997 Hyundai Sonata Gs V6. i had the car for about 6 months. and after about 4 months or so of driving it. i started to complain of how it was slow. and how i wanted a dsm. <br /><br />well one day, i found a Gvr4 for sale verry close to me, about 40 miles, and i totally wanted to buy it but i didnt have the cash, and i said. i bet if we got in a wreck the insurance woult totally pay for it.<br /><br />about 2 weeks later, i took my girlfriend to work out at a local gym. and in the middle of it a lady comes in and asks "does anyone drive a hyundai sonata..." i thought i left my lights on<br /><br />well what had happened. there were 2 acura intergra's racing down the road, and a stupid v6 mustang pulls out of an intersection. and one of the integra's hits the drivers side door of the mustang, and knocks it onto the curb where it catches AIR and lands ONTOP of my car, the rear wheels were sitting on my side view mirrors and the tail pipe was sitting ontop of my steering wheel. totaled my car. <br />i got the insurance money.<br /><br />and ended up getting my VR4.<br /><br />coincidence... mabey<br />Karma... YES||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||09-19-2003||03:50 AM||||Wow, that is an awesome story.  I wish I had one like that for how I came about my car... I saw it in the classifieds.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    A little boring compared to yours.||69.59.219.158||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||09-19-2003||09:10 AM||||ya know, as personal as these cars are, maybe fate or karma has a bit to do with ownership.  i had been looking for one for a long time, and test drove several of them, none seemed just right.  the one i finally got, was in the classifieds.  i saw it on the last day of the add, and went to look.  i was the ONLY one who had answered the add.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||09-19-2003||09:16 AM||||I found mine at a bar about a block from my house, then tracked down it was a dealer car that had just been traded in and some tech was driving it.  Bought it about a week later.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||09-19-2003||09:48 AM||||I almost bought a 94 Civic CX hatchback, I was all mad cause it had bad wheel bearings and had bad brakes, plus I am a big person ( in height and weight) so I didnt fit to well. We were on our way home and we stopped at a  pontiac dealership and I saw my car and it looked like a pontiac, but I got close to it and I saw it was a Mitsubishi, and a VR4. Then I remebered my stereo shop guy telling me that if I ever see one to pick it up, and I thought I would never see one, saw it bought it right on the spot and have enjoyed it ever since! Karma, cause before I was driving a 1988 Olds Delta 88||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||smokindav||09-19-2003||10:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong>well what had happened. there were 2 acura intergra's racing down the road, and a stupid v6 mustang pulls out of an intersection.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The mustang was stupid?  Try again, sport.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000009||1312VR4||09-19-2003||11:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong>well what had happened. there were 2 acura intergra's racing down the road, and a stupid v6 mustang pulls out of an intersection.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The mustang was stupid?  Try again, sport.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL. Yeah, I see you caught that also. How would the stange driver be the stupid one?||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||09-19-2003||12:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong>well what had happened. there were 2 acura intergra's racing down the road, and a stupid v6 mustang pulls out of an intersection.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The mustang was stupid?  Try again, sport.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL. Yeah, I see you caught that also. How would the stange driver be the stupid one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">V6 Stang drivers are the worst.  They wanted the GT, but they got the V6, but that doesn't stop them from driving like they have the V8.  The problem is, they don't have the power to pull it off, so when the cut you off short, they don't have the power to speed up and clear a spot, so the person on the othen end has to hit the brakes.<br /><br />Speaking of stangs.  Anyone have anything good to say about the 99 Cobra?  320HP right?  I found one at a dealer out of town.  I want to go look at it.  low miles and one hell of a good price tag.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||7541000||09-19-2003||12:12 PM||||I know this one, cause an underpowered stang got hit by an overpowered economy car?  lol<br /><br />damn beat me to it, not that its funny||12.89.144.94||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000012||psycopyro182||09-19-2003||12:28 PM||||v6 mustangs ARE stupid.<br />that v6 four door totally stock HYUNDAI sonata that got killed by a mustang.<br /><br />well i had raced that car once.<br />it was against a v6 mustang.<br />and i smoked the hell out of it.<br /><br />after those 2 events ive always regarded them stupid. they also look horrible and:<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> V6 Stang drivers are the worst. They wanted the GT, but they got the V6, but that doesn't stop them from driving like they have the V8. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">just my opinion.<br /><br />-Max||204.196.73.125||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||09-19-2003||01:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong> v6 mustangs ARE stupid.<br />that v6 four door totally stock HYUNDAI sonata that got killed by a mustang.<br /><br />well i had raced that car once.<br />it was against a v6 mustang.<br />and i smoked the hell out of it.<br /><br />after those 2 events ive always regarded them stupid. they also look horrible and:<br />    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> V6 Stang drivers are the worst. They wanted the GT, but they got the V6, but that doesn't stop them from driving like they have the V8. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">just my opinion.<br /><br />-Max </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What year did you pull on?  The early 94-98(?) are pretty slow (I pulled on one on top end HWY speeds in my Escort GT 1.8l dohc).  The newer ones are not so bad.  They even break the 200HP mark.  They are still kinda slugish though.  I got one as a rental.  The torque rating must be low, cause I didn't think it moved very well, but once it gets going, it does okay.  It has too many laggy spots in the power band.  It's not smooth at all.  It does make a good rental car though cause you can wait for the roads to get a little wet and do some fun drifting.  Be sure to buy the daily insurance   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||1312VR4||09-19-2003||03:05 PM||||gvr4ever. I guess you didnt read it clear enough. The stang driver pulls out of an intersection WHILE 2INTEGRA drivers were racing.How does that equate into a stupid mustang driver?<br /><br />I would have to say 4G63T powered cars drivers are the worst. Next to that are the 240SX's.<br />( besides anycar driven by elderly people).<br /><br />But this is just my opinion.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||09-19-2003||04:17 PM||||Driver's side door?  ALWAYS yield to your left.  BUT two wrongs don't make a right.  They should all be flogged.  You too.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||1312VR4||09-19-2003||04:32 PM||||Yeah. i saw that. Whats your point? He was hit In the drivers side door. Which means that he was hit in the "far" lane. Turning left, he missed the car he was supposed to but the integra that was in the lane IT WASNT supposed to be in hit him in the door.( Maybe the mustang saw it & tried to swerve out of the way but it was too late. Who knows)<br />If the car that was in the near lane hit him in the drivers door, there would have been more than 2 cars involved in that wreck.<br /> If he was making a right hand turn he wouldnt have been hit in the drivers side door.<br />Most of the whole accident senerio doesnt make sense, to begin with)||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000017||psycopyro182||09-19-2003||05:27 PM||||ok<br />it was a 4 lane road.<br />the road the mustang was on was perpendicular to the 4 lane road. he SAW the 2 cars raceing and thought he could get out before they passed bye.<br />the integra in the far right lane hit him on the drivers side door. the other integra freaked out and turend right hard, then left to compensate, he overcompensated and hit a telephone pole on the right side of the road right after the colision of the first integra and the mustang.<br />they were all verry stupid drivers.<br />all college studends, who had only had their cars for not verry long, and probably not usto what they could do and couldnt do in their cars.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000018||1312VR4||09-19-2003||11:19 PM||||That explains it ALOT better.<br /> Stupid ass people. Some will never learn, untill its to late.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/003098.cgi
A||||11||PRE-EVO||My employer's record breaking 9.75 second run...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-18-2003||07:36 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Is finally up on our website. <a href="http://www.esxmotorsports.com" target="_blank">www.esxmotorsports.com</a> .<br />Be sure to check it out. <br /><br /><br />FYI if you don't know it's the Easystreet Motorsports WRX.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-18-2003||09:06 PM||||How much did you get paid to say that?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Good to know you got on the webmasters ass to get that working!<br /><br /><br />Thanks for the 2 hours of sleep I got last night!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-18-2003||11:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> How much did you get paid to say that?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />Good to know you got on the webmasters ass to get that working!<br /><br /><br />Thanks for the 2 hours of sleep I got last night!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually he was doing that all last night he revamped everything and added the video.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||09-19-2003||03:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Thanks for the 2 hours of sleep I got last night!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa... sounds dirty when you say it like that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||69.59.219.158||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-19-2003||11:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Thanks for the 2 hours of sleep I got last night!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa... sounds dirty when you say it like that.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I "rode him hard and put him up wet" .  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   LOL<br /><br />We went to RRE and spent alot longer than we should have there.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||09-19-2003||11:50 AM||||Sure you post-whores   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  &lt;ducks&gt;||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||09-19-2003||12:22 PM||||That car has a great sound to it.  It almost sounds like an open-headered ford 5.0.||208.251.251.8||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||Jon||09-19-2003||12:39 PM||||What trans is in that car? Air shifters are illegal in IDRC you know.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I am guessing it is a dog box?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000008||Doug Thomas||09-19-2003||01:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> What trans is in that car? Air shifters are illegal in IDRC you know.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     I am guessing it is a dog box? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a built Subaru automatic. Too bad the automatic won't help them against John Shepherd's factory rebuilt 5 speed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Will Easy Street be at Maplegroove next week?||12.10.219.45||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||09-19-2003||01:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> What trans is in that car? Air shifters are illegal in IDRC you know.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      I am guessing it is a dog box? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a built Subaru automatic. Too bad the automatic won't help them against John Shepherd's factory rebuilt 5 speed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Will Easy Street be at Maplegroove next week? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes it is a built subaru automatic (that still uses the stock Legacy diffs).<br />Also John has a serious weight advantage over the ESX as it is 3200lbs not the 2200 I thought I was told. John's at what 2500lbs.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||09-19-2003||01:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> What trans is in that car? Air shifters are illegal in IDRC you know.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      I am guessing it is a dog box? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a built Subaru automatic. Too bad the automatic won't help them against John Shepherd's factory rebuilt 5 speed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Will Easy Street be at Maplegroove next week? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes they will be. Also they will be at some dealerships in the PA area as well.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||Doug Thomas||09-19-2003||02:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Also John has a serious weight advantage over the ESX as it is 3200lbs not the 2200 I thought I was told. John's at what 2500lbs. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">John is running the required weight for a car with two power adders in the street class. 2500lb sounds about right for John�s Talon. I guess ESX wants to run a heavier car for their fans, but it must suck to travel all the way from California to get beat each time.||12.10.219.45||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes



ubb/Forum3/003099.cgi
A||||21||GVR$in||Your opinions on the Lexus IS 300||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-18-2003||09:23 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Im contemplating whether or not to buy an IS 300.. I've had my eye on these for the past 2 years and absolutely fell in love (except for the clear tail lights). <br /><br />Im interested in the graphite gray pearl w/ black perforated leather seats/interior (SWEET!), 5spd, Torsen lsd, 17 x 7" five spoke graphite polished wheels w/ 215/45's and a few others..<br /><br />Im most likely going to keep the galant (weekend warrior?) and possibly do minimal mods on the IS later down the line (I/H/E, AFC..) OR sell the galant and put the $ down (highly unlikely).<br /><br />The car is spacious, looks awesome, sporty, has some 'pep' (215 to the crank, 15.1 1/4)...<br /><br />What do you guys think of the IS 300?<br /><br />Thanks guys.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-18-2003||10:04 PM||||I'm a big fan. Maybe I'll get one too (next year) Sweet but you'll have to find a 6 speed with a limited slip or else I'd stay away.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||09-18-2003||10:25 PM||||Altezza... it's an Altezza. You can usually get the Altezza grill on ebay for pretty reasonable. Swap in a 2JZ and you will be all set. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-18-2003||10:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Altezza... it's an Altezza. You can usually get the Altezza grill on ebay for pretty reasonable. Swap in a 2JZ and you will be all set.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hehe.. The code for the IS300 engines is actually <b>2JZ</b>-GE. But I know you're talkin about the 2JZ-GTE. <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  I just have to be a smartass.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||09-18-2003||11:48 PM||||How much do those weigh?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||09-19-2003||12:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> How much do those weigh? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">3255 manual, 3285 auto.. VERY close to our cars.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||09-19-2003||01:29 AM||||Beautiful car. I love both the sedan and wagon. Get it!!!! My buddy and I were recently making a joke that APC would soon have full red "Altezzas" out for the IS.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Oh, and by the way. Peter Ferrell&lt;sp?&gt; already has turbo kits for it. <br />4 dr Supra? ahhh yeah||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||09-19-2003||09:19 AM||||I've always liked them. To me, the coolest thing to have is a practical car that is extremely fast (like a station wagon). Does the IS 300 wagon come with a stick? That would be cool. Then shoehorn in that Supra turbo engine with a six speed,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   like someone already mentioned. The Forrester with the 2.5 turbo sounds pretty nice too. I bet if you test drive an IS 300, your decision will be made for you. Toyotas are nice.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||09-19-2003||09:41 AM||||You are in SoCal, so won't relate to this story, but two winters ago I was going home in a big snowstorm (in the VR4), and I saw a guy in his IS300 stuck in the snow with his wheels spinning.  He was trying to turn the corner and got stuck.  I cruised right by him thinking how cool AWD is...<br /><br />So, nice cars, as I have almost all RWD cars but the VR4, I love it in winter.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||09-19-2003||11:01 AM||||Go for the GS   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    I think it was Wednesday I went to the movies.  On the way out it was nice and cool.  I said to my sister, this is great racing weather.<br /><br />I guess the punk kid with the lexus heard me or something.  I see this lexus come out (I can only guess it was a GS cause it was fast) and floors it out of the parking lot, and the driver beats the crap out of it right from a cold start up.  The theater I went to was for some reason built out in the middle of no where about 5 miles out of town.  I guess for future city expansion.  Anyway, it is amost a mile to the first light out of the theater.  This driver just floors his pretty lexus  all the way down the road.  I'm sure he hit 100+.  I never got to play, cause I wasn't going to do that to my car.  I felt bad using half throttle comming out of the theater tring to meet him at the light.  Anyway, he was long gone.  It sure did look like a pretty car.  Too bad a lousy clueless owner gets it.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||14bCrazy||09-19-2003||11:26 AM||||DON"T GO THE PETER FARRELL FOR ANYTHING!!!! He is a ASS!!!!||162.83.83.193||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||09-19-2003||11:49 AM||||Terren I guess our conversation last night went well. Also I would prefer the automatic over the manual. I still miss my friends IS300 but he misses it more.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||GVR4458||09-19-2003||01:04 PM||||A guy at work had an IS300 and he got rid of it for an S4.  The IS is defnitely roomier (though i wouldn't call any compact roomy), but AWD and a 280 HP is way cooler (independent of the cimate).  A certified S4 can be had for $30k and is definitely funner to drive.<br /><br />Of course, you could buy a second VR4 and spend the extra money modifying one of them...<br /><br />EH||204.215.174.5||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000013||GVR$in||09-19-2003||02:52 PM||||I forgot to mention that I work full time at Lexus as a Valet.. So I drive at least 15 IS's (as well as every other car there daily).<br /><br />The brand new GS 430's come with the 300hp motor which is also in the SC 430 (the little drop top) and are very fun to drive.. $45k is a <b>little</b> out of my price range though    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   .<br /><br />The reason I'd be getting the IS is for something a little more luxurious for myself.. a new car, not a 12 year old car that I already have    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   .<br /><br />Oh ya and the turbo kits.. There are 6-7 distributors of different turbo kits for the IS now: PFS, TBKO, SRT, PHR, etc etc.. SRT is a favorite.. lots of owners with the SRT stage II (I beleive a 60-1) get 350 to the wheels.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000014||smokindav||09-19-2003||03:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Im contemplating whether or not to buy an IS 300.. I've had my eye on these for the past 2 years and absolutely fell in love (except for the clear tail lights). <br /><br />*snip*<br /><br />What do you guys think of the IS 300?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you just looking for general opinions on the car or do you want us to compare it to something?<br /><br />Are you basing your decision to buy on our approval or am I reading to much into your search for our opinions (approval?)?<br /><br />The Lexus IS300 is a nice looking car, but overpriced for the power you get compared to the competition.  Another way to say that would be it's underpowered.<br /><br />The Infiniti G35 would be my choice.  Bigger and more HP 265hp vs. 215hp.  That VQ is a sweet engine.<br /><br />I wish I'd have bought a G35 sedan or an EVO instead of the Altima SE I bought.  I'll probably trade for one of those next year.  It's a company car so, what the hell, I don't have to pay for it.<br /><br />The Altima has that great engine, although only 245hp/246lb-ft.  But the thing that sucks about the Altima is the TORQUE STEER.  I'll never buy another FWD car.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty<br /><br /> <i>Edit:  If you have to buy used, an M3/4 is hard to beat for bang for the buck and pimp factor too.</i>||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000015||mikeyoung00||09-19-2003||05:06 PM||||But, hey, its a lot more fun than an ES300.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||09-20-2003||03:36 AM||||What's up Terren?  Inspired by the article on drifting?||67.162.74.145||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||sleepergvr4||09-20-2003||11:15 AM||||as a lexus tech for 10 years. the is300 is a bulletproof car, i do not like throttle by wire design on all of our cars.always hesitates when shifting even when traction control is off.||204.252.153.130||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000018||GVR$in||09-20-2003||01:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> What's up Terren?  Inspired by the article on drifting? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Driftin in the IS? Hells no   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . I've just always loved how they look and I've finally decided to take somewhat of an action about it.<br /><br />Im not basing my decision on your opinions, just seeing what everyone else thinks about the car.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000019||galantvr4us||09-20-2003||05:25 PM||||I love the IS300.  I actually had purchased one but it needed to be ordered.  They quoted me like 6-8 months for the car.  I wanted the fully loaded option and aparently (again dealer telling me this) lexus builds more base model cars than fully loaded and on top of that they only produce one vehicle model at a time and were not producing the IS300 at the time of my order.  I needed a car sooner than that and ended up with the wrx.  I still wonder if I made the right choice.  Although the IS300 is slower I think it would have stopped me more from modding it unlike the hold the wrx has on me.  Oh well it actually worked out better because I got laid off a few months after I purchased my car and it would have been killer trying to make the lexus car payment on unemployment   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Katie<br /><br />P.S visit is300.net and clublexus.com if you have not already great pictures of cars.  Just unbelievable of what people have done with them.  I know of a few that have the supra motor and tranny swap and running 9s.||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000020||91 #680||09-20-2003||05:29 PM||||yer not going to purchase an auto are ya??  I think it comes with a six speed manual....correct me if I'm wrong||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000021||GVR$in||09-20-2003||05:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> yer not going to purchase an auto are ya??  I think it comes with a six speed manual....correct me if I'm wrong </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">5spd. I may buy an auto.. Im not buying it to make it fast.. just something reliable and less to worry about. But who knows.. I'll probably end up regretting not getting a 5spd if I got auto (auto prob won't happen), getting a srt turbo kit, etc etc..||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
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A||||6||slvrblt||Lost my car at school||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||09-18-2003||09:35 PM||||so today I was walking out of my class (Cisco II) and as I walked into the parking lot where I had parked I thought I saw my car. I started walking towards it and I noticed the plate was not mine. I thought maybe I just forgot my plate #. Nope. I also noticed that the antenna was up higher than mine is. Now Im kinda confused. As I got closer to it, It turns out to be a 92 GS-X. lol<br /><br />My car was parked a few spaces down. what a trip.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||09-18-2003||11:35 PM||||Before you ask, I already donated my old eyeglasses.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||09-19-2003||07:25 PM||||haha<br />a few times i've walked out of class and to where i thought i parked my car, and it wasn't there. i panicked and ran arroudn for a half hour to a different lot where apparently, someone stole my car, moved it to another parking lot, without leaving a single clue and locked it back up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />i think that happened twice  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||141.153.215.79||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||comfy||09-23-2003||08:35 PM||||your in cisco, im sorry. dan.hates.cisco<br /><br />if you need help with your TCS let me know, i have a full work up for Deasert View with prices as of spring of 02.||12.223.232.81||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||09-24-2003||05:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by comfy:<br /><strong> your in cisco, im sorry. dan.hates.cisco<br /><br />if you need help with your TCS let me know, i have a full work up for Deasert View with prices as of spring of 02. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">TCS ? Either Im just not clicking as to what that is, or its more advanced than I am right now. So what is it ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||comfy||09-24-2003||07:50 PM||||Threaded Case Study.  you create a proposal to wire a school. you have to draw physical plans for the cable, draw the logical diagrams, write the code, make sure it is all up to spec, price it,  etc.  my partner was a buddy of mine and ours was pimp, but it took us about 4 months total with about 6 weeks with only 3 hrs sleep a night.  <br /><br /><a href="http://bradsacks.com/tcs/index.php" target="_blank">http://bradsacks.com/tcs/index.php</a><br />not mine but it is an example of one, that sucks||12.223.232.81||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||09-25-2003||01:26 AM||||I have not gotten quite that far yet. I think that is second or third year academy stuff. Im still in my first year, so I have a while before I do that.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
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q!00002192!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!09:43 PM!,
q!2452899.2143!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!my cars info Hertz!,
q!1!,
q!32!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!04:48 PM!,
q!2452899.1648!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!bleck!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452919.2327!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000032!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!last tranny Q from me!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452899.1715!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452899.1715!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!gvr4 questions!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2452891.1555!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2452891.1614!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!Check this out!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!04:07 PM!,
q!2452891.1607!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!agrabau!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!04:38 PM!,
q!2452891.1638!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MrSR5andVR4!,
q!Hello everyone, glad there's a place like this on the net.!,
q!10!,
q!3!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2452891.1608!,
q!MrSR5andVR4!,
q!00002311!,
q!229of1000!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!07:05 AM!,
q!2452892.0705!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!New Owner of 92 GVR4 #193/1000!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2452891.1822!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452891.2155!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!My car with Rota Slipstreams in Bronze...photoshopped!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!07:45 PM!,
q!2452891.1945!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!08:00 PM!,
q!2452892.2000!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!getaway in stockholm 4 trailer is out!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!09:23 PM!,
q!2452891.2123!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!Notorius!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!09:23 PM!,
q!2452891.2123!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!HRC stuff on sale!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!09:33 PM!,
q!2452891.2133!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452892.1506!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!2nd gen road race talon at Shoot Out!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-08-2003!,
q!10:44 PM!,
q!2452891.2244!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!00000437!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2452893.1847!,
q!SPEEDFIEND!,
q!00000437!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!English lesson (my second useless post for today)!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!10:55 AM!,
q!2452895.1055!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452897.1733!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q~We need a new Members ride!~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!12:10 AM!,
q!2452892.0010!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452892.1642!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Fried snake on your engine bay?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2452895.1411!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!04:51 PM!,
q!2452897.1651!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Kevinj110!,
q!Do you Believe a Galant VR4 is a DSM?!,
q!1!,
q!53!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!03:09 AM!,
q!2452892.0309!,
q!Belize#1692!,
q!00001490!,
q!Kevinj110!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!09:30 PM!,
q!2452895.2130!,
q!Belize#1692!,
q!00001490!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000053!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q~Yeyah, got my Palm! Now I need a pocketlogger...~,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!02:56 PM!,
q!2452895.1456!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!01:05 PM!,
q!2452898.1305!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!My Intercoolers bigger than Terren's...!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2452895.1653!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2452899.0023!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!Free 9/11 documentary  video!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452895.1710!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452895.1710!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!History of the F word..!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452895.1843!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452897.1940!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!TURBONETICS GATES.. they still around??!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!10:29 PM!,
q!2452895.2229!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!bazeng!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452896.1744!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Bimmubishi Exhasted!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452899.2301!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!03:39 AM!,
q!2452901.0339!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!heh, my SUPERMEGA pimp boost gauge...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!10:33 PM!,
q!2452895.2233!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!06:30 AM!,
q!2452896.0630!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Full-Race Motorsports?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452900.0004!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!06:47 PM!,
q!2452901.1847!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!4g63!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!10:54 PM!,
q!2452895.2254!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452896.0059!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Rice?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2452900.0056!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452900.2200!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!Whats the difference!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!08:43 AM!,
q!2452900.0843!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!joec!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452900.2259!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Where's all the ECU'S?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452900.1033!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452900.1033!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Frankfurt auto show!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2452900.1113!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!talontsi!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452901.0036!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Last runsof the season.!,
q!14!,
q!1!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!11:24 AM!,
q!2452900.1124!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!tplesko!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!02:23 PM!,
q!2452900.1423!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!pocketlogger ver2!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2452900.1130!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!12:09 PM!,
q!2452900.1209!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q~Arrgh! My eyes...~,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!01:08 PM!,
q!2452900.1308!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452902.2030!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Tight Eclipse!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2452900.1952!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!tplesko!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!08:41 AM!,
q!2452902.0841!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!One of Audi's new creations!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!09:57 AM!,
q!2452892.0957!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452893.1332!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!A nice cool day in my King of Prussia Backyard.!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452892.1839!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452894.1744!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!my &quot;ghetto&quot; pipe pics (not bad actually)!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!07:39 PM!,
q!2452892.1939!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!number3!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2452893.1827!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Athletes on the Board?!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2452892.2213!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2452893.2312!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!anyone's car ever beenin broke into?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2452892.2223!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452893.1208!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Numberless.!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-09-2003!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452892.2235!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452894.0111!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!RIAA boycott email!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!01:31 AM!,
q!2452893.0131!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452894.0011!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!Diamond Star Motorsport FMIC!,
q!6!,
q!15!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2452893.0242!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452895.1332!,
q!DSMotorsport!,
q!00000574!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Weird twist of fate...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!01:16 AM!,
q!2452896.0116!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!11:34 AM!,
q!2452896.1134!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Got a nasty email today!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2452893.1133!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452894.0020!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!How many GVR4 leave owners stranded?!,
q!4!,
q!39!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2452893.1318!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452909.1848!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000039!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!I95 GVR4 Sighting, near Asland, VA!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!09:47 AM!,
q!2452896.0947!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!09:47 AM!,
q!2452896.0947!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Who owns the pink ebay galant?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452896.1140!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452896.1521!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!mmm, Yuengling....!,
q!14!,
q!19!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2452896.1656!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!spoulson!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!03:36 PM!,
q!2452898.1536!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q! bimmubishi update!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2452896.1713!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!10:44 AM!,
q!2452898.1044!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!Engine dressup questions!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!02:44 AM!,
q!2452897.0244!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!08:01 AM!,
q!2452897.0801!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q~trailer trash vr4,i met her!! ~,
q!10!,
q!22!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!09:35 AM!,
q!2452897.0935!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!00001106!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2452899.1630!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!the ultimate race car for sale on ebay!,
q!2!,
q!8!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!09:44 PM!,
q!2452900.2144!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!02:26 PM!,
q!2452904.1426!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q~somebody wants to fucking die!!~,
q!8!,
q!36!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!03:54 PM!,
q!2452897.1554!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!10:55 AM!,
q!2452900.1055!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!The galant is finally finished!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2452900.2210!,
q!UndergroundVR-4!,
q!00000530!,
q!91 #680!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452927.1147!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!video of 16g on hayabusa!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452897.1741!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!Craig91!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!01:34 PM!,
q!2452898.1334!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!photoshop!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-17-2003!,
q!11:48 PM!,
q!2452900.2348!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!10:22 AM!,
q!2452901.1022!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!12!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!spoiler....!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!10:39 AM!,
q!2452901.1039!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!11:11 AM!,
q!2452902.1111!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q~LIGHTEN YOUR LOAD!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!11:38 AM!,
q!2452901.1138!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!Tevenor!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452901.1324!,
q!Tevenor!,
q!00001607!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Isabel!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!01:34 PM!,
q!2452901.1334!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!08:37 AM!,
q!2452903.0837!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q~It runs again!!!~,
q!10!,
q!4!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!02:19 PM!,
q!2452901.1419!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!tplesko!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!08:27 AM!,
q!2452902.0827!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!Irony... or Karma?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452901.1732!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!00000138!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2452902.2319!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!My employer's record breaking 9.75 second run...!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2452901.1936!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!Doug Thomas!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2452902.1403!,
q!Doug Thomas!,
q!00000077!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Your opinions on the Lexus IS 300!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!09:23 PM!,
q!2452901.2123!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452903.1736!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q~My 91 grill is black!..~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2452893.1831!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!91 #680!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!03:09 AM!,
q!2452894.0309!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q~I hate car sales people!~,
q!11!,
q!28!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!08:03 PM!,
q!2452893.2003!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!sleeper!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452901.1017!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!please kill my computer!,
q!13!,
q!6!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2452893.2048!,
q!GVR4726!,
q!00000580!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452894.1523!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Fun web stuff!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2452893.2052!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!01:56 AM!,
q!2452895.0156!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!rice on ebay!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-10-2003!,
q!09:15 PM!,
q!2452893.2115!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!05:40 AM!,
q!2452894.0540!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!$21.95 Muffler!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452894.0020!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-19-2003!,
q!09:14 AM!,
q!2452902.0914!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!4 words: Buy Some Water Wetter!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!05:35 AM!,
q!2452894.0535!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452896.1702!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!where were you?!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!09:04 AM!,
q!2452894.0904!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!03:57 AM!,
q!2452895.0357!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!The JDM 4g63!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!02:03 PM!,
q!2452894.1403!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!01:49 AM!,
q!2452899.0149!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!rnr o2 eliminator downpipe-first impressions!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-14-2003!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2452897.1928!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!09:21 AM!,
q!2452898.0921!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q~Moving to Texas!~,
q!10!,
q!17!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!03:50 PM!,
q!2452894.1550!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2452906.1958!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!ARGH i cant do anything now, i am a moron!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452898.0115!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452899.2339!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!carfax please!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!09:06 AM!,
q!2452898.0906!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!boostx!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!09:06 AM!,
q!2452898.0906!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!World's most powerful engine !,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!09:23 AM!,
q!2452898.0923!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2452899.0028!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!00001481!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!white car under the knife!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452898.1040!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452898.1040!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!Drifting Article!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!01:10 PM!,
q!2452898.1310!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!7541000!,
q!09-18-2003!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2452901.2245!,
q!7541000!,
q!00000009!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!How Much Boost?  (J/K)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2452898.1316!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!02:02 PM!,
q!2452898.1402!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!some opinions...!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2452898.1614!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!09:32 AM!,
q!2452899.0932!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!so i see an evo at the track!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2452898.1627!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!curtis!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452899.1158!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!what were the options!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!09-15-2003!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2452898.1908!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!09-16-2003!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2452899.1440!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Blew my turbo...!,
q!9!,
q!3!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!05:30 PM!,
q!2452894.1730!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!01:35 AM!,
q!2452895.0135!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!hello!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2452894.1739!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452894.2030!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!which rims...!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452894.1741!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!09:57 AM!,
q!2452895.0957!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!new member !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-11-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452894.1816!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!10:26 AM!,
q!2452895.1026!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Front mount is in (pics)!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!02:22 AM!,
q!2452895.0222!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!09-13-2003!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452896.2250!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!00002127!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Invader!,
q!Turbo timer install!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2452895.0233!,
q!Invader!,
q!00000422!,
q!admsr!,
q!09-12-2003!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2452895.1130!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/003101.cgi
A||||0||ercp98||datalogger||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||09-18-2003||10:03 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||hi just want to share with you guys that i got my datalogger from galantvr4. this thing is awesome. i should have gotten this before. i could have save alot of aggravation and money spent on some other gauges. i will be logging soon.||12.251.104.137||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes



ubb/Forum3/003102.cgi
A||||4||benwah||89-93 NON-VR4 Galants useful for parts??||||1||||benwah||00000735
Z||000000||benwah||09-18-2003||10:44 PM||||I'm not sure what can be swapped between galant VR4s and the standard galants as far as body parts so I'm posting to find out. I will be more than likely picking up a white 91 GSR for the motor and wasn't sure if you all could use anything else off of it. It's has a couple dings but still plenty of good misc. parts to be had. Anyway just trying to recoop some cash on a DSM I'm selling, damn 7 bolt crap! Just when I get the car up for sale it has rod knock! DOH!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.61.168.255||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-19-2003||12:28 AM||||Same body, so we can actually use a lot of stuff from it. We can also use a bunch of interior parts. Though some will have to be re-painted.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||09-19-2003||03:53 AM||||Manual seatbelts!!!  Uh, lighter glove box, what else... that nifty little storage thing, on the driver's side by his left knee, which by the way if you have I'd be interested in.  Ooh, the headlights on the '93s... maybe a '93 grill...  The rain rails?  For those who cut the stock ones to put on a roof rack?  The suspension pod from the dash if so equipped?||69.59.219.158||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||GVR4458||09-19-2003||11:33 AM||||The ECU case (for those of us who have DSM ECU's sitting on the floor).<br /><br />EH||204.215.174.5||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000004||benwah||09-19-2003||09:45 PM||||I have the car and it will be soon without a motor and tranny. I would part the rest out but I think someone could fix it up. Anyway if anyone wants it for whatever reason let me know. It's a white 91 GSR 5 speed with 126K, needs some work in and out but not bad, I can get pics. Car is in lower michigan, I have a title, take it home for $100,<br />BEN||68.61.168.255||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes



ubb/Forum3/003103.cgi
A||||4||DeanCouchey||My baby is finally back!||||7||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-18-2003||11:31 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Well after about 9 month of sitting at my girls moms house my girl gave me an early birthday present and had it towed here! I am pretty sure that it needs a turbo, a new battery, need jeff to do the ECU ( purdy please) fix some exhaust leaks, wanna get a new exhaust but that might not happen and clean her up and wax her and so on! Cant wait! If anyone knows of anything to look for when starting up a car that sat for 9 months please fire away! Oh and PS I found a JDM engine for 875 plus shipping so I should be able to get that in there soon enough!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.25.141.213||reg||7||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||09-19-2003||08:40 AM||||Okay Dean,<br /><br />My car was down for 9 months but I did get to start it every so often.  Defintely change the oil, and drain the gas tank and refill if you can. Old gas is crappy gas. Plus you'll need a new battery and new plugs can't hurt.  If the car's in good shape it shouldn't take too much to start it. Mine kicked over pretty easy. Now remember it will be a bit rough no matter what as the ECU relearns everything but that doesn't make it drive horrible, just a little worse than "normal".<br /><br />If it doesn't start just go to the basics: air, fuel, spark.  Find out which one it doesn't have a fix it!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Hope you are back on the road soon. When you put in the new turbo make sure to port everything you can. Any idea on what the new turbo is going to be yet?||162.18.17.229||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||msaskin||09-19-2003||08:53 AM||||Good to hear!  If you ever need help turning wrenches, troubleshooting, tuning, etc. feel free to contact me.  I'm always willing to help another DSMer out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Also, if you happen to need a 14b i've got one in my closet...0 shaft play and i'll let it go cheap.<br /><br />~matt||128.113.164.215||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||09-19-2003||09:36 AM||||Thanks guys! I appreciate it, I wanted to work on it alittle today but the damn rain is here. I might have to take you up on that offer to Matt, if your still in troy it only takes me about 5 minutes to get there.  Gotta get that wax out soon and make it look pretty!||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||msaskin||09-19-2003||11:02 AM||||Yup...i'm in troy still.||24.195.238.19||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes



ubb/Forum3/003104.cgi
A||||0||ken inn||retuning with the new exh||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||09-19-2003||12:59 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i must say, even with all the hassle of installing the o2 eliminator downpipe, the performance increase is quite a bit.  the car pulls much harder, and i have had to retune quite a bit.  all of my lo throttle settings have become a lot richer, almost to zero.  1k rpm is still at -22, but 2k on up is only -3.  hi settings have also changed, and even tho i am not thru yet, i have richened from about -5 to -7, now to -2 to -3.  inj duty cycle is now at 85%, and i have to watch the revs, the car now easily revs to beyond 7500, where before at about 7k it was starting to flatten out.  i am getting a touch of knock, and timing is only 25.  i may have to go to 660's.  part of the increase is also due to the random technologies cat, and the certified catback.  it is all 2.5".  off boost, i can really tell a difference, it is a lot stronger.  i think the fuel economy is even better.  i remember when i put chambers on my rz 350 way back when, and i had to richen the crap out of it, and then it got better fuel economy, too.||209.220.6.232||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003105.cgi
A||||5||hecdws||white vr4 in newark?||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||09-19-2003||01:23 PM||hecdws@aol.com||spotted a white galant vr4 looked to be a 91, in newark,nj does someone here own it? it was parked in front of st. micheals hospital. just tallying up the jersey vr4's. soon well be able to have a meet.<br /><br />later hector||205.188.208.166||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||09-19-2003||07:23 PM||||i was right there last night. <br />mine's green though, with white 92 wheels.<br />i think like half the gvr4's wound up in the tri state area.||141.153.215.79||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||09-19-2003||08:49 PM||||hey luke your the guy from dsmotorsports right. this is hector that was looking over nate engine last week. what were you doing in my hood, nothing bad i hope. <br /><br />later hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||09-20-2003||03:07 AM||||haha i live there. i just drive far to work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.43.238||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||hecdws||09-20-2003||06:07 AM||||damn where do you live. you gotta come check me and jose out one day. <br /><br />later<br />hector||205.188.208.166||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||09-20-2003||10:12 AM||||i live in orange, and i have a general repair shop there too.  i met nate at college in morris county about 5 years ago, and i work up there 1 or 2 days a week.  i'm going to rutgers newark now, so thats why i was in there. on my way from school to rt78 to my GF's house in edison.<br />yup, newark, edision, blairstown constantly. my galant hammers on about 800 miles a week  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />196,000 and counting!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.87.126||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum3/003106.cgi
A||||2||sleeper||At least one thing is salvagable||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||09-19-2003||01:55 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33642&item=2432494906" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33642&item=2432494906</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||V8EATER||09-19-2003||02:01 PM||||aww, com'on.  a good body man is all it needs.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||09-19-2003||03:48 PM||||Look at all the Corrados in the background though!||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum3/003107.cgi
A||||5||brandongvr4||WTB MSD Rev Limiter ||||1||||brandongvr4||00000571
Z||000000||brandongvr4||09-19-2003||03:04 PM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||Hey guys, what Type of Rev Limiter do you guys use. I have been looking around and there is tons of them, but which is a good all around Unit.<br /><br />B||67.124.158.65||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-19-2003||04:48 PM||||Factory ECU.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||09-19-2003||06:03 PM||||Keydiver Rev Limiter||66.32.186.27||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||09-19-2003||06:06 PM||||We don't need no stinking MSD rev limiter   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.34.192.239||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-19-2003||06:42 PM||||You still doing ECU mods?  Someone posted that you stoped going ECU repairs.<br /><br />I don't need a repair, but I still don't want a s-afc cause I'm not building a race car.<br /><br />I still have a list to get first though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />2G GVR4 intake, 2G K&N, 550cc injectors, relocate battery tray, optimus battery so that it fits....  The list goes on.  Just need a fpr first cause my idle suxs with just a walbro 255.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||09-19-2003||07:24 PM||||I'm still doing chips, and a VERY minimal amount of repairs, mostly catching up on a backlog of them and a few I promised to people. My one boss is giving me some problems with staying here after work and fixing them in the lab.<br />I'm trying to encourage people to find someone local to do socketing, and caps replacement. That *should* just leave me to have to deal with real repair jobs, if/when I can start doing them again.<br />As far as the chips, I'm actually pressing ahead more heavily on them. I'm trying to get a domain name, and a website for ordering.||67.34.192.239||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/003108.cgi
A||||36||hecdws||how many vr4's in NJ||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||09-19-2003||09:19 PM||hecdws@aol.com||a little info on the cars would also be nice, ill start it off. i have a green 91 made to look like a 92. 2.5" downpipe, 3" exhaust no cat, MAFT, 510 injectors, jdm front lights, soon to have a evo intercooler and a jdm front bumper bumper. and im in newark,nj.<br /><br /><br />later hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||09-19-2003||09:21 PM||||forgot to mention its green.<br /><br />later hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||09-20-2003||03:16 AM||||i have a green 91<br />nate has a white 92 (he never posts anymore  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )<br />our friend scott has a green 91 (100% bone stock)<br />my friend philth has a white 91<br />john nori's friend has one, he doest post here (antgvr4)<br />there is a NJDSM guy with a black one, and i can't remember his name. grrrr.<br />there is another green one that shows up the the NJDSM meets but i dont know the guy.<br />i havn't ever seen a grey one in jersey<br />-luke-||138.89.43.238||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||211-91VR4||09-20-2003||01:59 PM||||I have a green one with 2 1/2 turbo back, Walbro pump, big 16g,evo O2, 2g manifold, 1g side mount, 2100 clutch, afc, whiteline springs(not installed yet) agx/kyb. I think it rolled over 225k.||68.36.248.156||reg||1||211-91VR4||00000742||yes
Z||000004||Jose||09-20-2003||03:33 PM||||White 91 JDM AMG front and rear bumpers(rear not installed yet),JDM AMG grille, JDM power folding mirrors, JDM headlights, JDM clear corners (also have a set of real amber JDM AMG corner lights). As for performance items I have a JDM front mount, AGP L2R (not installed yet), DN Performance turbo header (not installed yet either), 2.5 turbo back exhaust, MAFT (not installed). I have Tein coilovers, 18 Racing Hart C5's, 5 lug conversion, HID lighting (2 in the headlights and 2 sets for the JDM foglights), 92 taillights. The interior has white faced gauges, Pioneer 7 flip up screen in dash dvd player, 2 tv's in the rear headrests, Autometer white face boost and air/fuel gauges. There's more Im just tried of typing.<br />Jose.....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000005||hecdws||09-20-2003||05:38 PM||||where are thes NJDSM meets? can i go? oh well seems like we have a few vr4's in jersey how about a meet sometime.<br /><br />later hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000006||Ant||09-20-2003||05:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> john nori's friend has one, he doest post here (antgvr4)<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I post here luke, mostly in tech.<br />John Nouri of Broadway Performance is my cousin.<br /><br />I drive a Black 91 usual stuff.<br />check out <a href="http://www.nj.dsm.org" target="_blank">www.nj.dsm.org</a> for meets<br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000007||gtluke||09-21-2003||02:28 AM||||oh ha hi ant. i diddn't put that together that i was you heh.<br />i bought that intercooler that you were supposed to use from nate. i gotta stop by john's shop and pick it up this week, cause i just busted an intercooler pipe on my car thismorning  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.87.126||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000008||fastgvr4||09-22-2003||09:05 AM||||I have one.  92 white.  It is stock except for C&R radiatior and mofugas short shifter.<br /><br />thanks.||199.43.48.21||reg||1||Not Fast Enough||00001934||yes
Z||000009||PhilthMonger||09-22-2003||11:30 AM||||check njdsm for local meets, usually Hooters. the VR-4's roll deep   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000010||GVR4ZUM||09-22-2003||02:44 PM||||Wasssupp guys!<br />I have a 91 white. I've been to one of the meets at Hooters on 17. Its kewl, I saw Phil and met  some of the guys.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000011||hecdws||09-22-2003||06:36 PM||||how often are the meets ill be interested to roll thru. if all the vr4's from jersey show up it would be kinda nice. since im used to it being 10 t/e/l for every vr4.<br /><br />later hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000012||stevevr4||09-23-2003||09:10 AM||||SHIET!  I didn't know there were so many!  I'm a newb, got my green 91 GVR4 last monday, I love it.  I'm in Flemington and I'd def try to make it to a meet.<br /><br />Anyone closeby to Flemington<br /><br />Steve||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000013||bleck||09-23-2003||09:54 AM||||Hooters on 17????  I live in Fair Lawn.  All of 3 min. from there.  Guess I gotta start payin attention.  Oh, btw, I have a 92 green.  135/1000.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000014||fastgvr4||09-23-2003||10:31 AM||||Nice to meet you BLECK. I have 134/1000 white.<br /><br />thanks.||199.43.32.21||reg||1||Not Fast Enough||00001934||yes
Z||000015||RayH||09-23-2003||10:39 AM||||92 grey in Teaneck.  Pass by Fairlawn everyday to work in Franklin Lakes.  Bought my car new in Flemington back in the end of 91.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000016||Dsmman||09-23-2003||11:10 AM||||Green 92 VR4 here.||151.201.150.107||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000017||Ant||09-23-2003||12:20 PM||||To all of you that want to hang out with the NJ DSM people.<br /><br /><a href="http://WWW.NJ.DSM.ORG" target="_blank">WWW.NJ.DSM.ORG</a><br /><br />In the fall/winter we have meets about once a month.  <br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000018||hecdws||09-23-2003||02:08 PM||||with all the vr4's in jersey how hard will it be for all of us to just meet at a hooter's by ourselves with out the t/e/l group. im down if any one is. <br /><br />hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000019||bleck||09-23-2003||02:33 PM||||ditto||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000020||galant191||09-23-2003||02:33 PM||||92 vr4 191/1000 1G pistons, rods, no balance shafts, B&B, JDM throttle body, FMIC, 2g mas, safc,3" turboback. White<br /><br />Def down to meet some other VR-4's without the TEL's... <br /><br />last week while going north on the GSP... i rolled along side a vr4... believe it was black... had exhaust and (if i remember correctly) stickers going down the door under the mirror, and sparco's(it was night time couldnt really tell... i rolled up said wussup... this was around the 120 exit.. i believe he said he was going to union area??? ne one on here...?||172.129.9.172||reg||1||galant191||00002416||yes
Z||000021||stevevr4||09-23-2003||03:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galant191:<br /><strong> 92 vr4 191/1000 1G pistons, rods, no balance shafts, B&B, JDM throttle body, FMIC, 2g mas, safc,3" turboback. White<br /><br />Def down to meet some other VR-4's without the TEL's... <br /><br />last week while going north on the GSP... i rolled along side a vr4... believe it was black... had exhaust and (if i remember correctly) stickers going down the door under the mirror, and sparco's(it was night time couldnt really tell... i rolled up said wussup... this was around the 120 exit.. i believe he said he was going to union area??? ne one on here...? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Old Bridge!  Cool I've been in Edison for the past week+ ... training.  That wasn't me on the GSP though, but I can't believe how many nj gvr4's are showing up.......||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000022||hecdws||09-23-2003||06:43 PM||||so how about that meet. we migth have to move this post over to the events section. im im down to meet on rt 17 since its easy to get to. amybe sometime next month. any one else that can suggest a place. <br /><br />hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000023||Ant||09-23-2003||10:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> with all the vr4's in jersey how hard will it be for all of us to just meet at a hooter's by ourselves with out the t/e/l group. im down if any one is. <br /><br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you could do that but why wouldn't you want to get everyone together.  If you want a meet post on the njdsm board and we will come up with a date in october, possibly 2nd week or 3rd week. <br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000024||Jose||09-23-2003||10:23 PM||||Because it would be nice just to have a bunch of Galants meeting up, instead of a whole bunch of guys that we dont talk to almost everyday. A VR4 day sounds alot better. We can meet with the DSM crowd at a later time. Most of the guys from NJDSM are stuck up, I saw a whole bunch them at a local street races and they acted like they were better than everyone else. <br />Jose.....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000025||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||12:34 AM||||This would open a huge can on worms, but it would be cool to have a data base with how many cars are in each state.<br /><br />I like that iceman is keeping a database of our cars.  He doesn't have nearly enough of them though.  Numbers in the 300s I think.<br /><br />Our cars are VERY rare now days.  Even though they go for sale cheap, they are more limited then ever.<br /><br />Some day in the future, we will have VERY few of them in great shape and on the road.  I hope we can keep track of as many cars as we can.<br /><br />Our cars where way ahead of the times, and even hold up to new cars today.  We have the Lancer EVO and STi, but it just isn't the same.  They have plastic out the ass and cloth seats.  Also, anyone can get one.  We have something rare and uniqe.<br /><br />I myself hope to hold on to this rare item and just keep it in the garage.  I will never sell it for a few grand.  I'd rather have it sit in the garage for me to look at and drive on weekends.  Also, it was the first car I ever bought, so I really have a attachment to it.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000026||DSMGVR4||09-24-2003||12:40 AM||||Hey guys, I have a Grey 92 with basic mods and a few exhaust leaks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  I'm #685/1000 which I bought from a previous owner in northern NJ. I used to own 1125/2K and still have that key fob and used to have 120/1K. I'm from Piscataway and have seen at least 2 white GVR4s in the Somerset/Piscataway area both stock-looking, one driven by a female in her maybe forties. Only other GVR4 owners I've met in NJ were Dave Dilts and Marc French. Someone please post when & where everyone plans to met up.<br />John||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000027||hecdws||09-24-2003||10:09 AM||||id rather have a vr4 meet after all this is GALANTVR4.ORG correct. we can hang out with the other dsm owners anytime since they have various meets. im interested in meeting the people on this board that post here and check out some other vr4's.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000028||stevevr4||09-24-2003||01:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DSMGVR4:<br /><strong> Hey guys, I have a Grey 92<br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bingo!  There IS a gray vr4 in NJ.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000029||galant191||09-25-2003||01:34 AM||||hmm i wonder who the long lost grey vr4 guy on the pkwy is?<br /><br />Meet... how bout woodbridge mall... basically the center of the state... exit 129GSP||24.228.37.192||reg||1||galant191||00002416||yes
Z||000030||hecdws||09-25-2003||06:07 AM||||the mall is to boring, to much like going with my wife to the mall + no girls in orange little shorts.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.166||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000031||gtluke||09-26-2003||12:44 AM||||i saw a black GVR4 in morristown this weekend, it had 17" 20 spoke rims and a for sale sign in the winow.<br />driver was getting on it HARD when he went past me.<br /><br />i'm down for a all GVR4 meet! DSnate's galant isn't anywhere near done, and his friend scott is a homotron so he wont come either.  but i'll come!<br />should be a great time<br />-luke-||138.89.87.126||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000032||mitzy||09-26-2003||01:04 AM||||Hi all.  I just moved to South Brunswick, NJ last Saturday.  Any DSM shops in the area?||68.38.113.44||reg||7||mitzy||00000153||yes
Z||000033||bleck||09-27-2003||01:24 AM||||gtluke, tell your buddies not to feel bad.  I only live 5 min. from the Hooters on 17 and I'll probably arrive last with my 5psi boost!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000034||DSMGVR4||09-28-2003||12:51 AM||||Hey Mitzy, I just moved out of South Brunswick. Where in So. Bruns are you? FYI, TurboTrix is moving to Edison, NJ just along Rt1. Very convenient and accessible location. A very central NJ location not to mention only like 10 min from me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  John||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000035||DSMGVR4||09-28-2003||12:53 AM||||Oh there's also BMTranny located in South Bound Brook. Maybe 30-40 min from you. Cool guys. John||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000036||hecdws||10-02-2003||09:56 AM||||to all the guys that posted on this thread there is a meet at HOOTERS on RT.17 OCT 12th 2PM check the events section for more info, incase anything changes. and if you own a GSX hell you can come too.<br /><br />hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum3/003109.cgi
A||||18||1312VR4||Against street racing???||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||09-19-2003||11:21 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||Please, check it out & join if you are truely interested. We would be glad to have you over there.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.streetsmartsusa.org/" target="_blank">http://www.streetsmartsusa.org/</a>||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||09-20-2003||03:18 AM||||thats awesome. i always wanted to start "take it to the track racing" but never did.<br />here in jersey, no matter where you are, you are 1/2 hour away from a drag strip. there are 5 within a 2 hour drive of each other. street racing is just stupid in conditions like this.||138.89.43.238||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||09-20-2003||08:45 AM||||Yeah.I loved Jersey. Lived there for 17 years. I used to go to ATCO religiously.<br /><br />But I must admit. We used to go to Philly all the time & street race. But last time I did that was in '93||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||09-20-2003||01:17 PM||||Kind of hard when you live 45min from a track that is so crappy it has already killed one of the biggest names in pro street due to shitty track conditions. Then the next closest one is 2.5-3hrs away. Then again down here we have alot of long straight abandonded roads out in BFE. Gotta love florida.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||Invader||09-20-2003||05:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong>Then again down here we have alot of long straight abandonded roads out in BFE. Gotta love florida. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm 90 minutes from BMP (1/4mi) and IRR (1/8mi).  Neither are particularly appealing due to the long wait in the staging lanes...<br /><br />I really don't get the "anti-street racing" thing...when we're out street racing, we're lining up 2 cars on a dead-end, mile-long, straight road with no traffic nearly 20 miles from the closest town.  Who exactly are we endangering?<br /><br />I've been doing it for around 8 years, and the only injuries I've seen have been little punks racing around at 100MPH on their way TO and FROM the race spots.  Generally they just miss a stop sign or something and drive off the road...  Granted, they're injuring themselves and others around them, but how exactly does that justify coming down hard on the rest of us who act semi-responsibly and only endanger ourselves?<br /><br />I have yet to see one wreck at the "organized" street races...probably because we don't race in town like idiots.  Maybe they should start an "anti-idiot drivers" campaign instead?  Seems much more appropriate.<br /><br />I wish FL had some winding mountain roads, too...then we'd really be set.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||09-20-2003||05:33 PM||||I agree with what Invader is saying. The only time I potentially endanger myself is doing highway runs when there is NO traffic (1-3am) or on empty industrial roads late at night. You have to be an idiot to race anytime during the day, rush hour, etc.. I've seen it and laugh at the stupidity. <br /><br />I've seen people racing on shoulders in rush hour traffic, or through town blowing red lights on a weekend. People are just idiots and sometimes you have to deal with it.<br /><br />Starting a petition against street racing may crack down a bit more, but for the owners with front mounts hanging out of their bumpers, 3" exhaust w/o no resonation and external wastegates.. its going to make daily life alot harder/more stressful than it already is and trips to the ref alot more common. Why? Because cops will be on the look-out for potential street racers even if they're driving to work.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||09-20-2003||05:58 PM||||When I first found out about the street racing crowds in Philly, I thought it was awesome.  I don't think I was particularly thrilled about running from the cops, but the excitement was great.<br /><br />What turned me against it is:<br />- When the cops show, people scatter.  Fishtailing, screeching tires, etc.  No one's there to watch out for you.  Your life is endangered.  I know people who've smacked up their car from people darting in front of them.<br />- You're not always on a barren road.  Some roads have occasional truck traffic, which usually people allow through, but it's there.<br />- No one pays attention to anyone else.  Some assholes feel it's necessary to do a donut in the middle of the road for no reason.  You could be coming back from a pass, and this numbnut could jump in front of you because 1) he's drunk, stupid or both, or 2) your headlights are off to avoid detection.<br />- Who's going to call the ambulance if you crash?  If the cops come, your friends are GONE.<br />- Many roads have only two ways to get out and the cops can and do block them off, then issue expensive tickets to everyone from maint of lights to drag racing.<br /><br />So after some experience, I have enough reason to avoid it.  I don't know about the rest of you, but I have a job, house, and bills to pay.  None of which I can take care of from jail.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||psycopyro182||09-20-2003||07:20 PM||||Ive been in alot of different situations, driving by myself in the galant, and with other people street racing, iv seen and been apart of alot of crazy stuff. in Houston, there are alot of huge 300-800+ people that like to get togather and jsut block off streets, at places like that no one cares, there is alot of stupidity.<br />but ive been to alot of other places in alot of different cities (college Station Tx, Houston Tx, Lake Charles La. to name a few) and ive seen street raceing done verry safely. back in CS tx. we usto have a spot out in the middle of a bunch of empty fields. we could see 4 or 5 miles in every direction, we all had an empty parking lot, and we just lined em up 2 at a time, and personally i like that alot better than any track. we could all hang out, we didnt have to drive 2 1/2 hours to get to a track to run 3 or 4 times. and wait in long stageing lines. and ive never seen a single accident when it was set up like that. the cops usually didnt mess with us out there either because they said. we "are keeping it off the main roads and racing somewhere more safe without any traffic."<br /><br />i still enjoy going to the track, but nothing beats a good night of good clean (safe) street racing.<br /><br />just my .02||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000008||4drwhore||09-20-2003||07:29 PM||||Well the way we do it down here is we get together in an empty parking lot, meet n greet n bs and all that. Line some races up. Everyone goes up to the gas station and fills whatever or grabs whatever they need andthen we head off. on our way out there we tend to lose the usual rice rif raf. We have a spot thats on a straight road, 10miles from each entrence and nothing but farm land as far as the eye can see. Line en up, mark it out and run em. Thats about as organized and save as possible when it comes to street racing.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000009||Akidosigh1||09-20-2003||10:23 PM||||simple answer: <br /><br />its around 10:30 here, in 2 more hours, i know where i'll be and what i'll be doing... but whats important is what i'll be doing it with: a 92 GVR4!||172.166.95.233||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000010||Invader||09-21-2003||05:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Well the way we do it down here is we get together in an empty parking lot, meet n greet n bs and all that. Line some races up. Everyone goes up to the gas station and fills whatever or grabs whatever they need andthen we head off. on our way out there we tend to lose the usual rice rif raf. We have a spot thats on a straight road, 10miles from each entrence and nothing but farm land as far as the eye can see. Line en up, mark it out and run em. Thats about as organized and save as possible when it comes to street racing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like our street scene down here...  At least we have a lot of long straight roads, 'cause the cops don't take long to catch on.  It's almost as though they'd rather we race in town or something, since they kick us out of a good spot 10 miles out of town?  To "Serve and Protect"?  Bullshit...it's to "Tax and Collect"...especially with the new anti-drag racing laws in FL.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> simple answer: <br />its around 10:30 here, in 2 more hours, i know where i'll be and what i'll be doing... but whats important is what i'll be doing it with: a 92 GVR4! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Preach on, brother!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||09-22-2003||09:28 AM||||The problem is, we don't have enough tracks to go to.  They are getting way too crowded.  I've only been to the track twice and it took all day, or all night, just to get a run in.<br /><br />By the time I got to the line, I was tired and not even in the mood to run anymore.  <br /><br />As big as this whole import thing is (thank's to movies and video games), we need more tracks.  If I go back to the track again, it is just going to see what I can run.  I don't even like it that much because it is a hassle.  Who wants to wait 2-3 hours to get one run in?||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||psycopyro182||09-22-2003||12:02 PM||||yeah, but with street racing, you can sit in your respictiv "parking lots" or 'hangouts' or wherever you meet before the race, and you can bs, and talk up a storm. or you can just find a bunch of domestics hanging out and drive through in your 4door family car, and get out and start a mess.<br />its not just the street racing thats fun, but hanging out with friends, and bs'n and tryin to find someone to race.||204.196.73.123||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000013||grndsm||09-22-2003||12:20 PM||||I have a question guys,<br /><br />I totally agree with what these guys are trying to do, but isn�t there already an established movement like this?  I remember seeing it a couple of years ago.  Does anyone have a link to it?<br /><br />I would rather be a part of something that is a bit more established and not duplicating someone else�s efforts.<br /><br />Leon<br />RR||66.105.188.66||reg||1||grndsm||00000540||yes
Z||000014||Doug Thomas||09-22-2003||12:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by grndsm:<br /><strong> I have a question guys,<br /><br />I totally agree with what these guys are trying to do, but isn�t there already an established movement like this?  I remember seeing it a couple of years ago.  Does anyone have a link to it?<br /><br />I would rather be a part of something that is a bit more established and not duplicating someone else�s efforts.<br /><br />Leon<br />RR </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think this is what your talking about.<br /><a href="http://www.rasr.info/" target="_blank">http://www.rasr.info/</a>||12.10.219.27||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000015||geoff@machv||09-22-2003||01:47 PM||||Late night racing USED to be fun.  <br />However things have changed for the WORSE in the last 10-15 years.......<br /><br />In ther past couple of years, our cars T/E/L/VR4's have become more affordable as well as the parts for them.  And when you put a fast car in the hands of someone who's inexperienced bad things happen. <br />  <br />Local municipalities are getting fed up from it all. I KNOW cops who don't give two sh*ts about street racing.  What pisses them off is when <br />some 17 year old nutbag t-bones a family of 5 cause he pannicked and couldnt control his car.  <br />Or the idiot who tried to outrun a cop on the highway and TA's himself and four other cars trying to exit the highway at the last minute.<br /><br />I used to hit all the after hour race spots in NY when I lived there and most recently all the race spots in the MD/DC/VA area.  The local law enforcement in this area and other municipalites are cracking down BIG TIME on racing and loitering near known illegal racing spots. <br />Just going to one of those places can be a headache for most of us........<br /><br />Not just that, but I dont want ANY COP getting familiar with my face OR MY CAR.  <br />Granted, every now and then I might get into on the highway with someone.  but For the most part when the speed gets too high, or the traffic too thick, hell I'll give up a win in a minute. <br />I'd HATE to be the reason some mother and her two kids arent coming home tonight.<br /><br /><br />Geoff <br />Mach V<br />974/1000||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000016||Akidosigh1||09-22-2003||07:38 PM||||Yeah, I miss METRO. That was the best street racing spot on the East Coast until it got shut down. Geoff, I was the guy that bought a new dipstick and valvecover from you. I asked if you could bring the colt out to Forestville to beat up on some cars with me. The weekend after I had told you about it, there was a colt out there but it wasn't you driving, was it one of your coworkers or friends?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000017||geoff@machv||09-22-2003||08:36 PM||||The colt was SOLD to Aaron Litt [MrMoo]<br />I now have a 89 Mirage turbo<br /><br />BP coil on plug/Haltech E6K/ 660's/60-1/HKS External/Tial BOV/huge FMIC/ EVO ported Manifold/Wiseco 8.5:1's/Knifedged crank/ACT2600/fully built head/3in turboback/and other sh*t that takes too long to write about.  <br /><br />Yes I remember you     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    .  I work part time at Mach V..... I'm a frame relay tech over @ Verizon on their Federal Network Systems contract.  Because We let a couple of people go, alot of us have had to pick up the slack, so unfortunatley, I have not been able to finish the Mirage.<br /><br />The guy you saw was probably someone who used to work over @ Extreme.  I forget his name but he's already had his C/M in the 10's..... Very fast car from what I hear.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000018||Akidosigh1||09-22-2003||09:46 PM||||I doubt it was a 10 second colt... didn't make any sound. but it was turbo or so it said... could've been a really nice sleeper. but i think if it was running 10s, he would've raced someone||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003110.cgi
A||||3||gtluke||i'm gunna hook up my 4ws like this!||||1||||gtluke||00000281
Z||000000||gtluke||09-20-2003||10:26 AM||gtluke@hotmail.com||<a href="http://fun.from.hell.pl/2003-01-09/malec.wmv" target="_blank">http://fun.from.hell.pl/2003-01-09/malec.wmv</a>||138.89.87.126||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||09-20-2003||01:43 PM||||thats badass||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||92GVR4#333||09-20-2003||03:40 PM||||way to much time to play with tools||205.188.208.166||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-20-2003||04:37 PM||||I saw that a while back, I was like   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Thats awesome!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003111.cgi
A||||3||GVR$in||Bear gets owned||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-20-2003||01:41 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.komotv.com/qt/bouncing_bear.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.komotv.com/qt/bouncing_bear.mpg</a>||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-20-2003||02:37 PM||||Ahahahahaha, they shoulda added a second smaller trampoline next to the big one.  His "dismount" from the trampoline looked a little painful, landing on his big furry head.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||09-20-2003||04:41 PM||||definately own3d....lol||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||09-20-2003||06:11 PM||||poor bear. i hope it was ok. but that was still funny. i don't know, i feel really bad for it but i did laugh the first time i saw it.||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/003112.cgi
A||||12||number3||Hi all from London||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||09-20-2003||02:13 PM||||having fun and seeing lots of great cars...<br /><br />only mitsu's so far and evo III and a GTO<br /><br />The keyboard are differnt here so my already slowing typing skill is even slower...<br /><br />later all...<br /><br />Nate don't let Garrett die!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||81.136.177.41||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||09-20-2003||02:30 PM||||What are you doing out there?  Installing a pimp theatre system in Buckingham palace?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||bazeng||09-20-2003||05:44 PM||||hahaha<br />brings bak memories of when i was in paris..<br />the keyboard took a while to get used to but once u get bak.. ur gonna have to go through the learning process again..<br /><br />mitsu's on london?? at least there are mitsu's..<br />in paris.. nothing but euro cars.. only mitsu.. dont even recall seeing a mitsu..||203.166.63.193||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||09-20-2003||05:48 PM||||So do most of the locals drive 1.2L lame-mobiles like in Germany?||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||peterlsmith||09-21-2003||09:06 AM||||Lame mobiles? Pity some of those past lame mobiles didn't make it to America, like the 209 GTI, Renault 5 turbo, Caterham Super 7 to name but a few - engines all smaller the 2L, but they would still show a clean pair of heals to the whale masquerading as a VR4 in my garage.<br /><br /><br />Harry - seen any Smart cars? I think they're 700cc, but come with 6 speed semi-automatics, ABS and traction control. You'll know it when you see one because you'll turn back to take a second look and say "what the !@#! is that?"<br /><br />Peter||165.247.81.64||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000005||number3||09-21-2003||12:17 PM||||i visted buckingham palace tring to sell them on a media room.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />i have seen many smart cars, a f1 mclaren, etc.<br /><br />lots of 1.2s<br /><br />later<br /><br /><br />i gave up on the shift key||81.134.81.13||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||joec||09-21-2003||12:25 PM||||When we used to go to Switzerland for work we would bring our own PC keyboards!  It was great fun to watch the Swiss guys trying to figure out why their keyboards started behaving strangely   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||09-21-2003||06:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peter Smith:<br /><strong> Lame mobiles? Pity some of those past lame mobiles didn't make it to America, like the 209 GTI, Renault 5 turbo, Caterham Super 7 to name but a few - engines all smaller the 2L, but they would still show a clean pair of heals to the whale masquerading as a VR4 in my garage.<br /><br /><br />Harry - seen any Smart cars? I think they're 700cc, but come with 6 speed semi-automatics, ABS and traction control. You'll know it when you see one because you'll turn back to take a second look and say "what the !@#! is that?"<br /><br />Peter </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Smart cars are so awesome. That was exactly my reaction when i saw the Smart Roadster. Too bad their made by Chrysler.||65.227.204.30||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||talontsi||09-22-2003||07:56 AM||||Hey I am over here too!<br />Let me know how long you are here for and maybe we can meet up.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000009||Johnny Bravo||09-22-2003||02:30 PM||||You guys might wanna check over on the Lancer Register  <a href="http://www.lancerregister.com" target="_blank">www.lancerregister.com</a>  and see who on there is in the area.  I'm sure they could show you around (if you have time that is) and would get to see some sweet Evo's   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000010||talontsi||09-23-2003||03:10 AM||||I have been working here for a few months.<br />Boy do they get all the perks car wise.<br />Every nice Euro car and any jap car you could ever want.<br /><br />Only seen 1 GVR4 so far and Rex's are much more popular than EVO's.<br />But it just amazes me when you drive down the road and see so many high $$ cars.<br />I would love to get a TVR!<br />They just look bad ass, but the price for gas here sucks.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||09-23-2003||11:04 AM||||probably see alot of rex's cause they have prodrive over there so it is easier to get parts and so on. Must be nice to go over there and see some other cars besides the old cars here.||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||talontsi||09-23-2003||11:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> probably see alot of rex's cause they have prodrive over there so it is easier to get parts and so on. Must be nice to go over there and see some other cars besides the old cars here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually I was reading on that board that Ben posted that all the Evo's here are grey market.<br />I guess that is why there are less of them.<br />Still cool to see the wide range of cars. <br /><br />Also trying to get up to Cardiff for the WRC championship in November. Live WRC should be a blast!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum3/003113.cgi
A||||18||turbowop||insurance question for the guys with mucho $$ invested||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||09-20-2003||04:34 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||My current Progressive policy expires in a couple months and because of my recent keying incident I'm going to put some extra coverage on my car for all the dough I've spent on it. I'm going to be insuring only the galant since I have a company truck to drive to work. I have a couple of speeding tickets that come off my record this month so I will have a perfect driving record when I get a new policy. That...plus I'm over 25 and don't drive the car more than 6000 miles a year if that.<br /><br />I'm just curious as to what kind of coverage guys like Harry and Nate have on their cars and what kind of rates you guys are getting. Let me know......||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-20-2003||04:42 PM||||I'm paying $105/mo with full coverage and comprehensive and roadside assistance. That's with progressive 25yr old no accidents no tickets.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-20-2003||04:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I'm paying $105/mo with full coverage and comprehensive and roadside assistance. That's with progressive 25yr old no accidents no tickets. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't think he asked you mr. spray painted JayDuM bumper, lil front mount and stock turbo.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />I need to get full coverage soon.. Im worried about my ride w/ just liability right now. Im interested in what everyone has to say.. even Ritch.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||09-20-2003||04:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I'm paying $105/mo with full coverage and comprehensive and roadside assistance. That's with progressive 25yr old no accidents no tickets. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But does that include all the goodies on the car? I have a feeling that Progressive wouldn't cover any extras like wheels, suspension, exhaust, etc. If the car was wrecked would they take into consideration how much the car is really worth rather than blue book? That's why I'm wondering what kind of coverage Nate and Harry have because I know they'd be pissed if either of those cars were totalled and insurance tried to payout only the crap blue book price.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||09-20-2003||05:01 PM||||mark, you cant win.  they have seen it all, and they are in business, that means make money.  you will have to state the "extras" on the car, and most policies do not cover the "extras", AND, if you put some stuff on there like a radar detector, then your rates go up, because that labels you as a speeder.  in the car is in wreck, they dont have to replace panels with new, only with "reasonable and like quality"  which means they will get stuff from the junkyard.  and, you gotta pay a deductable anyway.  even in your keying case, because the car was at home, it may only be covered under your homeowner's policy.  you DO have a homeowner's policy, right?  you may THINK your speeding tickets disappear, but they got the info already.  besides, the rates you get are based on your credit, not driving record.  the tickets are just additional.  you wont get the best rates till you are old and fat, and bald, and cant drive anyway.  heck, i lose a bit more hair, and i'm THERE.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||09-20-2003||05:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I'm paying $105/mo with full coverage and comprehensive and roadside assistance. That's with progressive 25yr old no accidents no tickets. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But does that include all the goodies on the car? I have a feeling that Progressive wouldn't cover any extras like wheels, suspension, exhaust, etc. If the car was wrecked would they take into consideration how much the car is really worth rather than blue book? That's why I'm wondering what kind of coverage Nate and Harry have because I know they'd be pissed if either of those cars were totalled and insurance tried to payout only the crap blue book price. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Some of the stuff is under my renters insurance it really becomes a fine line between the two. I would just keep an up to date record of what's on the car or in the car and photos with dates for everything. <br /><br /><br />Terren your just jealous cause I fixed your sheot.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||91 #680||09-20-2003||05:23 PM||||I don't think he asked you mr. spray painted JayDuM bumper, lil front mount and stock turbo.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />LOL....not to mention no bumper support cruisin....<br /><br />I have Farmers (yeah, I know)  liability is $350 every 6 months.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||09-20-2003||05:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> I don't think he asked you mr. spray painted JayDuM bumper, lil front mount and stock turbo.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <br /><br />LOL....not to mention no bumper support cruisin....<br /><br />I have Farmers (yeah, I know)  liability is $350 every 6 months. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HEHEHEHE that's soon to change  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />and Terren's just jealous that my JDM bumper that I'm rattle can painting will look better than driving around with a blue JDM bumper on my Nile black bitch.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||1312VR4||09-20-2003||07:12 PM||||$200 A year through Grundy.com||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||09-20-2003||08:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> $200 A year through Grundy.com </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I checked out their website and that seems to be a good way to go.....but I don't keep the car in a garage...just under a car cover and I think a garage is required to be covered by them.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||Martin Chilcote||09-20-2003||08:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> $200 A year through Grundy.com </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I filled out a Grundys form on their website and came up w/ a cheap price, but when I called Grundys after seeing one of their reps on "My Classic Car", they told me they only cover clasic/collector cars, and they didn't have a single Mitsubishi on their list.<br />1312VR4...do you have a Grundys policy?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.139.167.132||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000011||turbowop||09-22-2003||04:08 PM||||I called Grundy today to get a quote and the lady who answered the phone was pretty damn rude. She said the Mitsubishi Galant isn't the type of car they cover under their policies. Only classic, antique, or show cars/parade vehicles. I tried to explain the whole limited production, non daily driver thing to her but she wasn't having any of it and pretty much hung up on me right as I was about to ask another question.<br /><br />Fuck Grundy!!||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||09-22-2003||04:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> I called Grundy today to get a quote and the lady who answered the phone was pretty damn rude. She said the Mitsubishi Galant isn't the type of car they cover under their policies. Only classic, antique, or show cars/parade vehicles. I tried to explain the whole limited production, non daily driver thing to her but she wasn't having any of it and pretty much hung up on me right as I was about to ask another question.<br /><br />Fuck Grundy!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe we should phone bomb them asking to insure obscure things.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||GVR1643||09-22-2003||04:32 PM||||Mark, I know you still haven't really got the answer you were looking for, so I'll throw my .02 in fwiw.<br />A few years back I picked up a MINT 88 celica gt convertible.  Some moron ran a light and hit me in the front end.  Insurance company wasn't going to pony all the way up to fix it as nice as it should have been, so I insisted in be replaced with new OEM parts and NOT rusty junkyard crap. After bitching at everyone that would listen at this guys insurance company (worked up the chain of command), they agreed to have an independent appraiser come see the car and pretty much make the decision.  He stepped out of his car, I told him the story and 10 seconds later (after a quick walkaround) he said I'd get what I was asking for...I did.<br />As far as my insurance (state farm) I've always been told to log/photo everything and that would be fine.  If it is part of the car (bolted, attached, etc) they would cover it. If it was placed inside (radar detector, tons of cds, etc) that would be homeowners).  <br /><br />When mine was totaled for hail, I pulled out tons of receipts for mods, proved the limited status of the car and got more than I paid for the car and subtracted the buyback and kept it - have the car for free now...<br />I would just talk to your insurance company and ask them how to have full coverage for the car as it sits.<br />Hope that's a little help - good luck.<br />Kevin||167.142.21.138||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000014||mikeyoung00||09-22-2003||05:29 PM||||Collision and comp usually won't cover mods. Now if you overpay for high service places like State Farm or Allstate that could be different.<br /><br />Progressive offers policy riders for extra coverage specifically to cover upgrades to the car. I had such a policy on my Accord and really need to add it to my GVR4 policy.<br /><br />I was hit by an uninsured motorist who r an a red light when I was still with Allstate and they covered a lot of extras (This was on a Civic Si)...things like Tokico shocks, GC coilovers, lip kit...etc. But my rates immediately went through the roof, which is why I am with Progressive now.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000015||CCDSM69||09-26-2003||12:18 PM||||stay far far away from Allstate and Geico. My husband has geico and they misquoted him for his car insurance when we moved down here and charges him another $600 a year for state minimum coverage but not nearly as much as Allstate misquoted me. I was paying $800 in CT with Allstate for full coverage, i knew the price would increase when I moved here. The lady told me $650 every 6 months for my car with state minimum plus theft and i was totally fine with that. Come today I get my bill and they want $1584 for every 6 months for state minimum and no theft! I wrote down everything the lady told me including her name and they refuse to charge me what they quoted me. <br /><br />If your state has it I'd go with Amica insurance. I had them and was very happy with them. When my sisters car got stolen they covered everything, wheels, stereo, engine accessories, carbon fiber hood but with depreciated value since the stuff on her car was like 2 years old. I think she got like 85% of what she spent on those and top dollar for her car. They found the car 2 days after it was stolen gutted to s*** and she had the check 5 days later.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||09-26-2003||12:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Collision and comp usually won't cover mods. Now if you overpay for high service places like State Farm or Allstate that could be different.<br /><br />Progressive offers policy riders for extra coverage specifically to cover upgrades to the car. I had such a policy on my Accord and really need to add it to my GVR4 policy.<br /><br />I was hit by an uninsured motorist who r an a red light when I was still with Allstate and they covered a lot of extras (This was on a Civic Si)...things like Tokico shocks, GC coilovers, lip kit...etc. But my rates immediately went through the roof, which is why I am with Progressive now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you live in a no fault state?||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||number3||09-26-2003||12:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1312VR4:<br /><strong> $200 A year through Grundy.com </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you stating a fact here?||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000018||number3||09-26-2003||10:15 PM||||Mark,<br /><br />I have "standard" full coverage on number3 and my Monster miata.<br /><br />I can not convince the insurance companies like Grundy to cover them even though I fall into every one of their guidelines.<br /><br />I trailer number3 to events over 45 mins to protect it from idiot drivers. I also keep it in a garage for protection.<br /><br />I also have some people on the inside to help out with claims if they are every needed.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003114.cgi
A||||7||91 #680||who still has their stock tape deck ....||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||09-20-2003||04:39 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||that still works?  Mine just broke yesterday. Lasted 13 years....got the dreaded click.....click...click of the tape flipping mechanism.  Oh well time for a new alpine deck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-20-2003||04:47 PM||||Time for a socal meet is what its time for..||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||09-20-2003||04:51 PM||||word to your mutha...TeArin.  We need to get Rich out of that cave of his...he was looking a little pale when I saw him about 3 weeks ago...lol.  BTW that is a sweet ass IC you got on the gride||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-20-2003||04:56 PM||||He won't come out cuz he owes me $50!! I saw him yesterday and he stole my spaceship blow off valve to fix it, now its fixed but he won't give it back!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />My tape deck took a shit on my about a year ago.<br /><br />Thanks for the comment   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||199of2k||09-20-2003||04:59 PM||||I had mine up until 2years ago, when I swapped it out for a clarion tape deck.  It got stolen and I put the stocker back in and a week later it was stolen... I cant figure out why anyone would want the stocker, it would only power the left speakers.  Oh well now I have a sony xplode cd deck.||68.9.131.202||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||09-20-2003||06:08 PM||||i still have my tape deck. plays my rolling stones tape and acdc tape just fine. those are the only two tapes of mine that i could find.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||09-20-2003||09:54 PM||||I wonder if this is a common thing.  My stock deck ate the right channel as well.  I wonder how many out there have done that.  Hmmm great idea for a recall.  <br /><br />Well sir, if you're female and blonde, your head would be down looking at the radio and BOOM, you rear end the police car in front of you.  Just as deadly for the driver as the xfer case locking up...<br /><br />(no discourtesy to blonde females, as I have 4 blonde daughters, and they all want dsm's when they get old enough to drive...)||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||09-21-2003||03:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong><br />(no discourtesy to blonde females, as I have 4 blonde daughters, and they all want dsm's when they get old enough to drive...) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So when do they turn legal?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />-I had to do it!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003115.cgi
A||||6||josh91vr4||Plans for next 60days - Any thoughts? (long)||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||09-20-2003||09:34 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Here are my plans in the next 60 days:<br /><br />3G Lifters & VC Gasket (ordered)<br /><br />I've had my Sleeper16G on the shelf for like 3 months now, and i'm going to put it on my car.<br />I've got a 2G MAS on the way with a nice direct path intake.<br /><br />SAFC-II<br />(looking back, i think i would have preferred the GM MAF Translator instead for cost reasoning)<br /><br />MBC / Boost Gauge / PocketLogger (got em)<br />I'll be running ~16psi boost 99% of the time<br /><br />I have not yet purchased injectors, i've read 660s or 720s are a good fit for the Sleeper16G. <br /><br />Assuming a Walbro 255lph pump will flow enough fuel.<br /><br />Need to relocate the battery.<br /><br />Stock IC and plumbing, will upgrade when money allows.<br /><br />I STILL have stock exhaust, but i'll be ordering an RRE Long DP to match up to the EVO III O2 housing, and ordering the cat-back from Certified.<br /><br />New Pass-side rear caliper (@#$% reman one lasted 4 months!)<br />New wheels & suspension to come next spring (no point doing it before winter)<br /><br />If anyone sees any potential problems (like something ain't gonna fit), that's why i posted. This will be more work than i've ever done on a car and want to make sure i've got everything i need before i set out on this trek.<br />Thanks!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-20-2003||11:58 PM||||Exhaust manifold?||65.31.189.216||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||09-21-2003||01:50 AM||||I would also recommend an adjustable fuel pressure regulator.  With a pump that large you will need it IMO.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||09-21-2003||02:00 AM||||Ahhhh FPR, thanks. Almost forgot that one. Exhaust Mani is an EVO III.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||Matt379||09-21-2003||02:29 AM||||Also, I would go with SAFC I if you haven'tgot the SAFC II.  I've heard of people have problems with the SAFC II.  You can get a brand new one very inexpensively on ebay from a store.  220 without shipping/insurance.<br /><br />And also, a pocketlogger is one of the best upgrades for these cars.  You will learn so much.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||09-21-2003||03:34 AM||||RRE sells a 1g downpipe (that will fit our cars) that mates up to the EVO III o2 housing.. I have an EVO III o2 and am about to pick up this downpipe which I saw two days ago at rre. If you didn't know the flange to the downpipe on the two o2's are different. <br /><br />You said "but i'll be ordering an RRE Long DP to match up to the EVO III O2 housing" so I wasn't too sure if you meant the downpipe with the evo flange or not, Just letting you know.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||josh91vr4||09-21-2003||03:55 PM||||That's the one Terren. When you get yours, let me know how it fits! I'm hoping the RRE Evo3 DP + Certified Cat-back system fits with no qualms. Of course, this IS a gvr4 we're talking about   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Another quick question: My fuel trims are all at exactly 100% on the logger, and they have been .. forever. I was under the impression the ECU makes some changes to these, but i haven't seen anything happen  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum3/003116.cgi
A||||4||curtis||new seats are installed     new and better pics||||2||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||09-20-2003||11:48 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||sorry about the pictures the damn camera is set on something wrong and cant find the book for the thing.<br />The seats are from a crx.  (No smart ass comments). They weigh in at 26 pounds each compared to the stock weight of 39 each. They were in my dead mustang and finally took the time to get them cleaned up and installed.  The schroth belts I found on ebay a few months ago (they were listed under aerobatic harness). They have the inerta reel and the lock out feature that is operated by a cable. I built all the mounts from 1 1/2 inch square tubing and welded them to the factory honda seat rails (pain in the ass to get lined up and square in the car as I welded them up).<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1355" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1355&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1356" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1356&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.135.143.174||reg||2||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||09-21-2003||02:16 AM||||Kinda hard to see in the pictures, but looks pretty good.  Are those seats leather?<br /><br />So you're the bastard that bought those harnesses!  I was getting major wood over those, but didn't want to pay that much, so was trying to get my roommate to buy one of 'em.  How do you like them?  Where did you mount the rear strap?||69.59.219.139||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-21-2003||03:35 AM||||Looks good! No bashing from me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||curtis||09-21-2003||11:54 PM||||No the seats aren't leather but this material is called ultra leather its used alot in aircraft interiors its just a high grade vinyl the seats also have dead soft memory foam in them.<br />    I mounted two pieces of 1 1/2 square steel tubing to the original mounting points then welded on the seat rails from the honda.  The side lap belts are bolted to tabs that are welded on the ends of the rear tubes that I built and the inertia reels are bolted to a piece of steel that is welded in the center.  It is a 1/4 inch piece of steel that is about 4 inches long then turns 90 degrees up for 3 inches.  I had been looking for this type of belt for years.  An experimental (home built) airplane landed at the airport that I worked at for fuel and he had a set in it.  when I saw them on ebay I had to get them.  Their almost 500 a set if you buy them for an aircraft because their DOT and FFA certified.  The guy was selling them cheap because for aircraft competition they have to be replaced every two years. He told me that he was going to be posting more of these he must be getting them somewhere because they came in the schroth boxes.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1363" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1363&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1364" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1364&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1365" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1365&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1366" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1366&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.142.59.197||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||09-22-2003||12:06 AM||||Gotta love the baby seat in the back!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/003117.cgi
A||||12||RTS182G-VR4||Busted-up turbo pics||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||09-21-2003||02:33 AM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||you guys wanna see the pics of my old 14b that would only boost ~7 psi?  here it is:   <br />    <img src="http://www.angelfire.com/co4/gvr4/MVC-010S.JPG" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.angelfire.com/co4/gvr4/MVC-024S.JPG" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.angelfire.com/co4/gvr4/MVC-030S.JPG" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.angelfire.com/co4/gvr4/MVC-021S.JPG" alt=" - " />      turbo is from a newer company called horsepower headquarters.  the guys were pretty helpful, and i got a ported 16g for REALLY cheap.  less than 500 if i remember right.  see the light around the wastgate?  BAD.  also: you cannot see the crack that goes from the turbine housing inlet all the wat to the wastegate.  needless to say, the new turbo was a big improvement.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-21-2003||03:31 AM||||That turbine housing looks very familiar..||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||09-21-2003||09:40 AM||||What rims are those?  They look just like mine and haven't seen them on another galant.  I know there are a few brands that look identical.  Mine are Motegi MR7's.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||RTS182G-VR4||09-21-2003||01:14 PM||||here are some more:  <img src="http://www.angelfire.com/co4/gvr4/MVC-017S.JPG" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.angelfire.com/co4/gvr4/MVC-027S.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />that thing was so dirty.  the first owner did some head work or something and didnt replace the valve cover gasket, so everything was oil-soaked.  pretty messy, but hopfully i can get in there and clean up when i pull the head soon.  The rims are 17"konig tantrums.  i also have some 16 inch enkeis (might be selling).  i will get some pics of the whole car soon.  have any of you seen a turbo this bad?  this only had 129xxx miles when i pulled it.  ive heard of them lasting much longer.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||09-21-2003||03:52 PM||||My Turbo had nearly 180k miles on it, and it didn't look that bad. It did seize COMPLETELY, but still never looked as bad as that one!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||09-21-2003||05:42 PM||||what are you doing in the first pic on your second post?? <br /><br />yeah that looks pretty god damn bad. i've also never seen a turbo that dirty!!!<br /><br />thanks||24.238.159.174||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||09-21-2003||06:23 PM||||Look's like he's taking off the heat sheild?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.167.181.82||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||09-21-2003||08:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Look's like he's taking off the heat sheild?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or taking out the infamous stud in the turbine housing.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000008||RTS182G-VR4||09-21-2003||11:52 PM||||it was the heat shield.  i didnot take the radiator out to try and save some cash on coolant, and it was easier to get that one off after the turbo was out.  funny, because i had a bad feed line anyways, so i had to drain it anyways...  ya everything down there was a mess.  everyone always trying to cut corners and save money, (i should be one to talk...) there was a bit of shaft play, but not as much as i expected.  it makes a great paperweight now.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000009||curtis||09-22-2003||12:24 AM||||the tantrums look bad ass<br />thats the wheels I wanted to get until My buddy wanted to sell the wheels off his accord so I couldn't pass them up.<br />Your garage looks way to clean you need to come to tenn and I teach you how to work in a real pig stye.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.142.59.197||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||RTS182G-VR4||09-22-2003||12:49 AM||||HAHAHA! you dont see whats in the next stall!  i have a 1969 camaro im trying to restore, now thats a mess.  i should take a pic of that.  we've got doors, a subie 2.5 rs tranny, and many other miscilaneous pieces on that side.  i do love the tantrums though, they just work with the car.  ill try an upload some of it off the jackstands, which is where it spends 1/4th of its time...<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000011||psycopyro182||09-22-2003||12:18 PM||||man, i wish i even had a garage to put my car in, i live in an apartment now. so not even covered parking. so i keep the car at my mom's house.||204.196.73.123||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000012||RTS182G-VR4||09-22-2003||02:10 PM||||Gotta love the parents house  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.102.216.30||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum3/003118.cgi
A||||8||Akidosigh1||JDM GALANT||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||09-21-2003||07:18 PM||||I was looking through <a href="http://www.flashoptions.com" target="_blank">www.flashoptions.com</a> and saw that they had a 4g61 1.6L turbo galant.. would that be the same as a mirage/colt turbo? just wondering...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-21-2003||09:30 PM||||didnt really look like a mirage, and I have never seen a 4G61 in a galant, maybe like a smaller version. But I have been told not to trust flashoptions.||199.106.90.29||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||09-22-2003||07:39 PM||||the headlights didn't look like a mirage/ colt?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||09-22-2003||07:39 PM||||Dont do it, Check out 240sx.org. Those guys have about 400k of US money and their customers have nothing to show for their money. 6 plus month wait. Oh, BTW thats a mirage.||4.60.251.60||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||09-22-2003||08:54 PM||||Actually, That's a GVR4.. That's the JDM front bumper.....<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.flashoptions.com/i_prod/mitgalvr4200bhp1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />This is the original version of the Colt when I had it.<br /><br />  <img src="http://store5.yimg.com/I/machv_1758_113326555" alt=" - " />  <br /><br /><br />This is the same Turbo Colt with the JDM front bumper<br />Actually it's my old Turbo Colt now owned by Tom Shafer....<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.4g61t.com/bodykit/images/front.JPG" alt=" - " />||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||09-22-2003||09:19 PM||||Wasent paying attention....||4.60.251.60||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||Ryan Carey||09-22-2003||10:11 PM||||Damn, that is a beauty of a hatch!  Stock engine, or did you upgrade to a 4g63??  I've been interested in maybe trying this as a beater side project.  Props.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||14||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||09-23-2003||10:09 AM||||This is the pic of the car he is talking about<br />  <img src="http://www.flashoptions.com/i_prod/mitgal4G61turbo3.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.flashoptions.com/i_prod/mitgal4G61turbo4.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />looking at the sidemarkers it is a colt/mirage||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||geoff@machv||09-23-2003||10:42 AM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br />[QB] This is the pic of the car he is talking about<br />   <img src="http://www.flashoptions.com/i_prod/mitgal4G61turbo3.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />You are certainly correct.. I was definitley looking @ the wrong pic.... Yeah, that's a C/M alright||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/003119.cgi
A||||5||agrabau||Short drift video (some of the BMW to come) ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-21-2003||07:20 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://www.dentsport.com/galantdrift.wmv" target="_blank">Alex Drift</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-21-2003||08:14 PM||||Noice! Is that you? When we get some rain down here I'll have rich film me spinnin in parking lots.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||09-21-2003||08:26 PM||||Hehe nice video there.  When we get some snow here in Boulder or the ski resorts I'll throw up some pictures of my car drifting it up!  Or even if we get any damn decent rain...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||Telecaster||09-21-2003||09:02 PM||||It was more like a big donut than a drift   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Rain + AWD = Fun||216.175.96.112||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||09-22-2003||12:24 AM||||Nice video man..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />What kinda muffler you have there? 2.5" or 3"?sounds awesome.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-22-2003||06:38 AM||||That was a 3 inch "Bullet" round muffler with no cat. That exhaust was free enough to spit flames too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Telecaster, you're right. It is more like a donut.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003120.cgi
A||||4||BluFalcon||GVR4 Spotted: KIlleen, TX||||1||||BluFalcon||00000366
Z||000000||BluFalcon||09-21-2003||07:29 PM||muttski@comcast.net||Spotted a GVR4 in my hometown while I was visiting my folks for the weekend. Spotted it at a local garage near Ft. Hood.   I couldn't see a badge number since the dash had a dashcover on it.  Anyway it was black, passenger window smashed out of it with 91 wagon wheels on it.  It also had a 90 TEL oil filter housing, 93 headlights and a 3in straight pipe exhaust with no muffler.  It looked like the timing belt went out on it, or it was being changed out since the crank sprocket and timing cover weren't on the car.  Just wondering if someone knew who this car belonged too or if they were on the board.||67.9.93.97||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000001||curtis||09-22-2003||12:29 AM||||a friend of mine that has a galant vr4 here in tenn was down at Ft hood a few years ago and sold his first one down there I bet thats his old car.  He's at Ft Campbell now next time I talk to him I'll tell him about it. <br /> I was stationed at Hood back in 91,  hell we might have known each other or drag raced or something . I had a mustang back then and was station at the airfield next to centroplex ford (assholes)  The summer of 91 I lived on rancer (usually at taco bell or in the parking lot next to Jack in the box) or at stillhouse lake or belton lake.  I loved it down there.  Oh hell I forgot about city lights (meat market),6th street in austin and the olympic barber shop (hair cut and massage and everything If you come back at closing time GI  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ).  Damn that was a fun summer.||65.142.59.197||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||BluFalcon||09-22-2003||02:52 AM||||Back in 91 I was in my minitruck phase, didnt know anything about cars at all.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    City Lights is still there I believe, right next to the Bunny Club.  Rancier isn't quite the cruising/hangout spot it used to be, the cops cracked down on that a bit. I used to deliver pizza for Pizza Pro's, and hated working the weekends because Rancier would be clogged with cars and people, just hanging out and bumping their stereos. You wouldn't believe how much this area has changed.  When they deactivated the 2nd AD and moved the 4th ID down here, the area just started growing.  Houses, shops and resteraunts..it's insane.  I remember the Mustang/Camaro guys hanging out at the Super Wash on Rancier across from the Furniture Warehouse every Saturday night revving at everyone who passed by.  Ahh well, tell your friend that the car looks a little rough now.  The passenger front window is smashed out and the factory pinstriping is peeling a bit.  Body is still straight, but the paint needs a little help.  I'm halfway tempted to go down there tommorw and find out what the deal is with that car.  Maybe they wanna sell it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||67.9.93.97||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000003||curtis||09-22-2003||01:32 PM||||If you go down there get the badge number and I'll talk to him I thing the car had some internal stuff done to it.||65.142.59.185||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||09-22-2003||06:18 PM||||I went to look at it, and yes it's for sale.  The owner is asking $4500 for it, with a lot of spare and new parts thrown in.  It's #370 of 1000.  I didnt get the mileage on it, and it's the 2nd engine in the car. It was sold to a soldier on Ft. Hood who brought it back 2 months later with a busted timing belt.  They had a head rebuilt and were installing it on the car when I dropped by.  Front pass window is also getting replaced.  Supposedly there's a lady who lives nearby in Copperas Cove with three GVR4's.  The only color she doesn't have is a black one.  She's supposed to come by and take a look at the car when it's running again.  If you want to talk to the owner about the car here's the contact info:<br /><br />Texas Automotive<br />203 W. Veterans Blvd<br />Killeen, TX, 76541<br />(254) 628-1171<br />Ask for Gabe<br />  I don't have any connection with these guys and only talked to them for a few minutes.  I just saw the car and got the contact info for anyone interested.  So any questions, call the owners.||67.9.93.97||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum3/003121.cgi
A||||4||raceman77||help.l need a tree chipper||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||09-21-2003||08:03 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||l know this has nothing to do with our cars but l`ll pay a finders fee to anyone who can hook me up with an industrial tree chipper for my new business.l need something stout with a multicylinder engine and able to take branches 6.0" and bigger preferably.l usually buy used.Thanks a lot.lf this works out right l`ll be able to keep my Gvr4 after all,even if it is faster then my Porsche  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||09-22-2003||11:50 AM||||I have a guy that works for me that has a commercial one. I know little about it except that he wants $1500 for it. Shipping would be an issue though. (as he is in Delaware).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||09-22-2003||09:17 PM||||hey thanks a lot Tom,that sounds great.l sent you a PM.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||09-22-2003||10:43 PM||||Rick I bought one last year.  It was a 1996 model.  It is a Gravely Pro chip 495.  Damn thing had a turbo.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    It is a 120hp turbo diesel.  It will take a 12inch log.  The damn thing weighs 6000 pounds.  I paid $5500 for it.  It only had 350 hours.  I drove from St. Louis to Phoneix to get it.  I looked for a couple months chipper like that were selling for $11,000-$13,000 through the traders.  I got the guy to end the auction on e-bay for $5500.  Long story short you might want to look there.  Also if you can go with a diesel.  Even with Diesel I can burn 20-30 gallons a day.  If it was gas and the same size you would be looking at 30-40 a day.  I do a lot of clearing work.  So someitmes I will put 8-10 hours on a chipper in one day.  Get a newer one if you can.  They tend to be abused and parts are harder to get for the older ones.  Down time costs a lot of money.  I paid for mine in a week this summer.  A huge storm hit the area.  I did over 25k this summer having a small part time tree service.  Now if I could just find someone to come get this damn firewood.  If you want to talk chainsaws give me a PM.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.33||reg||7||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||09-23-2003||11:23 AM||||He's not kidding about the 12" log. The damn thing is freaking powerfull as hell. We cut a couple of threes out from my yard for firewood, but playing with, what the machine can do, we ended up with a bunch of mulch.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />You need more info just talk to Scott about it.<br />He goes in the hardware store and gets a hard on in the chainsaw section.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/003122.cgi
A||||5||jonvr4||hks 51r spool||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-21-2003||11:10 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://jouleusa.com/gallery.htm" target="_blank">http://jouleusa.com/gallery.htm</a> then click on the 51r spool and both videos are really cool||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||09-21-2003||11:56 PM||||its not listed on their site but if you AIM tofstchvy hes one of the owners and he can prolly hook you up with the link to a video of that T51-R powered RX-7 and a 400+HP 3rd gen galant VR-4 ripping shit up on the streets of japan. he can also get parts from japan since Joule has shops in Japan and the US, so ask him really really nicely and he might be a good JDM hookup||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||09-22-2003||12:04 AM||||Video of the Stagea and the Supra was awesome. Just fucking awesome!!!||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||09-22-2003||12:24 AM||||wish my accord wagon would be cool like dat!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.216.101.136||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||TheJackalGT||09-22-2003||01:09 AM||||hey joule is sorta by me, they have some cool cars...||12.253.81.123||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000005||Johnny Bravo||09-22-2003||02:32 PM||||I have a vid of the Scoot T-51R powered FD RX-7 on the dyno and it's pretty insane to say the least.  It's putting down somewhere over 700rwhp and they had to have a few guy sitting in the hatch of the car to keep it on the rollers even when it was strapped down.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum3/003123.cgi
A||||1||a_santos||Hell Yeah, my car is alive again :)||||7||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||09-22-2003||07:55 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||My beast is finally alive again after being down for quite some time for a broken valve. I had the head done by FRH and I also had a Performance Clutch clutch and a stock lightened flywheel installed. I finished yesterday after working on it for about 30 hours total this weekend. I am so fucking exited I can't even explain. She came alive last night at around 8:00, after only  afew cranks. I also eliminated the vac line clusterfuck that was under the hood, and blocked off the EGR. So now she is better and stronger and faster than before, did I mention NO LIFTER TICK. <br /><br />Today I am going to get a custom plate "VR4 352" because mine is expired anyways. <br /><br />Just have to install the fuel pump and regulator and crank up the boost  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Later guys and I will have pics later.||68.41.75.130||reg||7||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||09-22-2003||11:58 AM||||Right on. Glad to hear its up and running again.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003124.cgi
A||||9||bob in chicago||Big THANKS to Team Ducktape||||1||||bob in chicago||00000069
Z||000000||bob in chicago||09-22-2003||10:27 AM||||A big thanks goes to Rob Neubauer "Team Ducktape" for letting Ryan and I crash at his place and feeding a bunch of us GVR4 lovers while we were there to attend the vintage road races. He's a great guy!!! Thanks.||24.148.12.160||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-22-2003||01:13 PM||||Thanks for coming!!! Anytime you guys are in the area your welcome to come and stay. I owe you one Bob for the Birthday ride and the racing history; Once I get the video up and running I will send you all a copy, BTW thanks again for the ride!! The look on the SVT cobra's face when you ran him down and passed him was worth all the tea in China!<br />Thanks again,<br />Rob||65.31.189.216||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||09-22-2003||02:11 PM||||I say big thanks to both of the above.  Bob let me ride with him for touring Saturday and it was a great ride, also helped me get my incentive back for finishing my car.<br /><br />Rob fed us and let us hang out at his place which was also exceptionally nice.  <br /><br />Nice to meet the others who were there as well.  Great racing weekend with good weather.  Our race cars did well on Sunday too.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||09-22-2003||04:33 PM||||Hope we can do it again sometime this winter and do a snow meet like Rob suggested.  It was nice to finally meet some other gvr4 owners.  Hopefully next time we can get some more people involved also.<br /><br />Post those pics when you get a chance Bob.  I want to print one for the garage.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||09-22-2003||04:52 PM||||We tried to have an intervention.  Rob is a troubled man.  He has a serious addiction... 2 VR-4s in varying shades of GUTTED, one JDM in another STATE and a collection of parts in his DINING ROOM that rival what most of us would ever DREAM of having.  You sick puppy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Rob's hospitality was second to none and it was great to hang out with everyone in attendance.  Those of you who didn't make it... you were sorely missed.<br /><br />Thanks to Bob for the laps around Road America.  It gave me new appreciation for big 16G power when delivered through stout suspension and sticky tires.  (I really thought that Acrua NSX would have been quicker...)  The braking (TCE race kit) was equally neck-snapping, even with four of us in the car!<br /><br />Thanks to Sean (VR6 Eater) for cruising with me on the way up, around Plymouth and then COMING BACK the next day to hang out at the track!<br /><br />Thanks Dave for letting us hang with the Datsun camp.  Someday VR-4s will find a place in the track racing scene -- hopefully sooner than the 2015 vintage circuit.<br /><br />I was disappointed at the dismall VR-4 representation.  Rob: next time you better have at least 1 running VR-4.  CKA: Sorry about your troubles, there isn't much you haven't replaced except that lower temp sensor.  Dave: working on a race crew isn't an excuse, get a bigger trailer.<br /><br />Can't wait for a little sno-drift meet!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||09-22-2003||11:48 PM||||bob in chicago-<br /><br />Sorry to hijack this thread, but I was curious to know how you have your drive line set up for road racing. What diffs are LSD/open, stock/aftermarket. I'd really like to hear your opinions and experiences.<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||CKA||09-23-2003||04:28 AM||||Was nice meeting you all for the first time Sean, Ryan, Bob and Dave.  Sorry for the lack of presence on Sunday.  My ride (Kyle) was not up for returning the next day after taking on one of the local deer with Rob's truck on the way back (both the deer and truck lost).  I'd also be up for a winter meet, just need to get a plan together.||66.84.245.106||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||09-23-2003||05:21 PM||||You kept it right?  If you hit it it's yours.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000008||CKA||09-24-2003||04:17 AM||||Funny thing, within five minutes of hitting the deer and assessing the damage the first vehicle that came by, a park ranger, ran over the deer lying in the middle of the lane.  The Ranger called in for a county boy to take the accident report.  Within 3 minutes of radioing, a local with a pickup and scanner came by asking for the deer.  Neither Kyle nor I wanted to mess with it so we gave it to the guy in the truck. Probably good for making some jerky if anything  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.84.245.198||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||09-25-2003||11:21 AM||||Rob is just da man. Nuff said.||131.193.6.200||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003125.cgi
A||||0||geoff@machv||Many Thanks to AUTOBAHNTOM !!!||||1||||geoff@machv||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||09-22-2003||12:32 PM||geoff@machv.com||Hey all, <br />I just wanted to post to the board and thank<br />Autobahntom  [Tom Miller] <br />I just picked up 974/1000 from him !!<br /><br />Thanks fella!<br /><br />Let the modding begin....<br /><br /><br />If anyone has a Big 16G for sale,  I'm definitley in the market for one.  <br /><br /><br />Geoff<br />Mach V||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/003126.cgi
A||||37||psycopyro182||Daily Driver.||||1||||psycopyro182||00000548
Z||000000||psycopyro182||09-22-2003||12:32 PM||psycopyro182@hotmail.com||ok i was just wondering if you guys were looking into getting a daily driver and you had say... 5k 10k and 20k to spend what would your choices be?||204.196.73.123||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||09-22-2003||12:35 PM||||ANYTHING!<br />my vr4 is down again, and i am resorted to riding an electric scooter to work!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||09-22-2003||12:39 PM||||I bought an 89 MX6 for $150 to use as a beater, but it NEVER gets driven because the GVR4 is working all the time.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||psycopyro182||09-22-2003||12:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> I bought an 89 MX6 for $150 to use as a beater, but it NEVER gets driven because the GVR4 is working all the time.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i wish i could say the same thing.<br />i drive a 1987 caddy Cimmaron. its bassically a chevy celebrity with different badging, and leather. it is such a pos.||204.196.73.123||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000004||crucible||09-22-2003||12:58 PM||||A horse||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||09-22-2003||01:06 PM||||I am looking to get a daily driver.  Not sure what I want though.<br /><br />All I know is I want a RWD, manual tranny.<br /><br />I will probably get a Mustang, but I am intertaining a Porsche SC, and maybe even a Jeep Wrangler.||205.242.228.42||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||09-22-2003||01:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> ANYTHING!<br />my vr4 is down again, and i am resorted to riding an electric scooter to work!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br />~Aaron </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">here is a pic from saturdays car show i was in with the scooter i was just talking about:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1368" alt=" - " /><br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||09-22-2003||01:21 PM||||Toyota scion db. Hells yeah.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||1312VR4||09-22-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Toyota scion db. Hells yeah. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dont you mean Xb  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||09-22-2003||01:38 PM||||Yeah, the little toaster one. I think they have a nasty stereo'ed version called the DB no? Anyway, either. If Toyota sold the Yaris hatch here I'd get that.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||curtis||09-22-2003||01:38 PM||||a pajaro would be nice   If you could gey one in the states||65.142.59.185||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||TheJackalGT||09-22-2003||02:25 PM||||actually bought my gvr4 to drive during the winter while the 3000 vr4 hibernates  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Austin||12.253.81.123||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000012||turbowop||09-22-2003||03:45 PM||||My Justy died so thankfully I have a company truck to drive anywhere I want.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000013||199of2k||09-22-2003||03:59 PM||||I have a 03 Lancer LS as my DD.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.9.131.202||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000014||Clean92GVR4||09-22-2003||04:17 PM||||i love my $500 dollar Grand Caravan   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||136.165.42.162||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000015||7541000||09-22-2003||04:40 PM||||im glad i didnt make a seperate post for this but, does anyone know anything about a chrysler lebarron turbo? Its an 87' auto:( just over 100K i beleive, he wants 800something down from 1400 ill give him $700 what should i look out for thanks.<br />otherwise there a 1g eclipse 5spd N/A primer grey  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  wants 900 and his family is a mechanic<br /><br />otherwise a K-5 blazer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />keep it cool||12.89.143.134||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000016||psycopyro182||09-22-2003||06:39 PM||||dont get a k5<br />my old roomate had a 1g eclipse and a k5 blazer. between 2 cars he only had a ride to work about 2 weeks out of every month for about a year.<br />those blazers are a pain in the butt.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000017||rrustedcage||09-22-2003||06:55 PM||||the turbo 2.2 from dodge had bad heads for a while, i think.  there is a good article about those motors in the september grass roots motorsports.  i owned a 88 mitsubishi starion for a while as a daily driver.  no mods as i was doing the starving college student thing.  very fun to drive.  i thought they were very predictable to slide.  big torque from the large 4 cyl, plus decent boost.  fun car.  my current beater is an 89 jetta gli w/ 2.5 back and k&n.  when i got it, it was pretty decent.  i rolled it a while back hanging it a little wide around a hairpin.  still runs like a champ.  damage superficial.  lets see.  i had an 88 saab turbo for a while.  boost is easy to kick up in those, adjust where the wastegate actuator hits the rod.  simple cotter pin.  those things are usually dirt cheap.  i also had an 87 mr2 that was hella-fun.  it wan't supercharged, but i had fun winding out that little 1.6.  those things just plain rail.  blah blah blah.  i'm rambling.<br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.138||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000018||SLedge||09-22-2003||07:13 PM||||I've got 2 K5s, a '72 Jimmy and an '85 Blazer.  They've been totally dependable, and when stuff does wear out it's dirt cheap.  Heck most stuff is cake to field fix laying in the mud.  <br /><br />The 80's aluminum t-cases and overdrive trannies aren't as stout as their predecessors, but stuff from the late '70s and earlier is really tough in stock 1/2 form.  Once you bolt up the 3/4 or 1-ton axles they're pretty much bomb-proof.<br /><br />I am lucky to get 14 MPG on the highway with either of them though...||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000019||VR4 Me||09-22-2003||10:36 PM||||my DD is an 2000 Celica GT-S 6-spd...well, it should be my daily driver, unfortunately i'm havin some trouble comin up with the funds to buy an Apex'i Power FC to complete my motor build...i've developed a theory tho, once you've spent $12k and your car still doesn't run...it's time to cut your losses. I'm thinkin about sellin all the aftermarket goodies and just tossin everything back the way it use to be. I hate to do it, but I don't know if I wanna trust the GVR4 as my DD for now...of course I have complete faith (don't want karma creepin up on me)||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000020||Garfield Wright||09-23-2003||01:23 AM||||My DD is my galant.  Everyday..  Has approx 178k on the clock & about 60k on the JDM engine.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000021||Kevinj110||09-23-2003||03:51 AM||||If I had the chance I would buy the K5 come on Chevy and a small block your talking new parts at every part store and things to keep it running alright at every Wal-Mart in the U.S. They seem to be pretty reliable.||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000022||turbogalant||09-23-2003||04:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 7541000:<br /><strong> does anyone know anything about a chrysler lebarron turbo? Its an 87' auto:( just over 100K i beleive, he wants 800 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What do you want to know I have delt with all the crap on my daytona. I have put more performance parts in my daytona 2.2, as my brother put it I bought the whole catalog. Oh and my gvr4 is my daily driver. I actually really trust it to get me from point a to point b.||65.177.240.95||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000023||dsmsleeper||09-23-2003||11:02 AM||||I used to have a G-60 Corrado as a daily driver, then I sold it, then I had a 1992 AWD Laser as a daily driver, then I sold it. Then I bought another V$-4 as a daily driver, but I'm probably going to sell that.  In my opinion the galant should be a daily driver; it's practical.  It does help to have a backup though.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000024||hecdws||09-23-2003||06:46 PM||||i also got my galant as a daily driver 220k miles on it and still going.<br /><br />hector||64.12.96.102||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000025||16GVR4||09-23-2003||08:11 PM||||Get another GVR4, and don't mod it!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000026||psycopyro182||09-24-2003||12:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> i also got my galant as a daily driver 220k miles on it and still going.<br /><br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">damn... good job there.<br />i will never trust another dsm as a daily driver...<br />i would like to get a newer galant Gtz in black. as a daily driver.<br />or mabey a 3000gt Vr4<br />or mabey just a gas powered skooter!||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000027||DeanCouchey||09-24-2003||09:08 AM||||Just spent 10K on oour eclipse spyder, I plan on getting a impreza or legacy soon also||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000028||gvrfour173||09-24-2003||09:23 AM||||for a daily driver, well that is what i got the galant for, but it seems like its the only thing that keeps letting me down,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  . but i still would never give it up. rather have it on jack stands, than not have it at all  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  !!||208.160.138.227||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000029||VTGVR4||09-24-2003||10:11 AM||||my <a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/tractorpulls/PICT0390.JPG" target="_blank">DD!</a><br />97 civic with my vr4 rims! (the tires blew out on the civic, i got no extra time or cash to get the back up tires mounted)<br />no the stock rims, but the koenigs 17's that i have, they actually fit, since they have two bolt patterns.<br /><br />if had my druthers, my DD would be a audi A6 quattro wagon.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000030||Martin Tolentino||09-24-2003||10:31 AM||||My daily driver is a 2002 Toyota Tacoma X-cab lifted, supercharged and a kickin sound system.<br />It can tow my VR-4 around.||68.6.244.123||reg||7||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000031||dsmsleeper||09-24-2003||11:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 16GVR4:<br /><strong> Get another GVR4, and don't mod it!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what #955 was supposed to be for.  I said that I would keep it stock.  Now, not installed, I have a ported 95 manifold, 16g, ported O2, 2.5" turbo back, EGT, KYB AGX, H&R springs, front strut bar, turbo timer, old school EVC, JDM front mount, 2g TB elbow,...I just thought I would pick up a few things and that is where I ended up.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000032||teet||09-24-2003||11:44 AM||||vw tdi jetta<br /><br />mmm...600 miles to the tank in the city...700+ on the hwy.  Sweet...<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000033||VTGVR4||09-24-2003||11:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by teet:<br /><strong> vw tdi jetta<br /><br />mmm...600 miles to the tank in the city...700+ on the hwy.  Sweet...<br /><br />john </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah, 15 minute start ups in the dead of the winter. frozen diesels dont even move if its around 0. glow plugs are FuN!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000034||psycopyro182||09-24-2003||12:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by teet:<br /><strong> vw tdi jetta<br /><br />mmm...600 miles to the tank in the city...700+ on the hwy.  Sweet...<br /><br />john </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i bet its nothing for you to get up and yell "road trip" cus gas is going to be super cheap!||204.196.73.127||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000035||stevevr4||09-24-2003||01:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong> ok i was just wondering if you guys were looking into getting a daily driver and you had say... 5k 10k and 20k to spend what would your choices be? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">5k - GVR4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />10k - 2g GSX ?<br />20k - SRT-4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.80.251.179||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000036||teet||09-24-2003||04:18 PM||||yeah, 15 minute start ups in the dead of the winter. frozen diesels dont even move if its around 0. glow plugs are FuN!<br /><br />Not in current generation of high compression diesels.  <br /><br />I get in and turn the key.  Maybe try twice if it is that cold. <br /><br />that was the way they used to be "in the day"<br /><br />john||134.134.136.2||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000037||psycopyro182||09-24-2003||09:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong> ok i was just wondering if you guys were looking into getting a daily driver and you had say... 5k 10k and 20k to spend what would your choices be? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">5k - GVR4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />10k - 2g GSX ?<br />20k - SRT-4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nice..<br /><br />5k - another Gvr4 (running)<br />10k- a nice 240 sx 1997-1998<br />20k- mabey a brand new nissan maxima, or a tdi vw, or that srt4, <br /><br />too many cars to drive, too little time.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes



ubb/Forum3/003127.cgi
A||||3||slvrblt||Cisco Networking Academy||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||09-22-2003||05:41 PM||||I know this is a bit off topic from the board, but I am having an issue with Cisco...<br /><br />Is anyone else enrolled in any CCNA courses and has access to the online assesments ?<br /><br />I swear Cisco is wrong with their answers in relation to my Cisco book (Cisco Networking Academy Program, CCNA 1 & 2 Companion Guide. Third edition ©2003).<br /><br />I went back into my test before I closed the window to see the questions it said I missed and then I checked my book (again) and I am right; They are wrong and my grade suffers.<br /><br /><br />btw, this is for Cisco Routers (CCNA semester 2).||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||09-22-2003||05:52 PM||||i'm doing the cisco stuff right now, but not with the online curriculum.  if you want to email/pm me maybe we can speak on the phone some time.<br /><br />I've been working with cisco equipment for the past 2-3 years, just finally getting around to taking the tests now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />to speak generally though; most of the cisco questions will not list the "most correct" answer, instead, you have to pick the "least wrong" answer(s) out of the bunch   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />~matt||128.113.173.45||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||09-22-2003||06:19 PM||||I hate the way Cisco words their questions sometimes. I think they like to trip people up.<br /><br />Do you happen to have the same book I am using (see my first post) ? If you do, then the picture on page 555 about the IOS loading procedure and the text on page 561 are contrary. wtf ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||msaskin||09-22-2003||11:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> I hate the way Cisco words their questions sometimes. I think they like to trip people up.<br /><br />Do you happen to have the same book I am using (see my first post) ? If you do, then the picture on page 555 about the IOS loading procedure and the text on page 561 are contrary. wtf ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are trying to trip people up.  That's the reason that the Cisco certs are still worthwhile, while other certs (All of the comptia stuff, MCSE, etc...) have been watered down to the worthless level.<br /><br />As for the book...i'm not sure on that one.  The class I'm in is using the newest cisco press CCNA books, the ones intended for the new version (where the test can be taken as one large test, or two smaller ones [intro & icnd])<br /><br />~matt||24.195.238.19||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes



ubb/Forum3/003128.cgi
A||||7||wtgvr4me03||Help!! Need advice||||1||||wtgvr4me03||00001996
Z||000000||wtgvr4me03||09-22-2003||07:45 PM||||Here is the situation:  I took my tranny into a local shop for a rebuild.  After waiting two weeks they finally took it apart.  I�m told it just needs bearing and new syncros.  We agree on the price and they order the parts.  It is now a month later, after repeated calls and getting the run around I stop by the shop and demand to see my transmission.  My tranny is in 1000 pieces!!  I�m told the builder got sick and is in the hospital.  The shop has no idea when my tranny will be put back together.  Now my tranny is in 1000 pieces and no other shop will want to touch it!!  They tell me we can box it up for you!!!  I say you did not get the tranny in pieces and I�m not taking it in pieces!!  The shop already got the bearing kit and new syncros as I saw them laying in the mess.  I have already been without a car for a month and a half. I�m afraid if I take the tranny in pieces it will be missing parts.  They are not organized at all, as my tranny was spread out over three work benches.   What should I do???||68.10.180.219||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||09-22-2003||08:12 PM||||i would tell them to finish you trans and then tell them to fuck themselves for the wait. there would be no way that i would pay what they quoted you for the repairs after this incovenience.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||09-22-2003||08:19 PM||||Did they quote you a time rame which the work would be completed in ? If so, then the delay will be a BIG discount on the price (demand that). If not, then demand it anyway, because 6 weeks is absurd for a shop to rebuild a tranny.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-22-2003||08:33 PM||||I'd say just to be cool, apologize for the hassle that they feel you're giving them,  and wait it out. There's nothing worse than backing a shop into a corner when they have your stuff. Serious. You'll lose. Just call them, say that you hope that guy feels better and they'll hook you up. There's really no other option so you might as well try it. Just my 2 cents. Being the bigger man will get you what you want. I've had some bad situations like that on both ends.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||wtgvr4me03||09-22-2003||08:41 PM||||Unfortunately I was not told a time frame really.  I was told they were a little backed up and it would be a few days before they could work on it.  Well that took two weeks!  Then after I was told what parts it needed, the parts were ordered.  Well that took another two weeks for the parts to come.  I was told once the parts came in the tranny would be done in several days.  Well two weeks later and my tranny is in 1000 pieces with no date when it will be done!!  This chop shop only has one builder that works on manuals.  The jerks then tried to tell me that �Know one local will touch a awd transmission!�  I replied � I guess not after you tore it in 1000 pieces!�  I�m just disgusted with the whole situation!!  The only good thing at this point is I have not paid them a penny yet. <br />	<br />Bimmubishi, I really do hear what you are saying.  I had my 3 year old daughter with me at the time.  So I had to maintain my cool for the most part.  I agree that bitching and yelling will just make this situation worse.  I just want my tranny back.||68.10.180.219||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||09-22-2003||08:54 PM||||another possibility is to take all the parts, and send them to tre, or bm, or shepard, or, and my personal choice, scott evans at forced performance.  i am sure any of them could put it back together.  however, if you try to get it all back, they may want to charge you for the parts that were ordered.  and, they may have paid a lot more for the parts than what you can get them for at places like conicelli.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||wtgvr4me03||09-22-2003||09:08 PM||||Ken,  I already talked to Shep about the problem.  They said it would be no problem to get the tranny back together.  I have a gut feeling you are right about the parts.  If I take the pieces there is no way I'm paying the shop for the parts they bought.  I'm going to give them another day or two then try to take my tranny back.  I'm sure they are going to try to make me pay for them, as the manager already stated " I know the builder already changed out some of the bearings, I'm not sure which ones though."  I know that was the setup for trying to make me pay for the parts.  They already said they paid $500 for the bearing kit and snycros. Which I find a little high.  Considering you can get all the snycros off tre for like $140.||68.10.180.219||reg||1||wtgvr4me03||00001996||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||09-22-2003||11:18 PM||||I like Ken's idea. But I'd probably talk to an attorney and see if you can keep from paying that shop anything, since they've done nothing for you. <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/003129.cgi
A||||36||bazeng||why does the vr4 appeal to you??||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||09-23-2003||03:44 AM||bazeng@hotmail.com||i like it coz its different... not like a skyline or wrx..<br /><br />not common... also the sleeper appeal.. nobody knows wtf it is..<br /><br />although its heavy and old...<br /><br />how bout u guys?!?!..||144.132.115.124||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||09-23-2003||04:34 AM||||I like mine because it is rare, 4 door, fast, not a cop magnet, quiet, has a different look, is awd, easy to get performance parts for, you can weed out the people who really know there cars, I always smile when I hear people say yo thats a vr4 it's a single turbo motor, you can have people in it and they think its just a regular 4dr sedan, you can have people in the car who find out that the backs of the seat are nice too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> . Its just not a car you really see in the u.s.||65.177.240.95||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||09-23-2003||05:40 AM||||It was the closest thing to an Evo back in the day.||216.175.86.85||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||09-23-2003||05:44 AM||||It's unique, rare, sleeperish, easy to make fast, and has a cool numbered plaque on the dash.<br /><br />The muscle car guys at the track don't lump me in with the ricer crowd because they respect that it's clean and have seen its performance down the 1320. I think I even have a video of the announcer at the track saying my car is one of his favorites there while it's going down the strip. That's not something you here about imports at the track I go to from the v8 boys.<br /><br />I've owned my car for over four years now and still love it just as much as when I first got it if not more.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Ash||09-23-2003||06:55 AM||||Cause its AWD & has a 4G63 & I can't afford an EVO.  I love the sleeper factor too, no cop hassles or worring about the car getting stolen as they aren't "popular".||203.221.18.141||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||09-23-2003||08:14 AM||||All the other stuff people said, but the cheap insurance was the part that made it possible to own for me.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||bleck||09-23-2003||10:13 AM||||When you have a wife and 5 kids, and the payment money has to go to the Suburban, it's nice for daddy to own his toy free and clear.  Even if it's seen with the occasional baby seat or two.||67.84.6.214||reg||7||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||09-23-2003||10:17 AM||||I love the AWD for the winters here, I like 4 doors better, the back seat comes in handy, especially now that we have our spyder, no room at all. It was white and I always go for a white car, sleeper factor and no one where I was from knew what it was.... Hell they didnt know what a dsm was either||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||geoff@machv||09-23-2003||10:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> I like mine because it is rare, 4 door, fast, not a cop magnet, quiet, has a different look, is awd, easy to get performance parts for, you can weed out the people who really know there cars, I always smile when I hear people say yo thats a vr4 it's a single turbo motor, you can have people in it and they think its just a regular 4dr sedan, you can have people in the car who find out that the backs of the seat are nice too   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . Its just not a car you really see in the u.s. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><b> WHAT HE SAID</b>||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000009||miturra||09-23-2003||10:28 AM||||I enjoy the car. It's rare, handles well, and has go power. I was at a construction site at Fairfield, and I was the only car in the mud. The rest were 4 wheel drive trucks and SUV's. It was pouring rain also. Can't do that with a regular car.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000010||VR4 Me||09-23-2003||10:41 AM||||sleeper and cheaper||68.154.10.151||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000011||ekschulz||09-23-2003||11:20 AM||||I ski.  It "goes like a bat out of hell", howls like a banshee and is truly an experience to drive.  What more could you ask for?<br />I don't think I could have found a faster car for $5k.||208.151.249.254||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000012||curtis||09-23-2003||11:45 AM||||most v8 guys don't have a clue and the ricers are scared of it.  Nothing like watching a ricer getting picked on by an SS then you take him out, or pulling between a Z28 and a mustang and getting them fired up at each other then breaking them both off.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.135.143.21||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000013||GVR4ZUM||09-23-2003||11:56 AM||||Like, what the other guys said, oh and doing a little mod makes a big difference.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||09-23-2003||01:26 PM||||Chicks dig the car.  Most guys think a Mustang or a Vette will do it, but any real man knows the way to finding the right woman is driving a turbo 4 door   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000015||jayru||09-23-2003||01:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Chicks dig the car.  Most guys think a Mustang or a Vette will do it, but any real man knows the way to finding the right woman is driving a turbo 4 door    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Huh! Send some of them my way, my X thought it was hidious! She's a bitch anyway  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.66.85||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000016||psycopyro182||09-23-2003||03:24 PM||||i personally love the way older cars look as compared to newer cars, a few new cars look nice, but personally i think the vr4 has the best styling in a car ive seen.<br /><br />its fast, fun to drive, easy to work on<br />and four doors.<br />i still remember the exact day i asked my roomate.<br /><br />"I love the 1g's but i dont want something like that. they should have made a 4 door version."<br /><br />My car has been broken for almost 2 years, i am so busy with other things i dont have time or money to rebuild my motor. but every time i look at my car, i have to walk up to it, unlock it and just sit in the drivers seat for about five minutes.<br />im not a big guy, and ive never found a car that fits me so well. ive had countless offers to sell it. or trade it. but i wont.<br /><br />ive come to the realazation, that alot of people go most of their lives looking for their "DREAM" car. well i have mine. and im not going to let it go.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||09-23-2003||03:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong> i personally love the way older cars look as compared to newer cars, a few new cars look nice, but personally i think the vr4 has the best styling in a car ive seen.<br /><br />its fast, fun to drive, easy to work on<br />and four doors.<br />i still remember the exact day i asked my roomate.<br /><br />"I love the 1g's but i dont want something like that. they should have made a 4 door version."<br /><br />My car has been broken for almost 2 years, i am so busy with other things i dont have time or money to rebuild my motor. but every time i look at my car, i have to walk up to it, unlock it and just sit in the drivers seat for about five minutes.<br />im not a big guy, and ive never found a car that fits me so well. ive had countless offers to sell it. or trade it. but i wont.<br /><br />ive come to the realazation, that alot of people go most of their lives looking for their "DREAM" car. well i have mine. and im not going to let it go. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know about easy to work on.  The Galant VR4 was mine dream car too once I found out what it was.  The more I read about it, the more I wanted it.<br /><br />I too have a soft spot for older style cars.  Anyone can take out a loan and buy a new car, but I kinda like older cars without the air bags, plastic from top to bottom.  My next "dream" car is a Porsche 911 SC.  I think it would be sweet to be able to swich out between a Galant VR4 and a Porsche SC.  What should I drive today?||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||ayvr4||09-23-2003||03:47 PM||||you want the truth:<br /><br />i would have bought the vr4 even if it wasnt fast.<br />i bought mine because it had power windows, leather interior, and the previous owner put on some "Powered by Mitsubishi" seat belt pads on all the way around.<br /><br />Being fast was just a bonus   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   .<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000019||Ryan Carey||09-23-2003||03:51 PM||||BAD ASS!!!  Like an EVO, DSM interchangeable, fast, fast fast, really fun to drive in the snow, fast, oh yeah, all wheel drive, rear LSD, fast, huge worldwide parts bin, dirt cheap, EVO power for beater change, oh yeah, fast<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000020||spoulson||09-23-2003||04:02 PM||||Well I certainly didn't buy it for the cupholders...||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000021||Johnny Bravo||09-23-2003||06:39 PM||||While it may not exactly be a good looking car generally it does have a certain presence just like the Evo (although not as muscular or aggressive).  I dig it for the same reasons I dig the Evo's because of it's kitchen sink appeal:  relatively practical, performance potential, rarity, not too bad looking, relatively cheap and easily accessable parts since it shares a lot with 1g's.  I'm kinda in the same boat as psychopyro in that mine has been sitting most of the time I've owned it and still is right now, but I'm just waiting for when I can finally hop in and drive away in it again...especially with a few decent mods on it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000022||crucible||09-23-2003||08:15 PM||||Contrary to what some folks have said, I think the styling is kick ass.This is my 4th G of that style(2 VR and 2 GSX).Love the lines and its one solid feeling car.Damn thing is quite heavy.I believe it won(not the VR4 model) import car of the year or something from C+D I think.<br />Anyways, everything else I agree with.<br /><br />Too bad the warranty ran out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000023||Romanova||09-23-2003||09:40 PM||||It's comfortable, hauls the kids like a champ, and is fucking fast as nuts, yet looks like any other 4 door car...||12.230.40.214||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000024||bleck||09-23-2003||10:18 PM||||You know, I forgot about that.  When I picked up my VR4, I had a 99 GTZ that I was leasing.  The VR4 felt far more substantial.  The GTZ felt like a ticking time bomb.  More rattles and noises as time passed.  Def. not the same level of quality.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000025||KingGalantVr4||09-23-2003||10:36 PM||||I love sleepers!<br />To get my Taurus Wagon from a 13.4 to a low 12 second run in the 1/4 would require a one off trans with a $2,500 lsd on top of the trans price of 3k plus<br />4 doors for hauling my friends around<br />Turbo and AWD for hauling ASS!<br />Its not your everyday vehicle<br />80's japan style is cool (old Datsuns from the 70's kick ass too! *510*)<br />Starting with an awesome platform already and adding me into the picture equals one sick car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000026||RTS182G-VR4||09-24-2003||12:27 AM||||the look on all the honda drivers faces.  its that simple. its a sleeper, noone knows what it is.  plus i have always loved them since i saw them.  they just have that appeal. <br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000027||psycopyro182||09-24-2003||12:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> I'm kinda in the same boat as psychopyro in that mine has been sitting most of the time I've owned it and still is right now, but I'm just waiting for when I can finally hop in and drive away in it again...especially with a few decent mods on it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im glad im not the only one here who only gets to look at my gvr4, i feel your pain. one day i will be able to haul ass again. but not now.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Contrary to what some folks have said, I think the styling is kick ass.This is my 4th G of that style(2 VR and 2 GSX).Love the lines and its one solid feeling car.Damn thing is quite heavy.I believe it won(not the VR4 model) import car of the year or something from C+D I think.<br />Anyways, everything else I agree with. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hell yes, i love the look of these cars.<br />fits in that group: Datsun 510's, old skool bmw's (bimmubishi) old Mgb's. you know. the badass old stuff that still looks better than alot of the plastic junk of today.<br /><br />also, crusin around with a moonroof and leather all the way around. now thats just badass.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000028||silly4turbo||09-24-2003||01:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> To get my Taurus Wagon from a 13.4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">13 sec taurus wagon ? I'd like to see that ...<br />anyway, I love my gvr4, it's got everything I want, sunroof, AWD, Turbo, 5spd, 4drs ... just like evryone else, I love the sleeper and the old sckool look..nobody every expects to get beat by me, but yet, I put them in my rear view mirror quick ... winter storms are great  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />plus, once I get more money, I know I can turn this into a really really quick car ... I love hearing, "is that thing stock?"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000029||jonvr4||09-24-2003||02:14 AM||||i don't know about you guys but i like mine mostly because it breaks a lot.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000030||galantvr4us||09-24-2003||04:06 PM||||Its a great conversation piece.  Its great for striking up conversation when I want to talk to a guy.  It usually starts "What the hell is that!"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Plus I like rare cars.  I dare to be different and this is quite different, plus fast.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000031||Eclipse182||09-24-2003||06:09 PM||||I cant vouch for speed or handling or anything(i dont have one yet)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  but I can say theyre beautiful cars. And theres definetley the sleeper factor, anytime i show my friends a pic of one their like "oh, thats what you want to get? its nice..for a first car", I just wanna laugh at them. But yeah, the only people who can really appreciate them are the people that know what they are. BTW, if the guy selling the 2 VR-4's in Syracuse is on here, PM me. thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.195.183.29||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000032||psycopyro182||09-24-2003||09:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> i don't know about you guys but i like mine mostly because it breaks a lot.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">this car has taught me more about car's and how they work than any other experience ive ever had with anything automotive. if its broke fix it. if its not broke. make sure it wont break soon...||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000033||MidEngine210||09-25-2003||04:11 PM||||I previously only drove MK1 MR2s. They thought me a lot about cars and driving since they were midengined, old, and were my first cars. They are fun cars to drive, especially the supercharged one, but I needed something practical, yet rear wheel drive and still had some good power. I wanted the Evo 7/8, but didn't want to get locked down on payments in this unpredicatable economy, so I bumped into the GVR4 during my research for a good car. I have been hooked ever since. <br /><br />These cars are very underpriced. I got my '91 (1890/2000) for $3,500 with sunroof, 100K, new clutch, timing belt done, and perfect interior and exterior condition. Not to mention the standard leather interior.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000034||slvrblt||09-25-2003||08:37 PM||||I like mine because its turbo, 4 door, AWD, and has other unique features like the 4WS and automatic variable wiper speed (or whatever its called). I like many features of it. I love that its a sleeper and only a select few know what it is. the fact that its such a rareity is great too.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000035||Garfield Wright||09-25-2003||08:48 PM||||I was between cars when I came across the vr-4.  A Galant VR-4 I thought.  Man I would never drive that year Galant (not knowing what VR-4 menat) even if someone gave it to me FREE.  1st ride in my friend's Galant in Jamaica & by the time we got to the 1st light, Like will smith in MIB 1, when he 1st flew the space ship, "I've got to get me one of these" I said.  Stop & think for a 2nd how technologically advanced these cars are.  What other option could u want in a car. WINGS??  This car was perfect for me.  I satisfied the wife by not getting an Eclipse & satisfied my need for speed all in one awesome machine.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000036||dwatters@sisna.com||09-26-2003||03:20 AM||||I like mine because it is Black, and all of the other reasons that have been listed. <br />My kids like it too, they call it "Daddy's Cool car and it's fast too" <br />I got mine while it still had my GLH Turbo and another "Wolve in Sheeps clothing". But the VR was needed for the snow, The GLH sucked in the snow.||205.208.177.162||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003130.cgi
A||||15||mixx2001||Bad Ass 1G||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||09-23-2003||01:07 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||<a href="http://www.fastandfuriouseast.com/galleries/aerocomp-racing/default_sub2.htm" target="_blank">Click here.</a> <br /><br />The article is not too enlightening, but still a dope car.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-23-2003||01:22 PM||||Not bad at all.  Personaly I like more gages myself.  You know, so you can see what is going on in your engine.<br /><br />What, no rear strut tower brace?  I think it is the only thing it is missing.  That and the flux capasitor.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||09-23-2003||01:25 PM||||i like the pic on the top right hand corner the most!||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-23-2003||02:07 PM||||Sweet car but I'm wondering where the air goes to the radiator. That kevlar intake pipe is sweet. I like the headlight, the wrinkle paint valve cover.. it's all good. I don't get the focus on the driveshaft though- I've never seen one break. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||09-23-2003||02:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I don't get the focus on the driveshaft though- I've never seen one break. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've never seen one break either, but then again I don't have a parachute on my car or an intercooler on my floor.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <br /><br />Maybe they can't launch      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />     <br /><br /><br />     </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> What, no rear strut tower brace? I think it is the only thing it is missing. That and the flux capasitor. </strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think the emphasis was on the 1320 here, and as for the Flux Capacitor, I think it was in the armrest. <br /><br /><br />And you gotta admit having individual EGT gauges would be sweet.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||Doug Thomas||09-23-2003||02:56 PM||||That's Jesus Rivera's car. He uses to own a GVR4, but the flywheel exploded and destroyed the car.||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000006||psycopyro182||09-23-2003||02:58 PM||||thats a nice lookin car.<br />that intake is a great idea.<br />i didnt get exactly what was happening with the Upper ic pipe. it looked like it ran almost into the firewall and then back into the intake mani.<br />water to air ic, thats what im guessing.<br />pimp nonetheless.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000007||Doug Thomas||09-23-2003||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't get the focus on the driveshaft though- I've never seen one break. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've seen a few break on DSMs. The car has run 9.9@144 without nitrous.||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000008||gixxer||09-23-2003||03:55 PM||||is this the same Jesus that owns a "grip" of other cars.  like a 1000whp supra and a bunch of other goodies, and he won't say where he gets his money?||129.219.6.199||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000009||Doug Thomas||09-23-2003||04:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> is this the same Jesus that owns a "grip" of other cars.  like a 1000whp supra and a bunch of other goodies, and he won't say where he gets his money? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes that's him. I don't know where he gets his money from and I don't care to know. That's his business.||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000010||Jon||09-23-2003||05:00 PM||||There used to be some awesome pictures on their site but it looks like they are gone now.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.aerocompracing.com/" target="_blank">http://www.aerocompracing.com/</a><br /><br /><br />It looks like the intercooler is in the passenger side of the dash as the intercooler pipe goes through the firewall.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.fastandfuriouseast.com/galleries/aerocomp-racing/aerocomp111.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.fastandfuriouseast.com/galleries/aerocomp-racing/aerocomp111.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.fastandfuriouseast.com/galleries/aerocomp-racing/aerocomp107.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.fastandfuriouseast.com/galleries/aerocomp-racing/aerocomp107.jpg</a><br /><br />You can see the water tank on the floor.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.fastandfuriouseast.com/galleries/aerocomp-racing/aerocomp094.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.fastandfuriouseast.com/galleries/aerocomp-racing/aerocomp094.jpg</a><br /><br />I bet that is a fun car to drive.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000011||Craig91||09-23-2003||05:19 PM||||A good friend of mine went to Florida earlier this year and got the chance to meet Jesus.  If I remember correctly, he said that Jesus's Dad is the one that pulls in all the money with his business and Jesus doesn't work...just gets to play.<br /><br />Must be nice to have that||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||09-23-2003||06:18 PM||||Aye Jesus.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||Invader||09-23-2003||10:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Doug Thomas:<br /><strong> That's Jesus Rivera's car. He uses to own a GVR4, but the flywheel exploded and destroyed the car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The GVR4 is for sale (or was recently) for cheap...I don't think the damage was all that bad.<br /><br />No engine, tranny, or title...race only setup with cage and fuel cell, I believe.<br /><br /><a href="http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=8462" target="_blank">http://tampabay.dsm.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=8462</a><br /><br />Incidently, have you all seen the video of him running his E55 versus an '03 Cobra?  Pretty funny shit...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vq30de.net/03cobravse55.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.vq30de.net/03cobravse55.wmv</a><br /><a href="http://69.57.157.70/03cobravsE55.wmv" target="_blank">http://69.57.157.70/03cobravsE55.wmv</a>||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000014||GalantVR41062||09-24-2003||02:17 AM||||Thats what a Greddy T-76 looks like.  A nice car, made ~700whp no N2o out flowing the walbro 255 pump with 1280cc injectors.  Ran a ~9.6x@145mph last I saw.  But should be a little faster with more fuel and n20.  Also the radiator takes air from under the car(like the corvette)  You can see the radiator in the pic of the IC piping off the turbo.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000015||talontsi||09-24-2003||02:38 AM||||Cool finally new pics of the car!<br />I hope we get to see it at some events soon.<br /><br />Jesus is very cool and has/haves some very sick cars.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum3/003131.cgi
A||||34||agrabau||more pics of BMW ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-23-2003||01:31 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://www.dentsport.com/e30web4/" target="_blank">AL's BMW </a> <br /><br />I've been driving it all week. It's fast. We made a little movie but I gave away my PCI card a few months ago so I had to order a new one to DL the movie from the camera. Stay tuned. <br /><br />This week's projects- water temp gauge, pull fan, new intake (moving filter to front) and IC mounting of that HKS one I got from ebay. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||09-23-2003||01:34 PM||||Looks excellent Alex,<br /><br />good job brother<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000<br />1990 GSX||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||09-23-2003||01:38 PM||||That emblem is hilarious.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||gvrfour173||09-23-2003||01:48 PM||||very nice!!  good job!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.160.138.227||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||09-23-2003||01:51 PM||||Dude, seriously, I want one.  Bad.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||09-23-2003||02:08 PM||||Looks super Alex!  I like that emblem too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />If it already looks odd seeing our 4 door rides staging at the track, I want to see this Bimmubishi at the light with an announcer trying to announce that one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Nice job!||167.142.21.227||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||psycopyro182||09-23-2003||03:11 PM||||one of first hybrids i saw was a hyundai sonata, with a 4g63 in it.<br /><br />but this. my god. this is pure beauty.<br />can you make me one?<br />i cant wait to see some video of it.<br />and i would love to see it in person.<br /><br />great job with the emblem.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||09-23-2003||04:04 PM||||Thanks a lot guys! <br /><br />That PCI card should be here in a few days so I can get at least a little short video up. I need to sort the suspension and wheels/tires now. It's the fun stuff but also the $$$ stuff! Some kid wants to sell me some 18*8 6 spoke compomotive MO wheels. I was looking at real cheapo Rota's but then the compomotive's came along. We'll see. They're white. I think white wheels will look the business. <br /><br />On an unrelated note, I'm thinking about an FPR but I'm not sure I need one. I have long crank times on cold starts and pressure measures at 40psi with a 255lph pump. I think the pressure might be leaking down. Any thoughts on that? <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||09-23-2003||06:33 PM||||Is it just me, or do you not have a speedometer?<br />Very nice work, by the way.||64.252.105.22||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||09-23-2003||06:58 PM||||Ooh needs a stinkin' speedometer, eh?||66.56.186.137||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||09-23-2003||07:00 PM||||That is correct sir. No speedo.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I can still hook the stock cluster up for inspection though (bill murray voice) "so I got that goin for me"||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||mixx2001||09-23-2003||07:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong>  I can still hook the stock cluster up for inspection though </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The "Dolly Lama" teach you that?||66.56.186.137||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||09-23-2003||08:08 PM||||Oh damn. Someone's on point.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||dsmsleeper||09-23-2003||08:28 PM||||Nice job!  It looks your tach set up reminds me of my old 911.  Looking straight at the tach and I turned it like that too.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.60.143.46||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000014||GVR$in||09-23-2003||08:32 PM||||Did you purposely put the cbv on the lower IC pipe rather than the upper? (i.e. fitment issues, etc)||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000015||agrabau||09-23-2003||09:26 PM||||Terren? What's the CVB? uh.. i mean yes..!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />You mean BOV? It's a better fit if that's what you're askin.<br /><br />The tach is from a 911. There are a couple of porkie pie parts on there. Fuel pump too.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000016||GVR$in||09-23-2003||09:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Terren? What's the CVB? uh.. i mean yes..!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />You mean BOV? It's a better fit if that's what you're askin.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lol.. sorry In 'technical terms' its called a compressor bypass valve(cbv).. but who uses that shit anyway!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||09-23-2003||10:35 PM||||Is that like a popoff valve?<br /><br />Seriously though, car looks good.  You got the mad JDM welding skillz.  I was going to go buy some bends for my IC piping -- F-that!  I'll just cut and weld the piping into a bend!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Gnarly shifter, too.||67.165.167.17||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||agrabau||09-23-2003||11:28 PM||||dump valve, bypass valve, blow off valve, it's just a vacuum operated spring diaphram let's call it a VOSD. <br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Hertz, the cut/weld technique allows for some pretty gnarly bends but once I make a custom O2 housing that bends the right direction I think I'll go the smoother path. The O2 housing aims backward, the pipe needs to go towards the bumper so the pipe goes front-back, under, sort of a funky bend but it's still pretty smooth. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000019||curtis||09-24-2003||12:02 AM||||someone needs to email BMW with the pics and the video||65.135.143.122||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000020||talontsi||09-24-2003||02:35 AM||||Very cool!<br />Glad you got it up and running. <br />Seems like a good plateform since there is plenty of room. The Starlet had no space and we had to come up with ingeious ways to mount stuff.<br /><br />That thing must be a blast to drive.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000021||miturra||09-24-2003||10:09 AM||||That's Beautiful. Now if BMW can come up with a machine as good as yours. I'd love to do that one day. Congradulations on an excellent job.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000022||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||10:52 AM||||I just now had time to really sit and look at the pics.  Very nice.  <br /><br />I was thinking this would also be very cool to do to a Porsche 944.  Cause you wouldn't really be destroying a classic Porsche cause it has more of a audi engine in it anyway.  It's the poor mans Porsche, but it would be a blast with a modded 4g63t.<br /><br />The low end 3 series BMW is perfect.  I bet it is a blast to drive.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000023||psycopyro182||09-24-2003||12:43 PM||||so... where can i get one?||204.196.73.127||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000024||agrabau||09-24-2003||01:01 PM||||If anyone's really serious about building one, or really any rear drive 4G63 I can help. There were a lot of mistakes i made that would translate into a much easier time for the next guy to do it. <br /><br />I can help to really any degree, you need advice, things machined, welded. I'm not trying to sell anything but I could if someone wanted a car like this. <br /><br />Thanks again for the good words. <br /><br />Al||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000025||geoff@machv||09-24-2003||08:29 PM||||What type of transmission did you use?<br /><br /><br />Geoff||199.196.144.12||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000026||Hertz||09-25-2003||12:10 AM||||I believe he said he used a Mighty Max/Ram 50 tranny.  (Which would explain the wicked truck shifter)||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000027||agrabau||09-25-2003||06:41 AM||||Hertz is right. There's another plan in the works for this winter. Apparently the Starion internals fit into the Mighty Max case. There's also a short shift available so I might build a cool hybrid tranny this winter.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000028||russya||09-25-2003||09:18 AM||||Let us know how the tranny holds up I have a friend who really wants to put a 4g63t in his mighty max and I've been toying with multiple swap ideas 944 Xr4ti and such. The tranny is the only thing I'm really wondering about. Anyone know how Eric plebani got his 911 to work did he use a reversed fwd tranny or mate his engine to the porsche one?||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000029||Hertz||09-25-2003||10:03 AM||||It just so happens that I have "Ram 50" in the family (rusting at Dad's in Michigan)...  I drove that thing for years and couldn't imagine it having 195hp or more!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000030||agrabau||09-25-2003||10:13 AM||||He mated the engine to the transaxle. I've been told that the MM tranny is good for 400hp. We'll see cause if it can break I'm the man to break it. <br /><br />Remember that there's a lot less stress on 2wd transmissions and my car only weighs 2500lbs so there's less inertia. <br /><br />There's a company called Kennedy Engineering that makes adapters for some porsche conversions but when I called about a 4G63 to T5 Borg Warner they didn't have it. (that's what I originally wanted) <br /><br /><br />Plebani is the one that told me the Starion internals fit into the smaller case of the mighty max.<br /><br />Xr4ti with a BG T5 tranny and Cosworth engine appears in my wet dreams.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000031||SLO GVR 4||09-25-2003||10:15 AM||||Nice!  This is such a cool project.  I sold my first 3 series to a really good friend and I have been trying to convince him to invest in a project like this one.  I have been lobbying for a LS1 implant but 4g63 would be nice also  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I believe you can see his project so far on his ITB racer 318i at  <a href="http://but.tock.com" target="_blank">http://but.tock.com</a>  <br /><br />Keep the pics/video coming!||216.145.235.26||reg||1||SLO GVR 4||00000760||yes
Z||000032||Ian M||09-25-2003||06:45 PM||||Nice job Alex! I dig this stuff,Keep it coming!<br /><br />A buddy of mine has a really solid '70 Datsun pickup he got to do a 4g63 swap on. He hasent started on it yet;I need to show him the pics of your car for motivation!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.19||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000033||Ryan Carey||09-25-2003||10:31 PM||||I must say that is the SICKEST 4g63 hybrid I have ever seen.  What were you thinking when you decided to go with that?  Dammit man, this stuff is worse than heroin.  <br /><br />Mad props.  You've got the hybrid juices flowing.<br /><br />SR20DET  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   pickup anyone???||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000034||russya||09-26-2003||01:17 AM||||The cosworth engine is what I was thinking of doing but the cost is way too much and too be quiet honest the 4g63 is better anyway so I was hoping to mate it to a t5 or a t56. The t56 would be prefered. How much does that company charge for the adapters?||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes



ubb/Forum3/003132.cgi
A||||11||drew||no mo' woo woo||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||09-23-2003||02:09 PM||||<a href="http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2003/09/23/BA258793.DTL" target="_blank">http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2003/09/23/BA258793.DTL</a><br /><br />Gov. Gray Davis has signed a bill outlawing "whistle tips," which make an ear-splitting noise when placed in a car exhaust pipe. <br /><br />AB377 by Assemblywoman Wilma Chan, D-Oakland, would impose up to a $250 fine on anyone with the device attached to their car and up to a $1,000 fine on businesses that install the devices. <br /><br />"They serve no purpose other than to annoy everyone with noise pollution," Chan said. She introduced the bill after residents in Oakland complained about the loud sounds. <br /><br />Whistle tips are a small metal cylinder that is welded inside a custom tailpipe and produces a high-pitched tone when the car is in motion. <br /><br />The new law will take effect Jan. 1. <br /><br />Compiled from Chronicle staff and news service reports||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-23-2003||02:16 PM||||That was Davis' last powermove before CA recalls  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||09-23-2003||02:24 PM||||I never understood why they were legal in the first place.<br /><br />Why didn't it just fall under the exhaust being too loud.  They would ticket someone with a broken exhaust from being too loud, why not a exhaust that has a piece of metal in it causing the exhaust to be too loud?!?!?<br /><br />I thought it would have fallen under the same laws that govern how loud a exhaust can be.  I never understood how they got around that.<br /><br />It's a piece of metal.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||09-23-2003||02:28 PM||||suprised i have not seen any here in milwaukee.<br />just didnt catch on i guess.<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||psycopyro182||09-23-2003||03:04 PM||||what? outlawed? they was off da hook!<br />yeah right.<br />i heard a few here in my town.<br />they noise was horrid.<br />there is nothing that even comes to mind to compare it too. it makes a thousand honda's sound almost good.<br />thank god its illigeal now.<br /><br />"its just a piece of metal"<br />my thoughts exactly. they should have been illegeal in the fist place.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||09-23-2003||03:11 PM||||I remeber seeing that the whitsle tips were originally marketed as a gag. Put one in someone's tailpipe and when they start their car, they think there's something seriously wrong with it. With the $250 fine, it's such a better prank now!||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||09-23-2003||04:06 PM||||LOL! What a gag. I'll give someone a case of beer if they can get their friend busted  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||09-23-2003||04:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> I remeber seeing that the whitsle tips were originally marketed as a gag. Put one in someone's tailpipe and when they start their car, they think there's something seriously wrong with it. With the $250 fine, it's such a better prank now! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Funny, a couple of us were going to buy one of those cheap autozone chrome tips and tack weld one of the whistle pieces in it.  Throw it on someones car and laugh away!  <br />I know one relative that would drive straight to the dealership in her new Lexus to find out why it's making that noise...I'd love to see the tech's faces when she pulled in!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.227||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||curtis||09-24-2003||12:34 AM||||Ca has some crazy rules, emission laws, and epa regulations.  While I was in the army I was deployed to Ft Irwin for desert training twice.  It was a sight to see a full battlion of apache helicopers with blackhawk and 58's for support all camoed up with all of are vehicles and tents under camo nets and every helicopter with two blue walmart kiddy pools under each them to catch overflow hyd. fuild and JP4.  They must love the stinging ground critters out there in the mojave.||65.135.143.163||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||4drwhore||02-29-2004||02:27 PM||||curtis... where you drunk or high or under some kind of illegal or speech imparing drug? I don't understand anything other then like the first 10 words in that post.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||02-29-2004||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> curtis... where you drunk or high or under some kind of illegal or speech imparing drug? I don't understand anything other then like the first 10 words in that post. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">coupla spelling errors, but otherwise, army talk.  it takes a while after you are out to get back to normal.  FTA!!||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||Akidosigh1||02-29-2004||03:02 PM||||i understood him. no army experience here. hydrozine smells good!||64.12.116.200||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003133.cgi
A||||2||GVR-4||HEY bob in chicago...||||4||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||09-23-2003||05:23 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Can you post some info about how your car is set up for road racing? Ya know driveline, suspension, yadda yadda yadda.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||4||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||09-23-2003||06:23 PM||||Bob's handling secrets..<br /><br />Rear: 3-bolt LSD; AGX shocks set to 3 or 4 of 8; Lowered about 1.7" with coilovers using Eibach ERS 2.5" ID springs 180 lb/inch by 12" free length (slightly stiffer than stock.) Whiteline 24mm  swaybar. Poly bushings everywhere; Whiteline strut bar. AWS is plugged and rear rack welded not to move. Stock specs on 4-wheel alignment except for some extra negative camber that comes from lowering. Stainless steel brake lines; stock brakes with Axxis metalmaster pads.<br /><br />Front: Whiteline Caster bushings; GAB strut bar. GAB Sport shocks set to 2 of 4; Lowered about 1.7" with Eibach coilovers 275 lb/inch by 10" free length (slightly stiffer than stock.) Whiteline 22mm swaybar. Poly bushings everywhere. I'll install Whiteline camber bolts in struts for -1.5 degree camber for next track outing. <br /><br />Front brakes: TCE/Wilwood racing kit (12.2" diameter by 1.1" thick special vented rotors with 4-piston forged aluminum calipers; Wilwood Q pads for street; D pads for track days.) Stainless steel brake lines; no backing plates. <br /><br />Wheels/tires:<br />Street 225/45/16 Dunlap SP-9000 tires on 16"x7.5" Fittipaldi Laguna wheels; 32/30 psi F/R tire pressures. Track 225/50/17 Falken Azenis on 17"x7.5" Rota Sub-Zero's. <br /><br />Ran the street set-up for "touring" at Road America with 38/34 psi tire pressures. 40+ min. each day spirited driving and hard braking with same hard pedal all the time. For a track-only car, you should use at least 500/400 lb/inch race springs.<br /><br />Characteristics: <br />Neutral handling at limit even with four people; nice highway ride; quick turn in; very high ultimate grip. Expensive $4K+       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />       <br />Speed secret: beige interior!||24.148.12.160||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||09-23-2003||09:06 PM||||Dude! Thanks so much. <br /><br />I can only draw the conclusion that you have an open front diff and the stock center diff in there, since you didn't mention them.<br /><br />Beige eh...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks again.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/003134.cgi
A||||10||turbowop||LMAO!!!||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||09-24-2003||04:56 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.hoslap.net" target="_blank">www.hoslap.net</a><br /><br />See what you can get for a best score. Terren, the little bastard, got 418....my best is 407.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />The stuff the "ho" says had me rollin on the floor.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-24-2003||09:12 AM||||I got 369 mph, I guess I am not a ho slapping kinda fella||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||199of2k||09-24-2003||11:44 AM||||got 425  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.9.130.163||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||09-24-2003||12:12 PM||||I've gotten 425 consistently so I'm guessing that's the top of the food chain.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||psycopyro182||09-24-2003||12:24 PM||||422-424<br /><br />there was one of these a few years ago with the same principal, but it was spank the monkey, instead of slap the pimp. i will send the link when i get home, because i am at school now and i cant get access to my old webpage.||204.196.73.127||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000005||Kevinj110||09-24-2003||05:07 PM||||All I could get was 354 I guess I am not a man oh well.||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||09-24-2003||05:20 PM||||Here's how you get 425's. <br />Click and drag the hand back.<br />Then go down and around the box to the other side.<br />Release the hand and whaaalaaaa. 425's .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||09-24-2003||07:55 PM||||371 for me. It says I'm a "Super Pimp". I guess...||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||psycopyro182||09-24-2003||09:06 PM||||<a href="http://www.tekzoned.com/spank/" target="_blank">http://www.tekzoned.com/spank/</a><br /><br />there we goo...<br />that one is about the same concept. but there is cool music if you do well.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000009||DookGVR4||09-25-2003||01:27 AM||||412 <br /><br />SoOpa PiMp||24.52.237.102||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||09-26-2003||01:06 AM||||I sure know how to spank my monkey.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1393" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1393&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003135.cgi
A||||1||GVR1643||paging Zach/1quickVR4||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||09-24-2003||11:25 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Zach, could you check your PM's about the parts to be sent and the turbo.<br />Thanks,<br />Kevin||167.142.21.149||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||09-26-2003||04:29 PM||||one and only "bump"<br /><br />(yes I already PM'd him...)||167.142.21.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003136.cgi
A||||16||PRE-EVO||Hey Harry do you have a long lost brother selling a GVR4?||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-24-2003||12:29 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2434229941" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2434229941</a><br /><br /><br />I saw this and then saw his e-mail and noticed the similarity. So when are you going to paint your interior yellow?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||09-24-2003||12:32 PM||||aaarrghhh my eyes. Man, the rice-boy that i bought my car from painted all the same sheit bright blue. WTF is wrong with these people?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||09-24-2003||01:00 PM||||Those are about the most horrendous pictures I've seen in a while. <br /><br />"Yes, I want to sell my car, here's a few pictures of random things. No, there's nothing you'd actually like to see, like the shape of the driver's seat, the ENGINE, trunk, or even the side of the car. But its yellow, so it should sell."<br /><br />If you're serious about selling a car, take some good pictures, its not that hard.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||01:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> aaarrghhh my eyes. Man, the rice-boy that i bought my car from painted all the same sheit bright blue. WTF is wrong with these people? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you buy that "show car" we were all making fun of with the blue dash.  Gawd that was awful.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||01:18 PM||||That poor poor galant.  What did it ever do to deserve such abuse?  Yellow matches about NOTHING on that car.  Grey and yellow!?!?||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||09-24-2003||01:19 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   my stomach all of a sudden hurts.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||09-24-2003||01:23 PM||||JDM YELLOW!!!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||09-24-2003||01:56 PM||||Did you see the radiator top was spray painted yellow without masking surrounding parts?  Talk about pride.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||14bCrazy||09-24-2003||02:08 PM||||who the hell would bid on this.The motor is crap so it ends up being a parts car.||162.84.83.225||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||02:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> who the hell would bid on this.The motor is crap so it ends up being a parts car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A moter can be rebuilt.  The problem would be getting all the yellow crap off.<br /><br />Not a project I would want.  That yellow would take HOURS to work on.||205.242.228.42||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||Johnny Bravo||09-24-2003||03:47 PM||||Not to mention all of the retarded stickers on the drivers side of the car too.  Man fucking stupid retard kids that have no respect for a car like that should be locked away in a dungeon.  I'm not old but wtf is wrong with these goddamn muppets these days?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000011||turbogalant||09-24-2003||06:23 PM||||I'd buy it for that price replace the interment cluster bezel, the plastic behind the door handle, the plastic under the center console with ones from a junk yard they don't have to be from a vr4. Spray brake clean on the radiator that stuff does wonders on the krap paint he used. Replace the upper raditor hose and clamp. Clean up the upper intercooler hose. When I had the motor out to rebuild clean he intake manifold and your set. It will likely go for cheap i'd guess 1500 for a nice rebuild. Oh yea pull off the stupid stickers. And why would you post pictures of it in the woods?||65.177.241.94||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000012||Ian M||09-25-2003||12:31 AM||||Morons...this is one of the downfalls of these cars being so affordable...Ughh. I wouldnt say its a parts car though.<br /><br />Hell,theres a couple of N/T Galants in a junkyard near me with the correct dark grey/black interiors to use as donors for the plastic parts -that stuff is no big deal to replace.<br /><br /> Drop another motor in it,and go. Clean and repaint everything before it goes back in,again no big deal.<br /><br /> If you could get it cheap enough,I think it would make a allright beater/daily driver GVR4. It may clean up nice,who knows. Besides the ghetto yellow paint and stickers,it doesnt look any worse than some of these cars Ive seen going to 3-4000 bucks.<br /><br /> Anyone notice that its Kensington Grey?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.225||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||09-25-2003||01:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> Morons...this is one of the downfalls of these cars being so affordable...Ughh. I wouldnt say its a parts car though.<br /><br />Hell,theres a couple of N/T Galants in a junkyard near me with the correct dark grey/black interiors to use as donors for the plastic parts -that stuff is no big deal to replace.<br /><br /> Drop another motor in it,and go. Clean and repaint everything before it goes back in,again no big deal.<br /><br /> If you could get it cheap enough,I think it would make a allright beater/daily driver GVR4. It may clean up nice,who knows. Besides the ghetto yellow paint and stickers,it doesnt look any worse than some of these cars Ive seen going to 3-4000 bucks.<br /><br /> Anyone notice that its Kensington Grey?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah it would be nice to get as a project car.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||curtis||09-25-2003||12:04 PM||||If he was so bored that he had to paint things, He should have painted his wanker blue because you know hes not using it if he's that stupid.  He should have spent the money on a can of tuff stuff and cleaned his damn carpet.   LOSER||65.142.59.178||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000015||slvrblt||09-25-2003||03:05 PM||||What an idiot. He should have done that to a DSM, not one of our cars.<br /><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000016||number3||09-26-2003||12:42 PM||||Very sad indeed...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Maybe it will be saved one day and turned back into the car it should be.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003137.cgi
A||||0||jonvr4||Carfaq i could use?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-24-2003||01:14 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||anyone have an account i could use to check out one car with?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/003138.cgi
A||||10||beavis||has anyone had success with monster or hotjobs?||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||09-24-2003||03:28 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||i was going to post my resume, i was just wondering of anyone else had tried them.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||03:50 PM||||Monster blows goats.  I have never even landed a interview using monster.com<br /><br />I've heard from headhunters, that most resumés are trashed and not even looked at.  They get way too many and that online job placement is pretty much a joke. <br /><br />I'm not sure about hotwire.<br /><br />For computer IT, dice.com is not a joke.  I have landed jobs from this place before.  In fact, I think that is how I found my current job.<br /><br />Your best bet is to find a headhunter to work for you or to find a "real" job placement firm.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||09-24-2003||04:01 PM||||My wife had success with Monster.  She posted in several places (as the severance was 1/2 gone) before she got a good call and landed her current employer.  Got a better job with more money more advancement potential - Now she's my sugar momma   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />NOTE: she initially got a lot of BS contacts from Monster though.  All the financial services, planners, etc.  Used a couple of those to hone the interview skills.<br /><br />YMMV though.  Good luck<br /><br />EDIT: she had a placement firm from her previous employer and then had a headhunter firm that wanted $3500 to land her a job (no guarantee it would be a job she really wanted), I told her not to pony up the dollars with them...||167.142.22.207||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||09-24-2003||04:12 PM||||It's hit or miss. I got my last job at Dice.com . <br /><br />It doesn't hurt and is much easier than beating the street most times. It really does come down to submitting your resume as early as possible when you see a job pop up otherwise they are too swamped and don't bother to look past the first 20 or so resume's.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||09-24-2003||04:13 PM||||There's also <a href="http://www.carreerbuilder.com" target="_blank">Career Builder</a> and <a href="http://www.jobcircle.com" target="_blank">Job Circle</a> (IT only).<br /><br />I got my current job from a head hunter.  If you find the right one, with the right contacts, then they'll have no problem getting interviews.  It also depends on the job type.  My GF is having a hell of a time trying to find a way out of her dead end, slavedriving accounting job she has now.  The last headhunter basically wasted our time.  Online searches haven't found anything great.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||beavis||09-24-2003||04:34 PM||||my experience is in the transportation industry and restaurants and some banking.  i'm 7 classes away from having my bachelors degree in business administration from the university of caliifonia riverside.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||09-24-2003||05:48 PM||||JobCircle is only for a select few states, huh ? Ohh well.<br /><br />I like Dice.com (Dice is a spanish word too). I have had no luck with monster.com. I am also isted on helpwantednewmexico.com, but to no avail.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||Tangent||09-24-2003||06:37 PM||||Monster is poor.  I only know one person who has even heard back from a post there.  I would also recomend dice.com  I would also recomend returing to school since the job market blows right now.  I am about two months now from taking that route.||4.41.37.96||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000008||CCDSM69||09-24-2003||06:43 PM||||I've posted my resume on monster and haven't gotten one single email or call. I've been checking hotjobs.com and careerbuilder.com and have found a few jobs I'm interested in but they keep coming back that I'm 'over qualified.' I hate CVS for messing up my transfer.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||09-24-2003||08:23 PM||||No luck with Monster -- except when some scamming financial services company called me up, got me all excited and then I found out what they really were.  Dice seems to be better, local papers are still the best.<br /><br />Of course, I've been looking for years and haven't found squat because my skills are antiqued, the market deflated and the competition saturated.  I should go back to selling plastic worms...||67.165.167.17||reg||8||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||09-24-2003||08:23 PM||||I've sent over 255 applications through monster and not ONE interview. It's gotta be their fault right guys.. <br /><br />right? <br /><br />Guys!?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003139.cgi
A||||2||BlingBling||Why I don't drive a honda||||1||||BlingBling||00001825
Z||000000||BlingBling||09-24-2003||10:06 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432601336" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2432601336</a>||64.172.62.243||reg||1||BlingBling||00001825||yes
Z||000001||91 #680||09-24-2003||10:27 PM||||damn...how many times has this car been posted on here??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||09-24-2003||10:39 PM||||Shit I missed it and I was looking for a backup vehicle.  That was tight.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.76.181.95||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum3/003140.cgi
A||||3||justducttapeit69||VIN #s and Special Edition #s||||1||||justducttapeit69||00002110
Z||000000||justducttapeit69||09-24-2003||10:31 PM||justducttapeit69@hotmail.com||Do the Galant VR-4s Special Edition Numbers and the VIN Numbers have anything in common?  So like you can tell what number a Galant is by the VIN number its self?  Or is there any other possible way to figure it out?  THanks!||24.116.156.196||reg||1||justducttapeit69||00002110||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||09-24-2003||10:39 PM||||This has been gone over about a bazillion times. So like do a search. Your WElcome.||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||09-24-2003||10:40 PM||||No not related...||68.76.181.95||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||10:56 PM||||It would be cool if at least one Galant just happend to get the correct limited number to the build number comming off the line.<br /><br />So far, I don't think this has been found, but there are plenty of others not counted for.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003141.cgi
A||||7||keydiver||Another logger?||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||09-24-2003||11:45 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Has anyone tried this software?<br /><a href="http://automotive.miragecorp.com/OBDISoftware.html" target="_blank">http://automotive.miragecorp.com/OBDISoftware.html</a><br />Another company that only sells it along with a cable!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||209.214.27.36||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-25-2003||12:04 AM||||Wow!  Sounds slick.||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||09-25-2003||07:13 PM||||Interesting.  Looks a lot like Pocketlogger to me.  And Jeff, they do sell the software without the cable.  You just have to scroll down a bit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Sixty nine friggin' dollars, though.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Invader||09-25-2003||07:33 PM||||Does anyone here do Palm progamming?  If I had the time, I'd consider taking the Tunerstein Palm code and starting an open source project based on it.  Then again, I've never programmed for the Palm platform, but I don't see it as being particularly difficult to pick up.  The SDK's are free from Palm...the base code is free...<br /><br />It would be easy enough to incorporate any suggestions into the code base, and we would have a free, community supported, software project.<br /><br />Thoughts?||207.203.212.2||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||09-25-2003||09:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Interesting.  Looks a lot like Pocketlogger to me.  And Jeff, they do sell the software without the cable.  You just have to scroll down a bit.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Sixty nine friggin' dollars, though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought it said "for people who previously bought our cable"?||67.34.230.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||09-26-2003||01:44 AM||||Yea, but I don't see how their cable can be all that special.  I mean, you already have a cable that hooks up to your palm and car, why wouldn't it work?  Maybe I'm in over my head here, but it seems pretty simple to me...||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||Ash||09-26-2003||08:48 AM||||These guys have developed a passive cable design, details on the 3si page...  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3si.org/portal/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=109452&perpage=15&pagenumber=16" target="_blank">3Si page</a> <br /> <br /><br />I made the minimalist version & it works great in my car, simply one 10k resistor & one diode!!  anyone can make that!  <br /><br />If you read the whole thread they basically started out making their own cables & then one of them made up the passive design.  Apparently most laptop serial controlers can talk directly the "aldl" interface as they refer to it.  Then after making the cable plans "open source" they decided to work off the Tunerstein source code & make their logging util.  Interesting stuff.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.220.89.93||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||dsmsleeper||09-26-2003||10:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Has anyone tried this software?<br /> <a href="http://automotive.miragecorp.com/OBDISoftware.html" target="_blank">http://automotive.miragecorp.com/OBDISoftware.html</a> <br />Another company that only sells it along with a cable!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">From the looks of it, I still like the PocketLOGGER.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum3/003142.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||4g63 mirage||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-24-2003||11:51 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||has anyone on the board done this swap? i am thinking of getting like a 94 mirage and doing a 4g63 swap into it. i just am looking to see how difficult and how much $$$ it costs. i don't know if it could be converted to AWD drive either, so i would need to know that also. if i don't do this i may be getting a evo III this winter. i have a friend who could get me one imported from a company called JEMCO. they do this by putting full cars in there salvage containers. the owner Johnny usually sells them on ebay, but said i could get an older evo for cheap. i just don't know if it is worth trying to get it registered in the US.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||akira01||09-25-2003||12:02 AM||||here this may help...http://www.vysor.com/lancerproject.htm||24.160.237.66||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000002||talontsi||09-25-2003||12:08 AM||||Local guy has one swapped even with AWD.<br />It takes a lot of work though to make it AWD.<br /><br />I believe they have a vfaq at <br /><a href="http://www.4g61t.com/forum/portal.php" target="_blank">http://www.4g61t.com/forum/portal.php</a><br />for the motor swap.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum3/003143.cgi
A||||3||Akidosigh1||Pocketlogger||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||09-24-2003||11:53 PM||||Got my Palm IIIc and my pocketlogger cable, just installed the software.. can't wait until i get home from work tomorrow so i can see what i have done to my car... I tried to install my S-AFC yesterday using the directions on here, but i unplugged it and reconnected the cut wire from the ECU harness so it is back to stock... <br /><br />should i use the AFC or the MAFTranslator i have to tune?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-24-2003||11:59 PM||||Think of the MAFT as your tuning tool and the SAFC as the super-fine tuning tool.  Start with the AFC zeroed out.  Many people report the AFC as being unnecessary complication to the MAFT.||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||09-25-2003||01:12 AM||||i like just using the maft. the safc was a waste of time since it made things too complex. just try the maft and forget about the safc if you like it that way keep it that way, don't second guess your #'s||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||peterlsmith||09-26-2003||06:40 PM||||I use both, and I like the flexibility it gives me. I've got the MAFT in a metal box under the hood, so I tend to use the S-AFC for quick adjustments, then periodically feed and long term adjustments back into the MAFT.<br /><br />The other thing to remember is that they can each do things the other can't. The MAFT compensation is based on boost, while the S-AFC is based on rpm. So for example, if you're running a little lean at 5500rpm at WOT, you can use the S-AFC to tune it out without impacting the rest of the rpm range. On the other hand, the MAFT can easily compensate for large injectors with a single adjustment.<br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes



ubb/Forum3/003144.cgi
A||||9||akira01||has anyone heard of...||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||09-25-2003||12:07 AM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||has anyone heard of the Remus muffler...it looks pretty nice and sounds nice also...no ricy sounds at all...i'm looking for a near to stock look but also will give me that growl sound...heres the site that has it...http://www.ppsonline.net/remusRacing.htm#ss||24.160.237.66||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||09-25-2003||12:45 AM||||yeah ive heard of them yet i dont know much about them.||65.227.204.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||09-25-2003||01:09 AM||||Damn.  Those things are expen$ive.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||09-25-2003||01:45 AM||||Remus makes nice exhausts with a deep grumbly tone but they are HEAVY and pricey.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||akira01||09-25-2003||09:53 AM||||yea i know there pricy...but yet they look nice...||148.8.160.26||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-25-2003||09:57 AM||||I wouldn't buy a muffler for looks.  As far as I'm concerned it is a go-fast part and should be all business.<br /><br />The best dressup for my VR-4 is a hot co-pilot.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||09-25-2003||10:13 AM||||Gawd, that twin tip muffler is exactly what I'm looking for.  Remus makes damn nice muffs, very high quality, nice deep non-obnoxious tone.  <br /><br />Too bad it costs an arm and a leg.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||09-25-2003||12:57 PM||||I used to have a REMUS catalog and I couldasworn they made an exhaust for our cars at one time.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||Vr4in'||09-25-2003||03:41 PM||||Im gonna check out ebay and see what they go for used...you guys should check it out also..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||09-25-2003||04:30 PM||||Here's a real one:<br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2434281289&category=33636" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2434281289&category=33636</a><br /><br /><br />And another:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2434051740&category=33636" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2434051740&category=33636</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/003145.cgi
A||||0||jonvr4||Gatorvr4||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-25-2003||02:00 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||anyone by the name of gatorvr4 from team nabr on the board?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/003146.cgi
A||||10||brandongvr4||Time for tire's. What do u think?||||1||||brandongvr4||00000571
Z||000000||brandongvr4||09-25-2003||02:56 AM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||Here are my choices with the stock rims. Out of the two, which ones would you go with? And is there a big difference between 55's And 50's? <br /><br /><br />FALKEN AZENIS SPORT 205/50R-15         Bridgestone Potenza RE750 205/55wr15<br /><br />Thankx<br /><br />~B~||67.124.158.65||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000001||talontsi||09-25-2003||12:48 PM||||I had the azenis on mine and they where a very good tire.<br />You can see what the 50 seris looks like on the stock rim on my car here. The car had whitlines as well.<br /> <a href="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4</a> <br /><br />For the price I could not beat them.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-25-2003||12:51 PM||||Do the Azenis.<br /><br />You should be fine with them considering the worst you would get is rain. They are fine in the rain till you get down to about 3/32nds tread (about 20-30% tread) then you'll start to hydroplane easier since there isn't enough siping to move enough water out from under the tread.<br /><br />Also you can get plenty of milage out of them as my set are still going strong at @3/32nds with @15kmi on them (Terren has them now). As long as you rotate them religously and have a good alignment. Expect to cut that figure down if you autoX frequently or do a few track days.<br /><br /><br />How much are you getting them for?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||brandongvr4||09-25-2003||01:37 PM||||Well on line there at $74.00 Each. 4 for $296.00 <br /><br />Is that a good price? <br />Thanks for the info PreEvo.||67.124.158.65||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000004||brandongvr4||09-25-2003||01:39 PM||||Nice pics Talntsi. Very good powder coat job. Thanks for the reply.||67.124.158.65||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||09-25-2003||02:02 PM||||Lemme see if my friend can hook you up. I'll let you know shortly.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||09-25-2003||02:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by brandongvr4:<br /><strong> Well on line there at $74.00 Each. 4 for $296.00 <br /><br />Is that a good price? <br />Thanks for the info PreEvo. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does that include shipping?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||09-25-2003||02:07 PM||||Brandon I'm IM'ing you so I hope your there.<br />I have a price better than that.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||1667 VR4||09-25-2003||02:09 PM||||I had them too, on the VR4 and previous cars.<br /><br />Awesome tires for the price.||67.8.119.39||reg||1||1667 VR4||00000534||yes
Z||000009||ekschulz||09-25-2003||02:40 PM||||I agree, the Falken's are great!  About 9k of hard driving on them and there still looking OK.  They are suprisingly good in the rain too.  As soon as mine die another set is going right back on.||208.151.249.254||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||09-25-2003||03:01 PM||||The Azenis are nice tires. I am currently running the Falken Ziex 512s which are prety sticky too. I got mine in town for $69 each. I am happy with them thus far. Good treadwear rating, great traction, good on water.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003147.cgi
A||||16||Oztek||Before and After Pictures||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||09-25-2003||08:58 AM||aehlert@oztek.us||Finally got the car kinda started last night.<br /><br />Here are some before and after pictures of the engine swap.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?set_albumName=album32&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_album.php" target="_blank">http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?set_albumName=album32&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_album.php</a>||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-25-2003||09:15 AM||||Looks very nice. Well done! That manifold is intriguing. Is it possible to flip the plenum so the throttle body faces the other way? Just wondering for use on my car. <br /><br />Let us know how it drives!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Oztek||09-25-2003||09:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong>Is it possible to flip the plenum so the throttle body faces the other way?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You'd probably have to re-port the intake a bit to make everything flow straigh thru....I don't think it would be a problem though.<br /><br />Just call up Dale at Forest racing heads.  He would be able to answer your question.<br /><br />Actually now that I think of it, probably not.  The studs wouldn't line up correctly.  You could probably re-drill the holes though.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||09-25-2003||09:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Looks very nice. Well done! That manifold is intriguing. Is it possible to flip the plenum so the throttle body faces the other way? Just wondering for use on my car. <br /><br />Let us know how it drives! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It looks pretty symmetrical to me, that would be awesome if it would work.  Call up AMS and ask, I'll bet Martin would love to hear what you want to install it on.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||09-25-2003||11:39 AM||||I would have sold you my AMS manifold, Alex. But, Cecil has it now who is also a very cool guy!<br /><br />EDIT - I drooled looking at the Z06 again. Damn you - I feel all deprived now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Oztek||09-25-2003||05:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong>EDIT - I drooled looking at the Z06 again. Damn you - I feel all deprived now    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wait until you see it with the new tires....they should be here in a week.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.21.43.18||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000006||psycopyro182||09-25-2003||06:23 PM||||Nice pics.<br />i like the one of you hiding in your engine bay, while your motor is hanging infront of the car,<br />ive never seen a yellow valve cover, it looks nice.<br />clean install.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000007||Team Ducktape||09-26-2003||12:14 AM||||Nice pictures.. One minor thought, take it or leave it- take the injectors and turn them 180 degrees, so the wires to the injectors are facing the intake manifold; and run the wires under the fuel rail, that will hide the wires and show off that intake manifold. Then post some before and after pictures so we can vote on it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.31.191.153||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000008||Oztek||09-26-2003||07:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong>ive never seen a yellow valve cover, it looks nice.<br />clean install. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The valve cover is a left over Mofugas thing.  I'm getting one powder-coated black, but it isn't here yet.  It's just a yellow paint.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000009||Oztek||09-26-2003||07:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> Nice pictures.. One minor thought, take it or leave it- take the injectors and turn them 180 degrees, so the wires to the injectors are facing the intake manifold; and run the wires under the fuel rail, that will hide the wires and show off that intake manifold. Then post some before and after pictures so we can vote on it     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll give that a try.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000010||Team Ducktape||11-10-2003||02:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Oztek:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> Nice pictures.. One minor thought, take it or leave it- take the injectors and turn them 180 degrees, so the wires to the injectors are facing the intake manifold; and run the wires under the fuel rail, that will hide the wires and show off that intake manifold. Then post some before and after pictures so we can vote on it      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll give that a try. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pictures please! I really like that manifold, so lets see it...||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000011||Bigfoot200200||11-10-2003||05:01 AM||||The FRH manifold is made so you can flip the TB. Why didnt you use the phenolic spacer? I heard that they used the spacer to get better bottom end without changing the runners forging.||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000012||Akidosigh1||11-10-2003||04:46 PM||||MachV motorsports says this about the FRH Manifold spacer:<br /><br />"Comes with a 1 inch thick Phenolic spacer to keep heat from soaking into the manifold along with tuning the ports for best flow"||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000013||geoff@machv||11-10-2003||05:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Oztek:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong>Is it possible to flip the plenum so the throttle body faces the other way?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You'd probably have to re-port the intake a bit to make everything flow straigh thru....I don't think it would be a problem though.<br /><br />Just call up Dale at Forest racing heads.  He would be able to answer your question.<br /><br />Actually now that I think of it, probably not.  The studs wouldn't line up correctly.  You could probably re-drill the holes though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes... You can without a doubt, turn the OUTER BOX around in the other direction.....<br /><br /><br />Geoff<br />Mach V||199.196.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000014||Kibo||11-10-2003||06:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> Nice pictures.. One minor thought, take it or leave it- take the injectors and turn them 180 degrees, so the wires to the injectors are facing the intake manifold; and run the wires under the fuel rail, that will hide the wires and show off that intake manifold. Then post some before and after pictures so we can vote on it     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can also mill out the 'webs' inbetween the runners--it makes it look just a bit cooler.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong>Why didnt you use the phenolic spacer?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He did--look closer.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000015||Bigfoot200200||11-10-2003||07:54 PM||||Ok I saw it, just barely. That info about the spacer comes second hand from FRH. The cooling effect is an added benefit. How does the power feel?||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000016||Oztek||11-10-2003||10:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Ok I saw it, just barely. That info about the spacer comes second hand from FRH. The cooling effect is an added benefit. How does the power feel? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't know....still don't have it on the road.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    It's just one thing after another.<br /><br />We had to remove the trans because the steel clutch fork that I got from Taboo speed shop was binding on the pivit ball.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Hopefully in a couple of more weeks, I'll let you know.||68.21.40.222||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum3/003148.cgi
A||||8||JO||NEWBEE||||10||||JO||00002267
Z||000000||JO||09-25-2003||09:50 AM||||JUST SAYING HI I JUST GOT MY VR4 #871.DAMN ALL<br />THIS TIME F@#KING AROUND WITH HONDA'S. NOW I SEE THE LIGHT!||205.188.208.166||reg||10||JO||00002267||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-25-2003||09:59 AM||||Sweet.  871 out of ???? -- do you have a '91 or '92?   Post the last 8 digits of your VIN for the registry.<br /><br />Swearing is okay here, we're adults.  Typing in all caps is not okay.  Okay?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||09-25-2003||11:08 AM||||Hey man. Ryan just about said it all in his post above. But we welcome you, im sure youll find out alot of useful info here and youll now meet a bunch of cool people.<br /><br />My only advice is before you post up any kind of question, do a search first. 90% of the time questions ou may have might have been answered already so try that first in the future. Other than that,  welcome aboard.||131.193.6.200||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||JO||09-26-2003||11:53 AM||||THANK'S  IT'S AN 1991. OUT OF 2000 VIN #MZ009247<br />I'LL PUT UP SOME PIC'S ASAP OH BY THE I PICK IT <br />FOR $1,000 FROM AN OLD WOMEN WITH NO IDEA.<br />WHAT SHE HAD. SHE SAID IT WAS GETTING TO OLD <br />FOR HER .DAME JUST MY LUCK||64.12.96.102||reg||1||JO||00002267||yes
Z||000004||199of2k||09-26-2003||11:57 AM||||<img src="http://images.google.com/images?q=tbn:HAFgrdw0LtcC:www.pcfrom50.com/media/Kcap.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />on a side note I now have the same number of posts as the number of my car....||68.9.130.163||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||09-26-2003||11:57 AM||||how many miles on it? did the old lady ever drive it?<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||drew||09-26-2003||11:59 AM||||STOP YELLING!||64.1.187.234||reg||13||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||JO||09-27-2003||09:05 PM||||Okay okay sorry about the caps. I was at work<br />and the capslock is fuck up.||64.12.96.102||reg||12||JO||00002267||yes
Z||000008||josh91vr4||09-27-2003||09:25 PM||||Its all gravy. I likes Michigan GVR4 hustlers anyhow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum3/003149.cgi
A||||9||Matt379||Computer expert needed.||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||09-25-2003||12:03 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Okay,  I have a Panasonic Toughbook CF-47.  IT is a Pentium II with 192MB ram, 6GB harddrive.  Someone incorrectly flashed the bios on it #$@# and now it won't boot...<br /><br />Panasonic wants 400 bucks to fix this...and it isn't worth that amount.<br /><br />So...I know there has to be someone on this board that is smart enough to help me or has some suggestions other than "you're screwed."<br /><br />Keydiver?  Hertz?  Anyone else, pretty please.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.139.149.125||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-25-2003||12:14 PM||||Gosh, that's not good.<br /><br />When you say it can't boot, how far does it get?<br /><br />If you can boot far enough for the floppy drive to be read, you can fix it.  If not, I don't know what to tell you.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||09-25-2003||01:20 PM||||It just turns on and won't do anything.||165.139.149.125||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||09-25-2003||01:45 PM||||Sounds like the bitch was flashed blank.  Even if it had the wrong bios update, it should be able to boot.  Unless it wasn't even the same line of computer, totally wrong, not even close.<br /><br />The only way to fix it is to change the bios chip.  <br /><br />However, some companys like Comtrash have a small partition on the HD that has a setup that looks like a bios, but it really isn't.  The computer will still work even if you delete the partition.  <br /><br />So, if you can't see anything on the screen, no boost up at all or option to go into bios, I think you're screwed.  <br /><br />Also make sure your battery isn't dead.  Some laptops won't boot up even plugged in if the battery is dead.  <br /><br />I've never worked on a Panasonic laptop before, so I don't know that laptop in detailed, but they tend to all share the same anoying crap.  I am learning to hate laptops.  They are slow, run too hot to acually put on your lap unless you have a heatshield to protect you, are fragal, and the battery doesn't last too many years, so they always screw you in the cost of a new battery.<br /><br />Unless it is your logger, your best bet is just to get a PDA like a ipaq or my favorite choice, the new Dell pda's.  You can read and compose email(have the same thing your outlook has), use pocket office, and use media player to play back your mp3s.  Also if you break it, you are not out so much cash.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||Matt379||09-25-2003||01:48 PM||||I think I am going to try and buy a new BIOS chip from Panasonic or find a used one, and then have it soldered in.<br /><br />Matt||165.139.149.125||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000005||RayH||09-25-2003||02:03 PM||||Some bios have an emergency bios recovery feature which will boot the floppy by holding down CTRL and HOME while powering on.  If this gets the floppy drive working then you'll need a bootable floppy with the bios and the flash procedure in an autoexec.bat file.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||09-25-2003||03:36 PM||||I think your screen might have gone out,happens a lot to my laptops....you should have a port on the back which you can hook it up to a monitor of a desktop computer..Good Luck buddy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||Matt379||09-25-2003||11:32 PM||||Well, here's an update.  The cd-rom drive light flashes and if I put a CD in it it will spin the disc briefly...but it won't boot windows...which I didn't expect without the bios.<br /><br />Should I burn a bios to the cd-rom and try?  any other suggestions?&gt;||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||09-26-2003||12:23 AM||||A CD drive will spin and the light will come one if it has power to it.  It doesn't mean your computer will reconize it.<br /><br />Last hope.  Read till your eyes bleed.  Grab tissue and read some more.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.wimsbios.com/" target="_blank">http://www.wimsbios.com/</a>||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||09-26-2003||01:43 AM||||1. Hook up an external monitor to be absolutely<br />   sure it nor the monitor.<br /><br />Assuming that didnt fix it:<br /><br />(Find out what BIOS is in it and go to their site. Read up on what to do when you flash the BIOS wrong.)<br /><br />2. Hold CTRL and BREAK or CTRL and HOME right <br />   after you hit the power button. If that <br />   worked, it may or may not beep differently.<br /><br /><br />Sell it because its now going to cost more than its worth most likely.<br /><br /><br />Just some ideas.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003150.cgi
A||||22||sleeper||? about SUVs, trucks.||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||09-25-2003||12:55 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||I'm in the market for a 4x4 vehicle. Problem is I have no idea what to get.<br />What I'm looking for is, something with good mpg,<br />needs to be 4x4, It will tow 3 ATV's and maybe once in a while a short trip towing a car.<br />Price should be around $20,000 or less. Used over new. Import over Domestic. No Fords. No, I'm not that pikie.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />The ones I like so far is the Montero sport, Isuzu Axiom, Dodge Durango/Grand Cherokee.<br /><br />Any opinions welcome.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-25-2003||01:06 PM||||My friend up in Lake Tahoe has a Dodge Durango and I like it. Its pretty peppy and he tow's around his 2 quads like nothing.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||09-25-2003||03:40 PM||||Thats gonna be hard trying to find a non-domestic SUV that can tow 3 atv's for under 20k,I think the 4runners came 4x4,Check those out..If not,go with the a Galnt's family member like the Montero Sport..very nice truck..Good luck<br /><br /><br />Rob||65.32.14.163||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||joec||09-25-2003||09:50 PM||||Nissan Xterra?||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||09-25-2003||10:10 PM||||my mom has a durango R/T and it has good power||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||benwah||09-25-2003||11:47 PM||||This is an easy one in my opinion. I have a 95 Dodge Dakota with the 318 V8 and 4X4 ext cab short box and it's been by far the best vehicle I have ever owned. Maybe I'm lucky but I have talked to others and granted the old box style 96 and older is nothing fancy but it gets the job done. I bought mine as a fleet vehicle in 2000 and I had all the records so I know it was taken care of which is a must when you buy something with 200K miles. I now have 240K and all I do is pull dsms and others with this truck and it has never once left me. I drove it home once with a bad water pump and a plugged cat converter and still made it while towing a car. This is one tough truck and reliable too just nothing fancy, pretty plain inside and out. The 318 is good on gas too, I get 17 empty and no less than 11 while pulling a car, for a v8 truck that's not too bad. Plus since they are a midsize truck they don't have the full size price. There are always deals on these, I paid $4000 for mine and it's been nothing but normal maintenance. I know this style is getting old and out dated fast but if you want a good value I would hunt one down!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.60.179.229||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||09-26-2003||01:35 AM||||I think I just changed my mind. A friend offered his Chrysler green sheet.<br />Now the big question. Durango with the Hemi or just the 2003 RT, Full size 1500 Hemi or what he's suggesting is the new Liberty with a diesel?<br /><br />To many damn options and on the top of that the Pacifica looks good too but it doesn't have the power to tow a car.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.228.55||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||benwah||09-26-2003||08:10 AM||||Get the Hemi in a 1500 or maybe even the 2500. I know alot of the time the price difference isn't that much. Plus they are not like the Ford where if you go from a 150 to 250 you lose ride quality. Good to see we have another MOPAR MAN!!||68.60.179.229||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||09-26-2003||10:00 AM||||I wouldn't call myself a Mopar fan but over any of the big three I'll take a Dodge for the price and looks. I would also take an old Charger over an old Mustang or Camaro. If I would have more money then I'll be driving the Escalade.<br /><br />The 03 Durango have $4500 rebate on it plus the green sheet,wich is about another $4000-4500<br />So 9 grand off a 30,000 vehicle isn't that bad<br />I can drive one for a year or two and sell it for the same price.<br />I do like the New 2004 Durango better though with the diesel engine, but no rebates there neither do the trucks. At least not $4500<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||64.123.248.29||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||markrieb||09-26-2003||10:45 AM||||This last year my work leased 6 brand new Dodge 3/4 ton Cummins Turbo Diesel trucks.<br /><br />The all have around 25k miles on them now and I'll admit they were driven pretty hard, but 4 of the 6 had problems serious enough to keep them in the shop for a week or so each.  Mostly transmission problems (automatics) and electrical gremlins.  <br /><br />We also had problems with dirt/mud/water intrusion in between the fender panels.  This was a major pain to try and clean, and if you didn't clean it was going to rust the fender out in no time.<br /><br />The new diesel is amazing, big power and nearly as quite as a gasoline motor and the mileage averages in the high teens.  The rest of the chassis and drivetrain just isn't up to the standards of the engine.<br /><br />The job ended, so all of these have been turned back in, but I don't think we will be going back to Dodge the next time.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000010||Sam Sayes||09-26-2003||11:29 AM||||Gabor,<br /><br />if you can go for the Durango R/T, they are pretty powerful, i own a 02 Dakota R/T but i don't tow with it but the power is awesome, it aint stock any more  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Always been a Mopar fan fron the tow 1973 Dusters i owned with a 383 Magnum swap to the Dakota currently<br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||09-26-2003||12:32 PM||||Gabor<br /><br />Avoid the jeep's - tranny and rear ends suck to replace. My friends with Dodge trucks have trannys go out like no other. Around 55k-60K especially. Just what I know and have seen.<br /><br />I live in Iowa, trucks are big here. My in-laws are farmers and abuse trucks like no other. They used to have ford, switched to dodge and now swear by chevys..They have 4 2002 and 2003's in total (2 1500's and 2 2500's)<br /><br />The avalance may be ugly, but the WBC package avalanche looks OK and can tow easily.<br /><br />I am with you though, if I had the cash, I would pimp an escalade on 22's..There is one in town that is supercharged, with 24's, ram-air hood, super clean looking...I likey like.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||09-26-2003||12:59 PM||||If you get a Dodge or Jeep, get the 4.7L engine!  The Hemi is quite nice, very powerful, but Really likes drinking fuel.  The 4.7 is a GREAT engine.  Don't drive it down the hwy without coolant and you should have no problems.  Plus it is mated to the 45RFE trans which we have had very close to ZERO problems out of, which is like a catch 22.  Build a better product and we make less $$ because there isn't anything to fix.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Personally I like the Durango over the Jeeps.  The ride is better for me.  More down-to-business like.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000013||Sam Sayes||09-26-2003||01:50 PM||||Also don't forget the 7yr 70000 miles powertrain warranty, can't beat that<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000<br />1990 Eclipse GSX<br />2002 Dodge Dakota R/T||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||09-26-2003||02:16 PM||||There's no way I'd own a Jeep Grand Cherokee! I told KC when he got his to unload it before the warranty ran out - ask him if he's glad he did.  I've had several family members own them and IMO they are crap build quality.  Nice looking and nice ride when new, but the new wears off REALLY fast. <br />Don't know as much about the Durango's but the people I've chatted about with them say they are real gas hogs, but I would think you're going to run into that with many of the options you look at for tow vehicles (except for the diesels).<br />Yes, most 4Runners were 4x4, and I've had 2. Nice vehicles, but IMO over priced.  <br />I'm not one for the Ford/Chevy/Chrysler competition, but I do like the Chevy's inside their trucks better.  Family member just got rid of his gas hog F250, but it was a kick-ass truck. Just killed him on gas and wouldn't fit in his garage without taking off the receiver hitch everytime  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  He had a Silverado before that and a Grand Cherokee before that. Now he thoroughly enjoy his Tacoma, much better.<br />To each his own...good luck. Sounds like you've got a good price deal in the pipeline.||167.142.21.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||VTGVR4||09-26-2003||02:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>  Don't drive it down the hwy without coolant and you should have no problems. <br /><br />Personally I like the Durango over the Jeeps.  The ride is better for me.  More down-to-business like. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so, people routinely drive down the highway with no coolant in their dodge trucks? No wonder they have all these problems!<br /><br />"down-to-business" as in cheaper shocks/springs combo?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||09-26-2003||03:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>  Don't drive it down the hwy without coolant and you should have no problems. <br /><br />Personally I like the Durango over the Jeeps.  The ride is better for me.  More down-to-business like. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so, people routinely drive down the highway with no coolant in their dodge trucks? No wonder they have all these problems!<br /><br />"down-to-business" as in cheaper shocks/springs combo? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just your average "I don't know what happened, there was this light on the dash on and the chime kept going off and the temp gauge was pretty high in the red and then the truck just shut off!"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />"Down-to-business" meaning not scraping running boards when turning or feeling mushy like the GrandCherokee.  Durangos actually handle quite nicely.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||09-26-2003||04:08 PM||||Sam said - Also don't forget the 7yr 70000 miles powertrain warranty<br /><br />KC says - Also don't forget the 7yr 70000 miles  <b>LIMITED</b> powertrain warranty<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||Tangent||09-26-2003||05:09 PM||||I personally would look at the late 90's Tacoma (97-02)or 4Runner(96-02).  The Tacoma is fine if you don't plan on transporting more than three people for extended distances, the 4Runner otherwise.  Plus you can always slap on a trd supercharger for kicks.  Whatever you get make it a manual tranny (good luck finding that in a 4Runner).||4.40.4.11||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000019||859gvr4||09-26-2003||06:42 PM||||I have 2000 4runner with TRD supercharger+TRD cat back. I am happy with it, and it has good torque at low rpm. You can easily spin the tire at start. If you want you can put Blistein shocks and PP 1" lowered spring to improve handling on road, or OME suspension kit for offloading.<br />The only complain is you may have a pinging problem with supercharger since TRD did not offer fuel system upgrade with supercharger until last week. TRD recently offered 7th injector kit with improved engine management system for supercharger, but I think you can have a better result with modifying fuel system (bigger pump, injector, and FPR) yourself<br />Some people had auto-transmission problem with added power and recommend Level10 upgrade (www.levelten.com), but I think unless you race at every green light, you will be fine with stock transmission with frequent oil change)<br />You can also expect Toyota quality from 4runner.||171.66.248.66||reg||1||859gvr4||00000615||yes
Z||000020||number3||09-26-2003||09:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Gabor<br /><br /><br />The avalance may be ugly, but the WBC package avalanche looks OK and can tow easily.<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I love mine. A real treat to drive when fully loaded. I don't think the 03 are ugly.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000021||sleeper||09-28-2003||12:24 AM||||Well, I went to the Dodge dealer today to take a look and test drive a couple of different models.<br />To my supprise the salesman was a guy from our local DSM club. He let me do whatever I wanted to and in the process he got pretty friendly with the satety handle.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Here are my impressions.<br />My wife liked the Liberty but I didn't.<br />I liked the Pacifica but she didn't.<br />The Durango is outdated and ugly. The power is OK but it's very expensive with the bigger engine option.<br />Gas mileage is pretty bad 14 city 17 highway<br />Pretty much a same with the Dakota trucks.<br /><br />The Ram 1500 with the Hemmi was nice. It's got power and nice styling with the short bed.<br />The interior, even though is plastic, it looks good (when it's going to rattle all over in the cab might be a different story)<br />Just for kicks, I drove the 2500 cummins diesel with a 6 speed. What a freeking rush!!!<br />This thing is just awesome. I think I found the vehicle that I have to have.<br />The gas mileage is about 20miles to a gallon of super premium dirt cheap diesel fuel.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />At one time in our test drive the traffic backed up a little and a riced out Import pulls up next to me. I had to do it. Reved up the engine a couple of times and dropped the clutch in 3rd gear. The tires smoked a little and the kids in the import gave me thumbs up.<br />I know I could of took his car by bus lengths.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Retail is 40k but with the rebate and the green sheet, I can have it for a little over 30k<br />In a year or two, it should bring that much used<br />or at least close to that.<br /><br />Thanks for the imput guys.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.197.244||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||09-28-2003||12:36 AM||||Post pics of what you buy....||12.216.101.136||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/003151.cgi
A||||13||gvr4ever||Odd Porsche question.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||09:31 PM||||I know someone on this list has a 911 SC.<br /><br />I think I found one that I want.  I have been looking for about 2+ years.  <br /><br />I want to know how hard are they to work on.  Iv'e heard German cars are easier.  True?<br /><br />I joined the rennlist a few years ago when I was looking at some other cars, but I think I want the SC for sure.  Best classic lines without looking like a old dated Porsche.<br /><br />PM me with tips, what to look for.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||09-24-2003||10:48 PM||||Regardless of year, all I can say is <i>expensive</i> parts.  Even 944 parts are ungodly expensive.  My boss was part way through restoring a 944 and probably junked it by now.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||09-24-2003||10:53 PM||||The one I am looking at is low miles and full records.<br /><br />The owner is on his 3rd Porsche now.<br /><br />I've checked out Pelican parts.  They seem to be about 20% more then Mitsu parts.<br /><br />I would keep the car stock though.  At least the engine.  Maybe SS brake lines, shocks, ect.<br /><br />Performance parts cost out the ass.  Body parts cost out the ass, but the needed wear parts  don't seem too bad.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||09-25-2003||02:00 AM||||well,thinking about stepping up to the German engineering,eh?l`ve owned many Porsches and l can honestly say they`re about the best built cars in the world,the SC one of the best of the best.As a Porsche tech l`ve seen several SC`s with over 250-k miles on the same engine,never apart.Buy the best car you can afford.All the used car buying principals apply here,just do your homework.A good SC can be had for 8-12k and they are truly bullitproof.As far as parts being expensive l haven`t noticed that with Porsches.Audi`s yes.l think there`s a real misconception about euro car parts prices being high but maybe l`ve been around them so long l just don`t notice.Now Ferrari  parts ARE expensive,no doubt about it.You really get what you pay for with a good used Porsche,one drive tells the story-there is no substitute.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||09-25-2003||04:31 AM||||Porsches easy to work on? Surely you jest...<br /><br />I've found them to be quite a pain. Certainly not the worst, but not easy at all. Makes like Jaguar, Saab, and Audi have it beat by quite a bit in the PITA department, whereas Volvos, BMWs, and most jap makes like Honda are vastly easier to work on.<br /><br />I've worked on a decent number of 911s and driven several of them. I know they make great race cars, but for a daily driver, they aren't practical, IMHO. Then again, if you can afford to buy the car and can afford to maintain it, silly opinions like mine probably don't mean much...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.112||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-25-2003||06:33 AM||||That car requires frequent valve adjustments and is very difficult to service. I used to work at a porsche repair shop. I love em, but the 911 is the German Vr-4.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||09-25-2003||08:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> That car requires frequent valve adjustments and is very difficult to service. I used to work at a porsche repair shop. I love em, but the 911 is the German Vr-4. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn!  I knew the the older 911S needed valve adjustments and a tune up like every 15K miles, but I've heard wonderfull things about the 3.0SC engine.<br /><br />As far as the 911 being a VR4, well I would hope one of them would be up and running  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   If I get one, I'd have to learn how to do all this stuff.  Just like the GVR4, I could never afford it if I had the dealer mechanic do all the work.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||09-25-2003||08:20 AM||||I still think you should consider it. What a nice car. If you can service the GVR4 which you obviously can, I'd say that you'll have no problem with the Porkie. I'd probably do it. but like everyone else here I'm a glutton for car work.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||Chris Sanders||09-25-2003||09:00 AM||||You could always find a 911 rolling chassis and throw a 4g63 in it like Eric Plebani.  Well that is assuming you don't have a problem fabbing a bunch of stuff like Bimmubishi or him   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Here are some pics if you haven't seen it before.<br /> <a href="http://hometown.aol.com/emplebani/motorjpeg.html" target="_blank">Plebani's Porsche</a>||208.188.20.149||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000009||dsmsleeper||09-25-2003||09:24 AM||||I used to have a 74 911 w/ a 3.0 (carrera tensioners) SC motor swapped in.  It was a fun car.  The shifter was like a truck shifter, but the gearing was good (about 100mph in 3rd).  I still have the feeler gauge for the valve adjustments.  I never used it.  I ended up taking it to a Porsche place to have it done.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||09-25-2003||09:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Chris Sanders:<br /><strong> You could always find a 911 rolling chassis and throw a 4g63 in it like Eric Plebani.  Well that is assuming you don't have a problem fabbing a bunch of stuff like Bimmubishi or him    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Here are some pics if you haven't seen it before.<br /> <a href="http://hometown.aol.com/emplebani/motorjpeg.html" target="_blank">Plebani's Porsche</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would never do that to a 911.  Now for the 4cyl cars, it wouldn't be so bad, but I love the sound of a Porsche flat 6.  I would NEVER change that.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||dsmsleeper||09-25-2003||11:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>I would never do that to a 911.  Now for the 4cyl cars, it wouldn't be so bad, but I love the sound of a Porsche flat 6.  I would NEVER change that. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000012||sleepergvr4||09-25-2003||02:36 PM||||i sold my sc 1 year ago. they are not hard to work on just different. alot of special tools are needed. parts are big money. i could have the motor and trans out in 35 minutes. i miss  it, but life goes on.||204.252.153.130||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000013||raceman77||09-25-2003||04:10 PM||||lf you can buy the car and you know it`s a good one,go for it.Don`t let 20-k valve adjustments throw you off,it`s a very simple procedure.let`s face it,the car is an evolved VW beetle on steroids,it`s a very simple car.Highly engineered but simple nonetheless.The Vr4 is a spacecraft compared to the 911,but no one really NEEDS a 911,it`s a pleasure craft and it`s not for everyone.l am a lover of vehicles of all types,no brand is best,but buying the 911 l own now was one of the best experiences of my life.l picked it up in Houston and drove it to Santa Fe in about 11 hours,at times reaching 140mph out in the desert.l picked up the galant in Cali having never seen or driven one before and that was also a fantastic drive back to SF.l highly recommend Fly and Drive for the buying experience.Risky but very rewarding if you buy right  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes



ubb/Forum3/003152.cgi
A||||10||AWD4DR||Can someone fix this car?||||1||||AWD4DR||00001314
Z||000000||AWD4DR||09-25-2003||01:17 PM||awd4dr@turbologic.net||I found some old pics and thought someone would get a kick out of them..<br />  "before"<br /><a href="http://community.webshots.com/photo/75010454/90859736JuEaAZ" target="_blank">http://community.webshots.com/photo/75010454/90859736JuEaAZ</a><br /> "after"<br /><a href="http://community.webshots.com/photo/75010454/90860047aExRnS" target="_blank">http://community.webshots.com/photo/75010454/90860047aExRnS</a><br /><a href="http://community.webshots.com/photo/75010454/90860075jXqiYt" target="_blank">http://community.webshots.com/photo/75010454/90860075jXqiYt</a><br /><a href="http://community.webshots.com/photo/75010454/90860161hUsTgr" target="_blank">http://community.webshots.com/photo/75010454/90860161hUsTgr</a>||68.80.248.151||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||09-25-2003||03:32 PM||||is that yours???? <br /><br />Just use some touch up paint....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||gvrfour173||09-25-2003||03:50 PM||||ouch!! damn drunk drivers!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />     at least you lived through it..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.160.138.227||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||09-25-2003||05:05 PM||||That looked like it hurt.  Nothin a little Bondo and duct tape won't fix though.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||AWD4DR||09-25-2003||07:33 PM||||Try to find the internal wastegate actuator in this pic,you can see it..<br /><a href="http://community.webshots.com/photo/75010454/90860075jXqiYt" target="_blank">http://community.webshots.com/photo/75010454/90860075jXqiYt</a>||68.80.248.151||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||09-25-2003||08:07 PM||||Is it hanging under the bumper on the driver's side?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||09-25-2003||08:33 PM||||I think so, VR6...||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||RTS182G-VR4||09-25-2003||11:58 PM||||looks like it.  thats hard to look at, what a waste.  how long ago was this?<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000008||AWD4DR||09-26-2003||01:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> looks like it.  thats hard to look at, what a waste.  how long ago was this?<br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">About 3 years ago||68.80.248.151||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000009||GVR$in||09-26-2003||02:25 AM||||Whats the story behind it? How fast.. etc? Ouch thats horrible man.. Were you alright?||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000010||bazeng||09-26-2003||04:52 AM||||damn.... i guess that BUMPER REINFORCEMENT worked!!!..<br /><br />maybe i shouldn't have hacked mine up to fit the front mount...||203.166.63.199||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum3/003153.cgi
A||N||4||MidEngine210||Introducing #1890/#2000||||10||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||09-25-2003||04:35 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||Well, I finally got the pics up.<br /><br />'91, no cd, sunroof, and a lot of fun.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img src="http://midengine210.hypermart.net/galant_vr4/Galant_VR4_1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /> <img src="http://midengine210.hypermart.net/galant_vr4/Galant_VR4_4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://midengine210.hypermart.net/galant_vr4/Galant_VR4_2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://midengine210.hypermart.net/galant_vr4/Galant_VR4_6.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Hopefully I can pass smog this weekend so I can start modding it.||64.75.23.131||reg||10||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-25-2003||07:09 PM||||Looks really clean.  Nice!||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-25-2003||07:22 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     I want a white one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  .................   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Clean. Is this the one formerly owned by a Mitsu mechanic?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||MidEngine210||09-25-2003||07:28 PM||||Thanks!<br /><br />It was actually owned by a couple from Colorado who recently moved to San Francisco. They really took good care of it. I just cleaned up the engine bay with some Simple Green.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||09-25-2003||09:03 PM||||Alright! Another white '91! It looks just like mine did when I first brought it home.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.34.230.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/003154.cgi
A||||17||Garfield Wright||I bet Florida has the most||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||09-25-2003||08:59 PM||garfield@southfloridatuners.com||Galants than any other state.  Let's count.  Follow my lead<br /><br />1 for Florida||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||09-25-2003||09:00 PM||||2||67.34.230.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Invader||09-25-2003||09:13 PM||||3<br /><br />This could be very true.  Strange, since it doesn't snow here the AWD is a tougher sell from the dealer.  Guess the GVR4's just gravitate to the state in their old age...sorta like retirees...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||09-25-2003||09:22 PM||||4||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-25-2003||09:57 PM||||I believe CA has you on this.<br />Something like 270 of them sold in this state and Nevada if I remember right. I know of 7 in SD and another 3-4 in LA and about 12 in SF bay area.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||09-25-2003||10:44 PM||||5. I know 4orced4dr has 2 so thats 7||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||1101||09-25-2003||11:32 PM||||SF has at least 30 that I know of.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000007||Notorius||09-25-2003||11:39 PM||||colorado has at least 11, 5 of which are owned by one person  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000008||CCDSM69||09-25-2003||11:45 PM||||8. <br /><br />I drive around a lot down here and haven't seen any other galant vr-4's in South Florida. Is there anyone else on the board from this area?||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000009||Lucky13||09-26-2003||08:42 AM||||9<br /><br />#1758/2000 is under reconstruction currently...<br /><br />guess I'll have to survive tooling around town in my 02' WRX   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.158.207.45||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000010||markrieb||09-26-2003||10:38 AM||||We had six GVR-4's at my place a few months ago in Washington State and I know of at least 21 others registerd on NW DSM that weren't at the gathering and I know of at least 4 others that are not registered.<br /><br />So that makes 31 total.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000011||miturra||09-26-2003||03:38 PM||||I'm in Fremont, California (Bay Area) and I have 3 Galant VR4's. One is my son's, I have mine and one that was being parted out. The one that was being parted out can be restored. It just needs alot of parts.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000012||psycopyro182||09-26-2003||06:24 PM||||damn, i havent heard of any other gvr4's in Louisiana.<br />i know there are some in texas, where i usto live. but none that ive seen here.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000013||GVR$in||09-26-2003||06:28 PM||||Robert from RRE alone has 3.. the shop usually has 3 lyin around and I know crazy jason has one in LA too.||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000014||Garfield Wright||09-26-2003||07:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong> 8. <br /><br />I drive around a lot down here and haven't seen any other galant vr-4's in South Florida. Is there anyone else on the board from this area? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where are u?  I live in Fort Lauderdale.  Don't get out much due to work & family.  I used to hang out on Friday & Saturday nights but don't anymore.  Give me a call, maybe we can get together.  954 612 3947.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000015||CCDSM69||09-26-2003||07:39 PM||||I'm in Miami but go to Ft Lauderdale all the time||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||09-27-2003||11:16 AM||||Yep, two here.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000017||Beemer||09-29-2003||06:01 PM||||#1244 is here at Tyndall AFB for some rebuild time.  Hey Garfield, know anyone with a decent exhaust for sale?  Email me...and if you know the stupid MD#'s for 2g head bolts and washers, email me with them.  I saw a post here with them a week ago, but search yields zip.<br />Dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003155.cgi
A||||12||Ryan Carey||Anyone seen the 4g63t Hyndai in SCC???||||14||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||09-25-2003||10:38 PM||||Anyone out there seen the sick vr4 powered Hyndai Excell in Sport Compact Car this month.  I've been thinking about this one for almost a year, and somebody beat me too the punch.  Very impressive for $4000.<br />Although I was very surprised that the rest of the cars besides the Lexus weren't very "sleeper."<br /><br />Hey Al, thought about submitting the Bimmubishi??<br />I feel that is the ultimate sleeper hybrid.||152.163.252.33||reg||14||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||09-25-2003||10:43 PM||||Funny you mention that. Someone was talking about that last night at our club dsm meet last night.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||benwah||09-25-2003||10:45 PM||||I will have to pick up that issue, I'm working on that same project right now. I have a 94 excel and I'm just putting the pieces together. I have a motor, but I'm still looking for a tranny and wiring harness plus other odd stuff. Thanks for the post, I'm always interested to see how people do things!!||68.60.179.229||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||09-25-2003||11:08 PM||||Yeah...It was one of the cars in the cover article about sleepers. I thought the Pinto with the old thunderbird turbo i4 shown on the back page of the same issue was more of a sleeper than any of the feature cars, though. Funnier, too.<br /><br />Too bad the article only covered LA. Bimmubishi's ride would definitely have qualified. I can hear it now. Ricer or V8-boy to buddy: "Hey...lets rev on that 3 series beemer. It ain't even an M3... can't keep up with my {insert hated rival car here}"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000004||Ryan Carey||09-25-2003||11:21 PM||||Yeah . . . I can totally see that now.  LMAO.  It seems like a very somple swap,  yet the one thing that confused me is that they said the tranny also came from a vr4, so is the Excell AWD??  Or is it a converted jdm switchable??  questions, questions, questions.<br /><br />I know were all into mitsus here, but has anyone seen an SR20DET into a pickup.  It seems simple considering the 4 cylinder 2wd Nissan pickups   have a KA24 in it.  More questions.  Must search.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000005||bujang_hensem||09-26-2003||12:28 AM||||this hyndai   <br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.protonmania.com/invboard/index.php?act=ST&f=42&t=5999&s=3bb88eead01c0f2b02aacd04f605a33e" target="_blank">link</a>||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||09-26-2003||08:19 AM||||That's pretty funny guys. I've been talking to Holstein, one of the guys that goes to Japan for SCC and he says he's interested in "doing something" on the BMW.  I'd be really psyched, it would be a nice way to cap all the work. I think I'll know more next week about it. I do know that I need some wheels pronto if this is going to happen. Steelies are all good and fine but I don't they make good eye candy. <br /><br />That hundai is nice but it's a direct bolt in, I wasn't convinced that the car was worthy of 3 pages. My friend Jude has a yellow Saab 99 with 9000 turbo motor, built. That car's worthy. I'm sure that there are many really sick hybrids rolling around here. <br /><br />Anyway, I hope it happens, my car does need some shiny wheels. I almost bought some 6 spoke compomotive Mo (white) but they were 18's and that might be pushin it. <br /><br />Here's my friend's Saab<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.demeis.com/motorsport/hardware/saab99story.html" target="_blank">Saab 99 Turbo</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||Ryan Carey||09-26-2003||12:30 PM||||Not exactly a direct bolt in though.  The one in SCC needed a timing belt side engine mount fabricated, so it wasn't a direct bolt in like the Sonata would be.<br /><br />Hey, what's ricey about a GO FAST pickup truck??<br />It would be a great sleeper, look at what is possible with the Mighty Max.  Would that be "ricey", or not?  I mean, the SR20 is nissans 4g63 in a sense.  Oh, whatever, I'm rambling too much.||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000008||russya||09-26-2003||12:33 PM||||My friend has an old Mazda b series pickup with a turbo 12 a rotory running 20 pounds of boost. One of the best sleepers I've seen||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000009||Ryan Carey||09-26-2003||09:13 PM||||See, that is what I'm talking about.  Who would even think a pickup could smoke.  <br /><br />I'm all for it.  I see visions of a project starting.  Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm . . .  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000010||Jose||09-26-2003||11:29 PM||||There is a street racing video out that shows Eric Plebini spinning all four tires with a 4WD Mighty Max pickup with a 4G63 in it.<br />Jose.....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000011||neonturbo1995||09-26-2003||11:36 PM||||I did a 4G63T swap in a Hyundai S-coupe for a friend (he helped a lot).  There is also a company that has some pics of this as well.  Here is a link to their site and a pic!  They did a 400HP 4G63 Hyundai Soanat as well...look under Project cars!<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.metalexmotorworx.com/main.html" target="_blank">http://www.metalexmotorworx.com/main.html</a><br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://lb.ath.cx/ntswap01.jpg" alt=" - " />||69.3.218.117||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||09-27-2003||02:29 AM||||Uh, the car in that pic is non turbo... but the Scoupe on the site definitely is.  A lil' mixed up there?||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003156.cgi
A||||0||RTS182G-VR4||WAY off topic...||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||09-25-2003||11:44 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||strange question for this site, but since we all have AWD "rally-inspired" cars thought you might know:  i am in search of a good impreza 2.5 rs site.  i am building this car up slowly with my brother, and i need to find some parts.  should be fast when were done, and its gettin there.  any help is appreciated.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum3/003157.cgi
A||||6||gvr4ever||Drunkin sillyness.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-26-2003||01:14 AM||||I found this cleaning out my inbox today.  You guys might enjoy it.  Or you might think it is gay as shit.<br /><br />This is what happens with a LOT of beer and the movie fight club. A buddy and I did this after watching the movie.  Who knows how much beer was drank.<br /><br />Rules of DRINK CLUB<br /><br />The first rule of drink club is:  You do not drink Budweiser.<br />The second rule of drink club is:  YOU DO NOT DRINK BUDWISER!!!!<br />The third rule of drink club is: You do not use<br />plastic pilsner glasses at drink club.<br />The forth rule of drink club is: if a person passes out, pukes, go limp, you stop drinking.<br />The fifth rule of drink club is:  Drinking will<br />last as long as necessary.<br />The sixth rule of drink club is: No near beers.<br />The seventh rule of drink club is: No crackers,<br />tortilla chips, no coffee.<br />The eighth and final rule of drink club is:  If<br />this is your first night at drink club, you have to drink!||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||TurboVR4dr||09-26-2003||01:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><br /><br />The forth rule of drink club is: if a person passes out, pukes, go limp, you stop drinking.<br /> [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Goes limp?  What kind of club is this  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000002||4G63_GSR||09-26-2003||01:45 AM||||no "BUD" you are not worthy...||66.188.124.27||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||09-26-2003||01:55 AM||||Another bud joke: <br /> <b>not work safe</b>  <br />Two families move from Pakistan to America. When they arrive, the fathers make each other a bet -- In a year's time, whichever family has become more American will win. A year later when they meet again, the first guy says, "My son's playing baseball, I had McDonald's for breakfast and I'm on my way to pick up a case of Bud for tonight.How about you?" <br />The second guy says, "Fuck you, towel-head!" <br />WIDSM:||65.31.191.153||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||markrieb||09-26-2003||10:29 AM||||The club I usually drink with would change rule 4 to:  if a person passes out, or pukes he will get fucked with...  Usually something to do with razors or fingernail polish and cameras.<br /><br />Got a couple of good blackmail shots at a bachelor party a few weeks ago with a passed out person and a blow up doll.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||09-26-2003||01:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> <br />Got a couple of good blackmail shots at a bachelor party a few weeks ago with a passed out person and a blow up doll.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, let's see em'||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||curtis||09-27-2003||01:03 AM||||I went out a few weeks ago with a Korean deligation that was in my town for a week, This was a bad idea.  They spoke no english but love doing soju shots after soju shots etc.  I watched one guy put away 37 while I was counting.  For you that don't know its like unflavored koolaid with a kick of 50 proof and comes in a normal looking beer bottle..  ITS GOOD AND ITS BAD.||65.135.143.38||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003158.cgi
A||||2||theymightbegalants||Why can't I hit back?||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||09-26-2003||01:48 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Ok, you computer junkies, here's one for ya.  Whenever I hit the back button on my browser when viewing this site, like when I'm done viewing a post but didn't reply, it takes me back to what the site looked like when I last visited.  When I last visited could be hours, or days ago.  This is very irritating, and it doesn't do it on any other site, only this one.  I either have to do a double whammy of back and refresh, or scroll back up and click on the link to the forum section I was last in.<br /><br />It doesn't matter what computer or browser I'm using, which leads me to believe that it's a site issue.  Does anyone else have this problem?  Am I even making sense?||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||09-26-2003||01:55 AM||||Ok, interesting update... apparently I can hit back when I'm in the for sale section, and see the screen I just left moments before.  It only does this not updating shit when I'm in any of the other forums.  (except maybe events... I never go there.)||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||09-26-2003||07:42 AM||||Ocassionally, when I it the back button, all the posts will be from like 2 weeks ago. If I hit refresh, it will update it to the current posts. I thought it was wierd, but never really worried about it. Plus it only happens on my computer at work.||69.0.81.232||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum3/003159.cgi
A||||1||TurboVR4dr||What do you think||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||09-26-2003||02:21 AM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||I can't tell if I like wheels until they are on the car.  Do you think these wheels would look good on a Green Galant 1991 VR4.  Of course they would be powder coated black.  They are 17's<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dspmedia.net/imagegalleries/automotive/1024.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.dspmedia.net/imagegalleries/automotive/1024.jpg</a><br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.33||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||09-26-2003||03:58 AM||||It'll look great.  They look like Rota Sub Zero's.  There are some GVR4 pics with those floating around here.||216.175.86.85||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes



ubb/Forum3/003160.cgi
A||||9||199of2k||Think these will fit my car?||||1||||199of2k||00000323
Z||000000||199of2k||09-26-2003||09:28 AM||brandon@coreyware.com||<a href="http://www.spinningwheelsusa.com/" target="_blank">http://www.spinningwheelsusa.com/</a><br /><br />Rofl||68.9.130.163||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||09-26-2003||10:04 AM||||they were selling those at NOPI...I couldn't believe it! so many people were lined up to buy them.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||09-26-2003||01:49 PM||||I saw these on a pt cruiser the other day. I was like WTF!?!?!   I wanted to throw up.||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||Ryan Carey||09-26-2003||02:13 PM||||Hokey.  People actually buy crap like that from a company that makes it.  What a shame.  Makes me wanna go to K-mart and get me some of those "car + driver" chrome painted hub caps and do a "conversion"  hehehehehehehehehe.<br /><br />What has the aftermarket sunk to?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||09-26-2003||04:00 PM||||Anyone who is stupid enough to spin $200 will prolly get them stolen anyway.<br /><br />It would take a flat head screw drive and two seconds to take one off.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||09-26-2003||05:00 PM||||they cost $40 in the stores here...||152.163.252.33||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||09-26-2003||05:17 PM||||aaaah....this is the true America my friend. The guy who came up with this idea is making millions, just like the infomercials on TV. Seems like any idea (good or bad) is a good money maker.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||1992gvr4||09-26-2003||09:03 PM||||some kid at my school had some on his car. an old beat up buick non the less. i just dont get why someone would spend $40 each for such rice.||64.41.24.122||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000008||bleck||09-28-2003||10:50 AM||||That is truly hysterical!  I have that sneaking suspicion that someone is about to get rich!  No speaking for taste in this world.  Awww, what the hell, if a guy can be a millionaire for making a potato chip bag clip, or an ice-cream cookie sandwich, then I guess this guy's no less deserving.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||jayru||09-28-2003||10:52 AM||||What ya talking bout yo! Thoes are off the heesy fo sheezy!||24.238.66.85||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum3/003161.cgi
A||||0||markrieb||Trip Down South (y'all...)||||1||||markrieb||00000010
Z||000000||markrieb||09-26-2003||10:53 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||I'm headed down to Lousianna next week to visit the inlaws.  I'll be in town from 09/30 through 10/08.  Is there anybody in the Morgan City area that wants to get together for a bit and have a drink or two and talk cars?<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum3/003162.cgi
A||||1||ayvr4||where to download music?||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||09-26-2003||11:26 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||where can i get mp3s from now that people are getting in trouble with kazza?<br /><br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||psycopyro182||09-26-2003||12:44 PM||||i still use kazaa lite K++<br />or you can use irc's<br />bittorrents<br />or SoulSeek.<br />there a a whole bunch of different ways and programs to find music on the web now.||204.196.73.126||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes



ubb/Forum3/003163.cgi
A||||13||russya||Anyone into Group B rally cars?||||1||||Russya||00000991
Z||000000||russya||09-26-2003||12:01 PM||russya@woodenpickle.com||Found a few pics while cleaning out my hardrive today. This is a friend of mines car. it's not tuned too much but when you start with 550hp and 2400 pounds what more do you want. It's got 750hp and is a lot quicker than my R1 was. Sad thing is he hardly ever drives it now. Since he bought his Enzo the rs200 hardly  gets out. Oh and for those of you that don't know what it is, it's a Ford rs200 Evolution. 1 of 25 made. The ultimate evo<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1395" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1397" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1398" alt=" - " /><br /><br />notice the dual injectors per runner. With this guy in town the game of one upmanship just never even gets started||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-26-2003||12:06 PM||||Bad arse! I love group cars. I saw a UR quattro the other day. The Ford's one of my favorites but I also like the Lancia 037.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||09-26-2003||12:19 PM||||Cool!! Is that the 2.0l cosworth engine. It looks that the same motor that AEBS ran in their rear drive focus drag car.||162.83.80.114||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||russya||09-26-2003||12:21 PM||||Oh I forgot to mention it has a pretty interesting feature. It accelerates so violently it makes you sick. He took me for a ride up the canyon here and I seriously started getting light headed. spins all four wheels doing a 40mph roll on. Man I want that car||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000004||russya||09-26-2003||12:26 PM||||It's not a 2 liter it's actually a 2.1. It's called a BDT-E and yeah it's the same engine AEBS uses. It's made by cosworth then tuned by brian hart who makes F1 engines. It's not the same engine as the Escort and seirra cosworth. that's the yba through ybe series engine based on the pinto block.||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-26-2003||12:26 PM||||There's a guy about an hour from me with a collection of group B cars. He has an RS200 also. I just looked at the interior pics. The engineers at ford motorsport probably noted at the completion of the car <br /><br />"oh yeah, we need an interior" <br /><br />And the interior was constructed from cardboard box moulds and VDO gauges. <br /><br />Love it.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||russya||09-26-2003||12:27 PM||||actually the interior is almost all from the sierra i.e. XR4ti dash is a little different, but not much. The door panels are identical.||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000007||RayH||09-26-2003||12:33 PM||||There was one of these on ebay recently with almost no miles on it.  I think it still holds Guiness's record for fastest street legal production car.  Still wondering if there are any of the group B Lancia Delta Integrales in the US.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000008||russya||09-26-2003||12:40 PM||||Yeah it still holds the record at 3.06. Interesting thing is that run was made in rwd mode. The tranny can swith between rwd/awd/ and awd all diffs fully locked. That's what the little red shifter is. Anyway in awd mode they can get to almost 2 sec flat but they have problems twisting drive shafts so they don't do that too often since I don't think the local ford dealership stocks parts.||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||09-26-2003||12:42 PM||||There was a delta evolution at Lime Rock last year. All shined up. It's a nice looking car. I think that the O37 was their rally car though, not the integrale (for group b) the 037 was supercharged and turbocharged.. talk about nightmares, Italian and dual forced induction.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||russya||09-26-2003||12:49 PM||||They stared with the 037 and then came out with the delta s4 which is similar to a integrale in looks. The Delta S4 was the twin charged model and had AWD||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||09-26-2003||12:50 PM||||I fold. You're right.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||RayH||09-26-2003||01:01 PM||||037 was based on Monte Carlo?  Looked at a used Scorpion (Monte Carlo) once then after sitting in it I realized where they got the idea for the Toyota MR2.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000013||russya||09-26-2003||01:12 PM||||I think the 037 mechanicals were quite a bit different but I'm not sure. The RS200's layout is one of the oddest ever made, I'm pretty sure there hasn't been another made like it. If you look at that picture you notice the cam drive is on the back of the block the power goes forward to the gearbox which is between the driver and passengers feet. So kinda like a normal rwd north south layout reversed||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes



ubb/Forum3/003164.cgi
A||||2||silly4turbo||palm holder while logging||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||09-26-2003||12:13 PM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||I've seen people with the palm pilot mounted to the air vents or in that area, are all these personaly made or do they sell them somewhere ?<br />thanks||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||09-26-2003||12:26 PM||||i'm using an AFC stand in my driver side air vent. I'll snap a picture this weekend.  Works great...track tested wednesday night!||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||09-26-2003||01:47 PM||||found a few holders<br /><a href="http://www.gomadic.com/pam5vemopopd.html" target="_blank">http://www.gomadic.com/pam5vemopopd.html</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.shopcell.com/cell-phones/cellular-accessories/PDA-PALM-ACCESSORIES/M125/Car-HolderUniversal-Cellular-Phone-and-PDA-Mount/PDACH.html" target="_blank">http://www.shopcell.com/cell-phones/cellular-accessories/PDA-PALM-ACCESSORIES/M125/Car-HolderUniversal-Cellular-Phone-and-PDA-Mount/PDACH.html</a>||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum3/003165.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||Where to buy resonators online?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||09-26-2003||01:30 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Buddy is looking for 2.25" inch resonators and RRE only has 2.5" and 3" resonators. Anyone know of a place online?<br /><br />Thanks||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||09-26-2003||02:22 PM||||is this 'buddy' really  you? come on, admit it, you are getting older and you don't quite like the sound of a 3" turbo first thing in the AM anymore.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||12||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||09-26-2003||02:26 PM||||try a whistle tip!  You won't notice the droning sound anymore  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />If it's going to be welded in, couldn't they just use 2 reducers?||167.142.21.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||09-26-2003||04:05 PM||||Nick - LOL. I aint got no gvr4s no more. I drive an accord wagon, bro. Dont need to worry about them resonators. If I bought one, it would be for my wife's mouth...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Kev - The Wooo Woooo is not an option. He apparently found a magnaflow resonator online. If anyone else was looking, I'll post a link...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||09-26-2003||11:12 PM||||Summit Racing and Jegs sell them.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||09-30-2003||05:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> He apparently found a magnaflow resonator online. If anyone else was looking, I'll post a link... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am really thinking of putting one on mine please post the link and also is it a perforated core or louvered.||65.177.241.175||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/003166.cgi
A||||16||jonvr4||Moral Dilema||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-26-2003||04:28 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||ok guys i got shafted about $500 about 4 months ago after i designed some watches for the national dare program and the miami dolphins by my old employer eyecon enterprises. i have tried to contact them and they continually give me the run a round. i was looking through my d drive to find some stuff for school and i ran into a file that contains their website admin info. i was thinking of either converting it into a full porn site or just knocking it down all together. what do you guys think? i also could change admin passwords and such, so it'll take them a while to take all the stuff down. should i or should i not.....that is the question.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||09-26-2003||04:39 PM||||Full porn, change passwords, the whole nine yards.  Make sure you put some good porn up there though.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||09-26-2003||04:43 PM||||yeah, hardcore. But none of that nasty kiddie porn crap  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||Telecaster||09-26-2003||05:12 PM||||Add like 20 pop-ups too to more porn sites.||216.175.116.34||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||09-26-2003||05:16 PM||||You could spend your money on a lawyer now (offense) or later (defense).  Revenge usually doesn't turn out as well as we plan.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||09-26-2003||05:18 PM||||I am with David here...I wonder if the age thing Nick mentioned is really taking affect...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||09-26-2003||06:12 PM||||Stick it to 'em, but try to only do $500 worth of damage to them if possible, to keep it even.  This way you're just leveling the score, not being the bad guy.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||09-26-2003||06:51 PM||||Link the main page to a competitors and change the password.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||curtis||09-27-2003||12:57 AM||||call the local newspaper in miami and tell them im sure they would like to type something in the headlines for you||65.135.143.38||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||Ryan Carey||09-27-2003||02:30 AM||||No, check this one out:<br /><br />Convert the whole website to porn, w/beastiality pop ups, s+m, etc. etc. etc., then contact the local miami news agencies clue them in on the tie in of the Dare program and the miami dolphins to this cover company that is really a front for a porn site. he he he<br /><br />oh, whatever, I have to creative imagination.<br /><br />I say "sic balls" and don't let go until it bleeds excessively||198.81.26.80||reg||12||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||09-27-2003||10:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> You could spend your money on a lawyer now (offense) or later (defense).  Revenge usually doesn't turn out as well as we plan. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, what he said. Putting porn on their website isn't very classy. If you want things to be made right, be vigilant and follow the rules. Go talk to an attorney. <br /><br />Funny how morality is relative.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||09-27-2003||06:24 PM||||Whatever you do, watchout for legal ramifications.  Big businesses don't like defamation and if there's proof you slandered them or cost them money, they'll go after it.<br /><br />I say just take it down, change passwords, etc.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||CCDSM69||09-27-2003||06:35 PM||||the bad thing with taking down the website and changing passwords is that they can still find out who did it and press charges. All they need to do is sign a netsol order and they can get whatever information they want. Even if you use AOL they can track you. <br /><br />Why don't you just show up at the place you used to work at and refuse to leave until you get the anwers/information/money you want.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000013||bleck||09-28-2003||10:39 AM||||It sure would be funny to open up the company website for 2days and see some chick doin a horse or something, and it sounds like they deserve it, but I think iceman is right.  Maybe you could open a real can of worms here.  Lawyer stuff sucks.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000014||slvrblt||09-29-2003||04:59 PM||||Just do little stuff. <br /><br />Alter all their hyperlinks and change the email addresses. Dont change the passwords, but (depending on the server) add another for yourself when they change it. Add a 'location.refresh' to the main page so it will keep reloading on the users computer.<br /><br />or use a META script like, <br /><br />&lt; M ETA http-equiv=Refresh content=1;URL=http://www.WEBSITEHERE.com&gt;<br />&lt;/HTML&gt;<br /><br />Thats supposed to say META inside the first &lt;, but the board wont allow it.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000015||MustGoFaster||09-29-2003||11:57 PM||||Public Library.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  What ever you do or don�t do it from there. (unless you have to sing in/ it's easily traceable back to you, it's not here in Mn.)  The linking to a competitor thing sounds good.||63.228.8.188||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000016||VTGVR4||09-30-2003||09:42 AM||||eh, i'd say do what you want, but far. far better to let someone else do it. let your machine get 'hacked'  by some mudders/lazy folks, and they will do far more to the site than we ever could. and yeah, its a legitamate steal, so your position is defensible if they somehow tracked it to you. of course you wont do ANY of this stuff ANYWHERE near your home, right?<br /><br />KC is getting old, old old old||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
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A||||5||PRE-EVO||Hardcore US drift masters....||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-26-2003||05:37 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.milkmycow.com/videos/powerwheelin_100k.asf" target="_blank">http://www.milkmycow.com/videos/powerwheelin_100k.asf</a><br /><br /><br />Shooting sparks, losing wheels and all.<br /><br />Enjoy.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||psycopyro182||09-26-2003||05:54 PM||||thats a wonderful video.<br />looks something i would do.<br />how fast was the car going through the turns?||68.226.184.4||reg||10||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||09-26-2003||07:12 PM||||Damn!  That was like medicine.  I couldn't stop giggline:)||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||09-26-2003||11:05 PM||||Wow. I think that is the best use of 'Danger Zone' I've ever heard. Nice find.||69.0.81.232||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||EvilGalantGSX||09-27-2003||11:16 AM||||Me and my friends use to do stuff like that. We would make go carts out of lawn chairs, grills and lawnmowers, anything with wheels and race them down my friends hill where he use to live in one of thoes planed neighborhoods with all the couminty rules about how high your grass can get or how many cars can be parked on the street infront of the house.. Boy his neighborhood hated us. Expectly me after a good night of drinking I would pass out in the front yard half naked spread eagle while every body was driving by on there way to sunday morning church.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||09-27-2003||01:24 PM||||Thats weak sauce, we use to drive the "pineapple Princess" down reecer creek rd.  The Princess was a power wheel that was a corvette and said pineapple princess on the back.  We modified it to have a stiffer chassis and I have video of my brother coasting down a this hill at over 30mph.  Reecer is all haipins and sharp turns so its just constant drift action.  We ended up having to weld the wheels on and then eventually the wheels wore through and turned ellipsoid.  Some of the most fun I've ever had, and it lasted for over a week!||12.18.160.218||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum3/003168.cgi
A||||3||a_santos||Anyone watch F1 racing? Going to Indianapolis?||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||09-26-2003||05:37 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />I along with my brother are going to Indianapolis this weekend to catch the F1 race. It should fucking sweet. I really wanted to go last year but never got around to doing it. I am also a SCCA member so I get free tikets for Saturday, and free parking on Sunday. Hell yeah. I will also be taking #352/2000. If any of you guys are going, please post back so we can maybe meet up down there. <br /><br />I hope Michael Schumacker dominates, if he doesn't I hope Barrichelo wins since I am brazilian.  <br /><br />Later||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||09-26-2003||05:53 PM||||I'll be there sunday if I rent a car.  My Galant seemed to want to piss me off today.<br /><br />I have a ticket waiting for me though.  I've never been either.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||curtis||09-27-2003||12:47 AM||||you guys suck ............I would love to go.    Watched the qualifing today for about 30 min while I ate lunch,||65.135.143.38||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||09-27-2003||01:01 AM||||The closest I've been to F1 is from my apartment in Walldorf, Germany, which is only maybe 4-5 mi from Hockenheim.  From the backyard I can faintly hear the F1 cars going around.  But I watched it on German TV instead of paying 400 euro for decent tickets.<br /><br />Good luck.  Do you have pit access?  If so, take good pictures!||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/003169.cgi
A||||6||Tangent||New forum for WTB?||||3||||Tangent||00000258
Z||000000||Tangent||09-26-2003||05:57 PM||akrofft@mountainbike.com||I was just thinking that it may be useful to have a separate forum for want to buy's.  Seems like some of the wtb's get lost in all of the for sale's, especially the old ones.  It should also make it easy for people selling large amounts of 1g parts in combination with the search function.  Yes I know you could just use the search function, but I think this may be better.  What do you think?  Moderators how easy would this be?||4.40.4.11||reg||3||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-26-2003||06:28 PM||||I don't think there's enough traffic that would warrant a WTB forum. It would be entirely up to Jon as the owner of the site but personally there's maybe 10-12avg posts a day of stuff for sale or wanted to buy. This site has about 100+ seriously active users and the rest are occasional visitor/participants. For the size I think the forums work well for how they are setup.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Forced Style||09-26-2003||08:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I don't think there's enough traffic that would warrant a WTB forum. It would be entirely up to Jon as the owner of the site but personally there's maybe 10-12avg posts a day of stuff for sale or wanted to buy. This site has about 100+ seriously active users and the rest are occasional visitor/participants. For the size I think the forums work well for how they are setup. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">actually to be honest the whole reason i was reluctant to post here was because this board is so basic.. everything looks the same and is very generalized.. IMO a WTB area would be great. I love this page, dont get me wrong, it just seems really.. crayola crayon style..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.231.176.40||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||09-26-2003||08:38 PM||||I think that maybe subdividing the technical and general forums would be the way to go.  Those two generate by far the bulk of the board's traffic, especially compared to the other forums.  Perhaps technical could be divided into engine, suspension, body, and ecu/electrical.  I don't know how to subdivide general, but maybe a section for computer topics, or maybe even a "stupid stuff on ebay" section as those seem to crop up fairly often.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||drew||09-26-2003||09:03 PM||||It's been tried before, and there's just not a need because of the limited traffic the site generates.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||curtis||09-27-2003||12:52 AM||||leave well enough alone.  I like it just as it is if theres 20 different lists then questions and tips will be missed that you might want to know.  I do like some of the icons that other boards have though like the smiley face mooning or have a picture beside of our signiture.  but all that crap takes up space and slows things down. just my 2 cents||65.135.143.38||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||09-27-2003||10:42 AM||||From what I remember reading, Jon wanted to keep this site simple. But I do agree that a WTB forum would be a good idea.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
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A||||3||curtis|| sweet evo 8 front end on ebay||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||09-27-2003||01:28 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2433615391" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6763&item=2433615391</a>||65.135.143.38||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||09-27-2003||02:00 AM||||My god that's hideous... and entirely too expensive.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||09-27-2003||10:51 AM||||I think it's alright looking and agree that the price is pretty high, but considering it had to be imported specially from Japan it's understandable.  The seller is  <a href="http://www.rbmotoring.com" target="_blank">RB Motoring</a> who, like MotorEX, imports legal Skylines into the US so I'm sure they get other JDM odds & ends in.  Wonder if they could source some JDM GVR-4 bits...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||09-27-2003||01:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Johnny Bravo:<br /><strong> I think it's alright looking and agree that the price is pretty high, but considering it had to be imported specially from Japan it's understandable.  The seller is  <a href="http://www.rbmotoring.com" target="_blank">RB Motoring</a> who, like MotorEX, imports legal Skylines into the US so I'm sure they get other JDM odds & ends in.  Wonder if they could source some JDM GVR-4 bits...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">IIRC they are one in the same. Just Motorex imports the cars RBmotoring is their parts/hop-up side.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/003171.cgi
A||||3||GVR$in||Thong song||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-27-2003||03:08 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hahahah no nudity.. I think its hilarious!!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.geekmetal.com/flash/thongsong.htm" target="_blank">http://www.geekmetal.com/flash/thongsong.htm</a>||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||1992gvr4||09-27-2003||10:22 AM||||that was freakin hilarious. gave me a good laugh.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.41.24.129||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000002||KingGalantVr4||09-27-2003||10:32 PM||||bwaaaaaaaaaaa hahahahahahahhahaha||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000003||psycopyro182||09-28-2003||08:58 PM||||leave it to the guys on this board to make me laugh, that was great.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes



ubb/Forum3/003172.cgi
A||||4||14bCrazy||SRT 4 FMIC||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||09-27-2003||01:59 PM||acuradude@msn.com||I wonder if the Neon ricer's are going to change to a bigger intercooler. If so that front mount might make a good choice for our cars. What do ya think.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||09-27-2003||03:31 PM||||Not enough flow for me. Big turbo = lots of cfm.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||09-27-2003||03:46 PM||||I wonder how they do flow?||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-27-2003||08:58 PM||||Woooo woooo!||67.165.167.17||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Ryan Carey||09-27-2003||11:04 PM||||Wooooooo Woooooooooooo! Yeah, you saw that news segment as well I see.  Wha-What.  I'm going to get mine installed next week, then Woooooooooooooooooooo Woooooooooooooooooooooo!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
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A||||4||jonvr4||does this lsd work?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-27-2003||02:46 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33733&item=2434691530" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33733&item=2434691530</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-27-2003||04:32 PM||||looks awful simple and cheap to me and it is from slowboyracing so I dont know if you would even get it if you ordered it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  but if I had an extra 200 laying around I would throw it at that.||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||09-27-2003||07:08 PM||||It's a Phantom Grip style lsd.  Do a search for more info.  But for one, I wouldn't give my money to guys that think the Plymouth Laser was built from 1990-1999.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    Sheesh, what noobz, lol.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||4G63Mirage||09-27-2003||07:13 PM||||That's a damn fine unit.  I have one in my Mirage and it lays down two solid patchs of rubber.||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000004||EvilGalantGSX||09-27-2003||08:09 PM||||My fellow Saturn owners use the phantom grip in there SCCA and road cars, If you get it just make sure you get the best springs you can find for it, either Green or Red springs I cant remember.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes



ubb/Forum3/003174.cgi
A||||11||agrabau||Quickie BMW video as promised||||2||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-27-2003||04:10 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||More to come but this is a good demonstration of too much power, 10 year old Boge turbogas shocks and 14 inch wheels. <br /><br />The new suspension is coming this week. You can see the car is pretty difficult to manage in present form. <br /><br />Enjoy! <br /><br />(Ps- who can tell me what band this song is from and what movie it was in? ) <br /> <a href="http://www.dentsport.com/bmw1.wmv" target="_blank">Bimmubishi Movie teaser</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||2||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-27-2003||04:55 PM||||LOL fire the camera man  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br /><br />The music sounds familiar but can't place it other than I think it was a movie.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||09-27-2003||06:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br />(Ps- who can tell me what band this song is from and what movie it was in? ) <br />[/URL] [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"Send me an Angel", by Real Life.  Sounds kinda like a remix or something though.  <br /><br />The song was used in "Rad", "Teen Wolf Too", and "The Wizard".  <br /><br />Sooo, what did I win?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-27-2003||06:45 PM||||Howard. (cartman voice) "Ah may gad!" You've seen Rad. You win some kind of prize. That's off the soundtrack. An all time favorite.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||09-27-2003||07:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Send me an Angel", by Real Life.  Sounds kinda like a remix or something though.  <br /><br />The song was used in "Rad", "Teen Wolf Too", and "The Wizard".  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You nerd.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Although, I too have seen 2 of those 3 movies...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||09-27-2003||08:25 PM||||I've always liked that song, even though Im a 'youngin'. Hehe thats def. a 4g63t! Congrats on everything, thats so fucking awesome!||68.169.157.140||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||BluFalcon||09-27-2003||08:29 PM||||Howard,<br />  I thought "Denton Music Nazi's" weren't supposed to know about songs like that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  For shame....||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||09-27-2003||08:30 PM||||It's going to be a lot better. The wheels and suspension are junky which is cool in one way because it's a sleeper but it's pretty uncontrolable, esp in the rain. 3rd gear roll on wheelspin. (6 inch tires though) Soon.. soon.. it will be better.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||09-27-2003||08:51 PM||||You should use "Big in Japan" or "R.O.C.K in the USA"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Shit, I watched all three in India growing up...I loved Rad...also, "gleaming the cube" (correct name?) was a kick ass movie||12.216.101.136||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||Ryan Carey||09-27-2003||11:01 PM||||I too have seen all three of these movies, but "rad" was the one that rings a bell.  Remember, HELLTRACK.  That movie was just as eighties as Sixteen Candles and Breakfast Club.  Still, I watch it through any time it is on.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||10||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000010||meshwork||09-27-2003||11:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> You should use "Big in Japan" or "R.O.C.K in the USA"     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />Shit, I watched all three in India growing up...I loved Rad...also, "gleaming the cube" (correct name?) was a kick ass movie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, Gleaming the Cube, I have it on DVD right here. Tony Hawk, Christian Slater...with tons of Powell Perelta skateboards.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000011||FWDdrifter||09-28-2003||11:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> LOL fire the camera man   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   .<br /><br />The music sounds familiar but can't place it other than I think it was a movie. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey!! chill out! I was the camera man!!  hehe<br />(im really not kidding though, i was)  but its Al's cmarera and i wasnt used to using with it. we're going to get some real footage when the time presents itself.<br /><br />then we can go balls out in the lumber yard!  its great training for Hell track.||24.63.1.27||reg||1||FWDdrifter||00001965||yes



ubb/Forum3/003175.cgi
A||||5||chucklesas||Curious about lexan||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||09-27-2003||04:10 PM||||Is it possible to make body parts out of lexan, such as bumpers?  They would be pretty light and lexan is, as I understand it, easy to mold.  Why haven't I seen people post about trying to make these parts out of lexan instead of fiberglass or carbon?||65.27.175.228||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-27-2003||04:28 PM||||I dont know about in Cincy or columbus but I know aroud here lexan is kinda expensive, one fo the only shops I know of around here that will do it is in the slum and I am not about to go there.||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||09-27-2003||04:34 PM||||Carbon Fiber or Fiberglas. Way easier to deal with and easier to paint.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||09-28-2003||08:27 AM||||Lexan is lighter and strong but like was already said it is very expensive even in a flat sheet so I could imagine what a molded bumper would cost.  <br />  But hey if your a baller like KC you could probably afford the $$$.||68.76.181.95||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||curtis||09-30-2003||12:39 AM||||Lexan falls into the catagory of Acrylics or the technical term of polymethyl methacrylate.  They are thermoplastics where bumper urethane and fiberglass are thermosets.  This means that the acrylics can be re-melted into an other form.  They lack the flexablity of urethane and are attacked by solvents easily.  Since paints are solvent based they would deform and warp during the painting process. Plus they have a low elastic modulus and are very brittle. You could produce an engineering grade that is mineral filled, I'm sure but to produce an injection mold for a bumper would probably run about 100,000 because the coeffiencent of thermal expansion is alot differnt for PMMA's than urethanes.||65.142.59.132||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-30-2003||11:33 AM||||YEAH!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003176.cgi
A||||22||jayru||If your gonna steal a car, do it like this!||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||09-27-2003||07:06 PM||||check this out i lifted this off of TT.net, some mighty big balls!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.channelcincinnati.com/automotive/2514136/detail.html" target="_blank">http://www.channelcincinnati.com/automotive/2514136/detail.html</a>||24.238.66.85||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||09-27-2003||07:55 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||09-27-2003||08:19 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||09-27-2003||08:52 PM||||Misdirection.||67.165.167.17||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||09-27-2003||10:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Misdirection. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    I don't get it, Ryan...<br /><br />I just want to shake that guy's hand.  I don't condone stealing, especially of cars, since if someone stole my car I would kill them in front of their own mother, but what that guy did took balls.  Big ones.  And what a car to steal...  It sounds more like an urban legend than a news story, really.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||VR6 Eater||09-27-2003||11:10 PM||||That guy watched Gone in Sixty Seconds one to many times.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000006||benwah||09-27-2003||11:26 PM||||I wonder if that will come out of the salesman's pay check.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   I sure wouldn't want to be that guy! How could ever sell a car again with that kind of reputation. Uh... how about we go for a test drive to seal the deal!||68.61.168.255||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000007||meshwork||09-27-2003||11:33 PM||||Yet other people are complaining that they can't test drive a turbo Neon. <br /><br />That dealership is near me, maybe I should go for a test drive.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||09-28-2003||01:27 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||Kevinj110||09-28-2003||01:49 AM||||Let me tell you about the american idioths||170.224.224.134||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000010||jayru||09-28-2003||01:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by benwah:<br /><strong> I wonder if that will come out of the salesman's pay check.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    I sure wouldn't want to be that guy! How could ever sell a car again with that kind of reputation. Uh... how about we go for a test drive to seal the deal! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im shure they have lofty insurance policy's that cover that sort off thing. It's not like he stole a pinto off of a mom and pop lot.||24.238.66.85||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000011||Notorius||09-28-2003||02:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Misdirection. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">strangeley enough, Travolta was ranting about misdirection on the Swordfish soundtrack while i read this...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000012||autobahntom||09-28-2003||10:00 AM||||wonder if there is a way to verify that story. The 349 cars that were built, ALL were sold a long time ago (before they were built), so the only one that could be at a dealer would be a customer's car and that should not be one going on any test drive. I think the USA got 80some of the F-50's. <br />There was talk of building 40some more of them, but only because Ferrari had so many orders that could not be filled with the original 349. <br />If the car was new and stolen in that manner, some salesman and his/her manager is looking for a new job.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000013||number3||09-28-2003||10:36 AM||||I live very close to that dealer. I drive by a few times a few so I will see what I can come up with.<br /><br />Harry||208.32.93.167||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||udriveu||09-28-2003||10:45 AM||||<a href="http://www.wjla.com/news/stories/0903/104176.html" target="_blank">http://www.wjla.com/news/stories/0903/104176.html</a><br />Found another article about it. Not sure if that adds to the stories credibility.||69.0.81.232||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000015||autobahntom||09-28-2003||11:09 AM||||Harry, I did look again and there were 399 of the F-50s made; all sold with no test drives to Ferrari's 'Most loyal customers' is how it was worded. <br />Let us know what you find out.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000016||jayru||09-28-2003||12:28 PM||||If you read the article i believe it said the car was used.<br /><br />The company made just 349 of the eye-popping Italian roadsters in 1995||24.238.66.85||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000017||Vr4in'||09-28-2003||02:15 PM||||Thats nuts....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />pretty slick though,maybe I'll pull sumthin off like this...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||172.142.163.104||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000018||number3||09-28-2003||06:54 PM||||I know they had one in the show room so that much is true...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||09-29-2003||12:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Misdirection. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">strangeley enough, Travolta was ranting about misdirection on the Swordfish soundtrack while i read this... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Misdirection.  <br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Gabriel: Have you ever heard of Harry Houdini? Well he wasn't like today's magicians who are only interested in television ratings. He was an artist. He could make an elephant disappear in the middle of a theater filled with people, and do you know how he did that? Misdirection.<br />Stanley: What the fuck are you talking about?<br />Gabriel: Misdirection. What the eyes see and the ears hear, the mind believes.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"The ID, he said, was in the wallet he had left at the airport"  "During the test drive, the man pulled to the side of the road and asked the salesman to drive back to the dealership. When the salesman got out, the thief sped off."<br /><br />Misdirection: it's how you make an F50 disappear in a dealership/city full of people.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||VTGVR4||09-29-2003||04:14 PM||||this is the funniest thing i've heard about all year. un@!@$# believable. <br />oh yeah, i can vouch fo rthe car's 'impossible' to get status. anyone have that Car and Driver (i think) with the article on John Carmack (little kid who invented the whole Doom thing) and his frustrations with finding a F-50 to MOD??!!!<br />he eneded up twin turbo'ing an F-40, i think the texas shop did it, same place that usually does Vipers. Sick HP, little to no improvement in the strip, due to impossible wheelspin.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000021||chadhayashi||09-29-2003||05:19 PM||||If David Blane wasn't suspended in a glass case, w/ cheeseburgers being flown in front of his face by r/c chopper, I'd say he did it....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000022||chadhayashi||09-29-2003||05:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> this is the funniest thing i've heard about all year. un@!@$# believable. <br />oh yeah, i can vouch fo rthe car's 'impossible' to get status. anyone have that Car and Driver (i think) with the article on John Carmack (little kid who invented the whole Doom thing) and his frustrations with finding a F-50 to MOD??!!!<br />he eneded up twin turbo'ing an F-40, i think the texas shop did it, same place that usually does Vipers. Sick HP, little to no improvement in the strip, due to impossible wheelspin. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought the F40 was a TT V8 already.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003177.cgi
A||||6||chucklesas||Anyone see Riding with Funkmaster...||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||09-27-2003||07:40 PM||||Anyone see Riding with Funkmaster Flex, the Queen Latifa episode.  What did that one guy do to that car??? I think it was a Blazer that had a Honda Civic front end, Lexus rear end and a bunch of honda interior parts, now that's crazy rice.||65.27.175.228||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-27-2003||08:54 PM||||What the hell are you talking about?||67.165.167.17||reg||5||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||09-27-2003||10:10 PM||||I recently saw that show (not that episode) for the first time today.  Terrible show, I'd never watch it again, but since I'm do a little bit of recovery I get a lot of couch time... I'll probably watch it again tomorrow.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   But I have seen that car in question.  Hmm, it's a Blazer, huh?  I remember there being a big debate on whether or not it was a Civic with the Blazer roof/doors grafted on, or a Blazer with the Civic front end on.  Now I know.  The things some people will do...||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||09-27-2003||10:23 PM||||I don't really remember exactly what he said he did to the car, but It was something like, Blazer with a Civic Front end, and some kind of Lexus rear end, prelude seats, I forget what dash board, and lamborgini style doors.  That thing was crazy...||65.27.175.228||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||09-28-2003||01:13 AM||||I saw that, I have seen them all on the DVR, the blazer was like an 88 or something with a 98 civis front and so on, then the guy with the orginal "blue" escalade! Blah blah blah!||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||09-28-2003||02:20 PM||||I was just watching that earlier today,That was a Blazer with a 99' Civic front end with Lexus RX300 rear taillights..Pretty gay..I loved that Denali though..that was a hell of a ride.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||172.142.163.104||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||09-29-2003||05:42 PM||||Love that show. Some cars are pretty nice. Queen Latifa's Cutlass came out very nice. Nelly had an H2 w/ 24" black spoked D's., and a nice yellow E-Class wagon. I did not like the baby blue EXT w/ white and blue Gucci leather though.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003178.cgi
A||||0||Akidosigh1||DAMN NGK's!!!!!||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||09-27-2003||10:00 PM||||my #2 cylinder has 0 compression.... the comp #'s are 125-0-135-145,, the NGK in the #2 cykinder is broken. the part that u gap is missing like a 1/8" or more off of it... man..... so its either a junkyard motor in the machine shop or a remanufactured motor with a warranty... i don't know but i have a class on wednesday that i have to get to...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003179.cgi
A||||15||hecdws||who the hell steals a galant ||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||09-27-2003||10:19 PM||hecdws@aol.com||damn someone just tried to steal my car. by the time i got downstairs they were gone around the corner. i saw the car and could describe it but newark police wont look for them because its criminal mischief what the hell is that. if i find them and beat the crap out of them is it also criminal mischief. they couldnt even wait at 9:20 pm made me miss like 1 hr of lord oof the rings, damn im PISSED. now i gotta get 2 windows(drivers side) and get them tinted. i guess my blow off valve made them curious. gotta love newark,nj.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||09-27-2003||10:47 PM||||get one of those detachable steering wheels and a big gold rope chain so u can wear it around ur neck... and hook up a kill switch that cuts off the injectors when the switch is off.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||09-27-2003||11:02 PM||||Ever seen the movie the transporter?<br /><br />The guy has a keypad to start his car?  Well, I thought it might be neat to have a keypad kill switch in the ash tray.  A project I might take on AS SOON AS MY DAMN TOB STOPS FAILING ON ME!!!!!<br /><br />Sorry, bad week.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||09-28-2003||12:00 AM||||well i had a good alarm but it still resulted in broken glass from sparkplug ceramic thrown. and i just put my front mount in and jdm bumper. oh well guess ill be at the junkyard monday morning looking for some glass. the steering wheel deal is cool since i already have a grant wheel installed. and i will be looking for a cutoff switch also. and damn im still pissed.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.166||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||henrok||09-28-2003||12:28 AM||||hey i dont know much about plastics but isnt there a way to make a window for your car out of plastic which is supposed to be lighter and stronger than glass?||205.188.208.166||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||09-28-2003||01:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey i dont know much about plastics but isnt there a way to make a window for your car out of plastic which is supposed to be lighter and stronger than glass?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah I see that in the ghetto all the time, they use some old plastic. I think your thinking of lexan.||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||09-28-2003||08:11 AM||||<a href="http://www.tintfactory.com/Security_Film/" target="_blank">http://www.tintfactory.com/Security_Film/</a>||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||jayru||09-28-2003||09:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.tintfactory.com/Security_Film/" target="_blank">http://www.tintfactory.com/Security_Film/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">dude that stuff is bogus, I had it on a mustang years ago and almost got decapitated by the solid window that broke off and flew at my head when i got in an accident!<br /><br />Car glass shatters for a reason, good idea in theory though.||24.238.66.85||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000008||bleck||09-28-2003||10:31 AM||||Hector, that sucks man.  Lemme know how it goes getting the glass.  And if you need to, stop by the house on the way to the meet on the 12th, and I'll throw some tint on there for ya   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||crucible||09-28-2003||12:32 PM||||A quick way to keep your car where it is is to  splice a small on/off toggle switch across the 2 clutch switch wires under the dash.Hide the switch so its not visible and too easy to get to.Im not a big fan of putting switches in the fuel circuit as someone mentioned.<br />Things like this wont prevent glass and door locks from being busted but at least the car might still be there.<br />Car thieves have a knack for sniffing stuf like this out though||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000010||Vr4in'||09-28-2003||02:09 PM||||My Honda Civic had a switch right above the clutch on the kickboard which turned on the ignition,there was no starting for that thing unless it was on.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Rob||172.142.163.104||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000011||psycopyro182||09-28-2003||02:20 PM||||haha, i usto hava a "switch" i just pulled the dist plug when i got out of my car in an area that i didnt like, or when i went to my mom's house.<br />worked every time. my mom tried to take my car once because she always wanted to "take it out for a spin with out me there" and she came in one day and told me "hey your damn car is broken it wont start" it was pretty funny.<br />i was thinking about putting a switch in it.<br />but i was thinking of putting one inline with the ignition, right after the key under the dash, so that had to be turned for the key to work.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000012||number3||09-28-2003||06:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Ever seen the movie the transporter?<br /><br />The guy has a keypad to start his car?  Well, I thought it might be neat to have a keypad kill switch in the ash tray.  A project I might take on AS SOON AS MY DAMN TOB STOPS FAILING ON ME!!!!!<br /><br />Sorry, bad week. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I built one for a project in college (that was 10 years ago).  I etched my own circuit board and used an phone touch pad.  The whole class had to go out into the parking lot to my car to see it work for credit. That made neverous to show that many potential theives my ICE.<br /><br />I forgot all about that. Thanks for the flashback.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||GVR4ZUM||09-29-2003||01:16 PM||||Sorry to hear that Hector.<br />Hey you got the bumper ha. Did you get it painted yet and get the fender fix?||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000014||Gvr4-330||09-29-2003||04:03 PM||||Where I worked a couple summers ago, a Ferrari came in that had two screws in the dashboard that you had to touch with your fingers in order for the car to start.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000015||chadhayashi||09-29-2003||05:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Ever seen the movie the transporter?<br /><br />The guy has a keypad to start his car?  Well, I thought it might be neat to have a keypad kill switch in the ash tray.  A project I might take on AS SOON AS MY DAMN TOB STOPS FAILING ON ME!!!!!<br /><br />Sorry, bad week. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I built one for a project in college (that was 10 years ago).  I etched my own circuit board and used an phone touch pad.  The whole class had to go out into the parking lot to my car to see it work for credit. That made neverous to show that many potential theives my ICE.<br /><br />I forgot all about that. Thanks for the flashback.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    <br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">About 10 yrs ago there was a company called VSE, that built good car alarms. They had a model called the "Quantum". The remote was just a 10 key pad. You could put as many features as you had actuators. i.e. remote start, idv door unlock, coded starting etc. Unfortunately they are gone now.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003180.cgi
A||||29||theymightbegalants||head swap:  4G92 onto 4G63||||5||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||09-28-2003||04:18 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Does anyone know if the 4G92 head will bolt right up to a 4G63 block?  Will a 4G63's manifolds and accessories bolt to this head?  Would one need custom timing belts to do this?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.206.94.244||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||09-29-2003||05:53 AM||||bump<br /><br />serious inquiry here...||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||drew||09-29-2003||09:46 PM||||if i remember correctly John Teeter runs that setup because it gives better low end. Everything should bolt up||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||highskyes||09-30-2003||01:45 AM||||uhmmmmm, okay, please enlighten me as to what a 4G92 is please.||12.207.51.216||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000004||Team Ducktape||09-30-2003||02:15 AM||||<a href="http://www.autospeed.com/cms/article.html?&A=0307" target="_blank">http://www.autospeed.com/cms/article.html?&A=0307</a>||65.31.184.113||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||09-30-2003||02:20 AM||||Read the whole thing, at the end was a bonus artical about the 88' Galant vr-4:<br /><a href="http://www.autospeed.com/cms/A_1853/article.html?popularArticle" target="_blank">http://www.autospeed.com/cms/A_1853/article.html?popularArticle</a>||65.31.184.113||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||teet||09-30-2003||11:26 AM||||I run a 4g61 head....not a 4g92 head.  Close  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />john||134.134.136.1||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||09-30-2003||01:39 PM||||The 4G92 is the MIVEC head, good technology but I dont think it fits. I asked a rally car owner in Canada who works on both that and the 4G63, he said no. I also read a Galant forum in NJ or NY who were trying to fit it, the last I heard the answer was no. This was all last year though. Buy a head gasket and compare it.||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||09-30-2003||02:43 PM||||Jon what are you building?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||09-30-2003||05:59 PM||||Hehe, nothing yet Alex.  Right now it's all in my head.  Hmm, buy a head gasket, good idea.  Any Aussie guys wanna see how much it'd cost to buy and ship me a 4G92 headgasket?  Or better yet, "borrow" one from a dealer and trace it?  Buy and return it, I don't know.  Anyway, if any Aussie (or NZ) guys are bored and wanna help a statesider out, PM me.  I'll try and make it worth your while.<br /><br />So the 4G61 head bolts on... wonder how similar that is to the 4G91?  And thus to the 4G92?||69.59.219.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||09-30-2003||06:13 PM||||4G69 MIVEC is coming in the 2004 Galant.  Another one for the mix.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000011||drew||09-30-2003||07:07 PM||||my bad. I hate it when I get Mitsu motor codes mixed up.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||09-30-2003||09:00 PM||||4G69 MIVEC is already here, in the Lancer Ralliart.  I'm rather disappointed in the motor, personally.  But, has anyone seen the gauge package that comes with those cars?  I think it's vacuum, water, and voltage, just what you'd expect for a turdy NA car.  BUT, they're whiteface and have a lil' red Mitsu logo on them.  I think they look pretty good, myself.<br /><br />Anyway, did some poking around on the internet, crusing some NZ boards.  Some say the 4G92 head will bolt right up to a 4G93 block, which I believe is the same as a 4G63 except down in displacement to 1.8L, by way of the crank maybe?  Anyway, others say it'll only fit with modification (won't say of what) and others say it won't fit at all.  Grr.  So, a lot of confusing information and I'm sort of back where I started.<br /><br />Does anyone know what engines came in 97 US Mirages?  I thought they were 1.8L, so maybe the 4G93?  Aren't they "opposite" our engines like a 2G?||69.59.219.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||Ash||09-30-2003||09:08 PM||||We never really had MIVEC cars over here at all until FTO's started to get imported.  MIVEC Mirage swaps are rarer than EVO's.  NZ might be a better option than OZ||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||10-01-2003||05:13 AM||||Ok, did some more researching, and apparently the 4G93 and 4G63 aren't similar at all.  All share the same tranny bolt pattern though, and apparently motor mount locations as well.<br /><br />My whole inspiration for this was to try and put the MIVEC head on my car.  It appears my options at this point are:  swap in the whole 4G92 and have a 1.6L powered 3400lb car (I don't think so), and besides, those engines can't take boost for shit.  Or, swap the the 4G92 head onto a 4G93 block for stronger internals for boost, and get a 1.8L MIVEC.  This is more feasible, as there's the added displacement to not make a huge difference over a 2L 4G63, but the 4G93 has weaker internals and isn't as robust as a 4G63.  Can't handle the same boost unless built, and the heavier stock interals sort of offset the MIVEC effect anyway (a NA car of this hybrid nature would have about the same hp of a 1.6L MIVEC despite the extra 200cc).  There might also be the possibility of expanding the volume of the 4G93, but may not be worth it.<br /><br />So at this point I'm going to resign my plans for a MIVEC swap unless I dredge up further info.  Thanks to those who posted!||69.59.219.207||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||Bigfoot200200||10-02-2003||12:43 AM||||Ok then, try looking into that variable timing 4G63 cam pully that was at the shows last year by HKS. I havent heard anything about it since. I think it was called VARIOS or VARIO. I always did like new mousetraps.<br /><br /><a href="http://store5.yimg.com/I/machv_1758_128455745" target="_blank">http://store5.yimg.com/I/machv_1758_128455745</a>||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000016||teet||10-02-2003||12:46 AM||||did you have a line on actual mivec parts?<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000017||Bigfoot200200||10-02-2003||01:05 AM||||I got it, the new 4G69 MIVEC in the Lancer Ralliart is a modified 2.4 4G64, 7 bolt though. So the head should fit. More searching. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.caranddriver.com/article.asp?section_id=19&article_id=7065" target="_blank">http://www.caranddriver.com/article.asp?section_id=19&article_id=7065</a>||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000018||Bigfoot200200||10-02-2003||01:50 AM||||Crap, the motor is on the passenger side, needs an EVO tranny.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.auto123.com/en/info/news/roadtest,view,Mitsubishi.spy?artid=15501&pg=2" target="_blank">http://www.auto123.com/en/info/news/roadtest,view,Mitsubishi.spy?artid=15501&pg=2</a>||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||10-02-2003||05:33 AM||||Bigfoot, wow, that hks piece looks trick.  I probably don't want to afford it, but it looks nice.  Any info on what exactly it does?<br /><br />John, not exactly.  Just the people on this NZ Mitsu forum:  <a href="http://forums.nzmmc.co.nz/" target="_blank">http://forums.nzmmc.co.nz/</a><br /><br />They're always selling Mivec stuff, and while the separate Mivec partts don't trade hands often, they do from time to time.  And if you're willing to pay international shipping, one of those blokes is most likely willing to ship it to you.  Why, what are you looking for?  Or just curious?||69.59.219.205||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||teet||10-02-2003||02:53 PM||||curious whether I could make a 89-92 mirage hatch back rally car for group 2.<br /><br />mivec 180 hp for 1.8 liter...cool  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />probably just stick with a tried and true NA 4g63 though.<br /><br />Just curious<br /><br />john||134.134.136.4||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000021||Bigfoot200200||10-02-2003||06:28 PM||||Variable valve timing gives you a broader torque band, especially at low rpms. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.autospeed.com/cms/A_1606/article.html" target="_blank">http://www.autospeed.com/cms/A_1606/article.html</a>||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000022||teet||10-02-2003||07:22 PM||||yep.  But is that "broader" torque curve worth the 1000 bucks...minimum...to run a 4g93 mivec vs a standard 4g63  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />gotta think of return on investment here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />i've already done the money pit rally car...for the next one past rally beast 2...I want something simple and cheap  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />john||134.134.136.1||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000023||Bigfoot200200||10-02-2003||08:39 PM||||Oh heck no, it's not worth the $ for me. I was just hoping our Albany friend would do all the legwork for us.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Plus you gotta add in the complexity factor when tuning.<br /><br />Personally I'd just get a 2.4 block and spend a couple hundred on Ross pistons. And then run a bigger turbo.||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000024||teet||10-03-2003||01:26 AM||||34mm coming next year.<br /><br />2.3 at about 9.5:1 with a decent sized turbo at 16 psi would be a darn hard motor to beat.  <br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000025||theymightbegalants||10-03-2003||03:30 AM||||Haha, that would be a sweet car, John.  Those NZ lucky bastards got Mivec hatches already, called Cyborgs, and apparently some were awd.  There may have been some swapping going on, but from what I understand there were definitely some awd hatches.  That would be trick.<br /><br />Yea, 180 hp for a Mivec 4G93 sounds about right... You'd pick up more torque with that hybrid, due to the displacement, but the heavier internals can't rev as high, thus not a real peak hp gain.  A Mivec controller (such as VAFC) would be useful for that combo to lower the Mivec engagement, say 500 rpm, maybe 1k.<br /><br />Hmm, a 2.3 4G63 with 9.5:1 in it, 16 psi... this might be overkill, but I'd say a 20G for that.  It should be able to keep it spooled for most of the rpm range.  Kinda big for a rally car, but that's a lot of engine breathing through it.  Is that what you're dropping into the current iteration of project Bankrupt Teeter?<br /><br />Hehe, and Bigfoot, I haven't completely given up on this project, just put it on a back burner.  Way, way in the back.  First I'll just try screwing around w/a cyclone.||69.59.219.217||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000026||1992vr4t320lbsforsale||10-03-2003||03:44 AM||||hey whats up i am the new owner of the vr4 that the guys from ctr motor sports were selling.  if you know any one who would like to buy it write back.  i have had it for not even a whole month and i have got 8 tickets and my parents are making me get rid of it.  hollar back at vr4t3@yahoo.com||198.81.26.80||reg||1||eli lie||00002521||yes
Z||000027||1992vr4t320lbsforsale||10-03-2003||03:50 AM||||hey whats up i am the new owner of the vr4 that the guys from ctr motor sports were selling.  if you know any one who would like to buy it write back.  i have had it for not even a whole month and i have got 8 tickets and my parents are making me get rid of it.  hollar back at vr4t3@yahoo.com   the best time was 14.2 in a quarter, this is petrry much all that is done to it., these are the guys i bought it from<br />im selling a 92' galant vr4 its black on black. It has a t3/t4 garrett turbo, front mount intercooler, custom intercooler hard pipe kit, custom 3 inch exhaust, gReddy style muffler, walbro 255lbh high flow fuel pump, TurboXs blow off valve, it is lowered 1.5". It has a Cerwin Vega component set, Pioneer 6500 cd player with screen savers, Tenzo R carbon fiber boost gauge, and flawless leather interior. The body has only a few small dings to be expected of a 92'. My pics are posted at <a href="http://www.f2.pg.briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/ctrmotorsports" target="_blank">www.f2.pg.briefcase.yahoo.com/bc/ctrmotorsports</a> ing is excellent.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||eli lie||00002521||yes
Z||000028||Bigfoot200200||10-03-2003||01:19 PM||||Keep the car and sell the parents. Maybe you should post pictures of them too. And slow down, a sleeper car is supposed to be sly.||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000029||teet||10-04-2003||02:37 AM||||I wouldn't go with anything bigger than a big 16g with the 2.3 9.5 engine...with the 34mm restrictor...you need to be completely done trying to make power by 5500-6000 rpm.<br /><br />make a whole lot from 2700-5500 and you'll be way ahead of the game<br /><br />and no, I don't plan to put that into the car.  I'm putting the motor that came out...back in...running a couple of rallies...and going to try to sell it.<br /><br />john||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes



ubb/Forum3/003181.cgi
A||||26||autobahntom||video of SRT4/Evo and SRT4 and 3G eclipse||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||09-28-2003||11:13 AM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||<a href="http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/EvovsSRT4.wmv" target="_blank">http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/EvovsSRT4.wmv</a><br /><br />The other video is called 'EclipsevsSRT4a', not sure how to post the link though.<br />The SRT4 neon 'supposedly' has minimal mods (3"downpipe, mbc, etc). If someone else can shed light on those mods??<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||09-28-2003||11:48 AM||||holy shit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||09-28-2003||12:10 PM||||That wasn't a very good race, the Evo driver is terrible.  He should've owned the Neon on the launch.  <br /><br />I gotta give the Neon credit for being a pretty kickass little car, especially for the price, but that was a bad race.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||09-28-2003||12:14 PM||||that's what I said...that EVO driver sucked.  The little SRT4 probably still own3d him but not that bad!<br /><br />I'll try to find one around Boulder and run it...i'm 13 flat now so unless they are insanely quick I can put one in it's place.  hehe||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Notorius||09-28-2003||12:19 PM||||they are insanely quck, w/ just a test-pipe and MBC ive seen dyno sheets in the 280WHP range. seems like dodge underrated the true HP a decent amount and they respond REAAAALY well to mods...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||09-28-2003||12:35 PM||||what do these things weigh?  Is anyone really fast at the track in one yet?  Especially up here at mile high?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||09-28-2003||01:56 PM||||When I still had my stock IC and stock piping I beat an SRT4 that had 3" exhaust, intake and an mbc by ALOT. I posted it a while back. I ate that dodge up! I hate how those things look..||68.169.158.62||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||Akidosigh1||09-28-2003||03:01 PM||||i needed a car asap so i was going to get a SRT4 until the insurance woman told me $856/month full coverage.... so i just kept getting rides everywhere until i got my galant back. i must say, those 2 months were good... but now i need a new engine...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000008||14bCrazy||09-28-2003||04:22 PM||||This is bullshit. Yes the SRT-4 is a fast car is it that much faster than an EVO I say no. Lets face it this is the on the internet. I'd say that te driver either sucks or the Neon is very moded. The Evo with slight mod can run high 12's. There are a couple of the Neons in my town now and maybe I'll find out for myself if they can run with an old car like mine.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||09-28-2003||04:44 PM||||I'm not buyin that either. The Neon didn't really launch that's why I don't belive that he truly won. If he was really getting on it the wheels would have spun a little in second gear, especially with a FWD car. On the last race the Evo just stopped racing.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||09-28-2003||05:28 PM||||Its still pretty much a neon. Ha||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||udriveu||09-28-2003||06:05 PM||||Call me paranoid, but we never actually see the Neon. Only from the inside. Nor is it ever mentioned by name.<br />You can see a spoiler in the back window, but only for a few seconds. Can anyone I.D. it as anything else?||69.0.81.232||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000012||jonvr4||09-28-2003||06:27 PM||||come to think of it.....maybe its a lancer with a body kit?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||09-28-2003||06:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> come to think of it.....maybe its a lancer with a body kit? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They showed the engine at the gas station, and it's clearly a real Evo 8 motor.  <br /><br />The in car video really looks like from a Neon, so I think it's genuine.  I think this a case of serious bad-driveritis on the Evo's part.||4.3.175.124||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||4drwhore||09-28-2003||07:19 PM||||I meant srt4=still a neon. Just like an evo is still a lancer.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000015||jonvr4||09-28-2003||07:33 PM||||no it may be another car, not the one at the gas station||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000016||autobahntom||09-28-2003||07:56 PM||||The videos appear to have come from a SRT4 forum of some sort, so it most likely is an SRT4. However, I only posted them because they are fun to watch. I love embarrassing other (slower) drivers, no matter what they might be driving. Our cars are really one of the ultimate sleeper cars as far as production cars go. The one-offs (such as the Bimmibishi) are even better than ours for being sleeper cars. Everyone 'expects' a Z06/EVO/STi/Viper/etc to win. People look at my car and except for the semi-loud exhaust and visible guages it is just a plain 4-door sedan. <br />So, no matter; the video's are just fun to watch (and pick apart). <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||09-29-2003||11:59 AM||||Nah, EVO 8 driver took those fools for some gas money and then let them think they are fast.  That's better than beating them.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||dsmsleeper||09-29-2003||02:10 PM||||Maybe they only bought him 87 octane.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000019||Vr4in'||09-29-2003||03:04 PM||||or maybe the race was planned out for the Evo to lose because the Evo didn't sound like he was giving it much gas.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />But who knows?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000020||turbogalant||09-30-2003||02:34 AM||||That video was about as fake as they come if the neon was that modded to beat the evo by that much he would have been spinning the tires at ~3500-4000 rpm in first and second at least. I have driven fast fwd turbo cars and even if you granny launch them the tires WILL ignite in first and in second if not more. In order to have beaten him by that much he would have to be in the 11's. Even the 04's with more ponies and a quaife can't do that. And the EVO driver sucks he could not launch for his life.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  What a waste it was interesting to watch but I don't beleive it. The neons turbo was singing and the evo's was humming no 19 psi there.||65.177.241.214||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000021||Team Ducktape||09-30-2003||03:37 AM||||Well funny to see you guys talking about the EVO and getting so upset for seeing one get it's ass handed to it, so protective about a "stock EVO 8", want some cheese with that whine?        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />       ... EVO's are fast but really, our cars are fast, you know after $10,000 in parts and time. EVO's shouldn't be whorshipped, if anything we should have boycotted them when they even thought to ask $30,000 for one- the EVO's coming out and the price people payed for them was jsut like the 2000 "Computer Bug" scare, we all bought water and pissed our pants over it......<br /><br /><br />But, In the EVO's defence; I hardly think these mods are "slightly modded" as stated in the video.....<br /><br />      <a href="http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/Turbo/SRTBD/thebottle.jpg" target="_blank">http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/Turbo/SRTBD/thebottle.jpg</a>      <br /><br />  <a href="http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/Turbo/SRTBD/114-1406_IMG.JPG" target="_blank">http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/Turbo/SRTBD/114-1406_IMG.JPG</a>  <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/Turbo/SRTBD/bigunturbo2.JPG" target="_blank">http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/Turbo/SRTBD/bigunturbo2.JPG</a>      <br /><br />      <a href="http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/Turbo/SRTBD/headart.JPG" target="_blank">http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/Turbo/SRTBD/headart.JPG</a>      <br /><br />      <a href="http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/Turbo/SRTBD/114-1407_IMG.JPG" target="_blank">http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/Turbo/SRTBD/114-1407_IMG.JPG</a>   <br /><br />   <a href="http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/Turbo/SRTBD/coldair4.jpg" target="_blank">http://import.h8rs.com/neonwasp/ACR2NV/Turbo/SRTBD/coldair4.jpg</a>||65.31.184.113||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||09-30-2003||11:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> <br />But, In the EVO's defence; I hardly think these mods are "slightly modded" as stated in the video.....<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy fuck!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000023||mikeyoung00||09-30-2003||07:24 PM||||I predict a short life for the mopar midgit. If he doesn't destroy the engine with the nos he will probably burn up the car at some gas station.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000024||jonvr4||09-30-2003||07:29 PM||||WOW! that guy in the neon is a total dick smokin liar!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000025||KingGalantVr4||09-30-2003||07:37 PM||||I know the guys up at Forward Motion, <a href="http://www.forwardmotioninc.com/" target="_blank">http://www.forwardmotioninc.com/</a> and thoes guys have some SICK cars.  I just want to be able to keep up with my friends Dodge Spirit RT (2.5 SOHC conversion FROM the DOHC motor)  He has a fully built FM motor that runs high 11's in a 4 door sedan CONSISTANTLY and its only front wheel drive and no quaife!  I guess it kind of helps that he works there  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I'm not here to defend MOPAR (mostly old parts and rust) but there is ALWAYS someone faster, domestic or not.  Then again, I would like to meet a Nitrous injected BIG garret turbocharged Neon in the snow some time   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    And where are his friends going to sit?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000026||turbogalant||10-07-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> I know the guys up at Forward Motion,  <a href="http://www.forwardmotioninc.com/" target="_blank">http://www.forwardmotioninc.com/</a>  and thoes guys have some SICK cars.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know I have dealt with them for a number of parts for my daytona. As my bro put it I bought the whole catalog.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.177.232.146||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/003182.cgi
A||||6||KingGalantVr4||Every Person on this forum should read this and beware!||||1||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||09-28-2003||12:35 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||Police are warning all men who frequent clubs, parties and local pubs to be <br />alert and stay cautious when offered a drink from any woman. <br /><br />A date rape drug on the market called "Beer" is used by many females to <br />target unsuspecting men. The drug is generally found in liquid form and is <br />now available almost anywhere. It comes in bottles, cans, from taps and in <br />large "kegs." <br /><br />Beer is used by female sexual predators at parties and bars to persuade <br />their male victims to go home and have sex with them. Typically, a woman <br />simply ask him home for no strings attached sex. <br /><br />Men are rendered helpless against this approach. After several Beers, men <br />will often succumb to desires to perform sexual acts on horrific looking <br />women to whom they would never normally be attracted. <br /><br />After drinking Beer men often awaken with only hazy memories of exactly what happened to them the night before, often with just a vague feeling that: "something bad" occurred. <br /><br />At other times these unfortunate men are swindled out of their life's <br />savings, in a familiar scam known as "a relationship." <br /><br />It has been reported that in extreme cases, the female may even be shrewd enough to entrap the unsuspecting male into a longer term form of servitude and punishment referred to as "marriage." <br /><br />Apparently, men are much more susceptible to this scam after Beer is <br />administered and sex is offered by the predatory females. <br /><br />Please! Forward this warning to every male you know. If you fall victim to <br />this insidious Beer and the predatory women administering it, there are male support groups with venues in every town where you can discuss the details of your shocking encounter in an open and frank manner with similarly affected, like-minded guys. <br /><br />For the support group nearest you, just look up "Golf Courses" in the yellow pages.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||09-28-2003||01:49 PM||||HAHAHAHHAHhahaha||68.169.158.62||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||7541000||09-28-2003||02:45 PM||||guns dont kill, people do.||12.89.73.32||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||09-28-2003||09:10 PM||||Thats the greatest thing I've ever read  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.163.210.147||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||09-29-2003||08:57 AM||||here's a scary note.  the state of illinois just passed a new law regarding rape.  if you and a female WILLINGLY engage in intercourse, and even tho you have penetrated, if sometime after that  she then tells you to stop, and you dont, guess what?  RAPE, baby.  how the hell do you prove that you stopped?  not like you are going to have witnesses.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||09-29-2003||11:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> here's a scary note. the state of illinois just passed a new law regarding rape. if you and a female WILLINGLY engage in intercourse, and even tho you have penetrated, if sometime after that she then tells you to stop, and you dont, guess what? RAPE, baby. how the hell do you prove that you stopped? not like you are going to have witnesses.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Unless you are like Alex Grabau and drive the bangbus...Video proof there,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||09-29-2003||11:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 7541000:<br /><strong> guns dont kill, people do. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Guns don't kill, bullets do.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/003183.cgi
A||||21||PRE-EVO||Welp here's the Rattle Can Paint JDM bumper...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-28-2003||09:10 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||The paint is about as close a match as I could find  to Nile Black(it's alittle more of a metal flake and alittle more brown than grey). Total cost to me:<br />$30 to turn this bumper that once was blue to a color that's close to stock (total time sanding and painting including 2 coats of clear was 3 hours.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1408" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1408&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1410" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1410&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />Let me know what you think. I know TeArIn is soooo jealous cause he didn't come over to help cause he'd try and steal it.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||09-28-2003||09:32 PM||||I see why you're missing those wheels!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.63.212.148||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||09-28-2003||09:38 PM||||hey wheres your hood?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||number3||09-28-2003||09:38 PM||||Wait...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />you paid big bucks for a cover and didn't paint it the right color???<br /><br />Why?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||09-28-2003||09:46 PM||||Don't worry Harry, he's going to paint his CF hood the same color.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.63.212.148||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||09-28-2003||10:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Wait...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <br /><br />you paid big bucks for a cover and didn't paint it the right color???<br /><br />Why? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wouldn't consider $200~ big bucks for it. Also I didn't wanna drive around with a blue bumper on a black car. I plan on painting the entire car hopefully next spring so why should I drive around with a blue bumper when I can spend the @$30 to paint it. Trust me the color is damn close considering the stock paint is 13years old.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||Clean92GVR4||09-28-2003||10:34 PM||||It looks pretty good for such a low cost paint job. May have to do that to my hood, or maybe buy a CF one....||204.95.228.36||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||09-28-2003||10:39 PM||||Here's somethin you're jealous of bRItCH..<br /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blingbay005.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.158.62||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||09-28-2003||10:59 PM||||Looks decent, Rich.  I guess as good as rattle can is going to get.  Good job.  And Harry, not everyone's made of money.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||Eclipse182||09-28-2003||11:57 PM||||Not bad, from the pics its hard to tell it was repainted unless someone told you||24.195.183.29||reg||14||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||12:12 AM||||I'll try and get better pics tomorrow as it was pretty grey and dark. Terren is coming over shortly to check it out and return my torque wrench and he'll get to see how close the paint is.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||Gvr4-330||09-29-2003||06:20 AM||||Lemme ask you...<br /><br />Duplicolor Truck/Van Universal Black Metallic spray?<br /><br />That's what I used to respray my wheels black after the dealer I bought the car from sprayed them silver.<br /><br />Looks good, especially for a cheap spray job.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||09-29-2003||11:52 AM||||<a href="http://paintscratch.com/" target="_blank">Get a can of the real deal</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||12:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <a href="http://paintscratch.com/" target="_blank">Get a can of the real deal</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But then that ruins the whole $30 paint job. I would have but considering it would cost me @$120 with the "real deal" to perfectly match the stock paint when I could just get the car painted or the bumper painted professionally for not much more.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||number3||09-29-2003||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Wait...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />     <br /><br />you paid big bucks for a cover and didn't paint it the right color???<br /><br />Why? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wouldn't consider $200~ big bucks for it. Also I didn't wanna drive around with a blue bumper on a black car. I plan on painting the entire car hopefully next spring so why should I drive around with a blue bumper when I can spend the @$30 to paint it. Trust me the color is damn close considering the stock paint is 13years old. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good reason.  I thought you paid 3-4 times that for the cover...<br /><br />I sure wish I were made of money...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||03:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Wait...      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />      <br /><br />you paid big bucks for a cover and didn't paint it the right color???<br /><br />Why? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wouldn't consider $200~ big bucks for it. Also I didn't wanna drive around with a blue bumper on a black car. I plan on painting the entire car hopefully next spring so why should I drive around with a blue bumper when I can spend the @$30 to paint it. Trust me the color is damn close considering the stock paint is 13years old. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good reason.  I thought you paid 3-4 times that for the cover...<br /><br />I sure wish I were made of money... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah I paid $415 for the bumper and brackets, the JDM corner lights and headlights (with wiring), projector fog lights, and a Grill. <br />Shipping on the other hand was $130 but it all came in in great shape.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||09-30-2003||11:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <a href="http://paintscratch.com/" target="_blank">Get a can of the real deal</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But then that ruins the whole $30 paint job. I would have but considering it would cost me @$120 with the "real deal" to perfectly match the stock paint when I could just get the car painted or the bumper painted professionally for not much more. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, you can get your EXACT color for $29.95.  I didn't say you had to prime and clearcoat it...  Check that link again.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||09-30-2003||12:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <a href="http://paintscratch.com/" target="_blank">Get a can of the real deal</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But then that ruins the whole $30 paint job. I would have but considering it would cost me @$120 with the "real deal" to perfectly match the stock paint when I could just get the car painted or the bumper painted professionally for not much more. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, you can get your EXACT color for $29.95.  I didn't say you had to prime and clearcoat it...  Check that link again. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did that was for one 12.5oz spray can. I would need at least 2 for decent coverage and 3-4 for good coverage like I used on it. 4x$30=$120 see where I got the number now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . Considering I could probably get the bumper painted professionally for @$300 why not just wait and get the whole car done for @$2k for the stock color. This is why I found a close color and painted it.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||09-30-2003||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <a href="http://paintscratch.com/" target="_blank">Get a can of the real deal</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the link.   Now I know how to fix my spoiler.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||Garfield Wright||09-30-2003||10:30 PM||||Man, that looks pretty damn good for spray paint.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000020||joec||10-01-2003||11:21 AM||||PRE-EVO, what paint (brand/color) did you use?||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000021||PRE-EVO||10-01-2003||12:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong> Duplicolor Truck/Van Universal Black Metallic spray?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You should be able to find this for like $4 a can. <br /><br />I also suggest picking up a couple tack cloths(use after the cleaning down with the following), some cotton terry cloths (for wipe down after sanding use with the following) and 3m adhesive, wax and tar remover spray (@$5 a can to get rid of all the sanding powder).<br /><br /><br />Key thing is to take your time and to use wide strokes with the spray can starting and finishing past the ends of the object so that you don't get wet spots from that slight pause as you go back the other way.<br /><br />Also DO NOT use the 3m product when you start doing the clear coat. Once you put on the clear coat you don't want to wash or wax or use any chemicals on it for at least 2-3 weeks so the paint and clear coat can fully cure.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/003184.cgi
A||||14||turboflanagan||check out my new wheels||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||09-28-2003||09:15 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Just ignore how the car looks!  Still have some prep work on it before it gets squirted with the blue on the wheels.<br /><br />J D M  BABY!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1409" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1409&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1411" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1411&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1412" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1412&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Pics are jpe's to speed them up a bit, but you get the idea.||64.63.212.148||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||09-28-2003||09:20 PM||||Very nice!!||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-28-2003||09:20 PM||||Pete your really making me miss those wheels  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br /><br />Were they able to repair the lips on them?<br />I'm still waiting on UPS to send me the insurance money but I did get an affidavit from them that I need to call about to find out if I need to fax back or not.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||09-28-2003||09:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Pete your really making me miss those wheels    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />We sanded all the "roughage" out and had to prime and paint the whole wheel because the only other way to get the clear to stick to the lip was to re-machine it to the tune of $85 or more per wheel.  And that is just to machine the lip!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />I wanted the machined lip and body color spokes, but this will work just fine and not show brake dust as bad either.||64.63.212.148||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||09-28-2003||11:01 PM||||Those wheels are sweet!  The blue's not really my bag, but whatever...  Nice job.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||09-28-2003||11:09 PM||||I believe I recall tellin rich to NOT get rid of those.. Instead he sends me at least 20 ebay links daily of "spoom racing and OZz" rims asking my opinion.. even though I never know he's goin to go through with it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   .''<br /><br />EDIT: Looks awesome! Get that shizzle painted yesterday!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.158.62||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||02:03 PM||||Hey Pete what size tire is on those?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||09-29-2003||02:16 PM||||Glad you asked, it reminded me to air them up a bit.<br /><br />Yokohama AVS ES100 in 225/50zr16.  They ride SOOO much better and smoother than the ,ahem, Remingtons that were on there.  Still cooking off some release agent stuff before I try to see how they handle.  Plus I need to get all my Whiteline stuff and align it.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||02:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Glad you asked, it reminded me to air them up a bit.<br /><br />Yokohama AVS ES100 in 225/50zr16.  They ride SOOO much better and smoother than the ,ahem, Remingtons that were on there.  Still cooking off some release agent stuff before I try to see how they handle.  Plus I need to get all my Whiteline stuff and align it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They sit just right on the car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  . Oh well on to my newest set of wheels that I will get:<br />  <img src="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/5zigen/fn01rblk.gif" alt=" - " />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||09-29-2003||05:28 PM||||Those have a very "AMG" look to them. Are they?||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||06:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> Those have a very "AMG" look to them. Are they? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They're made by a company called Zahuer. <br />Not quite the same as the ones that were on the AMG but close.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||turboflanagan||09-29-2003||07:34 PM||||I like them a little better than the AMG type because the spokes are thinner.<br /><br />They do fit the car well, though they will look tons better once the car is blue too.  I still don't like the way the rear wheels sit in more than the fronts.||64.63.212.114||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||09:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> I like them a little better than the AMG type because the spokes are thinner.<br /><br />They do fit the car well, though they will look tons better once the car is blue too.  I still don't like the way the rear wheels sit in more than the fronts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's gotta be the rear camber. Have you had any rubbing issues with them?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||turboflanagan||09-29-2003||09:45 PM||||No rubbing issues.  What I mean is not alignment, but wheel distance from vehicle centerline.  The fronts are even with the fenders and the rears sit inside just a bit.||64.63.212.114||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||09-30-2003||11:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> No rubbing issues.  What I mean is not alignment, but wheel distance from vehicle centerline.  The fronts are even with the fenders and the rears sit inside just a bit. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I may be wrong, but I think that is just the way our car is.  The centerline probably match up, it's the body that's throwing you off.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003185.cgi
A||||8||ejectseat||jdm motors||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||09-28-2003||10:28 PM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||anyone ever get a crappy one?  my friend just got his 4g63t from osaka and it seams in great shape (we're putting new timing and balance belts on tomorrow) so we're curious how it'll be.  He got the tranny too.  Tell me what your luck has been w/ motors and trannies.  thanks.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||Clean92GVR4||09-28-2003||10:31 PM||||I was wondering the same thing, considering getting one myself.||204.95.228.36||reg||1||Clean92GVR4||00002409||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-29-2003||12:10 AM||||I think most of them are clean (mechanically) but I doubt they have 30-50K miles on them, seem awful clean and free of corrotion for sitting for so long. None the less I am looking at getting one also soon enough.||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||09-29-2003||08:51 AM||||mine was extremely clean.  peeking thru the oil cap hole, the inside of the valvetrain was spotless.  when i installed the hks cams, it all looked new in there.  what few drops of oil left in the sump still looked fresh.  when i changed the water pump, coolant was fresh.  the japanese for the most part dont drive the cars like we do, and they take very good care of them.  i just got back from memphis, a 1000 mi trip, used no oil, mostly steady cruise at 75-80.  lots of people look for the rs motor, which i think has more of a possibility of being pounded on, and driven a lot more.  i got one out of an automatic, and i would recommend the same.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||ejectseat||09-29-2003||09:07 AM||||the rs motor has a 7 bolt crank  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-29-2003||09:26 AM||||I don't think the RS motor has a 7 bolt but I'm not sure. Galants were made as early as 89 in Japan which predates the 7 bolt crank no? <br /><br />Anyhow, I've bought two motors from Japan, both were awesome. No complaints at all. My friend Sam got one through Street imports in Canada. We were happy cause it came with the 16G but soon noticed that there was only "essence of timing belt" under the cover. They took it back and sent another.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||CCDSM69||09-29-2003||11:47 AM||||My RS engine didn't have a 7 bolt. With over 150 JDM engines purchased only 4 have been bad. 2 of the bad ones were purchased through Noyan USA and were warenteed without any problems whatsoever (very great company to deal with). They asked if I changed everything on the list they gave me and as soon as I said yes they just sent the new one out and I had them within 4 days of calling. <br /><br />The two horrible damaged engines I purchased were from OSAKA Motors (I only purchased 2 from them, both at the same time a 4G63T and a B18). The honda engine came in very clean looking. We did everything they specified not to void the "start up only warentee" changed every belt, the pumps, everything. Put the engine in the car, started it, did compression test (which came out with horrible numbers) and our mechanic did his thing and saw that with only a minute of running time the coolant and oil mixed. (don't forget that they claim to do a compression test on all the motors before they sell them...and headgasket isn't on their list of parts to change) They avoided my phone calls for 3 days on this one. I wont even get into the 4G63T engine, it was just horrrible. Needless to say if something is wrong with your engine they don't want to warentee it (not even the startup only warentee). I ended up having to get my lawyer involved in order to get the 2 engines warenteed but they wouldn't send complete engines I got a stripped down block (probably just pieced together from other warentees) for the B18 and a crank and bearing set for the 4G63. Horrible horrible company to deal with. If your friend gets a good motor consider him one of the lucky ones because I've heard horror stories similar to mine from just regular consumers not businesses like I was.<br /><br />Since your friend purchased it from Osaka I can only advise you and your friend to change everything on that motor, waterpump, belts, headgasket, exhaust gasket, intake gasket, oilfilter gasket, and do the balance shaft removal. It honestly will save you a ton of work and stress later on.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000007||msaskin||09-29-2003||02:13 PM||||I got mine from noyan and had a great experience.  the motor was in great shape, and runs perfectly.  have yet to do a compression test (4 months later and counting), but the car runs fine, so i don't really care.<br /><br />on top of that, their customer service was top notch.  When I called a few times because I didn't do enough research (questions about the hookups for oil cooler on the filter bracket, placement of sensors between the cyclone and USDM intakes, etc...) they were helpful as can be, and actually took the time to call a DSM shop close to them (MACH V) to ask a few questions and relay the responses back to me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />not to mention that I got the motor for $1195 + $125 shipping to upstate NY.  Called on a monday, and had the motor on wednesday morning.<br /><br />~matt||24.195.238.19||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||09-29-2003||05:57 PM||||my motor is still siting in the garage because of all the school work i've had.  mines looks good through the oil cap but the oil was NASTY. it was black as fucking night. i mean black. i was PISSED. the engine came from noyan, and my warranty has passed so i'm hoping that this is a good engine. but i'm having a couple of doubts. i'm a little worried about it but i hope it turns ou for the best. by the way noyan holds a 30day warranty, so i should have had ample time but school has REALLY gotten in the way. hell i was up till 4 am doing homework last night!<br /><br />by the way. howards ep rocks. i really like the 3rd 4th and 5th songs a lot. thanks for the little treat too!||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/003186.cgi
A||||5||GVR$in||Gloss black engine bay pics||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-28-2003||10:49 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Painted my valve cover, cam gear cover, spark plug cover, upper IC pipe (again) and the CAS gloss black..<br /><br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blingbay002.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blingbay003.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blingbay004.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blingbay005.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blingbay006.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blingbay007.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blingbay008.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blingbay009.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Officer: Hmm thats alot missing on the passenger side ya youngin..<br />Me: I swear its stock officer!||68.169.158.62||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||09-28-2003||10:56 PM||||Looks good, Terren.  Very clean.  I like.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||09-28-2003||11:14 PM||||Nice CAS.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Harry should take notes.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||09-28-2003||11:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Nice CAS.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Harry should take notes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">RRRRRRrright.. you can eat off number3's bay! Mine's horrid in comparison.||68.169.158.62||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||09-29-2003||12:13 AM||||some one take the can of black spray paint away from rich and TEarin!||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||09-29-2003||12:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Nice CAS.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Harry should take notes.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">RRRRRRrright.. you can eat off number3's bay! Mine's horrid in comparison. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Naw....not his CAS....we gave him some shit about it awhile back after he posted some pics of his new setup. Perfectly clean engine bay.....dirty CAS.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/003187.cgi
A||||7||GVR$in||My jack slipped!!||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-28-2003||10:54 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I JUST got out from under the car.. thank god I had a jackstand there..otherwise my filter housing would've been fucked! It bent the filter almost halfway through. I wasn't planning on changing my oil.. but I had about 3 quarts in my driveway after this little incident.<br /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/blingbay001.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.158.62||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||09-28-2003||10:55 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    Holy crap!  Thank god you're ok.  Yea, I ALWAYS use jackstands.  Jacks just can't be trusted.  Yikes.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-28-2003||10:56 PM||||turbowop5: oh man....that fram oil filter got what it deserved<br /><br />Hell ya!||68.169.158.62||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||09-28-2003||10:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> turbowop5: oh man....that fram oil filter got what it deserved<br /><br />Hell ya! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn.... I just wrote that two seconds ago on AIM. Fram sucks......Napa gold or Mitsu is all I use.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||09-28-2003||11:24 PM||||Napa brand filters are actually made by the best filter manufacturer in the country, Wix.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||09-28-2003||11:39 PM||||Yeah Wix is good but I like purolater because they are easier to find and alittle cheaper but better than the frams.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||09-29-2003||12:03 AM||||Reminds me of when I was baking my car up onto ramps and I accidently went all the way over and had to jack it up and get the car back :-)||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||Ash||09-29-2003||02:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> Reminds me of when I was baking my car up onto ramps and I accidently went all the way over and had to jack it up and get the car back :-) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did the same thing forwards with my wife's car, gravel driveways & drive on stands don't mix   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||203.221.19.78||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/003188.cgi
A||||5||GVR$in||Test your reaction time..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||09-28-2003||11:23 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||<a href="http://kylan.newgrabs.com/reaction.swf" target="_blank">http://kylan.newgrabs.com/reaction.swf</a><br /><br />Beat it!:<br /><br /> <img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-8/330199/.191.GIF" alt=" - " />||68.169.158.62||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||09-29-2003||12:01 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1419" alt=" - " />||69.0.81.232||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||psycopyro182||09-29-2003||12:07 AM||||0.069<br />0.159<br />0.219<br />0.21<br />0.184<br /><br />0.175 average<br /><br />beat that! and i have the screenshot to prove it too.||67.33.204.54||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||09-29-2003||12:45 AM||||I averaged .184<br /><br /><br />udriveu......I know all your buddy's IM names now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||09-29-2003||12:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>udriveu......I know all your buddy's IM names now.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">heh, yeah, I was thinking about that. One of them looks pretty sketchy.||69.0.81.232||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||thon||09-29-2003||12:58 AM||||im not sketchy||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes



ubb/Forum3/003189.cgi
A||||1||gvr4ever||Formula 1  pics.         enjoy||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||09-28-2003||11:45 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1413" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1413&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1414" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1414&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1415" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1415&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1416" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1416&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1417" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1417&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1418" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1418&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||09-29-2003||05:10 PM||||Man you had one of the best spots. I was at the Paddock stands, right at the pit exit. It was outstanding to say the least. Never seen so many Colombians in my life. Good thing they were all quiet after about 10 laps.||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/003190.cgi
A||||22||jayru||you know what, i just dont  understand why are our cars soo damn cheap??||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||09-29-2003||12:14 AM||||As i was walking to my galant today, i thought to myself, man that is a good looking car, i mean it's the closest thing we had here to a Skyline or evo for a long time; and there limited production, why are they practlly worth nothing?<br /><br />Every day i see them getting parted out or scraped, and the ones that survive sell for like 3500-5000 bucks. The car just seems so underappreciated in my opinion. <br /><br />If all the collective members of this board (we probally own most of them by now) Held on to, took care of, and diddn't let go so cheap, they would probally be worth alot more,<br /><br />What do you guys think?||24.238.66.85||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||12:24 AM||||Because it truly is a niche car.<br />With the WRX and EVO coming out they will gain some popularity but most people don't know about the Galant VR4, Celica All-Trac, Mazda 323 GTX,  Audi Quattro 20v or the Legacy Turbo unless they specifically look for one of those.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||09-29-2003||12:25 AM||||It's all a matter of time. They will appreciate.....IMO.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||09-29-2003||01:40 AM||||colorado has a mad market for them if you are thinking about selling them. i know of a guy in colorado springs who just bought a GVR4 for 8500. car is 100% stock.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||09-29-2003||02:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> colorado has a mad market for them if you are thinking about selling them. i know of a guy in colorado springs who just bought a GVR4 for 8500. car is 100% stock. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    Wow.  That must have been a real cherry car, but still...||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||EvilGalantGSX||09-29-2003||03:17 AM||||Well there still not cheap enuf for me, im broke ass cant save any money.<br /><br /><br />But i am glad i have my G-GSX. Its rare, fun to drive but sucks at the autocross(needs tires) and has lots of cool little extras.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||09-29-2003||07:28 AM||||yeah<br />i agree.. but over here they have held their price quite well..<br /><br />evo's go for around $20,000 AU.. vr4's go for around $11,000 AU..<br /><br />so its not that bad.. compared to skylines which are obtainable for like $13,000 AU and SILVIA's for 7,000..<br /><br />but i do agree if we didnt sell for so cheap.. price/demand would increase.. but that would also mean parts would cost alot more ey??||203.166.63.221||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||09-29-2003||08:32 AM||||i bet that if the cars were being sold today, they would move.  when i bought my mazda 323 gtx, it had sat on the showroom floor for 515 days.  they had discounted it to below invoice.  at that time, the miatas were selling like hotcakes.  i spoke to a dealer in louisiana who had several of the gtx and gt(fwd turbo sdn) in stock, and couldnt move them.  they had even offered to trade other dealers a miata if they would take a gt/gtx with it, no takers.  they all went to the auctions.  likewise the vr4, a lot of them ended up at the auctions.  i know a guy who bought one brand new in 95 from a california auction, they had a couple dozen, and he got his for 12k, fact warranty intact.  but, if you are buying this car for an investment, you are making the wrong choice.  i think that because it was a low production car, it got paid more attention during building, so the end result is better than the normal galants.  same with the gtx, it was very well built.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||Ryan Carey||09-29-2003||09:26 AM||||What about the Isuzu Impuls RS, this was even lower production than the GVR4, and nobody even knows about them at all.  And the All-Trac, I found an 89 with 102k on it and the dealer wouldn't drop below $4000.  It even had the whole steering collumn torn apart, and he wouldn't even fix it.  He told me it was because it was so rare, despite the fact I see them listed in the paper every so often.<br /><br />Now that AWD turbo cars are in the "mainstream", it seems that these "vintage" vehicles would be worth more, despite the fact they are a dying breed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||09-29-2003||09:27 AM||||I don't think anyone bought one as a investment, but they go for the same price as a POS used chevy.   <br /><br />A good one with goodies might go for 5k.  I guess you can now get a running one for 1,500.<br /><br />I'll never buy a Mitsubishi again.  I'm done with them.<br /><br />Time for VW/Audi or something.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||mixx2001||09-29-2003||10:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Time for VW/Audi or something. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wait and see if they bring over the S3.  225hp, Haldex AWD, hatchback... yum.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.rsportscars.com/foto/02/audi_s3_2.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||09-29-2003||11:30 AM||||If it were up to me, I'd get a Jetta TDi waggon for a get in and go car, and I'd gladly trade my Galant VR4 for the Porsche SC I want.<br /><br />Problem:  I can't have both a brand new car and a used Porsche   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||12:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Time for VW/Audi or something. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wait and see if they bring over the S3.  225hp, Haldex AWD, hatchback... yum.<br /><br />    <img src="http://www.rsportscars.com/foto/02/audi_s3_2.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I see a red one all the time near where I live.<br />Shocked the crap out of me as much as the A class mercedes I saw (think smart car).<br /><br />Cool car but still basically a Golf 1.8t with AWD like the TT.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||mixx2001||09-29-2003||02:29 PM||||Yeah, it pretty much is a Golf on TT driveline.  But it has more potential any other golf.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000014||h45454||10-01-2003||02:42 AM||||Notorius - I'm the one in the springs with the $8500 Galant VR-4.  Which one do you drive?  The only guy I know personally with a GVR4 is Kevin.  IM me.||68.70.104.147||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000015||joec||10-01-2003||11:19 AM||||Unfortunately, I don't see the prices of Galant VR-4's increasing.  As WRX's and EVO's hit the used car markets people won't be interested in paying more for a car that's 10yrs older than the newer 4dr turbo awd sedans.||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000016||4drwhore||10-01-2003||12:00 PM||||Who cares. Our galants will dust evo's and sti's anyways so who cares. Plus we got the sleeper look so tell them to race for money and throw some bills on it.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000017||turbowop||10-01-2003||04:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> Unfortunately, I don't see the prices of Galant VR-4's increasing.  As WRX's and EVO's hit the used car markets people won't be interested in paying more for a car that's 10yrs older than the newer 4dr turbo awd sedans. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I disagree. For one in good shape and nicely done up I think the value will hold pretty well. They are getting rarer and rarer as time goes on and way harder to find in good shape. WRX's and EVO's aren't very limited. The gvr4 is. Now I'm not talking about only three years from now but maybe like ten (or a little less) when it's more of a classic and hella rare. <br /><br />I plan to keep updating mine to hold with current trends/styling and what not. I've said this before......I love early 90's and older imports. I feel the same way about Datsun 510's. Given the money I would do a 510/sr20det project along with my galant but my wallet doesn't allow it. I couldn't see myself in a newer style import like the Supra or RX7 or even the EVO. Too glammy for me. I like the older, more humble, but still fast imports like the gvr4, the 323gtx, the 510, etc. As long as people like me are around I think the value for cars like these will either hold or go up. $.02  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||10-01-2003||04:22 PM||||Our cars might not hold value, but hey, we make up the cash for not having to pay for high ass insurance.<br /><br />The new STi and EVO not only cost 30K plus, but they cost a lot to insure.  <br /><br />So we might not get value out of selling them, but just think of all the money you save having a really fast car, but not paying ins on one.  If you own it for 5 year, I bet you would make up the 3K (or more depending on your age and driving record, ins co) you didn't get selling it.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||Notorius||10-01-2003||04:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Our cars might not hold value, but hey, we make up the cash for not having to pay for high ass insurance.<br /><br />The new STi and EVO not only cost 30K plus, but they cost a lot to insure.  <br /><br />So we might not get value out of selling them, but just think of all the money you save having a really fast car, but not paying ins on one.  If you own it for 5 year, I bet you would make up the 3K (or more depending on your age and driving record, ins co) you didn't get selling it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what are you talking about? im payin $806 every 6 months for liability. i have a clean record too. im 19.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000020||gvr4ever||10-01-2003||04:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Our cars might not hold value, but hey, we make up the cash for not having to pay for high ass insurance.<br /><br />The new STi and EVO not only cost 30K plus, but they cost a lot to insure.  <br /><br />So we might not get value out of selling them, but just think of all the money you save having a really fast car, but not paying ins on one.  If you own it for 5 year, I bet you would make up the 3K (or more depending on your age and driving record, ins co) you didn't get selling it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what are you talking about? im payin $806 every 6 months for liability. i have a clean record too. im 19. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Who do you insure with?  Did you tell them you have a turbo?  I've had my car insured under two different companies.  Both have been very cheap with full coverage.<br /><br />Get a quote on a new EVO or STi or even a WRX if you think your car is high.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000021||Johnny Bravo||10-01-2003||04:48 PM||||QUOTE] im 19. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />That pretty much explains it right there.  In a few years your insurance will drop pretty drastically as long as your record stays clean.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I pay just a lil' bit more for my GVR-4 a year than I do for my old '89 Honda Prelude S automatic so the GVR-4 is one helluva deal insurance wise...well, at least in my experience.<br /><br />I think right now it's good that the market for the GVR-4 is low so that folks like those on this forum who know the real value of them can rescue the cars from morons who will abuse them.  Granted there will be a number of them that will be turned into race cars and some that will be wrecked, but most of the street driven ones will most likely make their way into the hands of people who respect them for what they are.  Globally speaking the GVR-4 isn't a very significant car even though it did bring Mitsubishi a lot of racing success in it's day, but to this community it'll always be a significant piece of auto history.  Hopefully the value will go up in the future though once it's recognized for the special, rare car it is.  Just my $.02   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000022||Beemer||10-05-2003||03:58 AM||||Hah, wait till you hit 40.  I pay $96 every six months for the liability on my gvr4, and the same on each of my eclipse gsx's.  Believe it or not, I just got 4 policies past the 10 year mark.  You make it ten years with no accidents (this does not include deer hits covered under comp either, or when someone hits you, just when they are paying out because it was YOUR fault), no matter WHAT your age is, they CANNOT cancel you for any reason..no matter what you do (there may be a dwi limitation, but I don't see one, and I just got the certificates from state farm yesterday)||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003191.cgi
A||||13||Eclipse182||My very own VR-4||||10||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||09-29-2003||12:15 AM||||I saw the ad on rallyclassified.com and emailed the owner, surprisingly he still had the car. Heres the description and pics<br /><br />Black, 161k miles. The usual VR4 stuff (turbo 2.0 liter engine, AWD, ABS, PW, PL, AC, etc.). Lots of recent work, including timing belt, water pump and brake work. Sunroof. Custom built steel skid plates, covering entire front sub-frame and the rear fuel tank. Four wheel steering has been deactivated. Odometer sending unit wired to the left rear half-shaft. Hella gooseneck lamp installed for passenger. Driver and passenger seat modified for extra seat travel (good for tall folks). Missing one of the trim pieces in front of a rear wheel. <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.rallyclassified.com/image/247.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.rallyclassified.com/image/248.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.rallyclassified.com/image/249.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />The guys asking $3,200 for it. He's also got a green one with a talon engine that he used for rallying. So does this sound like a good deal? I figured i should ask you guys first before driving out to Syracuse from Saratoga. Thanks||24.195.183.29||reg||10||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||09-29-2003||12:17 AM||||go and go fast, i will go with you! I just got mine back from sitting and we need more, theres Matt and some old people that I know of and thats it! If you want me to go and look with you I will just give me notice!||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||crucible||09-29-2003||07:27 AM||||So the guy rallies,huh?<br />Good chance it was driven hard although maybe he took good care of it.Id say test drive it real well,comeback and drive again..If you plan on modding it check the fuel assembly cover and tank through the access hole in the trunk.That would let you know if you'll need a new assembly and /or tank.Do a compression check too,real simple and time easy.<br />Good luck||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||09-30-2003||10:32 AM||||sounds/looks like a steal for 3200 ... stay on top of this one or you'll lose out||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||#258||09-30-2003||11:06 AM||||You have a PM||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||09-30-2003||11:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> So the guy rallies,huh?<br />Good chance it was driven hard although maybe he took good care of it.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ask if it was driven in TSD rallies, which aren't any harder on the car than normal city driving.  Although, I don't know why you would need skid plates for regular roads.  Maybe it was slated to become a real rally car eventually?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||#258||09-30-2003||05:27 PM||||Not quite sure about tsd rallys being as easy on a car as city driving. The seller of the vr4's in question put on a rally in upstate new york last year that was one of the most brutal events ive ever been on.  Aprox 330 miles with 90% RUGGID unpaved. Put a few big dents in my skid plate on that one. Granted, most tsd rallys on the national and divisional level are very slow on pavement, we still have some hard core brisk all dirt events in the northeast.||68.192.254.128||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000007||curtis||10-01-2003||10:53 PM||||I forgot what a stock engine bay looked like.||65.135.142.97||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||10-02-2003||12:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I forgot what a stock engine bay looked like. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I forgot how much I took out! Shit thats alot!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||Eclipse182||10-02-2003||09:19 PM||||Thanks everybody, I dont wanna pass the deal up but I dont have the money for it right now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I was supposed to get a job, then borrow the money from my parents and pay them back but unfortunatley theyre to preoccupied with getting a another car and not everyone wants to hire teenagers.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   If anyone else is interested in it I say go for it, even was run a little rough its still a VR-4. Im gonna go job hunting tomorrow so hopefully ill have money by the spring. I was thinking about a 240SX but something keeps pulling me back to the VR-4, I think its the fact that car seems to have alot of personality. Anywho, if you planning on selling your car in the spring let me know, cuz im not letting another VR-4 slip away!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.195.179.194||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000010||marcustyalotmunch||10-03-2003||09:55 AM||||save up dude and buy a VR4.  I'm buying one in a week and I've been through virtually EVERY car there is...For the price and the performance, nothing beats this car(well...maybe a 92 Talon TSI AWD)...Plus, most kids in their mommies Civics won't know what hit em when that Turbo spools and all they see is tail lights.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.0.231.227||reg||1||marcus14||00002490||yes
Z||000011||crucible||10-03-2003||12:06 PM||||I agree.Save up and save some more for UPKEEP and/or mods.General maintenance will keep your wallet busy let alone doing mods and whatnot.Unless you get one very well maintained and modded which is what I wish I had done.<br />If you like to work on cars then this is the one to get.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000012||Eclipse182||10-03-2003||10:42 PM||||Heh, good news, im one step closer to a job  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I have to go back Monday to get an application(cuz the lady in charge of it wasnt there) but theyre looking for part time employees. anyone in the area heard of Saratoga Auto Supplies? Its a small place but its close to school(like, less than 1/2 mile) and it seems like a pretty nice place. If all goes well there be a VR-4 in the garage(they deserve better than the driveway)with the minivan and the Civic  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.195.179.194||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||10-04-2003||12:05 AM||||I am prob get you a job at the marriott but it wopuld be a 30 minute dr4ive each day but the pay is good.||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003192.cgi
A||||11||DeanCouchey||Its my birthday!!!!||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||09-29-2003||12:19 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||<b>Happy 21st birthday to me!</b> <br />Gonna go out with my parents and my girl then going out ot get some champagne to celebrate! Not that cheap American sparkling either!!!! Keeping my birthday money for a new engine!||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||12:25 AM||||Congrats. Now you'll truely realize drinking isn't all its' cracked up to be   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||09-29-2003||12:30 AM||||Happy birthday man. And just ignore that wuss Rich - he's just jealous cuz he's getting too old to hang anymore...<br /><br />PS - Get a camelbak.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I have stories, and soon to have pictures too.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||09-29-2003||12:46 AM||||Happy Birthday! Yeah, drinking does kick ass, enjoy it. Just remember these 2 words: designated driver. Have fun and be safe!||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||01:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> Happy birthday man. And just ignore that wuss Rich - he's just jealous cuz he's getting too old to hang anymore...<br /><br />PS - Get a camelbak.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I have stories, and soon to have pictures too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Trust me I have more stories about camelbak's and plenty of other stories from my fabled military carrer including people tripping on Acid and running naked through the barracks.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||09-29-2003||01:23 AM||||Congratulations!  Yea, drinking was a lot more fun when it was verboten.  But I have to say, being able to get beer whenever I want it and not having to pilfer my dad's cheap shit definitely more than makes up for it.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||01:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Congratulations!  Yea, drinking was a lot more fun when it was verboten.  But I have to say, being able to get beer whenever I want it and not having to pilfer my dad's cheap shit definitely more than makes up for it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ever wonder why your dad got the cheap shit for ya  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||09-29-2003||01:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Congratulations!  Yea, drinking was a lot more fun when it was verboten.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow I just learned a word. And Happy Birthday. Hope it was better that my 21st this past june my grandfather died ~11 am that day.||65.177.241.58||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||09-29-2003||01:32 AM||||Happy birthday to you!<br /><br />Hope you have an awesome 21st...something you'll never forget and probably never want to repeat.  I know I was hugging the porcelin god all night and all the next day. What are friends for?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||09-29-2003||02:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Ever wonder why your dad got the cheap shit for ya   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, he's been drinking that piss water my whole life.  He even hesitates to drink an amber ale, thinking it's too dark.  Sometimes I'm almost sorry to say I sprung from his loins.  At least he likes his hard liquor, and good shit too.  That's what he drops his coin on, I guess.||12.206.94.244||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||Gvr4-330||09-29-2003||06:21 AM||||Happy birthday!<br /><br />I just turned 23 Sept 28.  I feel old.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000011||CCDSM69||09-29-2003||11:59 AM||||Happy Birthday!||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum3/003193.cgi
A||||21||4g63t||Digital camera  recommendations||||10||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||09-29-2003||12:41 AM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Just like it said, some of you guys post amazingly clear pics and since I'm in the market for a digital I figured I ask here. I'm looking to keep it under $300, lightly used is fine, looking for some zoom if possible. What are you guys using and what are some good(discount) places to shop?  Thanks for the help!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.163.210.147||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||09-29-2003||12:56 AM||||I have a Canon A70. Right in your price range at $300. For the money I think it's the best camera you can get. And it even takes decent video.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||09-29-2003||01:37 AM||||Wow mark surprised you didn't say, "Don't buy Terren's kind of digi cam!"||68.169.158.62||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||09-29-2003||01:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Wow mark surprised you didn't say, "Don't buy Terren's kind of digi cam!" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lmao...I hate your goddamn crappy pic taking digicam. At least you took off the weird ass fisheye lens.||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||01:40 AM||||That's because he knows that I'll come over there and smack him for every fisheye pic he does from now on.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||09-29-2003||08:54 AM||||I'm a photographer and manage a photo lab. I have seen alot of digital cameras. I would say that the best cheap digital camera would be the Nikon Coolpix 950. I have seen them on Ebay for around $200.00. The thing I would say is that not to get caught up in the Megapixal thing. In my opinion companies are using different ways to determine the megapixel ratings. I used to have a Coolpix 5500($1,000) and I think that the 950 is better than it was. The 950 does not do mpeg movies.||162.83.80.198||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||09-29-2003||09:38 AM||||4g63t<br /><br />Check your e-mail. I sent you a digital camera review scanned from PC World magazine. I hope you have enough space available in your Hotmail account to receive it.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||09-29-2003||09:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> 4g63t<br /><br />I hope you have enough space available in your Hotmail account to receive it.<br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You don't. E-mail me if you really want to see this and we'll figure something out.<br /><br />danddpeter@hotmail.com||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||MidEngine210||09-29-2003||01:39 PM||||The Canon S200 is a nice 2MP camera that is real compact even though the zoom isn't great. Do some research on the net, you should be able to find a deal on them for about $200-$250. Check the anandtech.com forums. PM me if you can't find any.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000009||ayvr4||09-29-2003||01:43 PM||||get a sony cyber shot..... those are cool!<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000010||turboflanagan||09-29-2003||02:21 PM||||I got a Sony digi camera and camcorder because they all use the same memory stick that my Clie uses.  Just makes things easier for me.  I like them all just fine.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||Vr4in'||09-29-2003||02:44 PM||||Nikon 950 like he said up there..thats what i have..awesome camera   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I'll post some pics of how it performs   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000012||number3||09-29-2003||02:47 PM||||I use a Sony and love it the other camera I have heard good thigs about is the Cannons.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||GVR1643||09-29-2003||05:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong> The Canon S200 is a nice 2MP camera that is real compact even though the zoom isn't great. Do some research on the net, you should be able to find a deal on them for about $200-$250. Check the anandtech.com forums. PM me if you can't find any. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">We were given an S200 Canon Digital Elph last Christmas and I love this little cam more every time I used it. Great photos even up to 8x10.  <br />BUT my wife dropped it (twice!!) and now it's screwed.  I was reading this hoping for more ideas as well. There is only one service center for them in the US and no one locally will touch it.  (it was a gift and we don't have receipts for warranty). <br />After reading up on others, I think I'd just do this one again (or S230 3.2MP). It's really a nice digi cam IMO.||167.142.22.101||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000014||4g63t||09-29-2003||05:48 PM||||Thanks guys, I'm going to start looking around and I'll probably pick one up within a week or 2. Thanks for the suggestions!||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000015||MidEngine210||09-29-2003||06:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br />We were given an S200 Canon Digital Elph last Christmas and I love this little cam more every time I used it. Great photos even up to 8x10.  <br />BUT my wife dropped it (twice!!) and now it's screwed.  I was reading this hoping for more ideas as well. There is only one service center for them in the US and no one locally will touch it.  (it was a gift and we don't have receipts for warranty). </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Getting that camera serviced might be way too expensive. What's wrong with it? You might want to consider just selling the unit on ebay to help pay for your next Canon. IMHO, these cameras are perfect for trips or meets.<br /><br />-Sunny||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000016||4g63t||09-29-2003||07:41 PM||||I checked out the cameras you guys mentioned, I was impressed by all of them and they are all in my price range. You guys don't mind using these cameras in the garage, like under the car? I'm almost thinking I should also get a cheap one for the garage.||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||09-29-2003||08:20 PM||||I am in the market too.  I picked up the fall edition of PC HOW TO GUIDE.<br /><br />They look at 375 models and rate them.<br /><br />They whole magazine is about digital cameras.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||josh91vr4||09-29-2003||08:53 PM||||Screw megapixel ratings<br />All you need is a cheapie camera ($79) that you can take pictures of your friends and blast them on the internet   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Here's my friend Adam.<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1424" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I realize it looks like he got pretty busted up, right? Well, the odds were against him. I guess that's what happens when you get into a fight WITH THE SIDEWALK.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000019||Telecaster||09-29-2003||08:54 PM||||I also have a Canon Powershot S330.  If you want a straight forward shooting camera, just get a Sony Cybershot.  There's more options and versatility on the Canon than there are on the Sony according to <a href="http://dcresource.com/" target="_blank">http://dcresource.com/</a> and <a href="http://dpreview.com/." target="_blank">http://dpreview.com/.</a>  If i were to get another camera it'd be the Canon Powershot S400 (it fits right in my pocket) or the S45.||216.175.116.34||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000020||14bCrazy||09-29-2003||09:05 PM||||You also have to look at what your going to use it for. Do you want to make prints or just veiw pix on the computer. If you don't want prints you don't have to get a great camera. As I said before the Coolpix 995 is great for both prints and computer use. I am alittle basised toward Nikon they have been making cameras before Sony even was a company.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000021||GVR1643||09-30-2003||11:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br />We were given an S200 Canon Digital Elph last Christmas and I love this little cam more every time I used it. Great photos even up to 8x10.  <br />BUT my wife dropped it (twice!!) and now it's screwed.  I was reading this hoping for more ideas as well. There is only one service center for them in the US and no one locally will touch it.  (it was a gift and we don't have receipts for warranty). </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Getting that camera serviced might be way too expensive. What's wrong with it? You might want to consider just selling the unit on ebay to help pay for your next Canon. IMHO, these cameras are perfect for trips or meets.<br /><br />-Sunny </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK, sorry for a little hijacking here - may be usefull future info, but I hope not   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />It's got an E18 code that pops up when trying to shoot photos.  It will still scroll through the pictures, but won't open the lens cover. You can actually hear something tiny rattle.  I was afraid it would be too expensive to service as well   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />I've been tempted to open it up myself, but I know that would be a disaster!<br /><br />4g63t: I was never afraid to use it anywhere, undercar, etc. BUT I am afraid to let my wife near the next one!!! It actually held up to her tossing our softball bag down stairs with the camera in the bag, but bouncing it off the pavement TWICE finally did it in.||167.142.21.177||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003194.cgi
A||||5||boostx||shipping tranny and engine..||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||09-29-2003||09:25 AM||boostx@hotmail.com||what shipping co you all use when shipping tranny and engine..||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||09-29-2003||11:21 AM||||CCX they are very professional and reasonibly priced.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||boostx||09-29-2003||11:37 AM||||hey CCDSM69 doo you have there tel#<br />thanks||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||09-29-2003||11:55 AM||||only to their Meriden CT hub, not their main number.   <a href="http://www.usa-trucking-companies.com/usa%20trucking%20companies/ccx%20freight.htm" target="_blank">Use this link and see if it helps</a>||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||09-29-2003||04:47 PM||||I've used FedEx. A PITA because I had to box the tranny, but I just tied it down to a pallet and boex the whole thing so they would accept it. It cost me $51 from Albuquerque, NM to Chico, CA. It weighed ~90lbs.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||CCDSM69||09-29-2003||09:37 PM||||Actually I just spoke with Scott and come to find out we were happier with R&L Carriers (better prices and service than CCX) go to <a href="http://www.rlcarriers" target="_blank">www.rlcarriers</a> and you can get in touch with them||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum3/003195.cgi
A||||15||ayvr4||Best Mod This Year To a VR-4||||6||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||09-29-2003||01:39 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||I know you will all be wishing you had one:<br /><br />I have a Stock Leather Shift Knob From a new EVO!<br /><br />girl at work just bought an evo and since all the interior matches the color of the car, there is a blue shift knob on it... she found a leather one in the glove box and gave it to me...<br /><br />I know, I know, I rule! LOL  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   will post pics tomarrow.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||6||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||09-29-2003||02:09 PM||||When I was at the Mitsubishi dealer I sat in the showroom EVO. It too had the blue shift knob I was looking in every little pocket and I found the stock one in the center console. I thought about taking it, but my morals got the best of me. But don't let that stop any of you! Just go to the dealer and find an EVO with the anodized shift knob. If you get caught, don't mention this website  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> .||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||09-29-2003||02:12 PM||||Or you can swap your old GVR4 knob on... It'd be too long before someone notices.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||09-29-2003||02:17 PM||||there is lots of stuff I want off her car.<br />I want to swap my starion ic for her evo one... they look pretty close in size... maybe a bit bigger than mine.<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||09-29-2003||05:04 PM||||I have an EVO oil cap. Take that sucker.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />It says Mobil1 on it.||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||09-30-2003||11:38 AM||||I have seat heaters from a Mercedes.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||09-30-2003||11:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I have an EVO oil cap. Take that sucker.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br />It says Mobil1 on it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You Beeotch!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <br />thats it, now i'm going to take the evo wing.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br />~Aaron<br /><br />ps. ryan, where is that info posted on your benz <br />heaters?||68.74.194.215||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||09-30-2003||11:56 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001606" target="_blank">web page</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||mikeyoung00||09-30-2003||07:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I have seat heaters from a Mercedes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a chunk of exhaust pipe from a 240sx as a hard line from the turbo outlet pipe.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000009||Nate||09-30-2003||07:41 PM||||I have a 993 Turbo competition fuel pump in the Maroon Car's gas tank. :-)||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000010||Bigfoot200200||10-02-2003||11:23 PM||||Car scent thing with a picture of a girls butt on it.||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||10-02-2003||11:27 PM||||I have a 3G steering wheel (not made for small hands) or aged with cracked leather and a 3G weighted shift knob.<br />They both make the car look and feel younger and up to date.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||Family4Door||10-03-2003||12:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I have seat heaters from a Mercedes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a chunk of exhaust pipe from a 240sx as a hard line from the turbo outlet pipe.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have you beat. I have 2 pieces of YUGO exhaust being used for intercooler piping. It's about an inch in diameter.<br /><br />It's oh so sad.||12.238.249.145||reg||1||Family4Door||00001333||yes
Z||000013||teet||10-03-2003||01:18 AM||||Nascar brakes?  That count for anything?<br /><br />oh...I have the black velvet girl hanging from the "key" too...they handed that out at a rally...how could I NOT put it on the car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.231.131.40||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000014||Notorius||10-03-2003||01:29 AM||||ive got a hyundai valve cover.<br />i drilled a hole in my intake pipe and used a $2.43 piece of plastic pipe from Ace Hardware so i could recirculate my BOV.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||10-03-2003||03:47 AM||||I've got a vintage Momo steering wheel that's almost 3x older than the car.  It was made in 1972, so it predates me even.  A Ralliart weighted shift knob (this fucker's seriously heavy, almost 3 pounds, talk about slamming gears) and a matching Ralliart ebrake handle.  For a ghetto mod, my dad threw out a busted string of christmas lights and I "rescued" it and cut it up to make a wiring harness for my gauges.||69.59.219.217||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003196.cgi
A||||4||hibrn8||LMFAO... it never ends ||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||09-29-2003||01:45 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||[URL]=http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&ad_id=129573&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=179&se t=10&position=181&total_count=2645&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3f786e842aff6125]http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?requ est=detail&ad_id=129573&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&page=179&set=10&p osition=181&total_count=2645&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3f786e842aff6125[/URL]<br /> <br /> <small>[ 09-29-2003, 02:39 PM: Message edited by: PRE-EVO ]</small>||131.193.154.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||09-29-2003||01:54 PM||||i forgot, what was the deal with these??? <br />~aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||09-29-2003||02:03 PM||||this guy has been posting that ad on every message board I have ever been on for at least 1 & 1/2 years (Honda, DSM, Integra. I believe he's also migrated onto this one a few times. When there's an option to email everyone on the board (like with ezboard) he emails everyone posting that ad. I wonder if he's actually sold any of those flywheels because my friend emailed him once and never got a response..||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||02:05 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Must be an inside joke..... I don't see anything.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||09-29-2003||02:13 PM||||i do remember that.....<br />~Aaron||68.74.202.197||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/003197.cgi
A||||4||number3||&quot;the best of the best&quot; ||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||09-29-2003||03:27 PM||||"By far, this is the best looking Galant anywhere to be found."<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2434376470" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6353&item=2434376470</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||09-29-2003||03:30 PM||||Didnt someone already post a link to this?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||03:37 PM||||Yes.<br />All this and Harry still hasn't replied to my asking if he has a brother that was selling a GVR4...<br />Bad Harry!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003136" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003136</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||09-29-2003||03:53 PM||||Harry was out of the country; so he is excused. lol.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||number3||09-29-2003||05:07 PM||||The good, the bad and the ugly.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003198.cgi
A||||9||number3||I need EVO VIII engine and tranny pics||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||09-29-2003||05:19 PM||||Can anyone point me in the right direction, please.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||09-29-2003||07:45 PM||||What kind of pics are you looking for?  I could see if a buddy has one in the Mitsu place next door to work and take some pics of it.||64.63.212.114||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||Doug Thomas||09-29-2003||07:57 PM||||Try these links for a start.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/PDF-E/evo8.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp/PDF-E/evo8.pdf</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.evolutionm.net/" target="_blank">http://www.evolutionm.net/</a>||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000003||number3||10-01-2003||06:54 PM||||Thanks Doug... good stuff. Anymore like that?<br /><br />Turboflanagan I need some close up shots of the engine and tranny where they bolt together. The shifter cables, mounts etc.  If you could do that that would save me some time.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||10-01-2003||07:40 PM||||Are you trying to fit an EVO 8 transmission in number 3?||65.177.233.140||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||10-01-2003||08:15 PM||||My guess is new SSSS.  Right?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||number3||10-06-2003||07:40 PM||||turbogalant:   Hell No.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Turboflanagan:    Yes. I bought a bell housing and made some drawings from Dan @ MACHV EVO VIII but I would really like a bunch of detailed shots for reference sake. (HINT, HINT)  I like to do thing right the first time.  So far I have developed 3 different SSSS models and they have all fit on the first try.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Strangly enough the 2G sheild almost works, but not really.<br /><br /><br />Thanks.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||Johnny Bravo||10-07-2003||12:25 AM||||Over on the DSMTuners classified section there's an entire Evo VIII drivetrain (engine, tranny, et cetera) for sale with I think 50mi. on it.  There are pics too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||10-07-2003||12:27 AM||||<a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=a4c509cee9bb9321f3167be13cb9601e&threadid=79413" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=a4c509cee9bb9321f3167be13cb9601e&threadid=79413</a><br /><br /><br />There's the link.  I was too lazy to post it the first time, but got a second wind of energy and looked it up   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||10-07-2003||01:02 PM||||Sorry man.  They haven't had any to work on lately.  I'll keep checking.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum3/003199.cgi
A||||2||akira01||door light||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||09-29-2003||05:49 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||okay this past friday i just notice that the light that tells you that you have a door open was on and its always on even if the doors are close and even when the engine is shut off...so what can be a source to look at first...i took off the battery for a couple seconds and put it back on and it was still on...and sometimes when i would go over some bumps on the road it would flicker like its going to go off but it doesn't so if anyone has any advice please let me know...thanks...||148.8.159.47||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||09-29-2003||06:22 PM||||change the pin switch that does on the door pillar. so far ive changed three of them on my car. if you get from the junkyard(spelled FREE) get it for a back door since they usually opn less then the front.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||akira01||09-29-2003||09:16 PM||||alright i'll try that...||148.8.163.71||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes



ubb/Forum3/003200.cgi
A||||32||Jose||Pic Of AMG Bumper||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||09-29-2003||08:01 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Here's a pic of my front AMG front bumper on:  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1421&width=400" alt=" - " />.<br />Jose......||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||Ryan136||09-29-2003||10:26 PM||||Where did you find that?||205.188.208.166||reg||1||Ryan136||00000592||yes
Z||000002||Jose||09-29-2003||10:49 PM||||Ive had them in storage for over a year. The near to impossible to find. They only made 1400 Galant AMG's.<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||curtis||09-30-2003||12:13 AM||||looks like the little red car behind you wants some.||65.142.59.132||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Kevinj110||09-30-2003||01:43 AM||||That looks very nice. So where did it come from, I mean like country wise?||172.152.112.75||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||09-30-2003||01:59 AM||||Japan. Only 1400 AMG galants made. Jose found the unicorn of any JDM parts for our cars.<br /><a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/" target="_blank">http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||09-30-2003||11:29 AM||||Oh come on, you need to show them the <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1421" target="_blank">BIG picture</a>.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||GVR4ZUM||09-30-2003||03:10 PM||||You finally put it on eh!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /> Sweet!<br />Ok, lets see the back.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000008||Jose||09-30-2003||07:20 PM||||Ok.... here you go...<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1435" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1435&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1436" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1436&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1437" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1437&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1438" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1438&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Jose......||152.163.252.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||09-30-2003||07:59 PM||||Damn that looks sweet.  Nice work, Jose.  Did you manage to snag the 3 piece wing as well?  That would be awesome!||69.59.219.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||Jose||09-30-2003||08:08 PM||||Thanks,and no I didnt get the wing.Im getting the back bumper painted on Monday.<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000011||Jose||09-30-2003||08:10 PM||||And before anyone says anything about the exhaust sticking out, I will be getting that fixed this week.<br />Jose............||152.163.252.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000012||Ryan Carey||09-30-2003||08:46 PM||||I must say, I am truly jealous with giant green envy.  The kind that makes you hunt and hunt and hunt, and not give up until you find what you're looking for.<br /><br />That looks absolutely amazing.  Man, to make a mold of those would make you the friend of all VR4 owners, but who needs to do that when you're probably the only person in America who essentially owns a Galant AMG.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000013||Garfield Wright||09-30-2003||10:03 PM||||Looks really good Jose.  Finally.  I guess this is how it works with project cars.  I've have the AMG spoiler sitting at my friends body shop for over a year now.  Same time I got the bumpers for Jose.  Just can't seem to get around to go pick it up & sell it to Jose to complete the AMG package.  Maybe next year!!||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000014||stevevr4||10-01-2003||12:38 PM||||Looks awesome... people gotta think "What the F* was that?"  "I dunno but it was damn fast!"||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000015||Jose||10-01-2003||01:59 PM||||I got my exhaust cut 8 inches shorter today, and when they were making the bill out they asked me if it was a Maxima or a Stanza  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  .<br />Jose......||152.163.252.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000016||i hate fall||10-02-2003||01:41 PM||||you should seriously make a model out of that you'll make the most money. i woudl sign up for one!||64.12.96.102||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||10-02-2003||02:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> I got my exhaust cut 8 inches shorter today, and when they were making the bill out they asked me if it was a Maxima or a Stanza   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   .<br />Jose...... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmm makes me wonder if you could use a 91-94 GSX exhaust and have it line up perfect because of no longer a length difference. <br />Shoot my JDM Apex'i exhaust sits a good 3-4 inches behind the bumper line.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||turboren||10-02-2003||02:25 PM||||Those wheels look f'n awesome as hell!  What are they?  And what spring/shock combo?<br /><br />...must...get..some...$<br /><br />BTW, what is the deal with the brake lights?  I realize those are 92 tails, but why do they have those white streaks in them?  Results from a flash?<br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.189||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000019||turboren||10-02-2003||02:33 PM||||Are full amber corner lights thought to be a rare comodity?  Or is it just the fast that they are AMG full ambers?  <br /><br />The reason I ask is I can easily find at least a couple sets from friends in Europe.  I know in Iceland the corners were full amber, but the side turn signals were not integrated into them, they were on the fenders.<br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.189||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000020||Jose||10-02-2003||04:28 PM||||Ren, the wheels are Racing Hart 18inch C5's. As for the suspension I have Tein coilovers. The full amber lights are hard to come by. In Japan they only came on the AMG. You say you know someone in Europe right. I need the clear corners for a 97 Mitsubishi Montero Sport, in Europe they are called Challenger's.<br />Jose.........||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000021||turboren||10-02-2003||10:43 PM||||In Iceland they are still called Montero's.  I will see what I can come up with, but it won't be any time soon.  I have to talk to some of my friends and see what they can do.  I can't make any promises of time frames, but I do plan on going back over there sometime in the next 6 months, so if nothing else, I can probably get some of these things when I go.  I will post on here when I plan to leave.<br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.189||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000022||turboren||10-02-2003||10:47 PM||||BTW, those C5's look great. I like the fact that they have sharp edges and rather wide spokes.  They fit the lines of the car perfectly.  <br /><br />I assume those are also made in 5-lug?<br /><br />Ren||68.10.245.189||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000023||Jose||10-02-2003||11:57 PM||||Thanks Ren. Also the wheels that are on my car are the older C5's. They have dual bolt pattern 4lug and 5lug. I got them when my car was 4lug and they still fit after I made it 5lug.<br />Jose....||205.188.208.166||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000024||Jose||10-12-2003||09:44 PM||||Here are some pics of the rear bumper painted.<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1579" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1579&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1578" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1578&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000025||Jose||10-12-2003||09:46 PM||||And two more for good measure.. <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1580" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1580&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1581" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1581&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000026||gvrfour173||10-12-2003||10:06 PM||||nice!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.78.92.237||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000027||curtis||10-12-2003||11:38 PM||||OH DAMN.   nice job  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||67.25.39.180||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000028||bleck||10-13-2003||01:05 AM||||Yeah, and I am here to tell you, the pictures do those bumpers no justice... None.  They look 10x hotter in person.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000029||1quickvr4||10-13-2003||01:34 AM||||Damn that grill looks nice, Good thing I have one in the garage for my car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.141.170.62||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000030||bazeng||10-13-2003||02:51 AM||||thats awesome!!..<br /><br />i want one!!..<br /><br />just a question... did changing rear bumpers actually reduce the weight?? i mean did u get rid of the re-enforcement?!??..||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000031||1quickvr4||10-13-2003||06:47 PM||||JDM bumpers dont have the bars like the US/AUS spec do.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000032||RTS182G-VR4||10-13-2003||10:47 PM||||would someone please tell me why all galant vr4s dont look like that?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    its just not fair....i want really bad||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
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q!000010!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!Before and After Pictures!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!08:58 AM!,
q!2452908.0858!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!Oztek!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452954.2208!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!head swap:  4G92 onto 4G63!,
q!5!,
q!29!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!04:18 AM!,
q!2452911.0418!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!teet!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2452917.0237!,
q!teet!,
q!00000049!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JO!,
q!NEWBEE!,
q!10!,
q!8!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452908.0950!,
q!JO!,
q!00002267!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!09:25 PM!,
q!2452910.2125!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!video of SRT4/Evo and SRT4 and 3G eclipse!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2452911.1113!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452920.2209!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!Computer expert needed.!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!12:03 PM!,
q!2452908.1203!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!01:43 AM!,
q!2452909.0143!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q~Every Person on this forum should read this and beware!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2452911.1235!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!spoulson!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!11:29 AM!,
q!2452912.1129!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Welp here's the Rattle Can Paint JDM bumper...!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2452911.2110!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!12:39 PM!,
q!2452914.1239!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!check out my new wheels!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!09:15 PM!,
q!2452911.2115!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!Hertz!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!11:35 AM!,
q!2452913.1135!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!jdm motors!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2452911.2228!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452912.1757!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Gloss black engine bay pics!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452911.2249!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!turbowop!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452912.0021!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q~My jack slipped!!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!10:54 PM!,
q!2452911.2254!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!Ash!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!02:49 AM!,
q!2452912.0249!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Test your reaction time..!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!11:23 PM!,
q!2452911.2323!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!thon!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!12:58 AM!,
q!2452912.0058!,
q!thon!,
q!00000613!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Formula 1  pics.         enjoy!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!11:45 PM!,
q!2452911.2345!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!a_santos!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2452912.1710!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gtluke!,
q~i'm gunna hook up my 4ws like this!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!10:26 AM!,
q!2452903.1026!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!04:37 PM!,
q!2452903.1637!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Bear gets owned!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!01:41 PM!,
q!2452903.1341!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452903.1811!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Hi all from London!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452903.1413!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!talontsi!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!11:19 AM!,
q!2452906.1119!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!insurance question for the guys with mucho $$ invested!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2452903.1634!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!number3!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452909.2215!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!who still has their stock tape deck ....!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452903.1639!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!03:39 AM!,
q!2452904.0339!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Plans for next 60days - Any thoughts? (long)!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452903.2134!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2452904.1555!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!new seats are installed     new and better pics!,
q!2!,
q!4!,
q!09-20-2003!,
q!11:48 PM!,
q!2452903.2348!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Romanova!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!12:06 AM!,
q!2452905.0006!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!Busted-up turbo pics!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2452904.0233!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2452905.1410!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!? about SUVs, trucks.!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!12:55 PM!,
q!2452908.1255!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452911.0036!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!JDM GALANT!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!07:18 PM!,
q!2452904.1918!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!10:42 AM!,
q!2452906.1042!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Short drift video (some of the BMW to come) !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452904.1920!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!06:38 AM!,
q!2452905.0638!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Odd Porsche question.!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2452907.2131!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!raceman77!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!04:10 PM!,
q!2452908.1610!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!Can someone fix this car?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!01:17 PM!,
q!2452908.1317!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!00001314!,
q!bazeng!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!04:52 AM!,
q!2452909.0452!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Introducing #1890/#2000!,
q!10!,
q!4!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452908.1635!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!keydiver!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!09:03 PM!,
q!2452908.2103!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!I bet Florida has the most!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!08:59 PM!,
q!2452908.2059!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!Beemer!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2452912.1801!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!Anyone seen the 4g63t Hyndai in SCC???!,
q!14!,
q!12!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2452908.2238!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!02:29 AM!,
q!2452910.0229!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!WAY off topic...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452908.2344!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452908.2344!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Drunkin sillyness.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!01:14 AM!,
q!2452909.0114!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!curtis!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2452910.0103!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!you know what, i just dont  understand why are our cars soo damn cheap??!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!12:14 AM!,
q!2452912.0014!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!03:58 AM!,
q!2452918.0358!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!Why can't I hit back?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!01:48 AM!,
q!2452909.0148!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!udriveu!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!07:42 AM!,
q!2452909.0742!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!My very own VR-4!,
q!10!,
q!13!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2452912.0015!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!12:05 AM!,
q!2452917.0005!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!What do you think!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!02:21 AM!,
q!2452909.0221!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!03:58 AM!,
q!2452909.0358!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~Its my birthday!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!12:19 AM!,
q!2452912.0019!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!11:59 AM!,
q!2452912.1159!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Digital camera  recommendations!,
q!10!,
q!21!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452912.0041!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!11:47 AM!,
q!2452913.1147!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!shipping tranny and engine..!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2452912.0925!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452912.2137!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Best Mod This Year To a VR-4!,
q!6!,
q!15!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452912.1339!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!03:47 AM!,
q!2452916.0347!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!LMFAO... it never ends !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!01:45 PM!,
q!2452912.1345!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452912.1413!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!&quot;the best of the best&quot; !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2452912.1527!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452912.1707!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!I need EVO VIII engine and tranny pics!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2452912.1719!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2452920.1302!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!door light!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452912.1749!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!akira01!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!09:16 PM!,
q!2452912.2116!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!GVR4 Spotted: KIlleen, TX!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!07:29 PM!,
q!2452904.1929!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!06:18 PM!,
q!2452905.1818!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!help.l need a tree chipper!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!08:03 PM!,
q!2452904.2003!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!sleeper!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452906.1123!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!hks 51r spool!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-21-2003!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452904.2310!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452905.1432!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Hell Yeah, my car is alive again :)!,
q!7!,
q!1!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!07:55 AM!,
q!2452905.0755!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452905.1158!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!Big THANKS to Team Ducktape!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!10:27 AM!,
q!2452905.1027!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!09-25-2003!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2452908.1121!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q~Many Thanks to AUTOBAHNTOM !!!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!12:32 PM!,
q!2452905.1232!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!12:32 PM!,
q!2452905.1232!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!Daily Driver.!,
q!1!,
q!37!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!12:32 PM!,
q!2452905.1232!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452907.2119!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000037!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Cisco Networking Academy!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452905.1741!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!msaskin!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452905.2318!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!199of2k!,
q!Think these will fit my car?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2452909.0928!,
q!199of2k!,
q!00000323!,
q!jayru!,
q!09-28-2003!,
q!10:52 AM!,
q!2452911.1052!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!wtgvr4me03!,
q~Help!! Need advice~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!07:45 PM!,
q!2452905.1945!,
q!wtgvr4me03!,
q!00001996!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!09-22-2003!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2452905.2318!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!Trip Down South (y'all...)!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452909.1053!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!markrieb!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452909.1053!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!why does the vr4 appeal to you??!,
q!1!,
q!36!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!03:44 AM!,
q!2452906.0344!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!dwatters@sisna.com!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!03:20 AM!,
q!2452909.0320!,
q!GVR4*1990!,
q!00000935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!where to download music?!,
q!2!,
q!1!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452909.1126!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!12:44 PM!,
q!2452909.1244!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!russya!,
q!Anyone into Group B rally cars?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!12:01 PM!,
q!2452909.1201!,
q!Russya!,
q!00000991!,
q!russya!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!01:12 PM!,
q!2452909.1312!,
q!Russya!,
q!00000991!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!palm holder while logging!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452909.1213!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452909.1347!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Where to buy resonators online?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452909.1330!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!05:35 AM!,
q!2452913.0535!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Moral Dilema!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!04:28 PM!,
q!2452909.1628!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!09:42 AM!,
q!2452913.0942!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Hardcore US drift masters....!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!05:37 PM!,
q!2452909.1737!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452910.1324!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Anyone watch F1 racing? Going to Indianapolis?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!05:37 PM!,
q!2452909.1737!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!spoulson!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!01:01 AM!,
q!2452910.0101!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tangent!,
q!New forum for WTB?!,
q!3!,
q!6!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452909.1757!,
q!Tangent!,
q!00000258!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!09-27-2003!,
q!10:42 AM!,
q!2452910.1042!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Bad Ass 1G!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2452906.1307!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!talontsi!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2452907.0238!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!more pics of BMW !,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452906.1331!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!russya!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!01:17 AM!,
q!2452909.0117!,
q!Russya!,
q!00000991!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!no mo' woo woo!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452906.1409!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!02-29-2004!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2453065.1502!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!HEY bob in chicago...!,
q!4!,
q!2!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452906.1723!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!09-23-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452906.2106!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q~LMAO!!!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!04:56 AM!,
q!2452907.0456!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!01:06 AM!,
q!2452909.0106!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!paging Zach/1quickVR4!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452907.1125!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!04:29 PM!,
q!2452909.1629!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Hey Harry do you have a long lost brother selling a GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!09-24-2003!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2452907.1229!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!number3!,
q!09-26-2003!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452909.1242!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/003201.cgi
A||||11||Jose||JDM and AMG||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||09-29-2003||08:04 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Here's a pic of my car with the AMG bumper and Hectors with a JDM bumper: <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1422" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1422&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Jose.....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||Jose||09-29-2003||08:07 PM||||Here's another one: <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1423" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1423&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Jose......||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||09-29-2003||08:58 PM||||and my jdm fender and jdm metal strip under headlights.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||09-29-2003||09:00 PM||||by the way for all you guys wondering how my intercooler painting went, very good id say cant even see my big evo v intercooler.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.33||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||09-29-2003||09:05 PM||||Jose the third row of openings came out very good. <br /><br />Are the projectors the same between the two bumpers?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||09-29-2003||09:53 PM||||I love that white grill.  What did it come off of?||64.63.212.114||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||Jose||09-29-2003||10:04 PM||||PRE-EVO I didnt put the projectors on yet, those are the regular JDM lights on my car now. Turboflanagan that is an AMG grille.<br />Jose........||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000007||Jose||09-29-2003||10:56 PM||||I also shaved the AMG indentation.<br />Jose....||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||09-29-2003||11:26 PM||||Mad pimp, Jose is the true and original JDM whore...Zach and Pre-Evo may try, but Jose is the Jenna Jameson of JDM GVR4ization   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.101.136||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||09-30-2003||01:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Mad pimp, Jose is the true and original JDM whore...Zach and Pre-Evo may try, but Jose is the Jenna Jameson of JDM GVR4ization    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow all this coming from you.... I don't know what to say   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   .... Wait this comes to mind U SUCK  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||10-01-2003||12:34 PM||||Jose had me beat from day 1, he has my JDM folding mirrors...Still cant get him a replacement switch, sux   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||Jose||10-01-2003||01:55 PM||||Blacksheep, its no big deal if you cant get one. I purchased another set just for backup and they came with a switch.<br />Jose.......||152.163.252.33||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum3/003202.cgi
A||||2||4drwhore||radio||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||09-29-2003||11:29 PM||losthurley@cfl.rr.com||Any way of pulling out the stock radio unit and installing an aftermarket without having to take out the whole center console? if so anyone got any diagrams that might help?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||09-29-2003||11:31 PM||||Actually, its pretty easy. Just pop off the trim ring and unscrew the screws.||67.163.210.147||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||09-29-2003||11:33 PM||||really easy.  you pry off the trim panel, then the radio is held in by 4 screws.  if you remove the brackets on the side of the radio, they will probably bolt up to the new radio, then it mounts back in the stock location.  you may need to either trim the panel, or make a new center part, but reuse the outer.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003203.cgi
A||||8||evol||What should I do?||||1||||evol||00000360
Z||000000||evol||09-30-2003||12:49 AM||||OK, I am in the process of buying another car (my sentra already crapped out on me)-- a silver volvo 850 wagon--turbo of course. I went and test drove it and worked the guy down to 8000 for it and it seemed like a really good deal. The agreement was that I'd put down 500 bucks and hed have it detailed and inspected and get a carfax on it for me. He came through with everything but the carfax, saying "Oh my carfax account expired, just get one yourself." Me, being the stupid ass that I am, was like ok that sound plausible even though he is a dealer. When I got home after signing a paper saying I'd buy the car and writing a check for $500, I find out that it's got a salvage title. This guy seemed like kind of a sly dick the whole time but I figured that he was just a dealer and thats the way they are. Now that I know that, I dont know if I want to go through with the sale even though the car seems to be fine in nearly every way. You think I should call my bank first thing tomorrow morning and calcel the check and wait for this asshole to call me and tell him that he is a slick ass bastard for trying to screw me and maybe next time he should be honest and up front with people, or just grin and bear it and hope for the best?<br /><br />thanks <br /><br />Ben||172.165.172.191||reg||1||evol||00000360||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||09-30-2003||01:39 AM||||Ummm why not buy a Galant vr-4, to find one look here<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org/</a><br /><br /><br />....troll     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.31.184.113||reg||8||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||highskyes||09-30-2003||01:51 AM||||fuck that, with a salvage title, you pay salvage price.  Unless he can offer certified statements from the mechanics that fixed the car that it is fully back to factory spec (the same criteria an insurance company uses) I would not touch that car.  No shit he let you talk it down, it probably cost him a grand total of jack and shit.<br /><br />Sorry if I seem a little vehement, friend of mine got fucked in this manner, car seemed fine, until someone hit the front of the car and the front subframe pretty much collapsed.  turned out it was held together with shitty welds and some chincy welding steel straps.||12.207.51.216||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000003||Nate||09-30-2003||06:17 AM||||It is also criminal...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||09-30-2003||07:24 AM||||Ben,<br />How about returning my air can that you borrowed nearly a year ago?? PM me.||216.65.161.4||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||bleck||09-30-2003||08:58 AM||||Listen, I deal with dealers all the time.  They all suck.  He's at the bar telling his friends about you.  Go to your bank this a.m., cancel your check, and screw this guy.  I wouldn't even pay him the compliment of a call.  There are plenty of other cars out there.  We work too hard for our money.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||09-30-2003||09:32 AM||||I'd let the car dealership know you canceled the check due to the salvage title and maybe even record the phone call.  So that can't charge you for a bounced check.<br /><br />Salvage title can mean lots of different things.  1 of them, the car being stolen.  Even with a salvage tittle, of the owner ever found that car, it would belong to them.  Unless the owners ins co payed it off.  Not everone has enough ins for that though.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||09-30-2003||09:46 AM||||talk about balls. i'm surprise dealers still do this. its a felony to misrepresent, and its simply too easy for the problem to show up, when you go register the car. they can claim "they didnt know", but that just doesnt work. its like when you tell a cop you were late for work when you were going 25 over the limit.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||Sam Sayes||09-30-2003||10:17 AM||||Do a Stop Payment on that check asap,<br />give the car back, he is a swindler that deserves to be taught a lesson.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br />Good luck<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum3/003204.cgi
A||||3||curtis||so you want a big turbo  heres how||||2||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||09-30-2003||01:29 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2434872466" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2434872466</a><br /><br />Its off of a GMC syclone (mitsu 17 c hybrid) for you guys that have been hiding in box since 91 and have never experienced the power of a nasty factory pickup.<br /> I found it while looking for a truck for myself.  You know something to haul lumber, trash and lawn mowers in.||65.142.59.132||reg||2||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Invader||09-30-2003||03:13 AM||||The exhaust outlet has a different bolt pattern...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||09-30-2003||10:31 AM||||They're only about as good as a Big16G, so I wouldn't even bother with it, since it's as much install work as a 20G (plus the exhaust housing is all wrong).||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||09-30-2003||02:36 PM||||How can he say it's a good one with no smoke, etc. and then says unknown mileage?||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/003205.cgi
A||||1||jonvr4||HKS engine pics||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-30-2003||02:21 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1426&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1427" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1428" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1429" alt=" - " />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||09-30-2003||02:23 AM||||I believe those pics may be from Rim of The World rally as I remember seeing that up close.<br />Nice piece of work as that's their 500hp engine package.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/003206.cgi
A||||5||agrabau||Poll: Clutch Pedal Weights/Spring rates/friction surfaces ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||09-30-2003||08:48 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||My homies.<br /><br />I need to order a clutch for the BMW. Some background-<br /><br />I ordered an OEM clutch kit from ebay, brand new and then a 6 puck metal disk from clutchnet.com<br /><br />I thought that the pp and the disk combined would be good in a 2500lb RWD car, in other words, it shouldn't slip. Well, I was wrong. It does i 3rd gear and 4th sometimes. I think that the PP is simply underrated given that I'm exceeding it's max hp rating by what, (3 times?) Anyway, I called clutchnet to order a new PP. I thought that I could say that I wanted something close to the ACT 2100 in weight, figuring that it was a real nice setup in my galant so it should handle the same in the BMW. <br /><br />Igor doesn't know the rating of the PP compared to ACT. He offered me either 40% or 100% "stiffer" than "stock" I'm not certain if the increased spring force equates to the same amount of clamp force increase but for the sake or discussion, we'll assume it does. Now:<br /><br />Should I go 40% or 100% over? <br /><br />This measure is "over stock" so 40% over stock Mighty Max is (according to ACT) good for 303ftlbs torque with a puck disk, and 100% over is good for 414ft/lbs. I'm leaning towards the 100% but I didn't want a really stiff pedal because the MM tranny is being used with a Wilwood slave cylinder and the actuation arm might not be designed to pull the spring force. <br /><br />so 40% or 100%? If it was 40% over the DSM stocker, i'd do that, but since it seems to be 40% over the Mighty Max, it seems that 150ftlbs (or whatever that pos makes stock *1.40 is only 210 ftlbs. <br /><br />See what I'm sayin?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||1101||09-30-2003||11:22 AM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchpressure.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/clutchpressure.htm</a><br /><br />gives clamping forces and pedal forces for act & DF||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||09-30-2003||03:32 PM||||I'd go big. If you go 40% stiffer and it's not enough, you'll be hatin' it. With a new master and slave and a stainless line, it should feel crisp.<br /><br />Just my $.02...<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||09-30-2003||03:35 PM||||Thanks guys. I saw that RRE thing a while ago. I have a stainless line now so I think it's gonna be 100% stiffer. I don't want to take it apart again after this for at least a week  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Doug Thomas||09-30-2003||03:43 PM||||If I were I would go with another clutch manufacturer other clutchnet. Their clutches never worked in any DSMs that I heard of. My friend tried one of their dual diagram pressure plate and street disk in his Galant and the clutch didn�t want to engage. I tried one of their street disk with ACT pressure plate and the disk fell a part at the track after three passes.||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||09-30-2003||04:26 PM||||sweet jesus. That doesn't sound too hot. Well, the one in my galant lasted a couple of years so I'll take my chances. I had an ACT disk fall to pieces once too so i guess QC isn't an abounding practice.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003207.cgi
A||||2||VTGVR4||this really happens in vermont||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||09-30-2003||09:48 AM||defnick@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.benningtonbanner.com/Stories/0,1413,104~8678~1666388,00.html" target="_blank">http://www.benningtonbanner.com/Stories/0,1413,104~8678~1666388,00.html</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||09-30-2003||11:21 AM||||That's NUTS.  Hahahaha!  *ahem*||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||09-30-2003||06:56 PM||||So are these suicide bomber squirrels or what?||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/003208.cgi
A||||8||1312VR4||LS1.com ownage||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||09-30-2003||09:51 AM||vttruett@comcast.net||<a href="http://www.ls1.com/forums/showthread.php?s=e05ff8a6964a14a6db81341068c5f755&threadid=385743&perpage=15&pagenumber=8" target="_blank">http://www.ls1.com/forums/showthread.php?s=e05ff8a6964a14a6db81341068c5f755&threadid=385743&perpage=15&pagenumber=8</a><br />FuturesTraders ownz all. To get the full gist of it read the whole thing. But its really good on page 8 & 9.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||09-30-2003||09:58 AM||||that was pretty funny. Man, I'm bored as hell. I must be.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||09-30-2003||11:19 AM||||I mean, come ON... how could you doubt a guy who's nickname is "FUTURESTRADER".   Were they expecting an "unemployed junkeeee"?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||09-30-2003||11:34 AM||||Damn. I can't believe I read that whole thing. But it was worth it.<br />I've never seen such a skeptical group of people though. Imagine if everyone here had to post a pic of themselves licking their LE badge or something.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||09-30-2003||12:11 PM||||That was the greatest thing a message board has yet to produce. (Aside from everything GVR4.org)||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||09-30-2003||03:29 PM||||Some of the best ownage I have seen ever.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||drew||09-30-2003||07:11 PM||||link don't work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||udriveu||09-30-2003||08:48 PM||||damn, I wanted to save those pics. can anyone post them here if they saved them?||69.0.81.232||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||10-05-2003||04:02 AM||||Ok, since the link got taken down to the post or they deleted it, what was it about?  Sounds like someone was whining about getting his ass handed to him by a dsm again?||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003209.cgi
A||||3||PRE-EVO||I got nailed today for not having a hood (technically)..||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||09-30-2003||12:23 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I just got nailed by a Cycle Cop who was definetly looking for quota.<br /><br />Long story short:<br /><br /><br />I have no hood as I am still waiting for the CF ones for my GVR4 to be finished. I had just dropped my wife off at work when coming around Temple Heights Dr. to head twords Oceanside Blvd I see a Cycle Cop (Local Police) standing by his bike with his ticket book in hand and looking like he can't find any violators to snag.<br />I guess it must have been my lucky day as he spots me and hurry's to hop on his bike and prepare to "give chase". <br />I see him 3 cars behind me at the light for Oceanside Blvd and I know he's probably gunning for me. <br />Sure enough as I turn onto O'side Blvd he flashes me. I pull over and he comes up asking why I'm driving around without a hood.<br />I tell him that it was damaged and that I'm waiting on them to finish. He procedes to look around my engine bay (like I can stop him). Luckily everything is either stock looking or well hidden other than my "Bling Bling" APC filter since I'm running a VPC and I didn't want to put on my HKS filter for someone to steal. <br /><br />So all in all I got cited for VC 27156(b) and now I have to figure out if I need to go to the ref (I hope not) or just get it signed off by an officer or smog station since I just passed smog less than 3 months ago (July). <br /><br /><br />Be cautious today folks in SD they are on the prowl. <br />Rich<br /><br /><br />PS: I just got off the phone with my wife and it turns out he nailed one of her co-workers and that's why he was where he was.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||Doug Thomas||09-30-2003||12:43 PM||||Good to see that you got off easy. I still can't believe that you�re driving around with no hood on your car. Why don't you get a beater then you can give the Galant a break? One of the smarts things I did was get another car, so that I don't have to rely on the Galant as much.||67.87.109.242||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||09-30-2003||12:50 PM||||I saw a 1g eclipse without a hood, he was just showing off (until i beat him  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ).<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.215||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||09-30-2003||03:09 PM||||Dude, living out there definitely has its drawbacks. Here nobody would flinch if you didn't have a hood on your car. I drove my '85 Maxima here for about 4 years with NO inspection sticker before I got rid of it. I even got a speeding ticket in that car and wasn't cited for no inspection. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/003210.cgi
A||||3||Dan D||Front Plate Holder||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||09-30-2003||02:50 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||I need one.  Where can you get them?  How do they mount?||207.239.116.2||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||09-30-2003||02:51 PM||||u can have mine!<br />its a bit rusty, but i will give it to you for free if you pay for shipping.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.215||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||09-30-2003||03:06 PM||||hey aaron if he doesnt want it I will take it. let me know||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||09-30-2003||03:13 PM||||you can order one from mitsu (God forbid, it seems)<br /><br />it bolts in under the bumper.. just put mine on since NJ requires a front plate...||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum3/003211.cgi
A||||1||jonvr4||Thanks Bob in chicago||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||09-30-2003||06:42 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i got a set of the wheels you told everyone about. the 75 dollar wheels sale! anyway i got them in and they are awsome for being dirt cheap. they are 17x7 and weigh 15lbs. Not too shabby, but here is a pic to show what everyone who didn't take advantage of the deal missed out on   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1432" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1432&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||09-30-2003||07:51 PM||||I got my set, too. I like the "hyperblack" color fade.  In case you need hub rings to match your Galant VR4, here's one good source:<br /><a href="http://www.prestigewheel.com/cgi-bin/commerce.exe?preadd=action&key=HR73-6710" target="_blank">http://www.prestigewheel.com/cgi-bin/commerce.exe?preadd=action&key=HR73-6710</a>||24.148.12.13||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum3/003212.cgi
A||||5||KingGalantVr4||Bizarre Benefit of Eating Broccoli (HAHAHAHAHA)||||1||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||09-30-2003||08:01 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||Eat broccoli and you could ward off herpes.<br /><br />Preliminary lab studies of monkey and human cells conducted by researchers at the Northeastern Ohio Universities College of Medicine in Rootstown, Ohio show that a compound found naturally in broccoli, cabbage, and brussels sprouts-- indole-3-carbinol--may be a key to inhibiting the herpes simplex virus. And it works really well. The compound blocked the virus from reproducing by an amazing 99.9 percent--essentially 100 percent effectiveness. <br /><br />The indole-3-carbinol compound works by interfering with factors that help cells reproduce. It inhibits the herpes simplex virus in the same way, since the virus needs those same factors as the cells to reproduce, reports WebMD and the Philadelphia Inquirer. <br /><br />The study: The researchers treated human and monkey cells with indole-3-carbinol. Then they infected them with one of two strains of the herpes virus: HSV-1, which can cause oral or genital herpes, and HSV-2, which causes genital herpes. The cells were also infected with a herpes virus strain that is known to be resistant to medication.<br /><br />The results: The indole-3-carbinol compound blocked the virus from reproducing by at least 99.9 percent. Best of all, since the compound is found in food, it's safe.<br /><br />Herpes differs markedly from other viruses. Once a person contracts it, the virus lives in the body for a lifetime. The American Social Health Association estimates that as many as 80 percent of adults in the United States have oral herpes, while 20 percent have genital herpes. Fully 90 percent are unaware they have the virus. There is no cure.<br /><br />While this research news is promising, caution is advised until further studies are done. What works in the lab doesn't always work on humans in the real world. Still, eating more broccoli is a good idea not only to prevent herpes, but also to possibly ward off cancer, cataracts, and stroke.<br /><br />The research findings were presented to the Interscience Conference on Antimicrobial Agents and Chemotherapy.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||psycopyro182||09-30-2003||09:49 PM||||thats badass. i would have never begun to think that broccoli would do that. science is a wonderful thing.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000002||curtis||10-01-2003||10:48 PM||||Eat more broccoli so it doesn't look like cauliflower.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.135.142.97||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||10-01-2003||11:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Eat more broccoli so it doesn't look like cauliflower.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||kenjan||10-02-2003||05:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> Eat broccoli and you could ward off herpes.<br /><br />The American Social Health Association estimates that as many as 80 percent of adults in the United States have oral herpes, while 20 percent have genital herpes. Fully 90 percent are unaware they have the virus. There is no cure.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And when u add them up, tada, 100 percent of adults in United States have herpes of some form. Bet you didn't know that we all got herpes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Sometimes those scientific statistics are so exaggerated they are funny.<br /><br />Btw, this is my first post, i am a newbie. Hi!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.140.24.81||reg||1||kenjan||00002506||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||10-02-2003||11:17 PM||||Um KingGalant, why did you find this so interesting, huh? You been a bad boy?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum3/003213.cgi
A||||8||RTS182G-VR4||finally uploaded some pics.||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||09-30-2003||11:40 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||hey guys. i was bored so i took some pics.  let me know what ya think.  <br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1444" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1445" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1446" alt=" - " />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||BlitzVR4||09-30-2003||11:47 PM||||Looks really good.  What springs do you have on the car?  <br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||6||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-01-2003||09:15 AM||||<img src="http://www.bbc.co.uk/nottingham/music/2002/11/images/stevie_wonder_270.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I can only see red x's||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||RTS182G-VR4||10-01-2003||07:34 PM||||dangit. it isnt working anymore, anyone got a place to upload pics to?<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||10-01-2003||09:59 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">Hertz's free image hosting for galantvr4.org members</a>||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||RTS182G-VR4||10-01-2003||11:53 PM||||thanks.  never knew about that.  hertz's site is pretty cool.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000006||Kevinj110||10-02-2003||12:01 AM||||Very nice looking car. What wheels are those they look nice.||170.224.224.102||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000007||RTS182G-VR4||10-02-2003||12:11 AM||||wheels are 17 inch konig tantrums.  springs are eibach, most likely for a t/e/l because i have that "rear end sag illusion" thing goin on, but it doesnt.  now if i can just get it running right...<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000008||miturra||10-02-2003||10:20 AM||||Very Nice. I like it.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003214.cgi
A||||1||mixx2001||Just got the new 3.2 TT||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||10-01-2003||11:38 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||We did'nt expect it in for another 2 weeks.  When they brought it into the lane, we were all blown away.  Seeing it in pictures does this car no justice.  The only cosmetic changes for 04 were an updated front fascia, some new shoes, and a larger rear wing, with a sportier mesh area around the dual exhaust tips.  And there are also suttle "S-line" badges low and behind each door.  Not a major redesign by any means, but damn what a difference when parked next to last years TT.  <br /><br />The 3.2 is shared with the R32 and is basically a bigger VR6.  If you've ever seen a VR6 it's not really a "V6", more of a staggered inline 6.  It only has one head and two cams, with a valve layout like a V6.  When we cranked it up, it was like a kick in the nuts.  This thing sounds better than a M3.  It revs very quickly and pops as it falls back to idle like an aftermarket exhaust.  The DSG 6spd automatic transmission is almost identical to BMW's SMG.  When in Sport mode (with the car shifting itself) it will hold the gear until at least 5k even at partial throttle.  And blips the throttle to revmatch downshifts when you are slowing down.  The F1 style paddle shifters yield almost instantaneous upshifts when in manual mode.  <br /><br />It will get a little "loose" coming out of a parking lot in 1st.  The brakes are off of the S4, dual piston with 13" rotors in the front, singles and 10's in the rear.  When I was driving in sport mode, I had it at about 5500 in 2nd with the throttle about 3/4 down, let off and hit it again before it had a chance to downshift, and it was like I dumped the clutch or something.  It chirped all four tires and just launched to about 70 before I knew what happened.  It's not the fastest car in the world but it's damn impressive.  Can't wait for the Manual 6spd.  HPA already has an R32 with a vortech supercharger puttin down 409awhp.  They recorded 0-30 in 1sec and 0-60 in 3.2, with an 11.40 in the 1/4.  I want one. <br /><br />    <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/news/03/020303/tt_32_004.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /> <br />    <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/news/03/020303/tt_32_003.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /> <br />    <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/news/03/020303/tt_32_002.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />    <img src="http://www.audiworld.com/news/03/020303/tt_32_030.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||10-01-2003||11:51 AM||||Oh yeah, I almost forgot, when you stomp the throttle at idle, the thing sucks air like a jet.  And sounds like it doesn't have an air filter at all.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/003215.cgi
A||||1||ayvr4||BOV quick question||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||10-01-2003||11:44 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||I have a TurboXS BOV.... Its the lower pitched PAT-SHHH. Anyway, the girl at work that just bought an evo wants a high pitched BOV... what kind/model should i suggest to her?<br />Thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.215||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||10-01-2003||11:58 AM||||You can make a stock one loud, shell just have to run open atmosphere BOV and do the supporting mods to do so.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum3/003216.cgi
A||||9||4drwhore||oneone got?....||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||10-01-2003||12:02 PM||losthurley@cfl.rr.com||One one on here actually have some video's of their cars in action? I know I have seen bimmubishi's* and I have some video's of my galant from when it was the previous owners. Anyone else have any? I'd be interested to see them.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||10-01-2003||12:05 PM||||have you seen mine?<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/ayvr4/AaronsVR4.WMV" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/ayvr4/AaronsVR4.WMV</a><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.215||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||EvilGalantGSX||10-01-2003||01:16 PM||||A little of topic...<br /><br />But does the VR-4 have the color change gauge cluster?? I noticed in the video that your gauges were green, On my G-GSX it canbe switched from  green to a red-amber with a push of a button.<br /><br />Sorry if its a stupid question.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||10-01-2003||01:23 PM||||yeah it changes. i just like green better for some reason.<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.215||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||drew||10-01-2003||03:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by EvilGalantGSX:<br /><strong> A little of topic...<br /><br />But does the VR-4 have the color change gauge cluster?? I noticed in the video that your gauges were green, On my G-GSX it canbe switched from  green to a red-amber with a push of a button.<br /><br />Sorry if its a stupid question. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">there is a button on the bottom left corner of your gauge cluster underneath the tach labeled change color or something like that||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||10-01-2003||03:51 PM||||Here is a video from a couple of last years NWDSM runs. There will be another one later this year which will be waaayyy better with lots of action. This one has a couple still shots of my car. It's pretty funny because my fmic isn't on nor were half the parts it has now. Enjoy.....<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.llarian.net/~gomer/Driven.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.llarian.net/~gomer/Driven.mpg</a><br /><br />*right click, save as*||68.119.13.32||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||10-01-2003||03:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> ... It's pretty funny because my fmic isn't on ...<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">forgot about that, no fmic on mine in the vid.<br /><br />Nice Video Mark!<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.194.215||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||10-01-2003||05:24 PM||||Yeah Mark, <br />That has to be one of the nicer DSM videos I've seen to date!||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000008||number3||10-01-2003||06:50 PM||||<a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4/files/Videos/" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4/files/Videos/</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||teet||10-01-2003||07:37 PM||||just added a file to the link harry posted of Wild West in 2001 shot by Jon F...that car is now RIP.<br /><br />stupid trees...<br /><br />john||134.134.136.3||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes



ubb/Forum3/003217.cgi
A||||7||VTGVR4||get your gold teeth, hurry||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||10-01-2003||01:38 PM||defnick@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.goldteethny.com" target="_blank">http://www.goldteethny.com</a><br /><br />prolly can get em made up with VR4 in the front. if we get 10 people, they will give us a 20% discount!! who's in?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-01-2003||01:49 PM||||I want mine to say PIMPN8EZ but I only have two teeth. <br /><br />For schizzle.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||10-01-2003||01:51 PM||||fawk that!! i want a platinum grill with some dizzziamonds.||131.193.154.129||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-01-2003||02:21 PM||||<img src="http://www.goldteethny.com/Merchant2/graphics/00000001/Bling_Bling.gif" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||bleck||10-01-2003||02:23 PM||||Maybe if I sell the VR4, I can get a coupla extra sets fo my bitches!!!!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000005||broke down||10-01-2003||02:43 PM||||I see an opportunity for a group buy...||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000006||Sam Sayes||10-01-2003||03:00 PM||||Haha,<br /><br />we should have our cars production #s doen on our front teeth  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Sam<br /><br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000007||91 #680||10-01-2003||03:38 PM||||im in fo shizzle.  I'll take one of those iced out platinum rizzles  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum3/003218.cgi
A||||10||agrabau||This is the funniest online thread I've ever read. ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||10-01-2003||02:04 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://www.naughtybooth.com/board/showthread.php?threadid=37494" target="_blank">Linky</a> <br /><br />Just don't ask where I found it. <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-01-2003||02:18 PM||||Haha that was in a diff board a while back.. Rich and I joke back and forth about it.. <br /><br />-Its goin limp.. SAY IT!<br />-HARRRR!!<br /><br />Definitely some of the funniest shit Ive ever read.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||bleck||10-01-2003||02:21 PM||||Dude, that was the funniest thing I've ever seen!  What a nut that guy is!!  ROFLMAO!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||10-01-2003||03:01 PM||||damn, so MEAN! pretty funny, next time my friends come over and  tank a keg, we will be sure to try that shit out!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||drew||10-01-2003||03:01 PM||||bash.org r0x0rz||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||psycopyro182||10-01-2003||06:52 PM||||once again, leave it to the guys on Gvr4.com to make me laugh every day.<br /><br />you guys must be really bored. even more bored than i am. (but thats a good thing because we wouldnt have all of this funny stuff to read everyday).<br /><br />hahah, still laughing.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000006||bazeng||10-01-2003||09:19 PM||||haha<br />fark thats some funny cracking up .. like some freak<br /><br />damn.. gotta print this off and keep it to show the guys..||203.12.64.254||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||10-02-2003||12:05 AM||||hahahahhaha....i remember reading the HARRR im going limp one. but the other ones were jsut as good. damn that was funny||67.200.121.155||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||chadhayashi||10-02-2003||11:55 PM||||That's was funny haha. I printed it out at work so my coworkers could share.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000009||atsiauto||10-05-2003||08:06 PM||||man some of those were just killing me !||68.57.96.24||reg||14||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000010||Ryan Carey||10-05-2003||11:25 PM||||I'm still laughing and I read it twenty minutes ago.  HAAAAAAAAAAAAAAR!  <br /><br />Poo Nuggets, ewwwwwwwwwwwwww||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes



ubb/Forum3/003219.cgi
A||||0||369of1000||new background pic???||||1||||369of1000||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||10-01-2003||03:06 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003214" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003214</a><br /><br />The above thread was recently posted by mixx2001 about the new 3.2tt<br /><br />I've noticed some great schematic type picture/drawings for some various vw products like the one on that thread. I was hoping to find a similar picture of a galant vr4 or perhaps a 4g63 or something to that effect. None of my searches found anything even close. Do any of you know of any pictures like that one? Or, perhaps, have the talent to draw a similar pic?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes



ubb/Forum3/003220.cgi
A||||1||ayvr4||funny a few years ago||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||10-01-2003||03:47 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||<a href="http://zsoundnorth.com/mp3/delta.m3u" target="_blank">http://zsoundnorth.com/mp3/delta.m3u</a><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />anyone remember this?<br />~Aaron||68.74.194.215||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||10-01-2003||10:43 PM||||I think so. Must be SNL. Pretty funny.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/003221.cgi
A||||0||gvr4ever||Tip for front plate holder.||||3||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||10-01-2003||06:08 PM||||I'm getting ready to install mine for the first time.  However, I'd like to take it off when I wash my car.<br /><br />Use anti-size on the bolts.<br /><br />When I got my Talon a few years ago, I tried to take the plate holder off to wash the car.  I snapped both bolts.||12.221.228.124||reg||3||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003222.cgi
A||||6||geoff@machv||JD.. The car's lookin good!||||1||||geoff@machv||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||10-01-2003||08:05 PM||geoff@machv.com||Current pic....<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/mixx2001_side.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Back in 2000 when it was Dan's car...<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://store5.yimg.com/I/machv_1758_91587909" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Nice to see she went to a good home!!||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||10-01-2003||09:57 PM||||Just goes to show that sometimes white wheels really do look good on a white car...||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||crucible||10-01-2003||10:00 PM||||Yeah, those wheels look great.Im real picky about wheels and those blend in real nice.Good pick||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||akira01||10-02-2003||03:22 PM||||what kind of wheels are those...||24.209.153.170||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000004||i hate fall||10-03-2003||03:57 AM||||yes what kind of wheels are those and what size?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||10-03-2003||08:29 AM||||Pannasport 17x8's, only 17lbs.  <br /><br />It's been through a lot.  I think I told Dan about it, but the car was a wreck when I salvaged it from this "little boy" in Atl.  When I first talked to him on the phone, I knew there would be problems with the car.  He was talking about how cool it was to be able to do burnouts through third gear (FWD with a VCE).  And how the boost controller that "he" installed held 20 psi rock solid (with nothing but a 3KGT VR4 Fuel pump).  After I brought it back from Atl, I had to replace the Flywheel, Clutch, Transmission, T case, Drivehaft, Master and Slave cylinders, Coils, Wires, and reroute all the vacume lines that were improperly placed after the JDM motor was installed.  <br /><br />Needless to say the kid was clueless.  There is still a fair share of exterior work, that needs to be done.  The wheels had been cleaned with some degreaser that has cause some chipping.  The interior is still great.  Since I saved this car, I have installed a FMIC, SAFC-II, Datalogger, EGT, TEL 1G intake w/ Cold air box, and the car is now awaiting a 16G Sleeper from FP, and rebuilt tranny from either BM, TRE, or Shep.  Soon as I sell my Volvo.  It's seen alot of ups and downs, and still has a long way to go.  Thanks for the comments.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||10-05-2003||03:20 AM||||You got off easy..I bought mine for a grand, mosquito fogger missing first and second gear..  Here's the list<br />Rebuilt GVR tranny..Had it already but it was slated for my 90 Eclipse GSX<br /><br />New ported head.  Old head literally had no valve stem seals left, just the cages.<br /><br />Venom Drag intake..well while I was there..<br />big 16g<br />2g exh manny<br /><br />14b exh housing was grand canyonized I have no idea what the flapper door was sealing on.<br />Stock 1g exhaust manny literally came off with the turbo..while still bolted onto the head.  It was so cracked the turbo mounting area fell off when I unbolted the turbo.<br /><br />Struts are gone<br /><br />2 new front axles<br />Both front tie rods<br />Both front ball joints<br />Both front wheel bearings<br /><br />Complete timing belt kit - belt had been replaced.  Both pulleys had 1/4 inch bearing play.<br />Pinned hydro tensioner without touching it..stuck<br /><br />4 new tires (cheapie kumho 716's@34 apiece from tire rack<br /><br />Act 6 puck unsprung hub disc, new stock pp/flywheel/to bearing<br /><br />new xfer case..now leaking from yoke..<br /><br />Now for the funnest part..I'm underneath it while putting the new head on this week, and I notice that the exhaust hanger for the stock muffler is busted.  Looking further, the entire exhaust seems to be about 2 inches too long for the car..<br /><br />Closer inspection reveals the front fenders are slightly buckled at the crown of the wheelwells, and the entire front end of the car is bent almost two inches down.  I wish I had your problems.  Still, it drives straight somehow.<br />dave<br /><br />Now for the kicker||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003223.cgi
A||||14||crucible||Zach,you there?||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||10-01-2003||09:35 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Anyone heard from Zach the JDM king?<br />Bought something from him 3 weeks ago and havent received it.Wondering if the guy is allright.Havent seen him on the site in awhile.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||10-01-2003||10:04 PM||||Aye, i haven't seen my tire jack either. Someone go slap that boy and tell him to wake up. Unless he's in the hospital or something, then someone go take him some good food (McDonalds) so he'll get better quick.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||BluFalcon||10-01-2003||11:03 PM||||He's around, just notoriously lazy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    I'll give him a call and tell him to get cracking...||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000003||Invader||10-02-2003||02:04 AM||||That would be good...||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||10-02-2003||09:38 AM||||Yeah he owes me a turbo also! He has an email but UI guess he is out spray painting his JDM stuff like Rich!||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||10-02-2003||05:32 PM||||Ok guys, Sorry. I have been having personal and emotinal problems. The result is that I endedup quiting school, Working more and just being very shitty the other 90 percent. I will be PMing tracking numbers today.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||10-02-2003||05:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> Yeah he owes me a turbo also! He has an email but UI guess he is out spray painting his JDM stuff like Rich! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ouch another persons jealous rage over my Mayd TyTe paint job.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||drew||10-02-2003||06:49 PM||||Don't hate the playa hate the game   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||10-03-2003||12:23 AM||||I hate the spraypaint can not the sprayer!||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||01:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> I hate the spraypaint can not the sprayer! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">See jealousy abounds  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .  Don't worry the paint will be gone before you know it. I may take it off and paint with 2 coats of the stock color. Heck I even have a local guy down here who after he saw it wants to paint his Colt since the paint is so jacked up and faded. <br />Trust me the pictures don't do it justice the color is alot closer than it appears.<br /><br />So Don't hate the spray can, envy the skills  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||10-06-2003||05:41 PM||||Zach, are we getting anywhere with this?   You were going to PM tracking numbers...<br />Not trying to be an ass here.  I do hope things are going better for you.||167.142.21.189||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||1quickvr4||10-06-2003||07:01 PM||||Ok, All things are shipped but 2 peoples stuff. One I forgot about, And one is getting a refund and the parts. If you dont get a tracking number tonight pm me. Im so upset at myself for putting you all through all this and I pretty much f upted my name, So like I said everything is being taken care of.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000012||1quickvr4||10-06-2003||11:20 PM||||Ok, everything has been takin care of and pmed||12.213.174.151||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000013||Team Ducktape||10-07-2003||02:00 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=000546" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=000546</a>||65.31.184.22||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000014||crucible||10-07-2003||07:14 PM||||Thanx Zach.Got my part today.<br /><br />Hope all is well<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/003224.cgi
A||||2||TurboVR4dr||Wheels||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||10-01-2003||09:54 PM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||I need a some help.  what do you think these wheels would lok like on a Galant.  I have a 1991 Green VR-4.  I would powdercoat them black.  <br /><br />Thanks Scott<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dspmedia.net/imagegalleries/automotive/1024.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.dspmedia.net/imagegalleries/automotive/1024.jpg</a>||205.188.208.166||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||10-01-2003||10:38 PM||||You can get them in black or anthracite. Mwenger has some anthracite ones on his white GVR4. They are either Rota Subzeros, Konig Subzeros or Racing Hart CP-O35 (doubt it as they are PRICEY). <br />They'll look great either way. I just joined the world of the Volk owners so now I get to worry about one more thing  on my car LOL.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||TurboVR4dr||10-02-2003||01:53 AM||||I would be trading for the wheels and they are white.  So I would have to powder coat them.  I really like the spoon knock offs in black  but they are a little to Honda for me I think.<br /><br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.166||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes



ubb/Forum3/003225.cgi
A||||5||4G63_GSR||Lotek dual gauage pod||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||10-01-2003||09:58 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||who here uses this gauge pod or any gauge pod at all?  i tried using the screws they supplied but i found them to be too long.  what did you guys do?||66.188.114.83||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||10-01-2003||10:17 PM||||Well if the screws are too long use a shorter screw.  Or you could always use some colored pop rivets.||68.76.187.134||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||4G63_GSR||10-01-2003||10:18 PM||||yeah that's what i did... just used a short short screw... was just curious i guess...||66.188.114.83||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||10-01-2003||11:23 PM||||Yeah, the screws were too long for me too. IMO, the whole pod fits kind of shitty. One of these days, I'm gonna take a heat gun to it.||69.0.81.232||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||10-01-2003||11:33 PM||||same here jsut used shorter screws. but it still managd to fuck up my seat belt track.||67.200.121.155||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||10-02-2003||12:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> Yeah, the screws were too long for me too. IMO, the whole pod fits kind of shitty. One of these days, I'm gonna take a heat gun to it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine fits well, but I don't think the color matches very well.  I've been thinking about leather wrapping mine.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003226.cgi
A||||24||4G63_GSR||Average miles on full tank....||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||10-01-2003||10:00 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||i was wondering... what everybody else gets.  the best i get is probably 220-240 miles before i need to fill up again.  anybody else wanna share?||66.188.114.83||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||10-01-2003||10:01 PM||||220 is pushing it for me. Light is usually on by 205, but I have gotten 60 miles with the light on before  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||Marcus||10-01-2003||10:13 PM||||I usually got 275 and my light was coming on, and my car would go about 10miles with the light on.  My mileage never change from 450's, 550's and got the best mileage with 660 denso's.  but never got over 300 miles on 13-14gallons of fuel.  My dsm awd would get up to 325 or so before needing fuel, and 1g fwd turbo's go forever without needing gas.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-01-2003||10:28 PM||||My light comes on around 160 miles, but then I can only cram about 10 gallons in the tank if I'm lucky.<br /><br />My fuel gage is the only non wear part that has ever broken on my car (not due to mods or racing).||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||10-02-2003||12:04 AM||||i get 100 miles to 10 bucks, ar about 6 gal.  i dont want to see how far i can go on the light because it turns on and off when im low.  wierd...<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||10-02-2003||12:27 AM||||Ive gotten 305 believe it or not with my denso 660's.. That was strictly highway for 600 miles, very minimal boost unless I saw someone who 'wanted some'. <br /><br />Shit, when Im boosting I can practically watch my fuel gauge get lower and lower, I swear Im an 1/8th of a tank lower after a pass on the highway/track   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .<br /><br />But you're asking for <b>average</b><br />mileage.. I'd say around 250, maybe a few miles more. I seem to be able to ride on my gas light for days..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||369of1000||10-02-2003||01:05 AM||||I just took a trip from CT to GA. I was getting around 350 to a 13 gallon fill up. My fuel lite would come on and go off sevral times but I never put more than 13.5 gallons in the 14.5 gallon tank. Which leaves another 27 miles (average mpg) I could have gone. I have 2g pistons and a full 3" certified stainless with an s-afc everything else is stock fuel wise.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||10-02-2003||09:45 AM||||On the highway, I get between 350-400 miles per tank (refilling only adds about 13 gallons).  I have 720cc ND injectors, 255lph walbro, CAS FPR (base at 43), SAFC, Blaha MAS.  <br /><br />Pocketlogger is your best friend.  I am a fuel trim junkie.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||10-02-2003||09:48 AM||||my car was stock and I went from upstate NY to Ohio Cincinnnati and I got about 500 to a tank, so say it was 14 gallons, thats 35 mpg, but thats crusin at 72 MPH on flat land.||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||EvilGalantGSX||10-02-2003||06:16 PM||||Im lucky to see 220 or 230 in my G-GSX.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||10-02-2003||09:01 PM||||i used to get like 180 max when it was stock<br />with a full exhaust it now gets about 240<br />my gas pedal is an on/off switch though.||141.153.212.218||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||i hate fall||10-03-2003||04:02 AM||||what the hell is going on?!?!! people with larger fuel pumps and bigger injectors are getting better gas mileage!!!!!!!!!!! Well looks I will be getting both of those! (....and a whole lot more)||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000012||Notorius||10-03-2003||04:34 AM||||280 stock. 210ish afterwards. still working on fuel setup...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000013||Telecaster||10-03-2003||05:08 AM||||260 miles avg. on 550's, 41 base fuel pressure, 255 lph pump, and MAFT w/ SAFC.  I did 320 on the highway once from Bay Area to Las Vegas by simply leaning out the car on the highway.  I did about 275 on the first tank of gas and from there on it was 300+.  The high trims were at 120-130 most of the way.||216.175.116.34||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000014||Darkside||10-03-2003||07:19 AM||||On my gvr4 stock, it varys, from 190 to 260 mile on a full tank.  to me, its depending on how I driving. if Im driving like old granny,  the tank last 250-260 miles, but if Im driving like hell is about to get loose, yea it last about 190-200 miles or maybe less.||4.65.108.16||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000015||howard_GVR4||10-03-2003||09:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by i hate fall:<br /><strong> what the hell is going on?!?!! people with larger fuel pumps and bigger injectors are getting better gas mileage!!!!!!!!!!! Well looks I will be getting both of those! (....and a whole lot more) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The big injectors and pump don't help mileage any, but they don't really hurt much if you compensate properly, and watch your fuel trims like they're boobs.  My wife's always yakkin, "Stop lookin at the stupid palmpilot and look at the road occasionally!".||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000016||bob in chicago||10-04-2003||07:50 AM||||My theory on why better mileage:  people are replacing their original 90,000+ miles injectors and usually also their tired out fuel pump and fuel filter when they do new injectors. The oldie injectors are probably gunked up and have bad spray pattern; new ones have perfect spray.||216.65.161.75||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000017||joec||10-04-2003||09:49 AM||||My theory: people who put in injectors and pumps are logging their fuel trims and adjusting them back to the factory "ideal" settings (hmm, maybe that is in effect the same thing as replacing worn parts with new ones...).<br /><br />Tuning is everything.<br /><br />Hey Keydiver, do you do that mod that keeps the car in closed loop at higher speeds?  I remember Todd Day saying something about the cars went into open loop around 90mph (even when cruising).  Not sure if it was based on airflow or rpm or both.  By raising the limit you could improve fuel economy for those who routinely cruise at "higher" speeds   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000018||Beemer||10-05-2003||01:52 AM||||I just drove #1244 1200 mile from Omaha Nebraska to Tyndall AFB FL, and had something supremely weird happen.  I was averaging around 240 miles or so out of a tank.  Stopped at a Pilot gas station and filled up.  375 miles later I still had a quarter tank.  I'm thinking, this damned thing just blew the sending unit, and I'm gonna be coasting in a few seconds.  So I went and filled up...a whopping 8 gallons.  It went back down to around 200-240 miles per tank for the rest of the trip.  I have no idea what happened, but I wish I remembered exactly where that gas station was off the interstate...I want to see if it will do that again!  Seriously, this is not BS.  And it wasn't downhill all the way either... BTW I made that 1200 mile trip in 15 hours, and didn't burn a drop of oil.  However, half the contents of the transfer case were all over the back of the car..Another JDM transfer case to get the recall done on..damned yoke.  Nothing near the seal..dripping right off the damned u-joint.<br />I HAVE heard that guys running 75-80 psi for fuel pressure with smaller injectors are reporting some big mpg numbers though.  Works kinda like the GDI systems I saw in tokyo.  Better atomization?  There's a 98 turbo'd n/t owner I met who stated he was running 55 psi at idle, and around 100-120 full throttle on a star turbo kit running 290cc injectors.  I thought it was bs and told him so.  I told him I didn't think the car would get past 3 grand without running out of fuel.  So he went home, got his car, and proved it.  He stated 40mpg hiway, 33 city was average for him.  I still have trouble comprehending it, but I looked at the motor, and sure enough, unless he had some injectors hidden under the intake, they were 290's.  And it would move quite well under boost.  I thought his fuel lines would burst, but they were all aeroquip lines from the tank to the rail.  Any ideas?||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000019||369of1000||10-05-2003||06:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> I just drove #1244 1200 mile from Omaha Nebraska to Tyndall AFB FL, and had something supremely weird happen.  I was averaging around 240 miles or so out of a tank.  Stopped at a Pilot gas station and filled up.  375 miles later I still had a quarter tank.  I'm thinking, this damned thing just blew the sending unit, and I'm gonna be coasting in a few seconds.  So I went and filled up...a whopping 8 gallons.  It went back down to around 200-240 miles per tank for the rest of the trip.  I have no idea what happened, but I wish I remembered exactly where that gas station was off the interstate...I want to see if it will do that again!  Seriously, this is not BS.  And it wasn't downhill all the way either... BTW I made that 1200 mile trip in 15 hours, and didn't burn a drop of oil.  However, half the contents of the transfer case were all over the back of the car..Another JDM transfer case to get the recall done on..damned yoke.  Nothing near the seal..dripping right off the damned u-joint.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It sounds to me like you may have forgotten to reset the mile counter. If you had pulled over at 200 miles, filled up, and then drove another 175 miles, you would be showing around 1/4 tank. Either that or you got a visit from the petroleum leprecan and simply forgt the experience.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000020||keydiver||10-06-2003||12:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> Hey Keydiver, do you do that mod that keeps the car in closed loop at higher speeds?  I remember Todd Day saying something about the cars went into open loop around 90mph (even when cruising).  Not sure if it was based on airflow or rpm or both.  By raising the limit you could improve fuel economy for those who routinely cruise at "higher" speeds    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, I've seen a few of the chips where Todd modified that map. It should be useful for guys who do a lot of high-speed interstate travel. Maybe I should just add it to all the chips I make, huh?||65.81.1.90||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000021||gvr4ever||10-06-2003||02:16 PM||||In my Talon I once got over 400 miles on a tank before the gas light came on.<br /><br />How the hell did I do that?  Simple, I drove from Indy to Toledo in a ice storm averaging about 40mph.  I had Z rated summer tires and that's as fast as I could go.<br /><br />The rest of the driving was in snow too, so I couldn't drive fast at all.  It's amazing how you could improve your gas milage by slowing down, but who the hell would want to do that?<br /><br />btw, that was in a FWD, so that helps.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000022||ccrich100||10-26-2003||11:20 PM||||I believe the listed EPA fuel ratings are:<br />21/25.<br />thanks.||24.150.80.40||reg||1||ccrich100||00002634||yes
Z||000023||admsr||10-27-2003||05:13 PM||||340 miles to a tank........||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000024||Hertz||10-27-2003||11:51 PM||||I've found when my car's not in good tune that if I can cruise on the highway in closed-loop (~84mph) I'll get some nice 330-ish mile tanks (13.5g).  Most of the time I'm at 300 miles.<br /><br />Start with the rubber and work your way in:  Correct tire pressure, new wheel bearings, clean air filter, new fuel filter, new plugs, new wires, no air leaks...   radio off (antenna retracted), lean forward, tuck your elbows in, draft behind low-flying aircraft...<br /><br />Those who are getting really shitty mileage probably are so far out of tune or have such weak fuel delivery that the trims are maxed out.||67.165.155.101||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
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A||||39||Clay||Widest Wheels on a GVR4?||||1||||Clay||00001911
Z||000000||Clay||10-02-2003||12:16 AM||clay55555@tampabay.rr.com||whats the widest wheel that will fit on a gvr4 without rubbing on turns, and without sticking out the sides of the car?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||10-02-2003||01:35 AM||||I have 15" x 7.5" and no rubbing.  I think there is a lot more in the wheel well than that for sure, diameter wise.<br /><br />~John||24.118.131.108||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||10-02-2003||03:18 AM||||I think by wheel he means tire... Mark finish it off.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||10-02-2003||03:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> I think by wheel he means tire... Mark finish it off. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lmao...I have 225/40/18's on mine. No rubbage, and my car is lowered a lot. With wider wheels I would give some 235's a try but I can't with my wheel width. I have some 1g dsm friends with 235's on and no rubbing.<br /><br />I think Mark Rieb is the guru to answer the questions on this thread. Also...a search will yield a lot of results on this subject.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||10-02-2003||04:18 AM||||I think the widest wheel (not tire) you'll find would be 17x8 or 18x8 in a stock bolt pattern. But this is where offset comes into play big time as well as suspension. <br /><br />Most the 17x8 you'll find are +32-+35mm offset meaning they will sit further out twords the fenders when mounted and you may have to roll the fenders or trim them to run a decent 225 width tire. <br /><br />There are some 7.5" widths that will let you run the 225's and keep a decent amount of offset (+40-45mm) which also put you closer to the stock steering axis and won't mess too much with steering feel.<br /><br />The wheels I just sold to turboflanagan were 16x7.5 with a +45mm offset. He has pics up with them and 225/50/16 tires on his car and the appear to sit perfect and don't rub according to him. <br /><br />Keep in mind that not all 225 width tires are actually 225mm in width. Some manufacturers 225 widths are wider than others 235 and even some 245's. Be sure to take your time and if possible find the offset chart Mark made and is hosted on the Yahoo group as that will help you to get a better idea of what offset and width tire/wheel you can run. Then you have to hope you can find one but that's another story  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||10-02-2003||07:27 AM||||Somebody posted some pics of their autox setup. They had 16x10's thrown on there. Anyone have those somewhere?||69.0.81.232||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||10-02-2003||07:36 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1447" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1448" alt=" - " /><br />There are some more<a href="http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/mj_rosenfeld/lst?.dir=/My+Photos&.src=ph&.order=&.view=t&.done=http%3a//f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com" target="_blank">here</a>.||69.0.81.232||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||10-02-2003||08:17 AM||||I have 235/40/17 on 17x8's.  Not sure what the offset is (since they were on the car when I got it).  Theres no rubbing with a strange combination of Whiteline springs in the front and H&R's in the rear.  I'm guessing the previous, previous owner did this either because the Whitelines in the rear were too low/high, or the H&R's in the front were too low/high.  The car doesn't sit very low.  But it handles better than any car I've ever driven.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||Yao||10-02-2003||10:52 AM||||Dos the GVR4 have the same wheel clearance as the 1g?  I've just order a set of 17x9 for my 1g with 32mm offset, planning on 245/45/17.||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000009||CCDSM69||10-02-2003||11:18 AM||||I have 8 inch wide wheels on my car (16x8) and they look sweet. There aren't any issues whatsoever with wheels/tires rubbing.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000010||Clay||10-02-2003||12:18 PM||||ther was a post on the evo borad where a guy with an evo8 just put some 17x9 5Zigens on his ride and they look gorgeous, i know that company makes those wheels in a variety of sizes 8 being one width, 9 being another, should i go for the 8? think 9 is pushing it?<br /><br />his dont stick out of the fenders at all in the back, maybe less than half an inch in the front||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||10-02-2003||12:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> ther was a post on the evo borad where a guy with an evo8 just put some 17x9 5Zigens on his ride and they look gorgeous, i know that company makes those wheels in a variety of sizes 8 being one width, 9 being another, should i go for the 8? think 9 is pushing it?<br /><br />his dont stick out of the fenders at all in the back, maybe less than half an inch in the front </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">5zigen makes the FNO1R-C's in our bolt pattern in 17x8 but their site says that they are "240sx rear fitment" meaning the hub centric hole may be too small. I would figure that they would just use the universal 74mm hole (or something close to that) so you use hub centric rings for your specific vehicle. <br />I'm waiting on my friend to find out about them as I was going to get them but decided to chalk up and get some Volks instead because of the awesome deal I found.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||10-02-2003||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1447" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1448" alt=" - " /><br />There are some more<a href="http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/mj_rosenfeld/lst?.dir=/My+Photos&.src=ph&.order=&.view=t&.done=http%3a//f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com" target="_blank">here</a>. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Those look like those "Black Nascar" wheels I've come across. Interesting but I hope he has some seriously stiff spring rates and enough damping ot go along with them considering he's gonna wear a groove in those tires where the fenders are.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||mixx2001||10-02-2003||01:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Those look like those "Black Nascar" wheels I've come across. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or those American Racing wheels that are so popular with the 4x4 community.  Hell, with some tread he could go muddin' with them.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000014||udriveu||10-02-2003||03:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br />Those look like those "Black Nascar" wheels I've come across.[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think I remember him saying that he had them custom made. Is that anyone on here? I got that from the Yahoo group.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000015||Clay||10-02-2003||05:28 PM||||so will 17x9's fit in the back without sticking out or rubbing do you think?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000016||jayru||10-02-2003||05:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong><br />Most the 17x8 you'll find are +32-+35mm offset meaning they will sit further out twords the fenders when mounted and you may have to roll the fenders or trim them to run a decent 225 width tire. <br /><br />There are some 7.5" widths that will let you run the 225's and keep a decent amount of offset (+40-45mm) which also put you closer to the stock steering axis and won't mess too much with steering feel.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have that backwards. the +45 ofset will sit further out as it is the distance from the hub to the face of the wheel. The less the ofset say +37 will be only 37mm away from the hub, efectively locating the wheel further under the fender lip. <br /><br />My Z has an 8.5 wheel in the front with +37 offset wile the back (being a 9.5") has a +41 to bring the wheel a little closer to the fender to allow for the extra inch.||24.238.66.85||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||10-02-2003||06:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong><br />Most the 17x8 you'll find are +32-+35mm offset meaning they will sit further out twords the fenders when mounted and you may have to roll the fenders or trim them to run a decent 225 width tire. <br /><br />There are some 7.5" widths that will let you run the 225's and keep a decent amount of offset (+40-45mm) which also put you closer to the stock steering axis and won't mess too much with steering feel.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have that backwards. the +45 ofset will sit further out as it is the distance from the hub to the face of the wheel. The less the ofset say +37 will be only 37mm away from the hub, efectively locating the wheel further under the fender lip. <br /><br />My Z has an 8.5 wheel in the front with +37 offset wile the back (being a 9.5") has a +41 to bring the wheel a little closer to the fender to allow for the extra inch. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually it's the distance from the rear of the hub to the center line of the wheel.<br />so if there is space between the rear wheel hub face and centerline then that's positive offset. If the rear hub face is past the centerline of the wheel it's negative offset.<br />Hence the higher the positive number the more the wheel will be closer to the chassis and reverse for the lower or negative number which will push the wheel twords the fender and beyond.<br /><br />Take for example the wheels in the pic above are a negative offset.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||Bigfoot200200||10-02-2003||06:43 PM||||235/40/17 on 8" wheels w 35 offset stick out maybe 3/4" from the front fender lip. They dont rub or hit the fender at full compression though, they tuck up fine due to the camber when compressed. In back they don't stick out. They have plenty of space from suspension arms and struts. So 38-42 offset or 7.5" wheels would be better looking.||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000019||Clay||10-02-2003||08:00 PM||||my choices with this certain wheel are:<br /><br />17x8 +35<br />17x8 +43<br /><br />which one would fit the best, do you think the shallower one for the front and deeper for the rear to give it a nicer look?<br /><br />so pre-evo let me get this right, the +35 will appear more "Deep Dish" than the +43 if both wheels are the same width?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000020||Bigfoot200200||10-02-2003||08:23 PM||||Get the 43, they wont stick out like the 35. And if they happen to rub struts or control arms you can simply use 1 or 2mm spacers to bring them out a little.||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000021||Clay||10-02-2003||08:32 PM||||so 43 all the way around then? you dont think a combo of both for a deeper look in the back?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000022||jayru||10-02-2003||08:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>     </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong><br />Most the 17x8 you'll find are +32-+35mm offset meaning they will sit further out twords the fenders when mounted and you may have to roll the fenders or trim them to run a decent 225 width tire. <br /><br />There are some 7.5" widths that will let you run the 225's and keep a decent amount of offset (+40-45mm) which also put you closer to the stock steering axis and won't mess too much with steering feel.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have that backwards. the +45 ofset will sit further out as it is the distance from the hub to the face of the wheel. The less the ofset say +37 will be only 37mm away from the hub, efectively locating the wheel further under the fender lip. <br /><br />My Z has an 8.5 wheel in the front with +37 offset wile the back (being a 9.5") has a +41 to bring the wheel a little closer to the fender to allow for the extra inch. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually it's the distance from the rear of the hub to the center line of the wheel.<br />so if there is space between the rear wheel hub face and centerline then that's positive offset. If the rear hub face is past the centerline of the wheel it's negative offset.<br />Hence the higher the positive number the more the wheel will be closer to the chassis and reverse for the lower or negative number which will push the wheel twords the fender and beyond.<br /><br />Take for example the wheels in the pic above are a negative offset. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I see your example and see many people explain it as you have stated. But if that is the case why do my Volks sit the way they do with the offset posted on the wheel. If it was the way you described my back wheels would be in further than the fronts and that is not the case. if the wheel is an inch wider if it had even more ofset as you described then my wheel would hit my suspention. I am not being a dick, but i dont understand how Volk could have this wrong?<br /><br />Edit: actually i thought about what you said and it actually proves what i was saying. Mabye im misunderstanding you, but my hub is not past the centerline, so i do have a positive offset therefore increasing the + offset moves the wheel further out as i stated. That's why my +37's sit in more than my +41's.<br /><br />So by your statment before +40-45's would stick out even further.||24.238.66.85||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000023||Bigfoot200200||10-02-2003||08:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> so 43 all the way around then? you dont think a combo of both for a deeper look in the back? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Trust me, rotating your tires with these cars is a good thing. Especially if you drop it at all.<br /><br />And less offset = tire further out from car. Because offset is measured from the center of wheel. Some of you guys are confusing offset with backspacing.<br /><br />  <a href="http://f2.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/ALx8P1bpMwekGdEypGVx8r030uDFgM1-wOQocScoa_CDK7oZAriXlFzhoj2gwOZx-71EMo4yNClSKelyUe1pXITImuWd4BBv3R_XgQ/Galant%20tire%20and%20wheel%20chart.pdf" target="_blank">http://f2.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/ALx8P1bpMwekGdEypGVx8r030uDFgM1-wOQocScoa_CDK7oZAriXlFzhoj2gwOZx-71EMo4yNClSKelyUe1pXITImuWd4BBv3R_XgQ/Galant%20tire%20and%20wheel%20chart.pdf</a>||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000024||jayru||10-02-2003||08:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> so 43 all the way around then? you dont think a combo of both for a deeper look in the back? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Trust me, rotating your tires with these cars is a good thing. Especially if you drop it at all.<br /><br />And less offset = tire further out from car. Because offset is measured from the center of wheel. <br /><br />  <a href="http://f2.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/ALx8P1bpMwekGdEypGVx8r030uDFgM1-wOQocScoa_CDK7oZAriXlFzhoj2gwOZx-71EMo4yNClSKelyUe1pXITImuWd4BBv3R_XgQ/Galant%20tire%20and%20wheel%20chart.pdf" target="_blank">http://f2.grp.yahoofs.com/v1/ALx8P1bpMwekGdEypGVx8r030uDFgM1-wOQocScoa_CDK7oZAriXlFzhoj2gwOZx-71EMo4yNClSKelyUe1pXITImuWd4BBv3R_XgQ/Galant%20tire%20and%20wheel%20chart.pdf</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If it was a negative offset you would be correct, but not a possitive one||24.238.66.85||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000025||Clay||10-02-2003||09:15 PM||||ok i need a confirmed answer here<br /><br /><br />if both wheels are 8inches wide<br />which one will appear more "Deep Dish"...the +35 or the +43?<br /><br />and will they both fit on the gvr4 without rubbing and will either stick out from the sides of the car?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000026||Bigfoot200200||10-02-2003||09:15 PM||||Dont be so negative. Are you positive that he's positive about those wheels having positive offset? Im almost positive they are negative.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  Oops I just confused myself, here let Tire Rack explain it.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.tirerack.com/wheels/tech/offset.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tirerack.com/wheels/tech/offset.htm</a>||64.233.107.66||reg||10||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000027||Clay||10-02-2003||10:28 PM||||ok so from their definition<br /><br />the +45 will look less deep dish from outside the car<br /><br />and the +35 will seem deeper dish<br /><br />and you are telling me to go with the less deep dish one<br /><br />will a +35 stick out the sides in the rear u think? or touch the control arm?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000028||Bigfoot200200||10-02-2003||11:03 PM||||Yes, yes, yes, and +35 probably wont stick out in back or touch control arms, however they might stick out in front. The +43 will stick out less. Deep dish wheels are for mullet headed mustang drivers anyway. <br />Make sure you check out that link I gave you from the Yahoo GVR4 pages. Good wheel/tire fittment info.||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000029||91E39A||10-02-2003||11:48 PM||||I know who's car that is.  Local SoloII competitor.<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000030||Clay||10-03-2003||01:14 AM||||the link didnt work, i clicked it and it said it couldnt be found<br /><br />but deep wheels isnt a mullet thing<br /><br />i think im gunna go with the 43s up front and the 35s in back..thanks for the help everyone||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000031||Bigfoot200200||10-03-2003||03:05 AM||||<a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4/" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4/</a><br /><br />Click on files.||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000032||i hate fall||10-03-2003||03:50 AM||||pre-evo what was the deal you found on volks?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000033||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||01:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by i hate fall:<br /><strong> pre-evo what was the deal you found on volks? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HEHEHEHHEHE Here's a pic:<br />  <img src="http://i17.ebayimg.com/02/i/00/68/47/da_1.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Picked them up for $660 new for a set of 4.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000034||SPEEDFIEND||10-03-2003||08:21 PM||||PreEvo is that a deal only for you?  I want some TE37's if you know of another deal like that.  Please let me know if you would. Thanks man, Kris||65.130.116.54||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000035||turboflanagan||10-03-2003||10:27 PM||||Rich, you didn't do so well imitating my blue wheel lip.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1472" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1472&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1473" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1473&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1474" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1474&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />These are 16x7 with a 45mm offset and 225/50zr16 yoko es100 tires.  The tires are too wide for good turn in response.  If the wheels were 7.5 wide they would be better.  I need to add the rest of my Whiteline bushings and do an alignment though and that may help a little with steering response.<br /><br />I would get the same offset front and rear so I could rotate the tires.  Otherwise, you will not have tires very long at all.||64.63.213.120||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000036||markrieb||10-03-2003||11:17 PM||||Damn, I go on vacation for a few days and all hell breaks loose on tires and wheels...<br /><br />Go to the gvr4 yahoo group and look at the files section there.  I've posted a file that lists all of the known wheel/tire combo's that fit.<br /><br />The 35mm offset 8" wide wheel should fit nearly perfectly.  The 43mm offset will likely rub on the suspension, especially the lower rear trailing arm.<br /><br />With the 8" wide wheel, use a 235 or 245 tire.  I've run both without any problems.  If you only want to run a 225 wide tire, stick with the readily available 7" or 7.5" wide wheels.<br /><br />The biggest problem is finding 8" wide wheels in the 4-lug pattern.  The only ones available are very good, forged wheels, but that also makes them $500 a wheel.  If you make the 5-lug swap, it opens up a huge number of wheels, including the 17x9 Mustang Cobra wheel.<br /><br />Mark<br />New Orleans weather report: middle 80's with light breezes, gulf waters are middle 70's with light chop and passing schools of dolphins (the mamal type, not mahi-mahi), unfortunately I didn't get pictures.||67.248.202.159||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000037||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||11:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> Damn, I go on vacation for a few days and all hell breaks loose on tires and wheels...<br /><br />Go to the gvr4 yahoo group and look at the files section there.  I've posted a file that lists all of the known wheel/tire combo's that fit.<br /><br />The 35mm offset 8" wide wheel should fit nearly perfectly.  The 43mm offset will likely rub on the suspension, especially the lower rear trailing arm.<br /><br />With the 8" wide wheel, use a 235 or 245 tire.  I've run both without any problems.  If you only want to run a 225 wide tire, stick with the readily available 7" or 7.5" wide wheels.<br /><br />The biggest problem is finding 8" wide wheels in the 4-lug pattern.  The only ones available are very good, forged wheels, but that also makes them $500 a wheel.  If you make the 5-lug swap, it opens up a huge number of wheels, including the 17x9 Mustang Cobra wheel.<br /><br />Mark<br />New Orleans weather report: middle 80's with light breezes, gulf waters are middle 70's with light chop and passing schools of dolphins (the mamal type, not mahi-mahi), unfortunately I didn't get pictures. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mark 17x8 +35mm offset 5zigen FNO1r-C's for @$150-200 and weigh @16-17lbs.<br /><br /><br />Also it was a one time deal that I just happened to luck out on. There was a set of Volk LE37's for $1k with azenis. Lemme see if it's still around and I'll link you.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000038||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||11:55 PM||||Here's my volk findings in 4x114.3:<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2435685166&category=43956" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2435685166&category=43956</a> <br /><br />(2 wheels only)  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=38662&item=2435442488" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=38662&item=2435442488</a>  <br /><br />Not volks but similar quality and weight:<br /><br />Rare and light:  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2434562142&category=43956" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2434562142&category=43956</a> <br /><br /> 17x8 +35mm offset:<br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43957&item=2435281521" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43957&item=2435281521</a> <br /><br />17x8 +32mm offset:<br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43957&item=2435664129" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43957&item=2435664129</a> <br /><br />14lbs and tires also:<br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43957&item=2435200162" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43957&item=2435200162</a><br /><br />Not bad and @17lbs a wheel:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43957&item=2435710429" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43957&item=2435710429</a><br /><br />Another:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43957&item=2435683333" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43957&item=2435683333</a><br /><br />Another (Gram lights replica about 17lbs a piece):<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43957&item=2435695350" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43957&item=2435695350</a><br /><br />Volk replicas that are @16-17lbs:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=38662&item=2435404590" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=38662&item=2435404590</a><br /><br />An Awesome deal:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2435493386&category=43958" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2435493386&category=43958</a><br /><br /><br />Enjoy folks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000039||Clay||10-04-2003||07:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> Damn, I go on vacation for a few days and all hell breaks loose on tires and wheels...<br /><br />Go to the gvr4 yahoo group and look at the files section there.  I've posted a file that lists all of the known wheel/tire combo's that fit.<br /><br />The 35mm offset 8" wide wheel should fit nearly perfectly.  The 43mm offset will likely rub on the suspension, especially the lower rear trailing arm.<br /><br />With the 8" wide wheel, use a 235 or 245 tire.  I've run both without any problems.  If you only want to run a 225 wide tire, stick with the readily available 7" or 7.5" wide wheels.<br /><br />The biggest problem is finding 8" wide wheels in the 4-lug pattern.  The only ones available are very good, forged wheels, but that also makes them $500 a wheel.  If you make the 5-lug swap, it opens up a huge number of wheels, including the 17x9 Mustang Cobra wheel.<br /><br />Mark<br />New Orleans weather report: middle 80's with light breezes, gulf waters are middle 70's with light chop and passing schools of dolphins (the mamal type, not mahi-mahi), unfortunately I didn't get pictures. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mark 17x8 +35mm offset 5zigen FNO1r-C's for @$150-200 and weigh @16-17lbs.<br /><br /><br />Also it was a one time deal that I just happened to luck out on. There was a set of Volk LE37's for $1k with azenis. Lemme see if it's still around and I'll link you. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats what im gettin, tryin to decide on black or bronze||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes



ubb/Forum3/003228.cgi
A||||3||GVR$in||Orgasms from around the world NWS||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-02-2003||12:41 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Very not work safe.. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.ratedtoons.com/flash/Interorgasm.swf" target="_blank">http://www.ratedtoons.com/flash/Interorgasm.swf</a>||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||10-02-2003||12:50 AM||||Thanks.||65.31.184.113||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||10-02-2003||01:47 AM||||roflmao!!!!!||67.127.52.126||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||psycopyro182||10-02-2003||04:44 PM||||hahahahaha,<br />(everyday i laugh...)||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes



ubb/Forum3/003229.cgi
A||||6||neonturbo1995||Desktop Dyno 2000 question....||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||10-02-2003||02:26 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I am trying to set this up for my GVR4, but there is no good choice for the Turbo charger available.  Stock is not an option nor is any other Mitsu Turbo.  Anyone get this to work out?||68.164.4.224||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-02-2003||02:56 AM||||May I ask? What the hell are you talking about?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||10-02-2003||03:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> May I ask? What the hell are you talking about? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Desktop dyno like the topic says.||65.177.240.76||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-02-2003||09:24 AM||||Is that made by the same company that makes desktop drag racing?||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||10-02-2003||10:13 AM||||its a rice program that allows you to see how much  MaD HoRsEpOwAh yo RoCkEt makes. never have seen the program, just an educated guess.<br /><br />for the record, when a ricer asks me how much horsepower my car makes, i tell them more than a clydesdale. "wtf kind of car is a clydesdale?"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||10-02-2003||10:21 AM||||Desktop Dyno is a pretty cool program.  You can "build" any type of motor.  You can change cams, lifters, adjust valve sizes, carb flow rates, adjust timing, all kinds of stuff.  It is kinds cool. I wouldn't really say it's 100% accurate, but I haven't sat and built motors in the flesh and test them.  They have all kinds of pre-built motors, Nissan, Honda, Mitsu, Chev, Ford.  It is a fun way to waste some time.  I must agree, I have never heard of half of the turbo's you can select for forced induction.  The program is pretty small, if any one wants it, I can email to you when I get home from work.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||10-02-2003||10:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> Desktop Dyno is a pretty cool program.  You can "build" any type of motor.  You can change cams, lifters, adjust valve sizes, carb flow rates, adjust timing, all kinds of stuff.  It is kinds cool. I wouldn't really say it's 100% accurate, but I haven't sat and built motors in the flesh and test them.  They have all kinds of pre-built motors, Nissan, Honda, Mitsu, Chev, Ford.  It is a fun way to waste some time.  I must agree, I have never heard of half of the turbo's you can select for forced induction.  The program is pretty small, if any one wants it, I can email to you when I get home from work. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've played with programs like this before.  They are fun to play with, but I didn't think it was acurate at all.  At least not for the 4g63t engine.  Maybe they have better ones now.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003230.cgi
A||||2||beavis||this might be a repost.||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||10-02-2003||03:34 AM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||evo vs. light pole<br /><a href="http://64.4.16.250/cgi-bin/linkrd?_lang=EN&lah=b17544acbfa80548b039d56c6a6d7049&lat=1065079956&hm___action=http%3a%2f%2fsr20%2ehybrids%2ejp%2fforum%2fshowthreaded%2ephp%3fCat%3" target="_blank">http://64.4.16.250/cgi-bin/linkrd?_lang=EN&lah=b17544acbfa80548b039d56c6a6d7049&lat=1065079956&hm___action=http%3a%2f%2fsr20%2ehybrids%2ejp%2fforum%2fshowthreaded%2ephp%3fCat%3</a> d%26Board%3dalley%26Number%3d6340%26page%3d0%26view%3dexpanded%26sb%3d5%26o%3d2%26part||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-02-2003||03:39 AM||||I see you use hotmail.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.177.240.76||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||10-02-2003||04:11 AM||||Yeah I've seen it at least 30 times. Almost as much as the "civic" on ebay.<br /><br /><br />But to give this thread some merit everyone enjoy your favorite "limp" bizzzzkit's first demo video:<br /><br /><a href="http://download.consumptionjunction.com/multimedia/cj_7080.wmv" target="_blank">http://download.consumptionjunction.com/multimedia/cj_7080.wmv</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/003231.cgi
A||||7||turbogalant||Cheap ass good timing belt||||1||||turbogalant||00000287
Z||000000||turbogalant||10-02-2003||03:45 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Used to be OE till mitsu swiched manufacturers, the oe number for it was md326059. Made by contintal which is a good manufactuter.<br /><a href="http://catalog.thepartsbin.com/?year=1991&make=MI&imageField.x=23&imageField.y=13" target="_blank">http://catalog.thepartsbin.com/?year=1991&make=MI&imageField.x=23&imageField.y=13</a>||65.177.240.76||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||10-05-2003||03:36 AM||||Hmmm, and a genuine mitsu belt from Concelli is precisely $21.06.  I think for the extra 75 cents I'd just stop by the mitsu dealer.  Even Talahasse mitsu isn't over 22 bucks||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||10-05-2003||03:39 AM||||err, that was the balance shaft belt..these guys still really don't show a significant savings over the mitsu dealer or partsdinosaur.com either.  Bruce Roller at dinosaur gets all factory ITM parts, like 2g pistons with rings, exactly what you get out of the mitsu box, for 33 bucks a pop.  Seems like the cheapest hydro tensioner I've found is around 65 bucks.  Bruce also had brand new front covers/oil pumps for 165, complete with a new oil pump sprocket and gasket.  If you visit his site, tell him I sent ya.  <br />dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||10-07-2003||02:20 AM||||Coniclelli's price Timing Belt: <br />03/89 to 5/94 MD326059 $56.98 <br />Partsdinosaur.com site was down at the time.<br />Thepartsbin's price $19.68  <br />And it IS A FACTORY BELT pn md110039 is written right on the belt. It is an older part number though which is why it is so cheap. Sorry but when I can get 3 belts for about the same price I think it is a good deal.||65.177.241.202||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||10-07-2003||11:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> Used to be OE till mitsu swiched manufacturers, the oe number for it was md326059. Made by contintal which is a good manufactuter.<br /> <a href="http://catalog.thepartsbin.com/?year=1991&make=MI&imageField.x=23&imageField.y=13" target="_blank">http://catalog.thepartsbin.com/?year=1991&make=MI&imageField.x=23&imageField.y=13</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OE=original equipment.  continental has NEVER been original equipment for mitsubishi.  whoever told you this is full of shit.  this is a VERY common problem in the aftermarket, too much bullshit and lying.  however, continental is an excellent belt, i have them on my car.  and, to put this in perspective, partsbin cost on that part is less than 10 bucks.  also, itm is NOT all factory parts.  they are a reboxer, too.  SOME of the stuff they have is from the original manufacturer.  beware of shopping for the cheapest price.  quality is NOT the same.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||10-07-2003||07:04 PM||||Ken they have md110029 written on so unless they lied on the belt which I don't beleive they would.  It islisted in the caps as January 1 of 88 to april 3 88 part number for the E33A . Which is exactly as I said it is an older mitsubishi belt which only means that they found a cheaper vendor for the belt or Continental could not produce enough belt for them. If you guys are still sceptical I can post a picture of the belt with the mitsu part number on it. But that just seems ridiculous. I don't know why I am getting flamed for this post.||63.184.72.14||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||10-08-2003||09:40 AM||||ok, here's the deal.  all parts have some sort of copyright symbol on them.  if you want to know who is the original manufacturer, you get a GENUINE mitsu belt, from the dealer, in a mitsu bag, with a mitsu part number tag on it(some dealers DO supplement with aftermarket parts).  then, you see who made the belt(part).  many times, the part is made using factory molds, in which case all of the produced parts go to the factory, unless they give permission for the excess parts to be sold in the aftermarket.  not much chance of this happening.  just because there is a factory part number on the part, does NOT mean it is oe.  again, oe=original equipment, or, the same part that came on the car from the factory.  oem=original equipment MANUFACTURER, NOT exactly the same; this means the manufacturer DOES make parts for the factory, but the part may not be supplied to the factory.  a VERY COMMON misconception in the aftermarket.  for example, ATE makes brake components for bmw.  mostly hydraulics; brake/clutch masters, slaves, calipers, they do NOT supply bmw with brake rotors.  but they do make brake rotors.  so, ATE is an oem, but, the brake rotors are NOT oe.  both terms are so loosely used, they have become synonymous.  dont be fooled.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||10-09-2003||10:56 AM||||Ken is right that Mitsu did not use Conti for OE.  Also, that old part number would worry me, as Mitsu made many upgrades from the early '90's because of breaking belts.  If that belt is "equivalent" to the old specs of an old part number, it may be out of date.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/003232.cgi
A||||13||Xan||update on my cars (new tranny time!!)||||10||||Xan||00000958
Z||000000||Xan||10-02-2003||04:13 AM||keysj@attbi.com||Haven't posted in a long time and going to try to start posting again   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Last week I broke a shift fork in my Galant and made the wild decision to go with a rally transmission from Jon at TRE.  Been really stoked about it lately.  Especially that 40 mph 1st gear and the Center Differential Spool.  Not really stoked about how much it's going to cost me, hehe.  Going to sell my Talon to buy a 240sx (wanna see if I dig drifting) and toss all my Talon mods that I can on the Galant.  Owning 2 dsms hurts, so I'm going to ease my pain a bit.  Hopefully once I pay off the tranny I'll start on a new engine   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />On a side note hopefully I can afford to buy a rollcage, seats, and shocks before Sno Drift. I also hope I can find a co-driver before then too. Starting to look as if I may miss it yet another year.  Damn I need a higher paying job   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||10||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||10-02-2003||08:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Xan:<br /><strong> Especially that 40 mph 1st gear </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your Galant already has the shorter (longer) 1st gear.  Unless you are like me and bought it with a TEL tranny already in it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-02-2003||08:43 AM||||Don't forget a rally computer, skid plate, lightpod, lights, harnesses... man it adds up. That transmission sounds sweet. Having a smooth shifting DSM is like owning a unicorn.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||10-02-2003||09:53 AM||||The open class GSX I serviced had a nice tranny.  I set up the owner with Jon from TRE, and he got the "race" trans, the really really nice one with a welded center diff.  It shifted so nice, 2nd gear sorta sucked itself into place.  <br /><br />And yeah, to seriously campaign a rally car (above a cheapie VW), you do need a pretty good income.  I might as well give up on any plans of being able to rally someday.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||Xan||10-02-2003||11:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your Galant already has the shorter (longer) 1st gear. Unless you are like me and bought it with a TEL tranny already in it. <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well the Galant 1st gear is 6 mph higher than the TEL 1st gear, but still not nearly 40 mph.  Drives me nuts how fast I'm having to shift to 2nd all the time.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't forget a rally computer, skid plate, lightpod, lights, harnesses... man it adds up. That transmission sounds sweet. Having a smooth shifting DSM is like owning a unicorn. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ya, skid plate is a must, don't want to imagine the damages from not having one.  Perhaps I can get away with not having a light bar, don't like how the SCCA goes into night.  I'm prolly going to go with some Sparco cam lock harnesses.  The Sabelts are god alful expensive @ $300 each, but I may change my mind, since everything else is OMP so far, hehe.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||10-02-2003||01:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Having a smooth shifting DSM is like owning a unicorn. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Truer were never spoken.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||Kibo||10-03-2003||06:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Having a smooth shifting DSM is like owning a unicorn. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Truer were never spoken. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good thing we all own Unicorns.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||10-03-2003||08:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Having a smooth shifting DSM is like owning a unicorn. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Truer were never spoken. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good thing we all own Unicorns.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not all of us, have a hot knife in a butter tub, I'm working with iron pole buried in a box of rocks.  But that will soon change.  <br /><br />I can't decide who I want to build my tranny (BM, TRE, Shep).  I've heard nothing but good reports from all.  I guess I'll just go with the least exspensive.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||Kibo||10-03-2003||12:29 PM||||I was actually referring to the fact that GVR4's are rare, like Eleanor in "Gone in 60 Seconds".   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I only *wish* my tranny shifted like butter.  It's not bad, but it doesn't like to shift fast at 8k.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Winter season = rebuild time!||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000009||dsmsleeper||10-03-2003||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Xan:<br /><strong>  Going to sell my Talon to buy a 240sx (wanna see if I dig drifting) and toss all my Talon mods that I can on the Galant.  Owning 2 dsms hurts, so I'm going to ease my pain a bit.  <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Amen.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000010||Xan||10-03-2003||01:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><b>I can't decide who I want to build my tranny (BM, TRE, Shep). I've heard nothing but good reports from all. I guess I'll just go with the least exspensive.<br /></b>  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well Jon has told me that he's had rally transmissions running for 3 seasons w/o needing service    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   .  Plus TRE was the best for me cause he's only an hour away.<br /><br /><br />Hey, a 240sx owner.. dsmsleeper, coming from owning 4g63 turbos, is a stock ka24de toleratable when it comes to speed or should I look for one with a sr20det? I was going to get a 91-93, but if it has an sr20det, year doesn't matter.  As long as it's not a convertible.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||10-05-2003||10:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Xan:<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, a 240sx owner.. dsmsleeper, coming from owning 4g63 turbos, is a stock ka20de toleratable when it comes to speed or should I look for one with a sr20det? I was going to get a 91-93, but if it has an sr20det, year doesn't matter.  As long as it's not a convertible. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /> <br /><b>None of the S13/S14 chassis' in the US came w/ a SR20. If you find one, it's been swapped.</b>||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||Xan||10-05-2003||10:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally post by chadhayashi:<br /><b>None of the S13/S14 chassis' in the US came w/ a SR20. If you find one, it's been swapped.</b> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know that.  I was debating on looking for one that someone had already done the swap, since it's quite popular and a lot of ppl have done it.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000013||Matt379||10-06-2003||12:04 AM||||I have also heard great things about Scott Evans and his capabilities in rebuilding transmissions?  Ken Inn might want to chime in?&gt;||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes



ubb/Forum3/003233.cgi
A||||18||blacksheep||03 Cobra (modded) stomped by E55 AMG (stock) video!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||10-02-2003||03:01 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<a href="http://69.57.157.70/03cobravsE55.wmv" target="_blank">http://69.57.157.70/03cobravsE55.wmv</a><br /><br />Hope the link works! <br /><br />Going "fast with class" theory put to practice! That Cobra owner must be a little disappointed...LOL||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||91 #680||10-02-2003||03:06 PM||||damn  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||10-02-2003||03:07 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   daaaammmm ! that's awesome, which one sounds light a fighter jet !!!||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||10-02-2003||03:17 PM||||I am guessing the Cobra...Benz owners may find that noise too intrusive  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||369of1000||10-02-2003||03:23 PM||||That's nice.<br /><br />I would also guess the cobra, because it has the upgraded pully.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000005||psycopyro182||10-02-2003||03:40 PM||||ohhhh now thats nice! i must have one of those!||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000006||4drwhore||10-02-2003||04:37 PM||||Those guys are out of orlando, which is right around the corner from me. They have some crazy video's but it seems our local dsm's will own any of their cars. In fact I know they are scared of one of "our cars" down here and its just a blue talon w/ a 16g...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||10-02-2003||04:42 PM||||I repeat "going fast with class"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />I dunno about you, this is just my opinion....Yes, a DSM may always be faster - but when I shut my garage door at night, I would much rather see the E55 parked in it over over a DSM   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||Invader||10-02-2003||07:15 PM||||That's Jesus' E55...as if the Supras, single-digit DSM, etc., weren't enough.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.203.212.2||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||10-02-2003||10:19 PM||||WTF ?<br /><br />Damn.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000010||chadhayashi||10-02-2003||11:52 PM||||Just wait for the upcoming SL65, CL65 and possibly an S65. <br /><br />The E55 is a 5.4L Lysholm blown(1 bar), air to water I/C'd, sohc, 3 valve per cyl V8 rated at 469 hp (in the 211 chassis,/E class/) and ~550 lbs ft. <br /><br />The same engine in the SL55(R230 chassis) is rated at 493hp. <br /><br />The "65" is an AMG version of the new 5.5L twin turbo V12. It is rated at 612 hp and 735 lbs ft.!!!||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000011||Gvr4-330||10-03-2003||02:51 PM||||Was that a car pulled over in the last couple seconds of the video?<br /><br />I bet if a cop came upon the two cars, he would target the Cobra, and not the Mercedes.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||10-03-2003||05:30 PM||||I thought I saw a white vette standing in the grass||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||Beemer||10-05-2003||03:01 AM||||Yep, and if you look closely...the cobra got bagged.  Notice that the benz drives by with the guy waving out the window....you never see the cobra.  Bummer.  Spend a ton of money on your cobra, get waxed by a stock benz (albiet an AMG)..get busted for street racing..go to jail..lose car.  It just doesn't pay to drive a Ford.  Now that's REALLY F*CKED ON RACE DAY||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000014||chadhayashi||10-05-2003||04:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I thought I saw a white vette standing in the grass </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you watch run #2, both cameras, You'll notice that the white Vette is location of camera #2.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000015||autobahntom||10-05-2003||07:33 AM||||Interesting too how the suspension of the Benz is much more settled then the Ford. The headlights on the Benz are very stable during all the runs; and the Mustang all have obvious gear changes and wheel spin. Mercedes has a 7 (seven) speed automatic coming out soon or already out, not sure. Sweet.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000016||Ryan Carey||10-05-2003||10:07 AM||||Everyone at work is shitting their pants over that vid.  Unreal.  Makes me wanna go buy a benz (not in this lifetime.)  Makes me think twice about luxury cars when I'm out cruisin for suckers.<br /><br />That video was made by Fuel Slut and was supposed to be the Cobra smoking the Benzo.  Bet he'll think twice.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000017||KingGalantVr4||10-05-2003||11:57 AM||||The driver in the Benz is a MUCH better driver then the one in the Stang.  He leaves the line first EVERY TIME.  Is the guy in the cobra falling asleep?  I love the 03 cobra for its bang/buck new car power, but wow, that Benz if it really is stock is HOT ... too bad it costs 3times as much.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000018||chadhayashi||10-05-2003||10:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> The driver in the Benz is a MUCH better driver then the one in the Stang.  He leaves the line first EVERY TIME.  Is the guy in the cobra falling asleep?  I love the 03 cobra for its bang/buck new car power, but wow, that Benz if it really is stock is HOT ... too bad it costs 3times as much. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's not hard to get a decent launch in a Benz. That car has the current 722.6, 5 speed auto. W/ ESP there is very little wheel spin and you get almost optimal launches everytime. This is an amazing transmission. The valve body is hydraulic like others, but is all computer controlled. <br />As far as the power goes, Remember that the Benz is 0.8L bigger and has ~550 lbs ft of torque. That's probably 80-100 lbs ft more than that Cobra. Not to mention that the E55 has a lower cd. Although it's heavier   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />As far as the new 722.9, 7 Speed automatic, it should be in some of the V8 powered cars around the 1st of the year. I've heard it's just amazing, the engine just stays in the power.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003234.cgi
A||||2||psycopyro182||Pics of 620/1000||||1||||psycopyro182||00000548
Z||000000||psycopyro182||10-02-2003||05:14 PM||psycopyro182@hotmail.com||well here are some pics of my car. i havent done much, eccept the wheels and the exhaust.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1455" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1455&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1456&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1457" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1457&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />and thanks to hertz for hosting.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||10-02-2003||06:03 PM||||Man, you got some big hair! Car looks good. And i was just kidding about the hair thing. I'd be happy to have any  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||psycopyro182||10-02-2003||09:10 PM||||haha you should have seen it when it was really big and colored, i had five or 6 different colors in it when i took my licence picture and it was in TriHawks (3 sets of mohawks) its calmed down a little since then.<br /><br />thanks<br />-M||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes



ubb/Forum3/003235.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||Networking Problem||||8||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||10-02-2003||06:05 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I just got my Linksys Network in a Box in.I have it all setup,even the firewall on my computer (the client) says that its now protecting the incoming connection.When I goto open IE it just says Finding Proxy,Downloading,Finding Proxy,etc.... for about 20 seconds then it says the page cannot be displayed.I tried using the TCP/IP option on the AOL sign on screen..and it immidetly signs off and says it cannot connect.I was using dial-up on it before,and I used Internet Explorer while I was on AOL so i could be under my proxy instead of using AOL's browser.The proxy is off now,but I still cant connect.I have no IP address besides the 169.254.x.x and no Default gateway.Whats wrong?||64.12.96.102||reg||8||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||10-02-2003||06:18 PM||||I don't think you got the right setup for your needs. If you have a cable modem, you'll need a cable/dsl router. The network in a box (at least the ones from Linksys i'm looking at on their site) don't have any DHCP server capabilities. If you are using dial-up through AOL i don't know that it is possible to share the internet connection (someone may know otherwise) - if it IS possible, you would need to have win2k or XP and set up internet connection sharing. <br />If you are trying to use a cable modem with the network in a box, you will actually need 2 ethernet cards in a single computer, still running 2k or XP and ICS to share the connection.<br />If any of that doesn't make sense, or you need more info, feel free to email me at josh91vr4@hotmail.com and i'll see what i can come up with.<br /><br />PS - I've set up every possible internet sharing configuration, except using AOL :/||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||10-02-2003||08:46 PM||||Im not familiar with the Linksys 'network in a box' setup, but if it does not have DHCP capabilities, it will not share a broadband connection with more than 1 computer. <br /><br />You do not necessarily need a router labeled "Cable/DSL", you only need one that utilizes DHCP. I use a LinkSys BEFSR41. It does say its a "EtherFast Cable/DSL Router", but I have previously used Cisco devices which did not say that.<br /><br /><br />I assume you are talking about either DSL or Cable.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||10-05-2003||03:48 AM||||Actually, you can share a connection even with Win 98.  You just need to set up your fastest computer with the most RAM as the "server".  The biggest problem you'd have trying to share a dial up connection is trying to find a router.  Plenty of dsl/cable routers out there.  I have yet to see a modem/router though.  Hence running your best system as a server.  Actually, if you want a pretty decent almost plug and play system, check out microsoft's home lan system.  Go to anandtech.com, hit forums, then hot deals, and do a search for wireless..kinda works like our archives.  If you need computer shit, that's the best place to find a deal  I bought 4 gig of 256mb PC2100 ddr last year from office depot and made 675 bucks off office depot in the process, and that's including paying for the ram.  I MADE 675 bucks..  Just bought 5 lexmark Z-45SE printers, 35 bucks, 40 rebate.  Plus the ink carts were the full ones, not demo, and they fit my x-73 scanner/copier/fax.  SO, that was around 60 bucks in ink, plus a free printer...free.  So I grabbed the ink, and I'm shipping the printers to all those relatives that I hate but have to buy for..  Imagine the look on their faces...wow, a printer!  Imagine their faces when they get to spend 60 bucks for ink...priceless..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||10-05-2003||03:48 PM||||What came with Linksys Network in a Box?<br /><br />What is your current hardware setup?  What is pluged in to what?<br /><br />What are your network settings?<br /><br />Your best bet is to start over and read the instructions more slowly.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003236.cgi
A||||16||Darkside||How many gvr4 in california area||||10||||Darkside||00002420
Z||000000||Darkside||10-03-2003||08:42 AM||Darkside_racing@msn.com||I live in central california, and I only seen total of 3 only in fresno.  I know theres a lot in cali. come hit me up sometime went Im done with my car, maybe Ill setup a meeting like the other guys. That sound fun to me, Me and my team "Darkside" use to setup  meeting and barbq but they all got married expected me, Im was the youngest of them all. I miss those day, but maybe if we "The Galant VR4" get together, one of my buddie is an SE-R fan, they also have meeting, I go there once in a while cause I own a Sentra se-r too.  but nother compare to the GVR4.  So Hit me up I wanna be part of the team too.||4.65.108.16||reg||10||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000001||miturra||10-03-2003||10:13 AM||||Please check out the Bay Area DSM Club. I'm in Northern California, we have 3 VR4's with one being a parts car.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||10-03-2003||11:37 AM||||I know of 4, including mine, from the east San Jose.  The SFGVR4 Yahoo group has more members from around the bay area as well.||216.175.116.34||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-03-2003||11:42 AM||||There are at least 6 in san francisco proper that I know of in SF proper. Marko, Ken, Moo, Conrad's old car, and a white one parked in the hayes valley with an FMIC. Ron in Hayward has one, and I've also seen this old (about 60 year old grandma looking lady) who drives a belize green one with the custom plates "TEA TIME"<br /><br />You can connect at sfgvr4@yahoogroups.com||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||10-03-2003||12:01 PM||||ROLL CALL!!!!!||67.127.52.126||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||rigd||10-03-2003||12:03 PM||||South Vallejo right here.||66.125.174.160||reg||14||rigd||00000677||yes
Z||000006||MidEngine210||10-03-2003||12:56 PM||||San Francisco here. I have seen about 3 in the City and 1 in Pinole.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000007||drew||10-03-2003||01:13 PM||||Mid engine 210, where in SF are you? I'm in the Sunset.<br /><br />Bay Area Galant VR4 owners, wanna have a meet?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||01:46 PM||||Formerly from Sacramento, Manteca, Modesto and worked in Oakland and San Ramon. I've met a couple of the local SFGVR4 owners and still keep up on the yahoo group. <br /><br />BTW any one seen James with the Kensington Grey 92 lately from IIRC "Freakmont"?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||AWDpower||10-05-2003||02:59 AM||||Don't forget me...<br /><br />I can think of at least a couple more that aren't on this list. Sacramento also has a lot since M&S has sold quite a few.||67.24.197.32||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000010||chadhayashi||10-05-2003||04:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong> San Francisco here. I have seen about 3 in the City and 1 in Pinole. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My cousins grew up in Pinole. I've been there many times. Can't wait till I can go again. Aunt and uncle still live there.  <br />A friend of mine named Andy Derr, bought #666/1000 while he lived here in Denver and is now in S.F. He's on the BADSM list.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000011||brandongvr4||10-05-2003||01:22 PM||||Milpitas Right Here.I think im the only one in milpitaS. Hey lets get a meet together so i can find out.<br /><br /><br />Brandon<br />1874/2000||67.123.9.159||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000012||mikeyoung00||10-05-2003||11:32 PM||||We have two in Long Beach.<br /><br />No...wait...thats Long Beach, MS. Thats in a population of about 19,000.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000013||MidEngine210||10-06-2003||06:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Mid engine 210, where in SF are you? I'm in the Sunset.<br /><br />Bay Area Galant VR4 owners, wanna have a meet? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I live near State University, but hang out in the Sunset. You don't happen to have that white one with the huge fmic?<br /><br />Maybe we could meet up once I get my logger because I'm still trying to pass smog.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000014||drew||10-06-2003||06:38 PM||||no that's Moo Hung. I live kinda near him. Mine is black.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000015||MidEngine210||10-06-2003||10:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> no that's Moo Hung. I live kinda near him. Mine is black. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you live in the upper aves (20s) near Kirkham? I remember having an encounter with a black gvr4 about a couple of years ago when I was driving my supercharged mr2. I think it had an a-pillar gauge.||64.63.204.132||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000016||drew||10-06-2003||11:01 PM||||I'm actually in the 30s... but my car hasn't run in 5 years. See the other thread. My friend has a sweet Red 88 SC AW11, and he lives in the sunset too...<br /><br />You're probably thinking of Ken King.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003237.cgi
A||||26||Dsmman||New Guy/ New VR4||||1||||Dsmman||00002350
Z||000000||Dsmman||10-03-2003||11:42 AM||||Just picked up a 92 GVR4 with a blown motor for $1,500.The guy I bought it off of, ran the oil completely dry.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  I have most of the motor apart already. The oil pump is screwed and so are the Main bearings.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm new to the Galant VR4's but not to DSMs. Some of you may know me from DSMtalk. Anyway, I've been modding DSMs for the past 5 years. In addition to the Galant I have two other DSMs. Both are 90 AWD Talons  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br /><br />I've been having a hard time trying to find anyone that sells an exhaust for these cars. I know dsmparts.com sells an exhaust. But, I haven't had the best of luck with them in the past. Any suggestions?<br /><br />If you're interested here is my Talon... <a href="http://www.mckeone.net/keith.html" target="_blank">http://www.mckeone.net/keith.html</a> <br /><br />Pics. of the new project... Enjoy!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid82/p395d2bbd941594a647c635651aad875c/faedddbd.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid82/p8804ad6409c79e1ea67a51fbb131c931/faedddb3.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid82/p8b55affea40213af271ae764a285b427/faeddc9e.jpg" alt=" - " />||151.197.189.168||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000001||crucible||10-03-2003||12:01 PM||||Gee, a VR4 on jackstands.Now thats strrraaange  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||10-03-2003||12:27 PM||||congrats man!<br />going to slap one of your modded talon motors in there? thats a quick fix  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.194.215||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||Dsmman||10-03-2003||01:03 PM||||Hehe, yeah. I've thought about it. That was the plan for awhile. But, my new plan is to get a 3in turbo back exhaust, MBC, Filter, intake, blah, blah, blah. Just basic mods. and drive the car everyday. <br /><br />I currently have a 01 Focus ZX3 that I use for everyday driving. I'm going to sell it and drive the Galant. No car payments would be nice for a change.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||151.197.189.168||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||10-03-2003||01:06 PM||||no payments would be nice, but i have not had the best of luck using the vr4 as my daily driver... too many unexpected problems with a 10+ year old car...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.194.215||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||i hate fall||10-03-2003||01:29 PM||||Why don't you just order a jdm front clip? I haven't gotten mine yet but i can give you the inside scoop once i do. $1580 shippped (they only have 3 left)||64.12.97.9||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000006||91 #680||10-03-2003||01:46 PM||||for your exhaust woes try this link  <a href="http://www.certifiedmuffler.com" target="_blank">www.certifiedmuffler.com</a> they make catbacks and turbobacks for the gvr4||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000007||Dsmman||10-03-2003||01:53 PM||||Thanks for the link. I am friendly with one of the guys that works at Ralli Spec. I may have him build me a 3 inch Stainless exhaust. It would work out to be almost the same price as certifed muffler.<br /><br />Am I mistaken, or didn't Buschur and RRE carry exhausts for the GVR4? Maybe the demand isn't there anymore.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||151.197.189.168||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||10-03-2003||02:07 PM||||yes Buschur certainly did/does... I have a 2.5" dp, high flow cat, and catback from Buschur... best bet is just call them up and ask, cuz websites can be poorly constructed and damn confusing.  welcome aboard (from another n00b)||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||10-03-2003||02:11 PM||||Congrats on the new purchase...you'll enjoy.<br />My wife and I have had GREAT success with these as daily drivers and I beat on mine regulary (now I hope it makes it home after saying that:-)<br /><br />Check out Ryan Hertz (board member) page for a whole lot of links and info on the GVR4's.<br /><br />Don't forget to post your limited badge number and related info up on the board for Iceman.  He has a ongoing log of many of the GVR4's on the road.||167.142.22.35||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||Dsmman||10-03-2003||02:29 PM||||stevevr4, I did check Buschur's site. But, nothing was listed for GVR4 exhaust. I'll give them a call to see what they have to say for themselves.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /> <br /><br />GVR1643, Thanks, I did chek out Ryan's web page. I'm a Moderator over at DSMtalk.com, so I know the value of searching.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Also, I'll check for Iceman's thread.||151.197.189.168||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||10-03-2003||02:34 PM||||There's not a sticky or anything for Iceman, but there's a current thread here:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003078" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003078</a><br />to post the info.||167.142.22.35||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000012||hecdws||10-03-2003||02:39 PM||||jic makes an exhaust. i personally have a muffler shop special 3" with a greddy can out back. not loud at all. <br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000013||stevevr4||10-03-2003||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dsmman:<br /><strong> stevevr4, I did check Buschur's site. But, nothing was listed for GVR4 exhaust. I'll give them a call to see what they have to say for themselves.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cool.  I do have the receipt for a 2.5" buschur exhaust so its 100% that they made one at some point!||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000014||Dsmman||10-03-2003||03:24 PM||||Cool, I posted my info in that thread.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Also, thanks for the warm welcome, guys.  <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon14.gif" alt=" - " />||151.197.189.168||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000016||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||03:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Welcome. Your 93 looks awesome! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dumb ass.....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Our IM transcript:<br /><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=003237#000016" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=003237#000016</a><br />GVR4in: ???<br />MPREZYA: your 93 looks good<br />MPREZYA: it's a 92<br />GVR4in: dsm homo<br />MPREZYA: slut<br />MPREZYA: HAHAHA<br />MPREZYA: BTW his DSM is a 90 slut<br />GVR4in: thats his friends<br />GVR4in: dumbass<br />MPREZYA: re-read his post<br />MPREZYA: I'm new to the Galant VR4's but not to DSMs. Some of you may know me from DSMtalk. Anyway, I've been modding DSMs for the past 5 years. In addition to the Galant I have two other DSMs. Both are 90 AWD Talons  <br /><br />GVR4in: look at his site.. its a green 93 talon<br />GVR4in: shit nevermind <br />MPREZYA: DUh<br />MPREZYA: HAHAHAHAHAHAH <br />MPREZYA: OWNED||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000017||GVR$in||10-03-2003||03:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Welcome. Your 93 looks awesome! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dumb ass.....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lol.. deleted! I looked into the aftermarket part of the site and thought the green 93 was yours..<br /><br />Damn your car is clean!<br /> <img src="http://www.mckeone.net/images/keith/keith9.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000018||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||03:40 PM||||Dont' worry Terren I still got luv for ya.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000019||turbowop||10-03-2003||03:45 PM||||Welcome to the board dsmman......It's nice to see someone with such a clean Talon pick up a gvr4. It only means good things are to come from the galant.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000020||mixx2001||10-03-2003||03:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Damn your car is clean! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've always thought his was the best sittin 1G.  I guess that's what happens when you don't cheap out on the suspension.  Truly one of a kind.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000021||Dsmman||10-03-2003||03:57 PM||||Ahhh, turbowop. I've always drooled over your car. See, I knew I would find some people I know lurking around on this board. <br /><br />Thanks for the comments on the Talon, guys. I'm a big fan of <b>clean and understated</b> cars. I wouldn't have it any other way.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Again, thanks for the welcome. I already feel at home.    <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon7.gif" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon14.gif" alt=" - " />||151.197.189.168||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000022||Beemer||10-06-2003||05:09 AM||||Welcome to the club!  I've got two 90 Eclipse GSX's as well.  Go figure, and I bought my gvr4 for a grand running, but missing first and second gear.  Made for a smokey 300 mile drive home.  Mine's #1244.  And I like my gvr a lot better than the eclipses, with one exception..damned seat doesn't go back far enough for me..bad back so I have to have the seatback straight up..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000023||Dsmman||10-06-2003||02:40 PM||||It figures, we both own two odd balls.<br /><br />Well, I can't say that I like my VR4 better than my Talon. I like both of them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||151.197.53.197||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000024||spoulson||10-06-2003||03:33 PM||||I just realized that Dsmman lives in Maple Shade, NJ, which is where I grew up and lived for about 12 years.  Small ass world we live in.  645 Oxford Drive, to be exact.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000025||sleeper||10-06-2003||03:47 PM||||I have a 1G AWD 2G AWD and the Galant.<br />For the last 3 years I owned the Galant My 2g just sits there waiting for a drive. Well it's waiting for a motor too now, since I sold it to some kid<br />who wanted to over pay for it. I love driving the Galant.<br /><br />Welcome to the club.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000026||Dsmman||10-06-2003||03:51 PM||||It's a small world. But, I no longer live in Maple Shade. MY mod list is on my buddy's web site. He hasn't updated it, in a long time.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  doh!||151.197.53.197||reg||1||Dsmman||00002350||yes
Z||000027||4g63t||10-06-2003||05:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I just realized that Dsmman lives in Maple Shade, NJ, which is where I grew up and lived for about 12 years.  Small ass world we live in.  645 Oxford Drive, to be exact. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sure is a small world, I grew up in Medford, 3 New Freedom Rd! My mom dated a guy from Maple Shade.||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/003238.cgi
A||||12||PRE-EVO||Kitten killing....Akita style... (sorry no pics in links)||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||02:18 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||The begining:<br /><a href="http://forums.audiworld.com/other/msgs/1667756.phtml" target="_blank">http://forums.audiworld.com/other/msgs/1667756.phtml</a><br /><br />The followup:<br /><a href="http://forums.audiworld.com/other/msgs/1670341.phtml" target="_blank">http://forums.audiworld.com/other/msgs/1670341.phtml</a><br /><br /><br />Talk about some messed up stuff.... Funny but messed up.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||10-03-2003||02:48 PM||||had an akita, killed a kitten, pissed off the girlfriend. i seriously thought nobody else would ever experience that...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||02:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> had an akita, killed a kitten, pissed off the girlfriend. i seriously thought nobody else would ever experience that... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did her mom think you killed her and so on ?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||10-03-2003||03:17 PM||||no, they watched it happen though and got all pissed when i didnt do anything cause i was helping a neighboor move and had a huge box of glass items in my hands...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||10-03-2003||04:58 PM||||Jeezus [giggle]<br />He TOLD her not to bring that damned cat into the house..... <br />But she did anyway!!! That's her damned fault.  Dad would have to get an @$$ kicking though..... running over the shrubs and all...jeez...<br /><br /><br />Geoff||199.196.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||10-03-2003||04:58 PM||||Wow, what a great story!  Haha, my sister has an akita and just adopted a cat two days ago.  This could get interesting.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.59.219.205||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||10-03-2003||05:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Wow, what a great story!  Haha, my sister has an akita and just adopted a cat two days ago.  This could get interesting.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yikes!<br /><br />We have a huskey and a cat.  At can work, but it takes a little work.  If the dog is a puppy, there might be hope as the dog can get very attached to a cat.  They might even be able to be good friends.  Then again, it can go the other way too.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||10-03-2003||06:14 PM||||I'd just do the mom and dad too. Why not.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||psycopyro182||10-03-2003||09:14 PM||||well i have a verry vivid imaganation and after playing silent hill 3 for the last week then reading that...<br />WHOAH. thats totall messed up...<br /><br />if it was bad enough for him to call a contamanation crew then it must have been extremly bad. because ive seen a dog kill a cat. but ive never seen one being mangeled. (and yes they are bloody)<br /><br />its the damn girlfriends fault, gf's always do crazy stuff like that.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||11:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I'd just do the mom and dad too. Why not. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You sir rock and I salute you   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||curtis||10-04-2003||12:45 AM||||I had an alaskan malamute once. I loved it but he had some medical problems (mega esofagus) and was an A dominate male.  Not good when you have to spoon feed and ration food to a dog that can rip you limb from limb.. I had to put him to sleep it fricking sucked but the dog would have never had a normal life and it suck having to gag the dog to make him throw up when he got food stuck and could breath.   The dogs mother had a bad rep in there neighborhood she caught the neighbors pit bull eating from her bowl (who had just had puppys).  She killed her, the puppys and the male pit.  The dogs father also was bad to carry off power tools and a guys pot belly pigs for breakfast that lived about a mile away.  You want to talk about carnage watching a 175 pound male malamute harassing a 40 pound pigand driving it back to its home for the family to watch then ripping it body parts off one at a time before killing it.  That one cost my friend about 3000 in legal fees.||65.144.153.250||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||udriveu||10-04-2003||12:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I'd just do the mom and dad too. Why not. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow, kinky.||64.252.105.60||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000012||chadhayashi||10-05-2003||05:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I'd just do the mom and dad too. Why not. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow, kinky. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">menage...||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003239.cgi
A||||4||Darkside||My Vr4||||7||||Darkside||00002420
Z||000000||Darkside||10-01-2003||08:26 AM||Darkside_racing@msn.com||Hey everybody, I'm new at this place, I found it interested.  Anyways, let me cut to the chase. <br />I have a '91 Galant VR4 #10/2000, with ACT 2600 6puck clutch along with a ralliart tranny, MSD DIS-2, JDM HKS EVC III, JDM HKS Turbo timer, HKS Turbo headgasket, HKS 264 cams/spocket(valve, retainers, etc), Exteme Motorsport 7.5:1 Forge piston with crower rods....... but my gvr4 is on jack stand  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .  Waiting to put everything on.  I've been lazy, so I just hoping, went i get it done, I'll be chewing V8's.   The funny thing is, that it took me 2yrs to gather all the parts   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .  Welp thats is for now.  please feel free to make comment about how my setup going to be.  I really like to know too.  I have dreams of it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.166.61.230||reg||7||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||10-01-2003||08:38 AM||||Wrong place for this post. I should be in Gen. Discussion. Welcome to the site.||162.83.83.93||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||Darkside||10-03-2003||07:07 AM||||ops...my bad I didn't realize that I posted at the wrong forum.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Im still getting use to this site..||4.65.108.16||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||10-06-2003||05:13 AM||||A Ralliart tranny, like the six speed dogbox?  That's a $30,000.00 tranny..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||10-09-2003||01:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Wrong place for this post. I should be in Gen. Discussion. Welcome to the site. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is Gen. Discussions. LOL||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003240.cgi
A||||35||psycopyro182||car nickname||||1||||psycopyro182||00000548
Z||000000||psycopyro182||10-03-2003||09:27 PM||psycopyro182@hotmail.com||does anyone have a nickname for their cars?<br />my old caddy was 'the tank'<br />and the gvr4 is 'green machine' after a kyuss song.<br /><br />just wondering.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-03-2003||09:33 PM||||The GRIDE. RIDing in the Galant and Its got it's "Gansta" status..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  = GRIDE.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||10-03-2003||10:50 PM||||My 91 Eclipse was Mighty.  The Galant simply goes by G-lant (gee lant)||68.76.187.134||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||number3||10-03-2003||11:02 PM||||number3||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||10-03-2003||11:03 PM||||I guess not.<br /><br />My talon was lil peppé.<br /><br />I guess the galant is just the generic "sleeper".||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||10-03-2003||11:54 PM||||THE DRS. DRS=Dirty Rotten Scoundral!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||10-04-2003||12:14 AM||||White car||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||curtis||10-04-2003||12:25 AM||||"My boy" if we are beating up on some poor ricer but its usually BITCH when shit breaks or acts up.<br />Like today when I blew of a charge tube off 2 miles from home and had to leave a smoke screen all the way home.  But we took out some girlly girl racer in a civic with a body kit that had to be put in her place. So it was a good day.||65.144.153.250||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||10-04-2003||01:18 AM||||Car. The nickname for my truck is.....drum roll.....Truck.||64.233.107.66||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||10-04-2003||01:24 AM||||I never named mine but my friends always refer to it as "the four door" or "the grocery mobile".||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||Gvr4-330||10-04-2003||01:40 AM||||Well, I came up with a nickname... Smokey.  Cause it used to smoke when it idled, and it was black.  But I never used it too much and now that it's got a new head, it doesn't smoke anymore.  So now it's the Black Car, to differentiate it from the White Car.<br /><br />My friends at work will call them the Black or White Dragon (after Old School).  And just today, someone called them the twins.<br /><br />I usually just call it the Galant.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000011||josh91vr4||10-04-2003||02:24 AM||||My GVR4's nickname is quite simply "bitch"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000012||EvilGalantGSX||10-04-2003||02:48 AM||||When its broke its called the Gaylant.<br /><br />When its running it just the Galant. <br /><br /><br />My old Olds 98 was The Buck Mobile, take from the movie Uncle Buck.<br /><br />My old 89 Nissan Sentra was called the "tank" or "evilnissan".  It was a fun car, we put 14 people in it one time and went down the street looking like a slamed lowrider. All the weight almost had the car dragging.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000013||Team Ducktape||10-04-2003||02:52 AM||||Broke 1 and broke 2||65.31.184.113||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000014||CKA||10-04-2003||05:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> Broke 1 and broke 2 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL, better get a running third soon to break the cycle<br /><br /><br />Shera: princess of power  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   (from a chartoon if you remember it, think Heman)||66.84.245.122||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000015||bleck||10-04-2003||10:12 AM||||I just call it either "the VR4", or Shit Box, depending on how the day's goin.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000016||14bCrazy||10-04-2003||10:59 AM||||"Pain in the ass" but fun||162.83.83.188||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000017||agrabau||10-04-2003||01:14 PM||||the galizzznizzi||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000018||crucible||10-04-2003||02:07 PM||||Funny topic.<br />Probably quite a few have seperate names depending on whether its running good  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   or not  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  .<br />My car is a schizo.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000019||ejectseat||10-04-2003||03:46 PM||||mine's the GO-lant||24.154.184.10||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000020||psycopyro182||10-04-2003||07:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Funny topic.<br />Probably quite a few have seperate names depending on whether its running good   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    or not   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   .<br />My car is a schizo. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">naa i think mine's been the same name since ive decided to nickname it, i usto just call it the vr4 weather it was broken or not, didnt change its name, it just changed on how angy i had to pronounce the name||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000021||Garfield Wright||10-04-2003||08:34 PM||||machine||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000022||Beemer||10-04-2003||11:49 PM||||If I ever get the 50 shot installed on 1244, the nickname will be the POS with NOS, or POSNOS for short.   Bitch and asshole car are a close second though, depending on how much skin I lost that day on it.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000023||iceman69510||10-05-2003||12:25 AM||||Not real creative here...my kids call it "the black car", as opposed to the other "red car" and "race car".  There is also "black truck", "blue truck" and just "the van". <br />The first 5 are all dad's, mom gets the last one.||65.73.152.122||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000024||chadhayashi||10-05-2003||04:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> POS with NOS, or POSNOS for short.    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000025||thejeebus2002||10-05-2003||03:43 PM||||I too have deemed her the "Shitbox"||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000026||RTS182G-VR4||10-05-2003||03:49 PM||||everyone calls mine the black box, whether its the black shitbox or not depends if its running.  its been the black shitbox for a while now.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000027||hibrn8||10-05-2003||06:47 PM||||Hibrn8. Has been hibernating in my garage for a year and a half. <br /><br /><br />The few times i actually drove it, i simply named it "Fucker" or "Horseshit" because it wasnt running right anyways.||65.227.204.204||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000028||turboflanagan||10-05-2003||07:56 PM||||Big Brother<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1501" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1501&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Little Brother<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1500" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1500&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||64.63.213.237||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000029||GVR$in||10-05-2003||07:58 PM||||I've got a new one for the GRIDE.. UGLY!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000030||ayvr4||10-06-2003||04:52 PM||||my friends call my car "The GEO-LANT-TAY"<br />dont know why, but it stuck.<br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000031||mixx2001||10-06-2003||05:08 PM||||"Diablo Coche"   <br /><br /><br />Spanish for "devil car" because it is evil  ...............and my friends always pile in like mexicans whenever we go somewhere.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000032||vrpower||10-08-2003||12:51 PM||||Squigy||207.56.0.2||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000033||PhilthMonger||10-08-2003||01:08 PM||||vr-whore||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000034||Kevinj110||10-08-2003||01:25 PM||||Lola I guess I just thought that the girl from Run Lola Run was hot, so I named my car after her.||66.119.33.171||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000035||GVR1643||10-08-2003||04:25 PM||||Hers<br />Mine,<br />Mine, and <br />Mine<br />(also have a lovely 81 Datsun kingcab - it's nice isn't KC LOL )||167.142.21.213||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003241.cgi
A||||10||GVR$in||Import tuner dsm test is bullshit!||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-03-2003||09:32 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||So the november issue of import tuner decided to do a "power page" on a 92 eclipse.. Basically they got 106 hp for $640.<br /><br />Baseline test: 183.6 hp, 198.6 tq<br /><br />+Apexi n1 downpipe: 219.9 hp, 228.7 tq<br />"Hit a high peak of 17psi before hitting the factory fuel cut"<br />-Is it just me or does fuel cut usually kick in about 14-15 psi on a basically stock car?<br /><br />+HKS FCD (Fuel Cut Defenser): 267.1 hp, 252.8 tq<br />"We feel the best way to fix this(fuel cut) is by using an FCD. So before all you DSM guys tell me what's right and wrong about fuel cut, you have to admit the FCD does fix the problem." <br />-They also added that they could have taken out the honeycombs but didn't want to risk a rough idle. They said it was spikin to 17 before, but now it holds at 15psi w/ the 'badass' FCD.<br /><br />Last bs mod for 106 hp:<br /><br />+Holley 255 pump: 290.3 hp, 278.4 tq! <br /><br />= -Downpipe gain 36.3 hp.. More reasonable than others but I think not that much of a gain from a downpipe.<br />-FCD gain  47.2 hp .. 50 horsepower for letting the boost level off 2 psi lower than tested with the downpipe?<br />-Fuel pump .. Hmmm.<br /><br />I want to write in to Import t00ner and call them on their bullshit. There obviously has to be more mods for a dsm to be putting down 290. There was no mention of what gas was used, what type of dyno, etc.. pretty much a non informative article claiming bullshit.<br /><br />Ive got a ported b16g(ghey), 660s, front mount, fuel pump, afc etc etc and probably couldn't squeeze out those kind of numbers on pump gas. <br /><br />Anyone care to comment?<br /><br />-Terren||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||10-03-2003||10:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Ive got a ported b16g(ghey), 660s, front mount, fuel pump, afc etc etc and probably couldn't squeeze out those kind of numbers on pump gas. <br /><br />Anyone care to comment?<br /><br />-Terren </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess I'll beat Rich to the punch.  Maybe you should learn to t00n like they do.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.63.213.120||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||10-03-2003||10:09 PM||||i just want to say that my car has hit and held 22psi before and ran constantly at 18 for a week... maybe my car's ECU is stupid but i don't remember hitting fuel cut. I have a K&N, the paper silencer removed and ported evo3 manifold...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-03-2003||10:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>I guess I'll beat Rich to the punch.  Maybe you should learn to t00n like they do.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">300 hp on 91 octane is a little hard to come by.. I guess We'll see when I dyno.. Should be DAMN close to 300 on 91 oct.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||11:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Ive got a ported b16g(ghey), 660s, front mount, fuel pump, afc etc etc and probably couldn't squeeze out those kind of numbers on pump gas. <br /><br />Anyone care to comment?<br /><br />-Terren </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess I'll beat Rich to the punch.  Maybe you should learn to t00n like they do.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ouch that's a good one. I think I'll let him off after the gaping asshole he got from that comment.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||10-03-2003||11:46 PM||||No KY either.. Im chafing. You guys are meanie heads   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  . <br /><br />Rich just didn't want to talk shit cuz his car is sl0.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||10-03-2003||11:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> No KY either.. Im chafing. You guys are meanie heads    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   . <br /><br />Rich just didn't want to talk shit cuz his car is sl0. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And I have no problem with that since when you get hit by the "po-po" you'll have to deal again with taking it in the ass without the KY  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||10-03-2003||11:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> [QUOTE] <br />And I have no problem with that since when you get hit by the "po-po" you'll have to deal again with taking it in the ass without the KY   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Again? Noo more!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||10-04-2003||04:28 AM||||How did they turn up the boost with no mention of a boost controler?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  What else did they put in the car to make the it cost $640?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  290 hp and they are worried about a rough idle?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  I wonder what mods were done to the car before they got it? Maybe it has a badly leaking downpipe and it was crushed hard too. And the found the could run 17 psi until the hit fuel cut with the down pipe on it and set the boost to 9 psi (compresser outlet to wastegate) dynoed it. Then put in the stupid fcd turned it to 15 psi dynoed it. Put in the fuel pump cranked it to 18 psi.||65.177.241.61||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||Clay||10-04-2003||07:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>I guess I'll beat Rich to the punch.  Maybe you should learn to t00n like they do.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">300 hp on 91 octane is a little hard to come by.. I guess We'll see when I dyno.. Should be DAMN close to 300 on 91 oct. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">jerry dombrowski is makin 450hp on 93 octane here, thats pretty good||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||10-04-2003||08:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]jerry dombrowski is makin 450hp on 93 octane here, thats pretty good </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol Im talking about a 16g here.. It would be easy to make bigger numbers on pump gas with a bigger turbo.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003242.cgi
A||||11||jonvr4||evo already riced||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-03-2003||09:56 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43919&item=2435284876" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43919&item=2435284876</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||10-03-2003||10:09 PM||||I bet that 15 year old who bought the Jetta will buy this also.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-03-2003||10:38 PM||||Damn.  What is wrong with a EVO from the factory?<br /><br />Why change the rims?!?!?!?!!!!!!!!!!!  I guess the stockers where just crap.<br /><br />Some cars now days come with nice stuff.<br /><br />In persuit of my daily driver, I am looking at a mazdaspeed protogé.  I haven't driven it yet, but from what I am reading, the car is all that.  The rims looks sweet, the stereo rocks out.  The car looks great stock.  I'm sure someone out there has to change all that.  Cause you just can't have a stock looking car.  <br /><br />Sorry, rant I know.  The EVO is pimped out stock, the mazdaspeed is pimped out stock.  Why spend the extra money to change the way it looks?<br /><br />Oh right, to be ugly, uh I mean different.  Duh.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||number3||10-03-2003||11:05 PM||||It is a contest car according to the ad. Manufactures feel the need to rice things up before they give them away.<br /><br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Xan||10-04-2003||12:37 AM||||yup owner won it, and he is doing exactly what I would... SELL IT   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000005||Gvr4-330||10-04-2003||01:44 AM||||I remember seeing ads for that contest.  It was to win the 2Fast2Furious EVO.  You know they could just use a STOCK car in that movie  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||10-04-2003||02:09 AM||||Haha....lmao...."lightweight aftermarket wing vs. stock".   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    Because the factory carbon fiber wing is sooooo heavy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||Martin Chilcote||10-04-2003||11:22 AM||||July SCC magazine did a test of all the 2F2F cars, this EVO only did a 15.3 @88 mph quarter. I think all the movie cars were 2S2R.||66.139.166.94||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000008||Matticus||10-04-2003||11:26 AM||||Yeah, the wing they choose looks sooo much better than the stocker.  I can't beleive it, what are people thinking, 0 bids, that car it tight.  I am not sure what nut would pay 30K for that.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000009||absolootbs||10-04-2003||01:05 PM||||yea, but look at any awd times in those mags.  they're all about 1.5 seconds higher than they should be.  seems to me their typical 60' is about 2.1 or 2.2.  my dog could pull a better hole shot.  these guys can't launch awd for crap.||216.196.147.137||reg||1||Brad||00000774||yes
Z||000010||psycopyro182||10-04-2003||08:10 PM||||man, i saw that car, or one exactly like it, me and some friends from EOS performance (houston) went down to Hot Import Nights, we had 10 cars there, and right next to us was a big green evo all riced out with "black Magic" all over it and "try for a chance to win this car" so i guess that whoever won it is selling it now.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000011||1992gvr4||10-06-2003||05:00 PM||||that 60,000 they put in to it must have all been put into the paint and rims cause the engine bay looked bone stock. typical giveaway car though.||64.41.24.18||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes



ubb/Forum3/003243.cgi
A||||7||spoulson||Blown up 350Z||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||10-04-2003||12:11 AM||spoulson2@comcast.net||<a href="http://www.pmpdesigns.com/boom.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.pmpdesigns.com/boom.wmv</a><br /><br /><br />* Edited title for grammer.<br /> <br /> <small>[ 10-05-2003, 02:47 PM: Message edited by: Jon ]</small>||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||
Z||000001||GVR-4||10-04-2003||12:37 AM||||OOOOOOOOPPSSSSIE||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||bleck||10-04-2003||12:19 PM||||Nice.  I love how he's acting like seeing engine parts spread out over the bay/track is no biggie to him.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||10-04-2003||12:47 PM||||I must admit, that was a nice set-up on that Z.  I wonder what he was shooting for on that run.  We must rebuild him.  Good vid though.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||10-04-2003||12:48 PM||||All you have to do to go fast is put some NOS!!!! on a stock motor. It did look like it came out of the hole pretty good. Like they always say they run good right before they blow. Ya its no big deal those 350 motors are everywhere!!!! Did I hear him say they are now going to sleeve it good luck.||162.83.83.188||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||crucible||10-04-2003||12:52 PM||||Ahhh, that cheered me up!<br /><br />Must be nice not giving a fuck as these guys were so nonchalant.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||10-04-2003||11:35 PM||||From what I've read, he's running a 300 shot.  After failing to get consistent runs, he changed some configuration with the system and put out more like a 375 shot.  You can tell it was all over in the beginning of 2nd gear.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||10-05-2003||12:47 AM||||Hard to tell what he was running against, but wasn't it a new evo?  Man he belted out of the hole hard.  Oh, that attitude about "oh well" comes from something most of us don't have...SPONSORS.  They weren't paying for it anyway.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003244.cgi
A||||7||turbowop||there's no turning back now (pics)||||10||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||10-04-2003||12:43 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||In lieu of last weekends valve burnage I started tearing into my car to get the head off. I actually feel somewhat like a real mechanic now. Other than little maintenance stuff like lifters and stuff like turbo r&r's I've never dug this far into my car. The further I get into it, the more stuff I pull off to powdercoat, paint, or clean up. I decided to remove the balance shafts while I've got the timing belt off also. This snowballed like crazy, but I'm having fun and learning alot by doing all of this myself. I can't wait to pull the car out of the garage come springtime with a new turbo setup and a freshened up head. Here's a couple pics of why I had no compression in cylinder 4.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1475" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1475&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1476" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1476&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1477" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1477&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1478" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1478&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.118.212.154||reg||10||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-04-2003||02:14 AM||||I felt the same way when I took out my engine and redid it all myself.. a sense of accomplishment if you will. Theres actually not much to it, just as long as you know where shit goes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br /><br />Hmm that valve explains why you had NO compression in #4. Holy shit! Hehe.<br /><br />Good luck with every'thang'.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||10-04-2003||04:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Other than little maintenance stuff like lifters <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1477" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1477&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would not think of lifters as little mantainences stuff (even on a 4g63  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> ). When you valve has a chunk talken out like that it means that you are running to lean I don't know if you know that so I thought I would share might want to give the car a fuel system once over before running the car too long or you might get really good at pulling the head if you get what I'm saying. Also can you come over and make my engine bay look like yours, please  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  . Mine is clean but wow yours look's very nice. Mine also has the North West salt corrosion on the cables and brackets, etc  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  .||65.177.241.61||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||10-04-2003||05:45 AM||||Fuel delivery was not the problem. My misdiagnosis in tuning was. In the upper rpm's the car was sputtering. I thought it was because it was running too rich on the C16 I put in the tank but it turns out the plug gap had widened and the plugs weren't firing right. Thinking it was rich I started leaning it out more and more between runs. My egt's didn't seem too high and the logger wasn't showing knock so I leaned it out some more each run. As soon as I stomped the gas after shifting to fourth on my third pass it lost the fourth cylinder. I looked at my egt gauge and it was a little over 1650F so i let off and coasted through the traps. The damage had been done. No biggie.....now I can upgrade.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Live and learn......||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||10-04-2003||09:57 AM||||Do you have a logger? If not you should get one as soon as you get it back together. I have $80 invested in mine||162.83.83.188||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||10-04-2003||11:26 AM||||of course GVR4 superman has one!<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My egt's didn't seem too high and the logger wasn't showing knock  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||4drwhore||10-04-2003||11:32 AM||||Atleast the head isnt damaged. Or so it looks.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000007||Xan||10-04-2003||11:56 PM||||one word "Titanium"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes



ubb/Forum3/003245.cgi
A||||4||EvilGalantGSX||New kind of test drive.||||10||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||10-04-2003||02:16 AM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||<a href="http://i-club.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=32566" target="_blank">http://i-club.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=32566</a><br /><br /><br />.......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .......||208.133.247.8||reg||10||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||10-04-2003||11:32 AM||||I was lucky to even get to sit in the EVO at my dealership, not even see the keys or anything.||24.25.141.213||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||bleck||10-04-2003||12:07 PM||||Well I was lucky enough to have one for about 2hrs.  I was tinting the windows for the Manager of a Mitsu Dealer in Jersey City.  Fortunately for me, their service dept is in a diff location than sales, so I got to take an extended test drive...  Roller coaster ride.  Kinda hard to get back in the VR4 after that one.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||10-05-2003||02:00 AM||||Seems the kid didn't take advantage of that razor sharp steering...wheel is straight..straight towards the pole...at least he missed the other one on the showroom floor.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||DookGVR4||10-05-2003||02:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> at least he missed the other one on the showroom floor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I heard it was "grazed"||68.232.6.117||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes



ubb/Forum3/003246.cgi
A||||0||RTS182G-VR4||sighting||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||10-04-2003||02:35 AM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||today was wierd.  i usually never see gvr4s around, but today at work, i look out to the parking lot and there were 2 others parked next to mine.  i ran out and checked them out.  its cool having more that one there side by side.  one was from wyoming and was two tone?  must be resprayed.  thought id tell you all that cause im really bored... thought it was kinda cool<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum3/003258.cgi
A||N||1||akira01||my photoshop....||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||10-05-2003||11:58 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||heres some photo of some galant that i photoshop a kit onto...sorry if it was your pictures...<br /><br /><a href="http://pic5.picturetrail.com/VOL91/1369573/2606755/35162853.jpg" target="_blank">http://pic5.picturetrail.com/VOL91/1369573/2606755/35162853.jpg</a><br /><a href="http://pic5.picturetrail.com/VOL91/1369573/2606755/35162843.jpg" target="_blank">http://pic5.picturetrail.com/VOL91/1369573/2606755/35162843.jpg</a><br /><br />sorry the second one is a little bit hard to see...hope you like||24.209.153.170||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||highskyes||10-06-2003||02:33 AM||||that would look better if you added some lower side skirts, as it is is just looks a bit choppy.  I couldn't make out how "busy" the front end is though, I don't like real flashy kits, but that's just me||12.207.51.216||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes



ubb/Forum3/003248.cgi
A||||6||jonvr4||dads gvr4||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-04-2003||03:12 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||94,768 miles<br />payed $4,000<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1482&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1483&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1485&width=400" alt=" - " />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||RTS182G-VR4||10-04-2003||04:38 PM||||your dads selling his?  dang.  hows yours comin?  also, i got the leakdown test done, but he wants to try something that might work.  the tranny fluid trick, but its not likely.  ill keep you posted jon.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||10-04-2003||05:00 PM||||no hes not selling he just bought||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Ryan Carey||10-04-2003||07:13 PM||||I must say It IS the cleanest GVR4 I have ever seen.  Flawless.  I couldn't believe my eyes when Jon took me in the garage.  Bone stock and beautiful.<br /><br />Is he ever going to do anything to it, or just leave it stock??  That is a steal I really wish I came upon.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||10-04-2003||09:02 PM||||no he's going to leave it stock because mod's are "junk" to him||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||sk8bored||10-04-2003||09:30 PM||||at least remove his BCS restrictor when he is not home||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000006||SteveHebert||10-05-2003||12:46 AM||||Leaving it stock - booring..  We had ours stock for 11 yrs. (yes we bought it off the lot) then we opened our eyes.<br /><br />Tell you dad that mods are not just for the younger generation...<br /><br />Steve  48 y/o & addicted to modifications||66.189.97.64||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes



ubb/Forum3/003249.cgi
A||||8||agrabau||New Intercooler is in. Link to pics ||||2||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||10-04-2003||03:13 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Some new piping too. I can't fit the bumper on now. It's like they didn't intend for this intercooler to be there or something. Weird. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dentsport.com/e30web4/" target="_blank">BMW</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||2||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||10-04-2003||03:49 PM||||Looks really nice.  Too bad you can't fit the bumper on.  I was thinking though.  It is a little late now, but you could almost benefit with a New EVO 8 16G.  Since the turbo is "backwards" It would be nice to put the filter up fron with the fresh air. Keep up the awesome work.  Thanks for the photos.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||10-04-2003||03:49 PM||||Pics of the red M3?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||10-04-2003||03:54 PM||||ya whos it that it looks really sexy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||10-04-2003||04:45 PM||||I like the nex 16G idea a lot. Maybe next year. The bumper will fit on but i'll have to cut it a little bit so the stock look will be gone. (I don't care, really either way...) <br /><br />The M3 ummm top secret. It's my roomate's. It's a 2.5 liter with all motorsport Evo3 internals, split second Maf and all the goodies. Really nice ride.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Ryan Carey||10-04-2003||07:34 PM||||It looks as if you'd be able to modify the upper grill to come out more to cover the IC.  Does it look like you'd have to cut into the bumper cover to get everything to fit right???  I'm really fascinated by this thing.<br /><br />I keep showing everyone at work the little take-off video and nobody can believe the amount of power coming out of that thing.  You could have totally gotten sideways with no effort.<br /><br />Keep everyone informed.  Hybrids rule  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||10-04-2003||11:36 PM||||Every time I see this car, the engine bay looks better and better.  Pretty soon he's going to be trailer queening it to car shows...lol<br />Dave||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||Clay||10-04-2003||11:47 PM||||all the evo4-8 turbos are backawards like that||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000008||curtis||10-05-2003||12:01 AM||||Your my hero.. A true hot rodder a man that will built it instead of buying it.  Hats off to ya. Keep up the good work.||67.25.35.157||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003250.cgi
A||||0||redheat86||hwere to buy jdm motor?||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||10-04-2003||06:27 PM||||any one that has ordered one where di you order it through and how was the condition when you recieved it?<br /><br />also those that got auto blocks how are you getting that spacer out of the crank?||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes



ubb/Forum3/003251.cgi
A||||5||jonvr4||is this or was this....||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-04-2003||11:55 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||someones from here<br /><a href="http://www.geocities.com/seanvr4/" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/seanvr4/</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||10-05-2003||01:01 AM||||Not mine.||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||10-05-2003||06:32 PM||||It used to belong to a guy in the Gaithersburg/Rockville, MD area (DC/Metro area) and I actually got beside him in traffic one morning on my way back down to school.  It was pretty sad looking in person and the GS front end looked like ass.  To my knowledge it really didn't put down very good numbers for the setup it had...I'm thinking I heard something less than 300whp.  I believe it was built/tuned at least in part by Altered Atmosphere Motorsports in Rockville, MD although I just got this info 2nd hand so who knows.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-05-2003||08:03 PM||||I remember seeing that for sale when I first started looking for one.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||KingGalantVr4||10-06-2003||06:35 AM||||I think I know who owns it now, I'll have to get back to you in a short while about it though.  I got one of my friends to turn to the Dark Side and leave FORD.  He has a low 11 sec Merkur Xr4ti and I pulled one hell of a hole shot on his ass in a 90% stock Vr4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  He had to buy one right after that hehehe||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||10-06-2003||12:22 PM||||Sean from Altered Atmosphere Motorsports used to own it.||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/003252.cgi
A||||10||gvr4ever||Daily driver found.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||10-05-2003||03:41 AM||||Well the wife and I test drove a Mazdaspeed Protogé today.  This car is nice.  The handling is wonderfull.  Stock power is enough for a daily driver.  Also there is a TSB on reflashing the ECU to fix the power fall off in the middle of the RPM range.  So, I am going to have them do that too.  If the 2003.5 is rated at 151HP at the wheels (by supper street) before the ECU upgrade, then it should have even more after the upgrade.  I've read some post by people who have had it done and they say it is a whole new car.  Some claim it rises the boost from 6 psi to 10.  I don't know if they had a boost gage installed to conferm that or what.<br /><br />We also test drove a Miata.  That is a fun car, but it is too slow.  It drives like a roadster and all, but compared to the Mazdaspeed, it isn't as nice and it doesn't corner as well.  They should have a Mazdaspeed miata as well soon though.  Maybe by summer.  I did a 180 degree spin out though.  That was fun.  I bet a Mazdaspeed version would be really fun.  More power and better suspention would make that car a blast.  The weather was nice enough to take the top down too.  That car is easy as pie to see in with the top down.  The blind spot aint bad with it up.  I can only comapre to a 2G Spyder, but vision in the driver seat is good.<br /><br />The deal goes down monday.  Wish me luck.  I'm not going to be nice.  If I don't get this one, there are 8 in Indy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />Compared to the Spec V that we already own, build quality seems great.  Body panels line up perfect.  Paint is great, and everything seems tight as a drumb.  I personly like how plain the car looks with the stereo tucked away when the car is turned off.  It is as basic as can be, but it has all the needed functions you would want.  Cup holders, ect.  It's missing cruse control though, but o well.  I hardly ever use it anyway.||12.221.228.124||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||10-05-2003||05:18 PM||||I test drove the Mazdaspeed Protege this past Summer at the Mazda Rev It Up Challenge in Atlanta. I was very impressed with the handling. It wasn't near as quick as my Galant, but it was awesome through the cones. Before that, I had read lots of articles that touted it as the new benchmark for front wheel drive sport compacts (it dethroned the Acura Integra Type R). I'm sure you can get lots more power out of it fairly easily since it's turbocharged. The aftermarket should be booming for it by now. I think you'll be really happy with it. BTW, stick it to that car dealer. Make sure you get a good deal by being willing to walk away. Usually they chase you down if you do that. Good luck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />One more thing: GOTTA have the cruise!! <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||Johnny Bravo||10-05-2003||06:18 PM||||I think they're really nice looking cars and really put down some great numbers for the price.  Too bad the engine is the stock Protege engine with a turbo and teenie-tiny I/C bolted on.  Leave it to Mazda to half ass something important like that, but then make the rest of the car a knockout just like the 3rd gen RX-7's (the stock I/C was no bigger than a small loaf of bread).  There's a blue older model MP3 Protege at school that parks in a lot near the one I have to park in and it looks great...not to mention a pretty hot chick drives it too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Good luck with the purchase, but just don't get the orange color  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   (even though it's not bad looking)||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||10-05-2003||08:56 PM||||If I were to get a daily, I don't think I'd want it to be turbo. I'd want something relativly boring, so that way it will STAY my daily driver.<br />And, yeah, don't get that orange color. It reminded me of some kind of slime you'd see on Double Dare.||64.252.104.77||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||10-05-2003||09:38 PM||||To everyone who posted.<br /><br />I WILL stick it to the dealer.  There are 8 in Indy and I will walk.<br /><br />The stock IC isn't that bad.  It is up and down the the uppper IC pipe is way larger then what I have now.  The thing isn't too small for the amount of boost it runs.  As long as it flows well, then it will be enough.<br /><br />There is a TSB on reflashing the ECU.  There is more power in this little thing yet.  I will have that done tomorrow before I even make a offer on the car.  I'm going to take info over on my lunch break with the file name, the date the email was sent to the dealer for this info and a contact at Mazda to point them in the right direction.  If it ain't done by the time I am off work, we will have problems.<br /><br />As far as having a turbo daily driver.  it uses the Garret t25 and runs lower boost then the 2Gs did.  I will keep it stock and I think I can find a used replacement when needed.  Also the t25 should be able to hold boost to redline cause of the wussy stock boost level.  Point being, I'm not worried about a daily driver stock turbo car. It will last when stock and not abused.<br /><br />Bottom line is that car is in the same handling class as a EVO or STi for way cheaper.  The car is very nice.  Great package for the price.  Also the pimping stereo will be fun to have.  I like the looks too.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||10-05-2003||10:09 PM||||Nice choice. I am impressed w/ the direction Mazda is going w/ their styling. I'd take ANY of the new lineup. Top of the list is of course the RX-8. But followed closely by the upcoming "6" wagon and Protege 5.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||10-06-2003||12:48 AM||||Could someone point me where I can find out what the dealer cost is (not invoice) and if there are any pay backs to the dealer from Mazda for selling a car?<br /><br />The dealer has this thing at 17,447 including the 2k customer rebate from the dealer.  So that is about 1500 that the dealer has taken off of the MSRP.<br /><br />I want to know what I can really get this thing for.<br /><br />I've been reading up on buying cars and October is a good month, but December is better.  I might wait till then.  I want this car, but I also (like anyone) want to get the best deal possible.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||psycopyro182||10-06-2003||12:30 PM||||man, the markup on cars is horrid.<br />my old roomate usto be a car salesman at a mitsu/mazda/toyota dealership and he showed me some of the prices and numbers that they marked up. its twice as bad for used cars. ive seen 90% markups before from 3,000 to say 5,800 thats terrible. on new cars you can usually drop teh price about a good 15% and the salesman will be ok sometimes you can get him to drop the price almost 20%<br /><br />when my mom bought her second to last car a 1997 hyundai sonata they wanted around 12,500 for it. she walked into the dealership and wrote a check out for 8,000 and handed it to the sales man and said "make it happen" ive never seen salespeople run so fast to make something happen. so just work on it.<br /><br />oh and btw READ ALL OF THE PAPERWORK. they WILL try to screw you. especially if you get them to a good price, there will be some stupid clause that will raise the interest rates or make you pay some stupid taxes and it will end up screwing you.<br /><br />(i hate having to buy cars) but i hate car salesmen even worse.<br /><br />just my .02<br />-max||204.196.73.125||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-06-2003||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong> man, the markup on cars is horrid.<br />my old roomate usto be a car salesman at a mitsu/mazda/toyota dealership and he showed me some of the prices and numbers that they marked up. its twice as bad for used cars. ive seen 90% markups before from 3,000 to say 5,800 thats terrible. on new cars you can usually drop teh price about a good 15% and the salesman will be ok sometimes you can get him to drop the price almost 20%<br /><br />when my mom bought her second to last car a 1997 hyundai sonata they wanted around 12,500 for it. she walked into the dealership and wrote a check out for 8,000 and handed it to the sales man and said "make it happen" ive never seen salespeople run so fast to make something happen. so just work on it.<br /><br />oh and btw READ ALL OF THE PAPERWORK. they WILL try to screw you. especially if you get them to a good price, there will be some stupid clause that will raise the interest rates or make you pay some stupid taxes and it will end up screwing you.<br /><br />(i hate having to buy cars) but i hate car salesmen even worse.<br /><br />just my .02<br />-max </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I read up on how they can try and raise your intrest rate, but they can only do that to people who have bad credit.  I know we have the credit to get the aproved advertized finance rate.  The scam goes, they sell a car at a lower intrest rate then someone acually got aproved for so they can make the sale and get them to sign.  Later they go back for the rest saying they made a mistake.<br /><br />As for hidden taxes,  I'm going going to pay tax on the car.  <br /><br />Thanks for the tips on how far I might be able to go below MSRP.  If I don't get it today, I'll prolly try again in December.  Cause I do want the car, but the Galant is still working out as a daily driver, so I am not in need of a quick fix.  The sales guy needs to make a sale more then I need to buy a car.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||10-06-2003||12:57 PM||||Dealers rob people on used cars... they pay you absolute shit on the tradein, and sell higher than a private seller.  But people go for it, so they keep doing it.<br /><br />With new cars, its not so bad... its soo easy to find dealer invoice prices online, just go in with that info and make a reasonable offer over invoice... they need to make some profit.  With new cars they make more money on service and aftermarket stuff.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||10-06-2003||06:06 PM||||You're doing the right thing: keep researching. Work up from the dealer cost, not down from the MSRP. Sometimes dealers get vehicles at below dealer invoice, so that figure is not always reliable. The end of the month is also the best time of the month to buy. And as you said, the end of the year is the best time of the year. Try to get two (or three) dealers to compete against each other. <br /><br />Everything's in your favor, especially since you don't NEED something now. Have fun.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/003253.cgi
A||||9||Oztek||New Wheels||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||10-05-2003||03:14 PM||aehlert@oztek.us||Got the new wheels on the 'vette this weekend.<br /><br />Let me know what you think!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?set_albumName=album13&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_album.php" target="_blank">http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?set_albumName=album13&op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_album.php</a>||68.21.43.18||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||10-05-2003||03:28 PM||||Please don't post pics of such awful looking vehicles  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Good combo. Adds a nice character to a color I don't typicaly like on sports cars.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||10-05-2003||09:32 PM||||Andy,<br /><br />You owe me a ride man. That looks sick. It looks like it could use a lowering. Maybe some super high dollar Penske shocks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Later||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||10-05-2003||11:24 PM||||Absolutely horrible   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||10-05-2003||11:40 PM||||Finally someone w/ a Zo6 that stands out from the rest. How you like the ls6 combo in that thing? Looks beautiful, a Zo6 w/ good rims and a galant, atleast you got taste.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||curtis||10-05-2003||11:49 PM||||turn off the traction control and dump the clutch now it might hook like the galant.  Love the car competition yellow with black wheels always a good choose.||67.25.32.200||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||Oztek||10-06-2003||07:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong>How you like the ls6 combo in that thing? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The LS6 is just awesome.  Massive amounts of torque all thru the rpm range.  I just installed a cold air kit and it feels like it picked up about 15-20 hp.<br /><br />As for dropping the hammer on these big treads, it wouldn't matter how wide the tire is this time of year.  It's too cold to get any traction up here.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000007||91 #680||10-06-2003||11:31 AM||||are those HRE's? (drool)...nice combo with the zo6 vette.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||10-06-2003||11:47 AM||||Andy, you lucky bastard! Stop posting these pics -you just make me even more jealous...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />what kind of wheels are they? Give us more info, holmes!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||Oztek||10-06-2003||10:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Andy, you lucky bastard! Stop posting these pics -you just make me even more jealous...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't hate the playa....hate the game.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong><br />what kind of wheels are they? Give us more info, holmes! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are by a company called CC Wheel.  They do alot of rims for race cars.  Their website is <a href="http://www.ccwheel.com" target="_blank">www.ccwheel.com</a> .   The owner, John, is an awesome guy to work with.<br /><br />The wheels are 18x10 in the front and 18x11.5 in the rear (with 18/30/335s).||68.21.43.18||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||no
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A||||36||GVR$in||Vandalized!! Some fucker wants to die pt. 2!||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-05-2003||06:56 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Last night at around 2am I was playing ghost recon on xbox live (owns you) and I heard a loud BANG.. Im like    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   get on some shoes, grab a bat and head out to the driveway to find nothing, I take a look at the galant and no broken windows so I head back inside..<br /><br />This morning I look out the front window to see my passenger window is cracked.. I NEVER ever ever ever leave my window's down for any reason so that triggered my WTF button, I head outside to find the ugliest 'keying' Ive yet to see.<br /><br />1.) So the passenger window was halfway down when I came out, and moved freely so the cable inside the door was snapped. <br />2.) 2 seperate 'key' marks on the passenger side spanning from the beginning of my rear door to the tailights so each about 5-6 ft long . There's paint that was scraped off on the ground. (see pics)<br />3.) There is BLOOD.. about 6 spots on the passenger side, So Im guessing someone gave it a good punch on the pass. side window then somehow dripped it along the whole side of the car while keying.<br />4.) I didn't know our window's were so strong but there are almost 'dents' in the broken window and the driver's side rear window. You can see that someone hit them hard and left marks, but they didn't crack.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br />5.) and lastly on the rear passenger side pillar (outside) there is a dent from most likely a bat which is about 4 inches wide.<br /><br />Im pissed!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-05-2003||06:58 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1489" alt=" - " /><br />Blood:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1490" alt=" - " /><br />I will avenge thee..<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1491" alt=" - " /><br />Got paint? I don't!<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1492" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||10-05-2003||07:00 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1493" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1494" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1495" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1496" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-05-2003||07:01 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1497" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1498" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1499" alt=" - " /><br /><br />OUCH!<br /><br />Forgot to mention I had a cop come over and I did a report.. I also lost 60 some cd's in the event.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||10-05-2003||07:16 PM||||Sorry about that man... what a shitty deal.<br />And I thought I was the only one who kept a bat right next to the front door... always ready to re-live the final scene from Casino if some punks try and get fresh with #490...||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||10-05-2003||07:24 PM||||fuck id find them and let them taste the louisville slugger. ignorant, jealous bastards. well whatever happens i hope you get that taken care of terren.||65.227.204.204||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||10-05-2003||07:29 PM||||The next few nights Im going to camp out on my roof with my autococker on full velocity.. Then once they're on the ground take the louisville to the dome.<br /><br />I have a feeling they're coming back for more.. They most likely heard my door open and took off. We'll see.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||10-05-2003||07:39 PM||||mother fuck man . Thats sux so bad Terren.. Id do it for you if I was there. People are just lame anymore. tempered glass is 10 times as strong as windshield glass , but once it starts to break it explodes.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||Xan||10-05-2003||07:46 PM||||damn dude, that bites.  You have any enemies? or  pissed anyone off recently?  Hope you get the fuckers.  Keep us posted and I for one wouldn't mind pics of the punks after they have gotten the beating.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||8||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||10-05-2003||07:50 PM||||oh my god, i would want to taste blood if that happened to me. i've had other people treat my car badly (mainly gardeners and such) but not like that. i would go insane. i hope you give to em when you see them. i don't understand people doing shit like that. <br /><br />good luck.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||10-05-2003||07:51 PM||||The cop says RIGHT as she gets out of her car, "Damn, who'd you piss off?".. Im like   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  !<br /><br />I didn't do shit to anyone.. except not pay Rich for a red top.<br /><br />To tell you the truth I have no enemies.. just maybe some of my ex girlfriends jealous boyfriends but I don't think they'd drive 8 hours.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I think Rich did it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||Ash||10-05-2003||08:36 PM||||Its probably some inbred domestic owner who had their arse handed to them by you on the street some time in the last week or so, as a guess.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||203.221.152.161||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000012||RTS182G-VR4||10-05-2003||08:44 PM||||i feel for ya.  mine got keyed last year right where yours is.  tryed to buff it but its too deep.  why would people go'n do this?  there not even "nice" cars.  its just a mitsu, not a mercedes.  damn.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000013||turbowop||10-05-2003||09:55 PM||||Dude...you know I definately feel your pain. Man...that makes me feel what I felt when it happened to mine all over again. I think we both had the same kind of people do this to our cars. Not anybody we know or pissed off, but just some random jealous fucks that like to destroy nice things because they can't have them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000014||chadhayashi||10-05-2003||10:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong>   its just a mitsu, not a mercedes.  damn.<br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bummer man. Sorry to hear that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br />I worked on a '02 CL600 a few weeks ago that had been keyed as badly as yours and in almost the exact same location on the body. The owner didn't even know it had happened till he read the text in the R.O. saying that the "damage was there when I got the vehicle". It looked only a day or two old.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000015||Akidosigh1||10-05-2003||11:14 PM||||A bat is not sufficient around here. Someone broke into my other car before. It happened as soon as i came in the house after my night class. less than 45 minutes later, my radio was gone, my 2 12s, my amp, and all my CDs. nothing was cut. only damage was my window. I knew it was an inside job. only people that have been in my car could know. i live in the hood so getting people to retaliate for u is an everyday thing. I knew who it was as soon as it happened but i let it chill. My brother used to upgrade security systems in the white house and pentagon so i have a real nice camera set up aimed towards my driveway. around here everything is a smallworld so being as though i waited, i found out who all exactly got into my car. it was someone on my street and 2 of his friends. well, i let it be known that i knew about it and one day he broke into one of my other friends house and he got his. it made it worse because insurance did not cover it. I never used to leave my CDs in the car. it was that one time. i can remember saying to myself "damn, i left my cds in the car" and thought nothing was going to happen that one night. over $1500 in CDs alone...<br /><br />if this is the 2nd time its happened to u, get a good bright motion sensor light and a small camera. and aim it to ur car. u will get something and if your area is anythign like mine, you will probably find out who it is one day. <br /><br />I wish i had a car alarm. I always wanted one of the ones that comes with a pager. that and a lojack...||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000016||Eclipse182||10-06-2003||01:19 AM||||Oh man, sorry dude. Thats the one of the things that pisses me off more than anything. Anyone who screws with someones car is a friggin scumbag and deserves the bat to their. I kinda know how you feel though, a couple months ago my sisters car was keyed, the tire slashed and the brakeline partially severed. Yeah, they werent just messing with her car they were messing with her life, needless to say just told her to park under survailance cameras at work and dont start with anyone. Anyway, I say you stake out the car for like a week with the windows half down(like you found it) and maybe a few cd's on the seat. Revenge at its finest when they find out their head cant take a bat as well as your car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.110.143.4||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||10-06-2003||02:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> The cop says RIGHT as she gets out of her car, "Damn, who'd you piss off?".. Im like    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   !<br /><br />I didn't do shit to anyone.. except not pay Rich for a red top.<br /><br />To tell you the truth I have no enemies.. just maybe some of my ex girlfriends jealous boyfriends but I don't think they'd drive 8 hours.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />I think Rich did it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I told you don't fuck with my money.<br /><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Just let me know if you want that car cover and to borrow the "ding king" to try and pull that dent out some.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||highskyes||10-06-2003||02:24 AM||||piece of advice from a shitty area of houston.  Sack some washer under the hammer spring of the autococker, turn up the reg on the front block to compensate.  Had a friend that kept one under the counter at his paintabll shop loaded with ball bearings that clocked 350 FPS with them.  Shit would cause some serious damage.||12.207.51.216||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000019||91 #680||10-06-2003||02:34 AM||||damn Terren sorry to hear about that man.  I hope you catch those fuckheads and beat their heads in. I would go ballistic and do something I would regret if I ever caught anybody messing with my galant||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000020||gvr4ever||10-06-2003||09:25 AM||||If you don't know of anyone who you pissed off, it is prolly one of your neighbors or some stupid kids.<br /><br />I had someone try and break in to my car in Toledo.  F*^K Toledo.  I had two cars broken in to in two years.  Before that I had my car broken in to, Mmmm, let me think.  Oh ya, never.  Toledo rant off:<br /><br />Anyway, the car was broken in to at our apartment.  No big deal, only we lived in a nice place and they only had one other break in before mine a few years ago.  They caught the people it it turned out to be kids.  Well in my case, I knew it was somone who lived very close (only I couldn't prove it).  They went direcly for the trunk (where I had my tools when I was working on the car).  I'm pretty damn sure someone saw me working on my car with the tools in the trunk.  I guess they thought I was stupid enought to leave them in the car when I was done with them.  Anyway, somone busted my driver side window and popped the trunk.  They didn't go for the greddy, or the gages, nope, they went for the trunk.<br /><br />So, keep your eyes out for anyone peeping around your car.  Chances are, it is somone not too far away.  If you didn't hear a car drive off in a hurry, then the people were prolly on foot.  There was no car driven off when my car was busted in to.  Another reason I'm pretty sure it was someone in the same apartment complex or someone in eyes view of the next apartment complex.<br /><br />Is your alarm working?  Did they do all that dammage and get your CDs without opening a door?||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000021||GVR$in||10-06-2003||03:22 PM||||My alarm usually goes off when I lean on the damn thing! But somehow the alarm didn't go off even though they NAILED 2 windows with something hard. They didn't open any doors, the doors were still locked. The window was just halfway down when I came out.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000022||slvrblt||10-06-2003||05:00 PM||||kill kill kill.<br /><br /><br />If I ever caught someone breaking into/fucking with my car, they would be in a world of hurt. Im sure I would regret it the next day.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000023||AWDpower||10-07-2003||04:03 AM||||Man, that sucks, sorry to hear about your car.<br /><br />What I don't understand is who would be stupid enough to do such a thing. It's obviously a cowardly act, doesn't the person realize what would happen to them if they got caught? A friend of mine recently had his GVR4 broken into in front of his house, during the day, while he was home. They stole his stock stereo. My friend is a big guy. He is not the kind of guy that a theif would want to be caught by. Who would risk their life for a POS stock stereo? <br /><br />It's bad enough to steal, but why vandalize the car? To me that is like a personal attack. <br /><br />Do you have any music stores near you that buy used CDs? I'd go by there and ask if anyone tried to sell them your CDs, that might give you something to go on. I hope you catch them.||64.157.95.30||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000024||turbowop||10-07-2003||04:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong><br /><br />It's bad enough to steal, but why vandalize the car? To me that is like a personal attack.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup....vandalizing is the most chicken shit thing to do in my opinion. If I ever found the motherfucker that keyed my car I'd shove the rear balance shaft I took out of my engine today right up their ass........after I beat the pulp out of them with it first of course.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000025||number3||10-07-2003||07:43 AM||||A locked Garage or at least a locking car cover should slow these cowards down.<br /><br />Good luck||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000026||PRE-EVO||10-07-2003||01:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> A locked Garage or at least a locking car cover should slow these cowards down.<br /><br />Good luck </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry I offered up the latter to him if he wants it since I have a garage.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000027||bleck||10-07-2003||05:31 PM||||Dammit! That sucks bigtime.  You guys got me so f-ing paranoid that I think I'm gonna clean out my garage.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000028||rigd||10-07-2003||08:07 PM||||That sux bigtime!!<br /><br />Just a couple days ago, I discovered a deep 7inch in length scratch on the driver's front fender. I've only own the car for around 2 months now and the paint job is about 4 months old.<br /><br />Seems like the black vr4s are having bad luck right now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||64.166.158.229||reg||1||rigd||00000677||yes
Z||000029||KingGalantVr4||10-07-2003||09:32 PM||||I had someone try and steal my truck, I poped a load of rock salt in their ass with my 10 guage.  10 yards out, he hit the ground crying for his mother.  I made him pay for the 1/4 glass he broke.  I made him come back and install it, while I watched.  Then I made him aware it wouldn't be rock salt next time   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    The bluff is always in my corner ... at least with him.<br /><br />Just remember, if its not caught in the act, its revenge, and sometimes revenge sucks.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000030||number3||10-07-2003||09:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rigd:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Seems like the black vr4s are having bad luck right now.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bite your tongue!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000031||turbowop||10-07-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rigd:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Seems like the black vr4s are having bad luck right now.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bite your tongue!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't worry Harry.....mines Belize.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000032||henrok||10-07-2003||10:23 PM||||dude, get two pit bulls and train them to stay quiet til the person gets really near.... or get a tiger and an alligator.   just make sure u dont bring any cats near by or ur arm is.... lol. kidding really man that sucks i just dont understand why people have to be that way.. i literally dont understand it....||152.163.252.136||reg||8||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000033||henrok||10-07-2003||10:31 PM||||hey dude, get motion sensors that go off when someone goes near your driveway and near your car and have it go off loudly in your room. then get a nice camera set at your car with the motion sensor.  call the cops as soon as u see the person come near your car and by then youll already have them on the camera.  lock their ass up... or u can train a pitbull to chase some one down and have him ready and dont feed it. when the motion sensor goes off open the door and have him fetch for balls .   lmaooo.   not joking seriously dude just imagine his face when he sees the pit come after him...  just make sure its not a female cuz then the pit wont be able to fetch balls. lol||152.163.252.136||reg||3||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000034||slvrblt||10-08-2003||02:08 AM||||Buy an SKS.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000035||theymightbegalants||10-08-2003||03:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> at least a locking car cover should slow these cowards down. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What exactly is this?  How does it work?  Is it easy enough to use in everyday life?  How much, and where to purchase?||69.59.219.166||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000036||number3||10-08-2003||08:21 AM||||Basically is a standard car cover that has grommets for a cable lock to pass through. This keeps the cover on the car for added protection.<br /><br />It also keeps them from stealing the cover as well.<br /><br />Of course someone could cut it open but its an option. <br /><br />number3 is parked in a $3,500 portable locked wooded shed/garage. See your portable local shed/garage dealer. I thing even home depot and lowes now sells them.<br /><br />The lock on the cover would be a pain in the ass in my view but if you have no other choice than it is a good one.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003255.cgi
A||||10||KingGalantVr4||i'm not sure what to think of this||||1||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||10-05-2003||09:10 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||<a href="http://losetheplot.org/stuff/rejected.wmv" target="_blank">http://losetheplot.org/stuff/rejected.wmv</a><br /><br />is it funny?  I can't tell, its just sooooo, insane!!!||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||10-05-2003||09:39 PM||||I'm scared. I think i now know what pyschosis feels like.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||Xan||10-05-2003||10:48 PM||||anus bleeding is no laughing matter, he should go see a doctor, lol   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-05-2003||10:50 PM||||I dont know.. Im confused .. help me! ahh!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||369of1000||10-06-2003||01:53 AM||||My spoon is too big!!!<br /><br />I've had this clip for quite some time now. I think it's great.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000005||drew||10-06-2003||07:50 PM||||BADGER BADGER BADGER BADGER MUSHROOM MUSHROOM!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.weebls-stuff.com/toons/21/" target="_blank">http://www.weebls-stuff.com/toons/21/</a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||10-06-2003||09:02 PM||||that movie reminds me of my weekend.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||10-06-2003||10:16 PM||||Looks like someone got inside my head.....Its always playing circus music.||12.213.174.151||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||bleck||10-06-2003||10:46 PM||||somebody has definitely been doin the wrong kind of thing for too long   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||VR6 Eater||10-06-2003||11:24 PM||||huh.....................................||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000010||psycopyro182||10-06-2003||11:28 PM||||oh my god! when one of my friends showed that to me about a month ago i laughed my ass off. its still funny everytime i see it.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes



ubb/Forum3/003256.cgi
A||||1||justducttapeit69||How does the setup sound?||||1||||justducttapeit69||00002110
Z||000000||justducttapeit69||10-04-2003||07:34 PM||justducttapeit69@hotmail.com||I'm looking into getting a Galant VR-4, how does this setup sound?  Is the turbo a good one, or great or what?  thanks!<br /><br />92' galant vr4 its black on black. It has a t3 garrett turbo, front mount intercooler, custom intercooler hard pipe kit, custom 3 inch exhaust, gReddy style muffler, walbro 255lbh high flow fuel pump, TurboXs blow off valve, it is lowered 1.5". It has a Cerwin Vega component set, Pioneer 6500 cd player with screen savers, Tenzo R carbon fiber boost gauge||24.116.152.57||reg||1||justducttapeit69||00002110||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-04-2003||08:35 PM||||First off move this thread to the General section..<br /><br />We can't tell you too much about just saying its a Garret T3 turbo.. Find out more info. And you just stated the modifications done to it, Is it regularly maintained? Does it smoke? How many miles does it have. Whens the last time the Timing belt has been done? ..||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003257.cgi
A||||9||Akidosigh1||MARYLANDERS||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||10-05-2003||11:37 PM||||Who all on here is from MD? What part is everyone from?||64.12.96.102||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||10-06-2003||01:48 AM||||Elkton, MD.  North East part of the state.  By the DE/PA lines.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||KingGalantVr4||10-06-2003||06:28 AM||||Bel Air, Harford County||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||10-06-2003||09:46 AM||||Rising Sun, northeast corner of the state. Right between Matticus and KingGalantVR4.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||10-06-2003||12:04 PM||||Laurel, MD [Howard Cty Side]||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||10-06-2003||04:47 PM||||Forestville, MD in PG County. Its right inside the beltway on Rt 4(Pennsylvania Ave) next to SE DC..... It sounds like everyone else lives in the country, except Geoff... but howard county is out there too. I try to stay south of Bmore unless female duties call.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||DynStatic||10-08-2003||10:03 PM||||I'm in richmond va, so is Scotty (ATSI)||68.57.52.229||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000007||crucible||10-09-2003||09:54 AM||||Thanx guys.<br />Now we know where to go to get "parts"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000008||92GVR4#333||10-09-2003||09:06 PM||||wow I was born in Bel Aire MD||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000009||Johnny Bravo||10-10-2003||11:45 AM||||Boonsboro, MD out in the boonies for now, but Chevy Chase, MD in January  WOOT WOOT!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes



ubb/Forum3/003259.cgi
A||||1||sleeper||Any ATV riders?||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||10-06-2003||01:03 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Last weekend we picked up a 03 Raptor for myself and tomorrow we'll bring home a new Grizzly for my wife. (Riiight, because she needed one, bad)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />The upgrades on these things are as expensive as on the car. Full exhaust for a Raptor is $450-500<br />The Galant might have to wait to be finished.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.244.228||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-06-2003||03:07 AM||||My brother rides a Banshee, a '99 I think.  It's got full exhaust, custom dual K&N intake, some kind of head work, or carb work, I'm not sure.  He's got coilovers on it and just put on custom new plastics, handlebar, insanely bright headlights, and some other shit.  That thing is scary fast.  We live on the top of a hill, and when he guns it up the hill he can clear our entire driveway (over 30 ft) and his head is higher than our garage roof.  I've ridden it only a few times, and never gotten farther than 2nd gear (it has 6).  It scares the living bejeezus out of me.  Haha, then again, my car scares him.  We both think the other's vehicle is too fast.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||69.59.219.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003260.cgi
A||N||0||Beemer||#1244 Starts the long road..||||1||||Beemer||00000599
Z||000000||Beemer||10-06-2003||04:36 AM||beemer1@att.net||Ok folks, the first stage is almost complete..<br />How many of us have been here?<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1505" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1505&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> <br /><br /><br />OOH SHINY SILVER STUFF&gt;&gt;&gt;<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1506" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1506&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I got lucky..note the vacuum fittings on the back of the Venom.  If I had tried to throw this into one of my two '90 Eclipse GSX's, I doubt it would have fit..<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1508" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1508&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />But it fit in #1244<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1504" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1504&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> <br /><br />By the way, that exhaust manny isn't painted, it's sanded down and polished.  Now if I could just find a clear ceramic coating...it might look good after the first puddle hits it.  O2 was also hand polished, but of course you can't see it.  Too bad I have dirt and cosmoline all over the engine bay that won't come off even with the help of a 3000 psi hotsy pressure washer, even when it is shooting steam.  What gets that crap off?<br /><br />Here's the list of mods so far<br />Venom Drag Intake, Knife edge ported head, (stock valves/springs/retainers)WEB .410 lift cams,(I am dreading the first start up--valve float at idle...god I hope not!)<br />Ported to hell 1g 02/2g ported exhaust manny<br />510cc yellow top injectors<br />Ported Big 16G/polished compressor<br />HKS VVC/2G MAS/Dejon tool 2G-&gt;1G MAS intake pipe/Injen 2G filter/HKS PFC-F-CON with inside mixture knob, GCC, and FCD if I can ever find a stupid 550 chip for it.<br />(The car was a factory "HKS Special" 271 hp car.  The F-CON/FCD, 510's and 16g came with it from the factory) plus HKS S-AFR <br />26MM swaybar (I'm the guy that convinced Mark to do the custom manufacture group buy with whiteline..) JDM GVR4 tranny picked up in Tokyo this spring<br />Keydiver's ecu chip when he gets the 550 chip finished.<br />ACT 6 puck solid hub clutch disc on a stock p/p for now.  Fidenza NIB waiting to see if the stock p/p will hold after the mods..<br />Apexi N-1 Downpipe..nothing behind it now till I can get a certified s/s system or I get off my butt and prototype one myself<br />And a nicely crapped out stock radio.  Anyone else missing the right channels on theirs?<br />All brand new timing components<br />New Kumho 716's on stock wheels<br />New (not rebuilt) front axles<br />Pass side wheel bearing..drivers side next<br />All new front ball joints/tie rod ends<br />Of course, TMO datalogger with laptop (Military Micron brand P166.  Hey, it works, and I have 7 of them at home and two with me here in Fl.)<br /><br />I'm building the car with expandability in mind turbo wise, hence the big cams and the intake.<br />Anyone found a decent valve spring compressor for our heads yet?  All that was wrong with the old head (stock) was the valve seals were completely gone..as in all that was left was the steel.<br /><br />Comments and ideas about what this setup would need aside from bigger injectors to handle a larger turbo, and what kind of HP/strip times I can expect off this setup.  I'm guessing high 12's to low 13's with the big 16 since I still have the stock fmic and piping (Huge choke point, I know, but divorce and $1100 a month child support are huge choke point for wallet)<br />Now for the tough part.  Recommendations for a turbo.  I'm not real particular, but I DO want a ball bearing turbo.  I'm not interested in trying to beat Mr. Jon Shepherd into the 7's.. I just want to maybe break into the low 12's/high 11's and still have some fun autocrossing.<br />Thanks for all your help the past two years guys.  You've been a HUGE resource for all the midwestern DSM and GVR4 owners...all 5 of us.  (I know there's more..but finding them all..)<br /><br />This setup is a testament to what you folks have tried over the years and found to have worked well.  Either it's going to be a bog monster like an old quadrajet flopping the secondaries open right off idle, or it's going to scare the crap out of me..<br />Thanks and let me know what you guys think of her.<br />#1244..||198.26.120.12||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003261.cgi
A||||2||JO||Good web site 4 oem parts||||5||||JO||00002267
Z||000000||JO||10-06-2003||09:31 AM||||Any info on OEM parts on the web.I need some good links.||152.163.252.136||reg||5||JO||00002267||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||10-06-2003||10:59 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712</a>||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||10-06-2003||03:37 PM||||<a href="http://www.mitsubishiparts.com" target="_blank">www.mitsubishiparts.com</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/003262.cgi
A||||2||369of1000||oil filters||||1||||369of1000||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||10-06-2003||01:57 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I've done a search and it appears the popular choice of oil filter is factory. Is there a good spot to get them from or should I just go to a dealer?<br /><br />Any alternatives?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||10-06-2003||02:16 PM||||there was a 20 something page report on every oil filter ever made.  the purolator was the best one. the first step up one... i can't remember what it was called, like a purolator gold.  the cheap way to get them is to order them through a ford dealer or ford motorcraft retailer. thd motorcraft filters are actually just those good purolators with different packaging and they are actually CHEAP. like $3-$4 depending on size i think.<br />wix was another really good one. but they are pricey<br /><br />fram makes the worst oil filte ron the market. please tell me none of you use them.  it will wreck your motor one day. i'm not even kidding. don't be fooled by fancy packaging and commercials. they honestly are the biggest pieces of crap out there.||141.153.212.218||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||miturra||10-06-2003||03:33 PM||||Here's the address: <a href="http://www.scuderiaciriani.com/rx7/oil_filter_study/" target="_blank">http://www.scuderiaciriani.com/rx7/oil_filter_study/</a>||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003263.cgi
A||||15||ayvr4||My Starion Intecooler Pics||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||10-06-2003||05:55 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1509&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Well here it is, the Starion IC with stock pipes.<br />no mods to the endtanks, just the long one cut off.<br />did the install last weekend with my friend James.<br />what do you guys think?<br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||10-06-2003||05:59 PM||||I must say, I did a pretty good polishing job!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Nice install, very clean!||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||10-06-2003||06:02 PM||||hey Chris, you mad you didnt keep it?<br />Thanks again for the great price     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br />(had to mount it with the side i didnt want to    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     but it still looks good)<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||10-06-2003||11:39 PM||||sweet install  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    hows the performance gain ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||10-07-2003||11:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> sweet install    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />      hows the performance gain ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks! Truth is, I have not even drove it yet.. i am still in need of a new tranny before she moves. did start her up to make sure there were no leaks.<br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||redheat86||10-07-2003||12:07 PM||||did you do all stock piping or is it a custom job?||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||10-07-2003||12:33 PM||||I dont want to share all the details kuZ you guys will laugh and call me ghetto.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />It's all stock pipes... We just cut up un-needed stock ic hose and used it as couplers.<br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||raceman77||10-07-2003||12:40 PM||||looks good,l know how much work it is to do it right.l think before you put the bumper on you should fab up some hard lines though,even if it`s only 2.0" aluminized with radiator hose for the elbows.That`s how l did my first system and it worked very well,the difference in throttle response was really incredible actually.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000008||ayvr4||10-07-2003||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> looks good,l know how much work it is to do it right... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have to give alot of credit to my friend James who did a hell of alot of cutting   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Upgraded pipes are a for sure in the near future. I am just doing one step at a time.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000009||joec||10-07-2003||10:01 PM||||Looks good.  How much of the bumper support did you have to cut?||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000010||ayvr4||10-08-2003||11:45 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1529" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1529&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />The middle picture shows with the support on, so you can see alot was cut(my car is 30lbs lighter).<br />~Aaron<br /><br />EDIT: Just realized i put 572 instead of 573 on the pic... OoPS~||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000011||4G63_GSR||10-08-2003||12:07 PM||||maybe next time i'm in milwaukee i should call you up...||66.188.114.112||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000012||ayvr4||10-08-2003||12:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong> maybe next time i'm in milwaukee i should call you up... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For Sure.... I want to see 144!<br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000013||VR6 Eater||10-08-2003||02:16 PM||||What did you use for a mounting bracket?  Did you have to buy any hoses or did you just switch the long one from the driver's to the passenger's?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000014||dsmsleeper||10-08-2003||02:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> Did you have to buy any hoses or did you just switch the long one from the driver's to the passenger's? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><b>ayvr4</b> <br />"It's all stock pipes... We just cut up un-needed stock ic hose and used it as couplers."||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000015||ayvr4||10-08-2003||02:34 PM||||We used the brackets that were already on the ic (as to not spend money and have new straps welded on). James actually made the brackets & they held it in place very well.<br /><br />He is a member on this site, maybe he will jump in and give some input.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/003264.cgi
A||||8||Ryan Carey||Saw a Ford Sierra RS conversion today||||6||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||10-06-2003||06:03 PM||||I was cruisin around the Parker area today and noticed a Ford Sierra RS cruise by, whistling turbo, dual exhaust, so I decised to persue.  I rolled up and noticed this thing wasn't just a Sierra, it was a Sierra conversion with authentic badges, trim, and factory alloy rims.  It even had the cool looking vented hood.  I pulled farther ahead and noticed the front end belonged to a Merkur, but looked like it was temporary because none of the trim or grill was intact.  It had Colorado plates, does anyone know who owns this thing or where it came from??  Is this a simple conversion on the Merkur platform??  <br />I am very fascinated now||198.81.26.80||reg||6||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-06-2003||08:14 PM||||Ryan, it's a fairly straight forward conversion. Most guys go with the factory 2.3 turbo motor and do cossie-look parts so it could have had the regular iron lump in it. The cossie motor bolts in as well as the T5 BG tranny. It's a pretty nice car once it's sorted.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||KingGalantVr4||10-06-2003||08:55 PM||||I had a MerkurXr4ti ... it was the bigest pos I have EVER owned.  Now that I got that out of the way, I loved that car like no other.  And if I had it to do all over again, I wouldn't have sold the car.  It was finally perfect, compleatly built, and I was almost 100% positive it would make a complete 1/4 mile pass.<br /><br />.65trim t3/t4 on the 2.3, EEC tuner, 200hp shot of nitrous, 3" single exhaust, world class t5 and then a c4 auto, custom driveshaft, cossie rear, everything on the top of the motor was ported all to hell.  TRW forged pistons, eagle rods, big valve head, ranger roller cam, etc etc etc etc etc etc!<br /><br />I broke every piece of driveline on that car.  IT never compleated a 1/4 mile pass while I owned the car.  Hence all the upgrades, untill one day I took it to the track and someone offered me a ton of money for it, and it left.  Don't doubt the 2.3, the cossie motor is sweet, but for the money the 2.3 is even sweeter.  GOD I love that car.||207.114.9.235||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-06-2003||09:06 PM||||The cossie motor is 2 liter. The 2.3 is a thunderbird motor but still decent, it can take a lot of boost. The cossie motor is on par with the 4G63. <br /><br />who's going to build that Justy Subaru Ej20?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||EvilGalantGSX||10-06-2003||10:14 PM||||I think it would be damn hard to but a EJ20 motor in a Justy. The EJ20 is a flat 4 if im correct and the justy had a little 3 banger Geo metro style setup. I know some justys were 4wd and some were FWD, and some had CVT transmissons.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000005||curtis||10-06-2003||11:40 PM||||Never under estimate the merkurs.   They have a following like the Galant VR4 crowd.  A friend of mine here in town has one and its nasty and he runs it to death.  He run around at 28 psi with a t3/t4 hybrid on the street on pump gas for two years trying to blow it up so he could put in the new motor, and it never blew.||67.25.36.79||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||GVR4458||10-07-2003||12:07 PM||||It may have been a real cosworth.  I remember seeing a few for sale in Colorado on the used rally car web page a few years back.<br /><br />Although not advertised well, AMS also works on XR4ti's (Martin has one that was undergoing cosmetic surger last I checked, but still scary fast)).  Give him a call and I'm sure he'll talk about them for hours if you're interested. <br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||10-07-2003||04:38 PM||||I helped Martin datalog that merkur one time. He had a cosworth kit put on it and the whole car was sprayed a candy sapphire blue like that Supra TT, Civic SI. <br /><br />Plus, I went around town one day with Adam's girlfriend driving it...pretty scary   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||V8EATER||10-07-2003||06:34 PM||||Are the cossie's road legal in the US?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum3/003265.cgi
A||||8||drew||After 5 long years||||14||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||10-06-2003||06:56 PM||||My Galant is finally up and running. I'm breaking in the motor and dealing with the last details, but it's tagged, insured and on the road!<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1518&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1516&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1517&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=980&width=400" alt=" - " />||64.36.77.218||reg||14||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||10-06-2003||07:26 PM||||How 'bout some shots of the engine.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||EvilGalantGSX||10-06-2003||08:53 PM||||Very Clean Car, Very nice.<br /><br /><br />Ps,<br /><br />where did you get the strut tower brace?||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-06-2003||10:36 PM||||Thanks. The GAB bar came with the car when I bought it.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||10-06-2003||10:44 PM||||wow, very clean engine bay! i like it a lot.  looks clean but mean. post some that we can enlarge. <br /><br />what intercooler are you running?  and any plans on getting different rims?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   haha<br /><br />good job on the car, i bet you're enjoying it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||10-06-2003||11:04 PM||||dude i love it wingless... nice job on the car.||65.227.217.101||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||drew||10-06-2003||11:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong> wow, very clean engine bay! i like it a lot.  looks clean but mean. post some that we can enlarge. <br /><br />what intercooler are you running?  and any plans on getting different rims?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    haha<br /><br />good job on the car, i bet you're enjoying it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks, i'm learning to enjoy it. I'm running a Lancer EVO 3 Intercooler. I think the rims go okay with the car, but I'm thinking of getting some factory 17" GSX wheels or some 3rd gen RX7 wheels or some IS300 wheels. I want a clean, factory, sleeper look.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||10-06-2003||11:22 PM||||What muffler is that?<br /><br />A+ on the wingless look! Love that!||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||drew||10-06-2003||11:24 PM||||Thanks. It's a Fujitsubo (FGK) Legalis R JASMA muffler. The only one that I know of stateside. It's a FULL 3" exhaust, and it's almost as quiet as stock.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003266.cgi
A||||23||turbogalant||No more mitsu oil filters.||||1||||turbogalant||00000287
Z||000000||turbogalant||10-07-2003||02:23 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||Mitsu has discontinued the OE oil filters for our cars and replace them with a shorter, crappier filter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  . Oh well looks like wix filters for me now.||65.177.241.202||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||10-07-2003||08:25 AM||||Other than being smaller, why are they crappier?||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||10-07-2003||08:49 AM||||Check out the Purolator PureOne filters.  <br /> <a href="http://www.pureoil.com/pureone.htm" target="_blank">Purolator PureOne</a>||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||10-07-2003||12:32 PM||||I use the Purolator filters (PL10193).  They are easily available, and don't cost much at all.||12.243.104.252||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||10-07-2003||12:51 PM||||Mobil 1. High priced but good.||162.83.79.198||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||10-07-2003||06:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Other than being smaller, why are they crappier? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just meant the since they are shorter they are crappier. Due to less filter area possible leaving more contaminents in the oil system. It also will cause a little more pressure in the oiling system and possibly less oil in the oiling system. I could be wrong on the last two things I said but they seemed to be very possible to me.||63.184.72.14||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||10-07-2003||07:48 PM||||Any Mitsu filter will fit on any Mitsu car. Its just a clearance issue on some cars. You could get a filter designed for the newer 6cyl Mitsus and it'll still fit as long as the clearance is ok.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||10-07-2003||09:51 PM||||I saw the bulletin mistu sent to all dealers they are condencing all filters to two part numbers a shorter fat filter and the long skinny one that is all the filters they are offering now. If I remember the bulletin correct there is 3 part numbers they are condencing in to one. If you still don't believe me go try to get one, if they have any buy them they won't have them for long.||65.177.232.146||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||10-07-2003||11:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Mobil 1. High priced but good. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||10-08-2003||03:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Any Mitsu filter will fit on any Mitsu car. Its just a clearance issue on some cars. You could get a filter designed for the newer 6cyl Mitsus and it'll still fit as long as the clearance is ok. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is very interesting and very useful information.  Which Mitsu car has the biggest filter that anyone's aware of?  So if we just go buy an aftermarket filter for this car, assuming it won't hit anything, it will at least mate up to the oil filter housing?||69.59.219.166||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||10-08-2003||11:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Mobil 1. High priced but good. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No shiz.  They used to be $10.  I guess that wasn't high enough cause now they are $12.  I got a hand full of them last summer at a K-Mart close out.  I'm on my last one.  I'm going to just use the good ol Purolator PureOne filters.  Also I use them twice to get 6K miles out of them.  <br /><br />The Purolator PureOne are a pretty good filter.  I just can't see why the Mobil 1 filter would be so good to spend $12+ on.  It really adds up over time on all your oil changes.  I still use Mobil 1 oil though.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||TurboVR4dr||10-08-2003||01:50 PM||||Here is the way i look at Mobil 1 oil filters and oil.  $10 a filter and $5 a quart.  That is $35 an oil change.<br /><br />Parts store filter $3 a filter and  Napa oil  $1 a quart.  $8 an oil change.  <br /><br />Now there are a lot of people here with cars over 150k miles so I'll use that as the magic mark.  Total cost of oil changes every 3k using Mobil 1 $1750.  Total cost using average oil and filter $400.  So in 150k miles you have paid for a basic rebuild (doing the labor yourself) by using   Mobil 1.   And then to top it off the average person gets a new car every 3 years.  That is just my thought on the whole Mobil 1 thing.  To me it is a waste of money.  But to each his own.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||10-08-2003||02:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TurboVR4dr:<br /><strong> Here is the way i look at Mobil 1 oil filters and oil.  $10 a filter and $5 a quart.  That is $35 an oil change.<br /><br />Parts store filter $3 a filter and  Napa oil  $1 a quart.  $8 an oil change.  <br /><br />Now there are a lot of people here with cars over 150k miles so I'll use that as the magic mark.  Total cost of oil changes every 3k using Mobil 1 $1750.  Total cost using average oil and filter $400.  So in 150k miles you have paid for a basic rebuild (doing the labor yourself) by using   Mobil 1.   And then to top it off the average person gets a new car every 3 years.  That is just my thought on the whole Mobil 1 thing.  To me it is a waste of money.  But to each his own.<br /><br />Scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You didn't account for the cost of new turbo's.<br /><br />If you keep a GVR4 stock, then ya, Mobil 1 is not needed.  When you start adding HP and drive the car hard, it is going to make a difference.  Mobil 1 holds up better under harder driving.  I used dino oil in my Talon.  It had high miles when I got it and I wasn't going to pay to leak Mobil 1 all over the road.  There were times I did oil changes at 2K miles though.  The dino oil would break down after alot of hard driving.  It would become thin, and you could even feel the engine working harder.  <br /><br />If you have a investment (like a fast rare Galant VR4) then Mobil 1 (or choice of synthetic) is the way to go.  I even run it in the Spec V, only the oil stays in longer.  When you can get 5 quarts jugs at Wally world for $18.88 or whatever, the price isn't as bad.  With a purelator filter, a oil change is about 28 buxs, not 35.  The filter can be used twice cause it's good for 6K miles.  Unless you shop at high mark up auto's r us, your $35 oil change is a little high.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||DongeR615||10-08-2003||02:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>Oh well looks like wix filters for me now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> Check out the Purolator PureOne filters.  <br /><a href="http://www.pureoil.com/pureone.htm" target="_blank">Purolator PureOne</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.scuderiaciriani.com/rx7/oil_filter_study/" target="_blank">AGREED!! Check this Oil filter comparison</a>||68.121.101.166||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||10-08-2003||05:59 PM||||bah, I don't care about the cost for synthetic, I've rebuilt the motor once, and I'd say the amazing cleanliness of the motor was worth the price, plus there was virtually no wear, no baked on residue, and it made cleaning and reassembly that much easier.  <br /><br />This is my stock head at 200K, and this is even with dirty oil.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=934&width=400" alt=" - " />||129.120.56.236||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||meshwork||10-08-2003||07:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Any Mitsu filter will fit on any Mitsu car. Its just a clearance issue on some cars. You could get a filter designed for the newer 6cyl Mitsus and it'll still fit as long as the clearance is ok. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is very interesting and very useful information.  Which Mitsu car has the biggest filter that anyone's aware of?  So if we just go buy an aftermarket filter for this car, assuming it won't hit anything, it will at least mate up to the oil filter housing? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's only three filters now. The 4cyl Mitsu (the skinny one this post is in referrence to), the 6cyl Mitsu (which is fatter but might not fit due to clearance, it doesn't fit a 2g Turbo DSM) and the 4cyl Chrysler (the NT 2g cars with the Avenger/Neon engine).||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000016||DSSA||10-13-2003||04:13 PM||||Fram PH3950<br /><br />WalMart: &lt; $3<br /><br /> Never had one back off like a Mitsu Filter as well.||205.157.244.33||reg||1||DSSA||00000454||yes
Z||000017||gtluke||10-13-2003||04:16 PM||||if you are going to run a fram, dont even bother changing your oil. worst filter on the market, hands down.||138.89.103.132||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000018||Minjin||10-14-2003||04:11 PM||||I haven't had time to post on this board in a while, but this thread caught my attention and might as well post my story real quick.<br /><br />I was at Kmart the other day, killing some time before I went to a movie. Walking around, I came across a section that was nothing but clearance items. A closer look showed that they were getting rid of all their Penske brand auto filters. So of course I perused their supply and a particular oil filter caught my eye due to its familiarity. The part number on it sounded awefully familiar too. So, I found a guide back in the automotive section and sure enough, it was pretty much a Fram part number for our oil filters. Fram must make the Penske stuff. Anyways, I'm looking on this shelf and and there aren't many oil filters left, maybe 3 different kinds, but behind some stuff, I find about 7 more of the mitsu oil filters. One of the stocking kids is standing nearby with a manager discussing how they have to get rid of all this stuff soon to make space. The kid sees me standing there and asks if I'm interested in anything. I tell him that I'm thinking about buying all these oil filters. The kid tells me that he can lower the price a bit, and I say Oh yeah? He says, how about 80 cents? I'm thinking, alright, they're marked down to 3 bucks a piece right now, so we're talking about the 2 dollar and change range, I can handle that. I gather them all up and head to the cashier. As you've probably guessed, they ring up as 80 cents a piece.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm not a fan of Fram filters, but I'm definitely a fan of deals...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000019||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||05:23 PM||||I worked at a dealer for 7 years as a service dept. manager. We replaced fram and aftermarket filters left and right for various reasons. The fram filters were found, often times, to be way to restrictive on flow. They would literally starve the engine of oil. Buy the damn things at the dealer and tell them you want the large filter that fits the gvr4's. they'll figure it out. A great deal isn't a great deal when you're staring at $5k for an engine overhaul. Don't be cheap.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000020||Darkside||10-22-2003||06:52 AM||||One  thing you could do it get an oil filter relocation kit, which it could fit a wix filter PN 8a, Fram PN PH8a.  I work at Kragen Auto Parts, and dude   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   the PH8a is a propolar filter, all well known manuifacture have that size. from K&N-Fram, Pennzoil-Wix, but if you don't want to go though all that touble,  gab a Mobil-one or a K&N filter.||64.166.63.106||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000021||Ant||10-22-2003||08:17 AM||||Group7 or generic auto parts oil filter and regular mobil dino oil has always worked for me.<br /><br />I just change the oil every 2-2.5k miles.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000022||drew||10-22-2003||11:46 AM||||The Wix filter for our cars and the Lan EVO8 seems to be "small"<br /><br />Part Number:	51356<br />UPC Number:	765809513563<br />All Applications<br />Style:	Spin-On Lube <br />Service:	Lube <br />Type:	Full Flow <br />Media:	Paper <br />Height:	3.402<br />Outer Diameter Top:	2.685 <br />Outer Diameter Bottom:	Closed <br />Thread Size:	20X1.5 MM <br />By-Pass Valve Setting-PSI:	8-11 <br />Anti-Drain Back Valve:	Yes||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000023||ccrich100||10-26-2003||10:55 PM||||Anyone ever tried a Bosch oil filter?||24.150.80.40||reg||1||ccrich100||00002634||yes



ubb/Forum3/003267.cgi
A||||11||Telecaster||H2 in the wilderness||||1||||Telecaster||00000416
Z||000000||Telecaster||10-07-2003||02:35 AM||telecastr@email.com||Another H2 owner thinking its a real off roading vehicle:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rit.edu/~krt5019/sa/killedIT.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.rit.edu/~krt5019/sa/killedIT.wmv</a><br /><br />Well at least you dont need to pull the emergency break. It wont roll away  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.175.96.184||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||10-07-2003||09:34 AM||||Oh man that is sad for that guy.<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-07-2003||09:47 AM||||The new H2 is all that, but it still takes a good driver.  Just because someone gets behind the wheel of something doesn't mean the car magicly performs to it's limit.<br /><br />The H2 was tested to be about 80% cabable of doing anything it's big brother can do.  It's not "just" a flasy truck.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||10-07-2003||11:05 AM||||lol, that makes a dsm axle/cv look great.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||10-07-2003||11:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> Another H2 owner thinking its a real off roading vehicle </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yhea, the H2's not very capable.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     <br />     <img src="http://www.motortrend.com/multimedia/wallpaper/hummer_wall10_800x600.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />     <img src="http://www.motortrend.com/multimedia/wallpaper/hummer_wall1_800x600.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />     <img src="http://www.motortrend.com/multimedia/wallpaper/hummer_wall4_800x600.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Motor Trend must have drove it from the Artic to LA then to Key West on a 10,000 mile trek, with nothing but a flat tire and a craked windsheild on luck.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.motortrend.com/roadtests/suv/112_0208_h2/" target="_blank">Full Article</a>||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||10-07-2003||01:17 PM||||Rock climbing has to be the hardest thing to do to a 4x4.  <br /><br />The tires looked fully aired up and the driver sure did try and floor it over the rocks.  <br /><br />Rock climbing skill has to be up there with rally racing.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||smokindav||10-07-2003||02:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>The H2 was tested to be about 80% cabable of doing anything it's big brother can do.  It's not "just" a flasy truck. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope, not flashy, just a reskinned Suburban.||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||10-07-2003||04:43 PM||||More of a tahoe than a suburban, Dave   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />How the hell are ya doin ?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||smokindav||10-08-2003||10:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> More of a tahoe than a suburban, Dave    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />How the hell are ya doin ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Doing well, KC.  The new job is pretty fun and the Gulf Coast is a very nice place to live.  I think it's going to be 80F degrees AGAIN TODAY!  Working in the garage all year is not going to be a problem.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />The boy is 2 months old on Thursday.  He sure takes alot of time.  I have a hard time finding spare time to ride the motorcycles, get the GVR4 ready to sell and do all the things around the house that a home owner has to do!  But life is good.....<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000009||Tangent||10-08-2003||07:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rock climbing skill has to be up there with rally racing.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would not even put, "rock climbing skill," near the same skill set as local auto crossing, no offence just my opinion.  As for the H2, what a POS, and what a disgrace to the H1's concealed drivetrain technology.  Reliability has to be a consideration for off-road worthiness (10,000 miles on any new vehicle means nothing).  Maybe if the H2 didn't weigh so much it would not have had that problem.  The marketing and true use for the H2 is a load of crap.  Why do so many people feel the need to drive vehicles as big as their fat American ass's to the supermarket?  From a money-making perspective it is simple genius.||4.63.88.234||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||10-08-2003||09:07 PM||||Ouchie.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||bleck||10-08-2003||09:56 PM||||Well with a wife and 5 kids I dare some environmental/peacenik/greenhouse/savethewhales wacko to give me lip about my Suburban.  Engage Low Range, Mr.Data!!<br /><br />Sean  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003268.cgi
A||||24||fazzt73||new bumper.. custom one.||||1||||fazzt73||00001740
Z||000000||fazzt73||10-07-2003||02:38 AM||fazzt73@yahoo.com||hey guys what do you think? i now for some its not your cup of tea, but i had to share.. <br /><br /><a href="http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/fazzt73/vwp?.dir=/galant+vr4&.dnm=vr4-3.jpg&.view=t" target="_blank">http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/fazzt73/vwp?.dir=/galant+vr4&.dnm=vr4-3.jpg&.view=t</a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/fazzt73/vwp?.dir=/galant+vr4&.dnm=vr4-2.jpg&.src=ph&.done=http%3a//f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/fazzt73/vwp%3f.dir=/galant%2bvr4%26.dnm=vr4-3.jpg%26.src=ph" target="_blank">http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/fazzt73/vwp?.dir=/galant+vr4&.dnm=vr4-2.jpg&.src=ph&.done=http%3a//f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/fazzt73/vwp%3f.dir=/galant%2bvr4%26.dnm=vr4-3.jpg%26.s rc=ph</a>||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||10-07-2003||02:41 AM||||no worky||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||fazzt73||10-07-2003||02:44 AM||||sorry about that.. it works now..||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000003||Eclipse182||10-07-2003||02:54 AM||||Nice work, I kinda like it.||65.110.143.81||reg||14||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||10-07-2003||02:56 AM||||I dont think it looks too bad at all. More conservative than others..<br /><br />You live in Chula Vista? Theres a few SD galant guys including me. What do you have done?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||10-07-2003||02:59 AM||||i think the middle part needs to be more open.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||10-07-2003||03:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> i think the middle part needs to be more open. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It goes well with the starion.. Rich should get one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||10-07-2003||03:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> i think the middle part needs to be more open. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It goes well with the starion.. Rich should get one    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a damn shame that's not a starion dumbass.<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||91 #680||10-07-2003||03:24 AM||||are you two married?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000009||fazzt73||10-07-2003||03:26 AM||||yeah its Jdm galant IC, im actually in Mexico but i go to SD twice a week we should hook up im doing a AMG type wing also..||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000010||4g63t||10-07-2003||10:53 AM||||I like the hood  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.165.105.107||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||10-07-2003||11:02 AM||||for some reason i kinda like the bumper. even tho im not a huge fan of lots of curves and weird design, this one fits the car well.||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||PRE-EVO||10-07-2003||01:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fazzt73:<br /><strong> yeah its Jdm galant IC, im actually in Mexico but i go to SD twice a week we should hook up im doing a AMG type wing also.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm tempted to offer up my JDM bumper to do molds for everyone and  you can modify them more for people. I have a pic of a body kit from an impreza that I think will transfer well to the galant if you want to try that.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000013||jonvr4||10-07-2003||02:00 PM||||that would be damn nice of you rich   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000014||GVR4458||10-07-2003||02:45 PM||||Of all the body kits, this is definitely good looking.  Most have huge, wide, bulbous bumpers, but this one keeps the lines of the car pretty well.  I'd say a slat or two to make the opening look wider would help a bunch.  <br /><br />Nice work.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000015||henrok||10-07-2003||05:21 PM||||hey guys, now that you are talking about bumper or bumpercovers, well has anyone tried a 1990 gsx bumper cover? i think it would also fit smoothly and it kinda looks like the jdm one without the foglights though.||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000016||bleck||10-07-2003||07:54 PM||||I actually agree.  I think it looks pretty cool.  Not overdone.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000017||fazzt73||10-08-2003||12:12 AM||||<i>I'm tempted to offer up my JDM bumper to do molds for everyone and you can modify them more for people. I have a pic of a body kit from an impreza that I think will transfer well to the galant if you want to try that.</i> <br /><br /><br />if you guys can decide on something, and there is enough interest ill do it, who knows maybe ill be the resident cf & fiberglass guy of GVR4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000018||Xan||10-08-2003||04:04 AM||||It's not that the middle is too small, the middle is too deep.  I like kits and all, but I don't think this bumper fits our cars.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000019||chadhayashi||10-09-2003||01:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fazzt73:<br /><strong> <i>I'm tempted to offer up my JDM bumper to do molds for everyone and you can modify them more for people. I have a pic of a body kit from an impreza that I think will transfer well to the galant if you want to try that.</i> <br /><br /><br />if you guys can decide on something, and there is enough interest ill do it, who knows maybe ill be the resident cf & fiberglass guy of GVR4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would be nice.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000020||coop||10-09-2003||01:27 PM||||i would by one of those bumpers. Any other such parts available?||205.188.208.172||reg||6||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000021||admsr||10-09-2003||07:20 PM||||I want the hood vents  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.159.179.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000022||Doc_Seuss||10-09-2003||09:10 PM||||whats the difference if you have no hood and no front bumper? just make a copy of it =]<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000023||fazzt73||10-12-2003||04:46 PM||||Hood vents are available at <a href="http://www.carbontrix.com" target="_blank">www.carbontrix.com</a><br />the bumper is a one-off dont have a mold for it<br />if i were to do one i would need some of you guys<br />to help finance the project (upfront sales of the <br />bumper )wich one we would do is subject to disscusion, a modified  jdm one? or a replica of mine if somebody wants to help me out pls. send me a PM||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000024||fazzt73||10-12-2003||04:50 PM||||Hood vents are available at <a href="http://www.carbontrix.com" target="_blank">www.carbontrix.com</a><br />the bumper is a one-off dont have a mold for it<br />if i were to do one i would need some of you guys<br />to help finance the project (upfront sales of the <br />bumper i need 3 )wich one we would do is subject to disscusion, a modified  jdm one? or a replica of mine if somebody wants to help me out pls. send me a PM.<br />I have a company all we do is CF parts (but no hoods)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br />Paulo.||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes



ubb/Forum3/003269.cgi
A||||4||Nate||Needed: stock rear bumper||||1||||Nate||00000006
Z||000000||Nate||10-07-2003||11:53 AM||nathan1047@aol.com||A friend of mine from up north needs a rear bumper.  Anybody have one in the PA/NJ/MD/NY area or know of a VR4 or GGSX in a local yard?<br /><br />Thanks for looking, guys.<br /><br />Nate||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||10-07-2003||07:57 PM||||Nate.  <br />Call me @ the shop tomorrow.<br />There's a GSR up at Crazy Rays in Jessup.  <br />I can pull it for you this weekend if you want it.  <br /><br /><br />Geoff||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000002||Jose||10-07-2003||08:04 PM||||I have a white bumper from my car.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000003||number3||10-07-2003||09:37 PM||||Chris (4g63T) do you have one.  Nate he is close if he does.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||10-08-2003||12:04 AM||||I wish I could help, but the rear bumper I had I gave to Ryan(Meshwork). As for my possible part out, I'm still figuring that out. I'll let you know if it becomes available.||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/003270.cgi
A||||6||raceman77||ever had sellers remorse?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||10-07-2003||12:52 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||so l sold my car after 6 months and 6k $$$.l usually keep my daily drivers for about that time and l would have kept that one longer but...l did get what l paid for it though,not including the mods.l miss being able to effortlessly "thread the needle" through traffic and l didn`t get a chance to drive in snow either.The heat on that car was excellent,what a great winter car..l did the head on a 91 turbo capri and l`m driving that now(mazda 323gtx motor) but there`s no comparison.The up side of all this is that my 911 feels fast again  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   but l have a feeling l`ll have to buy another Gvr4,l`ve owned A LOT of cars but that was one of the best cars l`ve had.Yeah,l`ve got sellers remorse,l`ve got it bad||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||GVR4458||10-07-2003||02:50 PM||||Not that it is sold, but after not having the car for 6 months, I really miss it (especially driving a slow ass 2.8 quattro A6).  This has convinced me to never sell it (unless they make the interior of the evo a little less cheap looking).<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||10-07-2003||03:12 PM||||I know exactly what you mean...I miss the galant   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-07-2003||04:02 PM||||I really miss my 82 Dodge Colt Turbo. 1.6l SOHC turbo with a 4X2speed transmission. Man that was a fun car. But I had an offer I couldn't refuse.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||psycopyro182||10-07-2003||05:35 PM||||ive been offered to sell my galant so many times it makes my head spin. but i wont. because i know the second i let it go then i will miss it 2x times more than i allready do. (its not running) but one day i will be able to drive it again.<br />and i dont ever plan on selling it. and i hope to see when im older some of you guys still driving around these cars. (like we see now with oldskool late 60's cars) you know the classics.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||10-07-2003||07:56 PM||||You kidding me?????<br /><br />My 974/1000 was on the flatbed of a tow truck, and some guy came up to me and offered my 3500 for it with a blown tranny!!!!<br /><br />I turned him down of course...<br /><br /><br />Geoff||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||10-08-2003||12:25 AM||||I traded on my Talon.  I kinda wish I had just kept it.<br /><br />I could have juggled my galant and my Talon. Then I wouldn't be looking for a daily driver.  Even though it didn't hook up worth anything (FWD) it took a lot to pull on it once I was going.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003271.cgi
A||||2||raceman77||Bought ! replacement for Gvr4||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||10-07-2003||02:13 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||l know what some of you think of DSM`s but since l sold my Galant l`ve been in a vulnerable post sale depression.l found the 91 Talon AWD at a local shop for $500.00.lt looks new.They tell me it needs a motor though...so l`m looking..any help with that appreciated  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||10-07-2003||04:43 PM||||Sounds like a good deal.  I got my 90 AWD Talon for $600 and it was beautiful - also needed motor. Put a JDM in it and then it sat in the garage.  I didn't enjoy driving it as much as the VR4 - not even close.  Sold it to pick up another VR4.  Buy it, fix it, sell it and get another VR4 that you (will) like  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||10-07-2003||05:40 PM||||I have a 92 Talon TSI, but I prefer to drive the GVR4. It's got a sleeper, anti-rice vibe that I enjoy.||64.233.107.49||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum3/003272.cgi
A||||12||Doc_Seuss||gm maf-t and gm maf||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||10-07-2003||07:20 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||I was wondering if anyone had any pics of a GM MAF setup on their gvr4? also any impressions of it? gains? ease of install etc..<br /><br />thanks alot<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||10-07-2003||09:05 PM||||i dont have any pics but if youd like to see it in person your welcomed to see it oct. 12 on rt.17 # hOOters. gains spools up quicker, was able to tune out the knock @ 18psi. install a whole 10 minutes. <br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||gixxer||10-07-2003||10:08 PM||||draw-through or blow-through<br /><br />do you really "need" that dejon uicp adaptor thingy? or can you just cut your uicp in half and clamp that maf into place?||149.169.70.60||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000003||Doc_Seuss||10-07-2003||10:35 PM||||im going to be doing blow through.  also for right now i have stock fmic, so i was thinking just cut the crap stock uicp and install it liek that for now.<br /><br />also do you think it would be a problem to install an intake and have it go "around" where the stock air can goes. im thinking of doing this at the same time.  I dont want to run into problems when i get my FMIC this winter break.(IE piping running into each other)<br /><br />Im doing all this because it really seems liek my b16g is being restricted to all hell. im thinking its the stock intake and fmic piping....hope this fixes/helps!<br /><br />thanks alto<br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000004||CKA||10-08-2003||06:41 AM||||I installed a MAFT when I replaced my dead motor and with it came other power adders, so I don�t have a clear picture of the before and after MAFT install gains.  It was quite simple to install if you have the correct hose reducers.  I came across some stainless 2.5� to 3� reducers that got welded to 2.5� stainless pipe.  The hose reducers are 3�-3.25� and slip on effortlessly.  If you have read other threads about the MAFT installs, some 2.5� to 3� reducers are a pain to get over the MAF.  RRE has some that fit on rather easy due to using 3.5� on the MAF end.  <br /><br />With a logger that works and a car that now runs 100%, I�m set to zeros across the board on the SAFC and with the MAFT tuned to @ 100% fuel trims.  The translator is set for 750cc injectors (-40%), I have 720s and I�m zero�s on mid and high and two on low.  I think that I have to do some more tuning (too rich, alot of black exhaust) because I�m getting zero knock (good) with about 29ish degrees of advance on a WOT pull (kinda worries me to be that high).  I really don�t think you *need* a safc with the translator.  During idle, one click on the MAFT�s low dial adjusted about 5-7 counts on the logger�s low fuel trim to give some idea of tuning ability.  But this was on my setup and may not be the same for yours.  Once I get to a dyno to tune the motor I�ll find out how much help a safc will be.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1524" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1524&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1525" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1525&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||66.84.245.112||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||10-08-2003||09:56 AM||||Jason, nice setup, looks very clean with the SS pipes and Magnus manifold.  What turbo are you using?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||CKA||10-08-2003||02:27 PM||||Thanks Howard, the turbo is a four bolt Garrett 57 trim from AGP (.63 stage III on the turbine, 2.75" .60 a/r on the compressor).  I originally ordered a 60 trim, but the person behind the phone suggested the 57 due to a more effienct map.  Not sure it was all that much better due to the 57's crappy surge line, but who know if the difference between the two in the real world is even noticable.||66.84.245.122||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||10-08-2003||03:40 PM||||One thing to worry about is the hotwire getting dirty by oil. Most turbos use a little oil, and if the hotwire gets dirty, that will effect how it performs.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||92GVR4#333||10-08-2003||05:17 PM||||hey I have a blow thorgh as well..Mine did a 469 on the dyno with a rock solid 11 to 1 A/F ratio. As for the ease of tuning it does get much easier as long as you have some knowledge behind you.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||10-08-2003||05:31 PM||||Definitely a nice setup. Do you have any dyno numbers or quarter mile times?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||hecdws||10-08-2003||07:57 PM||||u dont have to mount it in blow-thru, the 3" MAF will just replace the factory mitsu piece then get a 3" filter and your done. it took me like 5 minutes to get my MAFT in. again this is befroe the turbo in the stock location.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000011||Bigfoot200200||10-09-2003||02:25 AM||||Jason how did you get your UICP by the radiator like that?||64.233.107.49||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000012||CKA||10-09-2003||04:05 AM||||Bigfoot, I'll start another thread and post some pics of my rebuild to prevent high jacking this MAFT thread.||66.84.245.193||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes



ubb/Forum3/003273.cgi
A||||4||TurboVR4dr||Mitsu truck help||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||10-07-2003||09:36 PM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||Ok here is the deal.  I need to know if a 2.oliter or a 2.4 liter will bolt to the tranny in a 1988 Dodge D-50  with a 2.6liter.  I found one that i would like to buy and make a daily driver out of.  It has the 2.6.  If it won't bolt to that tranny what year tranny would I need to get.  This truck is an extended cab so it is a little hard to find.  It would make a nice little project for a daily driver.  <br /><br />Thanks Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-07-2003||09:47 PM||||Not sure. I'd say the 2.4 cause the 2.0 bolts to the 4G63. good luck, don't take my word alone on this.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||TurboVR4dr||10-07-2003||09:48 PM||||I also forgot to add that the truck is an auto.  I wonder how hard it would be to swap the thing to a stick? <br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000003||talontsi||10-08-2003||12:39 AM||||I believe this motor/tranny combo is closer related to the starion.<br />The only bolt up tranny comes from the 2.4<br /><br />You may also need to change the mounts for teh motor/tranny if you plan to swap it. It has been a while though since I have looked at 2.6 mitsu truck.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||10-08-2003||02:12 AM||||You will have to pull the motor and measure the lower bellhousing bolts. Some of those came with 13 1/4" which fits some 2.4's and some came with 12 1/4" which fits the 4G63 and some 2.4's. I have a hunch that the AT's might be 12 1/4". <br />Too bad Mitsubishi doesnt make a AWD SUV trans with a longitudinal motor. I bought a Chevy S-10 4x4 and got a AWD transfer case from a Bravada for it. Bolts right up.||64.233.107.49||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum3/003274.cgi
A||||34||92GVR4#333||ass clown on EBAY||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||10-08-2003||08:57 AM||||here is someone trying to pass an automatic gauge cluster as a GVR4 JDM peice...good lord<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33675&item=2436564099" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33675&item=2436564099</a>||152.163.252.33||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||10-08-2003||09:08 AM||||I thought there were red galant vr4's that were made that came auto... I saw a message board for them somewhere.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||10-08-2003||09:40 AM||||There are quite a few auto Vr4's in Japan.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||10-08-2003||11:55 AM||||So maybe you should do some more research before spouting off and calling someone an ass clown. Because it makes you look like the clown.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||number3||10-08-2003||12:37 PM||||Where is the LED boost gauge?||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||10-08-2003||12:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Where is the LED boost gauge? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Japanese people just "know"||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||10-08-2003||02:17 PM||||No more yankee my wankee you ass clowns. The steering wheel's on the USA side. <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||10-08-2003||03:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> The steering wheel's on the USA side. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Could be the German side.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||10-08-2003||03:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> The steering wheel's on the USA side. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Could be the German side. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That wouldn't really be JDM then. You'd be living a JDM lie!||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||10-08-2003||03:34 PM||||I've always wondered, why don't people look for GDM parts for their cars.  It's like a Left hand drive fantasy land.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||92GVR4#333||10-08-2003||05:43 PM||||thank you number3---NO (LED) BOOST GAUGE---hense the title ASS CLOWN  and I will continue to call em as I see -<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> So maybe you should do some more research before spouting off and calling someone an ass clown. Because it makes you look like the clown. <br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">follow your own advise friend||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000011||4g63t||10-08-2003||06:57 PM||||The tach and speedo positions are swapped, leading me to believe that its right hand drive. The absence of the led lights is weird...||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000012||Ryan Carey||10-08-2003||07:19 PM||||Yeah, I'd have to call BULLSHIT on that gauge cluster as well.  I was gonna mention something about it, but didn't want to seem like an "ass clown" or something.<br /><br />I'm still not sure what it is from.  No LED boost bar, but it did have a 7k redline.  Any ideas???  Shit man, for the amount it costs to ship I'm sure it will sit there for a while.<br /><br />Ass Clowns, hehe  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000013||1quickvr4||10-08-2003||07:26 PM||||You could check out his website to be sure, Hmm he has an auto clip<br /><br /><a href="http://www.jdmpartsplus.com/page4.html" target="_blank">http://www.jdmpartsplus.com/page4.html</a>||68.88.136.96||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000014||4drwhore||10-08-2003||07:44 PM||||How do you know theres not LED boost gauge somewhere towards the top of the cluster? Maybe since it's "JDM" it came w/ a mechanical boostgage somewhere else or something. But I do know they have automatic VR4's and I assumed you were calling him an assclown on the fact that you thought there was no such thing. Not that there was and his just isnt one. Or is my assumption wrong? Because the way you word your first and original post your calling him an assclown because it's an auto guage cluster and not a manual and you just assumed all gvr4's around the world are manuals. I will still stick with my assumption that from your first post your the assclown, he's just a missleading ebay seller since there is such a thing as auto gvr4's. Just my .02cent$||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000015||1312VR4||10-08-2003||08:18 PM||||I just looked at the auction. That is a auto cluster. They didnt come with the LED gauge.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000016||4drwhore||10-08-2003||08:29 PM||||SO WHO'S THE ASS CLOWN NOW?!?!||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000017||Ash||10-08-2003||08:36 PM||||At the very least is is a JDM Auto Galant cluster, possibly VR4?  Why argue, it "may" actually be genuine.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000018||GVR$in||10-08-2003||08:59 PM||||God damn shut up you ass clowns   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  . It looks to me like its RHD.. you can see the pillar in the edge of the pic.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000019||1312VR4||10-08-2003||09:11 PM||||Maybe I'm not readin gthis thread right. Is someone saying that it is a Left hand drive car??? Because it is not.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000020||gvr4ever||10-08-2003||09:40 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1533" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Well common, lets fight and see who is right!||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000021||Ryan Carey||10-08-2003||09:41 PM||||AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!<br /><br /><br />Dammit, I am an Ass Clown, I admit it, I have no idea WTF I am talking about, so there.<br /><br />Anyone else gonna step up and claim Ass Clowndom????<br /><br />So, what is the final verdict??  WTF is this gauge cluster from?? Why are the demons tormenting me in my subconscious??  Can somebody donate a credible frickin' clue??  Are we so americanized we don't know options worldwide of the make and model we drive??  Why did Becky all of a sudden change halfway through the Rosanne series?? Whatever happened to Greg the Bunny??  Anyone remember Beavis and Butthead???<br /><br />AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000022||04DrBlur||10-08-2003||09:49 PM||||I would say definitely not american as the speedo is in K/ph..||68.76.180.138||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000023||howard_GVR4||10-08-2003||11:18 PM||||Reading this thread made me feel like an assclown just for viewing it.  I want my 30 seconds back!||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000024||PRE-EVO||10-08-2003||11:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> Reading this thread made me feel like an assclown just for viewing it.  I want my 30 seconds back! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Reading about you being an assclown for losing 30 seconds for reading this post has made me feel like an assclown as well.<br />Ahhh double asshat!!!||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000025||Ash||10-09-2003||12:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ryan Carey:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Anyone else gonna step up and claim Ass Clowndom????<br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That sounds like ass condom dude, you freaked me out there!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000026||Team Ducktape||10-09-2003||02:55 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1534" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />BTW, this is from a manual JDM vr-4. NONE of the JDM's had LED lights. Not even going to waste mine time to actually call them a "boost" gauge. So roll that up and smoke it.......||65.31.184.22||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000027||jonvr4||10-09-2003||03:00 AM||||why not just stick it in a pipe and smoke it?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000029||curtis||10-09-2003||03:49 AM||||ok ass monkeys.   it reads 180 kph so that tells me the Jdm cars can only go 115 mph instead of 240 kph that is 150 mph.  I think some of our maylasian buddies or australian cohorts need to join the ass clown topic and get this stopped before a cat dies from a sword blow.  Better that than being murdered by an akita  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.159.108.204||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000030||DongeR615||10-09-2003||03:57 AM||||can i post whore?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.120.199.41||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000031||Team Ducktape||10-09-2003||04:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> ok ass monkeys.   it reads 180 kph so that tells me the Jdm cars can only go 115 mph instead of 240 kph that is 150 mph.  I think some of our maylasian buddies or australian cohorts need to join the ass clown topic and get this stopped before a cat dies from a sword blow.  Better that than being murdered by an akita       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here is your "Australian" dash.......<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1535" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1535</a> <br /><br /><br />And here is the JDM dash:<br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1534" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1534</a><br /><br /><br />The aussi dash is from (person on here owns it)this site, and so is the JDM:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000006" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000006</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/stufforsale/bluejdmgalant.htm" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/stufforsale/bluejdmgalant.htm</a>||65.31.184.22||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000032||number3||10-09-2003||07:39 AM||||A question not a statement.<br /><br />Yawn!||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000033||92GVR4#333||10-09-2003||08:28 AM||||could it be Canidian, eh?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000034||mixx2001||10-09-2003||10:32 AM||||Here are the facts:<br /><br />- The cluster is RHD and JDM (regaurdless of which layout it is installed in from the pic).<br /><br />- It is Automatic.<br /><br />It looks like in the pic (if you look close) that there is a LED Boost meter (or LED something) under the 4 and 5 thousand RPM marks in the pic.  If it is a LED boost meter, it does not have the + and - above.  Maybe Japanese people are smart enough to figure out which is which.  This is all assuming that there actually is a LED meter of some sort on that side.  It looks like there might be one.  Of course I could be seeing things.<br /><br />    <img src="http://i23.ebayimg.com/03/i/00/bd/46/2a_1.JPG" alt=" - " />[  <br /> <br /><br />The pic tha Ducktape posted shows only the Speedo side of the cluster.  I would think the LED meter would be located on the RPM side of the cluster if it had one.  <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1534" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000035||Team Ducktape||10-09-2003||04:44 PM||||Heheheh, I wonder why I only posted half, then you would see the boost gauge.....||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum3/003275.cgi
A||||13||GVR1643||AWD G35||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||10-08-2003||01:47 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I'm usually not as quick as most of you guys on the car news, but I just saw in R&T that they will be doing an AWD G35 Infinity. Not only do I think this is THE most attractive new car, but AWD...WOW.  Now if I only had $38k laying around - that'd be a tough call between the EVO and this!||167.142.21.213||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||10-08-2003||02:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> I'm usually not as quick as most of you guys on the car news, but I just saw in R&T that they will be doing an AWD G35 Infinity. Not only do I think this is THE most attractive new car, but AWD...WOW.  Now if I only had $38k laying around - that'd be a tough call between the EVO and this! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i plan to get this car soon. what do you think, big pimpin??||131.193.154.176||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||10-08-2003||03:30 PM||||<strong> The GTR Concept was based off the 350Z and the G35. </strong><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.ultimatecarpage.com/large/1044-1.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||10-08-2003||03:40 PM||||I forgot to throw in the other rather impressive one on my short list of cars I'd seriously like to own - the Volvo S60R.  300HP AWD and not too bad looking and only about 3700#'s  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />The G35 is just so gorgeous... I'd feel like I was cheating on my wife by spending time with that beauty  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.213||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||10-08-2003||04:22 PM||||i was under the impression that the g35 is going to be 4wd (as in same power to all four wheels all the time), and that means that you can't use the 4wd on the road. it would be only usable on gravel or snow (anything with bad traction)<br /><br />if i heard the wrong info. than damn, thats the car to get.||65.65.180.212||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000005||henrok||10-08-2003||04:48 PM||||sorry , dont like it, kinda reminds me of the new air jordans. lol.||152.163.252.136||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||10-08-2003||04:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> I forgot to throw in the other rather impressive one on my short list of cars I'd seriously like to own - the Volvo S60R.  300HP AWD and not too bad looking and only about 3700#'s   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You'd think so wouldn't you.  Well I drove one and I wasn't very impressed.  Felt like a chipped S60 T5.  Rather have an EVO or STI.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||10-08-2003||07:02 PM||||I LOVE the G35.  I would get rid of the GVR4 tonight if I could afford to buy one.  The prospect of an AWD (and I have also heard turbo) is great.  Best looking car out, hands down.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||DookGVR4||10-09-2003||12:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong> i was under the impression that the g35 is going to be 4wd (as in same power to all four wheels all the time), and that means that you can't use the 4wd on the road. it would be only usable on gravel or snow (anything with bad traction)<br /><br />if i heard the wrong info. than damn, thats the car to get. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ya...i forget the url but i saw the webpage for the car and it has various settings, percentages that you can choose electronicly for diffrent conditions  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.232.9.215||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000009||Invader||10-09-2003||01:34 AM||||A G35 owning friend of mine was telling me today that the local dealership had recieved notice that the Skyline (G35R?) would be available Dec. '04.  Somewhere in the neighborhood of $60k?||68.54.71.129||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000010||1312VR4||10-09-2003||08:35 AM||||The AWD version will only be avail in the sedan not the coupe. Also only comes with Auto tranny only. Its the same system that they use on their SUV's.<br /><br />It is known as the G35X<br /><br />Here is the homepage.<br /><a href="http://www.infiniti.com/content/0,,cid-31106_sctid-52321,00.html" target="_blank">http://www.infiniti.com/content/0,,cid-31106_sctid-52321,00.html</a>||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||10-09-2003||08:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong> i was under the impression that the g35 is going to be 4wd (as in same power to all four wheels all the time), and that means that you can't use the 4wd on the road. it would be only usable on gravel or snow (anything with bad traction)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Even if that's true, why wouldn't you be able to drive it on the road?  It is a car, right?  Besides, there are plenty of trucks out there that have 4x4 and they're perfectly drivable.  The only sucky part of 4x4 is when you make tight turns, the tires start to bind up a little.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||Akidosigh1||10-09-2003||04:59 PM||||doesn't the gtr skyline, have something like this? thats why it can burn out easy on take off. because its not AWD until it loses traction and then the front wheels lock up. thats how i understood it to be at least||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000013||Lucky13||10-10-2003||10:24 AM||||Replace that huge black center section with a front mount and I'd consider it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />91' GVR4 #1758/2000<br />02' WRX||68.158.233.243||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes



ubb/Forum3/003276.cgi
A||||13||TurboVR4dr||Do you want a new car||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||10-08-2003||10:59 AM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||I work at a Chrysler assembly plant in St. Louis.  We have been told that we can give a "green sheet' which is employee price to one person.  We can usually only do this for family.  So if you are in the market for a new car go to your dealer and ask the the employee price.  E-mail me and i can get you a control number to give them.  You get this discount with rebates and everything.  I can most likely get more than one.  I have friends that won't be usuing their's.  You can not use this discount on the Viper, Crossfire, or the SRT-4.  everything else you can.<br /><br />Here are some of the saving that you can expect.<br /><br />I was going to buy a new Dakota just for a daily driver.  This was going to be a plain truck.  6cyl 5-speed, air, bedliner.  It had the SXT package so you couldn't tell it was a cheap truck.  The sticker was $16,400  They have a $3k rebate now.  with the rebate and my discount I was going to pay $10,400.  For a new truck.  So if you want a Chyrsler, Dodge, or Jeep product you might want to check this out.  I know on cars $30k or more it knocks over $5k off the price.  Hope this helps someone.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||TurboVR4dr||10-08-2003||11:01 AM||||Sorry thought I was in the general section.  Can someone move this for me.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||10-08-2003||01:08 PM||||Not that I want to do it, but is there something a little more official than word-of-mouth discount?  I can imagine a salesman will be quick to question your knowledge if you told him you can get employee discount but you're not an employee.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||10-08-2003||01:15 PM||||Tell them that you have a friend that works for Chrysler.  They know about the discount also.  this was offered to every worker Chrysler has.  So they will know what you are talking about.  This offer is only good until Oct. 31st.  So if you know anyone that wants it tell them.  I would hate to see it go to waste.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||10-08-2003||01:56 PM||||Damn perfect time to get an SRT-4 for $9k.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||10-08-2003||03:41 PM||||this is REALLY scary.  i have been following a lot of new car sales lately, and it is now beginning to catch up with the manufacturers.  notice how the 2004 models are out, and already they are giving 0% interest, and rebates?  and marques like honda, toyota, mercedes, etc.  are now also offering rebates and low interest.  mitsu offerring no payments for a year, and stuff like that.  they have made it too easy for those who cannot afford a car to get one.  very soon, there will just be too many cars, and not enough people.  the big 3 will lead us into the next recession.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||TurboVR4dr||10-08-2003||04:04 PM||||Ken I think you are somewhat correct.  I have been telling people at work that for the last couple years.  All the big 3 did with the interest rate cuts was take away future sales.  What happens when people have to start paying 5-8 percent on new cars again.  When you see the big 3 give rebates it's not a big deal.  But when you see Hinda jump on board  that is when you ned to start worring if you in the auto world.<br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||10-08-2003||05:06 PM||||You can also thank car manufactures for marketing to young people too.  People just out of collage and kids who have wealty parents to buy them cars.<br /><br />For awhile it was working, but now even people who had the cash for a car for the kid is holding on to it because of the unknown future economy.  Also kids who graduated from collage didn't get jobs.  At least not the job they wanted, so they didn't buy cars.  <br /><br />It is just a whole domino effect, but you can also blaim greedy investors who push a company to make money no matter what.  That is why a auto company tries to sell to the last posible crowd.  Teenagers and collage kids.  They really have no buisness buying a car anyway.  You can't stay on top forever.  <br /><br />There have been way too many cars for some time.  I don't know why auto manufactures acually thought they could sell them all.  <br /><br />If only I knew what a car dealership was getting back from the factory to unload a car.  I bet if you knew what a dealer really paid for a car (under invoice) and whatever rebate the dealer gets for unloading the car, I bet you could get a car for way under invoice and everyone would still make money.<br /><br />I didn't get that Mazda I wanted the other day.  I never made a deal and I had to walk.  However, I offered more then what a dealer in texas is letting them go out the door for.  It is well under invoice, so either Mazda has one hell of a rebate going on for dealers right now, or they paid way under invoice for the cars they are selling.  Either way, I guess the sales guy I was working with figured someone else would buy it for wants to sell it for.<br /><br />I guess if the truth got out, we could all buy cars for 4 and 5K under MSRP with all the rebates n shiz.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||number3||10-08-2003||06:33 PM||||I beat the dealer down 10K on my 03 Avalanche back in Feb. 43K+ to 32,700.--<br /><br />AND I got an interest rate of 2.3% from the bank they used as well.<br /><br />What car manufactures are doing is raising the price of the car and "giving it back" in the form of a rebate of interest t=rate to make consumers feel like they are getting a deal.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||bleck||10-08-2003||08:32 PM||||One word, Gentlemen... Leasing.  For the past ten years it has run at a fevered pitch, creating a flooding of the used car market, and dropping residual values in the process.  A 1999 V6 Galant was estimated to have a residual value after 36 mos of $12k.  They were only getting $8.5k.  After resale values started falling, leasing got more expensive, thus the big advertised downpayments.  (or should I say capitalized cost reduction)  <br /><br />Now, with 0% since 9/11, it is so cheap to buy a new car, the bottom has fallen out of the pre-owned market, creating a problem with all the lease-returns.  In addition, all the MFR's have moved away from leasing.  Less liability, as the car isn't in their name, and, the cust is on the hook.  Even GM is offering the Smartbuy (which is a purchase with a balloon payment, letting you in cheaper), which itself is a dressed up lease, except, you're on the hook at the end, w/o the luxury of washing your hands clean.  Add to that the fact that 0% is no longer putting asses in the seats, and we have ourselves a problem.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||10-08-2003||08:37 PM||||the offspring of leasing is the tremendous increase in lease car torchings.  it is up like 2000%.  lease owners have found out the easy way out of a lease.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||bleck||10-08-2003||08:38 PM||||BUT, there is an upside.  I have kid #5 on the way and need to ditch the Grand Caravan for a Suburban.  Went to the dealer today, and an 03/04 Suburban equipped to my taste lists for about $47,000.  BUT, walk 30 feet and on the used car side there are 3 Suburbans.  An 00 w/35k for 25,999 loaded, an 01 w27k for $27,999 loaded, and an 02 for $31,999 loaded.  List prices of course, and there aint a chance in hell of them getting list.<br /><br />So it aint all bad.  I can get a loaded suburban for like $300 a month.  One reason to love an economic slowdown.  If you're ready to pull the trigger, you can get a deal.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000012||curtis||10-09-2003||04:12 AM||||plus witrh the big sport uts you can go and get a business licence at city hall for 25 dollars and use the suburan as a delievery truck on paper and use it as a right off on your taxes.  I had a friend that did this but bought sports cars and used them for r and d projects on paper.  after five years he would put them back to stock sell them for a loss then sell all the aftermarket parts and end up making money on the car everytime plus getting a hugh tax break because it was in his wifes name.||64.159.108.204||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000013||bleck||10-10-2003||11:06 PM||||Wow Curtis, for a moment I thought you were talking about me.  But then we've never met.  I do the same thing.  The VR4 is the "showpiece."  You get depreciation plus mods are purchased thru the company...  fill in the blanks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
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A||||30||mixx2001||GalantVR4.org  Unofficial Statistics ||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||10-08-2003||02:18 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <strong> WARNING: </strong> The following post does not represent the views of GalantVR4.org, nor the members mentioned.  It's is simply the hallucent fictious product of an extremely board member, at work with absolutly nothing to do, in the name of humor.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <strong> Big Pimp Posters: </strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong> ken inn </strong>(Member #11)   2458<br /><strong> Hertz </strong> (Member #536)   1940<br /><strong> number3 </strong> (Member #186)   1684<br /><strong> blacksheep </strong> (Member #466)   1574<br /><strong> PRE-EVO </strong> (Member #359)   1284<br /><br />The sum of these heavy hitters accounts for 15% of the near 60,000 posts on this board.  Too bad you guy's don't get paid for this shit!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <strong> Fastest Poster </strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong> Bimmubishi </strong> (Member #1935) <br /><br />His posts number only 438, but at a God-like pace of 146.3 posts per month!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <strong> Most Unlucky Poster </strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong> PJGross </strong> (Member #666) <br /><br />Ouch.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <strong> Possibly on Drugs </strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong> SPEEDFIEND </strong> (Member #437) <br /><strong> TWEAKD4 </strong> (Member #436) <br /><strong> davesvr4 </strong> (Member #420) <br /><strong> smokindav </strong> (Member #400) <br /><br />PM me.  I've got some old parts, maybe we can work something out.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <strong> Misc Boolshit </strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">800 of 2564 Members have never posted.  We must be some informative bastards.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||10-08-2003||02:51 PM||||<b>Tallest Poster:</b> <br /><br />Hibrn8(member 807)<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||131.193.154.176||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||10-08-2003||03:09 PM||||Challenge: How tall?||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||10-08-2003||03:35 PM||||boo-YAH! Made it on the top-5..woo hoo!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />PS - posts like this one add to the count quickly!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||10-08-2003||06:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> boo-YAH! Made it on the top-5..woo hoo!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />PS - posts like this one add to the count quickly! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Funny thing is TeArIn's old account got jacked up so he had to re-register otherwise it would have been me and him for "GVR4 whore's of the year" . Of course Bimmubishi spends most of his posts making us question the sanity of a 4g63 swap into a BMW  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . <br /><br />KC I never see you post so I think you convinced Jon to give you a 1000 of those posts.<br /><br />Ken is like the "crotchity" old man who just doesn't stop posting about stories from the "good old days"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> . JK Ken I respect my elders   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br />Harry only posts to make sure we buy a scatter shield and to support his dirty CAS habit. Oh having a monster miata and a beautiful GVR4 doesn't hurt either.<br /><br /><br />Hertz I think just posts to make sure people use the free picture hosting since he gets paid by the picture. <br /><br /><br />Where does that leave me... I'm just a lonely kind of guy who enjoys long walks on the beach, rattle can paint jobs done in 1 car garages, changing my mind on wheels like everyother day, harassing TeArIn, and organizing GB's for you Gaylant VR4 freaks.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||10-08-2003||07:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Challenge: How tall? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ahh you may be taller...I'm 6'7"||65.227.217.82||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||bleck||10-08-2003||08:46 PM||||Mixx, hook us all up.  Need details on the drug addicts, what old parts did they get shafted on?  I'm laughing already.<br /><br />Sean||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000007||Ash||10-08-2003||08:50 PM||||Well i may be the shortest, 5'6"||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||10-08-2003||08:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Funny thing is TeArIn's old account got jacked up so he had to re-register otherwise it would have been me and him for "GVR4 whore's of the year" . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hell ya.. I'd for sure be in the 1000's if I could EVER log in to my old account.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||10-08-2003||11:12 PM||||I'm currently the laziest member, I'm supposed to be working on a class presentation for tommorow, on a book that I'm only half done reading.  What the hell am I doing reading the GVR4 board!?      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />Damn, I'm only at 1038, I've got some catching up to do to pass PRE-EVO.  That CF Hood GB thread gave Rich a big advantage, rackin' them posts up, boy!||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||GRV4726||10-08-2003||11:23 PM||||i've been a decent member of the board... i've only been here for a year and i'm sporting 600+ posts  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  .  and sometimes i help out too!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||10-09-2003||12:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Well i may be the shortest, 5'6" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Got you beat. 5'4". Although Kibo's in the same range.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   A GVR4 is roomy for me.<br /><br />"ahh you may be taller...I'm 6'7""<br />I work w/ a guy named "Guy"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   who is 6'8". I cannot imagine him trying to drive my car. That is quite a funny mental picture. <br /><br />Knees touching your neck and all...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||mixx2001||10-09-2003||10:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> Challenge: How tall? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ahh you may be taller...I'm 6'7" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn you tall poster!  Alas I am only 6'5"||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000013||PJGross||10-10-2003||02:04 PM||||Wow, someone mentions me, I get all excited, then I see I am the "most unlucky".  Bummer.<br /><br />Who has the galant that has been in pieces for the longest amount of time?  I'm going on 2 1/2 years, though it did run 30 miles for break in on the new motor this summer.  Still not up and running again (motor runs fine, though).<br />....maybe there is something to that "most unlucky"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.40||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000014||ayvr4||10-10-2003||02:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PJGross:<br /><strong> Wow, someone mentions me, I get all excited, then I see I am the "most unlucky".  Bummer.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dont feel bad, i'm on here daily and i dont think anyone knows who i am. (they think im still a newbie)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   so even if it is for the most unlucky, we know who you are.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000015||mikeyoung00||10-10-2003||04:34 PM||||Not too strong in the posting dept since I am a newbie when it comes to Mitsubishis. (Although my wife used to own a stripper Mirage with an automatic  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> )<br /><br />But I will nominate myself for the oldest poster. Anybody else born in the 40s?||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000016||number3||10-10-2003||05:08 PM||||My parents weren't even born in the forties...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||Kibo||10-10-2003||05:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Well i may be the shortest, 5'6" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Got you beat. 5'4". Although Kibo's in the same range.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    A GVR4 is roomy for me</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ditto--nothing but headroom, especially without a sunroof!  I'm 5'6", though.<br /><strong> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"ahh you may be taller...I'm 6'7""<br />I work w/ a guy named "Guy"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    who is 6'8". I cannot imagine him trying to drive my car. That is quite a funny mental picture. <br />Knees touching your neck and all...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you just remove the front seat and sit in the back, or what?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000018||ken inn||10-10-2003||06:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Not too strong in the posting dept since I am a newbie when it comes to Mitsubishis. (Although my wife used to own a stripper Mirage with an automatic   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  )<br /><br />But I will nominate myself for the oldest poster. Anybody else born in the 40s? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yah, june 12, 1945||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000019||drew||10-10-2003||06:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PJGross:<br /><strong> Wow, someone mentions me, I get all excited, then I see I am the "most unlucky".  Bummer.<br /><br />Who has the galant that has been in pieces for the longest amount of time?  I'm going on 2 1/2 years, though it did run 30 miles for break in on the new motor this summer.  Still not up and running again (motor runs fine, though).<br />....maybe there is something to that "most unlucky"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />-PJ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My galant was down for about 5 years.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000020||dlpinckney||10-10-2003||09:43 PM||||<strong> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"ahh you may be taller...I'm 6'7""<br />I work w/ a guy named "Guy"      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      who is 6'8". I cannot imagine him trying to drive my car. That is quite a funny mental picture. <br />Knees touching your neck and all...      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A friend of mine Terry - who has three GVR-4s - is 6'8" and 350+ pounds.  He looks pretty crazy with his knees beside the steering wheel.  You want to get a real crazy picture, he used to drive a VW Beetle (air-cooled variety) and still has an 84 Rabbit GTI.  Pretty crazy...!!!  He ran an 11.67 @ 120mph in one of his GVR-4's.  Imagine the few tenths it would pick up with a "normal" sized person driving it...!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.188.128.123||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000021||DSMGVR4||10-11-2003||01:56 AM||||Wow, I may hold a record here...shortest GVR4 owner: 5'3". 30 year-old dude (people say I look about 20) with 2 kids   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000022||psycopyro182||10-11-2003||09:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Well i may be the shortest, 5'6" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Got you beat. 5'4". Although Kibo's in the same range.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    A GVR4 is roomy for me.<br /><br />"ahh you may be taller...I'm 6'7""<br />I work w/ a guy named "Guy"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    who is 6'8". I cannot imagine him trying to drive my car. That is quite a funny mental picture. <br /><br />Knees touching your neck and all...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nope, still not shortest! <br />im 5'3"<br />try to put the clutch to the floor with the seat anything other than all the way up and it doesnt work.<br />and thats with shoes.<br />ha!||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000023||REDLINEGVR4||10-11-2003||10:15 PM||||I am not sure but I might be the youngest poster I am 17. And Howard I am most definitly the laziest member. I sleep through school (and still manage a's and b's) and after I get home from school I sleep. I also do my homework litterally 5 min before it is due and I have been called the laziest person at my current job (A qzar center).||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000024||number3||10-12-2003||10:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> I am not sure but I might be the youngest poster I am 17. And Howard I am most definitly the laziest member. I sleep through school (and still manage a's and b's) and after I get home from school I sleep. I also do my homework litterally 5 min before it is due and I have been called the laziest person at my current job (A qzar center). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WOW!  That IS something to brag about?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Do you have a political party picked out yet?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000025||galantvr4us||10-12-2003||05:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PJGross:<br /><strong> Wow, someone mentions me, I get all excited, then I see I am the "most unlucky".  Bummer.<br /><br />Who has the galant that has been in pieces for the longest amount of time?  I'm going on 2 1/2 years, though it did run 30 miles for break in on the new motor this summer.  Still not up and running again (motor runs fine, though).<br />....maybe there is something to that "most unlucky"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />-PJ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine was apart for what 4 years...Just got it back tuesday and the half shaft busted open.  Damn to good to be true.<br /><br />Hey PJ whats been going on..Long time no talk hows the car..<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000026||mikeyoung00||10-15-2003||03:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Not too strong in the posting dept since I am a newbie when it comes to Mitsubishis. (Although my wife used to own a stripper Mirage with an automatic    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   )<br /><br />But I will nominate myself for the oldest poster. Anybody else born in the 40s? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yah, june 12, 1945 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow, Ken. I bow in your general direction to indicate my profound awe at your ancientness. I may even have to change my screen name.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Kindest respectful salutations,<br />Mike<br />(07/23/1949)||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000027||SteveHebert||10-15-2003||09:16 PM||||Any other original GVR4 owners? - bought my 92 GVR4 in July of 92....||66.189.97.64||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000028||iceman69510||10-16-2003||09:31 AM||||Mark Rieb is an original owner of his car.  You are the only two on here I know of.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000029||markrieb||10-16-2003||10:23 AM||||Yup, bought mine from Concord Mitsu in Concord CA in November of '91.<br /><br />If I buy an EVO, I wonder if I'll keep it that long...<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000030||RayH||10-16-2003||11:29 AM||||Back in the summer of 1991 I was looking for one and the dealer wasn't sure yet if there was going to be a '92 model.  I decided to wait and ordered a gray one as soon as they heard they were going to make a '92.  Had to wait a month before it came in and picked it up from Flemington Mitsubishi in November 1991.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum3/003278.cgi
A||||15||mixx2001||Weird Pic||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||10-08-2003||05:01 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||<img src="http://www.phy.duke.edu/~hartley/images/mystery.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||10-08-2003||05:15 PM||||Ok I've stumpled across some strange shit here.<br /><br />How many black dots?<br />  <img src="http://www.berghuis.co.nz/abiator/weird/blacksq.gif" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||10-08-2003||05:16 PM||||One way to get traction.<br />   <img src="http://www.berghuis.co.nz/abiator/weird/carpool.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />OMG<br />  <img src="http://www.berghuis.co.nz/abiator/weird/bigcat.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||10-08-2003||05:24 PM||||ok the first one was different yet interesting. The black dot one screws with you just a bit too much (for my eyes)||167.142.21.213||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||10-08-2003||05:34 PM||||black dots hurts||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||drew||10-08-2003||07:30 PM||||what's so wierd about red Xs?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||crucible||10-08-2003||07:38 PM||||Ever see the screwy pic that when you stare at it for a minute and then look at a white wall  someone resembling Jesus appears.Really cool||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||10-08-2003||09:00 PM||||Art class back in high school had this american flag done up in all the wrong colors.  When you stare at it for 30 sec without blinking, then look on a blackboard, it comes up in red/white/blue.  Very interesting.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||10-08-2003||09:03 PM||||That black dot one made my eyes hurt.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||Kevinj110||10-08-2003||09:38 PM||||Here is that Jesus Illusion  <a href="http://www.opticalillusions.ws/JesusIllusion.html" target="_blank">Jesus illusion</a>||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000010||7541000||10-08-2003||10:05 PM||||theres no black dots right.||12.89.128.153||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||10-08-2003||10:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 7541000:<br /><strong> theres no black dots right. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000012||GRV4726||10-08-2003||11:30 PM||||would someone please get jesus out of my head. everytime i blink i see jesus.  (i could go on tv and say that, you know just to gather a croud of religious fanatics)<br /><br />i really like the first one (the painting)||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000013||Bigfoot200200||10-09-2003||06:13 AM||||The painting is done by a latino. Ya know how I can tell? And no it's not the peoples clothing. Look at the dog, it's a male dog. I dont know why but latinos always put that kind of detail in.||64.233.107.49||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||10-09-2003||10:23 AM||||Pretty cool, reminds me of Guiseppe Arcimboldo, but way more subtle.  Here's some Guiseppe...<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.sandlotscience.com/EyeonIllusions/Images/summer.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.sandlotscience.com/EyeonIllusions/Images/water.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.sandlotscience.com/EyeonIllusions/Images/earth.jpg" alt=" - " />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||DongeR615||10-09-2003||01:02 PM||||save me jeebus!!!||67.127.191.108||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum3/003279.cgi
A||||5||PRE-EVO||Save 30% off $30+ purchases at KB toys...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||10-08-2003||07:21 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.dreamstation.cc/news/video_games/id1935" target="_blank">http://www.dreamstation.cc/news/video_games/id1935</a><br /><br />8th-14th so don't miss out!!!||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||10-08-2003||07:43 PM||||As a former employee, I would just like to say HA-HA!!!!!!!! I always thought that was pretty stupid. Anyone who looked at the tags for more then 2 seconds could tell they were pre-printed.<br />I worked at a KB for 3 years. Most people thought the price tags were real. I got a few people comment on how they would hate to go around crossing out the old prices and writing in the new ones, and wanted to know why we didn't just put new tags on.<br />I feel bad for some of the people that still work there though. They're gonna have to go through the entire store and put on new price tags.||64.252.104.77||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||Xan||10-08-2003||11:24 PM||||ok, being someone who follows these things.. KBToys has to do this 30% thing until they give out so much $$, cause of a lawsuit regarding posting false competition prices.  However, video games and systems are not part of the deal, so it's pretty crappy, unless you want to go pick up something for your kids, which I don't have.. thank god     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||10-08-2003||11:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Xan:<br /><strong> ok, being someone who follows these things.. KBToys has to do this 30% thing until they give out so much $$, cause of a lawsuit regarding posting false competition prices.  However, video games and systems are not part of the deal, so it's pretty crappy, unless you want to go pick up something for your kids, which I don't have.. thank god      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Apparently some people have been able to sneak some systems into the deal. You just gotta hope you get someone who doesn't care.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||i hate fall||10-09-2003||12:17 AM||||I also worked at a K.B toys as a manager for 4 years. They are actually pretty good at informing their employees on what is and isnt on sale, at least in my district. But hey if you want to try it go for it... Most of the employee will know that they are not on sale unless it's someone new, they don't even get a discount on systems seeing as k.b makes around $5 per system sale. We lost a PS2 when they frist came out and we had to sell 28 to make up cost! I think K.B toys is a pretty shitty corp. and anythign you can do to rip them off i fully support. ps they have little to no security in most of their stores...if they have cameras you can see them and they are more to protect against "inside theft"||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||10-09-2003||01:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by i hate fall:<br /><strong> I think K.B toys is a pretty shitty corp. and anythign you can do to rip them off i fully support. ps they have little to no security in most of their stores...if they have cameras you can see them and they are more to protect against "inside theft" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It so true. I'm amazed they haven't gone bankrupt. Customers in the area of my store were really on to the no security thing. We had the highest shrink rates in the district by far, we barely covered a profit. But they kept the store open and even closed more successful ones around it. Maybe I just don't understand "bussiness"||64.252.104.77||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum3/003280.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||hawaiian slack key||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||10-08-2003||08:40 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||anyone else here like hawaiian slack key?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||10-08-2003||08:46 PM||||Ki ho'alu<br />Keola Beamer,Cyril Pahinui, George Kuo. <br />I like it but, dont listen to it much.||68.56.208.79||reg||14||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||10-08-2003||11:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> anyone else here like hawaiian slack key? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oooh, that sounds like good news to me.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||miturra||10-09-2003||10:32 AM||||I like it. My nephew Pohi started to play slack key guitar in High School. He's pretty good. His mom use to play in a group called Daughers of Hawaii. So I guess music is in there family. I still listen to Hawaiian Music and enjoy it. It brings back memories of my friends in the islands.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003281.cgi
A||||0||DynStatic||vinyl sticker templates?||||1||||GalantVR4-1229||00000841
Z||000000||DynStatic||10-08-2003||10:08 PM||||Does anyone have the templates (.ai or .psd) for the 4WS sticker on the back glass and the sticker that goes on the side door? My friend has a vinyl cutting machine and I want to make me a new one for the glass since it's goign to be removed when that window is tinted. And I dont have the ones for the door.||68.57.52.229||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum3/003282.cgi
A||||14||GRV4726||my metal radiator||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||10-08-2003||10:34 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||when i bought my car it came with a metal radior (which is pretty cool). anyway, my step brother was looking at it and claimed that it was an automatic radiator. he says they cool much better and that they have built in trans coolers, hence two capped off tubes at the bottom. he says that they are the inlet/outlet of the trans cooler. where am i going with this is that i got a motor with an oil filter housing intended for an external oil cooler. (the 90 housing) so i need a cooler, my question is: is my step brother right? can i use my radiator as my cooler too?  <br /><br />thanks||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||10-09-2003||01:01 AM||||I have a similar radiator. I don't see why you couldn't, the coolant is approx the same temp anyway.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||10-09-2003||07:44 AM||||Oil temp may be close, but oil pressure can be 90 psi. That kind of pressure will blow a regular radiator!||24.148.12.186||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||10-09-2003||08:46 AM||||Not to mention, requires a ton of oil. Order a good kit from summit, & you will be better off.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||10-09-2003||09:01 AM||||i also thought about that, but after talking to several shops, i discarded the idea.  like they say, very high pressures, and the chance that if the cooler blows internally, you will INSTANTLY get oil in the coolant, and vice versa.  bye bye motor.  but, the reason you have a radiator like that, is a lot of aftermarket places only sell the automatic radiator because it covers both std and automatic cars, so they only gotta stock one part.  some bmw exh are the same way, the automatic cars have another little bracket, so we stock only the automatic one, cause it covers both cars.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||GRV4726||10-09-2003||11:12 AM||||well damn. now i have to go buy a cooler. it would have been cool to use the radiator. also since we are on the topic, what hose can i use for the oil cooler. i don't HAVE to use braided stainless do i? i'm thinking about using an oil cooler of a 97 jeep, does that sound stupid? <br />thanks a bunch||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||10-09-2003||09:25 PM||||Don't buy a cooler from a store.  It's not worth it.  Let some other monkey eat the cost for you, and go pull it off his car in the junkyard.  Was there the other day getting coolers to use in a water/air ic setup, and they're all over the friggin' place.  Just go look at American trucks, suvs, and full size vans.  FYI, Ford rangers come with them stock.  They're not the biggest, 7.5" T x 11" W x 1" thick, but are cheap and plentiful.  You could use two if you wanted.  I've been eying aftermarket coolers in building my chiller setup, and will probably eventually get one of those when I can afford it, but they run anywhere from $50 to $200.  The Ford ones cost $10.  Also, many of the aforementioned vehicles sport upgraded aftermarket coolers anyway.  My buddy got a nice Setrab cooler for only $10 off some Chevy van.<br /><br />Also, if you really want to use that added cooling capability in your radiator, why not just use the TB cooling lines and run longer hoses down there?  Then you're making full use of the radiator, and not adding stupid heat to the intake charge.||69.59.219.239||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||10-09-2003||11:07 PM||||hey, thanks that was a very helpfull post. i was going to get one of a 90 eclipse, but now i think i'll just go and do what you suggested. and i like the extra cooling idea. thanks a bunch||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||10-10-2003||01:14 AM||||Hmm, you don't have to use braided stainless, I think.  Those Ford coolers I mentioned had a fitting w/metal line attached, but behind the bumper that metal line was sorta crimped onto a rubber hose.  I dindn't bring any American sized wrenches with me, so I just cut those rubber lines behind the bumper and pulled it out.  The rubber had metal wires inside of it, though.  Like a rubber outer layer, wires, rubber inner layer.  I couldn't tell if the wires were braided or not, but they were obviously there to support the hose under all that pressure.  Also, looked at some coolers on Cadillacs and Thunderbirds, and they just had hose clamps on them.  But, they may have been transmission cooler, I'm not sure.  I didn't look, because I was just going to use it for unpressurized water, so didn't really care.  You might be able to snag some lines, with the cooler from the junkyard, that would fit the dsm housing.  Doubtful, but you could probably get some sort of adapter for a couple bucks at a hardware or car parts store.  The lines might be a tad long though, if they're off of a truck.||69.59.219.201||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||10-10-2003||09:18 AM||||Word to the wise:  Clean the CRAP out of any oil cooler you buy that's been used.  <br /><br />I've seen fairly new motors ruin bearings faster than you can say "crankwalk", because they already had some particulate in the cooler and oiling system.  <br /><br />Personally, I refuse to risk the life of my engine to save $50-100 on buying an oil cooler.  I have a small Setrab, but you can get a huge B&M cooler from Summit for $40-50 new.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||10-10-2003||05:32 PM||||Oh, obviously Howard.  Sorry I didn't mention that; I took it to be a given.  Yes, clean it a dozen times or so, until the solvent coming out looks good enough to drink.  Then clean it a dozen times more.  Just for good measure, I'd place it somewhere hot, like the sun, in front of a space heater, the oven when your wife's not home, wherever, to make sure that all of the solvent got evaporated.  But he's right, a used cooler can never be clean enough.  I'm using my coolers for water, that's not going into the engine, so whatever.  For engine oil, I would consider buying new.||69.59.219.201||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||Kibo||10-10-2003||05:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>Also, if you really want to use that added cooling capability in your radiator, why not just use the TB cooling lines and run longer hoses down there?  Then you're making full use of the radiator, and not adding stupid heat to the intake charge. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not sure what you're trying to accomplish here...?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  If you're just trying to cool the intake tract, simply remove the coolant lines and either cap them off or connect them to each other.  They do serve a purpose, though--that's what controls your FIAV.  I think it would be much better to use some thin phenolic spacers on either side (in coalition with another one at the head/intake manifold interface) so that only the TB itself gets warm.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||10-11-2003||01:31 AM||||Erik, I was just brainstorming.  Right now, a portion of his radiator is going to waste, ie cooling nothing.  I was just trying to think of a way to make use of that, and those two lines came to mind.<br /><br />Also, what's the harm in capping them off?  I mean, how would that affect the FIAV, and how does that work in normal operation?  I'm not really familiar with how it works or what it does, but have seen vfaq's instructing how to disable it, so it can't be that bad not to have it...||69.59.219.223||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||howard_GVR4||10-11-2003||10:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> <br />Also, what's the harm in capping them off?  I mean, how would that affect the FIAV, and how does that work in normal operation?  I'm not really familiar with how it works or what it does, but have seen vfaq's instructing how to disable it, so it can't be that bad not to have it... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It can cause idle problems, especially in cold weather, magnifying the "surging" feature that these cars seem to want to do so badly when modded.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||10-11-2003||03:15 PM||||Ok, so the coolant warms the TB up, making it less likely to surge when it's cold out, correct?  So, before the TB is warmed up by this coolant, would it surge like mad or something?  Because the coolant is not instantly warm, it takes a few minutes.  And in less than freezing weather, my car has never surged when I would start it up.  So it seems to me like I don't need the FIAV.||69.59.219.215||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003283.cgi
A||||6||Team Ducktape||teddy bear...||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||10-09-2003||03:26 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Not work safe.<br /><a href="http://www.brainwashingvats.com/i/tg/teddyguy.html" target="_blank">www.brainwashingvats.com/i/tg/teddyguy.html</a><br />Stolen from WIDSM. <br /><br /><br />Sorry Grandma.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.31.184.22||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||10-09-2003||11:41 AM||||That was the highlight of my week. That was hilarious!!!!!||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||10-09-2003||11:43 AM||||omg. hahahahahahahhaha.||131.193.154.177||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||10-09-2003||01:02 PM||||I can see why it isnt work safe! LOL good laugh.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||10-09-2003||01:06 PM||||DADDY i want one!!!||67.127.191.108||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||10-09-2003||02:19 PM||||"Earning your money is ok if your too lazy to steal."||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||10-09-2003||03:43 PM||||HAHAHA!! Teddy guy rules. I like his little 'dance'.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003284.cgi
A||||11||Team Ducktape||Best picture ever...||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||10-09-2003||06:31 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1547" alt=" - " />||65.31.184.22||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||10-09-2003||09:37 AM||||know what'd be really cOoL?<br /><br />what if someone had the led lights from the knight rider car, and put them in the 'hump' on a dsm, or somewhere in front of the gvr4. you could then wire it to the factory boost led thingy, and as you boost, the leds would light up. no, i'm not smoking anything.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||10-09-2003||11:26 AM||||Ahhh... Gary Coleman... bastard didn't even know who the Vice President of the USA was... douche bag...||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||10-09-2003||11:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> know what'd be really cOoL?<br /><br />what if someone had the led lights from the knight rider car, and put them in the 'hump' on a dsm, or somewhere in front of the gvr4. you could then wire it to the factory boost led thingy, and as you boost, the leds would light up. no, i'm not smoking anything. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">we did something likethis in my buddies 2.5rs. we did 5 blue leds in his hood scoop for his alarm system, so when it was activated it would travel back and forth. it was cool, but he jsut sold the car 2 days ago for a wrx.||131.193.154.177||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||h45454||10-09-2003||01:19 PM||||You can get kits for the red LED sweeper, as well as just about anything else to build your own K.I.T.T.  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.markscustomkits.com/" target="_blank">http://www.markscustomkits.com/</a>||128.198.32.149||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||10-09-2003||02:06 PM||||<strong> Upon seeing this disastrous photo </strong><br /><br />David Hasslehoff: "What the hell was I thinking?"<br /><br />Gary Coleman: "What the hell was I thinking?"||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||10-09-2003||05:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by h45454:<br /><strong> You can get kits for the red LED sweeper, as well as just about anything else to build your own K.I.T.T.  <br /><br />  <a href="http://www.markscustomkits.com/" target="_blank">http://www.markscustomkits.com/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what a fascinating site. i always wondered how ghetto those production cars were. i always wanted to own a General Lee charger..... any info on those?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||bleck||10-09-2003||10:33 PM||||Hey Romanova, "let not your heart be troubled."||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||10-10-2003||01:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Hey Romanova, "let not your heart be troubled." </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">God bless Mr. Hannity! 3 hours a day baby...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||Ash||10-10-2003||02:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> <strong> Upon seeing this disastrous photo </strong><br /><br />David Hasslehoff: "What the hell was I thinking?"<br /><br />Gary Coleman: "What the hell was I thinking?" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't you mean...<br /><br /><br />David Hasslehoff: "What the hell was I thinking?"<br /><br />Gary Coleman: "What you talkin' 'bout David?"||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000010||TurboVR4dr||10-10-2003||08:53 AM||||troubled." [/qb][/QUOTE]God bless Mr. Hannity! 3 hours a day baby... [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />I know Hannity is great.  It's a toss up between him and Michael Savage for me.  <br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000011||Jon||10-10-2003||09:21 AM||||You are correct, that is the best picture ever!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no



ubb/Forum3/003285.cgi
A||||12||CKA||980's progress to date..||||1||||CKA||00000435
Z||000000||CKA||10-09-2003||06:41 AM||cka@globaldialog.com||Hey all, throwing up some pics of the progress that has occurred to 980.  Last year at the end of October my motor digested a valve guide and needed a rebuild.  I decided to complete the motor and drive train so as to be done with it, not needing to add anything but a different flavor turbo or replace something that hopefully will never break(not holding my breath).  The wheels/tires and suspension are getting a looking at hopefully before next spring.  I know Ducktape was eyeing up my current wheels that came with the car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> . I have yet to dyno and or take the car to the track to see what numbers it will put out. I'm thinking it'll go to the track after I get wheels/suspension and get use to driving it, and it might make AMS's dyno this year yet.(I'll try to get a full length car pic soon).  Thanks for the space Ryan.<br /><br />This is what was done (few of the things were already on last year).  <br /><br />Fully ported head<br />oem size stainless valves<br />Crower springs and titanium retainers<br />bronze valve guides<br />New larger hole lifters<br />HKS 272/272s<br />Findanza cam gears (degreed)<br /><br />Ross racing pistons .30 over (Ross rings)<br />Eagle H beam Rods<br />Comtec head gasket<br />ARP head studs<br />Clevite 77 rod and main bearings<br />balance shafts removed <br />rotating assembly balanced<br />head and block milled<br />90 oil filter housing w/Setrab cooler<br /><br />custom 3" stainless intake<br />Garrett T3/T4 57 trim (.63 stageIII/2.75"inlet .60)<br />2.5" stainless upper/lower IC pipes<br />MAFT<br />SAFC<br />Magnus intake manifold<br />Tial BOV and wastegate<br />modified turbo performace header<br />custom 3" exhaust<br />Dynomax bullet and ultraflow muffler<br />Spearco 2-216 with endtanks welded up by AMS<br /><br />Aeromotive FPR<br />Holley Rail<br />8 -an feed, 6 -an return<br />Denso 720cc injectors<br />Walboro 255 HP<br /><br />Shepherd rebuilt race spec tranny (all bells & whistles)<br />ACT 2900 pressure plate <br />street disk <br />4 bolt rear<br />Taboo's steel clutch fork<br />extended slave rod/piston<br />braided clutch line<br />RM 24mm rear sway bar<br />rear steer and ABS removed<br /><br />60mm Omori boost and EGT gauges<br />Nordskog oil and coolant gauges<br />Sean's shift boot<br />TMO stage III with a little spin from Jeff O (knock gauge and upper rev limit)<br /><br /><br />Engine bay<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1538" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1538&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />2-216 plumbing, welded a 1" bar in front of the IC (can't see much of it) to give the IC some protection against racoons and other road vermin, worth the weight gain IMHO.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1539" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1539</a><br /><br />upper IC plumbing<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1540" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1540</a><br /><br />Lower IC plumbing<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1541" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1541</a><br /><br />Intake <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1542" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1542</a><br /><br />Cold air intake installed<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1543" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1543</a><br /><br />Fuel pressure regulator<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1544" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1544</a><br /><br />AN to sending unit, the weld seeped on the bottom were it was hard to get a good angle with the welder, so I coated the whole weld with JB weld and it sealed fine.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1545" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1545</a><br /><br />Downpipe/wastegate merge, might need to cut and expand the wastegate merge area, there a bit of boost creep.  Going to make a block off and for it and weld up a open dump and see if the boost stays put.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1546" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1546</a>||66.84.245.193||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||10-09-2003||11:14 AM||||That's a very nice setup. It has a lot of the things I want to do to my car. Definitely keep us posted.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||10-09-2003||11:23 AM||||Fuck yeah! That's a pretty hardcore setup you have there. Very nice presentation!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||10-09-2003||12:22 PM||||(Butthead voice)"That is the most beautiful thing I have ever seen"||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||10-09-2003||12:53 PM||||Super SUGOI!!!||67.127.191.108||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||CKA||10-09-2003||03:02 PM||||Thanks for the good words.  I'll post links to a few more pics when I get them.||66.84.245.193||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000006||dsmsleeper||10-09-2003||03:46 PM||||Very nice.  and clean.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||10-09-2003||05:23 PM||||Why did you chose to wrap the exhaust manifold? I heard that wraps tend to trap moisture and I would think thats a bad thing? Why not just ceramic coat it? BTW I like it alot.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||Team Ducktape||10-09-2003||06:41 PM||||Great car! I have seen this inperson, even got a chance to help  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  But by far this is one of the cleanest and nicest looking vr-4's I have ever seen..||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000009||Team Ducktape||10-10-2003||02:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CKA:<br /><strong>   I know Ducktape was eyeing up my current wheels that came with the car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well just to show how awesome these wheels are; so you can feel my envy. Special Edition Yellow embroidered:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1548" alt=" - " />||65.31.184.22||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000010||CKA||10-10-2003||04:09 AM||||LOL, I like the NASCAR bubble    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   .   Yes, I do need to say a public thanks to Rob Neubauer, Paul Aschenbrener and Brad Buske for pitching in labor and dsm parts.  Also my father for lending the garage space to me, makes a project go much easier having ample room.<br /><br />I wrapped the header to maintain heat/energy to the turbine and keep the engine bay temps down.  I'm not too attached to the header and plan on replacing it down the road with either a cast or a custom tubular.  I have heard of headers cracking due to being wrapped, and if there is any candidate for cracking it's the turbo performance header that I'm using (due to the thin walls).  So I�ll see how far I get out of it before it falls apart||66.84.245.110||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000011||talontsi||10-10-2003||12:03 PM||||Wow that is very nice!!!<br />Congrats on once nice ride.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000012||GRV4726||10-10-2003||04:39 PM||||i hate being jealous. damn you and your incredibly nice and clean set up. now i must return to the life of sorrow... having a vr4 that is motionless unless its powered by my very own two legs... 2FD galants suck (2 feet drive)<br /><br />i need to study for the sat now    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/003286.cgi
A||||6||hibrn8||GO CUBIES!!!!||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||10-09-2003||11:45 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||this is the first year ive ever seen the cubs win some games. Who else on here wants to see the cubs go all the way?<br /><br />Last nights game was a homerun derby at its finest. Well see what happens down at Pro Player Stadium down in miami. Most Florida population is from chicago and new york anyways so i thik we may have some cubs fans down there to support them. <br /><br />Go CUBS!||131.193.154.177||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||10-09-2003||11:51 AM||||Go cubs !!! I want it to be a cubs VS Sox World series, but being from boston, you know who I want to go all the way !    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    I'll give you a hint, it's not the cubs !  but they did play a great game last night  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||10-09-2003||12:41 PM||||I definately want to see them win the nlcs and eventually the world series.  That first game was a heartbreaker huh? but still a very good game.  Cubbies squished the fish game 2  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-09-2003||12:51 PM||||Yeah, I like those cubies who can solve a rubik's cube in like 5 secs. Wait... oh... cubs? <br /><br />BoSox baby!||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||10-09-2003||05:43 PM||||I have to say, this is the first I watched baseball in years...make that over a decade!!!<br />I use to love it and began to hate it many years ago when the strikes started coming - so I quit watching.<br /><br />So I'm not a cubs fan or baseball fan, but I DO want to see the cubs play the sox.  Any fan base that can consistantly support their teams in decades of losing efforts DESERVES this succes.<br />Plus, these have been entertaining games to watch!<br /><br />So go Cubs and Soxs!||167.142.21.236||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||crucible||10-09-2003||08:08 PM||||"Yeah, I like those cubies who can solve a rubik's cube in like 5 secs. Wait... oh... cubs"<br /><br />LMAO||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||10-11-2003||03:14 AM||||And they win again in another nailbiting 11 innings. leading the series 2-1?<br /><br />anyone else been in Pro Player Stadium before??? place is absolutely massive. had over 65,000 in attendance for tonights game, thats crazy. lets see them win the series.||65.227.204.49||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003287.cgi
A||||3||crucible||Thought Ive seen it all||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||10-09-2003||11:49 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Latest craze where I live.Stick-on exahust tips that mount on the sides of rear quarter.<br />The bizzare bar keeps getting higher and higher.<br />Anway, back to installing mini lights on my wipers.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||10-09-2003||11:52 AM||||I saw a 3g Eclipse that had some tips on the back by the plate... looks odd. i think he had little lights in it.<br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||10-09-2003||02:11 PM||||I just saw this the other day.  OMFG, this is the most ridiculous thing since the LED exhaust, or the Turbo mufflers.  The one I saw was on a 2G Eclipse NT.  Imagine your "racing" Ehaust on the side and then he had a muffler in the back! What a fuckstick.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||10-09-2003||05:21 PM||||to bad there is no responsibility clause in part sales...Taste should part of the responsibility||64.12.96.102||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum3/003288.cgi
A||NX||12||1420mark||26mm sway bar ||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||10-09-2003||05:11 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />so how many people feel a large rear bar is what they want ?  say   hmmmmm    26mm ?||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||10-09-2003||05:19 PM||||have you found one? I have a suspension techinques in the rear and I beleive that it is a 24mm and it feels great in turns.  I love how I can rotate the rear upon high speed decel turn ins. I am sure the stiffer bar would need to be coupled with a matching front just to maintain a balence.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||drew||10-09-2003||05:48 PM||||I love my rear 26mm whiteline bar. it's so fun on freeway cloverleafs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||russya||10-09-2003||06:01 PM||||I want a 26mm just can't find one. Do you know something about where some are or where we can get some?||12.254.141.168||reg||10||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000004||1420mark||10-09-2003||06:11 PM||||seeing as how I posted the initial question JUST 10 MINUTES ago. Do you feel it safe to assume there is definitely an interest in a 26 mm rear bar ,    maybe  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  even with  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   a companion heavier than stock   , say 22mm , front bar - package deal type set ?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000005||V8EATER||10-09-2003||06:14 PM||||HELL YEAH.  i'm in.  beaucoup understeer.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000006||1420mark||10-09-2003||06:25 PM||||is anyone having a deja vu experience too ?||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000007||drew||10-09-2003||06:33 PM||||<a href="http://www.rernetworking.com/rmdsm/1G_bars.htm" target="_blank">http://www.rernetworking.com/rmdsm/1G_bars.htm</a> <br /><br />RM Racing makes a 24mm bar that fits our cars...||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||1420mark||10-09-2003||06:50 PM||||this maybe should have been placed as a poll,  thread.  interest in a 26mm is the issue , I would be happy to work toward getting more of these if there is interest and all else pans out.  <br /><br />say 10 guys who can wait   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   for 2 months <br />MAYBE   MAYBE   MAYBE   !!<br />and for what it's worth you can increase the upgrade even more VERY easily by getting the next larger package deal which includes the poly bushing and MORE IMPORTANT , the camber bolt set. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  I mean as long as you are gonna take the damn car apart to put the bar in anyway. <br /><br /><br />SO   ?  do give me a hint   .  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />and I'll have a rough photo in acouple hours so you can get a rough idea .  your welcome   Mark||24.243.236.106||reg||14||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000009||V8EATER||10-09-2003||06:58 PM||||i'm in for both bars and the bushings.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000010||admsr||10-09-2003||07:13 PM||||I didnt see them offer a front bar.....?<br /><br />I'm down for both if we get a decent group buy discount!<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.179.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000011||1420mark||10-09-2003||07:30 PM||||this is not really a "general Discussion "  It seems we have a purchasing effort .  we can continue to discuss here but------- see------"for sale" for more info on actual purchase or to belly up . " 26mm swaybar REVISITED"||24.243.236.106||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000012||Jon||10-11-2003||03:47 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002241" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002241</a>||12.220.168.103||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum3/003289.cgi
A||||12||CCDSM69||Anyone else get the new $20 yet?||||1||||CCDSM69||00001573
Z||000000||CCDSM69||10-09-2003||05:18 PM||||I was at the bank today to grab some money out of my account and was shocked when the teller handed me this:   <img src="http://money.cnn.com/2003/05/13/news/economy/twenty/20_front.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />more info  <a href="http://money.cnn.com/2003/10/09/pf/new_money_event/" target="_blank">here</a>||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||10-09-2003||06:25 PM||||Eventually they are suposed to do the same with the $10, the $5 and the $1.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||curtis||10-09-2003||10:41 PM||||dude look at the serial numbers.   You need to keep that one.||67.25.38.157||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||10-09-2003||10:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> dude look at the serial numbers.   You need to keep that one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WOW! It says specimen on it too! It must be a special one!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||64.252.104.77||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||Xan||10-10-2003||12:11 AM||||he linked the picture, he doesn't own that $20 bill, lol||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||10-10-2003||12:13 AM||||thats so gay<br />they havn't even issued that last "new" $1 bill yet and there is a new new $20?<br />ha <br />that diddn't last long||141.153.165.108||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||CCDSM69||10-10-2003||07:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> he linked the picture, he doesn't own that $20 bill, lol  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"She linked the picture, She doesn't own that $20 bill, lol" I'm a girl  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  (sorry but you guys have been quoting me and saying I'm a guy for a while) I tried to use it at like 6 different places and only one place accepted it everyone else thought I was trying to use fake money...||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||10-10-2003||08:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> thats so gay<br />they havn't even issued that last "new" $1 bill yet and there is a new new $20?<br />ha <br />that diddn't last long </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought they were going to ditch the $1 bill and go the the $1 coin.  You can get them in change at the post office.  Anyway, the $1 cost too much money cause the fall apart the fastest.  I'd be all about just having the coin.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.usmint.gov/mint_programs/golden_dollar_coin/index.cfm?action=golden_dollar_specs" target="_blank">http://www.usmint.gov/mint_programs/golden_dollar_coin/index.cfm?action=golden_dollar_specs</a>||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||10-10-2003||09:29 AM||||can you send me some samples?  just to look at.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||Gvr4-330||10-10-2003||07:50 PM||||I'd take some free samples too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />When the old new $20 came out, a lot of stores thought it was fake too.  There was supposed to be a much bigger campaign promoting the new $20 so this wouldn't happen again.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||10-10-2003||09:02 PM||||Forget 20's.  I'm moving to Turkey so I can become a millionaire.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||10-10-2003||09:35 PM||||i was in turkey in 1966-67.  stationed outside of istanbul, a place called cakmakli.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||Xan||10-10-2003||09:36 PM||||sorry CCDSM69, just started posting again recently and don't know the members too well.. also the 69 could just be some perverted guy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes



ubb/Forum3/003290.cgi
A||||0||gvr4ever||I saw my first fast Honda.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||10-09-2003||06:19 PM||||A guy I worked with has a JDM type R engine in his Civic.  That little thing can move.  We played on the way home.  I was able to pull, but I didn't blow him off the road.  <br /><br />He claims he can beat a new Stang GT.  I'd velive it.<br /><br />He claims 2200lbs and 191 at the wheels.  I'd belive it.  Fast moving little bitch.<br /><br />Now to order my FMIC.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003291.cgi
A||||5||curtis||Unregistered||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||10-09-2003||10:45 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Why are we all unregistered members now???????<br />My number of posts won't correct  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.38.157||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||10-09-2003||10:53 PM||||did it infect me?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||10-09-2003||10:55 PM||||oh no it did...ahhh!  All my postwhoring gone to waste  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||10-09-2003||10:56 PM||||I tried to open another window and it wouldn't let me on, said I didn't exist!  AAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGHHHHH!!!!! I can't live without "The Board"!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||1312VR4||10-09-2003||11:33 PM||||Now ,aint this about a bi**h.<br /><br />ALSO, no search function( for member searches).||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000005||Notorius||10-10-2003||12:30 AM||||test||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes



ubb/Forum3/003292.cgi
A||||0||jonvr4||TMO datalogger||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-10-2003||01:21 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||does anyone have a copy i could "borrow"?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/003293.cgi
A||||2||josh91vr4||Board screwy||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||10-09-2003||11:10 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Wow, looks like everyone isn't registered anymore. Mods, Jon, anyone know whats up? my aim is xJoOoSoHx and email josh91vr4@hotmail.com ... lemme know!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||10-09-2003||11:16 PM||||WHen you try to re-register:<br />"Can not overwrite an existing profile number. Please notify the administration that their last_number.cgi file may be corrupt. Permissions on the Members directory must be reset, and the Member Stat files must be rebuilt afterwards. (00000002) "||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-09-2003||11:41 PM||||This is not a technical question.  Please move it to either news or general discussions.||69.59.219.214||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003294.cgi
A||||45||Jon||GalantVR4.org Members||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||10-10-2003||09:20 AM||jon@jgronline.com||You may have noticed a slight bug with the board starting last night.  I apparently made a mistake when doing some cleaning.  It is fixed now.<br /><br />I have deleted a bunch of accounts.  Mainly, Junior Members that have not posted at all or in a very long time.  <br /><br />We have 281 Members (over 30 posts), Moderators, and Administrators.  The rest are Junior Members that registered since 9/1/03 with zero posts or Junior Members that have posted some but not over 30 yet.<br /><br />Of the core 281 members, all have posted this year.  <br /><br />I get anywhere from 1-2 to 15 registration requests a day.  Then the majority of these people never post a damn thing.  They never contribute anything.<br /><br />Should we add another forum and have people vouched to get in?  Or should I continue the maintenance of deleting accounts that aren't active?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||no
Z||000001||ken inn||10-10-2003||09:27 AM||||i favor the deleting inactive accounts.  i am on another group of bmw shop owners and techs, and if you dont post, they log you off.  and then you gotta go thru the normal application.  also, they will not let you on the group unless your business is 50% or more of bmw.  it keeps the group fairly tight, and we all know each other.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||10-10-2003||10:10 AM||||I think a bunch of the people that registered and did not post were given links to look at a specific post and had to register to see them.<br /><br />Is there anyway to set the board so that anybody can see the posts, but you have to be a member to post/answer?  Or will that take up too much bandwidth?<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||Doug Thomas||10-10-2003||10:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br />Should we add another forum and have people vouched to get in?  Or should I continue the maintenance of deleting accounts that aren't active? [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you want the headache of another forum that people have to voucher for someone? Why would you want vouches?  Why can�t you just let people view the board without out registering? Some people just like to read and search the board for info.||12.10.219.45||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||10-10-2003||10:46 AM||||I think the board should be for strictly galant vr4 for owners considering this is GALANTVR4.ORG. I'm on a message board called brevardstreetracing.org, to get on you have to be vouched for by someone, and live in brevard. Simple enough, I think you should have to be vouched for someone and own a galant vr4. If the person that gets vouched for turns out to be a moron and just causes chaos, then boot the voucher and the vouchie. Make it more of an elite board like NABR private. That's just my .02. If not galant owners, atleast 4g63 owners.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||10-10-2003||10:50 AM||||I'm going to start a 4G63 BMW board. Who's with ME!!?? <br /><br />guys...? guys??? <br /><br />(tumbleweed rolls by)||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||10-10-2003||11:56 AM||||I think it should only be for Galant VR-4 owners or previous owners. not everyone who owns a 4g63, because they have DSM Talk. But then again if these people are not posting, what are they hurting? its not like they come in here just to fuck with us, they want to know about the GVR4...<br /><br />all in all, i dont really know! but i'm glad i posted my wish-washy opinion.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||10-10-2003||12:07 PM||||just trim the weeds now and then.  There not in the way, and it's a fantastic resource for those that might be interested in BUYING a VR4 - anybody ever sell those here?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />I don't think we have too much problems with morons on here - they get haized out quick enough (although I'm still hear...hmmm, maybe that doesn't work) LOL<br /><br />It's nice to have a little openess that allows other potential or new VR4 owners in here. If we close up to much then we won't get those and as people sell off the group here will shrink as well as the influx of new ideas (and repetitive questions :-)<br />my penny's worth.<br /><br />Alex I'd be with you, but I don't have a beemer - how about letting a 4g63 81 datsun pickup conversion join your group   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.226||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||drew||10-10-2003||12:16 PM||||Although I know that it can be a PITA to have to weed out those who haven't posted, that seems to be the best solution. just my 2 cents.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||psycopyro182||10-10-2003||12:25 PM||||i like the idea of having an open board, or having the ability to just read posts without signing in.<br />before i had my Vr4 i came here and read up a lot on it, (back when it was jgronline) and i think this was one of the key factors in helping me finnaly decide to get the vr4.<br /><br />also for people like Bimmubishi he, does not own a vr4 but as far as ive seen he has good opinions here. and has good input.<br />so in my opinion limiting this board to just VR4 owners would greatly put a block on alot of input and advice that is benificial to the boards.<br /><br />my .02<br /><br />Max.||204.196.73.123||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000010||DongeR615||10-10-2003||12:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I'm going to start a 4G63 BMW board. Who's with ME!!?? <br /><br />guys...? guys??? <br /><br />(tumbleweed rolls by) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hahahahahahahaha   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />For the rest of the non-productive members you get trolls and people who come here to read. yea maintanance should be done often...||68.122.238.69||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000011||turbowop||10-10-2003||01:53 PM||||I'm with Rieb. Let people read the board without having to register, but make them register if they want to post.||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000012||driftntouge||10-10-2003||02:07 PM||||Im also a member over at s2ki.com.  There they have different levels of membership, the highest one with the most access must be an owner of an S2000.  They record the VIN and verify it, and then you are let in to the whole forum and its benefits.  Its a great site, very well managed.  There are, however, a hell of a lot more S2000s than GVR4s.  I think its a pretty good system, and *for the most part* lets you know who you can trust.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||10-10-2003||02:26 PM||||I think it should be a galant vr4 owners club.  Mainly because it is galantvr4.org and compared to most car forums, this one is really nice.  Very little bs and most people provide good information.  The whole point of having a forum in the fisrt place.<br /><br />I myself would like it to stay as clean as possible.  As for the campers who don't post, they probably don't have a GVR4.  I would think they would be more involved if they acualy owned one.<br /><br />Getting permision to join wouldn't be a bad ideal as long as the moderators wouldn't mind.  A lot of campers probably wouldn't bother joining if it took a little work.  Getting permission to join in it's self would probably cut down on the members who don't even post or never had or really shopped for a GVR4.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||Team Ducktape||10-10-2003||02:36 PM||||"This site is dedicated to the E39A Galant VR4, which is powered by Mitsubishi's 4G63 4-cylinder engine. <br /><br />This site does not cover topics on the second generation Galant VR4 that is powered by a twin turbo V6 engine. This version was never sold in the US and most of the board members are in the US."<br /><br /><br />You should have to post a picture of your Galant vr-4 before you can join. I personally would like a strickly vr-4 site. If you want to learn about the 4g63/Talons/Lazers goto Clubdsm or one of the other 3 thousand DSM sites, we should have this just for vr-4 owners......||65.31.184.22||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000015||GVR1643||10-10-2003||03:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> "This site is dedicated to the E39A Galant VR4, which is powered by Mitsubishi's 4G63 4-cylinder engine. <br /><br />This site does not cover topics on the second generation Galant VR4 that is powered by a twin turbo V6 engine. This version was never sold in the US and most of the board members are in the US."<br /><br /><br />You should have to post a picture of your Galant vr-4 before you can join. I personally would like a strickly vr-4 site. If you want to learn about the 4g63/Talons/Lazers goto Clubdsm or one of the other 3 thousand DSM sites, we should have this just for vr-4 owners...... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But then we wouldn't have the entertainment of Bimmubishi and Alex's great wit   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />That, and I think it's cool that someone like Curt Brown would "stop by" and offer insight.<br />Mark95 that just signed up. He doesn't own a VR4, but he's probably worked on more than 1/3 of this group.  He truly knows more about my cars than I do!  There's some others that can offer great insight and help that might not have a VR4.  If for somereason we happen to go to a GVR4ownership only board, I would personally like a way to keep these folks aboard - or at least that option.<br />If I remember correctly, Jon knocked it down to a membership board for the reason of bandwidth and cost.  Having it open to read might defeat that purpose.  Having it like it is seems to work fine from my end, but might be more work for him/mods.||167.142.22.69||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000016||Team Ducktape||10-10-2003||06:24 PM||||Like I said, they (or) you for that matter can learn from the other three thousand DSM sites, search before you come here; this should be for the vr-4 people leave the DSM questions and "insite" to the DSMers, we should focus on the vr-4's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  heeheh . Yes that info is useful but this by far isn't the only site to "learn" about the 4G63. It comes down to value added, what can they bring to vr-4's specifically, when they don't own one? So just becasue you know about the Talon rear end, doesn't mean you know who to fix the AWS rear end, yes stupid example but you get the picture....<br /><br />This is my opnion so take it or leave it, not looking for a flame fest, just voicing my views........||216.183.225.195||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000017||Kibo||10-10-2003||07:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong> i like the idea of having an open board, or having the ability to just read posts without signing in.<br />before i had my Vr4 i came here and read up a lot on it, (back when it was jgronline) and i think this was one of the key factors in helping me finnaly decide to get the vr4.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I fully agree with this.  Quite frankly, I think restricting access to the information available on this board would be elitist (and I mean that in a bad sense).  This board is an excellent source of information (much of which applies to DSM's), and I think it should be available to anyone who wants it.  That's one of the best things about DSM's IMO--the incredible wealth of information and resources that are freely available.<br /><br />I agree that there should probably be some sort of requirements for becoming a member, but that's hard to enforce--as psycopyro182 said, you'll lose the benefit of valuable members such as Bimmubishi.  Unfortunately, I think a 'spring cleaning' approach is the most fair, at the cost of being extremely high maintenance.<br /><br />What about the people who are just hear to learn, but don't have much to say?  Do they get kicked off just for not posting, even if they have a GVR4 (or whatever the membership requirement becomes)?<br /><br />Is there some way to track visits to the site?  I would agree with disabling accounts that haven't logged into the site in a long time (60+ days, or something like that).||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000018||spoulson||10-10-2003||07:49 PM||||Trust me, you don't want to turn this private.  I think this site is awesome as it is.  If you change anything, make it more open so anonymous viewers can read posts.<br /><br />There's no sense in creating more rules; you will only have to enforce them.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000019||number3||10-10-2003||09:50 PM||||Not a fan of some of the ideals that "other" board. I know that board is very popular and very imformative I just don't understand it.<br /><br />I like this board but I don't get around much so what do I really know. I do know I like to be able to read some post on a board before I decide or not to decide to sign up.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||agrabau||10-10-2003||09:56 PM||||Some people just like to read and lurk. All a forum needs is to have people posting to achieve some kind of minimum count. If we did there'd be posts making this one as significant as EE Cummings best works. <br /><br />This board is really cool. Here, I don't know much about anything-  everyone here is very knowledgable, but on on other boards my knowledge level is much above par. <br /><br />We're lucky I guess, to have no trolls and also own cars that absolutely require intimiate knowledge as a requiem for ownership. <br /><br />BMW boards are full of absolute junk, warranty complaints, "which oil should I make my dealer put in"  "best wax"  those types of threads. You mention a turbo and people say "your engine will explode" because the last time they saw a turbo it was attached to a Maserati. <br /><br />Back to normally scheduled programming. <br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000021||KingGalantVr4||10-10-2003||10:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong>  All a forum needs is to have people posting to achieve some kind of minimum count. If we did there'd be posts making this one as significant as EE Cummings best works.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ha!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000022||AllWheelsDriven||10-10-2003||10:12 PM||||just checking if im still a member<br /><br />this board is extremely positive and helpful compared to many.  i remember the old vr4 board as being kinda nasty at times but maybe all those unhappy people have moved on to wrx's and evos...or maybe they were reaching mileage where some impending high dollar malfunction was about to happen and they were in a bad mood....but all in all its a great board and shouldnt change.<br /><br />mike<br />former owner 569/2000||68.152.100.194||reg||1||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
Z||000023||bleck||10-10-2003||11:35 PM||||Agreed.  Glad I made the cut.  I'll tell you tho, w/o this board, I woulda spent alot more bucks than I have, an have located and bought some pretty cool stuff for #135 I most surely would never have found anywhere else.  As far as the membership thing goes, if it aint broke, don't fix it, and in the words of O&A, its good to thin the herd every once in a while  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000024||DSMGVR4||10-11-2003||01:46 AM||||Just like others have said, before I ever purchased my 1st GVR4 in 1999 I osed to read jgronline religiously..just so i can learn before I spent my money. Every time i had a question in my head...it seemed like someone posted a similar question or just answered it before I ever posted a question. I was like "F*#@!ing awesome site"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Since 1999, I owned 3 GVR4s. I don't post that often, but I am a proud GVR4 owner and like thw site just as it is. I would say let nonregistered people be able to read...but register inorder to post.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000025||curtis||10-11-2003||01:52 AM||||This is the only board I go to because the guys on here are very passinate about there hobbies.  Some of the guys on here are new to the car world and I know this is a blessing to them.  I think some off the people that aren't posting are a little scared buy the conversations and the in depth theory behind it.  I know if I was 17 with my first car and people were talking about ideal gas laws and all the rest of the thermodynamic principles and laws of physics that govern the turbo world I would be scared to death.  Laminar and turbulent flow, cooling effiencies, etc.  All I can say is that I've learned a hell of a lot from the guys on here and hope that maybe some of my McGyver mechanical skills have rubbed off.  I enjoy building things and especially things that no one else has.  Theres nothing like beating up on an exotic or high dollar sports car with a four door four cylinder that has only a few store bought parts and a little of everything on it including aircraft parts.  I would rather spend a month on a project and say I built it than buy it for 20 dollars.  But thats just me.  I think the the final word is up to the admin guys but I think if your an owner if one of these cars you should be allowed to join.  Because to most of the dealership this is a bastard car that they don't want any part of because the owners know more about the car than they do, and just for the knowledge that is stored here but if your not posting thats on you.  Hell at least the people could do is say hello and thanks for the info, or sweat install on the part, or wtf that looks like ass.  This could keep them as members and at least we would know how many people are accually visiting and logging on and who truly wants to learn and share there knowledge.  I think some of the members are people that don't know what a VR4 is an has seen the rear tailights at least once.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Keep up the good work.||67.25.37.207||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000026||Xan||10-11-2003||02:14 AM||||I say let anyone view it, but only actual owners can register (present non gvr4 members are welcome however    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   ).  VINs sound like a great idea.  Perhaps this way we could keep track of the remaining GVR4s out there.  Only registered owners would be able to view car #, outta 1000 or 2000, list and Jon be the one keeping track of the VINs to verify.  Anyone else think this is a neat idea?  If not I would at least like to see a list put up with locations of where gvr4s are located.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000027||DookGVR4||10-11-2003||02:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> I'm with Rieb. Let people read the board without having to register, but make them register if they want to post. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.232.9.215||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000028||howard_GVR4||10-11-2003||10:54 AM||||I think this board is pretty awesome without changing the current setup much, thanks to those behind the scenes (Jon, mods, hardcore members). <br /><br />I'm all for anonymous viewing and posting only for registered members.  The occasional purge of non-posters should keep the chaff out.<br /><br />If you wanted to add incentive for people to join, you could make a couple forums not anonymously viewable, like For Sale or something.  I wonder if people without GVR4's troll for parts here?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000029||AllWheelsDriven||10-11-2003||11:34 AM||||hey speaking of hobbies...it could be far worse<br /><br /><a href="http://www.thewavemag.com/pagegen.php?pagename=article&articleid=24184" target="_blank">http://www.thewavemag.com/pagegen.php?pagename=article&articleid=24184</a>||68.152.100.194||reg||2||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
Z||000030||rrustedcage||10-11-2003||09:04 PM||||i don't post alot, (mainly because i feel i have a lot to learn, self esteem issues, whatever) but i don't want to be axed!!  i like to think people with interest in vr-4s are of a higher caliber.  it takes a bit of taste and a discerning eye to appriciate, not just the asthetics of the car (which are a bit dated, but heart warmingly so:)) but, the mechanical prowess of the vehicle, its subtle, understated yet potently masculine verility.  i get strangly verbous while inibreated.  its just nice to get good advice from people who aren't stupid.  thanks<br /><br />ryan<br />760/1000<br />don't kick me out.||208.187.143.172||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000031||mj_rosenfeld||10-11-2003||10:48 PM||||I think Mark Rieb's suggestion is best if you can set it up that way. Or leave it as is.<br />The _only_ complaint I have about this board is with this "junior member" s#it. I mean "Junior" is such a patronizing term, especially galling since I'm old enough to be a parent to about half the members of this board (though probably if either of my kids resembled about half the membership of this board I'd have to smack some sense into them). Can't we use some more adult terminology here? Call the core group "Charter members" the rest who participate "Associate members" or "corresponding members". Maybe a third category is for those who just join or who have hardly ever done anything called "temporary members" as in they have that status only temporarily until they get upgraded to "associate" or they're given the boot. Or you could do like the airline frequent flyer clubs, with "platinum", "silver", and oh I dunno, "pot metal" or "lead" or "rust".<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.197||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000032||slvrblt||10-13-2003||12:59 AM||||I dont know if I would really like it being a private board (more so than it is already). I dont like the idea of having a current member vouch for a prospective new member as some people may see that as us being 'elitists' and might create a bad image for the owners of these cars.<br /><br /><br />but who knows.<br /><br />JMO||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000033||bleck||10-13-2003||01:17 AM||||Umm, yes, I'd like one carbon fiber hull for my Starship Enterprise with the JDM vents, please?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000034||EvilGalantGSX||10-13-2003||01:47 PM||||I realy like this board. <br />I dont own a GVR4 but i do own a  Galant GSX.<br /><br />I come here to ask questions and get help about the car, To me the car is very close to a GVR4 minus the Trubo and other gadgets.<br /><br />Besides if I say I own a Galant GSX on DSMtoonrs they react like im retarded or say that the car isnt real.<br /><br />Besides it a nice site with nice people. On the DSM sites I go to it seems like a never ending pissing towards the wind contest between people.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000035||VTGVR4||10-13-2003||02:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong>If we did there'd be posts making this one as significant as EE Cummings best works. <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">a GVR4 <br />           b<br />          r<br />               e<br />            k<br />             s<br />                     down<br />again.<br /><br />p.s. the board strips out all redundant spaces between letters, so this poem is going to be as simple as it gets. i guess i shoulda cut and paste all of his work to a board, makes for faster reading.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000036||Kevinj110||10-13-2003||04:27 PM||||I fell that the site is great as it sits now. I dont know how many times I just get on here to kill time or just read and try to learn more. Sure weed out the non posters. But, maybe email them and tell them that their account is in line for being axed and tell them they need to post to keep their account. Just my .02||12.96.79.193||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000037||psycopyro182||10-13-2003||05:59 PM||||I agree with alot of the things other people are posting on this board.<br />i think that if you could view the posts without signing in, and you had to sign in to post that would be a good idea.<br />there are times that i want to send a link to something here to some of my friends, but they cant see it because they have to reister. and they dont want to register to look at one post.<br /><br />i visit a bunch of different boads, and they all have their style of rules and whatnot. and one of them. (my old Local car club board) was complete crap. everyone was older but there was a whole bunch of crap, usless posts, and everything would go off topic. <br /><br />i really like the crowd here. and ive noticed that in general everyone is a bit smarter than the average person. it makes trying to read and learn about my car alot easier and faster.<br />im moderatly young (20) and like curtis said. when i first started thinking about the concepts of Compresser maps, thermodynamics with exhaust gasses, psi vs. cfm's. it was all really confusing. <br /><br />but now since ive been able to read and ask quesions, i understand more than i ever thought i would about these cars. and i still have a bunch more to learn about things.<br /><br />so all in all. i think that we should keep with the idea of "spring cleaning" and let unregistered users browse the boards. or allow "guest" users to view. ive seen that work aswell.<br /><br />and i would also like to say thank you to everyone on here. you guys have made this board my favorite one. and its deffinitly the most informative.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000038||Frogger||10-14-2003||04:39 PM||||Hey I am new the the board and just recently purchased a VR4. I enjoyed being able to get on here and read a little more about it before buying one. After purchasing one I came back and my account had been deleted which is why I have made a new one. I think you should allow people to view the forum but not necasarily post. Just my $0.2 <br /><br />~Matt||4.4.103.16||reg||1||Matt||00002602||yes
Z||000039||GVR1643||10-14-2003||04:57 PM||||So what's your thoughts Jon? I'm sure you formed an opinion at this point.  Does letting people view w/o posting screw up the bandwidth issue at all?||167.142.22.231||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000040||Beemer||10-14-2003||09:07 PM||||I think the level of membership idea is sound.  But instead of Junior, how about a VIN list for owners, and that's part of our screen names.  One level down would be, say, 4g63 owners in general, and maybe a "prospective owners" with just viewing rights to all but a forum of their own.  Kind of like an "escalating permissions" system.  The 'Prospective owners" could post on their own part of the board, but not in the more experienced levels of the board unless possibly being either nominated by consensus or by proving their knowledge, like FORMER gvr4 owners that just recently found this board after a year or two of kicking themselves for selling or wrecking their rides.  Bimmubishi would fall into the 4G63 owners area, while obviously he would have been unanimously nominated into the owners section.  The idea is to present a graduated knowledge level, if for no other reason than to keep the "search the archives" posts at a lower level so the advanced posting areas stay..well.. advanced.  That way we can still service the noob population without having to restate the basics over and over again..like "why is my car smoking..black blue and white".  That's basic troubleshooting for ANY car.  Now, why is she blowing BLACK smoke after I have my idle fuel trims on my AFC cut back as far as they will go might merit our attention at a more advanced level.  I wouldn't want to make it an exclusive "club" because it limits us, and stagnates us as well.  We are not superior know it alls just because we own GVR4's.  Much of our knowledge applies across the dsm world, and there are other forums that have answers that we don't, and vice versa.  I also think that the archives could use some work to be more search friendly.  I was trying to find the old group radiator buy thread from this spring a while ago, and after even typing in "radiators" and "radiator group buy" I managed a big zero.  It would be nice if we could maybe categorize them in a vfaq sort of way.  I know for a fact that some of the noob questions get asked out of sheer frustration with the archive search, and we have all experienced it.  If this made a single bit of sense..raise your hand.  Maybe a "prototyping" area for guys like myself and fogdarter (Mark Kaufman) who are doing our best to get stuff custom made for this group, like the whiteline 26mm sway bar deal and the second group buy going on now.  That way it doesn't disappear down the thread list so fast, and is readily available for people to see without resorting to a sticky.  A few more categories and the right to post there being semi reserved at least will be a big start.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000041||BLAKSUN||10-14-2003||10:50 PM||||I have been on the site for a little while now and I love the info that I get here. I just wanted to let you guys know that I appreciate all the help I've got from this site.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||BLAKSUN||00001908||yes
Z||000042||Garfield Wright||10-14-2003||11:21 PM||||I think surfers should be able to view threads freely but register in order to post.  I read a lot of posts after discovering this site before I was brave enough to post.  This site made me sound like I knew what the hell I was mumbling about my car.  The 4g63 specific sites has a lot of unrefined members that are rude & difficult to do anything with.  We are an elite group of owners or enthusiasts & people are going to come here for that.  Not much crap posted except when winter comes around & the guys that live in cold climates usually don't have much to occupy their time so they post something weired every once in a while    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .  Can't blame them though.  Guys get ready, that season is almost on us    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . Spring weeding cleaning should be done.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000043||Jon||10-15-2003||10:32 AM||||If I let anyone view the board without being a member, then crawlers go through the site like crazy.  Every company has them now.  Just think of how many search engines are out there and they all crawl your entire site.  For instance, do a search on google for something like 92 AWD Talon for sale and I'm sure you will get hits on at least 2 message boards.<br /><br />With all that extra traffic, the usage goes through the roof.  I use a hosting company now rather than my broadband connection at home like I used to do back in the day.  <br /><br />For this reason, I can't open the board up to the public.  I let anyone in though currently that registers.  This keeps everyone happy with no crawlers.<br /><br />Sounds like there are two camps.  <br /><b>1. Only GVR4 owners with a voucher system.</b><br />Looks like I would get the boot as I haven't owned a GVR4 for a year.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Remember, I own a rice boy ride now days.  I swear, my wife's minivan is faster from 40-90 than my car.  <br /><br /><b>2. Let everyone in and delete accounts that aren't in use.</b>  <br />This is what I'm doing now.<br /><br />I guess I'll just keep on doing what I have been doing.  I'm a member on that other board with more controls and I really don't want to be seen like that.  They have their niche which is fine but we haven't experienced the dsmtalk, rice boy bullshit that many sites have.  Nor do we have the moon speak or whatever it is called that rice boys love using.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000044||RayH||10-15-2003||11:17 AM||||Is it possible to create an account and password that's freely available to guests for viewing but does not allow posts?  I think this would get around the crawler problem and people registering just to view posts.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000045||GVR1643||10-15-2003||11:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> <b>2. Let everyone in and delete accounts that aren't in use.</b>  <br />This is what I'm doing now.<br /><br />I guess I'll just keep on doing what I have been doing.  I'm a member on that other board with more controls and I really don't want to be seen like that.  They have their niche which is fine but we haven't experienced the dsmtalk, rice boy bullshit that many sites have.  Nor do we have the moon speak or whatever it is called that rice boys love using. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Aiight boyee, we reprezentz the GVR4's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  j/k<br /><br />I think your right on target Jon - everything seems to be just fine with an incredible forum!!<br />Many thanks to you for keeping this up and running. <br />Let us know when it's donation time again  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
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A||||37||autobahntom||EVO owners in NC beware||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||10-10-2003||09:39 AM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||The Mitsubishi dealers in North Carolina are taking video camers to many of the local drag strips and videotaping EVO's being dragraced. They are getting the VIN number on video also. Then voiding any warrenty work. <br />Now, I am not trying to start a shooting match as to the rights and wrongs of this, just giving a heads up. This is bound to happen in other areas. My suggestion is to remove your license tag and cover the VIN while the car is at the track. Lots of cameras these days.<br />All of this is just one more reason why it is great to have a GVR4. Mod to our hearts desire and no worry about 'if it is covered'. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||Doug Thomas||10-10-2003||10:10 AM||||Alot of EVO owners know about this from the EVO forum.<br /><br /><a href="http://forums.evolutionm.net/showthread.php?s=&threadid=38027&highlight=dealers" target="_blank">http://forums.evolutionm.net/showthread.php?s=&threadid=38027&highlight=dealers</a>||12.10.219.45||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000002||Lucky13||10-10-2003||10:19 AM||||That's so ghey...Mitsu finally gives us the Evo and markets it as a " street legal race car ", then pulls this stunt?!?<br /><br />Is this Mitsu's doing....or the dealerships? ( the dealerships are privately owned correct?<br /><br />91' GVR4 #1758/2000<br />02' WRX||68.158.233.243||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||10-10-2003||10:28 AM||||There is a service manager for a Nissan dealer in Delaware that goes to the local track.  I don't know if he take pictures.  When I bought my Maxima, I asked them about going to the track with it. They said it is ok to go there once and awhile, but if said if he sees me there on a regular basis he will report me if I come in for a new engine or something.  At least he warned me.  I think alot of the EVO owners have already voided the warrantee though.  If I remember correctly Mitsubishi stated in the sales contract NO modifications are allowed, and any will void the warrantee.  I can see both sides of the arguement.  Mitsubisi's profit margin is probably not near as high with the EVO than say a Eclipse, and they certainly don't want to be haunted by huge warrantee claims.  But they certainly did market it as the "street legal racer," so they kind of asked for it.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||10-10-2003||10:38 AM||||I don't see how any car manufacture could void a waranty because they saw you at the track.  There is nothing illegal about drag racing.  Cars sold in the US have to have a 3 year 36month bumper to bumper waranty.  <br /><br />Unless a car has mofifications to the car to void the waranty, they can't do anything about it.<br /><br />A quick small claims case would fix that.  Any judge wouldn't have much of a choice but to side with the law.  <br /><br />The only way I could see Mitsubishi getting away with this is if the buyer signed a contract that stated drag racing would void the waranty.  Only then it might be able to bypass the 3 year 36k thing.<br /><br />I hope Mitsubishi isn't really doing this.  I already hate them as a company.  I guess wouldn't be surprized at anything they do any more.  I'm ashamed to own one acually.  The only reason I still have it is because of the whole hard work, money invested \ resale ratio.  That and the car is very strong runner even today.  I will never get another Mitsu though.  I don't care if God himself built it.  If it has Mitsubishi on it, I am running.||205.242.228.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||10-10-2003||11:05 AM||||Drag racing is tough on cars. If you owned an evo would you let your friend take it to the track for a night? <br /><br />I wouldn't. <br /><br />Why should Mitsubishi pay for someone's racing program. You bought a car, not race service. <br /><br />There's a reason that Vermont Sportscar charges almost 10K to service one rally. <br /><br />The lines are a little blurry when the car is a real performance car with big brakes and a lot of power but I still think that if people want to race the car they better fund it on their own. (in terms of warranty) <br /><br />5th gear brakes at a dragstrip; then Mistubishi should have more common sense about it then full denial. The whole warranty shouldn't be void but certain claims should be rightfully denied. <br /><br />Anyone who doubted Mitsubishi's decision to bring that car to the litigious USA should be fully understanding given the problems they now face. <br /><br />Surface corrosion on bumper mounts? "they won't warranty race damage" comon. <br /><br />That kid on the other forum whining about getting a restraining order? WTF is that? He can't be serious. <br /><br /><br />The car is not a race car. It's a street car. <br /><br />over and out.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||10-10-2003||11:37 AM||||What about the old mussle car era?  Back when leaded fuel was a-okay.<br /><br />Detroit mussle was all about going to the track.  Some car dealers even performed thair own tunning for owners.  Some cars were even built for drag racing.<br /><br />As far as the EVO goes, it is a race car.  The 3 year 36k doesn't covor wear parts.  They really only have to covor the engine and drive train.  So drag raced or not, they should covor a grear box.  Also, if Mitsubithi can prove the car was not cared for or abused they can get out of the waranty.  I think it should take a little more then picture at the track.  <br /><br />I don't think Ford hangs out at drag strips taking pictures of Mustang owners.  Why do you think that is?<br /><br />I read the EVO forum.  I think thair are enough people saying it happens to be true.  Asumming it is true, that is the lowest thing a car company can do.  If they can't stand behind the EVO being a race car, then they shouldn't sell them.||205.242.228.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||10-10-2003||11:46 AM||||gvr4ever.. i agree with you on so many of your points, especially the Mustang thing which makes Mitsubishi's actions almost indefensible.<br /><br /> However  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  I do disagree on the "racecar" issue. the car is built for the street, if someone wanted to buy into the mitsubishi race program they can spend 100K and buy a prepared car. <br /><br />The Evo could be better, stronger but it's that old detroit iron we love to hate that seems to not break, it's good for the strip but heavy and unwieldly 99% of the time when we're on the street.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-10-2003||12:23 PM||||Well I kinda see the track as the street.  Both are a flat even paved road.  In most cases, real roads are harder on a car.  It all comes down to driver.  A car can be abused on the street or the track.  Mitsubishi shouldn't be able to void a waranty over picture of a car seen at the track.<br /><br />Sure, this is not a WRC car.  You can't expect it to handle rough roads.  It wouldn't hold up too good.  If you took a car in to the shop with a busted up bottom end and a broken axel with mud and rocks caked all over the place, it would be easy for Mitsu not to cover that.<br /><br />Look, I'm not saying Mitsubishi doesn't have the right to void the waranty on a car.  I just think using pictures is beyond BS.  If a gear box breaks they should prove that the car was abused, not use a picture.  What if the gear box just failed due to having a bad part?||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||10-10-2003||04:29 PM||||Half day friday.  yippy.  I just read almost all of that forum post, in my spare time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Just about any dealer for any car will try and find a way to get out of waranty work.  They must be trained to do it.  I think Mitsubishi gets a gold star for being one of the worst though.  <br /><br />This is nothing new.  I've known a number of TEL club owners who had such bad problems with dealers, they unloaded the DSM swaring to never own a Mitsubishi ever again.  Reading that EVO forum is just like reading club post 4-5 years ago.  <br /><br />I really hope this kind of crap catches up to Mitsubishi.  When they were doing good on sales it was all because there was a new generation of people to buy cars that didn't have a clue as to how Mitsubishi does buisness.  I'm sure they have pissed off this new gen of buyers already.  How many people on this board would go out and buy a brand new Mitsubishi?  Even when I got my GVR4 I knew about Mitsubishi's problems, but I knew I was buying a car out of waranty so it didn't really matter. I also knew that the car was strong and would last so long as I treated it right.  So far so good  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm not even going to go into all the reason's why I hate Mitsubishi, but IMO they are one lousy company.  At least the North America part of it.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||10-10-2003||05:46 PM||||I read somewhere that car sales account for only 2% of Mitsubishi's business. With that said, they're doing pretty well for the expected return on a very small part of their business.||151.203.46.32||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||KingGalantVr4||10-10-2003||09:59 PM||||Dealerships are privately owned.<br /><br />Dealerships get paid LESS to fix vehicles under warranty then they do at customer pay prices.<br /><br />Driving a vehicle at the track is ABUSE no matter what you say.  If you abuse a car on the street, take it into a dealership the dealership WILL NOT cover it under warranty.  <br /><br />I just had a kid bring his car into work, 2 bald tires and a bad clutch, 3k miles.  Should warranty pay for the clutch?  Or should the customer?  If you take your AWD EVO to the track, dump the clutch, and blow out a center diff, rip up a clutch, etc ... abuse is abuse, just no one goes to the track NOT to abuse their cars. <br /><br />Also, if anyone remembers, back in the "muscle car" era, Hemi's came with a tail light warranty, etc etc ... even then drag racing was popular, but when it came to warranty's racing is not covered.  If you want racing to cover your warranty your car would cost 40-60% more.  They factor in breakage into the price of a vehicle.<br /><br />Both parties in this instance are not being ethical, the owners with the evo's claiming warranty work after track abuse, and the mitsubishi dealership's taking pictures and voiding warranty's.  Two wrongs don't make a right.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000012||bleck||10-10-2003||11:26 PM||||Well if you knew the financial trouble Mitsubishi's car sales division is in here in America, you'd understand why they're trying to skimp every dollar possible.  Go into any Mitsu dealer here in NJ:  Salerno Duane, Brad Benson, Maywood, Ramsey, you find the same thing... tumbleweed.  These guys can't give a car away.  They lost their shirts on the leases, and their quality is crap.  My VR4 has 10 times the build quality as my 99 GTZ had.  My happiest day was the day I turned it in.  Great car on delivery day... rattle trap 18 months later.  And it only had 30,000 mi after 39 months.<br /><br />If it aint and Endeavor, or Outlander, it aint sellin.  They can't give em away.  Know why?  Crap.  Why the hell is the Diamante still made?  Why have a Montero Sport when the Endeavor is here?  And the Lancer?  Please.  They better get that '04 Galant here quick.  Upper management never changes, especially on a national level if all is well.  Big corporations save money by cutting expenses, and the EVO from day one has been a car that they never intended to pay for a lot of warranty work on.  The local service writers laugh when these clowns bring these EVO's in askin for warranty stuff.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||10-10-2003||11:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> Dealerships are privately owned.<br /><br />Dealerships get paid LESS to fix vehicles under warranty then they do at customer pay prices.<br /><br />Driving a vehicle at the track is ABUSE no matter what you say.  If you abuse a car on the street, take it into a dealership the dealership WILL NOT cover it under warranty.  <br /><br />I just had a kid bring his car into work, 2 bald tires and a bad clutch, 3k miles.  Should warranty pay for the clutch?  Or should the customer?  If you take your AWD EVO to the track, dump the clutch, and blow out a center diff, rip up a clutch, etc ... abuse is abuse, just no one goes to the track NOT to abuse their cars. <br /><br />Also, if anyone remembers, back in the "muscle car" era, Hemi's came with a tail light warranty, etc etc ... even then drag racing was popular, but when it came to warranty's racing is not covered.  If you want racing to cover your warranty your car would cost 40-60% more.  They factor in breakage into the price of a vehicle.<br /><br />Both parties in this instance are not being ethical, the owners with the evo's claiming warranty work after track abuse, and the mitsubishi dealership's taking pictures and voiding warranty's.  Two wrongs don't make a right. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Driving a car at the track is not always abuse!  Are you saying the car wasn't ment to go fast?  I guess anything outside the speed limit is racing.  What is the point of spending 30K+ on a peformace car if you can't play with it.  That is like saying look, but don't touch.  <br /><br />A clutch is a wear part and the stock evo clutch isn't going to blow out anything.  No dealer would ever cover a clutch disk unless maybe it just fell apart right after the car was driven off the lot.  Same with tires.  I don't think any of us were talking about wear parts.  That is not covered.  I'm talking engine and drivetrain parts.  If the car is stock, there shouldn't be any reason the car shouldn't be covered (excluding proven abuse).<br /><br />The EVO should be able to be raced.  Not rally raced, but track use.  The EVO is being sold as a sports sedan and it is Mitsu's US flagship car.  If racing is now alowed, there is no point in even getting one.  I guess all that car that they brought over to the US was ment for driving to work.  Cause if you use it for anything else, it voids the waranty.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||Matticus||10-11-2003||12:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br />The EVO is being sold as a sports sedan and it is Mitsu's US flagship car.  If racing is now alowed, there is no point in even getting one.  I guess all that car that they brought over to the US was ment for driving to work.  Cause if you use it for anything else, it voids the waranty. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The EVO is not Mitsubishi's flagship vehicle.  I really don't know what car is, but I am pretty sure it is not the EVO.  The EVO may be considered the flagship car by anyone under 30 something that has played a decenet amount of Gran Turismo.  It comes down to the fact that if you wanna race your EVO, no one is gonna stop you.  But don't try and file a warrantee claim if you break something.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||10-11-2003||02:34 AM||||I'm not sure what would break besides a wear part, but I would expect it to be under waranty.  <br /><br />If you read Mustang forums or Vette Forums, you don't hear crap like this.  Saying you can't race a fast car is just silly.  Again, abuse is totally different.  I can race without breaking things, I've done it before on my used GVR4.  I don't own a EVO and I'm not going to, but if something broke during a autox that wasn't a wear part, I would take it in to be fixed under waranty.  The same thing would go for drag racing.  The car was built to go fast and corner hard.  That is what is was made to do.  The problem with the guy on the EVO forum was his 5th gear.  It sounds like this is a known problem.  He had something break that wasn't really due to racing.  He has every right to get it fixed under waranty.  In the end, it sounds like it was covered.<br /><br />We could argue over this for weeks.  I'm just repeating myself now.  Saying you can't race a car that was built to be fast is stupid.  You buy a fast car so you can drive fast.  Taking a EVO or any other fast car off the street to a closed track is the correct place to play with the fast car a person buys to play with in the first place.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||Lucky13||10-11-2003||08:02 AM||||Now that the STI is out, It'll be interesting to see how they will treat warrenty work for those cars. If Subaru plays their cards right and the buyers see it.....Subaru could crush Mitsu in this market.<br /><br />91' GVR4 #1758/2000<br />02' WRX||68.211.178.197||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000017||DeanCouchey||10-11-2003||12:36 PM||||I agree, Mitsu cant sell anything, my girl and I went in looking for an 03 outlander and they wanted 24,500 for it loaded. We said we had my car (96 galant) and wanted 2k for it, well long story short, they wouldnt budge on the sticker, tey are in so deep where I am they dont want to lose any money. So when we decided not to get it, we looked at a 99 Spyder and they wanted 15,000 bucks, the NADA book was 12,300, they wouldnt budge on the price. Car has like 54,000 on it and was a rental. We looked at some used car delaership, found a 97 with 44K on it for 10,000, perfect condition. We still drive by the mistu place and they still have that car, Sale price is now 12,700, still 400 over book but alto better. They just wanna budge on there cars.<br />As for the EVO, how can you say you can race it, the interior is so cheap, who is gonna buy it to commute or anything. Mitsu is shooting themsleves, being johnny come lately with the turbo AWD. I would buy a used WRX over a  EVo if I had the choice. not as much power but I can beat it was used easier, I see alot of older people using these here, plus you can get a hatchback version and still be fast. Oh well||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000018||KingGalantVr4||10-11-2003||04:56 PM||||<strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /></strong> Driving a car at the track is not always abuse!  Are you saying the car wasn't ment to go fast?  I guess anything outside the speed limit is racing.  What is the point of spending 30K+ on a peformace car if you can't play with it.  That is like saying look, but don't touch.  <br /><br />A clutch is a wear part and the stock evo clutch isn't going to blow out anything.  No dealer would ever cover a clutch disk unless maybe it just fell apart right after the car was driven off the lot.  Same with tires.  I don't think any of us were talking about wear parts.  That is not covered.  I'm talking engine and drivetrain parts.  If the car is stock, there shouldn't be any reason the car shouldn't be covered (excluding proven abuse).<br /><br />The EVO should be able to be raced.  Not rally raced, but track use.  The EVO is being sold as a sports sedan and it is Mitsu's US flagship car.  If racing is now alowed, there is no point in even getting one.  I guess all that car that they brought over to the US was ment for driving to work.  Cause if you use it for anything else, it voids the waranty. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So, when you are at a track you just casually drive down the strip at 1/4 throttle?  Track Bite that is laid down on the track is all over the roads in your town and sprayed on a regular basis?  Simple fact, they aren't saying you cant race it, you just won't have a warranty if you do.<br /><br />The evo isn't a factory race car, if it were, it wouldn't come with a warranty.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Think of it this way, what would you rather own, a track car that has 50k miles on it 100% track use, or a car that has 50k miles on it that was driven to work every day.  Now put yourself in Mitsubishi's shoes ... what are you going to PROMISE to fix for the next 100k miles, the car that is driven to work every day, or the race car?  What is going to break more often?  They expect spirited driving, but racing is NOT easy on a car.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000019||gvr4ever||10-11-2003||05:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> <strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /></strong> Driving a car at the track is not always abuse!  Are you saying the car wasn't ment to go fast?  I guess anything outside the speed limit is racing.  What is the point of spending 30K+ on a peformace car if you can't play with it.  That is like saying look, but don't touch.  <br /><br />A clutch is a wear part and the stock evo clutch isn't going to blow out anything.  No dealer would ever cover a clutch disk unless maybe it just fell apart right after the car was driven off the lot.  Same with tires.  I don't think any of us were talking about wear parts.  That is not covered.  I'm talking engine and drivetrain parts.  If the car is stock, there shouldn't be any reason the car shouldn't be covered (excluding proven abuse).<br /><br />The EVO should be able to be raced.  Not rally raced, but track use.  The EVO is being sold as a sports sedan and it is Mitsu's US flagship car.  If racing is now alowed, there is no point in even getting one.  I guess all that car that they brought over to the US was ment for driving to work.  Cause if you use it for anything else, it voids the waranty. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So, when you are at a track you just casually drive down the strip at 1/4 throttle?  Track Bite that is laid down on the track is all over the roads in your town and sprayed on a regular basis?  Simple fact, they aren't saying you cant race it, you just won't have a warranty if you do.<br /><br />The evo isn't a factory race car, if it were, it wouldn't come with a warranty.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Think of it this way, what would you rather own, a track car that has 50k miles on it 100% track use, or a car that has 50k miles on it that was driven to work every day.  Now put yourself in Mitsubishi's shoes ... what are you going to PROMISE to fix for the next 100k miles, the car that is driven to work every day, or the race car?  What is going to break more often?  They expect spirited driving, but racing is NOT easy on a car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For F*&K SAKE!  Mitsubishi along with every other auto maker has to have a waranty in the US.||209.107.92.130||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000020||KingGalantVr4||10-11-2003||05:46 PM||||and by racing you void the warranty in the contract you signed.  Hence the race car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000021||RTS182G-VR4||10-12-2003||02:13 AM||||this is funny cause i was just at a mitsu dealer today talking with the salesman for an hour.  knowlegable guy.  he told me you CANNOT modify the car, you CANNOT race the car...  he said they wont let people test drive them because they would abuse them durring the test drive.   (voiding any warrantee on the car)  its some crazy stuff for sure.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000022||i hate fall||10-13-2003||10:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I read somewhere that car sales account for only 2% of Mitsubishi's business. With that said, they're doing pretty well for the expected return on a very small part of their business. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is True. Mitsubishi is one of the five oldest companies in Japan. Actually they were one of only five families allowed to have businesses. This is why they make every thing from cars to tv's and computer chips to cermanic bowls! They have been around since the Tokugawa era.||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000023||4g63t||10-13-2003||11:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by i hate fall:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I read somewhere that car sales account for only 2% of Mitsubishi's business. With that said, they're doing pretty well for the expected return on a very small part of their business. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is True. Mitsubishi is one of the five oldest companies in Japan. Actually they were one of only five families allowed to have businesses. This is why they make every thing from cars to tv's and computer chips to cermanic bowls! They have been around since the Tokugawa era. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They make a twin prop called an MU-2. Built a while back, its still a pretty popular plane. If I remember correctly, they had/have a twinjet in the works. Or they already make it. Or something.||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000024||Invader||10-14-2003||05:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> and by racing you void the warranty in the contract you signed.  Hence the race car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess if I ever bought an EVO, this is one more reason to stick to street racing instead of heading to the track...  I mean, if taking a car to the track is automatically abusing it, then I'll beat the shit out of it on the street and never void the warranty, right?  Doesn't make sense to me, either...<br /><br />I'm not buying into this "taking a car to the track is automatically abuse"...  My GVR4 has 140k miles (around 40k on the engine) and gets beaten on like a red-headed step child everyday, all day.  It's popped one headgasket (9+:1 compression on a composite gasket at 28k or so...4-layer now...) and eaten a clutch master and slave cylinder (140k miles on the chassis does that).  I finally broke a clutch release fork and 1-2 shift fork a month ago...now it sports TRE modified EVO forks and a welded center differential.<br /><br />That's not exactly a lot of repairs...  Definitely not due to track or abusive driving, either.  Shift forks break because they're weak, Mitsu upgraded them in later years.  Clutch release forks break because they're weak, Mitsu upgraded them in later years.  HG?  Well, that was my fault...too much boost for conditions.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I took care of a lot of the weak points up front, but lets face it, the EVO is a street-legal race car (**and is marketed as such**) and is built as a rally platform with all the knowledge gained from competition in the WRC.  Are you saying that Mitsu's new flagship can't compete with a 12 year-old GVR4 for reliability?  That the EVO8 is so wimpy as to be unreliable with less power, less weight, and more engineering and technological advancements thrown in?<br /><br />Mitsu is just shirking their duties...  Everyone knows that the dealer can void any part damaged due to modifications to the vehicle, but for them to void a warranty based on usage?  What's next?  "We'll offer a warranty to 50+ year-old females, because they don't abuse our cars...anyone else's warranty is automatically voided".  Really smart when you position your product as a performance car...duh...wonder what people will do with it?  Wonder what market segment they MEANT to target...  Sounds like bait and switch to me...  This will be their downfall...<br /><br />If you car is built to handle it, there isn't much that qualifies as abuse (unless you driving like a moron).  Proper maintanence offsets a good deal of the so-called abuse, too.  Voiding a warranty due to lack of maintanence is understandable...voiding purely based upon where you drive is retarded.||207.203.212.2||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000025||Beemer||10-14-2003||06:11 PM||||So it comes down to 3 things here.<br /><br />Mitsu can't give their cars away, partly because their crash tests suck, and their current cars are junk compared to the ones we drive.<br /><br />They achieve some brand recognition in a movie, and try to capitalize on it in the showrooms<br /><br />They promptly refuse to support the very people who are out at the track GIVING them the very brand recognition they need to generate showroom traffic.<br /><br />Maybe someone needs to run a parody ad on TV showing the EVO in its true form.  Like 60 seconds worth of all the things that will VOID your warranty...<br /><br />Putting the key in the ignition..<br />Driving to the track and parking it in the paddock as a spectator<br />Verifying the claimed zero to sixty time<br />Driving in any sort of manner that allows the tires to lose traction...like on ice<br />Changing direction hard and fast enough to scrub the sidewalls on the tires<br />Changing the air filter, spark plugs and wires, installing better wheels and tires, or installing (god forbid) a cat back exhaust that has a CARB sticker<br />Actually using the fmic spray bar<br />Exceeding 3000 rpm in any gear<br />Accelerating faster than a loaded semi<br />And last but not least, even THINKING about installing an MBC<br /><br />Seems like everyone should just boycott mitsu as a whole.  Almost all the parts we need are made by the aftermarket now, so mitsu can take a hike.  Funny that all the WRX owners I know never seem to have a problem taking their modded cars in for warranty work, even at completely ANAL dealerships.  Personally, I think the EVO 8 is a piece of crap.  The GVR4's came with HKS gear as an option.  Mine had a factory installed HKS PFC-F-CON, an FCD, a big 16g, 510 injectors, and an hks exhaust according to the original owner, and he included most of those parts.  Funny how it was rated at 271HP.  If that's all they can squeak out with 13 years of development time, in a car that has one of the cheapest interiors ever made next to a 62 Beetle, they can keep it.  Even without the fancy diffs and fmic, etc...my GVR4 is 5 times the car that evo is.  Yes the evo can outhandle me stock to stock...but I bet things change with our 26mm sway bar thrown into the mix and a good set of coilovers.  Plus, I have less in my gvr than you'd lose driving an evo off the showroom floor.  Everyone was oohing and ahhhing the evo when it came out.  The sti is brutal.  It can take anything you can dish out at it.  A sledgehammer.  The evo is a violin...rock paper scissors...hmm, sledge crushes violin..or violin bores sledgehammer driver to sleep..  Let's find a rich gvr4 owner and have him put the purchase price of an evo into his car, and then let's go talk to an evo.  Sure the evo tranny sucks.  Hmmm just like ours.  I'd laugh like hell if they had crankwalk as well..especially if Mitsu balked at warranty claims for that because there was a 2600 pp on it.  This makes me wish I still had my Turbo Pinto.  Had an esslinger engineering aluminum head (later sold by ford SVO) and a decent turbo and fmic, (it was the german 2 liter, not the 2.3) and running on alcohol it was just simply outrageous.  And it looked bone stock..nobody EVER looked for a front mount in a pinto...  Now that WOULD put an evo driver off the track permanently...he'd never live down getting beaten by a stock looking 4 cyl pinto.<br /><br />Sorry if I sound harsh, but after the way mitsu and satan have treated us, I have absolutely no sympathy for them as a corporation, and the dealerships are worse.  There are a few dealers, like concelli, that would probably eat any defective parts.  But dealers like that are few and far between.  To me, mitsubishi has declined to the point that they rate right up there with the Edsel.  Ford used the cheapest parts possible to get them to move off the assembly line under their own power.  Dealers refused shipments of them because the QA was so horrid they basically had to rebuild the car before they sold it.  If mitsu would get off their asses and build a car that could live up to their claims, like subaru did with the STi, and still be reliable, they'd have a winner.  They won't do it.  Trust me, the STi is BARELY related to the wrx mechanically.  Everything is beefier.  Time will show this to be true.  When I was in tokyo this spring, I talked with STi owners...a lot of them.  Most had 30K miles on the original clutch, racing daily or at least weekly.  No tranny problems..no engine problems..no warranty claims.  Why?  Because nothing BROKE.  How the hell do you break 5th gear at the track?<br /><br />Bah<br />I now hand the soap box over to the next presidential candidate<br /><br />Sorry for the long post, but I've just been itching for a good rant..<br /><br />Just my buck and a half..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000026||geoff@machv||10-14-2003||06:38 PM||||The latest generation Suzuki GSXR family of bikes ARE sportsbikes [for the street]<br /><br />You get on your rig... Ride it work, and the tranny breaks.... Do you pay? NO the dealership fixes it....<br /><br />Okay... Saturday comes around and you take it to [enter your local track here] You rip off a 9.46 in the 1320... Best race of your life!!!!!<br />Second run, you miss third, overrev to 22 grand<br />and weld the pistons to the head.......<br /><br />So that's under warranty too huh?<br />Nope sorry pal, you're gonna have to dig DEEP for this repair.<br /><br /><br />If you RACE your car/bike/skatboard, You are responsible not the Dealership.....<br /><br />They sold you a Car not a RACECAR.<br /><br />If footing the dough for a race inspired breakage to too much for people to bear, then perhaps a number of things ahould happen<br /><br /><br />Sell the car<br />Dont buy the car in the first place<br />get a second job<br />Dont race the car<br />Get a job that will AFFORD you the luxury of fixing broken EXPENSIVE high performance parts<br /><br />It seems these days that WE are to quick to place the blame on someone else for the stuff that goes wrong to our cars.  <br /><br />Sure Mitsu, might be using underhanded tactics to keeps tabs on cars they sell, But if people  didnt RACE the car and try to lie about HOW it broke, then perhaps we wouldnt even have this thread.    <br /><br /><br />"Man up" and fix your own car.<br /><br />NOTE:  This response is in NO WAY intended for any particular person, I've just seen too many threads and heard TOO MANY STORIES of how Joe blows car broke 2 weeks offa the showroom floor, while he was racing it at "yatta-yatta-yatta"||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000027||Dreis11301||10-14-2003||07:10 PM||||I guess in this day and age I have a different perspective on things.  I feel that mitsubishi is getting what they deserve.  When they market a car basically on nothing but preformance and they want you to pay damn near $30k for it they should replace whatever they hell I break.  So if they see someone racing legally on a track they are getting punished but are they attending all the illegal races where I am sure these things are getting beat up even more than at the track.  I don't think they need to punish the people that paid $30K for this sports car and driving it do see if it can do what they advertised it to do.||202.33.24.61||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000028||number3||10-14-2003||08:19 PM||||Correct me if I am wrong but I was under the impression that when they introduced the EVO VIII that there would be little to no warranty.<br /><br />After the abuse they got from the last turbo models they brought over they made it CLEAR that they were going to be real PRICKS with this one, up front.<br /><br />That was my impression and I am suprised to hear that people are suprised. Remember they only brought the EVO over to compete with the WRX. Period. If it wasn't for the WRX we would have never seen the EVO. Never!<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||geoff@machv||10-14-2003||09:12 PM||||Fellas, <br />Please forgive me for my last post.  <br />If it seemed harsh, it wanst meant to be that way.  but please remember, NONE our cars are bulletproof, and they NEVER advertised it as such.  Yes, they mightve exaggerated with the ads and such, but NONE of us here are complete idiots to actually think that exerting this car to extreme drivtrain loads would not amount to some sort of failure later on down the road.  That car is no more suspectible to failure than GVR4's/T/E/L's or C/M's It's just the same car with a 4 bolt rear and a new skin.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000030||KingGalantVr4||10-14-2003||10:11 PM||||Abuse is abuse, abuse your car at the track, abuse your car on the street and you will have pay for it out of your own pocket.  Mitsubishi sold you a car, not a race car.  Like I said, people don't go to the track to run down the 1/4 or 1/8 at half throttle.<br /><br />Mitsubishi will void your warranty just as fast for abuse on the street as they will on the track.  They are not alone.  EVERY auto manufacture will void your warranty for ABUSE.  If you think subaru will pay to fix a WRX that was abused, you are VERY wrong.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000031||gvr4ever||10-15-2003||12:35 AM||||Well then, I guess I abuse my car every day I go to work.  And on the way home.<br /><br />I suppose everytime I push the gas down to the floor, it is abuse.<br /><br />I abuse the F*&K out of my car.  I don't have too many repairs for all the abuse I give my car.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000032||Dreis11301||10-15-2003||04:01 AM||||Everyone keeps saying that Mitsubishi didn't sell you a race car.  Ummm yes they did.  An EVO VIII is nothing but a street legal race car.  If they didn't want it to be then they shouldn't have slapped a turbo on the engine and given it 271 stock horsepower.  That is just my take on the whole thing.  Mustangs, Corvettes, EVOs, Supras are all race cars.  If they don't want to deal with tham than make an Escort, Cavilier, Lancer, or Corrola and let us Void the warrenty when we put stuff on not when we drive the car as you sold us how it is meant to be driven.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000033||Team Ducktape||10-15-2003||05:35 AM||||race·car    ( P )  Pronunciation Key  (rskär)<br />n. Sports <br />"An automobile used for racing."<br /><br /><br />No they sold you a four door sedan, not a race car........||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000034||number3||10-15-2003||07:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br /><strong> Everyone keeps saying that Mitsubishi didn't sell you a race car.  Ummm yes they did.  An EVO VIII is nothing but a street legal race car.  If they didn't want it to be then they shouldn't have slapped a turbo on the engine and given it 271 stock horsepower.  That is just my take on the whole thing.  Mustangs, Corvettes, EVOs, Supras are all race cars.  If they don't want to deal with tham than make an Escort, Cavilier, Lancer, or Corrola and let us Void the warrenty when we put stuff on not when we drive the car as you sold us how it is meant to be driven. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They do... its called an Eclipse and a OZ ralley edition Lancer.<br /><br />Again the EVO VIII is only hear to save face against the WRX. They didn't bring it here for us. <br /><br />I wish I could find the "article" that stated that they would sell the car here but didn't want to hear any bitching about the tire wear and brake squealing, etc. because the car is a sports car not a luxury car.  I still took that as "good luck your on your own" if you buy it.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000035||Dreis11301||10-15-2003||08:05 AM||||I didn't mean that Mitsubishi has to offer a warranty.  But unless they are completely stupid they know how these cars are going to be driven by the majority.  I think it is wrong for a corporation to offer a vehicle like this with a warranty and when to many people start breaking stuff they decide to void warrantys if you are seen at a racetrack.  I don't want to get all worked up over this, due to the fact I will never spend $30k for the car but if someone wants to go to a controlled enviroment (drag strip) and test the advertised preformance specs don't void their warranty.  Don't offer a damn warranty or offer a limited warranty.  I just hate when a few idiots ruin it for everyone.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000036||gvr4ever||10-15-2003||10:11 AM||||Let's pretend for a moment you could go back in time.  Get a brand new Galant VR4.  Drive it for 2-3K miles and then change the oil with mobil 1 like a good little owner.<br /><br />Lets say you then took that car to the track to run the 1/4 mile.<br /><br />How many passes do you think you could get before breaking something?  I think a stock GVR4 could hold up to many runs down the strip.  The clutch would be the only weak point, but as long as you didn't try to rev it too high and slip it out for the harsh AWD launch, it would hold up pretty good.<br /><br />If the EVO 8 is having so many problems already, then it must be crap.  It hasn't even been out that long and already people are having problems.  Caused by racing?<br /><br />My car has 102K miles on it.  During my ownership, I've replaced the following that either broke or wore out.  A clutch, turbo, and had my tranny rebuilt, full brake job.  That is it.  The rest of the things I installed were for upgrades.  My car has had many fun runs and race nights.  I think the longest was a 2 hour photo rally.  I was so hard on my car I smelt the 2600 getting hot.  When I went back, I checked the oil and I didn't loose any during my hard run.  I even raced a Mustang and won with 4 people in my car.  Am I abusing my car, or am I taking advantage of a car that was ment to go fast?<br /><br />Or maybe I just know what the fine line is between driving fast and abusing a car.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000037||VTGVR4||10-15-2003||10:15 AM||||see, this is key. i'm afraid anyone that watches FnF does not usually have a decent understanding of how to drive a car. I seriously belive if most of us had an EVO, it would hold up just as well as a GVR4. (or is that 'just as bad as a GVR4') these kids are wrecking/ruining these things left and right. if you gave them a ferrari, it would be no different, and a ferrrari is a 'street driven race car", no?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/003296.cgi
A||||3||ayvr4||why women cant fix cars. LOL||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||10-10-2003||12:17 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||I have had this print out up in my cubicle for a year or so, i think its still funny and i figure you guys will get a kick out of it. <br /><br />Why Women cant fix cars:<br /><a href="http://content.funnyhumor.com/pictures/womencars.jpg" target="_blank">http://content.funnyhumor.com/pictures/womencars.jpg</a> <br /><br />~Aaron<br /><br />ps. I know bimmubishi will like this one    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||psycopyro182||10-10-2003||12:19 PM||||hahah thats wonderful.<br /><br />ive acctually met a girl that likes to work on cars, she doesnt know alot about them but enough that she know's what she's talking about.<br /><br />"yep... she's a keeper."<br /><br />i like that picture. and im gonna have to show it to her. she will get a kick out of it.||204.196.73.123||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-10-2003||12:35 PM||||"honey it looks like the downpipe's loose again" <br /><br />"you can say that again"||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||10-10-2003||12:51 PM||||there was a girl who used to work at bmp design in tyler,texas.  she did a LOT of work on her bmw, and her legal name was "aerial devine".  she used to be an exotic dancer, really tall, 6 foot plus, red hair, very well endowed.  wore really skimpy clothes, guys use to come in to get stuff, look at her, and forget why they were there.  she really knew bmw's very well.  i was impressed.  by her knowledge, of course.  i only get playboy because of the articles.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003297.cgi
A||||25||tplesko||Mods for next season?||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||10-10-2003||01:06 PM||||Hey everyone,<br /><br />I posted this on CoDSM but it's interesting to see what the GVR4 guys are up to for next year as well.  So what's on the garage floor, on order or on your mind for parts next year? I'll start  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />On the floor<br />------------<br />Full stevetek system (-6an lines from tank)<br />Aermotive AFPR<br />Greddy FP gauge<br />Whiteline 26mm swaybar<br />4 Bolt LSD rear end<br />ARP head studs<br />Mitsu metal headgasket<br />Sparco Steering Wheel with Quick release<br />Crower Springs and Ti retainers<br /><br />On order<br />--------<br />Magnus sheet metal intake maniold (nitrous lines installed)<br />NX Direct port system with all the goodies<br />Vented Carbon fiber hood<br /><br />Up shortly<br />-----------<br />Rebuilt head with Ferrea 1mm over valves<br />HKS 272/272 cams<br />Adjustable cam gears (what brand?)<br />Roll bar for those (hopefully) 11s<br />More "free" weight reduction<br /><br />There may be a bit more stuff as well but this stuff is definite.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||10-10-2003||01:47 PM||||<b>Power:</b> <br /><br />FP green<br />660's<br />tial ext. gate<br />122 performance O2 housing for the gate<br />arp head studs<br />4layer metal HG<br />poly motor mounts<br />afpr<br /><br /> <b>suspension:</b> <br /><br />front and rear strut tower bars<br /><br /> <b>looks</b> <br /><br />paint (stupid key scratch  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  )||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-10-2003||02:20 PM||||I need some wheels!!! <br /><br />And maybe an Evo 4-7 16G. Can anyone tell me if it's really a mirror image? I'm only wondering about the centersection, not too worried about the oil or coolant lines yet.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||10-10-2003||03:29 PM||||Ya wheels are key Bim.  I need some Volk TE37s in 16x7 +35 with sticky tires so I can get some damn traction on the launch. Unfortunately they are pretty low priority at the moment.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||10-10-2003||03:35 PM||||In the garage (most of it for over 6 months..damn I'm lazy):<br /><br />2G MAS<br />Dejon 3" intake<br />S-AFC<br />Buschur/Aeromotive AFPR<br />660cc injectors<br />16 - new style lifters<br />complete 3" down-pipe back exhaust<br />2.5" internal dump O2 replacement<br />EGT guage/probe<br />Whiteline 22mm rear sway bar<br />Symborski shift kit<br /><br />Hopefully soon:<br /><br />large I/C core<br />17" wheels/tires||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||Doc_Seuss||10-10-2003||04:17 PM||||Hmmm<br /><br />     spearco fmic<br />     custom piping<br />     3" GM MAF<br />     GM MAFT(blow thru)<br />     3" intake<br />     from/rear struts<br /><br />thats about it and i think the car will be done, i might pick up another one through<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||10-10-2003||05:16 PM||||On the floor:<br /><br />whiteline 24mm rear and 22mm front sway bars<br />whiteline rear 0.7" springs<br />whiteline front and rear strut tower bars<br />complete energy suspension bushing kit<br />4 bolt rear end<br />ported 7cm turbine housing<br />ported evo3 O2 housing w/34mm flapper<br />absolutely insane car alarm<br />magnecore "race" plug wires<br />new ngk colder plugs<br />kyb shock boots<br />factory roof rack<br />rear door ribbing<br />rear light panel<br />jdm clear corners<br />SS engraved plug cover<br />SS manifold heat shield<br />black valve cover, all new seals/gaskets<br />new style valve lifters<br /><br />works in progress:<br /><br />stereo install<br />safc in suspension pod<br />oil pressure & temp, water temp autometer gauges in DIN panel<br />converting stock fmic to water/air<br />creating flat floor in trunk<br />ditching driver's side auto belt and installing 4 pt. harness<br /><br />to do list:<br /><br />convert brakes to non-abs system<br />install clutch cut wire for launch control<br />install egt probe<br />install sending units for gauges<br /><br />planned mods:<br /><br />factory fresh braking system, w/SS lines, R4s pads, and air ducts<br />send off turbo to be rebuilt into sleeper 16g<br />get/install cyclone intake mani<br />install water/air ic<br />build water injection<br />put evo3 flange on dp to mate to O2 housing<br />TRANSFER PARTS FROM FLOOR TO CAR!!!<br /><br />car as it sits:<br /><br />sm 16g turbo<br />550cc denso injectors<br />2G MAS on dejon intake<br />RRE Griffen/Spearco FMIC w/pipe set<br />no emissions<br />short shifter w/shifter bushings, leather boot<br />autometer phantom boost & egt in a-pillar<br />vitage momo steering wheel<br />90 oil filter housing w/setrab cooler<br />modine radiator<br />16x7 wheels w/205/50/16 Falken Ziex 512 (I think)<br />2.5" mandrel turbo back<br />Dynomax straight through muffler, 4" tip, painted flat black<br />'90 front grill<br />$10 mbc<br />180* "big mouth" t-stat<br />ACT 2600 w/street disk<br />rewired denso 190 lph pump<br />Odyssey 925 battery in trunk<br />KYB AGX shocks<br />no 4ws<br />larson hose kit<br />SS clutch line, extra large MC, custom made slave cylinder pushrod<br />datalogger cable wired behind dash (comes out ashtray)<br />Keydiver'd ecu, w/5000 rpm launch<br /><br />I guess that's about it.  I've probably doubled what I've paid for the car in parts.  What can I say?  We love these cars, love to work on them, love to drive them fast.  She keeps me busy.  If anyone's got any tips on my setup or upgrade path, lemme know.  I'm not building the car for drag racing; I don't think I could possibly care less about drag racing.  So don't tell me to get a 60 trim or whatever and take out the rear seats.  I'm trying to build a semi powerful street car, that can hold it's own autocrossing and rally crossing.  Nice to hear what other people have up their sleeve, too.  When's that stroker gonna be done Chris?||69.59.219.201||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||199of2k||10-10-2003||05:47 PM||||To get it running||68.9.130.124||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||10-10-2003||08:58 PM||||Damn.  Some of you have some serious plans in the works.<br /><br />For me, I just need to get some basics:<br />- Boost/EGT gauges in A-pillar pod<br />- Profec-B<br />- S-AFC<br />- MAF-T w/ 3" MAF  (maybe I'll take it off my T/A and upgrade the T/A to 3.5"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )<br />- 3" turbo-back<br /><br />This is all assuming a couple things:  the trans rebuild turns out good, and my tax refund comes back the way it did this year.  If I get a bonus from work, then even better!  Maybe I'll have enough for an FMIC kit.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||10-10-2003||09:38 PM||||Install all the parts that are sitting around my fucking house:<br />Whiteline f/r sway bars<br />Poly bushings for everything<br />2G MAS and Dejon pipe<br />ND 550s<br />Greddy 60mm Peak/Hold Boost and EGT<br />190LPH Walbro Pump <br />Momo wheel and hub<br />The list goes on and on...||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||Notorius||10-10-2003||09:42 PM||||MAF-T<br />RnR Racing stage 1 TO4E kit<br />720cc injectors<br />datalogger<br />act 2600 clutch||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000011||sk8bored||10-10-2003||10:53 PM||||Clutch parts are on the way from RRE. back on the jack stands for 1316||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000012||BlitzVR4||10-11-2003||12:37 AM||||Here is my list:<br /><br />On car now:<br /><br />Apex-i downpipe and exhaust<br />2G MAS<br />Dejon intake pipe<br />Big 16g <br />Stainless steel O2 housing<br />Ported EVO 3 manifold<br />650cc injectors<br />Supra fuel pump<br />Extreme XBC<br />Team Dynamic wheels 17 x 7<br />Falken Azenis tires 225/45 17<br />Power Stop brakes front and rear<br /><br />Sitting in the garage:<br /><br />FMIC from Indy Race core (216)Thanks to 4orced4door<br />Greddy Type R blow off valve<br /><br />Future Mods:<br /><br />Engine rebuild to 2.3L <br />Eagle Rods<br />Ross pistons<br />ACT 2600<br />AGX struts front and rear<br />Ground Control coilovers<br />HKS cams <br />FP Green turbo or SBR GT-12<br />Rebuild tranny from TRE<br />New paint job along with hood and bumper.<br /><br /><br />I thinks thats it for now.  Hope to have some pics up soon.<br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000013||GVR$in||10-18-2003||01:32 PM||||In the next 2 weeks:<br /><br />FP Green   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Shortly Thereafter:<br /><br />HKS 272/272<br />Magnus Intake Mani<br />Some sort of full suspension (haven't figured that one out yet)<br />Get my scratches fixed (keyed)<br /><br />Anyone else find it strange both Mark and I got our cars keyed and are both getting FP Greens?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||10-18-2003||01:39 PM||||550 injectors<br />2gmaf (not installed yet)<br />2g to gvr4 intake / 2g K&N<br />keydiver ECU upgrade<br />FMIC<br />battery relocation, and optima battery (prolly this weekend).<br /><br />More fun goodies.<br /><br />Oh ya, and a Moosestang to keep miles off the Galant.||209.107.92.130||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000015||kartorium31||10-18-2003||01:57 PM||||The "LIST"<br /><br />snow tires for winter<br />IC and pipes<br />maft and intake(or keydiver ecu w/2g mas<br />injectors<br />EGT gauge<br />wheels and tires<br />move battery<br />22mm rear bar<br />strut bars<br />pillow ball mounts<br />finish my custom hood, and paint front end.<br />possibly a lower arm bar.<br /><br />After all that, my 14b will probly be dead.  When that time comes I'll think about what turbo to get.||12.18.160.123||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000016||galantvr4us||10-18-2003||11:24 PM||||Sparco evos<br />Roll Cage<br />Driveshaft Loop<br />5 point harness<br /><br /><br />Thats a dream list-job not to stable can't spend money like I used to.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000017||gtluke||10-18-2003||11:27 PM||||in my room:<br />FMIC & piping<br />2g MAF and dejon tool pipe<br />energy suspension rear kit<br /><br />my other car is getting the most work:<br />PTE67gtQ and ALL the crap to accomidate it.<br />should go low 10's if i dont blow up<br />-luke-||138.89.39.170||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000018||turbowop||10-19-2003||12:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> In the next 2 weeks:<br /><br />Anyone else find it strange both Mark and I got our cars keyed and are both getting FP Greens? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah dude....we are doing/having the same things done to our cars at almost the same times. It's like the twilight zone.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000019||curtis||10-19-2003||01:01 AM||||Look at us spending money on 11 and 12 years old cars.  Ain't it great.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.35.13||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000020||markrieb||10-19-2003||03:05 PM||||Sitting in or around the garage:<br />  4-bolt LSD rear<br />  Mofugas short shifter<br />  Symborski shifter bushings<br />  New Knock sensor<br />  New thermostat (general preventive maintenance)<br /><br />Projects I'm thinking about<br />  Move battery back up front with the Scott Evans tray<br />  Design/build harnes bar<br />  Gabor SS heat shield<br />  3" turbo back exhaust to replace the 2.5" DP and 3" cat back<br />  <br />Projects on the long term list<br />  Tranny rebuild<br />  Engine rebuild<br />  New Seats<br /><br />That is if I keep the car and don't go and buy and EVO...<br /><br />Mark||4.5.84.236||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000021||1quickvr4||10-19-2003||03:47 PM||||Hmmn, Let me see. <br /><br />In the works/Things I have<br /><br />Do body work and paint the car a secret green    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br />Shave antena and gas door lock, Shave spoiler<br />Fit front and rear JDM bumpers and AMG grill, Folding mirrors    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <br />Make intercooler piping<br />Install 4 bolt<br />Find some tires for the Rota Slutstreams till I get my  Red GAB Sports<br />Wire in JDM headlights and fendertop lights, Folding mirrors<br />Wire guages and turbo timer<br />Put in hood pins(Hood latch bracket was cut for streetcore and JDM bumpers)<br />Port the wasgate outlet on my RED<br />Install Polished 8cm RED    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br />Finish my 89 seatbelt conversion<br />new rear rotors<br /><br />Things that are left to get<br /><br />Cams gears for the Webs, maybe<br />Injectors<br />Fuel controll<br />2g manifold<br />Wastgate<br />Re-Wire the 255<br />Coilovers or whitelines<br />Full ex. system 3 1/2 inch <br />New clutch<br />11 seconded ets.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    <br /><br />Things Im looking at<br /><br />Magnus intake(Who isnt)<br />Nitrous<br />2.4 if the stock motor goes(Doubt it)<br />6 point cage (I realley want this)<br />Hranesses<br />JIC drag spec coilovers or some Tiens<br /><br /><br />Theres other stuff too but I cant remember or they are secret, Oh yeah convert to cloth seats. I realley just want to run a zo6 0 to 140 or so and see what happens. The goal with this car is to make a Clean JDM styled GVR4 that has around 450 whp, weighs 2900 pounds and runs mid 11s and is clean enough to show. Sounds simple huh?||64.63.217.160||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000022||chadhayashi||10-19-2003||07:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> In the next 2 weeks:<br /><br />Anyone else find it strange both Mark and I got our cars keyed and are both getting FP Greens? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's like the twilight zone.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just as long as there isn't some crazy ass ogre chillin' on your wing, you should be o.k.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000023||229of1000||10-19-2003||07:42 PM||||All that's left:<br /><br />16G<br />FMIC<br />Springs/shocks<br />EGT Gauge<br /><br />And it will be done enough for me to leave it alone.  Thank God.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000024||mj_rosenfeld||10-19-2003||08:43 PM||||Racing seats and 4-pts<br />Koni front shocks to replace the totally whipped AGXs<br />Modify camber plates to get a full 3 degrees<br />New Hoosiers<br />Carbon fiber hood (unfortunately at full retail since I missed the group buy by a week)<br />Blaupunkt radio sitting in a box in the garage<br />Fix the PS so it doesn't cut out at high RPMs<br />Power brake vacuum reservoir<br />Ditch the still-attached parts of the disconnected 4WS<br />3" exhaust<br />Maybe ditch the a/c (still a daily driver though)<br />Pondering bb turbo<br />Wondering about CF driveshaft (anybody have experience with these?)<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.44||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000025||Hertz||10-20-2003||08:33 AM||||Mount the Gatling gun.||67.163.58.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003300.cgi
A||||8||JAYGVR4||They have Left Hand Drive Skylines?||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||10-10-2003||04:57 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Check this out!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.toprpm.com/eng/toyz/toyz_main.shtm" target="_blank">http://www.toprpm.com/eng/toyz/toyz_main.shtm</a><br /><br />The JDM Right hand drive position was the only thing I didn't like about them.  This was found on a site that was from the Middle East.  There's a pretty wicked GTR in the video section too...  Beats a Hayabusa in a race in the desert.<br /><br />Enjoy||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||Gvr4-330||10-10-2003||07:06 PM||||That's odd.  From what I've heard, the Skyline GTR wasn't able to be left-hand drive because the car was asymetrical, and it'd take a extensive reworking to make it left hand drive.<br /><br />In the paraphrased words of Car and Driver, "it'd take a cross-wired Star Trek transporter to produce a left-hand drive GTR."<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-10-2003||07:16 PM||||I don't know much about GTR's but that one seems like a conversion. It's an R33 right? The R33 interior looks different. Also, the radiator in that car seems underpar. Not sure.. I'll look into it over a beer. or two..||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||91 #680||10-10-2003||07:20 PM||||what the?  who are those people....the taliban elite?? they have some fast cars.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000004||GRV4726||10-10-2003||07:35 PM||||Kuwate's are nuts. well all the rich ones are, which there are plenty of. my cousin used to live over there and she had a bunch of rich kuwate friend. the all had crazy cars, (these are kids like my age, i'm 17. well maybe a little older  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ) anyway, they used race fuel like they could just go to the pump down the block. talk about crazy. i never got to meet one though, either way i don't think i would want to meet someone like that.||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000005||russya||10-10-2003||09:36 PM||||It's a conversion. It's possible to change them but not keep a skyline dash. That particular one uses a late 90's Taurus dash. I would rather keep it on the original side then drive around with a taurus dash||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||10-10-2003||10:06 PM||||heres the jdm version <br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1552" alt=" - " /><br />and the lhd version<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1553" alt=" - " />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||talontsi||10-11-2003||04:23 AM||||I saw an article somewhere of a guy that bought one from motorex and converted it to LHD.<br /><br />He now does the conversion for these cars. I think it is or was on the motorex site at one point.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||10-11-2003||07:03 PM||||There was someone who converted a GT-s to LHD, I dont think you can do the GT-rs becouse of the turbo.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/003299.cgi
A||||11||PRE-EVO||ARRRRRRRRGgggggggggghHH! It's Raining....||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||10-10-2003||01:35 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||And of course I have no HOOD!!!...<br /><br /><br />Man I gotta move this weekend too so this is definetly going to suck. Hey TeArIn lemme borrow your hood  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  it's not like you use it anyways.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||10-10-2003||01:44 PM||||Rich,<br /><br />put some tarp over it and watch the water accumulate on top   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  JK<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000002||drew||10-10-2003||01:51 PM||||That must really suck to drive without a hood in the rain. All the rain hitting the manifold turning into steam. Doesn't sound like too much fun. maybe you can put a cardboard box over it.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||10-10-2003||03:18 PM||||It's been, what, 6 months since you had a hood!?  Is this the first time it has rained?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Get a beater already!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||64.63.213.61||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||10-10-2003||03:22 PM||||The new style, CardBoard Fiber hood.  EXTRA light.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||10-10-2003||03:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> It's been, what, 6 months since you had a hood!?  Is this the first time it has rained?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />Get a beater already!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Get me that info I need Peter!!!<br /><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />It is the first time it has seriously rained. It's currently not raining but I hope it was just a small cloud burst.<br /><br /><br />SD home of "It's a nice cool 72 degrees and sunny... In the middle of december."||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||10-10-2003||03:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> The new style, CardBoard Fiber hood.  EXTRA light. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I may just try that one LOL. I'll paint it and put some vents in it and pass it off as the GB hoods and watch everyone want to hunt me down.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||number3||10-10-2003||05:23 PM||||Are there no junk yards near you!!!||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||10-10-2003||10:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Are there no junk yards near you!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm sure there is but I no longer live close enough to my favorite recycler up in Rancho Cordova . Harry any chance you can loan me #3's hood  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  I promise not to spray paint it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||number3||10-10-2003||10:23 PM||||Sure. Come over an get it.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||10-10-2003||11:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Sure. Come over an get it.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll be over when you least expect it.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||10-11-2003||10:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br />I'll be over when you least expect it.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In 22 years, 8 months, 9 days, 11 hours, 48 minutes, 3 seconds?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
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q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dsmman!,
q!New Guy/ New VR4!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!11:42 AM!,
q!2452916.1142!,
q!Dsmman!,
q!00002350!,
q!4g63t!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452919.1756!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q!ever had sellers remorse?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452920.1252!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!12:25 AM!,
q!2452921.0025!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Kitten killing....Akita style... (sorry no pics in links)!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!02:18 PM!,
q!2452916.1418!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!05:06 AM!,
q!2452918.0506!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!raceman77!,
q~Bought ! replacement for Gvr4~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452920.1413!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!05:40 PM!,
q!2452920.1740!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Darkside!,
q!My Vr4!,
q!7!,
q!4!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!08:26 AM!,
q!2452914.0826!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!01:27 AM!,
q!2452922.0127!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!gm maf-t and gm maf!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452920.1920!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!CKA!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!04:05 AM!,
q!2452922.0405!,
q!CKA!,
q!00000435!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!Mitsu truck help!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2452920.2136!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!02:12 AM!,
q!2452921.0212!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!ass clown on EBAY!,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!08:57 AM!,
q!2452921.0857!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452922.1644!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!AWD G35!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452921.1347!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!10:24 AM!,
q!2452923.1024!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!00000631!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!Do you want a new car!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2452921.1059!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!bleck!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!11:06 PM!,
q!2452923.2306!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!GalantVR4.org  Unofficial Statistics !,
q!1!,
q!30!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!02:18 PM!,
q!2452921.1418!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!RayH!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!11:29 AM!,
q!2452929.1129!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Weird Pic!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!05:01 PM!,
q!2452921.1701!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2452922.1302!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!Save 30% off $30+ purchases at KB toys...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!07:21 PM!,
q!2452921.1921!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!udriveu!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!01:37 AM!,
q!2452922.0137!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Pic Of AMG Bumper!,
q!1!,
q!32!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452912.2001!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2452926.2247!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000032!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!JDM and AMG!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2452912.2004!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!Jose!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452914.1355!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!radio!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452912.2329!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!ken inn!,
q!09-29-2003!,
q!11:33 PM!,
q!2452912.2333!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!evol!,
q!What should I do?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!12:49 AM!,
q!2452913.0049!,
q!evol!,
q!00000360!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452913.1017!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!so you want a big turbo  heres how!,
q!2!,
q!3!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!01:29 AM!,
q!2452913.0129!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!spoulson!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!02:36 PM!,
q!2452913.1436!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!HKS engine pics!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!02:21 AM!,
q!2452913.0221!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!02:23 AM!,
q!2452913.0223!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Poll: Clutch Pedal Weights/Spring rates/friction surfaces !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!08:48 AM!,
q!2452913.0848!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2452913.1626!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!this really happens in vermont!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2452913.0948!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!spoulson!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452913.1856!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!car nickname!,
q!1!,
q!35!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2452916.2127!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452921.1625!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!LS1.com ownage!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!09:51 AM!,
q!2452913.0951!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!04:02 AM!,
q!2452918.0402!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q~Import tuner dsm test is bullshit!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!09:32 PM!,
q!2452916.2132!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2452917.2041!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!I got nailed today for not having a hood (technically)..!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!12:23 PM!,
q!2452913.1223!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!03:09 PM!,
q!2452913.1509!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!evo already riced!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!09:56 PM!,
q!2452916.2156!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!05:00 PM!,
q!2452919.1700!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!00002167!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Blown up 350Z!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452917.0011!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2452918.0047!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!there's no turning back now (pics)!,
q!10!,
q!7!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2452917.0043!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!Xan!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2452917.2356!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!New kind of test drive.!,
q!10!,
q!4!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!02:16 AM!,
q!2452917.0216!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!02:49 AM!,
q!2452918.0249!,
q!DookGVR4!,
q!00000632!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!sighting!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!02:35 AM!,
q!2452917.0235!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!02:35 AM!,
q!2452917.0235!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!hawaiian slack key!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!08:40 PM!,
q!2452921.2040!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!miturra!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!10:32 AM!,
q!2452922.1032!,
q!hondo!,
q!00001080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!dads gvr4!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!03:12 PM!,
q!2452917.1512!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!12:46 AM!,
q!2452918.0046!,
q!SteveHebert!,
q!00001869!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!vinyl sticker templates?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452921.2208!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452921.2208!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!New Intercooler is in. Link to pics !,
q!2!,
q!8!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2452917.1513!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!curtis!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!12:01 AM!,
q!2452918.0001!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!my metal radiator!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2452921.2234!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!03:15 PM!,
q!2452924.1515!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!teddy bear...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!03:26 AM!,
q!2452922.0326!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2452922.1543!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Best picture ever...!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!06:31 AM!,
q!2452922.0631!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!Jon!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!09:21 AM!,
q!2452923.0921!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!CKA!,
q!980's progress to date..!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!06:41 AM!,
q!2452922.0641!,
q!CKA!,
q!00000435!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452923.1639!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q~GO CUBIES!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!11:45 AM!,
q!2452922.1145!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!03:14 AM!,
q!2452924.0314!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Thought Ive seen it all!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2452922.1149!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!05:21 PM!,
q!2452922.1721!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!NX!,
q!1420mark!,
q!26mm sway bar !,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2452922.1711!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!Jon!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!03:47 PM!,
q!2452924.1547!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!Anyone else get the new $20 yet?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452922.1718!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!Xan!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2452923.2136!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Front Plate Holder!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!02:50 PM!,
q!2452913.1450!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2452913.1513!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Thanks Bob in chicago!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2452913.1842!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2452913.1951!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!Bizarre Benefit of Eating Broccoli (HAHAHAHAHA)!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452913.2001!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!11:17 PM!,
q!2452915.2317!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!finally uploaded some pics.!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!09-30-2003!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2452913.2340!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!miturra!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!10:20 AM!,
q!2452915.1020!,
q!hondo!,
q!00001080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Just got the new 3.2 TT!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!11:38 AM!,
q!2452914.1138!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!11:51 AM!,
q!2452914.1151!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!BOV quick question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2452914.1144!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452914.1158!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!oneone got?....!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!12:02 PM!,
q!2452914.1202!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!teet!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2452914.1937!,
q!teet!,
q!00000049!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!get your gold teeth, hurry!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!01:38 PM!,
q!2452914.1338!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!91 #680!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!03:38 PM!,
q!2452914.1538!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!redheat86!,
q!hwere to buy jdm motor?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2452917.1827!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!redheat86!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2452917.1827!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!This is the funniest online thread I've ever read. !,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!02:04 PM!,
q!2452914.1404!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452918.2325!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!is this or was this....!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!11:55 PM!,
q!2452917.2355!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452919.1222!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!new background pic???!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452914.1506!,
q!369of1000!,
q!00000558!,
q!369of1000!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452914.1506!,
q!369of1000!,
q!00000558!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Daily driver found.!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!03:41 AM!,
q!2452918.0341!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!06:06 PM!,
q!2452919.1806!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!New Wheels!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!03:14 PM!,
q!2452918.1514!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!Oztek!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!10:03 PM!,
q!2452919.2203!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q~Vandalized!! Some fucker wants to die pt. 2!~,
q!1!,
q!36!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452918.1856!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!number3!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!08:21 AM!,
q!2452921.0821!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!i'm not sure what to think of this!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2452918.2110!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452919.2328!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!justducttapeit69!,
q!How does the setup sound?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!07:34 PM!,
q!2452917.1934!,
q!justducttapeit69!,
q!00002110!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!08:35 PM!,
q!2452917.2035!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!MARYLANDERS!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2452918.2337!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!11:45 AM!,
q!2452923.1145!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!I saw my first fast Honda.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!06:19 PM!,
q!2452922.1819!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!06:19 PM!,
q!2452922.1819!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!akira01!,
q!my photoshop....!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2452918.2358!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!highskyes!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2452919.0233!,
q!highskyes!,
q!00000868!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Unregistered!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2452922.2245!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Notorius!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452923.0030!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Any ATV riders?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2452919.0103!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!03:07 AM!,
q!2452919.0307!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!TMO datalogger!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2452923.0121!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2452923.0121!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Board screwy!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452922.2310!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2452922.2341!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!GalantVR4.org Members!,
q!1!,
q!45!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!09:20 AM!,
q!2452923.0920!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2452928.1130!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000045!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!EVO owners in NC beware!,
q!1!,
q!37!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!09:39 AM!,
q!2452923.0939!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2452928.1015!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000037!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!why women cant fix cars. LOL!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!12:17 PM!,
q!2452923.1217!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2452923.1251!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Mods for next season?!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2452923.1306!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!08:33 AM!,
q!2452933.0833!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q~ARRRRRRRRGgggggggggghHH! It's Raining....~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2452923.1335!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!10:39 AM!,
q!2452924.1039!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!funny a few years ago!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!03:47 PM!,
q!2452914.1547!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452914.2243!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Tip for front plate holder.!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452914.1808!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452914.1808!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!3!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q~JD.. The car's lookin good!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452914.2005!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!03:20 AM!,
q!2452918.0320!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Zach,you there?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452914.2135!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!07:14 PM!,
q!2452920.1914!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!Wheels!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!09:54 PM!,
q!2452914.2154!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!01:53 AM!,
q!2452915.0153!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Lotek dual gauage pod!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!09:58 PM!,
q!2452914.2158!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452915.0000!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Average miles on full tank....!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!10-01-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452914.2200!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2452940.2351!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Clay!,
q!Widest Wheels on a GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!39!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2452915.0016!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!Clay!,
q!10-04-2003!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2452917.1949!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000039!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Orgasms from around the world NWS!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!12:41 AM!,
q!2452915.0041!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!04:44 PM!,
q!2452915.1644!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Beemer!,
q!#1244 Starts the long road..!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!04:36 AM!,
q!2452919.0436!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!04:36 AM!,
q!2452919.0436!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Desktop Dyno 2000 question....!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!02:26 AM!,
q!2452915.0226!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452915.1040!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JO!,
q!Good web site 4 oem parts!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!09:31 AM!,
q!2452919.0931!,
q!JO!,
q!00002267!,
q!sleeper!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!03:37 PM!,
q!2452919.1537!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!oil filters!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!01:57 PM!,
q!2452919.1357!,
q!369of1000!,
q!00000558!,
q!miturra!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!03:33 PM!,
q!2452919.1533!,
q!hondo!,
q!00001080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!My Starion Intecooler Pics!,
q!2!,
q!15!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2452919.1755!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2452921.1434!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!Saw a Ford Sierra RS conversion today!,
q!6!,
q!8!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2452919.1803!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!06:34 PM!,
q!2452920.1834!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!After 5 long years!,
q!14!,
q!8!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452919.1856!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!drew!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2452919.2324!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!No more mitsu oil filters.!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!02:23 AM!,
q!2452920.0223!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!ccrich100!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452939.2255!,
q!ccrich100!,
q!00002634!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!H2 in the wilderness!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!02:35 AM!,
q!2452920.0235!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!bleck!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!09:56 PM!,
q!2452921.2156!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!new bumper.. custom one.!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2452920.0238!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!00001740!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!04:50 PM!,
q!2452925.1650!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!00001740!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Nate!,
q!Needed: stock rear bumper!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-07-2003!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452920.1153!,
q!Nate!,
q!00000006!,
q!4g63t!,
q!10-08-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452921.0004!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!this might be a repost.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!03:34 AM!,
q!2452915.0334!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!04:11 AM!,
q!2452915.0411!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!Cheap ass good timing belt!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!03:45 AM!,
q!2452915.0345!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!10-09-2003!,
q!10:56 AM!,
q!2452922.1056!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Xan!,
q~update on my cars (new tranny time!!)~,
q!10!,
q!13!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!04:13 AM!,
q!2452915.0413!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!Matt379!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452919.0004!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~03 Cobra (modded) stomped by E55 AMG (stock) video!~,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!03:01 PM!,
q!2452915.1501!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!10:26 PM!,
q!2452918.2226!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!Pics of 620/1000!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452915.1714!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!09:10 PM!,
q!2452915.2110!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Networking Problem!,
q!8!,
q!4!,
q!10-02-2003!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2452915.1805!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!10-05-2003!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2452918.1548!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Darkside!,
q!How many gvr4 in california area!,
q!10!,
q!16!,
q!10-03-2003!,
q!08:42 AM!,
q!2452916.0842!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!drew!,
q!10-06-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452919.2301!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/003301.cgi
A||||11||RayH||YADV (Yet Another Drift Vid)||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||10-10-2003||05:17 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||w/size warnings for the bandwidth challenged<br /><br /><a href="http://auto.joins.com/upboard/pds/pdst/BestMotoring_TougeShowdown2.asf" target="_blank">~50 MB race</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.drinkingcontest.com/drift_bible/bm_drift_bible.avi" target="_blank">~650MB drifting techniques</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||10-10-2003||06:37 PM||||i like the first one. but the opening scene was BAD. i'm glad they stopped it. <br /><br />i like the foot work cam. <br /><br />i'm trying the secound one but it'll be a while till i view it,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||10-10-2003||10:22 PM||||Coulnd't get the second one to play... anyone got any suggestions?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||Telecaster||10-10-2003||10:38 PM||||Get this codec: <br /><br /><a href="http://users.skynet.be/bk159640/OdioDec1.23.zip" target="_blank">http://users.skynet.be/bk159640/OdioDec1.23.zip</a>||216.175.110.114||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000004||RayH||10-10-2003||11:54 PM||||Another one:<br /><br /><a href="http://bestmotoringvideo.com/buy_08_qt.html" target="_blank">Quicktime trailer for drift techniques</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://bestmotoringvideo.com/mpeg.html" target="_blank">More trailers</a>||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||10-10-2003||11:55 PM||||Plays audio now... no video though...||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||RayH||10-11-2003||12:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Plays audio now... no video though... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://ac3filter.sourceforge.net/" target="_blank">Try this</a>||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||10-11-2003||12:28 AM||||Still only audio and no video... weird...||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||RayH||10-11-2003||12:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Still only audio and no video... weird... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Another try:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.divx-digest.com/software/xvid.html" target="_blank">XviD Codec</a>||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||10-11-2003||01:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Still only audio and no video... weird... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Another try:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.divx-digest.com/software/xvid.html" target="_blank">XviD Codec</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Fuck yeah! That was the one! Thanks man.||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||udriveu||10-11-2003||09:12 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  626megs?!? Is it really worth downloading?||64.252.104.77||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||10-11-2003||12:34 PM||||Only took my like 30-45 mins to download... I'd say it is worth it. Tsuchiya-san is the man...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/003302.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||catalytic converters||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||10-10-2003||06:17 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i run a cat on my car.  i recently bought a random technologies cat, the most expensive(about 250 bucks) but supposedly the highest flowing one out there.  howard brought over the cat he got(catco) for under 100 bucks, and doing the look-thru test, i can definetly see more light thru the random one, and the catco has some kind of a tube or restriction running across the brick.  i just looked thru the cat that i had on the end of the hks pos, and you can barely see any light.  quite a difference.  a test pipe is out of the question for me.  just passing on some info.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||10-10-2003||08:15 PM||||WTF is a cat???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||10-10-2003||08:19 PM||||<img src="http://www.tummytech.com/tutorials/images/kitty.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Meowww...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-11-2003||01:26 AM||||If you really want a high flowing cat, why not just size up?  For example, if you run a 2.5" exhaust, get a 3" or maybe even 3.5" cat?  It seems to me that the larger volume would allow at least as much flow as the honeycomb shit is taking away.<br /><br />Or, get one of those exhaust cutouts, but run a pipe off it in parallel to the cat and plumb it back in afterwards?  Then to go pass emissions you just twiddle a wingnut under your car and you're good to go.  Sure, it's a tad extra weight, but you don't have to swap anything out.||69.59.219.223||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003303.cgi
A||||2||VR4 Me||Just changed radiator...||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||10-10-2003||07:32 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||so I just got done, I started at 4:30 EST and I finished at 7 (that bottom hose clamp is a BITCH as I have read). I got the unit from radiator.com aka 1800-Radiator. It is a CSF unit, and it appears to be of exceptional quality and comes with a lifetime warranty. Also has metal endtanks.<br /><br />The price for all this, $129.00 + tax because I had to pick it up at their warehouse in Chamblee, GA. They deliver of course, but I had to have mine today.<br /><br />Very recommended so far. Let's see if they can maintain that status should anything go wrong (fingers crossed)||65.80.67.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||10-12-2003||06:00 PM||||the bottom hose is a bitch if you try to take it off the bottom of the radiator first! I removed my radiator with the bottom hose attached . And I re-installed it the same way w new mitsu hose.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||Jason G.||10-12-2003||06:58 PM||||Yeah, they're good people with good products.||65.35.42.214||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes



ubb/Forum3/003304.cgi
A||||0||VR6 Eater||Wisconsin gvr4 sighting||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||10-10-2003||08:20 PM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||This morning at about 7:30 I saw a 92 going southbound on 94 just North of Kenosha.  Who was it?||24.167.214.6||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum3/003305.cgi
A||||14||Xan||West Michigan GVR4 sighting||||1||||Xan||00000958
Z||000000||Xan||10-10-2003||09:46 PM||jason.keys@comcast.net||mine as well ask, I know there's a couple in the area, just don't know them personally.  Saw a stock looking white one heading North on 131 past 196 2 saturdays ago.  Couldn't really chase him down since I was driving my roomates POS at the time.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000001||1fast4door||10-10-2003||10:31 PM||||There is a guy in GR named Patrick who has a really nice white one.  It is white w/ pearl.  its got these retarded (my opinion of course) tri spoke wheels on it.  I've seen a green one with red instead of chrome strip around it at a business on 33rd between Patterson and Kraft.  I've also seen a black one with HKS badges and an N1 exhaust downtown on Michigan.  Some kid at Forest hills Northern H.S. has a stock black one ("man, my parents bought me this stupid 4 door when all i want is a camaro or an Expedition!!) i saw a grey one last week in Caledonia.  And last but not least I've got a Green one but it hasn't seen the outside of my garage for almost 2 years     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    anyways, those are my sitings for anyone who cares.  Where are you from??||67.37.40.98||reg||14||1fast4door||00001194||yes
Z||000002||Xan||10-10-2003||10:59 PM||||Walker area.  I've had a couple other sightings a long time ago, but forget where.  Mine is black with an Imprezza spoiler (previous owner).  I should take some pictures once I get it back   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .  Garage huh.. I feel for ya man.  What needs done to get it out? and what you driving now?||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||10-11-2003||01:18 AM||||I know of 3 others in my area that I have seen. I have a green and today alost saw a vr4. It turned out to be a super super clean GSX with galant vr4 wheels. Still very cool. <br /><br />I bought mine in the Grand Rapids area, Hudsonville to be exact.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000004||Xan||10-11-2003||01:35 AM||||a_santos, haha, I bought mine in Rochester Hills.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000005||JO||10-11-2003||11:20 AM||||Hay whats up Xan. That might have been me. I'm in G.R<br />I work in Holland I take 131 to 196||64.12.97.9||reg||1||JO||00002267||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||10-11-2003||05:37 PM||||Do I smell the first ever Michigan GVR4 Fall meet? Guys, there are plenty of VR4's in this state. Perhaps we could meet at a dragway or even at Waterford Hills for some road racing.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||Xan||10-12-2003||06:24 PM||||Waterford Hills?<br /><br />Ya, a get together would be cool, we should pick a spot near where most of us are.<br /><br />We do need some more MI owners to pop up in here however.  4 people isn't much, and 1fast4door doesn't have his car going, so I doubt he'd want to come.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000008||Oztek||10-12-2003||07:10 PM||||I'm around...car doesn't run though.<br /><br />I'm about ready to run it into the Detroit river.||68.21.43.18||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000009||Xan||10-12-2003||07:39 PM||||too many idle gvr4s, WHY!?!?!||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000010||josh91vr4||10-12-2003||07:46 PM||||I'm from lansing, i'd like to see some other GVR4 owners  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000011||turbogalant||10-12-2003||09:15 PM||||I saw one in new hampsire on the forth of july ran up to the guy stop at the traffic light and asked him if he was part of galantvr4.org he said no, then the light turned green.||65.177.241.22||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000012||geebee5||10-12-2003||09:26 PM||||I guess I'm the kid From FHN that you refer to.  Mine currently has a blown motor and I'm thinking about selling her.  Ant of you guys need one for parts or to fix up?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||geebee5||00001941||yes
Z||000013||Xan||10-12-2003||09:57 PM||||man, it's nice how michigan owners are finding their way here.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />geebee5, if you decide to part it out, lmk, cause I'm in need of some power steering tubes once I get my car back.  I don't need the whole car however, I have enough spare parts atm including the 4g63 block sitting in my garage.<br /><br />Later on it might be nice to have a spare parts car incase I damage mine in a rally, just don't have the space now though.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000014||Xan||10-16-2003||01:03 AM||||man, why don't ppl reply when I ask wtf is wrong with their car? as if it's embarrassing or something.  If I can lend a hand, I will.  Of course I'll be expecting the same in return     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />Also, I'll start another tread in a week or so regarding a possible MI get together, perhaps Lansing, good halfway point for GR & Det owners.  josh91vr4, any ideas for places?||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes



ubb/Forum3/003306.cgi
A||||0||number3||The Next Bimmibishi||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||10-10-2003||10:01 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2436593099&category=46105" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2436593099&category=46105</a> <br /><br />or<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2436803676&category=6007" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2436803676&category=6007</a><br /><br /><br />too bad it is clear across the country...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003307.cgi
A||||9||Team Ducktape||Drag race, who will win?||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||10-11-2003||02:32 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||The shit talking starts:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1554" alt=" - " />||65.31.184.22||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||10-11-2003||02:33 AM||||The talking gets worst:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1555" alt=" - " />||65.31.184.22||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||10-11-2003||02:34 AM||||They choose their rides:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1556" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Going up to Stage, warming up tires:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1557" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Getting ready to stage:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1558" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Ready for Tree to drop:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1559" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Pulling away:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1560" alt=" - " /><br /><br />A good old fasioned ass kickin':<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1561" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Victory lap:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1563" alt=" - " /><br /><br />In car view of victory lap, crowd is leaving:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1562" alt=" - " />||65.31.184.22||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||10-11-2003||03:15 AM||||Race at Emerald Street Raceway before I moved this last summer. See what kind of stuff you miss out on when you don't come to the WI vr-4/DSM meets......||65.31.184.22||reg||12||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||10-11-2003||12:20 PM||||whats the story with the Spyder? I couldnt see what it was, just wondering cause I wanna make my GS into a GSX $$$$$$$||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||Xan||10-11-2003||04:14 PM||||haha, that's funny, need rides that would be a bit closer finish tho.<br /><br />GS to GSX?  You can't be serious.  That spyder is a GST, unless I need glasses.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||10-12-2003||11:41 AM||||Yeah I wanna take the drivetrain outta a GSX and put it into my spyder GS, I know it is $$$ but I wanna try it.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||10-13-2003||08:35 AM||||It'd be smarter to buy a gsx and have it choped to a convertable. Money wise and time wise.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-13-2003||09:20 AM||||The Spyder is not a chopped top.  It has more brackets and many more welds then a regular FWD.  They acually take a Sypder off the line and it gets sent off for some hands on work.  The extra welds are done by hand.<br /><br />Converting a GSX would be the easy way, but it wouldn't be as nice.<br /><br />I wouldn't do the project unless I had enough money to not have to work and loads of spare time.  It would be very cool though.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||10-13-2003||11:58 AM||||I might have july and august of this year off from work cause we atre redoing our grand ballroom at the hotel so I make take a nice lil vacation.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003308.cgi
A||||1||Team Ducktape||See what happens||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||10-11-2003||03:37 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||See if you don't own a vr-4, and still believe camaro's are the best car ever, oh and mulets rule; this is the type of activity you or your kids will be doing:<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://web.camaross.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=179566" target="_blank">http://web.camaross.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=179566</a><br /><br /><br />Watch the video Pretty good asskickin'!<br />WIDSM||65.31.184.22||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||10-11-2003||06:22 AM||||um--can i have my 30 secs back please?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum3/003309.cgi
A||||19||ken inn||hawaiian food||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||10-11-2003||09:48 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||does anyone else here like hawaiian food?  <br /><a href="http://www.zippys.com" target="_blank">www.zippys.com</a><br />luauking.com<br />laulau, kalua pig, lomi salmon, yummmmm.  zippy's has a special(not on the site) of 3 lbs kalua, 4 laulau, 1 lb poi for 38 bucks.  air freight is about another 23 bucks.  luau king's prices include freight.  just last week i was at zippy's having a hawaiian plate.  really good kalua and laulau.  anyone else here from hawaii?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||drew||10-11-2003||11:36 AM||||Not from Hawai'i, just a kotonk that digs the ono grinds  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  mochiko chicken, spam musubi, mac salad... ahh||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||10-11-2003||01:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Not from Hawai'i, just a kotonk that digs the ono grinds   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   mochiko chicken, spam musubi, mac salad... ahh </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">oooh.  spam musubi.  macdonalds in hawaii now has spam and rice on the breakfast menu.  along with the portagee sausage and rice.  they also have saimin(ramen) on the lunch menu.  i make the spam w/pineapple and brown sugar glaze, my family really likes it.  every day when i was there last week, i had the zippy's omlet, portagee sausage, green onion, etc.  AND 2 scoops fried rice.  everywhere in california they have portuguese sausage, i even got the order number from the albertsons and gave it to 2 stores here, but they wont order it.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||10-11-2003||01:35 PM||||What is it with Hawaii and Spam anyways? My gag reflex kicks in when I even think about Spam...||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||10-12-2003||12:15 PM||||spam is part of their diet/culture..its like how some koreans can't stand eating Vietnamese PHO or i can't stand eating menudo. I can't eat chicken ramen that are 10 cents a pack at albertsons and im chinese...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Quote from pulp fiction i got off some site:<br /><br />Vincent: Want some bacon? <br />Jules: Nah, man, I don't eat pork.<br />Vincent: Are you Jewish?" <br />Jules: Nah, I ain't Jewish. I just don't dig on swine, that's all. <br />Vincent: Why not? <br />Jules: Pigs are filthy animals. I don't eat filthy animals. <br />Vincent: Yeah, but bacon tastes good. Pork chops taste good." <br />Jules: Hey, sewer rat may taste like pumpkin pie but I'd never know 'cause I wouldn't eat the filthy motherfuckers. Pig sleep and root in shit. That's a filthy animal. I ain't eat nothin' that ain't got enough sense to disregard its own feces.<br />Vincent: How about a dog? Dogs eat their own feces.<br />Jules: I don't eat dog either.<br />Vincent: Yeah, but do you consider a dog to be a filthy animal?<br />Jules: I wouldn't go so far as to call a dog filthy but they're definitely dirty. But, a dog's got personality. Personality goes a long way.<br />Vincent: Ah, so by that rationale, if a pig had a better personality, it'd cease to be a filthy animal. Is that true?<br />Jules: Well we gotta be talkin' about one charmin' motherfuckin' pig. I mean he'd have to be ten times more charmin' than that Arnold on Green Acres, you know what I'm sayin'?||68.122.238.69||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||markrieb||10-12-2003||04:44 PM||||I worked at Pearl Harbor for a while and lived down near the zoo.  We used to go around the corner and eat at Ono's.  Little tiny place with about 6 tables and a line around the block.  A single combo meal was more than I could eat in a single sitting.  Good grinders brah.<br /><br />Mark "Haole Boy" Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||10-12-2003||09:13 PM||||actually, i am of korean ancestry.  and i cant stand vietnamese ANYTHING.  but that is because of the vietnam war, and fighting alongside those yellow dog cowards who wouldnt stand and fight.  and, if you think pho is bad, you ever smell nuoc mam?  the way they make it is they take a whole bunch of fish, leave it in a barrell to ferment, about 3 months, then they scoop off this greasy stuff that rises to the top.  in hawaii we call that HAUNA.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||miturra||10-13-2003||10:45 AM||||My brother-in-law is coming to visit, he's bringing us that ono hawaiian food that we all miss. Seems to me you know it all. By the way, some of us call spam, "hawaiian steak". I can't wait to grind.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||10-13-2003||11:00 AM||||Is there something wrong with me?  I'm korean (the top half), and I LOVE a big steaming bowl of PHO.  <br /><br />Mmmm...mmmmm, and don't even get me started thinking about some bbq dog.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||10-13-2003||01:18 PM||||i think the way they make pho is they boil a cow for months, then there is just some broth left.  that's the pho.  i only had it once, then i had serious buffalo breath for a week.  yuck.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||GVR-4||10-13-2003||04:40 PM||||You guys crack me up!||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000011||Martin Tolentino||10-14-2003||10:39 AM||||yup... Locally, I go to LL Hawaiian||68.6.244.123||reg||10||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000012||Beemer||10-14-2003||05:00 PM||||Hmmm, all that talk about food is reminding me that DEER season is right around the corner...guess I should put a new front bumper on the old pickup...scraping the rust out of the meat last year sucked..  And yes, my truck is a deer magnet.  Since 1975, 48 deer and counting..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000013||DongeR615||10-15-2003||12:45 AM||||send me some deer!!! it would be awesome to eat some fresh deer!||67.127.52.247||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000014||drew||10-15-2003||01:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i think the way they make pho is they boil a cow for months, then there is just some broth left.  that's the pho.  i only had it once, then i had serious buffalo breath for a week.  yuck. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">di an pho dac biet xue lua!||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000015||drew||10-15-2003||01:26 AM||||Speaking of food, I just got back from Dallas, I was there Sunday to Tuesday. Wanted to go to Fogo de Chao but didn't have time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||ken inn||10-15-2003||09:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Speaking of food, I just got back from Dallas, I was there Sunday to Tuesday. Wanted to go to Fogo de Chao but didn't have time   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ooooh!  i went to one like that in memphis.  talk about ono grinds!  really great food.  all KINDS of great beef, chicken, and pork.  fantastic veggie/salad bar, even had sushi.  no spam, tho.  i went ask, "eh, you guys get spam?"||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000017||miturra||10-15-2003||10:28 AM||||Hey Ken, have you ever gone to Likelike Drive-In on Oahu? They had an ono teri rib dinner there once upon a time. Good grinds until Roy Hayashi took over. It's not as good now.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000018||ken inn||10-15-2003||01:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hondo:<br /><strong> Hey Ken, have you ever gone to Likelike Drive-In on Oahu? They had an ono teri rib dinner there once upon a time. Good grinds until Roy Hayashi took over. It's not as good now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yup.  looong time ago.  i dont know if it is even there any more.  this last visit, i went by a place called andy's drive inn, in kailua(my hometown) and it was gone.  now a checker's auto parts.  andy's was the first burger place in kailua, and i think the first year it was paid for.  that place used to pack em in for years.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000019||drew||10-15-2003||01:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]i went ask, "eh, you guys get spam?" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL funniest thing i read all day!||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003310.cgi
A||||4||ken inn||scott evans is DA MAN!!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||10-11-2003||01:47 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i just dropped my car off at forced performance, scott has rebuilt the rear diff, and installed an lsd cartridge.  THE FREAKING DIFF LOOKS BRAND NEW!!  i mean, spotless!  he dipped the case, and all new bearings, seals, re shimmed, etc.  but, i should have expected that, cause the trans he did also looks brand new.  there are 2 t/e/l's in there with HUMONGOUS intercoolers going on.  one of them looks as wide as the front of the car, and it looks like it is 10 inches thick.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||10-11-2003||02:13 PM||||Ken, do you need a towel to wipe the drool off your face? I am sure I would be droolling also. lol. Sounds nice. Can we send him four bolts also?<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||10-11-2003||05:24 PM||||yup.  i think scott evans is one of, if not the best mitsu tech in the usa.  i've been around a lot of techs, mostly bmw, porsche, and mercedes.  one of the signs of a really good tech is the final product, especially stuff like transmissions.  when done, they look like new.  my trans has never been this good, really smooth and quiet.  not a lot of people will even mess with a rear diff because of the fine art of shimming it.  we are really fortunate to have him in this area.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||10-11-2003||08:29 PM||||so he's in denton? i just may have to take/ship a 4bolt rear for him to do in the following year. is he high priced (i know its worth it, but if i can't make/save up enough money then i guess i'm out of luck, i having to deal with money)<br /><br />i wouldn't mind seeing pics.||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||10-11-2003||08:55 PM||||Yeah, I have mey him once. Very smart guy, Interesting person though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/003311.cgi
A||||8||theymightbegalants||Non-cyclone cyclone intake mani???||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||10-11-2003||03:40 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||So I've been looking around to buy a cyclone intake manifold, and have come across several that don't say cyclone on them.  They have dual runners, the little canister thing hanging off the side, and from what I can tell look exactly the same as the "real" deal, except they say ECI Multi Turbo Intercooler on them.  They also look to be the 3 piece design, same as a real cyclone.<br /><br />So what I'm asking is, are there such non-labeled cyclones?  Is there any difference?<br /><br />Thanks in advance guys!||69.59.219.215||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||10-11-2003||04:00 PM||||you have a pm. but yeah i don't really know how to answer your question. i'm guess if it has the canister and looks entirely like a cyclone then its the same thing.||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||10-11-2003||05:16 PM||||i've had both, and i cant tell the difference.  but, i never measured them.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||10-11-2003||05:28 PM||||The ECu mulit ones are newer off of the RS if im not mistaken.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-11-2003||05:44 PM||||Interesting.  Thanks for the replies, guys.  So the general consensus is that the two function the same, and merely have different labels.  Thanks again!||69.59.219.233||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||10-11-2003||06:12 PM||||that dude on here that was saying something about putting a wrx bumper on his gvr4.... i can't remember his name. anyway, i was looking at his car at the shootout, and he has a cyclone intake.... not dual runners. i looked at it very intensely cause i never heard of it. says cyclone right on it, but its just a regular 1g intake. no flaps.<br />i have a real cyclone on mine so i know what they look like.<br />-luke-||66.82.9.39||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||10-11-2003||06:16 PM||||Yes, I've seen those as well.  The one's I'm talking about have dual runners, but they don't say cyclone on them.||69.59.219.233||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||10-11-2003||06:44 PM||||I *THINK* they might have bigger runners.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||10-11-2003||06:48 PM||||To add to the mix, there's another "Cyclone" manifold that has single runners! My friend Bill has one. It fell off the back of the Ralliart truck I think. The plenum is huge as are the runners. I'll try to get a pic. The best part is it's in the famous "Benetton Tizzy" a very rare breed of Talon with all different color body panels and a dented roof. <br /><br />It just says "Cyclone" nothing else. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003312.cgi
A||||3||Jason G.||New GVR4 Owner||||1||||Jason G.||00002561
Z||000000||Jason G.||10-11-2003||05:05 PM||||Hello all. My name is Jason and I just bought a 91 GVR4. It was owned by a board member that is on here, but Im not sure of his screen name.<br /><br /> Its black and pretty much stock. It has boost and EGT gauges along with a 5 inch tach. It also has an HKS BOV and a Starion front mount. It has the battery located in the trunk and has the 5 lug conversion and sits on 18s.<br /><br />  My previous car was a 91 Talon TSi. It was wrong wheel drive and only ran a best of 14.1 @ 100 mph.<br /><br />  My plan with the car is to get the interior pieces back together and doing basic mods: exhaust, fuel pump , porting, possibly 16g w/ 550s. Depends on how it treats me. <br /><br /> Anyway, thanks for the space and I look forward to hearing from you guys.||65.35.42.214||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-11-2003||06:00 PM||||Welcome to the fold!  Always glad to have another one "rescued" by someone who will treat her right.  Your plans for the car sound good.  You should double check with Iceman to see if the previous owner entered her into the database.  If no, please give him your VIN and badge number, along with what options your car came with (color, sunroof, stereo).||69.59.219.233||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||10-11-2003||11:06 PM||||Yup, ol' 1312 is with her new owner. I hated to see it go , didnt want to sell it but. I had no time for it & was going to trade it in. I couldnt see it going wholesale & getting tore up so I decided to take time & sell it to someone who will care for her. I'm glad you got it Jason & I know you will treat her well.<br /><br /><br />We cried when we got home. The house just doesnt look the same without the car being there. Looks really depressing.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||10-11-2003||11:46 PM||||Hey tom I am glad to see it went to another enthuist.  I hope the hunt for the black EVO is going well.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum3/003313.cgi
A||||3||jonvr4||Look whats for sale||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-11-2003||05:33 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://www.wholesalehyperformance.com/cars4sale-mitsubishi.html" target="_blank">http://www.wholesalehyperformance.com/cars4sale-mitsubishi.html</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||crucible||10-11-2003||10:11 PM||||Hmmm.Looks cool but why take off the wing?Is that a legit VR4?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||10-11-2003||10:35 PM||||Somebody posted that awhile back.<br />I guess it still has'nt been sold.||171.75.84.2||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||10-11-2003||11:50 PM||||nice but still not a fan of that bumper....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum3/003314.cgi
A||||3||a_santos||Engine/Intercooler/FPR pics||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||10-11-2003||07:10 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Here are the pics guys. The clutch bleeding is not sorted yet but besides that it is running sharp. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1565" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1565&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1566" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1566&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1567" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1567&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||10-11-2003||07:15 PM||||Looking good man... nice work.||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||10-11-2003||08:36 PM||||nice, i like it.<br /><br />what ic is that?? looks good. do you like the verticle ic more than horizonal? i've never felt either set up, so i'm just curious. <br /><br />good job  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000003||a_santos||10-11-2003||09:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong> nice, i like it.<br /><br />what ic is that?? looks good. do you like the verticle ic more than horizonal? i've never felt either set up, so i'm just curious. <br /><br />good job   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is a Supra IC. I had to modify the outlet and inlet so that I would have the shortest routing posible. This IC is comparable to the starion IC, but more air flows thru it to the radiator because there are no endtanks on the side. <br /><br />The IC is about as restrictive as a stock DSM intercooler. I have noticed no more lag at all with this intercooler than with the stock one.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/003315.cgi
A||||5||Eclipse182||2 tickets for a Talon||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||10-11-2003||07:40 PM||||Some of you probally remember the post I made about the VR-4 in Syracuse. Wellll...looks like things might be turning in my favor. My sisters friend is trying to sell his Eagle Talon(hes already got a 2nd gen Eclipse and an RSX). Anyway, my sister bought two tickets to this years Daytona 500 when she was with her b/f, but she broke up with him and was gonna just sell them. Turns out her friend is willing to trade the Talon for the tickets! I dont know much about the car yet other than its a 1st gen and its red, shes gonna ask him about it. It seems like a pretty damn good deal to me but I wanna see what everyone else has to say about it. BTW I dont think he'd try so get rid of something TOO crappy cuz then he'll never here the end of it from her(believe me, if you knew her you want to put up with her when shes pissed)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.110.143.81||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||10-12-2003||01:10 AM||||Tell the guy I'll let him come hang out with me in the tower box's for the talon...||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||10-12-2003||01:14 AM||||your from syracuse?....||68.232.9.215||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000003||Eclipse182||10-12-2003||04:14 AM||||Nope, Saratoga. Its about a half hour north of Albany||65.110.143.81||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000004||number3||10-12-2003||10:24 AM||||Is it a turbo model?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||Eclipse182||10-12-2003||04:56 PM||||not sure yet, havent talked to the guy but worse case scenario it'd be FWD, non-turbo and automatic. If thats the case, I'll have at least have a car, then if I wanted to sell I could probally get about double what the tickets were worth. Not a bad start towards a VR-4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.110.143.81||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes



ubb/Forum3/003316.cgi
A||||28||GVR$in||Mmm.. Britney NWS||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-11-2003||09:12 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||<img src="http://a820.g.akamai.net/7/820/822/1d/www.esquire.com/img/cover/2003/2003_11.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://a820.g.akamai.net/7/820/822/0643d26e646637/www.esquire.com/women/gallery/img/031101_mww_britney01_g.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||crucible||10-11-2003||09:16 PM||||I wonder if she GRINDS like my tranny does  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||10-11-2003||09:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> I wonder if she GRINDS like my tranny does   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WAY harder Im sure   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I'll 'hit her one more time'||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||10-11-2003||09:37 PM||||I heard she likes it up the wastegate..... that picture sure does make you spool up fast though...||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||10-11-2003||09:40 PM||||No kidding...full boost at 3400 milliseconds!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||92GVR4#333||10-11-2003||11:28 PM||||damn just blew off.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||10-11-2003||11:52 PM||||<img src="http://a820.g.akamai.net/7/820/822/1d/www.esquire.com/women/gallery/img/031101_mww_britney02_g.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://a820.g.akamai.net/7/820/822/1d/www.esquire.com/women/gallery/img/031101_mww_britney03_g.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://a820.g.akamai.net/7/820/822/1d/www.esquire.com/women/gallery/img/031101_mww_britney04_g.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Damn white valve covers..<br /><br />Anyone else think she looks like Mandy Moore on the cover?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||Telecaster||10-12-2003||12:06 AM||||Doesn't matter i'd hit either one, or even better, at the same time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||216.175.110.114||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||10-12-2003||12:29 AM||||I would do some bad things to that girl... some of which involve a mailman, gingerale, & goat cheese...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||bleck||10-12-2003||12:33 AM||||...small farm animals, a pair of jumper cables...||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000010||Craig91||10-12-2003||11:52 AM||||...some ice and....a 9 iron?||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000011||gvr4tunr||10-12-2003||02:04 PM||||a buffalo, live or stuffed...preferably stuffed for safety's sake...||12.107.200.123||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000012||EvilGalantGSX||10-12-2003||04:13 PM||||... two midgets and a jump rope....||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000013||markrieb||10-12-2003||04:51 PM||||...a roll of visquene, a couple of gallons of Wesson oil and lots of Jello...<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000014||4g63t||10-12-2003||04:57 PM||||...a spool of barbed wire...a spoon...||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000015||KingGalantVr4||10-12-2003||05:28 PM||||... case of beer and a tv remote ...<br /><br />oh wait, ummm, nevermind||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000016||Akidosigh1||10-12-2003||07:55 PM||||goggles and a swimming cap.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000017||92GVR4#333||10-12-2003||09:37 PM||||with a wiffle ball bat...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000018||mixx2001||10-13-2003||05:57 PM||||...chicken salad and some Tic Tacs...    WTF are we talking about?||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000019||GRV4726||10-13-2003||06:01 PM||||haha this is a great post to just read through||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000020||geoff@machv||10-13-2003||06:15 PM||||Gimme three minutes with her! Mebbe <b>fo'</b><br /><br /><br />Geoff<br />Mach V||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000021||bleck||10-13-2003||07:49 PM||||Whew, nice mag cover!  I especially like the caption to the cover photo.  You had to see it, it said  "Sean, come over here and put your handprint on my ass!"  And me being the accomodating guy that I am...||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000022||Akidosigh1||10-13-2003||10:16 PM||||she could get a good, 25, 30, maybe even 40 seconds....||172.166.117.141||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000023||Beemer||10-14-2003||06:45 PM||||Keep her for life..give her a ride in your GVR4..women love black leather when they're on their knees in the back seat...<br /><br />Careful though..women hate it when their heads get caught in the steering wheel..||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000024||curtis||10-15-2003||12:26 AM||||Show me a man with a woman like that and I'll show you a man that never gets it.||64.159.109.12||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000025||rrustedcage||10-15-2003||06:48 AM||||do you think there is any significance to the fact she is wearing pearl necklaces?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000026||dsmsleeper||10-15-2003||02:53 PM||||It's newer version of an older cover: <br /> <a href="http://www.nypost.com/entertainment/brit.htm" target="_blank">Here</a>||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000027||GVR$in||10-15-2003||04:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Show me a man with a woman like that and I'll show you a man that never gets it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha I saw a poster the other day with a model on it, then under it said: No matter how good she looks right now, Someone somewhere Is putting up with her shit.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000028||hibrn8||10-16-2003||11:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong> do you think there is any significance to the fact she is wearing pearl necklaces?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMFAO   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I got those for her so she could remember the great time she had in Chicago.||131.193.154.178||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003317.cgi
A||||10||crucible||Anyone Judas Priest fans?||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||10-11-2003||09:21 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||For those who care,Halford and crew are going to be touring next year.YeeHaa!<br />I grew up with these mofos during the 80's and to this day I still listen to their stuff.Check out their 70's stuff.Nothing like it during that time period.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-11-2003||09:44 PM||||:raises hand:||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||10-12-2003||07:16 AM||||If you like a bunch of leather wearing GAY guys playing 80's heavy metal.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||crucible||10-12-2003||08:03 AM||||Aw jeez,here we go.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />Uh, I believe thats 1 gay guy but who gives a shit.<br />Kids||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||10-12-2003||05:27 PM||||Most of the JP fans out there were into the sound for a long time before Rob came out of the closet , and by the time it was public most accepted him and the band for the  Kickass Metal music and have Immortalized the band as one of the best all time semi-commercial metal bands out there . They were a big part of my youth as well as Iron Maiden and Motley Crue and many other headbanger type bands I grew up with this stuff.  <br />I have seen them in concert 3 times and would love to go ONE MORE TIME! any dates ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||10-12-2003||07:18 PM||||Bands like the Sex Pistols were more my cup of tea. I did get taken to a JP concert back in the day. I thought they were alittle tacky with the leather an all.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||crucible||10-12-2003||09:53 PM||||As I stated in my opening,their 70's stuff was killer for the time.<br />Ill will admit that they got real cheesy with the outfits and music,mainly Halford.I personally dont care for much of their 80's stuff when they commercialized for radio play.A lot of the lyrics hinted of his persuasion as early as the late 70's but no one picked up on it.<br />Anyway, when I recently heard about the reunion it brought back some wild memories.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||crucible||10-12-2003||10:13 PM||||Sex Pistols were cool if you like mumbling,stumbling dont know what the fuck hes saying 70 punk music.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Touche!<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000008||14bCrazy||10-13-2003||08:29 AM||||I didn't even know they had stuff from the 70's. I have only heard the 80's stuff. That might be why I didn't really get into them. I went to art school in the late 80's and got into the punk and new wave scene. We basically didn't get into any main steam music.||162.84.80.69||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||10-13-2003||09:57 AM||||Turbo Lover. <br /><br />How could we not be?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||crucible||10-13-2003||05:02 PM||||Yeeaaah,Turbo Lover!I forgot about that one and good reason.<br />Haha.What a piece of dismal shit that was||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/003318.cgi
A||||20||92GVR4#333||The experment has begun..||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||10-11-2003||11:35 PM||||I am going to attempt to graph a 2.5 rs frnt bumper to my GVR4..just ordered the peices.. going to be going from this...<br /><br />    <img src="http://www.iownjoo.com/freeimghost/92gvr4_333/DSC00231.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />to this<br />    <br />  <img src="http://www.iownjoo.com/freeimghost/92gvr4_333/Old%20Impreza.jpg" alt=" - " />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||10-11-2003||11:37 PM||||pics don't work. use <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||92GVR4#333||10-11-2003||11:42 PM||||to this  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1569" alt=" - " /><br /><br />and yes the paint has  redone---next shootout hope not to be know as the ugly galant...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||10-12-2003||12:26 AM||||wait. did you do that to you car??? please tell me you got it like that. please. <br /><br />i think you'll be occupied by that project. enjoy workin your ass off. i hope you got through with it though. it would be interesting to say the least. try and make it a little more custom, as in make it fit the lines of the car. (the gvr4)<br /><br />good luck||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||10-12-2003||12:34 AM||||yes it was a PAINT MISTAKE  but I have just repainted the car so it is nowhere near as hidious.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||10-12-2003||01:27 PM||||Are you going to be anywhere near B'ham the weekend of the 25-26th?  I'm going over there to see brother-in-law and would love check out your car.||64.63.213.36||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||92GVR4#333||10-12-2003||01:31 PM||||that weekend I will be in St Louis...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||10-29-2003||05:43 PM||||well I just got the Zero sports bumper in and have done an inital test fit.  VERDIT--it works--I have 2 zipties holding up the rear corner as I type this I will post some pics here tommorow...my only complaint is the thing it so big....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000008||curtis||10-29-2003||10:30 PM||||show off the hood vents also||64.159.109.243||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||92GVR4#333||10-30-2003||09:38 AM||||well here are some of my prelimary pics...<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1779&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />here is the test with the header panel<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1780" alt=" - " /><br /><br />here is the side where it lines up on the wheel well<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1781" alt=" - " /><br /><br />here you can see the test fit on the front.  It seems to be taller than I want so I am going to trim it to a more reasonable size<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1782" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1783" alt=" - " /><br /><br />about 3 inches to tall for my taste<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1784" alt=" - " /><br /><br />well there we are as of yesterday....oh what do ya think of the paint now?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000010||92GVR4#333||11-02-2003||03:07 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1820" alt=" - " /><br /><br />this is after I removed about 2 inchs from the overall height.  it seems to fit the lines better and looks more fitting that the tall orginal.  Keep in mind this is not the finnished results but a progression.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000011||number3||11-02-2003||03:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong> Keep in mind this is not the finnished results but a progression. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Fair enough...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Poor thing...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||92GVR4#333||11-02-2003||03:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> posted 11-02-2003 03:30 PM                           <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />quote:<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br />Keep in mind this is not the finnished results but a progression. <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />Fair enough...  <br /><br />Poor thing...   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">come on with 469 to the wheels as the inital baseline run do ya really think that she is being molested?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000013||GRV4726||11-02-2003||09:19 PM||||man the hood vents make me really confused.  not my style at all man. but hey its not my car. so you are free to do as you pleas. i think a kamarani (sp?) cf hood that is being sold in the group buy would be awesome. thats actually what would be going on my galant if i had the money. <br /><br />as for the front bumper cover.  i hope it looks a lot better when its done.  and i hope you install some parking lights in those slots where they belong. mabe mold some fiber glass to get the bumper to emulate the boxiness of the galant. but thats just my opinion. <br /><br />cool project though. i'm sure you're learning a lot. unless you've done this before.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||11-02-2003||09:30 PM||||What turbo are you using to produce those numbers? <br /><br />I praise your fabrication and your individuality. For me, that kit's a little over the top.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||hibrn8||11-03-2003||12:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> <br />I praise your fabrication and your individuality. For me, that kit's a little over the top. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i agree.....little to many things going on in that front bumper that really clash the overall mildness of the car. remember this car is the grandma and grocery hauler   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  but as long as you like it than continue||65.227.204.178||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000016||92GVR4#333||11-03-2003||08:00 AM||||the turbo is a FP3055 but now it has been replaced with the 3065.  I am learning quite a bit from this9fiberglass is easy to work with) and I am trying to tame the Honda look of the cover down some.  The vents are there to lower underhood temps as for the CF hood, yes I would liked to have got in on the GB but due to money issues at the time the cf hood was placed on hold and now that I had funds for the hood, the GB is over.  I will be getting the proper hood once the hoods go retail though.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000017||chucklesas||12-01-2003||01:15 PM||||Just curious... How did this turn out?||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000018||92GVR4#333||12-02-2003||08:00 AM||||it is still in process...I keep changing my mind on this. One hand a set of JDM covers just look damn sharp then on the other hand the agressive look of the zero kit...it is a lot of work to get this looking right have been triming and redesigning the whole damn bumper.  It is not a cut and paste affair.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000019||mj_rosenfeld||12-02-2003||09:36 AM||||I'm sure the cops will hardly notice the car at all now.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000020||92GVR4#333||12-02-2003||09:39 AM||||EXACTLY--hence the jdm bumper lust.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum3/003319.cgi
A||||2||92GVR4#333||this is the funniest thing I have seen in a long time||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||10-12-2003||12:36 AM||||<a href="http://wm.ifilm.na-central.speedera.net/wm.ifilm.na-central/portal/2410176_200.asf" target="_blank">http://wm.ifilm.na-central.speedera.net/wm.ifilm.na-central/portal/2410176_200.asf</a><br /><br />your going to laugh your ass off..||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||brandongvr4||10-12-2003||05:43 AM||||THat was some funny Shit Man.<br /><br />The moral of the video: What goes around comes around. Even if it's with someones MOM.<br /><br /><br />~B~||67.121.154.70||reg||14||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000002||Xan||10-12-2003||08:07 AM||||damn, if more men had the balls to do that, women would be fucked, lol.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes



ubb/Forum3/003320.cgi
A||||0||chadhayashi||Free exhaust (not GVR4 related, kinda long)||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||10-12-2003||01:28 AM||||One of my coworkers owns a '95 C36 AMG. For those who do not know, this is the W202 chassis C-Class, w/ a 3.6L DOHC I-6. Rated at 268 bhp. Engine code 104. <br />He is from Denmark, and is currently installing a twin turbo kit (T28's) sourced through a friend in Europe. This kit was designed for the 210 chassis E-Class (bubble eye) w/ the 104 engine (97 model yr). He needed to have some tubing bent for the intake piping so he went to a local exhaust shop called "Bud's Muffler". <br />The manager at Bud's asks him if he knows anyone w/ a C43 AMG. He tells him yes and that he will have him call.<br />Another friend of mine has said C43(1998 model yr). A C43 is the same chassis as the C36 but w/ the 4.3L SOHC V8. Rated at 302bhp. He calls the muffler shop and speaks to the manager. The manager informs him that he has 4-5 people who want custom exh for their C43's. They are all out of state, so he does not have access to one for the mock up of the system. He tells my friend that if he will bring his car down for him to use, he will make it worth his while. Friend agrees.<br />Friday, car was dropped off for measurements.<br />On Monday, car will return to shop until Wednesday. In that time. Car will be dynojet dyno'd for baseline. Full exh replacement (bolt on) including cats. Dual 2.5" merged into 3" single outlet. Same routing as OEM but approx .25" larger in all sections. <br />After install, car will be redyno'd to see gains. I believe a Spin Tech is 1st choice at this time.<br /><br />Total cost of system retail to the other 4-5 owners...$1200-1500.<br /><br />Cost to my friend. $0. And copies of all dyno graphs included. <br /><br />It's good to be the test mule.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003321.cgi
A||||1||92GVR4#333||everyone look at this||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||10-12-2003||05:24 AM||||check this out---<br /><a href="http://www.homestarrunner.com/systemisdown.html" target="_blank">http://www.homestarrunner.com/systemisdown.html</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||10-12-2003||09:06 AM||||I love strong bad. He rocks<br />The email page<br /><a href="http://www.homestarrunner.com/sbemail.html" target="_blank">http://www.homestarrunner.com/sbemail.html</a>||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes



ubb/Forum3/003322.cgi
A||||7||ken inn||internet scammers||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||10-12-2003||11:40 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||i am getting a new digital camera, and i found one i liked, it is 500 bucks at best buy, comp usa, etc.  so, i searched the internet, found it for 414.  place called digital liquidators.  another place called A & M photo world had it for 424.  i called the first, they were closed.  so, i called the second place, and it sounded EXACTLY like the first place.  AND IT WAS!!  i did a google search for both places, turns out they had like 1 positive and hundreds of negatives.  they also have a 3rd site, all the same place out of brooklyn.  sometimes, going for the lowest price will end up being the most expensive.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-12-2003||11:58 AM||||Hit pricewatch.com<br /><br />They do there best to only report legit places, but they can't keep on top of all of them.  You can do your part to report anyone who doesn't offer something at a advertised price.  Or any other problems.  Pricewatch will remove any scams, or places that don't sell items for the prices they advertize.||209.107.92.130||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||10-12-2003||01:12 PM||||Just got a couple from priceitwholesale.com.  They have good feedback, shipped it out pretty quick, though the extra battery for the camcorder is defective and I haven't sent it back for a replacement to see how they handle it.  Guy on the phone (eddie) said just send it back and they will replace it no problem, we'll see.||64.63.213.36||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||10-13-2003||12:00 AM||||Ken,<br /><br />Not sure what model camera you are looking for, but I recently bought one in the price range you are talking from Cameta Camera out of Amityville, NY.  They have an Ebay store, which is where I purchased my camera, but you could probably call them too.  It was shipped quickly, good price, and exactly how they described it.  Might be worth a look.   <a href="http://www.cameta.com" target="_blank">http://www.cameta.com</a>||63.188.80.29||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||10-13-2003||09:45 AM||||i can vouch for priceitwholesale, as well. i got my dimage Xt from them with the 'works' package for 325 shipped. unfortunately, it was the day before the NYC blackouts, and that added like a week and half to the shipping time.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||10-13-2003||03:34 PM||||well, the plot thickens.  kevin patrick just called me, and told me about a site called broadway photo.  i check it out, the 500 kodak is listed for 449.  searching more, i see they are located in brooklyn, ny.  same place as the other 2 companies.  kevin ordered a camera from them, i call back kevin, and ask if he got the camera yet.  nope.  well, i say, remember where i said there were 3 web sites all with the same physical address?  guess who the 3rd one is?  YUP.  broadway photo.  oh, and they had a MESS of complaints on the net.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||10-13-2003||03:47 PM||||OH CRAP!  <br />thought I was giving Ken a lead on good prices and look what he finds!!!<br /><br />I ordered last week and haven't been billed or received anything yet.  Seems like most got their orders, but got screwed by: 1)overpaying shipping 2) way overpaying for accessories  3) getting gray market camera's with crappy warranties.<br /><br />EDIT: follow up - checked tracking number and the camera is to be delivered tomorrow.  Was ordered last thursday. Now if the box contains exactly what I ordered, then I'm in good shape   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||167.142.21.189||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||10-14-2003||02:07 PM||||Just a quick follow up for anyone that might be interested...<br />I received my new Canon S230 today from Broadway Photo with no issues.  Works fine and is a nice replacement for my broken S200. I love these little digital elph's.  Was a refurb unit for $259 plus $20 for s&H (that's high s&h, but more than offset by the price).||167.142.22.233||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003323.cgi
A||||5||jonvr4||trailer park gvr4||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-12-2003||12:11 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||what ever happened to her?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||10-12-2003||01:33 PM||||who is she that you are refering to---S/N?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||10-12-2003||09:49 PM||||the gvr4 that someone found in a trailer park||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||10-12-2003||10:07 PM||||Oh, Trailer trash VR4||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||10-12-2003||10:09 PM||||ya anyone hear more about this g-vr4? <br />anyone .......anyone   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||10-13-2003||01:07 AM||||Here is the original about it:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003057" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003057</a><br /><br />Maybe shoot that dude an email and ask..??   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.188.80.29||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum3/003324.cgi
A||||8||GVR$in||3Fast 3Furious Trailer!! Oh no..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-12-2003||01:32 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.prebmw.com/clubsi/3fast3furious.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.prebmw.com/clubsi/3fast3furious.mpg</a><br />Hahah||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||Jason G.||10-12-2003||01:47 PM||||LMAO! That was great!||65.35.42.214||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000002||gvr4tunr||10-12-2003||01:59 PM||||LMFAO! i love it...the local honda boys will love it even more!||12.107.200.123||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000003||Doc_Seuss||10-12-2003||04:05 PM||||haha that was sweet...<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000004||Sam Sayes||10-13-2003||10:09 AM||||I like the part from the movie Ronin<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||10-13-2003||10:40 AM||||hahaha that was good man||131.193.154.219||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||psycopyro182||10-13-2003||06:12 PM||||man, that was just what i needed after my boring ass math class.<br />great.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000007||REDLINEGVR4||10-13-2003||10:40 PM||||WOW mad props to those two guys. That was Funny as hell. Oh I like that EVO.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-14-2003||12:30 AM||||That is by far the best spoof I have seem on that movie.  They did a good job.<br /><br />That was really good.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003325.cgi
A||||17||1quickvr4||What other websites do you visit?||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||10-12-2003||04:13 PM||caspa69@juno.com||What other sites do you visit?<br /><br />Im here, on the DFW board when it was up or on the JDM ricer board.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dfwdsm.org" target="_blank">www.dfwdsm.org</a>  (not up) or<br /><br /><a href="http://www.jspek.com" target="_blank">www.jspek.com</a>  ( I have a secret fettish for Hondas, DAs,EFs, and some EGs)  Thats it, All the other boards suck. BTW, This makes 1000 posts for me, I just cant keep up with Richs post-whoreness.||64.63.216.18||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||galantvr4us||10-12-2003||06:30 PM||||<a href="http://www.ls1.com-anything" target="_blank">www.ls1.com-anything</a> goes forums is cool<br /><a href="http://www.nabr.com-until" target="_blank">www.nabr.com-until</a> I couldn't log on anymore changed my email so can't get password<br /><a href="http://www.rothbuilt.com/gatewaydsm" target="_blank">www.rothbuilt.com/gatewaydsm</a><br /><a href="http://www.is300.net-the" target="_blank">www.is300.net-the</a> anything goes forum is a hoot<br /><a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com-for" target="_blank">www.dsmtalk.com-for</a> a laugh<br /><br />Thats about it....<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||10-12-2003||06:52 PM||||You mean  <a href="http://www.teamnabr.com" target="_blank">www.teamnabr.com</a>?<br /><br />I also visit the orlando, tampa and miami dsm messageboards plus <a href="http://www.brevardstreetracing.org" target="_blank">www.brevardstreetracing.org</a>||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||10-12-2003||06:58 PM||||Yea sorry.  Haven't visited it for so long...<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||mj_rosenfeld||10-12-2003||07:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> What other sites do you visit?<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ummm...you mean like <a href="http://www.asianbabes.com?" target="_blank">www.asianbabes.com?</a><br />mike r.||209.41.235.193||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000005||number3||10-12-2003||08:51 PM||||<a href="http://www.grmotorsports.com/board/index.php?sid=967727e36e15c60f0cfe18096d398c2e" target="_blank">http://www.grmotorsports.com/board/index.php?sid=967727e36e15c60f0cfe18096d398c2e</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.miataforum.com" target="_blank">http://www.miataforum.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.ebay.com" target="_blank">www.ebay.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.iwon.com" target="_blank">www.iwon.com</a><br /><br />That is about it...<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||10-12-2003||08:57 PM||||Morning routine:<br /><a href="http://www.comics.com/comics/getfuzzy/index.html" target="_blank">Get Fuzzy</a><br /><a href="http://www.dilbert.com/comics/dilbert/archive/index.html" target="_blank">Dilbert</a><br /><a href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&u=/uclickcomics/cx_bi_uc/latest" target="_blank">The Big Picture</a><br /><a href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=index2&cid=1066&" target="_blank">Garfield</a><br /><a href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=index2&cid=1067&" target="_blank">Non Sequitur</a><br /><a href="http://www.teamnabr.com" target="_blank">Team NABR</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org" target="_blank">GalantVR4.org</a><br /><br />Not necessarily in that order.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||1quickvr4||10-12-2003||10:05 PM||||I meant other than porn, Oh how I love <a href="http://www.madthumbs.com" target="_blank">www.madthumbs.com</a>  lol (NWS!!!!)||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||10-13-2003||12:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> I meant other than porn, Oh how I love <a href="http://www.madthumbs.com" target="_blank">www.madthumbs.com</a>  lol (NWS!!!!) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lots of good porn out there, Rich tells me all about it when the Wifey's at work.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.sddsm.org" target="_blank">www.sddsm.org</a> Local DSM club<br /><br /><a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/SoCal_DSM/" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/SoCal_DSM/</a> Somewhat Local DSM club<br /><br /><a href="http://www.nitrorc.com" target="_blank">www.nitrorc.com</a> I love my nitro rc car! SO addicting!!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.honda-tech.com" target="_blank">www.honda-tech.com</a> Good forced induction classifieds believe it or not<br /><br /><a href="http://www.is300.net" target="_blank">www.is300.net</a> Gotta get my fix<br /><br /><a href="http://www.google.com" target="_blank">www.google.com</a> USE IT DAMNIT!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ebaymotors.com" target="_blank">www.ebaymotors.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtrader.com" target="_blank">www.dsmtrader.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.teeniefiles.com" target="_blank">www.teeniefiles.com</a> whootps!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||smokindav||10-13-2003||02:40 PM||||corner-carvers.com<br /><br />Don't be an assclown or you'll get banned in short order.  Don't say I didn't warn you.<br /> <br />Best tech and general discussion forum on the net in my opinion.  They don't put up with dipshits, wannabes, or any other undesireables unlike most forums that are dominated by 14-year olds or people with a 14-year old's mentality.  You can  take the tech to the bank.  Did I mention great tech?  Good political discussions too, among other things.||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||10-13-2003||02:56 PM||||mustangforums.com<br />somethingawful.com<br />google.com<br />bored.com<br /><br />My new favorite coffee shop <a href="http://www.cariboucoffee.com/main.cfm" target="_blank">http://www.cariboucoffee.com/main.cfm</a><br /><br />$tarbucks can kiss my white ass.  Caribou coffee is better.  A large cappaccino has 4 shots of espresso in it.  Talk about a interesting afternoon.  COMMON, LETS GO!!!!!!!!!!   TODAY!!!!||205.242.228.42||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||10-13-2003||04:02 PM||||<a href="http://www.gfyforums.com" target="_blank">www.gfyforums.com</a> (private forums)<br /><a href="http://www.corral.net/forums" target="_blank">www.corral.net/forums</a><br /><a href="http://www.nj.dsm.org" target="_blank">www.nj.dsm.org</a><br /><a href="http://www.foureyedpride.com" target="_blank">www.foureyedpride.com</a> (i'm an admin there)||138.89.103.132||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||psycopyro182||10-13-2003||05:43 PM||||<a href="http://www.eosperformance.com" target="_blank">www.eosperformance.com</a> local fourms.<br /><a href="http://www.styleandspeed.com" target="_blank">www.styleandspeed.com</a>  more local forums (when i feel like dealing with 14 year old bullshit, and need a good laugh)<br /><a href="http://www.teamnabr.com" target="_blank">www.teamnabr.com</a> those guys are pretty cool<br /><a href="http://www.google.com" target="_blank">www.google.com</a>   the best "search" button ever <br /><a href="http://www.ebay.com" target="_blank">www.ebay.com</a>  its where i get to stare at nice things i cant have.<br /><a href="http://www.sometingawful.com" target="_blank">www.sometingawful.com</a> to get my daily dose of laughter i love photochop firdays.<br /><a href="http://www.hotmail.com" target="_blank">www.hotmail.com</a> ... email...<br /><a href="http://www.thehun.net" target="_blank">www.thehun.net</a> (NotWorkSafe) <br /><a href="http://www.pcgameworld.com" target="_blank">www.pcgameworld.com</a> to get my game fix.<br /><br />not sure what else there is but there are a few more.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000013||GRV4726||10-13-2003||06:23 PM||||fuck 1quickvr4. i opened that. i was expecting comics!!! cause i just went through a big lot of comics that the guy posted.  <br /><br />oh well, no big deal it was just a suprise. haha<br />well no one saw, so no harm done (i'm at home, and my moms walking around) <br /><br />i'm a diehard gvr4 fan, i used to be a dsmtalk member but johnybravo introduced me to this, so i rarely visit it. that and ebay, and google.||69.22.1.164||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000014||1quickvr4||10-13-2003||06:44 PM||||Madthumbs a comic page, Nah.....||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000015||slvrblt||10-14-2003||02:41 AM||||hmmm....<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.racingsouthwest.com" target="_blank">http://www.racingsouthwest.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.racingnewmexico.com" target="_blank">http://www.racingnewmexico.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.nmautoscene.com" target="_blank">http://www.nmautoscene.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.teamnabr.com" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.ebay.com" target="_blank">http://www.ebay.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.ebaymotors.com" target="_blank">http://www.ebaymotors.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.google.com" target="_blank">http://www.google.com</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000016||stevevr4||10-14-2003||09:15 AM||||<a href="http://dsmetc.com/forum" target="_blank">http://dsmetc.com/forum</a> ownz j00||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000017||msaskin||10-14-2003||10:14 AM||||3si<br />dsmtalk<br />dsmtuners<br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes



ubb/Forum3/003326.cgi
A||||16||1quickvr4||I thought I wanted a nice GN||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||10-12-2003||10:35 PM||caspa69@juno.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6137&item=2435850170" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6137&item=2435850170</a><br /><br />Anyone got 42k?||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||10-12-2003||10:54 PM||||There used to be one on ebay that guy kept in a bubble.  I remember seeing it like a year ago or something.  Had some crazy low miles on it just like that one.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||10-12-2003||10:56 PM||||Wow..I wish I had the money to buy a car and just let it sit.  Those are impressive cars. My buddy had one, it wasn't a GNX though.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||10-12-2003||11:10 PM||||When I first saw the link I was like thats crap its not even a GNX but I was wrong. Very beautiful car. Reminds me of my x-gf's grandpa had a GNX and a cyclone and her unlce(his son) had a 10sec GN that he was swappin the parts into a T-Type to put the GN back to original. Ah the power of a v6.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||curtis||10-12-2003||11:34 PM||||What a waste of a car. That car should be driven not caged like a lab rat.||67.25.39.180||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||10-12-2003||11:39 PM||||Better like that then some teenager taking it for a joy ride and wrecking it and it ending up crushed and used as scrap metal. Its a part of american and automobile history.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||bleck||10-13-2003||12:46 AM||||That car is FFFFuunky!!  One of my best friends' old man had one when we were 18.  Very nice to an 18 year old.  Met a doctor at the car wash in Aug. had a GNX w/96k on the clock.  When I asked him why, he said he's got a Ferrari, Porsche, Benz, and he didn't buy the GNX to look at.... My man.<br /><br />Btw, he knew about the VR4, and liked mine, which made my sorry ass feel like we had something in common  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000007||autobahntom||10-13-2003||09:33 AM||||There is a GNX in Wilmington Delaware that has 16 miles on it. One owner, stored. He bought 3 or 4 back in the day, and stored one of them. Still there to my knowledge. This same man has a Hemi cuda convertable (one of 8 made), a ZR1, an 89 turbo Trans-Am, A Syclone as a daily driver (used to be), and a few others. <br />When he had the Syclone out, it was always dirty; muddy dirty as he owns construction. A shame, but it was driven at least.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||10-13-2003||09:40 AM||||i want to see a picture of the window sticker. who was it that said cars are a bad investment? oh wait, that was me.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||Eclipse182||10-13-2003||02:00 PM||||Sweet, I changed the oil in one of those last Thursday. My autotech teacher has one he's in the process of restoring and its pretty nice. I dont know much about the car other than its got a 3.8 liter turbo, automatic transmission and digitial gauges. He said the digital gauges make them worth a little more. The car only has like 34k miles on it. Is this the same thing as the car thats on ebay? Cuz if it is hes basically getting for free from his sister.||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000010||VTGVR4||10-13-2003||02:13 PM||||he had a "regualr grand national" lol check this info from the turbo regal pages:<br /><br /><br />The GNX had 276 horsepower and 360 ft. lbs. of torque. The difference between the GNX and The other Turbo Regals is many. For starters, the GNX has an upgraded turbocharger. The turbocharger has a ceramic impeller with a contamination trap. The intercooler was given extra fins in the charge cooling section, which increases the cooling capacity and air flow.<br /><br />A new computer chip was unique to the GNX's. The exhaust was also modified. It was revised by McLaren, which called for Grand National exhaust manifolds feeding into a single converter, which then becomes a duel system with two low-restriction mufflers.<br /><br />Suspension was next. First a longitudinal torque bar, (a ladder-style traction bar), about 30 inches long, was added. It mounts on the passenger side of the chassis, and on the differential cover. To insure lateral control, a tubular steel Panhard rod was handcrafted to run from the left axle tube to the chassis on the drivers side. There was also a rear seat back brace to add body rigidity in the area of the kick-up section of the chassis. The GNX's were also given 16 inch wheels with a "Black Mesh" style pattern. Choosing tall and wide Gatorbacks, P245/50VR16 for the front and P255/50VR16 for the rear, mandated opening up the wheel wells a bit for clearance.<br /><br />The markings on a GNX are few. There is a GNX badge on the front grille and one on the trunk. If you look inside, on the dash, passenger side you will see what number GNX is in front of you. 1 - 547... no higher.. no lower... GNX # 001 and 002 are owned by Buick. They also had their own instrument cluster unlike the Grand Nationals. these gauges were analog and made by Stewert-Warner. The turbo heat shield also has GNX cut into it. The 500th GNX is on display at the Sloan Museum in Flint, Michigan.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||10-13-2003||04:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> What a waste of a car. That car should be driven not caged like a lab rat. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would you still be saying that if you were about to have $40k in your pocket?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||PhilthMonger||10-14-2003||11:19 AM||||there's no reason to spend 40k and up for a gnx....if you're looking to drive the car and enjoy it you're better off buying a Grand National or a T-type, which is a non-intercooled version of the National. I have seen some of these cars in running condition for as low as $2000, check ebay. for under $2000, you can mod any GN or T-Type to spank that 40k+ GNX.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000013||turbowop||10-14-2003||02:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PhilthMonger:<br /><strong> there's no reason to spend 40k and up for a gnx....if you're looking to drive the car and enjoy it you're better off buying a Grand National or a T-type, which is a non-intercooled version of the National. I have seen some of these cars in running condition for as low as $2000, check ebay. for under $2000, you can mod any GN or T-Type to spank that 40k+ GNX. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You could spend way less than 40k on a lot of cars and spank that GNX...that's not the point though. That car has less than a thousand miles on it. It's a collectable, not a $2000 daily grinder.||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||10-14-2003||03:55 PM||||a few of the GN's keep popping up here in Iowa for sale. Right now there is one with 70 or 80K on it for $10K.  Early in the year there was one with 100K on it for $5k...that one was tempting, but then I'm in a 18 year old 2-door that is wicked for straightline performance, but I would bet doesn't handle so well ;-)  I love those things and often thought of getting a T-type back in the early to mid 90's when they were real cheap.  Awesome cars that are more than a blip on the muscle car timeline.  Although this is coming from a guy who would still like to have a Shelby Omni GLHS  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.231||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||PhilthMonger||10-14-2003||05:46 PM||||that is why I mentioned that if you wanted to drive and enjoy the car, get any turbo Buick. I can think of alot of "collectors" cars I would rather buy than a gnx, however I am a cheap bastard and cannot justify spending 40k on any car that will just sit in my garage. In comparison, I have put just about half of the money into my GN that I have put into my GVR4, and the GN is putting out twice as much hp. apples to oranges, however I can guarantee that any enthusiast on a budget will get a good bang for his buck on a decent turbo buick.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000016||curtis||10-15-2003||12:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> What a waste of a car. That car should be driven not caged like a lab rat. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would you still be saying that if you were about to have $40k in your pocket?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You damn right if I had that kind of money to blow on a car I'd drive the piss out of it. By the picture you can tell this clown has two much money and to many cars.  Their there for him to show off with.<br />  A friend in college at Mars Hill had an X back in the fall of 88 had one and we used to run all over Asheville and Johnson City in it.  I helped a pilot friend of mine build a straight GN a few years ago it only had 40k on it and we put in a cage, a four link, a stage 2 block with the roller conversion, and aluminum heads with a TE-72.  The motor is now in a mid 8 second car from kentucky.  If its worth owning its worth building.||64.159.109.12||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003327.cgi
A||||6||jonvr4||ps2's||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-12-2003||11:43 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||check this out i was tring to open my ps2 to see why its acting gay and tring to be sneeky with a razor blade and take the seal off so i can put it back  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  sony was 10 thousand steps ahead of me when i took off the seal it says void across it<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1583&width=400" alt=" - " /> boy was i mad  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />   i was tring to beat around the bush...anyway i was just giving you guys aheads up if you are tring to take your ps$ apart||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Xan||10-13-2003||12:39 AM||||Unless you just bought it within the last 3 months, who cares.  PS2s only have a 90 day warranty.  So if your PS2 doesn't work right, then there's nothing else you can do, cept fix it yourself or pay some repair place big bucks for someone to do the easy job.  I cleaned and fixed 3 machines a couple weeks ago.  The not reading disc error is just a simply fix adjusting a gear, but 1st I suggest cleaning the lens before doing that.  A dirty lens can also cause disc read errors.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||10-13-2003||12:51 AM||||can you tell me exactually what you did to get it fixed? and my ps2 has this thing about reading that the network adaptor. like it will say theres no network adaptor   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    this ps2 confuses me like no other   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Xan||10-13-2003||09:28 PM||||jon, clean out your PM box.. it's full<br /><br />Go <a href="http://www.techtv.com/xplay/features/story/0,24330,3516150,00.html" target="_blank">here</a> for the gear adjustment..<br /><br />as for your network adapter I don't know, did you follow the instructions right?  I just got an adapter and mine works fine.<br /><br />We should definitly get some GT4 games going between the members once it comes out    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||10-13-2003||09:39 PM||||ok my pm's are cleaned and yes we should get games so we can play and chat with each other.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||driftntouge||10-14-2003||09:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Xan:<br /><strong> Unless you just bought it within the last 3 months, who cares.  PS2s only have a 90 day warranty.  So if your PS2 doesn't work right, then there's nothing else you can do, cept fix it yourself or pay some repair place big bucks for someone to do the easy job.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats not true.  My buddy sent his back to Sony once already and its there again now, and he bought it when it first came out.  They fix it for free, no matter when you bought it, as long as you bought from a authorized dealer and have the proof.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000006||psycopyro182||10-14-2003||01:44 PM||||thanks for the help..<br />i was so pissed when i couldnt play my ps2 anymore. and i dont want to go out and buy a new one... (well mabey when gt4 coems out)<br />but thats still too much money that i dont have.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes



ubb/Forum3/003328.cgi
A||||8||ayvr4||Stupid computer problem||||9||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||10-13-2003||01:31 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||i am on my work computer and i accidentally downloaded something called mp3 search(oops).<br />It starts up when my computer boots up, and when i click on my IE, it opens my home page and then about 4 other windows of junk pop ups.<br />i dont know how to get rid of it, someone help.<br />It's not in the list when i go to add remove programs.<br />also i did not see it in the startup folder.<br />thanks<br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||9||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-13-2003||01:38 PM||||Tip:  Don't dl shit from work.<br /><br />See if you can uninstall it from the add/remove programs menu in the control panel.<br /><br />See what your company rules are for dl stuff.  At the company I work at, you could get fired for what you just did.<br /><br />If u in trouble, unplug your computer from the network and google search your ass off on another computer till you clean yours up.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||10-13-2003||01:44 PM||||Yeah, know i could get in trouble/fired... (thats why i'm asking for help)<br /><br />It is not in the ADD/Remove List... i guess i will search google.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-13-2003||01:52 PM||||Could you please post more info about what you downloaded?<br /><br />I looked a little, but I'm not finding anything.  If you don't find a fix tonight, I'll look when I get home.  I can't help any more from work.<br /><br />Do you have a laptop?||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||10-13-2003||03:07 PM||||What OS are you running?  If you have a Win98, launch msconfig and uncheck it if its listed there. <br />Spybot or Adaware might work also. Don't forget to take them out when your done using them.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000005||199of2k||10-13-2003||03:35 PM||||<a href="http://www.lavasoftusa.com/software/adaware/" target="_blank">http://www.lavasoftusa.com/software/adaware/</a><br /><br />and get  the <br /><br /><a href="http://toolbar.google.com/" target="_blank">http://toolbar.google.com/</a><br /><br /><br />and next time dont say "yes" to any popups on the net.||68.9.130.124||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||10-13-2003||03:41 PM||||i am running XP Pro.<br />that adware worked to get rid of the pop ups,<br />but the other search thing still pops up when i boot up. (i uninstalled the adware after i finished)<br />I think i can get rid of it once i can figure out what the exe file name is from my task list under procceses when its running.<br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||10-13-2003||04:39 PM||||try this:<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.gravityradio.com/spybotsd12.exe" target="_blank">http://www.gravityradio.com/spybotsd12.exe</a><br />maybe its this:<br /><a href="http://www.gravityradio.com/Shay/spybotsd12.exe" target="_blank">http://www.gravityradio.com/Shay/spybotsd12.exe</a><br /><br /><br />download it, update it and run it. It can fix the problems youve described.<br /><br />It will NOT remove the startup entries in the registry. To remove those click 'start', 'run', and then type 'msconfig. Hit enter. Im not running XP anymore, so I dont remember the names of the Tabs in that program, but its pretty straight forward. look for one that says 'startup' or something similar. Remove the check mark next to anything suspicious or better yet, hit CTRL-Shift-Esc and figure out what the damn spyware programs name is under the processes tab. Now that you know the name of it, uncheck the box next to it in the MSCONFIG program.<br /><br />Change the start page in IE also, just for good measure. I keep mine blank.<br /><br /><br />MSCONFIG may be MSCONFIG32. I dont remember as Win 2k doesnt have it.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||10-14-2003||06:42 PM||||I'll bet he's got a cookie buried in there that launches the popups every time it senses an internet connection.  Delete all your cookies, set your internet history to zero, and see if you can pop zonealarm pro on there for a day or two.  It will catch anything going out to access the internet, and anything coming in.  Go to zonelabs.com.  It's all I use on my home server, and I have it on 10 of my home systems.  I also install it on all my customer's systems, along with norton systemworks.  Just burn a cd of the 30 day zonealarm demo and load it up.  If you don't have admin rights on your computer, buy one of the admins a 12 pack, tell him what happened, that it won't happen again, and you just want it gone.  I'm a sysad at work, and I've done it for lots of guys.  Especially those mp3 nuts.  In the military, you pull that crap and REALLY get in trouble..not fired, but JAIL time.  The EULA (end user's license agreement) is pretty anal, but our systems have got to remain secure.  Occasionally someone slips up.  Like going to WhiteHouse.com versus WhiteHouse.Gov.  Honest mistake, but the poor kid could go to jail for it, and it makes pop up heaven every time you start the machine under your login.  Personally I don't think a kid who made an honest, or even a stupid mistake deserves a ruined career.  So I work with them, especially the guys on night shift, who are bored senseless, to keep them awake while avoiding getting into trouble.  An mp3 or two, as long as they aren't using KAZZA or something, is fine.  Hitting 300 porn sites a night gets you nailed by the LAN NAZIS before I can even get in to fix the damage.  Not to mention the poor soul who walks away without locking his puter or logging off.  Victims of someone else gay porn surfing under your login to get you into trouble don't get my sympathy either..<br /><br />Contrary to popular belief, sysads are human too, and they don't get a bonus for being pricks.  However, if you've ever seen what a virus does to the bottom line of some companies, you'd understand.  First Data Corp is a credit card processing company that typically processes several TRILLION credit card transactions per day.  Now what happens if some asshole brings in a virus unknowingly on a floppy from home and crashes THAT system?  The sysad is BONDED against downtime.  Every second that First Data's systems are down costs the company between $150K and 1 million dollars...PER SECOND.  (depending on the load at the time)  In the military it could cost lives, or give a hacker an opening to exploit.  I seriously advise EVERYONE here that signed a users agreement with their companies to really, really READ IT!  You might even want to bump it off a lawyer buddy.  Some companies will PROSECUTE you if you cause downtime.  <br /><br />Save the porn and even this forum for your home time unless your employer doesn't care.  Luckily, I'm the sysad...so I know how to cover my tracks..But I even got caught two weeks ago checking my home email from work.  Never got smacked, but the door to worldnet's email server got slammed shut in a hurry...||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003329.cgi
A||||10||ejectseat||those that JB welded 4ws lines||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||10-13-2003||02:10 PM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||who has had any luck with this?  I just JB'd mine that was leaking (i took it off first)  Putting it back on tonight or tomorrow.  Just curious, thanks.||205.149.71.236||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||10-13-2003||02:32 PM||||you do know that the pressure on those lines at that juncture is in the neighborhood of 260 psi? its tough to cap those suckers.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||henrok||10-13-2003||02:39 PM||||hey guys i just took the high pressure hose and cut off the tip where it connects to the first metal line coming off the rack at the bottom front of the car and used it as a plug at that point by welding them shut. then i removed the lines to the back. most people suggested doing the same in the back but i didnt do anything in the rear and its fine.  however i am having problems blocking the nipples in the front resevoir.  i used rubber vacuum plugs but they dont work it keeps leaking.  anyone find any plugs good for this area?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||10-13-2003||05:06 PM||||I cut 7" or so off the large hose and looped it to the smaller nipple above it, I wrapped the small nipple with electrical tape to make it bigger first. Both are facing straight ahead on the resivior. No leaks so far.||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||crucible||10-13-2003||05:20 PM||||What exactly did you JB weld?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||ejectseat||10-13-2003||11:07 PM||||<img src="http://www.photobucket.com/albums/0903/ejectseat/50759751.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000006||ejectseat||10-13-2003||11:08 PM||||this line goes through the axle bracket right under the firewall in the center.  There is another line that goes through with it, but this one was leaking.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000007||chucklesas||10-13-2003||11:24 PM||||I gave up with the JB weld and finally ordered the line.<br /><br />Also, I think I might have that peice.  I'll have to check when I go home to Cleveland this weekend.  I'll let you know.||65.27.149.167||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000008||ejectseat||10-14-2003||12:36 AM||||sweet.  let me know.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||10-14-2003||01:24 AM||||if he don't have the part i do.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||ejectseat||10-14-2003||08:09 AM||||how much you guys asking?  thanks||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes



ubb/Forum3/003330.cgi
A||||2||thejeebus2002||Funny Web sites?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||10-13-2003||02:32 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Gawd, Im bored as shit today.  Who knows of some funny websites.  That link about the guy who was infiltrating cyber sex chats was absolutely hilarious.  I printed off a copy and showed it to all my friends.  If I find anything worth sharing ill put it up.  <br /><br />Keep em coming!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||10-13-2003||02:34 PM||||<a href="http://www.ilovebacon.com/home/index.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.ilovebacon.com/home/index.shtml</a><br /><a href="http://www.fark.com" target="_blank">www.fark.com</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||10-13-2003||02:42 PM||||<a href="http://www.bash.org/" target="_blank">http://www.bash.org/</a><br /><a href="http://tuckermax.com/bd.htm" target="_blank">http://tuckermax.com/bd.htm</a><br /><a href="http://maddox.xmission.com/" target="_blank">http://maddox.xmission.com/</a>||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes



ubb/Forum3/003331.cgi
A||||4||bujang_hensem||Proton Satria Vr4 vs Proton Wira Evo 1||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||10-13-2003||11:52 PM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||Hi guys just want to share with you all this movie taken in Malaysia. This proton satria Gti are base on mitsubishi mirage cyborg and Wira base on mitsubishi lancer chasis. The engine was change to 4g63T Vr4 and Evo 1.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/videokereta/getawayone/getaway_in_kl_HI.wmv" target="_blank">64MB download</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.terato.com/cars/videokereta/getawayone/getaway_in_KL_LOW.wmv" target="_blank">15MB Download</a> <br /><br /><br />This type of modification are common in Malaysia because of lot of JDM halfcut can be find here cheap and easy...||203.82.64.11||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||10-14-2003||12:01 AM||||That was differnt. Sweet cars though!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||10-14-2003||03:03 AM||||God I love the sound of those externally dumped wastegates.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||10-15-2003||05:22 AM||||which one's quicker??<br /><br />i got 56k so i cant d/l them..<br /><br />what were the times?||203.166.63.250||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||Cybernerd2||10-15-2003||12:30 PM||||Yeah, I heard Malaysia is popular with Proton Saga VR-4 turbo too.<br /><br />I have not seen one in Seremban yet.||80.168.139.163||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes



ubb/Forum3/003332.cgi
A||||22||gvr4ever||I need a daily driver!||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||10-14-2003||12:29 AM||||Okay, I am in need of a daily driver.  I gave up on the Mazda speed protege.  I didn't make a deal with the sales guy.  After reading up on new post from the forums, I'm glad I didn't get it.  Someone broke a rod at 13psi and they seem to be having problems with the PCM.  They have a fix, but even people who have the latest fix are still having bogging problems.<br /><br />Right now I am looking at a new stang GT.  I might have one tomorrow.  The stang seems to be a strong runner with very little to no problems.  My mod list would be a intake.  <br /><br />Please post any cool/fun cars I might be over looking.  I've been looking for about 4 months and being anal about what I pick up.  I am picky about buying cars.  I don't even want to look back and wonder if I got what I want.  Right now, the Stang seems to be the best choice.  Good factory HP for the price.  Cheap parts down the road, and fun to drive.<br /><br />Thanks||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||10-14-2003||12:59 AM||||If you wanna stick with a ford but have some fun I tested a ZX-5 and sat in a SVT ZX-5, 20 grand nice little car for the money.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-14-2003||01:09 AM||||Thanks for the ideal.  I really don't like the way the focus looks.  Also for the price, a stang wouldn't too much more.  I kinda want RWD to play with.  Fun cars need to go back to RWD.  What is with this FWD stuff?  If it doesn't have LSD it isn't even worth it.  <br /><br />My options would be so much wider if every auto maker didn't run to FWD.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||10-14-2003||08:58 AM||||I guess if you are looking for a new car, I am kind of partial to the 350Z.  It is begining to have stong aftermarket support.  Also looks better than a Mustang.  It also can come pre-pimped out from the factory.  Nice wheels, big brakes, 6 speed tranny.  Plus super chager and turbo options in the aftermarket.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||10-14-2003||10:20 AM||||Ya, but then you start getting close to the 30K mark.<br /><br />I can get a new cobra for $31,440.  It is so tempting, but I can't do that and the wifes new car too.  I am stuck right around the 20K mark.  The stang is a little more, but for the factory HP, I think it would be worth it.  Also, I want a car to not touch, so aside from a intake, it would stay stock.  That is why I want something with nice power from the factory.||12.34.246.38||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||10-14-2003||10:35 AM||||My wifes Mustang Cobra sucks. I hate driving that car. It's slow, handles like crap and falling apart. I will not buy another Ford because of that.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||10-14-2003||10:47 AM||||the wrx is hard to beat for the money and I even saw a used one going for 14K in our local paper. I hate saying it, but the SRT-4 in '04 trim w/LSD is one of the best bang/buck out there. That and factory backed mod support - that's something right there.  Yeah those are the obvious, but hard to overlook. I've driven an 03 Cobra convt.  For that money, I'd buy an Evo or STI, jmo.||167.142.21.242||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||10-14-2003||11:04 AM||||Get what I got: 1995 Geo Metro Hatchback, 5 speed and 3 cylinders of fury. I get more girls in it then I do my camaro and I get close to 40mpg. Gotta love paying 9 bucks to fill out and go two weeks on it. Oh ya, it only cost me $300 to buy.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||10-14-2003||11:24 AM||||Subaru Impreza maybe? We are selling Impreza Outback Sport Wagons for $16k right now... can't beat AWD...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||10-14-2003||11:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> My wifes Mustang Cobra sucks. I hate driving that car. It's slow, handles like crap and falling apart. I will not buy another Ford because of that.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What year is it?  The new ones sure rock out.  Can't beat 390hp for 31.4k  That being one on sale, the sticker price is more.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||VTGVR4||10-14-2003||11:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Subaru Impreza maybe? We are selling Impreza Outback Sport Wagons for $16k right now... can't beat AWD... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i'm kinda torn here: getting an impreza AWD for 16k or a dakota 4x4 with ext cab for 11k.... (both new)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||10-14-2003||11:44 AM||||Hers is a 95 (last of the 5.0's) I don't care how many horsepower it puts out. I'll take a broken VR4 or even a AWD DSM over it. The car just drives like  a boat and I put aftermarket shocks on it too.<br />Don't take me wrong, I love the torque, doing donuts with it, drive around town on a cool summer night with the top down. The sound of the V8, etc.<br /><br />If I were you and only have 20 grand per person to spend for a car. I would get the new Elise and one week I take the bus and the next week she does.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000012||Bigfoot200200||10-14-2003||11:54 AM||||I've got this awsome daily driver. It's fast, cheap, comfortable, handles and looks good. It's a Galant VR4, they made them in the early 90's.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||10-14-2003||12:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Hers is a 95 (last of the 5.0's) I don't care how many horsepower it puts out. I'll take a broken VR4 or even a AWD DSM over it. The car just drives like  a boat and I put aftermarket shocks on it too.<br />Don't take me wrong, I love the torque, doing donuts with it, drive around town on a cool summer night with the top down. The sound of the V8, etc.<br /><br />If I were you and only have 20 grand per person to spend for a car. I would get the new Elise and one week I take the bus and the next week she does.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, that last 5.slow wasn't so hot.  It was before the current HP wars.  Now days car makers can't just use a name, they have to make better cars.  Well I can think of one company that is just using it's name right now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />Anyway, they made a lot of improvements in stock power and the way it drives.  It still won't be a tight import, but that isn't really the point.  RWD has it's advantages.<br /><br />Also if you have a convertable, the body is not going to be as strong.  They sell aftermarket brakets n stuff to tighten that bitch up.  I would never buy a convertable stang.  The factory price option isn't the only thing I can laugh at.  It's a chopped top.<br /><br />Another thing I am looking at is the cost of parts.  I love the GVR4, but I just got it fixed up nice.  The parts cost out the ass.  I would like to put wear on something that cost less to replace parts on.  Stang parts are very cheap compared.  I want to take my Galant to the next level without having to go back and replace parts I just put on it.<br /><br />The WRX would be fun, but I already have a turbo AWD and I like it a lot better then the WRX.  Also the whole cost of parts comes in to effect.  Basicly the same thing with any other import.  I am not even a Ford fan.  I don't even care for ford, but I've been keeping my eye out of the forums for some time now.  No one is bitching about quality or break down.  Some of the owners of the pre 99s are bitching about power, but that's about it.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||GVR4458||10-14-2003||12:37 PM||||Buy a used WRX wagon.  Practical and cheap to own.  The parts may be more expensive, but they don't need replacement as often as a Ford product will.  I seriously never spent a dime on my 93 impreza wagon other than maintenance parts and those were cheap from the parts stores.  I sold it with 125000 miles on it (I didn't want to do another timing belt on it).  Overall cost of ownership is what it's about, and that rustang will kill you once you hit 40k miles with all the stuff that's gonna break, get work out, or just annoy you.  Stick to a used import and just do the basic maintenance yourself (Subies are really easy to work on).  Not to mention Ford's sound like you're driving around in a cargo van with all the rattles, wind noise, and vibrations.<br /><br />I noticed you want a RWD in Chicao winters?  You must plan on staying indoors when it snows...||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||10-14-2003||12:43 PM||||I use winter tires on the Galant for when I need to drive in the snow.<br /><br />Where did you get the ideal that a Mustang falls apart at 40K?  Most Ford cars are crapy compared to a import, but they can make a V8 that can last.  While Detroit cars might not be so hot, they can make trucks that last, and the leader v8 cars are better then any American made 4cyl or 6cyl car (unless a engine from Japan is used).<br /><br />Also, timming chain sure sounds sweet to me.||205.242.228.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||InStG8tR||10-14-2003||08:45 PM||||If you want a Mustang, Ford had been running some incentives and rebates that put the 2003 Mach 1 at about $23-24k at some dealers.  (Especially dealers in Florida)  <br /><br />I currently own a 92 VR4 (#280 of 1000) and I just bought a new Mach 1 back in May.  The DOHC V8 that they put in the Mach is an absolute blast to drive and I've found myself torn on which car to drive to work.  (Usually the Galant gets the bad weather day chores)  <br /><br />There's even a great bunch of guys and gals on the <a href="http://www.mach1registry.com" target="_blank">http://www.mach1registry.com</a> forum who can give you all kinds of advice and info about this car and the best places to buy one.<br /><br />Have fun shopping!||199.46.200.231||reg||1||InStG8tR||00001237||yes
Z||000017||jonvr4||10-14-2003||10:09 PM||||get the neon srt-4 20 grand and a hole lot more!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000018||turbogalant||10-14-2003||11:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> get the neon srt-4 20 grand and a hole lot more! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree 20 grand Quaife stock (04 model only) now have a $700 sunroof option, more ponies in 04, a getrag transmission, front mount, great racing style front seats if you are tall and skinny like me, not if you are short though, the tech hate them, they were perfect for me, short throw shifter, I think they came with subs I don't really remember but I know it came with a good system for being stock, 4 doors so it's not a cop magnet like a stang would be, good aftermarket support for be so new and it WILL get better quick. Turbo spools pretty good, Only thing I didn't like was the exhaust tone but that can be fixed I put mufflers on it, really with a big piping (for stock) a dual exhaust you won't lose much by muffling it. I only got to drive one once around our dealership when I worked at danbury dodge. The tech did 120 in it and like it except it would get him in too much trouble but was impressed as was I.||63.184.73.131||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000019||gvr4ever||10-14-2003||11:23 PM||||I like what the srt-4 can do, but gosh I hate the way it looks.  I know it is silly to base buying a car on style, but I just can't see driving one.<br /><br />They couldn't even replace the stupid rims in 04.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000020||jonvr4||10-14-2003||11:32 PM||||function before fashion is my saying  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000021||Dreis11301||10-14-2003||11:44 PM||||What about the MINI.  Granted it doesn't have quite the power of a Mustang but you can get one fully loaded with the sport package for right at $20K.  They look really cool, at least I think so, and you don't see one every time you turn your head like you do a mustang.||202.33.24.61||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000022||GVR4458||10-14-2003||11:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  While Detroit cars might not be so hot, they can make trucks that last</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think I like that option the best.  Get a TRUCK.  Adds some utility to your life (hauling stuff is way easier than the Galant), and American trucks are pretty good (so are some Japanese models).  I'd love to have kept my truck, but I didn't want my wife driving my Galant every day, so it had to go for the SUV.<br /><br />EH||68.73.126.157||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes



ubb/Forum3/003333.cgi
A||||4||josh91vr4||3G versus 1G lifters||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||10-14-2003||06:50 AM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Just Thought i'd show a pic for anybody who thinks this swap is worthless or something.<br />Sorry it's a bit blurry, but you get the point.<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1586" alt=" - " /><br />On the left are new 3G lifters. On the right are the ones i pulled. The hole on top is where the oil squirts through (the one that gets plugged & causes lifter tick)||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||fast_gvr4||10-14-2003||08:29 AM||||How many people here have used them? Comments please?<br /><br />Does anybody have the part number available? Best place to buy?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||172.139.110.155||reg||5||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000002||moonstation2000||10-14-2003||09:33 AM||||anyone used evo lifters?||24.186.171.218||reg||1||moonstation2000||00002106||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||10-14-2003||02:31 PM||||<a href="http://www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com" target="_blank">www.eagleautomotivewarehouse.com</a> <br />They have great prices (&lt;$8 ea) on lifters and even better service.||216.93.18.226||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||10-14-2003||04:25 PM||||Gee, I bet I could take that nice titanium drill bit and enlarge the holes in my old lifters...<br />BTW, that hole is bigger but that just lubes the rocker.  The hole that really gets it and makes the lifter tick is in the side of the lifter body.  If you do go with new style lifters, it is a VERY good idea to either grind your old roller rockers a bit to smooth out the groove from the old lifter, or replace them as well.  When I pulled the head on my GVR4 last month, I found 3 rockers just laying in the head with the rollers shattered and the nice little needle bearings scattered throughout the head and oil pan.  Never noticed a difference in performance, but I did get a stutter at the track once, which might have been one or two of the rollers coming apart.  The roller cracked right along the seam 180 degrees from the parting line.  One side looked like it had a factory parting line in it, like it was a piece of rolled steel rather than cut from a tube.  Either way, it is something to look for when building a new motor.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003334.cgi
A||||2||sleeper||1 Smart, 1 day, 1 Euro.||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||10-14-2003||10:18 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://www.laudamotion.at/" target="_blank">http://www.laudamotion.at/</a><br /><br />I wouldn't even own a car, I would just rent one every day.<br />Hope it's not going to end up like his airline did.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||Beemer||10-14-2003||05:04 PM||||Now if I could just read german..<br />However, I did drive one of those smart cars while I was in Tokyo this spring...  Traffic was kinda scary considering the car's crush zones happen to be your legs and ass.  I'll post a pic of it tonite.  BTW, did you know that diamler chrysler makes these?||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000002||number3||10-14-2003||06:35 PM||||My test drives...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1590" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1590&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1591" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1591&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />I would own on in a second as long as they come with XM radio!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003335.cgi
A||||1||admsr||USDM GVR4 Intercooler||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||10-14-2003||12:45 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||I didnt think that GVR4's came with a factory mount Oil Cooler?<br /><br />Some correct me if I'm wrong....<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||10-14-2003||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> I didnt think that GVR4's came with a factory mount Oil Cooler?<br /><br />Some correct me if I'm wrong....<br /><br />Alex. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">us ones have the sandwich cooler.  some jdm's have the air to air, some have the sandwich||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003336.cgi
A||||9||ken inn||too smart for my own good||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||10-14-2003||01:57 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||scott just called and my car is ready(he installed the lsd that he rebuilt).  AND, 2 things he said, first, he asked what fluid i wanted in the diff, and when i told him i had put the redline heavy duty shockproof, he said it was too thick, and a drag on the diff, costing me fuel economy.  then, he also said the silicone filler in the support bearings was not a good idea, because if the driveshaft doesnt hang at a certain angle, at certain speeds it will vibrate, because it needs certain angles to cancel out the vibrations.  so, dont put heavy duty shockproof in the rear diff, and dont silicone the driveshaft.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||369of1000||10-14-2003||03:10 PM||||Any recomendations as an alternative to shockproof?||24.127.113.70||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||10-14-2003||04:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 369of1000:<br /><strong> Any recomendations as an alternative to shockproof? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i think the manual says 75w90 gear oil.  anyway, he put some synthetic 75w90 in there.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||10-15-2003||01:41 AM||||BG||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||10-15-2003||07:09 AM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfluids.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfluids.htm</a>||65.177.241.184||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||10-15-2003||09:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfluids.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfluids.htm</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ya, i followed that, and that's why i put the shokpruf in the rear diff, and the xfer.  but, i think i will change it out to 75w140 gear oil.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||1quickvr4||10-15-2003||11:49 AM||||Once again Scott knows his shit. Ask Ed.......||12.213.174.151||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||10-15-2003||02:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> he installed the lsd that he rebuilt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">4 bolt?||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||10-15-2003||03:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> he installed the lsd that he rebuilt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">4 bolt? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nope.  3 bolt.  i had a 3 bolt lsd i bought used from rob a looong time ago, i recently installed it, and it was a bit noisy.  so i took my old open diff to scott, and also an old 3 bolt lsd from a talon, and he installed the cartridge, and rebuilt the diff.  he said i really dont need a 4 bolt, and he also recommended keeping the rws.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||10-15-2003||04:12 PM||||I think keeping or getting rid of the RWS is more of a personal opinion. I got rid of mine and I like it this way a lot more than with it. <br />If I feel the rear of the car moving, I know it's at the limit. Before it's just starts moving around and you never knew when it's the steering and when it's sliding off the road.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/003337.cgi
A||||3||Frogger||New Owner||||1||||Matt||00002602
Z||000000||Frogger||10-14-2003||04:43 PM||emomakesmecry03@yahoo.com||My name is Matt and I am from Tampa, FL. I have recently purchased number 1667/2000. But as usual its down. Its awaiting a new turbo and piston rings and some other minor things. Just thought Id share.||4.4.103.16||reg||1||Matt||00002602||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||10-14-2003||04:46 PM||||Welcome Matt.<br />Hope you enjoy your new beast<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||10-14-2003||05:02 PM||||Please post here or pm me your VIN (last 8) for the registry.  I have the former owner but not the VIN.<br /><br />Welcome and thanks.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||10-15-2003||12:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt:<br /><strong> piston rings and some other minor things.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Funny how this IS minor to most of us. Or should I say typical...||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003338.cgi
A||||6||GVR1643||2.5 vs 3.0 exhaust comparison||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||10-14-2003||05:24 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||I just had a 2.5 system made for my white car this past w/e. <br />My black car has 2.5 dp and 3" from where the cat "would" be and back.<br />My Talon had 3" all the way.<br /><br />I've got to say that there is a huge difference with the 2.5 to the 3" in sound. Huge!  My 3" drones significantly at 3500rpm and roars at WOT under the overpasses.  The 2.5 just sounds healthy, not annoying in any way, just more aggressive.  I did the 2.5 with the intention of it being a little quiter for a daily driver, but there is much more difference than I would have guessed.  Of course the usual benefits are there with the better response, better spool, etc.<br /><br />Just throwing this out as an FYI for when those questions reappear  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />reference: this is a pressbent system front to back w/o a cat and with a generic "turbo muffler" that's not a straight through design. (would be a bit louder then)<br />Hard to beat less than $200 for a front to back system  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.231||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||crucible||10-14-2003||08:40 PM||||I think its all in the muffler.Ive seen cars with huge mufflers(if they qualify as mufflers) and they can sound like a double stack Kenworth.Also many ricers put just a "muffler" on and they sound like they're going 125mph when in reality they're doing 45.Kills me.<br />I have a 69 IH Scout with a 304 that had a staight bullet type muffler on it.Rediculously loud.Went to Meineke and stuck a regular one on and it was night and day.<br />Size of PIPE doesnt always matter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />And thats all my .03<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||mark95||10-14-2003||10:45 PM||||You used the same muffler, right? Just went down to a 2.5 inch.||12.216.55.103||reg||1||mark95||00002057||yes
Z||000003||curtis||10-15-2003||12:18 AM||||I'm running a home built 3 1/2 downpipe into a 3 inch all the way back about half way back I have a circle track 3 inch straight through glass pack that is about 2 feet long and a dynomax ultraflow in the back with a 3 1/2 tip.  The ulraflow is 6 inches around and 18 inches long.  The car is just a little louder than the 2 1/2 system I had on it with the dynomax super turbo.  When I called dynomax they said the super turbo was only good to around 250 hp and wouldn't flow shit on a single exhaust system , the 3 inch can I installed flows up over 1400 cfm and is good to over 500 hp on a 3 inch system.  The power you gain is worth a little extra noise if any that is added.  Most bling bling ricer fart cans are made to be loud and cop magnets.  Stay away from the polished off brands and go with a real muffler manufactuer that knows what they are doing.  I got my muffler for less than 75 from Advance auto parts and even got a 25 dollar rebate also.||64.159.109.12||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||10-15-2003||09:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mark95:<br /><strong> You used the same muffler, right? Just went down to a 2.5 inch. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, and that's part of the reason I posted this. It it apples to apples comparison. The ONLY thing that changed was pipe size. I'm familiar with the various types of mufflers and ricer fart cans.  This is just a reference for those times when we're asked about the noise difference - and a comparison with all other things being the same.||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||10-15-2003||09:59 AM||||For the record, I just went from a 2.5" turbo-back exhaust to a 3", both sans cats, and it made a big difference in power.  I get full boost much faster, and power feels better all around, with no low end loss.  <br /><br />As far as noise goes, this 3" is crazy loud, but that's because of the 3" Ultraflow can plus the resonated grapefruit launcher.  I'm changing to a 3" Magnaflow and 3" tip this week, and just by sticking the 3" tip inside the current big one, it's WAAAY quieter.  Soooo, all of you with huge tips and droning, downsize your tip.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||10-15-2003||10:11 AM||||Can someone tell me about affected flow of running exhaust in a Mandrel bent U shape 4 inches off the turbo? <br /><br />How  bad would the be, making the gas turn around? Corky Bell says it's bad but i still think it might be better than what I have. I was thinking about making a custom O2 with a U bend so it turns around towards the back of the BMW. <br /><br />Sorry, I'm not trying to Hyjack the thread I didn't think that this was either far off this topic or worthy of a new thread. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003339.cgi
A||||2||ayvr4||is it funny?||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||10-14-2003||05:32 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||<a href="http://stupidvideos.com/" target="_blank">http://stupidvideos.com/</a><br /><br />a friend told me to check out this site, he said it was funny, but i cant check it out while at work so i dont know if it is.<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||10-14-2003||09:21 PM||||there is some funny stuff on there<br /><br />215mph RX-7 crash:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.StupidVideos.com/?VideoID=567" target="_blank">http://www.StupidVideos.com/?VideoID=567</a>||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||10-14-2003||10:07 PM||||stupidvideos.com= RANDOM||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/003340.cgi
A||||5||garyvr4||Bought my built block today!!!||||1||||garyvr4||00002337
Z||000000||garyvr4||10-15-2003||01:57 AM||Whore_Mongor@yahoo.com||Hey guys I know I don't post on here often, but I got one step closer to building my ultimate car tonight.  I just bought a Built short block<br /> <br />block consists of Crower rods, JE pistons, balance shaft eliminator kit, O-ringed block, ARP head studs, oil pump, water pump, oil pan, factory crank, hydraulic tensioner, pulleys. needs rings and bearings ( roughly $600 worth of machine work ).<br /><br />so after I get the bearings and rings taking care of it will be time for a swap.  If you guys have any advise for me about the motor swap, and or tips I would appreciate it.     Thanks.   Gary||24.205.198.248||reg||1||garyvr4||00002337||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||10-15-2003||09:21 AM||||make sure the oil filter is ON before you crank it up for the first time. yes, this did happen...<br /><br />otherwise, you might get angry, and drop out of the scene for a while, and then suddenly appear with a 4g63 in a car that wasnt made for it....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||10-15-2003||11:19 PM||||Nick - Who are you talking about ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.104.71||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||10-16-2003||10:20 AM||||ask the guy with the bimmer, he might remember who. or maybe the medication/psycho-therapy really worked and he totally forgot.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||10-16-2003||10:29 AM||||AHAHAH LOL! What kind of idiot would do that!!! <br /><br />(looks at ground.. kicks some rocks-hands in pockets)||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||10-16-2003||10:32 AM||||Buy a new front case and oil pump and gears. OE is a wear/tear item.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum3/003341.cgi
A||||5||VTGVR4||new pontiac aztec||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||10-15-2003||09:40 AM||defnick@yahoo.com||yep, here's one i wouldn't mind driving. i might even remove the paper bag from my head, too.<br /><a href="http://www.howardforums.com/archive/topic/209078-1.html" target="_blank">http://www.howardforums.com/archive/topic/209078-1.html</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||psycopyro182||10-15-2003||09:56 AM||||its still ugly.<br />and i dont care what is under the hood.<br />i wouldnt drive it. eccept to a used car lot to get some money for it.<br />ughhhhh.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||10-16-2003||01:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Above the beltline, the truck is true to Aztek heritage</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Heritage?!  Of all the honor, they bestow the ASStek as having heritage after 2 years of production.  Someone's tagline fits here:  You can't polish a turd.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||mj_rosenfeld||10-16-2003||04:00 PM||||Well it is ugly but according to Autoweek's test drive it is goddam fast which redeems a lot. OTOH, the Evo 8 ain't exactly pretty either. We just love it for it's drivetrain. Would you buy a yucky base model Lancer? Me either.<br />This is yet another case where GM _finally_ gets a model right just before it goes out of production (Corvair, Fiero, F-body, SS Impala).<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||10-16-2003||05:58 PM||||Wasn't the Corvair generally known as being unsafe at any speed due to bad suspension design?  Something about causing positive camber on wheels during a turn, instead of negative, causing even less traction.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||mj_rosenfeld||10-17-2003||06:53 AM||||Yes they had a rear swing arm. So did the VW beetle and the Triumph Spitfire. Handling was proven to be no worse than other cars of the 1G model's era, and the problem was fixed in the 2G Corvair. But by then the damage was done by undeserved bad public opinion.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes



ubb/Forum3/003342.cgi
A||||15||ejectseat||ejectseat's 2003 Carlisle Video download||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||10-15-2003||09:50 AM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||Hope you guys enjoy this.  Sorry it's pre-VR4 - but good shit nonetheless.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.we-todd-did-racing.com/wetoddimage.wtdr/i=wMTgwNzY4NnM0MTNkZmQzMXk1NDE%3D" target="_blank">http://www.we-todd-did-racing.com/wetoddimage.wtdr/i=wMTgwNzY4NnM0MTNkZmQzMXk1NDE%3D</a><br /><br />Paste this link (if it works) into a google search, hit enter and it'll show up as a hyperlink, then right click save-as.  It'll take a minute to start.  enjoy.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||ejectseat||10-15-2003||02:02 PM||||it had nudity and craziness, so beware||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000002||ejectseat||10-15-2003||05:07 PM||||Has anyone downloaded it yet?  You can simply right click save-as.  The hosting site used to act crappy.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000003||number3||10-15-2003||06:02 PM||||ASSHOLES! or if it was actually you then your an ASSHOLE!<br /><br />GEE! I wonder why they had to cancel the event?<br /><br />Fucking little dick punks with slow ass cars.<br /><br />BTW I was standing in the crowd next to that one flasher girl.<br /><br />I hope they don't ruin the event now that it has been moved to the Farm show building in Harrisburg.<br /><br />Pisses me off.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||SRT2477||10-15-2003||06:26 PM||||I'm with you number3||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000005||silly4turbo||10-15-2003||06:53 PM||||pretty lame||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||10-15-2003||08:07 PM||||That was cool cause I've never seen boobs before.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||ejectseat||10-15-2003||10:51 PM||||wow...well received.  oh well, everyone complains when they're offended (or gay).  Why don't you compile some of your great footage so I can be bored to death?  Slow cars, yes.  Carlisle was dead this year, in any case.  Nopi and the DSM shootouts were ten times better, so who cares that they moved the show to harrisburg.  You can't always get what you want number3, so don't download the goddamn video you cry baby.  Everyone can get off his nuts, too.||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000008||ejectseat||10-15-2003||11:26 PM||||would it had been a good video if I posted my footage of your car, number3?  I'll post it tomorrow just to make you happy.||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000009||silly4turbo||10-16-2003||01:13 AM||||personaly I don't know number 3 other then from  this board, and wheather I know him or not, the video was lame.. you post things like that and your going to get feedback, especially if you put up a vid of crappy rides and a bunch a ricer show offs ... if it were a vid of actual fast cars that would have been cool, or of a Benz beating up on stangs, that's cool, but punk ass bitches speeding around in shity rides ain't. Don't be pissed cause people don't like it, you put it out there, deal with it||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||10-16-2003||03:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ejectseat:<br /><strong>  Everyone can get off his nuts, too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anybody want to get on my nuts?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||10-16-2003||07:43 AM||||Rawarrrrr. I think I'm the "gay" one.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||number3||10-16-2003||08:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ejectseat:<br /><strong> would it had been a good video if I posted my footage of your car, number3?  I'll post it tomorrow just to make you happy. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would be a good start. Put all the cars and hot girls you want in the video. That is what it is all about.<br /><br />The show WAS a car show for car people. Not under age drinking punks that tear up the town of Carlisle. <br /><br />Firing off fire extinguishers, throwing glass bottles in to crowds of people, getting drunk, trashing hotel room and other peopels cars, doing burn outs in the parking lots, and driving 120 miles per hour plus on the local roads are the very reason they had to shut it down.<br /><br /><br />If you care so little about Harrisburg show than stay the fuck away. Please. I am a real car lover.<br /><br />I fly to Las Vegas every year to attend SEMA. <a href="http://www.sema.org" target="_blank">www.sema.org</a> . I own a company (ThreeSpeed) that makes custom parts for your car. I have flown to Japan to attend the Auto Salon (their SEMA).  ETC. ETC. <br /><br />I drive to VA, NJ, Ohio, and all over PA for car get togethers.  One of the largest (but not to be confussed with one of the best) was Carlisle. And it was fairly local. <br /><br />And the childness and danger of those types actions in your video is the very reason it is now gone.<br /><br />Did you know you used to be able to camp right on the fairgrounds. It was great. You could hang with car people all night from all over the country.<br /><br />Thanks for nothing!<br /><br />Did you also know the Shoot out in Ohio was almost canceled for the very same reason the Carlisle show was? It still is on the chopping block just waiting to cut.  With out some of the older DSM crowd self policing the yonger punks (and some older ones) it would have been gone!<br /><br /><br />Hey I know you just want to have fun. Just don't fuck it up for the rest of us.<br /><br />Now, where's that video of number3.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||14bCrazy||10-16-2003||08:38 AM||||I think what happens is that these guys get away from their parents for a weekend and all hell breaks loose. I have been at races that I have to get up at 7 am to get there and get our car ready for the day and not being able to sleep because kids are up all night causing trouble. We now stay away from the motels close to the events so we can get some sleep. Whats up with kicking the car? If I caught someone kicking one of my cars I would kick their ass no if ands or buts. The one thing I like about having a Galant is that most of the people here are alittle older than the Honda crowd.||162.84.81.162||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000014||ejectseat||10-16-2003||10:18 AM||||First of all, i'm 22 and I don't street race or violate people and their shit.  I don't throw bottles into crowds, nor do my friends, stupid as they may be sometimes.  I haven't driven a car for 6 months because of doing stupid shit (i raced on public roads, got away, and the person I raced was pulled over snitched on me - we were filming from both cars and I didn't know if the police got the film, so I couldn't deny anything).  For carlisle, I was simply put in a good situation to film people doing stupid stuff.  Do you see me in the video?  Yeah, once.  I'm the person who made the weird face armwrestling Duncan.  That whole trip I was paranoid about the hotel and fire extinguisher event.  I made everyone clean the hotel.  My neighbors uprooted a fucking bush right outside my room and I thought I was going to get charged for the goddamn thing.  i hate carelessness and ignorance as much as everyone else.  It may seem I condone it with the video, however, I have footage and wanted people to enjoy it, and the best shots were action.  In fact, everyone who has seen the video has really enjoyed it, granted some of them may not know anything about cars.  I had two hours of footage, but some of the footage wasn't good quality, or people were talking during it.  It's hard to put together good shit.  In the video you can see that Pat's s2000 is wrecked, because a week prior a drunk-driver rear ended him - that's why he kicked it.  All this summer all I did was go to the track at beaverun to autocross and Keystone to run my slow Honda.  Granted nothing was riced about it - but it ran 15 second e.t.'s.  i came across a galantvr4 at auction for $1200 - sold the qualude a couple weeks later, got out of debt, and i'm back at square one with lots of potential.  Our videos are crazy, stupid, maybe lame to some, but fuck it.  I still laugh at them eveytime I see them.  You know my video got kicked off of honda-tech in 10 minutes for nudity?  That's gay.  I think i'm posting up some entertainment and people tear you apart.  Hey, fuck it.  They're only gonna get better. <br />  <img src="http://www.photobucket.com/albums/0903/ejectseat/d39cb8e0.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000015||number3||10-16-2003||11:49 AM||||Please reread my first post. The first line is VERY important!<br /><br />You are the one who assumed I was blaming you for the actual activities. I left it up to you to condem or defend yourself.<br /><br />I do not assume people are guilty with out asking first. I went through enough of that myself through life, trust me.<br /><br />But if (&lt;== important word) you do condone the activities by thinking there cool enough to make a video and getting responses back like "that was bass ass! you guys really fucked up that hotle room! AWESOME!!!" then reread my first post again, it still makes applies. <br /><br />Right? <br /><br />I never said I did or didn't like you.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003343.cgi
A||||25||curtis||bimmumishi has a new challenger||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||10-15-2003||10:05 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Just got the dec issue of tubo magazine and Eric Plebani (Christian Rado's crewchief)has built a 4G63 powered 1980 911 SC.  He called it the Porschubishi. Hes got a lot of goodies on the car 20G, Hks cams , ported head etc.  The car ran 11.4 at 118 at atco.||67.25.36.187||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-15-2003||10:08 AM||||His car was done before mine. The Porchubishi is something of legend. Maybe a hybrid race at the track is in order : ) <br /><br />20G though.. he'll probably eat the Mitsubimmer alive.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||10-15-2003||10:11 AM||||well, we all know that porsches are faster than bimmers, anyway.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||curtis||10-15-2003||10:15 AM||||You have to spray it a 250 shot should work.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.36.187||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||psycopyro182||10-15-2003||10:24 AM||||hmm that would be in interesting one..<br /><br />battle of the dsm's that arent really dsm's.<br /><br />so race allready. i wanna see some vids of you guys in action.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||10-15-2003||11:53 AM||||We'd have to have honda civic chase cars with german ex'pat Japanese mechanics to pick up broken parts. <br /><br />I do love the BMW vs Porsche attidude of both owners. I think I'd take him on the first race from stealth factor only. He probably wouldn't launch it as hard as possible.<br /><br />The rest of my afternoon would consist of picking up mighty max tranny parts.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||10-15-2003||12:14 PM||||Eric's the one who I saw in my first Mishief video that built a Might Max truck.  Looked cool ripping across the dirt spitting 4 roosters of dirt/gravel.  Always loved that one.  Now he's moved on to 4g63 porsche, wow.  Yep, line up the hybrids.||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||10-15-2003||01:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> well, we all know that porsches are faster than bimmers, anyway.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">waitaminutetherereverend.  back in the old days, i had a 71 2002, side drafts, cam, pistons, etc.  going home after the swing shift, i would sometimes go up against this 72 911sc.  almost always at the same light, and i would pull him easy.  up to about 60, then we would both back off, cause the speed limit was and still is 35, and there were always a lot of cops.  911's are FAST, but they are'nt necessarily QUICK. i am sure he would easily catch me at top end.  we ran a prepared 2002 in scca, and would ftd it all the time, against a lotus europa, and elan, too.  very short course, and the driver was a maniac.  the key was we dropped in a 4:11 rear diff(stock was a 3:64) so the car.  several years ago, i think it was at vir raceway, the porsche club had a meet, and 2 bmw guys were invited.  harold audauer, and billy revis.  harold was driving a full race bavaria, completely gutted,full roll cage, plexiglass, 3.6 sohc motor with triple sidedrafts.  billy had his 2002 with an E30 M3 motor in it.  for some strange reason, the porsche club split the cars into 2 groups, and put harold and billy with the slower(35 cars) group.  AFTER LAPPING THE FIELD, they were black flagged off the track, and told to leave.  they have never been invited back.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||Gvr4-330||10-15-2003||11:13 PM||||Here's the Porshubishi:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.boneheadperformance.com/ericscar.html" target="_blank">http://www.boneheadperformance.com/ericscar.html</a><br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||10-16-2003||02:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Eric's the one who I saw in my first Mishief video that built a Might Max truck.  Looked cool ripping across the dirt spitting 4 roosters of dirt/gravel.  Always loved that one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What exactly are these Mischief videos?  What's on them, how many are there, and where might one find them?||69.59.219.153||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||talontsi||10-16-2003||08:28 AM||||Glad to see he got it all done.<br />He helped me out a lot when I was swapping the 4g63 into the Starlet.<br /><br />That car should be really fast and fun to drive.<br />Can;t wait for the videos.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||10-16-2003||12:59 PM||||I heard of the porschubishi a long time ago and only saw sketchy pictures of the car half-apart.  But damn, that car looks good now!<br /><br />But really, that isn't Eric's first, or even second hybrid.  Anyone remember his Buschur sponsored Conquest 4g63?||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||geoff@machv||10-16-2003||04:18 PM||||Jeez, I remember seeing that car when it was being built.... It came a long way!!!!<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.boneheadperformance.com/images/porsche3.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.boneheadperformance.com/images/porsche7.gif" alt=" - " />||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000013||number3||10-16-2003||04:22 PM||||I have seen the car up close, of course, and it very cool.  I love the radiator hoses. They run the entire length of the car. They look like tiny dual exhaust pipes.<br /><br />Eric is a hard worker.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||10-16-2003||04:42 PM||||A guy up the street 1 mile from me owns that Starion now. Mr. Kwartler. He has a nice GVR4.<br /><br />We need a 5.0 with a 4g63- the ultimate sacrilege.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||drew||10-16-2003||04:56 PM||||actually i think a civic with a 4g63... wait, it's been done...||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||henrok||10-16-2003||05:03 PM||||hey what about a two door mirage with an awd swap and a built 4g63t. then put a nice evo 5 kit on it .   sweeeeeeettt.||205.188.208.172||reg||4||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000017||Kibo||10-16-2003||08:35 PM||||Looks great!  The angle of the exhaust pipe sure looks funny, though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000018||geoff@machv||10-16-2003||10:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> hey what about a two door mirage with an awd swap and a built 4g63t. then put a nice evo 5 kit on it .   sweeeeeeettt. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hee. Funny you mentioned that.  <br />There's a guy on long Island that's already done it!!!<br /><br /><br />Geoff||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000019||talontsi||10-17-2003||04:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> hey what about a two door mirage with an awd swap and a built 4g63t. then put a nice evo 5 kit on it .   sweeeeeeettt. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jerry in Tampa has one done already with a 4g64.<br /><a href="http://dragtrix.94tsiawd.com/lancer.html" target="_blank">http://dragtrix.94tsiawd.com/lancer.html</a><br />I think 11.0 on pump is his best time so far. But his new Evo 3 toy is talking up some of his time now.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000020||Beemer||10-17-2003||12:00 PM||||Hey, the mustang is doable.  Remember that the SVO wasn't the only 4cyl turbo mustang.  I had a 79 and an 81 carbureted turbo, and also had an 85 mustang gt that was a turbo 2.3.  I think the turbo gt's are actually rarer than the svo by this point...most folks either blew them apart, or swapped a v-8 in.  But at least that's set up for a 4 banger.  Or you could go Luxo and to a tbird turbo coupe..  <br /><br />Damn but that's a sweet porsche.  And I agree.  I could bury any porsche out there with my old 67 mustang in a drag race, and could scare quite a few on the road course...slammed and sprung like a brick.  Funny thing is, I thought it rode pretty good back then for what it would do..times sure change..<br /><br />And the older 911's were evil handling pigs anyway.  They oversteered like we understeer only worse.  It was like driving a pendulum.  My boss had an 85 930, and it was still an evil handling brute.  That's when I found out what LAG was.  Halfway thru a corner down at road atlanta for a porsche meet...I was NOT prepared for that..I actually thought someone had rear ended me..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000021||GVR1643||10-17-2003||12:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Eric's the one who I saw in my first Mishief video that built a Might Max truck.  Looked cool ripping across the dirt spitting 4 roosters of dirt/gravel.  Always loved that one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What exactly are these Mischief videos?  What's on them, how many are there, and where might one find them? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The latest Mischief DVD is a part documentary about the Gumball 3000 (coast to coast "race").<br />The one before that I have on VHS and it had Eric's 4G63 pickup.  Best buy has them.<br /><br />Someone needs to tell them about Alex's Beemer. Probably would get a little air time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.73||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000022||spoulson||10-17-2003||01:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br />[QBI think the turbo gt's are actually rarer than the svo by this point...[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That makes sense.  I once got behind an old Fox body Mustang (not SVO) on the way to work.  It had an exhaust leak and definitely sounded like a turbo-4.  Sure enough it had an old faded "Turbo" badge on the rear.  I thought it was all custom; I guess it's not.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000023||Ian M||10-17-2003||06:37 PM||||My boss is a big time Chevy guy (He had a street driven Nova that ran 9.0s,and he and a buddy campained a NMCA "street" Nova that ran 7.30s in the late '90s).<br /><br /> Just to mess with him,I always tell him im going to find a nice 66-67 Chevy II to put a 4g63 in.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    They only weigh 2700lbs or so with a small block,so with a four banger It would probably only weigh 2500 or so, even a 14b would get it in the low 12's  pretty easy.<br /><br /> He doesnt like the idea....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.110||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000024||1quickvr4||10-17-2003||08:06 PM||||Some of the earley 63-64s had the old "Iron Duke" four bangers.||66.141.164.104||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000025||joec||10-17-2003||11:13 PM||||Didn't someone already do a 4g63 in a fox body mustang?  Maybe Buschur or his brother?  I seem to remember it getting mentioned a few years back.||216.179.104.11||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum3/003344.cgi
A||||2||curtis||Michigan plate 8URVTEC at the shootout||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||10-15-2003||10:13 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Page 92 of Turbo magazine had a picture of a michigan plate 8URVETC.  It was on a white VR4 but the bastards cropped it so tight that only the Galant guys will know what it is.  You can only see a small section of the lights on the left side.  But the large picture (page 88)of the staging lanes has a shot of a burgandy VR4 right in the middle and a black car also. wonder who that is?||67.25.36.187||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||10-15-2003||11:13 PM||||The burgundy VR4 is Nate's camaro...Looks awesome in the pic!||12.216.104.71||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||curtis||10-15-2003||11:15 PM||||I was just being an ass.  Everybody knows who's car that is.||67.25.32.10||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003345.cgi
A||||3||ken inn||L-M-F-A-O!!!!!!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||10-15-2003||10:42 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||okay, peeps.  figger this one out, then you will crack yourself up!!  yup, it's a pun, too.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mxfiles.kneib.biz/drag_and_go_back_spezial.html" target="_blank">http://www.mxfiles.kneib.biz/drag_and_go_back_spezial.html</a>||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||drew||10-15-2003||10:48 AM||||BTW this is NOT WORK SAFE||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||10-15-2003||11:34 AM||||now, they need to do one with a real lard ass, even more funny||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||10-15-2003||03:24 PM||||seen it.<br /><br /><br />still good though.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003346.cgi
A||||19||Dreis11301||My 87 GVR4||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||10-15-2003||11:13 AM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||Here are some pics of my 1987 GVR4<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1592&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1593&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1594&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1595&width=400" alt=" - " />||202.33.24.61||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||GVR4ZUM||10-15-2003||11:22 AM||||Wow, nice and clean Chris.<br />I always wanted a silver.||24.56.134.194||reg||14||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||10-15-2003||11:31 AM||||just wait for some of the people to jump in and say "but there were no 87 VR4's in , oh nevermind"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-15-2003||11:37 AM||||Wow!  I'd like to know who was resposible for making the body style to our GVR4.  I would want to shake his/her hand.<br /><br />I really like the way they look and I think they look better then a lot of new cars.<br /><br />New EVO 8:  Um, not bad, but it has a very agressive look.  I'm sure cops notice it alot too.<br /><br />WRX:  Not my cup of tea.  A little too round with bug eyes.  The STi does look better, but then again it has a agressive body kit on it.<br /><br />SRT-4:  It might not be AWD, but it is a 4 door turbo.  Lets just say it goes faster then it looks.  Again, it has a round bug eye look to it.  I think different rims alone could improve the way the car looks greatly.<br /><br />Well, just my silly thoughts on how new cars look compared to the more basic look of our cars.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||10-15-2003||11:48 AM||||I have a feeling I have seen those bumpers before. Is that an e38a by chance, Also any mods?||12.213.174.151||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||Dreis11301||10-15-2003||11:54 AM||||No this is an E39A and there are no body mods.  Just an HKS exhaust, Greddy electronic boost controller, Blitz Turbo timer, and the guy who owned it before the guy that i got it from lowered it but I haven't had a chance to get it on a lift and check out with what.  I just got it a few weeks ago and have been having too much fun driving it to take the time to investigate.  However this weekend I will have her on a lift as she has been sitting for 3 days now due to a blown clutch line.||202.33.24.61||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000006||i hate fall||10-15-2003||12:11 PM||||chris based on your name and how well you seem to have english down.... I am assuming your from an english speaking country.... I would like to ask you a few questions if you don't mind because I would liek to go to japan for a few years.||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000007||1312VR4||10-15-2003||12:12 PM||||LOL. I bet I know where the spings came from. I'll guess they are black & progressive rate w/ maybe KYB struts. If i'm not mistaken. Suprised it doesnt have a rollcage in it also.<br /><br />Reason behind this thinking. The ol' 88 got parted out & the parts have been whoring around Misawa for  while now. I had a TON of parts at my house for them. <br />  The guy that bought it right after I left. Stripped it of everything & I believe sold the parts to a guy with a black vr4 with a bigass homemade rallyart sticker on the hood. But last time I heard he destroyed that car( launching a stock car @6K will only last for so long). Then he sold the parts to someone else( I assume the suspension went to your car). The cage i'm not sure of though.<br />I'm sure it's out there somewhere.<br /><br /><br />I hate fall. What do you need to know?||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||10-15-2003||12:47 PM||||So, how long are you there for and how are you getting her home  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Isn't there a way for military people to bring cars back easier?||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||1312VR4||10-15-2003||01:19 PM||||Trust me. It's not worth it. If you want to know what you need to do. Let me know.<br /><br />Well over $4k to bring it here. Build it there. Strip it before you leave, get one here & transplant all your stuff. You will be MUCH happier.<br /><br /><br />BTW. It looks like you live in the North area?||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000010||Dreis11301||10-15-2003||07:42 PM||||Yeah I live in the north area.  And good guess on the suspension.  I went to check it out this morning and you description fits it to a tee.  More than likely off your old beast.  Did you guys every visit UP Garage in Aomori?  <br /><br />I Hate Fall - I am in the military stationed over here.  And as far as bringing cars back it really isn't worth it.  For a list of eligable cars you can go to: <a href="http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/cars/rules/import/" target="_blank">www.nhtsa.dot.gov/cars/rules/import/</a><br />I was going to buy a 300ZX Fairlady for $6000 but then found out the only year you can bring back was 1984 so I bought this GVR4 for $1500 and like I said in the for sale posts since I won't be keeping the car forever I am willing to sell stuff off of my car I it is made worth my while. I will drive around without bumpers and windows.  Hell I might just put a piece of pipe in place of my intercooler if it is made worth my while.   I can always pick up a another vehicle, but it has to be made worth it.  There was a car on AutoTrader for $200, 91 GVR4 not sure of number, I was going to buy and just crate everything off this car and build that one when I get back but I don't leave for another three years so I scratched that idea since I drive my VR4 like a race car every weekend and it wouldn't last that long without a lot of $$$$$.  What elses do you want to know about Japan?||202.33.24.61||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||10-15-2003||10:41 PM||||How's the food? <br />Do you speak japanese?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.245.99||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000012||1312VR4||10-15-2003||11:00 PM||||Chris, how long have you been there? If not long you really do not know the food yet.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Have you ever been to the "wood company"?<br /><br /> Sleeper, do you plan on going there? Here is some info about the food::::<br />Our friend Misato, her mom own's a resturant by the I believe convention center( I cant remember what they call it) downtown. It's right on the sid street right next to it. VERY good stuff. I recommend the horse meat..damn thats good.<br /> I normally didnt do the Swan's( right outside the main gate as to are walking toward whitepole, cross the street & it's on the 2nd floor), new & old miaki&lt;sp? & double noodle joints.<br /> To truely know the food you need to go to the mom & pop places that do not cater to americans.In more than just the Aomori prefecture. I'm talking backwoods never even think they could have a resturant there, because it's the size of a busted shoebox type places.<br /> If you want to know of some good one's let me know. Plus I still have friends there that could show you some places ( they live in one of the towers in the North area).<br /><br /><br />If UP existed back when I was there i'm sure I did. Are they near the road that goes up to the airport? There are so many shops around there it isnt funny. They change names often also.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000013||Dreis11301||10-16-2003||04:37 AM||||I LIVE AT THE WOOD COMPANY.  My wife and I go there literally every Saturday night.  Those guys really know how to play.<br /><br />I love the food.  Ramen, Horse, cow tounge its all good.  Me and my wife tend to try and find the places that Americans don't know about.  You are right about the shoeboxes being the best places to eat.<br /><br />I have been here for a year now and besides the shop I work in sucking, being in Japan is really cool.<br /><br />I don't speak Japanese except for the dirty words and the general please and thank yous, wheres the toilet that kind of stuff.  My wife who is from Alabama has picked up the language real well.  She has taken 2 of the 4 college japanese classes offered and my best friend's wife is Japanese so she hangs out with her all the time and they teach each other languages.  <br /><br />UP Garage is in Aomori right behind one of the Yellow Hats.  The sell nothing but used parts, wheels, anything to do with performance cars.  I have got to find some of the junkyards up there.  I guess I am gonna part out my GVR4.  I know it probably kills you guys to see a perfectly good car get parted out but this hobby gets expensive and I can get more money parting it out now than trying to sell it and then I can get a Delica and have a vehicle to go parts shopping for ALL YOU GUYS.  Let me know what you guys want.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||10-16-2003||10:36 AM||||My mom is a chef and I'm a chef wanna be so I always ask about the food.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />One of these days I would like to visit Japan so it's nice to learn some stuff from somebody who's living there.<br /><br />So what all the guys do, who stations there?<br />Junkyard hunt and sell stuff to make extra money?<br />Seems like there are a lot of people selling JDM parts from Army bases in Japan.<br />Do you know people who does it in big and send containers to the states? I heard these guys rather than going to junkyards, they go to auctions and buy the whole car and chop them up.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000015||Dreis11301||10-16-2003||10:58 AM||||A lot of guys sell stuff on the internet so they can pay for stuff to put in their car.  Some people in the USA see JDM and have an orgasm so they make some good money at it.  I don't know anyone who does the whole crate thing.  They would have to have a lot of time on there hands. Between work, family, and more work I don't have the time to chop up cars on a regular basis.  But like I said before my Galant is in good shape but it will never pass JCI (this crazy inspection that has to be done every two years) in a few months and I don't have the time or the money to turn it back to stock then turn it back to how it is.  I will make better money parting it out as well as helping you guys if you need stuff from it, which I sold the grill, mirrors, clear corners, and rear window already.  I know most people want the bumpers but I need to see if I can put those in the regular mail.||202.33.24.61||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000016||1312VR4||10-16-2003||11:41 AM||||Why wont it pass JCI???<br /><br />That is nowhere near as bad as the 88 & that passed with flying colors.( As did my 82 hilux with RANCHO suspension. They questioned it, but my friend told them it was cool & they let me go, EVEN with a bad clutch master cylinder that was leaking) as long as the suspension is in good shape & there are no leaks( steam clean it at the hobby shop before you go).& you can fit a cigarette pack under your car( with those spings you will be fine) You wont have trouble. If you know a J.N have them go with you to hachi. It's quick, painless & MUCH cheaper than the Autopride center doing it.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000017||Dreis11301||10-16-2003||12:05 PM||||When did you leave here?<br /><br />I guess it got a lot worse.  They got real hardcore on customizing your vehicle.  I have a friend who has an FD3S (RX-7) and all that was done to his car was an exhaust wheels and tires, and a body kit.  He didn't pass until he switched out the exhuast with a factory one and original tires as stated in the door well.  I am running 215s where the door says I should have 205s on there and my exhaust is anything but stock.  A lot of these hardcore guys over here take two or three weeks of leave so they can put there car back in stock form to pass JCI then return it to the customized way it was, granted those are people wiht ridiculous amounts of stuff done to there car.  I could always go to a place where you can buy the sticker but they want 100,000 YEN for that.  <br /><br />Did you guys race in Hacinohe on that stripe in the industrial area?  I haven't raced due to the fact my clutch doesn't have much left in it and if I try to pull a 4 or 5K launch it just sits there and burns up the clutch, doesn't smell to good.  How about the drift pad?  That is some crazy driving.  I got a ride with a J.N. in a sweet ass S14 and i nearly s@*& my pants.||202.33.24.61||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000018||1312VR4||10-16-2003||03:54 PM||||I left ther back in 99 But my wife was statiioned there for a while onger than I. So I went back quite a few times. Last time I was there was in '01<br /><br />Ummm, race...uhhh. No *shhhh*. Dont say that. Is OSI still doing their thing? <br />You shoud see some of of my home videos  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />But I stand by it & say that I have never drag raced nor drifted in Hachi. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Was that S14 white with tons of stickers on it?<br /><br />There is a big drift club in Hachi that goes there all the time. Thee best drifters I have ever seen. hands down.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000019||Dreis11301||10-16-2003||08:25 PM||||OSI is always doing there thing.  Apparently they were looking for that friend of mine with the FD.  God forbid we have a little fun.  And I see it as nothing more than stregthening the bond between the Japanese and the Americans.  At least that sounds like a good excuse for it.<br /><br />The car I rode in was white but there were a ton a vehicles when I went down there.  Surprisingly a lot of 4-door sedans like Chasers, and Skyline sedans.  Got to love those sleepers, thats why I got the GVR4 but AWD doesn't drift so well.||202.33.24.61||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes



ubb/Forum3/003347.cgi
A||||20||TurboVR4dr||Someone is in trouble||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||10-15-2003||01:51 PM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||I'm pretty slow when it comes to these things maybe you guys have already seen this.<br /><br /><a href="http://forums.clubsi.com/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=UBB4&Number=3026200&page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpart=1" target="_blank">http://forums.clubsi.com/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=UBB4&Number=3026200&page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpart=1</a><br /><br /> <br /> Work Safe<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-15-2003||02:00 PM||||One more car that gets the warranty voided.  Before it was even sold.  Impressive indeed.  Also the red one looks like it got the bumper rubbed.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||10-15-2003||02:13 PM||||I wonder if vinfax will show the accident on their report at 0 miles.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||10-15-2003||02:46 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />that sucks totally. shit id buy it for a couple grand as is.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||131.193.154.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||10-15-2003||03:00 PM||||There is a couple of kids there calling BS because it was started in the showroom...  We start cars all the time in the showroom.  It would take 3 or 4 hours to reach an unsafe level of carbon monoxide.<br /><br />  Anywho, I wouid have loved to been in the passengers seat.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||10-15-2003||03:32 PM||||I must say, I don't realy belive anything in that forum, other then the pictures.  Pretty sure that is not a photoshop.<br /><br />While they do start a car in the showroom to park it or get it out, they don't sit and rev it.  I can only imagine that someone started the car without permission.  Why would a dealer ever let anyone (other then people who work at the dealer) get in and start a car in the show room floor.  <br /><br />Well two more get dammaged.  How many did they build?  They are dropping in numbers and fast.<br /><br />I am kinda surprized that the DOT alowes such cars on the road in the first place.  Okay, the EVO isn't that fast, but the Z06, Viper, and new Cobra are pretty fast cars for just anyone too drive.  There is nothing in place to filter drivers who can drive fast cars.  All you need is money.  Kind of scary if you stop to think about it.<br /><br />The same goes with the EVO and STi.  People buy them who have no clue how to drive them.  Instead of paying for a off road racing class, they just go and try do drift the car at 80MPH.  Whoops.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||10-15-2003||04:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> One more car that gets the warranty voided.  Before it was even sold.  Impressive indeed.  Also the red one looks like it got the bumper rubbed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What makes you think that?  All kinds of things happen to new cars in-transit that dealers quick-fix and sell as new.  I've seen it myself in years past when some guy was unloading brand new 2G's off a big car carrier and the rear bumper cover caught the lip of one of the ramps and marred it up.  The driver kept giving it gas, not really giving a damn.  I'm sure they just resprayed and put it up on the showroom.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||10-15-2003||04:31 PM||||I was being a smart ass.  <br /><br />However, if the driver was really bouncing off the redline and dropped the clutch, I wouldn't want it.<br /><br />That would break the break in rules and it should qualify as abuse and that would void the waranty, and it should not be sold.  You know anyone who would want it?  Granted the engine would still have life in it, taking a brand new engine and starting it up and reving the crap out of it cold can't be good.  Not to mention dropping a clutch that hasn't been broken in would take away how long the clutch would last.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||mj_rosenfeld||10-15-2003||05:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I am kinda surprized that the DOT alowes such cars on the road in the first place. Okay, the EVO isn't that fast, but the Z06, Viper, and new Cobra are pretty fast cars for just anyone too drive. There is nothing in place to filter drivers who can drive fast cars. All you need is money. Kind of scary if you stop to think about it.<br />The same goes with the EVO and STi. People buy them who have no clue how to drive them. Instead of paying for a off road racing class, they just go and try do drift the car at 80MPH. Whoops.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What makes you, me or anyone else on this list any different from the clueless? We're all trying to make our cars as fast as possible as cheap as possible, and there probably are not many on this list who consider themselves to be incompetent drivers. Surely nobody here has done anything stupid in their VR4? Perish the thought!<br /><br />All I can say is thank God that Ralph Nader, the NY Times, EPA, DoJ, Greenpeace, PETA, Ariana Huffington (I often disagree with her but I do respect her), Democrats, the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, MADD, your friendly State Police, the American Trial Lawyers Association, Congress, our moms, and the generally ignorant and gullible public have not yet prevailed to keep fast cars out of the hands of the public for the public's own good. Because Brother, those people are not your friends, and it would be you and me who would lose.<br />Mike R.<br />943/1000||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||10-15-2003||05:42 PM||||Making a custom car is diferent.  I'm talking about cheap fast cars from the dealer.  Well sorta cheap.  I know where to pick up a new cobra for 31.4k.  You don't have to have any knowlage of cars really, just enough cash to be able to get a high HP monster.  <br /><br />Before you had to have loads of money to buy a ferarri, or turbo porsche or any other exotic import.<br /><br />I'm not tring to stop it, that would be stupid to even sugest that.  I just think all this cheap HP is going to cause a lot of problems on the road, or in the show room floor.  I guess I will just have to do my part to be a good driver.<br /><br />Example:<br /><br />I was pumping gas in Naperville and there is this cherry z06 getting gas too.  I was hoping the driver would rev it up a little so I could hear it sing.  I didn't even ask, but the driver drove like a ass all on his own.  When he went for his left turn exit, he figured he couldn't make it.  So he reved his car up and spun the tires in reverse (in the gas station parking lot) and tried to go out the other way.  When he did make it out, he tried to show off to the young girl he had in the car, but his driving skills were as bad as his fake hair.  He couldn't work the shifter, he was lousy at the clutch.  I guess he was good at something to have the money to buy the car, but it wasn't driving.<br /><br />He was driving the car fast and he didn't even have much control over it.  I wish you had to go to driving school to buy a car over x amount of HP or something.  I love the cars that are around, but it's not nice to know what someone with money can get one even though he has no driving skills at all.<br /><br />I thought when ford sold a Cobra R one year, one of the qualifications was, you had to have a racing licence.  Maybe that was just BS, but it is a good ideal.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||mj_rosenfeld||10-15-2003||06:46 PM||||Warning: long rant<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I'm talking about cheap fast cars from the dealer. ...You don't have to have any knowlage of cars really, just enough cash to be able to get a high HP monster. ...Before you had to have loads of money to buy a ferarri, or turbo porsche or any other exotic import.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You must not be very old (must be nice). High HP near-race cars straight off the showroom floor have been around for ages. All throughout the 60's you could buy an amazingly wide assortment of truly high performance cars from FoMoCo, GM, or Chrysler that would peel the tread off the tires all day without breaking a sweat, most of them for not much more than the standard sedans. (Sure some were specially made for drag or NASCAR and not available in large numbers but most were not that rare.) They didn't handle or stop nearly as well as even el-cheapo cars do now but they were sure as hell fast. Not to mention lacking in passenger safety features.  And guess what -- people did stupid things with them then too. Unfortunately real performance cars literally went away for nearly 20 years because of safety, insurance, and emissions issues. We live in constant danger of that happening again.<br />It is imperative that as car enthusiasts we fight any action that intends to limit the public's right to be stupid or do stupid things for everyone's "protection". For example, I don't particularly like SUVs and think many people who buy them are suckers and hapless dupes, but I absolutely believe that if they want to waste their money on expensive vehicles they don't need they should be able to do so. And more power to the car companies that can pull that off. Same goes with fast cars. I'd rather trust that if someone acts too stupid too often, he will eventually lose the car and/or the license. That is better than any well-meaning regulation that limits our choices in life.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.115||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||10-15-2003||07:53 PM||||That is true.  I've only seen documentries on TV about the good ol leaded fuel ara.  The HP wars only lasted a few years though.  Also there were not nearly as many cars on the road.<br /><br />Now days kids who have rich parents buy fast cars, way more people driving cars, video games to show how to drive cars, and way too many stupid people.<br /><br />Not to say that first HP era didn't have fast cars, but I think it is a little different the 2nd time around.  Or maybe it is the same, and I just wasn't really there for the first time around.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||TurboVR4dr||10-15-2003||09:04 PM||||That would break the break in rules and it should qualify as abuse and that would void the waranty, and it should not be sold.  You know anyone who would want it?  Granted the engine would still have life in it, taking a brand new engine and starting it up and reving the crap out of it cold can't be good.  Not to mention dropping a clutch that hasn't been broken in would take away how long the clutch would last. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Don't ever go to car a factory.  If you saw the way cars were built you would ride a bike the rest of your life.  <br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000013||mj_rosenfeld||10-15-2003||09:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Not to say that first HP era didn't have fast cars, but I think it is a little different the 2nd time around. Or maybe it is the same, and I just wasn't really there for the first time around.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I see very close similarities between what people do with their cars now and what they did in the 60's. The ricers are exact analogs for the hotrodders from 40 years ago. You had street racing and sanctioned run-what-ya-brung drag racing. You had homely POS's that went faster as a scalded cat built by truly talented amateur mechanics as well as poseurs who didn't know their asshole from Kentucky Fried Chicken but they had more money than sense. (I would have to say though that today's cars are flashier.) You had cut-throat intense factory involvement behind the scenes at the pro drag level. And a fair amount of what passed then for technical innovation, though it's all redneck-tech today. (Read historian Robert C. Post's "High Perfromance: the Culture and History of Drag Racing, 1950-2000") And that was just drag racing. Look at what NASCAR and Trans-Am was then. They were real steel sedan bodies pulled off the production line on beefed up frames using engines running parts you could order from the dealer, being driven by arguably the best drivers in American racing history.<br />So I see it as exactly the same, just different.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.19||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000014||mj_rosenfeld||10-15-2003||09:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Don't ever go to car a factory. If you saw the way cars were built you would ride a bike the rest of your life. <br />Scott<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">True. Sort of like if you ever work in a restaurant you'll never want to eat out.<br />A few years back I took a tour of the Honda factory at Marysville, OH. Fascinating. As each car came off the end of the assembly line, it was started, driven onto a chassis dyno, the driver floored it all the way up to 100 mph, slammed on the brakes, and then tore out for a lap around the high speed oval test track.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.19||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000015||Eclipse182||10-16-2003||12:04 AM||||Im kinda torn in this argument a little. On one hand I think people should have the freedom to drive what they want. But on the other hand, those same cars are falling into the hands of the wrong people. Like the kid up here that drives the brand new Viper every summer, theres probally someone else who has the skill and the passion to drive that car, but its going to a kid with rich parents. The idea of having to have a certain license to drive certain keeps popping into my head. Like, you have to have one to drive a motorcycle or a semi, even the cops need to pass a test in order to drive the Camaro's up here. I dont think its too unreasonable to have to take a test when you get a Corvette or a Porsche or something. That way the roads might be a little safer, but we'd be taking a little bit of out freedom away||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000016||#258||10-16-2003||07:45 AM||||Sure, lets have a special test to see if people are "skilled" enough to drive certain cars. Then we can IQ test people before they vote, wouldnt want stupid people deciding things that affect my future. How about exams to have childern, if you dont pass the test, no kids. Sure would solve a lot of problems. The point that most people fail to see is that we live in AMERICA. Stupid people can vote, have kids and drive any car they can afford. Its a real slippery slope were on when we start thinking of denying someone the right to drive a car or anything else because some among us dont feel them to be capable (worthy?). OK , rants over.||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000017||iceman69510||10-16-2003||09:26 AM||||BUT...driving is not a right, it is a privilege.  It also carries a large degree of responsibility.  Initially, no licensing of cars or drivers was required.  Now of course it is.  Although most school or state-run driver training programs are inadequate especially for 16 year olds (and they must not teach keeping out of the left lane anywhere anymore), there is at least this minimum requirement to drive.  Some have proposed a stepped driver licensing program that would require increased skills for increased speeds or vehicle capability.  This already exits for CDL and other such circumstances.<br /><br />But after all, this is America, where we have the opportunity to be as stupid as we want and sue the other guy when we mess up.  Still better than socialism.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||10-16-2003||09:31 AM||||You have to have a special license to drive a bus, a motorcycle, a van with x amount of people in it, to carry a gun, to fish.  Why not for a car that was ment for one thing.  Going really fast.<br /><br />When the wife and I got the spec v, I don't think they once looked at our drivers licenses.  We could have each had DUI records and we would have still walked out with a car.  Sure, you can't title a car with a record, but not much stopping you from buying one.<br /><br />BTW, human rights and being able to have kids is a whole different thing.  Don't even drag that in to this!  Also, studies have shown that people with low IQ don't vote, so you can sleep better at night now.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||Dreis11301||10-16-2003||10:07 AM||||I think we should have to take exams to drive certain vehicles.  But then on the flip side what would stop someone from making a regularly slow car fast.  If the people have the money for an EVO, Corvette or what have you but they can't pass the "exam" to drive it what would stop them from buying a stock "regular" car for half the price and putting the rest of that money into superchargers or turbochargers and computers making it just as fast if not faster than the factory "race" cars.  Just a thought.<br /><br />In Japan, which before anyone says anything I know this is a different country not America the Free, in order to ride a motorcycle you have to progress through sizes.  For example if someone wants to ride a bike they have to start on a 125cc and ride for I think a year, don't quote me on that, and then they can move to 250, 400, 500, 600, etc., etc.  So when it comes down to it the only people riding GSXR 1000s and Hayabusas are experienced riders.  They have a lot less accidents and fatalities than we do in the states.  <br /><br />And as stated before and I couldn't agree more, driving is a privilage not a right.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000020||VTGVR4||10-16-2003||10:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Don't ever go to car a factory. If you saw the way cars were built you would ride a bike the rest of your life. <br />Scott<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">True. Sort of like if you ever work in a restaurant you'll never want to eat out.<br />A few years back I took a tour of the Honda factory at Marysville, OH. Fascinating. As each car came off the end of the assembly line, it was started, driven onto a chassis dyno, the driver floored it all the way up to 100 mph, slammed on the brakes, and then tore out for a lap around the high speed oval test track.<br />Mike R. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">there was an interesting link posted a while back, about what constitutes a good break in. apparently, some people believe the very first thing you should do to a new engine is to rev it really high, and engine brake extensively, to seat the rings right away. <br /><a href="http://www.mototuneusa.com/break_in_secrets.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mototuneusa.com/break_in_secrets.htm</a><br />see what you think....||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/003348.cgi
A||||1||GVR$in||Rich has left us! Joined the Darkside!!!||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-15-2003||04:35 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Just kiddin.. Rich(pre-evo) is in the process of moving right now and will be without internet access for another week or so. He still has his dirty hoodless vr-4, so don't worry!<br /><br />His new pad is nice.. new carpet, elevated ceilings.. doesn't quite smell like baby ass yet, but soon! And the garage is very clean, but It wont be for too much longer with the leak machine in therr!<br /><br />Whomever bought his gauges.. he's sending them out shortly w/ free shipping and refunding you the $$$ you paid for shipping.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||Adrenalin||10-15-2003||09:37 PM||||That was me thanks for the info||12.32.63.78||reg||1||Adrenalin||00000708||yes



ubb/Forum3/003349.cgi
A||||6||jonvr4||anyone got bondo||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-15-2003||09:46 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=31868&item=2437483820" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=31868&item=2437483820</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||10-15-2003||09:54 PM||||Hmm, I think that was the same place that had that smacked up newer VR4. They also have an EVO2 for sale. They're in CT, I should go check them out.||64.252.99.237||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||mark95||10-15-2003||10:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=31868&item=2437483820" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=31868&item=2437483820</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That guy is nuts. 7500 for a car with a toasted engine and bay, NO interior, every quarter panel damaged,front clip is destroyed and  rims are scuffed up. <br />The only good thing on it that looks undamaged is the muffler and rear spoiler. Be lucky if you got 5k reimbursed if you parted it out.||12.216.55.103||reg||1||mark95||00002057||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||10-15-2003||10:54 PM||||anyone see what i see??<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1597&width=400" alt=" - " />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||10-16-2003||06:36 AM||||I know Jeff. You guys might know him from rally or hillclimbs. Hes an excellent driver. He has a steady stream of cars coming in like this one. He had a really clean Evo 3 a few months ago that made me want to abandon the BMW project but alas... He's out of his mind on the price of this one.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||10-16-2003||09:15 AM||||Jon, that pic is in Japan. He buys cars at auction on there on one of several japanese websites that do auctions for export. Most of the pics you see there and on ebay are of lots in Japan. A lot of the guys on ebay use the auction money as front money to actually buy the car and bring it over, so really they try to be some kind of broker but it's more like they're broke and don't have the money to buy it and then sell it here. Shipping per container is about 2500. 2 cars fit in one "small" container. Crating is about $400. They do everything for you. <br /><br />You have to hire a customs agent at port which is about $400. He takes care of the duties and import papers. I can give anyone the name of one if they want to do this but the whole thing is only marginally profitable at best. <br /><br />Jeff probably bought that car for $2000 at most.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||ConquestCat||10-16-2003||10:09 AM||||Didn't you guys know?  He meant $75.00  (hehe).||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes



ubb/Forum3/003350.cgi
A||||3||theymightbegalants||de-bracketing stock IC||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||10-16-2003||02:17 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Anyone got any tips before I whip out the hacksaw and grinding wheel?  I basically want the top and bottom, where the brackets are currently welded, to be smooth as possible, while still doing this in my own garage (read:  spend $0) if possible.  It'd be kinda nice to remove the brackets intact, but if not no biggy.  There's no love lost between us.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||69.59.219.153||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-20-2003||03:06 AM||||Ok, so borrowed an angle grinder/cutter and went at it tonight.  Covered up the core w/cardboard and duct tape to protect it during my manhandling, and taped over the inlet/outlet to keep metal out.  Cutting off the bracket "uprights" was a snap.  took no time at all.  Grinding down the welded on part?  Well, that's another story...<br /><br />The little bracket wasn't too bad.  The grinder was slow going, so I even tried the Dremel on it, which didn't do much.  then switched to the Dremel w/a cutting wheel and cut a latticework of slits in the remaining part of the bracket.  This made it go a lot faster with the grinder, for some reason, anyone know why?  Anyway, that one's now flush, but I gave up for the night with ringing ears and numb hands.  A cutting wheel on the grinder seems to do better than the grinding wheel, and I may try the slit method again.||69.59.219.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||10-20-2003||10:06 AM||||Removing aluminum takes special grinding wheels/bits so that they don't clog up with the soft aluminum.<br /><br />A cutting wheel should work fine, then use the 80 grit flapper disk sanding wheels.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-20-2003||09:24 PM||||Awesome info!  Thanks, Mark.  Yea, I'd noticed a nice metallic sheen forming on the grinder, but didn't know if this was normal, or what to do about it... (can ya tell I don't work with metal much?)||69.59.219.144||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003351.cgi
A||||9||theymightbegalants||Nip/Tuck, anyone?||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||10-16-2003||02:26 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I just started watching this show tonight, when they had the marathon.  I very rarely watch tv, but felt pretty crappy tonight and just plopped down.  Pretty good show, really, but when the kid tried to circumcise with a set of cuticle scissors after getting drunk off a bottle of wine, I nearly passed out.  Ouch.  Or when that crazy Colombian injected the doc in his jock w/Botox.  Not a show for the lighthearted.  And the implant removal of the chick with sepsis?  Nearly made me puke.  Anyway, just typing this from boredom/cabin fever.||69.59.219.153||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||10-16-2003||02:34 AM||||for real. i thought it was a sick idea for a show when i saw the commercials. then i happened to start watching it later that night and didnt realize what it was. ended up watchin the whole thing. seen a few of them now and they are all pretty good.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||10-16-2003||02:50 AM||||I love that show. Seen them all.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-16-2003||03:52 AM||||Yea, hate to say it, but I may start watching it.  Until I move and don't get FX, that is.  Man, catching up on the old episodes tonight, saw where the Perez guy dies on the operating table, in the midst of the liposuction and sprays like the whole friggin' room with his lunch leftovers out his stomach tube?  This has got to be the goriest show I've ever seen.  Plus the eye candy isn't too shabby, either.||69.59.219.153||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||ejectseat||10-16-2003||11:19 AM||||great show - very dynamic characters and intriguing plots in each episode.  Tough to find.||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000005||ConquestCat||10-16-2003||11:24 AM||||HAHAHAHA.  All you losers watching this show!  Well, okay, I've seen a few episodes.  Okay, I've watched every one except one episode.  The show is intense.  Nothing like it has ever been aired on T.V. in my opinion.  I thought it was going to be a little girlie, but it's a total guy show (even though most of us never wanted to be plastic surgeons, It's got a lot of real and outrageous situations).||66.255.16.178||reg||6||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||10-16-2003||04:34 PM||||Don't have cable, but I'm sure it can't compare to M*A*S*H*!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||gixxer||10-16-2003||11:14 PM||||that show kicks about 2 *metric* tonnes of ass   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />the scene where his HOT ASS gf is sitting on top of him, with a huge knife, after she just found out that he traded her for a Lambo Diablo, just great tv.  <br /><br /><br />on a sidenote, i would also have traded her for a Diablo   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.219.247.226||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000008||gixxer||10-17-2003||03:17 AM||||since when does 3 episodes constitute a marathon? pffff i say||209.86.16.46||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||10-17-2003||03:58 AM||||When it was billed as such.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||69.59.219.187||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003352.cgi
A||||3||chadhayashi||'04 E55 AMG||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||10-16-2003||03:04 AM||||Remember the recent video of the Benz beating up on that Cobra? Anyway we had another E55 PDI today and of course we have to "test drive" every new car... <br />Just thought I'd rub that in.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||10-16-2003||01:31 PM||||They are nice! I just read an article in Motor Trend about them. And, how about the new 500+ HP BMW M5?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />Where does it end?||67.34.240.145||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||10-16-2003||05:10 PM||||We do the same with our RS6's.  Even had a run in with an E55 once (whole butload of dealerships on one street).  He would lead slightly on straights but in the esses, he could not hang.  Course we can't do 130ft burnouts, so one day I will just have to buy both.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||gixxer||10-16-2003||11:11 PM||||yeah those E55s are absolute beasts.  they trap what like 114mph stock?  just insane.<br /><br />and what about those S600s, the twin turbo 6.0 V12.  even un-AMG'd they do 12.4s in an equally huge and heavy (albeit BEAUTIFUL) 4 door sedan.<br /><br />i even got to beat on one, i was a valet   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />don't EVER valet guys, ever||129.219.247.226||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes



ubb/Forum3/003353.cgi
A||||18||DongeR615||The making of Gran Turismo 4||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||10-16-2003||03:43 AM||||whoa!! <a href="http://www.granturismo.de/forums/showpost.php?p=217469&postcount=2" target="_blank">making of GT4</a>||67.127.58.197||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||10-16-2003||07:12 AM||||ack! Whats up with the Jeep and Range Rover?<br />Nice find btw.||64.252.99.237||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||10-16-2003||09:27 AM||||Smart Car w00p!!<br /><br />And just think...that's only a fraction of the cars for the game.  Few more months till it's out.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||10-16-2003||10:00 AM||||that looks awesome, cant wait, Sony is lucky that they have the GT series cause thats the only reason I buy there playstations 1&2||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Eclipse182||10-16-2003||03:26 PM||||I heard its gonna be online too. Thatd kick so much ass!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||10-16-2003||03:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> that looks awesome, cant wait, Sony is lucky that they have the GT series cause thats the only reason I buy there playstations 1&2 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, too bad it is only on PS cause that is why I bought the PS1, but now I have a XBOX.  I'm not going to buy a game system over one game.  I guess I will miss out.  I wish the gaming industry would just get over it's self and sell the game on all platforms.  Only a small hand full of games are only for one game system, but GT is one of them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Oh well, I'll be playing Gothem Racing II soon.  Only avaliable on XBOX  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||7541000||10-16-2003||04:58 PM||||GT2 is why I bought PS1, Im going to wait for PS3 or whatever but i didnt look at GT4 yet but it sounds dope, but ill be playing GT4 on PS3, too bad none found a91/92GVR4...XBOX SUCKS<br /><br />racing online mmmm||12.89.134.179||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000007||Craig91||10-16-2003||06:05 PM||||From what I've seen online...PS3 won't be released until 2005 or 2006.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||10-16-2003||11:54 PM||||Yeah, GT4 will be for PS2.||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||10-16-2003||11:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 7541000:<br /><strong> GT2 is why I bought PS1, Im going to wait for PS3 or whatever but i didnt look at GT4 yet but it sounds dope, but ill be playing GT4 on PS3, too bad none found a91/92GVR4...XBOX SUCKS<br /><br />racing online mmmm </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">XBOX don't suck.  It has a faster CPU, better video, and a HD (no buying memory cards).  The wide screen HDTV support is nice too.  I wait for more games to take advantage of that.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||Xan||10-17-2003||03:44 AM||||Why would a system manufacturer (Sony) make games, expecially GT4, for other systems and please competition buyers?  Having those exclusive titles enables certain systems to sell more and be competitive.  I prolly wouldn't own a gamecube if it wasn't for Metroid Prime and Zelda.  PS2 has a lot more going for it then just GT4, sheesh.<br /><br />I do really look forward to this and playing some of you guys, it should be a blast.  But looking at the car list..<br /><br />Mitsubishi Galant GT-Z � <br />Mitsubishi Galant Super VR-4 � <br /><br />WHERE IS OUR CARS!?!?! Unlike the 1g TEL, which isn't in GT4, our gvr4s were produced over there.  Damn EVOs get all the attention   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />edit: OMG, was just looking and they can put in.. Pontiac Fiero SE � and not ours, they even took out the Silvia s13.  IMO playing a game with cars you own makes it more fun.<br /><br />here's the <a href="http://www.hotbimmer.net/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=3038" target="_blank">list</a>||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000011||Eclipse182||10-17-2003||04:14 AM||||sweet! Theyre gonna have the Eclipse and Starion this time around! Lol they have everything this time around, Mazda MX-3, Nissan Pulsar, Dodge Ram SRT-10, Bentleys, Lamboghini's in on it, classic cars, Deloreans, SRT-4's, lol theres even a Kia Rio. Looks like they got alot of the companies they missed in GT3, but no Ferarri   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   Im kinda disappointed Yugo isnt there. No Galant VR-4's though(other than the two mentioned)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />-------------------------------------------------<br /><br />I posted that before looking at the Making of GT4 link. Now after looking at it, its kinda scary how much time must go into this game! they have to get every angle, every exhaust note, every detail of the handling for every car! Then they have to render each car, get it to sound just right, get it to handle just right. Its gotta be great to hang around such sweet cars all day but dammmmn, its amazing theyre able to get the game out so soon.||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000012||7541000||10-17-2003||10:51 AM||||sorry the xbox doesnt suck, the red sox do, my bad my head was in baseball.  I dont have either so i need to get one or the other still. I played GT2 for two years just that, theres a 96 twin turbo but i get beat by the evo on tahiti maze lol, i could get an evo and even out but what the fun in that.||12.89.169.176||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||10-17-2003||11:16 AM||||well atleast theres a 91 Dodge spirit turbo, that kinda close to our cars   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000014||udriveu||10-17-2003||11:28 AM||||Son of a bitch! Yet again, our car gets passed over for a videogame. The closest thing I've seen was that it was mentioned in the info for the Evo I in SegaGT. <br />I know I can just go outside and drive my car, but it would be more fun on the TV!<br />Too early to start a petition to Sony for GT5?||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||10-17-2003||11:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 7541000:<br /><strong> sorry the xbox doesnt suck, the red sox do, my bad my head was in baseball.  I dont have either so i need to get one or the other still. I played GT2 for two years just that, theres a 96 twin turbo but i get beat by the evo on tahiti maze lol, i could get an evo and even out but what the fun in that. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It can be very hard for people like us (racing fans) to choose a XBOX over a PS2.  I mean, how could you buy a system that doesn't have the GT games?  If you have no plans what so ever to buy a HDTV, or even a nice large TV, then you might want to go with the PS2.  If you care about quality and maybe even want to turn a XBOX in to usable computer running linux, then the XBOX is a good choice.<br /><br />As far as hardware goes, the XBOX is better.  You just can't argue that.  Well you could if you we crazy in the head and you belived that the PS2 is better   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||psycopyro182||10-17-2003||12:33 PM||||damn no vr4.<br />they had one in GT2.<br />that was nice, the also had all of my roomates old cars. MkIII supra and a few others.<br />we would all get "in our cars" and race all day long. that really gave the game something fun to play with.<br /><br />man gt4 is gonna rule.<br />we all should get it and hook up some online races. i heard there gonna let something like 8 people to a race online.<br />who wants to race?||204.196.73.124||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000017||suprflewus||10-20-2003||08:47 PM||||The graphics are definitely better on the XBOX, but PS2 does get some pretty sweet exclusive games, aka the gran Tursimo series.  I thought nothing could touch GT3, until i played a buildup code of Project Gotham Racing 2.  It's definitely as good if not better imho than GT. I think it's shipping November 12th. There's some good reviews and some info on a free PG music disc on  <a href="http://www.teamxbox.com" target="_blank">Team Xbox</a><br /><br />lates<br />dale||64.41.179.130||reg||1||suprflewus||00000039||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||10-20-2003||08:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by suprflewus:<br /><strong> The graphics are definitely better on the XBOX, but PS2 does get some pretty sweet exclusive games, aka the gran Tursimo series.  I thought nothing could touch GT3, until i played a buildup code of Project Gotham Racing 2.  It's definitely as good if not better imho than GT. I think it's shipping November 12th. There's some good reviews and some info on a free PG music disc on  <a href="http://www.teamxbox.com" target="_blank">Team Xbox</a><br /><br />lates<br />dale </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am really looking forward to playing that.  I hope the game supports widescreen and 720p or 1080i.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003354.cgi
A||||18||ejectseat||all trac celica||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||10-16-2003||11:25 AM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||Anyone ever own one or know anyone that had one?  Did they mod it or race it?  Stock performance specs aren't too suggestive of the 200hp awd.  I've read what I could through google searches, found some info but pretty dry.  my old lady needs a car and I think it would be nice for winter and for me to mod in the spring.  Any info/opinions appreciated.||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||10-16-2003||11:41 AM||||I know a guy that uses one for Rally but I don't know much about them. I have never seen one that was really fast but that doen't mean much.||162.84.81.162||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||10-16-2003||11:43 AM||||Did you go straight to the source?<br /><a href="http://www.alltrac.net/" target="_blank">http://www.alltrac.net/</a>||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-16-2003||11:45 AM||||Replace clutch= pull motor. That's all you need to know  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Great motor though. My friend Vinnie has one. He's a rallyist and has a few cars, evo 4 lancer.. he says he'll "never install a new clutch" this from a professional mechanic. <br /><br />The earlier generation is not quite as hard but the 2nd generation celica requires the above.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||number3||10-16-2003||12:04 PM||||<a href="http://www.rallispec.com" target="_blank">http://www.rallispec.com</a><br /><br />These guy run one or at least they did a short while ago.||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||AllWheelsDriven||10-16-2003||12:51 PM||||yeah  a new clutch is something like 2500 but aside from that they are great cars.  the 88-89 are fine but the 90-93 are even better. same engine as the mr2 turbo.  like the others said alltrac.net is the place to go.<br /><br />i had a 90 alltrac with 156000 miles on it...no probs whatsoever still ran great.  rock solid body.  aftermarket parts are kinda rare but you can look to europe and australia ie whiteline for some upgrades.<br /><br />mike||131.107.52.111||reg||2||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||10-16-2003||12:56 PM||||i actually know quite a few people that have nice all tracs here in chicago. this was actually the car i was looking for before i found the galant.||131.193.15.113||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||91 #680||10-16-2003||01:00 PM||||I was just about ready to buy one of those for 5,000....I was pretty set on getting an all-trac before I found my galant a year ago.  The car was a 91 had a filter and some very nice rims and about 100,000 miles on it....but he sold it under my nose.  Vey sharp lookin car.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||10-16-2003||05:55 PM||||A good friend of mine has a '91 which he's owned for years and was modded all to hell and back.  He's a ex Toyota tech turned Ferrari tech and current Benz tech so he can wrench really good.  Last time I spoke to him (he got married a lil' bit ago so you know how that goes) he sourced a '98 GT-4 3S-GTE from some guy he knew from TTE with like 3k miles on it and he was rebuilding it from the bottom up with forged everything.  Gonna be an absolute beast when it's done.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    I too was gonna get a '92 AT from a guy on the RX-7 forum who's kinda local to me, but that fell through (guess he didn't want to sell it or something).  Great cars, but yeah a clutch change is a beotch as mentioned and finding upgrades and other parts is nearly impossible.  Whiteline does make all kinds of suspension upgrades though so that's not too difficult to get.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000009||AllWheelsDriven||10-16-2003||07:42 PM||||yeah that car sounds great...these things have build quality you just dont see anymore...same with the GVR4.  Compared to say an evo or sti..its night and day.  my gf at the time totalled my 90 alltrac in a head on collision at 35mph...she walked away unscathed.  Then i found gvr4 569/2000.  <br /><br />a page to keep an eye on for euro alltrac parts is  <a href="http://www.scoobynet.co.uk/bbs/" target="_blank">http://www.scoobynet.co.uk/bbs/</a>   its a scoob site but other makes comes and go.<br /><br />another is rallyclassified.com||131.107.52.111||reg||2||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
Z||000010||russya||10-16-2003||08:02 PM||||They're great cars, the only thing really bad about them is the clutch thing and that they are pretty heavy for a car that's so little inside. My friend has a pristine one that we bought from a guy in houston who had two. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbocelica.com/Autos/WhiteAllTracWeb/default.htm" target="_blank">http://www.turbocelica.com/Autos/WhiteAllTracWeb/default.htm</a><br /><br />That's his webpage. He's done quite a bit to his so gives you an idea what you can do with them. Stock turbo is pretty close to ours flow wise so the upgrade path is pretty similar. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbocelica.com/Autos/BlackAllTracWeb/default.htm" target="_blank">http://www.turbocelica.com/Autos/BlackAllTracWeb/default.htm</a><br /><br />that's my friends car that he bought. That was a crap road trip from Utah to houston and back all in one sitting no stops besides gas and no sleep, well at least no sleep for me. Longest 2 days of my life.||12.254.141.168||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||10-16-2003||10:10 PM||||My buddy Ed has a '91 All-Trac. It's damn nice.3 yrs ago he decided to build it while the engine was out anyway. It's got forged bottom end. P&P head. Upgraded turbo done by TEC. It was stock appearing for yrs, but recently he aquired some whiteline springs and I think AGX's. Car runs a solid 14.3's w/ him (admitted non drag racer). This is his "inexpensive" Toyota sports car. He has a '98 Supra 6 speed w/ HKS 2835's that laid down 736whp here in CO. It has 19K on it and is for sale. I heard yesterday that there is a buyer lined up for the low low price of $60K.<br /><br />4redlinemotorsports.com<br /><br />look under projects.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||AllWheelsDriven||10-17-2003||12:05 AM||||i almost bought an alltrac in chicago...to drive back to seattle.  but when i got there and checked the car out...it was like when something broke he thought ok how cheaply can i fix this and can duct tape be involved in some way?  so i bought a VR4 in phoenix instead...32 hr nonstop road trip.<br /><br />btw all tracs are very good in the snow due to the aforementioned weight.<br /><br />mike||12.211.95.82||reg||2||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
Z||000013||Tangent||10-17-2003||12:27 AM||||My brother and I just pulled the engine out of his '90 GT-Four for a new clutch.  What a pain in the ass it was!  It has the twin scroll ceramic turbo with a short intercooler path that gives it great spool and throttle response.  There is no stock BOV for the 165's or 185's, but that should be an easy fix.  Great Toyota quality but there just isn't the broad knowledge base or ease of troubleshooting as compared to the 4G63.||4.47.129.250||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000014||DongeR615||10-17-2003||12:57 PM||||3s-gte same engine in the mark 2 MR-2 turbos...toyota reuses parts over and over in similar cars..if the Corolla/MR-2/GT-four(all 4cyc) guys all pulled their knowledge together like the talon/laser/eclipse/vr4 guys..they would have the same amount of information reguarding problems/issues/general questions..<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||67.127.58.197||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000015||AllWheelsDriven||10-17-2003||01:05 PM||||well some dealers and most americans dont even know these cars exist...i remember taking mine into the dealer and having them swear i must be a mistaken Previa alltrac owner<br /><br />mike||131.107.52.111||reg||2||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
Z||000016||RayH||10-17-2003||02:00 PM||||I guess they're as rare as the Camry alltrac...||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||10-17-2003||06:03 PM||||Heh, saw a Camry All-Trac in the Safeway parking lot yesterday.  I used to think people were crazy when they'd tell me these awd versions of cars were rare, such as the Civic RT4WD, cuz I'd see them all over the place, but I guess rainy ol' Oregon gets more than its fair share.||69.59.219.234||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000018||AllWheelsDriven||10-17-2003||07:30 PM||||apparently more all trac celicas were sold in the sun belt because of the high end price tag of the car and the sports GT lux features.  but many ended up migrating to the rainy/snowy belt because AWD is appreciated more there.<br /><br />mike||12.211.95.82||reg||1||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes



ubb/Forum3/003355.cgi
A||||5||keydiver||More guinea pigs wanted||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||10-16-2003||01:44 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||OK guys, I think I have finally found what has been, for me, the Holy Grail of my ECU cracking: the "Global Fuel" address. This is the address in the EPROM that tells it what size injectors you have! It has taken me months, and hundreds of latenight hours to finally discover it.<br />So, to work out any kinks, here is what I need:<br />3 or 4 beta testers with the following requirements:<br />1) a socketed ECU<br />2) an adjustable FPR<br />3) larger injectors<br />4) datalogger (Duh!)<br />5) an AFC or AFR<br />6) a fairly well-tuned setup now, for before-and-after comparisons. I'm not so much as concerned about performance comparison as I am about things like knock, AFC settings, fueltrim values, etc.<br />To me, this find has monumental implications. We can finally get the ECU back to using the proper fuel enrichment and timing maps. This should help with partial-throttle knock problems, and knock caused by too much advance. <br />I don't care what MAS you are using, 1G, 2G, or even MAFT. The goal is to stop lying to the computer as much about the airflow, and that will help anyone, with any MAS.<br />If you are interested, please email me privately, tell me what size and brand injectors, fuel control, etc you have now, as well as what base fuel pressure you run. I also need you to document your AFC settings before and after the mod.<br />Thanks guys,||67.34.240.145||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||10-16-2003||02:20 PM||||AWESOME!!!SUGOI!!!!||67.127.58.197||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||92GVR4#333||10-16-2003||04:24 PM||||you have mail||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000003||gixxer||10-16-2003||11:16 PM||||has anyone ever told you that you rule?<br /><br />YOU RULE!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.219.247.226||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||10-16-2003||11:38 PM||||Keydiver is an awesome guy. Just make sure you know what he changed you stock boost gauge to, like if you start up the car for the first time on the new motor with his ecu and look at the gauge thinking it's set to tell knock and it really is o2 and you think your motor is knocking like crazy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  . But he is a great guy. I was really busy when I sent it to him and I forgot to pay him for at least a month. He never said anything. Oh and don't be an idiot like me and put the logger software on you computer so you can use that disk and forget to put the files back on the disk before you format the drive.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||63.184.73.227||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||10-19-2003||12:27 AM||||Keydiver, have you ever got a hold of one of the chips off a JDM gvr4 with larger injectors to compare? I was just talking to somebody and comparing the chips came up in the discussion... I'm not a computer genius so I can't really say much. I was just wondering||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003356.cgi
A||||17||GVR$in||Anyone else into Nitro RC cars?||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-16-2003||04:06 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||I picked up a Nitro TC3 (team associated) a few weeks ago and Im HOOKED! This shit's addictive! Tuning low/high throttle fuel delivery, adjusting the idle on a little single cylinder 2 stroke motor is one of the funnest things Ive ever done!<br /><br />Ive already done some 'hop-ups' as they like to call it.. Tuned header and pipe(muffler), Motor saver air filter w/ 45 bend, took out the carb restictor and just bought a 2 speed for it! My friend has a 2 speed on his truck and you can actually hear the exhaust tone drop off while it shifts, thhweet!<br /><br />Bought a new radio and servo's for it too.<br /><br />I didn't think Id get so hooked but damn! Watching these 1/10 scale cars goin 50 mph is a sight to see.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||SLedge||10-16-2003||04:37 PM||||I bought a used HPI Super Nitro Rally off eBay a few weeks ago.  It's fun while it's running, but I've had a helluva time getting the idle tuned.  Not so much fun when you spend more time trying to start it than running it.  <br /><br />I used to be into R/C some 15 years ago, but this is my first nitro car.  It is fun tinkering with it!||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||10-16-2003||05:36 PM||||shit than one of you guys should buy my nitro i have for sale.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||number3||10-16-2003||05:48 PM||||I am thinking about getting into RC airplanes, myself.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||10-16-2003||05:50 PM||||HPI's throttle/brake linkage SUCK.  Like most RC cars, they're on the same servo.  But HPI doesn't have springloaded linkage, so when you hit the brakes, it closes the throttle completely and the engine stalls.  My solution was to buy the linkage kit for an Associated RC10GT (or other Assoc models may work) and custom fit the parts.  This gives you an idle stop so that you can apply the brakes all you want, but the throttle won't move below a certain point you set.<br /><br />I happen to have an HPI RS4-2, Assoc RC10GT, and T-Maxx.  They're all great.  The RC10GT I think is the most fun without breaking stuff.  The HPI touring car is a blast until you hit something and it's $50 at the shop for parts, especially when you get serious speed out of it.<br /><br />HPI also sucks for steering linkage.  There is a kit out there that replaces it with all aluminum parts (replacing plastic) that have no slack.  Otherwise, trying to keep straight with a wobbly left-front wheel at 40mph can be daunting.<br /><br />Nitro cars are like crack.  You just keep forking over money to feed the addiction.  But it's a ton of fun if you find a good venue to run it.  Backyard bashing is only so fun...||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||10-16-2003||05:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I am thinking about getting into RC airplanes, myself. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought about that and heli's but a couple details prevent me:  1) So it's in the air... will it work again when it's on land?   2) What if I inadvertently run out of range or out of battery while I'm soaring across the sky?  I don't want to be responsible for a plane crashing into someone's house 2 miles away.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||10-16-2003||05:54 PM||||I figured " Oh the parts are cheap so I can buy whatever.. its all good ", But damn I just totalled up my receipts from the hobby store and was like   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  !<br /><br />My TC3 is getting alot faster and without the correct toe this shit gets all squirrley above 40 mph in the flats,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . Ive learned how to control it goin in a straight line.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||SLedge||10-16-2003||08:10 PM||||spoulson, I have an OS CV-R .12 w/ a slide carb in my SNR.  The idle-speed slide-stop screw prevents you from choking off the air completely, so I'm good there.<br /><br />My problem is finding an idle speed/mix combo that'll start and still work once the motor's going.  So far any combo that gets it started is enough that it engages the clutch and I have to use the brakes to hold it back.  If set the idle mix so fat that it starts easily, it will load-up and die if it idles for more than 30 seconds.<br /><br />I can rebuild a Q-Jet w/ eyes closed, but I'll be damned if I can make this carb work.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />If it was this hard to light the crack pipe, we'd need fewer rehab places.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000008||RTS182G-VR4||10-16-2003||09:39 PM||||hehe this is a fun topic.  before i could drive this was my hobby, i have alot of rc cars.  i bought a nitro stadium truck and it was soo fun. my brother and i used to race electric buggys here as well.  that truck was a blast though,  i got that thing to jump 8 feet high one time.i have a plane, but im scared to fly it.  its a dust collector as of now.  fun things they are.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000009||rigd||10-16-2003||10:35 PM||||I have a HPI RS4 3 w/ 2 speed, tunable pipe and header and a Collari X12 motor(slide carb)trollably fast!! Reason why it's broken right now though.<br /><br />I also have a Micro RS4(1/18th scale)that has claim a few 10th scale touring cars under it's belt....ehehehe!!||67.121.90.125||reg||14||rigd||00000677||yes
Z||000010||peterlsmith||10-16-2003||11:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I thought about that and heli's but a couple details prevent me:  1) So it's in the air... will it work again when it's on land?   2) What if I inadvertently run out of range or out of battery while I'm soaring across the sky?  I don't want to be responsible for a plane crashing into someone's house 2 miles away. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1) Landing gets easier after the first few attempts.<br /><br />2) No problem - with modern radios, the plane will be out of sight long before it's out of radio range. Batteries last ages too.<br /><br />I used to fly gliders, planes and a helicopter back in England before I came over here. I did look into it here, but the liability issues and regulations just took the fun out of it for me. Got into fast cars instead :-)<br /><br />Peter||165.247.83.215||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000011||chucklesas||10-17-2003||07:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> HPI's throttle/brake linkage SUCK.  Like most RC cars, they're on the same servo.  But HPI doesn't have springloaded linkage, so when you hit the brakes, it closes the throttle completely and the engine stalls.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's not completely true.  There RTR versions come with that linkage set up, but my Super Nitro has the springloaded linkage.<br /><br />We should post some pics of our Lexan Paint Jobs...||65.27.175.205||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000012||chucklesas||10-17-2003||07:36 AM||||I'll start:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1617" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1617&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1618" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1618&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1619" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1619&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.27.175.205||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||10-17-2003||08:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> HPI's throttle/brake linkage SUCK.  Like most RC cars, they're on the same servo.  But HPI doesn't have springloaded linkage, so when you hit the brakes, it closes the throttle completely and the engine stalls.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's not completely true.  There RTR versions come with that linkage set up, but my Super Nitro has the springloaded linkage.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not entirely correct.  As I said, I have an RS4-2, NOT an RTR.  They came with solid linkage.<br /><br />And the comment about idle stops... all carbs have an idle stop.  But what happens is since there's no flexibility, the servo continues to push on the carb once it hits the stop.  This typically doesn't nothing except limit the servo's ability to brake, so you lower the idle stop to get more brakes.  Then the engine stalls.<br /><br />The Super RS4 is a whole different kit, but I wonder why HPI only put good linkage on that kit?  I've read up on hpiracing.com's forums and SO many people complain about stalling while braking.  HPI has nothing to say about it.<br /><br />Also, HPI gives you crap for components compared to Associated.  I haven't seen the Nitro TC3, since it came out not long after I stopped playing with RC.  But I know my RC10GT Team kit came with turnbuckles, good servo savers, good solid steering linkage, good throttle/brake linkage, tuned pipe/header, and a killer transmission with LSD ball diff.  And the kit didn't cost a fortune.  The truck doesn't need a single upgrade.  Not to mention Associated uses all allen-key fasteners that torque better and don't strip out like all of HPI's phillips head fasteners.<br /><br />Moral:  If I get back into RC cars, I'd definitely buy an Associated.  They're a better design and components and built better.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||10-17-2003||11:28 AM||||I have a 1/8 size Mugen Super Athlete. I can't play with it anymore because it's more of a money pit than Galants. I take it out once and it cost me hundreds of dollars to fix it after a crash.<br /><br />Harry,<br /><br />I bought a trainer airplane and figured I can fly it on my own. Well, it did go up in the air once and it came down too, pretty hard.<br />Bought another body for it and tried it again. Same results. For the 30 seconds it was up there it was hell of a fun.<br />I give up and now it's just collecting dust. Just a couple of weeks ago I bought a battery operated plane off Ebay from Sharper Image. It worked a lot better but after about 15-20 crashes this needs a new body too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  It only cost me $50.00 so it's not a bad deal to start with.<br />If you want to get a gas powered one, ask around for the laws in your area. Unless you have a big private land where you can play safely. Insurance can kill you if you don't have experience flying.<br /><br />Right now I'm looking at small battery operated helicopters that you can fly in the house. With this I can practice for the gas heli I'm going to get in the spring.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000015||ejectseat||10-17-2003||01:49 PM||||i have a traxxas emaxx i'm parting out partially to covert to nitro.  I recently sold 2 thunder kings on ebay too.  I've been into r/c for about twelve years.||205.149.71.236||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000016||spoulson||10-17-2003||02:51 PM||||I think some of the coolest mods to things like T-Maxx's or anything else is to do drastic engine upgrades.<br /><br />I read about a lot of T-Maxx's with .21 conversions.  One had dual .15's mounted on the same spur gear.  Some magazine had a 4-stroke in an RC10GT.<br /><br />Maybe it's already done, but I'd like to see someone overkill with a .60 helicopter/plane engine in a car/truck and then gear it down bigtime for monster torque.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000017||AWDpower||10-19-2003||03:05 AM||||Here's mine...<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1655" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Lots of fun, but requires more maint. then my GVR4.||67.24.199.150||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum3/003357.cgi
A||||101||AWDnot2||FMIC||||1||||AWDnot2||00001198
Z||000000||AWDnot2||10-16-2003||04:17 PM||Frogger22m@aol.com||I am in the process of fabing a new IC for all the VR4 owners.  2 inlet/ outlet choices 2-1/4 or 2-1/2. core measurements are: 26" header to header x 8" tall x 3" thick. From the specs you can see its a S2S flow and uses stock pipe routing. Core is a bar & plate design which has a lifetime warranty. This is the biggest S2S cooler I will offer for the GVR4. I will have pics of  the installation process tonight or tomorrow.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000001||Clay||10-16-2003||04:46 PM||||price?<br /><br />what core is it? brand, size?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||10-17-2003||08:33 AM||||Here are some pics:<br /><br />    <img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/ForSale/CoreInPlace.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />     <img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/DSM/ForSale/CoreFD.JPG" alt=" - " />  <br />Here is a finished IC.  Core behind the cover was cut to 26x12x3. Remember, you can only rip the core header to header. Core on the right is 26x20x3.||63.146.62.141||reg||2||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||10-17-2003||08:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong>  size? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">2 inlet/ outlet choices 2-1/4 or 2-1/2. core measurements are: 26" header to header x 8" tall x 3" thick.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||Clay||10-17-2003||08:39 AM||||i meant if it was a spearco core like what number core was it when i said size<br /><br /><br />but, anyways, im interested in this FMIC, but it would have to beat the big guys prices to be realistic for me<br /><br />my other question is about piping, you are using stock piping route in 2.5inch, to the people with short route piping, do you think it was worth it to go short route? do you feel a difference when driving?||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000005||bleck||10-17-2003||10:54 AM||||If this thing has stock pipe routing, and will fit behind my bumper with minimal cutting and modifications, then I'll be very interested.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000006||AWDnot2||10-17-2003||02:53 PM||||I will have a complete unit by the first of the week. When I say complete I mean fully welded w/ mounting bracket, ready to bolt on. The pipe routing IS stock.  I will take pics of the intercooler, all the steps to mount it, as well as all the pipe routing. <br /> I'm keeping the installation clean and as simple as possible.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||10-17-2003||02:59 PM||||Looks really nice!  When you rip the intercooler to 12" tall, how clean are the edges you cut?||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||AWDnot2||10-17-2003||03:35 PM||||The 26x20x3 core that I cut down was a spare core that we had. I just used it to get proper clearances and dimensions. I have the 26x8x3 cores being made and there will be no cutting involved.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000009||AWDnot2||10-17-2003||03:41 PM||||The 26x12x3" core was for a RX-7. The Galant units are 26x8x3.  Sorry for the confusion.  To fit a 26x12x3 core on a galant would not only be inefficient but would also require major cutting of the bumper skin, reinforcement, radiator support, as well as new piping.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000010||gixxer||10-17-2003||03:49 PM||||well so far it looks great!||209.86.17.1||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||10-17-2003||03:56 PM||||What is your target production date and pricing?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||Doc_Seuss||10-17-2003||04:01 PM||||that look awsome as im in the market for a new FMIC!!!!<br /><br />keep us updates and are there any price ideas?<br /><br />thanks<br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000013||admsr||10-17-2003||04:52 PM||||Ill sell a kidney fir this!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||134.65.2.117||reg||9||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000014||AWDnot2||10-17-2003||11:51 PM||||I will get a finalized price out no later than next week. Thank you for the feedback.||205.188.208.172||reg||12||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000015||mbettez||10-18-2003||12:12 AM||||ok, you really have to get moving on this.  I just sold a bunch of stuff on ebay and have a wad of cash burning a hole in my paypal account.  I need a fmic and I NEED to spend this money so please advise us on price/availability as soon as you can!||151.203.239.7||reg||1||Mark||00002149||yes
Z||000016||JUANPSI||10-18-2003||12:17 PM||||I would like one. Let me know the price as soon as you are done.||67.100.180.2||reg||14||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000017||GRegwyn||10-18-2003||03:04 PM||||Looks good,awaiting Pricing||24.193.134.230||reg||14||gregwyn||00002581||yes
Z||000018||04DrBlur||10-18-2003||11:08 PM||||All right guys this is goin to be the Shit.  The core looks great and is goin to sit behind the bumper oh so nice. My bumper is already hacked so not sure as to how much will be needed to trim. The power steering line and stock hood latch will not be touched.  For a core this size I dont think he has a problem with beating the BIG GUYS pricing.  It is huge and fits perfectly on the Galant. The stock pipe routing is what he is shooting for and as soon as we get it mounted up all pictures will be posted.  Trust me you will not find a better cooler for the price...||68.76.180.138||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000019||Craig91||10-19-2003||12:30 AM||||Hmmm....I might have to rethink my purchase I made yesterday depending on the price and everything of this one.  I just bought a Buschur IC (the 2-120 core) brand new for $500, but then I need to get piping made down the road for it.  I guess I'll have to wait a few days or a while to get the verdict from some others on how it fit and "performed" for them.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000020||Matticus||10-19-2003||10:51 AM||||Just in time for the Christmas season.  Me like.  I can't wait for the final product.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000021||drew||10-19-2003||11:24 AM||||I'm looking forward to seeing pics of it behind the cover. Looks good!||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000022||AWDnot2||10-21-2003||03:35 AM||||Things are going well...I will keep you guys posted. Thanks again.||64.214.214.77||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000023||gixxer||10-27-2003||10:33 PM||||soooooooooooo, how goes this project?||129.219.247.219||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000024||Duc Hunter||10-29-2003||12:50 AM||||I have the Spearco/Griffin FMIC from RoadRace that is 18x6 I believe. They sell for $400. Would this be close to taht price? ARe your end tanks as nice as those HKS end tanks?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/intercoolers.htm" target="_blank">Road Race Intercoolers</a>||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000025||04DrBlur||10-29-2003||10:30 PM||||Since he obviously isnt watchin the board I will spill what I know.  The end tanks were drawn up on the CAD and the inlet was backwards.  That problem was fixed before any were made so no big deal.  Now the tanks are drawn up and instead of welding up some stock aluminum he sent the CAD drawing to a shop to have the endtanks pressed.   So the tanks will be similar to a stock look and I am still waiting on the finished product to do the final fit and trim issues.. Price is still not set in stone untill we see what kind of fit it will be.||68.76.176.107||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000026||AWDnot2||10-30-2003||03:27 PM||||All I have to do is do a final fit test on the GVR4 which I'm trying to do tonight. I will have pics of the finished unit tonight also. The welds on these are beautiful! <br />      <br />    This is to reply to an earlier post:  <br /> The Spearco/Griffin cores are extruded tube.<br />   Mine are bar and plate.<br /> <br />  Differences between extruded tube and bar&plate.<br /> Extruded tube: The tubes are rounded at the edges with a header plate approx. 1/16" thick. Problem: Extruded Tubes eventually develop tiny cracks from the stress. Same with the 1/16" header plate. <br /><br />  Bar&plate: The core is manufactured by stacking plates and the exchangers (cooling fins) with thin layers of braze in-between each layer, placed in an oven, slowly heated to 1,500deg then slowly cooled. This produces a more durable design. The header plates are 3/8" thick and provides a much stronger welding surface for the end tanks.   This is why I can offer a lifetime warranty on the cores.  I'm not positive but I don't think any other company offers a lifetime warranty. Each core will come with a Quality Assurance inspection sheet. <br />   <br /> <b>Thank you guys for your patience. I promise this is something worth waiting for!</b>||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000027||dsmsleeper||10-31-2003||12:19 PM||||Pics are below!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />   <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/face.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/top1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/top2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/endtank1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/endtank2.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/welds1.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/welds2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />*shown with 2.5" inlet and outlet*||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000028||msaskin||10-31-2003||12:40 PM||||work of art.  'nuff said.<br /><br />give some installed pics, and a price, and i'll be one of the first buyers  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000029||Tevenor||10-31-2003||12:56 PM||||Purty.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000030||Duc Hunter||10-31-2003||01:33 PM||||And how much is that piece of kit?||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000031||gvr4tunr||10-31-2003||01:40 PM||||wow...beautiful...kinda makes me want to stop with the water/air unit and buy one of those!<br /><br />chris||12.107.200.123||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000032||Craig91||10-31-2003||02:14 PM||||Judging by those pics, I'm almost thinking about selling the Buschur 2-120 IC I picked up a couple weeks ago.  Just like everyone else is wondering, whats the price w/ piping?||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000033||dsmsleeper||10-31-2003||02:22 PM||||AFAIK, there is no piping.  I'm checking on the price.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000034||dsmsleeper||10-31-2003||04:04 PM||||The price is... $465||63.146.62.141||reg||2||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000035||EvilGalantGSX||10-31-2003||04:11 PM||||Only if my car was turbo,,,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.133.247.8||reg||11||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000036||Akidosigh1||10-31-2003||11:52 PM||||so there are no plans for a pipe kit?<br /><br />if it had a 2" inlet/2.5" outlet, the DSMotorsports pipe kit would work for $500.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000037||JAYGVR4||11-01-2003||12:32 AM||||I too am someone potentially in the market for this kit eventually, and incase the creator is looking for opinions based on the current photos, I'd suggest maybe putting a bit more piping on the end tanks.  Nothin more annoying than blowing off an IC coupler, and the way I see it, the more surface area for both coupler and clamps(single or multiple) the better...  Any chance of ordering an IC with longer inlet/outlets?<br /><br />Other than that, the welds look absolutely amazing!!!  Reminds me of the clean welds on my Cannondale...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||171.75.56.98||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000038||ron||11-01-2003||01:17 AM||||really nice looking intercooler.  I don't think the hoses will popoff with those beads on the pipes.  They sure do look like PWR intercoolers.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000039||number3||11-01-2003||08:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong> I'd suggest maybe putting a bit more piping on the end tanks.  Nothin more annoying than blowing off an IC coupler, and the way I see it, the more surface area for both coupler and clamps(single or multiple) the better...  Any chance of ordering an IC with longer inlet/outlets?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was going to mention that as well but didn't want to rain on the party. But that doesn't make the point any less valid.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000040||Matticus||11-01-2003||10:21 AM||||That IC looks really awesome.  I really want one.  I hear folks asking about pipes for it.  How about the pipe kit being fabbed up in the News section?  This core uses the stock IC pipe route, and the Dave Brode IC pipes are upgraded stock pipes.  If Dave could get the IC pipes for around 300, this will make one hell of a kit for about 800 bucks.  A great upgrade for us stock IC folks.  I can't wait to see the final picks on the car.  <br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000041||bleck||11-01-2003||12:25 PM||||Ok, so $465 for the IC.  Are these things ready to go, or do you have a little more "testing" to do?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000042||AWDnot2||11-01-2003||03:34 PM||||All we have to do is mount it up, but we are in the process of moving so I am looking at having pics by the middle of the week...If all goes well and I don't need to modify anything...The FMIC's will be ready to go. <br /><br />As for the comments of the piping being too short...These IC's are pressure tested at 80 PSI and none of the IC couplers fell off or leaked. There is a rolled lip on both the inlet and outlets to ensure a good seal.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000043||Xan||11-01-2003||08:34 PM||||what is the pressure drop like on this?  and how long will you guys be offering it?||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000044||AWDnot2||11-01-2003||11:39 PM||||OK.  As far as the 1.5" long in/outlets go, they are fine.  The bead is tall enough that there is no way the coupler will slip off. I provided enough space to use 3/4" heavy duty clamps like this.  <img src="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/hose/clamps-tbolt_small.jpg" alt=" - " />  R.R.E. sells them for $6.00ea.  When we pressure tested the IC, we used regular stainless hose clamps and had no problems.<br />  <b>TRUST ME.</b> I took this into consideration.  I have been stranded on the side of the highway at 3 am in the freezing ass cold because of shitty clamps and a POS IC pipe that had no lip on the end. If your going to install this cooler, just break down and buy good clamps. The in/outlets are high temper aircraft aluminum so they will not crush. <br /><br />Moving on. I have heard that pressure drop and airflow restriction are more common in extruded tube because of the design of the header plate. Its not smooth.<br />   <img src="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/parts/icpics/20x10-endflow.jpg" alt=" - " />   <br />Extruded tube.<br />   <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp/images/endtank2.jpg" alt=" - " />Notice how the bar&plate header plate is smooth.<br />I figure there will always be some kind of drop.  Fill a milk jug with hot water. Dump it out. Put the cap on it. Run cold water over the outside of the jug. It starts to collapse.  There you have it, pressure drop. As the air flows thru the IC, the pressure will drop as the air cools. BUT, that what I HEARD. If you want more accurate boost, get the pressure source for the boost controller from the upper IC pipe right before the throttle body. Might be a good idea for the Pipe kit.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000045||AWDnot2||11-01-2003||11:45 PM||||If somebody gives me Daves #, I can get with him and see about making the kit.  <br />If anyone has questions, I'm at Pisceskmb@aol.com||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000046||GRV4726||11-01-2003||11:47 PM||||i'm hoping you get to keep your fog lights with this setup.  let us know when you test fit it. <br />thanks||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000047||AWDnot2||11-01-2003||11:51 PM||||We already know that it WILL NOT interfere with the fog lamps.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000048||GRV4726||11-02-2003||12:05 AM||||very cool. sorry i just wanted to know. because i would prefer to run short piping but really don't mind stock route. it interfering with the fog lights would change my mind though.  by the way it looks amazing. <br /><br />i'm hoping to get one in the near future. maybe a christmas gift to myself.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000049||GVR4458||11-02-2003||10:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> We already know that it WILL NOT interfere with the fog lamps. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This looks pretty much like the AMS kit.  I don't remember the IC dimensions, but it sits under the bumper at an angle to avoid the whole bumper cutting for those of us who are too simple to wield a torch.  I think the AMS kit uses 2.25" piping.  It works great, so the stock route doesn't seem to be too much of a short-coming at my paultry 275hp/298ftlbs.<br /><br />EH||68.73.86.114||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000050||CKA||11-03-2003||12:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong>       <br />    This is to reply to an earlier post:  <br /> The Spearco/Griffin cores are extruded tube.<br />   Mine are bar and plate.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Spearco's cores are indeed bar and plate, not extruded tube, unless they've change something just recently.  Check out the link, it states the same.  <a href="http://www.turboneticsinc.com/intercoolers.html" target="_blank">http://www.turboneticsinc.com/intercoolers.html</a><br /><br />AWDnot2, is there a name of the manufacture of the cores you are using, they look almost identical to a spearco made core.  Not trying to knock your product in any way, the IC looks great.||66.84.245.119||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000051||turbowop||11-03-2003||01:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4458:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> We already know that it WILL NOT interfere with the fog lamps. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This looks pretty much like the AMS kit.  I don't remember the IC dimensions, but it sits under the bumper at an angle to avoid the whole bumper cutting for those of us who are too simple to wield a torch.  I think the AMS kit uses 2.25" piping.  It works great, so the stock route doesn't seem to be too much of a short-coming at my paultry 275hp/298ftlbs.<br /><br />EH </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Who needs a torch? I used a sawzall.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000052||BlackHole||11-03-2003||09:18 AM||||At $465, I'm in for 2.5/2.5" unit. That'd be a good upgrade over my current EVO III FMIC + homebuilt 2.25/2.5" piping [ugly but works].<br /><br />I have to build my own custom IC pipes anyway since I will have an oddball turbo / intake setup with the 2G MAS cold airbox, Evans battery tray and Garrett BB turbo if I ever get this damn car rebuilt.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000053||GVR4458||11-03-2003||11:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> ...2G MAS cold airbox, Evans battery tray ... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds interesting.  What's the cold air box, where'd ya get it, and can we see pics?  I have been planning my intake changes but I haven't quite figured out the cold air part.<br /><br />Thanks,<br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000054||BlackHole||11-03-2003||01:39 PM||||EH,<br /><br />I don't want to hijack this thread, so I'll be brief. My homepage is on my profile and has a bit of info on my self-built 2G MAS cold airbox [look under the Galant FAQ]. Email me directly for more details.<br /><br />Hmmm, I just saw the Brode IC pipe routing in the other thread. I think they will clear my battery tray. That might just be worth $300 to save me the hassle of making my own.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000055||AWDnot2||11-04-2003||01:04 PM||||All I have to say is: What you see is what you get. I couldn't afford to buy Spearco cores, change them, and sell them UNDER WHAT THEY ARE RETAIL!  Another thing...my FMIC's are going to have there own plate mounted on them along with my name in order to keep track of the batches and provide the info. needed for the life time warranty. This is not  scam...I am a hard working honest individual, like everyone else. I have been working on this idea for a couple years and finally have the means to fulfill a dream. I love DSM's, turbos, and cars in general. My name is Roger...feel free to E-mail me or give feedback here. I am having difficulty with my AWDnot2 e-mail so e-mail me at PISCESKMB@aol.com<br /><br />I have and excellent product that is worth every penny. <br /><br />I like all the comments good and bad. Thanks for all the feedback.<br /><br /><b>We are doing the fit test on Wed. and as long as everything matches up...they will be ready to go. </b>||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000056||AWDnot2||11-06-2003||09:39 PM||||Finally. I hooked up with the my buddy from Canton, OH. and we installed the cooler last night.  ONLY ONE PROBLEM!  The pass. fog lamp DOES have to come out! I KNOW, I KNOW, I WAS WRONG. SORRY. IF you really wanted to you could angle the cooler so it is lower on the passenger side. It would look kinda funny from the front because the tubes would be on a slant. My friend opted to do away with the fog lamp. <br /><br /> I noticed that he could run higher boost with less knock until he started Maxing the stock injectors. Still not much knock, but, EGTs were a little high. <br /> TO THE TOUCH: After doing more than a few hard pulls on the interstate, we pulled into his driveway and felt the tanks and core. The inlet tank was very warm. Outlet was damn cold. I mean night and day! The core was warm for the first 4" then dropped dramatically from the 4" mark to the 10" mark. <br />  PSI DROP: less than 1 PSIG.<br /> <br />  We did not have a lot of time to play with the AFC settings as the it was pushing 12am and I still had a 2hr. drive back to Wheeling ahead of me. He has the pics and is supposed to be posting them as soon as he can. <br /> <br /> If he has no complaints, They are for sale!<br /> I will be getting a good deal on shipping rates so i can do them for $450.00 shipped. (US)||172.171.66.216||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000057||gixxer||11-07-2003||06:35 PM||||woah woah woah,  $450 for the IC AND the PIPES?!?!?<br /><br />edit--n/m, i'm obviously devoid of any reading skill||129.219.71.22||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000058||DynStatic||11-08-2003||12:06 AM||||I wont buy it if I lose a fog light.<br /><br />Anything you can do?||68.57.51.247||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000059||psycopyro182||11-08-2003||12:27 AM||||If you could take some pictures of it installed,<br />i know that you allready did all of this. but pics would be really great.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000060||04DrBlur||11-08-2003||05:00 PM||||All right guys this cooler has been on for four days and for those fearfull of the pipe blowing off it isnt goin to happen with properly tightened clamps.  I use the 2 dollar RRE clamps but to prove a point I used some cheapy auto zone .70 cent clamps and still no blowing off at 18 psi.  This cooler really fills the bumper and like stated we did have to loose the fog light.  It can be mounted and retain the fog light but with the time restraint we had and no welder for pipes I said leave the fog light off to finish a test fit.  It ended up truely bolting up to stock pipes with a little inginuity.  The whole install from start of bumper removal to end was 4 hours.  Pics will be posted soon but my DSL will not be up for another week so I am stuck with dial up till then and we have about 20 pics so be patient.  Oh yeah and those who dont want to lose a fog light, believe me you forget you even have one when the turbo pulls oh so hard now. Killed a shit camaro upon the test run. HEHE||67.72.220.171||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000061||bleck||11-10-2003||02:28 PM||||Well, touch me in the morning and then just walk away... I happen to actually like my foglights.  That sucks.  Guess that side mount'll be in there a little longer   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000062||GVR4458||11-10-2003||02:36 PM||||For those of you who want to keep their stock stuff (fog lights), check out the AMS intercooler (www.automotosports.com).  The intercooler piping with the kit follows the stock route and leaves everything intact (alhtough you can cut your bumper a bit so it fits in a bit more nicely).<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000063||AWDnot2||11-11-2003||12:54 AM||||For the owners that wish to keep their fog lamps, I can offer the same setup with a shorter core.<br /><br />  Core: 22x8x3  (retains pass fog lamp)<br />  Core: 26x8x3  (remove pass fog lamp)<br />  <br />Both are available in thermal black (for the sleepers)<br /> Note: For those that want maximum cooling efficiency on HOT summer days.  Go with the big one.  <br />        <br />   Remember: Form following function.||205.188.197.52||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000064||Notorius||11-11-2003||01:10 AM||||i looked and didnt see it mentioned anywhere, but about how much HP are these able to handle, or maybe a better question what size turbo would it be able to handle? im plannin a slowboy racing GT10 turbo eventually, will this IC handle that w/o a problem? and are these going to be for sale for a while, or is this like a 2 month deal?||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000065||BlackHole||11-11-2003||08:17 AM||||AWDnot2,<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For the owners that wish to keep their fog lamps ... Remember: Form following function.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nice PR spin on a design oops [been there, done that, re-engineered it].   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Please post a pic [or send it to me and I'll post it here] of the clearance problems between the large IC outlet and the fog light so that we can determine if there is a solution. This is obviously an important issue to a number of us, myself included. If not for this issue, I would have paid already.<br /><br />Kyle - I'm going to the same turbo too. Now isn't that a funny coincidence? I'm estimating that the large core will be enough core to support my 400whp target. Are you also building a 2.3?||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000066||JAYGVR4||11-14-2003||02:04 PM||||So any updates on a combined kit with these IC's and Brode's pipes!?!||208.254.3.3||reg||5||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000067||Pappy||11-14-2003||03:06 PM||||I scanned this thread, but didn't see it mentioned.  How will this intercooler effect the AC lines and condenser?||140.247.202.201||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000068||mbettez||11-14-2003||08:40 PM||||will the black color change efficiency or heat transfer at all?  Just curious!<br />Mark||141.154.220.171||reg||1||Mark||00002149||yes
Z||000069||Notorius||11-15-2003||12:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br />Kyle - I'm going to the same turbo too. Now isn't that a funny coincidence? I'm estimating that the large core will be enough core to support my 400whp target. Are you also building a 2.3? [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yea, i cant decide whether to do the 2.3L before or after the turbo. ive got a friend who does them for ~900$ so its definately cheaper than the turbo, but i dunno which would be more fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000070||Duc Hunter||11-15-2003||01:39 AM||||Ok, I am I right that this is pipes and FMIC for ~$460? I am to tired to read al this above.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000071||gixxer||11-15-2003||02:19 AM||||no||209.86.16.210||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000072||AWDnot2||11-16-2003||07:48 PM||||$450.00 for the FMIC (shipped) No pipes. I have never Installed this FMIC on a car w/ the DB 2.5" pipes.  If someone has the Dave Brode 2.5" pipe kit and lives near Wheeling, WV. I will install the FMIC for $50.00 + the cost of the Thermal Flex couplers, If required. If I can, I will use whatever couplers he supplies with his kit. <br />I think I will only need one extra coupler.<br /><br />Does not interfere w/ the AC lines.<br />The Black does not affect the efficiency of the core. It is special thermal paint for air to air cores.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000073||gixxer||11-16-2003||08:47 PM||||who manufactures the actual core again?||129.219.6.9||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000074||AWDnot2||11-17-2003||08:44 PM||||Here are the pics!!!<br /><br /> <a href="http://home.comcast.net/~rogerhupp" target="_blank">GVR4 FMIC  INSTALL</a>||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000075||blacksheep||11-17-2003||08:48 PM||||This is a very nice setup! I have tried it all and must say...  a lot of work from a design standpoint  and seems to be of high quality. If manufactured as a kit, its well worth the purchase.||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000076||BlackHole||11-17-2003||09:47 PM||||More close-up pics of the FMIC - unfortunately I don't think that there is any way around the foglight loss. The core is snugly fit in there very nicely.<br /><br /> </font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">1. <a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~ksmith3289/pics/gvr4fmic1.jpg" target="_blank">outlet / fog light conflict</a></font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">2. <a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~ksmith3289/pics/gvr4fmic2.jpg" target="_blank">lower IC pipe</a></font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">3. <a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~ksmith3289/pics/gvr4fmic3.jpg" target="_blank">installed</a></font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">4. <a href="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~ksmith3289/pics/gvr4fmic4.jpg" target="_blank">finished</a></font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />The server may be slow now and again, but it will load eventually.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000077||henrok||11-17-2003||10:25 PM||||hey guys , here goes a very stupid question.  what is the difference between a radiator and a inter cooler?  would it be possible to perhaps place the radiator in a cooler place other than where its at now and get a huge intercooler with the inlet and outlet on top and place it where the radiator is now?   wouldnt this make the pipe route shorter? has anyone ever experimented with this idea ? i just thought maybe the more water travels, the cooler it gets in a pipe that is not insulated so.... it would also keep the car cooler too. am i even close to right in any  of these ideas? or am i in LALA LAND? LOL||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000078||AWDnot2||11-18-2003||01:34 AM||||That is where the 22x8x3 comes in..  Then you can keep the lamp. It will require two more bends.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000079||AWDnot2||11-18-2003||01:54 AM||||Tell ya what. I need a S-AFC I or II. w/ full harness. AND in working cond.  If anybody can find one to w/ trade me, I will Trade for one of my FMICs.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000080||bleck||11-18-2003||02:58 PM||||Yeah, but with the 22" core, does the core fitw/foglight when centered, or do you just mount it snug on the drivers side, and then have a lopsided IC install?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000081||Hertz||11-18-2003||03:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> Tell ya what. I need a S-AFC I or II. w/ full harness. AND in working cond.  If anybody can find one to w/ trade me, I will Trade for one of my FMICs. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What??  I'll go buy you a brand new SAFC for one of those ICs!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000082||Doc_Seuss||11-18-2003||04:51 PM||||im game, i sent you a PM.  I actually have an AFC II with a new harness so...<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000083||geoff@machv||11-18-2003||05:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> Tell ya what. I need a S-AFC I or II. w/ full harness. AND in working cond.  If anybody can find one to w/ trade me, I will Trade for one of my FMICs. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You've got PM.... tell me where to send the Super AFC.......||164.117.144.15||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000084||AWDnot2||11-18-2003||11:21 PM||||The 22" FMIC has to fit snug on the driver's side. You can barely see the black FMICs behind the bumper.  This pic is just an example of the visibility of a black FMIC.<br />  Courtesy of DSMSleeper. <br />  <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jreinacher1.jpg" alt=" - " />||172.162.26.92||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000085||AWDnot2||11-20-2003||11:06 PM||||OK.  Just setup my Paypal account.  E-mail for the account is Pisceskmb@aol.com. Please allow 3 business days(for production) from the date I receive payment, then the FMIC will be shipped.<br /> <br /> <br /> DON'T FORGET TO INCLUDE YOUR ADDRESS IN THE "NOTES" SECTION.<br />  <br />   Total is $450.00 shipping is free.<br /><br /> Thank you,  <br /> Roger Hupp||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000086||Hertz||11-21-2003||10:35 AM||||I just fell out of my chair.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000087||psycopyro182||11-21-2003||12:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I just fell out of my chair. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">haha, thats great.<br />the 22" one is prob what im gonna go with, in black. that looks badass. you cant even tell.<br />i dont want to lose a fog light.<br />so has anyone installed this with the DB ic pipes yet? if so how does it all work out?||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000088||Duc Hunter||11-21-2003||12:56 PM||||Someone should make a screen for the hole in our grills when we cut them out for an FMIC. I painted my RRE FMIC 2 years ago and will post pics here this evening of what it looks like now, without a screen. <br /><br />Yes, I know you can make one relatively easily from Home Depot parts. IT would be cool thought to make on and offer it with the FMIC, just a thought. I am mentioning this more for everyone who gets this, YOU NEED A SCREEN and a pretty fine one at that.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000089||dsmsleeper||11-21-2003||02:24 PM||||I've been running this set up (FMIC,grille, anodized black) for over 4 years now with no problems.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000090||Duc Hunter||11-22-2003||10:07 PM||||Why do you need a screen? This is 1 year of no screen street driving, no Rally Crosses etc. IT was black when it was installed. <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/23538477.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000091||Beemer||11-23-2003||12:34 AM||||The pics are red x'd for me...anyone else having this problem?  I wanna SEE!  I'm in the market as well.  Too bad we can't do 2.25 outlets though..finally I could have ONE size piping from the turbo up to the throttle body elbow.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000092||AWDnot2||11-25-2003||02:47 AM||||The inlet/outets are standard 2.25" unless 2.5" is specified. And IM working on a new end tank so the 26" core will fit and foglamp is retained.<br /><br />  AND..  It will be a complete bolt-on for the new Brode 2.25" IC pipes.<br /> <br />  Its got to be perfect! Perfection takes time.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000093||bleck||12-06-2003||02:16 AM||||NOW you're talking!  What is your ETA on the new endtank design?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000094||TinyVR4||12-06-2003||10:48 AM||||I'll be buying one as soon as your new endank design is completed.  I like my foglights but want the largest core possible.  <br />Keep up the good work!||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000095||AWDnot2||12-25-2003||09:58 PM||||I have the prototype for the new FMIC finished.<br /> It will be sent to Dave after the new year. After he details the in/outlet positions and fabs the pipe, I have to record all the measurements and tig the in/outlets to the endtanks.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000096||AWDnot2||12-31-2003||01:41 AM||||I have been receiving a ton of e-mails regarding the efficiency of the FMICs.<br /><br />It's about 85% It's the best we could do given the limited amount of space we had to work with. pressure drop 1psi.<br />For the best performance, the pressure drop should to be kept to less than 1.5 psi. If any pressure drop greater than 4 psi is measured, you are decreasing performance.<br /><br />Does one style of core cool better than another?<br /><br />No, almost no difference. we have found no appreciable difference between any core style or manufacturer. Keep in mind, that the merit of a core is it&#8217;s efficiency versus its internal drag characteristics. When sized for a tolerable flow loss, virtually all cores will produce essentially the same efficiency results. A core with slightly less flow area per linear inch, or one with longer tubes, will need aprox 5% more tubes to equal the best of intercooler&#8217;s with regard to flow loss and efficiency. Not a very important difference. (Bell)||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000097||Colt4G63||12-31-2003||09:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> The 22" FMIC has to fit snug on the driver's side. You can barely see the black FMICs behind the bumper.  This pic is just an example of the visibility of a black FMIC.<br />  Courtesy of DSMSleeper. <br />   <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jreinacher1.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">whats wrong with that front bumper? <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000098||stevevr4||12-31-2003||09:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Colt4G63:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> The 22" FMIC has to fit snug on the driver's side. You can barely see the black FMICs behind the bumper.  This pic is just an example of the visibility of a black FMIC.<br />  Courtesy of DSMSleeper. <br />    <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/jreinacher1.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">whats wrong with that front bumper? <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bumpers are for  <b>bumping!</b>||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000099||anomalyva||01-18-2004||01:08 AM||||Any update on this?||68.100.239.168||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000100||jayru||01-18-2004||02:46 PM||||Yea, i would really like to see the finished product with the DB pipes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000101||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-19-2004||06:22 AM||||what is the size of the intercooler going to be endtank to endtank?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes



ubb/Forum3/003358.cgi
A||||9||229of1000||New pictures after detail!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||10-16-2003||06:43 PM||||Ain't she pretty?  He didn't do under the hood, and I haven't cleaned under there for a couple weeks so it's pretty dirty.  I also forgot to have him take off the stupid dealer sticker before he buffed it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Click for hi-res!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1600" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1600&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1601" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1601&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1602" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1602&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1603" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1603&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1604" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1604&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1605" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1605&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-16-2003||06:44 PM||||Represent nile vr4!! wha what! Lol looks good man.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||1992gvr4||10-16-2003||06:54 PM||||car looks great man. is that a 92 grill or did you just paint yours.||64.41.22.221||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000003||BlitzVR4||10-16-2003||06:54 PM||||All you need is a big front mount intercooler.  <br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||10-16-2003||07:09 PM||||'92 Grill, '93 headlights (which need some painting on the tops), and JDM corners.  Thanks guys!  It definitely needs (and will get) an FMIC.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||10-16-2003||10:14 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1607" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1607&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1608" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1608&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1609" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1609&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1610" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1610&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />What Hondas see before they get run over.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> <br />  <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1612" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1612&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />This is my only picture of the two cars together.  Couldn't do anything cool as the '92 has no headlights or grill until I get around to putting them back in.  The car doesn't really look that bad, it was soaking wet as I took these around 7AM.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1611" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1611&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||talontsi||10-17-2003||04:44 AM||||Very nice work Paul.<br /><br />Lookin good!||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000007||bleck||10-17-2003||07:13 AM||||Don't get much cleaner than that.  Nice job.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000008||curtis||10-18-2003||12:55 AM||||Get a tow rope and a friend and you could do double awd donuts in matching cars.  What could be cooler||67.25.34.149||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||10-18-2003||12:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Get a tow rope and a friend and you could do double awd donuts in matching cars.  What could be cooler </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I forsee some major body repair.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks guys!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/003359.cgi
A||||1||BlitzVR4||PIC of 533/1000||||1||||BlitzVR4||00000528
Z||000000||BlitzVR4||10-16-2003||06:43 PM||killertsi@yahoo.com||Finally got a picture of my car.  <br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1598&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Mods: <br />2g MAS<br />Dejon intake pipe<br />Big 16g<br />Ported evo 3 manny<br />Stainless steel O2 housing<br />Apexi downpipe<br />Apexi N1 exhaust<br />Supra fuel pump<br />650cc injectors<br />SAFC<br />XBC<br />Powerstop rotors f & r<br /><br />Waiting to be installed:<br />Indy Race race core<br />Greddy Type R<br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-16-2003||06:45 PM||||Looks awesome! I like the rims. Get that race core on and feel the world of difference!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003360.cgi
A||||11||Jose||EVO 8 Offset||||1||||1571/2000||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||10-16-2003||08:49 PM||jacjdws@aol.com||Does anyone know the offset of the EVO 8?<br />Jose......||64.12.96.102||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||10-16-2003||09:34 PM||||Nope, Seen the wheels on a 2g and they fit fine.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||1101||10-16-2003||09:55 PM||||The evo 7 is 38, I expect the evo 8 is the same. <br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-17-2003||12:20 AM||||yep +38 17X8||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||drew||10-18-2003||02:42 AM||||Thinking of doing this?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1639" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1639&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||Jose||10-19-2003||12:15 AM||||Kind of, but with the brakes to.<br />Jose.....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000006||Jose||10-19-2003||12:17 AM||||Hey Drew how much space do you have from your calipers to the back of the wheel?<br />Jose......||64.12.97.9||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000007||drew||10-19-2003||12:31 AM||||A LOT of space. What kinda brakes? About 1.5" between the back of the spoke to the caliper at its nearest point and about 1.5" between the caliper and the circle of the rim.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||markrieb||10-19-2003||02:59 PM||||Drew,<br /><br />How well does those rims clear the lower rear trailing arm?<br /><br />Looks nice!<br /><br />Mark||4.5.84.236||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000009||drew||10-19-2003||03:45 PM||||they clear wonderfully, because the face and the rims are WAY out on the front. I've heard the layout called a "reverse lip" I have no clearance issues, no rubbing whatsoever. In fact, I think the car rides better than the old 16" GSX rims i had on it||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||Romanova||10-20-2003||12:36 AM||||Where did you source those rims up from?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000011||drew||10-20-2003||01:46 AM||||<a href="http://www.evolutionm.net" target="_blank">www.evolutionm.net</a> A guy was selling them nearly new locally (San Francisco area).||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003361.cgi
A||N||0||4G63Mirage||Louisville, KY||||1||||4G63Mirage||00002406
Z||000000||4G63Mirage||10-16-2003||09:06 PM||4g63mirage@milwpc.com||Going to see a concert probably on Nov 5th in Louisville here.. <br /><br />Uncle Pleasants <br />2126 South Preston Street, Louisville, KY 40216 <br /><br />Anyone familiar with the place? good or bad area? Anyone willing to let me crash there the night? <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes



ubb/Forum3/003362.cgi
A||||3||ejectseat||Anyone see this yet...||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||10-16-2003||10:21 PM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||<a href="http://suprastore.com/gredairfuelk.html" target="_blank">Greddy wideband o2 sensor and gauge</a> <br />This seems like a pretty good product.  Anyone hear of it?||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||ejectseat||10-17-2003||01:52 PM||||it says it's new, but someone had to have seen it||205.149.71.236||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||10-17-2003||03:40 PM||||I notice the picture is a 2-wire (unheated) O2 sensor. Our cars come with a 4-wire sensor which, I think, is one reason new ones run well over a hundred bucks. I wonder if the Greddy O2 sensor is compatable with the ECU. Or if you would have to mount it in a new bung somewhere in the exhaust stream.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||number3||10-17-2003||05:01 PM||||where is my video...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003363.cgi
A||||1||AWDnot2||pitcures||||1||||AWDnot2||00001198
Z||000000||AWDnot2||10-16-2003||11:05 PM||Frogger22m@aol.com||how do you post pictures?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-16-2003||11:08 PM||||Click the <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712" target="_blank">Read Me First</a> section in the technical discussions. Then the image hosting.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003364.cgi
A||||4||gixxer||dunno if anyone cares about 2jz swaps, but||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||10-16-2003||11:31 PM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||<a href="http://supertmotorsports.com/cars.html" target="_blank">2jz </a> <br /><br />he's a local guy in minnesota with some very good fabrication skills.  he'll even make stuff up for our cars for $40 an hour, you just have to bring your car TO him.  <br /><br />btw the car has now trapped 137mph with SERIOUS traction issues all the way down the track.||129.219.247.226||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-17-2003||04:12 AM||||Yea, I read about that truck over on Hondatech.  Pretty nutty, but I didn't know about the previous engine.  That's pretty fucking incredible, to do that well on that motor, AND a stock drivetrain.  Don't build 'em like they used to.  If you look at the truck's dyno graphs, you can see there's room for plenty more power.  The torque is nearly equal, and he's using the stock TB and intake mani, which I think at his point is something of a restriction.  Freeing up the intake flow could yield at least 50 hp on that setup, I'm guessing.  Hehe, he should put some weights on the rear bumper.  Maybe that'd help him hook up on the 1-2 (and only!) shift.||69.59.219.187||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||10-17-2003||03:53 PM||||He's taking it apart and selling it now.  Plans to bouild a Nissan Fronter with a 350Z engine.||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||10-17-2003||04:18 PM||||Hijack alert!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Ryan - how is the gvr4 coming along?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||10-17-2003||04:32 PM||||I have a gasket set, rings, ARP head studs, bearing, block/crank/rods/pistons and a head with two burnt valves, a 14B, a stock DSM sidemountIC, the 4 bolt is in, AWS is gone and a few other thing too.  Pretty good, the goal is to have it running November 28th, my birthday.  I also have a radiator and all the coolant hoses.  Just need to pick a clutch and FW out of the stack and get cracking on it.  I also finished up the ABS elimination too.  I need to find my list, or make a new one now.  I'm not too far off.<br /><br />Ontopic: 2JZ no shit!||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum3/003365.cgi
A||||27||Craig91||The YANKEES WIN!!!||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||10-17-2003||12:26 AM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||The Yankees win....The Yankees win....TTTTHHHHHHEEEEE YANKEES WIN!!!!<br /><br />Maybe next year Sox fans!||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||10-17-2003||12:32 AM||||Oh BOY!  Maybe Bill Gates will win the Powerball this week.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||DookGVR4||10-17-2003||12:48 AM||||Bill Gates doesnt need any more money.....<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />And besides.....he isnt as lucky as the yankees  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />GO Yanks!||68.232.9.215||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000003||bleck||10-17-2003||07:14 AM||||I don't even care if they lose the Series.  Just as long as they sent Boston home.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||10-17-2003||07:19 AM||||When we're done spending money on civil engineering projects (Big Dig) I hear that Boston is going to buy the entire Yankee's team. <br /><br /><br />...just what I hear.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||SRT2477||10-17-2003||08:46 AM||||GO YANKS!!!!||24.104.32.152||reg||10||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000006||Tevenor||10-17-2003||09:22 AM||||Once again the Red Sox snatch defeat from the jaws of victory.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000007||silly4turbo||10-17-2003||09:54 AM||||talk all the smack you want, that's all yankee fan's are good for anyway||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000008||14bCrazy||10-17-2003||10:01 AM||||I'm not even a baseball fan but don't ya think its alittle boring to have the same team win every year. BASEBALL is a messed up sport.||162.84.82.217||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000009||howard_GVR4||10-17-2003||10:13 AM||||I'd like to see some mandatory drug testing for the major leagues.  People that have become muscle monsters like Jason Giambi shouldn't be playing, it's just stupid.  <br /><br />Even though the Sox lost last night, I got some satisfaction from watching Roger Clemens get pulled off the field so early.  Nothing like a little shame to end your career with.  <br /><br />I'd say the Red Sox lost because they respect Pedro and let him make the decision and keep pitching though he was tired, which ultimately lost the game when he let those 3 runs by.  It also didn't help that Rivera is such a great closing pitcher for the Yankees.  I hope the Red Sox buy him.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />The winning home run was pure luck anyways, even the hitter agreed afterwards, he just put the bat out there and got lucky.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000010||bleck||10-17-2003||10:48 AM||||Well, alot of other teams won a lot of other games with a little luck.  Yankee fans don't talk anymore smack than say, a Bulls fan, or a Lakers fan, and remember, we went 18 years being on the ass-end of all the loser jokes. I just think it's comical that Boston (who IMHO was the better team) always finds a way to lose to the Yanks.  I'd call it a lot of things, but boring would probably not be one of them.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000011||PhilthMonger||10-17-2003||10:54 AM||||YANKS RULE!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000012||7541000||10-17-2003||11:06 AM||||now Giambi was due and pedro never never gives up those dingers, hes not that big compared to players in the past, i say instead of doing drugs and out carousing during the playoffs hes not as good as Ruth was by any means. lol hes does however have an inspired look in his eye, Red Sox are not a better team, thats why they LOST.<br /><br />anyone care to make some gentlemenly predictions?" Im not a gentleman and i will let any redsox fan know it. But i dont hate the losers just Pedro with a passion, I think Giambi likes him a little nowmore.<br /><br />I fell asleep before the extra innings.||12.89.169.176||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000013||silly4turbo||10-17-2003||11:14 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1620&width=400" alt=" - " />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000014||91 #680||10-17-2003||01:09 PM||||lol!!  It's gunna be another lame world series.  Who cares....nobody is going to watch the yanks and Marlins.  It would've been soooo much better to see the BoSox and cubbies play each other.  Come to think of it that world series could have been legendary and historical  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Anyway...Go Marlins!!!!!!!||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000015||VTGVR4||10-17-2003||02:33 PM||||i stopped watching baseball the same year the ENTIRE pittsburgh infield made less money than a single player on the yankees. ( i think it happened sometime in the early 90's and havent really seen more than two games in the last 15 years. (barry bonds, andy van slyke, bonilla, etc were the guys back then)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000016||REDLINEGVR4||10-17-2003||02:40 PM||||WELL BEING A RED SOX FAN ALL I HAVE TO SAY IS GO MARLINS!!!! And FUCK THE YANKEES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000017||CCDSM69||10-17-2003||03:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WELL BEING A RED SOX FAN ALL I HAVE TO SAY IS GO MARLINS!!!! And FUCK THE YANKEES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's about the most calm remark I've heard from any Florida resident in the past 20 hours. Then again last night I was the only sober person at the sports bar. Most people wanted the Red Sox to win so that it would be easier for the Marlins. It was definately a good game after the 5th inning.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000018||howard_GVR4||10-17-2003||04:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> i stopped watching baseball the same year the ENTIRE pittsburgh infield made less money than a single player on the yankees. ( i think it happened sometime in the early 90's and havent really seen more than two games in the last 15 years. (barry bonds, andy van slyke, bonilla, etc were the guys back then) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, when yank fans say NY wins because they're good, that ain't the whole story.  They win because they have an astronomical budget, with which to buy the good players.  I say cap it, and see what happens.||4.34.143.26||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000019||number3||10-17-2003||04:54 PM||||It is me or is Baseball the most boring sport in the entire world?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />YAWN! <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000020||howard_GVR4||10-17-2003||05:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> It is me or is Baseball the most boring sport in the entire world?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />YAWN! <br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope, spelling bee!!!||4.34.143.26||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000021||GVR1643||10-17-2003||05:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> i stopped watching baseball the same year the ENTIRE pittsburgh infield made less money than a single player on the yankees. ( i think it happened sometime in the early 90's and havent really seen more than two games in the last 15 years. (barry bonds, andy van slyke, bonilla, etc were the guys back then) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, when yank fans say NY wins because they're good, that ain't the whole story.  They win because they have an astronomical budget, with which to buy the good players.  I say cap it, and see what happens. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hear you Howard.  I agree with sports needing a cap...and if they won't do it themselves, then it's up to the fans.  Best cap = don't buy the ticket!<br /><br />You think the Marlins plan on buying that lucky foul-ball-cathing fan some airfare to NY.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.113||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000022||PhilthMonger||10-17-2003||05:50 PM||||dont hate on the playa, hate the game.<br />This is how much they spent. what's a few million between friends eh?<br /><br />1. NY Yankees 156,948,495 <br />2. Los Angeles 115,764,287 <br />3. Boston 100,651,177 <br />4. Atlanta 99,195,593 <br />5. San Francisco 89,052,167 <br />6. Seattle 87,184,500 <br />7. NY Mets 86,341,429 <br />8. Chicago Cubs 86,252,833 <br />9. St. Louis 84,106,269 <br />10. Arizona 75,914,933 <br />11. Texas 72,941,367 <br />12. Philadelphia 70,452,500 <br />13. Chicago Sox 68,949,684 <br />14. Anaheim 68,325,467 <br />15. Minnesota 67,795,500 <br />16. Baltimore 67,502,275 <br />17. Houston 66,864,840 <br />18. Colorado 59,711,017 <br />19. Cincinnati 58,436,777 <br />20. Florida 52,538,298 <br />21. Oakland 49,277,634 <br />22. Cleveland 47,610,134 <br />23. Detroit 46,564,000 <br />24. Montreal 45,834,500 <br />25. San Diego 44,524,500 <br />26. Kansas City 43,323,500 <br />27. Pittsburgh 42,106,059 <br />28. Milwaukee 27,887,000 <br />29. Toronto 27,523,500 <br />30. Tampa Bay 18,730,000||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000023||bleck||10-17-2003||09:48 PM||||Listen, before you guys start hemmin and hawin about how much loot the Yanks spend on their team, take a minute to think about the owner.  George Steinbrenner's life is the Yanks.  That is his job.  All he does is run that team.  Unlike other teams whose owners have a baseball team as a hobby or a writeoff, and stop by every once in a while when they're not working at the publishing business, or even worse the ones owned by corporations.  As with any business, you get out what you put in, and Steinbrenner puts in whatever it takes.  The best scouts, the best farm system, the best players, whatever.  The Yankees ARE his business, and he takes winning seriously.  Don't hate him cause he's the best at it.  In any industry, the guy who does it best is hated.  26 world championships speak for themselves.  Oh yeah.... and... F-Pedro!!!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000024||geoff@machv||10-17-2003||10:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> talk all the smack you want, that's all yankee fan's are good for anyway </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Even <b>IF</b> The Bonx Bombers go home first in the Series... <br />At least BOSTON beat em to the front door!||199.196.144.13||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000025||7541000||10-18-2003||02:04 PM||||Is the METS arguement relevant in that they have the same opportuntity as in the same market? or are they cursed too?<br /><br />and the marlins stadium is fing huge, all these expansion teams are doing ok for themselves. there just happy being the first loser.||12.89.130.80||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000026||bleck||10-19-2003||02:58 PM||||Tell me about it.  There are tons of parks that put Yankee to shame.  Stemnbrenner would kill for some luxury boxes.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000027||iceman69510||10-20-2003||03:35 PM||||There are only 3 real sports-<br />Auto racing<br />Bullfighting<br />Mountain climbing.<br /><br />All the rest are just games.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/003366.cgi
A||||8||curtis||20 pounds of boost at 2200||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||10-17-2003||12:42 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Talked to a guy today named daniel.  He really knows his stuff they tested a 4G63 at 20 pounds by 2200 with there new turbine design and made 600 HP.  They can can adapt garretts or mitsu turbos they have some really nice products. Here's the site they even have cool sound effects check it out.<br /><a href="http://www.bullseye-power.com/" target="_blank">http://www.bullseye-power.com/</a>||67.25.36.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||gixxer||10-17-2003||03:15 AM||||i doubt even a T25 can make 20lbs of boost by 2200   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||209.86.16.46||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||10-17-2003||04:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> i doubt even a T25 can make 20lbs of boost by 2200    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It could on a semi.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.177.241.242||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||curtis||10-18-2003||01:02 AM||||My friend has a mitsu housing and a Garrett compessor and he made 12psi by 2800.  I'm just going by what he said when I talked to him.  It could have been a 12 to 1 motor with juice also.  If I was building a dyno motor just for r@d work to see what my product would do. I'd do everything I could to spool it up.  For the price and the warranty you can't beat it.||67.25.34.149||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||10-20-2003||11:51 AM||||Hmmm, maybe a 13b with itty bitty 1 inch piping could do that.. but I haven't even seen a new 14b that could hit 20 inside of 3500 reliably on pump gas anyway..  And what's the point?  If it can hit 20 psi at 2200, then it is a blowtorch at 5500.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||10-20-2003||12:57 PM||||Are you saying it made 600 horses at 2200 Rpm. If so I'd say bullsh?t. IF your saying they made 600 hp with an engine that made 20 psi at 2200 and made peak power at say 8,000 rpm's. I would say to make 600 hp with a 4g63 you have to have a big turbo which boosts slower than small turbos. Id believe this if I saw it with my own two eyes.||162.83.82.197||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||10-21-2003||09:38 PM||||*||199.196.144.13||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000007||curtis||10-21-2003||10:11 PM||||It topped out at 600.  I'm only quoting what he said to me on the phone.  I've seen mitsubishi housings with garrett wheels stuff in them and its crazy.  You look down the turbine housing and all you see is wheel.  This housing is about the same design.||64.159.108.60||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||gixxer||10-21-2003||10:37 PM||||yeah, they're called mutts   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||149.169.70.47||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes



ubb/Forum3/003367.cgi
A||||4||gtluke||so i just chased down hector (hecdws)... no wait i diddn't||||8||||gtluke||00000281
Z||000000||gtluke||10-17-2003||12:48 AM||gtluke@hotmail.com||so i'm leaving class in newark, and i'm sitting at the intersection of bridge st and Mcarter highway in newark. (i'm on bridge st on the newark side looking at the bridge) and a green galant vr4 drives by... and its got a white fender.<br />i grab my phone and start looking for hectors number and i remembered DAMN its on my computer not my phone! so he's like 3 cars ahead of me in the other lane... light goes green, he takes off to the left, i'm in the right lane so i cut off a few people and turn left  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  then i BLAST down mcarter highway at an estimated ten thousand MPH swinging in between cars trying to catch up... i get up beside him and slam on the brakes and stomp on the gas....  and its a tall skinny white kid with blonde hair giving me the finger. (wtf?) okay, how many GREEN galant VR4's can there be in newark NJ WITH A WHITE FENDER!?!??!?!?!! then i recognise the guy, he's friends with john norri at broadway performance. i can't remember his name though... i met him once though, but he diddn't have his car with him. then he realizes i'm driving a galant (guess he figured it was just some ass looking for a race) and he puts down his finger and laughs and rolls down his window to say wassup. i say hi and whatever, and then take off cause i tottally am going the wrong way  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />ha...<br />really wierd experience.<br />i mean really, 2 galant vr4's in jersey with a white fender? hmf.<br /><br />now that i think about it, the white fender is on the wrong side. ha<br />this is from this weekend and our jersey gvr4 meet. (i have FIVE gvr4 friends here in jersey that diddn't show up cause they suck)<br />  <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/images/10-12-03/w_0007.jpg" alt=" - " />||138.89.103.132||reg||8||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||10-17-2003||12:55 AM||||Love the pic! Reminds me of the WA meet we had this summer.||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||10-18-2003||12:43 AM||||thats a pretty funny story luke, just remember to look for the white bumper and fender. well for you guys in jersey im back at my old job IMP in clifton. yes its a speed shop. feel free to stop buy.<br /><br /><br />later hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||msaskin||10-18-2003||10:33 AM||||Shit...wish i wasn't so busy or i would've drove down there.<br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000004||Ant||10-18-2003||05:40 PM||||Whats up Luke.<br />You just met Turbo Tommy.   <br />He's my GVR4 partner in crime at Broadway Performance.<br />He goes to school at NJIT also.<br />He has that bumper there because he bought the car with a messed up bumper and hood and just got a new bumper put it but has yet to get it painted.  <br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes



ubb/Forum3/003368.cgi
A||||0||agrabau||I'm in a sharing mood.||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||10-17-2003||07:21 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://www.rallycarsforsale.net" target="_blank">www.rallycarsforsale.net</a><br /><br /><br />nice site for Friday digressions from work. I probably go there every day.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003369.cgi
A||||0||V8EATER||a nice pic for you gvr4 lovers||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||10-17-2003||11:43 AM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1621" alt=" - " /><br /><br />this is my vr4- more pics to come this weekend.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum3/003370.cgi
A||||6||Beemer||For those guys who never saw our window stickers before..||||1||||Beemer||00000599
Z||000000||Beemer||10-17-2003||11:51 AM||beemer1@att.net||I found mine again.  My stupid scanner wouldn't catch the entire thing, but here ya go for a non sunroof car<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1622" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1622&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000001||Kibo||10-17-2003||07:19 PM||||Sweet...I still get stock gas mileage!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||10-17-2003||09:05 PM||||nice from Fort collins,Colorado||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||10-17-2003||11:18 PM||||So I guess I can be an honorary member of the CODSM, can't I?  Hey, it was a thought..<br />And believe it or not, it has stayed in the Air Force its entire life.  I bought it from an air force brat that bought it from the Lt Col that bought it new..  And you can tell a brat owned it..beat to shit, but I only paid a grand for the car, running, so I can't really bitch too much.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||10-18-2003||12:31 AM||||Remember when everyone was complaining about Mitsu dealers marking up the Evo8.  We'll they did it to my Galant too.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1636" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1636&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1637" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1637&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.169.107.14||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000005||Gvr4-330||10-18-2003||03:09 AM||||Your car didn't come stock with a pass side wiper???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    And fabric protector for the leather???<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||10-18-2003||04:32 AM||||Haha, good eyes Rob.  And WTF is an "Underseal Resistor?"||69.59.219.204||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003371.cgi
A||||0||GVR1643||paging Zach||||1||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||10-17-2003||12:42 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Sorry guys, trying to get Zach again.<br /><br />Zach check your PM (10/14) or shoot me a message PLEASE.<br /><br />need partial refund or rest of parts||167.142.22.73||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003372.cgi
A||||102||ayvr4||Everyone Post Their Best Pic!||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||10-17-2003||12:53 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1623" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1623&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />here is mine.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.203.239||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-17-2003||01:48 PM||||Lookin good!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||number3||10-17-2003||09:04 PM||||I have sooo many...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||10-17-2003||09:07 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1627&width=400" alt=" - " />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||10-17-2003||10:39 PM||||I thought the BOV was supposed to be AFTER the MAS for a blow through setup.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||10-17-2003||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> I thought the BOV was supposed to be AFTER the MAS for a blow through setup. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  AFAIK, it doesn't matter which side.  But if you want to vent to atmo without lost metered air, you put the air meter between BOV and TB.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||10-20-2003||01:44 PM||||Nice Pic Jonvr4! Like the ic pipes!<br /><br />come one number3, pick a good one and post it... (still got that photoshoped pic i did of your car lowered & tinted?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   j/k)||68.74.203.239||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||RTS182G-VR4||10-20-2003||02:03 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1446" alt=" - " />||65.102.216.30||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||10-20-2003||04:22 PM||||<img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallmixx2001_front.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.233||reg||6||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||number3||10-20-2003||04:51 PM||||Exterior shot:<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1676" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1676&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />This image just edges out my second favorite exterior shot... (I will hold on to it for sharing another day.)<br /><br />Engine shot:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1677" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1677&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />I still perfer the black valve cover and intake I current have but I still like the way this shot came out...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||10-20-2003||06:11 PM||||Rolling shots are cool  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1262" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1262&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||10-20-2003||06:29 PM||||My old galizzi-<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1678" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1679" alt=" - " /><br /><br />my old M3<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1680" alt=" - " /><br /><br />You guys have all seen the Bimmubishi. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||ayvr4||10-20-2003||06:37 PM||||Canoes help the sleeper image too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||10-20-2003||07:00 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1249" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />Nuff' said...||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||Doc_Seuss||10-20-2003||11:03 PM||||Im sorry about the size but i dont have anything on this comp to resize it....<br /><br />SORRY, but anyway, i mean my car is really dirty in this pic but its a damn R33!!<br /><br />o yeah this was in poughkeepsie NY!!!<br /><br />dave<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1684" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1684&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000015||Eclipse182||10-21-2003||12:17 AM||||Holy shit! theres Skylines in New York?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Lol I have yet to see one in person||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000016||Romanova||10-21-2003||12:48 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=633&width=400" alt=" - " />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000017||DeanCouchey||10-21-2003||01:06 AM||||I lived in Po-town for 2 damn years with my White gvr4 and never seen another one, no less a damn skyline!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000018||curtis||10-21-2003||01:25 AM||||love the tag Dr Evil||67.25.36.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||10-21-2003||03:10 AM||||I can't believe you saw an R33 GTR in Poughkeepsie... the rarest car I've ever seen there was one of the very few gold finish DeLoreans.  Looked to be mint.  Surprised to see it there, though; I thought Poo-crapsy was a shithole.<br /><br />Nice pic, Zach!  The checkerboard motif is a little visually dominating, though... sort of first draws your attention, then your gaze falls down on the car... bam.  Nice.  A sleeper even in photos.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   What rims are you using?  Some nt Galant stockers, or did you have those shipped over from the island?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||69.59.219.177||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||Romanova||10-21-2003||11:21 AM||||My rims are from a plain-jane Galant... came with the car when I bought it. I'll be bringing back some real rims when I head to the islands in the spring.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000021||MX4||10-22-2003||02:03 AM||||<img src="http://www.webbase.co.nz/raz/images/mycar.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />From my website @  [URL=http://www.webbase.co.nz/raz][/URL]||202.180.83.7||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000022||bob in chicago||10-22-2003||08:46 AM||||Until Hertz or Ducktape scans a pic from our Road America "race", here's one I like:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/bob_in_chicago/posed1.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/bob_in_chicago/posed1.jpg</a>||24.148.12.49||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000023||galantvr4us||10-22-2003||02:03 PM||||<img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000198.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />    <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000199.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />    <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000200.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000024||agrabau||10-22-2003||02:35 PM||||Damn Katie's car is sweet. PRE-EVO, my whole driveway looks like the cement in your pic.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Tyler your car looks like it fell out of charlie and the chocolate factory and onto the street- cool pic!<br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000025||ayvr4||10-22-2003||02:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Damn Katie's car is sweet. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hell yeah it is! nice massive front mount  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  .||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000026||mikeyoung00||10-22-2003||09:03 PM||||OK...it ain't a galant...doesn't have a single MMC component as far as I know. But I don't have any decent pics of number 5 yet so this is my last car. You said best pics...not what of.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />   <img src="http://a2.cpimg.com/image/72/FB/14316402-c262-01E00280-.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://a4.cpimg.com/image/56/FA/14316374-22a9-02000180-.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000027||PRE-EVO||10-22-2003||10:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong>PRE-EVO, my whole driveway looks like the cement in your pic.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I knew someone else would be set the same.<br />Funny thing is my new garage's floor literally is so clean you could practically eat off it (other than what looks like paint but it's oil drops in two sections). I should take a before and after picture of it for reference to how much my car is the "exxon valdez" .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000028||chadhayashi||10-23-2003||01:16 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1715&width=400" alt=" - " />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000029||91 #680||10-23-2003||01:33 AM||||very nice pic Chad.  Katie....very clean galant.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000030||Hertz||10-23-2003||10:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> Until Hertz or Ducktape scans a pic from our Road America "race", here's one I like:<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You know, I just spent $270 on photofinishing (honeymoon pics) and I *thought* that I had the roll from Road America -- nope.  I'm still pestering Sir Assmonkey for at least a copy of the video...  <b>Rob, get off yer lazy ass!</b>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000031||Clay||10-23-2003||12:06 PM||||chadhayashi, do you have a picture of your car from further back? i wanna see what the k-1's look like on a galant||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000032||drew||10-23-2003||09:51 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1724" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1724&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000033||drew||10-23-2003||09:56 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1725" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1725&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000034||Romanova||10-23-2003||11:04 PM||||Drew, your rims make me want to touch myself...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000035||chadhayashi||10-24-2003||12:39 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1731&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />This is the only one I have. You can see the 17's on the front that are for sale too   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />This pic is from 11-01. I've since painted the window trim. But still have the K1's.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000036||chadhayashi||10-24-2003||12:45 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1733&width=400" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1734" alt=" - " /><br />This is what gets put in the button down 6 visible on the roof. Produced by Joyride. Available only thru MB dealerships back in '01 and possible '02. There were supposed to be only 200 made but I don't know, my serial # is 11XX... I believe I have the only one in CO.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />The vehicle pictured on it is the current 215 chassis "CL". The transparency is of the current M113 V8 engine.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000037||drew||10-24-2003||01:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>  <br />This is the only one I have. You can see the 17's on the front that are for sale too     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />This pic is from 11-01. I've since painted the window trim. But still have the K1's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">do you have a sidemarker only on the drivers side?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000038||drew||10-24-2003||01:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Drew, your rims make me want to touch myself...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll take that as a compliment ...||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000039||jonvr4||10-24-2003||09:45 PM||||no chad has them on both sides one pic is current and the other is old before he put them on||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000040||chadhayashi||10-25-2003||12:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> no chad has them on both sides one pic is current and the other is old before he put them on </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your quick John. They are sidemarkers for a CLK. The lenses, bulbs and sockets cost me $22 from my parts dept. We had a CLK fender in stock, so I just traced the factory hole and used a nibbler to cut it out. Installed and wired in about an hour.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000041||autobahntom||10-25-2003||03:11 PM||||Some new wheels changed the look of the car completely. <br />Tom<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1738" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1738&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000042||mj_rosenfeld||10-25-2003||06:24 PM||||ok dumb question: how exactly do you post a pic to this board?<br />mike r.||209.41.235.21||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000043||#1459 VR-4||10-25-2003||07:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong> ok dumb question: how exactly do you post a pic to this board?<br />mike r. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp</a>||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000044||atsiauto||10-25-2003||09:43 PM||||Ok Starion at Its best ,Soon.  <img src="http://www.tristarion.com/forums/uploads/post-7-1067113988.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000045||ccrich100||10-25-2003||10:36 PM||||Katie:<br />I didn't see the air filter/MAS in your pic.<br />How are you ducting air into the turbo?<br />C.||24.150.80.40||reg||1||ccrich100||00002634||yes
Z||000046||theymightbegalants||10-26-2003||04:57 AM||||Awesome pic, Scotty.  I've always loved the look of the StarQuests, the angular late 80's styling with the fender flares and all.  The rear window louvres aren't really my thing though.  Maybe one day I'll build one.<br /><br />And Hertz's site is informing me that my crappy "best" pic is way too big.  Will play with file types and try again later.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000047||s_firestone||11-04-2003||08:21 PM||||Sorry I'm a little late, been real busy lately.  Here is my car #918 in Jackson, MS<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=405" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=405&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /> <br />The only thing that has changes since the picture is the Transmission.  Found a Switchable 2WD/4WD to replace my ailing one.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 Mitsubishi Galant VR-4 <br />Belize Green Metallic #918 of 1000||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000048||GVR$in||11-04-2003||09:14 PM||||Ooo I have a new best pic you've all already probably seen..<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.geeride.com/images/GRIDE1s.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000049||ejectseat||11-04-2003||10:35 PM||||<img src="http://www.photobucket.com/albums/0903/ejectseat/6cc87dd9.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.154.184.10||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000050||ejectseat||11-04-2003||10:44 PM||||<img src="http://www.photobucket.com/albums/0903/ejectseat/2e2c0041.jpg" alt=" - " /> my friend's cars - and picture taken from my old p-lude. I sold it and the new owner blew it up today! (rod through block)||24.154.184.10||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000051||galantvr4us||11-04-2003||10:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ccrich100:<br /><strong> Katie:<br />I didn't see the air filter/MAS in your pic.<br />How are you ducting air into the turbo?<br />C. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here ya go.  The filter is so big I can't get a good pic of it.  This will be a little different after I get the tranny leak fixed I want to fab up kinda a heat shield to block against hot air around the filter.  All in due time.<br /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000207.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000052||galantvr4us||11-04-2003||10:45 PM||||Oh BTW you don't see a mas because there isn't one-complete standalone.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000053||Pappy||11-04-2003||10:48 PM||||<a href="http://www.ccs.neu.edu/home/pbriggs/nightshot.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.ccs.neu.edu/home/pbriggs/nightshots.jpg" alt=" - " /></a>||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000054||Vr4in'||11-04-2003||11:12 PM||||Nice ride there Katie....What kind of intercooler do you have?||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000055||GVR$in||11-04-2003||11:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong> Nice ride there Katie....What kind of intercooler do you have? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A BIG one..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000056||tplesko||11-04-2003||11:48 PM||||Pappy I LOVE that picture.  I want one of my car like that!||128.138.195.115||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000057||Pappy||11-05-2003||01:32 AM||||Thanks.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000058||TheJackalGT||11-05-2003||01:42 AM||||<img src="http://www.cosr.com/gallery/albums/thejackalgt/aae.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Im into photography..<br /><br /><a href="Http://thejackal.driven-performance.com" target="_blank">Http://thejackal.driven-performance.com</a><br /><br />Austin||12.253.81.123||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000059||91E39A||11-05-2003||03:26 AM||||Austin that picture is amazing, how did you get the colors to contrast like that?  Awesome picture.<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000060||Pappy||11-05-2003||03:42 AM||||Austin, did you use a grad filter for the sky in that shot?<br /><br />Oh yeah, the R34 shot on your site is great.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000061||stevevr4||11-05-2003||09:13 AM||||That is a beautiful pic... details like the shadow of the tree on the side of the car =   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />ok time to dig up a pic||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000062||stevevr4||11-05-2003||09:26 AM||||Here's my boy and my VR-4.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1843" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1843&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000063||VR4orce CJ||11-05-2003||09:29 AM||||Mine ready for the track.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1844" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1844&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1845" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1845&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />And at the track<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1847" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1847&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||216.248.242.96||reg||7||VR4orce CJ||00002726||yes
Z||000064||tplesko||11-05-2003||09:35 AM||||Here is one of my favorites.  I think the best one is still at home. Guess I never uploaded it to my site.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/mudding.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/mudding.jpg</a>||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000065||Hertz||11-05-2003||11:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pappy:<br /><strong> Austin, did you use a grad filter for the sky in that shot?<br /><br />Oh yeah, the R34 shot on your site is great. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not my pic, but if you don't mind I can chime in on something I <i>actually know something about</i> for a change...  There's a few things going on there:<br /><br />1) Failure of reciprocity.  With longer exposures the light reaction curve of the emulsion becomes less linear.  It is often skewed even between color layers (sometimes warm, sometimes cold) depending on the film.<br /><br />2) Daylight film and sodium-vapor lighting.  Sunlight is different color temperature than most artificial lighting sources.  It is less obvious to humans, as our brain does a great job of adjusting perceived color temperatures and densities.<br /><br />3) The sky color is probably real -- maybe a little past dusk.  A long exposure is collecting light so the color builds... also most films do react a little on the UV (indigo/violet) and IR (red) sides of light and will register them in the processed (visible) color range.  Hence the reason for UV filters and coated optics.<br /><br />Anyhow, I'm seriously digging these night shots.  I've always been a big fan, but having a VR-4 in them makes it even nicer.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000066||Tevenor||11-05-2003||12:56 PM||||It's not a picture of my galant, but I think its a pretty cool pic none the less of my 96 3-wheeling. <br /><br /> <img src="http://nlucier-scca.dyndns.org:81/2003/2003-08-24_oor3_cny_valeo/images/P8245254.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000067||iceman69510||11-05-2003||12:58 PM||||CJ, what class do you run in?  I thought SCCA had basically eliminated all AWD and turbo cars. Is it a local or regional class only?<br /><br />Thanks.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000068||sleeper||11-05-2003||01:01 PM||||Here you go professionals.<br />It takes talent to drive and take a good picture at the same time.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Ohh, it's not my picture, so no credit for me. I just like it.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1848" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000069||VR4orce CJ||11-05-2003||01:31 PM||||I'll be running in ITE, which is a regional class and seems to be the catchall for homeless cars.  SCCA is coming out with and AWD/Turbo class for the WRX/STI/EVO/S4/A4 crowd, forgot what they are gonna call it, but look for it next year.||68.50.230.38||reg||1||VR4orce CJ||00002726||yes
Z||000070||Tevenor||11-05-2003||01:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4orce CJ:<br /><strong> I'll be running in ITE, which is a regional class and seems to be the catchall for homeless cars.  SCCA is coming out with and AWD/Turbo class for the WRX/STI/EVO/S4/A4 crowd, forgot what they are gonna call it, but look for it next year. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cool. So my setup baby steps to get the 96 into a road racing won't be in vain.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000071||galantvr4us||11-05-2003||10:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4orce CJ:<br /><strong> Mine ready for the track.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1844" target="_blank">     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1844&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1845" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1845&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />And at the track<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1847" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1847&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats just sexy     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I like a lot.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000072||jonvr4||11-05-2003||10:59 PM||||here's some more<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1850" alt=" - " /><br /> and yes its my favorite.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1851" alt=" - " />||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000073||gvr4ever||11-05-2003||11:19 PM||||It's a damn good thing I have cable modem. <br /><br />Dude, you spilled some parts.  might want to pick that up.<br /><br />Is that road rash on the RX7?  At least it was put to good use.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000074||Franckypoo||11-06-2003||11:51 AM||||Best pic of the Laser in action!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img src="http://dsmquebec.mine.nu/clubdsm/DSMData/21.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I don't have any good one of the VR4 yet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000075||VR6 Eater||11-08-2003||01:15 AM||||Hertz, or Bob, at least post the pics of all of our cars sitting together.  I still want a copy of those.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000076||VR4coop||11-08-2003||06:51 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1854" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1854&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000077||kartorium31||11-08-2003||07:16 PM||||I think vr4coop's car is probably the coolest looking car on the board.  I absolutely love the wheel/paint scheme.  Good job man!||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000078||VR4coop||11-08-2003||09:18 PM||||hey thanx alot kartorium31.. i tried to make it suttle but still noticable.||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000079||udriveu||11-09-2003||12:50 AM||||I really don't have alot of pics of my car, but this one is probably my favorite.<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1857" alt=" - " /><br />I'm hesitant to post pics up close, everyone else's car looks immaculate compared to mine.||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000080||stevevr4||11-10-2003||11:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4coop:<br /><strong>i tried to make it suttle but still noticable. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its working.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000081||Hertz||11-10-2003||12:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> Hertz, or Bob, at least post the pics of all of our cars sitting together.  I still want a copy of those. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I can't find that damn disposal camera I took the pic with.  Will look some more tonight.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000082||#258||11-13-2003||07:58 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1929&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000083||Blurple||11-13-2003||08:37 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1930" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1930&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1931" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1931&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||202.49.200.143||reg||1||Blurple||00002801||yes
Z||000084||curtis||11-13-2003||11:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by #258:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1929&width=400" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">love the steel wheel rally look||166.90.116.161||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000085||jcgalantvr4-244||11-14-2003||01:45 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1932" alt=" - " />||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000086||jcgalantvr4-244||11-14-2003||01:47 AM||||Notice the 15 mph sigh!    HA HA yea right!||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000087||jcgalantvr4-244||11-14-2003||01:50 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1934" alt=" - " />||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000088||dsmsleeper||11-14-2003||10:13 AM||||Here's my old Laser:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.columbusdsm.com/members/Joseph_Reinacher/car2_Joseph_Reinacher_01.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.columbusdsm.com/members/Joseph_Reinacher/car1_Joseph_Reinacher_07.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.columbusdsm.com/members/Joseph_Reinacher/car1_Joseph_Reinacher_06.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000089||ayvr4||11-14-2003||10:15 AM||||oooh, i like the last pic, car looks very clean.||68.74.199.233||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000090||VR4GURL||11-14-2003||04:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Blurple:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1930" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1930&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now thats a goodlooking VR4/ZERO!!!<br /><b>Go the Kiwi's!!!!</b>..........(just joking peoples)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||219.88.54.163||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000091||Evilnissan||11-14-2003||05:51 PM||||That is a nice color. <br /><br />My firend Austin is in NZ right now for 6 months being a white water river guid. I told him to pick up galant parts while he is there.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000092||Hertz||11-14-2003||08:25 PM||||I know, I'm an ass, but...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Evilnissan:<br /><strong>Use to be EvilGalantGSX, Work changed email and i had to change user names.<br /><br />1990 Galant GS-X<br />number ####/#### have no idea.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">...you didn't need to change your username if you were just getting a new email address.  <br /><br />...your GSX doesn't have a number.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000093||jcgalantvr4-244||11-15-2003||01:04 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1938" alt=" - " />                                            Just a litte fun with my paint pro. on my computer||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000094||MustGoFaster||11-15-2003||01:51 AM||||Well, here's mine.  We'll just say it's got some parts on the wrong end of the car.   <img src="http://lse-performance.com/library/MVC-001F.JPG" alt=" - " />||63.226.177.92||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000095||blitzr4||11-16-2003||10:58 AM||||heres mine. not my best pic but my only 1. and for those wondering wdf it is......vr4's big/fat brother the eterna ZR-4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1945&width=400" alt=" - " />||203.96.108.195||reg||1||blitZR-4||00002367||yes
Z||000096||Evilnissan||11-16-2003||08:50 PM||||I know my GSX doesnt have a number im just being funny/dick.<br /><br />The reason my old screen name doesnt work is because the software the new company uses to block spam is ghey and it blocks legit email such as anything from this site. <br /><br />That is why i started using this one.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000097||theymightbegalants||11-17-2003||02:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blitZR-4:<br /><strong> heres mine. not my best pic but my only 1. and for those wondering wdf it is......vr4's big/fat brother the eterna ZR-4    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1945&width=400" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am incredibly jealous.  I love hot hatches and wagons.  That's the one thing that I hate about the Galant, is that it has a trunk.  Hatches rule!<br /><br />Although... there's a ton of bracing behind the rear seat.  Can your seats fold forward?  Like all seats should?  If so, what if anything did the factory do to restiffen the chassis?  If you've drivin similarly modded VR4s and ZR4s back to back, is there a noticable difference in the chassis stiffness?||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000098||blacksheep||11-17-2003||06:25 PM||||Aaah..blacksheep. How shiny she looks! <br /><br />Ryan - you still havent emptied the trunk or what ????||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000099||MustGoFaster||11-17-2003||09:43 PM||||I took the block and crank out but the tranny and other stuff is still back there till I'm finished with my motor.  Dam machine shop, taking forever.||63.226.177.92||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000100||GVR1643||11-18-2003||12:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Aaah..blacksheep. How shiny she looks! <br /><br />Ryan - you still havent emptied the trunk or what ???? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought that parts car looked familiar  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.101||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000101||blitzr4||11-18-2003||08:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Although... there's a ton of bracing behind the rear seat.  Can your seats fold forward?  Like all seats should?  If so, what if anything did the factory do to restiffen the chassis?  If you've drivin similarly modded VR4s and ZR4s back to back, is there a noticable difference in the chassis stiffness? [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">youd wonna ask CAMZR4 on these forums as he also has one and knows his way around more. but i can say the seats do fold forward but wouldnt know what is included to strengthen the chassis stiffness.<br /><br />Richie||203.167.213.74||reg||1||blitZR-4||00002367||yes
Z||000102||Akidosigh1||11-19-2003||05:46 PM||||these aren't necessarily the best but they are nice.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1998" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1998&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1999" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1999&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003373.cgi
A||||7||GVR$in||More britney.. a bit nipply out?||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-17-2003||01:55 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||<img src="http://www.zell-kids.com/3s/britneynobra1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.zell-kids.com/3s/britneynobra2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.zell-kids.com/3s/britneynobra5.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.zell-kids.com/3s/britneynobra6.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Oh and in case you're wondering about the mystery of her boobs: <a href="http://www.logicimports.com/britneys_breasts.swf" target="_blank">http://www.logicimports.com/britneys_breasts.swf</a>||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||10-17-2003||01:59 PM||||Nice!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-17-2003||02:03 PM||||I think that when they're real big like that (seen that movie thing) that she uses silicone cups with nips attached. <br /><br />It looks like that guy just pulled the old <br /><br />"I bet you can't touch your elbows together in back of you" trick on old stupid.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||10-17-2003||02:12 PM||||Fake? I don't know. I would like to crack the volume up on one, while looking for my favorite FM dial on the other.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||10-17-2003||02:41 PM||||oooohhh the things i would like to do to her. That guy in the black suit must be the nipple security guard.||65.227.217.91||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||10-17-2003||03:15 PM||||alt.binaries.multimedia.britney-spears||138.89.103.132||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||crucible||10-17-2003||04:48 PM||||If I had the time,money,and a few loose screws Id stalk her.Man, sometimes she can really make you wanna.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||10-18-2003||04:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Oh and in case you're wondering about the mystery of her boobs:  <a href="http://www.logicimports.com/britneys_breasts.swf" target="_blank">http://www.logicimports.com/britneys_breasts.swf</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The link no-worky for me...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||69.59.219.204||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003374.cgi
A||||7||Chris Sanders||AWD Mirages||||1||||Chris Sanders||00000041
Z||000000||Chris Sanders||10-17-2003||05:03 PM||cas0016@unt.edu||Check this out.  I think I've found what my next project car will be.   <a href="http://www.angelfire.com/droid/evocoupeweb/EVOX.htm" target="_blank">AWD Mirages</a>||208.188.20.201||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||10-17-2003||08:02 PM||||No worky..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||199.196.144.13||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000002||rrustedcage||10-18-2003||01:57 AM||||worky fo me<br /><br />ryan         <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.187.143.163||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||10-18-2003||11:30 AM||||color makes me wanna puke. Otherwise nice.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||EvilGalantGSX||10-18-2003||12:18 PM||||All that labor and construction in to that car and it ends up rice Smurf Blue.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000005||henrok||10-18-2003||05:29 PM||||now thats what im talkin about!  love it! imagine when the owner starts to do an engine build up. that car with 400 horses to the wheels... damn....||205.188.208.172||reg||14||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||Chris Sanders||10-18-2003||05:48 PM||||Oh yeah the color and body kit are pretty hideous.  The fact that it'd be a 2 door version of our cars and would probably weigh 2700lbs without much effort makes it interesting.  There are a few more on that site too BTW, just click on the links under "AWD Coupes" on the left.||208.188.20.199||reg||1||Chris Sanders||00000041||yes
Z||000007||henrok||10-18-2003||10:49 PM||||hey before i bought my galant this rally guy was selling a 1993 mirage with a 1990 chassis and engine in there.  i was gonna jump on it but... ahhhh saw my gvr4 and decided to go with that...   oh well, missed out on that one.||152.163.252.136||reg||4||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum3/003375.cgi
A||||6||admsr||FTP Server||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||10-17-2003||05:31 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||Hey guys...I want everyone to be able to download the real Palm OS 4.1 upgrade for free. I have the hole cd zipped but I don't have a FTP server to host.<br /><br />Is anyone willing to host this package for the forum......<br /><br />Let me know and I'll coordinate with to get the package from me to you.<br /><br />Alex.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||10-17-2003||07:10 PM||||ftp.gtluke.com<br />user: gvr4@gtluke.com<br />pass: gvr4<br />port: (default) 21<br /><br />go nuts<br />thats the same login / pass for anyone wanting to put shit on or take shit off of there.<br />-luke-||138.89.39.170||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||admsr||10-17-2003||07:29 PM||||you da man!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I'll post it up tonight for who ever wants to get it. This is the CD that PALM sells for $29.99 so someone with a Palm III, IIIe, V etc.....can use to flash upgrade to the latest PALM OS 4.1.||69.0.16.183||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||admsr||10-18-2003||12:12 PM||||HEY LUKE...password is incorrect?||69.0.16.183||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000004||admsr||10-20-2003||03:07 PM||||Still need FTP server to host this Palm file. anyone interested.....Im not making a dime off of this..just looking to give a hand on anyone looking for the new palm os for palm loggers.<br /><br />alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000005||Jon||10-20-2003||04:12 PM||||Not to be picky but is this legal?  If it is legal, I'll host it.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||10-20-2003||07:30 PM||||you sure you are putting it in right?<br />gvr4@gtluke.com  is the login<br />gvr4 is the pass<br />ftp.gtluke.com<br /><br />someone try it, it works for me<br />-luke-||138.89.39.170||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum3/003376.cgi
A||||20||howard_GVR4||crazy landlord bitch||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||10-17-2003||05:42 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||So my wife and I moved into this cute little house about 3 weeks ago.  We left an apartment I'd lived in for 5 years, good landlords, but the place was too small.  <br /><br />At the new house, since we moved in, several things haven't worked, 2 sinks leak bad, locks weren't rekeyed, no window locks (9 unsecure windows), some electrical sockets broken and uncovered.  <br /><br />Since the landlady is extremely rude and uncompliant, I sent her a written request for repairs this week.  <br /><br />The result?  She is trying to evict us for asking her to repair things.  Seriously.  It is so illegal to do that, it's not even funny.  I tried to talk reasonably with her yesterday on the phone, and she became hysterical and screaming at me like I'm the devil, and told us to leave.  She said "I don't like to put things in writing, that's not how I do business".  Anyone else find that interesting?  She even came into our house yesterday while we were gone at work (and left zero notice of entry), and she fiddled with the bathroom sink, causing the leak to be worse.  Before she left, she used our nice pretty dishcloth to wipe up the rusty mess she made, ruining it.  <br /><br />I'm trying to get out of the lease pronto, even if I have to move this week.  Shitty thing is, in 10 days I have to leave to go on tour (with a different band for 35 days).  <br /><br />I'm meeting with an attorney on monday to review my options, since she can't legally evict us for "personal differences".  I do, however, want out of this lease ASAP, and I want to be away from this crazy (literally) bitch who lives next door.  <br /><br />I contacted the previous residents (lived here 3 years), and they said she was the same way to them.  Last winter, the heater completely died, so instead of fixing it, she gave them 2 space heaters.  When the oven broke, it took 3 months to replace.  <br /><br />Anyone here practice law in Texas?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||4.34.143.26||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||number3||10-17-2003||06:19 PM||||Sounds like you should have called them before you moved in.<br /><br />That does suck, man. The cost and time to move is a real PITA and now you have to deal with her shit. If you don't want to landlord don't rent places. <br /><br />Good luck.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||AWDpower||10-19-2003||02:50 AM||||See if this helps. You did the right thing by putting it in writing.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.texastenant.org/" target="_blank">http://www.texastenant.org/</a>||67.24.199.150||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||10-19-2003||12:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> See if this helps. You did the right thing by putting it in writing.<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.texastenant.org/" target="_blank">http://www.texastenant.org/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">heh, that's the exact website I used to print out the repair request letters.  I'm meeting with an attorney tommorow, and hopefully I can get out of the lease this week.  I only have 8 days left to move again, since I'm going out of town on tour for 35 days.  If I have to take this landlord to court, it's gonna take awhile.||4.34.143.26||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||mj_rosenfeld||10-19-2003||08:33 PM||||Rat on her to the city. She is probably in violation of multiple local health and fire code provisions. Depending on state and location, she could be liable to you for treble (3x) damages (e.g. your legal costs, moving costs, unreturned security deposits). In extreme cases landlords like that go jail. Or even worse. In Columbus (OH) last year there was a wealthy slumlord who had hundreds of broken down apartments. He'd been ordered by the city fix them up many times. Finally, his punishment was to actually live in one of them. <br />Good luck.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.44||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||10-19-2003||08:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong> Finally, his punishment was to actually live in one of them.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha....wasn't that Joe Pesci?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||10-20-2003||12:19 AM||||why not accidentaly leave the stove on with a dish towel left on it? then just get all of the cool stuff out of the house and let it burn. but make sure you have renters insurance....or you could have some issues.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||10-20-2003||10:54 AM||||<a href="http://www.trec.state.tx.us/PublicInfo/WPI02.asp?inType=02&inLicno=0364491" target="_blank">Here</a> is the bitch's Real Estate License info, she must've skipped a few of those classes listed, like "UNIFORM STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL APPRAISAL PRACTICE"<br /><br />I looked at the Texas Real Estate commission  <a href="http://www.trec.state.tx.us/formslawspubs/rules_codes/trecrules.asp" target="_blank">rules</a> and she's violated several parts of the code.  I will be filing a complaint after my lease issue is resolved.  <br /><br />Even more interesting, if you go to my  <a href="http://www.dentoncad.com" target="_blank">county tax assesor's website</a> and type in "2121 Panhandle", which is my address, you get nothing, nada, zip.  My house does not exist in the eyes of the county, thus meaning taxes aren't paid on it, and she's probably not paying income tax on the rent money. <br /><br />If you type in "723 Ector", which is her address next door, or her name (Mary Marino), my house shows up as a vacant lot property addition to hers, valued at $15K.  <br /><br />Just for kicks, I searched the county court records and found  <a href="http://justice.co.denton.tx.us/isapi/UVLink.isa/dentonco/WEBSERV/CriminalSearch?action%253Dview%26track%253D544127" target="_blank">this</a>, that she got busted writing a hot check about 10 years ago.  Too bad it doesn't have a mug shot.  I hope she has a good lawyer, because after I get out of my lease, I'll be filing complaints with her licensing board, county tax office, county inspector office, and the IRS.  I'm going to make her life hell through every legal means possible, because you can't keep screwing people over forever and getting away with it.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-20-2003||11:03 AM||||Bust da bitch   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||10-20-2003||12:54 PM||||Uh oh... Marino?  Sure she isn't mafioso?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||10-20-2003||10:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Uh oh... Marino?  Sure she isn't mafioso?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Only if they allow made men to have texan hick accents and drive pickups with glasspacks.  Maybe it's part of a new organized crime image campaign.  <br /><br />Seriously, if they were mafia, they'd be killed by their own family for being so dumb, attracting all this attention over something easily settled.  <br /><br />I met with an attorney today, and she said that the landlord has already violated the terms of the lease by not performing necessary repairs within a reasonable amount of time (7 days), so we can leave this week and she's still required to refund our deposit after we're gone.<br /><br />Tommorow I'm drafting a document explaining that we're leaving immediately, and she can send our deposit (within 30 days) to a forwarding address. As soon as I get that check, the payback party's gonna start. <br /><br />Since the real estate licensing board investigation results are public, hopefully I'll be able to watch the document trail online and see her lose her license, then get busted for hiding the house from the county tax collector. The IRS investigators should have a ball if she hasn't been paying income tax on rent earned all these years.||4.34.143.26||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||Ash||10-20-2003||10:29 PM||||Whoa, love your work!  Hopefully all goes well for you, it just shows how you can legally screw the scum of the earth.  <br /><br />*mental note - don't piss Howard off*<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.221.153.11||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||10-23-2003||02:21 PM||||She'll receive my registered mail formal letter of "move-out" today.  I put a deposit on another much nicer house to move into tommorow, so I have hopefully only one more night here in the hellhole.  <br /><br />She entered my house again yesterday (3rd time that I know of) without leaving any notice before or after.  I noticed that my bathroom sink fixtures had been messed with, and an aerator added.  <br /><br />This is probably just coincidence, but for the past 3-5 days, there's been a sort of rotting smell in the house.  In the last 48 hours, it's gotten so bad, you can smell that something is dead and rotting all the way from the living room.  My wife almost threw up when she went into the kitchen last night.  I think something crawled under the house (pier and beam) and died, because I've heard scratching noises before.  Today I'm going down into the crawlspace with flashlight and a friend to see if something is down there.  All I know is the landlady is a fucking loon, and I want to get the hell out ASAP.||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||10-23-2003||02:51 PM||||here's a fun anecdote.  there is a shop locally, zim's autotecnik, and they specialize in porsche.  the parts guy, dennis, is one of the best porsche parts guys in the nation.  he used to be a plumber.  i asked him why he gave up plumbing, he said one day, he was in a crawl space under a house, and found a dead body.  some homeless guy had crawled in there and died.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||BluFalcon||10-23-2003||02:53 PM||||Oh Ken, you're just a bright ray of sunshine and cheer aren't you?||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000015||stevevr4||10-23-2003||04:05 PM||||wow keep us posted lol||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000016||forgottenvr4||10-23-2003||05:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>   I'm going to make her life hell through every legal means possible, because you can't keep screwing people over forever and getting away with it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go Howard, it's your birthday, go Howard, it's your birthday........||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000017||GVR-4||10-23-2003||06:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> As soon as I get that check, the payback party's gonna start. <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't hold your breath. She'll probably want to drag this out as badly as you want it resolved quickly.<br /><br />Good luck.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000018||GVR-4||10-23-2003||06:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BluFalcon:<br /><strong> Oh Ken, you're just a bright ray of sunshine and cheer aren't you? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ed, that was hilarious.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000019||BluFalcon||10-23-2003||08:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BluFalcon:<br /><strong> Oh Ken, you're just a bright ray of sunshine and cheer aren't you? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ed, that was hilarious.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks Dave.  As for you Howard, once you get your deposit back stick it to this broad and break it off in her.  She's probably been doing this for years to students and other tenants.  This is probably the first time someone's called her on her bullshit.  Paybacks are a bitch and she's probably due for some.||66.138.198.129||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000020||ken inn||10-23-2003||11:08 PM||||i think it's jimmy hoffa.  i bet she was a hit man for the mafioso, and retired to denton after the hoffa hit.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003377.cgi
A||||28||GVR$in||Somones still out to fuckin get me..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-17-2003||05:55 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||So after slaving for Rich (helping him move), he hooked me up with a locking car cover. <br /><br />Ive been using it the last few days and to my surprise I come out this morning and someone fucking pissed and spit on the passenger side fender!!<br /><br />Ughhhh.. Im so over this shit. I wish my garage could fit my car in it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Im taking steps to avoid this in the near future, I dont care If I go to jail. <br /><br />They fuckin 'done did it now'.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-17-2003||05:56 PM||||OOOhh I forgot to post about this the other day.. They carved FUCK YOU! In my rear spoiler, then right next to it in the dew wrote " U R SLOW ".. So I had to get the 'fuck you' sanded and resprayed.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-17-2003||05:59 PM||||Hide a camera in your house.  You can get ones that turn on with a motion sensor or something.  Gotta any friends in the security buisness who could loan you some stuff.<br /><br />You need to catch them and get proof.  If you catch them and press charges, you could sue them for all the dammage they did.  If they have money to pay you back anyway.  Or at least you could put the person(s) behind bars for awhile.  Depending on the amount of dammage they did, they could acually go to jail for a few years.  If you can catch them and get proof.<br /><br />Don't do anything too crazy, or it might be you in trouble with the law.  Get even the legal way and bust them.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||howard_GVR4||10-17-2003||06:00 PM||||Maybe they saw you with Rich, and they are part of the CF Hood group buy?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||4.34.143.26||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000004||number3||10-17-2003||06:01 PM||||I would set up a camera and get it on tape. <br /><br />Don't stoop to their level just get even.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||10-17-2003||06:03 PM||||Can I hear. Going to Sam's club & getting a video monitering system???? It's well worth the $200ish dollars.<br /><br />Or if you have a regular camcorder hook it up to the VCR & hit record . If it's not going to rain outside mount it on the roof ( sound & video).||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||10-17-2003||06:07 PM||||I wouldn't mount the camera outside.  If they see it, they will just take it.  I don't think they would go in to your house to take it, because that would be breaking and entering.  A whole different level of crime.  Keep it inside and out of view.||12.221.215.145||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||10-17-2003||06:08 PM||||you definitely need a lo light cam and a couple angles to be sure . Id set up some kind of infrared on- off switch which pics up the heat of a body near the car and rolls tape when the threat is near . Set them up! somebody knows who is doing this, dont talk too much about what your going to do  as it may be somebody closer to you than you think .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||slow4dr||10-17-2003||06:19 PM||||Holy crap Terren. WTF?! That is pretty ballsy to come back. I agree with the video idea. You need to get these SOB's. From the U R slow I would guess it is someone you know personally. Or maybe someone you have HANDLED!!!||63.105.169.11||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000009||Ian M||10-17-2003||06:49 PM||||Sounds like someones jealosy is personal,or some punk ass neighborhood kids more likely.  UR slow? They'd be moving real fucking slow with broken kneecaps.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br /> Hope you catch these guys. Dont do anything to get yourself in trouble!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.110||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000010||Tangent||10-17-2003||10:06 PM||||Hope you documented (pics) the stuff before you repair it.  Add a few friends with the video camera idea, sounds like the culprit/s will be back.  It is amazing how tough our windows are though.  Somebody tried to break in my car recently and left a chip and bad wheather striping.  They got two other stereo's the same night though.  Catch those F'ers.||4.47.129.250||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000011||number3||10-17-2003||10:13 PM||||I have a X-10 "wireless" Camera you can barrow if you need to.  Just cover the shipping.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||josh91vr4||10-17-2003||10:29 PM||||I have some network cameras & software to record the shit on your computer.. Same deal goes, if you want to cover shipping, i can send them out for a bit. I'd need them back in a bit. Biggest problem is they don't do super well in very low light. Just keep the car well lit at night and see how it goes... :/<br />Then get a shotgun.<br /><br />The software info is @ <a href="http://www.softsite32.com/" target="_blank">http://www.softsite32.com/</a><br />Good Luck||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000013||curtis||10-17-2003||10:30 PM||||They use to have a security system that had a pager that would notify you one min before the alarm went off.  I put one in a friend's Mustang that happen to be in 5th Group Special Forces back years ago. We installed it because his car had been broken into about 3 times in just a few months.  We installed it on a Saturday and Sunday night he backed in the darkest spot on the compound and the punkass teenagers struck.  To there suprise there was a whole team of operators and a few Delta guys, cocked and locked, that tied the little bastards up until CID showed up to carry them away.  They were resposible for about 75% of the break in's that summer.  The alarm only cost him about 50 bucks from radio shack.   Good luck||67.25.32.68||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000014||Eclipse182||10-17-2003||10:44 PM||||Screw the camera, catch em in the act and beat a confession out of them. I'm surprised youve managed to keep your cool(to an extent) this long. If it happens one time, you can pass it off asshole kids in the neighborhood, but they keep going after your car. Isnt there some fancy charge you can get em on if you caught them? Not stalking or vandalism, its where you just keep harassing and threatening someone. Damn whats the word?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000015||dlpinckney||10-17-2003||11:21 PM||||Man, that pisses me off enough to almost want to fly across country and camp in/near your car for you.  I can't stand immature little fucks like that.  I had a magazine featured show car (68 VW) keyed....on two occasions....and just wish I knew for sure who it was.  It would be worth the jail time.  Tough to defend when it's a "one- sided" case in court...!!!!  "Honest judge, I came out, they were messing around my car, then jumped me..I didn't meant to beat them to death, it was only self defense."    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Good luck catching them.||65.179.104.253||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000016||EvilGalantGSX||10-18-2003||09:52 AM||||I hope you can carve FUCK YOU in there flesh when you finaly catch them.<br /><br />A few years ago my old van kept getting broken in to/ vandelized while i was at work.  <br /><br />One day a coworker herd these 2 kids talking about breaking in to the black van(my van) again.<br /><br />They went into the back bathroom and I went in to "question" them.  When I went in they were stuffing bottles of mad dog down there pants trying to shoplift it, I asked WTF were they trying to do. One tryed to shove me back to make a run for it and I knocked them both back in the the bathroom. They were sreaming and cussing andI was doing my damn best not to loose it and beat the fuck out of these 2 skinny punks in the bathroom at work.<br /><br />All the noise attracted attention and my frind Anthony that worked in the meat dept, he is about 6 foot 5 and 270 pounds wearing a blood coverd cutting jacket, and wielding a big butchers knife.  The 2 punk almost shit them selfs when he came back with that big knife yealling WTF was going on.  <br /><br />So the cops came and took them away for attempetd shop lifting and they confesed to messing with the cars at work.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000017||1312VR4||10-18-2003||09:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I wouldn't mount the camera outside.  If they see it, they will just take it.  I don't think they would go in to your house to take it, because that would be breaking and entering.  A whole different level of crime.  Keep it inside and out of view. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why not?? They are already tresspassing by doing this. If they actually have enough balls to get a ladder & climb up onto the roof & get the camera, which by now they would be on tape anyway( hence the record into the VCR not the camera itself).It would be a criminal tresspass according to california law.<br /> Stick it to them good. To go from, a misdemeanor vandliam with a fine of whatever they have done to the car( pending prior record). To a criminal tresspass, vandalism & Larceny w/ damages.( payment of all damages & also jailtime). It's well worth it in my opinion.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||10-18-2003||10:25 AM||||If the video is getting recorded on a VCR in a secure location, then that would work.  Just so long as the camera doesn't hold the tape.||209.107.92.130||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||Martin Chilcote||10-18-2003||03:07 PM||||<a href="http://www.supercircuits.com" target="_blank">www.supercircuits.com</a> - if you want to run wire (more reliable), I get this catalog at the office<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mjelectronics.com/pages/wirvideotrans/eyesee.html" target="_blank">http://www.mjelectronics.com/pages/wirvideotrans/eyesee.html</a> - wireless w/ TV/VCR/USB interface||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000020||1420mark||10-18-2003||05:20 PM||||once is enough to shake you <br /> but what is with the repeat visits.  <br />what is the definition of mindless?||24.243.241.47||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000021||91 #680||10-18-2003||05:53 PM||||damnit!! that makes me sooo mad when people do that shit.  Terren you and me bro lets get all of sddsm and find these punkasses. I wish that they're was something I can do....this is sooo messed up man.  You really need to get a camera mounted somewhere so that you can identify these stupid bitches.  Spend some late nights campin in yer yard out of sight....something.  This has to stop. Do you have front porch light or anything.  I just put a pair of lights which are verrrry bright on the front of my pad and they light up the whole street in front of my house when they detect movement.  They each have two big lenses that carry major wattage.  you can get them at home depot or dixieline that could deter them from messing with your car||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000022||1312VR4||10-18-2003||06:14 PM||||What, I did when I had to video tape a f**ker that was messing with my car. Was I put the camcorder in plain veiw. ONCE you were close enough to the car to see it though. I had it looped to the VCR in the house BUT. What I did previously is what got him good. I intentionally left a tape in the camcorder & Altough it wasnt recording it already had a recording on it;)( because you know they will watch it when they get home to see what was on it) It was me holding BIGASS cue card's that said "GOT YOU,YOU FUCKER & THE REAL TAPE IS INSIDE THE HOUSE!!!". He turned himself in that night.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000023||hibrn8||10-18-2003||07:55 PM||||Terren, are you sure you didnt knock some chick up recently and leave?||65.227.217.48||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000024||RTS182G-VR4||10-18-2003||08:34 PM||||i may have a low light camera i can sell ya.  i might have the monitor as well, just hook a vcr up and record.  it sees like daytime anytime.  i cant believe someone would do this to anything, let alone a car.  the world we live in...||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000025||GVR$in||10-18-2003||08:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> Terren, are you sure you didnt knock some chick up recently and leave? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WELL... ahem.. Lol not recently. Just kiddin. I have lots of ex-girlfriends jealous boyfriends that dislike me (Guess Im too good in bed and their girls keep talkin bout me)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   but they live 9 hours away and don't know I live in southern cali. They're the least of my worries, I know its just some punk fuck who I messed up at the track/ on the highway. <br /><br />I make sure I steer clear of my area when Im racing (at least 30 mins away) to prevent shit like this. Even if it looks like no one is following me, I take precautions and get off more than a few exits early taking back roads home.<br /><br />Thanks alot for all the support guys. I'll keep you in mind if I need a camera.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000026||Ash||10-18-2003||10:48 PM||||Good luck Terren, hope you catch the wanker.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||203.221.152.51||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000027||GVR$in||10-19-2003||05:10 AM||||I just don't know what to do if I get a hold of them..||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000028||number3||10-19-2003||09:38 AM||||<a href="http://www.x10.com" target="_blank">www.x10.com</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003378.cgi
A||||0||crucible||Evo 8 engine for sale||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||10-17-2003||08:11 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Engine/tranny from Evolution on EBAY.Check out the price.Comes with a custom tranny "cooler"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/003379.cgi
A||||11||Bigfoot200200||Teaser MP3's||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||10-18-2003||02:37 AM||||I just saw a couple of The White Stripes videos and found out that they are no one hit wonders. So I went to Kazzaa Lite K++ and downloaded some songs. All of them so far are just teasers, the first 30 seconds of each song over and over. I'm no cheapskate so I'll go and buy the CD's, but how long has this been going on? Is it the people that uploaded the songs, or is Kazzaa Lite doing it?||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||10-18-2003||09:08 AM||||I thought I had heard that the RIAA was doing in and an effort to get people so annoyed with downloading songs with either static, or repeating that they give up trying to find the full song.<br /><br />I don't know how much truth there is to it though.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||10-18-2003||11:14 AM||||I can see that being true. I was on Kazaa yesterday trying to download an outkast song and it took me going through 10different songs to find one that haddent been fucked up with skreatching sounds.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||bleck||10-18-2003||11:15 AM||||To put it in perspective, I just purchased the "Reloaded" DVD for $14.99.  15 feet away there were hundreds of music cd's going for much more... Yeah, DVD's are less than CD's.  I've had their hand up my ass for long enough.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||Eclipse182||10-18-2003||12:23 PM||||I hear you on the cd thing. I was at borders looking for CD's yesterday. Before I go on, anyone heard of At The Drive-in? Well I was looking for some of their music, found the cd and guess what..$16.99! $17 for a cd that came out 3 years ago. I look at some of the other stuff:<br />Thursday - Full Collapse: $16.99<br />Saves the Day - In Reverie: $18.99(in their defense, this cd just came out)<br />Yellowcard - Ocean Avenue: $14.99 <br />The Julianna Theory - Emotion is dead: $14.99<br /><br />And they wonder why people download music. I didnt bother looking at some of the more mainstream bands but im sure they were up there too. Maybe people would be more willing to buy cds and not download if they brought the prices down to something a bit more reasonable||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000005||HHIVR4||10-18-2003||03:15 PM||||use imesh, kazaa shares there also usually atleat .5 mil users online at a time..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000006||Telecaster||10-18-2003||05:54 PM||||Use Bit Torrent also to get the full albums.  Its a guaranteed download but it might take a while depending on how many seeds there are.||216.175.110.114||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000007||number3||10-18-2003||06:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> To put it in perspective, I just purchased the "Reloaded" DVD for $14.99.  15 feet away there were hundreds of music cd's going for much more... Yeah, DVD's are less than CD's.  I've had their hand up my ass for long enough. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They did make their money in the movie theater...<br /><br />It is the music store marking them up not Metallica, The Who, or Blink 182.<br /><br />Buy all your CD and DVDs from Circuit City and you will get them cheap.<br /><br />Avoid Walmart at all cost for CDs. They censor them all   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||10-18-2003||06:18 PM||||Does Bit Torrent or IMESH use spyware? Thats why I use Kazzaa Lite, I dont want a record of my downloads someplace.||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000009||Craig91||10-18-2003||07:33 PM||||I found out about Bit Torrent about a month or 2 ago and to my knowledge, uses no spyware at all.  Telecaster was right though.  You are pretty much guaranteed a full download, but it all depends on how many people share the file and are downloading it.  It doesn't download from start to finish like a convential download.  It could be that the first part of the file you download, is actually the end of the movie or maybe the middle.  It breaks it up into sections and downloads them randomly until you have the full file you are looking for.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000010||Telecaster||10-19-2003||04:52 AM||||Go:  <a href="http://www.suprnova.org/" target="_blank">http://www.suprnova.org/</a>  for all the latest releases<br /><br />Get a good client here:  <a href="http://btplusplus.sourceforge.net/" target="_blank">http://btplusplus.sourceforge.net/</a> <br /><br />Happy stealing*cough downloading  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.175.110.114||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000011||Beemer||10-20-2003||11:40 AM||||KAZZA Lite was released by recording studios to actually track who is downloading jacked tracks.. use that shit at your peril guys.  How do you think they found all those people on their first round of lawsuits?  If you have Kazza lite, dump that software right NOW!  It logs each download and actually sends a record of what you d/l'd to the record companies..<br />I have zone alarm pro and it caught lite trying to send to a server..so I traced it and it was going to an RCA/Columbia server..  And for god's sake, if you have windows XP, DO NOT ADD SP1!  You just gave MS and several other companies free access to your puter anytime you are online..  MS put in an open back door.  MS can actually check certificates, and if you show up bootleg, they can wipe your system remotely.  I haven't heard of them actually doing it yet, but I have a bud who just spent a month in jail courtesy of MS for having an entire bootleg system running software wise..and the law confiscated his puter to boot.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003380.cgi
A||||2||HHIVR4||Newbie to VR4  world||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||10-18-2003||01:00 PM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||hey..i just bought # 178/2000..I have previosly owned a 95 gsx and 97 tsi fwd.i have a few easy questions for you guys that are more familiar with the 1g engine..<br />1: on the air can there are 4 vaccum hoses 2 on each side of the can that an electrical clip connects to.what is this for?im missing a hose on one side and when i coast or idle the cel comes on and as soon as i touch the gas it goes out.i cant seem to find where the hose connects to either..anyone know what im talking about?what do you do with these connections when you hack the can or eliminate it all together.?<br />thanks<br />dave||63.49.51.95||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-18-2003||01:12 PM||||Welcome! The hoses that go to the Boost Control Solenoid (electrical clip as you call it) control when the wastegate opens. Most people eliminate the airbox and use the clips/screws to hold the filter onto the MAS as one of their first mods. Also adding a boost controller and removing some of the the vacuum lines. Check out  <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/emissions.htm</a>  and there are vacuum diagrams to help you see what stock routing looks like. See ya.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||HHIVR4||10-18-2003||03:13 PM||||thanks that is exactly what i need...||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum3/003381.cgi
A||||2||1420mark||Swaybar interest - dead or alive ! go or no-go||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||10-18-2003||04:09 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||any comments on the best size for a front bar to match a 26mm rear sway?  as long as we are getting rear bars 26mm -<br /><br /> we could order fronts to match--what do you think the best match is for a front size ?<br /><br />  It would be great if ALL of you who wanted a set could benefit -  at cost -see sale thread||24.243.241.47||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||drew||10-18-2003||10:20 PM||||many of the DSM suspension tuners have opted not to make a front bar - it's too hard to get a larger bar in there the way the brackets are designed. Instead, they just upgrade the front bracket bushings to polyurethane.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-19-2003||01:06 AM||||Then why not get one with new brackets designed to fit?  Such as the Whitelines?  They come with everything you need to bolt right up.  Or, at least they did when I bought mine from Mofugas... maybe Rob threw some shit in as part of the "No Headache Package."   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.59.219.213||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003382.cgi
A||||16||andkilde||GVR4 in Canada -- anyone work at a Mitsu Dealer?||||1||||Ted Andkilde||00002209
Z||000000||andkilde||10-18-2003||04:53 PM||ted@andkilde.com||Hey guys, just got 1781 imported into Canada -- well halfway imported, still need to do a final inspection -- bought her from a friend in upstate New York.<br /><br />Doing a timing belt (preventative - valve cover leak blew oil all over the old one) and dinking around with wiring (hooking fogs up to keyed power temporarily to get through the importation requirement for daytime running lights) before I get to drive her every day.<br /><br />Is there someone on the board who works at a Mitsu dealer? I need a letter on dealer stationary stating that the car has no outstanding recalls (and, just for giggles, it'd be nice to know if there actually are any outstanding). <br /><br />Local dealer is useless -- "What, a VR4 you say? We've only been open for 6 months, no one here can help you..."  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /><br />Lame pictures, as requested by insurance company, better ones someday. <br /><br />I need to touch up the black trim, sew up the top of the rear seat and find a pair of the trim pieces that go in front of the rear wheels, also need a knob for the factory stereo (you'd think stereo shops would have bags full of this sort of thing but I guess not  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  .<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.andkilde.com/1s.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.andkilde.com/2s.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.andkilde.com/3s.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.andkilde.com/4s.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.andkilde.com/5s.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.andkilde.com/6s.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />TIA, Ted||216.8.169.145||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000001||Eclipse182||10-18-2003||06:17 PM||||Just outta curiosity, does you friend live in Syracuse?||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000002||andkilde||10-18-2003||08:15 PM||||Yeah, Mark and his co-driver bought a Forrester Turbo to replace the VR4(s). He's won the regional TSD championship three or four times.<br /><br />He's got a black 91 for sale as well. <br />his e-mail is mej@mejphoto.com <br /><br />Cheers, Ted||216.8.169.145||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-19-2003||01:10 AM||||Congratulations, she looks good!  Although, that teal pinstriping is kinda funky...<br /><br />Is that your front license plate on the passenger visor?||69.59.219.213||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||andkilde||10-19-2003||10:58 AM||||Sort of a plate, just a paper trip permit, The pinstripe is a little weird, green and blue look a little funky together. I may just polish it off when I figure out what to do about the paint -- 12 years of chips and fine scratches in the clearcoat, going to take it to my bodyshop guy to see what he can do short of respraying it.<br /><br />Cheers, Ted||216.8.149.34||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||10-20-2003||11:22 AM||||Ted,<br /><br />Any dealer, even a novice one, should be able to check the vehicle warranty history on your car by the VIN and see if it has open recalls.  Your car does not.  So get them to print the screen for you that shows there are no open recalls.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||04:56 PM||||I just quick working at a dealer in Minnesota. Had been there for 7 years. Quit to sell real estate in the family business. Let me know if you need a contact. I can help you with all of that. Also, I just removed my factory radio to replace it with an aftermarket one. Which radio do you have? the single din or the double din with the graphic eq? I have the double din with the graphic eq. and I'll sell ya the whole thing if you'd like it.....cheap.....let me know how I can help.<br /><br />forgottenvr4<br /><br />remember, it's not speeding, it's flying low.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000007||andkilde||10-20-2003||05:23 PM||||forgottenvr4:<br /><br />It's double DIN, cassette with no EQ from a 91 -- didn't realise there was one with an EQ -- Is your's the factory CD player?<br /><br />If so I'd definitely be interested.<br /><br />Give me a call, 1-800-340-4970, I've got the office line forwarded to my cell.<br /><br />Thanks, Ted||216.8.169.163||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000008||andkilde||10-20-2003||05:25 PM||||iceman69510:<br /><br />Thanks very much.<br /><br />I got grief from the dealer the other day when I tried to order a TB tensioner. Hopefully the service manager will be friendlier than the parts counter guy.<br /><br />Cheers, Ted||216.8.169.163||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000009||Mario Germain||10-20-2003||09:44 PM||||Hi Ted, congrats on your purchase! Another VR-4 in Canada, we could start a canadian VR-4 club?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  I imported my VR-4 this spring from Texas to my home in northern Quebec so if you need any detail about the procedure, just ask. <br /><br />As for the letter, i had to call directly Mitubishi US @ 800-222-0037 and they mailed to me the attestation.||142.217.188.89||reg||1||Mario Germain||00000791||yes
Z||000010||andkilde||10-22-2003||02:07 PM||||Hey Mario, thanks for the info.<br /><br />I got lucky when I went to the Mitsu dealer yesterday, the guy on the counter was GVR4 knowledgable and mentioned that he has another customer in town who has one. I'm hoping to track him down.<br /><br />He ran the report for me and I'm just leaving now to take the car for its inspection (fingers crossed).<br /><br />Cheers, Ted||216.8.169.163||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000011||Franckypoo||10-22-2003||02:31 PM||||hey!  looks like we are now at least 3 VR4 owners from Canada!<br /><br />Mine is just like yours too!  except for that pinstriping   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Congrats for your new car!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000012||andkilde||10-22-2003||06:46 PM||||Cool, I'm trying to get to a few rallies this year and I visit Kingston fairly frequently, maybe we can get togther someday.<br /><br />Finally got my RIV paperwork squared away today -- what a bunch of BS the inspection is, you have to "show" them a childseat anchor, don't have to install it, it doesn't even have to fit, just keep it in the glovebox, wankers. On the plus side, they let my "hook the foglamp relay to keyed power" trick slide in lieu of daytime running lights. Were you guys able to find a proper DRL module for your Galants? All the universal ones I found specifically stated that they would not work on a Mitsu, Subie, Hyundai or Toyota.<br /><br />I think the blue stripe is going to die -- my bodyshop guy told me to buy this "eraser" do-dad that chucks into an electric drill, supposed to clean pinstripes and dried up vinyl stickers off like they were never there.<br /><br />Cheers, Ted||216.8.169.163||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000013||Mario Germain||10-22-2003||09:55 PM||||I also didn't want to add a DRL module or screw up my wiring so I temporarely connected a wire from a fuse in the fuse box to one headlamp connector for the inspection.<br /><br />I therefore didn't looked or searched for a DRL module...<br /><br />A get together for canadian VR-4 would be cool!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||142.217.188.89||reg||1||Mario Germain||00000791||yes
Z||000014||Franckypoo||10-23-2003||05:23 PM||||I just realised my infos where out of date.  I'm now near Ottawa so it's little closer to kingston I think.<br /><br />I don't have DRL on mine, but it was brought here in 1993, maybe you did not need them back then.<br /><br />A Canadian VR4 meet would be great!  We just have to find a date the whole 3 or 4 of us are free   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />And it's been a long time since I last saw Mario, did not even got a chance to see the VR4 yet!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000015||ccrich100||10-26-2003||10:17 PM||||Hey Guys:<br />You can add me to your VR4 Canada...<br />I am in Niagara Falls.. just converting a N/T to JDM turbo. Hopefully get it done this week.<br />The body is not that great but may restore or at least repaint in the near future.||24.150.80.40||reg||1||ccrich100||00002634||yes
Z||000016||mr.mitsu||10-27-2003||12:12 AM||||you guys can add me too!<br /><br />just finished my conversion a month or two ago...<br /><br />feels nice to feel boost  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />love my little sleeper...||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes



ubb/Forum3/003383.cgi
A||||4||91 #680||I know a way to speak better english!!!!||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||10-18-2003||07:13 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||chop your tongue!!!<br /><a href="http://www.msnbc.com/news/981625.asp" target="_blank">http://www.msnbc.com/news/981625.asp</a>||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-19-2003||01:17 AM||||Man, that's screwy.  At least, their thinking behind it.  But there is some legitimacy to that... my mom had to have a frenotomy when she was a kit.  Certainly not to speak better English, though...||69.59.219.213||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||10-19-2003||08:34 AM||||hah!  my grandparents were also from korea, they spoke NO english.  my parents spoke korean and english, and when we were kids, we were NOT allowed to speak korean in the house.  i can remember getting a beating for speaking korean.  my parents wanted us to speak perfect english, so we could get along later on in life.  what a difference from today, where schools now have to to teach in languages other than english.  you come to the usa, you speak english.  end of story.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-19-2003||11:01 AM||||Ken is your last name a variant of the Korean surname "Im"? Spam mashisuh.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||4G63_GSR||10-19-2003||12:41 PM||||wow... ken you got your ass beat for speaking your native language at home... when i was younger.. my parents and grandparents (especially my grandpa) would trip and lecture me and my siblings/cousins about not talking enough in our native language... they be like "you be speaking so much english with each other that one day you're gonna forget your own language... blah, blah, blah"  now that i think back... it's kinda true...||66.188.114.112||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes



ubb/Forum3/003384.cgi
A||||0||DynStatic||Galant VR4 Rally video???||||1||||GalantVR4-1229||00000841
Z||000000||DynStatic||10-18-2003||08:01 PM||||I found this while searching for a model car of a galant vr4. <br /><br /><a href="http://tinyurl.com/rg3v" target="_blank">http://tinyurl.com/rg3v</a><br /><br />Video Rally '89 MonteCrlo Ari Vatanen in the...<br />Mitsubishi Ralliart tries to upset the odds in the wintery conditions. 60min . . EWA Ref.No. VIDD662 Author. Video<br />Item VIDD662  <br /><br />also<br /><br /><a href="http://tinyurl.com/rg42" target="_blank">http://tinyurl.com/rg42</a><br /><br />Video Rally '89 Acropolis Lancia was the hot<br />favorite, with Sainz + Kankkunen fighting for the win in team Toyota, and the great Ari Vatanen in the Mitsubishi VR4. 55min . . EWA Ref.No. VIDD666 Author. Video<br /><br /><br />Anyone know where to find a die-cast gvr4 or a model car?||68.57.52.229||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum3/003385.cgi
A||||15||Ant||How do you fit with a helmet on ? ||||1||||Ant||00000415
Z||000000||Ant||10-18-2003||08:18 PM||akhiami@stevens-tech.edu||Someone mentioned how they designed the GVR4 for a 5 foot person and they are right.<br />With no helmet on there is about an inch of clearance between my head and the roofliner, my head hits over bad bumps! and i'm only 6 foot, I know there are taller people out there.<br /><br />So, I put a helmet on at the track and I get into my car only to hit the roof.  I had to bend my head at a 45 degree angle and tilt my entire body to the right side to fit and driving like that is impossible.  <br />Besides gutting the helmet so it'll fit what do you guys do? I tried 3 different helmets that day too, no luck.  <br /><br />Thanks<br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||10-18-2003||08:52 PM||||Is your seat set to like the highest position or something?  I am 5'11" and fit great in my car.  I really don't know how much room is between the top of my head and the roofline, but I have never hit my head.  Weird.<br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||10-18-2003||09:31 PM||||I open my sunroof at autox to help fit. Just learn to drive at a 45 degree angle   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.252.99.237||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||10-18-2003||11:35 PM||||My '92 with the sunroof sucks for head room.  The '91 doesn't have one, and I can wear a helmet no problem.  If it really bugs you, get a different car.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||bazeng||10-18-2003||11:46 PM||||friend had the same problem in another car.. <br />he just got a new seat with the rails down lower ..<br /><br />he was about 5ft10... in a silvia..<br /><br />maybe re do your rails??..<br />or just lean bak while driving..||203.166.63.155||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||10-19-2003||08:39 AM||||the recaros dropped me WAY down.  i have to raise the seat up now.  i am 5' 9", a 6 footer can sit in my car easy.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||fast_gvr4||10-19-2003||10:41 AM||||I am 6'1" and use #762 for drag racing, I have to recline my seat so much it seems like im taking a nap in the drivers seat! LOL||172.144.137.103||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000007||Ant||10-19-2003||12:23 PM||||My 91 does have a sunroof, don't know how much of a difference that makes.  <br />My adjustment on my seat is set all the way down.<br /><br />I will try recling the seat back to see if that will help.  <br />I had a race seat in there but it didn't recline so I took it out.  I drive my car way too much and I can't get comfortable in the one piece seats.<br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000008||bleck||10-19-2003||02:44 PM||||Yeah, ditto, the only thing I hate about the VR4 is the seats.  I'm 6'2" and sitting in it sucks.  I gotta figger out how to get some extra room in this thing.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||10-20-2003||08:36 AM||||I was thinking that with a little effort, the springs/wire support under the seat could be loosened to give a few tenths of an inch.  Otherwise you could remove an inch of foam from inside the seat, but I imagine that wouldn't be very comfortable.||67.163.58.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||10-20-2003||10:07 AM||||I fit fine with a helmet and my Sparco EVOs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I'm 5'11"||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||10-20-2003||09:21 PM||||Yea, but did those Evo's come with rails that sit the seat lower in the car?||69.59.219.144||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||10-20-2003||09:23 PM||||Well they didn't come with rails but yes they do sit lower.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||chadhayashi||10-21-2003||12:43 AM||||Chad&lt;---5'4". Room to spare. lol||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||10-21-2003||03:12 AM||||Duh, stupid me.  Of course now I remember you have ShiftedThinking or something custom aluminum rails, correct?  Crafted by your very own hands?||69.59.219.177||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||10-21-2003||09:15 AM||||Yep that's them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003386.cgi
A||||11||gvr4ever||How much would you pay?||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||10-18-2003||10:43 PM||||I went to pick out my stang GT this weekend.  I must say they have made huge improvements over the stang before.<br /><br />Anyway, they have a 03 cobra with 13K miles for 27K.  That is damn tempting.  13K miles takes like 10 grand off the cost of the car.<br /><br />Anway, havn't made a choice yet.  390HP for under 30K and still under waranty.  That's a tough one.<br /><br />btw, it is damn fast  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   This one also has exhaust upgrades n stuff.||209.107.92.130||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||10-18-2003||10:49 PM||||Ok let me get this str8.  27k for a used car or 3-4 k for a used galant with 3-4 k of performance parts and you have yourself a faster stealthier car.  Not to mention way less fuel consumption. UHM let me think about this one.. 27k VS 6-7 k tops. well you make the choice and buy the American rust bomb.  By the way my wife has a mustang if you cant tell they suck.. A 99 and she has more problems than my 91??||68.76.180.138||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||10-18-2003||11:00 PM||||get the cobra<br />and uh... fuel consumption is directly related to HP output.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1622&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />i can't find an 03 just yet...<br />    <img src="http://crunch.colorado.edu/~cobra/gifs/brouwer-sticker.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />my 86mustang with a 5.8 gets better highway gas milage then my galant does.||138.89.39.170||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||10-18-2003||11:07 PM||||If thats what you want go for it.  I never look at the warrenty-I void it a couple days after I have the car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||curtis||10-19-2003||12:11 AM||||get it an put on the big blower pulley form the lighting.  That an air filter and an exhaust will put you in the 11's if you can drive it hard enough.  Just remember they don't hook and you'll be buying tires for the back about every 6 to 9 monthes if your easy on it.  I drove a mustang for years and only got about 10k to 12k out of a set of rears in the off season and around 6k to 8k in the summer.  But the car had a 410 gear and around 500 hp that my fault so I can't bitch.||64.159.109.103||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||10-19-2003||12:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> Ok let me get this str8.  27k for a used car or 3-4 k for a used galant with 3-4 k of performance parts and you have yourself a faster stealthier car.  Not to mention way less fuel consumption. UHM let me think about this one.. 27k VS 6-7 k tops. well you make the choice and buy the American rust bomb.  By the way my wife has a mustang if you cant tell they suck.. A 99 and she has more problems than my 91?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess I havn't learned how to build a 390hp GVR4 for 3-4k.  Mine needed some repairs to go with the age of the car.  I wouldn't want a 12s car with the brakes I had on my car.  Yikes.<br /><br />It's not about what I can do with any car, it is about having a fast car that doesn't need any mods.  I don't have time to wrench one whatever I get.  That is why I want a fun car from the factory.  So I can work on my GVR4.||209.107.92.130||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||10-19-2003||12:26 AM||||ya know there is an 03 cobra out there with an untouched long block in the 9's<br />RWD is fun, you can do shit like this:<br />(this was me from tonight actually)<br /> <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/images/racing/fords_etown_03/w_0014.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/images/racing/fords_etown_03/w_0021.jpg" alt=" - " />||138.89.39.170||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||gtluke||10-19-2003||12:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /> I wouldn't want a 12s car with the brakes I had on my car.  Yikes.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">haha dude you're funny. galants have excellent brakes. you should drive my mustang. the brakes are beyond shitty<br />horrible single piston disks with integral bearings up front.. drums in the rear.<br />no power assist.<br />haha manual brakes rule  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />plus running arround on 165r15 tires doest help either.<br /><br />my boss's charger has the optional BIG brakes, which is 11" drums all the way arround  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  haha and that sucker would go 12's if it had some tires and a good converter.||138.89.39.170||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-19-2003||09:54 AM||||Ya, but the brakes I had on my car were warped to crap.  It took a few bucks to preplace everything so I could not only have a smooth ride, but a safe one.  I don't think anyone could turn a 3-4K Galant and then spend another 3-4 and have a nice, safe, fast GVR4.  I guess it depends on what you are after.  I'm fixing mine up nicer then how it came from the factory, not just making it fast.  To me it is still a luxury style sedan.  Something you can't really even get right now unless you get Infinity, Lexus or something and well, we all know how much they cost.<br /><br />Ya, I agree the brakes are very nice on the GVR4.||209.107.92.130||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||10-19-2003||09:12 PM||||i was at the fords at englishtown event again today for day #2, and there were like 5 or 6 03 cobra's running 12.0-12.2 on regular street tires with a few bolt ons like exhaust and a K&N<br />my friends goes 12.1 and he hasn't even done the lightning pully mod yet.||138.89.39.170||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||10-19-2003||09:19 PM||||<img src="http://www.gtluke.com/images/racing/fords_etown_03/w_0021.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Is this you reciving you new set of tires and trophy after you had burned them off? I wish I had a fast car cause the only thing that I have that runs now is that damn 2.4L auto spyder :-(||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||JAYGVR4||10-20-2003||05:01 PM||||Dude,<br /><br />I'm an Ex-Pony Driver - bright screaming yellow `94 GT Conv, converted to a Cobra, and I actually hadn't liked the post SN95 Stangs until the new Cobra came out!  I must admit, the first time I rolled up to the light with a new one rumblin beside me, I was in lust again!  HOWEVER, a good friend of mine that also had an SN95 sold his and got a new Cobra earlier in the spring!  We both were pretty hyped about it, and he had nothing but good things to say about it!  Then a month later, he started having issues with the IRS - the Rear, not the Tax people - and it was in and out of the shop 7 times from March until about August for tranny and rear issues until he finally sold it and bought a Camaro SS...  He never even got it to the track cus he was too afraid of breaking sheote.  The car only had 25K miles on it even when he sold it.  I really don't think I'd buy another Ford product again.  My folks are a Ford family, and they have had annoying issues with every stinkin car since hte first Maverick they bought.  Now my bud's happy again - drove 12.9 with the SS after the first 1500 miles were put on it.  He mentioned that if he had the same Cobra, only with a solid rear axle, maybe he woulda kept it.  Oh well...  My next project will probably be a mid 90's Impala with either a Twin Turbo kit, or a 383.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum3/003387.cgi
A||||10||Eclipse182||R35 Skyline||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||10-19-2003||01:34 AM||||Anyone got any info about body style? Ive seen two versions of it: <br />  <img src="http://members.fortunecity.com/skylineclubhk/image/1r35.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.geocities.com/bradbigboy/pictures/index_i00000a.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />and<br />  <img src="http://www.webwombat.com.au/motoring/news_reports/images/4febnis7.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.webwombat.com.au/motoring/news_reports/images/4febnis5.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Im really..REALLY hoping they go with the top one, the second one just isnt what you think of when you think of a skyline||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-19-2003||05:08 AM||||Lol that last pic looks like an infiniti g35 sedan.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||10-19-2003||09:41 AM||||I thought the G35 was supposed to be some kind of a US release of the Skyline.  I can't remember where I heard that though.||68.169.107.14||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-19-2003||11:03 AM||||The G35 is a Skyline. They have yet to release an R35 GT-R however. Most people say that the GT-R will be spun off the Skyline line, and will not look like the G35/Skylines.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||1992gvr4||10-20-2003||01:20 PM||||ive also heard that this could be the next skyline. <a href="http://nismo.webpathways.com/pictures?w=410&h=295&src=gtr04." target="_blank">http://nismo.webpathways.com/pictures?w=410&h=295&src=gtr04.</a>||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||10-20-2003||02:45 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1665&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||1992gvr4||10-20-2003||08:09 PM||||click on "back to gallery" under the pic. it will bring up all the pics.||64.41.22.13||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000007||Ferrari F50 GT||10-20-2003||09:57 PM||||Well...the Skyline used to be a good looking car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000008||Johnny Bravo||10-21-2003||04:29 PM||||Yeah, the G35 platform is the Skyline in Japan (and a few other countries).  The top pic was a concept drawing someone made a few years back.  Would've been nice if that came about maybe even as an R34.5 or something.  Nissan just started selling the AWD G35X recently so I'm sure the next GT-R is in the works.  There was a recent thread on the GTR Register about this too and has some more info:  <a href="http://www.gtr.co.uk/forum/upload/showthread.php?s=581421a4dd4c20abdf3335852a225035&threadid=15848" target="_blank">http://www.gtr.co.uk/forum/upload/showthread.php?s=581421a4dd4c20abdf3335852a225035&threadid=15848</a>  Can't wait  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||10-21-2003||05:04 PM||||FWIW, a friend of mine is a dealer for audi/infinity/VW and the other night he told me the Skyline isn't planned to be here.  The G35 is what we get.  They don't want the two to compete with each other.<br />Also a previous thread discussed the AWD version: He said it is a transparent setup that is always "on", just dependant upon wheel spin.  I didn't get more information because food was being served and my hunger outweighed my interest at that time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||thon||10-21-2003||06:56 PM||||Just so everyone knows, We are DEFINITELY getting the GT-R.  The GT-R will be a seperate car from the skyline.  We will not see the skyline moniker on these shores though.  Supposidly to be released at the Detroit auto show 2004.  It will be loosely based on the g35 coupe/350z chasis.  <br /><br />It will not be competing with the g35, as it will be a turbo, 'super' car, more akin to the NSX or supra.  It will also be about 60k american dollars.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.freshalloy.com" target="_blank">www.freshalloy.com</a> for more info.||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes



ubb/Forum3/003388.cgi
A||||10||turbowop||Lot of new pics I thought I'd share||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||10-19-2003||02:30 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I have been cleaning a lot of parts and whatnot on my car while the head is off and have been taking pictures of damn near everything. Today was nice so I dropped the car off the jackstands and rolled it outside to clean out the engine bay which is almost spotless now. The inside of my intake manifold is without the 1/8" thick layer of crap inside it and all the crossmembers under the engine along with my oil pan, wiper arms, and the piece below the windshield have been powdercoated black. I don't want Blanchard to get lonely in spotlessly-clean land.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Ignore the nasty buildup on top of my pistons. I'll take care of that later.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1650" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1650&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1651" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1651&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1652" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1652&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1653" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1653&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />And the FP green I bought from Andy:   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1654" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1654&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />I have a Tial 40mm and VP o2 housing for it on the way. All I need to finish is a set of 660's, an afpr, a 3" intake pipe, ARP's, headgasket, and one of these days when I quit buying parts I'll get the damn head rebuilt (the whole reason for the teardown anyway)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />   .||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||10-19-2003||01:26 PM||||Super clean Mark! Loving the powdercoating...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||GRegwyn||10-19-2003||06:12 PM||||Nice!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.193.134.230||reg||14||gregwyn||00002581||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-20-2003||02:49 AM||||Awesome.  It really looks good, Mark.  Nice job.||69.59.219.141||reg||6||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||10-20-2003||03:05 AM||||You just HAD to get your oilpan powdercoated..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Looks awesome! Now my galant will get some lovin now that I don't have to drive it daily.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||10-20-2003||03:16 AM||||After seeing somebody's sig on here about how a powdercoated oil pan nets at least 10hp.....I just had to try it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||10-20-2003||03:20 AM||||Make sure none of the interior got powdercoated.  I think it was Harry that said that hot oil loves to eat up powdercoating?  And clogged the hell out of his filter, made a mess of his head?||69.59.219.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||10-20-2003||04:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Make sure none of the interior got powdercoated.  I think it was Harry that said that hot oil loves to eat up powdercoating?  And clogged the hell out of his filter, made a mess of his head? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The guy who does my powdercoating didn't powdercoat the inside of the pan, however a *little* overspray made it in there. Just a couple speckles. I scrubbed the inside of the pan clean with a brillow pad before bolting it back up to the engine. If it got hot enough to melt the powdercoat I would think the powdercoating on the outer surface of the pan could melt also though. The inside of the pan is painted from the factory and it held up alright all these years. Damnit...now you got me worried about it, and I really don't feel like pulling the pan off again.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||number3||10-20-2003||07:40 AM||||The powder coating over spray on a valve cover I had done came off and plugged up 70% of the screen on my oil pickup. <br /><br />I caught it in time by a stroke of luck before it took out the motor.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||10-20-2003||10:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> The powder coating over spray on a valve cover I had done came off and plugged up 70% of the screen on my oil pickup. <br /><br />I caught it in time by a stroke of luck before it took out the motor. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How much overspray are we talking about here Harry? There is really only a couple specks of it on the inside of the pan.||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||10-20-2003||12:57 PM||||Is it a reaction with oil?  I thought powdercoating can handle a few hundred degrees.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/003389.cgi
A||||7||ConquestCat||Anyone know the hp on an AMG Galant||||1||||liquidgvr4||00000268
Z||000000||ConquestCat||10-19-2003||02:11 PM||brooks_tim@yahoo.com||I got to this site via websearch/another post, and found out that the VR4 is not the rarest galant.  The AMG (I assume it's the same AMG that does the benz stuff) galant in japan; only 1400 of this made ever.  They have a cool body kit and wheels, and some interior enhancements. & although non-turbo, the Spark plug cover says, "tuned by amg".  But this site is not in englsh.  Does anyone know the hp on a stock AMG?  the site is  <a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/." target="_blank">http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/.</a>   go to "about amg"; it appears to be in wingding or something.||66.156.40.167||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||10-19-2003||02:25 PM||||I think the rarest Galant is the Monte Carlo version... only like 500 of those.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||bleck||10-19-2003||02:37 PM||||Non-turbo.  I think Jose said that they had like 165hp stock.  Good luck finding any of those body parts, tho... Think Jose is the only dude in the country with the AMG package.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-19-2003||03:48 PM||||There's also a Tuned by RalliArt version and a Kenjiro edition that are rare as well. Also a 1st Anniversary commemorative edition, and Super VR-4<br /><br />Anyways, the Galant AMG had 170ps@6750rpm amd 19.5kg@5000rpm<br /><br />BTW not all RS editions had 240 HP. The earlier ones were 220 HP||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||ConquestCat||10-19-2003||08:51 PM||||only one I've been familiar with was the super galant (I'd be all over it if it came to the States).  I just got through surfing the net and was able to see a 2001 Ralliart Galant, but I could not find a kenjiro adition or 1st anniversary edition.  BTW thanks for the responses.  Also  did see a Lancer 2004 ralliart (the 2003's stink; I was working for mitsu last year when they brought those out).  Looks like Mitsu is coming stateside with the MiVec 2.4 in the 2004 Lancer Ralliart's.  Does anyone have pics of the older ralliarts or the Kenjiro's (btw that is the name of a big time Factory rally racer as well).||66.156.33.159||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000005||drew||10-20-2003||01:55 AM||||yes the kenjiro edition was named after Shinozuka Kenjiro, long time Mitsu Rally racer.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||ConquestCat||10-20-2003||07:40 AM||||Anyone have pics of the Kenjiro or Monte Carlo editions?||66.255.16.178||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||10-20-2003||08:20 AM||||Do a  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search" target="_blank">search</a> here for Monte Carlo -- there is a Russian gentleman who posts here that has one.||67.163.58.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003390.cgi
A||||3||91GVR4||LSPR||||1||||91GVR4||00000884
Z||000000||91GVR4||10-19-2003||04:49 PM||||Was anyone from here at the Lake Superior Pro Rally this past weekend? I saw a VR-4 in Copper Harbor on Saturday but didn't get a chance to find out who it was. Very nice clean car. <br /> Also at the same place I met this kid who just about wet him self at the sight of my car. He was waiting by my car when I returned from walking around and getting lunch. He must have waited at least half an hour. He says to me, "Can I buy your car man?". "No" is my reply. Then he starts asking me if I know what I have, it is rare, ect.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   Then I start telling him about everything I have put in it, mods, time, HP, ect. This little punk just about blows a nut,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   all he can say is "WOW man, so cool, I am jelous". Then I let him hear her bounce off the stutter box as I drove away, I think he started dancing like a girl at the sound of it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.64.48.198||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||10-19-2003||06:26 PM||||I was a Hype R fest this summer. There were all kinds of STI's and Evo's. We brought two Galants(both green). I came back to my car and there three guys standing around my car. The way they acted you would've thought I had a $100,000 car. What other car could I have bought for $3000 that would get me that kind of attention.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||10-19-2003||11:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> What other car could I have bought for $3000 that would get me that kind of attention.<br /><br />--------------------<br />A powder coated oil pan is worth aleast 10 HP!<br />1240/2000<br /><br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was probably the oil pan.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.76.180.138||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||10-20-2003||11:25 AM||||And there's probably lip marks on it from them kissing it..which is why I keep mine greasy..then I can TELL who's been messing with #1244||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003391.cgi
A||||9||chadhayashi||360 Modena||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||10-19-2003||06:03 PM||||Got in to it w/ a yellow 360 last night. We went from 70-~140mph over and over for approx 9 miles. I was impressed w/ the Galant. He couldn't start to pull on me until approx 120mph. Too bad I only have a b16g at the moment. The 360 sounded phenomenal! It may have had aftermarket exh, because it would throw blue flames on decel and was loud as hell. His right taillamp bulb was burned out! lol. Most fun I've had in a long time. He and his hottie waved and we parted ways.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||10-19-2003||06:17 PM||||wish u had a video camera||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||10-19-2003||06:21 PM||||i love the 360, by far my most favorite car. after schools over im going to invest in one. <br /><br />hopefully im going to be moving to florida by next year with my dad, and i told him if we do, then he has to get rid of his 3g Spyder and get a chick magnet. so a few weeks later he comes up to me and says (in 50 yr old man italian accent) "i get ferrari 360" <br /><br />now hes speaking my language  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.204.229||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||10-19-2003||06:56 PM||||Chad,<br /><br />if he even wants to get down again, i'm sure Erik with his T4 and me with my 20g will be happy to oblige him   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||10-19-2003||07:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Chad,<br /><br />if he even wants to get down again, i'm sure Erik with his T4 and me with my 20g will be happy to oblige him    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was kind of bummed that I had such an underpowered car. A 20g'd or better GVR4 would slaughter a 360 to 140mph.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||10-19-2003||08:16 PM||||I had a short race with one last year, and he didn't fare too well.  <br /><br />Next time I see one, I'll race for money.||4.34.143.26||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||10-19-2003||11:13 PM||||Yeah thats cool that our cars can stomp on one....however look at the bigger picture. Apparently the 360 owner had the hottie in HIS car.<br /><br />thats all.||65.227.217.61||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||10-20-2003||02:36 AM||||Nice work Chad.  I'll be sure to stomp the next one I see.  Oh wait, that's right, I live in Oregon.  Guess I better move if I wanna see any Ferraris on the road.<br /><br />And while you've got a point, Ken, here's my counter:  does his car have a leather back seat?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.59.219.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||10-20-2003||11:11 AM||||Watch out though..you put her legs up in the air too much in the back seat and you'll have two high heel puncture marks in your nice headliner..personal experience talking..women love leather on their backs..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000010||chadhayashi||10-21-2003||12:27 AM||||My back seat is "slightly used"...||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003392.cgi
A||||36||Romanova||Top speed?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||10-19-2003||06:13 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Just curious what everyones top speed is here. I've never gone above 100mph because of my old tires that I just replaced.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||10-19-2003||06:59 PM||||I hit 109 mph in the 1/4...<br /><br />Only done 120mph indicated on one occasion in the middle of Kansas. I really have no desire to top out the car, but then again I never topped out my sport bike either.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||10-19-2003||07:22 PM||||I've hit an indicated 150mph w/ 225/40-17's. <br /><br />Actual...?||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||10-19-2003||07:45 PM||||Hit 137 in the '92.  The '91 has crappy tires so I haven't been over 110 or so in it, and only for a second.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||10-19-2003||09:06 PM||||142, Bone stock on stock tires, Wait I had a  KN filter, Stock struts too at 150k. Spooky, I have no self preservation.....||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||V8EATER||10-19-2003||10:19 PM||||pulled all the way to "150",  and then some, but i have 17's and I'm not sure the speedo is accurate.||68.86.41.11||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000006||curtis||10-19-2003||11:35 PM||||135 on stock size rubber (serious floating) about 4 years ago.  Had a k@n and was running 14psi with a 2.5 exhaust.  Was looking over at the C5 automatic convertible as I went by .  Damn was he pissed.  I asked him what he paid for it at the bottom of the off ramp.  Nothing like beating on someone and then rubbing sand in their face.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.159.108.111||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||10-20-2003||02:02 AM||||When I got my first set of Z rated rubber I took it out and the speedo read 135 with 205,55,15s<br /><br />No need to do that again.||12.223.145.168||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||Tangent||10-20-2003||02:24 AM||||WOW, and I complain about 5th gear being a crappy cruising gear traveling at 3k+ for casual driving.  I do love the instant response though.  Top speed a pathetic 112 just to drop people.  I've gone 120+ in my old camry.  195/60 R15 should get you to a theoretical ~154||4.47.129.250||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000009||josh91vr4||10-20-2003||07:06 PM||||I've seen the 130+ - Totally stock, back before i even got a boost controller. However, the exhaust was broken in half at the flex section  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Vroooooom  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000010||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||12:17 AM||||135 on stock everything except boost controller with turbo as high as it would produce.....of course this just prior to rebuilding the entire engine with complete exhaust, ported head, big 16g, fuel pump.........it never quite runs as good as it does just before it blows.......oh yeah, I did have the TMO computer mod done to get rid of that pesky fuel cut.........||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000011||markrieb||10-21-2003||05:02 PM||||This thread has passed through a couple of times, search the archives.<br /><br />Just as a general, fatherly (did I just actually say that!?!) warning, top speed testing is very dangerous to do on public roads to both yourself and the public around you.<br /><br />That said, a couple of tales for your amusement.<br /><br />When my car was nearly new, I was headed back to the Bay area from a weekend mountain biking in Bend Oregon.  On I-5 down around Williams or Willows I got caught in a clump of traffic where 3 or 4 of the cars were playing games/dancing with road rage.  I finally got a clear shot shifted down to 3rd, then back up through the gears just to get clear.  When I finally let off, I was over 125 and still pulling with my Cannondale Mt. Bike strapped to the roof rack, idiots fading in the rear view window.<br /><br />A few years ago I was coming back to home from a big swap meet in Portland Oregon.  Saturday evening, around 7:00 pm rolling down I-84 at about 75-80 through little to no traffic when a newer 240 SX passed me doing about 90.  I let him get a 1/4 mile or so ahead and followed for a while.  We'd catch up when we came to traffic and then spread apart again on the open freeway.  After we turned off of I-84 onto I-82 headed towards Umatilla, he pull along side and reved a bit.  I never even shifted out of 5th (by this time the car had big exhaust, 16g and a boost controller) and I'd pull past him a car length or two and then let off and let him catch up.  Each time, he'd try from a higher and higher speed.  Finally we were at about 120 (hadn't seen another car on our side of the road yet) and I gave him a wave and drove off.  I stopped at about 6700 rpm in 5th, an indicated 145.  The car was surprisingly smooth and steady at that speed (AGX shocks, H&R springs, Whiteline urethane bushings and whiteline swaybars), and was only requiring about 10 or 11 psi to maintain speed.  I didn't keep it there too long, things were happening pretty fast.<br /><br />Somewhere in my files, I have a .jpg of a FWD talon/eclipse at 7200 in 5th, something like 160 mph.  It was a pretty popular photo back when the DSM IRC channel first started.<br /><br />Those of you out east have no idea how desolate those two stretches of road I have described are.  In the second case, we probably went 10 or more miles and never saw another car on our side of the freeway.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000012||Tangent||10-21-2003||06:00 PM||||Road trip! LOL!  Is 82 the road that climbs up from the columbia and has a handful of nice wide sweepers?  Which ever road that is it is one of my favorites.  I should put my bike rack back on and add to the sleeper look.||4.47.129.250||reg||10||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000013||teet||10-21-2003||06:39 PM||||indicated 117...on gravel   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Navigator was watching...I was busy with other stuff<br /><br />course mark Lovell went 132 in that straight away...<br /><br />Oh, and 107 at night...in the rain...on gravel  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />john||134.134.136.3||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000014||thon||10-21-2003||07:47 PM||||Me and UdriveU went 152mph in my 240sx w/sr20det.  Had only about 1000rpm's left in 5th gear.  Very very fun, but scarey, and would never do that again.  Car was extrordinarily stable though, and that was with agx's and prokits (before coilovers)<br /><br />Also, when i was 16, my cousin and I did 135 in my mom's lexus ES300 at night, with the lights out 'stealth mode' <br /><br />boy were we stupid.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000015||Kibo||10-21-2003||08:40 PM||||When I was young and stupid, I did 140 in my old 97 GSX once--that was enough for me.  I have no desire to test the top speed of my GVR4--what's the point?  It's a brick with wheels...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   Whatever I end up seeing in the 1/4 will probably end up being my top speed.<br /><br />Interestingly, the 2G still felt rock solid at 140 (albeit pushing against a huge wall of air), whereas my friend's '97 SS felt like it was swimming all over the road at that speed.  Fortunately we were on the Alaskan Highway in the middle of BFN with miles of straight road that disappeared at the horizon...although they disappeared rather quickly at that speed!||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000016||geoff@machv||10-21-2003||09:55 PM||||Markrieb wrote:<br /><br /><b>"Those of you out east have no idea how desolate those two stretches of road I have described are. In the second case, we probably went 10 or more miles and never saw another car on our side of the freeway." </b><br /><br />I95 from Florida to Canada<br />I270 Above Gaithersburg<br />Saw Mill River Parkway thru New England<br />Sprain Brook Parkway/ Westchester-Dutchess County<br />Bronx River Parkway <br /><br />You kidding me?  We 1000's a miles of open road, and those are just a few.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||199.196.144.13||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000017||REDLINEGVR4||10-21-2003||10:36 PM||||The fastest i have been is 170 in my friends dads Ferrari (he was driving) and the car was riding better than it did at 50 mph. My fastest off road was 110 in a friends talon. My top speed in my galant 120 and that is as fast as ill go for now in the galant. As for open road the Alligator Ally is my favorite, About 6 weeks ago i was in my moms new v6 altima (Which i love driving) I was doing 125 following a sl500 on the ally and out of no where a brand new yellow ENZO! goes flying and i mean flying buy us. he had to be going at least 200 cause within 30 sec i could not see him any more.||64.12.96.102||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000018||forgottenvr4||10-23-2003||05:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> This thread has passed through a couple of times, search the archives.<br /><br />Just as a general, fatherly (did I just actually say that!?!) warning, top speed testing is very dangerous to do on public roads to both yourself and the public around you.<br /><br />That said, a couple of tales for your amusement.<br /><br />When my car was nearly new, I was headed back to the Bay area from a weekend mountain biking in Bend Oregon.  On I-5 down around Williams or Willows I got caught in a clump of traffic where 3 or 4 of the cars were playing games/dancing with road rage.  I finally got a clear shot shifted down to 3rd, then back up through the gears just to get clear.  When I finally let off, I was over 125 and still pulling with my Cannondale Mt. Bike strapped to the roof rack, idiots fading in the rear view window.<br /><br />A few years ago I was coming back to home from a big swap meet in Portland Oregon.  Saturday evening, around 7:00 pm rolling down I-84 at about 75-80 through little to no traffic when a newer 240 SX passed me doing about 90.  I let him get a 1/4 mile or so ahead and followed for a while.  We'd catch up when we came to traffic and then spread apart again on the open freeway.  After we turned off of I-84 onto I-82 headed towards Umatilla, he pull along side and reved a bit.  I never even shifted out of 5th (by this time the car had big exhaust, 16g and a boost controller) and I'd pull past him a car length or two and then let off and let him catch up.  Each time, he'd try from a higher and higher speed.  Finally we were at about 120 (hadn't seen another car on our side of the road yet) and I gave him a wave and drove off.  I stopped at about 6700 rpm in 5th, an indicated 145.  The car was surprisingly smooth and steady at that speed (AGX shocks, H&R springs, Whiteline urethane bushings and whiteline swaybars), and was only requiring about 10 or 11 psi to maintain speed.  I didn't keep it there too long, things were happening pretty fast.<br /><br />Somewhere in my files, I have a .jpg of a FWD talon/eclipse at 7200 in 5th, something like 160 mph.  It was a pretty popular photo back when the DSM IRC channel first started.<br /><br />Those of you out east have no idea how desolate those two stretches of road I have described are.  In the second case, we probably went 10 or more miles and never saw another car on our side of the freeway.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">cool story....||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000019||forgottenvr4||10-23-2003||05:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br />Those of you out east have no idea how desolate those two stretches of road I have described are.  In the second case, we probably went 10 or more miles and never saw another car on our side of the freeway.<br /><br />Mark [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Any road in North or South Dakota or mid to eastern Montana.......||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000020||markrieb||10-24-2003||10:13 AM||||I grew up in Eastern Oregon, worked in the Bay area for about 7 years, then moved to Ohio for 3 years before returning to the Pacific Northwest about 7 years ago.<br /><br />In addition, I've spent several months each working in places like Kittery Maine, Norfolk Virginina, Charleston SC, and others and have had time to explore while I was there.<br /><br />The Ohio/Penn. area kind of freaked me out a bit because no matter where you went, you were never out of sight of a house or some building.  You didn't have to get too far out of S.F to find some really empty space.<br /><br />The friends that have grown up back east get kind of freaked out when they come visit me and I take them out in the desert here.  The area where I go Chukar hunting every fall is 60 miles off of a paved road, and about 40 miles from town/a telephone once you hit the pavement.  We have spent 4 days out there and never seen another person.<br /><br />The sense of scale is quite different from the east to the west.  We have counties in Oregon bigger than several eastern states.  Many of the eastern cities have more population than the whole state of Oregon.  And Oregon/Washington are relatively highly populated when compared to Wyoming or Montana...<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000021||EvilGalantGSX||10-24-2003||12:01 PM||||About 115 MPH in the Galant GSX. Fell the 4g63 non-turbo power!.<br /><br /><br />haha.<br /><br /><br />I went about 140mph in my old 327 powerd 86 firebird.<br /><br />Man I need a fast car again.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000022||Romanova||10-24-2003||12:03 PM||||<img src="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity-Circuit/8779/240meter.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />There is the one I was looking for!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000023||forgottenvr4||10-24-2003||01:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity-Circuit/8779/240meter.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />There is the one I was looking for!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, whatever........  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000024||forgottenvr4||10-24-2003||01:31 PM||||Hey Mark,<br /><br />I know what you mean. I lived in Portland for a year when I was going to school out there.  Lived in Sanfran. as well, and your so right. You can be in the middle of dessert in no time. Got a story for ya, though not gvr4 related. <br /><br />My college roomate, when I was in Portland, had a girfriend that lived in Bend OR. He, Ken was his name, lived in Cauldwell ID. I remember one summer when I was at his place in ID. we took his parents Subaru wgn, frontwheel drive gutless wonder, and drove to Bend to see his girlfriend. I think we were able to get it up to somewhere around 110-115 going downhill with a tailwind. That stretch is one lonely f*cking drive.......I'll never forget. We crested a hill top going about 90 mph and saw a sign that said, and I kid you not, "Beware, low flying aircrafts." We were all like, whatever.....and then, directly in front of us, not more than 100 yrds., two A-4's made a sweeping banking turn. Since we were atop a fairly large hill, we were staring directly at the top of the canopies. The two pilots looked at us and waved. It was the coolest thing I ever saw. Of course I almost shit my pants, cause Ken almost lost control of the car, remember he was doing almost 90 in a car designed for 50. Anyway, I'll never forget it.....||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000025||MidEngine210||10-24-2003||02:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by forgottenvr4:<br /><strong> <br />My college roomate, when I was in Portland, had a girfriend that lived in Bend OR. He, Ken was his name, lived in Cauldwell ID. I remember one summer when I was at his place in ID. we took his parents Subaru wgn, frontwheel drive gutless wonder, and drove to Bend to see his girlfriend. I think we were able to get it up to somewhere around 110-115 going downhill with a tailwind. That stretch is one lonely f*cking drive.......I'll never forget. We crested a hill top going about 90 mph and saw a sign that said, and I kid you not, "Beware, low flying aircrafts." We were all like, whatever.....and then, directly in front of us, not more than 100 yrds., two A-4's made a sweeping banking turn. Since we were atop a fairly large hill, we were staring directly at the top of the canopies. The two pilots looked at us and waved. It was the coolest thing I ever saw. Of course I almost shit my pants, cause Ken almost lost control of the car, remember he was doing almost 90 in a car designed for 50. Anyway, I'll never forget it..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, that must have been some kind of an experience.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000026||Garfield Wright||10-25-2003||03:12 AM||||Coming back from Ft. Myers about 2 am one morning, I was tired & asked my wife if she wanted to drive.  While I rested on the comfortable rear seats strapped in, I noticed the car felt a little bumpy.  I raised up, looked at the speedo & to my surprise, she had the car over 135mph.  Mods were, test pipe, no muffler, stock exhaust & act 2600 clutch.  I simple laid my head to rest & not disturb her...||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000027||GVR$in||10-25-2003||04:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong> Coming back from Ft. Myers about 2 am one morning, I was tired & asked my wife if she wanted to drive.  While I rested on the comfortable rear seats strapped in, I noticed the car felt a little bumpy.  I raised up, looked at the speedo & to my surprise, she had the car over 135mph.  Mods were, test pipe, no muffler, stock exhaust & act 2600 clutch.  I simple laid my head to rest & not disturb her... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your wife kicks ass.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000028||number3||10-25-2003||08:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity-Circuit/8779/240meter.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />There is the one I was looking for!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rougly 150 MPH right!||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000029||VTGVR4||10-25-2003||04:56 PM||||upstate NY has some great roads. i take 87 South (not thruway, the 'regular' 87) then drive on route 8 all the way to I90 to rochester. <br />great winding turns followed by 2 or 3 miles straightways, all two lanes, extremely rural, mountains everywhere.<br />anyway, my average speed when in the galant would be 75. (some turns are so sharp, you really cant go more than 25 on them!)  on the strightways, i woudl gun the car till i had to slow, which was up to 130 at times.  rochy to burlington is a 6.5 to 7 hr drive for non-speeding folks. it took me 4.5 hours...<br /><br />in any event, speed limits shoudl be tossed out. people would regulate themselves, right?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||206.15.136.184||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000030||DsmSeifer||10-26-2003||02:26 PM||||I maxed out the speedo on my galant come back from cali so I'd say 150 ish. Mods were 16g nitto 450 225 40 16's and an ACT 2600 clutch. Yes stock boost, intake and exhuast.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000031||autobahntom||10-26-2003||03:19 PM||||Route 15 from CA thru Utah up to Montana. AWESOME road to drive rediculously fast on. Even in a slow car it is fun. <br />I want to do the Silver State Classic one year. That looks to be fun. Anyone here got to do that? <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000032||Kibo||10-27-2003||03:07 PM||||My friend and I are looking to do the <a href="http://www.sorcrace.com" target="_blank">Sandill's Open Road Challenge</a> instead because it's a bit closer--that, and Silver State limits your category the first year (his Stealth is fully prepped for road racing).<br /><br />He thinks he may stand a chance at winning the One Mile Shootout, but I'm skeptical.  You can see his car at the bottom of this page (blue Stealth R/T):  <a href="http://www.dragsport.com/issue/9/event_coverage.shtml" target="_blank">Rocky Mtn. IDRC 2003</a>||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000033||Ant||10-27-2003||03:15 PM||||Whatever 4th gear tops out at is probably the fastest i've gone.  Anyone know what that is ?<br />I'm guessing 125 or so.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000034||Kibo||10-27-2003||03:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ant:<br /><strong> Whatever 4th gear tops out at is probably the fastest i've gone.  Anyone know what that is ?<br />I'm guessing 125 or so.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess it depends on where you have your rev limiter set...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000035||Ant||10-27-2003||05:23 PM||||Figure 7k rpm in 4th <br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000036||Akidosigh1||10-27-2003||07:25 PM||||i can make my speedometer read 150 without even moving.... move the needle||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003393.cgi
A||||11||tplesko||Picture of Some 12 Second GVR4s||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||10-19-2003||06:45 PM||||Hey,<br /><br />In the spirit of picture time today, I thought I'd share a quick picture we took this weekend here in Colorado.  It's of myself, Erik (Kibo) and Carl (Carl Morris).  There are a bunch more of the set that will be on the co.dsm.org webpage shortly. <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/erikcarlchris2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Enjoy!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||10-19-2003||07:26 PM||||Nice! <br />Maybe someday I can be jumped into your little gang.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||10-19-2003||07:33 PM||||You are welcome anytime Chad.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Maybe just a smidge bigger turbo and you'll be in the 12s? Carl had a hard time getting a 16g into the 12s up here and he tried *hard* IIRC.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||10-19-2003||09:27 PM||||chris i'll be in there soon  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||10-19-2003||09:36 PM||||You better be Jon! I'd expect nothing less out of you and that Green.  We should take the same picture next year with all the new entries into the 12 second GVR4 club. And at 5800 ft no less||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||curtis||10-19-2003||11:38 PM||||damn it I want a ski rack.  It just helps the sleeper image.||64.159.108.111||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||10-20-2003||02:32 AM||||Hehe, it's actually a bike rack, but I know what you meant.<br /><br />That pic looks great, Chris.  Thanks for sharing.||69.59.219.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||Carl Morris||10-20-2003||12:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> You are welcome anytime Chad.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Maybe just a smidge bigger turbo and you'll be in the 12s? Carl had a hard time getting a 16g into the 12s up here and he tried *hard* IIRC. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I tried hard, because it should definitely be possible.  However, on my original, oil eating 180k mile motor, it just wasn't going to happen.  New stock motor, cams and intake, Sleeper 16g, instant 12s.||147.145.40.43||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000008||Kibo||10-20-2003||02:59 PM||||I just collect parts and put them in the garage near the car with the hopes that the car will pick up speed by being in good company.  Same reason I hang out with the fast guys at the track.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />As I was limping my car back to my garage, I saw what looked like a Toyota Camry with a small hood scoop (like the last version of the 4Runner); he spun up his supercharger and blew off at me.  All I could do was laugh; I was headed the other direction and couldn't even select a gear, let alone race!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||10-20-2003||04:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I just collect parts and put them in the garage near the car with the hopes that the car will pick up speed by being in good company. Same reason I hang out with the fast guys at the track. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Says the current fastest of our little group   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  Hehe you know I'm going to try hard to beat you to those 11s after I beat you to the 12s  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||Kibo||10-20-2003||08:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>Hehe you know I'm going to try hard to beat you to those 11s after I beat you to the 12s   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same here!  You know we'll both come out swinging at the first track day, and I'm sure Carl isn't going to make this a cakewalk for us...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||10-21-2003||12:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> damn it I want a ski rack.  It just helps the sleeper image. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My roof has the permanent foot prints from my Yakima. I took it off for the track. W/ bigger turbo, I'll probably just leave it as well.<br /><br />I myself love the wind noise of 100+ w/ the Joyride on the roof. 100 mph <b>UP</b> the 7% grade approach to Eisenhower Tunnel (~11K ft) that is...||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003394.cgi
A||||4||DeanCouchey||Decision time||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||10-19-2003||09:07 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Ok hopefully by the end of this month i will have $2500 bucks saved up, depends on overtime and so on at work. My car is still sitting in the parking lot waiting for someone to fix it. I have a big decision to make, so I want to just put the turbo that I bought from zach in, should I buy a new engine from starionl (kevin), get a used JDM from Noyan or maybe a front clip from flash options. I am waiting to see if the motor kevin has comes with a warranty or not. I would like the front clip cause I can probably recoop some of my money by selling the headlights and body parts. But I have heard from some that flashoptions is not a good company. Any help or thought you guys have would be apprciated, all I have to do is get the car running and fix those damn 4WS lines!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||10-19-2003||09:40 PM||||If you go with Flashoptions prepare for a 4 plus month wait if you even get anything at all, Search 240sx.org. Trust me I looked at that option alot.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||10-21-2003||01:04 AM||||come on only Zach has an opinion?||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||10-21-2003||03:02 AM||||I would say get the lowest priced engine possible, then have a reputable shop check it and do any necessary "freshening up". Then stuff it with a nice piston/rod combo, or stockers if you're running close to budget, and go from there. Just my .02.  Good luck!||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||Lucky13||10-21-2003||08:04 AM||||My buddy tried getting a 180SX front clip from Flashoptions....after 2 months of hassle he finally got them to refund his money. Just a warning...<br /><br /><br />91' GVR4 #1758/2000<br />02' WRX||65.81.5.96||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes



ubb/Forum3/003395.cgi
A||||6||ConquestCat||Where did these lights come from?||||1||||liquidgvr4||00000268
Z||000000||ConquestCat||10-19-2003||09:48 PM||brooks_tim@yahoo.com||here's the site.  are these totally custom?<br /><a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/dogleg/dogleg.html" target="_blank">http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/owners/dogleg/dogleg.html</a>||66.156.33.159||reg||1||liquidgvr4||00000268||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||10-19-2003||10:16 PM||||it's right there in the description.<br /><br />ボディオールペイント：カルセドニーシルバー<br />ヘラー製｢ブラック｣丸目ライト<br />フロントグリルメッシュ変更<br />後期標準車用クリアサイドマーカー加工<br />カップスポイラー<br />アゼクト製リアアンダースポイラー（オデッセイ用加工）<br />リアディフューザー<br />ＢＭＷ用Ｒウィング加工<br />ハーガス製エアロミラー<br />自作エアダクト<br />ドアノブ同色塗装<br />Rガーニッシュ加工<br />ヤマンバテール<br />他多数||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||10-19-2003||10:19 PM||||yeah they are a total custom job, I think he said he used like Hella lights and custom fibregalssed it.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-19-2003||11:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> it's right there in the description.<br /><br />ボディオールペイント：カルセドニーシルバー<br />ヘラー製｢ブラック｣丸目ライト<br />フロントグリルメッシュ変更<br />後期標準車用クリアサイドマーカー加工<br />カップスポイラー<br />アゼクト製リアアンダースポイラー（オデッセイ用加工）<br />リアディフューザー<br />ＢＭＷ用Ｒウィング加工<br />ハーガス製エアロミラー<br />自作エアダクト<br />ドアノブ同色塗装<br />Rガーニッシュ加工<br />ヤマンバテール<br />他多数 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DUHH||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||drew||10-20-2003||01:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> it's right there in the description.<br /><br />ボディオールペイント：カルセドニーシルバー<br />ヘラー製｢ブラック｣丸目ライト<br />フロントグリルメッシュ変更<br />後期標準車用クリアサイドマーカー加工<br />カップスポイラー<br />アゼクト製リアアンダースポイラー（オデッセイ用加工）<br />リアディフューザー<br />ＢＭＷ用Ｒウィング加工<br />ハーガス製エアロミラー<br />自作エアダクト<br />ドアノブ同色塗装<br />Rガーニッシュ加工<br />ヤマンバテール<br />他多数 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It says, <br />Body all paint: Calcedony Silver<br />Hella brand black circle eye lights<br />front mesh grille<br /><br />yadda yadda yadda||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||10-20-2003||07:53 PM||||Geez, Drew--it's not like we can't read...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Nihongo wo hanashimasenka?||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||10-20-2003||08:03 PM||||Damn it Erik! Talk in American   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   lol||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003396.cgi
A||||11||tplesko||WRC Just Finished||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||10-19-2003||11:05 PM||||Hey all,<br /><br />Just finished watching the rally of France.  Damn! Everytime I watch those guys i'm in awe.  And the best part is another rally next week.  Building a drag car is fun but once I get a garage it's going to be rally car time.<br /><br />Major props to Petter's mechanics. Rebuilding a trashed car overnight for him to start and then win the rally.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.wrc.com/NR/rdonlyres/4615CF0A-55A6-4663-894A-B312A2F341D6/28110/solbergtor46thumb.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.wrc.com/NR/rdonlyres/6A227138-7284-46FA-8BF0-8A0997924B26/28035/car.jpg" alt=" - " />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||nvr2fst||10-19-2003||11:17 PM||||Ya gotta love the WRC cars on tarmac. The look, sound and speed is amazing.<br /><br />How did you get those pics so fast? Are they posted on Subaru's website?<br /><br />Adam<br />Boosted Solutions||152.163.252.136||reg||1||nvr2fst||00000977||yes
Z||000002||curtis||10-19-2003||11:20 PM||||Just finished watching it myself.  Great stuff.  Marko so trashed his car,  100 ft drops can do that.||64.159.108.111||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||10-19-2003||11:28 PM||||I wish I could afford more cable channels... stupid poverty cable package...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||RTS182G-VR4||10-19-2003||11:46 PM||||YEAH SOLBERG!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    man i love the rallys.  can you believe petter even drove after crashing so bad? its too bad for loeb and martin, i like all those "young guns".  we just got speed, its part of regular cable now.  i love this stuff, its the main reason o biught my car, oldschool rally style...  get ready for next week!<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||10-19-2003||11:48 PM||||ya except that NASCAR is on like 24 hours a day||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||10-19-2003||11:54 PM||||I hate NASCAR but i'd never drop speed unless they get rid of Moto GP and WRC and F1. In addition to all the young guns going at it this year...look at Saiz! He last one the title 11 years ago and is leading by 2 points.<br /><br />&lt;sigh&gt; I wish I could go play WRC driver on the Boulder backroads right now and if I wreck my "crew" will fix my car by work in the morning.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||RTS182G-VR4||10-20-2003||12:04 AM||||wouldnt it be nice... *dreaming*  ya, NASCAR is annoying, and since americans are so stubborn, im sure it will always reign supreme here.  hehe,  my brother and i used to take his impreza up to this really wide dirt road and rally the thing.  it was fun, and surprisingly controllable.  of course, it was not at death inducing speeds, but fun nonethe less.  oh yeah, and carlos is a badass, he deserves it for sure.  its gonna be good this year.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||10-20-2003||12:16 AM||||I love to rally my GVR4 around Boulder backroads.  I can't wait until I get the rollbar in.  Oh ya and the first snow. I love snow drifting.  Hopefully i'll never have to post crash pics but oh well &lt;crosses fingers&gt; I'll never stop playing on tight dirt and gravel backroads, just keep upgrading safety equipment.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||RTS182G-VR4||10-20-2003||12:21 AM||||gotta love AWD.  surprisingly, ive never tried rallying my car in the dirt. i wonder...  in the snow though, i have these ice racing tires that the guy i bought the car from had on the stock rims, and in the snow there a blast,  its like driving on grippy snow-  the car breaks away very progressivly,  its a strange feeling.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000010||curtis||10-20-2003||09:27 AM||||Oh by the way they said last night that it was Tommi's last year||166.90.116.234||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||RTS182G-VR4||10-20-2003||01:59 PM||||ya tommi has been said to be retiring for a few rallies.  too bad, cause when hes good, hes really good.  i think burns is going to take his place at subie.||65.102.216.30||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum3/003397.cgi
A||||10||GVR$in||Picking up my 22RE daily driver tomorrow..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-20-2003||01:15 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||So I need a truck for the snow (decided Im going to Tahoe for a few months after all) and Ive been looking for one for some time now, This morning I found her.. an 87 Yota Pickup down in SD. Today I went and checked it out, Its got about 160k, no smoke, no leaks, new paint, bedliner and a shell. The interior needs a little lovin but I'll fix that. Otherwise Im pickin it up tomorrow night. Let the off roadin begin! Hehe.. <br /><br />Many of you Im sure know its equipped with the Oh-so-popular 22RE. So It will most likely be seeing a header and k&n filter somewhere in the near future. Maybe a cam and a garrett turbo kit later down the line   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  :<br /> <img src="http://www.lcengineering.com/images/turbokit.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Look at me already dreaming about turbocharging a pickup!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-20-2003||02:26 AM||||Either you or I are very confused.  You're looking for a snow vehicle, there's an awd vehicle (with turbo to help regain lost altitude power!) sitting in your driveway, and you decide to buy a slow ungainly truck?  What gives?||69.59.219.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||10-20-2003||02:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Either you or I are very confused.  You're looking for a snow vehicle, there's an awd vehicle (with turbo to help regain lost altitude power!) sitting in your driveway, and you decide to buy a slow ungainly truck?  What gives? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Some of us want to keep our limited cars nice by not daily driving them or putting them through harsh winters. My car isn't as clean as it is because I drive it over slushy, salty, nasty mountain passes during the winter. It's taken a good two years just to get it as clean as it sits now. The ten years of buildup on it from the daily driving it had before that has been a real bitch to clean up. My views on the car changed after I retired it's daily driver duties. Now I want to make it as nice as possible while still using it for racing and fun. That and it's nice to have a different car for when the big projects come along so the galant can sit on jackstands for as long as the project takes.<br /><br />To each his own however...that is just my view on the matter. Haha.....I cringe whenever I look at Pivvay's website with the picture of his car going through that huge puddle.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-20-2003||03:01 AM||||Mark said what needed to be say very nicely  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . For the amount of $$$, time, sweat and blood put into this car Its not worth ruining my investment in the harsh unforgiving weather. I also don't really want to go through the hassle to put stock suspension (possibly w/ taller springs) and stock wheels w/ snow tires. Its just more money I'd rather spend on say a Magnus intake or 272 cams  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . My car would obviously have some clearance issues with the snow.<br /><br />Believe me once it clears up (it tends to a few weeks out of the winter) I'll be taking her out up at 6500 feet w/ the Green and beating the hell out of all the 3si vr4's, honduh's w/ 'hella jdm tite swaps', and near stock talons that refer to a junkyard motors as CYCLONE MOTORS   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  . I need to show all the haters that saw the galant in its stock form the transformation that has taken over.<br /><br />I'll be driving my "slow ungainly truck" snow while you're driving your galant in the rain, and my galant? It'll be sitting in a garage under a cover away from the elements.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-20-2003||03:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  Haha.....I cringe whenever I look at Pivvay's website with the picture of his car going through that huge puddle.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hehe, that picture is my desktop wallpaper.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I guess that could explain our conflicting views.  And I'm all for having a nice clean car.  When I'm driving mine, I try to wash it frequently, detail it every few months, and keep it spiffy in general.  But I also believe that cars are meant to be driven.  Ya wanna rare collectible that's nice and shiny and you keep from harm?  Buy a fucking Faberge egg.  I'm not hating on you guys, Terren or Mark, I'm all about your cars, and other nice GVR4s.  I love Harry's.  Hell, it might even arouse me just a bit.  But that first time I took the car rallycrossing, flinging mud from every tire, botching the slalom and and finishing the last half of it sideways, watching cone after cone go by the windshield, I was hooked.  That grin stayed plastered on my face for weeks.  I'll wash her afterwards, but my baby always gets the dirt she needs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   And we don't salt the roads up here to nearly the same degree as elsewhere in the country, so snow days are still all right by me.||69.59.219.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||10-20-2003||03:32 AM||||Hehe Jon I never said I didn't do a fair amount of bashing   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . Ive taken the galant in stock form through 3 feet of freshies and it somehow survived! Its seen many dirt mountain roads like it was on rails!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||Xan||10-20-2003||04:53 AM||||I'm with jon on this one, of course.  My baby is supposed to be my winter daily driver and she loves to play in the snow and mud.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  As far as wheels are concerned though, I don't plan on putting pricey rims on or doing any lowering.  So if I fuck up a wheel no big whoop.  Would like to raise it an inch for rallying however, my vr4 does seem a bit low and I'd hate to start scrapping if I hit a big jump.  I think there's those of us that like to drive fast quick and others, like myself, that just need to jump and slide too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000007||Darkside||10-20-2003||05:12 AM||||welp, Speaking of 22RE.  I have one myself.  A 1994 Toyota Pickup with the 22re with K&N filter kit, along with a set of pacesetter header, full truck body kits. Premire deh-9xxx serie deck, Kicker Ix700 amp for four premire 6.5" mids, Memphis bd1100 amp, to push a 18" Kicker sub. a baretta simi-auto 12g for small games, and a wincheaster 7mm mag, for the big game.  Hehe also Love going hunthing...............||67.119.172.179||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||10-20-2003||08:23 AM||||I think my answer will be: "own two VR-4s"  You know, find one of those riced Galants with the spray-painted interior for winter-beating.  Maybe slap on a lift-kit and big knobby tires...||67.163.58.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||10-20-2003||08:32 AM||||The winter's the best time to drive turbo cars. Cold air... snow everywhere...A little salt never hurt anyone. Just wash it one a week. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||10-20-2003||10:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> The winter's the best time to drive turbo cars. Cold air... snow everywhere...A little salt never hurt anyone. Just wash it one a week. <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It hurts your hands to wash it in this cold of weather, and half the time the pipes are frozen and water won't come out of the hose  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I think my answer will be: "own two VR-4s"  You know, find one of those riced Galants with the spray-painted interior for winter-beating.  Maybe slap on a lift-kit and big knobby tires... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That sounds like a really good idea! Maybe next winter.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003398.cgi
A||||13||Bobbo||Rockfalls, Wisconsin||||1||||Bobbo||00000641
Z||000000||Bobbo||10-20-2003||01:21 AM||bobbogeek@hotmail.com||Last weekend (10/11), there was an event for dragracing for imports there in Rockfalls. I didn't get to go, but a friend of mine went and he said that he saw a white galant vr4 that was LOUD as hell that went into the 11's in the strip. I was wondering if anybody knows who this is? I barely get to see vr4s in my city, and it'd be nice to actually see another owner. I think I met like one other person and one ex-owner. All my other friends have either integras or civics.||66.119.34.39||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000001||mitsuvr4||10-20-2003||10:42 AM||||There's a guy that lives down south of the cities that used to have a Frank3 Galant with all the supporting mods.  Of course I haven't talked with him for two years now and he very likely could have a more modern/better turbo?<br /><br />As for mine, it's pretty stock as well.<br /><br />Later,||134.29.247.50||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000002||GalantVR41062||10-20-2003||12:25 PM||||That would be me.  See sig.  We should meet up if you live around here.  I am removeing a lot of stuff, and turning the boost up on race gas this weekend.  And going to Cedar Falls sunday.<br /><br />~John||24.118.193.133||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000003||Bobbo||10-20-2003||07:19 PM||||Nice!! Finally, there are members from Minnesota. We should meet up, but my car is collecting dust for the mean time due to the alternator. New one should be put on this week. How long have you and mitsuvr4 owned your vr4s? I had mine for like a year I believe. Have you guys been to Extreme Mitsubishi in St. Paul? One of the guys there owns a white VR4 also. Don't know what he modded to it, saw only exhaust and FMIC, but that was a couple of years also. Where in Minnesota are you (galantvr41062) and Mitsuvr4 located? I live north of the cities, between Brooklyn Park and Brooklyn Center.||66.119.33.135||reg||1||Bobbo||00000641||yes
Z||000004||gixxer||10-20-2003||09:52 PM||||i know john already posts there, but you guys should post on <a href="http://www.dsmstyle.com," target="_blank">www.dsmstyle.com,</a> its a minneapolis based dsm board.||149.169.70.50||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000005||GalantVR41062||10-21-2003||12:38 PM||||Plymouth, about 10min west on bass lake road will get you to my house.  I have owned my car for 3 years now, it was the first car I bought.<br /><br />~John||24.118.193.133||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000006||bleck||10-23-2003||06:55 AM||||nice times, John, what kinda setup you running?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000007||mitsuvr4||10-23-2003||11:07 AM||||I live in Minneapolis proper and have owned the car for almost 6 years now.  It's my daily driver and has been very reliable (knock on wood), so no mods yet.  I keep telling myself when it finely kicks the bucket (160K so far) I'll rebuild for a quicker ride.  That and since I ride/race motorcycles it never will feel fast enough until it's a got a huge turbo and running sub 11 second quarters.  Obviously no where near a daily driver at that point and still not as much fun as a bike to put thru the paces (IMO).<br /><br />Later,||134.29.247.50||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000008||redheat86||10-23-2003||12:50 PM||||I live in the tc area too, near mendota heights, anyone planned a meet yet?||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000009||MustGoFaster||10-23-2003||02:04 PM||||I'm in the TC area too, Wayzata.  I live right down the street from John's (GalantVR41062) parents. If you want details on his setup, he has them posted  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000224" target="_blank">here</a>  As gixxer said all three of us are on  <a href="http://www.dsmstyle.com" target="_blank">www.dsmstyle.com</a>||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000010||MustGoFaster||10-27-2003||10:15 PM||||I got a new toy so here is a vid I just got off my camra.  <a href="http://lse-performance.com/library/FIRSTRUNWITHNEWSETUP.mpg" target="_blank">12.5@116</a> <br />This was the fist run with the current setup.  Sorry for the 3.6 MB size, just got this stuff so I haven't got figured out how to make them smaller yet.||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000011||gixxer||10-27-2003||10:21 PM||||sweeet, i heard the rest of the gang ran pretty well that day. did tyler really do an 11.6 in his teggy?||129.219.247.219||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000012||MustGoFaster||10-28-2003||12:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> sweeet, i heard the rest of the gang ran pretty well that day. did tyler really do an 11.6 in his teggy? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">11.5 think, john ran an 11.66@122, couldn't get the boost over 25psi  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000013||GalantVR41062||10-28-2003||10:11 AM||||I ran a 11.666@122 and Tyler ran a 11.67x@120, but these times were at Cedar Falls Raceway.<br /><br /><br />~John||24.118.193.133||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum3/003399.cgi
A||||7||crucible||japan merchants-Trust them?||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||10-20-2003||11:54 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Just curious about the Ebay merchants from "Japan" selling SAFC's.Prices for them are hard to beat.Anyone know about these guys?Most of the safc's are used.Theres one guy on there with his ratty looking picture goes by the name "JAPANDY".<br />Any opinions or personal experiences for any product through these guys would help<br /><br />Thanx, Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||10-20-2003||11:59 AM||||I've talked to Japandy a few times and he seems very legit. I think his feedback speaks for itself. His stuff always looks clean and in goodshape... some of the other people that sell stuff... not as clean.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Lucky13||10-20-2003||11:59 AM||||I've ordered a couple things from people in Japan, and so far haven't had any problems. Best bet is to stick to sellers with alot of sales with no problems. Also e-mailing them and see'ing how their responses are can help.<br /><br />91' GVR4 #1758/2000<br />02' WRX||68.211.135.249||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||10-20-2003||12:24 PM||||<a href="http://www.trust-power.com/" target="_blank">These Guy's</a> seem pretty honest.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000004||ercp98||10-20-2003||02:32 PM||||hi i bought safc (old style) from japan andy. got the item as he said it; on time and in good condition. i will buy from him again||64.215.227.105||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000005||h45454||10-21-2003||01:17 AM||||I can vouch for japandy.  I just received a Tomei MBC in the mail.  Excellent and quick service.||24.53.80.183||reg||1||h45454||00001840||yes
Z||000006||crucible||10-21-2003||05:22 PM||||Cool,Thanx guys.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||10-23-2003||12:55 AM||||I've been dealing with Andy Keil for a few years now.  He's located in northern japan, so I couldn't visit him when I was in Tokyo this year.  Andy and Chi, his wife, are good people, and he is damned honest.  Shipping sucks from japan no matter what you do, but EMS gets it here faster than my credit card bill gets posted.  I've bought a lot of stuff from Andy, and you can ask him about me by name if you like.  I don't endorse many people.  Andy is one that I wholeheartedly support.  His stuff on ebay is EXACTLY what is in the pic.  He does NOT re-use pictures for similar items, unlike some other jap vendors on ebay, or for that matter, even nascar parts vendors.  He shoots the pics for each item, and never, ever reuses a pic.  What you see is what you get, and he WILL give you some wiring tips for that GCC if you ask really nice.  If you ever have a problem with a purchase from Andy, pm me and I will fix it.<br />Dave||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
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A||||4||1312VR4||HEY... SPAM, Dreis11301  or anyone else for that matter||||1||||1312VR4||00000390
Z||000000||1312VR4||10-20-2003||03:41 PM||vttruett@comcast.net||Spam, while I was building my office & moving things. I came across another pic of the 88VR4( actually a but load of them). I have more, but not scanned yet. I cant send anything to your email( why, I dont know) so I just posted it here. This is the last wash the car had before it was stripped of everything. Hell it's still wet   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1666" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1666&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] <br /><br />Dreis11301, here is what I found in Tommy's junkyard THE DAY I WAS LEAVING Japan. Aint this about a bitch. Just goes to show what you will find around there. I was sooo pissed. Half temped to miss my flight, just so I could get it back to my house & have Virginia strip it & send me the parts, but I just didnt have the time.<br /><br /><br />OH Dreis, when you go to Tommy's junkyard again, can you tell them Tom & Virginia said hello.The last ic is of us when we were in Japan so they should reconise us. I'd really appreciate it.<br /> [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1667" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1667&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] <br /><br /> [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1668" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1668&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] <br /><br /> [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1669" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1669&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] <br /><br /> [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1670" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1670&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] <br /><br /> [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1671" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1671&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] <br /><br /> [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1672" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1672&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||10-20-2003||03:55 PM||||Spam, do you remember seeing this car?<br />This is a pic at my house.<br /> [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1673" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1673&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] <br /><br />Also, some Joule action. I have pics of them at the track that I will post later. It was at the Sendai drags back in 2000 I believe. <br />[IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1674" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1674&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG] <br /><br /> [IMG]<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1675" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1675&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>[/IMG]||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||drew||10-20-2003||05:01 PM||||eh, where's the spam? I want some ono musubi!||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||1312VR4||10-20-2003||05:43 PM||||LOL. that stuff is gooohoooooohooooddd.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000004||KenGVR4||10-20-2003||06:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> eh, where's the spam? I want some ono musubi! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ahh, spam musubi... Reminds me of living in Hawaii, where you could buy it at 7-11!||65.115.175.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
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q!A!,
q!!,
q!Frogger!,
q!New Owner!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!04:43 PM!,
q!2452927.1643!,
q!Matt!,
q!00002602!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!12:14 AM!,
q!2452928.0014!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!2.5 vs 3.0 exhaust comparison!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!05:24 PM!,
q!2452927.1724!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!agrabau!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2452928.1011!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
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q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Beemer!,
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q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!11:51 AM!,
q!2452930.1151!,
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q!00000599!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!04:32 AM!,
q!2452931.0432!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
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q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!is it funny?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452927.1732!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2452927.2207!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
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q!71! => 
[
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q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!paging Zach!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452930.1242!,
q!GVR1643!,
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q!GVR1643!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2452930.1242!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q~Everyone Post Their Best Pic!~,
q!2!,
q!102!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452930.1253!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2452963.1746!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000102!,
],
q!73! => 
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q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!More britney.. a bit nipply out?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452930.1355!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!04:38 AM!,
q!2452931.0438!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!74! => 
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q!A!,
q!!,
q!Chris Sanders!,
q!AWD Mirages!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452930.1703!,
q!Chris Sanders!,
q!00000041!,
q!henrok!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452931.2249!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!75! => 
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q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!FTP Server!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452930.1731!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!gtluke!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!07:30 PM!,
q!2452933.1930!,
q!gtluke!,
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q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
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q!76! => 
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q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!crazy landlord bitch!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2452930.1742!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!11:08 PM!,
q!2452936.2308!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
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q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
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q!1!,
q!28!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2452930.1755!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!number3!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!09:38 AM!,
q!2452932.0938!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!78! => 
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q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
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q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2452930.2011!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2452930.2011!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!Teaser MP3's!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2452931.0237!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452933.1140!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!They have Left Hand Drive Skylines?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!04:57 PM!,
q!2452923.1657!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!07:03 PM!,
q!2452924.1903!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!YADV (Yet Another Drift Vid)!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452923.1717!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!Romanova!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!12:34 PM!,
q!2452924.1234!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!catalytic converters!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!06:17 PM!,
q!2452923.1817!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!01:26 AM!,
q!2452924.0126!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!Just changed radiator...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!07:32 PM!,
q!2452923.1932!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!Jason G.!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!06:58 PM!,
q!2452925.1858!,
q!Jason G.!,
q!00002561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!Wisconsin gvr4 sighting!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!08:20 PM!,
q!2452923.2020!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!08:20 PM!,
q!2452923.2020!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Xan!,
q!West Michigan GVR4 sighting!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!09:46 PM!,
q!2452923.2146!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!Xan!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2452929.0103!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!06! => 
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q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
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q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452923.2201!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!10-10-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452923.2201!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
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[
q!A!,
q!!,
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q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!02:32 AM!,
q!2452924.0232!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2452926.1158!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
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q!!,
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q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!01:57 AM!,
q!2452928.0157!,
q!garyvr4!,
q!00002337!,
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q!10-16-2003!,
q!10:32 AM!,
q!2452929.1032!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
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q!A!,
q!!,
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q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!03:37 AM!,
q!2452924.0337!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!06:22 AM!,
q!2452924.0622!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!new pontiac aztec!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!09:40 AM!,
q!2452928.0940!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!06:53 AM!,
q!2452930.0653!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!09! => 
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q!A!,
q!!,
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q!1!,
q!19!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2452924.0948!,
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q!00000011!,
q!drew!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!01:53 PM!,
q!2452928.1353!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!42! => 
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q!A!,
q!!,
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q!1!,
q!15!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452928.0950!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!number3!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2452929.1149!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
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q!A!,
q!!,
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q!1!,
q!25!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2452928.1005!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!joec!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452930.2313!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Michigan plate 8URVTEC at the shootout!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!10:13 AM!,
q!2452928.1013!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2452928.2315!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~L-M-F-A-O!!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!10:42 AM!,
q!2452928.1042!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!03:24 PM!,
q!2452928.1524!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!My 87 GVR4!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2452928.1113!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452929.2025!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!Someone is in trouble!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!01:51 PM!,
q!2452928.1351!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2452929.1015!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!Newbie to VR4  world!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!01:00 PM!,
q!2452931.1300!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2452931.1513!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q~Rich has left us! Joined the Darkside!!!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452928.1635!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2452928.2137!,
q!Adrenalin!,
q!00000708!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q~Swaybar interest - dead or alive ! go or no-go~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2452931.1609!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!01:06 AM!,
q!2452932.0106!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!anyone got bondo!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!09:46 PM!,
q!2452928.2146!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!ConquestCat!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2452929.1009!,
q!liquidgvr4!,
q!00000268!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!andkilde!,
q!GVR4 in Canada -- anyone work at a Mitsu Dealer?!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!04:53 PM!,
q!2452931.1653!,
q!Ted Andkilde!,
q!00002209!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452940.0012!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q~I know a way to speak better english!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!07:13 PM!,
q!2452931.1913!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!12:41 PM!,
q!2452932.1241!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
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q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!Galant VR4 Rally video???!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452931.2001!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!08:01 PM!,
q!2452931.2001!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ant!,
q!How do you fit with a helmet on ? !,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2452931.2018!,
q!Ant!,
q!00000415!,
q!tplesko!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!09:15 AM!,
q!2452934.0915!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!How much would you pay?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!10:43 PM!,
q!2452931.2243!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!05:01 PM!,
q!2452933.1701!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!R35 Skyline!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!01:34 AM!,
q!2452932.0134!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!thon!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452934.1856!,
q!thon!,
q!00000613!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!Lot of new pics I thought I'd share!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!02:30 AM!,
q!2452932.0230!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!spoulson!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2452933.1257!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ConquestCat!,
q!Anyone know the hp on an AMG Galant!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2452932.1411!,
q!liquidgvr4!,
q!00000268!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!08:20 AM!,
q!2452933.0820!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~scott evans is DA MAN!!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452924.1347!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2452924.2055!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!Non-cyclone cyclone intake mani???!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2452924.1540!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!agrabau!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2452924.1848!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jason G.!,
q!New GVR4 Owner!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2452924.1705!,
q!Jason G.!,
q!00002561!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452924.2346!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Look whats for sale!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452924.1733!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!11:50 PM!,
q!2452924.2350!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Engine/Intercooler/FPR pics!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!07:10 PM!,
q!2452924.1910!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!a_santos!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2452924.2136!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!2 tickets for a Talon!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452924.1940!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2452925.1656!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Mmm.. Britney NWS!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2452924.2112!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2452929.1120!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Anyone Judas Priest fans?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!09:21 PM!,
q!2452924.2121!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2452926.1702!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!de-bracketing stock IC!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!02:17 AM!,
q!2452929.0217!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2452933.2124!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!The experment has begun..!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!10-11-2003!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452924.2335!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!09:39 AM!,
q!2452976.0939!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!Nip/Tuck, anyone?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!02:26 AM!,
q!2452929.0226!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!03:58 AM!,
q!2452930.0358!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!this is the funniest thing I have seen in a long time!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452925.0036!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!Xan!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!08:07 AM!,
q!2452925.0807!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!'04 E55 AMG!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!03:04 AM!,
q!2452929.0304!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!gixxer!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!11:11 PM!,
q!2452929.2311!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!The making of Gran Turismo 4!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!03:43 AM!,
q!2452929.0343!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2452933.2056!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!all trac celica!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452929.1125!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!AllWheelsDriven!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!07:30 PM!,
q!2452930.1930!,
q!AllWheelsDriven!,
q!00000045!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!More guinea pigs wanted!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!01:44 PM!,
q!2452929.1344!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452932.0027!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Anyone else into Nitro RC cars?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452929.1606!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!03:05 AM!,
q!2452932.0305!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!FMIC!,
q!1!,
q!101!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!04:17 PM!,
q!2452929.1617!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!00001198!,
q!Sleeper Vr4 #1828!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!06:22 AM!,
q!2453024.0622!,
q!Sleeper Vr4 #1828!,
q!00003128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000101!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!LSPR!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452932.1649!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452933.1125!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~New pictures after detail!~,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452929.1843!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!12:57 AM!,
q!2452931.0057!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!360 Modena!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2452932.1803!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2452934.0027!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!PIC of 533/1000!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!06:43 PM!,
q!2452929.1843!,
q!BlitzVR4!,
q!00000528!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2452929.1845!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Top speed?!,
q!1!,
q!36!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452932.1813!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2452940.1925!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Picture of Some 12 Second GVR4s!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2452932.1845!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!12:22 AM!,
q!2452934.0022!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Decision time!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!09:07 PM!,
q!2452932.2107!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!08:04 AM!,
q!2452934.0804!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!00000631!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ConquestCat!,
q!Where did these lights come from?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!09:48 PM!,
q!2452932.2148!,
q!liquidgvr4!,
q!00000268!,
q!tplesko!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!08:03 PM!,
q!2452933.2003!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!WRC Just Finished!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-19-2003!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2452932.2305!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!01:59 PM!,
q!2452933.1359!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Picking up my 22RE daily driver tomorrow..!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452933.0115!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2452933.1035!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!Rockfalls, Wisconsin!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2452933.0121!,
q!Bobbo!,
q!00000641!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!10:11 AM!,
q!2452941.1011!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!00001481!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!japan merchants-Trust them?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!11:54 AM!,
q!2452933.1154!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!12:55 AM!,
q!2452936.0055!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Free exhaust (not GVR4 related, kinda long)!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!01:28 AM!,
q!2452925.0128!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!01:28 AM!,
q!2452925.0128!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!everyone look at this!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!05:24 AM!,
q!2452925.0524!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!09:06 AM!,
q!2452925.0906!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!internet scammers!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452925.1140!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2452927.1407!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!trailer park gvr4!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!12:11 PM!,
q!2452925.1211!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452926.0107!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q~3Fast 3Furious Trailer!! Oh no..~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452925.1332!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!12:30 AM!,
q!2452927.0030!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!What other websites do you visit?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452925.1613!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!msaskin!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2452927.1014!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!I thought I wanted a nice GN!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452925.2235!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!curtis!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!12:43 AM!,
q!2452928.0043!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!ps2's!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-12-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452925.2343!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!01:44 PM!,
q!2452927.1344!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!EVO 8 Offset!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2452929.2049!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!drew!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!01:46 AM!,
q!2452933.0146!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Stupid computer problem!,
q!9!,
q!8!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452926.1331!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2452927.1842!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!4G63Mirage!,
q!Louisville, KY!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452929.2106!,
q!4G63Mirage!,
q!00002406!,
q!4G63Mirage!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452929.2106!,
q!4G63Mirage!,
q!00002406!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!those that JB welded 4ws lines!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2452926.1410!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!08:09 AM!,
q!2452927.0809!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!Anyone see this yet...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452929.2221!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!number3!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!05:01 PM!,
q!2452930.1701!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!pitcures!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2452929.2305!,
q!AWDnot2!,
q!00001198!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!11:08 PM!,
q!2452929.2308!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!dunno if anyone cares about 2jz swaps, but!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-16-2003!,
q!11:31 PM!,
q!2452929.2331!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!04:32 PM!,
q!2452930.1632!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q~The YANKEES WIN!!!~,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!12:26 AM!,
q!2452930.0026!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2452933.1535!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!20 pounds of boost at 2200!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!12:42 AM!,
q!2452930.0042!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!gixxer!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452934.2237!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gtluke!,
q!so i just chased down hector (hecdws)... no wait i diddn't!,
q!8!,
q!4!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!12:48 AM!,
q!2452930.0048!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!Ant!,
q!10-18-2003!,
q!05:40 PM!,
q!2452931.1740!,
q!Ant!,
q!00000415!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!I'm in a sharing mood.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!07:21 AM!,
q!2452930.0721!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!07:21 AM!,
q!2452930.0721!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!a nice pic for you gvr4 lovers!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!11:43 AM!,
q!2452930.1143!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!10-17-2003!,
q!11:43 AM!,
q!2452930.1143!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Funny Web sites?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452926.1432!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!Notorius!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!02:42 PM!,
q!2452926.1442!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!Proton Satria Vr4 vs Proton Wira Evo 1!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-13-2003!,
q!11:52 PM!,
q!2452926.2352!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!Cybernerd2!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!12:30 PM!,
q!2452928.1230!,
q!Michael!,
q!00000995!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q~I need a daily driver!~,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!12:29 AM!,
q!2452927.0029!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452927.2359!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!00000065!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!3G versus 1G lifters!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!06:50 AM!,
q!2452927.0650!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!Beemer!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452927.1625!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!1 Smart, 1 day, 1 Euro.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2452927.1018!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!number3!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2452927.1835!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!USDM GVR4 Intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!12:45 PM!,
q!2452927.1245!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!ken inn!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!01:39 PM!,
q!2452927.1339!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!too smart for my own good!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-14-2003!,
q!01:57 PM!,
q!2452927.1357!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!sleeper!,
q!10-15-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452928.1612!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/003401.cgi
A||||40||Eclipse182||Best quote about your car||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||10-20-2003||04:31 PM||||Whats the funniest, most ignorant, angering, etc..thing anyones ever said about your VR-4. Here are some of my favorites that just add to the sleeper appeal of the car:<br />"You want THAT?! I thought you wanted something sporty, not a 4 door family car" - my dad when I showed him a pic of a VR-4<br />"That things lame, I wanna get a Firebird. Itd kick that things ass" - my friend Ben(oh if he only saw some of the 12 sec Galants here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />"Um..its ok, I guess its a good first car" - my friend Amy before I told her about the car<br /><br />Heheh, this car is indeed the ultimate sleeper, and I wouldnt want it any other way  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||10-20-2003||04:53 PM||||decked out z-24 pulles up and says "what is that a nissan?"<br />I said "yup, wanna race?"<br />I gave him a 5 and a half grand launch   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||RayH||10-20-2003||05:30 PM||||Telling the guys at the DMV that the car is AWD and not to put it on the rollers then seeing them put it on the rollers and stall it three or four times as I'm trying to get them to stop   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||10-20-2003||05:55 PM||||"is your car running yet"<br /><br />"why don't you just send it to a real mechanic to get it fixed"<br /><br />"you cannot pull that motor and put a new one in"<br /><br />"what did you get"<br />a galant<br />"oh..."<br />"you got a galant? i thought you were getting a vr4"<br /><br />i've got something for your mustang<br />"what's that"<br />my galant<br />::he doesn't even acknowledge me from that point on, and just looks away::||67.64.187.50||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||10-20-2003||06:03 PM||||A.A.A. guy jumping my car: How much did that turbo kit run you?<br />Me: What turbo kit?<br />AAA: That one.<br />Me: All the VR4's came with a turbo.<br />AAA: Ohhh, the VR4..... wait, what?||69.0.80.227||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||10-20-2003||06:38 PM||||Havn't you ever heard? There is no replacement for displacement.<br /><br />What is a Galant VR4?<br /><br />THAT HAS AWD?!?!?<br /><br />And so on....||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Doc_Seuss||10-20-2003||06:46 PM||||i was talking with a friend around his 93 tsi when this kid comes up. talking about what people would think of his modded TSi and comparing it to <br />what they would say about the gvr4<br /><br /><br />Old lady seeing me drive by: <br />     "Look at that nice young boy on his way to get some groceries, he should have that sedan looked at, it seems to have a small exhaust leak and it sounds like his car is sneezing?"<br /><br />Another one was when i was looking at an evo at the albany dealership and i was like:<br /><br />ME- "nice to see them have another awd 4g63"<br />DEALER- "oh you have an eclipse?"<br />ME-"Nah a galant vr4"<br />DEALER-"i think You mean a 3000gt vr4?"<br />ME-"no...."<br />DEALER-"we never made an AWD turbo galant with 4g63!"<br />ME-"OK wanna bet? come on outside..."<br /><br /><br />there are some others but i usually forget..<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||10-20-2003||06:53 PM||||I called a local mitsu dealer and asked about a timing belt for a 1991 Galant VR-4.<br />guy says:<br />"mitsu never made a galant vr-4",<br />i said:<br />"really, never?"<br />guy said:<br />"they might have made one in japan in 2001"<br />i said:<br />"then what the hell am i driving?"<br /><br />then i hung up on the fool.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||10-20-2003||07:18 PM||||My personal best would have to be people at the strip telling the victims:<br /><br />"Damn, how you going to let that piece of shit beat you?!?!?!"<br /><br />I just recently got the correct taillight. I was riding around with mistmatch taillights. 91 on the drivers and 92 on the passenger. my left 1/4 panel was crushed in and has hammer marks from where i knocked it back out. and the back left corner of my bumper is cracked so i have racing tape holding it together. pretty bad but adds to the sleeper look. i need a car to drive and i will fix it, don't worry.<br />or<br /><br />"What the F*** you got in your car."<br /><br />or<br /><br />Them: "You must have NOS!"<br />Me: "Nope, factory... it came with everything it has on it."<br />Them: "Stop lying, you got NOS."<br />Me: "let me pop my trunk real quick..."<br />Them: "where is your bottle..."<br />Me: "No nitrous, let me pop the hood..."<br />Them: "This a 4 cylinder!?!?!? STOP PLAYING!"<br /><br />then i walk away cause i had a feeling they didn't know anything about anything but at this point i was sure||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000009||Kibo||10-20-2003||07:49 PM||||Most common question when describing my car to co-workers:  "That thing has All-Wheel Steering?!  Cool.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  "<br /><br />Most commonly heard comment in the stands when a GVR4 rips a V8 muscle car a new one:  "Holy sh*t!  What the f*ck was that?"<br /><br />Most common questions at the track:  "You ran what?  With that?  What is it?"<br /><br />And my favorite quote, from a fellow 60-1 turbo'd 1G owner (recently parted out, unfortunately), when I took him for a ride and went WOT with race gas and track tuning:  "Oh, F*CK!"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />That last one had me laughing for five minutes straight...and that was on the 14b!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />(Sorry for all the cussing--but a quote's a quote!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000010||1quickvr4||10-20-2003||07:55 PM||||I had a lot of rep at the local street races, My favarite thing was I couldent get a race. This is one exchange:<br /><br />Me as I walk up to a modded LS1&gt;  <br /><br />Me: Wanna Run<br /><br />Him: Hell no, My ass still hurts from last time.<br /><br /><br />This is another one as I walk up to a NSX&gt;<br /><br />Me, Hey nice car wanna run?<br /><br />Him, Hell No! I saw what you did to that Supra!<br /><br />(That was after I ran a modded BPU auto mk4)||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000011||teet||10-20-2003||07:58 PM||||looking over at my passenger hugging a pillow to his face and moaning as I went over the pass on Mt. Hood.  snow and slushy conditions at night...car running good with fresh blizzacks.  yah, I wasn't slowing down.  No words needed to be spoken.<br /><br /><br />the incoherent mumbling on the first rally stage of a newbie co-driver<br /><br />the incoherent mumbing on the 5th rally stage of a newbie co-driver<br /><br />service crew manager "don't be a hero out there..."... brakes weren't working so good....or at all at times  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||134.134.136.1||reg||1||teet||00000049||yes
Z||000012||mj_rosenfeld||10-20-2003||08:15 PM||||My wife when I bought the car used: "Gee I'm kind of surprised. I thought you'd get a sporty car like a BMW."<br /><br />Son of a BMW M3 driver at an autocross when he found out I was the one driving the black Galant: "My Dad said "Watch that black Galant. You would not believe how fast it is"..."<br /><br />My wife riding as my passenger in her one and only autocross run: "Aaaaaaaaaaagh!!!" screaming the whole run with her eyes covered. Never came to another autocross.<br /><br />Another guy (well actually several) who rode as passenger: "Ohmygod. I can't believe how fast that is."<br /><br />Me riding as passenger in my own car with a much more accomplished driver at the wheel: "Holy crap -- now I know how everyone else felt!" (silently to myself)<br /><br />Mike R.||209.41.235.142||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000013||dsmsleeper||10-20-2003||08:30 PM||||"Hey where'd you get that front piece grille with the projection beams?"<br /><br />When I had idle surge:  "Does that thing have cams?"||65.60.143.46||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||10-20-2003||08:35 PM||||My friend upon seeing it for the first time:  "I thought you got a fast car?"<br /><br />My brother's friend, pre-ride:  "Why'd you buy that piece of shit?"<br /><br />post-ride:  "Holy fuck, Jon just bought a deathtrap."<br /><br />My brother:  (incomprehensible gargling noises while scratching at the headliner)<br /><br />My other brother:  "Why'd you buy your coffin so early?  I hope you do realize that you're going to die in that box."||69.59.219.144||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||Ash||10-20-2003||08:42 PM||||Just smashed a pair of domestic cars (Falcon & Commodore)  Falcon pulls along side...<br /><br />Me:  Bet you didn't expect that!<br /><br />Them:  Hell yeah, you've done it to us before, that thing is rank!||203.221.19.155||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000016||chadhayashi||10-21-2003||12:06 AM||||While in a left turn lane onto a "leftbound" one way...<br />68 Chevelle w/ 3 guys yelling out window: "Get that p.o.s out of the way!!!"<br />I turn left and pull wide so they can line up.<br />68: "haha, p.o.s. etc..."<br />Pull one of the best street launches I've ever had. Stop at the next light.<br />68: "Wow! That things is quick". Guy riding bitch to driver: "He's got 4 wheel disc brakes".||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000017||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||12:12 AM||||My wife as a passenger, "Ok, I think that about does it for the weekend projects."<br /><br />My sister as a passenger, "Holy shit Aaron, I thought you were getting something more reasonable to replace your crashed R6."<br /><br />Myself as a passenger with my technician driving on local freeway rush-hour, "ok, that about wraps up todays rally road race."<br /><br />And I kid you not, the #1 Quote by me.....just look below......||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000018||DeanCouchey||10-21-2003||01:30 AM||||I got 2 <br />First one. harmonic balancer broke getting it towed:<br />Me: You need a flat bed for my car.<br />Drive: nope I can tow it with this<br />Me: no its AWD, you can tow it but you gotta pay for the repairs.<br />Driver: No They never made such a thing<br />Me: yeah they did turbo AWD only 30 of them<br />Drive: ok I dont care wait here for 45 minutes<br />Me OK get your toothbrush and brush your tooth while your gone!<br /><br />second. Me at Mitsu Dealer in Albany NY (deNooyer) so Dave will appreaciate this.<br />Me: I wanted to look at the EVO<br />Salesman: OK yeah turbo AWD great car<br />Me: yeah I got a turbo AWD too!<br />Salesman: Oh an eclpise GSX?<br />Me; No a Galant VR4<br />Salesman: Oh you mean a Diamante VR-X<br />Me: No a Galant Vr4 1991, only 2000 of them<br />Salesman: never made that here.<br />Me:yeah its sittign at my girls house now!<br /><br />That place is a joke, I asked what kinda of turbo it has what the intercooler is for and everything... no answers! They all think that the Eclipse GT is the best car ever! Blah on them!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000019||a_santos||10-21-2003||08:25 AM||||My favorite quotes are:<br /><br />"That thing is all-wheel-drive?"<br /><br />My neighbor:<br /><br />"How's your hooptee running?" <br /><br />After I smoke guys in daily traffic. <br /><br />"Man that thing is fast, what is it?"<br /><br />Another one that always comes up:<br /><br />"All-wheel-steering! Can you see the tires turning?"<br /><br />The best though is when no words are said.<br /><br />The other day I wast at a light on a four lane road, two for each way, and about 60ft from this light one lane ends. This redneck in a nice <br />T-type pulls right next to me thinking he is just going to kill me and get ahead before the lane ends. I say OK, now that I have a new clutch, I will try it out on this poor guy. I give him a 5000 launch, too much for my tires, and imedeatly pull half car to a car on him, shift to second and pull all the way thru second as well. It felt so good, after that he hanged back about 200 yards from me untill he turned. I am sure he was like WTF, that "rice burner" just smoked the shit out me, hell. <br /><br />It was my first real "by chance" street race, I have been looking for him since, so I can spank him once again. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000020||VTGVR4||10-21-2003||09:36 AM||||after racing & whipping a  G-60:<br /><br />him: "i got 6 monitors and 4 cases of toner in here, and a lousy clutch"<br />me: "i got a trunk full of tools and parts and a headgasket problem and no timing advance!"<br /><br />no shit, both of our cars weren't even near 75% running order. still a funny race.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000021||mixx2001||10-21-2003||09:53 AM||||A guy found me washing my car in my Parents neighborhood after a fly-by.<br /><br /><br />"Excuse me, sir?  Is that a turbo?"<br /><br />"Yep" <br /><br />"With a blow off valve and everything?"<br /><br />"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  "||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000022||meshwork||10-21-2003||11:32 AM||||Nobody at my work knew anything about my car, they just laughed that I got rid of my 1g FWD Talon for a sedan. Then after taking enough crap from the painter who owns a Cobra, I told him to go warm his car up, we're gonna race. <br /><br />So after him laughing and then us lining up, and me hanging on his back bumper the whole way up to 85-90mph, he goes back into the shop where everyone is wanted to know what happened. All he says to them is:<br /><br />"If he starts modding that thing like the black car (my FWD), I'm done."<br /><br />All the FWD had was MBC, hacked airbox, and ported ex manifold.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000023||bleck||10-21-2003||12:19 PM||||My Buddy: "Hey, there's like 5 inches of snow out here, we gonna be alright?  We could take my Explorer."<br /><br />Me: "I think we'll be alright."<br /><br />My Buddy: (after 1 hour)  HOLY SHIT!!!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000024||Romanova||10-21-2003||12:27 PM||||Pull up to work, turn off car, get out of car, lock car... still running with turbo timer though...<br /><br />"Hey, your car is still running..."<br />"It'll turn off."<br />"What the fuck?"<br />"Turbo timer."<br />"Turbo what?"<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000025||drew||10-21-2003||12:40 PM||||"Your car has a lot of character" - girl referring to the squeaks and rattles my car makes on 17" rims with full poly bushings, Front camber plates/pillow mounts, KYB AGX and GC springs.<br /><br />I don't know if she was bagging on my car to this day...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />When I did take it on a nice right hand sweeper, she said "whoa" and she complimented me on my car too though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />I can't wait until the engine is broken in and I actually will rev it past 3000 rpms and throttle it past 45%||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000026||tplesko||10-21-2003||12:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Hey, your car is still running..." </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I get this one *all* the time.  My girlfriend lived with 5 other girls in a house last year. Everytime we/I came into the house one of them would say that. Even after explaining the turbo timer concept to them multiple times (each) it still blew their minds  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />And my co-workers usually go:<br />"Hoooooooooooolllllllllllllllyyyyyyy shit!"<br />when I take them for a little ride in the "old green 4 door with white numbers on it" (when I go to the track). Wait until it snows...<br /><br />Hehe I love "extra" racegas.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000027||91 #680||10-21-2003||12:59 PM||||I remember going into our brand new local Mitsu dealer just to scope out the Evo when It just hit the showroom floor.  The salesmen seen me pull up and they immediately flocked to my car as if it was a lambo with a supermodal sitting in it.  They basically opened the door for me, treated me to pizza and soda and would try hard as hell to get my galant as a downpayment and get me into an Evo....I think they were about to let me test drive it..hehe. I just played along for the free lunch knowing full well that I didn't want an EVO.  It's funny how they all new what a GVR-4 was.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000028||watchdoc||10-21-2003||02:16 PM||||The conversations usually go something like this....<br /><br />Them  "damn, this thing is fast!!"<br />ME    "yeah, it has the same AWD Turbo drivetrain as a DSM"<br />Them  "what's a DSM....?"<br /><br /><br />Them  "I didn't know these old galants came with a V6"<br />ME    "They didn't, it's turbocharged"<br />Them  "wow,  that must have been hard to install"<br />ME    "It came that way from the factory"<br />Them  "Whatever dude,  you don't have to lie"<br /><br />Them  "What dat be?"<br />ME    "A 91 Galant VR4"<br />Them  "What do it run?"<br />ME    "high 12's right now"<br />Them  "OH HELL NAH!!!"<br />ME    "It'll cost ya to find out"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.41.42.22||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000029||galantvr4us||10-21-2003||04:12 PM||||I love going up to the Mistubishi dealer and making A$$es out of them.  They like to argue and say that there was never a galant made in a stick etc etc.<br /><br />Or when they tried to dyno it at the emissions place and didn't want to believe me that it was all wheel drive.<br /><br />When I used to take my cars to the mechanic (not anymore of course he blew up my enigine installing timing belt) after the guy installing the timing belt blew the motor accused me of doing a motor swap because they never made galants turbo.-whatever.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000030||Kibo||10-21-2003||08:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Hey, your car is still running..."</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I get this one *all* the time.</strong> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same here.  I gave up on explaining the turbo timer; now when my co-workers ask, I just say "Yeah, it diesels like that for a while and then shuts itself off."  That usually elicits a blank stare...<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />And my co-workers usually go:<br />"Hoooooooooooolllllllllllllllyyyyyyy shit!"<br />when I take them for a little ride...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Even better, I let a few of my co-workers drive the car in 14b race trim the day after a track session.  I just about died laughing in the back seat.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />My dad's still convinced his old GTX 440 Hemi was faster than my car.  I think I'm going to have to take him down the track next year to convince him he's wrong...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000031||Ash||10-21-2003||11:01 PM||||Hemi's rock  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" /> <br /><br />My dad had a Pacer with a slightly modded 265 that could beat stock V8's "back in the day"<br /><br />He said the VR4 was bloody quick stock, it was dangerous/too fast with full exhaust/fmic/14b, and absolutely scared the crap out of him with the 16G, dunno what he'll say when I get an actual "big" turbo.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000032||turbogalant||10-24-2003||03:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Hemi's rock   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />My dad had a Pacer with a slightly modded 265 that could beat stock V8's "back in the day"<br /><br />He said the VR4 was bloody quick stock, it was dangerous/too fast with full exhaust/fmic/14b, and absolutely scared the crap out of him with the 16G, dunno what he'll say when I get an actual "big" turbo. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He'd probably would ask why the car bucks a 4500 rpm running 18 psi  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  . There was a guy in a dodge stratus with a front bumper body kit flat black  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  at a stop light reving at me at about 10 at night, I never looked over at him but when it turned green I let him get in front of me then played "catch up" got to the next light and he said "that thing is turbo isn't it" I just smiled and nodded. The funniest part of all is I worked at danbury dodge at the time and saw his car come in for repair. When my brother and I were at the chrysler muesum he raced a viper in my car I was shotgun and we held up with him, I looked over and saw one of the chrysler guy's in the passenger seat looking STRAIGHT ahead. I think he was embarrest. Turns out they were letting a few racing people drive the viper and prowler. When we were inside we ran in to the driver of the viper he asked us what was in the car just told he it was a 4g63 I think we just confused him more. He told us that he gave it some throttle and we just kept on holding up with him he didn't know if he could floor it with out getting in trouble but when we kept hanging with him he couldn't resist. And there were some chrysler employees looking at and around my car. Other than that I just get the wow's, holy shit that's fast, ect. I think everyone knew my daytona to well.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.240.251||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000033||RTS182G-VR4||10-24-2003||02:36 PM||||I got a few. My girlfrind drove my car this weekend  "holy shit ryan, i love this car.  who knew this car was this fun to drive" answer:"i do"<br />dealer when asking for harmonic dampener: "what car?  1991 Galant VR-4.  you mean the 3000GT?  no..., just give me the one for an eclipse gsx."  didnt even buy it cause the're so stupid there.<br />and my most favorite- "now i just feel stupid." guy in a supercharged civic SI after i toasted him<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000034||mikeyoung00||10-24-2003||03:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> ...and my most favorite- "now i just feel stupid." guy in a supercharged civic SI after i toasted him<br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I owned a supercharged Si (JR/eaton)...low 14s was about all it was good for.<br /><br />Last time I dropped into my local Mitsu dealer for a part, I ran into a couple of the salesmen on my way back to the car. "You know thats a very rare car, don't you?". Yeah...the dash plaque kind of gave it away as if I didn't already know. But it was still nice that these guys actually knew what they were looking at. And nicer when they wanted to talk about what kind of mods I planned for it. Oh...one of the mechanics and the parts guy knew exactly what I was driving when they saw my front bumper cover. All this in ol' Mississippi. You never know.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000035||KingGalantVr4||10-24-2003||06:33 PM||||HEY! YOUR CAR IS STILL RUNNING!<br /><br />I bet the new R32 will smoke it.<br /><br />But most of all, I hate RICER FLY BY'S!||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000036||mggsx||10-24-2003||06:38 PM||||Just a few minutes ago.<br /><br />"I dont like being jerked back like that"<br /><br />-Fiance<br /><br /><br />Nice<br />Ryan||65.34.88.152||reg||14||mggsx||00000767||yes
Z||000037||199of2k||10-24-2003||06:39 PM||||a friend of mine called my car a " Sports Bucket" when he first saw it.||68.14.133.196||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000038||highskyes||10-24-2003||06:42 PM||||Modded v8 firebird, after losing to my old smoking POS<br /><br />him: What the hell is that?!<br />me:  it's just a Galant....<br />him:  BULLSHIT!||12.207.51.216||reg||1||highskyes||00000868||yes
Z||000039||GVR$in||10-24-2003||08:23 PM||||Hehe Yea classic one from all the girls.. "Why is your car still running? We're staying."<br /><br />At the track : <br /><br />"Dude! Is that a front mount on that thing?!?!"<br />"That accord/maxima is a fuckin monster!"<br /><br />Me to STi, F Bodies, SRT-4, EVO VIII owners: Hey you want to run?<br />Them: What'd you run?<br />Me: 8.2<br />Them: IN THAT?! Seriously what'd you run?<br />Me: 8.2<br />Them: Fuck that ..<br /><br />My neighbor thats a mechanic (daily): Good god, What are you puttin in the fuckin thing today?!<br /><br />Friends when I tell thim Im pushing over 300whp: On a stock engine?<br />Me: Yea<br />Them: Thats not possible!<br />Me: Want me to walk the walk?<br />Them after ride: *Uncontrollable giggling like a little girl* Good lawwd!<br /><br />CalTrans Chain Installers (Chain Monkeys) Up in the snow (tahoe): You can't go up the summit without chains.<br />Me: I have All Wheel Drive<br />Himm: Kid, Don't lie, you could die goin up with front wheel drive.<br />Me: Im tellin you I have all wheel drive, It does better than most trucks in the snow<br />Him: Pull over<br />Me: *pull over* Do you see the driveshaft goin to the rear diff?<br />Him: Huh? <br />Me:   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  Ughh ..Watch! *dump clutch at 4k rpm* <br />Him:   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Ok sir, Go ahead!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000040||1101||10-24-2003||08:33 PM||||Workman at my house and sees my Galant. He says, "hey do you want to sell that? My my girlfriend is looking for a nice small economy car"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes



ubb/Forum3/003402.cgi
A||||0||Telecaster||Anti-American Propaganda||||1||||Telecaster||00000416
Z||000000||Telecaster||10-20-2003||05:03 PM||telecastr@email.com||LOL   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.robpongi.com/pages/comboFUCKINGUSAHI.html" target="_blank">http://www.robpongi.com/pages/comboFUCKINGUSAHI.html</a>||216.175.100.43||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes



ubb/Forum3/003403.cgi
A||||0||EvilGalantGSX||Old funny stuff.||||1||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||10-20-2003||05:09 PM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||I was bord here at work and did a search on google for "Galant GSX production" and this was the first like it hit on.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotiveforums.com/t123591.html" target="_blank">http://www.automotiveforums.com/t123591.html</a><br /><br /><br />A bit on our old friend RockinWRX.<br /><br /><br />I just thought it was funny that this thread was the highest link that google picked.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes



ubb/Forum3/003404.cgi
A||||2||slvrblt||Just ordered new turbo||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||10-20-2003||05:41 PM||||I just got off the phone with Forced Performance a minute ago after ordering a nice shiny new EVO III Big 16G. This will replace my mutt turbo (13g compressor/14b turbine).<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Im happy. I will soon be buying exhaust from a member here selling the Certified Muffler items.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||10-20-2003||05:50 PM||||Shoulda bought my RED, Great street turbo.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||10-21-2003||01:44 AM||||Can you beat $569 shipped ?<br /><br />I can still cancel my order.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003405.cgi
A||||2||redheat86||dealership  cracked my down pipe, what to do?||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||10-20-2003||06:05 PM||||Well after having my galant in for service at the dealership for a timingbelt and main seals, i looked under the car today because of two oil leaks, and noticed a big ass crack in my downpipe, now i know damn certain that i did not do that and it was not like that prior to bringing it in, i had just replaced the gaskets on the thing a week prior.. any ideas on what i should do? i know there gona deny it..but wtf i dont think i should have to pay for them cracking it.||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000001||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||11:58 PM||||As a former Mitsu. Svc. Manager I would suggest the following after you answer a few questions:<br />First, when you say the main seals, and timing belt, I am assuming you are talking about the front engine seals, ie: cam, crank, balance shaft and such and not the rear main seal where the crankshaft connects to the tranny (for simplification purposes). The downpipe is not moved or touched in any way shape or form to do either of the repairs, the front engine seals or the t-belt/b-belt......When doing this repair the front engine cover area for the timing belt and seals is accessed through the passenger side wheel well. the motor mount is removed and the vehicle is lowered so that the engine is supported slightly (and I mean slightly.....cause we've all seen oil pans crushed by some dumbass who didn't no when enough was enough) by the oil pan......I don't know how they would have cracked the downpipe.....If you truly believe that it's there fault, contact the Parts and Service Director at the dealer. Otherwise call 888-MITSU-2003.......I know you'll only need up to -20...||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||10-21-2003||11:25 AM||||I work at the largest Chevy/Cadillac dealer in town. Your best bet is to go in and talk with the service manager. Don't be rude or angry, but point out what happened. Should be able to get them to cover it... GL!||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/003406.cgi
A||||38||jayru||Any one ever look into plasma tv's on ebay?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||10-20-2003||09:35 PM||||Their are some guys, mostly out of the U.S. selling Plasma's for dirt cheap! I mean a $6000. tv for like 2 g's! I am hesatant bcs it sounds like a scam, but the price is apealing. And they say it comes with everything, video card speakers ect. <br /><br />What do you guys think?||24.238.72.143||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||number3||10-20-2003||09:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Their are some guys, mostly out of the U.S. selling Plasma's for dirt cheap! I mean a $6000. tv for like 2 g's! I am hesatant bcs it sounds like a scam, but the price is apealing. And they say it comes with everything, video card speakers ect. <br /><br />What do you guys think? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know it's a scam.<br /><br />They state they were given the TV as a donation to auction off by the manufacturer.<br /><br />Would never happen.<br /><br />Plus 90% of the TVs not made for this country will not work in this country.<br /><br />You want a real and honest deal on a new plasma TV, call me.<br /><br />I can get you a 42" plasma with tuner and speakers built in for under $3,000.00 plus shipping.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||10-20-2003||09:44 PM||||<a href="http://www.palmbeachpost.com/localnews/content/auto/epaper/editions/friday/local_news_f3f8662df3cd712000e3.html;COXnetJSessionID=1UPWJsG2266ORYv04pxs1wi1y4Y4gI3sCN1EN6CYDWNlMHtwx8XL!-327885958?urac=n&urvf=10667005668990.605933135489891" target="_blank">Buyer beware.</a>||69.0.80.227||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||10-20-2003||10:57 PM||||Like these?<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2196876265&category=39829" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2196876265&category=39829</a><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3054401375&category=39828" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3054401375&category=39828</a><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3054415385&category=11073" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3054415385&category=11073</a><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3054423266&category=39829" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3054423266&category=39829</a><br />Every one less than 3k. And DAMN they look tempting  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||10-20-2003||11:05 PM||||Hey harry, how much for a 50" with 1280x768 resolution? I'm all about the video games on that bad boy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||10-20-2003||11:29 PM||||Harry,<br /><br />I've heard rumors that Plasma screens probably won't last much longer than 5-6 years.  Whereas TFT flat-panel monitors will last very long, but TFT on a 40+" display would be ridiculously expensive.<br /><br />Also heard that the Gateway plasmas are cheap because that especially fit in the category of not lasting quite that long.<br /><br />Can you tell us more about the plasmas you sell?||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||forgottenvr4||10-20-2003||11:46 PM||||Hey guys I happen to know a little bit about this subject cause I've been in the market for one for a while and have done some research. So use this for what it's worth.....There are like only 3 manufactures of plasma tv's in the entire world. Many name brand plasmas are made right next to each other and are simply placed into different cases with different logos on the case. The reason that plasmas are so expensive is that there is a trememdous tarif on them when they come into this country. There currently is only one manufacturer in the U.S. and that is Gateway.  Gateway is staging themselves to compete directly with companies like sony for the consumer electronics market. The reason gateway can do it so cheap is that the tarrifs that they pay on the parts are rediculously low compared to the tarrifs paid on the finished product. So currently Gateway ships the parts here and assembles at the same factory they have been using for their flat screen monitors, (an almost identical set-up). Also, there is a difference between H.D. (high definition) plasma and E.D. (extended definition) plasma. However, unless you're planning on hooking the 42"-50" monitor to a computer, you will never be able to tell the difference. The E.D. plasma looks just as good to any of us schleps as far as what most of us would use it for......the real question is, in approx. 1 year, when these other manufactures figure out how to assemble these things in the U.S., and Gateway has more competition, what do think will happen to the price???????????????<br /><br />hope this helps.||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000007||RayH||10-21-2003||12:03 AM||||If you have light control and can give up a little resolution you might also want to look at front projectors.  I've got a DLP projector shooting a 96" image and HD cable looks pretty good on it.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||10-21-2003||12:20 AM||||plasma tvs give you anywhere from 25-30,000 hours of life. so for however much you watch the unit, do the math to how long it will last you. as far as they are concerned, im not a big fan of them. every time you turn the unit on, you are aging the phosphors and you eventually see loss of the original color and definition in the picture. <br /><br />as far as video games are concerned, you can do it but jsut be aware that still images do increase chances of burn into the screen. yes there are only a few manufacturers, as i know that hitachi is making a few of sonys current xbr panels. im a real big fan of hitachis new HDT55 plasmas with ALiS. No more horizontal cross hatching making the pixel cells less evident. <br /><br />Im sure the tariff thing is a big reason why they are high priced, but i know for sure another reason. when these panels are being produced, the testing standards are really high and 30% of these things dont make it through. So then they have to rework these things by hand and its a shit load of work. <br /><br />my personal opinion, i love the new 50v500a lcd monitor by hitachi, or jsut my good old fashioned runco front dlp projector.<br /><br />sorry for the long rant about this, this is Harrys forte. I just am another enthusiast that sells it and buys it for this little independent delear here in Illinois called Grant's.||65.227.217.175||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||number3||10-21-2003||07:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by forgottenvr4:<br /><strong> Hey guys I happen to know a little bit about this subject cause I've been in the market for one for a while and have done some research. So use this for what it's worth.....There are like only 3 manufactures of plasma tv's in the entire world. Many name brand plasmas are made right next to each other and are simply placed into different cases with different logos on the case. The reason that plasmas are so expensive is that there is a trememdous tarif on them when they come into this country. There currently is only one manufacturer in the U.S. and that is Gateway.  Gateway is staging themselves to compete directly with companies like sony for the consumer electronics market. The reason gateway can do it so cheap is that the tarrifs that they pay on the parts are rediculously low compared to the tarrifs paid on the finished product. So currently Gateway ships the parts here and assembles at the same factory they have been using for their flat screen monitors, (an almost identical set-up). Also, there is a difference between H.D. (high definition) plasma and E.D. (extended definition) plasma. However, unless you're planning on hooking the 42"-50" monitor to a computer, you will never be able to tell the difference. The E.D. plasma looks just as good to any of us schleps as far as what most of us would use it for......the real question is, in approx. 1 year, when these other manufactures figure out how to assemble these things in the U.S., and Gateway has more competition, what do think will happen to the price???????????????<br /><br />hope this helps. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You need a better source of info. Most of that is incorrect.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||number3||10-21-2003||07:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> plasma tvs give you anywhere from 25-30,000 hours of life. so for however much you watch the unit, do the math to how long it will last you. as far as they are concerned, im not a big fan of them. every time you turn the unit on, you are aging the phosphors and you eventually see loss of the original color and definition in the picture. <br /><br />as far as video games are concerned, you can do it but jsut be aware that still images do increase chances of burn into the screen. yes there are only a few manufacturers, as i know that hitachi is making a few of sonys current xbr panels. im a real big fan of hitachis new HDT55 plasmas with ALiS. No more horizontal cross hatching making the pixel cells less evident. <br /><br />Im sure the tariff thing is a big reason why they are high priced, but i know for sure another reason. when these panels are being produced, the testing standards are really high and 30% of these things dont make it through. So then they have to rework these things by hand and its a shit load of work. <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Better...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||number3||10-21-2003||07:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Harry,<br /><br />I've heard rumors that Plasma screens probably won't last much longer than 5-6 years.  Whereas TFT flat-panel monitors will last very long, but TFT on a 40+" display would be ridiculously expensive.<br /><br />Also heard that the Gateway plasmas are cheap because that especially fit in the category of not lasting quite that long.<br /><br />Can you tell us more about the plasmas you sell? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You need to stay out of Tweeter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />The reason they say plasmas don't last is due to the fact that they don't like to install things. They would rather sell you an over the counter type TV.<br /><br />The Gateways are cheap because they use old panels and are not truely HD ready.<br /><br />I sell Fujitsu (the best plasma in the world); Pioneer elite; Sony Wega and XBR; Sharp LCD; Marantz; Viewsonic for our cheap line.<br /><br />$2,995-25,000.00<br /><br />LCD panels are the way to go but size and cost is the down fall right now at 37". <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||10-21-2003||09:36 AM||||I am a fan of the good old projection HDTV myself.  You just can't beat the price for the size you can get.  You could get a 75" projection for cheaper then a good plasma.  Granted they don't do VGA, or at least they don't have a VGA impust (most of them) mine has a DVI plug.<br /><br />Mitsubishi does sell a 65" projection monitor if you want to hook a computer up to it.  I just have the Xbox hooked up with the monster cable component video cable that supports HDTV signals.<br /><br />As far as I know, the projection TV needs to be dusted out at least once a year to keep that sharp new look to it.  They should last 7-10+ years depending on use.<br /><br />Just do some homework, like everything.  U get what you pay for and they are not even close to being equal.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||VTGVR4||10-21-2003||01:23 PM||||by the way, im sure it was mentioned above, but the #1 scam on ebay now is to find out people's emails that bid on, or even LOOK at items like the plasma tv's. after they get the email addy, they send out an email with a lower price on the item, almost always claiming 'group discounts' etc. they will only offer these deals outside of ebay. so if you get an email asking you if you wanted to buy this or that item using paypal or some other form of payment, then be alert, its usually screwey.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000014||jayru||10-21-2003||01:57 PM||||Yea,<br />   I have spoken to too guys from ebay and it always ends up they wont accept paypal only want money transfers.... yet they assure me they are honest. I would never just send some guy 2 g's without the ability to dispute it if the item never comes. Both have also been out of the country too. Greese and italy. Scamers!||24.238.72.143||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000015||jayru||10-21-2003||02:07 PM||||P.M.'ed you harry!||24.238.72.143||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000016||spoulson||10-21-2003||02:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>they don't do VGA, or at least they don't have a VGA impust (most of them) mine has a DVI plug.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Couldn't you use one of them DVI &lt;-&gt; DB15 adapters for VGA input?  We get them for our desktop projectors in conference rooms at work to plug into laptops.<br /><br />And I have to somewhat agree that projection TVs are really nice nowadays.  The resolution is sharp and the picture is bright.  But the viewing angles haven't gotten much better.  For a lot of screens I've seen, you have to be sitting down to see the full brightness and contrast of the display.  In same cases you get a 'sphere' effect where even when you sit down the corners are somewhat dim.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000017||RayH||10-21-2003||03:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>they don't do VGA, or at least they don't have a VGA impust (most of them) mine has a DVI plug.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Couldn't you use one of them DVI &lt;-&gt; DB15 adapters for VGA input?  We get them for our desktop projectors in conference rooms at work to plug into laptops.<br /><br />And I have to somewhat agree that projection TVs are really nice nowadays.  The resolution is sharp and the picture is bright.  But the viewing angles haven't gotten much better.  For a lot of screens I've seen, you have to be sitting down to see the full brightness and contrast of the display.  In same cases you get a 'sphere' effect where even when you sit down the corners are somewhat dim. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If the set has a DVI-I plug and accepts analog signals off DVI then a $10 VGA-DVI adapter should work.  Using one with one of the new dvd players which scale dvd's to 720p and 1080i.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||10-21-2003||03:46 PM||||Are HDTV DVD players out yet?  Where have I been?<br /><br />DVD does 480i and you get progressive scan to upgrade the output to 480P.<br /><br />Do they have players to turn a normal DVD into a HDTV output?  If so, I havn't been paying attention.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||RayH||10-21-2003||04:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Are HDTV DVD players out yet?  Where have I been?<br /><br />DVD does 480i and you get progressive scan to upgrade the output to 480P.<br /><br />Do they have players to turn a normal DVD into a HDTV output?  If so, I havn't been paying attention. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sony Blu-Ray is out in Japan but as far as I know no movies for it yet.  Currently you can get HD movies on digital VHS but not really a good long term solution.  In the past 6 months or so there's  been a bunch of players built on the Sigma Designs 8500 chip which can scale dvd's to 720P and 1080i.  Some do it over component and others over DVI.<br /><br />For component the popular one appears to be the LiteOn lvd-2001, for DVI the Bravo D1 or Samsung 931 which uses a different chip.  I opted for the Momitsu V880 which can be made region free and also has analog RGB over the DVI output (can send 1024x768) but has to be ordered from overseas.  The drawback right now is these players all have their slight glitches since they're relatively new and cheap.<br /><br />The 720P, 1080i and 1024x768 all look really good due to the scaling being done by the chip.  If you can use the full digital DVI into your set you're also reducing the number AD conversions being done.  Can't say it's true HDTV quality since the original resolution isn't there but it does look pretty good.  Probably halfway or 1/3 of the way between 420p and HDTV.<br /><br />Lots of good info over at the  <a href="http://www.avsforum.com/avs-vb/forumdisplay.php?s=&forumid=18" target="_blank">AVS Forums</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000020||number3||10-21-2003||04:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Are HDTV DVD players out yet?  Where have I been?<br /><br />DVD does 480i and you get progressive scan to upgrade the output to 480P.<br /><br />Do they have players to turn a normal DVD into a HDTV output?  If so, I havn't been paying attention. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are not out yet. I have seen a prototype of "blue ray" as it is called in the Sony booth at CEDIA and it was very impressive.<br /><br />The formats have not been hammered out yet.<br /><br />Samsung has a DVD player that "upconverts" video to "HD like" quality but it looks like ass at this point.<br /><br />Figure about 3-6 months for the first true HD DVD machines to start popping up.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000021||RayH||10-21-2003||04:19 PM||||Forgot to mention MS is trying to get in on the business with the recent HD version of Terminator 2 on dvd currently only playable on a pc (with some hefty processor requirements).  There's supposed to be a player coming out early next year which will decode windows media 9 files and if the format takes off that's one way they will be able to fit HD movies on regular dvd's.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000022||gvr4ever||10-21-2003||04:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Are HDTV DVD players out yet?  Where have I been?<br /><br />DVD does 480i and you get progressive scan to upgrade the output to 480P.<br /><br />Do they have players to turn a normal DVD into a HDTV output?  If so, I havn't been paying attention. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are not out yet. I have seen a prototype of "blue ray" as it is called in the Sony booth at CEDIA and it was very impressive.<br /><br />The formats have not been hammered out yet.<br /><br />Samsung has a DVD player that "upconverts" video to "HD like" quality but it looks like ass at this point.<br /><br />Figure about 3-6 months for the first true HD DVD machines to start popping up.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are the players going to use current DVDs or are HDTV DVDs going to have to replace my current collection?  I sure hope not.  I would upgrade a player, but not every DVD I own.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000023||number3||10-21-2003||04:36 PM||||Too early to tell...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000024||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||05:36 PM||||We should all bow and pray at the alter of Harry.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000025||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||05:39 PM||||Harry, do you want to say why the info. is incorrect? The sources of my information were mainstream consumer electronics periodicles, as well as several retailers......If you're going to state someone is incorrect, then do it with some class.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000026||bleck||10-21-2003||07:25 PM||||Well, I just did a sweet home theater in our family room, and we have an LCD projector shooting at a 120" screen.  Just like being at the movies, and I'll prob. never buy a plasma because of it... unless I get into the whole "TV in the bathroom" thing.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Sure is nice to see the kids reaction to a 5 foot tall Shrek at home.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000027||number3||10-21-2003||07:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by forgottenvr4:<br /><strong> We should all bow and pray at the alter of Harry. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nice. <br /><br />I was not trying to be rude...  I was in a hurry this morning. Sorry to be so abrupt. I was even shorter with the other answer I gave.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Plasmas are made in quite few factories now. It used to be just roughly 4 main ones. (Hitachi, NEC, Panasonic and Fujitsu)<br /><br />The Korean labor is making it possible to produce very inexpensive plasma panels compared to the Japanese panels. But the quality is not the same either nor is it supposed to be. They are going for price point not ultimate quality. The tarrif's are on the Japanese models. Why do think their cars are expensive and the Hyundia's are not?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I was not aware of the US made Gateway however. I will need to check into that (thanks for the tip), but we sell Viewsonic which comparible to it in price and it is Korean to keep the cost down.<br /><br />Both were taught how to make the plasma panels by an american company called Photonics/revox. They developed the plasma display over 30 years ago (military grade) and still has a major role in developments to this day. They sold most of the patents (I think to Fujisu but I honestly don't rememeber) knowing that they would lose them anyway to the big electonic companies.<br /><br />They even went over and showed them how to make the tooling and panels, a very difficult process.  I talked to the owner and engineer for about 3 hours one day. <br /><br />Fujitsu is the leader in Plasma quality. When I was in Indy this summer for CEDIA. I felt bad for all the other plasma presenters near Fujitsu's booth. RCA, SAMSUNG, LG, etc. The picture quality difference is that different. But they are some of the more expensive too. It even beats the Photonics piece (the very people who, for the most part,taught them how).<br /><br />Most panels are distroyed after they are made. They simply fail QC. As this ratio gets smaller the price of plasma will start (and have) to fall. Plasma TVs are very difficult to ship. They are fragile and hate high allitudes.<br /><br />Now even if two compnies do share the glass they probably don't share the processing and that can make a huge difference on picture comparison.<br /><br />In the beginning it was $50,000.00 for a 50" pioneer elite panel and 25,000 for a fujitsu 42". Pioneer shipped a 50" prototype (one of if not the first cunsumer panel in the US) to our store for a wine and cheese party we were throwing. They/we learned a valuble lesson that day. Don't ship a plasma by plane. The panel was cracked but the picture still worked. The picture quality was ok. But it was only 3.5" thick. The coolest thing we ever saw. We still sold 6 of them at the unvailing that night. ($300,000.00 worth) Insane.<br /><br />We show both 42" Fujitsu Panels and the FULL HD model is much clearer then the non HD piece with the same HD feed. But then again that should be no suprise. The price difference is $2,000.00 and is designed to.<br /><br />I predict that LCD panels will take over Plasma panels in the future.<br /><br />Now with all that being said and even though I sell on average nine flat panel TVs a week they don't give you the best value in TV as of now. (neither does the GVR4 but it sure is fun;))<br /><br />BUT if you lack space or are just looking for a very cool "toy" they are the way to go.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000028||gvr4ever||10-21-2003||08:00 PM||||I hear plasma TVs need to be recharged after a few years.  True?  False?<br /><br />I don't want to start any arguments, I just want to know.<br /><br />My folks want a TV, but space is kinda tight. I want to know what they should get.  I might just suggest a good ol tube HDTV.  I think they want bigger though.  55" is about as small as you can go to get the nicer projection HDTV.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000029||number3||10-21-2003||08:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I hear plasma TVs need to be recharged after a few years.  True?  False?<br /><br />I don't want to start any arguments, I just want to know.<br /><br />My folks want a TV, but space is kinda tight. I want to know what they should get.  I might just suggest a good ol tube HDTV.  I think they want bigger though.  55" is about as small as you can go to get the nicer projection HDTV. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ForgottenVR4: See what I mean about the false inforamtion that is spread about Plasma. It was not a attack on you. Ok?<br /><br />gvr4ever: I am glad you asked. I have heard no less than 30 people walk into my store and ask that very question. No that is not true. A plasma TV cannot be recharged. It is not possible to do even if it could be come "uncharged" which it doesn't.  Plasma TVs will last thousands of hours check the specs of each because it is different for each. <br /><br />Standard TVs last thousands of hours. In fact most TV are viewed long after they should be. People just don't throw tube TVs away until they physically don't turn on, long after they should have been thrown away and replaced with a new TV.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000030||jayru||10-21-2003||08:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I hear plasma TVs need to be recharged after a few years.  True?  False?<br /><br />I don't want to start any arguments, I just want to know.<br /><br />My folks want a TV, but space is kinda tight. I want to know what they should get.  I might just suggest a good ol tube HDTV.  I think they want bigger though.  55" is about as small as you can go to get the nicer projection HDTV. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ForgottenVR4: See what I mean about the false inforamtion that is spread about Plasma. It was not a attack on you. Ok?<br /><br />gvr4ever: I am glad you asked. I have heard no less than 30 people walk into my store and ask that very question. No that is not true. A plasma TV cannot be recharged. It is not possible to do even if it could be come "uncharged" which it doesn't.  Plasma TVs will last thousands of hours check the specs of each because it is different for each. <br /><br />Standard TVs last thousands of hours. In fact most TV are viewed long after they should be. People just don't throw tube TVs away until they physically don't turn on, long after they should have been thrown away and replaced with a new TV.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have the time to write all of that but not to call back a potential buyer?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I sent you a PM with my phone # whats up?||24.238.74.83||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000031||gvr4ever||10-21-2003||10:45 PM||||Well thanks for clearing that up for me, but is was really the price of a plasma that turned me off.  However, many sales people told me they need to be recharged.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000032||number3||10-21-2003||10:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> I hear plasma TVs need to be recharged after a few years.  True?  False?<br /><br />I don't want to start any arguments, I just want to know.<br /><br />My folks want a TV, but space is kinda tight. I want to know what they should get.  I might just suggest a good ol tube HDTV.  I think they want bigger though.  55" is about as small as you can go to get the nicer projection HDTV. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ForgottenVR4: See what I mean about the false inforamtion that is spread about Plasma. It was not a attack on you. Ok?<br /><br />gvr4ever: I am glad you asked. I have heard no less than 30 people walk into my store and ask that very question. No that is not true. A plasma TV cannot be recharged. It is not possible to do even if it could be come "uncharged" which it doesn't.  Plasma TVs will last thousands of hours check the specs of each because it is different for each. <br /><br />Standard TVs last thousands of hours. In fact most TV are viewed long after they should be. People just don't throw tube TVs away until they physically don't turn on, long after they should have been thrown away and replaced with a new TV.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You have the time to write all of that but not to call back a potential buyer?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    I sent you a PM with my phone # whats up? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I fowarded the info to work when I got home. I will contact you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000033||number3||10-21-2003||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Well thanks for clearing that up for me, but is was really the price of a plasma that turned me off.  However, many sales people told me they need to be recharged. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">May I ask if the sales people where from a large store chain or a local Mom and Pop type place? If a large chain which one?  The chain store sales peopel are usally the most confused. Thanks.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000034||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||11:29 PM||||Harry, thanks for the appology. I appreciate that as well as the thorough explanation......just for the record, my sources were Wall Street Journal consumer awareness section and several retailers, bigger ones.......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000035||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||11:35 PM||||Hey Harry, let us know what you find out about Gateway........I'd be interested to hear what your sources tell ya.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000036||hibrn8||10-22-2003||12:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Well thanks for clearing that up for me, but is was really the price of a plasma that turned me off.  However, many sales people told me they need to be recharged. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">May I ask if the sales people where from a large store chain or a local Mom and Pop type place? If a large chain which one?  The chain store sales peopel are usally the most confused. Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah after reading through all these posts, I have the same exact questions as Harry here. So many different myths it really stuns me. To be blunt, I guess thats what happens when people go into places and talk to $9/hr teenagers. and i also agree with the LCD taking over the plasma market, I see it beginning to happen now. <br /><br />Thanks again Harry for your knowledge.||65.227.204.75||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000037||gvr4ever||10-22-2003||12:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Well thanks for clearing that up for me, but is was really the price of a plasma that turned me off.  However, many sales people told me they need to be recharged. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">May I ask if the sales people where from a large store chain or a local Mom and Pop type place? If a large chain which one?  The chain store sales peopel are usally the most confused. Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I heard that from sales people from sears and ciruit city.  So, chain stores.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000038||number3||10-22-2003||03:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by forgottenvr4:<br /><strong> Hey Harry, let us know what you find out about Gateway........I'd be interested to hear what your sources tell ya.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.sampoamericas.com/001/about.php" target="_blank">http://www.sampoamericas.com/001/about.php</a> <br /><br /><br />There is a strong rumor that this is who makes the Gateway. If snapping a different bezel/case onto the set in a little factory in the US (again this is a guess we are not even sure if this much is done in the US) means being made in the USA then they are made in the US. <br /><br />They have a deal with said company to cut out the middle man (the store) and keep the small profit for themselves. Not a bad idea except knowledgable sales people sell things to people who really want them and they stay sold. Price sells things that people don't understand and get returned. <br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003407.cgi
A||||3||4g63t||Got a camera!!||||10||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||10-20-2003||09:54 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Hey guys, thanks for the suggestions and tips. I did some looking around and I settled on a sony, the DSC-P71. Its a great camera, has 3x digital zoom, tons of features, and best of all, I only paid $175 for it!  I got it from RitzCamera auctions on ebay, it's an "open box", but I couldn't tell. The camera is mint, includes everything you would normally get, and comes with the regular warranty plus their 10 day refund policy. If your looking for a camera, I highly recommend RitzCamera on ebay. Anyway, here's a pic with the new cam:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1683" alt=" - " />||67.165.105.107||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-21-2003||12:17 AM||||That looks awesome. Would you be willing to integrate my boost gauge into my cluster for some $$?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||curtis||10-21-2003||01:10 AM||||Oh yea..........sweet||67.25.36.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||10-21-2003||02:58 AM||||My God, I can't tell you what a bitch that was. I stayed up and did it in one 27 hour stretch about a year ago. There were several times I thought it wasn't going to work, but I managed to fiddle around and make it fit. Lets just say that my dremel was my best friend. As an interesting side note, although you can't tell by looking, the bezel is not attached to the gauge. It is attached to the black plastic, and the gauge (sans housing) is nestled in between the tach and speedo. Take a guess at how fun it was getting the bezel and gauge to line up...||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/003408.cgi
A||||42||jonvr4||how did you guys find out about the gvr4||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-20-2003||10:24 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i found out about it in grand turismo1.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||10-20-2003||10:27 PM||||i owned a taurus SHO previously and found a guy in the town i lived in that was selling a suspension for it. went down and picked the suspension up and saw that he had 3 GVR4s sitting out front. so i went and researched them and was rather impressed. then i ran into him on the street one night and saw his 2.3L stroker 20G @ 25PSI galant in action and decided i needed one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||Doc_Seuss||10-20-2003||10:59 PM||||i learned about them when i was loking to buy a DSM. I went home from college and low and behold i saw one in a diner parking lot.  I go in to get some food with a friend, apearently my friends knows hit, i say nice vr4, hes surprised i know about them and then sits down.  We are now really good friends, as well as all other DSMers in my area =]<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000003||Xan||10-20-2003||11:29 PM||||after buying my 2nd TEL I decided I wanted another car for a rally project, and I think sedans make much sexier rally cars than hatchbacks do.  At the time I was looking at the gvr4, mazda 323 gtx, and 240sx (not for rallying).  Decided on the gvr4 cause it had the powerplant I was familar with.  Going to say goodbye to TEL and get a 240sx finally so I'll have both the cars I really wanted     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />edit: oh ya, and my gvr4 has yet to have any stupid problems unlike my US built dsms!||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000004||Eclipse182||10-20-2003||11:30 PM||||I actually learned about them from Sport Compact Car. There was a DSM tuning guide in it and it said something like "for the purpose of this article, we'll refer to a DSM as any 1st or 2d gen Eclipse, Talon, Laser and the very rare Galant VR4" after that i did research and fell in love with it||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||10-20-2003||11:51 PM||||I actually remember the print ads...<br />I almost bought one back in early '96 from Tynans' Nissan in Ft. Collins. I do not remember the # (black '91). I bought mine back in '98 (#1513). I wanted a DSM powerplant and AWD, but more unique.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||10-21-2003||01:13 AM||||My old Stereo shop guy told me about them cause I saw a 2G and he told me turbo AWD and I wanted so he said if you ever see a Galant, there is a limited edition and it is the same thing but cheap insutrance and an awesome sleeper. Few weeks later I was looking at a honda (I know I know) and we saw this instead, the leather and turbo AWD is what made me wanna learn to drive manny!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||curtis||10-21-2003||01:20 AM||||I had a friend with one back in 94-95. Liked them ever since. He only had it for about a year because off his cars drug habit. The nitrous was spraying and the car had no up grades except a fuel pump and a turbo.  He went ballistic against a built V8 on the interstate and the cylinder walls melted, the crank broke and and all kinds of bad things happened right as he started to pull on the guy at 145.  The dealership gave a big no to a warranty exchange on the motor.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.36.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||silly4turbo||10-21-2003||01:33 AM||||I saw one in an issue of turbo magazine that was listing top used cars and rating them..the gvr4 had a few stars and they said "the ultimate sleeper"... and so began my search   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||10-21-2003||01:59 AM||||Back in '94 while working at a Ford dealership detailing cars we got a kensington grey '92 in trade. While detailing it I noticed the badge and other things like the 4WS sticker and stock boost gauge. I looked under the car and noticed it was AWD so when I had to take a coworker to physical therapy we jumped in the gvr4 and went. I fell in love but couldn't afford the $12,000 they wanted at 1994's minimum wages. A friend of mine's parents bought it and to this day they still have it. So in '98 while driving down the "used car alley" in my town I spotted one sitting in a lot. I looked at it, test drove it, and the next day I bought it. I love driving it and working on it so much I can't think of another car I'd rather have.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||10-21-2003||03:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Eclipse182:<br /><strong> I actually learned about them from Sport Compact Car. There was a DSM tuning guide in it and it said something like "for the purpose of this article, we'll refer to a DSM as any 1st or 2d gen Eclipse, Talon, Laser and the very rare Galant VR4" after that i did research and fell in love with it </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Heh, wonder if it was the same article.  I think that was the first reference (that stuck) of a GVR4 for me, reading about it in SCC.  Logged on, did some reading (but never found this site??) and I was hooked.  Almost bought a RT4WD Civic wagon before I found #305 though.||69.59.219.177||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||91 #680||10-21-2003||03:59 AM||||I remember a few years back I had a job as a valet attendent and remember parking this galant.  I got in and immediately was like whoa!!! this is a galant vr-4..I knew what they were and that they were very rare but had very little knowledge of them and dsm's for thatmatter, I just knew that they were fast.  The car I drove was stock...but it was when I drove it that I had to have one for my self. I've always had a thing for specialty cars.  So a few years later I wreck my se-r and now I have my very own GVR-4.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000012||Ash||10-21-2003||06:51 AM||||I first heard of them through reading up on rally cars.  I liked the lancers (I had an old 88 model) and really wanted the turbo version.  When I was pricing the 4G61T conversion, the guys at the import place said "why not get the VR4 motor, same basic thing just more grunt".  So after realizing that an engine conversion on a daily driver was a stupid idea, I started saving for a turbo lancer (CC GSR, like an EVO1-3 with a 1.8 4G93 instead)  A good VR4 came up first with service history & low K's, so I bought it.||203.220.203.15||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000013||a_santos||10-21-2003||08:36 AM||||I heard of it from my brother, he has a 323 GTX. I was looking at a BMW 325 or 330 at the time, but after much searching I found that I could not afford one. He said "what about a Galant VR4", I said "Ok, let me see a pic of one"  <br />Me "It looks small, and is kind of ugly". After about a month, I started doing research and just fell in love with the car. I sold my 91 Honda Accord, best daily driver I ever had, for $3000 and a few days later bought my baby, my pride and joy, #352/2000.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />It was love at first sight, and I also made a friend from buying the car as well. I still want to get a daily driver so the Galant doesn't have to be driven so much. <br /><br />Quote from a good friend: <br /><br />"So you are going to turn that thing into a race car?"<br /><br />Me: "It certainly seems like that is the case, I better get a daily driver"||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||10-21-2003||08:42 AM||||I once was at Atco and saw these two 4-door cars and didn't think anything of it, until I saw them both run 12's.  Holy crap.  But I was new to cars, so it was soon forgotten.<br /><br />Then later I bought my 97 GS-T Spyder.  I brought it into Conicelli for some basic maintenance.  The service guy told me about some guy in parts who has two Galant VR-4s that he races and they both run 12's.  *click*  holy shit.  Small world.<br /><br />Of course later I come to meet him online and in person.  Now I buy parts from him.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Then I saw number3 and from that point forward I knew I wanted one.  Limited edition, no one can tell what it is, and can be modded just like any other DSM.  Sign me up!||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||Jon||10-21-2003||08:45 AM||||I had a 90 GS turbo in 90 and took it to the dealer for warranty work and saw a white one and a green one on the dealer's showroom floor back in 91.  Fell in love the moment I saw it.  I wanted to sell the GS turbo and get the VR4.  I got the GS turbo for $15,500 with taxes and the VR4 stickered for about $10,000 more than that.  Plus my Eclipse was a year old so there really wasn't a way to get that car then.  I finally bought one in 95.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000016||GVR-4||10-21-2003||09:16 AM||||I read an article in Turbo (or maybe it was Sport Compact Car) that featured Bushcur's orange car and it mentioned the Galant VR-4. I wanted a car that was practical (wagon or sedan), a sleeper, AWD, manual tranny and with an inline 6 and a turbo. The VR-4 is the closest thing out there. The only thing better would be a Nissan Stagea, but they're not available here.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.fantasycars.com/sedans/japan/nismostagea.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.fantasycars.com/sedans/japan/nismostagea.jpg</a><br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||10-21-2003||10:04 AM||||I learned about them when I was looking in to DSMs.<br /><br />My friend had a 95 GSX and about as many speeding tickets as the year of his car.  I figured it would be better to go with the sleeper ride instead.  Also, ins played a big roll.  I could not aford to insure a turbo TEL, but the Galant was no problem at all.<br /><br />I'm glad I got it.  I love the whole sleeper sedan part of it, and even though I drive too fast some times, I have zero, none, notta, points on my license driving my GVR4.  Also build quality is better then a TEL.  It's just a great car.  To bad Mitsu stopped building them for the US.  I guess America was not ready for it.||205.242.228.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||markrieb||10-21-2003||10:37 AM||||From the original articles in Road and Track and Car and Driver back when the cars were available new.<br /><br />I had been running a modified '87 16V Scirocco and wanted something as fast, but with more room.  The credit union was offering a special deal at the local Mitsu dealer for dealer cost plus 3%.  The dealer wasn't too happy about selling the GVR-4 for that, but they had like 8 of them on the lot at the time, half of them from the previous model year.<br /><br />A 10 minute test drive and I was sold...<br /><br />Mark||4.5.84.236||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000019||Martin Tolentino||10-21-2003||10:42 AM||||Saw one at San Diego Mitsubishi back in 1991.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000020||GVR1643||10-21-2003||11:07 AM||||I was searching online for an Omni GLHS or Charger GLHS (thinking they were going to be true collectibles - Shelby made and some of the first pocket rocket compacts) and came across the Daytona IROC R/T's that had the Lotus head and 228HP.  More researching on them and somehow came across ClubDSM.  Thought it was something local (Des Moines abbreviation = DSM)and found the GVR4 there in the information. More reading and found the trader with a GVR4 in Maine for sale.  Bought it and had it shipped to Minneapolis - never having seen one.  Wow, was I pleasantly surprised that first night I got to drive it home!!  Obviously hooked since I ended up with 3 of them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Was easy to talk the wife into letting me buy a 4 door  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.57||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000021||meshwork||10-21-2003||11:10 AM||||Talked to Harry a couple years ago at the Carlisle show.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000022||rigd||10-21-2003||02:34 PM||||Back in 96, I saw a green one at the track. It ran 14.5s all day with just a hollow cat.||64.165.204.71||reg||1||rigd||00000677||yes
Z||000023||galantvr4us||10-21-2003||04:07 PM||||Shannon Knoplein (sp) used to live by me and knew a friend of mine and he used to tell me all the time how it was fast and how Shannon jumped railroad tracks with it all the time-so I researched it and found that it fit me very well.  I thrive off being different and it was in my budget.  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000024||mj_rosenfeld||10-21-2003||04:25 PM||||I was looking for a BMW 325iX or 1G Audi Turbo Quattro Coupe, and saw an advert for a GVR4 for sale in Cinci in the back of Autoweek. Specs sounded intriguing. Owner told me it was sold but he knew of another in town that was in great condition and might be for sale. Drove down (120 miles), took a 10 minute test drive, and we had a deal.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000025||bleck||10-21-2003||07:40 PM||||I'll put it like this... I've owned 2 Jetta GLI 16V's, and like four Audi's, turbo, quattro, etc,etc.  Fast forward to 99 and I have a wife, 2kids (and 1 on the way), andI tell the wife to keep an eye open for any old turbo eclipse... I need a toy.<br /><br />Well one day my buddy calls me and tells me that he just sold his 93 3000GT VR4, and is thinking about selling the Galant  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000026||92GVR4#333||10-21-2003||08:38 PM||||Victor Brant back in 98--the most feared car in Huntsville I was fresh in to a VW at the time and when I went for a ride in that car  I was hooked... He had several for a long while and he started selling them off and I so wanted one..he held the black one for me for several months for me so I could come up with the money.  Guess I heard about it from a good friend.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000027||crucible||10-21-2003||08:49 PM||||Nice topic!<br />Heard about these mo-fos in either SCC or Turbo."Sheep in wolf's clothing" I believe.Told my gearhead Ford pal about them and he was like "huh?".Bought a 91 in 94 for 9K with 60K on it.Never had a problem when I let it go with 130K to get a Volks Passat wagon for the Family.My 6 month old 92(116K) has been a PITA but still a nice vehicle for the family.Ive got #3(kid)on the way and its going to be a battle-the 91 GGSX or the 92 VR must go.Uggh!||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000028||Kibo||10-21-2003||09:01 PM||||Although I had heard of the GVR4 from reading the '1000 Q's...' FAQ, I never had any interest whatsoever in owning one since I already owned a '97 GSX.  When that car was totaled by a careless driver, I started looking for a nice 1G T/E/L.  After several months of looking with no luck (my standards were semi-high), a GVR4 was posted for sale locally--I prompted deleted the ad without even reading it.<br /><br />Fortunately, my friend that got me into DSM's in the first place called me and asked me if I was going to check it out, so I fished the email out of the Deleted Items.  The rest, as they say, is history.<br /><br />Thanks again, Jay!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000029||GVR4458||10-22-2003||12:36 PM||||I called TAD to see what it would take to make my 93 Impreza wagon more Sti-ish.  I was told to get a DSM or Galant VR-4 because they had huge potential and were far less expensive to get the power.  It then occurred to me that my brother had bought one of those back in 91.  So I started nagging, and after a year, I got it.||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000030||AllWheelsDriven||10-22-2003||12:51 PM||||after two celica all tracs...girlfriend totalled the last one...i went searching for a third alltrac.  Nothing to be found at the time.  internet searches werent what they are today.  so i went after a VR4 in Arizona.  I had heard about them amongst the alltrac crowd, and i remember the road and track reviews.  I guess i like rare allwheeldrive 2.0 turbo cars<br /><br />mike||12.211.95.82||reg||2||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
Z||000031||ayvr4||10-22-2003||01:02 PM||||My buddy bought a Grand National from a local guy... I had no car, and the guy says "i'm selling the white car too". i had no idea what it was, but he took me for a ride and i had to have it...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000032||4g63t||10-22-2003||05:47 PM||||I had a freshly rebuilt engine and the 93 tsi it was supposed to go into was missing some parts. My buddy's dad is a car dealer and he said " Hey my dad just bought a galant vr-4 with a bad motor, why don't you put your engine in it?" When I first saw it on the auction lot I thought it was the ugliest car ever. But I bought it, had the engines swapped, and fell madly in love. I'm on my second one now...||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000033||KenGVR4||10-22-2003||08:36 PM||||Read an article about it in Car and Driver back in 91 when I was 16...<br /><br />Fast forward to 2000, wanted a A4 quattro 1.8t, then I bought a house, so I almost settled on a 1.8t Jetta, then I saw the Galant at a car lot, so I got my AWD turbocharged car after all.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000034||Beemer||10-22-2003||11:40 PM||||My gvr4 came about similarly.  I had two 90 eclipse gsx's, and a 97 Talon TSI awd that the ex wife got for an anniversary present brand spanking new.  However, the reality of 5 kids and trying to bring groceries home in the eclipse just didn't cut it.  When I found #1244, We drove for 3 hours to pick it up.  When my wife saw my "dream car"  she asked me if I was fucking crazy, and told me straight up it was just another POS like my two eclipses.  She states that when I bought that car, it was the beginning of the end of our marriage.  Well, I don't have the wife, or the kids anymore, but I still have both GSX's and #1244.  I do have $1100 a month in child support, or 40% of whatever I make in a given year.  When you catch her with a 53 year old guy with two hearing aids and dentures in bed pounding away.., I think I got the better deal.  The mother in law bought her a house ( she had been living with us for 8 years, so she saved some social security disablility money) and since february, she and her 53 year old slug (she's 33, blonde tropy wife type) still are unemployed and are all living off my child support.  <br />The car can be a bitch, but old 1244 will never cheat. And she doesn't mind if I come home smelling of Eclipse either..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000035||4G63_GSR||10-22-2003||11:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> My gvr4 came about similarly.  I had two 90 eclipse gsx's, and a 97 Talon TSI awd that the ex wife got for an anniversary present brand spanking new.  However, the reality of 5 kids and trying to bring groceries home in the eclipse just didn't cut it.  When I found #1244, We drove for 3 hours to pick it up.  When my wife saw my "dream car"  she asked me if I was fucking crazy, and told me straight up it was just another POS like my two eclipses.  She states that when I bought that car, it was the beginning of the end of our marriage.  Well, I don't have the wife, or the kids anymore, but I still have both GSX's and #1244.  I do have $1100 a month in child support, or 40% of whatever I make in a given year.  When you catch her with a 53 year old guy with two hearing aids and dentures in bed pounding away.., I think I got the better deal.  The mother in law bought her a house ( she had been living with us for 8 years, so she saved some social security disablility money) and since february, she and her 53 year old slug (she's 33, blonde tropy wife type) still are unemployed and are all living off my child support.  <br />The car can be a bitch, but old 1244 will never cheat. And she doesn't mind if I come home smelling of Eclipse either.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wow... unique story...||66.188.114.112||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000036||Bigfoot200200||10-23-2003||04:14 AM||||I got tired of going off these wet roads backwards in my RX7s and I wanted an AWD DSM. So I got a 92 Talon TSI and promptly got a fistfull of tickets, why it attracted more cops than a RX7 I dont know. While I was at the local road course with the DSM club I saw a GVR4, I guess I just never paid too much attention to them. So anyway, while I was making out checks paying those tickets I brilliantly decided that I needed a sleeper car. So I found this unmodified black GVR4 in almost perfect shape though the club for really cheap because it had a blown headgasket. This car is perfect for my needs, and I love it.<br />One more thing I like about the GVR4 is this forum. I bounce between here and DSMTalk, Tooners and NABR. And the adults around here are much easier to take than those kiddies.||64.233.106.73||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000037||fazzt73||10-23-2003||04:19 AM||||I saw one beat the living-crap out of every other car in its class at a road race ... of course i needed one now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Paulo<br />925/2000||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000038||RTS182G-VR4||10-23-2003||02:25 PM||||my friend wanted me to find a faster car for him (he has a mustang gt) so i went lookin.  coincidentaly, there was one in the paper that day.  the guy let me drive it while my friend was looking at it, and intead of him buying it i did.  went from not knowin bout it to ownin one in two weeks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000039||forgottenvr4||10-24-2003||01:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> My gvr4 came about similarly.  I had two 90 eclipse gsx's, and a 97 Talon TSI awd that the ex wife got for an anniversary present brand spanking new.  However, the reality of 5 kids and trying to bring groceries home in the eclipse just didn't cut it.  When I found #1244, We drove for 3 hours to pick it up.  When my wife saw my "dream car"  she asked me if I was fucking crazy, and told me straight up it was just another POS like my two eclipses.  She states that when I bought that car, it was the beginning of the end of our marriage.  Well, I don't have the wife, or the kids anymore, but I still have both GSX's and #1244.  I do have $1100 a month in child support, or 40% of whatever I make in a given year.  When you catch her with a 53 year old guy with two hearing aids and dentures in bed pounding away.., I think I got the better deal.  The mother in law bought her a house ( she had been living with us for 8 years, so she saved some social security disablility money) and since february, she and her 53 year old slug (she's 33, blonde tropy wife type) still are unemployed and are all living off my child support.  <br />The car can be a bitch, but old 1244 will never cheat. And she doesn't mind if I come home smelling of Eclipse either.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">awesome fucking story....||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000040||forgottenvr4||10-24-2003||01:57 PM||||I had a customer come in to the dealership service dept. to have a tranny grind problem looked at. Turns out, he had just come back from the east cost where he flew out to buy #808/1000. He had found it on the internet and was interested. The sold him an extended warr. and told to go see a dealer when he got the car back to MN. Well, a couple grand later and no help from the x-warr co., he had a new tranny. He then drove it for two weeks and decided he didn't like the feel of the seats. No Shit. so I bought it. Five years and thousands of dollars later, here I am, enjoyin the hell out of this car and talking to you guys........However, I have to say, I still have the wife.........and your right Beemer, the car complains alot less.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000041||mikeyoung00||10-24-2003||03:47 PM||||Car and Driver preview article. I now have a copy in my GVR4 file.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000042||Ryan Carey||10-25-2003||07:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I heard of it from my brother, he has a 323 GTX. I was looking at a BMW 325 or 330 at the time, but after much searching I found that I could not afford one. He said "what about a Galant VR4", I said "Ok, let me see a pic of one"  <br />Me "It looks small, and is kind of ugly". After about a month, I started doing research and just fell in love with the car. I sold my 91 Honda Accord, best daily driver I ever had, for $3000 and a few days later bought my baby, my pride and joy, #352/2000.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />It was love at first sight, and I also made a friend from buying the car as well. I still want to get a daily driver so the Galant doesn't have to be driven so much. <br /><br />Quote from a good friend: <br /><br />"So you are going to turn that thing into a race car?"<br /><br />Me: "It certainly seems like that is the case, I better get a daily driver" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Funny, I had a 91 accord as well.  Four doors, black leather, very clean, but auto and very slow.  Everything I tried to do gave minimal power.  Knew about the VR4 but had no idea it was turbo and AWD, just saw a few around here and there.<br /><br />Totalled the accord on my first date with my girlfriend/fiance and started hunting around.  wanted an AE86 corolla or a 240sx, but found more info on the GVR4 and fell in love.  I had a wet appetite for AWD after a WRX testdrive and the GVR4 was well within my budget.  Two weeks later I flew to San Jose, bought one I found online with 209K and one owner and all factory maintenance completed.  Drove back to Colorado by myself and gained a whole new appreciation for the four door family cruiser.  Much like the Accord, only way way more evil and sadistic.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
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A||||5||Duc Hunter||Duc Hutner is back! ||||14||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||10-21-2003||02:38 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Yes folks, after a LONG hiatus Duc Hunter is back! 465/1000 is still running strong with 184k+ on the dial. She is in need of a little TLC (timing belt swap, front brakes�). Within 2 weeks the AEM EMS goes back in, she gets new 3g lifters and cams (264/264, 264/272???? hmmmm). Sparco�s are also on the way soon, been practicing my TIG welding for those pesky brackets. Even without the EMS I have enjoyed my many WRX kills and even a few EVO-8 kills. <br /><br />A few pics to reintroduce 465/1000 to everyone. Why have I been gone so long (like any of you even remember me, heehhe). Lots of reasons, one of which is my new hobby. I have been loving taking my bike to the track. See below! That is me doing about 100MPH having just picked my knee up off the ground.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   now that I am back though, I will be here asking for and offering up wisdom! It is nice to be back home. Now if I can just become a readers ride. <br /><br />Where is my bikini Clad wash crew? <br />  <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/13705750.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Ah, better. <br />  <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/13706075.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Just smoked a 2003 GSXR1000, poor fool!<br />  <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/22400636.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.81.58.95||reg||14||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-21-2003||02:50 AM||||Hey, welcome back, Duc Hutner.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Yea, I remember you.  You were a big poster when I first joined the site when I was only slightly more of a noob than I am now.  Glad to hear your car's still gettin' some loving, and sounds like you could use a set of knee pads.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||69.59.219.177||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||10-21-2003||03:07 AM||||Glad to see you're back, I was wondering what happened to you!  Nice bike, can we get some more shots?||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||10-21-2003||09:40 AM||||Welcome back Duc.  I just sold my bike and miss it. (knew I would)  Keep scuffing up those sliders man! I've got 2 sets of used sliders, one regular black (learned on) and a new set of those titanium sparky ones!  They kick ass.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||drew||10-21-2003||11:16 AM||||Welcome back! I've noticed you live in NorCal, and we're planning on having a meet on 11/22  out here. Come out if you can!||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||10-21-2003||01:50 PM||||Drew, let me know! PM me and we can email. <br /><br />Thanks guys, it is nice to be back. My bike is like my car, littel knows, has a reputation and is a load of fun. Need knee sliders??  I burn them up. I cannot use the sparky ones at that track, fire danger. I am running Sear Point on the bike in Dec, I cannot wait! More Pictures are coming soon.||205.166.229.105||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/003410.cgi
A||||9||rrustedcage||vr-4 on ebay||||1||||ryan||00001263
Z||000000||rrustedcage||10-21-2003||05:46 AM||rrustedcage@yahoo.com||if it hasn't been noticed already<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2438452943&category=6353" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2438452943&category=6353</a><br /><br />but to save you the trouble<br />NZ009558 is number 388/1000<br />not sure if thats anybody here, just trying to help the cause.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />it looks kind of interesting without the wing.<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||10-21-2003||09:25 AM||||Is it me, or are there no numbers on the limited edition badge??||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||rrustedcage||10-21-2003||09:59 AM||||if you supersize the pic, and squint really hard while tilting your head at a 34.1 degree angle.  you can faintly make out a couple zeros of the 1000.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   i'm still baffled by that trunk.  other than taste differences, ( i actually kind of like it ) why would you do that?  was it rear ended?  maybe i'm putting way more thought than i should into this.  maybe i should get back to work.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-21-2003||11:10 AM||||I've shaved my spoiler on purpose on my Galant. It looks cleaner to me.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||10-21-2003||11:36 AM||||Yeah.. Looks nice.   But 6k?  C'mon man||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||10-21-2003||01:05 PM||||wow@ stage 2 clutch!!!!!!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||number3||10-21-2003||03:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by geoff@machv:<br /><strong> Yeah.. Looks nice.   But 6k?  C'mon man </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">BUT "YOU WILL NOT FIND A  NICER GALANT VR-4..... IF YOU COULD FIND ONE!!  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />...THE BRAKES WERE DONE RECENTLY BUT THE ABS LIGHT IS ON.  BRAKES HAVE NEVER GIVEN ME A  PROBLEM. ONE TIRE MAY NEED REPLACING SOON.  RIMS HAVE NORMAL WEAR (few dings and chips)."<br /><br /><br />Huh?<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||crucible||10-21-2003||08:59 PM||||That ad may fly in a local rag but not here!<br />3K paint job,no wing,stock,and its sittin at Grizzly Adams pad!<br />Hey, whatever.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000008||bleck||10-21-2003||09:15 PM||||Well, from what I can see, at least the time NOT spent taking care of everything else on the property was spent on the Galant.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||Bigfoot200200||10-23-2003||02:09 AM||||Starting bid 7G? It had better come with the stock truck lid. I found a 2WD trunk lid in the matching color in a U-PULL-IT yard for $20, I haven't put it on yet. I like the sleeper look, but it's a close call because even little economy cars have wings nowadays.||64.233.106.73||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum3/003411.cgi
A||||51||Jon||republicans suck.||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||10-21-2003||09:28 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Remember all of the campaign bullshit?  Republicans want a smaller, less intrusive government, right?  Wrong.  <br /><br />Take this for example:  <a href="http://www.cnn.com/2003/LAW/10/21/coma.woman/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.cnn.com/2003/LAW/10/21/coma.woman/index.html</a><br /><br />The GOP wants to step into something they shouldn't.  How are these actions making the government smaller and more streamlined?  It just looks bigger and more intrusive to me.  Fuckers.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000001||rrustedcage||10-21-2003||10:06 AM||||i was watching 60 minutes or something like that recently where they were going into how the federal government is contributing large sums of money to certain churches so they could renovate a classic structure.  while i am all for maintain our heritage and historical monuments, i think its a bit of a pandoras box.  who decides which churches are historical monuments?  hmmmmm  (trying not to get too political here)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   just goes to show you there are no boundries.<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||10-21-2003||10:53 AM||||Wow.  This is a pretty damn liberal/democratic issue.  I don't know what the laws are for pulling plugs, but if 13 years go by and my wife still thinks she's a glass of orange juice with no hope of recovery, then I'm going to do her the favor of pulling the plug.  I'd want the same done to me in that situation.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The Schindlers accuse Michael Schiavo, who collected more than $1 million in malpractice settlements stemming from his wife's collapse, of trying to remove the tube so that he can keep the money and pursue a new relationship. He denies the charge, countering that his in-laws are angry because they didn't receive any of the money.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now this is just funny and nonsensical.  As if $1M in malpractice suits were relevant.  What's funny is they still consider them to have a 'relationship' eventhough 13 years pass and she's still a vegetable.  And like most parents, they insist control of their children's life at all times.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||10-21-2003||11:05 AM||||I consider myself on the right. I will also say that its not one side or the other that is to blame for our problems its both. I truly believe that most politicans are in it for the money and power. They lie to us like theres no tomorrow. What happens most of the time is that we end up voting for the one thats not as bad as the rest. I wish more regular people would run for office.||162.84.78.136||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||Jon||10-21-2003||11:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong>I wish more regular people would run for office. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would you run for office.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||10-21-2003||12:05 PM||||Yes if I had the time. Thats where the problem is. The people who care are busy working their asses off to pay all the taxes these jack asses keep making us pay.||162.84.78.136||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||bleck||10-21-2003||12:06 PM||||Newly converted republican here.  9/11 changed a lot in my mind about how things need to work.  However, I can't help thinking about what Neo said in Matrix Reloaded .  Just another form of control.  I doubt I trust any of em'.  A reasonable facsimile is all you can hope for.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||10-21-2003||12:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong>I wish more regular people would run for office. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would you run for office.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd run, but I don't think that me telling all the lazy and stupid people to get off their fat lard butts and do something productive would get me many votes.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||10-21-2003||01:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong>I wish more regular people would run for office. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would you run for office.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd run, but I don't think that me telling all the lazy and stupid people to get off their fat lard butts and do something productive would get me many votes.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">its working for dean...||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||14bCrazy||10-21-2003||01:13 PM||||It's funny Dean is a real big deal in VT. I was there over the summer and my brother in law was talking about him. I'm in Va. and people down here don't even know who he is. I don't want you to take this the wrong wat but VT is a strange state. The biggest part of the state seems to be conservative but the biggest town(Burlington) is one of the most liberal towns I have ever been to. The population is very small so most of the voting goes Burlingtons way. I don't think we need another pres. from a very small state. Theres more people in northern Va. than in the whole state of VT. I do love it there it a very pretty state.||162.84.78.136||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||10-21-2003||01:54 PM||||The bottom line is the republicans take office, fuck everything up, and then blame it on the democrats. Just like the sorry excuse for a human being we have as president. None of the economic downfall and unemployment is his fault, it's Bill Clinton's fault. Yeah right, people need to wake up and stop letting these rich ass republicans run the show. I don't want just a regular guy as president, he will most likely fuck everything up, like W, I want a super qualified and well educated human being, that is knowledgeble and well respected around the world.<br /><br />I wouldn't put my car in the hands of a "regular" mechanic, because we all know they are not well qualified for the most part. I want someone that really knows his shit to work on my car. <br /><br />Samething applies to the presidency, if you put a "regular" guy in a "not regular" job, you get the largest number of unemployed workers in history, the most military deaths since vietnam, the biggest deficit in US history, and so on.<br /><br />I don't believe that a single individual in this forum can say that the current governement and president have done all that they can to first and foremost better the lives of the American people. <br /><br />Take care of this country before you go sticking your nose in other countries' business.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||14bCrazy||10-21-2003||02:15 PM||||If you think that you can blame our problems on one person you need to wake up. The pres. doesn't just take over and make all the laws he feels like. There's this thing called the congress that has something to say about it. I am so sick of this republican(rich)and demacrat(not rich) thing. If you think that guys like Clinton, Gore ect aren't "Rich Guys" your nuts. THEY ALL ARE RICH AND ARE RIPPING US OFF.||162.84.78.136||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000012||rrustedcage||10-21-2003||02:27 PM||||boy, this could get really ugly me thinks.  there are lots of positions and stands to take.  i just want to voice my opinion because thats what this is all about.  i think bush is a mindless dolt, incapable of sympathizing with any common man.  the dude has never struggled, had to work fast food, done the things that most of us have to do to get by in the beginning, a day in his life.  i'm not saying i want a bunch of jo schmoes in office, but someone who has had a little bit of a broader spectrum of prespectives.  alright, i'll stop.  i'm sure there are plenty that disagree with me and thats fine.  one thing that all can (should) agree with is that participation is the key to making this an active and democratic system.  be aware of your government, local and otherwise , get to know the candidates and there prespectives/views.  if you want things to change, go change it.  ok, i'll shut up now.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    i'm a happy and well adjusted person really.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    have fun.<br /><br />ps, this was not aimed at anyone so don't be offended, unless your name is bush||137.190.176.106||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000013||number3||10-21-2003||04:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> Remember all of the campaign bullshit?  Republicans want a smaller, less intrusive government, right?  Wrong.  <br /><br />Take this for example:       <a href="http://www.cnn.com/2003/LAW/10/21/coma.woman/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.cnn.com/2003/LAW/10/21/coma.woman/index.html</a>     <br /><br />The GOP wants to step into something they shouldn't.  How are these actions making the government smaller and more streamlined?  It just looks bigger and more intrusive to me.  Fuckers. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have been follwing this story for about a year now. Jon do you think the State of Florida so be allowed to starve her to death?  <br /><br />BTW she is not in a Coma.  <a href="http://www.terrisfight.org/Framesets/SituationFrame.htm" target="_blank">http://www.terrisfight.org/Framesets/SituationFrame.htm</a>  She has been denined treatment for a long, long time. Her husband wants here dead so he can collect $$. <br /><br />She is not on a heart and lung machine. She is being feed through a tube and that is what they are calling life support. <br /><br />Have you been following the story for any length of time? If not I could understand why you would be upset. The whole story needs to be know to understand why the GOP and Jeb Bush is doing this.<br /><br />Actually I am suprised how "balanced" CNN was in writing this story. I guess when the facts are so clear it is real hard to slant it.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||number3||10-21-2003||04:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> <br /><br />I don't believe that a single individual in this forum can say that the current governement and president have done all that they can to first and foremost better the lives of the American people. <br /><br />Take care of this country before you go sticking your nose in other countries' business. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will be that single individual.  <br /><br />Do you know what NAFTA is and who signed it into law?<br /><br />Do you rememeber 02/26/92 and 9/11/01 and do you know the difference? <br /><br />I promise that is all from me.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||Tangent||10-21-2003||04:35 PM||||The, "poor," economy is due to the upper exec's and the administrative arms of the corporations themselves.  I think it is much less coneccted to politics than you think, right left or middle.||4.47.129.250||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000016||TurboVR4dr||10-21-2003||05:00 PM||||It's amazing how people blame the fact they lost their cush job on the president.  Oh so you have to get a job you don;t want.  So you might have to get your hands dirty.  So you might have to actually work more than 40 hours in a week.  So you can't cut out early and play golf on a Friday.  Quit fucking crying there are enough jobs out there for everyone right now.  But the job that are there people don't want. <br /><br />I get tired of hearing all this a family can;t survive on one income crap.  Yes you can.  Maybe you won;t have the big house maybe you won;t have 2 new SUVS.  Maybe you won't go on vacation every 6 months.  Maybe you won't have a plasma.  But maybe you will have a wife or husband that stays home with the kids.  maybe your kids won't grow up to be little thugs.  Maybe mom will be rasing them instilling your values and not a underpaid daycare workers.  Wake up and see the bigger picture.  If you don't have a job right now it's YOUR fault and not the presidents.  How can the Bosnian people around St. Louis buy a house on one income making $8-$12 an hour.  And houses that go for 100k plus.  <br /><br />And just think Bush beat a guy that invented the internet.  <br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000017||Matt379||10-21-2003||06:14 PM||||Hmmm, kind of interesting to see how Japan has followed this exact same model (in this article), and look where they are at.  A decade long recession.  Not to be a downer, but I don't see the economy picking up anytime soon.  And if it does, will it be real wealth being created, or just a credit induced bubble that will pop?  With a budget deficit of $500 billion predicted next year, and oh, 6 trillion in nationa debt, millions of people with no savings for retirement, and social security bankrupt because politicians "took" that money and spent it on other things--I don't expect the government to make things better--only worse.  It will only get bigger, more powerful, tax, spend, and regulate more and more.  Their past history has been horrendous.  Kind of funny.  If I owned a business and spent my employees retirement I would be behind bars.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mises.org/fullarticle.asp?control=1340&id=61" target="_blank">http://www.mises.org/fullarticle.asp?control=1340&id=61</a>||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000018||bleck||10-21-2003||07:05 PM||||A_Santos, I share your love of the GVR4, but your statement troubles me.  First of all, if you think that in 7.5 months that GWBush ruined the economy, you're smoking something.  The stock market crashed ever so gradually starting in Mar. 2000.  The result of an artificially inflated economic bubble that burst from the bullshit holding it together.  If we're not safe to carry on with our lives nere in the US, without the constant threat of losing our lives at the hands of terrorists, thennothing else matters.  In 1998, your wonderful Pres. Clinton bombed an aspirin factory in Iraq because Saddam was an imminent threat, and deeply involved in a WMD program.  Do you know why N.Korea is producing nuclear weapons???  Because in 1994, your Pres. Clinton sent another foreign relations genius, Jimmy Carter (????) to give them 2 nuclear reactors, and 500,000 barrels of oil per year to "not" build nuclear weapons.  (Yeah, let's give them the stuff, and then trust them not to use it)  You may not think that GWBush is perfect, and I would agree, but I will bet you that we are safer now than we were on 9/10/01, and the man in the office puts our safety first, even before his political future, as you can easily see by the liberal witchunt that is currently taking place.  Who would you have in his place.  Democrat John F. Kerry?  He's worth 600 million dollars, more than any republican that holds his office, and has changed his opinion on foreign policy more than he's changed his John F. Kennedy underoos. Al Sharpton?  Please.  Dick Gephart?  We rejected him 50 times before, why is he bothering us again?  The founding fathers intended the common man to serve in elected office, not the career crooks, scuse me, politicians that we have become accustomed to.  The fact that the mainstream, elite media is seething with hatred for Bush is a sure sign to me thatt he is on the right track.  I'd rather be safe than argue about healthcare, and the President's penis, or the other shit we've had to endure during the Clinton years.  And I'm sure that the next country that thinks about calling us weaklings will think twice about it.  I mean, they're holding elections in Saudi Arabia for cryin out loud.  The way we bankroll, and bail out the rest of the world, we have a right to a say in the affairs of the world.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000019||ken inn||10-21-2003||07:05 PM||||ok, that's it.  EVERYBODY GET OFF THE ISLAND.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000020||PRE-EVO||10-21-2003||07:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> ok, that's it.  EVERYBODY GET OFF THE ISLAND. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yay, Which island Ken???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000021||JAYGVR4||10-21-2003||11:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> ok, that's it.  EVERYBODY GET OFF THE ISLAND. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Has the tribe spoken enough though?  &lt;giggle&gt;<br /><br />Lets ALL share in something here, we should ALL be thankful that we have the opportunity to ALL share our views and enlighten, or even piss off each other, whoever is in orifice, err I mean office.  =)<br /><br />jb - Washington DC Native, into politics cus I'm force fed it every day - not that I'm complaining...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||171.75.59.7||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||no
Z||000022||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||11:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> The bottom line is the republicans take office, fuck everything up, and then blame it on the democrats. Just like the sorry excuse for a human being we have as president. None of the economic downfall and unemployment is his fault, it's Bill Clinton's fault. Yeah right, people need to wake up and stop letting these rich ass republicans run the show. I don't want just a regular guy as president, he will most likely fuck everything up, like W, I want a super qualified and well educated human being, that is knowledgeble and well respected around the world.<br /><br />I wouldn't put my car in the hands of a "regular" mechanic, because we all know they are not well qualified for the most part. I want someone that really knows his shit to work on my car. <br /><br />Samething applies to the presidency, if you put a "regular" guy in a "not regular" job, you get the largest number of unemployed workers in history, the most military deaths since vietnam, the biggest deficit in US history, and so on.<br /><br />I don't believe that a single individual in this forum can say that the current governement and president have done all that they can to first and foremost better the lives of the American people. <br /><br />Take care of this country before you go sticking your nose in other countries' business. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Boy this sounds familiar.....the last time we did that was, hum.....lets see....oh yeah, WWII and then before that.......hum......WWI.......yeah that about wraps up isolationism.......||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000023||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||11:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> A_Santos, I share your love of the GVR4, but your statement troubles me.  First of all, if you think that in 7.5 months that GWBush ruined the economy, you're smoking something.  The stock market crashed ever so gradually starting in Mar. 2000.  The result of an artificially inflated economic bubble that burst from the bullshit holding it together.  If we're not safe to carry on with our lives nere in the US, without the constant threat of losing our lives at the hands of terrorists, thennothing else matters.  In 1998, your wonderful Pres. Clinton bombed an aspirin factory in Iraq because Saddam was an imminent threat, and deeply involved in a WMD program.  Do you know why N.Korea is producing nuclear weapons???  Because in 1994, your Pres. Clinton sent another foreign relations genius, Jimmy Carter (????) to give them 2 nuclear reactors, and 500,000 barrels of oil per year to "not" build nuclear weapons.  (Yeah, let's give them the stuff, and then trust them not to use it)  You may not think that GWBush is perfect, and I would agree, but I will bet you that we are safer now than we were on 9/10/01, and the man in the office puts our safety first, even before his political future, as you can easily see by the liberal witchunt that is currently taking place.  Who would you have in his place.  Democrat John F. Kerry?  He's worth 600 million dollars, more than any republican that holds his office, and has changed his opinion on foreign policy more than he's changed his John F. Kennedy underoos. Al Sharpton?  Please.  Dick Gephart?  We rejected him 50 times before, why is he bothering us again?  The founding fathers intended the common man to serve in elected office, not the career crooks, scuse me, politicians that we have become accustomed to.  The fact that the mainstream, elite media is seething with hatred for Bush is a sure sign to me thatt he is on the right track.  I'd rather be safe than argue about healthcare, and the President's penis, or the other shit we've had to endure during the Clinton years.  And I'm sure that the next country that thinks about calling us weaklings will think twice about it.  I mean, they're holding elections in Saudi Arabia for cryin out loud.  The way we bankroll, and bail out the rest of the world, we have a right to a say in the affairs of the world. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy political pontification Batman, I think we have a keeper hear  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  could not have put it better myself, even if I had stolen it from a common man.||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000024||forgottenvr4||10-21-2003||11:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong> boy, this could get really ugly me thinks.  there are lots of positions and stands to take.  i just want to voice my opinion because thats what this is all about.  i think bush is a mindless dolt, incapable of sympathizing with any common man.  the dude has never struggled, had to work fast food, done the things that most of us have to do to get by in the beginning, a day in his life.  i'm not saying i want a bunch of jo schmoes in office, but someone who has had a little bit of a broader spectrum of prespectives.  alright, i'll stop.  i'm sure there are plenty that disagree with me and thats fine.  one thing that all can (should) agree with is that participation is the key to making this an active and democratic system.  be aware of your government, local and otherwise , get to know the candidates and there prespectives/views.  if you want things to change, go change it.  ok, i'll shut up now.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     i'm a happy and well adjusted person really.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     have fun.<br /><br />ps, this was not aimed at anyone so don't be offended, unless your name is bush </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your views are shared by many people in this country. But take your vision a bit further. Obviously, if you go back far enough in the Bush family history, for lack of a better example, there is someone who paid the price for that family's success and who got the financial ball rolling for them, there always is. Look at it this way. You could be that person for your family.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000025||a_santos||10-22-2003||12:00 AM||||People, let me clarify something: <br /><br />I am not a "Democrat". I am not close minded enough to associate myself to any particular party. If I was to vote, which I don't because I am not a american citizen, and have no desire to be one, I would evaluate the candidates by their accomplishments and their ability to accomplish their job, not their party. I do however vote when there are elections in Brazil, as every brazilian is required to do by law. Democracy can only function if all of the people participate, not just a small minority.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000026||forgottenvr4||10-22-2003||12:00 AM||||I don't believe that a single individual in this forum can say that the current governement and president have done all that they can to first and foremost better the lives of the American people.<br /><br />And hopefully the government continues not to.  The role of the government, as established by the found fathers of this country, was not to better the lives of the people in it, or give them nice social programs to make their lives easier. It was to provide protection, protection from oppressive government incumbrance and personal protection from crime so that individuals could persue their dreams, goals and ambitions.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000027||forgottenvr4||10-22-2003||12:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> People, let me clarify something: <br /><br />I am not a "Democrat". I am not close minded enough to associate myself to any particular party. If I was to vote, which I don't because I am not a american citizen, and have no desire to be one, I would evaluate the candidates by their accomplishments and their ability to accomplish their job, not their party. I do however vote when there are elections in Brazil, as every brazilian is required to do by law. Democracy can only function if all of the people participate, not just a small minority. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you saying that you have to vote or that you have the elective right to vote? Cause if you're saying that you have to vote, you just made my point for me as to why you should want to be an american citizen. In the U.S. there is no have to. It is your right to exercise or not.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000028||rrustedcage||10-22-2003||12:07 AM||||"Your views are shared by many people in this country. But take your vision a bit further. Obviously, if you go back far enough in the Bush family history, for lack of a better example, there is someone who paid the price for that family's success and who got the financial ball rolling for them, there always is. Look at it this way. You could be that person for your family." <br /><br /><br />true but that doesn't mean i want the hilton sisters in office.   .    .    well, maybe.<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.187.143.84||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000029||forgottenvr4||10-22-2003||12:16 AM||||So noted. But seriously, to become president, you either have to be incredibly smart yourself or be able to surround yourself with incredible people.  Either way, it certainly doesn't make George Bush look dumb. He does that on his own when he tries to hard to sound like a Rhode's Scholar, like his predecessor......I think that's how you spell Rhode'  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  s||24.118.48.53||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000030||Notorius||10-22-2003||12:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by forgottenvr4:<br /><strong> I don't believe that a single individual in this forum can say that the current governement and president have done all that they can to first and foremost better the lives of the American people.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i agree. but i also dont think anyone on this forum under 25 years old can say any president during their entire lives has done all he could have either. this is why i dont vote. because i dont give a fuck about the bullshit issues that 60 year old rich pricks consider important. give me someone born within 2 decades of my birth and odds are they will get my vote because the issues they consider important are the same ones i do. but as of right now i dont care about taxes, medicare, medicaid, balancing the budget, or any other innumeral amount of shit that politicians spew out in their attempt to make it seem as if they have valid ideas. they wonder why the majority of young people dont vote. its not because we dont know the "value" of voting or how "important" it is. its because we dont see anything worth voting for and therefore would rather sit and play violent videogames where we then make damn sure not to vote for the arrogant out of touch, out of date asshole who tries to link violence in videogames to violence in real life instead of focusing on the real reasons behind violence, which i consider to be something this country does need to focus on. instead of going off to war how bout lookin at the war within our own boarders.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000031||spoulson||10-22-2003||10:56 AM||||Keep one thing in mind.  What types of people do you always see at voting booths?  Old people.  Yes, old people have the time of day to vote, complain, and in some cases become active citizens about something.  It's no surprise the sales pitch of typical campaigns is to offer incentive to seniors.<br /><br />In a way, though, it might be better this way.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000032||bleck||10-22-2003||12:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am not a "Democrat". I am not close minded enough to associate myself to any particular party.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Shocking.  Open your big mouth, share your ideas, which are on the wrong side of the issue.  Pontificate everything that is currently being said by the democrats....But "I am not one."  Reminds me of   "I did not have sex with that woman!"... stop it.  We know, A_Santos.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> If I was to vote, which I don't because I am not a american citizen, and have no desire to be one </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think that this part of your statement clearly demonstrates that this country has a problem that needs to be solved abroad... so that people who have "no desire" to be citizens, can no longer cause us, and yes, even you, harm.  So that we can have project cars, and homes in the country, and enjoy our lives in the security of our little free country... even if you don't want to be a part of it.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000033||VTGVR4||10-22-2003||12:11 PM||||im honestly pretty surprised at what i've seen thrown around on this thread...<br /><br />you guys actually think democrats and republican presidents actually do anything useful?<br /><br />any president, before he makes any decision at all, has to "talk it over" with a bunch of different people first. Most of these people are the folks he knows/trusts/placed in office. often these are also people connected to the heads of corporations. Every major implication of any issue has to be ironed out. "How is this going to help me get re-elected" is always, ALWAYS one of the top 5 considerations of a policy change, etc.<br />[i really need to add some dirt on bush here- most folks know about haliburton, and all the money cheney is getting out of it. how many people know that bush Sr. is on the chair of several of these companies, too? not to mention on the chair for the company that made the 'vaccine' for anthrax...?!!]<br /><br />republicans are controlled by the special interests, always have, always will be. are there democrats controlled by special interests? you bet your ass there are. how much corruption takes place on a daily basis at capital hill? you honestly are better off not knowing, right?<br /><br />and if anyone dares complain about clinton and his pussy-chasing, like its something that the white house shouldn't do; get educated first. i don't remember exactly which presidents have had the most extramarital affairs in the oval office, but clinton most likely woudln't even be in the top 10. For example, Pres. Johnson and kennedy both had lots of women around the offices.<br /> <a href="http://www-tech.mit.edu/V118/N47/millmanp5.47c.html" target="_blank">http://www-tech.mit.edu/V118/N47/millmanp5.47c.html</a> <br /><br />you say VT is  small conservative state? take it from me, its anything but conservative. while we have our own goofy folks who still believe gays don't need rights, and 'women oughta keep out of mens business', they are well on their way to becoming the minority. Many polls conducted statewise to determine the general mood of the public towards some hot issues (civil union, ACT 250, etc) only get really strong, negative opinions from a 15% or less group! of all the anti- this/that groups we have that turn out in force, only speak for a very small portion of our population. <br /><br />dean made vermont what it is today, a state that while small, still functions better than most other states. he set up a nice 'rainy day' fund, for the event the politicans bankrupt the country again, which they just did. while most states are strugging with massive deficits, vermont actually has a surplus, AGAIN.<br /><br />we have some of the best medical coverage in the country, the highest quality of living (12 years in a row), rather low crime, it goes on and on. most of these were Dean institutions. <br /><br />Why should you vote for dean?  if you want to clean up this country, vote for him. i swear, if he becomes president, all hell will break loose. over a hundred years of special interest-controlled goverment will come to an end. this is probably the longest- long shot for a person to get by. how the hell do you undo 100 years of political brainwashing by the people in power (special interests)?<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.theyrule.net/" target="_blank">http://www.theyrule.net/</a> <br />go there. click on load map, and then look at some of the diagrams that show up. the 7 most powerful people, etc. these are the folks that have alot of say in this country, and arguably the world. money is everything.<br /><br />sorry for the long rant, but i'm sick of hearing the same old rants by people who just don't know/care better. dont watch your tv! its all slanted! read the independent media, look at facts, learn about the way america really operates. after you get disgusted, support someone that will make a change... is dean that person? he is for all of us in the know.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.savethemales.ca/bush-hitler.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br />bush has said everything would be easier if he was a dictator, TWICE!!!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000034||agrabau||10-22-2003||12:17 PM||||Yawn. <br /><br />This is such a tired subject. Loosely affiilated  politico-semi-savants trying to flex on a car forum. <br /><br />Boring. <br /><br />The US economy is hurting...still. We talked about being in a recession two years ago when we had two back to back quarters of gdp decline, since then we talked about a fuccin "double dip recession" thanks MSNBC but that didn't happen either.  <br /><br />All I know is that I want to double dip the Hilton sisters <br /><br />and I'd like to find a new job because underemployment and professional mediocrity cause me to do stupid things like race motorcycles and build hybrid cars. Someone do something before I decide to supercharge my honda scooter.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000035||14bCrazy||10-22-2003||12:29 PM||||Like I said before i have family in Burlington. The last thing I want is to have the whole country be like VT. I am on the consevative side and Burlington is the most liberal place I have been. I have no problem with the fact that VT is liberal I just don't want the country to be socialist. There is no way that Dean will become president. The reason you have such great heathcare is because of the socailist programs that exist up there.<br /><br />By the way if your comparing Bush to Hitler by taking words out of context. Thats just sad.||162.84.78.136||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000036||14bCrazy||10-22-2003||12:45 PM||||I also want you to understand that I'm glad that you like the way VT is ran. I also like the way my state is ran for the most part. That is what make's this country so great.I don't think the country would good if one group or another controled everything.<br /><br />I going back to talking cars.||162.84.78.136||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000037||VTGVR4||10-22-2003||01:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Like I said before i have family in Burlington. The last thing I want is to have the whole country be like VT. I am on the consevative side and Burlington is the most liberal place I have been. I have no problem with the fact that VT is liberal I just don't want the country to be socialist. There is no way that Dean will become president. The reason you have such great heathcare is because of the socailist programs that exist up there.<br /><br />By the way if your comparing Bush to Hitler by taking words out of context. Thats just sad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what? me taking words out of context? wow, that must be something new. bush's cronies made this an art! this is how he brainwashes everyone. al gore never ever said he invented the internet, the republican media made it seem like it, and then one thing led to another!  the folks who are really good at this are tim russert, limbaugh, etc. these guys blow shit so far up other folks asses, its ridiculous. did i take what bush said out of context? NO. he said those exact words, dude. thats not taken out of context.   what really pisses me off is that very few of the same people that support bush and his totaltaritan policies never question anything he does. this is why we have this problem, and why i'm pushing this so far. <br /><br />read, people! this is what is going on in our country! wake up!<br /><br />"Representative institutions no longer represent voters. Instead, they have been short-circuited, steadily corrupted by an institutionalized system of bribery that renders them responsive to powerful interest groups whose constituencies are the major corporations and wealthiest Americans. The courts, in turn, when they are not increasingly handmaidens of corporate power, are consistently deferential to the claims of national security. Elections have become heavily subsidized non-events that typically attract at best merely half of an electorate whose information about foreign and domestic politics is filtered through corporate-dominated media. Citizens are manipulated into a nervous state by the media's reports of rampant crime and terrorist networks, by thinly veiled threats of the Attorney General and by their own fears about unemployment. What is crucially important here is not only the expansion of governmental power but the inevitable discrediting of constitutional limitations and institutional processes that discourages the citizenry and leaves them politically apathetic."<br /><br /><a href="http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/Fascism/Inverted_Totalitarianism.html" target="_blank">http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/Fascism/Inverted_Totalitarianism.html</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000038||forgottenvr4||10-22-2003||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by forgottenvr4:<br /><strong> I don't believe that a single individual in this forum can say that the current governement and president have done all that they can to first and foremost better the lives of the American people.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i agree. but i also dont think anyone on this forum under 25 years old can say any president during their entire lives has done all he could have either. this is why i dont vote. because i dont give a fuck about the bullshit issues that 60 year old rich pricks consider important. give me someone born within 2 decades of my birth and odds are they will get my vote because the issues they consider important are the same ones i do. but as of right now i dont care about taxes, medicare, medicaid, balancing the budget, or any other innumeral amount of shit that politicians spew out in their attempt to make it seem as if they have valid ideas. they wonder why the majority of young people dont vote. its not because we dont know the "value" of voting or how "important" it is. its because we dont see anything worth voting for and therefore would rather sit and play violent videogames where we then make damn sure not to vote for the arrogant out of touch, out of date asshole who tries to link violence in videogames to violence in real life instead of focusing on the real reasons behind violence, which i consider to be something this country does need to focus on. instead of going off to war how bout lookin at the war within our own boarders. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Giving up your right to vote is fine, as long as you understand that with that also goes your right to bitch, whine or complain, as well as any expectations that anyone is interested in listening to you. There is nothing worse than someone who complains, but when given the opportunity to do something about it, choses instead to stick their thumb up their ass and wait for someone else to do something. I am in no way implying that that is what you do.  But I think you get my point. Ya know what I mean.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000039||forgottenvr4||10-22-2003||01:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Keep one thing in mind.  What types of people do you always see at voting booths?  Old people.  Yes, old people have the time of day to vote, complain, and in some cases become active citizens about something.  It's no surprise the sales pitch of typical campaigns is to offer incentive to seniors.<br /><br />In a way, though, it might be better this way. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The "sales pitch" is thrown to elderly not because they "have the time" to vote but because they make up huge portion of our society. We all have the time to be active and vote. By law we have the time to vote.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000040||forgottenvr4||10-22-2003||01:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br />dean made vermont what it is today, a state that while small, still functions better than most other states. he set up a nice 'rainy day' fund, for the event the politicans bankrupt the country again, which they just did. while most states are strugging with massive deficits, vermont actually has a surplus, AGAIN.<br /><br />[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Minnesota use to be same way, a surpluss, until Ventura the "in the closet" liberal fucked it up.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000041||VTGVR4||10-22-2003||01:52 PM||||i seriously wonder whats gonna happen in CA with schwarzenegger. i can't believe he got that far. he thinks he can clean up CA's mess? Yeah right. Ventura Part II.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000042||forgottenvr4||10-22-2003||01:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Yawn. <br /><br />This is such a tired subject. Loosely affiilated  politico-semi-savants trying to flex on a car forum. <br /><br />Boring. <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm a plitico-semi-savant..........I shall regress to a lesser state of mind.......blow me.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000043||Bigfoot200200||10-22-2003||06:24 PM||||First the economy, ever hear of the business cycle? In the early 60's JFK cut taxes because of the recession. I remember recessions in the early 70's, 80's, 90's, and now the one we are coming out of. Maybe Hillery will be blamed for the one in 2012, huh? And both parties have selfish crooked politicians, like Nixon and Clinton. Look at what the Dems did to California, nobody will even loan them money anymore. We need both Capitalists and Socialists to even things out. I like about a 70-30 split in favor of free enterprise myself. I like lefties, to party with and to watch over big business, but I dont want them in charge of serious matters. Ever been to San Francisco? And ya gotta watch the righties, or they might pull an Enron on you, selling out the little guy. Dont get blinded by either side, or you wont see the truth.||64.233.106.149||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000044||gvr4tunr||10-22-2003||06:36 PM||||i have lived in vermont since i was 3...dean is a moron...lets see, act 60, civil unions, the list goes on. he is a socialist, plain and simple. he is the first canidate to ever suggest a cut in military spending....WOW....if he is elected, i'm moving to canada...||12.107.200.122||reg||1||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000045||bleck||10-22-2003||08:52 PM||||Bigfoot, well said.  I agree. <br /><br />Personally, I am stupefied by some of the things I've heard here.  Like the country would be better off if it was like Vermont?  Ok, if you say so...  I've spent tons of time in VT over the years, love it, even own property there, and I shudder to think that there are intelligent adults who think that what the country needs is to be a little more like Vermont.<br /><br />But if you say so, lets go with it. Frankly, I'd love for Dean to get the nomination.  In fact, I'm hoping for it.  It'll give me two things:  enertainment (which extreme lefties are good for), and a 2nd term for W.<br /><br />But, if Dean does get elected, I'll be sure to take night courses to learn to speak Arabic... just so I'm ready  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000046||agrabau||10-22-2003||09:56 PM||||ForgottenVR4 writes: <br /><br />"I'm a plitico-semi-savant..........I shall regress to a lesser state of mind.......blow me."<br /><br />Nice. Well I'll tell you this: I'm not one. In fact, I'm quite green on the whole subject. I'm smart but I don't have a team of advisors and I don't have to make concessions in my behavior to suit a muititude of people either. <br /><br /> That said, this is exactly why I say it's boring- People like you, who assume they know everything don't have the self control, the maturity, or the spelling even to make for an interesting argument. Everyone's an expert but no one has solutions. <br /><br />If you're going to swing at me my friend, I'll swing back and call your post on the "founding father's intentions" a giant, trite pile of crap. <br /><br />ForgottenVR4 Writes:<br /><br />"The role of the government, as established by the found fathers of this country, was not to better the lives of the people in it,(OKAY...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     )<br /><br /> "It was to provide protection, protection from oppressive government incumbrance (spelled: Encumbrance) and personal protection from crime so that individuals could persue their dreams, goals and ambitions." <br /><br /><br />Do those two lines belong in the same argument?<br /><br /> Anyway, I'd love for you to show me the very point when our government derailed from the utopian democracy that it once was (according to you) and became the non caring, half working mess that it now is. Didn't we burn witches and kill indians, move mexicans, enslave? wow. things ARE SO MUCH WORSE NOW. <br /><br /><br /> <br />  I'm glad that you're passionate FGVR4, feel the fire I love it. <br /><br />I agree with Nick on many of his points and moreover, his controlled style of argueing.<br /><br /><br />Thanks. <br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000047||bleck||10-22-2003||10:35 PM||||I dunno guys, I find myself kinda split at times.  Although I have pretty strong feelings about what is being done/needs to be done, I can see the points of guys like Bimmu, and others.  <br /><br />Although I do think that life shows you that you never know what you're made of until you're asked to rise to the occasion. Whether it be W answering the call to wage the war on terror, or myself suffering from an economic slowdown in 01', only to have my business killed by 9/11, and literally not know how I was going to get my next $1, or keep my home for my kids. I think we've got the right man for the situation.  BUT, I don't think he's perfect, or necessarily right for all time.  I actually liked Al Gore, until the moment the planes hit the WTC.  I knew we'd be in a mess if he was in charge.  But in diff. circumstances, I'm sure I could see him as a better alternative.  <br /><br />Which leads me to the conclusion that none of them is perfect and even the best gov't ever formed by man will always be inadequate at best, liberal or conservative, they are flawed, and their solutions will be legitimately opened to scrutiny.  It is a classic paradox.  Chicken and the egg.  I have a feeling of what the solution is, and it is scary, and definitely made for another discussion, but I often get the sneaking suspicion that I'm looking in the wrong place.<br /><br />Either way, the next few years is gonna make the last few look easy.  I just hope we're ready.<br /><br />Alright you pussies, I've got a 16g, 550's, Walbro255, 2gMAS, can I go with just a keydiver ECU, or do I need to get an AFC??||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000048||agrabau||10-22-2003||10:41 PM||||Sean, I had the same setup and made the most power at 19psi with the afc at zero. I think you'll be okay without one but that's just one dumb man's opinion. <br /><br />-Chairman Mao.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000049||Jon||10-23-2003||08:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>I have been follwing this story for about a year now. Jon do you think the State of Florida so be allowed to starve her to death?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just making a point to show how it is hypocritical of them to try to "save" her by creating more laws.  <br /><br />We can start a thread on how Democrats suck too but that is kind of a boring subject as there are plenty of things to pick on.  All we need is a Rev. Al Sharpton quote and we can start bashing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000050||forgottenvr4||10-23-2003||02:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> First the economy, ever hear of the business cycle? In the early 60's JFK cut taxes because of the recession. I remember recessions in the early 70's, 80's, 90's, and now the one we are coming out of. Maybe Hillery will be blamed for the one in 2012, huh? And both parties have selfish crooked politicians, like Nixon and Clinton. Look at what the Dems did to California, nobody will even loan them money anymore. We need both Capitalists and Socialists to even things out. I like about a 70-30 split in favor of free enterprise myself. I like lefties, to party with and to watch over big business, but I dont want them in charge of serious matters. Ever been to San Francisco? And ya gotta watch the righties, or they might pull an Enron on you, selling out the little guy. Dont get blinded by either side, or you wont see the truth. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"Here, Here"||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000051||forgottenvr4||10-23-2003||04:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /> <br />"I'm a politico-semi-savant (forgottenvr4) ..........I shall regress to a lesser state of mind.......blow me."<br /><br />Nice. Well I'll tell you this: I'm not one. In fact, I'm quite green on the whole subject. I'm smart but I don't have a team of advisors and I don't have to make concessions in my behavior to suit a muititude of people either. <br /><br /> That said, this is exactly why I say it's boring- People like you, who assume they know everything don't have the self control, the maturity, or the spelling even to make for an interesting argument. Everyone's an expert but no one has solutions.<br /><br />If you're going to swing at me my friend, I'll swing back and call your post on the "founding father's intentions" a giant, trite pile of crap. <br /><br />Alex [/qb]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ForgottenVR4 Writes:<br /><br />"People like me," gosh you almost sound like a republican....catagorizing people and such. Would you want to comment on my possible ethnic background as well? I'm joking.<br /><br />In reference to my spelling....I do appologize.  I believe it was probably more a typo than a spelling error. It just happened to be the middle finger on my right hand that jumped at the opportunity to extend itself and express it's opinion.<br /><br />If you have ever actually studied the writings of the founding fathers you would know the above statement to be true........The role of the govt. is not, and never was, intended to provide anything other than protection.<br /> <br />As far as when the govt. started taking on roles that, in my humble opinion, are not the roles of govt.....<br />FDR......the creation of social security and welfare programs......not that there isn't a place for these programs. I just don't believe it is the role of the federal and state govt. But keep in mind, this is coming from a guy who lives in the Socialist Republic of Minnesota, one of the highest taxed states in the country and a haven for social program recipient wantabies.<br /><br />Please do not attempt to catagorize me. That would be like me stating that you appear to be a pompous, self-appointed, sudo-intellectual, who, by his own words, has offered no solutions either.<br /><br />But I would not do this.  Instead I would simply repeat what I said earlier.........<br /><br />Blow me....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <br /><br />But of course that's coming from a politico-semi-savant.<br />But please take it in the context it is given......with a very big smile.......I can still appreciate the fact that you drive a respectable car......<br /><br /><br /> <br /><br /><br />Thanks.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes



ubb/Forum3/003412.cgi
A||||2||curtis||VR6 Rabbit truck moving to Va||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||10-21-2003||02:48 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||My buddy just sold his T3/T4 VR6 Rabbit truck to a guy in Newport News Va.  Beware The truck has been mid 7's in the 1/8 at all most 100 mph and is getting the bottle before it leaves.  The truck want hook on the street until hes at about 65 mph.  Here's some pictures at the time he was only running 8 psi now he's running 16psi. At the late night street races where they want show times or mph he smoked a new NSX with a 150 shot of nitrous by about 4 car lenghts.<br /><a href="http://www.race101.com/results_fullspool_shootout_3_03.html" target="_blank">http://www.race101.com/results_fullspool_shootout_3_03.html</a><br />Look for the pictures of the charcoal grey truck.  I think there are 4 of them.||67.25.36.4||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Johnny Bravo||10-21-2003||04:08 PM||||Crazy looking lil' truck    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    I can't quite tell from the size of the pics, but is it fwd or rwd?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000002||curtis||10-22-2003||11:02 PM||||He cut the intire front end out of a 98 Jetta and put it into the truck.  He was planing on converting the truck to awd.  Maybe the next owner will.||67.25.39.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003413.cgi
A||||11||1quickvr4||Any one else like Cheesefrogs Civic?||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||10-21-2003||05:09 PM||caspa69@juno.com||<a href="http://www.gtplanet.net/forum/t-20795.html" target="_blank">http://www.gtplanet.net/forum/t-20795.html</a><br /><br /> I LOVE this car, To a point    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />One day I will build a clean EF hatch.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||10-21-2003||05:32 PM||||I like the clip of it against the viper. But I bet it will still get its ass handed to it at the track.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||1312VR4||10-21-2003||05:51 PM||||<a href="http://www.cheesefrog.com/modules.php?name=Downloads&d_op=viewdownload&cid=1" target="_blank">http://www.cheesefrog.com/modules.php?name=Downloads&d_op=viewdownload&cid=1</a>||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||10-21-2003||06:00 PM||||HE does run 10s.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||gixxer||10-21-2003||09:25 PM||||yup, bad ass.  the coolest feature on the car has to be the electric cutout.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||149.169.70.47||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000005||drew||10-21-2003||09:27 PM||||i'd roll in that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||10-22-2003||03:15 PM||||I've had vids of this car for a while now and as simple as it is it's quite impressive.  Very nice looking and understated.  It's clearly just a straight line car though and on a real race track (i.e. one with corners) there wouldn't be a comparison with the Viper, but then again that's not what it was built up for.  Either way it's one quick car.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||10-24-2003||01:05 AM||||I love that car. You think a GVR4 w/ 3" exh is a sleeper...||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||10-24-2003||11:40 PM||||My friend is in the long process of building a civic drag. So far we have reached 330hp and about the same in torque at 5000 rpm with only 14psi of boost. We plan on running the car to 10000rpm and 35psi of boost. On one of our first dyno sessions, we broke the stock axles on the dyno, ooops. The dyno was a dynopack that bolts up to the hubs. The car sounds wicked on the dyno, when the turbo starts to spool, it is like you are next to an airplane. It hurts the ears. <br />When we get done I will post some dyno graphs for you guys, will probably be somtime this winter.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000009||gixxer||10-25-2003||07:58 PM||||holy crap, you live in Grosse Point?  isn't that like, the uber rich area of Detroit?<br /><br />its also a kick ass movie   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.224.137.32||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||10-25-2003||11:36 PM||||Zach - I would build an EG over an EF or EK....Only EF I would mess with is a CRX with a B20VTEC and JRSC and gut the piss outta it...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.156.42||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||1quickvr4||10-26-2003||12:58 AM||||Nah, EF hatch..||66.141.168.239||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/003414.cgi
A||||19||tplesko||Got a few new goodies today...||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||10-21-2003||08:47 PM||||Well i've been waiting on parts to arrive lately to start my buildup for next season. Here is what showed up today:<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/magnusNX.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Shiney new SMIM and direct port lines oh my!<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/ferea.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Shiney  new Ferrea 1mm over stainless valves for the built head. Lots of flow.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/crowerarp.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />Crower springs and ti retainers to play nicely at high revs. ARPs to hold down 30 psi and a Mitsu metal HG (not shown) to not suck   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/nosbear1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Uh oh! Bad bear bad!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||crucible||10-21-2003||08:52 PM||||I can just hear it now!coc^sucke@#$Muthe$&$^&Fucke$*%$*.I knew I shouldnt have  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Have fun||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||10-21-2003||09:24 PM||||Well i will cross my fingers on the first 100 shot of nitrous  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   But i'm not worried and I will have my built short block waiting anyway||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-21-2003||09:25 PM||||DUDE YOU GOT NAWWWWWWWWWZ?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||10-21-2003||10:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/ferea.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That looks like one of those "honor boxes" that you're supposed to drop change into in exchange for candy bars or snacks. I've never been very "honorable" with those.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||curtis||10-21-2003||10:15 PM||||I'll drop a quarter in that box if you turn your head for about two sec's.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     Lollipops but much better||64.159.108.60||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||10-22-2003||12:43 AM||||How do those springs stand up against the HKS valve springs?||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||10-22-2003||08:36 AM||||I don't really know anything about the HKS valve springs. I think any quality aftermarket spring is fine unless you are going for 11k rpms.  Hell, stock valve springs are good to 8500. I got those for $175 so I thought why not have some insurance and lighten up the assembly a bit.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||TurboVR4dr||10-22-2003||10:34 AM||||When you have the over size valves installed are they just cutting the stock seat back or are they puting in new seats made for those valves?  I was told that if you just cut the stock seats that it would actually hurt flow.  Just curious which way you were going.<br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||10-22-2003||11:26 AM||||Stock seats. I wouldn't even know where to get oversized seats? $$$?  Where did you get your info? RRE doesn't specify any problem with using origional seats except that oversize may be expensive.  Anyone with 1mm over valves care to comment?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||TurboVR4dr||10-22-2003||11:34 AM||||I read a ton of car mags.  Mostly V8 Super Chevy, MMFF, Mopar, ect.  These Mags have a lot more tech info than the normal import mags do.   I have read it there.  Also At the Shootout the year before last I was talking to Dale Forestor (sp)about it.  He was talking about oversized valves in the heads he does.  I asked if he used new seats or just cut the stock ones.  He said just cutting the stock one actually cut when you installed over size valves.  That you needed to have the seats done also.  Then we started talking about unshrouding the valve and stuff like that.   So I have read it and been told by a person that makes there living doing it.  It might be worth looking into.  And then again you might find that he is wrong.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000011||Kibo||10-22-2003||04:37 PM||||Dale's heads have posted some very good numbers, so I'd be inclined to hear him out.  I'll have to pick his brain about that next time I call him!||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||10-22-2003||06:57 PM||||Some food for thought to add.  Talked to Derrin at FFWD connection today.  At 1mm over valves he doesn't do oversized seats.  Just at 2mm(!) valves.<br /><br />I will try to talk to BJs and Dale @ Forrester soon to compare.  Don't know who is "right" but at least we'll have a bit of data.||128.138.186.205||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||dsmsleeper||10-22-2003||07:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Stock seats. I wouldn't even know where to get oversized seats? $$$?  Where did you get your info? RRE doesn't specify any problem with using origional seats except that oversize may be expensive.  Anyone with 1mm over valves care to comment? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When I got my ss 1mm larger valves about 3 years ago they (Turbotrix) used the stock seats.||65.60.143.46||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||10-24-2003||02:14 PM||||Okay here's another update/opinion.<br /><br />From Dale at Forrester racing heads, he said the stock seats were used for 1mm over valves.  He said he did get gains on 2mm (!) over valves and larger seats but that it's not really worth the lot of extra money it costs.<br /><br />FWIW, Dale's price on head rebuilding and porting is one of the best out there based on my calling around the past week to a lot of DSM vendors.  Also he took the time to discuss things with me and make sure everything was as I wanted and knew what was included (which is pretty  much everything).<br /><br />My head will be on it's way to his shop here next week and I'll post pictures when I get it back.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||Beemer||10-25-2003||06:37 AM||||So ferrea is making twinkies now?  Man am I hungry...  (sorry, yellow, same size...)<br /><br />As for the seats, I've never seen a reason to replace seats for 1mm over if the person doing the seats uses a serdi machine.  biggest worry you have is actually using stock seats with stock valves on a rebuild.  you stand more of a chance of recessing the valve that way.  One thing to check, take a straight edge across the valve tips when you get it back.  If they are not all flush, find out why.  Especially if you only have one or two that are higher than the rest.  I've seen even good grinders get in a hurry and make a seat a tiny bit to big.  It recessed the valve, and the seat was actually on the edge of the valve.  On an exhaust valve that can mean instant high rpm pull thru.  It also encourages burning a valve.  You want the seat riding in the middle of the valve face to promote heat transfer to the head.  You might get marginally better flow with the seat close to the edge of the valve face, but unless you rebuild after every race like a pro stocker, keep it centered.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000016||number3||10-25-2003||08:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kibo:<br /><strong> Dale's heads have posted some very good numbers, so I'd be inclined to hear him out.  I'll have to pick his brain about that next time I call him! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is very good news.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||number3||10-25-2003||08:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> <br /><br />My head will be on it's way to his shop here next week and I'll post pictures when I get it back. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you would like to see my Forrester head inside and out click hear. <br /><br /><a href="http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4/lst" target="_blank">http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/GVR4/lst</a><br /><br />Click on Harry's (folder) twice.<br /><br />They are on the last page.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000018||a_santos||10-25-2003||05:08 PM||||I had my head done by Forrester Racing Heads as well and am very pleased with the result. I only got a stock rebuild, but the work was nice and the price was unbeatable. <br /><br />If you are going balls out though, I would recommend  <a href="http://alaniztechnologies.com/evomitsuservices.html" target="_blank">Alaniz Technologies</a>||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000019||DsmSeifer||10-26-2003||02:16 PM||||I have a BJ's ported head with 1mm over valves and he just did the stock seats. <br /><br />Its so shiney I can't wait to put it on.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum3/003415.cgi
A||||18||RayH||GTR34 Skyline Vid||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||10-21-2003||09:41 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||<a href="http://grab.orsm.net/update20031015/gtr34.wmv" target="_blank">http://grab.orsm.net/update20031015/gtr34.wmv</a><br /><br />"It's too fast!"||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||josh91vr4||10-21-2003||09:51 PM||||Mommy, can i have one?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||10-21-2003||09:53 PM||||I'll take one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||10-21-2003||09:57 PM||||Would be fun to have a power band that starts at 3000 up to 9000||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||gixxer||10-21-2003||09:57 PM||||thats rediculawesome  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||149.169.70.47||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||10-22-2003||12:44 AM||||If it is good enough for Tsuchiya, then it is good enough for me. Can't imagine the price tag on it though...||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||10-22-2003||02:07 AM||||I have a hardbound Japanese sales brochure&lt;sp?&gt; for the R34. My cousin lived in Japan back in 97-99 and got it for me. He had one for the original "GS". I cannot remember what the model is called. But it came w/ a 2JZ powerplant and 6 speed.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||10-22-2003||11:23 AM||||2JZ is a Toyota motor, is it not?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||10-22-2003||11:38 AM||||yeah a 2JZ is the supra motor, I know this cause I bought a wrecked supra and  painted it orange and got OVERNIGHT parts from JAPAN!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.194.233.30||reg||10||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||Tevenor||10-22-2003||01:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> yeah a 2JZ is the supra motor, I know this cause I bought a wrecked supra and  painted it orange and got OVERNIGHT parts from JAPAN!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bwahahahha.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000010||NISMOR32GTR||11-04-2003||10:52 PM||||2jz is a general block code for the 3.0 litre inline 6 that is used in a lot of toyota products. the 2jz-tte was the twin turbo supra and the 2JZ-GE is used in the lexus IS300 and GS 300||24.214.23.207||reg||1||AndrewW.||00002748||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||11-04-2003||11:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AndrewW.:<br /><strong> 2jz is a general block code for the 3.0 litre inline 6 that is used in a lot of toyota products. the 2jz-tte was the twin turbo supra and the 2JZ-GE is used in the lexus IS300 and GS 300 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually the TT supra's code is 2JZ-GTE. WTF's a 2jz-tte?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000012||GVR$in||11-04-2003||11:23 PM||||That vid is awesome! Those guys shit! Ok now I need to go beat on my new GREEN!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000013||sleepergvr4||11-05-2003||12:39 PM||||actually the 2ZJ-GTE is the single turbo supra.....the 2JZ-TTE is the twin turbo unit. I work at a Lexus/Toyota dealership in the service department.||204.252.153.130||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000014||Notorius||11-05-2003||01:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepergvr4:<br /><strong> actually the 2ZJ-GTE is the single turbo supra.....the 2JZ-TTE is the twin turbo unit. I work at a Lexus/Toyota dealership in the service department. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">tool, if you do work there your a dumbfuck. if you dont then STFU and stop lying. the 2JZ-GTE is the engine found in the 4th gen supras (93.5 and up). they either came with no turbo, meaning 2JZ-GE, or with twin turbos, 2JZ-GTE. there is no "TTE" model. there are single-turbo 4th gens, but they are all aftermarket setups. no 4th gen ever came with a single turbo as a stock option.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||11-05-2003||01:26 PM||||I keep reading rumors that the Skyline is comming to the US around 06,07.<br /><br />I'd hate to see the sticker price on that though.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||RayH||11-05-2003||02:12 PM||||Here's the latest pics:<br /><br /><a href="http://forums.vwvortex.com/zerothread?id=1091827" target="_blank">http://forums.vwvortex.com/zerothread?id=1091827</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000017||GVR$in||11-05-2003||05:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepergvr4:<br /><strong> actually the 2ZJ-GTE is the single turbo supra.....the 2JZ-TTE is the twin turbo unit. I work at a Lexus/Toyota dealership in the service department. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">tool, if you do work there your a dumbfuck. if you dont then STFU and stop lying. the 2JZ-GTE is the engine found in the 4th gen supras (93.5 and up). they either came with no turbo, meaning 2JZ-GE, or with twin turbos, 2JZ-GTE. there is no "TTE" model. there are single-turbo 4th gens, but they are all aftermarket setups. no 4th gen ever came with a single turbo as a stock option. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha See? Sleeper I work in the Lexus service department too (did) and that doesn't mean shit! Its not like you learn about 2JZ-GTE's pullin parts off a counter and punchin numbers in a computer.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000018||mcedar44||11-05-2003||05:26 PM||||This video is from best motoring video international.  They have alot of videos of come kick ass cars.  Her's the link to he video. <a href="http://www.bestmotoringvideo.com/buy_05.html" target="_blank">http://www.bestmotoringvideo.com/buy_05.html</a><br />Also check out their site.<br /><br />Later Darren<br />196/1000||68.82.143.165||reg||1||mcedar44||00001043||yes



ubb/Forum3/003416.cgi
A||||12||hibrn8||311 in Chicago!!!!!||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||10-22-2003||12:23 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||well 311 played in a free, "surprise" show today in downtown loop. I havent seen them live since the summer tour in 2000. The show started at 530 and I got there around 1 to get in front. Ill have to post up pics later, but i have some really great shots of Nick Hexum looking right at me, since i was 5 feet in front of him. they played for nearly an hour, about 10 songs or so. All i can say is that it was awesome, sounded great being in the open outdoors, and best of all, it was FREE.||65.227.204.75||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||10-22-2003||12:40 AM||||Never heard of 311. What kind of music do they play?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.230.18.248||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Eclipse182||10-22-2003||01:00 AM||||Thats awesome. I'm not really a fan of em but itd still be sweet if they played a free show here, then again i dont thinks many bands would wanna play in a city famous for spring water and horses.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Lol.||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000003||91 #680||10-22-2003||01:27 AM||||niiice thats one of the bands I haven't seen live yet....and I hear that they do real good live shows.  I've been a fan ever since 311 "music" that came out about 11 or so years ago... and they freakin still rule.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||10-22-2003||02:03 AM||||I really haven't been a fan of their later stuff but I saw the tours for the 1st 2 albums. I went to the show for "music" at the Fox theater (capacity approx 400) in Boulder back in '93.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||10-22-2003||08:17 AM||||Not much info or music, but there is a <a href="http://artists.mp3s.com/artists/622/311.html" target="_blank">311 page</a> on mp3.com or you can just go to <a href="http://www.311.com" target="_blank">www.311.com</a>.<br /><br />Their music is very unique funk with a little hip hop, but I'd hate to classify it.  You'd just have to listen.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||Clay||10-22-2003||08:22 AM||||did they only play their new stuff or did they play their older stuff too?<br /><br />they are comin to University of Florida sometime this year, ill definatly be there||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||10-22-2003||11:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Eclipse182:<br /><strong> Thats awesome. I'm not really a fan of em but itd still be sweet if they played a free show here, then again i dont thinks many bands would wanna play in a city famous for spring water and horses.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    Lol. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Except for SPAC.... But i am sure you forgot about that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Godsmack and Ozfest and dont forget bigday out..... They werent exactly free thoguh, and 5 bucks for some water is stupid!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||7541000||10-22-2003||12:01 PM||||free show, 5 dollar waters lol...id be trowing water at them the show would cost me 20.lol.||12.89.76.127||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||10-22-2003||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> did they only play their new stuff or did they play their older stuff too?<br /><br />they are comin to University of Florida sometime this year, ill definatly be there </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well they did play some of thier older stuff, Down from thier self titled album, opened with beautiful diaster from transistor. Unfortunately they didnt play anything from 'music' or 'grassroots'. They are on tour right now for the Evolver album so most of it was newer stuff. Go on thier website it gives you a list of their tour dates. <a href="http://www.311music.com" target="_blank">www.311music.com</a> <br /><br />theyre playing a show down at Illinois state University later in Nov and ill be there. <br /><br />Shawn's desription of them is pretty good, really great rock band that integrates some badass pop sampling and programming into the music. Not the same sound but the same techniques as linkin park and incubus. <br /><br /><br />On another note speaking of UF, hopefully ill be joining you there next year.||131.193.154.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||Clay||10-22-2003||03:24 PM||||i dunno why i wrote university of florida, i meant university of central florida, thats where i go, but my brother goes to university of florida<br /><br />sometimes i type faster than i think, ohwell||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000011||Ian M||10-22-2003||10:52 PM||||Thats cool,that would be sweet it if they did a free show around here!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I havent seen them since the 2000 tour either,here in DC. <br /><br />Im a 311 fan,one of my favorite bands. My favorite stuff is the Sound System album on back,especially Music.||129.71.114.151||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000012||Eclipse182||10-23-2003||03:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Eclipse182:<br /><strong> Thats awesome. I'm not really a fan of em but itd still be sweet if they played a free show here, then again i dont thinks many bands would wanna play in a city famous for spring water and horses.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     Lol. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Except for SPAC.... But i am sure you forgot about that    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    Godsmack and Ozfest and dont forget bigday out..... They werent exactly free thoguh, and 5 bucks for some water is stupid! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lol yeah, theres SPAC, I wanted to goto Big Day Out but had to stay home and clean the garage  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Most of the good shows are early in the season. As soon as the tourists come its all about the orchestra and the ballet. At least they bring some kick ass cars to the city  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes



ubb/Forum3/003417.cgi
A||||2||Ash||Lack of shop manuals in Aust||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||10-22-2003||07:14 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hey guys,<br />My local dealer laughed when I enquired about a manual for my car & I haven't had any luck finding an "Aftermarket" manual until now.  Is the Haynes Eclipse one any good?  Refer below...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pitstop.net.au/pitstop/prog/OpenDocument.cgi?id=V0X7S13PUM&PLU=12539" target="_blank">http://www.pitstop.net.au/pitstop/prog/OpenDocument.cgi?id=V0X7S13PUM&PLU=12539</a><br /><br />I've gotten away without one thus far, I would be using it for torque spec & clearances etc if I was to open the motor (eg: head gasket)<br /><br />Any input greatly appreciated       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.220.202.35||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||Lucky13||10-22-2003||07:50 AM||||manualcd.dsm.org<br /><br />A " backup " to owning the manuals in PDF format. Invaluable...||68.158.236.184||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||10-22-2003||08:06 AM||||Haynes manuals are a joke.  I don't even trust them.  Unless they updated it, The Haynes for a Neon 94-99 shows spark plug firing order in the WRONG order.  My dad used a Haynes to change the serpentine belt in a 94 Camaro 3.4L.  It said to remove the Alternator, so we did and go no closer to removing the belt.  Turned out you just put a breaker bar on the automatic tensioner and the belt comes right off.  Duh.<br /><br />Sometimes your best bet is <a href="http://www.vfaq.com" target="_blank">www.vfaq.com</a> or the FSM.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/003418.cgi
A||||17||14bCrazy||Is the Guy who planted the stuff on the airplane a bad guy?||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||10-22-2003||08:38 AM||acuradude@msn.com||I was wondering if the guy that brought the box cutters ect. on to the airplane is a criminal or a hero for showing us that the airlines aren't as safe as we think? In my opinion he might safe some peoples lives by showing us the problems with the airlines. If it hadn't happened it might have been a terrorist bring that stuff on for real.||162.84.78.136||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||10-22-2003||10:05 AM||||Safety is an illusion.  There's a myriad of evil things people can bring onto airplanes.  The most dangerous thing?  People themselves.  After spending over 40 hours on trans-continental flights this month I had plenty of time to witness all the "flaws".<br /><br />1) I'll take a boxcutter wound anyday over some meathead with bricks for fists.  A good punch with a ballpoint pen could take someone out, too.  Or face full of Samsonite briefcase would wreck anybody.  There's a billion improvised weapons.  We're not even close to catching simple chemical attacks (such as that joker's bleach).  Howabout a saline solution bottle of chlorine bleach and a shampoo bottle of ammonia?  Ever hear of Sarin nerve gas?<br /><br />2) Don't feed the pilots.  Yes, the navigator looks through the peep-hole, makes sure it is an attendant before opening... but most of the time that "secure" door stays open at least long enough for Jean Claude VanDamme to sneak in with a flying kick...  Or at least long enough for someone to slide an obstruction into the door to keep it from closing...<br /><br />3) I took a nasty airplane food shit in the lavatory that could have killed at least 2 people.<br /><br />The real answer is: no luggage, everyone flies naked.  Except for that fat guy who sat in front of me that broke the recline immediately upon sitting down and spent the next 18 hours in my lap snoring.  He shouldn't be allowed on any public transportation.||12.247.128.70||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||10-22-2003||10:34 AM||||Haha... very true.<br /><br />Maybe we just need "Fly at your own risk" all over the airports.<br /><br />Ever ride Amtrak?  I had the privilege to ride 2.5 days Philly to Los Angeles a couple years ago.  Let me tell you Amtrak is THE most casual travelling experience of my life.  No serious security checks.  Even the luggage isn't guarded before and after boarding.  Someone could easily sneak into the luggage car.<br /><br />But to answer the question, I think this guy is a liberal asshole.  He's only proving that the justice system is going to kick his ass and throw him in Emerald City.  And in the end no one wins because reaction is going to mean even tighter security, which 1) is no fun for anyone, and 2) hurts the travel industry.  Thanks for nothing.<br /><br />It's nice to do something in the name of good, but I really don't think this is the appropriate subject matter.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||10-22-2003||12:18 PM||||i honestly beleive he was just looking for 5 mins of fame, or it was a bet. everyone knows the airports are not super safe. theres a point where you just have to say "i hope we are doing enough" because resources dont allow us to make them perfectly safe.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||10-22-2003||12:31 PM||||He went/goes to a Quaker college with tenets of non violence and civil disobedience as a form of protest so he probably was trying to get some extra creedo amongst his fellow Thoreauvian classmates. <br /><br />It's obvious that there are holes in security, if this kid thought that the Fed wouldn't punish him out of embarassment at the very least, he was mistaken. <br /><br />He broke the law, whether it was right or not, it was already a law "no boxcutters" or whatever.. so he knew what he had coming.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||10-22-2003||01:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> He went/goes to a Quaker college with tenets of non violence and civil disobedience as a form of protest so he probably was trying to get some extra creedo amongst his fellow Thoreauvian classmates. <br /><br />It's obvious that there are holes in security, if this kid thought that the Fed wouldn't punish him out of embarassment at the very least, <b>he was mistaken.</b><br /><br />My sentiments EXACTLY.  There are engineers hired to do exactly what HE did.  Who was HE to feel that HE needed to provide unsolicited help to check airline security.  <br />you gotta pay to play.......  The govt needs to make Mr Do-gooder dig deep for what he did.<br /><br />G- <br /><br />He broke the law, whether it was right or not, it was already a law "no boxcutters" or whatever.. so he knew what he had coming. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||10-22-2003||01:29 PM||||My sentiments EXACTLY Bimmubishi.  There are engineers hired to do exactly what HE did.  Who was HE to feel that HE needed to provide unsolicited help to check airline security.  <br />you gotta pay to play.......  The govt needs to make Mr Do-gooder dig deep for what he did.<br /><br />G- <br /><br />Thats sort of like......55mph speed limits...<br />Okay so a cop pulls me over.... "Mr Morgan were you aware I just clocked you doing 155mph?"<br /><br />"Well yessir, I just wanted to point out to you the dangers of going 155mph during rush hour traffic, and the need for more of a law enforcement presence on this stretch of road".<br /><br />"Mr Morgan, <i><b>GET THE F*CK OUT OF YOUR CAR" </i></b>||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000007||galantvr4us||10-22-2003||01:58 PM||||I agree with Bimmubishi.  I work for TSA.  Yea its not the best job but the job market sucks and its getting me through college.  I am tired of people ripping on us.  Not to aim at  anyone but I don't come to your job and say how the the operation sucks there. Nothing is full proof. <br /><br />Nobody hears any of the good news either-Like how some weapons have been confiscated (sp)<br /><br />Like it said in our paper-its not the college students job to find ways that security fails.  They already know where it is failing and things will only improve.  There are some high tech machinces that will eventually makes there way to airports where you see almost like an x-ray of that person and see anything/everything that is hidden on the body.  Along with other machines.  I can speak here at my airport and say that this is a lot better than the private security that was in place.  One has to also remember this is a new division for the government and is still on a learning curve.<br /><br />If he just gets a slap on the wrist for this, this will bring only more people who will try the same thing.  I say some jail time will wipe that smirk off his face....<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||10-22-2003||05:49 PM||||I think he got though security so easily by dressing up as a Muslim Terrorist. They would not search him for fear of being called racist, so they searched the old lady and her granddaughter instead. Yeah he is a clown, but we do have to get serious. These items went unnoticed for 5 weeks, and that was with the kid emaling them telling them what he did. I hope he was smart enough to remove the blade from the box cutter or he might have caused an attack by accident.||64.233.106.149||reg||10||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000009||Matt379||10-22-2003||06:20 PM||||I don't think the government can do a better job than a private security firm could do.  It isn't good business to have terrorists crashing/hijacking your planes.  Let the free market work.  They have a very big incentive to keep their planes safe...to protect their own property.  The government might say they care, but so what if something happens.  They won't be sued, and they won't lose their money either.  They will just get bigger complaining that they need more money and more power.  Mistakes are going to happen/flaws will happen.  I remember hearing just yesterday that at Logan airport applicants were being given the answers to tests to be hired for screening.  Great.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000010||bleck||10-22-2003||10:00 PM||||It's a rough one.  Technically he broke the law, and taunting the Gov't is never a good idea, so he should pay.  I guess the airline problem is one that will trouble us for some time.  Glad I'm not the guy makin decisions on that one.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000011||Beemer||10-22-2003||11:52 PM||||Hertz, ammonia and chlorine don't make sarin..<br />It makes Phosgene gas.  It was the first chemical weapon used during world war one.  That and mustard gas, which basically used both of those and Bromine, which when applied to the skin, burns all the way thru to the other side, and doesn't stop when you wipe it off.  Amputation is the only way to stop it.  Or you could use Hydrazine, which is the deadliest cancer causing agent in the world.  It also happens to be used as rocket fuel, and fuel for the auxillary power units in F-16 fighter aircraft so if the main jet engine blows, they still have hydraulics.  It was also used as ICBM missile fuel for the old Atlas rockets that used to be all over the midwest in silos from nebraska to arkansas.  We had atlas and titan rockets fueled with hydrazine inside the city limits of Lexington MO, where I went to high school at a military academy.  <br /><br />Anything can be turned into a weapon.  And anything can be hidden on an aircraft by the maintenance crew for a terrorist to find and use.  Just like aircrews used to smuggle drugs.  The maintenance crews would put it on board, and the mx crews in the states would take it off during routine maintenance.  Don't think you're safe.  However, I'm down in florida working in Operation NOBLE EAGLE, which tracks every single aircraft flying in the US.  And trust me, we are scrambling fighters daily to intercept people flying where they shouldn't be, or not flying HOW they should be.  Nothing like a brace of F-15's off your wingtips to make you start flying correctly.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000012||Bigfoot200200||10-23-2003||01:49 AM||||Check out the big brain on Beem. Dave, you know a little bit too much about poison gas.||64.233.106.73||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000013||jonvr4||10-23-2003||01:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hertz, ammonia and chlorine don't make sarin..<br />It makes Phosgene gas. It was the first chemical weapon used during world war one. That and mustard gas, which basically used both of those and Bromine, which when applied to the skin, burns all the way thru to the other side, and doesn't stop when you wipe it off. Amputation is the only way to stop it. Or you could use Hydrazine, which is the deadliest cancer causing agent in the world. It also happens to be used as rocket fuel, and fuel for the auxillary power units in F-16 fighter aircraft so if the main jet engine blows, they still have hydraulics. It was also used as ICBM missile fuel for the old Atlas rockets that used to be all over the midwest in silos from nebraska to arkansas. We had atlas and titan rockets fueled with hydrazine inside the city limits of Lexington MO, where I went to high school at a military academy. <br /><br />Anything can be turned into a weapon. And anything can be hidden on an aircraft by the maintenance crew for a terrorist to find and use. Just like aircrews used to smuggle drugs. The maintenance crews would put it on board, and the mx crews in the states would take it off during routine maintenance. Don't think you're safe. However, I'm down in florida working in Operation NOBLE EAGLE, which tracks every single aircraft flying in the US. And trust me, we are scrambling fighters daily to intercept people flying where they shouldn't be, or not flying HOW they should be. Nothing like a brace of F-15's off your wingtips to make you start flying correctly  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DAMN  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000014||AWDpower||10-23-2003||02:37 AM||||I think it was a stupid, unneccissary stunt. I realize that it would seem unfair for him to be prosecuted to the full extent of the law, and he probably won't be. But then you open the door to the "Just kidding!" defense down the line. <br /><br />I don't think box cutters and such are a real threat anymore. The 9/11 hijackings were successful because the passengers thought that if they cooperated everything would be okay, not because they overpowered dozens of passengers with a couple razor blades. Now any would be hijacker can expect nothing less then a whole plane load of passengers willing to fight to the death.||67.25.104.184||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000015||bleck||10-23-2003||06:49 AM||||Ditto.  If I'm on a plane, and someone tries to hijack it, they better have a plan b, c, and d.  Cause they aint gonna be able to hijack shit when I get thru throwing an ass-kicking on them.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000016||14bCrazy||10-23-2003||08:47 AM||||This is off topic but. The guy that lets us use his dyno is very old school(started drag races in the 50's). He told me that back then they used to use Hydrazine and other things in their feul. He said one freind of his would go in his trailer with a mask on and mix up his feul. He said you didn't want to end up behind him on the track. He says that most people would just let out and lose because it smelled so bad.||162.84.78.31||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||10-23-2003||10:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> Hertz, ammonia and chlorine don't make sarin..<br />It makes Phosgene gas. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, I've been huffing the wrong shit.||12.247.128.70||reg||11||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003419.cgi
A||||2||broke down||fireball ignition wires||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||10-22-2003||08:53 AM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||Where is a good vendor to get a set?||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||10-22-2003||09:36 AM||||Are you yalking about the crane FireWire®  plug wires???<br />They dont make them for the 4g63.<br /><br />You can get the universal, but I dont think they will fit in the plug well.<br />List of vendors in your state <a href="http://www.cranecams.com/distrib/in.htm" target="_blank">http://www.cranecams.com/distrib/in.htm</a>||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||AWDpower||10-23-2003||03:06 AM||||I've got some on my Talon, so they used to make them at least. But I don't think they do anymore. I bought mine for cheap somewhere- carparts.com maybe?- a couple years ago because they were selling them off for cheap, less then 15$ a set. I wish I bought more, they have been fine so far. They sold 7mm and 8mm wires, I assumed they discontinued them, and thay's why I got them so cheap. Maybe they started making them again?||67.25.104.184||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes



ubb/Forum3/003420.cgi
A||||4||GVR1643||Unbelievable - wife's car takes yet another licking!||||8||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||10-22-2003||10:27 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Her car is now officially a magnet!  Some 16 year old girl pulled out and into the wife's car on the way home from work last night. Car's not bad, needs a new bumper (thank goodness I didn't put the brand spankin' new one on yet!!!!)maybe a fender and hood (both are just barely tweaked on the ends)as well as the metal bracket the inner fender well attaches to. <br />Worst part was it scared the crap out of my 4 year old son and bruised my wife's knee a little. The 16 year old was extremely apologetic and crying like crazy. Felt bad for her actually.<br /><br />I think I'm going to hang some boat bumpers around it - paint them Niles Black!<br /><br />Good thing I have the extra GVR4 backup (that the wife rolls her eyes at frequently)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.22.221||reg||8||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||10-22-2003||04:22 PM||||Does this mean the offer to sell your front bumper is off now?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||10-22-2003||05:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Does this mean the offer to sell your front bumper is off now?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL<br />just out of curiosity I searched and found 2 black ones in yards: one in WA and one in KS. They are supposed to have scratches and possibly more, and won't ship.  <br />I was all for the idea of finding a nice black one to just bolt on. <br />Found a good white one, but they want $275 PLUS shipping - ouch.||167.142.21.180||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||10-23-2003||01:14 PM||||Time to hit her insurance up to fix your car bud.  Let THEM find the parts..and by the way, your car was MINT when you talk to the insurance boys.  You may have to fight for the company to use the correct parts, just like I did.  Use the rarity, documentation, and even the ads off the mofugas site to back your claim.  Our front ends bend quite easily, so I would insist that it be at least checked on a frame machine for straightness before any new parts get bolted on.<br />Just to let you know, I just received my rear dogleg molding from tallahassee mitsu, and to my suprise, it was already painted Nile Black.  Kinda nice to see what the car is supposed to look like paint wise versus the faded stuff on #1244.  So you might want to call tallahassee mitsu and see if you can get a bumper that is prepainted.  Remember that an insurance company can use "used" parts ONLY after you agree to.  I think the parts are still available from mitsu, so insist on new parts due to the rarity, collectors item, etc.||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||10-23-2003||01:35 PM||||It will be an insurance claim - that's a given.  I know the limited nature of these and I know where a very good black one is that I'm ordering today.  I'll probably do the repair work - utilizing a frame machine at a local body shop.<br /><br />I'll get the insurance company squared away   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    I know their usually a struggle.<br /><br />I also have a new bumper still in the box, in my basement - it would just have to be painted.  I can only find one black one in the USA (used) that I can just bolt on - that's why I was looking. It makes my repair easier.||167.142.21.140||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003421.cgi
A||||6||agrabau||Japanese translation needed||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||10-22-2003||10:36 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||Drew maybe you can lend me a hand on this one... I'm looking at the blue colored control arm bushings on this page and trying to decide what type of plastic they're turned from . <br /><br /><a href="http://www.the-powerstation.com/online_shop/shop.html" target="_blank">Page</a><br /><br />I'm also curious about the output shaft support. Does it say that it's a double pilot bearing? My inclination is that it keeps shaft alignment by providing two supports instead of just the pilot bearing. <br /><br />Thanks to anyone who can help. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||10-22-2003||10:43 AM||||this may have been posted, it's useful<br /><br /><a href="http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr" target="_blank">http://babelfish.altavista.com/babelfish/tr</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-22-2003||10:51 AM||||Thanks. I've used that a few times and it's pretty accurate. I just want to make sure.. you know.. straight from the source. <br /><br />Babel Fish says "rigid bush" If i can get rigid bush for $100. Sign me up.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-22-2003||11:30 AM||||I'll check when I get home. My work computer doesn't support non-english fonts  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||10-22-2003||01:14 PM||||Alex,<br />It says "control arm rigid bush" and offers two types, with centered hole, or offset hole.<br /><br />If the other part you are referring to is by the clutches, it just calls it a "release bearing guide tube".<br /><br />Sorry if I am wrong on the second one.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||10-22-2003||05:36 PM||||Thanks Iceman. I want to make some but I need to know if those are urethane or delrin. Hummm.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||drew||10-22-2003||10:18 PM||||it doesn't say.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003422.cgi
A||||5||V8EATER||Pics of #545- Finally!||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||10-22-2003||02:37 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1699&width=400" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1700&width=400" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1698&width=400" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1701&width=400" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1703&width=400" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1704&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I finally got her cleaned up, and snapped these one day a couple weeks ago.  Since then, I've had the windows tinted to 20% all the way around, installed a new steering wheel, and put on a new exhaust.  This car used to be owned by someone in Texas here on the board (I don't remember who- sorry), but I bought this from Shannon Knopflein.  It has one of his I/C setups, a 20g, motor rebuild w/95 pistons, big rods, TMO stage 3 ECU, 93 eclipse tranny (rebuilt w/ new forks and new 1 and 2), mofugus short shifter, ACT 2600, autometer boost/EGT gauges, lotek 2 gauge pod, greddy tt, ACE 17x7 w/sumhitomo's, EBC/hawk pads, slotted front rotors, extra cooling fans, 2g mas w/ big K&N, and a perfect interior.  I've got a lot more planned, I'll update as neccesary.  Enjoy!||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||10-22-2003||02:53 PM||||The car was owned by Justin Harris of <a href="http://www.barnonemotorsports.com" target="_blank">www.barnonemotorsports.com</a> a while back, He has never been on this board before. The car came from nashville. You should give him a email some time.||64.63.216.48||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||10-22-2003||02:58 PM||||My mistake.  i'll do that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||10-22-2003||04:30 PM||||Lookin' good!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.203.239||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||10-22-2003||07:48 PM||||Tint makes these cars look so much better, IMHO.  <br /><br />Just wish mine was 20%.||64.63.212.38||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||forgottenvr4||10-24-2003||02:07 PM||||nice ride!!!!!!!||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes



ubb/Forum3/003423.cgi
A||||9||redheat86||Hello, Im mr 1003 of 2000||||1||||redheat86||00002330
Z||000000||redheat86||10-22-2003||08:10 PM||||Hello all, i guess this is my somewhat formal hello. I am benji, here is my car. its been nothing but problems but i still like it haha   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  . <br /><br /> <img src="http://bling.imperial.org/ben/galant1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://bling.imperial.org/ben/galant2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://bling.imperial.org/ben/galant3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://bling.imperial.org/ben/galant4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://bling.imperial.org/ben/galant5.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||10-22-2003||10:03 PM||||welcome aboard man . I have recieved more help here than in any other forum I have frequented.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||10-22-2003||11:24 PM||||I second that.  Make sure you register your car with gvr4.com or org.  He has a list of many current owners of gvr4's  His goal is to chronicle the history of ownership, kinda like pontiac does with the original GTO's<br />Feel free to hit us up with questions, but PLEASE search the archives and hit vfaq.com and dsm.org first.  They are a huge resource and we will refer you to them on a lot of questions.  Plus we will give you a little chiding about NOT searching for answers if it is one that's been gone over a dozen times before.<br /><br />Welcome to the dsm world..where you can be as reliable and as fast as your wallet allows..||12.215.169.170||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||10-23-2003||10:21 AM||||That car looks familiar.  Know any history?  I like those wheels, too.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||EvilGalantGSX||10-23-2003||11:10 AM||||VR4's look so nice compaired to my G-GSX..<br /><br />I guess its the bumper and grill. Maybe i just neet to break out the wax and give it a good shine.<br /><br />Stupid champain(tan) color.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||10-23-2003||11:12 AM||||What I that in the background of the first photo. It looks like a Giant attack duck.||162.84.78.31||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||10-23-2003||11:58 AM||||I thought it was an aluminum dinosaur.<br /><br />Good looking car!  I like those wheels too.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||10-23-2003||12:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> What I that in the background of the first photo. It looks like a Giant attack duck. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh my God, run!!! Its Swanzilla!||68.156.242.196||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||redheat86||10-23-2003||12:48 PM||||haha its a swan of some sort made out of garbage, ill take a picture of it today if the batterys are still good on the cheap digi cam i have.<br /><br />but thanks, and the history is unknown.||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000009||14bCrazy||10-23-2003||04:59 PM||||Nice car I forgot to say that. I just looked at the photo and saw Swanzilla and couldn't stop laughing.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum3/003424.cgi
A||||27||Dan D||Favorite Car Mag &amp; Why||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||10-22-2003||08:49 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||My car and driver subscription has been up for a few months.  I'm starting to miss having a monthly car mag come in the mail to keep on the back of the can for those "special times".<br /><br />I always like car and driver.  Their writing is good, their reviews are usually good, and they cover a lot of ground each installment.  I might go back to them, but I'd love to hear some others ideas and maybe change for a bit.<br /><br /><br />What's your favorite car magazine and why.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||10-22-2003||08:57 PM||||I like Modified. It seems to be about what I like most about cars: modifying them.<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||10-22-2003||09:03 PM||||race pages<br />its a mustang mag... but its the least advertisement ridden, and its not influenced by advertisers like the other ones. all true hardcore information and good race coverage.<br />only thing is that its HUGE dimentionally. almost the size of a newspaper. sucks for trying to read it in class  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||67.85.57.177||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||10-22-2003||09:21 PM||||I like Option2. Sure, it's in Japanese and sure, it is only sold in Japan, but it is a kick ass magazine. Great articles on do-it yourself projects, racing, product reviews, etc. Also, Revspeed is another good Japanese car magazine. IMO, they put American car magazines to shame. <br />Just like some of the European car magazines... much better that any American publication...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||rrustedcage||10-22-2003||09:35 PM||||my fave used to be road and track, then i realized it might be a while before i got into a new lexus or benz, so i started getting scc.  they had a nugget of goodness in there every now and again, if you don't mind leafing through all the adds. .  . they still entertain me.  but the best of all is grassroots motorsports.  by far the coolest.  hands down.  no questions.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   they touch base with mainstream commercial, but just enough to pay the bills.  they spend most of their write ups time doing things i could realistically accomplish (monetarily speaking) considering the wife and kids factor, and things that havn't been hashed and rehashed to death.    <br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.170||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000005||curtis||10-22-2003||11:36 PM||||Turbo because they did the big article on dougs 400 hp VR$.  But usually it sucks.  Just a bunch of adds on some ricer shit like the fast and the furious Auto Zone full page spreads.||67.25.39.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||10-23-2003||12:43 AM||||I have subscriptions to R&T, C&D, SCC, and MotorTrend. I like them all, in their own way. <br />I do like DRAGsport or whatever it's called that is put out by IDRC. Great technical articles. Their first couple issues had some good rotary stuff. <br />Mike Ferrera who used to be the Editor of Turbo and had "the" if not one the fastest West Coast DSM's at the time, is the editor. As well as president of IDRC. <br />He currently is covering a badass buildup of his very own R33 GTR. They are well past 700 whp on the stock bottom end.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||AWDpower||10-23-2003||02:55 AM||||I think the best is Grassroots Motorsports. I love that they cover real world cars that most enthusiests actually drive. And they are about driving, not just building cars with the most expensive parts they can find. I hate how many magazines now seem to do no more then take pictures and tell you what is on the car. I want to hear the stories! I want to hear what didn't work, and what went wrong. <br /><br />Can and Driver has great writing, and is very entertaining to read. I think they are the best of the mainstream car mags.<br /><br />The only import mag I like is Sport Compact Car. They have good stories and seem to have distanced themselves from the rest of the import mags that just care about dyno numbers and bling bling.||67.25.104.184||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000008||AWDpower||10-23-2003||02:58 AM||||"Can and Driver"<br /><br />That was supposed to be "Car and Driver," although it is a good mag to spend "quality time" with.||67.25.104.184||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000009||bleck||10-23-2003||06:59 AM||||I'm a Car and Driver man myself.  However, I did get a kick out of the Import tuner article this month with a DSM that got 100 hp gains with a downpipe, FCD, and fuel pump... gotta love it.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||10-23-2003||08:03 AM||||I like EVO, the Brit mag. It's big, has all the turbo car features. Good writers who are also talented drivers and absolutely sweet photography. Only problem is that a subscription is about a hunge. <br /><br />They're always testing new supercars like Zonda and that Bentley supercar.. also Evo's all the time, the Zero Fighter, Cosworths.. It's like a grown up Max Power which by the way and in my opinion etc.. has gone to shit after they fired Ema and that old crew.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||10-23-2003||08:30 AM||||I get Road & Track, Grassroots Motorsports and Vintage Motorsports, and read Car and Drive and Automobile often.  I also like some of the Japanese magazines like Nostalgic Hero and Japanese Car and Driver.  Seems like the Japanese magazines have more technical things in them and lots of diagrams and illustrations. I agree alot of the US mags don't go into the technical details most enthusiasts like.  "Joe Bob installed 17" forged Porsche wheels on his VR4..." but then don't let you know anything about how he did it, what size etc.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000012||bob in chicago||10-23-2003||09:11 AM||||I also am a fan of Grassroots, take a sneak peak: <a href="http://www.grassrootsmotorsports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.grassrootsmotorsports.com/</a><br /><br />Also Autoweek for variety of road-tests, same-week race reports and classifieds.||24.148.12.49||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000013||iceman69510||10-23-2003||09:20 AM||||Oops, forgot that one.  I read Autoweek too.<br /><br />And American Heritage, and Smithsonian, and National Geographic when I can get it, and...||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000014||bob in chicago||10-23-2003||09:23 AM||||Iceman: no wonder you don't have time to finish your GVR4!||24.148.12.49||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000015||1312VR4||10-23-2003||09:39 AM||||I subscribe to Automotive News, R&T & the Dupont Registry. Even though it's not really a magizine I also get The Hemmings Motor News.<br />Just because i get tired of reading all the same crap in the "common" car mags like sCC & such. How many times can you really read about CAI'S & turbo kits. Or how well a VW corners with lowering springs. It really doesnt intrest me.<br />I dont really care to read how fast everyone is going in the 1/4 mile. I'll either hear about it on the internet or watch it on TV. No need to pay for it.<br /><br />I like to know what is going on in the "biz" in a tech sense. I like to read about the new cars coming out & how much classic & exotics are going for now. That is why i have these mags.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||10-23-2003||10:12 AM||||Is Hustler a car magazine?<br /><br />Actually picked up a copy of the official Formula 1 magazine...  I don't think there is a car mag on the planet with better photojournalism.  Only problem is that it's like $200/year in the U.S.||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||RayH||10-23-2003||10:41 AM||||Used to get Sports Car International which I liked alot.  Still have the issue where they reviewed the VR-4.  Same issue also has a nice write up of a Caterham 7.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000018||watchdoc||10-23-2003||01:47 PM||||My first choice would be Grassroots Motorsports.  Car guys one and all with a "do it yourself" attitude.<br /><br />I've enjoyed a few copies of HCI (Hot Compacts and Imports).  I expected it to be the normal ricer mag but they have done some great articles that were very in depth and aimed at the do it yourself crowd.<br /><br />Modified mag isn't bad either.||65.41.42.22||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000019||RTS182G-VR4||10-23-2003||02:03 PM||||i get (dont laugh)hot rod, scc, super street, and road $ track.  gotta keep up on the new school and oldschool stuff.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000020||GVR1643||10-23-2003||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Oops, forgot that one.  I read Autoweek too.<br /><br />And American Heritage, and Smithsonian, and National Geographic when I can get it, and... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd have to spend a LOT more time in the can to read all of your choices  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />I'll have to check out the Grassroots one...||167.142.21.140||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000021||mikeyoung00||10-23-2003||04:17 PM||||Car and Driver for pure automotive reading pleasure.<br /><br />SCC for coverage of import scene, import tech, etc. and I like that they cover rally.<br /><br />Road & Track for its coverage of cars-gone-by.<br /><br />AutoWeek for a fix between monthly mags that all seem to come at once.<br /><br />Superstreet for a good laugh or two, although I don't think they meant those parts to be funny.<br /><br />I currently have NO subscriptions. CandD lapsed about six months ago and SCC quit last month. Gotta get off my ass and re-up to avoid those news-stand prices.<br /><br />I've been reading Car and Driver since 1966. Probably only missed 20 or so issues over the years...mostly in the early seventies.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000022||Telecaster||10-23-2003||04:27 PM||||My favorite is Rally XS, because great quality pics of WRC and the driver interviews and vehicle stats.<br /><br />But i also read: CAR, Top Gear, Motor Trend, C&D, SSC, and Road & Track.  I'd get subscriptions to Rally XS and Top Gear but the subscriptions for european mags are expensive.||216.175.84.169||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000023||theymightbegalants||10-24-2003||12:08 AM||||I didn't know Rally XS was a mag; I thought it was just a speedvision subshow.  Where do you get it?<br /><br />I subscribe to SCC and Sportscar, the SCCA mag.  I also get the local NW chapter of the SCCA newspaper.  I sometimes get Banzai, which I think is a Euro mag... but it's spendy.  I'll pick up almost any mag that has an article that interests me, though.  It's just that most don't have nearly enough in order to warrant a subscription.  I used to get Grassroots, but it seems to have expired...||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000024||GVR-4||10-24-2003||12:11 AM||||Nobody else reads Modified? I think it's got some Canadian influence.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000025||Ian M||10-25-2003||03:02 PM||||I flip thru,Stupid Street,Drag,HCI,and others at the newsstands,every now and then there is something interesting. Never seen anything worth buying a mag for though,they pretty much suck AFAIK. Too ricey for me..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /> Occasionally,SCC and Turbo has something worth buying an issue for,but they sometimes step over the line too. Modified seems to be DSM freindly,and are more drag racing oriented,so it isnt usually too bad.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> Im more of an old car guy at heart than a "import" guy,so the mags I like the most tend to reflect it. I read a lot of Hot Rod,Car Craft,MM&FF,Super Chevy,and stuff like that,since we get them where I work.<br /><br /> Along with my Galant Im building a old school "Cal Look" '57 oval window VW beetle (My Galant is just my secondary toy...),so of course I subscibe to Hot Vws,and VW trends.<br /><br /> Im a big fan of old school rat rods,vintage drag racing and Kustoms,so my favorite magazines are Rod and Custom,Ol'Skool Rodz,Kustom Car Kulture Deluxe,ect.||129.71.114.205||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000026||mj_rosenfeld||10-25-2003||06:31 PM||||Autoweek for timely race news, road tests, and history.<br />Grassroots Motorsports for real cars, real fast, for real people.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.21||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000027||Xan||10-26-2003||12:25 AM||||I usually get SCC, mainly for the drift sections, tho lately mags have been covering it TOO much.  They may even be responsible if it does become big in the states.. sad.  As for all the other mags like Turbo, Super Street, etc. are mostly a joke with shit hondas and other crap cars.  I've been looking for a good mag subscription so maybe I'll have to check out some of those that have been listed.  Rally XS seems more laid back and focuses in the lives of WRC drivers and most WRC news in there can be picked up from the show.  I just picked up England printed Japanese Performance from B&N for $8.75 and has some cool shit in it.  It has the Roger Clark Motorsport WRX, HKS EVO 6, and a nice little article on WRX GEMS ECU mapping.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes



ubb/Forum3/003425.cgi
A||||2||curtis||one of the best races I've ever had||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||10-22-2003||11:26 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||I used to be bad to street race with the old mustang and usually refrane from it except just to play.  I built my car as a hobby just to impress me and no one else but today was the greatest.  I got out of class a little early today and hooked up with a friend that also has a moded Galant VR4 he just resently moved back to town and told me that he was going to post the car on ebay on friday. We have a lot of the same parts and some things he has that I don't and I have some parts he doesn't but we are both running Garrett's.  <br />Well we left school and started down the local 6 lane highway.  He left a few mins before me and I had to catch up. I wasn't looking for a race but just though it would be cool to have two of them going down the road together and maybe find a sucker. Well I caught him at light and he was the first car.  I pulled behind him and caught him smiling.  I knew what was going to happen....Well we pulled out slow and went into 2nd both of us run it up to about 4000rpms and then, It was on.  We both jumped at the exact same time and both went into 3rd at the same time we run it up into the top of 3rd and lifted.  Usually when I run someone its a V8 car that can't hook or I launch it easy and then hammer it and shift to 2nd and its over for the ricer.  This time it was dead even I didn't gain and inch and he didn't pull on me.. I think this is the first draw I've ever had.  I just wish I had my camcorder or the digital with me.  It's not everyday you get to run a moded Galant VR4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.39.130||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||bleck||10-23-2003||06:51 AM||||I hope to catch my buddy in his EVO.  Force him to go spend a couple grand more  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000002||boostx||10-23-2003||07:16 PM||||that must have been fun||162.83.151.29||reg||1||john||00001419||yes



ubb/Forum3/003426.cgi
A||||0||Romanova||Anyone order from this place?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||10-22-2003||11:27 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.racingworks.com/gauges.htm" target="_blank">http://www.racingworks.com/gauges.htm</a><br /><br />They seem to have some pretty good deals on Greddy gauges. Anyone do business with them before?<br />Thanx.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/003427.cgi
A||X||13||199of2k||Another reason to get a SSSS||||1||||199of2k||00000323
Z||000000||199of2k||10-23-2003||09:10 AM||brandon@coreyware.com||<a href="http://home.comcast.net/~mcrcom/Galant/galant.html.txt" target="_blank">http://home.comcast.net/~mcrcom/Galant/galant.html.txt</a><br /><br />This was on my local dsm list.||68.14.133.196||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||10-23-2003||09:22 AM||||I wonder how the sunroof got broken? There is no damage to the winshield. The back bumper got mess up also.||162.84.78.31||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||10-23-2003||09:55 AM||||I hope the driver was okay. Looks like the car spun when the flywheel came apart. <br />The SSSS is one thing I need(will) get before long. I think about carnage like that every time I go over 6k. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||10-23-2003||10:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> I wonder how the sunroof got broken? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would probably be the driver jumping out of his seat...<br /><br />actually I'd bet it was raining flywheel.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||10-23-2003||10:24 AM||||The other post talks about him wrecking after the explosion.||162.84.78.31||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||1312VR4||10-23-2003||10:38 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000315" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000315</a>||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000006||drew||10-23-2003||11:50 AM||||That's  quite the modded galant. I wonder who's it is. It's been repainted black from belize green, relocated battery (behind the IC pipe?) custom radiator, fatty turbo and custom Intake manifold.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||1312VR4||10-23-2003||12:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> That's  quite the modded galant. I wonder who's it is.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you click on the link I posted???<br />it's in the News section.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000008||curtis||10-23-2003||02:03 PM||||The hood bend back and hit the sunroof this happen to my mustang once the cowl got messed up and the support in the convertible top but the windshield lived.  The power of the Garrett is great.  If the guy needs parts we need to hook him up.  Ive got an old transmission bellhousing and case if he needs it.||67.25.33.136||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||udriveu||10-23-2003||03:11 PM||||What would make a flywheel blow up like that? other then high revving? Is it affected by amount of power at all? acutal age of the flywheel?||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000010||geoff@machv||10-23-2003||04:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> What would make a flywheel blow up like that? other then high revving? Is it affected by amount of power at all? acutal age of the flywheel? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The flywheel grenaded as it's either a lightweight OEM or an aluminum flywheel.<br /><br />Geoff<br />Mach V||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||10-23-2003||05:08 PM||||If I'm not mistaken, It's an unlightened OEM flywheel.||167.142.21.140||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000012||udriveu||10-23-2003||07:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by geoff@machv:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> What would make a flywheel blow up like that? other then high revving? Is it affected by amount of power at all? acutal age of the flywheel? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The flywheel grenaded as it's either a lightweight OEM or an aluminum flywheel.<br /><br />Geoff<br />Mach V </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What I meant was, would you run the risk of blowing one up on a relativly stock car by just revving high?||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000013||Jon||10-24-2003||08:24 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000315" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000315</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum3/003428.cgi
A||||12||1101||Adjustable blinker light relay?||||1||||467||00000061
Z||000000||1101||10-23-2003||04:16 PM||karns10@comcast.net||I modified my blinker relay so I have a hole in the case for a trim pot to adjust the turn signal blink rate. Gaugeing interest to see if people would want this, and what a fair price for the modified relay would be.<br /><br />I can see an exchange program where I send you a modified relay and you send yours back to me once you receive it. Or I can just modify junkyard relays and sell them outright.<br /><br />Any interest?<br /><br />TIA<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||10-23-2003||05:05 PM||||Interesting.  Do you use them to send secret Morse code messages then?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||drew||10-23-2003||06:12 PM||||<a href="http://kalecoauto.com/fluids.htm" target="_blank">http://kalecoauto.com/fluids.htm</a>||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-23-2003||06:14 PM||||Maybe he's low on blinker fluid? <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://kalecoauto.com/fluids.htm" target="_blank">http://kalecoauto.com/fluids.htm</a>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||1101||10-23-2003||08:06 PM||||Well I am using it because I am going to put lasers in my turn signals. This will change the impedence, increasing the flasher lower limit switching triac potential. As a result the frequency of the RC circuit oscillation will increase toward infinity.<br /><br />Being able to change R in the formula I(t)=(E/Rmax)[1-e-t/RC]exp. allows you to change the time constant of the flasher capactor charge/discharge cycle to correct for the impedence change of the signal circuit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000005||1101||10-23-2003||08:27 PM||||In other words, if I put different wattage bulbs in the turn signals I can re-adjust the blinker rate back to normal.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||10-23-2003||08:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 467:<br /><strong> Well I am using it because I am going to put lasers in my turn signals. This will change the impedence, increasing the flasher lower limit switching triac potential. As a result the frequency of the RC circuit oscillation will increase toward infinity.<br /><br />Being able to change R in the formula I(t)=(E/Rmax)[1-e-t/RC]exp. allows you to change the time constant of the flasher capactor charge/discharge cycle to correct for the impedence change of the signal circuit.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When this baby hits 88 miles per hour, you're gonna see some serious shit!||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||gtluke||10-23-2003||08:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br />When this baby hits 88 miles per hour, you're gonna see some serious shit! </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMFAO!||141.153.212.212||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000008||1101||10-23-2003||09:08 PM||||Me 2.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br />When this baby hits 88 miles per hour, you're gonna see some serious shit! </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMFAO! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||10-23-2003||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  Well I am using it because I am going to put lasers in my turn signals. This will change the impedence, increasing the flasher lower limit switching triac potential. As a result the frequency of the RC circuit oscillation will increase toward infinity.<br /><br />Being able to change R in the formula I(t)=(E/Rmax)[1-e-t/RC]exp. allows you to change the time constant of the flasher capactor charge/discharge cycle to correct for the impedence change of the signal circuit.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">English translation please.. <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  he's low on blinker fluid? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.76.179.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||1101||10-23-2003||11:22 PM||||5 posts up.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">English translation please..||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000011||04DrBlur||10-23-2003||11:28 PM||||Yeah I can read.  It was meant as a joke there buddy.||68.76.179.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000012||curtis||10-24-2003||12:20 AM||||1.2 GIGAWATTS what was I thinking  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.35.92||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003429.cgi
A||||26||forgottenvr4||What's your vanity plate say?||||1||||forgottenvr4||00002619
Z||000000||forgottenvr4||10-23-2003||05:09 PM||aaronshort@comcast.net||I'm sure this is on here more than once, but I really do not feel like searching for it....I just went and paid for a personalized plate....<br />"SLEEPUR". -ER was already taken, figures.<br /><br />What do the rest of you have?||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||10-23-2003||05:39 PM||||A friend of mine has "SLEEPR" on his VR4.  His brother had a VR4 also and it was just simply "GVR.4"||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||number3||10-23-2003||05:51 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1719" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1719&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||4G63Mirage||10-23-2003||06:10 PM||||<img src="http://www.av-performance.com/lilevo/lilevo/two.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.av-performance.com/lilevo/lilevo/2front.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||10-23-2003||06:14 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1720" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1720&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||Oztek||10-23-2003||08:51 PM||||DVS VR4||67.38.18.237||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||10-23-2003||08:59 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1723" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1723&width=600" alt=" - " /></a><br />my current desktop||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||10-23-2003||10:54 PM||||shoulda figured people would dump a ton of pics here! have you lost all respect for your occaisional dial up junkie?  god i hate my 26.4K connection.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><b>FAST4DR</b>, buts its currently sitting on the floor.||206.15.137.65||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||04DrBlur||10-23-2003||11:01 PM||||I dont have a personalized on the Galant but somehow the DMV sent me 4DR 220.  So people think it is a personalized and ask me what it means all the time.  My old Eclipse had IMCRAZ.  The cops loved it...||68.76.179.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||10-24-2003||12:15 AM||||&lt;-----HIBRN8||65.227.204.231||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||10-24-2003||12:22 AM||||Not really personal plates since they're firefighter plates, but the 2 black ones have:<br />3491F<br />3492F<br /><br />I always liked looking at two identical cars with one digit off.<br /><br />White one's just plain right now.  Thought about <br />MR E||167.142.22.63||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||10-24-2003||12:50 AM||||As soon as I get my back on the road I am gonna get 1stEVO or something close to it.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||Lucky13||10-24-2003||07:47 AM||||TRBO4DR<br /><br />Had to scoop it up before the Evo/STI/STR-4's started coming out.<br /><br />I don't have a plate for my WRX...I was thinking AWD4DR for it....<br /><br />91' GVR4 #1758/2000<br />02' WRX||68.209.79.24||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000013||Sam Sayes||10-24-2003||08:38 AM||||Mine is <br /><br />CLUB DSM<br /><br />Thought it would be cool to have that<br />The Eclipse will have DSM CLUB<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||10-24-2003||08:57 AM||||Mine used to say BOOSTIN....I still have it on the accord wagon. Someday, someday it will be back on a gvr4 that is worthy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Right now, its on the accord wagon and people try to race me all the time...on the gvr4, no one even noticed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.216.156.42||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||iceman69510||10-24-2003||11:21 AM||||I have AWD VR4, which is admittedly redundant.  Rethinking now for renewal in November.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000016||pisces_0||10-24-2003||11:28 AM||||Just ordered the new set of plates.<br /><b>141OF2K</b><br />Kinda basic but I like it.||64.199.237.184||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000017||forgottenvr4||10-24-2003||01:18 PM||||I wanted to do "GOTBOOST" but in MN, you can only have 7 letters........||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000018||Franckypoo||10-24-2003||01:40 PM||||We Can't have vanity plate here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />But I've got 813 LKY and I kind of got lucky to find this car.  <br /><br />On my rally car it says 661 FRK almost devil Frank, but 666 was not available since it was de 661 series and not the FRK one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000019||forgottenvr4||10-24-2003||02:02 PM||||Bummer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000020||msaskin||10-24-2003||08:58 PM||||VR4GASM   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||151.198.164.107||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000021||VR4 Me||10-25-2003||09:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63Mirage:<br /><strong>   <img src="http://www.av-performance.com/lilevo/lilevo/two.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">gah, i thought i would be original. good thing i'm from GA. here's to another (and admittedly first) LIL EVO||65.80.67.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000022||MX4||10-26-2003||03:06 AM||||SLOVR4 is my new plate||202.180.83.7||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000023||theymightbegalants||10-26-2003||04:27 AM||||I don't have custom plates, but the ones that came from the DMV read GVR 908.  Pretty close... if I had #908, that is.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000024||92GVR4#333||10-26-2003||08:24 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1746&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000025||forgottenvr4||10-28-2003||04:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1746&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nice!!!!!!!!! what mods?||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000026||92GVR4#333||10-28-2003||07:00 PM||||2.4 liter<br />fp3065<br />850cc<br />cams <br /><br />and so much more...||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum3/003430.cgi
A||||21||moonstation2000||got ripped off by mofugas||||1||||moonstation2000||00002106
Z||000000||moonstation2000||10-23-2003||05:53 PM||mplst6@hotmail.com||bought a throttle body off ebay from mofugas.<br />when i got it i realized that my tps would not fit. i have a 94 and the tb is from a 90. ebay ad said that tb would fit 90-99 dsm's, not that you will need to buy a new $100 tps to use this unless you have a 1990. <br />so i emailed him and said what was up and he said i need to switch the tps key, so i took another look and there is no way anything could make my tps fit. i emailed again and said it would never fit and that he could check me out on a dsm site (such as this) to see i wasn't lying. he responded what do you want me to do about it. i responded take the tb back and give me my money. he said "unacceptable".<br />this really sucks, i never would have bought that tb if i had any idea the tps wouldn't fit. he must have encountered the same thing when he put it on his car, i guess he decided to leave that detail out of the auction. i just bought my tps too and it wasn't cheap. now i still have no tb to finish my car. i saw his website with his rally car, obviously this guy has enough money to give me back my measly $58.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.186.171.218||reg||1||moonstation2000||00002106||yes
Z||000001||Martin Chilcote||10-23-2003||06:35 PM||||There were no USDM GVR4's in either '90 or '94. What kind of car are you working on ?<br />I hate to say this but I don't think anybody here is going to take your side against Mofogus.||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000002||number3||10-23-2003||07:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by moonstation2000:<br /><strong> bought a throttle body off ebay from mofugas.<br />when i got it i realized that my tps would not fit. i have a 94 and the tb is from a 90. ebay ad said that tb would fit 90-99 dsm's, not that you will need to buy a new $100 tps to use this unless you have a 1990. <br />so i emailed him and said what was up and he said i need to switch the tps key, so i took another look and there is no way anything could make my tps fit. i emailed again and said it would never fit and that he could check me out on a dsm site (such as this) to see i wasn't lying. he responded what do you want me to do about it. i responded take the tb back and give me my money. he said "unacceptable".<br />this really sucks, i never would have bought that tb if i had any idea the tps wouldn't fit. he must have encountered the same thing when he put it on his car, i guess he decided to leave that detail out of the auction. i just bought my tps too and it wasn't cheap. now i still have no tb to finish my car. i saw his website with his rally car, obviously this guy has enough money to give me back my measly $58.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My I see a link to the ebay ad, please.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||10-23-2003||07:32 PM||||Hey, the TPS is dependent on which throttle body you are using. Henceforth, the TPS that came with the TB you bought works for it. It might not plug directly into your harness, but that doesn't mean you can't make it work.<br />Just read this quote (and i know GVR4s aren't DSMs)<br />DSMs: Turning regular people into mechanics since 1990.<br /><br />Now, if you go out and buy that $100 TPS sensor, it ain't gonna plug into the TB you just bought.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||MidEngine210||10-23-2003||07:39 PM||||I think this is it:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2430908636&category=33558" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2430908636&category=33558</a>||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000005||jayru||10-23-2003||08:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong> I think this is it:<br /><br />  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2430908636&category=33558" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2430908636&category=33558</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's it, and i stand behind moonstation2000! He's my frienmd and i'm the one who recomended him to buy the TB in the first place.<br /><br />I had heard alot of him (Mofugus)on this site and he seemed honest. I guess not. <br /><br />The car it's going on isn't a galant it's a talon.||24.238.74.83||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||Oztek||10-23-2003||09:14 PM||||So, let me get this straight.  You bought a complete throttle body and now you are upset that you cannot use the TPS sensor off of your car with this throttle body?<br /><br />And the add says 90-94 not 90-99.||67.38.18.237||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000007||Kibo||10-23-2003||09:39 PM||||Although I see why you're upset, why not just work to *fix* the problem instead of whining about it?  Either sell the TB to someone (2G owners love having them as an upgrade), or pick up a sensor that will fit your car.  Whining on a GVR4 board about how you have the wrong TB/TPS for your Talon isn't going to get you very far. </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>And the add says 90-94 not 90-99. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, it says 89-94.  Not that I care; I just think it's funny that it's been misquoted more than once.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000008||GVR4458||10-23-2003||10:16 PM||||The Ad does say turbo charged 90-94.  Is your 94 turbo?<br /><br />In any case, as Kibo says, try selling it.  Hell, I may be interested (get rid of those pesky throttle body shaft leaks).<br /><br />EH||68.73.126.157||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||10-23-2003||10:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> GOOSFRABA </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">this is the most important thing for you to say now. go ahead. say it. i heard its used to sooth the nerves of people who snapped a manifold stud the night before the shootout.||206.15.137.65||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||10-24-2003||12:01 AM||||First of all, the ad never claimed it would specifically work on your car, and obviously you didn't ask if it was for a '90 ahead of time.  Buyer Beware.  Technically, the ad says it will "fit".  That implies it will physically bolt on and "fit" in the engine bay on a 1G manifold.  <br /><br />Sure, the auction could have been clearer, but that's why you should ALWAYS ask for specifics on any part that can change with model year. <br /><br />Second, it was $50.  Consider yourself lucky that such a cheap deal went sour.  Plus, he didn't exactly "rip you off", since you at least got something you can turn around and sell.  I guarantee someone will want a freshly rebuilt 90 TB for $50.  <br /><br />Third, the negative feedback is weak, because it's not the seller's responsibility to know exactly what works for everyone else.  I only leave feedback if the transaction goes horribly wrong, like no product arrives, or it's broken, or it's Bimmubishi's leopard print thong.||4.34.143.26||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||moonstation2000||10-24-2003||11:35 AM||||i'm not trying to whine, i'm just surprised at what i perceive as a lack of consideration and decency on the part of mofugas. <br />"Hey, the TPS is dependent on which throttle body you are using. Henceforth, the TPS that came with the TB you bought works for it. It might not plug directly into your harness, but that doesn't mean you can't make it work."<br />as for the tps fitting, the 90 style tb (which i am now too familiar with) used a tps with a smaller diameter connection. (connection to the tb). i didn't get a tps with the new tb, and the one in my car just won't fit.<br />yes my car is a turbo.<br />i know it's not the end of the world, i have already bought a new tb that will fit my tps that i'm waiting to arrive. hopefully this time things will go better.||24.186.171.218||reg||1||moonstation2000||00002106||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||10-24-2003||12:16 PM||||"I only leave feedback if the transaction goes horribly wrong, like no product arrives, or it's broken, or it's Bimmubishi's leopard print thong."<br /><br /><br />My "partner" must have put that in the box. Sonovabitch that's the third time. The King dong in with the antique dresser was the last straw.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||10-24-2003||02:18 PM||||I chalk this up to experience.  I've once (ok, maybe twice) made the mistake of trying to defame someone over a deal that didn't go so great.<br /><br />It happens, so just put the sucker back on ebay and get your money back.  It would've been nice of Mofugas to refund you, but not everyone has the nice guy attitude to anonymous internet buyers.<br /><br />Lastly, this is a Galant board.  wtf?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||bleck||10-24-2003||08:50 PM||||I can see his point though.  It's not so much that the deal went sour than it is the attitude.  I personally have run into the know it all/asshole DSM guy more than once.  But it takes all kinds.  To have a guy that runs his own business not even be able to try and come up with a workable solution (even a lame one), is disappointing at best.  You know, if more of these jackasses knew how to talk, and pretend at cust. svc, we prob. wouldn't need this message board.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000015||number3||10-24-2003||09:32 PM||||I love Nerds candy!||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||spoulson||10-24-2003||10:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I love Nerds candy! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's your favorite flavor?  I think I like the red/green.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000017||Minjin||10-25-2003||12:01 AM||||Alright, lets address the issues individually.<br /><br />1. You have a 94 DSM and for some reason need a throttle body. So, you bought one from ebay that was advertised as being from 89-94. That makes sense to me. However, if you had done your homework, you would have known that 90 (and the rare 89) uses different electronics than all the other years of DSMs. The easy way to think of it is that the 90s have wires and a plug, whereas 91+ have a built-in plug. Did you email Mofugas (Rob) and ask if the throttle body would work on your car or your intended purpose? I'm going to guess no, or none of this would have happened. Hence, this: "Complaint : do not buy from this guy, sold me a part that he knew didn't work on my car." is a lie. Instead, all Rob saw is that some VW guy with almost no experience on ebay wanted his throttle body.<br /><br />2. Mofugas does not exist anymore. You are dealing with an individual person, not a business entity. Rob does not own that rally car either. That car is owned by another member of this board who was previously sponsored by Rob. That website exists only as a picture archive now. Once again, a little bit of homework would have shown this. So, you started this thread with the sole intention of defaming a business (thats actually an individual). Did you get what you wanted out of it? <br /><br />3. Why are we defending Rob? Because Rob is a known good guy. He's been around for a long time and is trustworthy. Was he remiss in not advertising his throttle body as being from a 90 (or JDM)? Perhaps. But its not his responsibility to make sure the part he is selling will work on YOUR car in the way you intend.<br /><br />Put the throttle body back on ebay. Take pictures, and advertise it as a rebuilt 90 throttle body and get your money back. In the future, do some research first before making purchasing or posting decisions.<br /><br />Incidentally, I don't see any posts of yours with a "Want to Buy" 1g throttle body. I'm sure many here have extra parts like this just sitting around...<br /><br />Mark<br /><br />BTW: Rob, you should have advertised that pyrometer on here. I would have bought it for $50 in a heartbeat.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000018||Garfield Wright||10-25-2003||02:34 AM||||You know, every year we get these noobies yes 'no-bies', that sign up & attack established members that have contributed a tremendous amount of support to this community.  It's very important to ask the right questions before u bid.  Otherwise you'll end up with power mirrors for an EVO II instead of power retractable mirrors for a vr4 galant & pay 50 bucks in freight from Australia to have it delivered.  Sorry, i'm drifting!  I hope you get my point.  List the t-body for sale, as we all know this is a big upgrade for the 2g guys & you shouldn't have any problems selling it.  Almost all of us have done business with Mofugas & have nothing but praise for Rob & his contributions.  DSM guys are so un-refined.  I listed my friends 500hp daily driver '96 Eclipse on ebay & one potential buyer emailed me cussing me out about how I'm asking too much for the car & I should find some other sucker to sell it to.  I simply responded, 'if the car is not what u r looking for, then why even send a comment like that'.  By the way here's a link to the car <a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/steve/steve_blk2geclipse.htm" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/steve/steve_blk2geclipse.htm</a>  Just to let u know he sold the engine alone for $10k.  The car was a 500hp untuned car.  Fully tuned is capable of 550hp daily driver.  Before anyone says the link only says 450hp, none of the cars are listed with their true hp to protect against loosing potential races.  Sorry for the long post.  Rob is a good guy & I will do business with him anytime.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000019||Beemer||10-25-2003||06:25 AM||||I agree with supporting Rob.  Unless you are a complete noob, you know better than to buy something on ebay without asking questions.  Not doing your research is your own fault.  Not asking questions is your fault.  I actually will email sellers and have them correct their ads if I see dsm parts mislabeled though, because I know there are noobs out there who would not know the difference.  Rob should have been more specific in the ad, but you ALWAYS EMAIL and verify what you're bidding on.  What's that old latin saying, caveat eamptor?  Let the buyer beware?  Exercising due diligence?  Lord help you if you start buying stocks<br />Hey, I've got a 2g tb to get rid of..wanna buy it?||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000020||number3||10-25-2003||08:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I love Nerds candy! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's your favorite flavor? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The free ones Rob sent with every order...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000021||number3||10-25-2003||09:33 AM||||This is a perfect example of an ad you had better sak questions on...<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33733&item=2438862919" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33733&item=2438862919</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003431.cgi
A||||0||Akidosigh1||Extreme Motorsports||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||10-23-2003||08:54 PM||||Extreme Motorsports is hiring a mechanic<br /><br /><a href="http://www.extrememotorsports.com/hiring.htm" target="_blank">http://www.extrememotorsports.com/hiring.htm</a><br /><br />wish i had went for high performance out of high school, i would be done by now...||172.159.79.4||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003432.cgi
A||||7||agrabau||New Air intake for the BMW||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||10-23-2003||10:15 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1726" alt=" - " /><br /><br />It extends to the front of the car, behind the headlight now for fresh air. I'm not sold on the design yet though. It seems to be too long a path I think I'm losing power from the old, ratty looking setup. I think the 3rd evolution of this is coming soon. <br /><br />Another of the land-octopus.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1728" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I'm trying to make a better exhaust. I have some flanges, some welders and a little bit of desire.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-23-2003||11:57 PM||||Interesting setup Alex.  I wonder if your possible power loss is due to the MAS's distance from the turbo?  Maybe it'd be better to relocate the MAS back closer to the turbo, put it in a cold air box, then run an inlet to the front of the car.  I realize your kinda limited on space, but just a thought.<br /><br />Also, what's that stick/plug looking thing sticking out of the 2G MAF reducer section of the intake?  And it looks like your venting to atmos; what are you using for an ecu?  I had thought you were using the stock ecu...||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||10-24-2003||12:29 AM||||hey alex all i have to say is GM Translator!||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||10-24-2003||12:57 AM||||You rock man.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||10-24-2003||09:58 AM||||I'm going to look up this GM translator thing. Do people like it? It seems reasonably priced. Jon- i think you're right, something is funky with such a long intake path. I put it back where I had it before and it's clearly more powerful. I think also that it might have something to do with the turbulent air right behind the grille but I could never prove that. <br /><br />That little blocked off hose is for the dump valve return. I had a hose on it but took it off before the pic because I was returning the car to the way it was before. <br /><br /><br />Thanks for the feedback guys. I'll check out that translator thing tonight. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||10-24-2003||05:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I think also that it might have something to do with the turbulent air right behind the grille but I could never prove that. <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I seem to remember reading some time ago an article about turbulent air entering a turbo.  IIRC, turbo's like to ingest linear air, that is, they prefer to suck in air through some type of pipe rather than just an open compressor.  Kind of like how you see some drifters or drag cars with just a screen hose clamped over the turbo inlet?  I think they'd be better off with at least a pipe a few inches long, or better yet a velocity stack.<br /><br />I guess that with your pipe as long as it was, this wouldn't really matter for the turbo's sake as the air would be pretty calmed down by the time it got there, but maybe the turbulent air behind the grill was playing havoc with the MAS readings?<br /><br />I dunno...||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||10-24-2003||08:32 PM||||alex get the translator. i have it and it was probably one of the best investments so far.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||Oztek||10-25-2003||12:03 AM||||Couldn't you run the intake from underneath the car somehow?  That way you wouldn't have to do that long run to the front of the car.||67.38.18.237||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum3/003433.cgi
A||||13||turbowop||drove an STI||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||10-24-2003||12:18 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||My friend that owns the house where I am working on my car bought an STI today. Well....his wife let him buy it finally after all his begging and pleading for a couple of months. Anyway, he let me drive it tonight. It handles great and when I went to slow down by hitting the brakes I couldn't believe how well they worked...amazing. Power delivery seems quite different from my car. It pulls hard as soon as you step into the throttle but power seems to fall off in the upper rpm's. I looked at him after getting on it with an evil grin and said "my car is still faster...hahahahahah". He promised his wife he wouldn't let mods touch it until he pays off the credit card but after that I'm sure that all hell will break loose as he's not one to leave *anything* stock. <br /><br />Fun car and they look awesome.....but I'll still keep my gvr4 thank you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||MidEngine210||10-24-2003||12:59 PM||||I still want to know how it feels to put down $30K+ for a car and not get a stereo.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||10-24-2003||02:02 PM||||I have the regular wrx-modded with header, uppipe, turbo back, H&R springs, wheels, K&N.  I love it, until I got my galant running now I think its really slow.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/wrxblack.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||10-24-2003||03:58 PM||||I'm glad you kept working on the Galant, Katie. I was REAL worried there for awhile that you were getting a little discouraged by the problems and expense you were running into. Great job! Thanks for keeping it!||67.34.20.216||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4us||10-24-2003||04:07 PM||||Yea but I am getting discouraged yet again-with getting the galant tuned and finally running right two days after that I blew an axle.  Then after I replaced the axle I noticed a transmission fluid leak which I haven't determined 100% where it is coming from-then I blew my "L" pipe fitting from the valve cover that my K&N breather filter was on-and I noticed that my valve cover is crack and spewing a bit of oil over the engine bay so that will eventually have to be fixed.  If I only could list all the things that have gone wrong with this car-which should be expected but I looked on the odometer and realized that in only FOUR years I have driven not even 1,000 miles on it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000005||drew||10-24-2003||04:15 PM||||Katie,<br /><br />I've only driven 700 miles in the last 5 years, if that makes you feel better?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||10-24-2003||04:22 PM||||Katie,<br /><br />Don't worry.  Take your time fixing stuff and be happy to drive the 'rex in the meantime.  Your GVR4 kicks ass. It's second only to the one you sold me!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    Besides mine's only been running 50% of the time since I bought it from you and it's my only ride...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||galantvr4us||10-24-2003||04:26 PM||||Someone who can feel my pain.  Sometimes I wonder if it is a sign that I should sell the car.  From day one it has never ran right.  But as much as I want to, I have put hard work into the car and would hate to sell it.  Its too fun and the fastest thing I ever have rode in.  Oh well maybe one day I'll get it all right, right now it will continue to be my 3,000 pound paper weight.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000008||galantvr4us||10-24-2003||04:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Katie,<br /><br />Don't worry.  Take your time fixing stuff and be happy to drive the 'rex in the meantime.  Your GVR4 kicks ass. It's second only to the one you sold me!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      Besides mine's only been running 50% of the time since I bought it from you and it's my only ride... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That car I sold you was cool.  I took it to the track and got a 1.6 60' and ran a 17 sec quarter mile.  Ha HA.  Good times.  Good times.  I miss that car.  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000009||bleck||10-24-2003||08:56 PM||||I've driven both the STI and EVO.  EVO is more fun, and feels quicker even tho less hp, however, the STi's build quality is much better.  Feels more substantial.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000010||drew||10-25-2003||12:56 AM||||I hear the 03 WRXes have some jacked ECU that tries to blow up the engine. Is that the case with the STis as well?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||galantvr4us||10-25-2003||01:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> I hear the 03 WRXes have some jacked ECU that tries to blow up the engine. Is that the case with the STis as well? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is this just with 03's because I have never heard of anything about it.  I know when you modify the car the ecu will dump a bunch of fuel and make it run rich for safety.  To elminate this you have to buy a utech or fuel computer to lean it out.  That is the problem I am running into.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000012||drew||10-26-2003||03:01 AM||||my bad, it's a problem with the 04 WRXes<br /><br />from BA-DSM<br /><br />They changed the ECU mid-year. It now has a major delay from CL to OL so<br />it runs lean for those couple secs of delay...<br /><br />then you hear detonation and the car hesitates, then all the power comes<br />back at 5300rpm's where the ECU is forced into full rich OL. The car also<br />bucks like a bull when you ease off from full throttle.<br /><br />This is an espically nice feature when you are mid corner and you ease off<br />the throttle and the car bucks like a bull upsetting the balance and you<br />almost spin and die.<br /><br />Of course, all the tard subaru-techs in the east bay think this is all<br />normal.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||DongeR615||10-26-2003||04:18 AM||||gooo tards||68.123.10.244||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum3/003434.cgi
A||||15||ayvr4||Stupid ass post of the week||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||10-24-2003||03:49 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||does anyone have the rims that keep spinnin when you stop on their GVR4?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />just wondering...||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||10-24-2003||04:24 PM||||Those are m@d f1y y0! <br /><br />hehe...stupid ricers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||199of2k||10-24-2003||04:32 PM||||<a href="http://www.mxmotorsports.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PLST&Store_Code=HS" target="_blank">http://www.mxmotorsports.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PLST&Store_Code=HS</a>||68.14.133.196||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||10-24-2003||04:44 PM||||LOL that link is great...<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||10-24-2003||04:55 PM||||:slap:||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||10-24-2003||05:12 PM||||Wow, and it only adds 8 lb. per wheel.||64.233.106.73||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||10-24-2003||05:18 PM||||I wonder if they make those in 20" hub caps.  R011in 0n st33l dubb$   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||10-24-2003||05:21 PM||||you know there is probably a member that just spent crazy $$$ on them and was about to post until we said this.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||1quickvr4||10-24-2003||05:35 PM||||Damn, I thought they were JDM  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.63.216.59||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000009||bleck||10-24-2003||06:58 PM||||Poor us.  We'll never know who that playa is!!!!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||10-26-2003||10:09 PM||||speaking of those.....I was out the other night and pulled up next to a chick in a civic (who woulda guessed) that had the hub cap spinners... lol<br /><br />Funny thing is, she tried to race! What a fricking laugh. Automatic civic (no mods) racing one of our cars. HaHa.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||10-27-2003||12:14 AM||||"Pull up, stop-park, rims still spinin'.<br />Valet lookin' like he in da' game an' must be winnin'..."<br /><br />God I hate that song.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||mikeyoung00||10-27-2003||11:41 AM||||Funny...last Sunday I saw a set on a black RR Silver Seraph. Now thats some Bling!||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000013||ayvr4||10-27-2003||03:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> "Pull up, stop-park, rims still spinin'.<br />Valet lookin' like he in da' game an' must be winnin'..."<br /><br />God I hate that song. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stop, Drop, Kaa-Boom...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000014||GVR$in||10-27-2003||04:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> "Pull up, stop-park, rims still spinin'.<br />Valet lookin' like he in da' game an' must be winnin'..."<br /><br />God I hate that song. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh god.. My ears!! Ahhh!!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000015||ayvr4||10-27-2003||04:31 PM||||you know you like that song Terren.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/003435.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||ralli art,blitz,apex...phone faces||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-24-2003||09:28 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3357091586&category=10364" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3357091586&category=10364</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Xan||10-24-2003||09:40 PM||||yuck, I don't like them that much, and it's not cause I have a nextel   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||10-26-2003||10:58 AM||||would go good with the Ralliart tissue box holder!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003436.cgi
A||||2||Ian M||Reasonably priced  wideband ||||1||||Ian M||00000361
Z||000000||Ian M||10-25-2003||02:30 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||I saw the ad for this in a Aircooled VW mag I read. Maybe you guys have already seen it,but its the first time for me..    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br /> $350 for the digital meter and includes the Bosch wideband o2 sensor. The meter can sample and store datalogs,and can be downloaded to a PC. <br /> <br />  I havent really taken a chance to check it out other than glancing at the ad,but sounds interesting...<br /><br />    <a href="http://innovatemotorsports.com" target="_blank">http://innovatemotorsports.com</a>||129.71.114.205||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000001||redheat86||10-25-2003||08:28 PM||||You may wana look to the techedge, i have been seeing some firmware issues with the innovative..check around the boards...for now im sticking with the techedge and vw 5 wire.||24.220.217.177||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-26-2003||05:00 AM||||I believe my roommate is using the Techedge on his T3'd Civic.  I wasn't around when he was playing around with/installing it, but I do know he paid around $300 for it and it logs to a Palm unit.  It's a pretty sweet system and has a lot of features and upgradability, but he put it together himself, so if you're not too gung-ho about a soldering iron the pre-assembled unit will set you back more.  I don't know how much more, but he did spend more than 20 hours soldering it all together.  It's a lot of shit on that board.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003437.cgi
A||||13||Team Ducktape||Quiz 2||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||10-25-2003||04:57 PM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||Not work safe:<br /><a href="http://www.zipperfish.com/free/quiz/likejailbait.html" target="_blank">www.zipperfish.com/free/quiz/likejailbait.html</a>||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||10-25-2003||04:59 PM||||not dial up safe, either.<br />5% loaded after just a full m  i   n u   t  e  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||206.15.136.184||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||10-25-2003||05:02 PM||||Oh man... I want to nail all 5 of the underage girls...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-25-2003||05:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Oh man... I want to nail all 5 of the underage girls...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||10-25-2003||05:16 PM||||dont ruin it for me! im only on 62%  (loaded) so far! dial up, remmy?||206.15.136.184||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||KingGalantVr4||10-25-2003||05:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Oh man... I want to nail all 5 of the underage girls...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In Maryland 16 is legal age of consent  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||10||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||10-25-2003||05:29 PM||||dont ruin it for me! im only on 62%  (loaded) so far! dial up, remmy?<br /><br />ok, lotsa talk. bor-ing. i was afraid one or two pictures would turn out to be guys. heh. some of them look like guys with how little they show.||206.15.136.184||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||10-25-2003||05:56 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    Page won't load for me...  And I'm on a cable modem!  What gives?||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||Eclipse182||10-25-2003||11:59 PM||||Lol is it ok to nail them if your underage too?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000009||Ash||10-26-2003||04:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Eclipse182:<br /><strong> Lol is it ok to nail them if your underage too?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I reckon it is   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||203.221.153.5||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||10-26-2003||11:46 AM||||I wanted to "hit" all of them...LOL.||12.216.156.42||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||MustGoFaster||10-26-2003||11:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Eclipse182:<br /><strong> Lol is it ok to nail them if your underage too?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I reckon it is    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Then this thing doesn't apply to me, yet.||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000012||Akidosigh1||10-26-2003||01:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In Maryland 16 is legal age of consent   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh, it is, is it???? interesting tidbit of information...... lol||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000013||crucible||10-26-2003||03:17 PM||||Okay guys, dont get too excited!Legal age laws are tricky.In NY, if your 21 or over she must be at least 17.<br />So even if the gal is over a certain age, you might have to be under a certain age yourself.<br /><br />Careful boys!||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/003438.cgi
A||||4||admsr||pocket logger||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||10-25-2003||08:07 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||anyone got a copy of pocketlogger that i can have.....<br /><br />im using mmcd but im looking for something better....<br /><br />alex  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.159.147.123||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-26-2003||05:02 AM||||Wow, fancy that, you're using the free one and want something better.  Never heard of a better example of you get what you pay for.  Go to <a href="http://www.pocketlogger.com" target="_blank">www.pocketlogger.com</a> and they'll have a version you can download for a reasonable fee.  Mike puts an incredible amount of work into his products, but moreso his customer support.  That's worth my dollar any day.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||admsr||10-26-2003||01:38 PM||||hey Jon...thanks for the insight, although I really cant tell if your being helpful or trying to be sarcastic?<br /><br />I went on to pocketlogger.com and I<br />m not going to pay for logger software with a cable if I already have a cable. It specifically says on the site that the cable and software are sold as one and will not be seperated.<br /><br />...and I'm just trying to get something that works better than the MMCD. I don't mind paying for something if I have to!<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.178.112||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||peterlsmith||10-26-2003||10:04 PM||||Sarcastic.<br /><br />You have to decide whether $155 is worth it for you, regardless of whether you get another cable with it or not.<br /><br />As Jon said, Mike (who produces PocketLOGGER) has put a great deal of effort into it, and backs it up with excellent customer support. That's why most PocketLOGGER users (myself included) don't like the idea of other people trying to rip it off - I'm not saying that's what you had in mind, it's just that's what it sounded like from your question.<br /><br />Personally, I think $155 is excellent value - I considered it necessary upgrade, same as injectors or AFC (but much cheaper). It also just happens to be the best tuning and diagnostic tool in my garage.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.93.182||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-27-2003||04:58 AM||||It was meant to be both.  I agree with Peter.  I also think it's unfortunate that Mike refuses to separate his products, as I think he's losing a lot of business this way.  Have you tried to contact him?  If you explained about how through this board you found the free software and the info on how to build a cable, but then later heard of his product and don't want to pay for a cable you already have, he might make an exception and cut you a deal.  The worst he'll say is no.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003439.cgi
A||||9||ccrich100||seeking advice on non-turbo to turbo coversion for Galant AWD||||1||||ccrich100||00002634
Z||000000||ccrich100||10-25-2003||10:28 PM||||I am converting my 91 Galant AWD N/T to Turbo. The main reason being that the motor blew up and I had an option to replace with a JDM N/T for $700 or try a JDM turbo for ??$$$$.<br />I opted for (foolishly or bravely?) the JDM turbo.<br /><br />Help needed:<br />- I am in Canada so VR4s are not available for parts.<br />- got some stuff off a 91 turbo talon (ECM, MAF, etc.)<br />- the JDM motor came nearly fully loaded. Even had the starter motor, alternator, a/c, ignition coil, injector and bits of harness, TD05 turbo....<br />- the JDM motor is now installed in the car.<br />- the I/C is now the challenge. I got a talon SMIC (stock) but it wont fit a Galant. Not in the right side fender anyway.<br />- since $$$ and time are both a concern (rental car and rented space for the work taking a toll) I got to get that car on the road fast!!<br />- does anyone knows if a Saab, VW, Audi, or ?? I/C from a salvage yard will fit the Galant? This has to be a bolt on without any significant mods to the car.<br />- It seems that a FMIC is the only way to go on this car?<br />- would it be cheaper and easier to buy a water to air I/C?<br />- how about the I/C plumbing? Who makes that stuff reasonable. I am seeing some big bucks for a few inches of pipes!!<br />- I would even consider buying the stock air cannister, hose from air cannister to turbo, and I/C plumbing if anyone has it for sale.<br />- the connections to the coil and power module are different. the N/T had a 3 pin connection to the coil and a 7 pin connection to the power module. The Turbo has a 4 pin to coil and 6 pin to power module. How to resolve this?<br />- any issues with my stock tachometer?<br />- how to wire in the resistor block for the injectors?<br /><br />any advice would be greatly appreciated.<br />C.||24.150.80.40||reg||1||ccrich100||00002634||yes
Z||000001||curtis||10-25-2003||11:38 PM||||I would run it non intercooled just to get it on the road then fab up your pipes when you can.  I have some of the stock pipes and two factory intercoolers also I have some 2.5 inch aluminum mandrel bent pipe and the a 3 inch air intake and everything to convert to a 2nd gen mas it in the for sale section down on the 2nd or 3rd page under big intercooler pipes  If you want want to look.  <br />I believe that the JDM have a different transistor for the coil and I know they have different coils.  Just run your old stuff its the same as the turbo stuff.||67.25.32.217||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||DsmSeifer||10-26-2003||02:10 PM||||You shouldn't have prob;ems with your tach. But rember if you plan on pushing any where near 10 psi of boost you n/t fuel pump may not be good enough. (or it could be the same as a turbo one for all I know about galants)||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||10-26-2003||09:10 PM||||You have PM!||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||mr.mitsu||10-26-2003||09:18 PM||||hey i'm live in canada too...i just did the same conversion as you about 2 months ago and love it<br /><br /><br />you can get a lot of stock vr4 parts here (i/c, piping,) also try dsm.ca<br /><br />looks like you have most of the parts you need<br /><br />are you doing the convo yourself or having a shop do it?<br /><br />where are you located?||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000005||ccrich100||10-26-2003||09:42 PM||||I am in Niagara Falls, Ontario.||24.150.80.40||reg||1||ccrich100||00002634||yes
Z||000006||ccrich100||10-26-2003||09:49 PM||||Thanks, guys...<br />I am doing the work myself too...<br />But paying a garage rental space..... and they are taking me to the cleaners...as I expected to be done in 3 days... it's now nearly a week.||24.150.80.40||reg||1||ccrich100||00002634||yes
Z||000007||mr.mitsu||10-27-2003||12:13 AM||||are you gonna use a turbo wiring harness or just wire in the resistor pack, knock sensor and mas?<br /><br />which ecu are you using?<br /><br />tranny?<br /><br />sorry for all the questions   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000008||gixxer||10-27-2003||10:29 PM||||since you live in floppy-head land, just tow it to <a href="http://www.magnusmotorsports.com" target="_blank">www.magnusmotorsports.com</a>    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.219.247.219||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000009||ccrich100||10-29-2003||06:21 PM||||Hey Mitsu:<br />I am keeping the tranny as is (n/t). Not even changing the clutch at this point. Clutch still has some life in it. <br />The JDM motor came with a turbo flywheel - which was changed out to the n/t one.<br />Keeping the N/T wiring harness but wiring in the other stuff (MAS, knock, resistor pack).<br />Which reminds me .. .. I haven't looked up the instruction for hooking up the resistor pack yet.<br /><br />I am waiting for the stock intercooler and its plumbing to arrive at this point.<br />Exhaust, motor, tranny, .. .all in at this point already.<br />intercooler, oil cooler, wiring to be done next.<br /><br />Those Magnus guys probably charge an arm and a leg...and wonder what quality of work is like.<br />I was at the JDM importer on Monday and watched as a guy used a screwdriver to pry off the oil pan for me (returned their leaking oil pan) and then he used a heavy hammer to slam the oil pan off!!! I said to him to use a rubber hammer. He thought I was talking Greek. Where do they find these guys from?? I wound up with a dented oil pan that was warped at the mating surface. And I had to watch as this guy did it too.<br />Very leery about quality of work ......||24.150.80.40||reg||1||ccrich100||00002634||yes



ubb/Forum3/003446.cgi
A||||15||galantvr4us||Free Maxim and Stuff||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||10-26-2003||07:35 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||I am feeling generous today and a little bored so here ya go-enjoy 2 FREE years of these magazines.<br /><br />MAXIM<br />  <a href="http://complimentarymagazines.com/cgi-bin/create_form.cgi?setup=maxim24" target="_blank">http://complimentarymagazines.com/cgi-bin/create_form.cgi?setup=maxim24</a> <br /><br />STUFF<br /> <br /> <a href="http://complimentarymagazines.com/cgi-bin/create_form.cgi?setup=stuff" target="_blank">http://complimentarymagazines.com/cgi-bin/create_form.cgi?setup=stuff</a> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||10-26-2003||08:34 PM||||Thanks Katie. Just so everyone knows, this is the place to go for intercoolers and fuel needs.||64.233.106.73||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||10-26-2003||09:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Thanks Katie. Just so everyone knows, this is the place to go for intercoolers and fuel needs. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've never seen anything intercooler or fuel related in Maxim of Stuff. <br /><br />Thanks Katie!<br /><br />(My old free subscriptions are about to run out)||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||10-26-2003||09:45 PM||||Sounds great,  Thanks!||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||gixxer||10-27-2003||10:32 PM||||and it actually works, i did this about 6 months ago.||129.219.247.219||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000005||josh91vr4||10-27-2003||11:00 PM||||Katie - You rule. Wanna move to Michigan and get married?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||10-27-2003||11:32 PM||||Is Stuff any good?  I mean, I like looking at sexy women, but Maxim almost makes me wish I didn't know how to read, because I feel like it sucks intelligence out of me.||67.165.155.101||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||10-27-2003||11:47 PM||||thank you||65.227.204.150||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||10-28-2003||10:33 AM||||what the hell, its free. need something to read in the john. i used a made up name though, i certainly wouldnt want my friends to see my name on the subscription!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   i never even heard of "stuff", i'm kinda afraid its a playboy mag for kids.<br />wow, i think i should have 'stuff' sent to my step dad's, now that will make for interesting christmas dinner conversation. "wtf is an old fart like you reading that soft porn for???"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||10-28-2003||10:51 AM||||"Katie - You rule. Wanna move to Michigan and get married? "<br /><br />Isn't one car enough for you to work on?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||galantvr4us||10-28-2003||05:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> "Katie - You rule. Wanna move to Michigan and get married? "<br /><br />Isn't one car enough for you to work on?       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ha Ha Gabor I miss your witty comments   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Granted I may need help every once in a while being so little isn't an advantage  But whats not sexier than a woman in grease.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000011||galantvr4us||10-28-2003||05:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> Katie - You rule. Wanna move to Michigan and get married?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll just need to look at some financial statements, pay check stubs, and I'll be on my way. I get tired of eating off the 99 cent menu.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   J/K<br /><br />BTW my cars would get the garage   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||10-28-2003||10:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ha Ha Gabor I miss your witty comments    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     Granted I may need help every once in a while being so little isn't an advantage  But whats not sexier than a woman in grease.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A girl in grease with a porting bit and a turbo and manifold in hand, asking you if this is ported enough. Then finishing the car and races it. Now just to find that girl.||63.184.65.24||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000013||sleeper||10-29-2003||12:12 AM||||You know Katie, we had this conversation a long time ago. A women belongs in the house.<br />I know a lot of the guys like to look at the Snap On or Matco calendars, but we all know it's not for real.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.229.111||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000014||galantvr4us||10-29-2003||02:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> You know Katie, we had this conversation a long time ago. A women belongs in the house.<br />I know a lot of the guys like to look at the Snap On or Matco calendars, but we all know it's not for real.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  I guess I'll be single forever.  Damn I don't know whether to be sad or happy.  They both have thier perks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000015||BlackHole||10-29-2003||03:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I guess I'll be single forever. Damn I don't know whether to be sad or happy. They both have thier perks.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn, ain't that the living truth! I have the same thought every day.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum3/003441.cgi
A||||17||DongeR615||Sac Raceway and 1/4 mile time||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||10-26-2003||04:08 AM||||had a interesting day..<br />went to grudge fest at Sacramento raceway.<br />about 2 hour drive. <br />here how i did with two runs for the night<br />reaction: 0.925<br />I1: 2.499<br />I2: 6.962<br />I3: 10.661 @ 66.333mph<br />I4: 13.823<br />E.T.: 16.477 @ 85.550 mph<br /><br />Second Run:<br />reaction:1.091<br />I1: 2.256<br />I2: 6.645<br />I3: 10.297 @ 66.489 mph<br />I4: 13.448<br />E.T.: 16.105@ 85.129 mph<br /><br />sounds kinda shitty for a vr4 with a 20g running 11psi. First time at the track.  thoughts? comments?||68.123.10.244||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||10-26-2003||04:25 AM||||Uhh, does sound sort of shitty... but I don't know much about drag racing; just going off other people's times I've seen.  But, if it's your first time, then no worries.  Just a practice run.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    You'll improve with experience.<br /><br />But, only 11 psi on a 20g?  What gives?  What other mods do you have to your car?  I would think that this could sort of contribute to those times... in that a 20g does take longer to spool than a 14b, and at only 11 psi is only delivering marginally more power?  I'll let the more knowledgeable gearheads step in at this point, this is just my idle musing.  But please post your other mods so we have a better idea of where you're sitting.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||10-26-2003||12:49 PM||||yea, post your other mods.. with a 20g, you should already have a upgraded fuel pump, air intake, FMIC+pipes,s-afc,and good clutch ...<br />you should be able to run a much higher boost with all that in place... many people are using the 20g and I'm sure will chime in and give some pointers, good luck ! a 16 sec 1/4 mile though is pretty slow||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||10-26-2003||01:34 PM||||yeah, i ran a 14.1 on my 14b with ported evo3, k&n drop in, boost set to like 17~18psi, no tuning and a slipping clutch with 5 gallons 94 and 5 gallons 107 unleaded... <br /><br />60' 1.941<br />330 5.768<br />1/8 8.996<br />MPH 76.53<br />1000 11.774<br />1/4 14.162<br />MPH 94.84	<br /><br />i wouldn't say i am good either, i just can't wait to finish rebuilding my engine this time. i am definitely in the 13s now... and i'll pray for 12s... i need to decide if i am going to put this evo3 16g on or if i am just going to put on my fp3055... its a money now or money later decision||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||bazeng||10-26-2003||03:22 PM||||ur boost is way too low<br />if u have supporting mods.. u should be running 15 psi minimum (due to effiency range)<br /><br />i ran 14.6 with my 14b.. exhuast (with silencer) no launch and 15psi.. untuned.. <br /><br />1st run - 15.4<br />2nd run - 15.0<br />3rd run - 14.7<br />4th run - 14.6 (with air con on.. ooops)<br /><br />this was with full sound system (2 x 12" subs, 3 amps etc etc)<br /><br />i have upgraded to the 20g... now running MUCH faster!!.. although no 1/4 mile time yet..<br />im pretty sure it is faster than my old setup (expecting 12s)<br /><br />boost is set on 15 - 20 psi.. (quite hard push, but obviously still low on effiency) 11psi on my car is SLOW... but basically increase the boost a lil and it should be fine..<br /><br />how are your gear shifts??.. and your launch?<br />but practice makes perfect mate!..||203.166.63.178||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||10-26-2003||03:27 PM||||On 18 psi, 3" exhaust, 3si fuel pump, 3" Intake, Hacked MAS I ran 13.6 @ 99 w/ a shitty 1.9 60. Stock IC, IC pipes, turbo, etc.. <br /><br />On the 16g I just ran an 8.30@88.9 in the 1/8th in a parking lot, trapped 88.9 4 times.. Which on a real track where I can actually cut 1.7's, I'd be running low 12's.<br /><br />My FP green is on its way and I hope to run some 11's.<br /><br />Im moving back up to Lake Tahoe for the Winter so I'll be at the Sac Raceway frequently this winter.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||10-26-2003||04:02 PM||||Ok, to put it bluntly, you can't drive. You should at least launch hard. This is how I launched with my stock clutch. Set the launch rev limiter to 5500-6000 rpm and drop it. If you don't have a stutterbox, just drop it from 6000 at least, do not ride the clutch or it will slip. I managed a best 60' time of 1.91 with three different brands of tires on my car, all stock size. With a bigger turbo like a 20g, you want to make sure that you shift fast, or else the turbo will slow down and take much longer to hit full boost when you get back in gear. Launch hard and shift fast and you should drop those times considerably. <br /><br />I managed a best of 14.7 at 90 mph with a small 16g at 11-12psi, and exhaust.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||DsmSeifer||10-26-2003||08:41 PM||||I am going to have to agree with every one else that you should be running alot faster than that. Just make sure you have enough fuel to turn up the boost. I had a 20G on my 2G eclipse GST and was running low 13's at 15 psi.<br /><br />Completly stock cars usually run 15's. I had a small 16G on my galant with no other mods and got a 14.87 11psi||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000008||peterlsmith||10-26-2003||09:24 PM||||For a first time at the track running 11psi, I don't think that's at all bad. Practice your launches and get the 60ft times down, and I think you will see your times improve somewhat. Then crank up the boost and kick some butt  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Peter||165.247.93.182||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||10-26-2003||10:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> yea, post your other mods..</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">2G Pistons (8.5:1 CR),Total Seal Rings,HKS HeadGasket,Custom 2.5" ThrottleBody Elbow,Custom 2.5" I/C Pipes,Highly Modified Starion I/C Core,Ported 2G Exhaust Manifold,20G Turbo w/Internal Gate,550 injectors,Aeromotive FPR,Walbro 255,HKS Cat-Back Exhaust,Blitz Dual Solenoid Boost Controller (DSBC),Old Style Apex AFC,Greedy Turbo-Timer,Jumptronic A/F Meter,Autometer Boost Gauge,Hewitt EGT Gauge & Probe,Clutch Master Stage 2,Lightened & balanced Stock Flywheel,Nitto 555,Black 16" Mesh Rims,H&R Racing Springs(1.25" lower than stock),KYB GR-2 Struts,Slotted & Cross-Drilled Front Brake Rotors,Metal Master Pads,Head Fully Ported & Gasket Matched to the Intake/Exhaust, 2g MAS, Mofugas Short Shifter,Balance Shafts Remove,Entire Rotating Assembly Balanced,Crank Shot-Penned & Micro Polished.  <br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> ur boost is way too low<br />if u have supporting mods.. u should be running 15 psi minimum (due to effiency range)<br /><br />how are your gear shifts??.. and your launch?<br />but practice makes perfect mate!.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The first time I didn't let go of the clutch enough, The second run I used the stutterbox set at 5k,  floored it, dropped the clutch, and bogged! my gear shifts are fine. <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peter Smith:<br /><strong> For a first time at the track running 11psi, I don't think that's at all bad. Practice your launches and get the 60ft times down, and I think you will see your times improve somewhat. Then crank up the boost and kick some butt   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />Peter </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yup it was Fun, I'd go back, but not to Sac, probably infineon raceway.  I will be getting a tial 40mm and will boost it up to atleast 20 psi.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.123.10.244||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||10-26-2003||11:19 PM||||You should be running 12's EASY with that mod list.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||10-26-2003||11:28 PM||||Aghh you only trappd 85mph in the 1/4?? I trapped 89 w/ a 16g in the 1/8th! Your car is dire need of tuning. Im in awe right now..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000012||GVR$in||10-27-2003||12:29 AM||||Oopths||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000013||AWDpower||10-27-2003||02:04 AM||||Have you tuned your car since you bought it? I ask because I drove your car shortly before you bought it, my friend almost bought it. On the test drive it was very slow, much slower then my almost stock GVR4. It seemed to be running VERY VERY rich. Mechanically, the engine checked out great, so we figured the tuning was way off or there was a fuel system or electrical problem somewhere. He was going to buy it anyway, we were not that concerned about it, we figured the right parts were there, they just need to be set up correctly. The good news is that if you didn't notice the missing power, your car is going to scare the shit out of you when you fix the problem! When I first got my Talon, it was slow, but still a lot faster then my previous car. I was shocked how much faster it was when I fixed the problems, I didn't realize what I had been missing. I don't remember anything obvious showing up on the datalogs, like knock or lack of timing. Maybe the easiest way to get it dialed it would be to bring it down to Vishnu and dyno tune it. But first check the basics... pressure test the intake and check that all the timing marks line up.||67.25.111.61||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000014||DongeR615||10-27-2003||01:01 PM||||It�s running much poorer than before. Something is causing it knock and I can't figure out what it is. It'll knock constant at 3500 rpm at partial throttle. Tried tuning it to 0 knock at WOT but the o2 voltage came to .75 volts with the safc/logger. There is a constant speed sensor error, and I am thinking this is the cause for it to run open loop. <br />If you thought it was slow when you rode it and I thought it was fast. dayam! I am missing out. <br />I'll do a boost leak test, a compression test soon, check timing marks, and timing itself.||68.123.10.244||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000015||VTGVR4||10-27-2003||01:38 PM||||internally gated 20g? i was under the impression anything larger than a big 16g is much better off with an external wastegate.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000016||boostaddctn||10-27-2003||01:40 PM||||It was fun to see a couple of the galants out at the track, and looking at those times, I got nothing to fear   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> , when I have time, i'll tell ya, so we can both figure out whats wrong with your ride, aight peace<br /><br />- BAS||130.65.60.10||reg||12||boostaddctn||00002686||yes
Z||000017||tplesko||10-27-2003||02:29 PM||||My 20g is running 12.8 @ 109 @ 5800 ft with more in it I believe.  If you have the supporting mods something is *majorly* wrong.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003442.cgi
A||||3||galantvr4us||NFSU Quarter Mile Challenge||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||10-26-2003||01:25 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||<a href="http://nfschallenge.ea.com/" target="_blank">http://nfschallenge.ea.com/</a><br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||DsmSeifer||10-26-2003||01:33 PM||||He He thats a fun way to waste a few seconds. Thanks for the link||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-27-2003||05:25 AM||||A black screen?  I don't get it...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.224.150.112||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||10-27-2003||11:54 PM||||Make sure you have Flash 6||67.165.155.101||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003443.cgi
A||||27||thejeebus2002||Rewire your fuel pump!!!! (If you haven't already)||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||10-26-2003||02:56 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Rewired my fuel pump today.  Holy Shit.  It really does make a noticeable difference.  I had to retune my afc after doing so.  Sooooo....If you haven't done it already you need too.  Here's the link for how to set it up.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vfaq.com/mods/pump-relay.html" target="_blank">http://www.vfaq.com/mods/pump-relay.html</a><br /><br />This right here is one of the many reasons I love these cars.  Go up to the hardware/autoparts store spend a few bucks and you've got yet another free mod.<br /><br />Now all I need is an AFPR.  then a 20G, bigger injectors, TRE tranny, paint job, etc...Man I'm stoked that I'm getting bonuses now at work so I can buy some more of this shit.  <br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||10-26-2003||03:26 PM||||I rewired mine with a relay and have my battery in the trunk. My pump is a little noisy but even after the rewire I can here its pitch change when the blinker is on. Guess I may need to look into a new alternator and or better grounding.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||10-26-2003||03:29 PM||||I rewired mine at the same time I put the new pump in. Big difference.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||10-26-2003||04:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong>   Go up to the hardware/autoparts store spend a few bucks and you've got yet another  <i>free</i>  mod.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hehe, I got a kick out of that.  Spend a few bucks and you have a free mod.  I know what you mean, but maybe I should try that on my wife and see if she catches it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />I haven't rewired mine and haven't noticed any difference whatsoever.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     <br /><br />Mine will get rewired when the newish pump goes in.||64.63.212.42||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||10-26-2003||05:15 PM||||Is it necessary to rewire a Walbro 255?||68.76.179.254||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||4G63Mirage||10-26-2003||05:29 PM||||It's not necessary to re-wire any pump.  The Walbro gets the same voltage as the stock pump, which benefits from a re-wire.  So with that said, I would rewire any fuel pump and give it the maximum voltage/pumping power.||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||10-26-2003||06:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> I rewired mine with a relay and have my battery in the trunk. My pump is a little noisy but even after the rewire I can here its pitch change when the blinker is on. Guess I may need to look into a new alternator and or better grounding. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My ground wire for my fuel pump was charded black I had to cut it back ~5-6 inches till I saw copper color again. Check the voltage from the positive to the negitive terminals I had like 7 volts between the two.||65.177.240.224||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||number3||10-26-2003||08:01 PM||||Larger gauge and better quality wire can go along way in the passing of current and decreasing the voltage drop to the fuel pump. The fuel pump and in turn the engine will thank you for it. <br /><br />I get told everyday that wire is wire. It can't make difference... <br /><br />I am glad you brought this "free" mod up for the newer GVR4 owners. It is a pretty easy one to do and one that is often over looked (like the IC system PSI test.)<br /><br />Knowledge is power.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||10-26-2003||08:43 PM||||fyi, after i did my rewire, the fuel pressure went up 2 lbs.  i also had to make a few changes on the afc.  i think another project should be to rewire the headlights.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||Franckypoo||10-28-2003||03:28 PM||||I used to sell rewire kit for members of my local DSM club, but now a big store sells almost the same kit for fog lights at around my cost...  <br /><br />It's one of the best mod I ever seen for so cheap!  <br /><br />Be carefull if you rewire a HP walbro 255 because your might actually have too much fuel pressure especialy at idle (but who really cares about idle?)<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br />i think another project should be to rewire the headlights. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hummmmmm wondering if that would works... on my way home last night I had to aske my girlfriend twice if the headlights were on since I could no see any difference having them on or not...||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000010||ayvr4||10-28-2003||03:39 PM||||how long does it take to do this mod?<br />i have been putting it off ever since i got the car...||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000011||stevevr4||10-28-2003||03:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>I haven't rewired mine and haven't noticed any difference whatsoever.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />      <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm probably not... good call!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000012||number3||10-28-2003||05:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br />i think another project should be to rewire the headlights. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hummmmmm wondering if that would works... on my way home last night I had to aske my girlfriend twice if the headlights were on since I could no see any difference having them on or not... [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />That is stange?? My headlights are very bright. Brigther than any other car I own. Maybe a ground is bad...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||dsmsleeper||10-28-2003||09:49 PM||||Which fuel pump did you rewire?||65.60.143.46||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000014||stevevr4||10-29-2003||08:49 AM||||Is it true that our fuel pump is smaller than the DSM's?  If so, how hard would it be to swap in a DSM fuel pump for a cheap upgrade?  I'm sure these things could be picked up DIRT cheap.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000015||a_santos||10-29-2003||09:54 AM||||I also think that my headlights are very bright. I never have illumination issues except when I am out in the country, but then I just put the brights on. Maybe you guys just need fresh bulbs.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000016||V8EATER||10-29-2003||11:19 AM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by number3:<br /> It is a pretty easy one to do and one that is often over looked (like the IC system PSI test.)<br /><br />??????????<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000017||V8EATER||10-29-2003||11:20 AM||||SORRY.....<br /> How do I perform an i/c psi test?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000018||stevevr4||10-29-2003||11:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Originally posted by number3:<br /> It is a pretty easy one to do and one that is often over looked (like the IC system PSI test.)<br /><br />??????????<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Rough translation:<br />Its an easy mod to do, and often overlooked (like the intake leakdown test).<br /><br />Anyone know the answer to the DSM fuel pump question?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000019||DeanCouchey||10-29-2003||11:22 AM||||I know it seems like a ricer mod but I put the white lights in my car cause I dont have the pretty 93's and they made a differance(sp).||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000020||Romanova||10-29-2003||12:11 PM||||The lights on my car are super brite as well. Can't believe how well they work for a 1991 car...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000021||GVR4ZUM||10-30-2003||04:29 PM||||For those interested on the kit.  I found some on ebay  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2440319815#ebayphotohosting" target="_blank">Ebay</a>||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000022||ayvr4||10-30-2003||05:44 PM||||nice, but i dont have an ebay account, and i dont want one...<br />Someone should package these on this site and sell them. I would buy one... save me some time going to the store and crap.||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000023||number3||10-30-2003||06:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> SORRY.....<br /> How do I perform an i/c psi test? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.machv.com/macvleaktes.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/macvleaktes.html</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000024||stevevr4||10-31-2003||08:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<br /><strong> For those interested on the kit.  I found some on ebay  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2440319815#ebayphotohosting" target="_blank">Ebay</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">$10 for shipping = teh ghey||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000025||VTGVR4||10-31-2003||09:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> nice, but i dont have an ebay account, and i dont want one...<br />Someone should package these on this site and sell them. I would buy one... save me some time going to the store and crap. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i gave mine away with the the AMS kit. it was funny,  i had to swear up and down there were no problems with the kit.<br /><br />i'd make em and sell em, however i wouldnt do it for less than 50.00. such a pain to go to home depot and buy that stuff, and inevitably "you makin a potato gun, sonny?"<br /><br />huh, just checked that link. my pressure tester was made with 2" PVC that came out of the bay. the mach V soloution is a much easier way to do it. but damn, thats only 5 bucks in parts! 21 +shipping is good beer money||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000026||dsmsleeper||10-31-2003||10:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Originally posted by ayvr4:<br />[qb] huh, just checked that link. my pressure tester was made with 2" PVC that came out of the bay. the mach V soloution is a much easier way to do it. but damn, thats only 5 bucks in parts! 21 +shipping is good beer money </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can't put a price on laziness!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000027||number3||10-31-2003||12:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Originally posted by ayvr4:<br />[qb] huh, just checked that link. my pressure tester was made with 2" PVC that came out of the bay. the mach V soloution is a much easier way to do it. but damn, thats only 5 bucks in parts! 21 +shipping is good beer money </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can't put a price on laziness!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And with current gas prices you have another $5.00   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003444.cgi
A||||36||galantvr4us||A good reason to be careful on motorcycles||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||10-26-2003||04:19 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Beware look at your own risk!!!  If you look at the front of the dump truck you can see his helmet.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.bullittzero.com/TRS3/showthread.php3?t=25045" target="_blank">http://www.bullittzero.com/TRS3/showthread.php3?t=25045</a> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-26-2003||04:34 PM||||Ahhh! Holy shit!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||10-26-2003||04:53 PM||||If you have a weak stomach or if gross things haunt you for months... DON'T look! I'll spend the rest of the day looking at p0rn so I can forget about those pictures...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||10-26-2003||05:25 PM||||damn his girl got it also.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||10-26-2003||06:07 PM||||Katie, bikes are dangerous but you can argue that about cars as well. More people die in cars everyday than bikes and I'm sure there are gruesome pics of those accidents as well. <br /><br />I think a better statement might have been <br /><br />"a reason not to ride motorcycles like an idiot on the wrong side of the road" <br /><br />Those pictures are gross but their shock value is questionable given that the rider was riding on the wrong side of the road. Any person in a car would have died too. <br /><br />What's more shocking was the response of that kid on the forum who had the smiley face with hands clapping above his head. If I knew who that kid was I'd break his arms, there's nothing happy or funny about it. <br /><br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||galantvr4us||10-26-2003||07:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Katie, bikes are dangerous but you can argue that about cars as well. More people die in cars everyday than bikes and I'm sure there are gruesome pics of those accidents as well. <br /><br />I think a better statement might have been <br /><br />"a reason not to ride motorcycles like an idiot on the wrong side of the road" <br /><br />Those pictures are gross but their shock value is questionable given that the rider was riding on the wrong side of the road. Any person in a car would have died too. <br /><br />What's more shocking was the response of that kid on the forum who had the smiley face with hands clapping above his head. If I knew who that kid was I'd break his arms, there's nothing happy or funny about it. <br /><br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was just quoting the thread from the message board I got it from.  To each his own what he/she drives-I actually like motorcycles but am to much of a wimp to ride one.  I actually had a friend get killed on one and many get hurt so it has discouraged me on getting one-I actually was going to purchase one last year but backed out after being talked out of it.  <br /><br />I saw that kid that posted that-nobodys death is funny.  It actually is a reminder of nothing in this world is permanent not even life.<br /><br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4us||10-26-2003||07:08 PM||||Title edited   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||10-26-2003||07:09 PM||||I am with Alex here...that forum was full of dumbasses. Also, saftey is 1st on a bike.<br /><br />I have lost 4 friends all in motorcycle accidents in India including one of my best friends whp taught me how to ride in 4th grade. <br /><br />Again, some of it was unfortunate, so of it was due to stupidity, but all sad nonetheless. This hasnt stopped me from riding and I dont think I should, but I am a much more careful rider and dont try crazy stunts and speed (ok, most of the time, I dont coz I dont wanna get a ticket, my insurance is messed up as it is). I sold the bike last year, but will buy one again, no doubt!<br /><br />I wonder if the guy was passing someone when this happened...||12.216.156.42||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||galantvr4us||10-26-2003||07:20 PM||||Safety is definetly first on bikes.  You have to watch out for everyone else.  Like I said I would love to own one but bikers are disrespected.  I have had buddies tell me stories about people cutting them off and laughing.  Its not funny to jepordize anybodys safety.  <br /><br />I would love to own a crotch rocket one day..but maybe I'll just keep being a spectator for awhile. <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||10-26-2003||07:26 PM||||I became a waaaaay better driver by having and riding a sportbike for four years. Your defensive driving skills become very tuned after riding a bike for a few years. I had my fair share of close calls during those years one of which almost ended with me smacking the side of a huge ass brown UPS truck when it pulled out in front of me with zero warning. That was the closest call to death I think I've ever had. I still get the shivers thinking about it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||10-26-2003||07:44 PM||||Katie, I wasn't trying to be mean. Sorry if that's how my post came out. I know what you meant but I just get upset when riders get stigmatized. <br />(not that you were doing that at all)||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||10-26-2003||07:46 PM||||yah, well, every time i go thru the detectors at the airport, my titanium upper arm sets off the alarms.  i have had everything short of a body cavity search.  i can broadcast the weather.  sometimes when i move my arm a certain way, it feels like someone stuck a hot knife it it.  sometimes the pain keeps me up at nite.  when i crashed my bike, i hit my head so hard, the full coverage helmet turned more than 90 degrees.  my left ear was looking out the opening.  for several weeks, it took 2 hours to change my bandages each day.  and they would stick to the road rash.  i am more concious of motorcycle riders now than i ever was, but i see them all the time with no helmet, or riding like fools, weaving in an out of traffic, even pulling wheelies on the freeway at speed.  less people die on bikes because there are a lot less people ON bikes.  one thing for sure, you get in a wreck on a bike, and there is a helluva lot less chance of walking away from it than if you were in a car wreck.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||Bigfoot200200||10-26-2003||08:14 PM||||Passed an accident just last week. A sportbike had caved in the side of a F350 4X4. I've been there too, people look right in your eyes and still pull out right in your path. Seems like they are looking for cars and a bike just doesnt register. I had a big Ford Galaxie do exactly that to me once, I had nowhere to go since there was traffic next to me, so I crossed it up like a flat track bike and raised my outside leg just in time and got launched over the cars trunk.||64.233.106.73||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000013||DsmSeifer||10-26-2003||08:31 PM||||Bikes are fun if your careful. I guess they weren't careful enough and I know you can't help it some times.<br /> But my question is how fast was he going?? Look at the front of the dump truck those bumpers make our heavy steel goliaths look like paper.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||10-26-2003||09:43 PM||||I wear full leathers every time I go out on my bike. I rode over 10k this year, thankfully incident free. (knocking on wood)||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||turboflanagan||10-26-2003||09:49 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   How in the world do you do that?  I mean dead center (no pun intended) of the truck!  Busted up the cow pusher bumper and looks like it broke the radiator too!  A JuneBug you could miss seeing, but a freaking dumptruck?!<br /><br />My personal sadistic opinion is that all drivers should have to ride a motorcycle for at least a year before being able to drive a car.  We would have MUCH better drivers and fewer traffic problems.||64.63.212.143||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000016||ken inn||10-27-2003||09:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> My personal sadistic opinion is that all drivers should have to ride a motorcycle for at least a year before being able to drive a car. We would have MUCH better drivers and fewer traffic problems.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i disagree.  i see really stupid stuff bike riders do all the time.  i cant believe in california it is legal to ride up between cars.  no helmet is just plain dumb.  no shoes, no shirt, passing on the shoulder, i think lots of bike riders are just too stupid.  nature takes care of stupidity in the wild.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000017||VTGVR4||10-27-2003||11:11 AM||||i used to get sick at the sight of these photos, but since people have been posting this graphic stuff for a few years now, i've gotten very accustomed to it. sad.<br />i remember the first one i ever saw though, "motorcycling without a helmet". that single picture was sick, you could see the brain shards, nose bone, some teeth, and just lots of red and yellow things. ick.  lets not talk about all the jumpers.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000018||geoff@machv||10-27-2003||11:13 AM||||I've been riding sportbikes for the past 15 years.<br />you HAVE to have ABSOLUTE respect for the machinery that you are on!!!!!<br />Going FAST mixed with inexperience and INEXPERINCED auto drivers surrounding you are a recipe for disaster.  <br /><br />I lost one of my best friends back in 2001 to a tragic bike accident on I95 in Jersey.   <br /><br />My buddy crashed at OVER 150 mph<br />The ONLY reason we knew WHO he was is because his helmet kept his face intact.||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000019||AllWheelsDriven||10-27-2003||12:53 PM||||yes riding between the lanes in various states and the guys you see in no helmet and shorts in FL for example are insane.  Combine that with all the people on cellphones and eating breakfast while driving etc.  Recipe for disaster.<br /><br />I think more people need to be at least familiar with how their vehicle behaves when the brakes are locked up and they are doing 85mph and heading for a immovable object.  <br /><br />just some thoughts<br /><br />Mike||128.64.72.85||reg||2||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
Z||000020||VTGVR4||10-27-2003||01:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AllWheelsDriven:<br /><strong> <br />I think more people need to be at least familiar with how their vehicle behaves when the brakes are locked up and they are doing 85mph and heading for a immovable object.  <br /><br />Mike </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">more familiar? i couldn't agree more. lets take those images, and slip em into the front page of the USA today, etc. Lets send a REAL message!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000021||galantvr4us||10-27-2003||01:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Katie, I wasn't trying to be mean. Sorry if that's how my post came out. I know what you meant but I just get upset when riders get stigmatized. <br />(not that you were doing that at all) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't worry about it.  I can understand where you are coming from.  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000022||Dreis11301||10-27-2003||01:48 PM||||This post hits hard.  I ride a bike here in Japan and the drivers here are worse than in the states.  Add that to the ridiculously narrow roads and blind spots at every corner and you have to be on the ball.  The military requires riders to wear a helmet, full fingered gloves, long sleeves, long pants, boots that cover the ankles, and a reflective vest.  A lot of kids around here who ride think that all that protective gear is "uncool."  That leads me to believe that they are in the whole sport of motorcycling for show and not the love of being on 2-wheels.  However no amount of protective equipment could have made up for this guys complete lack of respect for the road.  It may seem cruel and harsh to some but I say, "thin the heard."  If you are gonna ride like an idiot you can die like an idiot.  For those of you who say you are scared to ride, it is one of the most enjoyable things I do.   You just have to pay attention and constantly be on the lookout.  While I will agree that a lot of automobiles pay no attention to bikers, we riders need to do our part to show we are responsible and ride properly.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000023||GVR1643||10-27-2003||06:07 PM||||I quit riding bikes a few years ago, because I couldn't enjoy them anymore. I was getting so paranoid of all the oblivious drivers ready to turn me into a speedbump. My wife pulled over and almost barfed at the site of a lethal accident with a bike just like mine...it wasn't long afterwards I sold it and "retired".<br />Now, I absolutely LOVE riding and the freedom I used to get from it.  I've been riding since I was 4 years old and although I know I can ride, I had fear in me everytime I went out - you have to have some mix of fear and respect IMO to ride safely. <br />I grew up where it was the law to have a helmet on - law or not, it's ignorant to not wear one and Darwin will get you if you don't.<br />I always rode like EVERY driver was going to attempt to hit me a some point and over the years I guess that got old (so did I) and it just wasn't as enjoyable. Especially with so many people so self-absorbed in cars these days.<br /><br />I agree that a good motorcyclist is probably an excellent car driver - it certainly teaches you to know all that is around you at ALL times.||167.142.21.135||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000024||Akidosigh1||10-27-2003||07:23 PM||||a friend of a friend is selling a 99-00 R1 for $1000... nothing wrong with it mechanically... has a key and everything... but no title for obvious reasons.. its a little hot... but that motor would work fine on a shifterkart.... they sold a kawasaki and cbr for $400 a piece... hmmm...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000025||geoff@machv||10-27-2003||09:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />       How in the world do you do that?  I mean dead center (no pun intended) of the truck!  Busted up the cow pusher bumper and looks like it broke the radiator too!  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I dont know about THAT guy, but from experience SH*T HAPPENS at almost an instantaneous rate at high speeds or when an inexperinced rider doesnt know how to react !!<br />A couple of years ago, I'm riding home from a nite club.  No drinking, just hanging out and stuff.  <br />I decided to leave @ about 3AM  There's absolutley NO ONE on the road, I come out of a long sweeper into a 3 mile straight.. <br />Are you thinking what I'm thinking ?  I lay into the throttle like there's NO tomorrow!!!!<br />About midway through this straighway I put on my hi-beams so IF there's anything in front of me, they'll SEE me  [or so I thought]<br /><br />This mindless ASSHOLE merges onto the highway from the right, and IMMEDIATLEY crosses FOUR LANES in FRONT of me.  Mind you, he crossed over 3/4 mi in front of me... Bur at 160mph..... It was like he was two inches in front of me.<br />It was a stupid move on both parts.  <br />WTF was I doing running 160mph?<br /><br />Well, silly me to think that someone wouldn't drift over 4 lanes......   <br />Anyhow sh*t happens fast when you go fast <br />please be careful out there.||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000026||hecdws||10-30-2003||10:41 PM||||did anyone save these pics. im trying to show them to a friend and they took them off the original site.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000027||Beemer||10-31-2003||05:21 AM||||Well, I am with KEN on this one guys.  I hit a damned raccoon ON THE DRAG STRIP at 142 mph back in 1983 on my drag bike, a turbo's 81 GPz 1100.  I flipped 16 times and slid for 108 yards on the concrete.  Like Ken, I got seriously hurt..back broken in two places, left collarbone in 13, 6 feet of intestines yanked out by my right footpeg, all the tendons cut in my left leg, left ankle hanging on my a thread, and a hemotoma under my skull over my left eye from the speedo imprinting the needle and speed on my forehead.  Not fun.  I did race again after the accident..3 months in a body cast being told you'll never walk again just makes you incredibly stubborn.  I will tell you I was scared shitless my first race after the accident.  I sold the bike, and have not ridden since on the street.  I putt around on my old dirt bike now and again, but that's all.  Oh, my definition of someone riding a motorcycle without proper protective gear?  ORGAN DONOR!<br /><br />It's not YOU that will make the mistake.  BUT you WILL pay for it.  I agree that kids should get a m/c license first, then a car.  Make them aware.  However, every single time I had someone pull out in front of me, all I had to do was look down at my speedo to find who was at fault.  Every single time, I was over the speed limit.  Sometimes not by much, but I was over.  The fault lies with the fact that a driver, especially one not used to seeing motorcycles around, like during the spring, cannot tell how fast you are approaching.  It is harder than hell to judge the speed of an oncoming bike.  One of the best investments I can think of is that strobe headlight.  Irritating as hell for other drivers, but it gets you noticed.  So does that dayglo orange vest for you military types (USAF HERE)<br />I worked in base ground safety for six years.  I investigated over 50 motorcycle accidents, including 4 fatalities.  Every single one..speed way to fast for conditions..2 alcohol and stupidity related, 2 no protective gear.  Not counting all the accidents where guys lost limbs but didn't die.  You might call all those cars out there "steel coffins", like I did.  Only you will find that the coffin is meant for YOU.  Guys, be super careful and attentive, and stay at the speed limit or slower thru intersections.  And NEVER, EVER go thru an intersection in the center of the lane.  That oil thing.  Nebraska's MC drivers handbook actually states that you should ride in the center of the lane..stupid.<br />OK, I'm getting off the soapbox now, but if I have a choice, none of my 5 kids will ever TOUCH a street bike.  I can live with my scars.  However, my 4 daughters would not be able to.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000028||GVR$in||10-31-2003||05:27 AM||||Dave.. you just scared me out of ever getting a bike. Thats insane what can happen on those things. Deathtraps if you will.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000029||V8EATER||10-31-2003||10:23 AM||||I'm the finance manager at a motorcycle dealer in kansas city.  we see a lot of wrecked bikes, but 90% are sportbikes- we even have one that still has the 30 day tags on it. what sucks is, i lost a friend yesterday to a motorcycle accident.  This guy always wore leathers, gloves, helmet, and he rode an R1. as responsible as they come. a kid made an illegal left turn, and my friend broke his neck.  died instantly.  it just goes to show that even when your not screwing around on a bike, shit happens.  sometimes it makes sense......but most of the time, it doesn't.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000030||gvr4ever||10-31-2003||11:28 AM||||I almost got a bike over the summer.  After lots of reading on safty tips and scary stories, I decited aginst it.<br /><br />The most dangerous part about a bike is getting on public roads with them.  In the town I live, people don't know how to use a 4 way stop.  I've come so close to getting clobbered in my car a few times (a week) just down the road from my house.  Also there is a 4 way stop at work that everyone runs.  I'm getting better at profiling the ass holes who have no intention of stopping, but one day this guy looked like he was going to stop, but then did the rolling take off after I already started to go.  I had to mash the gas and the other driver came prolly less then a inch from hitting me.  If I would have hit the brakes, it would have been ugly.  The 4 way stop thing along is enough to make me not want to ride a bike on public roads.  Add the cars weaving in and out of traffic and the tail gateing has scared me to death about getting a bike.  No amount of leather, padding, brigher lights, flashing / flickering lights are going to change how people drive.<br /><br />The good news is I learned alot about bikes and have learned to give them a little more space on the road.  I even watch other drives around bikes too and I will box cars in from tail gateing a bike rider.  So at least I learned a lot in my research in getting a bike.  Bike riders are now safer when ridding next to me in my car.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000031||Franckypoo||10-31-2003||12:07 PM||||Same as gvr4ever here,<br /><br />I was tempted to get a bike but where I used to live the other drivers were way to dangerous.  I just moved into a much smaller town and since my new boss have a bike I asked him if he found it safer.  According to him it is much safer but still quite dangerous.<br /><br />But I still don't find it safe enough.  Just driving around in the Galant I think my good driving skill and being alert all the time almost like it I was in a race saved my car a few times.  Here if you are going faster than cars in the other lanes you can be sure an asshole will change lane right in front of you doing like 15 mph less than you are.  It's like ppl don't what to be passed even if they are doing 10 mph less than the speed limit!<br /><br />If I ever get a bike it will for sure not be a sport bike even if they are the kind I prefer, but I know myself and that I am still too young to be able to control myself ( I always have to tell myself to slow down on the back roads, but I love going fast) and on a bike that would be just to easy to push the limits a little too far and make a fatal mistake, like when I hit a dead racoon with the VR4 doing about 80 mph, I don't want to think what would have happen if I had been on a bike probably going even faster (or even slower could have been bad)<br /><br />So if you ride protect yourself and be really carefull!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000032||VTGVR4||10-31-2003||12:38 PM||||i totally forgot to add: one of new englands most famous turbo guys; "turbogus" (he had the minivan that ran 13's, or maybe even 12's), and was on the new england dsm list, even though he didnt have a dsm. i emailed him a couple times, he was just the most helpful guy you would ever know. he was the KING of cheap mods. anyone that knows him will tell you that!<br />he was killed on a new 250 cc bike. really rough on the family.<br /> <a href="http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus/" target="_blank">http://home.earthlink.net/~turbogus/</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000033||blacksheep||10-31-2003||01:27 PM||||I didnt know Turbogus died...OMG, thats so sad.<br /><br />Also not to go off-topic, it said in Turbo that Dennis Natter died of an accident of some sort as well...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000034||Telecaster||11-01-2003||05:23 AM||||Reminds me of this Ferarri:<br /><a href="http://www.worldzone.net/sports/300z/crash.html" target="_blank">http://www.worldzone.net/sports/300z/crash.html</a><br /><br />This guy ate it just as bad.||216.175.84.169||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000035||hecdws||11-01-2003||09:11 AM||||damn that was just as bad as the bike pics. now if someone could just repost the bike pics so i could send them to my friend. hes calling my bluff.<br /><br />later hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000036||V8EATER||11-01-2003||01:42 PM||||Those were undeniably the most gnarly photos (ferrari wreck) i've ever seen.  man, i just ate lunch too.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum3/003445.cgi
A||||12||drew||Galants in Baghdad||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||10-26-2003||07:07 PM||||My friend just went to Iraq to do some research work. Look at a pic he sent me.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1745" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1745&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Looks like a *gasp* Galant AMG?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-26-2003||07:45 PM||||IDM headlights.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||drew||10-26-2003||08:26 PM||||and the rare IDM full amber corner lights||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-26-2003||09:41 PM||||Plastique Hizbollah spec subframe with carbomb rewire.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||10-27-2003||12:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Plastique Hizbollah spec subframe with carbomb rewire. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||curtis||10-27-2003||12:12 AM||||Well thats one Iraq VR4 owner that know what the hells going on.  If we could just get the rest of the goat herders to listen to him.  We might could stay out of the sandbox for a decade or so.||64.159.108.177||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||10-27-2003||04:49 AM||||Pardon my noob ignorance, but what's IDM??||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||10-27-2003||05:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Pardon my noob ignorance, but what's IDM?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lmao.....Iraq Domestic Market...C'mon dude, you should've figured that one out.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||10-27-2003||03:27 PM||||Iraq Domestic Market, doesnt that mean stolen? Like Mexico, they have a bad problem over there. I remember a post on the Skyline boards where a guy from around there was trying to sell a GTR. Someone asked him about the VIN # so they could run it. He got all mad, said people wernt giving him the respect he deserved etc. LOL, it turned out to be stolen after all.||64.233.106.73||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000009||number3||10-27-2003||08:33 PM||||Did you know Uday was one of the worlds most prolific and extravagant collectors of cars? <br /><br />An estimated 1300 cars in all.<br /><br />Ferrari, Porsche, Lamborghini,Aston Martin V12 to name a few...<br /><br />He had a Porsche at the age 14. He would also order his body guards to seize cars belonging to the families of fellow sudents.<br /><br />After the invastion of Kuwait he took 160 vehicles from the car collections of Kuwaits oil magnates.<br /><br />He even had a full time staff member just to surf the net and prepare files on new and rare automobiles.<br /><br />His father would use this collection as way to punish him. When he shot his unlce in the leg Hussein  senior order an entire garge of cars torched!<br /><br />They are of course all gone now. The ones that were not stolen by the people in Iraq were order destroyed by Uday himself, before his death.<br /><br />Maybe that galant was one of his collection.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||4g63t||10-27-2003||08:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Did you know Uday was one of the worlds most prolific and extravagant collectors of cars? <br /><br />An estimated 1300 cars in all.<br /><br />Ferrari, Porsche, Lamborghini,Aston Martin V12 to name a few...<br /><br />He had a Porsche at the age 14. He would also order his body guards to seize cars belonging to the families of fellow sudents.<br /><br />After the invastion of Kuwait he took 160 vehicles from the car collections of Kuwaits oil magnates.<br /><br />He even had a full time staff member just to surf the net and prepare files on new and rare automobiles.<br /><br />His father would use this collection as way to punish him. When he shot his unlce in the leg Hussein  senior order an entire garge of cars torched!<br /><br />They are of course all gone now. The ones that were not stolen by the people in Iraq were order destroyed by Uday himself, before his death.<br /><br />Maybe that galant was one of his collection.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What a dick...||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000011||VTGVR4||10-28-2003||09:28 AM||||anyone see that article in car and driver a few years back? the sultans garage? i thought he was the  most prolific car collector, but damn, 1300 cars is a lot. <br />anyway, the sultan had ferrari station wagons, etc, and they had all the pictures in the mag, it was a really sweet article, talking about the rarest of the rare.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000012||Romanova||10-28-2003||11:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> anyone see that article in car and driver a few years back? the sultans garage? i thought he was the  most prolific car collector, but damn, 1300 cars is a lot. <br />anyway, the sultan had ferrari station wagons, etc, and they had all the pictures in the mag, it was a really sweet article, talking about the rarest of the rare. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That was an awesome article. The dude had two full time technicans straight from the factory to work on his cars. And Pinifarina made special model Ferraris just for him. Have to dig up that issue...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/003447.cgi
A||||2||agrabau||Latest driving style from the land of innovation||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||10-26-2003||09:54 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||From the land that brought you innovations such as oil and warring.<br /><br />A whole new style of driving. I seriously hope this catches on here in the USA.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.al-ambrator888.com/video.htm" target="_blank">Someone please teach me this one.</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||10-26-2003||10:27 PM||||WTF? what ever happened to flying carpets over there ? Id be mad too and try to drive on 2 wheels .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||Eclipse182||10-26-2003||10:48 PM||||Hahaha, I can picture a ricey Civic trying to pull that off. "The wings for balance and the stickers help distribute the weight, shows what you know"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes



ubb/Forum3/003448.cgi
A||||5||MidEngine210||Want to borrow O2 sensor remover in Bay Area||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||10-26-2003||10:21 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I was wondering if someone had a O2 sensor remover for our cars that I can borrow. If you have the actual factory tool, I will pay for all shipping charges if you are out of the area. The one I got from Kragen is starting to round the sensor. I live in San Francisco and work in the south bay. If someone can help me that would be appreciated. TIA||64.63.225.234||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||10-26-2003||10:55 PM||||the one i got from kragen works for me...||68.123.10.244||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||MidEngine210||10-27-2003||12:38 PM||||Is that the Power Built brand you used (black socket)?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||10-27-2003||12:52 PM||||yes||68.123.10.244||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||drew||10-27-2003||04:56 PM||||I don't have a factory one either, but you're welcome to try using mine. I didn't have any problems using it. You're in the Stonestown area right? Come down to the sunset. PM me or email me  for my #||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||MidEngine210||10-27-2003||05:28 PM||||I didn't remove the heat shield from the turbo when I attempted to do it. Maybe that wasn't a good idea. <br /><br />Drew -<br /><br />I'm going to PM you about borrowing your tool.<br /><br />Thanks.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes



ubb/Forum3/003449.cgi
A||||5||Matticus||Question about die grinders||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||10-26-2003||11:35 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I did a quick search for die grinders on Ebay, and here is one that cought my eye.<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2567647930&category=31485" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2567647930&category=31485</a> <br /><br />It doesn't look much bigger than my Dremel tool.  Would this thing work for some home porting work?  Reading various peoples opinions on porting, the general concensus is that a Dremel will take WAY too long.  Can't really beat the price, however shipping is a little steap, but for under 20 bucks it is not bad.<br /><br />Any advice would be great.  I really want to pull my turbo and grind it down a bit. <br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Mat||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||curtis||10-27-2003||12:00 AM||||stay away from the electric and get a pneumatic.  The electric will vibrate the hell out of you and you can't regulate speed.  If your cutter is of any lenght it will just bend it and beat the hell out of the inside of your ports.  I've been down this road and you dont want it.  I just bought a new one at lowes last week (Its a campbell hausfeld small red one).  It was only 20 bucks.  I have a matco and a blue point but I like using the cheap ones because you can run the shit out of them for a year or so and junk them.  I don't use oil in the ones that I use to cut heads with because it will blow oil into the port if it vents from the front or it will blow oil all over me if it vents from the rear.  An added plus is that the cheap ones have the collet chucks like a dremel and can get into the ports where a normal chuck can't and they don't weight shit either trying to port with a full size grinder will were out your arms after about 3 or 4 hours of constant cutting. Just my two cents.||64.159.108.177||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||10-27-2003||12:11 AM||||i have the same grinder. no speed control and no way of controlling the grinder while porting. you need to hold it tightly which will eventually tire you in a short time. i used  mine once and will eventually junk it. the bits that come with it does not really cut. i have dremel bbits that cut faster.||12.206.219.136||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||10-27-2003||09:15 AM||||i have one like that from sears.  85 bucks.  i ported out my exh manifold with it, have used it for lots of things.  it isnt near as fast as pneumatic, but if you dont have air, you got no other choice.  also, if you use a carbide bit, you can REALLY remove a lot of metal in a very short time.  yah, if you have access to air, it is better than electric, but i got nowere to put an air compressor, and if i leave it out in the garage, it will disappear.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||10-27-2003||10:01 AM||||Thanks guys,<br /><br />I wish I had air tools, but they are a bit spendy for my current budget.  We'll see what happens.  Santa is coming to town soon...  Thanks for the replies.||68.33.145.69||reg||8||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||10-27-2003||10:28 AM||||This is what I use.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.sears.com/sr/javasr/product.do?BV_UseBVCookie=Yes&vertical=TOOL&pid=00926756000" target="_blank">http://www.sears.com/sr/javasr/product.do?BV_UseBVCookie=Yes&vertical=TOOL&pid=00926756000</a><br /><br />Works well, but it heats up after about 10 minutes of heavy use. At that time I switch to the pneumatic and freeze my hands off.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/003450.cgi
A||||8||RTS182G-VR4||more rain in the WRC||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||10-27-2003||12:24 AM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||anyone watch the rally?  those subies in the rain are awsome.  solberg gained five places on the last day.  and panizzi is finaly back in the groove.  good rallying.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||Xan||10-27-2003||05:00 AM||||bah, shutup, I'm a week behind  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-27-2003||06:24 AM||||Colin doesn't have a ride next year. That's incredible. My friend is toing to Rally GB next week. I can't wait for pics.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||10-27-2003||02:07 PM||||I watched last night.  Damn are the Pirelli's impressive.  Did you see the analysis of the big hairpin (where all the spectators are) and how much faster petter was?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Arty||10-27-2003||05:20 PM||||What they call "the virtual spectator" where they show a translucent animation of the cars, covering the same part of the course is fantastic.<br />They spoke to a tech. who worked on this part of the coverage recently, he said they use GPS, sampling at 5 times a second. Very cool.<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||10-27-2003||07:52 PM||||I wonder if Mitsi wil bring back the new EVO or switch to the Mirage WRC Hatchback????||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||RTS182G-VR4||10-28-2003||12:51 AM||||ive heard rumors that mitsu will be back in next year, and that allister mcrae and maybe, just maybe colin mcrae will drive for them.  who knows.  since the new rule that only two cars are allowd, some people are gettin bumped.  the virtual spectator is cool, i watched an entire stage on it once on the internet.  very cool stuff.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000007||Xan||10-28-2003||01:50 AM||||what are you talking about mirage hatchback? the mirage was the US name for the base japanese lancer.  It'll be really sad if they kill the EVO.  I'm sure they will be back in 2004, they said this when they announced that they were pulling out of 2003, a year ago.  The real questions are, will the new evo look be improved or worsened compared to the 8 and will they keep releasing the new models every year in the states.  It'll be a 1st here in the states, plus I'm sure it'll piss people off that jumped on the 8.. that is if it looks nicer.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Oh and I highly doubt Colin will come to mitsu, I think he might retire this year, along with Mackinen.  My 2 favorite drivers.  The young firey Solburg has to be 3rd, he's doing amazing.  What a bright future he has.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||10-28-2003||02:42 AM||||My bad, I meant the Mitsubishi Colt WRC/EVO. Officially know as the Colt SR 4X this one was built by RalliArt Germany as a design study in 2002 for a WRC car based ont eh smaller, more nimble Colt chassis. This particular one was built using the Lancer EVOVI drive train. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.ultimatecarpage.com/frame.mv?file=car.mv&num=1538" target="_blank">Road Car Specs</a> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/22736981/medium.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/22736969/medium.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/003451.cgi
A||||4||MiSTER2||o2 sensor &amp; walbro 255 sellers||||1||||MiSTER2||00001920
Z||000000||MiSTER2||10-27-2003||01:14 AM||||Can anybody give me the websites of o2 sensor and walbro pump sellers?  <br /><br />Thanks||129.78.64.101||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||10-27-2003||01:17 AM||||<a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.autoperformanceengineering.com</a> has good prices on pumps. I just go to the dealer for the o2 sensor, but I get my stuff at cost. Conicelli should have decent pricing on it.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||MiSTER2||10-27-2003||01:43 AM||||I'm from Sydney so i don't think i can get it from a dealer.  Mitsubishi Australia is asking AU$400 (around us $300+) for the o2 sensor.||129.78.64.101||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||10-27-2003||02:05 AM||||Damn, 300 for an O2 sensor.  <a href="http://www.machv.com" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com</a> sells dealer parts with a little mark up, it is less than 100 bucks from them.  I have no idea about international shipping though.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||Arty||10-27-2003||05:51 PM||||I bought my Walbro from <a href="http://www.autoperformanceengineering.com." target="_blank">www.autoperformanceengineering.com.</a> No problems. I think it was about A$200 inc. shipping.<br /><br />This was after AVO quoted me over A$400 for the same pump.<br /><br />Personally I hope the www sorts out some of these vendors around here.<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum3/003452.cgi
A||||3||chadhayashi||Another classic JDM style||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||10-27-2003||02:46 AM||||Y33 Cedric/Gloria chassis from Nissan. Available w/ the VG30DETT twin turbo 3L.Yes please.   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1748" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1749&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1750" alt=" - " />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||10-27-2003||11:31 AM||||thats what the new Infini M45 is based on, I must say it looks much better in Nissan trim, kinda like a bentley.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||10-27-2003||11:53 AM||||I like!<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||10-27-2003||12:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> thats what the new Infini M45 is based on, I must say it looks much better in Nissan trim, kinda like a bentley. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually the 97-01 Q45 is based on this car.  The Y33 designates the Chasis Family.  Just like a R33 is a previous generation Skyline, the Y33 Cedric/Gloria and FY33 Cedric Cima/Gloria Cima are tied to previous generation Q45's.  From what I've read they were FR and were available with the RD28, VG20E, VG30E, VQ25DE, VQ30DE, and VQ30DET.  As well as a special model (maybe GT-R or something) with AWD, 4WS, and the RB25DET.  I bet this would be quite a bit safer to drift in than a Silvia.  Although perhaps more difficult?<br /><br />Y33:<br />   <img src="http://www.bomexaero.com/images1/Y33ced/be007.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Y32:<br />   <img src="http://www.bomex.co.jp/item_img/21211310001.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/003453.cgi
A||||12||Xan||omfg, some fuckhead stole my air compressor!!!||||9||||Xan||00000958
Z||000000||Xan||10-27-2003||04:53 AM||jason.keys@comcast.net||A friend and I went out to my garage tonight to grab the compressor to fill his tire and when we got there I'm like, where the fuck is my air compressor!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   Can't miss a 27 gal verticle air compressor.  Just hope home owners insurance will cover this. $500 damn compressor    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    Next time I think I'm going to opt to get one without wheels, cause I'm thinking it's one of my neighbors.  1st my $135 floor jack, now this, and they are only taking one thing at a time, if it was someone with a truck they would have taken way more since I have tons of shit out there (which I'm thinking of bringing in the house).  Anyone think I should risk it and start looking in my neighbors garages at night for it?||12.245.2.200||reg||9||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||10-27-2003||06:36 AM||||Call the cops.  They will look in the neighbors garages for you.  When my neighbor had a 4 wheeler stolen from his shed, I noticed a flashlight moving around in my front yard.  It was a cop looking in my backyard and then he went over to my garage and looked in it.  He asked me a bunch of questions, then went on to the next house.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||10-27-2003||06:50 AM||||Don't turn a $500 claim in on your homeowners.  A friend of my mother recently made 3 claims in 3 years, all small, all for storm damage.  Insurance company dropped her, completely.  Auto, life, home.  She had been witht he insurance company for 18 years and it's a known reputable company.  All because of 3 $400-800 claims.  Save your HO insurance claims for real problems.<br /><br />FWIW<br /><br />oh, sorry to hear about the air comp.  I hope you catch whoever did it and get a couple freebie shots while the cops hold'em  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-27-2003||07:06 AM||||It's strange that this is in today's Boston Globe. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.boston.com/business/globe/articles/2003/10/26/filing_just_a_few_claims_can_be_risky/" target="_blank">Homeowner's Insurance </a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||bleck||10-27-2003||07:06 AM||||Maybe I need to move to MD.  In NJ, they wouldn't even come out to look.  But god forbid you park your car in front of your house overnight... they'll ticket you every time.  I had to pay $700 worth of those things the day I registered the VR4.<br /><br />Sorry bout that, def. call them, you'll need a police report for the insurance, AND I think that you should put in a claim for all of the stuff at one time, like it was one incident.  Don't waste a claim on one thing.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||10-27-2003||08:50 AM||||did you read the article? i don't think anything short of at least 3 to 5k in damages would be worth filing a claim for. if the police do not recover the  items, he should just start looking for new ones, or used ones. sucks, but what else are you gonna do? take the law into your own hands?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||10-27-2003||10:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Xan:<br /><strong>Anyone think I should risk it and start looking in my neighbors garages at night for it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes.  And how do they get into your garage???||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||10-27-2003||10:54 AM||||its so EASY to break into garages. i know, becuase if you have one of those stupid twist knobs in the middle of the garage door, it can still be opened with a forceful twist. it scratches the lock area, but it still opens, like 80% of the time, im installing garage door openers soon, which will eliminate the knob in the middle, and it has some kind of locking system that cant be opened quite as easily as a locked garage can.<br />the folks with the old fashioned garages wont have any problems. (300 pound door, etc)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||Xan||10-27-2003||11:05 PM||||ok, I filed a police report over the phone, not much they can do since I can only speculate who it could have been.  They said if I have items in the garage that aren't oily or dusty    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    I could bring them in for finger printing.  I doubt they even touched anything else cept how they got in and the compressor.  Also they won't do any snooping around my neighorhood    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    it invades peoples civil rights.  Think I'm going to buy a wireless infrared camera after this shit.. since my garage has just as much expensive stuff as my living room.  Also about getting in, I don't have a knob on my garage door, I have an opener, but there are such things as remote code grabbers that a buddy suspects could have happened, it also leaves no prints.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||10-28-2003||12:24 AM||||Out of all the theft and vandalisim I read on this board, I'm surprized that no one is ever caught in the act.<br /><br />Some missing teeth, broken rib, a few scars for life should be a fair lesson.  Maybe give a someone tring to steel your stuff a nice limp for life.  Just something for them to remember that steeling is stupid and it isn't worth it.<br /><br />What low life scum!<br /><br />Maybe I need to buy a air compressor that is just too damn heavy to lift.  One that gets bolted to the ground or something.  I could install a electric fence around my tool box  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I've spent way too much money over the years on tools for some dickless bastard to just steel.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||Eclipse182||10-28-2003||01:26 AM||||Well, I guess I should consider myself lucky. My sister ran into the garage door while she was learning to drive stick, so now the only way it stay open is if you can push it all the way back on the rails(im 5'11" and its still kinda tricky to do it), and it they cant get it all the way up..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Im either gonna wake up to someone trapped in the garage, or under the door  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   That sucks about the air compressor though man, this is the second story ive read in the last 10 minutes about someone getting something stolen. Maybe the VR-4's are cursed?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000011||bleck||10-28-2003||08:18 AM||||A curse?  You may definitely be onto something.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||10-28-2003||10:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Eclipse182:<br /><strong>    Im either gonna wake up to someone trapped in the garage, or under the door   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You better watch yourself, you might get sued!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br />Anyone ever hear what happened to that moron who broke into someone's house, and tried to exit out through the garage. The house door locked behind him, and the garage door was broken, and he couldn't open it. He had to eat dog for for 2-3 days until they came home.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />And then he turns around and sues them for the broken garage door!||68.154.99.243||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/003454.cgi
A||||4||1101||Mercedes-Benz SL 55 AMG||||1||||467||00000061
Z||000000||1101||10-27-2003||08:16 AM||karns10@comcast.net||Pulled up next to me at a red light this weekend. Silver color, this car looked beautiful.||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||10-27-2003||02:39 PM||||And with more power than your Member Name, it does more than just look good.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||10-27-2003||11:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> And with more power than your Member Name, it does more than just look good.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||10-28-2003||03:14 AM||||Last Saturday at a friends shop he held a Dynojet horsepower "war". He set up different classes and depending on the number of entries you could win a cash prize for your class. No DSM's unfortunately (I think mine along with all my DSM buddies' cars are on jackstands right now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  ) but an AMG SL55 showed up. There were problems getting it to dyno because even with the traction control turned off the ecu didn't like to see the front wheels motionless and the rears spinning. Something got worked out however and the thing put down like 388 whp and IIRC like 460 ft-lbs of torque to the ground. It was beefy. Those musclecar sounds didn't sound right coming from that swoopy of a car. Cool car for sure though. On a side note he lost to a new modded Cobra that put down over 450 whp.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||peterlsmith||10-28-2003||06:40 PM||||In one week on the DC beltway, I saw an AMG Merc, Lamborghini Diablo, and a Viper. And every single time I was driving my wifes Civic LX - now that sucks! Not that I would have stood a chance in my VR4 anyhow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes



ubb/Forum3/003455.cgi
A||||11||admsr||Karate boy at it again!||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||10-27-2003||09:59 AM||alex.morales@avon.com||<a href="http://www.bordergatewayprotocol.net/~jon/humor/video/crispy.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.bordergatewayprotocol.net/~jon/humor/video/crispy.wmv</a><br /><br />**Speaks for itself....**||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||10-27-2003||10:12 AM||||lmao||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||10-27-2003||05:19 PM||||ROFL||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||10-27-2003||05:24 PM||||did he come up with that all by himself? i wonder how old that kid is... bad ass little kid...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||crucible||10-27-2003||05:32 PM||||Sounded like Eminem and Biggie Smalls rolled into one||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||10-27-2003||06:24 PM||||Yo, what a hot beat   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||10-27-2003||06:53 PM||||wiggity whack!||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||drew||10-27-2003||09:39 PM||||dude got issues.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||Xan||10-27-2003||10:45 PM||||drew, no shit, how embarassing too, "daddy, I want you to nail me in the caboose" lmao, I wonder what his parents thought after seeing this   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000009||sk8bored||10-27-2003||10:53 PM||||You can watch all of andys vids at<br /> <a href="http://www.angrynakedpat.com/network/icf/index.php" target="_blank">http://www.angrynakedpat.com/network/icf/index.php</a>||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000010||brandongvr4||10-28-2003||03:11 AM||||O My God, That fool was hella funny. I have never heard anyone Flow that bad before. <br /><br />No more BET for that Kid.<br /><br />Im sorry but he could of left out the part about the Caboose with daddy, and him having a 3inch penis.<br /><br />And thats why I vote to not have kids.<br /><br />~B~||67.121.154.70||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000011||bleck||10-28-2003||08:05 AM||||Too friggin funny.  Not surprised when I heard him say he's from Westchester.  There are some characters over there.  ROFL!!!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003456.cgi
A||||10||jonvr4||Compatibility Problems with palm||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-27-2003||01:43 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||i am not able to use my hotsync my palm and pc which is powered by XP. does anyone know how to make this work? apparently the palm cradle is only set up for previous versions of windows. help please.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||10-27-2003||01:48 PM||||my palm m105 & cradle work fine with xp.||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||10-27-2003||01:50 PM||||i have a palm m505, WTF is wrong then?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||10-27-2003||01:56 PM||||Be sure to check your Hotsync setup on the acutal palm pilot.  Tap the Hotsync icon, then Tap the Hotsync tab in teh upper left hand corner and make sure that its all setup properly.  I had to do this with mine.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||10-27-2003||02:03 PM||||I found the CD my palm came with. I dont know if its the same thing you have, but i can burn & send you a copy if you want...<br />dont know if this will fix your problem, but let me know.||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||10-27-2003||02:07 PM||||never mind, i thought you said you had a m105 too.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.74.203.239||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||MidEngine210||10-27-2003||07:55 PM||||You might want to try downloading the latest version of Palm Desktop (4.1) since earlier ones haven't not been tested to work with XP according to the website.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.palmone.com/us/support/downloads/win_desktop.html" target="_blank">http://www.palmone.com/us/support/downloads/win_desktop.html</a>||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||10-27-2003||08:37 PM||||If one palm isnt working for you anymore use the other one for a while.||64.233.106.73||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||10-28-2003||05:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> If one palm isnt working for you anymore use the other one for a while. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.59.219.152||reg||10||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||jonvr4||10-30-2003||03:08 AM||||ok so i got the file to use the palm with xp. now my fucking palm pilot tells me the "connedtion between your handheld comp. and the desktop could not be established. please check your setup and try again". and while it is saying that the desktop makes a noise when you push he hotsync button and and the palm is charging at the same time. is it me or is something just trying to make me rage?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000010||Arty||10-30-2003||08:52 AM||||I installed Palm Desktop 4.1.0 on my XP Pro(SP1) machine a while ago. Used the hotsync for the first time today without any problems.<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum3/003472.cgi
A||||21||hibrn8||What fuel mods do you run with your turbo?||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||10-28-2003||01:58 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Hey guys, we had a previous post about what utrbos we use. However I want to see what fuel system you all use. So just list what turbo you run again, with what size injectors, pump and type of management(piggyback, standalone etc...) <br />Im trying to get a better ideas for myself, thanks guys   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||131.193.154.176||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||10-28-2003||02:02 PM||||well,  i am starting off easy, since i dont want to go full out race, i just went with:<br />550cc injectors & a 2g mas with the stock 14b.<br /><br />i am looking to get an afc soon...<br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||10-28-2003||02:05 PM||||I live in CA and we only ahve 91 octane so I am running 660's with my Frank Jr. I currently have an AFC that wil be vanishing this Thursday, replaced my an AEM EMS. I am also running a 255lp fuel pump that has been rewired etc. I chose 660's because they will still idle just fine and yet offer 50% more fuel. Remeber that an engine in a very simply thing in the end. It is an air pump, the more air you can pump the more power it makes and the more air you pump the more fuel you need.||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||10-28-2003||02:06 PM||||I did it all wrong, I run an Evo III B16G with stock injectors. I only have a SAFC and a Walbro 255lph pump.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||10-28-2003||02:45 PM||||I HAD a big16g w/ 660 injectors, 3si Fuel pump rewired and an SAFC. <br /><br />In a few days I'll be running an FP Green w/ the 660s and SAFC w/ the rewired 3si pump.. but not the 3si pump for long, its too small for what I want to get out of the car so I'll be getting a Walbro 255 with an AFPR.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||Scott Y||10-28-2003||03:22 PM||||FP Big16, 680s, MAFT w/3" drawthrough, SupraTT pump, aeromotive afpr, autoalchemy 6an fuel rail inlet kit.||12.151.50.159||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000006||Doc_Seuss||10-28-2003||03:45 PM||||Big16g, RC 550's, Walbro 255, AFC, and maf-t soon<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||10-28-2003||04:12 PM||||tre big 16g, evo6 560's, 3kgtvr4 pump rewired, afc, 2g mas, spoolinup afpr at 43 base static, runs much better than at 36 base.  water injection.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||10-28-2003||04:15 PM||||What I had:<br /><br />small 16g<br />2g mas<br />ND 550's<br />S-AFC<br />Walbro 190 nonrewired<br /><br />For the green I'm going to 660's with a 255 and an afpr.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||bazeng||10-28-2003||04:15 PM||||tdo5/6 23g<br />780cc's<br />malpassi<br />walbro<br />standalone ecu<br />no afm<br /><br />lil overkill but same price for 660/780/880<br />so i thought go for the one in  the middle as i didnt want 880 (idle problems)||203.166.63.145||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||10-28-2003||04:16 PM||||Look at all these damn 16gs..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||10-28-2003||04:39 PM||||im jsut checking mainly injector sizing for those of you who run larger turbos. since i had to buy another new turbo i went with another garrett t3/t4 however debating 660s or 750s agan since they are similarly priced. i plan to mostlikely run around 19-20 psi daily, of course more on the track, but i dont want to have major tuning issues or idle probs as i notice is a problem with too big of injectors.||65.227.204.180||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||autobahntom||10-28-2003||05:01 PM||||GT12 BB turbo, Denso 660s, GM MAFT, rewired TT Supra pump, Aeromotive adjustable FPR with guage, SAFC also, Jeff modded ECU.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000013||number3||10-28-2003||05:17 PM||||T3/T4 60-1 stage 3<br /><br />660cc VPC with 550 chip and a S-afc<br /><br />Paxton external pump, filters and FPR.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||10-28-2003||05:46 PM||||20g, 660s, Supra pump not rewired.<br /><br />Have -6an lines and a AFPR sitting on floor waiting to be installed||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||10-28-2003||08:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> small 16g<br />2g mas<br />ND 550's<br />S-AFC<br />Walbro 190 nonrewired<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Almost the exact same, except that my 190 is rewired and my SAFC isn't hooked up yet.||69.59.219.228||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||DsmSeifer||10-28-2003||09:11 PM||||I have a <br />small 16G <br />walbro 255<br />2G Mas <br />AFC<br /><br />Soon as I get off my ass and put it on <br />MAFT and 660's||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000017||Ash||10-28-2003||09:41 PM||||Evo III turbo<br />Hacked 1G MAS (hopefully 2G soon)<br />13BT 550's<br />Generic "400hp" intank pump(its too small)Rewired<br />Malpassi Adj FPR @ 45psi base pressure<br />S-AFC||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000018||coop||10-28-2003||10:30 PM||||walbro 255, 720cc, 20g, safc, 2g maf, tech 3 program, an-6 from the tank, aeromotive afpr, ported fuel rail, rre o2 housing||198.81.26.80||reg||10||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000019||Martin Tolentino||10-28-2003||10:50 PM||||18G ported clipped, 2G mas, supraTT pump rewired,<br />SX FPR, 660cc, S-AFC.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000020||dsmsleeper||10-29-2003||08:55 AM||||b16g ported, 34mm flapper<br />510cc Evo IV injectors at 156% DC this morning  (at least 680cc injectors soon)<br />RX-7 TT pump not wired<br />Spoolin AFPR @ 44psi base<br />SAFC-II<br />Blaha modded MAS (2g soon)<br />Keydiver chip||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000021||GVR$in||10-29-2003||10:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong><br />For the green I'm going to 660's with a 255 and an afpr. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Copycat!!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003458.cgi
A||||6||VTGVR4||new 500 hp driveshafts||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||10-27-2003||02:55 PM||defnick@yahoo.com||they make em for the talon, etc. but apparently they have made em for the gvr4.<br /><a href="http://www.driveshaftshop.com/MITSU.ivnu" target="_blank">http://www.driveshaftshop.com/MITSU.ivnu</a><br />i saw the link on bens rally page, where ramana's car is for sale. (18,000, btw)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-27-2003||03:08 PM||||Nice!  Now I just need 500HP.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||10-27-2003||03:15 PM||||Nice, they talked about the one piece driveshaft having the wrong angles though, and they didnt say what the driveshaft is rated for. And the rear axles are for the 93-94 4 bolt LSD, mine came out of a 92. I didnt know there was a change in 93.||64.233.106.73||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||10-27-2003||05:41 PM||||I only need about 75hp per shaft <br />That should leave a little cushion  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.135||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||Xan||10-27-2003||10:57 PM||||nice, but $700 is a bit more than I wanted to pay, plus I only need something good to 400 HP.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pstds.com/" target="_blank">http://www.pstds.com/</a><br />I gave those guys a call today but haven't gotten a call back.  They Cryogenic treat them, which makes me wonder if TRE could do something like that.<br /><br />Need to find something really soon here, cause both my front axles are bad and mechanic wants to charge me $150 each for stock ones  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||10-27-2003||11:34 PM||||I believe the Bimmubishi uses a Driveshaftshop.com shaft.||67.165.155.101||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||10-28-2003||10:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I believe the Bimmubishi uses a Driveshaftshop.com shaft. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I run driveshaftshop cv axles on my daytona turns out it has to much torque and can shear a stock one right in the middle. But it did make it easy to remove  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  . The only problems I had is that there was hydrogen gas in the welds and so they were weak and I broke one of them at the weld. Which they repaired for free.  And the cv boot is compressed more, due to a thicker shaft so it is "taller" than it was and so it rubed agenst the transmission case. So I needed a new cv boot and to file the trans case.||63.184.65.24||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/003459.cgi
A||||35||gvr4ever||How many people have the key fob?||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||10-27-2003||03:31 PM||||I know a lot have been lost along the way.  Just wondering how many have one.<br /><br />I have mine.  All safe at home  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   The bitch tried to run away for the last time and I stopped using it.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||10-27-2003||03:34 PM||||I have 496/2000. I was lucky, the 2nd owner passed it along.||68.6.244.123||reg||10||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-27-2003||03:38 PM||||I got really lucky too as I am the 2nd owner of the car.  The first owner said he had it, but he had to "find" it.  I wasn't so sure I was going to get it.<br /><br />I think he mailed it to me weeks after I bought the car and everything.  I got supper lucky.  I didn't think I was ever going to get it||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||10-27-2003||03:39 PM||||I have never seen one of these infamous key fobs.  Can someone post a pick of one?  Thanks.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||10-27-2003||03:49 PM||||I've got mine!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||gvrfour173||10-27-2003||04:03 PM||||got mine,  173/2000. also lucky enough to get it from the 1st owner.||208.160.138.227||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||10-27-2003||04:06 PM||||no number, owners manual or key fob here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||10-27-2003||04:11 PM||||got the fob for #401.  Got owners manuals for all three. Got the actual paper service tech manuals and a bra with the white car.<br />And got cupholders/spillers with all three   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||167.142.21.135||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||DookGVR4||10-27-2003||04:14 PM||||everything BUT the key fob here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.52.237.170||reg||1||DookGVR4||00000632||yes
Z||000009||BlackHole||10-27-2003||04:40 PM||||I'm with Pivvay - nothing, nada, zilch, zero.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000010||jonvr4||10-27-2003||04:43 PM||||im with chris and blackHole. but my dad has the dash plaque, manule and the cup holder.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||10-27-2003||05:10 PM||||Ivr got the manual, dash plaque, but the first owner still has the key fob. He told me he didnt have it, but I saw it on his key ring with his keys to his other GVR4 (92). fucker.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000012||Jason411||10-27-2003||05:12 PM||||Got the key fob for 774/1000, and the owners manual, along w/ the window sticker.<br />I got none of the above w/ 411/2000<br /><br />Jason||24.247.143.76||reg||1||Jason411||00002590||yes
Z||000013||crucible||10-27-2003||05:13 PM||||I got the FOB for #14/1k.Nice little trinket.Also have the window sticker,Thule ski rack which Ill never use,mag articles featuring VR4s,service manuals,and a strange after market remote starter that I havent figured out quite yet.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000014||Jose||10-27-2003||09:40 PM||||I also have mine, and the window sticker.<br />Jose....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000015||CCDSM69||10-28-2003||10:31 AM||||I have the one from the car I just sold (1948/2K) and one from Scott's first galant. We got the complete set (keychain, cup holders, original window stickers, and manual with leather cover) with both cars but I lost the window sticker and cupholder from mine last year  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000016||DeanCouchey||10-28-2003||11:17 AM||||got my fob, dash plaque, cup spillers, owners manual and leather cover, some old people owned it so it was a sure bet I would get them :-)||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000017||Romanova||10-28-2003||11:34 AM||||All I got are the cup holders and a manual from a '89 Galant. WTF?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000018||sk8bored||10-28-2003||02:15 PM||||Fob, cupholders, and owners manual here.||199.168.32.10||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000019||stevevr4||10-28-2003||02:17 PM||||Got the cupspillers and plaque... owners manual would be nice and the key fob I guess will never be mine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000020||drew||10-28-2003||02:24 PM||||Who you callin' a FOB?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000021||Franckypoo||10-28-2003||02:28 PM||||Nothing here except dash plaque  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000022||Doc_Seuss||10-28-2003||03:48 PM||||can someone post a picture of theirs? or send me a link?<br /><br />BTW i have window sticker, manual and dash plaque.<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000023||369of1000||10-28-2003||04:21 PM||||I have the plaque, cup spiller, and window sticker. No FOB or manual for me.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000024||stevevr4||10-28-2003||04:24 PM||||Is it not possible to get an owners manual from mitsu??||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000025||iceman69510||10-28-2003||05:08 PM||||Doubtful anymore, but I believe most are talking about the leather owner's manual case that says "Galant VR4" on it.  I have that, dash plaque, and the drink spiller, but no fob.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000026||DSMGVR4||10-28-2003||07:52 PM||||I have the FOB for 1125/2000, my first car. But own 685/1000 now...my only GVR4. Never had the fob for 120/1000 or 685/1000 either. John||64.12.97.9||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000027||sto31920||10-28-2003||08:17 PM||||I've got my 1323/2000 key fob, dash plaque, cup holders, etc.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.117.213.87||reg||6||Turbolag||00000893||yes
Z||000028||Gvr4-330||10-28-2003||09:12 PM||||My black car doesn't have the fob or the floormats, but I bought a pleather owner's manual from someone on the list.<br /><br />The white car came with the floormats, but no fob, and the owner's manual was in a standard Galant's fuzzy grey case.  But it does have the window sticker!<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000029||DsmSeifer||10-28-2003||09:23 PM||||No Fob or sticker for me. But I have everything else. I want to get a look at one of these key fobs to see what all the rage is about.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000030||crucible||10-28-2003||09:29 PM||||Uh, what is a cup spiller?<br />I have the cup holders if thats what others are taling about.<br />Dunno<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000031||geoff@machv||10-28-2003||10:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Uh, what is a cup spiller?<br />I have the cup holders if thats what others are taling about.<br />Dunno<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well take a corner too fast.... And You'll know why they call the "holder" a "spiller"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||199.196.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000032||199of2k||10-28-2003||11:51 PM||||Dash plaque, Manual w/ Leather cover, and the most important cup spillers!  I had the floor mats, but the wife threw them out after a week, saying that they were dirty and needed replcement!||68.14.133.196||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000033||MidEngine210||10-29-2003||02:14 PM||||Key fob, dash plaque, manual and cover, cup holders/spillers, and floor mats. I almost lost the key fob when I was in Reno a month ago. I was taking my hand out of my pocket when the fob comes flying out. It came off the ring some how. I was in panic mode thinking about how I almost lost it. My friends thought I was nuts||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000034||gixxer||10-29-2003||02:20 PM||||i gots my fob||63.224.137.32||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000035||driftntouge||10-29-2003||02:37 PM||||Ive got the key chain, owners manual w/ case and plaque.  Im the third owner.  No window sticker, cup holders or floor mats though...id love to find some.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes



ubb/Forum3/003460.cgi
A||||0||GVR1643||new lifters and valve seals||||14||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||10-27-2003||05:20 PM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Mark95 helped with the install of new lifters and valve seals for the white car.  WOW, what a difference!!! Went from a constant chatter to a purrrr.  No more timing being yanked from noisey (and a few really bad) lifters and no more smoke at idle/start-up.  <br />He tried a different method since we just did t-belt, b/s removal and water pump a month ago.  Didn't undo any belts, just removed the cam gears with everything lined up at TDC and reinstalled, check T-belt line-up and timing.  The spring compressor tool that bolts up on top of the head works GREAT!  <br />Now I wish I had these new lifters in #1601. They're not too noisey, but these are whisper quiet!<br />Thanks again to Mark for his help and teaching.||167.142.21.135||reg||14||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003471.cgi
A||||3||GVR-4||New car search||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||10-28-2003||10:12 AM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I'm looking into a VW passat for the wife and can't find any info on when they changed the iterations (our budget is about $10k). I think they changed them last between '97 and '98, but I'm not sure. And I've goggled, dogpiled and jeevesed for an hour. No specs. Anyone?<br /><br />TIA<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||10-28-2003||11:19 AM||||<a href="http://www.cars.com" target="_blank">www.cars.com</a> just looks thoguth it in the specs or whatever part.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||bleck||10-28-2003||11:07 PM||||98 they changed to the first iteration of the current bodystyle.  They also added the 1.8t engine, which in my opinion is the one you want.  The VR6 is boring in that car and the turbo really scoots... even with 4 250 pounders in there.  Plus think of the fun you could have with that thing.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||bleck||10-28-2003||11:08 PM||||Oh, and the 1.8t had 150hp, and the VR6 172hp at that time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003462.cgi
A||||38||229of1000||Worst.  Weekend.  EVER.  (Car desecrated!)||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||10-27-2003||09:19 PM||||Well I am finally back home.<br /><br />My car got screwed.<br /><br />Got into the hotel in Atlanta at 4AM.  Came out at 9:30AM to go to Six Flags, and the window is busted out and the hood is up.  Things gone:<br /><br />VPC - $700+<br />Black S-AFC2 - $300<br />Aeromotive AFPR - $200<br />Dejon intake - $150<br />Escort Passport 8500 - $300<br />Craftsman tools - $250<br />100 CDs - $1000-1500<br />Palm IIIc - $100<br />Pocketlogger cable - $160<br />MBC - $100<br />Smashed window - $200<br />Sanyo cell phone - $300<br />Friend's cell phone - $50<br />Friend's wallet and keys - $200<br /><br />Total - Approx $4000, and so much time.<br /><br />How is that for a trip?  Fortunately the car was not "vandalized".  There are no intentional scratches, cuts, tears, anything.  I can't find anything visibly broken aside from trim pieces.  But still, my 72,000 mile beauty has been violated.<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br />I will have pictures up shortly.  If anyone would like to donate to the "Get my car back on the road" fund, my paypal is 4orced4door@hotpop.com.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||10-27-2003||09:26 PM||||hotel have cameras? where was ur car alarm during all of this? was it asleep?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||10-27-2003||09:27 PM||||FUCK THAT! I can't tolerate this shit! Dude Im sorry, thats horrible. How'd you get home?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||10-27-2003||09:27 PM||||I suggest you post this info to <a href="http://www.ga.dsm.org" target="_blank">www.ga.dsm.org</a> immediatley.  Those guys will keep a look out for someone[s] trying to sell your stuff.<br />they take that sh*t seriously down there man....<br /><br />Good luck man...||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||10-27-2003||09:34 PM||||My condolences. I feel your pain.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||bleck||10-27-2003||09:35 PM||||That really sucks ass.  Tell me you have full coverage.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||10-27-2003||09:36 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||10-27-2003||09:37 PM||||Here's the deal with the alarm.  About an hour earlier, I shut the headlight switch off, take out the key to get out.  But the dashlights, parking/brake lights and stereo stay turned on!  I can't get the car to shut fully off.  Weird as hell.  It was late, so rather than screwing around with it, I popped the trunk and disconnected the battery at the hotel.  Bye bye alarm!<br /><br />The hotel cameras were pointed at the corridors, not the parking lot.  The manager said I was the first car to be broken into in the year they have been open.  This happened at the Guesthouse Inn, Acworth Georgia, exit 278 off I-75.  Don't freakin stay there!  The beds sucked too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br /><br />I am waiting for the ga.dsm board Admin to activate me, and then I will post it there.  Thanks.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||10-27-2003||09:39 PM||||We don't know for sure yet... but here's the deal as of now with the insurance.  My insurance is in me and my dad's name.  My dad has been dealing with this company for 30 years and has eight vehicles insured for his business through them, as well as homeowners and personal insurance.<br /><br />They told us today everything is covered, but I will know tomorrow for sure.  Cross your fingers!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||number3||10-27-2003||09:43 PM||||That does suck!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> That really sucks ass.  Tell me you have full coverage. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My insurance won't cover half that stuff. I hope his is different. That would make it all the worst.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||10-27-2003||09:46 PM||||Wow, you made me feel so much better about my day.<br /><br />I get to work and found out I forgot my wallet.  No security card, or drivers license.  I can't even get in the building.  I get back in my car to go home to get my wallet.  It's only about a 15min drive. <br /><br />Well, I started to hear a bad belt sqeak on my way home.  It got worse and worse and I pulled over to make sure everything was okay.  This was more then just a loose belt.  I popped the hood and saw that the tentioner popped off the alt.  Damn.  I used my road side cause I didn't have any tools on me.  It took over two hours for the tow truck to arive and it was 11 by the time I got back home to fix a really simple problem.  The sad part was is there was a sears across the street, but I had no cash or plastic on me to buy a 12mm wrench.  <br /><br />I got back to work at noon today.  Opps.   On my way home I picked up some cheap gloves and a cheap metric wrench set for next time.<br /><br />O well, nothing was really broken, I just didn't have any tools on me to fix the simple problem.<br /><br />Next time I think I'm having a bad day, I'll just remember someone is having a worse day.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||10-27-2003||09:49 PM||||Good luck with the insurance.  That totally sucks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I hope every morning I will never have to come out and find that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||Akuma||10-27-2003||09:51 PM||||those cocksuckers were ballsy to do that after 4AM. people who steal shit from other peoples cars are the stupidest fucks.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Akuma||00001519||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||10-27-2003||09:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akuma:<br /><strong> people who steal shit from other peoples cars are the stupidest fucks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well said.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||10-27-2003||10:08 PM||||And no one better help them if I ever catch a thief on my car or anyone else I know...I have a cheater bar with their f**king name on it and crys to stop may or may not be heard. I'd guess not   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||DongeR615||10-27-2003||10:49 PM||||argh!!! im mad and i don't own the car!||68.123.10.244||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000016||Ash||10-27-2003||11:13 PM||||Geez, I think I'd cry if that happened to me, I hope the insurance comes through & the bastards get caught.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||10-27-2003||11:14 PM||||My guess would be it possibly being an employee of the hotel or one of their friends. C'mon unless it's that bad of an area which if they only had one car broken into... They obviously knew what to get also as it wasn't a pass swipe and grab.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||Romanova||10-27-2003||11:15 PM||||Sorry to hear about your loss, but I have to wonder why you left some of that stuff in your car? My feelings have always been, that if it isn't there, they can't take it. I make a point of never leaving ANYTHING of value in my car. If it has to be left, it goes in the trunk which won't open unless you use the key. <br />Good luck getting your stuff back. Seems like they knew what they were after. Hopefully you can catch the fuckers and satisfy your thrist for blood ala vengence.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000019||229of1000||10-27-2003||11:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Sorry to hear about your loss, but I have to wonder why you left some of that stuff in your car? My feelings have always been, that if it isn't there, they can't take it. I make a point of never leaving ANYTHING of value in my car.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">We got to the hotel at 4AM.  I was the only driver for 550 miles straight.  The last fucking thing I was about to do was take everything upstairs.  And what I could take out was minimal.  Sorry I don't carry my VPC around with me.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000020||Xan||10-27-2003||11:30 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  That really sux dude.  Why the hell does it seem us gvr4 owners have been getting targeted by crooks and mischiefs so much lately?  I'm really shocked they popped the hood and started pulling stuff.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000021||1quickvr4||10-28-2003||12:48 AM||||They knew what they were looking for, I bat with their name on it. I dont play around with that type of shit. Check the normal places, I will keep an eye out.||66.141.166.146||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000022||talontsi||10-28-2003||01:09 AM||||Sorry to hear that Paul! <br />That was my ex VPC.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000023||Eclipse182||10-28-2003||01:15 AM||||OMG this pisses me off and its not even my car!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  Look on the bright side though; if you  <b>had</b> caught them in the act, you'd probally be down at the station explaining why you beat them to within an inch of their life  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  Im sorry about your car though man, im usually a calm person but anytime someone tells me about their car being vandalized or broken into I just get really pissed that someone would have the balls to do that. A cars like the second biggest investment youll make in your life and someone has the balls to break into it and just take whatever they want. On second thought, forget what i said earlier. I hope you do catch them, and make their hospital stay the second biggest investment in  <b>their</b> life!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000024||stevevr4||10-28-2003||09:36 AM||||Hope the insurance pulls through... that really SUCKS. i hate people||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000025||keydiver||10-28-2003||10:08 AM||||Paul,<br />How did you get home??    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br />They didn't get my ECU, did they?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />Maybe Obsidian Black is a cursed color.||68.154.99.243||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000026||gvr4ever||10-28-2003||11:29 AM||||Use performace parts don't hold much value.  It is prolly a DSMer who steels parts to make his car faster who can't afford them, or just doesn't want to pay for them.<br /><br />Whoever it is will hopefully loose some fingers some day steeling from the wrong person.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000027||turbowop||10-28-2003||11:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Use performace parts don't hold much value.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Used VPC's go for $700 regularly on the trader. Used S-AFC's for $200, Dejon intakes for $100. That's a grand right there. At least a days worth of crack.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000028||Ryan Carey||10-28-2003||12:06 PM||||Shit Paul, WTF  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    That thing was like brand new, literally.  I don't know if insurance will cover that or not.  Most insurance componies only cover 10% of the total value of aftermarket parts installed in the last 6 months.  When I totalled my Accord I had to argue for 45 min with the adjuster, then after faxing all the documents to the adjuster, he only gave me $250 for the $4000 I had put in.  All I can say is don't settle.  Argue to the death.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||198.81.26.80||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000029||gvrfour173||10-28-2003||02:11 PM||||feel so bad,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||208.160.138.227||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000030||crucible||10-28-2003||02:27 PM||||Seems to me somebody(s) saw you arrive and possibly noticed you tinkering in the trunk(ie battery).Thieves have a knack for sniffing out easy kills.Wierd that they took the time to steal the AFPR.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />Dunno, but maybe etching small letters and/or numbers on your parts or equiptment in a non-obvious place so when the stuff does get sold,it could alert the buyer(s) who know what to look for when a person such as yourself lets us and others know your stuff was stolen.<br />Makes me nervous since I dont have coverage.||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000031||229of1000||10-28-2003||03:28 PM||||Insurance came out today.  The estimator is quoting us $2285 out of the $4425 I came up with.  That is okay, but I think we will get more.  We've been using this insurance company for 30 years and my Dad is on very good terms with the head honchos.  Wish me luck.<br /><br />Thanks for the support guys.  If my friends ever get home from Georgia I will put up pictures.  My dad was in Georgia seperate from me visiting my sister, so I called him up and he rented a U-haul trailer, hooked it up to the truck, and we brought it home.  That was convenient, at least.||12.92.28.121||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000032||229of1000||10-28-2003||03:31 PM||||And your ECU is safe Jeff.  They didn't even attempt to steal the AFC or VPC harnesses, the wiring down there is untouched.  They just unplugged the VPC head unit and left the cords behind.  Easy to fix, at least...||12.92.28.121||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000033||keydiver||10-28-2003||03:45 PM||||Yeh, and doesn't someone have a VPC head for sale on here right now?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.154.99.243||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000034||bleck||10-28-2003||10:39 PM||||Dammit, Paul.  Your dad is the man.  And it seems like you're gonna get the hookup with the ins. company.  Just look at the bright side, you could be locked up for putting that VPC up someone's ass.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000035||VR4 Me||10-29-2003||06:56 AM||||acworth is about an hour and a half from here. It's kinda far, but nonetheless, I'll be sure to keep an eye out.<br /><br />p.s. did i mention that I just *bought* a whole bunch of new mods for my car, and went on a cd *buying* spree.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />sorry, just trying to help lighten the situation. the same thing has happened to me man. just pray your insurance covers all the stuff. It was like pulling teeth to get them to cover my JL Stealthbox when it got ripped from my del Sol, by a wrecker company no less.<br /><br />Good luck man, and like I said, I'll keep my ears open.||65.80.67.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000036||GVR1643||10-29-2003||09:34 AM||||Paul, sucks to here the news! Glad the insurance company seems to be stepping up to the plate for you. At least it's stuff you can basically plug back in or reinstall - unlike hail damage  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Good luck.||167.142.22.114||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000037||229of1000||10-29-2003||08:02 PM||||Thanks again for the support guys.<br /><br />I started a new thread with pictures.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000038||229of1000||10-29-2003||08:06 PM||||The worst part is that Six Flags wasn't even that fun.  I've had way better times at Busch Gardens down here.  I went on a slow day (it was a bit rainy) and they let me ride Kumba 11 times in a row without getting up.  Now that was sweet.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/003463.cgi
A||||3||Akidosigh1||amg pic||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||10-27-2003||09:24 PM||||<a href="http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity/2481/pic/memb_type2_l.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.co.jp/MotorCity/2481/pic/memb_type2_l.jpg</a><br /><br />AMG galant picture... i want that bumper and i will have one....!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-27-2003||09:25 PM||||I want the fucking grill!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||gixxer||10-27-2003||10:07 PM||||thats way tizznite   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||129.219.245.169||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||10-27-2003||11:09 PM||||I already got the spark plug cover.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />I really want the seats and the door panels. Add some class to the interior...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/003464.cgi
A||||32||GVR$in||HOTTT!!! NWS!!!!!||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-27-2003||09:29 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||<img src="http://www.slitz.se/senaste/expo/2003_09_flickvan/popup/1_e.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.slitz.se/senaste/expo/2003_09_flickvan/popup/2_e.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.slitz.se/senaste/expo/2003_09_flickvan/popup/3_e.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.slitz.se/senaste/expo/2003_09_flickvan/popup/4_e.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||bleck||10-27-2003||09:31 PM||||Oh, look another ass just waiting for a handprint!!!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-27-2003||09:31 PM||||Yaha, and not work safe!||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||drew||10-27-2003||09:38 PM||||Can we keep this stuff off this site? Or at the very least give us a warning?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||10-27-2003||09:40 PM||||Dude...quit posting those pics of my girlfriend I sent you. If anybody wants nudies though....I trade for performance parts....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||number3||10-27-2003||09:47 PM||||Not that I really mind. I am never in a situation that these kind of pictures would get me in trouble. I love to see hot girls... and it is not my meesage board but the rules do state...<br /><br />"Please do not post offensive material on the site such as pornography or violent material. Adult language is allowed with no censorship.<br /><br /><br />You agree not to post any copyrighted material unless the copyright is owned by you or by GalantVR4.org."<br /><br />Jon? Any comment?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||10-27-2003||09:49 PM||||come on #3 do you have to pick at it that much?||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||10-27-2003||09:56 PM||||DAMN!!!  Who is that?||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||drew||10-27-2003||09:57 PM||||I'm in a situation where I can get in trouble too often. I'd really appreciate it. Just follow the rules of the board. If you have to, just post a link, don't post a picture.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||10-27-2003||09:59 PM||||Or give people a work warning.  <br /><br />Or maybe don't click topics called "HOTTT!!!" if you're somewhere you could get in trouble.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||drew||10-27-2003||10:01 PM||||HOTTT is ambiguous. It could be a Hot car. If you wanna get legalistic about it, just follow  the rules of the board.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||10-27-2003||10:02 PM||||I opened this at home, but if it was at work, I'd be reaching for the power button on the monitor FAST!  If I got caught with pictures like that on my monitor at work, I'd prolly be shown the door.<br /><br />Hey, I like a good peep show, but I read this list for the Galant VR4.  I escape at work from time to time to read this list.  <br /><br />Please have a not work safe alarm on post like this!||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||10-27-2003||10:02 PM||||Well in that case, just look at who posted it and you should know!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||10-27-2003||10:05 PM||||I'm all for her. DamN!  She is smoking.  BUT I agree with some NWS (not work safe) in the header or something.  I don't really want my boss to catch me checking that out even though we all are male engineers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||10-27-2003||10:07 PM||||I'd hit it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm still not getting the not work safe thing though. You people don't get in trouble at all by reading the message board all day long, but worry about seeing a couple of naked pictures is bad?<br />Hell the best porn pics I see is on my bosses computer that his son sents him on the hourly basis.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.227.96||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000015||number3||10-27-2003||10:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> come on #3 do you have to pick at it that much? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">explain please?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||udriveu||10-27-2003||10:24 PM||||yeah, i enjoy the boobies links, but please put simple 'NSFW' in the topic. that underage girl thing almost got me in trouble the other day too.||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000017||GVR$in||10-27-2003||10:45 PM||||Sorry guys, I was excited.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Won't happen again.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000018||Xan||10-27-2003||10:51 PM||||np terren, it's all good   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />the url is <a href="http://www.slitz.se/senaste/expo/2003_09_flickvan/" target="_blank">http://www.slitz.se/senaste/expo/2003_09_flickvan/</a><br /><br />but we still don't know who she is.. such a cute face... *drool*||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000019||josh91vr4||10-27-2003||10:54 PM||||I thought "NWS" meant: Not Work Safe ?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000020||GVR$in||10-27-2003||11:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong> I thought "NWS" meant: Not Work Safe ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didn't have NWS initially in the header for this thread.<br /><br />Her name is Elin Grindemyr and she's from Sweden, But there are NO other existing pics of her for some reason.<br /><br />And I hear some of you referring to this as "Porn". These are photos that are sold in a mag in sweden sharing similarites to Maxim, FHM, etc that can be sold to a 14 year old kid. No porn of her(unfortuneately) but close enough.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> 4orced<br /><strong> Well in that case, just look at who posted it and you should know! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ass!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000021||229of1000||10-27-2003||11:04 PM||||<strong> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ass!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000022||hibrn8||10-28-2003||12:02 AM||||Nice Terren!!! I like Swedish women! <br /><br />I dont find these pics to be too offensive at all. I dont see any areola up in the camera lens  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> . <br /><br />To go along wiht your comment Terren, people in Europe dont find nudity offensive at all, so of course this is actually the softer pics of what the 14yr olds have access to   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.227.204.150||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000023||bleck||10-28-2003||12:13 AM||||Whoa boys! Just enjoy it.  This here aint the time for discussion...  This is a time for quiet reflection...  Now excuse me while I reflect  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000024||brandongvr4||10-28-2003||02:45 AM||||Im agree with Bleck. Dont say a work, just look and reflect.<br /><br />And think how wonderful it would be to take her for a test drive. <br /><br />!!WOW!!||67.121.154.70||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000025||theymightbegalants||10-28-2003||04:47 AM||||Nice Terren.  Yea, she's hot and all, but I really don't like her nails.  Those long square fakeys just really bother me.<br /><br />Anyone know what her tat means?  Any bets on whether she even knows what it means?||69.59.219.152||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000026||VTGVR4||10-28-2003||09:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong><br />Anyone know what her tat means?  Any bets on whether she even knows what it means? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">or if it was cleaned up in photoshop? i bet the original pictures show all her nickel sized pimples on her butt.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000027||hibrn8||10-28-2003||10:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> <br />Anyone know what her tat means?  Any bets on whether she even knows what it means? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah it says "Ken's girl"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||131.193.6.152||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000028||crucible||10-28-2003||05:43 PM||||If at work use common sense.Just being on this site could get you in trouble.<br />Man o Man,chicks like that got it made.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000029||Bigfoot200200||10-28-2003||10:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong><br />Man o Man,chicks like that got it made. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got this theory about really hot chicks. The 9s and 10s have little to prove and are easier to get along with. It's the 6-8s who are trying to make everyone think that they are 9-10s who give you the most trouble.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000030||Ash||10-29-2003||12:22 AM||||LOL@Bigfoot   That makes perfect sense doesn't it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000031||hibrn8||10-29-2003||01:45 PM||||sorry guys had to look at her again.....damn she is soooooo hot!||131.193.154.178||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000032||TsiTalon||10-29-2003||01:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Whoa boys! Just enjoy it. This here aint the time for discussion... This is a time for quiet reflection... Now excuse me while I reflect  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You wouldn't happen to be "reflecting" with your pants around your ankles, are you?<br /><br />Nice.  Very nice!||12.165.116.126||reg||1||TsiTalon||00002445||yes



ubb/Forum3/003465.cgi
A||||35||hecdws||who rates the members?||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||10-27-2003||09:51 PM||hecdws@aol.com||just curious. <br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||10-27-2003||09:53 PM||||whoever wants to I think.  Isn't there a little rate member button somewhere on each page?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||10-27-2003||10:00 PM||||Just click where it says member rating under their name.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||gixxer||10-27-2003||10:22 PM||||i tried to give you another star hecdws <br />,just because you only had 4 of 5   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.219.247.219||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000004||Xan||10-27-2003||11:17 PM||||ya, so don't piss off other members  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000005||TurboVR4dr||10-27-2003||11:47 PM||||I think the rating thing here is a little of a joke.  I mean damn near everyone (except me)  is a 4 or 5 start member.  I have read a lot of posts from people asking questions that have left me think  "how in the fuck did you get 5 stars"  Simple basic shit.  I don't know maybe I am just bitter.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000006||bleck||10-27-2003||11:50 PM||||Funny you mention that.  My profile says I have 1-star with one vote.  And I aint done shit on this board except make a few friends, and spread my money around.  Who the hell could have a problem with that?  Hell, half the time I even end my posts with one of these ---&gt;  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />but today ----&gt;  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000007||Akidosigh1||10-27-2003||11:52 PM||||I have 1 STAR! I'm almost a baller||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000008||bleck||10-27-2003||11:53 PM||||...On second thought, I probably pissed a lot of people off last week with my political views in another thread...  Yeah, that's it... whatever, shoulda known better  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||10-27-2003||11:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Funny you mention that.  My profile says I have 1-star with one vote.  And I aint done shit on this board except make a few friends, and spread my money around.  Who the hell could have a problem with that?  Hell, half the time I even end my posts with one of these ---&gt;   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />but today ----&gt;   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There you go man....I gave you a good rating for being cool enough to buy my 16g off of me. You deserve it for the smooth transaction.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />BTW...hows that coming along?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||chadhayashi||10-28-2003||12:01 AM||||Obviously, I've done nothing but piss people off.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000011||bleck||10-28-2003||12:04 AM||||Pontarolo, you're alright man, lmao.  Actually, I picked up an EVO manny, and if all goes well, the whole shebang is goin in on Friday.  BTW, nice freakin turbo.  And my wife and kids were eager to spend the $600 you saved me by giving it up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />btw, my buddy with the EVO 8 stopped by sunday, and took a look at it.  Asked me what the car it came out of ran, and when I told him you did a 12.7 with it......   silence  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||10-28-2003||12:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Obviously, I've done nothing but piss people off.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya Chad, you are a dork   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I gave you a 5 for the 303 connection...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||jonvr4||10-28-2003||12:06 AM||||hey chris, WTF where is my 5?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||10-28-2003||12:12 AM||||Damn Jon.  What do I look like a 5 star whore   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||Xan||10-28-2003||01:55 AM||||hey, someone rated me, how do I see who it was..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000016||bleck||10-28-2003||08:21 AM||||That's the catch... you can't.   You can tell when someone took a dump with the tools on this site, but the ratings are anonymous.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000017||iceman69510||10-28-2003||08:38 AM||||Hey Sean, I just rated you for your political views and for being self-employed.  But I won't tell you what I rated you.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000018||bleck||10-28-2003||08:56 AM||||Lmao Iceman... you crazy.  I'll tell ya, as far as being self-employed is concerned, there are some months where I'm a 5-star, and some months where I'm a non-star... I'm sure it'll take a few years off the end of my life  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000019||VTGVR4||10-28-2003||09:14 AM||||i thought it was automatic at first?  if you make 5 posts, you get some stupid stars, and are better than the non star folks. wait, does that mean we are star bellied sneeches?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000020||ayvr4||10-28-2003||11:54 AM||||OK, i am going to need some stars asap.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000021||sleeper||10-28-2003||11:57 AM||||I can give you one for free, but you'll have to pay if you want all 5 of them.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000022||ayvr4||10-28-2003||12:15 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000023||stevevr4||10-28-2003||03:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> OK, i am going to need some stars asap.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I gave you five, hit me back.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000024||ayvr4||10-28-2003||04:01 PM||||there you go bro.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000025||thejeebus2002||10-28-2003||04:18 PM||||How I long for a star.  I swear I'll start using the search engine more.  I mean it!!!!  I just want a star....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000026||92GVR4#333||10-28-2003||07:05 PM||||some one hit me.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000027||Gvr4-330||10-28-2003||07:17 PM||||I am starless....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000028||GRV4726||10-28-2003||08:18 PM||||i'm starless too and i like to think that sometimes i help out    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />haha, well i don't really care that much because i got lots of posts    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />i've rated asantos and theymightbegalants (who really deserves two ratings because he's a good guy and easy to deal with ... by the way i just read your pm. i sent it to the address you sent me the order with, which was the same you sent me in the pm. so it should be there. i'm hoping it is. if not will go track it. sorry i haven't already i've been sick from working out side on the galant    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   )<br /><br />anyway.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000029||bleck||10-28-2003||09:23 PM||||Alright, I gave all you frauds a little present. Ummm, can I get one back?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000030||chadhayashi||10-28-2003||09:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Obviously, I've done nothing but piss people off.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya Chad, you are a dork    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I gave you a 5 for the 303 connection... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Back at you fo shizzy||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000031||thejeebus2002||10-29-2003||10:01 AM||||There ya go.<br /><br />  Yey, I got stars, Yey.<br /><br />(guy from Crankyankers)<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000032||stevevr4||10-29-2003||10:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> there you go bro.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">noice!||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000033||GVR4ZUM||10-29-2003||10:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> There ya go.<br /><br />  Yey, I got stars, Yey.<br /><br />(guy from Crankyankers)<br /><br />scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol<br />Yey, I got mail, I got mail, yey.<br />I like that show, dayum now that's in my head..||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000034||mikeyoung00||10-29-2003||08:28 PM||||No stars here (last I checked). Helps me keep a low profile.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000035||DeanCouchey||10-30-2003||12:00 AM||||I only got 3 stars, I must act the same way I do on here then in person cause about 3 out of 5 people like me.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003466.cgi
A||||4||udriveu||Car Costume||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||10-27-2003||10:46 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||They have drift events at E-town every so often, and this wednesday they're giving out prizes for the best "car costume". Long story, short: I have some interesting friends.<br /> <a href="http://forums.freshalloy.com/ubbthreads/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=UBB27&Number=67571403&page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpart=&vc=" target="_blank">DOWalloween costume</a>||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||10-28-2003||02:57 AM||||I like that guy, I'll bet he's fun to party with.||64.233.106.73||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||11-02-2003||05:28 PM||||Pics from that event are here if anyone is interested:<br /><a href="http://www.blitzkriegmedia.com/dow8/frames.html" target="_blank">http://www.blitzkriegmedia.com/dow8/frames.html</a><br />My friend's car costume came in first!||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||11-03-2003||08:22 AM||||that looks like to much fun||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||11-03-2003||11:52 AM||||funny looking car especially with the pink underbody kit.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003467.cgi
A||||9||jonvr4||what do you guys think?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-27-2003||11:09 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||as most of you guys know i sell random shit all the time, but now i am making a site to better suit the needs of pics and such. let me know what you guys think. btw don't hold back. also it's not done, as i have about 25 other items i need to add, but this is what i have so far. thanks<br /><br /><a href="http://home.comcast.net/~jonvigil2/home.html" target="_blank">http://home.comcast.net/~jonvigil2/home.html</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Xan||10-27-2003||11:15 PM||||lose the green on white and make it 1280 friendly, otherwise nice start||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||10-27-2003||11:17 PM||||also let me know about the prices also.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Xan||10-27-2003||11:19 PM||||not bad, cheaper than ebay   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000004||TurboVR4dr||10-27-2003||11:37 PM||||Pretty nice.  Will you buy parts at half of what you are selling them for?  If so PM me.  Also I would go a different rout for the straight shot elbows.  You have them made from alum.  I know it is easy to cut the stock elbow off and use the flange.  But I would have some flanges made and do that out of steel.  People who then buy them could weld to them.  Most people can;t weld alum.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000005||bleck||10-27-2003||11:44 PM||||Not too shabby, Jon.  I guess it is a DSM site and not GVR4 specific?  The green doesn't bother me, but it is a little neon.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000006||Arty||10-28-2003||03:34 AM||||When the green is over the black background on the logo, it looks fine to me, but the green font on the white background isn't ledgible enough, needs more contrast in my opinion.<br />There's a slight typo "Oil Cooler + Filter Husing (sic) $65.00"<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||10-30-2003||12:10 AM||||ok guys. i decided to just use this format. i am too busy to really play around with it at the moment, however i soon will have a site that sells full performance parts. name brands that everyone wants/likes. included will be custom secret intake mani design i have been working on and designing for a while. and a few other things.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||369of1000||10-30-2003||01:19 AM||||Just change the white to a grey. Match it up with part of the shading from the motor pic. Simple fix (if you have time) and it will make the motor stand out more. Plus, it won't be such a strian on people's eyes to read.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||10-30-2003||09:27 AM||||The page took almost 2 minutes to load with a ISDN line. Guaranteed that anybody with a dialup won't buy anything from you. Other than that it looks good. <br />One of these days my site will be up too.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/003468.cgi
A||||7||jonvr4||has anyone done this?||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||10-28-2003||12:01 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||I was very interested in this, it may be helpful in the near, very near future   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=5;t=002960#000001" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=5;t=002960#000001</a>||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||10-28-2003||12:15 AM||||My opinion: The two fastest DSM�s (unibody) are powered by what?  I suppose if you want some more torque go for it but, I wouldn�t and wont.||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||10-28-2003||12:17 AM||||yeah but i am talking about the supra pistons. read the link and it expalains the common measurements between the stroker and the supra.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||10-28-2003||02:49 AM||||Interesting idea, I'd email Crankwalkers company Pro 1 and ask him why he didnt do it. His last post complained about the lack of oversized pistons, I guess for future rebuilds. I dont know how much compression you would end up with because of the shorter piston. Both Ross and Weisco make forged pistons for the 2.4 now, remember too that by buying them you would avoid the costs of machining and balancing the small rod ends.||64.233.106.73||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||Jon||10-28-2003||08:23 AM||||4G64 is a 7 bolt motor.  G64B is a 6 bolt, 2.4L motor.  That is what you want to use, not a 4G64.<br /><br />Marco at Magnus has done this a lot.  If you really want a 2.4L, 6 bolt motor, I would call him rather than spending a lot of time trying to figure out what he already has.  Plus, he has successfully done it.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||10-28-2003||09:52 AM||||i got the 2.4 6 bolt sitting at my house as we speak.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||10-28-2003||10:31 AM||||The Pro 1 Motorsports site is down.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||10-28-2003||10:36 AM||||I run a 2.4 and have turned a 469whp and a 419torque.  These were my base line runs so I know I have better in there.  The 2.4 is a good motor but the only isssue I had was the initial timing issue.  Once I got it running I was in love.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum3/003469.cgi
A||||7||Team Ducktape||Good Guy -imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com ||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||10-28-2003||01:41 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||I bought a engine (4g63) from Chris Mejia. He is "4g63t" from this site. Engine was like he stated and shipped asap. I would buy form him again. Add another to the good guy list.....||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||10-28-2003||08:33 AM||||Thanks Rob, I appreciate that. Yeah guys, buy stuff from me!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||10-28-2003||09:16 AM||||wow, judging from the email, i woulda thought....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||10-28-2003||09:24 AM||||Good to hear, I just paypalled him for that radiator yesterday.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||10-28-2003||09:39 AM||||Hey Chris....<br />Do you have a front hood?  I need one of those.  <br /><br />Geoff||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||10-28-2003||10:17 AM||||I bought an a-pillar from chris. Shipped fast, packed well, A+++++++++++++++   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||10-28-2003||01:56 PM||||Duck Tape is an Ass Monkey&trade;.  He still owes me for a gauge cluster (delivered, no $$$), promised to give me a stock FPR (nothing yet), won't share the video of Bob's run at Road America (which I shot), doesn't return my email and he doesn't have a running Galant.<br /><br />Rob, don't make me call your girlfriend.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||10-28-2003||02:07 PM||||Geoff, I have a hood, but it's white. You're welcome to it, at bottom dollar, cuz I would love to get rid of it.  Ryan - if it will make you feel better, I'll send you a stock fpr. Since I'm such a good guy and all:)||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/003473.cgi
A||||3||GVR$in||VAndalism Update!!!||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-28-2003||02:41 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Ok, So Now Im way more pissed than I ever was... Don't worry the galant is far from where anyone can do harm and has no turbo.. so no damage can be done and it won't run  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  . <br /><br />I just got off the phone with the local PD and you won't believe what they fucking say:<br /><br />(After initial Hello's, etc):<br />PD: ..We just wanted to see if you had any leads on the vandalism case<br />?<br />Me: No, I haven't made any progress as to who has messed with my car continuous times.<br />PD: Did you say continuous sir?<br />Me: Yes, Aren't you aware? I've filed 3 seperate reports for a repeat offense and I still haven't gotten any justice.<br />PD: Well we only have records of 2 reports and after a repeat offense we're liable to take fingerprints, sometimes even after a first we can if you so request it.<br />..Pause (IM PISSED)<br />Me: So you're telling me after $2,000 dollars in damages done to my car, that NOW you could've taken fingerprints in the past? Ms., there was BLOOD and fingerprints ALL over the passenger side of my car that Officer "whoeverthefuck" obviously saw and almost immediately disregarded. Now what am I supposed to do now that I know you could've caught the guys who did this a month ago? The officer told me there wasn't anything the PD could do! IT was "too minor" a case! Quoted from her mouth!<br />PD: Well I apologize for the inconvenience but we're allowed to take action after the first offense... Did you wash the blood and fingerprints off of the car?<br />Me: Of course, I did after a few days after I was well aware you couldn't do anything about it.<br />PD: Oh well you should've further contaced the PD and we would have taken action.<br /><br />--That was the jist of the convo, ending in her telling me that action should've been taken and contact her with any other leading information.<br /><br />Well I guess there's no hope to catch the criminal who did this to my car. Im moving in 2 weeks. UGHHHHHHHHHHHHH  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||10-28-2003||03:52 PM||||Holy SHIT that's ridiculous.  Can you say L A W Y E R?  Fuck, if you're moving anyways, sue the PD who cares.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||10-28-2003||06:20 PM||||Typical cops.  Never their fault.  Obviously you should've ignored the first officer and done your own police work... or so that's what I got from the conversation.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||10-28-2003||08:44 PM||||Man, that really sucks Terren.  I'm sorry that PD is so lackluster in their enthusiasm to catch this criminal, but that seems typical for this sort of crime.  It's pretty ridiculous for them to say there's nothing they can do, then ask if they can fingerprint weeks later.  That first officer, that surveyed the scene and disregarded the blood, is showing negligence in the line of duty, or so it seems to me.  Hope you at least have his/her name, if not a badge number.||69.59.219.228||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003474.cgi
A||||7||EvilGalantGSX||clean'd up the G-GSX||||1||||EvilGalantGSX||00001681
Z||000000||EvilGalantGSX||10-28-2003||05:05 PM||jeremy.vickers@igt.com||Cleaned it up some decided to take some pics.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1770" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1771" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1772" alt=" - " />||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||10-28-2003||05:14 PM||||nice car!||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||Gvr4-330||10-29-2003||06:38 AM||||What's been done to the car?<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||10-29-2003||12:09 PM||||Love those wheels!!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||EvilGalantGSX||10-29-2003||01:10 PM||||Well the only "mods" done to the car are a cat back exhaust with a flowmaster muffler and a EGR blockoff plate and Vacume hoses redone.<br /><br />Its taken me a while just to get the car running, The ECU craped out over a year ago and I could never find the exact replacement (MD153303). So I started experimenting with 1990 TEL 4g63 N/T ecu's. They will work, it just took a while to find one in good shape. I also had to swap out the injectors and Throttle body. The injectors were sticking open and the shaft seal were starting to leak vacume.<br /><br />The bad part is that its gonna need a new clutch soon and it looks like the transfer case is leaking.  I just dont know if I can do the clutch my self.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000005||RayH||10-29-2003||01:13 PM||||I believe the G-GSX was also covered by the transfer case recall so you might be able to get a dealer to take care of it.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000006||EvilGalantGSX||10-29-2003||03:47 PM||||Ill have to check it out at the local Mitsu-Satan shop.<br /><br />Im debating on spending the money to put a small turbo on this car or buying a friends 86 GTI Autocross car.<br /><br /><br />Maybe find a G-VR4 that runs but needs work for $1000.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||03:59 PM||||heh, i think mine might be sold soon, its down to 2k for the galant and every single extra spare part i got. need it gone!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/003475.cgi
A||||52||ken inn||what would YOU get?||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||10-28-2003||05:07 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i am considering buying a new car.  so far, i like the evo8, wrx, wrx sti, and the mustang cobra.  it's getting to the end of the year, and i figure the time to buy is coming up, cause the dealers will all be trying to move out stock to avoid taxes.  what do you guys think?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||10-28-2003||05:10 PM||||I would buy an Infiniti G35 Coupe.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||10-28-2003||05:12 PM||||Evo VII because they can be imported and are rare AND not much more than dealer prices for the EVO (even though they are the 'same' as the Evo). If not the EVO VII, the EVO. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||Doc_Seuss||10-28-2003||05:15 PM||||umm me personally...<br /><br />first i would test drive an STI, i personally havent driven one.  I loved the way the evo viii drove.  I really like those cars(although i think the vii is sexier) and hope to buy one once out of school.<br /><br />Hopefully when i get out of school im gonna buy an evo8 and keep the galant garaged and make it sick.<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||10-28-2003||05:58 PM||||If you are keeping your GVR4 then I would get the cobra.  I got to drive one and it is more fun then the EVO.  I would choose one over a EVO any day of the week.  I havn't driven a STi.<br /><br />Play with AWD and RWD, not AWD and AWD.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||MidEngine210||10-28-2003||06:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I would buy an Infiniti G35 Coupe. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Next to the EVO VIII, this would be my choice. It would have to have the Brembo brakes though. All the colors that the G35 Coupe comes in look so damn awesome. IMHO, it would be a great car to compliment the GVR4. Why get another 4 door, awd, turbo set up?<br /><br />My choices: G35 6M Coupe, EVO 7 (assuming no problems with registering it), EVO 8, Cobra||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||10-28-2003||06:25 PM||||Ken, what choices!! <br /><br />Man, I'd probably defect and buy the Cobra. You can slam it all year and it probably won't break. What's the interior like, is it cheap looking? <br /><br />The Evo- sure. It's sweet. I like it. But I'd have to drive it. I drove a TM edition and it was really smooth. I think you'll be disappointed with the power given your Galant. <br /><br />STI- sick. I like it but it's $$$. I duno. G35? Nah. Underpowered and heavy. Certainly a beautiful car but no limited slip?!  <br /><br />What about a 1.8t audi or a used S4? Those probably wouldn't top my list. The Cobra gave me a hell of a run when I was on my liter size motorbike, there aren't many cars that can do that.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||udriveu||10-28-2003||06:36 PM||||How about the RX-8?<br />Personaly, I'm liking what I'm hearing of the R32 Golf too.||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000008||Notorius||10-28-2003||06:46 PM||||the EVOs are AMAZING cars in the handling area. ive never ridden in anything that can handle like those things. plus 12 second quarter-miles with just a downpipe and catback isnt too shabby either...<br /><br />STi, it has no radio...<br /><br />Cobra, MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM, if you love torque this is it...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000009||1101||10-28-2003||07:03 PM||||I haven't driven in an EVO V8, but rode in one. The suspension is stiff. Stiffer than a GVR4 I drove with DMS shocks with 350 lb/in. springs in the front and if I remember correctly 280 lb/in. rear. The car bobs around a lot. It is not terribly harsh, but it is close to harsh.<br /><br />The seats however are very very hard and I thought they were uncomfortable. They hold you very tight and they are on the small side for a large person. I am not large at 5ft 8in 170 lbs.<br /><br />The owner 6ft about 200lbs. said that he really would not like to take it on a 200mi trip.||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||10-28-2003||08:24 PM||||Oh yeah! Rx8. Slick car.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||GVR-4||10-28-2003||10:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Oh yeah! Rx8. Slick car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's one of the ones I was gonna mention.<br /><br />Lexus IS 300? What about a new M5? And isn't the M6 gonna be reintroduced? Those are probably too expensive.<br /><br />What are you looking for in a car these days, Ken?<br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000012||drew||10-28-2003||11:26 PM||||The G35s have optional LSD and they just released (or will shortly) the AWD one.<br /><br />How about a Mercury Maurauder?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||199of2k||10-28-2003||11:43 PM||||In keeping w/ the sleeper mission I have, my next car will be a Volvo S60R.  300 horse Awd Turbo 5cly. I dont knwo it just seems right to me....||68.14.133.196||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000014||chadhayashi||10-28-2003||11:43 PM||||Personally, I love wagons. Even though I have no kids, I'd get a WRX wagon. Jay McNally who is now back on this board had one that ran mid 12's here in Denver. That's very quick for here. (Viper GTS' avg 13.0) It looked stock if you didn't notice the exh. <br />Although I'd have to get suspension and wheels and...||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000015||curtis||10-29-2003||12:05 AM||||leave the snake alone.  Get the sti saw a silver with gold wheels at the dealership this weekend   she's nice||67.25.36.121||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||10-29-2003||12:37 AM||||The snake is good man   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    I know where is 03 never sold at a dealer for 31K.<br /><br />The only reason I got to drive one is cause I went to look at a GT and there was a slightly used 03 that the sales guy wanted to show me.  I think he just wanted to go joy riding himself.  I got behind the wheel for a few, and it is really nice.  The 03-04 cobra is awsome.  Loads of power for the sticker price.  Even better when it is barly used   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br />I am waiting on the house to sell, but there is a chance I will get a barly used 03 cobra, but I might just get a GT.  I've made up my mind on a stang though.  You just can't beat the power for the price on the cobra, and they handle nice and have a 6 speed tranny.  Ford got out from under a rock and built a really nice car this time.  Even the GT is way nicer then they used to be.  I've driven a number of stangs in the past tring to figure out why they were so popular.  I never really got it.  The new GTs in stock form are great.  I would choose it over any import in the same price range.  It would be a close toss up with a WRX and I guess I would choose a WRX over a new GT if I didn't already have a wannabe rally car.  It really comes down to what you want to drive.  AWD is great, and I will always own a AWD car for the rest of my life.  Time for me to play with RWD low end torque.<br /><br />Also the new stangs have traction control (avalible) so that really helps out for getting caught in the rain.  That has always been a turn off for me.  Having to feather the gas in a V8 when you get stuck in rain or something.  Before I got my Talon (long and gone now) , I test drove a used WS6 and it started raining during the test drive.  I took the back end out in 3rd at low RPMs.  It was a good thing there was no one in the next lane at the time.  Traction control is a good thing.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||talontsi||10-29-2003||12:41 AM||||Out of the choices listed I still like the EVO 8. Great bang for the buck and has taken to mods very well. <br /><br />Cobra is nice too but I don't like the gas milage.<br />In the end you will still have to go test drive them and see what you like best.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000018||Dreis11301||10-29-2003||08:48 AM||||Mini Cooper S w/ the Works package.  About 30 grand, 200hp, 6-speed, 2700 lbs, incredible handling, and looks that are cool as hell.  Definately my choice in the new car market.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000019||ken inn||10-29-2003||09:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br /><strong> Mini Cooper S w/ the Works package.  About 30 grand, 200hp, 6-speed, 2700 lbs, incredible handling, and looks that are cool as hell.  Definately my choice in the new car market. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i sell parts for the coopers.  they are blowing up clutches and eating brakes so far.  also, one of my accounts in tyler, tx, has dynoed one at 241whp.  i dont care for the cooper.  if i do get a new car(last new car i got was in 1989), i will unload the vr4, i am a 1 car person, and i only drive a couple thousand miles a year now.  the mustang sounds really nice, but i am also looking for factory incentives.  right now, there is a 2500 rebate on the mustangs.  still, the best thing i like about the vr4 is that it's PAID for.  and, i dont know if i can justify a new car if i drive less than 5k miles a year.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000020||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||11:10 AM||||how come no one said supra TT? a nice used, stock 6 spd is a pretty fun car, and the prices are starting to come down, especially on the earlier ones. i still hope to buy one in a few years, when they become affordable. <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />theres a nice 25th anniv. version selling for the low, low price of 93k...  mark tozer. heh<br /> <a href="http://www.suprastore.com/kitrdwihks30.html" target="_blank">http://www.suprastore.com/kitrdwihks30.html</a> <br />edmunds shows that avg. miles '96 TT's go for around 14k. not bad at all. last time i checked, most people wouldnt let them go for any less than 30k.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000021||gvr4ever||10-29-2003||11:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> how come no one said supra TT? a nice used, stock 6 spd is a pretty fun car, and the prices are starting to come down, especially on the earlier ones. i still hope to buy one in a few years, when they become affordable. <br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />theres a nice 25th anniv. version selling for the low, low price of 93k...  mark tozer. heh<br />  <a href="http://www.suprastore.com/kitrdwihks30.html" target="_blank">http://www.suprastore.com/kitrdwihks30.html</a>  <br />edmunds shows that avg. miles '96 TT's go for around 14k. not bad at all. last time i checked, most people wouldnt let them go for any less than 30k. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That isn't bad at all.  Last time I checked they were around 30K too.  While that is damn tempting, the parts for that car would cost out the A$$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  Toyota parts are worse then Mitsu parts on the cost factor.  One reason I am running to Ford this time is because of the cost of parts.  I get tired of paying for parts on the GVR4 sometimes.  However, I did replace a lot of parts and it drives 100% better now, so I can't complain too much.  I LOVE some of the imports that have been made like the TT Z and the TT Supra, but for me the cost of keeping it up would end up making me hate the car I think.||205.242.228.39||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000022||GVR1643||10-29-2003||11:22 AM||||I still think the G35 is the best looking new car. I also think I'd miss the AWD, even if is doesn't snow in TX  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br />Alex - as far as the Cobra interior: The seats are cool, but the rest is the same IMO. My step-father says thats the one thing he absolutely doesn't like about his is the interior. He's got the ragtop, so that part is cool.  To each his own...<br /><br />Ken for as little as you drive, what's wrong with the no-payment GVR4.  You've got it in great shape, tranny never shifted better, solid performance mods that will outdo the EVO or STI, and most likely the Cobra. Your going to sit a new car outside your window and let it sit while making payments...<br /><br />BTW - I like the looks of the Mini's as well, and after finally watching the Italian Job...I wanted to go drive one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Performance for dollars though - I'd take an SRT-4 before a Mini.  Plus I just wouldn't like telling people I have a MINI  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.114||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000023||spoulson||10-29-2003||11:32 AM||||If I had the money, I'd definitely go for a Benz AMG.  Otherwise for new, I like all the same cars mentioned already.<br /><br />I wouldn't recommend the Mercury Merauder.  One of the car mags (Motor Trend) gave it a poor review in terms of performance.<br /><br />I wouldn't mind finding something rarer, like maybe a Porsche 930 or something.  You can get decent 930's for about $20k.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000024||gvr4ever||11-05-2003||03:35 PM||||If you want a stang, and can wait a little, I would so get the next gen.<br /><br /><a href="http://forums.stangnet.com/showthread.php?t=389256" target="_blank">http://forums.stangnet.com/showthread.php?t=389256</a><br /><br />I'm going to wait.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000025||turboflanagan||11-05-2003||03:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> If you want a stang, and can wait a little, I would so get the next gen.<br /><br /> <a href="http://forums.stangnet.com/showthread.php?t=389256" target="_blank">http://forums.stangnet.com/showthread.php?t=389256</a> <br /><br />I'm going to wait. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, yep, yep.  That car is beautiful!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000026||PJGross||11-05-2003||04:40 PM||||If your opening up to all suggestions, why not go with a slightly used WS6 trans am six speed (98-01 or so to keep costs down) then do a bolt on turbo kit??  Mid 11's all day (and they look pretty sweet in black, too).  A few suspension tweaks and will compete nicely in handling with all the little cars out there.  Not to mention smoke the new cobra all day long.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ls1motorsports.com/Single_Turbo.asp" target="_blank">http://www.ls1motorsports.com/Single_Turbo.asp</a><br /><br />nothing like 500rwhp, gotta love turbos.<br />LS1's are everything the LT1's were and MUCH more potential.<br /><br />So worst case 20g for the WS6 (up to 25g for a low mileage beauty) and 7g for the turbo kit.<br /><br />Squeaks in under $30k with new clutch, driveshaft and rear end to keep up with the torque but overall a lot of car compared to other options out there!<br /><br />If I had some cash to blow that'd be it, but I've got too much into my galant and too many dreams of turboing my Impala to start over (at least for now)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000027||Pappy||11-05-2003||05:05 PM||||Since you're in Texas, the AWD of the Evo and STI won't be as big of a factor.  And although the interior of the Cobra isn't that great, neither are the interiors of the Evo and STI.  While you can get Evo VIIIs for around $26k now, I'd have to choose the Cobra out of your list.<br /><br />But, you may also want to consider a G35coupe, RX-8, and Golf R32.  Just my 2 cents.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000028||GVR4458||11-05-2003||05:33 PM||||First, I'd like to call dibs on Kenn's Galant when he sells it.<br /><br />Not to add to the choices, but what about the new Saabaru 92-X.  I think of it as a nicer WRX.  Just a thought.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000029||silly4turbo||11-05-2003||08:58 PM||||just to chime in   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   the new evo would be my first choice .. then a sti, I love AWD turbo's !<br />then a tt supra   ...  and then the new infinity fx suv modded with a supercharger||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000030||blacksheep||11-05-2003||10:25 PM||||Ken - I see you in a forester turbo or WRX wagon. Sleepers, Boost and AWD. We all know what this combo can do, after all. Insurance is decent as well.  Thats why I would buy for daily driver fun. <br /><br />If you have money to play with and wanted a weekend toy, then  go on ebay and pick me up a supra TT....<a href="http://search.ebaymotors.com/search/search.dll?cgiurl=http%3A%2F%2Fcgi.ebay.com%2Febaymotors%2Fws%2F&MfcISAPICommand=GetResult&query=supra+turbo&SortProperty=MetaEndSort&ebaytag1=ebayreg&category0=6000&st=2&s_partnerid=2%26category2%3D6016%26siteid%3D100%26categorymap%3D6001&BasicSearch=&from=R2&catref=C3" target="_blank">Supras currently on ebay</a>||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000031||jonvr4||11-05-2003||10:40 PM||||i would personaly get another  <a href="http://search.ebaymotors.com/search/search.dll?MfcISAPICommand=GetResult&query=rx7&cgiurl=http%3A%2F%2Fcgi.ebay.com%2Febaymotors%2Fws%2F&maxRecordsPerPage=30&siteid=100&s_partnerid=2&from=R10&catref=C3&currdisp=2&itemtimedisp=1&st=2&SortProperty=MetaHighestPriceSort&SortOrder=d&categorymap=6000&wty=0&sp=0&BasicSearch=&category0=6000" target="_blank">rx7</a> these cars are the funnest car to drive.||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000032||Xan||11-05-2003||10:48 PM||||I'd say wait for the EVO IX, though that would be past the end of the year   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  , otherwise, the 04 WRX or STi.  I just personally love how the new Scoobies look compared to the bug eyed ones and the EVO 8.  I'm sure the 9 will have some major cosmetic changes.<br /><br />Also take a look at the 350z, I'd take that over a stang, rx8, or G35 any day   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />As for performance, I'm sure you'll be happy with any of the cars listed.  Also take in consideration your warranty and if it's important to you.  If it is, then make sure you buy something with balls that doesn't need modding like a standard WRX.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000033||Tommyquest||11-06-2003||12:50 AM||||Cobra||68.161.23.12||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000034||DeanCouchey||11-06-2003||01:14 AM||||I would get the G35 coupe and wait for AWD or just get a G35 sedan and slap on a supercharger kit.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000035||91 #680||11-06-2003||01:51 AM||||Cobra||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000036||Martin Chilcote||12-07-2003||01:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Oh yeah! Rx8. Slick car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was pleasently suprised with my 2 recent Mazda dealer experiences. One dealer gave me a set of keys to a black 6 speed, checked the gas to make sure there was plenty, and and recomended a test drive area and said to "push it hard". All by myself too. I did as instructed....9000 rpm sounds pretty awesum. I was gone about an hour. On my way back tothe dealer, I picked up the wife and my high school daughter to see how the car worked with 3 people....back seat has plenty of room.<br />The handling is phenominal......should tear up the autocross. I took the "family" home in a silver auto trans w/ the "sport" package. Shifter paddles are interesting, definately down on power but not too bad (7500 rpm RL) <br />The 2nd dealer and I sat down to look at prices and he wanted delivery cost and 3% over their invoice cost. There's also a $500 dollar rebate.<br /> <br />This is less than the Edmund's TVM pricing.||66.139.166.247||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000037||curtis||12-07-2003||01:27 PM||||But I think you should call up Motorex in California and look into a Skyline. I'm sure they would trade for the Galant and think about it Mustangs are like assholes everybody has one. you've had a weirdo car for so long having something that everytime you leave the house you see 4 of is no fun. Get a skyline you don't have to get the R-34 but an older R-32 or something||67.25.36.227||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000038||ken inn||12-07-2003||02:00 PM||||another possibility is a used car, with lots of mods.  however, i am picky on suspension, dont want killer stiff, and it's GOTTA have the comfort stuff, a/c, etc.  i might bid on this one:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=31868&item=2447073165" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=31868&item=2447073165</a>||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000039||thon||12-07-2003||02:30 PM||||I think i'd get a G35 coupe if i was keeping the GVR4.  If not i'd probably get the EVO.<br /><br />Hell or a 350Z..starting price is 27k<br />or a turbo forester for 25k fully loaded, runs 13.8 stock heh<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000040||Mitsuturbo||12-07-2003||03:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> How about the RX-8?<br />Personaly, I'm liking what I'm hearing of the R32 Golf too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">RX8, the more i see them, the less i like them.<br /><br />R32, NO! 32k for a 240hp car that weighs well over 3000 lbs is just NOT worth it, when you have to deal with VW engineering.. what a PITA.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000041||KingGalantVr4||12-07-2003||04:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> How about the RX-8?<br />Personaly, I'm liking what I'm hearing of the R32 Golf too. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">RX8, the more i see them, the less i like them.<br /><br />R32, NO! 32k for a 240hp car that weighs well over 3000 lbs is just NOT worth it, when you have to deal with VW engineering.. what a PITA. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hehehehehehehe true ... so true<br /><br />EVO, unless you have something to drive in the winter.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000042||mj_rosenfeld||12-07-2003||04:37 PM||||I would buy a used late model BMW M3 (the 6 cyl, not the 1st gen 4-cyl, although they are light). For track days or autocross, there is no better handling 4-door. That is where BMW spent its development money, and they spent it well. RWD, lots of power box stock, and plenty of aftermarket support if that isn't enough.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.89||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000043||ken inn||12-07-2003||05:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong> I would buy a used late model BMW M3 (the 6 cyl, not the 1st gen 4-cyl, although they are light). For track days or autocross, there is no better handling 4-door. That is where BMW spent its development money, and they spent it well. RWD, lots of power box stock, and plenty of aftermarket support if that isn't enough.<br />Mike R. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">haha.  my job is parts sales, and my specialty is bmw.  E36 M3 is a rod thrower, has been from inception.  E46 is worse.  i make a good living selling parts for misshifts, takes out all the exh valves, then most shops will want to replace all 24 buckets, springs, retainers, keepers, and some guides.  by far, the biggest problems with bmw is electronics.  first off, to extract codes CORRECTLY, you need the bmw analyzer, either modic 3 or gt1, only 15 grand.  those 2 machines are also the ONLY way to code the dme, and other modules you WILL replace.  like the a/c controller, instrument cluster, amongst others.  get a later one with ews(chip in the key) and you REALLY have fun.  the latest E46, like the E39 M5, cannot be dynoed, because at about 5500 rpm, the dme goes nuts, it thinks because the rear wheels are turning, and not the front, you are stuck in the snow, and it starts pulling timing, fuel, etc.  there have been a BUNCH of E46 M3's with self-destructing engines, AND the 6 spd SSG trans, too.  you CANNOT rebuild this stuff, THERE ARE NO PART NUMBERS.  bmw will exchange only.  rear shock towers are failing, clutches, water pumps, radiators have necks breaking off,  yup.  this is what keeps food on the table for me.  for the money, it's a japanese car.  they are just made better.  usa cars are not near as proprietory on diagnostic equipment as the germans are.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000044||drew||12-07-2003||05:25 PM||||how are the e30 m3s?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000045||Oztek||12-07-2003||05:30 PM||||Check out the Subaru Forester XTs.  I just picked one up for a daily driver and it's really nice.||68.21.40.222||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000046||watchdoc||12-07-2003||09:30 PM||||The S52 M3 is overall a very reliable car and wonderful car to own.  The S54 M3's suffered from a bearing supplier problem in a limited batch of engines build in late 2001.  The problem was found and BMW gave 100k warranties to all S54 equiped cars.  That being said,  have you considered an BMW M Roadster.  The 01-02 cars can be had for around 30 grand.  315hp, low 13's in the 1/4 mile stock, heated leather seats, killer interior, and a 100k warranty.  Add a set of drag radials and swap the rear end for any cheap E30 rear end and you're running mid to low 12's and still getting 25 mpg.  Did I mention the top goes down?||63.177.96.153||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes
Z||000047||Minjin||12-08-2003||12:13 AM||||I'd get an M Coupe long before an M Roadster. The Coupes are lots of fun and I actually really like the way they look. One of our customers had an M Coupe that we prepared for One Lap. He did pretty well...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000048||mj_rosenfeld||12-08-2003||06:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> quote:<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br />I would buy a used late model BMW M3 (the 6 cyl, not the 1st gen 4-cyl, although they are light). For track days or autocross, there is no better handling 4-door. That is where BMW spent its development money, and they spent it well. RWD, lots of power box stock, and plenty of aftermarket support if that isn't enough.<br />Mike R. <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />haha. my job is parts sales, and my specialty is bmw. E36 M3 is a rod thrower, has been from inception. E46 is worse. i make a good living selling parts for misshifts, takes out all the exh valves, then most shops will want to replace all 24 buckets, springs, retainers, keepers, and some guides. by far, the biggest problems with bmw is electronics. first off, to extract codes CORRECTLY, you need the bmw analyzer, either modic 3 or gt1, only 15 grand. those 2 machines are also the ONLY way to code the dme, and other modules you WILL replace. like the a/c controller, instrument cluster, amongst others. get a later one with ews(chip in the key) and you REALLY have fun. the latest E46, like the E39 M5, cannot be dynoed, because at about 5500 rpm, the dme goes nuts, it thinks because the rear wheels are turning, and not the front, you are stuck in the snow, and it starts pulling timing, fuel, etc. there have been a BUNCH of E46 M3's with self-destructing engines, AND the 6 spd SSG trans, too. you CANNOT rebuild this stuff, THERE ARE NO PART NUMBERS. bmw will exchange only. rear shock towers are failing, clutches, water pumps, radiators have necks breaking off, yup. this is what keeps food on the table for me. for the money, it's a japanese car. they are just made better. usa cars are not near as proprietory on diagnostic equipment as the germans are.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That may be. You obvously know the downside.<br />All I can say is that those damn M3's are competitive in every autocross class they can run in from stock to street modified at local, regional, national, and pro levels. To me that says they are an outstanding all around performance car, because they have the right genes to start with.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000049||HHIVR4||12-08-2003||10:09 AM||||I heard somewhere (the news or something) that mazda is giving the option of refunds for rx8 buyers due to overstating the hp by 10hp..  <br /><br />If I was you Id get a Sti C Spec and just put a stereo in it..Its pretty much a lightened street Sti.<br /><br />Import a new gvr4 they pass crash tests in u.s just have to get title work.||63.49.51.36||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000050||broke down||12-09-2003||03:06 PM||||after seeing the butt crappy paint job and the shortcuts Ford took on the one that was in our shop this week, I would pass on the Rustang.  Which is exactly what this car should have been called.  There is a removable panel in between the back window, and the rear side window.  Whan we removed that panel, there was a strip of the roof about a half inch by six inches that didn't have any paint, primer, or epoxy coat.  It was bare metal.  And rusty.  It ws a 99, so maybe they have changed things since then, but I doubt it.  Buy something Japanese.  They do it better.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000051||batty200||12-11-2003||01:53 AM||||Cool thing about Supras is they dont break often.  I have friends with them who have had them for 7 years and almost never replaced anything that broke.  They replaced parts like clutches and tires and brakes, thats it and these cars are raced regularly and make tons of power.  One makes over 600whp and the only thing that ever broke was the flywheel broke shortly after making 500+whp at 60k+ miles.  Also remeber they are NON INTERFERNCE engines.  Whoa.  <br /><br /><br />Later||68.82.223.186||reg||1||batty200||00003023||yes
Z||000052||KingGalantVr4||12-11-2003||08:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong> I would buy a used late model BMW M3 (the 6 cyl, not the 1st gen 4-cyl, although they are light). For track days or autocross, there is no better handling 4-door. That is where BMW spent its development money, and they spent it well. RWD, lots of power box stock, and plenty of aftermarket support if that isn't enough.<br />Mike R. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">haha.  my job is parts sales, and my specialty is bmw.  E36 M3 is a rod thrower, has been from inception.  E46 is worse.  i make a good living selling parts for misshifts, takes out all the exh valves, then most shops will want to replace all 24 buckets, springs, retainers, keepers, and some guides.  by far, the biggest problems with bmw is electronics.  first off, to extract codes CORRECTLY, you need the bmw analyzer, either modic 3 or gt1, only 15 grand.  those 2 machines are also the ONLY way to code the dme, and other modules you WILL replace.  like the a/c controller, instrument cluster, amongst others.  get a later one with ews(chip in the key) and you REALLY have fun.  the latest E46, like the E39 M5, cannot be dynoed, because at about 5500 rpm, the dme goes nuts, it thinks because the rear wheels are turning, and not the front, you are stuck in the snow, and it starts pulling timing, fuel, etc.  there have been a BUNCH of E46 M3's with self-destructing engines, AND the 6 spd SSG trans, too.  you CANNOT rebuild this stuff, THERE ARE NO PART NUMBERS.  bmw will exchange only.  rear shock towers are failing, clutches, water pumps, radiators have necks breaking off,  yup.  this is what keeps food on the table for me.  for the money, it's a japanese car.  they are just made better.  usa cars are not near as proprietory on diagnostic equipment as the germans are. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">BWAAAAAAAA HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! ITS SOOOO TRUE! GERMAN ENGINEERING RULES ... for the service/parts department.  Don't even think about swaping your battery on your own in a VW ... if you do your screwed ... you can't reset your own basic settings  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes



ubb/Forum3/003476.cgi
A||||5||GVR$in||San Diego is BURNING DOWN||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-28-2003||06:38 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Have you guys heard about the San Diego fires? There have been about 4-5 individual fires in the past few days.. The results? 12 people dead, 600 houses burnt to the ground and 288,000 acres burnt in sd county! <br /><br />I live 20 miles from the closest fire and everyone is walking around with surgical masks on, ash has covered the sky and the skies are dark as hell.. you can stare directly into the sun and its like the sun has already gone over the horizon..so dim.<br /><br />The majority of my friends live in the 'Fire Zone' and have all evacuated from their houses, 2 friends houses have burnt to the ground.. others have had houses a block away burnt. Most of my friends got lucky, but its scary shit. It hasn't rained in 6 months and NEEDS to.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-28-2003||06:40 PM||||<img src="http://www.nctimes.com/content/articles/2003/10/28/special_reports/fire2003//photo_fire.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /> <img src="http://www.nctimes.com/content/articles/2003/10/28/special_reports/fire2003/slide//photo_fire.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /> <img src="http://www.nctimes.com/content/articles/2003/10/28/special_reports/fire2003/slide-poway-sr//photo_fire.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /> <img src="http://www.nctimes.com/content/articles/2003/10/28/news/breaking/0_10_28_035_52_00.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /> <img src="http://www.nctimes.com/content/articles/2003/10/28/news/breaking/0_10_28_035_52_03.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /> <img src="http://www.nctimes.com/content/articles/2003/10/28/special_reports/fire2003/news//photo_fire.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />State Totals:<br /><br /><br />Size: 521,929 acres. <br /><br />Homes: 1,572 destroyed. <br /><br />Deaths: 15. <br /><br />Personnel: 11,036. <br /><br />Suppression Costs: $23,282,000||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||369of1000||10-28-2003||06:55 PM||||This is very scary. I have family out ther that has already evacuated and is now on their way back to their homes. They don't know if they have gas, electric, or water. At this point their just lucky they still have a home.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000003||91 #680||10-28-2003||10:09 PM||||I live right in the middle of this mess.  My condolences go out to the people who are not as fortunate as I was in this event.  I highly praise and lookup to the firefighters who are currently working hard out there to contain this massive fire. It's pretty insane to just sit there in your own home helplessly watching the earth and multi-million dollar homes go up in flames.  It currently looks like a nuclear fallout just happened.....it's pretty bad out here.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||10-29-2003||09:16 AM||||yah, on the news this morning, there is a composite drawing of some guy they are looking for who they suspect started one of the fires.  he is going to have to leave the country.  they had a similar case here in texas, a couple of years ago, there was a fire ban because of dry conditions.  this bozo sets a can of trash on fire, then goes in his house to check on something he had on the stove.  the fire jumps out of the trash can, and torches 15 homes.  HIS wasnt touched.  they threw him in jail before the neighbors could get to him, but i never heard what happened when he got out.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||10-29-2003||09:43 AM||||My prayers go out for people in that area.  <br />It has to be so horiffic to stare into the wall of flames knowing it's coming towards your home and all of your personal belongings.  <br />I have been a volunteer firefighter for years and can't even imagine what the's FF's must go through in this type of scenario - little to no rest for days, fires so large that they create their own climate, weather and wind patterns in the area, and a relentlesness that just goes on and on...<br />And to think some morons might be the root of the problem - their is no sentence for someone that can come close to justice for this.  Terrorism even crossed my mind initially.<br />Stay safe.||167.142.22.114||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003477.cgi
A||||1||Doc_Seuss||We got a chat!!! ->IRC||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||10-28-2003||07:22 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||Well we have had a few good nights in AIM chat(dsmtalk). so Xustu and i thought we should make something alittle more useful and, well better.  How many people are familar with IRC?  Basically what we have done is set up a channel off of a free server, Efnet.  This channel will be up all the time and hopefully we can get a good following.  I plan on posting about it dsmtalk, dsmtuners, and jgronline.<br /><br />just trying to get a feedback on what you guys think about it. right now we do have one running but we are just finishing up the bot so we can keep the room even when no one is in it.<br /><br />for all you windows guys i suggest: <a href="http://www.mirc.com" target="_blank">www.mirc.com</a><br />linux, unix: <a href="http://www.xchat.org" target="_blank">www.xchat.org</a><br /><br />if ya are bored and have IRC or wanna get in on this chat send a message to jusDOMit or Xustu TSi on aim if ya need help.<br /><br />if not: SERVER -&gt; irc.flamed.net CHANNEL -&gt; #dsmchat<br /><br />for the server you type in the main window: /server irc.efnet.net<br />and for the channel: /j #dsmchat<br /><br />please give us a reponse or get into the chat!!<br /><br />thanks alot<br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||Doc_Seuss||10-28-2003||09:58 PM||||ARGH well i just found out that there is actually already a dsm chat in the channel. We are going to head over there .. goodf amount of people there hpoefully we will be able to help it out.. <br /><br />#dsm <br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes



ubb/Forum3/003478.cgi
A||||8||beavis||evacuation||||1||||beavis||00000378
Z||000000||beavis||10-28-2003||08:19 PM||beavis4g63t@hotmail.com||my wife and i along with most residents of the mountain communities were forced to evacuate today.  we live in forest falls so we are the last in line.  i hope that the fire does not reach us but i have my doubts.  the area we live in is a box canyon with only one way in and out.  if they don't stop the fire before it reaches the mouth of the canyon its game over.  right now it doesn't look too good because the fire is only %5 contained.  i talked to some of the fire fighters and they said in reality the fire is %0 contained.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-28-2003||08:22 PM||||good luck. My best wishes to you.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||10-28-2003||08:31 PM||||That really sucks man. I hope they can get it controlled in time.  Good luck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||crucible||10-28-2003||08:36 PM||||Thoughts are with you.<br />Keep the faith.<br />Pray for rain.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||Doc_Seuss||10-28-2003||08:36 PM||||wow thats crazy, my best of luck to you and your family<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000005||beavis||10-28-2003||08:43 PM||||the crazy thing is that the fire is so big nasa has pictures of it on its web site.  i'm lucky that we have only had our house for a year.  i talked to a guy who lost his house of twenty years.  no amount of insurance money can replace memories.||198.81.26.80||reg||13||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000006||DsmSeifer||10-28-2003||09:25 PM||||That really sucks man. I hope the best for you.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000007||Ash||10-28-2003||09:32 PM||||I hope it misses you but it doesn't sound good.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||coop||10-28-2003||09:38 PM||||may rain and fast cars keep you and your family safe.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum3/003479.cgi
A||||22||91GVR4||Ken@indyracecores||||8||||91GVR4||00000884
Z||000000||91GVR4||10-28-2003||08:27 PM||||Just to let the membership know, I tried to buy a used crank pully from Ken which he had advertised on the trader. He emailed me with a the info I requested and as soon as I paypal him the cash he vanished. I tried about six times to contact him but no luck. Paypal investigated it for me and determined that he was a deadbeat but canot get my cash back for whatever reason   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   . Anyway just thought I would warn the others.||12.66.70.89||reg||8||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||10-28-2003||08:43 PM||||in that case im glad i didnt buy injectors off him that he had advertised. he lives in indianapolis area so take a trip out there and have him hand you your money back.||65.227.204.64||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||10-28-2003||10:18 PM||||If you're talking about who I think you are talking about, he wouldn't be out to take your money.<br /><br />Please give him time to explain himself.  I'm sure something came up.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||gixxer||10-28-2003||11:08 PM||||i bet you its some guy who just used that name because he's so well known.  that dude is on nabr and they don't tollerate any sort of bad business practices.||129.219.6.10||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000004||KenW||10-29-2003||07:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> i bet you its some guy who just used that name because he's so well known.  that dude is on nabr and they don't tollerate any sort of bad business practices. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You might want to review the NABR thread on him. KenB (not me:) made good products but had little business savvy. Pissed off lots of people with delays and finally no delivery. I'm local and had not much better luck.   Sorry!||68.58.112.174||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes
Z||000005||Jon||10-29-2003||08:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> i bet you its some guy who just used that name because he's so well known.  that dude is on nabr and they don't tollerate any sort of bad business practices. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, that dude <b>was</b> on NABR.  He got kicked off.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||10-29-2003||08:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91GVR4:<br /><strong> Just to let the membership know, I tried to buy a used crank pully from Ken which he had advertised on the trader. He emailed me with a the info I requested and as soon as I paypal him the cash he vanished. I tried about six times to contact him but no luck. Paypal investigated it for me and determined that he was a deadbeat but canot get my cash back for whatever reason    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    . Anyway just thought I would warn the others. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">fuck paypal.  this is a prime example of why they DONT work.  they could care less.  i had one EXACTLY like this, they say, "yah, you have been ripped off, but since we cant recover any money, too bad."  the other was the eigen engineering fiasco, paypal says, "all we are concerned is if you recieved a product.  whether it is correct or not, is between you and the sender."  i asked them if technically, i got a box of rocks, would the response be the same?  "yup".  you notice, in this case, paypal is great for the SELLER.  they get their money, and paypal dont do shit about the reciever.  why?  cause the SELLER is the one who gives part of the money to paypal.  paypal is a SELLER'S friend.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Lucky13||10-29-2003||09:16 AM||||Did you charge it by CC? If you used your credit card through Paypal you can still charge back on your card and Paypal has to pay you back. That puts Paypal in a bind, which always gets action.||68.158.182.8||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||10-29-2003||11:27 AM||||So everyone knows, Ken@IRC has already been written off as a deadbeat/fraud on the NABR board for this type of business.  Some would get the product, some wouldn't.  Those that didn't got no correspondance.<br /><br />Buyer Beware.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||11:32 AM||||paypal used to be good about this. when i paid a guy to send me stuff, and he didnt follow through, they sent me a check for 500.00, which was slightly more than what i needed. however, a couple months later, i noticed they started adding fine print which limits their liability to NIL, unless you purchase protection. what a crock.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||10-29-2003||12:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Lucky13:<br /><strong> Did you charge it by CC? If you used your credit card through Paypal you can still charge back on your card and Paypal has to pay you back. That puts Paypal in a bind, which always gets action. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you betcha.  and did paypal ever squirm.  the first one, i just wrote it off.  it was less than a hundred bucks.  but the eigen engineering one REALLY pissed me off.  first off, eigen advertised the freakin serial number off the case, and then sent me a different one.  when i first called them, they told me over the phone that it had a 90 day warranty.  then, they denied ever saying that.  i even showed paypal the emails i had, but to no avail.  do a search on the internet on paypal, there are a LOT of lawsuits against them.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||TsiTalon||10-29-2003||02:02 PM||||I beleive Ken WAS going to be kicked off NABR.  Brian gave him a chance to explain himself, but he didn't seem to do very well.  If you look up KenTsIII on the public board you can see his most recent post was 8/28/03.  Maybe he got booted since then.||12.165.116.126||reg||1||TsiTalon||00002445||yes
Z||000012||91GVR4||10-29-2003||06:27 PM||||Well as for Paypal this is the first time I have had a problem getting my money back. One other time some one didn't follow through on a sale and paypal had my cash back in about a week. I figure if they have the guys bank account and cc numbers why can't they get cash? I guess he must have closed his accounts or something. I am talking to paypal about it now, as Ken has a nice rating on paypal and I want to know why.||63.156.32.6||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000013||syoung298||10-29-2003||11:01 PM||||I ordered a race FMIC kit and gvr4 radiator from Ken 3 months ago and left a 1350.00 deposit but have yet to receive anything.  I've emailed, I've called and typically never get a response unless I threaten to sue, then all I get are promises that I'll eventually get my parts.  <br /><br />At this point I'm pretty fed up and am about to hire a lawyer.<br /><br />Above and beyond the money it's the pricipal of the thing that really bother me.<br /><br />Any input would be greatly appreciated.<br /><br />Cheers,<br /><br />syoung298<br /><br />996/2000||66.44.105.10||reg||8||syoung298||00002298||yes
Z||000014||Tommyquest||10-30-2003||01:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> paypal used to be good about this. when i paid a guy to send me stuff, and he didnt follow through, they sent me a check for 500.00, which was slightly more than what i needed. however, a couple months later, i noticed they started adding fine print which limits their liability to NIL, unless you purchase protection. what a crock. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, they WERE good, until Ebay bought them out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.161.23.12||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000015||Bigfoot200200||10-30-2003||02:02 AM||||OK, I'll let yall in on a little secret. I dont think Ken even makes the endtanks for his FMICs. This shop that I frequent called Spearco and requested a 2-216 core with Indy Racing style endtanks. The Spearco guy got all coy and said he could do it but he wasnt ALLOWED to give out the specs or any real info, hmm. So the shop got it, and it's the exact same thing as the race intercooler that's on the Indy website. EXACTLY THE SAME, even the welds on the endtanks look the same. Very pretty. So thats why people have to wait so long to get one, Indy has to get it from Spearco first.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000016||Jon||10-30-2003||08:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> OK, I'll let yall in on a little secret. I dont think Ken even makes the endtanks for his FMICs. This shop that I frequent called Spearco and requested a 2-216 core with Indy Racing style endtanks. The Spearco guy got all coy and said he could do it but he wasnt ALLOWED to give out the specs or any real info, hmm. So the shop got it, and it's the exact same thing as the race intercooler that's on the Indy website. EXACTLY THE SAME, even the welds on the endtanks look the same. Very pretty. So thats why people have to wait so long to get one, Indy has to get it from Spearco first. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And this is why Buschur was so pissed.  He worked with Spearco to first build the cores a certain size and then the end tanks.  Then comes Ken and orders the cores exactly the same from Spearco and sells them at a lower price than Buschur.  Dave was pissed because he helped design the cores and end tanks in the first place.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||10-30-2003||03:32 PM||||Screw Ken.  It took me almost 6 months to get everything I ordered.  <br /><br />You can get all the same cores and piping from Nate @ DSMotorsports, and I wish I would have.  In fact, when Ken didn't send me all the couplers I needed, I ordered them from Nate and was much happier with the transaction.||66.244.86.126||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000018||ken inn||10-30-2003||03:35 PM||||i think i am going to change my name.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000019||spoulson||10-30-2003||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i think i am going to change my name. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So the South Park references aren't enough reason?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000020||syoung298||12-10-2003||09:46 PM||||Sorry to revive this thread.  Just wondering if anyone else here has gotted @#$#@$ by Ken.<br /><br />I'm in the process of filing a suit against him for 1350.00.<br /><br />Cheers.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||66.44.118.129||reg||8||syoung298||00002298||yes
Z||000021||Matt379||12-10-2003||11:08 PM||||This may be old news, but this is his cell phone #:<br /><br />(317) 716-3062<br /><br />I looked him up on switchboard and this is what I got.  No clue if this is the same guy.<br /><br />Kennith Bacon<br />3445 N Denny St<br />Indianapolis, IN 46218-1415<br />(317)377-0184||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000022||Minjin||12-11-2003||10:33 AM||||<a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=144731&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&group=1&set=2&position=36&total_count=2693&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3fd88d8e08ac2a1c" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=144731&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&group=1&set=2&positi on=36&total_count=2693&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=3fd88d8e08ac2a1c</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/003480.cgi
A||||1||Romanova||Spark plug socket size?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||10-28-2003||10:01 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Stupid question... I know. What is it?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||10-28-2003||10:20 PM||||You can use a 13/16 and a 21mm the are very close in size so you know 13/16 is the "correct" size.||63.184.65.24||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/003481.cgi
A||||3||howard_GVR4||on the road again||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||10-29-2003||01:59 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Hey all, I'm doing a touring gig with a different band (Okkervil River, of Austin), so if anyone wants to come to a show, I can put them on the guest list, and we can drink beer.  I'll be GVR4 starved, so any and all conversation is welcome. <br /><br />Send a PM if you wanna meet up, and I'll check as often as I can get online.  If I don't respond in time, send a PM to ken and ask him for my cell number, since I'll have it with me always.<br /><br />11/1 Pittsburgh, PA @ Mr. Roboto Project<br />11/2 off<br />11/3 Buffalo, NY @ Mohawk Place # (w/ The Quails)<br />11/4 Easthampton, MA @ Flywheel #<br />11/5 Brooklyn, NY @ Southpaw (w/ Cash Bros.) # *<br />11/6 New York, NY @ Mercury Lounge (w/ Cash <br />Bros.) #<br />11/7 Boston, MA @ Middle East (w/ Kilowatthours) *<br />11/8 Philadelphia, PA @ The Fire *<br />11/9 off<br />11/10 Arlington, VA @ Common Grounds *<br />11/11 Wilmington, NC @ Soapbox * (w/ Magnolia <br />Electric Co.)<br />11/12 Atlanta, GA @ The Earl *<br />11/13 New Orleans, LA @ Mermaid Lounge *<br />11/14 Houston, TX @ Rudyard's *<br />11/15 Austin, TX @ Stubb's (w/ The Damnations) *<br /><br />11/26 Phoenix, AZ @ Modified $<br />11/27 Tucson, AZ @ Plush $<br />11/28 Los Angeles, CA @ Knitting Factory <br />Alterknit $<br />11/29 San Francisco, CA @ Hemlock Tavern $<br />11/30 Sacramento, CA @ Capitol Garage $<br />12/1 Redding, CA @ Serendipity $<br />12/2 Portland, OR @ Berbati's Pan $<br />12/3 Seattle, WA @ Crocodile Cafe $||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||11-09-2003||11:34 PM||||Well, if any of you saw a half korean guy fishtailing around DC/fairfax in a blue WRX STi, that was me.  We played an early show (thank God) and I got to relax after playing at this place in DC. <br /><br />I'm staying with a friend tonight and resuming the tour tommorow, and he let me take the STi out for a spin.  I am very impressed, it's way torquier than the Evo.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br />The manual center diff control rules, and the dash overall is pretty killer.  The water sprayer for the TMIC is really loud!||68.227.212.208||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||11-09-2003||11:46 PM||||Too bad you skirt all the way around Denver. I'm sure a few of us would meet up w/ ya.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||11-21-2003||12:13 PM||||Hey Howard what kind of music? It's alittle far for me to catch up with you in LA but I will try and drum up some friends to at least go see the show. Are there any details about it that you have?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/003482.cgi
A||||0||VR4 Me||eww...prettttty!||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||10-29-2003||04:04 AM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||red-top 4g63 w/ tranny<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2440026292&category=33615" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2440026292&category=33615</a>||65.80.67.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes



ubb/Forum3/003483.cgi
A||||0||KenW||Buying 72/1000 - anyone know this one?||||1||||KenW||00000403
Z||000000||KenW||10-29-2003||07:26 AM||kbwilliamson@earthlink.net||I'm picking up 72/1000 in Portland Maine next week. Looking for a reference on the owner: Derrick Hensel from North Berwick MA.||68.58.112.174||reg||1||KenW||00000403||yes



ubb/Forum3/003484.cgi
A||||5||thejeebus2002||Who thinks Mitsu. Parts are overpriced?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||10-29-2003||11:40 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||I certainly don't.  <br /><br />I've owned 3 volkswagens, 2 audis, and the galant is my first mitsu.  Shit, parts for audis cost out the ass (performance and repair) if you can even find them.  VW stuff is coming down in price but still not within the realm of Mitsu.  I mean c'mon, not only are the prices reasonable you can get them at the local pick n'pull for next to nothing.  Mod's are reasonable priced too.  Even cheaper if you can fabricate them yourself.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||11:52 AM||||they've come down much in the last 10 years. but the problem is, the galant being as rare as it is, there isnt much pressure or incenctive for after market folsk to come up with stuff specific to the vr4. this makes some prices hold, or actually increase in value. i think i sold my short shifter for the exact amount it cost me, new. those mofugas, custom made items are getting far and few between!<br /><br />it was a funny day when i found out it cost my buddy with a "cheap" grand am DOUBLE to replace his brakes than itw s for me to replace the vr4 brakes! so much for imports costing out the ass!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||10-29-2003||12:06 PM||||I'm an Audi Parts Manager, and we don't get near the mark up we would like to (our cost is high too).  Availability isn't as much of a problem, as it used to be, since the RDC in Jersey moved into a new millon sqft facility.  But the bishi is a nice change from the world I work in.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||10-29-2003||12:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mixx2001:<br /><strong> I'm an Audi Parts Manager, and we don't get near the mark up we would like to (our cost is high too).  Availability isn't as much of a problem, as it used to be, since the RDC in Jersey moved into a new millon sqft facility.  But the bishi is a nice change from the world I work in. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so, are you interested in buying oem parts for a lower price?  <br />for example:<br />078 109 244h L=68.65, dlr cost=41.19, ours=28.52<br /><br />078 109 243r L=102.60, dlr cost=61.56, ours=42.45<br /><br />the first is ina, a german bearing manufacturer.  the second is ntn, i dunno anything about them.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||10-29-2003||01:09 PM||||If it is the same NTN, they are a Japanese company that makes most (if not all) of Mitsu's CV joints.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||10-29-2003||01:32 PM||||Funny how we complain about prices of Japanese car parts. Let me tell you, we're lucky because they are cheap as hell. In Europe the price doubles on everything. So if that T/O bearing here cost $25.00  there it's $50.00 and thats at the dealer.<br />People there buy VW's Opels, Peugeots because the parts for them are a lot cheaper. Nobody wants to buy Mazdas, Hondas and defenetely not Mitsubishis.<br />Any Mitsu you buy, you loose more right off the showroom floor, than any other car manufactured today.<br />For example I just bought a 2000 Galant (don't laugh yet) with 90,000 miles for $3750.00 It still have the original window sticker. This car was sold for 18,900.00 just 3 years ago.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/003485.cgi
A||||24||sleeper||Funny Ebay auction||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||10-29-2003||12:05 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3146042998" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3146042998</a><br /><br /><br />Then here is a follow up to what happened next.<br /><a href="http://www.traderlist.com/DrunkenSailor-SteveKaye.html" target="_blank">http://www.traderlist.com/DrunkenSailor-SteveKaye.html</a><br /><br />Damn it, all I want is some tools and beer.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||10-29-2003||12:12 PM||||and another to make your day go easier.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2960761236" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2960761236</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-29-2003||12:24 PM||||that winning bidder is plain stupid. The seller said that they could be counterfeits. He also said that he wasn't interested in answering emails, both problems were addressed and shouldn't be an issue for the bidder. She should ask questions BEFORE bidding on the auction not after, and if there's any doubt, don't bid! She deserves to be ripped off.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-29-2003||12:28 PM||||$860 for beanie babies, holy shit!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||10-29-2003||12:50 PM||||Yeah, she was "between a rock and a hard place". <br /><br />So nomatter what, she absolutely had to buy these stupid toys that weren't said to be authentic, and had to guarantee they were authentic. <br /><br />Some people are just so damn stupid. See if you can send her a link to one of the pictures of the HDTVs for sale.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||12:51 PM||||wow, this MADE my day. i just love this line:<br /><br />"I don't think my ex-wife was in the Black Market Beanie Trade..but then again, I didn't know she was having an affair either! "||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||12:53 PM||||lol, even worse, the second auction has this in the disclaimer area:<br /><br />"Like I said. I will take these copies, stuff them gently into a envelope, and mail it to you. If you in the USA the shippiong will be .37 cents. IF your outside the USA, then you propably don't even speak this language, you can't understand what I am writing, and your horribly confused by all of this. "||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||1101||10-29-2003||01:00 PM||||Did you catch the hits on that auction?<br /><br />528,276!!!!!!!!!!||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||10-29-2003||01:05 PM||||Just yesterday on the way home I was listening to a radio show talking about this beanie babbie crap.<br />My inlaws have a bunch of them along with the subsciption to a publication of how much these stupid things worth. <br />Every time we went to their house they showed us the newest ones and their value. It got old fast.<br />I love my inlaws, but I might just print this out for them to see who they support, the buyer or the seller.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||10-29-2003||01:23 PM||||You really think it will be that evil counterfeit seller they will support?<br /><br />This whole thing is amazing...amazingly stupid on the buyer's part.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000010||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||01:28 PM||||incidentally, are these thinsg still worth anything? my wife has a few of em. i hate the %$#%$ things, but thats just me. i remember she never paid any serious money for them, and the "best" ones were some princess (di?) bear, a purple one with a white rose. damn, i wish i invented that tripe!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||10-29-2003||01:36 PM||||Ya, that was pretty stupid of the buyer.  She thought they were fake in the first place, so why bid on them?!?  I think I'll pay $8xx to see if the three BBs I want are real.  That sounds like a plan.<br /><br />I really don't think the seller will get in any trouble.  Unless he has anything to do with the company that made the fake beenies.  <br /><br />The fake beenies have been around for some time and will probably never go away.  Chances are they are not made in the US and the nice folks that protect our borders have better things to do then look for fake BBs.<br /><br />I know how to not get a fake one.  Don't buy any!!!!<br /><br />I didn't realize they were still a hot item.  Where have I been?  Oh ya, not collecting BBs.  I must admit though, I got one to put on top of my monitor.  I'm a BB collecting whore!  Also I got a bunch of cheap ones at wally world for my dog.  Chew that shiz up!||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||AllWheelsDriven||10-29-2003||01:37 PM||||more about fun hobbies...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.thewavemag.com/pagegen.php?pagename=article&articleid=24184" target="_blank">http://www.thewavemag.com/pagegen.php?pagename=article&articleid=24184</a>||128.64.72.33||reg||1||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
Z||000013||4g63t||10-29-2003||01:43 PM||||That guy kicks ass||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000014||CCDSM69||10-29-2003||01:50 PM||||LOL I have the blue peanut she is looking for all checked out and certified. It was a birthday present years ago....maybe I should list it on ebay to make money||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000015||sleeper||10-29-2003||01:52 PM||||ROTFL  Furries/Plushies<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000016||AllWheelsDriven||10-29-2003||02:09 PM||||yeah the guys wife probably left him for a plushy-phile...taking her hobby to a new level<br /><br />m||128.64.72.33||reg||2||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
Z||000017||GVR-4||10-29-2003||10:39 PM||||That guy's not gonna live long enough to drink that many beers!||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||10-30-2003||02:48 AM||||This man is my hero!!||69.59.219.134||reg||7||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000019||turbowop||10-30-2003||04:53 AM||||Whoa...that'll make me think twice about buying JDM parts or AMG parts. I better have them authenticated first....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Jose's AMG parts look real.....but are they really???||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000020||GVR$in||10-30-2003||05:49 AM||||Dude.. Furries scare me.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000021||GVR$in||10-30-2003||05:52 AM||||HAHAHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHA:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.sddsm.org/pages/pics2/HAYGUYS.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000022||spoulson||10-30-2003||10:56 AM||||I think it's a hilarious story about how greedy people can be.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000023||VTGVR4||10-30-2003||12:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I think it's a hilarious story about how greedy people can be. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">says the guy who posts from 'folsom' heh. is that a misnomer, or is that prison really located there?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000024||TurboVR4dr||10-30-2003||05:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I think it's a hilarious story about how greedy people can be. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">says the guy who posts from 'folsom' heh. is that a misnomer, or is that prison really located there? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All I know is I shot a man in Reno just to watch him die.  Fucker stole my BBs<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes



ubb/Forum3/003486.cgi
A||||4||agrabau||Rally car for sale Group A Spec. ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||10-29-2003||12:28 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Galant Group A Ralliart for sale. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.rallycarsforsale.net/clas/index.php?ct=fsrc&md=details&id=4436" target="_blank">Galant Group A</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||12:44 PM||||bah, ramana's car and all the parts is just 18,000 now on bens rally page.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||10-29-2003||01:16 PM||||Yeah. The dogbox isn't included though. I think it's a close call. I'd probably go with the ralliart built one. Lance's build is top notch though.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||01:29 PM||||you mean, if you had 20g to unload on a 13 year old car?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||10-29-2003||03:19 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   yeah. that cost $600 every time I got in it.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003487.cgi
A||||2||VTGVR4||wheres waldo online||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||12:57 PM||defnick@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.robo-murito.net/funstuff/waldo/waldo.html" target="_blank">http://www.robo-murito.net/funstuff/waldo/waldo.html</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||10-29-2003||01:29 PM||||That was pretty funny!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||1992gvr4||10-29-2003||01:55 PM||||i didnt even have to cheat. that was pretty funny though. i thought it was actually going to be a pic.||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes



ubb/Forum3/003488.cgi
A||||24||keydiver||Wanted: Web Design in exchange for Free Chips||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||10-29-2003||02:53 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||OK Guys, its my turn to grovel for help. The only web design I've ever done was my home page, and I did that in notepad!<br /> <a href="http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/index.html" target="_blank">http://home.ptd.net/~keydiver/index.html</a> <br />I finally bit the bullet, and registered <a href="http://www.dsmchips.co," target="_blank">www.dsmchips.co,</a> and <a href="http://www.keydiverchips.com" target="_blank">www.keydiverchips.com</a> domain names. So, now I need to get serious about design and hosting the pages.<br />Most of you saw the pages another guy sampled for me:<br /> <a href="http://www.scheides.com/misc/keydiverchips/" target="_blank">http://www.scheides.com/misc/keydiverchips/</a> <br />But, everytime I talk to him the price goes up, so I've decided to do it without him. I really like the dropdown selections on the form he made for me, and the fact that the page gets mailed to me after they fill it out. I'd like to have a mainpage, with links to FAQ's and instructions, products, and 2 different form pages, DSM and GVR-4.<br />It could get a little complicated, because I'm offering 3 stages of chips now, so any suggestions on how to lay it out would be considered. I would guess that Frontpage would be the natural software, right?<br />Also, some of you have shown me your photographic skills, and any help making up good FAQ's would be appreciated too. I'll need to get some good pictures of a clutchwire install, for one thing. The typical TMO stuff.<br />Please let me know if you have any time, or suggestions, to offer me.<br />Much appreciated,<br />Jeff O.||67.34.196.136||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||10-29-2003||03:02 PM||||Just let me know what you need photographed. I'll have no problem doing it for you.||162.84.80.76||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||10-29-2003||03:03 PM||||Jeff,<br /><br />I can try to help you with some of the HTML and images.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||10-29-2003||03:08 PM||||If you don't find anybody to make the site for you. I have is guy that works for us in the summer and does Web sites very cheaply. His web site is <a href="http://www.budjetwww.com" target="_blank">www.budjetwww.com</a> check out his site. I have alot of friends that do web design for big money and his looks almost as good for far less money. If you contact him tell him that Rick from Magna Photo sent you.||162.84.80.76||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||Tevenor||10-29-2003||03:12 PM||||I build websites for a living. If you need some help, let me know.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||03:36 PM||||ill do it for doritos. you did say 'chips'   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||10-29-2003||04:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> ill do it for doritos. you did say 'chips'    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ranch or Extra Spicy?||67.34.196.136||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||04:08 PM||||actualy i just tried those new ones, where its a cross bewteen lays baked chips, and doritos. thats a pretty damn good chip. wont do anything for th vr4 though.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||Tevenor||10-29-2003||04:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> actualy i just tried those new ones, where its a cross bewteen lays baked chips, and doritos. thats a pretty damn good chip. wont do anything for th vr4 though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It will keep you not so hungry on road trips in the VR4.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||04:27 PM||||lol, i kinda hated cleaning out other people's food that got stuck between the seats. NEVER allow anyone to have a big mac with the paper shredded lettuce, that crap is hard to get out||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||10-29-2003||04:36 PM||||how much are your chips?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||10-29-2003||04:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> how much are your chips? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jeff is generous enough to do it for gvr4 members for free..<br /><br />Mine would get worked on if I ever got a loaner ecu!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000012||keydiver||10-29-2003||04:52 PM||||Its in the mail, honest!<br />UPS tracking # 1Z3708410345294543   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Yes, ALL GVR-4 chips are FREE!<br />DSM Chips are approximately:<br />Stage 1 = $30<br />Stage 2 = $45<br />Stage 3 = $70<br />Still quite a deal considering all the time I have in this project!<br />Jeff O.||68.209.2.133||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000013||drew||10-29-2003||05:39 PM||||Keydiver you are the MAN!<br />Are the stages the same as the "other" operation that was based on the left coast?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000014||DynStatic||10-29-2003||05:41 PM||||If all you need is some forms that are filled out and then emailed to you, I can do that.<br /><br />If someone can make it look nice, I can do the post/email<br /><br /><br />Jeff, I tried to get a Java serial port software package but the one from Sun, Java Comm doesnt work. And the next best package is $$$. If I could get a serial package that works, I could write a datalogger in Java that we could sell.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.22.79.110||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000015||drew||10-29-2003||05:42 PM||||Keydiver you are the MAN!<br />Are the stages the same as the "other" operation that was based on the left coast?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||keydiver||10-29-2003||06:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Keydiver you are the MAN!<br />Are the stages the same as the "other" operation that was based on the left coast? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No,<br />My Stage one is just rev limit, fuelcut, octane value, and gauge changes.<br />Stage 2 adds the 2 or 3-step stutterbox, and A/C cutout.<br />Stage 3 is the fuel injector size and deadtime compensation, MAS changes or compensation, idle speed changes, and highspeed closed-loop operation.||68.209.2.133||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000017||KenGVR4||10-29-2003||07:15 PM||||High speed closed loop?  Are you just forcing the ECU to stay in closed loop over 4000 RPM (or wherever the open/closed loop switch is at)?<br /><br />BTW, I got your chip, I need to datalog the existing setup after I rebuild my FPR (it's leaking), then I'll install it and get some values for you.  <br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Ken||65.115.175.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000018||Garfield Wright||10-29-2003||09:06 PM||||I can do frontpage work.  I will do a layout for ya & send it to you if you haven't started on it yet.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000019||curtis||10-29-2003||10:22 PM||||not sure If I got the stage 2 or stage 3 from you a few weeks ago but I would like to say.  I don't care which one I got the damn thing has never ran this good and I believe my gas mileage has gone up about 20 miles to the tank,  and its not because I've babied it the past few weeks either I've been enjoying every red light.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    The knock gauge works like a charm.  I had to lean out the idle and turn up the top end.  For the first few days I kept short shifting because I was expecting fuel cut but now I'm use to it.  Thw weather here in tennessee has been up and down and I've been busy with school and putting up a new garage door.  The soild one piece spruce door almost took out the rear end of the car on friday when the rollers popped out of the track.  got lucky only scuffed the spoiler a little.  When the weather stabilizes I'm going to set the tps and start playing with the fuel pressure maybe I'll find a 1/4 horse power or something.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.159.109.243||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000020||josh91vr4||10-30-2003||12:02 AM||||Hey Jeff. I can build a site & host it too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />I wish i could show you some of the sites i've made, but they're all intra-net for my work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br />Anyhow, Let me know.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000021||369of1000||10-30-2003||01:25 AM||||Hey Jeff, it looks like you're getting the help you looked for but I had an idea as kind of a work around. Did you ever think about just selling your chips to a few "distributors" like RRE, DSMparts, Buschur...etc. This will give you free advertising, a wider costumer base, and less of a headache due to less people involved on your end. It may also help on shipping costs.<br /><br />Just a thought.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||369of1000||00000558||yes
Z||000022||keydiver||10-30-2003||10:28 AM||||Actually, I've been contacted by a few smaller shops, but nothing has become of it yet.<br />Mike, from RRE has sent several guys my way, but I've also been promising him some free GVR-4 chips that I need to get made and shipped out to him.<br />From what I hear, Buschur has someone already.<br />Good idea, though, I'll have to pursue it. I REALLY don't need anymore work than I have, and it would be nice if I could just take the orders and produce the chips. The ECU repairs/socketing is what eats up SOOO much of my time, and wholesaling them through DSM shops should get rid of that worry. Hmmmmm....<br />On another tack.....<br />Anyone good at making logo's? I now officially have 2 "parked" domains:<br /><a href="http://www.dsmchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.dsmchips.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.keydiverchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.keydiverchips.com</a><br />Can you guys send me some samples of what I can do for a logo. I'd want something I can use for the webpages, and for stickers (yes, stickers, I've already been approached about sponsorship).<br />Thanks again guys,<br />Jeff O.||68.211.238.61||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000023||DynStatic||11-03-2003||01:06 AM||||Jeff, I messed around with the Java Comm package some more today and got it working. I'm going to try and write something that will just communicate with the ecu.<br /><br />Do you know anything about the specs of the communication? I know on the MMCD page, Dmitry talks a little about the protocal.<br />"The protocol is simple: request-reply. Request and reply are one-byte message."<br /><br />If it's really that simple then all I need to do is open a connection with the right specs and send the right one byte message and then wait for a reply? rinse-repeat?<br /><br />It's great that there is a free Palm logger. But I think someone has to fill the gap for people with laptops.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.57.52.229||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000024||keydiver||11-03-2003||12:53 PM||||I *think* there is also some kind of acknowledgement handshake at the beginning, but I'd recommend you just contact Dmitry directly. he's always been quick to answer, and since its not a Palm platform he will probably be cooperative to your project.<br />As far as I know though, it is that simple. Now, if you can also find out the proper commands to WRITE things to RAM, let me know! I have a TMO Datalogger version that can do that. Since you can tell it to erase the CE codes, or turn on the fuelpump relay, why can't you also specify a value to write into other memory locations?<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000||216.78.251.204||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/003489.cgi
A||||11||VTGVR4||1 mil in jewelery?||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||03:39 PM||defnick@yahoo.com||--------now this is just stupid----<br /><br />Nelly reports $1m jewellery theft<br />Nelly has had huge hits with Country Grammar and Hot In Herre<br />Rapper Nelly had $1m (£588,000) worth of jewellery stolen from a Las Vegas hotel room while he was at an awards ceremony, police have said.<br /><br /><a href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/entertainment/music/3223111.stm" target="_blank">http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/entertainment/music/3223111.stm</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||10-29-2003||04:03 PM||||You mean that the other 2 million dollars worth of jewelry, he was wearing that night wasn't all he owned?<br />I didn't even knew that they play his music (I mean crap) outside of St. Louis. Wierd!<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||10-29-2003||04:12 PM||||i didnt know who it was, i was just speechless that a GUY would have a MILLION %#%$ dollars of jewelry, not to mention in a $%@#$ hotel room? thats just beyond absurd. i wonder how much more jewelry he has at home? sheesh||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||10-29-2003||04:17 PM||||M4d 1C3 y0!<br /><br />That shit is rediculous. Im sure a million to him comes easily though, he'll just have some downtime to get his "ICE" custom worked again.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||10-29-2003||05:31 PM||||Insurance fraud.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||10-29-2003||05:36 PM||||It happend to someone else to,Michelle Branch I think.||64.63.216.52||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||10-29-2003||09:06 PM||||he's an idiot.  And a suck ass hip hop artist to boot.  <br />What did you expect....<br /><br /><br />Geoff||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||10-29-2003||09:39 PM||||if you guys want to hear some crazy shit, BABY from Cash Money Millionaires has some sick ICE, actaully the most in the industry. He just had a platinum bracelet made with numerous 5 karat diamond settings around. Cost, get this, is 2.1 million. Fuckin insane, more around his wrist than my net worth.||65.227.204.254||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||crucible||10-30-2003||07:19 AM||||Yo yo yo.Check these rhyming mofos on MTV Cribs.1 Mil in jewelry is a drop in the bucket.Hopefully they'll  end up like MC HammerHead.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||Matticus||10-30-2003||09:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Insurance fraud. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My thoughts exactly.  He probably is not making shit off his music right now.  Or at least not as much as say a year or so ago.  He probably couldn't sell the Jewelry for what's its worth, so say someone stole it.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000010||VTGVR4||10-30-2003||09:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> if you guys want to hear some crazy shit, BABY from Cash Money Millionaires has some sick ICE, actaully the most in the industry. He just had a platinum bracelet made with numerous 5 karat diamond settings around. Cost, get this, is 2.1 million. Fuckin insane, more around his wrist than my net worth. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">a closer approximation might be "he has more aroudn his wrist than the networth of ALL active posters on this thread" <br />heh||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||10-30-2003||11:36 AM||||And then the artist complain when there music is downloaed for free... boo hoo for them, maybe if a CD wasnt 18 bucks and had 3 good songs, and no damn skits on them people would buy them more. I think I might have opened a can of worms again! D-OH||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003490.cgi
A||||18||229of1000||Pictures of break in (Disturbing!)||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||10-29-2003||05:23 PM||||What you are about to see may shock you.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1773" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1773&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1774" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1774&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1775" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1775&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1776" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1776&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1777" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1777&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||10-29-2003||05:27 PM||||I'm sorry to hear about this Paul,<br />hope insurance will cover everything.<br />Good luck brother hope those bastards will be caught.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||10-29-2003||05:28 PM||||NOOOOOOOOOOOO what the fuck! Ahhhh! muy ehhhyeyeeess!!!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-29-2003||06:26 PM||||I would throw up if I found my car like that.<br /><br />Sorry about your loss.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||10-29-2003||07:38 PM||||Man, that sucks. But what was the purpose of them smashing that back little window? You can't reall reach the lock from there.||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||10-29-2003||07:52 PM||||If you used a pair of pliers and put your whole arm inside the car, you could pull the lock up with the pliers.  You certainly can't reach it with your hand though.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||16GVR4||10-29-2003||08:40 PM||||I think the person who stole it must be using it for his/her own car.<br />The stereo is not even taken.<br /><br />Is that the stock stereo, by the way ? I didn't know it comes with a graphics equalizer..<br />( My car has aftermarket head unit when I bought it )||209.213.198.25||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000007||Garfield Wright||10-29-2003||08:57 PM||||Terribly sorry to hear about this Paul.  I would go crazy if this happened to me.  Even if the insurance company covers 1/2 the cost, it's better than nothing.  You can rebuild it stronger & faster.  We have the technology||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000008||Kevinj110||10-30-2003||02:12 AM||||That sucks man sorry to hear about that.||66.119.33.170||reg||1||Belize#1692||00001490||yes
Z||000009||Pappy||10-30-2003||07:39 AM||||That sucks so bad.  Having your car broken into is probably one of the most violating things that can happen to a guy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Wouldn't the hotel be responsible for the car while it's parked in their lot?  Did you try to get anything from them?  Because it sounds like they had pretty shotty security.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000010||bleck||10-30-2003||09:12 AM||||Those pics really piss me off.  However, Paul, it sounds like you've got a pretty good chance of getting covered by your policy for most of the stuff.  Doesn't make it any easier to take tho.  Hope it all goes well.  Bet you're glad you haven't sold the other one yet.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000011||Ian M||10-30-2003||07:32 PM||||That sucks dude! I am amazed that you can drive 550 miles from home to a random location-and at 4am find a theif thats hip to what a GVR4 is...and has the balls (and time) to methodically go through and "carefully" remove the stuff that he/she/they did.... Scary.<br /><br /><br /> Now you have to deal with an insurance company,and the MFer that is...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br />Hope it all works out.||129.71.114.60||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000012||geoff@machv||10-30-2003||09:17 PM||||You were up by 6 flags off of I20 right?<br />Never a cop around unless you're speeding.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     <br />That's <b>Fulton County</b> for you.<br /><br /><br />Believe me, if you were somewhere like, Marietta,<br />[Cobb County] that sh*t wouldnt have happened to you||199.196.144.17||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||10-30-2003||10:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by geoff@machv:<br /><strong> You were up by 6 flags off of I20 right?<br />Never a cop around unless you're speeding.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />      <br />That's <b>Fulton County</b> for you.<br /><br /><br />Believe me, if you were somewhere like, Marietta,<br />[Cobb County] that sh*t wouldnt have happened to you </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well this happened in Bartow County.  But on I-20 I didn't see any cops for miles, much less traffic (2AM), so I went 125mph for a while.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||GVR4ZUM||10-30-2003||10:46 PM||||Sorry to hear that Paul.  Hope it works out for you on the insurance ...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||204.33.55.111||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000015||jonvr4||10-30-2003||10:50 PM||||damn and it had to happed to the 91' not the   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  92'||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000016||229of1000||10-31-2003||05:19 PM||||Auto insurance sent me $2300 today.  Hopefully I can get some more under homeowners.  I can have the car back on the road and replace my tools and radar detector with the $2300, hopefully.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000017||keydiver||10-31-2003||06:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Well this happened in Bartow County.  But on I-20 I didn't see any cops for miles, much less traffic (2AM), so I went 125mph for a while.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, see! There's your problem! You pissed off some ricer by blowin' by him at 125, he probably tried for miles to catch up with you, and followed you to the hotel to get all your stuff in hopes of amplifying his fart cannon.<br />Serves you right!<br />Jeff O.||67.34.243.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000018||229of1000||10-31-2003||06:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Well this happened in Bartow County.  But on I-20 I didn't see any cops for miles, much less traffic (2AM), so I went 125mph for a while.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, see! There's your problem! You pissed off some ricer by blowin' by him at 125, he probably tried for miles to catch up with you, and followed you to the hotel to get all your stuff in hopes of amplifying his fart cannon.<br />Serves you right!<br />Jeff O. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/003491.cgi
A||||2||number3||Lucky Shot||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||10-29-2003||05:50 PM||||<a href="http://www.mothers.com/news/mini_direct.html" target="_blank">http://www.mothers.com/news/mini_direct.html</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||10-29-2003||06:37 PM||||well, while you are at the sema show, check out the bmp design minis.  they are going to show a blue car with upgraded supercharger, getting over 200hp to the wheels, and today they are getting a turbo mini dynoed, 17 lbs boost, air to liquid intercooler.  they also have a 10 piston brake kit for the car.  check out <a href="http://www.promini.com" target="_blank">www.promini.com</a>||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||number3||10-29-2003||10:16 PM||||Nice link thanks, Ken.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003492.cgi
A||||5||GVR$in||Little too much info?||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-29-2003||07:11 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.genmay.com/showthread.php?s=cc32f43e0cb5891965d2460dc65bc5f0&threadid=223333&perpage=50&pagenumber=1" target="_blank">http://www.genmay.com/showthread.php?s=cc32f43e0cb5891965d2460dc65bc5f0&threadid=223333&perpage=50&pagenumber=1</a>||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||10-29-2003||07:36 PM||||ROFL!!! Nice find!||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||10-29-2003||09:03 PM||||What an absolute tool......||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||10-29-2003||09:45 PM||||wow anyone want to try it out?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.227.204.254||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||Xan||10-30-2003||01:45 AM||||ROFLMAO, funniest thread I've seen in ages, I don't think that was his CC or he didn't care since it is illegal for people to use his CC# anyway.  The real tools are those that thought they could start having a shopping spree with it.||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||10-30-2003||02:00 AM||||He probably canceled it and then posted the card just to be a jack ass.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003493.cgi
A||||0||curtis||may have located one of our cars long lost brothers||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||10-29-2003||10:40 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Was talking to a guy in one off my classes today and he wanted to check out my car.  Well after bs-ing with him for a few he told me that his cousin has one that has a bad turbo and hasn't driven it in a few years. At first I thought he was full of it but he told me it had a black leather interior and the turbo was fine until it started smoking then after a few weeks started screaming during a heavy load.  I may have my vulture talons locked in the car by next week.  He told me his cousin is a gear head and may want my mustang and all the parts in trade.  I may get rid of my mustang gain a nile black sunroof car and make some money.  This will be my greatest christmas ever.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.159.109.243||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003494.cgi
A||||20||Team Ducktape||You a  Riceboy?||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||10-30-2003||02:40 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.heferito.com/RicePoll/" target="_blank">http://www.heferito.com/RicePoll/</a>||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||10-30-2003||02:45 AM||||I'm not  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1778" alt=" - " />||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||10-30-2003||02:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> I'm not   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ditto.||69.59.219.134||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||10-30-2003||03:20 AM||||I got the red Prowler too.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||10-30-2003||04:21 AM||||Wha????!! I got this:<br /> <img src="http://www.heferito.com/RicePoll/results-fullfledged.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Just kidding....i 100% ricefree. I went back and picked the riciest answers possible to see what kind of car they showed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||Ash||10-30-2003||07:07 AM||||100% rice free for me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.220.88.57||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||10-30-2003||09:39 AM||||Somebody please send this link to KC and post the results. Who knows he might get a lowered purple prowler with underbody neons.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||10-30-2003||11:13 AM||||i am also riceless...||131.193.154.236||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||10-30-2003||11:19 AM||||100% riceless for me too||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||10-30-2003||11:37 AM||||1000% rice free. Keep the rice in the kitchen, I love rice by the way, the food that is.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||10-30-2003||02:57 PM||||Gabor - In fine print, I read somewhere on that site that bosnians like you are "closet" ricers <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||curtis||10-30-2003||03:07 PM||||I've though about having a licence plate frame made that says  "Nobody eats more rice than me"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.159.108.107||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||10-30-2003||03:12 PM||||Ok I'll admit it. I had the strap on pedals but nothing else. <br />I heard that you tried the outlet on that camel of yours. The neons never lit up, but the poor animal eyes did.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||thejeebus2002||10-30-2003||03:45 PM||||No rice here.  Was there ever any doubt?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||152.163.252.33||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000014||MustGoFaster||10-30-2003||04:10 PM||||Possible ricer here.  I'm getting blue silicone vacuum hose.<br /><br /><br />Only cause I can't get black as cheap.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000015||VTGVR4||10-30-2003||04:11 PM||||theres actually some funny stuff on that site. i loved the video of the mr2 spinning out, going over the side of the road, hitting a riced out VW TDI...<br /><a href="http://www.heferito.com/archivefunny.asp" target="_blank">http://www.heferito.com/archivefunny.asp</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000016||hibrn8||10-30-2003||04:41 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1786" alt=" - " />||65.227.217.68||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000017||GVR1643||10-30-2003||04:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1786" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You know Ken, <br />that would be funny to have made into little stickers that could be inconspicuously placed on a few rice-mobiles  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Great if they already have a sticker collection going on...||167.142.22.241||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000018||chadhayashi||10-31-2003||01:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> theres actually some funny stuff on that site. i loved the video of the mr2 spinning out, going over the side of the road, hitting a riced out VW TDI...<br /> <a href="http://www.heferito.com/archivefunny.asp" target="_blank">http://www.heferito.com/archivefunny.asp</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"The Mystery of Britany Spears' Breasts" is a must see.  Probably NWS.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000019||hibrn8||10-31-2003||01:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1786" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You know Ken, <br />that would be funny to have made into little stickers that could be inconspicuously placed on a few rice-mobiles   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />Great if they already have a sticker collection going on... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Gabor can always make some||65.227.204.227||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000020||Team Ducktape||10-31-2003||01:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1786" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1795" alt=" - " /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes



ubb/Forum3/003495.cgi
A||||1||Xan||Colin McRae says goodbye to World Rally||||9||||Xan||00000958
Z||000000||Xan||10-30-2003||04:51 AM||jason.keys@comcast.net||wow, didn't think McRae was going to stick around much longer..<br /><br /><a href="http://raid.racing-live.com/en/headlines/news/detail/031023172656.shtml" target="_blank">http://raid.racing-live.com/en/headlines/news/detail/031023172656.shtml</a><br /><br />I was guessing retirement though.||12.245.2.200||reg||9||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||10-30-2003||07:27 AM||||He and his brother Alister, who got dropped from Mitsu, may team up and run a 2 car privateer team.  They're just trying to find funds for the 2004 year, and quickly.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes



ubb/Forum3/003496.cgi
A||||5||turbowop||cool dsm video||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||10-30-2003||05:58 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||<b>Here is a video a couple of my NWDSM buddies made. It is just a preview of the full one to come. This is what they posted on tooners:</b> <br /><br />After finishing some of the shooting for Driven 2 we decided to make a short teaser video of what's to come.  The Driven series (If you would like to see Driven 1 <a href="http://llarian.net/~gomer/Driven.mpg" target="_blank">Click Here</a> ) is filmed with the Northwest DSM Group and at some of our larger meets.  The full sequal to Driven will be released as an early Christmas present since we still have a few major shoots to go.<br /><br />Hope you enjoy it!<br /><br /><a href="http://llarian.net/~gomer/Driven2_trailer.mpg" target="_blank">Driven 2 Teaser</a> <br /><br />-Brady & Todd Barry<br /><br /> <b>BTW...that's my galant in the vids.</b>   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-30-2003||06:08 AM||||Once again.. Where the glowsticks at!?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||10-30-2003||04:22 PM||||first car is the vr4, nice.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||Marcus||10-30-2003||06:32 PM||||wonder how many tow trucks were called to get all those cars back home.  Scary to see that many dsm's at one time.  LOL, nice vid||12.223.81.225||reg||1||Marcus||00000606||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||10-30-2003||06:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus:<br /><strong> wonder how many tow trucks were called to get all those cars back home.  Scary to see that many dsm's at one time.  LOL, nice vid </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just one. Lucas's (the black Talon with the huge skyline core) car blew the tranny on a long straight while he was getting on it. His car runs mid 11's on pump so he's making some pretty good power. I put 700 miles on my car that weekend. Some of the most fun I've had.||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||bleck||10-31-2003||01:34 AM||||Nice Mark, looks like you guys had a ball.  Not too many roads like that in NJ, although we do find a way to get by   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003497.cgi
A||||6||iceman69510||Restart tips||||1||||iceman69510||00000038
Z||000000||iceman69510||10-30-2003||09:28 AM||||After being down for about 18 months, I powered up the VR4 last night and cranked it over.  It did not start immediately, but I did not have the MAS connected up yet.  Any special suggestions for bringing it back from the dead for those who have been through it? <br /><br />Motor is not new, so doesn't need break-in, and I cranked it to get oil pressure up.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||10-30-2003||09:36 AM||||on junkyard cars, the mechanics i know sometimes spray stuff directly into the throttle body. carb cleaner or something. on a new engine, ask bimmubishi for tips, hes got a few. lol (i dont mean anything by this!)<br /><br /><br />oh btw, *edit* its called starter fluid. big fun for kids from age 9 to 99, especially in 7.2 liter diesels, like at uhual....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||10-30-2003||10:06 AM||||Crack open the turbo oil supply line and make sure you have oil pressure. If not, you'll have to prime the pump.||67.165.105.107||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||10-30-2003||10:16 AM||||Depending upon the engine mileage/ring wear, you may have problems building compression in the cylinders after that long. All the oil on the cylinder walls runs off, and the rings don't seal well enough, at least thats what happened to me. I had to put a little oil in each cylinder, and it fired right up.<br />Can you say "mosquito fogger"?||68.211.238.61||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||10-30-2003||10:22 AM||||Jeff,<br /><br />I remember your story on that now.  Thanks.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||10-30-2003||10:27 AM||||Make sure to bypass your clutch start switch while starting. This will help reduce the risk of crank walk (especially with a heavier clutch). I use my finger to push the switch in, but will soon  be getting a three way switch so that I can bypass that switch, but when I use the stutterbox launch method, still have it.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||10-30-2003||11:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> <br />oh btw, *edit* its called starter fluid. big fun for kids from age 9 to 99, especially in 7.2 liter diesels, like at uhual....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">FYI, it's ether.||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/003498.cgi
A||||5||VTGVR4||northern lights!!||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||10-30-2003||10:00 AM||defnick@yahoo.com||<a href="http://science.nasa.gov/spaceweather/aurora/gallery_01oct03_page3.html" target="_blank">http://science.nasa.gov/spaceweather/aurora/gallery_01oct03_page3.html</a> <br /><br />its supposed to be the best in YEARS! there are pics posted from all over the US, so you might be lucky enough to see them. <br />a friend of mine says the best time to view is anywhere from 12 am to 4 am.. its hard to stay up that late, but damn, even folks in TEXAS have sent in pics, its a once ina lifetime thing perhaps.<br />*edit*  anotehr friend of mine in PA said that you cna sometimes see em right after a sunset, like one hour afterwards. so the plan is to look for them from sunset to about midnight.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />  <img src="http://science.nasa.gov/spaceweather/aurora/images2003/30oct03/Edwards1.jpg" alt=" - " />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||10-30-2003||06:06 PM||||It figures! Why couldn't I be in Anchorage or Jackson Hole right now?? I'd love to see the northern lights, but at 27 latitude, plus the light polution, I doubt it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.209.18.190||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||EvilGalantGSX||10-30-2003||11:15 PM||||I watched them tonight here in central WV. <br /><br />The sky just glowed red,,,, like a burning California.....<br /><br /><br />Its real cool I never sceen them before in my life||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||10-31-2003||12:28 AM||||sky's colwdy up her in MN, but they do seem to be redish.||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||10-31-2003||09:07 AM||||last night around 6 pm, i saw them for the first time. it was nothing short of amazing...  you shoudl eb able to see them from all over, even florida!  jeff, you shoudl go to anna maria island or something, wher eyou cna get a clear view of the northen sky over the waters, that will be the best shot.<br />as for everyone else, it seems to start around 6 to 7, and then ends around 8, at least for last night it was like that.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||#1459 VR-4||10-31-2003||04:27 PM||||Watched them last night for a little while... incredible.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
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A||||29||tplesko||Snow is coming soon. Winter tires?||||6||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||10-30-2003||10:45 AM||||Hey all,<br /><br />The first snow was in town (5400ft) was on my car this morning. Nothing on the ground yet, just the car.  But i'm hoping for more soon and I bet there is some up in the moutains!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I was thinking about the Bridgestone Blizzak WS-50 in 195/60/15. Is $70/tire a good price? As soon as the turbo spools I can break traction on all four in the dry so I really want grip in the snow and ice, especially for braking when I realize I screwed up my drift   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||6||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||10-30-2003||10:55 AM||||Ha!  We got snow last night, and it accumulated.  Not very much, but it did.  I went out driving last night but it was like a blizzard, so i couldn't safely have fun.  I'm just gonna go on the rally trader and try to find a decent set of snow tires.||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||10-30-2003||11:01 AM||||I got some beefy Dunlop studded tires from Turbowop last year. Made the car unstoppable in the mild winter we had here last year. Plus green 91 wheels on a white 91 is just sick!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />They are trying to make studs illegal next year, so I will probably be in the market for snowtires as well...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||GVR4458||10-30-2003||11:26 AM||||For hardcore snow driving, get some Green Diamond Ultra Tracs.  Unbeleivable in snow, slush, or on ice.  They have a really high tread, so they get kinda squirmy when dry, but if you live in the snow, they can't be beat.<br /><br />I got rid of those when I got new 16's and went with Dunlop Winter Sports.  They behave much better when dry and they work fine in snow and such (I even chased down the crazy bitch who hit me during our March Blizzard).  They seemed the best combo for performance and price.  The Blizzaks incidentally turn into all season tires about half way through the tread since they use a different base compound.  This made me shy away from them for the price.||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||10-30-2003||11:48 AM||||I just got back from CT, it was snowing when I got off the plane LOL (i guess its snowed there a few times before). <br /><br />Last year I had Blizzaks on my talon and never had so much fun winter driving in my life! I put some cheapy snow tires on my galant last year and had fun with it but I didn't get the same control from them as I did with the Blizzaks.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||10-30-2003||11:48 AM||||Nokian Hak 1's are what I have used, not to good for all seasons but great in the snow, made many many 150 mile trips from college to home in a few blizzards going 75 on the highway, no problems||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||10-30-2003||11:52 AM||||I would look into  <a href="http://greendiamondtire.com/productswis3.html#" target="_blank">Green Diamond tires</a>  . They are made in Iceland. <br /><br />They have these really hard granules imbeded into the thread, and are suposed to give way better grip than the Blizzaks, and you can use them in the dry as well. I saw a set on a car at the Sno-Drift rally and you can hardly see the granules.<br /><br /><br />I can't explain it as good as they do.<br /><br />There is also another company called Nokian. They make very good winter tires as well.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||10-30-2003||11:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4458:<br /><strong> For hardcore snow driving, get some Green Diamond Ultra Tracs.  Unbeleivable in snow, slush, or on ice.  They have a really high tread, so they get kinda squirmy when dry, but if you live in the snow, they can't be beat.<br /><br />I got rid of those when I got new 16's and went with Dunlop Winter Sports.  They behave much better when dry and they work fine in snow and such (I even chased down the crazy bitch who hit me during our March Blizzard).  They seemed the best combo for performance and price.  The Blizzaks incidentally turn into all season tires about half way through the tread since they use a different base compound.  This made me shy away from them for the price. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What size ultra tracks did you use?  They don't seem to sell the stock size for out tires.<br /><br />Anyone try the icelanders?||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||10-30-2003||12:16 PM||||Did you know that Iceland is all green?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Now if it was made in Greenland, that would be a different story.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||udriveu||10-30-2003||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong> I put some cheapy snow tires on my galant last year and had fun with it but I didn't get the same control from them as I did with the Blizzaks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Would those happen to be the ones that are one the wheels you sold me?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||10-30-2003||12:55 PM||||I am most conserned with good ice and snow grip.  They will be dedicated snow tires and won't see a lot of dry pavement so wear is a non issue. That's why I thought the blizziks would be good even though their top layer wears off.<br /><br />My primary goal with them is to help me stop and corner better when i'm goofing off in the snow and driving to the ski areas in really sh**y weather. Cost is also a relatively non important issue because if they keep me out of the curb they will be cheaper time and moneywise than repairs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||91 #680||10-30-2003||01:05 PM||||snowboarding season!!! woohoo!!<br /><br />sorry bout that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000012||VTGVR4||10-30-2003||01:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> snowboarding season!!! woohoo!!<br /><br />sorry bout that    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">update your sig. sorry about that. <br />"in the search for powder"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||10-30-2003||01:31 PM||||Would 195/65/15 be okay?  The diamond green ultra traction seems to be the best choice, but it doesn't come in 195/60/15.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||VTGVR4||10-30-2003||01:41 PM||||thats fine, at one point i even had 70's on it. it makes the car just a lil higher off the ground, which is good anyway. but more than that, the snow builds up too easily.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||10-30-2003||01:45 PM||||Thanks.  I think I will try a set.  I traded in my snow tires when I got my summer tires ao I have nothing   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />weather.com shows a little snow comming soon.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||CCDSM69||10-30-2003||02:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Would those happen to be the ones that are one the wheels you sold me? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL ya...those tires were really good for driving in the snow/slush but I wouldn't feel as safe doing the AWD snow donuts in the 2 feet of snow like I did in the talon.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000017||uno||10-30-2003||02:34 PM||||I run the Nokian Haka's also and would swear by them as winter only tires with the studs. They have definitely taken me places. I can totally relate to the guy driving in blizzards as I was caught in one this spring with many accidents around and the comfort level with dedicated winter tires is very much worth it.||216.187.161.101||reg||1||Micah||00000228||yes
Z||000018||GVR4458||10-30-2003||03:12 PM||||I had 195/65/15 Ultra Tracs.  They rubbed a bit on the fender liner at full lock, but the car was lowered half an inch.  Definietly worth the little bit of rubbing when pulling in/out of parking spaces.  Short of chains or spikes, you probably won't find better ice traction than these.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000019||Franckypoo||10-30-2003||03:15 PM||||I have Blizzak MZ-02 on the rally car and it's the best tires I ever had for winter driving.<br /><br />I have shitty Hercules Polar trax tires on the Galant and it's really not the same thing.  A friend of mine can have some Blizzak for about 80$ can (maybe aroud 60 US$) so I think I'll buy 4 more for the Galant.<br /><br />Btw I made a trip doing about 85 in total blizzard with the Blizzaks on my girlfriend's Cavalier going to the Quebec rallye two years ago.  I never tought a Cavalier could handle that great in the snow!<br /><br />I'm sold to those tire for sure!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Now if they could sponsor me that would be even better    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000020||GVR$in||10-30-2003||04:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Frankypoo:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Btw I made a trip doing about 85 in total blizzard with the Blizzaks on my girlfriend's Cavalier going to the Quebec rallye two years ago.  I never tought a Cavalier could handle that great in the snow!<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats some scary shit goin 85 in a blizzard WWD.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000021||gvr4ever||10-30-2003||04:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4458:<br /><strong> I had 195/65/15 Ultra Tracs.  They rubbed a bit on the fender liner at full lock, but the car was lowered half an inch.  Definietly worth the little bit of rubbing when pulling in/out of parking spaces.  Short of chains or spikes, you probably won't find better ice traction than these.<br /><br />EH </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mmm, maybe I should go for the 195/55/15.  I thought our cars had pretty normal sizes on them.  I wonder why diamond green makes such few sizes for cars.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000022||RTS182G-VR4||10-31-2003||12:11 AM||||i have blizzaks and they grip like no other in the snow.  the car is very controllable, even while goofin around.  plus they get very good grip on pure ice.  i gotta check what size i have...<br />Ryan||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000023||gvr4ever||10-31-2003||12:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> i have blizzaks and they grip like no other in the snow.  the car is very controllable, even while goofin around.  plus they get very good grip on pure ice.  i gotta check what size i have...<br />Ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Blizzaks are awsome tires.  They are by far the best known .  The diamond green tires are supost to be even better by about 35%.  I'm going to give them a try.  I just have to see what it is all about.  The only complaint I have is they don't offer very many sizes.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000024||chadhayashi||10-31-2003||12:54 AM||||I had some 235/45-17 Bridgestone WT-05's that I got for free 3 yrs ago. They are now dead and I certainly am not spending $900-1100 on some new snows. I have a good set of Pilot Sport A/S' for this winter, (Pole position S03's on now. All 3 sets named, were of course, free) sitting in the garage. Did not have time to mount and balance them this week.<br />(I cannot use my stock wheels so don't ask silly questions about $1000 tires)||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000025||Franckypoo||10-31-2003||12:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Frankypoo:<br /><strong> <br /><br />Btw I made a trip doing about 85 in total blizzard with the Blizzaks on my girlfriend's Cavalier going to the Quebec rallye two years ago.  I never tought a Cavalier could handle that great in the snow!<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats some scary shit goin 85 in a blizzard WWD. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look where you are from and where I am from!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Here we drive in blizzard about 6 months a year! so we are kind of used to it.<br /><br />I have to try those Green Diamond tires some day, they seem pretty good!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000026||Kibo||10-31-2003||05:29 PM||||Based on recommendations from my friend Bert (local member who has owned both Blizzaks and Alpins), I bought Arctic Alpins.  They *rock* in adverse weather, but they suck to drive around on dry pavement.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   The Arctic Alpins use the grippy compound all the way through the tread, so the grip doesn't wear away prematurely like the Blizzaks.<br /><br />So, Chris...when are we hitting the slopes?  You got a pass, right?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000027||RayH||10-31-2003||05:45 PM||||I'm using the Pilot Alpins which are still good on pavement.  May not be the best compared to an all out snow tire but is good enough in NJ.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000028||mj_rosenfeld||11-01-2003||10:45 AM||||Michelin Arctic Alpins. They drive like real tires on dry/wet pavement and grip like crazy in snow.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.168||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000029||tplesko||11-01-2003||01:28 PM||||I think i'm gonna order some Green Diamond tires and try those out. <br /><br />Erik, I didn't get a pass but I'm still going skiing.  I'll only go once the snow doesn't suck up there so we probably have another month to wait at least.  I don't do one open run skiing   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
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A||||0||gixxer||DSM performance package||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||10-30-2003||06:24 PM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.sasquatch-motorsports.com/xcart/customer/product.php?productid=16532" target="_blank">sasquatch motorsports sweet deal</a>||129.219.71.2||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
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q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!beavis!,
q!evacuation!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2452941.2019!,
q!beavis!,
q!00000378!,
q!coop!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452941.2138!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!Ken@indyracecores!,
q!8!,
q!22!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!08:27 PM!,
q!2452941.2027!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452985.1033!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!HEY... SPAM, Dreis11301  or anyone else for that matter!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2452933.1541!,
q!1312VR4!,
q!00000390!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452933.1851!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!00000138!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!Best quote about your car!,
q!1!,
q!40!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2452933.1631!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!1101!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452937.2033!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000040!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!Anti-American Propaganda!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452933.1703!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!05:03 PM!,
q!2452933.1703!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!Old funny stuff.!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!05:09 PM!,
q!2452933.1709!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!05:09 PM!,
q!2452933.1709!,
q!EvilGalantGSX!,
q!00001681!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Just ordered new turbo!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452933.1741!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!01:44 AM!,
q!2452934.0144!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!redheat86!,
q!dealership  cracked my down pipe, what to do?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2452933.1805!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!Romanova!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!11:25 AM!,
q!2452934.1125!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Any one ever look into plasma tv's on ebay?!,
q!1!,
q!38!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452933.2135!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!number3!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!03:16 PM!,
q!2452935.1516!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000038!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q~Got a camera!!~,
q!10!,
q!3!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!09:54 PM!,
q!2452933.2154!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!02:58 AM!,
q!2452934.0258!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!how did you guys find out about the gvr4!,
q!1!,
q!42!,
q!10-20-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452933.2224!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!07:06 AM!,
q!2452938.0706!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000042!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!Sac Raceway and 1/4 mile time!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!04:08 AM!,
q!2452939.0408!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!tplesko!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!02:29 PM!,
q!2452940.1429!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q~Duc Hutner is back! ~,
q!14!,
q!5!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2452934.0238!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!01:50 PM!,
q!2452934.1350!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!NFSU Quarter Mile Challenge!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2452939.1325!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!11:54 PM!,
q!2452940.2354!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q~Rewire your fuel pump!!!! (If you haven't already)~,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!02:56 PM!,
q!2452939.1456!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!number3!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!12:37 PM!,
q!2452944.1237!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!A good reason to be careful on motorcycles!,
q!1!,
q!36!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452939.1619!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!01:42 PM!,
q!2452945.1342!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000036!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Galants in Baghdad!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2452939.1907!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!Romanova!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!11:38 AM!,
q!2452941.1138!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Free Maxim and Stuff!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452939.1935!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452942.1542!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Latest driving style from the land of innovation!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!09:54 PM!,
q!2452939.2154!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452939.2248!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Spark plug socket size?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452941.2201!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!10:20 PM!,
q!2452941.2220!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Want to borrow O2 sensor remover in Bay Area!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2452939.2221!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2452940.1728!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!on the road again!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!01:59 AM!,
q!2452942.0159!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2452965.1213!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Question about die grinders!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452939.2335!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!sleeper!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!10:28 AM!,
q!2452940.1028!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q~eww...prettttty!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!04:04 AM!,
q!2452942.0404!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!04:04 AM!,
q!2452942.0404!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KenW!,
q!Buying 72/1000 - anyone know this one?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!07:26 AM!,
q!2452942.0726!,
q!KenW!,
q!00000403!,
q!KenW!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!07:26 AM!,
q!2452942.0726!,
q!KenW!,
q!00000403!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Who thinks Mitsu. Parts are overpriced?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452942.1140!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!sleeper!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2452942.1332!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Funny Ebay auction!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!12:05 PM!,
q!2452942.1205!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2452943.1743!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Rally car for sale Group A Spec. !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2452942.1228!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2452942.1519!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!wheres waldo online!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2452942.1257!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452942.1355!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!00002167!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Wanted: Web Design in exchange for Free Chips!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!02:53 PM!,
q!2452942.1453!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!keydiver!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452947.1253!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!1 mil in jewelery?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!03:39 PM!,
q!2452942.1539!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!11:36 AM!,
q!2452943.1136!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!rrustedcage!,
q!vr-4 on ebay!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!05:46 AM!,
q!2452934.0546!,
q!ryan!,
q!00001263!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!02:09 AM!,
q!2452936.0209!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!republicans suck.!,
q!1!,
q!51!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2452934.0928!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!04:01 PM!,
q!2452936.1601!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000051!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!VR6 Rabbit truck moving to Va!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452934.1448!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452935.2302!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Any one else like Cheesefrogs Civic?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!05:09 PM!,
q!2452934.1709!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!12:58 AM!,
q!2452939.0058!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Got a few new goodies today...!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452934.2047!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!02:16 PM!,
q!2452939.1416!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!GTR34 Skyline Vid!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!10-21-2003!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2452934.2141!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!mcedar44!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!05:26 PM!,
q!2452949.1726!,
q!mcedar44!,
q!00001043!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q~311 in Chicago!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2452935.0023!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!03:32 AM!,
q!2452936.0332!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Lack of shop manuals in Aust!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!07:14 AM!,
q!2452935.0714!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!spoulson!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!08:06 AM!,
q!2452935.0806!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!more rain in the WRC!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!12:24 AM!,
q!2452940.0024!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!02:42 AM!,
q!2452941.0242!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!Is the Guy who planted the stuff on the airplane a bad guy?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!08:38 AM!,
q!2452935.0838!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2452936.1015!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!11!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!o2 sensor &amp; walbro 255 sellers!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!01:14 AM!,
q!2452940.0114!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!Arty!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!05:51 PM!,
q!2452940.1751!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!fireball ignition wires!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!08:53 AM!,
q!2452935.0853!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!03:06 AM!,
q!2452936.0306!,
q!AWDpower!,
q!00000680!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Another classic JDM style!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!02:46 AM!,
q!2452940.0246!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452940.1252!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Xan!,
q~omfg, some fuckhead stole my air compressor!!!~,
q!9!,
q!12!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!04:53 AM!,
q!2452940.0453!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!keydiver!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452941.1017!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!Mercedes-Benz SL 55 AMG!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!08:16 AM!,
q!2452940.0816!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!peterlsmith!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452941.1840!,
q!Peter Smith!,
q!00001351!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q~Karate boy at it again!~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2452940.0959!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!bleck!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!08:05 AM!,
q!2452941.0805!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Compatibility Problems with palm!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!01:43 PM!,
q!2452940.1343!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Arty!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!08:52 AM!,
q!2452943.0852!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~Pictures of break in (Disturbing!)~,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452942.1723!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2452944.1845!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!new 500 hp driveshafts!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!02:55 PM!,
q!2452940.1455!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452941.2215!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Lucky Shot!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2452942.1750!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2452942.2216!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!How many people have the key fob?!,
q!1!,
q!35!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2452940.1531!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452942.1437!,
q!driftntouge!,
q!00001884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Little too much info?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452942.1911!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!02:00 AM!,
q!2452943.0200!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!may have located one of our cars long lost brothers!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2452942.2240!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2452942.2240!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!You a  Riceboy?!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!02:40 AM!,
q!2452943.0240!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!01:49 AM!,
q!2452944.0149!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Xan!,
q!Colin McRae says goodbye to World Rally!,
q!9!,
q!1!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!04:51 AM!,
q!2452943.0451!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!Pappy!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!07:27 AM!,
q!2452943.0727!,
q!Pappy!,
q!00000327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!cool dsm video!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!05:58 AM!,
q!2452943.0558!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!bleck!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!01:34 AM!,
q!2452944.0134!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!Restart tips!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2452943.0928!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!11:12 AM!,
q!2452943.1112!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q~northern lights!!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!10:00 AM!,
q!2452943.1000!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!04:27 PM!,
q!2452944.1627!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Snow is coming soon. Winter tires?!,
q!6!,
q!29!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!10:45 AM!,
q!2452943.1045!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!tplesko!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!01:28 PM!,
q!2452945.1328!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q~Unbelievable - wife's car takes yet another licking!~,
q!8!,
q!4!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!10:27 AM!,
q!2452935.1027!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2452936.1335!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Japanese translation needed!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!10:36 AM!,
q!2452935.1036!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!drew!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2452935.2218!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q~Pics of #545- Finally!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452935.1437!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2452937.1407!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!redheat86!,
q!Hello, Im mr 1003 of 2000!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2452935.2010!,
q!redheat86!,
q!00002330!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!04:59 PM!,
q!2452936.1659!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!Favorite Car Mag &amp; Why!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2452935.2049!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!Xan!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!12:25 AM!,
q!2452939.0025!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!one of the best races I've ever had!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452935.2326!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!boostx!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!07:16 PM!,
q!2452936.1916!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Anyone order from this place?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452935.2327!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Romanova!,
q!10-22-2003!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452935.2327!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!199of2k!,
q!Another reason to get a SSSS!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!09:10 AM!,
q!2452936.0910!,
q!199of2k!,
q!00000323!,
q!Jon!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!08:24 AM!,
q!2452937.0824!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1101!,
q!Adjustable blinker light relay?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452936.1616!,
q!467!,
q!00000061!,
q!curtis!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2452937.0020!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!new lifters and valve seals!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452940.1720!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452940.1720!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!What's your vanity plate say?!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!05:09 PM!,
q!2452936.1709!,
q!forgottenvr4!,
q!00002619!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!07:00 PM!,
q!2452941.1900!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~Worst.  Weekend.  EVER.  (Car desecrated!)~,
q!1!,
q!38!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!09:19 PM!,
q!2452940.2119!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!08:06 PM!,
q!2452942.2006!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000038!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!amg pic!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2452940.2124!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Romanova!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2452940.2309!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q~HOTTT!!! NWS!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!32!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2452940.2129!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!TsiTalon!,
q!10-29-2003!,
q!01:53 PM!,
q!2452942.1353!,
q!TsiTalon!,
q!00002445!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000032!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!who rates the members?!,
q!1!,
q!35!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452940.2151!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452943.0000!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!Car Costume!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!10:46 PM!,
q!2452940.2246!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!11:52 AM!,
q!2452947.1152!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!what do you guys think?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!11:09 PM!,
q!2452940.2309!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!sleeper!,
q!10-30-2003!,
q!09:27 AM!,
q!2452943.0927!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!has anyone done this?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!12:01 AM!,
q!2452941.0001!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!10:36 AM!,
q!2452941.1036!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!Good Guy -imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com !,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!01:41 AM!,
q!2452941.0141!,
q!Team Ducktape!,
q!00000310!,
q!4g63t!,
q!10-28-2003!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2452941.1407!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!moonstation2000!,
q!got ripped off by mofugas!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2452936.1753!,
q!moonstation2000!,
q!00002106!,
q!number3!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!09:33 AM!,
q!2452938.0933!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Extreme Motorsports!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2452936.2054!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2452936.2054!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!New Air intake for the BMW!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!10-23-2003!,
q!10:15 PM!,
q!2452936.2215!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!Oztek!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2452938.0003!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!drove an STI!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2452937.0018!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!04:18 AM!,
q!2452939.0418!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Stupid ass post of the week!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!03:49 PM!,
q!2452937.1549!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!10-27-2003!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2452940.1631!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!ralli art,blitz,apex...phone faces!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-24-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452937.2128!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!10:58 AM!,
q!2452939.1058!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!Reasonably priced  wideband !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!10-25-2003!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452938.1430!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!10-26-2003!,
q!05:00 AM!,
q!2452939.0500!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/003501.cgi
A||||14||Ian M||Some folks have too much spare time...||||1||||Ian M||00000361
Z||000000||Ian M||10-30-2003||07:06 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Its a almost bone stock looking '91 VW Golf-with a 300hp Cadillac Northstar v8 swap. Gotta give these guys points for creativity,I guess..      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <br /><br /> Gallery of pics:<br />      <a href="http://www.cwstuning.com/gallery/Coupe-DeGolf?&page=1" target="_blank">http://www.cwstuning.com/gallery/Coupe-DeGolf?&page=1</a>   <br /><br />    <img src="http://www.cwstuning.com/albums/Coupe-DeGolf/Image007_002.thumb.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.cwstuning.com/albums/Coupe-DeGolf/Image009.thumb.jpg" alt=" - " />||129.71.114.60||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||10-30-2003||08:24 PM||||Amazing what you can fit in a little car.<br /><br />I want to see a 3000 GT VR4 engine in a Galant VR4.  I'll do it if I win the lottary.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||crucible||10-30-2003||08:49 PM||||You gotta be shittin me!||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||10-30-2003||09:02 PM||||What tranny are they using. I don't even know what to say about this.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||1992gvr4||10-30-2003||09:23 PM||||thats one sweet setup. looks like an ordinary golf. total sleeper.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   must be hard to hook up though.||64.41.27.187||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000005||1101||10-30-2003||11:05 PM||||If you braked hard I bet it would flip up on its nose.||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000006||curtis||10-30-2003||11:32 PM||||They put the same motor in the back of the fiero's and it bolts up to the stock tranny.||67.25.34.226||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||curtis||10-30-2003||11:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Amazing what you can fit in a little car.<br /><br />I want to see a 3000 GT VR4 engine in a Galant VR4.  I'll do it if I win the lottary. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I want to do the same swap except in a stripped out mirage.  Two big Garretts with dump tubes behind each front tire.  Something in the 700 hp range in a car that weights in at about 1800 pounds.  complete awd 6 speed with cage and one seat<br />now that's a sleeper||67.25.34.226||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||number3||10-30-2003||11:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> What tranny are they using.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That was my first thought as well...<br /><br />Anyone know?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||10-31-2003||12:09 AM||||That thing is siiiick....<br />Betcha it's a freight train on the highway||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000010||chadhayashi||10-31-2003||12:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Amazing what you can fit in a little car.<br /><br />I want to see a 3000 GT VR4 engine in a Galant VR4.  I'll do it if I win the lottary. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I want to do the same swap except in a stripped out mirage.  Two big Garretts with dump tubes behind each front tire.  Something in the 700 hp range in a car that weights in at about 1800 pounds.  complete awd 6 speed with cage and one seat<br />now that's a sleeper </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Since we're talking Northstars... Summer of '02 I went up to Walden, CO. for some sand riding on the quads. There were some total rednecks trying to repair their Vortech blown, Northstar powered sandrail. I asked a few simple questions figuring they would know the answers after such an expenditure. <br />Me: What trim Vortech is that?<br />They: Don't know.<br />Me: How much boost are you getting?<br />They: have no idea.<br />Me: What did you do for fuel enrichment?<br />They: What?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  &lt;--closest icon to blank look <br />I walked away and did not look back.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||10-31-2003||04:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> They put the same motor in the back of the fiero's and it bolts up to the stock tranny. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea, but it's not quite a drop in.  Ya gotta hammer out a bit of the firewall and shocktower for the engine to squeeze in there, and the wiring is a pita.  When I was in autoshop at a community college, the RPM Club was building one for a client.  Was originally twin turbod, but the first time they took it out it completely destroyed the entire drivetrain from too much torque.  They rebuilt it, and were then trying to modify the engine to be a high revving n/a power beast.  The owner wants to use it as a track (not drag) car.  Pretty sick project.  I never got involved because the guys building it were complete assclowns who didn't know their head from a doughnut.  I got into an argument with the president of the club when he told me that running 16 psi would blow up my engine.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    Told me that no production engine could take more than 10 psi, only highly modded race engines could take 20 psi, blah blah blah.  Argued til I got blue in the face and finally just walked away.  Ignorant hicks.||69.59.219.137||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||Ian M||11-02-2003||11:05 AM||||This thing amazes me..and cracks me up at the same time. On  the main page of the gallery,it says he built this thing on a bet that he couldnt.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />There are videos in the gallery (the movie projector icons),but I havent checked them out-damn dial up.<br /><br />Im not sure what trans it has,you cant really tell from the pics but it kinda looks like the Caddy auto trans. <br /><br />Ive driven a few Northstars,they arent slouches in a 4000lb car!||129.71.114.73||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000013||number3||11-02-2003||03:38 PM||||Nevermind, I forgot Caddies are FWD...<br /><br /><br />Every see the dual northstar caddy?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||11-02-2003||08:04 PM||||Yes, the ElDorado "Twinstar" IIRC.  Pretty badass.  Extensive chassis mods, though... I remember he had to move the rear axle back 18 inches to get it to fit.  The best part though was the second driver's side dash that he grafted into the passenger side of the car, to monitor the second engine.  Haha, two tachs swinging in unison... awesome.  And 600 hp, awd, Caddy luxury, can't argue with that.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003502.cgi
A||||8||VR4 Me||Does anyone's stock CD Player not play burned cds?||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||10-30-2003||09:34 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||this sucks. I don't have time to put in my eclipse head unit that I pulled outta my celica right now.<br /><br />I'm using Memorex 700MB 48x CDs. Anybody have better results with a different brand?||65.80.67.227||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||10-30-2003||09:43 PM||||Thats a common problem with older CD players. The laser wavelength doesn't like CD-R's. Since then they've retuned the laser color/wavelength so most decks can play them without problems.<br />Sorry,<br />Jeff O.||216.76.180.62||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||10-31-2003||01:15 AM||||For me, it depends. Any CD's I burn on my computer won't work. But CD's I get from anyone else do. figures||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||10-31-2003||01:40 AM||||You might have a little luck burning at the slowest speed possible.<br /><br />Over all you are going to have some skips untill you upgrade to a CD player that can play CD-Rs.||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||10-31-2003||04:07 AM||||Odd, I never had any problems with mine.  It would play cd-rs, cd-rws, any brand, burned at any speed, on any computer.  Well, I don't know about any macs... I try not to associate with those.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    It never skipped, either.  Well, unless I shifted into second that is... fucking sucked.  I once bottomed out in a huge pothole, cd player never skipped.  9 times out 10, shifting to 2nd at any engine speed would grind bad enough to skip the cd.||69.59.219.137||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||10-31-2003||10:30 AM||||Audio CDs that I've made with data media (Imation)(formatted to Audio) from my computer will not play (using Nero or Easy CD Creator).  CDs that I've made with pre-formatted Audio media (Maxell, Sony) from a component CD-burner (JVC) work fine.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||RayH||10-31-2003||10:58 AM||||Some older players will read cdrw's even when they can't read cdr's.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000007||MrEd||10-31-2003||11:10 AM||||I've burned on Macs & PCs, using whatever hardware/software was present, with whatever CDR's were nearby, & I've had about 95% skip-free discs.<br /><br />I dismantled the player once, the disc mechanism is suspended by little hydraulic rubber bulbs at all 4 corners.<br /><br />The stereos were different from 91 to 92.  I have the earlier system (external amp, different face) & your car's a 92- maybe that's part of it?<br /><br />Ed<br />GVR4 #963/2000||146.186.116.57||reg||1||MrEd||00000068||no
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||10-31-2003||04:31 PM||||There are several decks designed to play CDRWs now. Check out the Kenwood eXcelon KDC-X459, cheap and very good.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum3/003503.cgi
A||||7||GRV4726||to all those that write in caps||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||10-30-2003||09:50 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||this is for you! and those that used to do it and of course everyone that had to put up with it.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.homestarrunner.com/sbemail31.html" target="_blank">http://www.homestarrunner.com/sbemail31.html</a>||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||10-30-2003||10:23 PM||||That, is the oddest thing I have ever seen. And he sounds like Cheech Marin too.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||10-31-2003||01:32 AM||||i really have no reaction to that.||65.227.204.227||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||10-31-2003||01:50 AM||||Old. Not funny. Sorry.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||crucible||10-31-2003||09:24 AM||||WHATS...THE...PROBLEM...WITH...TYPING...IN...caps?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||10-31-2003||09:35 AM||||i got the habit from the military.  my first MOS(military occupation specialty) was a communication center specialist, a teletype crypto operator.  we ONLY used caps.  and you should see what we had to type.  an encrypted message was 5 letter groups, 10 groups to a line, 20 lines to a page.  looked like this:<br />BQROT NGUSY RMZDP SIBGE etc, etc.  try typing THAT at speed.  with NO mistakes.  max speed was 60 wpm.  course, when i got to vietnam, all that went out the window.  we all became grunts.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||10-31-2003||09:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong><br />BQROT NGUSY RMZDP SIBGE etc, etc.  try typing THAT at speed.  with NO mistakes.  max speed was 60 wpm.  course, when i got to vietnam, all that went out the window.  we all became grunts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so do these lines make any sense?<br />6Q424 G3XCT CPGT3 WJW2F Y9QJT<br /><br />you say grunt, but in WWII, it was 'cannon fodder'  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||10-31-2003||10:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>so do these lines make any sense?<br />6Q424 G3XCT CPGT3 WJW2F Y9QJT<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, no that transmission won't fit in your Galant.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003504.cgi
A||||14||GVR$in||Help me pick a domain name!||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-30-2003||10:25 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Suggestions welcome!<br /><br />fourdoor.com<br />gride.com<br />geeride.com<br />g-ride.com<br />notyourmomsgalant.com<br />grocerygetter.com<br />sleepn.com||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||10-30-2003||10:27 PM||||I thought about driftdragdrive.com for a while before i picked shiftedthinking.com||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||10-30-2003||10:43 PM||||How about G_oofy.com or Gaylant.com or wait.... TeArInsgaylant.com  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||10-30-2003||11:32 PM||||I like richs Idea TeArInsgaylant.com<br />gride.com looks weird and I would think of your catr as a G ride even thoguh I have never seen it in person but notyourmomsgaylant.com sounds good too.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||10-30-2003||11:54 PM||||another.. fastgroceries.com||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||MustGoFaster||10-31-2003||12:15 AM||||smokeyouinmy4door.com<br />smokeyouinmygalant.com<br />UR2SLOW.com||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||10-31-2003||01:09 AM||||thedotcombubbleburst.com  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||10-31-2003||01:26 AM||||someonesouttogetme.com<br />alwaysgetsvandalized.com||65.227.204.227||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||10-31-2003||01:28 AM||||keythiscar.net||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||GVR$in||10-31-2003||01:34 AM||||fastfourdoor.com<br />turbo4door.com||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000010||PRE-EVO||10-31-2003||02:55 AM||||From our AOHELL IM convo:<br /><br />GVR4in: GeeRIDE.com is it<br />MPREZYA: You know you went and got <a href="http://www.teArInsgaylant.com" target="_blank">www.teArInsgaylant.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.pisscar.com" target="_blank">www.pisscar.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.Igotabigturboandasmallweewee.com" target="_blank">www.Igotabigturboandasmallweewee.com</a><br />MPREZYA: LOL<br />GVR4in: Oooo<br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.ghettogaylant.com" target="_blank">www.ghettogaylant.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.stopfuckingwithmyshityouassholes.com" target="_blank">www.stopfuckingwithmyshityouassholes.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.myshitsbetterthanyours.com" target="_blank">www.myshitsbetterthanyours.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.pooflinger.com" target="_blank">www.pooflinger.com</a><br />MPREZYA: good enough?<br />MPREZYA: wait...<br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.carlsbadPDcansuckmynutz.com" target="_blank">www.carlsbadPDcansuckmynutz.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.cbadgaylant.com" target="_blank">www.cbadgaylant.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.gotmyfingerinmyass.com" target="_blank">www.gotmyfingerinmyass.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.rainbowgaylant.com" target="_blank">www.rainbowgaylant.com</a><br />GVR4in: yours.. wifeandnolife.com<br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.blowmeyoujealousbitch.com" target="_blank">www.blowmeyoujealousbitch.com</a><br />GVR4in: =-O<br />MPREZYA: :-D<br />GVR4in: =-O<br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.gaylantpride.com" target="_blank">www.gaylantpride.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.weheregetusetoit.com" target="_blank">www.weheregetusetoit.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.gaylantvrwhore.com" target="_blank">www.gaylantvrwhore.com</a><br />MPREZYA: :-[=-O:-D<br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.nonJayDUMtytegaylant.com" target="_blank">www.nonJayDUMtytegaylant.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.4doormanwhore.com" target="_blank">www.4doormanwhore.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.imgonnakillthebastardswhokeepfuckingwithmyshit.com" target="_blank">www.imgonnakillthebastardswhokeepfuckingwithmyshit.com</a><br />MPREZYA: lol<br />MPREZYA: you still there?<br />GVR4in: lol<br />MPREZYA: want more suggestions?<br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.theyrapedmygaylant.com" target="_blank">www.theyrapedmygaylant.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.ineedtosmacksomeone.com" target="_blank">www.ineedtosmacksomeone.com</a><br />MPREZYA: you like anyof those?<br />GVR4in: all<br />MPREZYA: :-D||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||10-31-2003||03:06 AM||||Lame-0.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000012||91 #680||10-31-2003||03:34 AM||||call it poo-panda.....it's sorta catchy.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000013||ayvr4||10-31-2003||02:29 PM||||how about:<br /><br />htpp://www.TerrensDopeAssGrideAKAGalantVR4number1823of1000.com <br /><br />Thats easy to remember rigt?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||10-31-2003||02:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> From our AOHELL IM convo:<br /><br />GVR4in: GeeRIDE.com is it<br />MPREZYA: You know you went and got <a href="http://www.teArInsgaylant.com" target="_blank">www.teArInsgaylant.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.pisscar.com" target="_blank">www.pisscar.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.Igotabigturboandasmallweewee.com" target="_blank">www.Igotabigturboandasmallweewee.com</a><br />MPREZYA: LOL<br />GVR4in: Oooo<br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.ghettogaylant.com" target="_blank">www.ghettogaylant.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.stopfuckingwithmyshityouassholes.com" target="_blank">www.stopfuckingwithmyshityouassholes.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.myshitsbetterthanyours.com" target="_blank">www.myshitsbetterthanyours.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.pooflinger.com" target="_blank">www.pooflinger.com</a><br />MPREZYA: good enough?<br />MPREZYA: wait...<br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.carlsbadPDcansuckmynutz.com" target="_blank">www.carlsbadPDcansuckmynutz.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.cbadgaylant.com" target="_blank">www.cbadgaylant.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.gotmyfingerinmyass.com" target="_blank">www.gotmyfingerinmyass.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.rainbowgaylant.com" target="_blank">www.rainbowgaylant.com</a><br />GVR4in: yours.. wifeandnolife.com<br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.blowmeyoujealousbitch.com" target="_blank">www.blowmeyoujealousbitch.com</a><br />GVR4in: =-O<br />MPREZYA: :-D<br />GVR4in: =-O<br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.gaylantpride.com" target="_blank">www.gaylantpride.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.weheregetusetoit.com" target="_blank">www.weheregetusetoit.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.gaylantvrwhore.com" target="_blank">www.gaylantvrwhore.com</a><br />MPREZYA: :-[=-O:-D<br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.nonJayDUMtytegaylant.com" target="_blank">www.nonJayDUMtytegaylant.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.4doormanwhore.com" target="_blank">www.4doormanwhore.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.imgonnakillthebastardswhokeepfuckingwithmyshit.com" target="_blank">www.imgonnakillthebastardswhokeepfuckingwithmyshit.com</a><br />MPREZYA: lol<br />MPREZYA: you still there?<br />GVR4in: lol<br />MPREZYA: want more suggestions?<br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.theyrapedmygaylant.com" target="_blank">www.theyrapedmygaylant.com</a><br />MPREZYA: <a href="http://www.ineedtosmacksomeone.com" target="_blank">www.ineedtosmacksomeone.com</a><br />MPREZYA: you like anyof those?<br />GVR4in: all<br />MPREZYA: :-D </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">PM me.  I think I can get you a better deal on your speed.<br /><br />jk<br /><br /><br />Fridays blows.  I should be on my way home now,||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003505.cgi
A||||6||GVR$in||New pics||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||10-30-2003||10:28 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||*drool*<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1800" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1801" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1802" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Last one is a bit dark.. I WILL get a new camera soon. I hate shitty quality pics. (these were from a friends cam)||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||10-30-2003||10:42 PM||||Finally, some good pictures of your car!  Your digi-cam sucks Terren!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Looks very nice.  Invest in a high quality alarm.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||10-30-2003||11:38 PM||||Car looks super nice Terrin.  <br />oooh, do I see stickers on the rockers?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.200||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||10-30-2003||11:40 PM||||Nice car brotha||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||10-30-2003||11:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Car looks super nice Terrin.  <br />oooh, do I see stickers on the rockers?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">RRE and SoCalDSM stickers. Represent!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||10-30-2003||11:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Car looks super nice Terrin.  <br />oooh, do I see stickers on the rockers?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">RRE and SoCalDSM stickers. Represent! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OMG dude...you're such a ricer.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||10-30-2003||11:58 PM||||Hmmmm, shiny.<br /><br />Car looks good.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum3/003506.cgi
A||||8||gvr4ever||End of the world.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||10-31-2003||01:52 AM||||This was just sent to me.<br /><br /> <a href="http://home.tiscali.nl/multicom/DaSchop/endofworld.swf" target="_blank">http://home.tiscali.nl/multicom/DaSchop/endofworld.swf</a> <br /><br />Whoever made that was more drunk then I am now    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /><br /> <br /> <small>[ 10-31-2003, 01:21 PM: Message edited by: Jon ]</small>||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||10-31-2003||07:31 AM||||I just watched it with no volume but I think that was the funniest commentary on politics I've seen since our thread on US government. <br /><br /><br />The missiles go by eachother in the air "yo" "whattup"||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||number3||10-31-2003||07:59 AM||||It is pretty funny.<br /><br />Doubt he was drunk but he is obviously is from California and thinks he would be better off with out the rest of us in the U.S. What else is new.<br /><br />Even know I think the state should just crack off and float away. I know there are some good people who live there. So...   <a href="http://www.oc-redcross.org/main_DON/don_list.asp?topic=DON_FUNDS&lngkey=en" target="_blank">http://www.oc-redcross.org/main_DON/don_list.asp?topic=DON_FUNDS&lngkey=en</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||10-31-2003||09:59 AM||||LOL...that was great||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||10-31-2003||10:28 AM||||LOL Silly austrlians! WTF!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||10-31-2003||11:20 AM||||Fucking kangaroos....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||Franckypoo||10-31-2003||12:12 PM||||what's going on eh? (I'm from Canada...)<br /><br />That's so true... there could be a world wide bombing like in that cartoon and we would not have a clue about what's going on.<br /><br />But at least our beer is better   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||10-31-2003||12:26 PM||||got the correct codec?||68.122.126.186||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-31-2003||01:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Frankypoo:<br /><strong> what's going on eh? (I'm from Canada...)<br /><br />That's so true... there could be a world wide bombing like in that cartoon and we would not have a clue about what's going on.<br /><br />But at least our beer is better    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, what the hell do you guys put in Molson ice?  Two beers and you MUST make a run to Taco Bell.  That beer makes you hungry.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003507.cgi
A||||11||PRE-EVO||OMFG the new craze in wheels...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||10-31-2003||02:58 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<img src="http://img.villagephotos.com/p/2003-7/303526/thewheel.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />WTF... so TeArIn when are you getting some LOL .<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||10-31-2003||03:05 AM||||Who doesn't have the new nine spoke cock n balls?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||10-31-2003||03:36 AM||||shiiit i'm rockin those to da max  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||10-31-2003||03:45 AM||||Those bring new meaning to the phrase polishn' the knob.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||10-31-2003||10:31 AM||||<i>Dude, your car has got BALLS</i>||12.247.128.70||reg||6||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||10-31-2003||10:33 AM||||those woulod like nice on the GAYlant||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||10-31-2003||01:10 PM||||Ya, I want crome johnsons on my car.  I guess it will be really easy to see who has the biggest dick in town.  You could fit at least 23" cocks on a Escalade.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||10-31-2003||01:22 PM||||new lyrics to roll out:<br />Rollin on weenies, with the top back. So much money, you can't stop that...<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||EvilGalantGSX||10-31-2003||04:18 PM||||Boy George is Bling Blinging now!||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||10-31-2003||04:35 PM||||Get your wang wheels now!||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||ayvr4||10-31-2003||04:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> "Pull up, stop-park, rims still spinin'.<br />Valet lookin' like he in da' game an' must be winnin'..."<br /><br />God I hate that song. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">do they make spinniN ones?||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000012||hibrn8||10-31-2003||07:10 PM||||look! he's got "chromemembers"||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003508.cgi
A||||15||RayH||How not to do an auction...||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||10-31-2003||02:29 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Guy wins Evo auction with no reserve for $26.2k and dealer backs out.<br /><br /><a href="http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=442510" target="_blank">http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=442510</a><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2438028950" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2438028950</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||Craig91||10-31-2003||02:37 PM||||I just read that over at DSMTalk.  I wonder how far he is willing to take that.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||10-31-2003||02:37 PM||||That's horrible...but Evo's are selling for $26K in Miami now...||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||10-31-2003||02:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just read that over at DSMTalk. I wonder how far he is willing to take that.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's not much that he can do...its the same with a dead beat bidder/winner/seller on a car. There have been numerous court cases dealing with eBay car sales. Basically if the buyer refuses to pay they don't have to (at least the courts aren't making them) and if a seller refuses to go through with the sale the courts aren't making them either (as long as they don't take any money). As F***ed up as it is that's what's been happening.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||Craig91||10-31-2003||03:03 PM||||It makes me think what the hell is the point of putting up a no reserve auction on a car, if you're not willing to let it go at what the winning bid is.  I thought that was the entire deal with eBay is that if you win, you are contractually obligated to pay/sell  I know there are exceptions that the seller/buyer can work out, but that doesn't seem to be the case here.  It seems pretty shitty of that dealer to not send any notification to the buyer until 3 hours after the auction ended, that the car was already "sold".<br /><br />All in all, it's a shitty situation for the person who won, and like you said, nothing will probably come of it.  Not to get off topic here, but...Lisa...did you and Scott find a new project car?||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000005||CCDSM69||10-31-2003||03:26 PM||||yes we have one<br /><br /><br />on the people's court today they are actually dealing with a case from eBay on seller fraud. A guy bought a Ipod thing on ebay for like $400 or so. The guy selling it is 16 years old and sent him newspapers boxed up instead of the ipod....lets see how this one goes||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000006||Craig91||10-31-2003||03:31 PM||||I just turned that on after you said that.  The judge is going crazy!||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||10-31-2003||04:00 PM||||So by now maybe 2,000,000 car enthusiasts...the core of the EVO market...have gotten wind of this Mark Mitsu screw-up. You just can't buy publicity like that. Lost profits on lost sales will probably end up totaling about 20 times the difference between those clown's actual price and the high eBay bid. Penny wise and pound foolish.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||10-31-2003||04:30 PM||||So, no one will buy a evo from that dealer who is on car forums.  There are still plenty of other buyers who don't ever read forums.<br /><br />The person who got screwed on the ebay auction better keep full records.  He is playing hard ball with a Mitsubishi.  He has nothing to worry about as long as everything he says is true and can prove it.<br /><br />If it were me I would try to deal with it in private, not try and bad mouth a dealership all over the internet.  It could get ugly.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||4drwhore||10-31-2003||06:02 PM||||What happened with the Ipod kid?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000010||CCDSM69||10-31-2003||06:29 PM||||This case is different than the EVO one because money actually transferred hands from buyer to seller. The judge was wicked pissed with him...I guess he's ripped off a few people by selling them higher priced items and then packing the boxes with paper and bricks. The judge was so mad at the kid she's going to contact the attorney general about his dealings (the plantiff tried to but the att. general didn't really care enough to look into it)...needless to say she made him pay the $400 (or so) to the plantiff and was upset with the kids mother because the kid was doing this.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||10-31-2003||07:23 PM||||How old was the kid?  I'm not sure if agreeing to ebays rules and legal agreement is the same as signing a contract, but you have to be 18 to be bound to a legal signed document and you have to have a CC for ebay anyway.  He must have been using his moms account or something or at least her CC.<br /><br />I'm surpized the judge wasn't more upset that the mother had no ideal her son was scamming on ebay.  The mother should be in as much trouble as the kid.  How could you not know your kid was running a scam buisness?<br /><br />So billy, wacha doing?  Selling my ipod.   What Ipod?!?!?||12.223.190.99||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||Craig91||10-31-2003||11:02 PM||||The kid was 16 and his mom wasn't even standing up next to him trying to defend him or anything.  Right after the verdict was given, she left the courtroom with a quickness, right past the little reporter guy that tries to do interviews.  The kid was extremely stupid trying to act like it wasn't his fault and that the same post office person must be stealing the items, filling the boxes w/ paper and bricks and then sending them to the buyers.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000013||slvrblt||11-01-2003||02:22 AM||||Thought eBay requires a 'credit' card, you can use a debit card...like I did when I was 17.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000014||CCDSM69||11-01-2003||07:23 AM||||I've had one of my accounts forever....back when I originally signed up you didn't need to enter a credit card/bank account info unless you planned on being a seller||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000015||RayH||11-04-2003||12:53 PM||||Looks like enough people raised a stink that the dealer is honoring the auction and the guy's getting his Evo.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum3/003509.cgi
A||||5||PRE-EVO||Be productive today....||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||10-31-2003||02:33 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.mosquitoweb.nl/" target="_blank">http://www.mosquitoweb.nl/</a><br /><br /><br />Kill some 'squito's. <br /><br /><br />I'm up to #347... gawd I'm bored.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||199of2k||10-31-2003||04:51 PM||||got 420 before i tired of it||68.14.133.196||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||10-31-2003||05:09 PM||||Let em get real big and watch em splatter. Damn, someone close the window.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||Kibo||10-31-2003||05:20 PM||||I like how the eyeballs stay intact in the splatter.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />451 and counting...||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000004||Doc_Seuss||10-31-2003||05:21 PM||||gave up at 1019 i expected it to get harder but it never did.<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||10-31-2003||07:41 PM||||I accidentally left it running in the background...boy, those 'skeeters get big!  You can get 8 in one shot.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum3/003510.cgi
A||||8||229of1000||Now here's a computer.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||10-31-2003||06:17 PM||||<a href="http://raktron.com/turbopc/" target="_blank">http://raktron.com/turbopc/</a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||10-31-2003||07:08 PM||||cool as hell paul...||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||bleck||10-31-2003||07:24 PM||||Yeah, very neat, but I have a few things that'll have to get turbo's before my tower case  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.37.30.148||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||10-31-2003||07:58 PM||||hehe use for a junkyard turbo...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||GVR4458||10-31-2003||10:17 PM||||I now know what I'll be doing during the rebuild of my wife's pc.  I knew I'd find a use for that 14b.  Now the question is wether to use the stock intercooler and piping...<br /><br />EH||68.73.86.114||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||11-01-2003||10:55 AM||||Yeah, that's Araknyd's PC design.  He used his stock T25 for that one.  Pretty cool.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||REDLINEGVR4||11-01-2003||11:02 PM||||Some one has a little too much time on their hands.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||11-02-2003||04:18 PM||||to much time would be adding a FMIC to it||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||11-03-2003||12:59 PM||||Thats funny.<br /><br />I will go home, overclock my AMD, and put my old 13g on it @15psi or so..<br /><br /><br />hahaha||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003511.cgi
A||||14||number3||Rest in Pieces   ||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||10-31-2003||07:11 PM||||If you ever wanted to build you own Porsche, here is your chance.<br /><br />Sorry about that...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6430&item=2439386757" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6430&item=2439386757</a> <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||drew||10-31-2003||07:16 PM||||What is the sound of one hand clapping?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||10-31-2003||07:40 PM||||Mmmm-kay  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||10-31-2003||07:47 PM||||Jeo-par-dy music plays....... <br /><br />bump ba da da da da daaa!||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||10-31-2003||07:52 PM||||i'll build a porche...where?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||10-31-2003||07:54 PM||||Okay Harry, Cough up the info....||199.196.144.11||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||10-31-2003||07:55 PM||||he's been pulled into a porche ebay vortex   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||10-31-2003||08:53 PM||||Holy shi%. Hundreds of hours and when you're done, you own the bastard of all Porsche.<br /><br />This has got to be the best porkie pie ever made. <br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=10156&item=2439689164" target="_blank">3.6 turboturboturbo</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||11-01-2003||10:21 AM||||Damn - 911 Widebody. Pretty sweet find, Alex. Now, If I could sell my organs and whore myslef out....nah! Still not enough money   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||ercp98||11-01-2003||10:47 AM||||hey did you see the porshubishi in the turbo magazine december edition? it has a 1980 euro spec porsche with the engine swap to a 4g63 with a 20g. it also has a huge intercooler.||12.206.219.136||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||11-01-2003||11:00 AM||||Currently the 914/6 project is selling for $1200.  That is cheap for all that stuff.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||11-01-2003||01:58 PM||||Personally, I like the 914's. A friend had a clean '72  back in H.S. It was a fun 76bhp (rated) go kart. He just sold in about 5 yrs ago, and of course then regretted it. Thoughts of 4g63 swaps occured.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||number3||11-01-2003||02:15 PM||||This would be a tough car to do a 4G63 swap in based on the trans location. But after seeing the Northstar in the VW, who knows it just may be possibe.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||11-02-2003||01:26 AM||||It's much easier to do an EJ20 swap into it as there are apparently two running around from what I've heard.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||chadhayashi||11-02-2003||03:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> It's much easier to do an EJ20 swap into it as there are apparently two running around from what I've heard. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Makes sense. The EJ20 is about the same dimensions.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003512.cgi
A||||17||GVR$in||Can my truck tow my galant?||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||11-01-2003||03:44 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Its an 87 toyota pickup, 22R, 4wd, 2.4l, 4cyl and I believe it weighs somewhere in the ballpark of 2400 lbs.. 800lbs lighter than the gaylaunt.<br /><br />I don't think its possible. I'll be traveling 550 miles, climbing 5500 feet.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||11-01-2003||04:54 AM||||Not likely. I assume you have a trailer too. I tried towing a Talon 20 miles with a 83 Toyota 4X4 with a tow dolly, it worked but it wasnt safe. Not enough truck weight and not even near enough brakes. It was scary.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||11-01-2003||07:37 AM||||Terren,<br /><br />You know what this means, Turbo-Kit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />You could tow the hell out of the galant with some boost.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||11-01-2003||01:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Terren,<br /><br />You know what this means, Turbo-Kit   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />You could tow the hell out of the galant with some boost. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or...swap in the OEM turbo version of the 22R.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-01-2003||01:56 PM||||why not tow the truck with the galant?  A green ought to tow fine   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||11-01-2003||04:11 PM||||Dont get this guy killed folks. A truck used for towing needs to have enough weight in back to keep the towed vehicle from pushing the trucks rear around on him. A Toy just wont do it safely. I didnt even get into the lack of power issue, I had to drop into 2nd gear to get up a hill. Go to U-Haul and rent a truck.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||14bCrazy||11-01-2003||04:50 PM||||We tried to tow a 1700 race car with a 4runner. It blow the trans and It was a bad weekend. You need two things for towing torque and weight. Thats why we use a Dodge turo deisel now.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||11-01-2003||06:27 PM||||You forgot the third thing...brakes. Lack of good brakes on a tow vehicle scares me more than any other deficency. Granted, trailer brakes help quite a bit, but you still need good main brakes. I've ridden with a friend in his 3/4 ton chevy who wasn't used to towing with some real weight on the trailer. He drove over to jersey to pick me and my galant up. First intersection we came to that was red, we pretty much blew through, because the truck had no intention of stopping...<br /><br />Personally, I would never tow a DSM weight vehicle with less than a 3/4 ton truck and a medium sized v8. My current favorite is a 454 Suburban. I've been meaning to pick up an old Wagoneer to give that a try.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||11-01-2003||07:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong>  Go to U-Haul and rent a truck. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the info guys..<br /><br />Hehe I could probably tow the truck w/ the green in   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br /><br />I was going to go to uhaul and rent a truck and trailer when I just had the galant.. but now I have the truck and the galant.. So Im in a bind and need a friend to drive one up.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||11-03-2003||12:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong>  Go to U-Haul and rent a truck. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was going to go to uhaul and rent a truck and trailer when I just had the galant.. but now I have the truck and the galant.. So Im in a bind and need a friend to drive one up. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">im behind now terren, i remember you saying you were moving. so youre now in SoCal going where? and does it have to do with the conditions of california right now?||65.227.204.178||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||Bigfoot200200||11-03-2003||02:13 AM||||Do you mean bankrupt or burned up? I guess locusts must be next. I'm from there, sell that little house for a half million and come buy ten acres in the Oregon woods, you will still have enough money left over to build the same sized house. As for driving, either hire a local kid to drive the truck and send him home on a bus or make two trips, the first trip driving the U-Haul. 550 miles is nothing.<br />I once drove from Birmingham to Cheyene Wyoming in one stretch. I fell asleep in Tenn but then the sun came up. It was funny, I was driving and I dreamed that I'd stopped beside the road and built a fire. My subconsious realised that I was dreaming and driving at the same time so I forced myself back awake. I later stopped and tried tried to sleep in Denver but couldnt so I got back in and drove to Wyoming, this was without stimulants. Then two years ago I drove from Portland to Denver in one stretch. Driving long distances kind of amps you.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||11-03-2003||05:34 AM||||Im going up to Lake Tahoe for the snowboard season.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||11-03-2003||11:17 AM||||That's not snow, it's ashes.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||ayvr4||11-03-2003||11:25 AM||||3 times now I have towed my galant with a 84 toyota truck, rwd with the same 22r... i didnt tow it 500 miles, but it has gotten me where i need to go(mostly from the side of the road broken to the place i will fix it)...||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000014||PRE-EVO||11-03-2003||12:17 PM||||"I forsee Terren begging me to drive one of his cars up to Tahoe".  BTW U-haul would not be the best choice for a 1 way and trailer by far believe me both times I've moved from up north back down to So. Cal it was cheaper to go elsewhere. Also Terren maybe we can work something out since we want to go back up to No. Cal soon.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000015||HHIVR4||11-05-2003||03:12 PM||||i towed my gvr4 from nc to sc ((380miles)) with an xterra.the tow rating on it was 3500 lbs and the car wieghs about 4500 and the trailer wieghed 1600.It was ok it was a 4 wheel trailer so it wasnt killing the hitch..but we hadd to fill up with gas 5 times..<br /><br />you should be ok but i hope you have a towing clutch||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||11-05-2003||03:36 PM||||So you got less than 80 miles to a TANK of gas?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||stevevr4||11-05-2003||04:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> So you got less than 80 miles to a TANK of gas? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DAMN what is that 4mpg??||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum3/003513.cgi
A||||16||crucible||Speaking of RHD||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||11-01-2003||12:58 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Hey, I was curious how hard it would be to drive a RHD vehicle,more specifically how shifting would be with me left hand.Anyone drive one and how was it to shift or otherwise?<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||crucible||11-01-2003||01:04 PM||||Oh yeah, this could be one of my last posts.<br />Im on the verge of losing my job due to an arrest I had 2 years ago and was supposed to report it to my employer even though the charges were dropped.Im on admin leave at the moment until further notice.So,on that note #14/1K will most likely be up for sale.Hopefully they'll be some interest right before the holidays.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||11-01-2003||01:08 PM||||Wholly thread jack your own thread batman...!||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||crucible||11-01-2003||01:28 PM||||Damn, the thread jackin police are after me now.May not have been the proper thing to do but nothing like jacking yourself  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||11-01-2003||02:16 PM||||perception is definitly different. Just think back when you were learning to drive and you took turns a bit wide in fear of hitting a closer object.  after awhile it gets easier.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />i assumed if the charges were dropped and you were never convicted employers had no right/business to know. *thinking about the application part of convicted misdemeanors and felonies* <br /><br />this might help but i really think if this job is important you would find the legality of this information. <br /><a href="http://www.bcentral.com/articles/krotz/142.asp" target="_blank">MSN background checks</a>||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||11-01-2003||03:04 PM||||Hmm, interesting thread.  I just recently returned from 10 days in South Africa.  Our rental car was a 2004 Mazda 6. A damn fine car, woefully underpowered but still spanked all the just-over-a-liter cars in S.A.  It's tight handling made my VR-4 feel like a death trap.<br /><br />RHD isn't hard, except when you're slapping the door with your right hand when you're reaching for a shifter that isn't there.  The best correction factor is to just keep your left hand on the stick.  Thankfully, the clutch is still left foot.<br /><br />Or my personal favorite: glancing at the sky out the window to your right and wondering why you can't magically see behind you.  (rear-view mirror is on your left)<br /><br />Regarding the street direction (left side of the road) and driving in the correct lanes the rental car ("hire") agent said, "if it feels wrong, it's right".||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||REDLINEGVR4||11-01-2003||05:18 PM||||I have driven a RHD 240. It felt funny, I am left handed so having my right hand an the wheel and left hand on the stick was scary cause I am so used to left hand on the wheel (and i hardly drive with both hands) I only drive it for a few miles than I had to stop. I think I will just stick to LHD||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000007||number3||11-01-2003||10:32 PM||||During my Trip to England in Sept. for <a href="http://www.bwspeakers.com" target="_blank">www.bwspeakers.com</a> I was constantly looking the wrong direction as a predestrian before I crossed the road.  In London they have the direction you need to look painted on the road surface at every crossing.  <br /><br />"Or my personal favorite: glancing at the sky out the window to your right and wondering why you can't magically see behind you. (rear-view mirror is on your left)"<br /><br />That was great! Thanks for sharing that.  Old habits die hard.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Dreis11301||11-02-2003||07:10 AM||||For me it wasnt that hard.  We moved to Japan about a year ago and it took all of about a month before it felt natural.  Being in the military I drive American trucks over here so I switch back and forth for RHD to LHD.  For me it isn't much of a big deal but for some people it seems like there cars are in the body shop after accidents more than they are on the road.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||11-02-2003||08:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> During my Trip to England in Sept. for <a href="http://www.bwspeakers.com" target="_blank">www.bwspeakers.com</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shame less quote!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||talontsi||11-04-2003||03:10 AM||||I thought it was going to be a big adjustment. But driving in the UK is pretty easy once you get the hang of it.<br /><br />I still keep wanting to "get in" on the wrong side of the car though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000011||number3||11-04-2003||07:07 AM||||I think you mean "shameless plug"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Hey they did give me a trip worth 4K and they do make the worlds best speakers. And I am not just saying that because they gave me a trip to England. They gave me the trip because I truely belive it.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||andkilde||11-04-2003||09:42 AM||||Hey all<br /><br />Until I picked up the VR4 last month my daily driver was a RHD Austin Mini. <br /><br />Shifting is a no brainer, your brain and body will figure it out in ten minutes, tops.<br /><br />Be VERY careful with your road position though -- RHD on LHD roads requires a bit of extra thought, I clipped a curb the first block as I'd drifted too far toward the boulevard. <br /><br />Also passing on two-lanes is a bit hairy -- two options, lean over into the passenger seat to peek around or drop two wheels in the gravel to see up the right side before pulling out.<br /><br />I wouldn't want to drive a RHD car with poor visibility -- the Mini has virtually no blind spots, a tight car like a 240 or an RX7 would be a bitch to drive from the wrong seat IMHO.<br /><br />          Cheers, Ted||216.8.149.149||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000013||199of2k||11-04-2003||03:20 PM||||I drive a rhd vehicle every day, I deliver mail  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.14.133.196||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000014||CCDSM69||11-04-2003||03:49 PM||||I learned to drive on a RHD manual car, its wicked easy.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000015||peterlsmith||11-04-2003||06:30 PM||||In all my switching from LHD to RHD and back, I've found the most likely time to make a mistake is just when you start off - for example, if you pulled over to the side of the road to look at something, and then start moving again. This usually happens on quieter roads when you don't have lots of other cars giving you a constant reminder that you're now driving on the wrong side. Also, don't get complacent after a week when you think you've got the hang of it - as soon as you stop thinking about it, your instincts will take over and they'll be wrong.<br /><br /><br />Peter||12.46.247.22||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000016||Garfield Wright||11-05-2003||12:51 AM||||You get use to quite quickly.  It's like riding a bike.  Just ask Rob Neubauer....||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum3/003514.cgi
A||||27||GVR$in||FP GREEN install pictures||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||11-01-2003||06:59 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hello!:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1812" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1813" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1808" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1809" alt=" - " /><br />Galant and halfpipe = fun<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1810" alt=" - " /><br />Black faced AFC:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1811" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Everything went well until I tried to use my silicone reducer coupler w/ a 90 bend on the turbo oulet pipe..the coupler pinches completely in half.<br /><br />I need to go to RRE (the soonest I can is monday) and get a 90 deg silicone coupler for the turbo outlet, then she's done!<br /><br />No way to re-clock the comp housing with the internal wastegate so I HAVE to get a 90 bend coupler.<br /><br />It'll be fun, Can't wait!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||1quickvr4||11-01-2003||07:04 PM||||Nice, Too bad I sold my RED. Makes me miss it. But I picked up a L3 and manifold /Gate setup for what I sold it for. I couldent figure out how to fit the comp housing like that though.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||11-01-2003||10:42 PM||||nice pics. did the afc come black or you painted it. ive never seen that afc in black.<br /><br />hec||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||11-01-2003||10:48 PM||||Back to the crappy cam, eh?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />So no major issues getting the downward facing comp housing to work?  That has kind of been making me put off getting a big turbo.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-01-2003||10:52 PM||||mine faces down as well.  I just welded a 90 deg elbow on it...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||11-01-2003||10:55 PM||||Yeah, I should have kept my IRC FMIC.   Would've been perfect for that setup.  I think I'm just going to get a Sleeper 16G to keep things easy.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||11-01-2003||11:01 PM||||It's a boy!!!<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1812" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||11-01-2003||11:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> It's a boy!!!<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1812" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a bad joke!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||11-02-2003||12:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> It's a boy!!!<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1812" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's a bad joke!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||GVR$in||11-02-2003||05:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Back to the crappy cam, eh?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />So no major issues getting the downward facing comp housing to work?  That has kind of been making me put off getting a big turbo. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey ASS! Its the only cam I have   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  . The downward facing comp housing is a problem, so I have to take the turbo back out and just like Pivvay get a 90 2" elbow welded on towards the drivers side.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||11-02-2003||08:25 AM||||will the 90 degree housing be spraypainted black like the VC and the grill and the AFC???? Just wondering cause I am very envious of your setup!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||11-02-2003||01:13 PM||||<b>What did the majority of you guys w/ 20g, garrett, etc turbos (w/ outlet facing down) do about the turbo outlet??</b><br /><br />I'm tryin to figure out what other people did, but I think the best solution is a 90 bend, whether its a 90 silicone coupler or an alum 90 bend welded on.<br /><br />No the elbow won't be black  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||11-02-2003||01:46 PM||||here is a picture of my lower pipe...<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/iclower.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />90 pointing to the driverside with VERY slight angle towards front of the car.  Then 2-&gt;2.5 coupler to 90 into the IC.  That's it.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||GVR$in||11-02-2003||01:58 PM||||BEND them damn AC lines! woot!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000014||4drwhore||11-02-2003||02:01 PM||||Whats AC? LoL||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000015||GVR$in||11-02-2003||02:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Whats AC? LoL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Something I miss   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000016||tplesko||11-02-2003||02:05 PM||||hehe I bent the AC lines with a 4 foot long 3" diameter tree branch wedged in there   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000017||jonvr4||11-02-2003||04:06 PM||||why couldn't you point the outlet nozel up? doug thomas had his do that. i bought his and works out just fine.||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000018||GVR$in||11-02-2003||04:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> why couldn't you point the outlet nozel up? doug thomas had his do that. i bought his and works out just fine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im internally gated. The wastegate actuator bolts up to the comp housing.. therefore can't clock it up unless I get the mount points retapped.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000019||turbowop||11-02-2003||05:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> why couldn't you point the outlet nozel up? doug thomas had his do that. i bought his and works out just fine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That creates a bunch of other issues in itself. That's how I'm doing my green. As you rotate the comp housing it gets bigger at the back and then hits the water pipe. No biggie, I can dent the pipe, but it hits right where the bung for the turbo's coolant line is so it's not possible to dent it enough right there for the housing to fit. I have to buy a NT water pipe to make it work but since my turbo has a water cooled center section I have to add a new nipple onto the pipe now. Other than that with the turbo clocked up I think it would only take a silicone 45 to mate it up with my RRE piping.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000020||hibrn8||11-02-2003||09:55 PM||||Terren thats a wicked turbo setup, however im checkin out the halfpipe more than anything.||65.227.204.178||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000021||GVR$in||11-03-2003||05:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> Terren thats a wicked turbo setup, however im checkin out the halfpipe more than anything. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I built that shiz a few years back.. needs to be re-masonite'd.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000022||Minjin||11-03-2003||09:19 AM||||One other reason for pointing the outlet downwards is that you are closer to the plane of the intercooler. If you point it up, you're eventually going to have your IC pipe go down to meet up with the IC. I just think its easier this way.<br /><br />I guess I'll let out a little secret of mine. Just keep it yourselves guys. On some of the Volvo 740 turbos, some rather nice silicone connectors are used. One in particular is used at the compressor outlet and is EXACTLY what you guys want. Its a 90 deg coupler that very smoothly expands from 2 in to 2 1/4 in. As far as I can tell, an expanding 90 deg silicone elbow does not exist is the aftermarket world. Now here's the bad part, volvo wants over 100 bucks for this little puppy. So keep your eye out at the junkyard. Now that I've said this, I'll probably never see another one at the junkyard.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000023||Doug Thomas||11-03-2003||09:32 AM||||Samco makes a 90-degree silicone hose that goes from 2 inch to 2 ½ and is much cheaper than $100 junkyard rubber hose and the quality is much better as well.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.samcosport.com" target="_blank">http://www.samcosport.com</a>||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000024||Minjin||11-03-2003||09:46 AM||||Doug, thanks for trying to make my post useless. I appreciate it.<br /><br />The Volvo silicone is as good if not better than any aftermarket silicone I've ever seen. And if you happen to see one at a yunkyard (which alot of us frequent), it will only be a dollar or so. The samco will be around 40.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.sporthoses.com/parts/FMPro?-db=samcoproducts.fp5&-lay=cgi&-format=/samco/parts/type.html&-op=eq&partlabels::id=4&-sortfield=pricelist&-max=all&-find" target="_blank">http://www.sporthoses.com/parts/FMPro?-db=samcoproducts.fp5&-lay=cgi&-format=/samco/parts/type.html&-op=eq&partlabels::id=4&-sortfield=pricelist&-max=all&-find</a><br /><br />However, I can't find an actual picture of one so as far as I know, the tube uses a step down rather than a smooth, small angle increase. The Volvo hose is smooth as can be.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000025||Doug Thomas||11-03-2003||10:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Doug, thanks for trying to make my post useless. I appreciate it.<br /><br />The Volvo silicone is as good if not better than any aftermarket silicone I've ever seen. And if you happen to see one at a yunkyard (which alot of us frequent), it will only be a dollar or so. The samco will be around 40.<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.sporthoses.com/parts/FMPro?-db=samcoproducts.fp5&-lay=cgi&-format=/samco/parts/type.html&-op=eq&partlabels::id=4&-sortfield=pricelist&-max=all&-find" target="_blank">http://www.sporthoses.com/parts/FMPro?-db=samcoproducts.fp5&-lay=cgi&-format=/samco/parts/type.html&-op=eq&partlabels::id=4&-sortfield=pricelist&-max=all&-find</a>   <br /><br />However, I can't find an actual picture of one so as far as I know, the tube uses a step down rather than a smooth, small angle increase. The Volvo hose is smooth as can be.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mark,<br /><br />I wasn�t trying to make your post useless. I was just letting people know that Samco makes a nice hose that is cheaper than the Volvo hose. You said yourself that they�re a little hard to find at the junkyard. The Volvo hose is good, but it goes from 2inch to 2 ¼ and the majority of the people are running 2 ½ piping all the way around. I have the Samco hose and it looks nothing like the one on their site. The one you posted looks like it steps down more than 2inchs. Mine is very smooth as the step down isn't that much going from 2inches to 2 1/2 inches<br /><br />Sorry I didn�t mean to insult you.<br /><br />Doug||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000026||Hertz||11-03-2003||11:00 AM||||Doug, thanks for the Samco link.  I've added it to <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">my web page.</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000027||PJGross||11-03-2003||11:57 AM||||That samco coupler is what I use on my TO4E outlet to my IC piping.  Smooth piece, but pricey when you start adding up all the fittings used!  I'll be scoping yards looking for a 740 now for a back up or two!<br /><br />(junkyards, not people's yards!)<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.47||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes



ubb/Forum3/003515.cgi
A||||0||udriveu||Hans Blix; Galant VR-4 driver||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||11-01-2003||10:01 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||I really had nothing better to do with my time, so don't follow this unless you are really bored.<br /><br />First I found this:<br />  <a href="http://cockeyed.com/hansblix/hans_blix_racing.html" target="_blank">http://cockeyed.com/hansblix/hans_blix_racing.html</a>  <br /><br />Then, I checked the dates:<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.com/corporate/museum/motorsports/e/90s/galant_vr4.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi-motors.com/corporate/museum/motorsports/e/90s/galant_vr4.htm</a>  <br /><br />Looks like we have a match! 1991 Sweedish rally! WOW!<br /><br />Then, to my dissapointment, I found this:<br /> <a href="http://www.ssn.flinders.edu.au/scanlink/nornotes/vol7/reviews/Hans%20Blix%20Biography.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ssn.flinders.edu.au/scanlink/nornotes/vol7/reviews/Hans%20Blix%20Biography.htm</a> <br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Thus, writing this profile has been a little more challenging due to the fact that Blix�s personal life and characteristics may be perceived as undoubtedly worthy, but rather lacking in colour. Rob Cockerham of Sacramento, author of the �Ultimate Hans Blix Fan Page�, a prominent website devoted to providing a biography of Blix, evidently feels that Hans� profile needs to be a bit more lively. Accordingly, on his site Blix is provided with a rally driving career at the highest levels, complete with dates, races won and marvellous photos. When I questioned Cockerham regarding the veracity of this information (via email), he cheerfully replied, �Sorry, the Rally racing information is totally made up � Japanese, Dutch, English and Spanish reporters all had to double-check their facts on that one�.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh well. I guess you can't believe everything you read on the net.||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum3/003516.cgi
A||||13||REDLINEGVR4||THE MATRIX||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||11-01-2003||11:27 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Who is gonna go see the final matrix on wednesday?<br />I AM!!||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||Xan||11-02-2003||06:39 AM||||have to work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||11-02-2003||06:49 AM||||All my friends are... but I have to drive up to Seattle to get some oral prosthetics removed.  So both a good and bad day.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||number3||11-02-2003||04:27 PM||||I'll in Vegas for SEMA but as soon as I get back I will...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||369of1000||11-02-2003||04:43 PM||||I'll probably catch a show on Friday sometime.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000005||DsmSeifer||11-02-2003||10:01 PM||||Hehe while all the little kids are in school I'll be watching it on wednesday.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000006||bleck||11-03-2003||02:08 AM||||The wife and I are going on Wed. nite, just like for Reloaded, but I'll tell you, this is gonna have to be pretty good.  With the exception of the fight/highway scenes, Reloaded was awful.  And why couldn't they have cut the whole naked Zion mating dance???!!!??||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000007||1520/2000||11-03-2003||03:16 AM||||i'm taking the red pill on weds at 9am with 4 friends- we've been waiting forever it seems like, even though this is probably the shortest amount of time seperating sequals in a series. <br /> i can't wait for the battle scenes since i'm a big fan of mechs. also want to see hugo weaving do his deal as the villain- he rocks in this role and couldn't have been more perfectly cast imho.||216.108.199.77||reg||6||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||11-03-2003||11:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> The wife and I are going on Wed. nite, just like for Reloaded, but I'll tell you, this is gonna have to be pretty good.  With the exception of the fight/highway scenes, Reloaded was awful.  And why couldn't they have cut the whole naked Zion mating dance???!!!?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You know, I watched the Reloaded documentary and then the movie (again) recently -- I think it was better for me the second time, especially with some background on the technical aspects of making the movie.  By itself, it isn't a great movie, but I think it will turn out to be a perfect "teaser" for Revolutions.  Most of the movie was spent on providing what will likely turn out to be very necesary background to make the final a real mind-blower.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||11-03-2003||11:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I'll in Vegas for SEMA but as soon as I get back I will... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry. Dan is already there!<br /><br /><br />Geoff||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000010||bleck||11-03-2003||12:40 PM||||Ryan, I only hope you're right.  Of course, I could look at Persephone a little more.  A good ending would be if a little kid took a game CDROM out of his computer that said "The Matrix"||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000011||rrustedcage||11-03-2003||12:40 PM||||there is no logical reason to see kee-an-ooo's ass.  thats just all there is to say.<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000012||VTGVR4||11-03-2003||01:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong> there is no logical reason to see kee-an-ooo's ass.  thats just all there is to say.<br /><br />ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it was a bet, i bet.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000013||GRegwyn||11-03-2003||04:10 PM||||In New york It opens at the Imax on Wed. too.<br />Thats where I'll be :javascript:void(0)<br />Big GrinD||24.193.134.230||reg||6||gregwyn||00002581||yes



ubb/Forum3/003517.cgi
A||||13||REDLINEGVR4||HOCKEY||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||11-01-2003||11:29 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Any one like Hockey?||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||11-01-2003||11:53 PM||||Played since I was 4.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||11-02-2003||12:12 AM||||i like watching hockey and drinking, does that count?||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||11-02-2003||01:48 AM||||Go Avs!||12.254.81.12||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000004||Xan||11-02-2003||06:38 AM||||huge Wings fan since 95, and played roller hockey back in my HS days.  Stopped playing after I moved, boy do I miss playing.<br /><br />Lets hope this doesn't get ugly, for Detroit and Colorado fans can get out of hand   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.245.2.200||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||11-02-2003||08:28 AM||||I live near Washington DC. That means the Caps and that means I haven't watched much this year. I really want to go to a game. I was told that you can't appreciate hockey till you see it up close.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4us||11-02-2003||09:27 AM||||I love Hockey-maybe the blues will win the cup this year  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000007||REDLINEGVR4||11-02-2003||04:59 PM||||I am a HUGE LIGHTNING FAN. I have been sence day one and they are finally getting their act together. GO BOLTS!||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000008||92GVR4#333||11-02-2003||05:13 PM||||go blues!!  sad to say the yeam has not been the same seince they let Brett go...||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000009||#1459 VR-4||11-02-2003||05:58 PM||||Don't really play all that much, but love to watch and drink.<br /><br />I live about 10 minutes from UNH and about 3 hours away from UMO... probably the 2 most dominant college hockey teams in the nation.<br /><br />GO BRUINS!||24.25.179.55||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000010||7541000||11-03-2003||11:07 PM||||only person better to play hockey than Brett was his dad...I was at the final Devs game vs the Canes last year...i used to play roller hockey and i cant short stop on skates so get out the way lol.||63.154.60.41||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||11-03-2003||11:11 PM||||<b>Lets hope this doesn't get ugly, for Detroit and Colorado fans can get out of hand </b> <br />go AVS  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||11-03-2003||11:23 PM||||Go AVS!  (except when they're playing the Blues)||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||Doc_Seuss||11-03-2003||11:43 PM||||i love hockey! go rangers, yes i know they suck...but they have some of the best players, and they still suck. o well..<br /><br />i also go to clarkson, a D1 college team.  We compete against UNh etc...go knights!!<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes



ubb/Forum3/003518.cgi
A||||13||chadhayashi||OEM VIP's||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||11-02-2003||04:09 AM||||<b>All those in favor of keeping their cars "original". </b>  <br /><br /> <b>You have 48 hrs to remove and destroy any non OEM part. Also must replace any missing OEM items.</b>  <br /><br /> <b>Including, but not limited to...</b> <br /><br />Tires<br /><br />Wheels<br /><br />window tint<br /><br />Stereo equip <br /><br />Radar detectors <br /><br />Datalogger equip <br /><br />Phone accessories (didn't make itsy bitsy phones in '91 or '92)<br /><br />'93 headlamp assys<br /><br />JDM body parts<br /><br />Boost or any other gauges<br /><br />Exhaust system (including catalyst)<br /><br />Any turbocharger other than TD05-14b<br /><br />Any intercooler other than adequate OEM model<br /><br />Radiators<br /><br />Pistons<br /><br />Rods<br /><br />Rings<br /><br />Valves<br /><br />Cams<br /><br />3G lifters<br /><br />BPR7ES spark plugs<br /><br />Wires<br /><br />Non 450cc injectors<br /><br />Fuel lines<br /><br />Fuel pump<br /><br />Any aftermarket electronic equipment that alters the performance of said "original" vehicle. i.e. S-AFC<br /><br />2G MAF, VPC or MAFT setup<br /><br />BOV must be uncrushed. Not replaced<br /><br />Unpookify the driveshaft carrier bearings<br /><br />Clutch<br /><br />SSSS<br /><br />Flywheel <br /><br />Porterfield, metal master or similar brake pads<br /><br />Baer or other manufactures' brake systems<br /><br />Coil springs<br /><br />Non OEM struts<br /><br />4 bolt rear ends<br /><br />4WS must be reinstalled<br /><br />Auto seatbelts must be used and functioning<br /><br />Roll cages<br /><br />Cupthrower...err holder <br /><br />Faux chrome double wipers<br /><br />Air freshener pine trees<br /><br />etc.<br /><br /><br />That is all <br /><br />Carry on w/ your  <b>O.G.</b>  (Original Galant) bad self||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||11-02-2003||08:24 AM||||Nay!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||11-02-2003||02:57 PM||||<b>NAY!</b>||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||11-02-2003||03:06 PM||||Huh?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||number3||11-02-2003||03:32 PM||||WTF?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||11-02-2003||03:59 PM||||Random or what||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-02-2003||04:05 PM||||i've seen this happen before.  it has something to do with the altitude.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||11-02-2003||06:05 PM||||Someone spiked his halloween candy. Don't go to the house with the Jerry Garcia pumpkin carving anymore Chad.||64.233.106.171||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||11-02-2003||07:19 PM||||it cant be the altitude.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.211.242.195||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||KingGalantVr4||11-02-2003||08:10 PM||||PREACH ON!<br /><br />If you feel that you can't not properly destroy your parts please feel free to PM me for delivery instructions so I can dispose of them properly.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000010||MustGoFaster||11-02-2003||08:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> PREACH ON!<br /><br />If you feel that you can't not properly destroy your parts please feel free to PM me for delivery instructions so I can dispose of them properly. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd be willing to help anybody in the MN area properly dispose of these worthless aftermarket parts also!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.226.181.152||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||11-02-2003||11:06 PM||||Help! Hypoxia...||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||RTS182G-VR4||11-02-2003||11:59 PM||||im confused....||198.81.26.80||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||11-03-2003||12:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RTS182G-VR4:<br /><strong> im confused.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so am i, now i dont feel left out.||65.227.204.178||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003519.cgi
A||||7||Dreis11301||Disturbing Pics for some||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||11-02-2003||06:54 AM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||Well I am finally off of 12 hour shifts so I got a chance to tear into the old girl today. The following pics may be heartbreaking to some, so proceed with caution.   <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1814&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1815&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1818&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1816&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1817&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />I have removed both front and rear bumpers, rear spoiler, headlights, clear corners, tail lights, intercooler and piping, oil cooler, turbo, ext manifold, valve cover, wheels and tires, exhuast, side mirrors, emblems, and fuel door.<br /><br />I have already sold the clear corners and mirror assemblies, as well as the fuel door and I am keeping the wheels and tires for the old ladies car.  If anyone is interested in anything else left on the car or knows of anything that might sell on ebay please let me know.  I will post all other parts on ebay within the next few days and post a link in this forum so you guys can bid if you like.  The bumpers will not be on for a few weeks as I am still trying to figure out my shipping procedures but when they do go on you will all be the first to know.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||11-02-2003||11:29 AM||||Can you get the rear glass out and the electronics that go with the wiper? <br /><br />I would be interested in that glass/wiper if its in good shape. <br /><br />(I just gotta wonder how much shipping would be)||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||11-02-2003||01:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Can you get the rear glass out and the electronics that go with the wiper? <br /><br />I would be interested in that glass/wiper if its in good shape. <br /><br />(I just gotta wonder how much shipping would be) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good call.  I would love a rear wiper for mine.||64.63.212.115||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||11-02-2003||02:01 PM||||Are those center tailights different? They kind of look like it.. If so I want them!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||Dreis11301||11-02-2003||02:30 PM||||The rear window was already picked up by hector but unfortuneately in the process of taking it out it cracked right up the middle.  I will yank the rest of the taillights today.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000005||curtis||11-02-2003||11:39 PM||||RAPE Damn it RAPE.  I wish you would have left the engine alone until you striped the weight off and run it with no doors, interior or body panels.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.33.206||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||11-02-2003||11:54 PM||||it looks as if it was once a silver beauty.<br /><br />:jealous:||65.227.204.178||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||drew||11-03-2003||11:47 PM||||you have a pm||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003520.cgi
A||||2||14bCrazy||Taking my kid to &quot;Boom boom huck jam&quot; today.||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||11-02-2003||08:31 AM||acuradude@msn.com||Its going to be cool seeing Tony Hawk and the guys do there thing. Has anybody seen this thing?||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||sk8bored||11-02-2003||12:28 PM||||All Hail the next death of skateboardung!||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||11-03-2003||08:29 AM||||Ya it was cool but way to commerial. It was basically a ad for the new Tony Hawk game. My kid liked it so it was worth it.||162.83.82.62||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum3/003521.cgi
A||||19||ejectseat||Good battery relocator kit||||1||||ejectseat||00002315
Z||000000||ejectseat||11-02-2003||02:09 PM||ejectseat@zoominternet.net||don't buy a crappy summit relocator kit.  they suck.  i've had them bofore.  get this:   <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=46101&item=2439765016" target="_blank">Battery Relocator Kit</a>  This kit has 2 gauge welders cable, which is very flexible (unlike the crap wire that comes in summit's kit) has brass terminals and loom and other shit.  email the guy with your address and he'll give you a deal (i got mine for $54 total shipped to PA)||24.154.184.10||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000001||ejectseat||11-02-2003||02:10 PM||||p.s. - you will pay $42 total to get the cheap kit from summit.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||11-02-2003||02:50 PM||||wish I would've known that before.  I bought the crap summit kit a week ago and it was sent with the battery container cracked and a big piece missing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||11-02-2003||03:04 PM||||IMO thats a rip. I relocated my battery for $25.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||11-02-2003||03:07 PM||||whelp, for those that tried to convince me to go atleast 2 guage, I learned my lesson.. The 4 guage wasn't doing its job after 2 starts. A friend of mine has 2 guage relocated truck on his 99 v6 mustang, it isn't doing its job either.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />so I ordered 0/1 guage wire for 2.95 a foot. No shipping or tax. I am still waiting for the circuit breaker from ebay.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||ejectseat||11-02-2003||03:23 PM||||yeah, i'm probably going to run a couple grounds, and re-ground the main engine bay ground.  I'm surprised there's so many ground probs w/ vr4's.  It may seem like a lot for the kit, but I haven't time to source everything, or even to make it to the hardware store.  For the price and quality, it's a good kit though.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000006||Akidosigh1||11-02-2003||05:38 PM||||my old job used to get the summit battery box kits and take out the summit papers and put in their own. half of them were cracked and had to be sent back...||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000007||DsmSeifer||11-02-2003||09:59 PM||||I have the Taylor kit with shiney metal box. I have 4 guage and mine doesn't have a problem starting. But I also have an Optima red top battery.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||11-02-2003||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> IMO thats a rip. I relocated my battery for $25. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ummmm care to re-clarify that there TeArIn. Considering that now you have a professional relocation box and optima battery courtesy of me I think I deserve a shout out on that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||11-03-2003||11:47 AM||||Just finished this.  <br /><br />Battery box (about $10 but I had it from another car)<br />Cable 16' (should have gotten 17') of #1 cable, $20? I don't remember right now.<br />Solder on ends, about $1.50<br /><br />Made a mounting and hold down bracket out of aluminum stock.  Guy at work welded it for $5.<br /><br />Ground cable for trunk, $2.99.<br /><br />Everything went pretty smoothly putting it in.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||11-03-2003||11:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> whelp, for those that tried to convince me to go atleast 2 guage, I learned my lesson.. The 4 guage wasn't doing its job after 2 starts. A friend of mine has 2 guage relocated truck on his 99 v6 mustang, it isn't doing its job either.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br />so I ordered 0/1 guage wire for 2.95 a foot. No shipping or tax. I am still waiting for the circuit breaker from ebay.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've been running 4 gauge for 3 years. After I got the ground(s) worked out the first month, haven't had a problem since. I had some math/electric guru back when I did this show the formula for the current draw and showed the 4 gauge would be plenty. I wish I could find that, but I know it's long gone.  Just my .02 since it's worked for me all along.||167.142.21.177||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||ercp98||11-03-2003||12:47 PM||||bought the same kit from the same guy. good stuff. only problem was that i have not yet installed it.||64.215.227.119||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000012||DongeR615||11-03-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>I've been running 4 gauge for 3 years. After I got the ground(s) worked out the first month, haven't had a problem since. I had some math/electric guru back when I did this show the formula for the current draw and showed the 4 gauge would be plenty. I wish I could find that, but I know it's long gone.  Just my .02 since it's worked for me all along. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">which battery are you running? brand/model and CCA?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000013||GVR1643||11-03-2003||01:52 PM||||Just a big 'ol Instate Battery (probably 600+CCA). It fills 85% of the space in the battery box  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I can get the actual specs if needed.  <br />The biggest issue is finding a good ground.  I was ready to drill in the trunk and run one to the frame, but didn't have to.||167.142.22.29||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000014||MidEngine210||11-03-2003||02:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> wish I would've known that before.  I bought the crap summit kit a week ago and it was sent with the battery container cracked and a big piece missing   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Call for a return. This happened to me also, but they gave me another one which was not cracked with no problems.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000015||Beemer||11-04-2003||05:51 AM||||I'm doing #1244 with 2/0 fine strand welders cable for the trunk mount.  However, I'm having a hell of a time finding terminals and ends for the cable.  I have 30 feet of new cable from my old arc welder...I just replaced the cables and then of course the transformer went tits up.  I really need to find cable ends and terminals for this setup, and a cable crimper that will work on that big a cable.  Oh, what did you guys use for a positive bus bar in the engine compartment?  I have not seen anything suitable.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000016||number3||11-04-2003||06:30 AM||||The crimper looks like a pair of bolt cutters or they have the type that you insert the end and hit it with a small sledge.<br /><br />You can also use a bench vise to carefully crimp the end.  You should be able to pick the terminals up at the local welders supply.<br /><br />If you remove the battery terminal (clamp) from the positive side you are left witht he small fuse box and an attachment point. You can bolt the ring terminal to this point to a quality coonection to the positive side of the cars electrical system under the hood. (I may have posted a picture in past if you do a search)<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||Duc Hunter||11-06-2003||01:46 AM||||I am working on mine. I built mine out of 00, super fine strand, pure copper welding cable!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Can we say power? I only ran the positive to the engine compartment. I grounded the neg to the passenger side trunk hinge (where the hinge bolts to the body, not the lid). I am not convinced I have good enough grounding in the engine compartment though. So I will be running another grounding cable to the front. Anyone else done this? Where did everyone ground their cars?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000018||ejectseat||11-06-2003||11:07 PM||||I don't know why people are having ground problems.  I just relocated my battery today and it went perfectly.  I ran the gound where the spare tire is screwed down in the trunk.  I simply sanded away all the paint until it glowed silver and it's fine.  I did the same to the engine bay ground.  Can't wait to do my fuel pump rewire tomorrow.  Yeeeeha.<br />  <img src="http://www.photobucket.com/albums/0903/ejectseat/0a21410a.jpg" alt=" - " />||63.67.120.78||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000019||Beemer||11-07-2003||08:04 PM||||Number 3, you wouldn't happen to know of a good welder's supply company on the web, would ya?  Around panama city there isn't jack.  I lent my crimper and dies out about 4 years ago...still haven't gotten them back, and I lent them to a local shop that insists I never loaned them shit..<br />But a web link (just email me, don't pm) would be great.  I'm pressed for time too much to do a search.<br />thanks||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003522.cgi
A||||23||smokindav||Sunuvabitchin' timing belt!||||11||||smokindav||00000400
Z||000000||smokindav||11-02-2003||08:11 PM||davidmflaherty@yahoo.com||The previous owner had the timing belt in my car replaced along with the balance belt and tensioner.  Not sure what happened, but I suspect a seized idler pulley.  <br /><br />T-belt was 2 years old, 30k miles.<br /><br />  <img src="http://home.earthlink.net/~davidmflaherty/gvr4/100-0012_IMG.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.175.68.72||reg||11||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-02-2003||09:32 PM||||just curious, what was the brand of the belt?  also, there should be a 3 digit number somewhere on the belt, like 167||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||11-02-2003||11:58 PM||||and im hoping no damage was done, right?||65.227.204.178||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||11-03-2003||03:11 AM||||that sucks.  It would be nice to know how long statistically ours last.||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||Telecaster||11-03-2003||03:12 AM||||Hell yea!  I just got #1581 up and running today from my timing belt being eaten up.  Good luck and i hope the damage to the valves or pistons isn't that bad.||216.175.84.169||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000005||smokindav||11-03-2003||12:43 PM||||It was a Conti belt.  I'll look at it more closely tonight when I pull the head.<br /><br />I really think it was the idler pulley seizing that caused the break.  Will verify tonight.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />How do I tell which valves are bent?  <br /><br />Dave Flaherty<br /><br />edit: WTF is with the red X?  Anyone else getting that?  Earthlink............||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||11-03-2003||12:56 PM||||I have seen cases where all 16 valves were bent and no rockers were in place when the valve cover came off. "Normally" there is at least 8 valves bent (six intake and two exhaust-or the other way around). If you look very closely at the top of the head with the valve cover off, you might be able to see which valves are not as high as the rest (the ones that are at rest-no cam lobe on/near them). <br />Since that belt is a serious tear, you could be a 'one in a million' winner and have no bent valves (not likely though). Put a new timing belt on before you remove the head, and turn the motor over by hand a few times. It will stop on the bent valves if they are bent badly or broken (if you have broken valves you do not want to force turning the motor over as it will just make a bad situation worse).<br />If you have access to a leakdown tester, you could just remove the cams (so no lobe was holding any valve open) and do a leakdown test. You would at least be able to tell which cylinder intake or exhaust had bent valves. Reason to remove the cams is so that you are not turning the motor over any more than you have to until you know exactly what is damaged/broken.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||11-04-2003||01:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong> The previous owner had the timing belt in my car replaced along with the balance belt and tensioner.  Not sure what happened, but I suspect a seized idler pulley.  <br /><br />T-belt was 2 years old, 30k miles.<br />Dave Flaherty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I feel your pain, Dave. I couldn't get the head off mine after stripping the teeth on a belt with less than 2K miles on it. During the rebuild from the last belt failure the engine was out of the car and I think the mechanic used a torque wrench on the intake brace bolts. A week and a half of PB Blaster and working with a standard ratchet wouldn't bust it loose. Since I am not experienced enough to do the timing belt anyway, the whole thing is now at a local shop. I should know in a day or two what the damage is and how it happened. <br /><br />Good luck with yours. Hope you are one of those lucky ones Tom talked about.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||smokindav||11-04-2003||10:21 AM||||Oh I'm definitely not on of the chosen few.<br /><br />  <img src="http://home.earthlink.net/~davidmflaherty/gvr4/rocker%20arm%20mia.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I am at a loss as to why the t-belt broke.  The only thing that stands out is a loose tensioner.  But why would that cause the belt to break instead of skipping?<br /><br />All I can come up with is that the belt was loose enough to catch on something and break.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000009||s_firestone||11-04-2003||08:13 PM||||You will definitely have to pull the head to determine the damage.  As for replacement parts I would suggest a call to Tallahassee Mitsubishi. <br /><br />They sell a whole timing belt kit that includes the water pump, both timing belts, idler and tensioner pulley, hydraulic tensioner, crank, balance, cam & oil pump seals, and the accessory belts.<br /><br />You have some upgrade opportunities though while replacing/rebuilding the head.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 GVR4 #918 of 1K<br />Jackson, MS||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||11-04-2003||10:36 PM||||I just got some parts from tallahassee mits, they are great to work with.  Even got my right rear dogleg in NILE BLACK from them.  Not cheap at 40 bucks plus shipping, but now at least I know what nile black is supposed to look like.<br /><br />Anyway, be prepared for some bent valves.  These valves are pretty tender anyway.  I had a set bent just because a guy shipped me a head with the cams and rockers still in it.  bent every single valve that was open..so if someone ships you a head, be sure to have them pull the cams.<br /><br />It is very rare for one to shear like that, and the conti belts are good for 60k plus.  Conti makes the mitsu belt by the way.  The only time I have ever seen a newish belt go like that was when a bad lifter allowed a rocker to pop out and wedge a cam, effectively locking the top end, and then the crank just broke the belt due to the rotational inertia from the crank/clutch/flywheel etc.  You will find that under careful inspection that the belt was on the right hand side of the motor and was PULLED apart as it was going down.  (yes I cheated and blew the pic up quite a bit.)<br />So you are screwed.  The only time you luck out is when the engine stops immediately, and I mean doesn't turn a bit.  One revolution after a snap is enough to bullox the works||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000011||Vr4in'||11-04-2003||11:07 PM||||How do you know that the timing belt was really replaced 30k ago?<br /><br />Do you have reciepts?<br /><br />Sorry to hear about your crisis,same shit happened to me 2 times in 3 months.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Good Luck<br /><br />Rob||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000012||smokindav||11-09-2003||08:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> It is very rare for one to shear like that, and the conti belts are good for 60k plus.  Conti makes the mitsu belt by the way.  The only time I have ever seen a newish belt go like that was when a bad lifter allowed a rocker to pop out and wedge a cam, effectively locking the top end, and then the crank just broke the belt due to the rotational inertia from the crank/clutch/flywheel etc.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dave,<br /><br />The lifter in that picture is locked up (intake side, #1 cylinder).  Could you elaborate on your experiences with this type of failure?  Why would a lifter lock up?  How does this cause the timing belt to break (is the rocker arm jamming things up the only possibility)?<br /><br />How do I know when I've found the root cause?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks,<br />Dave Flaherty||66.245.65.113||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000013||smokindav||11-13-2003||10:28 AM||||Update- (If anyone cares) <br />Got the head off last night. Finally. It's hard to find a spare moment with a small child, a full time job, etc.<br /><br />Looks like each piston has four little crescent shaped notches that aren't supposed to be there. To be safe I'm going to replace all the valves and the two lifters on #1 intake since those valves were hit hard enough to pop the rocker arms off. One of the lifters is actually jammed and the other isn't in very good shape either.<br /><br />As for what happened, near as I can tell the tensioner failed, the belt skipped, the pistons and valves collided causing the belt to jump even further, apparently enough to get caught on something and snap.<br /><br />New seals and gaskets on the head and intake and hopefully she'll be ok.<br /><br />Good times. Hey, at least it's warm out down here at night and that makes it very pleasant to be out in the garage.||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||11-13-2003||12:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Good times. Hey, at least it's warm out down here at night and that makes it very pleasant to be out in the garage.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">one must put things in perspective.  AT LEAST YOU HAVE A GARAGE.  all i got is a carport.  and HUGE mosquitos.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000015||TurboVR4dr||11-13-2003||03:15 PM||||Make sure you griond doen the pistons where the valves hit.  You don't want to have preignition.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000016||TurboVR4dr||11-13-2003||04:09 PM||||Grind down.   damn fat fingers<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000017||mikeyoung00||11-13-2003||04:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Good times. Hey, at least it's warm out down here at night and that makes it very pleasant to be out in the garage.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">one must put things in perspective.  AT LEAST YOU HAVE A GARAGE.  all i got is a carport.  and HUGE mosquitos. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a garage...full of Scout stuff, car stuff and just plain stuff. And I share the driveway with my wife's pickup and my son's silvia. But I found the perfect solution. Tear up the engine. Then the car can be safely parked in a nice secure garage at Kohl Motors awaiting repairs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000018||Beemer||11-17-2003||03:00 AM||||The lifter can seize from a tiny little piece of crap getting into the oil galley feeding the lifter.  They do move around a little bit, spinning this way and that.  However, it shouldn't have locked the motor.  A weak valve spring can allow the rocker to pop out at mid to high rpm.  I also found one in the valley of #1244 when I pulled the head to throw on the ported one..more due to what I thought was bad valve stem seals.  I never noticed a power loss, but the needle bearings in the rocker were scattered all over the head and in the pan, and the roller was broken into two pieces.  I wouldn't be looking up top at the head, but down below.  And I'd be paying special attention to your balance shaft bearings.  That looks like the oil pump locked up.  Remember that the pump pickup pulls directly to the OIL PUMP and THEN to the oil filter.  I always hated that system, because any head damage or bearing damage down below gets sucked into the oil pump and it locks up and shears the timing belt..and all it takes is some fine ass metal shavings between the gears.  I had one motor blow from shavings from a cam journal that got into the oil pump and locked it.  I'd be pulling that front cover.  It is a bitch, especially locking down the front balance shaft.  Only way to do it without a belt on is to jack the motor high enough to get an impact on the nut so the sprocket can come off.  You CAN get the rear bs shaft unbolted pretty easy.  But pull that cover.  You don't have to replace the cover or the gears, just take the oil pump cover off the back and look for scoring under the gear in the front cover itself.  If you find metal, hot tank the bitch.  If the scoring is deep enough, you might consider replacing the cover.  I just rebuilt the white gsx while the motor was in the car..a total bitch.  All the rod and crank bearings are easy..except the thrust bearing..be prepared to swear.  I'd at least drop the pan and look see for metal, and drop a rod cap or two and at least the main thrust bearing cap.  The main seems to get all the crap that flows from the oil pump, as it is lubed direct from the pump FIRST.  Be very careful that you don't have ANYTHING in the pan.  If you do, it is all through the motor..just waiting to pounce again.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000019||smokindav||11-17-2003||02:11 PM||||Dave - <br /><br />Good info.  <br /><br />If the oil pump locked up shouldn't it still be locked up?  Everything spins freely on the bottom end.  The balance belt is in tact.<br /><br />The only thing that is weird is the tensioner.  It's loose and the pulley is just flopping back and forth.<br /><br />I agree about the lifters.  I think when the pistons hit the valves they popped off.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000020||mikeyoung00||11-18-2003||10:50 PM||||BTW, in case anybody didn't notice the 4G63T quiz (of sorts) post...<br /><br />Mine turned out to be a balance shaft bearing. Which got spit into the crank case where it was folded and mutulated, causing the balance shaft to lock up which caused the oil pump gear set to stop which stopped the timing belt which stopped the valves which met the pistons. Oh, well...the block has been cleaned, the crank is getting polished, the engine bay is a LOT cleaner (easy to do with no pesky motor in there), the intake manifold has been sandblasted and the wiseco pistons, used rebuilt head, mitsu front cover, oil gears, bs elim kit, front and rear crank seals, main and rod bearings, and numerous gaskets are ready to install. The clutch, fork, ss line, fuel insulator (boy...are those things easy to lose), and oil squirter (one got bent by flying debris) are all on the way (I hope).||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000021||smokindav||11-19-2003||12:10 PM||||TOF, since you're so close want to come help me reassemble when my parts come in?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000022||mikeyoung00||11-19-2003||09:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by smokindav:<br /><strong> TOF, since you're so close want to come help me reassemble when my parts come in?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Dave Flaherty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dave, I'd love to...but you gotta remember...Kohl Motors here in Long Beach is doing the rebuild. I gave up when I couldn't bust the intake manifold bracket bolts loose.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   So I may not be the guy to turn wrenches on your ride. I'll bring the beer though!||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000023||smokindav||11-20-2003||10:37 AM||||Parts came last night.  I'm going to try and drop the head and new valves, seals, etc. off to the machine shop tonight.  With any luck I'll get here running this weekend.<br /><br />I still need to drain the oil and see if there's any metal in it.  I still think it was a tensioner that went bad as the oil pump shaft/balance shaft spin freely.<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum3/003523.cgi
A||||14||Romanova||Mother Natures present to Romanova||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||11-02-2003||08:44 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Yay, woke up this morning to snow! Mounted up the snowtires this afternoon. Forcast for the rest of the week is snow snow snow. Anyone else have snow in their neck of the woods?<br /><br />Oh, you people in Cali, Texas, and Florida can keep your smart ass non-winter comments to yourself!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||number3||11-02-2003||09:10 PM||||Today was one of the nicest Novemeber day I can ever remember in PA and Monday is going to be nicer.<br /><br />70s.<br /><br />I love snow and we are told we will get a lot of it this year.<br /><br />Enjoy yourself Tyler!!!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||11-02-2003||11:06 PM||||I hope I'll have the GVR4 up and running by that time.  Seems like I'm so close, yet so far from finishing this car.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||11-02-2003||11:41 PM||||tomorrow is supposed to be 80 here in MD/DC.... i don't want it to snow until i get my new engine in my car...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||11-03-2003||05:37 AM||||Hey Im in cali and it just snowed a foot where Im going in a week! Which is also in Cali.. but at 6500ft. There's usually a 5-6 foot base 5-6 months out of the year.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||92GVR4#333||11-03-2003||08:17 AM||||I miss the snow...down here we get very little but when we do it is loads of fun.  Have a bunch of AWD-T friends and large parkinglots to play in.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||11-03-2003||08:20 AM||||First snow came last night after ice last week. Not enough for a lot of fun yet though.  But it's coming!!!||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||11-03-2003||03:37 PM||||You know, how many other car enthusiast get all excited and tingly at the thought of snow...fun isn't it. <br />We're not forcast for too much this year, so that means we might actually see a decent amount  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.29||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||REDLINEGVR4||11-03-2003||04:47 PM||||Screw the show i like my 70's in the winter.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000009||kartorium31||11-03-2003||06:19 PM||||Tyler, it's been snowin here but not enough to have fun in unless you go up the sides of the valley a bit.  I still need to find a good set of snows.  I find when doing drifts its best to stay in second, cause first wraps out to fast and its hard to keep momentum up.  Hopefully i can get some vids or pics posted this year.||206.66.62.80||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000010||Garfield Wright||11-03-2003||08:53 PM||||We had a coldfront pass through Fort Lauderdale.  Had to give up the tank tops & shorts & break out the long sleeve shirt & jeans.  Man, this is what winter feels like.  The crisp 72 deg air making the car purrrrr like a wild animal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000011||kartorium31||11-03-2003||10:16 PM||||ahahahhah, crisp *72* degree air.  Try some some of this sheot we call teens, she'll do more than purrr.  Plus snow is just natures version of an intercooler sprayer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||11-03-2003||10:32 PM||||Ya...an ice intercooler sprayer.  When I got to work the other day in the icey weather my intercooler was iced closed in some places!||128.138.195.116||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||91GVR4||11-04-2003||03:24 PM||||Wouldn't ya know, the first good snow of the year last night and my Galant in the the garage all tore apart. Yesterday I desided to investigate my exaust leak and found that three of the four 02 housing bolts had left there homes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  . So I have my turbo and exaust all apart with $90 of new bolts, gaskets, nuts, studs, ect. on the way. Well I wanted to do some porting in there any way, now lets see if I can get rid of my boost creep  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  .||63.156.32.21||reg||8||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000014||CCDSM69||11-04-2003||03:44 PM||||I'm going to miss the snow up north (i wont miss the cold tho)...I loved driving the AWD's in the snow and snowboarding too...Before we moved I was planning on taking a few trips to go boarding but unfortunately with the baby on the way I can't until next winter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum3/003524.cgi
A||||4||GVR$in||So what's going to break first? Your votes now!||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||11-03-2003||05:42 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hehe.. So all Im hearing from people when I tell them Im installing the green is.. "Plan on breaking something!" I know, I know! It'll either be my stock resurfaced flywheel w/ the 2600, the 3 bolt or stock transmission.. My tranny feels awesome (even at 7500rpm) so I dont think it should be a problem. Everything else feels strong. <br /><br />This shit just gives me lack of motivation  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  . Im taking it to the 1/4 next saturday on 110 octane. Wish me luck! Hope I don't break anything!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||11-03-2003||08:13 AM||||I say the 3 bolt or the center diff...but hope I am wrong...good luck at the track and hope the only thing you break is your personal best time....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-03-2003||08:15 AM||||Maybe nothing?  Carl did a 1.72 60 foot before he broke a 3 bolt axle at 12.6 @110 up here.  And Erik has down a 1.68 60ft up here on a 4 bolt with a stock CD.  But I would plan on a 4 bolt and 4 spider CD eventually.  They won't take the abuse forever...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||11-03-2003||11:15 AM||||A good suspension is reported to help alleviate a lot of the stresses on the 3-bolt.<br /><br />But I vote for the first thing you break being the pride and ego of an unsuspecting sportscar owner.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-03-2003||11:34 AM||||Carl and I are on stock suspensions FWIW @ 12s and 1.7 60 fts.  Erik does have agx's and nicer bushings.  Of course any bushings are nicer than my sloppy and torn ones.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003525.cgi
A||||6||92GVR4#333||Big Brake Upgrade||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||11-03-2003||08:28 AM||||does anyone know of a source for a big brake upgrade for our cars?  I have searced google, archives, even called places in the back of grassroots.  No avail any one have any other info on this?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||11-03-2003||09:05 AM||||Anything that fits DSMs will fit GVR4s, just redrill for the 4-lug pattern. There are a zillion options [I'm doing my own setup].<br /><br />AEM, Baer, Stoptech [I think], I'm blanking on the Wilwood supplier who did a group buy a while ago and more. There are at least a 1/2 dozen options out there depending on what you need and your budget.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||Doug Thomas||11-03-2003||09:20 AM||||TCE makes a big brake kit for the Galant VR4, so there is no need to redrill holes. Here's the topic I found when I did a search. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003131" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003131</a>||12.10.219.30||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||11-03-2003||09:50 AM||||just talk to 'bob in chicago' about the TCE setup since he has it.||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||11-03-2003||09:58 AM||||I have TCE/Wilwood's roadrace kit with 12.2" dia rotors which fit tightly inside my 16" x 7.5" wheels.  In a word: fantastic.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.tceperformanceproducts.com/BrakeKits/brakeMIT.html" target="_blank">http://www.tceperformanceproducts.com/BrakeKits/brakeMIT.html</a>||216.65.171.142||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||92GVR4#333||11-03-2003||03:56 PM||||thanx for the replyes ..TCE looks to be the winner||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||11-03-2003||10:32 PM||||I have a 13" Baer kit. It was double drilled for 4 or 5 lug. If I get a 1g, I cna take my brakes w/ me.||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003526.cgi
A||||6||ken inn||BWAHAHAHAHAHA||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||11-03-2003||01:33 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://www.bravozulu.com/content/released/cat.swf" target="_blank">http://www.bravozulu.com/content/released/cat.swf</a>||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||11-03-2003||01:54 PM||||106....wow i suck at that game.||131.193.154.129||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||11-03-2003||02:00 PM||||Wow, first attempt, I got 156. First 4 frames were all strikes and I was thinking that the game was cake. Until I started getting gutterballs...doh!<br /><br />Second attempt: 114<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||Tevenor||11-03-2003||02:06 PM||||196 was my high game.  First game was a 76 followed by a 92.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||11-03-2003||03:00 PM||||117, then a 188.  Go to MiniClip.com for about 200 of these type games.  Especially Trail Bike.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||Eclipse182||11-03-2003||04:25 PM||||Omg i suck, first try I only got 48 and the second try 75. Lol and people wonder why I try to stay away from bowling alleys  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000006||gvrfour173||11-03-2003||04:26 PM||||just got 212, 7 strikes in a row.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||208.160.138.227||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes



ubb/Forum3/003527.cgi
A||||3||admsr||Joke of the week!||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||11-03-2003||04:37 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||Heaven's New Policy 	<br />It was getting a little crowded in Heaven, so God decided to change the admittance policy. The new law was that, in order to get into Heaven, you had to have a really bad day when you died. The policy would go into effect at noon the next day. The next day at 12:01, the first person came to the gates of Heaven. The Angel at the gate, remembering the new policy, promptly said to the man, "Before I let you in, I need you to tell me how your day was going when you died." <br />		"No problem," the man said. "I came home to my 25th floor apartment on my lunch hour and caught my wife half naked. She appeared to be having an affair, but her lover was nowhere in sight. I immediately began searching for him. My wife was yelling at me as I searched the entire apartment. Just as I was about to give up, I happened to glance out onto the balcony and noticed that there was a man hanging off the edge by his fingertips! The nerve of that guy! Well, I ran out onto the balcony and stomped on his fingers until he fell to the ground. But wouldn't you know it, he landed in some trees and bushes that broke his fall and he didn't die. This pissed me off even more. In a rage, I went back inside to get the first thing I could get my hands on to throw at him. Oddly enough, the first thing I thought of was the refrigerator. I unplugged it, pushed it out onto the balcony, and tipped it over the side. It plummeted 25 stories and crushed him! The excitement of the moment was so great that I had a heart attack and died almost instantly." <br />		The Angel sat back and thought a moment. Technically, the guy did have a bad day. It was a crime of passion. So,the Angel announced, "Ok, sir. Welcome to the Kingdom of Heaven," and let him in. <br />		A few seconds later the next guy came up. The Angel said, "Before I can let you in, I need to hear about what your day was like when you died." <br />		"No problem," said the second man. "But you're not going to believe this. I was on the balcony of my 26th floor apartment doing my daily exercises. Having been under a lot of pressure I was really pushing hard to relieve my stress. I guess I got a little carried away, slipped, and accidentally fell over the side! Luckily, I was able to catch myself by the fingertips on the balcony below mine. But all of a sudden this crazy man comes running out of his apartment, started cussing, and stomps on my fingers. Well, of course I fell. I hit some trees and bushes at the bottom which broke my fall so I didn't die right away. As I'm laying there face up on the ground, unable to move, and in excruciating pain, I see this guy push his refrigerator, of all things, off the balcony. It falls the 25 floors and lands on top of me, killing me instantly." <br />		The Angel is quietly laughing to himself as the man finishes his story. "I could get used to this new policy," he thinks to himself. "Very well," the Angel announces. "Welcome to the Kingdom of Heaven," and he lets the man enter. <br />		A few seconds later, a third man comes up to the gate. The angel says," Please tell me how you died." The third man says,"Ok, picture this. I'm naked, hiding inside a refrigerator...."||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||REDLINEGVR4||11-03-2003||04:42 PM||||I have heard that one many times.||152.163.252.33||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||11-04-2003||10:37 AM||||Not bad.  Obviously not too bright to hide in a refrigerator.||66.105.156.194||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||11-04-2003||01:04 PM||||have you heard worse? i'm trying to remember some of the suposedly true stories from over the years. like the one where the guy was trying to hide from the just arrived husband and getting killed becuase he wasnt watching where he went, etc.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/003528.cgi
A||||12||Akidosigh1||Jet Ski - does anyone have one?||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||11-03-2003||05:16 PM||||Does anyone have a jet ski? i'm looking at that new one honda has with the turbo on it... it shouldn't be too hard to turn up the boost ad do the normal mods, even though it is a jet ski.... <br /><br />also, does anyone have a trailer hitch set up on their galant? just curious, i wouldn't do this but i'm wondering anyway.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||11-03-2003||05:26 PM||||been through the jet-ski part of my life now, had a Kawasaki, Tigershark and a Sea-doo. Too hard on my bad neck now.<br />They are a blast when running though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />I have a hitch on #401 and it pulled fine, even the double trailer with one little ski and the Sea doo.<br /><br />Side note: one thing that was VERY cool about the Sea Doo was the RAVE valve set-up.  This mechanism actually changed the exhaust characteristics via vacuum. It would make a smaller diameter exit on the exhaust port, but then open up to create a larger port as the RPM's increased, thereby keeping more torque on the low end and free-breathing for the high RPM's. nifty.||167.142.22.29||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||11-03-2003||06:03 PM||||cool, the honda one is supposed to be one of the fastest, i heard it can get up to 80mph... i saw something on history channel on jet ski's the other day and this company in pompano beach i believe had a yamaha one and it did 0-60 in 3.?? seconds... sounds fun.. i've only been on the slow 40mph ones||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||TurboVR4dr||11-03-2003||08:37 PM||||I have had a couple.  There area couple ways to look at this.  You need to look at your riding months.  You live in Maryland so I assume that you have limited summers.  If this is your first Jet Ski which I assume by your post I would look into a used one.  People always think they will ride the heck out of the thing(and you might).  But unless you have frioends that have them they can become a little bit of a bore.  Also don't just go for Horsepower and speed ratings.  Top speed is fun.  But how fast you get there how the craft handles and how lite the ski makes a big difference.  If I were you i would look into a used one.  I think that the 1996 Sea-Doo XP is a great craft.  It has 110hp and really runs good.  You can get a used one for about 3k with low hours if you look around.  maybe even a little cheaper.  If you get the new honda and decide you don;t want it you will take a huge hit when you go to sell it.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||11-04-2003||01:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TurboVR4dr:<br /><strong> I have had a couple.  There area couple ways to look at this.  You need to look at your riding months.  You live in Maryland so I assume that you have limited summers.  If this is your first Jet Ski which I assume by your post I would look into a used one.  People always think they will ride the heck out of the thing(and you might).  But unless you have frioends that have them they can become a little bit of a bore.  Also don't just go for Horsepower and speed ratings.  Top speed is fun.  But how fast you get there how the craft handles and how lite the ski makes a big difference.  If I were you i would look into a used one.  I think that the 1996 Sea-Doo XP is a great craft.  It has 110hp and really runs good.  You can get a used one for about 3k with low hours if you look around.  maybe even a little cheaper.  If you get the new honda and decide you don;t want it you will take a huge hit when you go to sell it.<br /><br />Scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Very good advice here!  I had a lightly modded 96XP and it was fast and fun. You can get yourself in trouble real quick with these. Most of the new ski's are BIG and great for straigtline speed. The X4 hull(if memory serves me correct)of the 96XP - and 97 SPX I believe - was one of the absolute best mixes for speed and agility. From a standstill you can squeeze the throttle and you literally "pop" to the surface and shoot off like a rubber band shot you - think AWD launch   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />The advice of having other friends who are riders will go a LONG way.<br /><br />FWIW: if you haven't ridden a lot, learn your limits before you find the ski's limits. The guy I bought my XP from ripped his face apart on it at over 60MPH. I saw a few others get into trouble and leave permanent damage (screwed up hands, wrists, necks, etc) from riding beyond their skills. Just like cars and bikes I guess.||167.142.21.191||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||11-04-2003||09:23 AM||||i want one pretty bad. i agree they get boring after a while, though.  i woudl want it for towing! yeah, boats are great for wakeboarding, but a high powered jet ski makes it a pretty fun deal.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||11-06-2003||04:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> cool, the honda one is supposed to be one of the fastest, i heard it can get up to 80mph</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Fastest, yes, but definitely not the quickest.  The equivalent Honda model, basically a non turbo version, destroys the turbo one in acceleration.  Sure, the turbo one's got the top end, but which is going to be more fun?  I'd say get the turbo one if you're going to be towing wakeboarders or whatnot, but otherwise get non turbo, and at that point go used.<br /><br />My brother's got one, and it spends way more time in the shop than on the water.  Last time he took it out he rolled it and thinks he hydrolocked it.  Haha, he was so sick of it, that was the shakedown run after it was out of the shop before he was going to sell it; now it's just sitting, ever since.  A properly maintained/running one though is a blast to tool around on.||69.59.219.182||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||11-06-2003||10:50 AM||||Been there done that, bought the t-shirt.<br />Purchased a brand new GP1200 for $8500.00 in 1999<br />Had it on the water a couple times in the first few weeks, then I lost interest.<br />It was a PITA to get everything together when we were ready to ride it.<br />Gas cans, coolers, soda, towels, dry clothing, etc.<br />The speedo showed 20 hours when I sold it last month for $4200.00<br />Worst investment I ever made, but lesson learned.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||11-06-2003||03:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Been there done that, bought the t-shirt.<br />Purchased a brand new GP1200 for $8500.00 in 1999<br />Had it on the water a couple times in the first few weeks, then I lost interest.<br />It was a PITA to get everything together when we were ready to ride it.<br />Gas cans, coolers, soda, towels, dry clothing, etc.<br />The speedo showed 20 hours when I sold it last month for $4200.00<br />Worst investment I ever made, but lesson learned.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">oucH!!!!!!   when i rode one, it was at camp! i right on the potomac outside of nanjemoy, MD! we left it tied up to a post over there. i dont think i'd get a jet ski unless i  or a relative lived right on the water. it was fun to take the jetski, go across the river (2 miles wide at that point!) jump the waves in the middle caused by those damned ciggarette racing boats, and then eat out the restaurant on the water, then power back. all in all, it was faster than going to the nearest town!||206.15.139.36||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||11-07-2003||12:22 AM||||After rebuilding motors in two of mine (both from inexperienced riders getting on them and scewing them up - DON'T LOAN it out), that added to my reasons for getting out of them.<br />Used will be less to get started by far, just be prepared to throw wrench time and money at it.<br /><br />I left boating and jet-skiing absolutely convinced that motors and water really don't go together!<br /><br />It is a blast when everything works and you have friends to ride with...it's just the other 85% of the time that sucks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.1||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||chadhayashi||11-07-2003||12:35 AM||||Sea-doo or somebody (Bombardier possibly), released one last yr that had a centrifugal blower on it. 150+hp IIRC.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000012||markrieb||11-07-2003||10:47 AM||||I used to live on Lake Erie in Ashtabula OH, had a nice sand beach and everything.  I considered buying a PWC at one point, but after spending several weekends with some friends riding their 1200 cc WaveRaider I changed my mind.<br /><br />After you get through bombing around in circles and jumping a few wakes, the use of a PWC is pretty limited.  I actually hit 70 mph on the speedo on this PWC one day.<br /><br />You can buy a nice used boat with a trailer for the price you pay for a PWC and get alot more use out of it.  The only advantage is a PWC is a lot easier to store.<br /><br />Now I'm literally about 1.5 miles from the boat ramp on the Columbia River.  Another year or two when the kids get a bit older I'll be getting a boat.  Around here you can pick up a competition ski boat (Natique or Supreme) that is in really nice shape for about the same price Gabor paid for his PWC.  But, I'd really like a 70's v-drive big block Chevy mini-day cruiser.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000013||VTGVR4||11-07-2003||03:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong>But, I'd really like a 70's v-drive big block Chevy mini-day cruiser.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that reminds me of, i really need to take pictures of the boat this guy down my street has. talk about too much time on his hand, he has a nitro drag car (at least one that looks like it), a drag boat with this huge 350 or 454 engine sticking way up out of it (obscurring all vision), some big block old corvette (70s, again, big thing sticking out of the hood), VW vr6, G20, two or three trucks. he lives in a pretty modest house. rednecks, unite! (newton family racing, if anyone knows)||206.15.137.246||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/003529.cgi
A||||3||229of1000||229/1000 gets a new owner.||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||11-03-2003||06:30 PM||||I sold my '92 today.  I think the guy that bought must be related to KC - he had a purple EG hatch which he sold to buy the GVR4.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />He lives here in Ocala and has plans for the car (at least a 16g setup) so now there will be two nice GVR4s around town.  Cool!  I'm kind of sad to see my first GVR4 go.  I've gone from having two running GVR4s a week ago, to none.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||11-03-2003||09:43 PM||||And he just called me up and said the car won't start.  Figures.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||11-04-2003||01:15 AM||||You sold him a car, not a battery.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||11-04-2003||06:03 PM||||He towed the car to his mechanic (problem one).  His mechanic told him that it was the timing belt, even though the tension felt tight, and changed it, without changing any of the pulleys, bs belt, or water pump (problem two).  Now he said the car is running like ass, and the mechanic said that he might have installed the TB wrong(problem three).  <br /><br />I think it was a problem other than the TB, and that it will rear its head again later.  Still sucks.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/003530.cgi
A||||4||92GVR4#333||hot or not but better.. NOT WORK SAFE!!!||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||11-03-2003||06:55 PM||||<a href="http://www.ratemycameltoe.com/" target="_blank">http://www.ratemycameltoe.com/</a><br /> <br /> <small>[ 11-03-2003, 11:33 PM: Message edited by: PRE-EVO ]</small>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||11-03-2003||07:06 PM||||Man! I was rating toes left and right ! Ill go back later when I calm down and rate some Mo'Toe!||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||DynStatic||11-03-2003||08:06 PM||||Not work safe!||68.57.52.229||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000003||REDLINEGVR4||11-03-2003||09:46 PM||||wow! the will put anything on the web||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||11-04-2003||02:24 PM||||geeez. to much time on some peoples hands.||12.203.239.141||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003531.cgi
A||||10||229of1000||Update on my car!  ||||10||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||11-03-2003||10:00 PM||||Things are looking up.  I got a check from auto insurance for $2500 today, with hopefully more from homeowners on the way.  I am taking a slightly different route with my upgrades this time.<br /><br />I've been wanting one of these, so... I splurged.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2439905294&category=36475&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2439905294&category=36475&rd=1</a><br /><br />If anybody wants anything other than the bumper, let me know.  That's all I need.  Pickup only on the hood/fenders, please.  I don't have time to deal with shipping them.<br /><br />Next, I bought a brand new, in the box, discontinued...<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2438811682&category=33597&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2438811682&category=33597&rd=1</a> <br /><br />Sure it's for the wrong car, but all I need is the head unit, and I can resell the other stuff to get money back.  <br /><br />I will be picking up Fabio's Whiteline springs, and KYB shocks Wednesday, as well.  Other new stuff includes a replacement AFPR, SAFC, and MBC (may go EBC this time).  If homeowners comes through, FMIC and Sleeper16G are on the way.<br /><br />See, stuff turns out okay sometimes.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||10||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||11-03-2003||10:46 PM||||ALL PRAISE JAPANDY!!!<br />Seriously though, that guy has to be making a fucking fortune.||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||bleck||11-03-2003||11:19 PM||||Hmmm.  Curious.  I thought I was buying that suspension until I read this post.  Well Paul, maybe you deserve the silver lining after the week you've had.  Tell Fabio he can throw my zip code away  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||1quickvr4||11-03-2003||11:26 PM||||Ummn, Have fun fiting the FMIC with the JDM bumper..... Trust me its not a fun job. About the bigest you can fit is a street core...||64.123.191.67||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000004||curtis||11-03-2003||11:32 PM||||I've got a question,  I've bought different things from Jap Andy.  Where the hell is he getting all this stuff?   Hell the AFC came in the original box.  This guy is making a damn fortune.||67.25.35.16||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||11-03-2003||11:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Things are looking up.  I got a check from auto insurance for $2500 today, with hopefully more from homeowners on the way.  I am taking a slightly different route with my upgrades this time.<br /><br />I've been wanting one of these, so... I splurged.<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2439905294&category=36475&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2439905294&category=36475&rd=1</a> <br /><br />If anybody wants anything other than the bumper, let me know.  That's all I need.  Pickup only on the hood/fenders, please.  I don't have time to deal with shipping them.<br /><br />Next, I bought a brand new, in the box, discontinued...<br /><br />  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2438811682&category=33597&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2438811682&category=33597&rd=1</a>  <br /><br />Sure it's for the wrong car, but all I need is the head unit, and I can resell the other stuff to get money back.  <br /><br />I will be picking up Fabio's Whiteline springs, and KYB shocks Wednesday, as well.  Other new stuff includes a replacement AFPR, SAFC, and MBC (may go EBC this time).  If homeowners comes through, FMIC and Sleeper16G are on the way.<br /><br />See, stuff turns out okay sometimes.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Paul all you need is the DSM chip and the vehicle specific harness (or you can hard wire it to the stock harness). You got a killer deal on that VPC though almost as good as when I got mine for an SR20 Silvia for $415 shipped 5 day from japan with an intake and HKS filter.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||11-04-2003||10:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Hmmm.  Curious.  I thought I was buying that suspension until I read this post.  Well Paul, maybe you deserve the silver lining after the week you've had.  Tell Fabio he can throw my zip code away    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Really...?  Well, maybe he's just trying to keep his options open.  Thanks for letting me have them though, I only live about an hour away so pickup is easy - plus my suspension is beyond shot.  It's really bad.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO: <strong>Paul all you need is the DSM chip and the vehicle specific harness (or you can hard wire it to the stock harness). You got a killer deal on that VPC though almost as good as when I got mine for an SR20 Silvia for $415 shipped 5 day from japan with an intake and HKS filter. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, I don't even need the harnesses (the sacks of crap just unplugged the head).  I just wanted to have a new VPC since my old one was kind of crappy, even though it was $700.  A brand new VPC is sure hard to find anymore.  I figure I can sell the Supra harness fairly easily.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||11-04-2003||10:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I've got a question,  I've bought different things from Jap Andy.  Where the hell is he getting all this stuff?   Hell the AFC came in the original box.  This guy is making a damn fortune. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> ALL PRAISE JAPANDY!!!<br />Seriously though, that guy has to be making a fucking fortune. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All hail the king!  Didn't somebody call him "one goofy cat" a while back?  LMAO!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.valley.ne.jp/~sirogane/japandy.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||11-04-2003||10:38 PM||||LOL...yeah, goofy looking cat !  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  He is loved by sevral on honda-tech as well. They have pics of him for their avatars. Cracks me up!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||GVR$in||11-04-2003||10:52 PM||||That guy has to be $$loaded$$.<br /><br />Congrats paul!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||11-04-2003||10:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong><br />Congrats paul! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks man!  Maybe this will be worth the hassle.  I probably never would've gotten a JDM bumper.<br /><br />Turns out I'm picking up an AVC-R tomorrow too.  Woohoo!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/003532.cgi
A||||10||neonturbo1995||Evo VIII Beating||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||11-03-2003||10:18 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||wow, I finally got my GVR4 done (I am planning on cams, NOS, and water injection soon) and I was on the Highway last night going 80mph in the rain and I ran this new Evo VIII.  I gave him about a 1 car head start like I told him I would and it took me about 2 seconds to to completely destroy him....like he was standing still.  This car is the nuts!||68.164.11.198||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||11-03-2003||10:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong>on the Highway last night going 80mph in the rain and I ran this new Evo VIII</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can this win the lowest intelligence award?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Nice kill, at any rate.  You're making progress fast.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-03-2003||10:27 PM||||Good job but the EVOs aren't that fast  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   And be careful in the rain.  Starting a race from 80 in the rain would get my ass in big trouble from the SO and for *good* reason.<br /><br />BTW be careful thinking you can take all EVOs.  I've started modding an EVO for a friend and it will be pretty quick with minimal mods.  Especially since I don't have to buy parts, just tell him to order and get paid to install them for him   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.195.116||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||neonturbo1995||11-03-2003||11:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by neonturbo1995:<br /><strong>on the Highway last night going 80mph in the rain and I ran this new Evo VIII</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can this win the lowest intelligence award?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />Nice kill, at any rate.  You're making progress fast. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, it was raining, no stopping that and this was a choice opportunity.  Plus I wanted to see the skills of the AWD system....awesome!||68.164.11.198||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000004||16GVR4||11-04-2003||12:10 AM||||neonturbo1995: What's your mods list ?||64.171.255.187||reg||1||16GVR4||00000521||yes
Z||000005||neonturbo1995||11-04-2003||02:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 16GVR4:<br /><strong> neonturbo1995: What's your mods list ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here is the basic mods list...there are some smaller, less significant ones, but here are the major ones:<br /><br />Stock Internals.<br /><br /><b>CURRENT MODS LIST</b>  <br /><br />Small 16G Turbo<br />--Ported (outlet) by Slowboy<br />Evo III O2, Evo III manifold, 7cm Turbine Housing...all Heavily ported (all Jet-Hot coated)<br />3KGT VR4 Fuel Pump (rewired)<br />S-AFC II <br />550s<br />2G MAF<br />AMS FMIC (and all hard pipes)<br />Keydiver Modded PCM (with 2G MAF/550's mod,Stutterbox, and the normal mods)<br />2.5" down pipe<br />Full 3" exhaust w/ ultraflow muffler (no cat)<br />NGK BPR7ES plugs<br />8.5mm Magnecore plug wires<br />ACT 2600 clutch<br />K&N where the battery used to be<br />No weight reduction except spare tire and jack removed<br />MBC<br />Pocket Logger<br />EGT, A/F, Boost Gauges<br />Taboo Speed Shop "Race Only" emissions removal<br /><br /><br /><b>MODS COMING SOON </b>  <br /><br />4-Bolt LSD<br />HKS 264/264 cams<br />75 HP NOS Wet Kit<br />4WS removal<br />Suspension (undecided on what exactly???)<br />New motor mounts<br />Balance Shaft Removal||68.164.11.198||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||11-04-2003||09:20 AM||||Is anyone else wondering why a EVO VIII doesn't run faster then it does?  It has the exhaust, FMIC, turbo, boost, and I guess fuel mods to support it all that we all dreamed would come on a TEL.  Yet, some people have trouble breaking the 14s with them.  I guess it is the restrictive emissions or something.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||11-04-2003||09:33 AM||||Well there are some fast ones around.  I think the majority of the EVO owners are new to the game and don't come from a DSM or turbo/awd background.  Give it a little time and some more DSMers into them as they get cheaper and off warrenty.  They will get fast.  If all goes well my old boss's EVO will be deep 13s high 12s here at altitude next summer. The next round of mods are coming and it's not even to 1000 miles yet.  I wish I had that kind of money.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||11-04-2003||10:41 AM||||Ya, I know they can be fast, but I'm a little surprized they are not faster stock.<br /><br />Also, the whole going fast cheap factor is gone.  Who cares what you can do to a 30=K car + mods + insurance.  You are getting into used Z06 prices at that point and new SC Cobra's.  Maybe once they are used, the good cheap fast car will alive again.  However, they might not go so cheap like a used TEL.  If you look up a 3000 GT VR4, they can still cost 25K and up for one in good shape.<br /><br />Damn, if only our cars were well known.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||11-04-2003||10:54 AM||||I guess big turbos are hard to come by if one uses the stock manifold. The twin scroll design forces owners to replace both the turbo and the manifold. <br /><br />My point is that once tuning with tubular manifolds catches on there will be some new turbo options, more power, faster times... Once the warranties are up on these cars they'll be cheap. The problem for DSM'ers who want them cheap is that the parts bin is limited. There won't be a huge source of engines or gearboxes so they'll stay expensive. <br /><br />We just cold-jacked this thread.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||bleck||11-04-2003||11:34 AM||||Remember too that the 3KGTVR4 was super rare, and listed for close to 50 grand at the end of its run.  The guy I bought my Galant from sold his 93 3kgtvr4 for 12 grand in 02.<br /><br />As for the "twin scroll," is that just basically a 4-into-2 exhaust manny? Thus giving you two inlets on the turbine housing?  These manufacturers make everything sound so wonderful.  But I guess for 30 grand, if it doesn't come with breasts as a horn button, it better be techno.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003533.cgi
A||||26||VTGVR4||EVO 8 MR??||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||11-04-2003||09:48 AM||defnick@yahoo.com||Dark gray is the paint scheme, with large intakes and vents hinting at the power that lies beneath the hood, accented by gray-painted alloy wheels and an overzealous rear decklid spoiler.<br /><br />Even more powerful than the upgraded 300-hp Lancer EVO VIII FQ300, the MR raises the bar significantly. The MR, short for Mitsubishi Racing, adds a race-tuned suspension for tighter handling, while its electronically-regulated all-wheel drive system has been calibrated to react to road surface irregularities quicker.<br /><br />The engine gets a larger turbocharger together with a modified camshaft, and who knows what other electronic upgrades, to boost output significantly. Just the same Mitsubishi isn't bragging, only rating the new mill at the old standard EVO VIII specs. <br /><a href="http://www.auto123.com/en/info/news/news,view.spy?artid=18158&pg=1" target="_blank">http://www.auto123.com/en/info/news/news,view.spy?artid=18158&pg=1</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||11-04-2003||10:20 AM||||Sweet!||66.105.156.194||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||11-04-2003||10:35 AM||||Zoro Snap!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Tevenor||11-04-2003||12:25 PM||||Chicken!||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||11-04-2003||04:12 PM||||[rant]<br />I'm convinced Mitsu just doesn't get it, Subie does. They don't need a higher end car - they need a WRX / SRT-4 fighter to go after the boy-racer crowd. If they could make a 230hp version of the EVO 8 and price it at WRX levels [$24k base] they'd probably do just fine.<br /><br />There isn't any money in a mass-market $30k 4-banger, no matter how good it is. Around here there are tons of EVOs not moving off of showroom floors, and they are going under list. Bring a few loaded EVO 8s [300+hp, 6-spd, AYC, etc.] for image to compete with the STis of the world.<br /><br />I own two Mitsus and love them, but for $30k there are many compelling options to choose from besides the EVO. I would like to believe that they would have learned from the GVR4s they couldn't sell, but obviously not.<br />[/rant]<br /><br />Back to planning my old school EVO, I mean GVR4.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||11-04-2003||04:43 PM||||yeah, im under the same impression. the only difference is that the EVO feels and looks like a 20k car, yet they are trying to foist it off as a 30k car. it might have worked on people who have that kind of disposable income where they didnt feel the need to justify the cost. going by simple economics, alot more folks will buy a 20k ish car than can buy a 30k ish car.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||Eclipse182||11-04-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> they need a WRX / SRT-4 fighter to go after the boy-racer crowd. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Have you seen the Lancer Ralliart yet? I dont remember the exact numbers but I think its like 160hp. Not really WRX/SRT-4 fighter, but could probally trash a Civic SI. I dunno, Mitsubishi needs to get their act together. The new Galant looks pretty ugly and the Eclipse doesnt really have anything to offer.||65.110.141.115||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000007||beavis||11-05-2003||12:32 AM||||not to hijack the original post, but i felt the need to respond.  the evo is is an excellent car for the money.  sure mitsu could sell a cheaper version without aluminum suspension components, brembo brakes, and all the other cool stuff that you get but then who would want it?  don't fault mitsu beacause you can't afford the car.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||11-05-2003||03:46 AM||||I don't get it <br /><br />WRX Sedan<br />MSRP $24,495<br /><br />WRX STi Sedan<br />MSRP $30,995<br /><br />Lancer Evolution <br />MSRP $ 28,987 <br /><br />WRX 227@6000 hp<br />    217@4000 torque<br /><br />WRX 300@6000 hp<br />STi 300@4000 torque<br /><br />Evo 271@6500 hp<br />    273@3500 torque<br /><br />Why do you guys think this is such a vast price differnce in my eyes the evo is a much nicer car than the wrx much more comparable to the wrx sti and sits right in the middle of the price range where I feel it belongs. I don't know what the MR will cost so I can't comment on that. Although the fact that the sti has a front lsd is cool. But I would hardly call the WRX a 20k car and the evo a 30K car with only a 4k differnce and is 3k cheaper that the comparable STi||65.177.232.10||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||11-05-2003||09:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong> But I would hardly call the WRX a 20k car and the evo a 30K car with only a 4k differnce and is 3k cheaper that the comparable STi </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you can get the wrx's new from most dealers for right around 20k flat now. i said 20K-<b>ISH</b><br />EVO's are supposed to be coming down, but our local dealer still wont let them go for less than 28K. (not including all the crap they added to it)<br />my point, and several other people's point, is that the EVO, while it is a decent car for those who want it, just isn't the bargain everyone wants it to be. and its not because "don't fault mitsu beacause you can't afford the car." how do you justify buying a super small sedan with little to no backseat/trunk space, rough ride, and doubtful crash test ratings? don't get me wrong, i would really want one, but for a dialy driver over 4 years, a WRX just makes alot more sense. the GVR4 is better than most cars in its own rights, if it would stay running for a year with no problems.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||11-05-2003||12:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>  how do you justify buying a super small sedan with little to no backseat/trunk space, rough ride, and doubtful crash test ratings?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WTF?  You just described my '91 Galant VR-4, Nick.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||VTGVR4||11-05-2003||01:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>  how do you justify buying a super small sedan with little to no backseat/trunk space, rough ride, and doubtful crash test ratings?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WTF?  You just described my '91 Galant VR-4, Nick.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol, i didn't. here's why: if you ever (god forbid) are in a crash, you will be better off in the gvr4 than an evo. the gvr4 is a %$@ tank.  even though it doesnt have airbags, its just aheavier car with a nice heavy bumper that will prolly hit the guy in the evo between the legs, ok im exaggerating again, but which would you honestly prefer to be in? as for a ride, the gvr4 with AGX and stock sprinsg is still cushy. somewhere between a buick and sand rail. but don't get me wrong, i cant ^$##% stand the trunk in a gvr4. but the backseats arent all that bad. (cant remember ever being back there, but at least the passengers in the back liked it. (might have had to do with the sub woofer port being directly behind the seat, like a subtle back massage when any of those damn commercials come on)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000012||beavis||11-05-2003||06:23 PM||||wow i really have to ask the question who here has owned all three cars in question?  i know i have and many of the facts you are stating are just not right.  first off we bought our 2003 wrx for 22780 which was 200 less than the dealer supposedly paid for the car.  so if you can find a dealership that is selling wrxs for 20000 you better hurry up and get one because they will be out of business soon.  secondly we looked at the sti and they are going for 32000 without the markup.  and we got our evo for 28800 with the sunroof, extended bumper to bumper waranty, alarm, paint and interior protection.  the evo is more comfortable than the galant and definatley is roomier than the wrx.  as far as safety goes i traded in my wrx because we witnessed one go heads up with an expedtion and than it got teeboned by the wrx wagon that was following it.  neither car's airbags deployed and the first wrx caught on fire so badly that it took two bottles of fire extinguisher to put it out. you have to consider that the galant when it came out was 22,000 give or take.  it did not have brembo brakes, aluminum fenders or hood,  frount mount intercooler w/water spray, momo steering wheel, recaro seats, .......  all these little things add up.||198.81.26.80||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000013||drew||11-05-2003||09:02 PM||||I've parked my GVR4 next to an EVO, and they are about the same length, and the EVO feels wider to me. If anything the EVO is a bigger car.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000014||Jon||11-06-2003||08:54 AM||||I read the other day that it is rumored that Mitsubishi is going to sell a cheaper EVO with less standard stuff on it.  Probably be the same as the RS version in other markets.  No ABS, no stereo, no AC, etc.  I can't imagine Mitsubishi selling it with 15" steel wheels but then again, Subaru is selling a truck again and I didn't think I would ever see a new Brat on the road again.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000015||Jon||11-06-2003||08:57 AM||||Hot damn, here it is!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.autoweek.com/search/search_display.mv?port_code=autoweek&cat_code=carnews&content_code=05031754&Search_Type=STD&Search_ID=1663581&record=5" target="_blank">http://www.autoweek.com/search/search_display.mv?port_code=autoweek&cat_code=carnews&content_code=05031754&Search_Type=STD&Search_ID=1663581&record=5</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000016||agrabau||11-06-2003||09:19 AM||||There are some pics of the RS on Overboost.com I think it "should" be less than 27K to produce but the LSD probably costs a K more so maybe their pricing is accurate. <br /><br />This just adds to my new-car-chagrin. There isn't one that I'm simply enamored by. Evo, STI, Rx8, Cobra, they all have small faults that I can't get over... oh yeah. they cost more than $32.00 (in my pocket) so that factor too.. .||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000017||a_santos||11-06-2003||10:49 AM||||The bottom line is that a regular WRX is s piece of crap compared to an EVO. The evo not only has more power, but most importantly it handles and brakes ten time better that a WRX, and it comes with badass rims and tires to boot. <br /><br />You have to look at the overall picture. The EVO is a performance machine, almost a race car. It has poor range and shitty gas mileage, but who cares when the car handles better than most porsches and is fast as all hell and easy to tune? <br /><br />You are getting super-car like performance for $27000, can't beat that.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||11-06-2003||11:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> The bottom line is that a regular WRX is s piece of crap compared to an EVO. The evo not only has more power, but most importantly it handles and brakes ten time better that a WRX, and it comes with badass rims and tires to boot. <br /><br />You have to look at the overall picture. The EVO is a performance machine, almost a race car. It has poor range and shitty gas mileage, but who cares when the car handles better than most porsches and is fast as all hell and easy to tune? <br /><br />You are getting super-car like performance for $27000, can't beat that. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like they also have tranny problems (5th gear).  I was so pissed off when I read about that.  I mean, why can't they get it right.  How many years is it going to take before Mitsu can sell a car with a nice manual tranny?  The EVO would be the the car of dreams for 27K if it didn't have any issues.  I came really close to getting one too.  I'm glad I didn't.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||spoulson||11-06-2003||11:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>Sounds like they also have tranny problems (5th gear).</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What exactly where the problems?||66.105.156.194||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000020||gvr4ever||11-06-2003||11:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>Sounds like they also have tranny problems (5th gear).</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What exactly where the problems? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">From what I understand some owners can't go in to 5th gear.  Not sure what the mechanic problem is.  <br /><br />Too bad too, cause the tranny shifts like a dream.  Tons better then a WRX.  Can't compare to a STi.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000021||VTGVR4||11-06-2003||01:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by beavis:<br /><strong> wow i really have to ask the question who here has owned all three cars in question?  i know i have and many of the facts you are stating are just not right.  first off we bought our 2003 wrx for 22780 which was 200 less than the dealer supposedly paid for the car.  so if you can find a dealership that is selling wrxs for 20000 you better hurry up and get one because they will be out of business soon.  secondly we looked at the sti and they are going for 32000 without the markup.  and we got our evo for 28800 with the sunroof, extended bumper to bumper waranty, alarm, paint and interior protection.  the evo is more comfortable than the galant and definatley is roomier than the wrx.  as far as safety goes i traded in my wrx because we witnessed one go heads up with an expedtion and than it got teeboned by the wrx wagon that was following it.  neither car's airbags deployed and the first wrx caught on fire so badly that it took two bottles of fire extinguisher to put it out. you have to consider that the galant when it came out was 22,000 give or take.  it did not have brembo brakes, aluminum fenders or hood,  frount mount intercooler w/water spray, momo steering wheel, recaro seats, .......  all these little things add up. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ok, i can see where you are coming from, but if you REALLY beleive that a dealer pays the "invoice" price thats listed on the window sticker...  i'm sorry, but i thought by now everyone would know thats a BS number. dealers pay anywhere from 1 to 15,000 below the 'sticker invoice' price. anyone that works in a dealership that has been in the accounting office, please chime in. i'd really like to know more about this part. i know it varies hugely between models and manufacturers (i.e. dodge, chevy etc have lots more fluff added to the cost)  much of the cars cost comes down when you factor in factory to dealer incentives, holdbacks, etc. why do they sell stuff "under invoice"? to make the people that think they know how to 'outsmart' the dealer feel better about themselves. harry here paid a hell of alot less than the invoice for his avalanche, i believe he said it was in the thousands. now this obviously won't apply to evo's since they do cost more to the dealers, but the wrx's are going for 20k base in boston, go get one! and NO they wont be out of business anytime soon, they are volume sellers. the galant's price, adjusted for inflation, costs the same or MORE than the EVO does, comparatively today. We already dicussed that, look it up in the archives. <br /><br />and about the accident with a freakin expedition, NOTHING short of a comparative car will survive that. you have to think in term sof weight ratios. <br />" It's not a question of where he grips it. It's a simple question of weight ratios. A 5 oz bird could not carry a 1 lb coconut."<br />a ford expediton will demolish any car that weighs considerably less than a ford expedition. (which is most other cars!) i'm one of those people that would like to see a ban on these bigger montrosities that are starting to get up to the sizes of an M-1 abrams!!!  before you know it, these soccer moms will be crashing their battleship-sized suvs and the newspaper headline will be "FT. Lauderdale mother takes out Ft. Lauderdale mall in car (sic) accident"<br />~nick  and yeah, i'll start writing a column someday.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000022||rrustedcage||11-06-2003||02:25 PM||||numbers i have seen (at gm anyway) don't show dealer cost that far below invoice.  maybe only a couple thousand.  my dad works there.  he's pretty close to his local dealership.  i'm sure there is a lot more involved, ie corprate wide rebates etc, but couldn't be too far off.  <br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000023||andkilde||11-06-2003||05:50 PM||||"A 5 oz bird could not carry a 1 lb coconut."<br /><br />African or European?<br /><br />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.8.169.241||reg||1||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000024||beavis||11-07-2003||08:15 PM||||you missed my point about the accident.  obviously the wrx or any other car is going to come out on the losing end when a suv is part of the equation.  what upset me is that the airbags did not deploy in either subaru.  to top it off one had a major fire.  i don't think this is indicative of the wrx's as a whole but if your wife drove the wrx everyday would you feel confident about it?  there are ways to get an earlier model evo imported for far less than what a new one would cost.  i am still happy with my galant and will never sell it.  the evo is great but there is nothing like beating the galant's ass.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000025||iceman69510||11-19-2003||10:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ted Andkilde:<br /><strong> "A 5 oz bird could not carry a 1 lb coconut."<br /><br />African or European?<br /><br />       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ha!  Just watched that the other night, or shall I say ka-nig-it.  <br /><br />"merely a flesh wound".||65.73.152.116||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000026||Dreis11301||11-20-2003||04:21 AM||||Everyone keeps talking like 30K is a lot to spend in the Auto world for a preformance car.  Unless you buy something like a hyundai or kia you can't touch many new autos for under 20K.  I personally do not care for the EVO VIII.  I have had the oppurtunity to ride in a JDM spec one and granted it was stock, it really didn't impress me.  I would rather spend 3K for a decent Galant VR4 and dump 10K into it and have a car that can whoop on an EVO and in my opinion looks a hell of a lot better.  Granted this is my opinion and I like to be a little "different".  At any rate I don't make enough money to do either one so I guess that settles that.  I will just drive around my 93 Mazda Cronos (626) that I got for $1500 and dream about what someday I may acquire.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes



ubb/Forum3/003534.cgi
A||||3||ayvr4||Datona Beach anyone?||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||11-04-2003||11:21 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Anyone around Datona Beach? i am going to be headed down to Florida sometime soon... a friend is having a baby...<br />Anyway, it would be awesome if someone wants to meet up and take me for a cruise in their dope ass gvr4...<br /><br />Thanks||68.74.199.233||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||11-04-2003||12:10 PM||||i'm like a 6 or so hour drive from there...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||Invader||11-04-2003||05:43 PM||||There are a few GVR4's in Orlando and the surrounding areas.  Tampa has quite a few piling up...  Not really sure how many are hiding on the east coast.||207.203.212.2||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||11-04-2003||05:58 PM||||I'm an hour from Daytona.  When will you be coming down?  I probably won't have the car back together for 10-14 days at the earliest.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/003535.cgi
A||||7||thejeebus2002||Turbocharged Rabbit Question(Not mine)||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-04-2003||12:06 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Someone I know is building a turbo rabbit.  First off he bought the car for 2 grand and it's a SHITBOX.  I'm not even gonna get into it's condition.  However, the car had a 16 valve with a turbo conversion started in it.  The turbo is a Hybrid Turbo with the compressor side being off of a Diesel pickup.  Not sure where the exhaust housing came from.  this turbo is huge!  I don't see how this would even work for this setup.  I don't know the actual size but i would say its twice the size of a 20G.  I figured I'd put this post up to see what anyone else thinks.  I'd like to tell him to stop spending his money on all this shit when the setup isn't going to work anyway.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||11-04-2003||12:54 PM||||lol!!! if the turbo is as big as you say....  a freakin omni is going to whip him at the track, simply because the lag on a turbo that big with an engine that small.. heh... <br /><br />on the upside, seeing as how ignorant the general public is, he could sell the completed, albeit half running project for more on ebay.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||11-04-2003||01:04 PM||||Ive seen big turbos on Honda single cam motors run low 11's. Anything can be done with enough work. There a guy in Pa. with an 8 valve and turbo running 9's.||162.83.81.147||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||11-04-2003||01:08 PM||||a diesel turbo from one of those huge turbo diesel engines is very different from a turbo designed to be used in cars. i dont know all that much about various turbos, but turbos in the huge diesel engines are wholey different beasts.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||11-04-2003||01:08 PM||||Yeah i figure it will take too long to spool up.  I'd be suprised if it works though.  The funniest thing about this whole situation is (remember, this is an acquaintance, not my homeboy) that this guy has never really done any in depth work on cars before.  Should be interesting.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||atsiauto||11-04-2003||07:48 PM||||Yeah id think it would be a "call ahead for boost " type thing , maybe a 100 shot of nawz to get it to 10 psi .  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||11-04-2003||07:51 PM||||you could use the nawwwwwwzzzzz on the line and still not spin the tires with a turbo that big  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||Colt4G63||11-04-2003||11:43 PM||||making a Rabbit fast is easy, given they weigh like 2000 lbs. my buddy has a 16V Rabbit and runs mid 14's with just bolt ons. another friend has a G60 swapped Rabbit and is in the high 13's with just the swap. if he puts the time and money into tuning and making it run right it he can make it fast. i know from personal experience that VW's are hard to tune right because of there complex fuel injection setups. VW kept changing their injections from k-jetronic, to ke-jetronic, to digifant, to motronic, to make the tuning easier. so if he is going the 16V Turbo route tell him to switch from jetronic to motronic(Passat 16V) or he will never make the most of it.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes



ubb/Forum3/003536.cgi
A||||11||RayH||Chrysler Oblivion||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||11-04-2003||12:43 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||If they could just add AWD it might be interesting.<br /><br /> <a href="http://oblivion.tryadvantage.com/" target="_blank">Chrysler Oblivion</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-04-2003||12:47 PM||||if chrysler dont pick up it's sales, it will BECOME oblivion||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||11-04-2003||12:57 PM||||"propietary stealth black paint" what a %$@ joke<br /><br />on the other hand, it doesn't look all that bad. if it was AWD and priced in the low 20's, it would probably sell.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||11-04-2003||01:05 PM||||It's a re-kitted Aztek! : ) <br /><br />American cars always let me down on the interior. I honestly prefer the Evo RS cloth cheapass interior to the Fake Pleather crap in a us luxury car. "leather appointed" I appoint them to Oblivion!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||RayH||11-04-2003||01:16 PM||||Whenever I hear Chrysler and leather it reminds me of the Cordoba with Ricardo Montalban promoting "rich, Corinthian leather".||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||11-04-2003||01:43 PM||||That's like saying BMW Bimubishi.  Someone just "riced out" a Pacifica.  And they are available with all wheel drive.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||11-04-2003||01:53 PM||||The spec sheet, while impressive is a little utopian. Kinesis wheels? When mom curbs one on the way to meet the girls over at the strip club she's gonna be pissed to find out it's a 900 dollar replacement.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||EvilGalantGSX||11-04-2003||01:55 PM||||looks like a revamped Pontiac Vibe/ toyota Matrix.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||11-04-2003||02:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by EvilGalantGSX:<br /><strong> looks like a revamped Pontiac Vibe/ toyota Matrix. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">with a lil more than a chop top...||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||mixx2001||11-04-2003||03:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> "propietary stealth black paint" what a %$@ joke<br /><br />on the other hand, it doesn't look all that bad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look for this type of paint job to become more popular.  Everyone's played out just about every clearcoat color in exsistence.  And the ultra high gloss look has been done to death.  I think people are going to create a "Mean Look" niche.  Look at this 360 at WCC.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.cwstuning.com/albums/California-trip-July-2003/California_318.sized.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.cwstuning.com/albums/California-trip-July-2003/California_318.jpg" target="_blank">Enlarge</a> <br /><br />I've been toying with a 1G T/E/L (preferably a Laser) in a Flat Black, with deep dish polished Al wheels and nothing but black powdercoated and polished Al under the hood.  Kind of like a Jesse James DSM.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||BlackHole||11-04-2003||03:52 PM||||Supercharged Pacifica, eh? It vaguely reminds me of the Renault Espace van concept car of a few years ago - Minivan body over F1 drivetrain. Silly.<br /><br />My favorite paint right now is the chalkboard paint. Just drawing on a car with chalk and being able to wash it off is kind of fun.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000011||gixxer||11-04-2003||04:00 PM||||i love that matte black actually, ever since i saw a ducati 748R with that scheme i've really dug it. low maintenence paint rules!||149.169.70.85||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes



ubb/Forum3/003537.cgi
A||||1||MidEngine210||$35 GTECH||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||11-04-2003||01:20 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2440768917&category=46100" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2440768917&category=46100</a>||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||1992gvr4||11-04-2003||02:31 PM||||It's the older version. Still cool but the new one is better. That is cheap though. They retail for 140.||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes



ubb/Forum3/004272.cgi
A||||14||maninblack||Proud new GVR-4 owner!||||14||||maninblack||00003259
Z||000000||maninblack||01-12-2004||08:49 PM||maninblack@raidersfan.net||As the topic suggests I am a new galantvr4.org member, and also new to the world of 4g63 powered cars.  I have wanted an all wheel drive turbocharged car to mod for a couple of years.  I also own a 1990 Acura Integra which I purchased with the intent of moding it.  After reading and researching the potential of the integra I decided to leave it stock and look for a t/e/l awd to mod.  After learning about the GVR-4 I decided that I would someday own one.  Two years later I now own #631/2000.  It is white and I only paid $1000 for it.  The only things I have noticed that it needs are a new transfer case, power steering pump, and a new radiator.  The body only has a couple of dings and the interior is in decent shape, no rips or tears.  Everything works and I consider myself very lucky to have found this deal.  Hello galantvr4.org members, I'm glad I found this place.  Thanks to member Minjin who provided a link to this site from another non-car forum.||68.35.166.17||reg||14||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||01-12-2004||08:58 PM||||If the things mentioned are all it needs you got a smoking deal. Welcome aboard.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-12-2004||09:19 PM||||You may find <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">this useful.</a>||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||crucible||01-12-2004||09:19 PM||||Ditto above.With luck,thats all you have to do...now.Get that Xcase done ASAP.We've heard horror stories of them fuggers locking up.Try getting it done through the dealer since there's a safety recall on them.Jusr remember, there's different spline counts(22 and 23) on our cars, so don't get fooled.The only way to know is to remove the case and count the splines.<br />HTH<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||maninblack||01-12-2004||09:23 PM||||Thanks for the warm welcome guys, and thanks for the link to your site Hertz.  I have a lot of reading to do.||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||01-12-2004||11:51 PM||||Yes, read as much as you can, especially before asking questions...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Lots of good info out there and lots on this board (use search feature). <br /><br />Good luck and most importantly, have fun driving the Galant.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||01-13-2004||12:05 AM||||Welcome!<br /><br />These cars are a big PITA, just to let you know.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||01-13-2004||07:35 AM||||welcome young grasshopper, anything you need just ask the senseis in this board, we'll be happy to help you.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||dsmsleeper||01-13-2004||08:50 AM||||Welcome and Enjoy!||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000009||bob in chicago||01-13-2004||09:32 AM||||Welcome!  Tip: Use the "search" function at the top of this site.  There are a few guys parting out GVR4's that might have what you need, in the For Sale topics.  <a href="http://www.dsmtrader.com" target="_blank">www.dsmtrader.com</a> is another good source for parts.||216.65.171.194||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||01-13-2004||09:47 AM||||Welcome! I'm almost upon the 2 year anniversary of owning my GVR4 and I still love it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||01-13-2004||11:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Welcome! I'm almost upon the 2 year anniversary of owning my GVR4 and I still love it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You and me both! Two years, and lots of $$!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||01-13-2004||12:13 PM||||Oh yeah, read up on the ECU capacitors, too -- if they haven't been yet, they will need to be replaced (before it does damage).||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||01-13-2004||01:37 PM||||Roma,<br /><br />I don't want to count the money i've spent in 2 years.  Just add another bit on for the cams and new lifters I just bought!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||HHIVR4||01-13-2004||03:38 PM||||Congrats..and welcome..be sure and check it for recalls..<br /><br />PS Awesome site you have there Hertz!||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum3/003539.cgi
A||||13||theymightbegalants||$40 EGT gauge??||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||11-04-2003||04:39 PM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.radioshack.com/product.asp?cookie%5Ftest=1&catalog%5Fname=CTLG&category%5Fname=CTLG%5F011%5F008%5F001%5F000&product%5Fid=910%2D5611" target="_blank">http://www.radioshack.com/product.asp?cookie%5Ftest=1&catalog%5Fname=CTLG&category%5Fname=CTLG%5F011%5F008%5F001%5F000&product%5Fid=910%2D5611</a>||69.59.219.169||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||11-07-2003||02:07 AM||||hmm...Interesting. I guess it would work, but how long will the probe last in that heat ? and how much is a new probe ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||KenGVR4||11-07-2003||02:18 AM||||I used to have one of those (made by Fluke) for work.  Here's some problems I can see with using this setup.<br /><br />1.  The probe is too short to run inside the car.  <br /><br />2.  There's no provision for mounting the probe inside the manifold runner to get an accurate temperature.<br /><br />3.  Even if you wanted to use the probe to measure on-contact temps on the manifold, there's no way to ensure contact with the manifold.<br /><br />4.  You'll need a multimeter to read the display, and with the thermocouple plugged in, it's rather awkward to handle, and I don't see where you could "mount" this particular getup.<br /><br />There's a couple of companies that sell a setup like that to use in an automotive application (it uses a different style thermocouple), but they're more expensive than just buying a real gauge with the probe included.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000003||talontsi||11-07-2003||03:02 AM||||Looks like a nice way to monitor IC temps though.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||11-07-2003||05:26 AM||||I just posted this out of curiousity, mostly.  I would never use it for an actual EGT gauge, for most of the reasons that Ken mentioned.  I titled the topic "EGT" though because it's supposedly a type K thermocouple that comes with it.  So, durable and fast acting, methinks.  But yea, it'd be more useful for IC temps, or water/air coolant temps, etc.  Maybe get two of 'em, a voltage comparer (sp?  is it comparator?) and feed the output to a multimeter, to see the temp drop across an IC or something.<br /><br />Anyway, surely someone on this board with $40 burning a hole in their pocket can think of something cool to do with it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||69.59.219.150||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||11-07-2003||09:24 AM||||Thank God, you said you wouldnt use it as an EGT -my blood pressure was rising when I read your post.<br /><br />I have learnt that the westach and VDO EGT's aint all that...greddy all the way on this one! Just my 0.02<br /><br />Nice idea to use it to monitor ICT, IAT etc, though!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||11-07-2003||05:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Thank God, you said you wouldnt use it as an EGT -my blood pressure was rising when I read your post. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha, this from the board's token ricer?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    Guess you've come a long way, KC.  (you know I'm joking, right?)  What's different about the Greddy gauge?  The electronics, the probe, or the gauge itself?  I hear the Autometer units are pretty good; it's just the probes that suck.  Replace it with a TRE type K and you're good to go.  Oh, also, that big black box o' electronic guts that comes with the Autometers has now been replaced by a single chip.  I don't know if any gauges are on the market with this setup yet, but in the future the box won't be needed.  Just the gauge (the chip is inside) and the probe.||69.59.219.180||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||369of1000||11-07-2003||05:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh, also, that big black box o' electronic guts that comes with the Autometers has now been replaced by a single chip.  I don't know if any gauges are on the market with this setup yet, but in the future the box won't be needed.  Just the gauge (the chip is inside) and the probe. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A while back I bought a used ultralite egt gauge. I wanted a phantom to mach my boost. So I wrote an email to autometer. They said they would replace it free of charge. I only paid to get it shipped there. They shipped a brand new phantom to me for free. The new phantom was just a gauge, no black box. All I have on my car is the TRE probe and the gauge, nothing else. (they kept all the old stuff)||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||11-08-2003||07:12 AM||||Very interesting.  When was this?  I bought my Phantom EGT oooh... what, a year ago I think?  I'd have to double check.  But that's cool if they're in the product line already.  Does the gauge have a hookup for the probe, ie plug 'n' play, or just bare wires, or what?  How many connections on the back of the gauge?||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||369of1000||11-08-2003||11:43 AM||||I got the ultralite used of the trader last October (2002). I contacted Autometer in November (again 2002). It sounded like they had just changed things up. The gauge has two bare wires for the light, two bare wires for 12 volts and ground, and two screw terminals for the probe +/-. That's it. Nothing else. except regular mounting stuff. My guess is you either got yours right before they switched, or you helped someone clean out the older model inventory.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000010||ccrich100||11-16-2003||01:26 AM||||Anyone knows of a combo guage that is small and will do boost, egt, and oil pressure?||24.150.80.40||reg||1||ccrich100||00002634||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||11-16-2003||07:37 AM||||You could try a SPA digital gauge.  But, they can only squeeze two gauges into one, so you'd still need two... but you'd get 4 really.  They have selectable backlighting, built in warning lights, limit outputs for triggers, etc.  I wanted to get some, but instead got an assload of Autometers that take up twice as much room, but are cheaper.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||My_GVR_4||11-17-2003||02:21 AM||||I was looking at either a Westach EGT or Autometer.  Westach is around $45 plus probe.  The Autometer is around $120 plus probe.  The Autometer is 2-1/16" while the Westach is only 2".  The Gauge Pod I will be getting holds (2) 2-1/16" gauges.  Main question:  I want to have the same looking gauges.  The Westach is ugly compared to my Phantom Autometer. Should I go with the Autometer?  If so, is it as good of a EGT gauge as the Westach, or better...?  Will the TRE probe work with the Autometer and/or Westach? <br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />(to many damn questions)<br /><br />Rory||68.78.109.221||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||11-17-2003||02:25 AM||||I don't know much about the Westach gauges, but I and most of the guys I know use Autometers.  I think the gauges are good for the money, with the possible exception of the egt.  I mean, it works fine, but it is expensive.  The probe isn't very good, either.  The TRE probe is Autometer compatible and more quick to respond.  I dunno, you might be able to get a cheaper Autometer egt if it doesn't have the probe, but I think they all do so probably not...||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003540.cgi
A||||4||1quickvr4||New pimp ride.||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||11-04-2003||05:31 PM||caspa69@juno.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6298&item=2440794192" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6298&item=2440794192</a><br /><br /><br />LV dizzog. I would just shoot myself and get it over with.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||11-04-2003||05:40 PM||||wtf is all over the inside of that? Looks like the eggcrating foam used on hospital beds. lol.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||11-04-2003||05:57 PM||||louie V is what you see, probly got it at the swap meet son.  Louie V never made a sweat suit but your swearin up and down that you gots the louie boots.  One of my favorite songs by the Mack.||12.18.160.105||reg||6||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||11-04-2003||07:21 PM||||Good God that thing is FFUGLY ! I'm not kidding . all you  need now is some colors, "Gat" and a bottle of courvosier and a list of favorite "drive by's" .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||Dreis11301||11-04-2003||09:52 PM||||what the hell happened to the inside of that thing?  i think my grandma has that wallpaper pattern in her living room from the 1940's.  It was ugly then and it is still ugly now.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes



ubb/Forum3/003541.cgi
A||||3||1quickvr4||Where to get whiteline big drops||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||11-04-2003||05:50 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Im looking to lower my car, Its lowerd an inch or so right now with DSM AWD springs but I want to bring it down more. I looking for whiteline big drops(DSMparts only has the small drops) or the tein non HA coilovers(Like PRE-EVO had) or any budget coilovers. Any ideas? I looking to go about 2 to 3 inches from stock.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||11-04-2003||05:51 PM||||get ground controls, they are cheap and give you good adjustablility.||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||11-04-2003||06:45 PM||||Zach e-mail me as I am close to finalizing a small GB for the coilovers I had posted in the classifieds.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||11-05-2003||04:28 PM||||I contacted Whiteline directly in AU for my stuff. They were VERY nice and gave me great service! <br /><br />Ground Controls, had them, WAY too stiff unless you are a racer. Even a local shops rally car (production Eclipse 1g) went down in spring rate from what Ground Control gives you and they get air under their car ever stage!||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/003542.cgi
A||||8||Akidosigh1||came across thsi site||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||11-04-2003||07:21 PM||||<a href="http://www.streetracer.org" target="_blank">www.streetracer.org</a><br /><br />they had a interesting picture on there<br /><br /><a href="http://streetracer.org/pn/modules.php?op=modload&name=News&file=index&catid=&topic=4" target="_blank">http://streetracer.org/pn/modules.php?op=modload&name=News&file=index&catid=&topic=4</a>||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||s_firestone||11-04-2003||07:40 PM||||You can't buy comedy like that LOL.||24.170.24.127||reg||14||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000002||1992gvr4||11-05-2003||09:33 AM||||Thats freakin awesome.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I just might buy one.||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||11-05-2003||09:44 AM||||Holy shat..anyone who was at the shootout remember the NABR film crew?  this is the main guy Ryans site.  Not to bad at all.  I was intruged when I saw the memorial notice for Natter.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000004||mtdsm||12-12-2003||10:43 AM||||I don't think anyone has bought one yet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.45.5.126||reg||1||Typhoon||00003053||yes
Z||000005||92GVR4#333||12-12-2003||10:52 AM||||hey hows the damn video  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000006||mtdsm||12-12-2003||10:58 AM||||Coming along. Definately missing my mark for the expected release date. <br /><br />I had another video project step in line on the shootout and bought a house and generally had a life. Now I am trying my best not to have a life so I can finish the video.<br /><br />Working on the "Marco 'Fuck' counter" now, good stuff.||198.45.5.126||reg||1||Typhoon||00003053||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||12-12-2003||11:03 AM||||I almost forgot about that encounter...For all the time I was spending on the ugly galant(which looks worlds better now) I seem to have been there for all the great happenings...tell me you got Batman bustin his ass on the scooter.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000008||mtdsm||12-12-2003||11:32 AM||||Yeah, plenty of scooter action. If only I wasn't as drunk as I was the camera might have been a bit more still when Batman took the fall.||198.45.5.126||reg||1||Typhoon||00003053||yes



ubb/Forum3/003543.cgi
A||||17||4drwhore||Anyone else see this?||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||11-04-2003||07:40 PM||losthurley@cfl.rr.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2440566381&category=43919" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2440566381&category=43919</a>||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||11-04-2003||08:38 PM||||It looks like a filthy peice of crap!||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-04-2003||08:51 PM||||Why are the headrests (The middle part of RECARO) SOOOO Dirty?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||Dreis11301||11-04-2003||09:49 PM||||There is one for sale right outside the main gate here that is in mint condition and is only goign for $4000.  Granted it is halfway around the world for most of you, but this guy is trying to rip someone off.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||11-04-2003||09:57 PM||||id never be able to drive it . how fast are those anyhow ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||11-04-2003||10:09 PM||||If I give you 4k can you buy it for me and I'll price out shipping? LoL, for all the papers and stuff I'd pay 6750 for it.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||11-04-2003||10:14 PM||||Jeff Denmeade sells them here in the US. You need to keep them offroad though if you want one..||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||DeanCouchey||11-05-2003||12:40 AM||||not in to bad of shape for being a 1900 EVO  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.194.233.30||reg||12||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||11-05-2003||01:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Jeff Denmeade sells them here in the US. You need to keep them offroad though if you want one.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you mean, you have to find a crashed mirage of the same year for $100 and swap the vin number tags and title  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||141.153.198.9||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000009||Dreis11301||11-05-2003||03:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> If I give you 4k can you buy it for me and I'll price out shipping? LoL, for all the papers and stuff I'd pay 6750 for it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You may end up paying more like $10k but you will have a hell of a lot better example than the POS being offered by that guy||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||11-05-2003||10:40 AM||||Luke, (cough)yes(cough)||128.197.41.146||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||Duc Hunter||11-05-2003||11:58 AM||||WAthcing it for a possible Group N Rally Car prep.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000012||VTGVR4||11-05-2003||01:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Why are the headrests (The middle part of RECARO) SOOOO Dirty?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">owner and girlfriend had that jheri curl stuff, i bet. (is that the name of that stuff the folks wore in Eddie Murphy's coming to america film?)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000013||199of2k||11-05-2003||05:05 PM||||Soul Glow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.14.133.196||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000014||bleck||11-06-2003||08:51 PM||||Looks like they had Soul Glow coming out of their thighs, ass, and everywhere else... Hey, they made Lancers in 1900?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000015||talontsi||11-07-2003||03:00 AM||||It costs more since EVO's sold for more herein the UK that in Japan. Most are grey market imports here and they had to pay 17% tax to get them here plus some light conversion.<br />His price is a little high but not much different from what I have seen locally.<br /><br />Still "looking" for the right one to import to FL.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000016||supervr4||11-07-2003||03:43 AM||||just a note its not an evo its a gsr, which is virtual the same but only has the 1800cc motor, tdo4 turb and an intercoler that looks more like and oil coolier||202.0.48.28||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000017||hibrn8||11-07-2003||09:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Looks like they had Soul Glow coming out of their thighs, ass, and everywhere else... Hey, they made Lancers in 1900? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lmfao   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003544.cgi
A||||10||hibrn8||Boulder Colorado||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||11-04-2003||10:20 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||In for a visit this week, pretty cool town. The CU campus is absolutely gorgeous, however it is colder than fuck out here(than what im used to for this time of year).||12.203.239.141||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-04-2003||11:58 PM||||Ken,<br /><br />PM me if you want to hook up when you are in town and I can make you dinner. I will probably be around tomorrow (Wednesday) and Thursday night as well as Saturday and Sunday. And you can checkout the GVR4.  Have fun!  It's cold here now but it could be 75 in another day. The weather is crazy here.||128.138.195.115||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||11-05-2003||02:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong>  It's cold here now but it could be 75 in another day. The weather is crazy here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sounds like chicago weather. i sent you a PM.||12.203.239.141||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||#1459 VR-4||11-06-2003||05:33 PM||||I spent 10 days in Boulder a few years ago for Spring Break and I agree it is an awesome town.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-06-2003||06:03 PM||||I got to meet Ken and take him for a quick drive in my car.  He's a great guy and can now attest to my daily driver claim right Ken?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||11-06-2003||06:11 PM||||Can he also attest to the fact that the rear seat is unusable?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />I'd offer you a ride as well, but my Galant is immobile right now.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||11-06-2003||06:16 PM||||haha!  the rear seat IS usable...you just have to crawl under the belts and sit in the middle   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||11-06-2003||08:22 PM||||i got to meet him too. o ya thanks for buying the shifter.||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||11-07-2003||01:32 AM||||thats right chris i sure can!!!<br />the back is usable as long as the person wants to take a nap and lay down back there    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />yeah it was great meeting you guys. the stay was awesome since i got to see my best friend, plus a few gvr4s and thier owners. i didnt realize how many of you there are in colorado. another thing i couldnt believe was all the out of state license plates i saw there. so many people from all over, especially at CU. i'll be up there again because i did enjoy the town and people, and i had an overall great time. <br /><br />however i learned my lesson. i slammed 9 or so keystones on weds night and that hit me like a brick. the altitude there makes it feel like i actually drank 3 beers for every one i had. <br /><br />no problem jon, thank you!!!||65.227.204.69||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||11-07-2003||10:00 AM||||I'm ready to get back on the plane to go back, but unfortunately I have to face the harsh reality of being back here.||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||11-07-2003||10:13 AM||||Come on back anytime Ken.  I hope you come to school out here.  That would be kick ass! We'll get that beast of yours running in no time.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003545.cgi
A||||17||TurboVR4dr||wow a turbo colt||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||11-04-2003||11:57 PM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6210&item=2440673345" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6210&item=2440673345</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-05-2003||12:26 AM||||Wow, that's ugly!||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-05-2003||01:34 AM||||that's an 82 colt     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     I wish it wasn't molested. I miss mine     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.onelittlevoice.com/images/82colt1.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||Dreis11301||11-05-2003||03:14 AM||||"8-speed???"||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||11-05-2003||09:03 AM||||The description said "its sister was a show car".  Cars have direct siblings now?||66.105.156.194||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||galantchick1120||11-05-2003||09:11 AM||||My dad used to have a Colt...it was ugly as sin, and I was embarrased to ride in it with him. The great thing about it was that a full tank of gas lasted two weeks and it had a zillion miles on it before it finally died||204.78.8.186||reg||1||galantchick1120||00002620||yes
Z||000006||Colt4G63||11-05-2003||09:12 AM||||yeah if i remeber correctly. there is 4 gears for street/city driving and 4 for highway use.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000007||EvilGalantGSX||11-05-2003||09:58 AM||||They had a "transfer case" that was more like a 2 speed rearend but in a transaxel.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||11-05-2003||10:06 AM||||Until I upgraded the suspension on the Galant, my '84 turbo colt was more fun for me to drive.  It handled much better and you can just toss it where ever you want... almost literally.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I just wish I could get an '89 with a 4g63t motor in it.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000009||akira01||11-05-2003||10:20 AM||||i see a turbo colt down here by my school its one of the 91 looking hatchback....looks okay but it can be a sleeper....haha...||148.8.160.26||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000010||autobahntom||11-05-2003||10:28 AM||||that colt is an 84 or 85. They were impressive in their day. I had three of them over the years. The '8' speed trans was somthing. I put a T/E/L intercooler on one of them. <br />Back in 84, there was a dealership (not sure where or which one, as the story has been passed around) that had a salesman 'testing' one of those turbo colts. He went to pass someone, and rearended them as the boost came on so quick. Humorous to think about his reactions.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000011||drew||11-05-2003||11:08 AM||||It's an 82 colt. the 84 and later were a slightly different design.<br /><br />Also, there are 2 shift levers, if you look closely you'll see them. the main one is a standard 4 spd, and then there is a secondary one which is a Power and Economy shift lever. Jon@TRE taught me an awesome way of shifting the car. Lotsa fun. I miss it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||autobahntom||11-05-2003||11:12 AM||||Yes, the yellow one is an 82, the silver one is the one I was referring to but forgot to say that.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000013||geoff@machv||11-05-2003||11:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by akira01:<br /><strong> i see a turbo colt down here by my school its one of the 91 looking hatchback....looks okay but it can be a sleeper....haha... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, like mine   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://us.f1f.yahoofs.com/bc/3f96c0d7_3755/bc/Car+Stuff/GeoffsREDMirage1.jpg?bfYBTq_AryDt7cPd" target="_blank">http://us.f1f.yahoofs.com/bc/3f96c0d7_3755/bc/Car+Stuff/GeoffsREDMirage1.jpg?bfYBTq_AryDt7cPd</a>||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000014||Colt4G63||11-05-2003||01:22 PM||||i have two turbo colts. one is a GT w/ a 4G63T swap and the other is a reg. 4G15 Colt with a 4G63T. if my website wasnt down id post some pics. <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000015||drew||11-05-2003||02:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> Yes, the yellow one is an 82, the silver one is the one I was referring to but forgot to say that. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, the silver one is an 82 as well. I used to own the car, I should know.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||11-05-2003||03:00 PM||||'84 was the only year they turboed that body.  Both those pictured have the '84 turbo grill on them and the silver one has the turbo stripe on the side, so I would guess that they are both '84s.<br /><br />The body changed for the '85 model year.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||drew||11-05-2003||04:21 PM||||Doh you're right! My bad. It's been too long since I've owned that car :-\||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003546.cgi
A||||1||benwah||carfax? You can kick me later for asking!||||1||||benwah||00000735
Z||000000||benwah||11-05-2003||02:09 AM||||This one ought to be real interesting. It's a galant just not a vr4, it's a 94 with 17 records and a salvage title from new york, 4A3AJ56G9RE043803<br />If any of you guys have an account active please help me out, thanks!!<br />BEN||68.61.168.255||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||11-05-2003||02:17 PM||||Damn..I wish this was posted yeseterday....My account expired yesterday at 5pm  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum3/003547.cgi
A||||3||chadhayashi||You know you want it...||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||11-05-2003||02:10 AM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3564135221&category=1132&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3564135221&category=1132&rd=1</a>||12.208.239.163||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-05-2003||02:13 AM||||$100 plus $20 for shipping? WTF? Must be printed on gold paper?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||11-05-2003||02:32 AM||||*edit* my god im dumb...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||11-07-2003||01:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> *edit* my god im dumb... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm guessing this comment is supposed to be a quote from me. <br />If so, eat a dick.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003548.cgi
A||||3||akira01||has there||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||11-05-2003||10:30 AM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||well i was just wondering was there or has there ever been a all motor car with a 4g63n/t....||148.8.160.26||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||11-05-2003||10:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by akira01:<br /><strong> well i was just wondering was there or has there ever been a all motor car with a 4g63n/t.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uhhh like the 1G 2.0 DOHC 4g63 non turbo DSMs?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||11-05-2003||11:42 AM||||If you mean all motor race car. Yes a guy I know bought Extreme's front drive turbo chassis(mirage) a few years ago and is making it a 4g63 all motor darg car. The last I heard they were having trouble keepng the motor together.||162.84.78.9||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||akira01||11-05-2003||01:43 PM||||yea i mean the 4g63 1g n/t motor....||148.8.160.26||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes



ubb/Forum3/003549.cgi
A||||4||tplesko||Longest Week||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||11-05-2003||11:21 AM||||Man usually my weeks go pretty quick where I have lots to do at work and school.  But this week is taking forever. It's only 9am on wednesday and i just want to go home.  And i've even been decently busy up until today. Ugh...<br /><br />Is it friday yet?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-05-2003||11:24 AM||||"Sounds like someone has a case of the Mooondays!"<br /><br />"And what is this that I hear you're having a problem with the TPS reports? Didn't you get that memo?"<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-05-2003||11:33 AM||||Hahahaha...thanks for the laugh.  That movie is the best.<br /><br />Only 1:30 until lunch  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||11-05-2003||11:42 AM||||you think your bored, this is me. I'm in the same exact spot right now, and this pic is about a year old...<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1095" alt=" - " />  <br /><br />look at all those tps reports...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||11-05-2003||11:57 AM||||Aaron, this isn't a half day or anything. Umm yeah.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003550.cgi
A||||13||92GVR4#333||OMG it weighs a ton....||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||11-05-2003||06:24 PM||||I just took off the rear bumper...JEEZUS the thing just about cracked my garage floor.  Has any one done a carbon fiber mold of our rear bumpers?  I am going to try this as well but it would nice to get a mold from a JDM...any one wanna help out?  Unless someone lets me mold the rear bumper I guess I will just use the USDM bumper for the mold.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||11-05-2003||08:37 PM||||hehe<br />i heard that it weights alot!..<br /><br />someone just rammed my ass in traffic..<br />no damage at all.. (minor paint) although the impact was enough to shake me around...<br /><br />so the bumper is very very strong!!..<br />anyways.. is it the reinforcment? is it as bad as the front&gt;?||203.166.63.194||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||92GVR4#333||11-05-2003||10:21 PM||||beefier||64.12.96.102||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||11-06-2003||12:33 AM||||Here's a link to my bumpers page when I changed to jdm <a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/bumpers_pix.htm" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Garfield/bumpers_pix.htm</a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||11-06-2003||08:20 AM||||oh Garfeild--I need to thankyou for that by the way.  I did reference that page before dropping the bumper.  It was only 20 or so mins after seeing wher everything was.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||14bCrazy||11-06-2003||08:47 AM||||My friend got hit very hard in his Galant. The car came away with out much damage at all. He got out of the car thinking that it was going to be really bad. I'm not sure it would be worth it to give up the safty of having the extra support on the back. The weight loss is tempting but I think I'll stay with the safer bumper. I come from a Honda background and have always thought that all the street Civics that are down to 1900 pounds are death traps waiting to happen. On the other hand I understand the importance of getting the weight down.||162.84.82.93||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||11-06-2003||01:07 PM||||see!! evidence! this is why i would rather be in an accident with the galant, rather than in an accident with an evo or god forbid, a wrx. unless it was the other guy in the wrx/evo.<br />those bumpers are not on cars anymore??!! i dont know if its cost or availability.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||11-06-2003||02:29 PM||||Most cars still utilize 5 mph bumpers, they just do it in different ways than a huge beam, because they want weight reduction for EPA.  Lots of energy absorption foams or very stiff fiberglass or plastic are used instead of all the steel.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||11-06-2003||03:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Most cars still utilize 5 mph bumpers, they just do it in different ways than a huge beam, because they want weight reduction for EPA.  Lots of energy absorption foams or very stiff fiberglass or plastic are used instead of all the steel. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so the EPA stepped in and said a foam bumper is better for us than a steel beam? hmmm. people are dying in accidents because of these tradeoff sthey keep making. maybe they shoudl put aluminum foil supports on the bumpers of those expeditions!||206.15.139.36||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||PJGross||11-06-2003||03:45 PM||||Not quite the full story.<br />My company produces foams with over 100,000psi of crush strength.  We have provided solutions to auto manufactures to fix design flaws to allow cars to pass side impact tests without re-tooling the original designs.  <br />In newer designs, the metal structure is extremely weak on its own and serves basically as a mold for the reinforing foam.<br />(don't ask a bunch of technical questions, though, I don't work in our automotive division, just know enough to be dangerous and make myself a coke can that you can run over and it won't dent.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.39||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000010||VTGVR4||11-06-2003||03:57 PM||||cool info!  any stories? like how hyundai tried to pass off one of their cars as safe, which failed, and they ran over to your company for salvation? or maybe it was Kia?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />can you give me one of those coke cans? i'd make alot of money in bars saying: "betcha 50 bucks you cant smash this on your head"||206.15.139.36||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000011||1quickvr4||11-06-2003||04:18 PM||||I dont understand why you would want to make a replacment. Just pull the support out of it, Thats where the weight is. If you have cash and can find one a JDM bumper is the way to go the shipping weight on mine was 23 pounds vs a little over 50 for a US.||64.63.217.177||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000012||iceman69510||11-06-2003||05:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Most cars still utilize 5 mph bumpers, they just do it in different ways than a huge beam, because they want weight reduction for EPA.  Lots of energy absorption foams or very stiff fiberglass or plastic are used instead of all the steel. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so the EPA stepped in and said a foam bumper is better for us than a steel beam? hmmm. people are dying in accidents because of these tradeoff sthey keep making. maybe they shoudl put aluminum foil supports on the bumpers of those expeditions! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, you have misinterpreted my statement.  EPA hands out fuel mileage figures and monitors the CAFE requirements.  So, designers have found alternative ways to make bumpers as strong and withstand the 5 mph NHTSA standard without so much weight.  It is all about energy absorption anyway.  Modern vehicles use high strength steel designed to fold up to spare the occupant compartment of the car.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000013||Garfield Wright||11-06-2003||07:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong> oh Garfeild--I need to thankyou for that by the way.  I did reference that page before dropping the bumper.  It was only 20 or so mins after seeing wher everything was. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Glad to know the time I spent documenting this is being appreciated & put to use.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum3/003551.cgi
A||||3||GRV4726||what do you think of this||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||11-05-2003||07:20 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2440450428&category=46095" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2440450428&category=46095</a><br /><br />i need an oil cooler and i was wondering what you guys through of this. i have never heard of this company, but its looks ok. weird angle though. should i stay away from this, i need it really soon. (this weekend) advice?<br /><br />i know oil coolers has been discussed before and everything but... i guess i just need a little guidence aw...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||11-05-2003||07:51 PM||||your post # is now 666. sorry had to point that out||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||mark95||11-05-2003||08:18 PM||||Buy new for 20.00 more.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=3514&prmenbr=361" target="_blank">http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=3514&prmenbr=361</a>||12.216.55.103||reg||1||mark95||00002057||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||11-05-2003||09:47 PM||||i have one on my car.  i think they are made in canada.  seems to work fine.  price is steep, tho.  i bought 2, they were less than 30 bucks apiece.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003552.cgi
A||||3||akira01||where do u guys go||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||11-05-2003||07:52 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||where do u guys go when u guys are looking to get parts for your car....do you just look for parts on some certain websites or where....||148.8.163.71||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-05-2003||07:56 PM||||depends what you are looking for... I use RRE and turbogarage.com for lots of stuff||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-05-2003||09:52 PM||||i sell parts for a living, not for mitsu, but for bmw, mercedes, porsche, etc.  german cars.  i am very picky about what brand of parts go on my car, because i see so much buttco stuff out there.  most of the time, i get genuine mitsu stuff.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||11-06-2003||03:10 PM||||Try <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">starting here</a> for some places to check out.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003553.cgi
A||||3||Akidosigh1||Countdown has begun||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||11-05-2003||08:46 PM||||I will be a legal professional alcholic never tuesday, November 11, 2003.... I will be 21 and I will have a forward facing driver's license! YAY! <br /><br />I will no longer have to ride into the ghetto of SE DC and use the drive thru liquor store to my advantage as I will now be able to use the drive thru at the end of my street!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||11-05-2003||08:50 PM||||Are you drunk right now?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||11-05-2003||09:30 PM||||not right now....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||11-05-2003||09:35 PM||||You will be.  You will be.....<br /><br />I remember my 21st.  Cost to me....  NOTHING  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003554.cgi
A||||25||syoung298||C&amp;R racing shortened radiator avaialable||||14||||syoung298||00002298
Z||000000||syoung298||11-05-2003||09:15 PM||siegfreid_young@hotmail.com||FYI..<br /><br />I just ordered a shortened vr4 intercooler from C&R racing.  This design permits the use of 1g shortened intercooler piping and provides greater cooling capabilities over stock.  Best of all, it retains all of the stock fittings.<br /><br />If anyones interested, Give Peter at C&R a call.<br /><br />They also have standard size cores ready to ship.||66.44.106.143||reg||14||syoung298||00002298||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||11-05-2003||11:51 PM||||Any pics? And shortened in which direction? How about price? I've been working with ADFX to try to get the same size rad as stock but relocated towards the driver's door, but they've been giving me the runaround.<br /><br />Here's my drawing that I made and sent to ADFX in case anyone is interested in my idea. However, I'm getting sick of driving my car with no intercooler and no boost because I'm waiting on my custom radiator. So, I might be willing to shelf my idea.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/minns_radiator.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/minns_radiator.pdf</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||11-06-2003||12:23 AM||||Mark<br /><br />I talked to C&R about this a long time ago when I bought mine and they had these available. It is shortened on the drivers side so you can run the short IC piping route straight back like the bushcur race, IRC Race etc etc....hope this helps!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||11-06-2003||12:30 AM||||You mean passenger side? Thats the side that only has 1.5in of clearance between rad and frame...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||drew||11-06-2003||11:15 AM||||you can cut out the "frame" to fit a pipe. It's not really the frame, its just a thin piece of sheetmetal that doesn't seem to have any value re: structural integrity||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||11-06-2003||11:20 AM||||There isn't enough to cut before you get to the frame at the place I want to go through. And thats after I've relocated the wiring harness as well. Go look and you'll see what I mean. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||14bCrazy||11-06-2003||11:29 AM||||We've made 2.5" pipe fit next to the stock Radiater. You just cut alittle of the metal peice that comes off the radiator it has no effect on the radiater.It is really tight but it can be done. I'll be doing mine like that in a few weeks.||162.84.82.93||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||11-06-2003||12:01 PM||||<a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/radpic1.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/radpic1.JPG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/radpic2.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/radpic2.JPG</a><br /><br />...not on mine, it won't.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||14bCrazy||11-06-2003||12:05 PM||||On the drivers side we ran the piping the stock way. On the pass side we cut of those fins on the side of the radiater and we made it fit(tight). I will post a pic this weekend when I have access to the car.||162.84.82.93||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000009||Minjin||11-06-2003||12:17 PM||||I understand exactly what you're saying. I just have no desire to have that close of a fit. I'd rather not have my pipe wedged between my radiator and frame, especially when its something that moves with the engine.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000010||drew||11-06-2003||01:55 PM||||399 for a stock replacement<br />456.25 for the shorty||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||14bCrazy||11-06-2003||06:11 PM||||$399 I got mine for 120 shipped.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000012||Doug Thomas||11-06-2003||06:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> $399 I got mine for 120 shipped. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You got a C&R aluminum radiator for $120?||12.10.219.45||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000013||Doug Thomas||11-06-2003||06:47 PM||||Indy race made me a shortened radiator early last year and it�s really nice, but they're kind of hard to get a hold of now. So it�s good that C&R is making them now. Is the C&R one specific for the GVR4 with the radiator cap on top of the radiator?<br /><br />Before I had the Indy race one Jeff Hill had a local radiator shop shortened the stock radiator, the stock shortened radiator worked pretty good with the short route intercooler pipes.||12.10.219.45||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000014||14bCrazy||11-06-2003||07:09 PM||||NO. The guy said 399 for a replacement. I got a replacement for 120 shipped.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000015||syoung298||11-06-2003||10:20 PM||||I should be getting the core next week.  I'll post pics when I get it in.<br /><br />The core is shortened on the passenged side 2 inches. <br /><br />I basically drew up the stock intercooler with all the fittings, shortened 2 inches, and sent the request to C&R.<br /><br />Great guys to work with.  Very responsive.<br /><br /><br />BTW... I also ordered a radiator and intercooler from Ken at IRC and even left a 1350.00 deposit to start the work.. Guess what, no calls, no emails, and 3 months later still no products.  So I decided to conatact my credit card company to cancel payment. Gotta love amex.<br /><br />Anyway, I'll post pix next week.<br /><br />Cheers,<br /><br />Siegfreid||66.44.111.146||reg||14||syoung298||00002298||yes
Z||000016||369of1000||11-06-2003||10:49 PM||||Is this thread about radiators or intercoolers?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000017||drew||11-07-2003||11:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> NO. The guy said 399 for a replacement. I got a replacement for 120 shipped. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Replacement as in a stock width Radiator. Not a modine or the like.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000018||Minjin||11-18-2003||01:25 AM||||Update on this yet? I'd really like to see pictures before paying that much for a radiator. <br /><br />Thanks in advance...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000019||Derk||11-18-2003||01:18 PM||||Not sure who stated about buying from ADFX but I got burned by them on a shortened radiator. It is a rather long story but they screwed me bad and since I paid with the rad on my credit card it can take anywhere from 30-90 days for me to get my account credited. I am not saying the same will happen to you but this is what happend to me, and in my opinion I will NEVER deal with them again. Another vendor to check out is Full Blown Racing.<br /><br />I also just put a shortened rad on my car with an old style bushcur intercooler. This rad style replaced my AC condenser so not all may be willing to buy this core. The rad I got from Summit is a dual pass scirocco setup. The core is 2.5 inches thick and is about 13-14 inches tall and 22 inches wide. The core has 2 tubes each at 1.25 inches. The part number is GRI-2-58185-X. After shipping this core only ran me $304 and some odd change. After a few calculations the actual cooling surface is smaller than stock but per sq. inches it is larger than stock, not to mention it is aluminum. I merely drilled and tapped where the AC condenser use to be and fastened it with a bolt and a good washer. I would think any form of a lock washer would work. I used 2 universal rad hoses from Advanced. Note here that the inlet of the rad is larger than stock but is solved by this rad hose from advanced bc it has a step down in it. I don't have the part number on me bc I am at school, which is about 2 hr. from home, but I want to say it was #1318 for the bottom. I first bought the hose that was 19.25 inches long and that seemed to create a small problem around the transmission cable linkage, so I moved to the 16.25 inch long one.  The hose will step from 1.75 inches to 1.25 inches. This 1.25 is a little larger than stock but can be taken up with a good clamp. I hope to have pics for those that are interested this weekend. <br /><br />Oh you will only be able to run one fan, which I got from Slowboy Racing. It moves 1250 cfm and only ran me about $70. I mounted the fan using those zip ties that pass through the fins, which I got from Pepboys for around $6. The biggest issue for me was that because this radiator is not car specific there is a filler neck on it. To solve this problem I capped it with a good high pressure cap and I had to remove a small amount of metal from around where the hood latch cable enters that metal tube.<br /><br />If anybody has any further questions merely respond or PM me. Also if anyone wishes to call me you may do so @ 301-689-6395.I hope this helps.<br /><br />Derk||131.118.85.202||reg||1||Derk||00000335||yes
Z||000020||Minjin||11-18-2003||02:05 PM||||Pics?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000021||syoung298||11-18-2003||08:42 PM||||Sorry for the delay guys.. FEDEX tried to deliver, but I wasn't there to pick it up. <br /><br />I'm planning on picking it up Friday from the Hub in my area.  Will post pics then..<br /><br />Update in the price.. the total was 385.00 shipped to my door.. This is even less than a standard fluidyne core.<br /><br />I'll keep you guys updated.||66.44.104.15||reg||1||syoung298||00002298||yes
Z||000022||Minjin||11-20-2003||12:31 AM||||Wow, that sounds a whole lot better than 460 bucks. I talked to ADFX recently and they want $330 for my design (see above) and it'll take 3 weeks before they can get to it. Apparently they're doing a bunch of intercoolers right now.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000023||Derk||11-20-2003||12:43 PM||||Before you purchase from them ask them what ever happened with Derk Barnett's radiator they were supposed to build. I had bad dealings with them but do not let that stop you.||131.118.85.202||reg||1||Derk||00000335||yes
Z||000024||Minjin||12-02-2003||09:41 AM||||Patiently waiting on a review before making a purchase...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000025||Bigfoot200200||12-02-2003||03:11 PM||||An alternative, move the stock radiator over. If you grind off the end metal to clear the AC pipes, it can move over almost an inch. This should give you about a 3" space when you grind away the metal where the IC pipes come through. <br /><br />To move it, drill out the 4 spot welds on each lower mount and move them over. A sawzall helps here. The top mounts are easier still. <br /><br />I've had a bit of experience drilling and rewelding body panels with all the cars I've crashed.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum3/003555.cgi
A||||0||jonvr4||anyone visted ||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||11-05-2003||10:04 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||VR4.com its porn.||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/003556.cgi
A||||8||kartorium31||questions about auctions||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||11-05-2003||11:06 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||What kind of suspension is this, it looks decent...<br /> <a href="http://page3.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/c47588840" target="_blank">http://page3.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/c47588840</a> <br /><br />Seat rail, but not sure what kind of seat its for, and its for the passenger.<br /> <a href="http://page7.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/g5533376" target="_blank">http://page7.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/g5533376</a> <br /><br />There are a couple other cool items too, but I can't speak, read, or write japanese.  So that idea's pretty much out the window.||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-05-2003||11:12 PM||||Those coilovers are horribly expensive...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||11-05-2003||11:28 PM||||whats horribly expensive equal to?  Or do I want to know...||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||redheat86||11-05-2003||11:42 PM||||about $2500 dollars<br />and the suspenion is Arago star.||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000004||drew||11-06-2003||02:07 AM||||the seat bracket is for the driver's side (at least in Japan) and the seller thinks it's probably made by spax.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||11-06-2003||11:38 AM||||Drew, it seems like you could be buying this stuff and selling it again on our board or on ebay.||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||11-06-2003||12:30 PM||||There was an E33a eterna (wagon/hatchback) on there for like $900 the guy wanted to sell for parting out.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||redheat86||11-06-2003||06:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> the seat bracket is for the driver's side (at least in Japan) and the seller thinks it's probably made by spax. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DREW can you purchase from yahoo auctions japan or do you have a hook up?||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000008||drew||11-06-2003||07:19 PM||||1) I don't have the time I'd need to devote to such a project<br /><br />2) most people don't ship internationally, so I would need to find an intermidiary, and that's not easy.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003557.cgi
A||||14||Vr4in'||Now..why dont any us have these??||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||11-06-2003||06:34 AM||nohad43@aol.com||I was looking through flashoptions.com , and while i was just screwin around on there..i came across this...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.flashoptions.com/product.asp?prodID=142" target="_blank">http://www.flashoptions.com/product.asp?prodID=142</a><br /><br />I never knew that the Eclipses came with these...would they drop into our cars?||65.32.14.64||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-06-2003||07:18 AM||||That's a Galant.. newer style.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||akira01||11-06-2003||08:50 AM||||it doesn't look like it would drop in at all....seems a little bit to big but maybe with some modification done to the bay then maybe it would fit in...||148.8.151.77||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||11-06-2003||11:38 AM||||6G72, less shipping charges.||63.226.177.92||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||11-06-2003||11:48 AM||||That's the body style right after ours if I'm not mistaken. But I have never heard of them coming with that engine. I also didnt think they came in a vr-4 trim level. Anyone know about this? I wonder if it was something custom?<br />Also, Eclipses were never sold in Japan, so if you see any ebay auctions talking about JDM Eclipses, be wary.||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||11-06-2003||01:02 PM||||Any GVR4 after our years is a TT V6.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||Clay||11-06-2003||02:09 PM||||its the body style that came in america from 94-98<br /><br />heres a little theory... a 1994 galant motor and tranny will bolt into a 2g, and the jdm 6a12tt motor from that year, will bolt into that galant, therefore the 6a12tt will bolt into a 2g<br /><br />im pretty sure thats how the theory works||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000007||udriveu||11-06-2003||05:01 PM||||wow, i had no idea there was galant vr4 from 94-98. i swear this has been discussed here before and the concensus was that there wasn't.||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000008||Kibo||11-06-2003||06:35 PM||||Yes, there was--in Japan.  I saw a ~'95 VR4 when I was in Japan this spring and said the same thing:  "I didn't know they made the VR4 in this body style..."   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I thought it was pretty ugly, so I didn't even take a picture.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000009||atc250r||11-06-2003||09:47 PM||||That motor should bolt into a 2G. I cannot remember the name of it but Chrysler had a car that was basically a 2G Eclipse (not Talon or Laser) with a slightly different body and a 2.5 V-6, even the gauge cluster is the same. I am also pretty sure that the 2.5 V-6 is what the JDM TT motor was in the Galants.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||11-06-2003||11:04 PM||||yeah thats a E56a Galant vr4 93-97 in Japan, 2.0L TT V-6 I was gonna get one but my car blew its tranny and is now gone. I beleive that the Stratus/Cirrus had the 2.5L V-6 but thats in the 98- whatever galant vr-4 I beleive.But auctually the newer VR4s have a 3.0 V-6 but I know for a fact that that car is a E56a Galant VR4 with the 612A 2.0L. OK I am tired||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||meshwork||11-06-2003||11:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atc250r:<br /><strong> That motor should bolt into a 2G. I cannot remember the name of it but Chrysler had a car that was basically a 2G Eclipse (not Talon or Laser) with a slightly different body and a 2.5 V-6, even the gauge cluster is the same. I am also pretty sure that the 2.5 V-6 is what the JDM TT motor was in the Galants.<br /><br />John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dodge Avenger/Chysler Sebring.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000012||RTS182G-VR4||11-06-2003||11:26 PM||||actually i think the newest versions come with a 2.5 litre v6.  i was talkin to a guy in europe who has one, and he said it hauls.  wish we got those.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000013||Beemer||11-07-2003||08:08 PM||||Actually, they did sell 1G eclipses in japan.  I was just in tokyo this spring and saw two RHD eclipses running around tokyo, and several more on Yokota AFB outside tokyo.  I also saw a single, N/t 2g eclipse RS.  Might not have been sold in japan, but they were there nonetheless.  And the FTO is just a 2g with a different body, but same floorpan.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000014||evovr4553||11-07-2003||10:58 PM||||Hey guys.<br />         In New Zealand we have all three models the 88-92 our one and the 92-96 which is the model you are looking at and the 96-2003.the 92-96 has a 2litre v six twin turbo which everyone in New Zealand laughs at because they are slow and a 4g63 will smoke one any day they have two little turbos and a smaller intercooler.but the 96 on model has the 2.5 v6twin turbo which kicks ass with the rite mods||210.54.99.34||reg||7||evovr4553||00001088||yes



ubb/Forum3/003558.cgi
A||||11||Minjin||Some car pictures||||1||||Minjin||00001036
Z||000000||Minjin||11-06-2003||12:53 PM||minnsjr@eudoramail.com||Taking pics of my radiator reminded me that I had a bunch of pics still in my digital camera from a race last month. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/summit/" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/summit/</a><br /><br />Those are a few of the better pics. Quality is obviously lowered to reduce my bandwidth costs. Enjoy.<br /><br />BTW: I'm seriously considering building a car like the one in p9280071. Bonus points to the person who knows what it is. I love those cars, too bad they're so hard to find.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||11-06-2003||01:11 PM||||Volvo,<br /><br />Friend's dad had one but he wrecked it drunk driving. His dad was pissed to say the least, the car was mint and was built also.<br /><br />Damn idiot||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||11-06-2003||01:13 PM||||Ah, but what model of Volvo?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||11-06-2003||01:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong>BTW: I'm seriously considering building a car like the one in p9280071. Bonus points to the person who knows what it is. I love those cars, too bad they're so hard to find.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DUH its a black 2g eclipse.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||Franckypoo||11-06-2003||04:47 PM||||Is it a PV444 or a PV544?<br /><br />Don't know much about Volvo...||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||11-06-2003||05:25 PM||||It's one of those two.  How many volts in the electrical system?<br /><br />I raced against one of those last summer, driven by a guy twice as old as me.  He was tenacious in the car.  His car ran in the original SCCA Trans-Am series in the 60's.<br /><br />What race and where was this Mark?<br />OK, looks like Summit Point. What event.<br />That new Morgan is wild.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||92GVR4#333||11-06-2003||06:22 PM||||if you seriously want one there is on here in a salvage yard.  it is complete and looks to be in decent shape.  If you want the info on it  it is Bentlys auto salvage --Huntsville AL--(1-800-239-5099) tell them you are askin about the old volvo in the front of the parking area.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000007||1101||11-06-2003||06:45 PM||||I ran against one in an autocross over 30 years ago. I had a 5 year old BMW 2002 and he won the class easy. I could not believe how well it handled for such a tall ungainly looking car. Another sleeper I guess.<br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||11-06-2003||11:56 PM||||Yep, thats a PV544. A very cool car to my eyes. This was at Summit about a month or so ago during an SVRA race. I helped crew for my former shop's Alfa GTV6. It was a great weekend and I tried to take some good pictures. Lots of cool cars. <br /><br />I really like the idea of doing a vintage volvo because they're just so cheap and easy to work on, yet different at the same time. There are always a gazillion GTV's, 911's, MGB's and such. Sure, its nice to be able to win and be competitive, but half the fun in vintage racing is being different and driving a cool sounding/looking car. That said, the PV544 (or 122/124) certainly fits that criteria. The pushrod 4 banger sounds surprisingly good.<br /><br />As for the Morgan, all the guys with me thought I was crazy, but I think that car is absolutely gorgeous. I have no idea what its specs are or its performance capabilities, but from a pure visual viewpoint, I love the car.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||11-07-2003||12:47 AM||||My buddy Jason owns a Volvo repair shop. A few yrs ago we did some thinking on building a 4g63 powered 142 or 144. Decided we didn't want to get into it.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||11-07-2003||08:32 AM||||Mark,<br /><br />I vintage race a 510, and my first car was a Volvo 144S.  I race against some 122s, some slow, some fast (I'm slow currently).  You're right that the variety is one of the most fun things about vintage racing.  <br /><br />BTW, I don't think there are 124s, are there? (122s and 123GTs I have heard of).  Always wanted a 122 myself.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||11-07-2003||02:18 PM||||You're right, I was reverting back to my usual volvo terminology. XX2s are two doors, XX4s are four doors, XX5s are station wagons.<br /><br />Here's an interesting site I found while looking for good pictures of 122 race cars.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vclassics.com/hiperf1.htm" target="_blank">http://www.vclassics.com/hiperf1.htm</a><br /><br />Hmm...I didn't know grassroots was working on a 122:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.grmotorsports.com/volvo122s.html" target="_blank">http://www.grmotorsports.com/volvo122s.html</a><br /><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/003559.cgi
A||||5||akira01||Marks Mitsubishi.......read.....||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||11-06-2003||05:49 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||<a href="http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=6cd3d882c2a8cc61896366c043649fe8&threadid=442510&perpage=25&pagenumber=1" target="_blank">http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=6cd3d882c2a8cc61896366c043649fe8&threadid=442510&perpage=25&pagenumber=1</a>||148.8.151.78||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||Tommyquest||11-06-2003||07:42 PM||||Wow, 137 pages. I saw that thread from another website a few days ago and it was at 35 pages. Glad he got the car||68.161.23.12||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000002||jayru||11-06-2003||08:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tommyquest:<br /><strong> Wow, 137 pages. I saw that thread from another website a few days ago and it was at 35 pages. Glad he got the car </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I dont have time to read through 137 pages did anyone? can you sum it up? did he get the car? and how?||24.238.90.70||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||11-06-2003||09:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tommyquest:<br /><strong> Wow, 137 pages. I saw that thread from another website a few days ago and it was at 35 pages. Glad he got the car </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I dont have time to read through 137 pages did anyone? can you sum it up? did he get the car? and how? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here ya go. From the actual winner of the auction.<br /><br /><br />Sorry for the delay in posting - I was working late.<br /><br />It's true.<br /><br />MARK MITSUBISHI offered me the same ebay EVO at the final auction price.<br /><br />Many of you knew of MARK MITSUBISHI's offer before I did since I was at work.<br /><br />I was informed that the car was not titled and the full factory warranty would be in effect.<br /><br />The finance manager did not know the exact mileage, but he informed me that the car remained at MARK MITSUBISHI after the auction.<br /><br />The dealer is researching tax issues for a out of state sale.<br /><br />This thread is amazing. Thanks to all.<br /><br /><br />----- Original Message ----- <br />From: XXXXXX<br />To: XXXXXXXXX<br />Sent: Monday, November 03, 2003 8:22 PM<br />Subject: lancer evo<br /><br /><br />&gt; DEAR SIR,<br />&gt; WE HAVE RETRACTED OUR OFFER FROM THE BROKER IN ORDER TO PROVIDE YOU WITH<br />&gt; THE LANCER YOU HAD BID ON, PLEASE CONTACT ME AT 480-425-XXXX IN ORDER TO<br />&gt; ARRANGE PAYMENT AND SHIPPING.<br />&gt; THANKS<br />&gt; XXXXXXXX<br />&gt; MARK MITSUBISHI FINANCE DIRECTOR<br />&gt; <br />----- Original Message ----- <br />From: XXXXXXXXX<br />To: XXXXXXX<br />Sent: Monday, November 03, 2003 8:02 PM<br />Subject: evo8<br /><br /><br />Dear Sir,<br /><br />I am the finanace director at Mark Mitsubishi. We have retracted the high bid from the other broker, we are emailing in to arrange payment for the auction that you won on the lancer. Please contact me with in the next 72 hours to arrange payment and shipping. If you should have any questions please contact me @ 480-425-XXXX. <br />thanks I look forward to hearing from you.<br />thanks,<br />XXXXXXX<br />finance director mark mitsubishi<br /><br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||11-06-2003||09:53 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />All I can say is that this is an incredible display what happens when auto enthusiasts as a collective get together and voice their opinion on an issue !!<br /><br />If if weren't for numerous car forums, and over 900K people, he still wouldnt have that car.   <br /><br />I mean EVERY car forum on the net needs to pat themselves on the back.  <br /><br />Geoff||199.196.144.12||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||11-08-2003||05:37 PM||||After lumbering through the entire thread (at that time 45 pages) I was thinking that the horrid publicity, plus the fact that they violated even ebay's ludicrous rules, and the literal bombardment of the dealership with phone calls etc, plus the fact that the car had NOT been bought by a broker, as it was still on the dealer's lot LONG after they said a broker bought it, they really didn't have a choice.  Even after they made it right and gave the kid the car, NOBODY is going to want to do business with them.  I bet their business gets cut by two thirds for a few months.  Nobody wants to buy from an untrustworthy dealer.  Even that end post mentions this NONEXISTENT broker.  Notice how at NO time did the dealer name this so called BROKER?  Because that broker had no name...they were just trying to save a few bucks and cover the idiot's ass who put it up on ebay improperly to begin with.  Hopefully they fired the salesman at least.  I'm sure that mitsu america got bombarded with calls about that dealer as well.  It would be funny to find another evo from that dealership for sale on ebay..<br /><br />However, they did have some bucks over stock in that car.  Nice seats.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003560.cgi
A||||11||369of1000||How old is the board?||||1||||Paul Mc369||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||11-06-2003||07:11 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I was a little board, so I thought I would see how old the message board is. The problem is that when I search I only get posts from 2001 and up. I know the board is older than that. Even I've been a member longer than that.<br /><br />So question 1 is how old is the board?<br />question 2 is how do we search for messages from JGRonline?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||11-06-2003||11:48 PM||||Jesus was one of the 1st members on here, dude. <br /><br />Seriously though, I dunno 3-4 years, I would say!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||11-06-2003||11:55 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  I used to be under the 1k mark.. No more #669 for me.. Now Im in the two thousands.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||11-06-2003||11:59 PM||||The board isn't really all that old. However, the original GVR4 list is quite old. Ah, back in the good ole days...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||11-07-2003||12:15 AM||||well since I signed up as soon as it came out it would be february 2001 I believe but look at Jon and Kens member since title||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||11-07-2003||01:48 AM||||Id also like to know how old it is. I signedup as soon as I bought the car...almost a year ago.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||Dan D||11-07-2003||06:57 AM||||whiterose.net<br /><br />GVR4list/board used to be hosted there.  It was so about the time I got my car 7 years ago, so it's been around for a while.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000007||Jon||11-07-2003||08:41 AM||||I used to run pics.dsm.org and gvr4.dsm.org.  Both of these were hosted on whiterose.net.  I think it started in late 1996.  I also used a free board site on the internet for the GVR4 discussions back when everything was free.  <br /><br />As the Internet boom crashed and everything free was going away, I found that I needed to host my own board.  I registered jgronline.com which stands for Jon Gregory Roberts Online.  I did this in April of 2000.  I hosted the site on Windows 2000 Server on a server in my house connected to a cable modem.  I used an old version of the UBB.  I did this until @home went out of business and I bought external hosting.  <br /><br />Then in November of 2002, I bought Galantvr4.org and then bought Galantvr4.com.  <br /><br />I sold my GVR4 a year ago and for some dumb reason, I still own and run this board.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||11-07-2003||09:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> I used to run pics.dsm.org and gvr4.dsm.org.  Both of these were hosted on whiterose.net.  I think it started in late 1996.  I also used a free board site on the internet for the GVR4 discussions back when everything was free.  <br /><br />As the Internet boom crashed and everything free was going away, I found that I needed to host my own board.  I registered jgronline.com which stands for Jon Gregory Roberts Online.  I did this in April of 2000.  I hosted the site on Windows 2000 Server on a server in my house connected to a cable modem.  I used an old version of the UBB.  I did this until @home went out of business and I bought external hosting.  <br /><br />Then in November of 2002, I bought Galantvr4.org and then bought Galantvr4.com.  <br /><br />I sold my GVR4 a year ago and for some dumb reason, I still own and run this board. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">might want to talk to your psych guy about attachment issues?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||206.15.136.31||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||11-07-2003||09:20 AM||||And, I have sold all of my gvr4s and still try to help Jon keep the board clean and participate....<br /><br />Yes, I have issues !    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||Jon||11-07-2003||10:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> I used to run pics.dsm.org and gvr4.dsm.org.  Both of these were hosted on whiterose.net.  I think it started in late 1996.  I also used a free board site on the internet for the GVR4 discussions back when everything was free.  <br /><br />As the Internet boom crashed and everything free was going away, I found that I needed to host my own board.  I registered jgronline.com which stands for Jon Gregory Roberts Online.  I did this in April of 2000.  I hosted the site on Windows 2000 Server on a server in my house connected to a cable modem.  I used an old version of the UBB.  I did this until @home went out of business and I bought external hosting.  <br /><br />Then in November of 2002, I bought Galantvr4.org and then bought Galantvr4.com.  <br /><br />I sold my GVR4 a year ago and for some dumb reason, I still own and run this board. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">might want to talk to your psych guy about attachment issues?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My wife would agree.  "You owned a clunky old car for how long and put how much money into it to keep it on the road?  You went through three transmissions, 2 engines, 2 rear diffs, 2 transfer cases, 3 turbos, 3 exhaust systems, 2 fuel pumps, etc."  Yeah, I have attachment issues.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||11-08-2003||11:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My wife would agree. "You owned a clunky old car for how long and put how much money into it to keep it on the road? You went through three transmissions, 2 engines, 2 rear diffs, 2 transfer cases, 3 turbos, 3 exhaust systems, 2 fuel pumps, etc." Yeah, I have attachment issues.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sounds like my car and I wouldnt sell it for 10,000 bucks!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003561.cgi
A||||0||atsiauto||KOYO radiators anybody got a hookup on em ?||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||11-06-2003||07:36 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I need one for a 240sx nissan it will work in the starquest with a little help . just though id ask in this forum or if anybody new of any 240 forum..||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/003562.cgi
A||||20||tplesko||Sparco Steering Wheel and Other Car Pictures||||6||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||11-06-2003||11:32 PM||||Well I installed my Sparco Steering wheel tonight after Erik (kibo) brought over a puller.  Mine was on there so good it bent the puller in half!  But after lots of wrenching I heard a big CRACK and the corrosion of 13 years never removed broke loose and it was off.  Installing the new wheel and quick release was a piece of cake.  20 minutes total including fighting with the wheel most of the time. I've got much better gauge visability now and more leg room due to the flat bottom on the wheel.  Plus it's easier to get in and out of the Sparco seats and hopefully the roll bar that will go in this winter.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/wheelfront.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Sparco wheel from the front.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/wheelback.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Sparco wheel and quick release from the back.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/quickrelease1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Quick release. No wheel on...<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/wheelincar2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Sparco Wheel in the car. <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/maft.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />MAFT setup in blow through for those who wanted pictures before.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/pivvayside2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Nice side shot of the GVR4.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/readytorace.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />Ready to race at Bandimere.<br /><br />There is also a short video of a 13.2 second pass at Bandimere before I broke into the 12s. Unfortunately a video of my 12 second pass will have to wait until next year.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /> <a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/movies/gvr4132.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/movies/gvr4132.mpg</a> <br /><br />Hope you enjoy!||128.138.45.69||reg||6||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||11-06-2003||11:35 PM||||AHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!! SO sick! Lookin good mang!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||11-06-2003||11:38 PM||||nice chris.o ya the video no worky  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||11-06-2003||11:46 PM||||I use a Sparco Lap steering wheel with a Smart Racing quick release.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.minnstech.com/pics/galant_interior.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/pics/galant_interior.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.smartracingproducts.com/ProdCat/Driver%20Comforts/Driver%20Comforts.htm" target="_blank">http://www.smartracingproducts.com/ProdCat/Driver%20Comforts/Driver%20Comforts.htm</a><br /><br />How much slop does your quick release have? Thats pretty much the tell tale sign of a quality piece. I'm very pleased with mine, especially with how much closer its moved the steering wheel towards me. For the horn, I really didn't feel like messing with wiring every time I pull the wheel off, so I mounted a horn button in that dummy slot next to the rear defroster switch (missing in picture above)<br /><br />Any chance you can take some pictures of your seat mounting? I really have to get around to doing this myself.<br /><br />BTW: In PA, that steering wheel would fail inspection. They must be a certain diameter or bigger and must be round.<br /><br />Looking good.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-07-2003||12:06 AM||||I'll try to fix the video.  Does it not download or not play?<br /><br />Mark,<br />It has a little bit of slop but I removed the locking feature. If I put the lock in i'm guessing it would go away. I'll try soon. I like that the wheel is smaller and closer too me. The stock one blocks my boost gauge in the center vent.  The flat bottom is really great too since i'm 6" tall.  Luckily inspection isn't a big issue here.  Pretty much pass the sniffer and you're fine.  If they complain i'll just throw the stock wheel on again for the inspection.  As for the horn, we'll see how it goes.  I may do something similar.  I don't really need the horn anyway. &lt;shrug&gt;  I never use it.  If i need to honk I just assume they don't see me and wait  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  It's my anti road rage since I've put so much work into the car and like it to remain in one peice.<br /><br />There are some seat mounting pictures on the website in the pictures section under pivvay.  The pictures kind of suck.  If you want something specific let me know and I'll take it now with our new digital camera.  The 4 mounting locations are at 3 different heights so the brackets are a little trickey but i'm happy with mine.  I need to make them look professional at work and powdercoat or anodize them black someday but i never have time since i drive it everyday.<br /><br />BTW...My girl bought me the wheel *and* the seats   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||mr.mitsu||11-07-2003||12:07 AM||||really nice!||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000006||curtis||11-07-2003||01:04 AM||||Damn nice wheel it even has the nitrous buttons installed  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .  If you can give up a better picture of the center gauge panel you built and the dash plate.  <br />Oh buy the way welcome to the<br /> "I hate these daily driver 5 point nut crusher harness club".  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.159.108.195||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||11-07-2003||01:22 AM||||wow that car looks extremely familiar   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.204.69||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||11-07-2003||01:28 AM||||Nice, I am looking at Sparco seats to go with my wheel. How comfy are those on a long drive? I too would like to see your mounts for teh seats? I was gong to get a one piece for the drivers an a Torino for the passenger.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||11-07-2003||10:10 AM||||I love the seats.  Marni and I drove from Boulder to St.Louis, Missouri straight through and the seats were great.  Better for me than the stock seats.  I have a 30" waist and i'm 6' tall.  The EVOs are absolutly perfect for me. I sat in quite a few different seats and brands before I chose these.<br /><br />As for the brackets they aren't that hard to make. I'll try to take some better pictures. I might be able to make more but it would have to be worth my while and you'd have to get Kibo's car for measurements.  My car is salavage titled (previously to me) and everything isn't always where it's supposed to be.<br /><br />BTW:  The quick release is made by TEKNIQ (http://www.tekniqauto.com). I have to run outside to check but I believe I was wrong about the play. I don't think there is any play in the setup.  I forgot to tighten the bolts down from QR to steering wheel. Now that they are tight nothing seems to move. Very cool for under $200 (total with hub adapter) bolt on QR.<br /><br />I'll take some more pictures of the gauge setup in the center vent.  It's 4 greddy 52mm gauges.  The dash badge is PIVVAY!<br /><br />Edit: BTW i've been a memeber of the 5 point daily driver nut crusher club since April   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I *love* harnesses.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||GVR4ZUM||11-07-2003||12:11 PM||||Hey Chris,<br />What kind of battery are you using?<br />Btw, I like the pix on the staging lane with the ski rack and all.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||11-07-2003||12:22 PM||||STX680 from Battery Web. <a href="http://www.batteryweb.com/odyssey.cfm" target="_blank">http://www.batteryweb.com/odyssey.cfm</a><br /><br />It's small but it fits up front without hardly any modification. ALl I needed was a longer ground cable. And it's cheap. ANd it's started fine so far even in the 20s here and I have no garage.  I made the tie down for it too. I'd make more if people wanted them.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||Clay||11-07-2003||12:47 PM||||nice rack||65.244.169.31||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000013||14bCrazy||11-07-2003||01:36 PM||||The photo of you with V8 cars all around is great. It's like one of those IQ tests. Which object is out of place.||162.83.81.56||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||11-07-2003||03:11 PM||||that car looks hot like a fever.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||GVR4ZUM||11-07-2003||04:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> STX680 from Battery Web.  <a href="http://www.batteryweb.com/odyssey.cfm" target="_blank">http://www.batteryweb.com/odyssey.cfm</a> <br /><br />It's small but it fits up front without hardly any modification. ALl I needed was a longer ground cable. And it's cheap. ANd it's started fine so far even in the 20s here and I have no garage.  I made the tie down for it too. I'd make more if people wanted them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Kewl! Thanks Chris.||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000016||RayH||11-07-2003||05:46 PM||||Also funny how the other import in that one picture is a Honda with it's hood up and what looks to be the owner poking around the engine bay.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000017||tplesko||11-07-2003||06:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that car looks hot like a fever.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy Shit bimmubishi. That made my day!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000018||drew||11-07-2003||07:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> The photo of you with V8 cars all around is great. It's like one of those IQ tests. Which object is out of place. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The Integra right?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000019||meshwork||11-07-2003||11:30 PM||||That interior is beautiful, now just take care of those dents on the rear door and you'll be golden!||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000020||tplesko||11-08-2003||03:55 AM||||Thanks!  The whole car is going to stripped to a shell a la Harry's #3 and painted dark metallic blue.  The sparco's will be done in white or cream leather.  Of course this is after I get 10s at altitude so it's probably a few years away.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003563.cgi
A||||3||curtis||Would like to thank our search feature||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||11-07-2003||12:52 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Changed out the wiper stalk today (I had an extra I grabed off of the junkyard vr4 near here)and still no intermittant wiper feature.  Did a search and chased some wires and there it was corrosion cleaned up the pulgs and bingo I now have speed sensitive wipers.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.159.108.195||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||11-07-2003||10:04 AM||||its so great to see that people recognize that there is a search button. glad it worked out for you!||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||11-07-2003||11:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> search button. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I still haven't been able to find the search <i>button</i>.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||11-07-2003||11:56 AM||||Smartass!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||206.21.20.152||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum3/003564.cgi
A||||5||theymightbegalants||IC fin repair||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||11-07-2003||06:29 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Jon's Tech Tip o' the Day:<br /><br />A soldering heat sink is an excellent fin straightener on your nice expensive (and huge, or so she keeps assuring you) FMIC.<br /><br />I pulled my RRE FMIC off to try and remount it TEL style, and noticed a few dinged up fins.  I took a little clamp style soldering heatsink, with the little diamond shaped heads, that just clamps onto whatever you're soldering, and lightly squeezed the fins with it.  Worked perfectly.  I'd tried the two screwdriver method before, and once after getting whacked in the head even tried a pair of needle nose pliers, but this has worked the best by far.  Going to try it on my FUBAR'd stocker next.  The RRE Griffen unit looks practically new.  Or virgin.  Whichever adjective gets you off more.||69.59.219.150||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||11-07-2003||01:12 PM||||i used a tweeZers on mine. worked great, but i almost went blind looking at the fins for an hour.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />~Aaron||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||11-07-2003||03:11 PM||||I used a mini-leathermans on my fins and it looks virgin (THIS adjective  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  ).||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||11-07-2003||05:31 PM||||Interesting choice, Terren.  That sounds sort of similar to my earlier attempt at using needle nose, but I didn't like how the teeth of the pliers made the fins not smooth.  Are mini-leathermen toothless?||69.59.219.180||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||11-07-2003||05:57 PM||||I forget to mention which 'feature' I used, hehe. I used the knife part of it.. Since the sharp part of the blade is more skinny that the non-sharp (I guess you could say) it fits in the fins perfect. Flipping the knife over when doing fins side/side. If that makes any sense at all.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||11-08-2003||07:10 AM||||Ok, that makes sense now.  But it still only sounds marginally better than the screwdriver method... which I found far too time consuming, especially for the less than stellar results.  You're point about the knife's angled blade though is spot on... hmm.  Maybe I'll have to use a blade of some sort to "fine tune" my repair job.  Still, the heatsink fixes it ridiculously fast.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003565.cgi
A||||9||thejeebus2002||Which air compressor should i buy?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-07-2003||08:32 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Going to be purchasing some airtools but I'm on a budget.  What are the minimum specs for a compressor to run airtools.  What are you guys using?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||11-07-2003||08:44 AM||||You will need at least 30Gal to be happy.  Anything less and high power tools like impact wrench, die grinder, and cut-off tools will drain it faster than the motor can pump it.<br /><br />I have a 30Gal Craftsman 6hp compressor.  It's $300 and a good one.  I got a $150 craftsman pro impact wrench and $50 metric impact socket set.  It's worth its weight in gold.  Be sure to buy all the quick disconnects you need.  Sears sells a kit that gives you a coiled air hose with blower attachments and a bunch of quick disconnects for that and other tools.<br /><br />When you do get one, remember to always drain the tank when you're done.  Compressed air causes condensation on the inside and can rust out the tank over the years.<br /><br />For air tools, you probably can't go wrong with any of the big brands, but I've always been told Ingersol-Rand makes some of the best stuff out there.||66.105.156.194||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||11-07-2003||11:02 AM||||See if you have a local Harbor Freight. They have a good selection of air compressors and a shit load of air tools for cheap. It ain't Snap-On, but if you are on a budget, it's like Heaven.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||11-07-2003||11:14 AM||||Also consider Home Depot.  Their Husky brand is supposed to be lifetime warranty.||66.105.156.194||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||curtis||11-07-2003||02:00 PM||||try to get a twin cylinder if you can swing it.  If you start running a die grinder while porting it really puts a drain on things.||67.25.35.150||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||11-07-2003||02:15 PM||||Look for a used twin cylinder one. I bought mine for $150.00 and it's a million times better than the previous 6hp 30gal Craftsman I had for $300.00<br />Your neighbors will love the noise levels better too.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||Beemer||11-07-2003||07:57 PM||||Make damned sure it is a TWO STAGE compressor.  A twin cylinder, of course, but some twins are not two stage compressors.  It should be able to provide at least 45 CFM at 175 psi for real shop work.  You don't get 475 LB FT of torque out of that IR impact at 60 psi.  Plus, if you are building something with wood, it makes an air nailer flush nail oak.  I actually have an air line run up into my attic, so that when I am remodeling, I have air inside the house.  (I have a 1200 SQ FT attic, with a 14 foot ceiling, not a crawlspace.) Plus, I build my engines up there during the winter when the shop is cold and I don't feel like spending the cash in propane to heat the shop up.  Nothing makes the spouse happier than new, hand made furniture or shelves or something homey.  First time you make THEM something they'll shut up about the cost.  I personally have an ancient two stage Ingersoll Rand 60 gallon twin cyl dual stage compressor I bought at a farm auction over 15 years ago.  It still runs perfect, and although it won't hit 175 any more, it hits 160, and I paid 145 bucks for it.  However it is on a skid, and weighs 450 pounds, and is a cast iron v-twin.  Looks like a harley motor on an air compressor.  Never, EVER get an oil-less compressor.  Cheap ass crap that's only good for filling tires, and not TRUCK tires.  If you live near farm country, check out some farm auctions.  That compressor was probably the BEST investment I ever made.  I've made more money off that thing than I can count over the years.  However, the good ones run on 220 volts, so be sure to read up on how to wire 220.  I have mine connected straight to the breaker box, and turn it on with the breaker.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000007||peterlsmith||11-08-2003||09:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> Going to be purchasing some airtools but I'm on a budget.  What are the minimum specs for a compressor to run airtools.  What are you guys using? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How much will you be using it? How big is your garage, and how much space do you have for a compressor? <br /><br />I have a 4gallon 150psi, oil-less system (not crap  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  ) - ideal for a weekend mechanic like myself who lives in a town home (have to consider the neighbours) and uses the occasional impact wrench, pressure testing the intake, etc. It doesn't take long to fill (or drain) and flows 4.7scfm @ 90spi. If I need more capacity, I can always plug in another 4 or 6 gallon tank.<br /><br />If you think you'll be using an impact wrench for more than a few seconds at a time, make the investment in a good 30 gallon two stage pump (and get yourself some good earplugs). Just make sure your garage has the necessary power supply.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.108.241||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000008||galantvr4us||11-08-2003||01:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peter Smith:<br /><strong> If you think you'll be using an impact wrench for more than a few seconds at a time, make the investment in a good 30 gallon two stage pump (and get yourself some good earplugs). Just make sure your garage has the necessary power supply.<br /><br />Peter </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep I learned when I plugged in a buddys air compressor and was blowing fuses left and right.  Whoops.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000009||KenGVR4||11-08-2003||01:15 PM||||I have a single stage, 30ish gallon, upright 110v compressor.  It's made by Devilbiss for Coleman, I bought it at Costco for 229 bucks.  It works great.  Unless you're doing heavy duty grinding with it, something that size is more than what you need.  I went through the same thought process when I bought mine, and I finally realized that this compressor will work for me 95% of the time.  Yeah, it's loud, but for 229 bucks, I'm not complaining.  If you want a quieter oilless, look at the Craftsman "Professional" models (the black painted models).  They use a 2 stage oilless system that is much much quieter than a single.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes



ubb/Forum3/003566.cgi
A||||4||sleeper||Anybody around Phoenix AZ?||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||11-07-2003||12:44 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Going to Scottsdale in January. Can somebody recommend stuff to do around there?<br />We're staying at the Camelback Inn Resort Wednesday and Thusday night. Since those nights are paid by the company and the extra nights for Friday and Saturday are $549.00/night  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  we're looking for a cheaper place to stay too for the extra days.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-07-2003||02:25 PM||||Have you considered Mexico?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||11-07-2003||06:07 PM||||here you go i jsut got off the phone with my cousin Kasia. she says there is tons of clubs down there and nice restaurants/bars to go to. <br /><br />she says there is a town called rawhide right on scottsdale road which is a country western kind of town, and has its associated things to do. <br /><br />take I17 to sedona, theres lots of museums and art stuff out there. if you keep on 17 youll hit up flagstaff which also has a fair share. <br /><br />if you stay in the scottsdale area she says there are signs all over the place for you to find stuff to do. youll be in the center of it all as she says. in downtown pheonix there are plays and operas you can attend. hope this gives you some ideas. <br /><br />oh yeah by the way, pheonix has the a pretty large population of polish people   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   so if you go by yourself then youll be in girl heaven.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||gixxer||11-07-2003||06:24 PM||||i live in Tempe, which is where ASU is, which is next door to Scottsdale. if you like to party you won't have any trouble finding shit to do. its an active town   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.219.71.22||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||11-09-2003||10:15 AM||||Thanks guys. Come to find out the Barrett Jackson auto auction is going on that same weekend. I'll have to spare one day for that for sure.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.229.171||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/003567.cgi
A||||2||PRE-EVO||I doubt this but does anyone know Adrenalin (the member here)...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||11-07-2003||01:06 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I have been trying to get a hold of him and verify his address to send his guages out and haven't recieved any reply. He mentioned he was moving or had recently moved as well and I wanted to verify his address is correct. He's in Alaska and I think he's the only AK member on here.<br />If anyone can help it would be appreciated.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||11-07-2003||03:14 PM||||NM he just e-mailed me.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||11-07-2003||06:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Delete your damn post mr. MODERATOR. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oooh wow look at that.....||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/003568.cgi
A||||5||V8EATER||HOOD VENTS||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||11-07-2003||01:38 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||I have been searching for hood vents similar to an RS, but can't find anything in the aftermarket.  All I can find is 2fast2furious bullshit, and frankly, its making me 2furious.  (sorry, it was too easy.)  Lots of scooby parts, I can buy those anywhere.  <br /><br />All I want is a small pair of rectangular vents, a sawzall, and a beer.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyone have any ideas on where to get the vents?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||11-07-2003||01:56 PM||||Supposedly the vents for the CF hoods will be seperate so I can find out how much for the JDM CF vents when I call to pester them again today.<br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||11-07-2003||01:59 PM||||Thanks!||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||11-07-2003||02:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Supposedly the vents for the CF hoods will be seperate so I can find out how much for the JDM CF vents when I call to pester them again today.<br />Rich </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd be interested too ... I have a single celica gts vent sitting around, but haven't installed yet ...||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||11-07-2003||03:05 PM||||the vents from a pontiac grand prix GTP work rather well look for a pic of my car they are on there||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||11-07-2003||06:19 PM||||Try <a href="http://www.carbontrix.xom" target="_blank">www.carbontrix.com</a>||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes



ubb/Forum3/003569.cgi
A||||5||Hertz||Four Wheel Steering||||12||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||11-07-2003||02:20 PM||rhertz@baits.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/eurocar.wmv" target="_blank">Video</a> (9M)||12.247.128.70||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||Gvr4-330||11-07-2003||02:39 PM||||That's nuts!  I guess there are two people in there?  Have any more information on this?<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||11-07-2003||05:38 PM||||Can't really download on dialup, but if that's the video I'm thinking of they put an entire drivetrain from the front of one of those cars and put in the rear.  Took the engine out of the "front" of the car, but left the rest of it in, and turned one of the seats around.  So, one talented driver can work two steering wheels at once, or two people facing opposite directions can work both wheels independently.  I love when that thing crabwalks across the road.  Must make parallel parking a breeze.||69.59.219.180||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||11-07-2003||05:55 PM||||Is that the one w/ the little blue car?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||11-07-2003||08:25 PM||||Yep, malec or something was the old movie name  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000005||psycopyro182||11-08-2003||12:16 AM||||god i love that movie.<br />i wanna see that thing do some crazy autox stuff.<br />when it goes sideways "crabwalks" across that interesction infront of everyone and they freak out. thats great.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes



ubb/Forum3/003570.cgi
A||||14||ayvr4||Matrix||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||11-07-2003||05:08 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Anyone see it yet? <br />What did you guys think?<br />or should we not talk about it for the people who have not yet seen it?||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-07-2003||05:24 PM||||Haven't seen it yet.  An article in the Oregonian couldn't stop bashing it to no end, saying how grateful they are it's the end of the trilogy (ie, no more of these movies), etc.  It also said that to make any sense of the new one, you have to see the 2nd one first (like, within a day or two) to remember where they left off, and try to re-pick up the story line.  Tonight my friends and I are having a nerdfest; getting loaded then watching The Matrix, TM:  Reloaded, and The Animatrix all on DVD then bussing the movies (still loaded) to watch TM:  Revolution.||69.59.219.180||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||gixxer||11-07-2003||06:29 PM||||i saw it.  its so damn intense, the movie just flies along dazzling your eyes and having crazy shit happen. i'm not a big fan of the ending, but maybe it will grow on me.<br /><br />SEE IT though!||129.219.71.22||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000003||bleck||11-07-2003||07:02 PM||||Don't even get me started.  It is painfully obvious by looking at Reloaded, and Revolutions, that this was not intended to be a trilogy from the get.  M1 was a masterpiece, and these last 2 pieces of crap don't even deserve to be mentioned in the same breath...  Don't even get me started on the particulars  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||TWEAKD4||11-07-2003||10:53 PM||||Matrix was wrote as one script.  The W. brothers didn't have the money to spend on the first one so elaborate scenes were cut out with plans to put them in sequels.  They had every intention to make a trilogy and once they had money to back them, they could make the great fight scenes in 2 and 3.   It was a good series but 2 & 3 just didn't surprise us like the first one did.  <br /><br />Revolution did leave me hanging.  It left so many questions unanswered and I think they could almost bring a #4 out with the way it ended.  Have to wait and see.||63.233.223.56||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000005||curtis||11-08-2003||12:53 AM||||kind of off subject but Halloween. Me and the wife went trick or treating with our daughter and later out to eat.  I went through the bar and down the corridor to the bathrooms and damn.  Out of the ladies room came a 6 ft Trinity in full costume and in full act. She was walking like she was about to kick someones ass. Black leather paints, long jacket, glasses and slicked back hair she was playing it up.  She was asking where a phone was, preatty funny.||67.25.32.79||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||11-08-2003||06:58 AM||||So got back from the nerdfest tonight.  My asshole friends decided to fast forward through parts of the first two.  I thought, cool, won't have to spend so goddamned long sitting down watching shit, and can cram all the important bits in before the movie.  Wrong.  The jerks basically skipped over every dialogue scene, only wanting to watch shit blow up or some people fight or shoot each other.  Sometimes I hate my peers.  Sorry to rant.<br /><br />Anyway, the movie was ok.  IMHO, it follows the "Star Wars Principle" in that the 2nd was the best, the 3rd was the worst, and they could have just left it well alone after the 1st.  The dialogue was positively painful in Revolutions.  They obviously spent the script budget on the special effects, which while being technically superb, were anything but imaginitive.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||nrvous||11-08-2003||07:40 AM||||I saw it.  Nobody can compare the first one to any of them.  The movie of the first one was good, but it was the concept itself was what left you in awe.<br /><br />You have to see it for yourself. There was good and bad.  After seeing the path that the second one took, I was not expecting a lot.  <br /><br />steve||24.24.55.140||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000008||REDLINEGVR4||11-08-2003||11:57 PM||||IT SUCKED DONT WASTE YOUR  MONEY!!!!!!!!!!!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||11-09-2003||12:02 AM||||The Club Hell scene was pretty cool though...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||GVR$in||11-09-2003||04:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> The Club Hell scene was pretty cool though... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Boobies?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||11-09-2003||11:20 AM||||mmmm... Persiphone(sp)...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||bleck||11-09-2003||06:02 PM||||Nah Terren, sorry, no boobies, and as Romanova said, Persephone was too hot.  But she just sat there and didn't say much...  no wait yeah, she was perfect  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000013||keydiver||11-09-2003||07:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong>  She was asking where a phone was, pretty funny. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you follow her, to watch if they extracted her? Cool!||216.76.180.109||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000014||chadhayashi||11-10-2003||12:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> The Club Hell scene was pretty cool though... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Boobies?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Those nude nipples were actually being twisted  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />One of those APU's w/ the chain guns would be a fun party toy.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003571.cgi
A||||3||thon||think this is worth it?||||1||||thon||00000613
Z||000000||thon||11-07-2003||05:17 PM||thon@optonline.net||I'm looking for a winter beater. I figure i'd offer him a grand depending on how bad the tranny is.  Worse comes to worse i could part out the 16g, gauges and FP and get 60% of my money back hehe<br /><br /><br />1990 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE GSX<br /> white, 144,000 mi, leath int, pdl, ps, tilt, 4X4, air, 5 spd std, 2 dr, cruise, CD, 16G, Walbro 255ph, Boost/airfuel/oil gauge's, car needs tranny work, Must Sell!, $1500 OBO <br /><br />thanks<br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-07-2003||05:20 PM||||Go for a test drive, realize just how much this is not the same vehicle as your GVR4, go back, kick him in the balls and offer $800.  If you go with cash in hand, he'll be hard pressed to turn you away.||69.59.219.180||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||thon||11-07-2003||05:22 PM||||heh, i realize its not a gvr4.  I don't think i could, in good conscience, drive a gvr-4 for my beater car:)  Not to mention i think udriveu would beat me if i had my car plus a gvr-4 (especially if it was also white)<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||11-07-2003||07:44 PM||||Actually, if the car is well sorted and mint, that isn't an unreasonable price.  I bought my first Eclipse GSX (I have two 1990's) out of a junkyard with a bad motor AND tranny for around a grand, but that was back in 1995.  I still think an $800 offer is fair, but if the car is mint, ALL the gvr4 parts like axles etc interchange.  It probably just has bent shift forks and synchros anyway.  However, mine came with teeth missing on every gear, so plan on just swapping it out if it is a mint car.  If it has leather, it should have a sunroof as well.  If it IS mint, even at 1500 it would be a good buy to resell.  I've seen mint gsx's go for six grand..bone stock, but mint, with around 75k on them.  Personally I wouldn't sell either of mine for less than 3 grand, and they both need paint, but the entire driveline has been replaced on both.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003572.cgi
A||||40||GVR$in||How can I prevent my Bro from driving my car?||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||11-07-2003||06:11 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||The GeeRIDE is going into storage (garaged) for the snowboard season and my older brother is going to "take care" of it if you may. I'm leaving him the keys (ruh roh) and he said he'll start it up for me once every two weeks or so. <br /><br />Now I trust my brother not to drive it.. BUT I want to take some precautions so if he even tries he CAN'T. I don't want to do anything major. Just yank hoses, fuses, etc etc.<br /><br />It still needs to run because he's going to start it once in a while..<br /><br />Thanks!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||11-07-2003||06:15 PM||||get a momo steering wheel and one of those things to where u can take the steering wheel off with a key... he will be able to start the car without a steering wheel. or get a foot brake club or a regular club. but i like the steering wheel. either way, he will be able to start it and not drive it||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000002||gixxer||11-07-2003||06:16 PM||||take the maf off of the intake pipe, the car will idle kinda, but if you try to drive it it will die.||129.219.71.22||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000003||Ferrari F50 GT||11-07-2003||06:17 PM||||Disconect the shifter linkage so he can't put it into gear.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000004||RayH||11-07-2003||06:31 PM||||Take the wheels off and put the car on blocks.  It'll also be better for the tires if the car's not going to be driven.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000005||benwah||11-07-2003||06:53 PM||||Record the mileage and for ever mile over kick him in the nuts!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.61.168.255||reg||1||benwah||00000735||yes
Z||000006||CCDSM69||11-07-2003||06:55 PM||||E-prom TMO (keydiver chip) with security feature, put it in valet mode...if he drives it he can't go over like 3000rpm    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||11-07-2003||07:25 PM||||Damn, just take out the ECU.<br /><br />I don't think keydiver does the security mods anyway.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||11-07-2003||07:36 PM||||chop his arms off , It takes a lot of talent to drive w no arms, although i see quite a few females on cell phones doing about as well.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||Beemer||11-07-2003||07:37 PM||||NAH, just chain something he dearly loves to the front tow hook receiver under the front of the car.  Leave about 5 feet of chain under the car.  He backs up, the sewer pipe for his house follows him out of the garage..or that nice sport bike.  If you use cable, you can almost make it invisible in a cluttered garage.  My dad did this with my mom back in 1973.  He bought a brand new Z-28, a LT-1.  He was on the road a lot, and mom was a maniac with a 67 mustang 390 GT convertible.  Unfortunately, he chained MY dirt bike to it.  Mom's mustang broke one day, and dad was on the road, so the car was off limits.  He really rigged the garage up.  As she backed up, the garage door slammed down, and she literally backed THRU the closed garage door dragging my dirt bike.  Oh, you should have heard the conversation with the house insurance guy..priceless..||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000010||drew||11-07-2003||07:38 PM||||Easiest thing would be to just remove the steering wheel.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||atsiauto||11-07-2003||09:09 PM||||since when do GVR4 owners take the EZ way out of anything ? we'd all be driving escorts and drinking Nyquil for breakfast if we did .  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000012||MustGoFaster||11-07-2003||11:52 PM||||unbolt the slave cylinder from the tranny.||63.226.177.92||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000013||psycopyro182||11-08-2003||12:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> since when do GVR4 owners take the EZ way out of anything ? we'd all be driving escorts and drinking Nyquil for breakfast if we did .   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Verry correct.<br />why do anything the esasy way?<br />but putting the car on blocks would be a good idea.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000014||Vr4in'||11-08-2003||12:02 AM||||Buy one of those club things which will limit how far your steering wheel will turn (about 20.00) .... or get the other device thatlocks your brake pedal out so it wont engage.<br /><br />But if you dont wanna buy anything like that..easiest thing to do would be to remove the steering wheel (hope you have a steering wheel/harmonic balance puller).Good luck<br /><br /><br />Rob||172.165.145.20||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000015||curtis||11-08-2003||12:40 AM||||tell him the tranny is about to go and its making a stange slapping noise.  This will be true because just before you take it to his place put a few big black vip ties on the axle/drive shafts. If he trys to drive it will scare the shit out of him.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />PS this has been done before and also disconnect the wastegate flapper arm  from the actuator.||67.25.32.79||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000016||hibrn8||11-08-2003||02:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> Disconect the shifter linkage so he can't put it into gear. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i 2nd that one.||65.227.204.83||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000017||4drwhore||11-08-2003||02:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> Disconect the shifter linkage so he can't put it into gear. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He's smart. THats why he owns a ferrari F50.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||11-08-2003||06:51 AM||||I vote for all of the above.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Seriously though, removing the wheel is easy, and if you take it with you to tahoe he can't put it back on.  The shifter disconnect is also a good idea.  I wouldn't recommend removing the slave cylinder, as he'd need to push the clutch in to start it, unless you've disconnected the clutch switch.<br /><br />Ooh, or just run a big lenth of cable or chain between the two driver's side wheels, making it obvious the car isn't going anywhere.  Oh yea, I guess you'd probably need to lock the chain or something too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000019||agrabau||11-08-2003||11:13 AM||||Drain the oil.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000020||agrabau||11-08-2003||12:10 PM||||kidding.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000021||GVR$in||11-08-2003||12:54 PM||||Drunk are we?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000022||EvilGalantGSX||11-08-2003||12:58 PM||||Take the throttle cable off.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||EvilGalantGSX||00001681||yes
Z||000023||91 #680||11-08-2003||02:01 PM||||Terrin I know ....if you take the engine out he'll never be able to drive it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000024||VTGVR4||11-08-2003||05:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong> Disconect the shifter linkage so he can't put it into gear. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He's smart. THats why he owns a ferrari F50. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nah. any person with a ferrari F-50 would recommend getting two screws on the dash grounded to the starting circuit, in which the car wouldnt start if they didnt hold their fingers to comeplete the circuit. wait, thats not really what you were asking....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||206.15.137.135||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000025||JO||11-08-2003||05:58 PM||||Hey just take off an tire.||152.163.252.136||reg||12||JO||00002267||yes
Z||000026||Eclipse182||11-08-2003||06:25 PM||||Why not just take the license plates off? Unless he really has his mind set on driving your car, hes not gonna bother taking them off of his car and putting it them on yours. Or maybe even stick something in the intake so it can get enough air to start but wont run very well(you might even have him living with the fear that he broke you car for a few months)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.185.132.146||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000027||keydiver||11-08-2003||06:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Damn, just take out the ECU.<br /><br />I don't think keydiver does the security mods anyway. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeh, but I could give him a chip with a 2000 rpm rev limit! I dare him to try to go anywhere with that.<br />Jeff O.||216.76.180.50||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000028||MustGoFaster||11-08-2003||08:39 PM||||That will get you to ~35 MPH, plenty for driving around, try 1500RPM.||63.226.177.92||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000029||turbogalant||11-08-2003||09:13 PM||||Pop off the tie rods.||65.177.232.28||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000030||agrabau||11-08-2003||09:15 PM||||loosen all the lug nuts but leave them on||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000031||229of1000||11-09-2003||12:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> loosen all the lug nuts but leave them on </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO!  I don't think Terren wants to destroy his own car.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000032||slvrblt||11-09-2003||02:19 AM||||I agree with unhooking the shift linkage. Easy, quick, and effective.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000033||GVR$in||11-09-2003||04:27 AM||||Damn bim you're just havin fun w/ this one aren't ya?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000034||Eclipse182||11-09-2003||02:53 PM||||Why not just break his legs? That way you'll only need one tool instead of who know how many to do any of the other things mentioned, you have the security of knowing he's not going anywhere for at for at least a few months, AND he'll still be able to start the car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.185.132.146||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000035||turboflanagan||11-09-2003||08:37 PM||||Disconnect the clutch switch and jump the two wires together.  Never start then.<br /><br />Easy to do, easy to un-do.  And you could tape it up to not be seen easily and you could tell if it had been tampered with.||64.63.213.13||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000036||MiSTER2||11-10-2003||06:18 AM||||My suggestion is to your brother.  I think when you leave he should pack the back of the car with some white stuff and some green grass and call the cops.  That's what i'd do if my brother was so stingy and not trusting.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />And my suggestion to you is, just beat the hell out of your brother so he doesn't do it.  And if he still does it than at least you've taken your revenge upfront.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000037||bleck||11-10-2003||08:51 AM||||How about you spend $100 on a bus ticket to go back and get it?  Or buy a new truck?  Or not, and let these guys keep busting my gut with these hilarious suggestions  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000038||DsmSeifer||11-10-2003||09:57 AM||||I'd just pull an IC pipe loose car will still start and idle but when he touches the gas pedal the car will die. hehe did that to my wife one time.||205.188.192.156||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000039||gvr4ever||11-10-2003||10:10 AM||||Get a boot for the car  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />MPI fuse, unplug the fuel pump, unplug the MAF and ECU.<br /><br />Unless he knows your car, it would take forever to figure that crap out.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000040||GVR$in||11-10-2003||02:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Get a boot for the car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />MPI fuse, unplug the fuel pump, unplug the MAF and ECU.<br /><br />Unless he knows your car, it would take forever to figure that crap out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha It needs to run..||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003573.cgi
A||||10||1quickvr4||So You Want To Learn Japanese. ........||||1||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||11-07-2003||08:49 PM||caspa69@juno.com||<a href="http://www-unix.oit.umass.edu/~thoureau/japanese.html" target="_blank">http://www-unix.oit.umass.edu/~thoureau/japanese.html</a><br /><br /><br />lol||66.142.168.233||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||11-07-2003||09:21 PM||||"...whether they are Grass or Rock Pokemon type, color of pants, and so on."<br /><br />Hahahha||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||11-07-2003||09:43 PM||||Thats hilarious. I have no intentions on majoring in Japanese, but I HAD planned on taking a course or two if I ever go back to school...maybe I won't afterall.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||11-07-2003||09:55 PM||||HAHAHAHaaaa oh man, this is great stuff!<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The Japanese also like cock fighting monsters that live in your pants, taking baths with the elderly, and killing themselves.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Japanese food evolved in ancient days, when the main staple of the diet was rice. People got so sick and tired of eating rice, in fact, that they ate just about anything else they could find, from seaweed to other Japanese people. This has led to the creation of such wonderful foods as "Natto", which I believe is a kind of bean but tastes like battery acid, and "Pocky", which is a stick with different frostings on it, the flavors of which include Sawdust and Strawberry.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||drew||11-07-2003||09:57 PM||||Man, this guy must've gotten jacked in Japan or something. But he has a point in each of his points. But yeah, it's easy to learn   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.cafeshops.com/enemieslist.8231504?zoom=yes#zoom" target="_blank">http://www.cafeshops.com/enemieslist.8231504?zoom=yes#zoom</a><br /><br />The grammar is wrong on that shirt that talks about bad grammar  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||11-08-2003||05:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Although many of Japanese-language students are smart, funny, hard working people,  <b>none</b> of them will be in your class. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol so true! I should have taken Korean..Hot Korean girls take Korean.||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||KenGVR4||11-08-2003||01:31 PM||||That's funny.  I'm taking Japanese 101 right now... It's really not that hard.<br /><br />Word of advice, don't take Japanese if you're trying to meet hot chicks in class.  This class is populated by:<br /><br />A. Half Breeds like me trying to get back in touch with their culture.<br /><br />B. Anime/D&D Geeks (No further explanation is required here).  This is over 50% of my class, unfortunately.<br /><br />C. A couple of totally confused people that think taking Japanese is cooler than say... Spanish (which you may actually use in everyday life)||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||11-08-2003||02:10 PM||||when i was in college, i took intensive japanese in summer school.  101/102 in 6 weeks, followed by 201/202 the next 6 weeks.  8 hours a day IN CLASS.  i would get on campus by 7 am, and into the language lab(it opened at 7 am) then class from 8 to 12, break for lunch, half hour in lab, back in class from 1-5, break half hour for dinner, then back in language lab till 9 pm, when it closed.  i remember the guy who was in charge of the language lab, each time we checked out a tape, we had to fill out this slip of paper with name, class, etc, he told me that at the end of the day, he would take my pile, and the pile of EVERYONE ELSE who came in the lab, and my pile would be higher.  what a grind, everyone else in the class already spoke japanese at home, so it was easy for the rest of them.  i worked my ass off, and got the lowest grade in the class, a B.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||11-08-2003||05:15 PM||||I took Japanese in highschool for three years and have been to Japan twice. The language is hard. Period. There is so much to remember, it will make your brain hurt. <br />Ganbatte!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||11-08-2003||05:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> when i was in college, i took intensive japanese in summer school.  101/102 in 6 weeks, followed by 201/202 the next 6 weeks.  8 hours a day IN CLASS.  i would get on campus by 7 am, and into the language lab(it opened at 7 am) then class from 8 to 12, break for lunch, half hour in lab, back in class from 1-5, break half hour for dinner, then back in language lab till 9 pm, when it closed.  i remember the guy who was in charge of the language lab, each time we checked out a tape, we had to fill out this slip of paper with name, class, etc, he told me that at the end of the day, he would take my pile, and the pile of EVERYONE ELSE who came in the lab, and my pile would be higher.  what a grind, everyone else in the class already spoke japanese at home, so it was easy for the rest of them.  i worked my ass off, and got the lowest grade in the class, a B. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">builds character. ken, you are a man of pure built character!||206.15.137.135||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||11-08-2003||08:07 PM||||the BEST thing i remember about that grind, was i would get to campus by 6:30 am and have breakfast.  one morning, i got a hard boiled egg and stuck it in the microwave, turned it on, and in a few seconds, BOOM!  oops!  open door just a hair, and peek inside, EGG ALL OVER THE PLACE.  calmly close door, and leave.  next day, BIIIG sign, DO NOT PUT HARDBOILED EGG IN MICROWAVE.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003574.cgi
A||||0||TurboVR4dr||Might be a good deal for someone||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||11-07-2003||11:13 PM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33597&item=2441453257" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33597&item=2441453257</a><br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes



ubb/Forum3/003575.cgi
A||||21||evovr4553||My VR4/EVO0 ||||1||||evovr4553||00001088
Z||000000||evovr4553||11-07-2003||11:39 PM||evovr4553@hotmail.com||This is my 1991 Galant VR4 EVOLUTION<br /> <img src="http://nz.msnusers.com/_Secure/0SQDOArMV2Byo*Q5ALVOQJ1JlG6eeNNhsHnh3Q486a52Ip2I5uDhOourKGIXTONFLAIrGiFaGjouYsqEy321NuQYxn*SCqiGDEfTXh33wvP7h4P1nA*uYSw/Picture%20013.jpg?dc=4675446265211827922" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://nz.msnusers.com/_Secure/0SQCz*7IVnRyo*Q5ALVOQJxxAEYngXuByrXEZQsz4!qax6cXVH0ZgySUFEP!1z1JR!WWSq4zxR7zG*NH0MyzQLK*WAeIjLXXAtlr17x*xLFYlh!iCs4jBDA/Picture%20012.jpg?dc=4675446265161645206" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://nz.msnusers.com/_Secure/0SQCz*7gV*h2o*Q5ALVOQJ!ROLShBrve3cCWUGXZTuqHKcsAKuEZoUeCkAMjDwi5aPS7LdBnlrJmztw6td4lysaB3K2zhu!Rb7qBK0JV4WOru0UFi6LMIBQ/Picture%20009.jpg?dc=4675446265020536442" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://nz.msnusers.com/_Secure/0SQD6F7EVYhyo*Q5ALVOQJ!MLzgoMU5k7Hi3FCW0j6wQlXVP*7e*X91POgssk3tg0VJQx9uueeMoF41wtHeqJXzKtUd8La0hVoZJOmZxhSqkgi3afq4wMPg/Picture%20011.jpg?dc=4675446265115036857" alt=" - " /><br /><br />She is pretty stock standard...<br />Only has a few bits n pieces waiting for funds for wheels and a new paint job....bling bling!!||210.54.99.34||reg||1||evovr4553||00001088||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||11-07-2003||11:46 PM||||Skip the paint! It's got plenty o' bling.||63.226.177.92||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||11-08-2003||12:31 AM||||looks great ! it's cool to be different   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||11-08-2003||02:13 AM||||yeah that car looks immaculate||65.227.204.83||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||11-08-2003||09:53 AM||||New paint? <br /><br />The car looks mint. <br /><br />Keep us updated on your progress modifying the car.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||DsmSeifer||11-08-2003||10:20 AM||||Wow that nice man. I haven't seen many that nice.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000006||ercp98||11-08-2003||10:21 AM||||what did you do to the rims?? i have the same ones but black or purple in color. did you just repaint it.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||11-08-2003||11:11 AM||||That's the nicest looking galant I've ever seen.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||supervr4||11-08-2003||11:26 AM||||hey there man those look like nz plates if so and also if you havent already been there go to <a href="http://www.nzmmc.co.nz" target="_blank">http://www.nzmmc.co.nz</a> <br /> car looks good||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||11-08-2003||11:29 AM||||Does the VR4 badge on the back of your car say SUPER VR4?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||Pappy||11-08-2003||03:27 PM||||I'm filled with jealousy... so much jealousy.<br /><br />Nice car man.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000011||evovr4553||11-08-2003||03:36 PM||||Cheers guys.In new zealand all the VR4s come out with these wheels standard.paint is ok but want to put a pearl in the paint and no the badge just says galant vr4.<br />Yer mate we know about NZMMC my girlfriend goes to the meets and we go on cruises||210.54.110.103||reg||7||evovr4553||00001088||yes
Z||000012||VR4GURL||11-08-2003||04:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by supervr4:<br /><strong> hey there man those look like nz plates if so and also if you havent already been there go to  <a href="http://www.nzmmc.co.nz" target="_blank">http://www.nzmmc.co.nz</a>  <br /> car looks good </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey dude im the g/friend..............Just wonderin who you post as on mmc???<br />Shes a wee cutie aye  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||210.54.110.103||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||11-08-2003||05:05 PM||||Mmm... black JDM Galant.  That's how mine will look here real soon.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||supervr4||11-09-2003||02:13 AM||||i post as chchvr4 i drive a 1990 nile black super vr4 looks the same as that car but with a few dents in the doors from a stuiped dog   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000015||GVR$in||11-09-2003||04:46 AM||||Looks excellent! Thumbs up!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000016||jonvr4||11-09-2003||04:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by supervr4:<br /><strong> i drive a 1990 nile black super vr4    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">go any pics?||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000017||supervr4||11-10-2003||02:41 AM||||sorry none at the moment i need to clean it first<br />  But it looks the same as the car at the top<br />And the only diffrence with the super is that it comes with a full leather interior as far as we know||203.97.2.242||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000018||evovr4553||11-10-2003||03:12 AM||||hey NZ vr4 mate,does the super vr4 have the bigger intercooler and turbo and close ratio gearbox and 4 bolt diff like the evo0 does?????<br />Havn't heard much about the super model.||210.54.99.36||reg||5||evovr4553||00001088||yes
Z||000019||VR4GURL||11-10-2003||05:14 AM||||Yeh the super VR4 is the same as the standard VR4 but it has the leather seats...the only difference between the Vr4/Evo0 (dubbed evo 0 in japan) is that the one in the pic has a lgr turbo and intercooler, close ratio gearbox and a 4 bolt diff...... But we it dont have the leather seats  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||210.54.99.36||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000020||dsmsleeper||11-10-2003||10:53 AM||||Sweet ride.  <br />Do you drink that Export Gold over there?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000021||evovr4553||11-10-2003||01:24 PM||||Me no but alot do can you get export in the USA????.The only beer we hear of from the states is bud||210.54.77.221||reg||7||evovr4553||00001088||yes



ubb/Forum3/003576.cgi
A||||7||Akidosigh1||Mitsu test drive||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||11-08-2003||11:40 AM||||I got something in the mail saying i can test drive a Evo between nov 20-23 and a certificate to present at the dealership when i get there. i thought they didn't allow test drives on Evo's. i think i should go and pick up my free copy of 2f2f.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-08-2003||12:37 PM||||It really comes down to the sales person.  They profile you and if they think you can acually buy the car, they will let you drive.  Some sales people have a coal smashing diamond making ass while others will just hand over the keys.<br /><br />Sadly, how you dress can play a part.  I've come home from work before and put on some jeans and a t-shirt to go car hunting and have been treated down right rude.  I've had better luck wearing what I wear to work.  If I wearing worn jeans, that means I'm slum.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||11-08-2003||03:24 PM||||woohoo!!! I got the same mail!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />1. Take this cert to your preview nights test drive dealrships.<br /><br />2. Test drive any of the new 2004 lancers or any other new '03 or '04 mitsubishi during preview nights november 20-23,2003<br /><br />3. Pick up your collectoible Lancer Poster and a '2 Fast 2 Furious' DVD.*<br /><br />4. Make your best deal and drive off in a great new Mitsubishi.||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||11-08-2003||05:30 PM||||dammit, wheres mine?<br />my best offer would be to trade in my 97 civic and my 89 dodge 4x4, and then maybe a 0% apr loan for 10K. yeah? yeah!!! (need about 5k for insurance, i bet.)||206.15.137.135||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||Eclipse182||11-08-2003||06:32 PM||||I got the same thing, but only because i requested a brochure. This applies to the Evo too? Thats pretty sweet if it does. Even test driving a Lancer Ralliart would be worth it. And who can forget, FREE STUFF!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.185.132.146||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||11-08-2003||11:17 PM||||How come I didnt get one dam it they send me all the other shit in the mail, maybe its cause I almost bought a car form them and had it almost delivered and then found a better deal.... Oh well same car sat on there lot for 3 months and no one bought it! I would like a free copy of 2F2F||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||REDLINEGVR4||11-08-2003||11:55 PM||||i have a friend that is 20 he got to test one only cause he rolled up in his moms merc 230. he said he scared the shit out of the sales man with a few nice powerslides and driving fast. my friend is a extremely good driver. ne how me and my dad are gonna do that test drive thing cause my dad wants an evo.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||11-09-2003||12:04 AM||||eveyone should wait a bit.  at the end of the year, the dealers all have to pay ad velorem taxes on thier stock, so that is when they come out with the deals.  the evos are not selling like they thought they would.  one dealer here is also giving free tires for life.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003577.cgi
A||||3||DongeR615||full A-pillar replacement||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||11-08-2003||03:50 PM||||What happened to he full A-Pillar Replacement idea?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||neonturbo1995||11-09-2003||02:12 PM||||I started it and nobody was interested...so there it is||68.165.60.247||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||11-09-2003||02:24 PM||||how many we need to get this up and running?||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||JUANPSI||11-10-2003||11:23 AM||||I'LL TAKE ONE!!!!!!!!!||67.100.180.2||reg||10||JUANPSI||00002296||yes



ubb/Forum3/003578.cgi
A||||41||tplesko||She Said Yes!!!||||10||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||11-08-2003||06:58 PM||||Hey everyone,<br /><br />As a few of you know my little secret, I proposed to my girlfriend last night at dessert.  The evening was incredible and she was totally surprised, despite the limo, incredible dinner and everything else.  Thank you to everyone who helped pull it off.  And she said yes!  Now we have a wonderful wedding to plan.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   And yes,  the GVR4 will be used a la the video on the internet.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Here is a picture of us after I proposed.<br /> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/wedding/pictures/chrisandmarniring.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here is the ring.<br /> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/wedding/pictures/thering.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />More pictures are located here and I will post a full story of the evening as soon as I finish writing it.  The other people in the pictures are Jim and Jenn.  Jim is Marni's brother and Jenn is my friend.  They are the ones that set us up originally and were key in helping me surprise Marni. They are the best.<br /> <a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/wedding/engagement.html" target="_blank"> <a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/wedding/engagement.html" target="_blank">http://www.shiftedthinking.com/wedding/engagement.html</a> </a>||128.138.45.69||reg||10||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-08-2003||07:00 PM||||Congrats! Need to pop the question to my gf one of these times... right after I sleep with two strippers at the same time... gotta hook that up first!<br /><br />Congrats again!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||92GVR4#333||11-08-2003||07:11 PM||||congrats and damn look at the bling ring.....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||11-08-2003||07:15 PM||||Thanks!  I designed the ring BTW   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||11-08-2003||07:54 PM||||ALRIGHT CHRIS WOOOOOHOOOOO!!!!!!!!<br /><br />congradualtions. Ive been waiting for this post! The ring is amazing look slike you used some of your engineering skills on that one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  and you were right, Marni's dress is awesome. Im happy for you both. You both look so happy together and its good to see that there still are some great girls out there, one of which you have. I wish you the best with everything else ahead of you.||65.227.217.228||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||11-08-2003||08:08 PM||||Congrats.....hope you have a long happy life together...!!!||207.69.139.135||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||11-08-2003||09:00 PM||||congrats man. very cool. i remember hearing stories about your to be wife, and she sounds cool as hell. sound like you two will have a wonderful time. <br /><br />i have to say i'm a little jealous of ya. i wish things were going as well on this end...but whatever, thats whats its about. i just hope things keep on going well for ya <br /><br />are we going to get to see pics of you driving off after the weddin in the gvr4.  6k lauch with tin cans tied to the bumber and just married on the rear window.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000007||Pappy||11-08-2003||09:15 PM||||Congratulations!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000008||geoff@machv||11-08-2003||10:09 PM||||Congrats on popping the question!!<br />Hoipefully I'll be as lucky  [one of these days]<br /><br /><br />Geoff<br />Mach V||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000009||galantvr4us||11-08-2003||10:17 PM||||Congrats and good luck.  Now if only I could find a man  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000010||CCDSM69||11-08-2003||10:23 PM||||Congrats..<br /><br /><br />  Lisa||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000011||atsiauto||11-08-2003||10:29 PM||||congrats , and "mad props" and heres to an AWD Launch on the wedding day ! Cheers !<br /><br />Katie , lets talk ..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000012||josh91vr4||11-08-2003||11:05 PM||||What do you mean Katie? I'm right here! <br />Click for pic:<br /> <a href="http://www.funnyjunk.com/p/0548.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.funnyjunk.com/p/0548.jpg</a><br /><br /><br />Oh yeah, and congrats on the engagement!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000013||GVR$in||11-08-2003||11:31 PM||||Congrats!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000014||Ash||11-09-2003||12:00 AM||||Congrats!||203.221.19.232||reg||14||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||11-09-2003||12:04 AM||||Congrats!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||curtis||11-09-2003||12:07 AM||||I hope she knows you build cars and drag race.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     Congrats.||67.25.37.141||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000017||GVR1643||11-09-2003||12:20 AM||||Congrats!!! and nice ring.  10 years for me now.<br /><br />Katie, do you mind old married guys? LOL||167.142.21.225||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000018||turbowop||11-09-2003||12:30 AM||||Congrats!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000019||tplesko||11-09-2003||03:28 AM||||She know of the car addiction. She bought all the Sparco parts on my car and told me I would be stupid not to buy Kibo's 20g setup   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000020||DongeR615||11-09-2003||04:36 AM||||congrats man..now you can start rejecting the ladies..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000021||brandongvr4||11-09-2003||05:07 AM||||Congrats Bro.||67.121.154.70||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000022||Colt4G63||11-09-2003||12:13 PM||||congrats! <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||11-09-2003||12:15 PM||||Congrats, Chris! I know the feeling. I got married on Sept 20th actually and its totally worth it. Hope you both have a wonderful life together!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000024||KingGalantVr4||11-09-2003||02:54 PM||||Congratulations!<br /><br />I HAVE to marry my girl.  She KNOWS I spend lots of time with cars, lots of money on cars, I work in a dealership, and she doesn't care!||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000025||chadhayashi||11-09-2003||11:50 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1872" alt=" - " /><br />LOL just kidding.<br />Congratulations Chris.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000026||talontsi||11-10-2003||03:52 AM||||Congratulations!!||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000027||MiSTER2||11-10-2003||05:59 AM||||Congratulations!||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000028||thejeebus2002||11-10-2003||08:55 AM||||Congratulations.  The time for me is pressing near.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000029||bleck||11-10-2003||09:17 AM||||Congrats!!  Wow, maybe another VR4 with baby seats before too long!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000030||DsmSeifer||11-10-2003||10:02 AM||||congrats man and you should put a car seat in it. I had one when I took mine to the track the honda guy was laughing until the light changed.||205.188.192.156||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000031||Ian M||11-10-2003||06:45 PM||||Taking the plunge... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Congrats dude! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.144||reg||14||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000032||4g63t||11-10-2003||07:15 PM||||Congratulations!!!!! Wishing you guys the best!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000033||Beemer||11-17-2003||03:59 AM||||Congrats...Just don't go making babies too quick..you have no idea what they do to your social life and bank account...but at least you have 4 doors..I started out with a 1g eclipse..5 kids now..but single again..go figure.  Pay lots of attention to her..that was my failing.  Seems I was always at the strip or in the shop..at least you are marrying someone who supports your "habit"<br /><br /><br />and don't worry Katie, there are plenty of guys out there..you just haven't found one that likes being beaten by his girlfriend's VR4 yet.  Too bad Fogdarter is 50..he's still single..  HEY MARK, YOU LISTENING???||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000034||tplesko||11-17-2003||08:42 AM||||Thanks for the congrats and advice everyone! Since her parents are paying for the wedding (pshewwww, that's a relief) the "race car" project is still a go and Marni is continuing to support it totally. We're actually planning to take her parents to an event next year so they can see first hand what racing is like (her mom anyway). I think her mom is always a bit skeptical of the ol' 4 door, especially after it didn't want to start yesterday.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  At least I think I figured out the problem today I think.<br /><br />And no babies yet, we have a race car and some traveling around the world to do first. We're only 21 so I'd say a good 5 years before we have little ones. I have to be able to afford dirt bikes for each of them first   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   "Daddy get off my 50, it's my turn!"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000035||galantvr4us||11-17-2003||09:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> <br /><br />and don't worry Katie, there are plenty of guys out there..you just haven't found one that likes being beaten by his girlfriend's VR4 yet.  Too bad Fogdarter is 50..he's still single..  HEY MARK, YOU LISTENING??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Isn't that the truth.  But I have the mentality-men are like buses-one comes by every five minutes.  I just need to wait for the one with the right destination     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Plus a guy I get together with would have to approve of my hobby-I'm not giving it up.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000036||a_santos||11-17-2003||09:31 AM||||Katie,<br /><br />How about some pictures of yourself for the bachelors on this site?<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong> <br /><br />and don't worry Katie, there are plenty of guys out there..you just haven't found one that likes being beaten by his girlfriend's VR4 yet.  Too bad Fogdarter is 50..he's still single..  HEY MARK, YOU LISTENING??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Isn't that the truth.  But I have the mentality-men are like buses-one comes by every five minutes.  I just need to wait for the one with the right destination      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     Plus a guy I get together with would have to approve of my hobby-I'm not giving it up.<br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000037||number3||11-17-2003||10:55 AM||||Katie is WAY to cute for you guys...||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000038||hibrn8||11-17-2003||01:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong>   Too bad Fogdarter is 50..he's still single..  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll be the same way.||131.193.154.177||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000039||galantvr4us||11-17-2003||03:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Katie is WAY to cute for you guys... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry your making me blush   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000040||hibrn8||11-17-2003||06:13 PM||||we all know Harry still has game    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000041||blacksheep||11-17-2003||06:24 PM||||Katie..cute...blush...whaaat the hells goin on here?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/003579.cgi
A||||2||keydiver||2G Eclipse Guinea Pig needed||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||11-08-2003||10:42 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Anyone got a friend with a socketed '95 ECU in his 2G car? I have a few chip mods I'd like to try out. I started on this back in February, but got sidetracked by all the work I was doing on the GVR-4/DSM chips. I *think* I can do the fuelcut and rev limit changes, as well as injector size compensation. I's also like to try my MAS compensation for one without the side and lower HC.<br />Someone with a DSMLink already would be a prime candidate, since he would have the socketed '95 ECU.<br />Thanks,<br />Jeff O.||216.77.204.94||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||11-08-2003||11:05 PM||||Hey post on SE.DSM.ORG there are people there in FL that would not mind testing...beside it is a great board as well.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||DsmSeifer||11-09-2003||08:22 PM||||Hey keydriver I have a 98 GST with an 95 EPROM ecu I'll gunie pig for you<br /><br />Here are the list of mods I have done.<br /><br />Super 20G turbo, BJ'S ported head with 1mm oversized valves, crower springs, and retainers, Greddy Big FMIC and type S bov, ACT clutch and flywheel, Greddy IC pipes.. ect..ect <br /><br />I still have my stock MAS in place though. I have set of 660 injectors on the way to. <br /><br />Let me know if you want to use me.   <br /><br />By the way I want a chip for my VR4 please<br /><br />Brian||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum3/003580.cgi
A||||58||josh91vr4||Why I want an Audi S4 (1994)||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||11-08-2003||11:13 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||My dad's car:<br />Coils on top of EACH spark plug (5 Cylinder)<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1855" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1855&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />External wastegate with dump back into DP.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1856" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1856&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Plus all 4 seats have buttwarmers!<br />All stock shizzle...||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||11-08-2003||11:28 PM||||Katie is running a similar ignition system.. I believe its from buschur for DSM's.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||11-08-2003||11:52 PM||||More pics!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||11-09-2003||03:17 AM||||Work on Audi's some more and you'll realize how much of a nightmare they are. If you never see the engine bay and never have to turn a wrench, you could possibly think that Audis are nice...until you get that repair bill.<br /><br />I will never own an Audi or Saab if I have to personally maintain them...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||11-09-2003||04:42 AM||||Also, don't know about the new models, but Audis use lug bolts, not lug nuts.  Sounds like a minor difference, but it makes mounting a rim a big PITA.  That just really seems to me like a stupid engineering move on Audi's part, one that I don't understand.||69.59.219.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||drew||11-09-2003||09:15 AM||||As do MBZ and BMW.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||11-09-2003||11:18 AM||||VWs are the same way.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||Colt4G63||11-09-2003||12:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Work on Audi's some more and you'll realize how much of a nightmare they are. If you never see the engine bay and never have to turn a wrench, you could possibly think that Audis are nice...until you get that repair bill.<br /><br />I will never own an Audi or Saab if I have to personally maintain them...<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i know from personal experience. but once you get use to it its pretty easy, plus working at a VW/AUDI/PORSCHE dealership helps too.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000008||raceman77||11-09-2003||12:59 PM||||Audi`s are great cars....when they`re new,with a warranty.l`ve worked on the Germans for years,some of that time spent at the dealership and of all the German cars l`ve worked on l`ve found the Audi to be not only the most expensive but also the biggest PITA.There are two kinds of people that can drive Audi`s succesfully - rich folks and Audi techs.Having said all that l`d buy one myself if the price was right,but it would have to be really right  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.75||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000009||KingGalantVr4||11-09-2003||03:08 PM||||Working at a VW dealership, I would NEVER own a VW or Audi.  Any car with as many STUPID and FUCKED UP engineering issues as these cars should be crushed.  Pollen filter housings crack in 30k-50k miles, yet its not a warranty item, and you usually don't find out untill your car floods, fills the comfort convience module with water, rusts both air bag modules, and your into your car that is SUPPOSEDLY under bumper to bumper warranty for close to 2 grand.  <br /><br />OR when the poorly designed sun roof drains clogg and fill your interior with water.  They have a valve in them that opens and closes, as soon as enough pollen (yes, actual pollen that covers your car yellow in the spring) gets into thoes tubes it will clogg it and your buying a comfort and convience module, air bag sensors, carpet, etc etc etc... lets hope it didn't drain throught your dome light (it will) etc...<br /><br />OR the plastic window clips that snap and your window ends up in the door.  At least VW pays to fix that, but they won't pay to fix any water damage due to it.<br /><br />Coils, yeah, they are fun ...<br /><br />I can go on all day.  They certinaly are NICE cars to drive, are a LOT of fun, but I would NEVER own one.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000010||jonvr4||11-09-2003||03:41 PM||||audi's are a pile to work on. my friend had a A4 he put a few goods on her. it was the biggest pile of shit to work on. to do a exhaust it took 3 hours, and for a turbo swap it took 5 hours. it taks like 30 min. to do spark plugs.||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000011||RayH||11-09-2003||04:07 PM||||My wife has an A6 which is great when there's no problems but the ones that do come up seem to be design issues and not wear.<br /><br />Somehow the windshield washer tank cracked after one month (and there's no way that I know of to turn off the low fluid alarm warning that then goes every few minutes).  Then we started noticing water inside the car and found that the second firewall in the engine compartment was flooding due to clogged drainage holes which you can only clean by taking the entire battery out.  Also for the cost of a wheel alignment I could have almost bought 4 new tires for my car.<br /><br />Despite these problems, it's still a nice car.  It actually has a bigger windshield washer fluid tank (almost a full gallon) than the Galant and the trunk space is huge.  It reminds me of how loud the Galant is everytime I drive it.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000012||mj_rosenfeld||11-09-2003||05:41 PM||||We had a 1990 Audi 200 Quattro, 5 cyl turbo, with 5 spd manual, bought used and drove for years. Repair bills were always in round multiples of $300. Needed religious care by the book. Best to develop a good relationship with a VW-Audi repair shop who is NOT a dealer. It was a great car to drive especially in winter, huge trunk, nicest car I've ever owned or am ever likely too.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.183||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000013||bleck||11-09-2003||05:51 PM||||I don't know what the hell you guys are talking about.  I've owned 3 Audis, and 4 VW's over the years, and this F-ing VR4 has given me more grief than all of them put together... in a year and a half!!!  I punished my VW's and Audi's and never had anything other than maintenance..  I can't get this goddamned VR4 to run good for long enough to even form an opinion.<br /><br />But in the random 5-minute block of ecstasy department... this car is hard to beat.  If only I could enjoy it more than 7% of the time.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000014||GVR$in||11-09-2003||08:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong> We had a 1990 Audi 200 Quattro, 5 cyl turbo, with 5 spd manual, .. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I used to own that SAME exact car.. I never had any problems w/ it what so ever. The previous owner put some 6 spoke 17" technomagnesio rims and it looked good  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000015||PRE-EVO||11-09-2003||09:59 PM||||The more interesting thing about that external wastegate is it's watercooled as well.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000016||bleck||11-09-2003||10:20 PM||||Yeah Yeah, but my 200 was Pearl white, with the Pearl white wheels.  Whatcha know about that!  Damn, I can't get away from these cars that have matching painted wheels.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000017||GVR$in||11-09-2003||10:36 PM||||Mine was pearl white, w/ gunmetal rims = ownz ju!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000018||Pappy||11-09-2003||11:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Yeah Yeah, but my 200 was Pearl white, with the Pearl white wheels.  Whatcha know about that!  Damn, I can't get away from these cars that have matching painted wheels. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nice.  I'd definately say that white is the best color to have matching wheels.  Works every time.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000019||chadhayashi||11-09-2003||11:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> Working at a VW dealership, I would NEVER own a VW or Audi.    <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was just offered a position on Friday w/ one of the local VW dealerships. They definately have more cars on the road, which of course = more work. <br />But...it kind of feels like a huge step down.  The service manager actually said to me, "Our build quality is nothing like you're used to."<br />Not to sound like a snob, but I will likely be declining the offer on Monday or Tuesday.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000020||Minjin||11-10-2003||12:26 AM||||But we're not talking about if things break, we're talking about when they break. My Galant has been incredibly reliable but when something does break, Mitsubishis are designed to be easy to work on (like most Japanese cars). They don't require 5 different sizes of Torx, triple square, and allen just to remove one part on the car. Bolts are generally easy to get to, contrary to VW/Audi which need a swivel on half the bolts. What other car do you have to remove the bumper to do a timing belt??<br /><br />The thing is, its not german engineering thats bad. BMWs are cake to work on. MB's less so, but still easier than Audi. Those VAG engineers are just messed up in the head...or they have too many Saab engineer relatives.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000021||KingGalantVr4||11-15-2003||02:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> Working at a VW dealership, I would NEVER own a VW or Audi.    <br /><br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was just offered a position on Friday w/ one of the local VW dealerships. They definately have more cars on the road, which of course = more work. <br />But...it kind of feels like a huge step down.  The service manager actually said to me, "Our build quality is nothing like you're used to."<br />Not to sound like a snob, but I will likely be declining the offer on Monday or Tuesday. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats why I work there ... LOTS OF WORK TO DO  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  If vw continues to build cars the way they do I'll always have work.<br /><br />Who wants to talk about cam tensioner seals on a 1.8t?<br /><br />Plastic timing chain guides on a VR6?<br /><br />Auto Trans on a V6 Passat 2001+?<br /><br />Window clips anyone  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Cold start missfires?<br /><br />Mas air sensors that won't last more then 50k miles ... if they make it that long.<br /><br />Fan control modules in VR6 Jetta's?<br /><br />Convertable tops on the Bug ...||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000022||ccrich100||11-16-2003||01:10 AM||||Hey:<br />I am planning to buy an Audi S4 - either the new one with a 340 hp V8 or the 250 hp V6. <br />Now, after reading all this stuff ... I am wondering. I do need something newer and nicer than my old beat up Galant that's  now modified... . <br />Something with better ride quality, quieter, more torque. The Audis appeal to me more than VWs.<br />Advice......||24.150.80.40||reg||1||ccrich100||00002634||yes
Z||000023||Romanova||11-16-2003||01:40 AM||||Since I work for a Chevy dealer, I've seen enough NorthStar V8s apart to know that they suck ASS. Change the starter... remove the intake manifold. Case halves seal... drop the whole motor. And we have seen a lot of them coming in for new pistons... <br />Bottom line... Buying GM? Get the extended warranty!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000024||chadhayashi||11-16-2003||01:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Buying GM? Get the extended warranty!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's too bad that new GTO has a Grand Prix front end instead of the badass Monaro fascia!||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000025||chadhayashi||11-16-2003||01:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> [I'll always have work.<br /><br />Who wants to talk about cam tensioner seals on a 1.8t?<br /><br />Plastic timing chain guides on a VR6?<br /><br />Auto Trans on a V6 Passat 2001+?<br /><br />Window clips anyone    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Cold start missfires?<br /><br />Mas air sensors that won't last more then 50k miles ... if they make it that long.<br /><br />Fan control modules in VR6 Jetta's?<br /><br />Convertable tops on the Bug ... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How many control modules are in that new Phaeton?<br /><br />Current S-class has ~45, it's hard to remember them all.<br />What is it w/ the Germans and their mass air's? We have the same problem. <br />Aside from MAF's and oil ring problems in '98 and '99 M.Y. V6's and V8's (10K service interval on Dino juice oil) Our current engines are pretty damn good.(in terms of leaks and hard failures)    <br />...if you include the new Blown M113 V8 and TT M275 V-12, damn fun.<br />As for the chassis and body components...The new E-class makes the S-class look squeaky clean. You'd think they'd figure some of this stuff out before coming to market w/ a $60K car. Not that I mind  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />It's funny how every chassis (no matter who makes it) has their distinct, common problems.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000026||gvr4ever||11-16-2003||11:09 AM||||Yikes.<br /><br />My inlaws have two TDi wagons and a Audi A4.  They love them, but they have not had them long enought to have to deal with repair bills.  They have not had any problems at all with the TDi waggons.  That kinda suprizes me a little.<br /><br />I was on the TDi forums for awhile because I was in the market for a TDi wagon for myself.  I was thinking practacal and usefull.  Looking for something that would last 10+ years.  After talking with VW owners, I ran to the hills and never looked back.  The problem with them isn't as much design as it is VW getting crap parts from thair vendors.  It doesn't really matter in my book what the problem is, I think VW has become the biggest line up of lemons out of all the cars made today.  Even Michael Moore bashes them because his new Bettle only starts half the time he wants it too.<br /><br />The fact is a lot of new cars have problems.  The wife bought our first brand new car in January.  It's been to the shop at least ten times in one year.  I've acually lost count.  <br /><br />I'm really starting to rethink getting a older car that has already been proven to last.  Just saw a 911 SC this morning on the road with a sun roof (didn't even know that was a option) and the tail on it.  She was wearing red.  Drool.  <br /><br />I myself am getting really sick of new cars.  Auto makers are in a race to make the next best thing.  As a result, many cars have issues.  If I could do our car over again, I'd still get a new car for the wife, but I would have gotten a Corolla.  Put the fun and the booming stereo needs aside and just get something that is freakin built right.  I think it might have a JBL upgrade option though.  I know the Camery does.  O well, I'm just ranting now.  What was I saying?||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000027||jayru||11-16-2003||12:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> I don't know what the hell you guys are talking about.  I've owned 3 Audis, and 4 VW's over the years, and this F-ing VR4 has given me more grief than all of them put together... in a year and a half!!!  I punished my VW's and Audi's and never had anything other than maintenance..  I can't get this goddamned VR4 to run good for long enough to even form an opinion.<br /><br />But in the random 5-minute block of ecstasy department... this car is hard to beat.  If only I could enjoy it more than 7% of the time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So get off your ass already and put a new turbo in it!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.84.91||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000028||bleck||11-16-2003||12:43 PM||||Ahhh, Jay... done baby.  16G, EVO manifold, 2G 02housing, 2g mas. Fuel pump and injectors go in next week, which should be about when the ECU returns from Keydiver.  Oh, and I'll put in my turboXS boost controller then. <br /><br />It should run like a beast.  But then, I'm just enjoying that 16g.  Even at the factory boost limit it is sweet.<br /><br />Let's just say that I've been haunted by that ride in your car.  I've even handed out a few ass-kickings  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000029||Batman||11-16-2003||04:12 PM||||Hey guys I am new to this board and thought i would post on this topic.<br /><br />I have a friend with a 00 Jetta Vr6 that has had more problems than any car I have ever seen.  In under 30k miles it was on its third transmisson.  The brake lights went out two different times because of some sensor.  The Mass Air sensor went out and was not covered under warranty.  While at the dealership the car was broken into breaking both front windows, cutting leather seats, and had the cd player stolen.  The window fell in on the passenger side and after taking it to the dealer they fixed it but in the process tore about a 4-6inch gash of tint off the window.  Their response when he asked about it "Oh we didnt think you would notice".  Right now it acts like it is running on 4 cylinders and the dealer said it was the spark plugs and plug wires.  They supposivley order them and never called my friend back.  Other problems not related to build quality:  Some moron at Ciruit City drilled into the gas tank to ground a 500 watt amp, some woman ran into his parked car while he was pumping gas, 3days after the car was fixed from gas pumping incident he nailed a deer doing 60 mph.<br /><br />From his experience with his VW I will never come near owning one.  I keep trying to tell him to get rid of it, but he wont listen.||139.60.210.5||reg||1||Batman||00002724||yes
Z||000030||gvr4ever||11-16-2003||05:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Batman:<br /><strong> Hey guys I am new to this board and thought i would post on this topic.<br /><br />I have a friend with a 00 Jetta Vr6 that has had more problems than any car I have ever seen.  In under 30k miles it was on its third transmisson.  The brake lights went out two different times because of some sensor.  The Mass Air sensor went out and was not covered under warranty.  While at the dealership the car was broken into breaking both front windows, cutting leather seats, and had the cd player stolen.  The window fell in on the passenger side and after taking it to the dealer they fixed it but in the process tore about a 4-6inch gash of tint off the window.  Their response when he asked about it "Oh we didnt think you would notice".  Right now it acts like it is running on 4 cylinders and the dealer said it was the spark plugs and plug wires.  They supposivley order them and never called my friend back.  Other problems not related to build quality:  Some moron at Ciruit City drilled into the gas tank to ground a 500 watt amp, some woman ran into his parked car while he was pumping gas, 3days after the car was fixed from gas pumping incident he nailed a deer doing 60 mph.<br /><br />From his experience with his VW I will never come near owning one.  I keep trying to tell him to get rid of it, but he wont listen. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wouldn't the air sensor be part of emissions?  Tell your friend to check his California emissons warranty.  I bet he could get that money back.  With a lot of fighting.<br /><br />As far as someone drilling in to the tank.  Well, that is why I hate it when anyone but me touches me car.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000031||Batman||11-16-2003||09:35 PM||||We are located in GA.  And this dealership isnt the greatest place in the world.  Thanks for the info though.||68.60.7.150||reg||1||Batman||00002724||yes
Z||000032||gvr4ever||11-16-2003||10:39 PM||||Ya, well my Galant turbo failed early like at 55K miles.  I was like WTF.  Well I had a california GVR4 and had the turbo fixed under the california emissions waranty that was in my glove box.  I had to fight to the teeth to get it though.<br /><br />Weather you have a california car or not, the emissions waranty usually last longer then the bumper to bumper waranty.  Also a lot of cars today are all california emission cars.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000033||Beemer||11-17-2003||12:43 AM||||I'm glad someone is FINALLY letting the air out of the AUDI/VW mystique.  I have a few to add in the repair department.  How about lower front ball joints worn out at 30k miles, and you have to replace the entire lower control arm at 400 bucks a pop?  (I think this is a common problem on the A6/Passat style bodies).  Plus, if you get an ALL ALUMINUM bodied Audi, remember that the fatigue life of that aluminum is pretty short.  The body structure only retains about 40 percent of it's original strength at 60k miles due to harmonics and structural fatigue.  If you're a rich doctor or lawyer, yes, they are fantastic cars when new, and the v-8's can rip some serious ass on the track (well, the v-8 quattros anyway), but they save their mfr bucks in the wrong areas.  Ball joints are not a place to save money (2g T/E owners got the recall for theirs).  Plus, if you look in a higher end import junkyard, take a good look at what's left of your normal audi after a good hit.  Nothing...and not much of the driver.  Oh, and the lovely variable vane turbo in the TDI's is another wonder to behold when it cokes itself to death.  However, I would still get a TDI GOLF if I could...bare bones, no options, and drive it to death.  I did like the old tdi passat wagons, but ah well...||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000034||rdrkt||11-17-2003||04:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong>Cold start missfires?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My mom has a 1.8t Jetta Wolfsburg and hers does that in the morning. What is the deal with that?||141.158.20.2||reg||1||rdrkt||00002841||yes
Z||000035||RTS182G-VR4||11-17-2003||05:15 PM||||my friend has a 2000 1.8t A4 and not only is it slow, but the thing is in my driveway being fixed more than my car!  hes dumped so much money into mods and fixing other stuff that i could have bought two other vr4s, seriously.  and the galant is still faster.  ur gunna laugh, but my mom has the turbo s beetle, and the thing goes in for a new coil every month.  thank god for that warranty.  only good thing bout the audis, is they look nice.  just my thoughts on audi$VW ^<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000036||broke down||11-17-2003||05:17 PM||||survey says...Audi's are good for magazines to drive, but not for people who have to pay to fix them.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000037||ken inn||11-17-2003||05:57 PM||||yo, beem, you dont want the tdi, either.  at about 80k+, there is so much carbon in the intake, the motor dies.  i have several shops who said that if not for the turbo, that sucker just plain would not breathe.  then, big hunks of carbon break off and go into the motor.  what fun.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000038||KingGalantVr4||11-17-2003||09:45 PM||||Beemer and Ken, Yes, Yes, Yes and Yes.<br /><br />6hrs at $75hr to pull apart the intake and scrape the carbon out, it will happen no mattery what.  The turbo usually isn't a problem if you change your oil WITH SYNTHETIC every 5k, people that run standard oil and try to go the recomended 10k will have issues, people that run synthetic and try to go 10k will have issues.<br /><br />2.0 VW is indestructable, change the oil with synthetic, hope it didn't get the rings put in upside down (VW will re-ring your engine if they did) and make sure you have wind up windows, no sun roof, a 5 speed with a vr6 upgrade clutch/pressure plate, unplug your maf (vw's run better with the maf unplugged) you will have MINIMAL problems.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000039||agrabau||11-17-2003||09:51 PM||||My friend Mike had a VR6 too. He went through 2 trannies: warranty<br /><br />one engine, broken in 2nd gear downshift onto an onramp at 80: warranty<br /><br />while at the dealer for the second motor the car was robbed, no wheels or interior.. replaced. <br /><br />He crashed the car into a tree during a winter snow rally event we held at 2am one night, smashed entire front clip, 8 K of damage, ins company woudn't total it!!<br /><br />Sold it do a French business man, in MA for work who gave him a 1000 deutchmark deposit (strange in itself) and then we never heard from him again. He cashed the deposit and sold the car months later to someone else.<br /><br />Man, what a history that car had. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000040||rdrkt||11-17-2003||10:35 PM||||KingGalantVr4: Any thoughts on the cold start misfire?||68.236.0.56||reg||1||rdrkt||00002841||no
Z||000041||mixx2001||11-18-2003||01:45 PM||||Every manufacturer has their share of faults.  And VW/Audi has a fairly large share.  But for the most part, they have been unfairly shat upon by their vendors (the coils/window regs are perfect examples).  But they are not alone.  BMW is putting motors in the M3's and the 745's, among other problems.  Mercedes hasn't had any luck with switches, knobs, electric motors, or modules in any of their new cars.  And with more ergo-gadgets than just about any other car, well you get the picture.  I work at an Audi dealership which is owned by the second largest Automotive group in the US.  It doesn't matter who I talk to, which manufacturer, or what country of origin they all have long lists of gripes.  People at Honda bitch about Hondas cutting off while driving down the road.  People at Chrysler: transmissions.  Mitsubishi: just about anything.  And Volvo people can't get over S80's completly going to shit after 60K. <br /><br />We have 10 different Dealerships on the same street, spaning less than 1 mile.  And I could call the Volvo, Acura, Pontiac, BMW, Nissan, Dodge, Mitsubishi, Honda, or Chrysler stores and ask to speak to one of the service advisors (who love to whine about their manufacturers), and ask them what problems they have with thier cars, and get a earfull of shit for 10+ min.  I still think Audi's and VW's are great cars, even to own, just make sure you take good care of it.  <br /><br />And in the 5 years I've been here, I have yet to see a single Audi give anyone half the headaches I see the almighty GVR4/DSM give it's devoted owners.  But I still love my GVR4, no matter how much I have to spend on it.  Just my .02<br /><br />PS: We have S4/S6's of the generation pictured in this thread, come in all the time with few problems.  I plan on aquiring one soon in addition to my GVR4, and can't wait to dive into the 20V motor.  External wastegate...  no matter how many times I see it, I just still can't belive it.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000042||sleeper||11-18-2003||02:12 PM||||Till this day, I don't think DSM's have as many problems as people say they do.<br />I only hear problems from young kids, who just purchased a 10+ year old car and drive a piss out of them with the boost turned up.<br /><br />We're shopping for a S4 for my wife at the moment and got kind of worried about some of the responses. I know parts will cost more, but the resale value will stay high, so on the end, it might equal out better than buying a Mitsubishi.<br />If we find one 2000 and up with less than 30k's<br />for around 20 grand we're in business.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000043||gvr4ever||11-18-2003||03:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Till this day, I don't think DSM's have as many problems as people say they do.<br />I only hear problems from young kids, who just purchased a 10+ year old car and drive a piss out of them with the boost turned up.<br /><br />We're shopping for a S4 for my wife at the moment and got kind of worried about some of the responses. I know parts will cost more, but the resale value will stay high, so on the end, it might equal out better than buying a Mitsubishi.<br />If we find one 2000 and up with less than 30k's<br />for around 20 grand we're in business.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree that alot of problems are due to new owners who are new to cars and the mitsu 4g63.  The TEL cars can have some real problems though.  I think the 95s were the worst.  The person who got me started in this whole adventure had a 95 GSX.  That thing just fell apart.  He didn't do anything that bad to it either.  The thing was a POS at 80K miles.  I think the whole 2G 7 bolt 4g63 (I know that the 7 bolt started in 92.5) and the crankwalk problems is what started all the bad talk about the DSM cars.  I owned a 91 t talon and I had good luck with it.  In fact, I had great luck with it, but the inside of the car didn't stay togeather as well as my Galant.  The panels didn't seem to lign up as well and it had a lot more rattles.<br /><br />I myself only care for the 6 bolt powered cars.  My only real complaints are the ECU problems and the transfer case problems.  Other then that, the 6 bolt cars were pretty solid cars.<br /><br />I knew a guy who had a (97 i think) 2g fwd that abused a car more then any other person I have ever seen and it lasted well past 100K miles.  I do think that too many loosly built cars made it out of the Normal plant.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000044||PJGross||11-18-2003||03:14 PM||||Gabor,<br />good luck on that $/mile search!  (knowing you, you'll find one anyway!) ...anyway, thought you said you weren't gonna go vw/audi route??<br /><br />My wife has had her 2.7T 6-speed A6 for about 6 months now.  It is by far one of the tightest, quietest, most comfortable sporty type sedan rides I've known.  Zero long distance driving fatigue.  I'm sure once maintenance and repair bills start coming in I will be singing a different tune, but for now I like it and just wish she would let me chip it for her!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />If I fit more comfortably in the earlier A4 body, the S4 would have been fun, but my legs were squished into the A4s we drove (even the new ones are tighter than the A6s.  So she was ok with the A6, but was leaning toward the widebody 4.2 but the lack of six speed tipped the scale to the 2.7T.<br /><br />I have nightmares of trying to work on the car but if you get a chance to get an S4 for a good deal, I'd say go for it.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000045||chadhayashi||11-19-2003||01:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> <br /><br /> $75hr... <br /><br /> unplug your maf (vw's run better with the maf unplugged) you will have MINIMAL problems. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You guys are only at $75 an hr on the east coast? Wow. My shops rate is $98hr<br />Unplug the MAF?||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000046||Vr4nVr6||11-19-2003||11:19 AM||||The 20v 5cyl engine in the original post is an amazing performance producer with the right modifications.  At the top of the list is very similar to the 4g63- intake, downpipe and exhaust, and the biggest on these is the chip programming.  A good friend of mine has this engine in an S6(1995 I believe) and it is a great performer.  The engine responds very well to modifications.<br /><br />As far as the recent problems that VW and Audi have had- there's no defending that there has been some real crap that has come from the Wolfsburg camp.  Many car manufacturers have issues that their cars leave the factory with; when you work at a dealership you get to see the same recurring problems associated with a particular brand or manufacturer.  If you go and eat lunch with a tech that works at a different garage such as Toyota or Pontiac- they'll tell you they have their own recurring problems as well.  It definitely must get frustrating as hell when you have to deal with the same problems every day when working at a dealership- I guess you can look at it in the aspect that it keeps hundreds of thousands of techs in work and their kids happily fed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000047||gvr4x2||11-19-2003||12:10 PM||||Not to mention that my stock motorcycle('03 gsxr1000) makes more power than a chipped 1.8t<br /><br />-mike||24.218.147.224||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes
Z||000048||mixx2001||11-19-2003||01:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mike Green:<br /><strong> Not to mention that my stock motorcycle('03 gsxr1000) makes more power than a chipped 1.8t<br /><br />-mike </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your bike has 200hp?  One of the techs here at work has an 01' with somewhere in the neighborhood of 200whp.  No gas, and no turbo, all natural.  His list of mods is longer than my...  er, driveway.  P&P head, 1mm oversized int valves, 13.5:1 JE pistons, Carrillo rods, dual int cams, Graves titanium exhaust, OZ gold lightweight wheels, and the list goes on and on.  His bike put down 142 stock, and about 158 with a Power commander, Cams, and Exhaust.  The 03's from what I hear are putting down like 150 stock.  And ARP's chip puts the 1.8t at a claimed 200hp.  Now I know these bikes have no torque, but I don't think your losing 50hp to parasitic drivetrain loss.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000049||Vr4nVr6||11-19-2003||01:10 PM||||If you start with the 225hp 1.8T from the 225 TT and add an <a href="http://www.goapr.com/Audi/products/ecu_upgrade_tt.html" target="_blank">APR chip(choose your octanes; up to 4 different programs selected through the cruise control stalk), you will see close to 265hp.</a><br /><br />2003 TT 225 Published Dyno proven results from ARP ecu upgrade:<br /><br />91 Octane :257hp/264lb-ft <br />93 Octane: 263hp/267lb-ft  <br /><br />Those are decent #'s for a chip upgrade if you ask me.  It's easy to be mistaken and underestimate the power the 20v 1.8L can produce.  If I were going to buy a 1.8T, I would start right off with the apr programming and a 3in downpipe.||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000050||gvr4x2||11-19-2003||02:24 PM||||The most recent chipped 1.8t's, a4 audis, we have seen on our dyno put down 135 whp with an apr chip and I believe an exhaust, at a dyno day we did two weeks ago.  This is on a dyno dynamics dyno, we also dynoed my bike on the same dyno and it made 142 whp, it is completely stock with the exception of a slipper clutch. The 225 hp tt motor is different story entirely.||129.44.191.132||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes
Z||000051||agrabau||11-19-2003||02:26 PM||||Mike I saw that pic of your bike on the dyno. Can I bring mine by sometime? I didn't realize that you had the bike adapter. 140whp is no laughin' matter! Dayum.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000052||mixx2001||11-19-2003||02:46 PM||||For arguments sake (I'm just real bored, not trying to be difficult) your bike still makes less power than a chipped 1.8t, at the motor.  And more power at the wheels or in your case "wheel".   Never the less a 225 TT is still a 1.8t.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Were you running your bike on a 2WD car dyno?  Would that have any effect on your numbers?  The reason I ask is because I would of thought your bike would be making more like 150-152hp.  Or do DD dynos read lower than Dynojets?||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000053||agrabau||11-19-2003||02:49 PM||||Who cares what a car or bike makes at the motor. It's what it puts to the ground that matters.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000054||gvr4x2||11-19-2003||03:06 PM||||We dynoed the bike on the same awd dyno that we use for everything.  According to the dyno maufacturers it is the way to do motorcycles.  I would bet that the average bike tranny is much more efficient than a car tranny(no syncros, and straight cut gears.  My bike probably makes more hp but we had to dyno it in second gear, the dyno doesn't like to go more than 126 mph.  On suzuki sportbikes the ecu retards timing in gears 1-3 to make for smoother power and easier throttle control, I plan on disabling this and redynoing the bike. I mostly thought it was an itersting comparison.  To take it a step further the power curve is almost identical to my brothers Integra gsr just several thousand rpm higher.  <br /><br />Al we can dyno bikes, but we do not have the attachment yet.  We use straps.  It seems to work well.  - mike||129.44.191.132||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes
Z||000055||mixx2001||11-19-2003||04:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Who cares what a car or bike makes at the motor. It's what it puts to the ground that matters. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know.  But it matters to me.. sorta.  I dunno, I guess for some reason I always feel the need to mention it, when comparing FWD's to AWD's or bikes for that matter.  Since a WRX and a Celica GT-S both put "down" the same numbers on a Dyno, but not at the track.  <br /><br />I responded originally, ignorant to the fact that Mike was at a shop with a Dyno, and we were talking Dyno numbers.  I'm better now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />So were these A4's putting down 135 to the wheels, were they Quattro?  Just seems low.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000056||agrabau||11-19-2003||05:05 PM||||It does seem low cause I was in one and it felt fast. That dyno over there reads "lower" than most.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000057||gvr4x2||11-19-2003||05:27 PM||||they were awd.  I was pretty shocked.  If it had only been one car I would have thought something was wrong, but we got identical numbers for two cars.  The stock 1.8t in the quattro a4's run real low boost.  The other thing to remember is that the 1.8t makes a lot more torque than my bike. Our dyno does read like 15% lower than a dynojet or the hub dyno that apr uses.  Everytime I have checked our dyno figures using et's and hp calculators and it is ussually pretty close.  I made 348 whp on the same model dyno with my galant and a big 16g w/ a haltech,  just for comparison.  - mike||129.44.191.132||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes
Z||000058||agrabau||11-19-2003||05:33 PM||||We killed this thread  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1997" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003581.cgi
A||||6||turbowop||Hertz's pic hosting||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||11-09-2003||02:23 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Hey Hertz.....is there any way to view the pics that are hosted on your website? By now there must be a ton that people have uploaded. I wouldn't mind just being able to scroll through some thumbnails to check stuff out.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||11-09-2003||04:44 AM||||I swear there used to be a link to look at all the pics that have been uploaded.. Or am I smokin somethin?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||number3||11-10-2003||12:18 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_browse.asp" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_browse.asp</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||11-10-2003||03:06 PM||||Awesome...thanks Harry.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||11-10-2003||03:54 PM||||Now if only you can search by poster's name/email.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||11-10-2003||09:26 PM||||Yeah, you can, use the search here.  Wadaya expect for free, you slags?  Sheesh.||67.162.75.12||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||number3||11-10-2003||09:53 PM||||LOL!!!||68.80.9.221||reg||7||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003582.cgi
A||||5||GVR$in||Cube in 20 seconds||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||11-09-2003||01:58 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||This IS work safe..wow! I can't say I'm jealous though..<br /><br /><a href="http://www-personal.umich.edu/~dlli/DougCube9_med.wmv" target="_blank">http://www-personal.umich.edu/~dlli/DougCube9_med.wmv</a>||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||11-09-2003||03:34 PM||||Ghey... I want that 20 seconds of my life back.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||11-09-2003||03:49 PM||||I don't think this is the same person but a guy named Doug worked with me (just got transfered to CA last week) but in like '87 he won a six flags contest for that.  Fastest hes done it in is 9 seconds.  Its amazing to watch in person-he demonstrated for us and showed us the tricks he uses-I still can't get it though.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||11-09-2003||03:54 PM||||screw that just peel the sticker....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||11-09-2003||04:21 PM||||yeah I remember thos things when they came out . they used to take petrolem jelly and lube em up ! LOL to make em loose to whap out those combinationmoves and solve it . the rubik revenge has 16 independant squares ans was a much harder opponent.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||Eclipse182||11-09-2003||06:12 PM||||Lol i prefered to throw it at a wall and let it fly apart, then put it back together. It only worked maybe 3 times before the whole thing stopped fitting back together||64.185.132.146||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes



ubb/Forum3/003583.cgi
A||||0||neonturbo1995||Need a hand in Chicago......||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||11-09-2003||02:08 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||Is there anyone in Chicago area that has some free time today that can give me a hand with my Galant problem while it is still warm enought to go outside?  Some ideas would be helpful as well.  Here is a link to my problem:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003800" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003800</a><br /><br /><br />Thanks!||68.165.60.247||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum3/003584.cgi
A||||18||ken inn||LOSE FAT!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||11-09-2003||02:37 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||anyone here into body building?  i want to firm up the muscle on the back of my arm, that goes from the elbow to the shoulder.  what kind of exercises do i have to do?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||11-09-2003||02:40 PM||||If I remember correctly, raising your arm straight up in the air and bending it backwards at the elbow would exercise that muscle. Preferably holding some kind of weight.||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||369of1000||11-09-2003||02:50 PM||||That's your triceps. Pushups and bench pressing will do the trick. You can also hold your arm out to the side parallel to the ground, then, holding a weight, bend your arm at the elbow straight down and back up to parallel again. Almost like an upside-down curl. This is a more isolated exercise.<br /><br />udriveu's exercise is another form of the same if you like it better it can have slightly different and possibly better results.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||11-09-2003||03:38 PM||||Yeah, but you can do mine without getting off your ass! Its how us lazy people exercise.||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||Ant||11-09-2003||03:47 PM||||<a href="http://www.exrx.net" target="_blank">www.exrx.net</a> is the main site.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.exrx.net/Lists/ExList/ArmWt.html#anchor122387" target="_blank">http://www.exrx.net/Lists/ExList/ArmWt.html#anchor122387</a><br /><br />Is the page that shows excercises for the Triceps.  I could explain to you but it's much easier to watch the mini movies of the guy doing the excercise.<br /><br />Ant||67.80.81.254||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000005||geebee5||11-09-2003||05:51 PM||||Get a curling bar with the bends in it. Hold the middle bend and pull straight up towards your chin.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||geebee5||00001941||yes
Z||000006||KenGVR4||11-09-2003||06:43 PM||||Quit doing those pussy ass 12 oz curls and step up to the manly tallboy cans...  You'll have that winning physique in no time.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||11-09-2003||08:52 PM||||I don't remember seeing any muscle under all that flab in the pic you posted of yourself.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />I guess that you just decided to start small and go from there?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.63.213.13||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||11-10-2003||02:06 AM||||I'm into skiing, and triceps are pretty important for powerful pole plants on turns.  What I do is take a 15 lb. dumbbell, hold it straight up over my head, put my other arm behind my head and hold my bicep (to isolate the arm, keep it from moving in other planes) and lower the weight down towards my back, then raise it up, repeat for a total of 15 reps, switch off to the other arm, and repeat 4x.||69.59.219.202||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||Ant||11-10-2003||08:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by geebee5:<br /><strong> Get a curling bar with the bends in it. Hold the middle bend and pull straight up towards your chin. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That will primarily work your traps and secondary your biceps.  This will not work the triceps which is what he is looking to improve upon.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||11-10-2003||09:18 AM||||well, a lot of those exercises i cant do.  i have a prothesis for a right rotator cuff, and i can barely get my arm above the right shoulder, no way over my head.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||11-10-2003||10:03 AM||||if you cant put your arms over your head then you can do another form of these exercises. get a curl bar and lay on your back, put your arms straight in the air now (so they are 90 degrees to your body), both hands on the bar palms facing towards your feet, and lower the bar slowly down to your chin only bending your elbows and keeping you arms still 90 degrees to your body. then just push back up so your complete arm is straight again and jsut repeat. <br /><br />hopefully this will work, this may have been in the videos in the above post but i was too lazy to click the link and look   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||VTGVR4||11-10-2003||12:21 PM||||that was a pretty cool site, it used basic gifs (animated) to demonstrate the movements. works even with dial ups<br /><br />i would recommend (if you are going to a gym to do these excercises) that you just do the cabled tricep workout. you need to get one of those ropes (most gyms have em) that have two grips, for each arm, and then just set the weight (use the 'machine' that has those plates stacked up in the middle) and then hold your elbows down to your sides, with the arms sticking out directly in front of you, and slowly pull downwards, repeat. <br /><br />damn, i miss all the weight room stuff. high school was just too short!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000013||GVR1643||11-10-2003||01:13 PM||||do 2-3 clutch swaps per week.  Make sure to have someone spot you when your bench pressing the trannies.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Ken, if you are starting with very light workouts - check out the rubber band devices (that have handles at each end) that let you begin with very little resistance and work your way up. Wal-mart, Target, sports stores all sell them.  Good for re-hab light excercises.<br />Bench presses and push-ups as listed above will also do the trick, but if your not at a point of being able to do push-ups correctly (rotator cuff injury)then try doing them off your knees or even standing and leaning towards a wall and push off the wall - good luck.<br />I've got 2 ruptured disk in my neck and at the worst point a few years ago, my right arm/tricep area were so weak that I couldn't even buckle the seat belt right handed. Took about a year to get back to 90%.  Sucks!||167.142.21.223||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000014||psycopyro182||11-10-2003||04:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643: do 2-3 clutch swaps per week.  Make sure to have someone spot you when your bench pressing the trannies.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ahh, i remember that.<br />"hey max, your the only guy small enough to fit under this TA i know you can hold up that 6 speed while we all try to put in this clutch."<br />an hour later.<br />"ok man we are gonna try to get it all put back togather one more time... this will be the fourth time. you doin allright there?"<br />that really helps out.<br />well that and some good ol pushups.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000015||Vr4in'||11-10-2003||11:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by geebee5:<br /><strong> Get a curling bar with the bends in it. Hold the middle bend and pull straight up towards your chin. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Those are for your trapps....Its got just a little bit of triceps in it...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />But yea,Ken..get a bench..lay on your back..get a curling bar..have the bar in your hands..have your elbows to a little above your chest.then lower the bar to your forehead..and do 3 sets of 12 of whatever weights you can do it with..This workout is called "Skullcrushers".  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Goodluck<br /><br />Rob||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000016||ken inn||11-11-2003||09:25 AM||||yo, rob, this is important.  drop the lower oil pan on your 740, and check the bolts holding the oil pump to the block.  you may even find a couple of them sitting in the oil pan.  then, VEEERY carefully, inspect the oil pump sprocket.  for some reason, the sprocket likes to fall off, taking the very front of the shaft with it.  lots of shops report just TOUCHING the sprocket makes it break off, dont know how it stays on there.  just about every early(4.0) v8 has the loose oil pump syndrome, and reports of even the 99 my having loose bolts.  not a whole bunch of sprockets, but enough to make shops wary.  most shops are warning every v8 customer they have about this.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000017||Vr4in'||11-11-2003||01:11 PM||||Thanks a lot about that information,I dont want to drop it myself but if i end up keeping it I will have someone else check that out for me.It's a beautiful car and all,but its the small shit that breaks that costs hundreds of dollars..I'm putting it up for sale next week or so..I want to get a Yukon Denali,or like a Ford Expedition and hook them up a bit.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks for the information.<br /><br />Rob||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000018||My_GVR_4||11-13-2003||03:57 PM||||You need to do BAR DIPS.  IF you don't have a high enough setup... raise your feet up onto a table or platform... put your body in between two chairs.  Put one hand/palm onto the left chair and the right hand/palm onto the other chair.  Now, start doing some bar dips.  Pushing yourself up and down in between the chairs.<br /><br />Do those for 30 reps and you will/SHOULD be sore.<br />Try doing as many as you can, do about 3 sets.  Increase your reps as much as you can.  If you have this, I also recommend it.  Try putting some weight (10+ pounds) on your lap and then do those bar dips.<br /><br />Enjoy,<br /><br />Rory <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum3/003585.cgi
A||||6||agrabau||Windows Media Player||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||11-09-2003||05:20 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Something is really messed up. When I click a link to a movie, like that "cube" movie, it makes a ding-dong noise instantly, like it was downloaded. It's not though. I can right click the link to save it to a target, when I do the following happens: <br /><br />The icon for the  movie appears on my desktop (where I wanted it) but will not open. It only makes the "ding dong" noise when I click it and then my whole desktop GUI is unusable. The computer won't allow me to click on any icons to open any programs. <br /><br />What do I do? <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||11-09-2003||05:25 PM||||Drain the oil  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .<br /><br />Try downloading the latest version of WMP.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||11-09-2003||05:27 PM||||AHAHH. Damn, I've been had! <br /><br />Thanks Terren- I'm doin it now. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||11-09-2003||05:28 PM||||YAY!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||11-09-2003||06:51 PM||||Alex, are you a DONG-DONG when it comes to computers or what?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||11-09-2003||07:11 PM||||yessir, that is correct.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||josh91vr4||11-09-2003||07:28 PM||||Open Windows Media Player. Go to Tools -&gt; Options -&gt; File types and make sure all the proper file types are checked. (Not Grey checked, but fully checked) then hit apply & ok. Should work for you. Evil programs (read: AOL, Quicktime, RealPlayer) will steal the file associations.<br /><br />Might wanna restart after this, but hope it clears it up||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum3/003586.cgi
A||||6||KingGalantVr4||End of the World?||||1||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||11-09-2003||07:36 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||<a href="http://members.cox.net/impunity/endofworld.swf" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/impunity/endofworld.swf</a><br /><br /><br />BWAAAA HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-09-2003||07:55 PM||||Welcome To Last Week||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||KingGalantVr4||11-09-2003||08:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Welcome To Last Week </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Glad to see your here with me last week ... prick.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||11-09-2003||08:51 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||11-09-2003||09:06 PM||||I hadn't seen it Jason, thanks.<br />I wonder if that was the same guys that did  <a href="http://www.daddymonkey.com/swf/mariotwins.swf" target="_blank">The Mario Twins</a> one, or if someone just tried to copy.||64.252.110.195||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||11-09-2003||11:18 PM||||hey guys, look at my signature......<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ebaumsworld.com" target="_blank">www.ebaumsworld.com</a><br /><br />has alot of hilarious animations like the this.||65.227.217.190||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||11-09-2003||11:45 PM||||bang bang bang kicks aSS!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003587.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||zr-4||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||11-09-2003||07:51 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://page6.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/f8390395" target="_blank">http://page6.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/f8390395</a>||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||11-09-2003||08:29 PM||||Oooh I would love to have one of those.||64.63.213.13||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||11-09-2003||08:49 PM||||Drool drool.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003588.cgi
A||||0||turboflanagan||who makes e-brake cables?||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||11-09-2003||08:58 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I did a drum to disk junkyard swap on the turbo Colt and need a e-brake cable fabbed up.  <br /><br />Any of you guys know anybody that might be able to make that type of cable?  <br /><br />I have the two cables that need to be combined into one, just need to figure out how to get the right ends on the right length cable.||64.63.213.13||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum3/003589.cgi
A||||16||tplesko||WRC is on!  Last rally of the the year! Who will win?||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||11-09-2003||09:06 PM||||I can't wait. GB is on right now.  Go Petter!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-09-2003||09:21 PM||||God DAMN poverty cable.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.wrc-live.com" target="_blank">www.wrc-live.com</a> it is...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||11-09-2003||09:56 PM||||I could spoil this but I won't. Let me say it was a GREAT Rally.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||11-09-2003||10:01 PM||||Thanks PRE!  Don't spoil it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Halfway done and it's great so far!!!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||11-09-2003||10:03 PM||||go petter||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||11-09-2003||10:34 PM||||WHERE'S MY REMOTE!! Im not going to manually do 500 channels!!&gt;!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||11-09-2003||10:43 PM||||Found it! YES!||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||11-09-2003||10:53 PM||||who's world champion?||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||11-09-2003||10:57 PM||||Petter wins!!!  Woohoo!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Sucks that team orders kept Loeb from challenging to his max!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||Pappy||11-09-2003||11:00 PM||||I don't get speed.  Blast.  I'm glad Petter won.  Since Tommi's retired, he's my new favorite driver.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000010||RTS182G-VR4||11-09-2003||11:05 PM||||awsome rally, friggin' awsome.  im so glad petter won!  and tommi,  good finish for him.  great season wouldnt you say?||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||11-09-2003||11:30 PM||||omigod, petter had the best WRC victory freakout I've ever seen.  He was like a monkey in a banana factory, running around, hugging everyone.||68.227.212.208||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||chadhayashi||11-10-2003||12:12 AM||||It's too bad about Colin and Tommi. Mitsu will be back in '04 though. I saw they had signed a driver, but don't remember who.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000013||GVR$in||11-10-2003||12:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> omigod, petter had the best WRC victory freakout I've ever seen.  He was like a monkey in a banana factory, running around, hugging everyone. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha yea.. he was like humpin everyone, crowd surfing, etc. hehe||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000014||talontsi||11-10-2003||03:49 AM||||It was great to watch the coverage here.<br />Too bad I did not get too make it even though I was only a few hours away from Cardiff.<br /><br />Excellent Ralley!||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000015||galantvr4us||11-10-2003||07:11 AM||||I'll miss Tommi-he was my favorite.  Those shoes were styling  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000016||SRT2477||11-10-2003||06:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> It's too bad about Colin and Tommi. Mitsu will be back in '04 though. I saw they had signed a driver, but don't remember who. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Gilles Panizzi will be the only driver to run all 16 events car 2 will be split between 3 drivers they are Kristian Sohlberg,Daniel Sola'Vila and Gianluigi 'Gigi' Galli if there not running car 2 they will be running a group N car||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes



ubb/Forum3/003590.cgi
A||||9||jonvr4||Monte Carlo ||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||11-09-2003||11:02 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<a href="http://page7.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/g9695810" target="_blank">http://page7.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/g9695810</a><br />this thing is so bad.||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||11-09-2003||11:04 PM||||Mmm tasty||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||11-09-2003||11:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> <br />this thing is so bad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i agree, but i didnt know you could read all that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.217.190||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Dreis11301||11-10-2003||03:16 AM||||Thanks for that link.  I am going to a japanese friends house tomorrow and gonna see about bidding on that.  70,000 Yen is about $700.  I will keep you all posted, she might be in my drive way soon.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||11-10-2003||11:13 AM||||When its in your driveway, and you need some money and lots of it, think of us!  You could make double by selling all those tasty parts to us lucky board members...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Just thought I'd inform you of a lucrative business venture.||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||11-10-2003||06:23 PM||||nice Dreis11301. the amount is $643.thats a serious car,FYI the Tommi  Maknen version of the galant vr4.<br /><br />all you have to do is babble fish it Ken.||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||11-11-2003||09:14 PM||||chris did you finally check her out or what?||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||11-11-2003||09:55 PM||||Wasn't there only like 510 built ever? Also it's equipped the same as the RS but with a 35f/65r torque split and some rumor about a stock 4 bolt rear.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||11-12-2003||12:06 AM||||ya and it has tighter gears. for rally||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||Dreis11301||11-12-2003||06:56 AM||||Sorry guys, I know you all would have loved for me to part that one out.  I went to my buddies house with $1000, I figured the way you guys were talking about this one it would be well worth it for me to spend that and strip her down or try and bring it back to the US.  However the guy said that the 70,000yen price that was there was way to low.  He was trying to get upwards of 1,000,000yen about $10K.  I guess that still might be a hell of a deal if there were only 510 of these beauties ever made but thats a little more than my checkbook can handle.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes



ubb/Forum3/003591.cgi
A||||1||theymightbegalants||bleeding clutch w/air compressor||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||11-10-2003||02:27 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||I remember someone saying how they did this, but I could turn up no posts via searching.<br /><br />Anyway, I went and tried this for myself the other night.  I'm not sure how it worked, as the car is currently undrivable.  I flushed 3 full reservoirs of fluid through, and I'm using the much larger TEL reservoir, so it's several times the fluid in the whole system, I think.  I could move the slave cylinder pushrod by hand when I was done, though.  Should I be able to do this?  It kinda seems like there must still be air in... unless I was just compressing the air in the MC reservoir?<br /><br />Also, I want to know what you guys use to turn the bleeder screw.  I thought a ratcheting wrench would be the thing, but I could only get like 3 teeth on there, and only get one, if any clicks.  It was not fun.  Previously, I had a speed bleeder on there, so would just yank the hose off and use a socket on there, but after hearing about them not sealing I've gone back to a stock unit.||69.59.219.202||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-10-2003||09:25 AM||||i use either a plain ole box end, or a 6 pt socket.  for your problem, i would reverse bleed it.  get a syringe, fill with fresh fluid, attach to the bleeder, open the bleeder, and force the fluid back up into the resevoir.  when you see the fluid just starting to fill the resevoir, that is it.  close bleeder, fill resevoir, you are done.  you can also try the 2 person, open bleeder, have someone push in the clutch and hold it, then close the bleeder, and they release it, or pull it back, and slowly.  i like to open the bleeder as they start to push, then close it right before it bottoms out.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003592.cgi
A||||8||galantvr4us||Free Carfax Report Today ONLY!||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||11-10-2003||09:24 AM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Click <a href="http://abclocal.go.com/kgo/news/7oys/110903_7oys_odometer.html" target="_blank">HERE</a> Scroll to bottom of page.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||11-10-2003||09:56 AM||||always hooking us up with free stuff Katie, thanks!!||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||Martin Chilcote||11-10-2003||07:59 PM||||Does Carfax work with new cars sitting on a dealer's lot ?  I just put in vin #s from the 2 EVO8s in Little ROck and nothing can be found.||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||11-10-2003||08:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Does Carfax work with new cars sitting on a dealer's lot ? I just put in vin #s from the 2 EVO8s in Little ROck and nothing can be found </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No...carfax only works once a car has been registered or in an accident prior to registration.||67.20.5.109||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||ercp98||11-10-2003||09:07 PM||||thank you so much. this just gave some peace of mind about my car. i know i should have gotten this a long time ago but iwas to cheap and i trust car dealers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||12.206.219.136||reg||10||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||11-10-2003||09:53 PM||||Holy crap...I'm the second owner. I wish I knew who the original owner was so I could get my goddamn key fob (yeah right). It looks like my car was originally from Las Vegas and I think in a minor accident before it was purchased. It went to auction and finally bought in 1993. I knew the front bumper support wasn't the original. Whatever accident it was in it was pretty small. The person who owned it before me lived in WA. I wonder if they're still in this state? They must've traded it in because I bought mine at a dealership.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||11-11-2003||01:51 AM||||haha...Missed it by 20 minutes.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||peterlsmith||11-11-2003||11:18 PM||||Hmmm, three emission failures on mine already, and the last entry;<br /><br />Manufacturer recall/service bulletin issued 11/06/2003 - Recall #C9206X 2.0L Fed emissions.<br /><br />Anyone know anything about this?<br /><br />This is better than having access to criminal records! (not that I do)<br /><br />Peter||165.121.67.208||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||11-12-2003||05:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peter Smith:<br /><strong> Hmmm, three emission failures on mine already, and the last entry;<br /><br />Manufacturer recall/service bulletin issued 11/06/2003 - Recall #C9206X 2.0L Fed emissions.<br /><br />Anyone know anything about this?<br /><br />This is better than having access to criminal records! (not that I do)<br /><br />Peter </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I believe that is the 02 sensor recall.||65.177.240.165||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/003593.cgi
A||||7||ayvr4||Honda Problems||||9||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||11-10-2003||10:15 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Ok, simple install gone bad...<br />we were slapping in some indiglo gauges into a 1996 honda civic dx....<br />all was going smooth, but we ended up breaking the pin the gas gauge sits on(we were using the tool).<br />my question is, where online besides ebay can i get a new cluster?<br />also, how about the odometer? if i get a new cluster, should i set the miles to what the old one said?<br />thanks||68.74.199.233||reg||9||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||11-10-2003||11:11 AM||||<a href="http://www.car-part.com" target="_blank">www.car-part.com</a><br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.szanalmas.hu/upload/diab/sofa.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||11-10-2003||12:22 PM||||replace the car, while your in there.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />forgot to mention :my honda ciciv DX, when i traded it in for a new plymouth breeze (before i knew much about dsms) had a 'replaced' instrument cluster. The dealer promptly said that because the mileage was not the "true" mileage (even if the odometer was correctly adjusted) that the car had significantly less value. so, be wary of screwing with it, especially if this car is ever going to be sold to a prude or dealer.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||11-10-2003||01:43 PM||||If the 96 cluster is like the 99-2000 one, you can just replace the gas gauge. Its very easy and pretty cheap...WAY cheaper than a new cluster. How do I know this? I was installing white gauge faces in my 99 Si, and...||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000004||redheat86||11-10-2003||01:43 PM||||You can just go buy a new gauge from the dealer, i beleive there around 60-150.||156.99.90.178||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||11-10-2003||01:49 PM||||Just looked it up  <a href="http://www.hondaautomotiveparts.com" target="_blank">here</a> and the gas gauge retails for $36.48 for a 95 dx. Majestic Honda (see link above) will sell it to you for 27.35 plus shipping and handling. Since they charge 5 for handling and shippinng will be several bucks, I'd just get one at your local Honda dealer.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||11-10-2003||02:16 PM||||just called my local honda dealer, they said $42.42 for just the gauge, and it will take 2-3 days to get.<br />I was also thinking about getting a whole cluster from a junkyard and just take off the fuel gauge.||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||11-10-2003||09:38 PM||||Yeah...a junkyard one would probably be just fine. You won't have any problem finding that gen dx. Might have a little trouble finding one with the gauges still in it at the u-pull-it but the recycler type places would probably have them. Good luck.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/003594.cgi
A||||15||thejeebus2002||Who owns #666?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-10-2003||02:23 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Just curious.  Interesting number to have.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-10-2003||02:24 PM||||it's here in CO somewhere.  I called about it but he didn't want to sell it until summer and it was JANUARY   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Oh well...it does exist.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||11-10-2003||02:36 PM||||The number of the beast.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||11-10-2003||02:42 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002503" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002503</a><br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> 666 exists. I almost bought it here in colorado but the guy didn't want to sell it until the summer's end and it was february.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-10-2003||02:55 PM||||hahahahaha...i was having a hard time finding a GVR4 here in CO.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||miturra||11-10-2003||03:26 PM||||Please read further. It says it's a mans or humans number. (verse 18)||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||11-10-2003||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hondo:<br /><strong> Please read further. It says it's a mans or humans number. (verse 18) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  Let's not get too serious here. Sheesh.||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||11-10-2003||06:25 PM||||opps posted in the linked thread....||205.188.198.54||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000008||JAYGVR4||11-11-2003||02:03 AM||||Duuuuuuuuh - The Devil owns it silly...  He owns this as his Winter beater, and a Diablo for a Summer car...<br /><br />Surely with a Red Turbo installed...<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||171.75.60.47||reg||6||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000009||Eclipse182||11-11-2003||02:34 AM||||I was wondering the same thing. I wasnt sure if theyd make a 666 cuz people might think its unlucky or something||64.185.132.146||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000010||BlackHole||11-11-2003||07:58 AM||||I would love to own #666, or maybe #13. I love those "evil" numbers just because they freak people out. But I'm stuck with boring old 1725.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />JB- that's very funny.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  So if the devil drives a GVR4 in the winter and a Diablo in the summer, what's god driving? Lessee - a P(r)ius in the summer and a Hummer in the winter [like nothing else on earth]? Or would it be the Saleen S7 [thanks Bruce Almighty], Pontiac Tempest, or Geo Storm [thanks to the internet].<br /><br />There's got to be something funnier out there... 'cause I ain't funny.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||130.36.27.120||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000011||Tondar||11-11-2003||05:55 PM||||who says there's only one #666??<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001904#000011" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001904#000011</a>||68.41.144.50||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000012||psycopyro182||11-11-2003||07:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tondar:<br /><strong> who says there's only one #666??<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001904#000011" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001904#000011</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">whoah... thats wierd.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000013||Kibo||11-11-2003||07:25 PM||||I went for a ride in #666 and lived to tell about it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   And yes, it had the original plaque.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000014||chadhayashi||11-12-2003||01:11 AM||||I didn't see this thread until now.<br />My buddy Andy Derr, bought 666/1000 last yr. He moved to San Fran a fw months later. It may be up for sale soon, if not already. That car had one of the cleanest interiors I've seen.Andy's listed on BADSM's site.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000015||Evilnissan||11-12-2003||06:20 PM||||I would love to own 666/#### one day.<br /><br />I would just like to own a turbo some day.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes



ubb/Forum3/003595.cgi
A||||14||GVR$in||Rattle Canning the Truck today.. What grit paper to use?||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||11-10-2003||03:35 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Im rattle canning the truck flat black today and have some 180, 220, 400(400somethin) grit paper.. what would be best to use? Or to buy?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||11-10-2003||03:45 PM||||Just use some 220 or 400 unless the body is that rough. <br />BTW rattle canning today with this weather won't be too good.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||11-10-2003||03:46 PM||||Its going to look like shit regardless.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||11-10-2003||03:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Its going to look like shit regardless.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well flat black won't look half bad.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||91 #680||11-10-2003||05:17 PM||||quit spendin all yer damn $$$ on yer ride and get some rhino lining for the bed  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000005||number3||11-10-2003||05:29 PM||||Flat paint is all the rage now!!!  A lot of the cars at SEMA were sports flat colors.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||11-10-2003||05:35 PM||||Are you trying to scuff the paint that's on there before you paint? (I would assume that's what your meaning)<br />If so and it's not bad, then 1500 grit would be the stuff - wet sanded.<br /><br />You know there was the thread about paint and flat black came up last week. Wouldn't that show fingerprints and ANY thing else that touched it with oil in/on it?  How were those done at SEMA Harry.||167.142.21.204||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||11-11-2003||01:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Wouldn't that show fingerprints and ANY thing else that touched it with oil in/on it?  How were those done at SEMA Harry. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My guess is that they aren't rattle canning it they probibly spend the money to get it sprayed and clear coated.||65.177.233.241||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||11-11-2003||03:27 AM||||I don't really know all that much about paint/bodywork, but if they clearcoated it, wouldn't it then not be flat black?  And speaking of which, anybody on here following SCC's (or Dave Coleman's, really) Project Silvia?  That's sporting a rattle canned flat black paint job that's, well, just swell.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />And sorry to hijack your thread, Terren.  I suppose my $0.02 would to be just use something pretty fine, and wet maybe, just enough to get a nice, new clean surface for the paint to stick to.||69.59.219.231||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||kartorium31||11-11-2003||01:02 PM||||My front bumper and hood are flat black right now, on a black car.  It looks pretty dope, but the sun has faded it a little.  I think it was Mark that was saying how cool my car looked in his rearview on the way to tri-cities once   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   .  Yes, fingerprints and any oil shows up on the flat black paint.<br />Damn, almost forgot.  I'd say use 400 or 600 to scuff it up a bit and if you have some rough ass paint then go ahead and go down to 220.  Don't use anything less than 220 though.||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||11-11-2003||03:13 PM||||I would imagine that it will behave just like the stupid stock trim paint on our doors -- the oil from your hands will stick to it, magnify the affects of the sun, and eventually fade/peel.  I'd go for a half dozen light coats.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||11-11-2003||04:42 PM||||My truck officially looks BADASS! I did the whole undercarriage too. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  14 cans of paint later..||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000012||91 #680||11-11-2003||05:05 PM||||and 1 ozone layer depleted later.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000013||Pappy||11-11-2003||07:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I don't really know all that much about paint/bodywork, but if they clearcoated it, wouldn't it then not be flat black?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's flat clearcoat.  At least with model paints there is.  Although every time I've used it, it turned glossy anyway    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    So, yeah.  A clearcoat on a car would probably gloss up the paint.<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My truck officially looks BADASS! I did the whole undercarriage too. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So, got any pictures?  Got the whole mad max, post apocolyptic thing going on?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000014||GVR$in||11-11-2003||08:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> and 1 ozone layer depleted later.....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Despite the mask I had on I think my lungs/throat are coated black.. My face sure was.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003596.cgi
A||||1||akira01||just added a lip||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||11-10-2003||06:13 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||well i got a stock lip for a 94 civic and had that mated up onto my car...had to cut it a little but it sure does look nice though...its gonna need a few touch up here and there but it should look nice when i'm done...||148.8.163.70||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||11-10-2003||06:16 PM||||pics?||205.188.198.54||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum3/003597.cgi
A||||3||josh91vr4||Skype anyone?||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||11-10-2003||07:15 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Has anyone tried Skype? <a href="http://www.skype.com" target="_blank">www.skype.com</a> - I think it's from the makers of KaZaa... Very nifty Voice chat program... Great quality and works through firewalls!<br />Nifty stuff, check it out....||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-10-2003||09:23 PM||||Hmm, voice chat? Is it anything like "telephone"?  I hear it's latest thing.||67.162.75.12||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Beemer||11-17-2003||03:48 AM||||I've been using battlecom for years.  MS bought the company, and now it is ms gamevoice.  there is also teamspeak.  Battlecom is still out there.  I have the server and client if anyone wants to try it.  Better if a cable modem guy hosts it though.  Just email the IP addy and let it roll..I used it when I was on a mechwarrior team years ago||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000003||Beemer||11-17-2003||03:50 AM||||after going to the skype site, this is way advanced over what I was talking about.  Nevermind, though bc still works..||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003598.cgi
A||||2||Aniel P||Well... Finally got one!||||1||||Aniel P||00000489
Z||000000||Aniel P||11-10-2003||08:58 PM||anielpagan@cox.net||After 2yrs looking for the right deal i finally got one, its a Gray 690/1000   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I'll post pics when i clean it up some.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.0.81.253||reg||1||Aniel P||00000489||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||11-10-2003||09:32 PM||||Welcome to the madness! Enjoy.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||1quickvr4||11-10-2003||09:41 PM||||Gona convert it to WWD? Just joking, Have fun.||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes



ubb/Forum3/003599.cgi
A||||27||mikeyoung00||A 4G63T quiz...of sorts||||1||||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||11-10-2003||09:43 PM||||If you have followed the saga of #5 on this site you already know that SOMETHING stripped the teeth on my timing belt, taking at least 8 valves, the timing belt and the oil pump with it. The damage assessment is ongoing. The shop finally started working on the car in earnest today. They found this little item in the oil pan:<br /><br />  <img src="http://a8.cpimg.com/image/CE/FE/25895118-2039-02000151-.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Sorry the pic isn't clearer. Anyway, its metal and about 2.5" long in its present folded form.<br /><br />What is it? (I'll try to keep up with the thread over the next few hours to let you know if you got it.)||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||11-10-2003||10:03 PM||||Balance shaft bearing?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||11-10-2003||10:37 PM||||Oooh Ooooh Oooooh i know! It's the flux capacitor transducer bearing case!<br /><br />Well, maybe not. I was thinking a roller at first, but don't think it could get down there. <br />I hage no freaking clue man.  Piston 'overage' ?||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||number3||11-10-2003||11:08 PM||||Dipstick?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I would be very suprised it is not the bearing too.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||curtis||11-10-2003||11:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Balance shaft bearing? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">agree   It came out then the oil pump locked and stripped the belt||64.159.108.89||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||MustGoFaster||11-11-2003||12:29 AM||||2.5" is a bit big for a bearing, I would say a rod cap, flew off and got wedged between the b-shaft and bolck and cuased the striped timing belt.||63.226.177.92||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||11-11-2003||01:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> 2.5" is a bit big for a bearing, I would say a rod cap, flew off and got wedged between the b-shaft and bolck and cuased the striped timing belt. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not if it's flattened. Add another notch on the it's a bearing thought. A rod cap would only be a semi-circle this looks like it was a full circle. Let us know what you find it to be.||65.177.233.241||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||11-11-2003||01:26 AM||||Definitely the Muffler Bearing.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000008||drew||11-11-2003||01:40 AM||||I don't think it's the muffler bearing. I can't imagine it getting sucked all the way up into the engine from the tailpipe area.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||mikeyoung00||11-11-2003||08:38 AM||||turbowop knows his bearings! Mark got it in the first post. Its a balance shaft bearing. He wins the "Smart Car Guy of the Day" award. A fabulous trip for two to his local garage all expenses paid*.<br /><br />*Does not include gas, cab or bus fare, or meals. May not be valid in all locations. A small co-payment is required to collect this prize. See small print for details.<br /><br />Kudos to Josh and GVR$in for creativity.<br /><br />I will detail related damage as it is uncovered.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000010||VTGVR4||11-11-2003||09:03 AM||||at least you are looking at this thing in a good light.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000011||mikeyoung00||11-11-2003||09:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> at least you are looking at this thing in a good light.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well...you can get all pissed off when something like this happens or you can deal with it and move on. Had the tb failure been the result of something the Pa. mechanic did during the recent rebuild, say a broken bs belt, I would have been pretty upset with him. As it is, its hard to get too worked up at a chunck of metal. Sure wish the car was back on the road, though. Got an FMIC, fuel pump, injectors, fpr, gm mas, mbc, etc. etc ready to put on!||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000012||turbowop||11-11-2003||10:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> turbowop knows his bearings! Mark got it in the first post. Its a balance shaft bearing. He wins the "Smart Car Guy of the Day" award. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One of the reasons I recently pulled my balance shafts out is because of pictures like the one you posted.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Preventative maintenance. Sheesh...I don't even win the mangled piece of metal??<br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000013||mikeyoung00||11-11-2003||11:32 PM||||Well, the head came off today.<br /><br />The pistons are junk. There is metal in the rod bearings so there probably is damage to the mains as well. Oh...I forgot to mention, the driven gear now refuses to part company with or turn inside the oil pump housing so that has to be replaced. So...anybody got any GOOD parts laying around they are looking to unload? <br /><br />And can you use 2nd gen pistons and still have a reasonable c/r?||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000014||drew||11-12-2003||12:06 AM||||2G pistons will bump up compression to a healthy and reasonable 8.5:1||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000015||4g63t||11-12-2003||02:28 AM||||I have a 6 bolt N/A motor that lost a timing belt and its just sitting on a stand. Let me know if it(or it's parts) would be of any use to you.  Later||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000016||mikeyoung00||11-12-2003||10:59 AM||||Thanks, Chris. I'm looking for pistons at the moment and I don't guess the n.a. pistons would work. (Too high C/R?)<br /><br />Also, a follow-up. Do the 2nd gen pistons work with first gen rods and pins? And are the rings and clips different?||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000017||atc250r||11-12-2003||10:33 PM||||I am in the middle of going to 2G pistons right now. It is not worth the trouble, you will not save any money. I figured it was just a matter of having my buddy at the machine shop open the small end of the rods to accept the bigger, 2G pin. I got all the parts for 10% over cost at the dealer where I work. The pistons cost me about $165 for the set of 4, the ring set was about $80. Now you need to get the rods machined to take the large pins, this is about $100 for the set. From what I understand the small end of the rod is too wide and it'll have to be machined down (luckily my buddy can do that for free but his machine cannot bore the pin bores so I am going to have to pay for it). I am now at $340 for a set of OEM pistons on stock rods and that is at 10% over cost. You can probably get a set of JE's for the kind of money you are going to spend. I wish I had never got involved with the stock 2G pistons on the 6 bolt rods, I should have gotten a set of JE's or Ross Pistons.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000018||BlackHole||11-12-2003||10:37 PM||||You can run 1G NT 9:1 pistons just fine on a turbo [my Talon is running them]. Just realize that the ring lands on the NT pistons are thinner than on the turbo pistons and they will not withstand detonation as well.<br /><br />I second not bothering with the 2G swap. I've done it twice and was not impressed. I definitely notice the difference at 9:1 though.||65.60.177.148||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000019||KenGVR4||11-13-2003||03:00 AM||||Don't even bother trying to replace a few bearings and throw the motor back together.  There's going to be filings from that bearing everywhere.  If you spun any bearings, you should hot tank the motor and clean the galleys before you put it back together.  I've seen this happen twice, both times the owner(s) didn't clean the motor, just replaced the rods/mains, and spun another bearing within 1500 miles.  Once we dissambled the motors, there was a lot of trash up in the oil galleys that you can't clean with the motor in the car.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000020||mikeyoung00||11-13-2003||09:37 AM||||Thanks for the info, guys.<br /><br />Ken, I was thinking the same thing. The motor is already almost completely stripped and has to come out of the car anyway. I figure it wouldn't take much more to pull the flywheel, starter, etc. so the block can be hot tanked. I will be talking with the mechanic today about that. <br /><br />On the bright side, I can go ahead and upgrade the clutch and there will be zero extra labor charge.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000021||KenGVR4||11-13-2003||02:30 PM||||That's what I would do, don't bother trying to half-ass a rebuild like a typical DSM'er would do.  I've seen the results of too many botched fixes to even want to think about it.<br /><br />At the very least, hone the cylinders, tank the block and clean the crap out of it (use a skinny brush to get in those passages!) before you replace the bearings and pistons.||65.115.175.40||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000022||mikeyoung00||11-13-2003||04:55 PM||||The block will be tanked and cleaned prior to reassembly. The cylinder bores look fine. They shine like a mirror with absolutely no scratches or scuffs. Engine was overbored .020 about 3k miles ago when the previous owner lost a timing belt. Sure wish they had replaced that damn bs bearing during that rebuild.<br /><br />We are going with Wiseco 8.6:1 .020 over pistons, original rods, used head with new valve guides and seals, new main and rod bearings, probably have to re-polish the crank, bs elim kit, new oil pump housing and gears, and, of course, all new gaskets and seals. Water pump was just changed by previous owner. Trannie as well. Intake cam is being replaced with a used one in good shape. Exhaust cam is fine and will be kept. New clutch is going in along with ss clutch line while everything is apart. Speaking of which...<br /><br />ANYBODY KNOW WHERE I CAN BUY ONE OF THOSE BILLET CLUTCH FORKS? (I know...I'll search in a minute      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     )||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000023||tplesko||11-13-2003||05:10 PM||||<a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/</a>||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000024||mikeyoung00||11-13-2003||05:21 PM||||Thanks, Pivvay...Just found their site through google. But I need to contact them by phone to see if I can get the thing within 5 or 6 days before the motor needs to back into the car. No contact info on taboo site other than email. Guess I can try that.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000025||turbowop||11-13-2003||06:29 PM||||Taboo is also a moderator on dsmtalk.com. You could probably try to PM him there if needed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000026||Beemer||11-17-2003||02:43 AM||||You sure on that price for 2g pistons?  I can get them from partsdinosaur.com for about 35 bucks apiece with rings.  But yes, when it is all said and done, it is only cost efficient when you already have a set of 2g pistons laying around, and have access to a piston pin hone.  I still don't know why eagle doesn't make a rod for this.  Just a 1g rod with the brass bushing pushed out looks perfect.<br />Btw the guy at parts dinosaur is bruce roller.  He can get front covers for around 180 apiece..ITM makes all mitsu's OEM stuff anyway.  Identical.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000027||mikeyoung00||11-17-2003||11:44 AM||||Thanks, guys. Got the billett clutch fork coming on its way from taboo. New front cover with oil pump gears coming from DiamondStarMotorsports along with more seals, gaskets, and new main and rod bearings, ACT2600 clutch, pivot, ss clutch line etc. etc. Wiseco 8.5 +.020 pistons are coming from somewhere else...DSMotorsports didn't have any in stock. <br /><br />I gotta hand it to the guy sat Diamond Star Motorsports. They have been great to work with. They just finished a move and the dust is still setteling but they have been able to dig up the parts I needed at good prices. Check them out when you are shopping around for goodies.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
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A||||5||369of1000||home made air/fuel gauge??||||1||||Paul Mc369||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||11-10-2003||10:01 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Does anyone know how to make a home made air/fuel gauge? I imagine it is just some simple circuitry. I just don't know what it is. I'm mostly looking for a way to custom mount the leds.<br /><br />Thanks||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000001||akira01||11-11-2003||08:51 AM||||i have a write up of it that i found a while ago if i can find it i'll see if i can put it up....||148.8.151.77||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000002||akira01||11-11-2003||10:25 AM||||heres one that i found...i'm not sure if thats what u wanted but you can check it out....<br /><br /><a href="http://www.scirocco.org/tech/misc/afgauge/af.html" target="_blank">http://www.scirocco.org/tech/misc/afgauge/af.html</a><br /><a href="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Shop/2341/afm.htm" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Shop/2341/afm.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Shop/2341/afm.htm" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/Shop/2341/afm.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.mit.edu/people/dfung/afmeter.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mit.edu/people/dfung/afmeter.htm</a>||148.8.160.26||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000003||369of1000||11-11-2003||11:39 AM||||This is exactly what I was looking for.<br /><br />Thank you very much.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||11-11-2003||02:33 PM||||I bought a digital voltmeter for 5 bucks and wired it to the O2 sensor. You can measure/ interpret the fuel condition based on the voltage. I think it was something like over .90 is rich? it's been a while. I want to hook it back up though.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||akira01||11-11-2003||05:15 PM||||just glad i could be of some help to u....hope u put it to good use and show us the project when your done....||148.8.162.27||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
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],
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q!!,
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],
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q!1!,
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q!2452944.1631!,
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q!00000854!,
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q!!,
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],
q!03! => 
[
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q!!,
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q!1!,
q!7!,
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q!09:50 PM!,
q!2452943.2150!,
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q!00000580!,
q!Hertz!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!10:24 AM!,
q!2452944.1024!,
q!Hertz!,
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q!!,
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],
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q!!,
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q!GVR$in!,
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],
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],
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],
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],
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],
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q!05:50 PM!,
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],
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q!josh91vr4!,
q!Why I want an Audi S4 (1994)!,
q!1!,
q!58!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2452952.2313!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!agrabau!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2452963.1733!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000058!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!has there!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!10:30 AM!,
q!2452949.1030!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!akira01!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!01:43 PM!,
q!2452949.1343!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!Hertz's pic hosting!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!02:23 AM!,
q!2452953.0223!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!number3!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452954.2153!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Longest Week!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2452949.1121!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!agrabau!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!11:57 AM!,
q!2452949.1157!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Cube in 20 seconds!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!01:58 PM!,
q!2452953.1358!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452953.1812!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Need a hand in Chicago......!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!02:08 PM!,
q!2452953.1408!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!02:08 PM!,
q!2452953.1408!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~LOSE FAT!~,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2452953.1437!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!03:57 PM!,
q!2452957.1557!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Windows Media Player!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2452953.1720!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2452953.1928!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!End of the World?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2452953.1936!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!11:45 PM!,
q!2452953.2345!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!zr-4!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2452953.1951!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2452953.2049!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!who makes e-brake cables?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2452953.2058!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2452953.2058!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q~WRC is on!  Last rally of the the year! Who will win?~,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!09:06 PM!,
q!2452953.2106!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452954.1844!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Now here's a computer.!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!06:17 PM!,
q!2452944.1817!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2452947.1259!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Rest in Pieces   !,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!10-31-2003!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452944.1911!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!11-02-2003!,
q!03:02 AM!,
q!2452946.0302!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Can my truck tow my galant?!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!03:44 AM!,
q!2452945.0344!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452949.1618!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Speaking of RHD!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452945.1258!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2452949.0051!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!FP GREEN install pictures!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2452945.1859!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!PJGross!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!11:57 AM!,
q!2452947.1157!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!Hans Blix; Galant VR-4 driver!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452945.2201!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!udriveu!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452945.2201!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!THE MATRIX!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2452945.2327!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!GRegwyn!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!04:10 PM!,
q!2452947.1610!,
q!gregwyn!,
q!00002581!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!HOCKEY!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-01-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452945.2329!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452947.2343!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!OEM VIP's!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-02-2003!,
q!04:09 AM!,
q!2452946.0409!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452947.0000!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!OMG it weighs a ton....!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!06:24 PM!,
q!2452949.1824!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!07:10 PM!,
q!2452950.1910!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!Disturbing Pics for some!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-02-2003!,
q!06:54 AM!,
q!2452946.0654!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!drew!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!11:47 PM!,
q!2452947.2347!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!what do you think of this!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!07:20 PM!,
q!2452949.1920!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452949.2147!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!where do u guys go!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2452949.1952!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2452950.1510!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Countdown has begun!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!08:46 PM!,
q!2452949.2046!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452949.2135!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!syoung298!,
q!C&amp;R racing shortened radiator avaialable!,
q!14!,
q!25!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!09:15 PM!,
q!2452949.2115!,
q!syoung298!,
q!00002298!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2452976.1511!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!anyone visted !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452949.2204!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2452949.2204!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!questions about auctions!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-05-2003!,
q!11:06 PM!,
q!2452949.2306!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!drew!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452950.1919!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Now..why dont any us have these??!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!06:34 AM!,
q!2452950.0634!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!evovr4553!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!10:58 PM!,
q!2452951.2258!,
q!evovr4553!,
q!00001088!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Monte Carlo !,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2452953.2302!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!06:56 AM!,
q!2452956.0656!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Minjin!,
q!Some car pictures!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!12:53 PM!,
q!2452950.1253!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!Minjin!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!02:18 PM!,
q!2452951.1418!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!bleeding clutch w/air compressor!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!02:27 AM!,
q!2452954.0227!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2452954.0925!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!Marks Mitsubishi.......read.....!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452950.1749!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!05:37 PM!,
q!2452952.1737!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q~Free Carfax Report Today ONLY!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452954.0924!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!05:01 AM!,
q!2452956.0501!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Honda Problems!,
q!9!,
q!7!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2452954.1015!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452954.2138!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Who owns #666?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!02:23 PM!,
q!2452954.1423!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!06:20 PM!,
q!2452956.1820!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!00002816!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Rattle Canning the Truck today.. What grit paper to use?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2452954.1535!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!08:35 PM!,
q!2452955.2035!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!just added a lip!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452954.1813!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452954.1816!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Skype anyone?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!07:15 PM!,
q!2452954.1915!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!03:50 AM!,
q!2452961.0350!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Aniel P!,
q~Well... Finally got one!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!08:58 PM!,
q!2452954.2058!,
q!Aniel P!,
q!00000489!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2452954.2141!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!A 4G63T quiz...of sorts!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!09:43 PM!,
q!2452954.2143!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2452961.1144!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!Taking my kid to &quot;Boom boom huck jam&quot; today.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-02-2003!,
q!08:31 AM!,
q!2452946.0831!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!08:29 AM!,
q!2452947.0829!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!Good battery relocator kit!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!11-02-2003!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452946.1409!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2452951.2004!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!smokindav!,
q~Sunuvabitchin' timing belt!~,
q!11!,
q!23!,
q!11-02-2003!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2452946.2011!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!smokindav!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!10:37 AM!,
q!2452964.1037!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Mother Natures present to Romanova!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!11-02-2003!,
q!08:44 PM!,
q!2452946.2044!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452948.1544!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q~So what's going to break first? Your votes now!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!05:42 AM!,
q!2452947.0542!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!tplesko!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!11:34 AM!,
q!2452947.1134!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!Big Brake Upgrade!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!08:28 AM!,
q!2452947.0828!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2452947.2232!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!BWAHAHAHAHAHA!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!01:33 PM!,
q!2452947.1333!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2452947.1626!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q~Joke of the week!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!04:37 PM!,
q!2452947.1637!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452948.1304!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Jet Ski - does anyone have one?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2452947.1716!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!03:16 PM!,
q!2452951.1516!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!How old is the board?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452950.1911!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452952.2325!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!229/1000 gets a new owner.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2452947.1830!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!06:03 PM!,
q!2452948.1803!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!KOYO radiators anybody got a hookup on em ?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2452950.1936!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2452950.1936!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Sparco Steering Wheel and Other Car Pictures!,
q!6!,
q!20!,
q!11-06-2003!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2452950.2332!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!tplesko!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!03:55 AM!,
q!2452952.0355!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Would like to thank our search feature!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!12:52 AM!,
q!2452951.0052!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!11:56 AM!,
q!2452951.1156!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!IC fin repair!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!06:29 AM!,
q!2452951.0629!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!07:10 AM!,
q!2452952.0710!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Which air compressor should i buy?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!08:32 AM!,
q!2452951.0832!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!01:15 PM!,
q!2452952.1315!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!00000138!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Anybody around Phoenix AZ?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!12:44 PM!,
q!2452951.1244!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!sleeper!,
q!11-09-2003!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2452953.1015!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!I doubt this but does anyone know Adrenalin (the member here)...!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!01:06 PM!,
q!2452951.1306!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!06:11 PM!,
q!2452951.1811!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!HOOD VENTS!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!01:38 PM!,
q!2452951.1338!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!06:19 PM!,
q!2452951.1819!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Four Wheel Steering!,
q!12!,
q!5!,
q!11-07-2003!,
q!02:20 PM!,
q!2452951.1420!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!11-08-2003!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2452952.0016!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q~hot or not but better.. NOT WORK SAFE!!!~,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!06:55 PM!,
q!2452947.1855!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!02:24 PM!,
q!2452948.1424!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~Update on my car!  ~,
q!10!,
q!10!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452947.2200!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2452948.2255!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Evo VIII Beating!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-03-2003!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2452947.2218!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!bleck!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!11:34 AM!,
q!2452948.1134!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!EVO 8 MR??!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2452948.0948!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!04:21 AM!,
q!2452964.0421!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Datona Beach anyone?!,
q!2!,
q!3!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2452948.1121!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!229of1000!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452948.1758!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Turbocharged Rabbit Question(Not mine)!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!12:06 PM!,
q!2452948.1206!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452948.2343!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!00002127!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!Chrysler Oblivion!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!12:43 PM!,
q!2452948.1243!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!gixxer!,
q!11-04-2003!,
q!04:00 PM!,
q!2452948.1600!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/003601.cgi
A||||10||229of1000||240hp JDM Galant 1/4 time||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||11-10-2003||10:23 PM||||Does anybody know how the 240hp 16G/510CC Galants compare to the 195hp Galants like we have in the 1/4?  Just curious.  They are substantially lighter as well.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||NZ VR4 RS||11-11-2003||12:44 AM||||i ran a 13.6 on a 240 hp rs with only 3 inch cat back, hks air filter 16 psi and a slipping clutch<br /><br />2.029 60 foot time 13.665 @ 101.12||210.246.24.88||reg||1||NZ VR4 RS||00000115||yes
Z||000003||evovr4553||11-11-2003||01:44 AM||||Standard i think they run a 14.1 on standard boost.not one hundred percent but the rs evo vr4 mite be faster cause they are lighter||210.54.111.5||reg||12||evovr4553||00001088||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||11-11-2003||11:11 AM||||Cool, thanks.  I was just wondering.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||henrok||11-11-2003||11:13 AM||||so does anyone know the exact differences between the rs and our cars?  how much lighter, interior etc.... ?||205.188.192.161||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||11-11-2003||12:27 PM||||lighter, bigger FMIC, 16G turbo 510 injectors different tranny and I am sure a few other small things like hood vents are different and so on.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||11-11-2003||02:15 PM||||JDM bumpers mean about 100lbs less weight, too.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||11-11-2003||03:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> so does anyone know the exact differences between the rs and our cars?  how much lighter, interior etc.... ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The steering wheel is on the wrong @#$*(@ side.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||11-12-2003||01:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>   The steering wheel is on the wrong @#$*(@ side. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The steering wheel is on the right side...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||evovr4553||11-12-2003||02:16 AM||||Hey guys,there is the rs and the evo0 rs the galant rs has manual windows and no air con and other small things,the evo0 rs has vents in the bonnet and lsd diff and big turbo eg and manual windows and no powersteering and 240hp||210.54.77.12||reg||7||evovr4553||00001088||yes
Z||000011||VR4GURL||11-12-2003||06:37 PM||||Heres a lil article out of performance car mag......check it out...<br /><a href="http://groups.msn.com/GalantVRFOUR/shoebox.msnw?Page=1" target="_blank">http://groups.msn.com/GalantVRFOUR/shoebox.msnw?Page=1</a><br /><br />You might have to save it to your pics so you can enlarge it to read it....happy reading  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||210.54.111.200||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes



ubb/Forum3/003602.cgi
A||||13||REDLINEGVR4||MP3's||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||11-10-2003||10:31 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||I just hit 1600. how many do you all have?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||11-10-2003||11:29 PM||||3,719||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||11-11-2003||12:30 AM||||Only like 500 or so. Now if we are talking porn... I got you all beat.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />My copy of ACDSee has viewed over 2 million images.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||11-11-2003||01:21 AM||||1963||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||bleck||11-11-2003||11:01 AM||||3,632.  3,532 of which I have never listened to.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||11-11-2003||11:43 AM||||do you guys still use kazza?||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||11-11-2003||11:51 AM||||Yeah, I just don't keep anything good in my shared folder. I'm really looking at the new Napster, .99 cents for a song, thats not bad! Plus you can pick and choose, preview the songs, etc...||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||11-11-2003||03:16 PM||||I lost count, but it's about 4.5 Gigs -- some mind-blowing number of continuous days.  And yes, I've listened to all of them.<br /><br />I don't do any Gnutella anymore, really -- I stream-rip everything.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||bleck||11-11-2003||07:35 PM||||Dude, using Kazaa is like saying "arrest me!"  That's the prog. that puts all that spyware on your machine.  Remember the 12-year old that was sued a coupla months ago???  Using Kazaa.  Win MX is much safer, although I think it's time for something new since it's getting pretty clogged nowadays.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||11-12-2003||09:12 AM||||We have a server in our datacenter housing our mp3 collection.  Currently it is 21,524 files and 85.6 Gig.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||11-12-2003||09:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> Yeah, I just don't keep anything good in my shared folder. I'm really looking at the new Napster, .99 cents for a song, thats not bad! Plus you can pick and choose, preview the songs, etc... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is cool.  I dl napster last night.  I have no problem paying for music and movies.  Most of my MP3s are either 1 hit wonder songs or much older songs that I can't even get any more.  I still buy good CDs from time to time.  Now days that only comes down to maybe 5 a year  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||VTGVR4||11-12-2003||10:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> We have a server in our datacenter housing our mp3 collection.  Currently it is 21,524 files and 85.6 Gig. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">can you make available for gvr4 ftp users?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000012||DsmSeifer||11-12-2003||11:27 AM||||I have 14,682 on my machine. No I haven't listened to them all some may be duplicates. All I have to say is there better not be a fedral agent readng this or I'm screwed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||11-12-2003||04:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>can you make available for gvr4 ftp users?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You get nothing!  You lose!  Good day, sir!||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/003603.cgi
A||||6||fazzt73||AMG type grill.||||1||||fazzt73||00001740
Z||000000||fazzt73||11-11-2003||01:09 AM||fazzt73@yahoo.com||Guys anybody can spare a good stock grille??<br />i want to make an AMG type grillefor our rides but<br />the tabs on mine are broken from accident, lender<br />gets a free one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  this is one i make for the little Lancer<br /><br />Paulo<br />925/2000<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/fazzt73/vwp?.dir=/galant+vr4&.dnm=GRILLCF22.jpg&.view=t" target="_blank">photos</a>||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000001||brandongvr4||11-11-2003||02:21 AM||||I have a extra 1992 grill that you can use. Let me know if you need it. I think it would be way better then the 1991 grill. Sweat, a AMG C/F grill, to match my C/F Hood. <br /><br />~B~||67.121.154.70||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||11-11-2003||10:45 AM||||I have a spare 91 type grill you can have if you pick it up.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||Ryan Carey||11-11-2003||02:50 PM||||Shit, I got a 91 with a minor crack through the diamond star.  Has all the clips.  Shipping cost will cover it being sent if I can get a freebie out of it.  I got a JDM i'm waitin' to put on, so if you want it it's yours.<br /><br />LMK||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000004||fazzt73||11-11-2003||06:18 PM||||Thanks for the response guys, im taking Brandon and pre-evo on the offer you guys have PM..<br />Ill keep you all posted when we have parts.<br /><br />Paulo <br />925/200||200.76.240.28||reg||14||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000005||1quickvr4||11-11-2003||06:24 PM||||In the end I will still have a real one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||4.60.254.236||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000006||ccrich100||11-16-2003||01:21 AM||||I am looking for a better looking hood, bumper, lights, and grill for my 91 Galant. Any suggestions?<br />Thanks... guys...||24.150.80.40||reg||1||ccrich100||00002634||yes



ubb/Forum3/003604.cgi
A||||4||91E39A||VR-4 Sighting in Columbus||||1||||91E39A||00000762
Z||000000||91E39A||11-11-2003||03:36 AM||sansuchat@hotmail.com||Was working at Easton this past Saturday night, when I saw an EVO 8 and White Galant VR-4 roll in front of Brio.  The guy in the white galant had a girl in the passenger seat and I tried to get his attention but he didnt stop.  He had Fairfield County, Ohio plates, Red Diamond Star on the Driverside trunk lid, exhaust etc.  Does anyone know this guy?<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||11-11-2003||07:46 AM||||No, but there are a bunch of GVR4s in Columbus. At one point when I was really into DSMs I knew of a dozen here [not counting your 3   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ]. Maybe next year when my green one gets rebuilt I'll see you around since I work near Easton.<br /><br />What I think is really rare is that I have seen a GGSX and a GSR w/ that funky electronic suspension around here.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||11-11-2003||11:35 AM||||It was the wife and me.  I thought you were trying to carjack me.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||11-11-2003||05:06 PM||||I have yet to see another GVR4 while driving through Columbus.  Must just be the wrong time of the day when I go through.  But I did finally see some Evo 8's on 71 this Friday.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||11-14-2003||10:22 AM||||Yesterday I talked to another white VR-4 owner from Columbus, Jim.  He said that he saw a white VR-4 at Easton, too (not his or mine).||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes



ubb/Forum3/003605.cgi
A||||5||iceman69510||On the ground and running||||1||||iceman69510||00000038
Z||000000||iceman69510||11-11-2003||10:02 AM||||Well, after a hiatus of about 18 months, my VR4 is on the ground and running.  Did not have time to move the debris and get it out of the garage, but will do that this week.  I still need an alignment ( and install my new exhaust, and an engine rebuild, new turbo, etc., but driveable for now) and I will begin daily-driving it again.   <br /><br />New tranny synchros feel a bit stiff, but should improve with a little driving.  Wish me luck.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-11-2003||10:11 AM||||good luck!  I remember bringing mine back from it's long rest and it was great.  Only a month total downtime since then knock on wood...<br /><br />Hopefully you'll have no more downtime   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||11-11-2003||12:00 PM||||Nice job David! So we'll be seeing "sleeping beauty" in the Quad Cities eh? <br />Glad you're able to enjoy her again.||167.142.22.225||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||drew||11-11-2003||12:04 PM||||Congrats! So does the ABS work fine with the TEL rings?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||11-11-2003||12:40 PM||||Well, as I mentioned, not quite on the road yet.  Have to move my lawn mowers to get it out of the garage, as it is in the long term parking spot. Did run it on the stands for a few minutes to circulate fluids and shift the trans.  No idea yet on the ABS rings, Drew, but should know later this week.<br /><br />Not sure yet on the Quad Cities Kevin, I may have to come late.  Still working on it!||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||11-11-2003||03:14 PM||||Hope to see you there!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003606.cgi
A||||9||agrabau||Good alternatives to Kazaa||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||11-11-2003||02:13 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Can we talk about this for a second? Kazaa seems to have nothing to offer me. Do the others have spyware? Popups? <br /><br />Feedback much appreciated. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||11-11-2003||02:14 PM||||Use eMule.  It is the best program I have found.  You can download archived CDs so you get the whole thing instead of one song.  It blows Kazaa away.  No spyware either.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-11-2003||02:29 PM||||Me have to try that.  I won't have cable modem much longer  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   So, I better start downloading.<br /><br />I'll have two shared t1 lines, but it still isn't as fast.  Not crap, but way slower then what I am used to.||205.242.228.75||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||11-11-2003||02:41 PM||||limewire is ok, but im not sure if there is spyware.||131.193.154.237||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4us||11-11-2003||02:51 PM||||<a href="http://www.blubster.com/" target="_blank">http://www.blubster.com/</a><br /><br />I don't know if it has popups but it is supposedly suppose to deter RIAA from tracking you down.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000005||Jon||11-11-2003||02:54 PM||||I've used WinMX but it has been a while.  No spyware.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000006||KenGVR4||11-11-2003||02:59 PM||||Diet Kazaa will let you run Kazaa, but it removes all the ads and spyware, and adds a few other enhancements as well.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dietk.com" target="_blank">www.dietk.com</a><br /><br />Don't forget to run spybot on your machine as well, it will kill off the rest of the junk on your machine as well.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.safer-networking.org/" target="_blank">http://www.safer-networking.org/</a> <br /><br />I just ran this on my friends machine... lets just say he must have been surfing LOTS of pr0n sites, it removed 165 different bots on his machine.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||11-11-2003||03:26 PM||||I have Kazaa light but it seems like song selection is slim. I'm looking for clubby crap which may not be everyone's cup' o tea. <br /><br />DJ Marky from Brazil in particular.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||11-11-2003||03:34 PM||||1) I think Limewire is the best.  At least anything that is a Gnutella client.<br /><br />2) Your selection is only as good as the people connected (or that you can connect to).  **especially with all the losers who don't share anymore because the RIAA's bluff worked**||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||DynStatic||11-11-2003||05:05 PM||||DC++<br /><br />or Direct Connect<br /><br />Thats what I use. DC++ is a multi-server Direct Connect client. Open source.<br /><br />Search google for "DC++"||208.22.79.167||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum3/003607.cgi
A||||5||1quickvr4||Again.(VENT)||||8||||1quickvr4||00000362
Z||000000||1quickvr4||11-11-2003||05:17 PM||caspa69@juno.com||Well, I wrecked my Xterra again. Some one ran me into a wall and took off. I have full coverage but the rear axle is bent. Im screwed now becosue I deliver pizza for a living and I have a 5 bill deductible and no rental car. What the fuck the I have full coverage for if I still have to pay, Is the 180.00 a month a pay not enough for you fuckers. This sucks, this is the last thing I need right now I have so many things that arent going right now, And now this.||4.60.254.236||reg||8||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000001||Sam Sayes||11-11-2003||05:19 PM||||Glad you are ok man, <br />atleast you are not hurt,<br />it will be fixed don't worry about it.<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||11-11-2003||05:41 PM||||I'm not sure how deductibles work where you are from, but in michigan, you can often find a shop that will split the deductible with you, or waive it entirely. I rolled my truck once with a $500 deductible, but i simply asked the repair shop if they'd drop the deductible to $250 for me. They promptly said yes (Ins. quote was $6k to fix) and they did an excellent job. This is NOT illegal, as the repair shop is eating that cost, not the insurance company. I hope this helps, sorry about your situation.||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||henrok||11-13-2003||09:50 PM||||dude if u got full coverage it is covered.  look at your insurance pak sent to you by your insurance company. read it carefully.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4us||11-14-2003||04:18 AM||||Sorry to hear that.  I delivered pizzas a few years ago and its amazing how many accidents I had almost been in.  Scariest thing is riding in hotel elevators with people saying they are going to rob me!  Luckily they didn't but someone on my shift had it happen to them.  Now pizza delivery people here don't go up to rooms in hotels.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000005||Evilnissan||11-14-2003||08:50 AM||||I think your lucky to get off with $180 a month insurance! I pay $265 for full coverage on my 2001 Saturn Sl2 and libilaty on my Galant!||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes



ubb/Forum3/003608.cgi
A||||10||akira01||the ggsr...||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||11-11-2003||05:19 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||i was wondering about something...i own a ggsr and the electronic suspension is not working so do i really need it or is it just taking up space...oh and if i want to take it out is it just wires i have to disconnect or is there more to it.....thanks....||148.8.162.27||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||11-11-2003||05:55 PM||||I dont know man, but you should post some pics of your car with that lip you just put on.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||akira01||11-11-2003||06:27 PM||||the lip still needs some touching up but i'll post some pic of it when i have it done...don't worry they'll be up shortly....||148.8.163.71||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000003||1101||11-11-2003||07:03 PM||||If the compressor is not working the car will lower way down on the stock springs. The springs have a very low spring rate and are made to work in conjuction with the air bags in the shocks.<br /><br />If you drive a lot on the low suspension you will get a rough ride because the car is bouncing off the bump stops. The shocks dont like this and they will go soon.<br /><br />I am going through this right now. Get the regular galant springs, some kyb gr2s, and change the upper spring mounts from a regular Galant. <br /><br />Ward||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||11-11-2003||07:21 PM||||I hate to throw in a "for sale" post here, but I have some REAR gr2's for a front wheel drive galant that I would like to get rid of, pm me if interested. They only work on a fwd galant, the bottom mount is different.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1899" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1899&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||akira01||11-11-2003||08:04 PM||||well the bags already blew like two years ago so now i just have some stock springs on them but i was just wondering whats all needed to take out the control and all the things that is with the electronic suspension because it doesn't work now and i hate looking at it everyday....oh and 4g63t i would love to buy those but i don't have any money on me at the time being...oh and do u have the front suspensions too...||148.8.163.70||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000006||1101||11-11-2003||10:02 PM||||As long as you have the stock springs and shocks you can just rip everthing out. comressor is on top of tranny, air tank in front right fender, and ECU in back RS trunk panel.||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000007||akira01||11-12-2003||08:31 AM||||thanks but when i do take it out i would have to find something to fill in the spot....but thanks...||148.8.160.70||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000008||ayvr4||11-12-2003||11:00 AM||||are you driving your car now? if you are around milwaukee this weekend, let me know...||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000009||1101||11-12-2003||12:50 PM||||No,<br /><br />Ward<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by akira01:<br /><strong> thanks but when i do take it out i would have to find something to fill in the spot....but thanks... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||12.235.99.210||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000010||akira01||11-12-2003||03:55 PM||||yea ayvr4 i'm driving the car now....but i'm not sure whats going to be happening this weekend but most likely nothing....so just let me know if u want to meet up or something....later...||148.8.162.27||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes



ubb/Forum3/003609.cgi
A||||5||GVR$in||Im moving back up north..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||11-11-2003||08:34 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Hey guys.. I'll be moving back up to Tahoe tomorrow and just wanted to give my goodbyes! The GeeRIDE is coming w/ me and is goin to be garaged while its snowing up therr. I'm only leavin for about 5 months (Or until the snow melts  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  ). I should still be online somewhat frequently when Im not working *cough* snowboarding.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />See ya ~!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||11-11-2003||09:18 PM||||Yeah thanks for calling bish  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-11-2003||09:19 PM||||we'll be here getting faster while you board.  Can't say i'm not jealous though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||11-11-2003||11:16 PM||||hey terren what do you do that allows you to move for 5 months out of the year. dont you have school or a job in cali? im just jealous thats all. i wish i was snowboarding   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.227.204.69||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||11-11-2003||11:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> hey terren what do you do that allows you to move for 5 months out of the year. dont you have school or a job in cali? im just jealous thats all. i wish i was snowboarding    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In socal I just quit my full time job and go do my 'real job' back in Tahoe for the Winter. I plan on going to school next year..Might have to be up in tahoe though.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||11-21-2003||04:08 PM||||Hey man, havn't heard from you. Just wondering whats up and when you will be able to paypal me the $300 you still owe me towards the FP green I sold you about a month ago...||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum3/003610.cgi
A||||15||agrabau||Porsche PCB brake warranty issues ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||11-12-2003||07:46 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||$20,000 brake problems...<br /><br /> <a href="http://forums.rennlist.com/rennforums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=97985" target="_blank">Linko</a> <br /><br />Porsche Denying customers warranty on $20K GT2 Brake system. The rotors are composite and were reported to last 185K, basically the life of the car. Now, they are fading and cracking at 1500 miles, Porsche is denying claims. They say that the car should not be taken on the track even though it's built for track use. Any car taken to the track, even for the club Porsche sponsored events, safety school etc.. is being denied. This is a good read because the customers are smart and wealthy and they don't take any shit. Some viper owner says that his dodge dealer encourages his going to the track and happily warranty any broken parts from track use. <br /><br />This reminds me of the Lancer Evos taken to the dragway being denied warranty.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||11-12-2003||08:10 AM||||This is very stupid of Porsche both from a PR  and an engineering point of view since they know the systems crack and have had this problem for a while. My ceramic engineering buddies still can't figure out why Porsche went this way.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This reminds me of the Lancer Evos taken to the dragway being denied warranty.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That I have mixed feelings about. On one hand, Mitsu is selling to the boy-racer / F&F crowd and they should know what kind of behavior they are appealing to. On the other hand Mitsu can't control 6k rpm clutch drops and cranked up boost. I don't know what is typical, but my local Mitsu dealer says they've had a couple of clutches fail [not trannies] and clutches are almost never warranteed.<br /><br />My knee-jerk harsh reaction is that if the clutches are failing, the customer should learn to drive [we've got a lot of idiot drivers around here].  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  If the trannies are failing, Mitsu should warranty them. IMO, Mitsu was dumb and did not learn from the DSMs how to minimize these kinds of issues. I have a bad feeling this is going to be the end of DSMs all over again.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-12-2003||08:16 AM||||Mitsu should just put a 4K RPM rev limiter with the clutch in.<br /><br />That would fix a lot of problems.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||11-12-2003||09:08 AM||||The link is foobar'd.<br /><br />Here's a good <a href="http://forums.rennlist.com/rennforums/showthread.php?s=422f26a5c89802f24e13e176c5c958a6&threadid=97985" target="_blank">one</a>.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||11-12-2003||09:31 AM||||gee, read this thread, if only to get an insight into the kind of lives these guys lead...<br /><br />here's one quote from a post there:<br /><br />"Decisions in arbitration do not carry the force of legal precedent, but the principle upon which this decision was based seems (from this extremely condensed report) to be that operation of a vehicle above the speed limit at any time raises an irrebuttable presumption of excluded causation."<br /><br />i never thought about that, how a warranty can be denied for driving over the speed limit. many of the really $$$ cars these days have all these monitoring devices that give real time feedback (or is it just when they pull up to the dealer?), the point is, this guy is right: manufacturers do not have sound legal justification for voiding or denying warranty work becuase a car was driven over the speed limit.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||11-12-2003||09:38 AM||||WELL, I was about to go buy my new GT3, but now I think I'll just go and buy my own island instead!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br />Maybe it's just jealousy, but it doesn't really seem like these guys would have any trouble, financialy, replacing this stuff. Still, if you spend that much on a car, you don't want to get screwed again and again. I hope between this and the EVO/Dragstrip thing, manufacturers will realize how retarded that logic is.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||11-12-2003||09:42 AM||||That is sad.  It seems every auto maker is going this route.  Deny, deny, deny.  So what all does the ECU keep track of now days?  I once took a 95 Ford Taurus over 99mph and I found out later that it stored a code that didn't trip the CEL.  Do all new cars record how fast a car goes?  It would be easy to void the warranty that way.    <br /><br />That is the 2nd time I have read in a forum that Dodge backs up racing.  Not only the Viper, but the SRT-4.  If only they would build a 2dr, RWD with the same turbo i4 as the SRT-4.  I hate the way that thing looks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   It just screams Neon.  That and they cut cost by putting non power windows in the back seat.  Why bother making a 4 door?  Insurance?  You can't fool the insurance company with a 4 door anymore.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||11-12-2003||10:01 AM||||bmw ecu now logs overrevs.  this has saved their ass on a LOT of misshifts.  pissed off the customer, so who wins?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||11-12-2003||10:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>   <br />Why bother making a 4 door?  Insurance?  You can't fool the insurance company with a 4 door anymore. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">easier to put beer and power toolz in the back||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||11-12-2003||10:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> bmw ecu now logs overrevs.  this has saved their ass on a LOT of misshifts.  pissed off the customer, so who wins? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How do you over rev?  Does the car have a rev limiter that you can't exceed?<br /><br />At any rate, Porsche is upsetting the very core customers that have the cash to buy a high end porshe.  Not too smart.  If this trend keeps up and people find out about it, they might think twice about spending large amounts of money on a car that they can't race in.  The EVO, M3, GT3, are all high performace cars in different classes.  People buy them to either drive fast, or race in or just to pimp in to pick up chicks.  If the manufacture denys waranty work on something that the owner feels ins't fair, it will hurt the auto maker later down the road.  Lets not open the whole racing voiding warranty thing again.  It is a matter of what a owner payed for a car and what the car was promoted to be able to do.  If I bought a GT3, I'd be under the impression that I could take it to racing school or race it on the weekend if I wanted to without breaking it.<br /><br />This whole not wanting to fix things under warranty is just about for anyone who ownes a new car too.  I have a list of things wrong with out Spec V.  When we took the car to the dealer, we got could not duplicate on everything we complained about.  I did some reaserched and found out that just because a dealer says that can't dupicate a problem doesn't mean they get out of fixing it.  After reading up on some lemon law stuff, we might be able to get the dealer to have to buy the car back.  I sure hope so, it has turned in to a nightmare.  btw, it has never been raced  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   In fact all the crap with our new car and it's problems with warranty has kept me away from the dealer lot for about a month now looking for a car for me.  As of now, I plan on going used.  Maybe even another Talon.  At least I now how to drop the tranny and change the t-belt and water pump.  Maybe a Stealth twin turbo  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I got some wrench time on that too.  Damn they have a large ass tranny.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||11-12-2003||10:43 AM||||Rev limiters don't work on downshifts when the car is mechanically forced into the overrev mode. <br /><br />My roomate is a Master tech with BMW. He sees this a lot too on the M3s. BMW is still very good with warranty. He even does clutches at times.. <br /><br />I have trouble understanding why guys that can afford the GT2 don't buy a a race car that's dedicated to track use. How about a Datsun 510 or a Lotus? They think that they "need" a 400hp car as beginners to track racing. That's just dumb but I'm speaking from a motorcyclist perspective on that and I get beat by guys on 250cc two strokes when I'm at the track with a bike that competes in AMA superbike championships. <br /><br />One guy on that renlist dropped 13K on 8 piston brakes so he wouldn't damage the PC brakes. Why not buy a dedicated track car for that money. what a world.. what a world.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||11-12-2003||11:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Rev limiters don't work on downshifts when the car is mechanically forced into the overrev mode. <br /><br />My roomate is a Master tech with BMW. He sees this a lot too on the M3s. BMW is still very good with warranty. He even does clutches at times.. <br /><br />I have trouble understanding why guys that can afford the GT2 don't buy a a race car that's dedicated to track use. How about a Datsun 510 or a Lotus? They think that they "need" a 400hp car as beginners to track racing. That's just dumb but I'm speaking from a motorcyclist perspective on that and I get beat by guys on 250cc two strokes when I'm at the track with a bike that competes in AMA superbike championships. <br /><br />One guy on that renlist dropped 13K on 8 piston brakes so he wouldn't damage the PC brakes. Why not buy a dedicated track car for that money. what a world.. what a world. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree.  Why not build a race car only.  However, from a GT3 owner, I could see a different angle.  I spent all this money on a Porsche and the brakes failed early.  I've been on the renn list classifieds and they have race cars ready to go, so ya, why don't they just buy a race Porsche.  However, what if a owner only goes to maybe two or three club meets a year and plays a little on the track.  Should they get break waranty?  I would sure hope so if Porsche was stupid enough to give them a warranty.  It should be a case by case investigation.<br /><br />Brakes are a wear item and very hard to cover.  We have brake problems with the Spec V.  Warped rotors at 12K miles.  The dealer told me it was due to hard braking.  Bu bu bu bull shit!!!!!  I've read up on some other nissans having warped rotors with very low miles.  So, that is a fight for us right now.  I'm a little upset cause I've rotated the tires myself twice and used a torque wrench on the lugs, so there is no exuse for warped rotors.  I fully belive they are defective.  Also the wear pattern is uneven too on the front right disk, so I think it might have a caliper problem.  The dealer dismissed that posability when I sugested it.  They wouldn't even look at the disk with me.  Damn, waranty don't mean shit.  We either have to eat all our problems at this point or take our problems to a lemon law layer.  I hate lawyers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||11-12-2003||11:36 AM||||Sorry, I'm sorta steeling the thred with my own personal rants, but it's sorta brake and warranty related to the topic.  Just with a totally different car.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||Minjin||11-12-2003||02:11 PM||||To echo what was said above, if any of you guys drive a friend's newer BMW, be very careful how you shift it. They are way too easy to shift into the wrong gear and I've seen quite a few misshifts cause piston-valve mishaps and big repair bills. One friend just blew up his M3 doing this two weeks ago.<br /><br />As for the complaining Porsche guys...its easy to put them down as rich people who can afford it, but the fact is, most of them are just like us. They just made some better choices in life and have a bit more money as a result of that. They're car guys too who don't like being screwed out of their money either...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||11-12-2003||04:28 PM||||Mark, i think you misinterpreted the intent of my post. It was not to cast a poor light on the 996 owners, only insofar as not buying dedicated cars.<br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||raceman77||11-13-2003||02:50 AM||||well, GT2/GT3 not a dedicated race cars? Don`t be fooled by the license plate,if you ever get the chance to drive one you`ll change your tune l assure you.Those cars are race ready and street legal,what`s better then that? When you stare at a track only car in your garage week after week because you don`t have time to gear everything up for a track outing you`ll understand the appeal.lsn`t that what some of us aspire to create with our Gvr4`s?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.61.175||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes



ubb/Forum3/003611.cgi
A||||7||ercp98||1148 owner??||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||11-12-2003||12:43 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||does anyone on the board know who use to own 1148/2000?? just wondering. i did a car fax on my car and it show 4 different titles issued for the car.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||11-12-2003||04:22 PM||||Send me the VIN and I can check out some different details for you.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||11-12-2003||07:05 PM||||ja3cx56u8mz007763||12.206.219.136||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||11-13-2003||10:07 AM||||Where are you located ecrp?  <br /><br />Last owner shown for your car is from Elgin Illinois, but I don't have a date or timeframe to put with that ownership.  Car was originally sold at Crystal Lake Mitsubishi (also Illinois).<br /><br />Your car has both the transfer case and 02 sensor recalls open on it.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||ercp98||11-13-2003||05:47 PM||||i'm at oak park.||12.206.219.136||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||11-17-2003||02:45 AM||||We had an 02 sensor recall?  I know the xfer case and the 90 timing belt recall, and something about the seat belts.  Any others?  I looked on the nhtsa site and all they list is the seatbelts and the xfer case.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||11-17-2003||03:13 PM||||Not a NHTSA recall, that would be an EPA recall for emissions.<br /><br />Yes, there was one.  What's your VIN beemer, I'll check if it has been done on your car.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||JUANPSI||11-17-2003||04:20 PM||||Hey iceman can you check mine? ja3cx56u9nz011371<br /><br />           thanks<br />            juan||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes



ubb/Forum3/003612.cgi
A||||4||agrabau||Wilwood Engineering Warranty rant.||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||11-12-2003||01:13 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||I just got off the phone with Wilwood about a leaky slave cylinder.<br /><br />me- "can you tell me how long these slave cylinders are supposed to last?  " <br /><br />"As long as any other I suppose"<br /><br />"Mine's leaking after 2 months of use" <br /><br />"Ummm. Well, it's a race part so we don't guarantee it" <br /><br />What's weight pull is it rated to? <br /><br />I don't know.<br /><br />Is there a rebuild kit for it? <br /><br />No. <br /><br />"the rebuild kit is listed on your website as part number XXX"<br /><br />Oh I guess there is. <br /><br />Me: "Can I get a rebuild kit? <br /><br />"I don't think we make one"<br /><br />"Can you send me a new one?"<br /><br />"No. "<br /><br /><br />"You guys are great thanks. "<br /><br />I hate when people aren't helpful or knowledgable. This is a terrible combination. <br />Another recent warranty issue is with my Hella Horns. That company is awesome. They told me to send them back for free replacement. That was two months ago and I still have no horns. <br /><br />Don't get me started on the brakes of my GT2. <br /><br />EDIT- let me add to this in saying that stating something to the effect of <br /><br />"we don't know how it was used so we can't warranty it" <br /><br />is absolutely absurd. This statement, were it really valid would release ANYONE from having to warranty anything. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-12-2003||01:49 PM||||That's a real bummer, Alex.  I think the lack of knowledge is infuriating, but it's the lack of caring that's the icing on the cake.  I mean, even after you pointed out that they have a rebuild kit listed he/she still didn't try to get more info, or ask another associate.  What happened to the customer is always right?  At least we've got people like Mike Welch looking out after us.  I think he really is a model businessman.  Good luck with your battles, Al, and I hope you come out on top.  And I agree on the whole "not knowing how they were used" argument.  For crying out loud, they advertise themselves as a race parts company, they should have an idea.  And if they don't want to warranty race parts, then they shouldn't advertise race parts.||69.59.219.147||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||11-12-2003||01:52 PM||||Thanks Jon. I got a rebuild kit from a circle track outfit in MO. They knew their stuff. He said he did a couple today already. It's guys like that I enjoy buying from. Mike W is one of them. He supports DSM guys exactly how they need, with the whole DYI section of his website. I think that I've bought 15 mandrel bends from him in the last 6 months. <br /><br />To hijack my own thread, I just bought a new Lincoln Mig welder so if anyone needs some cheap welding done..||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||11-12-2003||02:14 PM||||Yeah, talking to clueless people on the phone is quite annoying, but sometimes you have to know when to say: Can I speak to your supervisor? Ever shop/business has at least one person who's "in the know", its just a matter of finding that person.<br /><br />As for the Hella thing, call em up and complain. I've learned long ago that the squeeky wheel gets the most grease...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||11-12-2003||04:26 PM||||IF the location you call has engineering people, they are the best to talk to, not sales oriented or customer service people in many cases (no offense sales or CS people, I/m talking automotive generalities here...).  I have had good luck with that at places like Venolia, Suspension techniques, Ground Control, etc.<br /><br />There are exceptions of course, as some sales people really know the products, right Harry?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/003613.cgi
A||||18||Lucky13||Christmas gift idea's needed||||1||||Lucky13||00000631
Z||000000||Lucky13||11-12-2003||01:38 PM||volar13@bellsouth.net||Every year I get asked by the girlie and the family for a list of stuff that I'd like. You know, cool stuff you'd buy yourself if you weren't so cheap or trying to save up for a larger big ticket item. So....being car guys, I thought I'd ask you guys what type of things ( under $300 ) that you wouldn't mind getting knowing you didn't actually have to spend money on it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Then I'll just steal the better idea's for my list.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />91' GVR4 #1758/2000<br />02' WRX||68.158.116.197||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-12-2003||01:42 PM||||Hmm, I guess for me I'd ask for bike and ski/snowboard attachments for my roof rack.  An air compressor.  A new shop vac.  Maybe a new Odyssey battery, as mine might be on its way out.  A Dremel rebuild kit.  Porterfield R4S pads.  Some of those tasty rotors over in For Sale.  A 4GCS.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.59.219.147||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-12-2003||01:48 PM||||Nintendo game cube $99 now.  They have kick ass star wars games for that thing.<br /><br />Onkyo FX theater package for $250.  5.1 sound for game systems and smaller rooms.<br /><br />Xbox is well under $300 now.<br /><br />Air compressor, air tools.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||11-12-2003||01:54 PM||||Abrasive Blade Chop saw for 12 inch disks. <br /><br />Santa, are you listening?||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||11-12-2003||02:03 PM||||a classy hooker   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   j/k||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||#258||11-12-2003||03:02 PM||||CASH: the gift that keeps on giving||151.198.226.11||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000006||REDLINEGVR4||11-12-2003||03:46 PM||||Buy every member on the board an EVO!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||11-12-2003||03:49 PM||||AIR COMPRESSOR and tools  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Crap i'd settle for nice impact sockets and a couple tools. I could buy the compressor myself just not the whole setup all at once...<br /><br />HKS 272s as well but i'll buy those myself if I have to||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||91 #680||11-12-2003||05:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by #258:<br /><strong> CASH: the gift that keeps on giving </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah.  Ask for $299  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000009||TurboVR4dr||11-12-2003||09:25 PM||||Air tools a welder.  I would go through a hrabro frieght or a JC whittney catalog.  get a list together.  Like the 1000 piece coter pin set.  The the rack with 10 different wire spools.  The 100 piece hose clamp set.  All the little stuff that you need to finish a job and never have.  the i would get into the special tools.  Slide hammer, gear puller, ect.   When I used to do a lot of work for people.  I always had enough parts on hand to do a headgasket and timming belt.  I had pulleys, water pump, tensioner everything.  Even a fresh 1g head.   I never knew when someone was going to need a rush job.  I could fix almoswt any DSM problem with the parts in the garage.    <br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000010||Romanova||11-12-2003||09:47 PM||||Snap On tools baby. Perhaps a torque wrench? Maybe an impact gun?<br />Seriously, an air compressor is worth its weight in gold. With the proper air tools, it makes everything TEN times easier, not to mention, faster. Or perhaps a tool box. Sears usually has a nice combo setup for $300 or so.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000011||MidEngine210||11-12-2003||10:00 PM||||air compressor, g tech comp, handheld gps, better cd deck, autox membership, gauges, ps2 with network adaptor + preorder of GT4 + GT3 + wingman, old arcade game, pda for logging, tickets to a sporting event, a case of beef jerky...||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000012||bleck||11-12-2003||11:48 PM||||I would ask her to put on a mini-skirt, and go to PC Richards to see if she could get them to take back the Palm Tungsten I bought a few weeks back which I just found out is friggin useless for logging (USB Interface).  Then she could take the money, buy me a cheap, used Palm 3 for 50 bucks, and use the rest to get a nice dinner, and some sexy lin-ger-eee!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000013||bleck||11-12-2003||11:51 PM||||Ok, a compressor... Sheesh!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000014||Romanova||11-12-2003||11:54 PM||||Get a Craftsman air compressor and they usually throw in some free air tools. I got a 3/8 rachet and a 3/8 impact gun when I got mine. Plus they give you some worthless air hose.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||11-13-2003||12:00 AM||||That's the one I want. The craftsman one for $279.99 with free tools.  Then I just need sockets...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||MustGoFaster||11-13-2003||12:28 AM||||Make sure you get a good compressor.  The good ones have the motor and compressor separate and belt driven.  The ones that are direct drive are typically high RPM, make a whole crap load of noise and don't keep up.  Also, EBC's, they rule, but personaly if my car didn't come with one I would have never bought one.||63.226.177.92||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000017||KenGVR4||11-13-2003||01:29 AM||||An air compressor is a must-have "mod" for a Galant.  A direct drive is noisy, but if you're only using it for working on the car (running an impact, air ratchet, occasional grinding) you don't really need a fancy oil lubed compressor.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000018||DesireeCharm||11-13-2003||03:54 AM||||yeah, definitely a good air compressor, but you might ask for a good kerosene heater for your garage for those mid-winter emergency repairs.  Especially when you get the itch to go rallying in the snow and don't realize that snow is only thinly covering a sheet of ice.  (Not that I would know ANYTHING about that...)<br /><br />Decide what snow tires you want.  Have 4 different family members each buy one.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.107.92.217||reg||1||DesireeCharm||00002789||yes



ubb/Forum3/003614.cgi
A||||11||thejeebus2002||Buying VTGVR4's car||||14||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-12-2003||01:55 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Im taking a train tomorrow at 8:00 am.  ETA in Connecticut is 4:00 pm.  Nick is driving the car down to CT to meet me (great guy, been a pleasure to deal with) then starts my journey back to Richmond, VA.  Gonna be a looooooooooooongggggggg day, plus the girlfriend wanted to come.  Not sure if thats a good or a bad thing yet.  I guess we'll see.  <br /><br />Wish me luck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||14||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||11-12-2003||02:00 PM||||good luck son.||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||11-12-2003||02:02 PM||||Remember, it's a mitsu. Bring tools. <br /><br />Nick, are you going to be Galant-less now? That was a very good price on your car. I almost bought it! <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||11-12-2003||02:13 PM||||Definitely bringing tools   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  and my logger.  One time (aways from home) I popped my hood to check my oil and my timing belt was halfway off!!!  I fixed it right there in the parking lot.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||11-12-2003||05:41 PM||||its alive!  look at<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=2&t=003850" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=2&t=003850</a><br />i dont know whats up with the vac lines. the car revs to 7k sometimes, after boosting. if i drive it like an old lady, nothing exciting happens, but perhaps its angry at me, terminating the relaonship  like this!  even the brakes woudlnt slow it down much!<br />i guess ill cap off the npt on the pipe going into the turbo, and then see what happens tmw.<br />yeha, he got a good deal on it, but then again, a good deal usually means WoRk!  with luck, he will have it up and running very well soon.||63.159.192.4||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||11-14-2003||10:06 AM||||what a trip! the car ran GREAT all the way down to New Haven, after not being driven more than 30 miles in over a year or so.<br />things i had in the trunk:<br />extra jacks, tire,cans of fixaflat, two toolboxes, two boxes of wrench/socket sets, oil, antifreeze, many other fluids, blanket, extra head, extra turbo, extra vaccum lines, duct tape power drill and battery charger (one for the car battery, other one for my 18 volt cordless set)<br />no idea if he arrived yet? we got hit with a NASTY snowstorm on the way back. saw a bunch of cars off the road. i was driving an intrepid, going like 40 mph all the way back on the highway. passed many cars doing 25.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||thejeebus2002||11-14-2003||05:27 PM||||I MADE IT!!!!  Without a hitch, too   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .  I tell ya, I was pretty scared leaving when I got to Connecticut after Nick left.  After driving around New Haven a little while though my fears diminished.  Actually, I was feeling pretty confident with the car so I even drove an additional 40 miles to meet my friends in Roxbury.  Ended up getting drunk and relaxing.  Left this morning at 8:00am and arrived in Richmond, VA at about 4:15pm.  This includes 2 gas/bathroom stops as well as lunch.  The car is actually in better shape than I anticipated.  The rust underneath is surface rust and will come off easily with the air tool attachments I will be purchasing.  <br /><br />When I picked the car up from Nick he mentioned he started smelling rotten eggs (sulfur), he thought it might be the caps again.  After closer inspection while checking the oil it turns out its coming from the Optima Battery.  Does anyone know if these things are lifetime warranty?  I'd like to get another one for free if I can.  I'm not quite sure what route I am going to go about to rebuild the engine.  On the way home I was thinking about possibly building a stroker but I need to do more reading up on it first.  I'll probably just leave the thing as stock as possible.<br /><br />Well, thats it for now.  I'm exhausted from the trip.  Just to let you all know, Nick's a good guy.  Unfortuneately I don't think anyone will be able to do business with him (I have all his Galant parts now) but Nick's ok in my book.  I'll post pics on the rebuild and refurbishment of this vehicle.  Later on<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000007||GVR-4||11-14-2003||06:46 PM||||So I guess your girlfriend didn't accompany you?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000008||thejeebus2002||11-14-2003||10:27 PM||||nah, she came   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||3||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000009||number3||11-14-2003||10:33 PM||||Nick is a good guy. <br /><br />Good luck with your new GVR4.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||atsiauto||11-15-2003||06:16 PM||||did you have insuarance on that thing ?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000011||thejeebus2002||11-15-2003||11:29 PM||||I sure did.  Learned the hard way on that one.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum3/003615.cgi
A||||9||akira01||just took some pictures...||||1||||akira01||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||11-12-2003||03:56 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||i just took some pictures with this camera that i just got so when i get home i'll see if i can post them up....hope they turn out nice.....took so many.....later....oh and it is with the lip i put on.....later...||148.8.162.27||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000001||akira01||11-12-2003||05:00 PM||||sorry they are not the best quality pictures....and yeah that is the lip that i'm working on...i know it doesn't look all good right now but its still in the making but ayvr4 wanted to see how it looks like so i'm just posting it on here for him to see and to others who may also want to see...oh and i have some more on the way...<br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid88/pa8ffa1ae454a943970d9478123686d82/fa93e0dc.jpg" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid88/pc62b65b95e8745f03a539ac6f39e1793/fa93e0ea.jpg" alt=" - " />  <br /> <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid88/p9bf109cd3e54997084f36b4141ec771c/fa93e0fb.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid88/p8079fe7bdc0d1ae956ff109f021036b1/fa93e0f3.jpg" alt=" - " />||148.8.162.27||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000002||akira01||11-12-2003||05:08 PM||||let me know what you guys think.....good or bad....coments all welcome to me....||148.8.162.27||reg||1||akira01||00002158||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||11-12-2003||05:24 PM||||very nice. i love all custom-ization.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||Evilnissan||11-12-2003||05:59 PM||||Looks good.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000005||akira01||11-12-2003||06:04 PM||||thanks yea i always loved to do some customizing on my car....always wanted to see what i could get with no money needed.....||148.8.163.70||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000006||akira01||11-12-2003||06:05 PM||||oh and some better one should be on its way....||148.8.163.70||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||11-12-2003||10:47 PM||||Very nice, I always prefered the clean look. I can't really tell what you've done with the side moulding from those angles. Looks like you smoothed them out. I've thought about doing something similar. I've got a rear deck without the spoiler too. Sleepers rule.||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||redheat86||11-13-2003||12:30 AM||||what is the gsr model? is there also a gsx?||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000009||akira01||11-13-2003||08:41 AM||||well i didn't do anything to that cuz it fits perfectly...all i had to do tho was cut the middle and then i was gonna fix it up some more but it is getting colder here in wi so i'm gonna wait and see if theres anydays that aren't so cold....but yea the lip fits on nice just took some double side tape and stick that lip on....oh and heres some other pic....sorry you can't really see the lip on this one...<br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid88/pbf836cb1b01a7f63afd52a3fd6ae930d/fa92d596.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid88/p8b2bbb1d079d6bd5207d1f47d4f895a3/fa92d59d.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid88/pab5251c78e5154a73c9b4324d37918a8/fa92d5a3.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid88/p5ef0955871945075924d2ee7be07a2fb/fa92d5a9.jpg" alt=" - " />||148.8.160.26||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes



ubb/Forum3/003616.cgi
A||||2||gvr4ever||For the home movie freaks.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||11-12-2003||04:07 PM||||<a href="http://www.usatoday.com/tech/news/2003-06-24-samsung_x.htm" target="_blank">http://www.usatoday.com/tech/news/2003-06-24-samsung_x.htm</a><br /><br />high definition DVD players.  Sounds like they can upgrade the old school disk.  Not as good as true HD signal, but it sounds like it would be worth it.<br /><br />I'll gladly get one.<br /><br />I have a old skipping CD player I need to replace anyway  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Cool, I even justified it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-12-2003||04:12 PM||||Yet something else.   <a href="http://www.gizmodo.com/archives/008472.php" target="_blank">http://www.gizmodo.com/archives/008472.php</a> <br /><br />This is very interesting.  The problem with it is that you can't enjoy what you already own.  Also you have to have a video card with a DVI output and next to your TV, or watch it on your computer, but who wants to watch a movie on a computer?||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||RayH||11-12-2003||05:25 PM||||These have been out for almost half a year now.  With the exception of the Samsung, most are built on a Sigma Designs 8500 chip.  In the US you can get the Bravo D1 and LiteOn LVD-2001 which scale dvd's to higher resolutions.  The Bravo on both component and DVI (without HDCP encryption) and the LiteOn on component.  I've got a Momitsu V880 out of Hong Kong which in addition to component and digital DVI also outputs analog RGB into custom resolutions.  Picture is similar to using a home theater pc,  about halfway between original dvd quality and real HD broadcasts.<br /><br />The interesting thing will be early next year when there's supposed to be windows media 9 players which will output true HD using existing media technology, though you will have to buy new dvd's.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum3/003617.cgi
A||||3||supervr4||some pic's of a super vr4||||1||||supervr4||00002593
Z||000000||supervr4||11-12-2003||05:28 PM||||somebody wanted some some pics of a super vr4 this is mine a 1990 super vr4 auto soon to be a manual.  <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1915&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1916&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />ps it started to rain so i couldn't take any more but if people want ill try later to get some better ones  <br />Cheers Shane||203.97.2.242||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||11-12-2003||05:31 PM||||What's up with the foglights?  Are those pieces of diamond plate metal?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||supervr4||11-12-2003||05:32 PM||||ohh yeah i had some but they got nicked and at $300 a piece for the spotlights i didnt want to replace them||203.97.2.242||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||11-12-2003||05:35 PM||||Makes sense to me.  Nice car.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/003618.cgi
A||||14||boostx||Member # ||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||11-12-2003||06:21 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||i this it would be cool to have our Member # our car #||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-12-2003||06:40 PM||||that would be difficult and there are somehow more members than galants.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-12-2003||07:11 PM||||some of us don't know the car #   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||boostx||11-12-2003||07:24 PM||||that suck   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  not knowing what # car u have <br /><br />we should start a post in the number of our car to see how many are missing||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||11-12-2003||07:27 PM||||Some owners have never seen this list.  This list only has a small number of GVR4s compared to how many were impoted.<br /><br />Iceman keeps a list though to keep track as many as possible.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||boostx||11-12-2003||10:34 PM||||where is the link<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Some owners have never seen this list.  This list only has a small number of GVR4s compared to how many were impoted.<br /><br />Iceman keeps a list though to keep track as many as possible. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.199.88.207||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||11-12-2003||10:42 PM||||what link theres no link||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||boostx||11-13-2003||01:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br />[Iceman keeps a list though to keep track as many as possible. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">where is the list||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000008||drew||11-13-2003||02:09 PM||||Iceman has it. It's not public.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||11-13-2003||03:06 PM||||Yeah its not public, its got I guess some personal info on it... I wouldn't mind if it was public its just got my name and vin#, car#, color, options, etc.... don't know what the big deal is personally.  But I guess some people might worry about it.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||DongeR615||11-13-2003||05:17 PM||||iceman lets make it public..||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||11-13-2003||05:19 PM||||i have a feeling he doesn't want to or he would have by now.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||iceman69510||11-14-2003||10:28 AM||||It isn't necessarily me that doesn't want it public, but I'm not sure those who have VINs on the list want it public.  I'm not adverse to making it public at some point, but as of now it is hard to call it a success.  I only have about 170 matches, so it really is not very comprehensive.  It is difficult to complete because there are many who are either reluctant or don't care to provide the information.  When I see a new member or a different # that I don't have, I often PM or email the member, but don't always get a reply.  I even search Autotrader and Ebay for this info where ever I can get it, and Autobahn Tom has helped me with that.  I also record scrapped cars when I know them, and indicate VINs for which there is no known number.<br /><br />It is just an Excel spreadsheet at this point.  I think maybe the time will come to publish it at some point.  If everyone who owns, owned, or has scrapped a car would provide me the VIN+ xxx/x000, it would build faster.  My thanks to those that have provided their current info and those who have sent me info on cars they used to own, parted out etc.<br /><br />It's merely a labor of love.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000013||boostx||11-14-2003||11:12 AM||||why not list just list the # of the car,name/nickname and state and the last 4digts of the vin numbers<br />i think that will keep it safe some what and even proof of the car like a pics of the badge number (   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  no cheating with photoshop now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   )<br />even have to regester to see the info<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> It isn't necessarily me that doesn't want it public, but I'm not sure those who have VINs on the list want it public.  I'm not adverse to making it public at some point, but as of now it is hard to call it a success.  I only have about 170 matches, so it really is not very comprehensive.  It is difficult to complete because there are many who are either reluctant or don't care to provide the information.  When I see a new member or a different # that I don't have, I often PM or email the member, but don't always get a reply.  I even search Autotrader and Ebay for this info where ever I can get it, and Autobahn Tom has helped me with that.  I also record scrapped cars when I know them, and indicate VINs for which there is no known number.<br /><br />It is just an Excel spreadsheet at this point.  I think maybe the time will come to publish it at some point.  If everyone who owns, owned, or has scrapped a car would provide me the VIN+ xxx/x000, it would build faster.  My thanks to those that have provided their current info and those who have sent me info on cars they used to own, parted out etc.<br /><br />It's merely a labor of love. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000014||fast_gvr4||11-14-2003||10:40 PM||||My #'s are on my signature at the bottom!||172.138.33.12||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes



ubb/Forum3/003619.cgi
A||||15||josh91vr4||Supa-Geek||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||11-12-2003||08:48 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Yeah, i'm a geek.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1917" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />One computer, 2 Monitors, No life. What else can i say?<br /><br />&lt;cough&gt; i DO work on computers for a living, so cut me some slack!||24.56.226.184||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||11-12-2003||10:11 PM||||sorry but i hate dells. mine SUCKED ass. i wish i had gotten a mac. and i say sucked because its dead. and i can't find a way to fix it. well i did give up a long time ago. gave my hardrive to my friend to see if he could help me. <br /><br />if i ever get another pc its going to run linux.<br /><br />i like the monitors though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||11-12-2003||11:27 PM||||Dude...is that a tube of KY jelly under the left monitor?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  LMAO!!...hahahah<br /><br />Even if it isn't it looks funny.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||11-12-2003||11:37 PM||||No, two monitors isn't geeky...but having a trackball and a mouse is geeky...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||KenGVR4||11-13-2003||01:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Dude...is that a tube of KY jelly under the left monitor?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   LMAO!!...hahahah<br /><br />Even if it isn't it looks funny.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How would you know that's a tube of KY?<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||11-13-2003||01:28 AM||||and the prescription bottle of Viagra   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.204.2||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||11-13-2003||02:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Dude...is that a tube of KY jelly under the left monitor?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    LMAO!!...hahahah<br /><br />Even if it isn't it looks funny.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How would you know that's a tube of KY?<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Because mines sitting right next to my monitor also. I just make sure it's not there when I take pics of my computer setup.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||11-13-2003||07:18 AM||||Man! ROTFF! Thats so freaking hilarious!||68.57.96.24||reg||10||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||Jon||11-13-2003||08:37 AM||||Hey geeks, look at this new monitor, or should I saw monitors.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.doublesight.com/" target="_blank">http://www.doublesight.com/</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||11-13-2003||11:27 AM||||If you're such a computer geek, why didn't you build your computer?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||ayvr4||11-13-2003||12:32 PM||||looks like the matrix  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000011||gvr4ever||11-13-2003||01:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> looks like the matrix   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, throw up a couple of random 15" LCDs and run the matrix screen saver on them.<br /><br />Be sure to throw some raw metal randomly around too.  You will need a huge red EMP button too.||205.242.228.7||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||11-13-2003||01:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> looks like the matrix    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, throw up a couple of randomly placed 15" LCDs and run the matrix screen saver on them.<br /><br />Be sure to throw some raw metal randomly around too.  You will need a huge red EMP button too.||205.242.228.31||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||Notorius||11-13-2003||02:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> Hey geeks, look at this new monitor, or should I saw monitors.  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.doublesight.com/" target="_blank">http://www.doublesight.com/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.go-l.com/monitors/grand_canyon/features/main.jpg" alt=" - " />||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000014||galantvr4us||11-13-2003||02:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Dude...is that a tube of KY jelly under the left monitor?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />          <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     LMAO!!...hahahah<br /><br />Even if it isn't it looks funny.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was thinking the same thing   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000015||josh91vr4||11-13-2003||02:51 PM||||mmmmkay you SICKOS. It's not KY (it is lotion though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  )<br />I didn't build my computer because i'm lazy. And i got all this equipment for cheaper than you can get anything else for.<br />Who cares about dual 15" LCDs. These are Dual 18".<br />The 4 monitors might be cool, but i don't have enough desk space.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />No, the viagra isn't prescription. But i DO have a few samples of it.. That is some FUN stuff.||216.93.18.226||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum3/003620.cgi
A||||14||jonvr4||man mofugas||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||11-12-2003||10:45 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||is really geting out of galant vr4s<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6762&item=2442569745" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6762&item=2442569745</a>||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-12-2003||10:56 PM||||i want i want||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||11-12-2003||11:02 PM||||I'm just glad he scanned everything onto his website for us poor folks.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||369of1000||11-12-2003||11:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I'm just glad he scanned everything onto his website for us poor folks. <br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe not<br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> NOTE: When these items are sold, they will be removed from my website! </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||11-13-2003||12:00 AM||||How come every time I bid on somthing some puts up a fucking link, The shit is starting to piss me the fuck off becouse I have to pay more now||64.63.217.86||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||11-13-2003||12:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I'm just glad he scanned everything onto his website for us poor folks.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Someone should host them on their own site if he is gonna take them down then.  I'm not sure if they would need permission from him or not, but it's worth a shot.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||11-13-2003||12:26 AM||||sorry my brother posted it. i know exactly what you mean. i guess i have to log off of this fucking site to keep stuff like this from happening. and no matter how many times i tell him it still happens!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||11-13-2003||01:23 AM||||i really want that paper manual...i wonder how much it will go for||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||msaskin||11-13-2003||10:22 AM||||Well, i'm in the process of downloading them and will be more than happy to host then once done.<br /><br />~matt||128.113.26.234||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||11-13-2003||11:34 AM||||I don't think the seller and the buyer will be happy about that.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||1312VR4||11-13-2003||11:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]  I'm not sure if they would need permission from him or not, but it's worth a shot. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are not his to copywright. They are articles from magazines & a shop mnual, ect.<br />If anything you would need approval from the magazines in order to host them.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000011||ayvr4||11-13-2003||12:33 PM||||where is that guy from?<br />does he still own a gvr4?||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000012||Oztek||11-13-2003||03:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> where is that guy from?<br />does he still own a gvr4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Newbie!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000013||ayvr4||11-13-2003||03:46 PM||||That was mean   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||13||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000014||eyetrauma||11-13-2003||04:06 PM||||I'm almost possitive that you can host host scans of magazines legaly without the publishers permission. I don't even think you need to credit the source. Although I read that magazines and news papers are trying to get that changed through legislation.<br /><br />-James||168.159.190.36||reg||1||James DeRosia||00002414||yes



ubb/Forum3/003621.cgi
A||||3||curtis||Question of the day ... don't laugh||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||11-13-2003||12:28 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Ok I'm sick of trying to find a pass side 93 headlight went again today and no luck.  But had an idea.  Has anyone ever atempted to exchange your factory headlights for a set of factory 93 diamante lights.  I saw a set in the junk yard today and the mounting points look kind of close. They are only about 1/4 inch taller and have the rounded shape on the intermost area next to the grill.  I think this could be hidden with some body filler and some time.  If I would have had a set of sheet metal shears I would have cut the head light support out of a Galant and seen if they would fit. The lights are about 2 inches deeper than ours and have a large bump that interfers with the body of the car. The beauty of the junkyard you can take something apart and see if it works on something else.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    Maybe I'll go back next week and install them on a junkyard car and take some pictures.  But I did score a 10mm deep well always a plus when you leave a junkyard with more tools than you started with.||67.25.39.67||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Kibo||11-13-2003||07:51 PM||||I don't know the answer to your question, but you should try searching <a href="http://www.car-parts.com" target="_blank">www.car-parts.com</a> for a used '93 passenger headlight.  You'll have to do some calling around to check for availablity, condition, whether they're actually 93's, etc.  Just thought the lead might help.  Keep in mind that they can go quick--I initially balked at paying $150 for a set from a local yard, and when I called back a few hours later they were already sold (!).||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000002||curtis||11-13-2003||11:45 PM||||no there at the junkyard now hidden in a trunk of an other car. I can probably get them for about 40 to 50 bucks for both.  I just was hopping that someone had already tryed this.  I have a deal worked out for a set of JDM's for a set of 93's but have had no luck finding a passenger one and its been a 4 month effort looking locally for a fricking 93 light.||166.90.116.161||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||talontsi||11-14-2003||06:42 AM||||I looked at doing the diamante lights but they will need a lot of modifying. I ended up doing 93's instead.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum3/003622.cgi
A||||0||chadhayashi||Dodge  backing||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||11-13-2003||01:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>     <br /><br />That is the 2nd time I have read in a forum that Dodge backs up racing.  Not only the Viper, but the SRT-4.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Back in '97, I went to a Porsche club event at Stapleton Int Airport (Denver's old airport) w/ my buddy Norm Schilling, (you may know him from the Shootouts back then) who had the 1st 12 sec CODSM. <br />Northglen Dodge had a semi there to support their customers cars. <br />A total of 5 Viper GTS', all blue w/ white stripes. Northglen put Forgeline wheels w/ race rubber on for them to use at the event. They brought techs to install the wheels. <br />One of the owners started talking to us because he had a '93 Tsi and had no idea they could be modded. Norm gave him a ride and he was so happy that he gave both of us seperate rides. <br />That was the day I fell in love w/ Vipers. I couldn't believe the brakes and top end power. Norms car would get 3 laps before he needed a cool lap for the brakes and engine. (stock pads and radiator). Norm's car would hit approx 140 mph at the braking point on the longest straight. The GTS hit 155 in the same section, and on my ride, we did 8 hot laps. No noticeable fade from my perspective.(too much force against the belt)||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003623.cgi
A||||4||DeanCouchey||Cheap Cat convertor or a good test pipe???||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||11-13-2003||01:58 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I havent seen any cheap cat conv that I liked I looked at extreme and Mach V and DSM parts... does any one have a good idea on where to get one for under 100????||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||11-13-2003||03:00 AM||||you want a good cat or do you want a good hi-flow cat? <br />My car has a test pipe now and it sounds exactly the same and the butt dyno tells me its pulling a bit more.||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-13-2003||08:59 AM||||i just did that.  i changed my exh, and i got a random technologies cat.  the biggest they make is 2.5".  but, i didnt like the universal flanges, so howard brought over this catco he got for less than 100.  the random cat was 250.  when i removed the cat that was on the car, i held all 3 up to the sun, and looked thru.  the one on the car had almost no light.  howard's had a lot more light, but the random cat had like twice what howard's had.  and i know from past experiences a cat is quieter than a test pipe.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||ercp98||11-13-2003||09:39 AM||||go to ahp products. they sell cats for our car for 100 shipped. the only problem i had was that it took a long time to get; about a month. but the act was very nice. he gets the cat from catco and welds in the flanges. i bought 2.5 cat.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||11-13-2003||11:22 AM||||I got my magna flow 3" high flow with out the flanges for under $90.||162.84.81.254||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum3/003624.cgi
A||||6||DongeR615||whiteline groupbuy concerns....||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||11-13-2003||02:30 AM||||uhh how do i say this without sounding like an ass..can we trust this guy?  I've been screwed b4 in groupbuy's like this..seems too good to be true kinda thing. has anyone met him? <br />I'd order from ken inn, pre-evo, number 3, ya know..the usuals..this guy has only 70 at most posts...<br />DongeR||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||91E39A||11-13-2003||02:39 AM||||I believe that we can trust Mark,(FOGDARTER).  I have spoke to him on the phone and he seems to be genuine about this groupbuy.  I hope that people that have dealt with him directly will stand up for him and let us know if this is true.  Dave Beem (BEEMER) seems to know this guy pretty well too.  I also believe he said he had done a Whiteline groupbuy before, so Mark (Fogdarter) has experience in dealing with Whiteline.<br /><br />Let's get this groupbuy rolling and get some 26mm rear sways on our car<br /><br />my $.02<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-13-2003||09:03 AM||||that goes 2 ways.  the last group buy i organized, i had 48 committed, but only 12 actually ponied up and bought.  get your money up front.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||11-13-2003||10:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> that goes 2 ways.  the last group buy i organized, i had 48 committed, but only 12 actually ponied up and bought. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Really!?  I would assume since it was such an GREAT price more people would have bought it. I got my stuff sitting in the garage waiting to be installed. I wish I had more money to buy the tensioners at the time. The Timing belt groupbuy you had was awesome!..props to you.||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||11-13-2003||01:42 PM||||I bought all my stuff straight from Whiteline in AU simply be emailing them. They were wonderful to me the whole way through......maybe try them direct if you are not comfy?||205.166.229.115||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||11-17-2003||03:16 AM||||OK, I gotta pipe in here.  Mark has been a friend for quite a while now, and he and I did the first group buy.  He did the legwork, I convinced him to do it.  Now, suddenly, after whiteline bullshitting us about the bar being too big, they magically changed their minds and list it on their site, which is total bs in my mind.  Still, Mark got them to build it.  He is totally reliable and trustworthy, and although an "ONLINE" reputation is somewhat meaningless, I'd stake mine on HIS rep any day you asked.  Lots of folks posting here on this site can talk the talk, but can't back it up.  Mark is new to our cars, but has already done what few but keydiver have done.  Actually forced a manufacturer to build something they didn't want to.  That's innovation, and perseverence, and a ton of phone calls to down under at his expense.  He didn't make a dime off that last buy.  So sorry if I seem a bit uppity, but that's like questioning if keydiver knows what an ecu is, or could be trusted with yours.<br />Nuff said, and I might just be buying another one for each of my 90 eclipse gsx's...||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||11-17-2003||09:30 AM||||It took some time to get the crap from Whiteline, I'm ASSumeing because they were fabing up the parts, but it is totally worth it to me.  I would guess that getting the stuff this time would be much quicker, but in either case it was worth the wait for me.<br /><br />Mark did a fine job getting it all together and I would do it again if I had another GVR4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   .  <br /><br />Oh, and his constant barage (how do you spell that?) of e-mails, though annoying, kept me aware of what was going on.<br /><br />BTW, I would get ALL the bushings and do EVERYTHING at one time.  The package made such a difference with my Tein suspension.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum3/003625.cgi
A||||6||slvrblt||Kenwood KDC-x959||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||11-13-2003||03:00 AM||||I want to buy a new deck and since I like Kenwood stuff, I found the Kenwood I want, a KDC-x959. It does MP3s and everything else. Where can I get the best price on a new unit ?<br /><br />I have been to eBay, google, froogle.com, pricegrabber, and a crutchfield but I dont think I am done searching and comparing prices.<br /><br /><br />What do you guys think about 'refurbished' decks ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||galantvr4us||11-13-2003||04:10 AM||||I buy from ebay so much cheaper than at the store and everywhere else I looked, and I have had no problems.  Crunchfield is a good place too-they include wire harness and the install kit with there prices and I THINK free shipping.  I like the jvc models because its the only cd player that plays my scratched to hell cds-which is about all of them.  Never bought a refurbished item before so can't help you there.  If this is your first mp3 player you are going to love it-nothing like having 200 songs on one cd.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||11-13-2003||07:25 AM||||I've bought a bunch of stuff from <a href="http://www.carstereoexpo.com" target="_blank">carstereoexpo.com</a> and they've been consistently cheaper than anywhere else.||68.34.163.252||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||11-13-2003||11:10 AM||||that is actually a really nice excelon deck, i have used that one but got rid of it quickly for a differetn audio setup. overall for the moeny, this particular deck will give you the most features. i couldnt believe the fine adjustment i could do with the first excelon i ever had, and this one gives a little more. <br /><br />theres a couple sites for cheap car audio besides ebay. carstereotime.com is one, however ebay may be the best deal. dont buy through crutchfield, tier prices arent that good at all, same as if you were to buy it at tweeter. ripoff!||131.193.8.217||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4us||11-13-2003||02:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> that is actually a really nice excelon deck, i have used that one but got rid of it quickly for a differetn audio setup. overall for the moeny, this particular deck will give you the most features. i couldnt believe the fine adjustment i could do with the first excelon i ever had, and this one gives a little more. <br /><br />theres a couple sites for cheap car audio besides ebay. carstereotime.com is one, however ebay may be the best deal. dont buy through crutchfield, tier prices arent that good at all, same as if you were to buy it at tweeter. ripoff! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Crutchfields not too much more considering you get a wire harness, install kit, free shipping, and half the time you call them they lower the price for you.  I haven't personally ordered from them, but had a friend that bought religously from them.  Not a good idea if you already have the stuff to install it.  <br /><br />I haven't been able to find a lower price then on ebay-on certain items-but never buy used. Best time to buy is when they are discontinuing to bring in a new model that has a different backlight or something stupid.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||11-13-2003||03:08 PM||||i agree with you katie when you say dont buy used, i never buy car audio used.....ever. the people that usually sell on ebay are online companies and powersellers anyhow, so the equip is new, usually dropshipped from 12v distributors.||65.227.204.167||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||11-13-2003||05:13 PM||||This will be my first MP3 capable deck. I have a kenwood KDC-x615 right now and its great. Installation is cake. Ive done it a few time before in various cars and I have all the stuff I need to install it with already.<br /><br />I will check out those sites. Thanks.||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003626.cgi
A||||24||slvrblt||Give Paris Hilton a call...||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||11-13-2003||03:14 AM||||<a href="http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=452765" target="_blank">http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=452765</a><br /><br /><br />1 310 990 7444<br /><br />hahahah...I think it moght be real, but who knows. Its funny euther way.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||11-13-2003||03:30 AM||||lol, first a home-video of her having sex appears online, and now her phone number... sux to be her<br /><br />*edit*<br />i called the number, voicemail box is full, but its definately her voice   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||Ash||11-13-2003||05:21 AM||||Isn't she trying to sue everyone who downloaded her "amateur video"?||203.221.153.69||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||11-13-2003||11:32 AM||||Marsha Clark just said in the news that she don't have a case, so go a head and download the video.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||11-13-2003||11:39 AM||||Where?||162.84.81.254||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||Colt4G63||11-13-2003||11:55 AM||||haha just called it. tried calling it again and it said the number wasnt in service anymore. lol<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||11-13-2003||12:30 PM||||thats funny, wonder who found that...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />i would love to go out with one of those hilton girls.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||Pappy||11-13-2003||12:48 PM||||I didn't even know this person existed until a few days ago.  Damn she's hot though.  And I think her phone number is on just about every forum on the net.  Well, this, nasioc, and dsmtalk anyway.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||11-13-2003||03:19 PM||||shoot, i thought it(she) was a hotel.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||11-13-2003||03:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pappy:<br /><strong> I didn't even know this person existed until a few days ago.  Damn she's hot though.  And I think her phone number is on just about every forum on the net.  Well, this, nasioc, and dsmtalk anyway. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It just popped up on dsmetc too, and I couldn't figure out if it was a repost or if I had seen it HERE.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||11-13-2003||03:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Where? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Entertainment Tonight.<br />You might find something about it on their website.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||Nate||11-13-2003||03:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> shoot, i thought it(she) was a hotel. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, her last name is Hilton for a reason.  As in, heiress to THAT Hilton family fortune.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000012||hibrn8||11-13-2003||11:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Colt4G63:<br /><strong> haha just called it. tried calling it again and it said the number wasnt in service anymore. lol<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">same here what a ho!||65.227.217.21||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||11-14-2003||01:31 AM||||I didnt even know who she was...had to ask the wife. Anyone actually here seen this video? I never saw the Pamela one either..Yes, I lead a sheltered life !||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||Craig91||11-14-2003||01:48 AM||||The video is pretty boring.  Just interesting to watch because it's a "celebrity".||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000015||mixx2001||11-14-2003||07:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Where? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Entertainment Tonight.<br />You might find something about it on their website.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where to download the video.  I tried like 14 times on Kazaa and kept getting fakes.  If I knew the file size that would help to reveal the genuine article.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000016||Craig91||11-14-2003||09:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where to download the video.  I tried like 14 times on Kazaa and kept getting fakes.  If I knew the file size that would help to reveal the genuine article.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Check your PM's!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000017||mixx2001||11-14-2003||09:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong> Check your PM's!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa.  Dope.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000018||14bCrazy||11-14-2003||09:54 AM||||PM me!!||162.83.82.253||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000019||autobahntom||11-14-2003||10:18 AM||||me also, would enjoy seeing. <br />Thanks||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000020||14bCrazy||11-14-2003||11:37 AM||||I I have to say is.TURN ON THE LIGHTS!!!!! It wouldv'e been much better. Thanks for the link.||162.83.82.253||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000021||sleeper||11-14-2003||11:41 AM||||I saw the full version of the Pamela video. It's pretty good for a celebrity watchers, but other than that it's lame. <br />Would of been better is there was a third person on board taping and Tommy keeps his mouth shut.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000022||Craig91||11-14-2003||11:52 AM||||The whole idea of it being a celebrity that you wouldn't ordinarily see making a sex tape is the part that most intrigues people.  The Paris clip is boring to be honest, but I'm not saying I wouldn't watch a full version if I could get my hands on it.  Wonder how long it will be till one gets on the internet.  I heard on the radio today Rick Soloman had a friend sell the tape for $50,000, then him and his friend split the money $25,000 apiece for the sale.  It can't be long till it's leaked online in its entirety.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000023||PRE-EVO||11-14-2003||12:51 PM||||Okay so who's buying the Paris Hilton Action figure:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3156060594&category=348" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3156060594&category=348</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000024||ayvr4||11-15-2003||02:18 PM||||anyone have a working link for this?<br />Thanks||169.207.58.35||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/003627.cgi
A||||11||Louters91GVR4||Anyone in here a College Football Fan??? If so, who is your team???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||11-13-2003||10:18 AM||louters18@hotmail.com||OHIO STATE BUCKEYES. We live and die Buckeyes in this town, and we are gunning for a second straight trip to the National Title. But we have to get past Michigan and Purdue first, and get a little help from LSU and USC. Oh well, a die hard fan can dream right???<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||1992gvr4||11-13-2003||11:22 AM||||Penn State fan here. They havent had a good team in awhile, I know but you got to stand by your team even in the bad years.||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||11-13-2003||12:00 PM||||I may live in Northern VA, but I was still born and claim Maryland baby!  Should be a good game against UVA tomorrow.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||91E39A||11-13-2003||12:21 PM||||Ohio State Buckeyes.  Not a bandwagon Fan, I have been a buckeye fan since I was old enough to remember.  Ups and downs, The Buckeyes have been my team.  Now I am a BUCK ID card carrying member and I carry it wherever I go.  Go Bucks.<br /><br />I finally got the chance to go to a game last weekend.  It was so awesome.  We played great against MSU.  This saturday is going to be a tough battle against Purdue.  And even worse we play Michigan in Ann Arbor this year.  They are f-ing hungry too, because we beat them 2 years in a row, with Coach Tressel.<br /><br />blah blah blah......   GO BUCKS.  Screw the national title, lets win the Big ten championship, and stick it to Michigan.<br /><br />-Dan S.<br /><br /><br />p.s.  tom get your clutch changed yet?||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||11-13-2003||12:46 PM||||i'm not a real football fan, which is kinda dangerous to admit here in texas, where if you like women more than football they call you gay.  but it seems to me from what games i have watched that oklahoma is easily the best team out there.  and, the scary thing is that all of the starters return next year.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||11-13-2003||01:27 PM||||The Buckeyes didn't really even win the championship last year.  How many tries did they give them to score?<br /><br />Maybe you can tell (at least you Buckeye fans   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> , but I'm a Wisconsin Badger and Michigan Wolverine fan!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||91E39A||11-13-2003||02:32 PM||||True.  The National championship game was questionable, but I thought Miami was supposed to maul Ohio State.  What happened there?<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000007||Louters91GVR4||11-13-2003||04:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> The Buckeyes didn't really even win the championship last year.  How many tries did they give them to score?<br /><br />Maybe you can tell (at least you Buckeye fans    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  , but I'm a Wisconsin Badger and Michigan Wolverine fan!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you remember watching the game, it should have been a 17-14 final score and overtime should have never been, but Miami got a cheap call to get them into field goal range. And yes, we are the 2002 National Champions.||216.153.165.31||reg||1||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000008||mikeyoung00||11-13-2003||04:48 PM||||Bulldogs. Mississippi State version. Ding Dong, Dammit!||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000009||Martin Chilcote||11-13-2003||05:58 PM||||Arkansas Razorbacks (University of Arkansas), holder of the 2 longest games in NCAA history (7 OTs). They're showing the Arkansas 71, Kentucky 63<br />Nov 01 win on ESPN Classics pretty regularly.<br /> <a href="http://www.hogwired.com/stats/home2/ar08.htm" target="_blank">web page</a> <br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000010||Craig91||11-13-2003||06:42 PM||||Colorado Buffaloes...though I'm not entirely sure why seeing as how I'm from across the country in CT.  I think it has to do w/ seeing a game out there like 10 years ago when I went on vacation w/ my dad.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||11-14-2003||11:49 PM||||GO Buckeyes! My Family is from Ohio so I am a diehard fan, I remeber when Tresell started and I thought he would do good, I was extatic the first year when we beat MICH then again last year to beat Mich and win the National title, dont think it will happen again this year but hey maybe if Oklahoma looses   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   Justbeat purdue and the wolverines and I will be happy and get the big ten title!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003628.cgi
A||||16||SearsPointVR4||V-6 Galant???||||1||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||11-13-2003||03:10 PM||Ges1759@aol.com||I was just cruising around on ebay,  (I should be working on my IC piping) and found a twin turbo V6 from a 3000gt,, has anyone ever thought about cramming one of these into a galant (or anything else for that matter)  I know very little about these motors or that series of car for that matter, are the VR4 Drivelines similar between the two models?  gearboxes, transfercases, ect... <br />Just a thought bubble, i don't think I'd acctaully build one (although I'd love to, it sounds like a really nice fabrication/engineering project) but it's a cool thing to ponder none the less.<br /><br />Ford.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||11-13-2003||03:12 PM||||i cant remember who, but there are a couple guys that have thrown the idea around and what to take this on as a project.||65.227.204.167||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||gixxer||11-13-2003||04:13 PM||||considering how shoe horned those motors are into the huge 3S's, i think it would take a lot of chopping.  but it would scoot, that is for sure.<br /><br />V6s though.......ick, to convoluted. gimme an I6 anyday.  air goes in one side, comes out the other   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.219.71.45||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||11-13-2003||04:26 PM||||I think it would better fit in a Diamante.  I've thought about it before  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    It would be sweet to see.  The problem would be making it AWD, but not too hard, just $$$$.  You can get custom anything made now days.  A early 90s Diamante is cheap enough though.  I know about a totalled TT Stealth..  Mmmmm.  I'd love to do something like that, but it would be a huge project.  Not something I can take on right now.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||11-13-2003||04:33 PM||||LoL, Well they had twin turbo Galant VR4s in Japan, But If I was gonna do one I would do a TT/AWD Diamonte wagon. That would be baller. Hmmn or I could take a torch to Eds(Blufalcons) new GT-Z  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.63.216.159||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||11-13-2003||04:54 PM||||Yes, they did make TT V6 GVR4s in Japan.  As far as I know, they wer auto only though.  The later, newer, bigger engine'd cars that is.  I believe the earlier, TT small V6 GVR4s were auto.<br /><br />Anyway, there's a guy here in the NW that's been working on a 3kGT motivated Diamante wagon for a couple of years.  Says everything nearly bolts on.  The 3kGT was built on the Diamante platform, or maybe it's the other way around, so this makes some sense.  That project's had me drooling for a long time...  I've always thought the early Diamantes looked better than the Galants, and an awd wagon with buttloads of torque would be awesome.||69.59.219.141||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||BluFalcon||11-13-2003||05:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1quickvr4:<br /><strong> LoL, Well they had twin turbo Galant VR4s in Japan, But If I was gonna do one I would do a TT/AWD Diamonte wagon. That would be baller. Hmmn or I could take a torch to Eds(Blufalcons) new GT-Z   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Keep away from the GTZ, Spilner.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />  Actually Jeff Wong (local 3KGT guy) keeps pestering me to take all of his stock 3KGT turbo stuff.  He seems to think it wouldn't be too much work to turbo the car. Riiiggghhht.  There's a supercharger kit available for the 99 up Galants, supposedly a bolt on affair.<br /><br />  I thought the TT Diamante had been done already..I could be wrong.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||11-13-2003||05:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> <br />Anyway, there's a guy here in the NW that's been working on a 3kGT motivated Diamante wagon for a couple of years.  Says everything nearly bolts on.  The 3kGT was built on the Diamante platform, or maybe it's the other way around, so this makes some sense.  That project's had me drooling for a long time...  I've always thought the early Diamantes looked better than the Galants, and an awd wagon with buttloads of torque would be awesome. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not exactly the same platform, but many of the same engineering hard points, and they were assembled on the same assembly line.  Wagons were made in Oz.  6G72 in them is basically the same engine, so I see no reason it couldn't be done.  Cylinder head room would be the major concern, plus the AWD if you opted for that.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||chadhayashi||11-14-2003||12:57 AM||||Shaun Carlson (Steph P.'s chassis builder and now Mopar driver) built a badass turbo Diamante wagon back in '96.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000009||Dreis11301||11-14-2003||04:06 AM||||They have the newer body style galant with the V6 Twin Turbo over here (Japan).  They are fast as all hell but like themightygalants said I think they were only autos.  I have seen a bunch but never a standard.  In fact I almost bought one right after I junked mine but it was auto and I just can't drive an auto. If I cna find the Japanese guy at the races I will take some pics of his car that is making somewhere in the neighborhood of 450hp.  I went for a ride in that and nearly soiled myself.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000010||supervr4||11-14-2003||01:51 PM||||hahaha you guys would love NZ then we have all those cars in manual too.||203.97.2.242||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000011||BluFalcon||11-15-2003||01:54 AM||||Here's a link to a video of a guy getting his JDM 8th Gen GVR4 off the trailer at his house.  Supposedly it's one of the few here in the U.S.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.midatlanticgalant.com/GalantVr4.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.midatlanticgalant.com/GalantVr4.wmv</a>||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000012||gixxer||11-15-2003||02:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> Shaun Carlson (Steph P.'s chassis builder and now Mopar driver) built a badass turbo Diamante wagon back in '96. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i want more info about this!||209.86.16.210||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||11-15-2003||03:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BluFalcon:<br /><strong> Here's a link to a video of a guy getting his JDM 8th Gen GVR4 off the trailer at his house.  Supposedly it's one of the few here in the U.S.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.midatlanticgalant.com/GalantVr4.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.midatlanticgalant.com/GalantVr4.wmv</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Looks like it was stolen.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||Gvr4-330||11-15-2003||03:24 PM||||Sounds like it's a manual transmission.  I wonder how he got it here and how he plans on legalizing it.  Also, how much it costs.  I love the styling on those cars.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000015||kartorium31||11-15-2003||04:59 PM||||didn't most those galants come with paddle shift or some sort of tiptronic setup though?||12.18.160.105||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000016||chadhayashi||11-16-2003||11:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> Shaun Carlson (Steph P.'s chassis builder and now Mopar driver) built a badass turbo Diamante wagon back in '96. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i want more info about this! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was in Turbo magazine back in '95,'96 or early '97||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003629.cgi
A||||4||Doc_Seuss||Great time at VR(Victor Research) this weekend||||1||||Doc_Seuss||00000582
Z||000000||Doc_Seuss||11-13-2003||03:45 PM||jusdomit@hotmail.com||well after a long trip(from watertown NY to Poughkeepsie NY to hardtford CT). So we(XustuTSi and his girlfriend) pack our stuff into #1124/2000 and head on out. We arrived at Victor Research at about 2:00.  From Poughkeepsie NY it was about a hour and a half drive, very easy place to find.<br /><br />Xustu had bought 2 DSM's from Aaron in the past and was selling his 96 TSi back to him, we had to deliver the title.  So we walk in and BS with Aaron for a bit and he shows us around.  The shop looks very nice, good products and great displays.  Most places have a big TV if they wanna be cool, VR went way past this with a nice projector to watch movies on the wall(~200 DVDS).<br /><br />So Aaron gives us the full tour of VR, the shop is very clean and set-up. In one bay was a white 91 gvr4 that apparently had some water damage.  The owner brought the car to them and told them to "fix it".  They had gutted the interior to redo everything. ontop of that they had made some piping for the JDM FMIC.  this was done very nicely, leaving the foglights and trimming the radiator. Very nice indeed...<br /><br />So we sit down and watch the better part of Matrix Reloaded. VR is getting ready to close and we start talking to Brian about the cars out front.  He tells us of his 1g Tsi black cherry that is their current track car.  This thing had stock motor and piggyback systems.  The interior was gutted except for 2 stock seats.  They were running an FP red and dyno'd ~500 awhp.  This wasnt with it totally tunned(apparently they blew their oil filter all over the dyno on the last run)  So we talk some more, chill for a bit when Aaron decides to give us a ride in the Black Cherry. all i need to say is OMFG! That thing is rediculously fast, the fastest car i have ever been in.  I never though it owuld be so easy to spin all the way through 4th!<br /><br />Any way after the crazy adrenaline rush of getting a ride in that beast we head out to get some dinner.<br /><br />BTW for next season they are planning on 1) building the motor 2)full AEM or some standalone 3) racing seats and cage 4) maybe some nitrous.  This car is going to be sick next year, they are hopeing for 9's.<br /><br />Anyway we grab some food at this bar(elieys *sp) awsome beers on tap and great french onion soup.  We head out to this pimps and hoes function(aaron, brian and us) and get some drinks.  The night is getting late so we decide to head on back.  What an awsome place!<br /><br />Either way i think im gonna at least bring #1124 there to get some tuning done after i get FMIC and GM MAF-t. O well i highly suggest VR to anybody in the tri-state/CT region!!<br /><br />Thanks alot<br />dave<br /><br />***PICS WILL BE NEXT POST***||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000001||Doc_Seuss||11-13-2003||03:50 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1920" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1920&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1921" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1921&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1922" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1922&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1923" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1923&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1924" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1924&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000002||Doc_Seuss||11-13-2003||03:54 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1925" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1925&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1926" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1926&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1927" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1927&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1928" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1928&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Last 2 pics are just cool i think.  I was trying to get some cool effects with the digi camera.  Does anyone have enough Phtotshop skill to try to show what woudl be needed to make the galant pic more in focus.  As in make the Gvr4 in focus but leave the rest??<br /><br />O well tell me whatchas think<br /><br />dave<br /><br />**EDIT** website <a href="http://www.victorresearch.com" target="_blank">www.victorresearch.com</a>||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||11-13-2003||06:39 PM||||I couldn't agree with you more about the guys from VR.  I bought my GVR4 off of Aaron and have been nothing but pleased.  He's taken care of any questions I've asked, stupid or not. I also bought a Buscher 2-120 IC off of Shawn...but have yet to put it in.  Gonna have to put that one on hold for piping because of the vacation I just sprung for. <br /><br />BlackCherry is pretty sick huh?!?!  I went there one night and Aaron couldn't wait to tell me about the drift they did around that little S-turn and showed me the tire marks on the pavement.  Interesting to know that Aaron is buying back his TSi.<br /><br />I'd definitely recommend them to anyone as well.  From what Aaron told me a few months back, they shouldn't have any problems becoming even more known/successful and expanding to the levels that they are anticipating.||68.9.214.63||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||Beemer||11-17-2003||02:36 AM||||I wonder what that throttle body is off of that's sitting on top of the intercooler next to the 2g maf?||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
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A||||1||slvrblt||Cisco uBr 924||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||11-13-2003||09:00 PM||||Does anyone use this with comcast or any other Cable ISP ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-14-2003||01:10 PM||||Have one, not using it.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
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A||||8||kissme2||4G61T intake manifold||||1||||VR4inCyborg||00002823
Z||000000||kissme2||11-13-2003||09:51 PM||||hi guys, I hope you guys can help me with this question. Im running a 4G63T in a mitsu cyborg and im wondering if its a good idea to change my intake manifold from the stock to a 4G61T's IM? would there be any change in performance?<br />thx..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||210.19.195.18||reg||1||VR4inCyborg||00002823||yes
Z||000001||henrok||11-13-2003||10:05 PM||||hey guys why not give this man the info for a return on some awd part order numbers so that we can build us an awd mirage? lol||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||Colt4G63||11-13-2003||10:20 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  no way in hell should you do that. are you looking for less horsepower and a huge restriction? i dont even think it will bolt up never less be fuctional. why dont you look for a aluminum intake manifold like a magnus, venom,ect. even a cyclone if you could get it to work properly. i think you have the best combination already, an awd colt w/ a 4g63. now only if mine was awd:( <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000003||kissme2||11-14-2003||12:57 AM||||i heard of venom and magnus IM but cyclone?||210.19.195.18||reg||1||VR4inCyborg||00002823||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||11-14-2003||01:15 AM||||yeah it came on the jdm engine 4g63.||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||kissme2||11-14-2003||01:45 AM||||is it the 4g63T 195HP version?||210.19.195.18||reg||1||VR4inCyborg||00002823||yes
Z||000006||henrok||11-14-2003||04:58 PM||||measurements, part numbers,etc, etc, etc.....||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||11-14-2003||05:09 PM||||The 4G61T and 4G63T heads have the SAME bolt patterns, you are able to bolt a 4G63 exhaust manifold to a 61 head, AND you are able to bolt the 63 intake manifold to the 61T head and vice versa ...... Installing a 61T intake manifold onb a 63T motor wont give you any impressive HP gains though as the intake runners are so much smaller||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000008||Beemer||11-17-2003||02:19 AM||||Geoff is correct.  However, it WILL give you some pretty decent low to mid rpm torque..remember, smaller runners equal higher velocity/better atomization of fuel.  This is why the 2g's do so well off the line, but stink on the top end.  The 4g61 head is IDENTICAL to ours, and in fact I am running one on one of the shop eclipses.  Maybe a dyno could tell the difference, but I can't see why mitsu would bother making two different heads out of the same casting.  I don't have the intake, so I can't comment on that, but for a street motor it might suprise you.  People are all about big ass pipes and flow, but having a car that hits at 7 grand isn't a great street car.  After putting those web stage 3 cams in, I can vouch for that.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes



ubb/Forum3/003632.cgi
A||||1||gvr4tunr||NC Galant meeting?||||2||||gvr4tunr||00002575
Z||000000||gvr4tunr||11-14-2003||10:47 AM||cbm0303@mail.ecu.edu||hey guys-<br /><br />i am in school in greenville, nc right now. any guys in the area that are interested in meeting? i'm about 1.5 hours from raleigh. hit me up if you're interested<br /><br />-chris||12.107.200.126||reg||2||gvr4tunr||00002575||yes
Z||000001||watchdoc||11-14-2003||12:08 PM||||Chris,<br /><br />You know I'm in assuming I still have the car.  Let me know the details when you know something.||69.68.72.254||reg||1||watchdoc||00000804||yes



ubb/Forum3/003633.cgi
A||||3||369of1000||magnified o2 voltage?||||1||||Paul Mc369||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||11-14-2003||11:53 AM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||So, I've done some research and it looks like the best way to go, for safety, is to look at magnified o2 voltages during WOT. This will prevent me from running needlessly lean. However, I can't seem to figure out what voltages mean what. It's pretty simple for closed loop. .5v is stoich., above .5 is rich and below is lean. But what voltages during WOT or open loop equate to what? I've seen some modify their air/fuel gauge to monitor .77-.97, which would indicate that anything above ~.81 is ok. But, I also have seen others run theirs from .86 to 1.00, which would indicate anything above ~.89 is ok.<br /><br />So, my question comes down to:<br />What voltages should be monitored?<br />and<br />Of the voltages monitored, what is lean, stoich., and rich?<br /><br />thanks||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||11-14-2003||12:03 PM||||get a logger.  tuning by o2 is in the dark ages.  i dont pay attention to my o2 any more, just check to see it is cycling.  tune for 0 knock, and max(29) timing.  also, with the logger, you can see where you need to add/subtract fuel.  i would put the logger right up there with getting the caps done.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||369of1000||11-14-2003||12:12 PM||||Thanks Ken,<br />I have a logger, and I don't tune by the o2 voltage. I'm in the middle of setting up my own home built air/fuel. I'm interested in making it a safety device. I don't want to tune with it, I just want to know I'm running safe on a regular basis.<br /><br />Thanks for the input though.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000003||369of1000||11-15-2003||06:42 PM||||I guess since no one tunes with air/fuel anymore, no one knows the info I need.<br /><br />oh well||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
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A||||3||broke down||who would be interested?||||1||||broke down||00000520
Z||000000||broke down||11-14-2003||02:01 PM||hammer8791@hotmail.com||I now have the means to replate parts, through the shop I am working at.  We can plate any small parts, that are made out of steel or brass, but cannot plate aluminum.  There are different types and colors that we can plate, including black oxide, cadmium, zinc, yellow chromate, green chromate, and black chromate.  It is kind of hard to describe what the all look like but here goes:<br />Black oxide: dull black finish, common for bolts<br />cadmium: dull gray finish, looks like freshly <br />         blasted steel<br />zinc: bright silver finish<br />yellow chromate: yellowish finish, looks a lot like brass (think of a new, stock fuel pressure regulator)<br />green and black chromate: similar to yellow chromate, only dark green or black in color <br />I may be able to post pics later, if there is any interest.  Pricing is done hourly (more time involved in blasting and plating costs more), and the more pieces we can do together the cheaper.  The pieces do have to be bead blasted, which we will do, so parts with bearings or anything like that may need to be taken apart, or not possible.  The work is very professional quality, we do restoraion work, and many of our cars are show winners.  This is kind of in the preliminary stages for us to be doing anything other than Jaguars, so please understand that we don't have set pricing or capability for our cars.  I ahve plated some parts on my car, and they look awesome.  This is more geared towards those who are looking to make their parts show quality, rust free, and protected from the elements.  PM me if you are interested.  I may be able to give you better details over time.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||11-14-2003||02:35 PM||||Is that heat resistant too?<br />I migtht be interested.<br />For example what would it cost to do about 50 12mm bolts that are already sandblasted?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||11-14-2003||04:09 PM||||I'm going to guess that for most of us, it isn't practical to mail out parts to be plated when there are typically local platers in most urban areas. That said, you might consider purchasing brembo brake rotors wholesale, and plating and selling them here. I would certainly consider buying a pair. <br /><br />Other than that, I can't think of anything else I would want done....oh wait, my windshield wipers are starting to rust.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||broke down||11-14-2003||05:14 PM||||You are correct in that many things, such as fasteners, may not be cost effective to plate.  However, there are some parts on these, as well as other cars, that don't look very good for long, esp. with factory finishes.  Brake calipers are a good example.  I guess I should specify also that some parts, like brake calipers have seals in them.  We don't rebuild them.  Glass beads in them isn't good either.  Consider the possibility that some things may not be a good idea or possible, or that you may have to rebuild them.  Our finishes hold up good to weather, but "nothing can stop everything".  All of the plating I have seen stands up to heat.  The parts need to be clean!  If you are going to be blasting them yourself, they need to be shipped to us very quickly, to avoid any oxidation.  Even though some types of plating is a form of oxidation, rusty parts won't work, and we would have to reblast them.  Also they CANNOT be touched by your hands after they have been blasted.  I think having us blast and plate them is the safest way to ensure good results.  As far a cost goes, black oxide is going to be the cheapest, since it requires much less handling to plate.  The chromates will be the most expensive, since they require the most handling.  We charge about 25-30 dollars an hour for the work.  It takes some time to blast each individual bolt, so 100 bolts would take a while.  If they were already clean and blasted, we could just blow them off again, then plate them.  It all depends on what you want.  I don't want to sound negative, but don't think we can plate 50 bolts for 5 bucks.  It just takes more time than that.  Keep in mind though how good everything will look when it's all shiny and new, and how much less it may cost to get a part that functions well, but looks bad, than it would be to buy it new.  Factory finishes suck anyway.  We also can paint parts, like brackets and covers.... I'm mainly trying to guage interest here, and get some work for our shop over the winter.  Let me know if you have any other questions.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum3/003635.cgi
A||||18||1420mark||adjustsable suspension / shocks||||8||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||11-14-2003||12:30 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||how often do you people  WITH the adjustability option , how often do you use it?<br />Is it a pain , do you avoid doing even when you would like an alternate setting ?<br />Is it  a race weekend only sort of use ?<br />Do you feel it is critical to have ? and what type of driving do you do ?<br />Thanks<br /><br />and check out this new Whiteline product line. If only it was for our car ?<br /><a href="http://www.whiteline.com.au/docs/bulletins/084_group4.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.whiteline.com.au/docs/bulletins/084_group4.pdf</a>||24.243.234.154||reg||8||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||11-14-2003||12:35 PM||||two posts for the same question ? you must need some ifno real bad  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    anywho, all I have is the KYB AGX's, other the the crappy rebound..the adjustablity is real nice... when I'm taking a long highway trip, I soften it up to make for a nice smooth ride, around town, I keep it a little more solid..basically, it can adjust to your mood ....||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||Evilnissan||11-14-2003||01:36 PM||||Well they listed some older evo's the 4/5/6...<br /><br />Any one know if they would be interchangbe with our galants?<br /><br />If not I bet if  there was enuf interst for them from the 6-GEN/US VR4/Ausi VR-4/JDM VR4 world they might make some...||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||11-14-2003||01:45 PM||||I don't think the later evo's suspension is interchangeable with our cars ... anyway, their's agx's with a good set of springs..or their are a few brands of coilovers...try either of those..if your talking about electronic adjustable suspension..good luck ! <br /><br />what type of driving to you do that requires this type of suspension ? how much money are you looking to spend ?  ... are you new to the gvr4 world and this site ? there is plenty of info on this site about suspension systems..try using the search engine, I bet you'll find what your looking for<br />good luck||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||11-14-2003||01:47 PM||||They won't fit. <br /><br />Good suspension is out there, just nothing in the middle. <br /><br />You can go from AGx to DMS or Ohlins but the whole set of AGX is less money than one corner's worth of the other sets. <br /><br />It would be cool if there was something like Bilstein Sport or even the old Gabs alas.. there's not.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||11-14-2003||01:58 PM||||I picked up a set of rear AGXs and front GR-2's with Whiteline 1" drop springs for $350.  That is dirt cheap for a decent suspension setup.  My point is that you don't have to spend a ton to get a fairly good setup.  I could never justify spending close to or more than $1000 for suspension.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||11-14-2003||02:17 PM||||Paul, it's easy to justify when the KYB's blow out every 3 months. <br /><br />...just sayin..||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||Ryan Carey||11-14-2003||04:57 PM||||Yeah, I have to say the AGX's don't last a shit.  I had some on a 91 Accord and had to replace the driverside front three times within a 5-6month period.  KYB was no help with warranty either.  Everyplace I bought them from, including Summit said I had to contact KYB direct with my proof of pufchase, but KYB said that the Seller is responsible for all warranty claims because it needed to be returned from an authorized retailer.  After three months of telephone tag, I finally gave up and then totalled my Accord.<br /><br />But hey, what do you expect for a $100 strut.<br /><br />There is my $.02, or maybe $.10<br /><br />whatever<br /><br />KYB is a no no in my opinion.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||11-14-2003||05:00 PM||||yo, alex, didnt you have a set of the bilstein sports?  i had one set sent here from europe, and bilstein of na actually had like 14 sets in stock about a year ago.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||11-14-2003||05:24 PM||||Galant VR4 Bilstein Shocks part numbers.<br /><br />Front:    R30-5039 <br />Rear:     B46-1261 <br /><br /> NOT IN US CATALOGS.<br /><br />These are direct replacements.||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||11-14-2003||05:42 PM||||Yup. Guilty. I had them. I got them from Howard. They were so sweet. I tried to arrange a 10 car purchase on my own from Bilstein.  A few months later they came back with a letter, we need to produce a minimum of 100 units to restart production. This was Germany, not US. They aren't sold anywhere in the world anymore. Too bad.. same with GAB.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||a_santos||11-14-2003||05:50 PM||||So even though they are on the online catalog, they are not sold anymore? I am comfused.||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||11-14-2003||06:18 PM||||Call em. They're out of production||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||11-15-2003||12:27 AM||||well, guess who howard got them from?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||PRE-EVO||11-15-2003||12:39 AM||||Can you three and your set of bilstein get a room.<br />jeez  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000015||Bill||11-15-2003||07:43 PM||||right part# is R30-5016(front)& B46-1261.  Bilstein has 7 sets left over as of now(call Bilstein in CT office and talk to Scott.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Bill||00000334||yes
Z||000016||1quickvr4||11-16-2003||10:25 AM||||Yeah, Me and Ken talked about the Bilstein stuff. The have like 14 front setd for about 350 a corner and no rear sets, And no idea where or how to get more.||64.63.216.159||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000017||Beemer||11-17-2003||01:28 AM||||Ok, you guys KNOW what fogdarter was talking about.  He's talking about the JDM cockpit adjustable setup that came on non-US cars.  Rather than telling him about agx's and the like, he's asking about anyone who has any experience with the FACTORY electrically adjusted setup.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||11-17-2003||02:34 AM||||Um, how do you know that's what he was talking about, Dave?  He asks if it's a pain to adjust them, and it doesn't get any more painless than cockpit adjustable setups.  Also, it wasn't limited to jdm cars.  The US Galant GSRs had it.  And, you can't swap it over to an awd car.  Just plain won't fit; not enough room.<br /><br />Anyway, I've got KYB AGXs on my car and love them.  I don't think they ride too harshly.  If it's just me driving the car, I'll often have them on 2 front and 4 rear, but I apparently have wussy passengers so when doing the whole carpooling thing I have them at 1 front and 2 rear.  I don't think it's a pain to adjust at all... just pop the hood, turn the front adjuster with a screw driver, and for the rear just reach behind the tire and turn a knob.  I can't say anything about how long they last though... this is my first set.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003637.cgi
A||||11||Matt379||good question||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||11-14-2003||02:31 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||What is the fastest car you have ridden in or driven?  Top speed and acceleration.<br /><br />me: Galant VR-4, Porsch 930 Turbo modified, modified M3 on a race track, and I can't think...<br /><br />What are some of the craziest things you have done in a car (driving/off roading, not sexual stories  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />snow drift ramping with a 78 Tornado, driving on BSU sidewalks at 2:00 am the day before memorial day acting like they were roads (was a ghost campus)<br /><br />driving an H2 Hummer up to 100mph on the interstate...yes it can do 100mph...it does take a while to get it there.<br /><br />Matt||68.51.114.132||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||11-14-2003||02:37 PM||||fastest cars driven are ferrari 360 modena, modded 911 turbo, callaway corvette zr1, and the galant vr4. <br /><br />i have ridden in the passenger seat of some fast dsms and also my buddies dads diablo VTTT. <br /><br />as far as crazy stories there are so many i cant even think, but doing some AWD donuts in people front lawn at the wee hours of the morning was funny. i cant remember any others right now, but i know alot of them are sexual   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  , dammit   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.227.217.27||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||11-14-2003||02:40 PM||||Fastest mph car- Lotus Esprit Turbo<br /><br />Craziest story- (sigh) might be the time I sent my un-maned Pontiac 6000 down a hill at Lasell college across a field and a public street, into someone's front yard as I stood at the top of the hill, 100 feet away wondering how-the-hell that just happened. <br /><br />Maybe when I rolled my M3 into the woods...got stuck on top of a 15 foot high snowbank in a parking lot.. got pulled over one time in a roadblock that was custom made for me.. <br /><br /> Edit- we tied a park bench to my friends truck trailer hitch. He drove away, we forgot it was on there. He pulled it for about 3 miles before it self destructed in front of town hall. "I didn't know why so many people were flashing me with their high beams"<br /><br />sometimes I wonder.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||Franckypoo||11-14-2003||04:26 PM||||Fastest car... well I usually have the fastest car within my friends (except Club DSM members) so it has to be my friend's 11 sec talon.<br /><br />Stupid or funny things.... hmmm might be hard to see which was the funniest but I sure did a lot of crazy stuff while driving cars.<br /><br />Maybe when we were praticing drifting with my dad's Aries K or jumping railroad tracks in it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    You have to see the face of the passenger when a K car get some air! LOL<br /><br />Doing 85 in a cavalier in a snow storm was sure a bit crazy but it's not so funny!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />One funny thing was the "snow banks removal with rear quarter of the car" contest I did with a friend of mine a couple of time, The trick was to drive the car after a snow storm so that most of the time it would be sideway with the rear quarter in the snow bank and switching side of road.  He was in a 1979 Fairmont and me in a 89 Shadow.<br /><br />BTW all of those "stunts" were performed in isolated areas without anybody around that could be hurt.<br /><br />The most stupid thing I ever heard involving a car must be my friend buying his 79 fairmont as part of his Halloween costume    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />But we had so much fun with this car!<br /><br />Oh almost forgot some good ones,  drag racing a snowmobile on a frozen river in about a foot of snow (in my laser),  Off roading in a Geo Storm,  or bringing a 30 feet long tree in a Tracker with about 20' hanging at the back of it!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||11-14-2003||04:48 PM||||Going over 100 mph up the 710 freeway in LA traffic in a 67 Shelby GT350.  <br />That car was awesome.<br /><br />Riding shotgun with "Bob in Chicago" at Road America in his GVR4, dicing with Loti and Shelbys.  Maybe not the fastest, but pretty intense.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||11-14-2003||05:26 PM||||The fastest I have ever driven was 147...redline if 5th in a 1999 Honda Civic Si. On Z-rated tires, of course. And only briefly. I don't recommend it. One sneeze and you are in the treeze.<br /><br />Fastest accelerating car I have riden in would have been a friends NSX on the bottle. The Hub, a quarter mile track in Hattiesburg, lets you take passangers on runs. We ran a 12.42. Not the fastest car around but a fun ride none the less.<br /><br />This is probably also the fastest car I have ridden in. The owner has had it up over 170 with the wing off. He says it felt like 70 it was so stable.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||V8EATER||11-14-2003||06:53 PM||||Corvette Z06.  drove it on an autocross course in a parking lot.  hit 80 in a parking lot sliding into a corner.  not bad.  <br /><br />craziest?  shit.  driving my dad's ex-military kaiser jeep m715 through the neighbor's 10 foot tall corn field, only to exit in front of half the police force in town (talk about shitting your pants).  mind you, this thing is restored, along with a dummy 50 cal in the bed.  the neighbors thought hell had broken loose.  we ended up getting pictures with the cops in front of the jeep, corn stalks and all!||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000007||Matticus||11-14-2003||08:09 PM||||The fastest car I have ever driven was my Dad's Z06 Corvette, it is a nice car.  I didn't make it into my stupidest stunt, but I did do a couple nice 0-100 sprints.  <br />Fastest 2 wheeler was also mt Dad's BMW K1200RS cycle.  It isn't the fastest bike in the world, but a top-notch bike none-the-less.  I am not a great rider, so I just cruised around town.<br />One of my stupid stunts would be with my old 83 Cavalier sedan.  I was practicing my e-brake technique on a slightly icey parking lot. Sort of lost control spun out about 3 times and then stopping on a landscaped section of the parking lot.  I had my 3 friends sit on the hood to give me traction to get out, I was sorta high-centered on the curb.<br />Another stupid stunt would be racing a Acura TL-S on I-495 upto about 14x, I didn't take my eyes off the road to see the final MPH before I slowed down.  The Acura didn't stand a chance against my Maxima!<br />There was some really stupid drinking and off-roading that never turned out bad, but had some serious potential to be.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||11-15-2003||12:09 AM||||the fastest I have ever been was 125 in the GVR4, my dumbest stunt was last christmas trying to plow thorugh a 4 foot high snow bank in the vr4 and getting stuck on christmas!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||VR6 Eater||11-15-2003||12:43 AM||||I've had my dad's '88 IROC on pegged on I-5 between Olympia and Centralia Washington.  150-155, it's been so long can't even remember what the speedo says.<br /><br />Had the Galant pegged once on I-94 coming out of Milwaukee.<br /><br />You know come to think of it, I've had every vehicle I've ever owned pegged at one time.  I think the scariest was my 91 Rodeo.  Going over 100mph on 33" BFG Mud Terrains is pretty loud.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I think the fastest I have ever been is in the 170 area.  That was on my friends gsxr 750.  You kink of stop looking at the speedo around 140 since you can't keep your head from bouncing around as it is.  Let alone look at the speedo anymore.  It was pegged though.  I hit the rev limiter and he couldn't see me anymore.  He was following in a '91 eclipse front wheel turbo.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000010||4g63t||11-16-2003||07:20 PM||||The fastest was some 99 awd Porsche turbo Carrera (or something). It was an auction car and my buddy and I had it up to like 140 on some back roads. Stupid stuff? I've got a couple of good ones. #1 Same buddy and I take turns launching a stolen (from the auction) Corrado over a downhill road at 137 mph. At night. We were trying to see how much air we could get. I was 16, he had no license. #2 I was driving down to DC last year in that huge death snow, I was following the plows on 695 S/ 95 S. Well, all of a sudden all the plows get off the highway, and there it is in front of me - 10 miles of 5 lane highway, 4 inches of undisturbed fresh powder(and still snowing), and not another car on the entire road. I was in my 92 accord, and I got it up to 85 before I started to lose it and began drifting/sliding through the gentle turns of the interstate. Talk about fun! I did several 360's, and had a blast. #3 I used to be a lineman at a small non towered airport in Alabama. I had the gate keys, and me and my buddy would go cruising for racers/ricers and we would go down to the airport and drag it out on the 6900 ft ACTIVE runway. God, that was incredibly illegal...||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000011||mbettez||11-16-2003||08:23 PM||||162MPH indicated on my CBR954RR (doesn't really count, it's a bike) about 110MPH in my old talon.  Haven't done anything too crazy in my Gvr4, I've only had it a month and am still working on it.  I don't do much crazy things in my cars, I save the stupid stuff for snowmobile/dirtbike riding and I have tons of crazy stories for those!!!||151.203.221.10||reg||1||Mark||00002149||yes



ubb/Forum3/003638.cgi
A||||23||Ryan Carey||WARNING!!!!Beware of anything to do with Paris Hilton ||||1||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||11-14-2003||05:14 PM||||Just some advice to EVERYONE.  I was bored last night and decided to see what all the hoopla about this Paris Hilton video was.  I searched, found some sites that had it for free, but they all kept leading me to Teenie Bopper porno sites.  I figuired it would  be easy to find because I found the Tommy Lee/Pam Anderson and Jenny McCarthy Vids a few years ago on the first try.<br /><br />After a little while, I figuired it was hidden within a site because of all of the media being created about it.  I decided to right click and try opening in a new window when all of a sudden I received a POP UP window from AOL, my shitty provider.<br /><br />The window stated:<br /><br />499 aol investigation<br /><br />IP address:xxxxxxxxxxxx(it was my IP address)<br />Web Browser:AOL/Microsoft Internet Explorer<br />Operating System:Windows '98<br />User:Rcarey3853(MY user name)<br /><br />You are attempting to access forbidden material and are currently under investigation by America Online.  Downloads and usage of this account over the last six months are currently being reviewed.<br /><br />Then it mentioned some legal shit and that the local police in my area may become invvolved.<br /><br /><br />I'm kind of freaked out.  Is this for  real??? It had MY IP address and info.<br /><br />BEWARE!!!!  YOU HAVE ALL BEEN WARNED!!!!!!!!!!!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-14-2003||05:17 PM||||Dude, don't sweat it. I look at that crap all the time.. wait someone's at the door.. gotta. go. <br /><br /><br />kidding. you can only get in trouble for hording it. You accidently came across it, just like I do two times a day. <br /><br />AOL sucks too. Just thought I'd get that one in there.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Pappy||11-14-2003||06:45 PM||||Any website or if you do anything on the internet, your destination can always find out your IP.  It's not hard.  So, I wouldn't be freaked out about that.  It's easy to find out the browser and OS too.<br /><br />But, AOL is just retarded anyway.<br /><br />I tried to download the Hilton video on kazaa, but the first video I downloaded turned out to be some dude wacking off.  Needless to say, I haven't tried looking for it again.  I don't wanna see anything nasty, and it's not that big of a deal that I actually see her naked.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||11-14-2003||07:05 PM||||EDIT: Link removed.<br /><br /><br />I shoulw have noted NWS, but I thought it would have been obvious, my bad.<br /><br /><br />Anyone else wants it, PM me.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||11-14-2003||07:38 PM||||WARNING!!! THE LINK ABOVE IS REALLY, REALLY NOT WORK SAFE !!!!  <br /><br />Slvrblt - Please edit your post and send via Pm to anyone necessary!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Tondar||11-14-2003||08:08 PM||||this happens all of the time and I don't understand why.  Why is it about 1/3 of the video's I download I get sound but no video??<br /><br />I'm using windows media player v8.XX||68.41.144.50||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000006||jayru||11-14-2003||08:12 PM||||very nice||24.238.84.91||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||11-14-2003||08:13 PM||||Incase you didn't see this in the other thread:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3156060594&category=348" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=3156060594&category=348</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||11-14-2003||10:36 PM||||HOw about for download so we can keep it for archival purposes?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||11-14-2003||11:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tondar:<br /><strong> this happens all of the time and I don't understand why.  Why is it about 1/3 of the video's I download I get sound but no video??<br /><br />I'm using windows media player v8.XX </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Try downloading the <a href="http://www.divx.com" target="_blank">DivX codec</a>.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||11-14-2003||11:15 PM||||Try media player 9.0.  Great stuff.  It even supports 5.1 under XP.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||11-14-2003||11:35 PM||||why the hell cant my stupid comuter play it at all, all I get is sound and no video at all!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||Eclipse182||11-15-2003||12:59 AM||||Is it just me, or are her eyes oddly terrifying?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.185.132.197||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000013||chadhayashi||11-15-2003||02:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Eclipse182:<br /><strong> Is it just me, or are her eyes oddly terrifying?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you saw her eyes?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||11-15-2003||04:19 PM||||Read the link for a few lines.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.techtv.com/xplay/cheats/story/0,24330,3569518,00.html" target="_blank">http://www.techtv.com/xplay/cheats/story/0,24330,3569518,00.html</a>||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000015||Bigfoot200200||11-15-2003||04:32 PM||||Why did they do this with a night vision camera? She knew it was there, turn the damn lights on so I can see. Who screws a hot chick in total darkness anyway?||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000016||jcgalantvr4-244||11-15-2003||05:55 PM||||Hey guys its like I have always said .."FOR EVERY HOT CHICK OUT THERE IS A GUY TIRED OF     F.CKING HER"||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000017||Romanova||11-15-2003||05:57 PM||||Too soft core for my taste. Where is the double penetration?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000018||slvrblt||11-16-2003||11:44 PM||||The relationship between IR an makeup is odd. Makeup absorbs the IR light and looks odd, like her eyes. There is supposed to be sound, I have it. MP9 is good.<br /><br /><br />Sorry for not posting that it was NWS.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000019||Duc Hunter||11-18-2003||05:13 PM||||This was great. Not to motivate people but I heard there is a new one out of her, girl-on-girl with some playmate. Aayone seen that one?<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000020||Bigfoot200200||11-19-2003||03:03 AM||||Well I guess this proves that the girl does eat after all. And like Duc Hunter says, I hear she likes tacos too. You know down in a Mexico restaurant once, they served us fish tacos.||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000021||GRegwyn||11-20-2003||05:20 PM||||javascript:void(0)<br />Confused   Waste of time,Pam's was better||24.193.134.230||reg||13||gregwyn||00002581||yes
Z||000022||Duc Hunter||11-20-2003||05:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gregwyn:<br /><strong> javascript:void(0)<br />Confused</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WHat do you mean?||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000023||slvrblt||11-20-2003||08:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gregwyn:<br /><strong> javascript:void(0)<br />Confused</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WHat do you mean? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yea, what are you talking about ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003639.cgi
A||||3||boostx||Stupid Pictures||||1||||john||00001419
Z||000000||boostx||11-14-2003||07:04 PM||boostx@hotmail.com||Stupid Pictures and Video Friday .................. <br />Home Jumper ....  <br /><br /><a href="http://showcase.netins.net/web/isuguy/housejump.wmv" target="_blank">http://showcase.netins.net/web/isuguy/housejump.wmv</a><br /><br />===<br /><br />Acme's anti-theft device .....<br /><br /><a href="http://www.strangecosmos.com/view.adp?picture_id=12140" target="_blank">http://www.strangecosmos.com/view.adp?picture_id=12140</a><br /><br />===<br /><br />Air Conditioned <br /><br /><a href="http://www.strangecosmos.com/view.adp?picture_id=8293" target="_blank">http://www.strangecosmos.com/view.adp?picture_id=8293</a><br /><br />===<br />New copy machine at work ... <br /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.kimmershow.com/SupportFi....asp?FileID=717" target="_blank">http://www.kimmershow.com/SupportFi....asp?FileID=717</a><br /><br />===<br />Fast Hyundai <br /><br /><a href="http://per4mancevids.com/8october20...igoliAccent.mpg" target="_blank">http://per4mancevids.com/8october20...igoliAccent.mpg</a><br /><br />===<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.fugly.com/media/download...ating=&per_page" target="_blank">http://www.fugly.com/media/download...ating=&per_page</a>||162.84.217.134||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||11-14-2003||07:12 PM||||WORK WARNING!!!!for the last one. Thought you all might like to know.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-14-2003||07:35 PM||||Please put NWS in the subject line for not-work-safe.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||11-14-2003||08:05 PM||||I don't know how you get the last 3 links, they're corrupted with the ellipsis (...) and missing characters in the URL.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/003640.cgi
A||||11||curtis||lancer 8.5 MR   Best looking one yet||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||11-15-2003||12:10 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43919&item=2442628412" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43919&item=2442628412</a>||67.25.33.126||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||11-15-2003||12:25 AM||||I don't get it they are importing it from the Europe I imagine yet isn't this car going to be tentatively available mid next year?<br />Did I miss something.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||11-15-2003||10:00 AM||||it might be but if you can have it now then isnt it worth it, same reason that people pay 20 grand over sticker price to have the first PT cruiser around...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Plus it looks bad ass, alittle like a IS300<br />  <img src="http://carad.ebayimg.com/i19/01/a/00/e5/43/d1_4.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />atleast from this view and it doesnt have those hideous taillights either.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||drew||11-15-2003||11:34 AM||||<img src="http://carad.ebayimg.com/i8/01/a/00/e5/23/4f_4.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br />be afraid. be very afraid.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||11-15-2003||12:12 PM||||Give me an Evo 6.5 any day! That car looked the part! The new body, while bettter, is simply too big, too heavey to be competative in the WRC. Shame too! Skoda went to a smaller car because their old Octavia (a Jetta/Passat)  was ust to big. I fear Mitis won't make a very nice return to the WRC next year unless they bring out a Colt based car.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||11-15-2003||12:30 PM||||The MR is coming soon here. I don't get those pics though. The MR is supposed to come without a wing.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||drew||11-15-2003||03:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> Give me an Evo 6.5 any day! That car looked the part! The new body, while bettter, is simply too big, too heavey to be competative in the WRC. Shame too! Skoda went to a smaller car because their old Octavia (a Jetta/Passat)  was ust to big. I fear Mitis won't make a very nice return to the WRC next year unless they bring out a Colt based car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's ironic. MMC and FHI switched from the Galant VR-4 and Legacy Turbo because the cars were too big to the Lancer and Impreza. Now the Lancer has grown so much that they'll need to downsize to colt. Ever park your GVR4 next to a Lancer EVO? They're the same size, or the EVO is actually bigger.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||Pappy||11-15-2003||06:24 PM||||It's official that they're returning with the Evo.  They said they aren't going to rally a colt type car because they're selling the evo in far more countries, and it has a rally heritage.  Switching to a colt wouldn't help their evo sales.  And it wouldn't significantly increase their colt sales.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||11-15-2003||06:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pappy:<br /><strong>  Switching to a colt wouldn't help their evo sales.  And it wouldn't significantly increase their colt sales. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe not, but building a badass Colt again would increase their colt sales.<br /><br />I say again because of the '84 that I drive.  It is badass for what it is.||64.63.213.18||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000009||Pappy||11-15-2003||09:07 PM||||The reason why it wouldnt' increase their sales enough, is because they don't sell the colt in enough countries.  And they're not about to start selling it in a bunch of countries when the evo is so prevalent, and also thought of as their performance car.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000010||Doug Thomas||11-15-2003||10:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> The MR is coming soon here. I don't get those pics though. The MR is supposed to come without a wing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your're thinking of the RS model, which is 146lb lighter than the current EVO and comes without AC, PW, stero and no wing.||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000011||Gvr4-330||11-16-2003||01:49 PM||||I like those tailights.  Looks better than the clear Altezza style on the EVO VIII.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum3/003641.cgi
A||||19||blacksheep||someone put this wing on a gvr4....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||11-15-2003||12:23 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33638&item=2442478637" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33638&item=2442478637</a><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||11-15-2003||06:26 AM||||KC,<br /><br />If you buy  it I will put it on, probably get alot more races then.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||11-15-2003||08:48 AM||||LOL....Actually A guy in japan with a gvr4 used to have this wing on his car, he was on the gvr4list and he posted pics, it did not look bad at all, to be honest.||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||11-15-2003||06:25 PM||||Do you happen to have the picture saved, or know the link?||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||1quickvr4||11-16-2003||10:29 AM||||I remember this white GVR4 that some guy from Iowa put a funny looking spoiler on after it got wrecked becouse he came from Hondas.....||64.63.216.159||reg||1||1quickvr4||00000362||yes
Z||000005||GVR4ZUM||11-17-2003||12:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pappy:<br /><strong> Do you happen to have the picture saved, or know the link? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sort of the same..<br /> <br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1966" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1966&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||11-17-2003||12:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR4ZUM:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pappy:<br /><strong> Do you happen to have the picture saved, or know the link? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sort of the same..<br /> <br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1966" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1966&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like it, that car looks good.||68.74.199.233||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||Pappy||11-17-2003||01:23 PM||||I wouldn't do it to my galant, but it doesn't look too bad.  The wing kind of compensates for the really tall side windows.  Probably wouldn't look as good with a US spec rear bumper though.  Since it sticks out so much.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||11-17-2003||04:47 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1966&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Is that an Evo III wing? <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.ultimatecarpage.com/large/1543-2.jpg" alt=" - " />||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||11-17-2003||05:28 PM||||I remember some dumbass in Texas who just wrecked his Xterra and is now selling an L3 in the classifieds!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||11-24-2003||02:07 PM||||That is an EVO III wing. I remeber someone posting a while back that the EVO wing bolts right on the the stock holes.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||drew||11-24-2003||03:31 PM||||There was a guy at the Bay Area meet who had an EVO II wing on his Galant. Check out the EVents section, and look for the shutterfly link that I put. I have a pic of it there. Indeed, HKS GVR4 said that it did fit except he had to drill 2 more screws for the front bolts.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||s_firestone||11-25-2003||08:01 AM||||I want to put the 3000GT VR-4 Active Aero wing on the car so I can wink at people....||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000013||HHIVR4||11-25-2003||01:28 PM||||it looks good but it is a little overkill..but then again so is the evo..id be interested to see a rear shot of the car and how much the wing stick out on either side.||63.49.51.7||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000014||4drwhore||11-25-2003||01:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by s_firestone:<br /><strong> I want to put the 3000GT VR-4 Active Aero wing on the car so I can wink at people.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have been thinking about doing this and finding a way to unhook the AWS activation and hook it to the spoiler that way i get rid of the AWS and It would activate the spiler when it would start to activate the AWS||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000015||drew||11-25-2003||02:19 PM||||There was a limited edition GVR4 in Japan that had an active aero wing.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||VTGVR4||11-25-2003||02:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br />I have been thinking about doing this and finding a way to unhook the AWS activation and hook it to the spoiler that way i get rid of the AWS and It would activate the spiler when it would start to activate the AWS [/qb]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">theres no easy way to do this. 4ws is a standalone, mechanically activated system.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000017||4drwhore||11-25-2003||02:49 PM||||So is the spoilers on the 3000gt vr4's||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000018||curtis||11-25-2003||04:17 PM||||think that the 3000's have a motor on the decklid to operate the wing.  If so all you need is a hobbs switch (pressure switch) to active the motor.  When you hit a certain boost pressure the motor will have a ground supply and bingo the winking decklid||67.25.37.57||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000019||Duc Hunter||11-26-2003||01:55 AM||||The EVOII wing at the Bay Area meet was a little more norrow than our cars, looked good from the side but I would preffer one that is as wide as our cars. Hmmmmmm.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/003642.cgi
A||||3||agrabau||Regularly Scheduled maintenance ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||11-15-2003||12:52 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://www.badassride.com/QuickPages/KellysBrakes/INDEX.HTM" target="_blank">Brake "Job"</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||11-15-2003||01:16 PM||||'ex'? lol. She must be a blonde, or had a better radio installed to cover the brake noise. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||11-15-2003||02:51 PM||||My brakes look like that -- is that bad?||67.162.75.12||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||11-15-2003||06:25 PM||||Back in 1999 I got a used 91 turbo talon for 1200.  I had to do a timming belt and water pump right away.  Also it needed shocks and brakes too.  A bunch of little stuff was needed to.  VC gasket, plugs, wires, ECU caps.....<br /><br />Well I did the shocks first because the car just bounced all over the place.  Then I did a clutch because if I didn't the car wouldn't have gone at all much longer.<br /><br />Well more money came and I ordered the brakes.  It needed all 4 everything.  The day the stuff came in to do the brakes, one of the back calipers completly froze and ripped in half what was left of the brake pad.  My wife drove up in the thing and the rear wheel was just smoking.  <br /><br />Overall the project was worth it.  The car lasted longer then I needed it too and I had a lot of fun with it.  Looking back though, I don't know what I was thinking.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003643.cgi
A||||11||atsiauto||The Best of Hubble . ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||11-15-2003||06:27 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||<a href="http://wires.news.com.au/special/mm/030811-hubble.htm" target="_blank">http://wires.news.com.au/special/mm/030811-hubble.htm</a> <br />Check it out .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-15-2003||07:14 PM||||That was incredible! <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||11-15-2003||10:52 PM||||Very cool.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||11-16-2003||02:05 AM||||Thank you.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||14bCrazy||11-16-2003||08:24 AM||||Makes you realize how small the earth is.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000005||bleck||11-16-2003||12:56 PM||||Damn, I need a starship.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||11-16-2003||10:58 PM||||that was phenominal||65.227.204.113||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||7541000||11-16-2003||11:26 PM||||i want to race spaceships.||63.154.60.51||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000008||Colt4G63||11-16-2003||11:30 PM||||that was awesome, i played it back 8 or 9 times  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T<br />GVR4 on the way...||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000009||Batman||11-16-2003||11:44 PM||||That was great.  I just finished up Astronomy last semseter and learned about some of that stuff. Great link.||68.60.7.150||reg||1||Batman||00002724||yes
Z||000010||driftntouge||11-17-2003||03:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Makes you realize how small the earth is. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree..also makes you relize how insignificant everything is...||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000011||91 #680||11-17-2003||04:08 PM||||definately cool.  30 million light years away is very far.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum3/003644.cgi
A||||8||229of1000||Is this lame?||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||11-15-2003||08:09 PM||||I put my silver JDM bumper on my black Galant tonight just to see how the bumper itself looked with the new intercooler and suspension.  It turned out that the silver bumper looked totally sweet on the black car.  I was thinking of two-toning the bumpers and door trims silver and leaving the car black.<br /><br />It sounds lame, but I will take a picture tomorrow so you can see.  It looked surprsingly cool.  What do you guys think?<br /><br />PS - I want to punch whoever designed our front bumper in the face.  Like 10 of those retarded plastic screw clips, 16 freakin nuts on the top, 8 bolts you can hardly get to... ahhh!!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-15-2003||08:22 PM||||Maybe you could use Photoshop to see how it would look... sounds pretty sweet though!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||11-15-2003||09:28 PM||||Maybe somebody good with photoshop could use one of these two hi-res pictures to do it for me.  I've lost my touch with photoshop as I haven't put the program on my new computer yet.  I just don't know if it will look as cool with the USDM bumpers, but it will give a general idea.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1943" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1943&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1944" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1944&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||11-15-2003||10:03 PM||||Paul find pics of Garfields since he has a two tone black with JDM bumepers. His are a dark grey metallic.<br />Looks sweet.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||11-15-2003||11:13 PM||||Like this one    <img src="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/images/garfields_galant/gallery/18s1.gif" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />It looks pretty sweet in my opinion. I wish all of our cars were as clean as Garfield's.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||11-15-2003||11:30 PM||||I was thinking of doing this with my car when I paint it, white with gray on the bottom, even more of a sleeper look cause it would look like a camary.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||Eclipse182||11-16-2003||01:37 AM||||The black and silver looks sweet! I was thinking White and black, kinda like the Trueno or the old CRX(i think the crx had it, not sure)||64.185.132.197||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000007||blitzr4||11-16-2003||09:46 AM||||over here in NZ we have alot of two-toned JDM vr4's, and alot of people respray to colour match.<br /><br />i reckon it looks better color matched imo.||210.86.45.143||reg||1||blitZR-4||00002367||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||11-16-2003||02:14 PM||||See, I thought I recognized it from somewhere.  It really does look good, I think I'm going to do it.  The darker silver on Garfield's car blends well with the black.  The JDM silver might be a little too bright.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/003645.cgi
A||||5||henrok||power steering resevoir||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||11-16-2003||09:46 AM||alvihen@aol.com||hello , i was just wondering where could i find me a tel power steering resevoir?  ive noticed that mine has a small metal tube inside it and was wondering if the low light works by sliding the white ball that moves up and down on the resevoir cap?   if so, cant i just buy me a tel resevoir and remove the metal tube and place it inside the tel one to keep the low light working?  how much do these things cost and do i have to look for the turbo cars in particular?  i plugged and removed the lines to the rear rack and its leaking from the plug i put on it.  thanks||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-16-2003||10:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> hello , i was just wondering where could i find me a tel power steering resevoir?  ive noticed that mine has a small metal tube inside it and was wondering if the low light works by sliding the white ball that moves up and down on the resevoir cap?   if so, cant i just buy me a tel resevoir and remove the metal tube and place it inside the tel one to keep the low light working?  how much do these things cost and do i have to look for the turbo cars in particular?  i plugged and removed the lines to the rear rack and its leaking from the plug i put on it.  thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Junkyard. If you switch to a TEL reservoir you will lose the idiot light. You can get it from any 1G TEL that has Power Steering (dunno about 2G)||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||11-16-2003||02:22 PM||||I just used a piece of the hose that feeds out of the resovoir to go back to the 4ws to make a loop between the inlet and outlet.  They are different sizes but it will work and not leak.  Just use hose clamps on both sides.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||henrok||11-16-2003||05:47 PM||||i bought a resevoir from a later galant, i think its a 97. its small, light and the nipples were the exact same size as the ones on my car.  there was an eclipse gs with the resevoir i needed but it was a little bigger and heavier than the 97 one. plus, the one i bought looks brand new.  i also got a spark plug cover and a very large plastic two battery trays that im gonna use for the cold air box fabrication for my filter. but first i must relocate my battery.  i paid 35 dollars.  expensive but hey the resevoir looks brand new a weighs nothing. just put it on and tested it, works great.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||11-16-2003||05:59 PM||||I have a GVR-4 resevoir I could sell you if you are interested.  Just e-mail me and let me know.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||11-16-2003||07:24 PM||||If anyone needs them, I have a vr4 reservoir and a TEL reservoir for sale.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/003646.cgi
A||||2||henrok||later model galant?||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||11-16-2003||12:02 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey has anyone tried to modify the lights that come on the newer galants (i think). im talking of the ones that are two round lights inside a plastic or glass cover and the base is black.  i wonder if this is doable.  i think it would look awesome.||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||jayru||11-16-2003||12:10 PM||||what lights are you talking about? got any pics?||24.238.84.91||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||henrok||11-17-2003||09:35 PM||||the lights are on the new model galants. they are of a black base or mold which holds two round lights (like ones on a bmw) and has a clear cover over the whole unit. i have no pic, but i was just fantasizing about one with full amber corner lights.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum3/003647.cgi
A||||8||a_santos||Went to dyno yesterday ( 612whp ) not my car.||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||11-16-2003||12:14 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Went to the dyno yesterday to tune a friend's Honda Civic race car that I have been working on along with my brother and several other friends for quite some time. We built the car ground up from suspension to full motor assembly. <br /><br />This was the only dyno session that we have been able to fully test the car, well almost. <br /><br />We managed a best of 612.0 whp at 27psi at 9650rpm<br /><br />The car weighs about 2000lbs so we think we will be able to get some pretty good times at the track. <br /><br />The car is fully street legal and I went for a ride in it about one week ago, when it was only tuned for 350whp.<br /><br /><br />Here are some pics of the car on the dyno and the dyno sheet. The curves are not very visible on the sheet because the line weight is very small, and they are color. <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1951" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1951&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1952" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1952&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />Not too bad for a t-61 and using an air filter. <br />The engine is a 2.0 liter, built of course, i really can't say much more about the setup, except that the power was made with a t-61, K&N air filter and a muffler as well. <br /><br />The torque curve number were cut out on the scan, but we made a best of 404.6 to the wheels. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1953" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1953&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />All of the tunning was done at Monkey Whrench Racing with a dynapack dyno. <br /><br />We are pretty excited, and we think that we can squeeze out about 700whp from it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||GalantVR41062||11-16-2003||01:23 PM||||full boost at 6500, now that is nice.  Anything that only weighs 2000lbs and has 617whp is going to move dam fast.  I can not imagine my CRX with 600+ at the wheels, or 60 for that matter.  <br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||11-16-2003||01:45 PM||||nice...hopefully you guys bought some strong axles for that car. Let us know what it runs because my husband's car is expected to have similar horse power weighing just a little bit more (around 2300lbs)He's not too far off from that number right now but his FPR died on the dyno the other day (after 2 pulls) so the tuning hasn't been completed.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||Clay||11-16-2003||07:07 PM||||is that jack black in the picture? <br /><br />tuned by jack black?||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||11-16-2003||09:03 PM||||It usually hits full boost by 5500, but a slight crack developed in the mani while we were on the dyno, that is why we could only hit 27psi.  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR41062:<br /><strong> full boost at 6500, now that is nice.  Anything that only weighs 2000lbs and has 617whp is going to move dam fast.  I can not imagine my CRX with 600+ at the wheels, or 60 for that matter.  <br /><br />~John </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||11-17-2003||12:48 AM||||Sweet street sleeper..now if you could just cram hondas little civic wagon awd system in there...I've been sorely tempted to go the minivan route after seeing that eagle summit awd wagon for sale here...checked..nothing on ebay.<br /><br />Very sweet honda though.  I like the header.well done.||12.227.179.9||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||11-17-2003||01:52 AM||||What are the 2 an fittings on the valve cover for the only thing I could think of was the oil to and from the turbo. Or for nitrous.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.240.148||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||GalantVR41062||11-17-2003||01:57 AM||||The dashed lines from the valve cover would be for a vacume pump.  I was going by max tq for the spool up, normal when you hit full boost thats when you get your max tq.<br /><br />~John||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||11-17-2003||09:25 AM||||The lines from the valve cover are for a breather, they go to a catch can. There is also another opening on the other side of the valve cover. Also their is a breather for the block. Hondas were not made for boost, so crank case ventilation is key, or else you could foam the oil, not good.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/003648.cgi
A||||7||HHIVR4||Charleston this weekend,||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||11-16-2003||03:19 PM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||went up to charleston and saw a white gvr4 on the road..dont know who it was..when we were comming back toward hilton head there was a monster truck in a parking lot that was sitting on top of a 91 galant..of all the times i wish i had a camera.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||11-16-2003||08:16 PM||||hey ive never been to charleston SC before but it look sreal nice. one of the schools i applied to for next year is there. what are your opinions about the city?||65.227.204.113||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||199of2k||11-16-2003||08:26 PM||||i was in columbia for the past week, but alas I have a nile black VR4||68.228.148.236||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||11-17-2003||02:06 AM||||My (step) father is a graduate of the Citidel, class of '66. <br />If you've ever seen the movie the "Lords of Discipline", that was written by one of my dad's classmates/friends named Pat Conroy.<br /> (They swear it's not "really" based on the Citidel, but come on, racism in 1960's S.C.? Unheard of. &lt;j/k&gt;)<br />I wasn't allowed to go w/ my parents back in '86 because my dad was worried about my safety being asian blooded.<br />I'll get out there someday. <br />Consequently, Pat Conroy  wrote "The Prince of Tides" which is also based (and filmed in S.C.)||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||sleepergvr4||11-17-2003||04:24 PM||||i hate charleston. it is the most boring place to live. i have been here for 3 years. it has the most pathetic school system in the U.S.. the whole place is just backwards. i have the only galant vr4 in charelston.it is blown up at the time. did you see the yellow monster truck, or bigfoot? again. charleston sucks..||204.252.153.130||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||11-17-2003||06:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepergvr4:<br /><strong> i hate charleston. it is the most boring place to live. i have been here for 3 years. it has the most pathetic school system in the U.S.. the whole place is just backwards. i have the only galant vr4 in charelston.it is blown up at the time. did you see the yellow monster truck, or bigfoot? again. charleston sucks.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey i say the same thing about chicago and this is the 2nd largest city...im guessing charleston must suck extra bad.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||drew||11-17-2003||09:11 PM||||Actually it's NYC then LA, then Chicago, both in the actual city population as well as general area.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.census.gov/population/www/documentation/twps0027.html" target="_blank">http://www.census.gov/population/www/documentation/twps0027.html</a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||11-17-2003||11:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Actually it's NYC then LA, then Chicago, both in the actual city population as well as general area.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.census.gov/population/www/documentation/twps0027.html" target="_blank">http://www.census.gov/population/www/documentation/twps0027.html</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">damn sorry drew....well the 3rd largest and it still sucks.||65.227.217.93||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003649.cgi
A||||10||TWEAKD4||Ultimate kit car||||1||||TWEAKD4||00000436
Z||000000||TWEAKD4||11-16-2003||05:18 PM||cdmyers@surfbest.net||I have always wanted to build a car from the ground up.  One of my all time favorites is a Shelby cobra and Factory Five make one of the best kits called the Mark II roadster.  I have never had enough money to get one of those started but I was checking out their website and came across their latest creation.   Called the <a href="http://www.factoryfive.com/table/ffrkits/GTM/gtmupdate/gtmrelease.html" target="_blank">GTM-200</a>.  Even if I was a millionaire I would rather build one of those than buy a $100k + supercar.||63.233.205.236||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000001||henrok||11-16-2003||05:40 PM||||hey do they make any kits to use with an eclipse turbo chassis and engine? that would be really cool. imagine having a kit car that weighs close to nothing and then throwing it on an eclipse with 500 horses and awd. damn...||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||gixxer||11-16-2003||06:50 PM||||those kit cars are just gorgeous.  man i'd love to do something like that someday.  doing my own motor swap and shit game me pride, i can't imagine how cool it would feel to drive a car i built myself.||129.219.6.9||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||11-16-2003||06:51 PM||||If I got rich, I would really like to have factory five start manufacturing a kit car using an AWD DSM as a donor, and having it be a modern style roadster. I've had that idea for some time.  But funds of course, are prohibitive.<br /><br />But as far as cobra kits, the factory five kit is good, and especially cheap.  But if you want authentic, you should go with ERA. <a href="http://www.erareplicas.com" target="_blank">www.erareplicas.com</a><br /><br />As for the GTM-200, I'd much rather build an Ultima GTR. <a href="http://www.ultimasports.co.uk" target="_blank">www.ultimasports.co.uk</a>  The GTM-200 is using the chevy 350, and porsche transaxle, just like the Ultima GTR has been using.  But the Ultima looks better I think, and it's proven itself many times over.<br /><br />There's also K1 Styling's Attack.  It's a bit too extreme looking for my tastes, but it's pretty cool.  It uses an accord donor, and is a mid engine, RWD roadster.  It can have an H22 prelude engine dropped in, and I'm sure it wouldn't be all that hard to put a 4G63 in there. <a href="http://www.k1-styling.sk" target="_blank">www.k1-styling.sk</a> (site is down it seems)||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||11-16-2003||07:49 PM||||After studying the GTM-200, I'm not so sure it looks all that great.  I woudl definitely consider any of FFR's other models.  The Spyder, Coupe, and Roadster are all winners.<br /><br />Oh man, you guys just started me up again.  I would LOVE to build my own car.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||11-16-2003||09:14 PM||||My friend's dad is building a FFive cobra now. Very nice kits. I can't wait to see that supercar roll out.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||Duc Hunter||11-16-2003||09:21 PM||||My buddy and I are working on a kit from hell. Our goal is a 400+hp mini cooper......with a Mitsubishi 1G drive train! AWD, 1500lbs, 400hp...should be fun. We have a company making fiberglass bodies and may even get into carbon fiber bodies. It is still early days but it looks very doable and we have a chassis table/gig built already.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I want a GT40 kit!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000007||number3||11-16-2003||09:27 PM||||The GTM-200 was a very big hit at SEMA. I had to wait 5 mins just to get some good shots of it with out people drooling all over it...<br /><br />Unless you own a Factory Five product you will not be able to buy THIS kit for 2 years. They are saving it for fac5 customers only.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||11-17-2003||10:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>Unless you own a Factory Five product you will not be able to buy THIS kit for 2 years. They are saving it for fac5 customers only.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And for good reason!  Would you want to make your first kit car build with the biggest, most expensive kit offered?  I've read up on FFR cobra builds and there are plenty of opportunities to make novice mistakes.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||russya||11-17-2003||12:38 PM||||If you want the nicest cobra replica there is you have to check out this company<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.kirkhammotorsports.com/photo_gallery_category.cfm?ID=4" target="_blank">Kirkham</a> <br /><br />these guys are litterally down the street from me and the workmanship on these cars is unreal. They have 2 real cobras there to compare with and I would take their car over a real one any day no matter how much money I had. My wife wants one really bad so after the skyline this is probably my next car project. And yes those bodies are made out of real hand beaten aluminum. Pricey but worth it, and you know your stuff is good when shelby themselves buys parts from them to make their own roadsters.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000010||geoff@machv||11-17-2003||04:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pappy:<br /><strong>  I'd much rather build an ltima GTR. <a href="http://www.ultimasports.co.uk" target="_blank">www.ultimasports.co.uk</a>  The GTM-200 is using the chevy 350, and porsche transaxle, just like the Ultima GTR has been using.  But the Ultima looks better I think, and it's proven itself many times over </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If I had THAT type of money.... I'd purchase the rolling chassis ONLY.... Then I'd purchase a <br />911 Turbo tranny, and fab a conversion plate [Eric Plebani] for a 4G63 install.||164.117.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/003650.cgi
A||||5||gixxer||funny vid||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||11-16-2003||07:01 PM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.maxim-magazine.co.uk/?truthandlies/truth/truth.php?id=5408&sub_section=1" target="_blank">http://www.maxim-magazine.co.uk/?truthandlies/truth/truth.php?id=5408&sub_section=1</a><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.219.6.9||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||bleck||11-16-2003||07:13 PM||||Freakin classic !!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||11-17-2003||12:40 AM||||lol looks kinda funny, I am glad my voice was never that loud and screechy!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||11-17-2003||01:49 AM||||I saw that recently. I LMAO.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||11-17-2003||03:56 AM||||Leeds huh, I used to live around there. This reminds me of "that" scene from Deleverence.||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||Telecaster||11-17-2003||04:05 AM||||LOL.  I saw that a couple weeks ago.  Here's the cleaner vid: <br /><a href="http://poststuff.entensity.net/100703/stopit.php" target="_blank">http://poststuff.entensity.net/100703/stopit.php</a>||216.175.84.169||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes



ubb/Forum3/003651.cgi
A||||5||uno||Recomendations for fan?||||1||||Micah||00000228
Z||000000||uno||11-17-2003||01:02 AM||corona1977@juno.com||Seems R/R sells a spal that has to be wired in, but flexalite offers one that has variable temp. settings. Who's using what on their cars, and why?<br />Thanks, Micah.<br />P.S. I need something that's not as thick as stock. But bolts up to stock radiator.||172.194.216.88||reg||1||Micah||00000228||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||11-17-2003||01:17 AM||||Fan? We don't need no stinkin fans...<br /><br />In all seriousness, I haven't had a fan on my car for months. As long as you don't sit in traffic for a long time, you really don't need one. Galants are blessed with great frontal area for cooling (read as: shaped like a brick). Then again, I also have an oil cooler thats half the size of most people's intercoolers.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I've heard good things about Spal.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||11-17-2003||01:45 AM||||I've got a Flexalite straight blade 14". I'm using a seperate temp switch. <br />Moves good air, runs after "key off", and is slimmer than the stock fan.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||11-17-2003||09:07 AM||||i got 2 puller fans, hayden, from pep boys.  not the best, but easy to get.  a small 10" on the left side, right in front of the turbo, has about 1" clearance, and a 14" on the right side, wired in to the old connector.  been like this for a couple of years, keeps the car cool in the texas heat.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||11-17-2003||07:06 PM||||<a href="http://www.perma-cool.com/Catalog/Cat_page16.html" target="_blank">http://www.perma-cool.com/Catalog/Cat_page16.html</a><br />Check out the 14" puller. 2950 CFM with only 9.5 amps. Cheap too.||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||galantvr4us||11-17-2003||07:54 PM||||I have two flex light fans.  They don't fit on the factory fan mounts so some were fabbed up.  I have the fans hooked up to a switch in the car to have them run when the car isn't running.  If I remember right I ordered them from Summit.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes



ubb/Forum3/003652.cgi
A||||5||Eclipse182||You guys have been doing it wrong the whole time||||10||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||11-17-2003||02:38 AM||||<a href="http://www.sunamiturbo.com/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.sunamiturbo.com/index.html</a> <br /><br />And only $180?! Im sold, why would I wanna waste my money on a real turbo when I can get "the &#8220;psssst" noise generated from the blow off valve of a turbo-equipped vehicle." for so cheap? Lol.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||64.185.132.197||reg||10||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||11-17-2003||03:51 AM||||I see it attracts the Mariah Carrey wannabes too.||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||Turbogeek||11-17-2003||07:40 AM||||That's nearly as bad as someone who set up a washing machine motor to simulate the whine of a superchager.||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||11-17-2003||09:33 AM||||That will go perfect with my intake that looks like a FMIC.  I can't wait.  I just ordered it yesterday.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||11-17-2003||10:08 AM||||$180 for that?! "A sucker is born every minute".<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000<br /><a href="http://www.dsmchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.dsmchips.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.keydiverchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.keydiverchips.com</a>||67.34.244.79||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||curtis||11-17-2003||10:45 AM||||800 for a Garrett, 250 for HKS sseq you can have that and a whistle all the time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.34.74||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003653.cgi
A||||10||ercp98||car jerks forward||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||11-17-2003||10:34 AM||ercp98@yahoo.com||how come my car jerks forward everytime i let go of the throttle. this happens when i'm cruising  or when i go to wot and let go of the gas. the car just kerks forward.does anyone experience this? does anyone have any idea?||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||11-17-2003||11:21 AM||||If I let off the gas while I'm boosting the car kinda jerks a little bit... I wouldn't say it lurches forward but it sounds similar to what you're experiencing.  Anyone have any input?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||Scott Y||11-17-2003||11:50 AM||||no answers for you, just another 'hey, my car does that too.'<br />I suspect mine is because I'm running way too rich, and when I let off the gas the a/f ration gets closer to what it's supposed to be and the car runs better for that split-second and lunges forward. <br />Just guessing, though.||63.117.253.195||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||11-17-2003||11:51 AM||||only input would be to move this thread to the right place, we have specially trained, highly paid customer response teams that only read the technical section, and they would respond to your question there. Only non-working, ignorant folks read the general discussions.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||11-17-2003||01:13 PM||||Mine does too but I have that "werrrr, werrr, werr" in the rear end. I suspect it is becuase I have too much driveline lash and when I lift the engine decels and taht lurch is the slack coming out. <br /><br />It sure does feel like a lurch forward though. How are everyones knock sensors. I noticed recently mine was toast (all sticky) but that I was tuned for no knock. tAHt means I am WAY rich! If I lean it out though I get "knock" and the timing gets pulled. I huff BLACK smoke out teh tail pipe too. Maybe we need to check/change our knock sensors, retune for good mixture and see where we are at?||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||ercp98||11-17-2003||01:53 PM||||sorry to post it here. wasn't sure exactly where to post. now how do i transfer this to the technical questions??<br /><br />mine feels like the backlash is not set correctly. but i don't have the whine or wer werr sound. i don't have knock only one or two. got this by datalogger. i've lean abit too with afc. 89-91 o2 reading on 93 octane.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||11-17-2003||03:54 PM||||Are we talking about the typical jerk related to releasing the throttle at high rpm (typically in a low gear), or something related to the engine making or losing power?<br /><br />If it's not the former, then I'd say it depends on your modifications (if any).  I've found that certain turbo and BOV combinations can give an effect, where it's easier on the car to let go of the throttle slowly than immediately.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||11-17-2003||04:00 PM||||Check your transmission mounts..mine was doing the same thing..<br /><br /><br />Good Luck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Robby||172.156.224.48||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||ercp98||11-17-2003||05:56 PM||||i have stock turbo and bov. the jerking motion comes after i accelerate and let go of the gas. it is not the same thing when you decelerate on lower gear.||12.206.219.136||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000009||Vr4in'||11-18-2003||12:18 PM||||Your tranny is pretty much part of the motor so when you let go of the gas,it slows the power down going to the tranny so it jerks back..I have had that problem a lot with pretty much all my cars I have had and when I changed the tranny mounts,it was a big difference.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Rob||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000010||ercp98||11-18-2003||11:25 PM||||i guess the tranny mounts are ging in. i've been keeping my self from doing it. i only installed the driver side mount. i will need more propane tanks to burn some rubber.||12.206.219.136||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes



ubb/Forum3/003654.cgi
A||||18||SRT2477||NO MORE US RALLY TEAM||||1||||SRT2477||00002310
Z||000000||SRT2477||11-17-2003||11:00 AM||||mitsu pulled out of the 2004 SCCA rally <br />although Vermont Sports Car will still be running the cars next yr just with out mitsus help what does every one think I'M PISSED    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" /> <br />rally on||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-17-2003||11:15 AM||||that could mean the end of Subaru US Rally as well as their main competitor is out.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||SRT2477||11-17-2003||11:23 AM||||Subaru is raising there efforts this yr more  money etc. but it wouldn't be a bad thing mybe to see the factory teams out this would mean more compition between priveters||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||11-17-2003||11:47 AM||||without major manufacturer's backing, rallying will be relegated to amateur status, in the US. In other words, most folks will never know what "rallying" means. We need the big guys to grow this sport, I wonder why they are backing out so early.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||11-17-2003||12:46 PM||||It's tough to say given that they now sell the evo. Mitsu seems to be reluctant to do anything at all, including selling cars. This is the worst time to pull out if they hope to sell more EVOs. <br /><br />Subaru may not rally in the US next year. The team has a 4m budget, that's a lot of dough to competed amongst amateur drivers and then be called sandbaggers.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||SRT2477||11-17-2003||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> without major manufacturer's backing, rallying will be relegated to amateur status, in the US. In other words, most folks will never know what "rallying" means. We need the big guys to grow this sport, I wonder why they are backing out so early. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">its all because of one man the new ceo of mitsu north america Finbar O'Neil he sucks he doesn't think rally raceing drives sales hello look at subaru they do great with rally promoted sales||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||11-17-2003||01:49 PM||||I think we all need to to stop trying to figure out why Mitsubishi does half the stupid shit they do.||64.252.110.163||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||11-17-2003||01:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SRT2477:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> without major manufacturer's backing, rallying will be relegated to amateur status, in the US. In other words, most folks will never know what "rallying" means. We need the big guys to grow this sport, I wonder why they are backing out so early. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">its all because of one man the new ceo of mitsu north america Finbar O'Neil he sucks he doesn't think rally raceing drives sales hello look at subaru they do great with rally promoted sales </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, well it also helps to have a winning team driving a Mitsubishi car to promote car sales.  Subaru has way more bragging rights now then Mitsubishi does.  Mitsu went from being a WRC leader to not even running good at all.  A car is only as good as it's driver, but if you arn't winning, you can really brag about a car no matter how good it is.<br /><br /><br />Mitsu bashing rant:<br /><br />I used to be a huge Mitsubishi fan, but now days, I could care less.  They seem to always do everything wrong.  They gave us a DSM line, but didn't build them very well.  They build a great TT V6 car and then price it so high that buyers go with a Vette instead.  The same thing killed the Galant VR4.  They might have sent more over if they didn't price them so high.  They cost too much and they didn't sell.  Also no one understood.  I never remember even seeing a comercial for it.  Now we come to the EVO.  Before it came, it had a projected price of 27K. When it did come, it cost a lot more.  Mitsubishi had the chance to crush the sales of the STi, but they priced them so high, it can come down to flipping a coin on what you buy.  I'm sure many buyers go for the bigger engine, more torque, and more HP.  However, if the EVO did cost much closer to the 27K mark, then I bet they would sell a lot more of them.  I was in the market for a EVO myself.  I was at the dealer the day they came out.  The price of the car in the end drove me away.  I was so disapointed when I saw the price on it.  Also dealers thought they were such hot shit for having them, that they marked the price up even more.  The dealer I went to wanted 35K for a EVO.  I laugh cause now I could get one under sticker price and it's only been about 7 months or so.  No one regulated the price of them and they lost sales.  Sure, a few sales people made gobs of cash because someone with money had to have it yesterday, but for others, they cost too damn much.  <br /><br />Oh ya, and the rest of the Mitsu car line up is way over priced for what you get.  Not sure about the SUVs though, I've never been in one.<br /><br />So I really don't feel sorry for any of Mitsubishi's failures right now.  I think they did it to themselves.  Oh ya, most (not all) Mitsubishi dealers suck!  They have a lousy service department who loves to screw over the customer.  Back when I was in local DSM clubs, I saw first hand how a local dealer cause people to hate Mitsubishi and never buy one again.  They even helped send some people to GM    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />Rant over:||205.242.228.42||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||SRT2477||11-17-2003||02:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SRT2477:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> without major manufacturer's backing, rallying will be relegated to amateur status, in the US. In other words, most folks will never know what "rallying" means. We need the big guys to grow this sport, I wonder why they are backing out so early. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">its all because of one man the new ceo of mitsu north america Finbar O'Neil he sucks he doesn't think rally raceing drives sales hello look at subaru they do great with rally promoted sales </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, well it also helps to have a winning team driving a Mitsubishi car to promote car sales.  Subaru has way more bragging rights now then Mitsubishi does.  Mitsu went from being a WRC leader to not even running good at all.  A car is only as good as it's driver, but if you arn't winning, you can really brag about a car no matter how good it is.<br /><br /><br />Mitsu bashing rant:<br /><br />I used to be a huge Mitsubishi fan, but now days, I could care less.  They seem to always do everything wrong.  They gave us a DSM line, but didn't build them very well.  They build a great TT V6 car and then price it so high that buyers go with a Vette instead.  The same thing killed the Galant VR4.  They might have sent more over if they didn't price them so high.  They cost too much and they didn't sell.  Also no one understood.  I never remember even seeing a comercial for it.  Now we come to the EVO.  Before it came, it had a projected price of 27K. When it did come, it cost a lot more.  Mitsubishi had the chance to crush the sales of the STi, but they priced them so high, it can come down to flipping a coin on what you buy.  I'm sure many buyers go for the bigger engine, more torque, and more HP.  However, if the EVO did cost much closer to the 27K mark, then I bet they would sell a lot more of them.  I was in the market for a EVO myself.  I was at the dealer the day they came out.  The price of the car in the end drove me away.  I was so disapointed when I saw the price on it.  Also dealers thought they were such hot shit for having them, that they marked the price up even more.  The dealer I went to wanted 35K for a EVO.  I laugh cause now I could get one under sticker price and it's only been about 7 months or so.  No one regulated the price of them and they lost sales.  Sure, a few sales people made gobs of cash because someone with money had to have it yesterday, but for others, they cost too damn much.  <br /><br />Oh ya, and the rest of the Mitsu car line up is way over priced for what you get.  Not sure about the SUVs though, I've never been in one.<br /><br />So I really don't feel sorry for any of Mitsubishi's failures right now.  I think they did it to themselves.  Oh ya, most (not all) Mitsubishi dealers suck!  They have a lousy service department who loves to screw over the customer.  Back when I was in local DSM clubs, I saw first hand how a local dealer cause people to hate Mitsubishi and never buy one again.  They even helped send some people to GM     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <br /><br />Rant over: </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">do you still own any mitsu cars||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||11-17-2003||02:47 PM||||I still have a 92 GVR4.  I'm going to stick with the project and finish it out.  Also, we still have a sleeper.  It is also a loop hole in insurance too.  I can't exacly go get a EVO or STi and be able to drive down the road without every cop in the county looking at me or have cheap ins.  <br /><br />I really like the sytle of the GVR4 inside and out.  I enjoy making it faster one step at a time and tinkering with it.  However latly, it seems like I have been stuck in limbo and not really moving forward.  That should change though as Friday it will be retired as a daily driver for good.  I have a number of small projects that I have to do.  There have been days I feel like I am trapped.  I can't sell it for any real money even though in many ways it is still a very nice car.  Rare too.  I have too much time and money invested and it would be stupid to quit now.  Hopefully next spring I will be were I want with the car and can enjoy it a lot more then I have this year.  At this point I only hope that parts for the car will be around so I can enjoy the car once I finally get it at the level I want it at.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||SRT2477||11-17-2003||02:55 PM||||just checking you don't seem to be much the mitsu fan to be honest I like JDM suff the most not real in to the Eclipe/DSM thing||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000012||Duc Hunter||11-17-2003||04:44 PM||||Jap Manu's are not the smartest. Look at al the cool cars that died, 300Ztt, SupraTT, 3000Gt VR4, Galant VR4, Evo III/IV/V/VI/VII.....<br /><br />That being said Mitsi is going back into WRC which takes ALLOT of cash. To do so means taking cash for other areas. That is why Honda dropped its WSBK program last year, because even Honda did not have enough cash to support MotoGP and WSBK. It sucks! <br /><br />Rallying won't die here if we all support it, watch TV when it is on, go to he races, write ESPN and speed about the US Rallying in a positive way etc....||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||11-17-2003||04:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SRT2477:<br /><strong> just checking you don't seem to be much the mitsu fan to be honest I like JDM suff the most not real in to the Eclipe/DSM thing </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am more a fan of the 6 bolt 4g63t.  It's just a awsome engine.  You can build a fast ass car without even touching the bottom end.||12.34.246.37||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||SRT2477||11-17-2003||05:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> Jap Manu's are not the smartest. Look at al the cool cars that died, 300Ztt, SupraTT, 3000Gt VR4, Galant VR4, Evo III/IV/V/VI/VII.....<br /><br />That being said Mitsi is going back into WRC which takes ALLOT of cash. To do so means taking cash for other areas. That is why Honda dropped its WSBK program last year, because even Honda did not have enough cash to support MotoGP and WSBK. It sucks! <br />Rallying won't die here if we all support it, watch TV when it is on, go to he races, write ESPN and speed about the US Rallying in a positive way etc.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">have you ever had a chance to go to RIM OF THE WORLD||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000015||SRT2477||11-17-2003||05:37 PM||||we did lose the factorys help but Vermont sports car will still be running the cars I'm waiting to here back from them on weather David and Lauchlin will be the drivers so theres a chance the team will still be intact||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000016||agrabau||11-17-2003||05:48 PM||||"""because even Honda did not have enough cash to support MotoGP and WSBK. It sucks! """"<br /><br /><br />DucHunter, Honda can afford both. They abandoned their RC in favor of focusing development on the V5 and also lost their best WSBK rider to Aprilia. There were too many strikes against them. Hayden too.. lost to motogp, but for the better. <br /><br />Back to Rally, I don't really care who's in US rally I just want my friend to have a job next year so maybe he can get on a better euro team instead of subaru.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000017||SRT2477||11-17-2003||05:53 PM||||who your friend?||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000018||Duc Hunter||11-17-2003||06:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DucHunter, Honda can afford both. They abandoned their RC in favor of focusing development on the V5 and also lost their best WSBK rider to Aprilia. There were too many strikes against them. Hayden too.. lost to motogp, but for the better.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I do not mean to beat a dead horse here but.....Just to clarify, Colin would have stayed in WSBK to defend his title but Honda announced they were pulling out. Honda's press announcements last year stated they were withdrawing from WSBK because of the commitments they made and had to honor supplying customer MotoGP bikes to 5+ teams. That commitment would prevent them from providing the "level of support they would want in WSBK to do the Honda name and their WSBK team staff justice." Then Colin thought he would be asked to go to MotoGP for Honda. When Nicky was announced as their MotoGP rider Colin inquired as to his status for 2003 with Honda and was then told Honda had no ride for him anywhere. They had already signed Ben Bostrom to replace Nicky in the USA (with full factory support, basically Colin's 02 bike). By this time there were no other good rides anywhere for Colin. He talked to Yamaha but landed at Aprilia. I am shocked he is back at Honda for 2004 because of how they dropped him in 03 after all his hard work for them over the years (winning the 8 hours of Suzuka twice etc). He also bad mouthed them severely for their treatment of him during his last WSBK season and through the dropping of him. Usually Honda won�t take that �loosing face� lightly. <br /><br />Back to USA Rally? I hope your friend finds work, who ever he might be. I am not too worried about Mitsi factory leaving as they will give some pseudo factory support to Vermont. Vermont, on their own is very capable of putting together a winning season too. We also need to remember that Mitsi�s rally team, run through RalliArt UK, has always been one fo the smallest in the WRC. Even when they were winning 4 drivers world titles with Tommi they had the smallest budget and headcount of the top WRC teams. Their resources are limited, and very focused. WRC is gaining enough TV coverage in the USA that they will still get a big bang for their WRC buck here. Plus, from their marketing departments standpoint the drag scene in the USA is FAR more popular and profitable than the Rally scene. It may be sad but to date that is true. <br /><br />Have I been to Rim? Once and to Oregon once. Why?||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000019||agrabau||11-17-2003||09:40 PM||||DucHunter, Colin was offered a ride on Bridgestones with a honda second tier team but there were some contractual problems. We both know that Honda's going to be the top team next year with the two up and commers. (nicky and colin) Colin's off that POS flaming bike and onto a real man's bike. Everyone gets the same bike next year on the Honda team, not just the top bike for the top guy. <br /><br />My point, pertaining to WSBK and GP, was that Honda can AFFORD both. They may chose to have limited engineering resources and managerial resources to run two successful motorcycle teams at the same time, they can still afford to run both. I'm not saying it was a bad decision for them to abandon SBK or AMA, just that they can afford both if they want to. Honda HRC is just as fickle and unpredictable as Ralliart.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003655.cgi
A||||9||gixxer||turbo outlet elbow||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||11-17-2003||03:43 PM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||alright, those of you with 20gs or other similarily clocked turbos. where did you get the outlet elbow and which direction do you have it facing.  are the Brode pipes going to be able to work with my setup you think?||129.219.71.57||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-17-2003||04:02 PM||||i have 2 2" 90 deg Turbonetics elbows on a 20G that is clocked to 3 o'clock||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||gixxer||11-17-2003||04:10 PM||||you can clock a 20g? which way direction is 12 o clock in reference to your original post.||129.219.71.57||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||11-17-2003||04:45 PM||||sure you can clock a 20g any direction you want.  Mine is facing straight down towards the ground with a 2" RRE 90deg elbow pointing towards the driver side, every so slightly angled towards the front of the car.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||drew||11-17-2003||04:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> you can clock a 20g? which way direction is 12 o clock in reference to your original post. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">12 o clock would be the outlet pointing straight up. So 3 o'clock would be the outlet pointed at the radiator||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||bazeng||11-19-2003||06:14 PM||||mines facing downwards also<br /><br />using a 90degree mandrel bend 2" which opens up to 2.5" at the end.. goin right, sits next to the engine mount and radiator..<br /><br />it is then followed by another 90degree bend, goin up, followed by another 90 degree bend goin towards the front of the car right into the cooler..<br /><br />very short, quickest path i believe, and snug fit (2" to 2.5") mild steel wrapped in heatwrap||203.166.63.140||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||11-20-2003||01:00 AM||||I use a 90 degree 2" turbonetics elbow that RRE sells on my green that is clocked downward. Works fine.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||gixxer||11-20-2003||03:44 PM||||and i guess none of you have problems with the elbow interfering with the front motor mount. the clearence is sooo tight, i hope the engine rocking around won't crack the elbow i'll have to buy.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||129.219.71.41||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000008||number3||11-20-2003||07:39 PM||||I moved the motor mount.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||11-21-2003||01:43 AM||||6:00 down.||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum3/003656.cgi
A||||10||Vr4in'||Turbo Magazine's 4g63 Powered Porshe 911||||6||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||11-17-2003||04:14 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I was at the store getting a couple things..I went to the magazine aile..I was looking through Turbo Magazine and I saw an article they had on a Porsche 911 that had a 4g63 in it..This thing is bad ass...everything on this car was put together nicely on this car..I'll try to scan some pics off the magazine tonight..<br /><br />Robby||172.156.224.48||reg||6||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||bleck||11-17-2003||06:17 PM||||You mean the Porschubishi?  Of course you do, there can't be two of them.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||11-17-2003||06:23 PM||||Its Eric Plebani's porsche, I think!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||11-17-2003||07:43 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   No need to scan.  YES you are referring to Eric Plebani's Porschubishi.  He did an excellent job of perserving the original 911 turbo look !<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.boneheadperformance.com/images/porsche1.gif" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.boneheadperformance.com/images/porsche3.gif" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.evotuners.com/albums/importvsdomestics/DSC07629.jpg" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||11-17-2003||08:03 PM||||Wasn't it a 930 he used?  I forget.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||11-17-2003||09:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Wasn't it a 930 he used?  I forget. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was the Porsche 900..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />That's it there...those are better pictures of it though..It looks hotter in that picture.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Rob||172.156.224.48||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||raceman77||11-17-2003||11:27 PM||||lt`s scandelous,but very trick.l`d love to see the shock on the snobby purists faces at a club event.That`s the one thing about SOME Porsche owners that burns me.l`m a car lover not a brand fanatic.Some of these old farts are too much.l know that car is fast,the only thing lacking is the cool Porsche airplane sound.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||11-18-2003||09:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> l know that car is fast,the only thing lacking is the cool Porsche airplane sound. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">dont they have a 180.00 product that produces that sound at a press of a button?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||DeanCouchey||11-18-2003||10:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by rick r:<br /><strong> l know that car is fast,the only thing lacking is the cool Porsche airplane sound. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">dont they have a 180.00 product that produces that sound at a press of a button?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am sure they have something on ebay, the turbo sound is gone but maybe the porsche sound will come along.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||11-18-2003||10:19 AM||||Not sure if it would fit, but a 4g63t in a 914 would be cool.  It would be more of a surprize because the 914 was a slow Porsche.  It was suppost to be the poor mans Porsche, but I don't know what it cost new.  Rennlist has a 1974 for $4,200.  It's a little fugly, but I bet it's really lite.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||Vr4nVr6||11-18-2003||01:46 PM||||That's a pretty wild conversion.  I'm sure that rubs quite a few people the wrong way.  Great job making it fit and go.||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes



ubb/Forum3/003657.cgi
A||||0||geoff@machv||White 91 GVR4 on I-95 Saturday afternoon  ||||1||||geoff@machv||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||11-17-2003||08:05 PM||geoff@machv.com||Yeah!!! <br />It was kinda cool.  Me & a buddy were going back into Maryland from Woodbridge, VA.  <br />A younger guy in a 91 white GVR-4 [Carolina plates], blew past me.  We got caught up in a little traffic, and then we both dropped the hammer!  If you're on the list , nice running with ya!<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/003658.cgi
A||||4||hobturtle||bumper kits||||5||||turtle||00002837
Z||000000||hobturtle||11-17-2003||08:12 PM||shadowturtle254@yahoo.com||are there any front and rear bumper kits for the 91 galants if so could somebody email me or im me my aim is ssplayer254 and email is shadowturtle254@yahoo.com||24.155.30.71||reg||5||turtle||00002837||yes
Z||000001||GRV4726||11-17-2003||08:20 PM||||search. this was brought up like a month ago.  you'll learn that amg stuff is the shit my searching.  yes, we all want the jdm front bumper||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000002||bazeng||11-19-2003||06:05 PM||||where can i find an AMG?? <br /><br />damn lucky.. looks so nice also.. jap specs are common in oz.. but amg's, i would love one..<br /><br />other front bumpers available for the vr4 are:<br />* galant bumpers from the n/a models if u want to be different<br />* custom bars from any body styling shops.||203.166.63.140||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||11-19-2003||06:23 PM||||I love my JDM bumpers.  They look great.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||Jose||11-19-2003||06:51 PM||||You can find AMG bumpers on my car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />Jose....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum3/003659.cgi
A||||12||blacksheep||Cool video of ball-bearing vs thrust bearing...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||11-17-2003||08:51 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<a href="http://www.hatzer.at/videovault/Sonstiges/BB_vs_thrust.mov" target="_blank">http://www.hatzer.at/videovault/Sonstiges/BB_vs_thrust.mov</a>||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Ash||11-17-2003||09:08 PM||||What codec do I need to play this?  or do I need quicktime?  Media player 8 for XP reports error downloading codec for some reason?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||11-17-2003||09:49 PM||||Apple quicktime viewer||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||11-17-2003||10:02 PM||||FP3065  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||11-19-2003||01:52 PM||||I wonder which one is better...  <br />Neat little comparison of the two.  Ball bearings good, thrust bearings bad.  Does anyone know what ball bearing style turbo would the Mitsu big 16G compare to in size?||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||Vr4nVr6||11-19-2003||01:56 PM||||Wow, I didn't know it was that big of a difference.||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000006||psycopyro182||11-19-2003||02:13 PM||||whoah... thats a huge difference.<br />hmm something to think about when picking out a turbo.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||11-19-2003||02:29 PM||||post-whoring||68.122.33.50||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||JAYGVR4||11-19-2003||03:19 PM||||yeah, i've heard that BB turbo folks don't even necessarily need a turbo timer since they'll spin for a good minute or so after you shut your car down...<br /><br />however, i've heard more about BB turbo bearings failing than I do thrust bearing turbo's...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||11-19-2003||04:56 PM||||deleted JB's double post !  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Also, yes I have heard that BB turbos are sensitive to oil pressure and quality of oil. Those micron filters like the ones AGP sells help keep the oil squeaky clean.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||NZGZR4||11-19-2003||06:09 PM||||Not a very fair comparison I feel.<br />Ballbearing with no oil = lower friction than with oil (but short lifetime)<br />Plain bearing with no oil = high friction, much higher than if it had an oil supply.||203.109.205.85||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||11-19-2003||06:23 PM||||There is a video floating around the net of me "motivating" an Garrett BB cartridge from FP to spin just by blowing on the compressor wheel, at the 2002 Shootout.  Whoohoo, I blow turbos!||66.169.223.97||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||number3||11-19-2003||06:44 PM||||That display (where the video was shot) was at SEMA and I spun them myself. I can tell you my BB spun like the one on the right and so does my non BB. I am not sure what they did to the one on the left aka the BB to make it spin like that. I was way too easy to spin. <br /><br />The funny thing is if you could read the plaque at the display. It said the advantage of BB was thrust forces. it said nothing about spooling up faster.<br /><br />I would love to hear a definitive answer to this as I have heard BB does AND doesn't improve spool-up with all things being equal.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003660.cgi
A||||3||Derk||FMIC &amp; Radiator||||1||||Derk||00000335
Z||000000||Derk||11-17-2003||09:01 PM||capthowdy2@hotmail.com||I just installed a radiator and FMIC this weekend. I used a radiator from Summit to replace my AC condensor core. The piece fit really nice and enabled me to run the shorter piping similar to how Talon owners run thiers. If anybody is at all interested I can provide you with pics and part numbers for all parts used on the install.<br /><br />Derk||131.118.85.50||reg||1||Derk||00000335||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-17-2003||09:04 PM||||interested for sure.  Gimme that info   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||11-18-2003||01:13 AM||||Sure...always nice to see GVR4 member ingenuity.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||Derk||11-18-2003||01:25 PM||||I also just put a shortened rad on my car with an old style bushcur intercooler. This rad style replaced my AC condenser so not all may be willing to buy this core. The rad I got from Summit is a dual pass scirocco setup. The core is 2.5 inches thick and is about 13-14 inches tall and 22 inches wide. The core has 2 tubes each at 1.25 inches. The part number is GRI-2-58185-X. After shipping this core only ran me $304 and some odd change. After a few calculations the actual cooling surface is smaller than stock but per sq. inches it is larger than stock, not to mention it is aluminum. I merely drilled and tapped where the AC condenser use to be and fastened it with a bolt and a good washer. I would think any form of a lock washer would work. I used 2 universal rad hoses from Advanced. Note here that the inlet of the rad is larger than stock but is solved by this rad hose from advanced bc it has a step down in it. I don't have the part number on me bc I am at school, which is about 2 hr. from home, but I want to say it was #1318 for the bottom. I first bought the hose that was 19.25 inches long and that seemed to create a small problem around the transmission cable linkage, so I moved to the 16.25 inch long one.  The hose will step from 1.75 inches to 1.25 inches. This 1.25 is a little larger than stock but can be taken up with a good clamp. I hope to have pics for those that are interested this weekend. <br /><br />Oh you will only be able to run one fan, which I got from Slowboy Racing. It moves 1250 cfm and only ran me about $70. I mounted the fan using those zip ties that pass through the fins, which I got from Pepboys for around $6. The biggest issue for me was that because this radiator is not car specific there is a filler neck on it. To solve this problem I capped it with a good high pressure cap and I had to remove a small amount of metal from around where the hood latch cable enters that metal tube. <br /><br />Here is a large factor be sure to run only distilled water. Also some say to run free silicate free coolant. <br /><br />Feel free to PM me or call me at 301-689-6395 if you have any further questions. Again I hope to have pics by this weekend when I go home.<br /><br />Derk||131.118.85.202||reg||1||Derk||00000335||yes



ubb/Forum3/003661.cgi
A||||13||agrabau||Little go cart. ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||11-17-2003||09:30 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://www.meditech.ch/exoticthermoengineering/ete05.html" target="_blank">It needs more horsepower though</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||11-17-2003||11:57 PM||||uh...I don't even know what to say. Is it for real? Can't be. <br />Hydrogen Peroxide powered Bimmubishi?||167.142.22.101||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||11-18-2003||01:06 AM||||Yeah, forgive me if I put my doubting Thomas hat on...<br /><br />Maybe 1.5hp?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||chadhayashi||11-18-2003||01:58 AM||||Sounds feasible to me. It's just a small turboprop, w/ axles instead of a prop. You have to remember that HP is a function of torque at a given RPM. At 85K rpm, it has what? Maybe 300-400 lbs ft. <br />The Nazis used hyd. peroxide to power the V1 or V2 rockets they used to bombard London. As well as one of their first "jet" aircraft, it was actually a hyd peroxide fueled rocket motor.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000004||Dreis11301||11-18-2003||07:25 AM||||1500hp or not it is cool as hell and i want one.  I had dreams of throwing a hayabusa drive line on a go-kart which would be around 160hp but this is even better, weighs a lot less too.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||11-18-2003||08:02 AM||||I would say that's legit. Turbine engines are amazing powerplants. They can produce incredible amounts of power from very small sizes, the drawbacks being fuel burn and heat produced. I want one.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||Ian M||11-18-2003||05:33 PM||||Nuckin Futs.. It must take HUGE cajones to get on that thing!! Id love to see one of these things go in person.<br /><br /> How about 5.95 @240 on a go-kart,back in the '70s? Check this out:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.vaiden.net/rocket_gokart.html" target="_blank">http://www.vaiden.net/rocket_gokart.html</a><br /><br /> Or,9.36 @168- in a basically stock VW beetle,back in the '60s...<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.almar.easynet.be/turbonique.htm" target="_blank">http://www.almar.easynet.be/turbonique.htm</a>||129.71.114.143||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||11-18-2003||06:02 PM||||...and people doubted me Ian.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />So cool. No traction-launch issues either! Were can I get a turbine?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||bleck||11-19-2003||12:43 PM||||Now that is insane!  That guy's def. got some screws loose.  Gotta love it.  Hmmmm, makes me think of the worlds first Jetsubeemer... Jetsubishi... Bimmujetshi... you get the idea.  Give Turbo magazine something to really talk about  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||Ian M||11-19-2003||11:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> ...and people doubted me Ian.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br />So cool. No traction-launch issues either! Were can I get a turbine? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hehe,looks like back in the day,you could order the go kart turbine or the 1000hp "drag axle" from Turboneque...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||129.71.115.161||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000010||bleck||11-20-2003||11:14 AM||||Wonder what $3500 would be adjusted for inflation today.  What, 40, $50,000?||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||11-20-2003||12:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Now that is insane!  That guy's def. got some screws loose.  Gotta love it.  Hmmmm, makes me think of the worlds first Jetsubeemer... Jetsubishi... Bimmujetshi... you get the idea.  Give Turbo magazine something to really talk about    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Boeingbishi!  4G63JATO||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||VTGVR4||11-20-2003||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Wonder what $3500 would be adjusted for inflation today.  What, 40, $50,000? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://146.142.4.24/cgi-bin/cpicalc.pl" target="_blank">http://146.142.4.24/cgi-bin/cpicalc.pl</a>  <br /><br />need the year that that axle was sold.... plug it in, plug it in<br /><br />edit*  nevermind, i opened up the link, 1962...<br />3595 in 1962 is 22,022 in 2003.  Fockin hell, thats $$ for an axle.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000013||chadhayashi||11-21-2003||03:01 AM||||I just noticed that the site claims 5000Nm of torque. That's 3600+ lbs ft!!!!!<br />And even 1600 lbs ft at max engine speed.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003662.cgi
A||||2||GRV4726||last oil cooler questions||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||11-17-2003||09:34 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||hey guys. i finally bit the bullet and i'm buying a new oil cooler. yes i know you're all proud of me. thanks. <br /><br />ok my question is. why not but it behind the grill? infront of the ac condenser. i going to order the 11.25 x 4 x 2 to fit it there. also what fittings do i buy? it doesn't say on the c&r site. i'm guessing 8 an but i'm not sure.  last one is where is the cheapest place for hose and fittings? <br /><br />thanks for any help at all. i'm sure i will run accross at least one answer but i just want to run it by you guys to check.  thanks again||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-17-2003||09:42 PM||||I bought my hoses from here.. AN-8 for the Mocal cooler. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.hosexpress.com/" target="_blank">http://www.hosexpress.com/</a><br /><br /><br />they're really nice folks and good shipping/prices as well. <br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||11-18-2003||11:29 AM||||ok well i ordered my 11.25 by 4 cooler. i hope this works out well. it should but the only thing i'm worried about is that i'm going to be running LONG lines from the housing to the left side of the grill!!! i hope thats not a problem. i'm guessing its better to have it closer but.. i already ordered the cooler. <br /><br />either way 11.25 by 4 should cool plenty.<br />thanks. i think that i will find a hose shop in houston. i should be able to. right? haha here's hoping||207.193.182.6||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/003663.cgi
A||||8||92GVR4#333||Keydiver chips||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||11-17-2003||10:00 PM||||it seems that for those of us running large injectors and have timing issues have a soultion.  The keydiver chip has been reported to eliminate the over advance on the timing when correcting with a piggyback system.  KUDO`S to Keydiver on this.  I just read a post in the translator digest on this and am very impressed.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||Ash||11-17-2003||11:12 PM||||I asked Jeff about this a few days ago as I thought that was the reasoning behind it, and he happily reported that it was!  <br /><br />Hopefully combined with my new (well for me) 2G MAS, Jeff's new chip will stop my bloody ECU from trying to put 25deg into the engine under WOT (Tuned for no knock @ 16-17psi = 20-25deg advance! just with a hacked 1G MAS+ S-AFC + 550's!)  At 20psi I get knock retarding it to 12-15deg so hopefully now I will get 15deg without knock @ 20psi on pump fuel.  "In theory"<br /><br />Thanks again Jeff, I just need to fab up an intake pipe to the MAS & I can test/log the difference.||165.228.131.12||reg||14||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||KenGVR4||11-17-2003||11:19 PM||||I'm running a "test" version of his chip which compensates for my RC550's/hacked 1g MAF.  I haven't been able to test the differences fully, but already with my AFC zeroed out (with the exception of the 1-3k RPM LO settings raised to get my O2's to cycle... hacked MAF) it runs fantastic.  The biggest difference I've noted so far is in the midrange, the car is a lot happier because I used to have some odd HI/LO settings to get trims in line as well as be happy at WOT.  Now, since the ECU is working where it's SUPPOSED to be at, and not trying to fight my hack tuning job.  <br /><br />WOT is good, I need to do more logging to get that dialed in, I need to add more fuel for knock suppression, but I'm very happy with the preliminary results.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||11-18-2003||10:22 AM||||I seem to be having good success by tuning the FPR to have a HIGH FUELTRIM of 100%. That seems to put the WOT O2's very close to being right. Then, you can use the MAF screw or AFC to finetune the LOW FUELTRIM. <br />I really feel the difference in the mid-range rpm's too! The car seems to be alot more anxious to go, and the boost comes on quick. I think that this is probably due to using the proper MAS map, because the 2G MAS map ramps up alot faster than a 1G map.<br />Keep the feedback coming guys, and let me know how you got it tuned in so I can make up an FAQ for the new website.||68.218.99.4||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||stevevr4||11-18-2003||01:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> I seem to be having good success by tuning the FPR to have a HIGH FUELTRIM of 100%. That seems to put the WOT O2's very close to being right. Then, you can use the MAF screw or AFC to finetune the LOW FUELTRIM. <br />I really feel the difference in the mid-range rpm's too! The car seems to be alot more anxious to go, and the boost comes on quick. I think that this is probably due to using the proper MAS map, because the 2G MAS map ramps up alot faster than a 1G map.<br />Keep the feedback coming guys, and let me know how you got it tuned in so I can make up an FAQ for the new website. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey who let you out of your cage?  Finish rebuilding those ECU's so you can do mine!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   lol j/k||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000005||slow4dr||11-18-2003||06:03 PM||||I still haven't had a chance to do any logging with mine. But I am in dire need of a FPR first.<br /><br />Anyone want to buy a 35mm TIAL for $150||63.105.169.11||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||11-18-2003||06:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>Hey who let you out of your cage?  Finish rebuilding those ECU's so you can do mine!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    lol j/k </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, I'm all caught up at the moment! I don't have a single (customer's) ECU in the house right now! Of course, I spent 'til midnight Friday and 1AM Saturday here to get them all done  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />Now, hopefully I'll have some time to get a few of my own ECU projects finished   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.63.232.85||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||11-19-2003||03:20 AM||||Jeff, did you ever get those two ecu's and your spare back?  I'm hoping you did!||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000008||4g63t||11-19-2003||05:07 PM||||Hey Jeff, the ABS computer is in the mail, Let me know when it gets there. BTW, it came the other day and it looks great!   Thanks again!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/003664.cgi
A||||18||REDLINEGVR4||Hood Pins Broke on highway||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||11-17-2003||10:49 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Well tonight on my way home from work I was on I-75 south doing about 80 and all of a sudden my Hood pins decide to break and my hood flys up on me. It damaged my wind shield and smached the roof a little. While waiting for Tripple A, a State trooper stoped to see if i was ok. I am fine. When he looked at thr car car he was shocked that I did not end in the gard rail or ditch next to the highway. The tow truck guy said the samething to me. ne how Guys make sure you hood pins are in shape.<br /><br />Ill try yo post pics later||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-17-2003||10:57 PM||||what kind of hood pins? We're they properly installed?  I'm curious why they failed.  Stock hood and no latch?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||11-17-2003||11:12 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1980&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />i had no stock hood latch and the pins were put in right the hooks that hold the pins down bork||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||REDLINEGVR4||11-17-2003||11:18 PM||||broke*<br />more pics tomorrow||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||11-18-2003||12:43 AM||||I'd have to change my underware after that...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||11-18-2003||12:49 AM||||What brand pins?||129.120.56.72||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||91E39A||11-18-2003||02:15 AM||||I forgot to lock my hood pins once and folded the hood back like that at 25mph.  Luckily it did not damaged the windshield.  The best part is, I was so mad that I pounded the hood out with my bare palms.  It is hard to believe that once, it looked like the above picture.<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||11-18-2003||08:05 AM||||looks like those Mr Gasket hood pins ...||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||REDLINEGVR4||11-18-2003||03:16 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1981&width=400" alt=" - " />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1982&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Here are more pics||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||11-18-2003||03:27 PM||||Maybe a safety tether is in order for you hood-pin guys.  Something like a 2' piece of braided wire and some clips.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||Blurple||11-18-2003||07:49 PM||||Geez!  That must have given you one hell of a fright!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     Good your okay tho.||202.49.200.143||reg||1||Blurple||00002801||yes
Z||000011||Vr4nVr6||11-18-2003||08:14 PM||||That's pretty sketchy- good to keep calm in those situations and just look through the opening under the hood while it's up to get to the side of the road.  <br /><br />I had a set of pins from a local Auto Value store that came with lock rings as well as the slide clips that I ran on my other car this summer- I'll take a look at the clips, never heard of any breaking until now.||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000012||Vr4in'||11-19-2003||12:46 AM||||Damn Ross,sorry to hear that...why is it that the Florida guys always get nailed in the ass and always have something break after you had fixed something else to get it running???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Glad to hear you are OK.If you plan on fixing those body parts.I know a guy here that does awesome work cheap.PM me if you need more information.I also have the white one in the back if you want to buy some body parts.<br /><br />Good luck<br /><br />Robby||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000013||Beemer||11-19-2003||03:13 AM||||Glad you're ok bud.  I had one go on my old FJ40 Land Cruiser.  Those cheap ass spring loaded Jeep style hold downs.  Springs rotted out and KAWHAMM.  Very interesting, because the windshield was tilted down to protect it from some trees.  I got the hood..in the head.  Luckily I had my motocross helmet on..doing some cornfield terrace jumping with it.  22 years later my neck still hurts from it.  It sure did a number on your roof though.  I was only doing around 50 when mine popped.  I bent my hood back, got new side pins, drilled pins thru from the radiator support, and finally gave up and used those little padlocks from master lock in the hood pins.  That way nobody could unclip them in a parking lot for fun.  I'd recommend that anyway, as someone could snag your underhood stuff pretty easy.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||11-20-2003||08:43 PM||||I'm sorry to hear that dude.  You've had some bad luck with the Galants.  You're a real trooper to still be sticking with them.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||11-21-2003||02:28 PM||||If my CF hood arrives before you find a new hood, I will donate you my rust/dent free black one.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||tplesko||11-21-2003||02:45 PM||||Man he can't wait that long!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000017||229of1000||11-21-2003||02:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Man he can't wait that long!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000018||REDLINEGVR4||11-21-2003||05:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>   You've had some bad luck with the Galants.  You're a real trooper to still be sticking with them.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ill say<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> If my CF hood arrives before you find a new hood, I will donate you my rust/dent free black one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well get that hood real fast cause i need a hood  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes



ubb/Forum3/003665.cgi
A||||4||jonvr4||Fuel tank||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||11-18-2003||12:23 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||does a awd dsm fuel tank work in a gvr4?||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-18-2003||12:27 AM||||put a fuel cell in you wussie  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Sorry I don't have anything actually helpful to say   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||11-18-2003||12:31 AM||||hehe thats the plan. the talon is almost done and we no longer have any use for the fuel tank. btw are you going to the dyno comp in january? if so we may be going and i think a lot of people are going to be suprised.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||11-18-2003||12:35 AM||||don't know about the dyno comp.  I'll only go if the car is prepared.  I have a long way to go.  I also need to have a built bottom end waiting before I spray the 100 shot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Franckypoo||11-18-2003||10:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> does a awd dsm fuel tank work in a gvr4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, my friends tried to fit one on my car but the mounting points are apparently differents.||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes



ubb/Forum3/003666.cgi
A||||3||jonvr4||Fuel cell||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||11-18-2003||12:44 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||does anyone know the official rules for using a fuel cell for racing? i need to know cause i need to order one this week.||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||11-18-2003||01:02 AM||||Many kinds of racing...and each have their own rules.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||11-18-2003||01:04 AM||||drag, sorry for being unclear.||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||11-18-2003||01:05 AM||||check out the nhra sport compact rule book jon. it's in there...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003667.cgi
A||||9||My_GVR_4||Defi Gauge Setup||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||11-18-2003||01:46 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||Hey, I just came across this website <a href="http://www.horsepowerfreaks.com" target="_blank">www.horsepowerfreaks.com</a><br />They have the Defi Control unit II, among other Defi products pretty cheap.  I just bought the Defi Control Unit II, Boost Gauge and EGT gauge for 498$ shipped.<br /><br />A little pricey, but I think it will be well worth it.  I should be getting it THIS Friday at the latest!  I cant wait.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Rory Conway||68.78.109.221||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||11-18-2003||02:13 AM||||Defi makes good shit. plus they are the only gauge supplier ive seen, besides westach, that makes an EGT gauge that reads higher than 1600F. im plannin on the D-Gauge EGT setup as my next mod. 160$ for a 2000F gauge + probe is pretty decent IMO||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||11-18-2003||02:34 AM||||WRX guys seem to run those a lot with good results. I would love to get the full setup, but I already have $300 worth of Greddy gauges waiting to go in...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||11-19-2003||12:20 PM||||I've had 1st Gen Defi Boost and EGT Guages on both my old GSX and my now GVR4!  I'll ALWAYS use them.  Well worth every penny!  40 second playback for runs, calibratable peak warning, and peak playbacks are sweeeet!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||11-19-2003||12:28 PM||||Post some pics when you get them installed!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||11-19-2003||12:39 PM||||my greddy goes above 1650 deg. by quite a bit too||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Gvr4-330||11-19-2003||06:18 PM||||I really like the Defi gauges, but they were too rich for my blood at the time.  I ended up getting the WRX Style (green backlight w/ yellow needles) Omori boost and EGT gauges.  The Omori gauges read in US units and it goes to 2000deg F I think.  It's definately above 1600.<br /><br />The Omori and the Defi were the only guages I saw that read above 1650deg F.  The Greddy reads above 1650 too, but in Celcius.<br /><br />Rob||68.100.221.119||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000007||HorsepowerFreak||11-20-2003||12:42 PM||||If you get multiple Defi gauges, the cost is a little cheaper because only one control unit is necessary as opposed to the GReddy gauges where each gauge has it's own control unit.  Another benefit is that all of the gauges playback together from the control unit, so you can watch EGT's rise as boost builds, and oil pressure changes, etc.  The new control units have 5 minutes of playback.<br /><br />Take care,<br />Chris.||66.80.48.248||reg||1||HorsepowerFreak||00002859||yes
Z||000008||My_GVR_4||11-20-2003||04:49 PM||||HorsepowerFREAK!..<br /><br />I ordered my DEFI gauges and controller from your sebsite.  CHEAPEST deal/prices I have seen anywhere.  BUT !!!  Everything I ordered said was instock... I got am email saying my GAUGES have shipped, but the controller was a few days out.  So, I will get my gauges Monday and maybe the controller Wed. or Thurs.  Kinda sucks, but..<br /><br />I hope I enjoy the BIG PRICED purchase ($483~ shipped)<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000009||HorsepowerFreak||11-21-2003||12:36 PM||||If you talk with most people, Defi gauges are very hard to come by.  Defi rarely ships what you ask them to, and they are always out of the gauges you need.  It is also very difficult to get Imperial (non-metric) gauges.<br /><br />We stock a ton of gauges but I just found out we ran out of those controllers.  We normally have a ton of controllers in stock.  We're securing some more controllers and will be sending one of them out to you. <br /><br />I'm the owner and don't normally deal with shipping or orders but I often spend some time looking through the forums and answering any questions I can for people.<br /><br />Take care,<br />Chris.||66.80.48.248||reg||1||HorsepowerFreak||00002859||yes



ubb/Forum3/003668.cgi
A||||3||silly4turbo||Come see my web site||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||11-18-2003||10:26 AM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||Ok, not sure if this is the right section to put this, but anyway, I just added some mp3's and video's to my bands web site .. <a href="http://www.thesuburbansky.com" target="_blank">www.thesuburbansky.com</a>  there in the media section of the site.. if you have time, check it out, lemme know what you think ... I'd like to toss up a few GVR4 related stuff to, maybe a few short drags, or something like that...I'll defiantaly be adding car pic's attached to my bio page  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   rok on||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||11-18-2003||11:14 AM||||your website is awesome. good to see anther drummer on here whos band is in the studio!!! i have similar tastes in drummers as well, especially Tool's Danny Carey. However I enjoy Maynard's new found Josh Freese from A Perfect Circle.<br />I wish you the best and keep that site updateed so I can keep checking it out.||131.193.154.129||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||11-19-2003||12:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> your website is awesome. good to see anther drummer on here whos band is in the studio!!! i have similar tastes in drummers as well, especially Tool's Danny Carey. However I enjoy Maynard's new found Josh Freese from A Perfect Circle.<br />I wish you the best and keep that site updateed so I can keep checking it out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hey, thanks for the comments ! I'll be trying to add new stuff as much as I can to keep the site interesting... We'll also be posting gigs and we have a Boton Local TV show being aired soon, so it's all coming together. sounds like your in a band as well, you have a web site ?  as far as drummers go, we have very similar tastes, I'm see A perfect cicle this friday night, that should be cool.  I also think the drummer from Thursday is pretty killer, as well as the guy from Blink 182, I'm not a huge fan of their music, but that guy shreds !||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||11-19-2003||03:23 PM||||no im not in a band really, alot of my best buddies have one together. i just write some music and submit some of my work to them to use. i havent been hitting the skins for a long time, but long enough to come up wiht some wicked beats for songs. thats my contribution to music, and shortly im going to get back into writing everything for myself again.<br />after their album is done being recorded they should be making a site. <br /><br />yeah Thurdays drummer is good, and Travis from Blink is really good, although his band is awful. Well unfortunately APC isnt playing any shows here n Chicago which is kinda pissing me off, but they are playing in South Bend IN during the week i have finals. However they are playing a show in either michigan or wisconsin the week after i get out so i just may take a trip.||65.227.204.150||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003669.cgi
A||||1||REDLINEGVR4||Expensive Eclipse||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||11-18-2003||04:58 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2443758977&category=6352" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2443758977&category=6352</a>||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||11-18-2003||05:14 PM||||My monly payments would only be $20758.36||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003670.cgi
A||||14||galantvr4us||Should I build an ark?||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||11-18-2003||05:34 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||This is my backyard.  Eeek! and it doesn't look like its letting up any.  Its actually gotten worse since I took this picture.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000242.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||1992gvr4||11-18-2003||05:36 PM||||That's a lot of water.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Is your house right next to a pond or stream?||165.121.85.56||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||11-18-2003||05:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1992gvr4:<br /><strong> That's a lot of water.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      Is your house right next to a pond or stream? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep a stream.  In the flood of 93'  we were almost flooded out of our house.  When I was little I would take the little blow up boat and float around in it-Thank god I didn't tip over cause there are some HUGE snapping turtles/snakes that float up.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||Evilnissan||11-18-2003||05:51 PM||||I got flooded last Wednesday, and there calling for flash flood watch tonight 7pm to 7am tomarrow.<br /><br />I finaly hand shoveld the road clear on Saturday, I was going to rent a Terramite to clear the road and redig the ditch for the 4th time this year but they were calling for rain and it never did.<br /><br />The real bad part is I havnt had enuf time to re dig the ditch from where it backup and filled with rock and dirt.  This time if its bad it might wash the whole road away.||208.133.247.8||reg||11||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000004||number3||11-18-2003||05:52 PM||||Katie,<br /><br />You still live at home?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||galantvr4us||11-18-2003||06:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Katie,<br /><br />You still live at home?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was out on my own from 17 till I was 20 but unemployment creeped up on me and couldn't afford to live out on my own and afford bills so I moved back home.  Then I was going to buy a home but decided on paying for the wrx in cash- and now I probably am able to leave again but just don't have a reason to leave quite yet especially since I think I am going to be unemployed in a few months anyway-so I'll save myself the hassel again.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000006||Akidosigh1||11-18-2003||06:54 PM||||got a jet ski?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||11-18-2003||09:15 PM||||Caught any fish yet?||64.233.107.11||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||jcgalantvr4-244||11-18-2003||09:18 PM||||forget the house just get the vr4 to high ground!!!!!!!!!!!!!!||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||11-19-2003||06:10 AM||||Hehe, looks like my backyard.  Well, not yet, but wait 'til spring...  In the flood of '96-7, we were actually evacuated.  But for the week prior, we actually canoed into town to go to school.  Had to sandbag all around our house, move all the furniture upstairs... was crazy.  Our hause actually used to be on stilts, but after they built the Bonneville dam the built a basement around it.  We still have these huge support beams in the basement.  And on older maps, where our house is was labeled an island, lol.  It's a weird thing to chase beavers out of your yard and have to canoe down to the mailbox.||69.59.219.226||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||11-19-2003||04:58 PM||||Katie - you still alive? Do you need me to send you a scuba suit?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||11-19-2003||05:07 PM||||I bet that hot tub floats!<br /><br />I was doing a little exploration for mounting my battery in the trunk and when I peeled back the liner on the passenger side I notice about 4" of water down inside the body!  Looks like it was leaking in through the taillight area -- but I was stunned at the quantity of water.<br /><br />I was thinking that I should at least drill a little drain hole there, but feared it rusting out if I did.  Also, dumb question... is that tube that runs through there (from roof) and dumps by the muffler... is that the sunroof drain?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||galantvr4us||11-19-2003||05:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Katie - you still alive? Do you need me to send you a scuba suit?      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Water coming from all sides...can barely stay afloat...get that scuba suit here quick...hurry...............    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />Actually water went down early this morning so everything is A OK.  Believe you me the galant would be first priority.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Hertz yes that tube is for the sunroof drain.....<br /><br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||11-19-2003||11:25 PM||||yeah damn WTF is up with this weather here inthe midwest? your backyard is insane, looks like the ones out here. My buddy and I were making jokes on the train going to school today about swimming in peoples backyards, since so many were flooded out. what a miserable day tuesday was. my umbrella didnt do shit for me walking to and from class b/c the rain was coming down sideways due to the wind, so i had to sit in class with wet jeans, absoltely nasty feeling. <br /><br />i just dont get it out here, today we were peeking 60 degrees in chicago and if i recall, its November 19th. The weathermen on the news are calling for near record breaking warmth here in the next few days. AHhhhhhh the joys of Chicago weather.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.200.73.173||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||11-20-2003||09:31 AM||||anyone remember the flood in georgia(?) a couple of years ago, where a cemetary got flooded, and a couple hundred caskets came up?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003671.cgi
A||||4||RayH||Monster Neon||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||11-18-2003||06:31 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6472&item=2443208104#ebayphotohosting" target="_blank">Monster Neon</a> <br /><br />Mmmmm... Flame throwers...||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||crucible||11-18-2003||07:48 PM||||Holey shit!!!<br />I love those off the wall high lift thingy mabobs.Amazing what people can and WILL DO.<br />Funny thing is its right around where I live yet havent seen it.I might email the genius behind that creation.I wonder what Dodge engineers would think||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||11-18-2003||11:52 PM||||Move aside Segway, I got a new topper for my list of least useful vehicles!||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||Eclipse182||11-19-2003||06:49 AM||||Lmao, that thing was in the Want Ad Digest back here in like July, they STILL havent sold that thing?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||64.185.132.197||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||11-19-2003||09:02 AM||||gee, i'd buy it. not for 5k though.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/003672.cgi
A||||3||Vr4in'||Just bought a Volvo 760 Turbo||||12||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||11-18-2003||06:40 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I bought a 1990 Volvo 760 today.The car's condition can't get any better.The only thing wrong with the car is that a couple exhaust manifold studs broke into the head.Other then that,it runs awesome.I got it for only 400.00 .I was wondering if anybodyknow a good way to fix these studs without removing the head or any other tecnique to fix this problem.I wil post pics when the motor is back together.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br /><br />Robby Cheaib||172.147.236.169||reg||12||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-18-2003||11:57 PM||||drill and tap on the car .   Good luck  I've done it, it sucks.  My friend has one of the station wagons with big exhaust,  a big t-3 and 16 pounds of boost its silly to see a station wagon doing hole shots from every red light and smoking the tires.||67.25.35.140||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||11-19-2003||12:13 AM||||lol yea. a friend of mine has the 850R sedan. upgraded intake, exhaust, IC and the "free" mods done. thing thing can haul||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||raceman77||11-20-2003||12:40 AM||||hey RC,congrats on the Volvo,great parts hauler.l`ve had several V-turbos and they`re fast and stealthy.To repair those broken studs you need access so pull the mani.assy off.USE A CENTER PUNCH,get the pilot hole drilled in the studs(drill a pilot hole),drill a size or two up,this is where you`re happy you used a center punch to get a clean,centered hole.You may find you need a 90' attachment on your drill for clearance.Once the tension is removed from the stud by the big hole through it you can remove with an   " easy out" bit.Sometimes these removals go real smooth,other times you wished you`d drilled the hole straighter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||198.81.26.75||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes



ubb/Forum3/003673.cgi
A||||19||Vr4nVr6||Anybody here Ice race?||||1||||Vr4nVr6||00002244
Z||000000||Vr4nVr6||11-18-2003||08:19 PM||aagvt@aol.com||Just wondering if there are any ice racers here.  I plan on ice racing my car with the SCCV in club events on Lake Champlain this winter.  I raced my winter car last year(Audi 4000 Quattro) and had an amazing time.  Can't wait to get the vr4 out on the ice to see how it measures up to other awd guys.||216.204.169.205||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||11-18-2003||08:54 PM||||I haven't done any official ice racing.  But I went to a rallycross that was completely all ice with a thin dusting of snow.  Lots of fun.  And it's always funny when you're aiming for SNOW to get traction.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||atc250r||11-18-2003||10:03 PM||||I have never ice raced cars but my friends and I ice race these annually.<br /><br />     <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~durchanek2/images/farahead2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />    <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~durchanek2/images/icebike.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Oh God I can't wait for it to get cold!!!! These are pics of my buddies bike, mine are not hosted anywhere yet. BTW mine is just as mint but mine is WAY faster, 100mph+!!!<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000003||curtis||11-18-2003||11:55 PM||||I raced a trans am last year after a snow storm.  He was pissed he could go over 10 mph. I would pull past him, pull off, them catch up then pull away.  He finally pulled off,  I think he got pissed at the 10 foot rooster tails from all four tires.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.35.140||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||11-19-2003||01:13 PM||||I go to Sherbrooke Que Every year to photograph IRSI ice racing..  here are some pics. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dentsport.com/irsi2002/" target="_blank">IRSI Ice Racing</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Franckypoo||11-19-2003||03:58 PM||||I was at the Sherbrooke Ice races last year too as a journalist for a Tuning magazine here in Quebec.<br /><br />I'm starting Rallye-cross this winter and one of the series is supposed to be on an ice track.  But it's too bad studs are not permitted!  But I'm we will have a lot of fun!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||11-19-2003||09:38 PM||||Francois, you were there too!? I've gone for 3 years now! There's more at <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.demeis.com/motorsport/competition/competition.html" target="_blank">Article</a> <br /><br />and <a href="http://www.werksrally.com" target="_blank">www.werksrally.com</a><br /><br />I'm going again this year if it's to be held. My friends from Montreal are also photographers and we should all meet for a beer at East Side Marios! <br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||Vr4nVr6||11-19-2003||09:47 PM||||Here are some pics from our events on Lake Champlain:<br /><br />A set of superstud tires(he should have more but still a superstud set)<br />  <img src="http://vermontracing.com/photo/ice/2003/02-09-03/images/DSC01499.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />A super-studded GTi drifting<br /> <img src="http://vermontracing.com/photo/ice/2003/02-16-03/images/DSC01534.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Me in my old Quattro coming around the last turn.<br />  <img src="http://vermontracing.com/photo/ice/2003/02-23-03/images/DSC01559.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Partial view of the course in Mallets bay; it goes out around the island:<br />  <img src="http://vermontracing.com/photo/ice/2003/02-23-03/images/DSC01569.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />There are more pics on vermontracing.com; I'm working on finding a video we have that is decently edited with good footage- I'll post it if I can locate it.  It's a good time- if any of you guys are in the Northeast I would recommend getting in on some ice time trials.  The drifting is amazing.||192.149.109.218||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000008||Vr4nVr6||11-19-2003||11:27 PM||||<a href="http://www.vermontracing.com/remote_posting/dubsnorth/itt.wmv" target="_blank">For anyone interested, here is a quick vid(mostly Audi Quattro).</a>  Click right on it or right click and save as.  Thanks to <a href="http://www.Vermontracing.com" target="_blank">http://www.Vermontracing.com</a> for hosting.||192.149.109.218||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000009||bleck||11-20-2003||09:32 AM||||Holy crap Andrew!  You're killing me.  Sure makes me miss my 200.  Dammit!! When do you guys do this?  I wanna take the fam up to VT this winter, maybe I'll make it coincide with one of these ice events!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||11-20-2003||11:20 AM||||Do they do this all on mallets bay? I am from NY across from burlington and I never saw or heard of any of that around me.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||Vr4nVr6||11-20-2003||01:16 PM||||They hold these events every other weekend throughout the winter.  The schedule is posted on <a href="http://www.sccv.org" target="_blank">http://www.sccv.org</a> later on in the winter when the lake begins to freeze.  They race on Lake Champlain at Mallets Bay normally as well as Lake Iroquois(sp?) which is in Winooski(about 10 minutes outside of Burlington).  It's understandable that even if you live in the area that you don't hear about the events- there is little to no advertising beyond the SCCV website, the forums over on our local VW/Audi club(Dubsnorth.com) and word of mouth.  I'm sure I'll keep you guys updated as I get closer to prepping the vr4 for joining the fun(the main thing that concerns me is the metal gasktank and the jagged ice).||192.149.109.218||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000012||VTGVR4||11-20-2003||01:42 PM||||i went to an event at lake iroquois, right outside of hinesburg.  that was a COLD %@#@$#$#^ DAY!!!! Damn!!   <br />not sure if you saw me, but i was the guy that was walking all over with a handi cam, two dogs (husky and little black terrier). i was driving the gvr4 at that time too, and the guy with the 80's toyota had to tow me out of the ditch when i tried to leave. (entrance was sheet ice on a 25% down slope!) and no, all the beer that was consumed there had NOTHING to do with getting stuck!)    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />did you see the studs in the red audi quattro? i forget the guys name, he used to work at sportscar before they laid him off. the studs were really like 2" drywall screws  or something, wildest thing i ever saw.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000013||Franckypoo||11-21-2003||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Francois, you were there too!? I've gone for 3 years now! There's more at <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.demeis.com/motorsport/competition/competition.html" target="_blank">Article</a> <br /><br />and <a href="http://www.werksrally.com" target="_blank">www.werksrally.com</a><br /><br />I'm going again this year if it's to be held. My friends from Montreal are also photographers and we should all meet for a beer at East Side Marios! <br /><br />Alex </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was there last year and all the previous years except 2002 which I miss.  But I was there as a reporter only for 2003.  <br /><br />That was the most fun I had there!  it's incredible to be standing on the snow banks about 2 or 3 feets from the cars.  <br /><br />Maybe we've seen each others there without knowing!  I was with a photograph named Hugo Sebastien Aubert (something like that)  is he by any chance one of your friends?||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000014||ProudDSM||11-21-2003||11:52 PM||||Yes.<br />  <img src="http://glittle.is-a-geek.com/testsite/images/MyGVR4_IceSolo_Mvc-459f.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://glittle.is-a-geek.com/testsite/images/MyGVR4_IceSolo_Mvc-442f.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://glittle.is-a-geek.com/testsite/images/MyGVR4_IceSolo_Mvc-453f.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />That was last year. I was on bald summer tires, and had a really bad second gear. Hopefully this year it will be cold enough for the lake to freeze over as the car is in better shape now.<br /><br />I just need some front rotors REAL bad.<br /><br />-George||66.67.104.94||reg||1||ProudDSM||00000638||yes
Z||000015||chadhayashi||11-22-2003||03:54 AM||||I raced on Georgetown (CO) resevior a few yrs back. Complete waste of my time. They had those badass modified Jeeps w/ ~3" spikes in the tires, yet the street cars had to use non studded tires. Even though we ran on a different course. I was there from 6 am to 4 pm and had 3 minutes of driving time. <br />It was so damn cold out (20 mph wind and shadow of mtn) that you had to stay in your car. <br />It was actually worse than the SOLO II events here in Colorado. I can think of better way to spend $40 and 8 hrs.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000016||Vr4nVr6||11-24-2003||04:39 PM||||Ouch, $40 for only a few runs in 8 hours definitely sounds like a poor set up.  We spend $10/member and $15/non-member per event and keep the line moving nicely.  One car finishes and another pulls up and starts.  The cars are running out on the lake most of the time to keep warm here as well.  It's expected for the wind to get moving on the open lake but towards the end of the spring season in '03 we had some pleasantly sunny and warm racing weekends where I got away with just a sweatshirt out on the ice.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Vr4nVr6||00002244||yes
Z||000017||silly4turbo||11-25-2003||12:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4nVr6:<br /><strong> Ouch, $40 for only a few runs in 8 hours definitely sounds like a poor set up.  We spend $10/member and $15/non-member per event and keep the line moving nicely.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">15 bucks ! I'll be seeing you in VT this winter !||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000018||DeanCouchey||11-25-2003||12:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's expected for the wind to get moving on the open lake  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes yes yes, I have lost many ice fishing lures in the middle of lake champlain in the winters! Winds get whipping out there!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000019||skivittlerjimb||12-03-2003||11:51 AM||||Dang I do need to get off my a** this winter and get in a ice racing day or two... I've been trying to get involved with SCC of VT ever since moving up here 5 years ago but it never comes together.  <br /><br />Unfortunately they lost their autox venue last year and had to cancel most all the autox events. Ironic that it's easier to ice race in VT than autox.  They do have a couple track days at St. Laurence Motor Park in upstate NY, though, as well as several hillclimbs.  <br /><br />Funny, too, Andrew... my last car before the GVR4 was an '86 4kq.  After one winter in the VR4 my  perception is that the 4kq was easier to rotate and hang the tail out in snow.  Dog slow in a straight line compared to the VR4 though... 115hp vs. 200+hp (hopefully I'm getting at least that now) makes a big difference.  For a while I considered a 10v turbo conversion for the 4kq but it's very hard to justify the expense for someone who doesn't have access to a shop.  Lots of horror stories of year-long 5cyl. turbo conversions on the Audi forums...||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes



ubb/Forum3/003674.cgi
A||||4||josh91vr4||oooooh crap.||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||11-18-2003||10:09 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Man, i love michigan weather. I pulled into my friends drive today only to find that it wasn't there anymore. She's always had a low spot at the end, but this time all concrete was removed, and there was a 6"+ drop into wet sand (nicely covered by a puddle)<br />I hear a little crunch and decide to keep going.. oops. <br />Long story short, big truck pulls me out, i almost run over my new (as of last week) 3" SS Certified turbo-back. Luckily, it separated at the rear joint, doesn't look to be badly damaged at all. I have yet to peek under the car, as it is still dark. Pics:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1989" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1989&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1990" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1990&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Don't worry. It looks like no welds were broken, just a small dent in the top pic (VERY small, considering) and one of the hanger hooks is bent out of place.||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||11-19-2003||08:44 AM||||fock!||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||11-19-2003||09:47 AM||||Yeah,<br /><br />That's mighigan for you. Gotta loe those roads.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||josh91vr4||11-19-2003||06:49 PM||||Happy to report that nothing under the car was damaged, it's all back together and good as new with the exception of a few scratches and the one small dent.<br />WOOHOO!||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000004||crucible||11-19-2003||08:50 PM||||Good to hear ya come out okay.<br />And get a functioning jack before you hurt yourself!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/003675.cgi
A||||7||turbowop||screw the numbered key fob||||6||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||11-19-2003||05:04 AM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||I got something better.....<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1996" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1996&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I still wish I had my keyfob, but this will have to do.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||6||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||11-19-2003||05:46 AM||||Wow, I knew Mitsu keys were huge, but that guy's tiny!  And yes, I'm jealous.  Does that come with all Tein susp. kits?||69.59.219.226||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||11-19-2003||05:48 AM||||Actually, he didn't come with my Teins. I got him off ebay about a week ago.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||11-19-2003||11:41 AM||||I have like 10 of those little guys and a bunch of the shock keychains (in one of the boxes I still haven't unpacked)...I got them when the Tein reps came to visit the shop before we closed...I set up 4 Dampa-chi Dolls around the baby's room since he's supposed to be a protector against evil-doers...<br /><br />Just so you guys have a heads up when buying the keychains and dolls on ebay (so you can save some money)...The Dampa-chi Doll that sells on eBay for $25 you can buy directly from Tein for $14, the Dampa-chi Doll keychain you can buy for like $10 you can get from Tein for $8 and the shock keychain that sells for $20 is like $13 through Tein....||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||stevevr4||11-19-2003||11:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong>I set up 4 Dampa-chi Dolls around the baby's room since he's supposed to be a protector against evil-doers...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dampa-chi?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000005||CCDSM69||11-19-2003||11:50 AM||||Dampa-chi...when they give the doll to shops they give a pamphlet that says something like "Keep Dampa-chi in your showroom at all times that way he can fend off any evil-doers and theifs" <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shopresponse.com/eb/tein_dampachi_doll_01eb.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||11-19-2003||11:53 AM||||Only from Japan... the people that brought us Pikachu, Tamagotchi, Hello Kitty, Doraemon...<br />They just have a love for cute things...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||11-19-2003||11:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong> <img src="http://www.shopresponse.com/eb/tein_dampachi_doll_01eb.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sweet, its like a lil pimp||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum3/003676.cgi
A||||2||AWD4DR||J-Spec VR4||||1||||AWD4DR||00001314
Z||000000||AWD4DR||11-19-2003||01:27 PM||awd4dr@turbologic.net||For 1200 dollars,1500-2000 dosent seem that bad to get it sent over..<br /><br /><a href="http://www.japanesevehicles.com/car.php?SNRef=33857" target="_blank">http://www.japanesevehicles.com/car.php?SNRef=33857</a>||68.80.248.151||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||11-19-2003||02:50 PM||||Link works, web site doesn't give me anything.  Can't search, either.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||1992gvr4||11-19-2003||02:54 PM||||Yeah the website didnt work for me either. It just kept reloading each time i hit search.||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes



ubb/Forum3/003677.cgi
A||||3||gvr4ever||Project Gotham Racing 2||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||11-19-2003||02:41 PM||||Anyone play it yet?<br /><br />This game ROCKS!!!  My steering thumb sure is sore, but I really enjoy this game.  <br /><br />The cars drive like real cars and they got the engine sounds right on.  Also getting points for drifting, getting airborn, passing, taking a good line in a corner is fun.  So far 110 is my best on a drift.<br /><br />I think this has to be the best driving simulator on a game consol so far.  I once got to play a ferarri simulator for two hours for free.  That was a blast.  I got pretty good with all the assist turned off.  I think PGR2 comes in 2nd best to any simulator I've seen.  As far as the cars driving like real cars.  I even got the 3000 GT VR4 to spin in one spot.<br /><br />btw, I got it for $41.88 at sams club.  Me hate paying full markup price.||205.242.228.40||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||11-19-2003||03:07 PM||||I played the first one, which was great... so this one must really rock!  I've got PS2 though.  Which I'm happy with, I very rarely get to play anyways... I'm still working on Gran Turismo 3!||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||11-19-2003||03:54 PM||||good to hear it a great game, I was thinking of getting it next week, you can play live ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||11-19-2003||04:19 PM||||Yes, you can play this game live.  It came with a two month trial, but my box had 2 cards, so I guess I get 4 months.<br /><br />I have not activated it yet.  I might try this weekend when I have more time.  I wish I would have waited for the XBOX.  I got mine about three months ago for $199.  That was a decent deal for what you get, but now it is $179 with the live package.  Doh!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I'm guessing the price dropped even more because the anoucment was made that the next xbox will be out the end of 04.  <br /><br />Now, I would like to see a basic OS on it with media player so you can play true 1080i/720p movies on it.  And a DVI output  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003678.cgi
A||||7||iceman69510||For Harry||||1||||iceman69510||00000038
Z||000000||iceman69510||11-19-2003||05:36 PM||||Here's a website for you Harry if you have not yet seen it.  Nothing to do with Jon Ripple though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.tre.com" target="_blank">tre dot com</a>||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000001||skivittlerjimb||12-03-2003||12:54 PM||||Interesting thread for this ex Honda/Audi type...<br />A few of the cars I've been associated with:<br /><br />82 4000s diesel- Prob. about 40hwp, honestly. Unassisted (no power) brakes. 50+ mpg. Hard to believe it got up enough speed to put into a telephone pole on a rainy day as a stupid 17 year old, long ago.  Ran like a top with close to 200k and almost no major problems until I wrecked it...<br /><br />86 CRX Si- low hp, incredibly fun, though, 38 hwy mpg, perfect autox platform, IMHO.  Wish I still had it (got t-boned a couple years back).<br /><br />1986 4kq- took a chance on it a few years back and got burned.  Decent car when it ran well, very fun and tossable in the snow, would be a great rally project car.  Needed major work much of the time.  Lotsa stupid probs. and things that wore out quickly.<br /><br />87 Coupe GT 2.3l 5 cyl- decent car, good cruiser, unique looks.  Shoulda kept it a while longer.<br /><br />90 90 Quattro 20V Sedan- 2.3 5cyl NA engine, about 167 hp, but a heavy car.  Great car, excellent build quality, but needed a fair bit of care and feeding of relatively expensive parts.  Was at 160k+ when I sold it but folks reg. get 250k+ out of these without ever getting into the engine internals.  Very expensive to make one go fast, though.  '90 and '91 Audi Coupe Quattros were one of the best looking cars in recent history, IMHO.<br /><br />1993 Passat VR6 Wagon- total POS.  Smooth motor, everything else sucked.  Big trunk, though.<br /><br />1994 S4- The bomb.  Awesome car, bone stock.  Had to sell it when I went back to grad school.  Still lust after them, but def. not too easy to work on and very $ parts.  Looking forward to dusting one of the many running around up here in VT when the VR4 gets a few more goodies.  Very easy car to mod for power via chip tuning.<br /><br />The moral, dunno, but I had to swear off of Audi and VWs with their pricey repairs.  Prob. better all around cars than most when they run right, but be ready with the checkbook after the warranty runs out.<br /><br />Very impressed with a 167k 12 year old Japanese car with a turbo that has no major problems.  Color me a happy Mitsu owner for the time being.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||12-03-2003||02:13 PM||||Nothing on that page.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||drew||12-03-2003||03:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by skivittlerjimb:<br /><strong> Interesting thread for this ex Honda/Audi type...<br />A few of the cars I've been associated with:<br /><br />82 4000s diesel- Prob. about 40hwp, honestly. Unassisted (no power) brakes. 50+ mpg. Hard to believe it got up enough speed to put into a telephone pole on a rainy day as a stupid 17 year old, long ago.  Ran like a top with close to 200k and almost no major problems until I wrecked it...<br /><br />86 CRX Si- low hp, incredibly fun, though, 38 hwy mpg, perfect autox platform, IMHO.  Wish I still had it (got t-boned a couple years back).<br /><br />1986 4kq- took a chance on it a few years back and got burned.  Decent car when it ran well, very fun and tossable in the snow, would be a great rally project car.  Needed major work much of the time.  Lotsa stupid probs. and things that wore out quickly.<br /><br />87 Coupe GT 2.3l 5 cyl- decent car, good cruiser, unique looks.  Shoulda kept it a while longer.<br /><br />90 90 Quattro 20V Sedan- 2.3 5cyl NA engine, about 167 hp, but a heavy car.  Great car, excellent build quality, but needed a fair bit of care and feeding of relatively expensive parts.  Was at 160k+ when I sold it but folks reg. get 250k+ out of these without ever getting into the engine internals.  Very expensive to make one go fast, though.  '90 and '91 Audi Coupe Quattros were one of the best looking cars in recent history, IMHO.<br /><br />1993 Passat VR6 Wagon- total POS.  Smooth motor, everything else sucked.  Big trunk, though.<br /><br />1994 S4- The bomb.  Awesome car, bone stock.  Had to sell it when I went back to grad school.  Still lust after them, but def. not too easy to work on and very $ parts.  Looking forward to dusting one of the many running around up here in VT when the VR4 gets a few more goodies.  Very easy car to mod for power via chip tuning.<br /><br />The moral, dunno, but I had to swear off of Audi and VWs with their pricey repairs.  Prob. better all around cars than most when they run right, but be ready with the checkbook after the warranty runs out.<br /><br />Very impressed with a 167k 12 year old Japanese car with a turbo that has no major problems.  Color me a happy Mitsu owner for the time being. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">um... okay?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||drew||12-03-2003||03:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Nothing on that page.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It talks about not being able to imagine life without 3.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||skivittlerjimb||12-03-2003||04:03 PM||||Doh, very sorry... post was obviously meant for a different VW/Audi bash thread.  Not sure how it ended up here..<br /><br />Come on, everybody chant with me...<br /><br />NOO-B, NOO-B<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||12-03-2003||04:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by skivittlerjimb:<br /><strong>  Not sure how it ended up here..<br /><br />Come on, everybody chant with me...<br /><br />NOO-B, NOO-B </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ok, some ideas: you went walking around the hotel parking lot in a muscle T during this 15 degree day?||206.15.136.234||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||12-03-2003||04:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Nothing on that page.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you on dial-up?  I has lots of moving graphics.  You might have to wait for it.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/003679.cgi
A||||161||keydiver||This is BS!||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||11-19-2003||06:37 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Ok guys, what should I do about this:<br />"Dear Jeffrey C Oberholtzer (keydiver@yahoo.com),<br />**PLEASE READ THIS IMPORTANT EMAIL REGARDING YOUR LISTING(S)**<br />We would like to let you know that we removed your listing:<br />2443280116 Stage Two DSM Turbo Performance Chip !!<br />because a Verified Rights Owner (VeRO) Program participant notified us, <br />under penalty of perjury, that your listing or the item itself <br />infringes their copyright, trademark, or other rights.<br />We have credited any associated fees to your account.  We have also <br />notified the bidders that the listing(s) was removed, and that they are <br />not obligated to complete the transaction.<br />If you relist this or any other similar items on eBay, your account <br />likely will be suspended.  <br />If you believe your listing was ended in error, or have questions <br />regarding the removal of this listing, please contact the VeRO Program <br />participant directly at:<br />Strictly German Autowerks<br />vwsales@spiritone.com"<br /><br />Has anyone ever heard of Strictly German Autowerks:<br /><a href="http://www.strictlygerman.com/" target="_blank">http://www.strictlygerman.com/</a><br />or, Jim Lutz???<br />It turns out, as I just got off the phone with Todd Day himself, that Todd sold all the rights to TMO to Mr. Lutz, who has a serious problem with my pricing. They want a 25% royalty on all sales, so I guess either my prices go up, or I'm getting out of the chip business.<br />Todd claims to have copyrights and patents on his chips, and he seems to think that this covers "features", not just actual code.<br />I did my best to avoid this conflict, rewriting the code as best I could to avoid copyright issues. But, it seems that this wasn't good enough for Todd.<br />What would you do???<br />Jeff O.||67.34.229.178||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||11-19-2003||06:40 PM||||Change the wording a little bit. <br /><br />That and I'd ask him to see the copyright paperwork to see what it covers. And also when it expires.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||11-19-2003||06:43 PM||||Id continue to make them for folks and take cash as payment . This is a bunch of bullshit . You have done nothing but help folks in an area that you excell in . Figures that some money grubbing scumbag has to play "lets make everybody a criminal" Id talk to a lawyer I dont think you can copyright all of the things a chip can do . You have the whole community's support I'm sure of that .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||11-19-2003||06:51 PM||||Go underground. Plus it makes you "cooler" and chicks will dig you better. It's a "insta cool" key word -underground- like anything that says illegal infront of it. The women will flock to you.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||Ash||11-19-2003||06:51 PM||||That is so bloody rude!!<br /><br />Echo Meshwork's comments.  <br /><br />Is this guy even selling any of them?  His page is all "Strictly German" after all, and DSM's aren't german are they?  Surely the copyright can only cover the code, there are various chip writers here in Aust that remap all sorts of ECU's without crap like this happening. What if you rename the features?  if say they have launch control listed as such call it a stutterbox or vica versa.  I'd definatley be asking a lawyer to look over the copyright paperwork. I'f this guy isn't selling them then surely his denying the DSM community of this technology could somnehow be used against him.  <br />I thought TMO never did injector/MAS compensation?  Couldn't you still sell these chips then?  And maybe offer the stutterbox/guage functions for free download?  25% on $0 is still nothing.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||josh91vr4||11-19-2003||06:58 PM||||Give the chips away for free (or $1 for hardware) and accept donations. At a certain donation level, write the code onto the chip as a 'favor'  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />I would be inclined to say that they can't do sh*t except one instance comes to mind: Nextel walkie talkies. They had the concept patented, which was total BS, but now that patent has expired, and everyone else is doing their own rendition of it.<br />I agree, get a copy of the patent, and see what exactly is patented... After all, if the stutterbox concept is patented, then MSD is breaking the rules with their ignition stutterbox stuff. Or we can at least get the guy's address off of the patent and go bitch slap him for being a punk.||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000006||drew||11-19-2003||07:01 PM||||I would also bring it to the attention of the larger DSM community. I think the Keydiver chips are so much more superior that the TMO products.<br /><br />Rally them to boycott the TMO stuff, and bring your case to the masses. <br /><br />If you have any patent law friends, ask them thier personal, private opinion.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||autobahntom||11-19-2003||07:05 PM||||another instance of time passage before offering similar products is by the inventor of the Escort radar detector. He had to wait ten years before selling his own (the Valentine One).<br />Don't know about the donation thing though, renaming the features is a great idea though; but MSD (and others) use 'stutterbox' as the name of their feature, so I am not sure why you cannot. <br />A patent or copyright lawyer would be more help than a regular lawyer if you could find one in that specialty.<br />The other thing is to do is for the moderators of this list to now allow any new members for a while as they could be potential spies for Lutz or Day. (or like someone suggested a while back to have to have a reference from another member to get on board).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000008||Pappy||11-19-2003||07:08 PM||||Well, the idea of the stutterbox, and some of the other features on the chip aren't new concepts.  So I don't know how they can patent them.  And on top of that, you are writing different code.<br /><br />Because of this, I will never purchase something from TMO.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000009||Dan D||11-19-2003||07:11 PM||||If all he has is a copyright, there isn't anything he can do.  <br /><br />"Copyright provides writers, artists, and other creators of expressive works the right to control how their works are used. This right covers the expression of these works, and not the ideas they contain. A work is protected by copyright the moment it is set down in tangible form. Copyrights can be registered with the Library of Congress's Copyright Office, but there is no requirement to register any copyright."<br /><br />Copyright does not protect ideas, concepts, systems, or methods of doing something. You may express your ideas in writing or drawings and claim copyright in your description, but be aware that copyright will not protect the idea itself as revealed in your written or artistic work.<br /><br />Basically, a copy right protects the expression of an idea, but does nothing to protect the idea itself.  If you expressed the idea differently, then there is nothing they can do.<br /><br />If there is a patent on the TMO chip, different story.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||11-19-2003||07:32 PM||||the bottom line is it will cost big bucks to defend this.  i think they gotta send you a formal cease and desist notice, but maybe not.  even if you win, the cost isnt worth it.  perhaps you can approach this from a different angle, instead of chips, something like ecu programming, they send you the whole ecu, then install the socket and the new chip.  and even if you get advice from an attorney, they can still sue, and you still have to defend.  bmw does this all the time to independent shops.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||Ash||11-19-2003||07:35 PM||||But I don't see how they have a case, take this layman computer nerd example - Microsoft Word and Corel(or whoever owns it) Wordperfect.  They do the same thing, work pretty much the same way, but are coded/presented differently and co-exist together on the market without any dramas, afaik (though Bill may own them both anyway, who knows).<br /><br />Geez I hate how there is justice only for those with the deepest pockets.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000012||SLedge||11-19-2003||07:38 PM||||I have a couple of patents on stuff; at least a couple of my past employers have pattents on my work.  Personally I don't think they're much of an impediment to ya Jeff; realistically you could patent the exact same thing twice just by describing it differently.  <br /><br />Rather than a "stutterbox" you offer a "driver-selectable maximum engine speed limit" (that could *happen* to be wired to the clutch switch).  Or just add some additional twist which still maintains the functionality.<br /><br />Get the patent information, which is a matter of public record, and see exactly what Todd claims to have invented.  Then just word and work around it.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000013||CCDSM69||11-19-2003||08:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> I have a couple of patents on stuff; at least a couple of my past employers have pattents on my work.  Personally I don't think they're much of an impediment to ya Jeff; realistically you could patent the exact same thing twice just by describing it differently.  <br /><br />Rather than a "stutterbox" you offer a "driver-selectable maximum engine speed limit" (that could *happen* to be wired to the clutch switch).  Or just add some additional twist which still maintains the functionality.<br /><br />Get the patent information, which is a matter of public record, and see exactly what Todd claims to have invented.  Then just word and work around it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree...that's how the pharmacutical companies do it...It's espically helpful if you have an added feature or two or have improved the item in some way. <br /><br /><a href="http://patents.cos.com/" target="_blank">you can get patent information here</a>||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000014||KenGVR4||11-19-2003||08:28 PM||||How can someone hold a patent or copyright on something that is just a modification of another product?  I guess Mitsubishi better go talk to TMO about him copying their code, eh?<br /><br />Seriously though, what I would do is go talk to an intellectual property lawyer and see what, and if there is any recourse in the matter.  From what little I know about intellectual property law, they would have to prove that you directly copied their product and sold it as your own to show that you have actually infringed on their patent,copyright or trade secret (which I doubt they actually hold, as getting a patent/copyright can be very expensive)  From everything I have read about your chips, you have figured out the code on your own, and took steps to ensure that the final product didn't infringe on TMO's code to begin with. <br /><br />And I'd like to finish this by saying, Todd Day can eat my ass.  He's desperately trying to hold onto "his" idea (which it's not), even though he stopped supporting his product (and the DSM community in general) a long time ago.  I tried getting a hold of him on many occasions about problems I was having with my TMO eprom and never got a reply.  Jeff was kind enough to let me help him test out his new mods by burning me a new chip and giving it to me to test (Yeah that's right. FREE, not 300 dollars like some other ECU Tooner).  The few minor issues I had, he had an answer for almost immediately. <br /><br />Thanks Jeff... we've got your back.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000015||Tommyquest||11-19-2003||08:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by josh91vr4:<br /><strong>Nextel walkie talkies. They had the concept patented, which was total BS, but now that patent has expired, and everyone else is doing their own rendition of it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually Motorola has the patent on the technology. Nextel had an exclusive contract with Motorola to use it and that contract has expired. Hence Verizon's PTT||68.161.18.11||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000016||s_firestone||11-19-2003||08:35 PM||||You really need to post this same thread over on the GVR4 Yahoo group so it gets around quicker what this guy is up to.  <br /><br />I personally don't see how he could claim patents on *any* Mitsubishi proprietary technology including microcode which was already patented and likely copyrighted inside and out.  Furthermore since the original microcode was co-developed by Mitsubishi *and* likely Chrysler their are probably further patents and protections.<br /><br />His modification of Mitsubishi microcode whether original or not is not in and of itself considered an original work.  <br /><br />Were it that this were the case a hacker could patent and copyright an exploit to a piece of software and market it as a new product.<br /><br />Even for his original code to be copyrightable it would likely require approval and proper licensing from Mitsubishi and the US Government (EPA) since his modifications affect the operation of an internal combustion engine which is strictly regulated on public roads.  <br /><br />Classically automobile companies have done little to impede consumers fair use rights with respect to "their" technology.  Unlike software companies, car companies do not shove EULA's down peoples throat in an attempt to limit or define fitness for a particular purpose.  But they reserve and own the rights nonetheless.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  What if they did?  That would be scary...<br /><br /><br />The *real* worth of the modified code and the time it took to develop and test it *is* worth money.  But this is why companies usually have to copyright a trademark name for the finished item.  Case and point, you cannot re-invent the frisbee but you can give it a slick bling bling name, pretty colors and market it to death as a Scam-O instead of Wham-O.  <br /><br />FACT IS that KeyDiver likely knows as much about DSM code as Todd Day.  I would pay not for a raw TMO chip with untested code but the expertise and careful testing that went into it(see Wheres Waldo).  Hence any DSM Mod chip made by KeyDiver is worth money, it comes from KeyDiver.  And KeyDiver exists.  <br /><br />Would anyone buy a DSM Mod chip from someone with no expertise?  Ok well some Eeediots would but...Not I.  Todd Day did a "Wheres Waldo" and with him went the expertise.<br /><br />Remember technically this guy from Germany is just selling car parts(hehe).  Your selling car parts with a smile(and a clue).  He's just pi$$ed because he wants to charge what TMO did.<br /><br />You might try selling ECU repair service/socketing  to get around his ridiculous claims.  You might sell an ECU update subscription instead of the chip itself.  <br /><br />You also might inform Ebay that he is selling unlicensed copyrighted and altered Mitsubishi code.  For that fact it is probable that *ALL* Mod chips on Ebay fall in the same category.<br /><br />To end this I would like to buy one of *KeyDiver's* magical upgrades real soon (as if there was was any question as to who's product I would buy).  What is your turnaround time and what minimum supporting mods are necessary?????  <br /><br />Sorry for the rant.  <br /><br />Best of Luck KeyDiver,<br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 "Mitsubishi" Galant VR-4<br />Belize Green #918 of 1000||24.170.24.127||reg||9||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000017||crucible||11-19-2003||08:38 PM||||Jeez luise, that blows.I wonder if this Todd guy can cough up some info about this so called Patented code or whatever.Did he actually file a patent on his code?If he did he should have some info.<br />Once you get lawyer(s) invovled be prepared to spend $$$.<br />BTW, watch out for your website.Might be coming after that soon if you havent taken it down yet.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000018||s_firestone||11-19-2003||08:42 PM||||This guys first name wouldn't be Klaus would it?  That would make him K.Lutz ...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />BwaHAAHaaHaahaaaaa!!!||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000019||mikeyoung00||11-19-2003||08:57 PM||||Bottom line is what you can and can't do. You can't get eBay to list your stuff as long as this outfit protests. But there is a key phrase in the eBay email: "a Verified Rights Owner (VeRO)program participant notified us, <br /><b>under penalty of perjury,</b> that your listing or the item itself infringes their copyright, trademark, or other rights.<br /><br />So you get in touch with a good trademark and copyright lawyer and find out if, in fact, you have infringed on those rights. If not, you can probably get this guy thrown out of the VeRO program and possibly banned from eBay. Or at least said attorney might be able to threaten such action to the point where SGA would back off.<br /><br />Lets face it...there is a lot of good advice in this thread but I don't think any of us have a good enough grounding in this specialized legal field to know exactly what your rights are at this point.<br /><br />Of course, legal action takes $$$. So you may be screwed by the system. If so, then all you can probably do is go underground and hope SGA either doesn't notice you or doesn't have deep enough pockets to come after you with HIS lawyers. <br /><br />All it all, it really sucks. <br /><br />If anybody deserves to make an honest buck or two off this venture its you.<br /><br />Good luck. And if you need a few bucks for a retainer, I for one would be happy to contribute to the Keydiver Defense Fund, as would (I expect) many others for whom you have provided a superior product at an exceptional price.<br /><br />Funny thing is, if you lived overseas you could probably get away with flooding the market with inferior knock off copy chips but because you are in US jurisdiction you can't provide an original high quality product! Like I said, it sucks.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000020||4g63t||11-19-2003||09:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong><br /> And if you need a few bucks for a retainer, I for one would be happy to contribute to the Keydiver Defense Fund, as would (I expect) many others for whom you have provided a superior product at an exceptional price.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Count me in!  I'll contribute in a heartbeat. If 200 of us pitched in $20 each, thats $4000 for a lawyer. Let us know if you want to go that route, and the $$ will start coming...||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000021||CCDSM69||11-19-2003||09:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Remember technically this guy from Germany is just selling car parts(hehe).</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually he's from Oregon. My friend has delt with him a few times, and he was less than satisfied...he said that those few times have been the worst retail experiences in his life (they didn't want to warentee the motor they built hmmmmm....they don't stand behind their products that's a huge turn off). I have a feeling that they aren't specificially interested in the whole DSM aspect of the chip but probably more of the information the chip holds. These chips don't work in the new EVO and I'm sure it will be a while before that market is covered and I doubt they have the knowledge to do the research(possibly a new market for Keydiver?). Maybe they are trying to use the codes to make a new VW chip but I don't see what their problem with someone else selling their own version of this chip (as stupid as that sounds you never know).||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000022||agrabau||11-19-2003||09:22 PM||||Jeff, Ebay is terrible this way. They won't look into it at all. They take that guy's threat at face value. If I were you I'd either, <br /><br />Change the wording on the auction<br /><br />Contact German Whatevers and tell them to show you patent information (I doubt it's patented) <br /><br />Contact Ebay regarding the matter. <br /><br />I'm a powerseller on ebay. I'll give you a good contact email. Just PM me. <br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000023||tplesko||11-19-2003||09:28 PM||||Jeff this sucks.  I can't contribute anything but my time and support.  Let me know if I can ever help or send money.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000024||Notorius||11-19-2003||09:37 PM||||normally you sell the chip on ebay, then send them the order form to get their custom specifications right?<br /><br />why not switch it around and sell the order form on ebay and send them a free chip  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000025||agrabau||11-19-2003||09:40 PM||||Buy a bunch of chips from that german place over ebay, don't pay and then leave terrible negative feedback for the guy. <br /><br />There, I'm done.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000026||jonvr4||11-19-2003||10:05 PM||||hehe i am about to get booted from ebay. i have 2 negatives and 0 positives........  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000027||spoulson||11-19-2003||10:08 PM||||I'm sure if you had the patent number, you could get the information online or at the library or something.<br /><br />Anyway, it sounds to me like this Lutz guy is in it for the money.  That's the worst way to do it.<br /><br />Everyone, do us all a favor and don't allow him to access galantvr4.org.  If he does, he'll see all the discussions about the chip features and stuff.  Likewise for Yahoogroup dsm-ecu.<br /><br />Jeff, I hope you can get over this anti-capitalist threat.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000028||DsmSeifer||11-19-2003||10:31 PM||||This really sucks. I'm sorry you have to go through all that s**t. I agree with TOF I'd throw down some cash for you if you need it just let me know.  (All this and I haven't even got to install mine yet)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br />just know you have all of our support. <br /><br />I think Lutz just needs a good dick punch. My .02  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000029||iceman69510||11-19-2003||10:38 PM||||Not an expert either, but some very valid points.  Is anything Todd did to Mitsu's (Mitsubishi Electric) software legal in the first place?<br /><br />Pattents typically apply only to something EXACTLY the same, not just similar.<br /><br />Don't use "DSM" terminology.  It's 9 years out of date anyway (DSM ceased to exist in '95). Call it something else.  We'll know.||65.73.152.116||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000030||Ian M||11-19-2003||10:57 PM||||Strange that a VW shop would have bought the rights to a DSM chip...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />Im building a Cal-look '57 VW (Its also going to be turboed...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   ),so I also have spent some time on Hipo ACVW sites that Mr. Lutz has also frequented.<br /><br /> Im not sure about his level of expertice or his customer service,but he has on SEVERAL occasions shown a true lack of maturity and tact.<br /><br />Many times,he has made uncalled for personal attacks on respected members,as well as unapproriate and vulgar posts,usually signed in under  different "annyonomous" screen names. He's been called out on several occasions by other members of the board via checking the IP adresses.<br /><br /> Judging by his behavior,he isnt someone I would particulary want to do business with...||129.71.115.161||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000031||keydiver||11-19-2003||11:02 PM||||Well, after thimking about it for several hours, I still don't know what to do. What really bugs me is Todd's cocky attitude about the whole thing. He isn't remorseful at all about the hundreds of people he left stranded when he vanished. Let me fill you in on a little more of the conversation, it was quite interesting:<br />1) At first, he was very brash, and basically said I should just go away.<br />2) After talking for a few minutes, and seeing that I am a VERY honest person, who tried everything to avoid this issue, he said that there would be no problem if I just avoided Ebay!?<br />The reason for that was never stated 100%, but as the conversation went along, I think it became clear what the main issue was. I mentioned to him that I've seen others blatantly selling pirate versions of his chips, and had even attempted to contact him at times, to no avail. <br />3) He then made a new suggestion: pay him a 20-25% royalty on every chip I have sold, and continue to do so in the future. He then told me that some of those pirate dealers now pay him that 25% royalty. I even mentioned Buschur and other tuner shops that have someone produce custom chips, and he again mentioned royalties! Are all DSM tuners in his pocket, or what? After seeing some of the features the DSMLink guys have developed, and the similarities to some of the advanced TMO code I've seen, I think Todd is/has supplied them information, for a royalty also I'm sure! He claims he sold all the rights to this Lutz guy, who is now getting complaints from his pirate dealers that I am "whoring the market" by selling my chips so cheap. They can't sell an illegal(?) copy of TMO's chips on Ebay for $89 while I have one WITH support, and WITH customization for $45, so they're pissed! His answer is that I should raise my prices. I'm the first to agree that my prices are too low, considering the time I have in them. I guess I've just always had problems putting a correct price on my work.<br />4) He also told me that he did a lot of legal research and lawyer consultation before he files the copyright and patents, and, in his mind, there is no doubt that my chips violate them. When I explained the pains I took to rewrite everything using different code, he agreed that there are only so many ways you can do the same thing when you're working with the same language, but he still feels I am in the wrong. He even gave me a PO Box to send the funds to, and said we'll see what happens after I send him some money. <br />5) Another strange thing he told me is that he doesn't really care what I do with 2G chips. He says they only account for about 5% of his sales anyway. I explained to him that the 2G chips are where I'm putting most of my focus right now, developing new features. <br />So, the way I look at it, I have 3 options:<br />a) go away<br />b) raise my prices 25% to cover Todd. What irks me about that is that I only use a few of his "features", but he gets the same 25% from me as he does from a pirate who just blatantly copies the whole chip and ALL its features. And, any future chips with more features, like my Stage 3, will pay him even higher dividends, even though it includes no more of his "features" that the Stage 1.<br />c) sell my chips only on my website, which he *said* he had no problem with, as long as I stay away from Ebay. But, can I trust him on that, and for how long???<br />d) sell only 2G chips, and put all my eggs in one basket<br />Very interesting day today, to say the least. I told him sveral times that I REALLY wished that we could have had this conversation a year ago. I think I'd like to write him a letter, as he seemed to pressed on the phone to give me much information. He made it hard for me to talk, he likes to be the one running the negotiations, thats for sure. I'd like him to clarify WHICH chip features he feels ingress on his copyright/patent. I'd like to run a few of the new ideas I'm developing past him, and see if they are immune from these issues. AND, I'd like to have in writing the fact that he will leave me alone if I stay away from Ebay.<br />I'm definitely going to need some Tylenol PM to get to sleep tonight!<br />Jeff O.||216.76.180.41||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000032||hibrn8||11-19-2003||11:15 PM||||Jeff, out of your list of multiple choice solutions, I choose option C. Most people know you for your DSM ecu/chip creations and I dont think there would be a problem finding your website. Whatever you do, dont let them be entitled to 25% of your work, no, thats ridiculous. <br /><br />But whatever you decide to do, Im with you all the way, and let me know if theres anything I can do to help you.||67.200.73.173||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000033||keydiver||11-19-2003||11:17 PM||||Oh, another thing that came up in the conversation, before I forget:<br />He was complaining about people in the DSM community who just take and never put back in, but he also mentioned that he could see that I wasn't in it for the money. So, I mentioned, just to show my good intent, that I fully intend/intended to reveal everything I know about these chips on December 8th on the Yahoo Groups DSM-ECU Group. Then, in his next breath, he says "why would you want to do that?". So, on one hand he hates people who don't put back into the commmunity, but on the other hand he's worried about the financial implications of me sharing my knowledge with others.<br />  I asked him why he didn't pass some of this knowledge on to some of us before he left the community. I don't think he ever answered that, but it is clear that his decision was a financial one. I don't know the details of how/why Mr Lutz bought Technomotive. Perhaps he's Todd's boss, and wanted him to be 100% dedicated to his work, not absorbed in this DSM stuff 24 hours a day. I know that its effected my work, and I'd cut a deal with my boss!<br />  I don't know yet whether this will effect my decision to share the information 12/8 or not. I would *think* that as long as we restrict the conversation to stock Mitsu addresses and subroutines, there shouldn't be anything Todd can do about it. But he CERTAINLY does not want this information to become public.<br />There I go, "whoring the market' again!||216.76.180.41||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000034||Matt379||11-19-2003||11:23 PM||||I am by no means an expert, but I think their argument is pretty weak.  I think changing the terminology is a decent idea.  Of course, you are being attacked and have to defend yourself and you have to decide if it is worth it.  I'm not sure how the "burden of proof" works here. I know how it is _supposed_ to work, but we have long since abandoned those rules.<br /><br />I would not go back to selling only on your website, because they will then want to come after that.<br /><br />I will contribute to the fund.<br /><br />Oh btw, I have copyrighted and patented "boost" so everyime you all start spooling up I better get my 25% royalty.<br /><br />Oh, and the more effecient the turbo the higher percentage I am going to charge---wait, kind of sounds like taxes!||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000035||jonvr4||11-19-2003||11:26 PM||||hey jeff how about you give me the guys address and i'll kick his ass? anyway i think i would research the patent and focus on changing the description. in that you could simply change the description and offer the same things with different wording and you should be fine. if you want to throw some chips on my site, i am cool with it, they can't sue for money I DON'T HAVE! i don't want to see one red cent of the sales, you could simply send me a link from paypal and it will be a buy it now button.||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000036||hibrn8||11-19-2003||11:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Oh, another thing that came up in the conversation, before I forget:<br />He was complaining about people in the DSM community who just take and never put back in,  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Apparently this monkey ass doesnt know anyone from GalantVR4.org!!||67.200.73.173||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000037||gvr4ever||11-19-2003||11:50 PM||||Give the chips away for free.  Don't send out just the chip.  Make people send you a unsocketed ECU and charge for the labor ($80) to install the chip.  Hell, I'd make it $100.  It would still be a hell of a deal compared to TMOs old prices.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000038||Ash||11-19-2003||11:52 PM||||I'd tell him 10% royalties on the stg 1 and 2 chips and the extra price of stg3 that he never did is royalty free.  It's an option I guess, cheaper than lawyers and if you tack the cost on it won't be bugger all dearer and STILL undercut the outright pirates.  Just an idea.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000039||Minjin||11-20-2003||12:21 AM||||Very good points have already been made above. I can't add much more, but I do have a couple comments.<br /><br />First of all, you need to find out the exact patents/copywrites that are supposedly being infringed upon. If they are protesting you, they have to give that information out. Once you have that info, looking them up is cake because they are a matter of public record. Post back here once you find that info and we'll discuss as to whether its valid in the slightest and go from there. No lawyers need to be involved just yet because there is no legal action happening yet. Its just ebay being proactive in dealing with a complaint.<br /><br />Secondly, as sad as it is, companies do this stuff all the time as a threat or to drain your pockets with legal fees. If they do try to start legal action against you, no matter how groundless it is, you have to defend against it and that costs money. They're hoping that you won't defend and just go away. Or if you defend, it'll cost you a bunch of money and when you win, you're still down a bunch. Maglite tried to do this very same thing to small flashlight company called Arc flashlights. Hints of discussion can be found here if you are interested (most threads relating to it were deleted for fear of legal action): <br /><br /><a href="http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=UBB22&Number=284569&page=&view=&sb=5&o=&vc=1" target="_blank">http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=UBB22&Number=284569&page=&view=&sb=5&o=&vc=1</a><br /><br />Thirdly, Jeff, I hope you realize it, but we're all behind you. The DSM community is a great bunch of people (excluding the ricers of course    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    ) and part of what makes them so great is their willingness to contribute to the group. Some do it with information, others do it with physical help (just go to shootout and see how many people are willing to help a fellow dsmer). Your contributions are greatly appreciated. I'd certainly be willing to donate money to a legal defense fund if it came down to it (and I NEVER donate money). I'm sure others who are more wealthy that I would be willing to donate as well.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Good luck and keep us updated. Definitely spread the word (until you're told to stop).<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000040||curtis||11-20-2003||12:53 AM||||He's punking you.  I say fuck him and the whore he rode in on and keep selling the things on ebay.  As far as I know its a free fucking country and my flag still flies.  He doesn't own ebay.  Hes just pissed that hes out of business because his ass wasn't smart enough to put a lock on the chips. For a hundred bucks or so any asshole can by a chip burner and sit and compare lines of code.  I would first demand a copy of his patent (have a friend call that is a lawyer or a shit talker that can make it sound good) then call the local cops in your area because what he is pulling is illegal. I thought the cops were wanting to talk to his ass anyway.  I have heard from more than one that his website was still running and it still accepts money but no product was ever sent. Its like he wants protetion money.  Probably needs money to protect himself from his bitch wife because he doesn't have all that money rolling in.  Get up a list of people from here and from the other dsm sites that this asshole has screwed and turn that into ebay.  If that doesn't work just change your sign in once a week and keep on selling. After only a few weeks anyone that owns a dsm that doesn't live in a cave will know whats up and buy them from you.  Also call up mitsubishi specialities and the other TMO black market guys and see if he has ever contacted them.  I think this is bs its like me building an arts and craft table for my house and sending money to Frank Lloyd Wrights great great grandson.  Again FUCK HIM.  I personally don't think hes got a patent a copywrite or anything else.<br /><br />I'll sign a petition to ebay i really don't care what it says<br /><br />OK slow breaths OK   I'm ok now  Im back to normal<br /><br />No I'm not anyone that would like to email these AUTOWERKS assholes heres there email  <br /><br />EMail VWDRAGRACER@YAHOO.COM <br /><br />I just looked up there site and it doesn't say a damn word about Mitsubishi's    Again his just being a dick and hurting your business.||67.25.37.58||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000041||drew||11-20-2003||01:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Oh, another thing that came up in the conversation, before I forget:<br />He was complaining about people in the DSM community who just take and never put back in,  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Apparently this monkey ass doesnt know anyone from GalantVR4.org!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">actually galantvr4.org started in part because Todd Day was jerking us @ gvr4.dsm.org||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000042||thejeebus2002||11-20-2003||01:15 AM||||TODD DAY IS A FUCKING ASSHOLE!!!  Not only did I send him my ECU a year ago to get modded (never happened) but I had to file a complaint with the BBB to get my shit back and it still took 3 months to get.  Talk about someone that is trying to sponge up as much "free money" as he can.  The first ECU I sent him didn't even work when I got it back!!  Jeff, I agree with option C.  Don't let that prick get any credit for all the hard work and dedication you've shown!!!  The guy's website was still accepting payments when the business was defunct!  Shady fuck!  <br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000043||turbowop||11-20-2003||02:46 AM||||Oh my god!! Right before I left for work today I sent him a PM asking some eprom questions and congratulating him on his chip success. Now I get home and find this two page thread about copyright infringement. What a bunch of crap.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /><br />We're all here if you need us Jeff. Good luck!!||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000044||slvrblt||11-20-2003||02:53 AM||||That is absolute crap. Screw him for trying to make money off the little guys. What an ass.<br /><br />I hope you can get this sorted out so that you are able to sell them freely. We're all here to help you with this. If it does come to needing a lawyer, I will donate to the fund. For the time being I think that getting (in writing) that he will not pursue legal action if you sell the chips from your website might be a good idea. Post updates on this, get a patent number from this ass and I'll try to help as much as I can.<br /><br />--Shay||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000045||DongeR615||11-20-2003||03:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> he seems to think that this covers "features", not just actual code.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He does have rights to the code he wrote and not the features. <b>Example below.</b> <br /><br /><b>Hey - everyone knows that HTML coding and webpage layouts cannot be copyrighted!</b> Based upon what? I am of the opinion that a webpage layout may be copyrighted if it is actually written and/or designed by the author and has been fixed in a tangible medium by being saved to a hard drive. <br /><br />If you wanted, you could put your HTML into a text file and print it out, couldn't you? Doesn't that make it tangible - something you can read or look at? However, this only applies if one actually wrote the HTML coding and designed the web page layout by oneself (even if one uses an HTML editor). If one copies and pastes HTML from one web page into another one may not claim copyright. It is not an original work, and may even be construed as copyright infringement. <br /><br />There is one thing that must be clarified, though. <b>If you see a certain page layout and like the way it looks, you could "legally" reproduce something similar if you write the coding all by yourself without copying any of the source code from the original page.</b> The actual intangible idea may not be copyrighted. What is copyrighted is the tangible result of the idea, which would be the layout written out in HTML coding and saved to a hard drive. <b>That means no copying and pasting of another person's source code.</b><br /><br /><b>Here is an example:</b> If I have the "idea" to make a webpage about roses, that idea cannot be copyrighted because an idea itself will always be intangible. What is copyrighted are the tangible works I produce of the idea. These would be the descriptions I write, my photos of roses, and the HTML coding I created to design the page layout - all saved in my computer's hard drive. All of that is my idea fixed in a tangible medium and that is protected by my copyright. However, somebody else could come along, learn of the idea I had to create a web page about roses, and create a web page about roses as well - provided such person wrote his/her OWN words, used his/her OWN photos, and wrote his/her OWN HTML coding to design the page. Further, if such person was "inspired" by my web page layout, and decided to do something similar (similar - not identical), he or she could do that if the HTML were written entirely by this person without any copying or pasting. All of that is legal, whether it is imaginative and creative, well, that is something else. Now, if this person came along, saw my web page on roses, liked the way I did it and then copied and pasted my HTML into his or her own web page without my permission, that is copyright infringement, even if he or she deleted certain things and inserted his or her OWN words and his or her OWN photos. Yes, even if he or she did NOT have a web page about roses, but about something entirely different. That is because my page layout was written out in HTML and set in a fixed form, and the fixed form is what was copied without my permission. <br /> <a href="http://www.whatiscopyright.org/" target="_blank">http://www.whatiscopyright.org/</a> <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> I have a couple of patents on stuff; at least a couple of my past employers have pattents on my work.  Personally I don't think they're much of an impediment to ya Jeff; realistically you could patent the exact same thing twice just by describing it differently.  <br /><br />Rather than a "stutterbox" you offer a "driver-selectable maximum engine speed limit" (that could *happen* to be wired to the clutch switch).  Or just add some additional twist which still maintains the functionality.<br /><br />Get the patent information, which is a matter of public record, and see exactly what Todd claims to have invented.  Then just word and work around it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed!<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> he hates people who don't put back into the community, but on the other hand he's worried about the financial implications of me sharing my knowledge with others.<br />  I asked him why he didn't pass some of this knowledge on to some of us before he left the community. I don't think he ever answered, but it is clear that his decision was a financial one. he CERTAINLY does not want this information to become public.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This guy has issues. He clearly does not communicate what he means. He sounds idiotic to me.  I�m guessing this is a battle of who has more money to throw at lawyers to win an argument. On one hand he maybe has money, on the other; he may not have money to get a good lawyer. <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> There I go, "whoring the market' again! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is not whoring the market.  Microsoft is literally paying for whoring the market. You have a product that can compete with other similar products that are still availible. <br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> hey jeff how about you give me the guys address and i'll kick his ass? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't condone violence but other people may!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong>First of all, you need to find out the exact patents/copywrites that are supposedly being infringed upon. <br />Jeff, I hope you realize it, but we're all behind you. <br />Good luck and keep us updated. Definitely spread the word (until you're told to stop).<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don�t send him a dime!<br />Good luck Jeff! <br />DongeR  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000046||crucible||11-20-2003||07:25 AM||||Huh? Sphincter says what?<br />Todd wants royalty fees yet says he sold the rights to some nutsac.How can he ask for royalties when he supposedly sold the source code?<br />Something stinks here.<br />Although I can understand one trying to protect their copyrighted or patented work,theres gotta be proof with proper paperwork and such.<br />Dunno.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000047||Oztek||11-20-2003||07:56 AM||||You know what?  I have a TMOIII chip in my ecu that I no longer want.<br /><br />Jeff, he doesn't have a leg to stand on.  If only one company could hold the rights to modify an ecu to do something, how can they explain the 4-5 company's that can modify other car ecus?<br /><br />Let's specifically look at the corvette.  For the vette, you can by the ls1/6 edit, the hypertech programmer, the diablo programmer, etc. etc.<br /><br />Now, if you were copying some of the features of the TMO chip, like being able to select mulitple stutter box launch points, then they may have something.  But as far as I know, you are not.<br /><br />Tell Todd to send you the Patents/copy rights that they hold for you to examine.<br /><br />I'll be contacting you this week so that I can get this TMO chip out of my car.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000048||s_firestone||11-20-2003||08:14 AM||||I would also look up patents for each feature set.  It is likely you will find they were already patented.  Heck, Nikola Tesla patented the "AND" logic Gate, the Alternator(AC generator), the Tachometer, the automotive ignition system, all AC motors, and almost all AC power distribution concepts, radio(move over Marconi)... In the 1890's ~ 1910's<br /><br />I can't believe for a minute that the stutterbox(implying an external device) is an original concept conceived of entirely by Todd Day.  It's likely its origin goes back to the 60's Dragstrip Musclecars or Grand Prix Races.  The only addition to hardware is to the switch on the clutch pedal.  Remember clutch switches are required for remote starters on standards as well.<br /><br />The fact that Mitsubishi programmed the ECU with a rev limit and fuel cut indicates that they had a firm understanding of the concepts.  Likely all Turbo engines with an ECU have it in some form.  Altering their triggerpoints does not constitute an original concept as by definition they already existed.<br /><br />The "Valet mode" is again a modification to the Rev Limit.<br /><br />The fact that Mitsubishi put electronic gauges controlled completely by the computer is evidence that no matter what addressable function is assigned to what gauge again does not constitute a new original apparatus.  Fact is that all the possible functions are already output and monitered by the ECU just as they can be logged through the ODB-I interface.<br /><br />Turning off the A/C compressor above a certain throttle position sensor value is a neat concept but who knows whether it is an original idea.  It can be implemented mechanically.  People have known for years that A/C compressors put quite a load on an engine, enough to affect performance.<br /><br /><br />&gt;provided such person wrote his/her OWN words, &gt;used his/her OWN photos, and wrote his/her OWN  &gt;HTML coding to design the page.<br /><br />Remember that it's likely that the original microcode for Mitsubishi/Eagle/Plymouth ECU's is copyrighted.  Applying the same measure to Todd Day's work although there are rewritten routines it still uses the original Mitsubishi microcode for a template.  <br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000049||bleck||11-20-2003||08:40 AM||||Jeff, there are 3 things you need to do:<br /><br />1. Don't let this fraud intimidate you.  He is obviously not negotiating from a position of strength, and by no means give him one red cent.<br /><br />2. Get your hands on any copyright information, if there is any, which I doubt seriously.<br /><br />3. Review/change your product description.<br /><br />Since your process is quite different from that which was used by this Todd character for the TMO chips, as long as you're marketing the products under different descriptions (i.e. "Level 2 ECU mods" instead of "Stage 2," or "Launchbox" instead of "Stutterbox"), you should be fine from a legal standpoint.  Share any info, or lack thereof, with Ebay as well.  I think you'll find that the more you push, the more you'll force them to reveal their hand, as well as their willingness, or unwillingness to pursue this matter, and you may be surprised by the results.  And, as a last resort, talk to a lawyer.  Any help you need, even from a monetary standpoint, don't hesitate to ask.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000050||bleck||11-20-2003||08:49 AM||||And reread the former post by Dan D on page 1 of this thread.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000051||Scott Y||11-20-2003||08:49 AM||||This is all very sucky.<br /><br />On a selfish note, I was trying to purchase a Stage III this week - is one still available through your website? I sent you an email with the details.<br /><br />It's been stated before, but I'll say it again; if there's stuff that the GVR4 community can do to help you fix this problem, let us know.<br /><br />Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000052||stevevr4||11-20-2003||08:53 AM||||AGH THIS IS BULLSHIT.<br /><br />In my opinion you should not give in to him AT ALL... not 1% royalty on the work that YOU do.  This prick is sitting at home leaching off of everybody and obviously getting cocky about it now.  He thinks he's a fuckin mob boss.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000053||curtis||11-20-2003||08:56 AM||||I remembered a magazine article that was in a ford magazine years ago.  There was a college wiz kid that was reprogramming the eecIV computers and getting crazy horsepower and fuel economy.  Ford or someone sued him I think many because of opec/epa results.  I don't think they liked 5.0 mustangs getting 40+ miles per gal.  He had to stay away from the computers for a 5 years if I remember.  I think his main problem is that he didn't put a disclaimer on the product that said it was for off road use only.  You might want to do that.  He did find a loop hole and let his friend sell his stuff.  If I remember correctly the name of the company is interactive technologies.  They have had an add in the ford magazines for about ten years.  Right after that the market was flooded with new companys (superchips, hypertech, etc...)As long as you get a business licence locally and get a tax number from the state of Florida you should be fine.  The beauty of having a car business you can claim all of your home computer stuff, equipment, tools, the new 36x48 second garage behind your house, and even a project car on your taxes along with receipts from the dragstrip and dyno facilities.  If you have a big suv that also can be claimed as a delivery truck and written off as well.  Most other car business will give you a discounted cost or parts at there cost for items you buy.  My friend that had a shop years ago would buy all kinds of parts for nothing.  If a Vortech supercharger sells for 2800 in the magazine you could probably find it for 1600 (cost) somewhere else with out doing a big buy in.  Best of luck  <br />oh by the way      Try and get that asshole to email you that he wants you to pay him to use ebay and right after you get the message send him 250 or so then call ebay and call the police for exstortion.  There has to be something illegal you can get him on.||67.25.38.144||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000054||tplesko||11-20-2003||09:18 AM||||He's obviously in this for what he thinks is easy money.  No lawyer will fight this for free so he's not going to want to pay a lawyer either.  I say fuck him and keep selling everywhere. I'll become a keydiver chip authorized dealer as well and give 100% of the profits back to you. Hehe. Let's see him sue 100 "authorized dealers"<br /><br />Screw TMO, i'm glad I never bought thier product. I"ll support Jeff any day.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000055||VTGVR4||11-20-2003||09:24 AM||||this really reminds me of the whole SCO deal. Todd obviously values his "work" very highly, and will stop at nothing to protect it... even if that means jumping on everyone that has a similar concept. This is late 80's Bill Gates...... screweing around with everyone who had a similar product, even if it was created BEFORE he came up with anything (macintosh for example)<br /><br />Advice: You are walking on eggs, at least for the immediate future. I'd really talk with a copyright/patent lawyer, just for an hour, to see what legal grounds, if any, this guy has. The lawyer should be able to find the patent, if one exists. This will all cost money, and I'll be one of the first to throw in some, we all know this is total BS, but we really gotta do it the legal way.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000056||curtis||11-20-2003||09:30 AM||||Jeff try this<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.patenthunter.com/" target="_blank">http://www.patenthunter.com/</a> <br /><br />I didn't know all the particulars for what I need to research...<br />I do like chris's idea we can all sell them.  We could all post a item on ebay with different wording to see which one would float but we all have the same picture.  Call it the keydiver level 4 DSM performance upgrade chip/eprommmmmm.  tell everyone that wants one to visit a nontitled webpage for details. We could all post them at the exact same time.  Imagine the bastards face when he opens up ebay and sees 1200 dsm chips posted at once.<br />We got your back!||67.25.38.144||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000057||spoulson||11-20-2003||09:34 AM||||Jeff,<br /><br />Don't let either of these clowns bully you around.  Their motives are for money.<br /><br />Todd burnt himself out bigtime.  He built a big searchable web site and DNS infrastructure, and regularly hand-moderated the Talon Digest EVERY DAY.  One day he gave it up without handing it off to someone else.  I don't want to hear "no one gives back" because when he wanted, he cut the string and bolted as fast as he could.  What kind of integrity is that?<br /><br />I suggest you either do your own law research or get a lawyer friend.  If you're serious about this chip upstart I would certainly consider a couple items:<br /><br />- Up the price on the chips.  I think the losers do have a point that your's are cheap.  Factor costs in development and legal crap to get them on the market.  Of course, you can sell to galantvr4.org at whatever price you want.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />- Don't give up on 1G chips.  What happens when some other guy starts harrassing you about 2G chip work?<br /><br />- Threats are threats.  What kind of backing does this Strictly German guy really have to make legal threats?  So far he's only annoyed you by allowing eBay to drop your auction.  If he were serious, he would have done something much more official.  As for Todd, it's already been said: no leg to stand on.<br /><br />Jeff, don't stop your development or marketing.  Get into the law and see what you can dig up.  If there's anything you need, request from us and we'll back you up.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000058||14bCrazy||11-20-2003||09:59 AM||||Jeff don't talk to him anymore. You should contact a lawyer about this. He is not a copywright lawyer and doesn't know crap about anything. You don't have a contract with him to pay a percentage so you could pay and he still could take you the court. I say get the lawyer and ask for help from us to pay for some of the cost. You have helped most of the people on this board and its time we helped you back.||162.83.81.139||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000059||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||10:00 AM||||I have to agree on talking to a lawyer...if the funds are not avilible to you I will presonally commit a ten spot to the fund.  What todd is doing is strongarming you.  He is asking for money that is not due to him.  I would like to post this on the other boards that I go to but at the same time I think I should wait till you do find out where you stand on the legal matter.  Now as far as the sales go he is just claiming e-bay as a roility source?  If you have permissionm from the fucktard fruitcake to sell from your site, then we should be e-mailing every one on e-bay that bidds on that crap of a tmo with a link to Keydivers site. We can do this but diver should not so there is a pausible denial on his part of the campian against ass-pirate.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000060||gvr4ever||11-20-2003||10:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Oztek:<br /><strong> You know what?  I have a TMOIII chip in my ecu that I no longer want.<br /><br />Jeff, he doesn't have a leg to stand on.  If only one company could hold the rights to modify an ecu to do something, how can they explain the 4-5 company's that can modify other car ecus?<br /><br />Let's specifically look at the corvette.  For the vette, you can by the ls1/6 edit, the hypertech programmer, the diablo programmer, etc. etc.<br /><br />Now, if you were copying some of the features of the TMO chip, like being able to select mulitple stutter box launch points, then they may have something.  But as far as I know, you are not.<br /><br />Tell Todd to send you the Patents/copy rights that they hold for you to examine.<br /><br />I'll be contacting you this week so that I can get this TMO chip out of my car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Give Jeff the old TMO chip so he can ebay it as a used chip.  That would be about funny.||205.242.228.44||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000061||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||10:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">c) sell my chips only on my website, which he *said* he had no problem with, as long as I stay away from Ebay. But, can I trust him on that, and for how long???  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hmmm an idea||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000062||14bCrazy||11-20-2003||10:16 AM||||Another reason for the lawyer. I don't understand something if he has sold the rights how is this ass tring to get money from you. He should be out of the picture. If he doesn't own the rights how can he tell you that you can sell them on your web site.||162.83.81.139||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000063||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||10:25 AM||||I want to give my TMO chip to diver as well I think it would be funny as hell to fund a legal campaign againt todd day from people selling his old chips...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000064||curtis||11-20-2003||10:29 AM||||Just got of the phone with my buddy that works for the Justice dept.  Hes the one that had the black Galant that sold for 10000 grand, he has a 2nd gen now and has had a bunch of 1st gens.  He has done business with asshole in the past and says he doesn't have a leg to stand on.  Ebay is only playing mediator and don't want to get involved with legal issues.  He said has long as the code has been changed by a couple of percent some where your safe.  Type up a letter to ebay and explain about todd's piss poor habits with TMO and that he is still taking peoples money on his site and not delivering a product to people and have a list of peoples emails that have had bad experiences with him.  If he wants to play hard ball play back.<br /><br />I think this tread will far surpass that of the hood group buy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.34.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000065||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||10:34 AM||||in fact Akidiosigh(misspelt probally) had a issue with Todd taking his money for a non existent chip I fact he had to get a reversal from his bank.  That could be used as ammo for ya.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000066||keydiver||11-20-2003||10:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by s_firestone:<br /><strong> I would also look up patents for each feature set. I can't believe for a minute that the stutterbox(implying an external device) is an original concept conceived of entirely by Todd Day. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've deliberately refused to develop a selectable stutterbox, because THAT would possibly constitute a copyright infringement. But 2-step and 3-step rev limiters are available in so many forms, how can that be copyrightable or patentable? I need to find out the details of his copyrights and patents, because if its a simple thing of not using the neutral/park input on the ECU to trigger it, that can be changed.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>The fact that Mitsubishi programmed the ECU with a rev limit and fuel cut indicates that they had a firm understanding of the concepts.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed, how can you copyright those changes? I even do it a different way than he did.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>  People have known for years that A/C compressors put quite a load on an engine, enough to affect performance.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Todd actually stole this idea from the 2G car's ECU. All 2G's, from the factory, cut the A/C at 85% throttle. Now who's violating copyrights???<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><strong>Remember that it's likely that the original microcode for Mitsubishi/Eagle/Plymouth ECU's is copyrighted. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, and I mentioned this point to Todd, that 99% of his chips are original Mitsu code, so if anyone should be able to claim copyright infringement its Mitsubishi.<br />Another thing that irritated me about our conversation was his general poor attitude toward 1G owners. He said how these are such old cars, and the chips do need to be cheaper now, because the people who own them obviously would be driving a new car if they had the money. I guess the concept of modifying a car as a hobby, or the idea that you keep a car because it is unique, never occured to him. Talk about a DSM sellout.<br />I'm going to be contacting my company's patent attorney today if possible, to get the ball rolling. I've seen these kinds of threats before, and they usually hinge on some obscure, easily avoided detail. Maybe I only need to change one or 2 small things, and this headache will go away.<br />Our sister company had a patent suit thrown at it last year by ADC, and the patented points were totally baseless. The points that they had "patented" were in use by our company long before ADC was even making Cable TV equipment. But, when the lawyers said it would cost $1,000,000 to take it to court, they buckled under and paid a $75,000 "royalty" (blackmail), even though we had documentation and equipment in hand that showed we, and other manufacturers, had been making equipment with those features for years.<br />There is no justice.<br />Jeff O.<br />"chip whore" extrordinaire||65.80.17.139||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000067||keydiver||11-20-2003||10:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Another reason for the lawyer. I don't understand something if he has sold the rights how is this ass tring to get money from you. He should be out of the picture. If he doesn't own the rights how can he tell you that you can sell them on your web site. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh, just to clarify, the PO Box he gave me was to James Lutz. I'm sure some of the money gets trickled down to Todd though, the way he acted.<br />He says he sold the rights to the TMO chips to Mr Lutz, who is now subletting his rights to the pirates!? Neat, huh?||65.80.17.139||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000068||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||11:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Oh, just to clarify, the PO Box he gave me was to James Lutz. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">care to make it public?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000069||mitsuvr4||11-20-2003||11:11 AM||||Jeff,<br />I agree in requesting a copy of the copyright/patent and seeing what it really says.  Then you'll have a good starting point to mount your offense and/or defense.<br /><br />Like others I'll help any way I can!!||134.29.247.50||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000070||bleck||11-20-2003||11:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">because the people who own them obviously would be driving a new car if they had the money  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmm.  Call me crazy, but 99% of the pics I've seen of my fellow GVR4's have some pretty nice homes in the background.  That would be unwise to assume.  And is it me, or do 16g's, 50 trims, FMIC's, pistons, trannies, etc, cost money?  <br /><br />What is even more unbelievable is that a person who is in any business would want to piss off a large part of his target demo.  Sure would be nice to look 3 months into the future on his sorry ass.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000071||udriveu||11-20-2003||11:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Oh, just to clarify, the PO Box he gave me was to James Lutz. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">care to make it public? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lets not take this out of any kind of legal jurisdiction just yet, we don't want to give him a "harassment leg" to stand on. <br /><br />Someone was talking about how the ECU is for such an old car. I was thinking about that too. This guy can't be too bright if he's trying to corner this market. If someone was going to modify their ECU, they most likely would have done it by now. As far as I can tell, there probably isn't THAT much of a demand, and if there is it will probably continue to diminish in the next few years. Jeff, maybe you can tell me otherwise on this.<br /><br />Its really sad to see that this guy is giving you so much crap over something that you aren't doing for the profit.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000072||V8EATER||11-20-2003||11:22 AM||||jeff, <br />I just recieved my chip from you-must have been one of the last.  My TMO stage III chip is no longer needed, nor wanted.  FWIW, I'm in for a lawyer GB.  Whatever it takes.  Jeff works hard to give the DSM community something they want (need?), and then gets this in return?  i call BULLSHIT.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000073||SLedge||11-20-2003||11:23 AM||||If you do decide to stop selling chips directly, you ought to post some of various PROM images you've developed.  You could give your work away for free (Todd/Lutz can't sue you for conducting your own research and publishing the results), then offer a service of burning the data into a PROM for a nominal fee.  That way you're selling services and giving away the IP -- maybe under the GPL so you require some kudos for derived work.<br /><br />Sure, you're probably not making much money on them anymore, but you'd shut up Todd and his TMO regime pretty quick.  They only have a leg to stand on if you're *selling* stuff, give it away and they're SOL and out of business.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000074||SLedge||11-20-2003||11:25 AM||||I did a patent search last night at: <a href="http://www.uspto.gov/" target="_blank">http://www.uspto.gov/</a><br /><br />I found my patents, but nothing from Todd Day or Technomotive.  It's a matter of public record, if he's going to say you're infringing on his patent he damn well better be able to provide a patent number.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000075||Hertz||11-20-2003||11:41 AM||||Disclaimer:  I am not a lawyer and this does not constitute legal advice.<br /><br />Todd Day does not have any registered patents, nor any outstanding patent applications. [1]<br /><br />He may be assuming a copyright, which is valid for the life of the owner plus 70 years. [2]<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Copyright protects only against the unauthorized taking of a protected work's "expression." It does not extend to the work's ideas, procedures, processes, systems, methods of operation, concepts, principles, or discoveries. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or to be specific, 17 USC 102(b) [3]:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">(b) In no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such work.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A copyright owner has no recourse against another person who, working independently, creates an exact duplicate of the copyrighted work. The independent creation of a similar work or even an exact duplicate does not violate any of the copyright owner's exclusive rights. <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mr. Day may have given a license of his supposed copyright.  Assigning a license of copyright does not mean the copyright holder no longer has rights to his works. [4]<br /><br />If Mitsubishi or Denso or anyone else has a copyright on code contained in these chips, they could be considered derivative works and may not be copyrightable. (17 USC 103a) [5]<br /><br />References:<br />[1] <a href="http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&u=%2Fnetahtml%2Fsearch-adv.htm&r=0&p=1&f=S&l=50&Query=in%2Fday-t%24&d=ptxt" target="_blank">http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&u=%2Fnetahtml%2Fsearch-adv.htm&r=0&p=1&f=S&l=50&Query=in%2Fday-t%24&d=ptxt</a><br />[2] <a href="http://profs.lp.findlaw.com/copyright/index.html" target="_blank">http://profs.lp.findlaw.com/copyright/index.html</a><br />[3] <a href="http://www.copyright.gov/title17/" target="_blank">http://www.copyright.gov/title17/</a><br />[4] <a href="http://profs.lp.findlaw.com/copyown/copyown_6.html" target="_blank">http://profs.lp.findlaw.com/copyown/copyown_6.html</a><br />[5] [2] <a href="http://www.copyright.gov/title17/" target="_blank">http://www.copyright.gov/title17/</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000076||dlpinckney||11-20-2003||12:12 PM||||As others stated above, I have spent the last hour searching:<br /><br /><a href="http://lcweb.loc.gov/copyright/" target="_blank">http://lcweb.loc.gov/copyright/</a><br /><a href="http://www.uspto.gov/" target="_blank">http://www.uspto.gov/</a><br /><br />and have not located any patents or copyrights for Todd.  I am not saying they aren't out there, but I couldn't locate any.<br /><br />I think he is full of shit and trying to get money.  Don't send him a penny, don't try to "talk" to him about your ideas, and please don't stop offering your chips.  I think he is bluffing.  Some more research is needed for sure, but don't back down from an obvious coward.  Makes me VERY pissed that I once spent $300 on that asshole.  Let us know what we can do to help.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000077||k91||11-20-2003||12:53 PM||||This stinks.  Good luck Jeff  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.37.214.133||reg||1||k91||00001933||yes
Z||000078||SPEEDFIEND||11-20-2003||12:59 PM||||This is BS!  Just another form of big business/deep pockets running out the little guy.  Anyone here ever heard of a car called the Tucker.  Big business/THE BIG THREE or as we more comonly refer to them FORD, CHEVROLET, DODGE put him out of business for having a superior product.  Everyone here should watch that movie.  Jeff has been more than fair with all of us.  I'm behind you all the way.  Just let me know how I can help. REMEBER POWER IN NUMBERS! And I think we have the numbers in our favor.  Out of all of us, aren't there any lawerys on this site?  Keep us posted Jeff.  Kris||206.214.57.84||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000079||GVR4458||11-20-2003||01:19 PM||||Just to make this a bit longer:<br /><br />Don't give him a dime yet.  Doing that starts the process of admitting that you are wrong (sort of  setting precedence).  You need to get the exact details about what patents/trademanrks you are violating.  I'm sure we can gather up some legal funds.  Once you have a lawyer, talk to him again,  Until then, pretend he doesn't exist, and hoold off on a new ebay ad.<br /><br />If he continues to be aggressive, post the code and detailed how-to instructions for creating the chips and see how he feels about his 25% then.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000080||gvr4ever||11-20-2003||01:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SPEEDFIEND:<br /><strong> This is BS!  Just another form of big business/deep pockets running out the little guy.  Anyone here ever heard of a car called the Tucker.  Big business/THE BIG THREE or as we more comonly refer to them FORD, CHEVROLET, DODGE put him out of business for having a superior product.  Everyone here should watch that movie.  Jeff has been more than fair with all of us.  I'm behind you all the way.  Just let me know how I can help. REMEBER POWER IN NUMBERS! And I think we have the numbers in our favor.  Out of all of us, aren't there any lawerys on this site?  Keep us posted Jeff.  Kris </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Tell me about the tucker car.||205.242.228.42||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000081||s_firestone||11-20-2003||01:33 PM||||Three little words... TMO Tradein program.  Sell a discount coupon on Ebay applicable to the trade-in of any TMO dsm chip redeemable at your website.  You won't be selling the chip on Ebay so Ebay cannot complain.<br /><br />I would give all your products and functions fancy names that are original and can be copyrighted.  DSMKey, RevLock, LoRev, DSMKill, DSMSecure, DSMStat, DSMPopClutch&lt;g&gt; DSMDiag, as examples.||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000082||PRE-EVO||11-20-2003||01:38 PM||||I don't see why you can't sell "blank" eeproms to people and give them free programming  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000083||slvrblt||11-20-2003||02:23 PM||||Anyone want a copy of TMO ? Why buy it from that jack ass...||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000084||gvr4ever||11-20-2003||02:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Anyone want a copy of TMO ? Why buy it from that jack ass... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can't even buy the ECU chip or the logger software anymore, except used.<br /><br />However, you can still go to TMOs website and order a chip and pay for it.  The site clearly says not to send money, but you can.  At any rate, all the info on the stage mods are still up and running, and aside from a few header notes, it still looks like a buisness with information on how to make payment.  Why doesn't he just take that info down?  <br /><br />Todd must have cought ass hole sydrome.  A common side affect of thinking your king shit of the ECU chips.||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000085||Jon||11-20-2003||02:48 PM||||Ok, I've got two things to say about this.  See the free ad on the bottom of each page of this site.  Secondly, fuck you Todd.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000086||bleck||11-20-2003||02:50 PM||||Amen Jon... you the man.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000087||stevevr4||11-20-2003||02:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> Ok, I've got two things to say about this.  See the free ad on the bottom of each page of this site.  Secondly, fuck you Todd.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">fuck yeah... this place rocks.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000088||curtis||11-20-2003||02:53 PM||||Jon you are a god.  Thats the funniest thing Ive seen all day.  We need to buy an ad on dsm trader for Jeff because the dsm guys will look there more than ebay.<br /><br />Jeff your web site needs to have a message board or something that we can all put our email addresses on for a referral and also put a picture of the scoreboard when dales car run 10's.<br /><br />From now on if one of us goes to a big dsm race we should carry 100 or so keydiver chips and give them out with a discount with TMO trade ins then send the money to Jeff with paypal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.39.74||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000089||jonvr4||11-20-2003||02:55 PM||||i think that team nabr and the dsm tooners would also benefit from ads.||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000090||14bCrazy||11-20-2003||03:04 PM||||Don't Fuck with a VR-4 owner Mr. Day!!!||162.83.78.122||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000091||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||03:06 PM||||I will comit to a fund to buy ad space on different boards..who do I paypal to?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000092||stevevr4||11-20-2003||03:35 PM||||Hmm I bet Jeff is making this all up so that we'll paypal him for his "Lawyer" and so he can get free ads on all the boards.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />lol||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000093||DongeR615||11-20-2003||03:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver: <strong> I think Todd is/has supplied them information, for a royalty also I'm sure! He claims he sold all the rights to this Lutz guy, who is now getting complaints from his pirate dealers that I am "whoring the market" by selling my chips so cheap. They can't sell an illegal(?) copy of TMO's chips on Ebay for $89 while I have one WITH support, and WITH customization for $45, so they're pissed! His answer is that I should raise my prices. I'm the first to agree that my prices are too low, considering the time I have in them. I guess I've just always had problems putting a correct price on my work. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver: <strong> Another thing that irritated me about our conversation was his general poor attitude toward 1G owners. He said how these are such old cars, and the chips do need to be cheaper now, because the people who own them obviously would be driving a new car if they had the money. I guess the concept of modifying a car as a hobby, or the idea that you keep a car because it is unique, never occurred to him. Talk about a DSM sellout. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look at it this way. He did say these are old cars and the chips need to be sold at a lower cost to sell to a market of lower-middle income persons. So again, he is making himself sound idiotic to me since he did want you to raise the cost of the chips. <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver: <strong> the points that they had "patented" were in use by our company long before ADC was even making Cable TV equipment. But, when the lawyers said it would cost $1,000,000 to take it to court, they buckled under and paid a $75,000 "royalty" (blackmail), even though we had documentation and equipment in hand that showed we, and other manufacturers, had been making equipment with those features for years. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ADC does have money to throw at a case and probably not win. Does this TARD have money to throw? My guess is No.  Realistically speaking if he did have money and was making tons of money off of TMO�s chips, he would be still selling and providing support for his product. <br /><br />We support you, Jeff<br />DongeR||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000094||keydiver||11-20-2003||04:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong>   We need to buy an ad on dsm trader for Jeff because the dsm guys will look there more than ebay.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That was another funny thing that I'm still scratching my head about: he said as long as I stuck to my own website, even DSMTrader, whatever, things were cool, but STAY AWAY FROM EBAY! What is it with Ebay? He was very explicit several times that if I stayed away from Ebay everything would be fine!?<br />By the way, you guys are crazy    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />I never quite expected this kind of response.<br />I have DEFINITELY changed my mind about writing him. I am DEFINITELY NOT going to send him any money, as, like someone else said, I feel that this would be admitting guilt, and could probably be used against me if it ever went to court.<br />If I were going to send him 25%, I might as well use his chips, like the pirates do who give him royalties. At least then people would get the selectable stutterbox and gauges they ask for, and the boostcut solenoid thing I don't do. If I knew which features "violated" his copyright or patent, I could market a royalty-free version, and the true TMO for 25% more. Thats another option I thought of, but not at the top of my list at the moment    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br />I believe you can still order a TMO chip, and possibly even the datalogger, from his site. There are still ordering instructions for both. Its just that they are not accepting ECU's for modification anymore, you have to do it yourself.<br />I'm sure he's quite pissed that his sales have been slacking off for the past year or so, but I think he is unfairly putting the blame on me. I've actually sold very few DSM chips. But, when you walk away from a community, without a word of explanation or goodbye, and people can no longer get their emails answered, and you refuse to support previous product you've sold, people WILL stop buying from you. Its that simple, the word gets around.<br />Jeff O.<br />"chip whore extrordinaire"||68.218.111.66||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000095||atsiauto||11-20-2003||04:20 PM||||I think the passing the Hat idea is great(donations for lawyers etc.) if this thing shifts into "super Ugly " drive . <br />Im definitly one to say Jeff has helped me and others with info and chips enough for me to know that if he needs help we all are down to see it to the wall with this TMO cat or any German autowerks for that matter . We may be cheap  chislers at times But dont PISS US OFF ! <br />the TMO trade in will also bring a laugh and a buck or two . Thanks again Jeff for all you do to make these cars Rock !||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000096||s_firestone||11-20-2003||04:54 PM||||So what your saying is never mess with a group of Poor Miser Efficiency Freaks with an average IQ of 130+ , lead feet(with aluminum pedals)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   , some kind of sleep(er) disorder, who have a thing for 12 year old sedans with mispelled names???? Is that what your saying?||169.135.104.125||reg||7||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000097||Hertz||11-20-2003||05:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]You can't even buy the ECU chip or the logger software anymore, except used.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I found them on eBay.  Sold as "T.M.O." chips.  Even using the images off of the TMO site.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000098||dlpinckney||11-20-2003||06:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]You can't even buy the ECU chip or the logger software anymore, except used.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I found them on eBay.  Sold as "T.M.O." chips.  Even using the images off of the TMO site. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you read that auction?  Here is what their TMO stands for: Auction is for one Mitsubishi Specialties "Turbocharged-Mitsubishi-Optimization" Performance Eprom. <br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33597&item=2443176288" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33597&item=2443176288</a> <br /><br />Now unless this person either IS Todd or is one of the fools paying him royalties, they are going WAY over anything that Jeff has done.||207.69.139.135||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000099||keydiver||11-20-2003||06:12 PM||||Thats the guy Todd is trying to protect! I specifically mentioned the fool in Canada who was blantantly selling copies of his chips, and he acknowledged that the guy had been, but is now paying a 25% royalty!<br />Hey, if thats all this is about, trying to protect a chip-copier in Canada who is paying royalties, and staying off Ebay is the answer - I'm there!<br />I just want to do the homework, and know what I'm getting into, if this ever surfaces again. I have to wonder to what extent Todd is supporting this guy? Has he told him HOW to modify the chips, to customize them?? Todd says he "has many irons in the fire" with this DSM stuff, so I wouldn't doubt if he has DSMLink, and any other DSM chip producer in his pocket. I think he shares info only for a price.<br />Jeff O.<br />"chip whore extrordinaire"||68.218.111.66||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000100||russya||11-20-2003||06:25 PM||||I think one of the best examples of chips and their features not being patentable is Audi chips there's about a dozen different companies that have 1.8t chips for sale and these aren't little crap hole in the wall places like tmo some of these places are multi million dollar buisness' and if you could  sue because of this type of thing they would be all over it I'm sure. I say ignore him but if you need a little coin to pay a lawyer I'd be more than glad to pay my share I love my chip and would help you out even if I didn't just because you're one of those rare real nice guys that's just trying to do something that's for the greater good of everyone else not to screw people out of some cash||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000101||Arty||11-20-2003||06:45 PM||||There's a famous case where Phoenix Technologies "reverse engineered" the BIOS for the IBM PC without infringing on IBMs rights. You may have used a similar process to create your code.<br /><a href="http://resellernews.co.nz/Reseller/Reseller.nsf/0/1BBFDB5046CE4D5ACC256B03007B4704?OpenDocument" target="_blank">http://resellernews.co.nz/Reseller/Reseller.nsf/0/1BBFDB5046CE4D5ACC256B03007B4704?OpenDocument</a><br /><br />John.||203.24.125.201||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000102||NZGZR4||11-20-2003||06:52 PM||||Why/How is Todd asking for royalties if he has sold all the rights to the TMO chips/code/etc to someone else?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||203.109.201.57||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000103||mikeyoung00||11-20-2003||08:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Arty:<br /><strong> There's a famous case where Phoenix Technologies "reverse engineered" the BIOS for the IBM PC without infringing on IBMs rights. You may have used a similar process to create your code.<br /> <a href="http://resellernews.co.nz/Reseller/Reseller.nsf/0/1BBFDB5046CE4D5ACC256B03007B4704?OpenDocument" target="_blank">http://resellernews.co.nz/Reseller/Reseller.nsf/0/1BBFDB5046CE4D5ACC256B03007B4704?OpenDocument</a> <br /><br />John. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good point...and in case it hasn't been mentioned yet I also was thinking about this today when another name popped into my head: AMD!||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000104||curtis||11-20-2003||09:36 PM||||All of you have seen the austin powers triology.  The word for todd is "zip, zip, zip it"<br />  Oh almost forgot<br /><br />Fuck you Todd||64.159.109.126||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000105||number3||11-20-2003||09:39 PM||||For the newbies...Todd has done a lot for the DSMers over the years. dsm.org , the Talon digest, dsmtrader.com , The TMO chip and the datalogger. The key word here being HAS. It is hard not to be greatful for the time he (Todd) has put into the club. <br /><br />HOWEVER he turned his back on the DSM crowd a few years back and basically said fuck you to all of us old timers.<br /><br />It is amazing that he (Todd) cares to respond NOW. When I called and e-mailed him years ago about repairs, questions and or service to the over $1000.00 worth of TMO products I bought from him over the years, he was no where to be found. That's right. Not even one response. So I agree with Jon, fuck you Todd and pass the fucking torch already!!<br /><br />Jeff,<br /><br />I wouldn't worry too much about the threats it cost a lot of money to take some one to court and there can not be that much $$ in chips to go ahead with it. Even though you own the rights to your chips just like he owns/owned the rights to his chips. They are not one in the same. So you would win anyway.<br /><br />Thanks for your help in fixing mine in the recent years. The torch is yours to carry as far as I am concerned.<br /><br />Take it easy.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000106||GVR1643||11-20-2003||11:14 PM||||Wow, I'm gone for most of one day and find this BS.!!!<br />Jeff we're behind you for whatever you need: A few hundred GVR4's parked at his house doing "stutterbox" launches all night; lawyer fund; head of a horse in his bedroom, etc.  <br /><br />Spread this information EVERYWHERE and let Todd and Mr. Lutz find out what the cheap old DSM community really thinks about their new attitude. Kudos to his old work, screw his current viewpoint.  Sounds like a BS blackmail to me.<br /><br />Jeff, you put up a paypal address for legal fees and we'll have your back - say the word!||167.142.21.217||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000107||keydiver||11-20-2003||11:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> For the newbies...Todd has done a lot for the DSMers over the years. dsm.org , the Talon digest, dsmtrader.com , The TMO chip and the datalogger. The key word here being HAS. It is hard not to be greatful for the time he (Todd) has put into the club. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, Harry is absolutely right. Although I came into the GVR-4 scene a little late (4/99) to really benefit from Todd's input to the DSM community, he did a lot to unify and promote these cars, for which we do owe him. Thats why, in everything I've done with these chips, I've taken great precautions not to dishonor him by copying his code. Most of you know that I will NOT do the selectable gauges and selectable stutterbox for this reason. <br />  Its just a shame that he has sold the rights to his technology to someone else, James Lutz, who it appears also happens to be his boss, who isn't interested ONE BIT in the DSM community, who is purely looking at the bucks that are/aren't rolling in. Todd constantly said "we", and "we've been watching you for awhile", undoubtably referring to himself and Jim Lutz. <br />  I only wish Todd and I could have met on more amicable terms. I would appear to be his best hope of reviving the TMO IV program that he abandoned, and I'd gladly pay him his 25% royalty to be able to market it. He was a genius when it came to these ECU's, far above my primitive abilities. I just wish he made it easier to be grateful to him.<br />Jeff O.<br />"chip whore extrordinaire"||216.77.204.215||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000108||GVR1643||11-20-2003||11:55 PM||||Yikes Jeff, your PM is full and flood protection on for your email...long day  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />You might want to post over at NABR and offer your point of view. I put in my attempt at a good word for you and others have as well.||167.142.21.217||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000109||turbogalant||11-21-2003||05:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> I don't see why you can't sell "blank" eeproms to people and give them free programming     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He has a good point sell the labor of installing a flash eeprom and make the software/code downloadable for free from you site so all the customer has to do is download and flash the eeprom. Or sell your labor for you old prices and sell the chip for free he can't go after you for your labor costs. If it's the stutterbox name he is after call it a out of gear lowered rev-limiter. Which by the way GM and ford has used since the start of obd-II, and probibly more companies that I don't know of. My guess is that what he is doing is protecting himself from his canadian royalty company. If they see your transactions on ebay the likely not pay him his royalties because you are not paying him why should they. So he is upset that that is very likely. I believe that the reason that he doesn't care if you sell them on you site there is no easily found record of your transactions. Oh and s_firestone I only got a 129 on my IQ test     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />     Sorry to lower the IQ standard on this board.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||65.177.241.225||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000110||Jon||11-21-2003||08:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> For the newbies...Todd has done a lot for the DSMers over the years. dsm.org , the Talon digest, dsmtrader.com , The TMO chip and the datalogger. The key word here being HAS. It is hard not to be greatful for the time he (Todd) has put into the club. <br /><br />HOWEVER he turned his back on the DSM crowd a few years back and basically said fuck you to all of us old timers.<br /><br />It is amazing that he (Todd) cares to respond NOW. When I called and e-mailed him years ago about repairs, questions and or service to the over $1000.00 worth of TMO products I bought from him over the years, he was no where to be found. That's right. Not even one response. So I agree with Jon, fuck you Todd and pass the fucking torch already!!<br /><br />Jeff,<br /><br />I wouldn't worry too much about the threats it cost a lot of money to take some one to court and there can not be that much $$ in chips to go ahead with it. Even though you own the rights to your chips just like he owns/owned the rights to his chips. They are not one in the same. So you would win anyway.<br /><br />Thanks for your help in fixing mine in the recent years. The torch is yours to carry as far as I am concerned.<br /><br />Take it easy.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I even gave Todd a Dos Equis one year at the shootout.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Todd isn't that hard to find Harry.  You just have to know where to look.  <br /><br />Day, Todd<br />341 Bollay Drive<br />Goleta, CA 93117<br />US<br />805-685-7077 fax: 805-685-5007<br /><br />I called him at work one day a few years ago when he wouldn't respond to my emails.  He had an ECU of mine that kept on getting code 44.  At that time, no one knew how to fix it and he was looking into it.  Todd even socketed it for free.  He had the damn thing for over a year and he never could fix it so he just sent it back to me.  Anyway, he was kind of in shock when I tracked him down.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000111||14bCrazy||11-21-2003||08:47 AM||||Lets make T shirts with "FUCK TODD" and all go to the Shoot out next year and wear them.||162.84.79.235||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000112||stevevr4||11-21-2003||08:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Lets make T shirts with "FUCK TODD" and all go to the Shoot out next year and wear them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol noice... it'll be like the "Free Kevin" bumper stickers...||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000113||gvrfour173||11-21-2003||09:58 AM||||just keep up the good work. fuck what you heard!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000114||keydiver||11-21-2003||10:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong>Todd isn't that hard to find Harry.  You just have to know where to look.  <br /><br />Day, Todd<br />341 Bollay Drive<br />Goleta, CA 93117<br />US<br />805-685-7077 fax: 805-685-5007<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I could have sworn this was a Portland, Oregon number:<br /> <a href="http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/9008/indexb.html" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/MotorCity/9008/indexb.html</a> <br />I think he has drifted away from Cali somehow.<br />Did he have a wife named Meg?||68.219.51.242||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000115||autobahntom||11-21-2003||10:13 AM||||Don't everyone do this at once, but if you go to <a href="http://www.terrafly.com," target="_blank">www.terrafly.com,</a> you can see a satelite picture (real one) of any address in the USA. Some of the pics are 'old' (six months to a couple of years), but you can get the general idea. Not that there is ANY address' that anyone would want to see or anything. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000116||markrieb||11-21-2003||10:24 AM||||That is definately a Portland/Willamette Valley phone number.<br /><br />I've never heard of this place, but got out of VW's back in '91.  I do know that Techtonics moved to Oregon about that time, but I think they are closer to the coast.<br /><br />Tyler, you ever hear of this place?<br /><br />I'm in for the defense fund if it is needed.<br /><br />I'm with Harry, I've been around the DSM scene and the old original Talon Digest since '95.  In the old days Todd was *the man*.  But a couple of years ago, he just dropped off of the face of the earth.  No contact, no explanation, no sales, no support.  I understand wanting to protect intellectual property, but with that goes the responsibility of supporting what you sold.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000117||sleeper||11-21-2003||12:23 PM||||<a href="http://viewers.globexplorer.com" target="_blank">http://viewers.globexplorer.com</a><br />Put his address in the search box.<br />If you're lucky you might even see him scratching his head by now.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000118||curtis||11-24-2003||05:48 PM||||so Jeff have you heard from ass munch.  We need an update.||67.25.34.247||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000119||geoff@machv||11-24-2003||06:15 PM||||Personally...... If you have any <b>keydiver stickers </b>, I'd like to have two of them for my car thankyou!<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000120||keydiver||11-24-2003||06:20 PM||||Its funny you should mention stickers! Guess what I just got in the mail? Thank you Gabor!<br /><br />Update: I had a lawyer (DSMer) volunteer to call and write Todd for me. We'll see what happens  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.209.73.110||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000121||Ash||11-24-2003||07:31 PM||||I've said it before but I'll say it again - good luck   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000122||curtis||11-25-2003||12:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> I've said it before but I'll say it again - good luck    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ive said it before but I'll say it again - FUCK YOU TODD.||67.25.38.231||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000123||bleck||11-25-2003||12:47 AM||||Check out Jeff all handling his business!  That's right, make him your bitch.  Maybe he'll start paying YOU 25%!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000124||DynStatic||11-25-2003||02:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Thats the guy Todd is trying to protect! I specifically mentioned the fool in Canada who was blantantly selling copies of his chips, and he acknowledged that the guy had been, but is now paying a 25% royalty!<br />Hey, if thats all this is about, trying to protect a chip-copier in Canada who is paying royalties, and staying off Ebay is the answer - I'm there!<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Isn't there some way we can contact Ebay about the guy in Canada selling knock of TMO chips?!?!?! Cant we get that guy kicked off?!?!<br /><br />If it's true about the royalty's then that would hurt Todd's pockets.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />And why don't you just miss spell all the descriptions.. lol<br /><br />Jeff, I still want to write a datalogger for you and your special project! I'm still researching comm packages. Maybe I will find a good one.||68.57.49.112||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000125||kazin||11-25-2003||09:47 AM||||I really don't see how you can infringe upon his copyright, without reselling his software.  Unless he actually has a patent, in which case, TONS of other companies are infringing as well.<br /><br />I suspect arguing with ebay is a waste of time, I doubt they'll listen to the real story at this point, all they care about is covering their ass after a single complaint.<br /><br />But I for one don't think you should pay him a cent if you're only selling software YOU wrote.  If you were selling his code, that's one thing.  I sort of doubt he paid mitsu anything for using parts of THEIR code.||69.37.4.86||reg||1||LastOne||00001152||yes
Z||000126||spoulson||11-25-2003||12:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR4-1229:<br /><strong>Jeff, I still want to write a datalogger for you and your special project! I'm still researching comm packages. Maybe I will find a good one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Have you checked out other dataloggers out there?  For Palm, a lot of people (including me) like <a href="http://mmcd.meditprofi.ru/" target="_blank">MMCd</a>.  For laptop, you might want to collaborate and make a PC version of the same package rather than start new.  I have some foot in the development that I can share.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000127||HHIVR4||11-25-2003||01:00 PM||||Dont charge for the chips..If you give them away for free and charge s/h fee then you can get full price for your product without any infringement..Unless it is a trademarked product anyone can make it as long as they dont collect money on the actuall product..so the s/h gig is perfectly legal.||63.49.51.7||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000128||talontsi||11-26-2003||12:48 AM||||Jeff I say for now why not make the chips free and take "donations" from interested parties?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Still not sure about the legal logistics on this one.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000129||Tondar||11-26-2003||08:17 PM||||First of all this guy does not have a patent on anything.  The cost and time involved to get a patent simply isn't worth it unless you have an idea that is going to make millions.<br /><br />2nd of all, he would never come after you.  A lawyer would cost him just as much as it would you..  can you see him spending thousands of dollars in lawyers and plane fair (he has to go to you since you're the defendant) to stop you from selling chips!!  No lawyer would be interested in doing this on a contingency... there isn't enough money involved.<br /><br />this is ridiculous... Keydiver, do what ever you want, this guy can't/won't touch you.  He'll harass you but even that will end, especially when the DSM community returns the favor to him!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />BTW my consultation will cost you one chip  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> !!!!||68.41.144.50||reg||1||Tondar||00000325||yes
Z||000130||bleck||11-26-2003||11:51 PM||||Maybe it's me, but (SNIP!)<br /><br />...think I'll keep this one to myself  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000131||DongeR615||11-26-2003||11:56 PM||||you can have all the impressions you want. this isn't the thread to discuss this. if you want to make it personal. go pm us and find out exactly.||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000132||Ash||11-27-2003||01:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Maybe it's me, but (SNIP!)<br /><br />...think I'll keep this one to myself </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll do the same||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000133||keydiver||11-27-2003||09:59 PM||||When I say free, I mean free. No one is under ANY obligation to send me money. <br />That being said, most people have compensated me in one way or another. Many of you have asked for my Paypal ID, at least wanting to compensate me for the postage and the EPROM, and that is fine. But, no one should berate another list member who hasn't contributed. All of us have different economic circumstances to deal with.<br />Hey, I just raised my DSM prices $25, let them pay for it!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.76.180.19||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000134||turbowop||11-27-2003||10:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong><br />Hey, I just raised my DSM prices $25, let them pay for it!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lmao...I love being a part of the gvr4 community.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000135||bleck||11-28-2003||02:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Hey, I just raised my DSM prices $25, let them pay for it!  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds good to me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000136||1101||12-04-2003||06:07 PM||||I just went to The US patent office site (http://www.uspto.gov/patft/index.html)and did a search to 1976 for inventor day and state CA. 190 hits but nothing I saw relateing to this subject.<br /><br />When I put in inventor day-todd I got zero hits. I don't think he has a patent.<br /><br />Ward||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000137||Ash||12-04-2003||07:10 PM||||How is this coming along Jeff?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000138||drew||12-04-2003||07:16 PM||||He's afk this week.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000139||keydiver||12-07-2003||10:39 PM||||I have a lawyer working on it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.77.204.198||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000140||drew||12-07-2003||10:43 PM||||welcome back.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000141||Armitage||12-18-2003||02:20 PM||||Jeff, I work for the US Patent and Trademark office and may be able to help you out a little bit in regards to Todd's claim to have a patent on his chip. Feel free to contact me off-list.||151.207.240.3||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000142||Armitage||12-18-2003||02:48 PM||||Heh, well so far I haven't found any patents owned by Todd Day or assigned to technomotive but I did find this...<br /><br />U.S. Patent No. 05/380,522 to Day, Charles E.<br />"Method for treatment of irritable bowel syndrome"<br /><br />They've GOT to be related somehow, I can just feel it!||151.207.240.3||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000143||keydiver||12-18-2003||05:35 PM||||My lawyer says Todd has NOT responded to our Certified letter as of yet. He also has done a search, and found nothing. Technomotive wasn't even registered in California until this past spring, when Todd evidently sold it to the Lutz guy. Interesting...||68.158.235.221||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000144||Oztek||12-18-2003||07:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> My lawyer says Todd has NOT responded to our Certified letter as of yet. He also has done a search, and found nothing. Technomotive wasn't even registered in California until this past spring, when Todd evidently sold it to the Lutz guy. Interesting... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmmmm...I wonder if someone has been paying their taxes?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Sick the IRS on him!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.38.16.44||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000145||Jon||12-19-2003||09:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Armitage:<br /><strong> Heh, well so far I haven't found any patents owned by Todd Day or assigned to technomotive </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So the first one to register the patent wins regardless of who developed it initially?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000146||keydiver||12-19-2003||11:38 AM||||I *think* my lawyer said that since this stuff has been in the public domain for so long, it is no longer patentable. I think Todd is SOL.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.34.14.219||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000147||iceman69510||12-19-2003||12:43 PM||||Three cheers for free enterprise (and resourceful GVR4 owners like Jeff!).<br /><br />Hip Hip Hooray!||12.1.210.225||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000148||Hertz||12-19-2003||01:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> I *think* my lawyer said that since this stuff has been in the public domain for so long, it is no longer patentable. I think Todd is SOL.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, I have a patent on "Shit Out of Luck", Todd will have to find something else or pay me royalties.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000149||sleeper||12-19-2003||01:55 PM||||Slogens are not copyrightable.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br />See "got milk" and what ever else you want.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000150||geoff@machv||12-19-2003||03:03 PM||||Jeff.  <br />I just spoke with Dan Hurwitz at Mach V Motorsports. Please call him when you get a chance.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Geoff<br /><br /><br />Dan can be reached at 703-237-0900 from 0930 thru 5:30pm||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000151||Armitage||12-22-2003||11:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Armitage:<br /><strong> Heh, well so far I haven't found any patents owned by Todd Day or assigned to technomotive </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So the first one to register the patent wins regardless of who developed it initially? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There are a lot of fine points to take into account when determining patentability. First of all, the invention cannot be known, used, or sold prior to patenting. Further, if the invention was described in a patent or a printed publication in this or a foreign country prior to the filing date of the patent application it can't be patented. Further, if the invention is an obvious combination or variation of a well-known invention, then it can't be patented. I work in video technology, not software patents, but what I can tell you is this:<br /><br />1) It (usually) takes tens of thousands of dollars to prosecute a patent application (mostly due to attorney fees). You stand a very slim chance of getting a patent if you don't apply through a competent patent attorney/law firm.<br /><br />2) 95% of the applications that pass across my desk never see the light of day. This isn't true for all divisions of the office though.<br /><br />3) To defend a patent in court costs hundreds of thousands of dollars if not millions. Because of this, there really has to be millions of dollars at stake to even bother with litigation.<br /><br />4) It really sounds like Todd's claim to having a patent is totally BS. Even if he did have one, it wouldn't be in his best interest to take the matter to court because it would invariably cost more than it's worth.||151.207.240.3||reg||1||Armitage||00002625||yes
Z||000152||Matt379||12-23-2003||10:56 AM||||So, lets look at this.<br /><br />No patent--nothing.  This is why Todd doesn't want Jeff on Ebay, because that is where a lot of business can come from.<br /><br />Todd realizes he doesn't stand a chance.  If he had a legitimate claim to this work, he wouldn't even want Jeff selling them on his own website.<br /><br />Jeff, let us know if you need anything else.||165.139.149.10||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000153||keydiver||01-04-2004||06:42 PM||||OK guys, I hope all of you would PLEASE READ THIS MESSAGE.<br />As a bit of background, let me restate the series of events as they unfolded:<br />1) I received an email from Ebay, stating that Strictly German Autowerks had notified them that my chip for sale on Ebay infringed "their copyright, trademark, or other rights".<br />2) I searched for "Strictly German Autowerks" on the web, and located Mr James Lutz's business in Portland, Oregon.<br />3) Calling the number on the website, the phone was answered by a gentleman, who refused to identify himself, other than as "you know who I am", and would not deny that he was Todd Day when I would outright ask him. During our ~20 minute conversation, he would always refer to Mr Lutz in the 3rd person, and say "WE have been watching you", or "WE filed all the copyrights and patents, and looked at this with lawyers, etc", or "all the rights have been sold to James Lutz", again intimating that HE WAS Todd Day, but never stating it. He seemed to be extremely knowledgable about some of the particulars of the code in the chips, so I had no reason to think it was other than Todd himself.<br />In response to the above, I retained a lawyer, to ascertain what copyrights or patents I was infringing with my chips. My lawyer sent certified letters to both Todd Day, in California, and Mr. James Lutz, in Portland, Oregon. Both my lawyer and I have received email responses from Todd, and it seems that I owe him a HUGE apology. I know that many of you will be relieved to know, as I was, that Todd has NOT sold any rights to Mr Lutz, nor had any knowledge of this problem. In fact, it was quite amicable to me, and praised my accomplishments, which is more in line with the way Hal has portrayed him to me.<br />   Todd asked that I not forward his email to anyone, but I will say that he has NO knowledge of the royalties that Mr Lutz has been collecting from several dealers, or any licensing fees. I don't believe he is even aware, until now, that Mr Lutz has stolen his trademark, by filing the name Technomotive in the name of James Lutz back in April in California! Todd realizes that there has been alot of piracy of his product, which is one reason he detached himself from the community, but he has never stopped any auctions for pirated product. He claims to hold no patents for the chips, but I would still think that copyright protection would apply.<br />What you can do:<br />   It would appear that Todd's reputation has been greatly damaged by these posts, as Todd found out when he tried to get some answers on IRC the other night. I would ask that everyone think things over, given the new information, and conclude, as I have, that Todd is actually the greatest victim here. I don't know how he's going to handle Mr Lutz's claims, but he would certainly have my support in any legal forum. <br />   If you know of any other places where this information has been posted, please let me know (I'm going to post this also on NABR). As I stated, his email to me was very pleasant, considering the great wrong that has been done to him. This could actually work out to be the best possible outcome, as I'm hoping it might lead to me being able to purchase rights to certain TMO features for future designs I'd like to offer.<br />Again, I openly apologize to Todd Day for being taken in by this claim-jumper Lutz, and I ask all of you to help me to rectify this unfortunate situation.<br />Thank you.||216.76.180.96||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000154||dlpinckney||01-04-2004||08:11 PM||||Damn, that is crazy.  Glad to hear you are getting to the bottom of everything though.  I think I remember some stuff being posted on DSMtalk and DSMtuners, but I don't believe any of it was derogatory toward Todd.  I think it was just stuff promoting you/your chips.<br /><br />Jeff - it might be beneficial to copy the post you just made into it's own topic with a catchy title like "Todd Day - eveyone read" or something along those lines.  Would stand out much more than being at the end of this post.||207.69.139.136||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000155||spoulson||01-04-2004||08:18 PM||||I'm speechless!  These days you don't know who to trust.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000156||crucible||01-04-2004||08:23 PM||||Sounds good!<br />BTW, which Todd did you talk to earlier when SHTF?<br />Seems to have changed his demeanor.Oh well.Hope it works out for ya||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000157||curtis||01-04-2004||09:14 PM||||I retract my other posts for example<br />Fuck you Todd, Todd's an asshole, etc.  They should have read....Jim Lutz's is an asshole, Fuck you Jim etc....What an asshole he stole Todd's work and tried to screw everyone else out of business also and while doing this screwed with Todd's rep...What a shit head.<br />Keep us informed Jeff.......||64.159.108.64||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000158||keydiver||01-04-2004||11:01 PM||||Yes, I'm still shaking my head, the balls on that bastard! Steal someone's trademark, and then start extorting money from other pirates selling his product!? How novel! Don't develop your own product when you can convince people to pay you for someone else's! I don't know what the legalities of this are, but Todd still deserves copyright protection. I hope all the poor bastards who are selling his stuff, and sending Lutz 25%, catch wind of this. I'll bet those monthly checks stop in a hurry! Meanwhile, there are several DSM shops that I know of who are/were buying the chips from those guys, thinking that they were "legit" because the royalties were being paid, now only to find out that some crook has been collecting the royalties!||216.77.204.162||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000159||G-GSX Turbo||01-04-2004||11:55 PM||||Go after that Lutz guy and have him kicked off Ebay!!<br /><br />Also, I would think what he is doing is illegal and bordering on unfare business practices and Borderline Extortion, a interstate commerce criminal offense.<br /><br />I'm sure the US Dept. Of Commerce could have a few choice words for him.<br /><br />To put what he is doing into context, Imagine a person registering a Business Name called Microsoft, then calling every business that sells Microsoft and saying Bill Gates sold someone the rights to Microsoft and if they want to continue selling Microsoft or ANY form of computing software they have to pay him a commission otherwise he will sue them. Not to mention in so many words saying he IS Bill Gates but not completely.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000160||Ash||01-05-2004||05:38 AM||||this just keeps getting weirder    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />at least hopefully now you and Todd together might be able to take out that Lutz guy||203.221.18.70||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000161||mikeyoung00||01-05-2004||12:19 PM||||Glad to hear Todd is still one of the good guys and that you are getting this thing worked out. I will be most interested in learning how eBay reacts to these developments. Seems like they punished the wrong party. <br /><br />Don't ever delete the email you got from Todd. It may be useful in future legal procedings.<br /><br />All the best. Hope '04 sees huge success for you, Jeff.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/003680.cgi
A||||7||drew||GVR4 Wikipedia||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-19-2003||07:13 PM||||As I was thinking about all the good info about our cars, I was wondering if we could get a GVR4 Wikipedia going.<br /><br />What's a Wikipedia? It's an online Encyclopedia, where anyone and everyone is able to update the definitions and information. As people see mistakes/outdated information, it could be updated for more relevant info.<br /><br />I don't know all the in's and outs of it. Could anyone shed more light? It would be such a great resource for our cars if we could||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-20-2003||12:29 PM||||<a href="http://wiki.org/wiki.cgi?WhatIsWiki" target="_blank">What is Wiki?</a> <br /><br />I could run  <a href="http://openwiki.com/" target="_blank">this openwiki</a> looks good for our M$ environment.  I haven't touched Perl in years, so the old-school Wiki would be rough.<br /><br />Should I go get vr4wiki.org?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||11-20-2003||12:33 PM||||isn't that what this has become?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||11-20-2003||01:41 PM||||No, this is a forum for billshitting.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Wiki would be nice as it will contain a hierarchy of sorted, relevant information.  Why don't we have someone put up a Wiki and see what becomes of it.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||msaskin||11-20-2003||02:36 PM||||I'd be more than happy to volunteer my server/time to set up a VR4 wiki.<br /><br />if you all want to use vr4wiki.org (or .com, or whatever) i'll get it all set up shortly  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000005||drew||11-20-2003||07:09 PM||||what about galantwiki.com or something like that. or maybe e39a.com  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Wooho WIKIWIKI!||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||drew||12-02-2003||12:28 PM||||so any updates about doing this?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||12-02-2003||01:11 PM||||other than it sounds like what happened to many of the "projects" that are supposed to happen in my office. Who wants more work? Especially for something that has a pretty good chance of never actually taking off. There's a time and place for everything, and it seems there isn't for a wikipedia. Damn I hate that name.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
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ubb/Forum3/003687.cgi
A||||7||GRV4726||Pics of car and engine||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||11-20-2003||09:50 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||this is the first time i have posted pics. so, lets hope they're ok.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2004" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2004&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />ok well i will post the others tomorrow||207.193.182.6||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-20-2003||10:45 AM||||looks like you have alot of work ahead of you||67.25.34.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||11-20-2003||02:42 PM||||one more for today<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2005" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2005&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />sorry i can't do this all at once but i'm at school and the images are to large so i'm resizing them||207.193.182.6||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||11-21-2003||02:43 PM||||okidoki. some more!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2018" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2018&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2017" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2017&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2016" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2016&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2015" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2015&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />ok thats all.  thanks for looking   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.193.182.6||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||11-21-2003||02:50 PM||||Typical Galant.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Reminds me of this:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2019" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2019&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||11-21-2003||04:58 PM||||Nice custom cam gear.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-21-2003||06:04 PM||||i HOPE you are going to change out all the belts, tensioner, pulleys, water pump, yada, yada.  do it NOW.  you will never have an easier time doing it again.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||11-21-2003||07:23 PM||||t belt is changed. so is water pump, and tensionner. i decided to reused the busted balance shaft belt though.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   haha balance shafts have been removed, don't worry. "custom" cam gear is gone and replaced with one of mitsu's weird looking new ones. (4 spoke) i even managed to paint the block (and remove rust before doing so.. naval gelly...good stuff but try and remove as much loose rust before hand) oh yeah i also put in a new clutch because the one that came with the eninge was destroyed. bad sign, i know. i didn't get one of the good ones. stock us intake mani is on the jdm engine.<br /><br />i'll take pics of it when it done. its already in the car. woo hoo. setrab oil cooler should be in tomorrow. so i will go to a hose shop and sort out fittings as well as socketless hose. it'll be REALLY good to have the vr4 back on the road.<br /><br />ps: these are really old pics. a lot of work has been done since they have been taken. i've actually forgotten a lot of what i have done!||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/003688.cgi
A||||29||92GVR4#333||Keydiver don`t read this----everyone else please look||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||10:03 AM||||as many are aware of the growing situation with keydriver chips and ebay,  I am going to reccomend we start a grass roots campain to up root the sale of any form of TMO chip on e-bay.  what I reccomend us doing is to search and e-mail any one who bids on these chips with a link to Keydivers site.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||10:21 AM||||just found the chip on ebay went in to look up the buyers but they have it blocked and immediate payment required.  hmmmm....anyon have any ideas?<br /><br /> <b>take down TMO</b>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||11-20-2003||10:24 AM||||I was gonna say they might have their auctions set as private, or start setting them as private when we start our campaign... hmm||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||10:31 AM||||we buy the chips from diver and resell as a used chip on ebay...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000004||curtis||11-20-2003||10:33 AM||||Fuck Todd<br /><br /> someone that is a longtime  member of club Dsm, yahoo groups etc..  needs to put a post about this on the trader and fubar this bitch and the TMO name because alot of the new guys don't know what an ass he is.<br /><br />If your a member of one of these site do it and reply here so we know it has been done.<br /><br /><br />Also if we have a hacker on board the bandwagon...you know whats up...<br /><br />Remember dont slander the bitch you don't want it to comeback on you.  Just give the facts.<br /><br /><br />  Look professional in your apperance and when their not looking...rub week old cat shit in there face.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.34.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||11-20-2003||10:45 AM||||This is a terrible idea!  You're only going to brew up more trouble for Jeff.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||Tevenor||11-20-2003||10:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> This is a terrible idea!  You're only going to brew up more trouble for Jeff.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly. Let the legal recourses take its own path and let Jeff make his own decisions. Your intentions are good. The application is faulty.<br /><br />If you really want to help, be supportive, open the wallets when/if needed, and let Jeff handle it.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||11:01 AM||||hence the title and term plausible denial...I am either giving him or selling my TMO S3 on ebay. I still say to report the facts of the readdressing of the chip to accomidate larger injectors along with solving the overadvance timing issue.  <b>on evey FRIGGIN board!!!</b>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000008||curtis||11-20-2003||11:03 AM||||Thank you  If we sit around and don't get involved the asshole will win thats how it always happens.  Just a few weeks ago a guy won a EVO for 26000 on EBAY.  The dealership said no but the groups and clubs said yes.  They gave him the car.  sometimes the good guy wins.  Im usually pretty calm and cool about thing.  I don't get upset about anything but when someone has busted there ass on a project like diver has and is screwed with ...its bullshit.  Ive rode in cars with the TMO chip and they don't run as well as the diver chip I have.  Drivablity or performance, I tryed to get a tmo but everytime I called they wouldn't answer or would put me off when I asked a question they always told me to email them with questions.  Hell I emailed jeff and a few days later I had a better product and for free.  If I would have paid for it I would feel the same way as I do now.  <br /><br />found this<br />  <a href="http://www.machv.com/nonecurep.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/nonecurep.html</a>  <br />I think machV should know about this||67.25.34.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||11:10 AM||||I can dyno TODD`s chip and divers chip back to back..wouldn`t be funny to see the TMO chip get smoked||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000010||curtis||11-20-2003||11:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong> I can dyno TODD`s chip and divers chip back to back..wouldn`t be funny to see the TMO chip get smoked </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do it<br />lets see some numbers||67.25.34.239||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||11-20-2003||01:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Thank you  If we sit around and don't get involved the asshole will win thats how it always happens.  Just a few weeks ago a guy won a EVO for 26000 on EBAY.  The dealership said no but the groups and clubs said yes.  They gave him the car.  sometimes the good guy wins.  Im usually pretty calm and cool about thing.  I don't get upset about anything but when someone has busted there ass on a project like diver has and is screwed with ...its bullshit.  Ive rode in cars with the TMO chip and they don't run as well as the diver chip I have.  Drivablity or performance, I tryed to get a tmo but everytime I called they wouldn't answer or would put me off when I asked a question they always told me to email them with questions.  Hell I emailed jeff and a few days later I had a better product and for free.  If I would have paid for it I would feel the same way as I do now.  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's nothing wrong with spreading the word.<br /><br />But your EVO example doesn't apply.  People went after a specific goal to get someone something that he rightfully deserved.<br /><br />So far nothing happened with Keydiver that you can go after.<br /><br />This is the last I have to say about it.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||VTGVR4||11-20-2003||01:49 PM||||one thing someone could do is reg a domain name, like <a href="http://www.downwithtmo.com" target="_blank">www.downwithtmo.com</a> <br /><br />we could populate it with stories of all the BS people have gone through. just a place with an easy link to spread around, and word of mouth will take care of the rest. obviously, you cant use a registered name in the domain, but it would have to be something that suggests tmo...||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||11-20-2003||02:00 PM||||It's kind of hard to belive that the guy who ran dsm.org and the talon digest would act like this.  He must have forgot what the whole point was.  There must have been a time when he gave a lot of his own personal time to run the digest.  Was it always about $$$$$$$?<br /><br />I guess the guy who gave so many years of his life to the DSM comunity is now going to be known as a asshole now.  Way to go Todd   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||205.242.228.4||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||jonvr4||11-20-2003||02:07 PM||||maybe the cock sucker is poor and needs all the money he could get his grubby hands on.BTW if anyone is willing to build an anti tmo site i am willing to pitch in to help cover costs.||24.9.29.252||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000015||VTGVR4||11-20-2003||02:45 PM||||i seriously doubt todd is poor. with the skills he has, he prolly is making good coin somewhere. that TMO racket he was running brought in money, too. Perhaps greed is all it is. I mean, its not much work to call up someone, scare them on the phone, and demand a 25% fee. i can imagine people fall for that still. easy money!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000016||bleck||11-20-2003||02:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> needs all the money he could get his grubby hands on. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No no Jon, that would be you  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000017||DongeR615||11-20-2003||03:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> needs all the money he could get his grubby hands on. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No no Jon, that would be you   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">stick to the issue...||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000018||sleeper||11-20-2003||03:55 PM||||I believe he drove a 1G till 98 or so when he bought his 2G. I met him in person and his pocketprotector was in fairly bad shape, so I don't think his rich by any means.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Even the way he ran the digest, suggested that he was a control freak.<br />Smart when it comes to electronics or automotive wiring. Other than that, all I can say is Fuck him.<br /><br />I sold items on Ebay that got retracted by common search words another person was looking for.<br />Simply rename them and go on your happy way. There is not a thing he can do.<br />Years ago I got a certified mail from a worldwide company.  I was selling a decal they were also selling for 10 times the cost. (Coughoaklycough)<br />Guess what I'm still selling that decal and sold<br />hundreds of them since then.<br />If I would have a machine to make copies of the TMO chip, I would sell them too.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000019||MidEngine210||11-20-2003||05:13 PM||||Anybody got a link to a thread about TMO and Todd...one for the newbies.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000020||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||05:18 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003679" target="_blank">link to the disscussion between keydiver and TMO</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000021||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||06:01 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&postid=974044#post974044" target="_blank">it has begun</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000022||Ash||11-20-2003||08:33 PM||||I think the posting about the new features is a good idea, it shows that Jeff's chips are superior than the old TMO product quite clearly and will get more people in the DSM community talking about it and wanting them.<br /><br />However, doing anything nasty to Todd is immature and possibly going to adversly affect Jeff, which is the last thing we want to happen.  <br /><br />If everyone hears about the conflict & we get heaps of testamonials and dyno sheets showing the difference then surely the DSM community at large will get behind Jeff.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000023||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||08:48 PM||||well that is why I am not posting smear tatics just known facts...as for the post I put up in the dsmtalk I have already received several responses from people who like the readdressing feature.  This is what makes this a true Performance chip and that is what is being focused on.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000024||curtis||11-20-2003||09:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&postid=974044#post974044" target="_blank">it has begun</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just gave you a five star rating   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.159.109.126||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000025||AWDpower||11-20-2003||11:39 PM||||Wow, I must have missed the start of this. It's really too bad things turned out this way.<br /><br />As a long time DSMer, I will tell you that Todd has done a tremendous amount for the DSM community, and argueably was one of the few who started the DSM community. He did an excellent job of running the Talon Digest for years, and was always eager to help fellow DSMers. Many of you are probably too new to these cars to have been apart of this, but he really did a lot of good for the community. He was the first to create and market ECU mods and the datalogger. He created a business, and sold these items for a profit, just as other DSM vendors do. They were not overpriced, you got a lot for your money. <br /><br />The problem is that he has stopped doing business. He became harder and harder to contact, and people were not even sure if he WAS still in business. I personally know many people who tried to buy chips from TMO and finally gave up. Why? Who knows, since he pretty much left without a word. But my guess is theat he was pissed off because people were stealing his work and selling copies, and I don't blame him. Yes, it was a business. But he wasn't doing it to get rich, he was selling at a fair price, and he was also doing it to help his fellow dsmers. The knock off chips and dataloggers were a stab in the back. <br /><br />Now, Keydiver is trying to fill the void he left. Not to make money off of Todd's work, but to help his fellow DSMers with his own hard work. Keydiver's motivation was his own generosity. We know that. But Todd most likely assumed that he was just another guy ripping off his work. And most of us in his position would feel the same way. Does Todd have a leg to stand on? Probably not. The problem is Todd is no longer selling ECU mods. His site at tmo.com has stopped taking orders. Now he's left the rest of us hanging, and Keydivers trying to help us out. It might be a good idea to talk to Mike at Pocketlogger.com since his pocketlogger is very similar to Todd's datalogger. He even links to the TMO site for tech info. That has to be a reason that Todd isn't bugging him. Either they are in it together, or Mike knows that Todd has no legal claim to the idea. It might be good to find out.<br /><br />One more thing. I don't know much about programming E-proms, but I do remember mention that Todd made efforts to hide the changes he did so that his work would be more difficult to copy. If he had a patent, why go through the trouble?<br /><br />I hope everything works out.||68.134.172.172||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000026||Hertz||11-21-2003||10:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDpower:<br /><strong> One more thing. I don't know much about programming E-proms, but I do remember mention that Todd made efforts to hide the changes he did so that his work would be more difficult to copy. If he had a patent, why go through the trouble?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Because patenting something literally makes your work public information.  But that's moot, he doesn't have a patent.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000027||dsmsleeper||11-21-2003||12:06 PM||||I also think that a post in the Parts Review section (DSM Talk) would be a good idea.||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000028||dsmsleeper||11-21-2003||12:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong> I also think that a post in the Parts Review section (DSM Talk) would be a good idea. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here's my quick post:<br /> <a href="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/showthread.php?s=55aaed0cdfc97e721c07311cf2524c97&threadid=109015" target="_blank">DSM Talk Parts Review</a> <br /><br /><br />Jeff doesn't deserve this [ToAd] shi*.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||7||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000029||92GVR4#333||11-26-2003||08:25 AM||||<a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&postid=732389#post732389" target="_blank">yet another shamless plug</a>||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum3/003684.cgi
A||||7||BlackHole||Another coilover option - Tein SS-P||||1||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||11-19-2003||09:57 PM||blackhole23@wowway.com||Just FYI -<br /><br />To confuse the coilover mess even more, Tein has finally released coilovers for the <a href="http://www.tein.com/mitsubishi.html" target="_blank">D27A 90-94 DSM AWD</a>. They are Super Street dampers w/ pillowball upper mounts. Not quite as nice as the E39A type HAs with the helper springs, but they will work with the EDFC if you so desire. As with most DSM stuff, this'll probably work on the GVR4s. List price is $60 lower than the E39A HAs.<br /><br />The most noticeable difference on the spec sheets are the stiffer springs - 504/392 vs. E39A 448/336 and the lower standard drop [1.6/2.0" vs. 1.4/1.0]. Ride height adjustability looks to be the same at +/- 2".||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||11-19-2003||11:21 PM||||The big problem with the EDFC was the clearance needed under the hood for them for our cars.<br /><br /><br />Interesting to say the least.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-20-2003||12:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> The big problem with the EDFC was the clearance needed under the hood for them for our cars.<br /><br /><br />Interesting to say the least. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">PRE-EVO, you like to drive without your hood so it shouldn't matter for you right?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||11-20-2003||07:47 AM||||im sorry but for a $60 difference ill get the ha's that are built fot the vr4's.<br /><br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||11-20-2003||12:03 PM||||The other thing I wonder is aren't the SS supposed to be their "budget coilovers" that are under $1k. Strange. <br /><br /><br />Drew amazingly I have my stock hood back now (in decent shape though you should have seen the fiberglass dust and residue left on it). This morning I get to go to the ref so hopefully I pass.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||hecdws||11-20-2003||07:42 PM||||thats what im saying the average price for the ss kit is $1000. any thing more then that and i should just get the ha's for the vr4. i cant see them selling to many of these kits at that price.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000006||1420mark||11-20-2003||08:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> im sorry but for a $60 difference ill get the ha's that are built fot the vr4's.<br /><br /><br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">something about that word "dedicated"||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000007||BlackHole||11-21-2003||07:57 PM||||Pre-EVO,<br /><br />I'm not picking on you, just trying to clear up what I think is a misconception spread around the web.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The big problem with the EDFC was the clearance needed under the hood for them for our cars.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't believe this for a couple of reasons:<br /></font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I asked Tein USA this exact question and they stated that it was strut shaft length issue since the E39A HAs were not designed for the EDFC.</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The GVR4 has more hood clearance than the DSMs.</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actual measurements per the Tein EDFC fitment guide online confirm that there is enough room.</font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />It's just too bad there has to be a compromise - HAs or EDFC. I want both!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum3/003685.cgi
A||||3||sleepergvr4||help, what should i do!!!!!||||1||||sleepergvr4||00001106
Z||000000||sleepergvr4||11-20-2003||07:27 AM||garlicrl@bellsouth.net||my old porsche 911sc is up for sale. i sold it 2 years ago. he offered it to me for a steal!, the car has a fully built suspension. some engine mods. roll cage etc. it has been in a climate controled garage for 2 years. he has only put 1300 miles on her. the car is not perfect. it is a driving car. it looks like it has gone drifting. i sold it to him like that.(track time) the price  $8500. the problem is the galant. for the money, my galant will spank the porsche. parts are cheaper for the galant. etc. but nothing has the feel of my old 911. help, my wife may kill me!!||204.252.153.130||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-20-2003||09:11 AM||||The feel you are talking about,  Is that the feel of the ass end wanting to slide out in the corner at exactly the wrong time or that ego feel of owning a 911.  Keep the galant it hooks better and it isn't a cop magnet.||67.25.38.144||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Bill||11-20-2003||09:55 AM||||911 is a supercar!  How can you fool around with 911 suspension?  E39 M3 4Dr. might be a better choice than Vr4||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Bill||00000334||yes
Z||000003||smokindav||11-20-2003||10:06 AM||||Sleeper,<br /><br />I've had the pleasure of owning a 1979 911SC and a GVR4 as well.  I'd kick the GVR4 to the curb in a second if I could have my 911 back.  You can beat and hammer on them all day at the track and not worry about a thing.  Awesome brakes, dry sump oiling system - plus you say your old SC is already set up for track duty.<br /><br />I don't know what mods your Galant has, but it still ain't no Porsche.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />The comment about "ego" in the post previous to mine does hold water, but for a reason - Porsches were built to be hammered on the Autobahn at 150mph all day long and be taken straight to the track.  <br /><br />And the comment about the ass end wanting to let go?  Hello?  A GVR4 with that goofy AWS hooked up is alot worse in high speed cornering stability than a 911!<br /><br /><br />Get the 911!||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes



ubb/Forum3/003686.cgi
A||||8||agrabau||I done made a purrful engine.. The rednecks go big||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||11-20-2003||07:29 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||So I'm jibing the muscle car set a little. These guys are badass. I have one more link coming. I know you guys will love this. The first one I have to say "Boost creep?"  The wastegate pipes are very small but it's sick. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.popularhotrodding.com/enginemasters/articles/chevrolet/bigblock/0305em_turbo_bb/" target="_blank">web page</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-20-2003||07:32 AM||||One more. This is from a BMW guy. These Fins are absolutely nuts. It must be the long winters. They take fabrication to a new level. <br /><br /> <a href="http://w1.226.telia.com/~u22610068/main.html" target="_blank">Turbo E30 With S50 BMW motor</a> <br /><br />  <img src="http://w1.226.telia.com/~u22610068/Massan%202003%20012.jpg" alt=" - " />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||11-20-2003||07:35 AM||||One more.. this is how I want to start my next project..Bare frame like Mike Green's car. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.bmw-club.ee/forum/viewthread.php?tid=1118" target="_blank">pics at bottom of this page</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||11-20-2003||09:00 AM||||heh, sa oled auto ju täitsa katki teinud<br /><br />kui armatuur nii kõvasti salongi sõidab, kas sa uksest siis sisse ka mahud?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||11-20-2003||09:24 AM||||THE FIRST ONE IS ABSOULITLY INSANE!!!<br /><br />2000 Hp at 9500 rpm`s that is some hard core building||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||mixx2001||11-20-2003||10:48 AM||||I remember reading about the Quad-turbo Mike built, when I had my Talon, in that issue of PHR.  I was just getting outta of the Muscle Car scene, and learning about turbos.  I was familiar with Moran since he beat Tony Christian to 200mph.  Since then, the Quad-Four was the motor to which I compared to all other motors, and since then I've been hard to impress.  Kind of like watching the ending to a really great movie before you see the rest.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||11-20-2003||11:18 AM||||Jeezus... That Bimmer is sick!!!!<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://w1.226.telia.com/~u22610068/xPICT2912.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||11-20-2003||04:04 PM||||it certainly does have the *BLING* and sleeper factor.||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||chadhayashi||11-22-2003||04:05 AM||||The sheet in the window said 754hp and 833nm (over 600 lbs ft) at 1.87 bar. In an E30 chassis, yes please. <br />That's like having a <b>lightweight</b>, T66 powered, MKIV Supra.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003689.cgi
A||||7||V8EATER||where to sell 450's?||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||11-20-2003||11:27 AM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||a while back, someone gave a site address for the 3s guys- apparently they upgrade to 450's.  does anyone have that site?  i tried searching, but couldn't find it.  thanks||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||11-20-2003||11:32 AM||||<a href="http://www.3si.org/" target="_blank">The 3si forum</a> <br /><br />Its hard to sell them to those guys because they need a set of 6 (unless you have 6). I say sell them on ebay...I got $90 from some Honda guy...||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||11-20-2003||11:40 AM||||damn, $90! nice...<br />I was happy to finally sell mine for $45 shipped.<br />oh well.||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||11-20-2003||12:34 PM||||i gotta know how you listed the 450s....<br />"TYPE-R, JDM, 4g63, VR4, injectors, performance" etc?  what did you really use?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||11-20-2003||01:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> "TYPE-R, JDM, 4g63, VR4, injectors, performance" etc? what did you really use? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What did I really use? I really used eBay like I said... I believe the injectors were listed as 'Turbo Injectors Honda Acura Civic' I sold them before I moved like 4 months ago so I can't remember the exact title (or look it up in my account). Then I went on and described them as an upgrade for turbo Hondas and Acuras. The details about them (450cc, milage, etc)....be careful tho because you're going to get some really stupid questions that don't always pertain to the injectors.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||11-20-2003||01:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> "TYPE-R, JDM, 4g63, VR4, injectors, performance" etc? what did you really use? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What did I really use? I really used eBay like I said... I believe the injectors were listed as 'Turbo Injectors Honda Acura Civic'....be careful tho because you're going to get some really stupid questions that don't always pertain to the injectors. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats what i meant, the description and title is what makes results show up on searches on ebay, so a "carefully worded" (read: slightly deceptive) listing will mmake twice as much money as if you had just said "450 injectors 4g63"...<br />what about those questions? when my galant was for sale, i was flooded with emails from the honda camp, asking me if the car had a turbo and all wheel steering. other questions included tidbits like "i bet it smokes ferraris all day long" yeah, kid, it does. (blows smoke all over ferraris, that is, and anyone unlucky enough to be behind the car when i start it up)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||KenGVR4||11-20-2003||02:15 PM||||Just about any stock turbo part off of a GVR4/DSM can be sold to a Honda kid looking to build a "turbo kit".  They'll buy injectors, FMIC/SMIC's, and stock turbos. <br /><br />And actually, the results of putting a junkyard turbo kit on a single cam VTEC civic are quite impressive, it ALMOST keeps up with my friends barely modded GVR4. (Exhaust, boost controller, big fuel pump) 3 car lengths behind from a roll, not too shabby.<br /><br />Building low buck turbo kits for D16's can be a pretty nice side business.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||11-21-2003||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong> ...3 car lengths behind from a roll, not too shabby... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol, dont you hate spanking cars all day, sometimes its nice to have a challange like that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/003690.cgi
A||||12||s_firestone||Anyone notice Mofugas.com is gone?||||1||||s_firestone||00000502
Z||000000||s_firestone||11-20-2003||05:14 PM||s_firestone@yahoo.com||I went to look at one of the brochures he kept on the site and it says "This Domain for Sale" For questions/comments/suggestions please email me at rob@mofugas.com<br /><br />Hope someone has a copy of all the Documents he had.  <br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />92 GVR4 #918 of 1000||169.135.104.125||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000001||369of1000||11-20-2003||05:37 PM||||Someone does. I'm not sure who, but he had an auction on ebay to sell all the books. As part of the auction he took down the site.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||11-20-2003||05:45 PM||||I have a copy of everything.  I'm sure others do too. I may eventually put them up on the net for our use.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||11-20-2003||05:53 PM||||I have a copy of the 91 GVR4 factory brochure. I can try and scan it, but I am sure the quality would be diminished. Actually, I have almost all of the factory brochures from 90 to 97 (for all Mitsu cars/suvs).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||s_firestone||11-20-2003||06:18 PM||||I (along with several others I'm sure) would love to get a scanned copy of the owners manual for both years.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 GVR4 #918 of 1K||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000005||drew||11-20-2003||07:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> I have a copy of the 91 GVR4 factory brochure. I can try and scan it, but I am sure the quality would be diminished. Actually, I have almost all of the factory brochures from 90 to 97 (for all Mitsu cars/suvs).<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">do you have one for the 92 Galant VR-4?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||11-20-2003||08:36 PM||||I have the 92 Galant brochure, and for a reason unknown to me; the GVR4 is NOT even listed as a possibility. Some nice pictures of the GS/GSR though. The 93 brochure has some wheels pictured that I have never actually seen on a car though. Would like nice on the GVR4. Will have to scan that tomorow and post it. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||Matt379||11-20-2003||10:30 PM||||I actually had the homogolation certificates discussing the VR-4.<br /><br />I sent them to Rob so he could scan them, but they got lost somewhere in transit back to me.<br /><br />Ohwell, they were pretty interesting to have.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||11-21-2003||11:38 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/docs/" target="_blank">For research, document archive</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||ayvr4||11-21-2003||11:43 AM||||thats awesome Ryan!||68.74.199.233||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||11-21-2003||12:43 PM||||kickass... but they load much quicker from my desktop where I saved them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||11-21-2003||01:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> I have a copy of the 91 GVR4 factory brochure. I can try and scan it, but I am sure the quality would be diminished. Actually, I have almost all of the factory brochures from 90 to 97 (for all Mitsu cars/suvs).<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd love to have these graphics, if you had the time to scan them!||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||11-21-2003||07:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> kickass... but they load much quicker from my desktop where I saved them   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bah, you got nothing on me -- print them out and hang them around the garage.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003691.cgi
A||||2||#258||Mitsu drag car||||1||||#258||00000439
Z||000000||#258||11-20-2003||05:56 PM||steverallyc@netscape.net||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2443849236" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2443849236</a><br />Too bad im not into drag racing anymore||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||11-20-2003||05:58 PM||||This is the second time this car was listed. tried to buy it for a rally car (converstion to Group N or open) but the guy did not get what he wanted for it. Cool car!||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||11-20-2003||06:20 PM||||Most likely a conversion to open class.. group N would require a new car. <br /><br />I was bidding on it up to 17K. I planned to use it for crazy.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003692.cgi
A||||8||agrabau||New Welder (mini Mig) ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||11-20-2003||06:26 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||I'm very excited to be able to do some projects now without lugging them to work. This welder should cover most car fab that we need to do here. A TIG welder is in the near future as well. note "NASCAR" approved guys. That's right. I can make an entire NASCAR with this welder. <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2010" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||11-20-2003||06:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I can make an entire NASCAR with this welder. <br /><br />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How much would you charge?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||11-20-2003||06:50 PM||||ive got it too, it works well.||65.227.204.125||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||4g63t||11-20-2003||07:26 PM||||What kind of $$ will that set you back? I've been jonesin' for a welder, but it's tough to save that kind of dough on a college budget.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||11-20-2003||07:37 PM||||It's about 5 bills when you're done. The TIG is going to be the big bucks. I can turn you onto a couple of places when you're ready.<br /><br />I feel you on the college budget. My life has been like that for years throughout school, finally 2 jobs at a time I can buy stuff, albeit small stuff.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||11-21-2003||09:22 AM||||So what kind of power do you need?  Will it run off a 20Amp breaker?||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||11-21-2003||09:36 AM||||This one runs off 120, no need for a big 220 socket, although there's one right next to the welder in the pic... It's a nice little tool. It does exhaust with no complaints.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||11-21-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> This one runs off 120, no need for a big 220 socket, although there's one right next to the welder in the pic... It's a nice little tool. It does exhaust with no complaints. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You answered half of the question...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So what kind of power do you need? Will it run off a 20Amp breaker?</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||11-21-2003||02:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> So what kind of power do you need?  Will it run off a 20Amp breaker? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes.||65.227.217.224||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003693.cgi
A||||0||Akidosigh1||new site?||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||11-20-2003||08:19 PM||||i was on the Sport Compact Car website and there was a link for DSM performance parts. it took me to this:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.fasterthanyou.com/" target="_blank">http://www.fasterthanyou.com/</a>||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003694.cgi
A||||8||CCDSM69||SFP's EVO Dyno #'s||||1||||CCDSM69||00001573
Z||000000||CCDSM69||11-21-2003||12:53 AM||||Scott just got back from the dyno where Frank was tuning an EVO 8 that they just built. It made some sick #'s....The ending # was 419whp on pump gas (93 octane). The torque didn't read on that pull but on an earlier pull at 350whp it made 319 foot pounds of torque. I have dyno sheets but I promised not to upload them until they are unveiled on the EVO message board. I have some videos of the pulls as well as pics too that I will get up for you tomorrow.<br /><br />I went for a ride in this car when it was untuned maybe a week ago and the thing definately rips and makes me miss the Galant...maybe its time for me to get an EVO  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||11-21-2003||01:11 AM||||That's not bad. The most I have ever seen from an evo on pump gas was 437whp.  <a href="http://alaniztechnologies.com/evomitsuservices.html" target="_blank">http://alaniztechnologies.com/evomitsuservices.html</a> <br /><br />I would take that on my galant, 437whp on street trim.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    and   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||11-21-2003||01:14 AM||||<a href="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/evo/movies/" target="_blank">Link to Dyno Videos</a>||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||smokindav||11-21-2003||05:06 PM||||Just test drove an EVO Wednesday.  Let me just say that as soon as I can buy a used one for $20k (and get rid of this stupid Altima I bought) I am there.  A bad ass ride!||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-21-2003||05:17 PM||||They are sweet but I've driven and modded them and they need more power to compete with my GVR4.  But I can see owning one in a few more years||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||CCDSM69||11-21-2003||06:00 PM||||I agree...I wasn't impressed when I test drove one at the dealership. This car really impressed me tho||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||11-21-2003||06:00 PM||||I'm skeptical of that alainz thing. That evo on his home page is from here.. not even in this country. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.myevo.com/HighEnd%20Tune.htm" target="_blank">http://www.myevo.com/HighEnd%20Tune.htm</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||11-21-2003||08:13 PM||||Well, the fastest evos in the world are not from this country. Noriss Designs EVO VII makes 771bhp and 650tq, but it's not from this country right. I would advise you go to the alaniz site and read some of the tech articles, I think you would change your mind right away. <br /><br />He does the head work for Erick Aquilar's all motor Honda, which put down 370whp. That cannot be done without some incredible head work.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||11-21-2003||08:25 PM||||I'm probably wrong.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003695.cgi
A||||13||chadhayashi||10.5 psi sucks||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||11-21-2003||02:53 AM||||I sold my AVC-R and am waiting on the arrival of my new b.c. This is the first time since 1999, ( a century ago ) that I've run less than 17 psi.<br />Then again, I guess my car will feel fast as hell  next week.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-21-2003||10:26 AM||||Sometimes you don't know what you have until it's gone... either that or you're a junkie.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||11-21-2003||10:56 AM||||took my car out with 9 psi before, that sucked.<br />few turns on the old bc knob, and we were back to spoolin at 14/15 psi... aahhh, much better.||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||11-21-2003||12:58 PM||||Boost is like heroin, once you get a little you want MORE MORE MORE!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||11-21-2003||01:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> Boost is like heroin, once you get a little you want MORE MORE MORE! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And how would you know that?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||11-21-2003||02:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> Boost is like heroin, once you get a little you want MORE MORE MORE! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And how would you know that?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He sucks dick for heroin.<br />LOL<br /><br />Half-baked movie:<br />At a Rehab meeting:<br />Cocaine Addict(Bob Sagat): Marijuana is not a drug. I used to suck dick for coke. Now that's an addiction. You ever suck some dick for marijuana? <br /><br />Thurgood: well, no..<br /><br />Cocaine Addict: BOO this man off!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||Garfield Wright||11-21-2003||06:05 PM||||10.5 psi of boost doesn't suck as bad as 8psi.  Yeah!  That's what I'm running.  Not for long however.  I just got my mbc delivered & I'm dying to get back up to 16psi.  Used to run 19.  Blew an engine due to stupid computer.  That will never happen again, 'cause I got the good stuff now from Jeff O baby..  I've been taking it easy.  Then again, my car is the probably the closest one to stock of all you guys & gals.  My only performance mod includes, 2600 pp w/street disc, 3" cat back exhaust & Jeff O chip.  How's that for originality.  Ofcourse, it's turbo timed & has air/fuel & boost gauge..||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||11-21-2003||06:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Vr4in':<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong> Boost is like heroin, once you get a little you want MORE MORE MORE! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And how would you know that?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He sucks dick for heroin.<br />LOL<br /><br />Half-baked movie:<br />At a Rehab meeting:<br />Cocaine Addict(Bob Sagat): Marijuana is not a drug. I used to suck dick for coke. Now that's an addiction. You ever suck some dick for marijuana? <br /><br />Thurgood: well, no..<br /><br />Cocaine Addict: BOO this man off!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">the dude in the background is all like "I seen him do it..." I laughed so hard the first time i saw that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||11-21-2003||06:11 PM||||I just ran 9lbs for a week after my stupid ass got regular gas instead of super... I'm still getting used to this turbo thing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   After I paid I was like "Shit, I told the guy regular didn't I?"<br /><br />I tried to stay out of boost as much as possible... its so hard.||69.34.162.231||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||ayvr4||11-21-2003||06:13 PM||||steve, why didnt you just slap some octane booster up in there?||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||11-21-2003||07:10 PM||||Ehh octane booster.... to me its a total gimmick... I guess its possible that it binds to the carbon chains and actually increases the octane of the gas, but I'm skeptical.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   For some reason, my gas mileage was WORSE?  Does that make sense?||69.34.162.231||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||Franckypoo||11-21-2003||07:40 PM||||You're right 10.5 psi sucks!<br /><br />Guess what I'm running...<br /><br />and I just to make it worst just 5 minutes ago I raced an STI and got betten not by too much (maybe 4-5 car lenght) but he was far from stock and smelt RACE GAZ!<br /><br />15-17 psi and I think I would have been much closer!  But that's what you get for being lazy and don't raising the boost sooner after a new clutch! (it's been 2000 miles... it think it's safe to raise it! LOL)||24.201.230.160||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000012||curtis||11-21-2003||09:43 PM||||Well today a fool with a 3000 N/A wanted some.  This bitch got up behind me at a red light and strarted reving his shit up. Besides having ugly mufflers his car also sounds like shit. So I gave him the keydiver option in return.  The light went green and I left,  He was history. I slowed down and was driving slower than normal to let him catch up.   A few mins later we got to a light and he pulled along side.... I reached down to the drivers side glove box and hit the overtake on the profec.  The light went green and I jump out and I heard him nail it I let him get about a 1/2 car on me and I hit it at about 4500 in first and I gave him 28 pounds.   When I shift to 2nd I had him by about 2 1/2 car lenght ran out 2nd and had him by about 7 car lenght.  He quickly pulled into the turn lane.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     He thought he was slick I knew what he was doing his damn bottle was off and his buddy was climbing in the back to turn it on.  Its good to have a friends that work at the only shop in town that fills bottles.  I had just been told about his little 150 shot just a few weeks ago. <br /><br />Now who fills like a junkie... I'm not a junkie though I'm just stupid   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.159.108.82||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000013||chadhayashi||11-22-2003||03:43 AM||||Cocaine Addict: BOO this man off!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <br />the dude in the background is all like "I seen him do it..."   <br /><br />Just a tidbit... That brotha who says those lines you referred to, was the guy kicked off the "Real World L.A." for allegedly sexually harassing a fellow cast member, ( who was a cop or deputy sheriff by the way )back around '95 when that show was still somewhat original.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003696.cgi
A||||4||bujang_hensem||SVC- saab viariable compression||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||11-21-2003||03:48 AM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||new saab engine very nice<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.saab.com/main/GLOBAL/en/vepsilon/" target="_blank">link</a>||203.82.64.10||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||1312VR4||11-21-2003||08:36 AM||||That engine came out 3 years ago. But yes it is a very sweet idea.||68.56.208.79||reg||1||1312VR4||00000390||yes
Z||000002||Matt379||11-21-2003||10:10 PM||||til you have to fix it...||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||11-22-2003||12:29 AM||||My latest favorite. BMW's variable timing and lift, available on 4 cyl, 6 cyl, and a 4.4 liter V-8 all aluminum motors. A hp increase is done with just a software change, or good milage etc.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.bmwgroup.com/e/nav/index.html?http://www.bmwgroup.com/e/0_0_www_bmwgroup_com/7_innovation/7_3_technologie/7_3_3_valvetronic.shtml?7_3" target="_blank">http://www.bmwgroup.com/e/nav/index.html?http://www.bmwgroup.com/e/0_0_www_bmwgroup_com/7_innovation/7_3_technologie/7_3_3_valvetronic.shtml?7_3</a>||64.233.106.101||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||11-22-2003||09:57 PM||||One of my motorcycles has variable comression so taht it is easier to crank over. It came out in 1997. <br /><br />Love SAAB's, my first car was a SAAB 99 Turbo the first mass production turbo car. I ahve been RAISED on boost thanks to SAAB.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/003697.cgi
A||||5||4g63t||Galant in Elf||||10||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||11-21-2003||01:01 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||If you saw the movie Elf, which was very dissapointing, there was one scene that was outside on the street, and in the background there was a 90-93 galant. I don't think it was a vr4, but it was a galant nonetheless. I thought it was kind of cool.||24.3.196.62||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||11-21-2003||01:05 PM||||I believe that there is a Galant VR-4 in the movie "Double Jeopardy"<br /><br />I can't remember exactly where it is at, but it is mid-way through the movie.<br /><br />Matt||68.51.113.173||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||11-21-2003||02:26 PM||||I liked that movie...granted it had no plot but I laughed my ass off...||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||galantchick1120||11-21-2003||07:59 PM||||Elf really sucked-don't waste your money.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||G297||00002620||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||11-22-2003||10:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G297:<br /><strong> Elf really sucked-don't waste your money. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was good as long as you like Will Ferrel, because the rest of the plot is really thin. Honestly I thought it was better then Matrix 3.||64.252.110.163||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||11-22-2003||11:23 AM||||I just watched "The Rookie" and there was a 90-93 Galant in it at the tryouts. It looks like the camera was mounted to the bumper and looking across the taillights as one of the guys put their equipment back in the trunk. The next scene showed the front though (in the background) and it was a regular GS front bumper.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum3/003698.cgi
A||||2||Garfield Wright||Paul Stanley||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||11-21-2003||05:44 PM||garfield@southfloridatuners.com||Here's a pic of showing the 2 toned paint job <a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com./images/garfields_galant/gallery/rview1.gif" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com./images/garfields_galant/gallery/rview1.gif</a><br />For those with black cars, if you are going to get it repainted, go 2 tone like I did.  Original black (top) & gun metal grey (bottom).  This will look awesome with your aftermarket alloy wheels.  Trust me.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||11-21-2003||05:46 PM||||Actually Garfield, I've already started to paint mine silver.  I have the JDM rear bumper and all the passenger side trim finished.  I painted over the chrome strip.  The two-tone looks really good!  I swear I thought of this before I knew your car was two-toned.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||10||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||11-21-2003||06:08 PM||||I believe u buddy.  I hope if the cops are looking for my car, they don't come knocking on your door  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum3/003699.cgi
A||||2||92GVR4#333||hey keydiver---||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||11-21-2003||06:28 PM||||you need to put a e-mail link on your site I have been feilding lots of questions on your chips--but don`t have all the answers--if you want to post a info section on here on what each feature does  and how this will improve the performance (ie octane reset, high speed closed loop, ect.) I don`t mind takin some of the customer service stuff for ya but need answers to some of the common questions.  <br /><br />we got your back...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||11-21-2003||07:11 PM||||Yes, the website is NOT up yet, Josh is working on it. Please have everyone email me directly for now.<br />Thanks,<br />Jeff||68.155.74.65||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||92GVR4#333||11-21-2003||07:12 PM||||k  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum3/003700.cgi
A||||13||Romanova||Son of a...||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||11-21-2003||08:09 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||<img src="http://www.effervescent.com/romanova/galant.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Woke up to find this(way more on her this morning). Had my wisdom teeth pulled today so I am too doped up on Vicadin to go out and enjoy this snow and flex the ol AWD muscle...<br />Supposed to get more tonight though...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-21-2003||08:33 PM||||Don't want to sound like a dick but... I went to the local junkyards today it was in the mid 70's.  I had to flex the awd muscles in the mud at one of the junkyards  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.33.16||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||11-21-2003||09:33 PM||||Tyler - wow! I just got all of my wisdom teeth yanked this morning at 10:00. The bottom 2 were impacted. This sucks...I am wearing this huge ice-bag round my face. They gave me lortab....That shit is good   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Hope you recover well soon!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||11-21-2003||09:43 PM||||Mine were pulled at 8am... all four were impacted. Never had anesthia before... woke up confused as hell talking about filet mingon and dry cleaning... no fun.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||crucible||11-22-2003||01:31 AM||||Not to get off topic but the wisdom teeth pulling is something Ill take to the grave.Ate out of a straw for a month and a half after all 4 were yanked.Egad!<br />I cant wait for snow.Got studded snow tires to try out.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||11-22-2003||02:25 AM||||I gotta say that since I've owned an awd car, driving in the snow is one of my favorite things in life. And of course, everyone else thinks we're crazy...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||psycopyro182||11-22-2003||02:41 AM||||im jealous.<br />we dont get snow down here... ever, but we do get some pretty bad ass rain, and thats fun to flex that awd in.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||11-22-2003||03:32 AM||||You do relize that Blacksheep is in the central time zone and Romanova is in Pacific, so...<br />You guys actually shared pain at the same time. Twins?||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||11-22-2003||06:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Not to get off topic but the wisdom teeth pulling is something Ill take to the grave.Ate out of a straw for a month and a half after all 4 were yanked.Egad!<br />I cant wait for snow.Got studded snow tires to try out.<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you fucking for real?  I had 4 pulled, 3 of which were impacted, fully awake for all of 'em.  Took time inbetween teeth to tell the dentist jokes.  Was eating solid food that night.  In September I had the grand pappy of oral surgeries:  my upper jaw was separated into 4 pieces, removed from my skull, widened and lengthened, then put back together, to correct what over two years of braces couldn't fix.  Ever had your jaw wired shut?  And I only ate through a straw for 2 days.  Then, I was onto shakes, apple sauce, pudding, soup, etc.  So, still not solid food, but no straw.  In two weeks I was eating solid foods, but soft or cut up into pieces.  By now my diet is back to normal.<br /><br />I'm not trying to be a dick, or brag or anything (belive me, I'd much rather have not had the surgery and had nothing to talk about), but I just found your comment a little hard to believe.  If you drank out of a straw for that long for only wisdom teeth, then you are either a really lame joke teller or have the most gaping wide mangina I have ever seen.<br /><br />And Tyler, I'm sorry for jacking your thread.  I too would be irritated by not being able to use fresh powder.  The Galant defied me every time I tried to take it to the mountains last year, and this year, as a result of the surgery, I have fluid in my inner ear and so can't go up to the mountains (or swimming).    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    God must really hate me, lol.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||galantvr4us||11-22-2003||01:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Tyler - wow! I just got all of my wisdom teeth yanked this morning at 10:00. The bottom 2 were impacted. This sucks...I am wearing this huge ice-bag round my face. They gave me lortab....That shit is good    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Hope you recover well soon! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had that done awhile ago and go a dry socket-it sucked big time so be careful what you eat.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000010||KenGVR4||11-22-2003||02:13 PM||||I was in class when it started snowing Thursday night, let's just say that Kumho Ecsta MX's are the WORST snow tires ever!  They sure do let you flip donuts really easily though, I'm sure everyone from my math class is going to wonder WTF I was doing in the parking lot.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I couldn't go over 20mph without starting to slide all over the road.  I kept having visions of running over curbs and into other cars.  A normal 15 minute drive took 55 minutes that night.  <br /><br />I need to get my snow tires mounted ASAP!||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||11-22-2003||04:45 PM||||Got my snows mounted here in Boulder this morning. Went there just as the snow hit and took about 2 hours.  Man the arctic alpins are niceeeee.  And they still step out the rear end and spin donuts nicely with ~350 hp  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Pictures coming later after parking lot hunting  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Glad I got my Kuhmo's off...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||Bigfoot200200||11-22-2003||04:50 PM||||Wired jaw? Lets just say that even to this day I'm a pretty fair ventriloquist.||64.233.106.101||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000013||crucible||11-22-2003||10:06 PM||||My apologies to my rant about "eating through a straw".I went off course of the topic and unfortunatley got called out by someone who's apparently "one tough motha".I have no need to boast,just shared my experience.Granted I wasnt literally eating through a straw for that length of time,but defintely wasnt eating beef jerky,gobstoppers,taffy,etc or ripping jokes between pulled teeth.<br />To the "gentleman" above,save the cross examination drama for court.<br />Nuff said.<br />Now on to the topic||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
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q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!good question!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!02:31 PM!,
q!2452958.1431!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!mbettez!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!08:23 PM!,
q!2452960.2023!,
q!Mark!,
q!00002149!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Should I build an ark?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452962.1734!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!09:31 AM!,
q!2452964.0931!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q~WARNING!!!!Beware of anything to do with Paris Hilton ~,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452958.1714!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2452964.2024!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!Monster Neon!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2452962.1831!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!09:02 AM!,
q!2452963.0902!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!Stupid Pictures!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!07:04 PM!,
q!2452958.1904!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!spoulson!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452958.2005!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Just bought a Volvo 760 Turbo!,
q!12!,
q!3!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452962.1840!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!raceman77!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2452964.0040!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4nVr6!,
q!Anybody here Ice race?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2452962.2019!,
q!Vr4nVr6!,
q!00002244!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!11:51 AM!,
q!2452977.1151!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!00001767!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!oooooh crap.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452962.2209!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!crucible!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!08:50 PM!,
q!2452963.2050!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!screw the numbered key fob!,
q!6!,
q!7!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!05:04 AM!,
q!2452963.0504!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!11:57 AM!,
q!2452963.1157!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!J-Spec VR4!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!01:27 PM!,
q!2452963.1327!,
q!AWD4DR!,
q!00001314!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2452963.1454!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!00002167!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Project Gotham Racing 2!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2452963.1441!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452963.1619!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!For Harry!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!05:36 PM!,
q!2452963.1736!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!04:33 PM!,
q!2452977.1633!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q~This is BS!~,
q!1!,
q!161!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2452963.1837!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!12:19 PM!,
q!2453010.1219!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000161!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!home made air/fuel gauge??!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!10:01 PM!,
q!2452954.2201!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!akira01!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452955.1715!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!240hp JDM Galant 1/4 time!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2452954.2223!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!VR4GURL!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2452956.1837!,
q!VR4GURL!,
q!00001790!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!MP3's!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-10-2003!,
q!10:31 PM!,
q!2452954.2231!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!spoulson!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452956.1639!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!AMG type grill.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!01:09 AM!,
q!2452955.0109!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!00001740!,
q!ccrich100!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!01:21 AM!,
q!2452960.0121!,
q!ccrich100!,
q!00002634!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91E39A!,
q!VR-4 Sighting in Columbus!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!03:36 AM!,
q!2452955.0336!,
q!91E39A!,
q!00000762!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!10:22 AM!,
q!2452958.1022!,
q!dsmsleeper!,
q!00000483!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!On the ground and running!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2452955.1002!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!03:14 PM!,
q!2452955.1514!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Good alternatives to Kazaa!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452955.1413!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!05:05 PM!,
q!2452955.1705!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!Again.(VENT)!,
q!8!,
q!5!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2452955.1717!,
q!1quickvr4!,
q!00000362!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!08:50 AM!,
q!2452958.0850!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!00002816!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!lancer 8.5 MR   Best looking one yet!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!12:10 AM!,
q!2452959.0010!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!01:49 PM!,
q!2452960.1349!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!the ggsr...!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!05:19 PM!,
q!2452955.1719!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!akira01!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2452956.1555!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!someone put this wing on a gvr4....!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2452959.0023!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!01:55 AM!,
q!2452970.0155!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Im moving back up north..!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-11-2003!,
q!08:34 PM!,
q!2452955.2034!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2452965.1608!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Regularly Scheduled maintenance !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2452959.1252!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!06:25 PM!,
q!2452959.1825!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!The Best of Hubble . !,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2452959.1827!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!91 #680!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2452961.1608!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Is this lame?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!08:09 PM!,
q!2452959.2009!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!229of1000!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!02:14 PM!,
q!2452960.1414!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!power steering resevoir!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!09:46 AM!,
q!2452960.0946!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!4g63t!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!07:24 PM!,
q!2452960.1924!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!later model galant?!,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!12:02 PM!,
q!2452960.1202!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!09:35 PM!,
q!2452961.2135!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Went to dyno yesterday ( 612whp ) not my car.!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!12:14 PM!,
q!2452960.1214!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!a_santos!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2452961.0925!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!GVR4 Wikipedia!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!07:13 PM!,
q!2452963.1913!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!01:11 PM!,
q!2452976.1311!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!Charleston this weekend,!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2452960.1519!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452961.2357!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TWEAKD4!,
q!Ultimate kit car!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2452960.1718!,
q!TWEAKD4!,
q!00000436!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2452961.1608!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!Another coilover option - Tein SS-P!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452963.2157!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452965.1957!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q~help, what should i do!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!07:27 AM!,
q!2452964.0727!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!00001106!,
q!smokindav!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!10:06 AM!,
q!2452964.1006!,
q!smokindav!,
q!00000400!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!I done made a purrful engine.. The rednecks go big!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!07:29 AM!,
q!2452964.0729!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!04:05 AM!,
q!2452966.0405!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!Pics of car and engine!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452964.0950!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!07:23 PM!,
q!2452965.1923!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!Keydiver don`t read this----everyone else please look!,
q!1!,
q!29!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452964.1003!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!08:25 AM!,
q!2452970.0825!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!where to sell 450's?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!11:27 AM!,
q!2452964.1127!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!12:41 PM!,
q!2452965.1241!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Porsche PCB brake warranty issues !,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!07:46 AM!,
q!2452956.0746!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!raceman77!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!02:50 AM!,
q!2452957.0250!,
q!rick r!,
q!00000917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!1148 owner??!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!12:43 PM!,
q!2452956.1243!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2452961.1620!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!00002296!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Wilwood Engineering Warranty rant.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!01:13 PM!,
q!2452956.1313!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2452956.1626!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!Christmas gift idea's needed!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!01:38 PM!,
q!2452956.1338!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!00000631!,
q!DesireeCharm!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!03:54 AM!,
q!2452957.0354!,
q!DesireeCharm!,
q!00002789!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Buying VTGVR4's car!,
q!14!,
q!11!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!01:55 PM!,
q!2452956.1355!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!11:29 PM!,
q!2452959.2329!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!just took some pictures...!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!03:56 PM!,
q!2452956.1556!,
q!akira01!,
q!00002158!,
q!akira01!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!08:41 AM!,
q!2452957.0841!,
q!galantgsr!,
q!00002158!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!For the home movie freaks.!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!04:07 PM!,
q!2452956.1607!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!RayH!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452956.1725!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!supervr4!,
q!some pic's of a super vr4!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2452956.1728!,
q!supervr4!,
q!00002593!,
q!229of1000!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!05:35 PM!,
q!2452956.1735!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!funny vid!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!07:01 PM!,
q!2452960.1901!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!04:05 AM!,
q!2452961.0405!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!boostx!,
q!Member # !,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452956.1821!,
q!john!,
q!00001419!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2452958.2240!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!00001484!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!uno!,
q!Recomendations for fan?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2452961.0102!,
q!Micah!,
q!00000228!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!07:54 PM!,
q!2452961.1954!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!Supa-Geek!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2452956.2048!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2452957.1451!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!You guys have been doing it wrong the whole time!,
q!10!,
q!5!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!02:38 AM!,
q!2452961.0238!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!curtis!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!10:45 AM!,
q!2452961.1045!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!car jerks forward!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452961.1034!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!ercp98!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!11:25 PM!,
q!2452962.2325!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!NO MORE US RALLY TEAM!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!11:00 AM!,
q!2452961.1100!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!agrabau!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2452961.2140!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!turbo outlet elbow!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2452961.1543!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!01:43 AM!,
q!2452965.0143!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Turbo Magazine's 4g63 Powered Porshe 911!,
q!6!,
q!10!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2452961.1614!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!Vr4nVr6!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!01:46 PM!,
q!2452962.1346!,
q!Vr4nVr6!,
q!00002244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!White 91 GVR4 on I-95 Saturday afternoon  !,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452961.2005!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!08:05 PM!,
q!2452961.2005!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!Anyone notice Mofugas.com is gone?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452964.1714!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2452965.1952!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hobturtle!,
q!bumper kits!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2452961.2012!,
q!turtle!,
q!00002837!,
q!Jose!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452963.1851!,
q!1571/2000!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!#258!,
q!Mitsu drag car!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2452964.1756!,
q!#258!,
q!00000439!,
q!agrabau!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!06:20 PM!,
q!2452964.1820!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Cool video of ball-bearing vs thrust bearing...!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!08:51 PM!,
q!2452961.2051!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!number3!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!06:44 PM!,
q!2452963.1844!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!New Welder (mini Mig) !,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452964.1826!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!02:20 PM!,
q!2452965.1420!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!new site?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2452964.2019!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!11-20-2003!,
q!08:19 PM!,
q!2452964.2019!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!SFP's EVO Dyno #'s!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452965.0053!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!agrabau!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!08:25 PM!,
q!2452965.2025!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!10.5 psi sucks!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!02:53 AM!,
q!2452965.0253!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!03:43 AM!,
q!2452966.0343!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!SVC- saab viariable compression!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!03:48 AM!,
q!2452965.0348!,
q!bujang_hensem!,
q!00001473!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452966.2157!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q!Galant in Elf!,
q!10!,
q!5!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!01:01 PM!,
q!2452965.1301!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!meshwork!,
q!11-22-2003!,
q!11:23 AM!,
q!2452966.1123!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!Paul Stanley!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452965.1744!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452965.1808!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!hey keydiver---!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!06:28 PM!,
q!2452965.1828!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2452965.1912!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!man mofugas!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!11-12-2003!,
q!10:45 PM!,
q!2452956.2245!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!eyetrauma!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2452957.1606!,
q!James DeRosia!,
q!00002414!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Question of the day ... don't laugh!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2452957.0028!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!talontsi!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!06:42 AM!,
q!2452958.0642!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!Dodge  backing!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2452957.0112!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2452957.0112!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Cheap Cat convertor or a good test pipe???!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!01:58 AM!,
q!2452957.0158!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452957.1122!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!whiteline groupbuy concerns....!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!02:30 AM!,
q!2452957.0230!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!09:30 AM!,
q!2452961.0930!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Kenwood KDC-x959!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!03:00 AM!,
q!2452957.0300!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2452957.1713!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Give Paris Hilton a call...!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!03:14 AM!,
q!2452957.0314!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!02:18 PM!,
q!2452959.1418!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!Anyone in here a College Football Fan??? If so, who is your team???!,
q!2!,
q!11!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2452957.1018!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2452958.2349!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!V-6 Galant???!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2452957.1510!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!11-16-2003!,
q!11:56 AM!,
q!2452960.1156!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Derk!,
q!FMIC &amp; Radiator!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2452961.2101!,
q!Derk!,
q!00000335!,
q!Derk!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2452962.1325!,
q!Derk!,
q!00000335!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!Great time at VR(Victor Research) this weekend!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2452957.1545!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!02:36 AM!,
q!2452961.0236!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Little go cart. !,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!09:30 PM!,
q!2452961.2130!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!03:01 AM!,
q!2452965.0301!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!last oil cooler questions!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452961.2134!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!11:29 AM!,
q!2452962.1129!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!Keydiver chips!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2452961.2200!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!4g63t!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452963.1707!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Hood Pins Broke on highway!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2452961.2249!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452965.1734!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Fuel tank!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2452962.0023!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!10:20 AM!,
q!2452962.1020!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Fuel cell!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!12:44 AM!,
q!2452962.0044!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!tplesko!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!01:05 AM!,
q!2452962.0105!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!Defi Gauge Setup!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!01:46 AM!,
q!2452962.0146!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!HorsepowerFreak!,
q!11-21-2003!,
q!12:36 PM!,
q!2452965.1236!,
q!HorsepowerFreak!,
q!00002859!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!Come see my web site!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!10:26 AM!,
q!2452962.1026!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!11-19-2003!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2452963.1523!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Expensive Eclipse!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!04:58 PM!,
q!2452962.1658!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-18-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452962.1714!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!Cisco uBr 924!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2452957.2100!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!01:10 PM!,
q!2452958.1310!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kissme2!,
q!4G61T intake manifold!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-13-2003!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2452957.2151!,
q!VR4inCyborg!,
q!00002823!,
q!Beemer!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!02:19 AM!,
q!2452961.0219!,
q!Beemer!,
q!00000599!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!NC Galant meeting?!,
q!2!,
q!1!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!10:47 AM!,
q!2452958.1047!,
q!gvr4tunr!,
q!00002575!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!12:08 PM!,
q!2452958.1208!,
q!watchdoc!,
q!00000804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!magnified o2 voltage?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452958.1153!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!369of1000!,
q!11-15-2003!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2452959.1842!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q!adjustsable suspension / shocks!,
q!8!,
q!18!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!12:30 PM!,
q!2452958.1230!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!11-17-2003!,
q!02:34 AM!,
q!2452961.0234!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!broke down!,
q!who would be interested?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2452958.1401!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!broke down!,
q!11-14-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452958.1714!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/003701.cgi
A||||11||gvr4ever||Killer or programer?||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||11-21-2003||09:48 PM||||Well I only got 6 our of 10.  A computer programer can look just as bad as a killer.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.malevole.com/mv/misc/killerquiz/" target="_blank">http://www.malevole.com/mv/misc/killerquiz/</a>||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||11-21-2003||09:56 PM||||I got 7/10||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-21-2003||10:07 PM||||I got 2/10. I guess I think Programmers look like killers, and killers like programmers.<br /><br />Lotsa shady lookin' programmers||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||bleck||11-21-2003||10:49 PM||||8/10... but what the hell does that say about me???||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||11-21-2003||10:57 PM||||Wow, I got 10/10. I didn't even do that good on that breast implant quiz. That's kind of sad   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.252.110.163||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||fast_gvr4||11-21-2003||11:34 PM||||humm 7/10  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||172.172.70.137||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||11-21-2003||11:51 PM||||I took that a while ago.  I think I got 9/10.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000007||Vr4in'||11-22-2003||12:54 AM||||8/10....That was something like I had that my cable company offered..Not only I got a cable box,I also got a gaming box that had 4 games in it.One of the games was a game like this on were you had to find out which one of the guys was a murderer,except these guys explained their backrounds to you and what they were doing the night of the killing and other bullshit..It was a cool little game.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000008||psycopyro182||11-22-2003||02:40 AM||||8/10... hmmm.<br />living with computer guys back in the day did kinda help...||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||11-22-2003||07:43 PM||||8/10... hmmm.<br />living with convicted guys back in the day did kinda help...||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||atc250r||11-22-2003||08:48 PM||||9 outta 10, I guess having all those "hoodlum" friends paid off!!<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000011||1992gvr4||11-24-2003||09:27 AM||||I got 8/10.||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes



ubb/Forum3/003702.cgi
A||||8||slvrblt||Laptop - BIOS password||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||11-22-2003||02:15 AM||||How the hell do I get rid of the BIOS password on a Dell Latitude C600 ? Ive tried pulling the CMOS battery and the main battery and all that did was reset every BUT the password. I think I read sopmewhere that the password is stored in EEPROM. dammit.<br /><br /><br />Ive searched Google to no avail.<br /><br /><br />Help.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||11-22-2003||02:24 AM||||<a href="http://www.pwcrack.com/bios.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.pwcrack.com/bios.shtml</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.sharewaresoft.com/DELL-Latitude-C600-Security-Chip-download-15180.htm" target="_blank">http://www.sharewaresoft.com/DELL-Latitude-C600-Security-Chip-download-15180.htm</a><br /><br />Or call Dell customer service?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||11-22-2003||02:35 AM||||I just bought this tnoght, so I havent called Dell yet.<br /><br /><br />I have already tried that site, but it didnt work.<br /><br /><br />btw,its a Phoenix BIOS ver 1.10 A20.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||11-22-2003||03:26 AM||||That's odd.  Because with every motherboard that I've worked on, leaving the cmos battery out for 60 seconds will clear the cmos password.  If you didn't have the cmos password, how did you know it reset everything but the password?  Also, on some motherboards, there's a resetting jumper that does the same thing as pulling the cmos battery.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||Gvr4-330||11-22-2003||04:23 AM||||Laptops are different than desktops.<br /><br />According to IBM, if I forget my bios password, the motherboard has to be replaced by IBM as the computer is permanently locked.  I don't know how true this is, but I'm sure it's a lot harder to reset than a desktop as it's much easier to steal a laptop.<br /><br />Rob||68.227.203.245||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000005||admsr||11-22-2003||04:43 AM||||flash the BIOS with a new version and it should clear right up!<br /><br />Let me know if you need more instructions. I can help.<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.17.215||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||11-23-2003||01:36 AM||||Whats odd is that when I boot from a newly formatted floppy and try to run the BIOS flash progranm provided by Dell, it tells me the program is too big to fit into memory.<br /><br /><br />Ive seen that a lot before on software thats been corrupted, so I think I may have gotten a bad copy.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||admsr||11-23-2003||01:50 AM||||sometimes the Flash upgrades that are made to run off of a bootable floppy can more than often become corrupted and/or not play nice with the BIOS that it is actually trying to flash.<br /><br />Can you get into Windows?<br /><br />if so, you should try to flash the BIOS using Dell's BIOS Update that runs in the Windows shell and does not need to be put onto floppy.<br /><br />Alex.||68.161.198.40||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||11-23-2003||11:55 PM||||I have found a few bios password crackers specifically for the phoenix BIOS ver 1.10 REVISION A08. I have A20. Dell has all revisions but A08. I couldnt find a lot on Google for that rev, (A08). Can you help with this ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003703.cgi
A||||21||tplesko||We have SNOW!||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||11-22-2003||12:58 PM||||Woohoo. The snow is finally here in Boulder.  Got the Arctic Alpins on this morning and its supposed to keep snowing.  Off to visit a potential chapel for the wedding and lots of driving.  And on top of that, I switched to State Farm (finally) and they cut my GVR4 rate to $447/6 months down from $800 with progressive.  This is going to be a great weekend.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||11-22-2003||12:59 PM||||A big thanks to Kibo for the tires BTW.  He rocks!!!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||11-22-2003||01:01 PM||||That rate for full coverage? I pay about $475 every 6 months for full coverage on my Galant. Gots to have the full coverage.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||11-22-2003||04:42 PM||||i wish. I still have to get a little older for that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Maybe once I'm married.  Believe me $447/6 months is good for me as a 21 year old single male on my own with a modified turbo car. That's half of what I was paying and 1/3 of what I was paying when I first got it and that was minimum liablitiy only.  Now I have Comp and good liability, mods covered too.  I stopped lying to insurance companies. Now I'm honest and my agent is honest with me.  I feel like now if I need them they'll be less likely to screw me and on top of that my rate keeps improving.  Plus state farm will insure a liter class sportbike pretty darn cheap too.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||psycopyro182||11-22-2003||04:55 PM||||on topic:<br />one day i will get to have some fun in the snow. that really sounds like a blast.<br /><br />off topic:<br />pivvay. what all did you tell your insurance company. I have state farm, so im guessing i could get about the same kinda deal that you got Im also 20. They cover your mods? how much extra is that. thats always one of the big things im worried about with insurance companies.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||11-22-2003||05:16 PM||||Topic:  The snow is still coming down here.  It makes drifting fun at slower speeds and give you great photo ops.<br /><br />OT:  State Farm will cover all my mods for no additional charge.  I just need to keep reciepts which I do anyway.  I made it clear to them how much I had spent (roughly) and they were totally fine with that.  I also have my renters insurance through them and the jewelry rider on the engagement ring.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Akidosigh1||11-22-2003||05:43 PM||||on topic: i hope i have my new engine in before the snow gets here assuming it will this year. <br /><br />off topic: My insurance just dropped to $230/month for liability only! I WIN!!!!!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||11-22-2003||06:26 PM||||I got quoted for $8000 per year (not a typo) when I first got my GVR4...by state farm||128.138.45.77||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||11-22-2003||07:36 PM||||Still off topic:<br /><br />well, when i was getting a quote on a SRT4 it was $856/month which comes out to: $10272/year.<br /><br />had a 99 eclipse for almost 2 months and  2 month after that accident i needed something cheap so i had a 00 civic for almost 1 month and after that, i decided a 4 door would lower my insurance so i got the galant. then i got kicked off state farm and put on MAIF. 16 months left before i can get back on state farm. glad i got off those 8 tickets :-)||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000009||GVR$in||11-22-2003||07:40 PM||||At 3 pm its 32 degrees here.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||11-22-2003||07:42 PM||||high of 19 tomorrow. It's going to be cold outside when I go drifting after we eat the roast beef I made for dinner. Roast potatoes and onion gravy too. Yummm then wheeeeeeeeeee!||128.138.45.77||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||DsmSeifer||11-22-2003||11:17 PM||||I want snow I have snow tires on my stock rims waiting and waiting. But bieng at low altitude and this far south Ii don't get much if any. (kinda miss liveing in boulder)((gunbarrel actualy before anyone asks.))||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000012||RTS182G-VR4||11-23-2003||06:21 PM||||put the blizzaks on and can i say how fun it is to drive this car in the snow.  it is very slick down here, and our high today was 22 in littleton.  it was funny being one of the only cars on the road last night other than trucks and suvs.  man i love the snow.  now for the snow rack...<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||11-23-2003||06:28 PM||||next time it snows we should have a little GVR4 rally fun in Colorado.  I'm soooo down.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||RTS182G-VR4||11-23-2003||10:45 PM||||so am i, man that would be fun as all getout.  thats our new meet idea, AWD fun in the snow. <br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000015||VTGVR4||11-24-2003||09:31 AM||||damn, you younger guys should take some advice on insuring these cars. one, if its not an issue with your insurance company, put your WIFE or girlfriends (if you trust em) name on the insurance, and you as a 'second' driver. girls get almost half the rate a guy will get. (all things being equal) <br />When you get insurance, make sur eyou ar egetting the state minimum, especially if you dont drive the galant much. I found out that my last insurance agency (350/year for the gvr4 on liability only) deemed that the state minimum was too "low", so they doubled the liability only limits on all areas (50/100K med/property) etc. when i switched to geico, they had several limits available, etc. I just selected the lowest possible limit and the highest deductible (500.00) and the gvr4 insurance dropped to 240 a year. <br />my daily driver civic is only 180 a year... and i have had 6 speeding tickets in the last 5 years.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000016||tplesko||11-24-2003||09:58 AM||||Well my fiancee is a lot cheaper on the galant that's for sure but I'm not putting here on it for cheaper insurance before we're married. That's still her parents deal and I'll let them handle it unless they flat out refuse (doubtful).  Besides, that will leave her free to be insured on the Supra  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  &lt;dreaming&gt;<br /><br />As far as liability is concerned, I'd only go minimum if the car was rarely driven. Insurance is about protecting yourself and your assests.  If I screw up and crash into a Ferrari I want my insurance to be able to fix it without me losing everything I own.  So I suppose my rates could be cheaper but I wouldn't be being honest with the insurance company (i'm the real primary driver) or myself (I need more than state minimum coverage).<br /><br />Just my $0.02||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000017||Evilnissan||11-24-2003||10:11 AM||||Screw you all,<br /><br />I pay $265 a month for full coverage on my 2001 Saturn SL2 and Libality on the Galant.<br /><br />Ive been with state farm sence I was 16 (now 22) and still pay out the butt. clean Driving record also...||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000018||Carl Morris||11-24-2003||11:28 AM||||I had a great time driving around in the snow this weekend, too.  The AWD is great for not getting stuck, but the rear LSD has made the car much more fun in the snow.  It's really easy to get the back end to come around a bit, now.<br /><br />Anyway, you know how the guys that clear the business parking lots always use one space to put the snow in?  Well here at my job, they plow the snow into the best parking spot in the lot.  When I got here this morning, nobody had even tried to take it.  The front half of the spot has a couple feet of crusty snow in it.  I just eased up to it, aimed my front wheels into the highest area, and climbed up it (my rears are still on pavement).  Looks pretty funny, I wonder if the Jeep guy in the next spot will notice :-).||147.145.40.43||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000019||tplesko||11-24-2003||01:09 PM||||That's sweet Carl.  My car seems to rotate just fine under power now but the LSD goes in this turkey day weekend so I'm excited to see the difference.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000020||ayvr4||11-24-2003||02:17 PM||||On Topic:<br />Saw some snow this morning here in WI, every year when it snows, I get pissed. You would think I would be used to it, but i'm not. I hate the cold... I dont think I am saposed to live in WI....<br /><br />Off Topic:<br />573 Lives again!!!! got her rolling again this weekend! I am so very happy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000021||ken inn||11-24-2003||04:00 PM||||ho hum.  snow is so boring.  <br /><br /><a href="http://the.honoluluadvertiser.com/article/2003/Nov/22/ln/ln10a.html" target="_blank">http://the.honoluluadvertiser.com/article/2003/Nov/22/ln/ln10a.html</a>||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003704.cgi
A||||28||14bCrazy||Is this a Galant????||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||11-22-2003||06:53 PM||acuradude@msn.com||<a href="http://www.nopi.com/ndra/asm_ndra_evodrag.cfm" target="_blank">http://www.nopi.com/ndra/asm_ndra_evodrag.cfm</a>||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||11-22-2003||06:55 PM||||Wooh.  Sure looks like it!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||11-22-2003||06:58 PM||||Crazy!!! Isn't it. Can you say 8 sec. Galant.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||11-22-2003||07:09 PM||||Yes.  It looks kinda like a 4g63 motor turned sideways with an aftermarket intake manifold.  Kinda to dark to tell.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||11-22-2003||07:19 PM||||Im thinking 4dr mirage or something along those lines.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||11-22-2003||07:28 PM||||early EVO?||128.138.45.77||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||11-22-2003||07:33 PM||||The link implies it is an Evo.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||11-22-2003||07:36 PM||||Unfortunately, I don't think it's a galant. It's missing the little rear windows that are behind the rear doors. You know....like the one that the thieves broke to get into Paul's car.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||Dreis11301||11-22-2003||07:59 PM||||Definately not a galant, agree with Katie on the resembalance of a 4G63.  I think it to be an EvoI.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000009||mj_rosenfeld||11-22-2003||08:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Yes. It looks kinda like a 4g63 motor turned sideways with an aftermarket intake manifold. Kinda to dark to tell.<br />Katie<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, our engines are turned sideways. That engine is pointing North-South the way God intended engines to point.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.59||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000010||Bigfoot200200||11-22-2003||08:24 PM||||FRH manifold, they have'nt spun the plenium around yet.||64.233.106.101||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000011||KingGalantVr4||11-22-2003||09:21 PM||||mmmmmmmmmmmmmm, sexy tube chassis.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000012||92GVR4#333||11-22-2003||10:22 PM||||I think that is Adam`s EVO I or something along those lines.  It say`s AMS so that is my guess||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000013||Colt4G63||11-23-2003||01:19 AM||||like 4drwhore, id say its defintely a 4dr Eagle Summit/Mitsubishi Mirage.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000014||Turbogeek||11-23-2003||04:31 AM||||Good lord, that's out there. definatly Mitsu from early 90's. <br /><br />But question - if your going to turn the motor around and probably run rear drive (WASTE OF A GOOD MITSU! 4wd or nothing!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  ) why stick with a 4 cyl? Why not a twin turbo V6 out of a 3000GT?||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000015||14bCrazy||11-23-2003||08:33 AM||||Because Brent is running high sevens with this setup. The AWD hurts you when you get to a certain ET. If you go rear wheel drive the world opens up as far as trans's go. You can use a slider clutch also.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000016||Doug Thomas||11-23-2003||08:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> Because Brent is running high sevens with this setup. The AWD hurts you when you get to a certain ET. If you go rear wheel drive the world opens up as far as trans's go. You can use a slider clutch also. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Brent is running high 7, but he will have a very hard time beating Vinny Ten and Cesar Febus who are both running 7.6s with six cylinders. Matter of fact Buschur�s full tube frame car wouldn�t stand a chance against Vinny and Cesar and they're both running back halved cars.<br /><br />Vinny Ten:<br /> <a href="http://www.nhraimport.com/2003/events/race09/photos/ten.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.nhraimport.com/2003/events/race09/photos/ten.jpg</a>||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000017||Doug Thomas||11-23-2003||09:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.nopi.com/ndra/asm_ndra_evodrag.cfm" target="_blank">http://www.nopi.com/ndra/asm_ndra_evodrag.cfm</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The end of the link says evodrag, so I think it�s an EVO with the engine turned north to south and is probably going to be rwd. If it�s going to be rwd it will have to compete in the mod class with the likes of Vinny Ten and Cesar Febus.||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000018||agrabau||11-23-2003||09:19 AM||||I'm dying to know what he's going to use for a tranny if that's a 4g63. <br /><br />MJ- i laughed pretty hard at your post.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||11-23-2003||11:33 AM||||That looks like a gvr4 shell. It maybe the one Martin was t-boned in. I doubt Tim stripped the JDM gvr4 he bought from Garfield. Seems like thats a FRH manny...'ll put a call into AMS this week and see whazzup...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||DeanCouchey||11-23-2003||12:41 PM||||to me it looks like an early mirage because of the rear, it is sharper then the galants which seems more round.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000021||meshwork||11-23-2003||02:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> That looks like a gvr4 shell. It maybe the one Martin was t-boned in. I doubt Tim stripped the JDM gvr4 he bought from Garfield. Seems like thats a FRH manny...'ll put a call into AMS this week and see whazzup...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, look at the rear quarter panel, there are no flares like the Galants have, and the Galant drip moldings are wider (the moldings on the left adn right sides of teh roof).||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000022||Doug Thomas||11-23-2003||02:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I'm dying to know what he's going to use for a tranny if that's a 4g63. <br /><br />MJ- i laughed pretty hard at your post. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Brent Rau is using G-Force Clutchless 5-speed, so I guess they can use the same tranny as their engine is in the same position.||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000023||gixxer||11-23-2003||07:02 PM||||<a href="http://automotosports.com/employee_cars.asp" target="_blank">http://automotosports.com/employee_cars.asp</a><br /><br />3rd car down?||63.224.137.32||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000024||gtluke||11-23-2003||07:34 PM||||come on guys....<br />its not a galant.<br />AMS is famous for its EVO's and the link implies EVO<br />not to mention there is a kirky aluminum race seat mounted on the RIGHT hand side. there is no brake booster holes or steering shaft holes on the left side either. not to mention a right hand drive steering rack laying on the rack right infront of the car.<br />looks like it was always a right hand drive car.<br />AMS removed the subframe from a totaled EVO2 to put in one of the shop worker's girlfriends mirage that is now a full on evo2 replica. it was at the shootout running low 12's i believe.<br />that could be the EVO they took the rear floorpan and wiring harness from.||141.153.216.225||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000025||geoff@machv||11-24-2003||11:10 AM||||4 door mirage.... with an FRH intake manifold....||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000026||14bCrazy||11-24-2003||01:57 PM||||Now that I look at it the 4 door Mirage is what I think it is .||162.84.79.96||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000027||mikeyoung00||11-24-2003||04:00 PM||||In other words, an EVO. Since the EVO is based on the Mirage (aka Lancer) unibody. The rwd setup is not an uncommon setup for fwd bodies converted to tube chassis all-out dragsters. There are several civics, foci, and at least one cavalier and one sunbird in that configuration on the various sport compact drag circuits.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000028||mikeyoung00||11-24-2003||04:03 PM||||In other words, an EVO. Since the EVO is based on the Mirage (aka Lancer) unibody. The rwd setup is not an uncommon setup for fwd bodies converted to tube chassis all-out dragsters. There are several civics, foci, and at least one cavalier and one sunbird in that configuration on the various sport compact drag circuits.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/003705.cgi
A||||26||hibrn8||so what are everyones thoughts..................||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||11-22-2003||07:50 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||on the Volvo S60R. I have to say its impressive to say the least..but $59K   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.227.217.251||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||11-22-2003||07:59 PM||||Are you sure about 59K?  That is really expensive. I thought it was mid to upper 30's.  Pretty nice car though.  I haven't read much performance data on it, aside from ads in magazines.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||Eclipse182||11-22-2003||08:25 PM||||Never thought i'd like a Volvo, but that car kicks ass. Its got like 300hp right? AND its AWD. Seems like a sleeper to me.<br /><br />New Volvo S60R: $30,000(aprox)<br />Unleaded gas: $1.63 per gallon<br />The look on ricey-civic-boys face when he finds out he got smoked by a Volvo?: Priceless||64.185.132.197||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||11-22-2003||08:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Eclipse182:<br /><strong> Never thought i'd like a Volvo, but that car kicks ass. Its got like 300hp right? AND its AWD. Seems like a sleeper to me.<br /><br />New Volvo S60R: $30,000(aprox)<br />Unleaded gas: $1.63 per gallon<br />The look on ricey-civic-boys face when he finds out he got smoked by a Volvo?: Priceless </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">holy shit yeah im way off. I didnt even know about the car until I saw a commercial at work yesterday. So i went under yahoo and typed in volvo s60r, and clicked the first thing to come up. It was some reveiw on the car from canada, so maybe 59k was some other currency, who knows now i feel retarded. <br /><br />but yeah 300hp AWD turbo 6 speed. I liked it.||65.227.217.72||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||11-22-2003||08:33 PM||||Here this is what I looked at:<br /><br />Specifications:<br /><br />Base Price: (MSRP) $58,995 (manual transmission) <br />Body type: 4-door sedan, 5-door wagon <br />Layout: transverse front-engine, AWD <br />Engine: 300 hp, 295 lb-ft of torque, 2.5-L, I-5, high-pressure turbo <br />Transmission: 6-spd man (opt 5-spd auto with manual mode) <br />Brakes (front/rear): disc/disc, ABS and EBD <br />Curb Weight: 1,614 kg (3,560 lbs) <br />Acceleration (0-100 km/h): 5.7 seconds <br />Seating Capacity: 5 <br />Cargo Volume (S60R trunk): 424 L (15 cu ft.) <br />Cargo Volume (V70R seats up/folded): 394 / 1,034 L (13.9 / 36.5 cu ft) <br />Fuel Economy (city/hwy): N/A <br />Warranty (mo/km): 4-year/80,000 comprehensive <br />Competitors: Audi A4 3.0 quattro/S4, BMW 330Xi/M3, Infiniti G35, Jaguar X-Type/S-Type R, Mercedes-Benz C320 4Matic/C32, VW Passat W8 <br /> <b>Web Site: <a href="http://www.volvocanada.com" target="_blank">www.volvocanada.com</a> </b><br /><br />But yes they do start off at $37,250 US dollars, my fault||65.227.217.72||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||GVR4458||11-22-2003||11:20 PM||||The back seat is smaller than a galant's.  Pretty cool idea though.  Think Audi S4-ish for size.  Not recommended if you haul adults regularly.<br /><br />EH||68.73.121.150||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000006||7541000||11-23-2003||12:49 AM||||now, i   havent driven any sort of six speed yet and not to turn the topic but i like a good ol 5 speed any day, yeehaw.||63.154.60.5||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000007||Turbogeek||11-23-2003||04:43 AM||||AFAIK, Volvo's are an on demand AWD - they are front drivers normally and the centre diff apportions power to the rear as wheel spin is detected. Plus, dynamically, Volvo's are often set up wrong from the factory, too hard and too much understeer. <br /><br />I've driven a turbo Volvo - hell, it went in a straight line. But it sucked at corners. Good brakes though. Not to my liking in the end.||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||11-23-2003||09:52 AM||||The price is around $37000, not $59000. All I have to say is that I would buy that car over any other new turbo car right know, around the same price range or cheaper. It is fast, and it has the best suspension out of any car at that price range. The suspension wasd developed by Ohlins, can you say badass, yes I can. It looks stunning, it has a great interior, a sweet six speed transmission. And it also is a sleeper, just like we like them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .  <br /><br />The first time I saw that car was last January at the Detroit Autoshow, and I have been in love with it ever since. I need on Santa, I have been good.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||s_firestone||11-23-2003||10:17 AM||||But consider for a moment that for $59000 you could buy any car convert it to AWD and put a rally class suspension and buy a Ferrari V12 to power it... Just imagine the looks on peoples faces when you drive up to the track with say a 80's model Chrysler Lebaron or even better a yugo and run 8 seconds...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Just a thought...||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||11-23-2003||12:44 PM||||they make the R in a wagon to I beleve, seems even more sleeperish||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000012||199of2k||11-23-2003||02:00 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003475#000013" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003475#000013</a>||68.228.148.236||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000013||bleck||11-23-2003||06:42 PM||||Lemme tell you, this is a sweet car.  From the textures, and materials used inside to the cool blue leather seats.  Yeah, AWD, 300hp, and 6 speed.  I drove one that one of my dealers had, and it is FAST!!!  Gotta say, tho, didn't feel like 300hp.  Maybe the luxury threw me off, but the EVO felt zippier.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000014||hibrn8||11-23-2003||06:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> they make the R in a wagon to I beleve, seems even more sleeperish </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that one is the V70R, I think.||67.200.121.114||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000015||REDLINEGVR4||11-23-2003||11:24 PM||||KICK ASS THATCAR IS F***ING AWSOME!!!!!!!!!!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000016||GVR-4||11-23-2003||11:54 PM||||That $59,000 is probably Canadian dollars (or whatever they have). I'm pretty sure retail here is just under $40k. My wife said if I sell my Galant now she'll buy me one of these when I graduate in 4 years. Hmmmm...<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.v70r.com/forums/index.php?" target="_blank">http://www.v70r.com/forums/index.php?</a>  <br /><br />dp||68.115.168.17||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000017||Dreis11301||11-24-2003||01:53 AM||||WOW, Give me the V70R any day.  I love wagons, especially fast wagons.  People always tell me I'm an idiot cause I am not a fan of the two door sports cars that are suppose to go fast.  I am reminded of the time I was at the street races in downtown Aomori (its here in Japan think of the Fast and the furious street racing scene but times ten).  Gorgeous asian women sweet ass cars and me in my Galant VR4 with wife in passanger seat and 2 year old daughter in car seat in back.  I wasn't planning on racing but some punk American kid was saying how great his Skyline was and he could whoop on anyone.  I thought, "I have nothing to lose so I said I would take him on."  He and just about everyone else laughed.  I straped my daughter in, not the smartest idea I ever had but she loves it when daddy goes fast and pulled to the line.  I set the old GReddy Profec B to high boost (1.3) and reved her up.  The hands dropped and I pulled one of the great AWD 5K launches and dusted that guy.  It helped that he didn't have a clue how to drive what he had, but the ol sleeper took one agiain.  Damn, I should have spilled the money into a clutch.  I think I might have to sell this Mazda thing I have had for 2 weeks now and find another VR4.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000018||Turbogeek||11-24-2003||06:50 AM||||Nah, if I want a wagon I'd say that either the new AWD Commodore we have in Aust would blow this Volvo away quite handily. 5.7 litres of Gen III V8 and AWD = ownd. And 10K aust cheaper at least. And would double as one hell of a tow car. <br /><br />But, if I was going to spend my money, the Suby Forester XT is just a detuned 2.5l STI motor. For the price of the Volvo, give the Forester a slight suspension job, tyres and rims, bring the motor back up to STI power, plus monster brakes. Go for a leather interior too for some class, black paint exterior. I reckon you would have spare change and also a car/wagon that would frighten anything this side of a Porsche. <br /><br />besides, I've got a soft spot for Foresters, they are brilliant cars||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||11-24-2003||06:59 AM||||I too was once smitten with the S60R.  But do some more reading on its AWD system.  It's definitely set up for safety rather than sport.  I mean, if you really love this Volvo's AWD setup, then you'd probably go apeshit over Honda's RT4WD Civic wagons of the late '80's.  Plus, it's all computer controlled.  I think most new cars have too many electric nannies taking away the fun as it is.||69.59.219.153||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||Turbogeek||11-24-2003||07:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I too was once smitten with the S60R.  But do some more reading on its AWD system.  It's definitely set up for safety rather than sport.  I mean, if you really love this Volvo's AWD setup, then you'd probably go apeshit over Honda's RT4WD Civic wagons of the late '80's.  Plus, it's all computer controlled.  I think most new cars have too many electric nannies taking away the fun as it is. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's why I like Subarus. There's not much there to get in the way of fun. AFAIK, the Volvo AWD is front axle bias too, standard it's a 95 /5 split to begin and feeds power up to 50 / 50. Or was. Maybe this one is different. <br /><br />Usually, for AWD to begin to be real fun, you need some rear bias. The best IMO is the Skyline GTR R32, which is heavily rear drive bias.<br /><br />But, then again, I love my cars somewhat more raw and under my control. I have no love of ABS and autos can go to hell. Never driven a DSC car and I really have no desire to.||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000021||ken inn||11-24-2003||09:30 AM||||you guys are suckers.  i believe if you check further, like the porch boxster, to do ANY kind of work on the car, you need the factory tool.  there is NO WAY to reset the oil lites on the boxster, unless you have the porch analyzer.  oil service costs 800 bucks at the dealer, because they are the only ones who can access the system.  the mercedes star analyzer is 30k.  bmw had modic, then gt1, now the pass thru, which is basically a cable interface between the car and a modem, and then diagnostics thru the internet. gt1 was 15k, it replaced modic last year, is good till next year march, then everything(i believe volvo is the same) is modem via the internet.  the cost?  just to subscribe to this is 20/hr, 250/mo, or 2500/yr, PLUS equipment.  all your yurpeeon cars will have similar systems, if they dont already.  this means service ONLY THRU THE DEALERS.  and, get this, mercedes will soon be the first with the electronic brake system, no hydralics.  they will probably follow bmw where every electronc part is sync'd to the canbus, whenever a new part is installed, the ENTIRE SYSTEM has to be reinitialized.  right now, the new E65/66 7 series is eating the tech's lunch.  when a new flash program comes down from bmw, the entire system has to be reinitialized, which takes hours, AND the tech has to CONTINUALLY monitor the job, if there is voltage fluctuation, or any other problem, the entire thing has to be redone.  cars COULD become like polaroid cameras, the actual camera is cheap, but the film is expensive.  if i cant work on it, i dont want it.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000022||Dreis11301||11-24-2003||08:21 PM||||well I never said I would buy the thing I can think of a lot better vehicles for 30+K too.  But I wouldn't mind driving one.  I just like to see cars with preformance specs that are in a class such as this.  That is why I like the galant so much.  Just a regular looking sedan that most people would look at and think nothing of.  When a Corvette or Skyline or Mustang or any two door sport car comes around the corner the question isn't, "is it fast?" the question is, "how fast is it?"  When you blow buy them in a galant or volvo or any kind of family oriented vehicle most say, "WHAT THE HELL WAS THAT?"||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000023||7541000||11-25-2003||12:04 AM||||i think my passive aggresive shopping has resulted in a market geared towards myself in the new Nissan Z, granted i hated it at first and dont know enough about it still but im 25 and dont want a payment but i could drive it for ten years or 100Kmiles or whatever comes first and think about modding it in between then, Im crazy and this is editorial, Kenn you said alot that is not understandable to me and questionable but beleviable nonethe less.<br /><br />Let me put it this way, is it too soon to speak of an EVO X?||63.154.60.67||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000024||bleck||11-25-2003||12:55 AM||||To be honest, if I buy a V70R, S4, or the like, I think I'd probably be at the point where I no longer wish to be under the hood.  And since it'd be turned over in 2 years, who gives a damn.  It would be someone else's problem after 36,000 miles anyway.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000025||ken inn||11-25-2003||09:13 AM||||well, i'm 58 years old, and i will ALWAYS be under the hood.  basic stuff like oil changes, ww fluid, p/s fluid, etc.  bmw now has service intervals(oil changes) of 15k.  several shops have documented what the bottom end looks like after 30k miles, and 2 oil changes.  crazy stuff on the late model bmws like the front aux fan is now controlled by the ecu, and if you remove it, it will throw a code.  then, the latest M5 and M3 cannot dyno over 5500 rpm, because the ecu dont see the front wheels moving, so it thinks the car is in snow, and it imposes fuel cut.  the ecu can only be flash programmed 12 times, then it is dead.  so, if you keep a car for a long time, and i do, and you get it upgraded, and stuff like a window motor goes out, you can only re initialize the system 12 times, then you get to buy a new ecu.  and, get this.  the ecu's are coded TO THE CAR.  that means, it ONLY works on THAT vin.  get a used ecu from the boneyard?  too bad, IT WONT WORK.  for some reason, the european cars are going to that "exclusive" service option, where only proprietory equipment and parts can be used on the cars.  wanna upgrade the turbo?  too bad.  wanna up the boost?  nope.  even the tires-on late model bmw's, if the freakin tires are not all the same size, that is, if one has worn a bit more than the other, the system will pick it up, and because it is transmitted mechanically back up thru the drivetrain, the dme(ecu) picks it up as a misfire, pulls timing, and throws a code.  here's another.  i see lots of posts about the indiviual coil overs for the spark plugs.  i sell the shit out of coils for bmw.  and the boots, too.  if the boots crack over time, and they WILL crack and leak out over time, it over stresses the coil, and the coil goes.  now, if more than 2 coils go out, it can take out the final stage of the dme(ecu) AND the abs control unit.  so, shops will want to change out all 6(or 8) at a time.  list price is about 66/each.  as the cars get more sophisticated, and are tuned more on the edge, it is electronics that has made it possible, but also has caused diagnosis and maintenance to become way more difficult and expensive, and only possible using proprietory tools.  just today, i saw on the news where buying a new car is the number 1 complaint, and number 3 was getting service.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000026||Dreis11301||11-25-2003||04:04 PM||||in response to ken inn's last post, now I see the beauty of a 60s-70s muscle car with V8, none of this computer code crap, it's just an evil plot to make more money||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000027||V8EATER||11-25-2003||05:06 PM||||The volvo may be awd, but it has a heavy front bias, something like 65/35, so you'll have tons of understeer (like I can say much).  however, for everyday driving, I'd still take an S4.  I just like the looks better.  but hey, diffr'nt strokes, diffr'nt folks.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum3/003706.cgi
A||||6||DsmSeifer||A galant question||||1||||DsmSeifer||00002241
Z||000000||DsmSeifer||11-22-2003||11:08 PM||dsmseifer@hotmail.com||I have a guy online right now telling me that his galant GSX came turbo. Is this true? I thought only the VR4 was turbo. But I could be wrong wouldn't be the first time and I am kinda new to the Galant sceen. <br /><br />Any one have some info to clear this up for me?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||11-22-2003||11:09 PM||||I have never seen a galant gsx that came turbo.  I'd call bullshit.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||11-22-2003||11:14 PM||||His name isn't RockinWRX is it?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||crucible||11-22-2003||11:15 PM||||Whats the guy's name?<br />A little while ago there was an unruly individual on another site claiming something similar.As far as USA cars, the only Galant turboed from the factory was the VR4<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||DsmSeifer||11-22-2003||11:19 PM||||Thats what I thought I don't know the guys name but he is trying to sell my friend the car for 2k||152.163.252.136||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000005||Beemer||11-23-2003||12:14 AM||||I'd bet it was just a hack t/e/l conversion cobbled together with enough dsm parts to look factory.  Finding a factory fmic and pipes is pretty easy and cheap.  However, the wiring harness would not have the plugs for the additional sensors.  I have no idea if the turbo ecu would even work on an n/t wiring harness.  Keydiver might be able to answer that one.  It's a common swap to put a turbo into an n/t T/E/L for cheaper insurance.  Lots of FWD guys do it.  All you need is the wire harness and engine to convert one (and of course all the necessary engine bay sensors and parts etc)  I would imagine converting a gsx would be just as easy, but securing a complete gvr4 wiring harness would be the tough part.  I have a friend with a gsx that has a blown motor (it was his sisters, and her HUSBAND ran it out of oil after driving it for a month.)  Now if I could just find a complete wiring harness.....||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000006||curtis||11-23-2003||12:31 PM||||mr RockinWRX is up to his old tricks.  I say we make a new category..... dumbass's and silly bitches that need a beating....Todd is number one and RockinWRX is number two.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.34.122||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003707.cgi
A||||0||Turbogeek||This one is mine.....||||1||||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840
Z||000000||Turbogeek||11-23-2003||06:46 AM||||Galant VR-4 RS, one of the rally homologation models. Currently on 13psi boost and 100RON race fuel, 260hp. Runs a factory option close ration 'forest' gearbox, rally suspension, fully welded cahe and seam welded, with double skinned strut towers for extra strength. Tank, sump, diff guards, race seats, high ratio rack. <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.thegjo.com/vr4/galant1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Oops, not mine. Just a VR-4 in action. <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.thegjo.com/vr4/galant2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />That's mine<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.thegjo.com/vr4/galant3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.thegjo.com/vr4/galant4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.thegjo.com/vr4/galant7.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.thegjo.com/vr4/galant8.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />This is it about 6 months ago after the cage was in and we got the thing driving again. <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.thegjo.com/vr4/galant9.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Same as above<br /><br />Unfortunantly.... this was it a month ago....<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.thegjo.com/vr4/smash1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />It's a bit better now.||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes



ubb/Forum3/003708.cgi
A||||22||REDLINEGVR4||How much time to you spend on this web site||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||11-21-2003||05:31 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||Question...<br />How much time on average are you on the site each day? <br />Me, normally about 1 hour.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||11-21-2003||05:36 PM||||A couple a day.  Sick.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-21-2003||05:40 PM||||too much but i don't care   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||JUANPSI||11-21-2003||06:07 PM||||Too much. all day while I'm at work  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />                What!!! I'm fired!!!!!<br /><br />              juan||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000004||bleck||11-21-2003||06:24 PM||||Whew! I was hoping to keep this a secret, but about an hour.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000005||DsmSeifer||11-21-2003||08:08 PM||||I'm fairly new to the site but I spend over 2 hours a day on the site.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.88.116.145||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000006||92GVR4#333||11-21-2003||08:18 PM||||about an hour in the morning when I get home from work and about an hor in the evening somethings 2 in the evening.  But when you feel at home on the board it is all good.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||11-21-2003||08:49 PM||||not enough, that's for sure, I work at a car dealer and as soon as I sit down to get in the site somebody walks up to me asking " dou you sell light bulbs?" NO,you idiot!, get the f*&$!@k out of my face!!,||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||DongeR615||11-21-2003||09:33 PM||||3-5 hours but then theres tooners and talk. so it spreads out.||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000009||admsr||11-21-2003||10:46 PM||||all day at work and at home when the wifey is not screaming at me "get off that computer already!"<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.17.215||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000010||Ash||11-22-2003||07:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> all day at work and at home when the wifey is not screaming at me "get off that computer already!"<br /><br />Alex. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Echo||203.220.203.248||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||11-22-2003||10:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> all day at work and at home when the wifey is not screaming at me "get off that computer already!"<br /><br />Alex. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">see, you aint been married long enough.  my wife is always saying, "isnt there something on the computer you should be looking at?"||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||psycopyro182||11-22-2003||12:21 PM||||hmm, collectivly i usually spend about 2 or 3 hours aday here, between this board, checking my email, and the other boards.<br />about an hour in the morning, an hour in the evening, and around an hour during lunch.<br />and sometimes i will just sit and read up on stuff that i didnt know about. old topics.<br />damn, i have no life.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000013||galantvr4us||11-22-2003||01:58 PM||||Too much time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I spend a lot of time on the ls1 board as well.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000014||nrvous||11-22-2003||04:01 PM||||I am not on here enough.<br /><br />I am a big slacker and have dissapeared into the shadows over the past few years.  It seems I can't keep up with the posts during the week, so the weekends are the only times to catch up.<br /><br />steve<br /><br />187/1000<br />199/1000<br />223/1000||24.24.55.140||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000015||GVR$in||11-22-2003||07:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> Not enough time on my Galant..<br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000016||galantvr4us||11-22-2003||08:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> Not enough time on my Galant..<br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually I think I should just set up some pads underneath the galant and sleep there.  I spend so much time trying to fix these tranny leaks its unreal.<br /><br />Get this I have drained and filled the tranny 4 times in the past 2 weeks for different leaks...Will it ever end, bad part I know the answer is no. <br /><br />New personalized plates  MNYPIT<br /><br />Okay vent done   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000017||Akidosigh1||11-22-2003||10:41 PM||||first time i get on for the day is about 30 minutes and then i come back to check for new posts a couple times and might stay 15 minutes each time, equals out to at least an hour.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000018||crucible||11-22-2003||10:58 PM||||Alright, Ill come clean.About 2 hours.Cant get enough of the wisdom of many,the strange and/or comical posts of a few,and the downright mechanical abilities of some.Although I usually cant offer much advice, I try to help out when I can.What I learn here can be applied to any vehicle I may own.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000019||GVR$in||11-23-2003||12:06 AM||||Katie, Sounds like you have pre-evo's problems..||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000020||PRE-EVO||11-23-2003||01:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Katie, Sounds like you have pre-evo's problems.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah but my leaks are more "incline dependant". You missed out on the water pump leak and the oil cooler line rupture.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000021||turbogalant||11-23-2003||02:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br />Actually I think I should just set up some pads underneath the galant and sleep there.  I spend so much time trying to fix these tranny leaks its unreal.<br /><br />Get this I have drained and filled the tranny 4 times in the past 2 weeks for different leaks...Will it ever end, bad part I know the answer is no. <br /><br />New personalized plates  MNYPIT<br /><br />Okay vent done     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br />Katie [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That nothing I pulled my trans out 7 times in a 3 month period. First time to get the bellhousing welded the rear transfer case bolt holes were stripped badly, the guy wouldn't weld the top bolt hole so I had to pull it apart. When I was resealing it I got a little fluid on the rtv so I filled it with a little fluid and I didn't leak so I put it in. The 8mm bolt hole that hold the trans to the block stripped out so I pulled it again #2. I put it back in found that after the trans heated up it leaked bad. So I pull it out and reseal it #3. The trans leaked again from the bellhousing to case so I pull it all apart again and reseal it #4. Put it in find the shift shaft seal leaks the ONLY seal I didn't replace because wow it's a bitch to change. The only way to change it is to pull the whole shift arm assembly out. So I pull it out and apart change the shift shaft seal #5. When putting it in the lower transfer case bolt hole thread that were welded up stripped out. So I pull it again and get it welded again #6. I can't remember the 7th one but I was in there somewhere. And that isn't going in to the other details and problems I ran in to. It took me 2-2.5 hours to pull it the last time I took it out and that was including being sore from putting it in the day before and I believe also putting it in another time earlier that week.  This is all while going to ITT 3 days a week for 5 hours per day and still getting a 4.0. And yes I am stressed out. So how much time am I on this site not alot I have to pull my tranny   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   . But it is done now and I have put a leak free 150 miles on it and 550 miles on my 9:1 motor. Now that is tranny problems.||65.177.241.223||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000022||galantvr4us||11-23-2003||08:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> Katie, Sounds like you have pre-evo's problems.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">turbogalant now thats sucks.  Hopefully mine are finally finished but I am not counting on it-everytime I think its fixed I move the car and find a big puddle of tranny fluid.  I just need to go buy a 55 gallon drum of fluid.  <br /><br /><br />I know what you mean by being stressed out I go to work then come home and work on the car till I pass out and on top of that go to college full time-I wish I never quit school otherwise I would have been done a few years ago Oh well.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes



ubb/Forum3/003709.cgi
A||||0||autobahntom||nice rally pics here||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||11-23-2003||11:33 AM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.pbase.com/wilson1965/spirit_of_the_rally_2003&page=all" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/wilson1965/spirit_of_the_rally_2003&page=all</a>||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum3/003710.cgi
A||||11||369of1000||ps2 vs ps2+||||1||||Paul Mc369||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||11-23-2003||12:03 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||I was in the mall yesterday and desided to take a look in eb games for some christmas ideas. It was busy as hell and the sales guy couldn't stop hyping up the xbox. However, on the wall were two different ps2 boxes. They were both standard blue boxes but one was a little thicker and had a yellow triangle in the bottom right corner with a + in it. Anyone know the difference between the two?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-23-2003||12:20 PM||||Hyping up the X-Box is like Hyping up a fat chick. Why God why?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||11-23-2003||12:46 PM||||Yeah, I haven't played a single X-Box game, and don't really have any desire to.  I have yet to hear about a game I want to play.  The PS2 on the other hand has quite a few games. GTA series, GT series, plus some random good games.  I don't know what the Plus is all about, maybe it was one of their package deals with a couple games and acessories.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||DsmSeifer||11-23-2003||12:52 PM||||I think the + one includes the network adapter.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000004||josh91vr4||11-23-2003||05:36 PM||||HA! GTA is now available on the X-box... Muahahahah.||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000005||bleck||11-23-2003||06:34 PM||||Aaaaahhh..... Vice City = Crack.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000006||gixxer||11-23-2003||06:56 PM||||i got Need for Speed: Underground last night on a whim, its actually quite fun!  i don't think i've seen another game that gives you a sense of speed quite as good as this game. and the sound effects are dead on, bov, gearchange, exhaust note, all good    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.224.137.32||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000007||Matticus||11-23-2003||07:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Aaaaahhh..... Vice City = Crack. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I love Vice City, I can't even count the hours I have wasted away in this game.  <br />"Tommy Vercetti is a innocent man..."||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||11-23-2003||08:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> i got Need for Speed: Underground last night on a whim, its actually quite fun!  i don't think i've seen another game that gives you a sense of speed quite as good as this game. and the sound effects are dead on, bov, gearchange, exhaust note, all good     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought about trying that.  I will rent before I buy though.  I bought PGR2 and that is a must.<br /><br />I'm waiting for this.  <a href="http://www.xbox.com/en-us/rallisportchallenge2/default.htm" target="_blank">http://www.xbox.com/en-us/rallisportchallenge2/default.htm</a><br /><br />I'd get a xbox over a PS2 any day of the week.||12.223.191.139||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||11-24-2003||05:53 PM||||The newer PS2 has a quieter fan, built in remote support with the ability to open the tray and power it on/off from the remote, and some other stuff.  If you already have an older one I wouldn't bother.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||369of1000||11-24-2003||07:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> The newer PS2 has a quieter fan, built in remote support with the ability to open the tray and power it on/off from the remote, and some other stuff.  If you already have an older one I wouldn't bother. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This was a rumor I was trying to verify. Where did you get your info? Not that I don't trust you, I'd just like to look at the specs.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000011||josh91vr4||11-24-2003||07:13 PM||||Fuck man, if they had remote power on/off for the xbox i'd buy a new one in a heartbeat!||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum3/003711.cgi
A||||19||HHIVR4||Show me your exhaust||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||11-23-2003||12:26 PM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||I am about to buy an exhaust for my car..I have always liked the apexi n1 and like the sound too but is it going to look as good on a gvr4 as it did on my 2g?show me what you got..interested in seeing others too.<br />thanks||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||11-23-2003||04:36 PM||||I have a pic of my certified that I can lay out on the pavment and take a picture with if you would like, has a magnaflow muffler and I have the same one on my Spyder also.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||11-23-2003||05:43 PM||||I can take a pic of my apexi n1-its raining now maybe tomorrow or later on tonite.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||11-24-2003||12:31 AM||||hasnt it been raing for about 2 months there, poor car is prob drowned!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||BlitzVR4||11-24-2003||01:56 AM||||Here is a pic of mine.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2038&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000005||MiSTER2||11-24-2003||05:16 AM||||Here is my remus muffler.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2040" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2041" alt=" - " />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000006||fastgvr4||11-24-2003||09:17 AM||||Which remus did you use?<br /><br />thanks||199.43.32.21||reg||1||fastgvr4||00001934||yes
Z||000007||galantvr4us||11-24-2003||10:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> hasnt it been raing for about 2 months there, poor car is prob drowned! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .  On top of that is was 50 degrees yesterday and 30 degrees today and it will be back up to 60 degrees in two days.  Dang MO weather.<br /><br />Heres mine sorry not the greatest pic may try again.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/IM000246.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000008||MiSTER2||11-24-2003||11:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fastgvr4:<br /><strong> Which remus did you use?<br /><br />thanks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it's the remus universal 2.5inch twin tip muffler.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000009||redheat86||11-24-2003||06:56 PM||||here is my oil leaked on 3 inch back exhuast<br /><br /> <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~b.meihack/car/exhuast1.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~b.meihack/car/exhuast2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~b.meihack/car/exhuast3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~b.meihack/car/exhuast4.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~b.meihack/car/exhuast6.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />[img][/img]||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||11-25-2003||02:02 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2045" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Taken before I started the car.  I wish it still looked like this.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||akira01||11-25-2003||09:43 AM||||how much did u pay for that remus muffler....and how does it sound....||148.8.160.70||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000012||MiSTER2||11-25-2003||10:56 AM||||I paid AU$300 for it and the whole system cost me around AU$1000-1100 (incl. muffler).  It's 2.5inch muffler but the rest of the system is 3inch turbo back.  I think it sounds really good.  The sound is very deep but not too loud.  Cops will never pick on you.  I guess it sounds similar to 3inch mufflers/systems but just a touch quiter and deeper.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000013||atsiauto||11-25-2003||10:56 AM||||ok you asked for it .    <img src="http://www.tristarion.com/forums/uploads/post-22-1069775571.jpg" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.tristarion.com/forums/uploads/post-22-1069775921.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000014||HHIVR4||11-25-2003||01:23 PM||||thanks all..keep em comming if you got them...||63.49.51.7||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000015||spoulson||11-25-2003||03:02 PM||||What does the certified muffler exhaust look like?||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000016||udriveu||11-25-2003||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> What does the certified muffler exhaust look like? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look at scotty's (asiauto) pictures. i'm pretty sure he has one, at least that what my certified system looks like.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000017||akira01||11-25-2003||04:57 PM||||hey atsiauto what kind of muffler or exhaust is that....and how much did u pay for it....thanks...||148.8.162.27||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000018||chucklesas||11-25-2003||05:24 PM||||Nothing special.  2.5" pressbent catback, w/mofugas 2.5" DP.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2047" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2047&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2048" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2048&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000019||atsiauto||11-25-2003||08:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantgsr:<br /><strong> hey atsiauto what kind of muffler or exhaust is that....and how much did u pay for it....thanks... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im not real sure of the whole scape pf things I just had it hung after removing my 2.5 SS exh and trying to hang this myself I gave 350 for it from a club member new never used. the DP is an apexi N1 . the intermediate pipe was about 2-3 inches too long and the flange was clocked wrong . 40.00 later I have one serious exh . I actually drove the thing about 5 miles w just the DP on it ! I just Got this together yesterday so I was feeming to get the pic up while it was all new and what not .. The seller said he grabbed it from dsmparts.com? or some such webpage. Its one kickass exh for the 390 I have in it. Magnaflow muffler too. Best part of the whole mess is my 91 will get the Genie Turbo SS exh. I removed from the 92. Upgrade upgrade UPGRADE!!!||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/003712.cgi
A||||4||DeanCouchey||Need for speed Underground||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||11-23-2003||12:51 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||My friend bought this last night and we played it for a couple hours, it was alot of fun! SOme of the stuff seems ricer, but it is fun and has some better cars the Gran Turismo and it isnt loaded with crappy 1.3L cars. I think i will have to buy it! Try it out.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||DsmSeifer||11-23-2003||12:53 PM||||Thanks for the heads up I'll go rent it tonight.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000002||gixxer||11-23-2003||06:58 PM||||yeah, the speed sensation and the sounds effects rawk. but i said that in the other thread too, heh.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.224.137.32||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||11-24-2003||10:38 PM||||NFS-U evidently has a 2G Eclipse that does a good launch. I just got the game tonight. This Monday Night Football game is a sloppy mess(fuck Keshawn too) so I might plug it in soon.||64.233.106.101||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||11-25-2003||12:31 AM||||I liked it so much I went and bought it, the first game I have bought for 50 bucks in a long time. I started with a neon cause it was cheap and good handling and I have the turbo kit and brakes and exhaust and drivetrain and so on. Its a fun game and the music is good too!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003713.cgi
A||||7||HHIVR4||Galant Vr4/Legnum VR4- -1/4 times||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||11-23-2003||12:54 PM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||wondering around and found this..slow||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||HHIVR4||11-26-2003||11:28 AM||||delete this i forgot to post the link and i forgot it!!sorry||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-26-2003||11:53 AM||||You can edit and delete your own post.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||11-26-2003||06:11 PM||||hey I`m just going to shamlessly whore this post...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||11-26-2003||06:21 PM||||Here's my vote for this week...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||drew||11-26-2003||07:10 PM||||so how slow is slow?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||11-26-2003||07:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Here's my vote for this week... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HA! thats harsh dude||64.252.110.163||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||Mitsuturbo||11-30-2003||12:11 AM||||damn! i wanted to see some times for those things..  i REALLY like the Legnum Super VR-4 Type-S<br />there's a guy on clubtgc that just got his 2000 or 2001 GVR4 imported.. he's pretty stoked||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum3/003714.cgi
A||||13||KingGalantVr4||Where can we wind these wheels?||||1||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||11-23-2003||06:26 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||<a href="http://www.pbase.com/image/19803234" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/image/19803234</a><br /><br />Thoes wheels would look sweet on my GVR4 painted body color with a nice polished lip.  Who makes them, what are they, and where can I find them!?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||11-23-2003||06:42 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2037" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2037&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.200.121.114||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||KingGalantVr4||11-23-2003||06:45 PM||||<img src="http://www.slinkdesign.co.uk/images/rally2015.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Found something similar.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000003||mj_rosenfeld||11-23-2003||06:49 PM||||Those are common rally wheels but I forget what they're called -- Compomotive maybe?<br />But forget the wheels for minute, check out some of the cars in that gallery. On page 3 middle row right there is a Galant -- late 70's vintage. Also several old Datsuns. My fave is the Lancia Stratos HF, which used the Ferrari Dino V-6. I've read that car was like driving a chainsaw. If money were no object, I'd get one of those in my garage.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.77||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||11-23-2003||07:09 PM||||Ive been waiting for a chance to use this   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=64" alt=" - " />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000005||Martin Chilcote||11-23-2003||07:11 PM||||Compmotive is correct. Model TH2. I kinda liked some of their styles but (a) close up pics show either rough castings or poor paint job, maybe it's just the pics, (b) never could get any info from them by phone or e-mail (c) not cheap, (d) not lightweight.||66.139.167.229||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000006||KingGalantVr4||11-23-2003||08:34 PM||||<img src="http://www.comp.co.uk/product_pics/th_a.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Teminds me of the VW turbine wheels ... I guess I'm the only person that appreciates 80's european rally style.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000007||drew||11-23-2003||08:48 PM||||Enkei makes a similar set<br /><br /> <img src="http://enkei.com/PHOTOS%20JPEG/HighPSpecs/nto3+mspecs.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||11-23-2003||09:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> Ive been waiting for a chance to use this</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whoa!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||11-23-2003||09:35 PM||||I like those a lot.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||Gvr4-330||11-23-2003||09:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong>But forget the wheels for minute, check out some of the cars in that gallery. On page 3 middle row right there is a Galant -- late 70's vintage. Also several old Datsuns. My fave is the Lancia Stratos HF, which used the Ferrari Dino V-6. I've read that car was like driving a chainsaw. If money were no object, I'd get one of those in my garage.<br />Mike R. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, don't forget that Ford RS200.  That was a SWEET rally car.<br /><br />Rob||68.227.203.245||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000011||Pappy||11-23-2003||09:59 PM||||You're not alone Jason. I love compomotive wheels.  I think they'd look pretty good on a VR4.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000012||bleck||11-25-2003||01:04 AM||||Those remind me of an old set of polished Ronal Turbo's that used to be on an 81 528e in the neighborhood a lifetime ago.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000013||chadhayashi||11-25-2003||01:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gvr4-330:<br /><strong> Hey, don't forget that Ford RS200.  That was a SWEET rally car.<br /><br />Rob </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There was a RS200 at the 2002 Pikes Peak Hill Climb. It was so hot.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003715.cgi
A||||10||atsiauto||H8'N Life .....||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||11-23-2003||10:14 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||<a href="http://forums.mbworld.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=53061" target="_blank">http://forums.mbworld.org/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=53061</a> well this guy is anyways sux to be him .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Ash||11-23-2003||10:21 PM||||Talk about a custom interior!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Poor guy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-23-2003||10:52 PM||||man that sucks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||11-23-2003||10:55 PM||||I would just buy more paint and finish the job.||64.252.110.163||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||11-23-2003||11:26 PM||||his car is fucked.||65.227.204.102||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||11-24-2003||08:03 AM||||Nice flower.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||92GVR4#333||11-24-2003||08:05 AM||||opps...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000007||Tevenor||11-24-2003||10:17 AM||||One day you are king of the world, the next day your car looks like a paint monster puked all over the interior. Not good.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000008||bleck||11-24-2003||11:49 AM||||Open mouth.  Insert sledge-hammer in mouth.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||11-24-2003||01:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Open mouth.  Insert sledge-hammer in mouth. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you mean RED sledge hammer, right?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||geoff@machv||11-24-2003||02:32 PM||||Damn, that is truly fekked up!||164.117.144.15||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/003716.cgi
A||||11||jayru||x-mas shopping for a plasma TV? ||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||11-23-2003||10:51 PM||||get in touch with Harry (number3). I am very pleased with mine and he took the time to really explain alot about it (and TV's in general). Price was good too. Thanks Harry!||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||11-23-2003||11:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> get in touch with Harry (number3). I am very pleased with mine and he took the time to really explain alot about it (and TV's in general). Price was good too. Thanks Harry! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what panel did you end up with?||65.227.204.102||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||jayru||11-24-2003||11:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> get in touch with Harry (number3). I am very pleased with mine and he took the time to really explain alot about it (and TV's in general). Price was good too. Thanks Harry! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what panel did you end up with? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Viewsonic 42" Plasma, it has Lots of options, and the true digital imput for future HD upgrades 1080x, one thing i don't like though is they only give you one s-video imput. After seeing the quality difrence between my digital cable with coaxel(sp?) then s-video, i went out and bought a splitter and ran everything into the s-video. It's a clear diffrence.||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||11-24-2003||12:32 PM||||sheesh.  i thought plasma was the stuff you put in place of blood.  and my tv still has tubes.  my 8 track dont, but the tv does.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||11-24-2003||01:48 PM||||actually, plasma is in blood. my brother works at the red cross, and all he really does is separate plasma from the red blood cells, or something. they use a centrifugal machine to spin the snot(plasma) out of the blood. plasma retails for so much more on the market, plus it lasts a long time. the rest of the blood make up is limited in use.  i can prolly take one of those plasma bags, and fill up your tv with it, an call it a plasma tv. (couldnt i then sell it on ebay?)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||number3||11-25-2003||11:25 PM||||Thanks Jason it was my pleasure...<br /><br />The only thing S video that you should hook up is a S VHS VCR.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Your DVD player and Cable box should be hooked up to the componet video inputs. That is unless HD cable boxes are not availible to you yet. If you already have digital comcast cable they will give a HD cable box for the same rental fee.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-26-2003||10:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Thanks Jason it was my pleasure...<br /><br />The only thing S video that you should hook up is a S VHS VCR.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   <br /><br />Your DVD player and Cable box should be hooked up to the componet video inputs. That is unless HD cable boxes are not availible to you yet. If you already have digital comcast cable they will give a HD cable box for the same rental fee.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">oh, man, it's the freakin computer all over.  like, when i go in the computer store, and some 12 year old kid comes over, and says stuff like, "well, you gotta warp the hard drive and dvd the output, make sure the ram is rom, and gigabyte the megahertz.  did you bios the modem?"  and i go, "huh?"  "oh yeah?  well, do you know what a synchro ring is?  huh?"  then i grab something off the shelf and buy it cause i dont want to appear stupid.  then, my son comes home, and says, "dad, why in the hell did you buy a whateverinthehellitis, you dont even have a whateverinthehellitis."  so, i just tell him i bought it for him.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||7541000||11-26-2003||10:36 AM||||KILLYOURTELEVISION<br /><br />then go and give blood.||63.154.48.28||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||11-26-2003||10:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br />oh, man, it's the freakin computer all over.  like, when i go in the computer store, and some 12 year old kid comes over, and says stuff like, "well, you gotta warp the hard drive and dvd the output, make sure the ram is rom, and gigabyte the megahertz.  did you bios the modem?"  and i go, "huh?"  "oh yeah?  well, do you know what a synchro ring is?  huh?"  then i grab something off the shelf and buy it cause i dont want to appear stupid.  then, my son comes home, and says, "dad, why in the hell did you buy a whateverinthehellitis, you dont even have a whateverinthehellitis."  so, i just tell him i bought it for him.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol! best rant in a while!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||bleck||11-26-2003||11:54 PM||||Ken, tell me about it.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000010||7541000||11-27-2003||12:12 AM||||i thought mine was better and i dont mind saying so either, right to the point but working off someone elses rant so just looking for partial credit.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||63.154.48.22||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000011||number3||11-27-2003||09:43 AM||||Wait a minute!!! You are knocking TV/Home theater owners when a link like <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003752" target="_blank">this</a> shows up?!?!?!        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />            <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     <br /><br />Happy Thanksgiving to all of us and our wacky hobbies, including the GVR4.         <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <br /><br /><br />Harry Blanchard||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003717.cgi
A||||34||REDLINEGVR4||Cool chain letter||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||11-23-2003||11:19 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||If you do not believe this, pass it around and you'll see. Be sure to put<br />&gt;in the subject line if you are among the 98% or the 2% and send to everyone,<br />including the person that sent it to you.<br />&gt;Amazing test....just follow the instructions as quickly as possible.<br />&gt;Do not go to the next calculation before you have finished the previous<br />&gt;one.<br />&gt;You do not need to write or remember the answers, just do it using your<br />&gt;mind.<br />&gt;You'll be surprised.<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;Start:<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;How much is :<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;15+6<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;3+56<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;89+2<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;12+53<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;75+26<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;25+52<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;63+32<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;I know! Calculations are hard work but it's nearly over..<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;Come on, one more...<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;123+5<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;QUICK! THINK ABOUT A TOOL AND A COLOR!<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;Scroll further to the bottom...<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;A bit more...<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;You have just thought about a red hammer, haven't you????<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;<br />&gt; &gt;If this is not the case, you are among 2% of people who have a<br />&gt;"different" if<br />&gt; &gt;not "abnormal" mind. 98% of the folks would answer a "red hammer" while<br />&gt;doing<br />&gt; &gt;this exercise.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||11-23-2003||11:22 PM||||i said hammer, black<br /><br />guess im different||65.227.204.102||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||11-24-2003||12:06 AM||||I said a red hammer and stopped for a second thinking WTF would I say a red hammer for?<br />I was like oh well I'm sure it won't be a red hammer and I'll be damn it said a red hammer.<br />Could of just said a Mitsubishi timing belt alignment tool, but no I had to say something a lot harder, like a red hammer.<br />Who is messing with my mind, damn it?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.226.208||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||Jose||11-24-2003||12:09 AM||||I said a blue screwdriver.<br />Jose.....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||11-24-2003||12:12 AM||||I read what everybody else said about it before I read the letter, so yeah... i was already thinking red hammer.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||11-24-2003||12:22 AM||||green wrench||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||11-24-2003||12:28 AM||||Black wrench...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||Craig91||11-24-2003||12:48 AM||||I thought of red hammer too,  but I have friggin clue why that is that everyone thinks of that.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000008||Ash||11-24-2003||01:27 AM||||Red screwdriver here - probably because there is one in front of me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||4g63t||11-24-2003||01:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1571/2000:<br /><strong> I said a blue screwdriver.<br />Jose..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, me too, we must have something in common!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000010||Dreis11301||11-24-2003||01:36 AM||||I said silver wrench but perhaps that has something to do with thats what is in my hands all day.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000011||gixxer||11-24-2003||02:18 AM||||heh, black wrench.  but everyone knows dsmers are abnormal   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.86.16.81||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||11-24-2003||02:28 AM||||I started out with a blue hammer then changed to red  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  how the hell does this work? I thought there was no way they would pick that.||65.177.240.146||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||11-24-2003||07:03 AM||||Purple wrench.  I can't belive I actually read and participated in that steaming pile of you-know-what.  I wish we could create a computer virus that would find the source of chain letters and cut their goddamned hands off.||69.59.219.153||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||Turbogeek||11-24-2003||07:11 AM||||Gas Axe. <br /><br />Hey... it's a tool! right?||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000015||92GVR4#333||11-24-2003||08:08 AM||||I thought purple wrench as well...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000016||admsr||11-24-2003||08:16 AM||||i said silver wrench?<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000017||ercp98||11-24-2003||08:35 AM||||i said silver adjustable wrench but kept thinking of it as having a red handle. figure that one.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000018||1992gvr4||11-24-2003||08:50 AM||||I said green hammer.||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000019||Ant||11-24-2003||08:57 AM||||I said the tool that is used to take oil filters off when they are on too tight.<br /><br />I'm not at the shop either.<br /><br />What does adding those numbers have to do with choosing a tool ?<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000020||atsiauto||11-24-2003||09:22 AM||||I was thinking about a red adj wrench the crescent type.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000021||sleeper||11-24-2003||09:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ant:<br /><strong> I said the tool that is used to take oil filters off when they are on too tight.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You mean a screwdriver?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000022||Ant||11-24-2003||10:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ant:<br /><strong> I said the tool that is used to take oil filters off when they are on too tight.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You mean a screwdriver?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nah I meant this<br /><br /><a href="http://www.hetd.com.cn/hetdmachinery/tools/" target="_blank">www.hetd.com.cn/hetdmachinery/tools/</a><br /><br />the tool on the top right<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000023||galantvr4us||11-24-2003||10:29 AM||||I said purple screwdriver.  Huh I already knew I was abnormal didn't need this test to tell me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000024||Tevenor||11-24-2003||10:38 AM||||White Air Gun.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000025||driftntouge||11-24-2003||10:50 AM||||I thought green torque wrench.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000026||bleck||11-24-2003||12:11 PM||||Red wrench here... figures.  We're all lunatics.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000027||Franckypoo||11-24-2003||01:02 PM||||Blue Hammer here...<br /><br />I guess I'm only half normal!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000028||Doc_Seuss||11-24-2003||01:23 PM||||also said blue hammer, guess im kinda normal?<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.116||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000029||Hertz||11-24-2003||02:33 PM||||Hmm, the first TOOL I thought of was my boss.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000030||Evilnissan||11-24-2003||02:37 PM||||Orange Saw.<br /><br /><br />ive allways been a little off..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000031||Frogger||11-24-2003||04:25 PM||||Blue Wrench  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.4.105.149||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000032||Tangent||11-24-2003||05:38 PM||||Red Screwdriver||4.40.4.204||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000033||Akidosigh1||11-24-2003||08:05 PM||||i said blue hammer.... i win!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000034||slvrblt||11-25-2003||02:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Frogger:<br /><strong> Blue Wrench   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hahaa... I thought of the same thing.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003718.cgi
A||||2||mr.mitsu||girls!||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||11-24-2003||01:38 AM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||<a href="http://omgwtf.superlime.com/attention.swf" target="_blank">http://omgwtf.superlime.com/attention.swf</a>||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||4G63Mirage||11-24-2003||01:40 AM||||OLLLLLLLLLLLLLDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDdd    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||11-24-2003||08:00 AM||||WTF?  They work up a story line and then drop it harder than the Matrix!||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/003719.cgi
A||||6||drew||headlight bulbs||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-24-2003||02:01 AM||||Are the Sylvania SilverStar Headlights worth upgrading to? Without upgrading to JDM or HID, what's the brightest light that we can upgrade to?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||DynStatic||11-24-2003||02:18 AM||||If you get JDM headlights, they use h3 and h4 bulbs. From what I;ve seen it's easier to get over-watt bulbs that are h3 and h4.<br /><br />PIAA are over priced. Don't get them unless you get a good deal, like at cost.<br /><br />I have a low beam (h4 i think) Noykia bulb thats good, it's 90/100 watt. It's much brighter. You can get about 120/135 watt or higher low beam bulbs some places.<br /><br />If you do get these bulbs make sure you rewire your headlights with relays. I just did this, and when school is over I'm writing up a FAQ.||68.57.50.104||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||11-24-2003||11:21 AM||||I just got a set of JDMs and it looks like they came with H4 and H1 bulbs...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||drew||11-24-2003||11:54 AM||||Yes, I understand JDM headlights use better bulbs. I don't really like the way the JDMS look, or how much they cost or yadda yadda yadda. I wanna stay with my stock headlight assys, but wanted to know what options for brighter headlights i'd have.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||11-24-2003||11:57 AM||||The addition of relays, even with your stock bulbs, will make a HUGE difference. It's amazing what a little extra juice can do.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||11-25-2003||12:48 AM||||honestly, I have had the white type bulbs in there and the stock type, the white ones seems brighter but they dont have a good flood of light, I bet doing 93 lights would prob be the best bet but that might be costly.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||DynStatic||11-25-2003||12:50 AM||||You can get non-white type bulbs that are over-watt. They would flood better I guess.<br /><br />I know what you mean about them not flooding.||68.57.49.112||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum3/003720.cgi
A||||12||sleeper||An the award goes too?||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||11-24-2003||02:01 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Pensylvania state patrol!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.hpphoto.com/servlet/LinkPhoto?GUID=4baa7dd3-2060-6d2d-2432-648c2a7424fa&size=" target="_blank">http://www.hpphoto.com/servlet/LinkPhoto?GUID=4baa7dd3-2060-6d2d-2432-648c2a7424fa&size=</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.hpphoto.com/servlet/LinkPhoto?GUID=96d63723-715b-77f5-626d-76ac4bce6950&size=" target="_blank">http://www.hpphoto.com/servlet/LinkPhoto?GUID=96d63723-715b-77f5-626d-76ac4bce6950&size=</a><br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||11-24-2003||02:02 PM||||lol  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-24-2003||02:03 PM||||dumbasses   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||11-24-2003||02:16 PM||||Tough looking old broad, wouldn't want to get pulled over by her on that day.||64.233.106.101||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||Tevenor||11-24-2003||02:21 PM||||I like the way she is sitting there with attitude like "I didn't do anything wrong so get out of my face before I haul your butt to jail".  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000005||gvrfour173||11-24-2003||04:18 PM||||that would be someone from our state   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  !!  idiots, an a broad at that!||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||11-24-2003||06:04 PM||||funny and sad at the same time. Pa is well known for doing road work and at the end of the day, taking all the signs with them. However, that is not the case this time. LOL. Will take a long time to live that down, if ever.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||Dreis11301||11-25-2003||03:45 AM||||And to think I am originally from PA.  The statement about always doing roadwork is true.  There is always a road project going on somewhere in Penn.  Idiot none the less.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||11-25-2003||09:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Tough looking old broad, wouldn't want to get pulled over by her on that day. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you get pulled over by a patrol car with concrete tires, watch out!||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||11-25-2003||11:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tevenor:<br /><strong> I like the way she is sitting there with attitude like "I didn't do anything wrong so get out of my face before I haul your butt to jail".   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||131.193.154.236||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||HHIVR4||11-25-2003||01:05 PM||||didnt you know theres only 2 seasons in PA??winter and paving season..<br /><br />took bad thats not quick dry cement||63.49.51.7||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000011||VTGVR4||11-25-2003||01:08 PM||||in ohio, we referred to it as "winter, spring, and construction"<br /><br />in vermont, they say "snow, mud, construction"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000012||4drwhore||11-25-2003||01:16 PM||||florida's state animal is the construction barrel||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum3/003721.cgi
A||||2||DongeR615||[School]Class Registration input||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||11-24-2003||02:51 PM||||for those that have taken classes with labs. do you prefer to take labs earlier on the week say tuesday or thursday? and why?  <br />I got choices of tuesday or thursday but i have to go to school everyday. mtwth and night class tues, and thursday with a lab either tuesday or thursday. Both Chem classes. <br />DongeR||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||11-24-2003||02:57 PM||||"School is for fools,"  "LOOK AT ME" -Bum in Mr. Deeds<br /><br />J/K.  When I was in college I always got my labs outta of the way earlier in the week. You really can't miss labs or you'll flunk the class automatically.  I say schedule it before Wednesday.  That way you can cut out of class on thursday and friday and take weekend road trips-that's what I did and I graduated   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||11-25-2003||11:15 AM||||i looked at it this way...the earlier i took the lab,the earlier i get the lab writeup completed before the weekend comes    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />what chem labs are these?||131.193.154.236||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003722.cgi
A||||15||ken inn||evo iii 16g||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||11-24-2003||07:11 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||anyone know the links to the pictures of the evo iii turbo compared to the 16g?  i think robert from fp had them a while ago, but i cant find them anymore.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||11-24-2003||07:18 PM||||<a href="http://slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/EVO%2016g/art/EVO_Comparison_1.jpg" target="_blank">http://slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/EVO%2016g/art/EVO_Comparison_1.jpg</a><br /> <img src="http://slowboyracing.com/Mitsubishi%20Turbos/EVO%2016g/art/EVO_Comparison_1.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||Colt4G63||11-24-2003||10:13 PM||||thats where i got mine. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  very good sales dept<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||11-24-2003||11:53 PM||||What are you thinking now Ken???<br />Have you noticed that the EVO III compressor wheel inducer, although the diameter only measures a fraction larger than the Big16G, LOOKS alot bigger, because the hub in the center is smaller so the fins can actually be longer?<br />Anyone have a picture of a 20G wheel that they can put up there next to the EVO III?||216.76.180.112||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Doug Thomas||11-25-2003||09:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Anyone have a picture of a 20G wheel that they can put up there next to the EVO III? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://www.turbotrix.com/images/turbos.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.10.219.40||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||11-25-2003||10:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> What are you thinking now Ken???<br />Have you noticed that the EVO III compressor wheel inducer, although the diameter only measures a fraction larger than the Big16G, LOOKS alot bigger, because the hub in the center is smaller so the fins can actually be longer?<br />Anyone have a picture of a 20G wheel that they can put up there next to the EVO III? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no, what happened is i bought a blown turbo that might be an evo III.  the guy bought a new one from fp, and didnt prime it, so when he started the car, it wore out the bearings.  this thing looks like it has never been run, and it does have the lighter turbine housing, and the wastegate routing looks wierd.  i bought it for a spare turbine housing, but i might get it rebuilt, if it would be any better than the one i have in the car now.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||11-25-2003||12:10 PM||||How do you prime it?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||11-25-2003||01:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> How do you prime it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you pull the mfi fuse, then crank the motor.  i think crank it for like 5 seconds, stop, repeat, and do this several times.  go to forced performance site, they have a vfaq area that explains it.  very informative site.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||11-25-2003||03:16 PM||||<a href="http://www.mjmturbos.com/CarTurboDescription.html" target="_blank">MJM turbos</a> <br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2046" alt=" - " /> <br />This might also be useful. Their site seems to have some good info, but I've heard that their work is kind of sloppy.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000009||GrocMax||11-26-2003||12:06 AM||||#6 is NOT an 18G wheel. Probably a 19C.||209.151.102.85||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||11-26-2003||10:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> #6 is NOT an 18G wheel. Probably a 19C. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yo, gross, were you close to that wreck yesterday?  are you open friday?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||Blurple||11-27-2003||02:13 PM||||any pics comparing 22g or 25g wheels?  <br />(a real common mod in nz)||202.49.200.143||reg||1||Blurple||00002801||yes
Z||000012||GrocMax||11-27-2003||04:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> #6 is NOT an 18G wheel. Probably a 19C. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yo, gross, were you close to that wreck yesterday?  are you open friday? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, and no, but I'll be here. What wreck?<br /><br />Here is a better comp wheel pic, properly labeled  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <a href="http://www.killwicky.com/images/mitsuwheels.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.killwicky.com/images/mitsuwheels.jpg</a>||209.151.102.194||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||11-27-2003||08:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> #6 is NOT an 18G wheel. Probably a 19C. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yo, gross, were you close to that wreck yesterday?  are you open friday? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, and no, but I'll be here. What wreck?<br /><br />Here is a better comp wheel pic, properly labeled   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <a href="http://www.killwicky.com/images/mitsuwheels.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.killwicky.com/images/mitsuwheels.jpg</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">there was a huge wreck on the way to new hope.  i think 2 deaths, road shut down, care flight, it was on the news.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||Mitsuturbo||11-28-2003||04:39 AM||||Has anyone seen a compressor map for the EvoIII bigass16g?  I just bought one, did a little mild porting on the turbine inlet, and smoothed out the turbine outlet.  I am waiting for my Apexi EGT and DSBC-R i swapped my EVC4 for before i put it on, with my Viggen FMIC.  I would like to see a comp. map but cannot seem to find one!<br /><br />Rumor has it, the bigass16g has been known to flow air lb/min numbers in 20g territory.  I can't wait to feel this compared the the small16 it's replacing!!!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000015||Mitsuturbo||11-28-2003||04:40 AM||||Oh yeah.  100% AGREED!  That is DEFINITELY not a "g" wheel shown.  It has to be a "t" or most likely a "c" wheel.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum3/003723.cgi
A||||25||Duc Hunter||We're back! Lancer WRC04 annouced!!!!!||||1||||Duc Hunter||00000244
Z||000000||Duc Hunter||11-25-2003||12:56 AM||chrisb@lilien.com||Here it is, the pics are not that good but it has bee testing is reports say it is a SCREAMER! Thinks are lookig up for 04 boys and girls! An we have the "Tarmac Terror" as a driver so we shoud do well!<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/23609580.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/23609581.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/23609583.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/23609584.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/23609585.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Press Release from RalliArt Site.......<br />Mitsubishi Motors Motor Sports Unveils A New Lancer WRC <br />for a New Challenge <br /><br />Trebur, November 2003 - Mitsubishi Motors motor sports subsidiary, MMSP, unveils the car that will spearhead its 2004 FIA World Rally Championship campaign, the Mitsubishi Lancer WRC04. A completely fresh design, the new car forms an integral part of a meticulously conceived long-term plan to build on MMSP's distinguished record in the World Rally Championship. It will compete on all 16 rounds of the series. <br /><br />World Rally Car rules demand that the competition car is derived from a family of showroom cars, made in quantities of at least 25,000 per year. The Lancer WRC04 is therefore based on the standard Lancer, but as its dramatic appearance indicates, it has little in common with previous Mitsubishi World Rally Cars. Once again, it draws on Mitsubishi Motors' worldwide resources, combining Japanese and European capabilities, but it reflects a fresh design strategy and has been created by a new, youthful engineering team. The project has been overseen by MMSP Limited Managing Director, Mario Fornaris at MMSP's base in Rugby, in Great Britain. <br /><br />MMSP will treat the 2004 season as a learning process, in which it creates a car and a driving team ready for success in the years ahead. For that reason, it has gone back to first principles to create a Lancer World Rally Car that is a sound basis for a rally winner in all conditions. 2004 will be an exercise first and foremost in laying the foundations for future success. <br /><br />''The car is quite different from our previous World Rally Car. We have made something like 6,000 new parts. We have taken advantage of the freedom permitted by the World Rally Car regulations, but my philosophy is to do very simple things and to have a good understanding of the car before we introduce more advanced systems.'' Fornaris explained. <br /><br />The Lancer WRC04's appearance reflects the increasing importance of aerodynamics in World Championship rallying. MMSP spent almost three weeks testing in the Lola racing team's wind tunnel, re-designing the bonnet, along with the front and rear wings, as well as the rear aerofoil. The first priority was to gain more downforce, but close attention was also paid to airflow through the engine bay to maximise cooling. It is a perfect illustration of the strenuous yet conflicting demands that the World Rally Championship imposes. Downforce is a vital element of a competitive car on high-speed rallies, but good cooling is a key requirement on a turbocharged rally car, as the ambient temperature on rallies can exceed 30 degrees Celsius and it is often highest on the rallies held at the lowest average speeds. Airflow beneath the car was also considered. <br /><br />In designing the chassis, the emphasis has been not just on good handling, but on strength, simplicity and ease of maintenance. The car uses MacPherson strut suspension all round. It is a robust system and to make servicing straightforward, components are often interchangeable not only front and rear, but left to right as well. Most suspension components will be made of steel, to ensure reliability. The Lancer WRC04 will use specially modified Ohlins dampers, like its recent predecessors, building on a fruitful past relationship. The steering rack and crossmembers are also new designs, partly because the engine has been relocated, tilted 20 degrees rearwards to improve weight distribution. <br /><br />The 16-valve, twin-cam, two-litre engine belongs to the 4G6 family used so successfully in previous Lancers. It employs the well proven cast iron block and an aluminium alloy cylinder head, but it has also benefited from significant alteration. First and foremost, it is based on the version of the engine fitted to the new and highly popular Lancer Evo VIII showroom car, but with a new turbocharger, fitted with the regulation 34-millimetre intake restrictor, new intake and exhaust manifolds, and new internals. Although the bore and stroke remain unchanged, the crankshaft, connecting rods and pistons have been lightened and the electronic management systems are new. MMSP has turned to Magneti Marelli to supply its electronics for the first time, using an advanced engine management package that doesn't rely on fuses or circuit breakers. There are two control units, one for the engine and one for the chassis. As the system is fully integrated, each is capable of controlling all electronic functions throughout the car. The system saves weight and enhances reliability. <br /><br />The transmission also reflects MMSP's new strategy and has nothing in common with the four-wheel-drive systems used on previous Lancers. The 2004 car will use a transversely mounted five-speed gearbox supplied by Ricardo. The gearchange will be manual and all three differentials will be passive, an epicyclic centre differential splitting torque front to rear. The front and rear differentials will also operate on mechanical principles. <br /><br />''With the current regulations in the World Rally Championship, because the engines have quite small restrictors, the power curve and the torque are so good that it makes it possible to use a five-speed. Why have six gears when you can have five? We will analyse different possibilities as we develop the car and will introduce new features as necessary.'' Fornaris explained. <br /><br />The decision to use passive differentials is unusual, but reflects MMSP's determination to ensure that the chassis is fundamentally sound and effective before introducing refinements. A semi-automatic gearchange is likely to be developed during 2004, once MMSP is satisfied that the Lancer WRC04 is living up to its potential, in terms of both performance and durability. Active differentials are also under consideration, but are not an immediate priority. <br /><br />Brembo will supply brakes and once again, MMSP is placing the accent on simplicity. The braking system will not incorporate water cooling initially. <br /><br />The Lancer WRC04 began testing in mid-October and will undergo a comprehensive development programme in readiness for its first appearance on the 2004 Monte Carlo Rally, when French star Gilles Panizzi leads an all-new driving team. In its first three months, the new Mitsubishi will face tarmac and ice in Monte Carlo, snow in Sweden, and dusty loose-surface stages in Mexico. <br /><br />''We are not expecting too much from the car at first. At the moment, it is too early to say anything about performance. It is very new and we have had very little time to design and test it. We can expect a few problems in the test period, as you would with any prototype car, because the test schedule is very tight. The idea was to do something quite simple to start with. We know we have plenty of things to learn. I hope it will be a little bit faster than the old car at first. We will try to develop the car step by step and I hope in the second half of the season that the car will become more competitive. We can make progress faster this way, but we are not expecting instant results. We are competing in a tough environment.'' Fornaris stated.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000001||Turbogeek||11-25-2003||06:11 AM||||That's the weirdest design wing I've seen in a lont time. The placement more than anything. <br /><br />Other than that.... what a beast of a thing it looks like. Cant decide between it and the Focus for best mean looks.||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000002||MiSTER2||11-25-2003||06:28 AM||||It's nice but what's wrong with the spoiler???  The panel beater must have slipped when he was sticking it.  Don't gimme that aerodynamics crap coz it doesn't mean it's not ugly.  If they were gonna put the spoiler there they might as well have chopped the back.  Shame on you shitsubishi.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||11-25-2003||07:10 AM||||I hear 10.5:1 compression and 30 psi. Totally new engine.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||11-25-2003||07:51 AM||||damn i can't wait. Come on mitsu. Screw looks, let's go fast!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||11-25-2003||09:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I hear 10.5:1 compression and 30 psi. Totally new engine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">imagine if this combo makes it to the streets in some form... anyone have 101 octane available? (no race gas! i dont think the average guy that drives an evo knows about gas other than whats available at the local mobil)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||11-25-2003||05:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MiSTER2:<br /><strong> It's nice but what's wrong with the spoiler???  The panel beater must have slipped when he was sticking it.  Don't gimme that aerodynamics crap coz it doesn't mean it's not ugly.  If they were gonna put the spoiler there they might as well have chopped the back.  Shame on you shitsubishi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is a race car, not a beauty pagent.<br /><br />It's there for aerodynamic purposes(oh no, I gave you the aerodynamics crap   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   ).  That is of course if this is the real deal.  It may be a really good photoshop job.  And the reason why they didn't lop of the back is probably because of FIA WRC homoligation rules.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||11-25-2003||06:14 PM||||Dude! SuhWEET!||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||199of2k||11-25-2003||09:20 PM||||looks like a lancer ls with a shitty ass wing....<br /><br />lets just hope it can perform better than it looks||68.228.148.236||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||11-26-2003||12:31 AM||||It's meant to win races not look good. We're galant drivers for christ sakes.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||Duc Hunter||11-26-2003||01:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is of course if this is the real deal.  It may be a really good photoshop job.  And the reason why they didn't lop of the back is probably because of FIA WRC homoligation rules. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is the real deal! This was lifted from the RalliArt press release silly, those are their words and photo's I posted.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000011||Pappy||11-26-2003||02:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is of course if this is the real deal.  It may be a really good photoshop job.  And the reason why they didn't lop of the back is probably because of FIA WRC homoligation rules. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is the real deal! This was lifted from the RalliArt press release silly, those are their words and photo's I posted.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cool.  I figured as much.  Just didn't know for sure.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||11-26-2003||03:27 AM||||I'm disappointed that they don't apparently have enough "years of championship experience" enough to at least LIE and tell us that they EXPECT to win some races because they've done extensive TESTING.  NOPE.  That damn thing won't even have paddle shifters at first.  It better be really fucking fast, because its drivers are going to be at a severe disadvantage.  $100 says Skoda kicks Mitsu's ass.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||MiSTER2||11-26-2003||03:45 AM||||I know it's not a beauty pagent but whos to say no to looking good when kicking butt (e.g. subaru, evo 5, peugeot 206).||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000014||Kibo||11-26-2003||07:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>$100 says Skoda kicks Mitsu's ass. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I'll laugh my ass off if that happens!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000015||sleeper||11-26-2003||01:03 PM||||Gilles Panizzi is testing the car and he said.<br />"We're only been testing the car for 2 days and so far there were no major problems. Back then when we were testing the new 206, something broke every day. The car is very solid, meaningfull and easy to drive."<br /><br />The car supposed to be revealed at the Essen auto show tomorrow.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000016||tplesko||11-26-2003||01:06 PM||||I'm sure they can whip up some paddle shifters in a hurry if SKoda's ahead   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000017||agrabau||11-26-2003||01:36 PM||||They're using a 5 speed box developed by the same people that made the ALMS Audi Gt car and some other gearboxes for the ORCA viper team.  I hope this "back to basics" campaign is a good idea. They say "who needs 6 speeds with a flat torque curve" well.. it seems that most teams do. <br /><br />Italian electronics too. Oh boy.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000018||tplesko||11-26-2003||01:44 PM||||isn't/wasn't the 206 using a 5 speed gear box and kicking everyone's butt?  I heard that was their logic too.  Why use 6 when 5 is stronger/simpler/lighter and you have enought torque to get away with it.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000019||agrabau||11-26-2003||02:06 PM||||Chris, the PuG uses an XTrac 6 speed sequential box.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000020||Duc Hunter||11-26-2003||05:25 PM||||I am not worried about a 5 or 6spd. With a 34mm turbo inlet restrictor and a mandated max average speed for any stage there do not need 6 gears. Think about that, a 34mm turbo inlet is 1.33 inches. My Frank Jr is bigger than that! They can go for a big torque curve, 5spds means a smaller gearbox and/or a stronger one. each gear change is time, and it means less gear changes.............. they may not win but Ford did in their first year with their radically different Focus. And then, year 2 they almost won the Championship! Giles commentary about the 306 is very interesting as he was developing that cars for tarmac and he did most of the 206 development. That bodes well for us. As far as the comments, RalliArt is always very conservative. I would be worried if they said Subaru and Ford and Citi should look out. Also remember Ford is talking about only doing a partial season because of the added events and the monetary pressure that put on the team. They may not even compete. <br /><br />I am more worried about our drivers. Gilles is good but not a top 10 in every rally. He can be very sensitive to car setup issues where as Tommi could drive around a bad setup better. Kristen is good and has potential but is new to WRC. It will be an interesting year. I am just happy to be back!||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000021||Duc Hunter||11-28-2003||06:36 PM||||<a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.com/motorsports/e/04wrc/index.html" target="_blank">Mitsubishi Official Launch Page</a><br /><br />296 BHP<br />398 lb/ft torque<br />2712 lbs<br />Very nice!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000022||KingGalantVr4||11-28-2003||08:32 PM||||FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION! <br /><br />I like it!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||4||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000023||Beemer||12-01-2003||12:20 AM||||Well, at least it isn't using LUCAS electrics.  Lucas refrigerators are the reason brits drink warm beer...||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000024||Turbogeek||12-01-2003||04:09 AM||||LUCAS - The Price of Darkness<br /><br />Leave Us Cold And Stranded.||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000025||PhilthMonger||12-02-2003||04:35 PM||||see it in action here:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.eurosport.com/home/pages/V3/L0/S42/sport_Lng0_Spo42.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.eurosport.com/home/pages/V3/L0/S42/sport_Lng0_Spo42.shtml</a>||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes



ubb/Forum3/003724.cgi
A||||13||My_GVR_4||Problems with Defi Gauges||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||11-25-2003||01:03 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||Hey everyone (who reads this)...<br /><br />I just received my $380+ shipment of my NEW DEFI_LINK gauges from ****.com (no need to bad mouth, since I am sure they had nothing to do with this).  Anyways,  when I opened the plain brown box to take a look in anticipation of receiving my NEW gauges.. I was disappointed to see that (1) $170+ boost gauge I ordered had marks/nicks on the face as well as my (1) $190+ EGT gauge.  I took 1 gauge out of the package to inspect it further to come to the conclusion that this MUST be a returned or opened product.  Seeing a sticky residue that appeared to be tape of some sort on the metal shell of the gauge was also disappointing.  I guess I may be a little anal, but if spending almost $500 on 2 gauges and 1 controller, I would assume they would be in mint condition.<br /><br />Has anyone else exprienced this with the DEFI gauges?  The packaging is very stupid, the face of the gauge can rub during shipment and act like sandpaper against the plastic cover of the box.  The gauges are free-floating inside of the box, flopping all over the place, ESPECIALLY when UPS ships it (UPS likes to throw the packages around like its a friggin football.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.109.221||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||11-25-2003||02:06 AM||||I thought the same about my harmon/kardon receiver turns out they put a thin clear film over the face to protect the surface from exactly what you described the fact that it shows a "sticky residue" makes me believe this is what you are seeing. I have seen them put this on alot of electronics but sometimes they do a real good job of putting it on so it is very difficult to see. Especally with something that expensive. Try it before you call.||65.177.240.4||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||My_GVR_4||11-25-2003||02:13 AM||||No.. the sticky residue is on the case/shell of the gauge.. the metal housing.. not the FACE of the gauge itself.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />It kind of sucks...  I am so pissed !<br /><br />I was looking forward to installing this shiet this weekend too.  But now I have to waste my time sending this crap back.  I am pissed because I only needed to order another AUTOMETER EGT gauge.. but my friend talked me into selling the 1 week old purchased Auto-boost gauge.. stil in the box.. and just spend $500 on Defi gauges and controller.<br /><br />Well, I did.. and look what happened... I get screwed.  <br /><br />CRAP !<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.109.221||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||11-26-2003||12:19 PM||||Sounds shady to me man...  I got a set of used guages as well, that were repackaged by the shop that installed/uninstalled them, and they were mint.  Some ricer had them, and then decided he wanted to go with the opposing face color - black.  Anyway, they were back in the boxes like new, and they were fine, no residue, er nuthin...  Sounds like they were mounted in cups previously.  Maybe that residue was tacky double side tape to hold them in guage cups...  I'd return them.  I got my Boost/EGT/Brain all for $400 and they had 0 miles on them.  Talk about an honest shop!  They EASILY coulda sold them to me as new for $550...<br /><br />Good luck with that situation man!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||My_GVR_4||11-26-2003||01:34 PM||||Yea,<br /><br />I think I got shafted at first.  I complained and complained, the guy called me directly and I explained the entire situation.  He said that his guy, in another state, would be hand picking me the gauges and putting a special cover over the face so they don't get scratched again.<br /><br />The gauges and controller are costing me almost $500 shipped.  A guy I work with can get me the gauges for $120 BRAND NEW.  I know I could tell this company that I am working with to just refund my money, but I am not like that.  Good opportunities will come and go.<br /><br />I don't care how long I have to wait, as long as it's not more than 1 week for my gauges   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br />Happy Thanksgiving !!!!!||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000005||Romanova||11-26-2003||11:37 PM||||I paid about $300 for my Greddy 60MM electronic boost and egt gauges. I expected them to be perfectly packaged and they were. <br />Everyone on <a href="http://www.nasioc.com" target="_blank">www.nasioc.com</a> seems to love their Defis... they look so damn hot I've considered getting a set for some time now...<br />I'd say get your money back and try again...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000006||My_GVR_4||12-16-2003||11:07 PM||||Yet MORE issues with Hosepowerfreaks.com and getting my Defi-Link system.<br /><br />Originally I ordered my Defi-Link gauges (egt & boost) and controller from these guys on Nov. 16th~ or so.  All the items were said to be in stock at time of purchase, so, I figured why not order them.  Well, originally I recieved "used" gauges.  I can tell after getting the BRAND NEW replacements, the gauges this time were taped in the cardboard packaging.  My last gauges had the residue from the tape on them but no tape holding the gauges secure in the packaging.  <br /><br />Well...<br /><br />After getting ONLY the gauges and finding out they were used, I shipped them back.  I recieved an email on the back-order of the controller saying it should ship Nov. 26th.  WHICH NEVER SHIPPED THAT DAY!<br /><br />I sent back my old gauges and recieved BRAND NEW GAUGES this time and STILL no word on my controller.  It has been 1 month since I originally ordered my DEFI items and still no controller.  These gauges are USELESS to me without the controller.. what a waste of $$ on such awesome gauges.  I am very dissapointed, ESPECIALLY when I can get junk gauges, SEND them back and get BRAND NEW ones and still not recieve my controller.  It took almost 1 month to send and recieve.  How hard can it be to send out a controller within that 1 month?<br /><br /><br />A VERY Dissapointed DSM owner    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.113.218||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000007||HobieKopek||12-17-2003||10:47 AM||||The sticky residue on the metal part of the gauge is because it's supposed to be taped to the cardboard ring cutout in the box to keep the gauge from popping out of place and floating around in the package.  The residue is probably due to removal/retaping and then dirty and stuff sticking to it.<br /><br />I think I still have a gauge or two I didn't untape if you want to see what I mean.  I did remove the boost gauge and it 1. has a little bit of sticky residue from the tape (I removed most of it with my thumb though) and 2. now floats freely in the box.<br /><br />My Lancer's down for repairs till spring or thereabouts, so the gauges are chillin' in the ole closet at the moment.||65.249.137.193||reg||1||HobieKopek||00002978||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||12-17-2003||11:30 AM||||Why did you send back the controller if the only complaint was with the gauges?||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||My_GVR_4||12-18-2003||12:39 AM||||I NEVER received the controller.. that is my problem.<br /><br />I ordered the original gauges 1 month ago.  No DEFI-LINK controller to date!<br /><br />The original shipment came with ONLY 2 gauges.. which were f'd, no controller.  Sent those back.  Got NEW gauges which were 100% NEW.  still no controller.  <br /><br />Never heard a word on the controller even after I emailed the company.  <br /><br /><br />A bunch of crap is what I say !<br />"IN-STOCK: DEFI-LINK Controller II"   &lt;-- BUL $HIT it is!<br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.78.113.218||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000010||JAYGVR4||12-18-2003||02:11 AM||||Wuh?  The link controller should've come to you with the boost gauge!  Or at least thats how it comes for everyone I've ever seen getting those gauges.  Dang, sorry to hear about your misfortune.  Anyway to refute the payment through say a Credit Card Company till they make this right?||171.75.34.116||reg||9||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000011||Martin Tolentino||12-18-2003||07:50 AM||||guess it pays to just buy it from Machv or RRE ect...||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||12-18-2003||08:51 AM||||That's always been the case in my opinion. Cost me a bit more but not much and they always come through.  But sometimes RRE and the other big shops don't stock everything (like these gauges). Maybe MachV does?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||Craig91||12-18-2003||11:13 AM||||<a href="http://www.gruppe-s.com" target="_blank">www.gruppe-s.com</a><br /><br />I had a friend of mine order a set of 4 Defi gauges from there and got it within in a week or 2.  You might be able to try there for a controller.  I'm not sure if you could get them to refund the cost of the controller to you, but if they do, try gruppe-s||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum3/003727.cgi
A||||10||Dreis11301||You guys seen this?||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||11-25-2003||04:00 AM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2443987325" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2443987325</a>||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||Ska-TAY||11-25-2003||11:15 AM||||Anyone know the guy selling? I've emailed him a bunch of times...no replies.||24.209.147.125||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000002||bleck||11-25-2003||11:25 AM||||Raised white letter... whew!!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||11-25-2003||11:29 AM||||Gabor is the high bidder....I emailed the guy and talked to him....Car runs good, apparently. Would be a good fixer-upper.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||11-25-2003||12:40 PM||||I'm just being a prick and raising the price up for the potential buyer.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||RayH||11-25-2003||12:48 PM||||If you look closely, the hood looks buckled?<br />First one I've seen with pinstripes.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000006||Johnny Bravo||11-25-2003||01:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> First one I've seen with pinstripes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine has gold pinstripes...they haven't stood the test of time too well though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||11-25-2003||02:13 PM||||Bob and I have pinstripes.  Usually it was a dealer option.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Ska-TAY||11-25-2003||02:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> If you look closely, the hood looks buckled?<br />First one I've seen with pinstripes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree...the hood does look buckled. Or is it a shadow?||24.209.147.125||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||11-25-2003||02:29 PM||||I have bee-yoo-tee-ful pinstripes too.  Must be an Illinois thing.<br /><br />That car is about an hour and a half away from me.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||11-25-2003||05:09 PM||||i dont have any pinstripes   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  , wait   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.227.217.146||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003726.cgi
A||||8||slvrblt||I wish my tranny could do this||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||11-25-2003||02:06 AM||||<a href="http://212.67.202.161/~markw/rallyingonline/video/supercar2002/Rally%20Super%20Car%20Day%202002%20-%20Alistair%20McRae.wmv" target="_blank">http://212.67.202.161/~markw/rallyingonline/video/supercar2002/Rally%20Super%20Car%20Day%202002%20-%20Alistair%20McRae.wmv</a><br /><br /><br />Cool video of Evo drifting and such.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||Dreis11301||11-25-2003||03:41 AM||||thats some good driving, wish I had the money to treat a car like that.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000002||Turbogeek||11-25-2003||06:15 AM||||Niiiiiiiiiiiiice||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||11-25-2003||09:34 AM||||i love the burn out marks near the end. up here, people would be like "what the hell made those kind of tracks?"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||11-25-2003||11:13 AM||||holy shit! that was awesome with the doughnuts between the barrels....damn that guy must practice alot.||131.193.154.236||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||boostx||11-25-2003||11:28 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  damm <br />now thats power||209.2.173.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000006||spoulson||11-25-2003||11:51 AM||||Power?  Not just that, but control!  That's amazing driving!||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||11-25-2003||12:04 PM||||Alister McRae.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||DynStatic||11-26-2003||02:34 AM||||HFS.<br /><br />Got more?||68.57.49.112||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum3/003728.cgi
A||||5||Jon||almost a Darwin award winner||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||11-25-2003||10:24 AM||jon@jgronline.com||<a href="http://www.cnn.com/2003/US/South/11/24/klan.initiation.ap/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.cnn.com/2003/US/South/11/24/klan.initiation.ap/index.html</a>||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-25-2003||10:40 AM||||Didn't Galileo do some studies on free falling objects about 350 years ago.  Maybe these dumbasses should have taken physics instead of PE.||67.25.36.36||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||bleck||11-25-2003||11:18 AM||||Friggin classic!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||11-25-2003||05:04 PM||||you know it's almost a shame that some of these pillars of society didn't even cleanse the gene pool here...<br /><br />I've often wondered about why you don't see quite a few folks dropping over in the middle east when they are always firing assualt rifles up in the air amongst huge crowds.||167.142.21.180||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||11-26-2003||02:58 AM||||Probably the ONLY good occurance of genocide||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||11-26-2003||10:05 AM||||couple of years back, some "mountain man" contest in oregon, i think, some idiot got an arrow stuck in his head.  i think they were doing some william tell trick.  ahh, well, the rights of manhood.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003729.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||Intake Port Size||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||11-25-2003||10:38 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||does anyone have a head or intake manifold that is off the car? if so could you possibly measure the intake port size in heighth and width. i am working on the runners for the intake manifold right now, but i am at school and i can't measure right now.||4.18.96.130||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-25-2003||10:50 AM||||From the metal dealership gasket.<br />Width......2.440<br />Height.....1.535<br />Fillet--- .520||67.25.36.36||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||GalantVR41062||11-25-2003||10:58 AM||||The port holes in the gasket 1-1/2" tall and 2-7/16" wide.  The port size is the same size, minus casting imperfections.  The corners are rounded, so make your rectangle of 1-1/2" and 2-7/16" then for the corners come in 3/8" from the 4 coners.  The the radius for the corners is about 1-3/8".  I hope this helps.<br /><br />~John<br />edit: while I was typing some one got to it.||24.31.11.130||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum3/003730.cgi
A||||4||crucible||Interesting trick||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||11-25-2003||01:50 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Saw this on a site.Anybody ever try this mod?<br /><br /> <a href="http://pages.cthome.net/gus/pictures.html" target="_blank">Wastegate</a>||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||11-25-2003||03:02 PM||||good link---I was just looking over his DIY tech page and he has a DIY flowbench and lots of neat stuff.here is one you might like more<br /> <a href="http://66.193.230.60/~dlara/sedsmorg/showthread.php?s=&threadid=7725&highlight=stage+boost" target="_blank">2-stage boost controller</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||11-25-2003||03:05 PM||||thats turbogus's old site, fyi.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||Evilnissan||11-25-2003||04:01 PM||||I visit the turbododge.com site often, they usualy have a bunch of DIY mods.<br /><br />interesting stuff. you can find more info and tricks like that at <a href="http://www.thedodgegarage.com" target="_blank">http://www.thedodgegarage.com</a>||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000004||curtis||11-25-2003||04:13 PM||||I bet that Gus would be happy to know that people are still checking out his tips and tricks even after he's gone.||67.25.37.57||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003731.cgi
A||||3||147/1000||is this a good price for a engine/tranny?||||1||||147/1000||00002688
Z||000000||147/1000||11-25-2003||02:41 PM||||i found a cyclone engine/tranny on <a href="http://www.jspecauto.com" target="_blank">www.jspecauto.com</a> for $1500 plus shipping is this a good price, will it work in my gvr4?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||11-25-2003||04:19 PM||||Talk to <a href="http://www.noyanusa.com" target="_blank">Noyan USA</a>...they are a very trust worthy company and have good prices. Also there is another company called Japan Star Motors (not sure if they have a website but I've heard good things about them and they have low prices) Their phone number is 301 801 2220||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||11-25-2003||05:06 PM||||based on my experience, here is what i would do.  first, have THEM read you the number off of the trans.  it will start with W5M332****, try to get them to email you back with the number, get some sort of documentation, just in case it is not the correct trans.  get some sort of a warranty in writing, and use a credit card.  the motor i got was out of an automatic, and it has been just super.  very clean, uses no oil, cost me 970+206 shipping, but that was 2 years ago.  the transmission i ended up getting hosed on, and i had to backcharge my credit card.  cover your bases.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||11-26-2003||12:16 PM||||If your interested in a gvr4 motor+tranny looks like I might be putting mine up for sale.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum3/003732.cgi
A||||22||My_GVR_4||Nice Prices on HKS Cams||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||11-25-2003||05:25 PM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||Hey everyone, I just came across this website.  They seem to have HKS Camshafts pretty cheap.  I don't know how reliable this company is, but thought I would post it.  If you decide to purchase from them, let me know what your opinions are.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br />-= Here are some links =-<br /><br /><a href="http://www.circuitmethod.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=CM&Product_Code=HKS-2202-RM005_MITG" target="_blank">http://www.circuitmethod.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=CM&Product_Code=HKS-2202-RM005_MITG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.circuitmethod.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=CM&Product_Code=HKS-2202-RM003_MITG" target="_blank">http://www.circuitmethod.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=CM&Product_Code=HKS-2202-RM003_MITG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.circuitmethod.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=CM&Product_Code=HKS-2202-RM006_MITG" target="_blank">http://www.circuitmethod.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=CM&Product_Code=HKS-2202-RM006_MITG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.circuitmethod.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=CM&Product_Code=HKS-2202-RM004_MITG" target="_blank">http://www.circuitmethod.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=CM&Product_Code=HKS-2202-RM004_MITG</a><br /><br /><br />264 intake/exhaust and 272 intake/exhaust, prices are only $269.95 USD.  a LOT cheaper than the $300 for each cam.||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||11-25-2003||05:32 PM||||269 a peice plus shipping doesnt seem that cheap to me. Theirs places out there now that you can get 272/272 for 500 shipped to your front door brand new.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||My_GVR_4||11-25-2003||06:00 PM||||Which places?  I am looking for 264 Intake and 272 Exhaust HKS cams.  The cheapest I have seen them both for was $550 + shipping.<br /><br />I am rebuilding my head soon and would like to have these bad-boys ordered soon so I can get them installed.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||11-25-2003||06:15 PM||||272s new for $500 to my door will be ordered immediately<br /><br />Where is this place?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||11-25-2003||06:17 PM||||Guy I know out of new york who does alot of stuff for hks can do it. I can see if he would be interested in a group buy.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||11-25-2003||06:19 PM||||Well get on it then  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Like I said, I have cash for new 272s for $500 to my door.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||My_GVR_4||11-25-2003||08:55 PM||||Ah.. so there really ISN'T a place to purchase HKS cams for $500 shipped, unless I know someone.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I will check to see if the guy rebuilding my engine can get the 264/272 combo deal any cheaper than the "$500 shipped to my front door deal".<br /><br />If not, I am in for the purchase !<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.109.221||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||11-25-2003||09:20 PM||||Shrick cams for VWs are $700 and UP for a set, so HKS cams are a steal for under $600 IMO...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||11-25-2003||09:26 PM||||Tyler,<br /><br />I think they are a good deal at $600 because I know they work but I'm not in a rush to buy them until next race season starts.  But for $500 shipped I'll buy them right now and hold onto them as my new head is finished||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||GrocMax||11-26-2003||12:01 AM||||They get made in small batches intermittently, it (DSM) ain't exactly a hot product for HKS. <br /><br />Your best bet for someone who actually has them, vs someone who merely has a pretty dormroompartswhoresRus.com website would be RRE. Ty  got like 50+ sets couple months back, they are going fast, another batch will be months away.||209.151.102.85||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||11-26-2003||07:35 AM||||thanks for the info Groc. As usual it's good.  I usually get all that stuff through RRE but $100 is a $100. If the cams aren't $500 shipped I'll get them somewhere I know i'm taken care of like RRE.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||drew||12-01-2003||09:25 PM||||so any updates on hks cams for 500 shipped?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||4drwhore||12-01-2003||10:12 PM||||Talked to the guy and he said he would only be able to do 550 for everyone else, I just get the deal since I'm me. I guess I can still talk to him if anyone is interested.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000013||My_GVR_4||12-01-2003||10:54 PM||||I may end up going with your guy then.. ($550 SHIPPED).  <br /><br />I want 264 intake and 272 exhaust.<br /><br />I would need them by NO LATER than next Friday, Dec. 12th.  Unfortunatly, I wont know if I need them until Wed. or Thurs. of this week.<br /><br />I will let you know.<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000014||misael||12-02-2003||12:04 AM||||Check gruppe-s.com||63.155.228.148||reg||1||misael||00002963||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||12-02-2003||12:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by misael:<br /><strong> Check gruppe-s.com </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.gruppe-s.com/Evo/evoeng.htm" target="_blank">http://www.gruppe-s.com/Evo/evoeng.htm</a><br /><br />Looks like $500 shipped to me!||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||My_GVR_4||12-02-2003||01:01 AM||||But isnt that for the EVO and not the GVR-4?<br /><br /><br />Thanks<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000017||Telecaster||12-02-2003||02:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by misael:<br /><strong> Check gruppe-s.com </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I asked for a 264/264 combo from them and they told me to wait 3 weeks, this was on the 3rd week of september.  A week later i put a order.  4 weeks later, no cams and still on backorder.  Gruppe-S is great when they have the stuff in stock.  I got all my greddy guages, SAFC, turbo timer from them at excellent prices.  Check with them first on the hard to get stuff.  Most of the items they have at their place is for the evo and wrx.||216.175.112.201||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||12-02-2003||04:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong> But isnt that for the EVO and not the GVR-4?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, no, those are Plymouth Laser only.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   They're 4G63 specific.<br /><br />Strange that they're listed as 262 duration.  I thought those were 264?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||4drwhore||12-02-2003||05:01 PM||||264/272 565 shipped and they will go out next day after recieved payment||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000020||My_GVR_4||12-03-2003||04:30 PM||||Does he have the 264 intake and 272 exhaust in stock...?  and HOW much can I trust this 1 man shop?<br /><br />I may need to order them ASAP !<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000021||My_GVR_4||12-03-2003||05:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">264/272 565 shipped and they will go out next day after recieved payment<br /><br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I need to order them ASAP!  Let me know who to contact then.  I need to have them at my house before NEXT Friday.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000022||My_GVR_4||12-06-2003||11:02 AM||||So much for getting the HKS cams ordered.  <br /><br />I had to end up going with a "real" source for them.  $589 shipped...   nothing special.. but atleast I am getting them by this Friday, 12/12/03..<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum3/003733.cgi
A||||15||atsiauto||carjacker get's jacked up (very graphic)||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||11-25-2003||06:12 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||<a href="http://www.customtacos.com/ubbthreads/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=gen_chat&Number=199224&page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=186&fpart=1" target="_blank">http://www.customtacos.com/ubbthreads/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=gen_chat&Number=199224&page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=186&fpart=1</a> view at your own risk .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||11-25-2003||07:16 PM||||F*cking moe-ron!!!!!<br /><br />He got what he deserved.....||164.117.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||11-25-2003||08:33 PM||||I used work for this real great guy and we would argue about whether to shoot a robber or not. He said it wasnt right to kill a robber, he also said a robber would have to kill him to get his money since he was so big. I said when a thug threatens your life to steal from you, he loses any humanity in my eyes. Well, after I moved to another town I heard that a robber had shot him. Thankfully he lived, but I'll bet has less qualms now about killing predators before they kill you.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||11-25-2003||08:49 PM||||That guy is just taking a nap. He'll be back in action in a few minutes.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||11-25-2003||09:32 PM||||i bet they had to scrape him off the asphalt, had it coming though.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||11-25-2003||09:35 PM||||Thieves are such scum.  He deserved that.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||11-25-2003||09:41 PM||||Give him some Colt .45 and two Zig-Zags... baby thats all HE needs.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||JAYGVR4||11-25-2003||09:44 PM||||Interesting...  Story says that holmes fell off driver's side, but the body lies under the passenger side - noting the mud flap in picture #2.  How did that happen?  &lt;scratching head&gt;<br /><br />I woulda thought he'd be either more squishied - technical term btw - or perhaps even more dirty from the tires runnin him over...  Just noticing his clean jeans...<br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||209.244.213.66||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||11-26-2003||03:58 AM||||That story is bogus.  The perp is already outlined on the pavement.  I don't think the driver of that rig would be allowed to be taking photographs after running anyone over (guilty or not) once the police were there.  It actually looks like the truck had backed over him.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||HHIVR4||11-26-2003||11:25 AM||||well hope he likes his tire tread tat..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||11-26-2003||12:00 PM||||You can still take photo's after a body has been outlined. I took photo's of a person and of an accident after the police had outilined everything and taken their photos. They let me take pictures of the accident vehicles and even the dead victim.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||Ska-TAY||11-26-2003||12:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> That guy is just taking a nap. He'll be back in action in a few minutes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, he was a little...tired. Nighty-night...||24.209.145.1||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||11-26-2003||05:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> You can still take photo's after a body has been outlined. I took photo's of a person and of an accident after the police had outilined everything and taken their photos. They let me take pictures of the accident vehicles and even the dead victim. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My point is that I doubt it would be the driver taking the pictures because he would be in a car for questioning considering he just KILLED some dude.  Unless you're proving me wrong by telling us that you were a driver of a vehicle involved in a manslaughter...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||4drwhore||11-26-2003||05:08 PM||||correct term would be "vehicular homicide"||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||11-26-2003||07:03 PM||||Um, so I guess none of you actually read the thread?  This from the board that loudly proclaims the virtue of the search button, of reading what others have posted to save time/space?  Maybe my rant is out of line but it seems pretty hypocritical to me.<br /><br />Anyway, the whole carjacker/gang thing is a stupid internet rumor.  The semi was rolling through a parking lot, and that guy's hat blew underneath at as he got out of his car.  A store employee saw him dive under the rolling vehicle to retrieve it.  That's why he was under the passenger side; he was never on the driver's side.  The driver immediately stopped, rescue teams showed up on the scene, and attempted a revival, but to no avail.<br /><br />Heck, if you really care you can read it all on that site yourself.||12.224.150.112||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||bleck||11-26-2003||11:46 PM||||Damn, that sucks.  And I was so happy that he was dead too...||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003734.cgi
A||||15||geoff@machv||Imagine getting beat by an F350 in the 1320....||||1||||geoff@machv||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||11-25-2003||07:08 PM||geoff@machv.com||Hey autobahntom, pass this this on to Dave.  <br /><br />This is just sick!<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.olypen.com/bulldog/movies.html/F350Run.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.olypen.com/bulldog/movies.html/F350Run.wmv</a>||164.117.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||11-25-2003||07:21 PM||||That truck is badass. I called Dave and told him, and now he is drooling. <br />Thanks for the link,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||11-25-2003||08:00 PM||||I imagine that is the turbo diesel in that truck. You would need a pretty freaking huge gasoline motor to move that truck that quick.  That truck weighs somewhere in the neighborhood of 7000 pounds.  I guess if your racecar isn't running too good, you could always run the truck.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||VR6 Eater||11-25-2003||08:40 PM||||I hope it's a deisel with all that smoke.  That's damn fast for anything.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||11-25-2003||08:47 PM||||My roomate has the same truck with a Banks Powerpack. That thing is no joke. We took it to the dyno and it made over 600ft lbs of torque. <br /><br />Al||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||11-25-2003||08:51 PM||||I have been trying to talk my Pa into hopping up his.  He hasn't gone for it yet.  Something about already going through rear tires like crazy...||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||atc250r||11-25-2003||08:55 PM||||Definitely a diesel. I have a '96 Dodge Ram Cummins that makes about 700 lbs/ft of torque, it runs low 15's in 4wd. It's a stick so that kinda slows it down some but it is fun as hell to leave some Civic driving clown in a cloud of black smoke as I blow him away!! It is truly amazing what kind of power these trucks make. I am running 42 lbs of boost but there are guys running twin turbo set ups that make over 70 lbs!! 50 is about the limit for the stock headgasket on the Cummins.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||11-25-2003||09:05 PM||||Seriously, just a chip and an airbox is over 200ftlbs torque. Money well spent!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||My_GVR_4||11-25-2003||11:33 PM||||Ahahaa..<br /><br />Go watch this one<br /><br /><a href="http://www.olypen.com/bulldog/movies.html/Dodge.Caravan.vs.Chevrolet.Camaro.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.olypen.com/bulldog/movies.html/Dodge.Caravan.vs.Chevrolet.Camaro.mpg</a><br /><br />Dodge Caravan kicks the Slo-maro's ass!<br />Ahahaaa<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.109.221||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||11-26-2003||01:03 AM||||That bitch must have all of the bully dog upgrades.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||11-26-2003||01:32 AM||||OMFG that thing is sick!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   According to one of the guys on the nwdsm board that has a diesel truck they swapped out the powerstroke engine in favor of a cummins powerplant.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||11-26-2003||03:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong> Ahahaa..<br /><br />Go watch this one<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's Gus Mahon.  RIP.<br /><a href="http://www.gusmahon.org" target="_blank">http://www.gusmahon.org</a><br /><br />He left everyone with a wealth of grassroots information. Worth a thorough reading.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||autobahntom||11-26-2003||09:39 AM||||There is actually a company in Canada that builds some serious desiel motors. Mike Huml of SlowboyRacing was telling me that he got to ride in one of their 'built' trucks. 600hp and 1200 ft. lbs. 70 pounds of boost, total of three fuel lines running to the motor (#2 and 3 work over 35psi).  <br />Also, in this month's Car and Driver, there is the article about the Silver State Classic. There was a powerstroke that ran this year. Built by a father/son in Vegas. The article states that it has 700hp and 1300 ft. lbs, and averaged over 110mph for the 93 mile race. The reason the truck was mentioned was that it beat Car and Drivers Pontiac GTO entry. Impressive to say the least. <br />Boost is a great thing (properly tuned of course).  <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000013||geoff@machv||11-26-2003||03:19 PM||||Let's not forget Gary Donovan....     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />10.53 @ 130 mph in a Reliant K......<br /><br /><a href="http://www.thedodgegarage.com/video/kcar_vs_supra_short.zip" target="_blank">http://www.thedodgegarage.com/video/kcar_vs_supra_short.zip</a>||164.117.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000014||Ian M||11-26-2003||06:39 PM||||Not nearly as impressive as this video ( 11.42 @118-Im speachless!),but last week at my local track,there was a  Semi (still used to haul,huge sleeper box and all!) doing smokey burnouts(!) and running 14.9-15.0s.<br /><br /> If you have a stock GVR4,you could seriously get your feelings hurt by this thing. I bet it still would kill some riceboys even carrying a load!<br /><br /> There was a dumptruck there running mid 15s too...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.82||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000015||a_santos||11-26-2003||07:08 PM||||That was sweet. My buddy has a 91 Ram Cummins Diesel, and next summer he will most likely be getting 5" exhaust, if we can find the piping, and bigger injectors to match. We hope for 600ftlbs of torque. His turbo has not wastegate, so the exhaust should let him boost to a good 30lbs of boost.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/003735.cgi
A||||1||agrabau||Bimmubishi versus Porkie 996tt||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||11-25-2003||08:57 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||I can't make any wild claims here. I probably could have gone head to head if I had more traction but I just surprised a cigar smoking Porsche driver on the way home from dinner. <br /><br />Good times. <br /><br /> I figured that it was good enough looking, i should at least have a taste.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-26-2003||04:05 AM||||I held my first vette at bay tonight.  I was winding around at 3500rpm in 3rd gear on my local interchange and he came up fast behind me.  So, as usual, I waited for "my stretch of highway" and got on it to get back to 55.  A second later he was closing the gap and obviously accelerating.  So, I stomped on it all the way through 3rd.  He was barely gaining inches on my rear quarter only went through when I topped out 3rd (more than fast enough) and started coasting for my exit.  (It certainly felt good, and I really have mostly stock parts)...<br /><br />Anyhow, we need more media, Alex -- pics, video, something...||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003736.cgi
A||||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||Sony Clie SL10 Question||||1||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||11-25-2003||09:17 PM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||Does anyone here have a Sony Clie SL10 PDA? Im in need of the software for it. I am willing to send you some money if you could either e-mail me or some how file transfer it to me. Its basically the install stuff. Please let me know. Thanks<br /><br />AIM - x352x1000x<br /><br />Thanks||66.75.63.242||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||11-26-2003||12:22 PM||||usually you can download the software online. I think I got the software for mine from Downloads.com||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum3/003737.cgi
A||||0||Dreis11301||It's not a galant.........||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||11-25-2003||11:44 PM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||I know it's not a galant but impressive if you ask me..<br /><a href="http://www.cars-on-line.com/72vw7971.html" target="_blank">http://www.cars-on-line.com/72vw7971.html</a>||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes



ubb/Forum3/003738.cgi
A||||0||Romanova||Don't see this everyday...||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||11-26-2003||12:41 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||<a href="http://page7.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/g10620907" target="_blank">http://page7.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/g10620907</a><br /><br />Gotta love the 180kmh limit in Japan.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Totally worthless for us.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/003739.cgi
A||||16||Romanova||Don't see this... EVER!||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||11-26-2003||12:48 AM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||<a href="http://page5.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/e33081377" target="_blank">http://page5.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/e33081377</a><br /><br />Holy crap! Look's pretty detailed for a 1/24th scale model. I thinks I gots to have it... 6 days left... lets see what happens.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Dreis11301||11-26-2003||12:55 AM||||How bad do you want it I know a guy with a Japanese bank account (required to by on yahoo japan)||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-26-2003||01:06 AM||||You could make a similar one yourself. He just made it using the hasegawa 1/24 kit.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||11-26-2003||01:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> You could make a similar one yourself. He just made it using the hasegawa 1/24 kit. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I was about to say.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||11-26-2003||01:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br /><strong> How bad do you want it I know a guy with a Japanese bank account (required to by on yahoo japan) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a young lady friend in Japan.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||11-26-2003||01:46 AM||||I have one on my shelf, black of course!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Black Galant VR-4's are faster!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||11-26-2003||01:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Duc Hunter:<br /><strong>Black Galant VR-4's are faster! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup.  The black car heats up more quickly.  Therefore it heats up the air around it as it drives down the road.  This hot air rises, thus getting out of the way of the car.  It's like a hot knife through butter instead of a cold one.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />haha, jk||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||11-26-2003||02:05 AM||||Tyler...I used the Hasegawa kit plus some left over wheels and brakes from a Evo V rally model to build this one. I still have like five different rally version kits sitting in my closet. I was thinking about turning one into a drag race version with the full cage.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2050" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||11-26-2003||02:07 AM||||They're on eBay too:<br /><br /><a href="http://search.ebay.com/search/search.dll?cgiurl=http%3A%2F%2Fcgi.ebay.com%2Fws%2F&krd=1&from=R8&MfcISAPICommand=GetResult&ht=1&SortProperty=MetaEndSort&query=hasegawa+galant" target="_blank">http://search.ebay.com/search/search.dll?cgiurl=http%3A%2F%2Fcgi.ebay.com%2Fws%2F&krd=1&from=R8&MfcISAPICommand=GetResult&ht=1&SortProperty=MetaEndSort&query=hasegawa+galant</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||chadhayashi||11-26-2003||02:48 AM||||That blue is HOT.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000010||Dreis11301||11-26-2003||04:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br /><strong> How bad do you want it I know a guy with a Japanese bank account (required to by on yahoo japan) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have a young lady friend in Japan.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If I was single I would have a lot of young lady friends while here in Japan.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||11-26-2003||10:01 AM||||howard gave me a really nice silver kit.  anyone got a white kit to trade?  the plastic baggies have never been opened.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||Oztek||11-26-2003||10:06 AM||||Nisen gohyaku en desu....Not a bad price.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Around 20 bucks US.||68.21.40.222||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000013||kartorium31||11-26-2003||02:41 PM||||what color is that, or code if someone has it?  Is that the same color as Nates car?  I really the color of the one in the auction, its kinda bright but still low key.  Almost like the wine red that came on some skylines.||12.18.160.135||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000014||ayvr4||11-26-2003||02:57 PM||||that's tits  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   i want one.||68.74.199.233||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000015||a_santos||11-26-2003||07:16 PM||||Looks just like my model, but mine is black. I paid $30 I think. They are for sale on ebay all the time. <br /><br />Mine came with all the stickers, all the detail you see in the pic.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000016||drew||11-26-2003||07:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> that's tits   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    i want one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">eh? I'm sure someone could help you like someone helped josh jones who was too hot! for this board||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003740.cgi
A||||2||Team Ducktape||Type R||||1||||Team Ducktape||00000310
Z||000000||Team Ducktape||11-26-2003||02:33 AM||rob_neubauer@hotmail.com||<a href="http://members.cox.net/marklein/rtype/toilet.shtml" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/marklein/rtype/toilet.shtml</a>||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||11-26-2003||02:44 AM||||New hotness.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||11-26-2003||03:24 AM||||I don't know if that guy is a genious or a freak.  Nice site though, really crazy about the LEDs.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003741.cgi
A||||22||91galantvr-4||Louder BOV help please||||1||||Gary||00002800
Z||000000||91galantvr-4||11-26-2003||05:20 AM||doyalikethat@hotmail.com||Okay, hopefully this isn't a stupid question but here goes.  There is a tube that goes from the BOV to the intake, and when I removed the tube it made my car sound very very nice, but after driving it for a while my car would die.  So I plugged up the hole on the intake thinking that the MAC would be getting a funky reading and thats why it would shut my car down, but this only made my car drive longer with out it shutting down , but it eventually did.  I don't want to buy a new BOV as when I do this it sounds nice.  Is there a way to remove this tube without it making my car shut off after a while?  Thank you.||24.205.198.248||reg||1||Gary||00002800||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||11-26-2003||05:24 AM||||Get a MAFT, its the cheapest way to properly vent.  I have my stock bov vented also.||216.175.116.249||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||11-26-2003||07:06 AM||||Please don't take this the wrong way because I mean nothing bad about you as a person or you intelligence level.  I don't even know you.<br /><br />Do some research, read some books and manuals, and educate yourself before messing with the car.  There must be 10k threads on dsmtalk, dsmtuners, this site, and nabr that can tell you exactly what's going on and why you should not have tried what you did.<br /><br />A simple aftermarket intake like dejontool sells will increase your bov volume dramatically if you really need the noise (i know, it can be fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||11-26-2003||09:59 AM||||also, there is a wonderful tool on this site.  use the "search" feature.  if you ask a question that has been beat to death, you will get some very uuhhh...creative answers.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||11-26-2003||10:37 AM||||yeah, refer him to the link that had the 180.00 'tool' that makes that noise all day long. i'd love to see somone put one of those in a vr4.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||Jon||11-26-2003||10:49 AM||||Rice boys want a louder BOV.  Are you a rice boy?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||11-26-2003||12:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> Rice boys want a louder BOV.  Are you a rice boy? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I went loud as hell with my bov and i dont think i'm a ricer...<br />sometimes it just feels good to give people walking on the side of the street a heart attack.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||11-26-2003||02:35 PM||||HAHA, So true Aaron, so true.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.18.160.135||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||11-26-2003||03:03 PM||||I'd like #1643 to make less LESS noise!! Less lifter tick, less clunking, less decel growling, less 3500rpm droaning.  And don't even get me started about less smoke! <br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||167.142.22.35||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||11-26-2003||03:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> I'd like #1643...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you kidding me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    I just installed a RESONATOR on #974 to take "some" of the growl away from my 3" ATR muffler.  <br /><br />ps.. The resonator didnt do squat....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||11-26-2003||05:19 PM||||Yes!  A venting thread!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />After installing my VPC and setting up my BOV to vent, I thought it sounded cool for like a week.  But after a ten-hour interstate drive, I just wanted the stupid thing to shut up.  Ten hours of listening to the turbo spool and blow off constantly (no cruise and lots of passing) gets old.  External dump O2 makes it nice and loud too.  And 3" exhaust.  I need a quiet car for trips.||12.78.62.70||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||supervr4||11-26-2003||06:01 PM||||mate try driving in a mini for five hrs, 1 3/4in zorst straight through to a sports muffler twin tips and no stereo<br />  i think i lost my hearing for a month||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000012||91galantvr-4||11-27-2003||08:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> Rice boys want a louder BOV.  Are you a rice boy? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So because I want my car to sound better it makes me a ricer?  Funny how some people think.||24.205.198.248||reg||1||Gary||00002800||yes
Z||000013||Minjin||11-27-2003||09:33 PM||||A modification that decreases performance and reliability in exchange for noise/looks is ricey. If thats a trade off that you don't mind, then you shouldn't mind being called a riceboy either...<br /><br />I would highly suggest learning about your car and how it works before attempting any mods, be they ricey or performance oriented. Good search words are 'bov' and 'venting'.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||11-27-2003||09:42 PM||||Since you're new to this board, I'll explain it for you:<br />MOST people on this list consider the GVR-4 to be a SLEEPER, and anyone who does anything to their GVR-4 that has no function, other than to attract attention, is a RICER. This is ESPECIALLY true if the said modification actually makes the car run worse, or makes LESS horsepower afterward.<br />RICER items include:<br />Watermelon launching mufflers<br />Vented BOV's with a factory MAS<br />Anything with LED's or Neon<br />Altezza taillights<br />Spinner wheels (God forbid!)<br />HUGE, two-tier rear spoilers (especially if hand-made of plywood)<br />Air filters that resemble FMIC's<br />What am I forgetting, guys?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />If you want to ask questions about RICER mods, fine, but realize that you will meet with resistance. The BOV question has been talked about DOZENS of times, do a search.<br />Now that you know the ropes, have fun!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||216.76.180.19||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||gtluke||11-27-2003||09:57 PM||||stop being a ricer in a cool car<br />thank you drive through.||138.89.82.233||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||11-27-2003||10:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> <br />What am I forgetting, guys?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Most alternate interior color schemes (with the exception of BobinChicago).||64.63.213.110||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||turbogalant||11-27-2003||11:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> Rice boys want a louder BOV.  Are you a rice boy? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I sure don't if it was not for it being much easier on the turbo I would take it off my car I hate that damn noise.<br /><br />Oh and Jeff I have blue led's for my dash illumination but I don't think that counts. <a href="http://www.superbrightleds.com/led_prods.htm" target="_blank">http://www.superbrightleds.com/led_prods.htm</a><br />If you look at the 5th one down it looks like the stock boost gauge only a lot bigger.||65.177.233.185||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000018||Dreis11301||11-27-2003||11:51 PM||||Don't forget your stickers.  They can be worth up to 5hp a piece.  I even heard if you don't have a product of the sticker you represent it could be 10hp.  I'll bet a loud blow off valve must go for at least 20hp.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000019||91galantvr-4||11-28-2003||01:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br /><strong> Don't forget your stickers.  They can be worth up to 5hp a piece.  I even heard if you don't have a product of the sticker you represent it could be 10hp.  I'll bet a loud blow off valve must go for at least 20hp. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the tip, I don't have any Idea why I spent the time getting a built motor I should of just bought lots of stickers. I won't make the same mistake twice.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.205.198.248||reg||1||Gary||00002800||yes
Z||000020||Doug Thomas||11-28-2003||01:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Since you're new to this board, I'll explain it for you:<br />MOST people on this list consider the GVR-4 to be a SLEEPER, and anyone who does anything to their GVR-4 that has no function, other than to attract attention, is a RICER. This is ESPECIALLY true if the said modification actually makes the car run worse, or makes LESS horsepower afterward.<br />RICER items include:<br />Watermelon launching mufflers<br />Vented BOV's with a factory MAS<br />Anything with LED's or Neon<br />Altezza taillights<br />Spinner wheels (God forbid!)<br />HUGE, two-tier rear spoilers (especially if hand-made of plywood)<br />Air filters that resemble FMIC's<br />What am I forgetting, guys?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br />If you want to ask questions about RICER mods, fine, but realize that you will meet with resistance. The BOV question has been talked about DOZENS of times, do a search.<br />Now that you know the ropes, have fun!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don�t forget the carbon fiber hoods with hood pins. They just take away the sleeper look of these cars.||67.87.107.124||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000021||TheJackalGT||11-28-2003||02:17 AM||||Heres my reasoning: 9 times out of 10, the people that know what a blow off valve is, already know that a gvr4 is turbo.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000022||Duc Hunter||11-28-2003||02:38 AM||||Buy a new stock BOV from these guys and their no-leak kit. It works the best and holds boost great! IF teh factory BOv's are good enough for the WRC cars it is good enough for me. My order was placed yesterday! <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dejontool.com/dsm-misc.htm" target="_blank">Scroll down for the factory valve. Check their testing of BOV's too! Stock can hold 50psi! </a>||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/003742.cgi
A||||2||Gvr4-330||Is this real?||||1||||Gvr4-330||00000349
Z||000000||Gvr4-330||11-26-2003||07:45 AM||roby827@hotmail.com||Hey, saw this on ebay.  It implies that this is an actual sticker found on the 2002+ Lancer Evolutions:  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=50449&item=2444071945" target="_blank">Link</a> <br /><br />Rob||68.227.203.245||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||11-26-2003||09:29 AM||||LOL! I love it. Thats the japanese PC version of "Sit Down, Shut Up, and Hold on"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-26-2003||11:29 AM||||I Highly doubt that it is real. The Japanese grammar structure used in this label is not the correct grammar for formal documents. Also, Osteoporosis is not translated into Japanese, and there is a Japanese word for Osteoporosis. Quite funny and cute, though||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003743.cgi
A||||6||driftntouge||Finally got my new exhaust...||||1||||driftntouge||00001884
Z||000000||driftntouge||11-26-2003||11:56 AM||||After months of looking for one, I finally found it, and it will be here December 6.  Fujitsubo Legalis R<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.fujitsubo.co.jp/imglib/potr/00000035/LegalisR_smuffler1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I cant wait!  This is the one Ive been looking at since I got the car. <br /><br />Just wanted to share  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-26-2003||01:11 PM||||I have one too. Realize that it's a JDM one so that it's shorter than the American ones. You'll either have to hang it lower, or lengthen it, or else you'll burn a hole in your rear bumper.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||BlitzVR4||11-26-2003||02:19 PM||||That's a sweet looking exhaust.  How much did you pay for it if you don't mind me asking?  <br /><br />When you get it installed we need pics, please.<br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||216.9.78.74||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000003||drew||11-26-2003||02:57 PM||||you can see my exhaust  in one of the pictures of my car. do a search for "after 5 long years"||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||driftntouge||11-26-2003||04:38 PM||||Thanks!  I will post pics as soon as it gets installed.  Im aware of the length, but I have a JDM rear bumper also waiting to go on  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||11-26-2003||08:06 PM||||looks nice, is that just a cat back? I bet it is gonna be quieter then my 3" certifed with just a muffler and no resinator||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||drew||11-26-2003||08:46 PM||||it's a cat back 3" except for the 2" reducer at the cat||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003744.cgi
A||||3||JAYGVR4||Where to find a new ECU?||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||11-26-2003||12:15 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Hey all,<br /><br />I was wondering where's the latest and greatest place to find a new/used ECU for cheap.  A coworker of mine has a 91 just like mine, but it "died" on him, and the mech he brought it to said it was the ECU.  I'm gonna try to pull his ECU and see if his board still has the traces on it, and if so I'll try to replace his caps for him if thats what it is - I'm a PC tech and I've done my own caps so we'll see how salvageable his ECU is.  <br /><br />Anyway, just in case his is not salvageable, where is the best place to get a remanufactured one?  I stopped him from paying out $1400 for a new one!<br /><br />TIA||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||11-26-2003||01:54 PM||||Try these guys.  Got mine fro them for 350 shipped. Had it in my car the next day by noon.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.foreignecurepair.com/" target="_blank">http://www.foreignecurepair.com/</a>||67.153.10.22||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||TAMBLERAMBLE||11-26-2003||01:55 PM||||if you still need help try electroneering  they have same day shipping with overnight available 713-461-5206||4.33.160.93||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||11-26-2003||02:14 PM||||Sweet!  Thanks guys, I'll look into both if need be.  Hopefully will be solved with $0.30 worth of capacitors though...<br /><br />Much Appreciated!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum3/003745.cgi
A||||9||1420mark||Group Deisgn Coilover ||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||11-26-2003||12:50 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||Lets run hypothetical design exercise for a dedicated coil over .GOAL = yielding  a working dedicated coilover . <br />   Too many variables to categorically say ONE SPRING RATE  is ideal beacause the dampner valving rates of the shock itself + the type of configuration ( inverted , noninverted ) fully extended length , collapsed length. piston diameter are part and parcel of the design.<br />    The point is when chosing a spring rate based on previouly owned spring rates WHICH  were paired with a variety of other dampners won't likely result in what you seek -the others variables Must be considered , it is a sytem.<br />  So if a person wanted to define the desired strut , dampner , coilover and spring unit accurately . all parameters Integrated  = result.<br /><br />look at this product info on the Tein  HA's , (just an example ;<br /><a href="http://www.tein.com/mitsubishi.html" target="_blank">http://www.tein.com/mitsubishi.html</a><br /><br />It is at best only sort of pertinent. It does not tell you much about the shock itself .  Here is the actual description ;<br /><br />Tein Type HA for the Mitsubishi Galant VR-4 (E39A)<br />Part number: DSR08-K1SS1 MSRP $1,460.00<br /><br />1.  Twin tube<br /><br />2.  Non-inverted<br /><br />3.  a. Strut shaft is 22mm (front) SA strut shaft 12.5mm (rear)<br />     b. Piston diameter for strut shaft 32mm, Piston diameter for SA strut<br />shaft 35 mm<br /><br />4.  16 levels of damping force (compression and rebound together) and ride<br />height adjustable.<br /><br />5.  Not compatible with the EDFC<br /><br />6.  115 mm travel in the front and 175 mm in the rear<br /><br />7.  Our coilover kits use linear springs.  The rate does increase during<br />compression.<br />The bottom line is not to make another track set up not accessable to the masses or wanted by them either  - it is a usable sport /street system that is desired ,minimal bling and solid but modest quality as too limit end- cost - keeping it in reach of more people .  I see how may other cars could benefit from such an offering , for street oriented regular "joes||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||11-26-2003||05:00 PM||||Yeah!||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||11-26-2003||07:23 PM||||Very well said. I was going to have coilovers built by Morris Dampers, before they went under. But I am still friends with one of the ex employees. He rallies a 1g and is going to help me put together a kit. The cost for the parts is relatively cheap, probably less thatn $500, depending on wich struts you choose and so on. So probably by next summer I will have the setup on my car. I can't wait.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||ekschulz||11-26-2003||08:04 PM||||Abhay,<br />I passed on the Morris setup that came with my car....and I think you ended up with them.  How are those working out?||66.93.40.47||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||11-27-2003||11:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ekschulz:<br /><strong> Abhay,<br />I passed on the Morris setup that came with my car....and I think you ended up with them.  How are those working out? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Unfortunetly I only have the fronts. The backs I will have to assemble myself, so I couldn't tell you how they are. I know that the front springs are really heavy, in the 500lbs range, so it will not be a ride for the faint of heart. But springs are a minor detail, I can get replacement ones for a bout $30 a piece. <br /><br />I have purchased nothing for the rear yet. I will be going with the Bilstein circle track shocks, Bilstein collars, solid mount 20mm spherical bearing on the bottom, and eibach springs.  <br /><br />I will post when the setup is done, but it won't be for a while.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||1420mark||11-28-2003||12:50 AM||||well , a new brand to investigate MORRIS ?. this time post mortum.  do tell us what Morris is  in terms of specs . and tell us what you intend to have "put together by next summer,?<br />  I am discussing development of a well priced street street set up BUT I think those who say Tein will be hard to beat were right . BECAUSE for 1100 clams you get non- pillow mount gvr4 dedicated adjustable coilovers. for a couple hundred more this set up can be  DE-TUNED to deal with rougher than Japanese highway surfaces. . I mean shocks get revalved - and new different stiffness springs . so you end up with a usa , dedicated gvr4 coilover sportstreet rig and still about 400 less than JIC.  Now , if JIC can be adjusted to bew soft enough or less stiff enough to make driving not too severe an experience . and also adjusted to super stiff for occasional track WELL bravo for the wide adjustment range . I just don't know if they are like that.||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000006||1420mark||11-28-2003||03:12 AM||||<a href="http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=449348&perpage=25&pagenumber=1" target="_blank">http://forums.nasioc.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=449348&perpage=25&pagenumber=1</a><br /><br />a thread on suspension woes and just how complex the systems are .  I am seeing more  how a shot in the dark based on just sperings rate or a few other items is not too safe a bet||24.243.234.154||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||11-28-2003||09:41 AM||||Moriss Suspension tested a set of JIC coilovers on a shock dynomometer and the adjustability was minimal, almost non existent. Same with AGX and most other adjustable shocks, except for high end like Penske, Bilstein, ans so on. So in my opinion, I would rather have a shock that is valved to my liking, and a set of springs that is matched, then some other shitty shock with a placebo knob, and some heavy ass springs.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||mj_rosenfeld||11-28-2003||11:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Moriss Suspension tested a set of JIC coilovers on a shock dynomometer and the adjustability was minimal, almost non existent. Same with AGX and most other adjustable shocks </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I find this difficult to believe. After all, they are testing and reporting on competitors' products. I agree that AGXs are elcheapo shocks, but their adjustability is significant, or at least before they become totally worn out. The proof is in how much the behavior of the car _at the limit_ can be fine tuned in real competition (e.g. on the track or in an autocross), not in a test jig. Shocks alone can't turn our understeering pigs into a drifter, but if you select springs and tire pressure that get the car closer to neutral, even AGXs can help achieve the balance you need. Until they are worn out. Their greatest limitation is that they don't deal well with really stiff springs, or they do OK but not for as long as a higher end shock. IMHO.<br />Mike R.||152.160.23.178||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000009||DG||11-30-2003||05:22 PM||||Hm.<br /><br />Firstly, Moriss Dampers didn't own a shock dyno. Evan supposedly got time on a dyno at Roush. The curves that he gave me on my shocks more or less matched the curves I subsequently pulled off a dyno myself, so I guess his measurements were accurate.<br /><br />The sooner Moriss Dampers and Evan Moen are forgotten, the better. That place ripped off more people for more money..... Good riddence.<br /><br />Anyway, I never saw a set of JICs at the Moriss shop. That doesn't mean he never tested them... but I never saw it.<br /><br />I do know Evan was pretty down on JICs - but then Evan was down on a lot of things. Like customers. Promises. Contracts. Stuff like that.<br /><br />It is not unusual to find "adjustable" shocks with a very narrow range of adjustment. <br /><br />If you want good shocks, you want Bilsteins, Penskes, Konis, Ohlins, or Sachs.<br /><br />Choosing spring rates and shock forces is not rocket science, nor is it black magic. It's a simple function of corner weights, unsprung weights, motion ratios, and a few other variables.<br /><br />Don't mistake science and engineering for marketing language and vice versa.<br /><br />DG||216.221.81.97||reg||1||DG||00002945||yes



ubb/Forum3/003746.cgi
A||||0||mitsuvr4||Forced Performance, Big thumbs up!!!||||1||||mitsuvr4||00000369
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||11-26-2003||02:31 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||Most already know this, but if you don't?<br /><br />I ordered a new Evo III Big 16G and all the gaskets and bolts needed to do a switch up with my stock 14B.  I ordered them at 3:30pm Monday requesting they make it to me (MN) by Wednesday.  Sure it's no big deal to ship parts out nextday air, but they still had to port the turbo.<br /><br />Needless to say the parts arrived on time and everything was perfect.<br /><br />Bravo Forced Performance, thanks for being there when I needed ya!!!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.forcedperformance.com" target="_blank">www.forcedperformance.com</a><br /><br />P.S. Happy Turkey Day everyone at galantVR4.com, without this site and the people on it my car would be sitting in the driveway as a gigantic paper weight.||134.29.247.50||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes



ubb/Forum3/003747.cgi
A||||26||galantvr4us||Happy Birthday||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||11-26-2003||03:14 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||To ME!!!  <br /><br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||Tevenor||11-26-2003||03:15 PM||||HAPPY BIRTHDAY!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||11-26-2003||03:17 PM||||happy birthday katie!!!!||65.227.217.111||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||megaice||11-26-2003||03:17 PM||||Happy B-Day||67.167.249.96||reg||6||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||11-26-2003||03:20 PM||||happy b-day! <br />Need a spankin'? LOL||167.142.22.35||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||My_GVR_4||11-26-2003||03:25 PM||||*Spank Spank*<br /><br />(lol)<br /><br /><br />Happy Birthday !<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||11-26-2003||03:29 PM||||go take the vr4 out for a birthday rip (before you sell it)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br />happy birthday btw...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||galantvr4us||11-26-2003||03:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> go take the vr4 out for a birthday rip (before you sell it)    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <br />happy birthday btw...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Now if I do that I won't want to sell it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .  The car is parked until a potential buyer wants to drive it.  I am just feeling the market right now-if someone buys it, they buy it.  If not oh well.<br /><br />Thanks guys for the birthday wishes.  I'll drink a beer for ya-but not too many I have to work tomorrow...URG.  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||11-26-2003||03:46 PM||||Happy Birthday, Grimace!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />How many times do you want me to wish you, huh? <br />Your welcome! I would jump outta the cake again for you next year as well....<br /><br />KC (starter of scandalous rumors)    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||galantvr4us||11-26-2003||03:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> How many times do you want me to wish you, huh? <br />Your welcome! I would jump outta the cake again for you next year as well....<br /><br />KC (starter of scandalous rumors)       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm people used to call me Grimace or lil grim thats funny.<br /><br />Only 100x more only for you KC      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     So that would mean you have 97 more to go.  You better hurry up I'm not getting any younger.....<br /><br />Hmm jumping out of the cake...can't wait for next year.  I'll post pics for the gvr4 board     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br />Katie (getting dollar bills ready)||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||11-26-2003||04:07 PM||||happy birthday Katie!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||drew||11-26-2003||05:55 PM||||happy birthday katie.<br /><br />By the way I always wondered what your name meant.<br /><br />Galantv VR4 US (as in USA, or as in first person plural) or does it mean Galant VR 4 for you S?<br /><br />If it's first person plural, who are the others the us applies to?<br /><br />inquiring minds want to know.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||CCDSM69||11-26-2003||06:07 PM||||happy birthday||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000013||92GVR4#333||11-26-2003||06:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> posted 11-26-2003 05:55 PM                        <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />happy birthday katie.<br /><br />By the way I always wondered what your name meant.<br /><br />Galantv VR4 US (as in USA, or as in first person plural) or does it mean Galant VR 4 for you S?<br /><br />If it's first person plural, who are the others the us applies to?<br /><br />inquiring minds want to know.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">reading between the lines--hey you single ?      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />happy B-day||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000014||dlpinckney||11-26-2003||06:19 PM||||Happy B-Day Katie..!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.69.139.155||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000015||drew||11-26-2003||06:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> posted 11-26-2003 05:55 PM                        <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />happy birthday katie.<br /><br />By the way I always wondered what your name meant.<br /><br />Galantv VR4 US (as in USA, or as in first person plural) or does it mean Galant VR 4 for you S?<br /><br />If it's first person plural, who are the others the us applies to?<br /><br />inquiring minds want to know.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">reading between the lines--hey you single ?       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />happy B-day </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">reading between the wrong lines. Just curious over the meanings of peeps names. Your name is self-explanatory. As is mine, i think.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||DeanCouchey||11-26-2003||08:01 PM||||yes happy birthday! I wanna see pics of KC coming out of a cake, hope I dont have to wait a whole year.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000017||galantvr4us||11-26-2003||08:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> happy birthday katie.<br /><br />By the way I always wondered what your name meant.<br /><br />Galantv VR4 US (as in USA, or as in first person plural) or does it mean Galant VR 4 for you S?<br /><br />If it's first person plural, who are the others the us applies to?<br /><br />inquiring minds want to know. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well when applying for a yahoo email account I tried galantvr4 and when a name is taken they give you suggestions-it picked galantvr4us and I just took it.  To me it means galant vr4 in the US.  I guess I never really thought about what others might think it means...interesting.  I had posted under a male name for maybe a year before signing up under my name as it is today.  I never thought any males would take me seriously.<br /><br />For someone else that wanted to know I am single no husband or boyfriend.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000018||atsiauto||11-26-2003||08:23 PM||||HappY Birthday ! I hope you get plenty of whatever it is you like on this special day. <br /> S.||68.57.96.24||reg||6||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000019||josh91vr4||11-26-2003||09:20 PM||||Happy birthday chica! And remember, it doesn't count if you can't remember that you did it!||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000020||Ash||11-26-2003||09:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong>  I had posted under a male name for maybe a year before signing up under my name as it is today.  I never thought any males would take me seriously.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Happy Birthday!<br /><br />So, what was the name you used to post under?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000021||DongeR615||11-26-2003||11:59 PM||||yo happy-b..||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000022||number3||11-27-2003||12:14 AM||||First round is on me...<br /><br />L.I. for everyone!<br /><br /><br />Happy Birthday.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000023||Bigfoot200200||11-27-2003||01:21 AM||||Happy Birthday Katie. Thanks again for those magazine promos.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000024||galantvr4us||11-27-2003||06:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Happy Birthday Katie. Thanks again for those magazine promos. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you want some more I have about 30 more free magizines I can post up.  I started getting them delivered to my house a few days ago.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000025||tplesko||11-27-2003||07:14 PM||||Sure. I like magazines  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.231.90.147||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000026||My_GVR_4||11-28-2003||01:01 PM||||Have any promo mags with "Tig Ol' Bitties" in them?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />X-Mas is coming up, and I need a few gifts for my family members.<br /><br /><br />Take care,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br />"Ho-Ho-Ho"||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum3/003748.cgi
A||||0||HHIVR4||vr4 sale on ebay||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||11-26-2003||04:31 PM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2445437569&category=6353" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2445437569&category=6353</a><br /><br />located in florida<br /><br />(not mine)||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum3/003749.cgi
A||||74||hibrn8||some women are just total bitches ||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||11-26-2003||06:33 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||so i sent my entire email list happy thanksgiving wishes earier today. well my ex happens to be on the list. well in the past 7 months that we have broken up, we still talk occasionally since we run into eachother on the train going to school, but i choose not to approach her since she cheated on me, twice. so anyway, i get her response, <br /><br />"why do you even bother to keep me on your mailng list? you can't even manage to talk to me whenever i try...what's the point?<br /> Happy Thanksgiving!!!!!"<br /><br />all i can say is that has bitch written all over it. looks like second thoughts there at the end, like a second personality. i guess no matter how nice you are sometimes, it still isnt good enough right? <br /><br />so i just wrote, "well since its almost thansgiving i figured i'd email my friends a happy holiday, so have a good one. but as you wish, consider yourself off my list."<br /><br />Oh yeah by the way everyone( i know im a day early)......Happy Thansgiving to you all as well!||65.227.217.88||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||11-26-2003||06:47 PM||||Happy Byrd day Mang! Im done trying to fugure out women thats for sure . All I can say is if it can be converted into a resentment or drama or be sustained ( for like 20 minutes) like hitting the cement after a 20 story fall A woman will surely oblige . Worst one I ever had was wonderful on a positive note.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-26-2003||06:53 PM||||Happy turkey day.  Ignore the crazies  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||11-26-2003||08:04 PM||||Happy turkey day to all of you out there! I will be at work cooking 42 turkeys, about 100 poundfs of stuffing, 200 pounds of potatoes and many many other things!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||11-26-2003||08:10 PM||||Having been married for 6 years I have finally completely figured women out. A part of me wishes I hadn't. Mans best friend is not a woman. You want to be loved? Get a dog.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||galantvr4us||11-26-2003||08:16 PM||||Happy Thanksgiving!!<br /><br />You just need the right woman-she'll come along. I have had my fair share of crazy men. Would it make you feel more at home if I bitched at you    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Hibrn8 why didn't you call last nite!?!?!?!?!?! I was up all nite.  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000006||curtis||11-26-2003||08:32 PM||||I saw a picture a few weeks ago when I was going through all of the galant vr4.org pictures that was uploaded through the site.   It had a nude girl holding a sign that said will strip for VR's and 4G63 or something like that. Send her a copy of that she'll have a case of the ass all day.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_browse.asp" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_browse.asp</a>||64.159.109.40||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||psycopyro182||11-26-2003||08:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Having been married for 6 years I have finally completely figured women out. A part of me wishes I hadn't. Mans best friend is not a woman. You want to be loved? Get a dog. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">good work, i still havent figured them out yet. dont think anyone will "Truly" figure them out.<br />but true. Want to be loved? get a dog.<br />Im sure your dog wont mind if you put off the dishes for thanksgiving for a little bit. <br />they dont even mind if you eat with your hands at the table.<br />women are crazy. end of story.<br /><br />happy turkey day guys. I got some pumpkin pie. and thats gonna be rockin.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000008||drew||11-26-2003||08:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> Happy Thanksgiving!!<br /><br />You just need the right woman-she'll come along. I have had my fair share of crazy men. Would it make you feel more at home if I bitched at you     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Hibrn8 why didn't you call last nite!?!?!?!?!?! I was up all nite.  <br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">rofl||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||11-26-2003||09:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> Happy Thanksgiving!!<br /><br />You just need the right woman-she'll come along. I have had my fair share of crazy men. Would it make you feel more at home if I bitched at you      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     Hibrn8 why didn't you call last nite!?!?!?!?!?! I was up all nite.  <br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">rofl </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">omg lmfao   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.227.204.207||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||crucible||11-26-2003||09:11 PM||||Its very simple.They crave ATTENTION!||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000011||Bigfoot200200||11-26-2003||10:10 PM||||No, they are not crazy, well like a fox maybe. If they seem crazy, it's because they are either: <br /><br />1. lying <br />2. shamelessly changing tactics so quickly it makes your head spin. <br /><br />Talking to most women is about as much fun as dealing with a used car salesman. You are not a person, you are a mark, as in con artist victim. <br /><br />One day I complained to one of them that I didnt understand women. She said "you never will." A light bulb went on in my head, and it all became very clear. They enjoy playing with people just like they played with dolls when they were young. If a woman has everything she wanted, she will mess it up just for entertainment. You see the enjoyment isnt in having (insert goal here), its in the fun of getting (insert goal here). <br /><br />So when a woman say's Blah Blah Blah, and it makes no sence, ignore the words and try to figure out why she is saying them. <br /><br />Remember, to them your just a play toy, that buys them stuff.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000012||bleck||11-26-2003||11:41 PM||||Well, then I'll just have to get played.  Women also have something else that you can't just get anywhere.  Putting up with their crap is a whole hell of a lot better than having hot-sweaty man-ass or goat twat in your face.  Get the picture?  Why are women such a pain at times?  Cause they're worth it.  It's funny how it only takes a few minutes to forget all the pain  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000013||CCDSM69||11-26-2003||11:51 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000014||7541000||11-26-2003||11:56 PM||||im a dog i cant make a decision for myself, i cant eat sleep or wag my tail unless she tells me to.  i think im in love but i dont even know what that word means. and i tear up the house when she goes out and bark at strangers.||63.154.48.22||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000015||DongeR615||11-27-2003||12:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> Happy Thanksgiving!!<br /><br />You just need the right woman-she'll come along. I have had my fair share of crazy men. Would it make you feel more at home if I bitched at you       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      Hibrn8 why didn't you call last nite!?!?!?!?!?! I was up all nite.  <br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">rofl </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">omg lmfao    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000016||jayru||11-27-2003||08:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> No, they are not crazy, well like a fox maybe. If they seem crazy, it's because they are either: <br /><br />1. lying <br />2. shamelessly changing tactics so quickly it makes your head spin. <br /><br />Talking to most women is about as much fun as dealing with a used car salesman. You are not a person, you are a mark, as in con artist victim. <br /><br />One day I complained to one of them that I didnt understand women. She said "you never will." A light bulb went on in my head, and it all became very clear. They enjoy playing with people just like they played with dolls when they were young. If a woman has everything she wanted, she will mess it up just for entertainment. You see the enjoyment isnt in having (insert goal here), its in the fun of getting (insert goal here). <br /><br />So when a woman say's Blah Blah Blah, and it makes no sence, ignore the words and try to figure out why she is saying them. <br /><br />Remember, to them your just a play toy, that buys them stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Amen brother!||24.238.77.173||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000017||peterlsmith||11-27-2003||09:32 PM||||Wow - by the sounds of it, I must be one of the  lucky few out there, to find the woman who became my wife.<br /><br />I was given one bit of advice that has proved invaluable.<br /><br />   When a man complains, he's looking for a solution.<br />   When a woman complains, she's looking for sympathy.<br /><br />I can't remember where that advice came from, but it's turned out to be golden.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.101.101||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000018||My_GVR_4||11-28-2003||12:18 PM||||I just wanted to dish out my .02 cents.<br /><br />Women are a pain in the a$$, can't understand them, liers, love to bitch about $hit, manipulators, thieves, yadda yadda yadda.. Thorn in my side, cheatters... umm..   list goes on and on.<br /><br />Oh.. and by the way I am divorced if that makes things more understandable   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000019||CCDSM69||11-28-2003||12:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> love to bitch about $hit, </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">isn't that what all you GUYS are doing??   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000020||My_GVR_4||11-28-2003||12:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> isn't that what all you GUYS are doing??  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"I" like to bitch about shiet, especially when a woman F's me out of my house, 3 years of my life down the drain, money, bills, costs me $3,500 in lawyer fee's.. ect... yadda bitch bitch damn B-E-Y-O-T-C-H  <br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />I think I am entitled to a little bitching now and then <br /><br />Take care guys...<br /><br /><br />Happy Day-After Thanksgiving ! !<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000021||galantvr4us||11-28-2003||02:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong> I just wanted to dish out my .02 cents.<br /><br />Women are a pain in the a$$, can't understand them, liers, love to bitch about $hit, manipulators, thieves, yadda yadda yadda.. Thorn in my side, cheatters... umm..   list goes on and on.<br /><br />Oh.. and by the way I am divorced if that makes things more understandable     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />Rory J. Conway </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Really, tell us how you really feel.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />You just need to find the women right for you-you missed the mark the first time, hopefully your aim will be closer to the bullseye next time.  <br /><br />I hate to break up your women bashing thread guys but Men can be liars, cheaters, stealers, and bitchers because I have been with some.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000022||ken inn||11-28-2003||02:57 PM||||my wife is the finest person i know.  this is her second marriage, my first.  we have been married over 30 years.  being together, married or not, is about sacrifice.  i give some, she gives some. since i like to cook, i do all the cooking.  and, i clean up after.  i also do all the food shopping, and i pay all of the bills.  my complaint?  she dont want to go out dancing any more.  how about THAT, gals?  a GUY complaining that you dont want to go out dancing?  oh, and i AM a very good dancer.  country western, that is.  but that's because she didnt want to learn ballroom.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000023||My_GVR_4||11-28-2003||03:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> <b>ken inn: </b>     we have been married over 30 years. being together, married or not, is about sacrifice. i give some, she gives some. since i like to cook, i do all the cooking. and, i clean up after. i also do all the food shopping, and i pay all of the bills... </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ha... sounds like she has you whipped into real good shape   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000024||chadhayashi||11-29-2003||01:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>   country western  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You do both kinds of music? Your just like Jake and Elwood.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000025||GRV4726||11-29-2003||09:38 PM||||"When a man complains, he's looking for a solution.<br />When a woman complains, she's looking for sympathy."<br /><br />man no shit. i didn't get that untill i tried it out. jesus christ was i surprise. "how could someone want sympathy instead of a solution" i thought.<br /><br />and what crucible said. yeah, all the want is attention.  i though i found the right girl, who could sympathize with me because she knew she couldn't help at times (things have been just too hard lately). well all i asked for was some time to fix myself up a bit, and whammo she dumps me.why, well she's not happy of course. i'm too big of a fucking problem and a fucking drag. all because i was in a bad place. this is the same girl who wanted to spend the rest of her life with me, and told me that i was perfect. haha. words are really cheap.  <br /><br />she actually told me "i can't be with you if you get or are depressed."<br />how nice and compassionate from the woman whom supposedly loved me.  2 weeks after she broke up with me she was already hanging off another guy. why did i beleive she really loved me??? because i'm an idiot.  people who love you don't do things like that on purpose. yes i hurt her, but that was only because i was depressed at the time.. FUCK THAT!! i screwed myself over so many times for her its rediculous<br /><br />by the way we were together for 2 years... and i'm 17. yep another highschool bullshit relationship. thats exactly though after it was all over and what i didn't want. i thought it was different, NEVER lie to yourself!<br /><br />i'm done||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000026||drew||11-29-2003||09:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> my wife is the finest person i know.  this is her second marriage, my first.  we have been married over 30 years.  being together, married or not, is about sacrifice.  i give some, she gives some. since i like to cook, i do all the cooking.  and, i clean up after.  i also do all the food shopping, and i pay all of the bills.  my complaint?  she dont want to go out dancing any more.  how about THAT, gals?  a GUY complaining that you dont want to go out dancing?  oh, and i AM a very good dancer.  country western, that is.  but that's because she didnt want to learn ballroom. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you know that steel guitar (just like Ken Inn) originated in Hawai'i? It came over to da mainland, and later incorporated into Country music (much like Ken inn) because da cowboys like da steel guitar sound. Oh, and ukelele means jumping flea.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000027||keydiver||11-29-2003||10:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> that's because she didnt want to learn ballroom. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've been trying to get my wife to take Arthur Murray classes with me for years. I figure, if she's going to drag me out on a dance floor at every party/reception, we ought to at least look real good dancing together  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />I don't understand why she doesn't want to either.||68.158.183.108||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000028||My_GVR_4||11-29-2003||11:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><b>Seven26</b> by the way we were together for 2 years... and i'm 17. yep another highschool bullshit relationship. thats exactly though after it was all over and what i didn't want. i thought it was different, NEVER lie to yourself!<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey man..  you are only 17..   girls SHOULD come and go at your age.  I am 26 and "wasted" 3 years of my life being married to the "WHORE" I was married to.  I wasted a total of 5.5 years with her all together.  I found out that she was screwing/sleeping around with a guy RIGHT before our wedding and during our marriage.  What a pathetic woman she was and still is, only thinking of herself.  <br /><br /><br />Just a little bit of advice:  <br /><br />When a woman says they will never compromise (spelling) with you or has NOTHING but guy friends because she says all girls hate her, ...watch out!  She is probably cheatting on you.<br /><br />(Not true in ALL cases, but this is proof from my life).<br /><br />I was "dumb" in my eyes getting married at 23, but NOW I will concentrate on what I really want in life, finish getting my degree and THEN think twice about getting married again.  <br /><br />All I can say is, THANK GOD I didnt have any kids with this woman.<br /><br />I love women, but ......just had a bad experience with one.<br /><br /><br />Take care,<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000029||hibrn8||11-30-2003||01:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /> but NOW I will concentrate on what I really want in life, finish getting my degree and THEN think twice about getting married again.  <br /><br />Rory J. Conway     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">this has been my mentality since day one. i have seen to many of my friends' parents marriages fail, even my parents. and for those that i know are married, they arent happy anymore. My boss tells everyone, 'ive been married for 20 years, the first ten of which i was happily married.'   getting your own two feet on the ground is much more important, getting married is the last thing on my to do list. for those of you who are fortunate to have an awesome partner, like you Mr. Plesko, best of luck.||65.227.204.193||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000030||Beemer||11-30-2003||07:07 AM||||I wasn't so lucky.  I had one of those "trophy wives"  Blonde, good looking, 5'4" and 120 lbs of fun...so I thought.  She was one of those "I get along better with guys than girls.  There's no competition."  No shit.  Well, it took 10 years and 4 kids before I gave up.  Catching your 33 year old wife in bed with a 53 year old married with ten kids grandpa with two hearing aids and dentures kinda puts you off.  A very old guy I knew as a little boy told me this once. <br /> <br />Dave, Cats and Women will do whatever the hell they feel like doing, whenever they want to.  Men and Dogs better get used to it.<br /><br />So now I'm divorced and paying $1100 a month in child support, and her and the grandpa are living off my child support, and my kids sleep in a house with walls torn down to the studs in the dining and living room, one sleeps in the basement of HER house on a concrete floor on a mattress.  She left when I caught her, and bought another house.  You know, paying 1100 a month might seem like a lot, especially since neither one of them are working, and they are just living off my child support, but in the end, my kids will grow up to appreciate how hard I worked.  I have 3 girls and a baby boy, and the girls all understand what happened, and what she did.  My revenge?  My little boy is JUST LIKE ME!  Especially when I was little.  Too bad it's illegal to tell your kids to go to the willow tree and pick their switch.  He's driving her insane at two years old.  The girls refuse to clean their rooms, and the house is a dump.  But hey, she wanted grandpa...more power to her.  <br /><br />And yes, that was her excuse for cheating..not getting enough attention.  Can I help it if I'm in the USAF and people keep starting wars?  When I left, I bought her a dog and a battery operated toy...what more do you want?  Solar powered?  But I agree that MOST women consider men their playtoys.  What they DON'T understand, is that unlike a dog, there is a limit to a man's patience.  Sympathy versus solution.  Guys are FIXERS!  Shit, give us a problem, and whoohoo, we want to show off...  Broken toilet?  sure!  Snotty kids?  No problem.  Sit down and talk about how we feel?  Err...huh?  Sorry, I have to go fix my car...<br />If anyone saw that renta-fag video that was going around this summer, that's what they want.  Some super sensitive wuss that caters to their every want and need, no matter how bizarre.  Whatever happened to the days where you just went out of your cave, found one you wanted, clubbed her into unconsciousness, and dragged her back home?  <br /><br />You guys hit it all on the head.  Now I seriously doubt that Katie can be included in the general heading we've been talking about.  My ex always complained that if she had 4 wheels and a hard drive she'd get more attention from me.  Well, we all know that women know exactly how to get our attention.  Standing over the creeper you are on with no panties on so you get a view when you scoot back out from under the car always works..right?  Here's the bottom line.  Told to me when I was 5 years old by the girl next door.  We were playing "doctor" in her back yard, and she ran and asked her mommy if something was wrong with her because she didn't have a certain part that I did.  Well, instead of calling my parents, her mom said "you go tell Dave that with one of these, you can get as many of those as you want."  Nuff said.  That woman has never, ever been proven wrong...||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000031||thejeebus2002||11-30-2003||12:44 PM||||"you go tell Dave that with one of these, you can get as many of those as you want." Nuff said. That woman has never, ever been proven wrong...<br /><br />--------------------<br />Dave Beem<br /><br /><br />lol!<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000032||galantvr4us||11-30-2003||01:24 PM||||I don't know-I think I was dropped on my head as I kid because I have a different outlook on life than most women.  Guys usually complain about me not telling them my feelings.  I just don't know how to put that stuff in words. Guys when they get to know me or go out with me always so that there is a good silence that they like with me.  They say it makes them feel good because its an excepted silence, not uncomfortable but a silence that makes them feel that they don't have to talk the whole time.<br /> <br />Women can be some hateful hateful people (but men can to so don't get me wrong).  I have a good set of beliefs and would never ever cheat on someone-that in my eyes is childish.  Instead of working out your problems you try to find in outlet somewhere else, which only complicates things in the end.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000033||GRV4726||11-30-2003||02:22 PM||||oh yeah, you guys want to know the most rediculous part about this. (also forgot to mention why this is particularly hard for me. i stopped hanging around with my friends (potheads, cringe,...not really good friends) to be with her as much as possible. so now i've gots nobody  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" /> ) i still really miss her.  ... <br /><br />i'm such a tool, yes i know.  it was great when we were together though. oh well. i'm just trying to make the best of everything right now.  <br /><br />my brother told me that the best way to piss off an exgirlfriend is to get with a hot little japanese school girl, one who is mad and has a bad temper (he told me this after seeing kill bill, so one pretty much like that little girl in there). haha.<br /><br />off to do more work. yahoo <br /><br />my advice to all you kiddies out there. "little brother(s), don't do what i've done. stupidest thing a boy can do is go and fall in love." (murder city devils)||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000034||thejeebus2002||11-30-2003||02:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong> oh yeah, you guys want to know the most rediculous part about this. (also forgot to mention why this is particularly hard for me. i stopped hanging around with my friends (potheads, cringe,...not really good friends)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Some of my BEST friends are potheads!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Never ditch your friends man...think of this as a time of reflection and learning.  I'm nothing without my friends.  Shit, I think I base my life around them more than my girlfriend.  BROS BEFORE HO'S.  haha<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000035||galantvr4us||11-30-2003||03:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong>      </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong> oh yeah, you guys want to know the most rediculous part about this. (also forgot to mention why this is particularly hard for me. i stopped hanging around with my friends (potheads, cringe,...not really good friends)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Some of my BEST friends are potheads!       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />       <br /><br />Never ditch your friends man...think of this as a time of reflection and learning.  I'm nothing without my friends.  Shit, I think I base my life around them more than my girlfriend.  BROS BEFORE HO'S.  haha<br /><br />scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sometimes its best to ditch friends that are fake ass bitches, two faced, or bringing you down in life.  I had to re-evaluate my friend situation and ended up ditching most of them.  Yea it sucks being home on a saturday night-but I would rather be home than in jail.<br /><br />Plus I did the same thing as seven26 and ditched my friends to be with my boyfriend. Not only did I do that I quit college as well, otherwise I would have been done about 2-3 years ago.  You live and learn and now all I have is the galantvr4 board     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      but like I mentioned before all my friends were pretty much users-they used me for my connections at the time, I would never hear from them unless they needed something.  SO its not like I am missing anything.<br /><br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000036||thejeebus2002||11-30-2003||04:05 PM||||I agree with Katie on the fact that you should consider changing your social circles if your current friends are bringing you down or getting you in trouble.  <br /><br />What I was saying, bluntly, was that if someone wants to smoke pot, so be it.  If it's not affecting their life and is merely used for recreation, awesome. However, I know that when I was in High school I definitely had to switch up some of my friends -they had absolutely no direction whatsoever.  This was verified upon my visit to my parents house in Winchester, VA for the holidays.  They still don't do shit!  <br />Personally, I get alot done..Working for a prospering home builder in Richmond (sales marketing) riding bmx, maintaining 2 GVR4's, maintaining our ramps in the backyard, spending time with my gf in Nova.  As anyone on this board knows maintaining on GVR4 is enough, 2 is a lifestyle.  <br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000037||galantvr4us||11-30-2003||04:16 PM||||Yea I don't care what people do on their free time.  I know people that smoke.  But I refuse to be around it-especially working for the government, a surprise drug test and I am canned.<br /><br />Maintaining two is crazy.  I did it at one point.  Not one week went by that I wasn't doing maintence on one of them.<br /><br />What will I do with all this free time-its going to be crazy.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000038||My_GVR_4||11-30-2003||09:54 PM||||As SOON as a "female" tells you to stop hanging around with your friends, or tells you to get new friends or stop monkeying around with your car...That there should be a sign to drop the girl and move on.  <br /><br />I don't know about you guy's, but if ANYONE tells me to not do something I enjoy or love to do, it's time to move on.  No one should tell another person to not have fun in life.  Life is supposed to be about fun (and other small things   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ).<br /><br /><br />Life is very complicated enough without women.. <br /><br />Why add to the chaos by adding females to the equation?<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000039||bleck||11-30-2003||10:29 PM||||Wow.  I think you and my wife were separated at birth, Katie  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Even though she doesn't share my passion for certain things, she never holds me back.  She encouraged me to build a studio in our home for my music.  She insists that I have the VR4 because I need a toy, and enjoys keeping up with the progress.  A true complement.  It can be a real joy to hook up with the right one, and because she is who she is, I'll make sure to give her the best I can possibly give... But I'm 35.  <br /><br />When I was in my 20's, I got all the fun out of my system.  Remember boys, there's a time and place for everything, and for me 30 was the time for marriage, and I've never looked back.<br /><br />All this even though I made the mistake of hitching at 22.  I think it took a month to really hate her, and in the inimitable words of the King of All Media: "you know why divorce costs so much... because it's worth it."<br /><br />Life is precious, and don't waste a minute more time with a loser/unappreciative person than necessary.  You only live once.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000040||Beemer||11-30-2003||11:58 PM||||Katie, that is a cool thing.  That "uncomfortable silence" has always bugged me.  With my ex, I considered myself spending time with her if we were on the couch watching tv, cooking together, or just being in each other's presence.  However, she didn't feel that way.  If I was not talking directly to her or physically "petting her like a dog" it wasn't spending time to her.  Plus, she would occasionally smoke pot.  Not daily, or even monthly.  It still pissed me off, but what could I say with a beer in my hand?  I'm in the USAF, so I fall under the pee test rule, only MY penalties are much more severe than civil service rules.  Turn up positive there, they pay to help you quit.  In the military, they just throw your ass in jail.  You know, that old tv ad is really true.  The majority of potheads I know have not advanced intellectually beyond their early twenties, even though they might be forty now.  For me, I'll stick to MGD, and I'll put a personal ad out asking for a girl that enjoys racing, working on cars, and can spell dsm, and knows that a bov isn't related to something sexual.  Don't worry Katie, you'll find someone.  Ahh, if I was only ten years younger...<br /><br />Nice to see that there are a few women left on the planet that aren't so co dependent that have to be like a puppy with their nose up your butt and can have their own interests, but allow you yours, even if they don't understand them.  To the guys here who have found them, I'm horribly jealous.  I've been married twice now, and both ended badly.  I have 3 dsm's right now.  Plus a big old victorian house.  Someday.... One of the major failures in both my marriages was a lack of common interests.  Looks don't really matter in the end.  Looks fade, but you fell in love with the personality, and that's what hopefully endures.  Like I said before, I married a trophy wife.  I'd have rather married someone who simply wouldn't have terrified little kids on the street and had some common interests with me.  Trust me, losing 4 of your OWN kids hurts beyond belief.  I would gladly give up all my dsm's to get custody of my kids.  But that will never happen, so the cars are my kids.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000041||My_GVR_4||12-01-2003||12:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">All this even though I made the mistake of hitching at 22. I think it took a month to really hate her, and in the inimitable words of the King of All Media: "you know why divorce costs so much... because it's worth it."<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHA..    so damn true..   DIVORCE is well worth the small fortune you lose, to me anyways.  For me, I felt as though being married to the "whore" I was married to was a LIFE sentence in prison.  Even though I am done with the divorce, I still am bothered with her, emotioanlly.  Ever since the divorce process, I haven't been able to have a good night sleep. At minimum, I have been waking up 2 times during the night because of some emotional stress, grinding my teefez, (peeing the bed, and I am still 26, <b>JOKE</b> ) and many other problems.  <br /><br />Yadda yadda...<br /><br />All I can say is, I will never let any woman change me, make me a different person than who I really am, be bitter about life or be fake.<br /><br />Honestly, I have no idea why women, in my opinion, are like this.  Why go through life making things a game, be bitter, or cheat?<br /><br />Screw that...!<br /><br />Personally, I would rather go through life being single until the day I die than being married again to a "whore" of a wife as in my 1st and only marriage.  <br /><br /><br />Shootout 2004 baby!!!<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000042||turbogalant||12-01-2003||12:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> I don't know-I think I was dropped on my head as I kid because I have a different outlook on life than most women.  Guys usually complain about me not telling them my feelings.  I just don't know how to put that stuff in words. Guys when they get to know me or go out with me always so that there is a good silence that they like with me.  They say it makes them feel good because its an excepted silence, not uncomfortable but a silence that makes them feel that they don't have to talk the whole time.<br /> <br />Women can be some hateful hateful people (but men can to so don't get me wrong).  I have a good set of beliefs and would never ever cheat on someone-that in my eyes is childish.  Instead of working out your problems you try to find in outlet somewhere else, which only complicates things in the end.<br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Much like santa and the big M&M said "they do exist". Then fall to the floor.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.177.240.129||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000043||hibrn8||12-01-2003||01:12 AM||||after reading all of these posts since the last one i wrote in this thread, i just cant beleive how similar all of your mentalities and situations in regards to significant others are. wow, it must be a GVR4 thing, were just all too much alike.||65.227.204.58||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000044||Ash||12-01-2003||01:24 AM||||My wife doesn't like my car, but she understands that I need a toy/hobby.  Even though she gets jealous of the time I spend on it, she defends me having the thing to my dad who reckons I should have a rental property instead. (probably should too)   Been together 6 years, married for nearly 3, I'm 25 (in a week) & she's 23.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000045||Bigfoot200200||12-01-2003||03:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> it must be a GVR4 thing, were just all too much alike. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think GVR4 owners tend to be a bit older than  DSMers. So lots of us have been married. And we know that the bait and switch game was not invented by salesmen.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000046||turbowop||12-01-2003||04:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Beemer:<br /><strong>With my ex, I considered myself spending time with her if we were on the couch watching tv, cooking together, or just being in each other's presence.  However, she didn't feel that way.  If I was not talking directly to her or physically "petting her like a dog" it wasn't spending time to her. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Holy crap, you hit the nail on the head there. That was basically my last relationship in a nutshell. We'd be together all day and when I'd go to work on the car she'd be like "we haven't spent any time together".....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Meh.....relationships......yuk.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000047||VR4GURL||12-01-2003||05:27 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  Awwwwwwww dude yeh thats soooo not cool aye but i mean i spose you two broke up on sum not soo happy terms aye............. I think the moral of the story is not to say shit to her as she obviously aint worth it and just save it for ppls that are.....She obviously has to be like that to you cause shes still probley holding alot of guilt....and you must be too nicer guy to actually talk to her still if she has cheated on you twice!!<br />I know for a fact that if my partner cheated on me i wouldnt say boo to him ever again!<br />But ahh well we dont celebrate thanksgivin but ............"Happy Thanksgiving"....its abit late  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||210.55.145.106||reg||1||VR4GURL||00001790||yes
Z||000048||GRV4726||12-03-2003||03:42 AM||||i hate to bring back an old topic. but... i just realized something about the girl i fell in love with (due to certain things that have been going one involving her and how we are to each other now). she was in love with being loved and not with me.  sign of this? she was always concerned with how she was, if she was happy or not. if somehting was wrong with me it was how it was affecting her, NOT us. if i talked to her about that hard times i was going through she would blame me for trying to make her feel guilty. i'm not sure what to think about all the stuff we did together anymore because of the above discovery. <br /><br />i just wanted to tell you guys, because i think thats a huge problem that could affect anyone who is generally not concerned primarily on how everything affects HIM or HER.  make sure you understand what exactly the other person has fallen in love with when they say those three words that seem so trite these days. the problem with me was that i truely did love her and still have many of the same feelings. thats because i'm the kind of person that doesn't beleive in finding love (i don't consider it as something that is common or easy to find), so when i was convinced (by the girl and i) that i found it, especially at such a young age, i was blinded instantly.  i'm not trying to say anything bad about this girl, because this sort of thing is really common these days.  i'm just commenting on the whole mindset of spending the rest of your life with someone, and that being your definition of love. you know through the good and the bad. no matter how bad.  so to all of you, just rethink your emotions. i thought that i was putting enough thought into it but i wasn't seeing things from the right angle.  i hope this doesn't happen to anyone else because it really sucks. <br /><br />be selfish!!! i haven't been in the last 2 years! (only thinking about her, stupid stupid stupid)<br /><br />well that concludes it. i hope it makes sense and doesn't just sound like some youngen trying to convince himself he understands it all, because beleive me i didn't before...i sure i can fuck up again. thanks for hearing me out (needed someone to talk to about this      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     )||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000049||turbowop||12-03-2003||04:46 AM||||seven26.......Dude, you're 17. I'm having a hard time even reading your posts without laughing. You thought you found the one for you at the ripe age of 15? lmao.. I realize you're trying to sort through all this but believe me, you're gonna look back at these posts in ten years and go "WTF was I writing?"<br /><br />If only I could go back to high school knowing what I know now. Goddamn it'd be fun.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000050||DongeR615||12-03-2003||05:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> seven26.......Dude, you're 17. I'm having a hard time even reading your posts without laughing. You thought you found the one for you at the ripe age of 15? lmao.. I realize you're trying to sort through all this but believe me, you're gonna look back at these posts in ten years and go "WTF was I writing?"<br /><br />If only I could go back to high school knowing what I know now. Goddamn it'd be fun.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000051||1badvr4||12-03-2003||08:34 AM||||i have been thinking about what has been said in this thread and to be honest, i have no intrest in trying to figure out woman i have been with my current g/f for 3 years and i know all i need to know, if i knew what was going on in her head id go insane , lets face it thay are insane thay can never make there mind up break down to tears at the drop of a hat have fuck all intrest in deasant things like cars and football thay love mooving all your shit so you have to ask them where shit is and thay feel needed i found my car keys hidden in my knife and fork draw once, but in all fairness i love woman i love the feeling of waking up next to a woman who needs me and cares about me i have had bad relationships in the past but to be honest i have dogged out alot of girls and then joked about it to my friends so wial woman can be bitchs all men are assholes atleast once. so guys if you hate woman you hate pussy that simple||203.164.61.145||reg||1||1badvr4||00002951||yes
Z||000052||369of1000||12-03-2003||06:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1badvr4:<br /><strong> i have been thinking about what has been said in this thread and to be honest, i have no intrest in trying to figure out woman i have been with my current g/f for 3 years and i know all i need to know, if i knew what was going on in her head id go insane , lets face it thay are insane thay can never make there mind up break down to tears at the drop of a hat have fuck all intrest in deasant things like cars and football thay love mooving all your shit so you have to ask them where shit is and thay feel needed i found my car keys hidden in my knife and fork draw once, but in all fairness i love woman i love the feeling of waking up next to a woman who needs me and cares about me i have had bad relationships in the past but to be honest i have dogged out alot of girls and then joked about it to my friends so wial woman can be bitchs all men are assholes atleast once. so guys if you hate woman you hate pussy that simple </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is a period "."<br />It might come in handy from time to time.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000053||turbowop||12-03-2003||06:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Paul Mc369:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1badvr4:<br /><strong> i have been thinking about what has been said in this thread and to be honest, i have no intrest in trying to figure out woman i have been with my current g/f for 3 years and i know all i need to know, if i knew what was going on in her head id go insane , lets face it thay are insane thay can never make there mind up break down to tears at the drop of a hat have fuck all intrest in deasant things like cars and football thay love mooving all your shit so you have to ask them where shit is and thay feel needed i found my car keys hidden in my knife and fork draw once, but in all fairness i love woman i love the feeling of waking up next to a woman who needs me and cares about me i have had bad relationships in the past but to be honest i have dogged out alot of girls and then joked about it to my friends so wial woman can be bitchs all men are assholes atleast once. so guys if you hate woman you hate pussy that simple </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is a period "."<br />It might come in handy from time to time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What...the commas weren't good enough?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000054||Hertz||12-03-2003||07:22 PM||||WTF?  You're correcting grammar all the time just like my wife.  IS nothing I say ever good enough for you?!<br /><br />Just kidding.<br /><br />My wife and I love each other, RESPECT each other and are able to talk about our problems.<br /><br />Those of you who had it rough: face the facts, YOU picked the wrong one.  That's not meant to detract from your feelings or whether or not you saw it coming, it's just the truth.<br /><br />Reminds me of something my friend "Bubba" used to say, "I've been happily married for 15 years.  In fact, we're coming up on our 30th Anniversary."||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000055||drew||12-03-2003||07:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Paul Mc369:<br /><strong> This is a period "."<br />It might come in handy from time to time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No thanks. Isn't that why this thread is going on?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000056||galantchick1120||12-03-2003||07:54 PM||||How long did you guys know and/or date the girls you married before you actually married them? My boyfriend and I have been dating four years and we were best friends for five years before that. We know each other inside and out. There are no suprsises at all. If we were to get married today, I would feel confident in the fact that I know every detail, virtually, about his personality. You have to know the person before you make such a large commitment to them. I have friends that married really early in their relationship and pretty young without knowing each other, and there relationships suck! <br />Some women(men too) are great at first and then you realize they have a lot of problems. This happens with friends as well. They start out really cool and then you find out that they are insane! Know the person really well before you marry them!||204.78.8.169||reg||1||G297||00002620||yes
Z||000057||GRV4726||12-03-2003||08:30 PM||||turbowop. i agree entirely. just not on what youre thinking about. when i posted that, i was a little weirded out because it was a REALLY weird day. the kind of day that flips everything you know around. but i find out why, and understand why. its personal so you'll have to trust me on this one        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <br /><br />i also understand what you think of me and how i am dealing with this relationship. because SO many kids go through that sort of deal in highschool, but what my X and i went through was very different because we aren't like most other kids. I know that many 16 - 17 to even 25 year old people think they understand it all. so i can't expect you to think more of me. i know if i were in your shoes that i wouldn't. i'm sure i'd be laughing much harder       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      (not a joke)<br /><br />the main thing is that i understand whats is going on presently and realize that it is only true for the present. AND that i let myself have a little fun.. you have to realize i've been working like an ASS because of school (tons of work, really hard to keep my grades up) and because of dropping in a JDM engine in my gvr4. but its very close to completion so i'm excited as hell. <br /><br />the best peice of advice someone could have ever given me (with some pursuasion of course) would be that you should always try and have fun, no matter whats going on in your head, even if that means doing something that you entirely contradicts how you feel. do anything, just make sure you act with the intentions of having fun or laughing but neither at the expence of someone else, because if you are in a good mood, things will go much better for you. the people around you will be in a good mood and enjoy themselves too.  its good to care, but be reasonable.  I find that often actions weigh more then words, so act on your spontanious ideas. (if they are too big of a leap from your current state (and most likely if they involve someone you are around), then propose them first so that you don't piss anyone off||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000058||My_GVR_4||12-03-2003||08:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">G297 <br />: We know each other inside and out.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I bet you do know eachother like that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    j/k<br /><br />Getting back to business.  I knew my EX-wife 3 years before I married her "whore-ass".  I am not 26 and finally realized wtf I did..  I screwd up A LOT!  oh well, I am still young.  My life doesn't revolve around women anymore.  It revolves around myself and having fun in my life, finishing school.. etc.  When the time is right.. maybe I will start looking a little harder for that "special someone".<br /><br />For now.. fun fun fun.. and finding out who I really am.   <br /><br /><br />Enjoy,     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000059||galantchick1120||12-03-2003||09:08 PM||||"Look @ me.. I have 5 stars under my name"-Damnit! I have zero percent of stars under my name!I suck!<br />relationships,blah, blah,blah....||204.78.8.169||reg||1||G297||00002620||yes
Z||000060||KenGVR4||12-03-2003||09:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Paul Mc369:<br /><strong> This is a period "."<br />It might come in handy from time to time. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No thanks. Isn't that why this thread is going on? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">BINGO! Give this man a prize!||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000061||crucible||12-03-2003||09:30 PM||||Yo Oprah,Dr. PHil Ya readin  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   all this?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000062||Bigfoot200200||12-04-2003||07:18 PM||||Lol I just read this article and I remembered this thread. So here is some more bitterness.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.news.scotsman.com/latest.cfm?id=2257139" target="_blank">http://www.news.scotsman.com/latest.cfm?id=2257139</a> <br /><br />Remember that song "I Dont Want to be Your Monkey Wrench" by the Goo Goo Dolls I think. With the chorus "1 in 10, 1 in 10" That's because 10% of all children born to a married couple are actually fathered by someone else. Honestly, 10%<br /><br />I saw this talk show a few years ago. There were four women and some male psychologist. The women were carrying on all full of themselves like women do when men arn't around. Like they were so smart and men are all so dumb. Well they asked the guy what women dont understand about men. LOL, this guy pauses and said that what women dont know about men, is how much men hate them. It was great!! These women didnt even see it coming, they were shocked. Not one could think of anything to say. <br /><br />I figure they just enjoy the games so much that they delude themselves. <br /><br />To be fair, I could comment in a thread about male so-called friends, back stabbing co-workers, bosses, thieves etc. Maybe Katie will start one. Thing is, when I ditch a friend, they dont call the cops and lie to try to get me thrown in prison. And I dont lose my house and much of my future income either.||64.233.105.151||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000063||galantvr4us||12-04-2003||09:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">G297 <br />: We know each other inside and out.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I bet you do know eachother like that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     j/k<br /><br />Getting back to business.  I knew my EX-wife 3 years before I married her "whore-ass".  I am not 26 and finally realized wtf I did..  I screwd up A LOT!  oh well, I am still young.  My life doesn't revolve around women anymore.  It revolves around myself and having fun in my life, finishing school.. etc.  When the time is right.. maybe I will start looking a little harder for that "special someone".<br /><br />For now.. fun fun fun.. and finding out who I really am.   <br /><br /><br />Enjoy,      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Right on that is how I feel.  I really screwed up and I gave up college for the guys I was dating.  If I was smart I would have realized then that no good guy would make me quit school.  One lives and learns.<br /><br />Right now I am focusing on correcting those wrongs I made and don't really care about having a guy complicate things right now.  What happens happens as far as the RIGHT guy coming along.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000064||Hertz||12-04-2003||09:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Remember that song "I Dont Want to be Your Monkey Wrench" by the Goo Goo Dolls I think. With the chorus "1 in 10, 1 in 10" That's because 10% of all children born to a married couple are actually fathered by someone else. Honestly, 10%<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Foo fighters.<br /><br />It just so happens that 1 in 10 pregnant mothers drink alcohol.  1 in 10 abuse drugs or alcohol.  1 in 10 are victims of credit card fraud.  1 in 10 youths smoke daily in Australia.  1 in 10 female U.S. Army recruits have Chlamydia.  1 in 10 U.S. residents were born abroad. 1 in 10 women develop breast cancer.  And 1 in 10 of them all are gay/lesbian or bi-sexual.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000065||Bigfoot200200||12-04-2003||10:22 PM||||Foo Fighters, thank you. I always got those two groups names confused for some reason. <br /><br />So whan he sang "1 in 10, 1 in 10" and "I don't want to be your monkey wrench" he wasn't saying that he didnt want to throw a monkey wrench into her marriage. What he was saying was he didnt want to give an Army recuit Chlamydia. Got it. I could certainly be wrong about what the lyrics mean, but the 10% statistic is a real one.||64.233.105.151||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000066||crucible||12-05-2003||07:23 PM||||Face it,men cant change women and vice versa.We'll try but it wont work.Its about tolerance and it can take a few rounds to find out.The older you get the more you'll understand.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000067||bleck||12-05-2003||07:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong>  when i posted that, i was a little weirded out because it was a REALLY weird day. the kind of day that flips everything you know around. <br /><br />i also understand what you think of me and how i am dealing with this relationship. because SO many kids go through that sort of deal in highschool, but what my X and i went through was very different because we aren't like most other kids. I know that many 16 - 17 to even 25 year old people think they understand it all. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">SEVEN26, you and I coulda been brothers... if I was 18 years younger  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Anyway, I, at 17 thought like you, had my heart broken, and then I realized that "hey, I'm 17.  My job is to knock it out."  That's right, knock it out.  Hit it, and quit it.  Leave all that emotional shit for your 30's... trust me, you'll be glad you did.  I know it might be hard to do, and one day you'll make a wonderful husband, but for the next 10 or so years... knock it out.  Work your game, hunt, and knock it out.  No more, no less... knock it out.  <br />Oh, and get like a 1,000 pack of Jimmy Hats, cause you don't know what little "bugs" people are carrying, and you don't want the demon seed going nowhere it aint supposed to be.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000068||V8EATER||12-06-2003||01:30 PM||||Bleck, man, that's some good advice.  I heard a comedian the other day say "I've got 3 million kids- I keep them in a sack between my legs.  Why would I want to give even one of them to a woman, just so they can sprout legs and a mouth?"<br /><br />he's right.  point is, enjoy yourself.  don't get true love and true lust mixed up.  it's way too easy to do.  hit it.  hell, hit it as much as you want.  keep an open line of communication, and things will work themselves out.  if not, you'll come home to your pet rabbit in pot on the stove.  your choice.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000069||Darkside||12-07-2003||04:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by My_GVR_4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><b>Seven26</b> by the way we were together for 2 years... and i'm 17. yep another highschool bullshit relationship. thats exactly though after it was all over and what i didn't want. i thought it was different, NEVER lie to yourself!<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey man..  you are only 17..   girls SHOULD come and go at your age.  I am 26 and "wasted" 3 years of my life being married to the "WHORE" I was married to.  I wasted a total of 5.5 years with her all together.  I found out that she was screwing/sleeping around with a guy RIGHT before our wedding and during our marriage.  What a pathetic woman she was and still is, only thinking of herself.  <br /><br /><br />Just a little bit of advice:  <br /><br />When a woman says they will never compromise (spelling) with you or has NOTHING but guy friends because she says all girls hate her, ...watch out!  She is probably cheatting on you.<br /><br />(Not true in ALL cases, but this is proof from my life).<br /><br />I was "dumb" in my eyes getting married at 23, but NOW I will concentrate on what I really want in life, finish getting my degree and THEN think twice about getting married again.  <br /><br />All I can say is, THANK GOD I didnt have any kids with this woman.<br /><br />I love women, but ......just had a bad experience with one.<br /><br /><br />Take care,<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Mr. G_VR4<br /><br />Did I saw you on Jerry Springer Show  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  J/K||64.166.61.137||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000070||Darkside||12-07-2003||04:13 AM||||Im 22 and single, Its better being single.  Im not ready for a relationship yet, still wanna have fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> .  I can do whatever I want whenever I want.  Its up to me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.166.61.137||reg||10||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000071||psycopyro182||12-07-2003||04:47 AM||||I am still young (20) but i think ill put in my .02. Ive been in alot of different relationships throughout my years. I was with a girl for over 3 years. I can say that i loved her and mean it. It was a wonderful relationship, but one day she decided that she "didnt feel it anymore" that totally fucked my prespective on women and their mind changing ways. <br /><br />Ive also been in situations where you "hit it and forget it" Im young. Its a hell of a lot easier to keep it this way. and for all of you young guys this is the way to go. For a long time i totally felt like an asshole when i thought about treating women with that point of view. but then i realized all of my relationships have ended up with something totally fucking me over. Time and time again. Over and over. It never fails.<br /><br />the last girl i was with left me for one of my friends because he borrowed his mom's Jaguar and took her out to dinner for her birthday. I dont have a working car. and that apparently matters more than my personality ever could, to her.<br /><br />I am not at all ready to get married. I still have alot of College left, and until i am ready to sit down and get settled... Until i am ready to Support a family and kids.<br />its just me and a box of rubbers, and a nice piece of ass.<br /><br />my .02<br /><br />Max Mahoney.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000072||turbowop||12-08-2003||02:34 AM||||lmfao...I found the perfect emoticon smiley to mimic the women we've been complaining about in this thread:  <img src="http://www2.rubicant.com:8081/icons/blah.gif" alt=" - " />We should add this one to the list of graemlins.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000073||Matt379||12-08-2003||10:40 AM||||90% of statistics are made up||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000074||VTGVR4||12-08-2003||11:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt Wenger:<br /><strong> 90% of statistics are made up </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">actually, its 99.9% of all statistics are made up on the spot.<br /><br />i love the one by wayne gretzsky: "statistically speaking, 99.99% of all the shots i dont take dont go in"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/003750.cgi
A||||6||curtis||why can't some company build these for ours||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||11-26-2003||08:23 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Just pisses me off that they can build things for cars that were built to be economy grocery getters and not cars that have a racing heritage. <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33710&item=2445354577" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33710&item=2445354577</a>||64.159.109.40||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||drew||11-26-2003||08:48 PM||||uhh... correct me if i'm wrong, but these headlights are OEM headlights for a galant right?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||BluFalcon||11-26-2003||10:04 PM||||8th generation Galant.  I really like the way those lights look, but I cant justify spending that much money on something like that.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000003||curtis||11-26-2003||11:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> uhh... correct me if i'm wrong, but these headlights are OEM headlights for a galant right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I meant fricking non turbo ricer shit.  you know the APC advance auto parts customizers that you see everyday with a shitty ass 6 inch tip bolted to a 2 inch exhaust pipe and a butt load of fast and furious crap.||166.90.116.231||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||VR6 Eater||11-27-2003||12:41 AM||||Damn curtis.  I wouldn't have even thought that you would care about the bling bling headlight shit.  I guess anyone can surprise you at anytime!!||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000005||curtis||11-27-2003||11:07 AM||||sean.... I'm just sick of the crappy ass factory lights and I can't seem to find a good passenger 93 light.  You know my cheap ass wouldn't pay for bling bling shit anyway , if I cant build it I don't want it.  I had a trade worked out with one of our foreign counterparts for JDM lights for 93's.  But I've been looking for about 6 months for one and I'am afraid to order one from a junk yard because everyone with in 100 miles of here say they have it but when I get there its the 89-92 style.  by the way did you get the IC pipes installed OK       later curtis||67.25.39.39||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||number3||11-27-2003||12:30 PM||||Are you complaining about looks or light output?<br /><br />The light output of the OEM headlights are amazing IMHO.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003751.cgi
A||||7||My_GVR_4||Santa On His Day Off||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||11-27-2003||12:12 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||Hey Guys..(gals)<br /><br />I FINALLY found out what Santa does on his day off.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=180" target="_blank">Santa On His Day Off</a> <br /><br /><br />Haahaa, Santa is such a clown!  "Silly Santa", you so crazy!  <br /><br /><br />"Happy Holidays!!!!"<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.73.126.210||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||11-27-2003||12:54 AM||||I thought that was Ken Inn at work...||65.73.152.21||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||My_GVR_4||11-27-2003||12:59 AM||||Oh... My Bad!<br /><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.73.126.210||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000003||Turbogeek||11-27-2003||02:46 AM||||MY EYES!!!! THEY BURN!!!||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||11-27-2003||04:28 AM||||That's a big boy.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    Yeesh....||67.9.93.97||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||11-28-2003||12:09 AM||||Damnit Rory, stop going through my personal family photographs.||24.247.151.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||11-28-2003||10:40 AM||||I thought that was Kenn Inn  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||My_GVR_4||11-28-2003||11:31 AM||||Hertz,<br /><br />You are related to Santa...?  !!<br /><br />Wow.. can I sit on your lap and tell you what I want this year for X-Mas?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum3/003752.cgi
A||||7||mr.mitsu||super mario 3 in 11min||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||11-27-2003||12:15 AM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||check this link out:<br /><br /><a href="http://homepage3.nifty.com/nura/images/moSMB3.wmv" target="_blank">http://homepage3.nifty.com/nura/images/moSMB3.wmv</a>||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||11-27-2003||12:22 AM||||That was strangley erotic for me...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-27-2003||12:42 AM||||Not sure where you found that but there is a video of a the first supper mario bros and the player is just insain.  Like the link you posted, but I played the first game to dealth.  I have been unable to find it, so if you know what I'm talking about, please post it.<br /><br />Anyway, you really can jump over the flag.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||11-27-2003||12:54 AM||||whoa!||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||11-27-2003||02:56 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  HOLY.SHIT. I can't even begin to imagine how much time of that guy's life is dedicated to JUST mario bros 3.||64.252.110.163||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||mr.mitsu||11-27-2003||09:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  so if you know what I'm talking about, please post it.<br /><br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nope, sorry i don't...found this link on another board||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000006||DynStatic||11-27-2003||11:55 AM||||404 Not found.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.57.49.112||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||11-27-2003||04:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GalantVR4-1229:<br /><strong> 404 Not found.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">werd  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||69.34.162.231||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum3/003753.cgi
A||||3||curtis||gear head heaven (everyone will want to see this)||||2||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||11-27-2003||12:26 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||I once worked on fixed wing aircraft and we used to get alot of stuff from these guys.  They have everything from glue and fastners to carbon fiber and sheetmetal and instumentation packages (sweet ass gauges).  The experimental aircraft stuff is usually cheaper because it doesn't have to pass FAA certs.  If its on a general aviation aircraft to experimentals they have it and usually cheaper than alot of other fbo's (fixed base operators).  They may even have the adel clamps like Katie's     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    .   Hope this helps someone<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.aircraftspruce.com/home.php" target="_blank">http://www.aircraftspruce.com/home.php</a>||166.90.116.231||reg||2||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||11-27-2003||12:56 AM||||Ha!  I've had their catalog for quite some time.  It rocks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.91.95.229||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||chadhayashi||11-29-2003||02:09 AM||||I'm dumping my EGT for an altimeter.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||11-29-2003||05:35 AM||||I worked for a FBO as a teen. I still have scars from working a bucking bar way up inside a wing onetime. I still like aircraft construction techniques though. Check out what this guy builds in B.C. bodies, suspension, and all.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www3.telus.net/962/" target="_blank">http://www3.telus.net/962/</a> <br /><br />His work is so pretty it almost hurts to look at it. 1800 lb. He says they could be made street legal, but he doesn't see why someone would want to do that. Um, I do.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum3/003754.cgi
A||||14||My_GVR_4||This is the reason I bougt a VR-4||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||11-27-2003||12:29 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||This is the REAL REASON I bought a GVR-4<br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=524" target="_blank">Reason #1 the VR-4</a> <br /><br /><br />Happy Holidays Everyone!<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.73.126.210||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||11-27-2003||02:04 AM||||saving as background<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||11-27-2003||02:27 AM||||When saved as background she looks like a midget. How do you crop the top part of the picture so she fits the screen better?||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||11-27-2003||04:34 AM||||So what's wrong with midgets?||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||Duc Hunter||11-27-2003||05:57 AM||||Friend, Girlfriend or wife?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000005||Ash||11-27-2003||06:10 AM||||edited pic off 1nt3rweB that has had 1000 different phrases photoshopped?  anything is possible  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||203.220.203.236||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||11-27-2003||07:22 AM||||I hope all you get a naughty gurl under your tree this year!||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||11-27-2003||09:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> I hope all you get a naughty gurl under your tree this year! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nah, i couldnt handle it.  when i first got married, we used to do it all nite.  now, it takes us all nite to do it.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||Ash||11-27-2003||06:16 PM||||LOL @ Ken    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000009||TheJackalGT||11-27-2003||06:46 PM||||she really did a photoshoot with BMW's...||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000010||Colt4G63||11-27-2003||07:53 PM||||She looks better holding a GVR4 sign tho  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||11-28-2003||12:04 AM||||Dude, you saw the URL -- that's my wife.||24.247.151.68||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||Ash||11-28-2003||12:31 AM||||no way   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />more pix?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000013||My_GVR_4||11-28-2003||11:56 AM||||That's funny Hert'z...<br /><br />She told me she wasn't married!<br />G'Damn women<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000014||geoff@machv||11-28-2003||01:05 PM||||Lawd ha' mercy!!!!  The lawd is my sheppard.... He <b> knows </b> what I want !!!!!!!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/003755.cgi
A||||5||Bigfoot200200||Watch this guy drive a truck while sitting on the roof, for a while||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||11-27-2003||05:09 AM||||<a href="http://www.public.iastate.edu/~tschrage/demo3.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.public.iastate.edu/~tschrage/demo3.wmv</a> <br /><br />What a clown, had to be a stolen truck. And now we have video for the cops and the insurance company.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-27-2003||08:44 AM||||Did you take this video? It's all over the internet already.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||11-27-2003||04:58 PM||||hahaha...seen it (today), but its still funny.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||HHIVR4||11-27-2003||09:52 PM||||he needs to get a mcjob..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000004||curtis||11-27-2003||10:36 PM||||I'd like to send this to his parents.  What a dumbass.||64.159.109.107||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||KingGalantVr4||11-29-2003||03:13 PM||||BBBWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes



ubb/Forum3/003756.cgi
A||||5||dlpinckney||Happy Thanksgiving||||7||||Turbo4door1||00000938
Z||000000||dlpinckney||11-27-2003||10:12 AM||turbo4door@earthlink.net||Happy turkey day to everyone.  Take care of your GVR-4, be safe, and don't eat too much..!!!||207.69.139.156||reg||7||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||11-27-2003||10:24 AM||||Happy Thanksgiving Danny/wife Im looking forward to another meet in 04'||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||11-27-2003||12:53 PM||||Happy Thanksgiving! Enjoy some quality family time! I'm going to get piss drunk and attempt to flush out my heatercore...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||fast_gvr4||11-27-2003||01:36 PM||||Happy Thanksgiving from us in Puerto Rico to everybody on this forum and their families.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||172.147.8.215||reg||14||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000004||Evilnissan||11-27-2003||02:21 PM||||bah hum bug,<br /><br /><br />Im stuck here at work, 7am to 6pm.<br /><br /><br />Then When I get off tonight Im suspose to start taking the tranny out of the Galant due to a worn out clutch. Im still not sure if its gonna come out tonight or tomarrow.<br /><br />My boss droped by alittle while ago and left some left overs, when he left he said Happy thanksgiving, Me and the other guy im working with wanted to say yea fuck you to buddy.<br /><br />were the only 2 people in this comapny that had to work today.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000005||My_GVR_4||11-27-2003||05:32 PM||||Gobble Gobble You Turkey Eatting Bastards !!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Happy Thanksgiving to all, and to all a good night!<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum3/003757.cgi
A||||25||4drwhore||What should I do||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||11-27-2003||10:54 AM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||I sold my green a while ago and it was for sale for $700. The person who i sold it to paypaled me 500 and said that in two weeks they would send me the rest and the price of shipping but they wanted it next day so it cost $83. Over a month later the person still owes me $283. I have called the person repeatedly and talked to them repeatly and now i need the money as of if I don't get it it looks like I'll lose a deal on a car i bought. What should I do? Just would like some input from fellow gvr4 members and dsm'ers.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||11-27-2003||11:01 AM||||did you sign the title over to him? unless it is a close friend that I work with I never sign a title over to some one unless they have paid in full of I have a written contract saying that they will pay by a certain time. I dont know about florida but I know in NY anything under 500 doesnt have to be written but if it is over that then I get one.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||11-27-2003||11:02 AM||||I meant my green turbo, not my green car. So there would be no title. Well it was a fellow galantvr4.org member so I thought I'd be able to count on them when they said. Then again I don't have room to talk because I know personaly situations can come up. But I have been talking to him about it for over two weeks and he doesn't even bother to return any of my calls or anything.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||Martin Chilcote||11-27-2003||11:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong>....Well it was a fellow galantvr4.org member so I thought I'd be able to count on them ........</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Search Engine Works:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002285#000004" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002285#000004</a>||66.139.166.171||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||11-27-2003||12:01 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003609" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003609</a> <br /><br />  I remembered seeing that a while back.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />He is gone for a while, but I don't know what to tell you about the money.  You could give him a one star rating.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||11-27-2003||01:41 PM||||Last I caught up to him his second job he was going to get decided he wasn't needed the day he was to start work. That was the last I talked to him (about a week or so ago).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||11-27-2003||02:34 PM||||personally, i like to think this group is of higher character than some of those found on dsm trader.  if the full purchase price cannot be adhered to, the part should be sent back, prepaid, and in a timely manner.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||11-27-2003||03:10 PM||||That's gonna probably hurt him more than you, I know this is gonna make me stay away from dealing with him in the future.  I think it's very important to deal real legit and not screw around.  Maybe send him something written, as in an email or letter letting him know that there will be consequences.  Written documents always make things a little more urgent and serious.  And if that doesn't work, then you can always hire me to go on a little ski trip to pay a visit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.18.160.135||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000008||4drwhore||11-27-2003||03:22 PM||||Well I'm not doing it to bad mouth him or hurt his "dealing" status. If I did I would have said his name and just went off. He is a good kid and I understand he got a new job and all that stuff its just he said he would have me the rest of the money about a month ago and now it looks like if I don't get the money he owes me for it I'll lose a deal on this other car I already put a down payment on.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||11-27-2003||05:48 PM||||I'll see if I can track him down and see what's going on.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||Ash||11-27-2003||06:12 PM||||I thought he was a good guy    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Hopefully he's just busy & lazy.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000011||4drwhore||11-27-2003||06:37 PM||||Thats the thing, I think he is a good guy too. It's just i have been waiting and waiting and now its time to pay up since if have this money by sunday i dont get my new galant vr4.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000012||bleck||11-28-2003||02:07 PM||||Well, join the club.  I paid one of these deadbeats in full for a 14b that didn't get sent to me for a month after I sent paypal (he had the flu... oh, and the post office sent it back once).  Then when I got it, turned out he lied about the condition.  Now I've got a useless turbo, and an outbox full of unanswered emails and PM's.  Idiot.  Whatever.  Too bad you can't order ass-whipping in a box on ebay.<br />The bright side is that in that month, I bought Turbowop's 16g and o2 housing, and had it installed... Wheeeeeeeeeeee!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000013||bleck||11-28-2003||02:14 PM||||Wait.  Are you guys saying it's cool to post about a member that isn't of the same "high character" as is the norm here.  I was just gonna turn the other cheek because I didn't wanna come out looking like more of an asshole than the crook who took my money.  But each time I see him post some other trinket for sale, I fume  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    But he is the exception, not the rule.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000014||thejeebus2002||11-28-2003||02:42 PM||||sorry to jack the thread, maybe we should start another topic about this, anyways.  I think we should post our dealings that have become unscrupulous with others.  I feel that this would protect the interests of our friends on the board here.  Alot of people come on this site and post things for sale.  Maybe some sort of good guy/bad guy list is a call?  I know I will never do business on dsmtrader again.  I also think that this would help encourage a fair commerce system on this board where every one should feel protected when they make their purchases.  My $.02<br /><br />scott||67.20.184.30||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000015||92GVR4#333||11-28-2003||02:48 PM||||if you have had a bad deal go down it is your OBLIGATION to alert us so we don`t make that same mistake.  If you want to preserve the integrety of a someone who has had curcumstances beyond his control that is understandable,  but getting rooked and getting something that was completly misrepresented  is something different. I would not think twice on calling someone out if they FUCT me over.  We do need to police our selves.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000016||4drwhore||11-28-2003||05:34 PM||||I know but the thing is gvr4$n is a good guy and I do understand that sometimes things come up I am just stuck in a hard spot right now and don't know what to do so I was asking you guys. The last thing I want to do is get on here and flame the guy and not get the $283 that he owes me then I'm totally screwed. I was just asking for some friendly advice and any help if anyone can give me some. Thanks for the input guys.||68.18.48.198||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000017||tplesko||11-28-2003||10:57 PM||||4dr you have a PM. I think I can help||63.231.90.147||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000018||slvrblt||11-29-2003||01:03 AM||||I hope you guys can get this worked out. I dont know either of you personally, but I hope for the best. If all else fails, you may want to look to the law: <a href="http://www.ifccfbi.gov/index.asp" target="_blank">http://www.ifccfbi.gov/index.asp</a> <br /><br />I really hope it doesnt come to that though.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000019||stevevr4||11-29-2003||01:25 AM||||Wow I'm surprised at this.. I bought a pair of fog lights from him and it went smooth, he sent them right out.  I know he is up in Tahoe for the snowboarding season, but if he's out-of-touch then he shoulda taken care of business with you before leaving.  Good luck dude.||69.34.162.231||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000020||spoulson||11-30-2003||01:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> I know but the thing is gvr4$n is a good guy and I do understand that sometimes things come up I am just stuck in a hard spot right now and don't know what to do so I was asking you guys. The last thing I want to do is get on here and flame the guy and not get the $283 that he owes me then I'm totally screwed. I was just asking for some friendly advice and any help if anyone can give me some. Thanks for the input guys. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know much about this deal, but from what I've read, stop defending him!  Let him speak for himself.  If he's a deadbeat, then that'll be on the record.<br /><br />If you took reasonable measure to contact the guy and still doesn't follow through, they he's got poor business ethics.  Personal problems or not, a deal is a deal.  If he's a friend, then consider not mixing friends and money next time.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000021||udriveu||11-30-2003||10:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> sorry to jack the thread, maybe we should start another topic about this, anyways.  I think we should post our dealings that have become unscrupulous with others.  I feel that this would protect the interests of our friends on the board here.  Alot of people come on this site and post things for sale.  Maybe some sort of good guy/bad guy list is a call?  I know I will never do business on dsmtrader again.  I also think that this would help encourage a fair commerce system on this board where every one should feel protected when they make their purchases.  My $.02<br /><br />scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree. Not to blacklist people, but to give everyone a chance to see the situation. It seems like the offending party may be more likely to rectify the situation if their reputation is on the line. Maybe we could have a seperate section of the board for this.<br />There is someone on this board that owes me $60 right now and they're ignoring me. I told them they have a week before I 'reveal' them to the board. Plus, I'm pretty sure some other people are waiting for their money on the same deal I am.||64.252.101.99||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000022||PRE-EVO||11-30-2003||10:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> I know but the thing is gvr4$n is a good guy and I do understand that sometimes things come up I am just stuck in a hard spot right now and don't know what to do so I was asking you guys. The last thing I want to do is get on here and flame the guy and not get the $283 that he owes me then I'm totally screwed. I was just asking for some friendly advice and any help if anyone can give me some. Thanks for the input guys. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will try calling him tomorrow as well as the shop for the hoods. If I can get a hold of him I will try and get an idea of when he can pay it back if at all since he still has my Pocketlogger, cable and Palm pilot.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000023||bleck||11-30-2003||10:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong> getting rooked and getting something that was completly misrepresented  is something different. I would not think twice on calling someone out if they FUCT me over.  We do need to police our selves. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey man, I agree, and personally, I don't have enough money to just throw it away at grubby-handed losers.  I just don't wanna have my ass handed to me by the self-appointed thought police that wander around these threads.  I've already had people go off on me for expressing my opinion on matters that although trivial, were signs of much larger issues.  I'd hate to see what happened if I called someone out.  <br /><br />Awww screw it, I'd rather be out $100 then to argue with grown men about my thought process.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000024||GVR$in||12-05-2003||08:05 PM||||Woah woah woah! <br /><br />First off I would like to formally apologize to you, Ian. I'm sorry for everything and wish I could make it up to you. <br /><br />I moved up here w/ 2 jobs guaranteed to me, and somehow the both of them fell through. I should've gotten them in writing but I took the consequences (In this case Ian/Rich as well). <br /><br />Long story short I now have two jobs, got my lost cell phone back, am riding daily and going to school.<br /><br />I havent been receiving anyone's calls (Yours or Rich's) because I lost my cell w/ all your numbers.<br /><br />Now everything is worked out w/ me and I've sent you (Ian) money via paypal. Once again I'm very sorry for the inconvenience. <br /><br />I'll deal w/ you on AIM now that my internet is hooked up.<br /><br />-Terren||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000025||turboflanagan||12-05-2003||08:20 PM||||Ohhh noo, it's not going to be that easy young man!  <br /><br />I think you need to pay ALL of us for having to suffer this thread and wanting this to be a Perfect excuse to come out there and hunt you down on the ski/snow board slopes!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />How much do you owe me again?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.63.212.145||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
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A||||10||galantvr4us||More FREE MAGAZINES||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||11-27-2003||07:17 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Sorry no car ones this time.<br /><br />Some links broken but most are good.  With the freebizmag just select none or not applicable for job titles on all questions and it usually works.  If that doesn't work try firefighter.  All are COMPLETELY FREE NO GIMACKS.  You may have to fill out this long survey if you have never registered with freebizmagizines but its worth it if you want the free magazines.  Enjoy!<br /><br />I subscribed to all of them to see if I could piss my mailman off  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I am evil sometimes....<br /> <br /><br /><br />Upscale -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailupscale01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailupscale01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Cruise Travel -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcruise01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcruise01welcome.htm</a>   <br />Tips & Tricks -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/realonetipstrk01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/realonetipstrk01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Mac Addict -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/macaddictad03welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/macaddictad03welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Vegetarian Times -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailvege01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailvege01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Black Enterprise -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailenterprise01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailenterprise01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Kiplinger's Personal Finance -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailkipfin02welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailkipfin02welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />C++ Users Journal -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcplus01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcplus01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Interview -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/realoneinterview01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/realoneinterview01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Cats & Kittens -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcat02Welcome.html" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcat02Welcome.html</a>   <br /><br />Saltwater Flyfishing -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailsaltfish01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailsaltfish01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Crappie -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcrappie01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcrappie01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Computer Gaming -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcgwdig02welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcgwdig02welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Travel America -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/mypointstest01welcome_2.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/mypointstest01welcome_2.htm</a>   <br /><br />Electronic House -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emaileh02welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emaileh02welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />New York Observer -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailNewYork02welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailNewYork02welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />PC Magazine -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/edgarpcmag01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/edgarpcmag01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Golf Tips -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailgolftips01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailgolftips01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />PC Magazine -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/pcmagdigitalad01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/pcmagdigitalad01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Horse Illustrated -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailhorse01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailhorse01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Bassin -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/bassinad01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/bassinad01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />The American Prospect -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailprospect01Welcome.html" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailprospect01Welcome.html</a>   <br /><br />Charisma -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcharisma01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcharisma01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Bowling Digest -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailbowling01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailbowling01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Arthritis Today -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailarthritis01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailarthritis01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />PC Photo -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailpcphoto01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailpcphoto01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />X-Box -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/xboxad03welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/xboxad03welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Seventeen -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/seventeenad03welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/seventeenad03welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Digital Home -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emaildigitalhome01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emaildigitalhome01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Two -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailtwo02welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailtwo02welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />PSM Playstation -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailpsm02welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailpsm02welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Latina -   <a href="http://www.magscentral.com/latina/" target="_blank">http://www.magscentral.com/latina/</a>   <br /><br />Working Mother -   <a href="http://www.magscentral.com/wm/wm3w3.htm" target="_blank">http://www.magscentral.com/wm/wm3w3.htm</a>   <br /><br />Field & Stream -   <a href="http://www.magscentral.com/fs/bigfishtackle/" target="_blank">http://www.magscentral.com/fs/bigfishtackle/</a>   <br /><br />Golf for Women -   <a href="http://www.magscentral.com/gfw/3h4.htm" target="_blank">http://www.magscentral.com/gfw/3h4.htm</a>   <br /><br />Golf Digest -   <a href="http://www.magscentral.com/golfdigest/sugarloaf/" target="_blank">http://www.magscentral.com/golfdigest/sugarloaf/</a>   <br /><br />Dance -   <a href="http://www.magazine-city.net/dance/dance.asp" target="_blank">http://www.magazine-city.net/dance/dance.asp</a>   <br /><br />Washington Golf Monthly -   <a href="http://www.thewgm.com/misc/subscribepgm.htm" target="_blank">http://www.thewgm.com/misc/subscribepgm.htm</a>   <br /><br />Today's Chemist at Work -   <a href="http://www.tradepub.com/free/tcaw/" target="_blank">http://www.tradepub.com/free/tcaw/</a>   <br /><br />Call Center -   <a href="http://www.tradepub.com/free/cc/" target="_blank">http://www.tradepub.com/free/cc/</a>   <br /><br />Communications Convergence -   <a href="http://www.tradepub.com/free/ct/" target="_blank">http://www.tradepub.com/free/ct/</a>   <br /><br />Baseline -   <a href="http://www.tradepub.com/free/bsl/" target="_blank">http://www.tradepub.com/free/bsl/</a>   <br /><br />Printing Impressions -   <a href="http://www.tradepub.com/free/pti/" target="_blank">http://www.tradepub.com/free/pti/</a>   <br /><br />CIO Insight -   <a href="http://www.tradepub.com/free/ist/" target="_blank">http://www.tradepub.com/free/ist/</a>   <br /><br />CFO -   <a href="http://www.tradepub.com/free/cf/" target="_blank">http://www.tradepub.com/free/cf/</a>   <br /><br />Microwave Journal -   <a href="http://www.tradepub.com/free/mwj/" target="_blank">http://www.tradepub.com/free/mwj/</a>   <br /><br />American Trucker -   <a href="http://www.trucker.com/subReqAT.asp" target="_blank">http://www.trucker.com/subReqAT.asp</a>   <br /><br />Stuff -   <a href="http://www.hotimportnights.com/stuff/stuff_mag.htm" target="_blank">http://www.hotimportnights.com/stuff/stuff_mag.htm</a>   <br /><br />GamePro -   <a href="http://www.gamespy.com/arcade/gamepro.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.gamespy.com/arcade/gamepro.shtml</a>   <br /><br />Live South -   <a href="http://www.livesouth.com/nls/t_freemag.asp" target="_blank">http://www.livesouth.com/nls/t_freemag.asp</a>   <br /><br />Breathe Easy -   <a href="http://www.californialung.org/ALAC/breatheasy.html" target="_blank">http://www.californialung.org/ALAC/breatheasy.html</a>   <br /><br />Sex Health -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/sexhealthad03Welcome.Html" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/sexhealthad03Welcome.Html</a>   <br /><br />New Conservative Journal -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/ncjad03Welcome.Html" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/ncjad03Welcome.Html</a>   <br /><br />Outstanding Wines -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailowu1501Welcome.Html" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailowu1501Welcome.Html</a>   <br /><br />Black Enterprise -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailenterprise01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailenterprise01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Computer Graphics World Magazine -   <a href="http://www.omeda.com/cgi-win/cgw.cgi" target="_blank">http://www.omeda.com/cgi-win/cgw.cgi</a>   <br /><br />Hunting Illustrated -   <a href="http://www.huntingillustrated.com/free_magazine.htm" target="_blank">http://www.huntingillustrated.com/free_magazine.htm</a>   <br /><br />Outdoor Guide -   <a href="http://www.outdoorguidemagazine.com/rooms/freecopy.htm" target="_blank">http://www.outdoorguidemagazine.com/rooms/freecopy.htm</a>   <br /><br />Charisma -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcharisma01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcharisma01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Animal Crusaders -   <a href="http://www.fund.org/learning/z9_freesubscribe.asp" target="_blank">http://www.fund.org/learning/z9_freesubscribe.asp</a>   <br /><br />Country Music Today -   <a href="http://www.cmt.com/store/cmtmag/" target="_blank">http://www.cmt.com/store/cmtmag/</a>   <br /><br />Focus On Imaging -   <a href="http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/foi/" target="_blank">http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/foi/</a>   <br /><br />Modern Drug Discovery -   <a href="http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/mdd/" target="_blank">http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/mdd/</a>   <br /><br />Wireless Systems Design -   <a href="http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/wsd/" target="_blank">http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/wsd/</a>   <br /><br />Men's Journal -   <a href="http://www.batteries.com/survey.asp" target="_blank">http://www.batteries.com/survey.asp</a>   <br /><br />Control Solutions International -   <a href="http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/ics/" target="_blank">http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/ics/</a>   <br /><br />Energy Markets -   <a href="http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/ek/" target="_blank">http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/ek/</a>   <br /><br />Functional Foods & Nutraceuticals -   <a href="http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/ffn/" target="_blank">http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/ffn/</a>   <br /><br />Marine Log -   <a href="http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/ml/" target="_blank">http://bizreport.tradepub.com/free/ml/</a>   <br /><br />Handy -   <a href="http://visitors.handymanclub.com/?promotion=9D03AC09" target="_blank">http://visitors.handymanclub.com/?promotion=9D03AC09</a>   <br /><br />Sawing Solutions -   <a href="http://www.sawingsolutions.com/freesub.html" target="_blank">http://www.sawingsolutions.com/freesub.html</a>   <br /><br />Art & Frame Review -   <a href="http://www.go-star.com/framer/subscription.htm" target="_blank">http://www.go-star.com/framer/subscription.htm</a>   <br /><br />PostCards -   <a href="http://www.carlsontravel.com/Magazine/magazinea.htm" target="_blank">http://www.carlsontravel.com/Magazine/magazinea.htm</a>   <br /><br />American Bird Conservation -   <a href="http://www.abcbirds.org/membership/freeissue2.htm" target="_blank">http://www.abcbirds.org/membership/freeissue2.htm</a>   <br /><br />Home Education -   <a href="http://www.home-ed-magazine.com/ORD/frm_info.html" target="_blank">http://www.home-ed-magazine.com/ORD/frm_info.html</a>   <br /><br />Miracle -   <a href="http://www.wyrecompute.com/pg/pgammons.nsf/wcd" target="_blank">http://www.wyrecompute.com/pg/pgammons.nsf/wcd</a>   <br /><br />eWeek - <br /><br />Diabetes Digest -   <a href="http://www.diabetesdigest.com/DD_subscription.htm" target="_blank">http://www.diabetesdigest.com/DD_subscription.htm</a>   <br /><br />Remedy -   <a href="http://www.omeda.com/cgi-win/rx.cgi?p=realage" target="_blank">http://www.omeda.com/cgi-win/rx.cgi?p=realage</a>   <br /><br />Computer Graphics World -   <a href="http://www.omeda.com/cgi-win/cgw.cgi" target="_blank">http://www.omeda.com/cgi-win/cgw.cgi</a>   <br /><br />Cub Chronicle -   <a href="http://www.babycenter.com/pottytrain/magazineplus.jhtml" target="_blank">http://www.babycenter.com/pottytrain/magazineplus.jhtml</a>   <br /><br />National Liberty Journal -   <a href="http://www.falwell.com/nlj.php" target="_blank">http://www.falwell.com/nlj.php</a>   <br /><br />4 Wheel Parts -   <a href="http://www.4wheelparts.com/registration.asp" target="_blank">http://www.4wheelparts.com/registration.asp</a>   <br /><br />Animal Sheltering -   <a href="http://www.hsus2.org/forms/as_sample.html" target="_blank">http://www.hsus2.org/forms/as_sample.html</a>   <br /><br />Go Boating -   <a href="http://www.boatowners.com/goboatingnew.htm" target="_blank">http://www.boatowners.com/goboatingnew.htm</a>   <br /><br />High Defenition -   <a href="http://www.highdef.org/magazine/Subscription.asp" target="_blank">http://www.highdef.org/magazine/Subscription.asp</a>   <br /><br />Travel America -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailtravel01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailtravel01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Interview -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailinterview01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailinterview01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Cruise Travel -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcruise01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcruise01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Crappie World -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcrappie01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailcrappie01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Saltwater Fly Fishing -   <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailsaltfish01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailsaltfish01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Spa Finder - <br />  <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailspafinder01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailspafinder01welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Maxim - <br />  <a href="http://complimentarymagazines.com/c...i?setup=maxim24" target="_blank">http://complimentarymagazines.com/c...i?setup=maxim24</a>   <br /><br />Blender - <br />  <a href="http://complimentarymagazines.com/c...cgi?setup=music" target="_blank">http://complimentarymagazines.com/c...cgi?setup=music</a>   <br /><br />Food and Arts - <br />  <a href="http://www.sunbeltfs.com/forms/fa/u....asp?eid=W30415" target="_blank">http://www.sunbeltfs.com/forms/fa/u....asp?eid=W30415</a>   <br /><br />Lego Magazine - <br />Free 2 year subscription to lego magazine call 1-866-534-6258 <br /><br />Spin- <br />Here to register- <br />  <a href="https://www.gamespyid.com/" target="_blank">https://www.gamespyid.com/</a>   <br />Here to get subscription- <br />  <a href="http://www.gamespy.com/subscribe/perk/index_spin.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.gamespy.com/subscribe/perk/index_spin.shtml</a>   <br /><br />YM- <br />  <a href="http://www.teenfreeway.com/magscentral/ym1a1.htm" target="_blank">http://www.teenfreeway.com/magscentral/ym1a1.htm</a>   <br /><br />Plane & Pilot- <br />  <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/emailplanepilot01Welcome.Html" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/emailplanepilot01Welcome.Html</a>   <br /><br />Body Source and Spirit Led Women Magazine- <br />  <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/spiritbodyad03welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/spiritbodyad03welcome.htm</a>   <br /><br />Epicure- <br />  <a href="http://www.freebizmag.com/interepicuread01welcome.htm" target="_blank">http://www.freebizmag.com/interepicuread01welcome.htm</a>||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||11-27-2003||07:26 PM||||I guess I can stop saving up for my "Crappie World" renewal.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||11-27-2003||07:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I guess I can stop saving up for my "Crappie World" renewal. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I knew this world was Crappie and now they have a magazine about it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||11-27-2003||07:31 PM||||Hot deal for people with a wood stove and a cold winter...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4us||11-27-2003||07:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Hot deal for people with a wood stove and a cold winter...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So your saying this is a great deal for you   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie<br /><br />really bored with nothing to do||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000005||number3||11-27-2003||08:13 PM||||<a href="http://www.grmotorsports.com/sample.php" target="_blank">http://www.grmotorsports.com/sample.php</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||11-27-2003||10:05 PM||||Damnit...I only wanted Blender and the linky no worky.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||TheJackalGT||11-27-2003||10:10 PM||||make sure to sign up your male roomate for "working mother" haha||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000008||Cybernerd2||11-27-2003||11:18 PM||||Anyone got good free scanned magazines about GVR4?||203.193.30.12||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000009||JAYGVR4||11-27-2003||11:36 PM||||FYI, I did something like this for a free subscription to Kiplingers, after some buds of mine did this for FHM, and Stuff, but now...  I get junk mail on investing opportunities, which I cannot complain about, however, now my buds are getting porn junk mail...  Their wives were tolerant enough with FHM and Stuff, but the porn junk mail ain't as acceptable.  Just thought I'd throw that out.  I guess this is why you need to take a survey to get the freebies.||171.75.33.149||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000010||Romanova||11-27-2003||11:38 PM||||American Trucker! American... Trucker! American... Tru...cker? WTF?<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/003759.cgi
A||||3||number3||I want some...||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||11-27-2003||09:08 PM||||of what this guy is smokin'<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43919&item=2445388593" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43919&item=2445388593</a><br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||curtis||11-27-2003||09:38 PM||||macadamian nuts.  nice car to bad its not real. <br /><br />posser||67.25.35.229||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||HHIVR4||11-27-2003||09:42 PM||||i saw that yesterday when i searched for evo you never know an evo (pre VII) might be around..and i emailed the guy to see if he had reciepts for everything (as a joke for being a dumbass) and he said no..faaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaar ooouuuuuuuuut maaaaaaaaaaaaaan..!!!||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||11-28-2003||12:24 AM||||if it was real like a real conversion it would be worth it. I would rather have one that is pre EVO 8 and people think it is a crappy mirage.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/004278.cgi
A||||11||thejeebus2002||Timing belt broke today on the way to work||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||01-14-2004||06:25 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Well this morning on my way t0 work I'm cruising down 95 South on my way to work and all of a sudden the car just shut off.  I had a sickening feeling of what it was already.  Pull the TB cover off and lo and behold, shredded t-belt.  Balance shaft belt broke and jammed up the system.  Pull the head off after I got it towed home and carnage was what I had anticipated.  12 bent valves (8 exhaust, 4 intake)  You could also see on the pistons where the timing belt had broken off before, except they were covered in carbon.  <br /><br />Other than that everything else looked fine.  I'm just going to rebuild it with a refurbished head.  The cylinder walls still had plenty of nice crosshatch marks in it, compression tested great before too.  Well, Tonight I'm ordering parts so If anyone has any suggestions on best prices shoot me a PM.  Time for research...<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||01-14-2004||06:50 PM||||9k rev?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.122.10.133||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-14-2004||07:33 PM||||Cause?||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||01-14-2004||07:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong>   Balance shaft belt broke and jammed up the system.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Anyone find a cheaper water pump then 97 bux at conicelli?<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||01-14-2004||08:33 PM||||you can call mike at 937 233 4080, and have him get you some stuff.  timing/balance belt, water pump, head gasket set, etc.  watch out tho, i dont think the hg set comes with the new metal intake/exh gaskets.  water pump will be a gmb, and belts will be continental.||64.240.175.110||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||red91awdtalon||01-14-2004||08:43 PM||||there is a shop that sells heads on ebay. i have had 3 from them now and each one was great and is still running strong. i paid 250 and they provided free shipping. search for "cylinder head" and go the the 200-300 price range and the company is je or js cylinder head exchange. really were very nicely done. <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||01-15-2004||01:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Cause? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">because its fun to have a high reving high horsepower car?<br /><br />i think someone on this board keeps mentioning partsosour on ebay for timing belt kits.||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000007||1420mark||01-15-2004||01:50 AM||||Plus he's a great guy  get it from bruce roller at parts dinosaur,   I keep <br />telling you he has the best prices on that stuff...He gets them from ITM, which is the OEM for mitsu.  ITM pistons are<br />completely identical to mitsu factory, right down to the logos and top<br />coating on the heads of the pistons.  Trust me, would I buy from someone I<br />didn't trust?  I've never, ever had a problem with the parts bruce has<br />shipped me, and if I did he would fix it...pronto.||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000008||1420mark||01-15-2004||01:52 AM||||timing parts PLUS..<br /> Plus he's a great guy  get it from bruce roller at parts dinosaur,   I keep <br />telling you he has the best prices on that stuff...He gets them from ITM, which is the OEM for mitsu.  ITM pistons are<br />completely identical to mitsu factory, right down to the logos and top<br />coating on the heads of the pistons.  Trust me, would I buy from someone I<br />didn't trust?  I've never, ever had a problem with the parts bruce has<br />shipped me, and if I did he would fix it...pronto. [/QB][/QUOTE]||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||01-15-2004||02:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Cause? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">because its fun to have a high reving high horsepower car?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, no, sorry, I was wondering what caused the timing belt to break.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||01-15-2004||01:30 PM||||I got my water pump for 43 bucks. Brand new, and it's the only one I have seen that didn't come with the car that still has the nub on it for positioning the pulley on.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||mikeyoung00||01-15-2004||05:05 PM||||Hate it for you. Just got mine back on the road from a balance shaft bearing failure (less than 6 monts after its last rebuild from a tb failure). <br /><br />I decided to go ahead and put in forged pistons on the stock rods. A set of Wisecos was less than 400 and my bores are 20 over from last time, so the difference from new oems wasn't that much. Reduced mass, a bump in c.r. to 8.5, and a bit extra det protection seemed worth the price.<br /><br />Of course this is also the perfect time to do any needed clutch upgrades or replacement. <br /><br />Good luck with the rebuild. If I think of any cheap parts sources I'll post 'em.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/003761.cgi
A||||4||drew||Dude, you got NAAAAAWZ||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||11-28-2003||01:53 AM||||<a href="http://www.wired.com/animation/kids/ramon_olivera/hare_cut/" target="_blank">http://www.wired.com/animation/kids/ramon_olivera/hare_cut/</a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||Ash||11-28-2003||02:13 AM||||That's great!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||11-28-2003||11:16 AM||||LOL funny one! Why is it that all the little ricers have there girlfriends with them when they are crusin'?||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||11-28-2003||01:10 PM||||Now THAT was hilarious !!!!||68.101.43.95||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000004||KingGalantVr4||11-30-2003||01:30 PM||||Reminds me of my tortous ... I mean Taurus.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes



ubb/Forum3/003762.cgi
A||||10||Eclipse182||WRC rally car question.||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||11-28-2003||01:33 PM||||Ok, this has been bugging me for awhile now. If you look at the cars in the WRC, theyre all left hand drive. Most of the rallies however, take place in place in countries that are RHD. The only country I can think of that uses LHD is the US, and the WRC doesnt hold any events here. Anyway, Anyone know why the cars are set up the way they are?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.185.132.197||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||11-28-2003||01:48 PM||||That is a good question.  If anyone knows the right answer I would love to know too.  But, I am gonna say because it is easier to drive a LHD car.  Now I have never driven a RHD car, so I have no real way of justifing that claim. I just think shifting a car with my left hand seems odd and unnatural to me.  But that was because I learned to drive on a LHD car.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||drew||11-28-2003||01:53 PM||||Reason is, the majority of the countries in the world are LHD, and also, (I didn't confirm it) the majority of the countries that the WRC rallies in are LHD.<br /> <br />RHD countries tend to be former colonies of the British Crown. Other large countries with RHD are Japan and Indonesia. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.travel-library.com/general/driving/drive_which_side.html#listofcountries" target="_blank">http://www.travel-library.com/general/driving/drive_which_side.html#listofcountries</a>  for more info.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||Duc Hunter||11-28-2003||01:55 PM||||Actually most of the world is left hand drive (gemany, norway, denmark....).  Only countrys that were part of the British Empire are right hand drive. Also, France is left hand drive and the FIA is french. tHe FIA mandaited that all cars be left hand drive a while ago. It also could be because there is a rule that says WRC cars must be based on a production car that has sold 25,000 units world wide. It could have been for a bunch of reasons, the french are selfish and wanted everyone to drive the way they do, simplifys building cars, saftey crew training, means old WRC cars can be handed down to many other countries for rallying in national series, etc too.....||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000004||Eclipse182||11-28-2003||04:11 PM||||Thanks for clearing that up, I was always under the impression that most countries were RHD and the US wanted to be different so they used LHD(kinda like the whole metric system/english system thing)||64.185.132.197||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000005||henrok||11-28-2003||05:12 PM||||so... are rhd cars legal in the US?||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||11-28-2003||05:20 PM||||Yes they are.  It may be a pain to get the car registered in the US due to crash and emission regs since it wasn't originally manufactured for the US.  But it wouldn't be due to the right hand drive.||24.91.95.229||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000007||drew||11-28-2003||06:10 PM||||USPS jeeps are RHD.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||11-28-2003||08:08 PM||||We have a Jeep Cherokee that comes in the shop all the time that is RHD.  And the school that I train at has a diesel RHD Cherokee that was supposed to go to Spain I think.||64.63.212.61||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000009||Turbogeek||11-29-2003||12:57 AM||||The reason why WRC cars are LWD is actually much different...<br /><br />The drivers themselves are used to LWD plus that's just the way the workshop makes em. There is no technical demand that I am aware of that a car "has" to be a left or a right. It's just one of those strange things that just happened. <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> simplifys building cars </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think that's the only real reason<br /><br />Burns and McRae the only drivers who came out of RWD countries, the rest are LWD. I do seem to recall that there was a Suby WRC car built that was RWD. Not sure on the accuracy of my memory tho.||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000010||NZGZR4||12-01-2003||03:07 PM||||Yes most WRC Rallys are held in countries tht are LHD, (ie continental Europe)<br />The rallys that are not in LHD countries are, Great Britain, New Zealand, Australia, and maybe Kenya???,  and soon to be added is Japan.||219.88.139.38||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes



ubb/Forum3/003763.cgi
A||||2||SRT2477||new WRC car||||1||||SRT2477||00002310
Z||000000||SRT2477||11-28-2003||04:05 PM||||check this shit out   <img src="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.com/motorsports/e/04wrc/img/003.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000001||Pappy||11-28-2003||05:21 PM||||Cool picture.  I'd like to see a timeline picture of all their rally cars together.||24.91.95.229||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||11-28-2003||06:28 PM||||I cannot wait!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/003764.cgi
A||||6||V8EATER||Supercharger option for any car!!||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||11-28-2003||05:24 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||electrify your intake!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2444517299" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2444517299</a><br /><br />anyone up for a gb??||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||11-29-2003||01:52 AM||||who needs a 20G when you can compound it w/ that?||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||Ryan Carey||11-29-2003||08:03 AM||||Holy SHEEEEEEOT!!  I can't wait.  1psi, ROCK!!  I love how they sell the 3k resistor in a little black box and call it a power chip.<br /><br />About 2 years ago I read a whole report on some guys experience with one of these.  He hooked it up to a ram air setup up he had on a 2.5RS, and low and behold it created no additional horsepower.<br /><br />I would be worried about that POS breaking apart in the intake and sending crap in to destroy everything.  This is a "no no" just like those "Tornado" air swirlers.  What exactly is "swirled" air anyway???||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||11-29-2003||05:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ryan Carey:<br /><strong> <br />What exactly is "swirled" air anyway??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Swirled air makes a better air/fuel raio which does give you more power and better fuel economy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .I installed one of these into my sister's truck and it actually works.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Robby Cheaib||172.210.108.37||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||11-29-2003||06:00 PM||||Did you change the plugs, wires, and air filter at the same time?<br /><br />It's a restriction.  I'd never pay that much for a cookie cutter.  I can get them for a few buxs at the local store.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||11-29-2003||07:55 PM||||My sister bought it and asked me to install it and she notices the better fuel mileage because those Triton 5.4l are gas guzzlers in the Ford Expedition.I told her to get a 4.6 but..I didnt change any plugs of wires or anything.I just popped in the Tornado.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Robby Cheaib||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||11-29-2003||08:23 PM||||Did she buy the truck brand new?  If so, then it would get better milage over time.  I was royally pissed cause our brand new car got about 21mpg driving slow, but now we are up to 26mpg with a heavy foot.  I'm sure it would be even better if I didn't drive 80mph when a loaded car.<br /><br />Do a google search.  People have tested them on a dyno and lost HP.  If it worked, great, but I just don't belive it.<br /><br />It is a huge metel plate that blocks air and very much looks like the paper silencer that we all take out of our cars.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003765.cgi
A||||15||Mitsuturbo||Evo III big16g||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||11-28-2003||07:51 PM||||Has anyone seen a compressor map for the EvoIII bigass16g? I just bought one, did a little mild porting on the turbine inlet, and smoothed out the turbine outlet. I am waiting for my Apexi EGT and DSBC-R i swapped my EVC4 for before i put it on, with my Viggen FMIC. I would like to see a comp. map but cannot seem to find one!<br /><br />Rumor has it, the bigass16g has been known to flow air lb/min numbers in 20g territory. I can't wait to feel this compared the the small16 it's replacing!!!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||11-29-2003||01:07 AM||||I also have this turbo. Its quite nice. I dont have enough supporting mods to boost over 14psi safely/efficiently, but its great where it is and I wish I had more stuff done right now.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||Mitsuturbo||11-29-2003||01:26 AM||||I'm hoping it will get my 3300lb hunk of iron down the 1320 in well under 13.0 next season.<br /><br />Which brings me to my next question.. does anyone know the exact curb weight of a FULL interior STOCK GVR4 (with spare, no sunroof)?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000003||Yao||11-29-2003||11:16 AM||||Last time I measured my were 3229 lbs at local racing strip.  That is full weight, 1/2 of gas and no spare or Jack and no sun roof.  <br /><br />My Eclipse tip the scale at 3100 lbs at the local trucking scale, 1/2 gas no spare or Jack and no sunroof....don't remember if that's with me or without...I am at 185 lbs.||24.8.27.222||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000004||rigd||11-29-2003||08:38 PM||||I have this turbo also. It's unported and set @ 14 psi, since I don't have a upgraded intercooler yet. Still have a little more tuning to do, but not too major. Very nice turbo so far.||67.121.89.235||reg||14||rigd||00000677||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||11-29-2003||08:53 PM||||So.. nobody has seen a compressor map for this yet, i take it.  I have searched a lot and not found anything.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||GrocMax||11-29-2003||11:07 PM||||Its around, just not leaked out to the public yet. <br /><br />And the answer to the next question is........no.||209.151.102.93||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000007||Mitsuturbo||11-30-2003||12:08 AM||||Wow.. you knew the answer before i even knew the question.<br /><br />I still don't know the question.  Wierd.  I can only guess you were making some assumption.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000008||GrocMax||11-30-2003||02:06 PM||||The assumption was- 'Can I see it?'   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.151.102.117||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000009||Mitsuturbo||12-01-2003||10:11 PM||||Well, i KNOW they're "out there" somewhere.  Research has been done at SOME point.<br /><br />I did not assume you have a flow map for this turbo though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||12-02-2003||12:13 AM||||Well since nobody has a flow map, let's turn this into something useful for me.  (It is all about <i>me</i> afterall.)<br /><br />Where did people get their Evo 16Gs?  I've only seen 2 retailers and they both seemed shady.  Actually most internet retailers seem shady to me, not to mention <i>internet</i> DSM retailers.  Especially when their associates own VR-4s.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||thon||12-02-2003||12:58 AM||||uh forcedperformance.com<br /><br />they're reputable||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000012||Mitsuturbo||12-02-2003||02:16 AM||||I went through Slowboy, because i had lots of money in my paypal account at the time and that was the easiest way for me to pay.<br /><br />If i'd had the money on a credit/debit card at the time, i would DEFINITELY have gone through Forcedperformance.com.  I would recommend NOT dealing with turbochargers.com, even though they're 20 bux cheaper.  I have heard way too many stories about their shit blowin' up prematurely.<br /><br />Although.. when you get an evo3 16g, it comes wrapped in an ORIGINAL, UNOPENED, mitsubishi heavy industries box!  Well, at least mine did, from slowboyracing.com.  It did take them like 3 days to ship it out though.  With free shipping though.. i'm not one to complain about it.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000013||mitsuvr4||12-02-2003||01:37 PM||||Forcedperformance.com<br /><br />Great service, quick shipping, excellent porting.<br /><br />To bad I don't need two turbos, because I'd buy another one from them right now!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||134.29.247.50||reg||14||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||12-02-2003||01:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mitsuturbo:<br /><strong> Well, i KNOW they're "out there" somewhere.  Research has been done at SOME point.<br /><br />I did not assume you have a flow map for this turbo though.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If anyone's seen the map for it, it would be Groc ;-)||167.142.21.160||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||slvrblt||12-02-2003||02:09 PM||||FP is bad ass. It took them 3 days to get the turbo to me. Free shipping was great too. Nice guys. Great price.<br /><br /><br />I will buy from them again.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003766.cgi
A||||3||Ryan Carey||Which one of you is selling 2 GVR4's in the denver area???||||1||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||11-29-2003||08:16 AM||||Noticed a listing for two GVR4's in the Denver paper the other day.  One for $5k, one for $3k, both in the same listing.  Who's are they???  Anyone know???||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000001||Scott Y||11-29-2003||09:34 AM||||It's not me but there is a guy who lives a few blocks from me that has 2 of them, a white '91 and a grey '92. Maybe those are the cars?  I'll have to check the paper out. <br /><br />-Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||11-30-2003||12:15 AM||||not i.  mine is sitting on jackstands.  Should be off tomorrow||63.231.90.147||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||Kibo||12-01-2003||05:45 AM||||Where is the seller located?  I have a suspect in mind.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.58.31.30||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes



ubb/Forum3/003767.cgi
A||||3||agrabau||New exhaust pictures ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||11-29-2003||03:09 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||My old "system" routed the downpipe under the steering rack and subframe. I knew that this wasn't optimal, and also to remedy the problem that I'd have to make a custom O2 housing. It was a lot of work that i decided in the interest of time to do later, opting for a makeshift downpipe that mimics the DSM one, except under the subframe. The old downpipe hit about every day and it was becoming very frustrating because I couldn't drive the car hard without bottoming out. <br /><br />Yesterday I decided to take the project on. Filled with turkey and creative fervor I set to the garage to begin welding. 8 hours later this is what emerged. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dentsport.com/newexhaust" target="_blank">New Exhaust</a> <br /><br />I tested it with a launch in front of the garage, the turbo spools faster it's louder and clearly more ground clearance and less restriction. My car spit some flames also, (Bill Murray voice) "so I got that going for me, which is nice"||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||galantvr4us||11-29-2003||05:04 PM||||Putting your new welder to work I see   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Looks good<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||11-29-2003||06:01 PM||||Yeah Katie, you should get one. It's really fun. I ran out of gas already. A few of those pics show the product of running out of shielding gas. I've since fixed those welds. Next up is a rear strut brace.. <br />Nice job selling your car. I hope you're not sad about it. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||11-29-2003||06:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong>  <br />Nice job selling your car. I hope you're not sad about it. <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thank you.  I thought I would have kept it longer than I did.  Sad yes, I'll miss the wow factor I got from everyone that seen it in person.  One thing I don't do is rig anything-I am a very anal with my cars   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I'll get one-I would love to try to make my own exhaust-I know it won't look pretty though.<br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes



ubb/Forum3/003768.cgi
A||||33||galantvr4us||Car is sold I am galantless now :(||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||11-29-2003||04:42 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Sold to a guy in Ohio named Mike.  So if you Ohio guys see a new galant roaming the streets watch out that car is slightly modified  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||11-29-2003||04:48 PM||||ouch ,||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||11-29-2003||05:55 PM||||Out of curiosity, how much money did it take to let it go? I think you're crazy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||11-29-2003||06:07 PM||||Well I'll just say this-since I was sponsored I got a lot of the parts free and just made sure I got my money out of it-and I did.  Crazy maybe but considering if I would have kept it it would have needed harnesses, roll cage, and drive shaft loop in order to race it and put even more money into it.  It just wasn't worth it to me anymore I guess.  Sell it now before I took it to the track/or raced it and broke something.  I wasn't driving it anyway-not enough time.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||drew||11-29-2003||06:11 PM||||a moment of silence. katie you need to change your screen name to galantvr4less now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||curtis||11-29-2003||07:28 PM||||You know the selling price will get out.  We need to know.  Come on let it out of the bag.||64.159.108.42||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4us||11-29-2003||07:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Out of curiosity, how much money did it take to let it go? I think you're crazy.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well the offer of 6500 was really tempting    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />I sold it for 14,000.  The guy was a great guy and I told him to take care of my baby!<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000007||Craig91||11-29-2003||08:40 PM||||Would it happen to be someone named Nick from Cleveland who is on here as VR4ownzU?  I know he had alot of money to spend and I had emailed him about my friends GVR4, but he apparently wasn't interested.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000008||galantvr4us||11-29-2003||08:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong> Would it happen to be someone named Nick from Cleveland who is on here as VR4ownzU?  I know he had alot of money to spend and I had emailed him about my friends GVR4, but he apparently wasn't interested. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No not the same guy, but lives close by.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000009||Eclipse182||11-30-2003||02:37 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Out of curiosity, how much money did it take to let it go? I think you're crazy.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well the offer of 6500 was really tempting     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <br /><br />I sold it for 14,000.  The guy was a great guy and I told him to take care of my baby!<br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">$14,000 for a GVR4?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Lol id say thats ALOT more tempting then $6,500  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.185.132.197||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000010||Beemer||11-30-2003||06:13 AM||||You've gotta remember that Katie's would be considered a "best of breed", where our cars are not to the same standard.  I know, most of you will bitch and whine that your cars are better, or at least as good.  However, I doubt you could boast the crafts"woman"ship and attention to detail that her car had.  It was well worth the 14 grand.  You couldn't duplicate it parts and attention to detail wise for under 18 grand.  I'd bet the guy who bought it imagines he got a bargain at that price.  That car was well sorted out, with everything installed.  Hell, if we had that kind of money, most of us would have preferred to buy a well built car versus going thru the learning curve.  Especially if you were a veteran and KNEW what needed to be done, and there was the car, done and perfect, or you take a year and your time to duplicate it.  I mean, an EVO VIII is 25 grand used, and it isn't half the car a properly sorted and built gvr4 is, and we all know it.  I know she hated to part with it, but like kids, they all grow up and leave the nest someday.  I can admire a person who knows when to cut and run.  I'm sure she will find another project of some sorts down the road.  We all keep coming back, don't we?  It might not be a car this time for her, but maybe an old victorian house, like what happened to me for a few years.  But either way, instead of acting incredulous about the price, you should congratulate her on the fact that someone thought her work was spectacular enough to warrant a "best of breed" price.  Plus, it looks good for us as a whole that our cars may go up in demand and price just on the basis of people viewing and losing to her former car.  Young kids saying DAMN THAT THING JUST BLEW OFF A NEW Z06!  Or whatever car you like..viper, etc..  Her setup is a rolling billboard ad for OUR cars, and most won't hold up to the standard she set.  Still, if it increases demand, so much the better or us.<br />Katie, thanks for setting a tough standard for the rest of us to match.  Stay with us.  Keep safe.||198.26.120.13||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000011||PJGross||11-30-2003||08:41 AM||||I agree with beemer.<br /><br />I'm just about done with my engine/drivetrain work and have over half that amount into parts alone.<br /><br />By the time I get a little minor body work and a little over average paint job on the thing this spring I won't be too far off that sell price if I include the purchase price for the car, and there's no labor included in my total.  (and I'll still have a non-show engine compartment and interior)<br /><br />In the last year there have been a few galants on here in the higher priced range that were interesting enough that I've been kicking myself for taking on my own "project".  But, I guess that is part of the fun sometimes.  Not to mention when I bought my galant it was just supposed to be a daily driver and nothing fancy... burned one exhaust valve and next thing I know its built motor T3/T4, FMIC, blah, blah, blah time.<br /><br />Even only seeing pics of Katies car, the guy got a very well setup pristine condition car that's all put together.<br /><br />I'm just sorry I never made it back to St. Louis to see Katies car run.<br /><br />-PJ||68.73.19.135||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||11-30-2003||08:41 AM||||Did any of you seen Katies car in person?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.223.91||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||number3||11-30-2003||01:31 PM||||"I sold it for 14,000"<br /><br /><br />Holy Shit!!! <br /><br />That is very good news for me and number3!<br /><br />Did the buyer see the car in person before he bought it??  Did he drive it? Just curious...<br /><br />Harry||208.32.92.173||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000014||galantvr4us||11-30-2003||01:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> "I sold it for 14,000"<br /><br /><br />Holy Shit!!! <br /><br />That is very good news for me and number3!<br /><br />Did the buyer see the car in person before he bought it??  Just curious...<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pictures were posted of both interior and exterior and I told him about the exterior dents and small stiching on seat that was coming apart.  Other than that nothing was wrong with the car and he came and drove it and we haggled on the orginal posted price and he left with it.  He'll probably post eventually I gave him this web address.<br /><br />Katie||24.207.245.93||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000015||4drwhore||11-30-2003||03:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> Well I'll just say this-since I was sponsored I got a lot of the parts free and just made sure I got my money out of it-and I did.  Crazy maybe but considering if I would have kept it it would have needed harnesses, roll cage, and drive shaft loop in order to race it and put even more money into it.  It just wasn't worth it to me anymore I guess.  Sell it now before I took it to the track/or raced it and broke something.  I wasn't driving it anyway-not enough time.<br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How did you get sponsered? I need to get hooked up with something like that! LoL||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000016||VR4ownzU||11-30-2003||07:37 PM||||14k?  I would have gave you 16k...oh well your loss.||24.154.165.78||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000017||number3||11-30-2003||07:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> If I know the guy that bought it or see him I'm gonna kill him because I wanted the car....14k?  I would have gave you 16k...oh well your loss. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Insane...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000018||DeanCouchey||11-30-2003||08:11 PM||||Come on harry 20K for your car, I bet that guy nick will buy it then!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000019||chucklesas||11-30-2003||11:16 PM||||Oh no, someone to look out for this winter... Hopefully I start meeting some other cleveland VR4 owners. (stupid cleveland dsm won't let people in)||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||12-01-2003||03:01 PM||||VR4ownzU - Thats too bad, bro. You should have emailed her making an offer, man. You had 20K to spend, you should have made an offer, bro! You must go to the mountain, the mounatin will not come to you...Just something my dad taught me when I was a kid. It would have been a win-win for you and Katie. Oh well, offer Harry the 20K and see if he would be interested...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||misael||12-01-2003||04:02 PM||||Hello,Everyone I'm the proud owner of Katie car.I never thought a girl could built a car of this magnitud and drive 10hrs back home and get 28mpg(priceless)||63.155.228.169||reg||10||misael||00002963||yes
Z||000022||psycopyro182||12-01-2003||04:13 PM||||that was a nice car, im glad you have it.<br />glad you respect it. Treat it right   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />good to see that you are gonna post on here.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||12-01-2003||04:46 PM||||Welcome - you have a great all-around gvr4 and will be happy with it. Katie is a honest seller and hooked you up. Take care of it, man! <br /><br />Watch out, some dude on this board is already talking about killing you...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000024||crucible||12-01-2003||08:13 PM||||Snooz ya looze!<br /><br />She had it posted a few days.Damn,I thought that would have taken a bit longer to sell.Was it advertised some where else?<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000026||VR4ownzU||12-02-2003||01:06 AM||||I told her 5 times I'd beat anyone elses offer and she ignored me..she could have lied and said someone offered her 15k and gotten 16k...oh well...I guess not all woman are money hungry...Harry wants 25k for his...rofl...anyone got 25k?....I highly doubt it||24.154.165.78||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000027||galantvr4us||12-02-2003||04:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> I told her 5 times I'd beat anyone elses offer and she ignored me..she could have lied and said someone offered her 15k and gotten 16k...oh well...I guess not all woman are money hungry...Harry wants 25k for his...rofl...anyone got 25k?....I highly doubt it </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wasn't going to post to your pissing and moaning posts but when you attack me personally that is just down right low.<br /><br />I did not ignore you, you never gave me an offer than preceded to tell me to put it up on ebay when I said that was what was going to happen if I didn't get a bite on it in a few days.  Get your facts straight before posting crap like this on the board.  Get over it the car is sold I am happy with what I got and happy with who bought it.  Enough said now DROP IT!<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000029||blacksheep||12-02-2003||09:28 AM||||VR4OWNZU- Name calling/slander is not required and need not be implied! <br />Harrys gvr4 is worth close to that if you have seen the car in person and the amount that has been put into it. I would turn around and ask you if actually have 20K and so on and so forth, but I will refrain from doing so. I am about to turn this into a pissing match.<br /><br />Seems like all our board is doing nowadays is members having issues with other members, shady deals, people not lving up to their end of the deals etc, this is making us ALL look bad. We should change out name to gvr4tuners.com and start attacking each other for stoopid shit and concentrate on a groupbuy to get APC to make some LED tailights....<br /><br />I think if this doesnt stop here, I will lock this thread or any other like it.<br /><br />&lt;rant off&gt;<br /><br />Have a good day, people!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000030||sleeper||12-02-2003||10:51 AM||||In all honesty, if Katie's car is worth $14,000<br />Harry's car should self for  three times as much.<br />I've seen both and let me tell you, even though being one of a kind is thrue about both cars, Katie's one of a kindness stops under the hood, while Harry's goes from bumper to bumper.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000031||turboflanagan||12-02-2003||10:57 AM||||It's just a shame that neither one is Obsidian Black.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000032||DeanCouchey||12-02-2003||04:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> It's just a shame that neither one is Obsidian Black.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Obsidian black is no good in the snow, thats why harrys is nile black! Plus we all know that white cars go faster in the snow!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000033||blacksheep||12-02-2003||06:05 PM||||Harry's is actually a corvette triple black or something....||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000034||VR4ownzU||12-02-2003||06:27 PM||||everyone chill out...I wasn't attacking her or anyone...you just can't email me and say I didn't seem interested after like 10 emails..I actually offered 14k in an Istant Message cause I knew it had original paint and interior and she said she was "still looking at other offers"...can't hate me for wanting one so bad...and I do have 20k...Lying about that would be stupid.  Sorry if I came off as a jerk Katie and everyone else...I'm done whinning<br /><br />P.S.  I think its funny how the buyer won't list what city he's from though...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  He probably does live close to me and know's about the huge rise in stolen tuned cars around Cleveland...watch yourself buddy...I would with that car myself.  My friend had his FC stolen 2 days after he bought it two months ago...poor guy....||24.154.165.78||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000035||number3||12-02-2003||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong>Harry wants 25k for his...rofl...anyone got 25k?....I highly doubt it </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That was sort-of-the-point...<br /><br /><br />"Money talks and bullshit walks"||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003769.cgi
A||||9||admsr||Discovered 3 cousins.......||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||11-29-2003||10:05 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||I was hanging at the White Plains Mitsubishi this past week and discovered that the service manager Ralph owns 62/2000 and ?/2000 which he just brought from some kid named Dave?<br /><br />Just thought I would share that info for the registry.<br /><br />Ralph also told me that the GM of White Plains Mitsu owns a Grey 92 like mine.<br /><br />Alex.||69.0.17.174||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||thon||11-30-2003||12:19 AM||||udriveu and myself met some dude that had a 92 gvr4 at taco bell in derby..i think he was a service manager at shelton mitsubishi...<br /><br />he was a strange dude heh.. but it was the cleanest vr4 ive ever seen in person, and was damn close to as clean as good ole 3 (but stock)<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000002||admsr||11-30-2003||06:00 AM||||hey thon, where r u from? lemme know what your doing tomorrow if your in my neck of the woods?<br /><br />I'm going to be working on my biatch tomorrow morning.<br /><br />alex.||69.0.17.174||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||fast_gvr4||11-30-2003||08:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Alex Morales:<br /><strong> I was hanging at the White Plains Mitsubishi this past week and discovered that the service manager Ralph owns 62/2000 and ?/2000 which he just brought from some kid named Dave?<br /><br />Just thought I would share that info for the registry.<br /><br />Ralph also told me that the GM of White Plains Mitsu owns a Grey 92 like mine.<br /><br />Alex. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Use to deliver mail there(worked in the USPS in WP) and saw a few Galant GSX's there also.||172.155.166.45||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000004||thon||11-30-2003||11:37 AM||||i live in Orange, CT<br />on the milford line||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000005||bazeng||11-30-2003||04:05 PM||||just wondering<br />how do people percieve vr4's over there<br /><br />why would a gm drive a vr4??.. anyways<br />must be a good thing..<br /><br />vr4's seem quite popular there ey?||203.166.63.179||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||12-01-2003||02:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bazeng:<br /><strong> just wondering<br />how do people percieve vr4's over there<br /><br />why would a gm drive a vr4??.. anyways<br />must be a good thing..<br /><br />vr4's seem quite popular there ey? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">With only 3000 brought to a country that is nearly the size of Europe, it's kinda rare to see another one. Not counting the board members  on here that I know, I've seen more Lambo Murcielagos&lt;sp?&gt; In the last 6 months. (two Lambos by the way)<br />Although, I once saw 3 VR-4's within 100 ft of each other (not counting mine) at a grocery store in Boulder, CO. <br /> That made my week.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||12-01-2003||03:27 PM||||Small WORLD!!!!<br /><br />I'm originally from Greenburgh and my parents still live up the hill behind WP Mistubishi. <br />The next time I'm up in the area, I'll PM you guys..<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||geoff@machv||00000853||yes
Z||000008||atc250r||12-01-2003||10:14 PM||||Definitely do, I am only about 45 minutes from there. We can have a little get together.<br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000009||Doc_Seuss||12-01-2003||10:27 PM||||im from around that area(white plains) and we should def get together<br /><br />dave||128.153.218.65||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes



ubb/Forum3/003770.cgi
A||||6||syoung298||Looking for engine builder/install NO. VA||||6||||syoung298||00002298
Z||000000||syoung298||11-29-2003||10:07 PM||siegfreid_young@hotmail.com||I'm looking for a shop in the Washington DC area that can either build or build and install a 4g63for my gvr4.  I've talked to Extreme and will probably take it there unless you guys/gals have any other suggestions.<br /><br />Planning on building a venolia/crower bottom end with extreme race or BJ's cylinder head.. just not sure who I can trust to get the work done without getting @#$.<br /><br />Thanks for the info.||66.44.116.164||reg||6||syoung298||00002298||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||11-29-2003||10:15 PM||||Do it yourself. Its not that hard. However, if time is the issue, I can certainly understand that.<br /><br />Sorry, but I don't have any recommendations for you. If you want to make the drive to PA, the guy who owns and runs Stemar Motorsports seems competant...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||GrocMax||11-29-2003||11:05 PM||||Andy Beachly is in central Virginny, Keysville- <a href="http://www.usionline.net/122.htm" target="_blank">http://www.usionline.net/122.htm</a>||209.151.102.93||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||11-30-2003||01:40 AM||||what about machv? do they build motors and install them? they are a DSM shop in northern VA||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||number3||11-30-2003||02:17 PM||||Machv.com does not have installation but they do sell the buschur built engines.||208.32.92.173||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||11-30-2003||09:11 PM||||DO NOT GO TO EXTREME!!!!!  I got so incredibly raped there. I mean bad!!!! PM me if you want details, I don't want to go into it here.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||11-30-2003||10:14 PM||||Actually, first things first.  If you haven't already, join this group:<br /><br /><a href="http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/DSMCA/" target="_blank">http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/DSMCA/</a><br /><br />This is where you can join the Capital Area DSM club...  From there, you might want to post your same question and see if you get any bites.  I know of 2 reputable builders in the area.  I personally got my engine rebuilt by Rich Glorioso, who is all the way up by Baltimore, but I've known him for years and figured I'd float him the bidness since he had previously helped me out with previous DSM's I've owned.  He was totally worth the trek up North...  Another, and possibly more logical option for you is to look up Brad Brooks, who I believe is in the Springfield area.  He used to work for Extreme, but quit there when he decided to go back to school full time.  The good news is that he still does DSM work on the side, and for VERY good prices when compared to working with a shop.  As for reputation, both Brad and Rich have been working on DSM's for years, and just to give you a taste of how good they are, they both have built 10 second DSM's, which some of you may have been privvy to see at MIR a few weeks ago at World Cup!  Brad drove a Colt, and Rich drove his Talon.  I'd bring my work to either of these guys!  <br /><br />Good luck!||171.75.56.50||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum3/003771.cgi
A||||15||My_GVR_4||Console Removal, Shifter Bushing Install||||1||||My_GVR_4||00001325
Z||000000||My_GVR_4||11-30-2003||01:02 AM||roryjconway@hotmail.com||Hello all,<br /><br />Today I installed my Road Race Engineering polyeurethane shifter bushings, the ones at the base of the shifter.<br /><br />Here are the pictures along with my installation directions on how to make the SHIFTER BUSHING install a piece of cake.<br />I recommend starting at the <b>BACK</b> of the console, this makes for an easy removal/install.<br /><br />I ONLY took pictures of one side of the console, make sure to do each step to  <b>BOTH</b>  sides in order to remove the console.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2090" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2090&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><b>One:</b> remove the screw inside the red circle at the  <b>BACK</b>  of the console.  At this step, ignore the purple circle, this will be refered to in a later step.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2091" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2091&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><b>Two:</b> remove the screw inside the red circle.  This screw is hidden behind the lower trim.  I found this screw very easy to remove with both driver & passenger seats all the way to the back.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2092" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2092&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><b>Three:</b>  remove the screw in the red circle.   The screw in the purple circle is a little hard to remove at first,  but I found it very easy to remove with my ratchet along with a phillips bit.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2093" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2093&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><b>Four:</b> follow the green arrow and slide down the seatbelt clip.  After doing so, the seatbelt bolt will be exposed.  <b>Remove the bolt circled in red.</b>  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2094" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2094&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><b>Five:</b>  pry the armrest tray  <b>gently</b> out of the console with a small flathead screwdriver (as shown).<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2095" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2095&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><b>Six:</b> after removal of the armrest tray, the inside is shown.   <br /><br /><b>REFER</b> back to <b>step 1</b> to understand this step, step 6.<br /><br />Pop loose the seatbelt trim, located inside of the purple circle, as shown in step 1.  Don't worry, this trim will not fall off, it is supposed to stay wrapped around the seatbelt.<br />After popping loose the seatbelt trim in step 1, push the seatbelt trim as well as the seatbelt guide (both circled in green) through the seatbelt trim hole. Follow the purple dashed line and you should end up at the purple  <b>X</b>.  This is a crucial step, if you do not do this, removing the console will be a great pain.   <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2096" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2096&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><b>Seven:</b> remove the  (3) screws inside of the red circles, the fourth screw is hidden behind the group of wires located with a red arrow.  Obviously, in order to remove these (4) screws, you WILL have to remove the radio along with the radio trim.<br /><br />After these <b>7</b> steps,  removal of the console is a piece of cake or atleast it should be.<br /><br />On the outside of the EMERGENCY BRAKE, is the E-Brake trim.  Pop this trim off and you are almost ready to pull the console out.<br /><br />You will have to remove the shift knob in order to take the console out.  I also removed the shift boot, you may not need to, but I found it much easier to remove the console in doing so.<br /><br />You will have to pull the console towards the back of the car in order to remove it.  There are (2) plastic tabs in the front of the console hidden inside of where the radio is located.  Be sure not to bend them, if you do, installation of the console might be a little harder.  If these (2) tabs are sligthly bent, the console will not sit flush infront and this will cuase the console not to be installed properly.<br /><br /><br />After you remove the console, you will be exposed to the old factory (QUIET) bushings.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2097" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2097&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><b>Eight:</b> remove the (2) bolts in the red circles, remove the bolt located near the red arrow and remove the bolt in the green circle.  The bolt in the green circle is a bit of a pain to remove.  In order to remove the bolt without a problem, I had to remove the pin from the bushing located next to the purple arrow.  This allowed the bolt to be fully exposed from the shifter rod (you will see when doing the removal).<br /><br />After removing all of the bolts, you can pull the shifter assembly out and fully expose the bottom of the shifter plate.  Do not pull the assembly out to far, you may end up bending the shifter cables, you  <b>DO NOT</b>  want this to happen.   If you bend the shifter cables, shifting will be a pain in the ass and you may end up having to replace the shifter cables in order to fix this error.  <br /><br />In order to remove the old shifter bushings, you wil need to press out the old ones.  In order to do so, push down on the metal bushing shafts located inside of the bushings.  The bushing shafts will fall right out.  Use a needle nose plier or push hard on the bushings in order to remove it.  <br /><br />NOW you are ready to install the NEW shifter bushings.  I opted to go with the RRE polyeurethane shifter bushings instead of the machined metal ones as many others have chosen to use.  <br /><br />In order to install the new bushings, you may have to press them in very hard in order to get them to fit.  The (3) bushings were very easy to install, but the one located in <b>STEP 8</b>, next to the red arrow, was a pain to do.  Since the metal shifter shaft was in the way (you WILL FIND OUT), I had to use my brain in order to get it to install properly.  <br /><br />Once all the bushings were exposed, it only took me about 5 minutes to install the new ones.  The entire process (removal/install) should take about 1 - 2 hours if you have never removed the console before.   <br /><br />After the install, I chose to drive the car around the block to see how everything went.  Shifting was improved, not as much as I thought, but a lot better than it was.  With the new bushings installed, there is a noticable difference in sound.  The old bushings were very quite when shifting.  With the new ones, there is a "clunk" noise when shifting.  Nothing is wrong, it just sounds strange.<br /><br /><br />Enjoy the new and improved shifting!<br /><br />Thanks to Roadraceengineering.com for making the bushings!<br /><br /><br />Let me know if these directions helped with your removall/install of the console.  I would greatly appreciate any input.  If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000001||My_GVR_4||11-30-2003||01:11 AM||||After spending 1 hour trying to post these directions before, I was screwed by Internet Explorer crashings on me.  So, I debated on if I should try and repost them again. I figured everyone could benefit from this, so I spent 1 more hour reposting them for everyone to enjoy.<br /><br /><b>Sponge Bob Square Pants</b> looks like he doesnt care about my bitching, but I don't care.  <br /><br /><br />F U 2 Sponge Bob!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2098" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2098&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.78.111.37||reg||14||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||11-30-2003||02:22 AM||||Nice job!<br /><br /><br />This should be added to vfaq.com||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||My_GVR_4||11-30-2003||03:29 AM||||Thanks !!!<br /><br />I busted my ass on this one.  It was a PAIN in the a$$     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />But, it was WELL worth it, IMOP!<br /><br />Thanks again.<br /><br /><br />(anything to help out the cause)<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000004||Lucky13||11-30-2003||04:02 AM||||Very nice bro...gotta keep this filed for when I finally get around to it.||68.215.12.237||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000005||KingGalantVr4||11-30-2003||12:52 PM||||I'm about to put the aluminum bushings in mine, THANK YOU SOOO MUCH FOR THOES AMAZING INSTRUCTIONS! And I wish I would have known about the RRE bushings, I would have bought thoes instead.  I can't say enough about how amazing RRE is with their customer support.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||11-30-2003||01:19 PM||||VERY useful, thanks!||64.252.101.99||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||bazeng||11-30-2003||03:41 PM||||i been contemplating on whether i should do this to my car..<br /><br />is it worth it?? does it really change the shifter feel by that much?? good enough to take times off the 1/4?? or just more pleasant to drive?<br /><br />cool instuctions mate.. if it is worth doin.. it'll be my next mod for sure.. (can i just get normal washers from anywhere to do this?), im located in oz||203.166.63.179||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000008||My_GVR_4||11-30-2003||07:33 PM||||In my opinion, it  <b>IS</b>  worth the hassle of taking out the console to install the upgraded shifter bushings.  The way the shifter feels is undescribable, you will definatly notice a difference when shifting.<br /><br />As far as taking off time in the 1/4 mile, I really doubt it, but you never know.  The shift is very enjoyable and if you do this mod, I am sure you will like it.<br /><br />I would go with the RoadRaceEngineering polyeurethane bushings, since those are the ones I used.<br /><br />Enjoy!<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||11-30-2003||09:13 PM||||Taking that damn console off is a nightmare. It will make you want to drink yourself into a coma... well worth it though. I used washers on mine... nice and cheap. Made a difference too!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||crucible||12-01-2003||08:21 PM||||Yeah, nice post but it's definitely not as easy as it looks for the first time.You'll have a nice pile of screws when its out.And some of those screws are rediculously tight.Mitsu must have put some kind of thread lock or glue on them.<br />One of the many battles to confront during the mod process.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||12-01-2003||09:23 PM||||Air tools make all the difference.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||My_GVR_4||12-01-2003||10:56 PM||||I have no idea what you people are talking about.  I had no problem what so ever without air tools.  I just used my ratchet, screwdriver and that's all.  taking the pictures and removing/installing the console only took about 2 hours.  It should take the average "human" at most, 2 hours without photos.<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||12-02-2003||12:05 AM||||1) You don't have to take apart the seatbelt stuff.  You just need to have three arms and feed the belt out as you flip the console back.  FWIW, it's probably less of a pain in the ass to remove the seatbelt stuff.  Apparently I've been doing it the dumb way.  Figures.<br /><br />2) The majority of the reports (myself included) tell tales of snapping those gold screws (purple circle, metal bracket near radio).  Be prepared to drill them out.  "Best use of tools" award goes out to those who used their hand impact.<br /><br />3) The poly stuff may be a better move than the solid metal, especially if you replace the transmission's shifter arm bushings with metal ones.  It stands to reason that you have gotta have some <i>give</i> somewhere -- unless you want to move the weak link into your transmission.  BUT, I *never* grind or mis-shift, EVER.  Okay, sometimes... but never when it was embarassing.  But the point is that I think people should do all the bushings and the new OEM bushings for under-hood are definitely an improvement.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks for the photos, great to have in the archives.  We'll have to go out for a beer sometime... or maybe I should start attending ChiDSM meets.  Hmm..||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||My_GVR_4||12-02-2003||01:09 AM||||Nah.. no need for you to start attending DSM meets..  Would prefer the few beers though instead.<br /><br />Maybe a Fosters Minnie Keg..   or a Schlitz... What about a Alize w/Hennessey?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000015||turbogalant||12-02-2003||01:38 AM||||Personally I would go metal over poly. Mainly because I called RRE to order the poly and they said not to use them the only reason they sell them is because some people (has to be dsm guys) dislike how short the shifter becomes without any bushings. I love my metal bushings.||65.177.232.83||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/003772.cgi
A||||6||thejeebus2002||Rolled up on by 3 Honda ricers||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||11-30-2003||02:58 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||So, I'm driving to work today from Richmond to Chester down 95 South.  About 1/4 of the way there 3 I look in my rearview and there are 2 riced out Hondas  directly behind me.  What did I do?  Shit, nothing!!!  You shoulda seen the traffic they were weaving in and out of (no turn signals of course) with all the families coming back from thanksgiving.  What a bunch of fucking retards!!!  One of them (i was in the middle lane, accelerating to pass some one putzing along in the passing lane) and the black honda (forgot to mention all civics with standard rice attachments) comes over on me from my right merging into my lane-he's doing so at like 95 mph. I looked at him (all slouched in his seat) and I wanted to punch him in the fucking face.   God what fucking jackasses.  People who drive like that have no respect for the well-being of others.  Yes I like to go fast and drive my car to it's fullest-yet I don't do this on major public roadways while putting the lives of others in danger.  K, I'm done.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||Lucky13||11-30-2003||03:11 PM||||I usually just give ricers the finger if they are acting like ass's. That usually gets their attention enough to slow down and ask me " what my problem is ". Then I just laugh at them. Nothing like getting under someone's skin when their in the wrong....||68.211.243.237||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||11-30-2003||04:59 PM||||I would say that i did that when i first got my license. thank goodness I never got in a accident. immature drivers that don't fear death and live in the moment was how i am/was/were(oreo).||64.160.49.89||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||11-30-2003||06:46 PM||||pennies out the sunroof---thats what I would have done.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000004||mj_rosenfeld||11-30-2003||07:06 PM||||The funnest thing to do is to just box them in behind slower moving traffic. If traffic is moderate to heavy but flowing you can just vary your speed without making it look on purpose.  If there are two lanes, you can carry it on for miles, though if there are three lanes they will eventually find a way past. But in the meantime you can frustrate the living shit out of them and they won't even know they are being played with.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.106||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||11-30-2003||08:17 PM||||I do what Mike R says all the time but I wouldnt be caught speeding today, there were a million cops out on interstate 87 ans 90's in NY||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||My_GVR_4||11-30-2003||08:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">92GVR4#333 <br />pennies out the sunroof---thats what I would have done.<br /><br />--------------------<br />469 whp<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If someone ever tossed pennies out the window at my car, I know what I would do.  I wouldn't find that funny at all, no matter what the situation.  There is no need to toss more gas on a fire.<br /><br />If someone did that to me, I would whip out the gun and start shooting at them.<br /><br />But either way, I wouldnt be driving like an ass, so no pennies would be dropped at me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />R.Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum3/003773.cgi
A||||4||snwbrd40oz||What number am I?!?||||11||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||11-30-2003||03:51 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Does anyone have any idea how I can go about finding what #/2000 my 91 is? I bought it from a salvage auction (just a theft recovery, no major damage, hehe lucky me) and some stupid asshole stole the plaque from the dash. Stupid bastards... Anyway, if anyone has any info it would be greatly appreciated||65.100.165.153||reg||11||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||11-30-2003||04:13 PM||||Post your VIN on here and iceman might have info on the car from one of the previous owners. He has been collecting information about the GVR4s for many years. <br />He needs VIN, sunroof or not, and color it is now, approx milage is helpful if the car has a  colorful history. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||snwbrd40oz||11-30-2003||07:35 PM||||Thanks for the prompt reply Autobahntom! Here is the pertinent info (I hope....) The VIN is JA3CX56U3MZ012501. It does not have a sunroof, original (and current) color is the green ( I believe it is called Belize?) I don't have a whole lot of history other than that it was bought from a dealership in Castle Rock, Colorado, and somewhere between there and here it was salvaged out. It was purchased from a Klode Auto Auction around March or April of 2002. It is a 91 (that might help huh?) with a few mods, the air intake has been replaced and an underhood manuel boost controller has been added. Inside the car is pretty much stock except for a boost gauge and an air mixture gauge on the 'A' column. If anyone could help it would be greatly appreciated.||65.100.165.153||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000003||91TSi_AWD||12-02-2003||12:51 AM||||is there a way to see this list, or might I add my 92 to it as well.<br /><br />ill have to get the VIN later, but as of now i can tell ya its white with a sunroof 431/1000<br />Also it was origally sold in Arizona. My friend who works at a dealership found this out when I ordered a new key.||172.209.17.82||reg||1||91TSi_AWD||00000687||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||12-02-2003||09:17 AM||||As this works now, I don't have a way to get number from VIN.  I can only assign a number to a VIN when it is supplied.<br /><br />But, on MZ012501, it does have a salvage title, does have the transfer case recall open (I think they will still do a safety recall if you have salvage title, but not certain).  It was sold in Colorado originally, and was the 1656th made that year (that does not make it 1656/2000...).<br /><br />91 TSI AWD, pm me your VIN and I will put 431/1000 in the registry.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/003774.cgi
A||||3||91GVR4||G-Tech Tuning||||1||||91GVR4||00000884
Z||000000||91GVR4||11-30-2003||06:43 PM||||So how many have grabed one of those cheep g-techs off of E-bay? I picked on up and was wondering what numbers other people have gotten? So far I have got a 6sec. 0-60, 14.3@99.9 in the 1/4 mile, and 210 max hp. My car weighs in at 3410lbs with me in it and half tank of gas. Lets see those numbers.||216.201.50.116||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||11-30-2003||09:23 PM||||When i first got my car i used my bro's g-tech to run a 5.8 0-60, and if memory serves i pulled a 15.3 1/4.  All stock car.||12.144.250.13||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||curtis||11-30-2003||11:11 PM||||saw a .89 G on a first gear launch once soon after I broke first gear its been in the glove box ever since.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.37.119||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||thon||12-01-2003||09:51 PM||||udriveu and myself split one off ebay, haven't used it on his galant yet. but on my car its been fairly accurate.<br /><br />Best average was 12.89 @ 111<br />at about 50 degrees<br /><br />ran best at track of 13.3 @109 in 90 degrees and 95% humidity<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes



ubb/Forum3/003775.cgi
A||||2||red91awdtalon||New to GVR4's..... looking for goodies||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||11-30-2003||07:25 PM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||whats up everyone? just joined the vr4 thing.... damn talk about the sleeper of the year  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   well also have a 91 talon tsi and am in the so-cal dsm club but not too much info about the vr-4's.  quesion is where i can find some shops or sites that have turbo back exhausts? interior goodies? suspension? intake? stuff like that?  car looks stock as of now but insides have the 2g pistons and no balance shafts with a ported 2g exhaust manifold.  any good shops? i live like an hour from road race engineering but just seeing if there is anything else out there. thanks. car 42 of 2000  1991 gvr4. cya<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||11-30-2003||07:42 PM||||Start clicking on the search icon. It will show you all you need to know. Happy reading.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||11-30-2003||08:14 PM||||Joe,, good cat back from <a href="http://www.certifedmuffler.com" target="_blank">www.certifedmuffler.com</a> and galantvr4parts.com which is just dsmparts.com but they have thw whiteline stuff there.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003776.cgi
A||||0||MustGoFaster||On the road, soon.||||14||||MustGoFaster||00000748
Z||000000||MustGoFaster||11-30-2003||07:30 PM||Ryan034316@yahoo.com||This is mainly to let BlackSheep know how I�m doing with the car but also to let the rest of you know there will be another GVR4 on the roads again.<br />My project got delayed a bit by the machine shop as they took 2 or 3 weeks with my motor!  That really pissed me off cause all I had done was clean, magnaflux, and check the deck, which wasn�t flat so they had to deck it too. But still, I wanted to have the car running this week!  Oh well, I just set the crank in the block and weight matched my internals roughly.  Since this motor isn�t anything special it�s close enough, only  4 grams difference and I have two �heavy � (1217grams) and two �light� (1213) rod  and piston  combos so it�s close.  Just need to clean the pistons , check the ring gap, and slip them in and my bottem end will be done.  Still have a few parts to round up but it should be running by the end of the month!  Not stock either.||63.226.177.108||reg||14||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum3/003777.cgi
A||||8||agrabau||How to fight for that parking spot||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||11-30-2003||08:54 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://fun.from.hell.pl/2003-11-24/parkowanie.mpeg" target="_blank">Own it.</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||11-30-2003||09:04 PM||||Holy shit, I have to learn that move!||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||11-30-2003||09:10 PM||||LOL! That was great!!!!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||bleck||11-30-2003||09:37 PM||||Best part was seeing a 5'2" blonde jump out after such a sick move... a classic!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||11-30-2003||10:28 PM||||With heels even. I like that woman.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||11-30-2003||11:46 PM||||Hahaha, that "woman" walked like a man trying to walk in heels.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-01-2003||12:25 AM||||Yeah, it was probably the one guy who's the best in the world at doing it (can't remember his name). Its pretty amazing watching him fit cars in tighter spots than that.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-01-2003||12:40 AM||||Here we go:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.russswift.com/" target="_blank">http://www.russswift.com/</a><br /><br />Thats probably who did the commercial.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||12-01-2003||12:59 AM||||That is the coolest thing I have ever seen.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Sounds like it has a bov.||65.177.240.129||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/003780.cgi
A||||4||Scott Y||Anyone in Denver got a couple of hours on Saturday?||||1||||Scott Y||00000132
Z||000000||Scott Y||12-01-2003||09:05 AM||ez_scootr@excite.com||Hi.<br />After I installed the ACT2100 earlier this year, I get a rattling sound from the clutch. (ie: when the pedal is not depressed). When I press the pedal the rattle goes away, so it's definitely clutch related. There haven't been any engagement issues, but i've got some phantom knock issues and maybe the clutch rattle is contributing to the problem. <br /><br />I have to drop the tranny and see what I did wrong during the install. Would anyone have a couple of hours on Sat to help me put it back together, to help me see what I did wrong the first time? When I installed it I put in new axles, seals, pivot and ball, so it should be as simple as disassemble, then reassemble with no new parts required.  (yeah, right!)<br /><br />I'm going to get new axle seals, and I've got new carrier bearings, which I might as well install at the same time.<br /><br />anyone?  I plan to take it apart Fri night, and start the reassembly sometime on Sat.<br /><br /><br />-Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||12-01-2003||09:16 AM||||the problem your more than likly having is the sprung hub in the disk it self.  I had a ACT that when I drove hard on it the springs would compress and lossen up so much that they would rattle around in there.  I would recommend replacing the disk anyway cause I had that same disk blow out on me. If you want my recomendation(even if you don`t) I use a clutch net disk now and have had no further issues out of the springs compressing.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||Oztek||12-01-2003||02:06 PM||||The other possible culpret could be a bad throwout bearing.  Did you replace it when you did the clutch?||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000003||Scott Y||12-01-2003||05:13 PM||||i did replace the throwout bearing with the one that came with the ACT2100. It came from Extreme, and it was supposed to be the 'upgraded' one (the one just like the Mitsu plastic sleeve bearing).  It felt like plastic to me, and since I've never seen the genuine mitsu piece, I assumed it was all good.  <br /><br />perhaps I should buy a new one, just to have on hand when the car comes apart.<br /><br />-Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||12-01-2003||06:23 PM||||that happened to me and eventually it got so bad that it would make noise with the clutch depressed.  Then a month or so later it became difficult to change gears, I went in and had to replace the disk because one of the springs had busted in two and was just rattleing around in there.||12.144.250.13||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum3/003779.cgi
A||||11||92GVR4#333||I need an honest opion||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||12-01-2003||08:09 AM||||I have a chance to pick up a JDM front bumper and grill   <img src="http://203.121.68.9/ebay/Ebay%20003.jpg" alt=" - " /> including the lights.  should I go ahead and go for it or just wait for the front and rear to come up?  What would be a good price on this peice?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-01-2003||08:30 AM||||If you can pick it up do it because shipping on a front bumper is high.  I shipped one to Mississippi last summer and it was 115 UPS through Mail Boxes etc. because it is an over sized piece.  UPS want ship because of size restrants but Mail boxes etc can it is a flat 150 pound charge and also boxing up a bumper sucks ass. Hopefully you can get the trim piece around the pass side fog light.||166.90.116.31||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||12-01-2003||10:05 AM||||That one looks kinda beat up.  I would rather pay the money for a much nicer example front and rear, if possible.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||12-01-2003||11:19 AM||||I'm buying pre-evo's jdm front bumper and fogs for some cash plus trade for my USDM bumper. I shipped him mine for $30 through UPS. If you're nice to the UPS people they may be able to help. I used a box that was perfect in size and even though it was just a tad over size the lady at the counter fudged the numbers for me to keep the cost at minimum.<br /><br />If I was you I'd pick up the bumper. It looks fine other than some surface scratching and I'm sure you would be painting it anyhow. You can always pick up a rear bumper later on down the road, and the one that makes the biggest difference in the looks dept, is the front one IMHO. BTW, that is a picture of the RS version which has the extra slat at the bottom.||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||drew||12-01-2003||11:54 AM||||If you don't wind up picking it up, i'd love to pick it up.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-01-2003||03:07 PM||||Drew - whats up with the double-posting? You are making me work here  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />PS - I shipped JDM Front bumper with everything  like supports, grille, headlights, corners etc etc thru UPS as well. It was in a greddy exhaust box, fit perfect!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||drew||12-01-2003||03:39 PM||||Did I double post? Sorry. My work computer sux0rz and does whack things sometimes.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||12-01-2003||04:16 PM||||so it is worth the 340 that he is asking for it?  I thought it was kinda steep for just the front but it does come with the foglights and a grill.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||12-01-2003||07:58 PM||||I would've payed that much. Rich got $300 from me plus my stock bumper and I had to pay shipping two directions. The fogs I'm getting are near perfect though. Mine won't be rattlecan'd either.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Every time one of these damn bumpers went up for sale I didn't have the money at the time, so when Terren mentioned Rich selling his I IM'd him right away. Pretty funny really.....Terren told me he was gonna buy it so since him and Rich are always going at it like a married couple I IM'd Rich telling him to sell me the bumper instead to get a rise out of Terren.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   I was half joking but it wound up happening anyway..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||12-01-2003||08:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> I would've payed that much. Rich got $300 from me plus my stock bumper and I had to pay shipping two directions. The fogs I'm getting are near perfect though. Mine won't be rattlecan'd either.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    Every time one of these damn bumpers went up for sale I didn't have the money at the time, so when Terren mentioned Rich selling his I IM'd him right away. Pretty funny really.....Terren told me he was gonna buy it so since him and Rich are always going at it like a married couple I IM'd Rich telling him to sell me the bumper instead to get a rise out of Terren.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    I was half joking but it wound up happening anyway..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stop it now your scaring me.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||12-02-2003||12:20 AM||||Come on -- they're <i><b>separated</b></i>.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||12-02-2003||12:39 AM||||i can get those pieces arround that foglight.<br />infact, i just got my new ones this month.||141.153.164.203||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum3/003781.cgi
A||||8||sleeper||V8 ownz ya||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||12-01-2003||02:30 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://www.popularhotrodding.com/enginemasters/articles/chevrolet/bigblock/0305em_turbo_bb/" target="_blank">Good read.</a> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||12-01-2003||02:44 PM||||whats strange is the torque output vs. horsepower over the rpm range. i kinda thought a quad turbo motor would build torque in a spiking curve, but its practically the same output over the entire range. hp doubles between 5 and 9,000 rpm!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-01-2003||02:49 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003686" target="_blank">Archives</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||PJGross||12-01-2003||03:00 PM||||Still shows there is no replacement for displacement! Very cool.<br /><br />Gabor, did you ever see Rieger's 57 chevy (mentioned in the article) or S10 doing shake down runs at gateway on test and tune nights?<br /><br />The 57's anti-lag was extremely "unique" to witness in person.  Several 7 and 8 second half track runs every time his team showed up.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||12-01-2003||03:15 PM||||Seen the car run at my local race track, very impressive when they can make a good pass.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||12-01-2003||03:58 PM||||Bimmubishi,<br />I missed that one, I paid more attention on the beemer in the tread.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />PJ,<br />Yes I seen them a couple of times, but not lately.<br />He always blasts the radio in the Chevy for some reason.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||psycopyro182||12-01-2003||04:32 PM||||wow. that thing is a beast.<br />interesting Torque vs Hp numbers across the engine.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||12-01-2003||04:44 PM||||did you guys catch the "no gaskets" thing.. completely Oring'ed engine.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||12-01-2003||10:37 PM||||Yes and it's got to be the coolest thing in the whole article.<br /><br />"Probably the wildest O-ring in the engine is the silver-plated, nitrogen-filled, aluminum tube O-ring used to seal the combustion chambers."<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||63.208.60.114||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/003782.cgi
A||||10||Ash||2G MAS owners, what filter?||||1||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||12-01-2003||08:33 PM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Hey all,<br />I have a MAS ready to go now but I'm concerned about what air filter to use.  I priced up importing the 2G FIPK but it came back hideously expensive.  What I have got was a simple 8" long K&N cone with a little locally sorced alloy adaptor plate.  I have heard on other forums that these AFMs (from a V6 in my case) really don't like straight up pods & you need a "special" filter.  Any experiences?||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||12-01-2003||08:44 PM||||I use the 1G MAS K&N cone-shaped filter, along with a plexiglass or Lexan adapter that Dejon tool makes. You should be able to make your own adapter fairly easily.||216.77.204.52||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-01-2003||08:48 PM||||I bought the cheapest one I could find on ebay. Works fine for me. They're all pretty much the same. Mine has the built-in adapter which I think is pretty slick. I don't see any reason what you have won't work unless there are space issues.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||Ash||12-01-2003||09:53 PM||||I've been told that a round cone type filter screws up Karman vortex sensors readings, the FIPK & the 1G item are both slightly oval shaped, tis all.  Still haven't modded my intake pipe yet so I can either run the stock setup or the 2G meter with no filter due to space constraints.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||12-01-2003||11:05 PM||||i got the k&n fipk, but it came with the mas.  sucker is huge.  the shurflo pump makes a perfect rest for it.  i also got the dejon intake, and the mas is on it's side.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||curtis||12-01-2003||11:35 PM||||I cut a piece of aluminum to match the oval of the VR4 K&N, found center and cut out the rectangle for the mas.  Bolted it all together and used grey RTV and four small screws to hold it to the filter.  Total cost zero dollars. Just couldn't justify throwing away a million mile filter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.32.98||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||12-02-2003||01:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> I've been told that a round cone type filter screws up Karman vortex sensors readings, the FIPK & the 1G item are both slightly oval shaped, tis all.  Still haven't modded my intake pipe yet so I can either run the stock setup or the 2G meter with no filter due to space constraints. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um 2g's aren't karman vortex style sensors they are hot wire.||65.177.232.83||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000007||Ash||12-02-2003||01:48 AM||||Are they?  How come they can't me run blow through like a GM hotwire AFM?  How come they work with our ECU's then?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||12-02-2003||02:12 AM||||No, 2g MAS's are Karman. They just happen to be a bit larger and less restrictive than 1gs.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.136||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||thejeebus2002||12-02-2003||11:36 AM||||I think a friend of mine used a corvette K&N on his.  Worked very well.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000010||turbogalant||12-02-2003||03:43 PM||||Oh crap your right I was thinking that the lower portion when the adjustment screw is was where they put the hot wire  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  . If you already have the 1g k&n I would make an adapter plate to fit the 1g we used that on my brother's talon untill we found a 3kgt with the fipk kit on it at the junkyard if I remember right it was $20 he lives in ca so it is important there.||65.177.241.219||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/003783.cgi
A||||3||crucible||Got front bumper off...but||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||12-01-2003||08:44 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||I didnt do it the conventional way.I couldnt get the 2 vertical bolts under the headlights off.Rust frozen solid.Took the lights out and tried PB blast and monster vice grips on the bolt ends but they wouldnt move an inch.Cock suckers.I was pissed.I ended up cutting the brackets off with my trusty dremel.Bitch came off and installed my Starquest IC.<br />Was it the right way to do it?Probaly not but fuck it.I spent a few cuss infested hours trying to loosen them.I still have the 2 studs behind the turn signals holding it on.<br />Dunno, Im tired and aching at the moment.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||12-01-2003||09:22 PM||||get any pics of the install ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||12-01-2003||09:46 PM||||Should have tried airtools.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Or maybe some heat?<br />At least you got it... lets see some pics!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||crucible||12-02-2003||07:35 AM||||Yeah, I know, should have air tools.I needed an impact but I dont think I would have been able to reach those 2 bolts with that.Im kind of second guessing what I did though.I was in the "heat of the moment" and wanted it off using what I had.<br />I aint posting pics of the surgery I performed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />I have to tweak the mounting position of the IC to make it more centered and slice up the center part of the bumper cover.Im waiting for pipe upgrade before I mess with it agin.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/003784.cgi
A||||7||keydiver||Keydiver is out of town||||1||||keydiver||00000055
Z||000000||keydiver||12-01-2003||08:47 PM||keydiver@yahoo.com||Hey guys (and gals),<br />If you hear anyone complainin' again that they can't reach me this week, please let them know that I'm at a trade show in Anaheim, California. Some guys got their panties all in a bunch last time I was away   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />I don't know if I'll have web access very often out there or not.<br />Thanks!||216.77.204.52||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||12-01-2003||09:22 PM||||Have fun and enjoy the sun.  Oh wait you already soak that up in Florida anyhow have fun.||68.76.178.243||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||12-01-2003||09:28 PM||||Jeff hit me up again I owe you a beer or at least a firm handshake again LOL.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||12-01-2003||09:42 PM||||I'm not sure where we're going after the show, but I'm sure it ISN'T Tiajuana again   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />The show's over Friday afternoon, and we fly back Sunday morning, so it doesn't leave us much time.||216.76.180.115||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||12-01-2003||11:27 PM||||There's always coronado and plenty of other things to do.<br />Just let me know if you head down to SD.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||12-01-2003||11:49 PM||||Rich, I thought you were sick, ya bastard.  Now I know you're just faking it to go out drinking.||67.162.75.12||reg||3||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||12-01-2003||11:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  Some guys got their panties all in a bunch last time I was away    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||12-02-2003||12:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Rich, I thought you were sick, ya bastard.  Now I know you're just faking it to go out drinking. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL<br />Don't I wish I'm probably one of the few outside of FL to meet Keydiver in person and I still owe him for the work he did for me back last year.<br />If I do meet up with him I hope to feel better by then.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/003785.cgi
A||||20||DuckButterRacing GVR4||4orced4door!!!!! Read||||1||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||12-01-2003||09:17 PM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||Hey buddy. This is the guy that baught your JDM grill off of you. i sent you the cash about a month ago. Havent recieved crap. Ive e-mailed you many times, ive PM'ed you several times and now i have to resort to this. Either fill me in why im not a owner of a JDM grill that was already paid for about a month ago, or i can take it to the next level. I hope it doesnt resort to this.<br /><br />Nick||66.75.63.242||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||12-01-2003||10:03 PM||||Damn.....awful lot of shady deals lately...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||12-01-2003||10:07 PM||||That's odd because I had a fair dealing with him for some JDM headlights. Only complaint is that they were shipped USPS without insurance, but other than that, no complaints!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||DuckButterRacing GVR4||12-01-2003||11:16 PM||||Yeah, I think I got jacked. If anyone has his phone number, could you please either e-mail it to me or PM me, because i dont feel like getting jacked for 55 bux. I wish the internet was reliable, but there are way too many people that are shady. I just thaught that this board was a "tight" (family like) board. But I guess there's always someone out to screw someone over.||66.75.63.242||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000004||BlitzVR4||12-01-2003||11:28 PM||||I have to stick up for Paul.  I bought a FMIC from him paid a lot of money up front and received the FMIC in less than a week.  Paul is one of the good guys.  There has to be some explanation.  <br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000005||My_GVR_4||12-01-2003||11:37 PM||||I just have to say, if SOMEONE is hard up for $55 bux.. they have a problem.  Don't F people just for your own personal gain.. F them for "EVERYONES" personal gain.. it makes for a better world.  (joke)<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||12-01-2003||11:40 PM||||Ok, people. Lets not start jumping to conclusions. We will let Paul come out and speak first before all jumping on the bandwagon....||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||12-01-2003||11:44 PM||||KC has it.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||DuckButterRacing GVR4||12-01-2003||11:46 PM||||You know what though....I had every intention on getting an explination from him personally. This is a last resort. I hate filling everyone in on the problem, BUT, i would like my JDM grill. Thats all.||66.75.63.242||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||12-01-2003||11:55 PM||||yeah just chill a bit. Paul is a regular on this board. there obviously is a problem because i havent seen him post anything in a while either.||65.227.204.220||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||DuckButterRacing GVR4||12-02-2003||02:23 AM||||Kewl, ill wait a bit and see what happens.||66.75.63.242||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000011||crucible||12-02-2003||07:14 AM||||Yeah, Im waiting on something from him also.<br />I think one of the problems here is some people sell a whole lot of stuff and sometimes just doesnt get delivered.Whatever amount of money someone is out shouldnt matter though.Its a simple transaction,one pays for the product and the other delivers.<br />What I dont understand is why people hide and/or ignore emails,phone calls,etc..Not good business in general and not good for this board.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||12-02-2003||10:49 AM||||Again - there maybe a good reason - hope he did not get hurt or fall terribly sick. lets wait for a bit, peeps.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||turboflanagan||12-02-2003||10:52 AM||||Yep, looks like KC killed him and stole the grill.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||12-02-2003||12:32 PM||||Its out....yes, I did kill him, it was in self-defense...he was stealing my JDM MOJO....I couldnt stand it anymore...<br /><br />I have all his JDM stuff now. Will sell for 20K !  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||12-02-2003||01:06 PM||||Hey guys, I really apologize for not getting your stuff out in a timely manner.  I'm definitely not trying to screw any member of the GVR4 community, or anyone else, and I am not that hard up for $50 that I would do so.  I will get your grill out this afternoon or tomorrow morning at the very latest and refund your shipping costs via paypal once you receive the items.  They are boxed up and ready to go.<br /><br />Once again I'm sorry, hopefully we can avoid hard feelings over this.  I've just been selling too much stuff, and in between working long hours everyday and trying to get my stupid car running (not to mention being sick for a solid three weeks and missing a whole week of work) I haven't been as prompt as usual.  Hell I've been telling Jeff O. I'd ship his ECU back for weeks and he's the last one anyone wants to screw over.<br /><br />(The real story is that KC really did kill me.)||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||12-02-2003||01:24 PM||||Paul - thanks for re-surfacing from the shallow grave I buried you in. Damn CSI's must have found ya...LOL<br /><br />Anyways, I request that you get the stuff sent out at your earliest convenience, bro! Helps keep the forums clean, so you will be doing me a favor too...<br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />PS - I apologize for killing you, wont happen again....unless I have to monitor more threads like this  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||DuckButterRacing GVR4||12-02-2003||01:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Hey guys, I really apologize for not getting your stuff out in a timely manner.  I'm definitely not trying to screw any member of the GVR4 community, or anyone else, and I am not that hard up for $50 that I would do so.  I will get your grill out this afternoon or tomorrow morning at the very latest and refund your shipping costs via paypal once you receive the items.  They are boxed up and ready to go.<br /><br />Once again I'm sorry, hopefully we can avoid hard feelings over this.  I've just been selling too much stuff, and in between working long hours everyday and trying to get my stupid car running (not to mention being sick for a solid three weeks and missing a whole week of work) I haven't been as prompt as usual.  Hell I've been telling Jeff O. I'd ship his ECU back for weeks and he's the last one anyone wants to screw over.<br /><br />(The real story is that KC really did kill me.) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's cool buddy. I just got worried. No hard feelings, I understand where your coming from.||66.75.63.242||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000018||Minjin||12-02-2003||02:00 PM||||Just send the stuff to other galant guys out promptly. Any other DSMer or non-DSMer can wait...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000019||bleck||12-02-2003||04:30 PM||||Wow.  Paul Stanley... One of the good guys  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />It's gettin all fuzzy in here.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000020||kartorium31||12-02-2003||06:06 PM||||I think a lot of problems can be avoided if the buyer and seller can stay in contact and make sure both parties are aware of what's going on.  This same thing probably happens more often than we know and it shouldn't.  If you can contact the person, do so.  Don't ignore them or put it off because it will just come back to you in a negative way.  In my eyes, if I am trying to buy something and I haven't gotten the part within 3 weeks and the seller isn't responding to my inquiries (sp?) then I assume that the jackass is screwing me.  Now, if the seller keeps responding to my emails and whatnot then odds are I'll hold out much longer without getting pissed and taking action.  Just try to do good business.  My .02$||12.144.250.13||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum3/003786.cgi
A||||18||udriveu||Yet another deal gone sour......||||9||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||12-01-2003||10:28 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||I hate to jump on the bandwagon but....<br />Does anyone remember this?<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003012#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003012#000000</a> <br /><br />And the resulting "group buy":<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002018#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002018#000000</a> <br /><br />To make a long story short, the pipe never shipped. Finally, I hear from him saying that there is a flaw with the pipes and that he will refund me.... which I am still waiting on. He's completly ignoring me now.<br /><br />I was curious if anyone else sent him money, and if so, what have you heard. Or does anyone know him outside of galantvr4.org that can let me know whats up.<br /><br />BTW, it seems like this is happening waaay too much lately.||64.252.101.99||reg||9||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-01-2003||10:34 PM||||Looks like its time to institute a GVR4 Beat-Down Squad... <br /><br />Its not like when a DSM shows up outside your house and you have to contend with two large guys and a possible two midgets. We can fit five baddass mofos in a GVR4.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||12-01-2003||10:47 PM||||Everyone seems to be taking the shaft latley... WTF?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||My_GVR_4||12-01-2003||11:39 PM||||That's odd..   Not only has everyone HERE been taking the shaft recently..  but also my mom..<br /><br />Hmmmrf!<br /><br />Oh Well..      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.111.37||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||12-01-2003||11:47 PM||||It happens a lot I've noticed. I won a Profec boost controller on eBay back in late Jan and paid the guy the same day I won ($375 shipped). He never sent it and gave me a fake tracking number to try and get out of it with eBay and PayPal (the tracking number showed it going to Nevada!! I lived in CT)....a few days ago I was watching Judge Judy and heard them mentioning eBay so I started paying attention...As soon as I heard the name of the defendent I knew who it was someone was sueing the guy who ripped me off...it made me feel a little better but I never got my $400 back.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  I don't know how or why people can do that.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||12-01-2003||11:47 PM||||Hmm, yes Josh did disappear, didn't he?  I remember reading that he was thrown from a truck (WTF?) and collapsed a lung or something.  I thought that would kill most people. Maybe he died.  Have you tried calling next of kin?  He left a number.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||12-02-2003||12:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Hmm, yes Josh did disappear, didn't he?  I remember reading that he was thrown from a truck (WTF?) and collapsed a lung or something.  I thought that would kill most people. Maybe he died.  Have you tried calling next of kin?  He left a number. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've talked to him since his accident. I realize that being injured can't be making things easier. He mentioned the accident, but said he would still give me a full refund.  <br />He seems well enough to ignore me on Instant Messenger, my PM's and emails.<br />My point is that if he can't repay me for whatever reason, he should have just said so instead of telling me the money is on the way. I would probably still be a little pissed, but at least he wouldn't be bullshitting me.<br />BTW, would you mind pm'ing me his phone number? It's cool if you don't want to give it out.||64.252.101.99||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||12-02-2003||01:00 AM||||I agree.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong>[qb] BTW, would you mind pm'ing me his phone number? It's cool if you don't want to give it out. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, he posted it here (you know, the post that you linked...)<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4 Me:<br /><strong> topic changed     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     sorry bout the confusion...<br /><br />that's 13 total. i had to leave work early because of injuries sustained in the accident i had in my dodge where i was thrown out of the truck...     <img src="http://bellsouthpwp.net/w/h/whit6371/hurts.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />broke two ribs and had a collapsed lung. now my ribs feel like they've been rebroken, ever seen a grown man cry?<br /><br />anyways, i think money orders are my preferred method of payment, because I am chargin yall cost on these and paypal charges sellers. my contact info:<br /><br />Joshua J Poole<br />3433 Keith Bridge Road<br />Gainesville, GA 30504<br /><br />also, if anybody has any questions, you can email me at whit6371@bellsouth.net or call my house @ 770-532-1496. I should be here whenever you call, cuz I'm not goin back to work in this kind of pain. And if you wanna see me, to see if I look like you can trust me      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     I posted in the "face behind the name" topic in Gen. Disc. that post is here:  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002807;p=4" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002807;p=4</a> <br /><br />okay as for total cost, less shipping...it is:<br /><br />$25 for the pipe<br />$12.84 for the clamps<br />$6.42 for the couplings (not silicone)<br /><br />which comes to $44.26 + shipping, which shouldn't be much since aluminum is pretty light.<br /><br />brandongvr4, check your pm's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||12-02-2003||01:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br />Actually, he posted it here (you know, the post that you linked...)[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, look at that. Thanks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.252.101.99||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||12-02-2003||06:29 AM||||He was thrown from a truck? Don't we have that on video here? It was probably red.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||spoulson||12-02-2003||08:17 AM||||Haha  Busted!||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000011||thon||12-04-2003||11:42 PM||||any news on this?<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000012||Ryan Carey||12-05-2003||06:15 AM||||Funny, I got two emails a while back from Josh asking me to send a money order for this pipe, but I never did.  Might be a good decision now that I look at it.<br /><br />What is this new trend??<br />THERE IS NOTHING COOL ABOUT RIPPING PEOPLE OFF!<br /><br />now I can turn the caps off.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000013||udriveu||12-05-2003||07:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thon:<br /><strong> any news on this?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, this just in: "I'm getting the shaft!"<br />At this point, I doubt he'll ever pay me back. I tried calling him and I just got some lady who sounded like she'd been hit in the head with a shovel that didn't seem to understand the question "Is Josh there?" while she was being told by someone in the background to hang up.<br />He won't reply to e-mails, IM's, or PM's.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Funny, I got two emails a while back from Josh asking me to send a money order for this pipe, but I never did. Might be a good decision now that I look at it. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes that was a very good decision, because based on this, I think we can safely say:<br /><b>JOSHUA J. POOLE OF GAINSVILLE, GA (VR4 Me) CAN'T BE TRUSTED. DON'T SEND HIM MONEY!!!!</b>||64.252.101.99||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000014||92GVR4#333||12-05-2003||08:12 AM||||I live in Alabama --GA is not to far from me..want me to pay a visit?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000015||turboflanagan||12-05-2003||08:34 AM||||Has anyone else been shafted by him?  <br /><br />We should get restitution for all the shafting taken care of at one time.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000016||udriveu||12-05-2003||09:50 AM||||Heh, I appreciate the offers guys, but $60 isn't anything to start an "incident" over. I just want to destroy his reputation and credibility..... or I guess getting my money back would be nice too, but at this point, I really don't think its going to happen.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000017||thon||12-05-2003||11:10 AM||||anyone happen to know where he works? I'll be happy to call him 2 or 3 times a day at his place of work, im sure for 60 bucks he'd pay up.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000018||autobahntom||12-05-2003||11:18 AM||||Allng these same lines. Does anyone know where 1QuickVR4 is? I have been emailing and pming him in an attempt to get some parts that I paid him for (about a month ago) and have not heard anything. Since he has over 1000 entries to this forum, I am inclined to think that something has happened that he has been unable to as opposed to not wanting to. <br />Anyone know him or have information?<br />Thanks,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum3/003787.cgi
A||||2||91TSi_AWD||Galant Sigma||||1||||91TSi_AWD||00000687
Z||000000||91TSi_AWD||12-02-2003||12:59 AM||dyrain3@aol.com||anyone ever mess around with these cars? I currently have come across a 1988 Galant Sigma 3.0L, which I think is really cool car. also found a 1987 Galant with a 1.8L. I plan on getting the Sigma and messing around with it some, but seems like these are really hard to come by.||172.209.17.82||reg||1||91TSi_AWD||00000687||yes
Z||000001||RayH||12-02-2003||01:16 AM||||Before my VR4 I had an 86 Galant with the 4 cylinder.  Quirky styling but fun to drive.  The Sigma was sort of the luxury version with the 6 cylinder.  Weak area was the auto transmission.<br /><br />Even further back my parents had a 74 Dodge Colt (made by Mitsubishi).  Not sure what they were thinking buying a school bus orange car with black racing stripes but it was fun to drive.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000002||henrok||12-02-2003||09:38 PM||||hey ive heard of the stroker engine with  i think 2.4 liters turbo.  what about a 3.0 sigma combo?   damn tonsssss of torque!!!!||64.12.97.9||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum3/003788.cgi
A||||0||Hertz||Searchable Talon Digest archives||||4||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||12-02-2003||01:37 AM||rhertz@baits.com||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />From:   "Odd TSi" &lt;oddtsi@h...&gt;<br />Date:  Wed Nov 26, 2003  6:39 pm<br />Subject:  Talon Digest Archives<br /><br /><br />Some people were bitching about how the Talon Digest archives weren't<br />searchable, but no one was doing jack shit about it. Well, after spending<br />some time (something I have a lot of since I don't have a fucking job) with<br />wget to download all the archives, and passing them along to RiceFed of NABR<br />fame, they are once again searchable (albeit not on dsm.org, but don't hold<br />your breath for that to happen).<br /><br /><br />They're hosted at <a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/digest" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com/digest</a><br />The login is: talon<br />The password is: digest<br />The login and password are an attempt to keep spam bots from sniffing out<br />all the thousands of emails addresses that are on the digest. So when you<br />link to the digest, don't put the login and email as part of the URL. Keep<br />it seperate.<br />Or just pass out this link: <a href="http://tinyurl.com/wqjf" target="_blank">http://tinyurl.com/wqjf</a><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.162.75.12||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003789.cgi
A||||4||turbogalant||oil pressure question||||1||||turbogalant||00000287
Z||000000||turbogalant||12-02-2003||02:20 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||What oil pressure do you guys have at idle ~850 rpm. I have like 17 psi does this seem right the motor only has 750 miles on it so it does not have excessive bearing clearances. It does jump up quickly though when reved. When I first start it, so it is fast idle ~1700 rpm and cold oil, the pressure is like 75 psi.||65.177.232.83||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-02-2003||08:24 AM||||Sounds right to me.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||12-02-2003||03:33 PM||||Thanks minjin. I was mostly worried because I did not replace the oil pump gears because they looked fine and was wondering if I was wrong.||65.177.241.219||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-02-2003||05:37 PM||||Nope, I did the same thing. 180k on my engine, looked at the gears, and said "Good enough". Especially since the balance shaft delete raises oil pressure quite a bit...<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||12-02-2003||08:48 PM||||Minimum oil pressure is supposed to be 11.5 psi @ idle with the oil warmed up at operating temp.  I'm not sure if there's a set rate for it to go up as RPM's increase.  As long as it goes up with engine speed, and the idiot light doesn't come on you should be alright.||66.138.198.130||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum3/003790.cgi
A||||19||drew||Keydiver is the man!||||14||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||12-02-2003||04:04 AM||||Put in the keydiver chip, vpc/afc zeroed out... fuel trims at 100%!!!!! Woohoo Keydiver is the man!||64.36.77.218||reg||14||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||Telecaster||12-02-2003||04:24 AM||||Yup!  I just put in my chip also with the 680cc injector compensation and the car finally idles below a 1k!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.175.112.201||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||12-02-2003||11:19 AM||||looks like im gonna have to get the keydiver chip. most likely when i transfer this car down there.||131.193.154.129||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||Scott Y||12-02-2003||11:38 AM||||I also just put in a chip for my 680s. for the first time ever, my idle and mid trims are above 81%. My hi is still at 81, but I haven't made too many MAFT changes other than zeroing out everything then going a notch or two leaner.<br /><br />In about 2 hours of light-hearted tuning, it feels like I've accomplished more towards getting the car running than in the past 2 months.  <br /><br />Go keydiver......go keydiver......&lt;hoisting palms upwards towards ceiling&gt;<br /><br />Scott Y||63.117.253.195||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||12-02-2003||12:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Go keydiver......go keydiver......&lt;hoisting palms upwards towards ceiling&gt; </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would be called "raise the roof", holmes!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||12-02-2003||12:44 PM||||I still need to do my ECU... god damn I am a lazy bastard!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||12-02-2003||12:52 PM||||Dammit keydiver I'm gonna just mail you my ECU I know you'll do it dammit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||number3||12-02-2003||09:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Put in the keydiver chip, vpc/afc zeroed out... fuel trims at 100%!!!!! Woohoo Keydiver is the man! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you still need the AFC then at WOT for example?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||drew||12-03-2003||01:52 AM||||I haven't tuned it yet, so I can't say that I do. However, I'm hitting fuel cut. What would cause fuel cut on a vpc equipped car? How do I fix it?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||12-03-2003||01:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> I haven't tuned it yet, so I can't say that I do. However, I'm hitting fuel cut. What would cause fuel cut on a vpc equipped car? How do I fix it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought Keydiver removed "fuel cut" from his eproms? Are you sure that's what it is?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||drew||12-03-2003||02:04 AM||||nope. i'm gonna test plugs, wires, and maybe alternator.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||DongeR615||12-03-2003||03:06 AM||||boost leak   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000012||drew||12-03-2003||11:22 AM||||Already tested for boost leaks, and found all the leaks, so that's not it.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||Ash||12-03-2003||06:22 PM||||My chip works great, I pulled the side & lower honeycombs out of the 2G MAS so it isn't 100% spot on, but other than idle it is.  (I didn't specify no honeycombs, my bad not Jeffs)<br /><br />Thanks again Jeff||165.228.131.12||reg||14||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000014||keydiver||12-07-2003||10:44 PM||||Ash,<br />Email a copy of the last chip I sent you back to me. I'll modify the MAS compensation for the missing HC's.<br />Jeff||216.77.204.198||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000015||Ash||12-08-2003||12:18 AM||||no worries||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000016||Darkside||12-08-2003||01:24 PM||||hey guys talking about those chips,  do you have to solider it on, or its just goes on like a computer CPU?||64.166.63.169||reg||7||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000017||GVR1643||12-18-2003||11:03 AM||||You guys with the injector compensation:<br />AFC's zeroed out for the most part right. Upper end with higher boost doesn't need more fuel added?<br />What effect if any does this have on timing since you aren't cheating the airflow/fuel with the AFC?<br /><br />Sounds like a great, great thing!||167.142.21.178||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000018||crucible||12-20-2003||01:46 PM||||I just put in the "chip" from you know who.I have 510 injectors and it idled rough before.Now, it idles great.I ll have to drive it and do some wot runs to see what the difference makes.<br />Word of caution though.I would highly recommend having your chip done professionally.Its not a job for a novice.Both sides of the chip have to be desoldered and the socket must be soldered both sides.Not alot of room to get a solder in there.I took me three trips back and forth to and fro the car to resolder and clean up the board.I thought I screwed up by taking this on and I  know lots a guys like to do their own work but this job might be best left to a pro.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000019||drew||12-20-2003||01:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Darkside:<br /><strong> hey guys talking about those chips,  do you have to solider it on, or its just goes on like a computer CPU? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">need to get a socket soldered in. then it goes on like a computer cpu||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003791.cgi
A||||7||Dreis11301||No shadyness here||||14||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||12-02-2003||07:09 AM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||With all the negitive feedback from buyers here I want to clear up for anyone who has or will be ordering parts from me.  Due to the fact I use the military USPS it takes a little longer for mail to get here as well as for it to get there.  Especially around this time of the year!!  <br /><br />V8 Eater - I still am waiting on your check.  I know it has been forever so PM me and perhaps we can make a gentlemens agreement<br /><br />hecdws - I recieved the money order today.  My wife will be shipping the box containing everything but the rear deck lid tomorrow.  I am picking up a box to house the deck lid after work and it should be in the mail by thursday.<br /><br />4G63T - Still haven't recieved payment, good posibility it is still in route.  Folding mirrors and clear corners are boxed, addressed and ready to go.<br /><br />I will be posting some more JDM parts in the for sale section soon, intercooler and piping, turbo, emblems, headlights, taillights, etc. etc.<br /><br />I am also looking at the possibility of crating a bunch of bumper sets if there are enough interested people, which I would assume there are.  More to come on this.||202.33.24.62||reg||14||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||megaice||12-02-2003||07:14 AM||||I would be intrested in bumper sets||192.128.167.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000002||92GVR4#333||12-02-2003||07:48 AM||||you got me interested in a bumper set as well as a set of side lamps.  Got an idea on price?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||12-02-2003||08:33 AM||||Pics of any of these items ?||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||12-02-2003||11:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RockGVR4:<br /><strong> I would be intrested in bumper sets </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">same here||131.193.154.129||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||12-02-2003||12:30 PM||||you guys wanting better seats should also be looking for jdm recaro brackets.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||12-02-2003||04:13 PM||||<img src="http://www.accutek.com/vulture/vulture.JPG" alt=" - " />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Dreis11301||12-02-2003||09:31 PM||||Okay as the above picture states, I figured this is the kind of response that would happen.  I am going to search this weekend for shipping companies and get hard prices on crates.  <br />The bumpers on all JDM Galants are the same so I should be able to track down a good number of them.  I am estimating to sell for about $350 a set plus whateve shipping comes too.  The more people and sets of bumpers shipped will equal less shipping price to get to the west coast.  Once to the west coast someone close who is buying can hopefully assist in the distribution.  Like I said this is all preliminary and just trying to find out some numbers.  I will keep you posted as I find out.<br /><br />Other items I listed should be in the for sale section over the weekend or early next week.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes



ubb/Forum3/003792.cgi
A||||16||admsr||Winter in the North East||||1||||Alex Morales||00001221
Z||000000||admsr||12-02-2003||12:29 PM||alex.morales@avon.com||Woke up to find this shizu....<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2117" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2118" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2119" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2120" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2121" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2122" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2123" alt=" - " /><br />1 hour just trying to get on the highway. I finally get onto 84e and get off the next exit and go home......<br /><br />GVR4 drove like the slut that she is!<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.177.166||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000001||DeanCouchey||12-02-2003||12:32 PM||||Damn to people in CTnot know how to drive??? I always love the first snowfall cause lots of people go off the road||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000002||Tevenor||12-02-2003||01:15 PM||||Same here. We had a blast a few days ago and some lady in a minivan fell off a highway interchange. She went off the 3rd level bridge in the interchange and by some miracle, rode down the neighboring enbankments to the bottom level. Had to have been a hair-raising experience.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||12-02-2003||01:19 PM||||Damn...that's the 1 thing I wont miss about CT...the stupid drivers in the snow...My sister was saying that the highways were horrible this morning...||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||thon||12-02-2003||01:28 PM||||Wow, time to put the snow tires on, lol, it didnt snow that much down here near the coast, just a few fluries.<br /><br />ahh, the awesomeness of dirtybury lol||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||12-02-2003||01:37 PM||||Damn, I heard it was bad up there this morning, but I didnt think it was that bad.<br />heh, that black dude looks like he's about to beat that elf-looking guy's ass.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||RayH||12-02-2003||01:39 PM||||Took me over an hour this morning to travel the 10+ miles to work.  Had snow on my car but the roads were clear.  Somebody lost it though in Fairlawn and backed up 208 all the way to route 4 and 17.<br /><br />Have to get my snow tires on this weekend.  Speaking from experience, Dunlop SP8000's don't take well to snow.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-02-2003||02:02 PM||||So, did you go rip some AWD donuts in front of those guys and their accident?<br /><br />Yep, looks like its time to swap on the winter wheels. Back to sleeper mode...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||12-02-2003||02:26 PM||||A schoolbus jackknifed in front of me, blocked the exit ramp and then got hit by a box truck. I was hobbling around the outside of the 2 lane ramp in the BMW cause I don't have any traction and every road in Boston was black ice. I had my hazards on, somehow managed to stop and then narrowly escaped the box van. <br /><br />My car got stuck on a bridge with zero inches of snow. Tires going forward, car sliding backwards. Yay!<br /><br />Studded tires shipped out at 8 this morning  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||12-02-2003||02:44 PM||||Everyone was off the road the first snow here in Colorado too.  I don't know why, we have lots of snow every year   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   Oh well it was fun with the new snow tires. Now I can't wait for it again with the 4ws delete and LSD rear!||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||12-02-2003||02:53 PM||||My girlfriend modified her car this morning (on 93north for you New Englanders) she performed the following to her civic.<br /><br />Grille delete<br />Bumper shortening mod<br />left headlight delete (very cool in Japan) <br />and radiator support "v" mod.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||Pappy||12-02-2003||03:19 PM||||My roomate witnessed 3 pretty bad accidents on the way to work this morning, saw a car on the side of the road...on it's side.  And slid on black ice for a while, but narrowly avoided an accident.<br /><br />Man, I wish my car was on the road right now.  I LOVE driving in snow and on ice.||140.247.202.201||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000012||Colt4G63||12-02-2003||04:04 PM||||when did we have snow in CT??  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000013||thon||12-02-2003||04:08 PM||||last night.  I didnt see any here in Orange (on the coast) but dirtybury apparently got some||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||12-02-2003||04:11 PM||||Last Saturday I drove from Marion, IN to Philadelphia and there was a light coat of snow everywhere until midway through PA.  What's weird is that it's between 40-50deg out and still snowing from time to time here.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||bleck||12-02-2003||04:19 PM||||Ray, tell me about it.  I had to get on 4 and make the u-turn at Paramus Rd to take the kids to school on Morlot Ave in Fair Lawn.  4 and 208 were horrendous.  Definitely calling Tire Rack today  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000016||admsr||12-02-2003||04:49 PM||||yep....dirtybury got some snow.....more ice than anything though.....no donuts.<br /><br />I had the kids and wifey in the car this morning. I'm saving the donuts for the nice stuff.<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.177.166||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum3/003793.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||Barbacue grill paint...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||12-02-2003||12:41 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone know where I can find this stuff? need to paint something flat black, withstand high temps and not chip off... Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||12-02-2003||12:45 PM||||KC, I got mine at a hardware store. Home Depot would probably have it.||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||12-02-2003||12:46 PM||||I got mine at that store big lots.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||akira01||12-03-2003||05:49 PM||||your local autozone or any auto store....||148.8.162.27||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000004||red91awdtalon||12-03-2003||05:56 PM||||forget the brand but its in a green bottom/white top can with a picture of a bbq on it and that stuff works great!.... painted quite a few pairs of headers for older cars with that stuff and it always held up. the flat aluminum hold up very nice as well.... gives it that ceramic coated look with a little less shine. good stuff! got mine at home depot. good luck<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000005||Dan D||12-03-2003||06:10 PM||||Walmart||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum3/003794.cgi
A||||30||ayvr4||Evo Vs Vr4||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||12-02-2003||01:15 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||As I have said before, a co-worker bought a new evo... The car is dope as hell, but every day when i walk out to the parking lot after work and see both the vr4 and evo, I am more happy the vr4 is mine   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />I guess I am a true vr4 junky... thought i would let you all know that.||68.74.199.233||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-02-2003||02:05 PM||||Ya, I really like the way the EVO looks on the outside.  The inside is a different story though.<br /><br />I wouldn't trade my GVR4 4 one, but I also like owning ODB1 too.  You only (are suppost to be running) need 1 cat and there are no 02 sensors to mess with.  Pocketloggers and all the cool stuff came out for the 1Gs first.  I could type a lot of reasons, but you get the point.<br /><br />I like the GVR4 more too.  I only wish my car could corner like a EVO.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||bleck||12-02-2003||04:24 PM||||Yeah, second that.  I love my VR4 and all, but the EVO is a rollercoaster ride.  Wheeeeeeeeeee! VR4 aint never gonna handle like that!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||12-02-2003||05:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> EVO is a rollercoaster ride. Wheeeeeeeeeee! VR4 aint never gonna handle like that!</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Mine does  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||markrieb||12-03-2003||09:59 AM||||I'm debating heavily on whether to sell my GVR-4 and buy and EVO. <br /><br />Along those lines, I'd really like to talk with somebody that has time in both an EVO and a modified GVR-4 to see if the EVO really is that much better.<br /><br />The only problem with an EVO that I see is that car payments don't leave much $$$ for mods...<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-03-2003||10:05 AM||||I have time in an EVO (stock and slightly modded) and my 12 second GVR4.  What questions did you have?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||12-03-2003||10:41 AM||||I've driven a 6.5 EVO. I have to say although I love the Galant that the Evo is a better car. It's agile, smooth and light. Aluminum suspension, revised geometry, twin scroll turbo, big brakes. <br /><br />You guy have to remember that you're comparing your Galants with over 10K in mods and years of labor to a factory stock car. A true comparison would be similarly modified cars going against eachother. The evo would win. Like I said though, i'm a Galant fan. <br /><br />My friend Vinnie who rallies in Ireland and here used to Rally vr4, then an evo, said that he felt like he could do no wrong in the Galant but that the evo was faster.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||12-03-2003||01:40 PM||||i was considering the evo, but now, i think either the sti, or keep the galant a bit longer.  either way, i think the next car i get will be the sti.  the ONLY thing that would make me reconsider, is if mitsu came out with a zero percent interest deal.  right now, it seems that both mitsu and subaru are starting to have a lot of inventory on both cars.  so, unless i get a killer deal, i keep the galant.  i have a hard time justifying laying out 30 grand for a car i drive about 3000 miles a year.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||silly4turbo||12-03-2003||01:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I've driven a 6.5 EVO. I have to say although I love the Galant that the Evo is a better car. It's agile, smooth and light. Aluminum suspension, revised geometry, twin scroll turbo, big brakes. <br /><br />You guy have to remember that you're comparing your Galants with over 10K in mods and years of labor to a factory stock car. A true comparison would be similarly modified cars going against eachother. The evo would win. Like I said though, i'm a Galant fan. <br /><br />My friend Vinnie who rallies in Ireland and here used to Rally vr4, then an evo, said that he felt like he could do no wrong in the Galant but that the evo was faster. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I drove one of vinny's old gvr4 rally cars tturned street cars and the thing pulled like a animal, hit redline before I could change gears..gteat car... bimmerbishi, we got the same mechanic :-)||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||12-03-2003||02:02 PM||||I'm my own mechanic but I'm also friends with Vinnie. <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||miturra||12-03-2003||03:43 PM||||I like my VR4. I've considered getting an EVO. I agree with Mark. The payments make me think twice. Besides, my wife would not be very happy. Who knows, I still may get one.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000011||VTGVR4||12-03-2003||04:13 PM||||step 1. check the whole "bitch" thread again.<br />still want an evo?<br />(go back to step 1, repeat)||206.15.136.234||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000012||ayvr4||12-03-2003||04:16 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000013||silly4turbo||12-03-2003||04:36 PM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I'm my own mechanic but I'm also friends with Vinnie. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong>[/QUOTE<br />sorry bimmerbishi, we both know the same vinny  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000014||kartorium31||12-03-2003||05:09 PM||||Hah, you guys all talkin bout payments as a downside need to start slangin.  I just throw down the 30 G's, and tell em I want the red one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />BTW, i sell candy cancer stix to third graders.<br /><br />I would definately rather have the vr than an evo 8 but I'd give anything to have a 6.5 makinen edition, sickest car mitsu ever made!  The sti is nice to though, i came across one last night and we started talking and doing donuts in the elementary parking lot.  That thing had way more grip than my car and he could take off like a bat out of hell even in snow.  The owner was from Jordan and knew what my car was, that made me happy.  Then he asked me if I had a BOV and that it sounded cool and he wanted his to be loud like mine.  "shit dude, it's stock" was my line.   Over all, good encounter and slide session.||12.144.250.13||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000015||ayvr4||12-03-2003||05:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> ... doing donuts in the elementary parking lot... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">u really are selling to 3rd graders....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000016||DongeR615||12-03-2003||05:15 PM||||<img src="http://www.bhpcars.co.uk/norrisdesigns_evo_front.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.bhpcars.co.uk/norrisdesigns_evo_enginebay.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Yea..i'd take this Evo if i had a choice.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000017||drew||12-03-2003||05:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> <br />I would definately rather have the vr than an evo 8 but I'd give anything to have a 6.5 makinen edition, sickest car mitsu ever made!  The sti is nice to though, </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd love to have an impreza 22b<br /><br />gvr4&gt;evo 8&gt;STi<br /><br />(I'd take an Impreza 22b over all these cars though)||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000018||markrieb||12-04-2003||10:34 AM||||My GVR-4 is moderately modified, 16g, RRE FMIC and piping, 550 injectors, 2g MAS, 3" exhaust, SAFC, Full whiteline bushing kit, KYB-AGX's, H&R springs, 22mm Whiteline sways front and rear, SS brake lines, slotted rotors, R4S pads.<br /><br />I'm trying to decide whether to keep the GVR-4 and dump some more money into it or just buy something new and start over.  I've owned my car for 12 years and 140,000 miles.<br /><br />I think that to really compare to the EVO, I've need to fix the following:<br />     Rebuild the transmission<br />     Rebuild the engine<br />     Repaint the car<br />     Add big brakes<br />     Redo the springs/shocks with some real coil-overs (JIC/Tien/DMS, etc)<br />     New front seats<br />     Other maintenance (wheel bearings, alternator, power steering pump, airconditioning, etc, etc, etc)<br /><br />The bill for those parts is more than what the car will ever be worth, so I'd have to keep the car for at least another 5 years.<br /><br />I'm looking for overall comparison between the stock EVO and a car modded similar to mine.  I want to know how they compare in drivability (ride harshness, noise, mileage, range, etc.) and how they compare performance wise, but not just on the drag strip.  How does the car corner compared to the GVR-4, how does it brake, etc.<br /><br />In an ideal world, I'd win the lotto, buy an EVO for an everyday car and turn the GVR-4 into a full out race car.  Or if I was still single I could afford to do this on my own...<br /><br />Or maybe I'll just go off the deep end and buy that old-school V-8 convertible I know about.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000019||MiSTER2||12-04-2003||11:32 AM||||What exactly do we have to do for our VR4s to handle like a standard EVO 8?||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000020||ayvr4||12-04-2003||11:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> ...I think that to really compare to the EVO, I've need to fix the following:<br />     Rebuild the transmission<br />     Rebuild the engine<br />     Repaint the car<br />     Add big brakes<br />     Redo the springs/shocks with some real coil-overs (JIC/Tien/DMS, etc)<br />     New front seats<br />     Other maintenance (wheel bearings, alternator, power steering pump, airconditioning, etc, etc, etc)<br /><br />The bill for those parts is more than what the car will ever be worth...<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, but paying the $3800 I spent on the car, then doing all of the above would not come out anywhere near the $30,000 for an evo.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000021||drew||12-04-2003||12:07 PM||||I think the major issue to take into consideration is that there are so many parts for our cars that are NLA now. And parts do wear out. It's my understanding that:<br /><br />The front bumper is NLA<br />The interior carpet is NLA<br />The rubber shifter bushings are NLA<br /><br />etc etc. It's nice that so many parts have an aftermarket or alternatives, but certain GVR4/GGSX specific parts such as the fuel pump assy, fuel tank, rear steering, speedo sensor etc etc will start going NLA.<br /><br />That's my fear.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000022||Franckypoo||12-04-2003||12:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> <br />etc etc. It's nice that so many parts have an aftermarket or alternatives, but certain GVR4/GGSX specific parts such as the fuel pump assy, fuel tank, rear steering, speedo sensor etc etc will start going NLA.<br /><br />That's my fear. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know fuel pump assys (or even fuel tanks) are no more available in Canada (at least in the province of Quebec).  The last one is on my car actually!  end up paying more than 500$ US for that!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I'd sure get an EVO if they were available here and if I could afford one...  My GF said the VR4 was my last used car!  but she never said anything about getting another 4WD turbo car though!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000023||VTGVR4||12-04-2003||12:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> <br />I'm trying to decide whether to keep the GVR-4 and dump some more money into it or just buy something new and start over.  I've owned my car for 12 years and 140,000 miles.<br /><br />Or maybe I'll just go off the deep end and buy that old-school V-8 convertible I know about.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i'd seriously keep the gvr4, and try to get an evo. if evo really doesnt work, the wrx is not that bad for a daily driver. dont you work in a nuclear power plant<br />?  tell em if they dont make you a good deal, you'll make em an offer they cant refuse. a heaping pile of glowing green stuff under the front door oughta change their minds right quick.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000024||ayvr4||12-04-2003||01:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.bhpcars.co.uk/norrisdesigns_evo_front.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />   <img src="http://www.bhpcars.co.uk/norrisdesigns_evo_enginebay.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />Yea..i'd take this Evo if i had a choice.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, that is a pretty dope evo  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000025||Oztek||12-04-2003||01:40 PM||||I tried a WRX wagon and I hated the car.  Worst clutch/shifter other.<br /><br />It took me a minute to hate it.<br /><br />I'm probably going to be picking up a Forester XT (Auto) as a daily driver.  It's just taking to long to get my piece up and running.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000026||Minjin||12-04-2003||02:07 PM||||You're not going to daily drive the Z06? Slap some 18in snow tires on that bad boy...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000027||Oztek||12-04-2003||02:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> You're not going to daily drive the Z06? Slap some 18in snow tires on that bad boy...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh, yeah.  I'd love to see how 400hp and 335 tires would work....<br /><br />ooh!  Maybe if I put chains on them?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000028||VTGVR4||12-04-2003||02:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Oh, yeah.  I'd love to see how 400hp and 335 tires would work....<br /><br />ooh!  Maybe if I put chains on them? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nah, just get some super studs. vermont super studs. the car will NEVER get stuck in snow. maybe if you get enough snow under the car, thereby taking the weight off the wheels, losing traction... but thats what your roof mounted flamethrower is for.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000029||Oztek||12-04-2003||03:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>maybe if you get enough snow under the car, thereby taking the weight off the wheels, losing traction... but thats what your roof mounted flamethrower is for. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hehehe...actually if you've ever seen the underside of a 'vette, it's pretty smooth.  We could probably work out a track system and turn it into a snow-mobile.<br /><br />or maybe not.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   If someone else wants to experiment on their car feel free to send me the pictures and video.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000030||Minjin||12-04-2003||03:43 PM||||Yeah, I've seen the underside of a C5 (and worked on it). Thats why I got in a big arguement with a guy who refused to believe that the transmission was in the rear of the car...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />We need to bring back survival of the fittest so we can weed out knuckleheads like that.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/003795.cgi
A||||7||Jon||descrambler software||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||12-02-2003||03:18 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I just bought an ATI Radion 9000 All-In-Wonder video card that has a tv tuner built in.  Anyone know if there is software to descramble those movie channels?  I know there are cable boxes that do this as I have one but it would be ideal if I could do this with software on my computer.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||12-02-2003||03:45 PM||||but thats illegal!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||12-02-2003||04:03 PM||||<a href="http://www.alvilag.hu/cablecrypt/download/" target="_blank">web page</a> YMMV||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Jon||12-04-2003||10:11 AM||||thanks!  When I get the video card installed, I'll have to try this site out.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000004||Matt379||12-04-2003||11:25 AM||||How does that cable descrambler box work for you Jon?<br /><br />I've been tempted to get one of those before.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000005||Jon||12-12-2003||12:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt Wenger:<br /><strong> How does that cable descrambler box work for you Jon?<br /><br />I've been tempted to get one of those before. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It works just like any cable box.  Kind of sloppy but it unscrambles all channels.  Well, if you have a channel filter in line, it won't unscramble it.  In my area, HBO 1, HBO 2, and Showtime are filtered.  The other 6 movie channels are just scrambled.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||12-12-2003||02:13 PM||||Oh, go climb the pole and pull those filters.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Jon||12-12-2003||10:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.alvilag.hu/cablecrypt/download/" target="_blank">web page</a> YMMV </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ok, which one to use?||12.223.123.130||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum3/003796.cgi
A||||3||14bCrazy||HOT ROD Magazine = DSM??||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||12-02-2003||03:39 PM||acuradude@msn.com||I just got back from the store and bought the Jan. issue of Hot Rod. They have an article about John Shepard's car in it. The first line of the article says" Admit it:Any automoble that goes mid-8s at over 160 mph in the quarter-mile deserves respect." How cool of them to do a story about an import. On the cover they compare the STI to a Cobra and admit that the STI would win in a street race. THE TIMES THEY ARE A CHANGING!!!!||162.84.78.58||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||12-02-2003||03:48 PM||||Yeah, I saw that article too. I was really suprised, but it was nice to see a crossover like that.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||12-02-2003||04:21 PM||||John Shepard's car is a great fit for Hot Rod, if any, that I can think of.  Most of the other fast imports are FWD, or bling-bling, and that doesn't always fly with the Hot Rod reader base.  I like it.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||12-02-2003||05:41 PM||||I also was fairly surprised at the amount of positive import coverage in the magazine.  I think they need to do a little better fact checking though, as one of their mistakes in the John Shep. article states that Plymouth Lasers only came in FWD.  Not a biggie, I know, but there were others that I can't remember off the top of my head...<br /><br />I found it amusing that the Cobra had to pay a $1,000 gas guzzler tax, but in their time with the two cars it got better mileage than the STI.||69.59.219.144||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/003797.cgi
A||||7||V8EATER||2004 Rally Mexico-anybody want to go?||||14||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||12-02-2003||06:08 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||I'm planning on going to the WRC Rally Mexico, March 11-13 in Leon, Mexico.  I've checked airfare, and from KC to Leon, it's only $425 round trip, give or take a few.  I've also found a few hotels about 20 miles away from Leon (all of the Leon hotels I could find are already booked.), and it seems that with another person, it works out to be around $45 a night/each for the hotel plus food and tequila.   <br /><br />I'm looking for a partner(s) in crime to go and see the WRC in person!  Make no mistakes- this is not bullshit!  I'm going, alone if I have to, but where is the fun in that?  <br /><br />Who's with me??||66.136.155.145||reg||14||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||V8EATER||12-02-2003||06:09 PM||||Oh, and no bullshitting please.  I'm serious, and I don't want a bunch of people saying yes because they want to go- say yes because you are going.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||12-02-2003||07:35 PM||||You want to go watch the locals crash huh? I've seen a lot of Baja races. After a few cervesas they think they are Iron Man Stewart, with the whole family in the car.||64.233.105.221||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||V8EATER||12-03-2003||10:10 AM||||bump||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000004||PhilthMonger||12-03-2003||10:26 AM||||I'm going, got flight and hotel booked. luckily, I got a room for me and my girl, another buddy of mine is staying in the same hotel with his girl as well. it's only a couple miles from rallye hq, San Fransisco Hotel I think it's called. we should get a crew together. I have to say, since coming home from Wales Ralley GB a couple of weeks ago, I was already planning the next trip. I want to make it a point to see at least one different ralley every year. it's the experience of a lifetime.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000005||V8EATER||12-03-2003||10:34 AM||||i'm most likely going to be staying in guantajuano, about 20mi away.  everything I could find in leon is taken.  keep in touch- we should get together while we're down there.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||12-03-2003||07:39 PM||||What are you doing for ground transportation?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||12-03-2003||07:49 PM||||mule or donkey - camels and horses were taken!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/003798.cgi
A||||4||agrabau||Ferrari F40 Mpeg On dyno Tubi-style||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-02-2003||06:17 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://www.tubistylejapan.com/tubiF40.002.mpg.mpg" target="_blank">Too bad it doesn't sound good or anything.</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||12-02-2003||07:52 PM||||You kidding?  That thing sounds awesome!  Oh, you were kidding.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Apparently, the guys to the left enjoyed watching the dyno run.  It sounded like they ran to 9 or 10k rpms in 5th gear.  Incredible.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||crucible||12-02-2003||07:52 PM||||Add that car to my wish list.<br />Those are pretty rare I think.<br />That car is hardly mentioned anymore but it was badass at the time.<br />Ferrari must hate crashing its cars for US regulations.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||psycopyro182||12-02-2003||08:58 PM||||that thing sounds wicked, especially right after he lets off. thats crazy.<br />hmm. that would make a good xmas present haha.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||12-02-2003||09:04 PM||||I'm friends with the Ferrari Of New England up the street if anyone wants to check them out. We can see the latest greatest. <br /><br />I posted enzo pics here a while ago. Sweet car. <br /><br />Spoulson, have I ever been serious   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
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A||||8||devtsikev||Wind noise at high speeds...||||1||||devtsikev||00000249
Z||000000||devtsikev||12-02-2003||06:30 PM||luckee14@hotmail.com||Who else gets tons of wind noise when they're on a highway/freeway?  Since I bought my car I've noticed that my car sucks at sound/wind proof compared to my old galant.  This sucks along with dash rattling.||66.188.114.143||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||12-02-2003||06:50 PM||||my car gets mad wind noise at about 85mph, which is a PITA since i usually drive that fast since i use toll roads to get everywhere and there arent any cops to regulate me since they are toll roads.<br /><br />ive tried moving the bar the door latches onto when it closes (on the B pillar frame) so the door closes tighter, didnt work. tried to tinker with the weatherstripping to get a better seal, didnt work. tried to toy with the windows to go up slightly higher, didnt work. so if anyones got any suggestions id love to hear them.||138.86.152.116||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||12-02-2003||07:19 PM||||Roll the window down, open the door and put your knee against the bottom where the handle is.<br />Grab the top of the window frame and pull it towards you a little.<br />This should move it in just enough so the door closes a little tighter and it won't wibrate at high speeds. It worked for me.<br />Don't try to be a hero and pull it too hard. I tried this at the junkjard one time and the top of the door almost broke off.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />It was good to practice on.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.223.118||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||mj_rosenfeld||12-02-2003||07:19 PM||||My car does this too. What I've read as a fix is to lower the window all the way, open the door and sit in the car and place your foot on the window sill and tug a bit on the the window frame. The frame needs to be bent in toward the car a just a small amount. I have not done this however, because I just never think about it until I'm on the highway and then I don't feel like pulling over to do it. If you do it and it works, let me know.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.184||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000004||crucible||12-02-2003||07:46 PM||||Sunroof can cause higher noise if you have one.<br />I have a mag article that mentioned window noise/vibration at high speed for the VR4.One of very few complaints other than the shift grind and that was testing a new VR4.Of course high speed is relative to individual taste.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||peterlsmith||12-02-2003||09:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> my car gets mad wind noise at about 85mph, </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well there's your problem - you need to crank it up another 30mph so the turbo noise drowns it out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Peter||165.247.97.131||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||12-02-2003||09:31 PM||||I did what Gabor said but I closed the door on a 2 by 4 wrapped in a rag. With the window down, push the upper door frame in towards the body of the car. Problem solved||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||s_firestone||12-02-2003||09:37 PM||||Time to make a boost leak tester for the cabin.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000008||RayH||12-02-2003||10:19 PM||||Also helps to clean the rubber weather stripping and the car body where it meets and then armour all the rubber.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
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A||||16||red91awdtalon||My Galants page||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-02-2003||08:04 PM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||hey, if anyone is curious or bored, check out my galants page on cardomain.com  always open for suggestions on what to do next, yada yada yada. cya<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.cardomain.com/memberpage/470826" target="_blank">http://www.cardomain.com/memberpage/470826</a><br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||12-02-2003||08:18 PM||||Cleanest GVR4 engine bay I have ever seen.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-02-2003||08:19 PM||||im damn picky on my engine bay on all my cars. my old talon's was cleaner i think.... the galant still is not where i want it to be but still working on it. thanks<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||crucible||12-02-2003||08:42 PM||||Ahhh, the dreaded tow hitch.<br />Definitely adds to the sleeper look  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br />I second the engine bay.Way too clean||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||snwbrd40oz||12-03-2003||02:22 AM||||What's the secret? I scrub the hell out of all my underhood parts everytime I go to the car wash, and still they don't look half that good. I think I smell a former car detailer....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.100.165.153||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||12-03-2003||02:29 AM||||steam cleaners||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||12-03-2003||02:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Kevin:<br /><strong>I smell a former car detailer....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What?? You smell me?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||red91awdtalon||12-03-2003||10:59 AM||||i go in and bag the coil, valve cover (so no water gets in the plug wells) bag the o2sensor, and the relay box. basically anything that your afraid of going bad if it gets wet.... remember cars can be driven in the rain so things can get a little wet!  then i use pure simple green (using it for years and doesnt smell bad once it warms up) spray it all over, give it a minute and quickly with some pressure ( i use my pressure washer) rinse it off real quick. now this is what i do but some people dont agree with it but it works but like the used car dealerships i take a bottle of armoral and put it on mist and coat the engine (put a few rags where the belts are, if not.... you could get a bad wine) and wipe up the globs and let it soak in and all your hoses look very nice and black. i do this everytime i change the oil (im wierd and change oil about once a month reguardless of the miles) I have been doing this for years and only if you cut corners will you kill a sensor. takes about 30mintues but looks nice i think. just my 2 cents<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000008||akira01||12-03-2003||05:46 PM||||hey how does that system sound in the car....i'm guessing you bought it at best buy....||148.8.162.27||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||12-03-2003||06:05 PM||||What, no mods?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||red91awdtalon||12-03-2003||06:07 PM||||yeah, got it on the "day after thanksgiving special.  the 2 jbl 10's and a 460watt amp and box for 99bux... waited in line at like 4:30am for it but it was worth it. sounds ok.... well worth the 100bux but it sounds better in my blazer (no trunk). sounds ok.... nothing competition.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000011||red91awdtalon||12-03-2003||08:26 PM||||What, no mods? <br /><br />--------------------<br />     Ryan Hertz <br /><br />well currently just the free mods. but i do have the 2g pistons and no balance shafts with an act 2100 clutch.  not much now but i will have a full exhaust by the end of the month and then im gonna look at a front mount and a 20g hopefully have those by early-mid feb of 04. all in time... oh yeah im waiting on my pump right now. but yeah no real mods yet. and its still pretty fast. lol<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||12-03-2003||11:30 PM||||Your missing an exhaust manifold stud   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||63.184.65.100||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000013||red91awdtalon||12-04-2003||12:06 AM||||haha, smartass! yeah i know. actually 1 stripped and 1 broken half way..... doesnt leak so im not touching it till i need a reason too. haha.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000014||Pappy||12-04-2003||12:42 AM||||I hear that tire shine works really well at keeping everything in the engine bay nice and shiny.  And the hoses nice and black.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000015||turbowop||12-04-2003||01:41 AM||||Yuk...tire dressing all over the engine. Looks nice until you go to work on it. Then your hands get that crap all over them. I don't even like putting that stuff on my damn tires. It attracts more dirt faster than a clean engine bay without it. But whatever...to each their own. It looks nice.<br /><br />*edit* just for arguements sake a picture of mine without dressing:<br /> <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/505/6219car_001a.JPG" alt=" - " /><br />And for those that argue it's that clean because it's not a daily driver here is one from back when it was:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2138" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2138&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />It's an easy day project to clean everything using some degreasers and a pressure washer. And for the record I've never covered any sensors or anything after tons of washes and never had one go bad. I did, however, put a plastic bag around the open element filter.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000016||red91awdtalon||12-04-2003||02:06 AM||||very nice.  really nice actually. yeah i just do that as a precaution because over the years i have actually had the water kill 1 coil and an o2 sensor.  just use it as a precaution.  i just use a very very light mist of of armoral wich comes right off with the first spray of simple green.....  i dont know. thats just how i do it.lol<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
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q!02:31 PM!,
q!2452970.1431!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Happy Birthday!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!03:14 PM!,
q!2452970.1514!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!01:01 PM!,
q!2452972.1301!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!Anyone in Denver got a couple of hours on Saturday?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!09:05 AM!,
q!2452975.0905!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!06:23 PM!,
q!2452975.1823!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!vr4 sale on ebay!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2452970.1631!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2452970.1631!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!V8 ownz ya!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!02:30 PM!,
q!2452975.1430!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!sleeper!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2452975.2237!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!some women are just total bitches !,
q!1!,
q!74!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452970.1833!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!11:22 AM!,
q!2452982.1122!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000074!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!2G MAS owners, what filter?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!08:33 PM!,
q!2452975.2033!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2452976.1543!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Got front bumper off...but!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!08:44 PM!,
q!2452975.2044!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!crucible!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!07:35 AM!,
q!2452976.0735!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!keydiver!,
q!Keydiver is out of town!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452975.2047!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!12:16 AM!,
q!2452976.0016!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q~4orced4door!!!!! Read~,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!09:17 PM!,
q!2452975.2117!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!06:06 PM!,
q!2452976.1806!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!Yet another deal gone sour......!,
q!9!,
q!18!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2452975.2228!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!11:18 AM!,
q!2452979.1118!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!Galant Sigma!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452976.0059!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!00000687!,
q!henrok!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!09:38 PM!,
q!2452976.2138!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Searchable Talon Digest archives!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!01:37 AM!,
q!2452976.0137!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!01:37 AM!,
q!2452976.0137!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!4!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!oil pressure question!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!02:20 AM!,
q!2452976.0220!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!08:48 PM!,
q!2452976.2048!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!ps2 vs ps2+!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!12:03 PM!,
q!2452967.1203!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!07:13 PM!,
q!2452968.1913!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!Show me your exhaust!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!12:26 PM!,
q!2452967.1226!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2452969.2011!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Need for speed Underground!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2452967.1251!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2452969.0031!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!Galant Vr4/Legnum VR4- -1/4 times!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!12:54 PM!,
q!2452967.1254!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452974.0011!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!Where can we wind these wheels?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452967.1826!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2452969.0112!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!H8'N Life .....!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!10:14 PM!,
q!2452967.2214!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!02:32 PM!,
q!2452968.1432!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!x-mas shopping for a plasma TV? !,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!10:51 PM!,
q!2452967.2251!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!number3!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2452971.0943!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Cool chain letter!,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!11-23-2003!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2452967.2319!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!02:36 AM!,
q!2452969.0236!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q~girls!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!01:38 AM!,
q!2452968.0138!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!spoulson!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!08:00 AM!,
q!2452968.0800!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!why can't some company build these for ours!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!08:23 PM!,
q!2452970.2023!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!number3!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!12:30 PM!,
q!2452971.1230!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!headlight bulbs!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!02:01 AM!,
q!2452968.0201!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!12:50 AM!,
q!2452969.0050!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!Santa On His Day Off!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!12:12 AM!,
q!2452971.0012!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452972.1131!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!super mario 3 in 11min!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2452971.0015!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!04:03 PM!,
q!2452971.1603!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!gear head heaven (everyone will want to see this)!,
q!2!,
q!3!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!12:26 AM!,
q!2452971.0026!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!05:35 AM!,
q!2452973.0535!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!This is the reason I bougt a VR-4!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!12:29 AM!,
q!2452971.0029!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!01:05 PM!,
q!2452972.1305!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!Watch this guy drive a truck while sitting on the roof, for a while!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!05:09 AM!,
q!2452971.0509!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2452973.1513!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!Happy Thanksgiving!,
q!7!,
q!5!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2452971.1012!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452971.1732!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!What should I do!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!10:54 AM!,
q!2452971.1054!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!08:20 PM!,
q!2452979.2020!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q~Keydiver is the man!~,
q!14!,
q!19!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!04:04 AM!,
q!2452976.0404!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!drew!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!01:58 PM!,
q!2452994.1358!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!More FREE MAGAZINES!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!07:17 PM!,
q!2452971.1917!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!Romanova!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!11:38 PM!,
q!2452971.2338!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!No shadyness here!,
q!14!,
q!7!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!07:09 AM!,
q!2452976.0709!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2452976.2131!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!I want some...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-27-2003!,
q!09:08 PM!,
q!2452971.2108!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!12:24 AM!,
q!2452972.0024!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!Winter in the North East!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2452976.1229!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!admsr!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2452976.1649!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Barbacue grill paint...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!12:41 PM!,
q!2452976.1241!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Dan D!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!06:10 PM!,
q!2452977.1810!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Evo Vs Vr4!,
q!2!,
q!30!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!01:15 PM!,
q!2452976.1315!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2452978.1543!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!descrambler software!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452976.1518!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Jon!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452986.2219!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!HOT ROD Magazine = DSM??!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!03:39 PM!,
q!2452976.1539!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452976.1741!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!2004 Rally Mexico-anybody want to go?!,
q!14!,
q!7!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452976.1808!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2452977.1949!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Ferrari F40 Mpeg On dyno Tubi-style!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!06:17 PM!,
q!2452976.1817!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!09:04 PM!,
q!2452976.2104!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!Wind noise at high speeds...!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2452976.1830!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!00000249!,
q!RayH!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2452976.2219!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!An the award goes too?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2452968.1401!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2452969.1316!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q![School]Class Registration input!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!02:51 PM!,
q!2452968.1451!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!11:15 AM!,
q!2452969.1115!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!evo iii 16g!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-24-2003!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2452968.1911!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!04:40 AM!,
q!2452972.0440!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q~We're back! Lancer WRC04 annouced!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!12:56 AM!,
q!2452969.0056!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!04:35 PM!,
q!2452976.1635!,
q!PhilthMonger!,
q!00000500!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!Problems with Defi Gauges!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2452969.0103!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!Craig91!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2452992.1113!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!I wish my tranny could do this!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!02:06 AM!,
q!2452969.0206!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!02:34 AM!,
q!2452970.0234!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!You guys seen this?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!04:00 AM!,
q!2452969.0400!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!05:09 PM!,
q!2452969.1709!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!almost a Darwin award winner!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!10:24 AM!,
q!2452969.1024!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!ken inn!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2452970.1005!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Dude, you got NAAAAAWZ!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!01:53 AM!,
q!2452972.0153!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!11-30-2003!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2452974.1330!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Intake Port Size!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!10:38 AM!,
q!2452969.1038!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!10:58 AM!,
q!2452969.1058!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!00001481!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!WRC rally car question.!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!01:33 PM!,
q!2452972.1333!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2452975.1507!,
q!CamZR4!,
q!00000312!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!new WRC car!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2452972.1605!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!06:28 PM!,
q!2452972.1828!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q~Supercharger option for any car!!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!05:24 PM!,
q!2452972.1724!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!08:23 PM!,
q!2452973.2023!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!Evo III big16g!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-28-2003!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2452972.1951!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!02:09 PM!,
q!2452976.1409!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!Which one of you is selling 2 GVR4's in the denver area???!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!08:16 AM!,
q!2452973.0816!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!Kibo!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!05:45 AM!,
q!2452975.0545!,
q!Kibo!,
q!00000303!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!New exhaust pictures !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!03:09 PM!,
q!2452973.1509!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!06:18 PM!,
q!2452973.1818!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Car is sold I am galantless now :(!,
q!1!,
q!33!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452973.1642!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!number3!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452976.2209!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000035!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!admsr!,
q!Discovered 3 cousins.......!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!11-29-2003!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2452973.2205!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!12-01-2003!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2452975.2227!,
q!Doc_Seuss!,
q!00000582!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Interesting trick!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!01:50 PM!,
q!2452969.1350!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!curtis!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!04:13 PM!,
q!2452969.1613!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147/1000!,
q!is this a good price for a engine/tranny?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!02:41 PM!,
q!2452969.1441!,
q!147/1000!,
q!00002688!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!12:16 PM!,
q!2452970.1216!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!Nice Prices on HKS Cams!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2452969.1725!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2452980.1102!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!carjacker get's jacked up (very graphic)!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452969.1812!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!bleck!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452970.2346!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!Imagine getting beat by an F350 in the 1320....!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2452969.1908!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!00000853!,
q!a_santos!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!07:08 PM!,
q!2452970.1908!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Bimmubishi versus Porkie 996tt!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452969.2057!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!Hertz!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!04:05 AM!,
q!2452970.0405!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!Sony Clie SL10 Question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!11-25-2003!,
q!09:17 PM!,
q!2452969.2117!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!11-26-2003!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2452970.1222!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/003801.cgi
A||||7||agrabau||Funny ebay feedback||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-02-2003||09:26 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||I'm on a real roll tonight. This guy's brilliant. <br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi2.ebay.com/aw-cgi/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewFeedback&userid=phoneloser-rbcp&page=1&items=25" target="_blank">Feedback Page</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||crucible||12-02-2003||09:34 PM||||Al, could you explain what the f was going on with this individual.The comm was funny but what was the problem with this person?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-02-2003||09:43 PM||||I have no idea! Someone sent me that link. I think they've caught a touch of "the crazy"||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||12-02-2003||10:10 PM||||That's some funny shit. Nobody ever goes back and reads the responses. The guy defenately have a good sence of humor.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.226.17||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||redheat86||12-02-2003||11:32 PM||||do you think you could give me the address of that  buyer? i have an old score to settle with that sucker from about 5-6 years ago..<br /><br />blah damnit i just saw you didnt sell that item.<br /><br />thanks<br />ben.||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-02-2003||11:46 PM||||Some of his comments cracked me up...I thought it was dent-sport at first  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||turbowop||12-03-2003||12:26 AM||||OMG!! I was rolling...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000007||psycopyro182||12-03-2003||01:37 AM||||that stuff is great.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes



ubb/Forum3/003802.cgi
A||||1||neonturbo1995||HKS cams||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||12-02-2003||10:34 PM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||I want to buy a set of HKS 264 Echaust and Intake cams....where is the best/cheapest place to get a set???<br /><br />Anyone have some solid used ones for sale?||68.164.13.225||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||12-03-2003||01:03 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003732" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003732</a> <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes



ubb/Forum3/003803.cgi
A||||20||jayru||Is it worth it to paint my car?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||12-02-2003||11:00 PM||||My VR4 is white and the paint is in excellent shape, but i really love black on a car, it makes any car look more aggressive IMO. Should i paint mine? Or would it be more trouble than selling mine and looking for a black one? Do you think it would bring down the value bcs my car was origionally white, limited numbered production origional paint/color and all? What do you guys think?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-02-2003||11:03 PM||||i'd say sell it and get a black one.  A real paint job from black to white is a lot of work.  Think of everywhere that's white that has to  go black: door jambs, engine bay, interior under trim.  Ugh...changing colors is a PITA in my opinion if you want to do it right.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||12-02-2003||11:03 PM||||Keep it white.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-02-2003||11:19 PM||||what Pivvay said!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||red91awdtalon||12-03-2003||12:05 AM||||Im in the same situation. i have the whatever green color but i i have bad oxidation on the roof and hood and i would love to go charcol like the new chevy silverado's but i think it would just be easier to stay with the same color. otherwise it cost a lot to have a quality paint job to swap colors. i usually try to only buy black cars so i dont have to mess with inside the engine compartment. it can be black with any color exterior ya know. unfortunatley im probably gonna either stay the same color or look for a black one. black to white is hard to do. but its your money. but these things are getting hard to find right? and if you find a black one, it might be hammered or you might get the black one and it may run like crap.... what a pain. haha. goodluck<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||12-03-2003||09:40 AM||||Ever see the strip-down that Harry did to #3 to get repainted?  Tons of work.  To cover white, you need every crevice covered and covered well.  I say get another car if you really like black.<br /><br />I've had 3 black cars (Neon, GS-T Spyder, and now T/A) and I'm not so thrilled about black because it blemishes very easily.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-03-2003||09:51 AM||||A la Harry's number 3 is the *only* way to change colors right.  I'm not looking forward to that if I ever decide to go through with my dark metallic blue repaint. LOTS and LOTS of work||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||jayru||12-03-2003||11:11 AM||||o i definately know there's lots of work involved. I once had a 10 sec mustang i raced and it was white and i painted it candy apple blue, the candy proscess ment you had to pant everything 4 times! (4 stage proscess). So i'm no stranger to work.<br /><br />My main point i guess was would it depreciate the worth of the car do you think? The mustang was nothing special, cobra, svt, ect. But the galant is a numbered limited production car, would changing the color from origional hurt the value?<br />I am very happy with my car, i know it runs well, and has no mech problems, If i bought somthing else it might be a POS! O hell i'm so confused  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000008||Clinton||12-03-2003||11:58 AM||||I would change it, i know i'm new here and all but i just really hate white. My car used to be white, changed the color 2 weeks ago not that hard for me cause i'm a bodyman. It worked out pretty well, then again mines not a limited anything just a 92 Colt 4G63T.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Here's the change from white.  <br /> <a href="http://www.nacdsm.org/gallery/view_album.php?set_albumName=winterbeater&page=2" target="_blank">http://www.nacdsm.org/gallery/view_album.php?set_albumName=winterbeater&page=2</a>||142.59.155.142||reg||1||Clinton||00002931||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||12-03-2003||12:14 PM||||Ask Nate he changed to Maroon and I dont think that it made the value of the car any less, kinda like will blocking off the 4WS take away from it???? depends on who your selling it to I guess.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||16GVR4||12-03-2003||12:33 PM||||Would green to black be a little easier ? ( compared to white-&gt;black ).<br /><br />I think most green gvr4 I see have oxidation on roof and hood. Most of them also have clear coat peeling on the spoiler.<br /><br />Dunno why, but the green gvr4 seems to have its paint deteriorates the most.||64.169.92.221||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||12-03-2003||12:36 PM||||yep my green 91 is doing the same thing.  But paint isn't high on the priority list right now.  Hopefully someday i'll do it but now it just adds to the sleeper factor.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||red91awdtalon||12-03-2003||12:44 PM||||yeah, my green one has major oxidation on hood, roof, and spoiler. but the bumpers and trunk are fine? what the hell. lol<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||12-03-2003||02:55 PM||||Install a shaker hood and paint racing stripes on it!  JK.<br /><br /><br />Why not do Porsche red?  If you must paint, I'd do something that hasn't been done yet.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||12-03-2003||03:29 PM||||ferrari red!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||12-03-2003||05:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> ferrari red! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002041" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002041</a><br /><br />I like that Colt.  Looks warm.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||12-03-2003||07:28 PM||||And lookey..that was even a post I started...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||12-03-2003||07:31 PM||||Post whore.||67.162.75.12||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||number3||12-03-2003||07:42 PM||||I have to own the most stripped down and then put back together GVR4 in the world. <br /><br />I can honestly say I built number3 from the ground up by putting in 99% of the bolts myself.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ...number3 the only US of A build GVR4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Black is a REAL bitch to take care of but does look real tough...<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||12-03-2003||07:47 PM||||Hertz - as Cartman would put it so well - "suck my balls"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||jayru||12-03-2003||08:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I have to own the most stripped down and then put back together GVR4 in the world. <br /><br />I can honestly say I built number3 from the ground up by putting in 99% of the bolts myself.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    ...number3 the only US of A build GVR4    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />Black is a REAL bitch to take care of but does look real tough...<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know, i have had numerous black cars, most recentily my Z <br />Harry, was your car origionally black?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum3/003804.cgi
A||||8||REDLINEGVR4||I Might be Moving to RI||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||12-02-2003||11:16 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||I was up in Rhode Island for thanksgiving and my mom and I were hanging out with an old friend of hers from hight school at a high school hockey game and i jokeingly asked if i could move in with my moms friend and play hockey up north cause by watching a few games i think i am about on the same level as the kids up there. So you guy in RI if i move up there we will have to get together and chill.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-03-2003||07:37 PM||||So you're going to move to RI to play highschool hockey?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||12-03-2003||09:57 PM||||yeah and then play jr's.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||12-03-2003||10:09 PM||||Florida's Galants are dying out.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||REDLINEGVR4||12-03-2003||10:28 PM||||it is not set in stone yet. oh paul get on aim and im me.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000005||VR4coop||12-03-2003||11:08 PM||||im in MA, so let me know whats goin on||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000006||199of2k||12-03-2003||11:44 PM||||Not many of us, but there are a few.||68.228.148.236||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-03-2003||11:57 PM||||You better start sucking up to the english teacher if you want to keep playing sports...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||12-04-2003||12:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> You better start sucking up to the english teacher if you want to keep playing sports...<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/003805.cgi
A||||2||sleeper||Free carfax||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||12-03-2003||12:18 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Enjoy till it lasts.<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.carfax.com/cfm/promo.cfm?name=ktvivincloning" target="_blank">web page</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.226.17||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||12-03-2003||02:30 AM||||Yea but you only get one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  . Unless you delete your cookies.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.177.240.117||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000002||megaice||12-03-2003||11:49 AM||||Thanks works great. I am only third owner. HA||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum3/003806.cgi
A||||10||Dreis11301||Who Likes 4G63 Hatchbacks? LOOK HERE||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||12-03-2003||07:53 AM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.autospeed.com/cms/A_1603/article.html" target="_blank">http://www.autospeed.com/cms/A_1603/article.html</a><br /><br />I think this is bad ass||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||12-03-2003||08:32 AM||||that is nice...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||megaice||12-03-2003||11:52 AM||||Nice  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000003||Clay||12-03-2003||12:16 PM||||ive got a couple videos of those racing, ill try to host some and post up||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000004||psycopyro182||12-03-2003||12:19 PM||||thats awesome.<br />i would drive that in a heartbeat, even though it is still Fwd. who cares. its got a 4g63 in it. and it looks awesome||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000005||Clinton||12-03-2003||12:29 PM||||Very nice. But going from AWD to FWD, it's got it's up and downs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||142.59.155.142||reg||1||Clinton||00002931||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||12-03-2003||02:08 PM||||I loved my FWD Talon, but I would have had to invest a lot of money just to make it hook up.<br /><br />Spinning your tires down the street can be fun too.     I loved the top end on that thing though.  It felt like I way more power then I really did compared to AWD.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||talontsi||12-04-2003||07:07 AM||||I have been looking at those cars in the UK.<br />There are not too many protons here. But it would make a nice swap!||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||12-04-2003||04:00 PM||||Thta is what this car was based on. Would have been a great Rally Car for Tommi to win in. This one was built bu RalliArt Germany have have Evo VI Rally Drivetrain. <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/22736981.jpg" alt=" - " />||205.166.229.111||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||drew||12-04-2003||04:22 PM||||Actually the Proton Satria is based off the older colts. The colt in your picture is based on the last generation colt. <br /><br />Notice that the Satria has the older 4G63T similar to the GVR4s/Evo I II III.<br /><br />The Colt WRC has the running gear and engine from a Evo VI if my memory serves me correct.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.cmr3.info/mitsubishi_cz3_rally_car.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />is one possible future wrc colt, although I've heard that this body style is too small for WRC regulations.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.cmr3.info/mitsubishi_cz3_rally_car_2.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||talontsi||12-05-2003||07:22 AM||||Yes they have those nice "rounded" colts here.<br />Very nice body, I wonder if it has provisions for AWD.<br /><br />Seen a few here in the UK but all NA and FWD.||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum3/003807.cgi
A||||4||4drwhore||Keydriver chips||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||12-03-2003||11:53 AM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||I was just wondering some stuff about keydrivers chips. Can you do set up something like the TMO chips have where It turns on my check engine light or something on the dash when it reachs a certain rpm. Like a built in shift light but unadjustable. Is their anyway you can modify a chip to where it doesnt drop the extra fuel in when you let off the throttle because of the recirculation of the air from the BOV that way you could just slap a chip in and run open bov so i dont have to keep fuckin with my bfp and my afc. I was thinking some other stuff but I forgot, I'll post more when I remember them.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-03-2003||05:59 PM||||Yes, he can.<br /><br />On the BOV issue... you just need to plumb that thing back in, or meter the air after the BOV.  (i.e. just do it the right way)||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||12-03-2003||06:58 PM||||Well I know I can run and open atmosphere with just and AFPR and an SAFC and do a little tweaking and everything still works right no stalling or anything, I was just wondering that is all.||65.33.119.68||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||12-04-2003||02:16 AM||||Another one for keydRiver.... I think he goes by keydiver.<br /><br /><br />lol||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||12-04-2003||02:24 AM||||My bad, if he hooks me up Ill take him diving in the keys, been a while since I have done that||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum3/003808.cgi
A||||10||bazeng||my car is famous||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||12-03-2003||03:44 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||well... not really famous but some dude took my photo and put it on their site...<br /><br />check it out..<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.fullboost.com.au/racing/dragmeets/2003/calder_03_11_4/calder_03_11_4_031b.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />ran a 13.5 with a 9:1 a/f ratio<br />wanna see aussie muscle cars??<br /><br />check out the url<br /><a href="http://www.fullboost.com.au" target="_blank">www.fullboost.com.au</a>||203.166.63.239||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||12-03-2003||04:00 PM||||Sweet||68.74.199.233||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-03-2003||04:12 PM||||thats coz you had no rear bumper, else 18 sec for sure....<br /><br /><br />Ok, I was kidding! Good job!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||12-03-2003||04:19 PM||||i actually thought i saw a coffee can on the rear of that car for a second. thank goodness its just a grapefruit launcher.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||206.15.136.234||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||12-03-2003||04:20 PM||||You could probably run 11's if you drove on the correct side of the car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||Ash||12-03-2003||06:26 PM||||He's runnin a TD05/06 hybrid so he should go deep in the 12s with a proper A/F ratio||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||12-03-2003||11:13 PM||||THERES NOBODY DRIVING!!!<br /><br />That passenger must be scared shitless!!!||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||12-03-2003||11:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> THERES NOBODY DRIVING!!!<br /><br />That passenger must be scared shitless!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||12-04-2003||01:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> THERES NOBODY DRIVING!!!<br /><br />That passenger must be scared shitless!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh god....I needed that..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  hahahaha||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||psycopyro182||12-04-2003||05:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> THERES NOBODY DRIVING!!!<br /><br />That passenger must be scared shitless!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lmfao.<br />thats some funny stuff.<br />I like the humor that you guys have, it always makes for a good day reading.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000010||bazeng||12-04-2003||05:43 AM||||HAHA!!  funny guys<br /><br />i know all u guys want to drive on the right side... =)<br /><br />the rear bumper is so damn heavy its not funny<br />at least 50kgs<br /><br />also i took it off coz some lady hit me from behind...||203.166.63.159||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum3/003825.cgi
A||||26||Matt379||dream VR-4||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||12-04-2003||01:36 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Dream Galant:<br /><br />Please feel free to make additions/suggestions/revisions.<br /><br />Objective:  Great power-band acceleration, braking, handling, auto-xing, basically, an all around performance car that can compete on road course, auto-x, and drag strip.  Quiet as possible, daily driver possible, can drive on long trips, or in traffic.  Retains air-conditioning.  and LOTS of boost on pump gas.<br /><br />Ball bearing turbo setup w/ manifold<br />3� 122 Performance 02 housing<br />Custom 3� exhaust with resonator and Borla (quiet) XR-1 muffler<br />2.4 liter hybrid built by Magnus Motorsports.<br />Custom FMIC piping with Spearco FMIC<br />Custom fuel lines, Porsche 930 turbo external pump<br />720cc injectors<br />AFPR<br />TCE or Porsche adapted brakes<br />Stainless steel brakelines<br />AEM standalone fuel setup <br />JIC/TEIN or some other quality coil-overs with electronic control<br />Completely new bushings for every part of the body<br />Adjustable rear swaybar 26mm<br />4 bolt<br />Front and Center LSD�s from Quaife<br />Rebuilt transmission with taller 5th gear, double synchros�worked performed by Scott Evans<br />Electronic boost controller<br />F/R strut tower bars<br />Sheet metal intake.<br />Custom radiator<br />90 air-to-air oil cooler<br />custom-built water injection system<br /><br /><br />So,  please contribute�.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||12-04-2003||01:52 PM||||Air/water IC, instead.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||12-04-2003||02:30 PM||||what about the interior bling?<br /><br />sparco seats<br />5 pt harnesses<br />roll bar/hoop from harry<br />dark tint (20% minimum)<br />sparco f-16 evo shift knob (check it out)<br />new speakers and speaker wire (no amp to keep the weight down)<br /><br />93 headlights<br />hella dual tone air horn (to sound just like your fav-o-rite eye-tal-yun car)<br />PIAA off-road driving lights to brighten up those night-time twisties<br /><br />and should we forget- wheels and tires??.....||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-04-2003||02:33 PM||||Well, my dream Galant would add one more face to that three face car...gotta be able to handle off-roading/rally.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Quick notes (getting ready for work):<br /><br />Autox, road race, and daily drive suspensions are all at odds with each other. I'd say the best compromise would be a road race suspension (or rally suspension if we were talking about MY dream galant). Road race suspension isn't as stiff as autox, yet stiffer than daily drive. <br /><br />Now if we've chosen road race as our middle of the road compromise, we have to optimize for it. Daily drive likes smaller wheels IMHO, 16s. For autox, its debatable. The normal rule of thumb is that you run the smallest wheels that will fit over your brakes for racing. That would mean 15s, but no-one makes a wide 15in wheel or a wide 15in tire, so I run 16s. Some people go with 17s, but I don't think it gives any performance gain except for getting a better tire selection. Now the odd man out is the road race side. For that, with the kind of power a dream galant would be making, you need 13in, 4 or 6 pot brakes and the corresponding 17in wheels. So, I'd say go with 17x9s, 245 width tires.<br /><br />Of course, that means we need fender flares, but who's dream galant doesn't include nice box flares?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||12-04-2003||02:33 PM||||for long drives, better do a reverse chop on the roof, add about 4" of headroom. get some custom made seats that can extend back another 6", and lastly, pour some pixie dust on the center console to shrink it, or move it about 6" into the passenger seat. if you want passengers, then you better make the car a few inches wider. gonna run into problems with that, i think.  this is all assuming if you really want to drive a vr4 for long distances and are 6' and taller. There's other ways to punish your body.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||Franckypoo||12-04-2003||03:06 PM||||What's wrong with long trips in a Galant?<br /><br />I'm 6'1 and find that it's one of the most confortable car I've drivent.  My only problem is that I'm too thin so the seats are not offering enough lateral support, but besides that everything is just perfect!  My foot rest is even in the perfect place!<br /><br />And my dream Galant would definitly need to be able to rallye!  <br /><br />I would get a DMS suspension or even a Ohlin if that's possible (never looked if they made any for our cars, but I doubt).<br /><br />But then I think you would loose the dayli driver confort  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-04-2003||03:11 PM||||i love my sparco evo's on long trips. They are comfy for skinny people  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||12-04-2003||04:00 PM||||Delete the electronic boost controller. The AEM does that.<br />How about an normal looking add on dash pad(never did like the trays)that mounts all of the gauges.<br />Adapt the head for either MIVEC or Valvetronic Variable Timing and Lift.||64.233.105.151||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||Garfield Wright||12-04-2003||04:32 PM||||I've been thinking about this modification for a long time now which would be to cut those window frames afound the windows, weld them to the body of the car, that way when I get out of the car I don't pierce my friggin' chest with those pesky things or have to listen to the wind howling as I drive.  I bet no one thought of this one!!||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000009||drew||12-04-2003||05:06 PM||||road race sequential gearbox<br />dynamat up the yin yang to make the car quiet||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||12-04-2003||05:38 PM||||Drew - I bought this stuff called fatmat, like dynamat at half the price, works really awesome!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||Nate||12-04-2003||05:45 PM||||My dream car would be the maroon car with some significant changes:<br /><br />1. Power steering and airconditioning reinstalled, but completely hidden from the engine bay.<br />2. The transmission would never ever break, nor would the clutch wear out.<br />3. The car would weigh 1500lbs....<br />4. and make 1000hp on pump gas with no juice.<br />5. I'd get it repainted maroon again by the guy who painted Harry's car so that it looked perfect.<br /><br />It is a DREAM car, after all. ;-)||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||12-04-2003||05:47 PM||||I'll take this, just like it is. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.motorssport.com/pages/3/index.htm" target="_blank">Galant Group A </a> <br /><br />$25K <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||drew||12-04-2003||06:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong> I've been thinking about this modification for a long time now which would be to cut those window frames afound the windows, weld them to the body of the car, that way when I get out of the car I don't pierce my friggin' chest with those pesky things or have to listen to the wind howling as I drive.  I bet no one thought of this one!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how would you open/close the car door with the window rolled up then?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||12-04-2003||07:20 PM||||On the BMW 3 series, the window goes down an inch every time you open the door, then it automatically closes.<br /><br />Kind of annoying, IMHO.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||number3||12-04-2003||07:56 PM||||Second Nates #3 request. That alone would make up for the rest...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||12-04-2003||10:01 PM||||Hmm, I think Katie already sold my dream car.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||markrieb||12-05-2003||10:51 AM||||A few things I'd add/elaborate on:<br /><br />Loose as much weight in the car as possible.  CF hood and trunk, no sunroof, remove the door beams in the rear doors, no 4WS, etc.  This would also be a good time to look at flared CF fenders, think early BMW M3 box/IMSA fenders and removal of the plastic lower body cladding.  For street use, I'd probably keep the AC and CC.<br /><br />Box or rebuild the U-shaped stamped steel rear trailing arms with tubes and heim joints.  Replace/weld up the soft joint in the rear that allows the active/passive rear steering.  While you are there with a welder/grinder, grind down the seam on the lower arm for more wheel clearance.<br /><br />Convert to 5-lug wheels.  The wheels are much cheaper and there are more available.  Then buy the lightest/strongest wheels you can afford.  If you can get the right wheels and flare the fenders a bit a 285/35/18 is the correct height/diameter...  If not go with the EVO size of 235/40/17.<br /><br />New seats, harness bar and a good harness.  If you've removed the sunroof and lower the seat a bit when you install it, there should be room to sit upright in the seat while wearing a helmet.  You can't really use the harness on the street, but it is a huge help on the track.  Schroth does make a harness that has an inertial reel that will allow you to move around a bit that is supposed to work OK on the street, but they are a bit expensive.  On the plus side, the Schroth belts are the only ones that are actually DOT certified.<br /><br />Dual fuel cells.  A main one for street/pump gas around 15 or so gallons and a small one around 2 gallons with race fuel.  Use an electric valve from a boat to switch between tanks from the drivers seat.<br /><br />A lot of this is what I've been thinking about to make the GVR-4 the equivalent or better than the EVO.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000018||drew||12-05-2003||11:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> A few things I'd add/elaborate on:<br /><br />he lightest/strongest wheels you can afford.  If you can get the right wheels and flare the fenders a bit a 285/35/18 is the correct height/diameter...  If not go with the EVO size of 235/40/17.<br /><br />Mark Rieb </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Evo wheels come with 235/45 17s||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000019||turbogalant||12-06-2003||12:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong> I've been thinking about this modification for a long time now which would be to cut those window frames afound the windows, weld them to the body of the car, that way when I get out of the car I don't pierce my friggin' chest with those pesky things or have to listen to the wind howling as I drive.  I bet no one thought of this one!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how would you open/close the car door with the window rolled up then? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same way they do it in the 80"s camaro's it butts up to the weatherstriping. You would have to modify it more than he says (or realizes maybe).||65.177.240.14||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000020||turbogalant||12-06-2003||12:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong> I've been thinking about this modification for a long time now which would be to cut those window frames afound the windows, weld them to the body of the car, that way when I get out of the car I don't pierce my friggin' chest with those pesky things or have to listen to the wind howling as I drive.  I bet no one thought of this one!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how would you open/close the car door with the window rolled up then? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Same way they do it in the 80"s camaro's it butts up to the weatherstriping. You would have to modify it more than he said (or realized maybe). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||65.177.240.14||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000021||Duc Hunter||12-07-2003||02:03 AM||||My car with Brembo's, an FP3035 BB turbo, a CO2 intercooler sprayer, Quaife's ft/center/rear and sparco's. Oh yeah and an evo IV bumper.||12.129.244.232||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000022||Darkside||12-07-2003||02:42 AM||||My dream VR4 is willing able to fly and teleport.  Like Goku in Dragon Ball Z.   <br /><br />And transform into a robot also like in Tranformer  <br />and have missile on the fenter like in James Bond   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   and still be hit 9's street legal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.166.61.137||reg||10||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000023||psycopyro182||12-07-2003||04:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Darkside:<br /><strong> My dream VR4 is willing able to fly and teleport.  Like Goku in Dragon Ball Z.   <br /><br />And transform into a robot also like in Tranformer  <br />and have missile on the fenter like in James Bond    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    and still be hit 9's street legal   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">haha. well it is a "dream" car<br />my "dream" car would simply be my galant.<br />but without the blown motor... and mabey a few goodies.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000024||Darkside||12-07-2003||06:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Darkside:<br /><strong> My dream VR4 is willing able to fly and teleport.  Like Goku in Dragon Ball Z.   <br /><br />And transform into a robot also like in Tranformer  <br />and have missile on the fenter like in James Bond     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     and still be hit 9's street legal    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">haha. well it is a "dream" car<br />my "dream" car would simply be my galant.<br />but without the blown motor... and mabey a few goodies. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey you in the same problem I am but without the blown motor I have a fault tranny,  But got a new haven't put it in yet.  Waiting for BG syncro oil and HKS headgasket.||66.126.135.51||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000025||199of2k||12-07-2003||07:18 PM||||I dream my car will run one day  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.14.151.211||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000026||Darkside||12-07-2003||08:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 199of2k:<br /><strong> I dream my car will run one day   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't worry same here too. Im just too lazy get it fix...Got everything but Im do lazy....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.126.135.51||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes



ubb/Forum3/003810.cgi
A||||33||henrok||new lancers||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||12-03-2003||05:41 PM||alvihen@aol.com||anybody know the specs of the new lancers including weight? not the evo, the regular lancers.  anyone have a site?||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-03-2003||05:43 PM||||<a href="http://www.mitsucars.com/MMSA/jsp/index.jsp" target="_blank">Wake up and drive</a>||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||4G63Mirage||12-03-2003||06:55 PM||||Well I think they hit the nail on the head this time.  2.4L Mivec, decent body/looks (better than the last one)...||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000003||henrok||12-03-2003||08:43 PM||||hey has anyone thought of swapping an awd and turbo engine onto a new lancer?  how much do they weigh and it seems it would fit. what do u all think?||64.12.97.9||reg||3||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-03-2003||10:48 PM||||I've thought of putting a 3000Vr4 powertrain in a 2 door mirage but I'm crazy.||64.159.109.165||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||turbogalant||12-03-2003||11:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> hey has anyone thought of swapping an awd and turbo engine onto a new lancer?  how much do they weigh and it seems it would fit. what do u all think? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think you should just buy an EVO.||63.184.65.100||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||DeanCouchey||12-03-2003||11:18 PM||||not that anyone cares but stock v stock the new lancer ralliart will just eek out our cars. it has like a 14.9 quarter, cause it has good torque, awesome gearing and its pretty light.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||12-04-2003||01:59 AM||||I'm just glad we finally get a wagon.  The Ralliart Sportback or whatever it's called is hot.  Now if only they'd make an EVO wagon, we'd be set.  Hmm, out of curiousity, does the STI come in wagon trim, like the WRX, or is it solo sedan?||69.59.219.209||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||drew||12-04-2003||02:08 AM||||Yeah i think the wagon is hot too. I'd love to do an AWD turbo wagon. They had earlier lancer wagons in japan but they never came turbo AWD, but people did do the conversion.<br /><br />The STi comes only in sedan format.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||12-04-2003||09:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>The STi comes only in sedan format. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In the US that is true.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||12-04-2003||10:54 AM||||the only thing I dont like about the wagon is that it looks kinda like a volvo form the back.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||henrok||12-04-2003||09:19 PM||||why are people always changing the topic when im onto something.  it looks to me that the lancers are about the right size for a swap.  id like to get a stroker onto the lightest lancer and then swap some custom bumpers (smaller ones) onto one.   so my question still stands... how light are they and is this possible?||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000012||henrok||12-04-2003||09:22 PM||||hey  curtis, u gotz the right ideazzz , let me know if u ever try that and how it goes... experimentation is the only way youll find out.||64.12.97.9||reg||14||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||12-04-2003||09:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> why are people always changing the topic when im onto something.  it looks to me that the lancers are about the right size for a swap.  id like to get a stroker onto the lightest lancer and then swap some custom bumpers (smaller ones) onto one.   so my question still stands... how light are they and is this possible? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">[rant]<br /><br />Holy fuck dude, I posted the link to Mitsubishi of North America TWO MINUTES after your post... just follow the links to the specs for the Lancer and you'd find <a href="http://www.mitsucars.com/MMSA/jsp/lancer/features_specs.jsp?t=all" target="_blank">this page</a> that would tell you they weigh anywhere from 2656 to 3042 lbs.  If you can't figure that out I can't IMAGINE how you would pull off that swap.<br /><br />[/rant]||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||henrok||12-04-2003||10:01 PM||||is someone having a titi attack lmaooooooo. relax dude and i was talkin of last years model not the 2004 otayyy buttt wheattt||64.12.97.9||reg||12||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000015||Martin Chilcote||12-05-2003||12:18 AM||||<strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br />[qb].....so my question still stands... how light are they and is this possible? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They are of average weight but the swap is not possible. End of subject.||66.139.167.67||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||12-05-2003||01:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> is someone having a titi attack lmaooooooo. relax dude and i was talkin of last years model not the 2004 otayyy buttt wheattt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /> anybody know the specs of the <b>new lancers</b> including weight? not the evo, the regular lancers.  anyone have a site? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br />[QB] hey has anyone thought of swapping an awd and turbo engine onto a <b>new lancer</b>?  how much do they weigh and it seems it would fit. what do u all think? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WTF?  New Lancer &lt;&gt; 2004?  You're a moron.  Sorry.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000017||henrok||12-05-2003||07:06 PM||||what evaaaaaaaa, u need to take a chill pill... im glad you was not my teacher.... lmao||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||12-05-2003||09:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> what evaaaaaaaa, u need to take a chill pill... im glad you was not my teacher.... lmao </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Judging from the way you write and communicate, I'd wager that you NEVER had a teacher.  And if you did, he/she should be fired for doing a terrible job.  You, sir, are a waste of oxygen.||69.59.219.151||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000019||henrok||12-06-2003||03:33 PM||||yep yep||64.12.97.9||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000020||gvr4ever||12-06-2003||03:47 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2161" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />What the hell are you guys yelling about?||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000021||DongeR615||12-06-2003||04:12 PM||||I have no idea what you are talking about so here is a bunny with a pancake on top of its head. <br /> <img src="http://www.fsinet.or.jp/~sokaisha/rabbit/000212/dorayaki.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000022||drew||12-06-2003||04:40 PM||||actually that isn't a pancake. It's a Japanese snack called a dorayaki, filled with red bean paste.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000023||DongeR615||12-07-2003||04:44 AM||||so thats what its called. I had some in a smaller bulkier almost like a moon cake size and it was good. some ol dood was making it in his tiny TINY shop.||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000024||drew||12-07-2003||10:52 AM||||Now that would be called an Imagawayaki.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000025||DongeR615||12-07-2003||04:03 PM||||I GIVE UP..i'll call it pancakes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000026||Mitsuturbo||12-07-2003||04:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> I'm just glad we finally get a wagon.  The Ralliart Sportback or whatever it's called is hot.  Now if only they'd make an EVO wagon, we'd be set.  Hmm, out of curiousity, does the STI come in wagon trim, like the WRX, or is it solo sedan? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I want a Legnum VR4 Type S so badly you wouldn't believe it.<br /><br />I cannot understand why they never sent this 270hp monster to the states.  DAMN they look good!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000028||Mitsuturbo||12-07-2003||04:27 PM||||postwhoring a bit here?<br />i thought us GVR4 owners were above that..||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000029||199of2k||12-07-2003||04:27 PM||||In be fo da lock  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.14.151.211||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000030||drew||12-07-2003||05:00 PM||||this thread gets my vote!||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000031||henrok||12-07-2003||06:59 PM||||so what do u think of the possibility of putting in a hybrid 4g63t and its drivetrain into a 2002 lancer?  do they have carbon fiber parts for this car?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000032||199of2k||12-07-2003||07:14 PM||||I own a 03 lancer ls, its an ok car not a speed deamon by any measure. As for upgrading, why?, thats why i have a VR4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.14.151.211||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000033||agrabau||12-07-2003||07:43 PM||||Mine too Drew. This is the "one" <br /><br />Henrok, why bother? I have to ask. This whole thing is amusing, like watching leaves blow over a yard that was just raked.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000034||drew||12-07-2003||09:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> this thread gets my vote! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually I think this thread gets teh award for teh best thread evar on galantvr4.org||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003811.cgi
A||||7||ken inn||HUH??||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||12-03-2003||06:08 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://www.asciimation.co.nz/beer/" target="_blank">http://www.asciimation.co.nz/beer/</a>||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||Ash||12-03-2003||06:30 PM||||Seen that before, what a nutter hey.  A fire extinguisher is much easier.||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||crucible||12-03-2003||08:15 PM||||Haha.Good read.<br />All that for a cold beer.<br />I wanna see a video||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||12-04-2003||02:09 AM||||Wow, that was one of the greatest things I've ever read.||69.59.219.209||reg||10||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||snwbrd40oz||12-04-2003||04:02 AM||||Sounds like that friend of a friend that knew this guy that made a bong out of a globe and stuff! whoa man like totally  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  hehe<br />(I wish I had HALF as much time as some of these people, but that would require quitting the job AND leaving the girlfriend....)||65.100.165.153||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000005||psycopyro182||12-04-2003||05:00 AM||||some people have way too much time on their hands.<br />or mabey they are just too creative.<br />that was a good read.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000006||92GVR4#333||12-04-2003||08:40 AM||||hi --I built a jet motor to cool my beer--what? I like this guy he is a DSMer with out even knowing it.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000007||Dreis11301||12-04-2003||03:31 PM||||I like to drink beer, and I like it to be cold, but I think there are better uses for a home made jet engine like that.  Strap it on a bicycle, or betteryet my 2-year old daughter has a power wheels jeep that could use some extra power.  I bet he spent some money on that thing, and he could have just bought a damn refridgerator for a couple 100 bucks and put it in his garage, but this is a lot more fun.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes



ubb/Forum3/003812.cgi
A||||6||red91awdtalon||Got bored! made my own grill.||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-03-2003||06:10 PM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||yeah, boring day. took about an hour / hour and a half but i think it looks cool?  check it out. its pretty nice<br /><br /><a href="http://www.cardomain.com/memberpage/470826" target="_blank">http://www.cardomain.com/memberpage/470826</a><br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||12-03-2003||06:17 PM||||Nice, an original look!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||drew||12-03-2003||07:14 PM||||You shoulda put teeth in the grille.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-03-2003||07:18 PM||||You mean...teef? Remember, Lamberts gvr4 with the red teef !!???!! LOL, those were the good old days...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||12-03-2003||07:50 PM||||In my opinion it looks really good from far away then up close, but I applaud the originality! I'd never be motivated enough to do something like that.||64.252.101.99||reg||14||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||drew||12-03-2003||08:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> You mean...teef? Remember, Lamberts gvr4 with the red teef !!???!! LOL, those were the good old days... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yep. Lamberts Teef. Good ol' days. It was like red teef on a green car, just in time for the holidaze.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||12-03-2003||08:12 PM||||Cook anyhting with it yet ??||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/003813.cgi
A||||3||red91awdtalon||home made welder!||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-03-2003||06:21 PM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||saw this on the socal dsm board and thought some of ya would get a kick out it after seeing that guys beer cooler thing.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbomustangs.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=8872" target="_blank">http://www.turbomustangs.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=8872</a><br /><br />looks pretty cool<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||crucible||12-03-2003||08:22 PM||||As qouted from one of the members on that site:<br /><br />   <b>  "outstanding application of intelligence and shit layin around"</b>||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-03-2003||11:11 PM||||And I spent all that money for a square wave 175 tig.  I thought was a cheap mustang guy.   put him up for hot rodder of the year or buy him a beer.||64.159.109.165||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||12-04-2003||09:05 AM||||I know what I am building next..||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes



ubb/Forum3/003814.cgi
A||||12||red91awdtalon||tinting the headlights.....||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-03-2003||08:10 PM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||ya know how with the newer galants you can buy the headlights that just look smoked.... ya know how they just look darker... is there any way to do that to the 1g's? dye them or something like that.... just curious. also want to do the same to the tail lights... anyone know of a way?<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-03-2003||11:01 PM||||A guy here in town had a 92 gray car that went to Michigan about a year ago.  He did it.  He pulled apart the corner lights and headlights by baking then in an oven at the lowest temp to soften the sealer.  Then pulling them apart with gloves and some small flat tips etc.  He then painted the insides dark metal flake gray and glued them back together with RTV.  Looked damn good but put out about half the light as they should have.  also he trashed two sets of corners getting them apart.||64.159.109.165||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||12-03-2003||11:45 PM||||Geez, did they stop selling shrinkidinks?||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||12-04-2003||09:01 AM||||here's the way to do it.  My old roommate had me help him.  <a href="http://www.clubprotege.com/forum/showthread.php?s=8d2767a5914e49bb75001a1ccf03908a&threadid=2837" target="_blank">"The stuff is called 'VHT Nite Shades'..."</a>  I think you can get the stuff on ebay.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||crucible||12-04-2003||11:03 AM||||Nite Shade can be had at Summit Racing||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||12-04-2003||11:07 AM||||I painted my headlights on my 2G and turned out pretty good. I don't think it would look good on a 1G or on the Galant though.<br /><br /> <img src="http://members.core.com/~gabor/1fastgsx/front.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||12-04-2003||11:13 AM||||Does that Senna sticker imply the late, great F1 driver?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||12-04-2003||02:24 PM||||You betcha.<br />I was fan number 1 since the beginning.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||Tevenor||12-04-2003||03:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I painted my headlights on my 2G and turned out pretty good. I don't think it would look good on a 1G or on the Galant though.<br /><br />  <img src="http://members.core.com/~gabor/1fastgsx/front.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Looks damn nice. How'd you do it? Or rather what paint did you use?||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000009||Jose||12-04-2003||05:52 PM||||I think they would look good. I was going to do my headlights as well, but now I am going for a different look. The Galant on this page has his smoked. <a href="http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/my_galant/myamg/myamg.html" target="_blank">http://www.d1.hotcn.ne.jp/~colt-amg/my_galant/myamg/myamg.html</a><br />Jose.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000010||psycopyro182||12-04-2003||06:01 PM||||Alot of the VW guys do this to their headlight.<br />its often called the "Joey Mod"<br />where they take out the headlights, put them in a low temp oven, and paint the inside.<br />do a search on google for "joey mod" and you will find all kids of pictures. If done right it can look really good. Im not sure how it would look on the galants. Mabey with the 93 headlight it would look good.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000011||SLedge||12-04-2003||06:53 PM||||I'm planning to replace the stock headlamp assembly with a set of Hella projectors behind my '93 glass.  To practice headlight disassembly I cooked my stock '92s.  They come apart quite easily as long as you go slow.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||12-04-2003||11:01 PM||||I never heated the lights up. Just take your time taking them apart. The paint I used was the stock touch up paint in the spray can, from Advanced Auto Parts. It turned out perfect and get a lot of compliments for it.<br />Now, if I could fit those BMW angel eyes in the 93 headlights.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.195.189||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/003815.cgi
A||||2||Akidosigh1||Winter Storm, need engine!||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||12-03-2003||09:22 PM||||there is a winter storm watch for thursday night through sunday. I need a long block quick.<br /><br />what are thoughts on jaspers motors? is it worth $2500 for a jasper long block? thats my discount price.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||12-03-2003||09:42 PM||||I've got a beautiful 6 bolt NA block you can have cheap, I'll even drive it down to ya!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||12-03-2003||10:50 PM||||Dude,<br /><br />I'm sure someone from the CADSM would have a block you could build...  I don't this "storm" will do much &lt;hoping for opposite  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  by saying that&gt; but you can probably get a good used block, or even one from the machine shop that someone could sell you and with the money left over you could buy goood internals...  <br /><br />Good Luck whatever you choose.  I don't know much about Jasper's 4 banger blocks, but I was pretty happy with their remanu'd V8 that I had in my old Rustang.||171.75.57.53||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum3/003816.cgi
A||||34||229of1000||Two-tone Galant pictures!  Yikes!!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||12-03-2003||09:28 PM||||The car is still apart, and so dirty it's sick (over a month of dust on it now from sitting in my shop) but I finally got around to taking some pictures.  I'm waiting on my intercooler pipes to get here before I put the front end back together, but I got the JDM front bumper painted up tonight and it turned out great.  This car is going to be so nice.    I might have it back on the road this week if my intercooler pipes get here by then.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />I know, I know, take the dealer sticker off.  One of these days.  Now the exhaust sticks out really far after the JDM rear bumper install.  I will have to get that cut down, or else I could extend it another few inches and watch the Hondas boys drool.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />As always click for hi-res, and please let me know what you think.  Thank you Ryan for hosting all my pictures!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2131" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2131&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2132" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2132&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2133" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2133&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2134" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2134&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Mmm... finally cleaned the inside:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2135" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2135&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2136" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2136&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||12-03-2003||09:29 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2137" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2130&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2137" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2137&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||admsr||12-03-2003||09:31 PM||||two-tone look kinda looks cool. it grows on you!<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||12-03-2003||09:32 PM||||Bling bling! Lovin' the look!!!!! Keep it up!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||comfy||12-03-2003||09:40 PM||||shoulda done the whole thing flat black, or at least pick one colour and stick with it.... this isnt 1955  and you dont have big fins on the deck lid||12.222.43.129||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||12-03-2003||09:41 PM||||Beautiful!!!!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||Ash||12-03-2003||09:55 PM||||Jesus Paul!!  that looks awesome!!  I think I have a plan for my shagged paint now    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />Any photoshoppers want a lash at mine??  (sorry for hijack)<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ash_pass_side.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ash_pass_side.jpg</a>||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||curtis||12-03-2003||10:42 PM||||I'm going to report you to the florida highway patrol for stealing cones. <br />Keep it up man I like it.<br />Are you keeping the louvers on the front or are they getting cut out?||64.159.109.165||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||udriveu||12-03-2003||10:43 PM||||That is HOT!!! Leave it!!!<br />Maybe I'll buy your old black parts and put them on my white car. PANDA VR4!!||64.252.101.99||reg||14||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||12-03-2003||10:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong>Are you keeping the louvers on the front or are they getting cut out? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The JDM louvers don't affect flow at all.  Remember that FMIC and the bumper were designed for each other.  They will stay.<br /><br />For anyone interested, I used Duplicolor Truck, Van, & SUV paint.  It's T183.  I sanded everything with 400 grit paper, then gave three coats of paint and three coats of clear.<br /><br />Thanks for the compliments!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||meshwork||12-03-2003||11:12 PM||||Are they your stock side claddings? Did you just mask off the chrome strips? <br /><br />I need to plan out whether to buy new chrome moldings or just mask them off when I do my car. <br /><br />I love the black and gray look though, I'm trying to imagine if I could pull it off with my white car though...||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000011||229of1000||12-03-2003||11:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Are they your stock side claddings? Did you just mask off the chrome strips? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, stock side claddings.  I sanded the chrome as best I could and painted over them, ala Nate's car.  Looks a lot better in my opinion.  I hope the paint sticks.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000012||hibrn8||12-03-2003||11:46 PM||||im sure there was a topic about this before but where did you land your set of jdm bumpers?||65.227.204.229||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||12-03-2003||11:49 PM||||Ebay - jarcocorp (awesome to deal with)<br /><br />Paid $405 for:<br /><br />Hood<br />Fenders<br />Corners<br />Fogs/turns<br />Front Bumper<br />Metal trim above bumper<br />JDM Grill<br />JDM Headlights<br />JDM Fender tops<br /><br />Paid $270 for the JDM rear bumper.  Picked it all up a state away.  So $675 all total.  I've made pretty much all the money back:<br /><br />Hood - $125<br />Corners - $50<br />Grill - $45<br />USDM turns  - $30<br />JDM Headlights - $75<br />USDM Fogs - $80<br /><br />That's $405, right there.  I've got a bunch more on ebay too, the bumpers haven't even sold yet.  Sick.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||12-04-2003||12:01 AM||||Kind of neat how in the fourth picture the rows on the intercooler look diagonal in the thumbnail. I was just imagining how that would look if it were fo' real.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||Clay||12-04-2003||01:48 AM||||wait so you purposly wanted that color combo?<br /><br />awesome||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000016||1badvr4||12-04-2003||03:09 AM||||why dose everyone on here want there vr4 to look like a jdm. im geting rid of my jdm stock bar all my badges. i want the evo 5 bar so when and if i do get rid of my jdm parts is anyone interested. also please stop correcting my grammer i came on here for help and advice about my car not ridicule for the fact i can't spell proply||211.29.241.27||reg||1||1badvr4||00002951||yes
Z||000017||turbowop||12-04-2003||03:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1badvr4:<br /><strong> why dose everyone on here want there vr4 to look like a jdm. im geting rid of my jdm stock bar all my badges. i want the evo 5 bar so when and if i do get rid of my jdm parts is anyone interested. also please stop correcting my grammer i came on here for help and advice about my car not ridicule for the fact i can't spell proply </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The JDM bumpers don't stick out as far as our USDM bumpers. Most of us don't like the look of the Evo style bumpers on the gvr4 because they don't really fit the lines of the car that well. The JDM bumper is a nice factory bumper that looks better than the USDM and keeps the clean look.<br /><br />Is it that difficult for you to use capitalization and proper punctuation? You did go to school didn't you? I don't know about everybody else but I take posts that have the above mentioned items a hell of a lot more seriously than posts with one bigass run on sentence. Same with the guys who use all CAPITALS. It gets damn annoying. That way I don't feel like I'm replying to a 12 year old.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000018||1badvr4||12-04-2003||03:41 AM||||dont get me wrong i like the look of the frount bar but i have seen an evo5 style bar on a gvr4 with a huge carbon wing and e5 bonnet vents molded to the hood it had a real street fighter look about it. i guess i just like chunkie kitsand a jap street racer look||211.29.241.27||reg||1||1badvr4||00002951||yes
Z||000019||talontsi||12-04-2003||06:46 AM||||Looking good Paul!||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000020||GVR4ZUM||12-04-2003||10:29 AM||||I like it a lot Paul. It looks almost just like Garfield's car.||24.56.134.194||reg||14||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||12-04-2003||11:07 AM||||That looks exactly like my Galant GS did with the grey side cladding.  What's JDM about that?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||Garfield Wright||12-04-2003||11:52 AM||||So 4orced4door (aka The Honorable Paul Stanley) had the 2-toned idea as well.  Here are some recent shots of my 2-toned paint job.  I had the paint shop start the silver right below the silver trim piece.  Hey 4orced4door, now you need the rear door decal to take it to the next level.  Guess what?  I just happen to have a pair laying around if u r interested for $20 shipped.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2147" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2147&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2146" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2146&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000023||ayvr4||12-04-2003||12:24 PM||||damn mr wright! that is a Very nice vr4!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br />...oh, yours too Paul...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000024||Garfield Wright||12-04-2003||12:34 PM||||Here'a a front shot.  By the way, if anyone is trying to access my site, it's down right now.  Hopefully it should be back up in a week or so. <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2148" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2148&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000025||ayvr4||12-04-2003||01:35 PM||||ok Garfield, I have decided that you can have my car, and I will take yours. Sound good?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000026||REDLINEGVR4||12-04-2003||03:20 PM||||Paul still got that hood?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000027||Garfield Wright||12-04-2003||04:24 PM||||OK, I'll admit my car doesn't have as much work done as number3.  As a matter of fact, my car is probably to closest to stock out of everyone's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  However I will entertain offers of $10k to the guy who was looking to spend $20k.  Ayvr4, thanks for the props.  I'll trade u if u give me your car & $5k  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I know it's tempting.  I'll even throw in some un-modified jdm 'sand'.  Yes real sand from Japan.  Imagine how much u could sell this for on ebay???||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000028||7541000||12-05-2003||11:59 AM||||TEN POUNDS RICE INA FIVE POUND BAG<br /><br />or<br /><br />MAN I WISH I THOUGHT OF THAT||63.154.60.9||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000029||tplesko||12-05-2003||12:05 PM||||Damn Garfield that car is blinging.  I don't think i'll ever go the JDM route with the GVR4 but if I got another one your car is HOT!||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000030||Garfield Wright||12-05-2003||06:22 PM||||Thanks.  4orced4door did you say you painted it yourself.  Man that's awesome.  Looks tight.  The next thing I'd do is to repaint the wheels the same color as the grey.  I know you're tempted Paul. Come on Paul.  I've thought of having my wheels re done in the same color as the bottom half of my car.  You go first this time.  My only problem with black on black is, you really don't get to see all the details of the car becuase it's so dark.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000031||229of1000||12-05-2003||06:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong> Thanks.  4orced4door did you say you painted it yourself.  Man that's awesome.  Looks tight.  The next thing I'd do is to repaint the wheels the same color as the grey.  I know you're tempted Paul. Come on Paul.  I've thought of having my wheels re done in the same color as the bottom half of my car.  You go first this time.  My only problem with black on black is, you really don't get to see all the details of the car becuase it's so dark. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah man, I took each panel off the car and rattlecanned it.  Cost me $80 to do the whole car, sandpaper and all.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />It turned out pretty good but not too shiny.  In a couple weeks I will have it waxed and it should like pretty nice.  I hadn't actually thought about painting the wheels grey.  I like them black because it kind of ties the bottom part in with the top.<br /><br />Your car looks awesome.  Now you need engine mods.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000032||229of1000||12-06-2003||12:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> Paul still got that hood? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep.  Maybe I'll get my CF hood someday.  Man this car is going to look sweet when I finally do get it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000033||slugsgomoo||12-06-2003||04:45 PM||||well ash, I decided that i'd take a quick (and by that i mean not 100% quality here...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> ) poke at coloring your car. Since you didn't say what the secondary color you wanted was, i experimented. Here you go.<br /><br />  <img src="http://s89423581.onlinehome.us/images/misc/galant30pblack.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />That one I created a layer over the top of the underside panels, painted it solid black, and then dropped the opacity to 30%<br /><br />  <img src="http://s89423581.onlinehome.us/images/misc/galantdesaturated.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />This one, i cut out the underside, and created it in a new layer. It's essentially just the standard color, desaturated. i.e. same lightness, same hue.<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://s89423581.onlinehome.us/images/misc/galantredandblack.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />this one i just created a second layer, desaturated the color from it, and darkened it up into black. So...<br /><br />How's that work?||216.231.49.163||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000034||Garfield Wright||12-08-2003||05:32 PM||||Hey, can you photo shop my car & change the wheels to the same color as the bottom 1/2?||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
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A||||25||ShaggyTE||New to board||||1||||ShaggyTE||00002769
Z||000000||ShaggyTE||12-03-2003||11:39 PM||ShaggyTE1@aol.com||Just thought that I would introduce myself. Im Tanner Eddy from Hinton, IA its near Sioux City, even though many of you have probably never heard of Sioux City either. I bought #1309/2000 from a guy in Minnetonka, MN Its black and in pretty good shape, has all the maintence records since new so thats a good sign. I was also wondering how old the people were on this board, by looking around on the site I feel like I'm the youngest at 17 and a senior in high school. Thanks for the space.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||ShaggyTE||00002769||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||12-03-2003||11:45 PM||||Welcome, bro.  I'm 18, and I think there are like three other kids our age too.  I got my first Galant (a black one from MN as well, rustbucket) when I turned 17.  Welcome to the board!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-03-2003||11:57 PM||||welcome.  i'm 21 and got my GVR4 almost 2 years ago  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Have fun!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-04-2003||12:00 AM||||Another Iowa cornfed boy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Welcome. There's a couple of us from Des Moines and then there's KC - well that's another story  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.16||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||red91awdtalon||12-04-2003||12:04 AM||||21 from so. california. got mine about 2-3 weeks ago and lovin it.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||12-04-2003||12:28 AM||||I'm 18, but got mine when I was 7 for a farm rig, jess playin, that was the datsun.  Got mine at ripe age of 16.||12.144.250.13||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||Dreis11301||12-04-2003||12:46 AM||||I'm 22, but I like to act like I am 16, that really pisses the wife off||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||12-04-2003||01:22 AM||||I may be a towelhead, but Kevin is inbred, one ugly mofo...y'all better watch out!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||12-04-2003||01:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> welcome.  i'm 21 and got my GVR4 almost 2 years ago   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Have fun! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">word.||69.59.219.209||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||psycopyro182||12-04-2003||05:14 AM||||Im 20 and ive had the Galant for 2 years.<br />Welcome.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||12-04-2003||11:01 AM||||KC,<br />I would love to see you with a towel on your head.<br />Just for shits and giggles, do you ever dress up for the holidays?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||stevevr4||12-04-2003||11:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br /><strong> I'm 22, but I like to act like I am 16, that really pisses the wife off </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm 24 and still pissin her off.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Just got the G a few months ago and love it.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000012||chauffeur1st||12-04-2003||02:48 PM||||I got mine about 5 months ago and I'm 23.  I was married (now divorced) and the fact I have had two cars since the dirvoice seems to piss her off  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Oh well<br />J||67.41.85.130||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000013||GVR1643||12-04-2003||03:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> KC,<br />I would love to see you with a towel on your head.<br />Just for shits and giggles, do you ever dress up for the holidays?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can't somebody photoshop that pic of him wearing a helmet all day at the shootout?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />"I may be a towelhead, but Kevin is inbred, one ugly mofo...y'all better watch out!  "<br /><br />yeah, well if somebody falls from our family tree, you don't have branches hitting you on the way down  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.185||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||12-04-2003||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> KC,<br />I would love to see you with a towel on your head.<br />Just for shits and giggles, do you ever dress up for the holidays?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can't somebody photoshop that pic of him wearing a helmet all day at the shootout?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />"I may be a towelhead, but Kevin is inbred, one ugly mofo...y'all better watch out!  "<br /><br />yeah, well if somebody falls from our family tree, you don't have branches hitting you on the way down   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2153" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I was going to photochop Kevin, too, but I couldn't make him any goofier.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||number3||12-04-2003||11:33 PM||||I have a new background!!!!||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||12-04-2003||11:35 PM||||Hertz - good one, buddy.<br /><br />Oh, Harry - just dont jack off to me, please - ya fuckin weirdo !     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||sleeper||12-04-2003||11:58 PM||||ROTFLMAS !<br /><br />Dude, thats some funny shit. You gave him a turkish mustache with rags from a womens head out of some african tribe.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.195.189||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000018||Minjin||12-05-2003||12:50 AM||||BWAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!<br /><br />Nice...That definitely ranks up there with Josh and his boobs.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||12-05-2003||01:36 AM||||To be fair, Mark has been reincarnated as one half of the biker from the Village People and one half of a Japanese teenager.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2156" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2156&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||DongeR615||12-05-2003||03:20 AM||||LOLOLOLOL  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000021||GVR1643||12-05-2003||09:30 AM||||Damn Ryan, people are staring at me, I'm laughing so hard!  <br />Me: no need to photochop, just need any of my '80's mullet photo's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||167.142.22.96||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000022||Minjin||12-05-2003||10:19 AM||||LMAO! Good stuff...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||12-05-2003||12:07 PM||||cmon Mark, Do the YMCA move...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Someone needs to get Hertz's pic and photoshop it...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000024||Minjin||12-05-2003||12:14 PM||||Hahaha...<br /><br />This is the only one I could find:<br /><br /><a href="http://killer.baits.com/~rhertz/ryanpic.jpg" target="_blank">http://killer.baits.com/~rhertz/ryanpic.jpg</a><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000025||blacksheep||12-05-2003||12:21 PM||||Nice, tonite I shall post back with a better version of that pic   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/003818.cgi
A||||6||devtsikev||Running consistant 12 E.T. safely||||1||||devtsikev||00000249
Z||000000||devtsikev||12-04-2003||01:15 AM||luckee14@hotmail.com||How much internal work do I need to do in order to have a safe engine that will allow me to run mid to low 12's safely all day?||66.188.114.143||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-04-2003||01:21 AM||||None.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||12-04-2003||01:30 AM||||I havn't built a 12s car, but I'd think you would want to rebuild your head to handle a higher rev limiter for a bigger turbo.<br /><br />The bottom end can do it though&gt;||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Ash||12-04-2003||01:48 AM||||Mine runs high 12's with a 3 bolt, shagged suspension, completely unopened motor and a E3 16G @19psi on race fuel - there is no need to open anything.  Get a 20G & 12's on pump fuel should be possible IMHO||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||12-04-2003||02:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Mine runs high 12's with a 3 bolt, shagged suspension, completely unopened motor and a E3 16G @19psi on race fuel - there is no need to open anything.  Get a 20G & 12's on pump fuel should be possible IMHO </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What altitude are you at ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||12-04-2003||02:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> Mine runs high 12's with a 3 bolt, shagged suspension, completely unopened motor and a E3 16G @19psi on race fuel - there is no need to open anything.  Get a 20G & 12's on pump fuel should be possible IMHO </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">As does mine. Ash's car and mine are (well.....were) pretty similar modwise. And it was consistent as hell hitting 12.8 all the damn time. On straight C16 I think it would've easily ran some 12.6's or even a 12.5. I usually just added a few gallons of Unocal 110 to the few gallons of 92 already in the tank. And it was great on trips. At the end of the summer I drove it on a long NWDSM run that put over 700 miles on the car in one weekend without a hint of trouble.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||Ash||12-04-2003||02:40 AM||||sea level for me, but it's hot & humid as hell here though||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/003819.cgi
A||XM||1||red91awdtalon||OT- 1985 blazer for sale||||1||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002649">This topic has been moved to For Sale.</a>||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-04-2003||01:19 AM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||probably a long shot because everyone is from everywhere but im selling my 1985 full size chevy blazer. check it out at the bottom of the page. im located in southern california. just a shot. thanks<br /><br /><a href="http://www.cardomain.com/memberpage/470826" target="_blank">http://www.cardomain.com/memberpage/470826</a><br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-04-2003||01:20 AM||||moving to classifieds....||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/003820.cgi
A||||17||hibrn8||WAAAAAHOOOOOOOOO||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||12-04-2003||05:23 AM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Sorry guys im super excited. I just picked up my mail from my brothers house (just now at 3 am) and the results came in for my PCAT (pharmacy college acceptance test) exams. Well my overall composite score was in the 85th percentile. Yay. So hopefully this score with my GPA will get me in this year. <br /><br />So here is the list of schools I applied to and the cities thier in. Where do you think I'd enjoy myslef the most? I am ready to move anywhere.<br /><br />1) University of Florida---main campus in Gainesville (secondary campuses in St Pete, Jacksonville and Orlando)<br />2) Nova Southeastern---Ft Lauderdale<br />3) Palm Beach Atlantic--West Palm Beach<br />4) Medical University of South Carolina--Charleston<br />5) Wingate University---Charlotte, NC<br />6) University of Illinois--Chicago<br />7) Midwestern University--Downers Grove, IL<br />8) Midwestern Univ.--Glendale, Arizona<br />9) University of Iowa---Iowa City<br />10) Nevada College of Pharmacy--Las Vegas<br />11) University of Colorado--Denver<br />12) University of Kentucky--Lexington<br /><br />Also dont forget wherever i land up i need to find my future Polish hot mama wife   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  (that wont be a prob here in chicago, glendale AZ, or Ft Lauderdale)||65.227.204.172||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||12-04-2003||06:26 AM||||Congrats!  Don't move to Gainesville, it is a dumpy, snotty little town.  I hate that place.<br /><br />Of course that would mean another GVR4 about 20 mins away from me so go for it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I know plenty of people that like it there, I just happen to not.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||talontsi||12-04-2003||06:41 AM||||There are a bunch of cool DSMer's in Gainesville though.<br /><br />Plus you will closer to the Orlando/Tampa Group.<br />Can't beat the weather.<br />But not so sure about the Polish chicks.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||82.35.123.231||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-04-2003||08:41 AM||||So you actually want to be a pharmacist? I'm curious as to why.<br /><br />I've been told that there's a huge shortage on pharmacists and that they're making huge money now. But, personally, I can't see it as being a very rewarding profession. If you're a brain surgeon, you can say, hey, I did that, I made him better. It just seems to me that pharmacists are nothing better than a well educated stock boy. Maybe I don't "get" what a pharmacist does at all. I dun no...<br /><br />The topic somewhat interests me because I work for Rite Aid now, in data systems.<br /><br />Oh yeah, and what about UVa? Thats a college I had looked into and it seemed pretty nice. I was intrigued by their biomedical engineering program and from what I hear, their whole medical program is top notch.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-04-2003||08:55 AM||||Come out here to Denver! There are lots of GVR4s here and there are mountains.  Snow is funnnnnn  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||CCDSM69||12-04-2003||09:49 AM||||Nova Southeastern University in Fort Lauderdale, even though its an extremely expensive school you can't beat the education there...I'm going back in the summer and can't wait...I'll be a lot further ahead than you will be so you can copy my notes (if the UCONN ones are good enough for the first two professional year classes down here   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   )<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I've been told that there's a huge shortage on pharmacists and that they're making huge money now. But, personally, I can't see it as being a very rewarding profession.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes and no, it all depends on where you're going to be working. I used to live in CT where there was in fact a huge shortage on pharmacists, fresh out of school people were starting off around $75-80K a year with $25K sign-on bonuses. This was 3 & 1/2 years ago. Right before I moved down here the pay was back down to $65K with $10K sign-on bonuses. Down here in Florida the pay is similar. Out west the pay is higher because more people are moving out that way.<br /><br />Being a pharmacist is a very rewarding profession.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   People just have a tendency to hate pharmicists because 80% of the time that they see us is when they are sick, which causes them to think 2 minutes in line is 45 minutes and the $10 copayment they've paid on every medication for the past 6 years is outrageous( aka:we're trying to rip them off   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   ). <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you're a brain surgeon, you can say, hey, I did that, I made him better.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">We catch and fix the prescribing errors that the DR's make. As an intern for 2 of the 4 years at the pharmacy I've caught over 40 DR errors that could have potentionally "injured" (for lack of better words) or killed a patient. DR's make tons of mistakes and we basically "proof" their work (dealing with medications of course   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   )<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It just seems to me that pharmacists are nothing better than a well educate stock boy. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">We're usually referred to as 'the people who weren't smart enough to become doctors.'   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||12-04-2003||10:04 AM||||wow, this is very tongue in cheek. good that you have such a sense of humor about it. i just love the lines where people will talk about a suicidal dentist "yeah, he almost got into medical school", and even worse, veterinarians "you weren't good enough to be a real doctor?"<br /><br />just make sure you guys place those #@^@#^@@#$# hearing aid batteries outside of the metal louvres when you close the medicine area, when the store is still open. I HATE it when i have to open up various boxes of makeshift tools to get a freaking battery off the rack when they are behind those things.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||Jon||12-04-2003||10:14 AM||||I lived in Lexington, KY for a year and I hated it.  Very small town that is pretty damn conservative.  Very slow paced town.  I really hated driving there because of all of the old people driving slowly and the cops were really out to get speeders.<br /><br />Don't get me started on UK fans either.  Yikes.  For halloween this year, I almost bought a mullet wig so I could go as a UK fan.  We always know a UK game is on because you can hear gunshots in the distance.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||12-04-2003||11:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> So you actually want to be a pharmacist? I'm curious as to why.<br /><br />I've been told that there's a huge shortage on pharmacists and that they're making huge money now. But, personally, I can't see it as being a very rewarding profession. If you're a brain surgeon, you can say, hey, I did that, I made him better. It just seems to me that pharmacists are nothing better than a well educated stock boy. Maybe I don't "get" what a pharmacist does at all. I dun no...<br /><br />The topic somewhat interests me because I work for Rite Aid now, in data systems.<br /><br />Oh yeah, and what about UVa? Thats a college I had looked into and it seemed pretty nice. I was intrigued by their biomedical engineering program and from what I hear, their whole medical program is top notch.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well heres the deal, with a PharmD degree, you can do damn near anything that relates to pharmacology. its not jsut retail based sitting behind a counter, but i can work clinical, ambulatory, even research. so even though im not a doctor, i can perform research to find some type of cure for genetic diseases, which is my plan for the future. so actually guys, doctors come to us for prescriptions which i see first hand when i volunteer at the hospital. <br /><br />and nowadays, i think its much harder getting into pharm school than med school, but thats only my opinion.||65.227.204.233||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||mikeyoung00||12-04-2003||10:08 PM||||U of F is a serious party school. Pretty good atheletics program and some hot coeds as well. Gainsville climate is not bad although it rains a lot. But there are few places I'd rather be on a fall Sat. afternoon than in the Swamp. (Even being a Mississippi State alum and fan.)<br /><br />Oh...and don't forget Cafe' Risque'. If you have ever driven down I-75 between Lake City and Tampa, you've seen the billboards.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000010||4g63t||12-04-2003||10:20 PM||||Florida has the most beautiful girls ever. My buddies and I used to drive from Pensacola to Tallahassee on the weekends to party...all supermodels, I swear! You won't be dissapointed!  Oh, and that "cafe' risque'" is a crock! I stopped there one time in Georgia and they were closed for some reason. They gave me a free pass, but when  went back, they wouldn't honor it,  PRICKS!!!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||12-04-2003||11:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> Florida has the most beautiful girls ever.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah??? im there.||65.227.204.1||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||4g63t||12-04-2003||11:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> Florida has the most beautiful girls ever.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah??? im there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yo, I'm telling you, the girls are incredible!!! We went Talahassee maybe 12 times, and we NEVER saw an ugly girl... all the girls were beautiful!!! I heard the U of F is just as good. Go there, you won't be dissapointed!!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000013||GVR-4||12-05-2003||12:26 AM||||My first choice would be Denver. It's a cool city. I was gonna say Chicago for my second choice, but I see you already live there.<br /><br />I'd stay away from Charleston and Lexington.<br /><br />Check this out:<br /><br /><a href="http://money.cnn.com/2003/08/07/pf/college/bestcollegedegrees/" target="_blank">http://money.cnn.com/2003/08/07/pf/college/bestcollegedegrees/</a><br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000014||hibrn8||12-06-2003||01:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> My first choice would be Denver. It's a cool city. I was gonna say Chicago for my second choice, but I see you already live there.<br /><br />I'd stay away from Charleston and Lexington.<br /><br />Check this out:<br /><br /> <a href="http://money.cnn.com/2003/08/07/pf/college/bestcollegedegrees/" target="_blank">http://money.cnn.com/2003/08/07/pf/college/bestcollegedegrees/</a> <br /><br />dp </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thanks for that!||66.153.126.67||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000015||Darkside||12-08-2003||11:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> So you actually want to be a pharmacist? I'm curious as to why.<br /><br />I've been told that there's a huge shortage on pharmacists and that they're making huge money now. But, personally, I can't see it as being a very rewarding profession. If you're a brain surgeon, you can say, hey, I did that, I made him better. It just seems to me that pharmacists are nothing better than a well educated stock boy. Maybe I don't "get" what a pharmacist does at all. I dun no...<br /><br />The topic somewhat interests me because I work for Rite Aid now, in data systems.<br /><br />Oh yeah, and what about UVa? Thats a college I had looked into and it seemed pretty nice. I was intrigued by their biomedical engineering program and from what I hear, their whole medical program is top notch.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">well heres the deal, with a PharmD degree, you can do damn near anything that relates to pharmacology. its not jsut retail based sitting behind a counter, but i can work clinical, ambulatory, even research. so even though im not a doctor, i can perform research to find some type of cure for genetic diseases, which is my plan for the future. so actually guys, doctors come to us for prescriptions which i see first hand when i volunteer at the hospital. <br /><br />and nowadays, i think its much harder getting into pharm school than med school, but thats only my opinion. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Congrat on your pcat!  Oh yea by the way if you become a pharmacist,    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  try get me some Estacy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.126.133.145||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000016||vrpower||12-09-2003||01:58 PM||||Congratulations Ken!! With so many choices, I guess you will be leaving some of your buddies here in Chicago  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Anyways I wish you the best in your schooling and future job. Dude I'll organize a get-together once I get back form vacation. Peace out for now..||207.56.0.2||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000018||hibrn8||12-09-2003||04:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by vrpower:<br /><strong> Congratulations Ken!! With so many choices, I guess you will be leaving some of your buddies here in Chicago      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />       Anyways I wish you the best in your schooling and future job. Dude I'll organize a get-together once I get back form vacation. Peace out for now.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Congrats to you as well Darian! Tommy tells me you were recently accepted into Loyola and DePaul right? Good job my man. <br /><br />Yeah well get together and party. Just make sure you call up all the polskimi dziewczynami      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <br />yeah yeah<br /><br />Oh yeah....ostatnio rozmawiam z nowa polska dziewczyna ze jestes naprawde piekna i wiesz GalantVR4's.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     Chcem zaprasac nim tutaj wiec poznawasz wszystkie. Knowing you I think youll have no prob with that.||128.248.46.174||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003821.cgi
A||||26||Telecaster||So.... who's gonna try this on their Galant?||||1||||Telecaster||00000416
Z||000000||Telecaster||12-04-2003||07:50 AM||telecastr@email.com||Wow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.calinetworks.net/rez/movies/pop.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.calinetworks.net/rez/movies/pop.wmv</a> <br /><br />I didn't expect it to last more than 2 min.||216.175.112.201||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000001||Dreis11301||12-04-2003||08:16 AM||||I didn't even expect 5 seconds.  There are a lot of F/Cs and F/Ds over here and those guys are always under the hood.  I have a buddy who owns a 93F/D and it seems like every time he gives it more than half pedal something breaks.  When I decided to junk my VR4 I drove it like crap for a week, 6500rpm shift points, boosting to 1.3, and she still fired up and drove every time.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000002||92GVR4#333||12-04-2003||08:26 AM||||I was sittin there going damn....still going...and going...I was hoping that the motor would blow and take em out...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000003||Sam Sayes||12-04-2003||09:17 AM||||Why would you even do such a f*%$ed up thing to a car?<br />Man i hoped that thing blew up on their faces.<br />Pricks.<br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000004||stevevr4||12-04-2003||09:18 AM||||wow  rotary powah||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||12-04-2003||10:19 AM||||wonder if that car was stolen. in any event, i'd give them the idiots of the year award, its one thing to try and blow up a car, but doing it while parked in such proximity to the house, other cars, etc... i was waiting for the part when the police would show up, can't believe people would tolerate such noise.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||MiSTER2||12-04-2003||11:17 AM||||Well i figured it must be such a crappy neighbourhood where people were to stoned to care.  Or they couldn't call the cops because probably they'd get themselves arrested hehe.  I wonder how much the bet was.  I never expected such reliable behaviour from a rotary.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||12-04-2003||11:23 AM||||There are a lot of strange things happening there. <br /><br />At first I suspected that the engine was shot, it was obviously in good shape to last as long as it did. <br /><br />Then i thought the chassis was a candidate for a 3 rotor conversion, it looked like crap on the Pan-out view. <br /><br />Then I thought it would blow up and it didn't. <br /><br />Finally I have no idea how a neighbor would tolerate 7 minutes of wankel engine cacophony. I would beat those rednecks silly just for being wasteful, nevermind the noise.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||12-04-2003||11:33 AM||||Love how it caught fire. Classic. Makes me want to go get an RX-7 now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||Evilnissan||12-04-2003||01:40 PM||||People like that need to be taken out back and hit with a shovel. <br /><br />That car could have been fixed up, painted, what ever was wrong with the motor could have been fixed.<br /><br />Now its just a pile of junk thanks to those idiots.<br /><br />I wish the car would have cought fire and burned down all there "good" rx7's and maybe clean out the local gene pool to.<br /><br />Fucking morons, There was a cherry red 2nd gen RX7 for sale here for $600. it had something worng but it did start up and move on its own power. I was 4 days away from getting it but it finaly sold.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000010||jayru||12-04-2003||06:43 PM||||Daaaaang, o my goosh, damn rednecks. you want to shut it off but you can't. Car was worth more than there house!||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||12-04-2003||09:18 PM||||Well, he said it had a bad rotor seal, so perhaps he is going to replace it with JDM motor? Why not trash the motor if you're going to replace it...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||12-04-2003||09:38 PM||||Yeah, because that chasis was definitely worth saving...  *gag*<br /><br />I bet his step-dad was pissed when he came home from the bar.||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||DongeR615||12-05-2003||02:53 AM||||i'd hit it&lt;--damn we need more icons||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000014||drew||12-05-2003||02:58 AM||||Wonder how long it woulda lasted if they left the radiator cap on.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000015||Minjin||12-05-2003||10:22 AM||||...and had a fan to cool the radiator. Rotaries run really hot, both oil and coolant.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000016||Mitsuturbo||12-05-2003||05:09 PM||||that was awesome.  just awesome<br /><br />i SERIOUSLY doubt one of our engines would last that long with that sort of abuse level||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000017||Tangent||12-05-2003||06:17 PM||||F'ing idiots.  Why not drive the last out of it?  I am sure that would have been much more fun.  They could have sold it like EvilNissan sugested, unless they were going to replace the motor (doubt it).  Or at least donate it to one of the car accepting charities.  Awesome engineering though especially for engines that are known to be tempermental. They should be banned to driving yellow cavaliers for life.||4.40.4.248||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000018||Ferrari F50 GT||12-05-2003||06:26 PM||||I think they were planning on doing a motor swap since he said that the exhuast bolts were going to be tough to get off after he saw the glowing exhaust.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000019||Turbogeek||12-07-2003||06:16 AM||||Hey, what's with the "damn these guys are idiots???" That video was brilliant fun! And being an ex RX-7 owner myself, I got a certain amount of admiration for someone who manages to detonate a rotary. That's seriously trying. And yeah, they did say the motor was on the way out, so why not do it delibaeratly? Loved how the exhaust got hot enough tio ignite the underbody!<br /><br />Only wish would have been if they tried to do a burnout instead of a static rev.||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000020||Minjin||12-07-2003||11:53 PM||||Brilliant? Whats brilliant about trying your damnest to piss off your neighbors for 10mins. If you've owned an RX7 then you know how loud and horrible sounding they are, especially sitting at 9 grand. So, they try their best to blow up the car...right next to their "good" cars and the house? And aiming the exhaust (from a type of car that is known to shoot flames) right at the garage door? Its just all around juvenile and stupid.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000021||snwbrd40oz||12-09-2003||08:59 PM||||they should submit that video to the anit drug admin..." Stupid shit you do when youre stoned". what a waste of a good car. Even if they were just going to do a motor swap, they just ruined about half the shit on that car...must be nice to have so much disposible income..... I'll just quit my rambling and agree with so many of you....FUCKING WASTEFUL INBRED TOOTHLESS RETARDS||65.100.164.190||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000022||GRV4726||12-09-2003||11:40 PM||||i'm not that shocked that it lasted. wankel took his second engine (i think the dmk125 if my memory is on tonight) to 20k rmps. and nothing happened other then him not being able to slow it down easily. too big of a revolving mass to slow down just by letting off the gas.  of course though he built a big sheild for it when he did this. he wasn't that stupid. and the dkm didn't have the eccentric lobe. meaning that the dkm was a PURE rotary (only circular motion. the inner rotor moved at the same time that the outer rotor. ...yep, the housing of the inner rotor was itself a rotor, thats why the spark plugs were placed in the center of the inner rotor)<br /><br />i'm writing an essay on this, and i will post it when i'm done.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />try this with a reciprocating engine...it wouldn't last at all.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000023||slvrblt||12-10-2003||04:28 PM||||"Get the fire extinguisher" "Do we <i>have</i> a fire extinguisher ?!"<br /><br />ROFL||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000024||gtluke||12-10-2003||04:49 PM||||oh well, made for quality entertainment on my half  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.18.157||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000025||batty200||12-11-2003||01:35 AM||||They did say the motor was bad.  It prob had a bad water jacket which is why the rad cap was off.  Also you could see it wouldnt even go right to 9K at first so it was def weak.  I thought it was funny.  Rotaries usualy have few good parts in them to rebuild anyhow and most people have no clue so a totally fucked motor is fun.<br /><br /><br />Later||68.82.223.186||reg||1||batty200||00003023||yes
Z||000026||HHIVR4||12-11-2003||03:02 PM||||thats a pretty tough engine in my book broke or not.they must have got the car for free (atleast it looked like it)||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum3/003822.cgi
A||||13||Jon||Car Fax please||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||12-04-2003||10:16 AM||jon@jgronline.com||Vin number: JF1GG296X2G811351 <br />It is a 2002 Subaru Impreza WRX.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||12-04-2003||10:20 AM||||<a href="http://www.carfax.com/cfm/promo.cfm?name=ktvivincloning" target="_blank">http://www.carfax.com/cfm/promo.cfm?name=ktvivincloning</a> <br /><br />This worked the other day, posted by Gabor.<br /><br />Delete cookies for multiple entries.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||12-04-2003||10:23 AM||||Two words for Jon:<br /><br />Crack.  Pipe.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Jon||12-04-2003||10:37 AM||||Very funny.  Once addicted, you are addicted.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />This is a wagon model too in white which I prefer.  The asking price is $16,900 from a dealership with 23K miles.  It looks pretty decent and the car fax report shows one owner before the dealership all local too.<br /><br />In KY, they have a law which will give me the previous owner's name and phone number.  I'll call them up and see if the car had been in a wreck, etc.  <br /><br />I'm just so tired of my Sentra.  Warning, no one buy one of these cars.  Not a good car at all.  I think I have 8,000 miles on the car and it eats a quart of oil in 1000 miles.  It also has a recall on it for the pre-cat which can cause engine damage.  Hmmm, I wonder if my car has engine damaged based on how much oil it eats.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||12-04-2003||10:46 AM||||Yes, adiiction sux. Only way is to be broke...<br /><br />We test drove a blue wagon a while back, it was really nice. Good luck, Jon. White looks sweet too!<br /><br />Selling shit right now is hard as hell, I have my 2000 integra on ebay, I pray and hope she sells...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-04-2003||10:54 AM||||At least you only would have one turbo car.  I'm trying to limit myself to only one modified car at any time until I get a garage, and maybe even then.  Kibo now has 2 (GVR4 and 2g talon), yikes!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />The WRX wagons are sweet.  If I ever need more passenger capacity I will have a wagon and not a minivan.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||12-04-2003||11:25 AM||||I look at wagons like hatchbacks. They're cool and one of these days I'll get a EVO 12 wagon.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />My wife hates them though, wich could be a good thing since she will never want to drive it.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||12-04-2003||01:07 PM||||Jon I'll pull that info for you in a second since I just spend $25 to get unlimited carfax for the month. BRB with the info   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||12-04-2003||01:23 PM||||Jon the things I would look for on a used WRX is that the steering rack bushings are still in good shape or have been replaced (if not I highly suggest getting the whiteline aftermarket bushings), wheel bearing noise (the grease they use from the factory is sometimes spotty at best and they fail early with hard driving). The tranny if a manual should be easy to shift into gear. When in neutral and wanting to go into reverse you will want to get into a habit of going from 2-1-Reverse as that lines up the gears and will keep you from getting reverse clunk when putting it in reverse. Also when driving it don't expect to be able to downshift into 1st at over 15mph without rev matching (there shouldn't really be a need to) otherwise it will be very difficult getting into 1st (all 5 speeds are like this and most who are used to driving FWD cars or who aren't familiar with these cars complain about everything like "why can't I down shift to 1st at 30mph to engine brake"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  ).<br /><br />Incase you need the carfax info here's what it got (i saw it looked like you got it already):<br /><br /><br />Estimated Owners: Date: Location: <br />1st owner  03/11/2002 Kentucky <br />2nd owner  07/22/2003 Kentucky <br /><br /><br />02/01/2002       Kentucky<br />Motor Vehicle Dept.<br />Louisville, KY<br /> Registered as<br />private vehicle<br /> <br />  <br />03/11/2002  523  Kentucky<br />Motor Vehicle Dept.<br />Louisville, KY<br />Title #020700561194<br /> Title or registration issued<br />First owner reported<br />Loan or lien reported<br /> <br />  <br />07/22/2003  20,003  Dealer Inventory<br />Louisville, KY<br /> Vehicle offered for sale<br /> <br />  <br />07/22/2003       Kentucky<br />Motor Vehicle Dept.<br />Louisville, KY<br />Title #032030560316<br /> Title or registration issued<br />New owner reported<br /> <br /><br /><br />Nothing bad pointed out on it. Definetly check it out and drive it. Just post here if you have any questions about anything you noticed when you drove it (if the steering rack bushings are going you will notice alittle bit of shimmy in the steering wheel). <br />Rich||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||Jon||12-05-2003||01:16 PM||||Oh well, the car sold two days ago.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||12-05-2003||01:25 PM||||Dont worry - there's lotsa fish in the sea...Else, you could buy my integra...LOL||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||12-05-2003||01:26 PM||||he doesn't want something that slow KC   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||12-05-2003||01:28 PM||||Well, slow means reliable....Pivvay. He wont be mad at the car all the time or spending half his life fixing it either   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||12-05-2003||01:37 PM||||if I was fixing my new WRX all the time i'd be mad.  But we all know he'll have to mod it so you're probably right   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003823.cgi
A||||4||akira01||building engine...||||1||||galantgsr||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||12-04-2003||10:44 AM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||hey there i was wondering if i wanted to build up the engine a na 4g63 what steps should i look into first...i would like to build up the bottem end but what would you guys recommend doing first....thanks...||148.8.151.77||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000001||TurboVR4dr||12-04-2003||10:47 AM||||if you are going to keep it NA I would get a 4g64 crank and stroke it.  A NA engine can run 12.5 compression on pump.  Run that with a stroker and hit it with a 100 shot maybe a 150 shot.  I have always wanted an engine like this for a colt.  <br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-04-2003||02:17 PM||||I'd do the opposite...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Put a 4g61 crank in a 4g64 block. Custom longer rods and custom pistons (maybe even stock 2g).Rod/stroke ratios will allow you to rev to the moon. Now all you have to do is have one of the tranny wizards work their magic so you can actually shift at 10k. I think that would be a pretty decent setup.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||akira01||12-04-2003||05:56 PM||||hey you guys are talking about the crankshaft or another thing....and would you keep the stock head from a na 4g63 or what head would you guys use...how bout internal stuff....what would be some good cams, camshaft, piston, connecting rods and so on...||148.8.162.27||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000004||akira01||12-04-2003||06:12 PM||||hey well i was wondering what if i get a stroker kit for the 4g63 get some aftermarket cams, camshaft, connecting rods, and so on....would that be a decent start or what....thanks...||148.8.163.70||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes



ubb/Forum3/003824.cgi
A||||4||sleeper||Interesting facts||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||12-04-2003||11:39 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||"I got this off of the 3si.org forums. Some very interesting facts, for sure!<br /><br />Under full throttle, a dragster engine consumes 1 1/2 gallons of nitro per second, the same rate of fuel consumption as a fully loaded 747 but with 4 times the energy volume.<br /><br />A stock hemi will not produce enough power to drive the dragster's supercharger which requires 1000HP just to pump more air into the engine(but returns 3000HP).<br /><br />Even with nearly 3000 CFM of air being rammed in by the supercharger on overdrive, the fuel mixture is compressed into nearly- solid form before ignition. Cylinders run on the verge of hydraulic lock.<br /><br />Dual magnetos apply 44 amps to each spark plug. This is the output of an arc welder in each cylinder.<br /><br />At stoichiometric (exact) 1.7:1 air/fuel mixture (for nitro), the flame front of nitromethane measures 7050 degrees F.<br /><br />Nitromethane burns yellow. The spectacular white flame seen above the stacks at night is raw burning hydrogen, dissociated from atmospheric water vapor by the searing exhaust gases.<br /><br />The flames you see out of the headers produce so much force that if one goes out on one side, then the dragster will veer to that side if the driver does not compensate.<br /><br />Spark plug electrodes are totally consumed during a pass.<br />After ½ way, the engine is dieseling from compression - plus the glow of exhaust valves at 1400 degrees F. The engine can only be shut down by cutting the fuel flow.<br /><br />If spark momentarily fails early in the run, unburned nitro builds up in those cylinders and then explodes with a force that can blow cylinder heads off the block in pieces or split the block in half.<br /><br />To exceed 300 mph in 4.5 seconds dragsters must accelerate at average of over 4G's. But in reaching 200 mph well before 1/2 track, launch acceleration is closer to 8G's.<br /><br />If all the equipment is paid off, the crew worked for free, and for once nothing blows up, each run costs $1000.00 per second.<br /><br />Dragsters reach over 300 miles per hour before you have completed reading this sentence.<br /><br />Top Fuel Engines turn only 540 revolutions from light to light.<br />The redline is actually quite high at 9500rpm.<br />Putting all of this in perspective:<br />You are driving an average Lingenfelter powered "twin-turbo" Corvette. Over a mile up the road, a Top Fuel dragster is staged and ready to launch down a quarter mile strip as you pass. You have the advantage of a flying start, but you still run the 'Vette hard up through the gears and blast across the starting line and past the dragster at an honest 200 mph. At this moment, the dragster launches and starts after you. You keep your foot hard down, but you hear an incredibly brutal whine that sears your eardrums and within seconds the dragster catches and passes you. He beats you to the finish line, a quarter mile away from where you passed him. That, folks, is acceleration. Think about it, from a standing start, this phenomenal machine has spotted you 200mph and not only caught, but nearly blasted you off the road when he passed you within a mere 1320 feet."<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-04-2003||12:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> "I got this off of the 3si.org forums. Some very interesting facts, for sure!<br /><br />Putting all of this in perspective:<br />You are driving an average Lingenfelter powered "twin-turbo" Corvette. Over a mile up the road, a Top Fuel dragster is staged and ready to launch down a quarter mile strip as you pass. You have the advantage of a flying start, but you still run the 'Vette hard up through the gears and blast across the starting line and past the dragster at an honest 200 mph. At this moment, the dragster launches and starts after you. You keep your foot hard down, but you hear an incredibly brutal whine that sears your eardrums and within seconds the dragster catches and passes you. He beats you to the finish line, a quarter mile away from where you passed him. That, folks, is acceleration. Think about it, from a standing start, this phenomenal machine has spotted you 200mph and not only caught, but nearly blasted you off the road when he passed you within a mere 1320 feet."<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMFAO!!!!!!!!!! That was great!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||12-04-2003||12:19 PM||||sheesh, thats sick. a 200 mph running head start, and you still lose? i'm driving the wrong car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||Matt379||12-04-2003||01:17 PM||||There was something on TV a while back showing a Jet-Powered SEMI (the tractor part only) that raced a stunt plane which had a full speed flying head start.  The semi runs the plane down like a nfl player running down a pee-wee football player.<br /><br />The truck came to our drag strip and they had to block off the highway because the flames shoot so far behind it.<br /><br />At Norwalk, OH it toasted the signs behind it when it was taking off.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000004||Dreis11301||12-04-2003||03:22 PM||||That same truck came to an Air Show when I was stationed at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana.  It covered the three mile runway in no time at all.  I want to ride in that thing.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes



ubb/Forum3/003826.cgi
A||||3||gvr4ever||Chcagoland paint shop.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||12-04-2003||04:39 PM||||The clear coat on my spoiler has come off.  It looks like the base coat is okay.<br /><br />I need a shop that can cafully sand down the clear coat and put a new layer(s) on.  I got one BS quote of like $350 before.<br /><br />If anyone knows of a good place, or can do it.  Please let me know.  I wanted to do this myself, but I am limited on space right now.  No can do.  I'd like to get it done in the price range of $100-150.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-04-2003||10:04 PM||||I think you could buy a good one for that much.  Or do it yourself.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.paintscratch.com" target="_blank">http://www.paintscratch.com</a>||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||12-04-2003||11:02 PM||||Damn, I hate to open my mouth but.  For a 150 I have some Sherwin Williams series 7000 clearcoat and could do it for you.  If you bring it here don't care if it takes me awhile,  max 2 weeks.  I'd have to see it first though, i might not be able to just sand and clear.  It depends on actually what it is.  It might need to be rebase coated.  That's the only way it would cost a little more.  Just charge you for the paint though.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||12-04-2003||11:12 PM||||Well, I am going to go get my car this weekend, take it to a car wash and then detail it.  It will probably be in my garage all winter long, so I'll take it off while polishing her up.<br /><br />I'll post some pics of the dammage when I get a chance.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003827.cgi
A||||7||Colt4G63||NWS T/A Quiz||||1||||Colt4G63||00002127
Z||000000||Colt4G63||12-04-2003||07:22 PM||forum69boardr@aol.com||<a href="http://www.curlydavid.com/quiz1.html#" target="_blank">T+A Quiz</a> <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T<br /> <br /> <small>[ 12-04-2003, 07:41 PM: Message edited by: PRE-EVO ]</small>||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||12-04-2003||07:26 PM||||9/10, hell yeah!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||GRV4726||12-04-2003||07:35 PM||||NOT WORK SAFE. 8/10   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000003||Doc_Seuss||12-04-2003||07:36 PM||||man 8/10<br /><br />o well<br />dave||128.153.218.65||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000004||galantchick1120||12-04-2003||07:57 PM||||My boyfriend-4g63t-tricked me into looking at the quiz-he told me it was about cars. My roomate and I took the quiz and got 6/10.||204.78.8.169||reg||1||G297||00002620||yes
Z||000005||Darkside||12-04-2003||08:56 PM||||Yo guys, I got a 10 out of 10 on the first try.  It say "you got a 10/10, you must be a girl" hahahaha. It funny.||67.119.172.221||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000006||V8EATER||12-05-2003||12:23 PM||||4/10- however, a breast in one hand, ass in the other, how can you really lose?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||12-05-2003||02:10 PM||||6....oh well i know my T&A in person.||65.227.204.10||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003828.cgi
A||||20||GVR-4||Final exams anyone?||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||12-04-2003||09:21 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||I was just wondering who else out there is suffering through finals?<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||12-04-2003||09:39 PM||||Well, I just turned in my 8 page comp II paper and I took the OPM test (FAA (and passed)), but I still have a comp II final and FAA private exam to do. Hooray!!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||12-04-2003||10:05 PM||||Last sunday, i took 4 tests for my online class because i slacked the 2nd half of the semester, got an A on all of those so I passed that one.<br /><br />Yesterday when i showed up late for accounting, i turned in my final project and the paper was still hot from the printer. then i proceeded to fail the final because i missed the last 2 weeks of class due to no ride. got a email from the teach of accounting today that he sent to everyone saying that he didn't grade finals yet but he looked over some of them and is offering the chance to take a make up test next wednesday to those wanting to take it to possibly improve their grade. <br /><br />I don't even feel like dealing with trying to find a ride to school next week so i am done for the semester and if i passed accounting, i have done all my credits for an associates in business management and i graduate. <br /><br />then i get to go to U of NWern OH and start working towards a degree in High Performance Technology. Finally!||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||12-04-2003||10:06 PM||||[QUOTE]  [Well, I just turned in my 8 page comp II paper and I took the OPM test (FAA (and passed)), but I still have a comp II final and FAA private exam to do. Hooray!!/QUOTE] <br /><br />  Congrats Chris.  I dont drive fast I fly low...||68.76.190.31||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||12-04-2003||10:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong>   Congrats Chris.  I dont drive fast I fly low... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nothing like a little CFIT...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||curtis||12-04-2003||10:39 PM||||I've got a quiz tuesday a final wednesday and a final thursday.  The bitch is that one of the classes was a computer aided manufacturing course.  We have about a million dollars worth of cnc machines that all have to be manual keypunched to run programs instead of the professor getting everything we need to run the tec soft program to program the machines.  I had the drawing done of the keychain and was going to start whipping out the billet aluminum <br />Galant VR4-----------91/92 limited edition but maybe next semester if I have time.  Next time its my second calculus,statics and strenghts and computer intergrated manufacturing.  Yes just three classes but each class is 5 hours a week for eight weeks.  Its fast but you never have time to get sick of a class.  I take that back 2 semesters of physics for 12.5 hours a week fricking sucked ass along with the 1200 pages we covered and the 30+ questions per chapter.||64.159.108.146||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||12-04-2003||10:41 PM||||yeah i just turned in my 10 pager for soc. that was fun   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   and i just had my 3rd midterm in Genetics on Weds. Finals start for me next tues and go through friday. Time to start studying I would say. Good luck to you that are taking them as well!||65.227.204.1||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||12-04-2003||11:37 PM||||I go to school for architecture. And around this time of the semester, the studios are open 24hrs a day, no joke, and there are people in them all of those hours. For the last week I have been spending about 18 hours a day at school, building my final model and doing the drawings for it and so on. I just finished my model about half an hour ago, so I decide to take alittle brake, hence this reply. The final presentation is next tuesday, after that there is one final. I am extremely tired, but it will soon be over, for a short time at least. <br /><br />Later, have to get back to work.||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||12-05-2003||12:09 AM||||I've got a Computer Science (UNIX) final on Tuesday and a Calculus final on Wednesday. Fortunately, no Engineering final and only a 500 word essay (just printed it up) for my Economics final due on Wednesday evening.<br /><br />I'll be wrenchin' for sure on Thursday! I just finished my tranny rebuild this morning.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||12-05-2003||10:01 AM||||yah, well, when you get to my age, final exams involve dropping your pants.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||curtis||12-05-2003||10:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> yah, well, when you get to my age, final exams involve dropping your pants. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">your to damn funny ken||67.25.36.28||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||chucklesas||12-05-2003||12:21 PM||||I take 22 credit hours of classes this quarter.  So yeah, I'm definitely going to be SUFFERING through exams, next week though.<br /><br />-the rocket scientest||129.137.178.161||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000012||Doc_Seuss||12-05-2003||01:07 PM||||hmm lets see i actually had an easy semester(finals anyway).  I think i have 5 finals, 1 essay, and 2 projects.<br /><br />O yeah hardcore engineering schools suck.<br /><br />dave||128.153.218.65||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000013||4g63t||12-05-2003||01:45 PM||||I had finals this week and two next week and I have strep throat. I WANNA DIE.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000014||4g63t||12-05-2003||01:48 PM||||Crap! Somehow I got I got logged on to my BF name- the last post was mine- G297. That kinda makes Chris look like he has multiple personalities doesn't it. Ha, ha.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000015||hibrn8||12-05-2003||02:04 PM||||i just got back that genetics exam and got a whopping 29 on it. oh man im screwed.||65.227.204.10||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000016||DongeR615||12-05-2003||02:14 PM||||i got exams next week and you know how we all love school. School is like a gf. we pay for it, try to be good to it. visit atleast 3 times a week, never talk back and our progress is below satisfactory.||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000017||Oztek||12-05-2003||02:26 PM||||I've got a beginning Japanese one coming up in a couple of weeks....Weeee!  Don't know why I came back to school.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000018||psycopyro182||12-05-2003||03:23 PM||||Took the first part of my Psycology final today.<br />and next week ive got english, post civil war hist, and the rest of psyc. <br />it was a very easy semester for me.<br />but when i start all those maths next semester for EE it is going to be a huge pain.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000019||chucklesas||12-05-2003||03:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br /><strong> Took the first part of my Psycology final today.<br />and next week ive got english, post civil war hist, and the rest of psyc. <br />it was a very easy semester for me.<br />but when i start all those maths next semester for EE it is going to be a huge pain. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WTF kind of classes are those for a double E major.  You should join AFROTC.  I'm pretty sure there is a high demand for EE's and they will pay your tuition...||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000020||GVR-4||12-05-2003||05:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> yah, well, when you get to my age, final exams involve dropping your pants. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">At least you don't have to study to pass.<br /><br />Do you?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/003829.cgi
A||||22||galantvr4us||WTF||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||12-04-2003||09:21 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Read this CNN story:<br /> <br /><a href="http://www.cnn.com/2003/WORLD/europe/12/03/germany.cannibal.trial/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.cnn.com/2003/WORLD/europe/12/03/germany.cannibal.trial/index.html</a><br /><br />discuss<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||12-04-2003||09:32 PM||||Gay humor aside, I can't believe this guy ate the other one for "months and months." So I guess it was people sandwiches, people soup, people stew, people omlets...sort of like after Thanksgiving only the turkey weighs 180 lbs.<br /><br />Seriously, there are some STRANGE folks in the world. I'm not sure who is stranger in this case. The "victum" or his "killer-on-demand."||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||12-04-2003||09:36 PM||||WTF is up with this part:<br /><br />"He cut off part of the victim's body before the pair ate it together. Meiwes then cut up the victim, storing his body in a freezer and eating it over the following months."<br /><br />Am I reading that correctly?  The dude was still alive and ate a piece of himself before he was killed, chopped up, and stored in a deep freezer?  WOW...that is just nuts.  Kind of leaves you speechless.||207.69.139.136||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||12-04-2003||09:36 PM||||It doesn't say in this article but in another one-they say the body part they cut off and ate together was the guys penis.  The "victim" had a dream of seeing his penis being cut off.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||12-04-2003||09:48 PM||||Wow. I think that's all I can say. Everytime I think that someone in this world has done the sickest thing possible, someone comes along and tops it. That makes me sick to my stomach. It amazes me how twisted people are. I don't know whether to pray for his soul or long for him to die...||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||Ash||12-04-2003||10:13 PM||||Thanks, I'd just ordered Thai for lunch & I have a mate called Tai, I'm all kinds of disturbed now    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||12-04-2003||10:31 PM||||Beware of the computer techie!!!!<br /><br />There was one guy I worked with who I though for sure was going to shoot everyone in the office.  He had crazy pissed off nothing to loose eyes going on.  Lucky for me, I moved to a different job.  Beware of the middle aged single guy.  They are profiled to be more likely to do something rash.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||drew||12-04-2003||10:32 PM||||That's why I got a 1/10 on that computer geek/serial killer test. they are one in the same. One enjoys chewing on code, the other enjoys chewing on (spinal) cord.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||12-04-2003||10:38 PM||||OMG Are there any Emails or records that show the guy wanted to be eaten or is it just heresay from our Hannibal Lector gourmet here? I have a tough time believing his story. Not that it really matters concerning this guys guilt anyway.||64.233.105.151||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000009||galantvr4us||12-05-2003||04:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> OMG Are there any Emails or records that show the guy wanted to be eaten or is it just heresay from our Hannibal Lector gourmet here? I have a tough time believing his story. Not that it really matters concerning this guys guilt anyway. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There is a message board called "cannibal cafe" on the internet and that is where people post looking for people to be eaten.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||12-05-2003||06:09 AM||||The best part about this is that a well educated man looked at the ad and said:<br /><br />"wow, this seems perfect, i'll cut off my penis, flambee it, eat it while bleading severely get stabbed in the throat and then 11 more times and be eaten. Perfect, I'm there"||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||spoulson||12-05-2003||08:36 AM||||Count me in!  This is the opportunity I've been waiting my whole life for!  I've always wanted to be on the lower end of the food chain.  When it's all over, I'll tell my friends all about it-- oh wait... no this sucks!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000012||VTGVR4||12-05-2003||09:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong>There is a message board called "cannibal cafe" on the internet and that is where people post looking for people to be eaten.<br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">is it me, or does katie seem to know alot about this....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />freud once remarked that sex is really just a matter of opportunity and preference. when you frame things in that context, you can see that there are some people with the most (in our eyes) absurd of preferences.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000013||peterlsmith||12-05-2003||09:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> There is a message board called "cannibal cafe" on the internet and that is where people post looking for people to be eaten.<br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uh - now you're starting to scare me!<br /><br />Peter||165.247.83.64||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000014||bleck||12-05-2003||10:04 AM||||Dammit, you guys are scaring the hell outta me.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000015||7541000||12-05-2003||05:17 PM||||I sure could use a good "YO mAMMA" joke right about now.||63.154.60.83||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000016||galantvr4us||12-05-2003||06:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong>There is a message board called "cannibal cafe" on the internet and that is where people post looking for people to be eaten.<br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">is it me, or does katie seem to know alot about this....       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br />freud once remarked that sex is really just a matter of opportunity and preference. when you frame things in that context, you can see that there are some people with the most (in our eyes) absurd of preferences. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I swear I read it...um..yeah thats it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Anybody up for some dinner at my house.  <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||12-05-2003||10:11 PM||||OLD NEWS.<br /><br />Let the guy go.  He's sick, sure, but no threat to society.  He doesn't go around kidnapping his victims, he's not a murderer any more than Dr. Kevorkian is.  His "victim" apparently wanted this, volunteered, even participated before his demise.  It's disgusting and I don't understand it, but he's not hurting anybody (besides whoever wanted it) so who cares?||69.59.219.151||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000018||Arty||12-06-2003||09:04 AM||||The news report I saw said there is some kind of video, parts of which will be shown to the court.<br />I guess it's inevitable it will end up accessible via the WWW.<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000019||atsiauto||12-06-2003||04:06 PM||||Shiva me timbers! ARR! Thats fucking crazy .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000020||Bigfoot200200||12-06-2003||04:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong><br /><br />Let the guy go.  He's sick, sure, but no threat to society.  He doesn't go around kidnapping his victims, he's not a murderer any more than Dr. Kevorkian is. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dr Kevorkian is in prison. But he should not be. His patients were suffering, and he helped them. Doctors let patients die every day. This guy killed another and ate him, just a little different.||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000021||theymightbegalants||12-08-2003||05:32 AM||||Just a little different, I guess, I just don't think by much.  Kevorkian helped people satisfy their desire to cease living, this guy helped someone to satisfy his desire to cease living and be eaten.<br /><br />This was a consensual act between two adults, so no problem in my book.  It's kind of like sex.  As long as it's consensual, no big deal, but if one party protests, then it becomes rape and that's a huge deal.  But this was an agreement that both parties volunteered to, so no murder.<br /><br />And I think that we as a society should be ashamed that Dr. Kevorkian is in prison.  That man should have a statue erected in his honor.||69.59.219.138||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000022||HHIVR4||12-08-2003||10:27 AM||||If the guy wants to be eaten then feed his ass to the pigs.Or just cut off his face and feed it to him.I find it hard to believe that the dead guy ate himself..I dont  imagine that possible.THat would be a great george foreman grill commercial.||63.49.51.36||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum3/003830.cgi
A||||9||GalantVR-4||Just Wondering...... Who's are these??||||1||||GalantVR-4||00001294
Z||000000||GalantVR-4||12-04-2003||10:48 PM||||Hi,<br /><br />I live in Santa Clara, CA. There are 2 Vr-4's in my neighborhood and i would like to find out if anyone here owns them.  Around the block from me is a 92 black VR-4 by the swimming pool.  Second down the street in the same neighborhood is another black VR-4  i think a 91, it had a flag on the antenna about 4 months ago.  You will know if this is you i am refering to becuase we live by a big theme park.  Just wondering if the owner of these cars go on this message board.  Pretty cool huh? 3 Vr-4's less than 1/2 mile away from each other.||67.124.37.99||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-04-2003||10:56 PM||||there was a white 91 parked a block away from my house, and another one like 10 blocks away, I was thinking the same thing the other day.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-05-2003||12:17 AM||||OK, all you CA guys, I have a ? for ya...<br /><br />Anyone know a Jathan Provchy who lives (or lived) in Merced, California? He bought my white gvr4 which I really still miss to this day. Last I talked to him (years ago), he was putting his starion back together. He did tell me he dropped a cylinder and was waiting to finish the starion first before starting on the gvr4.<br /><br />I had put a touring wing on it when I got the car repainted. So, it should be easy to spot. &lt;flame suit on&gt;<br /><br />Just wondering if anyone knew him, had seen the car and knew what was going on with it? Maybe it'll be up for sale again....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||red91awdtalon||12-05-2003||12:24 AM||||odd question.... where is santa clara?  im in santa clarita next to magic mountain.  there's a girl in a black vr4 around here also. also another green one in palmdale in the socal dsm board. where is santa clara? just curious<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000004||drew||12-05-2003||02:16 AM||||santa clara is near San Jose, where Paramount's Great America is located.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||12-05-2003||03:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> OK, all you CA guys, I have a ? for ya...<br /><br />Anyone know a Jathan Provchy who lives (or lived) in Merced, California? He bought my white gvr4 which I really still miss to this day. Last I talked to him (years ago), he was putting his starion back together. He did tell me he dropped a cylinder and was waiting to finish the starion first before starting on the gvr4.<br /><br />I had put a touring wing on it when I got the car repainted. So, it should be easy to spot. &lt;flame suit on&gt;<br /><br />Just wondering if anyone knew him, had seen the car and knew what was going on with it? Maybe it'll be up for sale again....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's scary how that almost sounds familiar to me. BTW KC u=sux  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||12-05-2003||09:22 AM||||Pre_Evo - You just make sure the CF hoods are made please.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||12-05-2003||10:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Pre_Evo - You just make sure the CF hoods are made please.....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just for that yours will be the last ones made  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  by some sweat shop in taiwan  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||12-05-2003||12:07 PM||||I was smart enuf not to order one from ya, atcually   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||12-05-2003||12:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I was smart enuf not to order one from ya, atcually    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what you think.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
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A||||34||agrabau||Bimmubishi vs. Two turbo IS 300 and E46 M3||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-04-2003||10:59 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||We did some highway pulls tonight. We arranged 4 radios and a sweeper car with a radio to go a mile or so ahead. There were no other cars on the highway. <br /><br />3rd and 4th gear, to the top of 4th. There were 4 cars, two Lexus is300 turbos (TO4 E)from is300.net and a new E46 M3. The Lexus were both killed by the BMW and the E46 couldn't drop me. We were side by side the whole time. I think they were surprised that a car rolling on steel 14 inch wheels can keep up. It was pretty sweet. Video should be coming on is300.net. I was busy driving. I'll post links if I get them. <br /><br />Tally ho. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-04-2003||11:05 PM||||hey Al,<br />what kind of setup are you running in your 3? How light are those cars anyway?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-04-2003||11:10 PM||||2500lbs give or take. <br /><br />Standard EVO 3 fare. 550s and a 16g, 3 inch exhaust, Evo3 mani, 17lbs boost, 2G MAF AFC, HKS IC, 928S4 external fuel pump. That's about it. I'm getting ready for the big turbo move this summer. I think my car makes 330 at the crank. It made something like 248 at the wheels in the GVR4 but the 2wd format loses less power. <br /><br />Anyway, we know that the E46 makes about 250 at the wheels and I could pull on him if he was just a little off his game, otherwise it was even.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||12-05-2003||03:14 AM||||Awesome man! I can't wait till i see a 4g63 on a 1500lbs lotus.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||drew||12-05-2003||03:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> 2500lbs give or take. <br /><br />Standard EVO 3 fare. 550s and a 16g, 3 inch exhaust, Evo3 mani, 17lbs boost, 2G MAF AFC, HKS IC, 928S4 external fuel pump. That's about it. I'm getting ready for the big turbo move this summer. I think my car makes 330 at the crank. It made something like 248 at the wheels in the GVR4 but the 2wd format loses less power. <br /><br />Anyway, we know that the E46 makes about 250 at the wheels and I could pull on him if he was just a little off his game, otherwise it was even. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wonder what a 4g63'ed 2002 would be like. Even smaller/lighter, and it would be smog exempt in CA... hmm.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||12-05-2003||09:07 AM||||sweet! post the link to the vid when it come sup. i cant wait to see this one.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||12-05-2003||09:31 AM||||Drew, it would be very fast. The problem is finding a reasonably priced clean one... <br /><br />I'd highly recommend that or a 320i (E21) as both are over 20 years old and no longer fall under emissions laws (at least here in MA) I used to own a Callaway Turbo 320i. Which never had to be sniffed. <br /><br />I'm still waiting on the videos. One of the Lexus' was spitting flames on every shift. I think he said 9:1 AF ratio at the time which would explain it .<br /><br />These guys are really cool and also have a lot of dough for stuff like 10 inch wide Volks, carbon hoods, $6K turbo kits etc. My whole car cost less than their wheels. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||12-05-2003||09:51 AM||||AHEM.  a 2002.  well, as a past owner of about 20 of them, i can tell you that car is very light.  about 2000 lbs.  i had 2 of them with turbos, one from a guy named phil dermer, and another from a guy named doug fraser.  dermer was from the boston area, and he took a whole bunch of deposits for killer 1602/2002's, then ran off with the money.  doug fraser was california, and i think he got killed in a car wreck.  rumor has it that andy kritikos, akg motorsports, installed a grand national motor in one.  locally, a guy had an M6 motor installed in one, buy kormann autoworks.  the car was wicked fast.  by far, the fastest i know of, was owned by david nikolas, nikolas motorsports, his had a HUGE  turbo on it, 2 injectors per cylinder, fueled by a mercedes v8 fuel distributor.  huge front air dam, rear wing, and just like the csl's of yesteryear, had the radiators in front of the rear wheels.  he could humble the ruf porsches quite easily, both speed and handling.  the car also had the suspension from an M6.  metric mechanic took a 2002, and using stuff from around their shop, they built a dirt track car, total invested was under 2k.  they took angle iron, and welded it into the rocker panels.  car was so stiff, if you jacked up the car from the left front corner, the whole left side came up.  they raced every week, and the first 5 weeks(30 race season) they would lap the field(30+ cars) and be about a half lap ahead when the checkered flag dropped.  the only car that was close was a blue saab, owned by kc autosports, the big aquamist dealer.  they got like 300 bucks each race for first place.  pete mchenry about 10 years ago, dropped an M20(325e) motor in one, and used to go out on friday nites looking for mustangs, and absolutely devour them.  he has also done a couple dozen with the S14(E30M3) motor in them, that one really rocks, too.  yup, the ole 2002 sure brings back a LOT of memories.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||12-05-2003||09:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Drew, it would be very fast. The problem is finding a reasonably priced clean one... <br /><br />I'd highly recommend that or a 320i (E21) as both are over 20 years old and no longer fall under emissions laws (at least here in MA) I used to own a Callaway Turbo 320i. Which never had to be sniffed. <br /><br />These guys are really cool and also have a lot of dough for stuff like 10 inch wide Volks, carbon hoods, $6K turbo kits etc. My whole car cost less than their wheels. <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what the hell do they do for work? i'm tired of my pathetic salary! i just hope its not another 'connections' type of thing. (frat boys with 85 IQ and driving a brand new M3.)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||12-05-2003||10:00 AM||||Ken- I'm friends with Stu, Pete's son. They're still at it. The big conversion now is S50 (i think that's the code) 6 cyl 3 liter M motor in the E30. <br /><br />I've been through a few bimmers, (certainly not 20!) an E30 M3 which I loved, and 2 320i, now this car. <br /><br />I drive this car everyday, it sees new england weather, a 2002 would be too old, not good for daily use IMHO but very good as a track car.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||12-05-2003||10:10 AM||||Nick, there's so much of that around here it's sad. I work at a university too so I know what you're saying. The students here literally support the local luxury car dealers. M3's Evos a Diablo VT, Murcialago, S500s, Cayanne S's, on and on...lots of em. It's pathetic. <br /><br />These guys I was with last night are computer guys mostly, electrical engineers, software engineers. All young guys though. My favorite case of this is a long story but I'll tell it.. <br /><br />A couple of years ago a guy broke down in front of my friend's MIT frat house. He had a white Supra turbo. I was driving by on my 80cc scooter and pulled over to offer help. Naturally given my arrival on scooter he was skeptical but we got him going and he was very thankful. It turns out that he's one of the nation's best heart surgeons, a published medical device innovator ect. We call him Dr. Bill. <br /><br />-anyway Dr. Bill says that he needs 800whp now and his car is at my friend's shop getting a single turbo upgrade and all the jazz that should get him close. Dr. Bill knows nothing about cars, but he has money (from working very hard) to buy ways around it. <br /><br />I always wonder how I'm spending my time, and this could be cause for another topic but is it better to be on the outside of the "scene" and spent time actually working instead of working on the car, making more money but sacrificing intimacy with technical understanding? In other words, being able to afford the car, or being able to afford time to work on the car?<br /><br />food for thought.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||Garfield Wright||12-05-2003||10:18 AM||||Bimmubishi, Ken Inn (whoever is interested in BMW's) check this out <a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/article.asp?articleid=15" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/article.asp?articleid=15</a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||12-05-2003||10:32 AM||||Garfield, How about this: <br /> <a href="http://www.the-powerstation.com/gallery/E28_Biturbo/e28_biturbo.html" target="_blank">Powerstaion 5er</a> <br /><br />Or this<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.the-powerstation.com/gallery/M3B_Biturbo/M3B_Biturbo.html" target="_blank">M3 Bitubo</a> <br /><br />And finally, this crazy from Finland...<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2157&width=400" alt=" - " />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||92GVR4#333||12-05-2003||10:40 AM||||wholly huge pic bim mam....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000014||thon||12-05-2003||11:01 AM||||Bimmubishi, where in new england are you from? I want to see this beast:)<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000015||drew||12-05-2003||11:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> ... <br /><br />I'd highly recommend that or a 320i (E21) as both are over 20 years old and no longer fall under emissions laws (at least here in MA)<br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">30 years here in California, so 1974 would be the cutoff year.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||VTGVR4||12-05-2003||11:42 AM||||30 freakin years!!! i cant believe that! in vermont, its like any car older than 1995 (obII i think) is exempt!!! ohio doesnt even have inspections, etc. i know some southern states don't even require INSURANCE on older cars, let alone any goofy inspection/emissions stuff.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000017||drew||12-05-2003||11:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> ... <br /><br />I'd highly recommend that or a 320i (E21) as both are over 20 years old and no longer fall under emissions laws (at least here in MA)<br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">30 years here in California, so 1974 would be the cutoff year. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Al, whats the smog rules in MA?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000018||Notorius||12-05-2003||04:47 PM||||is this your car?<br /><a href="http://www.dentsport.com/bimmubishi.wmv" target="_blank">www.dentsport.com/bimmubishi.wmv</a>||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000019||tplesko||12-05-2003||04:52 PM||||yes that is bim's car||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000020||mikeyoung00||12-05-2003||05:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> 30 freakin years!!! i cant believe that! in vermont, its like any car older than 1995 (obII i think) is exempt!!! ohio doesnt even have inspections, etc. i know some southern states don't even require INSURANCE on older cars, let alone any goofy inspection/emissions stuff. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, down here most states do require liability insurance. But as to inspections, if it ain't on fire it will prob'ly pass.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000021||agrabau||12-05-2003||05:40 PM||||Thon, I'm in Newton right outside of Boston<br /><br />Drew- We have to get on the dyno like in some other states. My car seems to be in a grey area at this time cause the output gasses are measured relative to the original engine that came with the car. If too much gas, even clean is leaving the pipe it might fail. I have some help so it might be okay otherwise it'll get interesting....restrictor plate and serious lean-out prior to pulling into the bay. I'm pretty confident that there will be no problem. <br /><br />As for specific outputs, I can find out for you but I don't know offhand. <br /><br />Notorious, yes. Like Piv' said.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000022||GVR-4||12-06-2003||10:24 AM||||Dude, you're in Newton? I've got a 2nd cousin in Needham that my wife and I will probably visit in the next year or so. I could look you up!<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000023||Darkside||12-06-2003||10:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> ... <br /><br />I'd highly recommend that or a 320i (E21) as both are over 20 years old and no longer fall under emissions laws (at least here in MA)<br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">30 years here in California, so 1974 would be the cutoff year. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey drew,<br /><br />How would you smog your car, since its AWD and the dyno is made for 2WD.  I haven't got my car smog since its on NON-OP.||64.166.62.199||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000024||Matticus||12-06-2003||12:06 PM||||They just do a tailpipe sniffer while the car idles and then at like 2500 RPMs.  Some places, here in Cecil county have a 4-wheel dyno for testing.  However it seems like it is never working correctly.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000025||drew||12-06-2003||12:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Darkside:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> ... <br /><br />I'd highly recommend that or a 320i (E21) as both are over 20 years old and no longer fall under emissions laws (at least here in MA)<br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">30 years here in California, so 1974 would be the cutoff year. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey drew,<br /><br />How would you smog your car, since its AWD and the dyno is made for 2WD.  I haven't got my car smog since its on NON-OP. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">AWD is exempt from the dyno.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000026||drew||12-06-2003||12:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Garfield, How about this: <br /> <a href="http://www.the-powerstation.com/gallery/E28_Biturbo/e28_biturbo.html" target="_blank">Powerstaion 5er</a> <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">An old school 5 with TE37s! Also, they use Evo7 pistons in a BMW block!||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000027||agrabau||12-06-2003||12:42 PM||||So sick hunh Drew? Did you check out their other cars?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000028||drew||12-06-2003||01:11 PM||||yeah. I'm not a big fan of newer bimmers, but this company makes me drewl.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000029||galantvr4us||12-07-2003||12:46 PM||||Hey Bimmubishi were those is300's manuel or autos.  I am thinking about buying one ( manuel of course) and slapping a srt stage three turbo kit on it.  Should be making 450 rwhp with 9 psi.<br /><br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000030||agrabau||12-07-2003||01:10 PM||||Katie, one of them is a manual and the other is an automatic. The manual (hopefully you'll see it in the video) is blue and has Wald Fender flares, 18*8 front and 18*10 rear Volk 2 pc wheels and TBKO turbo kit, the other has another kit, I'm not sure who makes that one. <br /><br />I helped install the turbo kit on the Lexus. It uses a manifold made from weldbend stock fittings. It's a "log type" mani, I'm not too fond of it but the workmanship is nice. <br /><br />The exhaust is stainless 3" and the turbo is a to4e with a T61 turbine (i was told) The nice thing about the kit is that it has an adjustable exhaust cam gear and a thick head gasket to lower compression. The kit is said to make what you quoted in your post. The manifold cracked after one night of use. If it were my car I'd still get the kit, but buy a tubular mani for a supra turbo and use that from the start. <br /><br /><br />their website is here for TBKO- apparently it's a less expensive kit than others. It uses Greddy E manage for fuel programming. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.tbko.com/" target="_blank">TBKO</a> <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000031||galantvr4us||12-07-2003||01:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Katie, one of them is a manual and the other is an automatic. The manual (hopefully you'll see it in the video) is blue and has Wald Fender flares, 18*8 front and 18*10 rear Volk 2 pc wheels and TBKO turbo kit, the other has another kit, I'm not sure who makes that one. <br /><br />I helped install the turbo kit on the Lexus. It uses a manifold made from weldbend stock fittings. It's a "log type" mani, I'm not too fond of it but the workmanship is nice. <br /><br />The exhaust is stainless 3" and the turbo is a to4e with a T61 turbine (i was told) The nice thing about the kit is that it has an adjustable exhaust cam gear and a thick head gasket to lower compression. The kit is said to make what you quoted in your post. The manifold cracked after one night of use. If it were my car I'd still get the kit, but buy a tubular mani for a supra turbo and use that from the start. <br /><br /><br />their website is here for TBKO- apparently it's a less expensive kit than others. It uses Greddy E manage for fuel programming. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.tbko.com/" target="_blank">TBKO</a> <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How many psi was the is300s running?<br /><br />Hmm I didn't look at that site yet.  I was just looking at the srt stage three.  I'll have to do a little more research on which is better.  The srt one is complete bolt on with full color install photos-I don't think is has a e-manage they just reprogram the ecu so their really isn't any tuning invoved.<br /><br />How would you rate the difficulty of the install-this will most likely be a me only project aka one person install.  How big was the intercooler and could you reuse the orginal bumper.<br /><br />Sorry for all the questions but since you have first hand experiance this will help me out a bunch on whether I want to slurge on this big of a project.<br /><br />THanks<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000032||agrabau||12-07-2003||02:43 PM||||Katie, I like it enough that I'd consider one myself. The intercooler was the size that most people are using on their galants, 18 high about, maybe 28 inches wide? Pretty big. The piping was 2 inch i think, probably 2.25 (ALU)<br /><br />I forgot to mention that it comes with 550 injectors. The car itself is new, and therefore hard to "crack" it throws codes, has 3 o2 sensors, and strangely no fuel return line!? <br /><br />Anyway, i like it. It runs either 9 or 11lbs. We dyno'd it at 9 lbs and it made 338 at the wheels. It's snowy here so the owner doesn't want to move it. Soon we'll go back to KTR and dyno it again at 11lbs. I'll probably put my car on at that time.<br /><br />I should mention that you can fit the supra clutch and the is300 one doesn't hold worth crap. We had to swap it, and also the driveshaft tunnel is tight so it's a wrangle the tranny out. <br /><br />Some other problems: <br /><br />The kit didnt' come with exhaust gaskets, hardware for the external wastegate (included) <br />or a wastegate pipe. My friend welded the WG pipe and vented it to the ground. I would have also liked to see more heat shielding with the kit for the engine bay but other than that it was well put together. We talked to the creator of the kit about it and he seems to be happy to get feedback so the faults could be worked out soon. <br /><br /><br />Katie, you could easily do it yourself. I've seen your work.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000033||ken inn||12-07-2003||05:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> strangely no fuel return line!? <br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you are going to see a lot more of this.  bmw has it, part of TLEV(technical low emission vehicle) and ULEV(ultra low emission vehicle).  has to do with evaporation of fuel vapor.  as fuel goes thru the rail, and the excess goes back to the tank, it starts to heat up.  hotter fuel means way more vapor.  some epa report has billions of gallons of fuel being lost to vapor.  so, what happens is the fuel return is WAY before the engine compartment.  in bmw's it's in the rocker panel, right by the driver, and it is controlled by the dme(ecu to you non bmw types).  at cold start, all the fuel goes to the engine, then after a short time, excess fuel is routed back to the tank.  get this-in the ULEV bmw's, when you start the engine, a little pump starts to pressurize the fuel tank, and a little measuring device measures the loss of vapor.  if it exceeds a certain level, it will shut down the system, and go into "limp home" mode, and throw a cel.  welcome to obdII and III.  see why i want to stay with the galant?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000034||russya||12-07-2003||10:02 PM||||I know that there are a lot more cars doing returnless fuel lines. Like the focus the way they control fuel pressure is they vary the voltage to the fuel pump.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes



ubb/Forum3/003832.cgi
A||N||24||mromik||Does anubody here from Japan?||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||12-04-2003||11:30 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||I want to khow.||212.16.203.134||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-04-2003||11:39 PM||||I am.... Domo Arigato, Mr. Roboto!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||12-04-2003||11:41 PM||||&#12414;&#12384;&#12375;&#12363;&#12375;&#31169;&#12399;&#23398;&#12406;&#12371;&#12392;&#12434;&#26395;&#12416;&#12290;||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||12-04-2003||11:47 PM||||&#31169;&#12399;&#31169;&#12398;&#21475;&#12363;&#12425;&#12398;&#29378;&#27671;&#12398;&#21336;&#35486;&#12434;&#35441;&#12377;||67.162.75.12||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||Colt4G63||12-04-2003||11:52 PM||||mmmm Vodka<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000005||mromik||12-04-2003||11:57 PM||||I am not  joking...<br />I asked the question, because I have some friends from my city in Japan.<br />But they do not know anything about VR-4 and have no time to find spare parts.<br />But they can buy bring parts for me if somebody will help them to find there.<br /><br />I do not know japaneese  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||212.16.203.134||reg||8||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||12-05-2003||01:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mromik:<br /><strong> I am not  joking...<br />I asked the question, because I have some friends from my city in Japan.<br />But they do not know anything about VR-4 and have no time to find spare parts.<br />But they can buy bring parts for me if somebody will help them to find there.<br /><br />I do not know japaneese   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If they don't know anything about vr-4's then they aren't on this site.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />If they don't have time to find spare parts how do they have time to "buy bring parts" for you? <br /><br />"Does anubody here from Japan?"<br />Finish learning English first before the "japaneese"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .....||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000007||mromik||12-05-2003||01:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> "Does anubody here from Japan?"<br />Finish learning English first before the "japaneese"  .....  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have to study quick typing... <br />I often make mistakes even while typing in Russian  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If they don't know anything about vr-4's then they aren't on this site.  <br />If they don't have time to find spare parts how do they have time to "buy bring parts" for you? <br /><br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's why I want to find anybody from this board from Japan, who can help me to find spare parts or even '93-'95 VR-4.<br />I know so many Russian sailors, who bring cars to Russia. But they do not know what VR-4 is.<br />They  usually like only TOYOTA ;(||212.16.203.134||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000008||Colt4G63||12-05-2003||01:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Colt4G63:<br /><strong> mmmm Vodka</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, had bottle of vodka in my hand.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||12-05-2003||01:43 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> &#12414;&#12384;&#12375;&#12363;&#12375;&#31169;&#12399;&#23398;&#12406;&#12371;&#12392;&#12434;&#26395;&#12416;&#12290; </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">&#12354;&#12394;&#12383;&#12398;&#22522;&#30436;&#12377;&#12409;&#12390;&#12399;&#31169;&#36948;&#12395;&#23646;&#12377;&#12427;&#12354;&#12427;&#12290;||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||Team Ducktape||12-05-2003||02:35 AM||||!selohssa lla era uoY||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000011||drew||12-05-2003||02:48 AM||||&#20309;&#12422;&#12387;&#12392;&#12358;&#12392;&#12358;&#65311;||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||drew||12-05-2003||02:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> !selohssa lla era uoY </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Team Ducktape, if it makes you feel better, the guys are saying nonsensical things in Japanese...<br /><br />remember guys, in Japanese we don't use pronouns. So learn to omit those. Instead of saying, "I want to learn Japanese", say "want to learn Japanese", instead of saying "she's cute" say "cute", instead of saying "this thread sucks and is off topic and has gotten totally jacked", say "this sucks and is off topic and totally jacked".||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||Team Ducktape||12-05-2003||03:00 AM||||It would make me feel better if I gave a rats ass about what your saying, I was saying "You are all assholes!" Oh wait did you get that, oh yes you did  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> ....<br />Sir Assmonkey||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||12-05-2003||08:02 AM||||I speak Japanese. <br /><br />..."bukkake"||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||12-05-2003||08:57 AM||||Bim you are hillarious.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||12-05-2003||09:19 AM||||OMG, ALex...I was gonna say the same thing, I went for Domo instead.....LOL||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||iceman69510||12-05-2003||10:11 AM||||For a board that's about 1/4 JDM whores, none of you treated the Russian guy very nice with any helpful info.  Course maybe none of you are the JDM whores...right KC?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000018||agrabau||12-05-2003||10:18 AM||||mromik, <br /><br />You might try to contact some Japanese diamantlers. There are a lot on Google who will throw together a crate for you. I really don't know anything about Russia, shipping to or costs related to, but shipping a sea container from Japan to USA is about $1600 US dollars. If you could buy extra and sell it to fellow enthusiasts you'd be doing well with that deal. <br /><br />Also, ebay.co.uk may have such a car, perhaps Ebay.de I suspect that you're a smart guy as your english is very good and should have less of a problem communicating with those countries than say, I would (although my British is toooight) <br /><br />Give those a try. PM me and I can send you links to exporters and dismantlers. <br /><br />Alex||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||12-05-2003||11:44 AM||||Iceman - nope, me no JDM no moh. Long Duck dong!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||GVR1643||12-05-2003||03:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> mromik, <br /><br />You might try to contact some Japanese diamantlers. There are a lot on Google who will throw together a crate for you. I really don't know anything about Russia, shipping to or costs related to, but shipping a sea container from Japan to USA is about $1600 US dollars. If you could buy extra and sell it to fellow enthusiasts you'd be doing well with that deal. <br /><br />Also, ebay.co.uk may have such a car, perhaps Ebay.de I suspect that you're a smart guy as your english is very good and should have less of a problem communicating with those countries than say, I would (although my British is toooight) <br /><br />Give those a try. PM me and I can send you links to exporters and dismantlers. <br /><br />Alex </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">humorous AND helpful isn't he  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />mromik - you're English is much better than my Russian. Good luck||167.142.21.215||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000021||blacksheep||12-05-2003||03:45 PM||||roooiight, rooooight....Say, chap! Will Abagail entertain with tea and crumpets at 4pm ? Jolly good then! Cheers!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000022||curtis||12-05-2003||03:54 PM||||Guys easy on Roman. He's just trying to get parts and not have to pay for shipping. I've had a lot of emails with him and have even been trying to find him some parts.  He's a straight up sort of guy. He has to work twice as hard as us because there isn't a Mitsu dealership or part store he can just run into for parts.  He's had to rebuild and search for things twices as hard as us and his paycheck isn't as large as some of ours due to the economy of were he is.  Living in an area and buying everything in an area is one thing but when you have to shop outside the area and pay shipping also must suck. How would you guys like to know that you need a clutch and can't afford it so you have to change out the liners on the disk itself or go pull one out of a junkyard and hope it works. Because the closes place to get one is Japan.  Plus he owns a car most of us dream of.  I know I wish I had a Monte Carlo edition VR4 sitting in my garage, hell I wish I had the diffs out of one of the cars.  If I could speak Japanese I'd help, but I still have problems with english.||64.159.108.85||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000023||drew||12-05-2003||04:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> roooiight, rooooight....Say, chap! Will Abagail entertain with tea and crumpets at 4pm ? Jolly good then! Cheers! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go play some cricket KC!||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000024||hibrn8||12-05-2003||05:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Colt4G63:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Colt4G63:<br /><strong> mmmm Vodka</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, had bottle of vodka in my hand.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i live with a bottle of vodka in my hand....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003833.cgi
A||||27||BLK KNGHT||How is insurance on Gvr-4's??? ||||5||||BLK KNGHT||00002934
Z||000000||BLK KNGHT||12-05-2003||12:00 AM||vwgtimk3@yahoo.com||I'm 19 , perfect record and on my dad's insurance policy@ would anybody know what it goes for???||12.77.6.52||reg||5||BLK KNGHT||00002934||yes
Z||000002||Pappy||12-05-2003||12:10 AM||||I pay about $113 a month for liability in Boston.  And in a suburb outside of Boston I paid about the same for comprehensive.<br /><br />I'm 21, with in minor speeding ticket on my record a couple of years ago.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000003||Matt379||12-05-2003||12:28 AM||||I pay around $600 a year, full coverage.<br /><br />Course I live in Indiana...||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000004||snwbrd40oz||12-05-2003||01:17 AM||||I pay about $120 a month for liability in Colorado, course I had a brief period where the insurance lapsed so they raised my rate.||65.100.164.190||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||12-05-2003||07:40 AM||||I'm 18 and pay $1000 every six months for full coverage, with a good student discount.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Lucky13||12-05-2003||07:49 AM||||28, single, clean record through Progressive<br /><br />$30 a month for basic as a secondary car.||68.215.101.9||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-05-2003||07:57 AM||||i just had my rate dropped lower here in colorado.<br /><br />I was $800/6months now it's $447/6months.  Clean record now, 21, with state farm.  That's liability(more than minimum) and $250 deductable comprehensive.  Mods covered.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||12-05-2003||08:32 AM||||about 55 a month for liability only... and I live in NJ!  24 clean record for the past several years.  :crossfingers:||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||12-05-2003||08:46 AM||||I pay just under $600/year for full coverage as my primary vehicle.<br /><br />Few things to note:<br /><br />multi-policy discount (house and three cars)<br />GVR-4 is listed as a G-GSX through my insurance company.<br />I am 29, and have all discounts applicable for good driver, age, and long term policy holder, etc...||207.69.139.136||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||12-05-2003||09:59 AM||||i'm 58 years old, drive only 2-3000 mi/year, have no tickets/citations/wrecks, and have taken defensive driving.  insurance pays ME 50 bucks/month.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||12-05-2003||10:13 AM||||$442 a year, full coverage, third car on two driver policy.  But now my 15 yo wants a VR4 as well.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000012||Matticus||12-05-2003||11:16 AM||||I pay 700 a year for full coverage. I am 26 with a clean driving record, multi-car discount, and about every other discount applied to my policy.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000013||Romanova||12-05-2003||11:45 AM||||$425 every 6 months for full coverage. I'm 23, clean record, etc. This is with Safeco.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||no
Z||000014||CCDSM69||12-05-2003||11:49 AM||||I'm 22 and a female driver (makes a difference in some states) In CT I paid $800 a year for full coverage with a $1mill umbrella (had to have it b/c of the business).||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000015||ejectseat||12-05-2003||01:00 PM||||22 yr male paying $50 a month liability - higher than my vtec prelude was!||205.149.71.8||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000016||MustGoFaster||12-05-2003||01:47 PM||||Dam I'm really getting screwed then.  I pay $850 for 6 months for liabilty! And that's not even for the GVR4, that's an 87 Honda Accord!  19 with 1 ticket (rate hasn't gone up since I got it over a year and a half ago) and a good student discount!  I'm in MN with Allstate, I think it's time to check around.||63.228.8.193||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000017||tplesko||12-05-2003||01:56 PM||||Ryan,<br /><br />That's what I was paying until my ticket went off my record for just liability.  In fact it was more than that. It's amazing how much difference a clean record makes when you are young and male.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000018||MustGoFaster||12-05-2003||02:01 PM||||But that's what I was paying for the 2 years befor I got it!  It made no diffrence.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   Had to got to juvinile court though, so it might not be on my record anymore.||63.228.8.193||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||12-05-2003||10:42 PM||||Last I checked, the cheapest I could find for full coverage was ~$1200/year.  I'm 21, clean record, have the driver's school discount, good student discount, multiple car & homeowner's discounts (parents).  This is more than I can afford, so I basically only drive the car at night or on tuning runs on the backroads where we live.  Totally blows.  Some places were quoting me almost $3k for full coverage if I got it on my own (no home or other car discounts)!!!  Yikes!||69.59.219.151||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||meshwork||12-05-2003||11:04 PM||||I pay $165 a month for liability on my Blazer and full coverage on my Galant. I have the Galant listed as a sub-3000 mile a year car.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000021||curtis||12-05-2003||11:40 PM||||for all you young single guys out there.  I to was young and single once with 3 tickets and a new mustang in 91.  It cost me about 2800 a year then one night I got a ticket outside Ft hood Tx for exibishion of acceleration.  Had to get a TX drivers licence and go to driver school about 3 months later I was trasfered to Ft Campbell Ky which is on the Tenn/Ky border.  I went and got new insurance and it droped to like 1100 a year.  I asked the agent what the fuck.  She said I had a clean record.  I agreed and went on my merry way.  Life went on and I continued getting tickets none showed up.  Then I reliesed it was a licence to steal.  I've been pulled over at 145 on the interstate by a state tropper here in Tenn.  Got off with a warning (had on my flight suit), but in total while I was in the army I had like 17 tickets none showed up except one from spring break in Panama city  fl when I rolled through a stop sign on an on ramp (city speed trap).  TEXAS want except tickets but from just a few states, and if your military it doesn't have to be redone until you retire out of service or get out.  Drive to texas get a po box, apply for a licence and watch your rates go down and the tickets vanish.||64.159.109.63||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000022||DeanCouchey||12-06-2003||12:34 AM||||I an 21 living in NY no tickets yet, no liablitly and I pay about 400 a year for it no liablity.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000023||sleeper||12-06-2003||08:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> $442 a year, full coverage, third car on two driver policy.  But now my 15 yo wants a VR4 as well. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Who is your insurance company?<br />I pay $384.00 full coverage every 6 months with AAA. It sucks to shop around for insurance with 4 cars and the house. It just takes to damn long.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.223.111||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000024||mj_rosenfeld||12-06-2003||09:00 AM||||I pay $663/6 months for the GVR4 ($231), a 2-yr old minivan ($245), and a vintage sports car ($187). Coverage is 2 adult drivers, $100K/$300K injury, $50K liability, $100 deductible on comprehensive, $1,000 deductible on collision. Includes discounts for multiple vehicles, house insurance, and clean driving record. Company is Auto-Owners, which operates mainly in midwest.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.202||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000025||Akidosigh1||12-06-2003||04:57 PM||||I pay the new low price of $230 a month for liability only. In another year and a half, I will come off of MAIF and my insurance will go down a lot! can't wait. I might be able to buy a new car. Right now for me, if i was to buy an srt-4, my insurance would be $856/month<br /><br />its high cause of my driving record and this being the hood.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000026||slugsgomoo||12-06-2003||05:06 PM||||insurance is weird, because it has to compute age/location/credit/etc etc.<br /><br />I'm paying $1660 every six months for full coverage on my truck (92 toyota 4runner) and part of the reason it's so expensive is location (seattle) and part is age (20) and part is that it's 4wd. <br /><br />The funny thing about the VR4 is that it falls into the sports car class (power/weight ratio is better than 15lbs/hp) and some mustangs don't.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />i anticipate that my rates will go down significantly in six months when i turn 21, and hopefully have a second car (i'm trying to come up with a GVR4 or a 91 talon (AWD).<br /><br />anyhow||216.231.49.163||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000027||RayH||12-06-2003||05:44 PM||||I'm 37, paying 707 a year.  Average about 1 speeding ticket every 5 years and took out a pedestrian 2 years ago.  Pedestrian was ok and it wasn't my fault, really  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000028||DeanCouchey||12-06-2003||11:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong> I pay $663/6 months for the GVR4 ($231), a 2-yr old minivan ($245), and a vintage sports car ($187). Coverage is 2 adult drivers, $100K/$300K injury, $50K liability, $100 deductible on comprehensive, $1,000 deductible on collision. Includes discounts for multiple vehicles, house insurance, and clean driving record. Company is Auto-Owners, which operates mainly in midwest.<br />Mike R. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">God bless Ohio! I miss it there, gas was cheap, insurance was cheap and had some nice women! I miss Cincy!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003834.cgi
A||||1||RayH||Snow Tires||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||12-05-2003||10:43 AM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||Was checking out snow tires and look what I found:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.snowtire.info/" target="_blank">The Snow Tire FAQ</a> <br /><br />The old timers might recognize the name of the site owner.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||12-05-2003||11:55 AM||||ya, he had a galant once upon a time, that his wife crashed.<br /><a href="http://www.frontiernet.net/~werner/accident/index.htm" target="_blank">http://www.frontiernet.net/~werner/accident/index.htm</a><br />had she been in any other car, i seriously would have expected significantly more damage.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/003835.cgi
A||||2||Matt379||help me find this||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||12-05-2003||10:43 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||There was a post back here a few weeks ago that had a guy swapping a 4G63 and an AWD drivetrain/suspension into a Colt.  There were pictures of him doing this.<br /><br />I've searched and searched to no avail, and even KC can't find them.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||12-05-2003||11:12 AM||||MachVR-4 (Geoff) is the one doing that. Someone at M&S Recycling did it already though (as have others perhaps). <br />Geoff has pictures. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||12-05-2003||11:45 AM||||i think there's even a yahoo groups for this.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/003836.cgi
A||||8||Oztek||Retiring the Galant||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||12-05-2003||11:56 AM||aehlert@oztek.us||Well, this thing is taking way to long to get finished.  Never should have started this engine swap/mod thing with a daily driver.<br /><br />So, I'm picking up a new daily driver....a Subaru Forester XT.<br /><br />I'll get this damn galant running for sure, now I just don't have to rush it.  As a matter of fact, I might take a few weeks off from doing anything on it just for a vacation.  It sucks when you get pissed off at your favorite car.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-05-2003||12:02 PM||||Yup it's a crappy feeling being mad at the GVR4. Believe me i've been there.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Have fun with the new daily driver and you'll be back at it before ya know it.  One of these days i'll break down and get a back/2nd/whatever car too.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-05-2003||12:05 PM||||Whaaa....Sorry, Andy. If I had your garage, the Z06 would be the favorite, hands down. Thats just my opinion.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||12-05-2003||04:48 PM||||i also know how you feel<br /><br />one day you love it.. the next you hate it.. but u will always go back to it no matter what...<br /><br />=)||203.166.63.179||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||12-05-2003||04:56 PM||||DSM burnout...just take a step back and don`t touch it for a while.  Go and hang out with car friends and soon you will get re-inspired||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||12-05-2003||06:34 PM||||Oztek, it's time to go on a 12 step recovery program.  Step 1 is admitting you are honestly frustrated.  Good.  You're well on your way to recovery.  You may want to throw a few wrenches (not at the car) in the bushes as well to get out some more of the frustration.  That's step 2.<br />Good luck||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000006||number3||12-05-2003||06:49 PM||||Frustratrion is what made number3 what it is today!<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||12-06-2003||03:44 AM||||Andy,<br /><br />I will trade my galant for yours. My car runs great, have not done any extra curicular renching in about 2 month. <br /><br />OK, just wishfull thinking. Give me a ring when you get the XT, so I can go come over and spank it with the Galant.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Later||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||Oztek||12-06-2003||09:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Andy,<br /><br />I will trade my galant for yours. My car runs great, have not done any extra curicular renching in about 2 month. <br /><br />OK, just wishfull thinking. Give me a ring when you get the XT, so I can go come over and spank it with the Galant.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ummmm.....No?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />And I wouldn't be sure about spanking the XT, someones ran a 13.8 at 97 with a K&N.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />210 AWHP my ass.  Subaru underated the XT's.<br /><br />I just need the presure of having to get the galant rolling as a daily driver to be removed.  We've been working on the car every Sunday since June.  Need vacation.||68.21.40.222||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum3/003837.cgi
A||||6||Ryan Carey||Patience and time saved me some cash (woohoo)||||1||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||12-05-2003||12:26 PM||||That's right.  About five months of patience and hard hunting on ebay finally got me all five 52mm electronic Greddy gauges I have been looking for.<br /><br />Check it out:<br />$110 for Oil Pressure and Water temp together<br />$87 for boost<br />$76 for fuel pressure<br />$127 for brand new EGT<br /><br />From what I can tell I saved myself a couple hundred total.  It may have taken a while, but it's just proof that patience can save you money in the long run.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||12-05-2003||01:10 PM||||greddy fan? i think if you didnt mind wiping off the logo on the autometer products, you coudl have saved yourself about 75. except on the egt, though.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||BluFalcon||12-05-2003||02:30 PM||||Autometer quality control blows goats though.  After dealing with their gauges for far too long, I'll gladly pony up the extra money for Greddy gauges.  BTW, that Fuel Pressure gauge wasn't the 52mm whitefaced one on E-bay sometime last week, was it?  If I hadn't been at work when I spotted the link, it might have cost you more than $76.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||12-05-2003||09:23 PM||||New? Used? If new, where did you get them from?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||Ryan Carey||12-08-2003||06:38 AM||||Some new, some used.  The EGT and Fuel pressure were new, the oil pressure and temp were installed but never connected, and the boost was used as well.<br /><br />And yes, I did get the fuel pressure off ebay. 52mm, lucky me huh?<br /><br />I chose greddy because of some not so good news about autometer.  I hate waiting, but if my gauges aren't accurate, getting a deal and saving money isn't worth squat.  Besides, $400 is a steal for five electronic gauges.<br /><br />I'll post where I got the new ones from when I check ebay today.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||12-08-2003||08:08 AM||||Just curious, are they metric values on the gauges?||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||Ryan Carey||12-08-2003||03:00 PM||||Yeah, they are metric, so you need to know your conversions and shit.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes



ubb/Forum3/003838.cgi
A||||1||drew||Imagine||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||12-05-2003||03:17 PM||||life without vfaq.org, dsm.org, and of course Galantvr4.org<br /><br /><a href="http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/12/05/1070351782896.html" target="_blank">http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/12/05/1070351782896.html</a><br /><br />on a tangent, would y'all wanna set up a fund to purchase galant.com? It's for sale.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||Darkside||12-07-2003||08:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> life without vfaq.org, dsm.org, and of course Galantvr4.org<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/12/05/1070351782896.html" target="_blank">http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/12/05/1070351782896.html</a> <br /><br />on a tangent, would y'all wanna set up a fund to purchase galant.com? It's for sale. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yea drew,  I wouldn't know how life going be withwout GalantVR4.org and all other DSM Site.  This site been helping me alot lately.  Without GalantVR4.org, I don't know where to turn to, who to ask.  <br /><br />I want to thankx GalantVr4.org and all of you guys in this forum its been very helpful to meeh to find all the question I needed.   Let it BE GALANT VRforever.||66.126.135.51||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes



ubb/Forum3/003839.cgi
A||||0||mitsuvr4||Seasonal Funny OT||||7||||mitsuvr4||00000369
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||12-05-2003||04:12 PM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||Plenty worksafe.<br /><br />Play God and reek havoc!!<br /><br /><a href="http://ww12.e-tractions.com/snowglobe/globe.htm" target="_blank">http://ww12.e-tractions.com/snowglobe/globe.htm</a><br /><br />Enjoy.||134.29.247.50||reg||7||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes



ubb/Forum3/003840.cgi
A||||3||curtis||Cam question/ advice||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-05-2003||04:18 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Just talked to a local guy that has a honda he wants me to port the head and intake on.  He asked how much and I told him I would do it for a set of cams and gears.<br /><br />Heres the question which ones do I want? Brand? lift? dur?<br />He will buy what ever I tell him?<br /><br />The car has an overly ported head (killed the port velocity)(full port job, raised heart shaped roof, bowl port and blend, polished chambers, gasket matched to the metal factory gaskets, etc...), cyclone intake, a Garrett T3/T4 .63 stage 3 turbine (full boost at 4300)(21psi), 3 1/2 down pipe, 3 inch exhaust, front mount with 2 1/2 IC pipes, 3 1/2 intake pipe, 2nd gen meter, keydiver chip (7800 rev), full fuel system (pump aftermarket reg and rail and 550's)AFC and electronic boost controller. Compression is around 8.5 to 1.<br /><br />I want the spool up to be a little faster and the top end to keep pulling to the rev limiter or close anyway.  Any experiences or proven combinations would be most helpful.  This is a one time deal and I want to get the right ones the first time.   figure if I can find a set that pull from 3500 to 8000 I can advance them, to put the power band from 2500 to 7000.   Thanks Curtis||64.159.108.85||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||12-05-2003||04:57 PM||||HK$ all the way...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||12-05-2003||05:37 PM||||i have a very similar motor setup just using bigger injectors and a little larger turbo......using 2g pistons so i also have 8.5 to 1. im using the crower stg2's and these things gave the car a huge pull from around 4k and up. this is what i noticed, so i guess i can say im happy with their performance.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||12-05-2003||05:47 PM||||AMS did dyno tests on various cams with a 16G:<br /> <a href="http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/cam_test.asp</a>||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum3/003841.cgi
A||||5||jayru||An idea?||||3||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||12-05-2003||04:33 PM||||I was looking at an EVO 8 today and thought to myself, man thoes tail-lights might look good on the back of a GVR4. Besides the trunk it probally wouldn't be that hard to adapt them either. just make the trunk smooth like the EVO 8.<br /><br />What do you guys think?<br /><br />No rice jokes either!||24.238.86.16||reg||3||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-05-2003||04:35 PM||||i don't like the evo8 taillights. &lt;shrug&gt;||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-05-2003||05:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> i don't like the evo8 taillights. &lt;shrug&gt; </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">me neither.  they look like albinos.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||12-05-2003||06:09 PM||||Only thing that looks good with altezzas is the car that is was made for the toyota altezza or the US version Lexus IS300.  Just my thoughts.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||drew||12-05-2003||06:15 PM||||where would you mount the license plate?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||jayru||12-05-2003||09:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> where would you mount the license plate? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">someone i know did this years ago on a civic si, but with s2000 tail-lights, actually it looked good. He had the licence plate mounted on his bumper, just a little flat rescess and it looked clean, kinda just like the evo.<br /><br />rember guys just a random thought. But aren't there black bezel ones coming out on the evo rs or somthing?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum3/003842.cgi
A||||5||Mitsuturbo||IN, IA, IL, OH, area GVR4 owners||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||12-05-2003||05:23 PM||||Do i need to MOVE or what?  It seems like EVERY Time i see a GVR4 for sale on Ebay that has some "problem" or hear about one on here, it's out that-a-way!  It's like.. they shipped them ALL to within 700 miles of Chicago and sold them!<br /><br />How many of you out there own more than one?  How many have owned 3 or more?<br /><br />I live in Utah, and happen to be proud of the fact that i drive the fastest verified (timeslips to show for it) GVR4 in the state.  Also quite proud of the fact that i own 1411/2000 and 161/2000.<br /><br />I have personally counted 15 different GVR4s in Utah in the 5 years i have been here.  I even met the girl that owns 1412/2000. I bet there are more than that in Iowa, on this board alone.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||12-05-2003||05:29 PM||||There were 49 sold in Utah originally, 31 in '91, 18 in '92.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||12-05-2003||05:34 PM||||sorry i only own one out here thats pretty quick. shortly ill be considering getting a rolling chassis to finihs building this 2.4 motor for it.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-06-2003||01:18 AM||||I've got 3 running ones. Jeremy has one and looking for second one. New guy from Sioux City has one. Beemer has one.  I don't think too many started out here, but we pick them up and sometimes they might need work, although my first 2 didn't. <br />KC has owned "3 or more"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />you looking for another?||167.142.22.4||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||TinyVR4||12-06-2003||10:20 AM||||I have one, but I had to pick it up from Pennsylvania.  I know of 3 including mine in Cleveland Area.||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000005||Evilnissan||12-06-2003||11:53 AM||||I live just out side of Charleston here in WV and I have never seen a G-VR4 in person. I have the only G-GSX I have ever seen also( I know it doesnt make any sence). <br /><br />Ive seen maybe a hand full of 6th generation galants in this state but there are a couple of guy from the eastern pan-handle that have a couple of VR4s.<br /><br />One day I will own one.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes



ubb/Forum3/003843.cgi
A||||21||gvr4ever||Shopping woes.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||12-05-2003||06:10 PM||||Okay, I think I'm a pretty easy going guy.  Some people might think different, but today I am PISSED!!!!!<br /><br />I was with my sister today driving around and we decited we would stop in at Binny's Beverage Depot.  We have never been.  It is a large store with a large selection.  Well, we walk in and we both go our seprerate ways.  Well when my sister went to go check out, they wanted to see my ID.  Well, I guess at the time I was in the back of the store still picking out my items.  Well, my sister was getting pissed cause they were REALLY rude and the security guard started to come up.  Well, I came up with my own selection in a different check out lane.  I was shopping on my own and had my own items.  The lady checking out my sister had to see my ID before she would check her out.  Well, they are so rude about it too.  At this point, I almost didn't even buy what I had.  The only reason I checked out is because I had something that I hadn't seen before anywhere else and I spent about 20 minuets of my life picking out some stuff.  Well, about 15 seconds after I was carded for my sister to buy, I was carded for my shit.  The lady was really rude about it.  Again, I almost didn't check out, but I would have had to drive to downtown chicago to get all of Goose Island beers in one case.  Also, I got something for the wife that I didn't want to forget.  So I checked out.  THEN, as we were leaving, the security guard started to come up to us.  He didn't stop us, but he was eye balling us the whole damn time.  They treated us both like criminals the whole time.  <br /><br />Well, I am going to write my own complaint letter, but in order for it to matter, there needs to be more then one person bitching.  So, if you guys want to help out, just send a little email to walt@binnys.com and tell him that the service at 790 Royal St. Napperville, IL is very rude and that you will never go back, will really help out the cause   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />If you think I am being whinny, that's cool, don't bother, but I haven't been treated like that since I was a kid.  They didn't know I was a first time shopper, but they sure made it so I will never go back.  I posted here to acually make a difference.  If enough people write, the assholes who work there might just get a huge chunk of ass chewed out of them.<br /><br />I think what makes this worse is we were having such a good time.  We just went to the best coffee shop ever, and then went to the bank and we each had a check to deposit.  Mine had a bonus on it.  Where were as happy as could be.  Then the shit hit the fan and the moment went to shit.  We were both so pissed after we left this store.<br /><br />Oh ya, I'm 29 and my sister is 42.  It's not like we even look under age.<br /><br />Thanks and rant mode off:||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||crucible||12-05-2003||06:53 PM||||Hey, try not to sweat the small stuff.I know its sucks when your treated in a  manner thats unwarranted.Im 34 and I get carded all the time  for alcohol,chew, and even carburetor cleaner.Yeah, Wallymart cards for shit like that.<br />You are doing the right thing though in writing a letter.You be the better person, not them.Thats what I try to instill in my kids.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||12-05-2003||07:06 PM||||I don't mind getting carded.  I get a little upset in really nice resturaunts.  Yes, I'm spending all this money so I have have a beer!!!<br /><br />Overall, it is peopls jobs to card.  In this case, they just took it way too far and were as rude as possible.  Also, I've never been carded twice before.  This story kind of reminds me of a bouncer in Canada.  I won't go there.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||12-05-2003||07:44 PM||||Shit like that pisses me off, too.  I mean, who are they?  Don't they want our business?  I guess not, so I wouldn't go back and that's that.  See if you can mail order the crazy Goose Neck stuff.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />I'm surprised they even let you through with a minor.  Anywhere in the PA/NJ/DE area, if there's a minor in your group, no one buys.  Same at a restaurant.  I had my beer taken away from me once because the server found out 10 minutes later the one girl was underage.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />If I were worked up enough, I would've turned it around on them.  Ok, so you got your items, right?  Start bringing them up to the counter and on the floor, stockpiling a huge purchase, maybe $1000 in boose.  Throw in some Chamay while you're at it.  Then, "Crap, I left my ID at home!"  See ya!||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||bleck||12-05-2003||08:01 PM||||You think that's bad, in Mass. they don't sell alcohol to anyone with an out of state license.  That's right, I asked them if my money was no good because I have an out of state license, and they said yes.  It took us about 2 months of weekend visits to find this guy in Newton who would sell to us.. never carded, all he wanted was the Benjamins.   We called him the "totally cool liquor dude"  and many a fun night has been had in Beantown because of him.  I go there every visit  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000005||CCDSM69||12-05-2003||08:25 PM||||I've never been carded when buying alcohol before, but my 29 year old husband gets carded whenever we go out. <br /><br />It sucks about the liquor store giving you problems tho....The day before Thanksgiving I went to go buy a bottle of Boyer-Martenot to bring to the boss's house (since we have no family down here) and the guy refuses to sell to me because I'm pregnant. Mind you this is a $100 bottle of wine not some cheap-o beer or vodka not to mention I would never drink or do anything to harm my baby. The only reason why they ended up letting me buy it is because I questioned the legality of having a 12 year old boy working in a liquor store.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000006||curtis||12-05-2003||08:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong>I get carded all the time  for alcohol,chew, and even carburetor cleaner </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Up in ky I used to take work release prisoners to the airfield to mow and clean etc.  I would run them down to walmart about once a week for soap or what ever.  well for a about 3 times in a row they would pick up crazy shit and just carry it around and then lay it down. Well finally I told them I wasn't bringing them back until they explained there self.  They would pick up like 15 boxes of sudifed tablets, draneO, lye,and camcorder batteries, starter fuild, and  carb cleaner.  They were doing it to piss of the of duty cops that were in plan close working there.  They finally told me thats what the dumbasses use to make meth.    what there doing is carding you to get your name to record how much your buying.  In that little town where I worked the biggest industry is meth and if you buy more than two boxes of sudifed at one time they will stop you before you get to your car.||67.25.33.59||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||crucible||12-05-2003||08:53 PM||||Its become the "land of oppurtunity" to the "land of liability".||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||12-06-2003||01:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I'm surprised they even let you through with a minor.  Anywhere in the PA/NJ/DE area, if there's a minor in your group, no one buys.  Same at a restaurant.  I had my beer taken away from me once because the server found out 10 minutes later the one girl was underage.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What minor? He said "Oh ya, I'm 29 and my sister is 42. It's not like we even look under age."||65.177.240.14||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||12-06-2003||01:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> You think that's bad, in Mass. they don't sell alcohol to anyone with an out of state license.  That's right, I asked them if my money was no good because I have an out of state license, and they said yes.  It took us about 2 months of weekend visits to find this guy in Newton who would sell to us.. never carded, all he wanted was the Benjamins.   We called him the "totally cool liquor dude"  and many a fun night has been had in Beantown because of him.  I go there every visit    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Was that with a Jersey license? When I was back in CT (where I used to live) for the summer I went to buy beer the guy in front of me had a Jersey license and he would not sell to him with out another form of id so the guy had to leave. I gave the guy my AZ license and he told me that Jersey is the easiest state to make fake id's. He told me AZ has something for got what to make it easy to spot fake ones. Well he was right though went out side and the guy asked me to buy for him.||65.177.240.14||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000010||bleck||12-06-2003||01:35 AM||||Actually, this happened back in '95, so I was still living with the folks in NY.  But it's true, NJ licenses are a joke.  A 12-year-old could make a better looking one.  Guess what kind of licenses most of the 9/11 hijackers had??  You got it.  Joke.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000011||ercp98||12-06-2003||07:44 AM||||binny's here in elmwood park, il. has the same procedure. they check everybody for id young, old what ever. if they see you come in together they will ask for both parties id even though only one of you is buying.||64.215.227.124||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||12-06-2003||09:00 AM||||I love this country. The freedom is why I came here for. <br />Wait I used to buy alcohol in any bar, back when I was 15. I'm 36 and get carded all the time.<br />It's OK it makes me feel young.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.223.111||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||12-06-2003||03:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ercp98:<br /><strong> binny's here in elmwood park, il. has the same procedure. they check everybody for id young, old what ever. if they see you come in together they will ask for both parties id even though only one of you is buying. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A lot of places in this state do that.  The problem was I was shopping on my own.  When my sister went to check out, they wanted to see my id, but I was still in the back of the store.  My sister tried to explain that I was buying my own items.  The cashier turned in to a bitch and the security guard started to come over.  That is what the problem was.  I guess I was holding up her line for some time and I didn't even know it.<br /><br />Then I went to a different line with my own items.  I was going to be carded anyway, but they carded me so my sister could buy.  They were extreamly rude to me and my sister the whole time.  Then I was carded again in a matter of seconds to buy my items.  Then on the way out the security guard was  playing a power trip on us and eye balling us and he started to walk right up to us.  He didn't stop us.  I don't know what he was doing except being a dick.<br /><br />I did write a complaint letter to the company, but I don't think it will do any good.<br /><br />Bottom line, I was a legal CUSTOMER, who was treated like crap the first time I ever went to this store.  I find it very hard to belive that they treat everyone like this.  The deals are okay, but I know were to get better.  I'm sure no one would go if they were treated like we were.<br /><br />Also this whole policy is about as usefull as a screen door on a submarine.  I mean, if I was really underage, I wouldn't go in the damn store in the first place.  I never under stood how this policy helped stopped minors from getting stuff.  You write down a list and wait in the car right?  Since everyone in this state does this and it is no secret, then what good does it do?  NOTHING!!!||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||DeanCouchey||12-06-2003||11:55 PM||||my girl is almost 19 and I am 21 and we buy liquor all the time at this one store, never had to use ID, all I told the guy was I had a knowledge of fine wines and spirits cause I went ot school for it.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||12-07-2003||12:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> my girl is almost 19 and I am 21 and we buy liquor all the time at this one store, never had to use ID, all I told the guy was I had a knowledge of fine wines and spirits cause I went ot school for it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would not fly here man.  This carding everyone is not just a city thing, but a state thing.  They card everyone no matter how old they are or look.  I didn't know this at first, and I almost yelled at someone for carding a really old man with a cane.  He was hunched over, clearly 80+ years old and he was carded for being 21. I was like WTF?!?!?!<br /><br />All this carding is really stupid.  I have never seen such excessive carding untill I moved to this state.  Most of the time, I don't really mind.  However one time, we had a lot of stuff at Jewl Osco and my wife forgot her ID.  Well, normaly I would understand, but we shopped there all the time and the person who checked us out had to reconize us.  Nope.  We just left it on the counter and drove across the street and I told my  wife to wait in the car.  Proof that double carding doesn't stop a damn thing.  Hell, sometimes I act like I can't find my drivers lisence and really take my time just for fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I've probably been carded more in Illinois in the year I've lived here, then all the other of my legal drinking years combined.  I don't know how long they have been doing things this way, but it is a joke.<br /><br />Maybe some of the locals can fill me in.  I guess I've never asked.  How long have they been carding  EVERYONE, no matter how old they look?||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||turbogalant||12-07-2003||01:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /> Hell, sometimes I act like I can't find my drivers license and really take my time just for fun   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! That is the funnist thing I have ever heard.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.177.241.87||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000017||91GVR4||12-07-2003||03:45 PM||||The carding thing is close to the same in Michigan. They will card anyone who looks under 37 or something like that. It is not just in the cities eather. I know several party stores in the middle of noware(talking 30 miles from any town)that card because the sheriff has busted them using under age buyers. Of course you can still get what you want if you know who to talk to  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  . <br />I for one have had more then one offer from High schoolers to pick up stuff for them.||63.156.32.21||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000018||Mitsuturbo||12-07-2003||04:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Shit like that pisses me off, too. ...........................................................<br /> I had my beer taken away from me once because the server found out 10 minutes later the one girl was underage.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This shit pisses me off like no other.  <br />It only happens if you are somewhat near the same age for the most part.. remember when you went out with your parents as a kid?  That shit never happened!  <br /><br />People that do this are just flat out being assholes, and there is NO reason for it.  Laws are in place regarding alcoholic beverages, yet people think they need to make some sort of judgement call and fuck with you, personally.<br /><br />I mean.. really?!  Why the hell would you walk into a liquor store with a minor to buy alcohol for said minor?!  NOBODY does that!  You make them wait around the corner, or at home, or in the car.. or whatever!  Only an idiot would even TRY something like that even once, and even then.. afterwards they'd know better!<br /><br />Just hearing about the whole thing the author of this thread started kind of gets me going.  I was once told i could not buy alcohol because my wife who was in the store with me was only 20.  I said, O.K., i'll send her back out to the car, and they replied "NO, we can't sell you this now because we know she's with you!"  So.. i dropped the bottle on the floor and left the fuckers to clean up the mess themselves.  We went elsewhere, got our booze, and had no problems.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000019||DongeR615||12-07-2003||04:14 PM||||do you need a non-expired ID to buy alcohol?||68.122.74.10||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000020||psycopyro182||12-07-2003||05:26 PM||||Carding people is a complete waste of time. Me and a friend can easily walk into a grocery store, Look around at what wines they have, spend 20 minutes looking at liquors, and even go into the cooler in the back with all of the beer and other drinks. then i can simply hand my friend some money and walk out the front door and totally obviously stand next to his car while he buys whatever we decided to pick out.<br />Im 20 by the way.<br />Anyway. Carding is totally useless. It doesnt stop minors from buying liquor. It just gets in the way of everyone else.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000021||howard_GVR4||12-07-2003||09:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by psycopyro182:<br />Carding is totally useless. It doesnt stop minors from buying liquor. It just gets in the way of everyone else. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Riiiiiight, you've obviously never worked in a bar or club, because you'd see that carding is actually pretty effective in certain situations.  Sure, no preventative measure catches all (especially at stores where a friend can buy), but that argument is about as sound as saying airport security is completely useless.  Not everything that's a pain in the ass is useless or should be done away with.  <br /><br />Anyways, when I played in Seattle last week, one of our band members wasn't allowed in the club because his driver's license was a temporary paper TX one, since he lost the real one in the UK last month.  The club actually told him he had to wait outside until a few minutes before we played.  This was truly annoying, considering we drove all the way from Texas, were headlining, and had a real contract with the club for that show.  We didn't lose our cool, and they eventually came to see our side and let him in well before we played.  <br /><br />PS - I got carded at Pep Boys buying carb cleaner a couple years ago.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003844.cgi
A||||2||ken inn||minden, nevada||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||12-05-2003||06:59 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||anyone here ever been to minden, nevada, or surrounding area?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||SLedge||12-05-2003||07:13 PM||||I live about 35 miles north of Minden, never actually been there though.  A coworker once said "My dick's bigger than Minden" so it must be a *really* tiny town.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||12-05-2003||07:38 PM||||I live in South Lake Tahoe.. About 45 mins away.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/003845.cgi
A||||6||red91awdtalon||1st day on the track and broke it!||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-06-2003||12:11 AM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||well had 3 passes in the 14.9-15.00 area. not bad for almost stock and the first trip.  well on pass number 5 or so blew the clutch up. actually think its the pressure plate that gave out. any suggestions on a good clutch assembly? it has an act 2100 in there. any ideas? damn.... i miss my car and its only been an hour. haha<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-06-2003||12:36 AM||||You busted a ACT 2100 on a stock car?!?!?<br /><br />What the hell did you do to it?||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-06-2003||12:40 AM||||i dont know.... im just that good i guess HAHA. yeah, oh well. gonna throw in a stockie for the mean time. almost ready on my other setup. i have a second setup thats pretty built up that im gonna go for a big clutch on, and gonna keep whats in there now for a backup. haha. thats cool. im gonna take pics of my mess ups and throw you guys for a like on my page. thanks<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-06-2003||01:15 AM||||OK, what exactly happened. Did you burn the clutch up? Or did you "blow" the clutch up with crap coming out?  <br />Did you let the clutch cool down between runs?<br />Maybe break the clutch fork?<br />2100 or 2600 should handle stock power fairly easy.||167.142.22.4||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000004||red91awdtalon||12-06-2003||01:26 AM||||maybe the fork? thought about that. it is a possability. but im not exactly sure.... when i put it in gear and start to let the clutch out, there is no gradual accleration. its just, clutch in, within 3/4 of an inch its a wierd buzzz then GO!  and i drove home from the track (about 45 miles) and on the freeway i could gunn it and it wouldnt slip under 15psi of boost. so i dont actually think i fried the clutch. im gussing more the pressure plate or fork. it happend mid track when i went to 3rd gear it felt like it wasnt there. just grinded real quick. it cooled for about 30-45 minutes before runs.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000005||AWDpower||12-06-2003||01:54 AM||||"its just, clutch in, within 3/4 of an inch its a wierd buzzz then GO! and i drove home from the track (about 45 miles) and on the freeway i could gunn it and it wouldnt slip under 15psi of boost."<br /><br />It sounds like something in the disk came apart, I'd bet one of the springs came loose.||67.25.107.212||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||12-06-2003||03:46 AM||||Did you install the ACT 2100 yourself?  How old is it?  ACT might replace it if it failed early.  <br /><br />If you told them you busted it with 195HP, they might replace it regardless  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003846.cgi
A||||49||DeanCouchey||Wheres all the SNOW POSTS!!!!!!!!!||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||12-06-2003||01:11 PM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||I was hoping to see lots of pics of snow and some good stories but maybe everyone is out having fun. You can see the VR4 and my spyder here! Had some fun AWD drifting!!!!!<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2160" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2160&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||12-06-2003||01:36 PM||||i had some fun last night  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  pics and videos up soon<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||4g63t||12-06-2003||01:48 PM||||Yeah, I've had a real blast! I've been lying under the car for the past 3 days swapping in a 4 bolt and installing the exhaust. It's been so much fun watching the snow come and go from my garage window!!!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||12-06-2003||02:13 PM||||I had fun last night too. I got stuck in 1 inch of snow and it took me 50 minutes to make it down one street. <br /><br />Dude, where's my Galant. <br /><br />(snow tires coming, that should improve things) <br /><br />2-wheel-driving slow, <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||GreenSpeed||12-06-2003||02:15 PM||||Blew some doughnuts in a church parking lot this morning.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I love driving through unplowed streets with people shoveling giving you the "why isn't he getting stuck!?" look.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||GreenSpeed||00002524||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||12-06-2003||02:41 PM||||I was thinking about going out tonight, but by that time there might be over a foot on the ground. I don't want to go out if the snow's gonna be up to my bumper.||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||RayH||12-06-2003||02:42 PM||||I thought last week was bad but last night it took me almost 3 hours to get back home when it usually takes me 20 minutes.  Main roads were backed up so took local ones which were almost empty.  Got caught with my Dunlop SP8000's still on the car which made driving  intersting.  Still I was able to make it up hills that some other cars couldn't.  Was able to practice left foot braking or using the emergency brakes for some manual traction control.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000007||Colt4G63||12-06-2003||02:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> I was thinking about going out tonight, but by that time there might be over a foot on the ground. I don't want to go out if the snow's gonna be up to my bumper. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats more fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  luckily for me i dont have to worry about clearance issues(turbo minivan), rather traction issues.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  but its a winter beater, so i dont care<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||12-06-2003||02:54 PM||||I WISH MY CAR WAS RUNNING! this sucks.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000009||Minjin||12-06-2003||03:01 PM||||I didn't take any pictures, but I sure had some fun. I don't know what it is about these cars, but with snow tires and lsd rear, they are just invincible in the snow. I had to go somewhere today and didn't have time to shovel my driveway so I cleared off the car and just drove it out. Mind you, thats right through/over the 2 1/2 foot tall bank of snow at the end of the driveway from the plow.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />One recommendation to you guys. Get yourself a good tow rope. You think its fun driving in snow. Wait till you get a chance to tow someone out of a ditch, hopefully an SUV. That makes it all worth it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000010||91 #680||12-06-2003||03:06 PM||||I'll try to get some pics as I'm going boardin tomorrow.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000011||Evilnissan||12-06-2003||03:14 PM||||The snow didnt make it down this far, im dissaponted I wanted to see how bad my falken Azenis do in the snow.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000012||crucible||12-06-2003||04:38 PM||||Yep, nothin like AWD.Took both the GGSX and the VR out to test the tires.Drove around the block all guns blazing.The Pirelli all-seasons on GGSX are horrible,even with AWD though still very manageable.The Pirelli P700 on the VR are good considering they are 205,50 Zs.Gotta get 1 tire to complete the 3 studded ones that came with the car.Wife drives the VR so wanna bullet proof it as much as possible.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000013||Matticus||12-06-2003||07:34 PM||||Yeah, my snow tires are not mounted yet, so the Bridgestone Pole Positions do not do well in the cold snow.  I might as well had plastic power wheels wheels no the car.  I still managed though.  Can't wait for the Blizzaks.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000014||14bCrazy||12-06-2003||08:14 PM||||How much better are our cars with snow tires. I went out on my regular tires and it was OK but I think my Civic is alittle better. The Galant seemed to want to push when under power. It was alot funner in the school parking lot though.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000015||gvr4ever||12-06-2003||09:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> How much better are our cars with snow tires. I went out on my regular tires and it was OK but I think my Civic is alittle better. The Galant seemed to want to push when under power. It was alot funner in the school parking lot though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">With true winter ice tires, it is the difference between night and day.<br /><br />When I first got my car, it had mud and snow tires on it.  Back befor they had a real winter rating.  I whipped out the first time I took out it in the snow.  I was all over the place.<br /><br />When I got real winter tires, I had full control.    I was even able to play without loosing control.  <br /><br />If you havn't ordered any yet, try diamond green tires.  I havn't ordered mine yet, but I don't think my car is going to see snow this year.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000016||tplesko||12-06-2003||10:20 PM||||arg!!!! I wish it was snowing here.  Car is running GREAT and I want to spin and drift around   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000017||hecdws||12-06-2003||10:34 PM||||yes ive been having fun in the snow the last 2 days. last night did a few donuts and ripped it thru my local streets with about 6" of snow. today ive been ripping it all day and we had like 8" today. all this with nitto 450s 205/50r15's. i gotta say i hate the snow but the vr4 almost makes it worth having it around.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000018||199of2k||12-06-2003||10:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> I WISH MY CAR WAS RUNNING! this sucks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ditto||68.228.148.236||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000019||tplesko||12-06-2003||10:43 PM||||I felt that way last year.  I missed the whole winter and we had lots of snow  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I wish you luck in getting it running asap!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000020||VR6 Eater||12-06-2003||10:51 PM||||I bought some green diamonds off of Eric last year and they are great.  The best snow tires I have ever owned.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000021||DeanCouchey||12-06-2003||11:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 199of2k:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> I WISH MY CAR WAS RUNNING! this sucks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ditto </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am lucky I got my car back yesterday.... has some issues but it doesnt bother me!!!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000022||thon||12-07-2003||12:19 AM||||its not vr4..but its snow:)<br /><br />here's my contribution<br /><br />Farmers field<br /> <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/orangesnow.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Drive home (while moving) of back front fender/ground<br /> <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/240backsidesnow.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />We have 10-15" so far, another 5-10 expected:) I was the ONLY non AWD vehicle i saw out..and didnt get stuck at all<br /><br /> <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/240snow.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/240snow2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Its still coming down hardcore<br /> <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/fastsnow.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/240frontsnow.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Those are my knees barely above the snow line<br /><br /> <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/deepsnow.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />and the money shot<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://home.southernct.edu/~freudenberr1/PGSPLsnow.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />not bad for a RWD with VLSD<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000023||Duc Hunter||12-07-2003||01:59 AM||||This is the aftermath of a snow trip[ tp Tahoe last year! I am in Phoenix at a conference right now but cannot wait to take my newly AEM EMS equipped GVR4 to the snow in Tahoe! <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/13705725/medium.jpg" alt=" - " />||12.129.244.232||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000024||psycopyro182||12-07-2003||04:16 AM||||all of this talk about snow makes me jealous...<br />oh well, at least i have lots of flat land for autox and im at sea level.<br />i might have to take a trip up north one of these days...||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000025||KingGalantVr4||12-07-2003||11:51 AM||||I managed to slide down a hill on Friday at a whoping 2-5mph sideways into a curb.  I did however turn my wheel so I could drive up and over the curb rather then tearing everything appart.  Loss ... 1 Yokahama Avid T4.  Put the spare tire on, drove to work and couldn't find another 195 60R 15 ANYWHERE, so I put a set of used but not abused Good Year 195 65R 15's.  Suprizingly they did a LOT better in the snow then the Yokie's.  <br /><br />However, I'm getting a LOT of noise from the car now, and I'm not sure if its the tires or that I smacked it WAY out of alignment.  So I'm ordering a set of Continental 195 65R 15's and throwing my car up on the alignment rack. MMMMMM German tires.  I love continentals.  They are a great all around touring tire.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000026||silly4turbo||12-07-2003||02:00 PM||||I'll add some pic's in a bit, but I was out helping push the neighbors 2wd honda suv, then I went to pull my car out, everyone runs over to see if I need a push, I say "I'm all set thanks".. with confused looks on their faces they back away, while I proceed to pull right out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    man I love my car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000027||91GVR4||12-07-2003||03:17 PM||||Sounds like all of you are having lots o fun in the snow. I love snow and am glad we get lots of it. No real good snows yet this year ( by good I mean 1 foot or more) but we have a few inches on the ground. I got to drive about 300 miles last weekend in a snow storm on the freeway and that was fun. I love passing SUV's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   in a cloud of snow. If people hate snow so much they realy shouldn't drive in it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . <br />Oh yah, I got snow tires on the car. They are a must have. The wife still doesn't like the car to slide, but when you step on the gas and have traction what's the worry. Have fun an I will post pix when I get to pushing snow over my hood.||63.156.32.21||reg||10||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000028||silly4turbo||12-07-2003||03:29 PM||||also on my way home from I.Hop last night at about 2am, I'm cruising down soilders field road and in my rear view I see a set of HID's coming up on me fast, I gas it a little and a newer bwm seden with awd, I'm assuming, screwed past me...I just gassed it and stayed with him, both of us just cruising right along... fun stuff !||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000029||silly4turbo||12-07-2003||03:34 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2165&width=400" alt=" - " />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000030||psycopyro182||12-07-2003||05:32 PM||||Not to steal the thread. but im from the south. i dont ever get to see snow. but i was wondering...<br />How does all of this snow affect your car, other than driving. I keep seeing all of these pictures of cars covered in snow, snow all inside your rims, and snow filling the fenderwells, and the front grille.<br />does it all just melt out? or can it do any damage to your cars?||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000031||Evilnissan||12-07-2003||06:13 PM||||This thred reminds me to fix my heater fan!<br /><br />Ive only had frost so far and I can just scrape that off.<br /><br />Stupid fan,, It just was clunking and making noise then nothen..||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000032||My_GVR_4||12-07-2003||06:21 PM||||So far.. there has been no snow this year in Chicago. Funny, it is Dec. 7th and still no snow.  WTF! ?<br /><br />I guess this will be the last time I ever see snow in my GVR-4, if it ever snows here this year.  Leaving the cold for warmth next year for good.  <br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br /><br />"Snow Plow King"||68.73.126.79||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000033||Darkside||12-07-2003||06:50 PM||||sorry to go off topic, does ya feel any differ in proformance since its cold. I live in Cali so it don't snow here.  But when its cold as hell I feel little differance in proformance.||66.126.135.51||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000034||markrieb||12-07-2003||11:43 PM||||The only problem I've every had from deep snow is overheating.  Packed the grill of my old truck full of snow one day and couldn't get any air through the radiator.  You work the engine pretty hard at low speeds in the snow.<br /><br />One other warning is to not set the parking brake.  If you get snow/water in the brake cable, set the brake and it freezes, the parking brake will be stuck on.<br /><br />Mark Rieb<br />still waiting for snow...||4.4.47.141||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000035||91GVR4||12-08-2003||12:47 AM||||The only damage snow has ever done to my car is the rust all the salt causes! I realy wish more states didn't use that crap. My car had lots of brand new hardware on the engine when I bought it do to a top end job, but after one winter all of it looks just as old as the rest of the car. If it's steel it will rust  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||63.155.245.42||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000036||VTGVR4||12-08-2003||11:16 AM||||i remember the first time we had a huge snowstorm three years ago here. i let my friend borrow the gvr4, and when i took it to class the next day, the car shook VIOLENTLY on the highway. I was cussing at him on the phone, and he just said "wait until 2 pm to drive it". Sure enough, the sun melted the snow that was stuck in the rims. (uneven distribution of snow in the rims is like weights in the wrong places!) (it was also my first month in the gvr4)<br /><br />my snow pics will be uploaded soon, we got over 2' at my house!!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000037||bleck||12-08-2003||12:09 PM||||Oh, sure, I had plenty of fun.. got out of the driveway with no shoveling, amazed my neighbors/friends.  Until, on the way to my cousins house about 5 miles away, I pull up to a stop sign, and the car goes dead.  Right in the middle of the storm on Sat.  Bad alternator/battery.  THEN, I get out to look under the hood, and slip on the ice, re-tearing my ACL.  So, I've been sitting in my bed since, with a knee the size of a basketball, and a brace, and I'm thinking that none of my Audi's ever did this to me, and you know why EVO's, and STI's, and Allroads, and S4's are so expensive?  BECAUSE $600 A MONTH IS A FAIR PRICE TO PAY TO AVOID THIS SHIT!!!  I'm too old for this shit.  F-this car!!!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000038||RayH||12-08-2003||12:14 PM||||Finally got around to changing the tires last night and put on new wiper blades.  Have to say those stainless steel inserts on the blades are one thing on the car that do not age.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000039||gvrfour173||12-08-2003||12:17 PM||||here's my snow story. totaled my car 173/2000,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  !!!  so keep an eye open for the parting of my car,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .. an if anyone has a decent vr4 for sale, let me know. have tons of things too trade, or just money. damn this sucks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  !!!!!||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000040||Ant||12-08-2003||12:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Oh, sure, I had plenty of fun.. got out of the driveway with no shoveling, amazed my neighbors/friends.  Until, on the way to my cousins house about 5 miles away, I pull up to a stop sign, and the car goes dead.  Right in the middle of the storm on Sat.  Bad alternator/battery.  THEN, I get out to look under the hood, and slip on the ice, re-tearing my ACL.  So, I've been sitting in my bed since, with a knee the size of a basketball, and a brace, and I'm thinking that none of my Audi's ever did this to me, and you know why EVO's, and STI's, and Allroads, and S4's are so expensive?  BECAUSE $600 A MONTH IS A FAIR PRICE TO PAY TO AVOID THIS SHIT!!!  I'm too old for this shit.  F-this car!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My car drove fine around town on saturday during the storm.  On GSP south later that night I am cruising and I get a check engine and the car starts bucking hard.  Pull over, check MAS and TPS and they are plugged in.  Made it home turned out to be MAS wiring.  Sometimes you have to expect something to go wrong.  <br /><br />If you really don't want the car i'll take it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000042||VTGVR4||12-08-2003||12:57 PM||||here's some snow pics, to show ya how much we got. strangest thing is having all this snow and no gvr4 to play with. we have a forester with the limited slip and all, but its just not the same. i cant really make the car slide just the way i want, like i could with the gvr4. theres something about those cheap ass non-lsd 3 bolts that make it so much fun to drive in the snow.<br />   mailboxes on my road. you can always tell which mailbox belongs to the galant guy.<br /> <img src="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/mailboxes.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />my home made beer (wont be ready for 3 more weeks), and you can see the snow covered deck. <br />    <img src="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/beernsnow.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />forget going to work:<br />    <img src="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/civiccutout.jpg" alt=" - " />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000043||thejeebus2002||12-08-2003||01:01 PM||||That's ok Nick.  I'm playing in the snow with it for ya   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .  Got like 8-9" in Ashburn, VA when I was up there visiting the girlfriend.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000044||tplesko||12-08-2003||01:02 PM||||They are predicting snow today and tonight in Boulder/Denver area.  I hope i hope I hope they're right!  &lt;fingers crossed&gt;||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000045||skivittlerjimb||12-08-2003||01:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">here's some snow pics, to show ya how much we got. strangest thing is having all this snow and no gvr4 to play with. we have a forester with the limited slip and all, but its just not the same. i cant really make the car slide just the way i want, like i could with the gvr4. theres something about those cheap ass non-lsd 3 bolts that make it so much fun to drive in the snow.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I at least hope you got to Smuggs on Sunday, Nick. I heard it was pretty epic, just don't get caught in the flats!  <br /><br />With snow tires on as of Sat. evening I had a great time Sat. night and Sunday sliding the tail out and drifting #53/1k.  Very easy car to predict when the tail is going to step out, and very easy to catch and control, even for a hack like me.  <br /><br />Best part was Sunday morning catching a Durango or something heading up the Bolton Valley (a local ski are for non-VTers) access road.  He was doing like 65 on the one straight section and I reeled him in just fine. Also pulled into an unplowed gravel lot with just two tires tracks <br />in it and about 24" of snow.  Had to shimmy and <br />few times, but never got very close to being<br />stuck.<br /><br />BTW, anyone have any tricks for keeping snow from<br />caking on the rims?  The 5 spoke 92 wheel have<br />the perfect sized holes for massive cakes of ice and snow, making rather "unpleasant" wheel vibrations.<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000046||tplesko||12-09-2003||09:53 AM||||Well my wish came true and we got snow! I wish I had the digital camera at work.  I spent over an hour this morning playing around.  The GVR4 does donuts and you can shift up through second and third spinning in place.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    That 4 bolt LSD and snowtires are a fuuuuuuuuuuun combination.<br /><br />I love snow!||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000047||Carl Morris||12-09-2003||12:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Well my wish came true and we got snow! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, we did.  I had one small mishap on the way home last night, I had to make a left turn as I leave work and the light there takes forever (Valmont and Airport Blvd).  So, as I was coming up to the intersection, it was green and I didn't want to wait for the next light cycle, so I didn't slow down too much.  My Dunlop SP5000s are getting worn...they still brake and accelerate OK in the snow, but I didn't realize that my traction for turning had gotten pretty poor.  So I'm halfway into the turn when I find I have about zero traction.  At that point I had a choice of giving it gas, staying neutral, or trying to brake.  In hindsight, I should have probably gone with more throttle and tried to rotate the car more and kill some speed that way, but instead I kept things pretty neutral (just a tiny bit of acceleration) and hoped for the best.  The car rotated just fine, but still had a decent amount of speed in the wrong direction when I finally smacked the curb.  There's some rash on the lip of the rim, but it drives fine and the camber looks the same on both sides just eyeballing it.  Kind of annoying...better tires and it wouldn't have happened...||147.145.40.43||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000048||tplesko||12-09-2003||12:46 PM||||Ouch Carl.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Erik smacked a curb last year and wasn't so lucky. I know he tweeked a few things. I like the snow tires on the car because they grip pretty nice and I can leave them on all winter unless I want to really rag on the car (not too likely). I wish the snow would stick around longer now but I think it will mostly melt today. Too bad as I had a lot of fun this morning. Lots of traction out of the setup now. Drifting going too fast!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000049||stevevr4||12-09-2003||01:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong>It was alot funner in the school parking lot though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe you should spend more time in school, and not so much in the parking lot.  I know it wont be "alot more funner" but it will be "alot more educationamable".||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000050||VTGVR4||12-09-2003||03:05 PM||||touchè||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/003847.cgi
A||||16||udriveu||No more 94?||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||12-06-2003||04:24 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||I thought maybe this was just temporary, but Sunoco doesn't sell 94 octane anymore, just 93. At least not at the few stations near me. Anyone else notice this, or know why?||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-06-2003||04:38 PM||||I've been to a few that don't sell the 94.  I'm sure they go by how much they sell.<br /><br />Some area's it prolly sells well while other areas, it isn't a hot item.<br /><br />Some stations have a pump just for the 94, so I don't think they stopped selling it for good.<br /><br />If you really need a higher octain, see if anyone sells 100 octain unleaded near you.  Then you can just mix a little of that in your tank of 93.  Or if you don't have a cat, just mix 116 race fuel.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||12-06-2003||04:53 PM||||we have 94 at the sunoco across the street from me, if u go a little further out away from DC, u can get some with cam2||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||369of1000||12-06-2003||05:40 PM||||A buddy of mine works at a Sunoco. He told me last July that come 2004 Sunoco was cancelling the 94 octane all together. I here rumers all the time so said nothing and desided to wait and see. From what you guys are posting, I guess it's true.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||12-06-2003||05:41 PM||||i'm going to have to check it out next time i get to mine, its been a while since my car has been down....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||12-06-2003||05:58 PM||||<a href="http://www.sunocoinc.com/market/gasolinef.htm" target="_blank">http://www.sunocoinc.com/market/gasolinef.htm</a><br /><br />I havn't even seen a Sunoco since I moved.  I used to get that 94 stuff all the time though.  I like it.  I have CAM2 close by.  I'll prolly just start mixing.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||red91awdtalon||12-06-2003||06:21 PM||||yeah yeah keep whining!  here in wonderful southern california you cant find higher than 91 and that costs 1.89 within 30 miles of me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||12-06-2003||07:14 PM||||It's something about "MTBE" a chemical in 94 that causes water pollution. That's what I heard anyway.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||Dreis11301||12-06-2003||08:30 PM||||I would love to get 93 octane.  Over here on base we get 89 for 1.64 a gallon, if you go off base it is 140 Yen per liter.  There is 3.78 liters in a gallon, and the yen rate is 105 to 1 so to it comes out to about $5.04 a gallon.  Needless to say I stick to the shit 89 base gas.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000009||369of1000||12-06-2003||09:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> It's something about "MTBE" a chemical in 94 that causes water pollution. That's what I heard anyway. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is my understanding that MTBE is in all gas. It may only be regional but I know for a fact most if not all of the gas stations in Connecticut has it in all grades of their gas.<br /><br />Also I had a friend do his senior thesis on MTBE. According to him, it is horrible when mixed with water. He said something about it causing cancer and killing plants and some other horrible stuff. He was also incredibly concerned about it sinking down to the water table. It has been a while since then, but I'm sure you get the idea.<br /><br />&lt;edit&gt;<br />oh yeah, about the only thing MTBE is good for is emissions. Go figure   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000010||s_firestone||12-07-2003||11:51 AM||||MTBE was put in gas to replace lead after the GOV forced the oil companies to begin removing it from the gas in the 70's.  Remember lead was called a lubricant.  MTBE along with several other chemicals are added as "Detergents".  <br /><br />There are theories as to the why the lead ended up there in the first place due to a guy named Pogue in the 30's creating a super carburator that allowed an alleged 300MPG by pre-cracking the larger slow burning molecules in gasoline (that burn similar to kerosene) in a non-combustible chamber effectively turning it back into natural gas and methanol.  This supposedly allowed for an approximate 10X increase in the amount of useable energy obtained from a unit of gasoline.  <br /><br />From what the figures show fuel in a normal internal cumbustion engine is burned at approximately 7% efficiency given the theoretical BTU's contained.  The rest is sent out the tailpipe as mostly unburned.<br /><br />Look at the link below for some interesting information about "WHY" they really started putting lead in gasoline.  <br /> <a href="http://www.fortunecity.com/greenfield/bp/16/supcarb2.html" target="_blank">http://www.fortunecity.com/greenfield/bp/16/supcarb2.html</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.himacresearch.com/books/secret6.html" target="_blank">http://www.himacresearch.com/books/secret6.html</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.cfiworld.com/" target="_blank">http://www.cfiworld.com/</a><br /><br />The theories state that Oil companies wanted to protect their Monopolies and profit margins whatever the expense, so they added lead to inhibit pre-cracking the gasoline.  Lead would contaminate the catalyst(usually a heating element) used to crack the gasoline and render it useless after about 3000 miles.<br /><br />When the government ordered the Oil companies to remove the lead they had to find something to replace it with that would not allow for the re-emergence of super carburator designs so they adding chemicals such as Naptha and MTBE and calling them detergents.  They essentially perform the same function in that they coat everything in an almost waxy buildup above 500 degrees.  Again the theory to inhibit cracking the gasoline not to keep your engine clean.  <br /><br />The jury is still out and I encourage you to read into it yourselves as it may be the single largest consumer scam ever perpetrated for the sake of profits.  I think it is technically possible and worth research but where does one obtain non-additive gasoline?  Nowhere, it cannot be obtained.  <br /><br />I am also intrigued by the fact that even after almost 30 years they still emphasize that we buy UN-leaded gas.  As if the lead was a naturally occurring by-product of cooking the oil.<br /><br />Again take everything you read with a grain of salt(and a lemon and a shot of tequila) but even if these methods yeilded a 50% improvement in fuel efficiency they would be worth it.<br /><br />What I find hilarious is that no matter how fast or slow I drive this car I get essentially the same MPG out of a tank of gas.  A little over 300 miles per tank. I have reset the trip meter at every tank and it is always within 5~10 miles per tank.  May be the V in VR-4 means Variable Efficiency Engine...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Just my .02 cents worth of premium unleaded gas...oops ran out of gas.<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000011||thon||12-08-2003||10:19 PM||||I wrote a letter to sunoco.  Hopefully i'll get a response of somesort.  I really liked getting 94, just for that extra 'safety' factor.  I know its not a big deal, but it beats going out of my way to get 100 octane for whatever insane amount of money they'd charge for it, when i could get 94 octane on the way to school for 3 cents a gallon more than 93.<br /><br />Now they offer 87,89,91,93<br /><br />wtf is the point of 91?<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000012||Minjin||12-08-2003||10:38 PM||||LOL..Don't say that around left coasters. 91 is often the best they can get. Sucks to be them...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000013||Akidosigh1||12-10-2003||10:10 PM||||WE STILL HAVE ULTRA 94! its 1.969/gallon.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000014||thon||12-10-2003||10:18 PM||||damn 93 around here is only like 1.72 or something.  I'm gonna have to start getting 2 or 3 gallons of 100 mixe with my 93 when the weather is warmer...ugh<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||12-10-2003||10:19 PM||||I get 93 for around 1.65 here.  I can also get 100, 110, and 114 (for $4 a gallon).||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||Akidosigh1||12-10-2003||10:42 PM||||thats the price of ultra 94, 93 octane is in the 1.70s for the most part or less||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003848.cgi
A||||4||red91awdtalon||Here's what happend to the poor clutch||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-06-2003||05:58 PM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||well check it out. looks pretty good i think. definatley going on the wall of fame. haha<br /><br /><a href="http://www.cardomain.com/memberpage/470826" target="_blank">http://www.cardomain.com/memberpage/470826</a><br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-06-2003||06:05 PM||||That doesn't look like a ACT disk.<br /><br /><a href="http://turbotrix.com/parts/driveline.shtml" target="_blank">http://turbotrix.com/parts/driveline.shtml</a><br /><br />Is the back of the PP yellow?<br /><br />You probably warped your flywheel too.  MAKE SURE, you don't deep cracks in it.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-06-2003||06:14 PM||||yeah the back of the pp is yellow with the act logo. yeah pulling the flywheel right now to look for stress cracks.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||12-06-2003||06:17 PM||||something like mine looked last year<br /><br /><a href="http://www.compacttuners.com/projectcars/projectcar.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.compacttuners.com/projectcars/projectcar.shtml</a>||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||red91awdtalon||12-06-2003||06:19 PM||||Nice <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||6||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes



ubb/Forum3/003849.cgi
A||||6||369of1000||Anyone know anything about this manifold?||||1||||Paul Mc369||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||12-06-2003||09:45 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33632&item=2446514621" target="_blank">link to ebay auction</a> I just found this. ~$215 for a mandrel stainless exaust many. Can it really be quality?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000001||369of1000||12-06-2003||09:52 PM||||Also this one?  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2446828872" target="_blank">Link #2</a>||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||12-06-2003||10:34 PM||||The first one is a PaceSetter. They cost $130 new. Just my opinion, but I think a ported 2G is better. <br />  <a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=89944&perpage=25&pagenumber=1" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=89944&perpage=25&pagenumber=1</a>  <br /><br />The second one is a DNPerformance. I really like the 4G63 one at the bottom of the page.   <a href="http://www.dnperformance.com/eclipse.html" target="_blank">http://www.dnperformance.com/eclipse.html</a><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=84946&perpage=25&pagenumber=1" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=84946&perpage=25&pagenumber=1</a>||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-06-2003||11:27 PM||||1st one - no idea!<br /><br />2nd one - SSAutochrome makes copies of any manifold thats popular in the market whether its turbo or NA. They make fake mugen headers, toda header etc for Honda and also replicas of spark racing, full-race etc turbo headers. All I know about them is that quality sucks donkey balls and theey crack like a mofo...So, beware.||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||12-07-2003||12:25 AM||||Yep, after looking close at the braces I can see that it's a knock off.||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||12-07-2003||01:43 AM||||I've heard that with the pacesetter manifolds, you'll have to basically redo every weld.  Also, the coating on the manifold will burn off in the first few minutes it's running.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||Darkside||12-07-2003||08:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> 1st one - no idea!<br /><br />2nd one - SSAutochrome makes copies of any manifold thats popular in the market whether its turbo or NA. They make fake mugen headers, toda header etc for Honda and also replicas of spark racing, full-race etc turbo headers. All I know about them is that quality sucks donkey balls and theey crack like a mofo...So, beware. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh shit, not you tell meeh  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   I bought a High flow cat from him the ssautoDude,  now its too late. oh well the cat look kewl too mee.||66.126.135.51||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes



ubb/Forum3/003850.cgi
A||||3||HHIVR4||This is BS ||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||12-07-2003||12:04 AM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||I ordered an autometer boost guage,a/f meter,and pillar pod for my car last week..well first off i get them in 3 different boxes on 3 different days..but the kicker is that my new in the box boost guage is sitting on 18psi and i havent even taken it out of the box yet(thanks ups),then yay my a/f meter comes in the next day but oh wait its a damn volt meter(thanks dsmparts) but atleast my pod isnt screwed up..well i called dsmparts they were pretty cool about it and are going to send me the right stuff but damn..last time i order from them..sorry to vent just p o'd||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||12-08-2003||05:22 AM||||On my old Autometer boost gauge, when it wasn't hooked up to anything, it didn't read zero.  I can't remember if it read vacuum or boost, but if you cranked on the threads on the back, where the boost source goes, the needle would move.  Sounds crazy, but it always seemed to read right.  When I reinstalled it in my friend's car, I just tightened the nut on the back until the needle sat at zero.  On my new Autometer boost gauge, it doesn't really do this.  It may have read 1 psi or something, and when I installed it it read zero.  It also functions normally.  Just FYI; YMMV.||69.59.219.138||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||Ryan Carey||12-08-2003||06:49 AM||||Funny, I've been ordering lots of things from DSMparts.com and have had no problems at all.  Even when I didn't get everything I ordered, as soon as it was in it was next day aired to me.<br /><br />Most of the autometer boost gauges I see never sit at zero in the box or on the shelf.<br /><br />Hey shit happens, but I wouldn't quit doing business with them over something simple to fix like this.  People make mistakes, it's how those mistakes are resolved that keeps customers.<br /><br />If you let them know it chapped your hide I'm sure they will take care of it.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000003||HHIVR4||12-08-2003||09:36 AM||||well..they were cool over the phone and said to hook it up and see if it fixes the problem.If it didnt they would send me a new one.I dont think it will "0" itself out since the guage is reading 18lbs boost as it sits.BUt Ill give it a try this afternoon when it warms up..32F at the beach today||63.49.51.36||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum3/003851.cgi
A||||2||Arty||New Zealand  genuine parts suppliers||||1||||Arty||00000567
Z||000000||Arty||12-07-2003||08:09 AM||||I thought parts for the GVR4 may be widely available, due to the totally imported car market, in NZ ?<br />Can any NZ owners give me the contact details for good spare parts dealers in NZ.<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000001||supervr4||12-08-2003||01:36 AM||||try nzmmc.co.nz in the forums there is a sale section or there is kempys.co.nz a few others that dont have websites <br /><br />Shane||202.0.48.28||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000002||Arty||12-08-2003||03:47 AM||||I'll give Kempys a try.<br />Thanks Shane.<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes



ubb/Forum3/003852.cgi
A||||8||number3||Photos||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||12-07-2003||10:53 AM||||Lots of photos of number3 over the years... (I am still working on getting them in the right order)<br /><br />   <a href="http://groups.msn.com/HarryandStephanie/number3.msnw" target="_blank">http://groups.msn.com/HarryandStephanie/number3.msnw</a>   <br /><br />Photos of the SEMA 2003 show in Las Vegas...<br /><br />   <a href="http://groups.msn.com/HarryandStephanie/sema.msnw" target="_blank">http://groups.msn.com/HarryandStephanie/sema.msnw</a>   <br /><br /><br />Just thought I would share them with the group.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||12-07-2003||12:29 PM||||those first set of pics taken in Gettysburg?<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||number3||12-07-2003||05:08 PM||||Valley Forge Park, PA.<br /><br />5 mins from my home...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||12-07-2003||05:16 PM||||I like this twin turbo system.  Verrrry neat!<br /><br /><a href="http://groups.msn.com/HarryandStephanie/sema.msnw?action=ShowPhoto&PhotoID=393" target="_blank">http://groups.msn.com/HarryandStephanie/sema.msnw?action=ShowPhoto&PhotoID=393</a>||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||My_GVR_4||12-08-2003||02:30 AM||||Yea.. that twin setup is killer.  I wonder how well that works though<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.73.126.79||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000005||Kibo||12-08-2003||04:18 PM||||From what I've heard, that type of setup is more common on turbodiesels that run huge boost (60+psi).  Due to the compound nature, the second turbo is running at a lower pressure ratio than if you were to try to accomplish the same thing with a single turbo.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000006||number3||12-08-2003||06:50 PM||||That was in the innovative turbo booth FWIW.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||12-09-2003||02:52 AM||||mmmmm compound. There is another active topic in "tech" about that very thing.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||12-09-2003||11:30 AM||||of course all of those pics are awesome||131.193.15.163||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003853.cgi
A||||0||howard_GVR4||back from tour, 2 GVR4's sighted||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||12-07-2003||11:55 AM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Saw one in San Fran, belize green 91, some stickers, possibly a different wing, like the tall ralliart one. <br /><br />Then I saw a white GVR4 in Seattle (Ballard area), prolly on Market St., and I think it may have had some type of aftermarket hood with a small intake scoop.  <br /><br />Any one here claim either of these?<br /><br />The tour was a BLAST.  We were pleasantly surprised that the West Coast went as well as the East.  Sold out the venues in SF and LA, played a private show for Amazon.com music dept in Seattle, did a brief radio performance in Berkley on KALX.  I can't wait to go out again, which will be in March.  My GVR4 is still sulking in the garage.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003854.cgi
A||||21||sleeper||Audi question||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||12-07-2003||12:09 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Found the car I was looking for, (2000 Audi S4) but it needs a clutch at 30,000 miles.<br />Now, I know I can kill a clutch that fast, but with average driving it should of lasted a little longer than that, right?<br /><br />If to me changing clutches in a Galant or DSM is piece of cake and can do it in say less than 3 hours. How long would it take in the S4?<br />I'm sure it will take longer in for the first time but anybody knows what the book time is on it?<br /><br />What should I look for before buying this vehicle?<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.244.60||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||12-07-2003||12:40 PM||||I did some browsing about this subject and come up with a few pointers, so I'm quoting a few from the Audi board.<br />"What is a sidestep?"  He's talking about sidestepping a clutch.<br /><br />Here is a DSM guy.<br /><br />"I noticed some clutch slippage last night in first and second when showing some guy in a brand new caddy my taillights."<br /><br />Who races Cadilacs for christ sake? WTFR!!!<br /><br />"How hard is it to do a clutch replacement yourself? For those of you who have done one on an Eclipse, how does it compare? I've had the tranny out of my Eclipse like 4 times, and those are a pain in the ass (even though I can do one in about 4 hours now). But if it's much worse, I'll probably just pay someone to do it."<br /><br />He probably have a front wheel drive NT.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />One dealer quoted 14 hours on a clutch job, so even if it takes half the time to do one it'll take twice as long as the Galant.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.244.60||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||My_GVR_4||12-07-2003||12:52 PM||||I work at an Audi dealership.  Warranty times is atleast 10 hours.  I believe you have to drop the engine, drop the subframe and a hole lot more.<br />Even the Master Techs do not enjoy doing this job.<br />To pay someone to do it, they will charge you an arm and a leg.  The clutch kit alone is a pretty penny.<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.73.126.79||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||12-07-2003||03:49 PM||||from what ive been told by the local S4 guys the clutches/trannys on S4's cant handle launches for shit. most of them refuse to race from a stop even tho they have AWD cars. and 2 of them have built their own 700HP supra, and 500HP porche 944 by hand, yet wont touch their S4's to repair or upgrade anything.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||12-07-2003||03:52 PM||||Wouldn't you have to abuse a clutchREALLY bad to burn it out in 30K miles?  My Galant has 120K miles on the original, my old 92 Maxima had 220K miles on a stock clutch, both are still holding just fine.  Maybe this is the Audi/VW build quality coming through and killing the clutch this early.  Sounds like this car has led a rough first 30K miles of it's life and just needs some TLC.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||12-07-2003||05:31 PM||||nope.  the germans, at least bmw, is famous for, "if it aint broke, dont fix it".  for years, bmw clutches have been like iron.  it was nothing for a bmw clutch to go 100k, even with track use.  now, they have a new SAC "self adjusting clutch", and it sucks.  some cars are wearing them out way before 10k.  and, bmw is refusing to warranty it.  and the twin-mass flyhweel?  who needs that?  for noise reduction only.  the way we KNOW that bmw, or mercedes, or vw, is having a problem, is they drop the list price drastically.  clutch kit for a 2000- 330i? 229.00.  radiator for 95- 5 and 7 series?  191.00.  how about them vw o2 sensors?  29 bucks, air mass meter, 17 bucks.  clutches-it's what keeps food on the table.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||mixx2001||12-08-2003||11:53 AM||||Warranty time is right at about 20 hours.  Customer pay is about 25.  AESIS says you have to drop the Subframe, Engine, and Tranny, but the techs here never drop the Engine, and it takes them about 8-10 hours.  <br /><br />Are you sure this car needs a clutch?  We replace more Snychros, and Shift forks than clutches.  S4's have worse transmissions than DSMs, when abused.  We overhaul one a month, on average.  If it's not going into or coming out of gears, than it may not be the clutch.  S4's can't be driven hard.  They can be driven fast and smooth, but not hard.  They just can't handle any abuse.  One of our customers has a 2001, with lot's of mods and races all the time with no problems.  And we also have a completely stock 01 owner who thinks he's Paul Galati, and we've been through his tranny 3 times now.  We haven't heard from him since his warranty went out.  It's all in how you drive the car.  Take care of it and it will take care of you.<br /><br /><br />Parts prices are about 646.03 for the Clutch disc, Pressure plate, and Release bearing.  But you'd be much better off going somewhere who's get's there shit through WP.  Personally I get an aftermarket high performance item.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000007||skivittlerjimb||12-08-2003||11:59 AM||||FWIW, never needed a clutch in about 10-12 combined years and at least 250k miles of used Audi ownership between my wife and I.  Newest Audi<br />we owned was '94, oldest was an '82. They were all 5 speeds.  Swore off Audis for good, due to repair costs, but never had to touch a clutch or tranny internals.<br /><br />Good luck with that S4 if you get it.  For much less money, I'd get a good used 92-96 S4 ($7-14k tops) and take it to Hoppen Motorsports in FL.  Fully tricked out you'd have a potentially much faster car and a better deal than a V8 or twin turbo V6 newer S4, IMHO.  <br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||12-08-2003||12:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by skivittlerjimb:<br /><strong> For much less money, I'd get a good used 92-96 S4 ($7-14k tops) and take it to Hoppen Motorsports in FL.  Fully tricked out you'd have a potentially much faster car and a better deal than a V8 or twin turbo V6 newer S4, IMHO.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One of our RS6 customers has a fully tuned Joe Hoppen 93' S6 (Basically a RS2 now).  Only thing is boost dosen't hit until about 4500.  But when it does, it's like getting kicked in the back of the head by a mule.  It's a heavy car, but that just makes it more stable.  Good stuff, much better than a 2.7 S4 IMHO as well.  But I wouldn't put it so far ahead of the new 4.2 S4.  While performance numbers are very close to the 2.7 on paper, the 4.2 is a completely different animal on the street.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||12-08-2003||12:08 PM||||I see these cars go for 25-28 grand all over the place. The one I'm looking at was $22000 but he dropped the place to 19000 after the clutch went.<br />I can't even test drive it, so that blows, but the engine runs and looks like it came out of the showroom yesterday.<br />Hmm. What to do, what to do. I have to get my wife another car, so she gives me my Galant back.<br />The only way she wants a 4door if it's fast.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||bleck||12-08-2003||12:17 PM||||Ditto on the S4 tranny.  I was in Boston a coupla months ago, and my buddy's tranny felt like there was an anvil in between each gear.  Hear they're notorious for trans problems.  On the other hand, my Audi wagon went 220k on original clutch, and my Jetta Gli went 188k on the original clutch, before the dude I sold it to wrecked it, but I don't abuse.  I'm sure that's got a lot to do with it.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000011||PJGross||12-08-2003||05:21 PM||||Gabor,<br />that engine looks new because of the pan on the bottom.  Actually, a good thing to check for leaks is drop the pan.  10 fasteners (I think) on our 2.7T A6 so probably similar on the S4.<br /><br />I was wondering about our A6's clutch, but sounds like if it isn't abused too much it should last.  Won't speak of diverter valves, TB connectors, brakes, etc... hopefully stuff will go out while still under the audi certified warranty.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Good luck on finding an S4, Gabor, I'm keepin an eye out up here for you too.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.42||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||12-08-2003||07:11 PM||||Why not just yer wife a WRX?  Sounds like a Audi is a money pit.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||GVR4458||12-09-2003||02:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Why not just yer wife a WRX?  Sounds like a Audi is a money pit. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you don;t have a shop (not the dealer) locally to work on it, don't get it.  The maintenace can be ridiculous if you go to a dealer.<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||12-09-2003||02:54 PM||||Nobody works on my cars but me, unless it's under warranty and I hate working on my cars because it doesn't pay.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />The reason she wants the S4 is because she sat in it 2 years in the row at the Auto show and<br />both times she asked me the question after getting out of it. "What kind of car is this? I like it."<br />She didn't like the A4<br /><br />WRX is out of the question. She thinks it's ugly.<br />The EVO she likes but it's 10grand over my budget right now.<br />Another thing she would drive is the Subary Legacy but the turbo model isn't out yet.<br />We have to have AWD or 4X4 where we live.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000015||VTGVR4||12-09-2003||03:03 PM||||turbo forester..............<br />tons of storage space, reasonable mileage, faster than a wrx, can pull some boats/toys, warranty, AND its only 24k. damned. i'd get it if i didnt have a mortgage, bills, and payments to radical religious fundamentalist groups.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||12-09-2003||03:19 PM||||WRX is out of the question. She thinks it's ugly.<br /><br />Huh, that's why we don't have one.  My wife thought it was ugly.<br /><br />When they first came out, I thought they were fugly, but they are starting to grow on me.  I think they have changed the looks just a tad since they have come out.<br /><br />If my Galant was wrecked today, I would prolly walk to a subie dealer and pick up a WRX.  The only complaint I have is the shifter isn't smooth at all.  The AWD system blows my GVR4 out of the water though.  It really is a good choice for under 25K.  Dealers love to load extras though, so the price tag can jump real quickly.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||sleeper||12-09-2003||04:03 PM||||Well, she really likes the Infinity FX35, but for that price, there is just no freaking way.<br />Hey, she needs to have a dream too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />We're not to crazy about a new car. I think at this time and age a used (2-3 year) old car is a better value.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000018||Minjin||12-09-2003||04:34 PM||||Gabor, seriously, don't get an Audi if its not under warranty. You'll shoot yourself when it comes time to work on it.<br /><br />How about an AWD BMW? Women generally love the looks of BMWs.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000019||gvr4ever||12-09-2003||04:55 PM||||Does it need to go fast or just look good?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.autotrader.com/findacar/vdetail.jtmpl?car_id=145415371&dealer_id=&car_year=1998&make=SUB&distance=50&max_price=&model=IMPREZ&advcd_on=n&end_year=2001&min_price=&certified=n&address=60540&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1998&color=&cardist=25" target="_blank">http://www.autotrader.com/findacar/vdetail.jtmpl?car_id=145415371&dealer_id=&car_year=1998&make=SUB&distance=50&max_price=&model=IMPREZ&advcd_on=n&end_year=2001&min_price=&certifie d=n&address=60540&search_type=used&advanced=n&start_year=1998&color=&cardist=25</a><br /><br />I am still looking at LOTS of cars for my daily driver.  This is one I totally forgot about, but used to drool over.  I think this is on the top 3 of my list of cars I want now.  Used prices seem good too.<br /><br />They should have just made the WRX look like that and offer a two door.  I like the look of the two door RS a lot better.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000020||sleeper||12-09-2003||07:56 PM||||I think we're just looking for something newer.<br />She still have the option to put a motor in my 97 GSX. It only have 45k miles and that would eliminate car payments too.<br />I just want her to be happy and not feel like, she's pressured into what she needs to drive.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.227.249||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000021||PJGross||12-10-2003||11:16 AM||||smart move, Gabor.<br />I was pushing lesli to get a 2G eclipse for a while but she gave me a hard time about the whole "it's my car, not yours, and you're not touching it unless something is broke" thing.<br /><br />She's had the audi for a while and loves it.  I've even grown used to the wood trim and quiet, non-fatiguing ride.  We always get a kick out of the valets parking it up front at our once a month dinner place, too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   There's just something about a german car that is different than some others.<br /><br />Oh, and I just received an extended warranty notice on the MAF in the mail, too.  Less to worry about every day!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.42||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes



ubb/Forum3/003855.cgi
A||||10||silly4turbo||thermostat gone ?||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||12-07-2003||03:14 PM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||is there a way to tell if the thermostat is not working ? after "spirited" driving last night in the snow, I noticed my temp guage going thru the roof and fluid was overflowing thru the overflow tank... I filled the radiator back up, this morning it was still full...checked the hoses, nothing was leaking ... any ideas ?||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||red91awdtalon||12-07-2003||03:30 PM||||10 bux and 20 minutes max and its done. if you cant remember when it was replaced, i would just put a new one in anyway.  are your fans kickin on?<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||12-07-2003||03:32 PM||||true, I'll just drop in a new one..it just sux working in the snow ... the main fan works, but the smaller fan in front of the radiator isn't||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||red91awdtalon||12-07-2003||05:52 PM||||here in southern california i have no idea what snow is. lol. i guess that would be a pita in the snow. good luck<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||12-07-2003||06:53 PM||||Don't worry about the front fan, it's for A/C. If not a bad thermostat, then here're couple of guesses:<br />1. You blew a head gasket due to too much boost in the cold.  Check oil fill cap for foam and radiator for oil scum.  If neither, then there's still the possibility it happened. (speaking from experience)<br /><br />2. You blew a coolant seal in the turbo. See parentheses in #1.<br /><br />Recommendation: set boost limit to &lt;14psi.  Every morning when engine is cold, check and refill coolant levels. Why? See parentheses in #1.<br />Wait until Spring to fix.||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||silly4turbo||12-07-2003||06:56 PM||||yea, drop a bolt in the snow and it's pretty much lost ... I was just out there running the car, the large fan never kicked on while the temp when up . the smaller fan goes on but won't shut off even when I take the key out of the ingition. I noticed on the larger fan at the relay that one of the two wires going into it has a connector broken off from the relay, so that's a place to start.||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-07-2003||07:06 PM||||a small coolant leak will also cause boiling coolant.  the system won't pressurize well and it will boil a lot lower. I had one that was hard to track down for a while. Eventually i just replace all the hoses and no more leak or heating up.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-08-2003||12:00 AM||||I wouldn't get your hopes up that its the fans. Unless you were beating the hell out of the car and then let it idle for 15mins, there's no need for fans in this cold. If you were moving and the car was overheating, its not fans.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||silly4turbo||12-08-2003||12:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> I wouldn't get your hopes up that its the fans. Unless you were beating the hell out of the car and then let it idle for 15mins, there's no need for fans in this cold. If you were moving and the car was overheating, its not fans.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">actually, that's more of what happened...I was outy having fun in the snow, came back and I had to shovel a , left it idling for a few minutes and that's when the temps went up.. it seamed fine while crusing||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000009||markrieb||12-08-2003||01:37 PM||||Did you pack the grill/radiator with snow?<br /><br />It is kind of counter intuitive, but if the front of the radiator is packed with snow, it is not cooling at its normall efficiency.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000010||silly4turbo||12-08-2003||02:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> Did you pack the grill/radiator with snow?<br /><br />It is kind of counter intuitive, but if the front of the radiator is packed with snow, it is not cooling at its normall efficiency.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that could have been it...I busted thru a few 3ft plow trails ... my grill was definatly packed with snow ... I just went out for a drive and it seems fine now ... now I just wanna find out which relay is gone ??? keeping my ran running even with the key out of the ignition||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes



ubb/Forum3/003856.cgi
A||||12||Oztek||New Daily Driver||||1||||Oztek||00000722
Z||000000||Oztek||12-07-2003||06:04 PM||aehlert@oztek.us||Well, finally got the new driver:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_album.php&set_albumName=album42" target="_blank">http://www.roadassociates.com/modules.php?op=modload&name=gallery&file=index&include=view_album.php&set_albumName=album42</a><br /><br />Really nice so far.  I love the moon roof.  It actually opens up half of the passenger compartment.  Now if it would only snow up here so that I can try out the subaru AWD.||68.21.40.222||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000001||Evilnissan||12-07-2003||06:10 PM||||link not working.. it is members only??||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000002||Oztek||12-07-2003||06:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Evilnissan:<br /><strong> link not working.. it is members only?? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, I've got the gallery open for all viewers.  I just logged out of the site and hit the link just fine.||68.21.40.222||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||12-07-2003||07:13 PM||||I couldn't get it to work either.  Here is the error:<br /><br />Fatal error: Call to a member function on a non-object in /var/www/html/modules/gallery/classes/User.php on line 90||207.69.139.135||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||Oztek||12-07-2003||08:06 PM||||Try it again.  I don't understand why you guys are having problems.  I've tried it under a couple of different browsers and it works.||68.21.40.222||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||12-07-2003||09:15 PM||||Worked that time.  Nice color.  Silver is my favorite color choice on vehicles.||207.69.139.135||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||drew||12-07-2003||09:33 PM||||I was checking out subaru's site. Imagine getting the gold colored forester xt. That would be my choice for sleeper of the year.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||thejeebus2002||12-07-2003||10:17 PM||||Hmmmmm...What are those things goin for?  Very nice car.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000008||drew||12-07-2003||10:44 PM||||round 25-27k||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||Matticus||12-07-2003||11:26 PM||||I like the turbo Forester .  Subies handle great in crappy weather.  It is a true sport utility vehicle; sporty and spaceous. Nice ride, I like it.  When are the mods coming?||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000010||Oztek||12-08-2003||07:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong>When are the mods coming? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No mods.  I've already modded a daily driver....it's now my race car.  <br /><br />People have a free rein to beat me, if I start throwing mods at this one.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000011||Matticus||12-08-2003||07:51 AM||||Probably a good idea. Being a new car with a nice warrenty, and the Subaru dealers are Mod Nazis.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||12-08-2003||08:08 AM||||I love the Forester. Here's a pic from Challenge Canada. STI powered 2.0 turbo rallycross Forester. Hoowaah! Nice car! <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2182" alt=" - " />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003857.cgi
A||||4||henrok||gvr4 parts||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||12-07-2003||07:04 PM||alvihen@aol.com||what is a good site to buy parts for our cars? im in need of some outer tie rod ends.  any body know if they sell stronger tie rod ends that will out perform our stock ones?  ive decided to upgrade anything that needs replacing on my car and is why i ask.. thanks.||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||number3||12-07-2003||08:46 PM||||<a href="http://www.partznet.com" target="_blank">www.partznet.com</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.turbotrix.com" target="_blank">www.turbotrix.com</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||12-08-2003||05:01 AM||||That's sort of a goofy question.  No disprespect, I applaud your idea of replacing everything with something better and follow that same school of thought, but why would you need a tie rod end that outperformed the stock part?  Do they routinely fail on your car?  Just curious.<br /><br />I heartily recommend <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com" target="_blank">www.roadraceengineering.com</a> as a DSM or GVR4 supplier.  They're friendly, knowledgable, have decent prices, and seem to genuinely care about the community they serve.<br /><br />And back on topic, any old parts store should have what you need, ie Napa, Schucks, Carquest, etc.  I typically use Moog brand parts for stuff like that, as they have a strong reputation among the domestic crowd for quality and don't really cost any more.  They usually have a better warranty as well.||69.59.219.138||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||henrok||12-08-2003||09:16 PM||||well i knew someone would say that. but i just wondered if there were such available as an upgrade.   lol..||64.12.97.9||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||12-08-2003||09:39 PM||||watch out for the ones made in taiwan.  i got some of them, the brand is 555.  i also have a set of japanese lemforder, comes in a dark blue and white box, the trademark is a triangle with an owl in it.  lemforder is german, and 92% of what lemforder makes is original equipment on german cars, especially bmw and mercedes.  VERY hi quality stuff.  beware of parts in a plain white box, they are usually knockoffs, or buttco brands.  sometimes, you get lucky, and they are oem, but for the most part, they are second quality.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003858.cgi
A||||5||turbowop||looking for a thread||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||12-07-2003||07:42 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||WTF?!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    Wasn't there a thread about changing the corner lights into blinkers the past week sometime? I've searched to no avail. Somebody help.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||12-07-2003||09:17 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    Rookie!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003950" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=003950</a>||64.63.213.107||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||12-07-2003||09:26 PM||||Thanks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||14||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||Darkside||12-07-2003||09:32 PM||||hey mark, saw you on the automotive forum,   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   man that rockin was really an ass hahahahahaha he don't know who he dealing with huh!!!! hahahhaa..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   its make laugh soooo hard when he say they have automatic VR4 hahahahahaha||66.126.135.51||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||12-07-2003||11:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Darkside:<br /><strong> hey mark, saw you on the automotive forum,    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    man that rockin was really an ass hahahahahaha he don't know who he dealing with huh!!!! hahahhaa..    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    its make laugh soooo hard when he say they have automatic VR4 hahahahahaha </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wow blast from the past!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||Darkside||12-08-2003||10:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Darkside:<br /><strong> hey mark, saw you on the automotive forum,     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     man that rockin was really an ass hahahahahaha he don't know who he dealing with huh!!!! hahahhaa..     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     its make laugh soooo hard when he say they have automatic VR4 hahahahahaha </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wow blast from the past! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh foreal...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />   I got too excited reading the forum, I forgot to look at the date.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.126.133.145||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes



ubb/Forum3/003859.cgi
A||||3||147/1000||bought new engine today||||1||||147/1000||00002688
Z||000000||147/1000||12-07-2003||07:57 PM||||i just purchased a cyclone engine and tranny for #147 today and i cant wait to put it in next weekend. the tranny is already out, and i was wondering if anyone had any tips that would make the swap easier?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||147/1000||00002688||yes
Z||000001||red91awdtalon||12-07-2003||08:04 PM||||for what its worth. use a coathanger or some wire and leave the ac compressor in place (so you dont have to recharge. if you even still have it in).  also if your gonna put it in together with the tranny try to get your hands on a "load leveler" it helps you angle the motor and trans wichever way you want when you install. hint hint, tranny goes lower first. oh yeah. take off your reverse light plug on the tranny. ive done 3 and cracked 1 by not paying attention. thats all my advice....<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||12-07-2003||09:07 PM||||Change the timing belt, along with all the pulleys and tensioners, Balancs shaft belt, or better yet eliminate it all together while the engine is out of the car. Don't forget the water pump. Take the tranny off and check the clutch.<br />Do yourself a favor and buy a new clutch fork, before it breaks and you'll have to pull the transmission again.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.195.144||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||12-07-2003||10:09 PM||||first off, check the numbers on the transmission, and verify it has the correct final drive.  next, if you are going to use the cyclone intake, the coil pack will NOT clear the a/c compressor, neither will the surge tank bracket. you need to figure out how to activate the butterflies.  and yup on the belts, water pump, tensioner, all pulleys.  the throttle body is different.  you will NOT be able to charge up the a/c because the cyclone coil gets in the way.  if you switch to the air to air oil cooler, now is the time to do it, because the bypass pipe from the early car can now be used, unless your motor came with the oil filter head for the air to air cooler.  there are a lot of ducks to put in a row before you install it.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003860.cgi
A||||13||hecdws||radio shack xmods cars||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||12-07-2003||08:29 PM||hecdws@aol.com||any one else pick one up? i first got the skyline then got the supra. both are modded up with the supra also gettin a kit  on it.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-07-2003||08:33 PM||||are they fast?  I want a small toy car to drive around  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||12-07-2003||08:36 PM||||theyre ok. not gas powered but for the size theyre fast. making them awd robs power but adds handling. i left my supra rwd. get the rechargeble batteries they sell for them the car runs alot faster with them then regular AAA batteries. for inside the house theyre perfect almost no noise and no exhaust. <br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||Frogger||12-07-2003||08:58 PM||||Those things are pretty neat. Ive been wanting to pick one up, but all my money is going towards getting my car running. Maybe sometime in the future if I have som extra money I will pick one up.||4.4.100.52||reg||1||Frogger||00002602||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||12-07-2003||09:52 PM||||i bought the skyline the day they came out, already have the awd mod and lights and a stage II motor, im ready for a nitro rc car fuck this pussy shit||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||DynStatic||12-07-2003||10:02 PM||||I got one also. I got the bearing upgrade and AWD upgrade.<br /><br />They get to be boring after awhile.||68.57.53.129||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||12-07-2003||10:10 PM||||i want one o dem radio control helicopters to terrorize the cat.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||hecdws||12-07-2003||10:11 PM||||i had done the gas cars a few years ago, to much maintenance and trust me you get bored of it also. plus a descent car will run you about $400-$500 cant compare that to the $50 dollars of the xmods. all in all for the cost i think theyre fun if you have a few other guys to play with its more fun. <br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||12-08-2003||12:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> i bought the skyline the day they came out, already have the awd mod and lights and a stage II motor, im ready for a nitro rc car fuck this pussy shit </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How is that I was going to get my brother a similar setup just no light upgrade. Are they fun? Is it worth it for the awd? How about the stage 2 motor? I want to say you will want both due to the awd power rob and the motor to make up for it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||65.177.241.99||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||4drwhore||12-08-2003||01:07 AM||||if you put the stage II motor in go with the one that has the most torque, the high end ones suck ass||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000010||hecdws||12-08-2003||09:46 PM||||i think my rwd supra is faster then my awd skyline. <br /><br />hec||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000011||red91awdtalon||12-08-2003||09:51 PM||||Hey 4doorwhore i need to fix my galant (fried clutch and cracked the hell out of the flywheel) i got a team losi xxx-nt (new'st gas version out) i have 3 tanks in it with the proper break in procedure. truck is literally brand new with the only upgrade is lunsford titanium tie-rods. everything you need (i have about 550 in reciepts) ill sell it for 200 even. great setup. just a thought.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000012||Minjin||12-08-2003||10:06 PM||||I was heavily into RC cars when I was younger. I'm sure I had over a thousand bucks into them. It seems like any hobby, no matter how innocent it seems, costs lots of money. <br /><br />One thing I recall was using my Tekin speed control (g12 or something like that) to run two battery packs in my RC10. I had to crank down on the clutch tensioner to keep it from slipping at high speeds. That thing with a 12 turn hand wound motor hauled ass. I'm really surprised that RC car drag racing hasn't become bigger than it is (do they even do it?). I just found a box of rc truck tires the other day when I was organizing my garage. I thought I had gotten rid of all that stuff. I told my one buddy who still has a couple cars and trucks. He said he was thinking recently and wants to try three battery packs (18 cells) in a car...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Only problem I had with something that fast was that you very quickly go out of range of the transmitter. Back then, electric cars were still alot faster than gas. I'm not sure how different it is now.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000013||red91awdtalon||12-08-2003||10:12 PM||||its pretty even. but it takes more money to get the electrics as fast or faster. i had a sponsorship 3 years ago with banzi motors and raced only electrics. drag racing got started for a little while and some guys were running like 21 cells in their long frame cars. i had thousands into this stuff. i made quite a few events in florida and 3 years in a row rand the cactus classic. stuff is fun. but to be competitive it takes some money and a fair amount of time. i was like 13 coming home from the track dismantleing the car and rebuilding the trans/diff and soaking all the bearings till 3-4 in the morning. testing them out in front in my house till the sun came up. i miss those days. if i broke the r/c i could at least drive my real car home. i was praying when my clutch fried and i drove like 45 miles from the track praying the flywheel wouldnt fly apart. haha<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes



ubb/Forum3/003861.cgi
A||||9||Darkside||Mitsubishi RPM7000||||1||||Darkside||00002420
Z||000000||Darkside||12-07-2003||09:27 PM||Darkside_racing@msn.com||Hey guy, its was like a while back, let say like 3yrs what I believe.  Mitsubishi made a new SUV called RPM7000,  but anyways, its say it have a twin turbo 4g63(Evo motor) in there and pusing like 300hp something like that I can't remember.  Whatever happen to that production.  The RPM7000 look badass..||66.126.135.51||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-07-2003||09:31 PM||||<img src="http://media.mitsubishi-motors.com/pressrelease/j/contents/newsrelease/ja/img/3340c.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Mitsubishi came to its senses and said, hey this is quite the ugly car. Let's NOT build it.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||12-07-2003||10:28 PM||||That didn't stop them from redesigning the current gen Galant...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||DeanCouchey||12-07-2003||11:30 PM||||it is ugly as hell! Here is the galants transformantions!<br />  <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/ash_pass_side.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://a137.g.akamai.net/f/137/3538/120m/imageonthefly.cars.com/images/?IMG=U8MIGEE1.JPG&width=250&COLOR=ffffff" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://a137.g.akamai.net/f/137/3538/120m/imageonthefly.cars.com/images/?IMG=10MIGEC4.JPG&width=250&COLOR=ffffff" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://a137.g.akamai.net/f/137/3538/120m/imageonthefly.cars.com/images/?IMG=20MIGED1.JPG&width=250&COLOR=ffffff" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://a137.g.akamai.net/f/137/3538/120m/imageonthefly.cars.com/images/?IMG=40MIGED1.JPG&width=250&COLOR=ffffff" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />They look more and more like a dodge as we go on! Same as the Eclipse!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-08-2003||12:18 AM||||Third generation VR4/GTZ were very good looking cars. Mitsu has definitely gone downhill in the looks department.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Lucky13||12-08-2003||08:27 AM||||I dunno....the JDM twin turbo Galant VR4's look pretty tough. I just think it's a case of us getting watered down stuff as usual.||68.158.235.215||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-08-2003||08:46 AM||||the 2nd to last picture is sexy.  THe last picture is blahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||Pappy||12-08-2003||09:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> the 2nd to last picture is sexy.  THe last picture is blahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My sentiments exactly.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000008||Darkside||12-08-2003||10:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://media.mitsubishi-motors.com/pressrelease/j/contents/newsrelease/ja/img/3340c.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Mitsubishi came to its senses and said, hey this is quite the ugly car. Let's NOT build it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey Drew, I think that car look nice   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I mean, Look at it, It look funny   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.126.133.145||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000009||psycopyro182||12-08-2003||10:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pappy:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> the 2nd to last picture is sexy.  THe last picture is blahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My sentiments exactly. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My thoughts aswell. The 01' or i think it might be an 02' Galant GTZ looks verry good. Too bad it is fwd.<br />I would drive one if i had the chance.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes



ubb/Forum3/003862.cgi
A||||24||SCFreak||SC v. VR4||||1||||SCFreak||00003008
Z||000000||SCFreak||12-08-2003||12:36 AM||talon660@yahoo.com||Hi, found this site and is amazing I have never heard or seen a VR4 before now.  I drive a 94 T-bird SC, a guy I go to school with wants to race my car.  What is a stock 1/4 mile on a bone stock 91?  Mine is an auto, only mod is removed cat-back and 70mm TB.  If you don't know, I have 230hp and 330 lb-ft, but weighs around 4000lbs with my subs and me in it.  Last 1/4 was 15.2.||68.59.67.154||reg||1||SCFreak||00003008||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||12-08-2003||12:46 AM||||I am not positive on the numbers, but depending on the driver, I would say high 14's to low 15's.  Or, if the owner is feeling lucky, he can disconnect the wastegate and make into the low 14's.  It should be a close race if he is stock.  He will take you off the line if he knows how to launch it.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||91GVR4||12-08-2003||12:56 AM||||Glad to see you found us, now ditch that boat anchor of a V-8   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  . I think every person here could waste your car. I've got about 230 whp and only 3400lbs with me in the car, plus four wheels gripping. You wouldn't stand a chance  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . I get low 14 sec 1/4 miles. Keep looking around this site, you will buy a vr4 before too long. They are a force you can not resist....mohahhahah(evil laugh)||63.155.245.42||reg||10||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000003||crucible||12-08-2003||01:20 AM||||I believe the SC's had a blown V6.But I catch your drift  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||Colt4G63||12-08-2003||01:37 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  waste of a post<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000005||HHIVR4||12-08-2003||09:50 AM||||the sc from what ive seen run 15+ with similair basic crap.a stock vr4 will run pretty much sub15's.I havent had mine a 1/4 yet but ran the 1/8th last weekend @9.12 with only "free" mods and a k&n.If he can launch the galant your pretty much at his mercy.<br /><br />Id put my money on the galant.||63.49.51.36||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000006||sk8bored||12-08-2003||10:22 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2183" alt=" - " />||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000007||Colt4G63||12-08-2003||11:52 AM||||ahahahahaha  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000008||SCFreak||12-10-2003||09:13 PM||||Thanks for the kind words  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  So a STOCK VR4 runs a best of a low 15, k.  That's really all I was asking, as for the waste of a post, sorry, but I didn't know I was supposed to "bow down" before thee and shun thyself at thy imported glory before posting   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />   As for me, I respect all great cars, even ones I don't own.||68.59.67.154||reg||1||SCFreak||00003008||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||12-11-2003||02:33 AM||||A stock VR4 can run as fast as 14.7 or better. The reall difference is that it can run very close to that time, maybe 1 tenth difference, on the street as well. So it is not really fair to compare track times and use that as your only basis. If the VR4 driver is semi skilled, you will most likely loose, but again if the driver sucks and bogs the start, you can win no problem. <br /><br />Just to give you an exmaple. A few weeks ago I raced a modified t-type, and spanked it really bad. And I only ran a 14.7 in the quarter. I had him thru first and second about 2 cars, then he just gave up. <br /><br />So it is a toss up. Either could win, but If you raced me, I could probably win.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanx for coming to our site, and after you loose, you will want a VR4. Start looking know.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||Colt4G63||12-11-2003||09:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SCFreak:<br /><strong>as for the waste of a post, sorry, but I didn't know I was supposed to "bow down" before thee and shun thyself at thy imported glory before posting     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />     As for me, I respect all great cars, even ones I don't own. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">atleast you know now, i am the almighty   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  j/k <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000011||199of2k||12-11-2003||10:33 AM||||I thought we were above all this   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />Sorta reminds me of some other boards "teh vr$ pwnz u!!!!1111"<br /><br />The guy comes here for info and you jump all over him like a pack of wolves.  I am ashamed.||68.14.151.211||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000012||udriveu||12-11-2003||10:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SCFreak:<br /><strong> As for me, I respect all great cars, even ones I don't own. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree completly. If you love what you drive, more power to ya. When you have one of those mornings where you know you shouldn't have gotten out of bed, but as soon as you get in your car, you forget about it, that's loving your car. That's being an enthusiast.<br />I don't care what kind of car you drive, if you live for your car, if your car is your "fortress of solitude", your therapy, then I respect you AND your car. Well, expect anyone who drives an SUV.<br />There's no need to be a prick to SCfreak, he didn't come in here talking shit. He just asked a question, in a respectful manner at that. I know this is a tight community, but try not to give the impression that we're all dicks.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000013||atc250r||12-11-2003||12:45 PM||||What's a stock VR4???<br /><br />John||66.155.212.83||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000014||meshwork||12-11-2003||12:56 PM||||Stock VR4 is one of those autos you find in the junkyard. <br /><br />SCfreak, it also depends on how well the car was taken care of. My car, stock for stock, felt slow as hell, but others in stock form would whoop my ass.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||12-11-2003||01:08 PM||||This so-called stock VR-4 could easily have a few (transparent to you) tweaks that would definitely give him an edge.  (Boost at 15psi, 16G turbo)<br /><br />Don't ever believe a VR-4 owner when he tells you his car is stock.  At most it only means the engine is stock.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Of course, if it is truly stock, it could be SLOWER than we're expecting...  pulled timing, intake leaks, clogged fuel filters...||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||josh91vr4||12-11-2003||06:38 PM||||But if it's truly stock he wouldn't be asking anyone to race him  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000017||Ian M||12-11-2003||06:40 PM||||No need to flame,sounds as legitimate of a post as some that GVR4 owners have made here. At any rate,maybe this is the beginning stages of being converted to GVR4 ownership..        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />        <br /><br />Ive driven some stock GVR4s that would probably struggle to get out of the 16s due to maintainence issues. Wasnt there one at the Shootout running 17s..??   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />       <br /><br /> Probably the most common is cracked exhaust manifolds and turbo housings that take a huge toll on the performance of your typical neglected (And a lot of them are..) non performance enthusiast owned cars.  But it sounds like the guy that owns this one knows what he has,so it probably isnt the case.<br /><br /> Ive never seen anyone who knows what these car are actually leave them COMPLETELY stock either..              <br /><br /> Our point is is that it is really hard to say who would win-why dont you just run him and find out?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.55||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000018||fazzt73||12-12-2003||04:53 AM||||<b>I agree completly. If you love what you drive, more power to ya. When you have one of those mornings where you know you shouldn't have gotten out of bed, but as soon as you get in your car, you forget about it, that's loving your car. That's being an enthusiast.</b> <br /><br />        Word....||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000019||SCFreak||12-12-2003||10:15 AM||||I am loving these cars already.  Yes, he bought the car from its original owner and I don't see any mods done except for a loud muffler.  We're gonna go this Sat. to find out what my led sled will do now.  Thnx||68.59.67.154||reg||1||SCFreak||00003008||yes
Z||000020||markrieb||12-12-2003||11:43 AM||||My comment to the Honduh-boys that ask what has been done to my car is "a little intake and exhaust work, you know, big exhaust and cold air intake..."<br /><br />A bigger turbo and FMIC counts as exhaust work and a FMIC is counts as intake work doesn't it?<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000021||Franckypoo||12-12-2003||11:58 AM||||Didn't our cars come stock with 3" exhaust, boost controlers and K&N?  At least that's what I tell my Girlfriend   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />And I really have to find a stock FMIC to replace crappy little thing the previous owner had instead of the "original" big one...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />As most everybody said, it would pretty much depend on the driver... I know at my first try at the dragstrip I managed an incredible 17.25 (awfull launch and 2 missed gear changes), 2nd time 15.25 (only miss 1 gear!) and on a clean run it would do 14.8 (stock boost) and 14.14 @ 15 psi.||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000022||drew||12-12-2003||12:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> My comment to the Honduh-boys that ask what has been done to my car is "a little intake and exhaust work, you know, big exhaust and cold air intake..."<br /><br />A bigger turbo and FMIC counts as exhaust work and a FMIC is counts as intake work doesn't it?<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yep. I just have bolt-on mods. =)||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000023||PRE-EVO||12-12-2003||12:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> My comment to the Honduh-boys that ask what has been done to my car is "a little intake and exhaust work, you know, big exhaust and cold air intake..."<br /><br />A bigger turbo and FMIC counts as exhaust work and a FMIC is counts as intake work doesn't it?<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yep. I just have bolt-on mods. =) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bolt on's like Frankenstein has bolt-ons.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000024||KingGalantVr4||12-14-2003||06:24 PM||||I allways have and probablly allways will be a Ford Guy ... but I love my VR4 ...<br /><br />At the All Ford show up here, a very good friend of mine let me drive his 91 gsx.  Here is how it went down.<br /><br />Every night we would toilet paper his gsx b/c it was at an all ford show and it was a mitsubishi ... it had to be done.  any how, another friend of mine has a 500+ hp SC, he threw toilet paper at his car while i was in the driver seat ... D told me to go get him.  Just as he said that the 500hp SC's rear tires blew up in smoke and he took off like a bat out of hell.  I shut the door, and pull out onto the road flooring it in first gear.  This is when i realised I should have brought my Nitrous injected wagon.  It was a 100 perchdkl;sdaj;gvk waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhoooooooooooooooooo (that green turbo really kicks in at 4k rpm) not only did i catch up to him, i blew by him like no tomorrow.  2 years later I'm a vr4 owner.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes



ubb/Forum3/003863.cgi
A||||11||snwbrd40oz||Missing Limited Edition Plaque?||||5||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||12-08-2003||12:49 AM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Anybody missing or know someone missing a limited edition plaque #371/1000 for a '92? Found at a salvage auction. Would be happy to mail it to the rightful owner.||65.100.164.190||reg||5||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||crucible||12-08-2003||12:56 AM||||Please explain how you found the plaque?<br />Just curious||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||snwbrd40oz||12-08-2003||05:04 PM||||A freind of mine has a dealer licence so he hits the salvage auctions pretty frequently. Couple months ago he brought that to me, said he found it lying on the ground next to a vr4. He knew I had one ( he sold it to me) and wondered if I knew anything to do with it. I would have posted earlier, but I just moved and it got lost in the bottom of the box.....||64.136.27.228||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000003||curtis||12-08-2003||08:31 PM||||I'ts not mine but if no one else clams it I'll take it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     I'm planning to cnc cut some out of aluminum if my professors ever get the dongle to link the cam/cad software to the cnc mill.  It would definatly come in handy.||166.90.116.103||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||Ryan Carey||12-09-2003||10:33 AM||||I'm pretty sure that belongs to JonVR4.  He owns a 92 that is missing a badge that, if I remember correctly, he purchased from a dealership in the Denver area.  He has been looking for a replacement/original for some time.  <br /><br />PM him, I'm sure he'd be happy to take it off your hands.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000005||snwbrd40oz||12-10-2003||11:56 AM||||If this belongs to you JonVR4, I'd be more than happy to arrange to send it to you, or if you are in the Denver area, we could arrange a pick up? reply to this or send me an email @ snwbrd40oz@yahoo.com||65.100.164.190||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000006||snwbrd40oz||12-10-2003||11:57 AM||||Now all I need is for some kind hearted soul to find and return mine........(tear)||65.100.164.190||reg||9||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||12-10-2003||01:04 PM||||Your gesture and honesty just got you 5 stars.<br />Thank You.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||12-10-2003||01:05 PM||||JonVR4 is in the Denver area.  If he doesn't contact you soon (i'm not sure how often he checks the board lately), you can mail it/drop it off to me and i'll see that he gets it. I'm in Boulder.<br /><br />Thanks.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||12-10-2003||02:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> Your gesture and honesty just got you 5 stars.<br />Thank You.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Right on.  The fact that you didn't post in the "For Sale" forum is cool.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||snwbrd40oz||12-11-2003||08:41 PM||||Hey Pivvay, if he doesn't contact me I might dropit off with you, I work at the Flatirons Mall (you'll get to meet a real live Al Bundy...sigh)Let me know||65.100.164.190||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||12-11-2003||11:10 PM||||Sounds good. I can come pick it up from you at the mall anytime. It's only 10 minutes down the road.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003864.cgi
A||||4||4g63t||#297 is back in action!!||||10||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||12-08-2003||03:22 AM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Well, to recap, #140 suffered frame damage last winter, just finished parting her out and she went to the junkyard last weekend - she will be missed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I bought #297 in august from a guy in Boston. Bone stock, mint interior, a little underside rust, overall great shape. It made it out to Pittsburgh and the 4ws lines promptly blew out. I've spent the last 4 days under the car (and missing the snow   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  ) and I've gotten a lot done: removed the 4ws and all lines; installed my 4 bolt; installed my RNR rear swaybar; installed my whiteline front swaybar; wire-wheeled, primed, and painted my driveshaft; installed my exhaust; installed my atmosphere dump o2 housing; installed my rebuilt drivers axle cuz' dickhead put a split boot on it and it was puking grease everywhere; changed the thermostat; and installed my speakers. I took it out for a test ride, everything seems to be fine. I'm getting a little stutter below 2k, but it's not a big deal, I'll just have to check it out later. I have a nasty grind going into 2nd, every other gear is fine so I'm hoping the new tranny fluid and lucas will help it out over time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  . I've got some work to do in the near future; busted manifold studs, alternator tensioner arm issues, jumpy tach needle, idle surge, and anything else that will undoubtedly pop up. Anyway, I'm just glad it's back on the road, I can finally enjoy the galant again! Now all I need is some snow...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.196.62||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||12-08-2003||08:17 AM||||Great news!  Anything beats that green wreck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||1992gvr4||12-08-2003||08:25 AM||||Glad to hear you finally got it back on the road.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000003||HHIVR4||12-08-2003||09:39 AM||||Just dont crash it on your first snow run...Congrats!||63.49.51.36||reg||14||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||12-08-2003||04:36 PM||||Thanks, guy, I'll try to keep this one in one piece! Hey Rich, I'm probably coming home next weekend , we got to get together. I'll hit you up when I come into town.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes



ubb/Forum3/003865.cgi
A||||3||Lucky13||Keydiver this may interest you||||1||||Lucky13||00000631
Z||000000||Lucky13||12-08-2003||08:14 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||<a href="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000342" target="_blank">http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000342</a><br /><br />EPROM editer posted on team NABR||68.158.235.215||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000001||crucible||12-08-2003||03:56 PM||||Shut em down!!!||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||12-08-2003||04:23 PM||||I *was* going to start revealing all the addresses and opcodes I knew today, but that pinhead decided to reverse-engineer one of my EPROM's, and then tell everyone on the list he *discovered* the addresses by himself, 4 days before I told everyone it was coming. I don't know what his game is, but he's REALLY pissed me off. A week ago, he was asking newbie questions, didn't know an EPROM from his ass, and then all of a sudden he's *discovered* addresses that have taken me a year to find. I guess its no coincidence that I recently sold a couple chips to NEDSM guys.||67.34.23.143||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||12-08-2003||05:31 PM||||rookies  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/003866.cgi
A||||14||autobahntom||anyone know 1quickVR4?||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||12-08-2003||10:40 AM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||I have been trying to get a hold of him for almost a month now. To no avail. Having purchased something from him (according to paypal, money was received), and no item. He does not answer email or to PMs from this forum (now even showing that he read them). Does anyone know him? His email is caspa69@juno.com (in Irving Texas). I realize this is a busy time of year for all of us (except those who don't observe holidays for religious reasons), so don't want to jump to the wrong conclusion. <br />Thanks,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||12-08-2003||11:53 AM||||For some reason it seems he's been banned from the board, or something won't let him log on.  If you want I can pass your e-mail on to him and let you guys work it out.  I've dealt with him locally and know him personally.  I don't think he's trying to screw you over, he more than likely just forgot about it.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||12-08-2003||12:12 PM||||i bought quite a bit of stuff off Zach and was very pleased.||65.227.204.123||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-08-2003||12:39 PM||||what..banned from the board? That doesnt sound right...is he having password problems - if so, have him email Jon. He can open a new account just as easily.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||12-08-2003||01:20 PM||||I've bought stuff from Zach not too long ago. We had some issues, but he resolved them and even refunded money for one of the parts that he couldn't get to me.  Took some time, but I believe he really did want to get it straight and made good on it.||167.142.21.137||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||91GVR4||12-08-2003||01:34 PM||||I got a couple of rear brake calipers from him a while back. It took a while and I was begining to wonder, but they did come in. Just my .02||63.156.32.75||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||12-10-2003||03:38 PM||||If you could pass my email to him, I would appreciate it. I would really like to have the item, and get this worked out. <br />Thanks,<br />Tom<br />autobahntom@yahoo.com||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||crucible||12-10-2003||07:18 PM||||He's one of those "now you see me now ya dont" members.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||12-10-2003||08:31 PM||||Zach used to be on the board quite a bit.  He wrecked his truck a month or so ago and last I saw was selling off a bunch of performance stuff.  Hopefully he's okay, but I haven't seen him on the board in quite a while.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||199of2k||12-10-2003||10:27 PM||||Bought a Starion IC off of him not too long ago, shipping took a while but all in all he's a good guy.||68.14.151.211||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||12-11-2003||11:06 AM||||I bought a 14b form him took maybe a month to get it foerm start to finish but it was worht it! Hes a good guy.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||autobahntom||12-18-2003||05:42 PM||||It has now been over one month and no responses of any kind. If anyone knows him can they ask him to email me and let me know what is up? (sending the intake manifold would be nice also-since he has had the money for almost a month and a half now).<br />Thanks,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000012||Invader||12-18-2003||09:07 PM||||I'm having the same problems.  Been over two months since he received my money, and I still haven't seen anything.  In one PM response he said he had forgotten to ship it out and promised to take care of it right away, but it's been over a month since then, and he hasn't even read my follow up.<br /><br />I need to get a hold of him, too...if anyone knows how to contact him.||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000013||autobahntom||01-01-2004||01:02 PM||||Anyone have any news on him? I have not heard anything, nor have I received any product. (he has not read pm's either).<br />Thanks,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000014||ken inn||01-01-2004||01:09 PM||||zach-972 948 3350<br /><br />zach also posts a lot on dfw dsm<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dfwdsm.org/phpBB2/" target="_blank">http://www.dfwdsm.org/phpBB2/</a>||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003867.cgi
A||||0||neonturbo1995||Anyone here work at a Chicago area Mitsubishi Dealer?||||1||||neonturbo1995||00001998
Z||000000||neonturbo1995||12-08-2003||11:30 AM||neonturbo1995@yahoo.com||Let me know!||69.3.220.110||reg||1||neonturbo1995||00001998||yes



ubb/Forum3/003868.cgi
A||||5||ayvr4||That Was A First||||7||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||12-08-2003||11:34 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Went out with a girl this weekend and she brought her daughter. This was the first time since i had the car that there was a baby seat in the back  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />It looked so odd when i walked up to my car I had to laugh a little bit.||68.74.199.233||reg||7||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||12-08-2003||11:40 AM||||yeah, just wait till you have a little kid. your gonna want a matching black leather child seat, i think someone posted them on here a LONG time ago. pretty swell looking contraption.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||drew||12-08-2003||12:41 PM||||<a href="http://kakimotor.com/web/products.asp?ID=207" target="_blank">http://kakimotor.com/web/products.asp?ID=207</a>||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||12-08-2003||01:57 PM||||<a href="http://www.babyage.com/product_details.asp?ProductID=4093&sourceid=qDRMP9TJIkIKAmEZToLp&bfinfo=107090971411299193&cp=br4093" target="_blank">http://www.babyage.com/product_details.asp?ProductID=4093&sourceid=qDRMP9TJIkIKAmEZToLp&bfinfo=107090971411299193&cp=br4093</a><br /><br />this one is a cool leather eddie bauer, but i do not plan on a need for a child seat for a good long while.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||12-08-2003||03:23 PM||||sometimes it helps to have a babyseat in the back when you get pulled over by a cop. it also helps to have a cross hanging from your rearview and when they ask for registration, you pull it out from a bible that was in your glove box. I've seen it done.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||RayH||12-08-2003||04:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.babyage.com/product_details.asp?ProductID=4093&sourceid=qDRMP9TJIkIKAmEZToLp&bfinfo=107090971411299193&cp=br4093" target="_blank">http://www.babyage.com/product_details.asp?ProductID=4093&sourceid=qDRMP9TJIkIKAmEZToLp&bfinfo=107090971411299193&cp=br4093</a> <br /><br />this one is a cool leather eddie bauer, but i do not plan on a need for a child seat for a good long while.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cool in the winter, hot in the summer.<br />Maybe I'll rig one of Gabor's seat warmers into one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes



ubb/Forum3/003869.cgi
A||||4||agrabau||&quot;over fender&quot; flares  WTB||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-08-2003||12:51 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||Where can I find these? I'd like to locate some rivet-on fiberglass fenders like the Jun Overfender, or like the ones used on old 510s in the 70s. They seem to be hard to find online. The Jun are almost 400 bucks so I'm looking for links to an alternative. <br /><br />Thanks- <br /><br />Al||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||redheat86||12-08-2003||02:28 PM||||If you hop on over to <a href="http://www.club4ag.com" target="_blank">www.club4ag.com</a> you mighbt be able to find some, you should be abel to dig up some old 240z ones over there..||66.41.211.231||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||12-08-2003||02:42 PM||||<a href="http://www.performancefiberglass.com/" target="_blank">http://www.performancefiberglass.com/</a><br /><br />They have 510 fender flares if size will work.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||SLedge||12-08-2003||06:51 PM||||I bet <a href="http://www.bushwacker.com/" target="_blank">http://www.bushwacker.com/</a> makes some that would let you run 44" Super Swampers on the bimmer!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||12-08-2003||06:56 PM||||Thanks for the help guys. Looks like I have some Emails to write. <br /><br />Sledge, I prefer ProMudders, actually I wish I had some nasty tires right now. I'm the guy that's in all of your way right now! <br /><br />ahahha, Take that.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003870.cgi
A||||3||JAYGVR4||Raced a pretty quick Spirit R/T this past weekend!||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||12-08-2003||01:13 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Pretty good run...  Oddly enough we each knew what each other had!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    He had A pillar guages, exhaust, and what sounded like an external wastegate!  We ran for a full half mile - took off from the line and left him spinnin tires 2 car lengths back but he hung with me right there!  May have even been reeling me in.  We came to another stoplight, and he cursed me for my AWD - in a bitter yet nice way.  We exchanged props for each others cars, but never got into mods.  He mentioned that once he got his front mount, that we'd have to meet again, and I mentioned I needed to get mine too!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  Guess he thought I was completely modded out already...  Anyway, at that light I turned left and he took off screamin!  Had to be an external on that thing!  Nice car...<br /><br />My car has a 16G with supporting mods, and has run a best of 13.3@99||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||12-08-2003||01:20 PM||||I ran into one here in milwaukee this weekend too, this guy would not race me, claiming he has already been "tricked" into racing a vr-4 before... I thought it would be pretty even, but i'm guessing there is a heavily modified vr-4 running around here racing everyone..||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||4G63_GSR||12-08-2003||02:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> I ran into one here in milwaukee this weekend too, this guy would not race me, claiming he has already been "tricked" into racing a vr-4 before... I thought it would be pretty even, but i'm guessing there is a heavily modified vr-4 running around here racing everyone.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have never seen any other gvr4 in between madison and milwaukee since like back in 2000 (well other than mine).  Makes you smile when you open up the garage everyday.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.11.254.214||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000003||akira01||12-08-2003||05:47 PM||||i seen a couple vr4's around town some white and thats the only one's i be seeing....||148.8.162.27||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes



ubb/Forum3/003871.cgi
A||||44||4G63_GSR||Dogs, Cats, etc: What do you have?||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||12-08-2003||02:13 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||Just felt like posting silly things today.  I'll start off first.  I have a 9 week old female pit bull.  Nice to have a dog again after a 2 year absense.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.11.254.214||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||12-08-2003||02:15 PM||||Nothing at the moment.  My roomate has two stank ass dogs.  I hate dogs, sorry if I offend any dog lover's.  They are loud, stinky, eat their own shit, chew up your crap, have fleas, etc....<br /><br />I prefer cats   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||12-08-2003||02:20 PM||||My step sister has a cat that sometimes stays with us, he is pretty cool, his name is Mr. Kitty  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||4G63_GSR||12-08-2003||02:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> Nothing at the moment.  My roomate has two stank ass dogs.  I hate dogs, sorry if I offend any dog lover's.  They are loud, stinky, eat their own shit, chew up your crap, have fleas, etc....<br /><br />I prefer cats    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm the total opposite.  I dislike cats and prefer not to own any in my lifetime.  Cats own you rather than you owning a cat.||69.11.254.214||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||12-08-2003||02:24 PM||||This is funny, but on the local board that open to basicaly anybody these question go around all the time. Basicaly putting all your personal information to the whole world.<br />I coould go back to the archives and find out whete they live, how old they are, the picture of the person, what high school they went to, what they had for breakfast etc.<br /><br />This is somewhat of a closed community so here you go.<br />My wife have an 11 year old, by the official or the way our insurance company knows name Stepherdshire terrier or a pitbull in plain american.<br />She is the fattest, (85lbs) laziest, stinkiest farting, loudest snoring, blind mofo I have ever seen and she sleeps between us too.<br />I have a Quaker parakeet, that I hate too because the bitch never shuts up.<br /><br />I'm an animal lover, I mean I like petting other peoples pets and thats it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||12-08-2003||02:33 PM||||The wife and I (I) have a siberian husky and (she) has a cat.  I had a green cheek conure, but the dog got it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />As far as dogs chewing up stuff.  I depends a lot on the breed and how they are raised.  I have a breed known for being pretty destructive, but I really worked with her as a puppy, and now she is a very well behaved inside dog.  She is about 1.5 years old and we are going to start leaving her out of her crate in short trips.  She doesn't seem freak out when we leave anymore.  I guess she finally figured out, we will be back later.<br /><br />The cat can be anoying, but our cat will come when called and likes to hang out a lot.  I hate cats that are eating, pooping, hide in the closet all day long kind of cats.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||VTGVR4||12-08-2003||02:38 PM||||well, i love all animals, pretty much. give me animals over the average human anyday, too.<br /><br />"The dog is an emotionally shallow animal. See, Greg, if you yell at a dog, his ears will go down and his tail will cover his genitals even if he's done nothing wrong. It's very easy to break a dog. But cats make you work for their affection. Cats don't sell out like dogs do." <br /><br />Tilly & Mylo  (tilly is a hearing ear dog, sort of like seeing eye dogs for the blind, only lazier)  <img src="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/olderpics/dogs/tillymylosleeping.jpg" alt=" - " />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000007||RayH||12-08-2003||02:41 PM||||My cat Cleo:<br /><br /><br />  <img src="http://home.ix.netcom.com/~rhsiao/_uimages/cleo.jpg" alt=" - " />||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000008||galantvr4us||12-08-2003||02:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> well, i love all animals, pretty much. give me animals over the average human anyday, too.<br /><br />"The dog is an emotionally shallow animal. See, Greg, if you yell at a dog, his ears will go down and his tail will cover his genitals even if he's done nothing wrong. It's very easy to break a dog. But cats make you work for their affection. Cats don't sell out like dogs do." <br /><br />Tilly & Mylo  (tilly is a hearing ear dog, sort of like seeing eye dogs for the blind, only lazier)   <img src="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/olderpics/dogs/tillymylosleeping.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Too cute!  I have two weiner dogs.  They are great pets.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||12-08-2003||02:53 PM||||A 6ft+ Boa Constrictor.  I've had it for about 6 years.  Quiet, not demanding, doesn't eat too much, and only shits like once a month.  What more could you ask for???       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      I'm actually looking for a good home for it if anyone local to me is interested.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000010||#258||12-08-2003||02:54 PM||||3 Border Collies,1 Whippet,1500 gallons of reef tank but do fish and coral really count as pets?||151.198.226.2||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||12-08-2003||02:58 PM||||a white galant vr4, not housebroken.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||Akidosigh1||12-08-2003||03:19 PM||||i have a cat that is 19 years old, i've had her since i was 2||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||12-08-2003||03:22 PM||||Damn, RayH - your cat is just plain stoned or what?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />We have a black malte-poo (cross between maltese and poodle) named Sherman. The wife's dog - she got him a few months before we meet. He is her dog...follows her everywhere...will walk in circles if she does. He is sorta scared of me coz I discipline him. Doesnt shed and is finally potty-trained. So, I cant complain. Also weird in many ways - doesnt like to walk on grass or in snow...always chooses the pavement. <br /><br />Funny story, I was in a bad mood ond day and he was tryin to beg for food. So, I look at him and say "Fuck off, Sherman". He promptly walks over to his kennel and lays in there.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||12-08-2003||03:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> This is funny, but on the local board that open to basicaly anybody these question go around all the time. Basicaly putting all your personal information to the whole world.<br />I coould go back to the archives and find out whete they live, how old they are, the picture of the person, what high school they went to, what they had for breakfast etc.<br /><br />This is somewhat of a closed community so here you go.<br />My wife have an 11 year old, by the official or the way our insurance company knows name Stepherdshire terrier or a pitbull in plain american.<br />She is the fattest, (85lbs) laziest, stinkiest farting, loudest snoring, blind mofo I have ever seen and she sleeps between us too.<br />I have a Quaker parakeet, that I hate too because the bitch never shuts up.<br /><br />I'm an animal lover, I mean I like petting other peoples pets and thats it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How long have you had your bird?  She\he is probably bored to tears.  One misconseption about birds is, they are gage animals.  Well, they only need to stay in a gage to protect themselves and because you can't house break them.  The fact is your bird needs LOTS of attention every day.  If you want to see something freaky.  Do a google search for bird diaper.  Don't laugh too hard.  They make owning a bird a lot nicer.  Give the bird lots of toys and rotate them often.  <br /><br />I really miss my bird a lot.  Birds can have huge personalities too.  Some day when I have the cash and the space, I think I might get a african grey.  They are the smartest bird and can have the smarts of a 3-5 year old child!  <br /><br />Well, I hope I didn't offend you, but if you play with your bird as much as possible, I bet it will stop screaming so much.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000015||miturra||12-08-2003||03:35 PM||||My son has a cat. His name is Storm Drain. He's a hunter. We have no mouse problem. He also kills birds and humming birds. If he had more time, he'd probably have a dog.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000016||RayH||12-08-2003||03:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Damn, RayH - your cat is just plain stoned or what?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">She doesn't normally look like that but that picture always cracks me up.  I good candidate for <a href="http://www.mycathatesyou.com/" target="_blank">MyCatHatesYou.com</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000017||dsmsleeper||12-08-2003||04:08 PM||||<img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/Nissan/Coupe/S13coupeWJ2.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Here she is helping me work on #782:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.wideopenwest.com/~jreinacher/Jade/Jade782.JPG" alt=" - " />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000018||atsiauto||12-08-2003||04:44 PM||||Not a good pic Missy and Zeppelin and theyre not fighting for a change ..    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2186&width=400" alt=" - " />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000019||4g63t||12-08-2003||04:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">... if you play with your bird as much as possible,...  [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Yeah, I try to stay on top of that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />I used to have a burmese python, but I sold her. Turbo, I wish I had the space for a beautiful snake like that, maybe someday.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000020||snwbrd40oz||12-08-2003||04:56 PM||||I think that fish definately count as pets...especially from a financial standpoint, the buggers are expensive. I personally don't have any animals, but my girlfriend is the female Dr. Doolittle, she has 2 cats (one that sits on command), gallons upon gallons of fish tanks, and four rats (say what you will they make great pets). Soon she is going to have a dog, hopefully a Austrailian Shepard ( I say hopefully because she also wants a Great Dane and I don't have the space)||64.136.27.228||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000021||gvr4ever||12-08-2003||04:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> well, i love all animals, pretty much. give me animals over the average human anyday, too.<br /><br />"The dog is an emotionally shallow animal. See, Greg, if you yell at a dog, his ears will go down and his tail will cover his genitals even if he's done nothing wrong. It's very easy to break a dog. But cats make you work for their affection. Cats don't sell out like dogs do." <br /><br />Tilly & Mylo  (tilly is a hearing ear dog, sort of like seeing eye dogs for the blind, only lazier)   <img src="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/olderpics/dogs/tillymylosleeping.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">U stole my dog   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2187&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2188" alt=" - " /><br /><br />My husky was a bitch to break.  She so wanted to be in charge.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000022||spoulson||12-08-2003||05:28 PM||||You gotta love Great Danes.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2189" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2189&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000023||meshwork||12-08-2003||06:29 PM||||They're about 7 months old now.<br />Black one is Pepper, black and white one is Cinnamin (Minnie):<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2191" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2191&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Pepper likes to watch WRC:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2190" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2190&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000024||number3||12-08-2003||06:40 PM||||This is Garrett...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2192" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2192&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000025||MidEngine210||12-08-2003||07:37 PM||||I have been a cat guy all my life. I have owned 5 total (1 currently) and will probably own at least one as long as I am alive.<br /><br />Here's Tiger:<br /><br />  <img src="http://midengine210.hypermart.net/tiger1b.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000026||Bigfoot200200||12-08-2003||07:59 PM||||1 cat. The 2 rottweilers dissappeared last year, so now I have 15 raccoons that come by every night to eat dog food. I hung a bell by the patio door that they ring when they get hungry. Most of them take food out of my hand. 2 of them come in the cat door and eat just three feet from me.||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000027||sleeper||12-08-2003||08:24 PM||||This is just too funny. My wife read what I posted about her dog, but she didn't know I made that post. As she read it, she started laughing that somebody have a dog with the same carrecters as her dog does.<br /><br />About the bird. We do spend time with her when we're home. She's not in the cage much, but on the top of it. Her wings aren't clipped so she have the freedom to fly around the house except when we have company. She hates strangers.<br />She have lots of toys, but the most popular ones are my wifes jewelry.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.226.112||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000028||Telecaster||12-08-2003||08:45 PM||||I miss my animals.  They are all overseas and my family takes care of them.<br />  <br />2 rotts and a pit bull, here's one of them:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/20462925/medium.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />A talking Mynah Bird:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/20462920/medium.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />and the most interesting of the bunch is... the monkey: <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/5438795/medium.jpg" alt=" - " />||216.175.112.201||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000029||mj_rosenfeld||12-08-2003||09:12 PM||||Our pets:<br />11 yr old female retriever mix, Rosie, a real sweetie;<br />17 yr old male cat, black and white, Larry (the original scaredy cat, finally getting mellow in his old age -- brothers Curley and Moe long gone);<br />1 year old male cat, Pickle, all black, basically a juvenile delinquent in cat's body;<br />6 yr old African clawed frog, male, Tippy, chirps all nite trying to find a mate, zero chance of that.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.61||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000030||Turbogeek||12-08-2003||10:03 PM||||3 cats. One part siamese, one Aust Myst and the other just plain big black bastard.||203.26.24.212||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000031||hibrn8||12-08-2003||11:33 PM||||I have a black cat myself. Her name is Midnight.||65.227.204.157||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000032||curtis||12-08-2003||11:49 PM||||I have a fat green bitch that lives in the garage.   I've got papers on her but she costs alot to feed and is spoiled rotten. She usually likes to get beat on and never says a thing.   Purrs part of the time, knocks around the rest.  If you push on her she slides around then let off she pops off back at you. Isn't house broken leaks from a few orifaces and pukes if she get hot.  She definatly has a mind of her own.  If she doesn't want to play she tells me by spitting and laying down flat and damn she doesn't play well with others.  She will not get along with the big kids from detroit,  and the others from Japan and Europe she laughs at. But loves to play in the mud and snow just like a kid. <br />I guess I'll keep her.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.36.230||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000033||Ian M||12-09-2003||12:07 AM||||Two cats,Bleu and Tyrone.||129.71.114.80||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000034||CCDSM69||12-09-2003||12:11 AM||||I have 4 Bengals (I don't have pics of ELE the 4th cat). Scott and I spent almost as much on these cats as we did on the galant mods. <br /><br />Chi (marble)<br /> <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/pics/leesah/pics42703/Kitty%20Pics/Chi/DSC02725.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Draggin (tabby)<br />  <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/pics/leesah/pics42703/Kitty%20Pics/Draggin/DSC02717.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Frosty (Snow leopard)<br />  <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/pics/leesah/pics42703/Kitty%20Pics/Frosty/DSC02723.JPG" alt=" - " />||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000035||Jose||12-09-2003||12:28 AM||||I have Macho a 5 year old male half faced red nose pitbull, and Sheba a 1 year old all black female pitbull. Macho is the family protector, and Sheba is just a bitch.<br />Jose......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000036||howard_GVR4||12-09-2003||12:35 AM||||I'll bet ken doesn't want anyone to know about his dogs.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />the bad one...<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2193" alt=" - " /><br /><br />and the sick one...<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2194" alt=" - " />||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000037||howard_GVR4||12-09-2003||12:40 AM||||and here are my two kitties, strangely enough, both from ken.  <br /><br />  <img src="https://people.unt.edu/had0006/had0004/kitties/IM003158.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Kimchi and eeshoots.  I don't know why the black cat's tongue is stuck to his nose.  Strangely enough, he likes to lick hot dogs, must be something Ken taught him...||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000038||Jose||12-09-2003||12:52 AM||||Here are some pics of Macho, <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2195&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2196&width=400" alt=" - " />. Sheba would not stay still.<br />Jose...........||64.12.97.9||reg||1||1571/2000||00000460||yes
Z||000039||theymightbegalants||12-09-2003||01:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> 1 cat. The 2 rottweilers dissappeared last year, so now I have 15 raccoons that come by every night to eat dog food. I hung a bell by the patio door that they ring when they get hungry. Most of them take food out of my hand. 2 of them come in the cat door and eat just three feet from me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha, that's one of the funniest thihgs I've read; I love it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Raccoons are cool animals.  I've often thought of getting an opossum as a pet as well.<br /><br />Our current menagerie consists of Ex (for Excalibur), a 10 year old 145 lb. Greater Swiss Mountain Dog (dad's), 3 cats (George, Nory [for Eleanor] and Ashes) which are the family's, and Charlie, a Guinea pig, which is mine.||69.59.219.135||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000040||BluFalcon||12-09-2003||02:43 AM||||Kimchi is probably the coolest cat I have ever seen.  She doesn't make the usual cat noises, just a lot off hooting anfd honking when she's happy.  Weird.   Eeshhots is too damned twitchy...and usually up to something.  You gotta watch that one.  I'm a dog person myself.  I had a Miniature Schnauzer while I was growing up, and I want to get one again someday.  One of these days...<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong> and here are my two kitties, strangely enough, both from ken.  <br /><br />   <img src="https://people.unt.edu/had0006/had0004/kitties/IM003158.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Kimchi and eeshoots.  I don't know why the black cat's tongue is stuck to his nose.  Strangely enough, he likes to lick hot dogs, must be something Ken taught him... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000041||Dreis11301||12-09-2003||05:32 AM||||I have a 10 month old Boxer that is crazy hyper but a good girl.<br /><br />This is Mia:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2197" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2197&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />My wife has an 8 year old Lab mix that is the smartest damn dog I have ever met<br /><br />This is Kaya:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2199" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2199&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000042||Matticus||12-09-2003||11:41 AM||||I have 2 pit bull/boxer mixes.  One is almost ten now, Thorin, he is awesome, I have had since he was 5 weeks old.  He is pretty laid back, and is the nicest dog I have ever met.  Everyone that meets him thinks the same.  My other pit just turned a year old, Turkish, he is SUPER hyper and is turning out to be a pretty good dog.  I wish I had a digital camera to post pics.  <br /><br />Oh, we have a cat too, he is alright, my wife got him de-clawed, so now he will bite the shit out of you for no apparent reason.  <br /><br />Do children count as pets too? jk||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000043||sleeper||12-09-2003||08:23 PM||||This is Honey. Her motto is "Got wood? Any wood"<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2209" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2209&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.227.249||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000044||josh91vr4||12-09-2003||11:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> This is Garrett...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2192" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2192&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hehe, naming pets after turbos...<br />And this one is mitsubishi. They have a kitten we just call Mitsu-Garrett Hybrid  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum3/003872.cgi
A||||14||VTGVR4||miserable failure||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||12-08-2003||02:59 PM||defnick@yahoo.com||go to google, type in 'miserable failure'||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||12-08-2003||05:10 PM||||I still like:<br />the answer to life, the universe, and everything<br /><br /><br />it's 42||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||snwbrd40oz||12-08-2003||08:34 PM||||just what I needed on this 'shitty stuck at work on a snow day blues', a good hard laugh. I'm gonna have to pass that one along||64.136.26.235||reg||10||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000003||number3||12-08-2003||09:59 PM||||"I'm taking part in a new web project...<br /><br />From this day forth, I will refer to George W. Bush as a Miserable Failure at least once a day. Why, you ask? Well, someone came up with this great idea to link George W. Bush and Miserable Failure in popular search engines. If you have a blog or web site, help raise the link between George W. Bush and the phrase 'miserable failure' by copying this link and placing somewhere on your site or blog.<br /><br />Thank you very much for your participation."<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.blah3.com/graymatter/archives/00000654.html" target="_blank">http://www.blah3.com/graymatter/archives/00000654.html</a> <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />What a bunch of fucking losers that don't have anything better to. WHy not go and visit the sick and make a real difference. This is proof of why I thank God evey day Gore lost the election.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000004||Dreis11301||12-09-2003||12:12 AM||||well if you all want to call him a miserable failure thats your opinion, but I think the man deserves infinate respect.  My opinion has to do with the fact that I am in the military and he seems to like us but I think he is doing great things for this country.  I thank God every day that Al fricken Gore didn't win the election, we would all be dead by now if he would have won.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||12-09-2003||12:26 AM||||I think no.3 was being sarcastic.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||Ash||12-09-2003||12:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Charles:<br /><strong> I still like:<br />the answer to life, the universe, and everything<br /><br /><br />it's 42 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />"what a depressingly stupid robot"||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||12-09-2003||08:20 AM||||So Long...By the way, Thanks for all the fish.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000008||VTGVR4||12-09-2003||10:21 AM||||Bush Whacked Online<br />Search Engine Trick Lists President as "Miserable Failure&#915;"<br />By Paul Eng<br />ABCNEWS.com<br /><a href="http://abcnews.go.com/sections/SciTech/US/bush_google_bomb_031208.html" target="_blank">http://abcnews.go.com/sections/SciTech/US/bush_google_bomb_031208.html</a><br /><br />Dec. 8 -- President Bush is a miserable failure.<br /><br />How much one agrees or disagrees with that statement is a matter of personal opinion. But according to the Internet's most popular search engine, it is cold, hard fact.<br /><br />Go ahead, try it.<br /><br />Type in "miserable failure" on the Google Web site and the first Web link most likely to show up will take you directly to the official online biography for the current occupant of the Oval Office. (The trick will also sometimes work on Yahoo! and other search engines.)<br /><br />Has Google gone gaga for Richard Gephardt, the<br />Democratic presidential candidate who has often used the term to describe Bush's policies? Should Bush supporters begin rallying against a vast, online left-wing conspiracy?<br /><br />Not really.<br /><br />"This is not a political statement from Google, but rather a reflection of a recent Web phenomenon," says a spokesman for Google in Mountain View, Calif. "In this case, a select group of Web masters used the words<br />[miserable failure] to describe and link to George<br />Bush's Web site."<br /><br />In other words: the president has just been the latest victim of a "Google bomb," a crafty but simple manipulation of how the well-known online search engine works.<br /><br /><b>How to Make a "Google Bomb&#915;"</b><br /><br />Google uses a technique that searches not just for words on a Web page, but also the words or terms used to link to that page. For example, if another Web site links to this story using the term "shiny penny," Google catalogs this page along with other Web pages that actually use those words in the context of the subject. If gangs of other Web sites start using the exact same term, eventually this page will top the result lists for Web users looking for information about bright coins.<br /><br />Google bombs have been around since 2001, when one Adam Mathes discovered and used the loophole to<br />good-naturedly mock a friend as a "talentless hack."<br /><br />Blog Power<br /><br />But the phenomenon has started to gain recent traction.<br /><br />Why? Because it doesn't take millions or even thousands of tweaked Web pages to make a Google bomb: even a politically charged one successful. It just takes the dedication of a few good "blogs," or online journals published and maintained by independent Web operators.<br />In fact, the Bush Google bomb apparently mushroomed from the idea of a single, anonymous "blogger" on a blog site called the Old Fashioned Patriot<br />(http://oldfashionedpatriot.blogspot.com) in late<br />October.<br /><br />"Someone dropped a link [from the Old Fashion Patriot blog] in the comments on my blog," says Don Waller, a 50-year-old Web designer who runs the Blah Blah Blah (blah3.com) blog. "I thought it was a clever idea and starting posting the link on a daily basis early in November."<br /><br />Other bloggers, such as Adam Pressler, a 34-year-old financial analyst in Dallas, caught on to what became known as the "miserable failure" bomb project and joined in.<br />"It's a funny political protest," says Pressler, who runs a personal blog called Barefoot and Naked at the Retrogrouch.net Web site. "We have a point of view that we just want people to be aware of."<br /><br />A Questionable End<br /><br />Pressler and others have no idea just exactly how many others have joined in on the effort, but it's a sure bet that the project netted plenty of co-conspirators.<br /><br />"This was not an organized thing. It was guys like me liking the idea and picking up on it," says Waller. "But I'd say there were quite a few involved, since the goal of getting that link to the top of Google was accomplished within a pretty short period of time."<br /><br />And while it took just over a month latest Google bomb to go off, it's still isn't clear just when -- or if-- it will ever stop.<br /><br />A lot will depend on the ever-changing dynamics of the Web world. What's hot online today could  quickly fizzles out if it fails to maintain the interest of online surfers.<br /><br />But so far, the "miserable failure" bomb has been<br />anything but a failure among bloggers.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000009||ayvr4||12-09-2003||12:57 PM||||look up on google:<br />weapons of mass distruction<br />then hit i'm feeling lucky...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000010||psycopyro182||12-09-2003||03:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> look up on google:<br />weapons of mass distruction<br />then hit i'm feeling lucky...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I really liked that one. I was shown that link a few weeks ago and i laughed my ass off when i read it.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000011||number3||12-09-2003||04:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> I think no.3 was being sarcastic. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000012||Bigfoot200200||12-09-2003||04:17 PM||||I think it's clever. Of course all this over the top hate-Bush stuff will cost the Dems in the general election, but hey fun is fun. They could still link the Clintons with grifter. Dean with goofball. Gore with loser. Think of the possibilities.||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000013||slugsgomoo||12-09-2003||07:45 PM||||this is exactly why google is trying to remove all blogs from the base google search and do a seperate blogsearch<br /><br />another googlebomb was "Weapons of mass destruction" which showed up as a funny page.<br /><br />anyway||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000014||VTGVR4||12-10-2003||09:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> I think no.3 was being sarcastic. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah, you just dont realize it yet.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/003873.cgi
A||||8||autobahntom||Boycot Target stores||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||12-08-2003||03:36 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||If you are a Veteran like me, this is of great interest.<br /><br />Re: Target Stores - They are showing their real colors, and I see red <br />when I<br />think<br />of this blatant corporate behavior...<br /><br />Vietnam Veterans Association   -  By Dick Forrey<br /><br />We asked our local Target store to be a sponsor of the Vietnam Veterans<br />Memorial Wall during our spring recognition event. We received back a <br />reply<br />from Target management that "veterans do not meet our area of giving. <br />We<br />only donate to the areas of the arts, social actions, gay and lesbian<br />causes, and education."<br /><br />My thought:  If the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Wall, and veterans in <br />general,<br />do not meet their donation criteria, something is wrong at Target. We <br />were<br />not asking for thousands of dollars, not even hundreds, but simply<br />sponsorship of an endorsement for a memorial remembrance.<br /><br />As a follow-up, I e-mailed the corporate headquarters and their <br />response<br />was the same.<br />Personally, I will NOT be purchasing anything at Target Stores again.<br /><br />Because, as they say, Vietnam Veteran or  Veterans in general do not<br />meet their area of giving, then why should I, as a Vietnam veteran, <br />spend my<br />hard earned money in their stores?<br /><br />( TARGET IS FRENCH OWNED. WHAT WOULD YOU EXPECT ? )<br /><br />Target will also not allow the Marines to collect for "Toys For Tots"<br />during the holidays.<br />Please pass this on to as many people as you know.<br /><br /> Sincerely,<br /><br /> Veterans Helping Veterans<br /><br /> ********************************<br />( Unlike Sears, which has supported America & it's veterans...)||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||REDLINEGVR4||12-08-2003||03:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> ( TARGET IS FRENCH OWNED. WHAT WOULD YOU EXPECT ? )</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">FUCK THE FROGS!!! That is total BULL SHIT I also will never buy anything at target again.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-08-2003||03:43 PM||||Sorry, but this is OLD and an urban legend:<br /><br /><a href="http://urbanlegends.about.com/library/bl-target-veterans.htm" target="_blank">http://urbanlegends.about.com/library/bl-target-veterans.htm</a><br /><br />I'm a veteran too, so I understand where your heart was, but you should check all email distributed stories against one of the good urban legends directories...<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||12-08-2003||05:11 PM||||yah, probably that bitch jane fonda circulating that looking for sympathy.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||autobahntom||12-08-2003||06:49 PM||||Yes, so many Americans don't know the story about her. <br />As far as Target goes, it could very well be a myth, but the awareness it brings can be a good thing. Many (most) Americans take so much for granted. This is a great country we live in; but a high price was paid (and is being paid even today) in order for it to be this way.<br />I get pissed when I see the peacelovers, or other draft dodgers (such as Clinton, Bruce Springsteen,  Sylvester Stallone) using the system in this country to their own financial gain.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||12-08-2003||08:18 PM||||And it pisses me off when those that don't get their way blatantly spread misinformation to "stir the pot".<br /><br />Rule #1 of internet reading: question everything, especially if it was a forwarded email.  <br /><br />Target is not anti-veteran, or pro-gay, and it is most definitely not French.  It's based in Minnesota, and is an American firm.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.snopes.com/politics/military/target.asp" target="_blank">http://www.snopes.com/politics/military/target.asp</a>||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||GRV4726||12-08-2003||08:41 PM||||sorry but what is wrong with the french? its cool to joke about them and stuff, as long as they can joke about us.  having grown up in the french system at school (all my classes were in french, except english...of course!!) and having been surrounded with so many french people all my life i can definately say thaty they are very different and that i understand them ~pretty~ well. but they are not after us or anything for christ sake.<br /><br />sorry if i'm just getting a little touchy but i get very tired of hearing shit like that.  call them frogs because its funny but actually beleive shit like that.  i have found that the more other people steriotype, the more i do to. generally though about something that includes that person||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||12-08-2003||08:53 PM||||i think the french are a bunch of weenies.  look how many times americans have jumped in, and pulled their asses out of the fire.  have they EVER won a war?  if anything, they were more of the cause.  lookit the famous "maginot" line.  what a crock.  and then there was vichy france in wwII.  when i saw the defacing of the graves in normandy, that sealed it.  lookit the idiot ira einhorn, he gets protection in france, cause there aint no death penalty.  and the french supporting iraq, iran, taliban, etc.  i say, if they aint with us, then they are against us.  the only tribe worse than the french are the vietnamese.  and, guess who they learned from?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||GRV4726||12-08-2003||10:40 PM||||hey i agree, their military really sucked. but they did help out in getting us our independence (they were a little late, but hey better late than never. we were late for a bunch of things)<br /><br />militarily, yeah the french suck. but so does a lot of other places. a lot of this is because of us helping them out in world war 2 and giving them aid in the marshal plan. at least thats my conclusion. i guess we expect more from them.  but hey not all of the french can be blamed. anyway, who care. i respect your perspective though i may not agree with it. just don't get caught up in the whole "french suck" thing.  just my 2 cents  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/003874.cgi
A||||7||turboflanagan||Where to get plastic for cold air box?||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||12-08-2003||03:43 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Where would you guys suggest getting some abs plastic or equivilent to build a cold air box where the battery normally resides?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||thejeebus2002||12-08-2003||03:45 PM||||I used ABS plastic to mount my AFC under my stereo.  I picked it up at my local stereo shop.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000002||turboflanagan||12-08-2003||09:02 PM||||Yeah, I thought about the stereo shop, but didn't know what size they may have.  I guess they have all sizes due to the custom amp deals they do.<br /><br />Thanks.||64.63.212.149||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000003||mj_rosenfeld||12-08-2003||09:15 PM||||First of all, you might not want plastic. Maybe aluminum sheet or duct would be better. Available at your local Lowe's or Home Depot. If you still want plastic, look in the yellow pages under plastic. There should be at least one company that is a local distributor of various plastic sheet, plate, and other products.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.61||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||12-09-2003||02:00 AM||||I would go lexan over plastic. You can get sheets of it at home depot, it's cheap and strong, they also use it for rc car bodies and you know how much abuse they get they will take alot to break. I don't know how they hold up to heat thought. I don't see it posing a problem thought.||65.177.240.118||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||bob in chicago||12-09-2003||08:29 AM||||I bought a "Paint Protector" from Menard's for under $9. Propabably sold also at big box places like Home Depot. It is a 24" by 14" sheet of black ABS on a 18" plastic handle. Took it apart and used the sheet to make cold air box. Cut with utility knive; bent it using a hair dryer to heat the fold.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2201" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2201&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||12-09-2003||10:23 AM||||Bob, is that some kind of aluminum/fiber mat that you have the intake pipe going through?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||bob in chicago||12-09-2003||01:24 PM||||It's a self-adhesive sheet of aluminized heat barrier cloth stuck on the engine side of 1/16" aluminum diamond plate . I got a 12 by 12" sheet from <a href="http://www.pegasusautoracing.com" target="_blank">www.pegasusautoracing.com</a> #1828-12x12 for $11. Also it's sold by Summit, JC Whitney, etc.||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
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A||||18||Minjin||Mustangs...and their uses||||1||||Minjin||00001036
Z||000000||Minjin||12-10-2003||05:46 PM||minnsjr@eudoramail.com||I really don't like Mustangs.<br /><br />My first car was a 79 Mustang that I bought for 200 dollars. It was a six cylinder automatic with valve cover gaskets that were just about gone. I purchased it cheap because the whole engine bay was covered in oil. Pretty easy fix and it ran half decent. <br /><br />Speedo only went up to 85, but you could guestimate up to 95. I'm sure I had her up to 120 or so based on the amount of time it took for the needle to start moving again after hitting the brakes. The car also saw quite a bit of bridge jumping. Here in PA, we have lots of humped one lane bridges that are quite fun to 'clear'. One of my hubcaps was on display on top of a fencepost nearby for a while. Kind of a trophy. <br /><br />In the end, she almost killed me when the engine died mid left turn onto a fast moving road. Murphy's law said that as soon as my car died, the next car coming down the road would be driven by a teenage girl who was checking her makeup in the sun visor mirror. There were no skid marks and she plowed into my driver's door at about 60mph. At least Ford used good steel and I only broke my pelvis in two places...<br /><br />I gotta say that all in all, Mustangs are junk. I've driven quite a few since my early years. Interior ergonomics are rediculous in comparison to euro and jap cars. The seats have no real side bolsters and rear seating is a joke. They generally feel big and ponderous, wallowy and imprecise. <br /><br />However, Mustangs are great in competition. Why? Because you have the ability to replace damn near every part on the car with two or more aftermarket options. Stock handling is crap, but it doesn't really matter when there are several companies that make complete bolt on suspension replacements. I won't even go into engine options...<br /><br />Actually, I will. You see, I've been considering an el cheapo engine swap recently. Like lots of people on this board, I put way too much money into my Galant. More money that I should with my meager income. So, a while ago, I decided to try something to balance it out. I bought a Volvo 240 for 100 bucks and decided that I wouldn't spend any real money on the car. Its interesting because its the exact opposite of the Galant. I've managed to get turbo swaybars, koni's and bilsteins, and lots of other little upgrades from the junkyard for almost nothing. Recently, I picked up a set of Recaro seats ($10) from a BMW 320 that I'm going to bolt up or weld in somehow. Alot can be done for cheap if you really try.<br /><br />Thats why I've decided on a Mustang 5.0/T5 swap. The engine bay is larger than that of a Mustang and the swap is cake. Fabricate motor mounts, have a custom driveshaft made, get a volvo diesel radiator and 90% of the work is done. Thats why I've been looking on ebay for wrecked (preferably slammed in rear) 5.0 5 speed Mustangs. From what I gather I want an 88 or 89+ car. The cheaper the better, of course (shouldn't need to pay more than 500 bucks). I think it will be an interesting swap. It won't be all that fast (until I find a supercharger in the JY), but it will probably get better gas mileage than my stock 2.1L engine and the whole swap will be dirt cheap. Then, maybe I can put that tow hitch thats on it to work...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Anyways, in the course of looking for what I want, I came across this. I really don't like Mustangs, but if I had to pick one that I could realisticly afford and wouldn't mind driving too much, it would be something like this:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6236&item=2448016888" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6236&item=2448016888</a><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Just some rambling for a change of pace...<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-10-2003||05:58 PM||||my sister bought one of the first mustangs made.  i think it was a 64, with a 260 v8.  in 12 years, she put like 63000 miles on it, and finally it died one day.  she towed it home, and bought a 260z.  she gave the mustang to some guy at her work place, and she said he about cried when she said he could have it.  almost a classic, and low miles, too.  get this-she lived in california at the time.  she drove 3 miles to work, back home, and didnt go anywhere.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||#258||12-10-2003||06:18 PM||||You beat the SHIT out of a $200 car and then complain when it finally fights back and trys to kill you. Sounds like fair play to me. In my younger day I lived for Mustangs or should I say their much better looking and sexier forgotten sister, The Capri. The great thing about the fox bodied Ford vehicles is that wherever a 302 will fit, a 351 will fit. And where ever a 351 will fit, a 460 will fit with a little work. My 83 Capri with a 532 Ford in it was so tight I had to remove the master cyl. to change the rear plugs. Those were the days, no turbos, no engine management to worry about, no nothcy transmisions. Nothing by raw, motorcycle scaring TORQUE!!!!  Ah, the good old days.||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||12-10-2003||06:21 PM||||Ken, your sister bought a '64 Mustang and then went to a 260z?  Geez, she's got good taste in cars!||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-10-2003||06:21 PM||||I wasn't complaining, just telling a story and trying to make conversation...<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||12-10-2003||06:30 PM||||Oh yeah, that guy with the SC reminded me...you can find SC T-birds for dirt cheap. What do you guys think about using one of those engines with a manual tranny versus a 5.0? That would be interesting...<br /><br />I've read of head gasket problems and the supercharger not lasting past 100k. But then again, gas mileage would be good, and 310ft lbs of torque is nothing to sneeze at.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||number3||12-10-2003||06:36 PM||||I have an Black 1985 GT with T tops for sale.<br /><br />It has a 5.0 engine, cam, tremec TKO 5 speed, short shift kit, new clutch and flywheel, 5 lug upgrade, Baer racing wheels, 9" rear and upgraded axles, welded frame supports and ties, boxed control arms, it is lowered, aluminuim spare, Aluminium drive shaft, etc. <br /><br /><br />The interior could use some work, it needs tires and needs inspected.<br /><br />$2,600.00 obo<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-10-2003||06:40 PM||||Harry, I'm beginning to think that you have one of everything...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||number3||12-10-2003||06:46 PM||||I am afraid I might...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||Matt379||12-10-2003||07:45 PM||||Harry,ld l<br /><br />I don't know if this is the same car, it has been a long time ago if it is, but I remember hearing several years ago how you raced a mustang and he had to give you his car for losing.<br /><br />I'm sure people on this board would LOVE to hear this story. Especially, if I am remembering correctly, the part where he called you up a week later asking about a DSM for sale?<br /><br />Just wanting to spread Holiday cheer...so, jump in if you like, please.||147.226.204.22||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000010||curtis||12-10-2003||08:35 PM||||Minjin   screw looking for a wrecked 5.0<br />I've got an 89 lx convertible I'll take $5000 for everything car, two engines(long rod 306 and 347), aluminum heads, chrome moly rockers,aluminum flywheel,two sets of wheels, built rearend, 5 way adjustable tokicos, adjustable uppers and lowers, spring, cage, etc,etc,etc.....I'll stop there I could type a post as long as yours.  The car is in a million pieces and needs some tlc.  The 347 in this car should run 6.50's at about 105 or so on street rubber the 306 went 7.70's at 95 and 12.01 at 119 in the 1/4 on street rubber fuel injected.  I went to a big carb and beat a 7.20 supercharged car from 35 to 150 when I had him by about 8 car lenghts on I-24.  Car was always real fast but wouldn't hook for shit my 7.70 pass I had a 2.10 60 foot.  If anybody wants a project car give me a yell.||64.159.109.134||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||Dreis11301||12-10-2003||08:50 PM||||Go to Cars.com, there classified section i just did mustangs under $1000, a couple V-8 and manual tranny cars.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000012||number3||12-10-2003||11:24 PM||||I did race a mustang owner for pink slips... this is not his car however.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||gvr4ever||12-10-2003||11:26 PM||||Ya, I really hate people who hate mustangs....<br /><br />While I do think a mustang is a little unrefined, and I don't care for any of the 90s 5.(stock)slows, I know that they can be fast.<br /><br />I don't care for the older ones as they (are IMO) sloppy, they make great drag cars.<br /><br />I test drove a newer one (04) and really liked it.  Stangs are becoming fast and street cars(can corner).  While I'm not ready to throw 24K down on a stang today.  They are becoming tighter, faster, and nicer every generation.  Prolly due to the import threat.<br /><br />I rather own a Porsche 911SC, the Stang is on the  top of my RWD list.  It all comes down to $$$$$  Hopefully by the time my summer racer comes true, I get the Porsche  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||12-10-2003||11:31 PM||||i don't understand that either.  While I like to beat down clueless v8s including stangs, I know they can be fast if done right.  I'm going to build a wheelstanding v8 someday and maybe the stang will be it.  I like and respect all fast cars.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||gtluke||12-11-2003||12:06 AM||||i have an 86gt with a mild emmissions legal motor that runs 11.5@116 (all motor)<br />my sister just got rid of her 89gt, it got stolen 4 times so it had to go. 3.73's, centerforce clutch, k&n, and the "my older brother has an 11 second mustang" mod<br />-luke-||138.89.18.157||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000016||Dreis11301||12-11-2003||12:16 AM||||Can't say i would ever want to own a Mustang (much too common for my liking) however if I had to own one it would be a 79 model like the one here, but I would never pay 17G for it.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.cars-on-line.com/79must12161.html" target="_blank">http://www.cars-on-line.com/79must12161.html</a>||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000017||JAYGVR4||12-11-2003||12:28 AM||||Hehe, Actually the reason I drive a DSM now is cus I got my doors blown off by a 98 GSX while in my bright screamin yellow 94 GT Conv...   I had a Cobra intake, GT40 Heads, 1st generation Dynomax Side Exhaust, Bassani 3" Headers n X-pipe, Eibach's on Tockico's, 3:73 gears, Cobra R rims shod with Michelin Pilot XGT Z4's, and I still got walked by this guy who had nothing but supposedly exhaust and a boost controller.  This was back in 98 too so I imagine he really didn't have much else, but on that hot summer day, he sure pulled away from my pretty quickly.  I never could get that pig of a car to do anything faster than mid to high 13's, and sometimes that was hard on street tires...  Not long after that I had BAD electrical demons with my car.  Went through a starter, an alternator, and 2 main wiring harnesses without ever finding the source of my shorts.  Once I got it all back together I sent the horse out to pasture to someone in Richmond.  It was then when I bought myself a nice 95 GSX, with a recently replaced stock motor that had both crank walk and a blown turbo, ironically realized after racing a 95 Cobra.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    I actually still have an 89 rollercam block from a Lincoln LSC sitting at a friends house.  He's thinkin that I need to build a stroker out of it.  Hehe, I do still fantasize about building an Incon Twin Turbocharged `93 Cobra...  That or maybe a built Mustang SVO around a T-Top fox body...  But then I think of all the silly electrical problems I had with that damned horse before, and I start appreciating my GVR4 again.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   HORSE powah, is sooo much cheaper in these cars, plus its just as nice as much as a niusance to be able to look at the weather, how much race gas or toulene you got in the tank, and say - hmmm, how much powah can we dial into this thing with the SAFC today!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />One thing I will always say though, is there is nothing quite like the sound of either a 5.0 with exhaust in general, or a 4.6 ltr Cobra with Long tube headers...  Ahhh how sweet the sound.||171.75.57.58||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000018||chadhayashi||12-11-2003||01:07 AM||||My buddy John has a '92 5.0 convertible. It has a Vortech S-trim, tremec 5 speed, short shift, 5 lug (4 disc brake swap), Steeda 3.73's w/ LSD. It has only ran at Bandimere once, and it clocked a 14.02 at 102, w/ a 2.3 60 ft. (bogged launch). Not the quickest, but quick enough and big ass 2 wheel burnouts are fun as hell.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
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A||||7||number3||The video...||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||12-08-2003||06:51 PM||||<a href="http://www.mightymouseracer.com/gallant.html" target="_blank">http://www.mightymouseracer.com/gallant.html</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-08-2003||07:15 PM||||holy s^(&t!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||12-08-2003||07:21 PM||||I have tried numerous ways to save and play, but cannot get any to work. Anyone have suggestions?<br />Thanks,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||12-08-2003||07:23 PM||||no worky here either.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||red91awdtalon||12-08-2003||07:25 PM||||same here.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||12-08-2003||09:51 PM||||I downloaded the latest spam-infested version of RealOne player.  Played good to me.  The guy was lucky to not have hit the wall.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||number3||12-08-2003||09:52 PM||||It works for me...<br /><br />I just click on it and it plays in Realplayer.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||number3||12-08-2003||09:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I downloaded the latest spam-infested version of RealOne player.  Played good to me.  The guy was lucky to not have hit the wall. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He did hit the wall, twice.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000315" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000315</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
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A||||9||4G63_GSR||Car comparison: SRT-4 vs. FWD DSM||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||12-08-2003||07:47 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||Before I bought my gvr4, I was considering the SRT-4.  I personally do like the car regardless of what others may say (domestic, neon, ugly, etc). But I'm sitting here thinking, 16g turbo, front mount, 2.4 liter engine, pretty impressive for a stock car.  Now what if a 2g fwd dsm had a similar setup.  How would the two compare when talking about HP/Torque, E.T. time, and so on.  Any suggestions?  Isn't there somebody on here who owns a SRT-4?||69.11.254.214||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||12-08-2003||09:27 PM||||Yes, the SRT-4 is getting the short end of the stick because of it's lineage.  The Eclipse N/T comes with a 2.4 but that's all they have in common.  If you do a complete build-up on the 420-A N/T 2.4 block, then that motor is competitive.  <br /><br />The only downside an SRT-4 has is the fact that it's SMALL and not much of a sleeper.  <br /><br />The best way to have the best of both worlds is to build a stroker 4G63......<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||12-08-2003||09:40 PM||||Only the 2G Eclipse GS Spyders came with a 2.4L.  All other GS's came with 2.0L.  Or am I missing something?||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||12-08-2003||10:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Only the 2G Eclipse GS Spyders came with a 2.4L.  All other GS's came with 2.0L.  Or am I missing something? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The SRT4's engine is based off the 420a engine, which is the NT Eclipse/Avenger/Sebring engine. That particular engine is a 2.0. There is also a 2.4 that is easily swapped with mix and match components. I think its designation might be 420a also, but I'm not positive. <br /><br />&lt;---former turbo Avenger owner.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-08-2003||10:37 PM||||2G Spyder engine is the 2.4 4G64. Too bad all non turbo 2gs didn't get the same engine...<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Notorius||12-08-2003||11:42 PM||||heres a STOCK, 100%, totally, absolutely, STOCK, SRT-4 dyno. now take into account a 15% drivetrain loss and it appears that the SRT-4s are more along the lines of 300HP/330TQ. i dont think it would be a good comparison of SRT vs DSM in this case...<br />   <img src="http://www.apexmodified.ca/pics/srt4a.jpg" alt=" - " />||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000006||megaice||12-09-2003||12:48 AM||||A Neon for a Peon!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  JK. I ran against one on the Highway the other day and those things have great top end he kept up for a while. I was impressed for stock. They are just so ugly    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.20.58.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||12-09-2003||01:24 AM||||Stock for stock, compared to a 2G turbo fwd DSM, the SRT4 will own, hands down.  It has a bigger engine, bigger turbo, bigger ic that is fm, so a lot of advantages out of the box.<br /><br />I'm also on a 4G64 mailing list, and a number of people on their have constructed a similar animal out of their 2G DSM or Galant.  It's pretty easy to build a DOHC 2.4L 2G engine, and then throw a 16g on there and a fmic you've got a nearly identical car on paper.  At that point, I'd say in modest tune the DSM would make more power, more torque, and be faster.  But, the SRT4 would be faster in the real world, as it has a better chassis to begin with (the Neon's great handling lineage) and there are factory tweaks to the platform to make it suitable for that much fwd power.  Plus, the '04 models come with a Quaife lsd standard and slightly more power and torque.<br /><br />If it was me, I'd go the 2G route, 'cuz no matter what you do to it, it's still a Neon and it's still fugly.||69.59.219.135||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||stevevr4||12-09-2003||09:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63_GSR:<br /><strong> Before I bought my gvr4, I was considering the SRT-4.  I personally do like the car regardless of what others may say (domestic, neon, ugly, etc).</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow did I write that?  I did the same thing, considered it for a few days...||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000009||Darkside||12-09-2003||11:43 PM||||Nah I rather chose the Galant VR4, than any other car, beside the Evo 5 or 6.  I'll trade one in a Hreatbeat.||129.8.118.217||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes



ubb/Forum3/003878.cgi
A||||0||kartorium31||Random questions, some about montero sport, Jose..?||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||12-08-2003||07:52 PM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Has any one ever used a remote starter?  How useful was it?  What brand was it or should I get?<br /><br />My Girlfriend has a 97 montero sport, she wanted it to sound a little better and was thinking about an exhaust.  I put an intake on it and it sounded a lot better but she still wants a throaty exhaust.  I was thinking about getting an exhaust made up at the local shop cause the only one I found in the aftermarket was a 500$ HKS unit.  Any ideas for mufflers or size of pipe to make it just a bit more throaty, and make a few more hp.  I think Jose has a montero sport cause he is always trying to get clear corners for it.  Do you have any tips?  What all is done to your montero if you have one?<br /><br /><br />I think I've got more questions, but we'll start with that.||12.18.162.78||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum3/003879.cgi
A||||7||gixxer||my motorcycle got stolen||||1||||gixxer||00001508
Z||000000||gixxer||12-08-2003||09:03 PM||amakusa169@hotmail.com||i've had a really bad week lately, first my Arai RX-7RR4 gets stolen out of my buddies Lightning. then some drunk motherfucker tipped it over, but i have witnesses and got his cell phone number. now i woke up this morning to find my bike gone! they cut the lock i had around the front wheel and took it. i live in a gated/walled apt complex, which obviously does nothing. i am mad at the world right now. i live in Tempe, AZ, so if you see this bike let me know. <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.knight-rider.org/mn-dsm/members/images/gixxer/RightSideGiXXer2.jpg" alt=" - " />||149.169.70.87||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||12-08-2003||09:10 PM||||<img src="http://www.gixxer.com/uploads/RightSideGiXXer20.jpg" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||12-08-2003||09:11 PM||||Man, I have the same f*cking bike!!!!<br /><br />I'm sorry to hear about your loss man!||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||12-08-2003||09:13 PM||||i'm going to have a lojack on everything i own from now on...||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||12-08-2003||09:38 PM||||My bike is guarded with a thing that shoots things out of it. <br /><br />I would freggin FLIP OUT. If someone touched my bike. I feel for you Gixxer. You have insurance on it? Mine's in storage now. I should pay it a visit. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||gixxer||12-08-2003||09:46 PM||||fixed the pic||149.169.70.87||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000006||red91awdtalon||12-08-2003||09:47 PM||||WOW. dude that sux. i had someone steal my sea-doo and trailer when i went to havasu last year. thank god they left me my truck.  sorry to hear about that man. really hope you find it. good luck<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-08-2003||10:10 PM||||that sucks. i'd be pissed if i someone ever stole my bike   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003880.cgi
A||||17||369of1000||It's my birthday||||1||||Paul Mc369||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||12-08-2003||09:52 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||Well, I turned the ripe old age of 25 today. I just thought I'd let you guys know.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||12-08-2003||09:55 PM||||Happy Birthday!  Wishin' you many more!!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-08-2003||09:55 PM||||CONGRATS! i dont know about where you live but 25 is the wonderfull age insurance goes down. i just turned 21 a week ago and its been a blur! lol<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-08-2003||10:11 PM||||happy birthday!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||12-08-2003||10:28 PM||||Wow, 25! Happy birthday gramps!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||Ash||12-08-2003||10:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Paul Mc369:<br /><strong> Well, I turned the ripe old age of 25 today. I just thought I'd let you guys know. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Beat ya by one day,I turned 25 on the 7th<br /><br />happy birthday to us   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000006||Garfield Wright||12-08-2003||10:39 PM||||Yeah, Happy birthday.  U know, people don't realize it but once u past the big "20" man it's all down hill from there.  U now can't use those teenager's excuse for not getting shit done.  U have to own up to your actions.  Sorry!!  I think I may need to seek professional help  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Hey, Happy B'day patner!||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000007||drew||12-08-2003||11:34 PM||||happy birthday||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000008||Ian M||12-09-2003||12:09 AM||||Happy Birthday!||129.71.114.80||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||12-09-2003||03:50 AM||||happy bday||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000010||VTGVR4||12-09-2003||11:40 AM||||when i hit 25a few years ago, i would tell anyone that asked how 'old' i was, that i was a quarter of a century old.<br />now, i tell them, i'm about a 1/3rd way though life.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000011||Matticus||12-09-2003||11:45 AM||||Happy Birthday.  It seems like 25 is the last milestone birthday.  18 - you can buy your own tobacco, 21 - finally drink legally, 25 - car insurance normally drops.  Hope you have a good day.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||12-09-2003||11:54 AM||||happy birthday old man!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000013||VTGVR4||12-09-2003||12:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> Happy Birthday.  It seems like 25 is the last milestone birthday.  18 - you can buy your own tobacco, 21 - finally drink legally, 25 - car insurance normally drops.  Hope you have a good day. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no, 62 is where its at! 10 to 15% discount on all the super small portions at major food establishments! yeah, and if you get there before 3 for your dinner, you might meet some cute 70 year olds.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000014||Franckypoo||12-09-2003||03:17 PM||||hey Happy Birthday! <br /><br />I feels like I just turned 25 a few days ago, but then I realised I'm now 29 since december 5th!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />It was the last b-day of my twentys!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   but at least I was able to drink like I turned 25  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000015||CCDSM69||12-09-2003||03:56 PM||||Happy day after your birthday||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000016||jayru||12-10-2003||03:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Paul Mc369:<br /><strong> Well, I turned the ripe old age of 25 today. I just thought I'd let you guys know. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I turn 25 in 4 days  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Damn the years really fly by.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000017||369of1000||12-15-2003||07:50 PM||||Thank you one and all.<br />Happy Holidays||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes



ubb/Forum3/003881.cgi
A||||8||GRV4726||ebay product||||1||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||12-08-2003||10:42 PM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2447580632&category=42604" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2447580632&category=42604</a><br /><br />what do you guys think about these? anyone ever use them. i don't know, i was thinking about getting one but i don't want it to take a crap on me. what are your opinions.  i don't want to build one. i'd rather build something else||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||red91awdtalon||12-08-2003||10:51 PM||||i made my own and it was a pita! finding the right spring, then the ball. i think i went to osh, home depot, paintball store for the spring, and a bike shop for the ball. i spent in gas what it cost to buy it. i ran it for a few months with pretty good accuracy. i found another guy one ebay who sold the same idea but made it out of a block of aluminum so i bought it so it wouldnt hang up and im still using that one know. about 3 months and nothing but good things.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-08-2003||10:53 PM||||HAHA, he says there's special machineing that you cant see so you cant duplicate. haha bull sheez! lol<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||12-09-2003||12:50 AM||||I've made a couple of these and they work well. I wouldn't buy anything from this guy though. Read his feedback.||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||fazzt73||12-09-2003||02:12 AM||||Payed for two never got them!!!!<br />beware  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||12-09-2003||02:31 AM||||kind of looks like a knock-off of the joe-p mbc.  The Joe-p is an excellent mbc and I have never experienced any spiking with it.<br /><a href="http://www.joepmbc.com/" target="_blank">http://www.joepmbc.com/</a>||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||12-09-2003||02:46 AM||||I actually bought one and it works fine.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||Darkside||12-10-2003||04:52 PM||||dude check his feedback,  I'll never buy from him  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.125.105.67||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000008||Jon||12-11-2003||08:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> kind of looks like a knock-off of the joe-p mbc.  The Joe-p is an excellent mbc and I have never experienced any spiking with it.<br /> <a href="http://www.joepmbc.com/" target="_blank">http://www.joepmbc.com/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Joe P is a knock off of the Hallman valve.  My old Hallman valve looked nearly identical to that boost controler.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes



ubb/Forum3/003882.cgi
A||||2||turbogalant||Something I wrote. (long)||||1||||turbogalant||00000287
Z||000000||turbogalant||12-09-2003||04:33 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||I just made up this poem and thought I would share<br /><br />On one day so nice and cool,<br />And upon my way to school,<br />I have just one rule,<br />I want to hear the turbo spool,<br />The engine at it's burning rate,<br />Filling up the wastegate,<br />As I come upon a new mate,<br />To let him catch I will wait,<br />For he has no idea of his fate,<br />He comes up next to me,<br />I look over and smile with glee,<br />For he shall soon see,<br />He will soon see the grv4 flee,<br />As I go and drop it down a gear,<br />I think to myself I'm out of here,<br />As both my heart rate and headlights go to the sky,<br />The turbo lets own it own cry,<br />To catch up he does try,<br />He will not catch me so I don't know why,<br />I pray to myself that my turbo will not fry,<br />As the manifold reaches 1500 degrees,<br />I'm glad I have an intercooler to help the air freeze,<br />Letting off the throttle,<br />He is wishing he had a bottle,<br />The BOV lets out it's own schrill,<br />As I knew that it will,<br />As he loses his thoughts of an easy kill,<br />I put it in the next gear nice and swift,<br />And see the next corner that I will surely drift,<br />Quickly my clutch pedal will lift,<br />With me knowing that the other "racer" is miffed,<br />The turbo the resumes it's melodius sing,<br />My engine letting out not one ping,<br />The next thing I seeiIs what looks like a big ring,<br />Then i realize it is a honda's wing,<br />With all it's stickers and a ugly body kit,<br />Left unpainted and looks like shit,<br />With 20" rims his car does bling,<br />but under the hood he has done not one thing,<br />The only mod a muffler that sounds like a fart,<br />I look upon the car thinking it has the design of a shopping cart,<br />As my throttle goes back to WOT,<br />With exhaust temps at 1500 degees I think wow that is alot,<br />I am now hitting a powerband,<br />Since me engine is now over 4 grand,<br />Forward my car does rocket,<br />Thinking back remembering how much money this car has taken from my pocket,<br />I hit the hazzard light,<br />Looking for the next victim in sight,<br />Hoping that he will go an bite,<br />The next thing that I see,<br />Is a mint looking m3,<br />I think that is the next race for me,<br />We will see if I can hold up with my 4g63,<br />I think that this race may be tight,<br />But I surely will put up a fight,<br />I look ahead and see a red traffic light,<br />That I now in my plain sight,<br />I think to myself it's timing is just right,<br />Will the m3 race? I think he might,<br />With me still wondering who will win tonight,<br />With our exhausts sounding nice and mean,<br />This is a site to be seen,<br />As the light proptly turns green,<br />With every ounce of power we can ween,<br />With a lauch just right,<br />We will soon see the outcome of this race tonight,<br />As I wind my way threw first,<br />With an engine full of thirst,<br />With the m3's in it's own cloud of smoke,<br />I think even the dead he has awoke,<br />As I am happy his launch was a joke,<br />I then wonder if his connecting rod had broke,<br />I will never know this is true,<br />Because for me this race is threw,<br />I think he is left looking like a fool,<br />As I turn in to my school.<br /><br />Oh and Bimmubishi if you are reading this don't be offended    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   .||65.177.241.169||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||12-09-2003||07:26 AM||||we have a poet on this board  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  sounds good bro<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||12-09-2003||11:12 AM||||wow i cant believe i read all that, it sure was long. it was a good poem nonetheless.||131.193.15.163||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/003883.cgi
A||||7||agrabau||Lexus and M3 Movies (vs. Bimmubishi)||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-09-2003||06:41 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||A couple of videos. I didn't make them so please excuse the quality. The footage is being shot from a turbo Lexus IS300. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.1sourcehost.com/is300/fart/sosad.WMV" target="_blank">Movie 1</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.1sourcehost.com/is300/fart/fockinclose.WMV" target="_blank">Movie 2</a> <br /><br />(has a swear in it so watch the volume)<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.1sourcehost.com/is300/fart/madclose.WMV" target="_blank">movie 3</a> <br /><br />The car I'm next to is an E46 M3<br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||12-09-2003||07:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> A couple of videos. I didn't make them so please excuse the quality.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol I see the reason for the disclaimer.  Nice job tho.||69.34.95.215||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||12-09-2003||11:07 AM||||nice!! i liked them alot.||131.193.15.163||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||12-09-2003||12:36 PM||||wake up to find this..good race!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.124.149.143||reg||14||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||12-10-2003||02:16 AM||||Mad!||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||psycopyro182||12-10-2003||02:58 AM||||"what is this?! Its ridiculous! so sad..."<br />looks like he was a little freaked when you flew by that fast. Nice to see that bimmubishi in action||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||12-10-2003||08:52 PM||||Awesome!  That car has got to be a blast to drive.  There's an '86 325 coupe for sale out here for $500.  It's got me thinking.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||bleck||12-10-2003||11:16 PM||||Layin the smackdown  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003884.cgi
A||||5||Bigfoot200200||Ozzy crashes ATV||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||12-09-2003||08:07 AM||||Who in hell let the Oz Man ride an ATV? This guy isn't even safe around household appliances. He must have been going fast cause he broke 8 ribs, a vertibre in his neck, and a collarbone. I guess he's ok but come on, strap him in, he's done.||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||
Z||000001||spoulson||12-09-2003||09:29 AM||||Supposedly he's also got some sort of accusation, possibly lawsuit, against his doctor for overprescibing anti-psychotic medication.  He is/was up to a 42 pill/day habit.  Now he's riding an ATV... the pills aren't working.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||12-09-2003||11:14 AM||||SHARON!!!! i tttthhink i broke my riiibs man.||131.193.15.163||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||My_GVR_4||12-09-2003||11:57 PM||||Looks like at the moment he can't even speak..  <br />Just listened to the local news.<br /><br />Poor Oz!<br /><br /><br />(The Ozman Commeth and soon he Go-eth!)<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.73.89.140||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||12-10-2003||01:30 AM||||Yeah I heard he has some mild brain damage and something like Tourettes Syndrome -- he just babbles incoherently now, interspersed with swear words.<br /><br />Oh wait, he was in an accident?||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||crucible||12-10-2003||11:28 AM||||yeah, he's back in a full state of incoherency and heavy medication||198.8.3.36||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/003885.cgi
A||||3||sleeper||Anybody have carfax?||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||12-09-2003||12:24 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Can you please run this for me?<br />4a3ct64u7ne108000 <br /><br />The promotion I posted earlier expired already.<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||12-10-2003||09:14 AM||||bump||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||gvrfour173||12-10-2003||09:43 AM||||gabor, <br /> just ran it for you, pmed you the results.<br />  gary||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||12-10-2003||10:04 AM||||Thank you.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/003886.cgi
A||||16||ken inn||NOT WORK SAFE!!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||12-09-2003||03:18 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||ok, so who did this stop from looking?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.tota" target="_blank">http://www.tota</a> ldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon2.swf||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||12-09-2003||03:31 PM||||<a href="http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon2.swf" target="_blank">http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon2.swf</a><br /><br />gee, gives boom boom a whole new meaning||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||12-09-2003||04:06 PM||||bored at work Ken?||128.248.46.174||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||12-09-2003||04:29 PM||||see what happens if you get rid of the video part and just try to look at the directory, its classic<br /><br /><a href="http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/" target="_blank">http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/</a>||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||12-09-2003||04:51 PM||||Looks like you liked the video and you wanted to see more.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||12-09-2003||05:51 PM||||<a href="http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon1.swf" target="_blank">http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon1.swf</a><br /><a href="http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon2.swf" target="_blank">http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon2.swf</a><br /><a href="http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon3.swf" target="_blank">http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon3.swf</a><br /><a href="http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon4.swf" target="_blank">http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon4.swf</a><br /><a href="http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon5.swf" target="_blank">http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon5.swf</a><br /><a href="http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon6.swf" target="_blank">http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon6.swf</a><br /><br />yay me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||12-09-2003||06:22 PM||||Ya, I really like her eyes   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-09-2003||07:56 PM||||she has eyes? Are those the things bouncing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  hehe||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||12-09-2003||10:41 PM||||Right click and zoom in. Man, what a great screen saver.||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000009||4g63t||12-09-2003||11:15 PM||||Fantastic!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000010||Ash||12-09-2003||11:47 PM||||Not work safe?  DAMN RIGHT IT AINT!!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />*Ash downloads rest for later*    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||12-10-2003||01:58 AM||||I don't get it -- I watched each of those for about 2 hours and she never did anything different.  I'll keep watching, but I suspect it is just looping or something.||67.162.75.12||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||psycopyro182||12-10-2003||03:05 AM||||You guys crack me up. Thats pretty funny stuff.<br /><a href="http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon3.swf" target="_blank">http://www.totaldisarray.com/td/ladies/SidneyMoon3.swf</a><br />one of my friends has that as his avatar on our local dsm board. I finnaly know where he got it from.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000013||Dreis11301||12-10-2003||05:19 AM||||extremely nice||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000014||GVR4458||12-10-2003||09:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I don't get it -- I watched each of those for about 2 hours and she never did anything different.  I'll keep watching, but I suspect it is just looping or something. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You crack me up...Best laugh all day.<br /><br />EH||68.78.107.101||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000015||atsiauto||12-10-2003||10:23 PM||||neither are these. but id like a 9 piece <br /><a href="http://swingvillage.com/pictures/tohot4u/cj_25203.jpg" target="_blank">http://swingvillage.com/pictures/tohot4u/cj_25203.jpg</a>||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||12-10-2003||10:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by atsiauto:<br /><strong> neither are these. but id like a 9 piece <br /> <a href="http://swingvillage.com/pictures/tohot4u/cj_25203.jpg" target="_blank">http://swingvillage.com/pictures/tohot4u/cj_25203.jpg</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have the sudden urge to eat out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003887.cgi
A||||11||galantvr4us||Sometimes||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||12-09-2003||05:41 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||you have to laugh at other peoples ignorance.<br /><br /><a href="http://hurts.org/comedy/firemelon.wmv" target="_blank">http://hurts.org/comedy/firemelon.wmv</a><br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||12-09-2003||05:50 PM||||more chlorine in the gene pool please!<br /><br />Where do these "genius" kids come up with these ideas?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||167.142.22.95||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||12-09-2003||06:10 PM||||The best part is at the end if you listen closely through the laughs you can here, OH SHIT OH FUCK AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!! bwahahaha||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||12-09-2003||06:10 PM||||Good Stuff  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||number3||12-09-2003||08:40 PM||||Damn skippy I'm ready...<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||red91awdtalon||12-09-2003||09:03 PM||||here are a few cool ones.<br /><br />very cool but dont believe it(well some of it):<br /><a href="http://www.gooksonbike.com/ty/funnies/GopedTake2.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.gooksonbike.com/ty/funnies/GopedTake2.wmv</a><br /><br />more stupid kids:<br /><a href="http://www.gooksonbike.com/ty/funnies/nerd-fight-club.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.gooksonbike.com/ty/funnies/nerd-fight-club.mpg</a><br /><br />play with your eyes, very cool:<br /><a href="http://www.gooksonbike.com/ty/funnies/kin10.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.gooksonbike.com/ty/funnies/kin10.wmv</a><br /><br />great!:<br /><a href="http://www.gooksonbike.com/ty/funnies/Moose.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.gooksonbike.com/ty/funnies/Moose.wmv</a><br /><br />try some of those. lol<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000006||Bigfoot200200||12-09-2003||09:50 PM||||Thats great. I saw it coming as soon as I noticed the baseball bat in his hands. Did you see his shoe burning in the street at the end?||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000007||Pappy||12-09-2003||10:17 PM||||Hahahaha, what an idiot.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||12-09-2003||10:19 PM||||Awesome!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||4g63t||12-09-2003||11:12 PM||||Yeah, that was great  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000010||snwbrd40oz||12-10-2003||11:47 AM||||where do you guys find this shit? I almost peed my pants. The fire melon is just like the stupid shit you see people do on Jackass, but at least those guys get paid for it......||65.100.164.190||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000011||DeanCouchey||12-10-2003||12:16 PM||||I think that was a GVR4 in the firemelon  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   maybe some dumb kids got ahold of one!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/003888.cgi
A||||33||mixx2001||What do you do on the internet?||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||12-09-2003||08:08 PM||mixx2000@msn.com||Ok I can find information on the internet, on just about anything, in record time.  In fact that's primarily what I use it for.  But it's entertainment I want.  I'm at a stopping point on the GVR4, as I need to sell my Volvo in order to get it running again.  So looking for GVR4 related info is pointless.  I think I've seen every racing video there is (as of today).  I've wandered countless message boards, scanning endless threads.  I even occasionally register at a HondaTooners board and post "Mustangs rule" just to watch 24 page threads flare up in seconds.  I'm running outta shit to do.  What do you guys do on the internet when your not on a message board, or doing research.  And don't say Porn...   that goes without saying.||24.167.181.4||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-09-2003||08:17 PM||||make a website.  Maintaining your own website takes lots of time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||12-09-2003||08:36 PM||||I haven't the attention span for that.  In fact, that's what got me into this mess.  I've been to some really cool sites before.  But then I see a link.  So I click it, and poke around until a I see another link.  So I click that.  This repeats unitl I click the wrong link, get attacked by fiftyleven pop-ups and Windows crashes, loosing everything including the ultra cool page I started with before I could add it into my favorites.  God I hate this ADD shit.||24.167.181.4||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||Colt4G63||12-09-2003||08:38 PM||||im always in the search for new videos. gvr4,dsm related, nissan, toyota, streetbike, whatever. i feel the internet gets boring after a while looking for information, so i just bookmark the site, and if i need it, i dont have to go looking again for it. maintaining your own site gets boring if you dont get alot of hits, your basically updating it for yourself.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||12-09-2003||08:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Colt4G63:<br /><strong> im always in the search for new videos. <br /><br />-Dave  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What are your primary resources for videos?  I use mostly Vbulletin message boards, and do a search for *vid* in Titles only.||24.167.181.4||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||udriveu||12-09-2003||09:26 PM||||Well, if you're looking to spend more quality time with your computer and want to ignore your friends, family, and pretty much most of society, then definatly pick up  <a href="http://everquest.station.sony.com/" target="_blank">Everquest</a>. I guarantee you loose either your job, girlfriend, or sense of hygine within the first 3 months!||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000006||Bigfoot200200||12-09-2003||09:30 PM||||Here, download the Google tool bar. Never see another pop-up. It took mine a couple of days to start blocking ads but it's great. <a href="http://toolbar.google.com/" target="_blank">http://toolbar.google.com/</a>||64.233.106.62||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000007||DesireeCharm||12-09-2003||09:47 PM||||If you are looking for web content to browse, you can hit <a href="http://www.bored.com" target="_blank">www.bored.com</a> , <a href="http://www.snopes.com" target="_blank">www.snopes.com</a> , or just do like usual, <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org</a> .  That's where my husband spends all his time.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />I dunno, you could spend your time entering internet contests.  The amount of time you would spend just creating fake email accounts to avoid all the spam you're gonna get would keep you busy for weeks.<br /><br />Could set your self up as an "internet stud."  Tell women you'll rock their world 56k at a time.  <br /><br />I wouldn't know though.  I only use the internet for work.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.158.18.194||reg||1||DesireeCharm||00002789||yes
Z||000008||Notorius||12-09-2003||10:47 PM||||<a href="http://www.bash.org" target="_blank">http://www.bash.org</a><br /><a href="http://grouphug.us" target="_blank">http://grouphug.us</a><br /><a href="http://www.tuckermax.com/bd.htm" target="_blank">http://www.tuckermax.com/bd.htm</a><br /><a href="http://maddox.xmission.com" target="_blank">http://maddox.xmission.com</a><br /><br />i also love IRC to no end. and love using <a href="http://www.packetnews.com" target="_blank">www.packetnews.com</a> and <a href="http://www.ircspy.com" target="_blank">www.ircspy.com</a> to download random shit that would otherwise cost me lots of money.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000009||Colt4G63||12-09-2003||11:08 PM||||i use to know a site that had over 10,000 videos of street racing, drag racing, autocross, rally, road racing,streetbike, ect. but i lost the site and cant find it anymore.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000010||gvr4ever||12-09-2003||11:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DesireeCharm:<br /><strong> If you are looking for web content to browse, you can hit <a href="http://www.bored.com" target="_blank">www.bored.com</a> , <a href="http://www.snopes.com" target="_blank">www.snopes.com</a> , or just do like usual, <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org</a> .  That's where my husband spends all his time.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />I dunno, you could spend your time entering internet contests.  The amount of time you would spend just creating fake email accounts to avoid all the spam you're gonna get would keep you busy for weeks.<br /><br />Could set your self up as an "internet stud."  Tell women you'll rock their world 56k at a time.  <br /><br />I wouldn't know though.  I only use the internet for work.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You are so full of shit.  I havn't been on here in days.  Women blow everything out of perportion   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000011||4g63t||12-09-2003||11:19 PM||||I highly recommend   <a href="http://tuckermax.com/bd.htm" target="_blank">the Tucker Max website</a>, I've never laughed so hard!! Check it out, it's good for a couple of hours out of your day.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000012||iceman69510||12-10-2003||10:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DesireeCharm:<br /><strong> If you are looking for web content to browse, you can hit <a href="http://www.bored.com" target="_blank">www.bored.com</a> , <a href="http://www.snopes.com" target="_blank">www.snopes.com</a> , or just do like usual, <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org</a> .  That's where my husband spends all his time.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <br /><br />I dunno, you could spend your time entering internet contests.  The amount of time you would spend just creating fake email accounts to avoid all the spam you're gonna get would keep you busy for weeks.<br /><br />Could set your self up as an "internet stud."  Tell women you'll rock their world 56k at a time.  <br /><br />I wouldn't know though.  I only use the internet for work.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You are so full of shit.  I havn't been on here in days.  Women blow everything out of perportion    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Keep it to yourself you two.  You'll notice you have her outnumbered in posts 1331 to 2!<br /><br />BTW, how's Chicaaaago?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000013||VTGVR4||12-10-2003||11:15 AM||||couple things to do if you are really curious... research! in my spare time, i spend hours searching for medical studies on marijuana and ADHD... here's a good read...<br /><a href="http://www.hevanet.com/kort/OMMA3.HTM" target="_blank">http://www.hevanet.com/kort/OMMA3.HTM</a><br /><br />i'm totally fed up with all the bullshit in our country, and how brainwashed people are. i dont want to get into politics here (my secondary research vice!) nor conspiracy theories (most of which are wholey unbased, especially the ones with anti-semitic orgins). <a href="http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/" target="_blank">http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/</a><br /><a href="http://www.apfn.org/apfn/WTC_STF.htm" target="_blank">http://www.apfn.org/apfn/WTC_STF.htm</a><br /><br />if you want to learn stuff.... the hands down best place on the net is MIT's open courseware program... <a href="http://ocw.mit.edu/index.html" target="_blank">http://ocw.mit.edu/index.html</a><br />you can take ANY class at MIT for free!! its all online, all accessible, and is a model for what education should evolve to. get a 100k MIT education for free... this is what the kids in india, etc are doing nowadays.<br /><br />i also waste far too much time on this site.. lol.<br /><br />also, i visit handyman forums, where you can learn about and ask questions about hundreds of DIY home projects, plumbing, spas/pools, electronics, etc.<br /><a href="http://www.handymanwire.com/ubbthreads/ubbthreads.php?Cat=" target="_blank">http://www.handymanwire.com/ubbthreads/ubbthreads.php?Cat=</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000014||4drwhore||12-10-2003||11:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> I highly recommend   <a href="http://tuckermax.com/bd.htm" target="_blank">the Tucker Max website</a>, I've never laughed so hard!! Check it out, it's good for a couple of hours out of your day. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just checked it out, been off the site for about 5 minutes and Im still laughing||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000015||GVR1643||12-10-2003||01:28 PM||||Wow, to have that much free time...<br />come out here and start installing stuff on my cars - that and overdue maintenance items will keep you busy!||167.142.22.31||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000016||91 #680||12-10-2003||01:31 PM||||when not wrenching on the ride....Unreal Tournament 2003 can take up some of my precious time.  It's an online game sort of like quake or doom, but waaaay better.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000017||gvr4ever||12-10-2003||02:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DesireeCharm:<br /><strong> If you are looking for web content to browse, you can hit <a href="http://www.bored.com" target="_blank">www.bored.com</a> , <a href="http://www.snopes.com" target="_blank">www.snopes.com</a> , or just do like usual, <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org</a> .  That's where my husband spends all his time.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />      <br /><br />I dunno, you could spend your time entering internet contests.  The amount of time you would spend just creating fake email accounts to avoid all the spam you're gonna get would keep you busy for weeks.<br /><br />Could set your self up as an "internet stud."  Tell women you'll rock their world 56k at a time.  <br /><br />I wouldn't know though.  I only use the internet for work.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You are so full of shit.  I havn't been on here in days.  Women blow everything out of perportion      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Keep it to yourself you two.  You'll notice you have her outnumbered in posts 1331 to 2!<br /><br />BTW, how's Chicaaaago? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">We really like it.  There isn't anything you can't find or do.  Ogden traffic sure can blow, but lucky for us, everything is really close.  <br /><br />In a 5 mile ratius we have found our St. Julian producs (havn't had that since Toledo), a market that sells things we havn't been able to find in a long time, sams club, wally world, the stupid mall, lazer tag, more resturaunts then I can shake a stick at, tons of other things.  I think downtown Chicago is about 34 miles from our exit.  Oddly enough we have only been in town 2 times since we moved.  I don't really care for the drive, but it is worth it if you plan the trip right.  One day we hit Goose Island and Wildfire in the same night.  What a trip!<br /><br />Oh ya, and most important, there is 100 octain gas maybe 6-7 miles down the road     <br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000018||VTGVR4||12-10-2003||02:09 PM||||you know, i REALLY miss unreal tournament. i went through rehab, and removed it from my computer, since i was having a hard time getting to class when i played that game back in the day. The game itself is alright, but you OWE it to yourself to get the strikeforce add on, just go to <br /> <a href="http://www.strike-force.com/index.php?page=downloads.htm" target="_blank">http://www.strike-force.com/index.php?page=downloads.htm</a> <br /><br />its hands down one of the BEST multi player games i've ever played. we would set up a few pc's at my old apt, and get a couple cases of beer and play that shit all day. the guns are real, etc, so its a much more playable game than unreal was. (it just uses the unreal engine though). best part was making up the silliest names for the online tournaments. when we were taking these advanced statistical methods class, i woudl be called null_and_void, proc_univariate, etc.  so, when a team was showing on the listings, there was always this one 'tough' team, that had all these statistical terms for all its players, just a geek thing back then.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000019||galantvr4us||12-10-2003||04:05 PM||||I personally don't have a lot of time but when I am on the internet I research upcoming car projects-I am like the research queen.  I want to know what the hell I am doing-especially my upcoming project. he he he (evil laugh)<br /><br />Other than that I like to hang out and BS on message boards like here, ls1.com, is300.net, nasioc.com......<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000020||bleck||12-10-2003||11:54 PM||||Dammit!  Now I'm gonna have to check all that stuff out.  You guys are gonna get me into serious trouble!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000021||Notorius||12-11-2003||12:07 AM||||bleck, if you are checking all that stuff out and can get in serious trouble w/ school or work or something if you dont do your work, DO NOT BUY EVERQUEST. i am not joking. i have seen people, friends of mine, loose their jobs, their wives, girlfriends, cars, houses, and scholarships due to that game. it is addicting, and if you think videogames cant be addicting, when you get fired from your 80K$/yr job youll think again. do yourself a favor and dont buy that game.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000022||DongeR615||12-11-2003||12:31 AM||||im sorry to say this to another fellow vr4 member but everquest = GHEY!||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000023||udriveu||12-11-2003||02:09 AM||||I was kidding. Seriously, DO NOT PLAY EVERQUEST. I don't even want to think of how much of my life I wasted on that fucking game.||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000024||jcgalantvr4-244||12-11-2003||02:27 AM||||go buy a copy of halo for the pc install it.  And whatch the time go by||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000025||Minjin||12-11-2003||02:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> Other than that I like to hang out and BS on message boards like here, ls1.com, is300.net, nasioc.com......<br /><br />Katie </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow, Katie, you sure do get around don't you?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000026||slvrblt||12-11-2003||03:09 AM||||The internet is boring. Games are boring too. I think, my big problem is my sleep disorder which causes me to have little to no attention span and absolutely no motivation. I wish I could sleep for a few days.<br /><br />Sorry for the OT comments.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000027||DongeR615||12-11-2003||04:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalantvr4-244:<br /><strong> go buy a copy of halo for the pc install it.  And whatch the time go by </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">B-U-Y??? what is this word, buy?<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> I was kidding. Seriously, DO NOT PLAY EVERQUEST. I don't even want to think of how much of my life I wasted on that fucking game. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">atleast someone admits it. My brother got addicted to the game and admitted later that everquest == GHEY!||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000028||91 #680||12-11-2003||04:47 AM||||I used to play Unreal WAAAAY too much.  It got to the point where it took away from my studies and I eventually got kicked out of the University I once attended due to poor grades.  This all happened very recently and next semester I'm going to be attending a local community college in the hopes of becoming a firefighter.  Actually being a firefighter was always something I wanted to do but going to school and recieving a bachelors was something I always dreamed of.  Gaming can be addicting so watch out and don't let it take over.  Although I still play once in a while; probably more than I should be anyway.... I'm not going to let gaming take over my life ever again.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000029||RayH||12-11-2003||11:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> I was kidding. Seriously, DO NOT PLAY EVERQUEST. I don't even want to think of how much of my life I wasted on that fucking game. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I haven't tried it myself but I've seen alot of articles referring to Everquest as EverCRACK.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000030||1520/2000||12-11-2003||09:57 PM||||<a href="http://www.slashdot.com" target="_blank">Slashdot</a> Tech news<br /><a href="http://www.hardocp.com" target="_blank">HardOCP</a> More tech news<br /><a href="http://www.nasioc.com" target="_blank">NASIOC</a> Subaru<br /><br /><a href="http://www.coffeegeek.com" target="_blank">CoffeeGeek</a> Excellent espresso site and guide<br /><br /><a href="http://www.howardchui.com" target="_blank">Howard Chui</a> Great cell phone review site <br /><br /><a href="http://www.redvsblue.com" target="_blank">RedvsBlue</a> Halo based mini series- really funny<br /><br /><a href="http://www.nlespresso.com" target="_blank">NLespresso</a> Northern Light Espresso Bar, my full time job (lets have a meet here!!)<br /><br />Quake 3 all the time- TechBarista||66.236.220.4||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000031||Notorius||12-11-2003||10:10 PM||||or yall can get and edjumakation via MIT's online courses. thats right, all the classes offered at MIT are available online, for free.<br /><br /><a href="http://ocw.mit.edu/index.html" target="_blank">http://ocw.mit.edu/index.html</a><br /><br />i just downloaded all the course material for the Artificial Intelligence course. this shit is cool as hell.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000032||bleck||12-11-2003||10:16 PM||||I'll steer clear of Everquest guys, lol.  When I speak of getting in trouble, I most definitely was referring to the wife and kids.  They can really put the smackdown on you, and GVR4.org gets me in plenty of trouble  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />As far as gaming goes, I'm over it, I think I lost the last four months of 1994, and the first 7 months of 1995 to Doom 1 and 2.  1 sledgehammer, and a couple of weeks later, and I was cured, never to return...  Oh, unless you count January of this year when I blew our home theater projector out playing Vice City, and Tekken on PS2!  Gotta try it on a 200" screen!!!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000033||DynStatic||12-12-2003||03:57 AM||||offtopic.com<br /><br />Thats the best forum ever. So offtopic....||68.57.53.129||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes



ubb/Forum3/003889.cgi
A||||2||04DrBlur||GalantVR-4 empty your message box.....||||1||||04DrBlur||00000605
Z||000000||04DrBlur||12-09-2003||10:02 PM||04drblur@sbcglobal.net||Tried to send you a private message but the box is full.  So email me and we will talk.  Thanks Phil||68.76.180.215||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||12-09-2003||10:29 PM||||I suppose you could try to email him...  or whatever it's called.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||12-09-2003||11:24 PM||||His Email is not listed at his posts.  Probably why his private message box is full..  Anyway if he emails he does if not no big deal.||68.76.180.215||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum3/003890.cgi
A||||4||thejeebus2002||Anyone else feel the Earthquake today?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||12-10-2003||12:04 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Not sure what class on the richter scale it was.  I was at work in Richmond, VA when I felt it.  I thought it was a helicopter over head at first.  went on for about 10 seconds.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||12-10-2003||12:56 AM||||<a href="http://earthquake.usgs.gov/recenteqs/" target="_blank">http://earthquake.usgs.gov/recenteqs/</a>||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||12-10-2003||09:12 AM||||maybe its just that you got my car tuned so well, so much power to the GrOuNd.. ok ill shut up now.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||DynStatic||12-10-2003||12:37 PM||||I felt it. I was taking an exam.<br /><br />It was a 4.5. The record for this area is a 4.8, so it was up there.||68.57.53.129||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000004||atsiauto||12-10-2003||02:05 PM||||It lasted a good 15-20 secs here . Felt like the whole house was moving! I knew what it was about 1/2 way through I told Patti Its an eartquake! and 2 minutess later it was all over the news. I hope its a first and a last . Def a trip to somebody who has only heard it described on TV .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/003891.cgi
A||||4||mixx2001||Need your thoughts...||||1||||mixx2001||00000809
Z||000000||mixx2001||12-10-2003||10:07 AM||mixx2000@msn.com||Lately I've been so busy training this new guy at work, and working six days a week, that I haven't spent any money.  And subsequently now have the funds to fix the GVR4.  So I need to find a Center diff, or a used tranny containing one fast.  Real fast, and cheap.  I'm not thrilled about getting one from TRE ($550), but will if becomes my only option.  What do you guys think?||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||12-10-2003||10:13 AM||||Get a rebuild kit from a dealer, only $150, unless your case is toast or you just don't have one.  I'm assuming you have just broken the gears inside.||63.226.152.241||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||12-10-2003||02:30 PM||||I work for a large automotive group that, among others, has a Mitsubishi Dealership.  Only the people there are less than capable.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    Do you have, or know where to find, a part number for this rebuild kit?||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||12-10-2003||04:13 PM||||Check with John Shepherd and B & M. They and TRE are the big three that I know of that rebuild these trannies. Maybe one of them will give you some kind of deal.||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||12-10-2003||04:26 PM||||Good idea.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/003892.cgi
A||||39||markrieb||Hotrod Magazine Pump Gas Street Legal Drags � Bench Racing||||1||||markrieb||00000010
Z||000000||markrieb||12-10-2003||11:48 AM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Hotrod Magazine Pump Gas Street Legal Drags � Bench Racing<br /><br />The January 04 Hotrod magazine has a couple of good articles, one on John Shepard and one on a Cobra Mustang vs. an STi.  Quite surprising as HR is taking a lot of heat for covering anything imported.<br /><br />In the same issue is a challenge for a �Pump Gas Street Legal� drag race.  See the details and rules at: <a href="http://www.hotrod.com/upcomingevents/113_0401_pump/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.hotrod.com/upcomingevents/113_0401_pump/index.html</a><br /><br />As a little exercise in winter-time bench racing I�d like to get a thread going on how, as a group, we think we could be competitive in this race.  I�d add only one more restriction/rule, in that the car would have to be Mitsubishi powered.  Also note that the rules do not allow water injection or open-wheel cars.<br /><br />My first thought at this would be to build a Mighty-Max truck with the following:<br />	Back half suspension with a 4-link and coil-overs<br />	Narrowed axle, wheel tubs and big DOT legal drag radials<br />	Lighten the truck as much as possible<br />		Remove interior door beams<br />		Fiberglass/CF parts where possible (hood, fenders, bed)<br />		Lexan side and back windows<br />		Racing seats/harnesses<br />		Full roll cage<br />	4G64 power<br />		long rod<br />		Relatively high compression (9:1 or so)<br />		Medium sized BB turbo, on the order of a 3052 or LGR1<br />		Cams and supporting stuff to be able to wind it out to 9,000 rpm or so<br />	Automatic tranny<br />		At least a 3-speed (TH-350) if not 4 (200R-4 or 700R-4).  I just don�t think a powerglide has enough gears.<br /><br />I think the key is going to be very light weight, and then being able to put the power down to the ground.<br /><br />I also thought about a Lotus 7 replica with 4G6x power, but I don�t think it meets the open wheeled car rule.<br /><br />Any other cars or suggestions?<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000001||Clay||12-10-2003||12:16 PM||||theres a 4g64 powered mirage in tampa florida thats running 10s at full weight/pump gas/street tires/and all that...no nitrous<br /><br />only problem is he runs water injection, if he could get rid of that and tune some more...hes right in there as steady competition...hes got an AEM standalone, hes just gotta put that in the car and hes golden||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000002||14bCrazy||12-10-2003||01:18 PM||||You will have to run in the 8's or low 9's to win this. If sheppard takes his car down he would have a real good chance of winning. They are only letting 50 cars enter and they will be the ones deciding who the 50 will be. I would think that they really don't want an import to win.||162.83.76.238||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000003||Doug Thomas||12-10-2003||01:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> You will have to run in the 8's or low 9's to win this. If sheppard takes his car down he would have a real good chance of winning. They are only letting 50 cars enter and they will be the ones deciding who the 50 will be. I would think that they really don't want an import to win. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shepherd's car doesn't run 8s on pump gas and the rules state you have to run 93 octane.||12.10.219.36||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||12-10-2003||02:17 PM||||just enter it as a 'plymouth laser'. if it sounds domestic...||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||Darkside||12-10-2003||02:32 PM||||Easystreet WRX ran a 9.11 street legal, street tire, full interier,  but not sure if on pump gas. very impressive.||67.125.105.67||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes
Z||000006||Oztek||12-10-2003||02:38 PM||||Build a complete tube chassis.<br /><br />Probably use a powerglide and make it a rear wheel drive.  Big stall converter.<br /><br />Big turbo, something like  a 3065.<br /><br />For fuel a couple of bousche fuel pumps and two sets of 850 cc injectors per cylinder.<br /><br />You could probably get the chassis to be under 1800 lbs if you did it properly.  Maybe tailor it so that it looked like a colt.<br /><br />You'd be well over 600 whp with this setup.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000007||14bCrazy||12-10-2003||02:39 PM||||Good point about the pump gas. I forgot the he runs race gas. It will be really hard for an import to run those numbers on 93 octane. I would say that Easystreet is on race gas.||162.83.76.238||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||12-10-2003||03:35 PM||||I was thinking for weight savings why not just dump the bed off of the truck, but then that would be open wheeled.<br /><br />How about the twin-engine Talon that Vineet is building here in Chicagoland?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||Carl Morris||12-10-2003||04:02 PM||||A domestic will win this going faster than Shep goes on race gas.  As soon as you limit fuel, motor cfm (cubic inches that can breathe) rule.  My guess is that it will be won by a very low compression, forced induction, nitroused motor that's over 500 cubic inches in a sub-3000lb domestic muscle car running 8s.<br /><br />Wait, I forgot slicks aren't allowed.  Make that high 8s :-).||147.145.40.44||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||12-10-2003||04:22 PM||||You arent allowed to use alcohol injection as an adder?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||12-10-2003||04:25 PM||||You guys are reading a couple rules wrong. <br /><br />Water injection IS allowed.<br /><br />"Octane boosters or supplemental fuel additives of any kind are not allowed. Injection into the engine of any substance other than the spec gasoline, water, and nitrous oxide is not allowed."<br /><br />Allowing water injection and nitrous pretty much makes turbo cars competitive.  <br /><br />Also, dual engines are not allowed.<br /><br />"The engine must be a gasoline four-stroke piston or rotary type. Only one engine may be used."<br /><br />A car definitely needs to be extrememly solid to win this competition. You must complete 3 runs, which are averaged to get your time. No working on engine allowed, period. Must be able to finish a street drive of 30-50 miles without shutting engine off once. And all that must be done on 15 gallons of gas or less. <br /><br />I really don't know enough about the current state of domestic drag racing, so I don't know what kind of car can meet that criteria and win. I will say that a DSM could win only if its super light and super reliable.<br /><br />Just how hot does Memphis get in April? Overheating will weed out alot of cars, I'm sure.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000012||GVR1643||12-10-2003||04:41 PM||||Memphis isn't that bad in April (I grew up there).  <br />Shep just needs to try it, but that's if he even wants to run pump gas through it.  He might find it interesting to know what it can do on pump.||167.142.21.145||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000013||4drwhore||12-10-2003||04:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> <br /><br />A car definitely needs to be extrememly solid to win this competition. You must complete 3 runs, which are averaged to get your time. No working on engine allowed, period. Must be able to finish a street drive of 30-50 miles without shutting engine off once. And all that must be done on 15 gallons of gas or less. <br /><br />I really don't know enough about the current state of domestic drag racing, so I don't know what kind of car can meet that criteria and win. I will say that a DSM could win only if its super light and super reliable.Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know of about a handfull of cars just in my area alone that can meet the 30-50 mile drive without shutting off the motor and on 15 gallons of gas and run 93 octane that run mid to high 9s. Incase you guys dont know, and I hate to say this, domestics will always be faster then imports. When it comes down to it there really is no replacement for displacement.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||12-10-2003||04:53 PM||||I've always liked how people assume that all imports are small displacement. Yeah, that BMW v12 is real small...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />You might try using a few less absolutes.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||BlackHole||12-10-2003||04:54 PM||||Since you didn't limit it to a 4g6x motor or a budget, I'd suggest hybridizing a 6g72 TT with the Montero 3.5L. More displacement is a must to run high hp on pump gas. Stick it in the back of a tubbed Colt and make it RWD.<br /><br />On the spreadsheet the 3.5L [93x85.8] at 9000rpm, 35psi boost should pump out about 1000 crank hp on pump gas. This assumes 76% compressor and 80% intercooler efficiency and leaves a lot of room for further tuning since the calculated compressed air temp is only 675F, well within what pump will handle.<br /><br />CarTest predicts 1000hp is good for &gt;155mph in a &lt;2500# car which is going to be well into the 9s if not the 8s.<br /><br />Well there's my stupid idea...||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000016||Bigfoot200200||12-10-2003||06:10 PM||||One of my favorite motors is the Lexus-Toyota v-8.   <a href="http://www.off-road.com/4x4web/features/1997/11b/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.off-road.com/4x4web/features/1997/11b/index.html</a>   Toyota took a Hemi block home and basicly copied the bottom end. The import drag guys ran them this year. The aluminum version weighs just a little bit more than our motors.<br /><br />But for this competition I'd use a Fontana Cleavor motor. Under 400lb. ready to run.   <a href="http://www.clubcobra.com/t41750.html" target="_blank">http://www.clubcobra.com/t41750.html</a>   They are reliable to 1400hp or so, some Mustang drag racers push them to 2,000 but they go through motors. I've seen a 680hp N/A street motor  <a href="http://www.longislandhotrods.com/hotrods/15.html" target="_blank">http://www.longislandhotrods.com/hotrods/15.html</a>   and a 1000hp twin turbo street motor.  <a href="http://www.pim.net/patbrwn103.html" target="_blank">http://www.pim.net/patbrwn103.html</a>   Both in Panteras.||64.233.106.126||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000017||Doug Thomas||12-10-2003||06:27 PM||||If any large displacement import would stand chance at winning the competition I would say it would be a Supra. I�ve seen them make 500hp on pump gas with a VPC and AFC. Take Supra with a big single turbo and a good tuned standalone system and it would definitely stand more of chance of winning than any other import engine that�s out there now. The Supra 2JZ motor and chassis have already been proven to make a lot of horsepower, run some very good times and are reliable.||12.10.219.40||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000018||GrocMax||12-10-2003||07:17 PM||||Shoehorn one of <a href="http://www.schubeckracing.com/newenginepage.html" target="_blank">these</a> into an import body with a good suspension and it might stand a chance, otherwise they will be in the bottom 25%, tops. <br /><br />There are so many turbo V-8 cars running mid 9's and lower on pump fuel even at full weight it ain't funny.||209.151.102.159||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000019||howard_GVR4||12-10-2003||07:30 PM||||Holy shite.  I just put a dent in the underside of my desk.  904!?!??!?!  That is one BIG DOHC motor.||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000020||GrocMax||12-10-2003||08:24 PM||||There was an Aussie company/guy named McGee that built a HD 500 cube and up T/F style DOHC setup in the 80's as well, Bernstein and AA Dale tested with it, it got immediately banned by NHRA. WHether the two setups shared any components I have no idea, but they are very similar, I seem to remember the McGee engine didn't have the elaborate gear accessory drive the Schubeck has. <br /><br />1200hp, 1200lb/ft below 6000 RPM on 87 octane is fucking nuts.<br /><br /><br />Here it is- <a href="http://www.mcgeecams.com/mc_hist.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mcgeecams.com/mc_hist.htm</a>||209.151.102.159||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000021||Ian M||12-11-2003||12:13 AM||||The cool part about the HR challenge is that not only just the absolute quickest guy going to bask in all the glory. Theres going to be awards for the "most streetable" 9/10/11 sec awards,as well as quickest normally asperated, etc etc.<br /><br /> The fact that they are going to basically hand pick the entrants will (hopefully) insure that some really interesting vehicles will get to compete. Im sure something offbeat like a 11 sec Galant,especially with all the creature comforts intact would raise some eyebrows and maybe have a chance at entering and getting some ink in the mag.<br /><br /> HR seems to be pretty diverse about covering the sport compact movement lately,and even mentions including "sport compacts" in the writeup about the event,so Im sure they are going to make some special considerations for including them.<br /><br /> The v8s size advantage is going to be hard to over come,especially when they can take advantage of forced induction just like us,and a purpose built car wouldnt nessasary weigh THAT much more..at least we can enjoy the exposure in the event coverage when the mag comes out..        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />        <br /><br /> A buddy of mines car drives home the V8 size advantage to me. He has a '65 Coronet with a normally asperated 528ci Hemi,and on 93 pump made almost 800hp (786 peak) on Ray Bartons (the engine builder) dyno and is unbeliveably driveable. <br /><br />Back in october we made a almost 2-hour drive each way (its made a few long distance drives) on the interstate to a show,driving 70mph (4.10 gears and 31 in tall tires) or so the whole way. The car runs cool,and avereaged 10 mpg. The next week,he drove the car to the track for its maiden 1/4 blast,and went a best of 10.68 @131,pedaling and skating around till the 1/8 mile. On the way home we even stopped by the Ground Round for dinner..        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />        <br /><br />       <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1296&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />       <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1298&width=400" alt=" - " />   <br /><br /> It still has stock suspention other than relocated springs for tire clearence,so traction was a big issue,plus the car weighs 3700lbs. This winter,its getting the much needed suspention work,and this boat should go into the 9s.<br /><br /> I can see from his car that even his motor combo (much less something built more ragged edge) in a more purpose built platform,say a back halved 3000lb four-link Dart or Barracuda could put some serious numbers down..normally asperated! <br /><br /> -Then you get into the inevitable streetable supercharged,turbod,and 500,600+ cubic inch stuff people are building nowadays...<br /><br /> Hopefully,once this event takes off,there will be some more classes added to equalize the variety of cars that enter.||129.71.114.66||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000022||curtis||12-11-2003||12:22 AM||||I've been dreaming of a V8 with a set of these heads for years.  They tested a 302 years ago and made 1000hp with 8 carbs at like 14000rpm's.  But with rotary valves and no lifters,cams, etc.  It's easy. I just wonder how many of you guys will be dreaming of one of these on the old galant.  read all there right ups and watch the videos most entertaining   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     Just think you could go to a v8 race and they wouldn't have a clue.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.coatesengine.com/index1.html" target="_blank">http://www.coatesengine.com/index1.html</a>||67.25.36.69||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000023||92GVR4#333||12-11-2003||09:04 AM||||I am in bama and not to far from Memphis...This off seasdon I am doing some more to the HP factor of the GVR4.  I think I would at least try .||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000024||GVR1643||12-11-2003||09:43 AM||||Groc, what do you think Sheps car might be capable of on pump?  <br />Lancerman runs pump gas doesn't he? At 2500#'s (I think that's what he's at) I would think he would be a viable canidate.  There's several out there that could give the SCC scene a good representation - I just hope a few of the top dogs give it a try.  <br />Come on Nate and Andy B. - tune for some pump and give it a try!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.21.244||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000025||markrieb||12-11-2003||10:12 AM||||I realized that when I started this, that a Mitsu powered car probably wouldn't win, but should be able to place mid-pack and open up a few eyes.<br /><br />My mistake on misreading the rules, water injection would be a must on a turbo car on pump gas.  We'd probably have to figure in some N2O too.<br /><br />It is going to be real tough to beat a huge mountain motor (along the lines of a Sonny Bryant 632)sucking down a huge shot of N20 in a mostly tube frame car left over from the old NMCA races (Ala Pat Musey's Corvette).  Hell, you can buy a 572 cubic inch motor from Chevy now that makes 650 hp/650 lb-ft on pump gas.<br /><br />I was just trying to start an interesting thread...<br /><br />I can't believe that nobody else has any ideas for a car.  An early Mirage/Colt converted to AWD might be interesting too, but I'm not sure we could get the weight down like the truck.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000026||curtis||12-11-2003||11:20 AM||||I've got an Idea but no cash.<br /><br />Hatchback mirage striped to nothing, lexan, one piece front, primer black all over even the wheels etc.<br />3000 GT VR4 awd powerewd with a couple of t100 super thumpers no wastegates,water box ic in the passanger floor board with 3 inch inlet and 4 inch outlet, water injection, automatic with 6000 stall and an airshifter to shift the monster at 10000 rpm's and a bunch of nitrous to spool it up. twin 4 inch exhaust sticking out behind the front tires. 4 28x10.5W all around to hook it up and give a high mph on the big end.  Of course it would have to have a big ass fuel pump hanging down below the back bumper for the fear factor.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.37.195||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000027||number3||12-11-2003||11:28 AM||||The KEY words are STREET CAR... not stripped down tube chassis race cars...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000028||KingGalantVr4||12-11-2003||07:28 PM||||What part of street car are you guys missing?<br /><br />You are going to see supercharged Cobra's<br />Turbocharged 5.0's<br />Supercharged Z28's<br />Probably some 2.3 Powered cars ... Mustangs, Merkurs, Pinto's ...<br />Probably a Turbo Focus<br />Supra's<br />MIGHT MIGHT MIGHT see a SHO or two.<br />DSM<br />Scoobie<br />Some Carborated/Nitrous injected Big Block's, though the fuel/over heat rule is going to hurt these guys a LOT.<br />Buick Grand Nationals<br />I know there will be a high 10 sec full weight Town car there (friend of mine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> )<br /><br />Remember, if its not in the spirit of competition they probably wouldn't allow it to run ... remember this is an INVITATIONAL ONLY!<br />Read the rules before you think tube chassis cars are going to be run in the mag.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000029||Ian M||12-11-2003||08:10 PM||||This pretty much sums it up,from the HR website:<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HOT ROD staffers will look for the most interesting cars, and also make sure there's a good blend of years, makes, and models at the event. We're not deciding based on e.t. alone, but there will be some consideration for style points, and you've got to convince us why your car is a legit streeter. Look at it as an invitational.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And:<br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The Bogosity Eliminator<br /><br />We've devised a system to give glory to some of the little guys, even if they don't win, and to shame the competitors who push the rules to the very limit. We intentionally left the rules wide open so that anyone can enter with anything from a street rod to a kit car to a Camaro or Civic-but that doesn't mean we don't know a cloaked race car when we see one. As a result, we'll award HOT ROD Editor's Picks for the Most Legit 8-Second Streeter as well as 9-, 10-, and 11-Second. Are you slower than that? Don't be. We'll also pick Best Car on Drag Radials and Best Naturally Aspirated (because, let's face it, NA cars have little chance here). All those picks will get extra coverage in the magazine, too. It's our way of honoring the cars that look good and run hard, but perhaps not hard enough to win straight-up, and giving them an incentive to show up in the face of what's sure to be tough competition. Cheaters will be duly humiliated.<br /><br /><br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||129.71.114.55||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000030||Clay||12-12-2003||01:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> You will have to run in the 8's or low 9's to win this. If sheppard takes his car down he would have a real good chance of winning. They are only letting 50 cars enter and they will be the ones deciding who the 50 will be. I would think that they really don't want an import to win. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">10s will compete<br /><br />remember the restrictions, pump gas, street tires (i think) , no water injection...<br />theres more...i dont see many 8 second cars like that...what are you thinking ...shep..lolpfft||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000031||Clay||12-12-2003||01:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Darkside:<br /><strong> Easystreet WRX ran a 9.11 street legal, street tire, full interier,  but not sure if on pump gas. very impressive. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">of course it was not on pump gas||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000032||Clay||12-12-2003||01:16 AM||||the problem with all the fast american cars, even the ones that run on pump gas, is NONE of them run on street tires, a lot of them will sit and roast their tires<br /><br />i think jerry (lancerman) has a shot making the cut in this||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000033||curtis||12-12-2003||08:54 AM||||Well the first problem to over come is tire type.  What do they consider street tires Comp T/A's and 555 Nitto Drag Radials, hell they can hook as well as full slicks.  I use to run A008RSII Yoka's road race rubber on the mustang and worked as well as cheater slicks.  Don't think that the mustang and the rest of the detroits want be going all out to prove there manhood.  They be soaking there tires in VHT and doing everything they can to hook up.  I'm sure a few will show up with some normal tires and try to get 1000+ hp to the ground.  But the winners will be undercover racecars with licence plates.  Some years ago I witnessed Job Spetter from Turbo People in Jersey lay down some nasty sideways passes while warming up for the true street challange in Blowing Green Ky at one of the big Ford races.  He ran a couple of 11's then a high 10 on full street rubber on low boost.  Then went and got in line.  They taped the hoods shut and went for a 30 mile drive in town.  He was the first car back in the pits,  his guys put on his slicks and he turned up the boost.  I watched him run a 7.60 as the last of 3 back to back runs.  This was his everyday car he drove in college and was powered by a 331 cu inch motor with 2 t3/t4 hybrids and an automatic.  This was four years ago and with technology improvements they have only gotten faster.  If someone is going to compete they better be ready and have something really insane built.||67.25.35.254||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000034||Ian M||12-12-2003||06:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> the problem with all the fast american cars, even the ones that run on pump gas, is NONE of them run on street tires, a lot of them will sit and roast their tires<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL,common misconception-I wouldnt bet my lunch on that...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     <br /><br />Remember,the rules only state DOT approved tires-and that doesnt nessasary mean RADIALS. Mickey Thompson ET Streets and the like are DOT approved,and are basically full slicks with a couple grooves. In a lot of cases,they hook as well as a full slick. You will see some nice wheels up action,trust me.<br /><br /> You are allowed to have water injection, The rules state that you cannot use any thing OTHER THAN the supplied fuel,water,or nitrous.<br /><br />A 10 or 11 sec car will make the show (Hot Rod has made that clear),but its going to take more than that to be among the top qualifiers.||129.71.114.245||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000035||andy||12-13-2003||11:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> What part of street car are you guys missing?<br /><br />You are going to see supercharged Cobra's<br />Turbocharged 5.0's<br />Supercharged Z28's<br />Probably some 2.3 Powered cars ... Mustangs, Merkurs, Pinto's ...<br />Probably a Turbo Focus<br />Supra's<br />MIGHT MIGHT MIGHT see a SHO or two.<br />DSM<br />Scoobie<br />Some Carborated/Nitrous injected Big Block's, though the fuel/over heat rule is going to hurt these guys a LOT.<br />Buick Grand Nationals<br />I know there will be a high 10 sec full weight Town car there (friend of mine    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   )<br /><br />Remember, if its not in the spirit of competition they probably wouldn't allow it to run ... remember this is an INVITATIONAL ONLY!<br />Read the rules before you think tube chassis cars are going to be run in the mag. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">An SHO???? The fastest that I have seen/heard of runs 13s at 112mph on race gas. I have a feeling the top 10 fastest cars are going to be big blocks stuffed into little bodies. Guys are already running 8s on pump gas with that recipe.||64.4.103.179||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000036||andy||12-13-2003||11:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong>  <br />Come on Nate and Andy B. - tune for some pump and give it a try!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would like to, but my car is a slug as it is. Throw in pump gas and it BARELY makes 400whp, just enough to run high 11s driving the wheels off it. Then by the time I put a cage in it it probably wouldnt even be an 11 sec car!<br /><br />Maybe if they ever had a "stock appearing" or "sleeper" drags?||64.4.103.179||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000037||REDLINEGVR4||12-13-2003||06:59 PM||||I agree that a domestic is the best choice for winning this challenge. But If I had the money id go with a R34 skyline (form motorX so its street legal)Fully built RB26, pistons, rods, crank, ect... t-88 turbo  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  A ton of NOS to get it spooled... I am pretty sure a skyline will get 1000 hp on pump gas and 1000 hp skylines run in the 8's||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000038||KingGalantVr4||12-14-2003||11:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by andy:<br /><strong> An SHO???? The fastest that I have seen/heard of runs 13s at 112mph on race gas. I have a feeling the top 10 fastest cars are going to be big blocks stuffed into little bodies. Guys are already running 8s on pump gas with that recipe. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just b/c you have never seen it, doesn't mean it doesn't exist.  And yes, I have seen quite a few sub 12 sec sho's.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000039||andy||12-16-2003||11:14 PM||||I want to know about them for curiosities sake. Got any concrete info?||64.4.101.196||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes



ubb/Forum3/003893.cgi
A||||0||Darkside||In Fresno||||1||||Darkside||00002420
Z||000000||Darkside||12-10-2003||04:54 PM||Darkside_racing@msn.com||Does anyone in this forum live in Fresno, California?  Saw one the other day, white 92 GVR4.||67.125.105.67||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes



ubb/Forum3/003895.cgi
A||||7||MidEngine210||Is this a '93 headlight?||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||12-10-2003||05:47 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||<a href="http://midengine210.hypermart.net/headlight.jpg" target="_blank">http://midengine210.hypermart.net/headlight.jpg</a><br /><br />Is it a '93?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-10-2003||05:50 PM||||yep.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-10-2003||08:16 PM||||yessum...||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||12-10-2003||08:43 PM||||What's the deal with the '93 headlights again?||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||91TSi_AWD||12-10-2003||09:20 PM||||clear, sharper looking, and is newer...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||172.172.170.249||reg||1||91TSi_AWD||00000687||yes
Z||000005||syoung298||12-10-2003||09:53 PM||||yup..<br /><br />I purchased a new set from the dealer and love them.  I considered the JDM's but am happy I went with the 93'2 instead.<br /><br />Cheers.||66.44.118.129||reg||1||syoung298||00002298||yes
Z||000006||udriveu||12-10-2003||09:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by syoung298:<br /><strong> I purchased a new set from the dealer and love them.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how much did those run ya? mine are both cracked.||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000007||drew||12-11-2003||12:04 AM||||about 300 for a pair.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/003896.cgi
A||||2||Matt379||GPS suggestions||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||12-10-2003||07:54 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I'm wanting to buy a simple GPS to use in my laptop with the program Microsoft Streets and Trips. I was wondering if anyone has any experience/recommendations with different models and or brands.  I see a wide variety listed on E-bay.<br /><br />thanks||147.226.204.22||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||12-10-2003||08:05 PM||||I used the sony skymap setup and was very pleased with it. The software is intuitive, user friendly, and includes a bunch of helpful features. Also, it has voice commands, which worked great and helped alot. Unfortunately, there is no longer support or updates for it. However, there is a yahoogroup for it, and you can get the XP update there. I'll recommend the skymap sytem %100!! Good luck!||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||TinyVR4||12-11-2003||10:46 AM||||I have the DeLorme gps/2004 streets bundle.  I got it at best buy on sale for 100.  I love it.  It is very accurate, it has voice directions, major destination locator (gas, food, atm, rest areas, etc.).  Super easy to use, and very small (3"X3").||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes



ubb/Forum3/003897.cgi
A||||3||s_firestone||High Octane on the cheap...||||3||||s_firestone||00000502
Z||000000||s_firestone||12-10-2003||08:49 PM||s_firestone@yahoo.com||I found a link to a guy who started looking into raising the octane of his gas by looking at what F1 teams used in their fuels, formulations of normal gasolines, and that of octane boosters.  The ingredient is widely available at hardware stores as toluene.  <br /><br />Very interesting reading and might save some of the drag strip guys some money on fuel.<br /><br />I would of course be extremely careful about implementing anything from this link as I will not be held responsible for anything that might happen from doing so.  But it might be a cheap way to get  more boost cheaper.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.elektro.com/~audi/audi/toluene.html" target="_blank">http://www.elektro.com/~audi/audi/toluene.html</a><br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 GVR4 #918 of 1000||24.170.24.127||reg||3||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-10-2003||10:45 PM||||yes it works. yes it's old news   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.195.120||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-11-2003||12:05 AM||||xylene also works----------30% mix||67.25.36.69||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||91 #680||12-11-2003||02:26 AM||||I've heard of toluene before and that people swear by that stuff.  Isn't paint thinner the same thing??  I've tried Lowes and home depot a while back, but they dont have toluene.  The nearest Sherwin Williams is 40 miles away.  Anyone else know where I can look to get some automotive "rocket fuel" so that I can  go to the track without spending a grip of money on race gas.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum3/003898.cgi
A||||7||atsiauto||are you alright ? crashola video||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||12-10-2003||10:56 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||<a href="http://www.autocarmagazine.com/popups/video.asp?AR=204684" target="_blank">http://www.autocarmagazine.com/popups/video.asp?AR=204684</a>||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||number3||12-10-2003||11:22 PM||||Seatbelts are your friends...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||12-10-2003||11:43 PM||||I love the gutys face when he knows they are gonna crash! <br />New Jaguar- $55,000<br />Installing a in-car camera-$1500<br />hiring professioal driver to take it for a spin- $300<br />1 hour of free lapping- $200<br /><br />Flipping your jaguar and having a video of you in it! PRICELESS!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||12-10-2003||11:49 PM||||I wonder what he's going to tell his insurance company??  Holy shit!||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-10-2003||11:50 PM||||oops||67.25.36.69||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||12-11-2003||08:35 AM||||What an idiot. I think he entered that turn a little early. When he realizes that he was about 200 ft early he straightens the wheel and then turns in again only this time cutting it in a hurry, no traction.. cuts it more?! Wet track... <br /><br />I do like the race suit and no helmet though. That's poserific.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||broke down||12-11-2003||12:52 PM||||I thought he was gonna punch the guy at first, which is what he should have done...||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||12-11-2003||06:37 PM||||how could the passanger not be pissed. what the fuck. that driver must have been really rich or something. that is crazy!  <br /><br />he definately cut it way too early, and took a horrible line. i wonder if he's ever driven like that before because how could you let yourself do that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <br /><br />good vid though   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/003899.cgi
A||||16||BLK KNGHT||NEED EMERGENCY  OPINION FROM EVERYBODY!||||7||||BLK KNGHT||00002934
Z||000000||BLK KNGHT||12-10-2003||11:37 PM||vwgtimk3@yahoo.com||There's a gentle man that wants to sell me his galant vr-4. It has 175000 miles on it and its black!!! he said the paint is fading on the hood but the car runs good except that it needs an alternator and a brake job. He asked 1500 for it,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   and 750 for shipping . What did yall think of that . Should i buy it or not . ????||12.77.7.115||reg||7||BLK KNGHT||00002934||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-10-2003||11:39 PM||||that's $2250 shipped for a not running galant. More than i'd pay.  I know waiting for the right one is hard but I wouldn't buy that one personally.  I waited 3 months to find mine.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||12-10-2003||11:40 PM||||I owulod buy it for 2 grand all together, I am sure you can jew him down cause it has 175K on it and needs work so get it cheaper!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||12-10-2003||11:40 PM||||Thats really not enough information to make an informed decision. When was the timing belt replaced last? Any other maintenance records?||216.77.204.77||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-10-2003||11:45 PM||||Is it close enough to go look at or close to one of the guys here to go look at.  For $750 you could fly and pick it up and drive it back.||67.25.36.69||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||BLK KNGHT||12-10-2003||11:46 PM||||Its in indiana, illnois. Anybody live around there?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.77.7.115||reg||6||BLK KNGHT||00002934||yes
Z||000006||red91awdtalon||12-11-2003||12:13 AM||||??? dunno. i bought mine great running with reciepts of a motor rebild from 4g63.com with the 2g pistions and no balance shafts (30k on the motor) and the odometer has 302k on it with perfect body, perfect interior. just some oxidation on the hood and roof(sounds really common for the green one) for 2300bux. but it has new tires,brakes,ss brake lines, and a act 2100 (lol took 2 weeks to blow that up). thats what i just bought for the price. id try to get cheaper or at least drive home yourself. maybe find a guy on the list that can help you do the work to drive it home. good luck. wish i had a black one.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||12-11-2003||12:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> I owulod buy it for 2 grand all together, I am sure you can jew him down cause it has 175K on it and needs work so get it cheaper! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ahh jew is being popularized. haha!!!||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||Matt379||12-11-2003||08:49 AM||||I live in Indiana.  I might be able to go check it out this weekend.  Where is it at?   PM me if you wish, or just post it here.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||12-11-2003||09:22 AM||||We said "chew down" not "jew down"!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||TAMBLERAMBLE||12-11-2003||09:44 AM||||I live an hour north of Indianapolis. Where in indiana is it located? If it is not to far I could take pictures with a digital and email them to ya, and inspect the timing belt ect. and let you know how it looks. I work in a mitsu parts dept. If it only needs an alternator, I could help you out on the price. My cell is 765-426-7687. Hit me up if any questions,Brian||4.33.160.93||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000011||Mante||12-11-2003||09:55 AM||||2k for a Vr4, that sounds like a small road trip to me.  VA beach to Indiana is what 5-7 hours tops?  If the 4g63T is really an issue just swap it with another one.||68.50.16.214||reg||1||Mante||00002884||yes
Z||000012||atc250r||12-11-2003||12:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> We said "chew down" not "jew down"!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats what O&A said but it didn't help them!!<br /><br />john||66.155.212.83||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000013||sleeper||12-11-2003||01:18 PM||||"Only 1999 Galant vr4 in the us, maybe not the only  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> "<br /><br />Can you fill us in, on how you get that car, for how much and how you get it licenced?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000014||BLK KNGHT||12-11-2003||01:28 PM||||4324 <br />walpole <br />ln bloomington IN 47408<br /><br /><br />If anybody could check it out for me that would be awsome thats if you live close to them, i'm not trying to ask that big of a favor!!!!!!!!! If you want exact directions go to mapquest and type this address in and it will give you directly to there door!!!!!||12.77.7.173||reg||6||BLK KNGHT||00002934||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||12-12-2003||02:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BLK KNGHT:<br /><strong> If you want exact directions go to mapquest and type this address in and it will give you directly to there door!!!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><i>Really?</i>||12.247.128.70||reg||10||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||GVR1643||12-12-2003||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> "Only 1999 Galant vr4 in the us, maybe not the only   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  "<br /><br />Can you fill us in, on how you get that car, for how much and how you get it licenced?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">To follow up with the threadjack  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />I was curious about this one too. What's the driving impression of the TTsix? Have you driven a GVR4 or DSM for a comparison?  I absolutely love the look of those.||167.142.22.245||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
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A||||6||curtis||Rotary valve engines...Big rpms||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-11-2003||12:25 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Just imagine your 4g63 justed shifted to 4nd at 15000rpm's at 45psi and your on your way to the first galant in the low 8's.   Happy reading<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.coatesengine.com/index1.html" target="_blank">http://www.coatesengine.com/index1.html</a>||67.25.36.69||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||12-11-2003||01:11 AM||||I read about these a few yrs ago. A stock block Ford 302 cu in, made something like 790 hp at 11K rpm.<br />Would be nice to get a set.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-11-2003||08:16 AM||||The problem with these engines, as I've come to learn, is that they have large surfaces exposed to heat. The rotary valves are so big that heat transfers easily. With our cars the point contact between the head and valves is very small. <br /><br />Lots of rotating mass too. <br /><br />I looked this site up a long time ago when i read that some two stroke road bikes were using "rotary valves" I think that they are using the term differently when referencing the bikes though. <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||12-11-2003||03:34 PM||||Would solve lifter-tick problems though...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||12-12-2003||12:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> <br />Lots of rotating mass too. AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">As far as heat transfer I don't think it would be any worse than your normal head. It's not like your 4G63 head sees no exh gas contact between the valves. And that mass is rotating in and out of the chamber, which may actually cool some due to windage.<br /><br />They can't be that much heavier than a standard cam. Plus you are not dealing w/ high spring pressures and reciprocating movement of valves and rockers. Just rotary motion. No more extra mass than your balance shafts. I'd rather spin that mass than deal w/ 16 springs that have what? 85 lbs of resistance. <br /><br />Just imagine how smooth that would be.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||RTS182G-VR4||12-12-2003||01:44 PM||||i read about them a long while ago.  no valve float, less parasitic loss, sounds awsome.  ive always wanted to see them<br />Ryan||65.102.216.30||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||12-12-2003||01:46 PM||||Chad, you could be right but there's a lot of radiant heat there, not just from direct contact.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
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$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0038"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!Patience and time saved me some cash (woohoo)!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!12:26 PM!,
q!2452979.1226!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!03:00 PM!,
q!2452982.1500!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q~Raced a pretty quick Spirit R/T this past weekend!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!01:13 PM!,
q!2452982.1313!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!akira01!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452982.1747!,
q!galantgsr!,
q!00002158!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Imagine!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!03:17 PM!,
q!2452979.1517!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!Darkside!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!08:42 PM!,
q!2452981.2042!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Dogs, Cats, etc: What do you have?!,
q!1!,
q!44!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!02:13 PM!,
q!2452982.1413!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!11:33 PM!,
q!2452983.2333!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000044!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!Seasonal Funny OT!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452979.1612!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452979.1612!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!miserable failure!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!02:59 PM!,
q!2452982.1459!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2452984.0925!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!Boycot Target stores!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!03:36 PM!,
q!2452982.1536!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2452982.2240!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Where to get plastic for cold air box?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!03:43 PM!,
q!2452982.1543!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452983.1324!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!The video...!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452982.1851!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!09:55 PM!,
q!2452982.2155!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Car comparison: SRT-4 vs. FWD DSM!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452982.1947!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!Darkside!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!11:43 PM!,
q!2452983.2343!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!Random questions, some about montero sport, Jose..?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2452982.1952!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!07:52 PM!,
q!2452982.1952!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gixxer!,
q!my motorcycle got stolen!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!09:03 PM!,
q!2452982.2103!,
q!gixxer!,
q!00001508!,
q!tplesko!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2452982.2210!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!My Galants page!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2452976.2004!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!02:06 AM!,
q!2452978.0206!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Funny ebay feedback!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!09:26 PM!,
q!2452976.2126!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!01:37 AM!,
q!2452977.0137!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!HKS cams!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2452976.2234!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!01:03 AM!,
q!2452977.0103!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!00002127!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Is it worth it to paint my car?!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!11:00 PM!,
q!2452976.2300!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!jayru!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!08:15 PM!,
q!2452977.2015!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!I Might be Moving to RI!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-02-2003!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452976.2316!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!229of1000!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452978.0000!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Free carfax!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!12:18 AM!,
q!2452977.0018!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!megaice!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!11:49 AM!,
q!2452977.1149!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!Who Likes 4G63 Hatchbacks? LOOK HERE!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!07:53 AM!,
q!2452977.0753!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!talontsi!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!07:22 AM!,
q!2452979.0722!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!Keydriver chips!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452977.1153!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!02:24 AM!,
q!2452978.0224!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Cam question/ advice!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452979.1618!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452979.1747!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!my car is famous!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452977.1544!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!bazeng!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!05:43 AM!,
q!2452978.0543!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!An idea?!,
q!3!,
q!5!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!04:33 PM!,
q!2452979.1633!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!jayru!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!09:42 PM!,
q!2452979.2142!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!IN, IA, IL, OH, area GVR4 owners!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!05:23 PM!,
q!2452979.1723!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!11:53 AM!,
q!2452980.1153!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!00002816!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Shopping woes.!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!06:10 PM!,
q!2452979.1810!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!09:03 PM!,
q!2452981.2103!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!minden, nevada!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2452979.1859!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!07:38 PM!,
q!2452979.1938!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q~1st day on the track and broke it!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!12:11 AM!,
q!2452980.0011!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!03:46 AM!,
q!2452980.0346!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~Wheres all the SNOW POSTS!!!!!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!49!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!01:11 PM!,
q!2452980.1311!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2452983.1505!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000050!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!No more 94?!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!04:24 PM!,
q!2452980.1624!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452984.2242!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!It's my birthday!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452982.2152!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!369of1000!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!07:50 PM!,
q!2452989.1950!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!Here's what happend to the poor clutch!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2452980.1758!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!06:19 PM!,
q!2452980.1819!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!ebay product!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2452982.2242!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!Jon!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!08:21 AM!,
q!2452985.0821!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!Anyone know anything about this manifold?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2452980.2145!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!Darkside!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!08:07 PM!,
q!2452981.2007!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!Something I wrote. (long)!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!04:33 AM!,
q!2452983.0433!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!11:12 AM!,
q!2452983.1112!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Lexus and M3 Movies (vs. Bimmubishi)!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!06:41 AM!,
q!2452983.0641!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!bleck!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2452984.2316!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!Ozzy crashes ATV!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!08:07 AM!,
q!2452983.0807!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!crucible!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452984.1128!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Anybody have carfax?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!12:24 PM!,
q!2452983.1224!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!sleeper!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!10:04 AM!,
q!2452984.1004!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~NOT WORK SAFE!!~,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452983.1518!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2452984.2238!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Sometimes!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452983.1741!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!12:16 PM!,
q!2452984.1216!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!What do you do on the internet?!,
q!1!,
q!33!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!08:08 PM!,
q!2452983.2008!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!DynStatic!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!03:57 AM!,
q!2452986.0357!,
q!GalantVR4-1229!,
q!00000841!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000033!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!GalantVR-4 empty your message box.....!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!10:02 PM!,
q!2452983.2202!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2452983.2324!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!new lancers!,
q!5!,
q!33!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2452977.1741!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!drew!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2452981.2134!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!HUH??!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2452977.1808!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2452978.1531!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q~Got bored! made my own grill.~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!06:10 PM!,
q!2452977.1810!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2452977.2012!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q~home made welder!~,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!06:21 PM!,
q!2452977.1821!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!09:05 AM!,
q!2452978.0905!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!tinting the headlights.....!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!08:10 PM!,
q!2452977.2010!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!sleeper!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!11:01 PM!,
q!2452978.2301!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q~Winter Storm, need engine!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!09:22 PM!,
q!2452977.2122!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2452977.2250!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~Two-tone Galant pictures!  Yikes!!~,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!09:28 PM!,
q!2452977.2128!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452982.1732!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ShaggyTE!,
q!New to board!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!12-03-2003!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2452977.2339!,
q!ShaggyTE!,
q!00002769!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!12:21 PM!,
q!2452979.1221!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!This is BS !,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452981.0004!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!09:36 AM!,
q!2452982.0936!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!Running consistant 12 E.T. safely!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2452978.0115!,
q!devtsikev!,
q!00000249!,
q!Ash!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!02:40 AM!,
q!2452978.0240!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Arty!,
q!New Zealand  genuine parts suppliers!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!08:09 AM!,
q!2452981.0809!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!Arty!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!03:47 AM!,
q!2452982.0347!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!XM!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!OT- 1985 blazer for sale!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!01:19 AM!,
q!2452978.0119!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!01:20 AM!,
q!2452978.0120!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Photos!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452981.1053!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2452983.1130!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!back from tour, 2 GVR4's sighted!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!11:55 AM!,
q!2452981.1155!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!11:55 AM!,
q!2452981.1155!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Audi question!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!12:09 PM!,
q!2452981.1209!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!PJGross!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2452984.1116!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!thermostat gone ?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!03:14 PM!,
q!2452981.1514!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!02:39 PM!,
q!2452982.1439!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!New Daily Driver!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!06:04 PM!,
q!2452981.1804!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!agrabau!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!08:08 AM!,
q!2452982.0808!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!gvr4 parts!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!07:04 PM!,
q!2452981.1904!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!09:39 PM!,
q!2452982.2139!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Anyone else feel the Earthquake today?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452984.0004!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2452984.1405!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!looking for a thread!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!07:42 PM!,
q!2452981.1942!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!Darkside!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452982.1033!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!Need your thoughts...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!10:07 AM!,
q!2452984.1007!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2452984.1626!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!147/1000!,
q!bought new engine today!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452981.1957!,
q!147/1000!,
q!00002688!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2452981.2209!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!Hotrod Magazine Pump Gas Street Legal Drags � Bench Racing!,
q!1!,
q!39!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!11:48 AM!,
q!2452984.1148!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!andy!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!11:14 PM!,
q!2452990.2314!,
q!andy!,
q!00000471!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000039!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Darkside!,
q!In Fresno!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452984.1654!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!Darkside!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452984.1654!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Minjin!,
q!Mustangs...and their uses!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!05:46 PM!,
q!2452984.1746!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452985.0107!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Is this a '93 headlight?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!05:47 PM!,
q!2452984.1747!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!drew!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2452985.0004!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!GPS suggestions!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!07:54 PM!,
q!2452984.1954!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!10:46 AM!,
q!2452985.1046!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!High Octane on the cheap...!,
q!3!,
q!3!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2452984.2049!,
q!s_firestone!,
q!00000502!,
q!91 #680!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!02:26 AM!,
q!2452985.0226!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!are you alright ? crashola video!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2452984.2256!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2452985.1837!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BLK KNGHT!,
q~NEED EMERGENCY  OPINION FROM EVERYBODY!~,
q!7!,
q!16!,
q!12-10-2003!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2452984.2337!,
q!BLK KNGHT!,
q!00002934!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452986.1544!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!WAAAAAHOOOOOOOOO!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!05:23 AM!,
q!2452978.0523!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!12-09-2003!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2452983.1614!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!So.... who's gonna try this on their Galant?!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!07:50 AM!,
q!2452978.0750!,
q!Telecaster!,
q!00000416!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2452985.1502!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!Car Fax please!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!10:16 AM!,
q!2452978.1016!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!tplesko!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2452979.1337!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!building engine...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!10:44 AM!,
q!2452978.1044!,
q!galantgsr!,
q!00002158!,
q!akira01!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2452978.1812!,
q!galantgsr!,
q!00002158!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Interesting facts!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!11:39 AM!,
q!2452978.1139!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!03:22 PM!,
q!2452978.1522!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!dream VR-4!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!01:36 PM!,
q!2452978.1336!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!Darkside!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!08:11 PM!,
q!2452981.2011!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Chcagoland paint shop.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2452978.1639!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2452978.2312!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!NWS T/A Quiz!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2452978.1922!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!00002127!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2452979.1410!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!Final exams anyone?!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!09:21 PM!,
q!2452978.2121!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!05:42 PM!,
q!2452979.1742!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!radio shack xmods cars!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!08:29 PM!,
q!2452981.2029!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!10:12 PM!,
q!2452982.2212!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!WTF!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!09:21 PM!,
q!2452978.2121!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!10:27 AM!,
q!2452982.1027!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Darkside!,
q!Mitsubishi RPM7000!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!09:27 PM!,
q!2452981.2127!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2452982.1053!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SCFreak!,
q!SC v. VR4!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2452982.0036!,
q!SCFreak!,
q!00003008!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!06:24 PM!,
q!2452988.1824!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!Missing Limited Edition Plaque?!,
q!5!,
q!11!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!12:49 AM!,
q!2452982.0049!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!tplesko!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!11:10 PM!,
q!2452985.2310!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q~#297 is back in action!!~,
q!10!,
q!4!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!03:22 AM!,
q!2452982.0322!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!4g63t!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!04:36 PM!,
q!2452982.1636!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!Keydiver this may interest you!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!08:14 AM!,
q!2452982.0814!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!00000631!,
q!spoulson!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452982.1731!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!anyone know 1quickVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2452982.1040!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2453006.1309!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!Anyone here work at a Chicago area Mitsubishi Dealer?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2452982.1130!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2452982.1130!,
q!neonturbo1995!,
q!00001998!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!That Was A First!,
q!7!,
q!5!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!11:34 AM!,
q!2452982.1134!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!RayH!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!04:04 PM!,
q!2452982.1604!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!&quot;over fender&quot; flares  WTB!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!12:51 PM!,
q!2452982.1251!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!12-08-2003!,
q!06:56 PM!,
q!2452982.1856!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!Just Wondering...... Who's are these??!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452978.2248!,
q!GalantVR-4!,
q!00001294!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!12:47 PM!,
q!2452979.1247!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Bimmubishi vs. Two turbo IS 300 and E46 M3!,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!10:59 PM!,
q!2452978.2259!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!russya!,
q!12-07-2003!,
q!10:02 PM!,
q!2452981.2202!,
q!Russya!,
q!00000991!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!mromik!,
q!Does anubody here from Japan?!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!12-04-2003!,
q!11:30 PM!,
q!2452978.2330!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2452979.1739!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BLK KNGHT!,
q!How is insurance on Gvr-4's??? !,
q!5!,
q!27!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452979.0000!,
q!BLK KNGHT!,
q!00002934!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2452980.2357!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!Snow Tires!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!10:43 AM!,
q!2452979.1043!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!11:55 AM!,
q!2452979.1155!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!help me find this!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!10:43 AM!,
q!2452979.1043!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!11:45 AM!,
q!2452979.1145!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Oztek!,
q!Retiring the Galant!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-05-2003!,
q!11:56 AM!,
q!2452979.1156!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!Oztek!,
q!12-06-2003!,
q!09:04 AM!,
q!2452980.0904!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/003901.cgi
A||||1||92GVR4#333||My Trip To Get My Bellhousing(kinda long)||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||12-11-2003||08:10 AM||||This past weekend I got a chance to meet a fellow board member and hang out and get the MUCH needed bellhousing.  The member was Curtis, and I must say that his GVR4 is CLEAN!!  I had a blast driving up to Clarksville TN (hour north of Nashville)from Huntsville AL to hang out for the afternoon.  One of the interesting things that happened on my drive up there was in Nashville.  There was a cop on the hi way doing about 60 or so,  every one was scared to pass him so I signaled my way to the front of the rolling blockade and proceded to go past Jonny Law at 65mph.  well I get about 300 yards in front of the group (constintally checking the rear veiw) really enjoying the EMPTY ROAD.  Well 5-0 decides he wants to get behind me and I move over so he can pass.  Well he stays behind me (most would shit thier pants) I just dropped it 55 and set the cruise at that.  he sat there for a sec or 2 then got so fustrated the he crossed two lanes of traffic to get off and let traffic resume a normal pace.  Well I met Crutis at the BP station and was impressed to see a clean example of a Belize Green GVR4.  Well I am in the beater car and I am following him back to his house and get to play witness to f-body getting more than he could handle from a 4 door DSM  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .  Well we get to his house and I get to see under the hood of his GVR4 and I must say that underhood is well thought out and and as equally impressive.  I learn he is another one that likes to get his hands dirty and DIY.  I guess his Military aircraft experience has transfered over in to his car.  Well the day was awsome we met some of the other DSMers in the Clarksville area and I must say there is some impressive cars up there!  Crutis`s Wife was nice enough to invite me to dinner.  All I can say if you ever invite me to dinner I would drive all the back just for the great cooking.  <br /><br /><br />Curtis Thanx for having up there and you are welcome here any time.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-11-2003||11:28 AM||||No problem man get your car running a come back up.  Maybe in the spring I can get down for a day of junk yard raiding.||67.25.37.195||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003902.cgi
A||||6||VTGVR4||wrx wagon....... but its a  saab...||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||12-11-2003||09:07 AM||defnick@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.autoweek.com/cat_content.mv?port_code=autoweek&cat_code=carnews&loc_code=index&content_code=06314329" target="_blank">http://www.autoweek.com/cat_content.mv?port_code=autoweek&cat_code=carnews&loc_code=index&content_code=06314329</a>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-11-2003||11:24 AM||||a scooby with a body kit.||67.25.37.195||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-11-2003||11:56 AM||||Probably costs more too...Next they will do the forester and the Baja...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||12-11-2003||12:17 PM||||It's like a Mocha Frappuchino WRX, easy on the caffine with soy milk.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||drew||12-11-2003||01:11 PM||||next volvo will come out with an awd turbo s40 based off the focus, and MBZ will come out with a turbo AWD c class based on the Evo (this is personal speculation)||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||12-11-2003||02:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> It's like a Mocha Frappuchino WRX, easy on the caffine with soy milk. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i was actually thinking along these lines... george carlin's classic "i'm from new jersey, i drive a saaaaaaaaaab" in 'what the hell am i doing in NJ?'||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||12-12-2003||01:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> next volvo will come out with an awd turbo s40 based off the focus, and MBZ will come out with a turbo AWD c class based on the Evo (this is personal speculation) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had heard Volvo was planning a S40 hotrod variant a few yrs back. Based off the EVO IV or V drivetrain. Personally, I dig it. I like the WRX chassis/drivetrain and Saab's styling is progressive w/o resorting to 3rd gen Eclipse nastiness.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003903.cgi
A||||7||Minjin||Safety wire pliers||||1||||Minjin||00001036
Z||000000||Minjin||12-11-2003||11:31 AM||minnsjr@eudoramail.com||Can anyone recommend a good brand or good source for these? I want medium grade quality, no cheapies and no $100 professional pliers. I've been borrowing a pair for too long and its time to get my own. <br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000001||broke down||12-11-2003||12:19 PM||||from what I've heard, even a craftsman set is about 80 bucks.  check pawn shops.  I work with a guy that bought a pair for 3 bucks, and they usually don't know what their for!||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-11-2003||03:44 PM||||saftey wire by hand.  It just takes practice.  I had them in my tool box when I was in the army and never used them.  Just get a shit load of bolts and weld them to a piece of steel and practice.  But if you really want a set run by any airfleld and try to find out if there is some place locally you can get them.  The a@p's will know.||67.25.37.199||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||Tevenor||12-11-2003||05:44 PM||||I found these (<a href="http://www.eastwoodco.com/email/default.asp?T1=43048" target="_blank">Safety Wire Pliers</a>) with a quick google search.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-11-2003||05:52 PM||||Finding safety wire pliers isn't a problem. I do know how to use google and there's a shit load on ebay. I wanted to know which ones are GOOD.<br /><br />Supposedly there's some airplane shop around here. I'll have to track them down and ask there.<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||91GVR4||12-11-2003||06:16 PM||||As a current employed aircraft mechanic I have seen many types of pliers used with no problem. I have a 8.99 short pair from JC Whitney  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . They have never given me a problem and I use them all the time, dozens of times a day. However, most pairs have cross hatch cut jaws to grip the wire and if you are using .21 or smaller wire they will nick the wire and cause breakage when twisting. Someone (Snap-On or Craftsman) sells a pair that have wave shaped jaws with no serations that work very well but cost a good penny. Just a few ideas, hope it helps you decide.||63.156.32.35||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-11-2003||06:31 PM||||Good info, thanks. <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||BluFalcon||12-12-2003||04:42 AM||||I picked up a new 9 inch and 6 inch pair of pliers from the "Strap On" truck at work.  There goes $200 that could have gone towards car parts.  The ones from the tool truck are actually branded as Blue Point and have the wave jaws in them to avoid nicking the wire.  They're also reversible, just twist the knob at the base.  Pretty cool and neat, but not worth the money I paid for them.  I took the old pliers I "acquirred" from the military, back home for the garage toolbox.  I don't think these had a name on them ever, so I have no idea what brand they were before I got them.  But other than being a little loose from constant usage, they're still going strong.  You might check with some Army/Navy stores or local airfields and FBO's.  Some aviation magazines run ads in the back for companies that sell these pliers.  <br /><br /> I know Harbor Freight has a pair of 9 inch pliers for $15.  You're gonna get what you pay for, believe me.  They were pretty useless for even occasional use in the garage.  I eventually gave them away.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum3/003904.cgi
A||||2||crucible||INSANITY  TEST||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||12-11-2003||01:13 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Not sure how many have seen this but what the hell.Should be work safe but try at own risk anyway<a href="http://people.cornell.edu/pages/slp29/insane.html" target="_blank">Insanity</a>||198.8.3.35||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||12-11-2003||01:30 PM||||he-he  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-11-2003||03:26 PM||||I just called 911  I split my fuycking side and I believe my assho,. ripped in half.<br /><br />Funny shit  Thanks got my mind off of my Final tonight||67.25.37.199||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003905.cgi
A||||17||agrabau||High Art meets the Talon TSI||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-11-2003||02:21 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2448215308&category=6214" target="_blank">Exhibit 1</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2448001148&category=6214" target="_blank">Exhibit 2</a><br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2446529992&category=6214" target="_blank">over 30K invested </a> <br />.....discuss.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||12-11-2003||02:32 PM||||PP&G CUSTOM PAINT GET EM GREEN.<br />CUSTOM CHERRY BOMB EXHAUST DEEP RICH SOUND, 4" STAINLESS STEEL TIP , CUSTOM GRAPHICS<br /><br />lol, what a tard. 'custom' cherry bomb exhaust? arent those like 15 bucks in scmhucks R us?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||Sam Sayes||12-11-2003||03:17 PM||||IF some on can correct me please,<br /><br />The green car, is that a turbo?<br />It looks like a naturally aspirated car with the mass and the rubber pipe but a turbo exhaust manifold?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />Unless my eye sight is getting worse with age<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||12-11-2003||03:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sam Sayes:<br /><strong> IF some on can correct me please,<br /><br />The green car, is that a turbo?<br />It looks like a naturally aspirated car with the mass and the rubber pipe but a turbo exhaust manifold?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br />Unless my eye sight is getting worse with age<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It seems like you could be correct sir.  There is no intercooler piping and the filter should be going to the turbo....hmm.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||12-11-2003||03:29 PM||||This is why drugs and cars do not go together!!!!||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||12-11-2003||03:34 PM||||I didn't think maintenance items were counted as part of the investment.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||Sam Sayes||12-11-2003||03:39 PM||||Thanks Katie,<br /><br />I knew it I thought I was loosing my mind  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Sheesh <br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000007||Dreis11301||12-11-2003||04:11 PM||||Too each his own but these guys are way 2 Fast and 2 furious for me.  The tard with the green states it is a non turbo engine but the car has a tach and turbo gauge just not hooked up.  And the custom cherry bomb exhaust is a classic.  What is even worse is some jack ass is going to buy this thing and think he has a bad ass car.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000008||91 #680||12-11-2003||05:35 PM||||I think I'm going to bid on the black Talon.  The 12 piece body kit that you get did it for me.....yeah definately gunna have to bid.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   That wing is also very nice.  Definately compliments the lines on the Talon.  Same goes for that green piece of shit in exhibit 1...LOL.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000009||bleck||12-11-2003||09:36 PM||||Rice-a-Roni, la la la la la la!<br /><br />The black one sounds like a deal!  I mean, it even comes with a yellow dash kit and a new headliner!  A must have, yesireee!  Amaze your friends!  Totally restored by Maywood Mitsubishi, except for the chunks out of the paint.  <br /><br />That guy lives like 15 min. from me.  I should go look at it just for the fun of it.  Gotta love New Jersey  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000010||Bigfoot200200||12-12-2003||12:03 AM||||The green N/T is just stupid.<br /><br />At red one is almost as bad, has some head work and big cams but thats it.<br /><br />The black one. No boost controller, but it's listed in his mods. So he says "Do not rev past 5000 or you may blow up the motor?" WTF?? Do you know how easy it to install a manual boost controller? Very fishy. Big-16 turbo, intake and BOV, 3" exhaust, that's it for performance. He had the 7 bolt motor rebuilt(had crankwalk probably)to stock specs, balance shafts and all. It's just going to walk again. This guy had more money than brains.||64.233.106.126||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000011||red91awdtalon||12-12-2003||12:13 AM||||AHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!! people are retarted.why would you do such things to you dsm? put it this way.... anyone who advertises more of thier pep boys crap than the actual condition of the car, im not going to buy it. also.... if your gonna put the money under your hood.... make it look nice! not that hard. takes a few extra minutes and you have the satisfaction of looking at a beautiful motor that you did yourself! please take the extra 5 minuts and clean that up (black one... especially love the chincy wayyy too long cheap hose clamps on the "modded turbo". the red one. WTF? is up with the wood grain and the cd haning from the rear view? IDIOTS do no deserve to drive. AHHH! just makes me love mine even more. haha<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||12-12-2003||04:33 AM||||WOW that green one is a cluster fuck. Non turbo motor swap left on the turbo exhasut manifold. Redid the whole wiring harness and ecu, ect so that the NT motor would work. AND it's all-wheel drive. Has the cluth resivoir cap in the first pic. but magicly disappears in the next pic. It's missing the battery hold down bar, and the intake hose clamps. And who posts pictures of the car with no front lights on it when it's for sale? I mean I understand if you are showing a fmic install but in the for sale pics? I love how it is missing the radio and how it has more dirt on the floor of the car than the under hood. I think that the girl infront of the car is laughing at it. And you have to love how he left the licence plate number in the pic. IDIOT||65.177.241.39||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000013||4g63t||12-12-2003||01:03 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2215" alt=" - " />||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000014||Jon||12-12-2003||01:59 PM||||The green one is just great.  I love it.<br /><br />First thing that jumps out is the green but look under the hood.<br />1.  Non turbo engine but it has a 1G turbo exhaust manifold.<br />2.  It is a 90 but has a 91+ CAS.<br />3.  No cap on the clutch master cylinder.  I wonder how well it shifts.<br />4.  He states it is AWD and has a turbo gauge but no turbo.  Funny.  <br />5.  I love the fake front mount.<br />6.  "clear corners"  So clear, you can't even see them.<br />7.  No tie down strap on battery.  Don't hit a bump or you might short out the car.<br />8.  I really love the stereo.  Wow.  No head unit but it has an amp and 4 free air speakers.  That is just mad dope.<br /><br />That car should be in some sort of hall of shame.  That is really, really sad.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000015||turbogalant||12-12-2003||03:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> The green one is just great.  I love it.<br /><br />First thing that jumps out is the green but look under the hood.<br />1.  Non turbo engine but it has a 1G turbo exhaust manifold.<br />2.  It is a 90 but has a 91+ CAS.<br />3.  No cap on the clutch master cylinder.  I wonder how well it shifts.<br />4.  He states it is AWD and has a turbo gauge but no turbo.  Funny.  <br />5.  I love the fake front mount.<br />6.  "clear corners"  So clear, you can't even see them.<br />7.  No tie down strap on battery.  Don't hit a bump or you might short out the car.<br />8.  I really love the stereo.  Wow.  No head unit but it has an amp and 4 free air speakers.  That is just mad dope.<br /><br />That car should be in some sort of hall of shame.  That is really, really sad. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It IS all-wheel driver I punched it up on carfax to see WTF was with that cluster fuck of a car. That's why he said that all the electronics ie wiring harness and ecu had been swapped out for the donor car with 67,000 miles. And why would some one want to swap out there turbo motor for a non-turbo? I want to say it's because the car had an engine fire took out the engine and harness and other electricals. It would cost too much to get everything for a turbo motor so he found a cheap NT and went to work. Carfax showed 15 records for the car I wasn't going to pay to find out what i think I already spent to much time even just looking at the car.||65.177.233.208||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000016||Akidosigh1||12-12-2003||05:09 PM||||i almost had a 12 piece body kit. Quwhees was going to give me their wide body kit so that it could be seen on the streets. I bought a 99 eclipse on dec 3, 2001 and totaled it feb 1, 2002. in that time fram i had contacted them about the color paint used on their show car. they emailed me back about the kit after i had already totaled my eclipse. it was all for the best||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000017||snwbrd40oz||12-13-2003||03:42 AM||||it is really funny that someone will think that they have THE shit car when really they just have A shit car....guess it will just be up to one of us to put them in their place  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . I think that the quote 'Buyer beware' applies here (or is it 'There's a sucker born every minute)?||65.100.167.46||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes



ubb/Forum3/003906.cgi
A||||20||DongeR615||ROFL>>>BAY AREA SUPRAS! GHETTO FAB!||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||12-11-2003||02:57 PM||||<a href="http://www.supraforums.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=155448&perpage=25&pagenumber=1" target="_blank">http://www.supraforums.com/forum/showthread.php?s=&threadid=155448&perpage=25&pagenumber=1</a>  <br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   REPRESENT!!!||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||boostaddctn||12-11-2003||03:00 PM||||Bay Area Supras "represent" fear the supras... aight peace||67.169.178.43||reg||1||boostaddctn||00002686||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||12-11-2003||03:12 PM||||<b>clichè</b>||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||92GVR4#333||12-11-2003||03:23 PM||||the sad part is they think they are the shizt..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-11-2003||03:36 PM||||If you look real close you can see the little bus waiting for the gangsta bitches to get on board.<br /><br />Nerds||67.25.37.199||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||Jon||12-11-2003||03:44 PM||||Looks like Boys Town let out early.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||12-11-2003||06:15 PM||||What?  No 40s?  What kind of gansters are they pretending to be?<br /><br />Man, what idiots. haha||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||12-11-2003||06:44 PM||||Yo w3Rd mang! Much LOVE in da haous fo'shazza wit dem BAS on da real tip mah brutha;s Peace outty 5 K .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||boostaddctn||12-12-2003||04:08 PM||||does this mean you guys like us or fear us? aight peace||67.169.178.43||reg||1||boostaddctn||00002686||yes
Z||000009||TAMBLERAMBLE||12-12-2003||04:17 PM||||BAS  yall should ren dun to da back street boys producing studio an c if day yant yall to be in that there video of dars.||4.33.160.93||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000010||V8EATER||12-12-2003||04:23 PM||||Yeah, we fear you like the wolf fears the baby bird. <br /><br />dumbass.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000011||Franckypoo||12-12-2003||05:04 PM||||Man I can't stop laughing now! <br /><br />are those guys serious or is this a joke?  I can't beleive they could be serious????? <br /><br />I guess I'll have to be real carefull if I go see my friend who lives around there and see a supra! LOL||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000012||drew||12-12-2003||06:35 PM||||They must be from the East Bay. They don't call it the nickel and dime (510) fo' nuttin. 415, sucka-free, represent the whole yay.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||mj_rosenfeld||12-12-2003||09:15 PM||||God I hope that was a just cruel attempt at satire. Otherwise I really am scared: they could some day be registered voters and parents.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.233||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000014||atc250r||12-12-2003||09:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by boostaddctn:<br /><strong> Bay Area Supras "represent" fear the supras... aight peace </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am assuming you "represent" all of the stupid people of this planet? <br /><br />HAHAHAHAHA!! You guys should all wear clown makeup!!! Suburban wannabe gangstas piss me off!!<br /><br />FO RIZZLE MY NIZZLE!! <br /><br />John||68.193.217.176||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000015||geoff@machv||12-13-2003||03:59 PM||||what a f*cking shame.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000016||boostaddctn||12-14-2003||03:56 AM||||lol, I hope you guys know we were joking and it was just a night of fun and games... and yes those ricers will never forget us... aight peace||67.169.178.43||reg||1||boostaddctn||00002686||yes
Z||000017||boostaddctn||12-16-2003||04:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> They must be from the East Bay. They don't call it the nickel and dime (510) fo' nuttin. 415, sucka-free, represent the whole yay. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">408 !!! aight peace||67.169.178.43||reg||1||boostaddctn||00002686||yes
Z||000018||comfy||12-16-2003||04:39 AM||||cause there is nothing more hard core than passing around an empty bottle of turning leaf you stole from mom and dad.<br /><br />i especially love the fact they are hanging out in a subdivision real gangsta shit all right.<br /><br /><br />at least our shop is on MLK blvd.  and dwn the street from the GM factories.  and we dont even claim to me hard core.||12.222.42.189||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000019||jcgalantvr4-244||12-16-2003||12:53 PM||||All I was wondering was were was Puff Daddy ?||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000020||jcgalantvr4-244||12-16-2003||12:56 PM||||I think I saw a backstreet boy !!!!!||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes



ubb/Forum3/003907.cgi
A||||8||number3||Vanished Planet||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||12-11-2003||05:44 PM||||Some of you may remember when I asked you to visit my younger brother's website <a href="http://www.vanishedplanet.com" target="_blank">www.vanishedplanet.com</a> to help boost the traffic and if interested to buy an advance copy of the game.<br /><br />Well that was roughly a year ago and the game is doing very well. Here is their first review...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gamingreport.com/modules.php?op=modload&name=Reviews&file=index&req=showcontent&id=814" target="_blank">http://www.gamingreport.com/modules.php?op=modload&name=Reviews&file=index&req=showcontent&id=814</a><br /><br />I thought some of you might be interested.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||12-12-2003||11:33 AM||||Harry, that's pretty cool.  I'm not much into board games, but it sounds like a winner - and received a nice review.<br /><br />So, did he go through the hoops (sounds as if he did) of getting someone to build these on a larger scale and start marketing them to stores?<br /><br />Hope he's doing well with it.  We've got some friends (other couples with kids) that get together and they love to play games (cards, board games, etc) while the kids play. <br />I thought of a board game for the parents but never did anything with it...hmmm, maybe I should now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.103||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||number3||12-12-2003||12:50 PM||||They were professionally made in a facorty and are very nice. Personally I am not a board gamer but the thought he put into this project was massive.<br /><br />He has pictures of the game board and pieces on their site.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.vanishedplanetgames.com/main/media/game_shot_large.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-12-2003||12:57 PM||||Only board game I really play anymore is Scattergories and thats about once a year. Maybe I'll pick this game up and give it a try...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||12-12-2003||01:05 PM||||Me and my wife used to play alot of Risk with a few other couples.  That was a blast.  Drinking and playing Risk until the wee hours of the morning.  I wish we still played, I miss Risk.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||VTGVR4||12-12-2003||01:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> Me and my wife used to play alot of Risk with a few other couples.  That was a blast.  Drinking and playing Risk until the wee hours of the morning.  I wish we still played, I miss Risk. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">how in hell did you manage to get your wife to play that game? if you really want to sit and play for  a long one, try 'axis vs. allies'. it can take days to finish.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||12-12-2003||02:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> Me and my wife used to play alot of Risk with a few other couples.  That was a blast.  Drinking and playing Risk until the wee hours of the morning.  I wish we still played, I miss Risk. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Funny, I just bought that for my cousing last Christmas.  Took a while to figure out/remember how to play it.  <br />I had forgotten about that game until I saw Kramer and Newman playing it on Seinfeld again and had to give it another try.<br />World domination...bwahahaha<br /><br />Harry - that's an awesome looking game box and set.  Offer him my compliments.||167.142.22.252||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||number3||12-12-2003||05:32 PM||||This game is different then other games in that the players work together to beat the game, instead of each other.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||#1459 VR-4||12-12-2003||06:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]Originally posted by Matticus:<br />[qb]if you really want to sit and play for  a long one, try 'axis vs. allies'. it can take days to finish. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Awesome game.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes



ubb/Forum3/003908.cgi
A||||11||Matt379||as I write this...||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||12-11-2003||06:13 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I am sitting in my VR-4 doing an BG Engine purge.<br />I love my wireless router.<br /><br />45 minutes to go!||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||12-12-2003||12:06 AM||||wireless is off the heezy fo sheezy||67.200.73.89||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-12-2003||12:14 AM||||haha. thats great. wireless is the best.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||12-12-2003||03:27 AM||||Are you guys using Linksys routers ? I am having a slight problem with a network I set up (linksys befws4 router and a linksys NIC). The router is 802.11b and the NIC is b or g compatable. It works fine, but after a while the computer says it has no signal. Currently there is no WEP. I think that it disconnects the computer due to default security settings (ie WEP not being enabled). Has anyone else had a problem like this ?<br /><br />btw, I installed it the other day and havent been able to get back to the site and fix it yet.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||12-12-2003||11:19 AM||||whoa.  i dont even know where the plug in to the wall socket is.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||s_firestone||12-13-2003||10:09 AM||||Check power management and/or suspend/hibernation setting... Could be that your nic card is being turned off to save power and most networks have problems with being interrupted by power management.||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4us||12-13-2003||01:35 PM||||Yep wireless is awesome....<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||12-13-2003||11:17 PM||||For a while now I've been wanting to take one of my old computers in the garage on wireless.  It'd make research during car work easy.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||12-14-2003||12:29 AM||||How did the engine purge go?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||Matt379||12-14-2003||12:45 AM||||The engine purge wakes great.<br /><br />I had some Engine Cleaner gunk cleaner sitting on top of the pistons for some time, I sucked it out with a shop vac, and then I did a Gunk 5 minute motor flush.<br /><br />Then, I did the BG engine Purge.  BG engine purge is really sweet stuff.  I'm sure the other stuff didn't hurt, but it is amazing how dirty the oil was after the BG engine purge.<br /><br />I highly recommend doing it.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000010||admsr||12-15-2003||12:08 AM||||hey slvrblt,<br /><br />you might wanna make sure that you have the latest firmware revision for the router and latest driver for the NIC off of the website. Don't trust the CD that comes with the package and sure as hell don't trust the driver that Windows installs for it.<br /><br />lemme know if you need any more help!<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.177.237||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000011||slvrblt||12-16-2003||04:14 PM||||I think I have it fixed now. I enabled WEP. The power management function was the first thing I disabled when I installed it all.<br /><br />Thanks guys.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003909.cgi
A||||43||galantvr4us||Another crazy video||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||12-11-2003||06:39 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||<a href="http://69.28.156.67/a65/o1/portal/2481847_200.asf" target="_blank">http://69.28.156.67/a65/o1/portal/2481847_200.asf</a>  <br /><br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||12-11-2003||06:47 PM||||Wow. This world has gone mad. That guy's lucky he didn't die. <br /><br />1) white shirt probably shouldn't have intervened without some better defense. I would have ran as soon as I realized that the kid was about to hit me with a skateboard. <br /><br />2) That waste of life skate kid should be killed slowly with all of his pussy friends watching.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||12-11-2003||06:56 PM||||What I don't like is the disrespect for other peoples property.  I work hard for everything I have (I have worked three jobs at one point to support my mod habbit) and it would piss me off too if someone threw something at my car. I would never ever touch another persons car/property no matter how much of an ass they are.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||GRV4726||12-11-2003||06:59 PM||||FUCK!! i cannot imagine how it feels to get hit by a skateboard... i have one. and all i know is if he hit him with the trucks i don't know how he got up. (so i'm guessing he didn't). <br /><br />what a fuck head, i hate people like that. does he think what he did was cool?  i hate violence. there is no need for it. and how did people not try to detain him in the first place. if that were my car, that boy would not be moving untill the cops came. his ass would be going to jail and he would be paying for my car. i hate shit like that. <br /><br />that is simply rediculous, and stupid.  what an idiot.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||12-11-2003||07:15 PM||||That's is really stupid shit.<br /><br />I don't get it, if that dumb bitch had a 40 thousand dollar car, then you would think she could afford a cell phone to call the police.  It's not like they were leaving any time soon.<br /><br />While the kid with the skateboard was all in the wrong, the other people were stupid for confronting someone who has no care for personal property.  At least take something besides a mouth.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||04DrBlur||12-11-2003||07:18 PM||||Just say "NO" to drugs...||68.76.180.215||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000006||ercp98||12-11-2003||07:21 PM||||that guy on the skateboard is dead!!!!! guys like that really pisses me off. they do it for fun until some body gets hurt. i think he should have just been beaten up the first time he pulled that skateboard prank. and why the F**k was this other just video taping it. if were that guy in the white shirt, times like that don't need any more talkies just more pummelling. that guy with the skateboard deserves a broken foot or a busted kneecap. he does not deserve to walk or ride on his skateboard. men i'm really pissed.||12.206.219.136||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||12-11-2003||07:29 PM||||Yeah, I'm pissed. I used to skate and I had some buddies that would do dumb shit, but I never disrespected peoples property and if the guys started getting stupid, I would just leave. Now I'm at a point in my life where I 'm on the other side, just out tryin to have a good time, like white shirt. I've seen stuff like that before, and I carry a 5" blade in the glove and a bat in the trunk. If that had been me in the white shirt, hopefully they would've pulled me off before the guy was dead, I would have sliced him up real good.||24.3.196.62||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||91 #680||12-11-2003||07:50 PM||||I love how everybody just sat there and watched.  Isn't it the norm to stop something like this from from happening...especially the guy in the white shirt taking a beating like that.  I know if I was there that guy with the board would have been down on the ground BEGGING for mercy.  Situations like that should never happen....but times have changed and there are stupid people out there that exist and continue to breath.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||12-11-2003||07:51 PM||||that was really disturbing for me to watch....Nobody else even tried to help. Very sad!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||12-11-2003||07:56 PM||||I've seen a lot of things on the internet. (including tubgirl) and that could have been the most disturbing. I'm with KC.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||Pappy||12-11-2003||08:04 PM||||What a fucking asshole.  And that makes me mad that nobody helped the dude in the white shirt.<br /><br />Yeah, that guy is cool for being able to hit somebody in the head with a skateboard   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    Not only that but he kept hitting him in the head.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000012||Mitsuturbo||12-11-2003||08:06 PM||||That kid deserves about 10 years in prison.<br />I have seen people get marginally less time for a lot less than that.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000013||DuckButterRacing GVR4||12-11-2003||08:11 PM||||thats from the 2nd steve-0 video. Fucked up, but funny||66.75.63.242||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000014||DongeR615||12-11-2003||08:19 PM||||that is some fucked up shit. anyone see the movie kids? reminds me of that guy that got jumped.||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000015||udriveu||12-11-2003||08:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> that is some fucked up shit. anyone see the movie kids? reminds me of that guy that got jumped. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That was a great scene, but something about seeing this and knowing its real makes me feel like throwing up.||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000016||snwbrd40oz||12-11-2003||08:36 PM||||Wow that totally just ruined my night...How fucking depressing to see that beautiful display of humanity....all I have to say is 'other peoples kids' were the hell where the skate kids parents when he was growing up? I don't condone child abuse, but seeing that I might look the other way if he was getting a beat down...||65.100.164.190||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000017||agrabau||12-11-2003||08:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">thats from the 2nd steve-0 video. Fucked up, but funny</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Funny: "ha ha"<br /><br />Or funny: "this is a disgrace to civilization funny?"||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000018||91 #680||12-11-2003||08:59 PM||||thats a clip from stevo's movie!!!  If he condones that shit then I'll never watch another episode of jackass or that other one he has out now with that Pontius character.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000019||Bigfoot200200||12-11-2003||09:12 PM||||I've seen some crazy shit, some like this. And  last year some idiots in a car played chicken with the oncoming traffic after passing me. Ran them right off the road. And you never know when it's going to happen.   <br /><br />CCW and a cell phone.   <br />Everywhere you go.||64.233.106.126||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000020||udriveu||12-11-2003||09:28 PM||||Looks like you officially ruined everyone's night Katie   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong>CWP and a cell phone.   <br />Everywhere you go. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">CWP?||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000021||stevevr4||12-11-2003||09:37 PM||||That shit made me feel sick to my stomache... holy shit.  How the fuck do people stand around and watc that?  How did white shirt let his guard down when he SAW the kid raise the skateboard at him for at least 30 seconds before attacking... that is SICK shit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000022||1101||12-11-2003||09:39 PM||||I hope they take the video to the police and have that kid with the skateboard locked up for a long time.<br /><br />Ward||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000023||bleck||12-11-2003||09:47 PM||||I feel sorry for the white-shirt guy.  That is truly sad.  I wish I could have traded places with him.  Then there woulda been a really good show!  It may have even been worth it to take one from the skateboard to pay in full for the ass-whipping I would have administered.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000024||Minjin||12-11-2003||10:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> Looks like you officially ruined everyone's night Katie    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong>CWP and a cell phone.   <br />Everywhere you go. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">CWP? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Concealed Weapons Permit...CT allows it and you don't have one?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000025||red91awdtalon||12-11-2003||10:48 PM||||ive had similar and i have actually hit them with my car. 2 kids will never forget my 85 blazer. kids have no respect.... they mess with me and im gonna ram it into them.  HATE PUNK KIDS. im 21 going on 40. kids today (at least in southern california) need respect beaten into them. starting with that kid. <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000026||Team Ducktape||12-12-2003||03:47 AM||||So from another angle:<br />Funny none of you mentioned the "guy in the white" being intoxicated and being the aggressor, like the headlock/attempted throw down to say hello. Granted the guy on the board looks to be in the same state of mind, as do the girls in the car cheering for the guy on the board. Funny how most of you are more worried about the car's well being or the whole persnal property aspect. Now being this clip was taken from a movie, I would say there is a remote chance this was setup. BUT; Oh and BTW didn't any of you listen to the "guy in the white� shirt; he plainly says, "fuck me up, fuck me up� just before the board hits him. Do I care for this guy or his actions hell no, but as most feel to defend yourself you can use any means necessary, especially if they are asking for it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000027||92GVR4#333||12-12-2003||10:44 AM||||I have scars on my knuckles from people that have done less.  I guess it would be the Irish in me but as soon as I  was punked once I would have gotten up swingin.  I have taken a hit from a board weilding kid (not to the head) and once he swung I moved to inside his range and went to work in close quarters.  This video is wrong on so many different levels.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000028||redheat86||12-12-2003||11:22 AM||||This doesnt really pertain to that video but from the looks of it that kid is a poser, i mean he cant even ride the damn skateboard.. trendy fool  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||66.41.127.36||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000029||stevevr4||12-12-2003||12:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 92GVR4#333:<br /><strong>as soon as I  was punked once I would have gotten up swingin.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There's no way that guy could get his senses after taking that shot to the head... I was really surprised he wasn't out cold after the first hit... and the second, and the third.  Horrific!  However, as I said before, once he saw that kid raise the board up menacingly, he should NOT have let his guard down.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000030||broke down||12-12-2003||12:20 PM||||I just can't get over the fact that other people stood around and watched that kid get hit with that skateboard.  That kid deserves a SERIOUS ASS WHOOPING.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000031||silly4turbo||12-12-2003||02:48 PM||||what an asswhole that skate punk is !<br />personaly, if I was arguing with him and saw he had a skate board, I would have kept my gaurd up a little better then the kid that got beat... shit, come at me with a skate board you better be ready lose a few teeth !||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000032||gvr4ever||12-12-2003||02:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by silly4turbo:<br /><strong> what an asswhole that skate punk is !<br />personaly, if I was arguing with him and saw he had a skate board, I would have kept my gaurd up a little better then the kid that got beat... shit, come at me with a skate board you better be ready lose a few teeth ! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Skateboards make great weapons.  They are light, you can swing them quicky, and they are a shield.  The trucks are very hard as well.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000033||4drwhore||12-12-2003||03:09 PM||||Let's see, Im sure a bunch of you are going to think I am an asshole or what not for what Im about to say but here it goes. First of all its not like the skateboard hit the car after he threw it. second of all there is no way that chevy is worth 40 thousdand dollars. The girl should have just kept driving. Who is this guy inthe white shirt to step in and not even try to retain the skateboarder, just try to take him down first instance. If the guy in the white was smart, he would have grabed the skateboard from the guy, then try to find a way to retain the skateboarder. Personally I wouldnt step in the middle of some guy getting bashed in the head with a skateboard after he just yelled at the person to do it, not once but twice. Personally I think the guy in the white shirt got what he deserved and next time will learn to keep his mouth shut or deal with the situation differently. I am not saying the violence was cool or anything like that, but i found it entertaining and maybe everyone can learn a little bit from it, especially the guy in the white shirt. fire away guys...||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000034||slugsgomoo||12-12-2003||04:33 PM||||the guy in the white shirt may have gotten what was coming, but the shit with the skateboard is lucky.<br /><br />I have some friends who routinely pack (legally) and more of us have been known to carry benchmade knives (small, extremely strong & sharp and fast) and would not put up with that.<br /><br />The first time he hits me he better learn to run, because at the very least he's going to the hospital and getting arrested for assault. At the worst he's going in a bag.<br /><br />I'm not going to stand there and get assaulted with a weapon. You could die, or lose an eye, etc if one of those trucks hit you right. <br /><br />That is some fucked up shit.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000035||admsr||12-12-2003||04:45 PM||||first of all....That was disturbing.<br /><br />Second, I would have whipped out the leatherman and fucked that kid up as soon as I saw that skateboard inch up.<br /><br />third, this is no reasoning with the insane!<br /><br />My $.02! Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000036||Akidosigh1||12-12-2003||05:02 PM||||thats bad but it could've been worse. at least he wasn't carrying a gun. people don't skateboard in the hood. i assume everyone i come across to have a weapon and i never go anywhere alone. i've been shot at a couple times, held up with a knife to my back, etc... so if someone tried to swing a skateboard at me or one of my friends, i know for a fact blood would be coming out of his body somewhere||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000037||galantvr4us||12-12-2003||05:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Let's see, Im sure a bunch of you are going to think I am an asshole or what not for what Im about to say but here it goes. First of all its not like the skateboard hit the car after he threw it. second of all there is no way that chevy is worth 40 thousdand dollars. The girl should have just kept driving. Who is this guy inthe white shirt to step in and not even try to retain the skateboarder, just try to take him down first instance. If the guy in the white was smart, he would have grabed the skateboard from the guy, then try to find a way to retain the skateboarder. Personally I wouldnt step in the middle of some guy getting bashed in the head with a skateboard after he just yelled at the person to do it, not once but twice. Personally I think the guy in the white shirt got what he deserved and next time will learn to keep his mouth shut or deal with the situation differently. I am not saying the violence was cool or anything like that, but i found it entertaining and maybe everyone can learn a little bit from it, especially the guy in the white shirt. fire away guys... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The skateboard did hit the car after he threw it why would she have come back and plus after he threw it they started clapping after the hit and someone says "that hit it motherf#cking hard" .  If I was in the same situation I would have stopped to. As far as the price of the vehicle it kinda looks like a mitsubishi montero which fully loaded with 4wd are in the upper 30s.  I guess if someone hits your car you'll keep driving. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />As far as it being entertaining I don't think it is fun or funny to watch someone get beat up no matter how much they deserve it.<br /><br />To each his own.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000038||galantvr4us||12-12-2003||05:46 PM||||I just thought of a story that kinda ties into this situation.  When I was 16 I drove a turbo lebaron-not the greatest of cars and broke down more than my mitsu        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />       .  I was taking a friend home when all of a sudden I see this car come flying around the corner and hear a boom on my front windshield.  Startled as to what happened, I slowed down.  It only took a few seconds to figure out what happened-they egged my car.  My friend still in the passenger seat I told her to hold on, whipped a u turn and perceeded after the car.  They thought they could lose me but I stayed on their tail until they slowed to a stop and someone came out of the car.  I got out and was yelling that they better clean it off.  Granted this was a car of about 4 guys with my peasly butt (my friend stayed in the car and was probably peeing her pants).  They said they didn't have anything to clean it up with and I told them then I wanted them to lick it off I didn't care how they got it off-they did it-they clean it.  Finally they found some old towels cleaned it up and were apologizing the whole time.<br /><br />I am never like this but that pissed me off.  Turns out those guys went to my school and were members of the football team and the look on their face when I walked into class was priceless.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000039||slvrblt||12-12-2003||05:57 PM||||If I was in the white and I could get up, that guy would not be walking away. He would leave in an ambulance. I dont know that I would bother taking a knife to him, but he would be beaten severely.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000040||My_GVR_4||12-12-2003||06:09 PM||||First off..  I would come FLYING out of no where from the TOP rope!...  Closeline that Sum-Bitch and watch him slam to the ground.  Next..  I would pick him up, then proceed with my Infamous pile driver.  Hearing his skull crack open, I would then proceed to give him my Atomic Drop.  Snapping his spinal column in half, I would then continue with more fun, (but I wouldnt enjoy it) by putting him in a figue 4 leg-lock.  When I am just about out of steam, I would wrap him in a Scorpion and finish him off.  Oh oh..  I forgot.. one last thing.  I would kick him in the balls for fun...  then stab them with tooth picks!<br /><br /><br />MERRY CHRISTMAS ALL !!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000041||silly4turbo||12-12-2003||09:46 PM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]Skateboards make great weapons.  They are light, you can swing them quicky, and they are a shield.  The trucks are very hard as well. [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />this is true, but growing up being a punk skateboard and bmx freak, I'd be a little more aware of what a board to the face can do..and anytime there's arguing on the street , you should be well prepaired and willing to go into battle, if not, then don't open your mouth.<br /><br />and after looking at it again, when the kid with the white shirt came over, the one with the board acted like he was going to hit the other kid but backed off, so right there if I'm the kid with the white shirt, my hands are up cause you know right then shits going down...so either you swing, jump on, or kick the punk with the board, or you walk away quickly before you get a get tattooed with a board..the kid with the white shirt choose to get tattooed.<br />just my .02 ....  and in no way do I condone violence, but if your out there running your mouth, either back it up..or quit while your ahead||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000042||meshwork||12-13-2003||12:05 AM||||Kids in my apartment complex learned not to mess with the blue Blazer. They were all skateboarding in the middle of the street one day as I pulled around to go to work. The speed limit is 15 and there is a speedbump right where they were skating, so I was in first and slowing down. Well the three of them decide they aren't going to move out of the street and the other ones are laughing, so I just kept on going, two of them moved, and one stayed, so the one I hit (lightly, maybe 1-2mph so he just bumped the front of the car and walked out of the way), but I definately crushed his board with my front left and rear left wheels. <br /><br />Now every time they see me they damn well get out of the way. <br /><br />Similar story this morning on my way to work, the kid's bus stop is by the entrance to the apartment complex, which I was leaving. I see one kid packing a snowball and pacing, so I know he's waiting for me to drive by, so I drove up real slow, lifted up my sunglasses as I made eye contact with him, and mouthed "go ahead, watch what'll happen". He dropped the snowball right there. <br /><br />Oh, and right inbetween my b-pillar and my seat is my crowbar, I've had my hand on it driving through some parts of Philly on more than one occasion.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000043||HHIVR4||12-13-2003||02:33 AM||||i just had a flashback from Kids..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum3/003910.cgi
A||||5||galantvr4us||New Subaru Song (This is great)||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||12-11-2003||08:12 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Click play it...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.arimport.com/jastuff/When_We_Ride.mp3" target="_blank">http://www.arimport.com/jastuff/When_We_Ride.mp3</a><br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||12-11-2003||11:03 PM||||Geezus, somebody put a ton of time into writing that...<br /><br />(I listened to it twice though)||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||12-11-2003||11:13 PM||||He lives in tampa... and when i find him he will die!!!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||red91awdtalon||12-11-2003||11:19 PM||||thats good. thats really good. im sure you have but have you heard the "i love my honda"<br /><br /><a href="http://www.gooksonbike.com/ty/funnies/rumpelstiltskinbeats+hondasong.mp3" target="_blank">http://www.gooksonbike.com/ty/funnies/rumpelstiltskinbeats+hondasong.mp3</a><br /><br />pretty funny to think these kids think they can hang. poor little guys. get them in a dsm.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000004||REDLINEGVR4||12-12-2003||05:43 PM||||Wow that honduh song is lame... Lets write a song about our cars and be cool like the honduh and scooby boys.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000005||HHIVR4||12-13-2003||02:37 AM||||hahaha...where do you people find this shit??||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum3/004258.cgi
A||||6||Matticus||Ebb and flow, errr clean and flow||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||01-13-2004||06:33 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||What kind of shop could I look for to clean and flow my tired old injectors?  I want to try and get it done locally, if possible.  I was thinking of trying to find a place out of the yellow pages or something.  Thanks, Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||01-13-2004||06:50 PM||||<a href="http://www.cruzinperformance.com/fuelinj.html" target="_blank">http://www.cruzinperformance.com/fuelinj.html</a><br />Can't beat Rick's prices, and he was great to deal with.||67.34.234.8||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||01-13-2004||07:41 PM||||I was searchinig the net and came up with that link also.  I really like their walkthrough of the cleaning process.  And hell, for 11 bucks an injector, you can't go wrong.  It looks like more than 11 bucks worth of work, well times 4.  I may email them and see what they say about turn around time, tis my car is a daily driver.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||01-13-2004||11:08 PM||||What kind of injectors are the stock type?<br /><br />Could you describe them as; blue top, INP-009 injectors? <br /><br />thanks||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||keydiver||01-14-2004||10:19 AM||||I think I'd call them Denso 450cc, but it really doesn't matter what you put on the form.||68.155.74.52||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||01-14-2004||10:30 AM||||WOW at $11 I'm definitely gonna get mine cleaned.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||01-14-2004||04:24 PM||||every set of injectors i put in my cars, i get cleaned, unless they are brand new.  and, every set i have had cleaned improved by about 20%, and the flow rates came very close to same.  you will be surprised at the before and after specs.||64.240.175.49||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003912.cgi
A||||3||curtis||wheels found on ebay||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-11-2003||11:26 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||I don't think the guy knows what he has.  Plus it sounds like he measured the bolt spacing with a tape measure.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43956&item=2447352722" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43956&item=2447352722</a>||67.25.36.41||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||red91awdtalon||12-11-2003||11:28 PM||||ok, im retarted.... what are they?<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||12-11-2003||11:31 PM||||They look nice.  Work with our cars?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||curtis||12-11-2003||11:35 PM||||The pictures looks alot like the spacing on my wheels.  You could probably email the guy and ask for what car there from and what they will fit.  I picked mine up from a guy with a 93 accord for cheap.  Alt wheels are not usually cheap.  Just thought someone might get lucky and get a set for cheap. Also type in alt wheels there is a sweet set for a talon on there to.||67.25.36.41||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/003913.cgi
A||||22||PJGross||What is the best bang for buck window tint?||||5||||PJGross||00000666
Z||000000||PJGross||12-12-2003||10:56 AM||pgrossjr@yahoo.com||Did a search and didn't find much.  I'd like to tint the galant's windows and my wife's Audi.<br /><br />I don't want tint that looks purple or has the horrible checkerboard look when you look at it through polarized sunglasses.  (not sure if anyone would know what I mean)<br /><br />I'm trying to find out what to ask for as far as the brand of tint and how it should be applied (do door panels need to come off or multiple pieces for the rear window or what)<br /><br />Any input would be great, or links to good sites.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.42||reg||5||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-12-2003||12:07 PM||||Just take it and have it done that way you have a waranty with them.  Not saying you cant tint but its just easier.  A friend that use to own a shop did mine in my drive way along with my neighbors two cars and my in laws car.  I got mine done for $70.  I'm sure someone in your area will do it on the side if you ask around.||64.159.108.107||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||12-12-2003||12:33 PM||||I have the Llumar Centaur tint on my GVR4 and I love it.  Lifetime warranty, I paid $220, including stripping of the old purple tint.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||12-12-2003||01:12 PM||||I have Formula One brand tint on my Maxima, black in color.  I looks pretty decent. I know what you are talking about with the Polarized lens on glasses.  I have yet to find any tint that didn't do that though.  As far as the warrenty, I don't know anyone that has ever tried to get their redone.  I sure it is like any other warrenty claim, a pain in the ass to make the shop do it.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||Pappy||12-12-2003||01:49 PM||||If you want it to look good and last, then take it to some place.  It seems the prices vary greatly.  A friend of mine got his Impreza done for $120.  Came out real nice too.  So, you should probably shop around and see different shops' work.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||12-12-2003||02:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> I know what you are talking about with the Polarized lens on glasses.  I have yet to find any tint that didn't do that though.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The checkerboard is an interference pattern because you have two polarizers.  <a href="http://www.microscopyu.com/tutorials/java/dic/nomarskipolarization/" target="_blank">http://www.microscopyu.com/tutorials/java/dic/nomarskipolarization/</a>  The tint is polarized to reduce glare, as well as making the interior darker.  It's good to have, but yes, the checkerboard is annoying... try rotating your head.  If you find the right angle it will go away.<br /><br />Oh, BTW, if you get the purple stuff, it won't do that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||12-12-2003||02:13 PM||||Lumar 35% is the best...Check here and see both our cars for sale..they have 35%<br /><br /> <a href="http://boostin.home.mchsi.com/" target="_blank">http://boostin.home.mchsi.com/</a> <br /><br />A lot of it also depends on interior color. the gvr4's black leathers makes the tint look darker.<br /><br />Blacksheep had 20% tint (looked awesome) and was almost like 5% dark mainly due to the black leather and dash. I did get pulled over once. <br /><br />I would suggest 35% for a more classy look.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||bleck||12-12-2003||03:22 PM||||PJGross, you never mentioned what color your car is?  Well, anyway the most important thing to remember is that every manufacturer makes a garden variety, and a "high performance" film.  High perf. usually carry a lifetime warranty, and are metalized, meaning that there are no dyes used in the tint, only microscopic pieces of metal.  No matter what dyed film you get, it will eventually fade and turn blurple.  Some take 2 years, some take 7 years, but a metalized film may be the way to go.  Just make sure to have the shop show you both the high performance and dyed, and take it from there.<br /><br />I don't know what the laws are in MI, but a 35% or a 50% would prob. do the trick.  That number represents the amout of light that gets in.  As long as you get a hi-perf film, most are of the same high quality nowadays.  Brands I've used and like are 3M, Llumar, Sun Gard, Solar Gard, Global, Madico.  You pretty much can't go wrong.  But dyed films (like the traditional smoked look) all end up looking the same after a few years.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000008||PJGross||12-12-2003||04:25 PM||||Wow, thanks for the info.  I'll look up the links, too.<br /><br />I guess looking at my post I didn't say it, but I just wanted to know if the shop who does the tint should do a one piece rear or multipiece, and whether or not I should expect them to take off the door panels to do the windows or if they will just wedge them open or something.  (I know my limitations and no way I would tackle tinting myself.  I had a hard enough time removing the tint off my Impala's fronts to pass St Louis inspections.<br /><br />Thanks for the polarized light lesson.  Should have known that but oh well.<br /><br />Anyway, the Galant is White, the Audi is Ming Blue.  Will that matter?  <br /><br />I was thinking of going very dark in the rear and transitioning lighter shades towards the front.  Just a slight tint on the front door glass since michigan you can't tint on the fronts (at least not the full, need to look up the exact law).<br /><br />Anyway, thanks for the replies.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.42||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||12-12-2003||04:40 PM||||I know that in MI you cannot tint the driver and passanger windows whithout a doctor's permission. The rest of the windows you can tint as dark as you want. I will be tinting mine at %20 most likely, after I see the eye doctor of course.<br />I thought 3M made a window tint, if so I would at least look at their tint.||198.111.39.10||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||12-12-2003||05:41 PM||||i got this silver metallic stuff, i think it is solar guard, and it is supposed to block 100% of the ultraviolet rays.  i got it because of the texas heat, and it works extremely well.  i dont care what it looks like, and it does look very nice, but i can REALLY tell the difference in the summer.  had the wife's mazda done with it, too, and the kids nissan.  great stuff, but not the cheapest.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||04DrBlur||12-12-2003||06:36 PM||||A good shop will be able to do the rear window in one piece.  I tinited windows for a few years and the best looking film I have ever used ( its on my car) is Maddico Black ONYX.  It is very nice looking window tint.  35% looks like 20.  I got my car done in 20% and it is pretty dark.   Most shops usually carry a lifetime warranty but make sure you keep your reciept in your car as they will want to see it.||68.76.180.215||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||12-12-2003||06:43 PM||||In the limited research I did a year or so ago, Solar Guard was one of the best films suggested for use.  Well, for a reasonable amount of money.<br /><br />I have driven cars with 20% that were just too dark for me at night.  I generally have great night time vision, but that tint made even headlights look like lightning bugs.  I didn't like it at all.  It may have just been his tint though.||64.63.213.144||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000013||bleck||12-13-2003||07:29 AM||||PJ Gross, if your Galant is white, and the Audi is blue, you'd be fine with a high performance film.  The reason I asked is that the metalized films can give off a metallic look on black or very dark cars.  Some don't mind, but personally I hate it.  I went with a 50% dyed smoke on my Green VR4, and just resign to do it over in a coupla years.<br /><br />As far as the back window is concerned, any tinter worth his salt nowadays can do your rear window in multiple pieces w/o all but the most trained eyes being able to tell the difference.  This is accomplished by pitting the seams on top of the heater lines.  Both of your cars should accept this well.  Doing it in 1 piece has an obvious benefit, but will be more costly, as it takes much more time.  I would say that when you go to the shop, and they have other vehicles there, just take a look at them, and ask questions of the staff, and you should be fine.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000014||bleck||12-13-2003||07:47 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2220&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />50% smoke on #135.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000015||PJGross||12-13-2003||06:50 PM||||Bleck (and all),<br />Thanks for the input.<br />I was curious about the multipiece back b/c my Impala is in 3 pieces but you can't tell from outside and need to look close inside, and yep right over the window defogger lines.  Galant is much smaller and more vertical so we'll see.<br /><br />Thanks for the pic, too.  If that's 50%, looks like I'll do the rear 20 or 35, the rear quarter glass 35, and the rear door windows 50, then on the fronts I might take my chance on a fairly light tint.  Not sure what else is available, 90%?<br />That's what my Impala had until I had to pass inspections. No inspections here in MI but yeah, only the top 4" of windshield and front door windows can "legally" be tinted here.<br /><br />Again, thanks.<br /><br />-PJ||68.73.19.94||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||12-13-2003||07:59 PM||||By the way, what is a BBB Impala?||64.63.212.203||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||Minjin||12-13-2003||08:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> By the way, what is a BBB Impala? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm going to guess something like Big, Bad, and Black.<br /><br />Everyone on the internet should be an acronym decrypting wizard by now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000018||dlpinckney||12-13-2003||09:47 PM||||PJ<br /><br />If you click on the number of my car in my signature, you'll see my black GVR-4 with 20% all the way around and a 5% windshield strip.  The back window was three pieces I believe, but you can't tell from outside.  Just like stated above, the seams are right on the heater lines.  The side windows were done with all door panels in place.  They just use a plastic squegee of sorts and pushed the extra inch or so down behind the rubber window scraper.  The tint makes a HUGE difference with the A/C in the summer - even more so with a black car.<br /><br />And YES, 20% is illegal in WV - supposed to be 35% max.  I have never been stopped for the windows, and any of the times I have been stopped, I was never questioned about the tint.  Some states are MUCH more strict...like VA.||63.188.81.52||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000019||turboflanagan||12-14-2003||01:26 PM||||I think it mostly depends on the cop and how you act toward them.  I always roll my window down to make sure they can see me.||64.63.213.15||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000020||Pappy||12-14-2003||05:11 PM||||Also, if you get pulled over for whatever reason and have dark tint; you should roll down your front and rear driverside windows.  That way the cop won't get nervous when approaching the car.  He'll be able to see right in.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000021||PJGross||12-15-2003||09:23 AM||||BBB, DGGM, DCM...<br /><br />94-96 Impala SS colors<br /><br />In the first '94 Impala ad, there is a reference to "Lord Vader, your car is ready" and a sentence that reads "Or the fact that you have just three color choices: black, black, or black" hence the original BBB although others try to say it is Big, Bad, Black or whatever.<br /><br /> <a href="http://impala.lc.edu/1994impad.jpg" target="_blank">http://impala.lc.edu/1994impad.jpg</a> <br /><br />Then for 95 and 96 there were Dark Green Grey Metallic and Dark Cherry Metallic.  <br /><br />Since I'm hijacking my own thread, I'll say that what I loved about the Galant was the same type of 4-door limited production and a little power.  The Impala is pretty slow nowadays but considering cost and capacity it isn't bad.<br /><br />Anyway, thanks for the tint pics, this will be a good thread for others to search when looking for tint options.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.42||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000022||Ryan Carey||12-15-2003||10:39 PM||||I had 5% full limo on my accord.  I had to pay cash to get the front windows done, but man, that car was like my own little sannctuary.  That will be the plan when I finally get 717 back.  I never had any legal problems whatsoever with 5%, even when I did get pulled over.  Once I got used to it, everything else seemed weak as far as tint went.  It was black, and it stayed black, but I can't remember what the hell it ws called.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Well, whatever.  The darker the better IMHO.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes



ubb/Forum3/003914.cgi
A||||6||ayvr4||What The Hell???||||10||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||12-12-2003||11:32 AM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||That is one Flaming vr-4!<br /><br />About a month ago when the vr-4 was down, I pulled up to find my car like this   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br />My friend who helped fix the car had nothing to do i guess and this is what happened.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2214" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2214&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />YES, I took them off now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||10||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||12-12-2003||11:59 AM||||sweeeeeeeeeeeeeeeet........  in about 20 years, anyway.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||12-12-2003||06:08 PM||||i really thought you people would get a kick out of this... oh well...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||12-12-2003||10:54 PM||||lol time to find new friends?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||red91awdtalon||12-12-2003||10:58 PM||||he flamed your car.... now go get a fresh thing of ceran wrap (cant spell that) and do his whole car. its always fun to watch people try and get that off. unless they have a knife it takes forever.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||12-12-2003||11:09 PM||||I thought you guys aren't allowed to have knives in kalifornia? Wouldn't want you to hurt someone...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||12-13-2003||12:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  he flamed your car.... now go get a fresh thing of ceran wrap (cant spell that) and do his whole car. its always fun to watch people try and get that off. unless they have a knife it takes forever.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its even funnier if you ceran wrap the toilet seat so tight they cant tell.....||68.76.182.53||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum3/003915.cgi
A||||6||Jon||might buy a car, need opinions||||1||||Jon||00000002
Z||000000||Jon||12-12-2003||01:43 PM||jon@jgronline.com||I know a guy selling a 2002 WRX.  He is a DSM guy that I've known for a while who I trust.  Here is <br />the run down.<br /></font><ul type="square"><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">43,000 miles (no warranty)</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">original clutch</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">original brakes</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">original tires</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">burns no oil, no smoke, no oil loss.</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Blue</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">SS HKS equal-length headers (jet hot coated/wrapped)</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">3" SS diverted downpipe</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">3" midpipe</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">3" SS HKS Carbon/Titanium catback</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">3% pimp tint, 20% windshield tint (this would come off)</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Intercooler water spray</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Snorkle removed</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HKS turbo timer</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">17" Rota Subzeros (bronze)</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">225/45/17 Bridgestone RE040s (2 are 75% tread, 2 are trashed)</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">stock wheels and tires included</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Fumoto oil pan drain valve</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Center gauge pod (45mm HKS boost, EGT, oil temp)</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Only boost gauge is working.  Includes stock clock.</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Joe P manual boost controller</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">K&N drop-in filter</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">STi mesh foglight covers</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Subaru rubber floormats (front & rear)</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Includes cloth floormats</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Debadged trunk</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">DRL disabled</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Foglight mod</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Security System mod</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Center console diet</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">stock exhaust included</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">currently has a check engine light for no cats.  He is planning on fixing this with bypass circuit.</font></li><li><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Car has run low 13's around 100mph.</font></li></ul><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />I know the owner so I trust him when he tells me the details.  If it had less miles on it, I would be all over it.  He'll even deliver it.  $18K is what he'll take for it.  Not a bad price considering the mods and the extra set of wheels.  <br /><br />What do you guys think?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||12-12-2003||01:53 PM||||why are just two wheels trashed...? why is he selling....?  what the hell is "center console diet"?  otherwise, i thnk i'd drive it, and then perhaps talk him down another 1 or 2k.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||12-12-2003||02:10 PM||||Jon, I saw that too.  Looks like a nice setup and hey, if it gets you back on the crackpipe, go for it!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />The SE-R not doing it for ya anymore?  <br />Plus this one already runs with the stock STI's.<br />43K for miles is a good bit already though.  Think he'd come off the price a bit for you?||167.142.22.252||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||12-12-2003||02:17 PM||||watch out for the trans.  i have a good friend who has an 02, and he says they had bad transmission problems.  a lot of them have been replaced, dunno the cutoff, but i think the 93's had the better transmissions.  clutch, too.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||12-12-2003||02:17 PM||||is the the same guy (selling a silver wagon on here) or is this from NABR or somethinG?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Jon||12-12-2003||02:40 PM||||He bought the 17" wheels and tires used and that is why 2 tires are trashed.  He is selling to buy a GVR4.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />He is a day's drive from me so I kind of have to decide without driving it.  <br /><br />Center console diet is just some minor weight removal.<br /><br />The SE-R is ok, I guess.  I am leasing it.  I wanted a cheap, reliable car to get me by until I could afford something better.  IE, a turbocharged AWD car.  So it has done well.  The buyout isn't way above market so I can get rid of it easily and not lose any money.<br /><br />This guy is on NABR and I've known him since the first days of IRC.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000006||Blackvr4||12-12-2003||03:06 PM||||LOL, you might get a WRX after all  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I have similar mods except the header and I am running the stock cat back until my buddy delivers me the catback I bought 4 month ago!  My previous catback was too loud.  These cars are loud catless.  I have the $15 MIL and no CEL's.<br /><br />Just got mine back from the body shop  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Shoot me an e-mail if you want to drive mine.||65.219.107.29||reg||1||Blackvr4||00000043||yes



ubb/Forum3/003916.cgi
A||||6||gvr4ever||Looking for a out of print movie.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||12-12-2003||02:19 PM||||Does anyone have the movie "Welcome to Planet Earth"?<br /><br />It is a silly movie that bombed and is no longer made.  It was only sold on VHS.<br /><br />Anyway, this movie is FUNNY.  If anyone on this list has a copy, please give me one.  I can buy it, but it cost $50 on VHS?!?!?!  As much as I would like to own it, I can't throw $50 on a VHS tape.  I think that is legal grounds for devorce.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||12-12-2003||02:24 PM||||well, i bet paris hilton would have given a mil for that little 5 minute videotape of her...||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||josh91vr4||12-12-2003||02:35 PM||||If ya'll are interested in pooling some cash, i can write the movie to a DVD for you, playable in 98% of DVD players. I'll chip in $10 plus my time to make the DVDs  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||12-12-2003||02:37 PM||||Ya, well Paris Hilton has lots of money to throw around too.  And she tapes herself in bed.  Didn't anyone learn from Tommy and Pamala?||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||#258||12-12-2003||03:30 PM||||Here it is....<br /><a href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/6304372485/imdb-adbox/002-6690284-2257647" target="_blank">http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/6304372485/imdb-adbox/002-6690284-2257647</a>||151.198.226.11||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes
Z||000005||My_GVR_4||12-12-2003||03:54 PM||||Here ya go...<br /><br />I found it for not $50, but $99  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.moviesunlimited.com/musite/frameset/index.asp?frame=product%2Easp&sku=219133++" target="_blank">http://www.moviesunlimited.com/musite/frameset/index.asp?frame=product%2Easp&sku=219133++</a><br /><br /><br />WTF?<br /><br />I have seen bits N pieces of it on T.V., but still..  It's NOT worth more than $5   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000006||My_GVR_4||12-12-2003||03:58 PM||||<a href="http://half.ebay.com/cat/buy/inv.cgi?offer_id=1162447010&meta_id=3&cpid=2045358&domain_id=1877" target="_blank">http://half.ebay.com/cat/buy/inv.cgi?offer_id=1162447010&meta_id=3&cpid=2045358&domain_id=1877</a><br /><br /><br />$19.67<br /><br />Hurry up N bid on it !    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum3/003917.cgi
A||||5||PJGross||Top Fuel fun facts...||||1||||PJGross||00000666
Z||000000||PJGross||12-12-2003||04:05 PM||pgrossjr@yahoo.com||Not sure if anyone has seen this, but someone from GM sent this to me:<br />---------------------------------<br />Something everybody should know<br /><br />One Top Fuel dragster 500 cubic inch Hemi engine makes more horsepower than the first 4 rows at the Daytona 500.<br /><br /><br />* Under full throttle, a dragster engine consumes 1-1/2 gallons of nitromethane per second; a fully loaded 747 consumes jet fuel at the same rate with 25% less energy being produced.<br /><br /><br />* A stock Dodge Hemi V8 engine cannot produce enough power to drive the dragster supercharger.<br /><br /><br />* With 3000 CFM of air being rammed in by the supercharger on overdrive, the fuel mixture is compressed into a near-solid form before ignition.<br />Cylinders run on the verge of hydraulic lock at full throttle.<br /><br /><br />* At the stoichiometric (stoichiometry: methodology and technology by which quantities of reactants and products in chemical reactions are determined) 1.7:1 air/fuel mixture for nitromethane the flame front temperature<br />measures 7050 degrees F.<br /><br /><br />* Nitromethane burns yellow. The spectacular white flame seen above the stacks at night is raw burning hydrogen, dissociated from atmospheric water vapor by the searing exhaust gases.<br /><br /><br />* Dual magnetos supply 44 amps to each spark plug. This is the output of an arc welder in each cylinder.<br /><br /><br />* Spark plug electrodes are totally consumed during a pass. After ½ way, the engine is dieseling from compression plus the glow of exhaust valves at 1400 degrees F. The engine can only be shut down by cutting the fuel flow.<br /><br /><br />* If spark momentarily fails early in the run, unburned nitro builds up in the affected cylinders and then explodes with sufficient force to blow cylinder heads off the block in pieces or split the block in half.<br /><br /><br />* In order to exceed 300 mph in 4.5 seconds dragsters must accelerate an average of over 4G's. In order to reach 200 mph well before half-track, the launch acceleration approaches 8G's.<br /><br /><br />* Dragsters reach over 300 miles per hour before you have completed reading this sentence.<br /><br /><br />* Top Fuel Engines turn approximately 540 revolutions from light to light!<br /><br /><br />* Including the burnout the engine must only survive 900 revolutions under load.<br /><br /><br />* The redline is actually quite high at 9500rpm.<br /><br /><br />* The Bottom Line; Assuming all the equipment is paid off, the crew worked for free, and for once NOTHING BLOWS UP, each run costs an estimated<br />$1,000.00 per second.<br /><br /><br />The current Top Fuel dragster elapsed time record is 4.441 seconds for the quarter mile (10/05/03, Tony Schumacher). The top speed record is 333.00<br />mph. (533 km/h) as measured over the last 66' of the run (09/28/03 Doug Kalitta).<br /><br /><br />Putting all of this into perspective:<br /><br /><br />You are driving the average $140,000 Lingenfelter "twin-turbo" powered Corvette Z06. Over a mile up the road, a Top Fuel dragster is staged and ready to launch down a quarter mile strip as you pass. You have the advantage of a flying start. You run the 'Vette hard up through the gears and blast across the starting line and past the dragster at an honest 200 mph.  The 'tree' goes green for both of you at that moment.<br /><br /><br />The dragster launches and starts after you. You keep your foot down hard, but you hear an incredibly brutal whine that sears your eardrums and within 3 seconds the dragster catches and passes you. He beats you to the finish<br />line, a quarter mile away from where you just passed him. Think about it, from a standing start, the dragster had spotted you 200 mph and not only caught, but nearly blasted you off the road when he passed you within a mere 1320 foot long race course.<br /><br /><br />That folks, is acceleration<br /><br />-----------------------------------<br />Pretty cool stuff, not GVR4 related but speed related and a few on the board like this kind of stuff.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.42||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000001||slugsgomoo||12-12-2003||04:24 PM||||the scary thing that they've found out is that some of the older top fuel guys are going blind.<br /><br />Apparently the g forces are so extreme when the chutes pop that over time it causes detatched retinas.<br /><br />@_@<br /><br />I'd take that chance for an opportunity to go down the track in one of those. Driving or riding.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000002||mj_rosenfeld||12-12-2003||09:30 PM||||Wow that is truly amazing stuff. Really cool.<br />But I kind of wonder how much farther they can take the sport? It is sort of approaching something like a contest to see who can fly an airplane at the lowest altitude. There is a physical limitation beyond which it isn't worth going. A 3 second race wouldn't be more fun to watch and probably less, though it would probably cost 10 times as much to achieve.<br />But then I don't get basketball either: they should just play the last 10 seconds and everyone could use the other 59:50 to do something else.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.233||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-12-2003||09:32 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003824" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003824</a><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||number3||12-12-2003||10:09 PM||||I missed it the first time around.<br /><br />Thanks for sharing it was very good reading.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||SearsPointVR4||12-14-2003||03:33 AM||||I read an article that was almost identical to that in Car Kulture DeLuxe #6, it had one more stat in the article that I really liked though.<br /><br />"Top Fuel Dragsters twist the crank torsionally so far (up to 20 degrees in the big end of the track) that the cam lobes are ground offset front to rear to re-phase the valves somwhere closer to the timing of the pistons."<br /><br />thought I'd add that little tidbit.<br /><br />Ford.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes



ubb/Forum3/003918.cgi
A||||0||slvrblt||GVR4 AIM Chat Room||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||12-12-2003||05:38 PM||||<a href="http://home.comcast.net/~91gvr4/GVR4.blt" target="_blank">http://home.comcast.net/~91gvr4/GVR4.blt</a> <br /><br /><br />download that, start AIM, and then run it. It will open an AIM chat room entitled GVR4.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/003919.cgi
A||||0||atsiauto||Sold #945/2000 Today , ||||2||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||12-12-2003||06:02 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I have sold a car or two in my time , and honestly It was one of the hardest I have ever had to let go . I felt the loss as the ride turned out the driveway, most likely never to be seen again in Virginia. Its new owner Michael from (Princeton N.J.) I hope will take good care of her and get the car in the kind of shape Id have liked to (if I had more time/money). Keep an eye out for it up in the northeast . Scotty||68.57.96.24||reg||2||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/003920.cgi
A||||9||91 #680||must watch racing videos||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||12-12-2003||06:05 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.speedcraving.com/keith/videos/GR_2_Busa_Turbo_2.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.speedcraving.com/keith/videos/GR_2_Busa_Turbo_2.wmv</a><br /><a href="http://www.ktrperformance.com/gallery/Project_Cars/KTR_S4/DragStrip/S4_Drag_102503.mov" target="_blank">http://www.ktrperformance.com/gallery/Project_Cars/KTR_S4/DragStrip/S4_Drag_102503.mov</a><br /><br /><br />500 hp busa and S4 spinnin all the way down the 1320||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||12-12-2003||06:10 PM||||Mike Green helped to build that S4. His car is featured in the "NEWS" section. <br /><br />Too bad it's a quicktime. I don't have that program. Everytime I DL it it takes over my computer.<br /><br />That suzuki is nuts. I'm suprised he can go that fast with no fairing. He's also a squid and will probably die but hey, it was a good video.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Notorius||12-12-2003||06:35 PM||||squid? are you serious? i dont think there is a squid on the planet that can ride a 499BHP bike down the street and live, much less do 165mph on one wheel down a wet runway and not flip that shit over. watch Ghost Rider: The Final Ride and tell me if you still think the guy is a squid.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||12-12-2003||06:53 PM||||Squids do stupid things like ride 100 while cutting traffic lanes, giving responsible riders a bad name. He's a squid. <br /><br />He has good skills but that's another story.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||12-12-2003||07:07 PM||||Why did the S4 only trap at 107mph???||68.112.56.14||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||12-12-2003||07:15 PM||||<a href="http://www.ktrperformance.com/gallery/Project_Cars/KTR_S4/drag_timing.htm" target="_blank">Excuse</a> <br /><br /><br />or driver error..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-12-2003||08:41 PM||||First link doesn't work.<br /><br />And I'd really like to know what this is supposed to mean:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> squid? are you serious? i dont think there is a squid on the planet that can ride a 499BHP bike down the street and live, much less do 165mph on one wheel down a wet runway and not flip that shit over. watch Ghost Rider: The Final Ride and tell me if you still think the guy is a squid. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have something against people in the Navy?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-12-2003||08:44 PM||||squid is a name given to idiots on sportbikes. It doesn't have anything to do with the navy||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||12-12-2003||10:40 PM||||that bike vids link is now dead . it was kickass.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||autobahntom||12-13-2003||12:15 PM||||I saved the bike video if anyone wants me to email it them. It is about 4mb I think in size. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum3/003921.cgi
A||||6||turbowop||WTF?!||||12||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||12-12-2003||08:47 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||So we have this great site dedicated to the e39a gvr4. Owned by Jon, and moderated by Rich and Kaushik. None of these guys have a damn gvr4 anymore. Somebody needs to step up and start sucking on the crack pipe again.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||12||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-12-2003||11:44 PM||||No kidding.  Get back on the wagon you guys!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||12-12-2003||11:55 PM||||I plan on getting another at some point in the next year or two if not going back to another impreza. The thing that killed it for my current one is the nagging little issues that would pop up and sideline the car which was my daily driver. The wife finally got me to cave in and we got an accord which will probably never break down evAr (Funny thing is she mentioned after I told her it's down on power compared to what I've had before "Can't you get a turbo for it?"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ).<br /><br />I will definetly still be around and active here as long as those damn hoods keep getting the "run around". I'll also keep trying to find stuff that people would want here as cheap as I can get them. <br /><br />Believe me I've made alot of good friends here and hopefully I'll be back in one this time not as a daily driver but as an go/show car. Afterall once you own one you always miss it and want another according to everyone who I talked to before I got mine and even during.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-13-2003||01:10 AM||||LOL, I will eventually. See the truth of the matter is if we had one, we'd be too busy fixing them and we would never have time to moderate....<br /><br />Thats weird when I sae my first name spelt...I was like...who the hell is he talking about? LOL||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||12-13-2003||01:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Thats weird when I sae my first name spelt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I had to copy and paste your name from your email address since I didn't know the spelling off the top of my head and I wasn't even gonna make an attempt with your last name.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||12-13-2003||01:40 AM||||I guess am still a newbie, and the novelty has yet to wear off, but I don't ever want to get rid of my Galant.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-13-2003||01:22 PM||||Matticus,<br /><br />Just wait until you spend hundreds (yes hundreds) of hours and thousands of dollars fixing/modifiying them.<br /><br />Then you'll never be able to give them up. Especially when they are running right and you blow the doors off everyone.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003922.cgi
A||||3||hecdws||new england motor freight (NEMF)||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||12-12-2003||10:08 PM||hecdws@aol.com||any one here work for these guys. we just got some jdm parts shipped to us and they were tampered with. the front jdm bumper had the brackets stolen and the box that had my mirrors and some lights was cut open with a knife. the stuff was shrinked wrapped and taped when shipped but when it got here all it had was some plastic banding straps. any one else have this happen to them?<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||12-12-2003||10:16 PM||||Just shooting a guess, but some of the stuff being opened/un-wrapped..etc...could have happend when it came through Customs inspection.  The missing stuff though....not sure.  Did you contact the carrier yet?||63.188.1.47||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||12-13-2003||08:39 AM||||no we were just robbed. the parts came from north carolina so no customs was involved.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||12-13-2003||09:03 AM||||That definitely sucks.  Any re-course you can take with the carrier?  Was any of the stuff shipped insured?  I guess the biggest thing that sucks, is even if the carrier takes responsibility and reimburses you, a lot of JDM stuff is hard to come by/replace.  Good luck.||63.188.17.1||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum3/003923.cgi
A||||1||Romanova||German Galant question||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||12-12-2003||11:32 PM||tylerzachau@hotmail.com||Would the bumpers on a German Galant be identical to JDM bumpers or US bumpers? Thanks!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||Duc Hunter||12-13-2003||12:21 AM||||I believe they are the same as teh JDM's. The lights are not left hand/right hand drive specific. The headlights are but not the driving/fogs.||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/003924.cgi
A||||10||curtis||87 saabstang V8||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-13-2003||08:32 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6472&item=2446278775" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6472&item=2446278775</a><br /><br />And I thought I done some crazy shit||67.25.35.100||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||megaice||12-13-2003||09:38 AM||||Ummmm why?||67.167.249.96||reg||11||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000002||TinyVR4||12-13-2003||04:19 PM||||That car is awesome.  Crazy Swedes!  I love the crazy Volvo, and Saab stuff you see out there.||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-13-2003||08:21 PM||||LOL...but he cheated. He should have kept it fwd.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||12-14-2003||11:27 AM||||gotta be doing some crazy drugs to come up with those ideas... HUH Alex?||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||crucible||12-14-2003||05:42 PM||||Now thats a sleeper.<br />Hmmm, never under estimate backyard engineering.<br />I like it though.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||12-14-2003||05:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> LOL...but he cheated. He should have kept it fwd.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no he diddn't, it's a mustang with a saab body. i can't believe he did it, but somehow he cut the body off of a mustang and put that saab body on it. its not a converted saab.<br />you could actually buy a brand new volvo wagon with a ford 5.0 in it. some company was offering a converstion back in the day.||138.89.18.157||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-14-2003||06:04 PM||||Heh, I just realized that. In that case, its a silly conversion who's only purpose would be a sleeper car. And any sleeper intentions will go right out the window as soon as anyone sees rear wheel spin...<br /><br />As for the 5.0 conversion in a Volvo, someone was just talking about that recently.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||VR6 Eater||12-14-2003||06:12 PM||||Does anyone remember a movie called Moving with Richard Pryor and Dana Carvey?<br /><br />I just said fuck it and put it in fifth and it was like is that it give me more.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000009||mj_rosenfeld||12-14-2003||10:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> As for the 5.0 conversion in a Volvo, someone was just talking about that recently. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Have you driven a Fjord lately?<br />Actually those 5.0 conversion on 240 and 740 series Volvos are not that uncommon. The 5.0 engine and transmission fits in with only minor modification to the frame. They need a custom made drive shaft, and use Volvo diesel model front springs for the extra weight, and stock rear end. For a while there was a guy selling a fully engineered kit, talked to him once when I was considering that. A wagon would be the way to go. Or the Bertone Coupe. There is a guy here in central Ahia who autocrosses one in E Mod. His sounds great, looks like redneck rice and runs like crap. I can generally count on beating him.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.125||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||12-14-2003||10:30 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003894" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003894</a><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/003925.cgi
A||||12||V8EATER||snow drifting is sweet!!||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||12-13-2003||10:09 AM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||Ok, It snowed 8 inches here in KC, and now I fully understand why- why i bought my car, why i had a chubby the whole way to work, why i'll never  drive slow in the snow again.  sideways at 50?  in any other car, i'd be in a ditch cussing.  I have never had so damn much fun in a car in my life.  Makes me wish I never left Boulder.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I beleive I finally popped my cherry!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-13-2003||01:17 PM||||Haha Go Andy!  We are supposed to get snow again on Monday here in Boulder.  I had a ton of fun last monday and tuesday in the white stuff.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||12-13-2003||01:33 PM||||Yea I just got home from running errands-saw a huge wide open parking lot and gunned it.  People were stopping to watch.  Oh the power of AWD.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||12-13-2003||01:43 PM||||Wish we got snow down here.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||91GVR4||12-13-2003||02:08 PM||||Yep snow is great! It snowed our first good storm of the year on Wednesday into Thursday. Snowed for about 30 hours. We got 12-14 inches. I was playing in it for hours with the car. I should post some pix. I got one of the car with snow up to the headlights down an unplowed road. What fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.156.32.61||reg||10||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000005||Franckypoo||12-13-2003||02:30 PM||||ahhh I wish it would starts to snow around here!<br /><br />I live all the way up north and we only got like 2-3 inches (that are gone now)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.201.230.160||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000006||curtis||12-13-2003||11:13 PM||||snow videos we want them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />even snap shots will do  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.37.35||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||12-14-2003||01:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Wish we got snow down here.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Trust me, you're better off. Those nice leather seats are quite a treat at 10 degrees F.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||91GVR4||12-14-2003||10:00 PM||||Those leather seats are even nicer at -10 degrees  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  .||63.156.32.120||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||12-14-2003||11:03 PM||||My Sparcos are nice in any weather  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||GVR1643||12-15-2003||12:29 AM||||Those tires do o.k. for you then Andy? My Kuhmo's suck in the snow.  Inspired me to finish putting the wife's car back together so I could get back in the white one though.  <br />AWD spoils ya real quick  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Last year was the first time I went out and just abused a huge empty parking lot (that I knew didn't have parking curbs).  When I was done there was a cloud of powder still swirling in the air and the right side of the car went from black to white  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   All in about 30-45 seconds.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Just had to try it once.||167.142.22.115||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000011||jcgalantvr4-244||12-15-2003||02:55 PM||||Ahhh Snow  the other white powder!!!!<br /><br />Live it up Andy!!!!!! <br />  <br />    Jeremy<br />   244/2000||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000012||Franckypoo||12-15-2003||04:19 PM||||We finaly got snow!!!!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I could not have any fun in it yet since all the other ppl around here were driving at 20-30 mph (even on the clear highway!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  ) and a stupid chick tought her kids where safer having a "Baby on board" sticker than snow tires an could not go more than 10-15 in the streets close to my place   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Well maybe on my way back from work... I hope!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes



ubb/Forum3/003926.cgi
A||||5||VTGVR4||need 2001 forester front end parts||||1||||VTGVR4||00000170
Z||000000||VTGVR4||12-13-2003||11:40 AM||defnick@yahoo.com||my wife slid on some black ice and damaged the front of our forester. ill put some pics up when i get to work on monday.  she isn't hurt, just her pride.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    it rolled over on its side, though, and that didnt even break the mirror(??)<br />anyway, there are NO forester fronts anywhere near me! so i need to order a buncha stuff from a dealer, unless anyone knows a bone yard that has this...<br /><br />2001 black forester S model<br />needs :<br />1. front bumper fascia<br />2. passenger front fender<br />3. fog lights (2)<br />4. right front headlight<br />5. all the plastic parts in between<br />6. (not sure if its possible..) A pillar cover..? the part where the windshield meets the driver's side of the door. its dinged up bad.<br /><br />that about covers it...  if anyone has any leads, i'd really appreciate, i'm afraid if i call the dealer here, it will be over 2k for just the parts!<br />i didn't want to spend more than 500 or so on it all.||63.159.209.81||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000001||number3||12-13-2003||11:43 AM||||That is what insurance is for my friend.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||12-13-2003||11:48 AM||||i just dont want to give them a reason to increase my premiums. [money is tight, insurance companies bite, its really better to fix cosmetic stuff on your own.](haiku?) but yeah, if this ends up costing over 750 in parts, then we will have to go to geico. im already excited about my new premium. especially when they find out i lost my recent speeding ticket battle.||63.159.209.81||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||12-13-2003||11:51 AM||||i forgot to mention, they said we get one claim that will not affect premiums, and we apparently used it when she had a windshield replaced a couple years ago due to rock chips. They considered that a full claim against the policy, (Really Bad Thing), so this would count as a "Really, Really Bad Thing", and I'll have to take out a second mortgage to pay premiums, right?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.159.209.81||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||12-13-2003||12:06 PM||||When I wrecked my S-10 a couple years ago (about $2500 to fix), my insurance only went up by $40 every six months.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||number3||12-13-2003||12:07 PM||||That is why I don't trust they companies that say they are cheaper...<br /><br />I have Erie and I pay slightly more than the "over the phone" type insurance companies but in the long run they treat you better and are actually cheaper if you need them.<br /><br />That being said they are trying to get out of insuring 2 seater sport cars all together.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    I am "grandfather claused" so it hasn't effected me yet. <br /><br />I understand you reasoning now.  Like having a friend that is a doctor, having a friend in the auto body business pays off.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003927.cgi
A||||1||fast_gvr4||part number needed!!!||||5||||fast_gvr4||00001484
Z||000000||fast_gvr4||12-13-2003||10:06 AM||fastgvr4@aol.com||I have a Haltech E6K installed(stock wiring does not exist anymore), plan on switching to AEM EMS, but the ony sell plug n play ECU's. I need the p/n of the stock 1991 GVR4 ECU wiring harness, anyone?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||172.155.15.91||reg||5||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-13-2003||12:00 PM||||wrong forum, dude!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/003928.cgi
A||||5||galantvr4us||Rice Boy christmas ||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||12-13-2003||02:12 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Twas the night before Christmas and caught at the light, <br />Was a domestic V8 and no cops in sight, <br />I will try, I will try, I will try with this small motor, <br />To beat this damn Mustang, even with my big blower, <br />As light goes green and I pull like no joke, <br />The Mustang erupts in clouds of tire smoke, <br />Now Smasher, now Rev-ver, now Stroker, now Blitzin, <br />These are the names of my four VTEC pistons, <br />Racing ahead I'm the Star of the action, <br />But I know I'm in trouble when that V8 gets traction, <br />Grabbing second, I hear the RPM sing, <br />My mirror is blocked by my Shopping Kart Wing, <br />I now hear the roar, of that big monster gaining, <br />All I can do is keep that four-banger straining, <br />In a second, the shockwave hits with a blast, <br />And my stickers go flying now, a thing of the past, <br />Don't bother with third, cause now it's too late, <br />Just try to act cool, like you can relate, <br />Looking up at the taillights as they get smaller, <br />The driver backs off just to give me a holler, <br />"You can't win them all," he says in fling, <br />and "You may not win any in that silly thing," <br />I smiled and revved as he pulled out of sight, <br />With my new mods tomorrow...I may put up a fight.<br /><br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||12-13-2003||02:55 PM||||Thats great did you think of that yourself or find it somewhere on the web?||68.76.182.53||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||REDLINEGVR4||12-13-2003||06:33 PM||||good one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||12-13-2003||07:59 PM||||Actually, that is pretty good.||65.227.217.149||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||12-13-2003||08:03 PM||||That is pretty cute, but I thought that you were going to be asking for a Rice Boy for Christmas.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.63.212.203||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||turbogalant||12-14-2003||03:00 AM||||Thought I would add.<br />I was looking for a race all of that christmas night,<br />I looked all around but my stickers block all of my sight,<br />Along with my new wing fling as high as a kite,<br />Then I see one of my gifts ahead on my right,<br />It is a camaro and a red traffic light,<br />As I give it a rev I hear "oh, yea right"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  ,<br /><br />When the light finally turns it's shade of green,<br />All you hear is his exhaust oh is it mean,<br />And something whack from a 5" cat-back,<br />Making it's own sound of attack,<br />Looking like a fool who smokes to much crack,<br />As I pull ahead on down the track,<br />I think of the camaro is oh so whack,<br /><br />My stick on side skirts then had fell,<br />As the first jingle is played from the bell,<br />He is doing 120 from what I can tell,<br />As he flys by me like a bat out of hell.<br /><br />My APC intake adds more suction,<br />But I am still in need of some forced induction,<br />Even thought I would read not one instruction,<br />Leaving me with nothing but engine distruction.||65.177.241.49||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/003929.cgi
A||||15||henrok||WHERE?||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||12-13-2003||03:21 PM||alvihen@aol.com||id appreciate it if someone can tell me where i can find a used starion intercooler?   how much do they normally cost? and how can i tell that it has no leaks and its in good condition?  thank ya||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||number3||12-13-2003||03:30 PM||||I'll make you a deal, Henrok. If you start using the shift key, correct punctuation and spell at least 90% of your words correctly I will help you out.  <br /><br />Now if others on the board don't give a shit or don't agree with me then you have nothing to worry about.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-13-2003||03:46 PM||||DSMTRADER.com or ebay.... just my suggestions.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||91 #680||12-13-2003||03:51 PM||||I wouldn't waste your time with a starion unless it's a JAyDUm...hehe.  I used one from a starquest and didn't notice any gratifying results.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||12-13-2003||04:00 PM||||What size is the inlet and outlet on a starion/conquest?<br /><br />What size IC piping did he use?<br /><br />A bigger IC will not increase your HP, unless you incrase the flow of the IC and pipes.  You would notice a huge increase with the stock IC if the inlet and outlet were 2.5" and the whole IC pipe setup to the tb was 2.5"  Unless you heatsoaked the poor thing.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||12-13-2003||04:42 PM||||I had a 2" inlet and outlet with stock piping.  Thats probably why I didn't feel too much of a gain.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000006||henrok||12-13-2003||06:23 PM||||is there any particular material we must use when fabricating ic pipes?  or can we use just about anything?  how about plastic wrapped with something heat resistant?  Can the routing of the ic pipes be shortened/changed?  I saw a pic of a car that had a pipe going directly from the turbo to the side where our batteries go (whats that all about?) Where does our ic pipes run to and from anyways? has anyone tried welding two or three of our stock ic's together to make a big one? is there a way to increase the flow by adding some small fans to the inside of the pipes to help the flow move faster?  did i word that right. Just a thought, my friend bought this thing he put inside his air filter housing that is fan like and spins to make more horse power and increase fuel effieciency.||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000007||04DrBlur||12-13-2003||06:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong>   how about plastic wrapped with something heat resistant?  Can the routing of the ic pipes be shortened/changed?  I saw a pic of a car that had a pipe going directly from the turbo to the side where our batteries go (whats that all about?) Where does our ic pipes run to and from anyways? has anyone tried welding two or three of our stock ic's together to make a big one? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you being serious?||68.76.182.53||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000008||henrok||12-13-2003||06:35 PM||||perhaps im not wording it correctly, but you do understand where im coming from?  right?  so why not just help me out?  As stupid as it sounds, great inventions start out with stupid questions.  its all about credentials and who gives it.  i bet if a leading company asks a stupid question, people would just see it as a unique idea.   hehe..||64.12.97.9||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000009||369of1000||12-13-2003||07:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> perhaps im not wording it correctly, but you do understand where im coming from?  right?  so why not just help me out?  As stupid as it sounds, great inventions start out with stupid questions.  its all about credentials and who gives it.  i bet if a leading company asks a stupid question, people would just see it as a unique idea.   hehe.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea, but if Microsoft asked "What's a keyboard?" I don't think anyone would say that's a unique idea.<br /><br />Just do a teeny-tiny bit of research before you ask your "stupid question".||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||12-13-2003||07:23 PM||||Henrok, get your mind out of the Home Depot Motorsports department and back into using the "Search" function.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||henrok||12-14-2003||01:04 AM||||well id like to say that i DONT understand sarcasm in any way. so if youd like to say something to me, then id suggest youd be clear about it.  otherwise, im NOT gonna understand you at all.  sarcasm just brings on the possibility of many interpretations and i DONT have the time for such childness...  lmaooo. thanks any way||205.188.208.172||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000012||gvr4ever||12-14-2003||02:23 AM||||It might be sarcasm, but there isn't any plastic that you can use (from a hardware store) that you can use for your car.<br /><br />I've even asked a plastic expert.  Can't use it.  Any plastic that could hold the heat and hold up to the pressure would cost more then anything from a race shop.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000013||spoulson||12-14-2003||04:17 PM||||Hey, and I wouldn't mind if people acutally wrote useful subject lines.  I'm going to have to ignore the ones that don't sound interesting, even when I'm bored.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000014||04DrBlur||12-14-2003||05:20 PM||||Check out the readers rides and look at harrys car an then ask if the routing can be changed.  Also if you have to ask what the large pipe goin from the turbo to the fenderwell is you dont need to be asking questions on fabricating intercooler pipes.  Order a set from someone who knows whats goin on and already has done all the guess work.<br />  Oh and your fan idea inside the pipes no it wont work.  What is wrong with the fan blade in your turbo pushin the air through? You want a bigger fan, get a bigger turbo. The fan your friend bought was for a NA car and simply gives the air/fuel mixture a better mix||68.76.182.53||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000015||geoff@machv||12-14-2003||09:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> id appreciate it if someone can tell me where i can find a used starion intercooler?   how much do they normally cost?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have one.  125.00 and it's yours'.  <br />I do take paypal.<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/003930.cgi
A||||2||4drwhore||caps||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||12-13-2003||05:15 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||anyone happen to have a copy of this program or know where I can get it from?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||supervr4||12-13-2003||05:23 PM||||i have a copy you can get it from....<br /><a href="http://www.team3s.com/" target="_blank">http://www.team3s.com/</a><br /><br />you have to email them and request it though||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||12-13-2003||05:31 PM||||Sent the email out, thanks for the link.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum3/003931.cgi
A||||15||369of1000||I need some PS2 Xmas help||||1||||Paul Mc369||00000558
Z||000000||369of1000||12-13-2003||09:18 PM||pmcwilliams00@hotmail.com||My brother-in-law is getting a ps2 for Christmas. I would like to get him a game for it. However, as much as I have played ps2 games, I'm having much difficulty remembering what was good and what wasn't. Please recomend any and all games that you think a new ps2 owner should not be without. I'm looking for older games because money is tight and I assume older games would be cheaper, but if you know of any discount games, that's cool too.<br /><br />thanks||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-13-2003||09:24 PM||||Look for older games that say greatest hits on them or something.<br /><br />They are usually $20 or so.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||12-13-2003||10:56 PM||||I think GT3 is a "greatest hit" now and NOBODY should be without it. Or you could get him a memory card.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||12-13-2003||11:07 PM||||Not sure if it's a greatest hit yet, but Grand Theft Auto series.  I think you can get number 3 and Vice City for the price of one.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||PRE-EVO||12-14-2003||12:45 AM||||Simpsons Road Rage is supposedly like the GTA series but with the Simpson characters and is "The best Simpson's game EvAr!".<br /><br />I just picked up a PS2 and got Metal Gear Solid, Simpsons Road Rage, GTA Vice City, and Max Payne and only paid about $50 for the games (used of course) and $179 for the PS2 with DVD remote and extra controller.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000005||supervr4||12-14-2003||01:50 AM||||max payne now thats game is so cool with bullet time||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||12-14-2003||01:58 AM||||When my wisdom teeth were pulled a bit ago and I was at home, the wife (god bless her) got me the Prince of Persia game for the PS2. It rawks....I used to play it on Mac/PC ages ago and damn its awesome...I am hooked. It requires thinking, fighting etc etc....very cool game!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||psycopyro182||12-14-2003||04:01 AM||||Grand Turismo 3 (its 20 dollars greatist hits)<br />Metal gear solid / 2<br />Grand Theft Auto 3 / Vice City<br />Aamored Core (there are a few of these, all of them are good)<br />Those are some of my favorite games. Hope this helps.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||12-14-2003||05:54 AM||||Any Medal of Honor title. <br />Any Need For Speed title. <br />Any Driver title. <br />Any GT is a must have.||64.233.106.126||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000009||s_firestone||12-14-2003||07:51 AM||||Which racing games did we determine actually have a galant VR-4 in them?<br /><br />Still, my alltime favorite racing game is still Midtown Madness 1 & 2.  And I've beat every track with no cheats.||24.170.24.127||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000010||broke down||12-15-2003||02:33 PM||||Gran Tourismo 3 <br />ace combat 04 is good if your like fighter pilot games<br />need for speed hot pursuit 2 is good<br />nfs underground is supposed to be pretty good too||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000011||91 #680||12-15-2003||02:39 PM||||silent hill series<br />resident Evil series<br />Onimusha series <br />Dynasty warrior series<br />Metal Gear Solid<br /><br />these are all very good games too keep your eyes on as well.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000012||skivittlerjimb||12-15-2003||03:59 PM||||Colin McRae Rally 3.0 is quite fun.  It has the EVO VII WRC and the Lancer EVO VII RS street car.<br /><br />Funnest car in it is the Ford RS2000, as well and the Metro GR4 mid engine car.  Not sure if it has the Audi Quattro Group B car or not.... the first CMR had it, but if 3.0 has it, I haven't unlocked it yet.   <br /><br />Def. a must have for rallyhead types.<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000013||crucible||12-15-2003||05:03 PM||||If you like classic games like me,theres a NAMCO CLASSIC game with Dig Dug,Pacman,Ms Pac,Pole Position 1+2,Galaga,Galaxian, and a few upgraded arrangements of the above which have to be unlocked by scoring a certain amount.Dunno. Used to blow my allowances in the arcades.Good drinking games  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000014||#1459 VR-4||12-15-2003||05:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Simpsons Road Rage is supposedly like the GTA series but with the Simpson characters and is "The best Simpson's game EvAr!".</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is not Road Rage, but rather Hit and Run.  Road Rage is a Crazy Taxi type game and in my opinion sucks.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000015||PRE-EVO||12-15-2003||07:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by NorthernGVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Simpsons Road Rage is supposedly like the GTA series but with the Simpson characters and is "The best Simpson's game EvAr!".</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is not Road Rage, but rather Hit and Run.  Road Rage is a Crazy Taxi type game and in my opinion sucks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah I get the two mixed up since I picked up Road Rage since my wife likes crazy taxi and it was cheaper than it.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/003932.cgi
A||||4||GRV4726||drove the galant||||9||||SEVEN26||00000580
Z||000000||GRV4726||12-14-2003||01:07 AM||ehtgibanigav@aol.com||so i drove the galant tonight for the first time in for ever. i installed my jdm engine and shit. i have to say i am very displeased. the engine feels WEAK as fuck. i'm going to run a compression test to see whats up, but i bet compression is going to be low. it feels weaker then the engine i pulled, and it blows white smoke like the last one. i am PISSED. fuck all that work and money just to get lower then i already was. fuck it. grrr..!<br /><br />i'm angry. and to top it all off the ride is horrible because the back agx's are shot. <br /><br />its running but i hate it. i hope theres a few things i can do to help her reach whatever potential she has but i am pissed.<br /><br />sorry, though i would bitch. this has been a horrible week/weekend so far. <br /><br />at least it runs...||24.233.52.252||reg||9||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||12-14-2003||02:19 AM||||Cars don't like to sit.  <br /><br />There are lots of things to check.<br /><br />fuel<br />spark<br />boost leak<br />turbo, just to name a few<br /><br />Before you do a compression test, change the oil and take it out for a drive to get her all warmed up and lubbed.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||12-14-2003||03:49 PM||||Remember, that motor has been sitting for a minute. Perhaps the valve seals are toasted?  <br /><br />Let us know how it turns out.<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||12-14-2003||03:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong> Perhaps the valve seals are toasted?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Weren't the valve seals the problem with your old engine?  That would suck if it's a problem on the new one.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||12-14-2003||09:22 PM||||It's probably something silly. Do you have the boost gauge hooked up? Is it making boost? Stuff like this happens to me all the time. Sleep on it and come back with fresh eyes. Something's wrong if it feels really slow.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/003933.cgi
A||||3||Peakboost||2nd week with my galant....First time in snow...||||1||||Peakboost||00003013
Z||000000||Peakboost||12-14-2003||04:44 AM||integevo90@yahoo.com||all i can say is....FAWK!!! i should have bought this car long time ago lol.  I have soo much confidence in the road though (makes me want to drive faster than others  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" /> )<br /><br />other than that.....I LOVE IT!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||12-14-2003||09:04 AM||||Just be careful till you get used to it.  It's very easy to get going WAY faster than you can stop or turn.  They will go like no-ones business in the snow, but with regular all-season tires, will tend to understeer and plow unless you steer with the throttle..!!!!   Definitely the funnest vehicle I have ever driven in bad weather though.||63.188.96.84||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||Evilnissan||12-14-2003||02:12 PM||||I got to drive the G-GSX for the first time in the snow last night when that Snow-Sleet storm came though. The rear end came around everytime I got on the gas and the Falken Azines are not the best winter tire.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000003||Peakboost||12-14-2003||04:46 PM||||azenis are the worst tires in wet!!  even my FWD honda couldnt hook before   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes



ubb/Forum3/003934.cgi
A||X||64||Bigfoot200200||They got Saddam Hussein||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||12-14-2003||06:12 AM||||Early reports, not verified yet. Press conference in one hour. Captured in a cellar in Tikrit. Hiding like a little girl. He had a long beard and he's lost weight. It's late and I was just going to bed but I gotta drink a toast for the guys in Iraq. Iraqi's celebrating in the street. He wasn't wounded so the pussy just gave up without a fight. Not even a firefight.||64.233.106.126||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||12-14-2003||06:36 AM||||HAHAHAHAH AWESOME.<br /><br />That makes getting paged at 5:45 and having to get on the computer worthwhile||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||12-14-2003||06:36 AM||||Ya my phone just rang from my uncle telling me to wake my dad up and let him know. My uncle is a truck driver so its like a personal news alert person.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||number3||12-14-2003||08:24 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||14||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||12-14-2003||09:00 AM||||That's awesome.  I watched the news conference a little bit ago.  Congrats to all the troops.  I hope things get a little safer for them now that the Iraqi people can see he is caught.||63.188.96.84||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||12-14-2003||09:02 AM||||<a href="http://www.foxnews.com/images/110521/16_1_121403_hussein3.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.foxnews.com/images/110521/16_1_121403_hussein3.jpg</a> Looser.<br /><br />Looks kind of like Nick Nolte's dui photo.||64.233.106.126||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||12-14-2003||09:37 AM||||My reaction is positive, but then I find myself thinking, what are they going to try him with? <br /><br />They never found missiles or weapons!?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||dlpinckney||12-14-2003||11:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> My reaction is positive, but then I find myself thinking, what are they going to try him with? <br /><br />They never found missiles or weapons!? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm pretty sure "they" (the Iraqi government/people) are going to try him for war crimes, crimes against humanity..and the such.  They have found over 400,000 Iraqi and Shite human remains in shallow graves and are linking them all back to Saddam.  I don't think what they will get him for has anything to do with the U.S. or "weapons of mass destruction."  I personally think it is better if the Iraqi people have their way with him.  The U.S. judicial system tends to screw up a little too much...!!!||65.179.72.249||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||12-14-2003||11:34 AM||||You're right about that. <br /><br />I just think our involvement was a little late if our intensions were to prosecute him for killing kurds. <br /><br />We were in there for other stuff, like a search warrant for one thing that was used to find another. <br /><br />Anyway, the guy's obviously a piece of crap the Iraquis should deal with him. It might be a nice diplomatic gesture to let them have control of the trial/excecution.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||Matticus||12-14-2003||11:36 AM||||I wonder what kind of terror acts will happen at his trial.  I imagine security will be through the roof.  I'm glad we got him. He wasn't looking too good either.  Now it's time to catch Osama Bin Ladin.  2 Thumbs up for the soliders fighting in Iraq, and all over the world.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||12-14-2003||11:38 AM||||OK, I hate to being pessimistic, but ya'll do remember that he had abut 5 or 6 impersonators that looked like him and were decoys, right?? They had surgery done on them even to make them look like him. <br /><br />Is this the real "Saddam"? I really hope it is. I shall watch CNN now...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||Matticus||12-14-2003||11:39 AM||||They didn't release the info of the capture until the DNA tests came back positive.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||12-14-2003||11:40 AM||||Ok, then! That makes me feel better. Bush's ratings should sky-rocket now....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||udriveu||12-14-2003||12:26 PM||||ROFL, gotta love FOX.<br />Perhaps the biggest news story since 9/11, what do they do? Show football!||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000014||GRV4726||12-14-2003||12:30 PM||||i'm very glad that they god him but bush's ratings shouldn't go anywhere. he's not the one who found him, he just ok'ed a buch of things and started a war that kind of fucked things up. considering that the war should not have taken place the way it did, and that it was a huge mess, i think that this is a good conclusion. America sort of saved its own ass with this one. but i can tell you all that i will certainly not be voting for Bush, and that i hope people don't jump on the train and vote for him because of this.<br /><br />i know that we're happy, but think about all those iraqies and really most of the middle east.  this is a very good thing for them. i am excited that the reconstruction won't be fucked by him.  <br /><br />one last thing i have to point out is that a lot of people are going to be pissed and i wouldn't be supprised if some more shit broke out because of this. i pretty sure people will start acting more radically.<br /><br />cheers to the absolute end to a horrible dictatorship!||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000015||Bigfoot200200||12-14-2003||12:40 PM||||Well maybe I'm the bearer of bad news for the Bush haters, but they found documented evidence that the lead highjacker Muhammed Atta was trained in Iraq by the Palistinian terrorist Abu Nidal, and met with him weeks before 9-11. If you remember, Saddam had Abu Nidal killed just after 9-11. Trying to cover his own ass I'm sure. Bush will get no credit no matter what he does with some people, kinda sad really.||64.233.106.126||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000016||red91awdtalon||12-14-2003||12:56 PM||||WOW, yeah just saw that on msn. would have never guessed that was<br />him. only thing that bothers me..... yeah he's not a good person,<br />yeah he needs to be taught a lesson...... but we didnt go to war for<br />him! whatever happend to osama? anybody remember 9/11? nobody<br />mentions him anymore! i fuckin hate bush, he is a pussy. all he did<br />was use osama to get into the middle east to finish his daddy's<br />fight. im glad he's caught but finish what you start and get osama.<br />truly pisses me off all the kids that are stuck fighting a war that<br />a lot dont agree with, if you feel different, u should join. im<br />proud to be an american! i bleed red/white/and blue but the fight<br />for saddam was a waste of american lives. my .02 cents<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000017||snwbrd40oz||12-14-2003||01:30 PM||||Anyone can disagree with me if they want, but none of this is about Saddam or Bin Laden, all of these 'wars' in this region of the world is over ONE thing. Oil. If we weren't dependant on them for our heat, power (gas for our fun little auto toys) do you really think that we'd give two squirts of piss that these people were killing each other? the same kind of shit happens all the time in China and Africa, but I don't see us rushing to help those oppressed people. I am pro american, say what you will. I try and remain as objective as possible when it comes to politics. Sorry to ramble but I hate it when people just blindly follow a leader without thinking the whole motivation for doing something.||65.100.166.182||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000018||Bigfoot200200||12-14-2003||02:19 PM||||Wow, forgot all about 9-11 already huh? I haven't, never will. Maybe your just slow to anger.<br /><br />Here is the highjacker Atta training link.   <a href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2003/12/14/wterr14.xml&sSheet=/portal/2003/12/14/ixportaltop.html" target="_blank">http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2003/12/14/wterr14.xml&sSheet=/portal/2003/12/14/ixportaltop.html</a>  <br /><br />And Saddam tried to kill President Bush in Kuwait. That didnt piss you off either? I think it pissed off W. I would bring a guy to justise if he tried killing my dad. Would you?<br /><br />Seems to me that we captured his oil fields in the Kuwait war. Gave them back. We could have billed Iraq for this one, to be paid back in oil, didn't do it did we. I understand, the US can do no right. We are the worlds biggest terrorist etc. Whatever.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000019||geoff@machv||12-14-2003||03:04 PM||||Quick story, hope ya'll like it....<br /><br />It's afternoon and the sky is beautiful.  The mountain air is brisk, but that's alright, cause you got your boys with you, and no one can find you.<br /><br />All of a sudden the phone rings....<br /><br /><b>-ring ring-</b><br /><br />WTF no one knows this damned number....."Hello?"<br />[recording]"You have a collect call from..<br /> <b><i>Ay "O" pick up the phone dawg it's Saddam* </i></b> <br />calling the from Gauntanamo Bay Correctional Facility, if you'd like to accept this call please press 1..........<br /><br /><b>CLICKUP!!! </b><br /><br /><br />GOD BLESS YOU GUYS WHO ARE ACTIVE OR RESERVE MILITARY!!!!<br /><br /><br />GEOFF||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000020||number3||12-14-2003||03:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong>... but we didnt go to war for<br />him! <br /><br />im proud to be an american! i bleed red/white/and blue but the fight for saddam was a waste of american lives. my .02 cents<br /><br />Joe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You are contradicting yourself with these two comments.<br /><br />Do yourself a favor, worry about getting your own State back on track, and let the rest of the US of A worry about the security of the country.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000021||number3||12-14-2003||03:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong> i'm very glad that they god him but bush's ratings shouldn't go anywhere. <br /><br />cheers to the absolute end to a horrible dictatorship! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You can't have it both ways...<br /><br />BTW do you vote?||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000022||229of1000||12-14-2003||03:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong><br />Do yourself a favor, worry about getting your own State back on track, and let the rest of the US of A worry about the security of the country.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000023||number3||12-14-2003||03:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong>     </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong><br />Do yourself a favor, worry about getting your own State back on track, and let the rest of the US of A worry about the security of the country.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMAO! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't laugh too hard Paul... You guys need to invest into fool and elderly proof voting machines. I am tired of hearing how Bush wasn't really elected President because of you "chads" down there.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />          j/k  sorta||66.47.20.105||reg||12||number3||00000186||
Z||000024||229of1000||12-14-2003||04:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>Don't laugh too hard Paul... You guys need to invest into fool and elderly proof voting machines. I am tired of hearing how Bush wasn't really elected President because of you "chads" down there.        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />           j/k  sorta </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah yeah.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000025||drew||12-14-2003||04:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>Do yourself a favor, worry about getting your own State back on track, and let the rest of the US of A worry about the security of the country.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Our state is on track, Arnold's in and Gavin's in. More importantly Gray and Willie are out.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000026||GRV4726||12-14-2003||04:17 PM||||harry. actually i will be voting on this pres elect. i'm turing 18 this summer, and i am very happy to have the right to vote.  its nice to realize that you helping push the nation in a certain direction, why would anyone give that up?<br /><br />and yeah i know he's going to get a lot of support, but i wouldn't change my stance because of this.  i'm not that fickle. even the worst man has done some good in his life, and just because bush stood behind this doesn't mean he should be leading our nation.<br /><br />but to each his own, thats what makes america a much better place to live than others.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000027||red91awdtalon||12-14-2003||04:26 PM||||"And Saddam tried to kill President Bush in Kuwait. That didnt piss you off either? I think it pissed off W. I would bring a guy to justise if he tried killing my dad. Would you?"<br /><br />yeah, somebody messes with any of my family... yes their asking for it but I, ME, MYSELF would do it. i wouldnt recruit your brother/sister/ mom/dad/ or son to do it for me.<br /><br />JOe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000028||Pappy||12-14-2003||04:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong> WOW, yeah just saw that on msn. would have never guessed that was<br />him. only thing that bothers me..... yeah he's not a good person,<br />yeah he needs to be taught a lesson...... but we didnt go to war for<br />him! whatever happend to osama? anybody remember 9/11? nobody<br />mentions him anymore! i fuckin hate bush, he is a pussy. all he did<br />was use osama to get into the middle east to finish his daddy's<br />fight. im glad he's caught but finish what you start and get osama.<br />truly pisses me off all the kids that are stuck fighting a war that<br />a lot dont agree with, if you feel different, u should join. im<br />proud to be an american! i bleed red/white/and blue but the fight<br />for saddam was a waste of american lives. my .02 cents<br /><br />Joe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Guess what?  We're STILL looking for Osama.  We haven't stopped.  He's just proving more difficult to find.  Why?  Because he's probably hiding in Pakistan.  We can't do searches there.  Sure, the Pakistani government is helping us out.  But we pretty much have to leave it up to them.<br /><br />And NO, this war was NOT about oil.  And NO, the last gulf war was NOT about oil.<br /><br /><br />Anyway, cheers to our boys over there and our boys who are still in Afghanistan searching for Osama!!  I'll especially give a cheers to my friend Steve who could have been out of the service several months ago but joined back up again and is back in Afganistan to help out his buddies!   <img src="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/images/smilies/USA.GIF" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Oh yeah, and when Bush went to Iraq for Thanksgiving the critics asked for Saddam for Christmas.  Well... here's your present hippies.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yeah, somebody messes with any of my family... yes their asking for it but I, ME, MYSELF would do it. i wouldnt recruit your brother/sister/ mom/dad/ or son to do it for me.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And red91awdtalon, I'm sure you'd personally go into Iraq all on your own and walk right into one of Saddam's palaces and take care of him.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000029||Romanova||12-14-2003||04:43 PM||||Be a great Sean Hannity show tomorrow!<br />Glad they got that son-of-a-bitch. He needs to join his sons now... six feet under.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000030||red91awdtalon||12-14-2003||04:52 PM||||his actions were just personal. why have 2 kids that i went to school with died for his anger? not to mention MANY MANY OTHERS! i have nothing but support for the troops. but i promise you at least 50% of them dont agree with why they are there. im glad they got him but the focus was taken from osama, remember all the people that died? saddam didnt have anything to do with it! i agree, i dont think it was about oil, so why are we there trying to solve their problems? what about el salvador? guatamala? why arent we helping them? hell why arent we helping ourselvs? all i hear in california is that "we have no money" DAMN, quit spending it on your own personal army to get back at some ass that was after your dad? people just lost sight of what happend 9/11. i have friends that have served and friends that still are.  if i didnt have a record and would of actually graduated i would 99% likely be there with them.  i dont agree with all the people for the month after 9/11 put the flag on their car, the first anniversary.... put the flag on their car for a week or 2, the flag is flown everyday at my house, i hang it every day, and bring it down evey night, got my prided in ink on my arms, i love my country but i believe were following an idiot.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000031||ken inn||12-14-2003||05:08 PM||||bottom line is all you dissidents out there, if this was iraq, and saddam was in power, you would all be dead.  your families would be dead.  your friends would all be dead.  see how this works?  this is war.  vote?  yeah, like you could vote in iraq.  maybe once, and then if if wasnt what saddam wanted, you would be dead.  then your families, friends, yada, yada.  i served 18 months in vietnam, 12 of them in combat.  2 bronze stars.  bush is one heck of a commander in chief.  he's got my vote, and i would follow him into battle anytime.  kick ass and take names, the terrorists now know it's no more mr nice guy.  i think bush should go one step further, and let the israelis rule the middle east.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000032||Dreis11301||12-14-2003||05:13 PM||||Quite a roller coaster of opinions here.  I am extremely happy that this has happened.  And to everyone who says Bush's ratings shouldn't go anywhere, IN MY OPINION are wrong.  He may not have been the one to hold him at gun point upon capture, but he does something for troop morale.  As being a service member I can say I am damn proud to have him as my commander in chief.  I bet Al Gore wouldn't have even considered going to spend Thanksgiving with the troops.  Bush is by no means perfect and hasn't always made the right decision but I thank my lucky stars that we don't have Gore in office and I hope to God that H. Dean doesn't get into office.  These are the type of leaders that may promise all these jobs and tax cuts and all that, but what goood is that when you have terrorists that have all kinds of craxy shit pointed at this country ready to take it out at a moments notice.  Sorry for the vent but just my opinion.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000033||atsiauto||12-14-2003||09:39 PM||||Hehe   <img src="http://www.jimtindell.com/saddam.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000034||GRV4726||12-14-2003||11:26 PM||||i fully agree with dreis... i mean we nearly lost all of america to terrorists.  it got to the point where we almost got into a world war against terrorists. we started rationing mcdonalds big macs and shit. we could hardly consume like the good old days.  i almost bought a bomb shelter too!<br /><br />so why should we care about our economy? we've got bigger fish to fry. its totally acceptable if Bush wants to issue screwed the fuck up tax cuts in order to emulate a financial structure that never seemed to work in the past.  trickle down economiscs again? great, how about more. (with how much america consumes, there shouldn't be any problems in the economy as long as it is managed properly) who cares if he sounds as retarded as ozzy when he speaks. i mean its only the president. why should he be the embodiment of the best of america? <br /><br />i understand patriotism, but a couple of you are being a little too nationalistic. <br /><br />and this one's not about oil (for right now). we were/are IMPORTING oil over there.  of course though we do want to create a good relationship, because we will need another source of oil in the near future.<br /><br />and don't call me a hippy or any of that shit. i hate hippies. hippies didn't think, they were just stoners and foolish people who wanted to feel important, intelectual and spiritual. i don't want to feel like anything, i'm more interested thinking/discussing things as opposed to "feeling them maaannnn~"<br /><br />anyway, all this is just my opinion. so don't piss yourself if you don't agree.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000035||Bigfoot200200||12-15-2003||12:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SEVEN26:<br /><strong>its totally acceptable if Bush wants to issue screwed the fuck up tax cuts in order to emulate a financial structure that never seemed to work in the past. <br /><br />i understand patriotism, but a couple of you are being a little too nationalistic. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What, they dont have history or economic books where you go to school? I'll bet you live pretty well. But you don't like free enterprise  capitalism. Even though big government, high tax, socialist policies fail everywhere it's applied. You didn't see how California went bankrupt in five years flat huh? <br /><br />Thats ok 17 year old art/music student, you just party and enjoy the good life that this country and it's economic system provides. And the patriotic service men will protect you. You might even get laid with the hippie chicks with all that one world hate the U.S. bs. Hey I hear Nader might run again. Peace out hippie. Down with the man.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000036||GRV4726||12-15-2003||01:33 AM||||you are joking right? please tell me this is a joke because if you're serious then i'm certain that you either didn't understand my post or are typing without thinking.. <br /><br />"What, they dont have history or economic books where you go to school? I'll bet you live pretty well. But you don't like free enterprise capitalism. Even though big government, high tax, socialist policies fail everywhere it's applied."<br /><br />if for some reason this wasn't a joke ... where did you pull this out of besides your ass? did i ask for high tax??? how am i for socialism if i don't like the tax cut bush enabled? how are you jumping to that conclusion. i just don't think bush makes a good president, especially because of all his fuck ups. i'm just waiting for someone to call me a communist now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />if that was a joke then it was damn good. if not then i am pretty shocked||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000037||turbowop||12-15-2003||01:40 AM||||Holy shit, the youngins on this board have some pretty strong, yet narrow minded opinions having not been on this earth for very long.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  Whether it be relationships or politics they seem to know it all.||68.118.212.154||reg||13||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000038||red91awdtalon||12-15-2003||01:53 AM||||i dont need a degree or be 50 to know politics. thats the great thing about being human.... i think for myself... i can think anything i want. if bush told me the sky was blue.... i would do anything in my power to prove him wrong. just dont like the guy, didnt vote for him before, wont vote for him next time. i miss clintion. bush is the little kid that took names of the bad kids in class when the teacher was gone. he's a fag. LOOSER! DAMN! im glad i have freedom of speech. I HATE BUSH! and everything about him. he got lucky and caught him before his term was up. unfortunatley people are more than likely gonna remember this when the next year. but hey... i like mazda's but im not gonna rag on u guys for not likeing them. so why are you guys trying to press that we should like him? and that we dont like him were not patriotic? its just getting dumb. saddam = bad.... bush = stupid and lucky. thats the way i feel, take it or leave it.<br /><br />JOe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000039||GRV4726||12-15-2003||01:58 AM||||ok so i tried to give some advice that i though might be applicable to everyone doesn't mean i though i knew everything. and considering at the time i even said i didn't know everything that if i were you i would be laughing at myself as well. <br /><br />look at all the older people on this board and how they be beleive that age is directly proportional to intelegence. hey i can be an ass too   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />so i guess i don't know shit. the richest people of america should get tax breaks. and rich people will end up putting the money back into the economy even though it has been concluded from studies that the middle class spend more. our president should be one of the best. americans should produce a rediculous amount of waste and not recycle.  Corporations such as Nike and Disney are awesome. and should be respected for their clean dealing with children.<br /><br />listen i love america, but its still got its problems.  and i think bush is one of them. personally i don't think we could be so pround considering how much he is made fun of by other contries and many americans.  obviously he's doing something wrong if he doesn't gain respect for our nation.  <br /><br />but sure, i'm the one who is narrow minded. and because of my age i shouldn't even bother forming an opinion because its going to be wrong anyway.<br /><br />i think i'll just read these sort of things from now on, cause this is silly||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000040||turbowop||12-15-2003||02:04 AM||||Every country has problems. This country has had problems of some sort since the begining, not since "W" was elected.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000041||GRV4726||12-15-2003||02:00 PM||||ok mr obvious   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />sorry, i just had to.||207.193.182.6||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000042||Pappy||12-15-2003||02:25 PM||||Yeah, the President should be one of the best and brightest from out nation. But guess what?  That ain't gonna happen.  Very few of our presidents have been of a good caliber.  You think Clinton was one of the best and brightest?  Hell no.  He told the people what they wanted to hear.  And shmoozed them over.  When things actually needed to get done over seas, what did he do?  "Oh, I'll just send a few cruise missles.  That solves everything.  Hmm... why do we have so many troops in Somalia.  Hey, I have an idea, let's remove a bunch of them.  Uh oh, our troops got overwhelmed.  Oh well, not my fault."  Clinton was immoral, and a wussy.  Bush has his downsides but he's not as much of an idiot as people make him out to be.  It's just the "cool" thing to do, is to make fun of him.  And blaming Bush for the economy?  That's silly.  The economy was starting to go down at the end of Clinton's second term, and continued to go down.  Then 9/11 happened, bringing the economy down further.  Speaking of 9/11, you think Clinton would have done anything about it?  Or if Gore was elected?  They would have sent a couple cruise missles into Afghanistan and said that was that.  Now are economy is slightly better and will probably continue to rise.  Hey, just in time for a democratic president to take credit for it!  Yippy!||140.247.202.69||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000043||bleck||12-15-2003||03:47 PM||||Wow.  All I gotta say is that I'm glad that the man who is in the office is in there.  If some of you had your way, there may be a hole in the ground where NY used to be and we'd all be speaking Arabic.  Maybe I oughta do some night school courses in Arabic just in case you guys get your way in the next election  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />BTW:  If you're living in fear all the time, whether real or imagined, nothing else matters.  THAT"S THE POINT!!!!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000044||red91awdtalon||12-15-2003||03:58 PM||||hate to break it to ya but there is a hole in NY (well there was). OSAMA organized it and we still dont have him, but now we have saddam...ohhhhhh that makes things better. The point im getting at is that Saddam didnt get us into the middle east again, Osama did, bush just used osama to get there and then turned his attention to saddam with his "weapons of mass destruction". It was all propaganda, just to get the american people to think he was doing the right thing. Every country has their own problems, why is it that we have to put are noses in it? we have our own problems to deal with. If a dad spanks his kid in the supermarket, im not going to say anthing to him. Thats his business. Never once did i think "oh, maybe i wont go to that dodger game because saddam might pull a terrorist attack on us" no, it was "oh maybe we should'nt go to that dodger game because who know's what Osama is up to". We caught saddam. WOW! Great but his capture wasnt worth all the american lives that were sacraficed. The 2 kids i knew that died out there, i played tee-ball with them, played youth soccer, and now their gone. FOR WHAT REASON? so we can help the people of iraq? WHO CARES! they have problems, i have problems, u have problems. thats life. <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000045||Hertz||12-15-2003||04:07 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2228" alt=" - " />||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000046||blacksheep||12-15-2003||04:09 PM||||Hertz - you are getting rusty!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000047||Hertz||12-15-2003||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Hertz - you are getting rusty! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn it all how do you use this stupid image upload shit?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000048||red91awdtalon||12-15-2003||04:15 PM||||<a href="http://forums.hotboat.net/ubb/Avatars/penguins.gif" target="_blank">http://forums.hotboat.net/ubb/Avatars/penguins.gif</a>||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000049||91E39A||12-15-2003||04:15 PM||||osama bin laden &#8800; sadam hussein.<br /><br />something to think about?<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000050||red91awdtalon||12-15-2003||04:16 PM||||<img src="http://forums.hotboat.net/ubb/Avatars/penguins.gif" alt=" - " />||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000051||number3||12-15-2003||05:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong> hate to break it to ya but there is a hole in NY (well there was). <br /><br />Joe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The "hole" as you so nicely put it, is still there. Have you every visited �ground zero�?  If not, you should.<br /><br />It makes me cry just to think about it and I am not much of a crier.<br /><br />The Demarcates are on the run. They just don�t know how to handle a man that does things that are right for his country with no regard to his political career. Who would have guess that being honest and doing the right thing would actually be good for the country and that people would actually respect him for it? <br /><br />�The Democratic party is only ever happy when the Nation is unhappy.�<br /><br />Now that everything is going in the right direction what are they to do?<br /><br />A Democratic Nominee actually said that the capture of Sadamm was a good thing but it didn�t really matter. All it would take is an elementary school or a movie theater to be destroyed by a terrorist to get the people back on our side.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <br /><br />Sick!||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000052||Dreis11301||12-15-2003||05:15 PM||||Well it is great to see everyone practicing their freedom of speech. I think the most ignorant thing I have heard so far was the comment stating due to my age I think I know everything. Well excuse me sir, I may only be 22 years old but I am educated. I don't think I know everything but I am up on current events for the simple reason that depending on decisions made I could end up in Iraq. Do I want to leave my wife and daughter for 6 months? Not really but that is my job and I am damn proud to do it. And I will say it again: Thank God George W. Bush was elected. I can guarantee if Gore was in office this country would be a disaster. There have been many great leaders in the history of this great nation, many democratic, many republican. However, Gore would not have been one of them. I know I am talking a lot of what if here but it's something to think about before you slay GWB yet again. What if we would have waited until Saddam fired Weapons of Mass Destruction? What if we would have waited for another 9/11 to happen? What if we would have waited until another 5000 innocent people lose their lives on home soil? If we didn't invade them they might have invaded us, think about it they already did, luckily it wasn't bigger. Just remember that many people have died for this country to give us the freedoms that we so greatly use. The last thing a leader wants to do is lose troops, but unfortunately it is part of the business. These are my opinions and everyone is entitled to their own but remember:<br /><br />Opinions are like assholes, everyone has them and most of them stink||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000053||turbowop||12-15-2003||05:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br /><strong> I think the most ignorant thing I have heard so far was the comment stating due to my age I think I know everything. Well excuse me sir, I may only be 22 years old but I am educated.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I didn't mean to direct that to everybody that is younger. Just the select few with obvious blinders on. Hell, I'm only 27 but at least I can see the big picture beyond just our country.||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000054||PhilthMonger||12-15-2003||06:26 PM||||Personally, I think Bush has the IQ of a dirty sneaker.....but you can't argue what has happened as of late....He obviously has some redeeming qualities in his choices and the people he has around him. I am not sure how much of this is exact but I do know that there are several items have been reported by both CNN and FOX news stations as fact.<br /><br /><br />FOR THOSE WHO MAY BE GETTING DISCOURAGED BY ALL THE NEGATIVE NEWS ABOUT IRAQ: <br /><br />"Since President Bush declared an end to major combat on May 1..." <br /><br />...the first battalion of the new Iraqi Army has graduated and is on active duty· <br /><br />... over 60,000 Iraqis now provide security to their fellow citizens. <br /><br />...nearly all of Iraq's 400 courts are functioning. <br /><br />... the Iraqi judiciary is fully independent. <br /><br />...on Monday, October 6 power generation hit 4,518 megawatts-exceeding the pre-war average. <br /><br />...all 22 universities and 43 technical institutes and colleges are open, as are nearly all primary and secondary schools. <br /><br />... by October 1, Coalition forces had rehabbed over 1,500 schools - 500 more than their target. <br /><br />... teachers earn from 12 to 25 times their former salaries. <br /><br />...all 240 hospitals and more than 1200 clinics are open. <br /><br />...doctors' salaries are at least eight times what they were under Saddam. <br /><br />...pharmaceutical distribution has gone from essentially nothing to 700 tons in May to a current total of 12,000 tons. <br /><br />...the Coalition has helped administer over 22 million vaccination doses to Iraq's children. <br /><br />...a Coalition program has cleared over 14,000 kilometers of Iraq's <br />27,000 kilometers of weed-choked canals. They now irrigate tens of thousands of farms. This project has created jobs for more than 100,000 Iraqi men and women. <br /><br />...we have restored over three-quarters of pre-war telephone services and over two-thirds of the potable water production. <br /><br />... there are 4,900 full-service connections. We expect 50,000 by January first. <br /><br />...the wheels of commerce are turning. From bicycles to satellite dishes to cars and trucks, businesses are coming to life in all major cities and towns. <br /><br />...95 percent of all pre-war bank customers have service and first-time customers are opening accounts daily. <br /><br />... Iraqi banks are making loans to finance businesses. <br /><br />...the central bank is fully independent. <br /><br />... Iraq has one of the world's most growth-oriented investment and banking laws. <br /><br />... Iraq (has) a single, unified currency for the first time in 15 years. <br /><br />...satellite dishes are legal. <br /><br />...foreign journalists aren't on 10-day visas paying mandatory and extortionate fees to the Ministry of Information for "minders" and other government spies. <br /><br />... there is no Ministry of Information. <br /><br />...there are more than 170 newspapers. <br /><br />... you can buy satellite dishes on what seems like every street corner. <br /><br />... foreign journalists and everyone else are free to come and go. <br /><br />...a nation that had not one single element-legislative, judicial or executive-- of a representative government, does. <br /><br />...in Baghdad alone residents have selected 88 advisory councils. Baghdad 's first democratic transfer of power in 35 years happened when the city council elected its new chairman. <br /><br />...today in Iraq chambers of commerce, business, school and professional organizations are electing their leaders all over the country. <br /><br />... 25 ministers, selected by the most representative governing body in Iraq's history, run the day-to-day business of government. <br /><br />...the Iraqi government regularly participates in international events. Since July the Iraqi government has been represented in over two dozen international meetings, including those of the UN General Assembly, the Arab League, the World Bank and IMF and, today, the Islamic Conference Summit. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs today announced that it is reopening over <br />30 Iraqi embassies around the world. <br /><br />...Shia religious festivals that were all but banned, aren't. <br /><br />... for the first time in 35 years, in Karbala thousands of Shiites celebrate the pilgrimage of the 12th Imam. <br /><br />...the Coalition has completed over 13,000 reconstruction projects, large and small, as part of (a) strategic plan for the reconstruction of Iraq. <br /><br />...Uday and Queasy are dead - and no longer feeding innocent Iraqis to his zoo lions, raping the young daughters of local leaders to force cooperation, torturing Iraq's soccer players for losing games...murdering critics. <br /><br />...children aren't imprisoned or murdered when their parents disagree with the government. <br /><br />...political opponents aren't imprisoned, tortured, executed, maimed, or are forced to watch their families die for disagreeing with Saddam. <br /><br />...millions of longsuffering Iraqis no longer live in perpetual terror. <br /><br />...Saudis will hold municipal elections. <br /><br />... Qatar is reforming education to give more choices to parents. <br /><br />... Jordan is accelerating market economic reforms. <br /><br />... the Nobel Peace Prize was awarded for the first time to an Iranian <br />--<br />a Muslim woman who speaks out with courage for human rights, for democracy and for peace. <br /><br />...he has not faltered or failed. <br /><br />...Saddam is gone. <br /><br />Since... Iraq is free. <br /><br />NOT BAD FOR AN ADMINISTRATION: WITH NO PLAN; NO DIRECTION; WAS GOING TO BE SLAUGHTERED GOING INTO BAGDAD; WAS ONLY IN THIS FOR THE OIL.||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000055||GRV4726||12-15-2003||06:39 PM||||ie: me<br /><br />haha. thats ok though. i wouldn't say i have blinders one, but i know i am stubborn. <br /><br />either way, yeah gore would have sucked much more. so i'm glad he's not the president but that doesn't mean i have to be happy with bush. <br /><br />and about clinton.. anyone who asks someone to define the word "is" should not be considered as a good president. i mean come on now, thats just stupid.<br /><br />i do not associate myself with republicans or democrats. they are too much a like anyways.  i don't think people should think in terms of republican or democrat.<br /><br />we should all be happy about capturing sadam. that guy was a fucking dick and should not be in control of anything. so more power to america for dealing with this conflict while trying to take care of another.  yay us.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000056||number3||12-15-2003||06:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PhilthMonger:<br /><strong> Personally, I think Bush has the IQ of a dirty sneaker..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"President Bush was born on July 6, 1946, in New Haven, Connecticut, and he grew up in Midland and Houston, Texas. He received a bachelor's degree from Yale University in 1968, then served as an F-102 fighter pilot in the Texas Air National Guard. President Bush received a Master of Business Administration from Harvard Business School in 1975."<br /><br />That is one smart dirty sneaker if you ask me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/president/gwbbio.html" target="_blank">http://www.whitehouse.gov/president/gwbbio.html</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000057||broke down||12-16-2003||01:04 PM||||What I think is funny is that, right now, one of the most likely people to get the Democratic party's nomination for President is guess who...<br /><br />HILLARY CLINTON<br /><br />I'd vote for Mike Tyson for president before that dumbass.  It's like nobody learned anything from her extra-dumbass husband.  After watching her biography on A&E a few days ago, I just might move to Iraq if she was elected.<br /><br />And my thoughts on Hussein, doesn't anybody who's against our war on him remember that the U.N. gave him 12 years to comply with the ceasefire agreement that basically the whole world, including the gun dropping French, and equipment selling Germans, agreed on.  Why are we SO BAD for enforcing the ceasefire.  No, we have not found any nukes, but we have found a lot of other crap he should not have had.  Anybody who thinks I'm wrong, please tell me ONE good thing that Hussein did for his people in the 35 years he was in power.  And don't say kill hundereds of thousands of people either...||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000058||VTGVR4||12-16-2003||02:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PhilthMonger:<br /><strong> Personally, I think Bush has the IQ of a dirty sneaker..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"President Bush was born on July 6, 1946, in New Haven, Connecticut, and he grew up in Midland and Houston, Texas. He received a bachelor's degree from Yale University in 1968, then served as an F-102 fighter pilot in the Texas Air National Guard. President Bush received a Master of Business Administration from Harvard Business School in 1975."<br /><br />That is one smart dirty sneaker if you ask me.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />  <a href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/president/gwbbio.html" target="_blank">http://www.whitehouse.gov/president/gwbbio.html</a>  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you cant be serious. his whole damned family is connected. if bush had to go through life like we did, he wouldn't have gotten 10 feet near the VOCATIONAL school near where i used to live!<br /><br />here's just a FEW of some of the stuff he tries to say:<br /><br />"The California crunch really is the result of not enough power-generating plants and then not enough power to power the power of generating plants."�Interview with the New York Times, Jan. 14, 2001<br /><br />"They misunderestimated me."�Bentonville, Ark., Nov. 6, 2000<br /><br />"I know how hard it is for you to put food on your family."�Greater Nashua, N.H., Chamber of Commerce, Jan. 27, 2000<br /><br />"I know the human being and fish can coexist peacefully."-Saginaw, Mich., Sept. 29, 2000<br /><br />"The great thing about America is everybody should vote."-Austin, Texas, Dec. 8, 2000<br /><br />"It's clearly a budget. It's got a lot of numbers in it."--Reuters, May 5, 2000<br /><br />"Rarely is the question asked: Is our children learning?"-Florence, S.C., Jan. 11, 2000 <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.realchange.org/bushjr.htm" target="_blank">http://www.realchange.org/bushjr.htm</a> <br /><br />most Bushites out there really are clueless. if i see one more gun totin' flag raising, church goin' gay hatin', blithering idiot that loves wars and high taxes, im gonna scream. I can't believe no one is paying any attention to the haliburton shit that finally surfaced. see how fast bush distanced himself from that? cheney and bush are in this for the betterment of their own wealth and the people that have long supported them. they dont give a  FLYING FUCK about average americans. Patriot Act, people!  I can be WHISKED away to a secret military building, and never ever see my family again. Yes, they have this right, and yes, they use it! Only recently has any serious attention from Newseek, etc been given to this. politicians  screwed up big. I'm not gonna say Clinton was a great guy, I think he was a stoner that got a little too far in life. Bush used to use coke! He may not be getting any from white house interns, but he only works 4 or 5 days a week, has taken more vacation time in his tenure than any president in our history!<br /> <a href="http://www.bushwatch.com/bushlies.htm" target="_blank">http://www.bushwatch.com/bushlies.htm</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.realchange.org/bushjr.htm#partied" target="_blank">http://www.realchange.org/bushjr.htm#partied</a> <br /><br />wake up and smell the oil, folks! i got two of my best friends in iraq, plus a large number of college friends. they have shipped back the bodies of quite a few vermonters, too. bush is NOT the person you claim/think he is.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000059||PhilthMonger||12-16-2003||03:17 PM||||yes, I'm sure he has the best degrees his daddy can buy......he's also a convicted drunk driver, which to me is pretty much the dummest shite you could ever do.<br /><br />"Anyway, I'm so thankful, and so gracious - I'm gracious that my brother Jeb is concerned about the hemisphere as well." -George W. Bush, June 4, 2001<br /><br />"It's important for young men and women who look at the Nebraska champs to understand that quality of life is more than just blocking shots." -George W. Bush, in remarks to the University of Nebraska women's volleyball team, the 2001 national champions, May 31, 2001<br /><br />"So on behalf of a well-oiled unit of people who came together to serve something greater than themselves, congratulations." -George W. Bush, in remarks to the University of Nebraska women's volleyball team, the 2001 national champions, May 31, 2001<br /><br />"If a person doesn't have the capacity that we all want that person to have, I suspect hope is in the far distant future, if at all." -George W. Bush, May 22, 2001<br /><br />"For every fatal shooting, there were roughly three non-fatal shootings. And, folks, this is unacceptable in America. It's just unacceptable. And we're going to do something about it." -George W. Bush, May 14<br /><br />"There's no question that the minute I got elected, the storm clouds on the horizon were getting nearly directly overhead." -George W. Bush, May 11, 2001<br /><br />"But I also made it clear to (Vladimir Putin) that it's important to think beyond the old days of when we had the concept that if we blew each other up, the world would be safe." -George W. Bush, May 1, 2001<br /><br />"First, we would not accept a treaty that would not have been ratified, nor a treaty that I thought made sense for the country." -George W. Bush, on the Kyoto accord, April 24, 2001<br /><br />"It's very important for folks to understand that when there's more trade, there's more commerce." -George W. Bush, at the Summit of the Americas in Quebec City, April 21, 2001<br /><br />"Neither in French nor in English nor in Mexican." -George W. Bush, declining to take reporters' questions during a photo op with Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chretien, April 21, 2001<br /><br />"It is time to set aside the old partisan bickering and finger-pointing and name-calling that comes from freeing parents to make different choices for their children." -George W. Bush, on "parental empowerment in education," April 12, 2001<br /><br />"I think we're making progress. We understand where the power of this country lay. It lays in the hearts and souls of Americans. It must lay in our pocketbooks. It lays in the willingness for people to work hard. But as importantly, it lays in the fact that we've got citizens from all walks of life, all political parties, that are willing to say, I want to love my neighbor. I want to make somebody's life just a little bit better." -George W. Bush, April 11, 2001<br /><br />"This administration is doing everything we can to end the stalemate in an efficient way. We're making the right decisions to bring the solution to an end." -George W. Bush, April 10, 2001<br /><br />"It would be helpful if we opened up ANWR (Arctic National Wildlife Refuge). I think it's a mistake not to. And I would urge you all to travel up there and take a look at it, and you can make the determination as to how beautiful that country is." -George W. Bush, at a White House Press conference, March 29, 2001<br /><br />"I've coined new words, like, misunderstanding and Hispanically." -George W. Bush, speaking at the Radio & Television Correspondents dinner, March 29, 2001<br /><br />"A lot of times in the rhetoric, people forget the facts. And the facts are that thousands of small businesses - Hispanically owned or otherwise - pay taxes at the highest marginal rate." -George W. Bush, speaking to the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, March 19, 2001<br /><br />"But the true threats to stability and peace are these nations that are not very transparent, that hide behind the-that don't let people in to take a look and see what they're up to. They're very kind of authoritarian regimes. The true threat is whether or not one of these people decide, peak of anger, try to hold us hostage, ourselves; the Israelis, for example, to whom we'll defend, offer our defenses; the South Koreans." -George W. Bush, in a media roundtable discussion, March 13, 2001<br /><br />"I do think we need for a troop to be able to house his family. That's an important part of building morale in the military." -George W. Bush, speaking at Tyndall Air Force Base in Florida, March 12, 2001<br /><br />"I suspect that had my dad not been president, he'd be asking the same questions: How'd your meeting go with so-and-so? � How did you feel when you stood up in front of the people for the State of the Union Address-state of the budget address, whatever you call it." -George W. Bush, in an interview with the Washington Post, March 9, 2001<br /><br />"Ann and I will carry out this equivocal message to the world: Markets must be open." -George W. Bush, at the swearing-in ceremony for Secretary of Agriculture Ann Veneman, March 2, 2001<br /><br />"My pan plays down an unprecedented amount of our national debt." -George W. Bush, in his budget address to Congress, Feb. 27, 2001<br /><br />"I have said that the sanction regime is like Swiss cheese - that meant that they weren't very effective." -George W. Bush, during a White House press conference, Feb. 22, 2001<br /><br />"You teach a child to read, and he or her will be able to pass a literacy test.'' -George W. Bush, Feb. 21, 2001<br /><br />"It's good to see so many friends here in the Rose Garden. This is our first event in this beautiful spot, and it's appropriate we talk about policy that will affect people's lives in a positive way in such a beautiful, beautiful part of our national - really, our national park system, my guess is you would want to call it."-George W. Bush, Feb. 8, 2001<br /><br />"We're concerned about AIDS inside our White House - make no mistake about it." -George W. Bush, Feb. 7, 2001<br /><br />"There's no such thing as legacies. At least, there is a legacy, but I'll never see it." -George W. Bush, speaking to Catholic leaders at the White House, Jan. 31, 2001<br /><br />"I appreciate that question because I, in the state of Texas, had heard a lot of discussion about a faith-based initiative eroding the important bridge between church and state." -George W. Bush, speaking to reporters, Washington, D.C., Jan. 29, 2001<br /><br />"I am mindful not only of preserving executive powers for myself, but for predecessors as well." -George W. Bush, Washington, D.C., Jan. 29, 2001<br /><br />"Then I went for a run with the other dog and just walked. And I started thinking about a lot of things. I was able to - I can't remember what it was. Oh, the inaugural speech, started thinking through that." -George W. Bush, in a pre-inaugural interview with U.S. News & World Report<br /><br />"Redefining the role of the United States from enablers to keep the peace to enablers to keep the peace from peacekeepers is going to be an assignment." -George W. Bush, Jan. 2001<br /><br />"I'm hopeful. I know there is a lot of ambition in Washington, obviously. But I hope the ambitious realize that they are more likely to succeed with success as opposed to failure." -George W. Bush, Jan. 2001<br /><br />"The California crunch really is the result of not enough power-generating plants and then not enough power to power the power of generating plants." -George W. Bush, Jan. 2001<br /><br />"If he's - the inference is that somehow he thinks slavery is a - is a noble institution I would - I would strongly reject that assumption - that John Ashcroft is a open-minded, inclusive person."-George W. Bush, Jan. 2001<br /><br />"She's just trying to make sure Anthony gets a good meal - Antonio." -George W. Bush, on Laura Bush inviting Justice Antonin Scalia to dinner at the White House, Jan. 2001<br /><br />"I want it to be said that the Bush administration was a results-oriented administration, because I believe the results of focusing our attention and energy on teaching children to read and having an education system that's responsive to the child and to the parents, as opposed to mired in a system that refuses to change, will make America what we want it to be - a more literate country and a hopefuller country." -George W. Bush, Jan. 2001||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000060||VTGVR4||12-16-2003||03:46 PM||||Bush's grandfather, Prescott Bush, and Prescott's father-in-law, George Herbert Walker, helped finance the rise of the Nazi Party through their intimate entanglements with Nazi industrial, shipping and banking interests. This long (and well-documented) collaboration continued even after America was at war with Nazi Germany. It seems the blood money was just too good to pass up--even if it had to be dug out of the corpses of young American soldiers and innocent civilians throughout Europe and North Africa. The Walker-Bush cabal's Nazi partners also helped finance--then profited from--the Auschwitz camp. Finally, in 1942, the U.S. government seized the Walker-Bush Nazi assets under the Trading With the Enemy Act. But the well-connected clan managed to bury the news in the back pages: brief mentions of the companies involved, but no names of the Establishment grandees behind them. They also pulled strings to keep their American assets from being seized as well, even though the profits from these enterprises were inextricably mixed with their Nazi loot. Prescott later cashed in these tainted assets for millions, a nest egg that helped launch him into the Senate and his son and grandson into the White House.<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.impeach-bush-now.org/Articles/Bush/bushrevision.htm" target="_blank">http://www.impeach-bush-now.org/Articles/Bush/bushrevision.htm</a>  <br /><br />dont forget, bush SR. and a younger rumsfield PUT SADDAM THERE IN THE FIRST %$#%$ PLACE!<br />  <img src="http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB82/handshake300.jpg" alt=" - " />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000061||Minjin||12-16-2003||03:50 PM||||Keep this crap off this board. Even if you do believe this propaganda bullshit, don't bring it here just to spread hate and discontent. We're a happy group of GVR4 owners. Lets keep it that way.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000062||PhilthMonger||12-16-2003||04:05 PM||||I would'nt go to the extreme of calling Bush a Nazi....you might as well call Shwarzenegger a Nazi too. I like the guy, if he catches Osama's stankin ass too then I'll vote for him....again   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||170.146.91.6||reg||1||PhilthMonger||00000500||yes
Z||000063||number3||12-16-2003||06:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Keep this crap off this board. Even if you do believe this propaganda bullshit, don't bring it here just to spread hate and discontent. We're a happy group of GVR4 owners. Lets keep it that way.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree. K.C. fix that B.S.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000064||blacksheep||12-16-2003||06:07 PM||||When I came to this country, I was told three things never to discuss in public<br /><br />1) politics<br />2) religion<br />3) money<br /><br />This is getting way out of hand. GVR4 owners come from varying backgrounds and have their own opinions and beliefs. This has become a total pissing match and needs to stop. So, all I can say is:<br /><br />THIS SHIT BE LOCKED !!!!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/003935.cgi
A||||2||autobahntom||letter from Marine boot camp||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||12-14-2003||09:03 AM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||LETTER FROM A FARM KID, NOW AT MARINE CORPS BASIC<br /> <br />Dear Ma and Pa:<br /> <br />I am well. Hope you are. Tell Brother Walt and Brother Elmer the Marine Corps beats working for old man Minch by a mile. Tell them to join up quick before maybe all of the places are filled. I was restless at first because you got to stay in bed till nearly 6 a.m., but am getting so I like to sleep late.<br /> <br />Tell Walt and Elmer all you do before breakfast is smooth your cot and shine some things. No hogs to slop, feed to pitch, mash to mix, wood to split, fire to lay. Practically nothing. Men got to shave but it is not so bad, there's warm water.<br /> <br />Breakfast is strong on trimmings like fruit juice, cereal, eggs, bacon, and stuff, but kind of weak on chops, potatoes, ham, steak, fried eggplant, pie and other regular food. But tell Walt and Elmer you can always sit by two city boys that live on coffee.<br />Their food plus yours holds you till noon, when you get fed again. It's no wonder these city boys can't walk much.<br /> <br />We go on "route" marches, which the Platoon Sergeant says are long walks to harden us. If he thinks so, it is not my place to tell him different.  A "route march" is about as far as to our mailbox at home.<br />Then the city guys get sore feet and we all ride back in trucks. The country is nice, but awful flat.<br /> <br />The Sergeant is like a schoolteacher. He nags some.  The Capt. is like the school board. Majors and Colonels just ride around and frown.  They don't bother you none.<br /> <br />This next one will kill Walt and Elmer with laughing.<br />I keep getting medals for shooting. I don't know why. <br />The bulls-eye is near as big as a chipmunk head and don't move. And it ain't shooting at you, like the Higgett boys at home. All you got to do is lie there all comfortable and hit it. You don't even load your own cartridges. They come in little metal boxes.<br /> <br />Then we have what they call hand-to-hand combat training. You get to wrestle with them city boys.<br />I have to be real careful though, they break easy.<br />It ain't like fighting with that ole bull at home.<br />I'm about the best they got in this except for that Tug Jordan from over in Silver Lake. He joined up the same time as me. But I'm only 5'6" and 130 pounds and he's 6'8" and weighs near 300 pounds dry.<br /> <br />Be sure to tell Walt and Elmer to hurry and join before other fellers get onto this setup and come stampeding in.<br /> <br />Your loving daughter,<br />Gail||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||12-14-2003||12:46 PM||||Ummmmmm all I have to say is unless she's a pre-op transexual there's no way she has a male drill instructor (though there are some really scary WM's (walking mattresses, women marines, "Bag Nasty's", etc.).<br /><br />Funny nonetheless  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||12-14-2003||06:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> The bulls-eye is near as big as a chipmunk head and don't move. And it ain't shooting at you, like the Higgett boys at home. <br /> <br />Your loving daughter,<br />Gail </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The givaways.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum3/003936.cgi
A||||3||galantvr4us||Guy gets hit by f1 car||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||12-14-2003||09:51 AM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Ouch.  Right click save as.<br /><br /><a href="http://movies.flabber.nl/f1.car.hit/f1.car.hit.wmv" target="_blank">http://movies.flabber.nl/f1.car.hit/f1.car.hit.wmv</a> <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||12-14-2003||10:23 AM||||If you don't 'right click and save', and click the left button as I did, you get a page of German (I think) 'stuff'. Nice 'stuff' there. lol. <br />After right clicking and saving, the F1 accident is there. Very sad. Probably did not even think about it, just going to see about the driver.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||12-14-2003||09:45 PM||||Yeah Tom, I just saw the vid.  The track worker got hit by that F1 at well over 100+. They showed close-ups of him.   He's a done deal.<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||12-14-2003||09:47 PM||||Not only did the guy die.  But the fire extinguisher he had hit the driver in the face and killed him as well.<br /><br />Definately sad.  And I guess those cars were coming up over a blind hill, so the guy running wouldn't see them coming, and they wouldn't be able to avoid him.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes



ubb/Forum3/003937.cgi
A||||6||red91awdtalon||Whats it Worth?||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-14-2003||04:42 PM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||hey, kinda bummed! might be moving to Canton OHIO and i have LOTS of cars. trying to sell all right now and i think the galant is going  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   if i were to sell it i was wondering what ya'll think its worth. has a brand new act 2100 with rre lightend flywheel after the previous one blew up. here are the upgrades<br /><br />-30k on a rebuild from 4g63.com with 2g pistons and no balance shafts<br />- all new timing belt, tensioners,ect in past 2k<br />- k&n (wow)<br />- ss braded lines<br />- all new brakes (2k)<br />- tint<br />- cd player<br /><br />other than that the car is all stock. completely stock. oxidation on the hood and roof, other than that body is great and NO rust. everything works.... all options i think except the sunroof. pics are here. just wondering what i should ask for in the local papers.<br /><br />only bad part of the car is that im the 3rd owner and the second owner (cool guy in socal dsm) only had it 1 year and put 3k miles on it. other than that it was his his g/friends mom's car and she put 300k on the body itself. what do you guys think i should let it go for?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.cardomain.com/memberpage/470826" target="_blank">http://www.cardomain.com/memberpage/470826</a><br /><br />thanks<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||12-14-2003||05:10 PM||||Nothing to be bummed about moving to Canton.  Sure we dont have the earthquakes and great sunny weather all the time. But we have plenty of snow. I moved here after leaving West Palm Beach Florida and I wouldnt change a thing.  There is one of everything here and not to mention only one VR-4 that I have seen. (mine)||68.76.182.53||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-14-2003||06:05 PM||||haha, i know. im not bummed about where im moving. just bummed that im moving in general. love socal. just never moved before and gonna be wierd not knowing anyone or where anything is ya know.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||VR4ownzU||12-14-2003||08:57 PM||||I live in Medina bout 20mins from Canton.  You get to appreciate the summers here because their not that long.  I've lived here since I was born.  It could be worse.  I can't stand snow though.||24.154.165.138||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000004||slugsgomoo||12-14-2003||10:37 PM||||i have no money (until spring) but i could give it a loving home.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000005||dsmsleeper||12-16-2003||10:04 AM||||Snow can be fun when you don't have to shovel it.  I dislike the cold.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000006||4drwhore||12-16-2003||10:33 AM||||Let me know what your asking, I might be interested.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum3/003938.cgi
A||||6||ercp98||wheel spin||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||12-14-2003||08:24 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||first snow here in chicago. tried dumping clutch at about 4500rpm to see how car accelerates. i think i'm disappointed. the car moved forward slowly but i here the front right tire spinning so much. is this normal? i thought i have an all wheel drive car. is there something wrong with my car?? anybodies guess is appreciated.||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||12-14-2003||09:16 PM||||Did you buy a VR4? Send a pic.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||12-14-2003||09:36 PM||||Without limited slip front and rear only one tire in front and one tire in the rear will spin. What did you expect it to do when dumping the clutch on a slippery surface?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   I think I can break the tires loose on dry pavement dumping the clutch at 4500.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||RayH||12-14-2003||11:16 PM||||Try some manual traction control (left foot braking) when you give it gas.  Takes a little practice to figure out how much but it can make a big difference when it gets deep.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-14-2003||11:19 PM||||And be smoooooooooooth.  You have to be nice and easy and smooth in bad conditions, except perhaps when initiating a turn via a Scandinavian flick.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||ercp98||12-14-2003||11:41 PM||||i was just trying to see how all wheel drive in my car works. i just thought there was something else wrong with my car; i.e. transfer case. but i think now it is just the open diff that the car came with. it was fun though letting loose on "a slippery surface". not much of a drift but sideways through corners.||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||12-14-2003||11:44 PM||||Tires tires tires.  What you running?<br /><br />You need snow tires and your car will go.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/003939.cgi
A||||4||ken inn||ho ho ho||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||12-14-2003||08:37 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||<a href="http://www.jacquielawson.com/viewcard.asp?code=2655219306" target="_blank">http://www.jacquielawson.com/viewcard.asp?code=2655219306</a>||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||admsr||12-14-2003||08:40 PM||||i just clicked on everything and im feelin kinda gay!<br /><br /><br />j/k<br /><br />Happy holidays everyone!<br /><br />Alex.||66.159.177.237||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||12-15-2003||10:36 AM||||Jeez Ken, since it was from you I was hoping that the real dog was gonna hump the snow dog... just didnt happen.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||12-15-2003||11:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Jeez Ken, since it was from you I was hoping that the real dog was gonna hump the snow dog... just didnt happen. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL I was thinking the same thing||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||12-15-2003||02:54 PM||||man, you guys are tough.  ok, here:<br /><br /><a href="http://ww12.e-tractions.com/snowglobe/globe.htm" target="_blank">http://ww12.e-tractions.com/snowglobe/globe.htm</a>||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003940.cgi
A||||7||gvr4ever||Some women are not bitches||||6||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||12-14-2003||08:57 PM||||Well it is Christmas time and time to buy gifts.  My wife loves to tease me about what she got me and rubs it in because I won't know till Christmas what I got.<br /><br />Well this time it kind of backfired on her.<br /><br />She went to go pick up my "secret" gift and had to use my sisters Jeep to go get it.  Mmmm!?!?<br /><br />Well it turned out that later that night, she sorta kinda needed my help unloading it from the truck.  <br /><br />So, I got to unload a new Craftsman air compressor.  It's a 30 gallon 150psi.  Yippy Skippy.  <br /><br />Happy Christmas!!!||209.107.92.217||reg||6||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-14-2003||09:04 PM||||Congrats on the new toy! You'll wonder how you ever got along with out it...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||12-14-2003||11:06 PM||||Good title. And good catch too. Does she have a sister?||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||12-14-2003||11:23 PM||||Nice....Scott is getting a set of Work wheels and a Profec boost controller for christmas...unfortunately he already found out what he was getting because the place I bought everything from called the house while I was out to tell him that everything would be here in time for christmas   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||12-14-2003||11:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong> Good title. And good catch too. Does she have a sister? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya, but she is married too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||12-15-2003||09:11 AM||||Sweet.  I got me one of those for myself as a housewarming present to my garage when I moved in.<br /><br />Worked great until it trips the circuit breaker  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||thejeebus2002||12-15-2003||12:32 PM||||My girlfriend paid for myself and a friend to go to WOODWARD (massive skatepark/dirtjumping/ramp facility) in PA for a weekend.  It's gonna be sweet.  They have foam pits you can learn tricks in and a buncha other stuff.  Maybe now I can learn to land tailwhips with both feet on the bike!  She really is the best.<br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000007||Franckypoo||12-15-2003||04:32 PM||||my girlfriend is offering me a one day rallye pratice at a nice rally school for my birthday!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I can't wait to see what I'll have for chrismas (I asked for a bigger TV, but by the look on her face I think it will be something else...)||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes



ubb/Forum3/003941.cgi
A||||3||turbowop||GT3 drifting vids||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||12-14-2003||09:53 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.gtplanet.net/gallery/photos/gt3_video/drift_grandimo.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.gtplanet.net/gallery/photos/gt3_video/drift_grandimo.mpg</a>   <br />  <a href="http://www.vosko.net/media/drift/grandorifto.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.vosko.net/media/drift/grandorifto.wmv</a>  <br /><br />I saw these on DSMtalk a couple weeks ago and thought I'd post them here. Pretty freakin cool, but you'd have to have NO life to get this good at the game.<br /><br />*right click, save as*||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-14-2003||10:51 PM||||Those are super old... but still way cool!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||12-14-2003||11:49 PM||||I figured they might be, but I had never seen them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||admsr||12-14-2003||11:59 PM||||I think that if i tried to drift like that with the VR4, god knows id be riding on control arms after the first to turns...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />that could potientially hurt!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Alex.||66.159.177.237||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes



ubb/Forum3/003942.cgi
A||||17||udriveu||rally bloopers!||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||12-14-2003||10:28 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.extreme-machines.nl/Filmpjes/Crash/rallymasters.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.extreme-machines.nl/Filmpjes/Crash/rallymasters.wmv</a>    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||Lucky13||12-15-2003||07:37 AM||||ouch....some of those really looked like they hurt....alot...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.219.45.249||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000002||92GVR4#333||12-15-2003||07:58 AM||||I bet the navagators got the holy hell reemed out of them...||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||12-15-2003||08:29 AM||||Some crashes are based on such simple mistakes.  Amazing.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||12-15-2003||11:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Some crashes are based on such simple mistakes.  Amazing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, driving too fast.  None of that would happen if they were doing 20mph.||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||12-15-2003||11:38 AM||||Look on some of the older cars that crashed in that video and you can see how far safety standards have come. Watch all the windsheilds pop out in one peice on the older cars. On the newer ones the windsheild is actually a part of the structure of the car and won't fly out like those older ones did.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||snwbrd40oz||12-15-2003||12:30 PM||||That was freaking amazing! It's like watching a car wreck you just can't look away....oh wait,hehe...I can't emagine what that must feel like to lose traction on all 4 wheels like that...damn||65.100.165.215||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000007||udriveu||12-15-2003||01:10 PM||||I love how none of the co-drivers drop their notes, so that if they land right side up they can just keep going||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||12-15-2003||01:15 PM||||It hurt to see so many cars crash.  I know it is someone elses money, but the WRC cars cost about 500K.  It was weird watcing a flick of nothing but rally cars crashing.<br /><br />The humanity.......||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||12-15-2003||01:27 PM||||I have a videotape full of rally crashes like that.<br />It was like $5.00 at K-mart a few years ago.<br />It's called Crash Mania. There is one spectacular crash on there, where the guy goes flat out in the desert and one little bump send him flying and flipping 11 times.<br />After he crawled out of the car he said. "It was my fault, I was driving to fast".  Should of listened to Ryan.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||udriveu||12-15-2003||01:54 PM||||BTW, that last one looked like it probably ended REALLY bad. It also looked fairly recent, and it says it was on speedvision, so i'm guessing it was WRC. Looks like a Mitsu, does anyone know what happend with that one or remember it happening?||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000011||4drwhore||12-15-2003||02:14 PM||||<a href="http://www.extreme-machines.nl/Filmpjes/Crash/crash.mpg" target="_blank">http://www.extreme-machines.nl/Filmpjes/Crash/crash.mpg</a><br /><br />I know this one ended really bad...||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||12-15-2003||02:55 PM||||Wow.. that's like 1000pts.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Really, though, that's very sad to watch.  Honestly, rally spectator safety standards are generally an overthought.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||4drwhore||12-15-2003||03:23 PM||||Here we go with me probably getting yelled at for being cold hearted. But if you're that dumb to stand that close when you know something like that can happen, I don't feel sorry for you when I see you flying 15 feet after getting hit by the car, It's your own dumb fault.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||12-15-2003||03:55 PM||||I always just climb the biggest tree I can find and hang on for dear life. <br />This stuff don't happen in the states much. Not because the spectators are smarter, but because the organizers are scared to death, about having an incident like that.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000015||Minjin||12-16-2003||01:37 AM||||Anybody have that song from the first one? I like that mix.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000016||HobieKopek||12-17-2003||10:37 AM||||Curse this crappy work computer.  Anyone else have a problem with frame rates?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Guess I'll have to try again later from home.||65.249.137.193||reg||1||HobieKopek||00002978||yes
Z||000017||VTGVR4||12-17-2003||11:34 AM||||see the guy in the porshe? "hold your breath! hold your breath!" ive never seen a car stand on two wheels, deadstill, that long!||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes



ubb/Forum3/003943.cgi
A||||11||CCDSM69||Happy Holidays||||14||||CCDSM69||00001573
Z||000000||CCDSM69||12-14-2003||10:32 PM||lisa@ccdsm.org||Happy Holidays from Hot Import Nights (sorry but its the only car I have for now)    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />--Lisa<br /><br /> <br />    <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/pics/HIN/topfuelxmas.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.vtecturbo2000.com/pics/HIN/topfuelxmas2.JPG" alt=" - " />||24.53.192.157||reg||14||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||12-15-2003||03:06 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Merry Christmas to you too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.227.204.18||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-15-2003||09:09 AM||||so, are you the girl with the well tanned arm?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||12-15-2003||09:18 AM||||LOL...noooo I'm the pregnant girl taking the pics  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||number3||12-15-2003||09:43 AM||||Ok! I will be the lame one to say it.<br /><br />HO! HO! HO!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||12||number3||00000186||no
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-15-2003||11:03 AM||||White hatch with gold volks and sparcos..yummy! The chicks are aight..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||4drwhore||12-15-2003||11:16 AM||||Im from florida, where was that at? and how did i miss it?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000007||CCDSM69||12-15-2003||11:19 AM||||it was at Hot Import Nights at the Miami Beach Convention Center on Saturday.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000008||4drwhore||12-15-2003||11:25 AM||||Oh ya, I forgot that was going on this weekend. Oh well I was busy helping my buddy with his 9second car. Looks like I wasn't missing much with girls like that there... IMO||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000009||Pappy||12-15-2003||12:28 PM||||Happy Holidays guys!<br /><br />    <img src="http://www.ccs.neu.edu/home/pbriggs/gvr4card.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />::Edit:: I put up the biggest version I have, since it was originally for a sig.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||12-15-2003||01:51 PM||||Hmm, is that one of those 195 horse closed sleighs?||12.247.128.70||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||markrieb||12-15-2003||05:14 PM||||Where is the big version (1200x1600)of that for my computer wall paper??? ;-)<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum3/003944.cgi
A||||2||theymightbegalants||supercharged 1.5L v16 F1 engine||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||12-15-2003||05:25 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||Awesome mp3's of the titled engine.  There's other stuff too, but I didn't bother to download it due to dialup (lemme know how it is).  But that full track file may become a permanent part of my playlist.<br /><br />Anyway, all can be downloaded from here:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.billzilla.org/engread.htm" target="_blank">http://www.billzilla.org/engread.htm</a>||69.59.219.176||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||Ash||12-15-2003||05:48 AM||||Bill Sherwoods Home page eh?  He's got a lot of interesting stuff on that site.||203.220.88.18||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||12-15-2003||11:46 PM||||Hey, that reminds me of the time I was at Road America when CART was there.  On the back straight I was standing no more than 20 feet away when they were doing 150+ reaching around 200 by the end of the straight.  LOUD!||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum3/003945.cgi
A||||9||red91awdtalon||Computer guru's... need your help.||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-15-2003||02:07 PM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||ok, i have a headache! my dad's home for the week and he got his<br />christmas check.... came down to putting a lt1 (covette,camaro)<br />engine in his pos el camino, or laptop.... stupid me said... hm....<br />laptop.... figured it would be less work. HAHA! boy was i wrong....<br />ok... he only wants ibm, looking for the centrino thing.... HOW does<br />that work? WHY does that work, and Wich ones have it? looking for<br />used because he has 1500 bux and i also cant find any store that<br />sells the ibm's anymore. found a few laptops in the recycler like<br />the A31 ibm? does that have it? (guy didnt answer phone) or can you<br />add it? also looking at the t40 ibm but looking on ebay and some<br />mention the centrino but some dont? do all the t40's have it?<br />thanks. any help would be GREATLY appreciated. thanks<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-15-2003||02:59 PM||||dude, were you writing a poem here? Is that Haiku or a sonnet with no spaces...I got a headache reading it trying to understand what you were getting at!!!!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-15-2003||03:31 PM||||haha! its a hiku. LOL. no i posted that on an other board hoping to get a respons so i just copy/pasted it here. lol, did'nt realize it looked so wierd.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||10||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||12-15-2003||03:32 PM||||key phrases to remember:<br />- shift key<br />- word wrap<br />- English grammar<br />- punctuation<br />- spelling<br />- <a href="http://www.pricewatch.com" target="_blank">pricewatch.com</a><br />- <a href="http://reviews.cnet.com/?tag=cnetfd.sb" target="_blank">C|Net hardware reviews</a><br />- <a href="http://www.tomshardware.com" target="_blank">tomshardware.com</a><br />- <a href="http://www.google.com" target="_blank">google</a><br /><br />Have a nice day.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||12-15-2003||03:40 PM||||Dude, just get a Dell.  Seriously, I would not buy a used laptop.  You have no idea what that computer has been through, or if it's hot or not.  You can get a decent new laptop for a pretty decent price.  But why a laptop?  Is he really going to be that mobile with his computer?  I really have no idea of the benefits of Centrino, but it sounds like a marketing scheme of Intel to sell more laptops.  I second Pricewatch.com  That is a great place to look for hardware.  Research is the key with everything.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||Notorius||12-15-2003||03:43 PM||||centrino means its equipped to handle wireless networks if they are int he area. i think its the 802.11B or whatever that shit is (WiFi?) and thats it, its not a special processor or anything, just has the components for wireless networking to get you up and going out of the box.<br /><br />i think if it has taht pink centrino badge where most laptops say "Pentium 4" or "Athlon 128" powered or whatever, it should say "Centrino" or something.||68.69.141.192||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000006||red91awdtalon||12-15-2003||03:44 PM||||personally i dont think he will get the full advantage of a laptop.  My dad is one of those guys that gets on an idea and wont fade nomatter what.... really sux most of the time. thanks for the advice, I'll check those out. thanks<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000007||jcgalantvr4-244||12-15-2003||06:08 PM||||Forget DELL  build your own.  You can build one hell of a laptop for 1500.00 I personally had my friend put my coputer together.  build it dont pay for crap.||12.216.20.243||reg||14||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000008||redheat86||12-15-2003||07:21 PM||||Centrino is more geared toward longer battery life wile still keeping a high processor power, usually with a laptop if its on battery power the precessing power it cut down quite a bit with the new technology you get to keep the cpu speeds up and still have lenghty battery life. in addition anything cnetrino will have built in Wifi 802.11b or g which covers a/b and g standards. it also is lighter and thinner mb to keep size down.<br /><br /> <br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> centrino means its equipped to handle wireless networks if they are int he area. i think its the 802.11B or whatever that shit is (WiFi?) and thats it, its not a special processor or anything, just has the components for wireless networking to get you up and going out of the box.<br /><br />i think if it has taht pink centrino badge where most laptops say "Pentium 4" or "Athlon 128" powered or whatever, it should say "Centrino" or something. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||66.41.127.36||reg||1||redheat86||00002330||yes
Z||000009||mj_rosenfeld||12-15-2003||08:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> came down to putting a lt1 (covette,camaro) engine in his pos el camino, or laptop.... stupid me said... laptop </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stupid is right. Can't lay a patch, go out for food, or shoot holes in the nation's gas supply with a laptop. What year El Camino? The '66 was my favorite.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.220||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes



ubb/Forum3/003946.cgi
A||||3||4drwhore||for what you have...||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||12-15-2003||03:27 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||For those of you willing to tell us what you have mod wise in your car and what you run at the track, I'd like to hear it. See what seems to be the best route to go with for what parts and relative E/T times. This would be in the subject area of 1/4 drag times.<br /><br />I know before I got my car it went 12.7@1**<br />it had...<br />safc, 2g exhaust mani, open atmosphere bov, 2g maf, 820cc injectors, hks 272/272 cams, 20g w/ external tial wastegate, full 3" cert. exhaust, tmo III chip, battery relocation, AMS front mount w/ 2.5" stock route IC pipes, race gas(100), 25lbs of boost, about 84degree F @ sea level.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||12-15-2003||03:59 PM||||With how much boost? Stock intercooler?<br />What temperature? Race gas?<br /><br />This list can be pretty long if you wanted to be accurrate.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||Duc Hunter||12-15-2003||06:54 PM||||You can see my mods below. Never been to the drag track, have no clue what I would run. I would be more interested in a 0-60 and 0-100 times too.||205.166.229.107||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||12-15-2003||07:14 PM||||My '92 ran 14.1 with:<br /><br />3" Turboback, Walbro, K&N, 15psi, ACT 2600.<br /><br />My '91 (the fast one) hasn't made it to the track yet.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/003947.cgi
A||||14||hibrn8||backpacking through europe......has anyone done this..||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||12-15-2003||03:41 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Hello everyone........my friend, his girlfriend and I are about 95% sure we want to backpack through europe this year. We are thinking to be out there for around a month.....we are planing to fly into Warsaw, Poland and stay the first 5-6 days there, luckily he has family there so we will have a place to stay and food to eat for the first week. From there we plan to go counterclockwise around the continent most likely by Eurorail train...from poland to germany, then into the netherlands, to paris, to madrid Spain, go to the party island of ibiza, back to barcelona, then switzerland, throughout Italy for 5 days, then back through the Czech Republic back to poland where we will depart back to here. So obviously we are starting to plan now nice and early. We plan to stay in youth hostiles out there where it costs like 10 dollars a night then they give you a bed. (My friends that are studying abroad have given this suggestion, this way we dont go broke just on shelter). So has anyone does this to the extent where I can get some suggestions. Where to look to find connecting country to country train schedules to start planning. Since we are all college students we not trying to make this in the most expensive trip.....just want to make it a memorable one, see everything again and meet people. Plus weer trying to get ideas on how much it will costs....we have an estimate will airfare and the europass train ticket, shelter food entertainment funds. So throw your eperineces and suggestions at me. Tnanks!!!||65.227.217.152||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||12-15-2003||07:29 PM||||I did this plus a little more back in 90 or 91 over the span of about 6 weeks (plus worked two months at either end out of Glasgow, Scottland).<br /><br />Unless you are younger than 25, the Eurail pass is quite expensive.  When I went, it was cheaper for my brother and I to lease a car for 30 days from Renault (including fuel and insurance) than it was for Eurail passes for the two of us, but I was over 25 at the time.  We put 4400 miles on an R-5 (remember the old Le Car's, three lug nuts each wheel and 3 cylinders...) in a month.<br /><br />I had been working a couple of months in Scottland, then took the train to London where I met my brother.  We stayed a week or so in London, then took the hovercraft from Dover across to Calais, France where we picked up the car.  From there we headed towards San Sebastian, Spain via Rouen (where they torched Joan of Arc), Le Mans (where we got to watch the soon to be winning Mazda 3-rotor endurance cars practice, and drive down the Mulsanne straight).  From San Sebastian, we headed across Spain towards Barcelona and ended up spending several very nice days on the beach in a little town just out of Barcelona called Tossa.<br /><br />From Tossa, back up into France were we spent nearly a week in Nice and made day trips to Monaco, Cannes and St. Tropez.  After that we continued north through Italy (beautiful drive around Lago di Garda and the Italian Alps) to Innsbruck Austria.  Spent a couple of days there doing some summer glacier skiing and then on up into Germany.<br /><br />In Germany, we went to Stuttgart, Munich, Heidleberg, Cologne, and Hamburg.  You have to go to the BMW, Mercedes and Porsche Museums in southern Germany.  The castles of Mad King Ludwig are a must also.  There is a museum in Munich that is the national museum of science, industry and natural history out on an island in the river.  Very impressive, especially the automotive/mechanical section.  I'd skip Hamburg and go to Berlin now given the choice (we were in Munich when they took down Checkpoint Charlie, my security people did not want me visiting Berlin at the time).  Not much in Hamburg to hold your attention unless you like some really out-there live sex shows and the St Pauli brewery.<br /><br />From Germany, we headed thru Belgium to Amsterdam.  Amsterdam is a 24 hour a day place.  Hit the museums around 10:00 am, go home and take a nap in the late afternoon, dinner around 8:00 (nobody eats dinner until at least 8:00), hit the clubs around 11:00 and stay til daybreak.  Catch a couple of hours of sleep and start over again...  The Hardrock cafe there is only mediocre, the Bulldog is much better.  If you are into alternative intoxicants, pick up a copy of the "Mellow Pages" at a bookstore.  Also the Heineken brewery used to offer tours for only a few dollars, and there was a free tasting room at the end.  They wouldn't ask you to leave until closing time unless you got obnoxious.  We were pretty much legless by closing time...<br /><br />From Amsterdam we headed to Paris and spent nearly a week there.  Got to watch the Bastille day fireworks at a Heineken beer cart near the Eiffle tower.  As obnoxious as the French are, I'd go back to Paris in a flash.<br /><br />Then, I had to go back to work in Scottland for a couple of months.  I left the states in the end of March and didn't come home until after Labor Day.<br /><br />I'd definately go back to London, San Sebastian, Nice, Amsterdam, southern Germany and Paris.<br /><br />I'd avoid youth hostels and eurail if at all possible.  Almost all the people we talked with that used either/both had problems.  Many of the hostels closed early and almost everybody had some theft/robbery horror story from either the train or the hostels.<br /><br />I spent 6 weeks on the road, leased a car, paid for fuel, insurance, parking, stayed in hotels/B&B's, ate what I wanted to eat (real Napoli pizza in Italy, escargot in France, many different rathskellers in Germany, not McD's and fast food), drank what I wanted to drink (weissbeir in front of the Glockenspiel, wine on the beach in Nice, etc.) and it cost me less than $4,000.  Some of the best money I've ever spent.<br /><br />I'd also pick up one of the travel guides, especially the "Let's Go" series.  Frommers or Fodors is getting a bit upscale for the backpacking crowd.  Read them before you go and often while you are there.  Take lots of pictures and keep a log/diary.<br /><br />Mark<br />I've probably mangled the spelling to half of the city names, but I don't feel like looking them up...||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||Pappy||12-15-2003||07:59 PM||||I haven't been, but my brother back-packed eastern Europe.<br /><br />In the Czech Republic, everything is rather cheap.  You can get a huge meal at a 4 star restaraunt for a rediculously low amount.  I forget now exactly how cheap though.  And people don't tip too much there, so most likely the waitress/waiter will love you.  But also be prepared to possibly get ripped off.  My brother got ripped off with a euro-rail pass he had.  One of the operators made him pay anyway.  Nothing he could do about it, and the guy probably pocketed the money.<br /><br />Anyway, sounds like you have a nice route planned out.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||12-15-2003||09:25 PM||||oh sorry the I do qualify for the youth europass since we are all only 20yrs of age. <br /><br />Thanks Pappy.....eastern europe is awesome....Ive been to Poland before but never had the opportunity to go all over. Mind as well since this is a once in a lifetime opportunity.<br /><br />Yeah ok Mark, I was expecting to spend around 3500 or so for the four weeks including the airfare and trains etc etc.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||12-16-2003||11:33 AM||||I spent 30 days in Europe in 1999 "chasing" the total solar eclipse.<br /><br />I've done foot, Eurail and car hire (that's "rental" to us Yankees).  The car hire definitely gave us the most freedom.  However, not sure if you'll be able to get a car being under 25.  (Maybe that's just a U.S. thing)<br /><br />We didn't stay in any Hostels, we stayed in campgrounds and with family.  The downside is that you need to carry a tent and other camping devices (stove).  The plus side is you can disappear into a park or woods and sleep for free.  With three people it was easier to divide the load.  The car makes for a convenient storage locker, as well.<br /><br />I think it is possible to work within your budget (gotta remember that exchange rates will fluctuate) but keep in mind that it is almost a universal fact that big cities (i.e. the places you may want to visit) will cost more than rural destinations.<br /><br />You may find that for the quantity of train trips you're taking that buying them ala cart is cheaper than a pass.  Not once did I buy a ticket more than a day in advance.  It was relatively easy to just walk up to a ticket counter and buy a ticket for "the next train".  Or in some instances (France) pump a hundred Francs into a vending machine.<br /><br />A pass for local trains may be the most useful.  I don't recall if London had one, but in Paris you can get an "all day ticket."  I may be wrong, but I think it transfered to the busses, too.<br /><br />Buy a Lonely Planet guide -- by far my favorite guide book for this type of travel.  They seem to be written for our generation of frugal (poor) adventure-seekers.<br /><br />Got a Pocketlogger?  You can download train schedules, maps, world clocks and translators free on the Internet for your Palm.  It was the first time I felt really empowered by the Palm and it was really handy to have a list of international dialing prefixes and contact phone numbers for friends and family.<br /><br />Got a cell phone?  If you have a 3G GSM phone (triband) you should be able to roam all over Europe.<br /><br />Oh, and Ibiza?  You suck.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||howard_GVR4||12-16-2003||12:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pappy:<br /><strong> <br />In the Czech Republic, everything is rather cheap.  You can get a huge meal at a 4 star restaraunt for a rediculously low amount.  I forget now exactly how cheap though.  And people don't tip too much there, so most likely the waitress/waiter will love you.  But also be prepared to possibly get ripped off.  My brother got ripped off with a euro-rail pass he had.  One of the operators made him pay anyway.  Nothing he could do about it, and the guy probably pocketed the money.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've spent some time in the CZ republic, Prague and Brno, and it is VERY cheap.  Seriously, you can eat very well on $10/day.  That's right, you don't tip but a few coins, but the waiter's won't love you if you tip more.  I've actually seen servers get really pissed and embarrassed when someone tried to tip more (like $5).  They get paid a standard hourly wage, so tipping is unnecessary and inappropriate.  <br /><br />An American guy on my trip lost his passport in a "casino" in Prague, and he had to "buy" it back from the police department for $350.  <br /><br />And yes, you can get 4 star food for super cheap.  I had a bonafide silver platter meal with several courses plus drinks plus dessert for about $10.  Booya.  <br /><br />PS - if you're a college student, you can get an international student ID from your school, and it'll get you discounts on euro bus fare, train rides, etc.  Worth checking into.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000006||Pappy||12-16-2003||12:58 PM||||Ah, well my brother and his friend tipped what they would over here because they didn't know not to at the time.  The waitress repeatedly said thank you.  But the rest of the patrons at the restaraunt weren't too happy.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000007||VTGVR4||12-16-2003||03:24 PM||||i've backpacked all over italy, costa rica, and some islands in tahiti...<br /><br />best guide books are fodors if you like arts, out of the way things, etc. For heavily traveled areas like europe, it really doesnt matter what book you buy, since they all contain similar things. (yes, i stayed in barnes/nobles for 6 hours trying to find the perfect italy book). <br /><br />some of my italy pictures are <a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov/pics/olderpics/italy/" target="_blank"> here</a>.<br />the names of the pictures may be fubar, as i had some students do this for me. they scanned them at too high of a res, too. sorry, dial ups.<br /><br />my wife has backpacked europe 2x, finland, norway, germany, belgium, ireland, etc, so i relied on her for the italy trip. (hostels don't like unmarried people sleeping together, so we stayed at campsites.) in italy, you can get a killer dinner, with a very nice house wine for about 3 bucks each. <br /><br />good luck, and DONT pack the film in the baggage for stuff going under the plane. Some of the radar machines in europe will gray out the pictures. (all of my italy pics are like this)||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||12-16-2003||03:43 PM||||"you can get a killer dinner, with a very nice house wine for about 3 bucks each."<br /><br />How long ago was that? I've been to Italy many times and the only place you get a deal like that is at the homeless shelter.<br /><br />I backpacked Europe for 18 years. Oh wait, in first grade I couldn't really carry my backpack.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Screw the trains. Just rent a car and you're much better off. Choose your destination before you go or just go on the blind (more fun). Don't fly into Poland. It be like you want to go to New York and you fly in to Kansas city.<br />If you want to reach all those points mentioned, the time you want to spend there won't be enough.<br />Europe is small but not that small.<br />If you want more info PM me and I'll give you my phone number. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||12-16-2003||03:53 PM||||at the homeless shelter?? is that where i ate? damn, the homeless over there are doin' good!<br />ok, so i exxagerated on the whole 3 buck thing! i really dont remember the exchange rate at that time, but it was pretty favorable, i guess. i distinctly remember a decent meal costing about 1/3 of what it does here...<br />i went in summer of 2000. If you read fodors, it tells you all the places that serve killer food and relative pricing (the whole $ vs. $$$$) we only ate at places that had just a $ listed. by the way, we never ate out for breakfast or lunch, almost always bought stuff from the food stores and made em.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||12-16-2003||04:00 PM||||There you go Gabor...you can hire yourself out as a Europe travel guide.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||12-16-2003||04:25 PM||||Ryan--- <br />yeah I do have a Palm so thanks for that tip. I know I can program that info into my phone as well, and my phone does have all country codes programmed. As far as exchange rates, most of these countries are now using the Euro, so about 1 to 1 exchange rate. Yes Ibiza  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  . It has been my dream to go to Space and Amnesia (2 of the worlds best clubs) for my life.<br /><br />Gabor---Why not fly into Poland. Warsaw is actually pretty cool IMO and plus, my buddies family lives right outside of this city. So our plan was to stay with them for the first few days and visit them before we begin our trek. I think that a month would be plenty of time, since well be travelling by train or whatever most of the time. We dont plan to spend weeks in these cities, maybe a day in some....travel through two in a day. Well see. I know for sure were staying in Ibiza for a few days !yay! and italy for 5-6. But agian we still havent gotten the plans down yet.  <br /><br />So everyone thinks that renting a car and driving it all over this continent will be cheaper? I know for sure gas is ripoff overseas by the litre. I hear the train is cheaper.||65.227.217.57||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||12-16-2003||04:54 PM||||I will elaborate on the Warsaw thing later when I get home from work, but in the meantime think about the train vs rental car thing.<br />Do you want a trip like this, cheap or as memorable as possible?<br /><br />BTW. Take as much breath strips with you as you can. It will make you bunch of friends or might even get you laid.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||12-16-2003||11:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I will elaborate on the Warsaw thing later when I get home from work, but in the meantime think about the train vs rental car thing.<br />Do you want a trip like this, cheap or as memorable as possible?<br /><br />BTW. Take as much breath strips with you as you can. It will make you bunch of friends or might even get you laid.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Memorable for sure....i definately get your point there. Eloborate later I want to hear this. <br /><br />About the breath strips..LMFAO...Ill be good..plus Im a European kid living in America...so all these bitches assume we are "loaded".....that right there plus my style and damn good looks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   will get me someone new from every city    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.227.204.148||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||12-17-2003||12:59 AM||||Check the airlines how much it cost to fly in to Warsaw. You'll most likely find it to be cheaper to fly into Paris.<br />Check out this site and enter your destination with your stops. <a href="http://www.viamichelin.com/viamichelin/gbr/dyn/controller/HomePage" target="_blank">http://www.viamichelin.com/viamichelin/gbr/dyn/controller/HomePage</a>  <br />You can only do 3 stops so you might just want to add it all up on the end. Just roughly you can figure around 5000km. That with an economy car, in gasoline alone will cost you around $800.00<br /><br />Warsaw is just way out of your route and you'll spend at least 3 days traveling to and from a middle of nowhere.<br />I can send you links to hostels, panzios, or even private homes to stay at.<br />Check out some German DSM sites. There are plenty of people speak english and would love to have you guys at their homes for a night or two.<br /><br />Backpacking is not as much fun as people make it to be. Lugging your packs everywhere you go is pain in the butt. It's so much easier to lock it in the car and just hit the streets with your wallet. Security is almost nonexistent on the train, so one of you have to be up while the other sleeps.<br />There is so much more.<br />Like I said, you can call anytime and I'll share some information with you. Wish I can do the trip with you guys, but I'll be in Italy before the ski season ends and then again sometime in the middle of summer.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.57.60.223||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/003948.cgi
A||N||6||MidEngine210||CD Manuals on Ebay||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||12-15-2003||05:49 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||Hey Folks,<br /><br />I'm trying to get a repair manual on CD through ebay. The problem is that there are so many advertised, but they all sound the same. So are these generally equal? Thanks in advance.<br /><br />- Sunny||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||number3||12-15-2003||06:56 PM||||<a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/</a><br /><br />The only one you need.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||12-15-2003||07:00 PM||||What Harry's trying to tell you is that many of the DSM CD Manual's on Ebay are just illegal copies of the one he pointed you to  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Support the creator.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000<br /><a href="http://www.dsmchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.dsmchips.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.keydiverchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.keydiverchips.com</a>||68.156.241.232||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||MidEngine210||12-16-2003||01:48 PM||||Thanks for the link and info. I'm ordering one now.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000004||jayru||12-16-2003||02:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>   <a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/users/manualcd/</a>   <br /><br />The only one you need.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is it GVR4 specific or just TEL stuff?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||12-16-2003||04:01 PM||||It is for both GVR4 and T/E/L up to 99, has VFAQ on it also. A very nice quality product.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000006||My_GVR_4||12-16-2003||10:48 PM||||That's my boy Vineet !<br /><br />Order his DSM CD manual...! and NOT some E-Bay shiet!<br /><br />He worked his a$$ off creating that CD Manual.  I was there from the get go and saw ALL of his original paper manuals in pieces next to the scanner with the binding sanded off.  I couldnt believe my eyes.. what a FIEND !!<br /><br />What was started MANY MANY years ago in a small ass apartment, now is a DYNASTY that will never fall  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    haahaa!<br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Rory J. Conway||68.78.113.218||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes



ubb/Forum3/003949.cgi
A||||22||blacksheep||Looking for free carfax again....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||12-15-2003||06:38 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone have a link or can help me out!!!<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||12-15-2003||07:34 PM||||What do you want dumbass I paid for a 30 day membership so I may as well use it.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-15-2003||07:39 PM||||Rich<br /><br />1HGEJ7128VL102763<br /><br />Email it to b18c4door@hotmail.com , will ya?<br /><br />Thanks, I owe ya!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||12-15-2003||07:41 PM||||Sure give me the GSR I need a B18c4door to supercharge.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||12-15-2003||07:44 PM||||Thanks a lot for that fast service. <br /><br />BTW - I will deliver to you door for 14K, lemme know! YOu should have bought my teg instead of the accord    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||12-15-2003||07:45 PM||||It's on it's way to ya.<br />BTW planning a swap   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||12-15-2003||08:28 PM||||hell no - someone wants to trade me for the gsr.||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||Peakboost||12-15-2003||09:59 PM||||PRE_EVO...you got pm.  thanks    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Blacksheep......are you the same guy selling the 4dr GSR in ht?  <br /><br />if so, im hard2find (one that was selling a white EG before).....SOLD that and got me a GVR4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||12-15-2003||11:05 PM||||yep, thats me. Damn, I wanted to trade you the hatch.<br /><br />Welcome to galantvr4.org. Better behave, else your posts will disappear here....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Just kidding! You'll love this site!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||Peakboost||12-16-2003||12:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> yep, thats me. Damn, I wanted to trade you the hatch.<br /><br />Welcome to galantvr4.org. Better behave, else your posts will disappear here....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Just kidding! You'll love this site! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">sweet mang! small world  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />so im guessing you got a Vr4 too?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000010||sleeper||12-16-2003||01:16 AM||||He used to, till he got pussy wipped.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />I'm sure he'll get another one, after the hot sex part goes away.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.229.87||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000011||PRE-EVO||12-16-2003||02:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> He used to, till he got pussy wipped.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />I'm sure he'll get another one, after the hot sex part goes away.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well he got the hatches because sex in a hatch is easier.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000012||Peakboost||12-16-2003||02:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> He used to, till he got pussy wipped.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br />I'm sure he'll get another one, after the hot sex part goes away.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well he got the hatches because sex in a hatch is easier. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just a reminder  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||12-16-2003||03:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peakboost:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> He used to, till he got pussy wipped.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     <br />I'm sure he'll get another one, after the hot sex part goes away.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well he got the hatches because sex in a hatch is easier. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just a reminder   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your bad no soup for you.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||12-16-2003||09:43 AM||||No, I dont have any gvr4s anymore - have owned 8 of them so far - I'll get another one someday - maybe!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||Peakboost||12-16-2003||10:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peakboost:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong>     </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> He used to, till he got pussy wipped.        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      <br />I'm sure he'll get another one, after the hot sex part goes away.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well he got the hatches because sex in a hatch is easier. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just a reminder    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your bad no soup for you.<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">dan 8 GVR4? how old are you   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||12-16-2003||10:22 AM||||27 - you are 23 and have 3 vehicles yourself - what do you do, sell crack t Whitney Houston or what ?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||12-16-2003||10:26 AM||||If you go by his shoe size it would be a more accurate reflection of his age.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||12-16-2003||12:35 PM||||Hey - shouldnt you be making more calls about CF hoods instead of making fun of me ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||Peakboost||12-16-2003||05:29 PM||||i sell liquor  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />imma sales consultant for a liquor distributor   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />oh and THANKS RICH for the carfax   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||12-16-2003||05:44 PM||||shit - only booze, smokes and condom salesman (not in Africa, of course) seem to have job security nowadays....no offense! The more power to ya!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||Peakboost||12-16-2003||06:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> shit - only booze, smokes and condom salesman (not in Africa, of course) seem to have job security nowadays....no offense! The more power to ya! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">none taken...i love my job.<br /><br />oh i forgot, wine too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  Krystal and courvasier dealer here hahaha||12.249.226.109||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000022||PRE-EVO||12-16-2003||06:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Peakboost:<br /><strong> i sell liquor   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />imma sales consultant for a liquor distributor    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />oh and THANKS RICH for the carfax    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Send some booze my way  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .<br /><br /><br />If anyone else would like a carfax please let me know.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/003950.cgi
A||||0||mr.mitsu||spider man 2 preview||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||12-15-2003||07:29 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||<a href="http://advision.webevents.yahoo.com/sony/spiderman2/" target="_blank">http://advision.webevents.yahoo.com/sony/spiderman2/</a>||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes



ubb/Forum3/003951.cgi
A||||5||mr.mitsu||yo yo tourney||||1||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||12-15-2003||07:31 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||check this<br /><br /><a href="http://static.hugi.is/video/fyndin/Japan_National_Yo-Yo_Contest_2003-1.wmv" target="_blank">http://static.hugi.is/video/fyndin/Japan_National_Yo-Yo_Contest_2003-1.wmv</a>||66.185.84.206||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000001||369of1000||12-15-2003||07:45 PM||||speechless||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||12-15-2003||09:47 PM||||Why do all the dorks, who train their entire lives to be incredible at things that don't matter, come from Japan?||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||12-15-2003||10:59 PM||||i'm only 21 but i remember the smothers brothers. anyone remember yoyo man?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||snwbrd40oz||12-16-2003||01:12 AM||||freakin' amazing! These people have way too much time on their hands to get that good at something soooo stupid. How much time does it take to say 'ok now I'm gonna spin it this way, catch it on the string and then flip it so that it all comes untangled'. Yes I'm bitter damn it! I want free time like that!||65.100.165.215||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000005||PJGross||12-16-2003||09:24 AM||||Yeah, when I was in 6th grade I entered "the state of yo" many times.  I even have a hardwood, brass shaft, replaceable axle, reversible, laser carved smothers brothers signature yo-yo from KLUTZ.  Also taught myself how to juggle that year, too.  Then I started playing football and that was the end of that nonsense.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br />Man on the flying trapeze always impressed people but there were a few others that caught peoples eyes, one was something like between the lines which was flying trapeze after it wraps around both hands twice so that it lands on the middle string.  Getting out of that one is tough.  Its all in the tightness of the string.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />-PJ<br /><br />--wrote this while the link was downloading.  Holy crap, never saw Tom Smothers do that s*$t.  Way, way, way too much time on their hands.  Lets go play some football!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   That's some awesome talent, though!||12.44.48.42||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes



ubb/Forum3/003952.cgi
A||||2||Akidosigh1||Check this link||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||12-15-2003||07:47 PM||||some of u might find this funny<br /><br /> <a href="http://illstab.com/sz_images/238.gif" target="_blank">http://illstab.com/sz_images/238.gif</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-15-2003||11:58 PM||||still plays with cars  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||166.90.116.174||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-16-2003||12:00 AM||||that's awesome.  i need to do that at work.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003953.cgi
A||||7||Evilnissan||Got Body Roll?||||8||||Evilnissan||00002816
Z||000000||Evilnissan||12-15-2003||10:24 PM||evilnissan@yahoo.com||<img src="http://www.swvrscca.org/PICTURES/sep_2003/jerm.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><br />The G-GSX at a event this year. Running on dry old street tires before I got my Falken Azines.||68.119.145.212||reg||8||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-16-2003||10:45 AM||||...bet that instills confidence in the driver.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-16-2003||10:58 AM||||That's how I feel mine looks. I really need to keep working on my suspension   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||12-16-2003||04:11 PM||||Your not supposed to hit the cones. Your supposed to go around them.<br /><br /><br />j/k||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||12-16-2003||06:14 PM||||Yeah I count maybe five cones left standing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||92GVR4#333||12-16-2003||06:16 PM||||I beleive those are the pointer cones||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000006||Evilnissan||12-16-2003||11:32 PM||||There pointer cones jack-ass...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Joking.<br /><br /><br />Sometimes they go alittle crazy with the pointer cones, we used 138 cones one time and a lot of people didnt know where the fuck to go.<br /><br />You can find more picters and info @ <a href="http://www.swvrscca.org" target="_blank">www.swvrscca.org</a>  There is also a fourm there to if inbody in the WV tri-state area are more than welcom to come run with us.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000007||Duc Hunter||12-17-2003||02:44 AM||||I don't have body roll..............well not like that! Sweet to seee her out getting flogged!||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes



ubb/Forum3/003954.cgi
A||||18||VR4ownzU||OHIO Members?||||1||||VR4ownzU||00002798
Z||000000||VR4ownzU||12-15-2003||10:53 PM||Method7975@aol.com||Anyone from Ohio post something! just seeing who's out there....||24.154.165.138||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000001||red91awdtalon||12-15-2003||11:07 PM||||I'll more than likely be moving there next month to canton.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||12-16-2003||06:48 AM||||Im in the house.||68.76.182.53||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||12-16-2003||07:39 AM||||There are a couple of us hidden around Columbus.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||dsmsleeper||12-16-2003||10:00 AM||||Right now there are at least seven in and around Columbus.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000005||chucklesas||12-16-2003||10:31 AM||||I don't know how many are in the Cleveland area.  I think I've seen 2 others besides mine, but only once.  Schools over, so I'll be back in Cleveland tomorrow.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000006||TinyVR4||12-16-2003||11:10 AM||||I'm 20min. east of Cleveland.||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000007||jcgalantvr4-244||12-16-2003||12:45 PM||||Im in Iowa thats close  Ha Ha Ha||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||12-16-2003||01:02 PM||||ummm...no, not really.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Jeremy - get your idle fixed yet?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||mj_rosenfeld||12-16-2003||01:11 PM||||I work in Columbus, live 33 miles east in Licking County.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000010||VR4ownzU||12-16-2003||02:22 PM||||I've only scene two VR4s around here and they were where I live....Medina...about 40mins south of Cleveland....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000011||dsmsleeper||12-16-2003||03:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> ummm...no, not really.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <br /><br />Jeremy - get your idle fixed yet? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jeremy (vr4play) from Cinci/Columbus?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000012||jcgalantvr4-244||12-16-2003||05:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dsmsleeper:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> ummm...no, not really.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />      <br /><br />Jeremy - get your idle fixed yet? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jeremy (vr4play) from Cinci/Columbus? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No jeremy from Des Moines||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000013||alexd29||12-16-2003||05:47 PM||||I don't personally own a vr-4 but would like to, three of my friends from the columbus area own  vr-4's Jeremy included, and i know of at least 4 others, But i don't know of the guys personally.<br /><br />-David-||24.95.51.82||reg||1||Alexd29||00003067||yes
Z||000014||91E39A||12-18-2003||02:45 AM||||live in columbus.  Green's for sale.<br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000015||04DrBlur||12-18-2003||06:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91E39A:<br /><strong> live in columbus.  Green's for sale.<br /><br />-Dan S. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How much you looking to get?  I got a buddy who just sold his car so he could get a GVR4 but the seller backed out. Also what kind of condition is it in?||68.76.186.43||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000016||dsmsleeper||12-18-2003||12:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong>       </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91E39A:<br /><strong> live in columbus.  Green's for sale.<br /><br />-Dan S. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How much you looking to get?  I got a buddy who just sold his car so he could get a GVR4 but the seller backed out. Also what kind of condition is it in? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I wouldn't say that the seller backed out.   The seller did not agree to his new offer.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />         He [your friend]didn't sell his car but you know that.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000017||91E39A||12-18-2003||02:02 PM||||<a href="http://www.columbusdsm.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=1971" target="_blank">http://www.columbusdsm.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=1971</a><br /><br />3 pages, some pictures, $6000 firm.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000018||VR4ownzU||12-20-2003||03:58 AM||||Someone in Ohio sell me their VR4....please||24.154.214.87||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes



ubb/Forum3/003955.cgi
A||||11||curtis||electric intercooler wtf||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-16-2003||12:22 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2448944333&category=33742" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2448944333&category=33742</a><br /><br />I've seen everything now I think I will go to bed||166.90.116.174||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||snwbrd40oz||12-16-2003||01:00 AM||||I've always wondered what the next step would be...that is crazy. Not a bad idea though||65.100.165.215||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||12-16-2003||01:48 AM||||Peltiers...looks like a waste of money to me. I like the way their website disagrees with the ad.<br /><br />Ebay:<br /><br />"When you go into boost, the air charge is diverted into the Chiller unit. This gives you about 30-45 seconds of chilled air charge. Once you come out of the boost, the unit will automatically recharge back to the minimum temperature."<br /><br />vs.<br /><br />Website:<br /><br />"When you go into boost, the air charge is diverted into the Chiller unit. This gives you about 20-30 seconds of chilled air charge. Once you come out of the boost, the unit will automatically recharge back to the minimum temperature."<br /><br />Check out the photoshopped pictures, too. <br /><br />Remember...Not only do you have to power the peltiers, but you also have to cool them. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||12-16-2003||02:46 AM||||Yeeeouch that things 22lbs.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||12-16-2003||12:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> Yeeeouch that things 22lbs. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My old 2-216 weighed a lot more than that.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-16-2003||12:52 PM||||I didn't think my 2-216 was that much heavier than 22 lbs. I'll have to weigh it next time it's off.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-16-2003||02:30 PM||||Just weighed my 2-120: 15lbs<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||12-16-2003||02:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> I didn't think my 2-216 was that much heavier than 22 lbs. I'll have to weigh it next time it's off. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When I shipped the 2-216 and pipe setup, it was like 35lbs IIRC.  I know the pipes couldn't account for more than a few pounds.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||12-16-2003||04:06 PM||||Interesting. The seller is in Rio Rancho. Rio Rancho is kinda a subburb of Albuquerque, but its actually its own city. I can see it from here.<br /><br /><br />I bet I can find out who is selling it on one of the local boards, namely the one in my signature.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||12-17-2003||03:04 AM||||As much as I can find out so far, this thing will actually work. Here is a quote from a friend of mine who has spent the past 4 years in engineering and physics classes:<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> IMO, electric intercoolers aren't a bad idea<br /><br />I used to work under a project for NASA using different substances for high efficiency thermoelectric devices. How it works is there is something called the Seebeck effect where if you apply heat across dissimilar metals, electrons will flow from the hot side to the cold side, however, there must be a difference of temperature. Likewise, the reverse called the Peltier Effect, where if you apply current across dissimilar metals, you can get one side to be really cold and the other side to be really hot. This concept is used on devices for CPU's and Coleman camper ice-chests. However, a problem is that the hot side of the junction is really f*cking hot, to get the cold side junction to close to zero degrees with even the most current efficient thermoelectric materials requires hot side temperatures on the order of 750 degrees farenheight with a energy density of 40 J/g. The contract for NASA had me doing tests using a compound metalloid called "Skutterdite" and Germanium, the peak efficiency was 15% (which is close to Carnot efficiency-- in other words, as thermally efficient as it gets). So to see a 0 degree cold side temp with that energy density we were measuring 705F temps-- before the thing oxidized and turned into ash.<br /><br />In any case, the big problem would be removing 705F heat from the hotside, so if that's accomplished.. a 0F intercooler would be badass.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000010||JAYGVR4||12-18-2003||05:14 PM||||This is sorta along the same lines, but I was thinking about a ghetto track use only chiller based on a principle similar to this:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.prostreetonline.com/pso/pages/details.asp?productsku=MOR-65125" target="_blank">http://www.prostreetonline.com/pso/pages/details.asp?productsku=MOR-65125</a><br /><br />Only as an air cooler as opposed to a fuel cooler.  What I was thinking was maybe for a track event, you could make some sort of bin that slipped around the stock IC, then you could fill it with dry ice, which is readily available from the local beer stores...  Instant supah chillah!  Ahh!?!!  Whassup!||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000011||crucible||12-18-2003||06:52 PM||||Alright, whos gonna be the Test Monkey for this contraption||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/003956.cgi
A||||2||Eclipse182||Jeep Commanche||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||12-16-2003||01:08 AM||||Hey, I was looking on wantaddigest.com and came across a 1988 Jeep commanche. Heres the ad:<br /><br />1988 p/u  <br />6cyl, 5spd std, 4WD, runs excel, w/cap, $100  Firm Saratoga Springs, NY    (518) 587-1101         <br /><br />for $100 it cant be much, but thats about all i have to spend right now without relying on my parents. The bodies probally a little beat up but I can handle that. From what the review and everything I read, theyre supposedly really reliable trucks. I was wondering if anyones owned one or could give me their opinion on them? I'll probally only use it to get school to home, then when I get a job after christmas, to work. And even if it isnt all that road worthy, its still something to take offroad and mess around with.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.195.184.41||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||Dreis11301||12-16-2003||05:34 AM||||My best friend in high school had one, it was reliable but it was a gutless wonder.  His was the four cylinder model though, the 6 might have a little more umph behind it.  You can't really beat $100 for a vehicle that runs.  And like you said it is always something to take out back and whoop the shit out off.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||12-16-2003||05:51 AM||||The 4.0 six is a good engine. My '89 Cherokee had it and it did fine, even with 33" super swampers and a six inch lift. Pulled grades no problem.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/003957.cgi
A||||5||Bigfoot200200||60-1 sized turbo that spools like a T-25||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||12-16-2003||03:23 AM||||<a href="http://www.turbodyne.com/product2.html" target="_blank">http://www.turbodyne.com/product2.html</a>   <br />Take a big turbo, and wrap windings around the shaft, then the computer desides when to apply electricity, and spins it up like an electric motor(simplified). Then the rest of the time it operates like a generator. The tricks are insulating the windings from all that heat, and having an electrical system powerful enough to spin the turbo. <br /><br />I've been watching this turbo devolopment for  two years. Turbodyne invented it and entered into an agreement with Garrett to develop it. But then they started suing and counter suing each other so it was stalled. Turbodyne claimed that Garrett sat on the project, thus violating the contract. Turbodyne must have won, because now it looks like they will work with IHI to develop it instead.<br />  <a href="http://www.boersenman.de/bm/download/OTHER/TURBODYNE/turbodyne110902.pdf" target="_blank">http://www.boersenman.de/bm/download/OTHER/TURBODYNE/turbodyne110902.pdf</a>  <br /><br />Garrett's E-Turbo photo, bottom third of page<br />  <a href="http://home.arcor.de/hildst/Garrett0801.html" target="_blank">http://home.arcor.de/hildst/Garrett0801.html</a>  <br /><br />Boring lawsuit info<br />  <a href="http://www.findarticles.com/cf_dls/m4PRN/2001_August_15/77238068/p1/article.jhtml" target="_blank">http://www.findarticles.com/cf_dls/m4PRN/2001_August_15/77238068/p1/article.jhtml</a>||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-16-2003||10:35 AM||||Freak out.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Yao||12-16-2003||05:33 PM||||Reminded me of a turbo called Hydro-charger!  It supposely uses power-steering fluid to turn the turbo, no exhaust, heat and plumbing to deal with not to mention INSTANT BOOST!  don't know what ever happened to it...||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000003||Matt379||12-16-2003||05:41 PM||||I remember what the hydracharger.<br /><br />I searched on google and found this.<br /><br /> <a href="http://lists.mr2sc.com/pipermail/mr2sc/Week-of-Mon-20010101/000547.html" target="_blank">http://lists.mr2sc.com/pipermail/mr2sc/Week-of-Mon-20010101/000547.html</a> <br /><br /><br />interesting...||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||12-16-2003||05:57 PM||||This acts like a normal turbo 95% of the time. It's actualy very simple and efficient. The electricly assisted spool-up happens only when the computer senses it's needed. Like when the driver is too dumb to downshift  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   or when coming off corners.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||Yao||12-16-2003||06:31 PM||||Didn't Victor used 4 turbodyne on 4 of it's turbos back in the early 90's??  and pumps out 1000hp!!||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes



ubb/Forum3/003958.cgi
A||||3||comfy||Help from some one in the San Diego area||||1||||comfy||00000717
Z||000000||comfy||12-16-2003||04:09 AM||||Some kid on trader conned me over a transmission,  if some one from the san diego area can help me, i would be exceptionally greatful.||12.222.42.189||reg||1||comfy||00000717||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||12-16-2003||10:15 AM||||PM me the info and I can put it up on <a href="http://www.sddsm.org." target="_blank">www.sddsm.org.</a> BTW was his name Manny by chance?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||12-16-2003||10:43 PM||||It has to be Manny. He lives in San Diego and Is notorious for advertising shit he doesn't have on the trader. There are only 2 people that sell DSM tranny's to people over the internet.. One is Manny, even though he really doesn't 'sell' them and the other is a very good friend of mine who wouldn't rip anyone off. Post it yourself on <a href="http://www.sddsm.org" target="_blank">http://www.sddsm.org</a> in the forums and you'll get a good response..||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||12-17-2003||12:17 AM||||Terren I need my Pocketlogger stuff!||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/003959.cgi
A||||2||curtis||carrier bearings||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-16-2003||08:42 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||I'm going to rebuild the driveshaft in a few weeks and was just wondering how much these things run and if a TEL are the same. I can get parts from the dodge/eagle dealership at cost. I did the silicon rebuild and the vibration and noise is about to drive me nuts.  It's not bad with the radio on you don't even know its doing it.  I just want to fix something.||67.25.37.167||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||12-16-2003||09:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I'm going to rebuild the driveshaft in a few weeks and was just wondering how much these things run and if a TEL are the same. I can get parts from the dodge/eagle dealership at cost.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Call your dodge/eagle hookup and find out!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||12-16-2003||10:18 AM||||I paid I think $70 for a new one from the dealer.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/003960.cgi
A||||12||vrpower||Easily Passed||||1||||vrpower||00000547
Z||000000||vrpower||12-16-2003||10:10 AM||darian85@msn.com||Just wanted to share my emission results :<br />Hydrocarbons<br />Std: 220<br />Mine: 45<br />Carbon Monoxide<br />Std: 1.2<br />Mine:0.1<br />Carbon Dioxide<br />Mine:14.4<br /><br />I have small 16G turbo as well as a full 3 inch exhaust with high flow cat. I passed this with ease.||207.56.0.2||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-16-2003||10:13 AM||||Did you lean out on an AFC or anything special?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-16-2003||11:00 AM||||I hope I have numbers like that.  I go in February.  "Were did I put that cat again"||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||12-16-2003||12:24 PM||||Sucks for you guys, thats why I love florida. :sits back, spreads arms, lets out a long relaxing "ahhhhhhhhhhhh COUGHHACKALKSDJFLAKJDFALFDJ DAMNIT!":||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||Matt379||12-16-2003||03:15 PM||||Bah.  You Floridians got nothing on us Hoosiers.<br /><br />No vehicle emissions testing, and ain't no vehicle safety check either.  I guess they figure we either smart enough to know when something is too dangerous to drive, or that all us farmers driving combines and tractors down the road must know what we are doin.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||12-16-2003||03:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt Wenger:<br /><strong> Bah.  You Floridians got nothing on us Hoosiers.<br /><br />No vehicle emissions testing, and ain't no vehicle safety check either.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's the same as us.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||henrok||12-16-2003||05:52 PM||||hey guys, i have an idea which might be stupid, but here it goes.  how about we make a special muffler with a good regular catalytic converter and muffler and make it so we can remove it and put it on with ease when it comes to time for inspection.  if you can put two cats on it even better. put it on when the inspection time is here, then take it off and put our real ones when its done. lmao....   i think its a good idea and if we fabricate it in such a way that its done with ease its even better.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||3||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||12-16-2003||06:12 PM||||Man you all need to respect the Alabama EPA...<br /><br />no laws....<br /><br />3` inch-no cat-..no worries||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000008||autobahntom||12-16-2003||06:18 PM||||My 'test' will be coming soon. Not sure exactly when though. I will be attempting to pass with HKS 272/272, SAFC, GM MAFT, AND the almost famous Keydiver eprom. (I guess I will put the converter back on though).  Be interesting to see how it does, and since the car shows 240k miles, if it doesn't pass it won't raise any eyebrows. Just have to try again on another day.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000009||Bigfoot200200||12-16-2003||06:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong>how about we make a special muffler with a good regular catalytic converter and muffler and make it so we can remove it and put it on with ease when it comes to time for inspection.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not stupid all, in fact I'm doing this now. My center section will be 34" long with a flange on both ends. Plenty of room for either a 34" straight through Ultra-Flow, big clean cat with 16" muffler, two cats, high flow cat with 16" muffler, or none of the above(test pipe).||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000010||DeanCouchey||12-16-2003||09:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt Wenger:<br /><strong> Bah.  You Floridians got nothing on us Hoosiers.<br /><br />No vehicle emissions testing, and ain't no vehicle safety check either.  I guess they figure we either smart enough to know when something is too dangerous to drive, or that all us farmers driving combines and tractors down the road must know what we are doin. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No lie, first time I was in Indy to visit my friend who lived next to the airport, we drove 5 minutes out of the city and there were tractors on the road and corn fields.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||12-16-2003||11:09 PM||||So just curious......is all of florida smog test free??? B/c this is where I plan to be within the next 6-8 months and I need to figure out what Im going to do with this car.||65.227.204.148||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||vrpower||12-17-2003||11:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Did you lean out on an AFC or anything special? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This was actually without an AFC. No fuel control period. It did take about 5 to 10 minutes however, the guy testing me had to call another co worker to the computer. Then they had to call down the manager. I did not realize that my car would cause such comotion. Maybe they had computer problems? By the time i was done there was about 6 cars waiting in line behind me.||207.56.0.2||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes



ubb/Forum3/003961.cgi
A||||1||1992gvr4||Lingerie Bowl||||1||||1992gvr4||00002167
Z||000000||1992gvr4||12-16-2003||11:01 AM||richard_82@juno.com||This years half time show. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />               <a href="http://www.lingeriebowl.com/main.htm." target="_blank">http://www.lingeriebowl.com/main.htm.</a>||66.109.247.181||reg||1||1992gvr4||00002167||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-16-2003||05:32 PM||||...on pay-per-view.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003962.cgi
A||||2||sleeper||Got diesel?||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||12-16-2003||03:18 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://www.princeperformancediesels.com/f350run.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.princeperformancediesels.com/f350run.wmv</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||Yao||12-16-2003||05:24 PM||||YEP! deisel is a sleeper now a days.  Nobody would expect a truck to haul like that!  I have a duramax my self and it ran a best of 15.2 at 92 for a 7000lb truck with 2.4 60's time and not to mention at mile high!<br /><br />Now if only I can get my hands on the passat wagon with 2.5 I-4 turbo diesel, 6 speed and 4-motion!!||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000002||jcgalantvr4-244||12-16-2003||05:24 PM||||Thats just sick!!!||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes



ubb/Forum3/003963.cgi
A||||31||Matt379||Seat Belt laws.||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||12-16-2003||03:18 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Poll Question:<br /><br />Does your state have them?<br /><br />For all vehicles or just cars and SUVs with car plates.<br /><br />Your opinion on the mother state and her concern for our "well-being".<br /><br />Oh, and I wear my seatbelt all the time.  I just realize the state wants another (cough-cough) area to tax.  <br /><br />Hence, trucks in Indiana not having to wear seatbelts.  Farmers make up a large percentage of the Indiana Legislature.  They don't want to have to abide by the law.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||12-16-2003||03:39 PM||||A familiar scenario in Connecticut:<br />On your way home from work, you come down a major road to find a major traffic back up. You can see police lights in the distance, must be an accident. As you approach, you see an officer directing some cars out of the line. When you get up to him, you see the sign:<br />SEAT BELT CHECK STATION<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  This happens way too often around here. Gotta love the automatic seatbelts though. I think it's bullshit, its someone's own business if they want to go flying through their windsheild sans-their legs. As far as trucks, I think they just check everyone.<br /><br />P.S.: If anyone doesn't realize what is going on at one of these stops and doesn't put on their seatbelt, I suggest they go drown themselves as to not furthur pollute society with their DNA.||149.152.207.253||reg||8||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000002||GVR1643||12-16-2003||04:04 PM||||First off: I value my head and always wore a helmet on the bike. In the car, I got in the habit of seatbelts with T-tops and convertables and have always worn them since - anyone in my car does.<br /><br />So to your question:<br />There are 2 things going on here as far as I'm concerned. <br />What I think/believe and then the real world.<br />I don't think there should HAVE to be a law telling people to wear them. The far end of the spectrum would also suggest that I'm not allowed to eat a greasy burger since one day that could kill me as well.<br />BUT - here's the kicker IMO: In the real world IF someone does go through there windshield AND they don't have insurance (or not enough), who pays for it...hmmm, you and I?<br />Well that's not so good either. On that note, I don't want you to HAVE to wear a seatbelt, but I don't want to have to pay for someone else's medical via my taxes either.  So, wear your seatbelt  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I don't think there is any question about kids since they aren't old enough to make those decisions.  They should have to wear them or have a car seat.||167.142.21.254||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||12-16-2003||04:40 PM||||That can't happen in PA or NJ.  Seat belt law is secondary, so you need to first be stopped for a primary offense first, such as speeding or running over pedestrians or something.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||12-16-2003||05:08 PM||||I didn't mind the original seat belt laws.  You only got a ticket if you were pulled over for something else and then you could get a ticket for not wearing a seat belt.<br /><br />I don't care for the new laws for two reasons.  1 it  pretty much makes it so a police officer can pull a car over for any reason.  The police officer can say, it didn't "look" like someone had a seat belt on.<br /><br />2 It is clealy just another way for the state to make money.  While I wear one, I never really saw how the state had the right to make us wear them.  They have taken seat belt laws too far for sure.<br /><br />I have never seen a random seat belt stop before, but if I ever got stopped when I was wearing my seatbelt, I'd be royally pissed.  I don't even think random stops or road blocks for DUI drivers should be allowed.  I've only been stopped once for a DUI road block, but I was there for a long time waiting to get through and I didn't feel like I lived in a free country that night.  I mean, what is the difference between randomly stopping cars and randomly stopping people and asking for ID?  I got randomly pulled over in Ohio for a car test.  Aside from stopping us on a long drive, and making it longer, they checked our turn signals, walked around the car...  Oh, ya and to test our e-brake, they made us pull the e-brake up, and then stall the car by letting the clutch out in 1st without gas.  I really liked the part where the whole car jerked forward on a brand new clutch.  Thanks ass hole officer for making me add wear n tear to my clutch.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /><br />I don't think random stops should be alowed in any state for any reason.  It's complete BS.  They have stops to run peoples IDs looking for records and maybe they even have a person(s) they are looking for.  For DUI stops, they run everyones IDs, ask for regetration, and proof of ID.  If it was really just a road block looking for DUI drivers, then they would let people go through if they didn't smell or act drunk, but they don't.  They treat everyone like they did something wrong.  Now, if they thought a dangerous criminal was on a road and they had a road block, that would be different, as long as they didn't run everyones ID while they were at it.<br /><br />Have you ever been tailgated by a cop?  I have, and I'mm 99% sure they were running my plate.  Should the police be able to tailgate people and randomly run plates whenever they want?  Well, this is turning in to a rant, cause the older I get, the more I HATE the police.  Insert song"  F*&K the police.......<br /><br />Damn dude, you hit a touchy subject    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||12-16-2003||05:14 PM||||<a href="http://beta.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1037505/posts" target="_blank">web page</a>||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Evilnissan||12-16-2003||05:25 PM||||I beleve its not a stopable traffic law here in WV, But I bet if you went though a local DUI road block they would be more than welcome to take you money with a smile.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000007||broke down||12-16-2003||05:28 PM||||You know, I could say that since I pay insurance and taxes, that I also have to pay for you incredibly huge hospital bills when your face hits a telephone poll, and Dr. Bob has to put it back together.  That concerns me.  On the other hand, I could say that if you are dumb enough to believe that seatbelts aren't a good thing, maybe that's a good way of thinning the herd.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000008||curtis||12-16-2003||06:13 PM||||I go on fort campbell almost everyday.  The MP's at the gate look at the car and then see the 5 point harnesses and just smile.  But at least twice a semester they pull me over to the safety/nuclear bomb/seren gas inspection area because they think I'm having car trouble because of the idle.||67.25.35.185||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||Matticus||12-16-2003||06:57 PM||||I used to never wear my seatbelt when I lived in Yakima, WA. The max speed in the city was like 35 MPH. I am sure if I got in a head on colision, even at that speed, I would fly thru the windshield. But those accident don't happen too often there.  When I moved back to Delaware, everyone drives like an asshole and the average speed is like 60 plus.  You bet your ass I am wearing my seltbelt.  Random stops are total bullshit IMO.  Especially when they treat EVERYONE like a criminal and you have to prove to them you are innocent.  I thought in this country it was the other way around.  But it makes the streets safer, so it is okay...||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000010||snwbrd40oz||12-16-2003||07:41 PM||||I'm pretty sure in CO that they have to pull you over for something else first. As far as me wearing mine, I almost always (99.99% of the time)wear my seat belt. The car rule is that if you are old enough to drive you are old enough to decide. Other than that you better buckle up! The only time I got stopped was on labor day, and they were doing DUI checkpoints (great way to make a long drive longer!)||65.100.166.182||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000011||galantvr4us||12-16-2003||08:44 PM||||I think in MO you cannot be pulled over for it but can be ticketed for it if you are pulled over for something else.  So cops usually pull you over for stupid reason and ticket you for no seatbelt.<br /><br />As far as it being right to make it a law I know a lot of people-my dad included that would not be here today if the WERE wearing there seatbelt.  I usually wear mine though.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000012||Pappy||12-16-2003||09:58 PM||||Personally I will always wear a seatbelt.  It's a good safety measure.  But this is supposed to be a free country.  If somebody over 18 wishes to not wear a seatbelt.  IT'S THEIR CHOICE!!  NOT THE GOVERNMENTS!!!  Oh geez.  Sorry, this type of subject matter where the government butts in where they don't belong really really erks me.<br /><br />Sadly, Mass has a "Click it or Ticket" policy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000013||Matt379||12-16-2003||11:21 PM||||I understand about not wanting to pay for someone's medical bills because they get hurt.<br /><br />Which raises another question....just because you are in need does that automatically make me your slave?<br /><br />Now granted, I hope I am not sounding course and I don't want people to die, but since we have a lot of free healthcare available (not really free, someone is paying) it doesn't make a lot of incentives to take care of one's self.<br /><br />I'm not talking about the people who are old or too sick, what I am talking about is those who don't buckle up.  My feelings are you "waive your entitlement" to healthcare.<br /><br />Question is, where will it stop.  They are already considering a fat "tax" and then there will be the entertainment tax.  Forget if it is a good idea or not.  The greatest achievements in the world were when people were given freedom, not forced to do something.<br /><br />And in Indiana, they can pull you over now for not wearing a seat-belt at all.  As I said, I always have and always will...just interesting.||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||12-17-2003||12:21 AM||||I'll just say that I wear my seat belt 100% of the time and its already saved my life. I also don't allow anyone to ride in the car with me unless they wear their seat belt as well.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000015||Ian M||12-17-2003||01:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Evilnissan:<br /><strong> I beleve its not a stopable traffic law here in WV </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, I *think* it is now. I recall hearing about law changing to where it was a stoppable offense,and also becoming a 2-point moving violation too. Dont quote me though,Im curious enough now to look into it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /> I know in MD it is,I got stopped (on the interstate no less) a couple years ago coming home from work in my Jetta. I just forgot to out it on. It was a $25 fine,but not a moving violation.<br /><br /> If I had to guess,Im sure insurance companys have had a lot to do with states adopting seatbelt laws.||129.71.114.171||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000016||Pappy||12-17-2003||01:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> I'll just say that I wear my seat belt 100% of the time and its already saved my life. I also don't allow anyone to ride in the car with me unless they wear their seat belt as well.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, I don't get moving until everyone is buckled up.  Luckily all my friends are the same way so it's not a big deal.  But it still doesn't detract from the fact that the government is trying to tell us how to live our personal because they think know what's best for everybody.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000017||broke down||12-17-2003||12:58 PM||||I can tell you it's saved me twice, and i'm still pretty because of it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .  I guess if the government can tell you to wear a seatbelt, does that mean they can also regulate my intake of cholesterol too?||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000018||MustGoFaster||12-17-2003||01:12 PM||||I wear mine all the time.  It just feels weired to drive with out it.  In MN they can only ticket you after they have you pulled over for something else, I think.||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000019||Evilnissan||12-17-2003||01:40 PM||||Ill have to look into the new WV laws to???<br /><br />I wear mine all the time, its like second nature to but it on or in the Galant buckel the lap belt.<br /><br />Even if im turning the car around in the drive way i catch my self putting the seat belt on.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000020||markrieb||12-17-2003||05:05 PM||||I'll start this off saying that I *always* wear my seatbelt when I'm in a car, as a driver or a passenger.<br /><br />But I disagree in the strongest possible terms about having a law requiring anybody to wear a seatbelt.  I think there ought to be laws that set the standards for the seatbelts themselves, strength, attachment, etc. to make wearing seatbelts as safe as possible.  What I object to is the state trying to protect me from myself.<br /><br />The problem is that with the subsidized healthcare that we have, if John Doughhead gets into a wreck, wasn't wearing his seatbelt and doesn't have insurance, the taxpayers end up paying for his medical bills.  I don't want to pay those medical costs anymore than I want to be forced to wear a seatbelt...<br /><br />My suggestion for a law would be to limit the public and insurance company liability for anybody involved in a wreck that wasn't wearing a seatbelt.  i.e., if you roll your car, get thrown out and half crushed because you weren't wearing a seatbelt, the maximum the state or the insurance company would have to pay would be for a bottle of asprin and a couple of bandaids.  If you were wearing a seatbelt, full coverage applies.  I think this would also work well for the motorcycle riders that don't want to wear helmets.<br /><br />Some may think this cruel and unusual, the only person it hurts is the careless person that wouldn't wear a seatbelt.  I'm all for personal responsibility in all aspects of life.  If you make your bed, you have to lie in it and not expect anybody else to help bail you out.  <br /><br />I'm an adult and make many decisions each day that could potentially affect my quality of life.  I try to examine the consequences of each of these decisions and make an evaluation on the potential risk and reward.  I expect each adult out there to do the same.  Sometimes you make the right decision, sometimes you don't, either way it is nobody's fault but your own.  It is *your* responsibility to you and your family to choose wisely.  Now that I'm married and have small children I personally don't ski out of bounds anymore, nor do I rock climb or wheel-to-wheel race.  I've evaluated the pleasure I got out of those activities and decided the risk to my family is too great<br /><br />Washington state, where I live, started out with a seatbelt law that was "secondary" where they could not pull you over for not wearing a seatbelt, but could cite you for it if they pulled you over for something else.  This law was put before the voters, and the "secondary" nature of the law was critical in its passing.  Now, without any public input, the state has increased the law to a "primary" offense and have raised the ticket costs.  And of course faced with this new revenue stream the police have started an enforcement campaign "Click it or Ticket".  They wrote several hundred tickets in a couple of weeks in our small city of around 140,000 people, at $75 a pop...<br /><br />The seatbelt laws are bad laws put in place for ostensibly the right/humane reasons.  Their implementation is nothing more than revenue enhancement for the police departments with minimal increase in public safety.<br /><br />All the above also applies to motorcycle helmets and bicycle helmets.<br /><br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000021||geoff@machv||12-17-2003||08:03 PM||||Washington, DC has the same Click it or Ticket law. Very helpful in the DC Metro area in my opinion.  Not wearing a seatbelt [because it should be your option] is idiocy at it's greatest. <br />Sort of like riding a sportbike with no helmet.||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000022||Arty||12-18-2003||08:50 PM||||We have had compulsory seat belt laws around here for about 30 years.<br />In addition the cops can stop us for any number of reasons, not wearing a seat belt, arbitrary license check, random breath check for alcohol, car mechanical / emissions check. Just last month they began a trial of a new random drug test, it will require the driver to give the cops a saliva sample which they will be able to preliminary analyse on the spot. I bet the next step will be that the cops will be allowed to keep the saliva and put it in some DNA database, with our knowlege or not.<br /><br />The idea of stopping drivers may have started out being about safety but it has also become about the cops being able to monitor and impede the movements of anyone for any reason.<br /><br />I think you will have to resist every attempt the state makes to curtail your freedoms, otherwise eventually you'll end up like us, subjects not citizens.<br /><br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000023||Matt379||12-19-2003||01:49 AM||||Oh, that sounds like fun.  I can hear it now....<br /><br />"your papers please..."<br /><br /><br />Power is addictive.  I think we should all know this, considering what we drive  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000024||slugsgomoo||12-19-2003||05:14 PM||||is it just me, or do i live in the US, and not the USSR?<br /><br />If i ever come across a traffic blockade again, i'll tell them exactly where they can get off, and how to contact my lawyer. Being detained with no more probable cause than driving down the road is not legal. They can't hold you there, and they can't force you to stay.<br /><br />The constitution protects from unlawful search and seizure and as far as i'm concerned that trumps any napoleon complexed little municipal police department.<br /><br />Here's how the situation would play out:<br /><br />me: good evening officer<br />officer: license and registration please<br />me: what am i being stopped for officer?<br />officer: license and registration please.<br />me: I would like to know the purpose of this stop first. Please give me a legal reason that i am being stopped.<br />officer: as you can see we're stopping everyone going through here.<br />me: as you can see, i'm not doing anything illegal, and you are illegaly detaining me. Are you going to place me under arrest?<br />officer: no, i just need your license and registration.<br />me: well, you can have those once you charge me with a crime. If i haven't commited a crime, i suggest that you let me leave, before i call an attorney.<br />officer: [grumble]<br /><br />They can stop me all they want, when i'm speeding, or breaking the law in any way. When the gestapo bullshit starts, and they just start stopping you for no reason, i'm not putting up with that.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000025||gvr4ever||12-19-2003||06:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slugsgomoo:<br /><strong> is it just me, or do i live in the US, and not the USSR?<br /><br />If i ever come across a traffic blockade again, i'll tell them exactly where they can get off, and how to contact my lawyer. Being detained with no more probable cause than driving down the road is not legal. They can't hold you there, and they can't force you to stay.<br /><br />The constitution protects from unlawful search and seizure and as far as i'm concerned that trumps any napoleon complexed little municipal police department.<br /><br />Here's how the situation would play out:<br /><br />me: good evening officer<br />officer: license and registration please<br />me: what am i being stopped for officer?<br />officer: license and registration please.<br />me: I would like to know the purpose of this stop first. Please give me a legal reason that i am being stopped.<br />officer: as you can see we're stopping everyone going through here.<br />me: as you can see, i'm not doing anything illegal, and you are illegaly detaining me. Are you going to place me under arrest?<br />officer: no, i just need your license and registration.<br />me: well, you can have those once you charge me with a crime. If i haven't commited a crime, i suggest that you let me leave, before i call an attorney.<br />officer: [grumble]<br /><br />They can stop me all they want, when i'm speeding, or breaking the law in any way. When the gestapo bullshit starts, and they just start stopping you for no reason, i'm not putting up with that. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you ever do that, let us know how it goes.  They can easily get you for not coroperating.  If you really can aford a high priced layer, you could get yourself out of any trouble, but could you really sue the police department for stopping you?  There are more laws protecting the police then you.<br /><br />You are right in asking if the is the US of A or USSR.  Why not just put borders up at ever state line and check everyone then.  I really don't see the difference between that and a random stop that is a road block.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000026||slugsgomoo||12-20-2003||05:06 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadblock.org/whattodo.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadblock.org/whattodo.htm</a><br /><br />If they were to harrass and or arrest me it wouldn't be for legal grounds. I'm not a druggie, i refuse to even get in a car after drinking, and i always wear a seatbelt.<br /><br />i've considered bringing my camcorder with me and going to find one of these roadblocks. If they can provide no probable cause and search your car, they can not only lose their jobs, but they can be sent to jail for breaking the law.<br /><br />The second i'm out of my car at a roadblock, i'm putting a call in to the police, and to the attorney generals office. <br /><br />There are certain things that make me irritated enough that i carry relevant documents for. Like this.<br /><br />I tend to keep copies of state/federal law in my car when i know it's something that police are frequently ignorant of.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000027||peterlsmith||12-20-2003||05:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> I wear mine all the time.  It just feels weired to drive with out it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Interesting point.<br /><br />One day I was driving into town and felt there was something wrong with the car, a bit like the handling wasn't quite right. After a couple of miles I was getting freaked out so I had to pull over and check things out. As soon as I went to get out of the car I realised I hadn't got my seatbelt on. Bingo - once I put it on, everything  was back to normal. <br /><br />That's the only time I've ever managed to drive off without wearing a seatbelt, but I grew up and learnt to drive in Britain where seat belts have been compulsory for as long as I can remember. My parents always made me wear a seat belt when I was a child, so for me I don't even have to think about putting a seatbelt on, it's automatic.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.98.79||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000028||mikeyoung00||12-23-2003||01:03 PM||||I agree that the law is invasive. The point about medical bills and health care costs is well taken but the Greater Good would call for LESS government in this case.<br /><br />That said, I think manditory seatbelt/restraint laws for children is a very good idea. WAY to many cars driving down the street with Jr. in the front seat passanger's lap instead of a properly installed child safety seat. This is a case of protecting the innocent from the stupid.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000029||agrabau||12-23-2003||01:26 PM||||This is simply another way to raise state police revenue. Tickets, seatbelts.. it all boils down to that corrupt relationship between out police departments and our insurance companies.  <br /><br />plain and simple. Safety is not the issue. I bet if I wore a helmet driving to "the store" and passed a cop at the speed limit that he would follow me and cite me with some BS ticket, which would then go on my insurance, who would then raise my rates, which would be used to buy radar guns for my police department..||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000030||gvr4ever||12-23-2003||02:16 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadblock.org/whattodo.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadblock.org/whattodo.htm</a><br /><br />If you plan to follow that advice to the T, you will find yourself in jail.  Also, unless you have a high priced lawyer that you want to pay for, knowing all the laws are not going to get the police in trouble unless you sue them.  Oh wait, you can sue them unless it is a criminal suite.  So, you can sue a officer on how he treated you unless he/she was found to have broken the law.  The burden of proof is still on your.  A camera would be a sound way to get it, but how would the officer act if he was being filmed.  I think I will make that a seperate post cause that can get really long on it's own topic.  <br /><br />A officer can give you a road side sobriety test.  If you refuse, you will simply get arested and then given a breather test later.  They shouldn't be legal though.  At least not the balancing crap and walking in a straight line.  I mean, depending on how long I have been sitting in a car and not moving my legs, I would fail that no matter what.  Not to mention a lot of people would have a medican reason why they couldn't do it.<br /><br />Also if you don't answer simple questions, as if you have been drinking, they will give you a hard time.  They only want to see if you know and they read your voice and your reaction.  I was once asked 5 times though one night.  I was getting a little nervous because they asked me over and over.  I didn't think they were going to stop.  I was not too happy about that.  I was stopped for speeding, but they didn't give a rats ass about that.  They were looking for drunks.  Not drunk? Speed along.<br /><br />I just saw on the news that drunk driving acidents are on the rise in our state and for the next two weeks, we are going to have road blocks.  I am not happy about that one bit.  Not because I need to slip through drunk, but because a road block can hold you up for a very long time, reuin your plans for a night and generally just make you feel violated.  The state has too much pressure from MADD though.  A lot of it is polictical, but I still don't see why it is legal.  If they want to protect drivers they could simply have the police watch a area with many cars on call on the road.  Only pull over cars that are doing something wrong.  It's not like a drunk driver is going to drive perfect the whole time and then wreck.  They make many mistakes and weave all over the place.  I just hope I don't get stopped by one.  It's like I understand they want to catch some drunk people, but is stopping everyone the way to do it.  What about the magority of the drivers who are not drunk.  Is it right to mess up thair plans during the holidays, make them late.  ALso, some people still work.  What about the poor bastard who just worked a 10 hour day only to get stopped by a road block before he could make it home.  NP, just stay up another hour buddy.<br /><br />Any time you are getting stoped at a raod block, for that moment, you are not in a free country.  You were detained without doing anything wrong.  Forced to show your ID, registration, asked insulting questions about your alchahol and drug use, where you came from and where you are going.<br />That is BS!!!!<br /><br />MADD needs to stop picking on the sober and go after the drunks without ruining everyones nights.  I say MADD because they have enough political pull to make all the road blocks happen in the first place.<br /><br /> <br />Wait, this is about seat belts.  I stole a thread.  I'm a thread whore.<br /><br />Wear your seat belt, n stuff.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000031||bleck||12-24-2003||05:28 AM||||Well, although I hate traffic stops, and cops with an agenda, I have learned that honesty, sprinkled with the right amount of cooperation (i.e. asskissing) usually gets me on my way quickly.  I know we live in America, but if I can leave a traffic stop without bruises, and a billy club sticking out of my ass, I consider it a good day, especially living in NJ (a police state,IMHO), and having been born with the NJ equivalent of a search warrant, brown skin.  <br /><br />I wear my seat-belt for safety reasons, never go without it, but it sure sucks that I can make the state $50 richer if I'm particularly absent-minded on any given day.  All I'm tryin to do is support my family.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003964.cgi
A||||8||4G63_GSR||Want a rebuild: Anybody seen this site?||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||12-16-2003||03:35 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||Hello guys.  Hopefully by next spring or summer I can go ahead with my project.  I'm looking to rebuild my engine and everything else.  I ran across this site and they have some pretty interesting stuff but I'm just curious to see if anybody has ordered or worked with these guys before.  Take a peek and let me know.  Thanks.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.ffwdconnection.com" target="_blank">www.ffwdconnection.com</a>||69.11.254.214||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-16-2003||05:30 PM||||Never heard anything bad.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Lucky13||12-17-2003||07:37 AM||||They make some pretty big bling motors. I've heard the average is 6K and up. I've never heard anything bad about them, but then again DSM'ers as a whole are wicked deal seekers, and 6K is more then most people even pay'd for their car.||68.219.78.198||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||12-17-2003||09:12 AM||||AMS in NW Chicago suburbs is doing my rebuild. I'll report on their work in a month or so.<br />Email Kris for prices; he's a GVR4 owner, too. kris@automotosports.com <a href="http://www.automotosports.com/employee_cars.asp" target="_blank">http://www.automotosports.com/employee_cars.asp</a>||24.148.12.60||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||12-17-2003||09:45 AM||||Please excuse the hijack:<br /><br />What are you having done, bob?||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||BlitzVR4||12-17-2003||09:55 AM||||I got a Stage 1 short block from Darren and he is great to work with.  The short block was for my 1G.  Now with my GVR4 I am going to get one of his Stroker shortblocks.  Plus his engines come complete.  No buying other parts.  Its a lot of money but I have no complaints.  They are top notch work.  <br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000<br />92 TSi (sold)||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000006||pisces_0||12-17-2003||11:36 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlitzVR4:<br /><strong> I got a Stage 1 short block from Darren and he is great to work with.  The short block was for my 1G.  Now with my GVR4 I am going to get one of his Stroker shortblocks.  Plus his engines come complete.  No buying other parts.  Its a lot of money but I have no complaints.  They are top notch work.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got to agree with Jonas on this one.  Fast Forward may be a bit more $, but the customer service and product quality are TOP NOTCH!  I've purchased a Green (back when he was still selling them) and some other small misc. parts from Darren @ FFWD and all my dealings have been outstanding.  They definitely get two thumbs and two big toes up!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||64.61.224.167||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000007||GrocMax||12-18-2003||09:29 AM||||FFWD gets his stuff from BJ.||209.151.113.187||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||12-18-2003||11:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> FFWD gets his stuff from BJ. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And on that note... I won't be ordering anything from either of them.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/003965.cgi
A||||26||V8EATER||I have a new baby!!||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||12-16-2003||04:25 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||I wanted to share the good news- My g/f and I had our first baby- Emma Grace.  A friend of mine has a website for her already.  Make sure to have your sound on for it!  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.emmagracelee.com" target="_blank">www.emmagracelee.com</a><br /><br />If you look on page 2 of the album, you'll see a familiar face out in the snow....<br /><br />the happy dad||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||12-16-2003||04:28 PM||||Congrats to a happy dad!!!||65.227.217.57||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||dsmsleeper||12-16-2003||04:32 PM||||Congratulations!||63.146.62.141||reg||14||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-16-2003||04:36 PM||||Congrats!!!!!!!!!!!! In a few years i'm sure Marni and I will have our own.  Until then I'll just keep showing her the pictures of everyone else's beautiful kids.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||HobieKopek||12-16-2003||04:40 PM||||I don't know you and you don't know me, but congratulations!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />She your first?||65.249.137.193||reg||1||HobieKopek||00002978||yes
Z||000005||V8EATER||12-16-2003||04:45 PM||||Yeah, and the last for a little while.  They're quite expensive, and they take up a lot of time.  the vr-4 is going to feel a little lonely, i should guess.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000006||91 #680||12-16-2003||05:18 PM||||congrats!!!  that bjork music came up all loud, lol.  Nice website and photos for the little squirt.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||12-16-2003||05:22 PM||||Hey, any time you need a babysitter, let me know.  I'll take good care of her, change the oil, keep the tank full of 93 octane and never boost more than 18lbs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Congrats!<br /><br />Get the matching leather child seat for the VR-4.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Dreis11301||12-16-2003||05:29 PM||||Car seats love the back of VR4s.  My daughter used to cry if we went somewhere and didn't take mine.  And while riding she would ask to go faster.  Congradulations.....Kids are cool as hell, they can become a handful at times and get you incredibly mad and frustrated but then they do something that makes it all go away and you realize how special and awesome they are. Alright thats enough of the sappy side.  Way to go, a small Craftsman tool set would be a great first christmas gift.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000009||dlpinckney||12-16-2003||05:46 PM||||Congrats on the little one..!!!||63.188.105.233||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000010||92GVR4#333||12-16-2003||06:15 PM||||hey you need to get with curtis on the car seat, his is SICK!!  Only a gear head would sneak a pic of the GVR4 into the family album..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  congrats...||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000011||curtis||12-16-2003||06:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>Get the matching leather child seat for the VR-4. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Congrats nothing like the little girls just wait she'll be climbing on the hood soon enough, mine iss 3 1/2 and she looked into the engine bay just last week and said some inspiring words "TURBO HEMI"<br />Better act fast on the eddie bauer seat they were discontinuing them back when I got mine from target.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2232" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2232&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.25.35.185||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||agrabau||12-16-2003||06:34 PM||||Congrats! That intro is very cool. It reminds me of <a href="http://www.modernista.com" target="_blank">www.modernista.com</a>||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000013||V8EATER||12-16-2003||06:41 PM||||I got a peg perego for the infant car seat, they had the best marks in terms of crash testing.  <br /><br />The Eddie Bauer seats are cool, but this is the one I want:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2231" alt=" - " /><br /><br />It doesn't get much better than that.  <br /><br />$140 from Summit racing, made by Simpson.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000014||jcgalantvr4-244||12-16-2003||06:54 PM||||Sweet seat man.  hey when she out grows it then you can use it as a go-kart seat.  I bet Keven would fit right in that baby.  Then next time we go carting maybe he wont school us all so bad. lol.   <br />      congrats <br />  <br />                     Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000015||V8EATER||12-16-2003||06:57 PM||||school us nothing!  I was only a couple thousandths behind him!  If only I wasn't black flagged for punting that one guy.....||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000016||Matticus||12-16-2003||07:35 PM||||Congrats on the new baby.  Welcome to the wondeful world of parenthood.  I have 2 boys myself, 5 and 2.  The first night the baby was home, I said to myself, WTF did I do?  The baby cried all night.  After that night it was all good.  The sleepless nights are a little hard on you, but you will begin to learn to function on half the amount of sleep you are used to.  Good luck with the new baby.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000017||crucible||12-16-2003||07:54 PM||||Nice to hear.<br />Now you've got another "project" on your hands though hard to modify!<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000018||CCDSM69||12-16-2003||08:35 PM||||Congrats on the baby girl....I'm starting to get really excited because everyone is having babies and mine is due soon...Scott already went out and bought her her own Recaro Baby seat (for when she's bigger)<br />   <img src="http://www.recaro-nao.com/produkte/picStart/start_sportline.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000019||Romanova||12-16-2003||09:13 PM||||My boy just turned 9 months old a few days ago. Kids kick ass. The first three months are the worst... you either want to put a bullet in your head or drink yourself into a coma... unless you like sleep deprivation... then you are in luck.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Seriously though, congrats!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000020||chauffeur1st||12-17-2003||01:14 AM||||Congradulations.... Children are wonderful it was the best thing to ever happen to me.. Enjoy all the good times and even the ones that make u crazy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I would have to say my son who is 3 loves the GALANT and he loves to look into the engine and say BIG TURBO DADDY and points to the turbo, its great... he also tells me I need biger rims like the ones I had on my last car (they were 19's) He tells me to put his window down all the time to hear the Greddy Type S, he even asks to have the window down when it is Freezing outside.. He is always sayin DADDY FASTER DADDDY FASTER or race that car... its so funny, and get you child a sick car seat.. Everyone tells me I have a Sparco seat for him... it does look like one, I will post a pic sometime... Great job man and the best of luck to you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000021||GVR1643||12-17-2003||09:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> school us nothing!  I was only a couple thousandths behind him!  If only I wasn't black flagged for punting that one guy..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL - Those black flags will get ya.<br /><br />CONGRATS on the little one!!!  <br />My boy just turned 5 a couple of weeks ago.  Parenting takes emotions to a whole new level; love, dependence, frustration, anger, compassion, and love again...<br />The car immediately drops on the priority list.<br /><br />Wait until you take it to the track - leave the baby seat in the back and put a bigger "soccer mom" sticker in the back on the way to your 11 sec 1/4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.198||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000022||miturra||12-17-2003||10:06 AM||||Congradulations and our warmest aloha.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000023||MiSTER2||12-17-2003||10:16 AM||||Congratulations! My wife and I also had our first baby 10 days ago. It's the best thing ever happened to me.  However i hate the baby car seat side of the business, they add extra weight, turn the car into a 4 seater and the one i got doesn't match the interior trim, oh and because they are compulsory they are expensive.  It's just a moulded plastic with some fabric on top.  But i can't complain, my kids safety comes first.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000024||Garfield Wright||12-17-2003||01:42 PM||||Congrats man.  Welcome to the club.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000025||V8EATER||12-17-2003||03:27 PM||||I had no idea I would get this many posts!  I thought I would share, and maybe a couple from the guys I've actually met, but this is unbelieveable(sp)!  I knew this was a good group of people from the start.  <br /> <br />(tear)<br />(sniff)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />Thanks again||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000026||chadhayashi||12-18-2003||12:15 AM||||congrats.<br /> <br />good music choice.<br /><br />I got my sister a Simpson car seat back when my neice was born. Looks like a race seat w/ harnesses. I think the current one is different though.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/003966.cgi
A||||6||Ian M||5.96 @128 in the 1/8th mile....ON ICE||||6||||Ian M||00000361
Z||000000||Ian M||12-16-2003||07:57 PM||v8killervw@hotmail.com||Check it out,its 1/8 mile ICE drag racing...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <br /><br />  <a href="http://merrillicedrags.com/" target="_blank">http://merrillicedrags.com/</a>  <br /><br /> Take a look at the the pics (Ever seen full tubbed drag cars in snow?) and ET records section..<br /><br /> Hmm,whos got the best price on some studded blizzaks in say,a 185-65-15??    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.10||reg||6||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000001||pisces_0||12-16-2003||08:05 PM||||When I first saw the topic I thought, "Oh, he's probably just talking about sleds."  Surprised the $#it out of me when I saw it was actually cars doing that!  128 mph in the 1/8th is seriously haulin' the mail.  Those guys must have modified seats 'cause their cajones have to be huge to do that on ice!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.61.225.115||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000002||Team Ducktape||12-17-2003||02:21 AM||||Everything has a "twist" in WI....||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||12-17-2003||11:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> Everything has a "twist" in WI.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I see... <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><br /> Talking about sleds,those things are pretty insane too,theres a few quick ones that run here at our 1/4 track. Theres a guy with a Ski-Doo that runs low 9's @140 something-he said until last year he was running it year round; on asphalt,snow and grass.||129.71.115.136||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-18-2003||12:04 AM||||Damn what do you have to do to run a 9 in a sled?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||12-19-2003||12:09 AM||||Just about everything I guess!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /> It still had the two stroke engine in it,albeit a radical one...all I remember is the indivdual expansion chambers for each cylinder sticking out the side. <br /><br /> Impressive to watch run,thats for sure!||129.71.114.84||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000006||skivittlerjimb||12-19-2003||01:51 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Theres a guy with a Ski-Doo that runs low 9's @140 something-he said until last year he was running it year round; on asphalt,snow and grass.<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Up here in VT they drag race snowmobiles in the<br />summer on grass (which quickly become dirt and mud) tracks.  Talk about hooking up at the start.<br />There's just a bit of traction available when studded track belt bites deep into dirt.  Not sure<br />how they steer, though.  <br /><br />Most folks think skiing and boarding are the primary sports/pastimes in Vermont.  Nah.  The "real" Vermonters ride sleds and ice fish all winter.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />BTW, I'll post the SCCV ice time trials dates on the board as soon as they set 'em.  Possible GVR4 meet in VT?  Most folks get at least six timed runs on a ITT course...<br /><br />-Jim B.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes



ubb/Forum3/003967.cgi
A||||14||curtis||sweet header/manifold on ebay||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-16-2003||11:19 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2448500607" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2448500607</a>||67.25.32.131||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Team Ducktape||12-17-2003||02:53 AM||||<a href="http://www.dsmparts.com/dsm_turbo_manifold.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dsmparts.com/dsm_turbo_manifold.htm</a>||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000002||mj_rosenfeld||12-17-2003||12:30 PM||||In principle, headers like those shown in the previous links are "better" than a stock manifold. In an engine like ours, how much better are they over our manifold? Is it really a good use of $500? I'm guessing certainly not for the first $500 mod, and maybe not even after several $500 mods. Anybody have real test data?<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||12-17-2003||01:04 PM||||Do some research.....||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||mj_rosenfeld||12-17-2003||01:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Do some research.....  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes I should do that and I will over time. I expect to find mostly HP gains quoted by vendors and manufacturers who have a motive to give the most impressive possible numbers in order to make a sale. Yet, I rarely read of people on this list making or recommending that upgrade, even though they spend much more than that on other things.<br />So let me rephrase my query: Has anybody here personally experienced or observed worthwhile gains from such a manifold installed in a 4G63T engine and, if so, how much and after what other mods were done? Thanks.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||12-17-2003||01:23 PM||||I've read claims of 400-600 rpm drop in spooling time with these equal length manifolds. So you could run a bigger turbo without the lag. It's a few hundred dollars more than a ported 2G.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||12-17-2003||01:45 PM||||Honda guys same the same thing about spoolup. I tend to believe some of them coz they have some crazy setups...run 60-1 on a 1.6 or 1.8 is kinda nuts with stock internals and 11 psi. But they rev to 8K.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||12-17-2003||01:59 PM||||how would you hook an egt probe up to one of those?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||12-17-2003||02:31 PM||||Weld a bung on it.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||12-17-2003||02:34 PM||||hehe you said bung...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||Bigfoot200200||12-17-2003||03:41 PM||||The metal is thick enough to drill and tap. You get 3-4 threads.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000011||geoff@machv||12-17-2003||03:42 PM||||I have some personal experience with the tubular manfold setup, AND with the maker of the manifold in that pic.....<br />I tubular manifold DEFINITLEY sppols your turbo faster, I was very suprised at how it spooled a 14B turbo!!!!!   15 psi came on almost immediatley!!! I know, that's not saying much, but in comparison to how this car felt an hour earlier with the stock un-cracked OEM manifold, the tubular setup does in fact offer easy to feel results.  <br /><br /><br />Now on to the manifold.   Mikee @ CDE motorsports is a TIG WIZARD !!!!  His work is top fucking notch and he WONT build anything he doesnt believe in.  Someone stated earlier, that they wouldnt make this oon of thier first mods... I gotta agree with you too pal.  500.00 should be spent on other mods first....<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000012||pisces_0||12-17-2003||03:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> hehe you said bung...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought that EXACT same thing right after reading that post, and then almost died laughing when I read your post!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   The drawbacks of growing up with Beavis & Butthead.  Okay, I'll go back to being in 5th grade now...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.61.225.227||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000013||Minjin||12-17-2003||03:56 PM||||That thing would turn your engine bay into an oven with all that surface area. Some sort of expensive ceramic coating would probably be in order (at least if it was on my car). <br /><br />Also, I have yet to hear of any long time durability reports. Whether it can handle 50k street miles (and the resulting many heat cycles) remains to be seen.<br /><br />In theory it looks great and I'm sure it gives some HP gains. However, don't forget that Dale and Curt both use(d) Mitsu manifolds for each of their respective achievements.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||12-17-2003||04:08 PM||||I'd be interested in one but I'm doubting the ability to last in a car that's still my daily driver.  If it will last, I will test it when I get my 3065...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003968.cgi
A||||32||thon||Enter if you dare: how much $$ in your car||||1||||thon||00000613
Z||000000||thon||12-16-2003||11:23 PM||thon@optonline.net||I made a rough writeup of what ive got in my car. it was painful.  Feel free to post what you've got in yours.  Here's mine<br /><br />Car:          2900<br />clip shipped: 2800<br />FMIC:          800<br />BOV kit:       200<br />STBsf/b:       200 <br />Rear pillarbr: 100<br />Koseik1'sw/tr:1000<br />s14 set      : 300<br />Gauges:        400<br />Multichck:     250<br />shfter + knob: 100<br />Coilovers:    1200<br />evc      :     150<br />safc:          250<br />plugs:          50<br />tubing/loom:    50<br />neons:         100<br />h4conv:         50<br />ecu:           200<br />dp:            100<br />cat:           200<br />exhaust:       550<br />vlsd:          450<br />tierod:        200<br />tcrods:        100<br />spacer:         50<br />rotors/pads:   200<br />jdm cluster:    50<br />240zrad:       100<br />fans:           50<br />injectors:     250<br />turbo+acc:     500<br />------------------<br />12,450<br /><br /><br />list does not include stuff i got for free, like my twin plate clutch:)||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||12-16-2003||11:35 PM||||car: 1000 <br />2G mas/k&n cone/intake pipe: 100<br />2.5" downpipe/testpipe/catback: 140<br />walboro 255: 95<br />hallman MBC: 50<br />_______________<br />total: 1385||68.69.141.192||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-16-2003||11:37 PM||||yikes I don't want to know.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-17-2003||12:05 AM||||Lets all wait for Harry to post   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-17-2003||12:07 AM||||I don't even want to attempt to do the math on my car. I'll justify it and say that its not about the money, its about the happiness.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Another scary number would be adding up the total number of hours spent tracking down parts or working on it...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||My_GVR_4||12-17-2003||12:12 AM||||Aight..  I'll bite  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />CAR:             $5,500<br />ECU:             $80<br />TIRES:           $FREE (zip..zero..nadda)<br />RIMS:            $680<br />GAUGES:          $500<br />CLUTCH KIT:      $680<br />SUSPENSION:      $700<br />FUEL PUMP:       $190<br />INJECTORS:       $400<br />GM MAFT STUFF:   $360<br />HEAD UNIT:       $483<br />SHIFTER BUSHING: $19<br />TURBO:           $900<br />MBC:             $FREE (zip..zero.nadda)<br />RADIATOR:        $350<br />BOV:             $120<br />TRANS REBUILD:   $2100<br />ENGINE STUFF:    $3100<br />RAXLE:           $148<br />BRAKE STUFF:     $360<br />MITSU OEM STUFF: $900+<br />CAMS:            $589<br />LIFTERS:         $130<br />SNOW TIRES:      $330<br />TRANS CORE:      $250<br /><br />TOTAL:  Well over $16,000 and STILL no exhaust and no Exhaust Manifold and O2 housing. These items will be about $1,300 more.<br /><br />I still am missing a few items such as my cooling, but I will add that later  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I just bought this car too, Jan. 2003  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />MAN !!!!  I can't believe it.  Almost $20,000 on a used car.  To bad I didn't buy it new  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br /><br />Rory J. Conway<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.78.113.218||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000006||Colt4G63||12-17-2003||12:25 AM||||89 Colt<br /><br />car-$250<br />engine(4G63)-$150<br />tranny-$75<br />kyb gr-2's-$125(4)(new)<br />awd springs(cut one coil)<br />mk3 supra front mount-$25<br />manual boost controller-$15<br />small 16G-$75<br />GVR4 rims w/falken azinas-$300(rims were free     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    )<br />hand fabricated 3" exhaust-free<br />1st gen. 3" dp(buschur used)-$50<br /><br />oh and by the way, this car is for the Grassroots Motorsports Challenge    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    <br /><br />so, $2004-1065=$939 left to spend.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000007||red91awdtalon||12-17-2003||12:40 AM||||here's mine:<br /><br />car: 2,300<br />tint:240<br />cdplayer:100<br />ssbraid lines: 100<br />all new brakes: 80<br />clutch & flywheel: 500<br />k&n: 40<br />speakers: 150<br />switching to synthetic: 100 est..<br />thats withing the past month of owning it...<br /><br />total: roughly 3600 bux.... not to mention registration/transfer fees thats a waste since i bought the car a month ago and selling it next week to duckbutterracing for 3k. bummer.<br /><br />Joe<br /><br />p.s.  added up 32,000 for my 64 vette and i got the car for free! and about 12k on my 1995 banshee. 12k for a bike i ride 4-5 times a year. haha||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000008||Notorius||12-17-2003||01:55 AM||||friend of mine w/ a talon awd, V413nc3 from RMDSM.org for you colorado guys. this is a partial list, according to jake there is "much more not even listed". $36,000 in mods and counting, car still isnt running last i heard...<br /><br />4G64 7-bolt Crankshaft air-foiled and lightened $300 + 200 labor<br />Stage 3 headwork from BJ�s with 1mm over sized Titanium valves Head work $1300 valves $1480<br />Crower titanium rods $2100<br />Ross 8.5:1 CR pistons 85.5mm (0.020� over), ceramic coated and cryogenically treated $690 or so for the pistons and rings +100 for the treating<br />Rotating assembly balanced to 12,000RPM within 0.1 gram $75<br />Custom Bearings $80<br />ARP rod bolts $50<br />ARP main studs $110<br />ARP Head studs $95<br />4G63 EVO I 7bolt block, decked, line honed, hot tanked $200<br />New front case without balance shafts with new oil pump $150<br />Evolution III external oil cooler mount $80<br />DN Performance Stainless Steel header $500<br />Fluidyne radiator $375<br />HKS Cam shafts 272/272 $475<br />Fidanza Cam gears $250<br />Extreme Motorsports dual springs for 10,000+RPM $650<br />Extreme Motorsports titanium retainers $200<br />Extreme Motorsports billet aluminum harmonic dampener $390<br />Mitsubishi 4 layer head gasket $90<br />Crane Cams Hi6 DI² ignition $380<br />Prothane engine mounts $80<br />BJ�s intake manifold $500<br />Accufab 75mm Throttle body $280<br />External oil cooler with Evo III oil cooler mount with �6AN lines $100<br />Upgraded Power steering cooler with �6AN lines $90<br />All vacuum lines Steel braided $100<br />135 AMP Alternator by Team TLS $200<br />3� Buschur Racing Down Pipe $300<br />3� Buschur Racing Test pipe $75<br />3� Buschur Racing Exhaust with Dynomax muffler $450<br />Forced performance V-band 3� O2 dump welded to BR DP (part of the turbo setup)<br />TiAL 40mm waste gate and 18� dump tube $300<br />Forced performance FP3065 Garret ball bearing turbo $1600<br />K&N 4� air filter $55<br />Custom 4� intake pipe $60<br />TiAL 50mm Blow off Valve $225<br />Indy Race Cores 2G race intercooler $1200<br />Propane Injection $325<br />15-gallon fuel cell from Jegs $225<br />Aeromotive 11101 �1000hp� fuel pump $300<br />Aeromotive Fuel pressure regulator $140<br />Aeromotive Fuel filter $90<br />AEM fuel rail with �6AN adapter $200<br />PrecisionTE 1000cc injectors $440<br />Moris inverted coilover system $3800<br />RMDSM front and rear sway bars $300<br />Road Race Engineering Strut bars $150<br />Energy Suspension Bushings $120<br />Fidanza Aluminum Flywheel $375<br />AWD transmission rebuilt by Team Rip with:<br />TRE Spec 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th gears<br />TRE Spec 5th gear 25% OD ratio<br />TRE 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th double syncros<br />TRE Spec input shaft<br />TRE Spec Evolution III shift forks with bronze wear pads<br />Speed design 4 spider center differential<br />TRE Spec heavy-duty shift rails for 1st/2nd, 3rd /4th<br />Neodymium trash magnet<br />TRE magnetic drain plug<br />Quiafe front differential $3700<br />ACT 2900 Clutch $375<br />Street disc<br />Baer 13.5� Pro brakes $1250<br />Stainless steel brake lines and clutch line $150<br />TLS short shifter <br />Maxxim Conflict 18x7.5 19.5lb rims $380<br />Kumo Ecsta Supra 235 40ZR18 tires $620<br />Bomz Type-S rear spoiler $130<br />Competition Engineering 8 point Roll Cage $250<br />Battle Z body kit from Body Kits NW $560<br />Z3 Fiberglass fenders from Body Kits NW $120<br />Triple A-pillar Gauge Assembly $60<br />2 Gauge Bezel Assembly $80<br />Custom center console 2 gauge pod from Smithey $free<br />Pioneer Premiere DEH- Detachable face CD Player $200<br />Clifford Matrix RS2 Remote start and alarm $300<br />Tenzo R racing seats $580<br />Indiglow dash $40<br />Indiglow pedals $35<br />Indiglow shift knob $45<br />Blue HVAC controls $30<br />Custom plexiglass interior $100<br />Blitz FATT DC Turbo Timer $125<br />Hallman Manual Boost Controller $85<br />Hallman Evolution Boost Controller Addon $45<br />Autometer Lunar series 4103 30-0-30 Boost gauge $100<br />Autometer Lunar series 4114 fuel gauge $80<br />Autometer Lunar series 4144 EGT $180<br />Autometer Lunar series 4163 Fuel pressure gauge $250<br />Autometer Lunar series 4127 Oil pressure gauge $85<br />Autometer Lunar series 4128 N²O pressure gauge $125<br />Autometer Lunar series 4299 5� Tachometer $250<br />Jumptronix A/F meter $80<br />AEM EMS $1350<br />AEM 5-bar MAP sensor $100<br />GM IAT sensor $70<br />Wideband O² sensor $400||68.69.141.192||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000009||slvrblt||12-17-2003||03:13 AM||||Car - 5000<br />Evo III B16G turbo - 570<br />Tires - 285<br />SAFC - 210<br />Walbro 255lph pump - 100<br /> <b>3</b> Transmissions - 1300<br />Hallman MBC - Free<br /><br /><br />Total - 7465<br /><br />All that to run low 14s. Lame. I need exhaust. Only 1165 in performance mods though. Damn these DSM trannies.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000010||TurboVR4dr||12-17-2003||04:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> friend of mine w/ a talon awd, V413nc3 from RMDSM.org for you colorado guys. this is a partial list, according to jake there is "much more not even listed". $36,000 in mods and counting, car still isnt running last i heard...<br /><br />4G64 7-bolt Crankshaft air-foiled and lightened $300 + 200 labor<br />Stage 3 headwork from BJ�s with 1mm over sized Titanium valves Head work $1300 valves $1480<br />Crower titanium rods $2100<br />Ross 8.5:1 CR pistons 85.5mm (0.020� over), ceramic coated and cryogenically treated $690 or so for the pistons and rings +100 for the treating<br />Rotating assembly balanced to 12,000RPM within 0.1 gram $75<br />Custom Bearings $80<br />ARP rod bolts $50<br />ARP main studs $110<br />ARP Head studs $95<br />4G63 EVO I 7bolt block, decked, line honed, hot tanked $200<br />New front case without balance shafts with new oil pump $150<br />Evolution III external oil cooler mount $80<br />DN Performance Stainless Steel header $500<br />Fluidyne radiator $375<br />HKS Cam shafts 272/272 $475<br />Fidanza Cam gears $250<br />Extreme Motorsports dual springs for 10,000+RPM $650<br />Extreme Motorsports titanium retainers $200<br />Extreme Motorsports billet aluminum harmonic dampener $390<br />Mitsubishi 4 layer head gasket $90<br />Crane Cams Hi6 DI² ignition $380<br />Prothane engine mounts $80<br />BJ�s intake manifold $500<br />Accufab 75mm Throttle body $280<br />External oil cooler with Evo III oil cooler mount with �6AN lines $100<br />Upgraded Power steering cooler with �6AN lines $90<br />All vacuum lines Steel braided $100<br />135 AMP Alternator by Team TLS $200<br />3� Buschur Racing Down Pipe $300<br />3� Buschur Racing Test pipe $75<br />3� Buschur Racing Exhaust with Dynomax muffler $450<br />Forced performance V-band 3� O2 dump welded to BR DP (part of the turbo setup)<br />TiAL 40mm waste gate and 18� dump tube $300<br />Forced performance FP3065 Garret ball bearing turbo $1600<br />K&N 4� air filter $55<br />Custom 4� intake pipe $60<br />TiAL 50mm Blow off Valve $225<br />Indy Race Cores 2G race intercooler $1200<br />Propane Injection $325<br />15-gallon fuel cell from Jegs $225<br />Aeromotive 11101 �1000hp� fuel pump $300<br />Aeromotive Fuel pressure regulator $140<br />Aeromotive Fuel filter $90<br />AEM fuel rail with �6AN adapter $200<br />PrecisionTE 1000cc injectors $440<br />Moris inverted coilover system $3800<br />RMDSM front and rear sway bars $300<br />Road Race Engineering Strut bars $150<br />Energy Suspension Bushings $120<br />Fidanza Aluminum Flywheel $375<br />AWD transmission rebuilt by Team Rip with:<br />TRE Spec 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th gears<br />TRE Spec 5th gear 25% OD ratio<br />TRE 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th double syncros<br />TRE Spec input shaft<br />TRE Spec Evolution III shift forks with bronze wear pads<br />Speed design 4 spider center differential<br />TRE Spec heavy-duty shift rails for 1st/2nd, 3rd /4th<br />Neodymium trash magnet<br />TRE magnetic drain plug<br />Quiafe front differential $3700<br />ACT 2900 Clutch $375<br />Street disc<br />Baer 13.5� Pro brakes $1250<br />Stainless steel brake lines and clutch line $150<br />TLS short shifter <br />Maxxim Conflict 18x7.5 19.5lb rims $380<br />Kumo Ecsta Supra 235 40ZR18 tires $620<br />Bomz Type-S rear spoiler $130<br />Competition Engineering 8 point Roll Cage $250<br />Battle Z body kit from Body Kits NW $560<br />Z3 Fiberglass fenders from Body Kits NW $120<br />Triple A-pillar Gauge Assembly $60<br />2 Gauge Bezel Assembly $80<br />Custom center console 2 gauge pod from Smithey $free<br />Pioneer Premiere DEH- Detachable face CD Player $200<br />Clifford Matrix RS2 Remote start and alarm $300<br />Tenzo R racing seats $580<br />Indiglow dash $40<br />Indiglow pedals $35<br />Indiglow shift knob $45<br />Blue HVAC controls $30<br />Custom plexiglass interior $100<br />Blitz FATT DC Turbo Timer $125<br />Hallman Manual Boost Controller $85<br />Hallman Evolution Boost Controller Addon $45<br />Autometer Lunar series 4103 30-0-30 Boost gauge $100<br />Autometer Lunar series 4114 fuel gauge $80<br />Autometer Lunar series 4144 EGT $180<br />Autometer Lunar series 4163 Fuel pressure gauge $250<br />Autometer Lunar series 4127 Oil pressure gauge $85<br />Autometer Lunar series 4128 N²O pressure gauge $125<br />Autometer Lunar series 4299 5� Tachometer $250<br />Jumptronix A/F meter $80<br />AEM EMS $1350<br />AEM 5-bar MAP sensor $100<br />GM IAT sensor $70<br />Wideband O² sensor $400 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So the $2100 rods didn;t come with rod bolts.  Wow my $300 eagle rods did.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000011||Dreis11301||12-17-2003||06:37 AM||||You probably all want to kill me but remember there are a lot more of these cars over here:<br /><br />GVR4 - Free, traded a guy a truck that I had given to me<br />Title Transfer - 2000YEN About $18<br />Exhaust - Already Installed<br />Wheels/Tires - Already Installed<br />Suspension - Already Installed<br />Gauges - Already Installed<br />Greddy Profec B - Already Installed<br />Blitz Turbo Timer - Already Installed<br />Clutch Line - 300 Yen About $2.65<br /><br />Total - 2300 YEN about $20<br /><br />When the clutch and slave cylinder went I spent 10000 YEN to junk it, about $80<br /><br />So to own the car for 5 months and drive it harder than necessary and have a blast about $100<br /><br />Don't hate me because the government moved me to the land of GVR4 Plenty, Just got lucky<br /><br />I will be looking for one come Spring, I miss mine way to much.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000012||curtis||12-17-2003||09:35 AM||||2800-----for car<br />200------wheels and tires<br />815------T3/T4<br />250------boost controller<br />300------schroth 5 points<br />225------valve job<br />75-------extra head for port job<br />60-------intercooler<br />300------junkyard galant parts<br />115------cyclone and controller<br />525------JDM tranny<br />1630------aluminum flywheel and clutch sets over the years<br />100-------crank pulley<br />200-------Cool ass leather baby seat<br /><br />Screw this I don't want to know,  I'll say $6000 and keep lying to myself.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     Damn you Thon I'll be running prices in my head all day.||67.25.35.159||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000013||199of2k||12-17-2003||09:44 AM||||#199:  $3500<br />Accident: Free<br />Repairs: ~$5000<br />Paint: ~$1500<br />Clutch: $250<br />Tires: $400x3(times I replaced)(I have a cracked rim)<br />FMIC: $115<br />Mbc: $95<br />Mofugas Catback: $350<br />K&N: $30<br />Passenger window: $150 X2<br />Panasonic tape deck: $150 (stolen)<br />Jvc CD player: $150 (stolen)<br />Sony CD player: $200<br />Replacement Speakers (all) $350<br />Tint: $350<br />Alarm: Free (bday present)<br />Storage: $50/mo<br />I think that about does it||68.226.90.116||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000014||V8EATER||12-17-2003||01:06 PM||||$7000- car<br />$55- new steering wheel<br />$200- phantom gauges<br />$25 battery box<br />$50- new headlights<br />$200- assorted fluids (all synthetic)<br />$75- ebc green stuff pads<br />$55- MBC<br />$100- datalogger/palm III<br />total:<br />$7760, give or take some.<br />Suprising the living shit out of anyone I race:<br />TOTALLY FREE.<br /><br />P.S.- not that the car is THAT fast, but I live in the land of rwd/v8's a'plenty.  So for a 4 door to beat them, or keep up with them, it gets a little rise out of em.  Keeps em on their toes.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000015||Garfield Wright||12-17-2003||01:31 PM||||$5300 Car<br />$500  JDM bumpers & lights<br />$1800 Engine<br />$800  Labor (engine)<br />$350  Clutch<br />$900  Wheels & Tires<br />$1000 Paint<br />$400  Replace Dash<br />$300  3" Catback Exhaust<br />$110  New Starter<br />$150  EGT<br />$80   TT<br />$50   Swaybar<br />$45   MBC<br />NET $11,785<br />FRIGGIN' PRICELE$$ modified ecu by Jeff O.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000016||Tevenor||12-17-2003||01:42 PM||||To much. I tried to add it up once and it made me dizzy.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000017||229of1000||12-17-2003||02:05 PM||||We had one of these a while back, but I did it on my other car, so here's one for the '91:<br /><br />Car:          $5000<br />VPC-          $700<br />AFC-          $250<br />AVCR-         $300<br />Palm-         $100<br />EGT-          $125<br />Exh man-      $200<br />3" exh -      $550<br />2.5 O2 -      $165<br />Ported O2     $145<br />EVO3 16G -    $600<br />O2 Snsr -     $80<br />Intake -      $150<br />FMIC -        $450<br />Paint -       $100<br />680s -        $280<br />Fuel rail -   $100<br />AFPR -        $130<br />6AN lines -   $75<br />Walbro -      $100<br />Fuel filter - $40<br />oil/gaskets/bolts/fittings - $250<br />CF Hood - $250<br />JDM Parts - $250<br /><br />Total, since 08/03 - appx $10,500.<br /><br />Keep in mind that I had to purchase about half of this stuff twice due to theft.<br /><br />A few of these parts (namely the exhaust and walbro) were leftovers from the Galant.  Some stuff I didn't bother to include (the 2600 and flywheel I purchased over a year ago).<br /><br />No wonder I am broke.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000018||galantvr4us||12-17-2003||02:28 PM||||Well since I sold the galant I'll do the subie<br /><br />subaru new-24,000<br />header/uppipe-350<br />4 to 3 in turbo back exhaust-1000<br />h&R springs-250<br />k&N filter-50<br />18" Bronze Volk SE-37-1600<br /><br />26,500<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000019||Matticus||12-17-2003||02:32 PM||||Car - 4800<br />Cat-back ehaust - 400<br />K&N Filter - 40<br />New Stock shift knob - 20<br />4 S-03 Pole Positions - 500 Mounted<br />4 15" Steelies - 160<br />assortment of maint. items - 250<br />Aprox 50 hours of labor @ 70$ hour - 3500 to myself<br />4 Blizzacks - Freebie<br />60K mile service parts - Freebie<br /><br />Total = $9670<br />Jesus, actually I stiffed myself for the labor, so it is really $6170<br /><br />If I actually had more money to spend, the total would be ALOT bigger.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000020||ayvr4||12-17-2003||02:37 PM||||$3800 - Car<br />$Came with - K&N Filter<br />$5    - White strip on windsheild<br />$55   - Hallman es manual boost controller <br />$170  - TurboXS Type H Blow off Valve <br />$110  - Starion Front Mounted Intercooler <br />$Free - Intercooler sprayer<br />$190  - RC 550 cc Fuel Injectors<br />$Free - Hacked Airbox<br />$65   - 2g MAS<br />$10   - Filter Breather on VC. <br />$30   - TEL Shifter & leather boot<br />$Free - Evo 8 Shift Knob<br />$400  - Clutchmaster 2500 (lasted 2 months)<br />$510  - ACT 2600 Clutch W/ New master, slave, and ss line. <br />$400  - Harmonic dampiner<br />$500  - New Used Tranny & Transfer Case<br />$90   - LoTek pillar pods w/ Boost & Volts <br />$90   - Palm Data Logger & Cable<br />--------------one the way------<br />$60   -  3inch intake pipe & filter adaptor<br />$190  -  S-afc<br />-------------------------------<br />I know I there is stuff i forgot too....||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000021||BlackHole||12-17-2003||02:59 PM||||I've got a 1.5" thick folder of receipts from the first rebuild. This rebuild should add another 1/2", but with more expensive parts. I don't dare add it up since it'd probably be more than a used WRX and that would heavily depress me.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000022||Franckypoo||12-17-2003||03:07 PM||||I don't have much (well not TOO much) spent on the Galant so far... <br /><br />Car : 4500$<br />tranny & clutch : 750$<br />brakes : 500$<br />maintenance : 500$<br />3" exhaust : came with the car<br />tires : 250$<br /><br />so around 6K for the galant since last febuary.<br /><br />But I'm not sure I want to know how much went into the rallye car!  Well I made a rough estimate at around 18K canadian last year so close to 14K USD<br /><br />Add to that a 750$ to have it refresh last month, 150$ for an optima battery, around 5-600$ for the paint job (if it works with the sponsor!), and still I don't have a real rally suspension (only AGX!), 500$ for a new turbo (soon!!)<br /><br />That's without counting the racing gears (helmet 200, suit 150, gloves 30, etc.)<br /><br />Well now I think I found where all my hard earned cash goes and why my Girlfriend doesn't like the Laser!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000023||geoff@machv||12-17-2003||03:30 PM||||974/1000 [bought if from autobahntom] [2300]<br />head/ ported polished [me]<br />exhaust manifold ported polished [me]<br />o2 sensor housing [me]<br />New GVR4 tranny install [me]<br />big 16g [500]<br />550's [200]<br />Whiteline springs [200]<br />AGX shocks [250]<br />Steel wheels [100]<br />1 set of 205-50/vr15 winter tires [275]<br />3 inch turbo back system [300.00]<br />2G MAF with filter [traded for parts]<br />6 puck [sprung] Competition cluch and P/P package.<br />[**free**]I was the guinee pig to see if it actually worked !!<br />Injen intake [10.00]<br />Super AFC.   [100.00]<br />EGT [20.00]<br />Ikari 17x7 inch rims.... [200.00] <i>god I love ebay</i><br />Keydiver chip <b> [PRICE-less!!!!!]</b>||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000024||number3||12-17-2003||03:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Lets all wait for Harry to post     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nobody cares about that...<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000025||chadhayashi||12-18-2003||12:18 AM||||car purchase in 1998: $6200<br />Mods to date:         as much or more.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000026||MustGoFaster||12-18-2003||12:41 AM||||Car $2000<br />Came with:<br />Greddy profec B boost controller and<br />remote switch<br />- Greddy turbo timer<br />- Eclipse CD player<br />- Greddy 60mm white faced boost gauge<br />- Greddy 60mm peak-hold EGT gauge<br />- Autometer boost(psi) and voltmeter in<br />custom pod in the glovebox<br />- VDO oil pressure gauge<br />- 4 bolt supplied to install-no cups<br />- 6AN lines supplied for custom fuel system (turns out to be -4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   )<br />-supra pump and strainer<br />- nice shifting stock tranny supplied<br />- KYB AGX struts<br />-3 inch cat back supplies<br />-block, tranny & head in trunk (no caps for the head or block    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   )<br />-Some stuff I can't remember<br /><br />Stuff I have bought since then:<br />Motor short block $200<br />N/T Short block and head $60 &lt;- wasn't told it was N/T till I drove to Wisconsin to get it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br />New Stock parts $674<br />Spare tranny $80<br />Machine work $500 (most was on the f!@# head, stupid hole)<br />Radiator $74<br />Thermostat housing $30<br />An excessive amount silicone of vacuum hose $27<br />Power transistor thing for coil $2.50<br />ARP head studs and rod and main bearings $180<br />14B with mani and O2 $65<br />4-bolt axle flanges and DSM side mount $75<br />Tires $165 still need to be mounted<br />Excedy 1900lb clutch kit $132 (ebay rules    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   )<br />Valve cover and 2G lifters $40 (turned out to be the small hole 2G lifters    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   )<br />Some other stuff I can't remember<br /><br />Still need:<br />Another new set of rings $117 (the 2nd ring of the last piston broke when installing some how, had the compressor on there all the way, don't know how the f!@# it happened, Oh well at least I can get .25mm oversize and file fit them now)<br />Spark plug wires $30-45<br />Clock $??<br />Tire mounting $30-40<br />That's all I can think of right now.<br /><br />-----<br />Total including stuff I haven�t bought yet:<br />$4494.50<br /><br /><br />And I haven't driven it yet.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br />Now I�m depressed.||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000027||Fonzo||12-18-2003||04:18 AM||||uhh... my head is going to hurt, but o welL!<br /><br />car # 806: $3,500 but I didnt pay for it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />2g manifold: $150<br />B16G+JDM headlights/corners and momo shiftknob: $800<br />SFAC: $250<br />hallman MBC: $50<br />ACT 2600: $400<br />Fidanza ALuminum Flywheel: $400<br />Aeromotive FPR + Steel Braided and fittings: $250<br />550 RC's: $180<br />Walbro 255 Fuel Pump: $150<br />2 Trannys: $600<br />K&N Filter: $50<br />Starion IC (not isntalled): $60<br />Test Pipe: FREE<br />some crappy press bent cat back with Magnaflow Mufller : $250<br />KEYDIVER CHIP HAS BEEN SHIPPED! PATIENTLY!!!! waiting... FREEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br />HKS TT: $100.err... 200 since I never received the first one and the SHADY AS HELL speed shop were being ..D.... unfriendly after taking my money.<br />alternator & Timingbelt x2 : $600<br /><br />I have stock IC and Piping right now. Stock o2 housing DP and pretty much the Catback. I want to get it to breathe the way it should but I cant find a job. I know there is atleast 1k more that ive spent on it excluding fuel. I just cant remember what it was. Pretty sure it was maintenence and towing my baby does have 213,000 miles.<br /><br />7,890(including car + 1500 random stuff and towing=<br /><br />$9,390 !!! <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||63.207.14.62||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000028||Telecaster||12-18-2003||05:13 AM||||holy crap, i didn't imagine i'd spend this much at first.<br /><br />2300 - VR4 #1581/2000<br />700 - initial repairs<br />720 - big 16G <br />100 - Whinebro 255<br />070 - TurboXS MBC<br />300 - First set of tires <br />155 - HKS TT<br />050 - VDO boost guage (old one)<br />060 - K&N Filter<br />200 - Greddy Type S BOV<br />320 - Catback exhuast with resonator<br /><br />700 - ACT 2600 with labor<br />060 - A pillar mount<br />150 - Omori EGT<br />070 - Replace rear seats<br />175 - Momo wheel/shift knob<br />120 - Spoolin AFPR<br />100 - 550 ND injectors<br />120 - Greddy Boost Guage<br />400 - AMS pipes<br />150 - Evo 5 FMIC<br />075 - 2G Manifold<br />280 - SAFC<br />275 - MAFT + GM MAF<br />215 - Refurbished Sony CLie  T615C<br />100 - Pocketlogger <br />150 - JDM Headlights/clear corners<br /><br />080 - 5 angle valve job <br />300 - FIC 660 Injectors <br />045 - Factory Mitsubishi headgasket<br />220 - SS Valves<br />235 - Timing Belt Kit<br />200 - New Waterpump, Knock Sensor<br />095 - ARP Cylinder Head Studs<br />260 - Crower Springs, Ti retainers<br />650 - HKS Cams 264/264<br />850 - O.Z Supperlaggeras with Yoko Parada Spec 2's<br />070 - 1G AWD Springs  <br /><br />Countless - gaskets, fluids, bolts, and tools<br />  ... and i don't feel like totaling it     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||216.175.92.250||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000029||Nate||12-18-2003||11:14 AM||||I added some stuff up in two minutes a night or two before the 2000 Shootout.  In those 2 minutes, I came up with over 13,000 in parts.  I don't want to know the total I've put into this car since 92, but I'm sure it could buy me a 930.||68.83.68.114||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000030||logick||12-18-2003||11:18 AM||||mine isn't near as modded as some of the ones on here, but im afraid i'd trade it in for something not nearly as much fun if i were to add it all up, especially concidering the 180k miles and 120mile/day reliable daily driver it still is ... all money sunk into preventative maint so far    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||208.38.84.89||reg||1||logick||00000897||yes
Z||000031||GVR1643||12-18-2003||11:23 AM||||on 1643 I did a quick estimate a while back and found that I have about $4k in stuff not including the car.<br />Car was bought for $3K and shipped for $600<br />Insurance claim for hail paid me the $3k back <br />Hail removal by me - free, so the car is now free.<br />Stuff in the mod list below, plus boxes of stuff not used yet and spare motor hanging total about $4K. <br />So sad for a high 13 second car.||167.142.21.178||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000032||blacksheep||12-18-2003||01:22 PM||||Ryan - dont whine about the caps and the line - you still got hell of a deal    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Kevin - I'll believe the high 13 sec when I see a time slip   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
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A||||43||snwbrd40oz||Just curious||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||12-17-2003||01:13 AM||krossmiller00@msn.com||I'm just curious, but what does everybody do for work? I hear all you guys talking about buying parts, and I cant scrape enough together for anything better than midgrade?! What is the secret to getting all these wonderful toys?||65.100.166.182||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||marvinmadman123||12-17-2003||01:21 AM||||CNC operator<br />10'X 40' plasma/water/gas equipped cutting table<br /><br />Oh yeah, I love my job! I can cut anything I want!<br />I like it because it is easy. I push buttons then sit down and watch the machine do all the work!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-17-2003||01:41 AM||||i hear ya! seems like eveyone has ALL this money.  I tow shitters and wardrobe trailers for a private company that works for the studios in CA. make pretty good money but have TOO many projects so everything is 50% finished/modded.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||jcgalantvr4-244||12-17-2003||01:53 AM||||I have a carpet cleaning company here in Des Moines Iowa Its called   Perfection Carpet Cleaning.  <br />   Jeremy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||12-17-2003||03:16 AM||||I manage a multi-million dollar restaurant. I will never have enough money to do everything I want with cars.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||Dreis11301||12-17-2003||06:42 AM||||SSgt in the U.S. Air Force.  Getting a $90 a month raise in January thanks to old George W.  Still not enough to own all the things I want, but I don't think I will ever make that much money regaurdless of what I do.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000006||Ash||12-17-2003||06:59 AM||||computer techy, I get paid squat||203.220.89.100||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||Lucky13||12-17-2003||07:32 AM||||CNC machinist, working graveyard ( +17% can't beat that ). Single with no kids helps also.||68.219.78.198||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000008||rrustedcage||12-17-2003||07:47 AM||||lotta cnc people here, i program, toolpath and run a CNC for a foundry here in utah building wax injection dies.  good times.  cutting my EGR blockoff plate today.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   always a usefull occupation.<br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000009||199of2k||12-17-2003||07:53 AM||||Postal worker (I deliver the mail), and I'm always broke  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.226.90.116||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000010||CCDSM69||12-17-2003||07:55 AM||||I haven't worked since the end of July. I was a pharmacy intern which was decent money but definately not enough for what I had to put up with..||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000011||tplesko||12-17-2003||09:07 AM||||mechanical engineer and grad student. I am liking my work at lot so far and the pay isn't bad.  When I quit school all together it should increase quite a bit again too.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000012||GREENVR4||12-17-2003||09:43 AM||||BMW mechanic, and I get most of my toys on e-bay(you have no idea how many ggod deals you can find), other than that, I'm just an average bottom feeder.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000013||4drwhore||12-17-2003||09:52 AM||||AutoCad Draftsman. Right now I'm doing contract work for a large architectural firm in Orlando since I quit my last position as the head of the drafting department at an engineering firm. Pretty much anything that has to do with AutoCad or computer animation programs(3DstudioMAX and stuff like that), I'm the man for the job. Looking to getting into CnC work or maybe even being a full time grease monkey. I am only 21, have my degree and have 6 years experience in the AutoCad field of which 2+ are field experience. I also make money off of finding deals on dsm parts and then selling them to make a little bit of a profit but still make a deal for the buyer.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000014||jayru||12-17-2003||10:41 AM||||At one time i was a partner in a resturant in FL but i didn't like the direction my life was going so i gave it all up and went back to school.  <br /><br />Full time student with 1 year to go. Media Communications major (T.V. Radio, Sound, Graphic Design). College radio D.J. And i am trying to get a T.V. show i produce picked up by local cable.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000015||Minjin||12-17-2003||10:49 AM||||Lets see: <br /><br />Currently in an entry level computer operator position in a large firm  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  , formerly a mechanic (specialized in european cars), formerly an electronics technician, formerly a nuclear reactor technician...<br /><br />I make very little money, but I'm single and I put just about every dollar I make into my hobbies. One of these days I'll find a real job or go back to school with the 30k that uncle sam has waiting for me.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000016||howard_GVR4||12-17-2003||11:43 AM||||I work part-time as an Information Security Analyst at the University of North Texas, as an assistant engineer at The Echolab (studio), and as a performing & session musician for several bands.<br /><br />With any luck, I'd like to be earning my living solely from music.  2004 is my test year to see how far I can take it.  Keeping the day job + music is really hard; this week I'm working 8AM - 1AM every day, but I love what I'm doing.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000017||ken inn||12-17-2003||12:16 PM||||i got the best job in the world.  i am a remoted salesman.  work out of the house, company is in san francisco.  comission ONLY, and right now the market sucks, but i get by.  i sell mostly parts for bmw, but the company also does mercedes, porsche, audi, vw, slaab, and volvo.  my best job before this was an air traffic controller, but i went out on strike and got fired.  been in the bmw parts business ever since, but never worked at a dealer.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000018||mj_rosenfeld||12-17-2003||12:36 PM||||Mechanical engineer by training, 24 years experience. I run a consulting company providing services concerning oil and gas pipeline safety. Pretty good money (but I have a family to support), absolutely no spare time whatsoever.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000019||229of1000||12-17-2003||12:40 PM||||Electrician right now.  I've been doing architectural drafting for the last few years but got a little burnt out on it.<br /><br />I'm about to attend Full Sail and take either computer animation or video game design.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000020||broke down||12-17-2003||12:51 PM||||male prositute...a.k.a. mechanic.  Automotive mechanical, body repair, restoration.  Actually it can be a lot of fun.  Sucks real bad sometimes though.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000021||driftntouge||12-17-2003||12:54 PM||||I used to run a speed shop out here in Long Island, but it never really took off (partly my fault) and wasnt what I wanted it to be.  So now, Im a used car wholsaler/retailer.  I buy from new car dealers and sell to either other new/used car dealers or to the public.  I make real good money, but Im not really happy.  Im looking into opening another shop, this time the way I wanted and with full service.||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000022||number3||12-17-2003||07:27 PM||||I am in high-end electronic sales and design and continue to be very busy. <a href="http://www.hifihousegroup.com" target="_blank">www.hifihousegroup.com</a><br /><br />I started a small business called ThreeSpeed 4 years ago designing and selling scattershields for 4G63 based cars, which continues to do well.<br /><br />I also sell the occasional GVR4 thong.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br />Harry<br /><br />P.S. The secert to getting all this great stuff is to work hard and to have a unique dream and follow it.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000023||MidEngine210||12-17-2003||07:56 PM||||I am a senior operations analyst for a small research firm that does internet surveying for corporations, universities, and other organizations. I'm currently involved in programming surveys using a proprietary scripting language, html, and perl. In addition, I do a lot of data analysis using SPSS and Excel.<br /><br />I am trying to launch a multi-segment clothing line next year. Hopefully, this can let me quit my day job and run my own biz.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000024||dlpinckney||12-17-2003||08:17 PM||||I've been working as a contractor for the government for the past six years.  I spent the first four doing firearm tracing, and have spent the last two doing analytical work - mostly monitoring firearm purchases and recoveries to develop criminal leads on firearm trafficking and straw purchasing.  I do okay in the income area.  <br /><br />My girlfriend and I purchased our first home earlier this year, so a lot of the "would be" GVR-4 funds go toward it.||63.188.104.109||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000025||curtis||12-17-2003||09:34 PM||||Ex Army---AH-64 A Apache Mechanic/crew chief<br />Ex Lockheed Martin---Data collector/tech guy<br />Ex Fixed Wing mechanic/restorer/Airfield bitch<br />Full Time Engineering Student---double major---Manufacturing and Robotics<br />Full time Husband/Father/home repair/honey do/jack of all trades/grounds keeper<br />Full time Galant VR4 mechanic<br /><br />In about a year and a half, I will graduate and will be calling all you Engineer types looking for a position.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I would really like to move south and work in a prototype shop cncing crazy stuff or maybe call up Disney in Orlando they have one of the largest hydro facilities in the world to power the parks.||67.25.39.183||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000026||atsiauto||12-17-2003||10:32 PM||||I  own/ operate 2 small autoglass businesses. I just Purchased my first home and have had some voodoo economics to contend with . I have saved a few bux, but always looking to mod ! spend save spend save Its a nut house !||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000027||Matticus||12-17-2003||10:36 PM||||I am a NOC tech, Network Operations Center, for a CLEC, competitive local exchange carrier.  We are a local phone company, competing against Verizon.  I sit and monitor all of our fiber optic rings, dial tone switches, T1/T3/OCx customers.  The job has taught me alot, but the company I work for SUCKS ASS, so I am currently looking for another company to work for.  I used to really love what I do, but my old company was bought out by another company.  Since then my job has gotten more stressful and has basically gone downhill.  You may have heard out commercials if you line in VA, MD, DC, DE, PA, NJ.  You may even have our phone service.  We've gotten pretty big in the past couple years, which hasn't helped any of the employees.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000028||chadhayashi||12-17-2003||11:55 PM||||I am a Mercedes-Benz tech for one of the local dealerships. Love my job, but the market is slow here now. We'll see what happens.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>   my best job before this was an air traffic controller, but i went out on strike and got fired.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Were you fired by Reagan?||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000029||BluFalcon||12-18-2003||04:11 AM||||I test jet engines for a place called Dallas Airmotive.  I'm currently inspector qualified on Pratt and Whitney PT6A's, JT-15D's and Rolls Royce 250's.  I can also operate Rolls Royce Spey and Tay turbofan engines on the test cell.  I also do the Air National Guard thing in a Combat Communications Squadron one weekend a month and two weeks out of the year, plus whatever work I can pick up as a DSM whore.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000030||Fonzo||12-18-2003||04:56 AM||||I still live at home. Father used to pay for everything but he is not here at the moment. Has an autobody repair shop. Im supposed to take over but im lazy. Yes very lazy! I know what im supposed to do yet I am not really motivated to do anything anymore. Ive tried many things. Was going to be a mechanical engineer, but it got boring. Learned C++, ACAD and many more. but then I got bored of it. From being an Exellent student and a no drug policy holder i went to experiment with E and weed, no longer do it though. I have plenty of cars. More than i can remember. I sell some once in a while and then buy more and bitch about my shitty life. I read and am good at just about everything exept working on cars. I wanted to be a mechanical engineer so that i wont be so crappy at that. Now Im thinking of being a NURSE. because they get paid well. So yeah.. I sell cars once in a while to survive. Currently broke, but still not worried... LONG POST lol||63.207.14.62||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000031||ken inn||12-18-2003||09:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Were you fired by Reagan?<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yup.  werent we all?  the irony in all of this, is the union negotiating team, who was in washington at the time, and TOLD us to strike, all got their jobs back.  they were fired with the rest of us, but appealed, and won.  the reason?  they could not make it back to thier facilities before the deadline, because the air traffic system was bogged down.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000032||Franckypoo||12-18-2003||10:15 AM||||I'm a analyst-programmer for a consulting firm and my client is doing a kind of "accounting" software for governement.  They sell it to all the countries that had war in the past years so the business is doing quite good and they talk about hiring me full time with them.<br /><br />I used to have my own business (still in computer consulting) but sept. 11 got me.  Many of my client were in the travel business so they had no money or contracts for me.  2002 was really a bad year (had to stop rallying because the car broke and had no money) but 2003 is getting better and 2004 can't be worst! (hope so!)<br /><br />I'd really like to have a job that is somehow related to cars (race cars would be even better).  But for now I'm quite happy with what I have!  Money is ok, but the VR4 keeps breaking before I can mod it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  !||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000033||VTGVR4||12-18-2003||10:17 AM||||information systems specialist at Univ. of Vermont. it has its ups and downs, but largely, its what i make of it. i have no direction whatsoever from anyone, so it can be hard to get motivated to do some of the things i think im supposed to be doing. Make sense? No?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  leaves lots of time for aim, gvr4 board, etc etc etc.<br /><br />My core job requirements are to coordinate the entire notetaking system at UVM, provide tech support to the entire dept i work in, run 3 websites, and oversee 4 others, chair of the technology committee (a real gas), all accommodations for studenst with disabilities that have a tech part of it (almost exclusively kurzweil 3000 at this point), and document conversion for the ADD/ADHD, blind, dyslexic students. I have designed and implemented several systems to facilitate what i do, and have trained workstudys (monkeys) to do what i do. <br /><a href="http://www.uvm.edu/atl" target="_blank">www.uvm.edu/atl</a><br /><a href="http://www.uvm.edu/access" target="_blank">www.uvm.edu/access</a><br /><a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~aspprogs" target="_blank">www.uvm.edu/~aspprogs</a> (our entire dept)<br /><a href="http://www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov" target="_blank">www.uvm.edu/~nogrizov</a><br /><br />pay is so-so,(grant dependent, runs out june 3rd) and im trying to get my position funded by the central IT office, and somehow magically make myself a director of adaptive technology at this school.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000034||markrieb||12-18-2003||11:39 AM||||Hmmmm, how to explain this...<br /><br />Started out with a degree from Oregon State University in Health Physics/Nuclear Engineering.<br /><br />Went to work for the Navy (Civil Service, I just worked for them, they didn't own me) at Mare Island Naval Shipyard in Vallejo, CA.  Spent almost 7 years there taking apart submarines and other nuclear powered Navy ships and putting them back together.  While working for the Navy, I traveled the world doing eddy current and ultrasound inspection of steam generators.  At one point I has spent 36 out of 48 months living in hotel rooms.  But, I was single, living on per diem and lots of overtime in places like San Diego, Honolulu, Scotland...  I've worked on the Enterprise, Lincoln, Carl Vinson, Long Beach, Arkansas, Texas and more submarines than I can remember.<br /><br />The shipyard ended up on the Base Closure list, so that job was going away.  The Navy offered me a weeks pay for each year of service just to go away.  So I did.  I was more than ready to leave California anyway, too expensive and too many people for me.  When they started having gun fights outside the mall in Walnut Creek, I knew it was past time to leave.<br /><br />From there I went to work for my current company (Parsons, <a href="http://www.parsons.com/)." target="_blank">http://www.parsons.com/).</a>  My first project was a site in Ashtabula, OH (east of Cleveland about 40 miles or so) where we were cleaning up a DOE site that used to make reactor fuel rods and targets.  Spent almost three years there.  Found out about the shoot-out just after I left :-(.<br /><br />Finally got back to the Pacific Northwest in late '96 and settled in Kennewick, WA.  Home to the Hanford Nuclear Reservation.  Kicked around there on several projects before getting sucked up into the exiciting world of Chem DeMil, where we build both experimental equipment and production equipment to get rid of the US stockpile of chemical weapons.  Some details here:  <a href="http://www.parsons.com/about/press_rm/potm/09-2003/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.parsons.com/about/press_rm/potm/09-2003/index.html</a><br /><br />The actual place I work is here:  <a href="http://www.parsons.com/about/press_rm/potm/11-2002/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.parsons.com/about/press_rm/potm/11-2002/index.html</a><br /><br />We have about 40 union craft personnel, pipefitters, welders, electricians, millwrights, etc. and about 30 technical staff of various engineering disciplines, NDE, QA, Safety, procurement, HR, etc.<br /><br />I have a couple of projects that I'm directly in charge of and I also act as second in command/XO of the entire facility.  That basically means I get all the junk work the boss doesn't want to deal with, monthly reports, human resources, etc.<br /><br />Things rarely get boring around here as we are almost continually working on some experimental equipment of some sort or running a test with our equipment.  We do a lot of work with large induction heating (600 kW is our current largest unit), semi-exotic alloys like Hastelloy, Inconel, Titanium and some composites and ceramics.  The shop covers about 160,000 square feet, and occasionally I can bribe the craft guys to do some welding for me...<br /><br />Next on our list is to convert about 40,000 square feet into a full machine shop and hire about another 40 people.  We hope to start this in February.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000035||VTGVR4||12-18-2003||11:51 AM||||mark, you know much about the whole deal with dumping ("storing") nuclear waste in the salt mines in utah (or was that nevada?)? i never really got a good source of info about that...||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000036||galantvr4us||12-18-2003||02:46 PM||||I work for the federal government.  Go to school full time-hopefully will transfer to another division in the government after I finish school.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000037||JAYGVR4||12-18-2003||06:10 PM||||I'm the Tech Services Admin - in charge of all inhouse computer operations - for an educational sweat shop err I mean company, and I'm an also a part time(for now) Realtor, licensed to buy/sell/rent here in Virginia...  <br /><br />Hope to go full time into the Real Estate gig by next Summer and eventually build for myself a portfolio of rentals to make moolah with.  Had this idea ever since I lost my shirt on tech stocks back in da day, I'm all about investing in stuff I can physically touch now...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000038||V8EATER||12-18-2003||06:28 PM||||Finance/Business Manager for a mid-size motorcycle dealer in Kansas City.  I sell extended warrantys, theft, gap, etc.  basically, all the shit you don't want or need.  Went to CU-Boulder (Go Buffs!), almost finished my mechanical engineering degree, ran out of cash, moved home, new dad, boring ass job. end of story.<br /><br /> I'm a member of Mensa, so I've got the smarts, just bad circumstances.  I'm hoping to finish my degree and get into the auto business, maybe fabrication.  I would love the opportunity to work doing something I actually enjoy, but you can't exactly just up and change with a family counting on your $$.  Note to all single people- DO WHAT MAKES YOU HAPPY, NOT WHAT MAKES THE MOST MONEY. Trust me on this.  <br /><br />Hey Pivvay, did you get your degree at CU?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000039||blacksheep||12-18-2003||07:29 PM||||I am a software programmer. Enuff said!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />BTW - V8Eater - you sell bikes too or get good deals? Curious....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000040||number3||12-18-2003||08:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong>   Note to all single people- DO WHAT MAKES YOU HAPPY, NOT WHAT MAKES THE MOST MONEY. Trust me on this.  <br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I give the same advice. If you do something you love the money WILL follow.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000041||Evilnissan||12-18-2003||08:51 PM||||Im a unix operator for one of the world largest online (powerball) and instant (scratch off) lottery venders in the world.<br /><br />I spend my 12-13 hour days doing about 2 hours of work and the rest is studying up on unix and surfing the net.<br /><br />decent pay for being 22 and in WV, but im past due for a raise  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000042||sleepergvr4||12-18-2003||10:09 PM||||i have been a Lexus tech for 10 years. i wish the galant was a easy to work on as a lexus!||68.212.72.47||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000043||V8EATER||12-19-2003||09:55 AM||||blacksheep-<br />I do sell them as well, and yes, I get good deals on things from time to time.  If you are interested in something particular, let me know and I'll keep an eye out.  <br /><br />sorry to hijack the thread...||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum3/003970.cgi
A||||8||jayru||It's 3 in the morning and i am still on this website!||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||12-17-2003||03:18 AM||||WTF is wrong with me GVR4.org is like crack to me or something. I need help. Or is it sleep? My girlfriend thinks i am obsessed. O well, She'll probally leave me, but i'll still have GVR4.org<br /><br />Anyone else as adicted as me?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Invader||12-17-2003||03:23 AM||||Apparently...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.84.240.173||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||12-17-2003||03:25 AM||||I am too, but its only 1:30 here.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||12-17-2003||03:30 AM||||At work here! and getting paid for this obsession!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000004||chauffeur1st||12-17-2003||03:57 AM||||It's 1:00 am here..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000005||megaice||12-17-2003||05:47 AM||||Ha ha. Same here||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000006||DynStatic||12-17-2003||06:14 AM||||It's 6 AM here. I still havent gone to bed! Dam FFXI!!!!||68.57.53.129||reg||1||GalantVR4-1229||00000841||yes
Z||000007||chauffeur1st||12-17-2003||06:48 AM||||k I'm going to bed, its 3:50am<br /><br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000008||Ash||12-17-2003||06:57 AM||||10pm here - I generally hang around till 11pm||203.220.89.100||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/003971.cgi
A||||5||MX4||ACT Clutches: Where to buy??||||1||||MX4||00000093
Z||000000||MX4||12-17-2003||04:45 AM||||Giday people,<br />I have just cooked the clutch in my VR so am looking to upgrade to a ACT2900 with street disk or possibly with the 4 puck. I have spent a bit of time searching the web and have found the following business's selling the ACT clutches:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmparts.com" target="_blank">www.dsmparts.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.prostreetonline.com" target="_blank">www.prostreetonline.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.dss-racing.com" target="_blank">www.dss-racing.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.extremepsi.com" target="_blank">www.extremepsi.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.turbotrix.com" target="_blank">www.turbotrix.com</a><br /><br />At this stage turbotrix seems to have the sharpest price when buying the whole kit. Is there any other suppliers I should check out not mentioned above?<br /><br />Thanks for your help,<br /><br />Ryan, NZ||202.180.83.6||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000001||chauffeur1st||12-17-2003||06:52 AM||||Check your PM mate..<br /><br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000002||Telecaster||12-17-2003||08:03 AM||||I got mine from pro street.||216.175.92.250||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||12-17-2003||08:57 AM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/ecldrivetrain.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/ecldrivetrain.htm</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||14||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||12-17-2003||02:03 PM||||dsmparts is where i got mine.||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-17-2003||02:27 PM||||If you have problems with them shipping to kiwiland, let one of us and we will gladly help ya out...!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/003972.cgi
A||||8||sleeper||A very unique car on ebay.||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||12-17-2003||10:00 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2448292527&category=43114#ebayphotohosting" target="_blank">Ebay</a> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-17-2003||10:39 AM||||<a href="http://www.guy-croft.com/page11.html" target="_blank">http://www.guy-croft.com/page11.html</a><br /><br />Neat car. I'd love to vintage race one of those.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||Garfield Wright||12-17-2003||01:07 PM||||Man, I haven't seen one of these cars in a long time.  Not available in the US (ofcourse), in Jamaica they mainly use them as taxi cabs.  This one is really sweet.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||12-17-2003||01:40 PM||||that's a dang fiat.  the lada's were a direct copy.  a lada is a fiat with a push up bra.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||12-17-2003||01:42 PM||||yep, we have fiats in India. I learnt to drive on one when I was 10 or so. It was shift on the steering column. Bitch to get to reverse...LOL<br /><br />We had Lada's too from USSR (back then). People said Ladas were russian taxi's, dunno if that was true or not||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||12-17-2003||02:29 PM||||Lada's are made in Russia so as Zsiguli wich they called them before the Lada name.<br />This was a newer version like early to mid 80s<br />and came from the Fiat 126 I believe. <br />I used to have one too for a few months. It was one of the best cars you could get back then in eastern Europe.<br /><br />Lots of people still rally it with great results.<br />With the stait cut gears, it sounds like they have a supercharger on them.<br />The quickest 1/4 car as of today in Hungary is a turbo Lada. It's beats EVO's left and right.<br />I'll try to find a video of it.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||Franckypoo||12-17-2003||04:07 PM||||I'm actually thinking about building a rally Lada!  Since our provincial Championship now only accept 2wd non-turbo cars that could be a cheap car to use for a season or 2 while I could prepare the Laser more seriously!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000007||Minjin||12-17-2003||04:12 PM||||Do an Escort! Those cars are great looking, sound good, and damn fast. Of course, I can understand if you don't want to because there are so many other people racing them.<br /><br />Hell, if you're gonna race a Fiat, you might as well consider an Alfa GTV or an Alfetta.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000008||a_santos||12-17-2003||05:45 PM||||Just like KC, my first experience behind the wheel was in a fiat as well. I was about 10 or so. We have tons of Ladas in Brasil. They also make a very capable off-roader, the Niva, which you can get in Canada.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/003973.cgi
A||||6||Matt379||interesting articles...||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||12-17-2003||10:17 AM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||I'm not trying to make a political statement.  I just find these articles very interesting, to say the least. <br /><br />Read and discuss, if you like.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.fff.org/comment/com0312f.asp" target="_blank">http://www.fff.org/comment/com0312f.asp</a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB82/index.htm" target="_blank">http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB82/index.htm</a>||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||12-17-2003||10:43 AM||||Ugh.. so many words.<br /><br />It's a modern leader's job to pursue diplomacy, and we can't use a picture of a hand shake as evidence that there was blind support for Iraq's weapons program. <br /><br />I'm not a history buff but I can say that there are many cases where allies communicated openly and then warred with each other soon after, especially in a volatile area like the mid-east. <br /><br />We probably armed Iraq. Who cares? Saddam isn't on trial for that, or at least he shouldn't be. (I'm not exactly sure what he'll even be on trial for) If he were tried, and represented by Johnny Cochran, he would no doubt argue that the US provided means to the crimes and as the provider of such weapons we were an accessory to the crimes perpetrated on the Kurds and the Iraqi people. <br /><br />It would be wise to hand the trial to the Iraqis, we'd be embarrassed if he was put back in power by them, not because he is innocent, but because there are people in that country who would rather be ruled by a native tyrant than an alien force. <br /><br />We would also be well served in doing so as it would be a nice gesture to Arab nations that they are re-empowered after our occupation to operate on their own rules. <br /><br />Neither will happen. Perhaps he can be sent to Isle d'Elbe. <br /><br />The US is never guilty of anything because we make the rules, because we are guided by a strong sense of moral correctness and because we have the means to enforce our policy.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||VTGVR4||12-17-2003||12:12 PM||||KC, hurry up and censor this, we dont need information out there that contradicts what everyone wants to believe!<br /><br />can you install a server side script that automatically strips out anything with political undertones? then we can just talk about gvr4's(stangs?) and the weather, like a good american should.<br />ok, im just being a dick on purpose this time.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  dont worry, no more...||132.198.165.39||reg||10||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000003||megaice||12-17-2003||02:30 PM||||Saddam may not go on trial for weapons of mass destruction, but the war was started over the indication he had WMD. Of course he had them the US provided them, trained them, and instrucdted them. The US did this under the guise of then CIA director G. Bush (papa). The US/UK was still licking there wounds after lossing the oil in Iran after the US placed Shaw was overthrown by the Ayotollah who was iving then in exile in Iraq till he was returned back to Iran by Iraq under the US direction. Saddam was an "ally" up to about 1990 then cane the Gulf warwhich was started over over cross drilling and US gave Saddam green light to invade Kuwait, but then Saddam pushed it to far and then Saudia Arabia threatened an oil embargo unless the US reeled Saddam in. We could have finished Saddam then, but it all would have been exposed and the US would have been left with egg on thier face. The US troops giving aid to Saudia Arabia is what caused Osama to really despise the US more and lead his so called Holy War against the US. He offered help with his Mujahdeen to repel Saddam out of the Holy Land and then when the "Infadels" trampled on Holy Land he was insulted. So no Saddam and Osama were never in together actually most of the Muslim world hated him. He was not a true Muslim according to the laws. Come on when he got caught in the kicthen was Spam (ha). Well getting a little off subject so to close yes Saddam had WMD the US gave them to him. I am a patriot I support my homeland till the end. There is no reason to support "my govermet" who have their own agenda not the people. I stand for the people not the goverment||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||12-17-2003||03:05 PM||||Where does all this top secret, classified information come from - Damn security leaks!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Seriously, I'm glad people can share their points of view and discuss them.  I don't have to agree with one perspective.  Because of our freedoms, I'm entitled to that and usually enjoy reading these "hot" topics just to get a feel for others viewpoints.<br /><br />discuss on...||167.142.22.240||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||12-17-2003||03:08 PM||||Guys I am not trying to be a "Nazi" and prevent freedom of speech. Stimulating conversions are good and all, but it seems to get out of hand. <br /><br />So, please keep this in mind before posting....||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||12-17-2003||03:49 PM||||There was some discussion in the other volatile post regarding who was too young or not.  Age is not everything, but accumulated experience and knowledge can be very important.<br /><br />Some may not remember 1979, when Iran had its revolution and held America(ns)hostage, and we were basically impotent to handle it due to the emasculation of the CIA (led by Frank Church and the democratic party) and the knee-jerk build-down of the military following Vietnam.  Iran was then the enemy and the US may have unwisely backed Saddam and provided him technology that enabled him to become more than the sum of his skills.  Are we never entitled to make mistakes or change our minds?  Geopolitical chess games have always been the entertainment of the powerful nation states. As the powerful always become the target of the disenchanted.  <br />Saddam was a counterbalance to what many felt was a great potential for Iran to get in with the Soviets (they are larger and smarter than the Iraqis, but are Persians not Arabs) and cause great havoc in the Middle East.  Yes we helped created some of the tyrant Saddam Hussein, but I doubt anyone in the US gov't gave him carte blanche to kill his own people and make nukes to hit Israel with (his long-term hope and plan).  He was a smart opportunist, who had patience, and the US changes its gov't every 4-8 years.  We are not as good at long term strategy and planning as many others.  Not all these decisions are as black and white and clear at the time as they are in hindsight.<br />[history teacher mode off]||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/003974.cgi
A||||0||thejeebus2002||Thank you Jeff!||||10||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||12-17-2003||10:52 AM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Thanks for the ECU mod Jeff!  Now that the fuel trims are right my car pulls like it should with the mods I have.  I've got more power now running 14 psi than I did when I was running 17 psi.  My timing is also 19-20 adv. so I even have room to turn up the boost and/or lean it out.  Once again, thank you very much.  <br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||10||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes



ubb/Forum3/003975.cgi
A||||7||jayru||Anyone know the HP possible with a EVO 3 Big 16g?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||12-17-2003||11:01 AM||||Forced performance has a great deal on them with porting, manifold and o2 housing already included.<br /><br />But i really want the car to do low 11's. And don't want to buy the wrong turbo. But the price and everything included makes it hard to pass up.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-17-2003||11:03 AM||||It won't do low 11s in a Galant. It might be possible in a lightened, fully done TEL, but not a Galant.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||12-17-2003||12:30 PM||||I heard somebody in a 2G ran 118 in the 1/4 with it a while back.  That's not too shabby (very high 11 or so).||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||12-17-2003||02:26 PM||||I could be wrong, but I seem to remember it being compared to 20Gs for power output, so maybe look at some 20G times?  Maybe take those and some regular 16G times and split the difference?<br /><br />I was all set on a sleeper 16G, but now may just have to get one of these instead.||69.59.219.164||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-17-2003||02:29 PM||||if you want low 11s get a green or larger. I've only seen a few 20g's go low 11s, much less 16g's of any flavor. Mid or High 11s yes, but not low 11s and certainly not in a full weight galant.<br /><br />Good luck!||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||12-17-2003||04:20 PM||||Have you looked at the Times list ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||jayru||12-17-2003||07:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> Have you looked at the Times list ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Where?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-17-2003||07:57 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsmtimes.org" target="_blank">www.dsmtimes.org</a>||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/003976.cgi
A||||8||ayvr4||Does Kazaa Work||||1||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||12-17-2003||02:00 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Does Kazaa work right now? will someone check quick..<br />Thanks||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||red91awdtalon||12-17-2003||02:25 PM||||Yup mine works<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||12-17-2003||02:40 PM||||Thanks, mine is just sitting there saying "connecting..."<br />forever.||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||12-17-2003||02:59 PM||||Mine still works too. Maybe you're about to get hit with a lawsuit from the RIAA.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||ayvr4||12-17-2003||03:04 PM||||thats not funny  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||13||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||12-17-2003||03:39 PM||||Yep, getting The Best of Brianna Banks right now.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Kazzaa Lite||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||VR6 Eater||12-17-2003||07:30 PM||||Your probably having ISP problems if your using Roadrunner like I am.  Try different ports until you find one that works.  I get different port suggestions from my dad since he is pretty good at this stuff.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||12-18-2003||12:01 PM||||can someone give me a link to the kazaa lite download.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />Thanks||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||Matt379||12-18-2003||01:04 PM||||Hmmm, I can't remember where the link is, but if you do a search there is a link to it somewhere.<br /><br />If that fails, PM me and I can send it to you.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes



ubb/Forum3/003977.cgi
A||||14||RayH||Forklift Safety||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||12-17-2003||03:19 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||<a href="http://home.astrakan.hig.se/sax/rokka/files/staplerfahrer_klaus.wmv" target="_blank">Forklift Safety Video</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||12-17-2003||03:38 PM||||I'm sending this to my German colleagues.  Maybe even THEY will find this funny.<br /><br />I will have to remember those tips when I go out to my warehouse.||68.34.182.135||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-17-2003||04:32 PM||||I learned a lot from that Film. <br /><br />Thanks Klaus!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||drew||12-17-2003||05:01 PM||||Deutschlanders sind sehr Krazy!||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||12-17-2003||05:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Deutschlanders sind sehr Krazy! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sprechen sie Deutsch und Japanisch?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||12-17-2003||05:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Deutschlanders sind sehr Krazy! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sprechen sie Deutsch und Japanisch? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ci||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||12-17-2003||06:23 PM||||urwreiub ervu  ewrrv rjjkoo||68.76.186.43||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||VR6 Eater||12-17-2003||07:40 PM||||Huh?||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000008||turbogalant||12-17-2003||07:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR6 Eater:<br /><strong> Huh? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It was a press all the button's on the keyboard and see what comes out only 4 letters were not in the top row of the keyboard. And all in the same vicinity.||65.177.233.53||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000009||drew||12-17-2003||08:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Deutschlanders sind sehr Krazy! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sprechen sie Deutsch und Japanisch? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nein. Ich vergesse alles. Ich hat Deutsch in mittel schule gelernt.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||GREENVR4||12-17-2003||08:45 PM||||derv ideo ist ein grossen scheisse meine herr.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||12-17-2003||09:03 PM||||ist ein schiessfilmen||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||RayH||12-17-2003||09:21 PM||||<img src="http://www.americanconservatives.net/pancakebunny.jpg" alt=" - " />||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000013||drew||12-17-2003||09:24 PM||||It's not a pankcake! It's a Dorayaki!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000014||Minjin||12-17-2003||11:50 PM||||That video was awesome!! Bwhahahhaha...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/003978.cgi
A||||16||Craig91||LOTR: Return of the King||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||12-17-2003||03:21 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||I don't know how many of you may or may not be into the Lord of the Rings trilogy, but I just got home from a 10:30am showing and have to say the movie was very good, and ended the trilogy very nicely. When the first one came out, I didn't see what the big deal was. Just before the second one came out, I rented the Fellowship of the Ring just for the hell of it, and ended up loving it and couldn't wait for the Two Towers, and finally Return of the King.<br /><br />I'm not gonna ruin it for those that wish to see it, but it was worth the money in my book. FYI, just make sure you have 3.5 hours to spare. It's a pretty damn long movie.<br /><br />Thumbs up to Peter Jackson for making such incredible movies.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-17-2003||03:43 PM||||I knew I was forgetting something today. Oh well, my Galant needed that new 6 quarts of synthetic more than I needed to see a movie. I'll go see it tomorrow at 10:30am before work. This is a good time of year for movies. Already, two outstanding movies in the theaters right now and I'm sure this will be number three.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||1520/2000||12-17-2003||04:06 PM||||I saw it at the 12am showing Tues night/Weds morn and it was great. Excellent job in picking what to put in the film to give it a good "movie ending" without offending the hard core fans imho...<br /> One of my fav parts was the road under the mountain (can't remember the real name) and the army of the dead- they kicked ass! Peter Jackson made a good decision here in how they played into the battle of Gondor even though it wasn't 100% accurate to the book.<br /> Go see it!!!<br />Luke D||205.238.240.230||reg||10||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||12-17-2003||04:56 PM||||Can't wait till I have time to go see it.  I have been waiting and it seems like forever....<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||GVR4458||12-17-2003||05:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Craig91:<br /><strong><br />I'm not gonna ruin it for those that wish to see it, but it was worth the money in my book. FYI, just make sure you have 3.5 hours to spare. It's a pretty damn long movie. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're kidding right?  Does anyone not know how this ends?  You have'nt read the books that are older than most of us?<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000005||Craig91||12-17-2003||05:50 PM||||I swear I've never read the books.  Eventhough I enjoy the movie depiction of the books, me and books don't get along.  I have a very low attention span when it comes to reading.  I always find myself wanting to stop, or thinking about totally random things not pertaining to the book.  It was the same way even with books I turned out enjoying in high school.  I just can't pay enough attention to them.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4us||12-17-2003||06:51 PM||||I read the books about 10 year ago.  I remember bits and pieces but I know that there are some things left out that if you didn't read the books you wouldn't get the meaning to some of it.  Plus the movie didn't start out with the hobbit like the series did.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||12-18-2003||01:17 AM||||I just got back.  Awesome movie to end an awesome series.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||jcgalantvr4-244||12-18-2003||01:33 AM||||Good movie Hope they remake the Hobbit.  <br /><br />Cant wait for the new Harry potter movie<br />Yes I said Harry Potter||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000009||HobieKopek||12-18-2003||09:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalantvr4-244:<br /><strong> Good movie Hope they remake the Hobbit.  <br /><br />Cant wait for the new Harry potter movie<br />Yes I said Harry Potter </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Word to both.  I'd love to see Peter Jackson do The Hobbit.  And the first two Harry Potters were good, so hopefully the third will be as well.  I hear from lots of people that it's their favorite book.||65.249.137.193||reg||1||HobieKopek||00002978||yes
Z||000010||RayH||12-18-2003||11:09 AM||||To prepare, going to watch TTT:EE this weekend...<br />for the 3rd time.<br /><br />Found on the net:<br /><br />1. Stand up halfway through the movie and yell loudly, "Wait...where the hell is Harry Potter?"<br />2. Block the entrance to the theater while screaming, "YOU.....SHALL....NOT..... PASS!" - After the movie, say "Lucas could have done it better."<br />3. Play a drinking game where you have to take a sip every time someone says, "the Ring."<br />4. Point and laugh whenever someone dies.<br />5. Ask everyone around you if they think Gandalf went to Hogwarts.<br />6. Finish off every one of Elrond's lines with "Mis..ter Ander-sonnn."<br />7. When Aragorn is crowned king, stand up and at the top of your lungs sing, "And I did it.... MY way...!"<br />8. Talk like Gollum all through the movie. At the end, bite off someone's finger and fall down the stairs.<br />9. Dress up as old ladies and reenact "The Battle of Helms Deep," Monty Python style.<br />10. When Denethor lights the fire, shout "Barbecue!"<br />11. In TTT when the Ents decide to march to war, stand up and shout, "RUN FOREST, RUN!"<br />12. Every time someone kills an Orc, yell: "That's what I'm Tolkien about!" See how long it takes before you get kicked out of the theatre.<br />13. During a wide shot of a battle, inquire, "Where's Waldo?"<br />14. Talk loudly about how you heard that there is a single frame of a nude Elf hidden somewhere in the movie.<br />15. Start an Orc sing-a-long.<br />16. Come to the premiere dressed as Frankenfurter and wander around looking terribly confused.<br />17 When they go in the paths of the dead, wait for a tense moment and shout, "I see dead people!"<br />18. Imitate what you think a conversation between Gollum, Dobby and Yoda would be like.<br />19. Release a jar of daddy-long-legs into the theater during the Shelob scene.<br />20. Wonder out loud if Aragorn is going to run for governor of California.<br />21. When Shelob comes on, exclaim, "Man!Charlotte's really let herself go!"||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||12-18-2003||04:12 PM||||Saw it this morning before work. Awesome movie. Amazingly done like the other two. However, and I hate to criticize such a good movie, they should have left off the last 15mins. Didn't add anything to the experience, IMHO.<br /><br />Highly recommend.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000012||CCDSM69||12-18-2003||10:47 PM||||I saw it, I have to say I'm not a huge fan of the trilogy but of the three this was the best.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000013||sto31920||12-18-2003||11:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Saw it this morning before work. Awesome movie. Amazingly done like the other two. However, and I hate to criticize such a good movie, they should have left off the last 15mins. Didn't add anything to the experience, IMHO.<br /><br />Highly recommend.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I couldn't agree with you more.   <br />The director's intention was to provide every ending of the original books, the lake, the return to the shire, the completion of family, etc.  There were actually several different endings from the books.  That's why the music kept coming to a climatic close/ finale and fade out, only to be started again.   <br /><br />In classic Monday quarterback fashion: To save 15 minutes, they should have ended it like "Clue" with multiple unique endings.  All of which would be available if one purchases the overpriced "Special Edition" / "Directors Cut" / "Deluxe" DVD having all the endings.  Sure, they would have pissed off your average moviegoer, but those "real" fans that dress up and stand in line at the midnight showing would have bought more tickets...to ensure they saw every ending.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />BTW: For those of you who haven't seen it, unless you are going at an odd hour, 3.5 hours is just for the movie, figure another hour to hour and a half in line if you expect to get a decent seat and another 15 minutes worth of previews.  I was in line an hour before it started and ended up sitting near the front, where it felt as though you were truly IN the movie 3D style (those battle sequences almost caused me collapse into epileptic seizures at that close range).  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    Grand total estimate: 5+ Hrs (but worth every second).  Go see it!  Hell, my wife even liked it!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.117.213.87||reg||1||Turbolag||00000893||yes
Z||000014||iceman69510||12-19-2003||12:45 PM||||Going tonight.  I think I read these books before most on this list were born.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.1.210.225||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000015||slugsgomoo||12-19-2003||04:56 PM||||i liked the endings. It didn't include the scouring of the shire, which was sad, but we knew that ahead of time.<br /><br />I'm not one to dress up, but i'm pretty sure that i would be a good picture of a "rabid fan".<br /><br />I got tickets for trilogy tuesday, but because cinerama in seattle screwed everyone, we got them for spokane. <br /><br />Tuesday morning @ 1:30am we left for spokane, and we got back about 6am wednesday morning. I drove most of both ways, and it's a pretty long trip on no sleep (600miles round trip).<br /><br />they showed FoTR, TTT, both in the extended edition versions, and then a special early showing of RoTK.<br /><br />it's freaking amazing to watch them all back to back. I got more out of them that way than i ever have seperately. <br /><br />I miss the stuff that got left out of the books (especially tom bombadil) but some things just couldn't fit. I'm already looking forward to RoTK:EE||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000016||mikeyoung00||12-23-2003||12:57 PM||||Best sequal since Second Breakfast.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/003979.cgi
A||||22||Franckypoo||What do you think?||||1||||Frankypoo||00000740
Z||000000||Franckypoo||12-17-2003||04:32 PM||||I'm looking for a new "original" color for my rallye car.  I want it to be a color that's quite rare for rally cars so it will stand out a bit.<br /><br />  <img src="http://francois.chaosdev.ca/laserorange.gif" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I know it's a talon and I have a laser, and the drawing was done really fast just to get the idea of what it would look like, but so far I think I really like it!<br /><br />But still it's missing a little something and look kind of plain... <br /><br />Do you think it would be a good color for a rally car?||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||12-17-2003||04:42 PM||||I think it would look better this color...<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.imagemotors.com/camaro5/21.jpg" alt=" - " />||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||Franckypoo||12-17-2003||04:47 PM||||I real it would be real close to that color!<br /><br />you don't know how it is called?||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||12-17-2003||04:47 PM||||The burnt copper (orange) that the new murano, maxima and infinit FX come in is awesome. Similar to the ford ranger burnt orange and the camaro above...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||V8EATER||12-17-2003||04:52 PM||||correct me if i'm wrong, but wasn't there a talon/eclipse that was orange with black stripes or something in grp n not long ago?  Personally, I think lime green would be different.  ugly, yes, but different.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||12-17-2003||04:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Frankypoo:<br /><strong> I real it would be real close to that color!<br /><br />you don't know how it is called? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya it's some HOK color. Ill get back to you later on tonight about it.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-17-2003||04:59 PM||||Yes, there was one with an orange and black 'fur' vinyl color scheme...<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||12-17-2003||05:01 PM||||Isnt pruvens car orange?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||12-17-2003||05:01 PM||||Use those colors but paint it like the Bengals helmets.  I think they are cool.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000009||Minjin||12-17-2003||05:04 PM||||Alright, not quite the same orange...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.stpr.org/stpr01/photos/2001/33.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.stpr.org/stpr01/photos/2001/33.jpg</a><br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||12-17-2003||05:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Alright, not quite the same orange...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.stpr.org/stpr01/photos/2001/33.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.stpr.org/stpr01/photos/2001/33.jpg</a> <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Woah that's some ugly shit! Then again maybe I should keep my mouth shut since I think the doc said the same thing delivering me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||Franckypoo||12-17-2003||05:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Alright, not quite the same orange...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.stpr.org/stpr01/photos/2001/33.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.stpr.org/stpr01/photos/2001/33.jpg</a> <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmmm I don't think ppl could actually mix my car with this one even if it was the same orange! LOL<br /><br />That's Original and stand out!  But I might want to stay a little be more reserved   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000012||a_santos||12-17-2003||05:36 PM||||Whatever color you use make sure to get plenty of glow in the dark vinil. It really makes your car stand out in dark and in pics. Make the colors really bright. You should maybe add in some black and some white maybe, be creative. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2243" alt=" - " /><br /><br />This is my friend's car, it really stands out from the crowd. That is all paint on his car, but you could use vinyl instead.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000013||Craig91||12-17-2003||06:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Isnt pruvens car orange? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, Pruven's car is orange.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.pruvenperformance.com/gallery_images/gallery12.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.pruvenperformance.com/gallery_images/gallery20.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000014||CCDSM69||12-17-2003||06:16 PM||||I love the color orange...there are tons of nonturbo Talons/Eclipses down here that are painted orange. You should definately paint it orange if you like that color.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000015||drew||12-17-2003||06:21 PM||||Buschur's 1G was orange too. Would someone photochop a Galant VR4 orange?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||agrabau||12-17-2003||06:31 PM||||Rally cars=WHITE!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000017||geebee5||12-17-2003||08:49 PM||||Sorry to hijack this post but Abhay Santos is that Thanasi Samaras'(sp?) car?<br /><br />P.S. I think you should go with a Dukes of Hazards paint scheme for your rally car.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||geebee5||00001941||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||12-18-2003||12:12 AM||||I agree with Lisa here - I love orange, I have orange sweaters, Polo's, sweatshirts, hats and most of all....Tang (Orange)||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||4drwhore||12-18-2003||09:35 AM||||It's called sunset pearl and its a house of kolors color.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000020||VTGVR4||12-18-2003||10:00 AM||||why dont you paint it the same orange bushur had for one year? it certainly got alot of attention...<br /> <img src="http://www.buschurracing.com/orange1_small.jpg" alt=" - " />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000021||Franckypoo||12-18-2003||10:02 AM||||Thanks guys! (special thanks to 4drwhore for the color name)<br /><br />I'll think about that during the hollidays, but most likely it will be "Sunset perl" with black.<br /><br />I don't plan yet to have some vinyl because the car will need to be used on the road and cops seems to be really attracted by vinyl around here   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   But as soon as I can afford a trailer and tow truck I'll give it a try!<br /><br />I can't wait to have that car look nice again!  (but it will make my GF even more jealous! lol)||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000022||Garfield Wright||12-18-2003||11:16 AM||||This would be perfect for a rally machine <a href="http://www.nhrasportcompact.com/2002/drivers/e_hinds.html" target="_blank">http://www.nhrasportcompact.com/2002/drivers/e_hinds.html</a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum3/003980.cgi
A||||5||henrok||timing belt kit||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||12-17-2003||04:54 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey guys, i need a place where i can purchase a complete timing belt kit.  any suggestions?||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||12-17-2003||05:38 PM||||<a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com" target="_blank">www.slowboyracing.com</a> is one place, RRE is another.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||12-17-2003||06:12 PM||||Try here too:<br /><br />Mike McCarthy<br />Foreign Car Parts<br />937-233-4080<br /><br />Quite awhile back, Ken Inn set up a group buy on timing belt kits and water pump kits through him.  Very nice to deal with and good pricing.  Not sure it would be as cheap as the group buy was, but I'm sure his pricing is still pretty good.  From what Ken said, he carries or can get lots of other replacement parts that fit our cars, and at a reasonable price.||63.188.65.165||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||henrok||12-17-2003||07:45 PM||||thanks guys, any more suggestions before i go ahead and call?||152.163.252.136||reg||14||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||12-17-2003||07:58 PM||||For all factory parts, can't go wrong with  <a href="http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html" target="_blank">http://www.partznet.com/mitsudsmclub.html</a>  - Conicelli Mitsubishi.  They offer a 25% discount on factory parts.||63.188.104.109||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||MustGoFaster||12-17-2003||11:49 PM||||I like  <a href="http://www.mitsubishiparts.net" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishiparts.net</a> They are the cheapest I have found and don't bill untill they ship.  Ordered from them 2 or 3 times now and have had no problems.  I have CAPS though so I just find all my part numbers, and put them in, they don't have a setup like Conicelli where you can find the part numbers/match them to diagrams.||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum3/003981.cgi
A||||2||a_santos||SNO-DRIFT rally? Who is going?||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||12-17-2003||05:31 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys. The Sno-Drift Rally is about 1.5 months away. I will be going along with my Galant, if she is still running well, fingers crossed. If the car is not running I will be going either way. I went last year and had a really good time. I saw one other galant there, but a whole bunch of Subarus. <br /><br />I will be part of the crew for a friend of mine who is racing open class. Should be a blast, hopefully there will be lots of snow.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||04DrBlur||12-17-2003||06:20 PM||||What is the date of the rally?  I can show especially if it is the weekend of Jan. 29th.  Goin to Kid rock in Toledo on the 28th so I might just make a long weekend out of it.||68.76.186.43||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000002||TinyVR4||12-17-2003||07:35 PM||||I will go if i can get my  reardiff. into my car without freezing to death in my parents' garage.  Putting in a 3Bolt LSD diff and removing my 4WS right now.  Also trying to rebuild my driveshaft.  What a pain! But if all is done in time i'm game.||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes



ubb/Forum3/003982.cgi
A||||13||VR4coop||Why are these so cheap?||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||12-17-2003||07:54 PM||coop529@aol.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2449286433&category=33554" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2449286433&category=33554</a><br /><br />Is the company reputable? They seem rather on the cheap side. If anyone can help let me know?||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000001||jayru||12-17-2003||07:59 PM||||If i am not mistaken they were dark side racing and recently changed their name. When you go to the DSR website it os now tha co. in the ebay ad.<br /><br />I bought a set of new 550's from them 6-7 months ago and they were unbelievably cheap, like $215 or something.<br /><br />I was very happy, if it is the same co.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-17-2003||08:13 PM||||if it is Darkside racing i'd stay away.  They screwed a lot of people over.  Maybe they've changed their ways but no matter what I wouldn't buy anything from them.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||jayru||12-17-2003||08:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> if it is Darkside racing i'd stay away.  They screwed a lot of people over.  Maybe they've changed their ways but no matter what I wouldn't buy anything from them. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Man Pivvay, You dont like any of the companies i have had success with  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||red91awdtalon||12-17-2003||08:45 PM||||I second that.... ripped me off and wont refer anyone to them. got my money back but took weeks of fighting and threats. thats 2 of us so far and quite a few others on so-cal dsm got taken. just be careful<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-17-2003||08:52 PM||||Lots on Colorado DSM got ripped off by them too. Nothing against you Jason, I just want to look out for everyone.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||jayru||12-17-2003||08:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Lots on Colorado DSM got ripped off by them too. Nothing against you Jason, I just want to look out for everyone. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">O no, i wasn't implying that. I was just making a joke.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-17-2003||08:59 PM||||Hehe I know. I should have added a smiley.  Like,  I hate that Jason guy, what a hoser   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||CCDSM69||12-18-2003||02:32 AM||||Lots of CT people and FL people got ripped off by them...I delt with them once back when I owned my business and the experience wasn't very good...sure their prices were cheap but it took about 50 phone calls and a trip there to get my product (then they refused to refund shipping).||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000009||Nate||12-18-2003||11:18 AM||||I have to say, my only experience with them was buying a Tial BOV for a customer's car, and the transaction went smoothly, although they could have been better with communication.||68.83.68.114||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000010||4drwhore||12-18-2003||01:11 PM||||As for PTE I have never known them to be known as "dark side racing". I have a friend of mine who is a dealer for them, and has the worlds fastest non-tubular street Grand National running mid 8's. If anyone needs anything from PTE please give the guys at this shop <a href="http://www.perfecttimingperformance.com" target="_blank">www.perfecttimingperformance.com</a> and they will take care of you. PTE is very reputable, I know several people with there turbo's and everyone is happy, good quality products from what I have seen.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000011||howard_GVR4||12-18-2003||01:56 PM||||PTE is decent, but get ready to hack up the front motor mount if you want to run one of their turbos.||129.120.56.144||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000012||4drwhore||12-18-2003||02:13 PM||||Havnt put one on my galant yet, but my friend put one on his talon and he didnt have to hack anything... maybe the area is bigger or something||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000013||Darkside||12-20-2003||11:23 PM||||Wow guys,  I never knew Darkside Racing was that bad with customer service.  Although My screen name is Darkside, It make my look bad   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  .  Oh well I don't buy from them aways.  This is the True Darkside Fresno Cali.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||129.8.118.217||reg||1||Darkside||00002420||yes



ubb/Forum3/003985.cgi
A||||3||Bigfoot200200||Help me post pics becaause I'm computer illiterate||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||12-18-2003||12:53 AM||||I read the faq, and a few threads. Used the free web hosting. Tried it twice, and it said "woa, way too big." So I saved pics to a compressed folder and it still was too big. Tried later and this time I didnt get the too big notice, but now that they are here(I think), how do I find them? Sorry I'm so lame, when I was in the scouts they didnt have computer geek merit badges like they do now.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||12-18-2003||02:33 AM||||After uploading the pics it should show you some links that you can copy from there and then paste into a thread or post.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||12-18-2003||03:41 AM||||Thanks. The last time I uploaded it took me to 3-Points webhosting, but I couldnt find the pics or anything else for that matter.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||12-18-2003||01:43 PM||||You won't be able to find anything from the main site because this is a clandestine operation.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   <br /><br />You can try <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_browse.asp" target="_blank">looking for your pics here</a>, but I didn't see any with your name on them.  The file size is limited to 976k (a million bytes) which is more than adequate for a large full-screen image.  Currently the images hosted occupy 560 megs (about 2000 pics).<br /><br />Of course, you can always <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">try uploading it again.</a>||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/003984.cgi
A||||6||jayru||Anyone ever put a compalation of injector sizes for HP applications?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||12-17-2003||08:18 PM||||Like 550's for up to 300HP, ect. Just wondering?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||12-17-2003||08:30 PM||||heres a guide based on turbo and octane selections. most people know HP ratings of turbos so this is as close as i could find. scroll down till you see the grey box.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/eclfuel.htm</a>||68.69.141.192||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||jayru||12-17-2003||09:09 PM||||Thanks! So acording to that, even if i had a huge turbo but stayed under 20 Psi, i could use 550's with 93 octane?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-17-2003||09:31 PM||||If you get a huge turbo you should probably just get 660s.  You can always try the 550s if they are cheap but i'd just go straight to the 660s.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||jayru||12-17-2003||09:52 PM||||I already have a set from #120 i'm gonna swap over.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||12-17-2003||11:28 PM||||Simple math from Autospeed. I rounded 49lb. up to 50lb. to make it easy.<br /><br />100 crank hp<br />=50lb. per hour<br />=500cc per min. divided by four cyl.<br />=125cc injectors||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||12-18-2003||08:02 AM||||With Keydiver hooking us up with Eproms that have injector compensation, I would buy the biggest injectors you think you are possibly going to need, ask Jeff to burn you a chip to compensate for them, and then not worry about fuel again.  Just make sure you have the fuel pump and fuel pressure to back up the injectors and an AFC to fine tune if running high boost.||199.196.144.13||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum3/003986.cgi
A||||3||GVR1643||Good Guy||||14||||GVR1643||00000080
Z||000000||GVR1643||12-18-2003||09:43 AM||jkpwolf@netins.net||Got a surprise call last week from Lance Keely that was parting a couple of GVR4's a while ago. After several months he calls and says he saved a driver seat for me and is coming through town and would be happy to bring it. Not only is that super nice, but just damn nice to save one for months and to remember and make an effort to help out!  <br />Great guy!||167.142.21.178||reg||14||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||12-18-2003||03:30 PM||||Kevin,<br /><br />Get the VINs and numbers from him if he is scrapping them (or, even if he is not).<br /><br />Thanks.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||12-18-2003||09:25 PM||||Those 2 cars are long gone I think.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||GVR1643||12-19-2003||09:16 AM||||actually I don't even have his phone # anymore.  Another member or two on the board might have it.  <br />And I believe he still has one of those cars.  He is supposed to call me back again and I'll ask for what vins he has.||167.142.21.131||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/003987.cgi
A||||12||V8EATER||front lsd||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||12-18-2003||10:03 AM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||I found a front lsd for a galant vr4 on ebay, and was wondering if anyone had an idea as to how much I should offer him for it.  Seller says it comes from a JDM tranny.  He also has a JDM tranny from a gvr4 with the lsd in it, this one I'm interested in is just the lsd unit.  Do an ebay search on (transmission, galant).  thanks||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-18-2003||10:08 AM||||Stay away. You don't want to deal with the hassle.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-18-2003||10:16 AM||||Mark could be right but that's a nice opportunity, with the R/P gear auction as well. Winning one and not the other would suck though.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||V8EATER||12-18-2003||10:44 AM||||IF a rear lsd is good, wouldn't a front lsd be better?  why stay away? just curious.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000004||V8EATER||12-18-2003||10:48 AM||||btw, I would need the ring and pinion, and the lsd , right?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000005||SLedge||12-18-2003||10:59 AM||||This is the same GVR4 RS tranny/t-case/R&P leftbank listed on here last month.<br /><br />Knock it off I was top bidder on these outta the gate!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Now I'm stuck w/ "winning" two outta three.  Weird to split stuff up like that if you ask me.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000006||SLedge||12-18-2003||11:08 AM||||For anyone else who's interested:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33733&item=2448964565" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33733&item=2448964565</a><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33733&item=2448964589" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33733&item=2448964589</a><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33733&item=2448964606" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33733&item=2448964606</a>||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000007||V8EATER||12-18-2003||11:53 AM||||sorry man, i didn't know.  anyway, he's quoted me $135 for just the lsd (not the tranny).  is this worth it?  how hard would it be to find a r/p to fit (i won't bid on the ebay one sledge)?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000008||SLedge||12-18-2003||12:53 PM||||It's a free country, bid if you want to, I was just giving you crap.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I'd be really wary of trying to peice something together, things could get expensive very quickly if the ratios don't match up like you think.  If the guy wasn't selling a complete package (tranny/t-case/R&P) I wouldn't be interested.<br /><br />If you just want an LSD, it may well be cheaper in the long run to get a Phantom Grip or even a Quaife.  No need to setup the rear-end gears going that route.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000009||SLedge||12-18-2003||01:00 PM||||V8 Eater, just to clarify that ring and pinion is for the *rear end* to match the rear final drive ratio w/ the front ratio of that JDM tranny.||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000010||V8EATER||12-18-2003||01:28 PM||||cool, thanks for the clarification.  I think I'll pass, and get the phantom grip.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||12-18-2003||03:50 PM||||From what I've heard, don't waste your money on a Phantom grip either.  I hear they have phantom performance in the long run.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||12-18-2003||05:11 PM||||Quaife or bust<br />Kaaz or Bust<br /><br />I have chosen Bust both times   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/003988.cgi
A||||3||4drwhore||anyone live?||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||12-18-2003||10:34 AM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||anyone happen to live around the corner from forceperformance. I want there intake tube but dont feel like paying $14.00!!!! for shipping. When I know the thing weighs next to nothing. I'd rather pay someone the money, have them go get it, ship it to me and give them an extra 5 bucks then to pay them that. anyone?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||12-18-2003||03:21 PM||||LMAO<br /><br />Just shut up and pay the shipping.  I paid them $16.47 to ship my O2 housing.  Oh yeah, and a 7cm gasket too.  I think it was the gasket.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-18-2003||03:41 PM||||14 bucks aint bad.  if i did it(i am about 1 hr from them) i would take it to a place that packs and ships stuff, and it would cost that much.  you gotta add it time, box, packing, and gas.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||ejectseat||12-22-2003||06:26 PM||||no shit.  i hate places that do that.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.154.50.189||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes



ubb/Forum3/003989.cgi
A||||32||agrabau||We are cheap Bastards ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-18-2003||10:46 AM||agrabau@Juno.com||Okay, I'm pretty bad, junkyards in the rain forcing rusty parts from under cars with a shovel that i found in the mud, bring it home and repaint it, install it, to save about $30. <br /><br />I've spent hours scouring ebay for parts, it took me 3 months to decide on wheels because I didn't want to pony up for $2000 compomotives. I won't pay extra for fast shipping, I sometimes forgo seller loyalty in lieu of cheaper prices. <br /><br />Let's share some cheap bastard stories. I think by virtue of being DSM owners we are already in that category so no denying it!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||Nate||12-18-2003||11:03 AM||||The plug wires I'm using on the Mirage right now are NGKs that I pulled out of the junkyard.  The cylinder head was pulled from the same yard, as was the alternator.  :-)||68.83.68.114||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-18-2003||11:55 AM||||Custom Downpipe---3 1/2 inch cast steel from pipe supply---$7<br />custom intercooler---3 thunderbird cores--60 dollars includes welding<br />IC pipes---2 1/2 inch Radiator hoses, exhaust pipe, a honda cold air tube, aircraft parts, part of a ac drier bottle, and a bend from a stock inlet pipe.<br />Intake pipe---part of a circle track 3 1/2 inch exhaust---free.<br />Talon ac compressor---off of a junkyard motor spliced the lines together---40 to get lines done.<br />Mazda secondary injectors from the 86 turbo II---new $223 flow 571 cc<br />drivers side glove box---$10 junkyard<br />Custom 3 inch exhaust---$200 including flex pipe and dynomax round muffler<br />short shifter---stock talon cut and rewelded<br />shifter bushings---washers welded to the shifter plate, fuel rail bushings, welded up soild shifter cable mount.<br />Cyclone accuator controller---$5 for everything even vacuum hoses<br />wheels---$200 and a set of 91 VR4's-- from a 93 accord<br />255 pump from a friend that bought a crate of them from Holley salvage---$10<br />Seats from Honda CRX---$50 plus $150 to recover and $300 for used schroth belts<br />Air filter adapter---free used a piece of aluminum I had.<br />Slim line fans---from my old Mustang<br />shift knob---from my old Mustang<br />afc---layed some tile for a friend---cost me some time and labor<br />T3 to mitsu manifold adapter---had a machine shop cut it for a copy of AutoCad 2000----free<br />Taillights, steering wheel, foglamps, front bumper cover, rear rotors and calipers, sun visors, bulbs, fuses, cup holder, assorted nuts and bolts, spare head, na turbo oil line block off bolt, valve cover are all out of the local junkyards<br />    <br />Keydiver chip-------Priceless----Thanks again Jeff<br />The ability to tell Todd he's an ass-----Priceless<br /><br />Damn can I get the award for cheap bastard of 2003 or maybe a star.....||67.25.35.35||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||red91awdtalon||12-18-2003||12:15 PM||||Got one for ya!.... I re-used my 20$ head gasket from pep boys! and made a few others out of a cereal box. BIG risk considering i made my oil pump housing gasket and reused my HG. HAHA. Still holding<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000004||Ant||12-18-2003||12:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong> Got one for ya!.... I re-used my 20$ head gasket from pep boys! and made a few others out of a cereal box. BIG risk considering i made my oil pump housing gasket and reused my HG. HAHA. Still holding<br /><br />Joe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You made a Headgasket out of a cereal box ? <br />You can't be serious.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||12-18-2003||12:34 PM||||LOL, sorry 4drwhore  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003988" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003988</a>||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||Franckypoo||12-18-2003||01:07 PM||||I put sponsors stickers over scratches and dents so my rally car looks nicer   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />But now there's so much of them (I guess I'm a bad driver!) that I don't have enough sponsors and will need to have it painted!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||12-18-2003||01:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> LOL, sorry 4drwhore   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003988" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003988</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's ok. It's mainly because I know the piping doesn't way probably even a pound. It just gets to me that companies think they can do stuff like that. Believe it or not, I'd rather pay someone 15.00 to go get it and ship it to me then pay them the 13.95||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||12-18-2003||01:15 PM||||This is cracking me up so much. I used to own a K car (winter car when I had the M3) and the steering rack broke off the subframe. I bought some trailer tie downs and ratcheted the rack to the subframe with nylon straps! (this was a long time ago and yadda yadda)<br /><br />I use a $4 voltmeter as an AF gauge. I've taken oil out of my good car and put it in the winter car after using it for 3K miles.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||12-18-2003||01:15 PM||||I got a IC upgrade and ghetto pipes for about $160 on my old talon.  <br /><br />The IC was a nice size core, about 2.5" thick, and the inlet and outlet were at least 2.25"  I mounted it as a side mount.  I send the wife off with the stock rubber piping to find larger replacements.  Hey, she's a mechanical engineer.  I stayed behind to take off the bumper.  <br /><br />To mount the IC, I used a coil of that universal exhaust hanger stuff.  The metal coil that bends and has lots of holes in it.  I bolted it to the bumper where spare holes were tapped and ready to go.  When the pipes showed up, they were really nicly shaped and way bigger then stock.  A little hacking, a little bitching, and a lot of sore fingers later, we finally got it mounted.  I also got the 2G intake elbow and it took forever porting that bitch out with a battery operated dremal.  I broke the gasket taking the old one off, so I used red RTV to make a new one.  At that point it was a matter of being down and I couldn't wait on a new gasket, not the cost of a gasket.  The only part of the system that was stock and a restriction was the pipe that the BOV was attached too.  I never got around to fixing that.<br /><br />The cool part was it not only worked, it worked very well.  It felt like my car was on steroids.  It looked so ghetto though, the IC was sideways because it was crammed in so tight.  I took pictures, but I don't know what ever happend to them. <br /><br />That is the cheapest thing I've ever done on a car I think.  Don't worry, I'll get a real kit for the Galant.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||V8EATER||12-18-2003||01:27 PM||||4 15" wheels from a ggsx- $48 TOTAL<br />valve cover $10<br />i've even gone to get light bulbs, fuses, wiring harnesses, just because i can put them all in my pocket and pay nothing.  damn, i am cheap.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000011||Franckypoo||12-18-2003||01:41 PM||||Oh almost forgot!<br /><br />I drove 2 hours to go pick up a pair of corner lights for the price of a single brand new one (only needed one anyways!) and ended up in a 1 hour trafic jam!  So I spent more in gaz than for the lights!<br /><br />BTW I already had to drive the 2 hours to go to my mom's place but I would have avoided the 1 hour trafic jam though.||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000012||red91awdtalon||12-18-2003||01:45 PM||||no it was a used head gasket from pepboys that had like 3k miles on it so i reused it. im used to small block chevy's that a HOLE engine gasket set sells at PAW for 16.00bux. these gasket kits are rediculous at like 100-200 bux for a set. It was a used headgasket but made my own thermostat housing/oil pump gasket and a few other little ones out of a cereal box.  I have blown up clutch discs and just reused the pressure plate also.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000013||red91awdtalon||12-18-2003||01:49 PM||||as some of you have seen... made my own gril. also have torched the springs to lower my old talon's, made my own headliner (put a mitsu logo in it), recharge my own a/c. reused tranny oil (it only had like 20 miles on it), made my own intercooler Co2 sprayer and all my own equipment from the bottle to the sparyer.... couldnt afford a solenoid so i used a 1/2 inch ball valve that i opened partway to the staging lane, and opend it up full when amber's start to drop.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||12-18-2003||02:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I've taken oil out of my good car and put it in the winter car after using it for 3K miles. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL<br />I should only have to change the filter on 1643, it gets a constant influx of new oil.||167.142.21.150||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||sleeper||12-18-2003||02:34 PM||||I had my share of being a tight ass or was I just totaly broke?<br /><br />Sucking brake fluid out of reservoars at the junkyard with a vacuum line.<br />Picking up change from the floorboards.<br />Looked under every nicer car for a security system and sold it on Ebay. Did a same with injectors. Thats shit pays good too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I worked for a guy years ago who's a TV and Radio personality and makes about half a million a year or so. Every weekend he used to go to estate sales to buy stuff for his new house.<br />He would buy cans of old nails and make me use it and straiten the the ones out that are bent.<br />I worked by the hour so I never complained.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000016||VTGVR4||12-18-2003||03:07 PM||||i remember reading a story about "the world's cheapest man" when i was a wee lad. this was some guy in europe, possibly scottland, he even reused his paper towels, by wringing them dry and hanging them out on a clothesline....  i think it might have been in a guiness book or similar. man, if he had owned a dsm...<br /><br />but don't forget, turbogus (RIP) was the absolute king of cheap go faster stuff. some of the stuff he invented to make his van haul was really out there, especially seeing as most of it didnt exist yet.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000017||Garfield Wright||12-18-2003||04:08 PM||||I wouldn't say we're cheap.  More sophisticated words I would use are, Innovative, Inventive, XTREEMLY CREATIVE!||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000018||Matt379||12-18-2003||04:12 PM||||There was an article I read several years ago about several of the wealthiest Americans that ever lived.<br /><br />There was one guy, who would be worth BILLIONS into today's dollars who would grab free pencils and office supplies at board meetings.  He broke his leg trying to jump on a trolley that was already moving so he would not have to pay the fair.<br /><br />Another lady, also worth hundreds of millions had to have her son's leg amputated because she drove around looking for a free clinic.  She spent something like 2 days looking for a quarter.<br /><br />The phrase "penny-wise and pound foolish" comes to mind.||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000019||92GVR4#333||12-18-2003||04:26 PM||||if anyone has seen my paint you would know...||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||12-18-2003||05:13 PM||||DSMer's are cheapasses all right. Freakin honda boys are catching up, all these lowballers on the integra emailing me on ebay...sux   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||drew||12-18-2003||05:41 PM||||Bought a 93 eclipse GSX with a blown tranny, bought a used tranny put it in, swapped the rims, 4 bolt rear end, 5 lug hubs, and PS reservoir out of it and put the Galant 3 bolt rear end, 4 lug hubs, and ps reservoir into the eclipse, then sold the eclipse for the same amount of money i bought it for.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000022||DuckButterRacing DSM||12-18-2003||06:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong> no it was a used head gasket from pepboys that had like 3k miles on it so i reused it. im used to small block chevy's that a HOLE engine gasket set sells at PAW for 16.00bux. these gasket kits are rediculous at like 100-200 bux for a set. It was a used headgasket but made my own thermostat housing/oil pump gasket and a few other little ones out of a cereal box.  I have blown up clutch discs and just reused the pressure plate also.<br /><br />Joe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">was that on your Talon or VR4 that you did that nice costom oil gasket for?||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000023||Arty||12-18-2003||06:55 PM||||My brake master cylinder seals failed, fortunately while the car was parked.<br />Satan wanted $190 for a "seal kit", it's a whole new piston. I pulled the piston and removed the seals. Any of the brake places that could help had to see the piston and seals to match them, so I drove across town a couple of times looking for seals. Eventually found all four for the grand total of $9.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000024||Dreis11301||12-18-2003||07:27 PM||||My first vehicle was an 83 Chevy 1/2 ton pickup.  It had the old 250ci inline 6.  My uncle gave it to me but it had a busted motor mount.  A new one was $30 but I went to a junkyard and paid $5 for a used one.  One of the bolts had broke off in the block flush and I went threw 4 E-Z Outs trying to get it out.  I finally just said the hell with it and had my neighbor weld it in place.  Sold it shortly there after.  <br /><br />The first truck I owned when I got here to Japan about a year ago was an 86 Mitsubishi Pajero.  I had it given to me and it needed the JCI (crazy ass inspection that costs about $500) in 4 months so I beat the crap out of it.  The front brake pads were gone and new ones cost 7000YEN about $65.  I didn't feel like putting that kind of money into a vehicle I was going to juck so I just took off the front calipers and capped the lines at the master cylinder.  Probably not the safest decision I ever made but it worked until I junked the thing 3 months later.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000025||red91awdtalon||12-18-2003||07:45 PM||||HAHAHA, no it was the talon. told the kid that bought it also. HAHHA, getting worried? no thats why i had the first red talon... something that if i blew up i could fix myself and learn. so i brought my new found knowledge to the galant. I SWEAR on my balls nothing is rigged. everything is done properly... i have money now!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000026||SPEEDFIEND||12-19-2003||02:24 PM||||Yeah but you know, when all is said and done we can truly say--WE HAVE THE FASTEST/CHEAPEST CARS ON THE FUCKIN PLANET!||206.214.57.195||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000027||snwbrd40oz||12-19-2003||11:16 PM||||My name is Kevin and I'm a member of CBA (Cheap Bastards Anonymous)My bumper cover is cracked underneath, and instead of trying to get a new one, I first used drywall screws to hold a 2X4 as a brace, when that wasn't successful, I took a piece of 14 gauge electrical wire and wraped it around the intercooler pipe. Visible from great distances? Yes. Ghetto Fab? Yes. Cheap?? HELL YES<br />PS after a really hard run on a hot day I can smell the coating on the wire melting....||64.136.26.235||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000028||NZGZR4||12-21-2003||06:45 PM||||While I likely qualify,  I think A guy I saw earlier this year would take the top prize.<br /><br />At a junk yard,  this guy,  was buying an  <b>oil filter</b>.<br />You have to wonder,  <br />a: why was the car in the junk yard (dead motor maybe)<br />b: was he coming back later for some oil?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.109.205.113||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000029||Notorius||12-21-2003||09:44 PM||||i have doors from a regular galant model. my BOV return to my intake pipe is made from a 93 cent piece i bought at ACE Hardware. i use 99 cent sparkplugs. i bought a used K&N cone intake. the most expensive mod on my car is the Optima Spiralcell battery. when something breaks, i remove it for weight reduction rather than replace it, such as the interior lightbulbs...||68.69.141.192||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000030||bleck||12-24-2003||05:39 AM||||LOL!!! You guys are cracking me up!  Or is everything you read funnier at 5:30 am!  Anyway, you all win, I was getting ready to tell you how cheap I am by getting a 2.5" turbo-back exhaust for the VR4 from Meineke for $500 installed.  Downpipe, stainless muffler, all pipes, 2.5" cat.  But I think you guys beat me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000031||mikeyoung00||12-26-2003||11:52 AM||||OK...I overpaid 7500 to the owner for a very clean stock 92 VR4. I live in Mississippi and the car was in Pa. Part of the price was for some needed repairs...new rear brake rotors and pads, new front pads, removing leaking rws lines, etc. etc. at the Mitsu dealer in Pa. That also covered a thorough inspection and labor for a turbo swap. Because of my schedule, I had to get the turbo shipped and installed quickly. So I ordered a big 16G ported from Turbotrix (only place that could get one to the dealer in time) but I had to have it drop-shipped quick. So I overpaid for the turbo (a little) AND the install (a lot). <br /><br />The rws lines were supposed to be replaced but the dealer could only get one in time so I got stuck with that, figuring I would get the other one later...a plan I have since abandoned. So I now have one brand new rear wheel steering line in the garage gathering dust.<br /><br />Shortly after driving the car back to Mississippi I paid too much for a downpipe and paid extra for a flange that I ended up not needing. But at least the car was running pretty good at that point.<br /><br />I paid a premium for the car itself because it is #5 and had just had the engine rebuilt from the crank up after a timing belt failure. And it was  dent free. (It now has three dents...all of which happened when the car was parked.) I figured the fresh rebuild was well worth the high price. Well...about the only thing the rebuilder DIDN'T repolish, remachine or replace-a balance shaft bearing-failed three months later (November). <br /><br />So now I will end up spending maybe another 2500 for parts and labor for THIS rebuild. I went for forged pistons...probably overkill but at least I shopped around and got a good price...and a kevlar timing belt. So I am probably overspending by at least 300 on the rebuild parts. I had the rotating assembly balanced which turned out to be of marginal benefit there was so little material removed. I also thought the harmonic balancer might be due for a swap but thought I needed it in a hurry. Soooo I paid retial+ at the local Mitsu dealer. Turns out I could have walked to N.J., picked one up for 50 less and walked back to Mississippi with time to spare! They are still bolting the engine back together as I write this.<br /><br />I paid too much for some new 550 injectors that I THOUGHT were going to be RC but did not turn out to be. I have a nice side-side FMIC with a Spearco core from DSMotorsport in the garage awaiting pipes along with a couple slim line fans. I probably paid way too much for the ic setup since even a starion would be a big improvement at a tenth the cost. <br /><br />I bought a used eclipse ecu to put in my car so I could send mine off to keydiver. But then I found out my network manager could socket my ecu on his solder stand in about 15 minutes and keydiver didn't need my chip. So I am out that money minus whatever I can get for it on ebay.<br /><br />I bought a junk fuel tank from AZ because I need a new sending unit. Guy tells me it doesn't have a fuel pump because that was sold so he will knock 75 off the price. But when I get the tank I find out he sold the entire sending assembly, not just the pump. It isn't worth hassling over what I paid so THATS money down the drain. At least I have a nice rust free tank but now I will probably end up paying for a NEW assembly!<br /><br />Meantime, the aeromotive fpr (probably more overkill), install kit (rail adapter, line, fittings, etc..more overkill) injectors, and pump are gathering dust because I can't change the pump until I replace the sending assembly.<br /><br />I paid 60 bucks for a pair of driving lamps...one with a cracked lense. (I only needed the other one) Now I see them all day long for 20-30.<br /><br />OK...I have made a couple of shrewd moves. Number one was getting a chip from keydiver! When my stock upper ic pipe ruptured, I fixed it with some pipe from my son's old 200SX exhaust pipe. (Worked like a charm and its only temporary until the new IC pipes come in.) <br /><br />Can I afford to throw all this money down the rat whole? Absolutely not! Will I learn from my mistakes? Lord, I hope! Will the car go like stink eventually? If it doesn't I'll go back to Hondas and this time I will keep it pretty stock!<br /><br />Stay tuned...||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000032||snwbrd40oz||12-27-2003||08:17 PM||||here is an update of the cheapness that surrounds me. I recently wrecked my VR4, a nice front PS hit that broke the headlight, bumper, fender, radiator and radiator support. After talking to some very nice ( and in some cases VERY generous)people on this board (thanks just the same guys), I came to find that ALL the parts I need I already own, they are just on my '89 Galant. It is black, the VR4 is green. I ski alot so the paint on the 89 is destroyed from rocks/gravel and Mag/Chloride. So now my car not only runs thanks to ghetto rigging, it shows it with a mishmash of beatiful Mitsubishi paint colors!||64.136.26.235||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes



ubb/Forum3/003990.cgi
A||||9||curtis||Intercooler sprayer||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-18-2003||01:03 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Just wondering has anyone built one?  The Evo's and STI's all have them and damn it I want one too.<br />I'm going to do one in the next few weeks.<br />I'm either going to use some mustang windshield sprayers (fan pattern) they fit perfect where the two notches are on the bottom of the bumper cover where I removed the center piece, or have some stainless tube bend like the nitrous ones if I can get it cheap enough but I afraid it will look to ricey  oK scratch that idea it will look ricey.  I'll wire it into a stock n/a automatic switch that goes where the bullshit coin slots are and also into a pressure switch. I was wondering what type of windshield bottle has been used? I want the biggest I can fit behind the drivers side fog light and would rather spend my time mounting it than searching the junkyards for one I'm short on time with Christmas just around the corner.  I have thought of putting it in the trunk with a inline pressure valve that will only open when there is pressure build up but this will make the pump hammer and I want it simple and fast acting and don't want it pissing all over the garage.  Any help or comments are welcome.  Thanks Curtis||67.25.33.68||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-18-2003||01:22 PM||||Up here those are called ice makers.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-18-2003||02:13 PM||||i made the co2 system myself and it actually works great. cost was about 80 bux but it was well worth it i used:<br /><br />-c02 bottle from "praxair" 10# 60bux and 5per refill<br />-1/4" copper hose (like 5 bux, home depot)<br />SSbraid line (already had)<br />1/4" ball valve (like 10 bux)<br /><br />cheap but effective.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||12-18-2003||03:42 PM||||i have been contemplating on doing this cheap mod.<br />i basically removed the rear windscreen pump / bottle.. it would easily be placed in front..<br /><br />but are the benifits noticable?? as i have left my car on idle checked the intake temp, sprayed the water onto the cooler and has no change whatsoever..<br /><br />maybe i need to be moving to benifit?!?!||203.166.63.244||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||12-18-2003||03:55 PM||||for about 40 bucks more, you can build a water injection system that is waaay better.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||12-18-2003||04:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> for about 40 bucks more, you can build a water injection system that is waaay better. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats what i want to do, i am not really all that happy with my intercooler sprayer...<br />the water injection would be alot more beneficial(&lt;---spelling is wrong i know  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ).||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000006||92GVR4#333||12-18-2003||04:32 PM||||I would not do the CO2 sprayer.  Remember that c02 is a non flambale substance and will dis-place oxygen in the combustion chamber.  use a N02 sparyer instead, at least that way if your turbo sucks some up you get some free power as well.<br /><br />for the pump look for a VW external fuel pump has great pressures.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000007||curtis||12-18-2003||04:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> for about 40 bucks more, you can build a water injection system that is waaay better. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Next spring after I get a datalogger I'm going to be getting the directions from you on your water injection kit.  I've been wanting to do it for a while.||67.25.38.156||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||12-18-2003||05:02 PM||||I just made a Ken style kit. Very easy and simple.  I'll be doing a write up here shortly.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||red91awdtalon||12-18-2003||05:12 PM||||Lots of the socal dsm'ers run them and they are very very great on the road coarse's. This website belongs to Vlad and he makes the circuit board that turns them on and off (some delay you can set for like 30sec on and 1 min off. stuff like that. not sure the duration or if its changable but check out this page, got a video that you can see it working.... this is the direct link but if you go to whadeva.com somewhere in ther was the step by step to making it work.<br /><br /><a href="http://whadeva.com/DSM/tech/2gicsprayer/" target="_blank">http://whadeva.com/DSM/tech/2gicsprayer/</a><br /><br />they all swear by it on the road coarse.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes



ubb/Forum3/003991.cgi
A||||2||V8EATER||abe lincoln's hair||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||12-18-2003||01:47 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||on ebay:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2210695467" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2210695467</a><br /><br />"I cannot think of a finer gift for Christmas."<br /><br />I can- how about Heidi Klum's pubic hair- still attached?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||Matt379||12-18-2003||03:12 PM||||A very good book, one that is controversial, and probably goes against about everything you were taught in school.  I highly recommend it.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0761526463/qid=1071778233/sr=2-1/ref=sr_2_1/103-9349490-5959032" target="_blank">http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0761526463/qid=1071778233/sr=2-1/ref=sr_2_1/103-9349490-5959032</a>||68.51.115.188||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-18-2003||03:42 PM||||what, you guys picking on dead people now?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/003992.cgi
A||||7||snwbrd40oz||Just bitching||||9||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||12-18-2003||06:37 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Sorry about this post but I need to get it off my chest. I wrecked the everliving SHIT out of my car today. The truck I was following on the highway got the wild hair up his ass to stop, and I didnt. I hit him on his metal reinforced bumper at about 30-40 mph. needless to say his bumper held up much better than my tin hood. I really wouldn't be this pissed but I have only been driving it for a few months after getting it off the stands. I scrimped and saved for almost a year to buy a new tranny for it and just as soon as its running I go and wreck it! SHIT!<br />Sorry just needed to vent a bit.<br /><br />PS if you read this and have any parts, check my post in the 'for sale' section||64.136.27.228||reg||9||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||crucible||12-18-2003||06:42 PM||||Thats what sucks about owning a VR4.<br /><br />Rare car=Rare parts||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-18-2003||06:47 PM||||I have a front headlight trim piece in diamond black in my basement. It's the long metal piece that is right above the bumper. If you actually need it, and pay for shipping it's yours.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||12-19-2003||11:24 AM||||Hey, the rare part, the bumper probably (hopefully) wasn't damaged.  The hood and fenders  are the same as any old galant.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-19-2003||11:32 AM||||kevin,<br /><br />I don't have any parts you need probably but if you need a hand let me know. I'll be glad to help when i'm back in colorado after the new year.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||12-19-2003||12:18 PM||||I've gots me 2 headlights if you want.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||12-19-2003||06:46 PM||||I live near a salvage yard and there are  TWO galants in that yard [not GVR4's though].....  <br />Let me know what I can pull for you.||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000007||snwbrd40oz||12-19-2003||06:51 PM||||Thanks for all the replies guys! I just found out that almost all the parts that were damaged are interchangable with a regular galant, and guess what i just so happen to have dead in my driveway! thank for all just the same  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.136.26.235||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes



ubb/Forum3/003993.cgi
A||||7||hecdws||trying a pic ||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||12-18-2003||09:52 PM||hecdws@aol.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2248" alt=" - " />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||hecdws||12-18-2003||09:53 PM||||ill be damed it worked. funny ive been trying since i joined and couldnt get it right.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||12-19-2003||07:42 AM||||nice... a little blurry tho  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||Garfield Wright||12-19-2003||09:56 AM||||What is that white stuff on the ground???  What size wheels are those?||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||12-19-2003||10:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong> What is that white stuff on the ground???  What size wheels are those? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would be know as Drifting Practice Compound!  When there is a sufficient amount it make drifting super easy, and prevents tire wear.||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||12-19-2003||06:47 PM||||They look like 18's...||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000006||hecdws||12-19-2003||10:01 PM||||yes the quality sucks i took it with my phone. the rims are 17's paid a whole $150 for them. the white stuff is sideways enhancement powder, i love that stuff. <br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000007||hecdws||12-19-2003||10:10 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2249" alt=" - " />  one more bad pic i need to get a descent digital camera.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum3/003994.cgi
A||||6||number3||WTF!!!||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||12-18-2003||09:59 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=7251&item=2448404614" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=7251&item=2448404614</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||sleepergvr4||12-18-2003||10:06 PM||||i have no words to say.!!||68.212.72.47||reg||5||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-18-2003||10:09 PM||||Damn that's an ugly way to spend 30k...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||12-18-2003||10:14 PM||||That guy obviously sits in the garage alot and ponders...||68.76.186.43||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||12-19-2003||07:02 AM||||Wow. Those seatbelts are mounted like a lynching rope. They'd probably do the same. <br /><br />Engine's a little high too.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||Franckypoo||12-19-2003||09:27 AM||||That guy spends 30K on that and could not build a nicer dash than that or at least have a nice steering wheel?||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000006||JAYGVR4||12-19-2003||10:36 AM||||This is why you MUST ventilate a garage of its fumes...||208.254.3.3||reg||11||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum3/003995.cgi
A||||5||Minjin||Jeep question||||1||||Minjin||00001036
Z||000000||Minjin||12-19-2003||12:29 AM||minnsjr@eudoramail.com||Quick question. Maybe one of you guys is a Jeep person. I found a late 80s Jeep Grand Wagoneer in decent condition selling for a decent price. Well, he just informed me that he was driving it and now it won't come out of 4wd and he doesn't want to deal with fixing it so the price has come down. Is there something that frequently goes wrong that causes this? Cheap or expensive fix?<br /><br />I think this would be a great tow vehicle for the Galant...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000001||red91awdtalon||12-19-2003||01:15 AM||||JEEP cherokee's have major problems with the transmissions. NOBODY can convince me otherwise on that one because my mom had 91 grand cherokee and it went through 2 tranny's and she's old! then a friend had one he got for a hell of a price and his went out... he was kinda rough on it though and also towed a HUGE trailer with it. but i have seen a lot of bad with them. just my .02 cents.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||12-19-2003||01:32 AM||||i know of someone who has two jeeps, both grand cherokees, one was a 1985 and the newer one is i believe to be a 1993 with lsd, switchable four wheel to front wheel to rear wheel. his first one lasted 250k miles and 15+ years. the second jeep is still going strong, its sorta fun to drive.||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||red91awdtalon||12-19-2003||02:02 AM||||yeah, i have personally had problems but ive always heard a 50/50 mix. some people love em and run great. some just fall apart? guess its just taking a chance ya know. good luck<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000004||04DrBlur||12-19-2003||06:55 AM||||If it is a late 80's I wonder if the guy knows you have to back up a few feet to get the 4wd to disengage? Just a thought but if it is stuck in 4wd dont drive it on the dry pavement or you will be sinking alot of money into drivetrain parts.||68.76.186.43||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000005||Franckypoo||12-19-2003||09:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 04DrBlur:<br /><strong> If it is a late 80's I wonder if the guy knows you have to back up a few feet to get the 4wd to disengage? Just a thought but if it is stuck in 4wd dont drive it on the dry pavement or you will be sinking alot of money into drivetrain parts. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that's true!  most of the old 4WD needed you to back up a few feets before it disengaged.  Sometimes it would work without backing up... <br /><br />That would be a real cheap fix!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes



ubb/Forum3/003996.cgi
A||||5||TurboVR4dr||4dr turbo colt?||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||12-19-2003||05:27 AM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||I didn;t know they made these.  But then again i don't know much about colts.  Might be a steal for someone in CO.    <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6210&item=2448589258" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6210&item=2448589258</a><br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||12-19-2003||09:26 AM||||that would be an eagle premier. they didnt come 4 dr.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||12-19-2003||09:59 AM||||If anyone (not sure why though) wants to buy that Colt; I have a transmission (low miles even) for it. Recently did a motor swap into one of those four door Colts, and have the trans left. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||12-19-2003||10:30 AM||||Mitsubishi Mirage too I think||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||Evilnissan||12-19-2003||10:43 AM||||I seen one around here 2 weeks ago, 4 door turbo colt.<br /><br />I was gonna talk to the guy that was driving to see if he new what he could do with the car.<br /><br />Turned out he walked out of the gas station looking "pretty fly for a white guy/ ghetto wanna be" and i thought to my self it isnt worth it.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||12-19-2003||03:07 PM||||4 door mirage turbo...<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.mirageturbo.org/" target="_blank">http://www.mirageturbo.org/</a> <br /><br /><br />this thing defines the word sleeper    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />  <img src="http://mirage.fateback.com/mirage.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />funny  shit......  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.av-performance.com/lilevo/hwy100/evorace2.asf" target="_blank">http://www.av-performance.com/lilevo/hwy100/evorace2.asf</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.av-performance.com/lilevo/hwy100/lilevo_95gsx.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.av-performance.com/lilevo/hwy100/lilevo_95gsx.wmv</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.av-performance.com/lilevo/hwy100/lilevo_skyline.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.av-performance.com/lilevo/hwy100/lilevo_skyline.wmv</a>||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/003997.cgi
A||||11||fastgvr4||Keydiver ECU||||1||||fastgvr4||00001934
Z||000000||fastgvr4||12-19-2003||08:19 AM||elau18@yahoo.com||Can someone educate me on this chip?  If I run bigger injectors with Keydiver ECU, do I need to install an AFC.  Will it idle as normal and will it pass inspection?<br /><br />thanks!!!||199.43.32.22||reg||1||fastgvr4||00001934||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-19-2003||09:01 AM||||Put it to you this way.  It's one of my favorite mod's.  Send Jeff an email with all your mod's and he can program it for your application.  Driveablitity and all around performance goes way up.  You'll love it.||67.25.32.30||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||12-19-2003||11:51 AM||||Depending upon how big the injectors are (I'm still fighting with the 720cc+ ones), you should be able to run AFC-less as long as you have an adjustable FPR to tune with. Even with my FIC/PTE/Delphi 680's, I run with the AFC set to all zero's. The real problems begin with the Denso 660's, which seem to vary in size quite a bit, and really big 850cc injectors, which like to run REAL rich at idle because of the ECU's 1.6-1.7 ms minimum injector pulsewidth.||67.34.14.219||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-19-2003||12:24 PM||||Man my denso 660s act huge. It'll be interesting to see the results when I clean and flowtest them next time the car is down.  I have the base at 8 (-40) on the MAFT and my fuel pressure at 39 psi.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Sam Sayes||12-19-2003||12:44 PM||||Jeff,<br /><br />I run the FIC 650s,and an SAFC<br />would that be a problem with your chip or not really?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||12-19-2003||04:44 PM||||Those are the same ones I'm running   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.155.83.149||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||geoff@machv||12-19-2003||06:39 PM||||I actually fucked up my Keydiver chip [that's for another story]<br /><br />But I ran my S-AFC on all zeros man....  That eprom upgrade is by far one the best upgrades to my car!  <br /><br />Can't wait for the new eprom to get here!!!! hinthinthinthint||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||12-19-2003||10:35 PM||||I mailed it Wednesday or Thursday   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.77.204.25||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||fastgvr4||12-22-2003||12:07 AM||||thanks for the info.<br /><br />This might be a stupid question but what is launch and shift RPM?<br /><br />thanks.||64.157.80.24||reg||1||fastgvr4||00001934||yes
Z||000009||Fonzo||12-22-2003||03:50 AM||||I got my keydiver chip installed today. Had a crappy soder sucker. SO someone else did it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  . Well, i turned her on and it idled really good. I set everything to zeros on the AFC and went out. The car felt awesome. VERY SMOOTH!!!! and there was no knock  the knock gauge rocks. Dont want to sound gay or anything but. I love u keydiver   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.207.15.52||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000010||fast_gvr4||12-22-2003||06:20 AM||||Holy shit I got freaked out when I saw this topic...<br />I was like what the fu.. I didn't write that, I think... Then I realized the topic starter was Fastgvr4 not Fast_gvr4. I was getting worried I was writing in my sleep!||172.169.84.252||reg||9||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||12-22-2003||11:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fastgvr4:<br /><strong> This might be a stupid question but what is launch and shift RPM?<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The chip has a 3-step rev limiter:<br />1) sitting still with the clutch pushed in = launch rpm = 4500, 5000, or 5500 typically<br />2) moving with clutch pushed in = shift rpm, for flat-shifting between gears (no-lift-to-shift) = 6000 rpm typical<br />3) the main rev limit, for whenever the clutch is out = 7500 stock, 7800 or 8000 for a stock block is typical||68.153.84.147||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/004018.cgi
A||||3||blacksheep||Know any good Lancer Evolution Forum out there.....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||12-21-2003||12:43 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I wanna know more about the problems people are having with Evo VIII's, anyone know a good forum to read stuff about the Evo's ??? Thanks!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||number3||12-21-2003||01:11 PM||||<a href="http://forums.evolutionm.net/forumdisplay.php?s=&forumid=3" target="_blank">http://forums.evolutionm.net/forumdisplay.php?s=&forumid=3</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||12-21-2003||01:14 PM||||Thanks, Harry. I found that and evolutionforums.com, but I was curious which ones most of our our members are on...||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||number3||12-21-2003||01:24 PM||||I am on the one I linked...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.MachV.com" target="_blank">www.MachV.com</a> has an EVO board too.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/003999.cgi
A||||19||number3||Need serious ideas...||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||12-19-2003||11:01 AM||||There seems to be a number of sales between members that are not going as smoothly as they should.<br /><br />Any ideas of how this can be fixed.<br /><br />A concerned memeber,<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||V8EATER||12-19-2003||11:13 AM||||Harry, <br /><br />how about a suspension to the bad buyer/seller?  maybe a week for the first offense, a month for the second, and banned for the third?  This could be handled by the moderators, or better yet, we could handle it round-table style with polls from members.  <br /><br />my $.02.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-19-2003||11:16 AM||||Don't do business on the list. Take it to Ebay and let their rules apply. <br /><br /><br />There's no way that impartial judging of certain sour deals can happen on here.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||dsmsleeper||12-19-2003||11:18 AM||||How about a good guy/bad guy list?||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-19-2003||11:20 AM||||I'm not sure but communication seems to be the biggest problem.  Everyone is busy, especially this time of year but it's also not that hard to go to a packaging place and send stuff.  I try to keep good communication when I sell things to people and let them know that i'm slow to get around to it, and understanding when they are. I try to believe for my sanity that only a rare few people are actually trying to screw anyone. So I expect to get what I ordered eventally and always have sending what is paid for on my list to send as soon as I can get to it. To summerize my rant I guess,<br /><br />1) Keep communicating so buyer and seller know the other is still around and not out to disappear with your money<br /><br />2) Be honest with the buyer if you don't expect to ship right away. Tell them it's going to take you a little while to get around to it and they won't be expecting it 3 days after you recieve payment. If that's not okay then don't do the deal<br /><br />3) Be honest with shipping prices. If you don't have time to package it up, take it somewhere and have them do it and charge that so it gets out sooner.<br /><br />4) If it's a big ticket item, make sure EVERYTHING is clear and ship ASAP. I'm a lot less worried about being out items &lt;$50 than I am a couple hundred, although i've rarely had a problem at all.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||12-19-2003||12:05 PM||||I just hope everything I've sold on here has been a good transaction since I almost feel I over compensate for being alittle tardy sometimes.<br />If anyone had a problem with anything I sold please let me know (and don't even try and say the CF hoods KC!!!).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||DuckButterRacing DSM||12-19-2003||12:18 PM||||there is an easy way to fix this.  Just send everything COD yeah its a few bucks more, but its better then getting riped off.  I do this for all my internet buys / sells and it works great.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-19-2003||12:23 PM||||COD is good but doesn't fix everything. I mean they don't let you open the package so you could be getting a pile of bricks for all you know.<br /><br />Frankly for little items I just send them when the buyer says payment on the way if I can. That gets me moving to the post office a bit faster since it's hard for me to get there sometimes.  The buyer is trusting me to send them and I trust them their money is good. Works just fine and the people who would screw you that way would screw you the "normal" way too.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||12-19-2003||01:04 PM||||i think a good/bad guy list would really help.  since i dont do paypal anymore, i would like to know if i might be sending a money order out into the wild blue yonder.  i would also like others to know that i got a good rep(at least, i hope i do), cause i like to just send a personal check.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||12-19-2003||01:06 PM||||I suggest there are only two ways to try to help buyers/sellers in this forum:<br /><br />- Have a good guy/bad guy list, but well moderated.  It's too easy for someone who thinks they got shafted to go badmouthing other people without exhausing every means of communication with the other party.<br /><br />- Have a "Best Practices" sticky in the For Sale forum.  Some basic ideas:<br /><br />- Protect yourself.  Buyers and Sellers do so at their own risk.  Use paypal, ebay, or other online services at your own risk.  Their rules are less and less protective to either party over time, so I don't trust any online service to do a damn good thing for me.  I can't stress it enough:  Be proactive and Protect yourself!<br /><br />- Get all possible forms of communication with the other party.  i.e. phone, email, forum names, etc.  Know who you are dealing with.  It doesn't matter if they're a company or an individual.<br /><br />- Why are they selling or buying an item?  Does it make sense?  Could the seller be pawning off his useless/broken crap?  Ask for pictures or some form of verification if you cannot go see it yourself.  I would not buy things like an engine or transmission without seeing it in person, unless I really personally trusted this person.  Use common sense.<br /><br />- Establish form of payment.  Don't do COD, check or money order if you don't know the person.  All these forms are NOT the same as cash and can be thrwarted easily.  Paypal is nice, but it can be thrwarted, too.  You can't argue with Cold Hard Cash if you buy/sell an item in person.  For large purchases, a cashier's check is one of the safest non-cash forms of money.  A 'certified personal check' is not the same as a cashier's check, and I wouldn't accept it because it takes the same amount of effort to get the former.  Use your own discretion.<br /><br />- Is the item warranteed or guaranteed?  By default, nothing is guaranteed.  If you install part X and it explodes the first time you use it, what do you do?  Without a prior agreement, you are SOL.  Consider the risk involved versus the amount of money spent.  If you save $100 by buying part X from vendor Y, is it worth the risk that he might sell you a bum part?<br /><br />- What is the reputation of the buyer/seller?  That's what the for sale and good guy/bad guy forums are for.  Do your homework!<br /><br />- Above all, be reasonable.  No one likes being bullied around or having their name smeared.  I believe it's generally true that a large majority of people aren't out to screw people over.  Consider both sides of the transaction and treat the other with respect.  Only consider escalating the issue when you've exhausted every possible way to reason with the other party.  When 'escalating' an issue, consider your audience and DON'T WHINE.<br /><br />Feel free to add to this list.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||Jon||12-19-2003||01:17 PM||||Why not use the "member rating" system instead of having a good guy/bad guy forum?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000011||turbowop||12-19-2003||01:29 PM||||Maybe a feedback review in every members profile would help.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000012||spoulson||12-19-2003||01:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> Why not use the "member rating" system instead of having a good guy/bad guy forum? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I haven't figured out what good those rating stars are good for.  Are you rating them as a person, as a techincal guru, as a good seller, as a good buyer, what?  It's too general and subjective.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||12-19-2003||03:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> Why not use the "member rating" system instead of having a good guy/bad guy forum? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I haven't figured out what good those rating stars are good for.  Are you rating them as a person, as a techincal guru, as a good seller, as a good buyer, what?  It's too general and subjective. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i always thought it had something to do with age.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||VTGVR4||12-19-2003||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> Why not use the "member rating" system instead of having a good guy/bad guy forum? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I haven't figured out what good those rating stars are good for.  Are you rating them as a person, as a techincal guru, as a good seller, as a good buyer, what?  It's too general and subjective. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i feel all nice and warm inside when i see them 5 stars...<br /><br />seriously, i think its just a coincidence. i havent really remembered another time that several problems happened at once, to a great number of people.||206.15.139.2||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000015||slugsgomoo||12-19-2003||05:28 PM||||There are resources like Heatware (google, i can't remember the .whatever for it) that allow you to have member reviews. There is trollhunters, blacklists, and all sorts of stuff. <br /><br />I've done a lot of online trading, and the one kind of feedback that means nothing in regard to a seller is ebay reviews. They're too easy to fake.<br /><br />If you head on over to <a href="http://www.arstechnica.com" target="_blank">www.arstechnica.com</a> and go to their forums, they have an "Agora Classifieds" forum which has some great info. It's mostly computer parts trading there, but their guidelines, and some of the pinned threads have some good info as to making trading safer.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000016||GVR1643||12-19-2003||05:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Don't do business on the list. Take it to Ebay and let their rules apply. <br /><br /><br />There's no way that impartial judging of certain sour deals can happen on here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I disagree a little here, I don't even look at the trader anymore because of all the shady deals.  I only buy from here, NABR and locally.  After hearing so many problems over the last couple of years from buying online - I decided to only buy from someone I REALLY trusted or someone that was within driving distance to "go visit" if necessary.  <br />I don't buy from new members, but only established members here.  <br />Current rating system here is nearly pointless.  I had 5 stars and now have 4 from 2 votes.  I don't have the tech expertise as some, but only give good info if I have it.  I always thought the mods should be the only ones who could give the stars to those who deserved them.<br />Seller feedback in the profile would be great. (an ebay like form that shows who gave the feedback - no anonymous BS here)<br /><br />I've always respected this forum for being open and honest and a place where you could get awesome information and trust those here - it's not DSM Talk or Tooners BS, just a small closeknit group.<br />My .02 worth||167.142.21.192||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000017||agrabau||12-19-2003||06:17 PM||||Kevin, my point was threefold<br /><br />Ebay has an established system that's designed to reward honest people. There are usually no deals where friends can rate friends like on here which keeps it impartial. <br /><br />Two- selling on ebay means that people have experience in packing and shipping which ensures (or helps to) that the seller will actually ship, and ship ontime. <br /><br />Three, the feedback is an open book, without stories and without BS as how the seller can operate business deals. <br /><br /><br />I really trust anyone on this forum more than anywhere else. I have no problem shipping parts to most anyone on here PRE payment. So, please don't misconstrue this post as a defamation of people on this list. My point is the safest way, most impartial way is simply not to do business with anyone on the list, (which i don't endorse or plan on doing)<br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000018||slugsgomoo||12-20-2003||05:18 PM||||i'd have to disagree. Sometimes ebay can be ok, but like i said before.<br /><br /><b>ebay feedback means <i>nothing</i>!!!</b><br /><br />It's easier to forge ebay feedback than it is to breathe, for the most part.<br /><br /><a href="http://episteme.arstechnica.com/eve/ubb.x?a=tpc&s=50009562&f=57909216&m=3800928885" target="_blank">http://episteme.arstechnica.com/eve/ubb.x?a=tpc&s=50009562&f=57909216&m=3800928885</a><br /><br />read that thread. The Agora forum at ars has thousands of deals going on monthly, and very, very few people ever get burned. Most of the time, if someone fucks up they can be made to make it right. There are a ton of useful links in that post as well for resources to find out about how to run a safe trading environment.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000019||Lucky13||12-21-2003||01:38 AM||||Something that the SE DSM board has done is made it so that anyone that wish's to sell on that board first has to donate 1 dollar to the board from Paypal to prove a verified address. This kinda deter's scammers because they have to provide valid Name and Address before they can try and sell stuff on the board. Mod's will be the only one's with the information, so it's not like you just handed your info out to the world.<br /><br />Just a suggestion...||68.211.193.180||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
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A||||5||ayvr4||HeHeHe I Broke it||||7||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||12-19-2003||01:51 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||After doing my clutch twice and installing a new tranny, my stock downpipe cracked before the cat. Well, last night it broke all the way.<br />The car is loud as hell, but the car pulls crazy hard!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />New 3inch exhaust will be on its way soon  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />~Aaron||68.74.199.233||reg||7||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||Franckypoo||12-19-2003||02:08 PM||||I love the sound of an open exhaust 4G63   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I remember when my friend and I removed the exhaust to see where the tranny was leaking and we had to move the car around inside the shop and at the same time another friend was moving his 11 sec 2G (without an exhaust either) Damn that was loud, but thats great noise!||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-19-2003||02:16 PM||||haha, yeah old talon had what i found to be a leaky rear main seal and had to start the car with no exhaust and the x-fer case off to see the leak and i couldnt resist giving it a little rev.... wow i love the sound of a nice turbo  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||12-19-2003||02:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong> ...wow i love the sound of a nice turbo    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Joe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just have the stock 14b that i never heard spool up until this morning, that 14b was screaming, sounded like the t3/t4 on my friends grand national.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||coop||12-19-2003||03:52 PM||||me and a buddy built a 11 sec nova and we were way drunk at 4 am. we had just got the new motor in and decided to start it. we woke every in the neboirhood up. it was great no headers. hehehehehe  Doctor evil is alive.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000005||ayvr4||12-19-2003||04:04 PM||||Funniest shit was this morning I was letting her warm up (living in WI, you have to do that) and once it warmed up, it started with the funky idle... 1000rpm to 1300rpm back and forth. That shit was loud inside the house.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
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q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!Whats it Worth?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!04:42 PM!,
q!2452988.1642!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!10:33 AM!,
q!2452990.1033!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q~It's 3 in the morning and i am still on this website!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!03:18 AM!,
q!2452991.0318!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!Ash!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!06:57 AM!,
q!2452991.0657!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!wheel spin!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!08:24 PM!,
q!2452988.2024!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2452988.2344!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MX4!,
q!ACT Clutches: Where to buy??!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!04:45 AM!,
q!2452991.0445!,
q!MX4!,
q!00000093!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2452991.1427!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!ho ho ho!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!08:37 PM!,
q!2452988.2037!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!02:54 PM!,
q!2452989.1454!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!A very unique car on ebay.!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!10:00 AM!,
q!2452991.1000!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!a_santos!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2452991.1745!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!interesting articles...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!10:17 AM!,
q!2452991.1017!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!03:49 PM!,
q!2452991.1549!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q~Thank you Jeff!~,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!10:52 AM!,
q!2452991.1052!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!10:52 AM!,
q!2452991.1052!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Anyone know the HP possible with a EVO 3 Big 16g?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2452991.1101!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!tplesko!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452991.1957!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!Does Kazaa Work!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2452991.1400!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!Matt379!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!01:04 PM!,
q!2452992.1304!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RayH!,
q!Forklift Safety!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!03:19 PM!,
q!2452991.1519!,
q!RayH!,
q!00000094!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!11:50 PM!,
q!2452991.2350!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Craig91!,
q!LOTR: Return of the King!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452991.1521!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!12:57 PM!,
q!2452997.1257!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!What do you think?!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!04:32 PM!,
q!2452991.1632!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!11:16 AM!,
q!2452992.1116!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Rotary valve engines...Big rpms!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!12:25 AM!,
q!2452985.0025!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!agrabau!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!01:46 PM!,
q!2452986.1346!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!My Trip To Get My Bellhousing(kinda long)!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!08:10 AM!,
q!2452985.0810!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!curtis!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2452985.1128!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!wrx wagon....... but its a  saab...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!09:07 AM!,
q!2452985.0907!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2452986.0111!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Minjin!,
q!Safety wire pliers!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!11:31 AM!,
q!2452985.1131!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!04:42 AM!,
q!2452986.0442!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!INSANITY  TEST!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!01:13 PM!,
q!2452985.1313!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!curtis!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!03:26 PM!,
q!2452985.1526!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!High Art meets the Talon TSI!,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!02:21 PM!,
q!2452985.1421!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!03:42 AM!,
q!2452987.0342!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q~ROFL>>>BAY AREA SUPRAS! GHETTO FAB!~,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2452985.1457!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2452990.1256!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Vanished Planet!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!05:44 PM!,
q!2452985.1744!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452986.1816!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!as I write this...!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!06:13 PM!,
q!2452985.1813!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!04:14 PM!,
q!2452990.1614!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Some women are not bitches!,
q!6!,
q!7!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!08:57 PM!,
q!2452988.2057!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!04:32 PM!,
q!2452989.1632!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Another crazy video!,
q!1!,
q!43!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2452985.1839!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2452987.0233!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000043!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!GT3 drifting vids!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452988.2153!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!admsr!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452988.2359!,
q!Alex Morales!,
q!00001221!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q~rally bloopers!~,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!10:28 PM!,
q!2452988.2228!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!11:34 AM!,
q!2452991.1134!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!Happy Holidays!,
q!14!,
q!11!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!10:32 PM!,
q!2452988.2232!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!markrieb!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!05:14 PM!,
q!2452989.1714!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!supercharged 1.5L v16 F1 engine!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!05:25 AM!,
q!2452989.0525!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!11:46 PM!,
q!2452989.2346!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!Computer guru's... need your help.!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!02:07 PM!,
q!2452989.1407!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!08:02 PM!,
q!2452989.2002!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!for what you have...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!03:27 PM!,
q!2452989.1527!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!229of1000!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!07:14 PM!,
q!2452989.1914!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!backpacking through europe......has anyone done this..!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2452989.1541!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!sleeper!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!12:59 AM!,
q!2452991.0059!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!timing belt kit!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452991.1654!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2452991.2349!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!CD Manuals on Ebay!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!05:49 PM!,
q!2452989.1749!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!10:48 PM!,
q!2452990.2248!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!SNO-DRIFT rally? Who is going?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452991.1731!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452991.1935!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Looking for free carfax again....!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!06:38 PM!,
q!2452989.1838!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!06:23 PM!,
q!2452990.1823!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Why are these so cheap?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!07:54 PM!,
q!2452991.1954!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!Darkside!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!11:23 PM!,
q!2452994.2323!,
q!Darkside!,
q!00002420!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Anyone ever put a compalation of injector sizes for HP applications?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2452991.2018!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!08:02 AM!,
q!2452992.0802!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!Help me post pics becaause I'm computer illiterate!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2452992.0053!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!01:43 PM!,
q!2452992.1343!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!Good Guy!,
q!14!,
q!3!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!09:43 AM!,
q!2452992.0943!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!09:16 AM!,
q!2452993.0916!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!front lsd!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!10:03 AM!,
q!2452992.1003!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2452992.1711!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!anyone live?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!10:34 AM!,
q!2452992.1034!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452996.1826!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!We are cheap Bastards !,
q!1!,
q!32!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!10:46 AM!,
q!2452992.1046!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2453001.2017!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000032!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!New Subaru Song (This is great)!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2452985.2012!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!02:37 AM!,
q!2452987.0237!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!wheels found on ebay!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!11:26 PM!,
q!2452985.2326!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!12-11-2003!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2452985.2335!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PJGross!,
q!What is the best bang for buck window tint?!,
q!5!,
q!22!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!10:56 AM!,
q!2452986.1056!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2452989.2239!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!What The Hell???!,
q!10!,
q!6!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!11:32 AM!,
q!2452986.1132!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!12:51 AM!,
q!2452987.0051!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jon!,
q!might buy a car, need opinions!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!01:43 PM!,
q!2452986.1343!,
q!Jon!,
q!00000002!,
q!Blackvr4!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!03:06 PM!,
q!2452986.1506!,
q!Blackvr4!,
q!00000043!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!Looking for a out of print movie.!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!02:19 PM!,
q!2452986.1419!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2452986.1558!,
q!My_GVR_4!,
q!00001325!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PJGross!,
q!Top Fuel fun facts...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2452986.1605!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!03:33 AM!,
q!2452988.0333!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!GVR4 AIM Chat Room!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2452986.1738!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!05:38 PM!,
q!2452986.1738!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!spider man 2 preview!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!07:29 PM!,
q!2452989.1929!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!07:29 PM!,
q!2452989.1929!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Sold #945/2000 Today , !,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!06:02 PM!,
q!2452986.1802!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!06:02 PM!,
q!2452986.1802!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!yo yo tourney!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2452989.1931!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!PJGross!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!09:24 AM!,
q!2452990.0924!,
q!PJGross!,
q!00000666!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Check this link!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2452989.1947!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!tplesko!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!12:00 AM!,
q!2452990.0000!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!Got Body Roll?!,
q!8!,
q!7!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2452989.2224!,
q!Evilnissan!,
q!00002816!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!02:44 AM!,
q!2452991.0244!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!OHIO Members?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!10:53 PM!,
q!2452989.2253!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!00002798!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!03:58 AM!,
q!2452994.0358!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!00002798!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!electric intercooler wtf!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!12:22 AM!,
q!2452990.0022!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!crucible!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!06:52 PM!,
q!2452992.1852!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!Jeep Commanche!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!01:08 AM!,
q!2452990.0108!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!turbowop!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!05:51 AM!,
q!2452990.0551!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!60-1 sized turbo that spools like a T-25!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!03:23 AM!,
q!2452990.0323!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!Yao!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2452990.1831!,
q!Yao!,
q!00000044!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Intercooler sprayer!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2452992.1303!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!05:12 PM!,
q!2452992.1712!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!comfy!,
q!Help from some one in the San Diego area!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!04:09 AM!,
q!2452990.0409!,
q!comfy!,
q!00000717!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2452991.0017!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!abe lincoln's hair!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2452992.1347!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!03:42 PM!,
q!2452992.1542!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!carrier bearings!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!08:42 AM!,
q!2452990.0842!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!10:18 AM!,
q!2452990.1018!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!Just bitching!,
q!9!,
q!7!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!06:37 PM!,
q!2452992.1837!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2452993.1851!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!trying a pic !,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!09:52 PM!,
q!2452992.2152!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!hecdws!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!10:10 PM!,
q!2452993.2210!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q~WTF!!!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!09:59 PM!,
q!2452992.2159!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!10:36 AM!,
q!2452993.1036!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!11!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Minjin!,
q!Jeep question!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!12:29 AM!,
q!2452993.0029!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!09:33 AM!,
q!2452993.0933!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!4dr turbo colt?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!05:27 AM!,
q!2452993.0527!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!03:07 PM!,
q!2452993.1507!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fastgvr4!,
q!Keydiver ECU!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!08:19 AM!,
q!2452993.0819!,
q!fastgvr4!,
q!00001934!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!11:45 AM!,
q!2452996.1145!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Need serious ideas...!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2452993.1101!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!01:38 AM!,
q!2452995.0138!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!00000631!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!must watch racing videos!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2452986.1805!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!12:15 PM!,
q!2452987.1215!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q~WTF?!~,
q!12!,
q!6!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2452986.2047!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!tplesko!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452987.1322!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!new england motor freight (NEMF)!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!10:08 PM!,
q!2452986.2208!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!09:03 AM!,
q!2452987.0903!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!German Galant question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-12-2003!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2452986.2332!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2452987.0021!,
q!Duc Hunter!,
q!00000244!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!87 saabstang V8!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!08:32 AM!,
q!2452987.0832!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2452988.2230!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q~snow drifting is sweet!!~,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2452987.1009!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!Franckypoo!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!04:19 PM!,
q!2452989.1619!,
q!Frankypoo!,
q!00000740!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!need 2001 forester front end parts!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2452987.1140!,
q!VTGVR4!,
q!00000170!,
q!number3!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!12:07 PM!,
q!2452987.1207!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q~part number needed!!!~,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!10:06 AM!,
q!2452987.1006!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!00001484!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!12:00 PM!,
q!2452987.1200!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vrpower!,
q!Easily Passed!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!10:10 AM!,
q!2452990.1010!,
q!vrpower!,
q!00000547!,
q!vrpower!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!11:50 AM!,
q!2452991.1150!,
q!vrpower!,
q!00000547!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Rice Boy christmas !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2452987.1412!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!03:00 AM!,
q!2452988.0300!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!Lingerie Bowl!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2452990.1101!,
q!1992gvr4!,
q!00002167!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2452990.1732!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!WHERE?!,
q!5!,
q!15!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2452987.1521!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!09:49 PM!,
q!2452988.2149!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Got diesel?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452990.1518!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!05:24 PM!,
q!2452990.1724!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!Seat Belt laws.!,
q!1!,
q!31!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2452990.1518!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!bleck!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!05:28 AM!,
q!2452998.0528!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000031!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Want a rebuild: Anybody seen this site?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2452990.1535!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2452992.1121!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q~I have a new baby!!~,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!04:25 PM!,
q!2452990.1625!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2452992.0015!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ian M!,
q!5.96 @128 in the 1/8th mile....ON ICE!,
q!6!,
q!6!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2452990.1957!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!01:51 AM!,
q!2452993.0151!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!00001767!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!sweet header/manifold on ebay!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!11:19 PM!,
q!2452990.2319!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!tplesko!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2452991.1608!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thon!,
q!Enter if you dare: how much $$ in your car!,
q!1!,
q!32!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!11:23 PM!,
q!2452990.2323!,
q!thon!,
q!00000613!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-18-2003!,
q!01:22 PM!,
q!2452992.1322!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000032!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!Just curious!,
q!1!,
q!43!,
q!12-17-2003!,
q!01:13 AM!,
q!2452991.0113!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!09:55 AM!,
q!2452993.0955!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000043!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!caps!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!05:15 PM!,
q!2452987.1715!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!05:31 PM!,
q!2452987.1731!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!369of1000!,
q!I need some PS2 Xmas help!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!12-13-2003!,
q!09:18 PM!,
q!2452987.2118!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!12-15-2003!,
q!07:26 PM!,
q!2452989.1926!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!drove the galant!,
q!9!,
q!4!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!01:07 AM!,
q!2452988.0107!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!agrabau!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!09:22 PM!,
q!2452988.2122!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!2nd week with my galant....First time in snow...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!04:44 AM!,
q!2452988.0444!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!04:46 PM!,
q!2452988.1646!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!They got Saddam Hussein!,
q!1!,
q!64!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!06:12 AM!,
q!2452988.0612!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-16-2003!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2452990.1807!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000064!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!letter from Marine boot camp!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!09:03 AM!,
q!2452988.0903!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!06:42 PM!,
q!2452988.1842!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Guy gets hit by f1 car!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!09:51 AM!,
q!2452988.0951!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!Pappy!,
q!12-14-2003!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2452988.2147!,
q!Pappy!,
q!00000327!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/004003.cgi
A||||3||meng||clear corner lights||||1||||meng||00000837
Z||000000||meng||12-19-2003||02:48 PM||mengberserker@yahoo.com||do anyone know where to get jdm clear corner lense for our cars?||208.12.112.122||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000001||jayru||12-19-2003||06:35 PM||||Check FS section. Jose had a set. Also look on ebay.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||SIR31||12-19-2003||08:41 PM||||I have some but i'm in aust.........||220.244.224.9||reg||1||SIR31||00003093||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||12-19-2003||09:57 PM||||check with jose (amg no more)he has a set for sale.<br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum3/004002.cgi
A||||8||geoff@machv||Jon @ M&amp;S Recycling. AWD Colt!!!||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||12-19-2003||02:57 PM||geoff@machv.com||I just wanted to give you guys a heads up.<br />Jonathan at M&S Recylcing has benn building and documenting the build-up of his 2.0 Dodge Colt.  Nothing too special about that right?  <br />Hell, I even have one.  What makes his special is that he has grafted on the AWD suspension from a 1G AWD!!!!  It's bad ass fellas! <br /><br />I've been talking to Jon about his car, and I've started gathering parts to convert my Mirage to AWD too!!!!  Keep in Mind...  You DONT need a turbo Mirage to do this.   <br /><br />The 1.5L Colt/ Mirage / Summit's accept this mod as well !!!!!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.msrecycling.com/turbo_colt_1217.htm" target="_blank">http://www.msrecycling.com/turbo_colt_1217.htm</a><br /><br />Here's a taste!<br /> <img src="http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/12_17/images/DSC00017_JPG.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/12_18/images/DSC00015_JPG.jpg" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||12-19-2003||03:25 PM||||They built cars like that in Japan, but not certain if they were only 4 doors.||12.1.210.225||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-19-2003||03:29 PM||||i want to do so bad...need garage and lift  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||12-19-2003||03:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> They built cars like that in Japan, but not certain if they were only 4 doors. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, they came OEM.  You're referring to the Mirage Cyborg...||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||VTGVR4||12-19-2003||03:47 PM||||sure helps having such easy access to parts and labor and serious tools    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||206.15.139.2||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000005||Colt4G63||12-19-2003||04:53 PM||||damn i need awd on mine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000006||PRE-EVO||12-19-2003||06:13 PM||||Gawd I miss living near them.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000007||TWEAKD4||12-19-2003||11:17 PM||||Keep us updated on the progress with a parts list.  It would be a nice project.  Low weight+AWD+Boost = good 1/4 mile times with less chance for breaking driveline parts.||63.233.207.74||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000008||NZGZR4||12-21-2003||06:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> They built cars like that in Japan, but not certain if they were only 4 doors. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They never built a Lancer/Mirage with independent rear suspension,  they had a live/solid rear axle setup.<br />Where made in all 3 body styles.  These will fit a 1G/VR4 subframe with no cutting of the floor pan.||203.109.205.113||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes



ubb/Forum3/004004.cgi
A||||5||geoff@machv||Clutch Pedal and clutch fluid pressure debacle||||1||||MachVR-4||00000853
Z||000000||geoff@machv||12-19-2003||05:13 PM||geoff@machv.com||After reading through the archives in regards to <br />Clutch pedal problems/Clutch master cylinder, and slave cylinder.  I just want to say thankyou to all you guys who gave advice to previous guys who <br />were frustrated by this issue.  <br /><br />My GVR4 is plagued with a WORN clutch pedal assembly, a leaking master cylinder, and a WORN slave cylinder! Driving the car over the past couple of days has been nothing but a friggin nighmare.  Soooo, I went through the archives, <br />checked out the tech section @ Team Rip !!<br /><br />I have already replaced the master cylinder, but I will do the Slave tomorrow.  I will follow Ken Inn's advice on bledding the system too!!<br /><br />The one problem I cant figure is the car WONT go into gear unless I pump up the pedal. If I'm at a light and have the pedal pressed and I'm in 1st gear, the car will start to lurch forward if I have my clutch pressed in for too long.  So it seems to me that I didnt bleed the system good enough,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   AND the system isn't holding pressure.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />The clutch also engages when the pedal is, 1/2" off the floor, and the clutch adjustment rod is on it's last threads which tells me the assembly is shot to shit.<br /><br />If anyone else has info on WHY the system isn't holding pressure I'd be glad to hear what you have to say.  Again, the clutch master has been swapped out for a new one. The slave will get swapped tomorrow. The entire system will be completely bled per Ken's way.  <br /><br />The hard and soft lines from the Master to the slave are not cut crimped or broken....<br /><br />Please let me know your thoughts...||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||12-19-2003||05:47 PM||||If you didn't change the slave yet that could very well be your problem. I had the same problem with my galant that you are now having with yours. The pedal assembly was worn pretty bad, the master was leaking and the slave wasn't working very well. I changed the Master first and still had problems where I had to pump the pedal 3-4 times before I could get the car in gear. It drove me nuts. Then I changed the slave and pedal assembly (the same day) and never had another problem. Change your slave and see if that fixes your problem, the pedal assembly should probably be changed soon too (don't worry its not as scary a job as some people make it out to be)||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||12-19-2003||06:09 PM||||dont forget to take the restrictor out of the slave.  a stainless clutch line helps, too.  also, if you got the original shift fork, it could be bent.  the later ones are stronger.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||12-19-2003||06:24 PM||||I just pulled the pedal assembly and machined some bronze bushings for the clutch and brake pedals and had the assembly welded. Took me two days. The job wasn't scary, just a big pain.<br /><br />I would say the leaking down is probably the slave cylinder. But the worn linkage contributes to the problem. If you really want to solve all the clutch problems with this car, do what I did: replace the clutch (ACT 2600), pressure plate, disk, release bearing, release fork, pivot ball, master cylinder, slave cylinder, put a washer under the pivot ball, put in a flywheel with the correct step, stainless steel cluch line, replace the pedal assembly nylon bushings with bronze, replace the nylon clevis pin bushing with a steel one, and have the clutch lever welded to the pedal shaft. After all that, I have to admit the clutch feels great. But it should. There's nothing else to fail or wear out! Also, when you have the clutch lever welded to the shaft, put it in the forward position before the weld gets put down. That way the lever sits forward (toward the firewall) on the pedal shaft and you get more adjustment on the master cylinder pushrod. Keep in mind welding can melt the nylon brake pedal assembly bushings too. And once it's welded, it can't be taken apart again.<br /><br />Taboo has this bushing kit, but a friend of mine said quality wasn't great. That may or may not be true. <br /><br />   <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/clutch_pedal_assembly.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/clutch_pedal_assembly.htm</a>     <br /><br />   <a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/index.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/index.htm</a>   <br /><br />EDIT: I removed the slave restrictor too, like Ken said.<br /><br />dp||68.115.171.250||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||12-19-2003||06:35 PM||||Thanks guys.  Sorry I didnt list all of what I had done.  <br /><br />Replaced busted DSM tranny with another GVR4 tranny.<br />Replaced shift fork with a NEW later model fork as original WAS bent.<br />Replaced pivot ball<br />Replaced flywheel with new flywheel <br />Installed competition clutch 6 puck sprung set up.<br />Replaced throwout bearing<br /><br /><br />Then I started having problems. I would assume from installing the heavier clutch pres. plate assembly.  I know replacing the clutch pedal will be a pain but, hey it needs to be done.... <br />BUT I will do the slave first [thanks Ken, I'll remove the restrictor too!!]  I also have a taboo slave cylinder rod.. I'm definitley going to install that thing!!||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||12-19-2003||10:38 PM||||Geoff,<br />Are you losing fluid? Or is it just bleeding down?||216.77.204.25||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/004005.cgi
A||||0||mr.mitsu||delete||||10||||mr.mitsu||00001467
Z||000000||mr.mitsu||12-19-2003||06:26 PM||creatinefalife@hotmail.com||*oops*||66.185.84.206||reg||10||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes



ubb/Forum3/004006.cgi
A||||2||SIR31||New to the site||||1||||SIR31||00003093
Z||000000||SIR31||12-19-2003||07:55 PM||sir31@msn.com||Hey guys, i'm in aust.this is my toy (will 1/2 mine).<br /><br /><a href="http://www.boostcruising.com/members/showimage.php?dbpic=348" target="_blank">http://www.boostcruising.com/members/showimage.php?dbpic=348</a>   <br /><br />I also have a r31 skyline........<br /><br /><a href="http://www.boostcruising.com/members/showimage.php?dbpic=154" target="_blank">http://www.boostcruising.com/members/showimage.php?dbpic=154</a><br /><br />And a 4WD, this is the family car........<br /><br /><a href="http://www.boostcruising.com/forums/index.php?act=section&sectionID=6&entryID=1916" target="_blank">http://www.boostcruising.com/forums/index.php?act=section&sectionID=6&entryID=1916</a>||220.244.224.9||reg||1||SIR31||00003093||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-19-2003||08:04 PM||||What's up with Australians and grille guards/push bars? When I was in Perth, it seemed like every other car or truck had one on. I didn't see too much jungle around so I don't know what they needed it for...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||SIR31||12-19-2003||08:35 PM||||I'm in QLD, its a fun thing off road....||220.244.224.9||reg||1||SIR31||00003093||yes



ubb/Forum3/004007.cgi
A||||57||number3||Watches||||1||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||12-19-2003||09:13 PM||||Anyone here into higher end watches? <br /><br />If so what is your fav. make and model.<br /><br />post a link<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-19-2003||09:21 PM||||Not sure if Citizens are 'high end', but I love mine. Also a big fan of Casio G-shocks... but those are definatley low end... but they have hundreds of differnt ones available in Japan. <br />I like what Tag Heuer has to offer... nice blend of form and function...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||number3||12-19-2003||09:34 PM||||for example...<br /><br />   <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2679049465&category=31387" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2679049465&category=31387</a>  <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.zwatches.net/images/oris67375567084rs.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2680111639&category=31387" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2680111639&category=31387</a>  <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.watches2000.com/dmtrade/pictures/T3.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||12-19-2003||10:02 PM||||Hahahahaha.  I thought to myself, "Huh, I actually really like that second watch.  I usually don't like leather bands, but that's nice."  Then I go check the ebay listing.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||12-19-2003||10:04 PM||||<a href="http://www.raymond-weil.com/" target="_blank">http://www.raymond-weil.com/</a><br /><br />These are more of the luxury watches - nnot sporty with chronographs etc etc. Still high-end!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||12-19-2003||10:24 PM||||I have these two Citizens and one Swiss Army "officer". They are about as high end as I get. I'd love to get a stainless Rolex Daytona, but I'd rather put the money into my car......or a down payment on a house.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2250" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2250&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||12-19-2003||10:30 PM||||Whats a watch?  Ask someone the time and tell me if they dont look at their cell phone to tell you what time it is...||68.76.186.43||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||sleepergvr4||12-19-2003||10:33 PM||||"RADO" THE BEST! FULL CERAMIC! THE ONLY WAY TO GO.||66.20.125.6||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||12-19-2003||11:49 PM||||I used to have a Tag Heuer Link, now I wear this<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2251" alt=" - " /><br />Stainless waterproof case with a Citizen movement. A very limited edition watch that was made by Hans Hirsch in Austria.<br /><br />I'll buy the Tag Heuer Formula 1, one of these days.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.227.33||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||12-19-2003||11:58 PM||||I had a nice Seiko Chronograph for a while.  Did the job nicely.  I can't see paying hundreds or even thousands for a stinking watch.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||12-20-2003||12:58 AM||||I'm not really into watches but I do know that Citizen and Seiko are about as high end as Bose is...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />i.e. they're the high end of the low end.<br /><br />Two of the forums I frequent: <br /><br /><a href="http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/ubbthreads.php?Cat=" target="_blank">http://www.candlepowerforums.com/ubbthreads/ubbthreads.php?Cat=</a><br /><br />and <br /><br /><a href="http://www.bladeforums.com/forums/" target="_blank">http://www.bladeforums.com/forums/</a><br /><br />They both talk about high quality watches quite a bit in adddition to the normal topics, but I've never been all that interested. Its mainly man-jewelry and that stuff doesn't interest me. I wear a Timex Ironman Triathlon and that thing gets beat to hell and back (I don't take it off when working on cars). Keeps on ticking.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I've considered getting a nicer looking watch for dressy occasions, but it would still have to be 100% purpose, 0% looks. I've owned a Fossil Chronomaster for the past 8 years and the only time its seen light is to change the battery. I can't stand dressy stuff. For decent looking yet very functional, I like the Luminox's and S&Ys...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||DongeR615||12-20-2003||01:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I'll buy the Tag Heuer Formula 1, one of these days.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">agreed!||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000012||Martin Chilcote||12-20-2003||01:22 AM||||Here's the guy that has boxes of the high end watches.......give him a call or <br />e-mail him     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <br /><br />Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger<br />State Capitol Building<br />Sacramento, CA 95814<br />Phone: 916-445-2841<br />Fax: 916-445-4633<br /><br />governor@governor.ca.gov   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.139.166.157||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000013||Dreis11301||12-20-2003||02:53 AM||||I can not and will not understand why in the hell anyone would pay over a few hundred dollars for a watch.  I wear a Fossil watch that my Mom bought me when I was a junior in high school.  That was about 6 years ago and I think it cost somewhere in the neighbor hood of $75.  It still works like a champ and doesn't look to bad.  And to think there were people complaining that $30K was to much for an EVO.  If you are willing to shell out, in my opinion, over $500 for a watch you have to much damn money.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000014||number3||12-20-2003||06:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br /><strong> I can not and will not understand why in the hell anyone would pay over a few hundred dollars for a watch.  I wear a Fossil watch that my Mom bought me when I was a junior in high school.  That was about 6 years ago and I think it cost somewhere in the neighbor hood of $75.  It still works like a champ and doesn't look to bad.  And to think there were people complaining that $30K was to much for an EVO.  If you are willing to shell out, in my opinion, over $500 for a watch you have to much damn money. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I thought the same thing when I was your age.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000015||number3||12-20-2003||06:23 AM||||I currently wear a Ralli art team watch that I bought in Japan back in 2000. I paid about 3200y for it and it is a very nice stainless steel watch(citizen). <br /><br />There is a close up picture on the net of it and my arm some where. K.C.?<br /><br />Tag is too main stream for me. Seems everyone has one. I think I really like the Oris line. <br /><br />I was just curious after reading the "how cheap are we thread". I am only cheap with utilities. I hate paying for light, water and heat for some strange reason.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||Dreis11301||12-20-2003||06:51 AM||||I still don't understand what a $2000 watch can do that a $50 watch can't?||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000017||14bCrazy||12-20-2003||07:53 AM||||I think for some its the "Ive got a bigger dick than you" thing. Then there are the people that just have to have the everything be of the finest quality they can buy. I would have to have alot of extra cash to buy a 2000.00 watch. I was in Vegas last year with a rich freind of mine and we went into a shop and looked at Rolex's. I asked him how much the one we were looking at would cost and he said 4000 dolars. I looked down at his watch later and he was wearing the exact watch. It most be nice.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000018||number3||12-20-2003||08:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br /><strong> I still don't understand what a $2000 watch can do that a $50 watch can't? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Like I said I thought the way you did too when I was your age.<br /><br />Why a BMW M3 when you could drive a Geo Metro?<br /><br />I see people with $1000.00 cellphones. I am happy with my old i90 nextel.<br /><br />I see people $800 shoes. $80.00 Sneakers are cool with me.<br /><br />Some have to have the lastest great computer equipment.<br /><br />To each his own.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br /><br />BTW there are six figure watches. That is insane but again to each his own.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />     <br /><br />I was just curious if anyone here shared the passion of cool car related watches with me.<br /><br />Oh and some people look at me like I am insane when I tell the the $$$$$ I have in my cars. I bet you have the same problem. You spent how much on a transmission??||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||mj_rosenfeld||12-20-2003||08:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> quote:<br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br />I can not and will not understand why in the hell anyone would pay over a few hundred dollars for a watch. I wear a Fossil watch that my Mom bought me when I was a junior in high school. That was about 6 years ago and I think it cost somewhere in the neighbor hood of $75. It still works like a champ and doesn't look to bad. And to think there were people complaining that $30K was to much for an EVO. If you are willing to shell out, in my opinion, over $500 for a watch you have to much damn money. <br />-------------------------------------------------<br /><br />I thought the same thing when I was your age.<br /><br />--------------------<br />0003/1000<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have to agree with Dreis11301 and I'm way older than Harry. So it isn't an age thing.<br />  Actually I like the look of a nice analog watch. I think digital watches are unattractive. I once had a nice Citizen. Lost it while travelling. (Wristband probably broke, fell off without my noticing.) Wife gave me a nice Seiko. Eventually it wouldn't keep good time, had a screwed up movement, would have cost almost as much as a new one to fix. So after losing two rather nice watches, for 12 years I've had this truly ugly $25 brown plastic Timex digital which I wear while jogging, mowing the lawn, at the beach, crawling under the car, doing plumbing, whatever -- it's totally scarred up and been through half a dozen wristbands, but it won't quit working so I guess I'm stuck with it.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.185||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||12-20-2003||08:46 AM||||Harry - Sorry, cannot find the pics. I did see it when I visited ya...It was a nice watch.||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||curtis||12-20-2003||09:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> <br /> <br /><br /> I don't take it off when working on cars<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Be careful when doing this. When I was in the army everyone preached safety.  I've sent where peoples wedding rings arc on something and the gold melted to the bone.  I saw a guy slip and fall of of an engine cowling as he fell he grabed the main rotor head.  His ring got caught in the led/lag link and de-skined his ring finger after that it was an article fifteen if someone caught you wearing a watch, ring, rank or any kind of FOD that could fall into some place.  I layed my wedding ring on the front avionics bay and left it once.  I was freaking out for about a week then when we were doing underwater crash survival in the crash cage up at the pool.  My platoon sergent showed it to me then tosted it in the pool he made me ride that damn cage about a dozen times before he let me retreive it.  But no article fifteen so it was cool plus I got to were I could climb out of the cage like it was second nature.||67.25.37.182||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000022||number3||12-20-2003||09:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Harry - Sorry, cannot find the pics. I did see it when I visited ya...It was a nice watch. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for looking. I took a new one this morning. I should have one for my insurance file anyway.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2253" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2253&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000023||V8EATER||12-20-2003||10:03 AM||||I wear a Fossil Arkitekt everyday, but I dream about having one of the Rolex watches given to the winners of the 24 hours of daytona.  who wouldn't?  I've always been a fan of those small Swiss shops you've never heard of and I can't remember.  Small batches, super high quality.  I have been intrigued by the Omega line, just don't have any experience with them.  Hell, they're good enough for Bond, right?  I"m not into flash, so I would have to say that for a while, my Polar heart rate moniter/watch will be my most expensive one by a long shot.  $300.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000024||14bCrazy||12-20-2003||10:30 AM||||How much for the RALLI ART watch. That's cool combine cars and watches and I might fork out some cash for one.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000025||VTGVR4||12-20-2003||10:53 AM||||when i was about 12 years old, i was walking with my brother throuh some area outside of youngstown (around xmas). I saw a gold rolex in the snow, picked it up, freaked out, brought it home to everyone. they didn't have the heart to tell me right away that it was one of the bargain rolexes that you can buy on any street corner. and the funny line? i asked them since 'its a rolex, i  could sell it for 100 bucks, right?'<br /><br />my take on this whole $$ watch thread is that people really dont appreciate precision timepeices like they used to. If/when i have start having money, the only $$ watches i think i'll buy would be collectibles. I really want some of those watches on a chain, etc, preferably some from the 1700's, etc.<br /><br />if i could pick, this would be the kind of watch i would wear...<br /> <img src="http://www.vintagewatchpriceguide.com/graphics/images/watches/mpt0900.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />so, it comes down to, watches can be an item that makes a statement about a person. guys with fake rolexes in the hood are just...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||206.15.136.179||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000026||drew||12-20-2003||11:58 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2255" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2255&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Merry Christmas Harry.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000027||drew||12-20-2003||12:00 PM||||Not exactly a watch, but it tells time.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2256" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2256&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000028||drew||12-20-2003||12:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I currently wear a Ralli art team watch that I bought in Japan back in 2000. I paid about 3200y for it and it is a very nice stainless steel watch(citizen). <br /><br />There is a close up picture on the net of it and my arm some where. K.C.?<br /><br />Tag is too main stream for me. Seems everyone has one. I think I really like the Oris line. <br /><br />I was just curious after reading the "how cheap are we thread". I am only cheap with utilities. I hate paying for light, water and heat for some strange reason. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry, didn't you pay Y32,000 for it? Y3,200 is like 30 bucks.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000029||tplesko||12-20-2003||12:04 PM||||Damn drew where can I get that clock!?!?!?!?!  I want I want I want!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000030||drew||12-20-2003||12:04 PM||||<img src="http://cybershop.ralliart.co.jp/2003AW/rahtml/img/main/RAY42043.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />   <img src="http://cybershop.ralliart.co.jp/2003AW/rahtml/img/main/RAY42043-2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />   <img src="http://cybershop.ralliart.co.jp/2003AW/rahtml/img/main/RAY42043-4.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://cybershop.ralliart.co.jp/2003AW/rahtml/img/main/RAY42043-3.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Ralliart Titanium Chrono for about $550. I like Mitsu a lot, but not enough to want to buy one of these. For the same price I'd rather buy a low end high end watch like a Mont Blanc.<br /><br /> <img src="http://cybershop.ralliart.co.jp/2003AW/rahtml/img/main/RAY42031.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />cheaper one about $280 from Citizen<br /><br /> <img src="http://cybershop.ralliart.co.jp/2003AW/rahtml/img/main/RAY42039.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />another about $150<br /><br /> <img src="http://cybershop.ralliart.co.jp/2003AW/rahtml/img/main/RAY42040.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />$400||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000031||drew||12-20-2003||12:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Damn drew where can I get that clock!?!?!?!?!  I want I want I want! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know. It was a gift from GReddy. I don't think they ever sold them :\||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000032||tplesko||12-20-2003||12:13 PM||||If you ever want to sell it let me know...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000033||kartorium31||12-20-2003||01:54 PM||||I use to ski race and was quite good.  Went to the junior olympics a couple years at the end of my career and the event is sponsored by rolex.  I can remember being really pissed off when I found out they weren't giving away watches as winnings.  That was a lot of my drive to win. Once I found out my performance went down and I settled for anywhere in the top ten   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      It would have been so cool to win a rolex, at the age of 15!  I wouldn't ever buy one though, I rarely wear a watch anyway.||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000034||number3||12-20-2003||03:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I currently wear a Ralli art team watch that I bought in Japan back in 2000. I paid about 3200y for it and it is a very nice stainless steel watch(citizen). <br /><br />There is a close up picture on the net of it and my arm some where. K.C.?<br /><br />Tag is too main stream for me. Seems everyone has one. I think I really like the Oris line. <br /><br />I was just curious after reading the "how cheap are we thread". I am only cheap with utilities. I hate paying for light, water and heat for some strange reason. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry, didn't you pay Y32,000 for it? Y3,200 is like 30 bucks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah I dropped a zero. I just found the receipt and it was 28,900.00 yen.<br /><br />I can't believe you found that "picture" I used a the scanner to "take" that one a while ago.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000035||number3||12-20-2003||03:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> How much for the RALLI ART watch. That's cool combine cars and watches and I might fork out some cash for one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am attracted to watches that have a connection to other hobbies of mine.  <br /><br />F1 racing, rally racing, etc.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000036||V8EATER||12-20-2003||03:54 PM||||Here you go, one Ralliart watch.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2679878344&category=57133" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2679878344&category=57133</a><br /><br />enjoy!||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000037||drew||12-20-2003||04:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> I currently wear a Ralli art team watch that I bought in Japan back in 2000. I paid about 3200y for it and it is a very nice stainless steel watch(citizen). <br /><br />There is a close up picture on the net of it and my arm some where. K.C.?<br /><br />Tag is too main stream for me. Seems everyone has one. I think I really like the Oris line. <br /><br />I was just curious after reading the "how cheap are we thread". I am only cheap with utilities. I hate paying for light, water and heat for some strange reason. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Harry, didn't you pay Y32,000 for it? Y3,200 is like 30 bucks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah I dropped a zero. I just found the receipt and it was 28,900.00 yen.<br /><br />I can't believe you found that "picture" I used a the scanner to "take" that one a while ago. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I used to archive all the pics back in the good 'ol gvr4list days.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000038||peterlsmith||12-20-2003||05:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> I wear a Fossil Arkitekt everyday, but I dream about having one of the Rolex watches given to the winners of the 24 hours of daytona.  who wouldn't?  I've always been a fan of those small Swiss shops you've never heard of and I can't remember.  Small batches, super high quality.  I have been intrigued by the Omega line, just don't have any experience with them.  Hell, they're good enough for Bond, right?  I"m not into flash, so I would have to say that for a while, my Polar heart rate moniter/watch will be my most expensive one by a long shot.  $300. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've had an Omega Seamaster for thirteen years now. It's been diving, caving, mountaineering, rock climbing, etc, and every time it came out in better condition than me. The face is saphire crystal and still doesn't have a single scratch on it. It's also self winding. It's a very heavy duty watch, expensive too, but it'll last a lifetime.<br /><br />Peter||165.247.98.79||reg||1||Peter Smith||00001351||yes
Z||000039||Hertz||12-20-2003||07:15 PM||||<a href="http://www.hr-magazine.com/index.html" target="_blank">For those of us who love unique & expensive watches but can't afford to buy them.</a>||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000040||Minjin||12-20-2003||07:28 PM||||Recent thread on Blade Forums:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.bladeforums.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=283802" target="_blank">http://www.bladeforums.com/forums/showthread.php?s=&threadid=283802</a><br /><br />The custom watches that Bill Yao does are pretty nice. Maybe we could get permission to make Ralliart watch faces? Or how about a limited run of Galant VR4 watches with the car's number?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000041||turbowop||12-20-2003||08:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong>  Or how about a limited run of Galant VR4 watches with the car's number?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That would be awesome. Sign me up. <br /><br />On a side note, am I the only one that doesn't like the feel of a Titanium watch? For some reason I like the heaviness of Stainless. I tried on a Ti eco drive today at the mall and it just felt cheap.<br /><br />BTW Harry, nice thread topic. I'm surprised nobody has ever brought up watches under "general discussions".||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000042||tplesko||12-20-2003||08:06 PM||||My wedding ring is titanium. The ladies at the jewelry store didn't like it because it felt light but I really like it.  &lt;8 months until I have to wear it everyday  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000043||keydiver||12-20-2003||08:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VTGVR4:<br /><strong> so, it comes down to, watches can be an item that makes a statement about a person. guys with fake rolexes in the hood are just...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its not an age thing, because I'm 45 and only own two watches: a $17 Casio and a $20 Chinese Rolex I bought in Tiajuana. The fake Rolex has kept incredible time for 4 years now, never even replaced the batteries yet. I guess my priorities are just different, because I would never spend more than $100 for a watch either.||216.77.204.202||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000044||KenGVR4||12-20-2003||08:30 PM||||In my opinion, titanium is a gimmicky metal to make watches from.  I'm with Mark on this one, I like the feel and heft of a watch made of stainless on my wrist.  I have a Tag Heuer 2000 series in stainless, and a Citizen Aqualand Duplex that I used for diving not that I have been diving in 4 years  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I'd really like to get a Rolex Sea Dweller, but I don't know if I could spend 3000 dollars on a watch!||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000045||Romanova||12-20-2003||08:55 PM||||When I bought my Casio G-shock in Japan, the store was a little hole in the wall joint. They probably had 100 or so differnt G-shocks available. In addition, they also sold Rolex, Bulova, etc, etc... <br />After you purchase a watch, they offer you a seat, bring you tea and snacks while they set the time and take your money. Incredible service.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000046||blacksheep||12-20-2003||11:26 PM||||I have a greddy wrist watch they sold for a while...its white faced, It was cheap, no biggie. I was a greddy whore, so I bought the watch...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000047||Matticus||12-20-2003||11:31 PM||||I used to have a sweet ass Swatch watch back in the day, with the hard plastic face cover.  The see-through kind too.  They were so cool.  Go ahead, admit you had one too.  But after they feel off the face of the earth, I stopped wearing a watch.  And now I haven't worn a watch in over 8 years.  If I was rich and could afford to have nice things, I might own a nice watch, it would go nice with my 5000 dollar silk suit.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000048||turbowop||12-20-2003||11:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> I used to have a sweet ass Swatch watch back in the day </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha...looky what I just pulled out of my junk drawer. I think I had like ten different Swatches back in the 80's.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2257" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2257&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000049||Matticus||12-20-2003||11:44 PM||||NICE!!!  God only knows where mine went.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000050||tplesko||12-20-2003||11:50 PM||||i  never had one. Must have been too young or not cool enough   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000051||Ferrari F50 GT||12-21-2003||01:23 AM||||Has anyone ever heard of Sector watches?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000052||hibrn8||12-21-2003||02:18 AM||||I dont have high end watches..but I do wear a fossil for the last few years. It has a carbon fiber face and tis thing has seriously taken quite a beating and still works well.<br /><br />I do also have a Kenneth Cole square faced watch with a gunmetal face. Other than this I just ordered a square faced Bulova watch. These all, in my opinion, are stylish and quality watches.||67.200.121.81||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000053||GVR1643||12-21-2003||08:07 PM||||I have about 15-20 watches laying around. Mostly cheap ones, but my favorite is my Movado that I received as a college graduation and Christmas gift from my family members.  I'd have to take a picture of it, because I've never seen it for sale (other than the original brochure it was ordered from).  I have an old Swatch that's about 15 years old that I still where from time to time, a Noblia by Citizens and then some antiques. <br />Lately I keep an eye out for inexpensive but unique antique watches (no batteries to ever go dead).  I've literally gone and had about a dozen batteries replaced at once. <br />I've never even thought to look for unique car related ones - duh!  Have to check out a couple now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />90% of the time I wear my Skagen. That's the most comfortable metal band one I've ever had on and probably the reason I wear it so much.||12.216.109.47||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000054||drew||12-21-2003||09:11 PM||||I love my skagen too. Thin, light, looks good, and not too expensive.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.skagen.com/skagen/images/items/170LTTW.jpg" alt=" - " />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000055||Minjin||12-22-2003||12:25 AM||||So would you guys actually be interested in a custom Seiko with a Galant VR4 dial? <br /><br /><a href="http://www.mkiiwatches.com/seiko.html" target="_blank">http://www.mkiiwatches.com/seiko.html</a><br /><br />That might be pretty cool. I don't think Bill will special make dials but we could possibly take his dials and add text to them.<br /><br />I volunteer Harry to head this project.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000056||gvr4ever||12-22-2003||02:22 AM||||I have a ESQ, a Fossil, and a cheap Casio watch.  I almost got a titaniam citizen watch, but I didn't want to spend $350 that day, so I got the Fossil instead.<br /><br />I really liked the quality of the citizen and they have one hell of a waranty.  I would never get anything more then a citizen though. Anything more is just showing off  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000057||bleck||12-24-2003||06:00 AM||||Seiko, Citizen,Omega Seamaster, and a solid gold Wittnauer that my father left me.  Oh, and I forget the name, but a sterling silver pocket watch that belonged to my grandfather as well.  I could prob. buy an EVO with the coin from the last two.  And I didn't even think I was that into watches.  For me, it is an age thing.  15 years ago, a Swatch did me fine, I still have ten of them stashed away somewhere.  Gradually that has changed.  But my everyday beater is a digital Fossil.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum3/004008.cgi
A||||7||red91awdtalon||R/C freaks! check this out||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-19-2003||09:21 PM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||HAHAHA, well getting back into the r/c stuff and found a great video of r/c drifting MAJOR trip! car looks like a real 180sx for the first minute<br /><br /><a href="http://media.wildhobbies.com/yokomo_driftcars.wmv" target="_blank">http://media.wildhobbies.com/yokomo_driftcars.wmv</a><br /><br />ALSO just got the LOSI mini-t... FUN AS CAN BE. kinda slow with AA's in it but easy and cheap to mod and they start to really fly. check out these videos of modded ones... remember they are only 8" long and 5" wide... SO SO FUNNY... 150 bux brand new Ready to run out of the box! just great!<br /><a href="http://www.b-p-p.com/videos/mini-t_brushless.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.b-p-p.com/videos/mini-t_brushless.wmv</a><br /><br />vid2:<br /><a href="http://www.b-p-p.com/videos/minit2.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.b-p-p.com/videos/minit2.wmv</a>||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||12-19-2003||10:36 PM||||Dear God, the music in that first clip was HORRIBLE.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||Evilnissan||12-19-2003||10:40 PM||||Sounds like something Bimmubishi would use!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000003||chucklesas||12-19-2003||10:54 PM||||Aw that poor little truck.  Really takes a beating.  None of my R/C cars would take that kind of abuse.  Of course, I wouldn't want to try, Associated parts get expensive.  <br />I've been inspired to try out a nice 1/10 RWD on-road car.||68.169.107.14||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-20-2003||01:36 AM||||Wow, when did RC cars get that kind of range? Back when I was into them, you could never go that far away from the transmitter. That was actually one of the main reasons I stopped playing with them. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||silly4turbo||12-20-2003||02:04 AM||||yo, those drifting cars are crazy ! awesome vid<br />damm, now I want one ... ok, hmmm...paintbal $$$ GVR4 $$$$  snowboarding $$$$ Mtn bikes $$$$ drum equipment $$$$  school supplies $$$$   aaaight, I guess I don't NEED another hobby yet  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   but crazy non the less||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000006||14bCrazy||12-20-2003||07:58 AM||||Doesn't it suck when you finally find out that everything you get into cost big$$$$$$.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||12-22-2003||05:07 PM||||I don't know squat about r/c cars and whatnot, but I just picked up a stocking stuffer for my 5 year old today and have been playing with it at work :-o<br />These little matchbox size r/c's that have their own Nimh battery on board that recharges in 45 seconds are a freakin' blast.  I'm going to have to get him another one since I already opened his and have begun to burn the wheels off! LOL<br /><br />This one was about $9 at walmart.<br />I'll be setting up a little scca cone style course on the hardwoods this evening and running time trials with my cousin this evening  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.21.156||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes



ubb/Forum3/004009.cgi
A||||16||229of1000||The DSM Registry||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||12-19-2003||11:32 PM||||Guys, we have a new national DSM site.  It is called the DSM Registry, and is extremely well done.  It features a place for us to post car info and pictures, as well as info and pictures about ourselves.  I am excited about this site and hope it does well.  Let's get as many Galants on as we can.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmregistry.com" target="_blank">www.dsmregistry.com</a><br /><br />Thanks to Glenn Shelton of ODSM, along with others, for getting this site up and running.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-20-2003||12:02 AM||||I could register but it doesn't let me edit my profile<br /><br />Oh well... I'll try again in the morning||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||12-20-2003||12:08 AM||||It lets me edit mine okay.  Did you sign up and then enter the registration code that is emailed to you?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||snwbrd40oz||12-20-2003||01:28 AM||||I posted, not sure what good I am since I don't have any pics yet, and my car is damn near stock. That looks like it is a well put together site, should be good soon.||65.100.167.166||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000004||snwbrd40oz||12-20-2003||02:38 AM||||Was just looking around, some of these people seem to be a little confused about what constitutes a DSM. Correct me if I'm wrong, but DSM went under in 95, yet there are more postings for 95+ Eclipses than anything else. Just wanted to be anal and point that out.||65.100.167.166||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||12-20-2003||02:49 AM||||Well, if you want to be anal thats up to you, but you're also a hypocrite. Galant VR4s aren't DSMs either...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-20-2003||11:10 AM||||Paul,<br /><br />Yup I did both.  It even lets me get to the editing profile screen and then never lets me select done (or whatever is there).<br /><br />And as far as what is a DSM, if it's got a damn 4g63 in it and you can't help yourself to modifiy it then I consider it a DSM, 2g, EVO, 1g, GVR4, Colt/mirage whatever.  Who wants to be that picky anyway   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||snwbrd40oz||12-20-2003||11:17 AM||||I was under the impression that VR4s WERE DSM's. Have I been misinformed?||64.136.27.228||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||12-20-2003||11:26 AM||||Kevin,<br /><br />Well technically GVR4s aren't DSMs and neither are 2gs.  They only things that are DSMs are cars built under the diamond star motorsports contract in normal, illinois before a certain date.  But due to the similarities between all the cars I mentioned above, our group lovingly refers to all the cars there as DSMs.<br /><br />Also when you get your car back together I'll come take pictures for ya!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||VTGVR4||12-20-2003||11:30 AM||||yeah, "dsm" gets tossed around much these days, i rememeber back in the day, avenger owners were trying to pass off their cars as dsm's since they supposedly had the same chassis or something. there was even a 1000 already answered question about it. <br /><br />the registry should have been called 4g63registry.com if anality was an issue. they (the 'dsm' community) has developed into multiple segments representing a wide range of all things 4g63, and if you dont mind, 'dsm' can be applied to all of it, like 'rollerblades' is the term applied to all inline skates... not many people care, anyway. its  a sign the very word dsm is becoming a household term.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||206.15.136.179||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000010||Jason411||12-20-2003||11:32 AM||||Technically, DSM is Diamond Star Motors Corp. A joint venture betweem Mitsubishi and Crysler that produced cars in a plant in Illinois. If you look at the production sticker on a TEL it will say Diamond Star Motors on it. A Galant vr4 will be built by Mitsubishi in Japan. At least this is how I understood it.<br /><br />Jason||24.247.143.76||reg||1||Jason411||00002590||yes
Z||000011||snwbrd40oz||12-20-2003||11:36 AM||||I'll be th efirst to admit I'm an ass. I kinda got the feeling that no one really held tooo strong to exactly what was and what wasn't a DSM Per se. Thanks for the info so I don't continue embarrasing myself with the lack of knowledge on my car||64.136.26.235||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000012||number3||12-20-2003||11:38 AM||||<a href="http://www.dsmregistry.com/detail.php?carid=29" target="_blank">http://www.dsmregistry.com/detail.php?carid=29</a><br /><br /><br />This isn't even close...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||12-20-2003||11:57 AM||||haha that's true harry.  That car isn't even finished...&lt;sigh&gt;<br /><br />What can ya do? Check out this car though  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><a href="http://www.dsmregistry.com/detail.php?carid=94" target="_blank">http://www.dsmregistry.com/detail.php?carid=94</a>||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||V8EATER||12-20-2003||01:04 PM||||I just registered, but I don't have any pics here at work.  I'll get some up tomorrow.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000015||Akidosigh1||12-20-2003||01:26 PM||||i just made my profile||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000016||psycopyro182||12-21-2003||03:44 AM||||Just registered, When i get home im going to put up Pictures.<br />This sounds like a good idea. If everyone gets behind around to registering, then it will be easy to find a Dsm out there.<br /><br />Off topic: well if you guys are concidering anything 4G63 a Dsm, dont you think Bimmubishi should register? Because technically GVR4's arent, neither are 95+ for that matter.<br />but its all a matter of how widely you want to use the term.<br />Most people Use "DSM" to describe anything 4G63 powered. and that works fine for me.||67.10.173.24||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes



ubb/Forum3/004260.cgi
A||||12||Hertz||Galants across the Midwest||||4||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||01-12-2004||09:17 PM||rhertz@baits.com||I'm wondering if we can organize some type of relay.  Here's the situation:<br /><br />I have, in Chicago, a bumper that needs to find its way to Des Moines, Iowa.<br /><br />This could be accomplished by having another meet in the Quad Cities (all of us there will tell you we had a great time and missed all of you who didn't make it) -- or if there is anyone who is planning a trip West, or lives between Chicago and Des Moines and would be interested in a hand-off.||67.167.201.26||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||DesireeCharm||01-12-2004||10:36 PM||||Sounds good.  gvr4ever and I couldn't make it to the last one, but given enough notice, we could do the quad cities.  Then again, could we arrange something in the Chicago area?  There's so many of us here, surely some of us could even host for the evening (maybe?).  <br /><br />Parts relay, AKA "Pony" express, huh?  So do you pick your carriers based on how many ponies they got?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.158.18.194||reg||1||DesireeCharm||00002789||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-13-2004||08:44 AM||||Hertz - why dont you and the buyer have a mini-meet half way or something ?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-13-2004||10:24 AM||||Des: Yes, we seem to have a hard time getting the Chicago owners together.  Half the fun of a "regional" meet is the caravan.  Bob and I met up at the last toll out of Ill.<br /><br />Stay out of this KC.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Half way is the Quad cities -- not too far for you, we should all meet there.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||01-13-2004||10:53 AM||||Let's wait till it gets alittle warmer and I'll go.<br />Standing outside in the parking lot when it's 20 bellow don't seem like a lot of fun to me.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||01-13-2004||11:11 AM||||Need to dig up the old post from the last meet...<br /><br />We had discussed another regional meet for this year.  I think Spring would be nice. Quads definately work for me, but we had also discussed the possibility of KC or St. Louis to offer a better chance for those further south to join in as well.  I'm o.k. with any of the above, as long as they have a kart track where Andy can get black flagged and I can try to t-bone Hertz  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||167.142.21.179||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||V8EATER||01-13-2004||12:12 PM||||rubbin's racin'- next time I will beat you, kevin.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||01-13-2004||12:21 PM||||Lets meet in Chicago! Sounds like fun (and alot closer) to me!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.194.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||G-GSX Turbo||01-13-2004||12:27 PM||||Why don't we arange a track day at say Tri-State or Route 66, maybe Union Grove. <br /><br />That would be cool.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000009||vrpower||01-13-2004||09:07 PM||||I'll surely go to a meet this time. I have had very little opportunity to meet fellow Galant owners in the regional area, since i have school and work on the weekends. Just set the location and date and im there!!<br /><br />P.S. Chicago would be fun, but if it wont work, anywhere else will do.||199.35.208.245||reg||1||vrpower||00000547||yes
Z||000010||jcgalantvr4-244||01-13-2004||10:07 PM||||Ok,<br />  Im game when ever u guys wanna do this.   spring is fine with me if u can hold on to that bumper till then Hertz.  And holding on to it doesnt meen that some how you slipped fell down and oops  the bumper just ended up on the front of your car.  Lol  any way i am very thankfull for all your help Hertz.  And please no ransom photos of the bumper ok.  I would probably cry.<br /><br /> Thanks, and would love to see this happen as my buddy is picking up a vr4 from Ohio soon if the guy who has it ever gets back to him. He would def. come too. <br /><br />O and Kevin better bring some back up cause sounds like u might get all beat up around the track brother!!!!!!<br />  Jeremy<br /> 244/2000||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||01-14-2004||11:29 AM||||I have plenty of room in my garage, so hanging on to it isn't any problem... it's just with all the other parts I have yet to install on my car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />I was thinking that you should take your stock bumper off before you drive up, then you can just bolt on the JDM.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />I can wait to Spring for a big meet, but I am definitely up for a snow meet in Wisconsin or the U.P. Michigan as Ducktape promised us.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||ayvr4||01-14-2004||02:34 PM||||Ryan, you will have to swing throught milwaukee on the way up to meet rob & let me follow in my car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.194.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/004011.cgi
A||||24||curtis||GALANTVR4.ORG awards for 2003||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-20-2003||12:35 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||I think we should start a yearly awards post for the best and worst of 2003.<br /><br />For example <br /><br />Largest post.....Carbon Fiber Group buy.<br />Most frequent post.....crazy idle<br />Best picture......Harry's..Neon drivers side shot     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <br />Asshole of the year.......Todd<br />Best performance chip......Keydiver      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <br />Fastest Galant of the Year.....We all Know that one and damn he sold it<br />Cheapest board member.....<br />Most anal board member....<br />Best bang for your buck...<br />Best looking mod...<br />Best looking neighbor....<br />Ugliest picture....<br />Stupid question....<br />Stupid Mod.....<br />Ugliest Mod.....<br />What were you thinking...<br />Craziest post.....<br />Craziest person.....<br />The tread that wouldn't die......<br />Holy shit.......<br />Worst luck.....<br />Most expensive mod....<br />Cheapest mod......<br />Vulture award for hovering over the for sale section..... <br />You paid how much for that....<br />Best video...<br />Funniest Video......<br />Best JDM Junky...<br />Worst use of Grammer....<br />Can't spell shiet.....<br />Junk yard whore of the Year.......Myself<br /><br />Please made more nominations and ideas for nominations and yes you can nominate yourself.<br />Remember this is all in fun!  Don't cut on someone if you don't want it to happen to you.<br />Like ugliest dog.... and post a picture of someones dog.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   And also remember we consider or cars like a member of the family and or way of expressiing or talents and engineering/mechanical ability so don't dog on someones car to bad.....screw it dog away.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />I thought this would be a great way to remember the past year and a good place for things to be stored together for future searches. Please post video's/pictures and links for future searches and memories  Later Curtis||166.90.116.39||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||kartorium31||12-20-2003||02:01 PM||||Well if I had a place to post my vids they would probably get top honors.<br />Who was it with the really good photography?  I remember an in car shot with the dash all lit up and everything outside a blur.  That person had some real nice shots.||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-20-2003||02:17 PM||||i can host vids for ya.  If they get too much traffic i'll pull them but I should be okay for a while.  Email me if you are interested...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||12-20-2003||02:19 PM||||I better win that best looking mod catagory  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  .... Oh you meant car mod HAHAHAHA.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||12-20-2003||02:31 PM||||how would I send them to you?  Email?||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||12-20-2003||02:54 PM||||How about best unkown member who's posts nobody pays attention to?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||sleeper||12-20-2003||06:14 PM||||Does that member have to have 20 grand?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.227.192||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||12-20-2003||07:33 PM||||Largest pile of uninstalled parts taking up space: ROMANOVA!!!!!<br /><br />We are talking JDM headlights, Greddy electronic gauges, sway bars, almost every bushings ever concieved by Whiteline, 550s, 2gMAS, Dejon intake, powdercoated intake manifold, Momo wheel, XM radio... all this shit is just sitting in my room.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||12-20-2003||07:36 PM||||i don't know, Kibo might have the largest pile of uninstalled performance parts i his garage...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||Lucky13||12-21-2003||01:22 AM||||I vote Bimmubishi for crazy'est....you gotta be nuts to try and shove a 4G63T into a BMW, let alone get it to work.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.211.193.180||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000010||stevevr4||12-21-2003||03:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> How about best unkown member who's posts nobody pays attention to? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is that me?  (If no one answers thats a bad sign)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000011||Garfield Wright||12-21-2003||09:29 AM||||How about most gvr4 owned @ 1 time ????<br />Most gvr4 ever owned ????<br />Good guy of the year "KEYDIVER"<br />Bad guy of the year ????||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000012||Jon||12-21-2003||01:04 PM||||How about the member that had the most email bounces that I had to delete because their mailbox was full?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />You know, when it bounces, I see it and the entire "private message".     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.223.123.130||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000013||driftntouge||12-21-2003||02:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Largest pile of uninstalled parts taking up space: ROMANOVA!!!!!<br /><br />We are talking JDM headlights, Greddy electronic gauges, sway bars, almost every bushings ever concieved by Whiteline, 550s, 2gMAS, Dejon intake, powdercoated intake manifold, Momo wheel, XM radio... all this shit is just sitting in my room.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second that...Ive got JDM headlights, corner lights, grill, steering wheel, rear bumper, emblems and vented hood; Omori gauges; HKS EVC and turbo timer; 255lph pump; Cusco F&R strut bars; Alpine CD/radio; Fujitsubo exhaust; Ralliart shiftknob; and a few others that I cant think of right now (pics upon request  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  )||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||12-21-2003||04:15 PM||||Haha, thanks lucky13.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I vote for myself as "most likely to attempt self fellatio"||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||VTGVR4||12-22-2003||09:09 AM||||i nominate myself for the award for "most likely to turn a discussion on cars into politics"||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000016||agrabau||12-22-2003||09:11 AM||||Hear Hear you liberal tree huggin Dean supportin hippie.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000017||VTGVR4||12-22-2003||10:05 AM||||wow, you posted at exactly 9:11..... what am i supposed to derive from that?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000018||92GVR4#333||12-22-2003||03:43 PM||||I have uglist pic hands down...||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000019||MustGoFaster||12-23-2003||01:00 AM||||Most gvr4 ever owned?  I think KC (BlackSheep) is a strong runner for this one, what are you at? 8?||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000020||GVR$in||12-23-2003||04:11 AM||||Biggest post whore: :raises hand:||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000021||Oztek||12-23-2003||08:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Garfield Wright:<br /><strong>Most gvr4 ever owned ????<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's got to be KC (Blacksheep).||64.198.4.82||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||12-23-2003||11:55 AM||||8 and counting!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||mikeyoung00||12-23-2003||12:28 PM||||Shortest time between complete crank-up rebuilds (daily drivers only...dedicated drag cars not eligable  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> ) .<br />(I nominate me, of course: 4 months.)||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000024||agrabau||12-23-2003||12:31 PM||||I built my whole car in 2.5 months. I'm sure there are people on here that removed, rebuilt and reinstalled an engine in under a week. I'm guessing Nate.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/004012.cgi
A||||1||ken inn||DO NOT!!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||12-20-2003||04:18 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||buy tire minders.  what a pos.  i take care of 3 cars, and my wife and son just put in gas and go.  one of the problems is making sure the tires are properly inflated.  son has a new nissan sentra, 17" wheels, 33 psi.  last time i check the tires, they are about 25.  wife's car also has 17's.  so i see these little valve stem caps with pressure gauges in them.  great idea!  i buy 3 sets, put the first set on my car, and wait for the wife to get home.  about 1 hr later, she comes home, i go out to put them on, and 2 of my tires are flat. good idea, but no workee.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||12-20-2003||04:41 PM||||thanks. i was going to buy some when i had money but now...lol<br />here are some ebay links i found<br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33747&item=2449516022" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33747&item=2449516022</a> <br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33747&item=2448837824" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33747&item=2448837824</a> <br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33747&item=2448837786" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33747&item=2448837786</a> <br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33747&item=2448837675" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33747&item=2448837675</a>||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum3/004013.cgi
A||||3||TinyVR4||Cam Regrinds||||1||||TinyVR4||00000831
Z||000000||TinyVR4||12-20-2003||06:25 PM||GoranD@HotPOP.com||Just wondering what the general opinion is on reground cams?<br /><br />Eg. <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2449296427&category=33614" target="_blank">Ebay Link</a> <br /><br />Thanks for any info!||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-20-2003||07:35 PM||||I have to question the competency of anyone who can't spell Talon...<br /><br />I'd say stay away. You're pretty much guaranteed to have to use adjustable cam gears to get things zeroed. And there is no guarantee that the cams won't wipe out in 500 miles. By the time you need cams in your dsm, you can afford a couple hundred bucks to get good quality ones.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||TinyVR4||12-21-2003||11:14 AM||||i'll probably go with HKS cams, but came across these while looking on Ebay.  I was just wondering how reground stock cams, are made to be higher performing.||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000003||Ash||12-21-2003||07:26 PM||||apparently there is enough "meat" on the stock camshafts to grind away enough of the base circle to give the higher lift/duration specs.  As we have zero clearance hydrolic lifters (you know, them noisy bastards) they are "supposed" to be able to take up the slack themselves without issues.  There are mobs in Australia that do it, some pretty cheaply (like $400AU for the pair, HKS cams are $750AU Each RRP!!) but I've decided that I'm going for fresh billets, whether they be HKS or custom ones, just for the piece of mind & guaranteed results.||203.46.117.4||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/004014.cgi
A||||11||jayru||Look at this, hilarious! ||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||12-20-2003||07:35 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2449758936" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2449758936</a>||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||12-20-2003||07:47 PM||||That is just sad. And they have the nerve to call it a horsepower mod.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||12-20-2003||07:53 PM||||That looks like it's hella restrictive. So I guess it's kind of a hp mod if it takes the hp down.||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||Clay||12-20-2003||09:42 PM||||lol was someone chewing on this muffler?  <img src="http://images.andale.com/f2/121/114/8864646/1064860325743_MVC_806S.JPG" alt=" - " />||65.244.168.62||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000004||91GVR4||12-20-2003||10:14 PM||||Perhaps the rabid dogs driven crazy by his anoying exaust! They would be able to catch him with that restriction  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.201.50.36||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000005||curtis||12-20-2003||10:39 PM||||Thats funny. 30 dollars so you can broke off by a stock talon. That you can't here the turbo on.||64.159.108.96||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-20-2003||10:55 PM||||what are you smoking tonight curtis?  you can broke off?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||KenGVR4||12-20-2003||11:03 PM||||All I can think of right now is Bubb Rubb.<br /><br />WOOO WOOO!||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||12-20-2003||11:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Thats funny. 30 dollars so you can broke off by a stock talon. That you can't here the turbo on. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im lost.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||chauffeur1st||12-21-2003||05:53 AM||||Wow this is a nice mod, Im looking into this before I get a FMIC..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||12-21-2003||11:57 PM||||DAMN people are STUPID.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />This is the same device used by big movie companies when they want a normally aspirated car to sound heavily turbo-charged (you really think they are going to spend all that extra time and money turbocharging every car on the set)?! When a movie is made, there are at least 10-20 replicas of the same car, this would cost a big part of their budget (apprx. $40,000-$60,000)so they use  turbo whistlers for back-up cars and get the same tubo spool sound for action packed scenes.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Uh yeah, ever hear of post-production sound?  Nope?  Didn't think so.<br /><br /><i>It's all about the flows... woo woooo!</i>||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||number3||12-22-2003||08:01 AM||||DAMN, I wish I would have thought of that...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/004015.cgi
A||||10||Y2A||Any 89-93 Galant bodykits?||||1||||Y2A||00002439
Z||000000||Y2A||12-20-2003||11:20 PM||as1anmafia@yahoo.com||Does any company make bodykits for the 89-93 Galants? I only know of this: <a href="http://www.autosportz.com/bodykits_1989-1993_Galant_VR-4.htm" target="_blank">http://www.autosportz.com/bodykits_1989-1993_Galant_VR-4.htm</a><br /><br />Any1 know of any others?||172.154.0.226||reg||1||Y2A||00002439||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||12-20-2003||11:48 PM||||Please don't put that crap on your galant.  <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/images/smilies/hurl.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br />If you want a better looking bumper try to find a JDM one. Anything else just doesn't work with the factory lines.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||chauffeur1st||12-21-2003||05:50 AM||||Yea do not... I repeat do not put that kit on anyones car....<br /><br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||12-21-2003||07:12 AM||||I normally dont like body kits because I like a clean look, but I like that one. No rear spoiler. It has a clean BMW look, not rice at all.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||Martin Tolentino||12-21-2003||08:58 AM||||I like it. Looks like a pix of Brent's VR4 at wholesale.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||12-21-2003||09:14 AM||||Here it is on ebay for $150 less.  I don't think it comes with mounting hardware & from what I hear it needs a lot of work to smooth out the surface.  I was going to get this a few years ago, but didn't for these reasons.  I like it & think if someone reworks the lines to make them match the car it would look really good.  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33640&item=2449582991" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33640&item=2449582991</a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000006||KenGVR4||12-21-2003||04:08 PM||||There's this choad in my town that has put that body kit on his GVR4, with a giant aluminum park bench on the back, and it's painted some faggy powder blue color.  Oh, did I forget the neon under body kit? If I had a huge truck, I think I would just have to do a mercy killing on that poor car.<br /><br />I'll have to start carrying my camera for photographic evidence.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||12-21-2003||04:27 PM||||Ken, glad I am not the only one who has seen that car. I see it all time... seen it at Aspen Sound in the Valley like 4 times, and I've seen it parked infront of a house by the Shadle Wal*Mart. Rolled by him once and revved it up, but he was too busy talking on his cell phone. Whatever.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||12-21-2003||04:42 PM||||Oh man...Tyler, you need to get a pic of that car so we can all point and laugh. I saw a purple one here in Yakima with a stupid park bench about a year ago but haven't seen it since thank God. I think all the emblems were electoplated gold too. Yuk!! Goddamn the ricebois are somewhat thick in the northwest.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||KenGVR4||12-21-2003||05:02 PM||||Tyler,<br /><br />He lives on the South Hill somewhere, I know him by association.  He's rollin tough with his Bad Attitude Racing or Bad Taste Racing or Big Homo Racing or whatever his "crew" is called.  I usually see the car when I'm going up the Hill to my friends house on 35th (the Green GVR4).  He usually gawks at me/my car, and I give him the incredulous "You are an gigantic tool" look.||12.207.245.183||reg||12||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000010||megaice||12-21-2003||09:04 PM||||Damn fast and furious had people freaking out. THe wrong idea on what import racing is supposed to be about||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum3/004016.cgi
A||||5||curtis||Monster Garage w/link||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-21-2003||01:36 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Just watched episode 34     <br />Jesse James has done it this time.<br />A 72 Peterbilt into a trike.....Sick<br />14 liters of turbo diesal on three wheels crusing Long Beach Ca. side exhaust blowing in car windows.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://dsc.discovery.com/fansites/monstergarage/episode/season2/episode_34.html" target="_blank">http://dsc.discovery.com/fansites/monstergarage/episode/season2/episode_34.html</a><br /><br />after the page opens click on the slide show||64.159.108.75||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-21-2003||02:04 AM||||holy cow that thing is crazy||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||marvinmadman123||12-21-2003||02:18 AM||||BIG TURBO  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||14||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000003||TinyVR4||12-21-2003||01:32 PM||||I thought my father's friend with a Hemi, direct drive, trike was crazy!<br />This tops it!<br />WOW!||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||12-21-2003||02:54 PM||||I saw that as well. The only things the bike needs are a more race trans, and a huge intercooler. Totally pointless, but definetly cool. I would take one.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||REDLINEGVR4||12-21-2003||04:05 PM||||HELL YEAH I SAW THAT TO AND ALL I HAVE TO SAY IS THAT JESSE IS F***ING NUTS||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes



ubb/Forum3/004017.cgi
A||||1||Garfield Wright||1g front bumper on galant||||1||||Garfield Wright||00000283
Z||000000||Garfield Wright||12-21-2003||09:50 AM||garfieldgw@yahoo.com||On my way home last week, I saw a tan galant with a funky looking front bumper, this I've got to see I thought to myself.  Pulled close & realized it was a 1g eclipse front bumper muscled onto the galant.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000001||crucible||12-21-2003||01:31 PM||||Yeah, I think I saw that one on DSMTRADER or Ebay for sale awhile back.I also think he swapped in a turbo engine.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/004019.cgi
A||||10||snwbrd40oz||oil catch cans||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||12-21-2003||12:58 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Anyone have any suggestions on where I can get a good (read as cheap  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  )oil catch can? I'm getting ready to upgrade my intake and don't really want all my new lines gunked up. I am not above ghetto rigging, so if anyone knows how to make one them selves, that will work too.<br />Thanks||65.100.166.182||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-21-2003||02:41 PM||||RRE has their catch can pretty cheap i think (well less than greddy and such) but if you want cheaper then checkout summit racing. i'll try to come up with a part number for ya soon.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||12-21-2003||02:44 PM||||Run the line to whever you want and put $10 cheap breather filter on the end. Works great.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||fast_gvr4||12-21-2003||02:57 PM||||SUM-G1504<br />SUM-G1505<br />SUM-G1506<br /><br />Summit Part Numbers<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||172.211.141.43||reg||5||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-21-2003||08:15 PM||||A friend of mine built one with a piece of pvc pipe, two pvc caps, one barb fitting (inlet),  two 90 degree barb fittings that run from the bottom to the top with a piece of clear hose in between to tell him when its full. You can tap the holes for the fittings and epoxy to make sure its sealed.<br /> <br />A little paint and its Ghetto Fab.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.33.115||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||12-21-2003||08:28 PM||||I did the exact same thing years ago with PVC. The problem is that the hot blow by gasses will eventually melt it...<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||Ant||12-22-2003||08:49 AM||||I just drilled a hole in the cap of a Mobil one container and ran the hose into it.  Works fine.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-22-2003||08:51 AM||||Ant that definitely gets you nominated for CBotY award  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Cheap Bastard of the Year||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||broke down||12-22-2003||12:17 PM||||I have one for sale in the forum.  buy it or copy it.  Although Todd Day may have it patented....||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000009||Ant||12-22-2003||12:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Ant that definitely gets you nominated for CBotY award   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Cheap Bastard of the Year </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will post some pics tonight when I get home.  That is one of nicer things in my engine bay. <br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000010||bob in chicago||12-22-2003||04:16 PM||||I did nearly the same as Ant:  Used an old Motul brake fluid plastic bottle, attached to firewall near the serial number plate. Put a $10 breather filter on the cap and a 90-degree barb fitting on the side for the hose.||24.148.12.5||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes



ubb/Forum3/004020.cgi
A||||11||a_santos||Drove a 2002 M3. ||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||12-21-2003||02:52 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||My friend just got a 2002 M3 convertible. It is a manual trans car, not SMG. I got to drive the hell out of it. The car is amazing. The power is pretty good, and the torque curve is pretty flat. There was power all the way to 8000. But the most impressive thing on this car was the brakes. Simply amazing. I really need brakes like that on my Galant. The suspension was also really nice, very sporty but comfortable at the same time. How do they do it. The only complaint I have was that the clutch is too soft, and was slipping allitle I think. Car has about 30000 miles, so I guess it is time for a new clutch anyways. I really wouldn't mind having one of those as a daily driver, 2004 M3 CSL. <br /><br />The trans was also amazing, very precise and quick shifting. No missed shifts. <br /><br />My friend called me again today, and wants me to show him how to race the M3 since this is his first stick shift car. I said OK, I will whoop the crap out of your M3 for you, I mean show you how to shift fast and launch.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I have good friends.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-21-2003||03:41 PM||||300000  miles already?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||12-21-2003||07:39 PM||||That's over 400 miles a day, 7 days a week for the last 2 years. Highway miles I'm sure.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.244.47||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||12-21-2003||09:22 PM||||he probably meant 3k on it, and the reason why the M3 (aka e46) is that not only they're abs, but they have a system called DSC (dynamic stability control) that make those brakes truly powerful, downside... they shed dust like a mother@#$!, and you'll be lucky to get 10k miles out of them without changing pads and rotors, which by the way, are made by brembo.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||Dreis11301||12-21-2003||09:44 PM||||30,000 sounds a bit more realistic||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||12-22-2003||12:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GREENVR4:<br /><strong> he probably meant 3k on it, and the reason why the M3 (aka e46) is that not only they're abs, but they have a system called DSC (dynamic stability control) that make those brakes truly powerful, downside... they shed dust like a mother@#$!, and you'll be lucky to get 10k miles out of them without changing pads and rotors, which by the way, are made by brembo. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Brembo? I doubt it. They use single piston calipers that are mostly likely made by ATE. Same applies to pads and rotors. Ken could tell us for sure.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.overnightautoparts.com/bmw-m3-m3--004-brake-caliper.html" target="_blank">http://www.overnightautoparts.com/bmw-m3-m3--004-brake-caliper.html</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||12-22-2003||08:50 AM||||Who cares who makes them. They work  unbelievebly well. And they are huge. The caliper does not look huge though, about the size of ours. <br /><br />If Todd from TCE can guaranty me that his brake kit can perform as well, it will be my next mod. <br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GREENVR4:<br /><strong> he probably meant 3k on it, and the reason why the M3 (aka e46) is that not only they're abs, but they have a system called DSC (dynamic stability control) that make those brakes truly powerful, downside... they shed dust like a mother@#$!, and you'll be lucky to get 10k miles out of them without changing pads and rotors, which by the way, are made by brembo. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Brembo? I doubt it. They use single piston calipers that are mostly likely made by ATE. Same applies to pads and rotors. Ken could tell us for sure.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.overnightautoparts.com/bmw-m3-m3--004-brake-caliper.html" target="_blank">http://www.overnightautoparts.com/bmw-m3-m3--004-brake-caliper.html</a> <br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||12-22-2003||11:24 AM||||I didn't say the calipers were brembo, but the rotors are, all the boxes of rotors we get have a brembo sticker on them.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||12-24-2003||03:21 PM||||Not to raise the hair on the back of everyones neck but.......a GVR4 with more power, better handling and better brakes...... = Evo 8.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Those BMW's are amazing cars. My Galant handles and rides like the older M3's, which were still pretty nice. Great comp between handling and ride.||24.129.100.225||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||agrabau||12-24-2003||03:28 PM||||Duc Hunter, how can you compare a RWD car with an AWD car? I've owned an M3 and a Galant, granted I liked them both but I don't think that the handling was the same, or close or comparable. I was able to drive the Galant much harder and still in control with more confidence but the M3 was always faster at autocross. <br /><br />The Evo.. sure you can make anything handle better and stop better but you can't redesign the drivetrain, suspension linkage, alu control arms, twin scroll turbo, all that. I love the Galant but the Evo is simply a newer and better car. That's not to say that the Galant can't be made faster/better whatever, just to say that a Galant can be made the same as an evo gets into that classic argument of "better, or better for the money" <br /><br />Stock for stock, you can't compare a car from 10 years ago to anything made now because a Honda Accord v6 makes more power than a Galant Vr4.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||12-24-2003||06:49 PM||||actually, brembo is orginal equipment for some bmw brake stuff.  and, ate dont make rotors for bmw.  i think the only rotors ate makes are the power disc, which is gas slotted.  all the other rotors are from another source, and reboxed.  i hate ate rotors, i used to have a very high return rate on them, all warping in a very short time.  the reason?  none are made in germany.  the power discs are fine, and they are made in germany.  brembo rotors and calipers are oe on the E31 840, and on later 850's.  they are a fixed piston.  i think they also make the nurburgring kit, found on late model E34 M5's, euro only.  brembo makes good stuff.  they also have a hp division here in the us.  the us arm of brembo is called ibraco, in los angeles, i think.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||mikeyoung00||12-26-2003||11:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> <br />Stock for stock, you can't compare a car from 10 years ago to anything made now because a Honda Accord v6 makes more power than a Galant Vr4. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your statement is true but your example sure struck home. I sold a 98 Accord V6 to buy my GVR4. You are right. There is no comparing the cars. The GVR4 is much quicker (thanks to awd and a stick) and rides about as well. It also has better quality leather.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Of course I wouldn't expect the Accord to be on its second rebuild with only 130K on the odo.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />See...you CAN compare. Maybe not in a <i>meaningful</i> way, but...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/004021.cgi
A||||0||TinyVR4||224/1000 Dash Plaque||||1||||TinyVR4||00000831
Z||000000||TinyVR4||12-21-2003||03:37 PM||GoranD@HotPOP.com||The guy is taking best offers on it if anyone is interested.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=145984&category_id=112&website=default&prev_action=search&keywords=vr4&criteria=any&session=3fe6036364766e9d" target="_blank">Trader Link</a>||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes



ubb/Forum3/004022.cgi
A||||2||Dreis11301||Who is He?||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||12-21-2003||04:07 PM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||I apoligize for my ignorance, and before anyone jumps on me, I did a search but got zero results.  The gentleman listed on the bottom of the page, "Dennis Michael Natter" who is he.  Just curious.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||12-21-2003||04:43 PM||||<a href="http://www.teamnabr.com" target="_blank">www.teamnabr.com</a>||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||Dreis11301||12-21-2003||04:54 PM||||Thank You||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes



ubb/Forum3/004023.cgi
A||||6||jpgvr4||Dave Wolin IMSA IS AWD Eclipse's #90-92 (Where are they now?)||||5||||jpgvr4||00000179
Z||000000||jpgvr4||12-21-2003||04:15 PM||adam@technoracer.com||What I know about IMSA International Sedan is that money and time was typically invested in the drivelines, suspension, and tuning. The cars were typically run with fully rebuildable penske/koni or bilstein shocks. Fully rod-ended control arms and suspension components. Tilton or AP racing brake master cylinders. Upgraded fuel pumps, reprogrammed ecu's, cheater mods etc etc.<br /><br />I have searched google and usenet for any discussions about these cars and turned up very little; A couple of Team Photo's, a magazine AD, and one mention on usenet about building pro-rally eclipse in 95/96.<br /><br />I'm really curious as to the makeup of the suspension and drivelines of these racecars. Are there pictures of the wheel wells or drivelines. What shocks were used. What spring weights etc. How much did the cars weigh race ready. If we pool our knowledge of the cars, what can be applied to the handling of the galant, at least on tarmac. I'm sure its been discussed before, but it must be in a forum I cannot find or a smokey bar.<br /><img src="http://www.technoracer.com/wolin_eclipse_90_John_Norris_Heartland.jpeg" width="471" height="581"> <br /><img src="http://www.technoracer.com/90-92_gsx_IMSA_International_Sedan.jpeg" width="514" height="414">||65.70.151.123||reg||5||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-21-2003||04:19 PM||||moving to general discussion!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||sk8bored||12-21-2003||07:25 PM||||I think Mike W. from RRE owns these cars now.||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||12-21-2003||11:31 PM||||Why don't you <a href="http://www.davewolin.com/" target="_blank">ask Dave Wolin?</a>||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||jpgvr4||12-22-2003||07:02 PM||||I'm going to. I was hoping to get any comments from the board members that either saw the cars race, photographed them in paddocks, or have seen them up close. It has been almost 15 years since they raced. =)||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||12-22-2003||08:41 PM||||I know one of the eagle tallons that Arcero (sp) is now a rallye car that a shop in Hayward runs in P GT.||24.129.100.225||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||DuckButterRacing GVR4||12-22-2003||10:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sk8bored:<br /><strong> I think Mike W. from RRE owns these cars now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">He actually owns 1, and its way cool.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||66.75.46.181||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes



ubb/Forum3/004024.cgi
A||||0||14bCrazy||Rally Car photo???||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||12-21-2003||05:57 PM||acuradude@msn.com||My 5 year old had his birthday party today and one of his friends got him this. It's built with mega blocks(like lego). I had to build it right away. I toke a photo of it before he messes it up. I tried to talk him into letting me have it but he wouldn't.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2260" alt=" - " />||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum3/004025.cgi
A||||27||Dreis11301||Motorcycles Anyone?||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||12-21-2003||09:49 PM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||Just curious as to if there are any avid riders in the group.  My wife currently owns a Yamaha FZ400, which looks just like the FZ1 just 400cc.  It's a model they never took to the states just Asia and Europe.  I am about to put a down payment on a 2002 Honda RC51.  Been riding for about 4 years now, used to own a Suzuki GS500E, in my opinion the best begginer bike for the money.  If you have pics please post.  I will put up some of my wifes when I get home.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-21-2003||10:02 PM||||i had a CBR 600 until this summer. Rode it across the country...in February  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Yes i'm nuts.  I can't wait to get another bike but the car is taking all my time and money at the moment.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||gvr4x2||12-21-2003||10:14 PM||||I love Bikes and currently own 4<br /> <br />2003 gsxr1000<br />2001 drz400 supermotard pics at <a href="http://www.brownout.com/gallery" target="_blank">www.brownout.com/gallery</a><br />2000 Aprillia rs250 trackday bike<br />1986 Suzuki rg500<br /><br /><br />The Last two are two strokes.  They all have Suzuki motors.  The 500 is a roadgoing version of the Suzuki square 4 gp bike.  It is currently in pieces getting a thorough update/rebuild.<br /><br />-mike||24.218.147.224||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||12-21-2003||10:14 PM||||Dreis, I have an RC51. You will not regret it. I put 10K miles on it in one season last year. Mike Green has some nice bikes as well. We're becoming track junkies.<br /><br />Edit : As I was writing this Mike posted. Hardy harrrr.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.dentsport.com/rc51web2/images/louden2_jpg.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||12-21-2003||10:25 PM||||My Dad has 3 bikes that I can ride whenever I please. I don't ride them too often, but they are nice.  He is a BMW nut. I am not positive on the model years.<br /><br />2001 R1150GS - Nice and smooth<br />2002 K1200RS - Fastest vehicle I have ever driven<br />2000 F650GS, my step-moms bike<br /><br />These are parked next to a 2001 Z06 Vette, he is trying to be young again I think.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||russya||12-21-2003||10:42 PM||||Here's a pic of my old R1 I just sold. Have a deposit on a 2004 R1 so I should be picking it up in a month or so.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2261" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Here's the color my 04 is going to be<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2262" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Not any tracks around here in Utah so I have to settle for really twisty canyons.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000006||jayru||12-22-2003||12:17 AM||||I had a Kawasaki ninja 600R when i lived in FL. I loved cruising to the beach with it. I had several friends who were riders so it was always a blast. <br /><br />When i moved to PA i bought an R1 and loved it. But i had nowhere/no-one to ride with so i sold it after a few months. I miss having a bike but not enough to buy another one now.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||9D1VR4||12-22-2003||12:28 AM||||i had a 2000 R1 sold it 3 weeks ago reason why just like russya im getting the 04R1 hey russya im getting the red one also sweet looking bike cant wait to get mine...kris||198.81.26.75||reg||10||9D1VR4||00002961||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||12-22-2003||12:33 AM||||Man i'd love an R1. You should post pictures when you guys get your 04s||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||gixxer||12-22-2003||01:43 AM||||my bike just got stolen like 2 weeks ago, so i won't have another for quite some time.  i had planned on selling it an getting an RC-51, it looks (and sounds) like such a kick ass bike.||205.158.33.106||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000010||GVR4N||12-22-2003||01:44 AM||||I have been around motorcycles since I was a kid. My Father had a small repair shop in Los Angeles more than 20 years ago. I currently live in Anchorage and I was the only registered Honda Pro Tech in the state but that was 9 years ago. Since then I have been working on DSMs, that's how I got my Galant with the turbo seized for $1200 bucks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />The Honda and Kawasaki dealers send me their overflow of older machines which I do at night and the weekends at my home. Since I am an old dude I have a Kawasaki Concours with luggage an old CBR 1000 and my wife has a VTR 250 Interceptor. I do want something newer though but it needs to be an upright naked bike.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Ron||209.124.134.50||reg||14||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000011||Dreis11301||12-22-2003||05:11 AM||||My choice for a naked bike is definately the SV1000.  Or maybe the Speed Triple.  I really love naked bikes but I can't pass up this sweet ass deal on the RC51.  Here is my wife's FZ400<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2267" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2267&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2268" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2268&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2269" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2269&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />This bike is awesomw considering the size.  There isn't much low end but if you rev her anywhere over 7 grand she takes off.  We haven't done anything to it yet.  She just bought it at the end of July for $1500.  Not bad considering it's a 98 and the guy before us bought it new.  He only put 10000km on it.  Between the two of us we put 6000km on it between August and November.  It is a great bike for her to learn on.  I really like the fact that the Japanese sell these smaller bikes that look just like their bigger brothers.  I can't count the number of times someone on base would pull up next to me and say man that is a cool FZ1.  I would just laugh and ride off.  Sorry for the long post, I got a little carried away.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000012||russya||12-22-2003||08:11 AM||||Hey 9D1VR4 have you been following the Daytona tire test times? The superstock R1 has been as quick or quicker than the superbike Honda's and Suzuki's. Here's a couple links.<br /><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.amasuperbike.com/2003-Dec/e/n031208j.htm" target="_blank">Test times</a> <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.amasuperbike.com/2003-Dec/e/n031209d.htm" target="_blank">Some comments on the R1's times</a><br /><br />I don't know about you but I'm thinking this may be the first bike I don't do any engine work on. My last one dyno'd at 160 whp. Looks like this one may do that stock or maybe with a slip on. It's like a group N rally car that can keep up and sometimes beat WRC cars right off the show room floor....going to be a lot of wrecked bikes this year.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000013||agrabau||12-22-2003||08:21 AM||||That's most likely a result of overlapping restrictions and rules placed on the Superbikes. Power isn't an issue anymore anyway, any liter street bike can be powerful, traction and handling is the new problem.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000014||russya||12-22-2003||08:42 AM||||True, that's why I used the group N and WRC comparison. Those cars were never any differenct really peak power wise. It was how they put the power to the ground that is the difference. Chuck graves that runs the team basically has two different exhaust systems he's testing on them and some R6 fork springs and what not. Basically a very non dialed in package. Also consider that the fork on the CBR and GSXR costs as much as a whole R1. Also you have to keep in mind that the two guys that are faster are the four time champion and bostrom who set a record for wins in a row in world superbike. They are flat out better riders than the Yamaha guys.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000015||russya||12-22-2003||08:57 AM||||Honda thinks power is good for something<br /><br /><a href="http://venus.13x.com/roadracingworld/scripts/NewsInsert.asp?insert=8076" target="_blank">http://venus.13x.com/roadracingworld/scripts/NewsInsert.asp?insert=8076</a><br /><br />That kind of power on a bike is just nuts. That's in the same league as a MotoGP bike.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000016||GVR4N||12-22-2003||10:28 AM||||Chris, I also loved the Speed triple because it was so ugly it had a cool factor to it. since then I like the Kawasaki because it is light, agile and fuel injected but I understand it has handling issues.<br /><br />I went to the Yamaha shop the other day and the had set up the new FZ 600 it was cool looking but too small for my fat a$$.||209.124.134.50||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000017||geoff@machv||12-22-2003||04:51 PM||||I ride too! Been riding for about 15 years. <br /><br />98 GSX-R 750 Polished frame. powdercoated black wheels, newly painted too!<br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000018||Duc Hunter||12-22-2003||08:35 PM||||I run Thunderhill, Sears Point and Laguna Seca every year. I have a TL1000S for track days and fun and commute on a Bandit 1200! I love both but the TL is an animal! I love it for its personality, its sound and its looks. It is VERY fast. <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/22400636/large.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I also dable in taking pictures of motorcycle racing. Check out some of my work here? <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.pbase.com/mrcjb60290/wsbk_laguna_02" target="_blank">Laguna Seca WSBK Races, 2002</a>||24.129.100.225||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000019||9D1VR4||12-23-2003||12:04 AM||||russya yeah i have been following the tire test man the new r1's are sweet man and fast as hell thast all i can say.hey duchunter we should hook up man what and ride bro what part of north bay are ya.my bro is in iraq and i have hi's 02gsxr750 till he gets back.i cant wait to get back on the track next year...let me know whast up o yeah nice work on those pics man great job...kris||198.81.26.75||reg||1||9D1VR4||00002961||yes
Z||000020||curtis||12-23-2003||12:39 AM||||Hey Duc Hunter you may know one of my friends (Don Harward) he moved out to Seattle a few years ago and works for ATT wireless he talks about going down to Thunderhill with his buddies.  Here's a pic of his ride<br /><br />Well shit they want load he's got a dark grey R6 He rides on the raged edge all the time but I guess thats the point.||67.25.39.126||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000021||Colt4G63||12-23-2003||01:05 AM||||i use to own a 98 GSXR750 but sold it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   hopefully if i can get my many projects done and stop throwing money around, ill get another<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000022||atc250r||12-23-2003||11:01 PM||||I've got a (mostly) '86 GSXR 750. It has front brakes from an '86 1100, D&D pipe, jet kit, timing advancer, and a set of wheels and tires from a '92 1100. Other than that it is just an all orginal Gixxer. I haven't gotten to ride it much this past summer (new baby) but I hope to get it out more next year.<br /><br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000023||mitsuvr4||12-24-2003||11:39 AM||||My true joy in life...motorcycling!!<br /><br />Here's my street ride, a Naked SuperHawk.  I originally wanted a Ducati Monster but couldn't afford one or afford the reliablity of owning a Ducati.  So I went Honda and have put on 45K miles in three years with only oil, tires, chain, and sparkplug changes. <br /> <img src="http://www2.bitstream.net/~pilot/bike/chicken.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Sorry for the size.  This was a photo shoot that the local moto safety org used my bike for.<br /><br />For the real fun, check out the link to my race team in my signature.<br /><br />Right now there's a half foot of snow and I can't wait for riding season!!<br /><br />Anyone ever ridden Barber Motorsports down in Alabama?  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.barbermotorsports.com/" target="_blank">http://www.barbermotorsports.com/</a><br /><br />I'm heading there in March and would love to hear some feedback from anyone who's ridden it?||134.29.247.50||reg||10||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000024||Dreis11301||12-24-2003||09:52 PM||||mitsuvr4<br /><br />     Sweet, I like the naked bike seen.  Like how you got rid of the half fairing.  What is the headlight off of?  I was looking around and reading up on the new SR4 monster but it costs to much money and ducs are to tempermental for me.  I like the Japanese bikes due to the fact you can whoop the shit out of them and they beg for more.  sweet bike||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000025||mitsuvr4||12-25-2003||12:49 PM||||Thanks for the compliment on the bike.<br /><br />The headlight is from a 89' Honda Hawk.  I thought I'd keep the parts in the Honda family.||65.27.109.193||reg||10||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000026||TheJackalGT||12-26-2003||02:20 AM||||i have a 92 CBR600, first bike, bought it back in may (03)...<br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000027||MiSTER2||12-26-2003||05:41 AM||||i had few bikes in the past (zzr600, gsxr1100 etc.), right now i'm itching for 04 R1 but just became a father so i have to wait.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2285" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2286" alt=" - " />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum3/004026.cgi
A||||5||CCDSM69||Security Camera Catches Ghost at Palace||||1||||CCDSM69||00001573
Z||000000||CCDSM69||12-21-2003||10:38 PM||lisa@ccdsm.org||<img src="http://www.foxnews.com/images/111163/0_21_122003_ghost1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,106302,00.html" target="_blank">News Story here</a>||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000001||Matticus||12-21-2003||11:29 PM||||I read about that a couple nights ago.  Pretty creepy stuff.  I have a hard time telling my children that there is no such thing as ghosts.  I am not sure I beleive myself.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||12-21-2003||11:37 PM||||Why would a ghost open the doors?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.162.75.12||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||12-22-2003||12:01 AM||||LOL no idea why the ghost wouldn't be able to open doors...supposedly its been on all the major news networks and there is a video at the palace but they refuse to release it.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||10:48 PM||||I don't see what's the big deal about a freakin' ghost over there, they have a zombie as a prince and a crypt keeper lookalike for a queen, not to mention the walking fossils in the parlament.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||12-24-2003||12:32 AM||||The Queens little Corgi dog is the newest ghost. Seeing how Princess Anne's Bull Terrier just ate it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Dog dog, dog eat dog.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum3/004027.cgi
A||||6||atsiauto||starquest w a full T4 TT 3kgt engine ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||12-21-2003||10:54 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||<a href="http://www.starquestclub.com/index.pl?board=bullcrap;action=display;num=1069533402;start=" target="_blank">http://www.starquestclub.com/index.pl?board=bullcrap;action=display;num=1069533402;start=</a>   <img src="http://hometown.aol.com/hotprican/images/dscf0018.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||12-21-2003||11:14 PM||||holly bejesus!!!||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-21-2003||11:46 PM||||Oh hell yea that shit look good....||166.90.116.210||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||12-21-2003||11:46 PM||||Damn.  That engine sure is shiney.  The guy in the post said the owner was tight lipped about the tranny, putting down 8xx HP.  YIKES!  He probably can win any burnout competition.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||Dreis11301||12-22-2003||05:33 AM||||It is amazing what people will do with the right amount of time, money and know how.  Wish I had those three things to be able to carry out a project like that.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-22-2003||08:36 AM||||diznam that is some power and some bling. I"m really curious about the tranny.  Maybe a power glide or something?||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||curtis||12-22-2003||09:03 AM||||If its a glide I'm sure that he built a custom bellhousing but I just wonder what kind of rearend he's runing. Its probably a Ford 9 inch or a big chevy cut way down.||64.159.108.85||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/004028.cgi
A||||22||jonvr4||New Manifold ||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||12-21-2003||11:49 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2264&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2265&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2266&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Here are a few pics of the intake manifold i built. it is for the drag car i am building so the runners are a bit shorter than normal. however i will start building these for street aplications. this manifold tested 60psi of pressure. i had the manifold flange water jet cut so it is a perfect fit. if anyone is interested let me know, i have 4 manifolds that will be done by the first of the year. i am looking for 2 more people to test them. if you are interested, contact me for more info.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||12-22-2003||12:09 AM||||Ill test one.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||jayru||12-22-2003||12:10 AM||||I am definetly intrested in being a guinea pig for this manifold. I just picked up an AGP L2R and want something that will out flow the stocker yet keep the motor streetable.<br /><br />Do you have any idea the cfm of these or the power curve. I.E. the rpm it starts/stops making power?<br /><br />PM me with details, thanks||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||12-22-2003||12:14 AM||||i have no idea. that is why i need guinea pigs. i am sure it is going to flow like 1000 cfm or more. it is open and has good flow shape. if you are interested pm me, and we could talk.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||12-22-2003||12:21 AM||||Jon,<br /><br />Does this manifold fit the stock TB?<br />If it fits (IC piping setup and TB) I'll let you test it on my car.  We can split dyno time between your manifold and the magnus I have.  Even the stocker if we can make it work...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||12-22-2003||12:25 AM||||the manifolds will fit the stock tb. the pictured one will not. it is set up for a 75mm. and the dyno time sounds good to me. let me know.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-22-2003||12:29 AM||||All right.  I'll be back after January 4th and will schedule some dyno time up at MAC.  I was going to anyway to tune my car and hopefully it will be easy to swap over your manifold since the magnus is already on my car. <br /><br />Then you can have some hard data for these nice folks...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||autobahntom||12-22-2003||09:50 AM||||I would be interested also. The intake manifold  is one of the last big pieces that I can install. Was going to try a modified dual runner Cyclone, but yours looks like a nice piece.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||12-22-2003||09:57 AM||||Jon, I'm interested in either buying one or testing one. I'd also be interested in the flange only, if you'd like to sell one of those without the manifold. Either way... <br /><br />I'd prefer the TB to be on the other side of the plenum for mine,if that's possible. Keep me in mind when you decide to sell.. (in mind, in the loop, whatever)||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||Nate||12-22-2003||11:50 AM||||I'll test one of these things.  I'll stick it on my Mirage Turbo.  60-1 and 272s should be able to take advantage of that manifold, and the larger plenum should help lessen the torque hitting so hard and breaking the tires loose so much.||68.83.68.114||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000010||NZGZR4||12-23-2003||06:46 PM||||Now This is what you call a big plenum:<br />  <img src="http://camzr4.orcon.net.nz/Manifold/Manifold%20all%20welded.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />A few more pics at <a href="http://camzr4.orcon.net.nz/Manifold/" target="_blank">http://camzr4.orcon.net.nz/Manifold/</a>||219.88.129.188||reg||1||CamZR4||00000312||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||12-24-2003||12:11 AM||||both manifolds look damn nice. how is the low end torque though?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000012||mitsuvr4||12-24-2003||10:32 AM||||Do NOT send money to this guy!!<br /><br />If you're going to Guinea Pig for him make sure it's for free.<br /><br />It's nice to know Jon can spend time experimenting with new parts and conversing about it but can't deliver or respond to e-mails for products that have been PAID for!!!!<br /><br />Very disappointing.<br /><br />Here's the link:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002527" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002527</a><br /><br />Bad seller...stay away!!!||134.29.244.198||reg||13||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000013||bleck||12-24-2003||01:02 PM||||Wow, join the "I took it in the keister by jonvr4" team!  I was actually thinking that this fool may be gone. Oh, no.  Maybe he has another sinus infection, or maybe the post office sent your stuff back to him.  Only some of the bullshit this guy told me for a month before sending me a 14b with a useless wastegate.  If only you could send someone a can of whipass over the internet.  Enjoy my 100 bucks, player!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000014||iceman69510||12-24-2003||01:10 PM||||Looks like time for Jon to repair his reputation with these guys.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000015||jonvr4||12-24-2003||02:04 PM||||kinda funny that bleck is bitching about getting a good 14b, with zero shaft play, for 100 shipped. hey dick just get another gate, they cost like $5. and mitsu sorry about no responses but my computer was broke and i had access to the internet 1 day a week, and when i saw your emails i sent you a response, and also don't act like you have never been really busy. infact i'll just send your money back to you, thanks for the whinning.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000016||mitsuvr4||12-24-2003||04:14 PM||||November 25, 2003 8:41am<br />Here is the message sent by jonvr4:<br /><br />Subject: strutbar and oil line<br /><br />thanks for payment. sorry i haven't returned any emails or anything, my computer took a digger on me so i have kinda been out of the loop.  anyway i'll be sending them on friday. thanks.<br /><br />Any of that look familiar jon, from a month ago?<br /><br />I understand your computer went down.  Did UPS burn down in your neighborhood as well?<br /><br />I don't need to call names or make excuses.  I paid you, you didn't ship me anything or return e-mails.<br /><br />If you think you're the only one busy...your wrong.  I don't enjoy wasting MY time to track down rip off artists.<br /><br />Hope you get a nice chunk of coal in your stocking.<br /><br />Until I see $135 back in my account you won't be doing any business on this site without me pointing your shady ass out.||134.29.247.50||reg||13||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||12-24-2003||04:44 PM||||Damn it, This board is starting to sound like DSMtalk....<br /><br />Jonvr4 - Please resolve matters with both parties offline asap. Buyers from Jonvr4 - do the same.<br /><br />Harry is right about more and more bad experiences. Something needs to be done asap!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||mrnvit||12-24-2003||05:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CamZR4:<br /><strong> Now This is what you call a big plenum:<br />   <img src="http://camzr4.orcon.net.nz/Manifold/Manifold%20all%20welded.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />A few more pics at  <a href="http://camzr4.orcon.net.nz/Manifold/" target="_blank">http://camzr4.orcon.net.nz/Manifold/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i just got one of these and theyre BIG!!!!||219.89.169.131||reg||1||mrnvit||00002584||yes
Z||000019||bleck||12-24-2003||08:41 PM||||Funny that after hearing endless excuses from your sorry ass, and after sending you paypal on DAY ONE, that it took you a month to send me the piece of shit.  But I'm the dick.  I must say that in the least, I am impressed.  Comical.  I mean, you found a way to call ME a dick when I am actually the one bent over the table taking it from you.  And, since you already knew that I was stupid, and could have solved the problem for $5, why not answer one of my 50 emails and let the dick in on the secret?  Surely an idiot like me would have bought any lie you told me, having given you a $100 gift.  But oh, I forgot, after all, your computer broke.   So here we are, a dick and a lying sack of shit.  Again, enjoy my $100.  You have at least made me appreciate the sellers on this board that posess a high level of character.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000020||Mitsuturbo||12-24-2003||08:44 PM||||wow<br />that looks like a PM that went public somehow||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000021||jonvr4||12-27-2003||01:12 AM||||ok, back to the topic at hand. here is a pic of the manifold that is going to be used for daily drivers. i just got it back so the welds and aluminum look dirty, but here it is.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2292&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2293&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2294" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2294&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000022||RTS182G-VR4||12-27-2003||04:15 PM||||i will test one for you, i can throw it onto the engine i am rebuilding.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes



ubb/Forum3/004029.cgi
A||||7||gvr4ever||90-96 na 300zx question.||||1||||gvr4ever||00000541
Z||000000||gvr4ever||12-22-2003||02:25 AM||||If you own or have owned one, please PM.  I have a simple question about them that I can't get answered on the nissan forums.<br /><br />This really is a nice site for information.  Way better then most car forums.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000001||Fonzo||12-22-2003||03:36 AM||||i have one... dont want to pm   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  so what is it?||63.207.15.52||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||12-22-2003||04:18 AM||||Opps, I read my PM before this post.  PM sent already.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||jayru||12-22-2003||12:00 PM||||When i had my Z i was on TT.net. Most of the guys, im sorry to say, are assholes. They spend more time fighting with each other than they do answering your questions.<br /><br />The final straw with me was when i got the galant. I didn't know about this site, so i posted a thread at TT.net about it. They bashed the car up and down all day, "Nothing is better than the Z" don't waste our time, Bla, bla. Bunch of fu@$in snobs.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||12-22-2003||02:30 PM||||Ya, everyone who owns a Spec V thinks they have the best na 4cyl car on the planet.  <br /><br />I always have liked the Z.  I don't care for the new 350 though.  I found a na 94 5 speed down the road in really nice shape.  I took it for a drive and it is sweet.  The suspention is tight, the brakes are smooth, the tranny is smooth.  It has t-tops and someone already installed a CD head unit to go with the bose speakers.  A nice daily beater I think   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   The car is as clean as my car was at the same miles.  It is rolling at 77K miles and it looks great.  I can't belive it is a 5 speed.  I saw a auto for sale about 4 months ago at the same dealer and I was so disapointed.  I didn't even have the sales guy unlock the door for me.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||12-22-2003||03:40 PM||||Anyone on this list work at a Nissan dealer?  I need to run a vin to see if the t-blet and water pump were ever changed on this thing.<br /><br />Thanks||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||jayru||12-22-2003||08:52 PM||||any nissan dealer will run it for you. You don't need to know anyone.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||12-22-2003||09:48 PM||||Well the one I was shopping at hasn't done it for me yet.  I know they can, but.....<br /><br />It doesn't really matter untill after the holidays anyway.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes



ubb/Forum3/004030.cgi
A||||20||jayru||Just thought i'd start a discussion on intercooler pipes.||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||12-22-2003||12:12 PM||||Everyone always want's big ones. 2 1/4", 2 1/2" But why? Has anyone ever tested the advantages? I just picked up a AGP L2r and the outlet is only 2". It seems silly that i would want pipes bigger than 2" because that is the outlet size of the turbo. <br /><br />What do you guys think?<br /><br />What triggred this thought was looking at the pic of the mitsu rally car. The intercooler pipes are damn small.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||12-22-2003||12:17 PM||||WRC cars have 34mm restrictors on the Throttle body so it makes more sense for them to have small pipes.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||jayru||12-22-2003||12:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> WRC cars have 34mm restrictors on the Throttle body so it makes more sense for them to have small pipes. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">But would i really benifit from larger pipes when the outlet is only 2"? <br /><br />I think most of the gain over stock pipes is the fact that the stockers have terrible bends (restrictive)||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||JAYGVR4||12-22-2003||04:39 PM||||Don't know jack about the science to this, but I would think that the larger the pipes, the less friction the air will have flowing through them, thus less hot air?  I'm sure there's a cutoff to where you could have too big of a set of pipes, which would contribute to pressure drop, and more lag perhaps...<br /><br />As for the rally folks, I imagine they want smaller pipes for less lag and better throttle response...<br /><br />&lt;shrug&gt;||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||12-22-2003||04:45 PM||||Please anyone good with fluid dynamics speak up.  I'm no expert.<br /><br />I do know that the bigger the pipes, the more volume of air.  The more volume, the slower air moves.  This can affect your boost response.<br /><br />Most people use 2.25".  Big setups lean towards 2.5" but not all.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||KenGVR4||12-22-2003||05:59 PM||||At the same time, you want to minimize the number of piping size transitions as well because it disturbs airflow.  My IC has 2.5" inlet/outlet and the throttle body is roughly 2.5", therefore my IC piping is 2.5".<br /><br />Also, the velocity of the air coming out of the turbocharger is a factor too depending if it's subsonic/supersonic airflow.<br /><br />Airflow and fluid flow are two different things as well.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000006||jayru||12-22-2003||08:51 PM||||My theroy was simply that the outlet on the turbo is 2", it can only push a certain amount of air through that opening, so even if i had bigger pipes wouldn't the turbo have to work harder to fill the volume of a say, 2 1/2" pipe. <br /><br />If so then i could just go with 2" pipe and it would remain the same volume. and give me the same gains as 2 1/2"?<br /><br />I am no physics major, so that's why i posted this to see if i am way off. Let me know guys. Thanks||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||Matticus||12-22-2003||09:15 PM||||I wouldn't say the turbo has to work any harder.  It just has more volume to fill.  More volume to fill can add to lag, but will gain more power because of the larger volume of air.  I am sure there is a point where the lag will affect power delivery and make the car slower.  But that will not happen at 2.25, 2.5, or even 3 inches in diameter of pipes.  In a street car, you really won't ever use the maximum potential of the turbo.  That is, unless you are trying to run 25PSI on a 14B or something like that.  What it comes down to with upgraded IC pipes is smoother bends and larger volume of air going into the engine.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000008||Duc Hunter||12-22-2003||09:30 PM||||larger pipes mean less restriction and better ultimate flow. However they also mean more volume to pressurize which means more turbo lag and worse throttle response. Drag guys can run 3-3.5 pipes because they do not care about lag. Rallye/roadrace/street guys would not want to go this big.<br /><br />2-2.5 inch (like RRE�s 2/2.25�) are great street/roadrace/rallye setups. they are far less restrictive than stock, there is a gain at over 300HP for the over 2" pipes vs 2 inch regardless of your turbo outlet.<br /><br />The same goes for intercoolers. The RRE size is about right for roadrace/street/raly. Unless you are heat soaking it stay to this size. The only way to really know if you are heat soaking it is to watch the Air Inlet Temps. My EMS can do this. Drag guys running 35psi and an FP6037 or bigger would heat soak this in a heartbeat! Of course for drag racing an air to water is optimal.||24.129.100.225||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000009||jayru||12-23-2003||12:16 AM||||My goal is low 11's high 10's with the AGP L2r. i'd like to make 450-500 HP. which should be achievable going with a 2 1/4" pipe like the dave brode setup?<br /><br />As opposed to hacking the radiator support up to run 2 1/2" pipes?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||12-23-2003||01:17 AM||||frankly i think low 11s high 10s would be assisted by 2.5" piping.  It's really not that hard with an angle grinder and a sawzall.  I made my 2.5" aluminum piping all myself and kept the stock radiator and AC with a 2-216 core. Minimal bends. Easily adjustable for a changed intake manifold and whatever else you do.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||jayru||12-23-2003||09:04 AM||||Chris<br />"2-216 core" What kind of core is that/who makes it? Where did you find the Aluminum Pipe? How did you roll a bead on it? Any Pics?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||12-23-2003||09:50 AM||||<b>ALRIGHT. This turned into a novel. Read it, ask questions, and then buy your sheit. Maybe someone will sticky it eventually but probably not   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </b><br /><br />My Little FMIC Fun:<br />It's a Spearco Core. 28.5x10.5x3.5 plus endtanks.  I got it from Nate at DSMotorsports with the endtanks already on.  I bought the bends from RRE and burns stainless. I made the aluminum flanges myself here at work. I can make them again although there hasn't been much interest. The welding was done at work however it's really minimal.  Main flange to elbow, BOV flange to pipe.  Cast elbow to compressor housing but you could use a coupler.  Everything else is coupled with no bead at the moment but I will go down to TEC and get it done sometime this winter. It's 30 minutes down the road and my piping wasn't finished (due to new intake mani) until just recently.  If you a make the piping right it will work pretty well. Even with no beads I didn't blow pipes off at 24 psi on the 20g with normal (not tbolt) clamps.<br /><br />3 aluminum 90s plus one tight 90 I did with a cast 90 but you could use a 90 coupler a la shannon kit. 1 foot red 2.5" silicon coupling material from RRE. Slim fan from checker. My turbo has a 90 2" cast elbow facing the driver side with a slight angle to the front and a 2-2.5" coupler from RRE connecting it to the lower IC pipe.<br /><br />The bumper is gone on my car. I have two short sections holding the bumper cover up and foglights in. That's it. If you get in a wreck with any decent sized FMIC good luck.  Personally i feel the partial bumper wouldn't help me but the rest of the car is there to crumple anyway in a bad wreck.  If someone else causes it god help them. If I do it then i'll take responsibility and fix it.  Enough ranting.  My cruise control is gone. My battery is NOT relocated to the trunk but to a small batter in the pass front corner. Works very well. No starting problems at all this winter even in 0 deg weather (unless I leave my lights on)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  .  I have a dejon intake pipe. I am running the MAFT in blow through however the pipes work fine with a stock mas and are easy to mod later for the dejon.  YOu could flair them if you wanted but I just used couplers and there is no problem.<br /><br />Pictures are on my website but i'll dig through and post some so you don't have to load them all. I followed Sam Sayes basic VFAQ on the install and for guidance on where to cut/grind. It's obvious when you start but differs slightly due to everyone's different radiator stock/stock replacement, fluidyne.  My piping goes THROUGH the middle of the AC and PS lines on the driver side.  I just put a big ass tree branch in between them and wedged them apart until there was room.  Hey I didn't have a garage, a working car and it was 100 degrees out in the sun. It worked. You can use any method you like   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   It's also at tight fit between the lower pipe and the external dump from extreme but it does fit. I had to ummmm "clearance" the dump tube. I clearanced it too much but it works.  I'll fix it someday when the new turbo setup is ready.<br /><br />First picture here is the setup when I FIRST did it. I still had the stock TB elbow because I had to get it running. It's just a rubber plumbing coupler jammed on the end of the pipe and up the stock TB elbow. Very restrictive, crappy but it works and got me on the road. You can see the rest of the upper pipe layout from here, the battery in the corner and the K&N squeezing under the IC pipe. BOV *is* routed back in here.<br /> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/engineaug031.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here is the next picture of how big the IC is.  It stretches from one main bumper support to the other with about an 0.5" of clearance, maybe. It's huge. I cut out my slats. You have to cut out at least some stuff.  My car smiles now. I like it. I don't care how you do it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/intercooler1.jpg" alt=" - " />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||12-23-2003||09:56 AM||||Here is the lower pipe. You can see it snake by everything. It's 2.5" and it fits.  If you can make a 3" pipe fit like that i'll personally shake your hand. I didn't think i could so I did 2.5". This pipe is great because it's so tight I don't think you can get it out again   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    But really you don't need beads on this pipe because it's not moving if you cut each end to the right length. It's VERY tight but DOES fit. Yes my heat shield is nasty. I'm getting one of Gabors now lol.<br /> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/iclower.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here is revision 2 of the upper piping. This worked much much better and is sweet. You all have hardon's now.  Yes that really is a maft. j/k. These are the SAME pipes as before except for the 90 into the TB. IT's very close to the Washer bottle but works fine. I put over 5000 miles on this setup before revision 3.  Here you can VERY clearly see the battery and custom tie down I made. I am still using the stock air car with the maf inside removed here and a blockoff plate installed instead of a K&N cone filter. THis was is faster. Seriously though I'm just cheap and this was easy to do. BOV is now *not* vented back into the intake since i'm lazy and had a maft in blowthrough. The BOV and maft are far enough that there are no problems.  You can see I had to cut the sheet metal a tiny bit on the front of the car. You don't have to do this. I'm dumb and just did it because I had to have the car running the first time I did it. It will work without doing this. The other hose on the intake is to seal the BOV vent hole. I'm damn lazy and still haven't just bought a plug. That works fit while looking ghetto. It'll get changed someday soon, maybe, probably not, unless Kibo does it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/maft.jpg" alt=" - " />  <br /><br />Okay i'm getting tired of writing. I should do work. Haha. Okay here is revision 3 with the magnus intake manifold. I'll point out a few things and let ya'll read this since i'm the only one to see it's longness right now.<br /> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/engine120203.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here is a full length shot of the final (i hope) iteration of my upper piping. Lower piping still hasn't changed, thank god. Note the cheap pep boys intake. Hey what are you going to do at 8:55pm on a sunday when pepboys is 10 minutes away and closes in 5. Speed and buy a ricer intake because you forgot to get the K&N to replace your cheapness from before. READ: piping sits lower now and hollowed out stock aircan doesn't fit anymore. I do have pretty colored vacuum caps now though that LAUNCH off the TB without zipties. Wonder how i figured that out?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/newicpiping.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Here is the final picture and story. The TB is now farther toward the passenger side so I cut my pretty pipe and put a CAPC (cheap ass plumbing coupler) on it. It works but will be rewelded soon. I just don't have a welder in my fiance's parents garage. But hey it's better than the hot sun in august and no garage and getting really sunburned from working without a shirt like a dumbass. Also note the STILL close position of the piping to the Washer bottle. YOu can leave it there and it's fine or relocated it. I don't care. You can even get rid of it if you never drive in bad weather or mud puddles. Note all the sweet uncut zipties in my engine bay. Now at least they are cut shorter but hey, i'm a DSMer alright?<br /> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/throttlebody.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Whewww i'm tired.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||12-23-2003||02:51 PM||||<img src="http://www.thespark.com/graphics/drool.gif" alt=" - " />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||jayru||12-23-2003||06:28 PM||||Damn, Chris, way beyond the call of duty; thanks man.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000016||tplesko||12-23-2003||07:40 PM||||No problem.  Anytime someone asks now just link this thread  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000017||tplesko||12-29-2003||07:42 PM||||bump...If you still need a FMIC read this||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000018||howard_GVR4||12-30-2003||02:30 AM||||Be careful with that CAPC, a local guy almost died when he used a fernco plumbing coupler on his IC piping and it blew at 140mph.  The motor rocked back so violently that it busted the rear motor mount off the block, then the driveshaft angle was all wonky and the transfer case exploded in half.  The driveshaft swung around and lodged itself up in the passenger side wheelwell, and the car miraculously came to a halt unscathed.  <br /><br />Anyways, nice work, my IC piping is following the same evolution as yours.  How do you like the MAFT?||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000019||tplesko||12-30-2003||01:06 PM||||CAPC is only temporary til I hookup with Kibo to get the silicon he ordered for me. I know they suck and don't run big boost through them but they are fine if you keep an eye on them  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I like the MAFT. I don't love it like some people but it works well and is doing the job for me until I figure out what engine management is going to take me to the level I want.||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000020||G-GSX Turbo||01-01-2004||03:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> My goal is low 11's high 10's with the AGP L2r. i'd like to make 450-500 HP. which should be achievable going with a 2 1/4" pipe like the dave brode setup?<br /><br />As opposed to hacking the radiator support up to run 2 1/2" pipes? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I ran a T64E on My Stang last year. If you're not familiar with this turbo it is a Precision unit and it uses a T66 Wheel modified to fit a TO4E housing which have a 3" In/ 2" Out. <br /><br />I set up the piping with 2.5" Before the IC and 3" Outlet to the TB. On 8psi it ran 11.77 un-tuned with a damaged turbo. I parked the car for the remainder of the year but it would have ran mid to high 10s on about 15psi. So for your set-up and desired power level I would say run a 2.5" Turbo to IC and strongly consider a 3" IC to TB. Providing the TB is of adequate size (70MM+) of course.<br /><br />Before this set up I had twin GN T3s and ran dual 2.5" Pipes from the turbos to the IC and then 3" Outlet to the TB. On 12psi I ran 10.71 and 128.51MPH.<br /><br />Basicly it boils down to power level. 500HP or less, 2.5" Discharge from the IC and 2.25" Inlet is exceptable.<br /><br />The advantages of a larger turbo to IC pipe would have to be determined by testing.<br /><br />I used 2.25" Turbo to IC Piping and 2.5" IC to TB on the G-GSX.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum3/004031.cgi
A||||2||91E39A||hey allah, outkast||||1||||91E39A||00000762
Z||000000||91E39A||12-22-2003||01:03 PM||sansuchat@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.liquidgeneration.com/poptoons/saddam_outkast.asp" target="_blank">http://www.liquidgeneration.com/poptoons/saddam_outkast.asp</a><br /><br />clever.<br /><br />-dan s.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||12-22-2003||01:35 PM||||That was great!!!!! You this kind of stuff all the time but this one is funny as hell. Thanks for posting it.||162.83.81.31||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||12-22-2003||10:36 PM||||Funny as hell! LOL maybe cause that outkast video cracks me up too!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes



ubb/Forum3/004032.cgi
A||||16||agrabau||Ebay finds of the day||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-22-2003||02:34 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2449544042&category=6352" target="_blank">hits real nice</a> <br /><br /><br />I like this one.. honestly. I think it's toiiight.<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2448630652&category=6256" target="_blank">clean honda</a> <br /><br />This is class. Yellow interior is the next trend according to major manufacturers. Be the first. <br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2448469806&category=6163" target="_blank">Nothing cavalier about it</a> <br /><br /> My engine compartment has more zip ties than home depot, my right rear brake caliper appears to be frozen and my strut brace is on backwards:<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2449014910&category=5335" target="_blank">28k invested</a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-22-2003||02:38 PM||||I like the SI too....love the wheels/vehicle color combo...||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||driftntouge||12-22-2003||03:00 PM||||I was looking at the SI as well the other day.  Awesome car, but Im sure that took a serious check to build...||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||12-22-2003||03:45 PM||||Well bimmubishi I give you premission to buy me that civic for christmas.  I knew you would know what I wanted  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||Dreis11301||12-22-2003||04:57 PM||||That guy did a great job hiding the stereo wires on the Eclipse  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    I must give credit to the Acura with the stuck brakes.  Nice stereo install, at least for what the pictures disclose.  Cavilier is just plain nauseating.  When you advertise your car as Fast and Furious you have issues.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||12-22-2003||05:04 PM||||Katie, too late. <br /><br />I already bought you a silver IS300.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4us||12-22-2003||05:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Katie, too late. <br /><br />I already bought you a silver IS300. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I knew you would come through.....it'll be just like the lexus commercial I'll look out the window and it'll have a big red bow on it....Your so sweet.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000007||Lucky13||12-22-2003||06:42 PM||||Hondata plastic intake gasket ( cooler intake temps )?!?!?!? I'm gonna have to look into something like this for DSM guys...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.158.249.111||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||12-22-2003||09:11 PM||||From what I have read it works. Check hondata.com for details. Actually, a phenolic spacer does the same thing....Check Forrester Racing||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||12-23-2003||12:21 AM||||"rims and tires cost $800 a piece"......lmfao  <img src="http://www.teamnabr.com/ubbpub/graemlins/rofl.gif" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||megaice||12-23-2003||01:36 AM||||You can get focals with Toyo proxes for $600 for the set.||12.20.58.68||reg||10||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||12-23-2003||08:57 AM||||This is the worst listing I've seen. I don't think there's a modecum of truth in the entire add. <br /><br />It's located in Miami yet the landscape is clearly not. It's got Michigan plates.. <br /><br />the rest speaks for itself. <br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2449751314&category=6056" target="_blank">BMW Mini Cooper Pt </a>||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||12-23-2003||10:08 AM||||um that's not even the right car. Holy crap!||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||udriveu||12-23-2003||10:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> This vehicle has no  <b>current</b>  collision damage </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Very smoooooth, I almost missed that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||12-23-2003||06:51 PM||||Haha, says it also has a BMW 6 cylinder under the hood.  What an ass-clown of a seller.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||Forced Style||12-24-2003||05:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Lucky13:<br /><strong> Hondata plastic intake gasket ( cooler intake temps )?!?!?!? I'm gonna have to look into something like this for DSM guys...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.automotosports.com" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com</a> <br /><br />phenolic spacer comes with the forrester manifold, but you can buy them seperate, my brother got one last month, like $90 i think with hardware, dont remember exactly, you'll have to email them or call to get it seperate though..<br />very nice, he likes it.||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000016||Ryan Carey||12-26-2003||07:18 PM||||Anyone notice the flat tire  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Man I just love it when ricers color code their interior with ducktape shades of grey.  Check out the ducktape floormat.  Looks like construction paper  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes



ubb/Forum3/004033.cgi
A||||28||galantvr4us||Would your galant make it up this||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||12-22-2003||05:27 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||or any car for that matter.  This developer needs to be fired.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/steephome.JPG" alt=" - " />  <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/steephome2.JPG" alt=" - " /><br />  <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/steephome3.JPG" alt=" - " />  <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||12-22-2003||05:31 PM||||wtf? looks like that development was made for humvee owners only, what a bunch of morons!||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||12-22-2003||05:31 PM||||Would that even pass a housing inspection?  It seems to me that it's too severe an angle, and in cold weather would be akin to a bobsled chute.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||12-22-2003||05:34 PM||||Katie is that in STL?  My dad's driveway is very steep but still not as bad as that! That's rediculous.  His driveway is almost as steep as the first one but leads to a drive around back garage so you aren't pulling right in.||162.18.115.211||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||12-22-2003||05:34 PM||||that or a batmobile takeoff ramp||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||crucible||12-22-2003||05:49 PM||||That looks dumb and stupid<br />My .02||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||4drwhore||12-22-2003||05:49 PM||||Believe it or not this is the only way the houses would pass inspection. Mainly due to the base flood elevation of the area and with the street being at a certian elevation relevant to the local flood maps and zones it's more cost efficient to build the houses like this then to raise the land to stay at a certain elevation or end up having to get flood zone insurance and so forth.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||12-22-2003||05:54 PM||||in other words they put some lipstick on that pig huh?||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||galantvr4us||12-22-2003||06:05 PM||||Yea they have a bunch of houses like this around the area because a bunch of flood planes and such.  Silly in my opinon-if it floods that much I wouldn't want to live near the area.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000009||KenGVR4||12-22-2003||06:07 PM||||I think you have to own the General Lee or K.I.T.T. to get into that garage.<br /><br />Would you rather be Michael Knight, or the Duke boys???||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000010||Lucky13||12-22-2003||06:35 PM||||Good way to keep kids with lowriders out of your neighborhood. Now they just need some of those wicked speedbumps.||68.158.249.111||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000011||galantvr4us||12-22-2003||06:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Lucky13:<br /><strong> Good way to keep kids with lowriders out of your neighborhood. Now they just need some of those wicked speedbumps. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Least my city did something cool-made speedbumps illegal...I think they can only be put in neighborhoods if that....<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000012||curtis||12-22-2003||07:16 PM||||Bet if you backed in you could do some serious awd lanches out of the garage.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.34.179||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000013||LunarShadow||12-22-2003||07:22 PM||||It's not so much how steep they are, but the angle that the driveway meets the sidewalk. Yeah they are steep, but most cars would simply find themselves wedged on the front and rear bumpers.<br /><br />Maybe, just maybe, there is simply some places we should not build houses? Am I crazy to think so?<br /><br />Reminds me of how people weep when their coastal home gets flattened by a hurricane.  Or when a mountain side abode is crushed by a land slide. They all muse about their unfortunate situation. Wah! cry me a friggin' river. MORONS!<br /><br />Sometimes humanity is appaling.  Those pictures are just plain insulting! Thanks Katie for snuffing my faith once again    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   .||172.167.140.143||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000014||hibrn8||12-22-2003||07:42 PM||||anybody want to go snowboarding??/<br /><br />that house would sure appeal to any people that have young kids....go sledding out of the garage...<br /><br />And Terren could drop in on this and get some mad speed on his board lol....||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000015||kartorium31||12-22-2003||07:49 PM||||Screw that, you could just jump off the roof instead of getting speed out the garage.  The landing is plenty steep.  That angle is way crazy though.  I don't see how any car could go up the driveway without scraping.||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000016||Ian M||12-22-2003||07:56 PM||||H-O-L-Y S-H-I-T! That doesnt even look real-unbeliveable. You would need rollers on the bumpers just to get on and off that "ramp" from the sidewalk..then you gotta make it over the edge of the ramp into the garage...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />Even crazier than the developers building something like that is that someone is probably chomping at the bit to pay $300,000+ for that engineering marvel..||129.71.114.254||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000017||GREENVR4||12-22-2003||08:41 PM||||you  could do some serious skateboarding there,heck, you already have the half pipe with two houses like that facing each other!||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000018||gvr4ever||12-22-2003||09:57 PM||||I think I will open up a transmission shop down the road.<br /><br />That should be a sound investment.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000019||dlpinckney||12-22-2003||10:05 PM||||Damn that is nuts.  I think my freaking Toyota 4x4 would darn near "high-center" trying to pull into the garage...!!!!  I can't imagine what in the world those people do in the snow.  You would need a freaking lift or at least a tow rope to get up to your house - let alone trying to walk/slide/roll down to get your mail.  Is that near you Katie?  How much are those houses going for...just out of curiosity???||65.179.73.176||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000020||Eclipse182||12-22-2003||10:25 PM||||I dunno how bad winters are there, but if there anything like the Northeast, then how the hell do you snow blow the driveway?! I just keep picturing one of those big ass snowblowers(youd need one to get up that driveway) flying down the driveway end over end. Or better yet, what about the people with ride-on lawnmowers in that yard? Thats gotta be an adventure.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.195.184.41||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000021||agrabau||12-22-2003||10:26 PM||||Katie, I want to read more about that. Where can I? It just blows my mind. I'd have a great Christmas if I could see a pic of a car pulling out of one of those garages. <br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000022||Eclipse182||12-22-2003||10:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I'd have a great Christmas if I could see a pic of a car pulling out of one of those garages. <br /><br />Alex </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lol I dont think the people pulling out of the garage would.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.195.184.41||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000023||RayH||12-23-2003||12:16 AM||||You can practice rappelling down the driveway.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000024||megaice||12-23-2003||03:15 AM||||Need Sherpas just to get you up that||209.219.209.68||reg||10||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000025||spoulson||12-23-2003||08:38 AM||||Not just cars, but PEOPLE have to walk up that.  About five houses down, I'm sure there's a mailman suffering cardiac arrest.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000026||Evilnissan||12-23-2003||10:58 AM||||My friends drive way is like that.. ill try to go take some pics....||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000027||coop||12-23-2003||06:50 PM||||Ok so I get my buddys rock crawler and drive it home, then the prroblem arrise's. I can clear the grade but the f***ing truck is to tall to get into the garage. I woould like to take the general and start acroos the street and gun just so I can see if I can make it through the other side.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000028||bleck||12-24-2003||04:56 AM||||That proves it.  There's a sucker for every seat... or home.  Whoever spends their hard-earned money on that is either a whole lot smarter than the rest of us, or deserves it.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum3/004034.cgi
A||||2||Louters91GVR4||HELP, anyone have a crank/underdrive pulley???||||2||||Louters91GVR4||00000624
Z||000000||Louters91GVR4||12-22-2003||05:34 PM||louters18@hotmail.com||Hello friends,<br /><br />anyone have a spare crank pulley laying around I could buy from you that would be a DELIGHT. Both my a/c and power steering/alterator belts fell of saturday night, and I didn't know why. I found out when I tried to put them back on and tighten everything down. Came right back off. Oh well, let me know. Thanks.<br /><br />Tom||216.153.165.31||reg||2||Louters91GVR4||00000624||yes
Z||000001||galantvr4us||12-22-2003||05:36 PM||||I have one....just pm me an offer.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000002||#258||12-22-2003||06:55 PM||||Have 2, pay shipping and its yours||68.196.3.48||reg||1||#258||00000439||yes



ubb/Forum3/004035.cgi
A||||3||Bigfoot200200||Brett Farve||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||12-23-2003||12:28 AM||||Wow, put up 4 TDs, 311 YDs in the first half. Total 399 yds, 0 interceptions, QB rating 158.4<br />And his dad died yesterday. He's always been fun to watch, but tonight I got tears. Great man, with a great heart.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000001||chadhayashi||12-23-2003||01:05 AM||||My girlfriend was 27 points behind in the semi-final round of her fantasy league, w/ only Favre left to play. <br /><br />She won by 5 points and is in her leagues Superbowl.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||12-23-2003||09:00 AM||||As a Packer fan of most of my years, he still has the capacity to amaze.  He really did rise to the occasion this time.||12.1.210.225||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||12-23-2003||12:31 PM||||Not bad for a country boy. Too bad they can't pronounce anything correctly down here:<br /><br />Favre = "farv"?<br />Kiln = "the kill"? (Favre is from Kiln, MS.)<br /><br />Sad about his dad. I think Farvr's play was what you would call 'inspired'.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/004036.cgi
A||||7||Akidosigh1||florida people||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||12-23-2003||10:59 AM||||what is there to do down here? I'm in coral springs right now sitting in the house. I'm bored. i don't have a car to drive right now but i can get one. i need some suggestions...||12.164.35.199||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||12-23-2003||11:12 AM||||What are you doing in the house? The weather's beautiful today! Borrow a bike, and go down by the beach. Or, rent a kayak and paddle some of the rivers. I live here for this time of year!||67.34.24.222||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||12-23-2003||12:01 PM||||I love this weather down here, its really nice out...Coral Springs isn't too far from where I am in Miami...Take a drive to South Beach or Bayside Market (shops, food, casino cruises  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  ) they are probably just over an hours drive away.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||12-23-2003||12:10 PM||||All I really do is work, party, find females to "hang out" with and street race.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||Lucky13||12-23-2003||12:59 PM||||Watch out for the blue hairs and the fuzz...this time of year is hell for natives. Be safe...don't come out til after dark. The old ones can't see during the day....even worse at night so they go in doors.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Plus the police have a car about every mile making things worse.||68.153.125.52||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||12-23-2003||03:23 PM||||of course the weather is nice right now. 70s is perfect compared to 30 as a high back in MD/DC. My sister bought us freshwater fishing licenses but I'm not really a fisher. I just go so my father doesn't have to be alone. so i've done that a little. Yesterday, We drove to cape coral on the gulf side to look at houses. they were alright i guess. <br /><br />People can't drive down here. DC is one of the worst traffic areas in the country and i hate driving down here. also, I would have more fun down here if I was aloud to spend my money. I have to buy my new engine when I get back so i can't really spend too much while I'm here. I am going to Miami before I leave. Other than that, I have some christmas shopping to do and nothing else.||12.164.35.199||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||12-23-2003||03:36 PM||||stop by active autowerke, in miami.  tell them you are a really good friend of mine, they will probably take you out for a ride where you gotta change your shorts.  then, they will probably buy you dinner.  tell sandra not to stand in front of any mirrors, then duck.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Akidosigh1||12-23-2003||04:12 PM||||i might have to do that||12.164.35.199||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/004037.cgi
A||||9||RayH||IS430||||1||||RayH||00000094
Z||000000||RayH||12-23-2003||01:30 PM||rhsiao@ix.netcom.com||<a href="http://autoweek.com/cat_content.mv?port_code=autoweek&cat_code=reviews&loc_code=index&content_code=00159528" target="_blank">IS430  prototype</a>||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000001||galantvr4us||12-23-2003||01:55 PM||||Yea there has been talk of this for a few years.  They even have been throwing around a possibility of a supercharged all wheel drive version-that was two years ago.  That would be sweet.  <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000002||slugsgomoo||12-23-2003||07:15 PM||||i love the nifty boosted IS300's that a bunch of people have.<br /><br />i think is300.net....<br /><br />The 2JZ-GE is a very capable engine, even if you do have to add the turbo manifold.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||12-26-2003||01:38 PM||||I want i want i need||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||galantvr4us||12-26-2003||01:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slugsgomoo:<br /><strong> i love the nifty boosted IS300's that a bunch of people have.<br /><br />i think is300.net....<br /><br />The 2JZ-GE is a very capable engine, even if you do have to add the turbo manifold.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes I want to eventually go this route.  Right now I am planning on purchasing one (is300)-lowering and putting some 18s on it...then when I get some miles on it and I want to put a turbo kit on it that will get me around 450 horsepower.<br /><br />THis has been my dream for about 2-2 1/2 years and since the galant is no longer I can do it.  I haven't decided to build my own turbo kit for it or buy one...I really need to learn how to weld because that would be the determining factor right there.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||12-26-2003||03:00 PM||||I put a down payment on an IS when I worked at lexus then backed out. I have the same plan as you katie.. dropped, 18's, turbo kit and everything nice.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||12-26-2003||03:06 PM||||Here's the manifold from the TBKO kit that i helped my friend install. <br /><br />It's a to4e turbo with external gate, 550cc injectors etc.. <br /><br />something like 420whp at 17psi  (the kit comes with a compression-lowering headgasket. <br /><br />No problems with it yet but I think that the manifold is a little "cheap"<br /><br />AL <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2287&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||galantvr4us||12-26-2003||04:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Here's the manifold from the TBKO kit that i helped my friend install. <br /><br />It's a to4e turbo with external gate, 550cc injectors etc.. <br /><br />something like 420whp at 17psi  (the kit comes with a compression-lowering headgasket. <br /><br />No problems with it yet but I think that the manifold is a little "cheap"<br /><br />AL <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2287&width=400" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Al,<br /><br />If I am to go with that kit I will most likely take your advice and buy a tubular header for a supra.<br /><br />The thing that scares me is that the kits still have some bugs that are being worked on. Hopefully when I am ready to purchase they will be worked out.  <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||12-26-2003||05:12 PM||||Katie, call or email my friend Bill and he can give you some details on it. Also, HCCHAN (his name is Henry) on <a href="http://www.is300.net" target="_blank">www.is300.net</a> is a friend of mine who has the kit on his car and he can give you feedback on it like we talked about before. I think you're right on with that manifold idea. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||galantvr4us||12-26-2003||05:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> Katie, call or email my friend Bill and he can give you some details on it. Also, HCCHAN (his name is Henry) on <a href="http://www.is300.net" target="_blank">www.is300.net</a> is a friend of mine who has the kit on his car and he can give you feedback on it like we talked about before. I think you're right on with that manifold idea. <br /><br />AL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea I had a big list of questions written down and I somehow lost it.  Just haven't had time to look for it working 20 out of 21 days and I just don't feel like doing anything... I'll definately email in the next week.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes



ubb/Forum3/004038.cgi
A||||14||devtsikev||gvr4 trunks...||||1||||devtsikev||00000249
Z||000000||devtsikev||12-23-2003||02:16 PM||luckee14@hotmail.com||who else hates the setup with the spare tire sticking out?  that just irritates me.||12.30.156.36||reg||1||devtsikev||00000249||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-23-2003||02:20 PM||||Yeah, they should have just mounted it on the back, like on an SUV.  What the hell were they thinking?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||12-23-2003||02:21 PM||||Huh, what spare tire?  One can of fix a flat and a AAA membership here.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-23-2003||02:34 PM||||You can't possibly make fun of a Galant's trunk size after seeing the hatch of a 1g AWD. Those things are so funny its ridiculous. I think Miatas have more space..<br /><br />When I go to the track, I put one of the slicks in the spare tire recess, and the other two on top to either side. Thats space enough for me.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||TAMBLERAMBLE||12-23-2003||03:04 PM||||What is ridiculous is that the third word in my sentence doesn't have any e's in it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.33.160.93||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||12-23-2003||03:12 PM||||I have a full size spare in my trunk because of different tire sizes on the car.  That makes it even worse.||12.1.210.225||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||gvr4ever||12-23-2003||05:01 PM||||Take a look at a GS-T Spyder and then complain.<br /><br />If you want more space, convert your car to FWD remove all that crap drivetrain just taking up space and then cut out that bump in your trunk and reweld a flat trunk.  Then you will have more space.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000007||meshwork||12-23-2003||06:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> You can't possibly make fun of a Galant's trunk size after seeing the hatch of a 1g AWD. Those things are so funny its rediculous. I think Miatas have more space..<br /><br />When I go to the track, I put one of the slicks in the spare tire recess, and the other two on top to either side. Thats space enough for me.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So, uh, where's the fourth slick go?||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000008||marvinmadman123||12-23-2003||06:14 PM||||I also have a TT stealth, every seen that trunk  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   cant fit anything but a bag of dog food in there  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000009||number3||12-23-2003||06:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by devtsikev:<br /><strong> who else hates the setup with the spare tire sticking out?  that just irritates me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hated it so much I changed it.  Now I have a nice flat truck floor with storage underneath.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000010||slugsgomoo||12-23-2003||07:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> Huh, what spare tire?  One can of fix a flat and a AAA membership here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">dude, as someone who used to have to deal with that stuff, don't.<br /><br />Every time you use fix-a-flat (or related products) you are looking at a much more costly bill to repair the tire. At least you were at the shop i work at.<br /><br />The problem is that fix-a-flat is an extremely dangerous agent, and can actually explode the tire while you're removing it (any sparks nearby, heated environment, etc.). It's an incredibly flamible compound. We charged a hefty price premium because of that.<br /><br />anyhow.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000011||Minjin||12-24-2003||06:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tambleramble:<br /><strong> What is ridiculous is that the third word in my sentence doesn't have any e's in it    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />As for the fourth wheel/tire, the back seat. Where else??<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000012||16GVR4||12-24-2003||02:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by devtsikev:<br /><strong> who else hates the setup with the spare tire sticking out?  that just irritates me. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hated it so much I changed it.  Now I have a nice flat truck floor with storage underneath.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So Harry, where do you put your spare ? Or you simply carry a can of fix-a-flat ?||209.213.198.25||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000013||SPEEDFIEND||12-24-2003||02:45 PM||||Harry doesn't need fix-a-flat or a spare.  His galant is always on a trailer.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||206.214.57.41||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000014||number3||12-25-2003||11:58 AM||||If the destination is more than 60+ mins a way I DO tow the car. My truck is very nice to drive. <br /><br />But to answer your question I do carry a can of fix A flat but I also carry a AAA plus card. AAA is the way to go. The spare is not the same size as the wheels and tires I run now anyway.<br /><br />Harry||65.168.188.67||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/004039.cgi
A||||0||sleeper||Attn. GVR4458||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||12-23-2003||03:20 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Eric, <br />Empty your PM box, it's full.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/004040.cgi
A||||28||number3||We need a new Member's Ride||||14||||number3||00000186
Z||000000||number3||12-23-2003||04:36 PM||||We need a new Member's Ride.<br /><br />Who is going to step up?||68.80.9.221||reg||14||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000001||ayvr4||12-23-2003||04:59 PM||||maybe one day when 573 is running 10's   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.199.233||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||05:09 PM||||how do you upload pics though?||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||12-23-2003||05:22 PM||||I've been wanting to submit mine, but it won't be ready to spring, at least....||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||12-23-2003||05:27 PM||||I'm in. ?||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||4G63_GSR||12-23-2003||05:37 PM||||my car isn't good enough...||12.30.156.36||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-23-2003||07:38 PM||||I'll do mine if anyone is interested  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||Ash||12-23-2003||08:02 PM||||ahh, do the Bimmishi!  It's an engineering achievement that's for sure, I'd like to see how certian things were "swapped around" like the radiator pipes (pointing at the firewall), inlet mani, etc||203.46.117.4||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000008||229of1000||12-23-2003||08:48 PM||||I would like mine to be.  <br /><br />But it won't be running for, oh, two weeks.  Then I can provide new pictures.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000009||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||09:52 PM||||I'll take pics of my bits'o sushi ( as I call it) tomorrow, if you think they're worth it, put them on.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000010||nrvous||12-23-2003||10:00 PM||||I would need to get some pictures of the car.  Now that the snow has dropped, it is tucked in nicely under a cover for the winter.  If we have a freakishly warm weekend, I might get a few shots of the car to post up.  Put me down for a springtime listing otherwise.<br /><br />-steve<br />187/1000<br />199/1000<br />223/1000||24.24.55.140||reg||1||nrvous||00001364||yes
Z||000011||atc250r||12-23-2003||10:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> ahh, do the Bimmishi!  It's an engineering achievement that's for sure, I'd like to see how certian things were "swapped around" like the radiator pipes (pointing at the firewall), inlet mani, etc </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second that!!<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000012||GVR$in||12-26-2003||01:44 PM||||cough cough..  <img src="http://www.geeride.com/images/GRIDE1s.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||12-29-2003||07:40 PM||||any decision?||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||12-29-2003||07:41 PM||||Me! Me!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||Ash||12-29-2003||07:57 PM||||a poll perhaps?||203.221.153.121||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000016||number3||12-29-2003||08:05 PM||||Why not this car and its owner? <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004057" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004057</a><br /><br /><br />It is not a contest just a way to share (show-off) your car.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||udriveu||12-29-2003||08:14 PM||||I didn't think this was a contest. If someone wants to do it, then step up. Its not like it's GVR4 of the month or something. I don't think they're stressed on bandwidth here, why not do more than one?||64.252.101.198||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000018||GREENVR4||12-29-2003||08:56 PM||||my green bits'o sushi <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2330&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />I'll post some more pics when I have a chance||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000019||Marty||12-29-2003||09:18 PM||||My  GVR-4 #34/1000 at VIR. With my old set up it made 417 awd hp and 426ft pounds @26 psi.<br />Marty<br /><br /><a href="http://ramsites.net/~millerjw/MartyG_Desktop_03.jpg" target="_blank">http://ramsites.net/~millerjw/MartyG_Desktop_03.jpg</a>||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000020||mj_rosenfeld||12-30-2003||03:09 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2335&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2336&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2337&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Above pix are of 943 Street Mod in fighting trim for autocross work.<br />Below is car on street tires.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2338&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000021||GVR4458||12-30-2003||03:35 PM||||Mike,<br /><br />I don;t know why you ever switch to street tires.  I see honda's rolling around on wide, low-profile tires all the time.  I think the term is 'da bom' or something similar.  You oughta try it.  You'd attract a whole new set of fans...<br /><br />EH||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000022||mj_rosenfeld||12-30-2003||05:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> I don;t know why you ever switch to street tires. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Them are sticky and very lightweight Hoo$iers. Although they are DOT rated, they wouldn't last a week on the street. But _goddamn_ do they stick to pavement! Hell they stick to each other if you stack 'em for more than 20 minutes. Racing on them is as addicting as crack -- you will never want to use anything else.<br />Those 16x10 wheels and 275/45 tires were sort of an expensive experiment. I'd been using 245/45/16 Kumho and then Hoosier tires, but the weight of the car was such that the tires were easily overdriven and wore quickly. I got the notion to try these after looking at what other 3200+ lb cars run on. I have to say the experiment was a success.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000023||chadhayashi||12-31-2003||01:01 AM||||Mike, you must get ZERO bodyroll. That would rub so bad.<br /><br />#34/1000 is hot. Nice pic.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000024||agrabau||12-31-2003||09:33 AM||||It looks like you could get different offset wheels to push them in more and maintain the same width. Are those Bassett or Diamond wheels? I was looking at those myself. Mike, your car would look nasty with Jun overfenders.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000025||number3||12-31-2003||11:30 AM||||I would like to drive your car with those tires, Mike. How can this be setup? Or maybe I should get a set myself...<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000026||mj_rosenfeld||12-31-2003||06:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> It looks like you could get different offset wheels to push them in more and maintain the same width. Are those Bassett or Diamond wheels? I was looking at those myself. Mike, your car would look nasty with Jun overfenders.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The backside dimension was 5.5 inches, so an offset of about 12-13 mm. Can't push them in any farther because there would be no room to turn the wheels. The inside fender well would interfere with steering (bad for autocrossing). In fact, I have to remove the molding behind the front fender because the tire hits it when steering. Springs are quite stiff, 425/375 f/r and rear bar is 25 mm to minimize roll. I also had to raise the car back up to stock ride height for the obvious reason. I actuall toalked to a body shop about trimming the fenders to allow lowering. The fronts are easy. The rears would cost a lot due to the close door clearance and mostly due to the fact that the unibody ties into the rear fenders near the fender lip.<br /><br />Harry, come on out to some autocrosses, you can co-drive. SCCA Ohio Valley Region. We just got a tentative schedule but I don't have it handy. I can send that to you if you want.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.198||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000027||Duc Hunter||01-06-2004||04:44 AM||||Did we make a pick? I could throw my hat into the ring?||64.81.58.95||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000028||number3||01-06-2004||08:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by mj_rosenfeld:<br /><strong> [QUOTE]<br />Harry, come on out to some autocrosses, you can co-drive. SCCA Ohio Valley Region. We just got a tentative schedule but I don't have it handy. I can send that to you if you want.<br />Mike R. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, please.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/004273.cgi
A||||3||mcastanares||new owner of 941/1000||||1||||mcastanares||00002941
Z||000000||mcastanares||01-13-2004||12:32 PM||mcastanares@comcast.net||i just picked up 941/1000 last nite..the PO was my friends older brother who replaced the vr4 with a new audi...so far, the car has GAB strut towers and shocks...some sort of springs, CM clutch, HKS EVC....is there anything you guys reccomend i do to the car other than the usual maintenance deal...car is clean both interior and exterior...i will try to get pics up this week...anyone in socal willing to look the car over with me, i dont know too much about DSMs yet..||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-13-2004||12:37 PM||||you're in the right place, welcome!, just ask and you shall receive the answer.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||DsmSeifer||01-13-2004||12:44 PM||||Welcome <br /><br />Yes there is a wealth of knowledge here.The people here have helped me alot. Most of them will bend over backwards to help you.||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-13-2004||01:24 PM||||welcome! you will love the car.  In addition to asking questions here, we have a large knowledge base in the "Search" function in the top right corner of the page. Good luck.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/004042.cgi
A||||5||Dreis11301||What a Deal HAHA||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||12-23-2003||07:09 PM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.cars-on-line.com/98honda11004.html" target="_blank">http://www.cars-on-line.com/98honda11004.html</a>  <br /><br />Looks first, than engine.  I don't think the looks are even all that great.  15,500 he's on crack<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.cars-on-line.com/94honda13069.html" target="_blank">http://www.cars-on-line.com/94honda13069.html</a> <br /><br />this spells R-I-C-E||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||12-23-2003||07:41 PM||||LOLOLOLOLOLOL....I know both those cars||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-23-2003||07:42 PM||||man that del sol is sweeeeeeeet.  As ugly as it is i think i've seen its exact twin rolling around here.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||udriveu||12-23-2003||08:01 PM||||Man, makes me ashamed to be from Connecticut.||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||09:55 PM||||wtf? 15 1/2 k?,suuuuuuure, it's a steal!||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||12-26-2003||12:13 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/004043.cgi
A||||18||Eclipse182||2005 Eclipse?||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||12-23-2003||07:19 PM||||Heres a spy photo of the 2005 Eclipse i got off of Edmunds. Whatd ya think? From what I can see, it should be nicer than the current gen. Dunno about the mirrors being so far back though.   <img src="http://a332.g.akamai.net/f/332/936/12h/www.edmunds.com/pictures/VEHICLE/2005/Mitsubishi/100358685/027764-E.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.195.184.41||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||12-23-2003||09:00 PM||||im not digging that stationary front vent window .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||12-23-2003||09:03 PM||||the side looks like a 94-99 mustang, the rear looks like a lexus..but its all covered up..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||12-23-2003||09:07 PM||||Dude, it would be totally redneck if those stationary windows tilted on a vertical axis like the old pickup trucks. <br /><br />(/random thought)||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||12-23-2003||09:14 PM||||I think the rear kind of looks like the new Tiburons.||64.252.99.138||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||Eclipse182||12-23-2003||09:25 PM||||I found a pic of the front too.   <img src="http://www.bilnyheter.no/05eclipse.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.195.184.41||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||12-23-2003||09:30 PM||||Now its reminding me of the new Stratus.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||gvr4ever||12-23-2003||09:47 PM||||Oh, I see.  It has the front of of a Grand Am, wooohooo, ram air baby.  Nothing will stop it now.  The side of a Mustang and the rear of 300M.<br /><br />Really though, it looks like a lot of new cars and it has the arches on the current Mitsu style.  Not my style, but I'm sure it will sell well.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||12-23-2003||10:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Dude, it would be totally redneck if those stationary windows tilted on a vertical axis like the old pickup trucks. <br /><br />(/random thought) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I loved that style window on my old VW bus. It was the poor peoples A/C.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.30.71.213||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000009||DeanCouchey||12-24-2003||12:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> Now its reminding me of the new Stratus.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The eclipse now looks like a Stratus, when ever I see some one with it I ask if they like there dodge.... Hate the new Mitsu look!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||12-24-2003||02:14 PM||||I like it but I don't see how they think those rubber bra covers are cool. It's like they're trying to replicate the old Chrysler New Yorker Soft Top. How does one maintain such a cover? <br /><br />Just my two cents I think it would look better without all that cutting edge Pontiac bodywork covered up. The good thing about it is that is looks like it can be driven in reverse at high speeds, and no one can see you in it cause of the brazires.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||Evilnissan||12-24-2003||02:35 PM||||looks crap-tastic to me.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000012||chadhayashi||12-25-2003||03:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I like it but I don't see how they think those rubber bra covers are cool. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">huh?||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000013||drew||12-25-2003||03:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I like it but I don't see how they think those rubber bra covers are cool. It's like they're trying to replicate the old Chrysler New Yorker Soft Top. How does one maintain such a cover? <br /><br />Just my two cents I think it would look better without all that cutting edge Pontiac bodywork covered up. The good thing about it is that is looks like it can be driven in reverse at high speeds, and no one can see you in it cause of the brazires. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">they cover it so you can't tell what it looks like||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000014||ejectseat||12-25-2003||10:26 AM||||i'd drive it....||24.154.184.10||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000015||ejectseat||12-25-2003||10:27 AM||||...into a wall||24.154.184.10||reg||14||ejectseat||00002315||yes
Z||000016||curtis||12-25-2003||10:47 AM||||I got lucky one time and saw the C5 corvette with the plastic bag look.  I was in the backside of the Bowling Green Ky plant.(taking pictures) I was talking to one of the drivers of the new cars.  He got paid like 20 an hour to drive the cars of the line and park them.  Anyway he told me to go over to the Ryder truck depot and wait I was going to see a show today. About 20 mins later a small garage door opened and out came a plastic bag running about 60 mph out of the building, he flew down through the parking lot in the top of sixth gear well over 140mph. he whipped around and flew back in.  Later the same guy, when he came back to park a grand sport and I asked him WTF and he said that was the new platform C5.  I said its ugly as sin... he said when they pull the covers and fake panels off its sweet....a few weeks later it was released to the public....and we all know what it looks like.||67.25.34.170||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000017||gtluke||12-25-2003||02:41 PM||||it does look like a 99+ mustang with a grand am front.<br />who care's you know its going to be NA FWD<br />boring||138.89.18.157||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000018||agrabau||12-25-2003||11:28 PM||||comon guys I was being sarcastic! jeez am I ever serious!?<br /><br /><br />That car is great. <br /><br /><br />For me to poop on.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/004044.cgi
A||||2||meshwork||Local radio station just HOOKED ME UP!!!||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||12-23-2003||08:55 PM||meshwork@yahoo.com||So today I got a call from one of the DJs at Y100, we donated at their food drive and entered their drawing. Turns out I was one of the 5 people who won!<br /><br />I get every single album the Warner Brothers label releases in 2004!!!||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-23-2003||09:27 PM||||45's or 78's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     Congrats||64.159.108.191||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||meshwork||12-23-2003||09:29 PM||||Atually, it if was actual records I'd still be amped, but alas its CDs.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes



ubb/Forum3/004045.cgi
A||||4||DongeR615||what is a||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||12-23-2003||09:45 PM||||oil fee? i bought mobil one at costco yesterday and it was like a CRV tax. wtf?||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||10:04 PM||||something to do with environment tax / law/something? i dunno, here in MD they just charge you 5% tax and that's it.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||12-24-2003||12:17 PM||||I like oil filter disposil fee, apprently it takes 2 bucks to thorw it in a container and wait for the oil disposil truck to take it away.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||12-24-2003||12:17 PM||||check it,<br />mobil 1 10w30-23.72<br /><b>Oil Fee-0.27</b> <br />8.25%tax-1.98<br />total-25.97||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||12-24-2003||12:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DeanCouchey:<br /><strong> I like oil filter disposil fee, apprently it takes 2 bucks to thorw it in a container and wait for the oil disposil truck to take it away. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not here. its still free of charge. i hope it will be forever or i'd start trashing it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum3/004046.cgi
A||||13||curtis||Stupid Question of the year||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-23-2003||09:53 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Ok heres the question <br />Is the spare tires for the VR4 the same as the spares for a na galant,  Will they clear the brakes?<br /><br />The reason I'm asking a friend of mine always wins the burnout contest down in Nashville at the first import race of the year.  He's got a built Merkur XR4TI its around 450 HP now with a C4.  He's got a line lock and spins them till they pop.  He gets filmed by Horsepower TV/Hot Rod TV every year since there located in Nashville Tenn (TNN/Spike TV).  I just thought how cool it would be to beat him with a AWD and maybe make it on TV.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    As you all know AWD's don't win burnout contests but with 4 spares at 100 psi that have been soaking in antifreeze and clorox for months they should be really slick and give out a lot of smoke.   What do you think.  Stupid I know.<br /><br />10 gallons of clorox bleach......$15<br />a barrel of used antifreeze......free<br />the look on all the ricers faces in Nashville and maybe on national TV........Priceless||67.25.33.45||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||12-23-2003||10:00 PM||||there's no stupid questions, just stupid people,(kidding), no seriously, I got an nt galant as well and the lug pattern is the same, but the size of the doughnut spare is bigger in a galant vr4 ( why? f*$@# if I know),but I've exchanged spares before and they seemed fine, but as far as full size spares is concerned, I couldn't tell you.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||curtis||12-23-2003||10:37 PM||||No I don't want full size spares I want the skinny spares. The most non hooking thing I can put under it.  Antifreezes makes them slick and clorox and armour all is the way the burnout guys cheat.  It makes crazy smoke.||64.159.108.47||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||12-23-2003||11:41 PM||||I have my spare from the glant that just sits at the house it is yours if you enter the burnout contest.  I will even ship it to ya.||68.76.186.43||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-24-2003||12:24 AM||||Cool I'll have to get with Chad and find out when it is.  I'll get back with you.||166.90.116.25||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||12-24-2003||08:14 AM||||I got two of those if you want'em.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||number3||12-24-2003||09:36 AM||||How do you plan on anchoring the car to ground for this burnout?<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||dlpinckney||12-24-2003||09:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> How do you plan on anchoring the car to ground for this burnout?<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I was having similar thoughts.  Would look cool for sure in a large enough area - like a parking lot, but even with the slickest, most worn-out, nasty tires, the car is going to want to spin, walk, slide, and otherwise MOVE somewhere.  Would be very difficult to keep it in the burnout box area on a track - which is where most burnout contests occur.<br /><br />This does not mean that I would not like to witness the attempt and at minimum see the video of it...!!!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000008||turboflanagan||12-24-2003||10:14 AM||||I'm thinking that Vineet's twin engine DSM would be the way to go!  One engine in drive, the other in reverse, and hope the unibody isn't rusted somewhere in the middle.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.63.212.102||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000009||curtis||12-24-2003||12:32 PM||||I can't anchor it.  They do it in the burnout box.  But with some really narrow tires and a lot of antifreeze and oil on them they shouldn't move.  The car stays really straight in the snow and ice so I'm hoping it will do the same it the burnout box.   If they do it this year I'll be asking for the wheels to be sent.   Thanks guys<br /><br />If I do it you know the first thing I put in the car is the camcorder||166.90.116.70||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||12-24-2003||01:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GREENVR4:<br /><strong> the size of the doughnut spare is bigger in a galant vr4 ( why? f*$@# if I know),but I've exchanged spares before and they seemed fine, but as far as full size spares is concerned, I couldn't tell you. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's bigger because it needs to be the same size (diameter) of the other wheels.<br /><br />Why?<br /><br />1) The VR-4 is AWD.  Different size tires look like wheelspin to the dif.  Same reason you should always have your car towed on a flatbed.<br />2) The VR-4 came with ABS.  Different size tires look like wheelspin (ABS counts would be different)||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||TurboVR4dr||12-24-2003||02:17 PM||||I don't care how slick the tires are if the car is not anchored at all it will move.  Drop the clutch on ice and the car will pull forward.  You will not be as slick as ice so it's going to pull.  I thought about this also.  You could make a bracket that bolts to the front crossmember.  Have this bracket stick out front with a axle and a couple tires on it.  Then have an e-brake cable going to the axle out front and lock the brakes.  This might be enough to hold you.  Or you could take 4 little air cylinders and have them hooked to the car on the a-arms.  have them lift the car until the tires and just barley rubbing the ground.  Then spin the tires.  You could hide them pretty good.  Then have bleach sprayers hooked going to all 4 tires.  That would work also.  But with out a anchor you won't have a chance.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000012||MustGoFaster||12-24-2003||11:23 PM||||Just get a truck and some chain...  I have thought about doing this many times but using light poles in parking lots, only problem is what do you say to the cops when they get there and your car is chained to a light pole with four flat tires?||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000013||curtis||12-24-2003||11:59 PM||||Well I talked to Chad tonight.  His exact words were "Shit Bitch that AWD want beat me I'll pop both tires and dig ruts in the concrete until the wheel explode and rips off the rear quarters.  I dont care just remember that"<br /><br />Heres a picture from last years win<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2273" alt=" - " />||67.25.34.219||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/004047.cgi
A||||13||kartorium31||Videos||||1||||kartorium31||00000364
Z||000000||kartorium31||12-24-2003||11:41 AM||kartorium@hotmail.com||Thanks to Plesko for hosting em.  I will get some more up soon, these were just the small ones that were decent.  Right click and save as please.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/movies/gvr4spin.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/movies/gvr4spin.wmv</a> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/movies/323spin.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/movies/323spin.wmv</a>||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||12-24-2003||12:12 PM||||Very nice. Get us some more vids of the 323, my bro has one as well. <br /><br />I really need a rear lsd.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||12-24-2003||12:29 PM||||Naw, you just need some good suspension.  I will, my bro likes to fling the shit out of his three two thrizzle.||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||12-24-2003||12:34 PM||||I wish I had mods :-(  sweet vids, got more gvr4 shots ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||12-24-2003||12:48 PM||||I will get more, there is just a lot of bz footage i have to sift through.||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000005||curtis||12-24-2003||12:49 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />More please.||166.90.116.70||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||12-24-2003||01:21 PM||||i''ll keep hosting them unless i bump up against my limit but it's looking just fine right now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Send me more...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||AmericanMuscle33||01-01-2004||09:36 PM||||i wish my car was that sweet   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||66.189.210.188||reg||1||AmericanMuscle33||00000504||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||01-01-2004||10:35 PM||||katorium....got more videos?  I'm doing fine on bandwidth and just repayed for the next year so i'll put them up.  If you want, send me all the raw footage and i'll edit them together with music and stuff for ya tonight  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I'm having gvr4 withdrawl||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||thon||01-01-2004||10:38 PM||||i've got some of udriveu's car from last year i'll put up soon.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||01-01-2004||10:54 PM||||good good. you can see by all my posts i'm still in withdrawl...||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||kartorium31||01-02-2004||04:13 AM||||How could i send you all the raw footage though?  it's a lot of shit, I'll get on it asap for you guys though.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||01-02-2004||01:29 PM||||i can give you a direct ftp upload into a directory just for you kat.  Then you can upload it there all at once if it's smaller than 200 megs or in pieces if it's larger. email me for the instructions so I don't forget||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||kartorium31||01-02-2004||06:10 PM||||cool, cause there is a little bit of good footage, but i suck ass at editing.  I'll drop ya an email.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes



ubb/Forum3/004048.cgi
A||||10||bazeng||some vr4 drag pics..||||1||||bazeng||00000800
Z||000000||bazeng||12-24-2003||03:44 PM||bazeng@hotmail.com||hey fellas..<br />mines the silver aus spec (13.4)<br />my mates is the black monte carlo (13.5)<br /><br />enjoy!<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.fullboost.com.au/racing/dragmeets/2003/calder_03_12_3/calder_03_12_3_035b.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.fullboost.com.au/racing/dragmeets/2003/calder_03_12_3/calder_03_12_3_047b.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.fullboost.com.au/racing/dragmeets/2003/calder_03_12_3/calder_03_12_3_051b.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />and some of the evo's / gsr's<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.fullboost.com.au/racing/dragmeets/2003/calder_03_12_3/calder_03_12_3_023b.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.fullboost.com.au/racing/dragmeets/2003/calder_03_12_3/calder_03_12_3_033b.jpg" alt=" - " />||203.166.63.134||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000001||Martin Chilcote||12-24-2003||04:20 PM||||Who is the manufacturer & what is the model of the wheels are on the black GVR4 ?<br /><br />Martin||12.110.136.90||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000002||number3||12-24-2003||04:50 PM||||What is the gold car in the background?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||red91awdtalon||12-24-2003||05:03 PM||||i was wondering the same thing. looks like a newer version of the el camino (i know its not) but it looks like it. looks really cool.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||12-24-2003||05:06 PM||||harry i think thats a ford falcon||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||12-24-2003||05:09 PM||||The car in the background is a Holden Ute. Very sweet car. Same platform as the new (Holden Commodore) Pontiac GTO. Same LS1 motor.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||Ash||12-24-2003||08:42 PM||||Abhay got it in one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />they go bloody well standard, much like anything LS1 powered.  The VR4 boys probably beat it but without a launch they wouldn't.  That's our domestics guys    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.220.89.10||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||Clay||12-24-2003||09:04 PM||||what bumper is on the monte carlo||24.94.141.45||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000008||red91awdtalon||12-24-2003||09:07 PM||||WAIT! that orange truck thing is LS1 powered? or the monte carlo? another thing... that monte carlo looks way wierd? whats different or am i just loosing it?<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000009||Pappy||12-25-2003||10:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong> WAIT! that orange truck thing is LS1 powered? or the monte carlo? another thing... that monte carlo looks way wierd? whats different or am i just loosing it?<br /><br />Joe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, the orange truck thing is LS1 powered.  Holden is a GM company.  And their mantra is make it RWD, and make it V8.  My kind of company  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />The Monte Carlo does look a little weird.  Since it appears to have some sort of skyline aftermarket front bumper or something.  Looks kinda cool if it would stick out just a tad more.||24.91.95.229||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000010||bazeng||12-26-2003||05:08 PM||||the wheels on the black vr4 are OZ RACING wheels.. 16".. <br /><br />its got a custom front bumper.. its usually used on boxy type cars over here..<br /><br />the gold car is a holden ss commodore UTE.. they are v8 GM powered..<br /><br />they run 14's standard.. not bad for a 1.5+ tonne car..||203.166.63.157||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum3/004049.cgi
A||||25||hibrn8||Merry Christmas Everyone!!!!||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||12-24-2003||04:02 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||Well its tradition in my family that Christmas has always started on the Eve, so Im wishing you all the happiest of holidays. Most likely I wont be sober enough to type, let alone read anything until the 26th. So for all of you that celebrate the holiday, enjoy!!! <br />Your fellow GVR4 Friend,<br />Ken<br /><br />Merry Christmas, Wesolych Swiat, Buon Natale<br />(in my languages)<br /><br />.........and in a few others....<br />Feliz Navidad, Frohe Weihnachten, Joyeux Noël||65.227.217.143||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-24-2003||04:14 PM||||Merry Christmas!!!!!!!!!!!!!!||63.224.82.49||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||TinyVR4||12-24-2003||04:39 PM||||Sretan Bozic!<br />Merry Christmas in Serbo-Croatian, which is my native language.<br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.206.33.195||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000003||14bCrazy||12-24-2003||05:08 PM||||Merry Christmas to the VR4 family everyhere.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||12-24-2003||05:14 PM||||Feliz Natal e Prospero Ano Novo,<br /><br />In portuguese.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||sleepergvr4||12-24-2003||05:20 PM||||if i hit the powerball tonight, i wish an evo under everyones tree. <br />MERRY CHRISTMAS!!!!||68.212.68.131||reg||10||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000006||GVR4ZUM||12-24-2003||05:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleepergvr4:<br /><strong> if i hit the powerball tonight, i wish an evo under everyones tree. <br />MERRY CHRISTMAS!!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Goodluck to you.<br /><br />Merry X'mas to you all fellow GVR's and to your family.<br /><br /><br />Drive Safe.||171.75.84.136||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||12-24-2003||05:49 PM||||Haapy Holidays!!!||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000008||Colt4G63||12-24-2003||05:53 PM||||Merry Xmas  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000009||GREENVR4||12-24-2003||06:34 PM||||merry xmas and happy new year everybody!||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000010||curtis||12-24-2003||07:48 PM||||Merry Ho Ho||67.25.37.4||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||drew||12-24-2003||08:29 PM||||merii kurisumasu<br />&#12513;&#12522;&#12540;&#12463;&#12522;&#12473;&#12510;&#12473;||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000012||Ash||12-24-2003||08:44 PM||||merry christmas guys & a happy new year   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||203.220.89.10||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000013||DeanCouchey||12-24-2003||08:47 PM||||Yeha I gotta work tommorow so Merry CHristmas to everyone! Hope it is a safe and happy one!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000014||dlpinckney||12-24-2003||09:12 PM||||Merry Christmas to everyone (and happy holidays to any that don't celebrate it)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.69.139.136||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000015||turbowop||12-24-2003||09:19 PM||||Woo-hoo....partytime  <img src="http://www.steelheader.net/photopost/data/510/893drinkers-thumb.gif" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000016||Ian M||12-25-2003||12:04 AM||||Merry Christmas!||129.71.114.186||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000017||ron||12-25-2003||01:03 AM||||Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!<br /><br />my 100th post.. yippee||205.188.208.172||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000018||slvrblt||12-25-2003||01:59 AM||||Merry Christmas everybody.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000019||gixxer||12-25-2003||02:33 AM||||merry...uh....Kwanza!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.104.220.94||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000020||fast_gvr4||12-25-2003||06:59 AM||||Feliz Navidad!!(spanish)<br /><br />Merry Christmas!!<br /><br />Best of wishes to all and your families.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||172.149.142.237||reg||10||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000021||Evilnissan||12-25-2003||07:18 AM||||Every one have a good X-mass while im stuck in this hell hole called work.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000022||CCDSM69||12-25-2003||12:00 PM||||Merry Christmas||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000023||Romanova||12-25-2003||12:07 PM||||Keep it safe today guys. Merry Christmas!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000024||DongeR615||12-25-2003||12:58 PM||||happy holidays y'all||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000025||sk8bored||12-25-2003||02:16 PM||||HO!HO!HO!||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes



ubb/Forum3/004050.cgi
A||||8||turbowop||mad cows||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||12-24-2003||06:16 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||What the?! Anybody read about the mad cow disease crap on MSN? Apparently the cow is from where I live in Yakima.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-24-2003||06:42 PM||||so, now you are a vegetarian?||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||12-24-2003||06:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> so, now you are a vegetarian? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not this cowboy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  What are potatoes without a good steak next to them?||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||12-24-2003||08:11 PM||||Apparently the cows are angry for some reason. I hope the guys at South Park will explain it to us soon.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||12-24-2003||08:46 PM||||you know what it is, all the freakin runoff from pontarolo's place, all them chemicals from cleaning.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||12-24-2003||09:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> you know what it is, all the freakin runoff from pontarolo's place, all them chemicals from cleaning. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh my god I literally almost fell out of my chair laughing at that, Ken.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||Tommyquest||12-25-2003||02:51 AM||||you can use this test to see if your cow is infected <a href="http://www.cybersalt.org/cleanlaugh/madcow.htm" target="_blank">http://www.cybersalt.org/cleanlaugh/madcow.htm</a>||141.149.50.39||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000007||kartorium31||12-25-2003||03:17 AM||||It was from mabton, but I heard the water drains out of Marks house into the mabton treatment plant.  Then out to the cows.  bam!  The cows catch the shit straight from Mark.||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||12-25-2003||11:26 AM||||yo!  what a neat idea!  you can get like greenpeace to sponsor you, then you can get the cattlemen's association to buy you out.  heck, even chik-fil-a and kentucky fried chicken would get in the act.  it would be like ole bobby baker, getting paid to not farm land he didnt own.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/004051.cgi
A||||10||henrok||timing belt kit||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||12-24-2003||06:29 PM||alvihen@aol.com||hey guys, i was in search for a timing belt kit for a good price and i found a kit made by conti for a decent price.  it has the tbelt, balance shaft belt, tbelt tensioner, balance shaft tensioner, and idler.  all for 130 bucks , not bad heh?  what do u guys think? now i have to look for the water pump and gasket.  any suggestions where i can get it for a good price? thanks for your info.||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||red91awdtalon||12-24-2003||08:32 PM||||good price.... my last water pump was from kragen... some may say its chincy but i change that and my t-belt every 20k so..... think what ya will. <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||12-24-2003||09:29 PM||||Most of, if not all of the places in this link should be able to get the water pump as well:<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003980" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003980</a>||207.69.139.135||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||henrok||12-25-2003||11:20 AM||||so what u guys think about this brand?  is this continental the same company that makes tires? has anyone used this before and is it good? i also got a price for a water pump for only 70 bucks,  why are other sites selling for 180?  hmmm,  can any shed some light on this? ohh another question, why do they list the tranny number w5m33 when listing the parts?||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000004||red91awdtalon||12-25-2003||12:30 PM||||huh? dont know that one? dont see what it has to do with it. i hear a lot of people running it, seems to be good quality for the price.  Im just over kill on the t-belt. snapped it before and it scares me to death.  nomatter what brand it is i woundt worry for at least 30k. It's a 60k mile interval right? normally? if it says 60 do it 30. whats 200 bux every 2-4 years? better than a 500 (yourself) or 1000 at a shop reparir. i wouldnt stress. do you still have a balnce shaft belt? dont forget to replace if you do. good luck, fun job  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000005||henrok||12-25-2003||02:32 PM||||now that your talking balance shaft, i have heard people talking about removing the belt altogether while the shaft itself is still in there.  how do u do this and what are the benefits if any?  oh and one more question, this will be my third time doing a timing belt job.  what happens if i get it wrong? lol.  most likely ill get it right but just wondering what the worst case scenario since im cosidering rebuilding the head anyways.  what if i rebuild the head and mess up the timing?||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||red91awdtalon||12-25-2003||02:50 PM||||if you remove the balance shaft and get the eliminator kit or the do it yourself, it will eliminate any chance of the balance shaft belt breaking and taking out your t-belt with the debris, the balance shaft eliminator claims up to 30hp because its 12lbs of rotating mas that spins twice what the rpms are at, so if your at 5k their at 10krpms.... some say 30hp but roadrace and many others claim 15hp wich is good and you never have to worry about it bieng out of phase or breakin on you. problem is that it is a fair ammount of work and your gonna need gaskets for the oil pump housing, oil fiter assembly, and a few other seals. also there is a little more vibration around the 3-4k rpm range but you really feel it if you have urethane mounts but if your still running stockers you can barely barely notice a different.  if it snaps you can expect to rebuild the head with new valves, guides, yada yada yada wich a lot of shops charge 400-600 to fix just the head then you have to put it back on the car and you will need quite a few gaskets and seals and a day or two depending on how good you are, and while your in there you should put the arp head studs if you plan on hitting a good ammount of boost (90 bux). there is a place on ebay by jc enterprises (search for cylinder heads and its in the 250-280 price range, i have 2 heads from these guys and they are just great, its like 270 with free shipping and i swear by them, great head).  it is a big headache if it snapps and doing it yourself  the "right" way will cost close to 800 bux between the t-belt kit, pump, head, gaskets. i had the Do It Yourself on my talon and it was fine, and now have the kit one on my galant and its the same but more work.<br /><br />I will try and find the link to the Do it yourself. its really good and pretty clear.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000007||red91awdtalon||12-25-2003||02:54 PM||||<a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/balanceshaft.html" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/~mdhamilton/balanceshaft.html</a><br /><br />thats pretty clear. LISTEN TO ALL THE STEPS! haha, the longer bolt to block oil flow is VERY Necessary! trust me! lol<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000008||henrok||12-25-2003||07:15 PM||||hey thanks for all the info.  my question was if i remove the balance shaft belt altogether without removing any balance shafts, is this possible? i read some where someone did this and it was ok.  they said it just prevented them from rotating.||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000009||autobahntom||12-25-2003||07:29 PM||||removing the balance shaft belt will only stop the front balance shaft from turning. The back one is turned by the oil pump shaft; so to stop that one from turning-it must be removed and a stubby oil pump shaft installed. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000010||henrok||12-25-2003||07:40 PM||||thanks||205.188.208.172||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum3/004052.cgi
A||||13||galantvr4us||$49,000  Civic????? ||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||12-24-2003||06:33 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=6256&item=2449545598" target="_blank">Click here</a> <br /><br />Hmmm not my cup of tea.  <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||Evilnissan||12-24-2003||07:08 PM||||Eww,<br /><br />What a wast  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||12-24-2003||07:49 PM||||looks like I finally found the other set of 4x100's of the Volk GTC's in the US, too bad they had to be on that car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||12-24-2003||08:07 PM||||Cars with roll cages combined with televisions make me horny.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||DeanCouchey||12-24-2003||08:51 PM||||damn 49K and its reserve not yet met! No thanks I would buy a used NSX or something else if I wanted a honda that was fast.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||12-24-2003||09:27 PM||||Honestly though..that Honda is hot...definetly not worth 49k +...Somebody put a lot of quality work into that thing..I would have spent that money on something else..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000006||Dreis11301||12-24-2003||09:40 PM||||I am not a Honda guy either but 746 HP is pretty impressive.  I can't justify 49K but and the looks don't stike my fancy but give credit to a quality build.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||12-24-2003||09:47 PM||||Someone please explain to me the fascination with carbon fiber interior pieces. It's lightweight and strong. So what's that got to do with a dash or a kick panel?||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||Garfield Wright||12-24-2003||10:20 PM||||Is it just me or has anyone notice that Katie's been bringin' steady civic topics to the board.  Very impressive car.  Where do you park it if you don't have a garage?  I gaurantee you all those trophies didn't win the owner close to $5k.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000009||Ian M||12-24-2003||11:38 PM||||Id have to see proof of this 750hp....Oh wait,I checked the specs-its BLUEPRINTED AND BALANCED!! <br /> <br /> Every redneck and their brother (The ones who dont know their ass from a hole in the ground about building a fast car,but think that YOU think THEY do) brags about this "speed secret" when they talk about a motor that makes some unrealistic amount of power,now the import guys are using this technology now too.We'll see some killer numbers out of these four bangers now...<br /><br /> I guess FOUR nitrous bottles help too...      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.114.186||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000010||ron||12-25-2003||12:15 AM||||wow, a lot of time and money in that car. I hope he sells it though.  The problem is you can buy alot of really nice cars for that kind of money.<br /><br />I am going to be selling my Hondas soon, a supercharged NSX and a B20 Vtec turbo civic HB.  I wish I can get about $49k total.<br /><br />The GVR4 got me liking these sleeper rides.  First a four door car(VR4), then four door truck(Duramax Chevy), and next I want a really fast station wagon hopefully with awd and turbo.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||ron||00000491||yes
Z||000011||curtis||12-25-2003||12:18 AM||||I guess it will have a set of 3/4 cams also.<br />Pronounced three (spit tobacco) quarter cam.||67.25.34.219||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||DeanCouchey||12-25-2003||01:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">and next I want a really fast station wagon hopefully with awd and turbo.   </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Volvo V70R????||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000013||mikeyoung00||12-26-2003||10:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong> looks like I finally found the other set of 4x100's of the Volk GTC's in the US, too bad they had to be on that car    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not to worry. They are 5-lug. Note the conversion listed in the specs.<br /><br />Lot of show points on that thing. If thats your deal I gotta respect the work from that standpoint. But I really can't see anything over 300 hp and FWD as being a nice daily driver. For those bucks (if I had 'em) I would require RWD or AWD. Don't care for the paint or the nostrals, either. <br /><br />And four nos bottles may not make you any faster than one, but they will get you more show points.<br /><br />He really should have chromed the suspension, though.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/004053.cgi
A||||1||galantvr4us||Lots Of Car videos inside||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||12-24-2003||06:40 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Many many videos<br /><br /><a href="http://berg.heim.at/tibet/452140/1.htm" target="_blank">Page 1 </a><br /><br /><a href="http://berg.heim.at/tibet/452140/2.htm" target="_blank">Page 2 </a><br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||12-25-2003||12:42 AM||||holy s***!!!! you found the site ive been looking for for a couple weeks. <br /><br />thanks katie<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes



ubb/Forum3/004054.cgi
A||||18||agrabau||BMW clubbers. (sigh)||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||12-24-2003||08:30 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||When will these guys learn? All the forums are cluttered with talk about reiger spoilers and DTM replica crap. They label Civics and other J-cars "Rice" yet they spend $1500 on a bumper cover, put spoilers on convertibles as if they were going to the track, and buy 9 inch wide wheels for 318i's that make 83 hp at the wheels.  <br /><br />They obsess over replacing perfectly good factory exhaust with some mild steel Italian junk (yes Supersprint, I'm talking about you)that rots out in a year and sounds like a leaf stuck in my heater blower motor, complain that they have no ground clearance and negate any suspension improvements with low-slung ride height which forces them to drive around town at 25mph. <br /><br />They call Japanese cars "crap" on a daily basis with no justification and a blind faith to BMW and other Gucci car marques. Forum members cut  the evo, sti and everything new, yet present no convincing argument against them because their car knowledge is limited to the Bavarian Autosport and Sharper Image catalog. <br /><br />There. I'm done. Happy Christmas!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||12-24-2003||09:36 PM||||nice rant!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.124.149.143||reg||14||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||12-25-2003||06:32 AM||||And when their cars break, they bitch and moan about the high cost of repairs.....||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||Ian M||12-25-2003||10:08 AM||||Funny post,I can relate completely.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /> Its not just the BMW guys,thats for sure-you see the exact same in other automotive marque groups as well.<br /><br /> The ironic part is that its the guys who actually have something cool are the most open minded,and knowlegeable about other than just the brand of vehicle they have.<br /><br /> The GVR4 community (..this board in general) seems to be the most diverse and open minded bunch of people Ive seen.||129.71.114.220||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000004||turboflanagan||12-25-2003||11:07 AM||||*Mike Myers Scottish voice on*  If it's not Scottish, it's CRRAAP!"  *Scottish voice off*<br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.63.212.96||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||12-25-2003||11:22 AM||||yo, alex, i think the next octoberfest is up there, vermont, i think.  they always have a driver's school, gymkhana, etc.  you might want to get 'er ready.  several years ago, the o'fest was in tulsa, and i won a driver's school admission, but couldnt make it to the school, so i gave it to a friend.  he has an alpina b3, he got on the track with jim rowe(metric mechanic) in his E21 320i powered 3.5 big 6 motor, rich conaway(3.5 twin turbo csl coupe) and they lapped the field, the csl waaay out in front.  of course, they got black flagged and had to stop.  at the monterey ofest, wil turner rented a lincoln continental, and no one knew him at the time, and they all thought he was a maniac.  he was easily keeping up with the m cars, passed a few, too.  he got black flagged, too.  would be neat to get your car in the roundel, and they may even do an article on it.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||12-25-2003||12:07 PM||||Ken, I'm going if it's up here. I went to the one in Mount Washington Valley. I had such a fun weekend. The year after that was when Will and Doug rented the Lincoln.. <br /><br />My friend Mike and I test drove the 750il and a Bronzit M3, when they were still chi-chi. We took it on 93north and got it up to 150, did some brake testing and took it back. The guy said<br /><br />"how were the brakes" <br />when we parked it in the bay<br /><br />I was surprised "great!!" <br /><br />"I can smell them from here" <br /><br />Well, it'll be time for more of that this year. I wrote the Boston Chapter about the car but they predictably weren't interested. Sport Compact car said they want to do a feature though, which will be cool. I don't know when that'll happen.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||12-25-2003||08:38 PM||||you know the mclaren f1 was at wil's shop for quite a while. it might still be there.  if you are interested in a possible bmwcca mag article, i might be able to help.  it would be neat to see an E30 ripping up some of the M3's.  a long time ago, a guy named steve ellerd(sp?) dropped a euro E36 M3 motor into an E30 M3.  the car was wicked fast, and steve was a really good driver.  there are some really good places in your area that know how to set up the E30 to make it handle.  you could start with pete mchenry, since you know his kid.  also, a guy named mike yaskin, bavarian specialties, king of prussia, another is don fields, mr M car, in farmingdale.  chuck stickley, but he is primarily E36 chassis, of course wil turner, and another guy is rick stormer, at cbmw in new hamp.  i can get you intro's, i know all of them really well.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||12-25-2003||08:50 PM||||Small world Ken. I went to the same college as Doug, Will's partner. I bought my suspension from Will last year. I'm going to take a drive up there in the spring to say hi. They're only about an hour away. They had a GTR McLaren there too. The same guy owns a "regular" Mclaren and the GTR, which is (I think) one of 4 for the street? <br /><br />I don't know about the Roundel anymore. I used to love it, mostly before the popularity of Ebay and the internet. Now I don't read it too much. The articles are good, Satch Carlson is a funny guy but something's missing. I think it's focus is on new cars, and not tuned cars, which is fine as it seems to work for them. <br /><br />Stu, Pete's son has an S50 motor in his E30. It makes like 240 at the rear wheels. Pretty sweet package. From the pics I've seen it looks stock with a 316td badge on it. <br /><br />Have you heard of a guy named Mitch Herman, or Doug Kincaid? Those two are characters. Man, just thinking about them cracks me up.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||12-26-2003||09:55 AM||||dunno doug kincaid.  mitch herman is a couple bricks short of a full load.  he has people CONVINCED that if you use a "motorsport" oil filter(costs $30 from him) on your E30 M3, your oil pressure will INCREASE something like 8 psi.  then, what you get is a regualar ole mahle filter.  i heard he is getting out of his business, and is dumping stuff really cheap.  born with a silver spoon in his mouth, i think his folks had some sort of contract with kmart on stuff that is put in plastic bubble packaging.  i used to do a column for the roundel, back when yale rachlin was editor.  now THERE's a class guy.  the roundel staff, with phil marx(he recently made himself some sort of staffer, gets 50k/yr) and paul johnson went looking for a new editor behind yale's back, so yale resigned.  satch carlson is a shithead, imho.  michel potheau was trying to get him out, but michel died.  i still know a few on the board, but i have distanced myself from the club.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||agrabau||12-26-2003||10:12 AM||||AHAHAH! You are spot on about Mitch Herman. He's a little kid. When I went to Octoberfest at Waterville valley he had a truck come up from Jersey with all of his cars on it. He's spoiled he's not too knowledgeable but he's a good time simply because he's like Rodney Dangerfield in Back to School. I think his dad makes the packaging for Radio Shack connectors and switches or something. <br /><br /><br />I don't know Yale, I read his articles and he seems like a nice guy. That "Hack  Mechanic" guy lives in my town but I've never met him either. I don't know Satch, he seems like he could be a jerk, really sarcastic. I bought my first BMW (callaway 320i) from the Boston Chapter Treasurer who has since died. <br /><br />Some of those guys in the club are really cool. I was focusing my rant on the kids that make up the BMW forums. It seems (and i'm not that old to really know) that BMW used to be a true enthusiast marque, the way they were first imported and sold, the price was more affordable et cetera and now it's a status symbol. They are barely sports cars. (Even the M cars).||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000011||mikeyoung00||12-26-2003||10:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> The ironic part is that its the guys who actually have something cool are the most open minded,and knowlegeable about other than just the brand of vehicle they have.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not that ironic, really. Most of the guys who actually have something <i>truly</i> cool made it cool through hard earned knowledge and experience. The poseurs like the ones Bimmubishi so eloquently described are victims of their own ignorance. And ignorance is the handmaiden of prejudice.<br /><br />Ken, I can't decide which title gives you more cred here, Roundel columnist or <i>former</i> Roundel columnist.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000012||mikeyoung00||12-26-2003||10:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> It seems (and i'm not that old to really know) that BMW used to be a true enthusiast marque, the way they were first imported and sold, the price was more affordable et cetera and now it's a status symbol. They are barely sports cars. (Even the M cars). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Spot on, Bimm. Just look at the 2002tii (in the context of its time) compared to, say, the 318 (the ultimate posing machine) or, more recently, the overweight and overpriced 3s and 5s.<br /><br />Can't say I don't want to own something with a spinner on it one of these days and there is still a lot to like about the cars. But even the latest M3 seems to be moving the model in the Gran Tourer direction and away from its rat-racer roots.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||12-26-2003||01:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Ken, I can't decide which title gives you more cred here, Roundel columnist or former Roundel columnist.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yale and i became good friends, mainly because him being the editor, used to call me several times, "ken, this article is really good, but if i print it, the attorneys from bmw will sue us.  but i did some checking, and it is true."  he used to tell me he was deathly afraid of stuff like libel, sue, etc.  there was one HUGE scandal about one bmw independent who was being sponsored in racing by bmwna, and they used to send him stuff that had come in and had been damaged in shipping.  he was supposed to use this stuff in his racing.  he would take a lot of the stuff, send it to a dealer he was in cahoots with, and the dealer would send it back to bmwna under the obsolescents program, and part of the money would be credited to his account.  one day, the dealer sent back a 40ft container full of engines, transmissions, diffs, etc.  the problem was, this stuff had never cleared customs, since it was damaged, and declared destroyed at the port of entry.  at the same time, there was a huge theft ring operating out of the woodcliff lake warehouse, one guy there had a full race 320i specially prepared by this bmw shop, and he raced it for a year.  the car cost him like 40k, and he made like 30k/yr.  i got wind of this as it was happening, and bmw kaboshed it.  yale at first didnt believe me, but he knew me well enough to check it out.  called me back and verified it was true, but was too scared to print it.  we still laugh about that one.  bmw fired almost the whole warehouse in woodcliff lake, AND a lot at the ontario, calif. warehouse, the bmw shop lost his sponsorship(the owner, a retired air force colonel, who's entire career was in INTELLEGENCE) denied any knowledge of what was going on.  THE BEST bmw parts guy i have EVER known quit(at the dealership that was recieving all the parts, he was the parts manager, one day, 2 suits took him out to lunch, he came back and resigned, and left), the vice president of bmwna in charge of parts retired(forced by bmw) and returned to germany.  at the same time, the owner of the company i worked at(dallas european) informed me that i now had to first let him read and approve any articles i was sending in to the roundel.  did i stir up some shit, or WHAT!!||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||agrabau||12-26-2003||01:56 PM||||Wow. So much for an independant club magazine. A few years back there was a problem using the Roundel symbol in the magazine, the BMW club was said to be threatened about using the word BMW in "BMW CCA"  <br /><br />They really know how to treat their loyal customers. That seems to mean less and less these days when everything's leased and it's a manufacturing battle for ride comfort and electronic enhancements. <br /><br />TOF- you said it man, the 2002tii was a sweet car, strictly simple and light, fast for it's time. There's nothing like that anymore. The E30 M3 was the same way. I think they intend for the Mini cooper to take that role now and keep BMWs laden with crap that none of us would want.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000015||Ian M||12-26-2003||06:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ian M:<br /><strong> The ironic part is that its the guys who actually have something cool are the most open minded,and knowlegeable about other than just the brand of vehicle they have.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not that ironic, really. Most of the guys who actually have something <i>truly</i> cool made it cool through hard earned knowledge and experience. The poseurs like the ones Bimmubishi so eloquently described are victims of their own ignorance. And ignorance is the handmaiden of prejudice.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">True,True. After I posted that,I thought about it a second and realized that ironic wasnt really what I meant to say! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br /> I find it interesting (but not at all suprising)that even in "high end" marque enthusiast groups like BMW circles that you still find the same kind of silly poseurs. I guess a ricer by any other name (or bank account) is still a ricer...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.171||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000016||TheJackalGT||12-26-2003||09:23 PM||||i used to do the whole bmw thing, and owned 2, not that i found japense cars, i am like WTF was i thinking. <br /><br />Its funny the only mods you do to those cars are suspension, exhaust, and a body kit. Oh and you can go pay AA $10,000 for a stage ONE turbo HAHAHHAHA... Oh or you can go pay RMS $7,000 for their basemodel supercharger.||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000017||a_santos||12-27-2003||10:02 AM||||Alex,<br /><br />When I saw your car on the vids you posted, it looked alittle sloppy. Make sure you get the suspension sorted, and some really wide tires, and then WITH A CAMERAMAN, go to the BMW meet and lap all those bastards, and then get in a magazine. <br /><br />Keep us posted and keep the vids coming.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000018||agrabau||12-27-2003||10:56 AM||||Abhay, you're absolutely right. I was on Snow tires when we made the movie so the suspension seemed a bit loose as it was wallowing on the 70 profile snows. The strut/spring combo is the standard Bilstein sport and Eibach spring setup. I do need some fatty sway bars for the summer.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/004055.cgi
A||||20||TinyVR4||Bicycle Racks||||1||||TinyVR4||00000831
Z||000000||TinyVR4||12-25-2003||10:15 AM||GoranD@HotPOP.com||Does anyone here have a bike rack on their GVR4?  If yes then which one and how do you like it?  I am hoping to get back into mountain biking this spring and was wondering if anyone here did so and what they do about transporting their bike in their GVR4.||65.43.162.227||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||12-25-2003||02:49 PM||||no, but I got a grill guard on mine(...)||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||12-25-2003||04:54 PM||||<img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/pivvayside2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Yes I have one. It's a yakima rack and it's NLA.  It works great and i even race at the track with it on.  Makes great 12 second balast  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   You can usually find the Thule ones still both used and new. Do a search for the part number of the new Thule one. It' changed but it's in the archives and still available.||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||12-25-2003||06:08 PM||||I ride a 20 inch mtb and a 60cm road bike- both are a good fit in the trunk without the wheels on.. You might not even need a rack.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-25-2003||07:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GREENVR4:<br /><strong> no, but I got a grill guard on mine(...) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">grill guard......... show pictures||64.159.109.29||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||12-25-2003||07:54 PM||||yeah right!||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||12-25-2003||10:04 PM||||Yeah unfortunately they dont make clips for the Galant anymore for Yakima racks.  I have one with all kinds off attachments just collecting dust.  Oh well maybe one day I will by a set of clips and put it on the wifes Mustang, might as well use it for something...||68.76.178.231||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||12-25-2003||10:28 PM||||The yakima clips should still be available.  Mine were new in the package when i got them. You have to know what to ask for and call the main yakima place directly.  I'll look up the number and post it when i return on Jan 4.||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||12-25-2003||10:48 PM||||The yakima clips should still be available.  Mine were new in the package when i got them. You have to know what to ask for and call the main yakima place directly.  I'll look up the number and post it when i return on Jan 4.||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||12-26-2003||12:41 PM||||I have the factory Thule rack, and I bought 2 Thule bike rack kits. They work great! I've had the car &gt;100 mph with both bikes on top.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.215.70.92||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||12-26-2003||01:19 PM||||oh man, i GOTTA post this.  a guy i know had a bike rack on his bmw.  one day, he came home, opened the garage door, and drove in.  the bike(on top of the car!) hit the garage door, damaging it, the bike falls off the car, dings the trunk, and falls on the ground.  he is just pissed, puts the car in reverse, runs OVER the bike(like a 500+bike), and flattens a tire.  now, the bike is under the car, so he has to get out, jack up the car, and pull the remains of the bike out.  his wife comes to the door, sees/hears him screaming and cussing, goes back inside.  she told me later she was laughing so hard, she couldnt breathe.  it could be one o dem mastercard commercials.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||keydiver||12-26-2003||01:48 PM||||I had a friend that did that, loaded his sisters's bikes on the roof, ready to drive to the beach. Pulls through the bank drive-thru, to use the ATM, destroys both bikes!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.215.70.92||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000012||04DrBlur||12-26-2003||03:21 PM||||Pivvay if you could post the clip numbers that would be great.  Last time I tried calling them they told me they didnt make clips for our cars anymore and refused to transfer me to someone so I could find out the clip numbers.  I have two sets of clips already but they are for a Prelude and an Eclipse.  Neither set hold the rack enough for me to trust them.||68.76.178.231||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000013||msaskin||12-26-2003||04:41 PM||||awesome prices on racks from this site, it's where I got my Thule racks from.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rackattack.com/" target="_blank">http://www.rackattack.com/</a><br /><br />~matt||68.108.147.30||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000014||SearsPointVR4||12-27-2003||07:45 PM||||a friend of mine just sold her honda and gave me her yakima racks, I just cut the bottome off the clips and welded on new tabs that fit the contour of the galant door jamb, put some paint and thin rubber padding on them and I was good to go.<br /><br />ford.||198.81.26.75||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||12-27-2003||09:05 PM||||i will post the numbers as soon as i'm home but i don't return until the 4th.  The clips were still available recently but you have to know the number. They don't think anything exists for this car but they really do if you know what to ask for.||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||TinyVR4||12-28-2003||07:50 AM||||I was on rackattack today, and it seems like i will be buying from them.  They have excellent prices.  Thanks for the link!||68.73.164.167||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000017||msaskin||12-28-2003||01:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TinyVR4:<br /><strong> I was on rackattack today, and it seems like i will be buying from them.  They have excellent prices.  Thanks for the link! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no problem.  that's where I got my rack from and the prices are awesome.  Something like 30% less than my local ski/bike place could order the racks for.<br /><br />~matt||68.108.147.30||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000018||GVR4458||12-28-2003||11:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> i will post the numbers as soon as i'm home but i don't return until the 4th.  The clips were still available recently but you have to know the number. They don't think anything exists for this car but they really do if you know what to ask for. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry,<br /><br />I think that the Galant uses Y-21 clips.  I went through this about 9 months ago.  I was able to find 2 clips after calling Yakima and pulling a list of about 15 resellers.  One guy found a clip in a junk box and the other had one waiting to be returned to Yakima.  Everyone involved was super helpful, but noone had what I needed.  I gave up after 4 days of searching.  Best of luck.<br /><br />EH||68.73.86.116||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000019||tplesko||01-08-2004||10:08 PM||||Yakima Roof rack information:<br />Y37 clips front and rear for <b>sst towers</b>.  89-93 galants<br /><br />also used on:<br />94-96 Integra 3 door<br />89-93 2000GTX<br />96-97 Civic 2dr Hatch<br />92-95 Civic 2dr Hatch<br />88-91 Civic 2dr Hatch<br />93-95 Civic Coupe<br />93-97 626 4dr (front clips only)||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000020||04DrBlur||01-08-2004||11:12 PM||||Thanks Pivvay I think my problem is that my Yakima rack was originally bought for an Eclipse so it is a short roof line rack.  I dont think I have the SST towers.  I am goin to look at the rack in a minute. Thanks for the info.||68.76.176.219||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum3/004056.cgi
A||||3||thon||Drift video d1 GP||||1||||thon||00000613
Z||000000||thon||12-25-2003||12:48 PM||thon@optonline.net||Not galant related, but a badass video none the less.<br /><br /><a href="http://forums.freshalloy.com/ubbthreads/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=UBB9&Number=67631465&page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpart=1" target="_blank">http://forums.freshalloy.com/ubbthreads/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=UBB9&Number=67631465&page=0&view=collapsed&sb=5&o=&fpart=1</a>||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000001||Dreis11301||12-26-2003||01:16 AM||||They covered that in the Dec issue of Super Street.  The guy that won Katsuhiro Ueo, is supposedly one of the best drifters there is.  He drives that little 85 Toyota Corolla Hatchback that only has 180 hp.  I love to see something like that kicking the ass of those RX-7s, S14s, and Skylines.  Proves it isn't what you have but how well you can drive it.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000002||thon||12-26-2003||01:44 AM||||yeah, i know its old, just a friend of mine made a video, and i thought it was neat:)<br /><br />The end part of the video is Ernie (american) Fixmer, drifting against someone, he has a s13 fastback(240sx to you non nissan people) with a s15 silvia front end.<br /><br />And its totally not about the car in drift.  I get out drifted REGULARLY by people with 240's with STOCK KA's (put about 125 RWHP down) and stock Sr5 corollas (about 80 hp) and gts corollas (about 110hp)<br /><br />its all DRIVER, like a lot of things.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000003||mixx2001||12-26-2003||08:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br /><strong> He drives that little 85 Toyota Corolla Hatchback that only has 180 hp.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I love that car.  But I think it has a bit more than 180hp.  I've seen shots of the engine bay, and I'm pretty sure he has a 20v 4AGE Blacktop with individual throttle bodies as well.  Similar to the Formula Atlantic race cars.  240hp isn't that much more, but that NA power gives him an advantage over the turbo guys keeping those tires spinnin in the turns.  In an all out drag, those turbo guys would kill him, but that car was built to go sideways.  I think it's the best looking AE86 I've ever seen.  I would love to have one for a daily driver.  I had an AE82 (Corolla FX-16 Bluetop),and even though it was FWD it was still a blast.  With basic uprgrades I was giving all the NA 4 cyl boys hell around town.  Alas, I shouldn't have sold it.  And good luck finding a AE86 for sale since Initial D.  Once that shit comes over here as a TV show, well then they might just get extinct.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/004057.cgi
A||||6||REDLINEGVR4||Took Pics Today||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||12-25-2003||06:35 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2275&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2276&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2277&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2278&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2279&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2280&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2281&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2282&width=400" alt=" - " />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||12-25-2003||07:47 PM||||looks sweet, what suspension do you have?<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||12-25-2003||11:16 PM||||Thuggin' on the park bench rear bumper! I love it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||bleck||12-26-2003||01:51 AM||||Nice pics!  Dammit, I envy you guys that don't have to deal with the road salt/general fit and finish abuse that we have in the northeast.  Our cars get cancer real easy up here!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||REDLINEGVR4||12-26-2003||10:48 AM||||I have whiteline springs all the way around and i have agx adjustables in the back. I am gonna take more pics today so ill post again later||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000005||Tangent||12-29-2003||01:56 AM||||Nice pics, especially for 174k.  What is the size of those Azenis?  My brother is looking to buy a set.  I am guessing 205/50 15.||4.43.173.148||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||12-29-2003||07:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Tangent:<br /><strong> I am guessing 205/50 15. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's it.<br /><br />Looking good!  (The car, that is.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  )||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/004058.cgi
A||||4||henrok||balance shafts||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||12-25-2003||07:22 PM||alvihen@aol.com||im already discussing this in my timing belt kit post but maybe not everyone is reading, so ill post it here too.  what happens if we remove the balance shaft belt and do nothing else?  wouldn't that be like removing the balance shaft themselves?  and we wouldnt need to go through all the work.  this would prevent them from spinning and thus still remove rotating mass.  am i correct? or am i wayy off? sorry for this extra post.  just remove it once i get the answer. maybe we can also remove the pulley for the balance shaft belt and just leave whats left in there.||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||12-25-2003||09:17 PM||||That's fine for the front balance shaft but the rear one is run off the oil pump gears (not a belt) so it will keep spinning.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||henrok||12-25-2003||10:06 PM||||so i can in fact just remove the belt then?  or does the oil one run on a belt too? i just figured if the shaft belt broke then it could mess up the timing right? so if the oil one runs on a separate belt then i could just remove the front one and the belt therefore getting rid of the risk of the shaft belt breaking (which is the main concern)||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||12-25-2003||10:23 PM||||Huh? Did you not read my post?<br /><br />The balance shafts are completely separate. The only thing running on the front balance shaft belt is the front balance shaft. If you remove the belt and spin the engine the rear shaft will still spin because it is attached to the oil pump gears inside the engine. The oil pump gears run off the main timing belt so there is no way to stop the rear shaft from spinning. That is why it needs to be replaced with the 1.6L stubby shaft.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||12-26-2003||10:41 AM||||And just to make an obvious point even more so, you DO NOT want to run one balance shaft. Unless you plan to use your car as a wale vibrator.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/004059.cgi
A||||9||megaice||90-94 t/e/l shifter boot||||1||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||12-25-2003||10:35 PM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||Will a 90-94 t/e/l/ leather shifter boot fit our cars?||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||drew||12-25-2003||10:45 PM||||do a search. i think it does albeit needs to be modified.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||12-25-2003||11:15 PM||||I have a 91 Tel boot in my car along with a 91 TEL lever. You need to poke a few holes in it... super easy. Just sucks ass trying to remove the center console.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||curtis||12-26-2003||12:17 AM||||It sucks worst installing it without removing the console. But it can be done the screw holes are under there just put the screws in first to open up the holes and dig out the stubby screw drivers, ratchets etc..  It takes a while but it can be done.||67.25.32.27||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||megaice||12-26-2003||12:40 AM||||Thanks for the quick response and advise everyone||12.20.58.68||reg||6||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||12-26-2003||11:54 AM||||What are you guys doing?  Why would you remove the consol for a shifter boot?||198.69.213.46||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||12-26-2003||12:13 PM||||Because there is a bracket under the console that holds the shift boot in place.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||GVR$in||12-26-2003||01:32 PM||||I used a 90 boot and it works perfect.. just a little cutting/fitting w/ the console out.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||12-26-2003||10:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Because there is a bracket under the console that holds the shift boot in place. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">For a TEL shifter?  I removed and installed the stocker a number of times and now I have a mofugas leather shift boot.  They just pop in place.||198.69.213.91||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||91TSi_AWD||12-27-2003||12:42 AM||||I have a 91-94 T/E/L shifter and boot in my car as well. Much better feel and looks a ton better then that accordian thing.||172.143.104.14||reg||1||GVR4_431||00000687||yes



ubb/Forum3/004060.cgi
A||||4||DeanCouchey||Carlisle's Custom Compact Nationals||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||12-26-2003||01:02 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||Wondering if anyone is gonna be going? I found I can get a room for 35 bucks a night so I might go down, only about 3 hours away from me. Should have the scion by then so I will prob take that!||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||atsiauto||12-26-2003||08:34 AM||||im concerned about it being "indoors" and not being able to get my car inside or being able to leave if I do . The whole thing sounds like a logistical nightmare and nobody has been able to answer the questions I have about parking , if we came it would be as a group of 25 + and I dont think theyre going to be able to accomodate us .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||DeanCouchey||12-26-2003||11:10 AM||||I read the palce has a 6 acre parking lot outside||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-26-2003||02:53 PM||||Are they even going to have it again this year? Last year they made such a fuss about canceling it forever due to morons causing trouble around town.<br /><br />BTW, I'm 15mins away from Carlisle.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||VR4coop||12-26-2003||09:53 PM||||yes they are having it, its goin to be in Harrisburg i believe, Big indoor thing. Not gonna be the same as years pasts. Debating wether or not to go, its about 7 hours for me..||24.218.170.77||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum3/004061.cgi
A||||1||red91awdtalon||OT- getting prescription's||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||12-26-2003||07:31 AM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||maybe somebody know's a little about this...<br /><br />ok... i've had asthma for the past 11 years and sometimes its worse than others..... say on average... i can make one inhaler last a little more than a month... thing is now i have no insurance and if it was simply the cost of the inhaler... no big deal (like 20-30 bux for generic albuterol/ventolin).  but the problem is they expect me to pay like 50-70 bux at all doctors out here (even fist care is 60 bux) to tell me "yup you have asthma" yeah no crap! and none will give mulitple refills, their all 1 time deals, so im looking at roughly 60 bux a visit, then the 20-30 dollar inhaler every month. Just doesnt make sense to me?<br /><br />Has anyone had experiance with ordering from canada/mexico? and how does that work if you have done it. or are there any other ways around this? thanks<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||12-26-2003||09:02 AM||||My son has it to. My wife has ordered from Canada and has saved us alot of money. I'm at work right now so when I get a chance I'll ask her for some more info.||162.84.81.47||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes



ubb/Forum3/004062.cgi
A||||7||mitsuvr4||jonvr4 update||||1||||mitsuvr4||00000369
Z||000000||mitsuvr4||12-26-2003||11:05 AM||karlrehpohl@hotmail.com||I wanted to make public that jonvr4 did refund $135 to me.  Thank you for that jon.<br /><br />See here for details:<br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002527" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002527</a> <br /><br />I apologize to the forum for having to air this garbage and I wouldn't have if some simple communication and courtesy would have been handled by jon.  <br /><br />Jon has stated that his computer had/has problems.  I understand that and can relate (I work in the IT field).  But, when you don't receive any product, Paypal deducts your money, you don't receive any e-mails with the delivery status, and then he posts other topics a month later it's quite upsetting.  Followed by name calling and insults while refunding my money like he's the victim in this ordeal.<br /><br />Bottom line, I don't appreciate the way I was treated and I wouldn't do business with him again.<br /><br />In addition I'd like to thank Pivvay for trying to assist me and thank the GVR4 forum for such a great resource filled with "standup" people for the most part.  I'll buy again from others on this board for sure.  I'll just exchange a couple e-mails to ensure I'm dealing with someone trustworthy.  I've bought at least ten items from members of this board and this is the first time I've had difficulty.<br /><br />Happy upgrading everyone!!||134.29.247.50||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000001||bleck||12-28-2003||06:37 PM||||Wow, nice.  Well, at least some good news came from this.  And I guess I probably have the coolest paperweight in the world sitting atop my desk;) Yeah, you could probably say that I won't be buying from him again either.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||12-28-2003||08:47 PM||||hey bleck you ever thought of just reusing your old wastegate???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||12-28-2003||09:59 PM||||Well I got a throttle cable from him with no issues.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||DSMGVR4||12-28-2003||11:03 PM||||If we are talking about Jon Roberts, then he was very cool to deal with in the past. My clock was acting weird, and Jon read my thread on the board and offered a spare clock to me FREE. He even mailed it to me and didn't expect any money for the part or shipping. OK if you ask me. But I do understand the frustration of the feeling of not getting what u paid for. KI don't bother with Pay Pal....I do most transactions via honor code...so far no burns (knock on wood). <br />John||67.82.236.77||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||12-28-2003||11:08 PM||||Wrong Jon you're thinking about. Jon Roberts owns this website.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||bleck||12-29-2003||12:10 AM||||Jon.  In the big scheme of things, $100 aint gonna break anyone.  The problem is that by the time almost 5 weeks went by, and I had heard all your excuses, turbowop's 16G was already in my car (thank god, and in 5 days no less).  So not only did I receive the thing 21 days late, I realized that I couldn't even resell it on the board to someone else for the same $100 in the condition it was in.  My old 14b and wastegate were in worse condition, and you weren't answering PM's or emails, so effectively, I was screwed.  <br /><br />But the icing on the cake is your attitude with your customers.  In the least, it needs work.  If you had sent me an email that said Oops, all woulda been different.  I may have even traded you for some other stuff that I needed, or sent it back and used my credit with you at a later date, but you didn't give me the chance.  Then you disappear for a month, and when you return, call ME a dick.  I think it's fair to say that that changes everything.  Not gonna beat a dead horse anymore tho.  My piece has been said.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000007||hibrn8||12-30-2003||12:10 PM||||Jon was cool with me when I made a trip out to Boulder. I was very happy with what I bought and would gladly do business with him anytime.||65.227.217.62||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes



ubb/Forum3/004169.cgi
A||||3||drew||GVR4 sighting in Urbana, IL||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||01-06-2004||01:30 AM||||License Plate Illinois AL1172. I think it was a 91. Saw it in Urbana on 12/27. Anyone here?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||01-06-2004||01:43 AM||||What was going out here in Illinois that made you come?||65.227.204.58||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||drew||01-06-2004||01:50 AM||||Work, and then hanging out with friends. Chicago is a very impressive city. I met up with some friends who lived in Arlington Heights... when they told me that was where they lived, my first thought was AMS.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||01-06-2004||03:36 PM||||Well it wasn't me Drew!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/004064.cgi
A||||1||4g63t||Calling Doug / Crucible!!!||||10||||4g63t||00000383
Z||000000||4g63t||12-26-2003||06:54 PM||imcoolerthanyou@hotmail.com||Hey, bro, I'm in Lancaster and I have the bumper. I'd like to see if we can do this sometime this week. I have limited internet access, so give me a call at 717-380-6071.  Thanks, Later||24.229.49.244||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000001||crucible||12-26-2003||08:21 PM||||Uh, hello?||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/004065.cgi
A||||6||slow4dr||sighting/ visiting in-laws Parker CO||||1||||slow4dr||00002173
Z||000000||slow4dr||12-26-2003||08:59 PM||jwilcox@bankspower.com||So I am on vacation in Parker CO. The night we get in I take a walk outside and notice a white car a few houses down that looks very familiar. I just laughed and thought NO-WAY. The next morning I got up and sure enough it was a GVR4. I may take a stroll down there tomorrow and introduce myself.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.9.179.236||reg||1||slow4dr||00002173||yes
Z||000001||AllWheelsDriven||12-26-2003||09:20 PM||||be careful...theres a 92 gray VR4 that shops at the co-op near me.  I finally was walking by when the owner came out and i introduced myself and talked about owning 569/2000.  The guy first looked at me like somehow i had damaged his car and was coming over to tell him then figured possibly i was selling ECU's out of my trunk or something.  He hustled away and drove off. I had my gf with me and she asked that i not do that again   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I think some people have no idea what they are driving.<br /><br />mike||12.211.95.82||reg||2||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
Z||000002||TheJackalGT||12-26-2003||09:25 PM||||theres some pretty mean galants (5+ 12sec.. damn altitude) in the metro area. Some on the board, and some hiding   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000003||snwbrd40oz||12-27-2003||01:12 PM||||I've seen a bunch in the Denver area, and most seem to be owned by pretty clueless drivers. When I bought mine I had NO idea of the value, but once I found out....It kills me that people can take a great car like this for granted||65.100.167.166||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000004||Jon||12-27-2003||02:02 PM||||I saw one about 5 minutes from my house the other day.  Looked stock.  Front bumper is all messed up and the passenger fendor is off the car.  I guess the owner is planning on fixing it.||12.223.123.130||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||12-27-2003||05:11 PM||||mine is parked at the inlaws near Parker but it's green.||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Ryan Carey||12-27-2003||06:53 PM||||Where and when in parker??  Could have been me at my nephews house.<br /><br />I see some, but alot are run down or unappreciated.  I've seen two within the complex I live in on seperate occasions, but both looked like severely abused beaters (wait, that could be my GVR4 as well).<br /><br />hmmmmmmmmmmmm...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes



ubb/Forum3/004066.cgi
A||||14||autobahntom||'rice' guages?||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||12-26-2003||09:40 PM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2450452030&category=43952" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2450452030&category=43952</a><br /><br /><br />was not sure what to title this. These 'guages', does anyone on the list make them? or know who does? Got to make the car at least a second faster in the quarter. lol.<br />In all seriousness, would like to see them in person installed as opposed to the pic the guy/girl has posted.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||jayru||12-26-2003||09:44 PM||||I have looked at them myself from time to time. I can't decide if i like them or not.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||atc250r||12-26-2003||09:48 PM||||While we are on the subject, anybody know if these will fit my '91 VR? I know the LED's will not match up but is there any other problems with using them?<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||12-26-2003||10:44 PM||||Fuck... wouldn't touch those with a ten foot pole. Plain black is the only way to rock them. Remove the bulb condoms off either the green lights or the orange lights and get a nice almost-clear light effect.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||12-27-2003||01:43 AM||||I've been looking at these for a while now. Can't decide if I should get them or not.  Seeing as we all have the need for speed, I'm going to pass in hopes of spending my money on going faster (finally)||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000005||Evilnissan||12-27-2003||08:09 AM||||Its all about personal tast, if you like them get them..<br /><br />I kinda like them, I wouldnt get a bright color but I would get a dark color if i had the time and money or spair gauge to put it in.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000006||4drwhore||12-27-2003||12:17 PM||||is it just me or are they switched, shouldnt the boost part be on the left?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000007||snwbrd40oz||12-27-2003||08:24 PM||||if you use those, you'll lose the,by far, coolest feature on our cars, the selectable dash light color!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  What would distinguish my car from any other Galant then....hehe. Kind of a cool idea though, just not on my car.||64.136.26.235||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||12-28-2003||01:13 AM||||Has anyone found another car thats has switchable dash illumination? In all my travels, I have yet to come across a single other car that has that feature other than the GVR4.<br /><br />While we're on the topic of the gauge cluster, just curious if anyone else uses trip B for their oil change mileage...?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||marvinmadman123||12-28-2003||01:48 AM||||Yep, good reminder for me!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||14||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000010||RTS182G-VR4||12-28-2003||01:52 AM||||i use A for gas and B for oil.  the galant gsx also has the switchable light right?||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000011||#1459 VR-4||12-28-2003||06:39 PM||||I've got them or a slight variation of them.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1587" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><i>edit: sorry for the big picture</i>||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000012||Mitsuturbo||12-28-2003||07:39 PM||||Yes, the GGSX has switchable illumination.<br /><br />That pic has me VERY interested.  What's with the little door your SAFC is in?  I WANT ONE!||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000013||curtis||12-28-2003||08:48 PM||||The door and lower panel is from a 89 na car. I have one also.  Its about a 5 min job to switch.  If you can find one out of a junkyard be sure to grab the vent tube also.  I have a 5 knob afc and a profec mounted in mine.||166.90.116.46||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000014||josh91vr4||12-29-2003||06:00 PM||||I actually like the gauges, definitely different than anything i've seen before. And i use A for gas, B for oil too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />At least these gauges are hard plastic, i bought some from ebay that were crappy overlays (and for GGSX to boot)||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes



ubb/Forum3/004067.cgi
A||||11||DongeR615||accident||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||12-27-2003||12:03 AM||||Older brother decides to drive the STi at Mt. Hamilton. I go along with my younger brother. About 30 mins of driving, we run into gradual down hill, left turn with gravel at the end. He goes in and turns the car left but the tail slides out and he doesn't counter steer. He drives over the hill side and things got SHAKY. I can remember my digital camera bouncing and ripping off its string holder from my wrist and lands in the back-seat.  We check to see if we're okay. We had to climb out of the driver side window, Climb up 15 feet, Flag a guy down in a older Audi(he had no passengers, thanks to him if he is reading this) because our cell phones had no signal. He drove us down the mountain then I called a few friends to pick us up. First BIG accident. Really Shaky and kind of out of it. My younger brother thought we were going to die. I thought to myself the worst is over and we're okay. My body aches and my right neck muscle is straining. I will post pics up later.||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-27-2003||12:20 AM||||Fuck man! Glad to hear you are all ok!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||udriveu||12-27-2003||12:29 AM||||Glad to hear you're ok, but for the love of god, what of the STI?!?!||64.252.101.198||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000003||boostaddctn||12-27-2003||01:43 AM||||Thats why I only drive the straights... but glad your all right man, aight peace||67.169.178.43||reg||1||boostaddctn||00002686||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||12-27-2003||04:53 AM||||Car is still up there. I can't really sleep. Anyone know if towing companies can pull it up?<br />i'll let you guys know more later.||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||12-27-2003||05:51 AM||||Oh yeah a tow truck can winch a car up a real steep incline. Once in my old RX7 with well worn tires on a rainy night, I lost the rear and went down a real steep wooded hill backwards. What fun, it seemed like the longest time but finaly after about 75 feet a tree stopped me. Anyway the next day the tow truck driver got me right out. And not long that after I got an AWD DSM.||64.233.106.150||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||Ash||12-27-2003||06:45 AM||||it sucks when that happens, just thank god you are both ok - cars can be replaced, lives can't  <br /><br />that said, hope it can be towed out easily||203.221.18.83||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||12-30-2003||01:33 AM||||Pics..<br />You can see snow at the observatory if you look closely<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2332" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2332&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><b>Notice the steering wheel then look at the Tires</b> <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2333" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2333&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2334" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2334&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||Pappy||12-30-2003||01:48 AM||||Glad everyone's relatively okay.<br /><br />Next time let your brother know that those tires are for pavement, not gravel.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000009||red91awdtalon||12-30-2003||02:33 PM||||i pulled up a friend in his 91 240sx... he thought he was a drifter and did almost the same thing you did.... save some cash, go find someone with a powerfull 4x4 or a winch. my blazer pulled his up pretty easily. WOW thats some hairy stuff, thats why i 1/4 mile, no turns, you guys are nutz  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000010||DongeR615||12-31-2003||01:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by udriveu:<br /><strong> Glad to hear you're ok, but for the love of god, what of the STI?!?! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Car is now at the shop being fixed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pappy:<br /><strong> Next time let your brother know that those tires are for pavement, not gravel.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">it was pavement all the way just at that turn there was a run off for people to stop and let the faster cars by and the run off area was all gravel.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong> i pulled up a friend in his 91 240sx... he thought he was a drifter and did almost the same thing you did.... save some cash, go find someone with a powerfull 4x4 or a winch. my blazer pulled his up pretty easily. WOW thats some hairy stuff, thats why i 1/4 mile, no turns, you guys are nutz   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />Joe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nutz indeed.||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000011||16GVR4||12-31-2003||08:56 PM||||Sorry to hear the news man.<br />Hope everything comes out OK after the body shop repairs it.||66.124.255.133||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes



ubb/Forum3/004068.cgi
A||||10||Eclipse182||Tasteful grapics?||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||12-27-2003||06:09 AM||||Lol I know it sounds like an oxymoron, but tell me what you think of this graphic on a VR-4:<br />   <img src="http://www.modernimage.net/html/images/cars/Kit005_ds.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />I saw something similar to it on an RSX and Skyline in Super Street I think.<br />Anywho, on both cars they were almost the same color as the car with a shadow effect so you could barely tell they were there. So what'd ya think? IMO theyd look better closer to the window frame. And maybe a little smaller but other than that i kinda like em.<br /><br />(btw i got the pic from modernimage.net)||24.195.184.41||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||Ash||12-27-2003||06:36 AM||||I'll agree with the oxymoron bit, but after I get mine resprayed I'll have to look as something to break up the colour as the factory pinstripe will be gone (do the US cars have the pinstripe from factory?  look at my car in readers rides for the example)||203.221.18.83||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||12-27-2003||08:40 AM||||I'm personally not a big graphics fan.  I don't even like pinstripes on cars.  Mine had a relatively subtle pinstripe when I bought it, but I had it buffed off.  Adding graphics and crazy paint defeats the point of why I personally bought this car - to have a quick car that doesn't draw attention and doesn't stand out.  To each their own though.  If you personally like it, don't worry about what other people think, and go for it.||207.69.139.135||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||jayru||12-27-2003||12:26 PM||||I saw them on the skyline in SCC and they looked good. I like them. I don't think it's over the top looking. If you like it go for it.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||12-27-2003||12:39 PM||||i was thinking of doing a similar one. i wanted a flat black single line, thinner but in from front fender to rear quarter, with the diamond star at the end. i wanted the diamond star about 2" in heighth. and the stripe to start at a point and slowly work it self to 2", then break right at the end to allow the diamond star to show.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||12-27-2003||08:01 PM||||Personaly, I think something like this is what mine needs:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2304" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Finished with something like this.<br /><br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2305" alt=" - " /><br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   <br />So much for the sleeper image.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Let the flaming begin!||64.63.213.63||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||jayru||12-27-2003||08:03 PM||||Is that Civic SI blue?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||12-27-2003||08:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Is that Civic SI blue? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Baah!  Bite your tongue!!  And your fingers for typing that!<br /><br />I'm not saying what it Is, but it is not a Honduh color.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />And it does retain some of the original Nile Black on some of the flames and other areas.||64.63.213.63||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||12-28-2003||04:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Is that Civic SI blue? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No.. worse.. it's purple w/ 'flaming' graphics.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  Haha just messin||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||12-28-2003||10:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Is that Civic SI blue? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No.. worse.. it's purple w/ 'flaming' graphics.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Haha just messin </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just haven't gotten my rainbow stickers from ebay yet.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||64.63.212.53||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||MustGoFaster||12-28-2003||11:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Turbo4door1:<br /><strong> I'm personally not a big graphics fan.  I don't even like pinstripes on cars.  Mine had a relatively subtle pinstripe when I bought it, but I had it buffed off.  Adding graphics and crazy paint defeats the point of why I personally bought this car - to have a quick car that doesn't draw attention and doesn't stand out.  To each their own though.  If you personally like it, don't worry about what other people think, and go for it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My thought on the subject also.<br /><br />As far as that color of Blue, it�s Pearl (changes shades) so I'm thinking the Dark Orchid Pearl color that was used on 3/S's.  My friend has one in that color and I have seen both those shades in it.||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum3/004069.cgi
A||||9||autobahntom||Eclipse GSX on ebay in Florida||||1||||autobahntom||00000818
Z||000000||autobahntom||12-27-2003||09:07 AM||autobahntom@yahoo.com||this car has NO TITLE.<br />However, if someone wants it for parts; just run the VIN and make sure it is not stolen. Then strip it and get rid of the body. (or make a race car out of it). Bent valves means the bottom end should still be good. 88k means the trans should be too. ECU, interior pieces, wheels, suspension (for 5 lug swaps), etc. <br />There are no bids so far. Tried to contact seller to get the VIN, but so far have not heard back. <br />This car should sell for no more than $500 with no title.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2450131120&category=6783" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2450131120&category=6783</a><br /><br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000001||snwbrd40oz||12-27-2003||09:17 PM||||It always makes me nervous when I'm looking at cars on eBay and the seller neglects to post any underhood shots. It's been my (limited) experiance that you can tell alot about a car by the condition the engine bay is in. just my 2cents||64.136.27.228||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||12-28-2003||10:04 PM||||Wouldn't a GSX have a silver strip along the bottom of the car?  Or was this only on 92-94s?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||jayru||12-28-2003||10:11 PM||||Sounds shady to me. He threw the TB driving it (title required to register it), but then where is the title? Hmm, something smells fishy.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||12-29-2003||03:16 PM||||The seller emailed me......<br /><br />Vin # 4A3CT64U1MEO27959<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||12-29-2003||03:22 PM||||Some states don't need a title once the car is a certain age.  Is this the case n Florida?||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||Vr4in'||12-29-2003||04:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Some states don't need a title once the car is a certain age.  Is this the case n Florida? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea,in Florida you need a title to register/inure the vehicle.||24.96.16.27||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||12-29-2003||05:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong> The seller emailed me......<br /><br />Vin # 4A3CT64U1MEO27959<br /><br /><br />Geoff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That vin came back as invalid but is similar to this one: 4A3CT64U1ME027959 for a 91 eclipse GSX .<br /><br />I believe it's a zero (0) not O after the ME causing that.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||geoff@machv||12-29-2003||07:41 PM||||Thanks Pre EVO !!!!||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000009||autobahntom||12-29-2003||07:51 PM||||The last six digits would have to be digits, as that is how the VIN is layed out. <br />Anyone get a chance to run the VIN? Still no bids, so could get it cheaper no doubt. <br />If I was closer, I would get it (provided the VIN came back as good or salvage-don't need any thefts-unless released by a police department).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes



ubb/Forum3/004070.cgi
A||||11||GREENVR4||don't let this happen to you||||1||||GREENVR4||00002742
Z||000000||GREENVR4||12-27-2003||03:56 PM||TPMIPA@YAHOO.COM||this car belongs to a guy I work with, 98 M3 which he bought 2 months ago, one day his girlfriend decides to take it for a spin, and while she was yapping on the cell phone...<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2299&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2300&width=400" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2301&width=400" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2302&width=400" alt=" - " /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2303&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Estimate on ther repair (parts, labor, body shop yada yada..) $12000 so far.<br /><br />Moral to the story..DON'T GIVE YOUR WOMAN A CELL PHONE!, and if she has one, don't let her touch your baby if she intents to use it.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000001||crucible||12-27-2003||04:37 PM||||Thats sad.<br />What the hell did she hit? Looks like damage from the spoiler down so it must have been something low to the ground or on the ground||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||Invader||12-27-2003||04:45 PM||||I'll take a guess and say she did a serious curb job on that car...||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||12-27-2003||05:53 PM||||Nice touch!~||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||meshwork||12-27-2003||07:40 PM||||How do all the door gaps look all the way around? <br /><br />If they are all off by a lot that car will never be the same. A low hit like that will torque the car to the point where every single peice of sheetmetal gets tweaked. <br /><br />Our shop just fixed a GS430 that had almost the exact same damage, preliminary estimate was around 15k, final was 24k.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000005||TheJackalGT||12-27-2003||07:44 PM||||those are hammann wheels, they are a grip $$$||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||12-27-2003||09:28 PM||||i think a curb jumped in her way, and as far as the door gaps i didn't really see any difference except the trunk, that one's off by a bit, so I guess we have to wait for the body shop verdict, and yes, Hamman wheels, (brake like cookie gaijin san).||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||Lucky13||12-28-2003||12:03 AM||||The lesson....never let anyone drive your baby. People make mistakes, just don't let them do them in your ride.||68.211.238.226||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000008||hibrn8||12-28-2003||02:47 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Woman Driver!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.227.204.142||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||12-28-2003||11:31 AM||||I never let enyone drive my car unless I am in the car, and that is very rare. If I had an M3, I don't care how good the pussy was, no woman would be driving it, period. I don't feel sorry for the guy, should have thought with his larger brain before letting his woman drive it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||galantvr4us||12-28-2003||12:07 PM||||Thats excately why I never let anyone drive my car.  I crash it-its my fault.  <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000011||geoff@machv||12-29-2003||03:22 PM||||Looks like a whooped ass is in order for someone.......||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/004071.cgi
A||||7||REDLINEGVR4||stock 1/4 mile time||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||12-27-2003||04:17 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||This might be a dumb question but what is the 1/4 mile time for our cars when they are stock?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||12-27-2003||04:20 PM||||This has been discussed at length. I am sure a search would turn up a wealth of info. <br />However, if NO mods of any kind were done, the magazines got 15.2 I think. <br />Skilled drivers with free mods were deep in the 14's; maybe faster.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Invader||12-27-2003||04:56 PM||||Road & Track got a 15.8@88 in the Nov. 1990 issue.<br />Car & Driver got a 15.6@88 in the Sep. 1991 issue.<br /><br />Both are pretty weak considering their 0-30 and 0-60 times...C&D was .4 quicker to 30 MPH and .9 quicker to 60 MPH.  Obviously driver had a lot to do with it...||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||12-27-2003||06:00 PM||||<a href="http://www.minnstech.com/galantspec.htm" target="_blank">http://www.minnstech.com/galantspec.htm</a><br /><br />BTW, does anyone have the dollar cost for the sunroof and CD player options? I just realized I'm missing that info.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||supervr4||12-27-2003||06:23 PM||||those guys must suck at driving i pulled a 15.7 in the vr4 and its an auto with a tdo4.||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000005||red91awdtalon||12-27-2003||07:00 PM||||mine has 2g pistons and no balance shafts and i was 15.00 with a 2.2 60' ... i should be hitting 2.0's or better for the 60' so with a better driver i should be high 14's but that is also a 2700 elevation at los angles county raceway in palmdale.<br /><br />other than the balance shafts and the 2g pistons my car is bone stock except a k&n and no lower honeycombs.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||12-27-2003||10:10 PM||||I managed a 14.75 @ 88mph with a 1.88 60ft in stock trim.  The only thing I had done at that point was install a K & N filter and remove the air can - and drove it like I stole it.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||63.188.97.58||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||12-28-2003||01:22 PM||||Mark,<br /><br />Search the photo archives or the list here and look for where I posted my window sticker.  My '92 has both sunroof and CD.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.4.47.141||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum3/004072.cgi
A||||1||Akidosigh1||Competition: Camaro||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||12-27-2003||04:20 PM||||My competition has took advantage of my galants down time. He had a 96 caprice with a lot of money in it. It was running 13.5s consistently. For some reason he bought a camaro and swapped his parts over from the caprice so now I have to do something to raise my game. I don't know what his times are yet but I'm going to assume they are pretty good since caprices are a lot heavier than camaros. All I have on the car now is a K&N filter, mbc, ported evo3 manifold and a blown engine. I was going to buy a jaspers motor as soon as I got back to MD but thats $2500. I wanted the warranty but now I need to do a little restrategizing to keep up with my competition. <br /><br />On my floor I have a ACT 2600 and XACT flywheel, Holley 255lph fuel pump, MAF translator, keydiver chip, fp3055(none of the supporting stuff yet)<br /><br />I'd guess he is in the 12s or pretty close to it. I need thoughts/suggestions, primarily on engine options first since I need one. I know we have a lot of experience here so I think you all can help me progress quickly. Thanks!||12.164.35.199||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||12-28-2003||12:17 PM||||ack dont buy a jasper motor!<br />they dont seperate the turbo and non turbo blocks, so you wont get any oil squirters.<br />if you are going to buy a reman motor, i can get you one, a GOOD one, all mitsu parts. cheaper than that. PM me if interested.||138.89.18.157||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum3/004073.cgi
A||||6||akira01||the unexpected happened||||1||||galantgsr||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||12-27-2003||06:02 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||well on friday the day after christmas i felt sick so i was asleep for half of the day and i told my brother to move my car into the garage but unfortunally he didn't hear me so it was sitting outside and while it was out there it got broken into and the thieves took my cd player along with my system....but i guess it may of been my fault for not taking off the face of my cd player but i was so damn sick that day that i couldn't do anything.....well thats what i get for not moving the car into the garage....later....||205.241.11.205||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000001||chauffeur1st||12-27-2003||06:23 PM||||Thats crapy man, Im sorry.. Just a few weeks ago my girlfriend had her car broken into at our apartments.. I always leave my face on and its right by my AFC, but I always have my alarm on... probably deters them from my car...I may start to take my face off now. <br /><br />Good luck<br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000002||akira01||12-27-2003||06:36 PM||||well everything is fine to me but my dad only has libility insurance for the car so i can't get anything from the insurance...but yea i think everytime i park outside i'm taking off the face for the cd player....||205.241.11.205||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000003||Eclipse182||12-28-2003||06:50 AM||||That sucks dude. Thats one thing that pisses me off more than anything, vandalizing someones car. Its on of those things that I wouldnt do to my worst enemy, not outta respect for them, but respect for the car. Anyone on here have an El Kameleon cd player? When its turned off it just looks like a black panel in the console, its pretty nice. My sister has one in her 98 Civic and it matches the gauges and everything almost perfectly so it looks stock.||24.195.184.41||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||12-28-2003||10:19 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />Trust me, I feel your pain.  My stuff added up to $4500 in the break-in back in October.  And the kicker?  My car still isn't back in the road, with another $5500 invested into it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||12-28-2003||10:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Eclipse182:<br /><strong> Anyone on here have an El Kameleon cd player? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Like a thief wouldn't be able to tell the difference between that and a piece of plastic.  Stupidest gimmick ever.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||Forced Style||12-29-2003||08:50 AM||||my friend has the kameleon, aside from the strange attempt to look like there isnt a stereo there, i really like that head unit.<br />I have an AWIA and it also attempts to go incognito but it has a flat black flip cover so it's a little more believeable<br />  <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/upload/dcp_1669.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes



ubb/Forum3/004074.cgi
A||||8||galantvr4us||John Lingenfelter Passed Away||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||12-27-2003||07:05 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||On the evening of December 25th.  I have talked to him on several occasions and seen him at PRI a few years ago-great guy.  RIP.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-27-2003||08:18 PM||||<a href="http://www.lingenfelter.com/jlstat2.asp" target="_blank">More info from the Lingenfelter website...</a>||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||12-27-2003||08:19 PM||||He will surely be missed.  Anyone who can whip up a 9 second vette that'll go toe to toe with a F18, is ok in my book.  When turbo-charged four cylinders started whoopin up on V8's all over the world, he knew what had to be done.  One day I will own a Lingenfelter Vette.  Hopefuly.||24.28.249.106||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||atc250r||12-27-2003||08:38 PM||||WOW!! I did not know that he had passed. Though I never personally met him I had great respect and admiration for his work. He was definitely a pioneer in the field of EFI performance. It is a loss to the entire performance community.<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000004||crucible||12-28-2003||12:12 AM||||<b>Anyone who can whip up a 9 second vette that'll go toe to toe with a F18</b> <br />Ya got that right.More like toe to toe with a comet.<br />That guy was a staple in car mags with his awesome machines.<br />Whats f'ed up is I couldnt find shit on him in Yahoo or MSN sports.I knew he had gotten in a crash but never heard anything new.<br />Damn||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000005||rrustedcage||12-28-2003||02:10 AM||||i grew up in the town where his shop was.  good old decatur indiana.  that place was the holy grail of coolness.  i would always drive past his shop rubbernecking the whole way to get a look at what he was working on.  when i was 16 i walked in to try and get a job (with no prior practical automotive experience).  of course i was rebuffed, but i had to try.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   my parents called me the day he passed.  a sad day indeed.<br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.147||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||12-28-2003||02:43 AM||||Yes this is sad news in my book as well.... my grandpa actually told me as he is really sad himself....he knew John pretty well from some of the machines he built for my grandpa. RIP John Lingenfelter, an automotive legend...||65.227.204.142||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||14bCrazy||12-28-2003||08:53 AM||||The thing that sucks the most about this is that he recovered from the injures from the crash. The hospital made a mistake that sent from into a coma. He held on for 2 years. He must of been a tough guy to last as long as he did.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000008||curtis||12-28-2003||12:15 PM||||I saw him once down in Nashville at the track.  He was busy tunning one of his customers vette.  I saw the car lay down a low 5 sec 1/8 mile pass spinning at over 130 mph.  If anyone knew performance it was him.  There was a great wealth of knowledge that was just lost.||166.90.116.195||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/004075.cgi
A||||11||tsitalon1||New guy one question||||1||||tsitalon1||00003144
Z||000000||tsitalon1||12-27-2003||10:49 PM||tsitalon1@knology.net||Hey guys,<br /><br />I may have a chance to buy a galant at a really cheap price. I have been in club dsm for 7 years and have an abundance of knowledge of dsm's. However I know next to nothing when it comes to gvr4's.<br /><br />The galant in question is a 91 galant gsx. The gentlemen claims that it is a vr4 with gsx badges. States that mitsu salesmen over ordered the allocated 2000 vr4's and that mitsu compensated with vr4's badged as gsx's. He claims a 14b turbo, 4ws, and awd. <br /><br />is this possible? I thought gsx galants' were all NT. Could this be legit? or could it be someone trying to get over on me?<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I guess thats more than one question... sorry.<br /><br />James Gillette||69.1.46.215||reg||1||tsitalon1||00003144||yes
Z||000001||number3||12-27-2003||10:55 PM||||Co"bullshit"ugh||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000002||Akidosigh1||12-27-2003||11:11 PM||||maybe someone bought a GSX and did a turbo swap on it and traded it in and thats what the dealer told the person who bought it. Listen to Number 3!||12.164.35.199||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000003||sleepergvr4||12-27-2003||11:21 PM||||the car you are talking about is in north carolina. i bet it was in an accident and the wrong badges were put on. check the vin. have it looked up by your local dealer, they can tell you what options the car had. let us know. i saw the car on dsm trader for $1700 also.||66.20.121.231||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||12-27-2003||11:45 PM||||get the vin and have iceman run it.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||number3||12-27-2003||11:46 PM||||Did this <a href="http://load.pquinn.com/binaries/fries/" target="_blank">guy</a> tell you those facts?<br /><br />Honestly the car probably was missed badged by a repair shop. Most GVR4s VIN #s show up as GSXes in the insurance data bases.<br /><br />But the GVR4 sold very poorly when it was introduced and this  <a href="http://load.pquinn.com/binaries/fries/" target="_blank">expert</a> was feeding you a line of apple pies... in fact they cut the number of cars introduced in half (1000) the next year (92).<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000006||curtis||12-28-2003||12:10 AM||||Ding<br />Ding<br />Ding<br />Ding..................Dong  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.159.108.87||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||12-28-2003||12:23 AM||||This guy doesn't happen to have the screename "rockinWRX" on any auto forums does he?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||12-28-2003||01:07 AM||||Another way to tell is to see if it has 4WS (or evidence of its removal if its not there). I really don't think there's anyone dedicated enough to install 4WS into a Galant GSX...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||supervr4||12-28-2003||01:33 AM||||why not run it through CAPS just to be sure??||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000010||RTS182G-VR4||12-28-2003||01:57 AM||||all you need to do is look in the vin for a "U"- its the designation for the 4G63T||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000011||04DrBlur||12-28-2003||10:08 AM||||The insurance company ran my vin and my car is listed as a GSX on my insurance card.. Was like that with 2 different insurance companies.||68.76.178.231||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes



ubb/Forum3/004076.cgi
A||||16||Fonzo||Cop Trouble?||||5||||Fonzo||00000681
Z||000000||Fonzo||12-28-2003||05:00 AM||irios83@hotmail.com||I tend to drive my car pretty harsh. I live in caifornia and Im running a test pipe. I know my car is a galant and people dont find it as sexy as I do. But I still get paranoid around cops. Specially since im behind them. Other than that I have a gauge cluster. Just wondering how many of you guys have run into cops and for what reasons.||63.207.14.20||reg||5||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000001||Dreis11301||12-28-2003||07:24 AM||||The cops over here are easy.  They drive around with their lights on at all times and turn on the sirens when in pursuit.  The best thing, if you want to out run them all you have to do is speed and run a red light, they won't break the speed limits or run lights.  Not that I encourage this kind of behavior, but 60kmh (35mph) speed limits on wide open highways are ridiculous, especially when I was in my Galant or when riding the wife's motorcycle. But if you get caught, their fines are out of this world.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-28-2003||12:39 PM||||i live in so.cal and i was a sheriff's explorer and my mom works at the santa clarita station so i have a prettygood knowledge of the cops and race r/c cars with some/ paintball/ and the hotrod thing so i get let off the hook a lot. my biggest problem is that i cant have a car without tint, i even tint the front limo so im pretty safe in my valley but i have numerous tickets from the CHP for front plate and tint tickets.... stupid crap. haha.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||coop||12-28-2003||04:21 PM||||Ok, so my neighbor just retired from the chp and the dad news is that they have a training facility that is for people like us. They spend two months getting trained on what the products are, how they are used, and what cars to look for. A buddy of mine had a couple pull up next to him in a 04 cobra to try and race him. Well the short end of it is he lost his car for 30 days, and he has to go to a state refery for the next three consectutive years. I think it will cost him a good coupole of grand to get through it.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||12-28-2003||06:49 PM||||I got pulled over burning out off of a stop sign in the galant.  The cop didn't like it and had his partner go up the passenge side of the vehicle.  I also just got pulled over drifting around a corner in the snow, while not signaling.  So yes I am paranoid, but never have gotten a ticket except for the one I got for not having a front lisence plate.  Oh yeah, we have 4 enforcement offices patroling town; city, state, sherrif, and campus and they love to harrass you.||12.18.161.43||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000005||7541000||12-29-2003||01:43 PM||||what isthe law against a cop to provoke or insight criminal acts.||63.154.48.60||reg||1||7541000||00000009||yes
Z||000006||Evilnissan||12-29-2003||02:53 PM||||entrapment (in-trap-ment) ???||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||12-29-2003||03:04 PM||||My Galant is lowered 1.75 inches.  3in turbo back exhaust which does growl, 264/272 cams which adds to the exhause note.  15 inch black steel wheels.  My VR4 sounds like a beater that needs a tune up.  NO-ONE ever gives the VR4 a second look  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Actually, I got got caught doing a second gear pull the other night.  4 cops pulled me over.  The sergeant saw my DoD windshield badge.  <br />turns out, his Dad just retired from the base I work at.    <br /><br />The kid in the turbo Golf got pinched... I got a warning  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000008||Fonzo||12-30-2003||04:28 AM||||so pretty much, if I dont do 4 wheel burn outs and dont tint my car I should be fine. So the rest of you are COP FREE? Dammb, that is nice to hear hope I'm not making an ass out of myself by assuming that.||63.207.14.14||reg||1||Fonzo||00000681||yes
Z||000009||Yao||12-30-2003||10:57 AM||||COPS huh!  I've cop stories that's comming out of my nose!  They never get me big, but the little stuffs that's killing me.  Even had an off duty cop that draw the gun on me!! Since my Eclipse is on the road I have been pulled over 4 times!!  I begin to think they target sports car or something... because I never get this kind of attention from my GVR4 before! Moral of things is that I rather take chance with cops then road rage with people that is too stupid to drive and think it's everyone's fault but theirs.  Oh, and don't you just love people that would love to teach you to drive by following closely because they think you are too slow or by cuting infront of you thinking you are going to fast.  I once had a road rage with a woman because I passed her at 60mph on a 55 zone that she honked, flipped, raced, and the whole nine yard!!!! at me!??  Fucking I don't mind your shit so LEAVE ME ALONG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000010||moonstation2000||12-30-2003||12:40 PM||||i just got a ticket (ny, queens) for having a too loud exhaust (burshur 3"). had to go to court, cop said to show up with a receipt for a silencer and everything would be ok. i show up with a silencer and find out judge requires a mechanics receipt that certifies exhaust as being repaired. now i have to go back to court again. btw, all jap cars got pulled over, i'm sure they wouldn't ticket a viper for too loud exhaust||24.186.171.218||reg||1||moonstation2000||00002106||yes
Z||000011||kartorium31||12-30-2003||01:03 PM||||That was my argument to the judge in upper county.  I told him that my exhaust wasn't even close to as loud as a corvette or mustang, or camaro or any american muscle/sports car and that it was as quite as stock at idle.  I must have done a real good job explaining it cause he let me off.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000012||markrieb||12-31-2003||10:50 AM||||I don't know how long ago the ticket was Karter, but Washington now has a new exhaust law as of about a year ago.  The new law is a measureable limit of 95 dB as measured by the SAE test.  95 dB is pretty loud...<br /><br />See RCW 46.37.390 as listed at <a href="http://www.leg.wa.gov/RCW/index.cfm?fuseaction=section&section=46.37.390" target="_blank">http://www.leg.wa.gov/RCW/index.cfm?fuseaction=section&section=46.37.390</a><br /><br />Excerpted here:<br /><br />No person shall modify the exhaust system of a motor vehicle in a manner which will amplify or increase the noise emitted by the engine of such vehicle above that emitted by the muffler originally installed on the vehicle, and it shall be unlawful for any person to operate a motor vehicle not equipped as required by this subsection, or which has been amplified as prohibited by this subsection so that the vehicle's exhaust noise exceeds ninety-five decibels as measured by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) test procedure J1169 (May, 1998). It is not a violation of this subsection unless proven by proper authorities that the exhaust system modification results in noise amplification in excess of ninety-five decibels under the prescribed SAE test standard. A court may dismiss an infraction notice for a violation of this subsection if there is reasonable grounds to believe that the vehicle was not operated in violation of this subsection.<br /><br />     This subsection (3) does not apply to vehicles twenty-five or more years old or to passenger vehicles being operated off the highways in an organized racing or competitive event conducted by a recognized sanctioning body.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000013||kartorium31||12-31-2003||03:05 PM||||It was a while ago, I think the law then was that you couldn't modify your exhaust if it made it any louder.  I remember researching the laws a lot and didn't see that one you pulled up, so it must have been before they changed it.<br /><br />I think law in washington states that if your car doesn't have a place on the front bumper for your license plate then you don't have to put one on.  As in if you have to modify the stock body at all, then you don't have to have it on the front.  I remember reading that while researching, not sure if it is still tru or if I read it correctly though.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000014||gvr4ever||12-31-2003||03:29 PM||||I think it really depends on how you drive.  However, I guess depending on where you live makes a difference.  I usually hear about people getting scewed in small towns where the cops can pick on the local car group.<br /><br />The law on aftermarket exhaust sounds like it is writen in a way where it can be translated in more then one way.  By installing a aftermarket exhaust system, you make the car louder, but that might not be the reason why it was installed.  I installed a exhaust to get more HP, but the volume of the exhaust was effected.  Where do you draw the line?  I have never been given a ticket for a loud exhaust, but if I did, I would look in to the laws the protect us from using aftermarket parts.  We don't have to use OEM when repairing our cars, so using a different exhaust system when ours has a exhaust leak (ya right) should be legal as long as we are not too loud and legal componets are used.  As long as you have a cat and muffler, you should be okay, but there are bully cops out there who might write you a ticket.  Anyone of us who is running a louder aftermarket exhaust might have to defend ourselves in court.  Depending on the local state laws, it should be easy enough to get out of a ticket as long as a cat and muffler are installed.<br /><br />Also really, our cars only get loud when the boost hits.  Race around town and you will get noticed.  If you just cruise a long and chill out, the chances of getting a ticket for having a loud exhaust are minimal.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000015||miturra||12-31-2003||03:45 PM||||I think it depends on the area where you live. I live in Fremont California. The cops here, really check out the VR4 Galants. Milpitas cops also. Mine is stock. But every time I drive by a cop, he checks out my car from top to bottom. That's what one of my passengers noticed.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000016||V8EATER||12-31-2003||04:33 PM||||Do the cops in your areas carry around a decibel meter to measure the sound?  how do they know it's too loud?  seriously, the only way to know for sure that your car is over xxdb is to put it into a controlled environment with sensitive equipment and measure just your car, not the ambient noises.  my car is louder than stock, but not obnoxious.  But if i were to drive in a tunnel, or between a couple of buildings, it would sound twice, maybe three times as loud.  could they give me a ticket?  yes, but it wouldn't stand up in court.  there are too many ways around this law.  get creative- ask the cop exactly how loud your car was- 73, 89db?  it could be up to 94 without going over the 95- who can tell the difference between 94 and 96?  this is a bullshit law, and it's obvious the cops are just trying to get more money out of people like us who want to make our cars sound and run better.  where were the cops in the 60's and 70's when the muscle cars were running around with straight pipes?  that is loud, my friends.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum3/004077.cgi
A||||2||sleepergvr4||IDIOT , HELP?||||1||||sleepergvr4||00001106
Z||000000||sleepergvr4||12-28-2003||05:25 PM||garlicroll@bellsouth.net||WHY CAN'T I FIGURE OUT HOW TO ADD PICTURES FROM MY COMPUTER INTO A POST? ANYONE CAN HELP ME?||66.20.122.139||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||12-28-2003||05:27 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_add.asp" target="_blank">Click here.</a> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.196.137||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||12-28-2003||05:33 PM||||When you type in all CAPS, it won't let you insert pictures.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.177.104.5||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum3/004078.cgi
A||||14||sleepergvr4||i am so lucky. nice pic of broken valve stem||||10||||sleepergvr4||00001106
Z||000000||sleepergvr4||12-28-2003||06:05 PM||garlicroll@bellsouth.net||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2306&width=400" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />valve stem broke. landed flat on the piston and went staight up into the spark plug whole. no damage done to the piston. the motor actually locked up. bottom end is perfect. head was rebuilt 1000 miles ago. what a beautiful thing!<br /> <br /> <small>[ 12-28-2003, 09:14 PM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||66.20.122.139||reg||10||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000001||sleepergvr4||12-28-2003||06:07 PM||||i guess my pic did not work, oh well?||66.20.122.139||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||12-28-2003||06:16 PM||||Take both of the [img] off and put in [IMG]and take the [/img] off the back and see if it works.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||Clay||12-28-2003||06:25 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2306&width=400" alt=" - " />||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000004||curtis||12-28-2003||06:34 PM||||Looks like the machine shop didn't hone the guides or replace them either.  Your valve overheated because of not getting any oil and as a result broke.  Make them buy you a head and redo it for free this is the kind of thing they over look.  The same thing happened to my mustang but I bent a rod and scattered valve and piston parts to all eight cylinders.  Trick Flow replaced the heads but thats all.  I sold them off as soon as I got them back.||67.25.39.11||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||sleepergvr4||12-28-2003||06:37 PM||||thanks Clay.||66.20.122.139||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000006||sleepergvr4||12-28-2003||06:41 PM||||i think is was a defective valve. it had a perfect clean break in the middle of the stem,i do not know if this was an aftermarket valve. i purchased the car used.i thought when i purchased it the motor was locked. it was just the valve. nice||66.20.122.139||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||12-28-2003||09:15 PM||||fixed the first image!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||Clay||12-28-2003||09:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> fixed the first image!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lol u guys should give me the ability to do that, i think i spend more time on forums that is humanly healthy ...so what im a troll   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||12-28-2003||09:24 PM||||maybe, if I decide to hang my jersey up, I will recommend you to Jon - feel free to send me bribes !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||Minjin||12-29-2003||12:04 AM||||Go buy some lottery tickets and get to the nearest casino pronto. Thats about as lucky as you can get...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000011||GREENVR4||12-29-2003||07:58 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2316&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />I got this for sale if you need it.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000012||sleepergvr4||12-29-2003||06:13 PM||||how much?||68.212.70.158||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000013||GREENVR4||12-30-2003||07:26 AM||||make an offer I can't refuse.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000014||sleepergvr4||12-30-2003||07:48 PM||||green, check your pm.||216.78.158.242||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes



ubb/Forum3/004079.cgi
A||||5||Mitsuturbo||Original MSO||||1||||Mitsuturbo||00002477
Z||000000||Mitsuturbo||12-28-2003||07:31 PM||||Just wondering if anyone had a link to, or copy of, or scan of an original MSO for a GVR4?<br /><br />Since they show parts content, and a friend of mine seems to think they have a high US parts content, i'd like to know what the truth is, and possibly prove him wrong.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||12-28-2003||08:39 PM||||I have my window sticker around here someplace, is that what you mean? Someone posted a scan of their's very recently. How could a car made in Japan have a high US parts content????? Duh!||216.77.204.221||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||4G63Mirage||12-28-2003||09:15 PM||||I'm looking at mine right now, it doesn't say the %.  I didn't think they started doing that until just recently.||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||12-29-2003||10:37 AM||||Correct, that did not start until the mid '90's after ratification of the NAFTA.||67.73.165.207||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||12-29-2003||12:23 PM||||And I'd have to add that I would be surprised if the U.S. content was greater than 0.5%.  At most there are a couple of SAE bolts, but I'd still bet they're manufactured in Japan.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||12-29-2003||01:48 PM||||No way, where are those SAE bolts at?<br />I have to get rid of them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/004080.cgi
A||||8||Jose||Hectors Car||||1||||AMG No More||00000460
Z||000000||Jose||12-29-2003||12:44 AM||jacjdws@aol.com||Here are some pics of Hectors car. First with some wheels,<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2309" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2309&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>, JDM front bumper<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2310" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2310&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>, JDM rear bumper & JDM gas tank door<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2311" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2311&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>, yes it really is a JDM part <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2312" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2312&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>, how about an AFC pic <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2313" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2313&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>. And finally some pedals <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2314" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2314&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2315" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2315&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>.<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-29-2003||12:57 AM||||What is the low down on those pedals?||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Dreis11301||12-29-2003||01:08 AM||||My old fuel door, oh the memories, I have to find another GVR4||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000003||Colt4G63||12-29-2003||09:59 AM||||i like how the afc is mounted. <br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000004||henrok||12-29-2003||10:13 AM||||i love those bumpers, how did u get them?||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||Jose||12-29-2003||05:05 PM||||Henrok, I have a JDM front bumper for sale.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000006||hecdws||12-29-2003||07:46 PM||||hello guys thanks for the nice words about my multi colored vr4. the bumper are well hhmm how do i say this jdm issue. they can be found on ebay or you can try and call around the places that import engines. the pedals where an ebay find, i love buy it now. and the afc took about 15 minutes the hardest part is finding the pod.<br /><br /><br />later hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000007||autobahntom||12-29-2003||07:56 PM||||I have a pod for sale. However, it is attached to a 91 GSR, that must go with it. lol. For the low low price of $1200 it can be anyone's. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000008||SeanI||12-30-2003||10:39 PM||||Hector what happened to your original green bumper cover i am wanting one of those in good shape<br /><br /><br />Sean||68.36.6.237||reg||1||Sean IV||00001880||yes



ubb/Forum3/004081.cgi
A||||8||Martin Tolentino||vote for WRC!||||1||||496of2000||00000128
Z||000000||Martin Tolentino||12-29-2003||01:10 AM||martindtjr@cox.net||Go to the bottom of the page and vote for WRC!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.speedtv.com/index.php" target="_blank">http://www.speedtv.com/index.php</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-29-2003||01:15 AM||||Fuck that man. Formula 1!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||12-29-2003||01:31 AM||||you can vote for nascar too.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||12-29-2003||01:46 AM||||The speed channel might as well be called The Nascar channel.<br /><br />This month, watch the history of Nascar 24/7!!!!!||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||Evilnissan||12-29-2003||09:06 AM||||I voted WRC and it looks like its winning.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000005||Colt4G63||12-29-2003||09:58 AM||||nascar sucks, bunch of redneck drivers with weird names. my vote is for wrc<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||12-29-2003||09:59 AM||||That vote is for a highlights show which suggests that the coverage might be limited to that. Not sure. They'll show whatever it is commercial sponsors choose to pay for anyway.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||udriveu||12-29-2003||12:43 PM||||I just don't understand NASCAR. I've tried watching it, but I just don't understand what's exciting about cars going around an oval 500 times. NASCAR is only good for one thing: putting me to sleep. Although I enjoy a good NASCAR crash reel.<br />My vote goes to world rally.||64.252.101.198||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000008||red91awdtalon||12-29-2003||03:31 PM||||nascar is great the first 20 laps and the last 20 laps.... the rest of the time they are just securing thir spot and conserving tires. nascar is pretty cool in person but on tv it sux. WRC please! haha<br /><br />u know what i like.... you guys ever see the semi-trucks flying up/down pikes peak? thats some hairy stuff  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes



ubb/Forum3/004082.cgi
A||||3||curtis||WRC on all day new years day||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-29-2003||10:30 AM||morepsi1@msn.com||Speed is showing the whole season back to back. It starts at 7 eastern and runs all day.||64.159.108.93||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||12-29-2003||11:39 AM||||7am? i'm going to bed a 9 the night before then  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.18.157||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||12-29-2003||12:19 PM||||Ooh, TiVo, I love you.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||12-29-2003||12:45 PM||||Cool.. I hope Mitsubishi does great in the 04 <br />racing season||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum3/004083.cgi
A||||1||MustGoFaster||Everything is for sale...||||1||||MustGoFaster||00000748
Z||000000||MustGoFaster||12-29-2003||10:47 AM||Ryan034316@yahoo.com||You know the saying �Everything is for sale, for the right price�?  Implying that even if the person didn�t want to sell it, if you offer them enough $$ they will.  What would it take to get your GVR4 from you?||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000001||mitsuvr4||12-29-2003||11:44 AM||||Right now mine's in pieces scattered all across my garage floor.  My garage isn't heated and currently it's in the 20s.<br /><br />It's got a brand new intercooler/pipes, ported evoIII turbo, turboback 3" exhaust, O2 housing, ported manifold, GM MAS and translator, radiator, hoses, lifters, clutch master and slave cylinders, rotors, pads, stainless lines, gauges, Keydiver chip, you get the picture.<br /><br />I'm hoping to finish it in the next couple of weeks.  I've already spent an easy 80+ hours on it.  Before I put it back together I'd take $3000, after I wouldn't consider $10000 after all the F'ing work I've put into it     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br />I can't even count the amount of family and friends that say, "why don't you just buy something more reliable or newer that you don't have to fix?"<br /><br />They just don't get it, but that doesn't mean I haven't thought about it.||134.29.247.50||reg||6||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes



ubb/Forum3/004084.cgi
A||||4||Ash||Ever heard the saying &quot;They run best right before they don't run&quot;?||||9||||Ash||00000089
Z||000000||Ash||12-29-2003||11:20 AM||ajhinds@austarnet.com.au||Long story short I "may" have a rooted engine.<br />I was out with 2 mates logging/tuning & had it running all zeroed out on the AFC with one of Jeff's chips (the 1'st 550's/2G one you thought had too much airflow Jeff) at 15psi with zero knock and 25-30deg timing!  needless to say I was stoked & pulled over to up the boost.  Then a big cloud of oil smoke wafted out from under the bonnet - popped it to find everything covered in oil, and I mean everything, big pool under the car too.  I couldn't see anywhere at the top of the bay where it could have came from and the thickest covering is right near the oil filter.  <br /><br />I think I may be a victim of the oil cooler coming loose & dropping all the oil.  The quantity on the ground would suggest "hopefully" the engine is OK cause at least a litre pooled up under the car whilst it was parked so if I'm lucky it was in the engine when I shut her down.  5 1/2 hrs and a flatbed later I'm at home at 2am.  I hope all's well in the morning   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||203.220.88.35||reg||9||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-29-2003||12:20 PM||||Stock oil housing?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Arty||12-29-2003||02:17 PM||||Maybe a long shot but...<br />The oil dip stick is known to become a loose fit in its tube, over time. It can pop out and oil can get blown out the tube. <br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||12-29-2003||03:36 PM||||damn ash.. hope everything is okay..<br /><br />(what oil cooler did u have?? stockie or aftermarket??)||203.166.63.160||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000004||Ash||12-29-2003||07:41 PM||||It's a stock oil cooler, it isn't the problem though - 0 compression in cyl 1 is   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br /><br />The oil got blown out of the breather line in the intake into the fan, hence it went everywhere.  Compression test results 1-4= 0,150,150,90<br /><br /><br />The same bloody line was leaking previously which had caused the lean condition that killed her, after fixing it she ran beautifully for 5min before she stopped for good.<br /><br />Now the question is...  Import motor & sell it or build existing motor & keep going?||203.221.153.121||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/004085.cgi
A||||3||PRE-EVO||How many of you who are on evolutionM.net got this spam?||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||12-29-2003||11:44 AM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||I just got back and noticed I got spammed from the EvoM board:<br /><br /><br />His e-mail is: davidz04@yahoo.com<br /><br /><br />This is a message from davidz at evolutionm.net (<br /><a href="http://forums.evolutionm.net/index.php" target="_blank">http://forums.evolutionm.net/index.php</a> ). The evolutionm.net owners cannot<br />accept any responsibility for the contents of the email.<br /><br />To email davidz, you can use this online form:<br /><a href="http://forums.evolutionm.net/member.php?action=mailform&userid=17350" target="_blank">http://forums.evolutionm.net/member.php?action=mailform&userid=17350</a><br /><br />OR, by email:<br />mailto:davidz04@yahoo.com<br /><br />This is the message:<br /><br />MORTGAGE RATES DROPPED AGAIN 2 HOURS AGO! You can refinance, consolidate debt,<br />lower your monthly payments and much more by filling out our FREE online form<br />which only takes 2 minutes! Take action now and stop delaying! Visit the<br />following link to get started!<br /><a href="http://www.itsyourtimetosave.com/index-new.php?a=htothez" target="_blank">http://www.itsyourtimetosave.com/index-new.php?a=htothez</a><br /><br /><br />----------------------------------------------------------<br />/<br />/  REGISTER YOUR LANCER ON OUR SITE<br />/<br />----------------------------------------------------------<br /><br /><br />Pretty ghey if you ask me. Maybe I should sign him up for as much porn spam and other junk as I can.<br /><br />    - Upload multiple images of your vehicle.<br />    - List each modification you have completed, along with prices, ratings, and<br />pics.<br />    - Vote and comment on other member's vehicles.<br /><br />To add your car to the registry, please visit:<br /><a href="http://registry.evolutionm.net" target="_blank">http://registry.evolutionm.net</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||12-29-2003||01:12 PM||||yup i got it.||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||slugsgomoo||12-29-2003||04:35 PM||||i don't think i did, but i don't remember which email i registered with.<br /><br />once i get a confirmation message from a messageboard that requires confirmation emails, i change my address, or i will put it to "do not display my email address" which generally prevents stuff like that.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000003||CCDSM69||12-29-2003||06:26 PM||||Both Scott and I did so did the two SFP accounts.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum3/004086.cgi
A||||3||Matt379||Office-Max deals.||||1||||Matt Wenger||00000245
Z||000000||Matt379||12-29-2003||12:41 PM||mwenger7@hotmail.com||Got a 160GB Western Digital HD for $79 with rebates.<br /><br />Cd Burner for $10 at register.<br />DVD dual-format Burner $79 with rebates.<br /><br />They also have Kingstom 512mb ram 2700 for $49 dollars.  <br /><br />I checked newegg last night and this ram was more expensive on newegg.  <br /><br />YMMV, wanted to just let some people know.||165.139.149.10||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||12-29-2003||01:14 PM||||Yeah, they occasionally have some smokin deals, my store ad seems to have the same prices on RAM and the WD Hard Drive.  I missed a really great laptop deal there in October, $649.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||12-29-2003||01:36 PM||||Where they instant rebates or mail in?  I never do mail in.  Sprint PCS still owes me $50 I will never see.<br /><br />It's a gamble IMO.  They find stupid ways to deny you.  You didn't pack it right, you middle name was missing, ect.  I got screwed on a rebate on memory years ago too.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||12-29-2003||04:26 PM||||I have always had good luck with mail in rebates.  I always forget I sent them in and get check in the mail 6-8 weeks later.  It's great. Good deals for office max stuff.  I might go and get that HD.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum3/004087.cgi
A||||0||Akidosigh1||Matrix/ GR Motorsports||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||12-29-2003||02:52 PM||||Does anyone like matrix products? anyone like HIDs or anything? Its a $2500 buy in to get matrix to be a vendor. I need to start a group buy on something.<br /><br />Everyone let me know their thoughts on if Matrix is worth it or not.<br /><br />when i worked at speed unlimited, Matrix would sell the blue headlight bulbs to them for like $7 a set and Speed Unreasonable would turn around and sell them for $50. I wouldn't be after so much money cause they aren't worth $50 to me. I used to buy them and give them to my friends for $10 a set so if I bought a lot of bulbs and went to car shows and street races, I could make some money. Anyways, just let me know your thoughts everyone||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/004088.cgi
A||||3||91 #680||ka 4993||||1||||91 #680||00000637
Z||000000||91 #680||12-29-2003||02:56 PM||detsss@hotmail.com||I work around cars a lot and I keep seeing this on license plate frames.  Is this some kind of cult?  lol... or secret club?  I've seen this on numerous license plate frames and was wondering if anybody can shed some light on this.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||12-29-2003||05:05 PM||||I think someone on my local impreza forum asked about that and it's for the Police Radio dispatchers association. Alot of people use it to try and get out of tickets wether or not it really works is up to debate.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||12-29-2003||05:25 PM||||It's a radio callsign. K's are left of the Mississippi, W's are right of the Miss.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />For instance, KA4993 is the FCC station license number for all the mobile radios (car, motorcycle, truck) that the Calif. Highway Patrol uses</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.12.59.172||reg||7||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||91 #680||12-29-2003||05:39 PM||||Well, I guess it wouldn't hurt to get one and put it on.  The tricky part is actually getting one.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes



ubb/Forum3/004089.cgi
A||||7||Akidosigh1||New parts for a JDM motor||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||12-29-2003||05:16 PM||||If i get this JDM motor, what new parts should i get with it? I am going to change the timing belt and i don't feel like buy new balance shaft belts so i was thinking about taking out the balance shafts before we put the motor in. Should I worry about buying any other new parts before I put the motor in?<br /><br />i'm not going to keep the cyclone manifold if i get the motor so i'm not worried about hooking that up. I jsut need to know if I should worry about anything else. thanks||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||12-29-2003||05:27 PM||||i would change out all the stuff, all belts, tensioner, pulleys, water pump, maybe even the harmonic balancer.  change all the exh studs to stainless.  with the motor on the stand, it is so easy to do the timing belt, you will forever think about pulling the motor out just to do it.  i hate the timing belt job, i think it took like 30 minutes with the motor on the stand.  also, all new hoses, thermostat, and if you ever plan on water injection, tap the intake for the hobbs switch now, and just plug it.  i also should have installed a block heater then, too.  change the motor mounts.||4.47.42.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||12-29-2003||05:28 PM||||i would really consider changing the oil pump if your gonna already take it off to remove the balance shaft belt and do the eliminator kit. if you dont change the oil pump, since it will be out, check the wear on it and the clearances. other than that its all about how much you want to spend.  arp head studs are nice, so are the multi layerd metal gasket. have fun  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||12-29-2003||07:39 PM||||Yeah... What Ken and red91awdtalon said.  <br /><br />We just put a motor in a pals car 3 weeks ago,<br /><br />At the time of the install, we asked him if he'd like to remove the shafts, and he said "Nah, Too much work"  Now he's learning what too much work really is. He spun his oil pump balance  shaft bearing.<br />One of my balance shaft bearings is going right now [no I'm not driving it...]<br />I have a spare Mirage turbo motor, so we're gonna swap over the front oil pump cover assembly to my GVR4 this weekend   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||Minjin||12-30-2003||12:11 AM||||If you can handle the downtime, just rebuild your engine. Its really not that hard and it will actually be cheaper.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000005||Akidosigh1||12-30-2003||12:35 AM||||my motor has been rebuilt once already.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-30-2003||12:36 AM||||So?<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000007||Akidosigh1||12-30-2003||12:45 AM||||it didn't work out too well. actually, the plan is to get a motor in there and rebuild the one i am taking out. Time is an issue so i have to get something in there asap.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/004090.cgi
A||||4||josh91vr4||I love snow.||||1||||josh91vr4||00001340
Z||000000||josh91vr4||12-29-2003||05:56 PM||josh91vr4@hotmail.com||Just a quick picture of the first real snow we got, forgot to post it earlier.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2327" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2327&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.56.229.101||reg||1||josh91vr4||00001340||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||12-30-2003||12:02 AM||||We just got 3 feet this weekend.. another 2 feet last night. And It's still DUMPING!||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||12-30-2003||12:04 AM||||Nice.  I think I will be stuck in the garage this snow season, but I'll just make her better for spring.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||snwbrd40oz||12-30-2003||12:19 AM||||That is a beautiful sight. Other than the shit in the sahde of my front yard (Ithink it may be glacial...hehe) we are dry as a bone....makes ditching work to go snowboarding kinda hard when there is no snow to board on!||65.100.166.182||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||12-30-2003||12:26 AM||||I need to take pictures of the 7 foot tall snow berms up here..||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/004091.cgi
A||||54||henrok||regular galant||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||12-29-2003||06:10 PM||alvihen@aol.com||i was wondering, considering that a regular galant same year as the vr4's are lighter (cheapest ones) why wouldnt someone find the parts from an eclipse and make their own gvr4? what parts would be needed to do this? and i assume that everything could be swapped. am i right? anyone know what the weight difference would be if this was done in comparison to our cars? the other day i saw a modded auto turbo eclipse. could all the parts be swapped onto an automatic regular galant?||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||number3||12-29-2003||06:50 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />Do you think before you speak? Honestly!<br /><br /><br />Why do you think the non AWD non Turbo galant is lighter...? I'll give you one guess. Hint, the answer is in the question.<br /><br />Please go visit this board ( <a href="http://www.dsmtalk" target="_blank">www.dsmtalk</a> ) and leave us alone.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||12-29-2003||07:00 PM||||Seriously.  Do you think the leather seats add the weight?||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||12-29-2003||09:00 PM||||besides the fwd shell would not allow a driveshaft, diff, rear axle carrier etc to be bolted in place, if it was possible you would see a whole lot more of these cars on the road and the races as awd.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||supervr4||12-29-2003||10:33 PM||||iirc all galants had the same shell just differnt engine, drivetrain||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000005||Nate||12-29-2003||10:44 PM||||Pop the trunk on a normal Galant.  Does it look just like the trunk floor in a VR4?  Nope.  For a better explanation, look under a VR4, then look under the rear of a normal Galant.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000006||04DrBlur||12-29-2003||11:33 PM||||Really anything is possible for some $$$ but the question is why in the hell would you go through the trouble. It would be easier to reduce the weight of the VR-4 than transform a regular Galant to a monster such as what we all love and drive.||68.76.177.183||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||12-29-2003||11:40 PM||||Can't even imagine the wiring... what a fucking nightmare that would be.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||12-30-2003||12:02 AM||||It should be easy enough to make a FWD turbo Galant, but not AWD. <br /><br />All the FWD TEL turbo stuff should be easy to work with.  It should be a engine, tranny, ECU, wireing bolt in, but I'm sure the splin counts in the hub are different.  It couldn't be that easy.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||henrok||12-30-2003||04:45 PM||||so your telling me that it cant be done.  i think it can and should be easier than doing it on a mirage which is smaller and people have done already.  people have made mirages into awd/turbo and i assume it has less room for it to fit. think before u speak harry?  well, i did.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000010||GREENVR4||12-30-2003||05:22 PM||||how come you don't hear of that kind of swap then?||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||12-30-2003||05:51 PM||||Oh, no, you definitely can do it.  I encourage you to try.  Oh, and put one of those bad-ass Evo body kits on it, too.  Thanks.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||number3||12-30-2003||06:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> think before u speak harry?  well, i did. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your whole reasoning for doing the swap was due to weight, right? The reason a "regular Galant" is lighter is do to the lack of AWD and a Turbo!!! <br /><br />Why is that not obvious to you? <br /><br />Now do you get it? <br /><br />Sometimes one can not help to feel like the smartest person in the world.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000013||agrabau||12-30-2003||06:58 PM||||Henrok, good luck with the driveshaft tunnel. <br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000014||geoff@machv||12-30-2003||07:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> i was wondering, considering that a regular galant same year as the vr4's are lighter (cheapest ones) why wouldnt someone find the parts from an eclipse and make their own gvr4? <br />......</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">C,mon man.  Think that thought ALL THE WAY THROUGH man.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />N/T FWD GALANT: Lets see....  <br /><br />-FWD Tranny, swap in AWD tranny, T-Case<br />Result ADDED WEIGHT<br />-Different front and rear engine mounts <br />[you need to fab mounts on a FWD car] <br />Result: ADDED WEIGHT.<br />-Install the turbo harness.  Tons of Colt Mirage guys do this and it's a pain in the ass.<br />-Rear end. Cut the trunk floorpan, move the gas tank, install AWD tank, or fuel cell.<br />FIND AWD rear end and have someone cut existing suspension  and it's mounting point out, and THEN having someone built mounting points for the AWD suspension. Weld in front and rear driveshaft mounting points <br />Result:  tons of hours wasted on trying to reinvent a wheel that was never broken in the first place and oh yeah... MORE WEIGHT.<br /><br />In the end, you're not ending up with a lighter car, you're ending up with an AWD Galant that weights the same!!!!!  The only thing that makes a FWD Galant lighter is the fact that it doesnt have a AWD drivetrain.<br /><br />If you want to do someonething that's ORIGINAL!!  Go find yourself an 89-91 Colt, Mirage or Summit<br />And do AVERYTHING mentioned above to it, and THEN drop a 2.0 motor into it......<br /><a href="http://www.msrecycling.com/turbo_colt.htm" target="_blank">http://www.msrecycling.com/turbo_colt.htm</a><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.msrecycling.com/89_colt/12_18/images/DSC00015_JPG.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Hey Nate, are you listening?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||12-30-2003||08:55 PM||||The only thing dumber than this would be to put a 4G63 and Mighty Max transmission into a BMW.  Sheesh.  <i>MORONS!</i>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000016||agrabau||12-30-2003||09:16 PM||||Only if you weld 4 thunderbird intercoolers together, use one supercharger and one turbocharger, run one balance shaft, and convert the BMW to front wheel drive cause it's lighter.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000017||229of1000||12-30-2003||09:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> so your telling me that it cant be done.  i think it can and should be easier than doing it on a mirage which is smaller and people have done already.  people have made mirages into awd/turbo and i assume it has less room for it to fit. think before u speak harry?  well, i did. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000018||henrok||12-30-2003||10:24 PM||||ok so it would be easier to take out all the interior from my vr4 and replace it with manual windows and all of the cheapo stuff from a regular galant to make it lighter. id rather get me a mirage coupe and do this to it then.  damn all u have to do is explain it, not beat a person down.  sometimes it seems your all frustrated, old men with no hope of life. lol.||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000019||229of1000||12-30-2003||10:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> ok so it would be easier to take out all the interior from my vr4 and replace it with manual windows and all of the cheapo stuff from a regular galant to make it lighter. id rather get me a mirage coupe and do this to it then.  damn all u have to do is explain it, not beat a person down.  sometimes it seems your all frustrated, old men with no hope of life. lol. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Old men, huh?   I'm 18.  Does that just make me a smartass?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Electric windows are generally lighter than manuals too.  What cheapo stuff are you talking about?!!  The seats do not add the weight!  The freakin turbo/awd does!  Do you read?<br /><br />YOU CAN'T EVEN MAKE IT WORK, AND IT WOULD WEIGH JUST AS MUCH!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000020||henrok||12-30-2003||10:32 PM||||do u really know what ur talking about? cause i have read and heard of parts that can be swapped for lighter parts on our cars and guess where they come from   yess u guessed it... regular galants.  but u know what... go ahead and believe what u want.  thanks for the attempt though.||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000021||229of1000||12-30-2003||10:45 PM||||Well you know what, I've actually done it!<br /><br />Taking out the cruise and putting in a non-cruise throttle cable saves a few pounds.  That came from a DSM (or a regular Galant).  I took my wing off, but it weighed less than 5 pounds so I put it back on.  Removing my emissions and washers saved maybe 10 pounds.  Ditching the spare and jack saved probably 40.  My JDM bumpers took an easy 100 pounds off of the car.  Guess what, I'm down to less than 3000 curb (going by the 3152 figure).<br /><br />Name these parts that you have "read and heard of" saving weight from a Galant.  Oh, maybe if you took off the turbo you'd save 20 pounds.  Ten more for the tiny intercooler and pipes.  And removing the whole AWD system would save a couple hundred, gee whiz!<br /><br />Now when you put the turbo/AWD back in, tell us how much weight you lost.  Dumbass.<br /><br />From my experience, anyone who says "u" rather than typing "you" is a moron anyway.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000022||turbowop||12-30-2003||10:49 PM||||Hey Ken......I remember a couple years ago you mentioned somebody needing to change the filter in the gene pool. I think it's that time again.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000023||229of1000||12-30-2003||10:51 PM||||Mods - can we enforce a NABR style grammar policy?  Or make me a mod and I'll boot everybody that can't use sentences.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000024||Ian M||12-30-2003||11:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> do u really know what ur talking about? cause i have read and heard of parts that can be swapped for lighter parts on our cars and guess where they come from   yess u guessed it... regular galants.  but u know what... go ahead and believe what u want.  thanks for the attempt though. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude,if no one here knows what they are talking about,why did you come here and ask in the first place?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    Why dont you just go and do what you've "heard and read" and let us idiots know how it works out..||129.71.114.216||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000025||supervr4||12-30-2003||11:51 PM||||If you wanted to save weight get rid of all the sound deadning(sp) use liquid nitrogen and a hammer for this (dont know how much this will save)<br /><br />The wind up windows will save weight but you have to loose all the cables aswell.<br /><br />Get rid of the air con and all of the air con parts<br /><br />I think thats all that is different on the rs version which do wieghless than your standard vr4 and loose those dam ugly US bumpers go jdm    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000026||sleeper||12-31-2003||12:40 AM||||All you old farts have to admit, this was funny.<br />"sometimes it seems your all frustrated, old men with no hope of life. lol. "<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.226.35||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000027||Forced Style||12-31-2003||03:35 AM||||Wow, the kid didnt really think it through 100%<br /><br />however, i have a somewhat 'regular' galant<br />90 Galant GSX<br /><br />well that's what the chassis is... stock they come AWD nonturbo..<br />mine has a 92 DSM engine<br />92 DSM tranny<br />92 DSM 4 bolt rear end and front hubs<br />Eibach DSM AWD lowering springs (lowered the galant about 3 inches)<br />complete wiring harness out of a 91 VR4<br />(the wiring was a lot easier than you might think)<br />Starion FMIC<br />various other things, im still working on getting it on the road<br />here's a few pics of it.. <br />it's basically a little more confusing/sleeper than the galant since vr4s are getting known<br />  <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/members/josh/galant005.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/members/josh/galant006.jpg" alt=" - " />  <br />here it is before the engine/transmission etc etc etc<br />  <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/members/josh/galant_PS.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000028||GREENVR4||12-31-2003||07:28 AM||||that looks sweet!||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000029||number3||12-31-2003||07:29 AM||||Henrok,<br /><br />The weight differnce you speak of (other than th obvious stuff I mentioned earlier) is in the glove box and in the knee pad under the steering wheel.<br /><br />Now I didn't score 1300 on my S.A.T.s but I think that replacing these two panel wold be a hell of a lot easier than converting a Non turbo FWD car into a turbo AWD car. <br /><br />Just my .02.<br /><br />BTW if you want a high powered light weight car... <a href="http://www.factoryfive.com" target="_blank">http://www.factoryfive.com</a>  or  <a href="http://home.comcast.net/~cmos20/miata/" target="_blank">http://home.comcast.net/~cmos20/miata/</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000030||blacksheep||12-31-2003||08:44 AM||||Paul - Regarding the grammer policy, I would love to enforce something of that sort. Even easier, I could delete posts with bad grammer, but we have a few that are non-US and have issues with typing in English. I do delete "flywheels for sale" posts regularly...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Rich and I dont have the ability to boot or lock out accounts. Only Jon does. So, you may have to buy the site from him to be able to kick people out - yes, I have thought of it, damn tempting at times   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Also, this thread is still behaving decently with more useful information being added. When it starts going downhill, I will lock it!!!||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000031||henrok||12-31-2003||04:41 PM||||damn, u guys take things tooooo seriously. this is just what i call brainstorming.. lol.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000032||geoff@machv||12-31-2003||06:11 PM||||Hen, <br />I'd hardly call it brainstorming.  You are trying to ice skate UPHILL with this idea of yours.  <br />The ONLY reason a FWD Galant is lighter than an AWD Galant is BECAUSE it is FWD.  <br /><br />Harry, Bimmubishi, and Myself have done and are doing hybrid conversions as those type of conversions are RARE and are worth the time and investment.  <br /><br />If you REALLY want to think about putting together an AWD Galant.  Buy a G-GSX man.  <br />Dont waste your time and hard earned money <br />on a FWD Galant.  <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000033||mj_rosenfeld||12-31-2003||06:34 PM||||And if what you really want is a lightweight VR4 start with a VR4 and add lightness by taking off junk you don't want or need, and replace stuff you do need with real lightweight (aluminum or CF) parts. Ditch the A/C, sound insulation, sunroof, stereo, interior padded panels, carpet. Substitute CF hood, CF driveshaft, fab up some aluminum suspension arms, aluminum bumpers. You get the picture.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.198||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000034||Bigfoot200200||12-31-2003||10:14 PM||||I think Geoff has got it right. I just checked the 89-92 Colt Hatchback, 2200lbs. The 4 Dr weighs 75lb more. The Galant weighs about 300lbs less than a GVR4. So an AWD Colt might weigh around 2500lbs. I'm sure you could lighten it up some more too. Hmmmmm The hatchback looks ok, cheap, total sleeper. Find a wrecked 92 TEL put them together and spend 2-3 grand tops. What size tires can you fit though?<br /><br />Edit: Evidently AWD fits into a 93-96 too <a href="http://dragtrix.94tsiawd.com/lancer.html" target="_blank">http://dragtrix.94tsiawd.com/lancer.html</a>||64.233.107.89||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000035||henrok||01-01-2004||10:38 PM||||anyone know someone who will do this swap for me? awd drivetrain and motor into 1997 mirage coupe.||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000036||agrabau||01-02-2004||12:13 AM||||I'll do it. I hope you're ready to pay for about 200hrs of labor but seriously, I'll do it.<br /><br />You'll be spending your money more wisely if you concentrate on making the galant faster. Jeff Denmeade is also selling an Evo II on ebay right now for $4K. I'll be the first to tell you that it's the way to go. <br /><br />Projects like this are done for a few reasons.  They hardly ever appreciate and they're expensive. You do it to learn and you do it because when you're done, you'll have something to be proud of. <br /><br />Paying someone to do a project for you is throwing your money away unless you have more money than time, in which case you'd be working and not posting crazy musings about $2K cars.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000037||G-GSX Turbo||01-02-2004||12:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Forced Style:<br /><strong> Wow, the kid didnt really think it through 100%<br /><br />however, i have a somewhat 'regular' galant<br />90 Galant GSX<br /><br />well that's what the chassis is... stock they come AWD nonturbo..<br />mine has a 92 DSM engine<br />92 DSM tranny<br />92 DSM 4 bolt rear end and front hubs<br />Eibach DSM AWD lowering springs (lowered the galant about 3 inches)<br />complete wiring harness out of a 91 VR4<br />(the wiring was a lot easier than you might think)<br />Starion FMIC<br />various other things, im still working on getting it on the road<br />here's a few pics of it.. <br />it's basically a little more confusing/sleeper than the galant since vr4s are getting known<br />     <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/members/josh/galant005.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />     <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/members/josh/galant006.jpg" alt=" - " />  <br />here it is before the engine/transmission etc etc etc<br />     <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/members/josh/galant_PS.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So now I see there is three of us on here with GSX Turbos! Rock On Sleepers!!<br /><br />I'd like to see pics of the engine!!<br /><br />I'll show you mine if you show me yours!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000038||G-GSX Turbo||01-02-2004||01:04 AM||||Just start with a 90 GSX. Our Curb weight is like 3090lbs according to NADA.<br /><br />I will be weighing mine this week to see what it weighs with all the turbo stuff on it.<br /><br />I don't see it being too much more, has anybody tried picking up a 4G63 NA Cast Iron Header? Holy crap!! Has to weigh as much as a turbo manifold and turbo put together.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000039||Forced Style||01-02-2004||07:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> Just start with a 90 GSX. Our Curb weight is like 3090lbs according to NADA.<br /><br />I will be weighing mine this week to see what it weighs with all the turbo stuff on it.<br /><br />I don't see it being too much more, has anybody tried picking up a 4G63 NA Cast Iron Header? Holy crap!! Has to weigh as much as a turbo manifold and turbo put together. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd love to show you mine, but it's sitting in my bedroom right now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />did you swap the entire wiring harness/engine/drive line as well?<br />or is your a GGSX n/a with a turbo on it?||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000040||number3||01-02-2004||09:45 AM||||Why is a "turbo" GSX more than a sleeper that a GVR4?<br /><br />A quick wheel, wing, and badge change and you have a GVR4/GSX sleeper.<br /><br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000041||Hertz||01-02-2004||10:45 AM||||Cloth seats.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Probably save about 5 lbs, too.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000042||G-GSX Turbo||01-02-2004||01:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Forced Style:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> Just start with a 90 GSX. Our Curb weight is like 3090lbs according to NADA.<br /><br />I will be weighing mine this week to see what it weighs with all the turbo stuff on it.<br /><br />I don't see it being too much more, has anybody tried picking up a 4G63 NA Cast Iron Header? Holy crap!! Has to weigh as much as a turbo manifold and turbo put together. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd love to show you mine, but it's sitting in my bedroom right now   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />did you swap the entire wiring harness/engine/drive line as well?<br />or is your a GGSX n/a with a turbo on it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It has a 90 4G63T from a Talon. Stock Tranny and rear end. I added the necessary wires to the harness by removing them from a donor harness from another 90 I parted out. The harnesses were identical so I didn't see any reason to yank the hole GSX harness out when I just needed to add a few wires, Resistor pack and swap 2 with the 91 ECU I am using.<br /><br />I had two bad ECUs that caused me a world of headache when it was time to get it running but when I got my hands on a good ECU it ran perfect.<br /><br />I have the tranny from the Talon and the LSD Rear but the tranny needs syncros and I have a phantom grip that I'm going to put in it when I put the syncros in. Just a matter of having time to do it.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000043||G-GSX Turbo||01-02-2004||01:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Why is a "turbo" GSX more than a sleeper that a GVR4?<br /><br />A quick wheel, wing, and badge change and you have a GVR4/GSX sleeper.<br /><br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it is because not everyone even knows what a GSX is. Half the people that see the car don't even think it is AWD (Even though it has the AWD stickers on the rear quarter windows  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  )<br /><br />I didn't even know they made a AWD Galant other than the VR4 until I came across this one.<br /><br />I know this wasn't mentioned but also factor in the cost of a GSX vs a Real VR4 and the GSX is a much more inexpensive option.<br /><br />I have less than $1K into mine as it sits. Entry into a VR4 is usualy more than this by a long ways. I'm sure most of you can't argue that $3000+ is the norm for a VR4 even though a friend got his for $1500, it was in rough shape and needed mechanical work.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000044||henrok||01-02-2004||05:13 PM||||yeah that evo 2 youre talking of is in the united kingdom.  im not gonna pay for a car and have it shipped not knowing the condition of the car.  then to register it is gonna be another problem.  id rather use my gvr4 as the donor and get a 1997 mirage coupe (which i really like)as ill have the chance to get rid of some things on it (ie.  itll have two doors, manual windows, no power steering etc...) and i wont have a problem registering it.  If i had the skills i would do it myself, but you need special tools and skills to do this which i dont have. so ill go hunting for a salvaged mirage in decent condition for a cheap price, then have someone just swap my vr4's parts onto it.  plus, they sell a nice evo five kit for the 1997 mirage and some carbon fiber parts that should make it lighter.  of course this will all come with time and as money allows for it.  plus i dont want a right hand drive car. and to think that i can build a stroker then swap it onto this fantasy mirage. i think it would be a good package. i am salivating as i speak, but, well its all a fantasy of mine and im sorry for not writing so clear. its just that its so exciting to me to think that this fantasy of mine could come true.  lol  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000045||GVR1643||01-02-2004||05:47 PM||||I probably speak for a few others when I say this, but don't part a rare car like a VR4 to make it a donor for a hybrid.  If your's is totalled that's one thing, but if it's in decent condition, either keep it or sell it to someone who wants a complete VR4 and use a regular 1G DSM for your parts.  Those aren't too rare.  You could even source a JDM drivetrain/front clip for your needs.||167.142.22.211||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000046||number3||01-02-2004||05:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Why is a "turbo" GSX more than a sleeper that a GVR4?<br /><br />A quick wheel, wing, and badge change and you have a GVR4/GSX sleeper.<br /><br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it is because not everyone even knows what a GSX is.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That still doesn't answer my question.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000047||G-GSX Turbo||01-02-2004||06:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Why is a "turbo" GSX more than a sleeper that a GVR4?<br /><br />A quick wheel, wing, and badge change and you have a GVR4/GSX sleeper.<br /><br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it is because not everyone even knows what a GSX is.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That still doesn't answer my question.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah it does. The VR4 is getting more known as a stout performer. So if they expect that a VR4 has a turbo and the GSX not, nor know it is AWD then that makes the GSX more of a sleeper than the VR4 when it does have one.<br /><br />No one is expecting it a fast GSX AT ALL, where a VR4 there is a probability that it could be fast just because of it's stock nature.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000048||agrabau||01-02-2004||06:44 PM||||I think that EVO 2 is in CT which is close to NY. The Evo 2 has a driveshaft tunnel, as well as a split fuel tank to accomidate the rear diff. <br /><br />If you think you're going to have legal difficulty with the EVO 2, you're probably right but the same trouble will be had with a turbo awd car that can't be put on the emissions dyno even though the vin says it can be. <br /><br />The cost is going to beyond your every expectation. I paid over $400 only on hoses for my car. Think I expected that? <br /><br />the last problem, and I've thought of this swap too because Evo's make me wet.. is the "paying to have someone do it"  Anyone you can trust to pull this off is going to be charging over $60 an hour for labor. I estimate 200 hours. Here's why:<br /><br />when you factor fabricating the driveshaft tunnel, <br />the engine harness<br />fuel tank<br />rear subframe<br />exhaust system<br />front hubs and axles, control arms driveshaft.. <br /><br />You're talking 4K at least in parts to buy. That's why I'm saying <br /><br />BUY DENMEADE'S CAR<br />BUY A SALVAGE MIRAGE<br /><br />put them together. <br /><br /><br />there, I spelled it out.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000049||agrabau||01-02-2004||07:00 PM||||Here-<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.dentsport.com/evolution3" target="_blank">EVO 3 Conversion parts for Henrok</a><br /><br />I'm such a nice guy.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000050||henrok||01-02-2004||08:37 PM||||Hey number 3, thanks a bunch, but this coupe im talking of is a fantasy i want to come true. i know that vr4's are rare but why spend money getting another car for parts when i already have it?  like i said, i think im better off building one. evo's dont come two doors and i like the evo 5 which costs lots of money and they come four door, besides,i dont want a right hand drive car.  the evo is tempting but i want a coupe. ive seen evo's on ebay before and i could have bidded. like i said, right now my heart is set on a 1997 mirage coupe, five speed with a stroker engine awd, carbon fiber hood and parts and maybe a evo five kit.  light and sweeeeet. lol. my vr4 is the donor. sorry but money is really in limited supply and getting another car for this is not a choice i have right now.ill just part it out once im done with the parts. heck, im even thinking of a leather conquest interior.  ahhhhhh men this is making me wet. lol.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000051||Forced Style||01-02-2004||10:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong>  my vr4 is the donor. sorry but money is really in limited supply and getting another car for this is not a choice i have right now. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">does someone need to spell this out to you?<br /><br />IF MONEY IS AN ISSUE <br /><br />DO NOT BOTHER WITH THIS HYBRID<br /><br />You have to have lots of time and money to do this, if you're planning to use your GVR4 for a donor, you're going to need a daily driver, as the galant will be down a long time, and the hybrid wont be done for a while<br /><br />I thought about doing this to a FWD DSM just because i had more than enough parts lying aroudn to do it, and all i'd have to do is make the driveline fit, no wiring work at all. yet i didnt because it's that much of a pain in the ass.<br />im sure everyone telling you not to do is making you want to do it more, but you're making yourself look like an idiot here, you obviously either cant or havent thought this thing through, you only know what you want, not how you're going to get it. if money is tight, you can't afford over 200 labor hours at $60/hr (too cheap i'd say $80 a minimum for this) that's already $12,000 for just labor alone.<br />now you factor in the parts you need aside from the ones you're getting from the GVR4<br />such as a custom drive shaft and various other things, and you're in way over your head.<br />do you want to pay close to 15,000-20,000 for an awd turbo mirage???<br />that isnt even logical.||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000052||VR4ownzU||01-02-2004||10:32 PM||||IMO your stupid for tearing apart a perfectly good VR4...read my sig....not cool bro...sorry to be brutally honest but it makes me sick when I see people parting out VR4s on 4G61.net and other forums...retarded when theres soooo many 4G63 donor cars and motors out there...||24.154.214.214||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000053||Bigfoot200200||01-03-2004||12:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> but the same trouble will be had with a turbo awd car that can't be put on the emissions dyno even though the vin says it can be.[/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good point. Talk about a red flag to look for illegal engine mods. I guess you could swap in a VCE and remove the t-case for a few days every two years. PITA<br /><br />I don't think he wants to completely part the GVR4. I think he just want to keep his mods. If thats the case, I'd get a cheap 1G and swap the TEL parts into the GVR4 to return it to near stock condition. The GVR4 is too good and valuable to scrap. You are right though, both cars will be down for a while. PITA.  <br /><br />And will DEQ allow you to put a 91-92 motor into a 97? Can't do that here.<br /><br />This would require a guy that has lots of dedication.||64.233.107.89||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000054||henrok||01-03-2004||06:46 AM||||ok man, no more posts...||205.188.208.172||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum3/004092.cgi
A||||0||skivittlerjimb||Two northeast VR4 sightings||||1||||skivittlerjimb||00001767
Z||000000||skivittlerjimb||12-29-2003||06:18 PM||skivittlerjimb@yahoo.com||First one was on Dec. 26th on the Mont Sutton access road (southern Quebec).  I was riding in the back of an Outback as a white '91 was headed up the access road to the ski area and we were heading down.  Exhaust sounded very nice and it looked a bit lowered, too.<br /><br />Second was here in Burlington, VT, today just about 3:45 p.m.  White '92 with stock wheels and stock looking exhaust.  Hmmm, I didn't think there we're too many other VT ones out there, but it had VT plates.  <br /><br />Who's out there?<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes



ubb/Forum3/004093.cgi
A||||1||Derk||Rad Pics||||1||||Derk||00000335
Z||000000||Derk||12-29-2003||08:02 PM||capthowdy2@hotmail.com||I recently got some pics of my upgraded radiator and FMIC. If anybody is interested in seeing them to help answer any questions if you are planning on upgrading your rad. then I encourage you to drop me a lint @ dbarnett0@frostburg.edu or PM me. <br /><br />Derk||24.3.74.255||reg||1||Derk||00000335||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||12-29-2003||09:09 PM||||email pics to me or post them here....to share is to care   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004094.cgi
A||||4||Dreis11301||Should I try to buy this?||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||12-30-2003||12:33 AM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||I found this on Yahoo japan and that 150,000 YEN is currently with the yen rate at 105 about $1430.  I noticed the guy had it listed as E38A.  What's the difference?  Your feedback will result in weather or not I bid, I trust you guys about GVR4s.  Please respond quick as there are only two days left.<br /><br /><a href="http://page7.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/g11161909" target="_blank">http://page7.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/g11161909</a>||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||12-30-2003||12:46 AM||||Well, it has a cage (though the tubing seems small), rally steering wheel, and rally mud flaps, yet no apparent engine mods. I'd say that means that it could have been some sort of production spec rally car. You should go take a look at it and take pics.<br /><br />I'd almost definitely say to buy it unless the "in person inspection" isn't promising. 76000 kilometer Galant VR4 RS...you can't really pass that up.<br /><br />(thats all the info I could glean from the page since I can't read or speak Japanese)<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||supervr4||12-30-2003||12:50 AM||||yeah its a vr4 rs spec this is what they had from the factory<br /><br /><br />TD05 16G - This Could Be A Big Or Small 16G, It Depends On The Year <br />4Bolt Rear Diff <br />510cc Injectors <br />Slightly Bigger Intercooler and Intercooler Piping <br />Bigger Fuel Pump <br />Vents In The Lower Part Of The Bumper <br />Bonnet Vents <br />Different Profile Cams - Mitsubishi Used The Same In The Evo 3 A Few Years Later <br />2 Piston Brake's On The Front <br />Close Ratio Gearbox <br />RS Badging <br />WindUp Windows, Less Interior Gadgets||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000003||megaice||12-30-2003||01:06 AM||||Oh how I miss Japan. Wish I could get a job out there||192.128.167.68||reg||11||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000004||BluFalcon||12-30-2003||04:47 AM||||That's it.  I'm going Active Duty and do my damndest to get assigned to Japan.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    Looks like a pretty nice ride.  Did you end up getting it or what?||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes



ubb/Forum3/004095.cgi
A||||9||megaice||G Shot||||6||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||12-30-2003||12:34 AM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||On my way back from dinner with a friend, and a twin canned Honda accord runs up next to me and tries to run, of course they had not chance. After I let off and slowed the Honda pulled up next to me and the girl in the passenger pulls down her pants and gives a G shot on the window   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  . I couldn't believe it. Couldn't get to camera quick enough. Well I leave you with that.||209.219.209.72||reg||6||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||curtis||12-30-2003||12:52 AM||||I usually just get the finger and a few cuss words.  What am I doing wrong.||67.25.33.104||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||12-30-2003||07:23 AM||||but isn't it funny how people think that whoever drives faster than you is a maniac?, and the ones that drive slower than you are idiots?||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||12-30-2003||08:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GREENVR4:<br /><strong> but isn't it funny how people think that whoever drives faster than you is a maniac?, and the ones that drive slower than you are idiots? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">George Carlin?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||12-30-2003||09:25 AM||||no, actually my wife said that, it was only later that I heard the same from Carlin and I couldn't stop laughing at it.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||coop||12-30-2003||12:03 PM||||which side of bypolar? maniac or idiot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||12-30-2003||01:57 PM||||was that a $5 frase?||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||12-30-2003||02:00 PM||||lets get back on subject here, the g shot  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />few girls flashed me & my buddy while rolling in the vr4 last week, always nice  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.194.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||red91awdtalon||12-30-2003||02:28 PM||||never had a girl show me nothing in the dsm's. had plenty in the 69 camaro  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   the rumble drives them crazy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  i miss that car haha<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000009||GVR$in||12-30-2003||06:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong>   the rumble drives them crazy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Like howard stern private parts style?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/004096.cgi
A||||0||megaice||Axxis Ultimate Pads||||5||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||12-30-2003||05:39 AM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||Could someone tell me the best price on these pads for our cars and where can I get them?||192.128.167.68||reg||5||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum3/004097.cgi
A||||10||Eclipse182||Ugly Hummer!||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||12-30-2003||09:11 AM||||Ive never really been a fan of the H2, but this has got to be the worst looking Hummer ive ever seen!<br />   <img src="http://erebunicorp.com/images/autos3/hummer517f.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://erebunicorp.com/images/autos3/hummer517r.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I dunno, it reminds me of a school bus...or a duck<br /><br /><br />Edit: Just thought id throw in an equally disturbing Suzuki Samurai   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img src="http://erebunicorp.com/images/autos1/SAMURAI229f.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://erebunicorp.com/images/autos1/SAMURAI229r.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.195.184.41||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||12-30-2003||09:23 AM||||that suzuki looks like an abortion of a mack truck like that.||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||12-30-2003||02:50 PM||||If you read closely enough, the license plate frame on the Suzuki says "No fat bitches, my shit'll scrape!"||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||12-30-2003||04:10 PM||||add this one to the list..  lookit the brake covers    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br /> <img src="http://store.310motoring.com/image/sku/676/2/DSCF0106%20full.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||12-30-2003||04:12 PM||||thats tight  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||ercp98||12-30-2003||04:18 PM||||sometimes having the money does not mean you will always creat something nice.<br />putting 22's on anything does not make nice. these people are just wasting their money to get their bling.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000006||91GVR4||12-30-2003||04:24 PM||||WOW! I didn't think an avalanche could look any uglier then they do, I guess I was wrong. Buy the way I passed one in the snow the other week, he was doing all of 30mph I think.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.156.32.69||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||12-30-2003||05:53 PM||||Hmm... all the "predictions" from every B-rated sci-fi flick are starting to come true...||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||number3||12-30-2003||06:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91GVR4:<br /><strong> WOW! I didn't think an avalanche could look any uglier then they do, I guess I was wrong. Buy the way I passed one in the snow the other week, he was doing all of 30mph I think.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Careful now...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000009||slugsgomoo||12-30-2003||10:05 PM||||wow, it makes me want to go buy a silverado 2500... errr, hummer h2.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />sooo... overhyped? Chevy IFS is not exactly the greatest thing in the world.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />although, it *is* a pavement queen. bah.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000010||chadhayashi||12-31-2003||12:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong> add this one to the list..  lookit the brake covers     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br />Geoff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Those are for hiding the now goofy looking 10" diameter rotors.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/004098.cgi
A||||6||Johnny Bravo||VID:  New Evo WRC &amp; E7 WRC testing!!!||||1||||Johnny Bravo||00000496
Z||000000||Johnny Bravo||12-30-2003||10:49 AM||eunosfd@aol.com||<a href="http://www.gasmes.net/2003/video/wrc/test_mitsu.avi" target="_blank">http://www.gasmes.net/2003/video/wrc/test_mitsu.avi</a> <br /><br />I dunno where this was taken (Europe it appears, but where I'm not sure), but it's a 4min vid of the new crazy looking Evo WRC car and Evo VII WRC cars testing on some very tasty stretches of tarmac.  It's a bit over 10mb in size, but well worth the time.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Johnny Bravo||00000496||yes
Z||000001||moonstation2000||12-30-2003||12:29 PM||||did you buy it yet jason? i can't wait to steal, i mean see it.||24.186.171.218||reg||1||moonstation2000||00002106||yes
Z||000002||moonstation2000||12-30-2003||12:31 PM||||woops, wrong thread.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.186.171.218||reg||1||moonstation2000||00002106||yes
Z||000003||Pappy||12-30-2003||12:52 PM||||Blast, link doesn't seem to work.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||12-30-2003||02:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pappy:<br /><strong> Blast, link doesn't seem to work. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Working for me.||63.226.183.93||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000005||Pappy||12-30-2003||03:18 PM||||Huh, it's working now.  I guess the server was down for a bit when I tried before.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000006||Minjin||12-30-2003||11:33 PM||||Nice driving and it looks like the car has some pretty good torque...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/004099.cgi
A||||6||ken inn||stuff shipped||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||12-30-2003||03:40 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||paul stanley, ups 1z e65 955 03 4061 0453<br /><br />jim baumann, 1z e65 955 03 4070 5646<br /><br />just shipped today.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||12-30-2003||08:58 PM||||Thanks!||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||12-30-2003||09:05 PM||||Talk about coverin' our reputations lately hunh Ken?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||12-30-2003||09:53 PM||||Your blow up dolls are on the way!!!!!||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||chadhayashi||12-31-2003||12:42 AM||||speaking of...<br />Ken, I never heard from you about receipt of that turbine. Everything acceptable?||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||12-31-2003||07:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> speaking of...<br />Ken, I never heard from you about receipt of that turbine. Everything acceptable? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yup.  thanks for that.  now i got a good spare 16g.  the stuff i sent out was my stuff, not off of zach's car, which i have never seen.  just trying to help out.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||Ash||12-31-2003||10:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Your blow up dolls are on the way!!!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you an agent for <a href="http://www.realdoll.com/" target="_blank">these</a> Ken?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||203.220.203.6||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes



ubb/Forum3/004100.cgi
A||||12||dlpinckney||Satellite internet service||||1||||Turbo4door1||00000938
Z||000000||dlpinckney||12-30-2003||04:34 PM||turbo4door@earthlink.net||Okay, this isn't remotely GVR4 related, but I figured some of the computer literate people on here may have an opinion.<br /><br />I am sick and tired of dial up service at home.  I don't have cable available and can't get DSL service.  The only option I appear to have is the satellite service.  I am trying to see if the $500 for the equipment and then $60 a month is worth it.  So far I haven't been able to convince myself of it and I don't personally know anyone that has it to see how it works.  The state is doing a major road expansion near me, and none of the utility companies want to run/upgrade new lines until the final determination is made where the road is going to be.  This could be/will be years.  Give me your opinons please.  Thanks.||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000001||howard_GVR4||12-30-2003||04:55 PM||||I've looked into it for the recording studio that I work for, and we decided it wasn't worth the cost.  <br /><br />From what I understand, you still need dial up for uploading, since you're not beaming back to the satellite.  On top of that, the speed didn't seem all that great for the price.  <br /><br />However, I didn't do a ton of research, just enough to realize we needed to spend money on other things.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||12-30-2003||05:09 PM||||One of my friends had that.  You can get both download and upload, but you have to buy a extra dish.  One for each way.<br /><br />It does cost way more then any other service, but if that is the only way to get it.......<br /><br />Dial up suxs.  I went to my folks over the holidays and I dialed in and it was so slow, I didn't even bother.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||12-30-2003||05:17 PM||||i got satellite tv, and lemme tell you, when a big storm goes overhead, nothing works.  usually down for about 20 min.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||12-30-2003||05:30 PM||||I had satellite internet service for almost two years because I was in the same situation as you, cable just wasn't available. To be honest it isn't that bad. The download is pretty quick but the upload is maybe twice the speed as dialup (on an average day). You don't need dialup for the upload like some think and the price isn't that bad (I paid a lot less for the satellite internet than I am for cable internet...I believe it was either $39.99 or $45.99 and I'm paying $65.99 here). I also got the equipment for free (check for specials) but I had to sign a 2 year contract (which sucked). The one other thing that really sucked is that on cloudy or rainy days the internet gets really slow and/or goes down. Give a call to DishNetwork if you go with Satellite inernet, I was happy with their customer service and support.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||12-30-2003||05:48 PM||||Look into wireless, like Sprint net or someone with the WiFi skills.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||dlpinckney||12-30-2003||06:34 PM||||Thanks for the replies.  I'll check into any "specials" the different carriers offer on the equipment.  I can talk myself into the monthly expense, it just seems as though all of the equipment I have seen is in the $500+ range, and I just haven't been able to justify that - yet.  <br /><br />The wireless broadband looks like it might be a viable option - thanks Hertz.<br /><br />My mom has a cable modem and it is quick.  I spend a fair amount of time on the net at work - which is a T1 or T3 line (don't remember which) and it is real quick.  I just feel like I am in the stone age at home...!!!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.69.139.135||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000007||dlpinckney||12-30-2003||06:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i got satellite tv, and lemme tell you, when a big storm goes overhead, nothing works.  usually down for about 20 min. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have DirecTV for tv service.  We don't usually get the crazy thunderstorms that you guys do in Texas, but we do get a fair amount of snow.  The hard rain and snow affects it though.  Especially heavy, wet snow that sticks to the dish.  Definitely something else to consider.  Thanks.||207.69.139.136||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000008||slugsgomoo||12-30-2003||10:12 PM||||I was looking at hughes (direcway) for some remote locations that i was doing wi-fi for, but haven't done it yet. <br /><br />Here's the information that i was able to get:<br /><br />It's one dish<br />it's both ways. somewhere around 512/256 or 256/128 depending on location and service level.<br />more than 1 computer will cost you a lot more.<br /><br />It's better than dialup, although it's terrible for gaming, and stuff that requires low ping.<br /><br />Essentially, even though it's high speed, each page request has to go from you to the sat, down to their backbone, out on the web to get retrieved, and then come back.<br /><br />So for big files it's not too bad, and webpages are noticeably faster, but chat and especially gaming are laggy.<br /><br />hope that helps.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||12-31-2003||12:19 AM||||I bought my Direcway dish on Ebay for $250.00<br />It's not hooked up yet so can't tell you how it works. It's got to be better than dialup though.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.226.35||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000010||DsmSeifer||12-31-2003||02:57 AM||||I work for earthlink man. I'll give you our specs. (no sales pitch intendeed)<br /><br />500 Kbps download<br />60 Kbps upload<br /><br />The dish is 36 x 24<br />and is a 2 way setup so it doesn't use your phone. <br />Our equipment costs 550 plus about 250 in instalation then 64.95 a month.<br /><br />Its pretty pricey but its a hell of alot faster than dial up. (I'm useing it right now because I live in the exact middle of nowhere.) <br /><br />Over all its pretty nice it does get some interferance with weather but not quite as bad as satalite TV (different frequincey)||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||12-31-2003||07:46 PM||||nate had it at the old shop, it was HORRID.<br />but i guess it was better than dail up, but only when it worked.||138.89.18.157||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||slugsgomoo||12-31-2003||08:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I bought my Direcway dish on Ebay for $250.00<br />It's not hooked up yet so can't tell you how it works. It's got to be better than dialup though.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you need to talk to your provider before you install it. if i remember correctly, it is illegal for a non-certified person to install a 2-way satellite dish, because of possible interference problems that you can cause. Be very careful, and check all that out first! Otherwise you might end up getting fined.||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
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q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!04:20 PM!,
q!2453001.1620!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!gtluke!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!12:17 PM!,
q!2453002.1217!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!the unexpected happened!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!06:02 PM!,
q!2453001.1802!,
q!galantgsr!,
q!00002158!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!08:50 AM!,
q!2453003.0850!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!John Lingenfelter Passed Away!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!07:05 PM!,
q!2453001.1905!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!curtis!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!12:15 PM!,
q!2453002.1215!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tsitalon1!,
q!New guy one question!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!10:49 PM!,
q!2453001.2249!,
q!tsitalon1!,
q!00003144!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!10:08 AM!,
q!2453002.1008!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!Cop Trouble?!,
q!5!,
q!16!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!05:00 AM!,
q!2453002.0500!,
q!Fonzo!,
q!00000681!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!04:33 PM!,
q!2453005.1633!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!IDIOT , HELP?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2453002.1725!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!00001106!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2453002.1733!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!i am so lucky. nice pic of broken valve stem!,
q!10!,
q!14!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2453002.1805!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!00001106!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!07:48 PM!,
q!2453004.1948!,
q!sleepergvr4!,
q!00001106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!Original MSO!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2453002.1931!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!sleeper!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!01:48 PM!,
q!2453003.1348!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!HeHeHe I Broke it!,
q!7!,
q!5!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!01:51 PM!,
q!2452993.1351!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!04:04 PM!,
q!2452993.1604!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q~Jon @ M&amp;S Recycling. AWD Colt!!!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!02:57 PM!,
q!2452993.1457!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!NZGZR4!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452995.1833!,
q!CamZR4!,
q!00000312!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meng!,
q!clear corner lights!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2452993.1448!,
q!meng!,
q!00000837!,
q!hecdws!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2452993.2157!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!Clutch Pedal and clutch fluid pressure debacle!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!05:13 PM!,
q!2452993.1713!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!keydiver!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2452993.2238!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!delete!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452993.1826!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2452993.1826!,
q!mr.mitsu!,
q!00001467!,
q!10!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SIR31!,
q!New to the site!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!07:55 PM!,
q!2452993.1955!,
q!SIR31!,
q!00003093!,
q!SIR31!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!08:35 PM!,
q!2452993.2035!,
q!SIR31!,
q!00003093!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!Watches!,
q!1!,
q!57!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!09:13 PM!,
q!2452993.2113!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!bleck!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!06:00 AM!,
q!2452998.0600!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000057!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!number3!,
q!We need a new Member's Ride!,
q!14!,
q!28!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!04:36 PM!,
q!2452997.1636!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!number3!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!08:16 AM!,
q!2453011.0816!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q~R/C freaks! check this out~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!09:21 PM!,
q!2452993.2121!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!05:07 PM!,
q!2452996.1707!,
q!GVR1643!,
q!00000080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!The DSM Registry!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!12-19-2003!,
q!11:32 PM!,
q!2452993.2332!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!03:44 AM!,
q!2452995.0344!,
q!psycopyro182!,
q!00000548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!What a Deal HAHA!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!07:09 PM!,
q!2452997.1909!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!12:13 PM!,
q!2453000.1213!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!2005 Eclipse?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2452997.1919!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!agrabau!,
q!12-25-2003!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2452999.2328!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q~Local radio station just HOOKED ME UP!!!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!08:55 PM!,
q!2452997.2055!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!meshwork!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2452997.2129!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!what is a!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!09:45 PM!,
q!2452997.2145!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!12:20 PM!,
q!2452998.1220!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Stupid Question of the year!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2452997.2153!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!curtis!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2452998.2359!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!Videos!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2452998.1141!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!06:10 PM!,
q!2453007.1810!,
q!kartorium31!,
q!00000364!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jose!,
q!Hectors Car!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!12:44 AM!,
q!2453003.0044!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!SeanI!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!10:39 PM!,
q!2453004.2239!,
q!Sean IV!,
q!00001880!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bazeng!,
q!some vr4 drag pics..!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!03:44 PM!,
q!2452998.1544!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!bazeng!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!05:08 PM!,
q!2453000.1708!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q~vote for WRC!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!01:10 AM!,
q!2453003.0110!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2453003.1531!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q~Merry Christmas Everyone!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!04:02 PM!,
q!2452998.1602!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!12-25-2003!,
q!02:16 PM!,
q!2452999.1416!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!00000596!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!WRC on all day new years day!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!10:30 AM!,
q!2453003.1030!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!12:45 PM!,
q!2453003.1245!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!Everything is for sale...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!10:47 AM!,
q!2453003.1047!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2453003.1144!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ash!,
q!Ever heard the saying &quot;They run best right before they don't run&quot;?!,
q!9!,
q!4!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!11:20 AM!,
q!2453003.1120!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!Ash!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2453003.1941!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!How many of you who are on evolutionM.net got this spam?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!11:44 AM!,
q!2453003.1144!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!06:26 PM!,
q!2453003.1826!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matt379!,
q!Office-Max deals.!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!12:41 PM!,
q!2453003.1241!,
q!Matt Wenger!,
q!00000245!,
q!Matticus!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!04:26 PM!,
q!2453003.1626!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Matrix/ GR Motorsports!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2453003.1452!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2453003.1452!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91 #680!,
q!ka 4993!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!02:56 PM!,
q!2453003.1456!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!91 #680!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2453003.1739!,
q!91 #680!,
q!00000637!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!New parts for a JDM motor!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!05:16 PM!,
q!2453003.1716!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!12:45 AM!,
q!2453004.0045!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!GALANTVR4.ORG awards for 2003!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2452994.1235!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!agrabau!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2452997.1231!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~DO NOT!!~,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!04:18 PM!,
q!2452994.1618!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2452994.1641!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!Cam Regrinds!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!06:25 PM!,
q!2452994.1825!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!Ash!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!07:26 PM!,
q!2452995.1926!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q~Look at this, hilarious! ~,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!07:35 PM!,
q!2452994.1935!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!number3!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!08:01 AM!,
q!2452996.0801!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Y2A!,
q!Any 89-93 Galant bodykits?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-20-2003!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2452994.2320!,
q!Y2A!,
q!00002439!,
q!megaice!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!09:04 PM!,
q!2452995.2104!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Monster Garage w/link!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!01:36 AM!,
q!2452995.0136!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!04:05 PM!,
q!2452995.1605!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!1g front bumper on galant!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!09:50 AM!,
q!2452995.0950!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!crucible!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!01:31 PM!,
q!2452995.1331!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!mad cows!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2452998.1816!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!ken inn!,
q!12-25-2003!,
q!11:26 AM!,
q!2452999.1126!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Know any good Lancer Evolution Forum out there.....!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!12:43 PM!,
q!2452995.1243!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!number3!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2452995.1324!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!timing belt kit!,
q!5!,
q!10!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!06:29 PM!,
q!2452998.1829!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!12-25-2003!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2452999.1940!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!oil catch cans!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!12:58 PM!,
q!2452995.1258!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2452996.1616!,
q!bob in chicago!,
q!00000069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!$49,000  Civic????? !,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!06:33 PM!,
q!2452998.1833!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2453000.1059!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Lots Of Car videos inside!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2452998.1840!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!12-25-2003!,
q!12:42 AM!,
q!2452999.0042!,
q!Colt4G63!,
q!00002127!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!BMW clubbers. (sigh)!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2452998.2030!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!10:56 AM!,
q!2453001.1056!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!Bicycle Racks!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-25-2003!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2452999.1015!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!11:12 PM!,
q!2453013.2312!,
q!04DrBlur!,
q!00000605!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thon!,
q!Drift video d1 GP!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-25-2003!,
q!12:48 PM!,
q!2452999.1248!,
q!thon!,
q!00000613!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!08:10 AM!,
q!2453000.0810!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Took Pics Today!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-25-2003!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2452999.1835!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!229of1000!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!07:37 PM!,
q!2453003.1937!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!I love snow.!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2453003.1756!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!12:26 AM!,
q!2453004.0026!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!balance shafts!,
q!5!,
q!4!,
q!12-25-2003!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2452999.1922!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!10:41 AM!,
q!2453000.1041!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!regular galant!,
q!5!,
q!54!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!06:10 PM!,
q!2453003.1810!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!henrok!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!06:46 AM!,
q!2453008.0646!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000054!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!90-94 t/e/l shifter boot!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-25-2003!,
q!10:35 PM!,
q!2452999.2235!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!91TSi_AWD!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!12:42 AM!,
q!2453001.0042!,
q!GVR4_431!,
q!00000687!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!Two northeast VR4 sightings!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!06:18 PM!,
q!2453003.1818!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!00001767!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!06:18 PM!,
q!2453003.1818!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!00001767!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Derk!,
q!Rad Pics!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!08:02 PM!,
q!2453003.2002!,
q!Derk!,
q!00000335!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!09:09 PM!,
q!2453003.2109!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!Should I try to buy this?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!12:33 AM!,
q!2453004.0033!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!04:47 AM!,
q!2453004.0447!,
q!BluFalcon!,
q!00000366!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!G Shot!,
q!6!,
q!9!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!12:34 AM!,
q!2453004.0034!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!06:51 PM!,
q!2453004.1851!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!Axxis Ultimate Pads!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!05:39 AM!,
q!2453004.0539!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!megaice!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!05:39 AM!,
q!2453004.0539!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q~Ugly Hummer!~,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!09:11 AM!,
q!2453004.0911!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!12:40 AM!,
q!2453005.0040!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q~VID:  New Evo WRC &amp; E7 WRC testing!!!~,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!10:49 AM!,
q!2453004.1049!,
q!Johnny Bravo!,
q!00000496!,
q!Minjin!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!11:33 PM!,
q!2453004.2333!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!stuff shipped!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!03:40 PM!,
q!2453004.1540!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Ash!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!10:13 PM!,
q!2453005.2213!,
q!Ash!,
q!00000089!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Drove a 2002 M3. !,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!02:52 PM!,
q!2452995.1452!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!11:13 AM!,
q!2453000.1113!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!224/1000 Dash Plaque!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!03:37 PM!,
q!2452995.1537!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!03:37 PM!,
q!2452995.1537!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!Who is He?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!04:07 PM!,
q!2452995.1607!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!04:54 PM!,
q!2452995.1654!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jpgvr4!,
q!Dave Wolin IMSA IS AWD Eclipse's #90-92 (Where are they now?)!,
q!5!,
q!6!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2452995.1615!,
q!jpgvr4!,
q!00000179!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!10:46 PM!,
q!2452996.2246!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!Rally Car photo???!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452995.1757!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!05:57 PM!,
q!2452995.1757!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!Motorcycles Anyone?!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!09:49 PM!,
q!2452995.2149!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!05:41 AM!,
q!2453000.0541!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!Security Camera Catches Ghost at Palace!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2452995.2238!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!12:32 AM!,
q!2452998.0032!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!starquest w a full T4 TT 3kgt engine !,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!10:54 PM!,
q!2452995.2254!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!curtis!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!09:03 AM!,
q!2452996.0903!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!New Manifold !,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!12-21-2003!,
q!11:49 PM!,
q!2452995.2349!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!04:15 PM!,
q!2453001.1615!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!Carlisle's Custom Compact Nationals!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!01:02 AM!,
q!2453000.0102!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!09:53 PM!,
q!2453000.2153!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!90-96 na 300zx question.!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!02:25 AM!,
q!2452996.0225!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!09:48 PM!,
q!2452996.2148!,
q!gvr4ever!,
q!00000541!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!OT- getting prescription's!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!07:31 AM!,
q!2453000.0731!,
q!red91awdtalon!,
q!00002955!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!09:02 AM!,
q!2453000.0902!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!jonvr4 update!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!11:05 AM!,
q!2453000.1105!,
q!mitsuvr4!,
q!00000369!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!12:10 PM!,
q!2453004.1210!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4g63t!,
q~Calling Doug / Crucible!!!~,
q!10!,
q!1!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!06:54 PM!,
q!2453000.1854!,
q!4g63t!,
q!00000383!,
q!crucible!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!08:21 PM!,
q!2453000.2021!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slow4dr!,
q!sighting/ visiting in-laws Parker CO!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!08:59 PM!,
q!2453000.2059!,
q!slow4dr!,
q!00002173!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!06:53 PM!,
q!2453001.1853!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!'rice' guages?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!09:40 PM!,
q!2453000.2140!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!06:00 PM!,
q!2453003.1800!,
q!josh91vr4!,
q!00001340!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!accident!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2453001.0003!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!16GVR4!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!08:56 PM!,
q!2453005.2056!,
q!Luke!,
q!00000521!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!Tasteful grapics?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!06:09 AM!,
q!2453001.0609!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!12-28-2003!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2453002.1102!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!Eclipse GSX on ebay in Florida!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-27-2003!,
q!09:07 AM!,
q!2453001.0907!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!12-29-2003!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2453003.1951!,
q!autobahntom!,
q!00000818!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Just thought i'd start a discussion on intercooler pipes.!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!12:12 PM!,
q!2452996.1212!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!03:11 PM!,
q!2453006.1511!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91E39A!,
q!hey allah, outkast!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!01:03 PM!,
q!2452996.1303!,
q!91E39A!,
q!00000762!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!10:36 PM!,
q!2452996.2236!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Ebay finds of the day!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!02:34 PM!,
q!2452996.1434!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!12-26-2003!,
q!07:18 PM!,
q!2453000.1918!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Would your galant make it up this!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!05:27 PM!,
q!2452996.1727!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!bleck!,
q!12-24-2003!,
q!04:56 AM!,
q!2452998.0456!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!HELP, anyone have a crank/underdrive pulley???!,
q!2!,
q!2!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2452996.1734!,
q!Louters91GVR4!,
q!00000624!,
q!#258!,
q!12-22-2003!,
q!06:55 PM!,
q!2452996.1855!,
q!#258!,
q!00000439!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!Brett Farve!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!12:28 AM!,
q!2452997.0028!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!12:31 PM!,
q!2452997.1231!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!florida people!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2452997.1059!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!12-23-2003!,
q!04:12 PM!,
q!2452997.1612!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/004262.cgi
A||X||84||VR6 Eater||galantvr4.org stickers||||1||||VR6 Eater||00000106
Z||000000||VR6 Eater||01-06-2004||12:43 AM||vr6eater@hotmail.com||I hate to even ask this question.  Does anyone have some? Or we could start one of the first nationwide car clubs.  Is this kinda RICEY or what.  It's not like I want to do coffee cups, g-strings, or golf shirts.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />I want to put my other ride is a gvr4 on my truck.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000001||Clay||01-06-2004||12:44 AM||||i like "My Other Ride is a Four Door Family Sedan"||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||01-06-2004||12:47 AM||||I've alway's been partial to "My other ride is your daughter"<br /><br />Had it on my Bandit and got the finger many times for it.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||curtis||01-06-2004||12:54 AM||||I think they would be ricey if they were all over the back window 2 feet tall or across the windshield like the ever predominate APC race team. But if you could cut small ones for the rear corner windows that were 3 1/2 by 1/2 and do them to match the car where they would be blended in or just in black where it would be a siloette of the logo that wouldn't be to ricey.||67.25.34.52||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||01-06-2004||01:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I think they would be ricey if they were all over the back window 2 feet tall or across the windshield like the ever predominate APC race team. But if you could cut small ones for the rear corner windows that were 3 1/2 by 1/2 and do them to match the car where they would be blended in or just in black where it would be a siloette of the logo that wouldn't be to ricey. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think this is a cool idea for our rear corner windows. If everyone would want to do this Gabor(sleeper) can do this for us still, I think.||65.227.204.58||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||megaice||01-06-2004||02:10 AM||||I am intrested   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.219.209.72||reg||10||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000006||91 #680||01-06-2004||03:03 AM||||me too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000007||SearsPointVR4||01-06-2004||03:33 AM||||Hey guys,  I work in a race shop and we do our own die cut vinyl graphics, if somone could send me a good version of the GALANTVR4.ORG logo, or tell me what the font is, I'd be willing to make them.  PM me if you're interested.<br /><br />Ford.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||01-06-2004||03:50 AM||||I'm a step ahead of you guys.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Over the summer I had a friend of mine cut a vinyl decal for me that is about 6"x2" in black that says <a href="http://www.galantvr4.com." target="_blank">www.galantvr4.com.</a> I put it near the top of the back window. Most people don't even see it unless I point it out.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||01-06-2004||05:32 AM||||That rear quarter window is nearly useless.  I would love to cover it up in "factory" looking sitckers.  I saw that someone had an "AWD" sticker in theirs, it looked hot.  Gabor, you awake?  You should design a pyramid shaped scheme of stickers designed especially to fill that window up entirely.  I would buy your entire stock.  Haha, well, not really, but at least enough to do mine and possibly our rally beater's GVR4.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||crucible||01-06-2004||11:03 AM||||Ive got "Ralliart" stickers on both sides of rear corner windows.Came with the car and its not ricey at all or else I would have taken them off.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||01-06-2004||11:21 AM||||There is a place in the mall here that does stickers while you wait. They have Calvin pissing on every auto maker you can imagine. <br />Was thinking about either:<br />VR4GASM<br />or<br />VR4PLAY <br />Put them on the rear triangle window... but GalantVR4.ORG is cooler...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||01-06-2004||02:09 PM||||I'm not a big fan of decals and if I would do one it would be the site name only.<br />We need of course the OK from Jon to advertise the site. Second, is this mean, we'll have everybody posting here from now on, who was beaten by one of you on the street?<br /><br />My idea would be a small decal of the domain name on the rear quarter glass.<br />The color would be "etched glass" this looks like<br />somebody sandblasted the image on the glass itself.<br />Kind of like when they etch the vin number on your windows, but bigger of course.<br /><br />I'll do 2 each free of charge, if you send me a self addressed and stamped #10 envelope.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||01-06-2004||06:16 PM||||alright If its cool with Jon then Ill send you an envelope.||65.227.217.160||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||01-06-2004||06:20 PM||||i'm game...let us know when to fire off the envelopes.  I can buy ya a beer as payment when i'm in STL next  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||01-06-2004||06:21 PM||||Hmm, Gabor's got a good point.  We shouldn't actually put the address on there, as every Tom, Dick, and Harry that we beat will start posting on here.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||REDLINEGVR4||01-06-2004||06:24 PM||||I agree about not putting the web site name. Oh ill definitly want some stickers. We need to think of something catchy.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000017||Matticus||01-06-2004||09:03 PM||||I can't imagine people seeing, and being able to read the small stickers in the window.  Especially since we would be kicking their asses so bad, LOL.  Our web address isn't the trickest one to figure out anyways.  Having to register would deter most of the riffraff looking to troll.  I think it would be pretty cool to have some stickers.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000018||jonvr4||01-06-2004||09:10 PM||||i think that the sticker should go under the 4WS and it should be exactly the same as the thing on the top left hand corner......but thats just me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000019||hibrn8||01-07-2004||02:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> I agree about not putting the web site name. Oh ill definitly want some stickers. We need to think of something catchy. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">GalantVR4 Militia   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.200.121.20||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000020||stevevr4||01-07-2004||02:34 PM||||Yeah I don't think anyone would bother or have the time to read the sticker when they're getting stomped.  Now if it was on the rear bumper, sure everyone would get a clear view of it, but the triangle window should be safe.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I'm kinda unsure about my Summit Racing sticker I have on that window...||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000021||229of1000||01-07-2004||06:36 PM||||I already have a custom license plate frame that says "www.galantvr4.org" between the mounting bolts, too small to read unless I'm stopped.  On the bottom it says "Galant VR4 1788/2000".  It turned out pretty cool, I can take a picture if anyone is interested.<br /><br />Good quality metal frame, and was $20 shipped.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000022||VR6 Eater||01-07-2004||08:48 PM||||I like the etched glass corner window idea.  I don't want some big ass sticker either.  Right now I have Raxles.com on the corners.  I cut the name out of their big sticker and just used the small letters.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000023||theymightbegalants||01-08-2004||04:29 AM||||Sounds nice, Paul.  Pics if you please.  Could/would they do more?||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000024||V8EATER||01-08-2004||03:18 PM||||so, is this going to happen?  should we send you an envelope now, or are there still decisions to be made?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000025||sleeper||01-08-2004||11:58 PM||||Somebody should ask Jon. I hate to bother him with stuff like that.<br />If it's fine with him then it's fine with me.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||63.208.47.230||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000026||marvinmadman123||01-09-2004||12:41 AM||||One of my good friends works at a graphics/sticker/signs place just for vehicles. "ACCUSIGNS" They do a good job. He could probably do all for a goooood price if everybody agrees on a design or individual stickers for anybody would not be a problem because this is what they do all day. You should see the imports around here, ridiculous, but anything could be created for our cars.||66.79.1.102||reg||14||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000027||dc_style||01-09-2004||02:54 PM||||hey, i work at a vinyl shop and i'm experienced. i'm designing one right now, i'll post pictures of the one on my vr4 sometime.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000028||sleeper||01-09-2004||03:20 PM||||Are we on the same page here? Do we read the messages or just postwhore treads.<br /><br />I'm offering the fucking decals for FREE of charge, but I don't want to take Jon's registered domain name without his approval.<br /><br />I'm a nice guy like that, but if anybody feel different and want to pay for a decal, go a head send your money somewhere else.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000029||tplesko||01-09-2004||03:28 PM||||Don't worry Gabor. People dun't read so gud.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    All those offering to make stickers, I'll repeat again for Gabor...he is making them FREE FOR US.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000030||4drwhore||01-09-2004||03:37 PM||||Learn to read, fucktards.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000031||tplesko||01-09-2004||03:51 PM||||Now now 4dr maybe they just missed it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  No need to ream the too bad, just ruff them up a little. lol||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000032||marvinmadman123||01-09-2004||05:10 PM||||Funny to see how people get thrashed for just trying to be of some assistance.  <img src="http://www.us3s.com/freeforum/images/smilies/duel.gif" alt=" - " />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000033||4drwhore||01-09-2004||05:18 PM||||This is why I don't like internet sometimes. You guys can't tell when I say something sarcastically. And thats not good considering I am a really sarcastic person. When I say "fucktard" it's just a goof word, if I wanted to ream and be real about it it'd be more along the lines of "why don't you retarded, illiterate, dumb f@#( peices of S@*% read... and so forth, You get the idea.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000034||hibrn8||01-09-2004||09:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Learn to read, fucktards. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">lmfao....Word.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000035||curtis||01-09-2004||11:22 PM||||If this ever comes about I'll take a set and would like to have a red one for the valve cover/ coil mount/ spark plug cover thingey I built (sorry no pictures it said the server was down to the upload site).||67.25.35.254||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000036||rrustedcage||01-10-2004||01:19 AM||||whenever approval is granted, count me in!!!<br /><br />ryan||208.187.143.154||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000037||marvinmadman123||01-10-2004||02:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> If this ever comes about I'll take a set and would like to have a red one for the valve cover/ coil mount/ spark plug cover thingey I built (sorry no pictures it said the server was down to the upload site). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://photos.msn.com/ImageServer/Image.aspx?Image=mqkSFy3d5JBjKpLyfLbuZlCBp!rakw5JhTX8*waIAK0vW28fpfWXzW6*HgDzxGmo0CNOcuAOXlmoJP6H9adMFkKgArmTsgA!PXsI7hJmbVh7nqvASOKhDMVP!0rbFF!q" alt=" - " /> <br />Glad I could help.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000038||marvinmadman123||01-10-2004||02:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> If you think a 20G has 'lag', you don't deserve to make any HP.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dam,were's the thumbs up icon whan you need it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://www.steelheader.net/photopost/data/510/893up-thumb.gif" alt=" - " />   <img src="http://www.steelheader.net/photopost/data/510/893mooning-smilie0-thumb.gif" alt=" - " /> [QUOTE]Originally posted by MustGoFaster:||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000039||marvinmadman123||01-10-2004||03:18 AM||||or you can do it like this  <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon14.gif" alt=" - " />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000040||curtis||01-10-2004||12:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by marvinmadman:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> If this ever comes about I'll take a set and would like to have a red one for the valve cover/ coil mount/ spark plug cover thingey I built (sorry no pictures it said the server was down to the upload site). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://photos.msn.com/ImageServer/Image.aspx?Image=mqkSFy3d5JBjKpLyfLbuZlCBp!rakw5JhTX8*waIAK0vW28fpfWXzW6*HgDzxGmo0CNOcuAOXlmoJP6H9adMFkKgArmTsgA!PXsI7hJmbVh7nqvASOKhDMVP!0rbFF!q" alt=" - " /> <br />Glad I could help.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Cool thanks for posting my engine picture.  I guess I need to do some mods on my computer instead of my car.||65.54.97.145||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000041||crucible||01-10-2004||03:09 PM||||Getting back to a post that mentioned if anybody reads the F****** thread.<br />When a thread gets this long, does anybody really read every single one before they post?<br />Id be surprised if more than a handful reads them all unless they either started the thread or had lots of interest early on.<br />Occasionally Ill steamroll through all posts when the thread is manageable and interesting.Otherwise I have no interest.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000042||Jon||01-12-2004||03:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gabor:<br /><strong> Are we on the same page here? Do we read the messages or just postwhore treads.<br /><br />I'm offering the fucking decals for FREE of charge, but I don't want to take Jon's registered domain name without his approval.<br /><br />I'm a nice guy like that, but if anybody feel different and want to pay for a decal, go a head send your money somewhere else.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have one made already?  As long as it looks nice, I am fine with it.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000043||sleeper||01-12-2004||04:10 PM||||I have one that will match the JDM rear door decals I sell.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Pictures will be posted tonight.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000044||hibrn8||01-12-2004||08:47 PM||||automatically count me in!!!!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000045||Hertz||01-12-2004||09:25 PM||||Can you ship them to Iowa?||67.167.201.26||reg||12||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000046||sleeper||01-13-2004||01:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Can you ship them to Iowa? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll try!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.75.179.242||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000047||TurboVR4dr||01-13-2004||01:14 AM||||I'm the one that got screwed on the shipping.  I took the bumper up ther and dropped it off.  i was just following direction (kind of like when I drove KC car at the shootout)  I could have swore he said just launch it.  I was going to be paid for shipping but since Gabor messed up it didn;t happen.  Do you know how much that 40 pound bumper dropped my MPG.  It wasn't like i was already towing 5k pounds.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000048||sleeper||01-13-2004||01:23 AM||||Here you go and before I start making these let me tell you a little story.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2443" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2443&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />My wife likes animals and she doesn't have any hobbies other than pets. I made a deal with her last year. I sold decals for the local DSM club for $5.00/each<br />Well, a few months later she made $250.00 <br />We loaded up the van with goods from Sam's and headed to the animal shelter.<br />The food and toys we got for the money was priceless for the animals and of course for her.<br /><br />So lets do this. Send me a self addressed and stamped envelope with or without money in it.<br />A dollar, a 5 or even a $20 (yes we got a couple of those last time too) whatever you can/want to donate. She'll make sure the money ends up in the right place.<br />SENDING MONEY IS OPTIONAL. I'm not begging or anything, but let's have these poor animals enjoy<br />the decals as much as you do.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />My address is <br />Gabor Mayer<br />3001 Black Oak Terrace<br />House Spring MO. 63051<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.75.179.242||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000049||Minjin||01-13-2004||01:44 AM||||Very tasteful looking, Gabor. These just might become the only stickers on my car.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000050||rrustedcage||01-13-2004||05:27 AM||||it will be the only one on my car.  <br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000051||tplesko||01-13-2004||07:57 AM||||Damn those are sick. That's the first sticker i've even considered not just putting on the roof rack fairing. Money on it's way today...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000052||stevevr4||01-13-2004||08:35 AM||||Will they all be in the silver/gray color?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000053||blacksheep||01-13-2004||08:42 AM||||scoot - whatever, you molested my baby at the Shootout with those launches in the parking lot. Thank God, I did the same to Shannons lightning....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor - damn you! Now, I wanna get a gvr4 just for that sticker. Nice job!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000054||Jon||01-13-2004||08:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gabor:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2443" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2443&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, to be picky, I have "galantvr4.org" registered, not "galantvr-4.org".  <br /><br />See my point?||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000055||stevevr4||01-13-2004||09:19 AM||||Good point   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000056||sleeper||01-13-2004||10:03 AM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]Well, to be picky, I have "galantvr4.org" registered, not "galantvr-4.org".  <br /><br />See my point? [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />You registered the wrong site.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />I should be able to fix that, but it might not look as good.<br /><br /><br />Steve,<br />It's not silver it's a color called etch, like you etch into the glass. Close to silver though.<br />The only other color it comes in is pink, but I'm out of those right now.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000057||Jon||01-13-2004||10:10 AM||||Can you make it two colors?  I was thinking white letters except for VR4 and make that red.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000058||Hertz||01-13-2004||10:12 AM||||In truth, the car is a "VR-4" not a "VR4".  Perhaps we should also send donations to Jon so he can get the correct domain names.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />BTW Gabor that looks great, and if it is towards a good cause, I'm in.  <i>You said you were buying beer with the proceeds, right?</i>||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000059||sleeper||01-13-2004||10:48 AM||||I can't make it two colors. To do that is just way to much trouble. I think it blends in with the car real nice like that.<br />Can you email me the font you used for the logo?<br /><br />Ryan,<br />Donations unfortunately don't go to your beer fund.<br />I'll be glad to help you out on a personal level and hook you up with the right person to talk to at your local AA office.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000060||stevevr4||01-13-2004||11:05 AM||||What does it take to register galantvr-4.org and simply make it point to the same IP as galantvr4.org?||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000061||sleeper||01-14-2004||11:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong> What does it take to register galantvr-4.org and simply make it point to the same IP as galantvr4.org? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bump||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000062||Hertz||01-14-2004||01:11 PM||||Name registration is anywhere from $20 to $35 for one year (typically there is a discount for extended terms).  Jon's hosting provider would have to make additional DNS entries for the domains (same as he has for galantvr4.org, .net and .com)||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000063||Jon||01-14-2004||01:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Name registration is anywhere from $20 to $35 for one year (typically there is a discount for extended terms).  Jon's hosting provider would have to make additional DNS entries for the domains (same as he has for galantvr4.org, .net and .com) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly.  I could register both galantvr-4.org and galantvr-4.com at $35 each per year.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000064||sleeper||01-14-2004||01:58 PM||||I use dotregistar.com they are a lot cheaper.<br />Let me know what to do guys. Put a dash on the decal or not?<br />I have a lot of request for them.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000065||curtis||01-14-2004||03:36 PM||||go with the dash just like the picture.||65.54.98.27||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000066||Hertz||01-14-2004||07:41 PM||||I am pro dash (both decal and domain name) and I'll donate towards the cost.<br /><br />I'm all about being "correct" you know, like those damn [insert a race here] always [insert generalization here] they should all go back to [insert country of origin here].   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000067||tplesko||01-14-2004||08:17 PM||||i'll donate too if there is a need. Let me know.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000068||Minjin||01-14-2004||08:51 PM||||The sticker definitely looks alot better with the 'badge' inside of it.<br /><br />One of you net gurus take the bull by the horns and find out the cheapest way to register the new .org name. Then we'll take donations to pay for two years or so. By then, most of you will have sold your cars or removed the stickers anyways...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000069||number3||01-14-2004||09:27 PM||||Are they stuck on from the inside or the outside of the window.<br /><br />ThreeSpeed will cover the cost of the domain name.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000070||kartorium31||01-14-2004||09:34 PM||||Good point harry.  I think that sticker looks dope and it shouldn't be changed one bit.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000071||jonvr4||01-14-2004||09:57 PM||||it should be changed to GALANTVR4.ORG.People with other gvr4's that never heard of gvr4.org will try to look here and it will say "error" so it should be the real domain name.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000072||tplesko||01-14-2004||09:58 PM||||uh jon,  we can add galantvr<b>-</b>4.org pretty easily. It will just point to galantvr4.org||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000073||jonvr4||01-14-2004||10:01 PM||||ya good idea||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000074||sleeper||01-14-2004||11:35 PM||||With dash it is then.<br />Harry, thanks for your support.<br />The decal goes on the outside of the glass btw.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.195.184.33||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000075||Jon||01-15-2004||09:09 AM||||I just registered galantvr-4.org.  It will take a couple of days for the dns to get updated. <br /><br />What about galantvr-4.com?  I have galantvr4.com registered and pointed to this site already.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000076||dlpinckney||01-15-2004||09:23 AM||||Might as well grab galantvr-4.com too.  If needed, just post a Paypal address and I'm sure the needed money will "appear".   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||199.196.144.17||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000077||Jon||01-15-2004||10:42 AM||||jon@jgronline.com||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000078||hibrn8||01-15-2004||04:25 PM||||I feel like a dumbass now since I sent this envelope to you before you posted the picture with your story, so I didnt get a chance to donate. Ill tell my buddy to paypal or something.||65.227.204.79||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000079||dlpinckney||01-16-2004||09:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> jon@jgronline.com </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jon,<br /><br />I sent paypal yesterday to help cover the cost of the new domain names.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000080||dlpinckney||01-16-2004||09:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> jon@jgronline.com </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jon,<br /><br />I sent paypal yesterday to help cover the cost of the new domain names.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000081||Hertz||01-16-2004||11:31 AM||||Contributed to Jon.  Thanks.<br /><br />Hey, speaking of not reading the thread -- how do I get decals again?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000082||tplesko||01-16-2004||11:42 AM||||money sent as well||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000083||sleeper||01-16-2004||01:52 PM||||Click <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=004303#000000" target="_blank">here</a> for info about getting the decals<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000084||blacksheep||01-16-2004||02:00 PM||||I would like to close this thread as we have a more topic-specific one per below:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004303" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004303</a><br /><br />I will make another thread for donations to Jon for the new domain name....<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004102.cgi
A||||4||megaice||Potenza RE950||||14||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||12-30-2003||06:08 PM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||Just got a set of Potenza RE950 195/60-15 and they are phenominal. Well considering the junk I was running on. Now I can run with my boy and his EVO.||67.167.249.96||reg||14||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||pisces_0||12-30-2003||08:39 PM||||I'm quite impressed with the Bridgestone line of tires myself.  I've got Potenza Pole Position SO-3s on my Galant and they stick like absolute glue to the road.  Another friend of mine had RE730s on his Stratus at it handled like it was on rails.  Are the RE950s considered the "all weather performance" line?||64.199.239.253||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000002||megaice||12-31-2003||11:23 AM||||Yeah they are te all season||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||12-31-2003||11:50 AM||||Haha just ordered Potenza RE910 195/60/15's from tirerack.com  I hope to be as happy with them as you are with the 950s!||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||Gvr4-330||01-01-2004||06:10 AM||||I was going to go with the RE950s, but I ended up going bigger and getting 205/55 VR-15 Continental ContiExtreme Contacts.  I'm very happy with them.  Glad to hear the RE950s are working.<br /><br />Rob||68.227.203.245||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes



ubb/Forum3/004103.cgi
A||||12||curtis||Honda guys are learning||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||12-30-2003||06:39 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||I went to get a 2nd gen intake gasket today for a head that I'm porting.  Well I pull up to a red light and theres a kid in a primer civic with a monster tach on the dash and steel wheels reving up his car.  I said to myself "a victim".  I didn't look over I just got prepared to launch.   He looked over and starts waving for me to roll down my window.  I rolled it down and he said is that a VR4.  I just smiled and said yes it is.  His reply was I don't want any but can see the car.  So I pulled over and showed him the car, he knows all the honda rice racers around here and I was amazed at how much he know about the car.  He's done his homework and told me that all his buddies are afraid of my car.  He told me about a integra in town that is fully built with a Jackson racing blower, different pulleys, ported head etc.  Then he said that the owner was going to start spraying the car because he didn't like getting beat on by 4 door galants.  Aparently I had lanched on him at a light and hurt his feelings back a few months ago.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.54.98.19||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||12-30-2003||07:19 PM||||ha ha! LUNCH! (buuuuurp)||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||12-30-2003||09:05 PM||||That's sweet. Hondas can be made fast, but you've got to spend a lot more money than on a 4g63t. We start out at ~200 hp/torque and usually a bolt on turbo kit for a Honda is only good for 200 hp. Has anybody been beaten by a Honda?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||12-30-2003||09:56 PM||||Ya, they do cost more.  I don't care what anyone says.<br /><br />I worked with a guy who had a Honda Civic.  He had a JDM Type R engine in it.  It was acually a nice setup.  Anyway, the engine cost him 6 grand!!!!!||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||henrok||12-30-2003||10:29 PM||||a long time ago i had an awd talon stock with a blown head gasket and around six hundred pounds inside of it(people) and this guy in a honda pulls up beside me and revs it up and takes off before i could step on it.  well i caught up and was gonna pass him but he wouldnt let me, he kept swirving his car so i wouldnt pass. lol. i did race a mustang though.  he was surprised. i was going around 120 if i remember correctly then i slowed down. he stopped and just smiled and stared at the car. lol||152.163.252.136||reg||10||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||CCDSM69||12-30-2003||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's sweet. Hondas can be made fast, but you've got to spend a lot more money than on a 4g63t. We start out at ~200 hp/torque and usually a bolt on turbo kit for a Honda is only good for 200 hp. Has anybody been beaten by a Honda?  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">To get my honda to run 12.1 I spent $4500, to get my galant to run an embarassing 13.7 (it had a shot tranny and fuel issue at the time, the mph was good for a mid-low 12 sec pass) I spent $7500. Don't get me wrong, DSM's can get into the 12's with just an exhaust some weight reduction, a fuel controller, and air filter but when you're going for 11's or faster a civic and DSM will spend almost the same amount of money on parts. I have to admit I was beaten by quite a few hondas when I had the galant. Most of them were over 400whp and had experienced drivers driving them but the galant held its own. A DSM definately has them from the line but they catch up pretty quick (when they are built right). I used to make fun of Hondas all the time thinking that turboing a FWD car (espically a honda) was a waste of money, but the first time I drove our turbo civic it changed my mind forever.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||12-30-2003||11:40 PM||||Well I guess theres two sides to this....<br />but to get the EM1 to run 12s I spent way more for the b20 vtec setup and the associated parts.<br /><br />I spent alot on the galant as well, but not at much as the honda, but the vr4 is much faster and more fun to drive. I guess I was bitten by the turbo bug really quickly.||65.227.204.45||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||chadhayashi||12-31-2003||12:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  Has anybody been beaten by a Honda? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes. <br />I was on the way home from Bandimere a few yrs ago and had a run in w/ a turbo GSR. I saw him earlier at the track and he was running mid 15's w/ horrible launches/60fts. (1st gear wheelspin, shift to 2nd and bog)<br />We were on the highway doing 70mph, and he revs on me. I think to myself, "alright".<br />We both downshift and go WOT. <br />He just walked away from me. <br />Nice.<br />I then remembered that those mid 15 sec ET's had  some nice 104+ mph trap speeds w/ it.<br />I believe I'm one of the few DSM owners who actually like Hondas. I really don't care what people drive as long as it's modded tastefully. <br />I love seeing a clean '66 Caprice coupe on D's, or a '92 Toyota extra cab 2WD parked w/ the frame chillin' on the pavement.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000008||snwbrd40oz||12-31-2003||05:25 PM||||Never been beat by a honda. I did beat the same Honda 5 times in one night though. I was driving down the street and a mod-ed Civic pulled up next to me and revved his engine. I crushed him from the light but got caught at the  next light. Same story for the next 4 lights (VERY slow learner) after the 5 light he just sat at the light while I pulled away.....The look on his face was well worth the effort (or lack thereof)||64.136.26.235||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000009||geoff@machv||12-31-2003||06:02 PM||||You kidding me Curt?  <br />I launched on a 1.8T MODDED Golf the other night <br />with a coke in one hand and a Cheesburger in the other hand !!!!!<br /><br /><br />Okay, I'm lying...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .... But he got pulled on something awful.   NO ONE wanted any parts of my GVR4 after that!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000010||KingGalantVr4||01-01-2004||09:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong> You kidding me Curt?  <br />I launched on a 1.8T MODDED Golf the other night <br />with a coke in one hand and a Cheesburger in the other hand !!!!!<br /><br /><br />Okay, I'm lying...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   .... But he got pulled on something awful.   NO ONE wanted any parts of my GVR4 after that!!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One of my friends from work (vw tech) has a GTI 1.8t with chip, exhaust, and intake (stock DP).  He walks on me day in and day out.  Though my car had a cracked exhaust turbine housing with stripped threads that didn't seal the turbo to the exhaust manifold.  When I get my modded 18g and RRE down pipe on he is mine   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000011||thon||01-01-2004||10:09 PM||||Honda boys know better than to play with me now a days around town.  Even had a EVO 8 with exhaust roll down his window at a light after i revved at him and told me he didnt want any, b/c he knew my car;) What an ego boost that was.  But there are plenty of DSMs that'd eat me for breakfast in this neck of the woods.  <br />Ran a 12.89 on the gtech with 250 rwhp 13.3 at the track in 90 deg temps and 90% humid, street tire<br />New turbo time on monday though 300rwhp+2650lbs = fun!<br /><br />If anyone wants to shoot by pruven and shoot the shit ill be tuning there, just PM me<br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000012||dlpinckney||01-01-2004||11:13 PM||||I'm sure there is TONS of them out there, but I have only ever come across one Honda that gave me any trouble.  And it freaking amazed the hell out of me.  Me, my girlfriend and Ian M were on the way home from an import race at Maryland International Raceway.  All the way up the road leading to the Intersate there was this slammed red (about 93-94)Civic hatchback with tinted windows, late model Civic SI wheels - or mabye Integra GS-R wheels, and a pretty loud exhaust.  Nothing fancy at all.  We fooled around for a few miles going back and forth - slowing down - stepping on it..etc.  I kept thinking "just wait till we get to the Interstate."  Well, when we finally got to the interstate, I was laughing and thinking..here we go.  He was in front of me when we came off the on-ramp and I was in 3rd gear right at that sweet spot - he nails it, I nail it expecting to roll past him...well guess what -  I didn't.  Hit fourth....still not catching him...hit fifth (at this point going about 130MPH) and just barely start pulling up toward him before we catch up to traffic.  We slow down and I pull up beside him, he reaches over and rolls his window down.  I put my hands up and point at his car like "WTF" and this little, crazy looking Mexican dude looks over, smiles, holds his hand up like he is holding a button and makes a gesture like he was pushing it.  I was like ahhh Nitrous.  He smiled, gave me thumbs up, and proceeded to spray it and roll out.  After he rolled out, I got to thinking about how long he was spraying and the amount of nitrous he must have been pumping through that little car, and it amazed me even more.  You would of had to of been there to see the guy (looked like he had been sucking on dental grade NOS), the car, and how that thing moved out, but it UTTERLY impressed me, and we still laugh about it today.  I wouldn't say he beat me, but will admit I definitely wasn't catching him..!!!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.69.139.155||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes



ubb/Forum3/004104.cgi
A||||17||mromik||Happy NEW YEAR!!!!!||||1||||mromik||00000909
Z||000000||mromik||12-30-2003||07:57 PM||rmilovidov@upr.dvgd.ru||This night we will celebrate NEW YEAR.<br />I also will celebrate ONE YEAR WITH MY VR4 !!!!<br /><br />I bought my MONTE CARLO GALANT on the DEC,31 2002  with 104k km on it. for 2100 USD!!!!<br /><br />Now it has 1300031  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />It is STOCK 240 HP Galant with 65\35 tranny and viscous rear diff.<br />During thr year i changed front shocks and clutch TWICE, changed CAPS, also need to change TPS||212.19.24.11||reg||1||mromik||00000909||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-30-2003||08:27 PM||||Do you make New Year's Resolutions?<br /><br />Like: this year, "I resolve to finally fix my brakes..."  or "I'm never going to drink again"||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||GVR$in||12-30-2003||09:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> "I'm never going to drink again" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">..Never going to happen for me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||12-30-2003||10:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> "I'm never going to drink again" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I say that every year   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.109.117.66||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||12-30-2003||11:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Do you make New Year's Resolutions?<br /><br />Like: this year, "I resolve to finally fix my brakes..."  or "I'm never going to drink again" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This is Russia youre talking about here. Theres more puke in the streets than dogshit.||65.227.204.45||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||91 #680||12-31-2003||02:15 AM||||new years res.....hit 12's||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000006||DsmSeifer||12-31-2003||02:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> new years res.....hit 12's </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll second that  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||12-31-2003||08:46 AM||||Mine is " OK, I am not going to try and buy another gvr4 this year, no matter what"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.91.32||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||12-31-2003||01:20 PM||||My new years car resolution is to get the tranny buttoned up and back on the car, and get it inspected so I can drive it to the Shootout.  It probably sounds like other people's.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||admsr||12-31-2003||01:38 PM||||Mine is to have enough ponies to make a statement at the 04' shootout and not make a fool of myself since it will technically be my first time at one of these events.....<br /><br /><br />...oh and yeah, stop drinking! lol<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.117||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000010||galantvr4us||12-31-2003||02:58 PM||||Too bad I'll be at work tomorrow.  Oh well.<br /><br />New Years Resolution "Try very hard not to do any more modifying with the car soon to be cars"  But I know thats not going to fly.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||12-31-2003||03:05 PM||||Have a great and SAFE New Years everyone.  <br /><br />New Years resolution: Talk KC into another VR4. j/k  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.42||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000012||REDLINEGVR4||12-31-2003||04:38 PM||||My Resolution is to keep my Galant on the road for more than a month.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000013||dlpinckney||12-31-2003||11:03 PM||||Happy New Year to everyone.  Be safe.||207.69.139.156||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000014||Akidosigh1||01-01-2004||12:04 AM||||Am i the first post of 2004???||172.156.184.15||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000015||DongeR615||01-01-2004||12:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DsmSeifer:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> new years res.....hit 12's </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll second that    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll third that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  happy new year y'all||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000016||92GVR4#333||01-01-2004||01:33 PM||||mine is to have the car on the road more than the jackstands..||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000017||tplesko||01-01-2004||02:29 PM||||my gvr4 resolution is 11.99 @ 5800 ft      NO JUICE  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />my maybe goal is 10.999999999 @ 5800 feet||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/004105.cgi
A||||5||PRE-EVO||I got the strangest e-mail today (and it involves GVR4in)...||||1||||PRE-EVO||00000359
Z||000000||PRE-EVO||12-30-2003||08:07 PM||mprezya555@hotmail.com||Care to explain yourself TeArIn???    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />Keep in mind I don't even have GVR4in@hotmail.com as an e-mail addy only GVR4GB@hotmail.com I used for the CF hood GB.<br /><br /><br />From :  Juror #4 &lt;JurorNUMBER4@ev24.net&gt; <br />To :  "gvr4in" &lt;gvr4in@hotmail.com&gt; <br />Subject :  I'm Looking for Juror #3 Van Nuys Superior Court  <br />  <br />  |  | Inbox  <br /> <br /> <br /><br /><br />To: Juror #3, Van Nuys Superior Court, Dept E, Los Angeles, CA, excused on<br />November 13.<br /><br />This is Juror #4 and I would really like to say Hi and continue our<br />conversation.<br />You can reply to this email or call 818-831-1492.<br />Dear gvr31   <br />DO YOU KNOW JUROR #3?<br /><br />She is WF, 30's, 5'5", slender build, short light brown hair.<br />She served on jury duty November 12 & 13, Van Nuys Superior Court in the<br />San Fernando Valley, Los Angeles, CA.<br /><br />Contact me or please pass this message along to her.  Thanks, and Happy<br />Holidays!||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000001||91 #680||12-30-2003||08:19 PM||||DOOD!! i got the same e-mail from him!!  weird.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||12-30-2003||08:25 PM||||It's spam.  The name right below the phone number (Dear <i>x</i>) is the email account name of the previous recipient (alphanumeric sort) of this message.  All the headers are forged and although it was sent "to" gvr4in, you were blind-copied on the message.<br /><br />It's simply a coincidence (similar email addresses) that you recognized any other recipient.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||12-30-2003||09:05 PM||||She sounds hot.. I dig older chicks too..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||12-31-2003||08:20 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> She sounds hot.. I dig older chicks too..    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hehe... me too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Managed to snag me one 11 yrs. my senior at a christmas party a few days ago.  Best night of my life.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||12-31-2003||01:15 PM||||Even if this were legitimate, I would not help someone looking for an anonymous juror.  Sounds suspicious.||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/004106.cgi
A||||0||hecdws||green 91 in clifton, nj||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||12-30-2003||08:18 PM||hecdws@aol.com||saw it parked outside this morning on my way to work. on the side of rt21 cheever ave. i think. any one here the owner. i know they have a 1st gen awd car and a new eclipse there also so hes dsm lover.<br /><br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes



ubb/Forum3/004107.cgi
A||||16||Dreis11301||JDM Two-Tone||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||12-30-2003||08:49 PM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||Found this on some Japanese web site.  I haven't decided if I like the spoiler or not.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2341" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2341&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2342" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2342&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||12-30-2003||08:52 PM||||You like it.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||slugsgomoo||12-30-2003||10:02 PM||||i'd drive it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||12-30-2003||10:08 PM||||are those mudflaps oem in japan? yes i would drive that car.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||VR4ownzU||12-30-2003||10:17 PM||||Isn't that the AMG spoiler?||24.154.165.98||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||12-30-2003||10:23 PM||||Looks like my car!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Time to pester Garfield about the AMG wing again - my car is going to look very similar to that one.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||1101||12-31-2003||12:25 AM||||Those mudflaps were OEM in the USA too. I bought a set for my GGS in 88 and I still have them on the GGS. When the GGS goes the mudflaps go on the GVR4.<br /><br />I don't believe they were available for long in the US, and I couldn't get them a few years ago either.<br /><br />Ward<br /><br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> are those mudflaps oem in japan?<br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||12-31-2003||12:36 AM||||Uh, don't think the GGS flaps fit the VR-4 exactly -- the side skirts are different.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||chadhayashi||12-31-2003||12:36 AM||||I love those wings. 1g Talon style.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||12-31-2003||12:39 AM||||Men have killed for that spoiler... or performed unspeakable sexual acts for it... I don't remember which now. <br />Hell, I would be someones bitch in prison for that spoiler...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||jayru||12-31-2003||12:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Looks like my car!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />Time to pester Garfield about the AMG wing again - my car is going to look very similar to that one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Um, i think the car that wears it's bumpers is more deserving of that wing, Hint..Hint..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000011||1101||12-31-2003||12:54 AM||||You made me go down to the garage to look. If you are talking about the rear flaps they sure look like what I have on my GGS. They appear like they will bolt up to my GVR4 exactly. The two cars are right next to each other in the garage.<br /><br />Ward<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Uh, don't think the GGS flaps fit the VR-4 exactly -- the side skirts are different. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||12-31-2003||12:58 AM||||Haha.  Okay, perhaps the rear flaps would be the same, but the front flaps would definitely not fit exactly right because the VR-4 side skirting is thicker.<br /><br />Bob in Chicago has got flaps on his: <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2349" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2349&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 467:<br /><strong> You made me go down to the garage to look. If you are talking about the rear flaps they sure look like what I have on my GGS.<br /><br />Ward<br /><br />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Uh, don't think the GGS flaps fit the VR-4 exactly -- the side skirts are different. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||1101||12-31-2003||01:04 AM||||Yea, you are exactly right about the front.<br /><br />Ward<br /><br />[QUOTE]Originally posted by Hertz:<br />[QB] Haha.  Okay, perhaps the rear flaps would be the same, but the front flaps would definitely not fit exactly right because the VR-4 side skirting is thicker.||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000014||V8EATER||12-31-2003||10:27 AM||||Are the mud flaps called splash guards or mud guards?  connicelli list both as still in stock, but one is $45 each and the other is $18 each.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000015||1101||12-31-2003||01:12 PM||||If they are available that would be great.<br /><br />If I remember right, I payed about $90 for the rear flexable plastic body color pair (about like bumper material). I can't remember what they were called.<br /><br />Ward <br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> Are the mud flaps called splash guards or mud guards?  connicelli list both as still in stock, but one is $45 each and the other is $18 each. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000016||Hertz||01-02-2004||11:08 AM||||I thought that the splash guards were the under-fender pieces in the front (between wheel and engine bay).  You know, the shit that everyone has removed or lost...||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/004108.cgi
A||||14||GVR$in||Another &quot;everyone who lives in the snow&quot; question..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||12-30-2003||09:12 PM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Im considering bringing the galant up here to tahoe if I don't sell it (which I REALLY am trying not to do). And I just wanted to know from 'everyone who lives in the snow', would it be a bad idea for me to bring it up to the snow?<br /><br />I don't want to ruin my car by bringing it up here (sliding into shit, salt on the roads, etc etc). But I miss it dearly (   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   ) and want to bring it up to show all these punks that think their stock talons are fast whats up. <br /><br />Im thinking of getting some stock rims w/ some snow tires and stock suspension to put back on it so it isn't just plowing the snow since it's dropped about 2" w/ 16" rims and falken azenis'. Or just getting some snow tires on the 16's.<br /><br />Should I bring it up or not? Am I just tripping and should know the snow won't do shit to my beloved GeeRide?<br /><br />Me = confused   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks!||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||12-30-2003||09:51 PM||||Snow is the GVR-4's best friend.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000002||hecdws||12-30-2003||10:01 PM||||salt isnt a big factor on my car. its been up north all its life. and like some one mentioned already snow+gvr4=  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||10||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000003||slugsgomoo||12-30-2003||10:03 PM||||how likely is it that a gvr4 in snow country has cancer?<br /><br />In my quest to eventually find the perfect gvr4 (read, as soon as i have money and start looking) i wouldn't want to discount a car just because it lived in the northeast or something.<br /><br />so?||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||12-30-2003||10:27 PM||||Just say it guys.. "Stop being a little bitch!"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||ekschulz||12-30-2003||10:52 PM||||If you insist.....<br /><br />.....Stop being a little bitch!<br /><br />Best snow car ever!||66.93.40.47||reg||10||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000006||atsiauto||12-30-2003||11:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slugsgomoo:<br /><strong> how likely is it that a gvr4 in snow country has cancer?<br /><br />In my quest to eventually find the perfect gvr4 (read, as soon as i have money and start looking) i wouldn't want to discount a car just because it lived in the northeast or something.<br /><br />so? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">get in line we have a Guy w 20k thats currently sifting the boards for an impeccable Galant.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||12-30-2003||11:12 PM||||<a href="http://hamncheez.com/download.php?v=cartrouble2.wmv" target="_blank">http://hamncheez.com/download.php?v=cartrouble2.wmv</a> soon, Terren .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||12-30-2003||11:34 PM||||was that not bad ass or what||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||12-31-2003||12:52 AM||||<img src="http://www.wramc.amedd.army.mil/departments/Neurology/stroke/dizzy.GIF" alt=" - " />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||91GVR4||12-31-2003||05:10 PM||||Having lived in a very snowy place all my life I can say that salt will cause cancer over time on any car. How you manage it will decide how long it takes to attack your car. Any bare metal will rust very fast in the winter and all paint problems need to be addressed instantly. But the flip side of this is all the fun you can have in the snow with our cars. I have about 2" of drop on my can and all I do for the winter is pull the 205/50's off the stock rims and put some 195/60 snows on it. I would like more clearance, but until the coilover GB comes thru my set up works. <br />In short, bring your car up to the snow and have fun. Just remember to wash that salt off  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.156.32.35||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000011||VR6 Eater||12-31-2003||07:50 PM||||I am going to super stud my 17's tonight.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.211.35||reg||7||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000012||1101||12-31-2003||10:58 PM||||I put my 84 toyota van through 2 winters in tahoe in the early 90s. Twelve years later there is a just a little more rust than I would have had in the bay area where it has been otherwise. It is minimal. Just very little surface rust on the underside and nothing on the body. The worst rust in on the wheels for some reason.  No rusted bolts or nuts. I don't think they use a lot of salt, and use mostly sand to protect the lake.<br /><br />Going on 80 around blue canyon in the spring I have run into some fierce winds that picked up the salt/sand on the sides of the road and really scoured the front of the van.<br /><br />My 89 galant has always been in the bay area and there literally is no rust on it for comparison.||24.6.36.212||reg||1||467||00000061||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||01-01-2004||02:26 PM||||Drive it in the snow a lot. Wash off the rain and salt and snow and road debris and you'll be fine you wussie  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000014||GVR$in||01-01-2004||02:46 PM||||I'll need to put my MAS/Air Filter back up in the actual engine bay  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/004109.cgi
A||||9||bob92vr4||new guy with a ?S||||5||||bob92vr4||00003129
Z||000000||bob92vr4||12-30-2003||11:03 PM||||i was wondering if there is a way to tell what number your car is if the plate is mising ive got a 92 and the guy i bought it from said plate was missing when he bought it any help would be great||67.40.154.184||reg||5||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||12-30-2003||11:05 PM||||you have to give your vin # to iceman then he'll run it and tell you what # it is.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||12-30-2003||11:06 PM||||Nope, they were placed on the car randomly.  But there is a board member, Iceman... can't remember the whole screenname has a running database.  He might know the number.  You will need to send him the last 5-6 digits of your VIN.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||12-30-2003||11:07 PM||||NO, you cannot tell.  The cars were numbered randomly, and there are almost as many threads asking this question as there are badges.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||bob92vr4||12-30-2003||11:11 PM||||what about the dealer or i am sure you guys have thought of that||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||12-30-2003||11:33 PM||||Unless the badge is still on your dash, or you have the keychain then you'll never know.||65.227.204.45||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||bob92vr4||12-30-2003||11:34 PM||||damn well thanks guys||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000007||curtis||12-31-2003||12:12 AM||||Wasn't there some asshole selling a badge a few weeks ago on ebay from out west.  He had pulled it off the car before he sold it.||67.25.33.251||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||chadhayashi||12-31-2003||12:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Wasn't there some asshole selling a badge a few weeks ago on ebay from out west.  He had pulled it off the car before he sold it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not saying he's an ass since I've never met him, but I believe it was PRE-EVO.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||12-31-2003||12:39 AM||||It's the perfect opportunity to re-badge your car!<br /><br /><b>If</b> someone has posted their VIN and badge number previously they can be matched back up.  Since you have a '92 I can tell you that it is <i>n</i>/1000 and it isn't 1,2,3 or 1000.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/004110.cgi
A||||0||sleeper||Stainless steel exhaust manifold cover GB||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||12-31-2003||12:53 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Looks like a lot of people don't check the for sale section.<br />If you're interested in this group buy check this  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002775" target="_blank">tread.</a> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.226.35||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/004111.cgi
A||||16||Dreis11301||G-Force (you like GVR4s look here)||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||12-31-2003||01:32 AM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||One of the big preformance carclubs over here in Northern Japan is G-Force Tohoku.  I was again browsing over japanese sites and found the G-Force Galant VR4 rides.  So for your enjoyment here are the photos.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2350" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2350&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2351" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2351&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2352" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2352&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2353" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2353&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2354" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2354&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />V6 Twin Turbo<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2355" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2355&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2356" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2356&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />THE SEXIEST GVR4 I HAVE EVER SEEN<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2357" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2357&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||12-31-2003||01:46 AM||||Those wheels make me want to touch myself.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||12-31-2003||07:30 AM||||thats's it!, I'm moving to Japan today!||146.145.236.87||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||12-31-2003||07:51 AM||||The second car has real nice trim.  Can anyone identify the grille and front bumper?  It even has trim around the headlights (aka eyebrows?).||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||Dreis11301||12-31-2003||08:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> The second car has real nice trim.  Can anyone identify the grille and front bumper?  It even has trim around the headlights (aka eyebrows?). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't know if it is true because I have never seen one to compare, but the Japanese description said AMG Type2.  Is this the high wished for AMG?  What the hell does AMG stand for?<br /><br />Found some more pictures<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2358" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2358&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2359" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2359&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2360" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2360&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2361" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2361&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2362" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2362&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2363" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2363&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000005||sleeper||12-31-2003||09:37 AM||||I see a lot of nice cars on japanese sites, but no description or pictures of modifications. Ever.<br />Why is that? Also why is it,that they're so much into technology and all of their websites suck?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000006||Lucky13||12-31-2003||10:12 AM||||Is that last white galant in the original post a hatchback? I've never seen or heard of one like that.||67.34.211.224||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||12-31-2003||10:35 AM||||Their sense of "style" is very different from ours. You may see a Japanese site and think it looks childish, cartoony, or amateur, but to them it looks good.  It's weird, you'll be looking at a ridiculously dope Skyline or something with the most tasefully laid out graphics, and the perfect blend of parts that are not only functional, but seem to match the rest of the cars theme.  But then there is this stupid ass pokemon glued to the dashboard!  <br /><br />After Initial D, in the search for another Japanese television show fix, I stumpled across Rah-Xephon.  It's a extremely well animated show (kind of a cross between Final Fantasy and Robotech).  But even with the incredible animation and plot, sometimes to show emotion the characters suddenly spaz into these stupidly primative figures, where all distinguishable facial characteristics are lost in favor of giant eyes and a mouth.  It really looks dumb to me but, hey theres not much I can do about it.<br /><br /><br />PS: I posted this  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002711" target="_blank">Link</a> before they put the block back up here at work.  But one of the links takes you to all of G-forces different groups, and there is a gallery for just about all of them.  When I get home I see if I can't find them and post more specific links.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||12-31-2003||10:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> The second car has real nice trim.  Can anyone identify the grille and front bumper?  It even has trim around the headlights (aka eyebrows?). </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I noticed that as well.  Love the smooth sides (instead of ribbed) and the grille.  <br />Funny how a few of those had the USDM style orange corners vs the clear.  Wonder if any of the USDM stuff is desirable over there ever?||167.142.21.230||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||12-31-2003||11:00 AM||||I dig the grill on #4.||208.215.178.150||reg||14||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||Tommyquest||12-31-2003||11:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br />What the hell does AMG stand for?</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A= <b>Hans Werner Aufrecht</b>   The 2 founders<br />M= <b>Erhard Melcher</b><br />G= <b>Grossaspach</b>   The town it was founded in around 1967||151.205.162.140||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000011||stevevr4||12-31-2003||12:16 PM||||Ahhh, die sind gute Deutsche Namen!  fo sho||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000012||Dreis11301||12-31-2003||03:53 PM||||"Wonder if any of the USDM stuff is desirable over there ever?"<br /><br /><br />I don't know about there desire for usdm jpanese parts but I know they love American Iron.  I worked with a guy who brought over a 1985 Camero Z28.  Nothing special just you typical Z28, V8, rust in the usual areas, 1XX,XXX miles, something that would sell for maybe $3500 in the states.  I was with him at the races when a Japanese man about mid 30's approached him and offered him $20K right there.  He of course took it.  They will pay even more for older cars, there is a dealership in Amorie that specializes in classic American cars and things in the states that would go for $20K are starting at $60-$70K. It is funny because the Skyline generates the same kind of intrest over there.  Here there are Skylines all over the roads and coming over the fences in junkyards.  You take one of them to the states and you can sell it for a nice chunk of change.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000013||Minjin||12-31-2003||06:52 PM||||What does AMG stand for? To me, Hammer:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.nelsonautogroup.com/hammer%20side.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.nelsonautogroup.com/hammer%20side.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.mbcoupes.com/events/sccarace/sccarace.htm" target="_blank">http://www.mbcoupes.com/events/sccarace/sccarace.htm</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.germancarfans.com/news.cfm/newsid/2021011.001/mercedes-benz/1.html" target="_blank">http://www.germancarfans.com/news.cfm/newsid/2021011.001/mercedes-benz/1.html</a><br /><br />I'd love to own a 4 door Hammer for a daily driver. Very cool, very fast cars...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||01-02-2004||11:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Lucky13:<br /><strong> Is that last white galant in the original post a hatchback? I've never seen or heard of one like that. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's called an "Eterna".<br /><br />In case you didn't know, we really got shafted.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||GVR1643||01-02-2004||12:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br /><strong> "Wonder if any of the USDM stuff is desirable over there ever?"<br /><br /><br />I don't know about there desire for usdm jpanese parts but I know they love American Iron.  I worked with a guy who brought over a 1985 Camero Z28.  Nothing special just you typical Z28, V8, rust in the usual areas, 1XX,XXX miles, something that would sell for maybe $3500 in the states.  I was with him at the races when a Japanese man about mid 30's approached him and offered him $20K right there.  He of course took it.  They will pay even more for older cars, there is a dealership in Amorie that specializes in classic American cars and things in the states that would go for $20K are starting at $60-$70K. It is funny because the Skyline generates the same kind of intrest over there.  Here there are Skylines all over the roads and coming over the fences in junkyards.  You take one of them to the states and you can sell it for a nice chuck of change. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So, you going to be there long enough for me to fill up a container of old F-bodies and send it over there?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||167.142.22.211||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000016||Dreis11301||01-02-2004||12:56 PM||||I thought about it.  If I would have known this I would have brought over the 70 Nova a friend of mine was selling for cheap.  He wanted $2000 for it, had a 377 with a TH400.  I could have bought it, brought it over here, and had it shot with a nice coat of paint and dumped it for a $25,000 profit.  I guess my next tour to Japan I will definately be bringing a car over here.  I am still debateing on weather or not to by a GTR while I am here to take back with me and sell in the states.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes



ubb/Forum3/004112.cgi
A||||0||KenGVR4||A little bit of reading about the new Lancer WRC||||1||||KenGVR4||00000138
Z||000000||KenGVR4||12-31-2003||03:32 AM||kman940@yahoo.com||I was looking for information about turbochargers on Mitsubishi's website, and found this while browsing their motorsports site.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.mitsubishi-motors.com/motorsports/e/04wrc/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.mitsubishi-motors.com/motorsports/e/04wrc/index.html</a>||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes



ubb/Forum3/004113.cgi
A||||9||Eclipse182||Impersonating an officer||||1||||Eclipse182||00001888
Z||000000||Eclipse182||12-31-2003||07:37 AM||||This may sound stupid, but keep in mind, thats what sleep deprivation does to you.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Anyway, an idea popped into my head earlier. Lets say you have a black VR4, and you get in an accident and mess up one of your front doors. So instead of getting them fixed, you head to the junkyard and get a pair from a regular Galant. So now you have a black Galant with white doors. Now lets say you buy a sunroof deflector, but for some reason dont like the way it looks, so you have a reflective red sticker put on it. Lol i'll just get to the point, could you get arrested for impersonating an officer even if its not your fault people are stupid enough to think your a cop in their rear view mirror? I was thinking about this and it might be fun to see how people react.||24.195.184.41||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||12-31-2003||07:49 AM||||You would would get a rice citation, then a real cop will come and give you a dumbass citation.  No red or blue light can come from the front of your car, and I imagine red reflectors are included.||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||12-31-2003||08:25 AM||||Nah...you woudln't get in trouble. A lot of people do stuff like that including adding the small lights inside the headlights and taillights.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||12-31-2003||09:38 AM||||I've seen people who drive white Caprice with red and blue ball caps in the back window to look like police lights.  <br /><br />I didn't find it too funny as I slammed on my brakes.  That is pretty stupid to do.  It was some old guy and he will probably get shot pissing someone off some day.<br /><br />You can't have red and blue lights on your car.  You can have sirens, flashing lights, whatever you want as long as you don't have red and blue togeather.  If you arn't a volenter fireman, you might have some explaining to do it you ever get pulled over.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||12-31-2003||06:05 PM||||I'd love to have blinking red or blue lights hidden in my grill or headlights, maybe even a siren. For dumbasses who sit in the left lane and wont move over. So it's ok as long as they are red or blue but not both? I'm not pulling anyone over, I could say it's just part of my car alarm going haywire.||64.233.107.89||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||12-31-2003||08:03 PM||||Okay, I sorta worded my post wrong.  You can't get busted for impersonating having other lights on your car other then red and blue.<br /><br />That doesn't mean you might not be breaking other laws.  If you use lights or sirens in traffic, you might get on trouble.  I know for a fact volenter firemen can use them.  If you are using lights just to get through traffic without a reason, you would get in trouble.  If you got caught    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||01-02-2004||11:00 AM||||I seem to do just fine with some rapid-fire flashing of the hi-beams.  If you do it fast enough it is very stroboscopic.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||01-02-2004||02:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> I seem to do just fine with some rapid-fire flashing of the hi-beams.  If you do it fast enough it is very stroboscopic. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">in texas that has been known to attract gunfire.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||01-02-2004||02:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Okay, I sorta worded my post wrong.  You can't get busted for impersonating having other lights on your car other then red and blue.<br /><br />That doesn't mean you might not be breaking other laws.  If you use lights or sirens in traffic, you might get on trouble.  I know for a fact volenter firemen can use them.  If you are using lights just to get through traffic without a reason, you would get in trouble.  If you got caught      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am a volunteer FF and even we have to have a permit for our blue light AND must be en route to a call.<br /><br />I find the whole idea of doing this to be pretty bad. I understand the whole left lane speed bump drivers, but that's why I use the right lane - all the slow people moved left already. LOL<br /><br />I have to admit in my younger years that I did set my alarm siren off while driving in the left lane a couple of times - that worked to move people over.  Nowadays they wouldn't hear you over the cell phone and stereo.<br />If you just want to know peoples reaction, then just drive behind/near an officer - I think you already know their reactions...||167.142.22.211||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||broke down||01-02-2004||05:20 PM||||regulations on color of lights depend on where you live.  Indiana uses blud lights for vol. firemen, Ohio uses red i believe.  I'd be willing to bet that no matter what, red is going to be against the law.  Blue is probably too, but you may be able to talk your way out of that one.  Strobe light s should be fine though.  As far as reflectors go, I don't see why you couldn't put any color you want, since they don't actually emit any light.  My dad is a cop, and one thing that has always been apparent to me is that if you get caught with something like that, they may try to pin other occasions where someone else did something illegal, but since you got caught...you know the rest.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes



ubb/Forum3/004263.cgi
A||||2||Craig91||Spent some time w/ the VR4 today!||||1||||Craig91||00001123
Z||000000||Craig91||01-11-2004||10:48 PM||CraigSternberg@comcast.net||I copy/pasted this from a local forum to avoid retyping/editing.<br /><br /><br />HUGE thanks goes out to Sean and Pete for the help/space/time today. As some of you know, I was having some crazy ass issues w/ throttle/idling that were driving me up a wall. I talked to Sean and I went over there today and he and Pete helped me out a ton. Well Sean and I did alot of standing around while Pete worked. Whoops! <br /><br />First off...Pete began to tackle my idle problems and managed to readjust the idle position sensor, and found out the wiring problem w/ my 2G MAS. He switched the 2 wires that were wrong, and BAM...THE CHECK ENGINE LIGHT GOES OFF! Two problems solved! After that we swapped my new Keydiver modified ECU back into my car and gave Sean his back (thanks again to Sean for helping me out the night my ECU died). ECU goes back in, and Pete wasn't happy w/ the open wire insulation so we fixed that right up.........with some hot glue (little ghetto, but works quite nicely). After a little confusion with trying to wire in the stutterbox, searched the internet a little, some trial and error....and stutterbox is in and wired up! While Pete was trying to figure that out, I searched the internet and found out the solution to my sunroof not working. It turns out a fuse was missing, but I had no idea which one it was, or what amperage it was. New fuse...empty spot...SUNROOF WORKS! <br /><br />After much BS'ing and checking out Pete's TSi, we jumped in the car and went to test out the new stutterbox. All 6'8" of Sean managed to squeeeeeeze into the backseat LOL. First launch....rode the clutch a littttttle to long and had the sweet smell of burning clutch. Keep in mind I had only launched the car 1 time before and was nervous about doing so again. Pete and Sean persuaded me some more, and I ended up launching 4 or 5 more times. Holy shit....a nice 5k launch with the stutterbox with 5-6 lbs of boost FUCKIN RULES!!! <br /><br />Once again....much much thanks to Sean and Pete for helping me out. <br /><br />Cliff notes: <br />-Fixed check engine light and boost LED's by redoing MAS wiring <br />-Adjusted idle position switch <br />-Hook up stutterbox <br />-Swap ECU back in <br />-"Glueify" ECU wiring <br />-Fix sunroof <br />-STUTTERBOX LAUNCH THE MUTHA FUCKA! <br /><br />Craig <br />1991 Glueified VR4 <br />PTR Mafia <br />"Showin Suckas What Time It Is"||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||01-13-2004||05:38 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-13-2004||09:50 AM||||Sounds great. Can't wait until my studderbox arrives too.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/004257.cgi
A||||22||V8EATER||galant colors||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||01-13-2004||04:03 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||ok, so the vr-4 came in 3 colors that i know of- nile black, belize green, and white.  i've heard of this "kensington grey"-  did our cars come in this color as well?  if so, does someone have a picture of one?  also, the nile black is in reality a very dark metallic grey, or is that just the paint fading?  just curious.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-13-2004||04:06 PM||||kensington grey is the "bestest" gvr4 color they made IMHO...If I purchased another, I will look for a grey 92 (they didnt make them in 1991)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||01-13-2004||04:09 PM||||great, so what's it look like?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||01-13-2004||04:11 PM||||<a href="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/rob_n_front.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/rob_n_front.jpg</a>||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||V8EATER||01-13-2004||04:13 PM||||oooooohhhhh...||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000005||drew||01-13-2004||04:47 PM||||nile black looks like a very dark grey upclose, faraway it looks black.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||pisces_0||01-13-2004||10:27 PM||||If you've ever seen Nile Black up close it is quite metallic.  When I first picked up my car and brought it to a local DSM gathering one of the members said, "Damn, when did Ranger bassboats start painting cars?"  Since that day my car has been dubbed "Bassboat."  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />I have to say though, Kensington Grey is my fave followed <i>very</i> closely by Nile Black.  Am I having a brain fart and just imagining that a <b>very</b> dark forest green would look killer on a GVR-4, or did I just forget that they also came in that color?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.199.239.7||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||01-14-2004||11:10 AM||||Here's another with factory rims (92).<br /><a href="http://a5.cpimg.com/image/63/B8/21067875-490e-02000180-.jpg" target="_blank">http://a5.cpimg.com/image/63/B8/21067875-490e-02000180-.jpg</a>||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||drew||01-14-2004||11:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by pisces_0:<br /><strong> Am I having a brain fart and just imagining that a <b>very</b> dark forest green would look killer on a GVR-4, or did I just forget that they also came in that color?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes. Belize Green||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||01-14-2004||11:13 AM||||Andy has a Nile Black VR-4.  It didn't look any different than any other Nile Black I've seen.  Yes, it really is a dark grey.  The first time I washed mine (after purchase) I was astonished how grey it actually was.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/count.asp" target="_blank">VR-4 imports by option code and color.</a>||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||V8EATER||01-14-2004||11:29 AM||||yeah, i was quite suprised how grey the car was as well.  i really like the kensington grey, that may be my next purchase....||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000011||V8EATER||01-14-2004||02:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/count.asp" target="_blank">VR-4 imports by option code and color.</a> [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What are the options that the codes stand for?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000012||iceman69510||01-14-2004||05:07 PM||||They indicate the equipment level the car came with in the instances of options.<br /><br />A70, 71 and 74 had sunroof<br />A80, 87 and 88 did not.<br />Some had CD, some cassete, but I do not know the particulars on those because I do not have specific reports from individuals on content v. option code.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||01-14-2004||05:55 PM||||We forgot the rarest color - Obsidian Black   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||01-14-2004||07:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> <br />To <i>guess</i> some more: in '91<br />A70 is sunroof, stock radio<br />A71 is sunroof, EQ/input<br />A74 is sunroof, CD<br />A80 is stock (no sunroof)<br />A87 is EQ/input (no sunroof)<br />A88 is CD (no sunroof)<br /><br />'92<br />A71 is sunroof, stock radio (EQ/input)<br />A72 is sunroof, CD<br />A81 is CD (no sunroof)<br />A87 is stock (EQ/input, no sunroof)<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Perhaps we should try and hash this out... I have no idea if the above is correct, it just seemed to make sense to me at the time.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||MustGoFaster||01-14-2004||11:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> We forgot the rarest color - Obsidian Black    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000016||iceman69510||01-14-2004||11:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> We forgot the rarest color - Obsidian Black     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You had to be there.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.73.152.244||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000017||G-GSX Turbo||01-15-2004||12:00 AM||||What is the Silver called on the GSX's? And don't anyone be a smart ass and say "Silver".....I could figure that out.....||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||01-15-2004||03:09 AM||||The silver on the GSX is called "paint".  Hah!<br /><br />If you're so smart, go look it up somewhere or give us an actual paint code to go by.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />The paint name is probably one of:<br />Quartz Gray Metallic Clearcoat<br />Chateaux Silver Metallic Clearcoat<br />Grace Silver Metallic Clearcoat||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||G-GSX Turbo||01-16-2004||09:09 AM||||HAHA, you know what, I could probably just look on the window sticker!! I just remembered it is in the glove box with the owners manual.<br /><br />I love buying one owner cars......   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||01-16-2004||11:36 AM||||Uhm, yeah, because it's not like the paint code isn't on the id plate on every firewall or inside every driver's door jamb.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000021||G-GSX Turbo||01-16-2004||03:47 PM||||I understand that but on the Window sticker it should say the name of the paint, shouldn't it? I don't have to go looking it up or fiddling on the internet or asking people what this paint code is.<br /><br />That was my point.....||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000022||G-GSX Turbo||01-17-2004||09:05 AM||||<b>And the winner is....</b> <br /><br />Ascot Silver!!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum3/004116.cgi
A||||1||snwbrd40oz||Just an apology||||11||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||12-31-2003||05:29 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Just wanted to thank everyone for there patience in answering my stupid questions. I had no idea that the search feature even existed....now I'm sure to check it before asking questions. Thanks to all the veterans who put up withthe same stupid shit over and over again. And to all the new people, it is a treasure trove of info, use it||64.136.26.235||reg||11||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||12-31-2003||05:34 PM||||Kevin,<br /><br />No problem buddy. Have fun with the search function and keep asking questions when you don't find the answer.||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/004117.cgi
A||||6||Akidosigh1||First post of 2004||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||01-01-2004||12:06 AM||||Happy New Year!||172.156.184.15||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||Doc_Seuss||01-01-2004||12:38 AM||||happy new year! yes i have to work tomorrow morning and it sucks hardcore.<br /><br />dave||24.161.92.81||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||01-01-2004||12:51 AM||||Still 2003 back here on da west SIDE...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||01-01-2004||04:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Still 2003 back here on da west SIDE...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not anymore......yeesh....i'm drumk.haha||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||01-01-2004||05:36 AM||||Just got home from a party.  2003 can kiss my rear, let's hear it for the 2004 year....||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000005||bleck||01-01-2004||09:36 AM||||hee hee.  Mark is drumk.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||01-01-2004||10:50 PM||||happy new year to all!!!||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/004118.cgi
A||||6||Forced Style||What do you guys think?||||1||||Forced Style||00001652
Z||000000||Forced Style||01-01-2004||04:34 AM||wickedlikwid@hotmail.com||My stock red mitsu grill<br />or with a chrome overlay?<br />  <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/upload/dcp_0942.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/upload/dcp_1683.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />likes, dislikes?||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000001||Forced Style||01-01-2004||04:35 AM||||oh, here's a picture of it on a jdm galant<br />  <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/upload/img.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000002||bleck||01-01-2004||09:39 AM||||Nice, what'd you use to overlay the red in the star, vinyl?  Hmmm, and is that an AMG spoiler on the rear?  Sweet.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||01-02-2004||07:11 PM||||Haha, that's funny.  Stock on what model Galant?  I actually like that grill and badge style a lot more than the stock GVR4 ones, and went and got a chrome one off a '90 Galant in a junkyard.  What color's your car?  I like the red better, but chrome could look sweet too depending on your paint.  Did you clean up the badge any, or repaint it?  Mine's a little faded, and I'd like to freshen it up a bit.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||01-02-2004||07:22 PM||||It look SO ugly off the car, but SO fucking sweet on!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||01-02-2004||07:41 PM||||So thats from earlier model galants?<br />Like 89-90?||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||Forced Style||01-02-2004||10:07 PM||||it's off a 90 galant GSX, i took my stock red one and put a chrome overlay on it.<br /><br />my paint is a really dark blue, looks black in low light<br /> <img src="http://www.ilostmymind.com/members/josh/galant006.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes



ubb/Forum3/004264.cgi
A||||5||Turbogeek||GVR-4 report from Down Under||||1||||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840
Z||000000||Turbogeek||01-12-2004||07:53 AM||||1) Hello again, decided to drop by  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />2) My VR-4 suffered a tree attack. Rear quarter wiped out. What makes that a suck was it was being towed - trailer axle failed, trailer and VR-4 slammed tree, rolled tow van. That was... two months ago? Poor VR-4 almost rebuilt and ready to rally rumble again finally. <br /><br />3) I admit it. I have gone to the dark side. I own a Subaru as well as the VR-4......<br /><br /><br />..... Whatever you have heard about the Forester XT, dont cast doubts on it. It's unbelieveably quick. It would demolish the VR-4 off the line, however once the VR-4 gets into stride, it's quicker. But not by much. <br /><br />Annnnnyway.....<br /><br />does anyone know where I can get a cheap rear door in Aust? The best I can do is $250.||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000001||Bigfoot200200||01-12-2004||09:47 PM||||I rented a Forrester a couple of months ago and loved the handling. There is this one slightly off-camber 30 mph turn that I usually take at 65-70. With all my RX7's and DSM's the rear steps out a little and skips. The Forrester is the only car that stayed planted, every time.||64.233.105.148||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000002||bazeng||01-13-2004||12:38 AM||||i may be able to get you one for $200.00<br /><br />what colour??<br /><br />email me at bazeng@hotmail.com for more info<br /><br />where in aus are you?<br />the door is located in melb||144.132.120.23||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000003||Turbogeek||01-13-2004||03:31 AM||||Got white, for a four door? Then I suspect you have sold.||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||01-13-2004||05:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus Q'Dunn:<br />[QB]3) I admit it. I have gone to the dark side. I own a Subaru as well as the VR-4... Whatever you have heard about the Forester XT, dont cast doubts on it. It's unbelieveably quick. It would demolish the VR-4 off the line, however once the VR-4 gets into stride, it's quicker. But not by much. <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The Forrester may have replaced the VR-4 as the ultimate sleeper. Of course for awhile you probably won't run into very many that have been tuned so your average overboosted, overfueled, overclutched, chipped, front-mount-intercooled VR-4 would probably do fine against a dead stock XT.<br /><br />And I thought WE were the dark side.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000005||Turbogeek||01-13-2004||07:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Marcus Q'Dunn:<br />[QB]3) I admit it. I have gone to the dark side. I own a Subaru as well as the VR-4... Whatever you have heard about the Forester XT, dont cast doubts on it. It's unbelieveably quick. It would demolish the VR-4 off the line, however once the VR-4 gets into stride, it's quicker. But not by much. <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The Forrester may have replaced the VR-4 as the ultimate sleeper. Of course for awhile you probably won't run into very many that have been tuned so your average overboosted, overfueled, overclutched, chipped, front-mount-intercooled VR-4 would probably do fine against a dead stock XT.<br /><br />And I thought WE were the dark side.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The XT has had a few owners take em out to a drag strip. The best time I've seen for a standard XT is 13.89. That's quick in anyone's book. I want to have a go for myself very soon just to see how close I can get. The XT has also got one hell of a lot of room for tuning. <br /> <br />Suby, Mitsu, light side dark side.... what I do know is the VR-4 and the XT are nightmares for V8's  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  The shock factor is better in the XT. Who can believe a wagon can move like it can??||203.219.145.82||reg||1||Marcus Q'Dunn||00002840||yes



ubb/Forum3/004120.cgi
A||||1||Matticus||Gaskets, we don't need no stinkin gaskets...||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||01-01-2004||11:21 AM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I should be getting my Dave B intercooler pipes here in the next few days.  My question is this, is there a gasket for the following?<br /><br />Turbo outlet-<br />BOV flange-<br /><br />I will be ordering a new throttle body gasket, and will probably try and order the above gaskets if they are available.  My turbo outlet does not currently have a gasket, and I have never taken off my BOV to see if it needs a gasket.  Thanks all!||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||jayru||01-01-2004||11:55 AM||||It does need a gasket. I went and got a gasket sheet from nappa and used part of the old one as a template. Worked great.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum3/004265.cgi
A||||4||raceman77||how many gvr4`s in New Mexico?||||1||||rick r||00000917
Z||000000||raceman77||04-21-2003||12:05 PM||raceman77@comcast.net||hey l know your`re out there.l think l`ve got the only one in Santa Fe.l know of one in Taos(for sale) and there are at least a few in Albuqurque,probably Las Cruces also..||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||04-21-2003||02:48 PM||||how much does the guy in taos want and what color is it?<br />also i've seen one in Mora,NM its green||12.235.229.244||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||raceman77||04-21-2003||08:25 PM||||the one in Taos is white,92,160-k.she was asking around 4k..said it`s in good cond.||68.35.24.131||reg||1||rick r||00000917||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||04-21-2003||10:02 PM||||I have one, I also know of three others in Albuquerque that are running. The previous owner of mine has one, a guy I know has one and another was for sale a while back when I bought mine. The one that was for sale then, that I didnt buy, has no front bumper and the back one is falling off. Its a beater.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||maninblack||01-12-2004||08:11 PM||||Hey guys!  This is my first post and I found this topic.  I also live in Albuquerque, NM.  I just purchased 1991 GVR-4 #631/2000.  Are you NM guys still out there?||68.35.166.17||reg||1||maninblack||00003259||yes



ubb/Forum3/004122.cgi
A||||13||ken inn||NEW YEAR'S DAY FEAST||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||01-01-2004||02:27 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||what are you all having?  the inn household(all 2 of us) is having hawaiian food.  chicken laulau, kalua pig, poi, rice, manapua, shrimp(not hawaiian), and, the peace de foil grass, haupia cake.  freakin' freight was more than the food.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-01-2004||04:04 PM||||I'll be drinking my New Years feast since I didn't have a chance to go out last night.<br />Lights out liver...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||CCDSM69||01-01-2004||04:23 PM||||We have about 15 people here (most of the people passed out on the floor last night)... we're eating the usual chips & queso, hamburgers/steak/chicken (BBQ), some other cuban stuff that I don't remember the name, tons of cookies and desserts (left over birthday cake), and close to $500 in alcohol. I'm the only sober one left    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000003||number3||01-01-2004||05:18 PM||||You must eat Pork and Sour Kraut on New years day... What is the matter with you people?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||galantchick1120||01-01-2004||05:46 PM||||Pork and SAURKRAUT* is a Pennsylvania dutch tradition that barely anyone outside of PA eats-at least that's what I've gathered from my observations. I am eating that today as well- with homemade mashed potatoes!||64.12.97.9||reg||1||G297||00002620||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||01-01-2004||05:50 PM||||I never knew people had new years feasts! Is that why all the stores are closing at damn 5 and 6 oclock???||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||01-01-2004||06:52 PM||||Well my new years feast consisted of shrimp and later on, some white castle Sliders.<br /><br />This was all washed out by the Chopin Vodka, Margaritas, Beer and whatever else I had to drink last night (which I no longer remember what it was).||65.227.217.134||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||Dreis11301||01-01-2004||07:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> You must eat Pork and Sour Kraut on New years day... What is the matter with you people? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hell yeah the only meal we ever had on New Years in my 22 years of existance.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000008||atsiauto||01-01-2004||07:40 PM||||What ? ! no SPAM ?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000009||04DrBlur||01-01-2004||07:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> and, the peace de foil grass </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">So that is why Ken is on here till all hours of the morning...||68.76.180.218||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||01-01-2004||09:36 PM||||yup.  cause, after all that food, your tokomok goes boink, boink.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||thon||01-01-2004||10:34 PM||||pork, sauerkraut here.  Also had a roast and potatoes.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||01-02-2004||07:09 PM||||We had a New Year's brunch.  A bastardized version of Hanktown Fry, my friend's "special" pancakes (with leftover Bailey's in 'em, sounds gross but don't knock 'em til you've tried 'em), espressos and mimosas.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||number3||01-02-2004||08:38 PM||||<a href="http://www.worldandi.com/specialreport/1989/january/Sa15804.htm" target="_blank">http://www.worldandi.com/specialreport/1989/january/Sa15804.htm</a><br /><br /><br />My Mom always said it was to "clean out your system" for the new year...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||



ubb/Forum3/004123.cgi
A||||4||G-GSX Turbo||Kill Stories.....||||1||||G-GSX Turbo||00003111
Z||000000||G-GSX Turbo||01-01-2004||02:58 PM||turbostangman@msn.com||How is this site on kill stories? I was going to post one but I know some site owners find street racing moraly reprehensible and I didn't want to piss anyone off.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-01-2004||04:00 PM||||Everyone likes hearing about how a VR-4 owner handed some thugged out 5.0 Mustang owner his ass on a silver platter. Let's hear what you got.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||G-GSX Turbo||01-01-2004||11:32 PM||||Well, not a Mustang and Technicaly not a VR4.....But anyway.....<br /><br />Since I got the GSX running I have been dying to have a run in with a WRX or some kid in a blinged out civic or something with a big stupid space shuttle wing..... So last night on the way to the store (for booze) I took the long way in hopes of finding some prey to test the car out with.<br /><br />I came off a local highway of sorts and got onto this other main road that is six lanes but the Spd Lim is 45. I get off and what do I see ahead of me, it looks like a Jetta VR6 and it is going considerably over the speed limit. So I try and catch up without going WAY over hoping he hits a light that will slow him down a bit.<br /><br />He hits the tail end of a red so I was able to come within about 5 cars of him. He then slows down a little allowing me to catch up some more. I pull in the middle lane to his left and we stayed even for about 2 miles until we came to where the road necks down to two lanes going over a bridge. He tucke in behind me and when it turned back into 3 lanes I got over to the right.<br /><br />We hit the next light red. Not sure if he was going to give her or not I just kinda eased on the gas and going through 1st normaly, then 2nd. When I got into third he gave it and so did I. It took a second for the RPMs to get up and the car starting to make boost so he got a quick half a car. It was short lived as I quickly gained the ground back pulled him by about a 1/2 car then I lifted, just to tease him a bit. He went past me and then slowed back down.<br /><br />We got the next light red also, this was too great!! We sat there and we both new it was on. I looked around for cops and it was clear. I brought it up to about 2K RPM (where for some damn reason it idles at sometimes anyway) and the light turned green. I eased out on first and then gunned it. He ofcourse took off like a lunatic spinning his tire(s. The AWD hooked (Duh)and I stayed within 1/4 car of him then he went to second with a screach coming from his tires, Bam, we were now even as I grabbed second. I pulled a 1/2 car on him through 2nd and then went to 3rd.<br /><br />I quickly pulled another 2 cars at the top of 3rd and then went to 4th and it quickly became 4-5cars mid way through to when I hit the brakes.<br /><br />I got to the grocery store and he followed me in the parking lot. When I got out I saw it was a very young kid in the Jetta and he curiously asked "What the hell I had in there" to which I said a 4 banger. Turns out his car had Exhaust, Chip and a Air intake.<br /><br />All in all for the first kill I was pretty pleased with my little un-assuming 4dr grocery getter. I could have really embarresed him had I lauched it at 5,500RPM like is usualy the case with these cars but it only has a stock replacement clutch and it is my daily beater that I need to get around in. Not to mention I don't feel like pulling it all apart just yet to put in a new clutch cause I beat the hell out of it too many times when I didn't need to.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000003||bleck||01-01-2004||11:39 PM||||Yeah, funny thing, but the day I put the 16g in #135, I killed two VR6 Jetta's on the same day.  Wasn't even a contest.  The first guy wouldn't even look at me I embarrassed him so much.  I remember that I used to think those things were fast.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||V8EATER||01-02-2004||10:46 AM||||My roommate just got a 98 jetta vr6- chip, exhaust, intake, k&n- it's pretty nice.  sounds great at wot.  anyway, we went for a drive, I hammered it, drove it way faster than he ever would, he's shitting himself-  we get done with the drive, and he says- "This thing is nowhere near as fast as your galant, is it?"  "No, J, it's not."  Mind you, he and I aren't at home together a lot, and he's only been in my car once.  Made me feel good.  <br /><br />I used to think they were fast too.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum3/004124.cgi
A||||4||Bigfoot200200||New Dodge &quot;Built Ram Tough&quot; commercial||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||01-01-2004||10:38 PM||||<a href="http://www.nypost.com/news/regionalnews/14929.htm" target="_blank">http://www.nypost.com/news/regionalnews/14929.htm</a><br />Sorry no picture of the truck.||64.233.107.89||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000001||snwbrd40oz||01-02-2004||02:44 AM||||Glad to see that they are building them safe, but methinks that mabye they are building them a little too big? Just the other day I confused the back of an H2 for a school bus (no shit)<br />And the really scary thing is that people's intelligence seems to be inversely proportional to the size of their vehicle. As the vehicle gets bigger........  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.100.166.122||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000002||Bigfoot200200||01-02-2004||02:50 AM||||Did you catch these paragraphs?<br /><br />"The SUV passengers, 75-year-old Costis Caviris of Mattituck, L.I., and his wife, Mary, were not seriously injured in the wreck - and had no trouble walking away from the crash zone. <br /><br />Meanwhile, the three armed guards in the car, which was operated by American Armored of Westchester, had to be extricated by firefighters with special equipment."<br /><br />I'd say the armored car was OWNED.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.233.107.89||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000003||slugsgomoo||01-02-2004||03:15 AM||||given the way that armored cars are put together, i don't find it suprising that it required special stuff to open it from the outside. The vehicles are designed to resist opening from the outside, and all you would have to do is break the latch assembly in a wreck to make the door virtually un-openable.<br /><br />that and i've seen civics knock over f-250's in intersections before. It all has to do with speed, and the point of impact. Sometimes freaky stuff just happens.||67.40.29.86||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000004||V8EATER||01-02-2004||10:20 AM||||my brother's girlfriend knocked the rear axle off of a full size 4x4 chevy pickup with her 88 subaru justy.  she drove home with a little body damage, they put his axle in the bed of his truck.  wierd shit.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes



ubb/Forum3/004125.cgi
A||||6||Dreis11301||Turbo Timers?||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||01-02-2004||12:17 AM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||How long do you guys let your turbo timer run?  I used to let mine run for 20 seconds after normal driving and about 1:30 after driving somewhat hard, and about 3:00 if I had been racing hard.<br /> <br />I ask because the guy that lives across the street from me has a Skyline GTS-T4 and he leaves his turbo timer on for 10 minutes every damn time, even if he drives to the store 2 blocks away and comes right back.  Just curious as to what you guys are running.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||01-02-2004||12:27 AM||||Chris, I think 10 minutes is a complete waste of gas. I used to run my car on a timer for about a minute after an average drive, now I have no timer and I drive really slow about a mile in approach to my destination and shut the thing off. <br /><br />Let's be honest, are any of our turbos going to meet their death by coking the oil after 200K of use or are we going to upgrade them every 2 years? <br /><br />... I thought so  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||supervr4||01-02-2004||12:45 AM||||My turbo timer is one of the HKS items that has the RPM sensor so I let it choose the time.||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000003||Dreis11301||01-02-2004||04:32 AM||||I think 10 minutes is ridiculous as well especially when all he has is a straight pipe and he comes home at 2300 and we are all trying to sleep.  The funny thing is, his is bone stock with the exception of the exhaust and a guy down the street has a GTR modded to high hell, somewhere in the neighborhood of 700rwhp, and he only leaves his timer on for 30 seconds after normal driving.  I don't know if I mentioned or not, I am sure most of you have figured it out by now but the 10 minute guy is complete jackass and doesn't know a thing about his car.  He didn't know shit about mine when I had it and he said it wasn't shit.  Well he sure did get a good look at that rear bumper that most of the people on this forum desire when I went at it with him at the races.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000004||hecdws||01-02-2004||07:34 AM||||im to lazy to play with my tt. 20 sec minimum and it figure it out automatic if needs more time. yea and its a greddy.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000005||V8EATER||01-02-2004||02:52 PM||||Not to jack the thread, but do you all have your timers hooked up with the harnesses under the steering column, or did you have to hard-wire it in to work with the factory alarm?  I"m not sure what to do, only because I've got remote-start, window roll-down option, and the factory alarm to mess with as well.  There is already so much going on, I"m not sure which would be the best way to go.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||01-02-2004||03:58 PM||||Drive your car below 2250 rpm for the last mile or two before you get home and it'll be cooled down fine. Some people worry about their turbo's 'cooking' but just take it easy for the last few minutes of driving and you'll be fine. <br /><br />I usually had mine set for 20 seconds after a few mins of easy driving. Don't worry about it too much if you're thinking about upgrading   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/004126.cgi
A||||4||snwbrd40oz||Lucky?||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||01-02-2004||02:57 AM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Anyone here have the good fortune to get this beauty?<br /><a href="http://www.gorally.com/SPECIALTY/CARBUILD/FS/CAR004/car004.html" target="_blank">http://www.gorally.com/SPECIALTY/CARBUILD/FS/CAR004/car004.html</a><br />Never would have guessed that our car would look so good in yellow....even if it is kinda sacreligious to bring attention to a sleeper||65.100.166.122||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||megaice||01-02-2004||03:23 AM||||I don't really like it in yellow. I seen that before and everything is good except for the color.||12.20.58.68||reg||9||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-02-2004||09:59 AM||||TAXI !||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-02-2004||10:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> TAXI ! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">oh, man.  think about it.  how pissed would you be if a TAXI just sucked your doors off!  now THAT'S a sleeper!  oh, and i could put the blow up doll in the back seat!!||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||01-02-2004||11:29 AM||||That might be Team GPI's old PGT rally car, I saw it a couple years ago at a rally, and that school may have purchased it.  If that is it, I would inspect it real well, as the GPI car was pretty ragged out and patched together.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/004127.cgi
A||||4||Bigfoot200200||Left hand drive EVO that can tow a boat?||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||01-02-2004||03:32 AM||||I decided I liked the looks of the 93-96 Mirage, and the fact that an AWD version would weigh 700 lb less, so I started searching for more info.<br /><br />They use the 1G TEL FWD transmission.<br /><br />The Colt Vista AWD wagon version uses a 7 bolt 2.4 motor and the GVR4 transmission.<br /><br />Then I started looking at EVO photos and it's the same car. Compare pictures and specs(sorry the EVO specs are metric but the WB is 98.4 and the other specs are within inches due to different front end).<br /> <a href="http://www.lancerevoclub.org/evo-history.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.lancerevoclub.org/evo-history.shtml</a> <br /> <a href="http://auto.consumerguide.com/auto/used/reviews/full/index.cfm/id/2211" target="_blank">http://auto.consumerguide.com/auto/used/reviews/full/index.cfm/id/2211</a> <br /> <a href="http://tinyurl.com/2g33o" target="_blank">http://tinyurl.com/2g33o</a> <br /><br />So if both of these 2 door cars can be made AWD fairly easily it seems,<br /> <a href="http://dragtrix.94tsiawd.com/lancer.html" target="_blank">http://dragtrix.94tsiawd.com/lancer.html</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.msrecycling.com/turbo_colt.htm" target="_blank">http://www.msrecycling.com/turbo_colt.htm</a>  then why not build a full on 4 door LH EVO? Bodykit and all.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />Of course I started out looking for a lighter, better looking sleeper, maybe a 2 door. But now the choice becomes tougher. <br /><br />One more thing, is this black EVO 1, 7th photo  <a href="http://www.lancerevoclub.org/evofoto.shtml?evo1.xml" target="_blank">http://www.lancerevoclub.org/evofoto.shtml?evo1.xml</a>  towing a boat?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.233.107.89||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000001||megaice||01-02-2004||04:02 AM||||Gotta love that EVO towing the boat.||12.20.58.68||reg||10||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000002||chauffeur1st||01-02-2004||05:13 AM||||Hey BIGFOOT, where do u live in Portland, I live in Corvallis and I'm always up in Portland.. We should meet up sometime.. get me a pm or email or get me on aim slammedlikeamo<br /><br /><br />Jason||67.40.126.62||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||01-02-2004||10:29 AM||||I used to tow my jetski with my 12 second 2G.<br /><br />and I'm a poet too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000004||henrok||01-02-2004||05:43 PM||||my heart just dropped when i saw that yellow coupe.   ohhhhh myy.  i want one.. pleaseeeeee.  i was just talking about this on the regular galant post.  but i want a two door 1997 mirage.  ohh dreamns.  ohhhh fantasies.. ohhh ohh ohhhhh ohh shitt i think i just wet my pants. lol.||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum3/004128.cgi
A||||16||jonvr4||dsm parts||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-02-2004||12:07 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||has anyone ever dealt with these guys? i ordered a scatter shield like 9 weeks ago and still haven't got it. are these guys slow to ship or what?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Colt4G63||01-02-2004||12:28 PM||||i have dealt with the same problems before. i ordered a bunch of parts from them and a couple weeks later never got them. i called and they said 1 of the parts was on backorder. i said wtf you couldnt call me or let me know when i ordered it? they waived the shipping charges and gave me a discount on parts. i havent had any problems since. so if i where you i would call them and flip out like i did  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000002||quick0ne||01-02-2004||12:43 PM||||I actually have had very good service with them. I just ordered engine mount inserts and recieved them two days later. I did order a turbo from them and that took a couple of weeks, but i would recommend them anyday.||66.213.222.37||reg||1||thompstone||00003051||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||01-02-2004||01:43 PM||||Ive done business with them a few times and have no complaints at all.  Great guys to deal with.  Like was said the shields are probably on backorder.||68.76.180.218||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||01-02-2004||03:10 PM||||i believe by law they are required to let you know of your status by week 3. <br /> <a href="http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/buspubs/mailorder.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/buspubs/mailorder.htm</a>   <br />Not too many people know about The Mail or Telephone Order Merchandise Rule.  I hope you guys read this.<br /><br />Department of justice vs small business <br /> <a href="http://www.keytlaw.com/FTC/Actions/ftc011220.htm" target="_blank">http://www.keytlaw.com/FTC/Actions/ftc011220.htm</a>    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||01-02-2004||03:33 PM||||I love how people get all up at arms when someone says something about a Kwanzaa celebration in equating it to theivery but no one ever bats an eye at anti-semetic remarks like the above. <br /><br />Furthermore, I'm disappointed at how many DSM sellers are outright crooks/idiots. <br /><br />Alex||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||GVR1643||01-02-2004||03:57 PM||||Alex I saw that too...<br />You know it's one thing if I had a buddy that might be Jewish and say somthing to him, in which he in turn call calls me a dumb-ass redneck and we both laugh. But you might want to be considerate of others and their feelings when posting something to a semi-public place.  <br /><br />You know I grew up where there was definately some racist remarks thrown around from time to time. I am very proud to have none of that influence around me anymore. Even more proud that my 5 year old son has never once asked about the color of someone's skin! (OK once, but we were watching the Simpsons ;-)<br /><br />On topic: too many crooks selling parts everywhere! Which is why I try to only buy local or from this forum.||167.142.22.211||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000007||DongeR615||01-02-2004||04:33 PM||||its been said here before..never had any arguments about it but i will for ur consideration edit my post...||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||01-02-2004||04:36 PM||||I know you don't "mean it" so I'm not trying to make you look like a jerk or anything. My point was that it was said before (3 times) not by you.  It's just annoying. If we're going to descriminate we might as well have a unilateral policy.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||01-02-2004||04:39 PM||||its aight!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000012||jonvr4||01-02-2004||05:40 PM||||hey harry thanks for the interest, but they just sent me an email and tracking #. so i guess things are fixed.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000013||DsmParts||01-02-2004||06:13 PM||||<b>jonvr4</b> - We are very sorry about the delay, the orginal order was shipped from our supplier of the scatter sheilds at the time. <br /><br />That order either did not ship or came back to our supplier we could not get an answer from them. We re-shipped the package overnight express from our shop today and you should have Monday morning. <br /><br />We are very sorry about the delays, please contact me direct toll free 1-800-488-9174 and I will take care of your pricing in the future.<br /><br /><br />If anybody ever has any problems contact me direct toll free or my email Justin@DSMparts.com and I will take care of you. I'm in the office 12-8pm est<br /><br />Thanks for the support,<br /><br /><br />Thanks<br />Justin<br /><a href="http://www.DSMparts.com" target="_blank">www.DSMparts.com</a>||66.227.232.23||reg||1||DSMparts||00000660||yes
Z||000014||jonvr4||01-02-2004||07:32 PM||||thanks for correcting the problem justin. i really appreciate it.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000015||number3||01-03-2004||08:13 AM||||If anyone has problem getting a scattershield from any vendor just let me know and I will fix the problem.<br /><br />FWIW, I have found DSMparts to be easy to deal with on my end. <br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000016||Romanova||01-03-2004||01:30 PM||||Ordered plenty of Whiteline bushings from DSMparts with NO problems. I have nothing but praise for Justin and the service he has provided me with. I would not hesitate to give them my business again.||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000017||RTS182G-VR4||01-03-2004||04:43 PM||||DSM parts helped me out when i needed a special order jdm piece for my car.  they called many mitsu dealers to see who could get it fastest for me.  no complaints here.<br />Ryan||198.81.26.75||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000018||mikeyoung00||01-05-2004||12:46 PM||||I get stuff from DSMParts regularly. You might pay less if you hunt around enough but DMSParts is fast and their service is very professional and first rate. Their web site is one of the best I have run across as it includes information on stock status.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/004129.cgi
A||||4||Dreis11301||Just burned an Integra||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||01-02-2004||12:50 PM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||I was on my way home tonight in the wifeys car, a 94 Mitsubishi Chariot (4G64 Auto) when an Integra with a 3 foot wing, 3 inch exhaust, clear taillights, undercar lighting, graphics, and stickers everywhere pulled up next to me at a red light.  I couldn't resist being a smart ass so I asked how much horsepower the graphics, decals, spoiler, and lights added.  He asked me if I cared to find out.  Since I had nothing to lose I said sure.  Now mind you the vehicle I was operateing is a gutless wonder.  It is some crazy station wagon that looks like something my mother would love.  He reved his car to at least 4K and dropped the clutch as he was spinning I floored the old Chariot and took off, fortuneately for me the kid didn't know how to drive and missed second, how you miss second I don't know that's a pretty easy shift in my opinion, but at any rate I beat him to the next light.  I looked over to applaud his efforts but he just peeled out around the corner to avoid the embarassment.  Funny none the less, thought some off you might get a kick out of it.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||VTGVR4||01-02-2004||01:08 PM||||did you ask him in englishy?||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000002||BluFalcon||01-02-2004||01:13 PM||||Was this on base or off?||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000003||Dreis11301||01-02-2004||01:15 PM||||Off-base but it was an American kid||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||01-02-2004||02:42 PM||||did you at least get to see his girl's ass?||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/004266.cgi
A||||4||Matticus||Dave Brode IC Pipe's installed tonight||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||01-09-2004||12:54 AM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I must say the feels alot better, much smoother power delivery.  The car feels faster with less boost.  Basically stock boost but with the stock pipes I capped off the pre IC vaccum line.  With the Dave B pipes there is a bung welded in new J-pipe, so the boost is down 1 PSI or so.  <br /><br />The install went pretty smooth, the pipes fit great. I have to say the new j-pipe is a bitch to get on with fat hands like mine.  The stock heat shield no longer fits in stock form.  I think I can make it fit with some cutting.  Now I just need a new IC, but that will have to wait till summer time. <br /><br />I will have a better report tomorrow after a nice commute to work.  I only took it for a quick test run to make sure the car will run for work tomorrow. I'm tired and my back hurts, it'e bed time.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||crucible||01-09-2004||07:53 AM||||Aw, crap, I have to cut up my soon-to-arrive SS heat shield?May be if you mentioned this slight problem to DB he might be able to tweek it so future buyers wont have that issue.Looks like your the test monkey on this.I wonder how this would work with my Starion IC.<br /><br />cruce||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000002||Marty||01-11-2004||10:55 AM||||Matticus, if you have a digital camera can you send a pic of your turbo outlet pipe install? to mgrand34@aol.com  Im just curious as to the fitment of the shield issue you ran into. Mine seems to have lenty of space between them. Also the stock turbo outlet has the bung on there, that is the only reason Dave added it. I have run a semi stock set up in so long I couldnt remember if it was used by most people or not so I recommended to him he add it. Guess he should add that to the check list and leave it up to the individual buyers.<br />Marty||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Marty||00000661||yes
Z||000003||dave brode||01-11-2004||11:44 AM||||Hi Mat/Marty,<br /> <br />As far as the shield, I'm stumped as to why it doesn't fit too. Marty's car didn't have it, but there looked to be plenty of room. The boost line tap isn't a must. If someone is tapping elswhere, I don't add it.<br />Dave||141.157.132.177||reg||1||dave brode||00002695||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||01-11-2004||12:34 PM||||Well, I will work on it more this week.  I did the install the night before I had to back to work. I tried a few different ways real quick to get it on and it didn't go.  I have been working all weekend long and haven't had time to look under the hood at all.  I think my problem is I attached the rad through pipe to the elbow first. I should have tried to slide the shield in there first, then put the rad through pipe on.  I will work on the car some more in the begining of the week.  I will put up some installed pictures.  Also need to get some new turbo outlet bolts.  Dave mentioned I would need them, but I made the stockers work for now.  Installing some studs in the turbo would make it much easier I think.  Anywho, more information to come.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes



ubb/Forum3/004267.cgi
A||||9||anomalyva||I just wanted to introduce myself||||10||||anomalyva||00003197
Z||000000||anomalyva||01-05-2004||10:23 AM||requiemofanomaly@speedpost.net||As of yesterday, I am the proud owner of 91 Galant VR4 #996/2000.  =)  I don't have any pics right now, as the guy I bought it from was cool enough to let me post-date a check and pick up the car then WHILE he had people calling him offering more money for the car.<br />Im in Fairfax VA btw.||164.65.155.93||reg||10||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-05-2004||11:29 AM||||congrats||208.215.178.150||reg||14||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||01-05-2004||11:42 AM||||Im sorry to hear the sad news, your doomed forever! Oh I mean congrats, hope you love the car as much as we all do!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||anomalyva||01-05-2004||11:48 AM||||As the car sits, it sits.  The guy was a weekend away from doing a timing belt/balance shaft belt, and the balance shaft seized and took some teeth out on the timing belt.  Bent some valves, scored up the pistons.  Otherwise it has 109k on it, white on black leather (that is in awesome awesome shape, which i didn't know was possible) hks vpc, certified muffler 3" turbo back, and hks tt were the only mods installed besides JDM 93 projector headlights, JDM 93 tail lights, and JDM badges.  The car also came with the following waiting to be installed.  A custom C&R Racing aluminum radiator made to fit FMIC piping, while flowing something like 200% more than the stock radiator, SPAL 1700 cfm fan, Findanza flywheel, adjustable cam gears, and if I round up some coin HIDs for high/low/driving lights.  I got the car for $2000.  =)||164.65.155.93||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000004||anomalyva||01-05-2004||11:51 AM||||Forgot to say, I'm getting a 6-bolt long block with 30k original miles, synthetic since 10k, etc for $1000.  The turbo on the car I bought is ok, it has some shaft play but I'm going with a PTE GT 3055 here in the next few months, so i'm not gonna bother to rebuild it.||164.65.155.93||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||01-05-2004||12:28 PM||||Welcome. WOW...what a coincidence. I had never heard of anyone having a balance shaft bearing fail until your post. It happened to me a couple months ago. My GVR4 is due to hit the streets again in about a week after a total rebuild.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||red91awdtalon||01-05-2004||12:32 PM||||i had the rear balance shaft bearing fail it actually came out and got bent up and sat in the bottom of the pan  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />oh, yeah... i have also had my exhaust camshaft snap in half  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />congrats on the car.<br /><br />joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||01-05-2004||01:16 PM||||benvenuto ragazzi.||146.145.236.85||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||anomalyva||01-05-2004||01:35 PM||||Yea, the guy was a week away from doing it.  He was still gonna rebuild it but the FMIC he ordered was wrong.  Then the final straw was the day before Christmas he went outside and someone had stolen the brain for the VPC (a effin ton of good that does by itself)  And he just decided he had had enough.w||164.65.155.93||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000009||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-05-2004||03:14 PM||||hey vr4 #996. Nice to meet you. I live in the Fairfax area as well. Im black 91 galant #1828/2000. <br /><br />Mike||68.100.173.167||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||no



ubb/Forum3/004132.cgi
A||||14||markrieb||GVR-4 in the Snow||||1||||markrieb||00000010
Z||000000||markrieb||01-02-2004||06:16 PM||m.rieb@verizon.net||Here are a couple of shots of what happens when the snow gets deep enough.<br /><br />Driving through the parking lot, the snow was blowing up over the hood from the air dam acting like a snow plow.  <br /><br />With Kuhmo severe snow rated (studless) snow tires I was able to go anywhere I wanted.  Even stop and start in this.  The only time it could become a problem is if the snow starts to pack or get wetter and high center the car.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2364" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2364&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2365" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2365&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2366" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2366&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Mark Rieb||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||01-02-2004||09:05 PM||||Hey Mark, does the city of Kennewick own a single snow plow? I was working over there on wednesday and I had to drive my little 2wd work truck around on those damn roads with all that snow. I didn't see one snowplow and the roads never seemed to get any better.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||turbowop||01-02-2004||09:20 PM||||I also had to drive the work truck up to Karter's place in Eburg to meet up with him to go skiing yesterday and this is what the last grade coming down into Eburg looked like. Scary as hell in a little 2wd pickup. Last night it was chains required on the stretch of I82 between Yakima and Eburg.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2369" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2369&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000003||kartorium31||01-02-2004||09:28 PM||||Where are all the good pics that you took later mark?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||01-02-2004||09:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by kartorium31:<br /><strong> Where are all the good pics that you took later mark?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Like this one of your bro's car?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2370" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2370&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||01-02-2004||09:42 PM||||Only giving love to the three two thrizzle now huh?  I see how it's gonna be.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||GVR$in||01-02-2004||09:58 PM||||You guys get weak little storms! I have a 6 foot snow berms here! I need some pictures of how crazy this shit gets! Can't see 10 feet in front of you its dumping so hard. The past few days there have been 4 foot berms in piled in the median and 2 foot berms in between lanes.. makes lane changes at 30mph a little sketchy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   .<br /><br />Damn I need a camera..<br /><br />What model kumho tires are you running? <br /><br />Up here I regularly drive through 1-2 feet of snow and sometimes the snow billows over the hood of my damn yota! I hope when I bring up the galant it does well!||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000007||turbowop||01-02-2004||10:07 PM||||Terren....we don't live right on the freakin mountain, man.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  I should hope that a resort as big as Tahoe gets that much snow. Don't make me go to Mt. Baker next weekend and get pics of some national record setting snowfall.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000008||kartorium31||01-02-2004||10:52 PM||||REP YO MOUNTAINS!  Cascades representin!  We get a lot of snow, just not down in the towns and cities that are at like 1000ft.  I can't go through over like a foot of snow cause like mark said, it gets packed under the car and high centers you.  I know what your talking about with the berms on the highway, my bro and i mobbed over one at like 55 the other day and almost lost it.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||01-03-2004||12:59 AM||||Rockies representing 303 baybeeeeeee  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />But i'm stuck in flatland STL right now. A nice rain outside, too bad I don't have the beast  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||01-03-2004||03:15 AM||||The 323 GTX is a cute lil bastard of a car! I always wanted one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||markrieb||01-03-2004||10:51 AM||||You have to understand that Kennewick where I live is only 500 feet ASL, Stateline in Tahoe is something on the order of 5000 feet ASL.  That makes a big difference in the amount of snow you get.  We usually get snow here, but only a couple of inches at a time that is usually gone by the next day.<br /><br />I'm also beginning to wonder if Kennewick has any plows.  The Freeway is pretty clear along with a couple of the main roads, but the rest of the roads are a mess.  One of the big problems right now is that the manhole covers are making huge blocks of ice (6" or more high!) in the middle of the streets.  The covers are warm enought to partially melt the snow, then more snow gets packed on top.<br /><br />My snow tires are Kumho I'zen's.  Se them at <a href="http://www.kumhousa.com/Products/PtnDetails.asp?mainCatID=1&PtnID=KW-11&refAction=PtnDetail" target="_blank">http://www.kumhousa.com/Products/PtnDetails.asp?mainCatID=1&PtnID=KW-11&refAction=PtnDetail</a><br /><br /><br />Mark||4.4.47.141||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000012||kartorium31||01-03-2004||01:29 PM||||I've always wanted a 323 too, but with a different motor and a lot of horsepower.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Oh, and mark is right.  Compared to california/nevada we get way more snow at lower elevations.  You can drive through the sierras and be at like 7000ft and not see any snow, it's crazy.  It was like this one time on my way to mammoth.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000013||Mitsuturbo||01-03-2004||01:49 PM||||Utah just got a LOT of snow over the holidays.  There was about 2ft in my driveway. Did i shovel it? HELL NO!  But i had to push my friend's AWD DSMs out because they were getting stuck.  I don't know if it's the 5" longer wheelbase, or the narrower (stock size) tires, but my GVR4s seem to do a HELL of a lot better in the snow/ice than a "DSM".||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000014||GVR$in||01-03-2004||07:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> You have to understand that Kennewick where I live is only 500 feet ASL, Stateline in Tahoe is something on the order of 5000 feet ASL.   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its 6500.. It dumps up here!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes



ubb/Forum3/004268.cgi
A||||5||nastivr4||NEW HERE from New Zealand||||7||||nastivr4||00003219
Z||000000||nastivr4||01-09-2004||11:33 PM||anx@surf.co.nz||hey all<br /><br />hows it? just posting here for the 1st time.<br /><br />im a member of NZMMC nz's mitsi club..<br /><a href="http://www.nzmmc.co.nz/make.php?main=nasti&right=feature" target="_blank">http://www.nzmmc.co.nz/make.php?main=nasti&right=feature</a><br />is my old vr4. if ya bored and want to have a read, i had done more mods after i this article was written to  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />i have a quick question, what is the fastest 87-1992 vr4 in US. i know theres a guy Adam whos done a 10sec 1/4. is there anymore? cheers<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />thanx and happy 4G63ing everyone!!!<br />Best Regards<br />Jamie||218.101.100.219||reg||7||nastivr4||00003219||yes
Z||000001||curtis||01-10-2004||12:08 AM||||Welcome,  Read this for your enjoyment<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000284" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000284</a><br /><br />Adam from AMS went high 10's but the car has been sold and parted out.||67.25.35.254||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||01-10-2004||12:47 AM||||Welcome.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.214.57.113||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||gixxer||01-10-2004||02:12 AM||||don't forget Dale's  10.2 second no-nos sedan.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.41.236.26||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000004||nastivr4||01-10-2004||03:56 PM||||cheers guys for your replys and thanx for answering my question.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />catch u guys about the board  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||218.101.100.114||reg||1||nastivr4||00003219||yes
Z||000005||KenGVR4||01-10-2004||04:46 PM||||Here's the actual thread that talks about the "new" record.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000284;p=1" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000284;p=1</a><br /><br />Welcome aboard!||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes



ubb/Forum3/004134.cgi
A||||9||aWeX||Galant with SERIOUS bodykit||||1||||aWeX||00000924
Z||000000||aWeX||01-02-2004||09:20 PM||||<a href="http://www.autoshow.permaisuri.com/Content/Autoshow.asp?AutoID=20030805035614" target="_blank">http://www.autoshow.permaisuri.com/Content/Autoshow.asp?AutoID=20030805035614</a><br /><br />This must be one of the most modified galants I have ever seen. Looks like something out of Need For Speed Underground    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||195.159.191.31||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-02-2004||09:32 PM||||That was posted a few months back. Looks pretty damn sweet... not sure about the colors though.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||G-GSX Turbo||01-02-2004||09:39 PM||||Does it have NOOOOSSSSSSS?<br /><br />It has a space shuttle wing.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000003||jayru||01-02-2004||10:32 PM||||Hideous!||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||01-02-2004||10:41 PM||||Wonder if it uses race GASSSSSSSS?||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000005||Dreis11301||01-02-2004||10:55 PM||||To me that wing and body kit are nauseating.  However I real like the interior work.  I like his gauge pods, real clean.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000006||curtis||01-02-2004||11:25 PM||||All that bling, he's only got 440cc injectors and to stupid to install a Keydiver chip.  What was he thinking.||64.159.109.227||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||Beemer||01-04-2004||02:49 PM||||The wing has to go.  Nice clean engine bay, and very nice job on the interior though.  At least his seats aren't rock hard saddle leather like mine are.  My leather seems to be made from petrified wood.  Still, it looks better than some I have seen.  At least this had some thought behind it.||69.66.78.54||reg||1||Beemer||00000599||yes
Z||000008||pisces_0||01-04-2004||03:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> All that bling, he's only got 440cc injectors and to stupid to install a Keydiver chip.  What was he thinking. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The car appears to have a stand-alone ECU.  Am I wrong?||64.199.237.80||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||01-04-2004||03:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> All that bling, he's only got 440cc injectors and to stupid to install a Keydiver chip.  What was he thinking. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You realize he has an autronic EMS not a stock ECU.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/004269.cgi
A||XM||4||mikeyoung00||Number Five is ALIVE!||||6||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000356">This topic has been moved to News.</a>||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||01-09-2004||08:32 PM||mikeyoung00@aol.com||Finally. After almost three months of sharing a 95 nissan pickup with my wife, I have a ride of my own again.<br /><br />Ended up putting in Wiseco 8.5 +30 pistons since they weren't much more than new stock. Also have to replace the radiator tomorrow. Old core was on its last legs. I have a nice C&R to pop in. Supposed to be plug and play. We'll see.<br /><br />While the thing was torn apart I put in an ACT2600 with a new street disk, billet fork, new pivot, stainless line. Also went ahead with the ported 2nd gen exhaust manifold to go with the ported 16G and ported 2nd gen o2 housing. <br /><br />The intercooler is still on the bench. As is fuel stuff. Just got in a used fuel pump assembly from a Kali car and I still have a tank from TX so I can finally put in the 255 pump...assuming no other surprises. Along with that goes the fpr (Aeromotive), and 550s. Once the injectors are on I can FINALLY pop in the best mod of all...a GEN-U-WINE Stage 3 super duper KEYDIVER chip.<br /><br />Stay tuned...||24.119.121.146||reg||6||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-09-2004||08:37 PM||||CONGRATS!!!! It's a great feeling to be running again isn't it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Keep us posted on how it's running.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||smokindav||01-10-2004||07:32 AM||||Sounds like it might be fun to take a ride over and check out your GVR4 sometime.  Mine is recently back from the dead after 2 months of repairing the destruction caused by a timing belt failure (belt only had 2 yrs, 20k miles, installed by previous owner's "mechanic").<br /><br />Dave Flaherty||68.220.161.204||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||01-10-2004||08:24 AM||||No disassemble!! No disassemble Number Five!!!<br /><br />Been a long time since I saw that movie. Good stuff...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||01-11-2004||03:50 PM||||Hi, Dave. Sorry I never responded to your alternator offer. Ended up just ordering a rebuilt to expadite things. But thanks for your offer.<br /><br />Let me know any time you want to come over. I can provide entertainment (bring quarters  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ), beer, company over dinner, etc. And you might like to go for a spin in my son's sr20det 240sx. Fun car and he has it running pretty well at the moment. I'd love to check out your ride as well.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/004136.cgi
A||||24||DeanCouchey||For all you Ricers wanting a Galant bodykit Here you go!||||1||||DeanCouchey||00000023
Z||000000||DeanCouchey||01-03-2004||12:23 AM||heavyroller@yahoo.com||<a href="http://secure.visracing.com/catalog/index.php?cPath=26_66_426_1081&osCsid=9aca849e53aa5d9d7b7e92b3726cffb5" target="_blank">88-93 Galant Cyber bodykits</a> <br />Wont let me take there pics but it has a nice big bumper hole, if I were to wanna strap a HUGE FMIC in there it would be nice. I was looking for stuff for my xB and I found that stuff.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||01-03-2004||12:51 AM||||That rear bumper isn't actually too bad.. Kinda JDM/AMG'ish if you will.||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||01-03-2004||12:58 AM||||It's not that bad of a kit, sideskirts look almost stock though.  The rear bumper looks similar to the wholehyper car.  The front isn't even that bad, if i bought it though i would take out the scoops on the side of the bumper.  The only part that i actually like is the rear bumper though.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||01-03-2004||01:01 AM||||Why do these bodykit companies always make the front bumper look like a freakin cattle guard? They always make the bottom stick out farther than the rest of the bumper and it makes it look terrible. Screw all that.....I'll stick with the JDM factory pieces.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||01-03-2004||01:04 AM||||bleh i still don't like it.  I've never seen a nice aftermarket body kit for our cars||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||01-03-2004||01:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> bleh i still don't like it.  I've never seen a nice aftermarket body kit for our cars </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am sorry Chris I will continue on my search!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||01-03-2004||01:09 AM||||Hahahaha thanks Dean!!! Maybe someday you'll find one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Until then i'll continue on my speed quest and the rice quest will continue to wait for the perfect body kit.||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||Y2A||01-03-2004||02:01 PM||||I think this front bumper looks way better IMO:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.autosportz.com/bodykits_1989-1993_Galant_VR-4.htm" target="_blank">http://www.autosportz.com/bodykits_1989-1993_Galant_VR-4.htm</a>||172.153.143.215||reg||1||Y2A||00002439||yes
Z||000008||turbowop||01-03-2004||02:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Y2A:<br /><strong> I think this front bumper looks way better IMO:<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.autosportz.com/bodykits_1989-1993_Galant_VR-4.htm" target="_blank">http://www.autosportz.com/bodykits_1989-1993_Galant_VR-4.htm</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img src="http://www.dsmtalk.com/forums/images/smilies/puke.gif" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000009||number3||01-03-2004||03:33 PM||||What is SO wrong with this bumper?<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/no3_front_low.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000010||jayru||01-03-2004||03:40 PM||||To plain  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000011||kartorium31||01-03-2004||03:40 PM||||You could eat dinner on it!  Or maybe sit on it and admire the scenery.  Plus it is sagging in the middle.  The only reason I don't like the stock bumper is cause it sticks out so far, but it looks very good besides that.  I think if someone just made a front lip or somthing to bolt on it would look real nice.  Maybe even with the dsmparts cf lip.<br /><br />I actually like the custom bumper on that purple dtm style galant.  Does anyone have a cover they want to sell for cheap so I can try cutting it up so it isn't such a park bench?||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000012||number3||01-03-2004||04:13 PM||||The grass is always greener...||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||Notorius||01-03-2004||04:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> The grass is always greener... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what about the guy on the other side, hows it look to him?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.69.141.192||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000014||turbowop||01-03-2004||04:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> What is SO wrong with this bumper?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">IMHO, it's how far it sticks out. I think the JDM one fits the lines of the car better. When you look at the car from a 3/4 angle view if the bumper slats are cut out for a FMIC it leaves a lot of empty space. It's hard to explain but if you look you'll see what I mean. Because of how thick you intercooler core is, Harry, I don't think you have any options other than the USDM bumper.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000015||turbowop||01-03-2004||05:02 PM||||This is the space I'm talking about circled in this picture. That's the reason I didn't cut all the slats out of the bumper because that would make it even more noticeable. The front bumper on these cars is the *only* appearance thing on them that I don't like.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2381" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000016||number3||01-03-2004||07:17 PM||||Why don't you just have that spaced filled and smoothed in. (Of course you can't just cut the slats out and leave it like that. The raw edge is too ugly.)<br /><br />It is hard to see on my car in a picture due to the color but this shot should give you the idea of what I am talking about. Looks like it can that way from the factory.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2383" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2383&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />CLICK ME ^^^||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000017||kartorium31||01-03-2004||07:34 PM||||Maybe it would look better if your intercooler was positioned further to the front of the car.  What i don't like is the huge gap between the ic and bumper and the huge surface on the top of the cover.  Maybe with some well done mesh that gap could be taken away or reduced.  I like the design of usdm bumpers better, minus the hugeness.  The shape and style is great in my opinion.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000018||Ian M||01-03-2004||07:38 PM||||Do they make ANY bodykit for ANY car that looks good?       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />      <br /><br /> I have personally never liked bodykits on anything-not even when I was 17 years old...     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />     <br /><br />And I think a galant has got to be the one of the LEAST worthy cars for a body kit,after all its a '80s 4-door sedan,not a Supra.<br /><br /> Like Harry said,you can add material back in where the slats are cut out. A friend of mine plastic welded,reworked the inner face of the hole and molded the lip on his after cutting the slats out,makes a nice clean not so overstated look. The cover fits  compleatly flush with the "Shannon" core IC,looks factory.<br /><br /> The JDM bumpers are nice though,but I still like my stock bumper..     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.44||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000019||Pappy||01-03-2004||07:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> What is SO wrong with this bumper?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">IMHO, it's how far it sticks out. I think the JDM one fits the lines of the car better. When you look at the car from a 3/4 angle view if the bumper slats are cut out for a FMIC it leaves a lot of empty space. It's hard to explain but if you look you'll see what I mean. Because of how thick you intercooler core is, Harry, I don't think you have any options other than the USDM bumper. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly!  The US spec bumpers stick out too far.  When looking at the car from the side, it appears stretched.<br /><br />Unfortunately there are no aftermarket body parts that look good in my opinion.  They're all way too extreme and don't match the lines of the car.  I just wish some company would get the jspec body parts and replicate them in the US.||24.131.187.245||reg||1||Pappy||00000327||yes
Z||000020||kartorium31||01-03-2004||07:57 PM||||Thats the reason I like this aftermarket rear too, it shortens the car up a bit.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000021||G-GSX Turbo||01-04-2004||12:50 PM||||I dunno, I kinda like just having the stock slats on the bumper. Hides the Front mounts a bit so it keeps the sleeper image.||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000022||Clay||01-04-2004||01:01 PM||||ok well i work with VIS , they are who i had import the kit for my 99 galant, and when i contacted my friend there last week, i sent him a picture of an australian galant with a body kit that i was interested in, the next day he emails me the picture of that car right there...but the email was rejected cuz of stupid bulk protection so he put it on the website<br /><br />i can have other kits imported also like i did with my 99 , the search is on though, keep checking the site, he will be posting more as he finds them||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000023||Martin Tolentino||01-04-2004||01:06 PM||||I like it, but I'd really have to see it in person. VIS's web pix aren't great.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000024||DsmSeifer||01-04-2004||06:58 PM||||Personaly I like the back and thats about it I think the side skirts look like truck running boards. I could moddify the front to look alright but I don't have any JDM foglights laying around.||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum3/004137.cgi
A||||5||199of2k||Engine Rebuild questions||||1||||199of2k||00000323
Z||000000||199of2k||01-03-2004||05:58 AM||brandon@coreyware.com||Ok, I'm have to have my engine rebuilt sometime in the near future (1~2 months) and I was wondering if it was all that difficult to do most of, if not all, the work myself.  I have a few other questions, but Ill post them later as I have to go to work now.<br /><br />Thanks<br />B||68.109.117.66||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000001||Ash||01-03-2004||08:38 AM||||I'm about to embark on the same thing, basically apart from machining & things that require special equipment you can do the job yourself.  I'm thinking of getting a pre-built bottom end with all the tolerences set right & the whole shebang balanced, then throw on a ported head, cams, turbo etc myself & drop it back in.  Basically you need the torque specs & a decent torque wrench + heap of other good tools & a lot of patience||203.221.18.59||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||Forced Style||01-03-2004||10:41 AM||||takes me less than a day to tear down the engine completely, then once i have all the needed parts in one room it takes me another day to reassemble the entire thing. i work rather relaxed in my garage, taking frequent breaks and checking and rechecking my work. it's not hard at all. if you're new to it, keep the internet connected to browse, a couple mitsu books handy and something to snack on while you think and you'll be good to go.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000003||Martin Tolentino||01-03-2004||10:52 AM||||Remember to buy a new front case and oil pump, it's a wear and tear item.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||01-04-2004||12:42 PM||||Lots of oil on the pistons and cylinder walls when putting them in. The oil rings are very brittle and can easily be broken on install.<br /><br />These engines are very smooth when balanced and Bal. Shafts removed (as are most 4cyl. due to their symetrical design).||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000005||Forced Style||01-04-2004||07:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 496of2000:<br /><strong> Remember to buy a new front case and oil pump, it's a wear and tear item. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you're refering to the gasket and seals right?<br /><br />definitely replace the front case seals, the oil pump and crank seals almost always leak if you remove it and re install it.||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes



ubb/Forum3/004138.cgi
A||||2||hecdws||nice pic of a racing vr4 ||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||01-03-2004||09:29 AM||hecdws@aol.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2379" alt=" - " />   <br /><br /><br />any one ever see this car? my little brother in hawaii sent it to me. any one own a vr4 in hawaii?<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-03-2004||01:05 PM||||well, i used to live there.  does that count?  actually, i left there before the vr4 was made.  probably before it was even THOUGHT about.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-03-2004||03:55 PM||||I just pumped "Hales Mitsubishi" into google.<br /><br /><a href="http://freespace.virgin.net/tjl.thegrove/mitsubishihistory.htm" target="_blank">http://freespace.virgin.net/tjl.thegrove/mitsubishihistory.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.btccpages.com/rounds/1991/" target="_blank">http://www.btccpages.com/rounds/1991/</a><br /><a href="http://www.btccpages.com/driv/halesmark.php" target="_blank">http://www.btccpages.com/driv/halesmark.php</a>||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/004270.cgi
A||||6||chauffeur1st||GOOD GUYS ALERT!!!||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||01-14-2004||02:18 AM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||I just wanted to give a shout out to a few Galant buddys of mine.. <br /><br />First I would like to thank sk8bored (Kris) for his help and dedication to geting my damn thermastat changed out even with that DAMN bolt that broke.. Hes a great guy and appreciate his help...<br /><br />I secondly wanted to thank my buddy theymightbegalants (Jon F) for his help with making sure I got my ecu out and swaped correct.. also for helping me fix my nasty ass broken wires that broke on my thermastat, which made my gauge on my dash not work and my car to idle and warm up like shiet and piss the hell out of me, oh yea and my check engine light is not on anymore and no more shiety start ups.. Oh yea can't forget my pump is now rewired.... Thanks and mad props to you guys    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks alot again<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-14-2004||10:31 AM||||Credit where credit is due!||208.215.178.150||reg||14||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||01:55 AM||||Aw, quit it, yer makin' me blush.  No prob Jason; I was glad to help and had fun.  Now you can help me drop my tranny to put it in the fork and pivot ball my cheap ass didn't do last time.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||chauffeur1st||01-15-2004||04:27 AM||||Yea and make sure u dont drop in on ur head.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />Lata<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||05:20 PM||||Please.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   It was the transfer case, not the transmission, and it was my neck, not my head.  And as they say, live and learn.  That's why you'll be there, "spotter."||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||jayru||01-15-2004||08:03 PM||||Now all you guys need to do to become Great guys is come to the poconos and help me swing the JDM motor out of #1571 into #120 so i can sell the car and make way for the new beast comming soon   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||chauffeur1st||01-15-2004||08:59 PM||||Spot us the plane tickets    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    <br /><br />Lata<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes



ubb/Forum3/004141.cgi
A||||0||sr71sss||Whereabouts of 731 or 733/2000 white GVR4?||||1||||sr71sss||00000133
Z||000000||sr71sss||01-03-2004||07:06 PM||sr71sss@aol.com||anyone in the bay area that has seen my old white 1991 GVR4 with silver 16" 5 star rims,please contact me, I need the current owners whereabout and information as I have gotten a tow bill for his mistake so that means I'am still liable for whatever happens to that car? I need to get his info on the release of liability, his name is james ad is chinese, he is not a bad guy but I screwed up in letting him drive away with the car when I sold it and he had gotten 2 pk tickets and tow bill two days ago, ahy help wll be appreciated, whereabouts recently were near milpitas and fremont area, it is the only white 1991 GVR4 with 16" aftermarket rims so it should be easy to spot<br /><br />conrad650-302-5127||198.81.26.75||reg||1||sr71sss||00000133||yes



ubb/Forum3/004271.cgi
A||||1||russya||Anyone here any good welding aluminum?||||1||||Russya||00000991
Z||000000||russya||01-14-2004||08:40 AM||russya@woodenpickle.com||Well I'm changing my piping on my galant a little bit and I was wondering if anyone here could make me some piping out of aluminum? I'm going with wiggins clamps so I can't use steel and I can't find anyone local to me to do it. <br /><br />So if you can help me out or by some odd chance know some one in utah who can let me know.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000001||G-GSX Turbo||01-14-2004||04:55 PM||||I can, what do you need?<br /><br />If you want to see some pics of my work, PM me.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum3/004143.cgi
A||||3||snwbrd40oz||I miss my VR4!||||8||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||01-03-2004||11:59 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||I've been stuck driving my dad's truck ever since I wrecked my VR4 (waiting for parts, waiting to put said parts on..)It wasn't too bad until today when the weather decided to get shitty. Snow and ice on the roads and here I am in a rear wheel drive truck with no weight in the back therefore no traction. The saying is there are no atheists in foxholes, there also are no atheists in RWD trucks on icy days. <br />Just felt like bitching, cant wait to get the car up and running!||65.100.166.122||reg||8||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-04-2004||12:44 AM||||let me know if I can help wrench Kevin!  Having no GVR4 sucks  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Will there be snow on the ground when I get in tomorrow afternoon?||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||snwbrd40oz||01-04-2004||01:11 AM||||Probably not. It dropped just enough to freeze on the roads, but for the most part traffic melted it all down....so other than being butt-ass cold you should be fine. I think I'm aight on the body work(unless you can recommend a cheap shop), but I may take you up on some other things...||65.100.166.122||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-04-2004||10:26 AM||||Sounds good. I don't mind the cold but i'd rather play in the white stuff  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />     Call me if you need other car help, i'll try anything but i've never done bodywork.  Hope you're back on the road soon.||24.107.51.150||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/004274.cgi
A||||19||DuckButterRacing DSM||how many gvr4 are left?||||1||||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-14-2004||11:47 AM||Kholland@gwcvalve.com||Just wondering how many, people think there still are running around.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-14-2004||12:59 PM||||I'd guess 2870 original U.S. imported are remaining.  Plus a dozen or so RHD JDMs brought in...<br /><br />Whoever guesses closest to the actual value without going over gets this OEM USDM VR-4 IC!  OK!||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||01-14-2004||01:05 PM||||From the looks of it there are about 2000 just in NJ it seems!||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-14-2004||01:10 PM||||if I get it right, can I get the JDM bumper you have instead||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||Garfield Wright||01-14-2004||01:11 PM||||I've wondered how many are left too.  Does anyone work for the dmv that can do a search to see how many registered gvr4's are out there?||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||01-14-2004||01:27 PM||||I'll venture a guess of 1699 total that are still left||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Ryan Carey||01-15-2004||06:03 PM||||Left or running???  I know there are alot that are just sitting there going nowhere, alot that were totalled, alot that sit there because the owner has no idea what they have.<br /><br />I'll guess 2100, cause I'm sure there have been many loses in the almost 15 years they have been around.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000007||chauffeur1st||01-15-2004||09:05 PM||||I always wonder about this myself.. That is how many Galant VR4's that are actually out there running and driving.<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000008||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-16-2004||06:44 AM||||Are we counting vr4 front clips as well??? If so we got alot more math to do. J/K||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||01-16-2004||08:26 AM||||I would guess about 1000 or less. We have around 500 registered members. Some are not VR4 owners. I think that at leas 50% of VR4 owners know what they have and are on this forum. I would love to get some real numbers thoug. Could up the value of our cars significantly.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||BlackHole||01-16-2004||08:39 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I would guess about 1000 or less. We have around 500 registered members. Some are not VR4 owners. I think that at leas 50% of VR4 owners know what they have and are on this forum. I would love to get some real numbers thoug. Could up the value of our cars significantly.<br />  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd tend to agree that it is closer to 1000 than 2000. Even for the most cared for cars [short of exotic] the attrition rate over 12 years has to be at least 50%. But if they weren't valuable at 3000 units, they never will be. I've owned two Isuzu Impulse RS AWDs that made GVR4s look like mass production and the Isuzus weren't worth crap. You couldn't give them away. Rare does not necessarily equal valuable.<br /><br />just my $.02||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||01-16-2004||11:42 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> [QUOTE] Rare does not necessarily equal valuable.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not unless you control the market and hype the hell out of it!||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||HHIVR4||01-16-2004||02:36 PM||||check the registry..i forget the site ..link is at clubdsm.com i believe..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000013||udriveu||01-16-2004||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HHIVR4:<br /><strong> check the registry..i forget the site ..link is at clubdsm.com i believe.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not sure how updated that is. I don't think they remove the old ones, so there very well could be the same car up there under 2 different owners.||149.152.207.253||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||01-16-2004||03:08 PM||||I'll say: 1643 are left<br /><br />Just a lucky guess  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.37||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||Jason G.||01-16-2004||08:32 PM||||[/QUOTE] Rare does not necessarily equal valuable.<br /><br />just my $.02 [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />There's a sleezy car dealer here in Orlando who has 145/2000 for sale. He only wants $8000! Completly stock with 115k miles. I even went up there with my car. His sales pitch is " it's very rare".<br /><br />it turns out all of his cars are "rare", right down to the Honda Civics.||65.35.43.169||reg||11||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000016||gvr4ever||01-16-2004||10:01 PM||||My guess is that no one will ever know how many are left.<br /><br />I wouldn't be surprized if less then 1000 are registered, able to start, and drive on the road right now.<br /><br />Between busted timming belts, busted turbo's and lack of care that our cars need, most people don't want to deal with it or they can't afford it.<br /><br />If I didn't mind busted nuckles and looking up vfaqs, I could never afford this car.  In fact, I didn't do any car work untill I got this car.  Since getting this car, I have a whole tool collection for doing all the jobs needed to keep my car on the road and running great.  Of corse it all started to making the car faster, but then came t-belts, brakes, turbo's, ect.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000017||iceman69510||01-20-2004||10:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HHIVR4:<br /><strong> check the registry..i forget the site ..link is at clubdsm.com i believe.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The registry at GVR4.com is basically useless except for entertainment purposes.  It is so full of doubles or even triples, non-US entries, etc.,  and the data in many of them is not accurate.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000018||curtis||01-20-2004||10:58 AM||||The different states would have this info and is public knowledge but I'm sure they would charge for this info.||65.54.98.21||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000019||mixx2001||01-20-2004||01:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> Not unless you control the market and hype the hell out of it! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If we all put ours cars up now starting at around 20k, tell the children of the rice that their fast and furious with AWD, we could all get Evos.  Course I could get an Evo now, but for some reason I don't.  I'm stuck in this abusive relationship with my car.  Think I could get on Oprah with that?  Nah...  Maury?  With out a doubt.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/004275.cgi
A||||4||GVR-4||Raxles.com rules!||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||01-14-2004||12:08 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||Not that this is news to you guys, but I just had to post this. Marty at Raxles.com has great customer service. I went to install my freshly rebuilt tranny about a month ago and I noticed the passenger side outer cv joint had a bulge in it. Turned out the bearing cage thingy had broken. I called Marty since I had purchased the driveaxles from him and installed them when I did the clutch last Spring. He sent a new one out right away. No hassle, no argument, no questions. THAT'S the kind of company I want to do business with.<br /><br />So if you're in the market for driveaxles, PLEASE get them from Raxles.com. They're a bit more expensive than some other places, but I'll GLADLY pay more for a good product and that kind of service. I encourage you to as well.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||01-14-2004||02:36 PM||||How much did they cost you?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||01-14-2004||02:54 PM||||I'll look for the receipt.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||01-14-2004||03:20 PM||||I think I paid around 150 for the drivers side.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||01-15-2004||09:12 AM||||I can't find the receipt, but I found the piece of paper I wrote the quote on:<br /><br />Driver side:    $149.95<br />Passenger side: $119.95<br /><br />That's for the front. And they use NEW outer cv joints, not rebuilt. Check out the website:<br /><br /><a href="http://raxles.com/index1.htm" target="_blank">http://raxles.com/index1.htm</a>||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/004276.cgi
A||||3||Vr4in'||JDM Bumpers||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||01-14-2004||04:12 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I am looking at a front clip I want to buy.There is an RS and a Standard JDM Vr4.Are the front bumpers the same?If not,what is the difference?<br /><br />Thanks<br />Robby Cheaib||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-14-2004||04:17 PM||||the rs will have a bigger intercooler, and bigger pipes.  also, probably a 16g, 510's, but the c/r trans with the different final drive.  i would bet the rs has been beat on a lot more, too.||64.240.175.49||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||01-14-2004||04:37 PM||||So the bumpers ar the same as the standard JDM Vr4?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||supervr4||01-14-2004||04:51 PM||||nope the rs has a small lip at the bottom the opening for the intercooller||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes



ubb/Forum3/004277.cgi
A||||14||G-GSX Turbo||14B Anyone? WARNING: Serious Carnage Enclosed!!||||1||||G-GSX Turbo||00003111
Z||000000||G-GSX Turbo||01-14-2004||04:37 PM||turbostangman@msn.com||Well here are some pics of the 14B and the reason why it quit making 18psi.<br /><br />Notice the nut is missing.....It bounced around and destroyed the wheel. It fell out if the intake pipe when I took it off the turbo.<br /><br />   <img src="http://ahpproducts.bizland.com/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderpictures/MVC-005F.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://ahpproducts.bizland.com/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderpictures/MVC-006F.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Hence the reason I'm going to the T3/T4.....Beleive it or not it still made 10psi.....Don't ask me how....||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||01-14-2004||04:43 PM||||Yikes   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||01-14-2004||04:57 PM||||holi frijoli! that must've hurt!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-14-2004||05:02 PM||||This turbo builder told me that this a common problem... the nut loosens in the same direction as the wheel and this is the cause or something.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||01-14-2004||05:33 PM||||Yeah a lot of people they they are reverse thread but they aren't. I asked the kid that had it before me if he tried loosening the nut before and he said no.<br /><br />Man this has been a bad year with turbos for me....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||01-14-2004||05:45 PM||||and all those metal shavings went where - oooh, makes me cringe thinking about it. Nasty.<br />Sorry about your misfortune there.||167.142.22.200||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||Garfield Wright||01-14-2004||07:05 PM||||I had that happen to me about 2 yrs ago running 19psi.  I was running 19 psi for about a year before it snapped.  That 14b sure spools up fast when running these high boost.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000007||G-GSX Turbo||01-14-2004||07:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> and all those metal shavings went where - oooh, makes me cringe thinking about it. Nasty.<br />Sorry about your misfortune there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No Kidding!! I just finished the IC and started driving the car for not even 500 miles.<br /><br />I took off the turbo to IC pipe and looked inside the IC. I can see pieces of metat imbeded in the core tubes. I'm going to try and Purge out any loose ones with my pressure tester and 120psi of pressure.<br /><br />We'll find out how good my welds are that is for sure...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000008||curtis||01-14-2004||11:48 PM||||After you speed shift to third with the Garrett all this work will be just a bad memory.||65.54.97.143||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||spoulson||01-15-2004||09:31 AM||||I gotta wonder if compressor surge can have a hand in this failure.  If the compressor wheel suddenly stops from high revs (or comes close to it), it could loosen the nut if it's not properly torque and locked.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000010||tikibeast||01-15-2004||04:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I gotta wonder if compressor surge can have a hand in this failure.  If the compressor wheel suddenly stops from high revs (or comes close to it), it could loosen the nut if it's not properly torque and locked. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what would cause that?||67.73.55.183||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||05:00 PM||||Compressor surge most often happens when either not blowing off, or having an insufficient BOV.  The turbo is spooled up, pushing compressed air through the pipes to the engine, and when the throttle plate shuts suddently a pressure wave will reflect off it, traveling through the air in the IC pipe until it hits the compressor blades.  This might also be called a reversion wave, I dunno, physics majors should speak up at this point.  Anyway, this is very bad, to be shoving this air backwards through the compressor.  Sort of like gunning it in reverse, and then while the car is still rolling backward shifting into first and dropping the clutch.  Very hard on parts.  Rally cars often exhibit compressor surge, making a funny chittering/whuffing noise, often heard in front of a corner as they slow down.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||G-GSX Turbo||01-15-2004||09:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> After you speed shift to third with the Garrett all this work will be just a bad memory. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hope so. The thing was being a pain today. Nothing wanted to cooperate. But I made steady progress none the less. All I have left is to finish the Oil return, Oil feed, and modify the turbo to IC pipe.<br /><br />Two days behind schedule but oh well.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000013||sti_95imp||01-15-2004||09:38 PM||||ill have some pics of my turbo (14b) up as soon as i get a new one. no one will talk to me after that, but hey, its my girlfriends car. HA!||68.190.198.81||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000014||G-GSX Turbo||01-16-2004||09:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by John C.:<br /><strong> ill have some pics of my turbo (14b) up as soon as i get a new one. no one will talk to me after that, but hey, its my girlfriends car. HA! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What happened to it?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum3/004148.cgi
A||||0||4drwhore||turbo choice||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||01-04-2004||02:46 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||Does anyone really know anything about PTE's GT series turbo's? My friend Has a setup that I was going to follow that has a PTE SCM61 on it but he has extensive amounts of headwork to help the flow. I do not on the other hand. I was wondering if I should try going with a GT series turbo since I dont plan on doing any kind of headwork for a while and will be sticking with the stock gvr4 intake manifold. I have read about how the GT turbo's has seen 22lb's of boost at 3000-3100 rpm's. I was wondering if anyone could help me out with a GT series choice considering the setup that I have.<br /><br />These are my mods:<br />keydiver chip<br />denso 660s<br />stock intake mani<br />evoIII ported exhaust mani<br />3" SS downpipe external dump<br />stock head with crower springs/titanium retainers<br />2g MAF<br />FP intake pipe<br />SAFC<br />ACT2600<br />walboro 255lph<br />anything else that might make a difference that I should know about?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum3/004279.cgi
A||||1||jonvr4||how many of us have.....||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-14-2004||10:15 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||more then 1 gvr4?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||01-14-2004||11:07 PM||||Im soon to have one and a half,my front clip comes in in about 3 weeks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/004280.cgi
A||||1||marvinmadman123||Got Carbon Fiber?||||1||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||01-14-2004||10:31 PM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||Anyone heard of this company? <a href="http://www.1320motorsport.com/carbonshop.html" target="_blank">1320 motorsport</a> <br />On the site it says "Carbon Fiber Hoods: we carry a large selection of hoods, if we do not carry your hood, and it's not in production we can make them for you with a minimum order of 10 hoods.  Carbon Fiber Panels: Any size or shape."  <br /><br />What yall think?||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||megaice||01-16-2004||01:44 AM||||I would be down if they could do the Invader hood||209.219.209.72||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum3/004281.cgi
A||||4||Vr4in'||Doing the timing||||2||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||01-14-2004||11:01 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I am going to do the timing on my car,here is a list of what I have so far to get changed...<br /><br />-Oil pump sprocket<br /><br />-Timing belt tensioner pulley<br /><br />-Timing belt tensioner/tensioner adjuster<br /><br />-Balance shaft belt<br /><br />-Timing belt<br /><br />-Balance shaft tensioner<br /><br />-Waterpump<br /><br />-Idler pulley<br /><br />-Crankshaft and cam seals<br /><br />I listed these parts on what I have so far to buy before I take the car to the shop to get the timing done.I was wondering if there is any other timing or any other componment I should change while I am in there.Thanks a lot<br /><br /><br />Robby Cheaib||24.96.16.124||reg||2||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||curtis||01-14-2004||11:45 PM||||Trash the balance shafts.  If the bearings are not gone they will be. Just good insurance.||65.54.97.143||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Vr4in'||01-15-2004||12:20 AM||||Thanks a lot Curtis,I think I will do that.Anything else I should get or check out while we are in there?<br /><br />Thanks<br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000003||red91awdtalon||01-15-2004||04:37 AM||||STUPID to say but a lot of people mess it up. if you do the balance shaft removal, more than likely your gonna have your oil pan off.... MAKE SURE YOU PUT THE 2 SHORTER BOLTS WHERE THEY CAME FROM! the 2 short bolts go under the crank sprocket and the oil pump sprocket..... dont shred the belt. very important. good luck  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000004||Dan D||01-15-2004||07:20 AM||||If you're pulling the balance shafts, you should replace the seals in the front cover while you're in there.<br /><br />Also, buy new water-pump bolts.  They get soft and snap off - not fun, trust me.<br /><br />The VFAQ and FSM are your best friends for this job (unless you have a friend who wants to come over and do the job for you.  If so, they are your best friend  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum3/004282.cgi
A||||26||jcgalantvr4-244||WHATS YOUR DEFINITION OF RICE!!!!||||1||||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796
Z||000000||jcgalantvr4-244||01-15-2004||12:06 AM||j_clark@mchsi.com||Just wondering I keep hearing all of us talking about rice.  whats your idea of rice.<br /><br />Mine is that stupid guy that drives the Mustang with flames, a body kit,windshield washer nozzle lights.   A stupid tin spoiler and dont forget the exhaust tip that lights up.   You know that guy every town has one of these guys.  <br /><br />Just wanted to hear what all your ideas were.<br />     <br />Jeremy<br /><br />" yes man that spoiler adds about 15 to 20  extra horse power"||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||01-15-2004||12:21 AM||||Rice: Any modification that doesn't improve performance, reliability, handling or function.<br /><br />Body kits, wire looms, non functioning wings, rims that are larger then they need to be (20's for sure, 19's on big cars with big brakes are OK) just a muffler and no bigger piping, or just a tip.  Things like that.  Silicone vacuum hose is one I don't consider rice, at least on cars the age of ours (replace cracking stuff, eliminate un-needed stuff)<br /><br />So by my definition my car will have some rice. (in the form on polished/ brushed aluminum in the engine bay mostly)||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000002||gvr4ever||01-15-2004||12:34 AM||||A car made to look faster then it really is, or a low end car made to look like the higher end model.<br /><br />Any sticker or emblem that doesn't belong.  Like a Type R, or any performace part sticker when that part isn't really on the car.  Really tall spoilers are pretty stupid too.  Body kits, and aftermarket spoilers are a grey area.  They can be nicly done and the car could be a show car.<br /><br />Neon lights, wheel spinnies, strobes, flashers, whistler tips (whooo whooo) are all personalized things to add to a car, but not ricy because they don't give the impression that the car is some way faster because of it.  They just show that the car owners have too much money and they don't know what to do with it.  So they buy stuff for a car, every week, adding more lights, and other stuff.  JK<br /><br />Fake FMICs and BOVs are as ricy as it gets.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||01:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> Rice: Any modification that doesn't improve performance, reliability, handling or function.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Pretty much does it for me.  But, that definition and my burning hatred for all things rice doesn't stop me from being a ricer for myself.  For example, Gabor's SS spark plug covers, very ricey.  But, the individuality lent them by matching limited edition numbers counters it to a certain degree, lending it credibility relying on it being mounted on the proper car.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||01-15-2004||02:46 AM||||Now see, that's not rice, that is a "customization" of your "rod".  You're a car "enthusiast" working on "restoration" of a limited edition automobile.  Your goal is to kick the crap out of those (choose one) Ford/Chevy guys (anything V8, really).  No shame there.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||01-15-2004||05:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Neon lights, wheel spinnies, strobes, flashers, whistler tips (whooo whooo) are all personalized things to add to a car, but not ricy because they don't give the impression that the car is some way faster because of it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think we all just learned something about your car.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.233.105.148||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||01-15-2004||08:10 AM||||don't forget the lighted valve caps, cheeeesy.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||01-15-2004||09:27 AM||||I look at it from the opposite angle.<br /><br />Non-Rice:  Any added object or device that tastefully and realistically matches your car's design and purpose.<br /><br />Chrome plating the valve covers, intake pipes, etc. look great.  Painting them bright yellow makes me puke.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||gvr4ever||01-15-2004||01:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bigfoot:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Neon lights, wheel spinnies, strobes, flashers, whistler tips (whooo whooo) are all personalized things to add to a car, but not ricy because they don't give the impression that the car is some way faster because of it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think we all just learned something about your car.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">*SMACK*<br /><br />I don't think so.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000009||thon||01-15-2004||01:43 PM||||bah, ive got pink neons, but its just a joke (albiet an expensive one), i still find it fuggin hilarious.  As well as the pink valve cover<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000010||ayvr4||01-15-2004||01:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> ...wire looms...  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think wire loom and other engine dress up is ok, unless the engine bay is dirty as hell with one shiney ass peice...<br /><br />I like my wire loom, any opinions anyone ? too rice like?<br /> <a href="http://aaron.fugeelama.com/Under%20Hood%202.jpg" target="_blank">http://aaron.fugeelama.com/Under%20Hood%202.jpg</a>||68.74.194.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000011||GVR1643||01-15-2004||01:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalantvr4-244:<br /><strong> Just wondering I keep hearing all of us talking about rice.  whats your idea of rice.<br /><br />Just wanted to hear what all your ideas were.<br />     <br />Jeremy<br /><br />" yes man that spoiler adds about 15 to 20  extra horse power" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Big Ralliart stickers, different colored hood...  <br />OK, OK, I'm just kidding Jeremy!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />My definition of domestic rice literally drove behind me a week ago - Mustang with so much pinstriping I couldn't tell if it was supposed to be red or white; HUGE spoiler that made the STI and EVO ones look like a little lip; big ass white triple blade wipers, stick on chrome in various places, and there was more!  <br />Wife and kid were with me on the way to dinner and I wanted to follow the guy to get a picture (wife had camera) just to be able to share it here - but we were already running late.<br /><br />Whenever I see the epitome of rice, I can't help but pull along blip the throttle and make them wonder if that park bench on the trunk is really going to help.||167.142.21.186||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||01-15-2004||02:02 PM||||yeah whats up with the ralliart banner - do you have any ralliart parts in it - shift knob, e-brake lever headgasket or something?    <br /><br />Take it off and the get the Des Moines Special - APC banner instead  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||stevevr4||01-15-2004||02:06 PM||||I often wonder if people see "VR-4" on the back of a Galant and think I'm a total hardcore ricer.  It probably looks like the equivalent to a "Type R" badge on an Accord to those who aren't "in the know".||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000014||sleeper||01-15-2004||02:55 PM||||Rice, like other grains, consists of three parts: the outer bran, the starchy endospern which makes up the bulk of the grain, and the germ, or heart. The bran and germ are the parts of the grain that provide the nutrition, and these are the parts that are removed in the process of refining the brown rice to white rice. White rice has an advantage over brown rice - it is resistant to insect infestation. It has so little nutrition even bugs aren't interested.    <img src="http://www.stlsr.com/forums/images/smilies/bigok.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000015||GVR1643||01-15-2004||03:06 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gabor:<br /><strong> Rice, like other grains, consists of three parts: the outer bran, the starchy endospern which makes up the bulk of the grain, and the germ, or heart. The bran and germ are the parts of the grain that provide the nutrition, and these are the parts that are removed in the process of refining the brown rice to white rice. White rice has an advantage over brown rice - it is resistant to insect infestation. It has so little nutrition even bugs aren't interested.     <img src="http://www.stlsr.com/forums/images/smilies/bigok.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL.<br />Gabor's our new resident rice expert...sorry KC, you've been replaced  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||167.142.21.186||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000016||mikeyoung00||01-15-2004||04:56 PM||||Rice is in the eye of the beholder. In the automotive sense the term was first applied to any Japanese car sold in the U.S., as in "Ricemobile", or "Rice burner". Over time the term came to mean several things: <br />-body modifications that involved a little too much "surface excitement" (which was a common styling complaint of western automotive journalists when reviewing Japanese car styling from the 60s and, especially, the 70s.)<br />-illogical or misleading badging such as VTEC stickers on a Nissan product or GTR badges on a Yugo<br />-cheap appearance "upgrades" especially gaudy ones like fluorescent pink wire loom, bolt-on 3" exhaust tips, indiglo pedals and shift knobs, etc.<br />-"functional" mods that either don't improve function ('aero' kits, 20 lb 'race' rims, 3" cat-backs on n.a. cars, etc.) or actually hurt performance (3" drops, 35 lb 'race' rims, giant wings, etc.)<br /><br />There is a special place in the rice firmament for swarm-of-bees exhaust systems and a special place in hell for those who sell them. <br /><br />Finally, one should not confuse 'Rice' with 'Bling'. Each has its purposes and its proponents. I like a little rice with my bling. Some bling is ricey and some rice is bling but this overlap is merely coincidental.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||05:05 PM||||Good point about the Ralliart stuff.  It's like Honda guys putting Mugen stickers on their cars with none of the parts.  Does anyone here have actual legit Ralliart parts on their car?  I've got a Ralliart knob, ebrake handle, and harness pads, but I'm 99.99% sure that the pads are fakes.  If I'm "advertising" Ralliart without actually sporting their products to improve my ride, does that make me a ricer?  I've always comforted myself with the thought that at least I'm staying in the right camp... and the knob does improve my shifting, but the ebrake handle is just pure rice.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000018||mikeyoung00||01-15-2004||09:49 PM||||One could argue that if you aren't after com contingency money or aren't actually being sponsored by a vendor (i.e. getting $ or free parts, or at least getting parts below wholesale) then sponsor stickers are rice. <br /><br />Then again, I don't mind a little rice now and then. Goes good with shrimp, fish, teriaki steak, etc.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000019||sti_95imp||01-16-2004||12:25 AM||||i think mabey something like ralli art stickers could avoid the rice designation, simply because until recently ralli art was almost unheard of. therefore a ralli art sticker could be more like a sign to anybody else who "knows" that your in the "know". kinda like sti used to be for the subaru guys. flying a flag more than faking the funk.... did i make any sense just now???||68.190.198.81||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000020||jcgalantvr4-244||01-16-2004||02:09 AM||||OK I WILL PULL OFF THE RALLIART STICKER AND GET ME A NICE GALANT STICKER TO PUT ON MY CAR SO EVERYONE KNOWS WHAT KIND OF CAR I DRIVE.<br /><br />happy guys <br /><br />CAPS!!!!!!!!!||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000021||G-GSX Turbo||01-16-2004||09:13 AM||||I ABSOLUTELY HATE SPACE SHUTTLE WINGS!!<br /><br />That is all....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000023||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||10:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by John C.:<br /><strong> i think mabey something like ralli art stickers could avoid the rice designation, simply because until recently ralli art was almost unheard of. therefore a ralli art sticker could be more like a sign to anybody else who "knows" that your in the "know". </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Kind of like Mugen used to be before every kid in town started reading well thumbed copies of superstreet down at the local knob and pedal shop? <br /><br />Hey, its only a word. If you like the way something looks on your car you should keep it on. I will start worrying about the statements my car makes and what other people think about how it looks when they start paying my maintenance, repair, and performance parts bills.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000024||HHIVR4||01-16-2004||02:40 PM||||youve all pretty much summed that up.but you forget the guy who sits at the taco bell drive through bouncing off his rev limiter..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000025||GVR1643||01-16-2004||03:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalantvr4-244:<br /><strong> OK I WILL PULL OFF THE RALLIART STICKER AND GET ME A NICE GALANT STICKER TO PUT ON MY CAR SO EVERYONE KNOWS WHAT KIND OF CAR I DRIVE.<br /><br />happy guys <br /><br />CAPS!!!!!!!!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ah, just messin' with you Jeremy.  Leave it if you like it, everyone has their own taste. I'd leave that before I put on one that say GALANT.<br /><br />I'm all for the "plain wrapper" look and have even thought of taking my badges of the trunk. When/if it gets painted, they will remain off.<br />I'd be happier if you couldn't see my 3" exhaust coming out the back as well.||167.142.22.37||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000026||jcgalantvr4-244||01-16-2004||05:57 PM||||Just a joke Kevin  I aint mad at ya .<br /><br />I  would never pull my ralliart sticker.<br /><br /> And dont u worry about me mister I wish I had another vr4. "KC"<br /><br />Good luck on finding that grey vr4 buddy||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000027||blacksheep||01-16-2004||06:12 PM||||Thanks, man.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004283.cgi
A||||0||JAYGVR4||Perhaps another place to represent and show our colors...||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||01-15-2004||12:15 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||<a href="http://pics.dsm.org/" target="_blank">http://pics.dsm.org/</a>||171.75.57.12||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum3/004284.cgi
A||||4||1420mark||GVR4 specific VFAQ archive ?||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||01-15-2004||02:13 AM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||Is there a good sized collection site for GVR4 specific repair /modification VFAQ's  - FAQ's<br />   .    how about more links to round out the basics  ones below. <br />I have seen the <br />1.    <a href="http://www.vfac.com" target="_blank">www.vfac.com</a>  - of course <br />and <br />2. RRE's   sites Vfaq<br />3.   Spencer home page and <br />4.   <a href="http://www.geocities.com/qwik93awd/Vfaq/covfaq.htm" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/qwik93awd/Vfaq/covfaq.htm</a> <br />any more to complete the list , regardless of  GVR4 specif||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-15-2004||02:39 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a>||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||slvrblt||01-15-2004||02:40 AM||||Top of the Tech section: <br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=2;t=001712</a><br /><br />This whole board is a great archive if people use the search button.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000003||1420mark||01-26-2004||11:49 PM||||thanks ,  right under my nose . I have in fact found alot through search , yet I was looking for links to specific procedures recorded with photo corresponding pics||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000004||jayru||01-26-2004||11:54 PM||||Just so everybody knows. Don't rag on people for not doing searches. Somebody went crazy deleting topics lately  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Almost everytime i do a search, it says topic does not exist.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum3/004155.cgi
A||||4||snwbrd40oz||'91 Belize Green wheels||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||01-05-2004||01:54 AM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Anyone know what they are worth/need some? I took the stock wheels off due to a chip in the rim of one,right on the bead. The other 3 are in good shape. I didn't know if they are repairable, if not I thought I would see if I can make someone 3/4 happy or mabye three people looking for spares happy. Anyone with suggestions?<br /><br />PS didnt want to put this in the 'for sale' section till I found out if the one rim is repairable||65.100.166.122||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-05-2004||08:56 AM||||i want another set of '91 green wheels but i guess i'd need all four||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-05-2004||11:57 AM||||The rim is probably repairable, but in the $80-100 range to do it professionally (the correct way).  Usually more than someone wants to pay for used wheels.  When they become unobtanium, it will become worth it.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-05-2004||12:42 PM||||i just sent in 2 wheels to be refinished.  cost is 109, they straighten, paint, and rebuild the entire wheel.  it comes out like new.  i had this done about 4 years ago also.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||DsmSeifer||01-05-2004||11:41 PM||||If nothing else man I'll take them off your hands I messed 2 of mine up in the snow when I hit a curb. PM me with what you wanty for them.||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes



ubb/Forum3/004156.cgi
A||||2||snwbrd40oz||data loggers||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||01-05-2004||02:25 AM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Don't want to step on any toes, but does anyone have a preference for the TMO or the one up in the 'for sale' section. at a glance, I like the TMO a little better because it seems to work with laptops, whereas the other seems to need a PDA (which I'd have to buy) <br />Help?!?||65.100.166.122||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||01-05-2004||08:16 AM||||Honestly, which would you rather have in your car while your're flogging it, which you'd be doing if you're logging it, a big fragile and expensive laptop or a small and cheap pda?  Palms can be had for $30 easily all day on ebay, often a lot with a limited warranty.  Which are more likely to inspire a thief to break into your car?  Which is more Fast and Furious?  You can easily mount a pda in your car, a laptop is more problematic.<br /><br />And on the other hand, Todd Day, while being a fantastic pioneer in the world of DSMs, xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.  Mike of pocketlogger.com however has so far shown unflagging energy in his customer support.<br /><br />Can you see where I'm going?  Save the laptop for browsing porn while on the can and get get a pda for "real" datalogging.<br /><br />Edit-- Haha, look at me, I'm using the edit function!  I just recently read Jeff's post about the Todd misunderstanding, and so am retracting my comments on his personal character.  Although I still feel that he sort of abandoned a lot of DSMers, I can understand getting burned out.  That's all.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||keydiver||01-05-2004||10:20 AM||||You can use either a PDA or notebook with most logger cables, it just requires a null modem/gender adapter to make it work. I include both adapters with the built-in logger board I sell, so you can use both/either. Pins 2 and 3 are reversed, and the gender is different, male vs female.||67.34.8.11||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/004285.cgi
A||||6||TurboVR4dr||Tranny parts anyone||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||01-15-2004||02:04 AM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||I just shipped these to John Shepherd.  He should have fun sorting this stuff out.  You should ahve seen the Jeep Grand Cherokee squat hauling this stuff.  Good thing I didn"t have to pay shipping.  I bet there is 6plus tranny's in here.  John will put them to better use then me.  Next thing is I have to try and find someone local to buy 7 or 8 cylinder heads.<br /><br />Scott  <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2472" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2472&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /> <br /> <small>[ 01-15-2004, 12:18 PM: Message edited by: Jon ]</small>||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000003||Team Ducktape||01-15-2004||02:29 AM||||Hey Scott<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2473" alt=" - " />||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000004||TurboVR4dr||01-15-2004||02:39 AM||||Thanks Rob  how is my car doing?  Still collecting dust?<br />I guess you don't want this 4inch exhaust.  let me know before it goes bye bye.<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000005||Team Ducktape||01-15-2004||02:50 AM||||heheh I thought old Gary would cheer you up. Yes car isn't running yet, how did you guess... And yes I will take the exhaust. Email me details about the heads please. Maybe I can pick some up as well. Feel free to add anything else you have for sale. So are we going to trade yet? I still have the shell  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000006||TurboVR4dr||01-15-2004||03:04 AM||||My Galant is going into the garage this week. I have a 7-bolt I am going assemble for it.  I already have new 95 pistons so I might as well.  It won't see over 350-400 so the small rod will be fine.  Going to have to have to make it run soon baby will be here in June.<br /><br />Scott||64.12.107.177||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||01-15-2004||03:27 AM||||Rob's a decent guy, just a little slow.||67.167.201.26||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||01-15-2004||12:06 PM||||He's Speedy Gonzales compared to Scott.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/004286.cgi
A||||2||anomalyva||What happened to mofugas.com||||1||||anomalyva||00003197
Z||000000||anomalyva||01-15-2004||12:58 PM||requiemofanomaly@speedpost.net||I got in to GVR4's recently, and everyone talks about it, but mofugas.com dosen't work, and I can't find another site on the net.||164.65.132.64||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||01-15-2004||01:03 PM||||Rob , the owner of Mufugas, retired the business and the site.  We miss his presence and his stuff.||24.148.23.215||reg||9||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-16-2004||11:52 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/docs/" target="_blank">web page</a>||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/004287.cgi
A||||5||Minjin||Winter Warning||||1||||Minjin||00001036
Z||000000||Minjin||01-15-2004||01:16 PM||minnsjr@eudoramail.com||I just had a bad experience with the Galant. Not entirely sure just how bad its going to end up, but it has potential to be very bad.<br /><br />I went outside to start up the Galant since she hasn't been driven in a while. I've been too lazy to install the rear brakes so she's just been sitting. Now with the recent snow, I have a newfound motivation to get her driving again. So, I start her up and let her warm up a bit. After a while, I notice that it seems to be smoking a little too much and that the smoke is a little blue tinged. Uh oh. I move the car a couple feet so I can clear some snow and I notice a small oil puddle. Looking underneath the car, I can see oil dripping from my downpipe. Not looking good, but I figure that its cold so the seals are just hard and they're seeping a bit.<br /><br />After a couple more minutes, the smoke hasn't abated and the oil seems to be dripping faster and now from two places in the downpipe (probably pin holes because its old). Oil also seemed to be coming from the oil filter slightly. Finally, I get the snow cleared off the hood, shut her down and open the hood. As I'm opening it, I notice a little bit of oil on the underside of the hood. I look down and see a decent amount of oil around the oil fill cap. I also notice that my timing belt seems a little wet with oil. A quick look shows that at least one of the cam seals is seeping. Figure it out yet?<br /><br />I pop off the oil cap and air comes out with a big hiss. Hmmm. That shouldn't be happening. Even if I have a blown head gasket, pressure shouldn't be building up in the crankcase because I have a catch can. Is it maybe full? I pull the hose out of my Marvel's Mystery Oil and discover the problem. The hose was in just far enough and the can was just full enough that the hose was frozen shut. That meant that the car couldn't ventilate its crank case which is very bad on a cold day, especially when the car hasn't run in a while.<br /><br />The damages? Well, obviously the turbo oil seal was leaking quite a bit to have that much oil come out of the exhaust. Hopefully it'll seal itself back up but I'm sure my exhaust is coated with oil inside now, and worst case is I need to rebuild my turbo now. Timing belt is wet with oil. I'm not sure just how wet and if I'll replace it though. If a cam seal is leaking, the potential for other seals like front main (fun) and rear main (far more fun) to be leaking is decent. If the rear main leaked enough, the clutch could be soaked and thus toast. How many other seals?<br /><br />Its amazing how such a small thing could cause so many problems. I'm more than a little pissed and I can't help but be irritated with the car even though I know it was my fault. After I fix the brakes, I'll drive it and hopefully everything will seal itself and not leak too badly. It sucks that I just built the engine several thousand miles ago and now its going to be a leaky pig. Oh well...<br /><br />Lesson learned and those of you with catch cans be warned.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||01-15-2004||01:24 PM||||Mark, I'm not sure I understand, the hose was bottomed-out in the can and therefore the open end was shut? Wouldn't it just lift off the bottom when the crankcase vented itself? I bet you're okay. The dipstick would probably just pop out under more than a couple of psi.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||01-15-2004||01:27 PM||||No, the catch can had some water in it. Since its below freezing and the hose was slightly immersed in the water, it froze shut.<br /><br />As for being ok, many seals are definitely leaking. Its just a matter of whether they decide to seal themselves...<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||02-03-2004||02:00 PM||||Just thought I'd post an update even though nobody cared...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />The car was driveable for the first time yesterday. I connected the catch can hose to a small clear fuel filter and rerouted it back into the intake temporarily to help pull the seals closed. Driving down the road, she was billowing great clouds of blue smoke, enough that it was leaving a trail at least a mile long. However, the more I drove, the more it decreased, until now where it only puffs at hard WOT. It'll take some time to burn all the oil out of the exhaust, but it at least appears that the turbo isn't leaking anymore. As for the rest of the seals, there seems to be some seepage, but I can't be certain until it warms up and I get in there and wipe everything clean. I'll worry about that aspect of damage control then. For now, she's not leaving puddles of oil anywhere, the timing belt isn't soaked, and the clutch isn't slipping, so all is good enough to drive.<br /><br />Moral of the story, put some antifreeze in your catch can. My experience could have turned out much worse. Since the engine is new and all seals are new, they seem to have pretty much resealed themselves. However, if the engine had a bunch of miles on it, they very well might not have.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||Sam Sayes||02-03-2004||02:45 PM||||Good news to hear Mark,<br />glad its working out sir.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||02-03-2004||02:49 PM||||A freind of mine had a similar experience a few years back with his. <br /><br />Not thinking (new owner at that point),he had installed one of the Summit overflow cans as a catchcan with no way to vent,and shortly after,driving down the interstate it started to BILLOW smoke. <br /><br /> He dissconnected the hoses,and after a day or so everything was back to normal. It was scary for him for a little while though! <br /> <br /> He later redid the hoses and added a K&N breather.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.48||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/004288.cgi
A||||4||hecdws||4g63 turbo in a 92 mirage?||||1||||hecdws||00001291
Z||000000||hecdws||01-15-2004||10:16 AM||hecdws@aol.com||ok i got a 92 mirage for almost nothing(an uicp i had for a 1st gen). i want to put a 4g63 in it will the stock tranny bolt up? its a 1.5 not the dohc 4g61. id like to keep it automatic so the wife can use it also if needed. also its a 92 so im guessing it will use the 91-92 dsm wiring am i correct? well any help appreciated.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000001||pisces_0||01-15-2004||10:29 AM||||It can DEFINITELY be done.  Check out some of these threads on the 4G61T forum:<br /> <a href="http://www.4g61t.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=23" target="_blank">http://www.4g61t.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=23</a>||64.199.238.75||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000002||Ant||01-15-2004||11:12 AM||||Hector here is a car that was finished just recently at the shop.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.broadwayperformance.com/beef/Mirage%20pics/DSCF0005.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.broadwayperformance.com/beef/Mirage%20pics/DSCF0008.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br />more pics here<br /><a href="http://www.broadwayperformance.com/beef/mirage.htm" target="_blank">www.broadwayperformance.com/beef/mirage.htm</a><br /><br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000003||Colt4G63||01-15-2004||12:10 PM||||the swap can definetely be done. i have 2 turbo colt/mirages both with 4g63's. the 1.5 tranny will not bolt up. the only trannys that bolt up are the 4g61t(km201) tranny and the stock dsm. you can use the 1.5 axles but there not strong at all.also the 4g61t turbo mirage and turbo colt are the easiest to swap, since the wiring is the same and everything pligs in.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||01-15-2004||03:09 PM||||There are MORE C/M 4G63 running around then you could ever imagine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I actaully have one as well.  4G61T.com is definitley a site you should check out.  <br />there's a fully detailed section on installing <br />The motor/trans/ECU and wiring harness into your car !!<br /><br />Good luck, and if you need help, contact me!  I'm phntmenace on 4G61T.com.<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://us.f1f.yahoofs.com/bc/3f96c0d7_3755/bc/Car+Stuff/GeoffsREDMirage2.jpg?bf6evBABnISApaFt" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/004289.cgi
A||||9||bujang_hensem||JDM vr4 200hp vs 220hp||||1||||bujang_hensem||00001473
Z||000000||bujang_hensem||01-14-2004||10:07 PM||abgabas@celcom.net.my||Hi guy, just a quick question....what are the major thing that Mitsu did to increase extra 20hp out from this 6 bolt engine...so far what i know engine,turbo,injector,intercooler,throttle body 60mm, intercooler piping etc are still using the same size...<br /><br />TQ||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000001||red91awdtalon||01-14-2004||10:10 PM||||it was a very complex solution of stickers and jdm headlight fluid. i highly recommend the tweaker blinkers and a 4 foot wing.  <br /><br />na but seriously i have no idea but always wonderd the same thing.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000002||Z-1 Jon||01-14-2004||10:30 PM||||I believe the JDM cars have a bigger front mounted IC and a different intake manifold.||64.158.185.154||reg||1||Z-1 Jon||00002656||yes
Z||000003||tikibeast||01-15-2004||12:17 AM||||bump||4.62.139.114||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000004||supervr4||01-15-2004||12:51 AM||||These are from a mates website (Cheers Razza)<br />Evo 0<br /><br />TD05 16G - This Could Be A Big Or Small 16G, It Depends On The Year <br />4Bolt Rear Diff <br />510cc Injectors <br />Slightly Bigger Intercooler and Intercooler Piping <br />Bigger Fuel Pump <br />Vents In The Lower Part Of The Bumper <br />Bonnet Vents <br />Different Profile Cams - Mitsubishi Used The Same In The Evo 3 A Few Years Later <br />2 Piston Brake's On The Front <br /><br /><br />VR4 rs <br /><br />TD05 16G - This Could Be A Big Or Small 16G, It Depends On The Year <br />4Bolt Rear Diff <br />510cc Injectors <br />Slightly Bigger Intercooler and Intercooler Piping <br />Bigger Fuel Pump <br />Vents In The Lower Part Of The Bumper <br />Bonnet Vents <br />Different Profile Cams - Mitsubishi Used The Same In The Evo 3 A Few Years Later <br />2 Piston Brake's On The Front <br />Close Ratio Gearbox <br />RS Badging <br />WindUp Windows, Less Interior Gadgets <br /><br />Shane||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||01-15-2004||01:33 PM||||Maybe something in the ecu?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||MX4||01-15-2004||03:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by supervr4:<br /><strong> These are from a mates website (Cheers Razza)<br />Evo 0<br /><br />TD05 16G - This Could Be A Big Or Small 16G, It Depends On The Year <br />4Bolt Rear Diff <br />510cc Injectors <br />Slightly Bigger Intercooler and Intercooler Piping <br />Bigger Fuel Pump <br />Vents In The Lower Part Of The Bumper <br />Bonnet Vents <br />Different Profile Cams - Mitsubishi Used The Same In The Evo 3 A Few Years Later <br />2 Piston Brake's On The Front <br /><br /><br />VR4 rs <br /><br />TD05 16G - This Could Be A Big Or Small 16G, It Depends On The Year <br />4Bolt Rear Diff <br />510cc Injectors <br />Slightly Bigger Intercooler and Intercooler Piping <br />Bigger Fuel Pump <br />Vents In The Lower Part Of The Bumper <br />Bonnet Vents <br />Different Profile Cams - Mitsubishi Used The Same In The Evo 3 A Few Years Later <br />2 Piston Brake's On The Front <br />Close Ratio Gearbox <br />RS Badging <br />WindUp Windows, Less Interior Gadgets <br /><br />Shane </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats copyrighted property. Im going to sue your ass now||202.180.83.6||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes
Z||000007||supervr4||01-15-2004||05:39 PM||||Bring it   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I can give you that nut I lost if you want as payment   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000008||bujang_hensem||01-15-2004||08:12 PM||||so vr4rs are 220hp and vr4 evo0 240hp is it true?<br /><br />how about JDM vr4 cyclone year 1990 above that has 14B? I think this also have 220hp||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000009||MX4||01-16-2004||05:25 AM||||yeah thatll do. and I want one of the front engine mount nuts as interest||202.180.83.6||reg||1||MX4||00000093||yes



ubb/Forum3/004290.cgi
A||||8||spatchana||TOW VR4||||1||||spatchana||00002703
Z||000000||spatchana||01-14-2004||03:48 PM||supoj.patchana@us.army.mil||I need to tow my gvr4 appx. 600 mi. If I remove the driveshaft can I tow the car w/ just the 2 front wheels suspended?  --thanks||204.34.247.9||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes
Z||000001||henrok||01-14-2004||03:51 PM||||cant u just put the car in neutral and chain it to the other car that will pull your vr4?  i had to push my car a few blocks the other day and i just put it in neutral and pushed it home.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||Colt4G63||01-14-2004||03:56 PM||||yeah but i dont think he wants to push his car 600 miles or tow it there with a chain. disconnect the driveshaft and your all set.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000003||V8EATER||01-14-2004||03:57 PM||||My brother is a tow driver- his thoughts<br /><br />NEVER tow an all wheel drive/4 wheel drive vehicle without pulling the rear driveline. Unless you like to replace expensive parts on a regular basis.  <br /><br />You can tow the car when the driveshaft is disengaged; however, put it on a flatbed and save yourself the headache/possible breakage. 600 miles is a long way to go with a risk like that.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000004||henrok||01-14-2004||04:04 PM||||my thoughts were, if hes gonna have it towed anyways, why get underneath the car, just tell the tow driver to pull it to its place with a chain while hed have it in neutral and be in his car.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000005||supervr4||01-14-2004||04:35 PM||||I think he means 600 miles thats a long way to go being towed||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000006||TAMBLERAMBLE||01-14-2004||04:35 PM||||or henrok   he could just push it with another car, or pull it with a chain  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||4.65.253.182||reg||1||Tambleramble||00001897||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||01-14-2004||06:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by henrok:<br /><strong> my thoughts were, if hes gonna have it towed anyways, why get underneath the car, just tell the tow driver to pull it to its place with a chain while hed have it in neutral and be in his car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well,first of all its DANGEROUS and ILLEGAL to tow a car with a chain...Use your head.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br /> It would be fine to tow it on a dolly if you remove the driveshaft.||129.71.115.168||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000008||jpgvr4||01-14-2004||07:10 PM||||If it is an option rent double axle car hauler. If you are moving check out penske, but here's the thing, get quotes for other cities near you and look at the $ difference, also a AAA membership is definately worth the discount. Penske car haulers usually have 4 hydraulic disc brakes so you can really haul quick like!||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes



ubb/Forum3/004291.cgi
A||||6||V8EATER||horns||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||01-14-2004||01:38 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||ok, I don't have the shop manual yet, so bear with me on this question.  I have found a total of 3 horns, or what appear to be horns.  two under the bumper cover, and one on the ds, by the brake master cylinder.  however, only one works.  is it supposed to be this way?  I'm wanting to upgrade to a hella horn, and would like to clear this up before I do.  thanks||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||01-14-2004||02:00 PM||||The single horn under the hood is for the alarm.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||01-14-2004||02:11 PM||||that is what I thought might be the case, but alas, my alarm sounds from the PS horn under the bumper.  I disconnected the one under the hood, and nothing changed.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||01-14-2004||02:17 PM||||Just a heads-up. I've had to replace my $80 twin supertones two times because, while mounted in the stock locations, they seem to get filled with water and short out. Hella sent me new ones which took 60 days, one week after that they shorted again. <br /><br />GE Cordless phones, Tap Sets from Ebay, Hella Horns, the junk list is growing.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||gvr4ever||01-14-2004||04:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> that is what I thought might be the case, but alas, my alarm sounds from the PS horn under the bumper.  I disconnected the one under the hood, and nothing changed.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You're car must not be stock.  I just replaced my alarm horn by the firewall with a much louder one.  I tested it and it is in fact the one on the firewall, not the bumper.  <br /><br />I didn't know there were two under the bumper though.  I was going to replace the(m) horns when I installed a IC.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||01-14-2004||07:12 PM||||With all of your goodies Andy, I don't think you have the stock alarm anymore.<br /><br />You don't need horns, anyhow, that's why guns were invented.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Akidosigh1||01-14-2004||08:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>You don't need horns, anyhow, that's why guns were invented.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I know thats right!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/004292.cgi
A||N||25||tikibeast||sequential turbos||||1||||tikibeast||00003193
Z||000000||tikibeast||01-14-2004||10:30 PM||tikibeast@hotmail.com||has anybody considered trying a sequential turbo set up for the GVR4?||4.62.139.114||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000001||msaskin||01-14-2004||10:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by tikibeast:<br /><strong> has anybody considered trying a sequential turbo set up for the GVR4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why?  In general how many twin turbo setups do you see on 4-cylinder cars anyhow??<br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000002||MustGoFaster||01-14-2004||11:34 PM||||I have thought about this a little.<br /><br />Why? 14B x 2 = 66 lbs/min.  Bigger than a 50 trim, 60 trim and about equal to a 60-1.<br />S16G x 2 = 72 lbs/min<br />B16G x 2 = 76 lbs/min<br /><br />The flow of a big turbo with the "lag" of a 20G. (not to say that a 20G comes close to having lag)<br /><br />The main question is how to control them.  Like the Supras do? or a little diffrent.<br /><br />I have put more thought into this than that but we'll see how many people start bashing.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000003||1420mark||01-14-2004||11:43 PM||||Keith Mcdonald was just selling a set up w/ 2 t-25 side to side  with the custom exhaust header/manifold . end result of the project ( done by some one else  originally) is that  the exhaust divideed in half, ie 1/2 to each and power output of  a 20 g.  so it was a break even , and kind of a lark .  but was probably fun  to do . Like  who has that koind of time ANYWAY?||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||01-14-2004||11:46 PM||||Sounds like he just did twins, we are talking one turbo spools then the other. In a sequential set up all the exhaust goes to one turbo and once the 1st turbo is spooled the system starts spooling the second turbo.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000005||tikibeast||01-15-2004||12:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by msaskin:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by tikibeast:<br /><strong> has anybody considered trying a sequential turbo set up for the GVR4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why?  In general how many twin turbo setups do you see on 4-cylinder cars anyhow??<br /><br />~matt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">exactly that makes me all the more curious!||4.62.139.114||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000006||curtis||01-15-2004||12:11 AM||||I talked to doug at dougs dynopower after his article hit turbo magazine.  He told me that it had already done the twin thing. But I cant remember how he said he had it set up.||65.54.97.143||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||01-15-2004||05:47 AM||||Where are you going to put a second turbo? Back when I was a noob I designed a true sequential set-up using parts from a Supra. Had it figured out down to the last detail. But I needed to move the alternator around back, and it just wasn't worth the work. Plus the added weight and way more complexity. And that was in a Talon, the GVR4 has even less room. When I learned more about the car I saw that it wasn't needed either. <br /><br />Spend the money on an equal length manifold and a FP-3052 and get full boost around 3400 rpm.||64.233.105.148||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||spoulson||01-15-2004||09:14 AM||||Yes, Doug Derby did make a twin T-25 setup that ran 12's or something like that.  I got the impression he did it for fun, not for some kind of ultimate kit.<br /><br />I guess it goes to show that a T-25 is sized great for a 1.0L engine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000009||tikibeast||01-15-2004||03:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Yes, Doug Derby did make a twin T-25 setup that ran 12's or something like that.  I got the impression he did it for fun, not for some kind of ultimate kit.<br /><br />I guess it goes to show that a T-25 is sized great for a 1.0L engine.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what boost level was he running?<br /><br />has he tried like a 16g and then something larger to get the quicker spool or something along those lines...and has anybody discussed anit-lag systems on here, besides the fact that they can melt your turbo and everything &gt; if not I'll throw that one up next unless there are some objections?||67.73.55.183||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||05:06 PM||||What about that twin sequential turbo setup for diesels that Harry saw at that show?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||tikibeast||01-17-2004||05:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> What about that twin sequential turbo setup for diesels that Harry saw at that show? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><b>???</b>||4.62.139.114||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||01-19-2004||05:49 AM||||Sema, maybe?  Anyway, it was two turbos plumbed together, so that the exhaust went from the engine through one turbo, then through the other.  And one turbo had a pipe going from its compressor outlet to the other's inlet.  Pretty trick setup, but designed for a diesel engine...<br /><br />Maybe search for "pics from sema" or something like that.  Pay attention, Harry.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||MustGoFaster||01-19-2004||11:37 AM||||That would be a staged setup. 2 stages.  It's good for running HIGH boost.  I have heard about a 4 stage setup on a tractor pulling machine, something like 250psi boost.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000014||14bCrazy||01-19-2004||12:12 PM||||If these setups worked why do all the fast Supra's switch to single turbos. There a shop in NY(DRT) that has tried two turbos on their Civic drag car and it doesn't work all that great. If you run two t25's would it even do anything? Their inlet's and outlet's still only flow a certain amount. If a T25 can make say 250 Hp wouldn't two still make only 250 hp?||162.83.80.85||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000015||tikibeast||01-19-2004||11:04 PM||||uhh...I think it'd be more like 500+<br /><br /><br />but maybe I'm retarded...||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000016||HHIVR4||01-19-2004||11:26 PM||||that is true about the supras going to single turbos also i have seen several tt rx7's swapped to a single..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000017||marvinmadman123||01-19-2004||11:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> If these setups worked why do all the fast Supra's switch to single turbos. There a shop in NY(DRT) that has tried two turbos on their Civic drag car and it doesn't work all that great. If you run two t25's would it even do anything? Their inlet's and outlet's still only flow a certain amount. If a T25 can make say 250 Hp wouldn't two still make only 250 hp? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not the same thing guys.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Sema, maybe?  Anyway, it was two turbos plumbed together, so that the exhaust went from the engine through one turbo, then through the other.  And one turbo had a pipe going from its compressor outlet to the other's inlet.  Pretty trick setup, but designed for a diesel engine...<br /><br />Maybe search for "pics from sema" or something like that.  Pay attention, Harry. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think that is what he means. First a small turbo for quick spool up and to feed that boost through the next turbo's inlet(T-88 or something HUGE) to get it to spool fast  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000018||tikibeast||01-19-2004||11:48 PM||||that's the basic idea I was hinting at...I just want to know if it's possible...||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000019||marvinmadman123||01-20-2004||12:08 AM||||anything is possible, but is it worth it?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Funny thing is, if I pull one turbo off of my Stealth "it will still have 300hp"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  there is your small turbo for the setup  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000020||tikibeast||01-20-2004||12:22 AM||||how?! the 3/s runs 225hp before turbo...so rip one off....how do you still keep 300? the 2nd gen would be 320 and the 1st would be 300...so I assume you mean a 1st gen...so how do you keep the 300hp?||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000021||Bigfoot200200||01-20-2004||02:53 AM||||Supras ditch the sequential manifold because it only flows to around 500 hp, and because the IHI turbos are fragile and they wont sell you parts to rebuild them. Also tuning a sequential set-up is a bitch, just ask an RX7 owner.||64.233.105.148||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000022||chadhayashi||01-22-2004||01:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HHIVR4:<br /><strong> that is true about the supras going to single turbos also i have seen several tt rx7's swapped to a single.. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not all badass Supras run a single. My buddy Ed's '97 laid down 732whp w/ HKS 2835 twins (approx 27 psi) on a CO dyno (no N2o, over 5000 ft ASL). As of now, it is the most powerful Supra in the state. <br /><br />redlinemotorsports.com  &lt;---I think.<br /> Name of the shop is Redline Motorsports, located in Ft. Collins, CO. They are working on a bolt on turbo kit for the LS1 too.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000023||RayH||01-22-2004||02:34 AM||||How about sequential turbos feeding a dual runner intake manifold like the Cyclone except runners on each cylinder are fed by separate throttle bodies connected to separate turbos.  One way valves in each set of runners to prevent backflow from smaller turbo to larger at the head during spoolup of the smaller turbo.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000024||theymightbegalants||01-22-2004||04:24 AM||||No.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000025||supervr4||01-22-2004||01:53 PM||||My toughts on this that you could do it but it would run like shit turbos like smooth air flow so ive been told, when the exhaust gases exit the first turbo they will be swirling which wont help the second turbo spool up <br /><br />I could be wrong though||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes



ubb/Forum3/004318.cgi
A||||21||KingGalantVr4||What do you guys consider RACE fuel?||||1||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||01-18-2004||06:54 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||Just had a discussion with some of my friends.  They consider the fuel I run every day "RACE" fuel.  I consider it pump Gas.  Sunoco 94 is what I run on a daily basis.  My friends (racin' buds) seem to think that anything over 91 is race fuel and 87 is considered "PUMP GAS".  To me race fuel is Cam 2, plain and simple.  What is the big deal with making power on "PUMP GAS"?<br /><br />What do you guys think?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||01-18-2004||07:57 PM||||I consider pump gas to be what most of the local Shell, Chevron, Texaco, etc. stations sell. Premium octane depends on your location in the U.S. The best I can do in my town is 92 but a lot of east coast guys get 94. Anything above that I consider race gas. I know you can get 100 octane unleaded at some places but that's pushing it calling it pump gas since it's pretty rare. When I run race gas at the track it's usually Unocal 110 or VP C-16.<br /><br />*edit* I just remembered that the gas that HOT ROD is using for their "pump gas" contest is 93 octane.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||4G63Mirage||01-18-2004||08:05 PM||||Oh please    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />Race gas = leaded = smells like cotton candy    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000003||G-GSX Turbo||01-18-2004||08:29 PM||||"Pump" means you can legaly "pump" it into your car, in a sense, 100 octane unleaded is "Pump" gas because you can legaly "pump" it into your gas tank. Race fuels should have to be "poured" in via an exchange container of some sort because the EPA mandates all Lead content fuels use a larger pump neck not enabling it to be "pumped" directly into a vehicle meant for non-leaded fuel.<br /><br />That is what "pump" means, period....If they don't like it tough shit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />That's like this one tard I met at a gass station with a v-6 mustang that was putting in premium fuel. He said he was uing 93 octane so his car would be turbocharged, I rolled my eyes and walked away.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||01-18-2004||08:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4G63Mirage:<br /><strong> Oh please      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />     <br /><br />Race gas = leaded = smells like cotton candy      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><b>"I LOVE the smell of race gas in the morning"</b> <br /><br />Wasn't that in a movie.....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000005||Ian M||01-18-2004||08:49 PM||||94 Sunoco...race fuel? LOL,your friends are tools!    <br /><br />Pump gas is what you can get at any gas station or convieniance store. I guess if your gas station carries 100 unleaded at the pump,you can consider that "pump gas",but generally 93 or 94 is what is referred to as pump gas these days. 94 Sunoco is about it here,and Sunocos are rare.<br /><br /> Race fuel is generally high octane leaded fuel,although VP and probably a few others make 100+ octane unleaded race fuels.<br /><br />   <a href="http://www.vpracingfuels.com/vp_01_fuels.html?mgiToken=0C15B7C8F44B57772E#unleaded" target="_blank">http://www.vpracingfuels.com/vp_01_fuels.html?mgiToken=0C15B7C8F44B57772E#unleaded</a>||129.71.115.11||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||01-18-2004||09:37 PM||||HEY!  anyone old enough to remember the chevron 110+ octane pump gas?  super used to ALWAYS be 100+ octane.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||Ian M||01-18-2004||09:45 PM||||Must have been nice...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />I do remember being able to get both  unleaded and (junk) leaded gas at the pump when I was a kid though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.71.115.11||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000008||GVR$in||01-18-2004||09:53 PM||||I've got a secret spot where you can get 110 at the pump   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ...||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000009||KingGalantVr4||01-18-2004||11:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR$in:<br /><strong> I've got a secret spot where you can get 110 at the pump    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   ... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Me too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> , but its not so secret.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000010||Ian M||01-19-2004||12:23 AM||||There's a station close to me that sells CAM 2 out of a pump,Ill even tell you where-Timmons Texaco in Hagerstown MD...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.115.11||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000011||sleeper||01-19-2004||12:29 AM||||I remember when there was no unleaded gas available and my father poured a can of oil in the gas tank (2stroke) before the attendant pumped the fuel. Yes there used to be helpfull people getting a key from you and filling up your tank.<br />Am I that freaking old?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.234.44.85||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||01-19-2004||12:30 AM||||race gas = i have to drag my damn 6 gallon gas can out, watch them pump it in, walk 10 feet to my car, pour it in.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||Notorius||01-19-2004||05:29 AM||||100 octane or less is pump fuel IMO. and since its becoming common (at least in colorado springs) then 91 octane w/ a gallon of Touline (sp) to make it 110 octane is almost "pump" to me today.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||01-19-2004||08:34 AM||||Kyle,<br /><br />A gallon of tolulene doesn't give you 110 octane so be careful.<br /><br />10 gal of 91 + 1 gal of tol 114 ((R+M)/2)<br /><br />That gives you a max of (91*10+114)/11 = 93 octane<br />Now if you only have 4 gal of 91 and 1 of tolulene you get 95.6 octane.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||mikeyoung00||01-19-2004||11:31 AM||||"Race" gas is just a term like "high speed Internet". It means whatever most people agree on. Commonly, it means octane ratings of 100 and up. You just don't fine much gas with a rating between 93 (normal premium here in the east and south) and 100 (the low end for most lines of race gas.<br /><br />Lead has nothing to do with race gas. It is just one of several ways to increase octane. As fuel injected drag cars that rely on O2 sensors become more common, I suspect unleaded race gas will become even more popular. It is already available pretty much anywhere race gas is sold.<br /><br />The big deal making power with pump gas is that it is harder to do. Higher octane is more detonation resistant. (Really thats its only benefit...it doesn't make more power or run cleaner.) More det resistance means you can run more agressive timing, more boost, etc. So if you are producing a certain HP figure or quarter mile time on pump gas it means that HP figure or time is very conservative. <br /><br />Its like saying a linebacker can run a 4.5 fourty in pads. He could probably run it even faster without pads but he plays in pads.<br /><br />Ken: Around where I grew up the high octane stuff was at the Sunoco station. They carried about seven different blends back then. You selected the octane you wanted using a multiposition selector on the side of the pump instead of selecting from one of two pumps. (Back then there were generally only two grades at most stations: Regular and Ethyl (aka high-test or premium).||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000016||Notorius||01-19-2004||06:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Kyle,<br /><br />A gallon of tolulene doesn't give you 110 octane so be careful.<br /><br />10 gal of 91 + 1 gal of tol 114 ((R+M)/2)<br /><br />That gives you a max of (91*10+114)/11 = 93 octane<br />Now if you only have 4 gal of 91 and 1 of tolulene you get 95.6 octane. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">im not running it, dont need to w/ the PSI and turbo im running. there are several people in c-springs using it (dont know what ratio it is, i think it was 13:1) to awsome advantages. one GVR4 owner is running 29PSI on his t3/t4 all day using that combo and says he never sees knock, and after seeing the car run i believe it.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000017||MiSTER2||01-20-2004||01:26 PM||||I'm trying to find some toluene.  The hardware store in my area doesn't sell it.  Appearantly (dont quote me on this) it is safe to mix up to 30%.  I'm planning to mix 10:1 or 10:2.  Can't wait to buy some, heard lots of good things about it.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000018||geoff@machv||01-20-2004||06:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Timmons Texaco in Hagerstown MD...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">gringringringringringrngringrin||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000019||Blurple||01-20-2004||06:46 PM||||C16 is my race gas...||202.49.200.143||reg||1||Blurple||00002801||yes
Z||000020||04DrBlur||01-20-2004||07:32 PM||||I thought "Race gas" was when you had to fart real bad but you knew you would shit your pants so you raced to the toirlet to let it out.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.75.203.173||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000021||mikeyoung00||01-21-2004||01:01 PM||||Naw...race gas is what you release when you really have to take a crap and are stuck in the staging lanes.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/004294.cgi
A||||25||coop||red vr4?||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-15-2004||04:40 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||anyone ever paint a vr4 red? a pic would be cool if so. thanks Colin||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||Ash||01-15-2004||08:28 PM||||what sort of red, like ferarri red or something?  hove you seen the maroon cars?  Nate has one & my AU spec in members rides is maroon too||203.46.117.4||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||red91awdtalon||01-15-2004||09:36 PM||||there is a pic around here somewhere. beautiful red with white rims. really looks great.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000003||red91awdtalon||01-15-2004||09:42 PM||||here, click this and go down a little bit.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002041" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002041</a>||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000004||bleck||01-16-2004||01:43 AM||||I dunno where I got this.  I think someone posted it to show the JDM vents for the CF hood GB.  Anyway, it's my wallpaper.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2484" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2484&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||01-16-2004||10:11 AM||||That car looks excellent, and started me being tempted to paint mine a different color when it is body work time (and it is bodywork time).  I was planning on a deep dark blue since the car is black now.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||01-16-2004||11:29 AM||||m5 blue is the future color of my GVR4||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||03:10 PM||||How about shocking orange?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||miturra||01-16-2004||03:30 PM||||I like the burnt orange colour of the 911 porsches.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000009||drew||01-16-2004||06:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> How about shocking orange?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd paint my GVR4 orange, but I'd want to paint everything orange, and i don't think i could ever afford that.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||KenGVR4||01-16-2004||06:31 PM||||Orange?<br /><br />How about you paint it neon green and put some graphics all over it, and then mount a huge aluminum spoiler?<br /><br />That would be mAd TiZZit3!||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000011||bleck||01-16-2004||06:42 PM||||Y,know, I thought the same thing when I saw that car.  I'd definitely paint my car a different color.  Always wanted to see what the green would look like with the CF hood and trunk tho.  As far as that M5 blue is concerned, that would def. be high on the list.  Even the 2-tone thing that Garfield, and Paul Stanley did is actually pretty cool.  Maybe even a gunmetal color to match the wheels...  hmmmmm.  Or, I could just paint the gunmetal wheels Belize Green.  Aaaah, decisions, decisions.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000012||turboflanagan||01-16-2004||07:36 PM||||I feel sorry for any of you fools who decide to change the color of your car.<br /><br />That being said, I will hopefully get some pics of mine in beautiful blue in a couple of weeks.  I just lack the door claddings, wing, grill, and misc. schtuff.  Just trying to get some more time "donated" from my painter buddy.<br /><br />A very conservative guess is over 80 hours in bodywork and paint prep.  And I didn't even do the engine bay!||64.63.213.73||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000013||coop||01-16-2004||08:35 PM||||I have done a color change on a car before and it did such( but it has been in Truck'n three times ) and I am going to paint my car this summer and have it jammed, so why not change the color then?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000014||turboflanagan||01-16-2004||09:22 PM||||If you're jamming it anyhow and a glutten for punishment, or have lots of money, then by all means change the color if you want something more rare than 260 some cars.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I would say now that I have forgotten most of the specifics of how I was hating life while doing it all, I would do it again.<br /><br /><br />And Coop, I'm sure you know, but for the un-initiated... taking all the doors off, the hood, the decklid, all the trim, both the bumpers, fixing all the 12 years of dings and dents (because you really don't want to paint over crap) is both a huge pain in the ass and a WHOLE lot of work!  <br />Oh, and then you have to put everything back on and hope you don't damage anything.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Just so you have an idea what you are getting into.  I highly recommend looking through number3's photos and seeing what his car looked like stripped.||64.63.212.138||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000015||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||10:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong> Orange?<br /><br />How about you paint it neon green and put some graphics all over it, and then mount a huge aluminum spoiler?<br /><br />That would be mAd TiZZit3! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"We mock what we do not understand." -Anon.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Obviously you missed my posts in the "What is Rice?" thread.<br /><br />I'm serious. There are a lot of orange 510s around that look great. I wouldn't do it because I can't afford to do it right. But I wouldn't mind seeing one.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000016||coop||01-17-2004||12:01 PM||||the clear coat is gone and I like the suttle look of our cars, but I do not want to drive a peeling turd. we are better than that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000017||ShaggyTE||01-17-2004||02:43 PM||||I want my car to be this color of orange. Or I just want the car in the picture.<br />  <img src="http://www.freepgs.com/shaggyte1/Orange%20VR-4.JPG" alt=" - " />||207.177.125.157||reg||14||ShaggyTE||00002769||yes
Z||000018||chucklesas||01-17-2004||04:17 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=002247#000010" target="_blank">Here's that photoshop I did of that one red car.</a>   To give you an idea of what other colors might look like on a Galant.<br /><br />Everyone knows they want to drive around in the purple car.||68.169.107.159||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000019||KenGVR4||01-17-2004||05:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong> Orange?<br /><br />How about you paint it neon green and put some graphics all over it, and then mount a huge aluminum spoiler?<br /><br />That would be mAd TiZZit3! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"We mock what we do not understand." -Anon.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />Obviously you missed my posts in the "What is Rice?" thread.<br /><br />I'm serious. There are a lot of orange 510s around that look great. I wouldn't do it because I can't afford to do it right. But I wouldn't mind seeing one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't like orange as a color for any car, as it's quite high on the ricer color scale.  I personally don't care for it, if you do, that's cool.  It's just a matter of personal taste.<br /><br />Here's my actual point that was originally made in jest... not mockery. You would ruin the Q-Ship aspect of the Galant, no cops ever look twice at my grey car, except it has double or triple the horsepower as the bright baby blue Accord with altezzas and a wing that gets pulled over every other week.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000020||mikeyoung00||01-18-2004||01:33 PM||||Hey, Ken,<br />Actually my comment was made tongue-in-cheek, too. For sure orange is not for everyone. If I was one to worry about where my modification choices fell on the "rice scale" I wouldn't be running a Dunk with a 5" tip! (Actually it would not have been my first choice simply because of its lack of sound surpression, but it was cheap and I think it adds a touch of humor to the car.) <br /><br />You also make a good point about spoiling the car's Q-ship qualities. Plus I give you extra points for saying "Q-Ship" instead of just "stealth" or "sleeper".  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000021||KenGVR4||01-18-2004||03:22 PM||||Only a person who knows and appreciates a Q-Ship for what it is could drive an otherwise dorky grey four door sedan.  <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000022||coop||01-18-2004||11:09 PM||||what wing is that?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||01-18-2004||11:12 PM||||coop - evo 3, I think!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000024||coop||01-19-2004||12:35 AM||||how do I get one? will a evo 8 wing work?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000025||mikeyoung00||01-19-2004||08:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong> Only a person who knows and appreciates a Q-Ship for what it is could drive an otherwise dorky grey four door sedan.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey...I don't think its dorky...ok...its a little dorky.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/004295.cgi
A||||13||mikeyoung00||A drop-in aftermarket radiator that actually drops right in...||||1||||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||01-15-2004||05:19 PM||mikeyoung00@aol.com||Expensive at $499 but the C&R aluminum radiator, available from DSMParts among other places, does drop right in. The price does include a pre-installed SPAL fan and the quality of the radiator, the welding, and the silver anodized finish on the tanks is first rate. Even comes with a GReddy pressure cap.<br /><br />Couple of minor complaints: The inlet, outlet, and overflow fittings are all smaller diameter than the oem unit so you have to crank the hose clamps down pretty good. Also the electrical connector on the fan is NOT plug and play. Because of that I went ahead and mounted the voltage balast onto the SPAL even though I wasn't sure it would be needed. But two butt-connectors and about 10 minutes was all it took to wire the fan.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||GVR-4||01-15-2004||08:34 PM||||Got any pics?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||01-16-2004||08:22 AM||||I had the smaller inlet/outlet pipes problem on my C&R rad . I emailed them and they told me they'd fix it on their master template.  That was over two years ago. You should complain to them and maybe they'll learn.||24.148.23.215||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||Lucky13||01-16-2004||08:23 AM||||The Modine radiator is drop in. Like 50-60 bucks from Napa.||68.218.72.34||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||01-16-2004||10:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Lucky13:<br /><strong> The Modine radiator is drop in. Like 50-60 bucks from Napa. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">$50-60??  I'd like to see that.  <br /><br />Also, the Modine is not "aftermarket" in the sense that he's talking about here, it's a OEM style replacement.  I think we're talking all-aluminum, thicker core, TIG welded seams, better cooling.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||4drwhore||01-16-2004||10:18 AM||||<a href="http://www.napaonline.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ExecMacro/NAPAonline/search_results_product_detail.d2w/report?prrfnbr=15535304&prmenbr=5806&usrcommgrpid=56765505" target="_blank">http://www.napaonline.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ExecMacro/NAPAonline/search_results_product_detail.d2w/report?prrfnbr=15535304&prmenbr=5806&usrcommgrpid=56765505</a><br /><br />looks like $177 to me, not 50-60||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||10:25 AM||||The Modine radiator for 92 Galants lists for $177 on the NAPA web site. Hardly "50 or 60 bucks".<br /><br />You can get a pretty nice oem replacement from Radiator Express for $115. And, yes, the C&R radiator IS a little nicer and more effective than the oem radiator. (Plus you get the fan and a cool SPAL sticker pre-installed on the upper tank  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  )<br /><br />Pics this weekend, Dan.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||10:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bob in chicago:<br /><strong> I had the smaller inlet/outlet pipes problem on my C&R rad . I emailed them and they told me they'd fix it on their master template.  That was over two years ago. You should complain to them and maybe they'll learn. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats almost funny. But also pretty typical. Guess somebody dropped the ball. I will send them an angry email.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||mitsuvr4||01-16-2004||11:04 AM||||I bought the CSF OEM replacement radiator in a group buy that went down last year.  If my memory serves me right I payed $109 shipped.<br /><br />It has the same demensions as stock, but all metal, not plastic endtanks.<br /><br />The only difference (read annoyance) was two accessory inlet/outlets at the bottom of the tank that needed to be capped.  $5 at Napa with rubber caps and clamps and your done.<br /><br />Otherwise it falls right in.<br /><br />I think it was <a href="http://www.radiator.com" target="_blank">www.radiator.com</a> we bought them through?<br /><br />Just check that they're selling the CSF.  I think they sell Modine as well which others have listed positive remarks about in the past.  I've never dealt with a Modine personally.<br /><br />Happy shopping,||134.29.247.50||reg||14||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000009||anomalyva||01-16-2004||04:42 PM||||The car I bought has one.  I believe it was used as the template for the C&R Racing one in fact.  It's a truly amazing core.  I'll get pics of it tomorrow =)||164.65.132.64||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000010||anomalyva||01-18-2004||12:50 AM||||Sorry, the pics will probibly come Monday, or in 2 weekends =(.  It is an amazing piece of work.  VERY light, very sturdy, all around awesome =)||68.100.239.168||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000011||mikeyoung00||01-19-2004||08:05 PM||||Here's pics of the C&R as promised. Sorry...didn't think to get any before it was installed so you can't see much what with the AC condenser in the way and all.<br /><br />  <img src="http://a6.cpimg.com/image/2E/1A/28824366-344c-01E00280-.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />As you can see in the next pic, the hose is pinched pretty badly due to the smaller inlet/outlet fittings on the radiator. (Anybody who can suggest a better fix?)<br />  <img src="http://a7.cpimg.com/image/2F/1A/28824367-c33c-01E00280-.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||01-20-2004||08:02 AM||||Looks great!  For that hose, you could try to find a Fernco type coupler/reducer that would fit the radiator fitting, and then just stick like an inch of pipe in the end of the radiator hose and the coupler, and throw two hose clamps on it and your done.  Just a thought.  Oh, and why did you get an aftermarket puller fan, in the stock location?  Wouldn't two pusher fans have worked better, plus given you more room underhood?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||mikeyoung00||01-20-2004||06:36 PM||||The fan comes pre-installed with the radiator. It is not an option.<br /><br />Also it may fit better with my FMIC than a pusher would. The fmic "kit" included two slimline fans. But since the "kit" did not include instructions and since the fans are reversable, I'm not sure yet if they would fit on the front side of the cooling systems.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/004170.cgi
A||||8||TurboVR4dr||What special tools do you have in your garage||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||01-06-2004||02:41 AM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||Most everyone has normal tools in there garage and some people have apecial automotive tools.  But what tool do you have in your garage that is out of the norm.  A tool that youu use a decent amount.  Mine is a steak knife.  I use that damn thing all the time.  Mainly to cut old hoses and belts off cars.  It is really a time saver and the edge last for a long time.  It works a lot better than a razor.  They tend to dull to easy. The ex hated it when she had one missing from her set.  Oh well maybe that's why she is the ex.<br /><br />A lot of other people ask stupid question so i thought i would join in.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000001||BluFalcon||01-06-2004||04:18 AM||||I have a "skin spoon", something I picked up from Boeing Surplus back when I worked on airplanes in Washington State.  It's basically a thin piece of metal with a blade that tapers down to a thin edge.  It's used to cut sealant on skin patches.  I use it, along with a mallet to cut the sealant on DSM oil pans now.  It's pretty beat right now, and would be kind of hard to replace, but it has saved me a lot of time.  It works a lot better than a putty knife for the job.||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000002||number3||01-06-2004||08:27 AM||||I buy things from the dollar store to use in my shop. <br /><br />For example: Large plastic measuring cups and mixing bowls for gear oil changes; clothes basket to hold dirty shop rags; turkey baster to remove fluid from the brake and clutch cylinders if needed, etc. You get the idea.<br /><br />They are cheap ($1.00) duh and you don't have to worry about replacing them if you have to.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||DongeR615||01-06-2004||11:10 AM||||clear water bottles that from stores/vending machines for brake bleeding. drill a hole near the top, POP onto the fitting and bleed without the clear hose or things falling over.||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||01-06-2004||01:56 PM||||I have the coolest special tool in the garage, sometimes.<br />Cleans everything no matter how dirty it is. Takes stuff off shelves with easy. Trash is always on the right place and no worries about cold soda, she keeps them coming when I'm empty.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000005||KenGVR4||01-07-2004||01:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I have the coolest special tool in the garage, sometimes.<br />Cleans everything no matter how dirty it is. Takes stuff off shelves with easy. Trash is always on the right place and no worries about cold soda, she keeps them coming when I'm empty.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, but living with Mom is a definite turnoff with the chicks.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||01-07-2004||01:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KenGVR4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sleeper:<br /><strong> I have the coolest special tool in the garage, sometimes.<br />Cleans everything no matter how dirty it is. Takes stuff off shelves with easy. Trash is always on the right place and no worries about cold soda, she keeps them coming when I'm empty.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, but living with Mom is a definite turnoff with the chicks.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LMFAO!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.200.121.20||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||TurboVR4dr||01-07-2004||02:38 PM||||Ya but the only problem is gabor gets a little pissed when someone else tries to use that tool.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000008||iceman69510||01-07-2004||03:49 PM||||He doesn't loan that one out like Ken Inn loans all his tools?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/004296.cgi
A||||0||Ryan Carey||Who in Colorado owns 155/2000???||||1||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||01-15-2004||06:12 PM||||Saw a 91 GVR4 155/2K at the local  King Soopers.  Nile black, very nice body condition, 2.0 turbo intercooled decal.  I think I saw this same one at Del Taco a few weeks ago.  Left a note on the dash to the owner.<br /><br />If anyone claims this as their own, LMK.  I'd love to hook up and shoot shit for a while.  I'm so far away from all other CO GVR4 owners, so I'd love to meet someone local.  Oh yeah, I leve in Littleton on County Line and Colorado.<br /><br />Late||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes



ubb/Forum3/004172.cgi
A||||16||Vr4in'||Anybody ??||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||01-06-2004||06:40 AM||nohad43@aol.com||I dont know how I thought of this,but I was wondering if there is anybody here on the board that owns all 3 color Galants excluding the Kensington Grey.<br /><br />I thought it would be kinda cool to own about every color they came out with.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-06-2004||08:13 AM||||why excluding the gray?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||01-06-2004||08:22 AM||||He is not on this list (lives in the middle of nowhere and doesn't have a PC), but my friend Terry White owns all three 91 colors.  He is in the top ten fastest GVR-4s on  <a href="http://www.dsmtimes.org" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtimes.org</a>  (number 9 last time I looked) with his black one.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||Vr4in'||01-06-2004||08:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> why excluding the gray? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's hard to find gray as it is.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.32.13.187||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-13-2004||06:08 PM||||I have owned all colors so far...and from both years. Now, I have none   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||01-13-2004||06:11 PM||||I know a guy in portland that I think has owned all 4 at one point.  When I bought my car from him he had I think two whites, a green and a black.  I think he sold one of the whites and picked up a grey, cause I almost bought the gray one off him once he told me about it.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||01-13-2004||06:14 PM||||i know some guy here in colorado that owns every color for evey year.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||gvr4x2||01-13-2004||06:14 PM||||I have two grey ones.  -mike||129.44.191.132||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes
Z||000008||TheJackalGT||01-13-2004||06:17 PM||||jon and i may be talkin about the same guy but this guy has 7, 3 green, 2 black, and 2 white.. i think..<br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||01-13-2004||06:32 PM||||Mike Green - If you decide to sell the street-prepped grey gvr4, lemme know!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||jonvr4||01-13-2004||06:32 PM||||his name is randy.....||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000011||CCDSM69||01-13-2004||06:53 PM||||We've owned one of every color (except grey), but not at the same time.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000012||MustGoFaster||01-13-2004||11:39 PM||||Anybody find it odd that the Grey's are the hardest to find eventhough the Nile Black 92 is the least produced one? 210 Nile Black vs. 226 Kensington Grey in 92.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000013||Team Ducktape||01-14-2004||04:25 AM||||I have gray, black and blue.||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000014||JUANPSI||01-14-2004||12:47 PM||||While i was looking for a white or black one I found the grey and picked it up as soon as i saw it.||67.100.180.2||reg||7||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000015||Garfield Wright||01-14-2004||01:14 PM||||I have a black & a grey.  Oh wait!  It's the same car.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000016||drew||01-14-2004||02:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> Anybody find it odd that the Grey's are the hardest to find eventhough the Nile Black 92 is the least produced one? 210 Nile Black vs. 226 Kensington Grey in 92.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'ts not odd, because they made Black GVR4s in 91 as well, and Grey GVR4s only in 92.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/004297.cgi
A||||3||atsiauto||Aussie folks need some help locating some stuff! ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||01-15-2004||06:47 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||hood vents for 83 starion hoods... can anybody help me find some of these ? I hear they are more commonplace there.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Ash||01-15-2004||08:27 PM||||last I checked Starion bonnets were worth more than the complete starion in some situations, the vents may not be that cheap either.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    I live in the sticks though so it may be better for one of the southern guys to answer this Q, Calling Bazeng?||203.46.117.4||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||01-15-2004||09:50 PM||||thanks a bunch !||68.57.96.24||reg||10||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||bazeng||01-16-2004||12:59 AM||||try these wreckers out..<br /><br /><a href="http://www.japanesemotorsport.com.au" target="_blank">www.japanesemotorsport.com.au</a> <br /><a href="http://www.jap-part.com.au" target="_blank">www.jap-part.com.au</a> <br /><a href="http://www.japperformance.com.au" target="_blank">www.japperformance.com.au</a> <br /><a href="http://www.justjap.com" target="_blank">www.justjap.com</a> <br /><a href="http://www.japparts.com.au" target="_blank">www.japparts.com.au</a> <br /><a href="http://www.just-jap.com" target="_blank">www.just-jap.com</a> <br /><a href="http://www.sssautomotive.com.au" target="_blank">www.sssautomotive.com.au</a> <br /><a href="http://www.japimports.com.au" target="_blank">www.japimports.com.au</a> <br /><br />somebody should have some...||144.132.120.23||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes



ubb/Forum3/004301.cgi
A||||1||ayvr4||MAS||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||01-16-2004||01:20 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Just wondering if the Vr-4 Mas is the exact same as the normal 1g mas... I want to sell my stock mas, but no one on here seems to need one. I figure I could sell it on dsm trader to a 1g owner if they are the same.<br />Thanks People||68.74.194.67||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||VR6 Eater||01-16-2004||06:16 PM||||I think the only difference is that the lower honeycomb is removed on ours stock and the 1g dsm one has both.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum3/004299.cgi
A||||4||229of1000||My car is alive!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||01-15-2004||11:33 PM||||Well my car ran yesterday at 2:30 AM for the first time since late October.  As many of you know I've built it up quite a bit since the break in.<br /><br />Right now I am running with no boost control since I have no pressure sensor for my AVC-R.  I have a tee between the intake manifold, BOV, and WG actuator, but it will spike up to 1.5 bar if I am not careful, and that is a hair more than I'd like to run.<br /><br />Since I can't control boost, I haven't tuned it much.  The EVO 16G is hitting .8 bar (~12psi) by 2700 rpms.  I am extremely impressed with the performance of the car.  It pulls harder in 2nd gear, 50% throttle, .8 bar, than my old setup did at WOT, running 1.1 bar.<br /><br />The stock exhaust manifold has two bolts snapped off.  I helicoiled these, and for the first time, am driving a Galant with all nine exhaust studs.  My '92 had the one closest to the motor mount broken and I never fixed it.  Anyway, it so quiet, sounds awesome, and pulls like you wouldn't believe.  I can break all four loose in a turn without even trying.<br /><br />I can't tell if I like my suspension (Whiteline 1" springs, KYB GR-2s in front, AGXs in the back).  Going over speed bumps, the GR-2s are stiff, but the AGXs are REAL stiff (set on 5) and bounce like crap.  Going over bumps at speed causes my butt to come off the seat, and driving over bridges (with concrete joints every few feet) is enough to make me sick.  I can't imagine how a passenger would feel on a trip.<br /><br />The JDM front and rear bumpers, and silver paint, turned out really nicely.  I will take pictures soon, and let everyone know how it is once I get it tuned.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||marvinmadman123||01-15-2004||11:39 PM||||Glad to hear, I also am getting the evo 16g but with the maft setup. Hope it works out ok for you but you better watch that boost guage  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||03:13 PM||||Congrats! Welcome back to the land of the mobile. Looking forward to the pics.<br /><br />I'd be curious about your exhaust setup.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||Doc_Seuss||01-16-2004||03:21 PM||||thats awsome im gald to see someone else that has gotten their car back up and running.  its seems that everyone i know at home has a broken DSM and is too lazy to fix it.<br /><br />O well congrats on the car, tell how you like the GM Maft, thats my next purchase.<br /><br />dave||128.153.218.220||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||01-17-2004||06:16 PM||||I'm not using a MAFT, I'm using a VPC with an SAFC.<br /><br />My exhaust is 3" Certfied stainless with the magnaflow muffler (sounds great), with a FP ported 1G O2 housing.  I'm using an Evolution exhaust manifold with a 7cm sealing ring (you can still port the manifold and turbine housing slightly with the ring, which I did.)<br /><br />Next on my list:  264 Cams, 4 bolt rear, G-tech Pro (the newer one) to help with tuning, and new window tint.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes



ubb/Forum3/004300.cgi
A||||15||jonvr4||THIS SUCKS!!!||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-16-2004||12:39 AM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||literally it does. this is a new intake i am working on. it's much like idea of ARC, only it is made with carbon fiber. i think it'll keep the air charge cooler as it deflects 85% more radiant heat over aluminum. anyway here is a rough working model, with a shitty fram(soon to be replaced with a k&n filter). tell me what you guys think as far as design, btw it fits exaclty in the stock location. also don't tell me it looks dirty or anything as it is hand laid carbon fiber and had to be bonded by hand.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2480" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2480&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2481" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2481&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2482" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2482&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2483" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2483&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||megaice||01-16-2004||12:45 AM||||Nice I would be intrested in one for a K&N post pics when u have em.||209.219.209.72||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||01-16-2004||01:26 AM||||very cool jon keep me updated.||128.248.229.124||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||TurboVR4dr||01-16-2004||01:48 AM||||I don't know it looks kind of dirty.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||01-16-2004||01:56 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /><br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||01-16-2004||04:29 AM||||Interesting... i don't know what to think about this.. since the FIRST thing i did was relocate my battery and get rid of the POS Stock intake piping from MAF to Turbo.. then build a 3" pipe out of ABS plastic from Home Depot.  This dropped spoolup time by about 500rpm, greatly improving performance.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||Lucky13||01-16-2004||08:19 AM||||Looks good. I'd probably buy one if they weren't crazy money.||68.218.72.34||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||01-16-2004||09:04 AM||||It looks like that filter has a lot less surface area than the Cone type K+N. Carbon is hard to work with, you have balls.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||01-16-2004||11:36 AM||||it has less surface area but it'll have the same effect as a cone filter, since the MAF is about 1/2" away from the inlet.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||HHIVR4||01-16-2004||02:33 PM||||thats cool..good work...||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000010||jonvr4||01-17-2004||11:21 AM||||well i gave this a try last night, and after doing about 8 intakes in various cars including about 5 dsms, i would say this is right on par with the hks mega flow system. it had massive mid rang power gains. i was very impressed.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||01-17-2004||12:41 PM||||here is some pics of it in the car.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2512" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2512&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2511" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2511&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||01-17-2004||01:06 PM||||You wanna see a huge gain?  Ditch that stock intake piping.  Best mod I ever did.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000013||Vr4in'||01-17-2004||05:38 PM||||Looks great,nice work...<br /><br />You should have made that box to sit where the battery was supposed to sit with a carbon fiber inlet pipe going to it...<br /><br />Like I said,it still kicks ass.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.129.160.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000014||Vr4in'||01-17-2004||05:42 PM||||Looks great,nice work...<br /><br />You should have made that box to sit where the battery was supposed to sit with a carbon fiber inlet pipe going to it...<br /><br />Like I said,it still kicks ass.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Robby||24.129.160.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000015||jonvr4||01-17-2004||10:04 PM||||it could directly replace the batterys spot.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/004225.cgi
A||||5||HHIVR4||Anyone have the shop manual cd??||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||01-10-2004||03:25 PM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||Does anyone have the dsm shop manual cd or have it in .pdf format that i can get??||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||GrocMax||01-10-2004||06:10 PM||||Cut corners and save money elsewhere, spend the goddamn 35 bucks and buy a copy.||209.151.113.202||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||01-10-2004||06:11 PM||||probably do a search. Someone posted the link a while back to get an original (as he did all the work and should be supported). <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||number3||01-10-2004||06:12 PM||||<a href="http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/" target="_blank">http://www.ecanfix.com/~manualcd/</a>||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||HHIVR4||01-10-2004||09:33 PM||||well i thought id ask first before i ordered one.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||01-11-2004||03:47 PM||||I have one but it seems to have some kind of copy protection. I tried to copy it a few times with a couple of different burner programs and they always failed. I have never had the time or motivation to delve into it any further.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/004302.cgi
A||||6||4drwhore||sard...||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||01-16-2004||01:30 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||Sard BOV's any good?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||sti_95imp||01-16-2004||07:57 PM||||stock B.O.V.s are pretty good.||68.190.198.81||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000002||S2000_69||01-17-2004||02:35 AM||||yep! of cos they are good!<br />JDM stuff always better, right?<br />Sard like to make parts for toyotas and nissans<br />i dunno if they have it for old 4G63<br />but anywayz it will fit after a few mod....<br /><a href="http://www.sard.co.jp" target="_blank">www.sard.co.jp</a>||67.124.45.182||reg||14||S2000_69||00002991||yes
Z||000003||4drwhore||01-17-2004||11:07 AM||||Well I already have a stock BOV and its cool for the current setup I have. But whenI go to my bigger FMIC and bigger turbo I want to ad some "bling" to it so I bought a sard bov. Is 157 shipped to my door with the flange a good deal?||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-17-2004||11:13 AM||||I have heard of SARD's leaking and so I am not sure. But, I have heard good and bad, bro. Good luck with it.<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||01-17-2004||11:32 AM||||u want bling? tial bov<br />   <img src="http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/graphics/00000001/medium/tial_bov.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.122.35.217||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||4drwhore||01-18-2004||09:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> u want bling? tial bov<br />    <img src="http://linux.forcedperformance.net/merchant2/graphics/00000001/medium/tial_bov.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lets see, tial for 210+ or sard for 157 to my door? Sard is better sounding also IMO.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes



ubb/Forum3/004179.cgi
A||||11||4drwhore||tire ?||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||01-06-2004||04:02 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||I plan on going with 205/50/15 tires for my galant. Now what are the tires people have found out there that are the best for all around everything, even road racing and street racing since I drive my car daily, like to take turns and street race. Any and all input would be greatly apreciated.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-06-2004||04:52 PM||||WOW.  too bad you are so far away.  i would GIVE you the ones on my car.  falken ziex, 205/55vr15's.  i dont like them, and i am going back to the 195/60's.  they have about 5k on them.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||01-06-2004||05:03 PM||||Find out how much to ship. Would cost less then buying new tires.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||01-06-2004||05:27 PM||||I was always of the opinion that the Galant was far too heavy a car for 205 tires. Unfortunately the rims are so narrow. I'd recommend nothing narrower than 225 all around especially if anything "racing" is involved.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||01-06-2004||09:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I was always of the opinion that the Galant was far too heavy a car for 205 tires. Unfortunately the rims are so narrow. I'd recommend nothing narrower than 225 all around especially if anything "racing" is involved. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got 195/60/15 on it now and never had a problem and was a street beast.||68.202.172.64||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||01-06-2004||09:29 PM||||A 205/55 will work better than a 205/50 on the stock rims, according to my tire guy.  He says that the wider 50 series tire will wear unevenly and give you less traction later on since it is slightly too wide for the wheel.<br /><br />I'm using 205/55-R15 Kumho 712s.  They were cheap and seem to do nicely, so far.  (Only ran the car with them for a week.)||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||01-06-2004||10:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> A 205/55 will work better than a 205/50 on the stock rims, according to my tire guy.  He says that the wider 50 series tire will wear unevenly and give you less traction later on since it is slightly too wide for the wheel.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This doesn't make any sense, as both tires are the same width, 205.  The first number is a tire's width, in mm, so both of those you listed are 205 mm wide.  The second number is the aspect ratio, or how "tall" a tire is.  It's a percentage of the tire's width, and is the distance between the tread and the rim, or in other words the measurement of the sidewall.  So, a 205/50/15 will be 205mm wide and have a 102.5mm sidewall and is for a 15 inch rim.  A 205/55/15 is 205mm wide, has a 112.75mm (I think) sidewall and is also sized for a 15 inch rim.<br /><br />So how do they differ?  The 205/55 tire will lift your car slightly higher off the ground, and fill up a tiny bit more of gap in the wheel well.  More siginifacantly, it will have a larger circumference.  This means that for the same number of engine revolutions, the car will cover more distance.  Another way to think of it is, travelling the same speed, the car will run at a slightly lower rpm.<br /><br />Granted, all of these differences are incredibly small, but there still is no difference in how wide the tires are.  Do you really trust your "tire guy?"||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||01-07-2004||07:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> A 205/55 will work better than a 205/50 on the stock rims, according to my tire guy.  He says that the wider 50 series tire will wear unevenly and give you less traction later on since it is slightly too wide for the wheel.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">This doesn't make any sense, as both tires are the same width, 205.  The first number is a tire's width, in mm, so both of those you listed are 205 mm wide.  The second number is the aspect ratio, or how "tall" a tire is.  It's a percentage of the tire's width, and is the distance between the tread and the rim, or in other words the measurement of the sidewall.  So, a 205/50/15 will be 205mm wide and have a 102.5mm sidewall and is for a 15 inch rim.  A 205/55/15 is 205mm wide, has a 112.75mm (I think) sidewall and is also sized for a 15 inch rim.<br /><br />So how do they differ?  The 205/55 tire will lift your car slightly higher off the ground, and fill up a tiny bit more of gap in the wheel well.  More siginifacantly, it will have a larger circumference.  This means that for the same number of engine revolutions, the car will cover more distance.  Another way to think of it is, travelling the same speed, the car will run at a slightly lower rpm.<br /><br />Granted, all of these differences are incredibly small, but there still is no difference in how wide the tires are.  Do you really trust your "tire guy?" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow, thanks for explaining that, because it is WAY to early for me to be able to explain it that well.||65.40.120.62||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||01-07-2004||03:47 PM||||NP.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||01-07-2004||06:38 PM||||That is basically what I thought when I went in the shop.  What bearing does the width have on the profile, if they are both measurements of what it actually is?  This guy is the owner of a tire shop that has been in our town for decades though, and my dad takes all of his company trucks there, so I figured he knew what he was talking about.  Maybe there is a difference, but very small.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||01-07-2004||08:50 PM||||Well, here's a thought... not saying it's right, but it's a thought.<br /><br />The 205/55 has a taller sidewall, right?  So, even though it's the same width as the 205/50, the sidewall has to taper less down to the rim.  It's like slopes in geometry class, y'know, rise over run and all that.  So, because the 205/55 has a longer run for the same rise, the "slope" of the sidewall down the rim is less severe.  Is this making any sense?  Anyway, my theory on his explanation is that the somewhat more severely pitched 50 ratio tire's sidewall can cause a slight deformation in the contact patch.  I sincerely doubt it's enough of a difference to matter, but I now see the grain of truth in what he said.  He just didn't say it properly.<br /><br />I still think that a 205/50 is fine.  That's what I've got on there now, and granted, I don't have all that many miles on them, but they are completely even as far as wear is concerned.  No areas of increased/decreased wear in relation to the rest of the tire.  I'm not saying that this can't happen, but it should be easily fixed by adjusting your tire pressures.  I suppose that that could have an adverse effect on handling...<br /><br />Ah shit.  This trail of tire property dominoes is getting way too long, and I don't wanna be the person to tip the first one over.<br /><br />Either size is fine.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||01-08-2004||09:59 AM||||One thing that should be considered is the tire  manufacturer's recommended rim width.  You can find this info on Tire Rack's site, or often in the little tire brochures at shops.  This is the rim width or range of widths that have been tested by the manufacturer for best fit and performance.  A too wide tire on narrow rim or vice versa degrades that performance aspects of the tire by increasing tread roll, squirm and affecting contact patch.  Best performance is usually found at the upper end of recommended rim size for the tire (at least for road/autox usage-not sure how it is for straight line or rally guys).||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
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A||||6||jonvr4||intake manifold revisited||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-06-2004||04:40 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||ok so now i need to know who is serious about trying these out. i have 4 available, and the same conditions apply that were given before. anyone who trys one out, has one of two options after the 2 week trial period. if they don't like the performance, they could return it. if they do like the way it works, then they have the option of purchasing it for 180.00 and all they have to do is basically show it off and spread the word. these manifolds will be gauranteed for 3 years against welds cracking, or any other performance related issues. however i will not cover nitrous backfires, it being dropped or any other types of physically abuse. if you are interested call me at 720 404 3427, and i will answer any questions you have. here is a pic of the manifold <br /><br />  <a href="http://home.comcast.net/~jonvigil2/performance.html" target="_blank">http://home.comcast.net/~jonvigil2/performance.html</a>  <br /><br />minus the throttle body flange. the top one is the one being tested, however if you are interested in a full race on like the second one pictured let me know and we could discuss the options. remember the top one has 5" runners, and a 3 5/8 plenum so not much low end is lost.btw, i pay for shipping. thanks, jon.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||01-06-2004||05:10 PM||||Ill take one. So I have to get my own TB welded on or does it just come with a plate to bolt up my stock TB?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||01-06-2004||05:12 PM||||i'll have the flanges welded on tomarrow. so your stock one will bolt right up.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||04DrBlur||01-06-2004||05:56 PM||||So do the ones who test them get a discounted price of 180.00?  If so I am game what are the requirements to test one of these bad boys out? Thanks||68.76.176.219||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||01-06-2004||06:53 PM||||yeah the one's who test get the discount. i really don't have to many requirements. all i want is for you to have atleast exhaust, intake, and run higher boost. also i would prefer upgraded turbo, big16+.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||01-06-2004||11:06 PM||||put me down for one, my call box 301-672-5602, I'll see about the shipping.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||01-16-2004||09:36 PM||||All those who are testing, i have a treat for you. fresh from the welding bench, here is a pic of the four prototypes. BTW they were photographed wet so it the pics may look a litte odd. all i have to do this week end is die grind the rest of the slag off and call it good. i'll be shipping these out first thing monday.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2494" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2494&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2495" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2495&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2496" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2496&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2497" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2497&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2498" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2498&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2499" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2499&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
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A||||13||Peakboost||Where to buy SNOWBOARD RACK for GVR4?||||1||||Peakboost||00003013
Z||000000||Peakboost||01-06-2004||05:28 PM||integevo90@yahoo.com||anyone here snowboards or know where i can buy a rack?   do they have OEM rack?<br /><br />link would be nice<br />thanks<br />mike||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||01-06-2004||05:57 PM||||THULE ?||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||01-06-2004||06:05 PM||||I may be selling the used one that I have.  I'm never used it anyway...  PM me for details.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||01-06-2004||06:05 PM||||Thule made the OE rack that was an option for our cars.  They still make and sell them, but they slightly redesigned the foot portion of the rack so they now carry a different part number.  The only major difference between the OE rack, which I have, and the generic Thule rack with the GVR4 specific mounts, is that the OE rack has rounded towers that don't allow the use of a longer bar.  The generic towers allow the bar to go all the way through, so it sticks out a tad on either side.<br /><br />But any outdoors store that carries Thule equipment, such as GI Joes, REI, and the like can get you what you need.  Or just go to <a href="http://www.thule.com" target="_blank">www.thule.com</a> and you can find the part numbers that you need, and then just call around to see if anybody has them in stock.<br /><br />Yakima and others have universal style roofracks that will fit our cars, but the Thule one uses factory mounts built into the roof and thus is far more stable, secure, and strong.  An all around excellent rack.  And as for the actual snowboard mounts, almost any will work, but I find the Thule ones to be the most versatile, as they can also carry skis, or any combination of skis and snowboards.  I think it's called 725, the one you want.  A tad spendy though, so you might check out ebay.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||Peakboost||01-06-2004||10:01 PM||||thanks for the reply.....JAY, you got PM.<br /><br /><br />themightygalant----do you have pics of yours?  im pretty confuse to which part to get (i dont see any "kits" for sale that would come everything for our cars)<br /><br />thanks<br />mike||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||01-06-2004||10:19 PM||||If you don't know what I'm talking about, just go to the nearest GI Joes.  They'll have what you need.<br /><br />You need:<br /><br />4 feet/towers.  These are the ones that are specific to our cars, and they bolt to the roof under those two plastic strips that run the length of the car.<br /><br />2 load bars.  Just a square pipe, covered in rubber, that connects the towers.  Find a length you like.<br /><br />1 snowboard mount.  This will actually be two pieces, one for the front bar and one for the rear.  The 725 and 726 are the clamshell/clamp style that can also hold skis, or wakeboards, anything flattish.<br /><br />So, there is no "kit."  But, you can go to only one store, buy all you need, and bolt it all on that afternoon.  Is that really that much harder than a kit?  I haven't priced this stuff in a while, but that list of all the parts will likely top $400, msrp.  You can try to find sales, or check ebay, or put up a want ad on this site.<br /><br />Edit-- I forgot to mention that those plastic strips need to be modded for the towers to fit.  You basically just cut out the portion where the tower goes, and snap the remaining 3 pieces (on each side) back in.  If you're hesitant about cutting up your only pair (there will be 4 holes if you remove the roof rack) just go snag a set from a junkyard Galant and cut those up.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||SLedge||01-06-2004||10:43 PM||||FYI Jon, G.I. Joes isn't a national chain.  I loved going to those stores when I lived in Oregon -- wish we had 'em down here.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> If you don't know what I'm talking about, just go to the nearest GI Joes.  They'll have what you need.<br /><br />You need:<br /><br />4 feet/towers.  These are the ones that are specific to our cars, and they bolt to the roof under those two plastic strips that run the length of the car.<br /><br />2 load bars.  Just a square pipe, covered in rubber, that connects the towers.  Find a length you like.<br /><br />1 snowboard mount.  This will actually be two pieces, one for the front bar and one for the rear.  The 725 and 726 are the clamshell/clamp style that can also hold skis, or wakeboards, anything flattish.<br /><br />So, there is no "kit."  But, you can go to only one store, buy all you need, and bolt it all on that afternoon.  Is that really that much harder than a kit?  I haven't priced this stuff in a while, but that list of all the parts will likely top $400, msrp.  You can try to find sales, or check ebay, or put up a want ad on this site.<br /><br />Edit-- I forgot to mention that those plastic strips need to be modded for the towers to fit.  You basically just cut out the portion where the tower goes, and snap the remaining 3 pieces (on each side) back in.  If you're hesitant about cutting up your only pair (there will be 4 holes if you remove the roof rack) just go snag a set from a junkyard Galant and cut those up. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||64.169.7.178||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||01-07-2004||06:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Sledge:<br /><strong> FYI Jon, G.I. Joes isn't a national chain.  I loved going to those stores when I lived in Oregon -- wish we had 'em down here.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Really?  Wow.  I knew they were founded up here, but since I see 'em everywhere I sorta assumed they were plentiful elsewhere...  That sucks for you guys, then.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Since you're familiar with the store then, and are in a place that doesn't have them, can you suggest a similar chain that could supply our lil' snowboarder with the equipment that he so desires?||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||Peakboost||01-07-2004||04:01 PM||||do you guys have GALYANS?  ill check out this place i know they should have them.<br /><br />thanks for the FYI again  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000009||msaskin||01-08-2004||10:42 AM||||order it from <a href="http://www.rackattack.com" target="_blank">www.rackattack.com</a><br /><br />prices are awesome, compared to most local stores, which charge full retail.<br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||01-08-2004||05:21 PM||||Good link, Matt!||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||#1459 VR-4||01-08-2004||07:57 PM||||I have a Thule rack also.  <br /><br />I bought the feet designed to fit on my Eclipse, but was able to get them to work on the Galant too.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000012||HHIVR4||01-08-2004||09:42 PM||||I have a buddy that owns a bike shop..(high end) he hooks me up really good.he sells mostly thule but i think he carries yakima also..if you saw something you like and can get a pic i can get you a discount on it.or if you know what you want tell me and ill get you a price tommorow.pm me.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||01-08-2004||10:14 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004055;p=1#000019" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004055;p=1#000019</a>||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
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A||||16||Matticus||Rattle Can Experts....||||1||||Matticus||00000653
Z||000000||Matticus||01-06-2004||07:47 PM||mlighthall@comcast.net||I got my Dave Brode IC pipes today.  Dave advised me that I need to paint them to help protect them from rust and the elements.  I sanded them down real good with 150 grit paper and washed them down with soap and water and dried them off good.  I got a can of engine paint, the kind that doesn't need a primer.  Well I painted them, but was a bit too anxious and now I have lovely runs and drip marks on them.  DUMBASS!<br /><br />They look pretty shitty, so I am going to do it over.  I am looking for some advice on painting.  I plan on sanding them down again to remove the drip and run marks.  But does anyone have any other ways to do it?  And when it comes time to paint again, I am guessing to just go slower and apply more, lighter coats of paint.  Any friendly advice there?<br /><br />Thanks,<br /><br />Mat||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||01-06-2004||07:55 PM||||Do about 4 coats allowing 30 minutes to dry between each. Do very light coats holding the can about 1.5 feet from the object. Make sure they're clean and grease-free. Also, I've found that engine paint really sucks. The quality is bad. Rust-Olem is good stuff. I don't know what color you're using though..||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||01-06-2004||08:02 PM||||Go to the car parts place or a paint shop and buy a tack cloth.  Go over all your pipes before you spray them and you won't get any dust specs or crap like that.  Don't touch your pipes with bare fingers or anything that could get them greasy.  Wear some sort of ventilator.  If you wash them with tide or laundry soap after you sand it will reduce the amount of fisheyes.  Thats all i got, and don't take it too seriously if you aren't that concerned with the quality.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||Matticus||01-06-2004||08:02 PM||||Yeah, the paint is probably not the best, coupled with my horrible painting skills equals a lousy finished product.  I am painting it a Cast Iron color, dark grey.  Thanks for the help.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000004||Matticus||01-06-2004||08:05 PM||||My car is far from a #3 or anything, but I do want them to look decent in the end.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||01-06-2004||08:10 PM||||Light coats, like Alex said.  REAlly light coats.  Maybe even more than 4.  Just do a little bit more than dust it on.  Especially on the first couple of coats.  <br /><br />And spray whatever you have them hanging/laying on the same way in a spot right by the pipes.  When you can touch that spot (not your pipes!) pretty hard and no wet paint comes off, then you can put another coat.||64.63.212.114||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||autobahntom||01-06-2004||08:39 PM||||I have a glass beading/sand blasting machine Matticus. Email me. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000007||number3||01-06-2004||09:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Light coats, like Alex said.  REAlly light coats.  Maybe even more than 4.  Just do a little bit more than dust it on.  Especially on the first couple of coats.  <br /><br />And spray whatever you have them hanging/laying on the same way in a spot right by the pipes.  When you can touch that spot (not your pipes!) pretty hard and no wet paint comes off, then you can put another coat. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly.  <br /><br />Watch the temp. as well. It needs to be warmer than 30 degrees in the space your working in   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   A hair dryer can help speed up the drying time.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000008||Matticus||01-06-2004||09:18 PM||||Yeah, I am painting in my garage with a space heater to keep things a little warmer.  I have a window and the garage door cracked to provide a bit of ventilation, porbably not quite enough however.  Might explain my head-ache I have...j/k||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||01-06-2004||09:25 PM||||This is probably self explanatory, but only change directions on the can when you aren't spraying paint on the pipes.  This will give you even painting, and no excess anywhere.  Light coats are the way to go.  I did three coats of paint and three coats of clearcoat on my bumpers and trim, and I'm worried they need more clearcoat.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||turboflanagan||01-06-2004||09:25 PM||||Keep your head in the cloud of overspray and the headache goes away.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.63.212.114||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||01-06-2004||09:55 PM||||Any chance you could post a picture of what the pipes look like? Like everything you got in the box...||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||crucible||01-07-2004||07:17 AM||||Are these pipes alum or steel?<br />Just curious since Im contemplating buying a set from DB.<br /><br />Cruce||198.8.4.11||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000013||Matticus||01-07-2004||08:59 AM||||I will post a pic of everything once I have the pipes cleaned up.  The pipes themselves are really nice looking, pretty welds at the thick flanges.  I am not sure what metel they are made of, I'll ask Dave and get back to you.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000014||mikeyoung00||01-07-2004||09:53 AM||||Instead of resanding the pipes you might want to pick up a can of aircraft stripper. This stuff works GREAT. Just use it OUTDOORS cause the fumes are REALLY dangerous. If you sand the runs out be sure you sand them COMPLETELY out. Sounds elementary but with a lot of colors it may look like it is smooth and it may feel smooth but when you apply fresh paint you can still see where the run was.<br /><br />Hang the pipes up to paint them. Makes it a lot easier to get to all sides without touching them and you don't have to wait for one side to dry before flipping the work over. Of course you will have to hang up more plastic sheeting (or whatever) to keep from painting the garage at the same time but your results will probably be a lot better.)<br /><br />Start spraying to one side of the pipe and don't release the button until the the spray is past the other side. (Don't start or stop spraying on the pipe.) Don't just hold down the button and move the spray back and forth. Press...move spray across work fast enough to leave a very thin coat, then release, then repeat. Your coats have to be light enough so that two coats, one right after the other, still won't run. Because in the overlap areas thats what you are doing.<br /><br />Good luck.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000015||broke down||01-07-2004||01:40 PM||||I do a LOT of rattle can painting on restoration parts.  I would have suggested a primer.  I would not suggest using aircraft stripper at this juncture, wouldn't be prudent (said in my best George Bush voice).  I would sand out the runs, then lightly scuff the rest, so that the new paint sticks to it.  Lots of light coats, but paint the hard to get to areas first, then on your last coats, get the entire piece, concentrating more on getting even coverage and texture.  no runs, no drips, no errors.||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000016||Matticus||01-07-2004||02:00 PM||||Ok, I am attempting to post a pick of the entire kit.  I think I may have it.  We'll see.  The kit does not come with a throttle body gasket or a turno outlet gasket. I got those from Conicelli for 9 bucks shipped.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2396" alt=" - " />||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
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q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!What special tools do you have in your garage!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!02:41 AM!,
q!2453011.0241!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!03:49 PM!,
q!2453012.1549!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!nice pic of a racing vr4 !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!09:29 AM!,
q!2453008.0929!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2453008.1555!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!'91 Belize Green wheels!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!01:54 AM!,
q!2453010.0154!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2453010.2341!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!data loggers!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!02:25 AM!,
q!2453010.0225!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!keydiver!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!10:20 AM!,
q!2453010.1020!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Anybody ??!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!06:40 AM!,
q!2453011.0640!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!drew!,
q!01-14-2004!,
q!02:48 PM!,
q!2453019.1448!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!Anyone see this on Ebay?!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2453012.1649!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!07:07 PM!,
q!2453012.1907!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!tmo logger!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!07:12 PM!,
q!2453012.1912!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!09:17 PM!,
q!2453012.2117!,
q!CCDSM69!,
q!00001573!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!tire ?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!04:02 PM!,
q!2453011.1602!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2453013.0959!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hibrn8!,
q!Do you have emissions in your area???!,
q!1!,
q!53!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2453012.2017!,
q!Hibrn8!,
q!00000807!,
q!crucible!,
q!01-09-2004!,
q!08:23 PM!,
q!2453014.2023!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000054!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!Satellite internet service!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!04:34 PM!,
q!2453004.1634!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!slugsgomoo!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!08:31 PM!,
q!2453005.2031!,
q!slugsgomoo!,
q!00002629!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!Potenza RE950!,
q!14!,
q!4!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!06:08 PM!,
q!2453004.1808!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!06:10 AM!,
q!2453006.0610!,
q!Gvr4-330!,
q!00000349!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!Honda guys are learning!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2453004.1839!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!dlpinckney!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2453006.2313!,
q!Turbo4door1!,
q!00000938!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Gaskets, we don't need no stinkin gaskets...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!11:21 AM!,
q!2453006.1121!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!jayru!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!11:55 AM!,
q!2453006.1155!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mromik!,
q~Happy NEW YEAR!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!17!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!07:57 PM!,
q!2453004.1957!,
q!mromik!,
q!00000909!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!02:29 PM!,
q!2453006.1429!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000017!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!I got the strangest e-mail today (and it involves GVR4in)...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!08:07 PM!,
q!2453004.2007!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!spoulson!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!01:15 PM!,
q!2453005.1315!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!NEW YEAR'S DAY FEAST!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!02:27 PM!,
q!2453006.1427!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!number3!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2453007.2038!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!hecdws!,
q!green 91 in clifton, nj!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2453004.2018!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!hecdws!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!08:18 PM!,
q!2453004.2018!,
q!hecdws!,
q!00001291!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!Kill Stories.....!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!02:58 PM!,
q!2453006.1458!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!10:46 AM!,
q!2453007.1046!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!JDM Two-Tone!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!08:49 PM!,
q!2453004.2049!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!11:08 AM!,
q!2453007.1108!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!Another &quot;everyone who lives in the snow&quot; question..!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!09:12 PM!,
q!2453004.2112!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2453006.1446!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!New Dodge &quot;Built Ram Tough&quot; commercial!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2453006.2238!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!10:20 AM!,
q!2453007.1020!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sr71sss!,
q!Whereabouts of 731 or 733/2000 white GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!07:06 PM!,
q!2453008.1906!,
q!sr71sss!,
q!00000133!,
q!sr71sss!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!07:06 PM!,
q!2453008.1906!,
q!sr71sss!,
q!00000133!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!Turbo Timers?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2453007.0017!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2453007.1558!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!bob92vr4!,
q!new guy with a ?S!,
q!5!,
q!9!,
q!12-30-2003!,
q!11:03 PM!,
q!2453004.2303!,
q!bob92vr4!,
q!00003129!,
q!Hertz!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2453005.0039!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!Lucky?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!02:57 AM!,
q!2453007.0257!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!11:29 AM!,
q!2453007.1129!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q~I miss my VR4!~,
q!8!,
q!3!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2453008.2359!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!10:26 AM!,
q!2453009.1026!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!Left hand drive EVO that can tow a boat?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!03:32 AM!,
q!2453007.0332!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!henrok!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!05:43 PM!,
q!2453007.1743!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!dsm parts!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!12:07 PM!,
q!2453007.1207!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!01-05-2004!,
q!12:46 PM!,
q!2453010.1246!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!Just burned an Integra!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!12:50 PM!,
q!2453007.1250!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!02:42 PM!,
q!2453007.1442!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!intake manifold revisited!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!04:40 PM!,
q!2453011.1640!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!09:36 PM!,
q!2453021.2136!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!turbo choice!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2453009.1446!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!02:46 PM!,
q!2453009.1446!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!Where to buy SNOWBOARD RACK for GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!05:28 PM!,
q!2453011.1728!,
q!Peakboost!,
q!00003013!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-08-2004!,
q!10:14 PM!,
q!2453013.2214!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Matticus!,
q!Rattle Can Experts....!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!07:47 PM!,
q!2453011.1947!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!Matticus!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!02:00 PM!,
q!2453012.1400!,
q!Matticus!,
q!00000653!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!GVR4 sighting in Urbana, IL!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!01:30 AM!,
q!2453011.0130!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!03:36 PM!,
q!2453011.1536!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Good seat choice?!,
q!1!,
q!30!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2453011.2240!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-15-2004!,
q!08:21 AM!,
q!2453020.0821!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dwatters@sisna.com!,
q!GVR$ Sighting in SLC, Utah!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!11:20 PM!,
q!2453011.2320!,
q!GVR4*1990!,
q!00000935!,
q!rrustedcage!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!04:10 AM!,
q!2453012.0410!,
q!ryan!,
q!00001263!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!WTF  Mystery VR4!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-06-2004!,
q!11:39 PM!,
q!2453011.2339!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!01-07-2004!,
q!10:01 AM!,
q!2453012.1001!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Stainless steel exhaust manifold cover GB!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2453005.0053!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!sleeper!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2453005.0053!,
q!sleeper!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!G-Force (you like GVR4s look here)!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!01:32 AM!,
q!2453005.0132!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2453007.1256!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!A little bit of reading about the new Lancer WRC!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!03:32 AM!,
q!2453005.0332!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!00000138!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!03:32 AM!,
q!2453005.0332!,
q!KenGVR4!,
q!00000138!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!Impersonating an officer!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!07:37 AM!,
q!2453005.0737!,
q!Eclipse182!,
q!00001888!,
q!broke down!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!05:20 PM!,
q!2453007.1720!,
q!broke down!,
q!00000520!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!GVR-4 in the Snow!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2453007.1816!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2453008.1958!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!Just an apology!,
q!11!,
q!1!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!05:29 PM!,
q!2453005.1729!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!tplesko!,
q!12-31-2003!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2453005.1734!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!First post of 2004!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!12:06 AM!,
q!2453006.0006!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!10:50 PM!,
q!2453006.2250!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!aWeX!,
q!Galant with SERIOUS bodykit!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!09:20 PM!,
q!2453007.2120!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!03:04 PM!,
q!2453009.1504!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!What do you guys think?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-01-2004!,
q!04:34 AM!,
q!2453006.0434!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!01-02-2004!,
q!10:07 PM!,
q!2453007.2207!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q~For all you Ricers wanting a Galant bodykit Here you go!~,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!01-03-2004!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2453008.0023!,
q!DeanCouchey!,
q!00000023!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!01-04-2004!,
q!06:58 PM!,
q!2453009.1858!,
q!DsmSeifer!,
q!00002241!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/004185.cgi
A||||30||jayru||Good seat choice?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||01-06-2004||10:40 PM||||There is someone selling EVO 8 recaro seats for a Grand. Do you think they would look good in our cars? I thought the price was high, but then i went to recaro's website and that was the price for each seat! <br /><br />I'm not really a guy that spends money on stuff like that (if it don't make the car go faster, usually i don't want it), but i remember when i drove the EVO how nice they were.<br /><br />I guess the fabric in the center could be dyed black? or i wonder how much to cover them in leather/vinl. <br /><br />What do you guys think? <br /><br />Off topic we need a spell check button on this site. I'm such a bad speller.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||curtis||01-06-2004||10:52 PM||||I put CRX seats in mine.  I'm 6 foot tall and I fit fine if I was about 5' 10" it would be better because of the shoulder pockets that wrap around.  Recaro made them for Honda.  I picked them up out of a junk yard for 50 dollars and it cost me 150 to get them covered.||166.90.116.154||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||jayru||01-06-2004||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I put CRX seats in mine.  I'm 6 foot tall and I fit fine if I was about 5' 10" it would be better because of the shoulder pockets that wrap around.  Recaro made them for Honda.  I picked them up out of a junk yard for 50 dollars and it cost me 150 to get them covered. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wow, and they are comparable to the regular quality seats recaro makes? Good firm seat, holds you in, looks good, ect. Got any pics?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||curtis||01-06-2004||11:50 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003116" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003116</a> <br />I posted these back in the fall.  After having them in for a few months I have no regrets. The schroth harnesses have no problems and you don't slide around at all.  The only problem is that if you doing a lot of erin's putting the belts on and off gets old and with the nut belt on, there is no holding a soda can between your legs.  Years ago I priced these at honda and they were around 750 a piece then.  There is 2 types the crx and the crx si the si seats have a hole in the head rest.  I saw a set on ebay a few weeks ago from one of the Jaydum companys and the bid was up to I think 5 dollars for the pair so someone got lucky.||166.90.116.154||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000004||curtis||01-06-2004||11:59 PM||||Just found these under crx seats<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452800257&category=40942" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452800257&category=40942</a><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33701&item=2452025562" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33701&item=2452025562</a><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33701&item=2452496045" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33701&item=2452496045</a>||166.90.116.154||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||01-07-2004||12:16 AM||||No one steal my idea or anything, but I've been looking at going with the seats from a volkswagen gti or jetta gli.  they are nice, take a look at some if u get the chance.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||jayru||01-07-2004||12:20 AM||||They look good (CRX), but an old seat like that probally doesn't hold/support you as good as new recaro's. I want them more for the feel than look's, but thanks for the info. That may be an option i explore. $1K for the evo's are too much for seats!||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||curtis||01-07-2004||01:49 AM||||The back and bottoms are molded steel with a foam pad that is blow molded on.  When they were recovered The center piece fabric had foam quilted on and I added foam to the bolsters there is no moving around at all.  Fits me like a glove. <br /><br /> By the way the GTI seats are also Recaro my buddy put them in his rabbit race truck (VR6 BIG turbo ran 94 mph in the eighth)||65.54.98.15||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||01-07-2004||06:14 AM||||My roommate scored a set of the Si seats for his Civic.  Pulled 'em out of a Jetta in the junkyard (???).  He got the seats, a manifold, some injectors, some hatch struts, and whole lotta other shit for only $50.  He also added foam to the bolsters, and they are incredibly tight.  I'm 6' and 190, and they're very snug on me.  Haha, reminded me to lose a few pounds.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   But they are a huge improvement over his stock seats.  A lot of people get really concerned about the shape of a seat or the size of the bolsters, but almost anything is better than our stock leather.  Heck, the bolsterless captains chairs in our suburban seem to hold me better than our stock buckets, because they're upholstered in cloth.  Almost anything with cloth on it will hold you better than stock.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||01-07-2004||10:23 AM||||you know you're jealous  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/wheelincar2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/Sparco3.jpg" alt=" - " />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||V8EATER||01-07-2004||12:18 PM||||ok, lets thank bob in chicago for this mod to the stock seats- <br /><br />the sides of our seats will bend in toward the center of the seat with a little persuading.  I pushed both seats bolster in, and voila, ten minutes later, they're holding me in great.  i'm 5'11', 180, and they hold me in nice and tight.  also, unbolt the front bolts holding the seat in, and put a couple of thick washers under the seat, then tighten everything up- trust me, it makes a huge difference.  <br /><br />I have not regretted this once in the last couple months.  the seats don't look any different, the leather isn't stretched, and it doesn't pull the seams.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||01-07-2004||12:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> unbolt the front bolts holding the seat in, and put a couple of thick washers under the seat, then tighten everything up- trust me, it makes a huge difference.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's a good one!   Also, in another post, I mentioned that I just recently removed one set of springs from the underside of the seats (under your hips)... also improves the hold, definitely reduces the "stiffness" of the seat and gives an extra 1/4" of headroom.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||jayru||01-13-2004||11:58 AM||||Anyone have any experience with these seats?<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2453930763&category=33701" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2453930763&category=33701</a>||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000013||4drwhore||01-13-2004||01:15 PM||||Buy Buy Buy!!!||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||01-13-2004||01:22 PM||||Those are pretty cool looking.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||V8EATER||01-13-2004||01:25 PM||||"JDM style"  wtf?  IMO, I think these might be fabric covered shit.  I would be very skeptical....||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000016||GVR-4||01-13-2004||01:25 PM||||I gots to get me sum o' deez!:<br /><br />(except in black)<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2453699662&category=6783" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2453699662&category=6783</a>||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000017||number3||01-13-2004||06:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Anyone have any experience with these seats?<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2453930763&category=33701" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2453930763&category=33701</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No crotch slot...?||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000018||VR4ownzU||01-13-2004||06:34 PM||||I had a set of Del Sol Seats I was gonna put in my old civici and they feel great.  Hold you in and are probably the most comfortable Honda seat ever made...not to mention their really thin width wise so they must have been pretty light...I'm guessing....nothing beats Recaro or Bride...I had a Recaro SRD in my Civic and my AE86.||141.110.161.78||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||01-13-2004||09:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Anyone have any experience with these seats?<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2453930763&category=33701" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2453930763&category=33701</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I remember looking into these a while back.  There's always at least a few sets on ebay.  IIRC, they're made by a company called Axe.  They make stuff for other companies as well, so you sometimes see their products being sold under other names.  Or maybe I have it backwards and Axe is one of the reseller's names...  Anyway, they also do stuff like harnesses, steering wheels, pedals, wings, the usual.  Their stuff, from what I could find however, all seems to be legit, in that while targeted generally towards the ricer crowd, all seems to have merit, and is made pretty well.  I have  set of their street harnesses and love them, and was strongly considering these seats.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||01-13-2004||10:23 PM||||Damn! For a sec, Plesko looked like Clay Aiken when I scrolled down fast....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||tplesko||01-13-2004||10:27 PM||||i don't even know who the hell that is KC!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||01-13-2004||10:48 PM||||Thats the skinny white dude who didnt win Amercian Idol...the fat black dude Rueben Studdard won it..ring a bell now?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2444" alt=" - " />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||tplesko||01-14-2004||08:15 AM||||damn i don't know if that's a complement or insult   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />hehe  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000024||Hertz||01-14-2004||11:17 AM||||Your sexual orientation is now in question.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||4||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000025||tplesko||01-14-2004||11:39 AM||||me or KC?  Well, it's gotta be KC   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||162.18.115.118||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000026||blacksheep||01-14-2004||01:11 PM||||I dunno if I would get into bed with Pivvay for his gvr4....hmmm.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000027||tplesko||01-14-2004||01:26 PM||||my GVR4 is *not* for sale. Even for KC's body.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000028||Kibo||01-14-2004||05:22 PM||||Haha, I almost busted a lung when I saw Pivvay's picture of him in his seat on the couch holding the steering wheel!<br /><br />Reminds me of when I first picked up my seat and wheel--I was checking them out in the living room when my roommate walked in and said, "Oh, sorry--am I interrupting a private moment?"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Must have been the vroom-vroom noises I was making...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm a cheap bastard and went with the Sparco Sprints.  If you race anywhere that checks for certification dates on your seats, you'll be glad that they only cost $200...  Weight is comparable to the big-$$ EVOs, etc.||209.254.34.12||reg||1||Kibo||00000303||yes
Z||000029||ayvr4||01-14-2004||05:32 PM||||I think I have said it before, but the Acura RSX-s seats are dope as hell, I would love to slap some of those in the vr-FOE||68.74.194.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000030||a_santos||01-15-2004||08:21 AM||||Neon SRT-4. One of the best seats I sat in at the Detroit Autoshow. Much more race then any other. If I could score a set, they would be in my car. I am keeping my eyes open though.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/004186.cgi
A||||1||dwatters@sisna.com||GVR$ Sighting in SLC, Utah||||1||||GVR4*1990||00000935
Z||000000||dwatters@sisna.com||01-06-2004||11:20 PM||gvr_41990@sisna.com||I saw a Green 91 in Salt Lake today @ about 6500 south and state. I pulled in to the wendy's and you followed me. This is the third car that I have seen in Utah other then mine.||205.208.177.63||reg||1||GVR4*1990||00000935||yes
Z||000001||rrustedcage||01-07-2004||04:10 AM||||wasn't me, but i always see one parked by the english building at weber st.  is that you duane?  <br /><br />ryan<br /><br />by the way, i'm the guy that test drove your car a while back.  met you at the DMV.  remember?  do you still have both of yours?||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes



ubb/Forum3/004187.cgi
A||||4||curtis||WTF  Mystery VR4||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||01-06-2004||11:39 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||I went to Nashville today to drop off some parts and stopped at a speed shop down there.  One of the guys behind the counter asked how long I had the car and when I painted it. I looked at him funny. First its a old time part shop that sells parts for everything from trucks to imports but mostly domestic.  I was shocked to realize that he knew what it was and he asked what size turbo was on it  this coming from a guy wearing a hot rod power tour hat.  Then he said there is a guy in Nashville that has a Burgandy Galant that has come in a few times that runs at the local eighth mile track that is running down in the six's.  I thought I knew all the VR4's around but an aftermarket paint job, big turbo built car. WTF  Has anyone ever heard about this car or owner.||166.90.116.154||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||01-07-2004||02:02 AM||||i've only heard of one maroon GVR4 in america and its nate phar's||141.153.225.214||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||curtis||01-07-2004||03:01 AM||||Thats what I though and as far as I know he doesn't live in Nashville.||65.54.98.15||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-07-2004||08:38 AM||||I heard a rumor Nate had moved to Nashville and was touring with Toby Keith....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||01-07-2004||10:01 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I heard a rumor Nate had moved to Nashville and was touring with Toby Keith....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ahhh...that must be Nate who's the other voice on "Whisky For My Men (And Beer for My Horses)".||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/forum_thread_data_0043.cgi
$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0043"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!stevevr4!,
q~1g TEL shifter - Now with shift boot!~,
q!14!,
q!10!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!09:00 AM!,
q!2453026.0900!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!08:53 PM!,
q!2453026.2053!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!gvr4 Dash peel issues....!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!11:58 AM!,
q!2453026.1158!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!Pep!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!08:36 PM!,
q!2453041.2036!,
q!Pep!,
q!00000675!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!Body Work!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2453026.1411!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!02:11 PM!,
q!2453026.1411!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!grimm!,
q!Introductions are in order!,
q!10!,
q!19!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2453030.1928!,
q!grimm!,
q!00003384!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2453031.1931!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q~driving in the snow kicks ass!~,
q!6!,
q!9!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!08:06 PM!,
q!2453030.2006!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!coop!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!12:22 PM!,
q!2453031.1222!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spoulson!,
q!Interest in Palm datalogging software?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2453030.2351!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!gvr4-56/1000!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2453032.1440!,
q!gvr4-56/1000!,
q!00003377!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!So here I am in Vienna......!,
q!6!,
q!26!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!12:20 AM!,
q!2453031.0020!,
q!1520/2000!,
q!00000134!,
q!Rasko Da Gama!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!06:09 AM!,
q!2453036.0609!,
q!Jan!,
q!00000835!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!coop!,
q!want a diffrent wing!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!07:42 PM!,
q!2453031.1942!,
q!coop!,
q!00002240!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!09:44 AM!,
q!2453032.0944!,
q!gvrfour173!,
q!00000368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!Mitsu emblem valve stem caps?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2453031.2030!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!megaice!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!01:26 AM!,
q!2453032.0126!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!So whos FLA VR4 beat a Viper?  See Vid!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2453031.2052!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!talontsi!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!09:48 AM!,
q!2453038.0948!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q~THIS SUCKS!!!~,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!12:39 AM!,
q!2453021.0039!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2453022.2204!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!MAS!,
q!2!,
q!1!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!01:20 PM!,
q!2453021.1320!,
q!ayvr4!,
q!00000980!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2453021.1816!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!sard...!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2453021.1330!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!09:22 PM!,
q!2453023.2122!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!S!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Get your galantvr-4.org decals here!,
q!1!,
q!46!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!01:49 PM!,
q!2453021.1349!,
q!Gabor!,
q!00000441!,
q!turbowop!,
q!03-05-2004!,
q!11:35 AM!,
q!2453070.1135!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000046!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Donations to Jon for the new domain name...!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!02:01 PM!,
q!2453021.1401!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!chopped 39!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!11:51 PM!,
q!2453036.2351!,
q!steve!,
q!00003394!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!where to get radiator fan?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!03:49 PM!,
q!2453021.1549!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!02:20 AM!,
q!2453022.0220!,
q!Mitsuturbo!,
q!00002477!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q~WE have suspension !! coming !!~,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2453021.1631!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!02:40 PM!,
q!2453061.1440!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!galantvr4us OLD GALANT SPECS!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2453021.2247!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!00002798!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!12:44 AM!,
q!2453024.0044!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!JDM Intercooler!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2453026.1546!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2453026.1734!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!looking for perf. shop in Cleveland!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-16-2004!,
q!11:28 PM!,
q!2453021.2328!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!04:50 AM!,
q!2453022.0450!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!00002798!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q~First Impressions of T3/T4!!!!~,
q!4!,
q!27!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!10:05 AM!,
q!2453022.1005!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!curtis!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!11:37 PM!,
q!2453024.2337!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spatchana!,
q!VIN HELP!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2453026.1546!,
q!spatchana!,
q!00002703!,
q!spatchana!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!10:50 AM!,
q!2453028.1050!,
q!spatchana!,
q!00002703!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!i ordered some more floor ornaments!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2453026.1732!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!bleck!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!09:24 PM!,
q!2453027.2124!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Hertz!,
q!Sunroof Deflector Help Required!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!09:51 PM!,
q!2453026.2151!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!bleck!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2453027.2141!,
q!bleck!,
q!00002148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ercp98!,
q!little orange light!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!12:23 AM!,
q!2453027.0023!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!06:12 PM!,
q!2453028.1812!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!I'm baaaaaaaack.... !,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!12:10 PM!,
q!2453027.1210!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2453028.1840!,
q!VR6 Eater!,
q!00000106!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atc250r!,
q!XM antenna?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2453031.2234!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!number3!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!12:49 PM!,
q!2453032.1249!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!Who owns #141/1000; 1992 GVR-4?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!02:50 PM!,
q!2453027.1450!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!04:17 PM!,
q!2453028.1617!,
q!pisces_0!,
q!00000768!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!V8EATER!,
q!I broke my wheels!,
q!13!,
q!14!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!10:27 AM!,
q!2453032.1027!,
q!V8 Eater!,
q!00002192!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!12:09 AM!,
q!2453034.0009!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sleeper Vr4 #1828!,
q!WTB Black 91 Vr4 by Thejeebus2002? !,
q!5!,
q!2!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!06:35 PM!,
q!2453027.1835!,
q!Sleeper Vr4 #1828!,
q!00003128!,
q!Sleeper Vr4 #1828!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2453027.2322!,
q!Sleeper Vr4 #1828!,
q!00003128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q!Need loaner stock strut/ shock  4 measurements and testing!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2453032.1256!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!01:11 AM!,
q!2453052.0111!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!GVR4 postcards!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!03:02 PM!,
q!2453032.1502!,
q!SRT2477!,
q!00002310!,
q!gtluke!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!11:33 PM!,
q!2453033.2333!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!KYB AGX's and H&amp;R springs.. part numbers!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2453032.1521!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!02:14 AM!,
q!2453033.0214!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Anyone on this site running a 2.3L Stroker?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!03:55 PM!,
q!2453032.1555!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!11:30 AM!,
q!2453033.1130!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Is wider really better?!,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!05:11 PM!,
q!2453032.1711!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2453037.2344!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!images!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!05:41 PM!,
q!2453032.1741!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!turbowop!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!07:18 PM!,
q!2453032.1918!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!Floor Ornaments: (Picture)!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!08:52 PM!,
q!2453032.2052!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!06:05 PM!,
q!2453037.1805!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!My new mud flaps. Pics of VR4 in snow!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!01:57 PM!,
q!2453022.1357!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!10:11 PM!,
q!2453022.2211!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!Coil and Power Transistor Costs!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2453022.1816!,
q!Ferrari F50 GT!,
q!00000123!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!07:51 PM!,
q!2453023.1951!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!Wild Idea???!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!07:32 PM!,
q!2453022.1932!,
q!SearsPointVR4!,
q!00000581!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!10:19 PM!,
q!2453022.2219!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!&quot;VR-4 Weather&quot;?!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-17-2004!,
q!10:51 PM!,
q!2453022.2251!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!Notorius!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!12:34 AM!,
q!2453025.0034!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!What aftermarket FMIC set-up do you use?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!12:33 AM!,
q!2453023.0033!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!00003197!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!11:18 PM!,
q!2453023.2318!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Are these wheels real Volks?!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!12:42 PM!,
q!2453023.1242!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!jayru!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!05:17 PM!,
q!2453025.1717!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!FlyBoy42!,
q!help with pics!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!12:56 PM!,
q!2453023.1256!,
q!FlyBoy42!,
q!00003213!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!01:01 PM!,
q!2453023.1301!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!What do you guys consider RACE fuel?!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!06:54 PM!,
q!2453023.1854!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!01:01 PM!,
q!2453026.1301!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~keydiver chip works great!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2453027.2224!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!12:55 PM!,
q!2453028.1255!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Mitsu Part # for the mofugas provided din &quot;divider&quot; ?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!12:08 AM!,
q!2453028.0008!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!01:07 PM!,
q!2453028.1307!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!122 performance!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!11:27 PM!,
q!2453023.2327!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2453028.2222!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!where is the # 1 vr4!,
q!1!,
q!29!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!03:45 PM!,
q!2453028.1545!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!07:33 PM!,
q!2453038.1933!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!Messed up mail order!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!06:25 PM!,
q!2453028.1825!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!12:14 AM!,
q!2453029.0014!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!message to Gabor and all!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!08:17 PM!,
q!2453028.2017!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!megaice!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!01:35 AM!,
q!2453029.0135!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!What gas do you use?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!01:54 AM!,
q!2453029.0154!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!02:09 AM!,
q!2453029.0209!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!Snow Video Hosting!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!10:22 PM!,
q!2453032.2222!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!tplesko!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2453032.2256!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!X!,
q!1badvr4!,
q~URGENT PLEASE HELP!#%!#~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!06:39 AM!,
q!2453029.0639!,
q!1badvr4!,
q!00002951!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!03:17 PM!,
q!2453030.1517!,
q!PRE-EVO!,
q!00000359!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!Possible Purchase!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!01:23 AM!,
q!2453033.0123!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!06:22 PM!,
q!2453033.1822!,
q!Dreis11301!,
q!00002569!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!msaskin!,
q~car got broken into!!~,
q!9!,
q!22!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!08:15 AM!,
q!2453029.0815!,
q!msaskin!,
q!00001429!,
q!crucible!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!08:30 PM!,
q!2453043.2030!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q~Is anyboby on here an original owner!!!~,
q!1!,
q!26!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2453033.1523!,
q!14bCrazy!,
q!00001213!,
q!Craig91!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2453049.2340!,
q!Craig91!,
q!00001123!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000026!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!Just pulled my shifter boot off...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!04:41 PM!,
q!2453033.1641!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!06:14 PM!,
q!2453033.1814!,
q!G-GSX Turbo!,
q!00003111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!Exhaust Noise !,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!09:02 PM!,
q!2453033.2102!,
q!vr4fun!,
q!00002376!,
q!305VR4!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!02:12 PM!,
q!2453037.1412!,
q!305VR4!,
q!00001096!,
q!5!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!block drain plug!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!09:41 PM!,
q!2453033.2141!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!11:58 PM!,
q!2453035.2358!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!looking for a pic of a bone stock 1991 black gvr4!,
q!1!,
q!25!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!10:26 AM!,
q!2453034.1026!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!joec!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2453037.2322!,
q!joec!,
q!00000698!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000025!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!jdm grille!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!12:35 PM!,
q!2453034.1235!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!05:22 PM!,
q!2453036.1722!,
q!Ryan Carey!,
q!00002258!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Ordered a set of ACCmats FloorMats this week...  !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!04:21 PM!,
q!2453034.1621!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!09:16 AM!,
q!2453035.0916!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!Im In Ottawa Canada!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!07:17 PM!,
q!2453034.1917!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!00000571!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!05:24 AM!,
q!2453035.0524!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q~Pivvay is cammed!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-18-2004!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2453023.2340!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2453024.1009!,
q!Sam Sayes!,
q!00000657!,
q!7!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!henrok!,
q!automatic vs. manual!,
q!5!,
q!5!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!11:05 AM!,
q!2453024.1105!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!06:30 PM!,
q!2453025.1830!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!Engine Cleaning!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!01:41 PM!,
q!2453024.1341!,
q!silly4turbo!,
q!00000648!,
q!a_santos!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2453024.2255!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!egr plate!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2453024.2223!,
q!Greenvr4!,
q!00002742!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!05:55 PM!,
q!2453025.1755!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Need VIN info on a GVR4? Iceman what do you know?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!10:55 PM!,
q!2453024.2255!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!10:58 AM!,
q!2453025.1058!,
q!stevevr4!,
q!00002355!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!lambertvr4!,
q!Lambert says hey!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!11:55 PM!,
q!2453024.2355!,
q!lambertvr4!,
q!00003314!,
q!Oztek!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!08:43 PM!,
q!2453027.2043!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1969MIB!,
q!381/1000 - The New Owner!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!01-19-2004!,
q!11:56 PM!,
q!2453024.2356!,
q!1969MIB!,
q!00000732!,
q!1969MIB!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!04:40 PM!,
q!2453027.1640!,
q!1969MIB!,
q!00000732!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!undy!,
q!Making a stock galant quick......!,
q!10!,
q!6!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!08:17 AM!,
q!2453025.0817!,
q!undy!,
q!00003302!,
q!tikibeast!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!03:00 AM!,
q!2453026.0300!,
q!tikibeast!,
q!00003193!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1badvr4!,
q!vr4 build dates (i think im imported vr4 may be fraudulently complyed) please help me!,
q!9!,
q!8!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!09:26 AM!,
q!2453029.0926!,
q!1badvr4!,
q!00002951!,
q!phat4!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!01:50 AM!,
q!2453034.0150!,
q!PHAT4!,
q!00003333!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q~FINALLY!! quiet~,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!12:15 PM!,
q!2453025.1215!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Ian M!,
q!01-22-2004!,
q!08:23 PM!,
q!2453027.2023!,
q!Ian M!,
q!00000361!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!#327/2000's new owner!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!12:59 PM!,
q!2453029.1259!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!10:50 AM!,
q!2453033.1050!,
q!boostboy51!,
q!00000274!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q~Why Must Life Be SOO Difficult!(longish)~,
q!8!,
q!3!,
q!01-24-2004!,
q!08:15 PM!,
q!2453029.2015!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!12:29 PM!,
q!2453030.1229!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!how many VR4s are in missouri!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!12:04 AM!,
q!2453030.0004!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!sleeper!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!12:37 PM!,
q!2453032.1237!,
q!Gabor!,
q!00000441!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!marvinmadman123!,
q!VR-4's in Auctions!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!01:43 AM!,
q!2453030.0143!,
q!marvinmadman!,
q!00002804!,
q!Hertz!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!05:27 AM!,
q!2453035.0527!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!akira01!,
q!i need a key!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!01:00 PM!,
q!2453030.1300!,
q!galantgsr!,
q!00002158!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!01-26-2004!,
q!12:14 AM!,
q!2453031.0014!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Stroker Kit -  Good Deal?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2453030.1318!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!01-27-2004!,
q!10:14 AM!,
q!2453032.1014!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!00003197!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!SLedge!,
q!What to do w/ an Evo 2 tranny?!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-25-2004!,
q!04:32 PM!,
q!2453030.1632!,
q!Sledge!,
q!00002035!,
q!SLedge!,
q!01-28-2004!,
q!11:04 PM!,
q!2453033.2304!,
q!Sledge!,
q!00002035!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!What rims do you have on your car?!,
q!1!,
q!63!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!01:25 PM!,
q!2453025.1325!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!00003197!,
q!markrieb!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!03:18 PM!,
q!2453037.1518!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000065!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Is there any regrets of purchasing your GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!39!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2453025.1639!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!06:16 PM!,
q!2453028.1816!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000039!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!what color gauges do you guys run?!,
q!1!,
q!34!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2453025.1859!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!04:43 PM!,
q!2453044.1643!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000034!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dsm laser!,
q!Looking at buying a JDM GVR-4!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!08:53 PM!,
q!2453025.2053!,
q!dsm laser!,
q!00002675!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!11:08 AM!,
q!2453026.1108!,
q!DongeR615!,
q!00000674!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!Another tranny/clutch slip question!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!09:47 PM!,
q!2453025.2147!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2453025.2204!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~bodykit fanatics, here ya go!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-20-2004!,
q!10:27 PM!,
q!2453025.2227!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!12:03 AM!,
q!2453026.0003!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jaakkima!,
q!dynamic four/picture  292kw/560nm!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!01-21-2004!,
q!05:05 AM!,
q!2453026.0505!,
q!dynamic four!,
q!00002246!,
q!jaakkima!,
q!01-23-2004!,
q!11:09 AM!,
q!2453028.1109!,
q!dynamic four!,
q!00002246!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/004303.cgi
A||S||46||sleeper||Get your galantvr-4.org decals here||||1||||Gabor||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||01-16-2004||01:49 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2443&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Decals are free of charge, if you send a self stamped self addressed envelope. Any donations you would like to make, will go to a no kill animal shelter. <br />Donations are not tax deductible.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />My address is<br />Gabor Mayer<br />3001 Black Oak Terrace<br />House Springs MO. 63051<br /><br />Thanks<br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-16-2004||01:58 PM||||Making this a featured topic and closing the other thread per Gabor's request!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||01-16-2004||02:03 PM||||yo gabor, great deal and great looking decal..I'm sending my envelope today :-)||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||01-16-2004||08:27 PM||||Is that shelter for Hondas?||24.148.23.215||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||01-17-2004||12:05 AM||||Looks great Gabor. <br /><br />My envelope will be sent out tomorrow. <br /><br />Thanx||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||curtis||01-17-2004||03:50 PM||||Envelope sent out today    Thanks again||65.54.97.139||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||01-17-2004||06:46 PM||||Those are awesome. I'm pretty picky about what goes my car, but I'll put that on in a heartbeat. My envelope is on its way. Thanks.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||SPEEDFIEND||01-18-2004||01:22 AM||||Envelope and $$ on the way.  Thanks Gabor||206.214.56.235||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000008||369of1000||01-18-2004||02:35 PM||||I sent mine.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000009||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-19-2004||12:44 AM||||Mines was sent out. Thanks!<br /><br />Mike Chiang||152.163.252.136||reg||7||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000010||SRT2477||01-20-2004||07:31 PM||||sent mine today with a little something for the shelter thank for the freebee||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000011||Garfield Wright||01-20-2004||07:40 PM||||Sent my envelope today with a little donation.  Would there be a charge if I could get the 'VR-4' section in red.  No flaming please, I know the layout was discussed before. Gabor?||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000012||sleeper||01-21-2004||12:08 AM||||Garfield,<br />I guess it deppends on how little your donation was, but it can be done.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />I'm mailing out 12 envelopes today.  The next batch will go out Monday after I get back from Phoenix.<br /><br />Thanks a lot guys.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.241.176.187||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000013||MidEngine210||01-21-2004||04:00 PM||||Wow, those decals look great! I'll send over a SASE with a donation for those poor kitties. Thanks for your efforts.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000014||giantrobot||01-21-2004||07:30 PM||||Same here...NICE!! Sending mine tomorrow!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.198.139.197||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000015||RTS182G-VR4||01-22-2004||07:29 PM||||hey, those are sweet.  question: what is that font, did you make it?  i wanna make the 4ws sticker for my window, but dont have the font... thanks<br />Ryan||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000016||udriveu||01-23-2004||04:19 PM||||BONUS DECALS!!! Thanks Gabor, they look great!||64.252.101.241||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000017||autobahntom||01-24-2004||02:44 PM||||I got some bonus decals also. Nice. Christmas came WAY early this year.<br />Thanks Gabor. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000018||hibrn8||01-24-2004||09:23 PM||||bonus decals here as well. Thanks Gabor I appreciate it.||65.227.204.39||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000019||gvr4-27||01-25-2004||08:33 PM||||cool stickers, im sending out for them tomarrow||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000020||jonvr4||01-25-2004||11:56 PM||||sending mine out tommarow  <b>Thanks Gabor I appreciate it</b>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000021||Garfield Wright||01-26-2004||04:43 PM||||[QUOTE]Originally posted by Gabor:<br />[QB] Garfield,<br />I guess it deppends on how little your donation was, but it can be done.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm mailing out 12 envelopes today.  The next batch will go out Monday after I get back from Phoenix.<br /><br />Thanks a lot guys.<br /><br />Gabor<br /><br />O.K.  The donation was small but that can be fixed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Just let me know how badly it needs to be fixed  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000022||sleeper||01-27-2004||12:13 PM||||I'm back.<br />Holly shit you guys are a bunch of ricers. My mailbox was full last night of envelopes. I bet my mailman thinks I become a celebrity or something.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Garfield,<br />You're donation have to be at least 3 digits and that's not counting my disstress money for the some alcohol.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000023||stevevr4||01-27-2004||12:24 PM||||BWAHAHAHA...  send my donation yesterday, wish it could have been more, but at least I take care of my own animals!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Thanks.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000024||Romanova||01-27-2004||12:30 PM||||Envelope is in the mail. My donation was very paltry... I'll have to send some more after payday. <br />Thanks!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000025||SPEEDFIEND||01-27-2004||02:24 PM||||Received the stickers today.  Very cool.  Thanks Gabor||206.214.57.44||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000026||Ryan Carey||01-28-2004||06:36 AM||||Sent SASE yesterday with something green with it.  Wasn't really sure if it was money or not, looked like money, could have easily been something else (JK)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.81.26.43||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000027||sleeper||01-28-2004||12:58 PM||||Another 15 was mailed out this morning.<br />Thank you for the donations.<br /><br />Ryan,<br />I have a special bonus in there for you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000028||vestax||01-30-2004||06:00 AM||||im back Malaysia , i would like to have a few of the decals , if i slip in some money in the envelope are you willing to send it to Malaysia ?||219.94.63.163||reg||1||vestax||00003413||yes
Z||000029||sleeper||01-30-2004||02:18 PM||||Email me your address to gabor@dsmdecals.com<br />Don't worry about sending money or the self addressed envelope.<br />I don't think any of them would be good here anyway.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000030||4g63t||01-30-2004||05:27 PM||||Gabor, just got them bro, awesome! Thanks!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000031||BLAKSUN||02-01-2004||10:07 PM||||I'm sending my envelope tomorrow. Thanks again!||205.188.208.172||reg||1||BLAKSUN||00001908||yes
Z||000032||SRT2477||02-02-2004||07:08 PM||||thanks got them today||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000033||giantrobot||02-03-2004||04:39 PM||||Thanks..got mine.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||204.210.81.65||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000034||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||02-03-2004||07:53 PM||||Thanks Gabor for the extra set of decals that I asked for. I just got them today.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000035||jonvr4||02-05-2004||06:21 PM||||Thanks Gabor  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000036||Romanova||02-05-2004||09:09 PM||||Got mine today. Thanks Gabor!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000037||Garfield Wright||02-06-2004||03:47 PM||||Got mine today.  Please don't be jealous   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2742&width=400" alt=" - " />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000038||blacksheep||02-09-2004||02:34 PM||||I got mine on saturday - Thanks, G-dawg!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000039||91GVR4||02-11-2004||03:28 PM||||Sent for mine on Monday, along with some cash for the puppies<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.156.32.88||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000040||Cybernerd2||02-11-2004||07:53 PM||||Gabor, I finally got it yesterday (11 Feb 2004)!!!<br />Thanks! I got two in your envelope with the 4G63 Inside decal as well, real cool!<br /><br />Thanks again!||203.193.30.11||reg||1||Michael||00000995||yes
Z||000041||91GVR4||02-17-2004||05:52 PM||||I got my stickers today, thanks man for the nice work. They look great!||63.156.32.37||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000042||vestax||02-21-2004||04:39 PM||||i recieve your stickers on 21st feb , thanks man||219.95.44.99||reg||1||vestax||00003413||yes
Z||000043||sleeper||02-29-2004||09:33 AM||||Another batch is going out Monday.<br />Thank you all for the donations.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.233.213.226||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000044||Roger||03-04-2004||08:33 PM||||Got mine today,<br />Thanks!!!!<br />Roger||24.13.14.17||reg||7||Roger||00002641||yes
Z||000045||Ermer||03-05-2004||12:44 AM||||Got mine today too!! thanks!||68.107.83.229||reg||1||Ermer||00003493||yes
Z||000046||turbowop||03-05-2004||11:35 AM||||Thanks, Gabor!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/004304.cgi
A||||28||blacksheep||Donations to Jon for the new domain name...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-16-2004||02:01 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Please reply to this if you have or would like to make a donation to Jon for registering the new domain name <a href="http://www.galantvr-4.org." target="_blank">www.galantvr-4.org.</a> <br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-16-2004||02:31 PM||||already have||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||01-16-2004||02:43 PM||||donation sent||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||03:05 PM||||Does he have a paypal account???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000004||dlpinckney||01-16-2004||03:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Does he have a paypal account???   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">jon@jgronline.com||199.196.144.16||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000005||Doc_Seuss||01-16-2004||03:22 PM||||yep im about to donate 5$, just waiting for the transfer to go from my bank account to paypal.  I know its not much but i figure every bit helps.<br /><br />dave||128.153.218.220||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000006||G-GSX Turbo||01-16-2004||04:11 PM||||This may sound stupid but what is wrong with the current URL?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||01-16-2004||04:14 PM||||just paypaled ya.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||keydiver||01-16-2004||04:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> This may sound stupid but what is wrong with the current URL? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It doesn't match our new stickers!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004303" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004303</a>||68.218.42.223||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000009||G-GSX Turbo||01-16-2004||05:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> This may sound stupid but what is wrong with the current URL? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It doesn't match our new stickers!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004303" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004303</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh Jeez...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />OK, I'll contribute.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000010||autobahntom||01-16-2004||05:18 PM||||$5 sent via paypal.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000011||TheJackalGT||01-16-2004||05:56 PM||||a domain name is only like 8 bucks a year?||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000012||Minjin||01-16-2004||06:55 PM||||Any leftover money should go towards the ShootOut GoKart fund...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000013||coop||01-16-2004||08:38 PM||||14.95 a year for the name, so what gives? I know it takes a ton of time to set it up, is that what we would be donating for?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000014||autobahntom||01-16-2004||08:45 PM||||disk space is expensive to have and maintain. Now that we have some new forums, we are using a great deal more (hence yesterday when disk quota exceeded). <br />I am no computer expert like Hertz, so I don't know exact prices; but I am happy to contribute (even a small amount) to this board. It is and has been very beneficial to me (and hope I have benefited others). The GVR4 is a rare car and it takes unique people to own them. We seem to have a great group of people (most), and I am glad to have met many of you. Without this site; that would not have happened.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000015||mikeyoung00||01-16-2004||10:21 PM||||Five from #5.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000016||Bigfoot200200||01-17-2004||12:18 AM||||Got a snail mail address? I hate pay pal.||64.233.105.148||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000017||Jon||01-17-2004||09:59 AM||||Thanks guys.  Domain registration through the internic is $35/year.  I could go with a cheaper registrar but you get what you pay for.  I've always used the internic.<br /><br />Plus, there is a fee to "park" these new domain names to the existing domain.  I think that is $5 per domain name.<br /><br />I really do appreciate the donations.  It was time to renew a domain name just the other day and I didn't ask for donations at all.  This helps a lot.||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000018||Jon||01-19-2004||11:47 AM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr-4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr-4.org</a> and <a href="http://www.galantvr-4.com" target="_blank">www.galantvr-4.com</a> now redirect to this site.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />So we have:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.com" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr-4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr-4.org</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr-4.com" target="_blank">www.galantvr-4.com</a><br /><br />I was thinking the other day about the new Legacy turbo Subaru is going to sell here.  Mitsubishi started selling the EVO after Subaru showed that the WRX would sell here.  If the Legacy sells well, I wonder if Mitsubishi will bring back the Galant VR4 to the US.  hmmmmmm||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||01-19-2004||11:57 AM||||lets start a petition, Jon!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||PRE-EVO||01-19-2004||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.galantvr-4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr-4.org</a> and <a href="http://www.galantvr-4.com" target="_blank">www.galantvr-4.com</a> now redirect to this site.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />So we have:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.com" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr-4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr-4.org</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr-4.com" target="_blank">www.galantvr-4.com</a><br /><br />I was thinking the other day about the new Legacy turbo Subaru is going to sell here.  Mitsubishi started selling the EVO after Subaru showed that the WRX would sell here.  If the Legacy sells well, I wonder if Mitsubishi will bring back the Galant VR4 to the US.  hmmmmmm </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think mitsu would have to get out of it's huge financial troubles from all the bad paper they've been accepting. They lost something like 750 million last year due to alot of that.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000021||coop||01-19-2004||01:09 PM||||let me know I will through in some gas money  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000022||drew||01-19-2004||01:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jon:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.galantvr-4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr-4.org</a> and <a href="http://www.galantvr-4.com" target="_blank">www.galantvr-4.com</a> now redirect to this site.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />So we have:<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.com" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr-4.org" target="_blank">www.galantvr-4.org</a><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr-4.com" target="_blank">www.galantvr-4.com</a><br /><br />I was thinking the other day about the new Legacy turbo Subaru is going to sell here.  Mitsubishi started selling the EVO after Subaru showed that the WRX would sell here.  If the Legacy sells well, I wonder if Mitsubishi will bring back the Galant VR4 to the US.  hmmmmmm </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Galant.com is for sale as well. Wanna get it?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000023||i hate fall||01-19-2004||10:39 PM||||or galantvr4.net?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000024||driftntouge||01-21-2004||10:51 AM||||Donation sent via paypal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000025||BlackHole||01-22-2004||01:31 PM||||Money sent!||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000026||mistaVR4||01-23-2004||10:56 AM||||Donation sent!!||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000027||agrabau||01-23-2004||10:42 PM||||five spot on Al. <br /><br />Thanks Jon!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000028||chopped 39||01-31-2004||11:51 PM||||need paypal info.so i can send some deniro||209.109.240.172||reg||1||steve||00003394||yes



ubb/Forum3/004305.cgi
A||||4||turboflanagan||where to get radiator fan?||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||01-16-2004||03:49 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||I did a search, but couldn't find where you peoples have gotten good deals on slim radiator fans.  I know there was discussion on it, but I couldn't find it.<br /><br />So where did you get your slim radiator fan?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||G-GSX Turbo||01-16-2004||04:07 PM||||I am using a 12" Hayden I got from Checker. It is cold up here right now so cooling is not a problem. As a matter of fact for some reason I am not getting power to the fan, so it isn't even coming on. Like I said it is rather cold here and it still stays cool. I am not sure if it is either a faulty temp switch or the power relay as I haven't yet tried any diagnostics. I probably won't bother, rather I will get an aftermarket adjustable fan control. I am working on something to make a 160* Thermostat for DSMs out of larger T-stats so I want to be able to turn the fan on before the factory ~200-210*.<br /><br />I did however use one of these fans on my 2G through summer months and it performed admirably. Never once over heated.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-16-2004||04:14 PM||||i'm running a checker special as well. Works fine as far as I can tell.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||KenGVR4||01-16-2004||07:18 PM||||I bought a 14" Mr Gasket slim line fan from a local parts store (The General Store - yeah, it's a cheesy name, but it's redneck paradise) for 95 dollars, it included everything to mount the fan, including the through-radiator zip tie mounts.||12.207.245.183||reg||1||KenGVR4||00000138||yes
Z||000004||Mitsuturbo||01-17-2004||02:20 AM||||Couple years ago i sent an e.mail off to SPAL directly, and got a quote of about $40 bucks for a slimline fan.  I wonder if it would be possible to get a fan direct from SPAL still?||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes



ubb/Forum3/004193.cgi
A||||14||snwbrd40oz||Anyone see this on Ebay?||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||01-07-2004||04:49 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Just found something that seems a little out of the ordinary...<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33615&item=2452842679" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33615&item=2452842679</a><br />I'm pretty new to cars soooo...WHAT THE HELL are you gonna do with half a car?||65.100.166.122||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||01-07-2004||05:01 PM||||you could take the engine and ecu and swap it into a Galant GSX or put the engine in something else. Or make your US VR-4 RHD. You could use the JDM intercooler and cyclone intake manifold off of it.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-07-2004||05:13 PM||||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43955&item=2452524221" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43955&item=2452524221</a><br /><br /><br />These will look cool on a black gvr4!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||01-07-2004||05:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43955&item=2452524221" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=43955&item=2452524221</a> <br /><br /><br />These will look cool on a black gvr4! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea but what are you going to do with only two rims...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   Put them on one side of the car that way if you are tired of the black rims you just look on the other side of the car..<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||01-07-2004||05:21 PM||||Wrong BC and offset.  I am looking for some 15 x 7 or 15 x 8 wheels like this for one of my 510s.  Something like the Enkei 92s that used to be made.  <br />Anybody got any?<br /><br />To go with the post-that engine really looks clean.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||GVR1643||01-07-2004||05:35 PM||||That front cut does look nice. Low miles, etc. IF, that had the right tranny in it, that could end up being a nice deal.||167.142.21.201||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||01-07-2004||05:50 PM||||I would just want the dash, pedals and anything else I'd need to make it RHD. The engine and intercooler I could care less about. <br /><br />If anyone buys it let me make an offer on the clip after you get the engine/trans out.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||229of1000||01-07-2004||05:55 PM||||For anyone interested in buying this, Jarco was great to deal with when I bought several things from them.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000008||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-07-2004||06:05 PM||||only $1200 for this vr-4 front clip, $2000 for the RS version<br /><br /><a href="http://www.flashoptions.com/product_list.asp?curpage=2&catID=10&subcatID=34" target="_blank">http://www.flashoptions.com/product_list.asp?curpage=2&catID=10&subcatID=34</a>||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000009||PacManVR4||01-07-2004||06:12 PM||||Stay away from flashoptions, Trust me. Jarco is a bad ass companey with bad ass sales people. Great to deal with, And when they say 30k miles they are tellining the truth.||64.63.236.47||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000010||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-07-2004||06:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PacManVR4:<br /><strong> Stay away from flashoptions, Trust me. Jarco is a bad ass companey with bad ass sales people. Great to deal with, And when they say 30k miles they are tellining the truth. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Whats wrong with Flash options?||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000011||Ty||01-07-2004||06:41 PM||||Stay away from them as in do not conduct any business with them?<br /><br />Bad ass like in cool kat and out right honest or slim shady?<br /><br />I'm alittle cornfused and lost with your post.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />Ty<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PacManVR4:<br /><strong> Stay away from flashoptions, Trust me. Jarco is a bad ass companey with bad ass sales people. Great to deal with, And when they say 30k miles they are tellining the truth. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||64.30.207.18||reg||1||Ty||00003222||yes
Z||000012||drew||01-07-2004||06:48 PM||||Wow it's ty from woad wace.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||Ty||01-07-2004||06:52 PM||||You want a cookie then?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />It's Ty frum woad wace.  Get it straight yo !!<br /><br />Ty||64.30.207.18||reg||1||Ty||00003222||yes
Z||000014||PRE-EVO||01-07-2004||07:07 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ty:<br /><strong> You want a cookie then?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />It's Ty frum woad wace.  Get it straight yo !!<br /><br />Ty </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ty you have my puhmisshun to pummale hum to obliviun. <br /><br />Also Jarco has been great to deal with on my end as well I have bought 2 different items from them before. Also they have an entire JDM cloth interior for those interested which would be an interesting addition.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/004194.cgi
A||||1||jonvr4||tmo logger||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-07-2004||07:12 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||anyone have the link to download for free?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||01-07-2004||09:17 PM||||email me and I'll send it to you||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes



ubb/Forum3/004306.cgi
A||||22||1420mark||WE have suspension !! coming !!||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||01-16-2004||04:31 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||. send me an e-mail and I will send you the correspondence in total <br /><br />BIG BIG NEWS IN COLUMBUS OHIO <br /><br />Koni and True Choice are going to make us 3 stages #1 #2 #3 of coil overs DEDICATED  to the GVR4 and starting at around $1350. though this may be possible to adjust . we could request a cheapy set up- we can also just get  really neat doublew adjustable  wet kit shock /struts,  for the rear and /or front  (an upgrade over the Koni insert) <br />it will be a killer combo of KONI and Eibach and top price around 2200 which is spot on consistent with the best in the market EXCEPT JIC which is far less BUT I suspect an EIBACH KONI True choice product ( a FULL ON Race set up ) would be  more product than JIC 's )  I don't honestly know. But Whitelines new Group 4 series is in the 2200 buck range  and DMS are up there .<br /><br /><br />we need to gewt a GVR4 to True Choice outside of Columbus for measurement <br /><br /><br />they will MOVE on this after a time of 2 weeks - after Daytona and Sebring races.<br />YA THE HECK WHHOOOO !!!! YAHOOOO<br /><br />--------------------||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||01-16-2004||06:57 PM||||Nice. I trust Truechoice over any of those foo foo brands. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-16-2004||07:00 PM||||i'm interested and will be awaiting more details...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||ercp98||01-16-2004||07:07 PM||||hey i just want to know your opinion about the coilovers that preevo is putting together as a group buy. if you can give me any insight about those coilovers and the one that you will have from true choice. (price option and warranty info)||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000004||kartorium31||01-16-2004||08:00 PM||||I already have coilovers and sprins, would the koni struts work with my existing springs and perches?||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000005||1420mark||01-17-2004||02:22 AM||||I am 100% sold on Eibach and KONI for name , quality - if we get the shock/ strut made up lots more people will benefit than in the coil effort alone. <br />   Like Kartorium  above who is already well into an upgrade . It does not mean  we could not pursue all aspects , having coils and shock/strut combos. In any event the qualitity is a sure thing . worry #1  taken care of.  Now we need<br />      loaner shock and strut units . e-mail me please||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000006||1420mark||01-19-2004||01:47 PM||||Is this how you see it ?<br /> The mitsu Galant GVR4 community has a shortage of suspension dedicated for the car  and as such has needed to mix and match and to date only modest successes have been made. The target is to have an affordable street sport set up (be it spring ./ shock combo or full coil  )<br />   we have approached lots of manufacturers and continue to try to find a better offering.  On market there are very good  and expensive set ups such as DMS, JIC  but we hope for a  more approachable cost . We also do not require the  build qualitity of full on race equipement  for the application will not place  that extreme  use - <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />      I confess a less than complete knowledge of specs and feature of <br />      the Tein HA's and JIC , however am going on the AVERAGE <br />      of feedback from many sources , reporting peoples experience <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br /><br />  We are presented with Tein HA's at $1200  off the shelf and a bit stiff in valving settings as the least expensive  upgrade coilver  .  we  are investigating the Koni , and other options for  having shock strut  made to order in providing correct valve range , easily adjustable , correct length ,, and mating to a coordinated spring - OR PERHAPS IN REVERSE ORDER is more technically correct .  End result would then be a very good performing unit that is better than any  at present  BUT this would not provide the features of <br /> 1.  lowering<br />2..  top plate adjustment of camber / pillow ball mount<br /> <br />and we are left with dilema of figuring out what compramise we can live with<br />  1.  making the double adj shock /strut would statr to bring the cost almost to where Tein HA' are - BUT htey would be far better valve rate and superior in offering double adjhustability<br /> <br />2. we may be able to have a special run of Tein made to a different valving<br /> <br />3. if we add the lowering coilkit  and camber plate kit the price then is in  the JIC range and  we are faced with another option .  JIC are ordered  by two of the most well regarded DSM  ( Eclipse , talon , Laser ) shops with a special valving  - so apparently off the shelf JIC are not quite right for our cars.  but these tailor valved units sell as the price.<br /> <br />The big question is then .. would the supoerior shock/strut package  w/ spring that we may  have developed and made ( it would allow for relative ease in future rer valving  by design)  offer a performance benefit to rival  Tein  or JIC EVEN THOUGH they lacked lowering  and camberr adjustability.   the sticking point is that -  the camber adjustment ability is really a requirement -  end result   (  AT BEST )is a set up to be superior to JIC and also of equal expense .  Not exactly the original goal of  affordable dedicated !<br />  If we went to a single adjustable unit  THEN it could well be  on target  - and I just do not know if single adjust would succeed performance wise.  the application is to have street and weekend racing adjment range capacity.  the pusuit of a double adjustable is in part due to the potential use of these shocks/ struts with alternate springs  - for those that DO wish to use in a more serious racing application. So the built in application flexibility would cater to a bigger market .  On the other hand the racer could also revalve with relative ease to further tailor the set up .<br />   the question is - can we meet our target and  offer REAL  price value to the current available  products?  what course of compramise is best .?||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000007||DsmSeifer||01-19-2004||03:24 PM||||When would they need the car? (more to the point would I get a discount for being the gunie pig?) I'll loan a VR4 for a few weeks. Let me know who I need to contact.||63.88.67.230||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000008||i hate fall||01-19-2004||11:18 PM||||i live 12 hours from there, if my car is tow there that is fine they can use it problem 1 it has no  engine or tranny in it<br />two what insurance to have have that it will be taken care of?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000009||PRE-EVO||01-20-2004||12:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by i hate fall:<br /><strong> i live 12 hours from there, if my car is tow there that is fine they can use it problem 1 it has no  engine or tranny in it<br />two what insurance to have have that it will be taken care of? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm pretty sure you would need a car "as equipped" other wise what they will be doing will be worthless since they are trying to make it for an actual driveable car.<br />I'm sure they would want a car that's as stock as possible (especially suspension wise).||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000010||DsmSeifer||01-21-2004||08:58 AM||||Well I have 2 one completly stock and one with some minoer mods  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  They could use either one.<br /><br />Because we all know its minor mods until you upgrade intercoolers right.... Well thats what I keep telling my wife  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000011||1420mark||01-24-2004||02:46 PM||||Both True Choice and Koni are continuing the development  of  <br /> 1.  True choice - 3 distinct coilover set ups<br />$1300  ,$1600,  $2100    or so...<br />2.  Koni is looking to get us  some serious **** -kicking struts and shocks.  Everyone says adjustability is a problem for the ignorant to use .  SO WE LEARN HOW ! and reap the benefit . or just go buy some AGX's ?<br />..........................<br /><br /><br />1.     many have begun upgrades and have  strut inserts or springs , ...some kind of  investment already.  They ( the seeming majority of potential buyers) would be best suited with higher quality dedicated front strut and rear shock units,- better than current..........<br />A.           Front  Eclipse insert<br />B.           - externally adjusted rear shock  improve upon the current KONI remove -to-adjust unit available. <br />THE KONI SPORT LINE OF PRODUCT <br />For  1st gen  Eclipse ..<br />Front:  8641 1231 Sport..........."Yellows"<br />Rear:  8040 1129 Sport<br />           <a href="http://www.koni-na.com/display.cfm?mt_id=1&mod_id=0&mak_id=31&submit=Continue" target="_blank">http://www.koni-na.com/display.cfm?mt_id=1&mod_id=0&mak_id=31&submit=Continue</a>           <br />-----------------<br /><br /><br />......... some basic stock GVR4  measurements ...<br /> as  installed on  car flat surface parked..,<br />...............&gt;FRONT<br />&gt;Front: Bottom of housing to top of rod (including threaded portion at top)<br />&gt;18 15/16 <br /><br />&gt;FRONT - just the body in it's total original stock form<br />&gt;14.25"<br /><br />ooooooooooooooooooooooooo<br />&gt;REAR <br />&gt;Center of lower eye to top of rod NOT including machined portion at top<br />&gt;21 7/8 <br /><br /><br />&gt;the rear shock body only not counting the shaft at all , just the black tube body - in total length is<br />&gt;15" even<br />---------------------------------------<br /><br /><br /> WORK IN PROGRESS AND THERE IS firm  result to come||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000012||1420mark||02-07-2004||01:59 AM||||race season is keeping True choidce from immediate coil over production - wait three weeks and look out !<br /><br />2. I am sending shock and strut samples  to koni for spec work   on tues  10th.<br /><br />A. True choice is coilover developer<br />B. Koni is developing the strut , shock upgrades||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000013||91E39A||02-07-2004||03:38 AM||||I think i can manage it, I live about 15-20 minutes from true choice, nice shop.  Just need a car to drive when they have my car, plus a little incentive for loaning my car... hint hint hookup on some coilovers.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />-Dan S.||24.210.74.3||reg||1||91E39A||00000762||yes
Z||000014||1420mark||02-07-2004||02:19 PM||||Keep in touch with this thread PLEASE.  It may be as simple as me sending a strut sample and your being "on_call" to drop by  for them have a look see for interferences and obstruction clearance type issues.  You want BROWNIE  POINTS , already?||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000015||1420mark||02-08-2004||12:13 AM||||GVR4 yahoo fella came through with this  tonight.  Really  big help and suprize as I could not get my back up CD to work in CD reader on computer<br /><br /><br />&gt; Front: page 33A-3 dsm manual.<br />&gt; Shock absorber<br />&gt; Maximum length mm (in.) 501 (19.72)<br />&gt; Compressed length mm (in.) 356 (14.01)<br />&gt; Stroke mm (in.) 145 (5.71)<br />&gt; Damping force [at 0.3 m/sec. (1.984 ft./sec.)]<br />&gt; Expansion N (Lbs.) 1,400 (309)<br />&gt; Contraction N (Lbs.) 450 (99)<br />&gt; <br />&gt; Rear: page 34-19 dsm manual.<br />&gt; Shock absorber<br />&gt; Max. length mm (in.) 583 (23.0)<br />&gt; Min. length mm (in.) 391 (15.4)<br />&gt; Stroke mm (in.) 192 (7.6)<br />&gt; Damping force [at 0.3m/sec. (0.9 ft./sec.)]<br />&gt; Expansion N (Lbs.) 1,200 (265)<br />&gt; Contraction N (Lbs.) 450 (99)||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000016||1420mark||02-12-2004||01:56 AM||||Update , is this a technical or general topic ?  what is the difference between a nut and and enthusiast?<br /><br />there is already suspension product  out there so what is this for?  why chase more ?  the "ECLIPSE " units from Koni have been among the most consistently regarded choice for our car. "ECLIPSE "<br />    to find there has been no exhaustive search of the koni inventory to date , no actual test  or measurement of gvr4r dampers to find a closer match !  I was surprized.   Just for the eclipse.   cost is a big issue I know we must always cheap the existing competition in mind so as to maintain a cost  for feature/quality value in coming up with an upgrade.<br />  Mike Croucher  at DSS was pointing out ..JUST TIRES alone could cause your car to change amzingly. Look at it like this, if the tires stick - you go around the corner .  The scene does not discuss the body roll  but a rear sway bar would go along way in that , with no shocks upgrade at all.ok , but dampers and springs are the next thing to upgrade and  the Eclipse shock is not the same dimension as a stock  GVR4 .<br />    In the name of thoroughness and hobby enthusiasm I am chasing thru this .   we will surely know what is what pretty soon . Koni sees already the wide range of application  in our cars use and is considering multiple things to address the variety. <br /> compression is the main damper adjustment for handling , so a single adjustable shock would suit the main purpose.  REBOUND is a adjustment to control unsprung wieght, manages the tire ,wheel and knuckle motion.  coils overs are NOT primarily for lowering your car , they are designed to facilitate very accurate corner wieghting of your car without compromising spring  or damper travel..  we cannot lower our car more than 1.5 inches before deterioration of geometry results in handling loss.  I would probably not go below 1.25 ".. that said <br /><br />1. a single adjustable  front and rear damper (compression) is a basic goal/need . one that is right length and travel to match the GVR4 not the Eclipse.  Current rear koni "Eclipse" units are not that hard to adjust as removal is 15 minutes work.  externally adjusted , would be better.  GVR4 length and travel dimensions are the key goal here. if you had to choose,  weekend warriors would be better suited to swap tires for enthusiast  applications , than turning a damper adjustment.<br /> 2. guys seeking real firm spring use may need to get the above damper revalved after some period of time as the koni does "break in". In some ways the adjustment is a method to adjust for age and maintain the same performance.  All is a compromise. Bilstein is perhaps not like that but they have ignored Mitsubishi as a whole , rather curious ?  <br />3.. next price up is a dual adjusting damper . there are also coilover options within Koni inventory and also ways to upgrade dampers like the discussed units above to save money and make them into coilovers($ 625 ea., remember we ARE talking Koni here ). there are  total damper guts replacement and sealing  "wet kits" at $390 for single and $600 for dual adjust upgrade of front strut. and there are inventory options not listed in any on-line catalog.  <br />4 .   it is all being looked at . if you want to run 400lb spring rates , it is not likely you would be wanting the same exact strategy as a street enthusiast wanted more ride comfort.springs are to set ride hieght  , dampers are to manage the  vehicle wieght - a gross oversimplification .Multi options are needed for Multi applications,   ALL for a car 12 years old and only 3000 total here imported.  Maybe this is the point where enthusiast crosses the line into NUT- dom .||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000018||91GVR4||02-12-2004||04:23 PM||||You are a great addition to this board and I for one think your posts rock. Guniepigs not with standing, hehe. You do your research quite well and, while your posts can sound like a collage lecture, much the same if you are truly willing to listen you will learn great volumes. Keep up the great work and press on with the suspension development. We will all benifit from this greatly.||63.156.32.96||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000019||a_santos||02-12-2004||05:50 PM||||theymightbegalants, <br /><br />Don't complain that his posts are too technical, educate yourself so you can understand what he is talking about. <br /><br />I think his posts are very good. All of this info that he is collecting is to make sure that the final product is just right for our needs. <br /><br />Keep up the good work FOGdarter.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000020||1420mark||02-12-2004||08:41 PM||||Look , if you had spent your time rewritting my post in a way you felt said it better that would be a contribution,    . to sling crude descriptive adjectives does no one any good, didn't encourage me nor was it even  really veryt funny.  <br /><br />I am not a writer , i have just so much time  , and to post as I do is just to share ,   &lt; PLEASE feel free to send me a critique of any unclear parts and I will try to correct , That is why there are editors.||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000021||Bigfoot200200||02-13-2004||12:58 AM||||Umm, I didnt understand you last post. Would you rewrite it please?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Lighten up people. <br /><br />You said 1.25" drop max, the back of my car was 1" higher than the front. I dont know how common this is. And that was before I cut 50 lb with the RWS removal. I wanted to lower the front and level out the car, so the back had to drop at least 1 1/2". I did have to change the lower control arm mount placement to correct camber. So I was happy to use Eclipse length AGXs(which suck btw). <br /><br />Will the new shocks be short enough for a lowered car like mine? It's not slammed, I have about two fingers between tire and fender lip.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000023||1420mark||02-23-2004||09:12 PM||||Well said - I should strive for clarity in writing like that !  (smile)  points well made and taken cheerfully <br /><br />I will try to <br /><br />improve    my spacing etc.<br />...........<br />Bigfoot <br /> On the lowering of car issue , <br /><br /><br />You said 1.25" drop max, the back of my car was 1" higher than the front. I dont know how common this is. ....<br />  as springs do support the wieght of the car. A lighter car would ride higher.  Shocks compress to accomodate this variation ( within limits I suppose).  There are no definite designs on the shocks  to be developed .  I will bring up these points of concern - and supply some feed back soon.  Koni should be testing the sample set this week for establishing stock specifications \ and ultimately  a starting point for development of the performance replacements.<br /> bit, more , later, soon <br />LOL||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000024||Bigfoot200200||02-25-2004||02:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by FOGdarter:<br /><strong>Koni should be testing the sample set this week for establishing stock specifications \ and ultimately  a starting point for development of the performance replacements.<br /> bit, more , later, soon <br />LOL </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I got an email from Koni this morning saying they recieved my shock and strut.||64.233.107.38||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum3/004196.cgi
A||||53||hibrn8||Do you have emissions in your area???||||1||||Hibrn8||00000807
Z||000000||hibrn8||01-07-2004||08:17 PM||ksdimarco@hotmail.com||So Im sure this topic has been nailed before but Im just curious who is lucky enough to skate by wihtout having to take smog tests. .........So just a simple yes/no will work for this thread, and I can obviously see where you live just from the bottom of your post window.||65.227.204.184||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||01-07-2004||08:18 PM||||No||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000002||marvinmadman123||01-07-2004||08:21 PM||||NO  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||01-07-2004||08:54 PM||||Nope||207.69.139.146||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||01-07-2004||08:56 PM||||I bought some land ten miles outside of town, no DEQ. Two months after I moved they extended the DEQ boundry to one mile further down the road from me. One lousy mile, those bastards. I had to sell my 4x4 truck in another county because it would not pass the test.||64.233.105.148||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000005||drew||01-07-2004||09:00 PM||||yes.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||01-07-2004||09:12 PM||||Yes in Portland, no in Albany.  Can you guess where my car's registered?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||CCDSM69||01-07-2004||09:15 PM||||Nope||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||01-07-2004||09:40 PM||||Yes   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000009||curtis||01-07-2004||09:41 PM||||Oh hell no.||65.54.98.18||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||01-07-2004||10:09 PM||||[ramstein]NINE!![/ramstein]||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||Bigfoot200200||01-07-2004||10:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> no in Albany.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Jon, you have probably seen my old truck driving around there. That's where I advertised and sold it. "I hate you guys"(Cartman).  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.233.105.148||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000012||199of2k||01-07-2004||10:49 PM||||yup||68.109.117.66||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||01-07-2004||10:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong> Nope </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats awesome. Where in FL are you at now??? <br /><br />Im really interested to see if there is any emissions at all in FL, I just need to know if I can register my car down there free from emissions testing.||65.227.217.153||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||ShaggyTE||01-07-2004||10:59 PM||||No, since Iowa doesn't have much for factories we pollute the air with our cars||207.177.3.200||reg||1||ShaggyTE||00002769||yes
Z||000015||drew||01-07-2004||11:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> [ramstein]NINE!![/ramstein] </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Who's ramstein? If it's German, it's Nein.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||#1459 VR-4||01-07-2004||11:04 PM||||... of course not.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000017||Evilnissan||01-07-2004||11:08 PM||||whats that..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />In wv its pretty much just got to have wheels and lights.||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000018||Ian M||01-07-2004||11:24 PM||||No,not in WV. The area where I work,25 miles away in  Virginia,they do. <br /><br />Testing in Va. is only in certain areas and not yet statewide.||129.71.114.12||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000019||GREENVR4||01-07-2004||11:47 PM||||DA!||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes
Z||000020||Peakboost||01-07-2004||11:48 PM||||yes....same place as you.<br /><br /><br />my mr2 barely passed teh second time----its a headache   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.12.221.57||reg||1||Peakboost||00003013||yes
Z||000021||DongeR615||01-07-2004||11:50 PM||||yes||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000022||BlitzVR4||01-07-2004||11:55 PM||||Not in Virginia Beach, yet.||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000023||turbowop||01-08-2004||12:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> [ramstein]NINE!![/ramstein] </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Who's ramstein? If it's German, it's Nein. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know how to spell the name of the band and I don't know any German other than the sound of that word. Other languages scare me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  How about "nyet"(sp?). Russian?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000024||1520/2000||01-08-2004||01:36 AM||||NEPA no, but in Philly and Pittsburgh area I think so?? One of the few reasons why I don't mind not living in New Jersey anymore!||216.222.234.149||reg||10||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000025||Minjin||01-08-2004||01:42 AM||||Don't count your chickens just yet...<br /><br />Emissions testing in main PA is supposed to start this year. Within a couple months I believe.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000026||1969MIB||01-08-2004||01:52 AM||||You better believe it. Getting pulled over for having "modified emissions equipment" is quite common.<br /><br />I love you California.<br /><br />Dave||66.123.255.64||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000027||Team Ducktape||01-08-2004||02:21 AM||||No- and didn't we go through this already? If my memory serves; you came to my place to take pictures of my car for DMV and we also talked about registering your car by me......||65.31.191.63||reg||5||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000028||thon||01-08-2004||02:54 AM||||yep, but i've been assured by the guys at Pruven that i'll pass, heh:)<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000029||hibrn8||01-08-2004||05:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Team Ducktape:<br /><strong> No- and didn't we go through this already? If my memory serves; you came to my place to take pictures of my car for DMV and we also talked about registering your car by me...... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you are right Rob I do have the car still claiming to be at your residence, that last until summer of 2004. Ill just have to send the stuff in again. I was just curious thats all...seems like us Chicagoans and Californians get screwed out of having modified cars.||67.200.121.39||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000030||number3||01-08-2004||07:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Minjin:<br /><strong> Don't count your chickens just yet...<br /><br />Emissions testing in main PA is supposed to start this year. Within a couple months I believe.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Correct... visual inspections everywhere in PA now.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000031||spoulson||01-08-2004||08:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> [ramstein]NINE!![/ramstein] </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Who's ramstein? If it's German, it's Nein. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's spelled <a href="http://www.rammstein.com/" target="_blank">Rammstein</a> and <a href="http://www.google.com/language_tools" target="_blank">Nein</a>.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000032||blacksheep||01-08-2004||08:51 AM||||I will speak up for some of the gvr4 owners in my state - we live in BFE, inbred, more pigs than people state of Iowa - so what do you think? They could care less about emissions here...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000033||CCDSM69||01-08-2004||10:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong> Nope </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats awesome. Where in FL are you at now??? <br /><br />Im really interested to see if there is any emissions at all in FL, I just need to know if I can register my car down there free from emissions testing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't believe there is emmissions in any part of Florida. I'm down in Miami and I've been told that they tried it for a while but it just didn't work. You can register your car down here but I  believe you need Florida insurance (which is extremely expensive) and a Florida residence.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000034||V8EATER||01-08-2004||11:55 AM||||the only emissions in iowa is the mehtane from all the pig shit! <br /><br />none in kansas city, but yes in st louis?||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000035||4drwhore||01-08-2004||12:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong> Nope </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats awesome. Where in FL are you at now??? <br /><br />Im really interested to see if there is any emissions at all in FL, I just need to know if I can register my car down there free from emissions testing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't believe there is emmissions in any part of Florida. I'm down in Miami and I've been told that they tried it for a while but it just didn't work. You can register your car down here but I  believe you need Florida insurance (which is extremely expensive) and a Florida residence. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im by orlando and there is no emissions here also. No where in Florida do they do emissions on cars. Would piss off too many rednecks.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000036||Franckypoo||01-08-2004||12:37 PM||||no emissions here in the province of Quebec   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />They are planning on having some emission tests, but they want some private parties to own the facilities and those will cost around 1 million to own and you will make like 10$ profit per test... So you can guess nobody is really interested in owning any of that!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.191.239.66||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000037||1520/2000||01-08-2004||12:54 PM||||So visual is coming- how harsh do you think they are going to be?||216.222.234.149||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000038||hibrn8||01-08-2004||03:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>    </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong> Nope </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats awesome. Where in FL are you at now??? <br /><br />Im really interested to see if there is any emissions at all in FL, I just need to know if I can register my car down there free from emissions testing. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't believe there is emmissions in any part of Florida. I'm down in Miami and I've been told that they tried it for a while but it just didn't work. You can register your car down here but I  believe you need Florida insurance (which is extremely expensive) and a Florida residence. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Im by orlando and there is no emissions here also. No where in Florida do they do emissions on cars. Would piss off too many rednecks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Awesome no emissions. <br /><br />Your insurance is expensive down there??? Maybe because your in Miami.. kinda of a higher crime city like downtown Chicago. But my dad was an insurance agent for many years who had clients that had summer homes out there. They were upset since they claimed that thier insurance rates were half of what they were here in the Chicago suburbs.||65.227.204.76||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000039||4drwhore||01-08-2004||04:12 PM||||That might be it. My insurance is $73 a month on my galant and my metro. And I have a careless driving ticket, 2 speeding(20+ over) and a vehicular homicide(dont ask) on my record and I'm only 21.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000040||FlyBoy42||01-08-2004||04:31 PM||||Nope for Indiana. we spend all our money on train tracks and growing corn instead of emissions testing||65.231.212.222||reg||1||FlyBoy42||00003213||yes
Z||000041||theymightbegalants||01-08-2004||05:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> a vehicular homicide(dont ask) on my record and I'm only 21. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Then you shouldn't have said it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Now, speak up!!||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000042||G-GSX Turbo||01-08-2004||06:44 PM||||No, Thank God!!||68.187.84.118||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000043||GRV4726||01-08-2004||09:08 PM||||you killed a car?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    haha   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   , ok that was lame...<br /><br />yep, got em down here in texas. i passed with my stock, oil burning galant last year. it was pretty cool to pass, and see that there was a nice bit of white smoke coming from the exhaust. i was laughing all the way home. it just seemed funny at the time||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000044||kartorium31||01-08-2004||09:22 PM||||Ellensburg sure as hell don't have it.<br /><br />A kid I know is probably gonna get charged with vehic. hom. cause he was driving down a road at night and an ex cop liked to walk down this road late at night.  He also liked to walk in middle of the road and jump in front of cars to try and get them to slow down.  I think it was a total accident, but it was probably insanely tough for the kid to deal with.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000045||Minjin||01-09-2004||12:10 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1520/2000:<br /><strong> So visual is coming- how harsh do you think they are going to be? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Are you familiar with the term graft?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Just find a local small shop with inspection mechanics who are enthusiasts. I wouldn't let a car slide that had sloppy ball joints but missing a cat, well, maybe I thought I saw one...<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000046||Team Ducktape||01-09-2004||02:35 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> No, Thank God!! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Depending on the County.....||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000047||turbogalant||01-09-2004||03:28 AM||||Tucson does but other parts of arizona don't. I think I am going to register the Shelby Z when emissions is not required, don't want to chance it. The galant is register in tucson just passed tues. 32 ppm hydrocarbons 0 carbon monoxide no worries here, up from 24ppm/ 0 from last year I had to idle more this year- longer line.||65.177.240.165||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000048||ekschulz||01-09-2004||01:05 PM||||Just passed DEQ with my Galant... the first time since I have owned it.  I was pretty worried but it passed, no problem.  Even still had a bit of race gas in it and a Haltech computer.  You can smell it running rich at idle.  The regulations can't be too strict.||208.151.249.254||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000049||229of1000||01-09-2004||01:08 PM||||If we had emissions in Florida, my car would be screwed.  Insurance costs me $1000 every six months.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000050||4drwhore||01-09-2004||01:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> If we had emissions in Florida, my car would be screwed.  Insurance costs me $1000 every six months. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Damn who does your insurance?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000051||229of1000||01-09-2004||01:26 PM||||State Farm, but then they wrote me a check for all the performance stuff ($2600) that was stolen off of my car, so...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000053||atc250r||01-09-2004||08:18 PM||||Just a "visual inspection" in Orange County, NY but mine passed with no cat, evap system, or EGR!! The most suprising part is I am only 40 miles from Manhattan!! Go figure??<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000054||crucible||01-09-2004||08:23 PM||||Its weird when some states are strict and some states are not.In NY, it goes by county.In a state such as this with such high taxes and all, you would think that they would adopt a state wide emisson law.But they dont and I dont understand since NY tries to suck every penny out of us.I'm in a county that doesnt.<br />A county just south of me does a dyno test.Ugh!||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
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A||X||22||VR4ownzU||galantvr4us OLD GALANT SPECS||||1||||VR4ownzU||00002798
Z||000000||VR4ownzU||01-16-2004||10:47 PM||Method7975@aol.com||Anyone know the specs on galantvr4us old car?  If you could post them or send them to me I'd really appreciate it.<br /><br />thanks,<br />nick||24.154.165.15||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-16-2004||11:04 PM||||i know a lot of the specs and Katie can fill you in but why?  A lot of what she did can't be duplicated very easily.  All the dry break fittings and wiggins connectors are not easy to come by/afford. What are your goals for your yet unpurchased galant?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||VR4ownzU||01-16-2004||11:08 PM||||Well...I PMed her asking about the specs and she didn't reply so thats why I posted this...who ever said I didn't get a galant?  hehe||24.154.165.15||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-16-2004||11:12 PM||||she takes a bit of time to get back sometimes.  Especially now that she doesn't have a galant.  You never answered the question about your goals?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||curtis||01-17-2004||12:05 AM||||If you got one posts some pictures.<br />If your still holding out for the perfect one good luck.  I've only talked to one guy that has that car.  I met him in Nashville TN in a parking lot next to his work.  He works at a place called cumberland transit.  Its a bike/outdoor equipment store down there.  He had number 69 (white paint)and its been garage kept all of its life he is a second owner the first was a mitsu factory excutive.  The only mod on the car was wider tires.  When I talked  to him a few years ago the car had 30000 original on it.  When I told him I payed 2800 for mine he went into shock he must have payed alot more than that for his.||65.54.98.30||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||hibrn8||01-17-2004||12:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> If you got one posts some pictures.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes please amuse us all with some pictures of the perfect one you were hunting for.||65.227.204.230||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000006||VR4ownzU||01-17-2004||04:47 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> If you got one posts some pictures.<br />If your still holding out for the perfect one good luck.  I've only talked to one guy that has that car.  I met him in Nashville TN in a parking lot next to his work.  He works at a place called cumberland transit.  Its a bike/outdoor equipment store down there.  He had number 69 (white paint)and its been garage kept all of its life he is a second owner the first was a mitsu factory excutive.  The only mod on the car was wider tires.  When I talked  to him a few years ago the car had 30000 original on it.  When I told him I payed 2800 for mine he went into shock he must have payed alot more than that for his. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What the heck are you talking about man?  This one is black not white....||24.154.165.15||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000007||number3||01-17-2004||07:58 AM||||...second owner the first was a mitsu factory excutive.<br /><br /><br />I was told the same thing about number3?<br /><br /><br />It sounds to me like he bought Katies old car. Good luck with that man I heard that car had it share of problems. But look at it this way it will be a learning experience.  <br />There aren't any specs to speak of (that I am a ware of) if you are looking for 1/4 mile times etc. It never went to the track or a dyno.<br /><br />Welcome to the wonderful world of GVR4 ownership.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||
Z||000008||Martin Chilcote||01-17-2004||06:39 PM||||The specs were posted not too long ago (late November I think) when VR4ownzU first appeared and was looking for a ride.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   Me thinketh some one has been using the delete key way toooooooooo often lately. Perhaps the Black Knight from Kensington Grey.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||66.139.167.241||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000009||VR4ownzU||01-18-2004||12:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> ...second owner the first was a mitsu factory excutive.<br /><br /><br />I was told the same thing about number3?<br /><br /><br />It sounds to me like he bought Katies old car. Good luck with that man I heard that car had it share of problems. But look at it this way it will be a learning experience.  <br />There aren't any specs to speak of (that I am a ware of) if you are looking for 1/4 mile times etc. It never went to the track or a dyno.<br /><br />Welcome to the wonderful world of GVR4 ownership. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What kind of problems has it had?  I didn't buy her car but I may have the chance to someday..who knows...the guy lives like a hour away.||24.154.165.15||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||01-18-2004||03:14 AM||||Whats the big deal if its not for sale for you to buy? You should take your 20k or whatever and put that as a down payment for an evo or supra.||67.200.121.160||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000011||number3||01-18-2004||01:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><strong> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What kind of problems has it had?  I didn't buy her car but I may have the chance to someday..who knows...the guy lives like a hour away. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know. I am just saying I heard things. I have never seen the car in person so I can not comment further.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||VR4ownzU||01-18-2004||07:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br /><strong> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What kind of problems has it had?  I didn't buy her car but I may have the chance to someday..who knows...the guy lives like a hour away. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't know. I am just saying I heard things. I have never seen the car in person so I can not comment further<br /><br />You mean its not a $25k galant likes yours?  I want to see a $25k galant in person.  It must be like driving a new car.  OEM paint job and runs like it was built from the factory like yours.  If you aren't gonna help me out and tell me what may be a problem with the car why did you say anything?  I'm sure the car isn't perfect.  It seems more well built than any car I've see on here.  I'm not a DSM genius so I need all the help I can get.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||64.12.97.9||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000013||jayru||01-18-2004||07:21 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /> <br />You mean its not a $25k galant likes yours?  I want to see a $25k galant in person.  It must be like driving a new car.  OEM paint job and runs like it was built from the factory like yours.  If you aren't gonna help me out and tell me what may be a problem with the car why did you say anything?  I'm sure the car isn't perfect.  It seems more well built than any car I've see on here.  I'm not a DSM genius so I need all the help I can get.<br /><br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /><br /> <br /> <small>[ 01-18-2004, 07:28 PM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000014||turboflanagan||01-18-2004||07:49 PM||||You mean its not a $25k galant likes yours?  I want to see a $25k galant in person.  It must be like driving a new car.  OEM paint job and runs like it was built from the factory like yours.  If you aren't gonna help me out and tell me what may be a problem with the car why did you say anything?  I'm sure the car isn't perfect.  It seems more well built than any car I've see on here.  I'm not a DSM genius so I need all the help I can get.<br /><br />I was going to stay out of this, but I'm sick of reading your crap.<br /><br />1. I believe that Harry once mentioned that he would consider an offer of $33,000 for his car.  And it doesn't even have OEM paint on it!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <br /><br />2. Harry mentioned that he  <i>heard</i> that Katie's car had some issues and further stated that he had no first hand experience with it.<br /><br />3. You can search this message board to find specs and discussion on both Harry's car and Katie's former car.<br /><br />4. Who ever said that you  <b>did</b> get a Galant?!  You certainly haven't!  You keep bothering most everyone on here with your "I have $20k plus to spend on a Galant, but I'm no nubie and know what they are worth."  And proceed to reject all of the cars offered on this board for sale, some of which are the best examples that I know of.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <br /><br />5. I think that it is time you went away unless you get serious about 1) learning about these cars, 2) getting one of your own and conjure up your own specs.<br /><br />And 6. It seems that you need more help than this board can provide.  Maybe you should check NABR.  I'm sure they will welcome you with open arms.<br />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||64.63.226.25||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000015||galantvr4us||01-18-2004||08:10 PM||||I am going to respond so mods maybe can delete/lock this thread before it gets out of control.<br /><br />1.  The car did have some mishaps-but nothing out of the ordinary from anyone elses car.  Its whats to be expected when the car was built from the ground up.  I sold it with no mechanical problems.<br /><br />2.  It is not my place to tell you the mods.  I will leave that with the guy who has bought it.  Sorry to sound like a jerk but I have no idea what has been done with it when it left my hands-and maybe the guy doesn't what people to know.  Plus they were posted so you should have an idea of what they are anyway I am not taking 20-30 min out of my time to type them up for you since all you seem to do is piss people off anyway.<br /><br />Katie<br /><br /><br />MODS PLEASE LOCK THIS||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000016||VR4ownzU||01-18-2004||08:26 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> I am going to respond so mods maybe can delete/lock this thread before it gets out of control.<br /><br />1.  The car did have some mishaps-but nothing out of the ordinary from anyone elses car.  Its whats to be expected when the car was built from the ground up.  I sold it with no mechanical problems.<br /><br />2.  It is not my place to tell you the mods.  I will leave that with the guy who has bought it.  Sorry to sound like a jerk but I have no idea what has been done with it when it left my hands-and maybe the guy doesn't what people to know.  Plus they were posted so you should have an idea of what they are anyway I am not taking 20-30 min out of my time to type them up for you since all you seem to do is piss people off anyway.<br /><br />Katie<br /><br /><br />MODS PLEASE LOCK THIS </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats all I wanted to know.....no mechanical problems...he told me he bought 17" broze 5Zigens for it...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.154.165.15||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000017||jayru||01-18-2004||08:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> I am going to respond so mods maybe can delete/lock this thread before it gets out of control.<br /><br />1.  The car did have some mishaps-but nothing out of the ordinary from anyone elses car.  Its whats to be expected when the car was built from the ground up.  I sold it with no mechanical problems.<br /><br />2.  It is not my place to tell you the mods.  I will leave that with the guy who has bought it.  Sorry to sound like a jerk but I have no idea what has been done with it when it left my hands-and maybe the guy doesn't what people to know.  Plus they were posted so you should have an idea of what they are anyway I am not taking 20-30 min out of my time to type them up for you since all you seem to do is piss people off anyway.<br /><br />Katie<br /><br /><br />MODS PLEASE LOCK THIS </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats all I wanted to know.....no mechanical problems...he told me he bought 17" broze 5Zigens for it...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hope who ever bought Katie's car does NOT sell it to you. That would be a damn shame.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000018||VR4ownzU||01-18-2004||08:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by galantvr4us:<br /><strong> I am going to respond so mods maybe can delete/lock this thread before it gets out of control.<br /><br />1.  The car did have some mishaps-but nothing out of the ordinary from anyone elses car.  Its whats to be expected when the car was built from the ground up.  I sold it with no mechanical problems.<br /><br />2.  It is not my place to tell you the mods.  I will leave that with the guy who has bought it.  Sorry to sound like a jerk but I have no idea what has been done with it when it left my hands-and maybe the guy doesn't what people to know.  Plus they were posted so you should have an idea of what they are anyway I am not taking 20-30 min out of my time to type them up for you since all you seem to do is piss people off anyway.<br /><br />Katie<br /><br /><br />MODS PLEASE LOCK THIS </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thats all I wanted to know.....no mechanical problems...he told me he bought 17" broze 5Zigens for it...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hope who ever bought Katie's car does NOT sell it to you. That would be a damn shame.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ya...it would be a damn shame...it would get a fresh paint job, recaros, and some nice rims   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  ....lighten up man...everyone acts like I'm the only one that emails them about their cars for sale then HATES me for not buying it....I don't get it...most of this thread consist of people that offered me their cars without even posting their cars because they saw $$$$ signs from me...and wanted more than I thought their car was worth and hated me for my opinion on the cars worth....I sold a 85 corolla for 10k two months ago...if you didn't know these cars are going for 5k stock these days...mine was HIGHLY modded and I probably could have gotten 12k for it but I didn't want to be so Greedy....this probably made no sence but this is how I look at it.....theres like one person that got upset I didn't want their car and its after they took forever to get pictures...having pictures of your car if you want to sell it is pretty standard practice these days....if you don't have em your gonna have a tough time selling your car.....time for homework...peace...||24.154.165.15||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000019||hibrn8||01-18-2004||09:23 PM||||No see your wrong there...you came into this forum and made it well known that you were looking for a galant with 20 thousand to spend. So obviously when you look for a nice one and claim to have money, then that would attract some of the nicer ones owned by people on this forum. Instead you just wasted people's time, passed up some great cars which happened to be the nicer ones left. Now you claim to know little about them so I just see you becoming one of those 'teach me everything' posters. <br /><br />Please.....For the owner of Katie's old car...dont not sell it to him. I understand money talks, but it would be the biggest mistakes of your life, because your cell phone would never stop ringing.||65.227.204.222||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000020||galantvr4us||01-18-2004||09:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Please.....For the owner of Katie's old car...dont not sell it to him. I understand money talks, but it would be the biggest mistakes of your life, because your cell phone would never stop ringing. [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000021||bleck||01-18-2004||09:55 PM||||Nick, you are so good at getting a reaction from people, maybe you need to get a radio talk show.  Then, you could take your millions and have Mitsu build you a VR4!  And give the finger to all of us "common folk" and our 5, or 10, or 20,000 dollar VR4's   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Nah, then you'd probably tell us "I have 1 MEEEELLIIONN DOLLLARRS to spend!!!"||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000022||PRE-EVO||01-19-2004||12:44 AM||||Nick (VR4ownzjoo/etc) <br /><br />Consider this a final straw. If you don't start to act with any type of maturity I will make sure you never come back. If you want to get treated with respect you need to learn to respect others and not act like the immature kid that you are coming off as.<br />You came to this site acting like you had money to burn on the "holy grail" of a GVR4. Wether or not you found one you continue to act as though everyone should cater to your beckon call. If you don't know how to search then I suggest you learn within the next few days as there is a wealth of info you can find without stirring up a ruckus.<br />Consider this a final warning from myself, KC and Jon.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/004308.cgi
A||||2||chucklesas||looking for perf. shop in Cleveland||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||01-16-2004||11:28 PM||||I'm actually looking for one in particular.  I don't remember the name of it, but I think I saw a sticker for it on an Eclipse somewhere.  Anyway, I think it is on Pearl Rd, somewhere in the Cleveland area.  Anyone know the name of it?||68.169.107.159||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||01-16-2004||11:46 PM||||I'm not talking about Buschur and I don't think it was Victory Performance either... this is driving me crazy.  I just want to get some turbo oil drain line gaskets tomorrow.<br />I'll probably end up just calling Victory to see if they have them.||68.169.107.159||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||VR4ownzU||01-17-2004||04:50 AM||||Slick Motorsports does excellant work....if you'd like the number Email or PM me.||24.154.165.15||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes



ubb/Forum3/004309.cgi
A||||27||G-GSX Turbo||First Impressions of T3/T4!!!!||||4||||G-GSX Turbo||00003111
Z||000000||G-GSX Turbo||01-17-2004||10:05 AM||turbostangman@msn.com||All I can say is  <b>Holy Turbo Lag Batman!!</b> <br /><br />For those not following along, I installed a T3/T4 in place of my 14B that decided it wanted to self irradicate. <br /><br />The Specs are 57-Trim TO4E Compressor, .63A/R Stage 2 Turbine.<br /><br />It does not start "pulling hard" until nearly 5,000RPM. I am currently running it at about 13.5psi. It does however pull harder than the 14B did at 18psi. So much so I am now very fearfull for the life of the stock replacement clutch I installed.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm going to try bumping the base timing to try and liven it up a bit. I don't think it is going to help as much as I would like.<br /><br />Once the turbo gets going it just seems like it wants to rev and rev. With a good shortblock, retarded exhaust cam, 8,000RPM rev limit and this turbo, one could have quite a powerfull beast on their hands.......But....that is not my intention with this car. I want a powerfull street car with a street powerband.<br /><br />I am going to try a .49 A/R turbine housing and see how that improves the response. I am hoping for full boost around 3,800RPM.<br /><br />Anyone have any Thoughts/ Experiences on this?||66.188.250.100||reg||4||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||01-17-2004||10:16 AM||||You should have gone with a straight T3.  I haven't looked at the map for a 57 trim lately but you might get compressor surge trying to spool it so "early".||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-17-2004||10:21 AM||||What all supporting mods do you have for the t3/t4?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-17-2004||11:34 AM||||cams might help in a big turbo like that.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Martin Tolentino||01-17-2004||11:49 AM||||Spool it up with a small shot of NOS(40hp) 3000 on and off at 5000.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||01-17-2004||12:01 PM||||why not just leave the nitrous on?  start at 3000, off 500 before redline   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  But seriously, nitrous is only a track and race solution, not everyday.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||Martin Tolentino||01-17-2004||12:30 PM||||I forgot to add a WOT switch too. A small shot should make the NOS last longer. He's trying to get rid of the lag from 3k to 5k.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000007||G-GSX Turbo||01-17-2004||12:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> You should have gone with a straight T3.  I haven't looked at the map for a 57 trim lately but you might get compressor surge trying to spool it so "early". </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It is actually a relatively broad Map. Even at 100lb/min and 1.2-1.4 Pressure ratio it is still inside the surge line.<br /><br />I want to make 300-350HP at 18-20psi and that would be right in the 70-73% efficiency island.<br /><br />Even a super 60 would be pushed to make 350 easily.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000008||G-GSX Turbo||01-17-2004||01:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> What all supporting mods do you have for the t3/t4? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">2.5" Turbo Back, 3" Intake, Modded MAF, 255 intank, Dual 2G core sidemount w/ 2.25" Turbo to IC and 2.5" IC to TB Piping, Ported 2G Manifold, Balance shafts removed.<br /><br />I will soon be adding a Keydriver chip, 550s, GM MAF/Translator, SX AFPR, T-Rex Inline pump (If necessary), New -6 fuel system, Alcohol Injection, anything else I can think of...||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000009||curtis||01-17-2004||03:46 PM||||A .48 will spool about 500 to 600 rpm faster.  I saw a housing down at Turbo Auto in Nashville last week that is built for a stage II Garrett but uses a mitsu style 7cm housing and downpipe direct bolt-on I think they go for about 250 dollars.  His website is on city search under Nashville. It would probably be up at about 3500 rpm.  I have a T04b with a stage III .63 I went to a 3 1/2 inlet and a custom 3 1/2 downpipe and 3 inch exhaust mine is at 21 psi at about 4200 but out of the hole you have to do some serious slipping to get it to launch hard.||65.54.97.139||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||G-GSX Turbo||01-17-2004||04:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> A .48 will spool about 500 to 600 rpm faster.  I saw a housing down at Turbo Auto in Nashville last week that is built for a stage II Garrett but uses a mitsu style 7cm housing and downpipe direct bolt-on I think they go for about 250 dollars.  His website is on city search under Nashville. It would probably be up at about 3500 rpm.  I have a T04b with a stage III .63 I went to a 3 1/2 inlet and a custom 3 1/2 downpipe and 3 inch exhaust mine is at 21 psi at about 4200 but out of the hole you have to do some serious slipping to get it to launch hard. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, something is afoot then. Mine is way too slow responding. Like I said I will be going to a GM MAF, and maybe trying some more timing will help. Before I do I want to look at the logger and see if I am getting any knock on the top end.<br /><br />I don't think the Exhaust is that much of an issue.<br /><br />Do you have any pics of your car or a website?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000011||turbogalant||01-17-2004||10:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> All I can say is  <b>Holy Turbo Lag Batman!!</b> <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had been a while since I had driven my daytona which is not tuned right yet witha t3 42 a/r stage1 around 8.3:1 more of a 5...6...7...8...9..10..11..12..13.14,17,18,19,20,19,18. Little different from my 9:1 16g galant 2,5,7,9,10 (yes i am only running 10 psi). Kind of forgot what turbo lag felt like.||65.177.233.176||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000012||curtis||01-17-2004||11:51 PM||||I thought the same thing until I put on the exhaust It was a night and day difference.  I had been running a 2 1/2 super turbo dynomax that was able to support about 245 hp from what dynomax engineers told me.  I went with a 3 inch in and out 6 inch round dynomax that will support over 500 hp.  Disconnect your downpipe and go down the road for a few minutes you'll see what I mean.  The fuel system your doing will also show a noticeable differance.  I still can't figure out why yours is slower the E's have a larger major dia. on the comp wheel which should be better.  I have a cyclone intake, aluminum flywheel and aluminum crank pulley but thats not going to change spool up that much, with the way my head is ported it should be alot worst than yours.  Check your timing mine was really flat at 5 degrees so I took it to 8 which is about where the idle craziness starts.  Best of luck to you.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2518&width=400" alt=" - " /><br />3 1/2 weld bend cast steel 7 dollars<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2519" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2519&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />turbo to intercooler pipe  its red now<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2521" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2521&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2522" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2522&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.25.34.42||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000013||crucible||01-18-2004||02:07 AM||||Curtis<br />I like the custom coil placement you have.<br />Any specific reason why you mounted it there?<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000014||hibrn8||01-18-2004||03:18 AM||||Id say go a little bigger than 550s for 18-20 psi of boost. I was using 550s and they werent cutting it at all at only 18 psi on the Garrett.||67.200.121.160||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000015||Notorius||01-18-2004||05:10 AM||||550s wont be enough for a t3/t4, 660s prolly wont be enuf to max out the t3/t4 if you decide to head towards the 25+PSI its capable of. but 550s definately wont be enuf. if you were going to use RC's then spend a another couple hundred and get the 660s, if u were going to get 550 densos then the 660s are the same price so get them anyways.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000016||G-GSX Turbo||01-18-2004||11:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I thought the same thing until I put on the exhaust It was a night and day difference.  I had been running a 2 1/2 super turbo dynomax that was able to support about 245 hp from what dynomax engineers told me.  I went with a 3 inch in and out 6 inch round dynomax that will support over 500 hp.  Disconnect your downpipe and go down the road for a few minutes you'll see what I mean.  The fuel system your doing will also show a noticeable differance.  I still can't figure out why yours is slower the E's have a larger major dia. on the comp wheel which should be better.  I have a cyclone intake, aluminum flywheel and aluminum crank pulley but thats not going to change spool up that much, with the way my head is ported it should be alot worst than yours.  Check your timing mine was really flat at 5 degrees so I took it to 8 which is about where the idle craziness starts.  Best of luck to you.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks for the input bud.<br /><br />Yeah base is at 5* right now. I wanted to do some logging and check knock before I went and started fidling with timing. Good thing I did too!! I saw something very disturbing. I will post the logs if I can figure out how to get them from my PDA to my PC.<br /><br />Anyone able to help me with this?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000017||G-GSX Turbo||01-18-2004||01:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> Id say go a little bigger than 550s for 18-20 psi of boost. I was using 550s and they werent cutting it at all at only 18 psi on the Garrett. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What kind of rail pressure were you running?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000018||G-GSX Turbo||01-18-2004||01:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Notorius:<br /><strong> 550s wont be enough for a t3/t4, 660s prolly wont be enuf to max out the t3/t4 if you decide to head towards the 25+PSI its capable of. but 550s definately wont be enuf. if you were going to use RC's then spend a another couple hundred and get the 660s, if u were going to get 550 densos then the 660s are the same price so get them anyways. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Like I said, I only want about 300-350HP reliably, not at 20+psi. This is not a race car and I don't want the headaches that come with having somehting that has the power (400+) to break all the time. This is my daily driver first and foremost and needs to be running *most* of the time.<br /><br />I am just about happy with the power it is making now, I just want it to come on sooner in a more usable powerband for daily driving. I am planning on the other stuff for just that, reliability. I don't want to take a chance on it leaning out due to a lack of fuel volume and the GM MAF should help the turbo breath a little easier.<br /><br />I know a clutch change will come with time, probably sooner than later but I am prepared for that. Other than that I want it to pretty much be un-eventfull as far as repairs go, once I am done with everything.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000019||curtis||01-18-2004||02:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Curtis<br />I like the custom coil placement you have.<br />Any specific reason why you mounted it there?<br /><br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well with the cyclone intake its a pain to stretch the wires back there but mainly when I put the talon ac compressor on the car. I could only get one of the mounting bolts to line up.  I already had the aluminum cover on the car so I just started cutting.  The wires to the coil are long enough so was a quick fix.  I fould out to late that the Neons have the traditional style spark plug end that would hook to the coils.  A friend of mine worked at a performance shop that went out of business.  He was selling the inventory cheap he had a hugh pile of msd coils that I could have grabed 4 of for nothing.  Always my luck.  Four big red MSD's would look alot better than the stockers but I'll probably be doing coil over plugs in the spring.||65.54.97.151||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000020||PJGross||01-19-2004||12:26 PM||||I've got about 60 miles on a new buildup, 9:1, 272/272s, T3/T4 57 trim, .63AR, running just 10 psi creeping to about 12 psi for now just to break in everything.   <br /><br />Needs more tuning but rough tuned it spools at about 4200 rpm in 3rd (to 10 psi).  It does pull like a mother all the way to redline from there, though.<br /><br />I think it will spool a little better once I get it tuned better, it is rich on the logger and plugs but even at 10-12 psi it pulls more than the old engine with 14b... of course the only timed run on the old engine was 16.2 so that doesn't say much!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   However, right now it pulls at least as hard at my wife's A6 so I'm excited to get some time to tune and turn up the boost.<br /><br />Would a single FMIC help with less restriction than the 2 smaller ones in series?  Might be good for a few hundred rpm??<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000021||G-GSX Turbo||01-19-2004||01:19 PM||||You're creeping? What gate are you using? I have a 35mm Tial and I can run it down to the 8.7psi that the spring is in it and will hold to the rev limiter.<br /><br />Thanks for the input, my compression is stock and this thing has 133K miles on it, though it did test out at 142-148psi on the compression test so I felt confident using it. <br /><br />Is yours a Ball bearing? Mine is not....<br /><br />I still think I am going to go to a .48 A/R turbine just to see how it helps. I will have the option of going back if the need arrises.<br /><br />Any pics of your set-up or do you have a site?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000022||PJGross||01-19-2004||02:21 PM||||I also have a 35mm tial dumped.  .8 bar spring so I guess it is not creeping if it is around 11.6 psi?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   but seems like it holds just over 10 psi until about 5500 rpm and comes up to about 12psi about there (no big intake leaks, either).  I'm sick of the open dump tube already, though.  Wish I could weld so I could tie the dump back into the downpipe.  I'm using stock 450 injectors and low boost for engine break in since everything was a new build I tried to keep changes to a minimum.  I'm sending my ECU to Keydiver and when I get it back I'll throw in the 660's I have.  I'll go MAFT in the spring, too.<br /><br />My T3/T4 was off the shelf from FP, non ball bearing.  I bet the .48 AR will make a significant spool difference.  I stuck w/ the .63 knowing I would have 9:1 and being ok w/ usable rpm &gt;4000.  <br /><br />I have some pics but have no web page and no clue how to host them or whatnot.  So I don't hijack the thread I will search for rules on pics.  My car is not a looker by any means, though.  I could email some (pics) if you're interested.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000023||G-GSX Turbo||01-19-2004||03:04 PM||||I'll send you a PM about the pics. Maybe I can host them when I get to doing the Galant site.<br /><br />Mine pretty much hits about 10psi at 4,000 and then by about 4,800 it hits hard at ~15psi now. I'm going to order the turbine housing and may end up building a manifold for it instead of using the adapter plate I have now.<br /><br />There is no way I was gonna do a atmosphere dump. I built it to go back in right off the bat.<br /><br />I am waiting on Jeff to let me know what he can do for a chip w/ 680cc's. I just don't want my mileage to go in the crapper or have to deal with fouling plugs.<br /><br />What are your goals (power/ Performance) with your car?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000024||PJGross||01-19-2004||03:51 PM||||since I haven't driven it daily for 3+ years, my goals have changed.<br /><br />It first was going to be a rebuilt head due to a burned valve, then I decided to get the bottom end done because of 130K questionable previous owner miles, then to a friend saying, "hey I've got a T3 manny you could use to" and "Well, if you're gonna do it you might as well do it right...".  Good advice and wouldn't do it any different besides the timeframe which was mostly my fault.<br /><br />Basic goals were 300+ whp on pump gas w/ conservative tune, occasional road course runner (just open track days, no competition, no plans for a cage) and occasional race gas ventures down the 1320 (perhaps goal of getting kicked out for not having a cage  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> ).  Maybe some autox-ing thrown in but I like autox-ing the Impala more (competing with other impalas, not for points).<br /><br />Now that I totally jacked the thread I'll say so far everything is coming out as expected other than the cost.  I'm glad I've kept a tally but the parts/machining alone was more than I ever dreamed it would be.<br /><br />good luck with yours.  sounds like you're pretty much in the spool range that I expected with mine.  Since I bought my turbo 3+ yrs ago there weren't as many choices, for the price there are easier ways now to do a similiar build w/ better spool but oh well.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000025||G-GSX Turbo||01-19-2004||04:22 PM||||I just spoke with my guy at Turbonetics and he beleives as I do, that going to the .48A/R will give me between a 600-1,000RPM difference in spool time but shouldn't make a huge difference in power for what I want. Something that is much needed and desired. His exact wording about the difference in spool time was "Huge". So we will have to see....<br /><br /><br />Yes cost always seems to get out of hand when the speed bug bites   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000026||number3||01-19-2004||04:49 PM||||He is right. The T3/T4 I have for sale in the for sale section has a .48 housing on it and it makes the turbo spool pretty quickly.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000027||curtis||01-19-2004||11:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PJGross:<br /><strong> I also have a 35mm tial dumped.  .8 bar spring so I guess it is not creeping if it is around 11.6 psi?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    but seems like it holds just over 10 psi until about 5500 rpm and comes up to about 12psi about there (no big intake leaks, either).  I'm sick of the open dump tube already, though.  Wish I could weld so I could tie the dump back into the downpipe.  I'm using stock 450 injectors and low boost for engine break in since everything was a new build I tried to keep changes to a minimum.  I'm sending my ECU to Keydiver and when I get it back I'll throw in the 660's I have.  I'll go MAFT in the spring, too.<br /><br />My T3/T4 was off the shelf from FP, non ball bearing.  I bet the .48 AR will make a significant spool difference.  I stuck w/ the .63 knowing I would have 9:1 and being ok w/ usable rpm &gt;4000.  <br /><br />I have some pics but have no web page and no clue how to host them or whatnot.  So I don't hijack the thread I will search for rules on pics.  My car is not a looker by any means, though.  I could email some (pics) if you're interested.<br /><br />-PJ </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Put a small lawn mower muffler on the dump it really helps.||67.25.32.209||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/004200.cgi
A||||5||e&c||JDM Supplier!!||||1||||698||00002660
Z||000000||e&c||01-07-2004||10:21 PM||||Hey, my friend here in wichita,ks is starting to import stuff straight from Japan.  He's had one small shipment and will have another larger one in Feb. The website is  <a href="http://www.rsrgarage.com" target="_blank">rsrgarage.com</a> , there's not much on the site yet but you can find how to contact him(email/phone).  In fact he's going to Japan soon to get everything set up.  He can get just about anything you want and of course it will be excellent quality.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||698||00002660||yes
Z||000001||DsmSeifer||01-08-2004||10:06 AM||||Hmm if he gets some mitsu stuff in I might pay him a visit.||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000002||V8EATER||01-08-2004||10:09 AM||||same here.  i need jdm bumpers.  well, truth is, i need bumpers.||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000003||Ryan Carey||01-08-2004||11:34 AM||||JDM intercooler piping and an intercooler would be cool.  LMK||198.81.26.43||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000004||GVR1643||01-08-2004||11:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 698:<br /><strong> Hey, my friend here in wichita,ks is starting to import stuff straight from Japan.  He's had one small shipment and will have another larger one in Feb. The website is  <a href="http://www.rsrgarage.com" target="_blank">rsrgarage.com</a> , there's not much on the site yet but you can find how to contact him(email/phone).  In fact he's going to Japan soon to get everything set up.  He can get just about anything you want and of course it will be excellent quality. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well if our member in Japan (misawa) is correct, he should take over an old Camaro or Firebird and sell it for some big $$ and then bring some stuff back.||167.142.21.220||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000005||e&c||01-08-2004||08:08 PM||||If you know what you want just go to the site click on 'contact us' and email him or call.  He will look for what you want and give you a price.  Thats pretty much how his business is going right now. <br />And if it were easy to export & import whole cars i'm sure he would. prolly bring over some skylines, new GVR4's,...should i go on?      That'd be awesome!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.43||reg||1||698||00002660||yes



ubb/Forum3/004329.cgi
A||||23||ken inn||FINALLY!! quiet||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||01-20-2004||12:15 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||ok, all this discussions on mufflers, i just had the magnaLOUD taken off, and an ultra flo put on.  sucker is QUIET.  it is just as quiet as my old pos hks with the ultra flo.  i asked the muffler shop(who is a magnaloud dealer) if the ultra flo is quieter.  "no, just put in a resonator"  so i did.  still loud.  i call a-1 performance, who sells both magnaloud and ultra flo.  which one is quieter?  i get this 20 minute rendition of mufflers, personal preference, etc.  which one is louder?   basically, "i dont know".  check all over the internet, nothing.  when i posted on this board, i got magnaflow is quieter, or thermal is the quietest, or magnaflow is the loudest, or dynomax is the quietest or the loudest.  even today, when i went to the muffler shop, the guy holds up the ultra flo next to the magnaflow, and says, "this thang aint gonna be no quieter.  it's the same size."  WRONG.  my advice would be to get the certified system WITHOUT the muffler, and then get an ultra flo.||64.240.175.112||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||broke down||01-20-2004||12:31 PM||||see, size doesn't matter after all.....||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-20-2004||12:46 PM||||Ken - any chance you have part no and pics for the noobs?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-20-2004||12:52 PM||||3" or 2.5"?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||rrustedcage||01-20-2004||01:04 PM||||bummer, i just paid for the magnaflow.  i think they just shipped yesterday too.  oh well.  the drone my help put my little girls to sleep though eh?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />ryan||208.11.90.3||reg||1||ryan||00001263||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||01-20-2004||01:29 PM||||cat or no cat?<br /><br />My 2.5" exhaust is hella quiet but its got a cat.  Don't know what kind of muffler is on it, its a full Buschur exhaust.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||b00sted4g||01-20-2004||01:32 PM||||Speaking of mufflers and exhaust........<br /><br /> Just curious as if anyone done this....<br /><br /> 3" piping from the turbo back, as for the rear muffler. It would be the stock Gvr4 rear muffler to retain the stock look. Anyone done that?||24.104.31.209||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||01-20-2004||02:39 PM||||Generally speaking, more expensive mufflers will be quieter. I have a borla XR-1 sportsman, 12" long and 3" pipe size with a cat and it is really quiet for a performance exhaust. Cops never give me dirty looks and it does not call attention unless I really get on it. I higly recomend the Borla muffler. I sounds the best, in my opinion, out of the more popular mufflers like magnaloud, suppercrapp, dinomax, HK$ and so on.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||GVR4458||01-20-2004||03:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong> bummer, i just paid for the magnaflow.  i think they just shipped yesterday too.  oh well.  the drone my help put my little girls to sleep though eh?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My (then) 1.5 year old preferred my car over the pathfinder.  After about 2 months, my wife came to the conclusion that it was the noise that helped put her to sleep and she enjoyed that.<br /><br />EH<br />#458 with custom 3" turbo-back stainless steel, no resonator, highflow cat, and magnaflow muffler.||12.158.26.185||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||01-20-2004||04:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by b00sted4g:<br /><strong> Speaking of mufflers and exhaust........<br /><br /> Just curious as if anyone done this....<br /><br /> 3" piping from the turbo back, as for the rear muffler. It would be the stock Gvr4 rear muffler to retain the stock look. Anyone done that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I sure hope not. The stock muffler is the biggest restiction of all. Have you ever heard a car witha stock exhaust floor it. You know that funky noise that comes from the muffler. That is because you are out flowing the muffler, and that is with 1 7/8" piping. The poor mans exhaust trick is to leave all the stock piping and change out the muffler. On with a turbo I beleive it is like a 5 hp gain.||65.177.240.41||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000010||howard_GVR4||01-20-2004||05:51 PM||||Ken, I'm telling you, the problem was the big friggin tip, not the magnaflow muff.  My magnaflow 3" oval muffler and 3" turboback (no cat) is quieter on the highway than my 2.5" ultraflow was.  <br /><br />My car no longer drones on the highway at all, sometimes it seems like a stock exhaust.  At idle and low speeds it's nice and burbly, and I can clearly hear the turbo whistle in the exhaust, like a semi.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||01-20-2004||05:52 PM||||Howard - what kinda tip is on yours ?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||TWEAKD4||01-20-2004||08:26 PM||||My 3" Buschur exhaust (which used ultraflow round muffler) on my old talon was loud.  It resonated so bad on the highway I turned up my radio so it wouldn't give me a headache.  Good thing it wasn't may daily driver.  On my Galant I have a homemade 3" exhaust using a magnaflow oval muffler  <a href="http://shop.ivalueinternet.com/bigexhaust/index.cfm/action/productdetail/product_id/523.htm" target="_blank">14834</a> .  It sounds great.  I think I will always buy magnaflow now.||63.233.205.136||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000013||RayH||01-20-2004||09:11 PM||||There's a night and day difference between the 2.5" oval Ultraflow and the 2.5" round Ultraflow.  I knew it was time to get rid of the round one when I passed a flatbed on the highway and set off the car alarm on the car it was carrying.<br /><br />Driving around in the city, I would set off car alarms as I drove down the streets.  Sometimes it would be a single protest chirp and if I gave the car a little gas, could get it to go full tilt.<br /><br />I now have the oval one and rarely set off any alarms.  The only drawback is the towhook needs to be cut.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||01-20-2004||11:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Howard - what kinda tip is on yours ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">3" angle cut SS Magnaflow tip, pretty low key.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2549" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2549&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2550" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2550&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The only drawback is the towhook needs to be cut. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've had the short and the long 2.5" dynomax oval mufflers on my GVR4, and I never had to cut the tow hook.  It's a tight fit, but it worked on mine without any clanging or interference.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||atc250r||01-20-2004||11:21 PM||||I have a certified (I think, I bought it used) 3" turbo back, no cat, with a 3" oval magnaflow and I cannot believe how quiet it is. If I stay out of boost it is merely a bit louder than stock. If I get it under boost it is louder but it is still WAY quieter than any of the Honda/Acura rice boy's cars around here. After 2500 miles it hasn't gotten a second look from a single cop. I love being stealth.<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000016||skivittlerjimb||01-21-2004||12:33 PM||||Ken at Certified advised me that tips didn't have too much to do with the sound, but that the convertor (or lack thereof) and systems design (resonators, etc.) had a ton to do with it.<br /><br />Ended up with a 2.5" turbo back with "high capacity" convertor instead of "high flow" (really don't know the specs. difference) and Ultraflow muffler, and Magnaflow dual tips that look very close to stock, just shinier.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.magnaflow.com/02product/tips/doublewall.htm" target="_blank">http://www.magnaflow.com/02product/tips/doublewall.htm</a>  (Scroll down to tip part #35168.)<br /><br />Pretty stealthy, not droney at all, and immediate performance gains.  Come spring I'll put on a 2.5" test pipe for some "off road use only" and <br />see how much the sound changes...  Very subjective<br />subject though.<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000017||howard_GVR4||01-21-2004||12:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by skivittlerjimb:<br /><strong> Ken at Certified advised me that tips didn't have too much to do with the sound, but that the convertor (or lack thereof) and systems design (resonators, etc.) had a ton to do with it.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, I have no cat, and no resonators, and changing the tip made a way bigger difference than when I have the cat on.  Hell, Nate's been talkin' up the 3" tip for years.  <br /><br />A couple months ago, when I had the 3" ultraflow can on this exhaust (from Blufalcon), it was almost as loud as a straight pipe.  The tip was a 5" outer 4" inner double walled imitation HK$ tip.  I took a spare short piece of 3" pipe and jammed it inside the tip, and all of a sudden the car was quiet again.  <br /><br />I'd say Ken @ Certified is wrong...||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||01-21-2004||12:53 PM||||I am on the fence here.<br /><br />I had a CRX with 2.5" piping and a stock tip. It was all high and raspy sounding. I switched to a 4" thermal tip and immedately became deeper and mellow sounding...<br /><br />On my gvr4, the blitz nur-spec sounded all deepy and yet loud, switching to a magnaflow and immediately quieter. The tip was smaller on the magnaflow by an 1", so maybe the muffler played a key role.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||skivittlerjimb||01-21-2004||03:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Well, I have no cat, and no resonators, and changing the tip made a way bigger difference than when I have the cat on. Hell, Nate's been talkin' up the 3" tip for years. <br /><br />A couple months ago, when I had the 3" ultraflow can on this exhaust (from Blufalcon), it was almost as loud as a straight pipe. The tip was a 5" outer 4" inner double walled imitation HK$ tip. I took a spare short piece of 3" pipe and jammed it inside the tip, and all of a sudden the car was quiet again. <br /><br />I'd say Ken @ Certified is wrong...  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, not saying he was right, just recalling my phone conversation with him when I was letting him know what was important to me in a system.  FWIW, he put together a system with zero modifications needed, great sound, great fit and quality, and very noticable performance gains. <br />His advice on what makes a system loud or not may or may not be correct, but I'd do business with him again.<br /><br />Personally I'd say tip shape and size pretty much  <b>must</b> make a significant sound difference, but that's just an intuitive, not empirical, observation.  YMMV.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000020||curtis||01-22-2004||10:59 AM||||As for the tip if it curls back in it makes it louder.  <br />I have a 4 inch tip on a 3 inch in and out ,6 inch round dynomax ultraflow 18" long.  The downpipe is 3 1/2 inches into 3 inch all the way back.  Directly under the drivers seat I have a circle track 3 inch glass pack that is 2 feet long. I got to where I thought the tip looked like ass so I cut the rolled in area off at a slight angle and the car got alot quieter.||65.54.98.30||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000021||forgottenvr4||01-22-2004||02:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ryan:<br /><strong> bummer, i just paid for the magnaflow.  i think they just shipped yesterday too.  oh well.  the drone my help put my little girls to sleep though eh?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />ryan </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I always thought it was the carbon monoxide that put my kids to sleep...........  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000022||LunarShadow||01-22-2004||07:59 PM||||For all of those who have had problems with noise, what size turbo are you running?  I have heard that larger turbos can turn a loud exhaust into something more tolerable.  I have no proof.  <br /><br />I do know of one car which was shockingly silent.  It had a full 3" and no cat.  I think it was a Thermal unit.  I watched the car run an 11.2 and the only thing you could hear was the hiss of the turbo.||172.139.170.41||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000023||Ian M||01-22-2004||08:23 PM||||A cat makes a big difference is noise level. <br /><br />I found too,that in my case the tip makes a difference in the level of noise,at least inside the car. On my exhaust,Im running a simple piece of "3 pipe as a tail pipe-no tip.<br /><br /> When I first welded my exhaust up,I was running a shorter piece of pipe. I found that it was sooting up my back bumper,so I replaced it with a longer one. I was suprised to find that the drone inside the car was way less. <br /><br />Im running a "3 round welded Ultra Flo, <i>and</i> a Dynomax Bullet as a resinator (no cat),and I still find my car too loud. It seems to get louder as time goes on,I presume because the fiberglass packing burning out.<br /><br />Freinds of mine have oval Magnaflos and UltraFlos (in stainless) ,and are quieter then my car.<br /><br />Eventually,Im going to try the oval and see what happens.||129.71.114.138||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes



ubb/Forum3/004311.cgi
A||||2||a_santos||My new mud flaps. Pics of VR4 in snow||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||01-17-2004||01:57 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey,<br /><br />I just made some mud flaps today with the help of a buddy of mine. They are made out of this thick plastic. Not sure what the exact name of the product is. <br /><br />Here are some pics<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2513" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2513&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2514" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2514&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2515" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2515&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I secured them with rivets. <br /><br />Now I just need some real snow tires. <br /><br />Hope you guys like it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||01-17-2004||05:32 PM||||I dont like it..<br /><br />I love it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.129.160.132||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||01-17-2004||10:11 PM||||They look like SNOW flaps to me.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/004202.cgi
A||||18||sleeper||Lots of power with 20G||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||01-08-2004||11:03 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||This is proof you don't need a bigger turbo than a 20G<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2451970427" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33742&item=2451970427</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||meshwork||01-08-2004||12:03 PM||||The 20g and IRC FMIC on my car now were previously on a Laser with a completely built engine, 660s, VPC/AFC, 3" straightpipe, and race cams. On his car on the dyno the best day it ever had was just a hair under 400hp. <br /><br />This guy has something else in addition to the turbo/ic, or he's just bullshitting.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000002||4drwhore||01-08-2004||12:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> The 20g and IRC FMIC on my car now were previously on a Laser with a completely built engine, 660s, VPC/AFC, 3" straightpipe, and race cams. On his car on the dyno the best day it ever had was just a hair under 400hp. <br /><br />This guy has something else in addition to the turbo/ic, or he's just bullshitting. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Was that on a stock head?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-08-2004||12:20 PM||||i'm having a hard time believing 500+ hp with a 20g.  Maybe taht was with nitrous too? That I could believe||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||MustGoFaster||01-08-2004||01:23 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> i'm having a hard time believing 500+ hp with a 20g.  Maybe taht was with nitrous too? That I could believe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed.  If you go to DSMtimes.org, I know the guy listed at having the fastest 20G powered car.  He made 426WHP and 428WTQ (90% sure on the TQ). His 20G was maxed out, boost was falling in the upper RPM. He now has a SCM61 from PTE and made 407 on pump gas.<br /><br />One thing/general "rule" is, 10 HP per lb/min a compressor flows.  14b, 33lbs/min, tops out around 300hp,  16G, 37lbs/min tops out around 350hp, 20G, 42lbs/min tops out around 420hp.  All these numbers are on race gas ect.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000005||chauffeur1st||01-08-2004||06:39 PM||||What about a 18g  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Jason<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> i'm having a hard time believing 500+ hp with a 20g.  Maybe taht was with nitrous too? That I could believe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed.  If you go to DSMtimes.org, I know the guy listed at having the fastest 20G powered car.  He made 426WHP and 428WTQ (90% sure on the TQ). His 20G was maxed out, boost was falling in the upper RPM. He now has a SCM61 from PTE and made 407 on pump gas.<br /><br />One thing/general "rule" is, 10 HP per lb/min a compressor flows.  14b, 33lbs/min, tops out around 300hp,  16G, 37lbs/min tops out around 350hp, 20G, 42lbs/min tops out around 420hp.  All these numbers are on race gas ect. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000006||meshwork||01-08-2004||08:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> The 20g and IRC FMIC on my car now were previously on a Laser with a completely built engine, 660s, VPC/AFC, 3" straightpipe, and race cams. On his car on the dyno the best day it ever had was just a hair under 400hp. <br /><br />This guy has something else in addition to the turbo/ic, or he's just bullshitting. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Was that on a stock head? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, double titanium springs, 1mm oversize valves, stock cam sprockets, the race cams by HKS (I think), and ported.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000007||MustGoFaster||01-08-2004||11:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chauffeur1st:<br /><strong> What about a 18g   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />Jason<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> i'm having a hard time believing 500+ hp with a 20g.  Maybe taht was with nitrous too? That I could believe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Agreed.  If you go to DSMtimes.org, I know the guy listed at having the fastest 20G powered car.  He made 426WHP and 428WTQ (90% sure on the TQ). His 20G was maxed out, boost was falling in the upper RPM. He now has a SCM61 from PTE and made 407 on pump gas.<br /><br />One thing/general "rule" is, 10 HP per lb/min a compressor flows.  14b, 33lbs/min, tops out around 300hp,  16G, 37lbs/min tops out around 350hp, 20G, 42lbs/min tops out around 420hp.  All these numbers are on race gas ect. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I found some new info and stuff so here is the revised stuff with some variation of the 18G (the page I was for StarQuest, but it's still the came compressor wheel)<br /><br />14B= 33lbs/min = ~330 max HP<br />S16G= 36lbs/min = ~360 max<br />B16G= 38lbs/min = ~380 max<br />18G= 41lbs/min = ~410 max<br />20G= 45lbs/min = ~450 max<br /><br />These ARE NOT absolutes!  They have no efficiency�s, exhaust sides ect. taken into account!  All numbers are as correct as I can find.  Most have been found in 2 places, unrelated. (AKA one's not telling lies and the other isn't basing their facts off lies)||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000008||curtis||01-08-2004||11:48 PM||||I think it was Turbo Magizine a few years ago advertised the 20 g at 39 lbs/min.<br />I know I read it somewhere because that was the main reason I went with the Garrett.  I'm running a T04B V1 wheel that is at 48 lbs/min where the larger housing T04E's (57 trim) are at 49 lbs/min.<br />The t04B 60-1 flows 65 lbs/min and the 62 flows 70lbs/min but are prone to hit the surge limit fast.  I just wish the 10 times rule worked on mine because theres no way mine is in the 480 hp range maybe 325/350 range if I'm lucky.  All these numbers came straight from the Turbonetics catalog.||67.25.33.89||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||MustGoFaster||01-09-2004||01:48 AM||||Those #'s are MAX. Meaning race gas, hi boost, every thing you can get out of it type deal.  As far as it being only 39lb/min, maybe that's only a TD05?  <a href="http://forperformance.com/fp/fpstarquest.html" target="_blank">This place</a> and  <a href="http://www.stealth316.com/images/td06h-20g-cfm.gif" target="_blank">this map</a>  lists it at 650cfm for a TD06.  Take CFM and divide by 14.4xx to get lb/min.<br /><br />Just backing up what I said.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000010||gixxer||01-09-2004||02:18 AM||||mmmmm 18g's.   the power of a 16g with the lag of a 20g   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.41.236.26||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000011||tikibeast||01-09-2004||02:39 AM||||sick...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||4.62.139.114||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000012||GrocMax||01-09-2004||10:22 AM||||If you think a 20G has 'lag', you don't deserve to make any HP.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||209.151.114.126||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000013||KingGalantVr4||01-09-2004||08:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> mmmmm 18g's.   the power of a 16g with the lag of a 20g     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You must have never owned an 18g||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000014||MustGoFaster||01-09-2004||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GrocMax:<br /><strong> If you think a 20G has 'lag', you don't deserve to make any HP.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dam,were's the thumbs up icon whan you need it?||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000015||curtis||01-09-2004||11:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> mmmmm 18g's.   the power of a 16g with the lag of a 20g      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You must have never owned an 18g </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You want lag get a stage three Garrett with a .63 turbine 21 psi at 4200 rpm||67.25.35.254||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000016||andy||01-09-2004||11:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> mmmmm 18g's.   the power of a 16g with the lag of a 20g       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You must have never owned an 18g </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You want lag get a stage three Garrett with a .63 turbine 21 psi at 4200 rpm </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">21psi by 4200 is laggy?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Lag: Guys with small turbos worry about having it, guys with big turbos dont even think about it anymore. Once you put a big turbo on, you never look back.||64.4.101.199||reg||1||andy||00000471||yes
Z||000017||gixxer||01-10-2004||01:58 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gixxer:<br /><strong> mmmmm 18g's.   the power of a 16g with the lag of a 20g      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You must have never owned an 18g </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">true, only a 20g   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||66.41.236.26||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000018||BlackHole||01-10-2004||07:18 AM||||The <i>rough</i> rule of thumb I use for 4g63 wheel horsepower on pump gas w/ stock ECU I've noticed is very similar to Ryan's - max pump gas power is ~8.5 x rated compressor flow in lb/hr. So a small 16g @ 36 lb/hr x 8.5 ~= 306 whp. This is not terribly different than what AMS found [310 whp on stock cams].<br /><br />It seems to correlate ok with other results in the Archives [e.g. 20g @ 45 lb/hr ~= 383, actual data 372whp]. On race gas, things are a whole different story - something closer to a factor of 10.<br /><br />This is just a rough estimate and there are a lot of other variables, so YMMV!||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum3/004312.cgi
A||||2||Ferrari F50 GT||Coil and Power Transistor Costs||||1||||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123
Z||000000||Ferrari F50 GT||01-17-2004||06:16 PM||tribaldarkness@comcast.net||Does anybody know how much these cost from Conicelli?  I e-mailed them a while ago about these parts and never got a reply.  Any help would be great.  Thanks.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-17-2004||08:41 PM||||used ones are not that expensive. Unless you had to have new ones, I would just get some of those. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-18-2004||07:51 PM||||Emailing them is about worthless.  Call always.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/004204.cgi
A||||3||ayvr4||What do you think?||||2||||ayvr4||00000980
Z||000000||ayvr4||01-08-2004||12:33 PM||ayvr4@hotmail.com||Just wondering what hp i am at with these minimal mods... anyone have any idea?<br /><br />Stock 14b running 17 psi on 93 octane<br />2g MAS & Custom 3 inch intake pipe <br />RC 550 cc Fuel Injectors <br />Starion Front Mounted Intercooler (stock pipes)<br />downpipe to open exhaust (no cat or muffler)<br /><br />Thanks!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.194.67||reg||2||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000001||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-08-2004||12:37 PM||||i would say about 220-230 to the wheels 250-260  to the flywheel||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000002||curtis||01-08-2004||12:40 PM||||Aaron how did the intake work out.||64.159.109.76||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||01-08-2004||12:42 PM||||very nice (thanks again curtis   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   ), i sent you an email... The only problem i had was that i did not have anything to couple the 2g mas to the intake pipe with...<br />any suggestions?||68.74.194.67||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes



ubb/Forum3/004205.cgi
A||||20||sleeper||What is wrong with Mitsubishi?||||1||||sleeper||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||01-08-2004||01:35 PM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||Do any of you think there won't be a market for this vehicle in the states, the SUV capital of the world?<br />Screw the EVO, I want one of these.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452375555&category=18230" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2452375555&category=18230</a><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||sleeper||00000441||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||01-08-2004||03:40 PM||||Good find, that is such an awesome SUV.||65.227.204.76||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||drew||01-08-2004||03:40 PM||||buy an Outlander and do the swap. Seriously though, I think Mitsu is still stuck with bad memories from the TEL "experiment" they had, as well as poor sales of the GVR4.<br /><br />If the Forester XT25 sales pick up, it could spur mitsu for an Endeavor R.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||01-08-2004||04:32 PM||||It goes deeper than just what Drew said.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  Turbo insurance costs<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  Limited sales volume to consumers to justify US requirements-both emission and safety (they sell this in many overseas markets, but with very little change from home market specs).<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  Lack of imagination on the part of US marketing people.  They talk about the Evo being a "halo" car,well here's a vehicle to park under the halo.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  "Toyotahondanissanmazda aren't selling a vehicle exactly like this."<br /><br />The Outlander is available with AWD, but is way underpowered.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||01-08-2004||05:06 PM||||Way underpowered?  Hello, it's got 240, and that's 45 more than our cars came with, same engine.  Plus, 253 pound feet says that it can do a lot more power, it just needs to breathe better.  And the setup is not the same as an Evo, either.  This car has a smaller top mount ic (hence the scoop) compared to the Evo's larger fmic, so putting one of those on should see some immediate gains.  I bet it runs lower boost and possibly a smaller turbo, too.  That could help explain why the tq is greater than the hp, and remember, this is supposed to be an "suv" anyway, not a sports car.  Maybe it's got a tow package?  I'd take one of those in a heartbeat.  That car puts the "S" in suv.  I mean really, how the fuck is an Excursion sporty, I'd like to know.  Oops, sorry, offtopic.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Edit-- Dammit, my bad.  I just realized that you were probably referring to the USDM Outlander, which, yes, is way underpowered.  I'd apologize to you in person, but it's hard to talk around this foot.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||01-08-2004||06:06 PM||||Thats sweet...looks better than the 2.5 XT as well...Freakin US gets watered down pieces of crap!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||01-08-2004||11:02 PM||||Yes Jon, I did mean the US version, as I have not driven the Airtrek version, yet.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.73.152.148||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||01-08-2004||11:07 PM||||Hey since maybe '03 or was it '02 there have been so damn many different Mitsu SUVs that I can't imagine that they'd sell ANY of them because they're confusing the hell out of their market.<br /><br />I'm just going to build a 4G63T Dodge Raider.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||01-09-2004||12:04 AM||||VERY nice. I thought all new Mitsus were designed to be ugly. They must have messed up on this one. I would definitely drive it.<br /><br />I'm almost inclined to agree with Gabor and choose it over the EVO if it drives well. <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.199||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||01-09-2004||04:46 AM||||Most people don't want to deal with a turbo.  They think they break easy (they can if not treated right), they think they are crap.<br /><br />Most people comlain about the cost of a turbo too.  They just don't think it is worth it.  While people on this list think a turbo is a blessing, most car buyers think they are a curse and don't want anything to do with them.  They want a bigger engine.  I don't know how many people I've talked to who think turbos have to be replaced all the time cause they go out like every 60K miles or something.  They can if abused and not warmed up and cooled down, but again, most people don't want to deal with that.  They want to get in, mash the gas all the way down the street so they can stop at the coffee shop on the way to work.<br /><br />Mitsubishi will probably never do turbo cars/ trucks again unless people just demand it.  Kind of like the EVO.  Even still, I don't think Mitsu even cares about the EVO.  I've seen one EVO comercial ONCE compared to the million stupid SUV and Eclipse ads.  They don't even seem to be pushing it.  So, I'm not sure what Mitsu is up to, but they gave up on real performace and are now into trendy looking cars that arn't bad, but to me have the same apeal as a Azteck, Caviler, any every other car built to get from point a to b.<br /><br />Mitsubishi used to have a image of having great performance cars.  While I couldn't afford them back in the day, the cars they used to make and sell is why I ever like Mitsubishi in the first place.  I drooled over the 3000GTs and the 2Gs.  I remebered seeing a 2G in the snow once at a light spinning all 4 when the light turned green.  The car was white too, and it was such a view to look at.  I didn't even know about the GVR4 untill 98.  When I found out what it was, I had to have it.  I started looking and got one about 6 months after I learned about the GVR4.  Now days, there isn't any Mitsu I would want.  Sure I wouldn't be ashamed to drive a EVO, but I'm not going to buy one.  The wife and I acually went to test drive one.  After all I've been wanting one ever since the IV.  I had to check it out.  It performed way better then I expected, but compared to my GVR4 interior, I was beyond disapointed.  Also the stereo is a joke.  I'm not sure why they even bothered installing the toy radio.  They wasted cost and space on a ash try and lighter.   Um... WHY?!?!?  The quality on the outside looked great.  The hood, trunk, and doors ligned up great.  The paint looked great, the rims, brakes, spoiler all made me want to drool.  When I sat in the thing, I was like what the f*&k!!!!  Way too much of a plastic look.  Also it was just plain looking.  It acually looks cheaper then the inside of our Spec V and that car starts at 17,800.  When I read problems about the tranny and 5th gear, that was the last straw.  I don't want a EVO.  It sucks about the tranny too cause damn does shift smooth.  I couldn't belive I was getting such smooth quick shifts in a Mitu.  They got the performance of the car down just fine.  However, for the price of the thing, I think they failed on interior aperance, crap stereo, and useless smoking features.  Really, how many smokers are going to want to smoke in a EVO.  They will pull over, get out of the car and light up.<br /><br />What's up with Mitsu?  Who the hell knows.  I'm just glad they made the GVR4, cause I love this car.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||bleck||01-09-2004||09:19 AM||||They should make all Outlanders to those specs... Schweeeet!!!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000011||curtis||01-09-2004||10:07 AM||||I just want the gearbox, transfer case and the rearend.  Paddle shifter on the steering wheel oh hell yea.||67.25.32.55||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||Eclipse182||01-09-2004||05:49 PM||||Even if they did bring something like that over here, they'd slap that horrible looking front end on it. Sorry Mitsu, it only looks ok on the Lancer, and the Evo. Anyone seen the new Galant or Diamante yet? They look shit. Especially the Diamante, I didnt like the front before, but now it doesnt even match the rest of the car. It kind looks like someone punched it in the face. Everytime they do something good, they always follow it up with something awful:<br />Good: launch the Evo in America<br />Bad: give it a cheap interior<br />Good: redesign the Lancer and introduce the Ralliart edition<br />Bad: redesign the rest of their cars with the same front end and ruin half their line up<br /><br />Hopefully theyll get back on track and change the Eclipse for the better in 2005.||24.195.184.41||reg||1||Eclipse182||00001888||yes
Z||000013||henrok||01-09-2004||06:16 PM||||hey dude, nothings perfect in life. learn to accept that and youll be a much happier person.  if u dont like it, then dont buy it thats all.  complaining isnt a good thing, just weigh your likes and dislikes and if the scale goes toward the dislikes, then just dont buy it. im sure others feel different than you do.||205.188.208.172||reg||4||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000015||Duc Hunter||01-09-2004||06:21 PM||||Its a freeking station wagon. no thanks! Now a twin turbo, 330hp Montero....that could be fun!||205.166.229.106||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000016||slvrblt||01-10-2004||12:25 AM||||I like it. I wouldnt mind at least having some parts off of it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.214.57.113||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000017||psycopyro182||01-10-2004||02:45 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Eclipse182:<br /><strong> Even if they did bring something like that over here, they'd slap that horrible looking front end on it. Sorry Mitsu, it only looks ok on the Lancer, and the Evo. Anyone seen the new Galant or Diamante yet? They look shit. Especially the Diamante, I didnt like the front before, but now it doesnt even match the rest of the car. It kind looks like someone punched it in the face. Everytime they do something good, they always follow it up with something awful:<br />Good: launch the Evo in America<br />Bad: give it a cheap interior<br />Good: redesign the Lancer and introduce the Ralliart edition<br />Bad: redesign the rest of their cars with the same front end and ruin half their line up<br /><br />Hopefully theyll get back on track and change the Eclipse for the better in 2005. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">God. Today, i went to the Mitsu dealership. I Like the look of the GTZ galants the 02 models to be specific, but i saw what the did to the new ones, and the new diamante's. That is totally horrible, The interiors of all of these cars are total crap. what the hell is going on with the interior deal. that was the FIRST thing i saw about my galant, yes four doors, yes a turbo four wheel drive, but it fit me well, it was comfortable Especially for being such an old car, and it was designed with the Driver in mind. Everything is where it should be. I cant stand alot of cars because they just throw the centre console togather and it ends up looking like shit and not haveing any functionallity at all.<br />point is, The new interiors suck.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000018||marvinmadman123||01-10-2004||03:15 AM||||Wish I could have one with my two kids but I do agree that all Mitsubishi's lineup look the same in the front, like  <img src="http://www.steelheader.net/photopost/data/510/893OnTheCan-thumb.gif" alt=" - " />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000019||geoff@machv||01-10-2004||09:15 PM||||18's, nive exhaust, and coilovers, and this thing <br />won't be half bad.  <br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://i2.ebayimg.com/01/i/01/21/9c/b3_3.JPG" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000020||turbogalant||01-10-2004||10:34 PM||||I'd pass on it. My galant doesn't put up enough torque for me even with 9:1 compression. Let alone in a suv.  Even at that I don't believe turbo's belong in a suv, unless it's diesel. Now the twin turbo 3L or turbo diesel would be borderline . Turbo motors to me are designed toward a young, single, male (or the select women i.e. katie), if I were married with kids I don't want to deal with worring about warming up and letting the motor cool everytime, too much work, let alone the reliablity issues turbos are very hard on motors due to heat, they are a nightmare for oiling and cooling lines worse than automatic transmissions. Couple a 4g63t with an auto trans, the brick a suv is, awd drivetrain and soccer mom there is not a good market for it. In my mind if I were to buy an suv I would want it to be quiet comfortable, low maintainence, automatic, well basicly a lame car because that is what they are to me. And go ahead and flame me I would love to hear people's feedback as long as it is construtive criticism.||65.177.241.233||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000021||DongeR615||01-11-2004||02:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  BHP: 240bhp @ 5,500rpm Torque: <b>253ft/lbs @ 2,500rpm</b>0-60mph: 6.0secs (est.)<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is very cool. This imo is the best looking mitsu i have seen by far.||67.124.149.143||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum3/004313.cgi
A||||2||SearsPointVR4||Wild Idea???||||1||||SearsPointVR4||00000581
Z||000000||SearsPointVR4||01-17-2004||07:32 PM||Ges1759@aol.com||Okay, a guy came by my shop yesterday, wanted a suspension setup done on his 914 porsche. The car has a "350 horsepower, built 383 chevy".  After my initial thought of "must not be very well built only have 350 hp at the flywheel"  I got to thinking wonder what a turbo 4g63 motor would be like in a 914.  I had one of these cars back in my vw days and it was a fun little car, the power and tires left something to be desired though, but it did resemble my shifter kart in feel.  Anyhow when I got home I poked around the net and sure enough, Kenedy Engineering (engine adapter company)  make a 215 mm flywheel and an adapter plate to join the mitsu to the 914 tranny.  So, does this sound like a blue collar alternative to an nsx or what?  I'd love to get some feed back and see what some of you guys think.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.kennedyeng.com" target="_blank">www.kennedyeng.com</a>        (adapters)<br /><a href="http://www.renegadehybrids.com" target="_blank">www.renegadehybrids.com</a>   (porsche conversions v8)<br /><br /><br />Ford.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000001||GVR4N||01-17-2004||08:12 PM||||A long while back my buddy had a 914 with the Kennedy adaptor for his B13 RX7 motor it was a BAD ASS sleeper!!! He had a street port, holley 4 barrel and NOS. This thing was an ugly beast but would run low 12ves to high 11 second quarters and would sucker a bunch of folks out of there loot.<br /><br />Im all for anything with a 4G63 inside. I have two Mighty Max trucks one is a 4x4 and the other is a 6 bolt 2.4 2x and I have two extra blocks one of them is getting a 4g63 swap.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />The one thing that I think would be a task to set up would be a clean cooling system. That was the only thing that I hated about the B13 car was the ugly set up he had.<br /><br />I'm very confident in your ability to pull it off with your mod skills. My Dad has two 914s and he lives in LA, they haven't moved in years.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Hmmmm, do you want me to call him?<br /><br />Ronnie||198.51.13.162||reg||1||Raggedy GVR-4||00000726||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||01-17-2004||10:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SearsPointVR4:<br /><strong> . The car has a "350 horsepower, built 383 chevy".  After my initial thought of "must not be very well built only have 350 hp at the flywheel"   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">HAHAHAHAHAHA!! Nothing like a built motor with less than 1 pony per cubic inch. Still doesn't beat the 250 hp 351 ford racing motor that jeg's sells for $2775 (pg 28). Or the $1,300 gm 350 with 260 hp, 350 torque.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  Maybe meant for supercharing?||65.177.233.176||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/004207.cgi
A||||8||anomalyva||What do you do to detail your car , and what products do you use?||||1||||anomalyva||00003197
Z||000000||anomalyva||01-08-2004||01:43 PM||requiemofanomaly@speedpost.net||Just wondering what everyone elses method is.||164.65.155.93||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000001||galantvr4us||01-08-2004||01:59 PM||||Zaino about 2 or 3 coats of the wax.  Sometimes claybar it as well.  100% cotton towel made in america for drying car and applying wax.  Wax at least every 6 months.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||01-08-2004||03:11 PM||||zaino the crap out of it.  oops, that's the mazda.  i also use the old car zaino on the galant.  if a bird shits on it, i hunt that sucker down.  the downside of zaino is it has to dry 24 hrs btwn coats, unless you use this catalyzer stuff.  smells really good, tho.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||91 #680||01-08-2004||03:17 PM||||Water.  Oh yeah....some automobile soap.  My paint has gone to shit.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000004||HHIVR4||01-10-2004||09:45 PM||||wash it ..wipe it down with windex,and wax it immediately..it works great..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000005||Minjin||01-11-2004||04:23 AM||||Wax? I don't think my Galant has ever seen such a thing. I keep a fresh layer of dirt on it at all times to protect the paint...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.8||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000006||chadhayashi||01-13-2004||12:55 AM||||During the winter months I coat mine w/ magnesium chloride. I'm pretty sure that's what Colorado DOT uses on the mtn highways. That flat green makes you say "oooh"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||01-13-2004||07:55 AM||||mine is a dirty bitch right now too Chad.  Marni commented how all the other cars in the movie theater parking lot shined and mine *didn't*.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Oh well. Spring will be coming and i'll wash it up for some pictures with the new rims.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||Romanova||01-13-2004||11:47 AM||||Lexol for the leather... cleaner and conditioner. Blue Luster for anything plastic in the interior... restores shine and removes dirt, scuffs, etc. Zymol wax for the exterior... about twice a year. Mothers Rubbing Compound for the rear bumper... test pipe exhast makes the white bumper look like SHIT. Either an Absorber or a California Water Blade to dry... both work wonders. Not sure on the glass cleaner... I use stuff I get from work... awesome stuff though. <br />Bling bling!||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/004208.cgi
A||||2||V8EATER||pic help||||1||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||01-08-2004||01:49 PM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||a friend is getting into rallying, and i wanted to show him pics of the RRE galant they rallied for a while, but I can't seem to find them anywhere.  does anyone have links to these?  <br /><br />thanks||66.136.155.145||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||Jon||01-08-2004||01:57 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000163" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000163</a><br /><br />Those pictures all start with "rre_"||205.145.64.64||reg||1||Jon||00000002||yes
Z||000002||jpgvr4||01-13-2004||08:53 PM||||Andy, Here are the pics of the Vermont SportsCar open class galant;<br /><br /><a href="http://www.vtcar.com/rcramana.htm" target="_blank">http://www.vtcar.com/rcramana.htm</a><br /><br />On the internet somewhere (gigs worth of them) are movies made by an scca production gt club rally racer who races, or raced a late model NA Subaru (165hp). They are great for learning.. I'll have to find the link.||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes



ubb/Forum3/004314.cgi
A||||4||mikeyoung00||&quot;VR-4 Weather&quot;?||||1||||TOF||00001718
Z||000000||mikeyoung00||01-17-2004||10:51 PM||mikeyoung00@aol.com||I was driving home today from a meeting about 45 miles away. It was chilly and raining like 10,000 Jeruselums! (to steal a phrase from an old Cuban master sargent, a phrase I never quite understood but always liked.) The road (US49 south to US90) isn't all that interesting. Just lots of straight, divided 4 lane. But there is a lot of up-and-down which puts it a notch above anything here on the coast on the interest scale. <br /><br />But I was really enjoying the drive. I was alternating my speed between 55 and 75 since the rebuild is still pretty green. The car was just so sure-footed, even through standing water and over some less than perfect pavement. When I finally got to turn the wheel pulling onto the three west-bound lanes of Hwy 90 through a green light at, maybe 25-30mph and gave it a little throttle the car got just a tiny bit loose. This was easily controlled with the smallest of steering adjustments but it was still kind of fun. <br /><br />The whole thing made me wish the engine was broken in and that some kid in a 5 liter Mustang would try to show me something. Probably best that my wish wasn't fulfilled, though, as the average kid with such an automotive weapon tends to be truely dangerous to himself and others in such weather.<br /><br />All in all, I'd say it was a GVR-4 kind of day. I can only guess how much fun you guys 'up nawth' must be having in the white stuff.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />(Should this have gone in the yo-mama forum?)||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||01-18-2004||09:51 AM||||I think "raining like 10,000 Jerusalems" might come from the 9-liter champagne bottle.  I quote:<br />We all know the standard Champagne bottle -- 750 milliliters in size, which grants us about five glasses. Next up is the magnum, 1.5 liters (two bottles) for about 10 glasses. Sometime in the mid- to late 1800s, the powers in Champagne decided to go to the Bible for naming the largest bottles of sparkly. A Jeroboam, named for one of the kings of Israel, is equal to four bottles, or 20 glasses. After that, we come to the Methuselah, named for the famous 969-year-old fellow, which is the same as eight normal bottles and yields 40 glasses. Salmanazar, the Assyrian king who ruled over Jerusalem, provides the name for a nine-liter bottle, equivalent to 12 bottles, which yields 60 glasses of wine for your friends' enjoyment. The Balthazar, commemorating one of the three wise men, is equal to 16 bottles or about 80 glasses of bubbly. The big boy is named for Balthazar's grandfather, Nebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon, equal to 20 bottles or 100 glasses. Once we get into the Biblical names, these bottles are hand-blown and heavy.||216.65.162.40||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||01-18-2004||01:22 PM||||Interesting. Two posts and this thread has already gone wierd.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||i hate fall||01-19-2004||11:46 PM||||I live in mass and earlier this winter (around oct 20th) I bought a '90 awd subaru legacy.... Not only was that thing a tank but in the wet and in the snow i could DRIFT the hell out of it. I actually had SOOOO much fun with it that i blew the head drifting it and hitting my redline too many times. WHICH was TOTALLY fine because I only paid $100 for it, it ended up costing me $12 per week. SO now I have a '89 Nissan Maxima for my beater that I paid $300 for, it has alot more get up and go but man it SUCKS in the snow, those 205's are just too damn wide. It just might make me get off my ass and get the galant finished!||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000004||Notorius||01-20-2004||12:34 AM||||well it was crazy foggy here last night in northern colorado, the roads had a weird slickness to them due to it. they werent wet to the touch but they had a wet sheen to them. certainly toyed with traction.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  enough so that i was able to assrape a modded V8 camaro (dont know the model) from a stop like he was nothing. he had no traction compared to my nearly full second of spinning all 4 tires  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  i was nearing 60 while he was still sideways. we talked about it afterwards and he said he had let off the gas nearly as soon as he started spinning and still didnt catch traction until he had practically come back to idle, then if he went more than quarter throttle hed lose it again. he gave me props on the launch i had. said after i stopped spinning i just took the hell off like only AWD cars can, and i finally didnt bog the launch which was cool as hell.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes



ubb/Forum3/004210.cgi
A||||3||russya||Anyone with connections for parts in Japan?||||1||||Russya||00000991
Z||000000||russya||01-08-2004||03:37 PM||russya@woodenpickle.com||Mt friend wrecked his GTR and bent a piece in the front right suspension. No car in the USA shares the same piece so we need to get one from either Austrailia or Japan. So if anyone lives there and can get the part for me or knows someone who can let me know<br /><br />Thanks,<br />Russ<br />Alexander||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||01-08-2004||03:42 PM||||Someone just put up a post a day or so ago saying his friend just put up a website and will be going to Japan to start selling JDM parts. <br /><br />Plus japandy is always around.||65.227.204.76||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||01-08-2004||05:11 PM||||What about the new Infiniti sedan?  It supposedly has the Skyline drivetrain, minus the engine, so perhaps there would be some compatibility in the suspension?  I just read a review of the Altima the other day that claimed it's multi link rear suspension was directly taken from the Skyline.  Might there be an awd Altima in the works?||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Dreis11301||01-08-2004||05:18 PM||||What do you need?  I am living in Japan right now.  Send me a description of what you want and I will search the yards for you.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes



ubb/Forum3/004211.cgi
A||||28||jayru||Who makes a race built short/long block for our cars at a good price?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||01-08-2004||06:32 PM||||I have been thinking of taking the JDM motor out of #1571 and puting it in #120, so i can sell it complete & running. My logic is, i eventually want to build a sick motor for #1571, so why build 2 motors? The JDM one runs strong already.<br /><br />I have always hated assembling short blocks. I feel it should be done by a machine shop with the correct gauges/ micromiters and such. Any one have experience with a shop? Where i live there are no machine shops. Buschur sells a bad ass one but $3,000. is kinda steep.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||01-08-2004||06:56 PM||||As for quality machine work, the cliche "You get what you pay for." applies very well.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||01-08-2004||07:29 PM||||<a href="http://www.slowboyracing.com" target="_blank">www.slowboyracing.com</a> sells short blocks, various prices; good work. In PA also.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||Minjin||01-08-2004||07:41 PM||||Oh come on. Assembling a short block really isn't hard. Your machinist does most of the work and all you pretty much do is put it together and do a final plastigauge check. Only special tool that you need that most people don't have is a piston ring compression tool. And they're not expensive...<br /><br />I fail to see the point of building these super crazy engines when its been proven over and over that stock internals are good to over 400 at the wheels. If you actually intend to make 500+ crank hp, then so be it. Rebuilding the stock engine with some reliability increasers (ARP bolts and BS removal) is cheap and easy.<br /><br />If you want good machine work that won't break the bank, I have a local machinist that is awesome. For some reason York county has some of the best machinists/machine shops you'll ever find. Get in touch with me and I can give you directions if you want to travel.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000004||jayru||01-08-2004||08:14 PM||||Well, that was my point. No good machinst's near me to do most of the work. I can't check/knifedge a crank myself, check deck hight, nor can i bore a cylinder in my back yard  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I'll shoot you a PM soon and mabye i'll have your guy do some work.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||01-08-2004||10:15 PM||||polk performance||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||jayru||01-08-2004||10:24 PM||||Their block prices are right up there with buschur, but they have great prices on head work! Do you have any personal experience with them blacksheep?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-08-2004||10:35 PM||||I have met Polk and hung out with him at the SO, he seemed decent and honest when I called him more than once...didnt try to sell me on thing I didnt need and told me straight if I needed it or not....So, he was the first one that came to mind!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||TurboVR4dr||01-08-2004||11:48 PM||||If you need V* stuff done I would go to Polk.  If you need a cage done I would go to polk.  But I wouldn't buy a thing from him for a DSM.  The guy can do good work.  And he is a very nice guy.  But take my advice I have done a lot of work on a car that Polk worked on.  And most of the work was fixing his problems.  If you want to talk price send me a PM and I'll tell you what I can build you an engine for.  I have a great machine shop.  I have 2 engines there right now.  And yes I have a torque plate to use.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000009||DsmSeifer||01-09-2004||12:25 AM||||I bought a Polk head and had to take it to BJ's to get all the burs out and to clean up some of the port work. <br /><br />Please note I am not trying to attack anyone here or at polk performance. Just stateing what happend to me||207.69.139.8||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000010||number3||01-09-2004||09:46 AM||||FWIIW<br /><br /><a href="http://www.automotosports.com" target="_blank">www.automotosports.com</a> (AMS) did the long block in my car and so far I am very happy.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||01-09-2004||09:50 AM||||AMS does a good job, but sometimes they are not exactly punctual. I understand that they me busy, but still....||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||4drwhore||01-09-2004||10:04 AM||||Heard magnus was the way to go.||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000013||Akidosigh1||01-09-2004||10:58 PM||||<a href="http://www.bjscylinderhead.com/" target="_blank">http://www.bjscylinderhead.com/</a> <br /><br />They are the company that builds John Shepherd's motor. You can even buy a motor identical to his. If they can build a 8 second motor, I would think they are alright.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||01-10-2004||10:43 AM||||BJ's hasn't been doing as well in the last year or so, his shop is staffed by a bunch of kids now.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||01-10-2004||11:03 AM||||Not any more, Howard. My old roomate had his motor just built by him (bastard is lucky coz he lives a little bit away from Tulsa). I guess he fired all the kids and there is only 1 other guy than BJ himself who does all the work.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||Franckypoo||01-10-2004||11:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Heard magnus was the way to go. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A friend of mine just had an engine from Magnus dropped into his 2G and he seems very satisfied.  Marco is really nice to deal with too and usually his prices are very competitive.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/home.asp" target="_blank">http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/home.asp</a>||24.201.230.160||reg||1||Frankypoo||00000740||yes
Z||000017||geoff@machv||01-10-2004||03:14 PM||||I just came from BJ's site.  <br /><br />They list this motor...<br /><br /><br />JS1" Special<br /><br />Our <b> �JS1� </b> Special is sold as a complete motor that has everything in it we know to make monster power. This will give you the same race winning; proven power that�s propelled John Shepherd to record after record performance. This motor has the best of everything in it. This motor is complete from top to bottom.<br /><br />$7995.95 (Core Required)<br /><br /><br />anybody want to figure out what "JS" in the part number stands for?||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000018||jayru||01-10-2004||03:51 PM||||This setup comes with your choice of either 8.5:1 or 9.0:1 compression Wiseco pistons, Crower Rods and Clevite Bearings. Block work includes: bore and hone, line hone, deck, <b>oil squirters are blocked</b>, and balance shafts are removed. The crank is ground 10/10. And your assembly is balanced and assembled. ARP fasteners and knife-edged cranks are available as an upgrade. Any level head package can be used with this kit. Rated to about 650-800 whp. Also available as 2.3/2.4 stroker!<br /><br />Dont you need the oil squirters to cool the pistons? I thought that was the reason our blocks were diffrent from the N/A.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||01-10-2004||06:11 PM||||You don't need them, they're just an extra layer of insurance is all.  They list that the motor is also available as a stroker, and this is probably why they are blocked.  Stroker motors will hit the squirters, damaging both the block and the piston skirt, hence they are removed when building such a motor.  I would guess that they just build all the blocks the same, so that it makes it easier/faster to build the final product depending on if the customer wants a stroker or not.  They just grab the halfway pre-built block off the shelf and finish it.  Blocking the squirters also gives you higher oil pressure, but if the balance shafts are removed, which I'm assuming they are, the oil pressure should be plenty high enough.  Oh, and on the subject of strokers again, I've heard that they don't don't need the squirters as the pistons actually dip into the oil thrown up by the crank, and thus are oil cooled anyway, just by a different means.  Don't quote me, I've never built a stroker, just going off what I've read.||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||jayru||01-10-2004||06:37 PM||||So besides the compression ratio, Our block is the same as an N/Turbo one? If the squirters are not needed, why do people always pay so much more for turbo blocks when they can get cheap used N/A motors? What's the compression difrence?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000021||theymightbegalants||01-10-2004||08:38 PM||||Compression ratio has nothing to do with the block.  Well, ok, I guess deck height determines how high the head sits, which determines the CR, but stock block for stock block the NA and turbo ones are the same.  The squirters are the only difference, I believe.  The pistons and rods are definitely different, and I don't know about the crank.  The heads are also the same, I believe, but just have different cams in them?  I really should just stop talking now, as I'm sure there are others with more experience and knowledge than I that can better and more accurately answer your questions.  Or you could just do a search.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000022||jonvr4||01-10-2004||08:43 PM||||the n/a blocks don't have a boss for the knock sensor, or oil squirters.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000023||geoff@machv||01-10-2004||09:05 PM||||rods are the same too||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000024||theymightbegalants||01-10-2004||10:13 PM||||Haha, see?||12.224.208.198||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000025||jayru||01-11-2004||12:19 AM||||Slow Boy Racing has some really good pricing. When i first looked at them i didn't realize their core charges were included in pricing. So all their stuff is 3-4 hundred cheaper. Nice! They may be the way i will go since they are close to me also.<br /><br />Anyone with personal experience with them?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000027||TurboVR4dr||01-11-2004||08:31 AM||||I also asked since forged pistons had bigger piston to wall clearences if the pistons were phisically smaller or if you need to bore the block bigger, which would effect which ones I bought since I had a small ridge, he game me an I don't know. When I got the pistons they have NO MARKINGS to tell you which way you install them, since my pistons were already off the rods (like I said small timeframe ) <br /><br /> Why couldn;t you tell which way the pistons went?  They have valve reliefs on them.  Intake valve is always the biggest.  I don;t know the guy but I bet he told you he didn;t know because he didn;t agree with the way you were putting your engine together.  You have a ridge and you are not boring the engine.  That is not smart.  Hell I don;t like the idea of installing forged pistons without boring the engine.  I won't do it.  My machine shop finishes each bore to each piston.  So the piston to wall is perfect for each cylinder.  There can be a very slight difference in pistons.  Each one is measured and sized to fit.  He is in the business to sell parts.  What if he tells you yea it will work just do this.  Then your engine fails.  Now all the sudden you have someone 3kmiles away blaming you because there engine failed and all you did was sell parts.  I'm not saying you would do this but some people would.  <br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000028||#1459 VR-4||01-12-2004||06:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> Slow Boy Racing has some really good pricing. When i first looked at them i didn't realize their core charges were included in pricing. So all their stuff is 3-4 hundred cheaper. Nice! They may be the way i will go since they are close to me also.<br /><br />Anyone with personal experience with them? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm curious to hear some feedback as well.||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000029||jayru||01-12-2004||08:04 PM||||Well i spoke to mike (SBR) today and he seemed very knowledgable and honest. I called looking for a setup that was way overkill for what i wanted to acomplish, and he was quick to point that out. He steered me away from fancy port jobs (even though they offer them) and other high $ items. All -n- all my exprience was pleasant. I will probally be ordering my motor from them soon. I will let you all know when it's all said and done.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum3/004315.cgi
A||||13||anomalyva||What aftermarket FMIC set-up do you use?||||1||||anomalyva||00003197
Z||000000||anomalyva||01-18-2004||12:33 AM||requiemofanomaly@speedpost.net||I know of the Griffin/RRE, but haven't been able to find much more.  What do you use, what are your thoughts, who did your piping, would you buy it again, etc?||68.100.239.168||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-18-2004||12:37 AM||||A lot of the 1G TEL FMIC setups can be made to find with radiator tweaking. Also, are you running a 14B/16G or something bigger? Do a search..the FMIC topic has been beat to death on this board...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||anomalyva||01-18-2004||12:41 AM||||That I will.  I have a C&R Racing Radiator, I was just wondering what some personal opinions are.  Thank you =)||68.100.239.168||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-18-2004||12:52 AM||||If you have the shortened C&R version, a 1G short route setup (race setup) sold by buschur, Indy Race Cores etc should work for you!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||jayru||01-18-2004||12:53 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> If you have the shortened C&R version, a 1G short route setup (race setup) sold by buschur, Indy Race Cores etc should work for you! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you just call up C&R and get a shortend radiator for GVR4's, or is it a custom order?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||01-18-2004||12:59 AM||||I think they sold both or its a custom order...some guy on our board moved the radiators mounts on the frame recently to make way. Worked pretty cool from what he posted...search to see if you can find the post...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||driftntouge||01-18-2004||11:59 AM||||I just got an ARC front mount  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .  I need to get piping now...||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000007||G-GSX Turbo||01-18-2004||01:23 PM||||Rumor has it DSMParts is going to have a FMIC available this spring. I managed to get my hands on some pics of their protoype system.... If you want to see some more let me know.<br /><br />  <img src="http://ahpproducts.bizland.com/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderpictures/gvr41.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://ahpproducts.bizland.com/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderpictures/gvr410.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000008||Hertz||01-18-2004||07:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> Rumor has it DSMParts is going to have a FMIC available this spring. I managed to get my hands on some pics of their protoype system.... If you want to see some more let me know.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, isn't what they said <i>last year</i>?||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000009||KingGalantVr4||01-18-2004||07:53 PM||||I'm in the middle of building my RRE unit.  As soon as I get some more TOY cash together I will be purchasing the rest of their kit.  For the most part I love RRE, though my last order from them got screwed up, it went to the wrong address (second time in a row) and they didn't send one of the items I ordered stating that I didn't want it ... its the reason my car isn't running ... ANYHOW! Their customer service was awesome and it all got straightened out and I got my parts intime to get to work on monday morning.  That to me is worth more then the 2-3hp I can get from someone else ... even though their unit is amazing.  Just my opinion.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000010||G-GSX Turbo||01-18-2004||08:24 PM||||[/qb][/QUOTE]Hmm, isn't what they said <i>last year</i>? [/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />Don't know about that...||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000011||Craig91||01-18-2004||08:49 PM||||Has anyone bought the setup from DSMotorsport yet?  And if so...what are your impressions of it?||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000012||turbogalant||01-18-2004||10:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> Rumor has it DSMParts is going to have a FMIC available this spring. I managed to get my hands on some pics of their protoype system.... If you want to see some more let me know.<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, isn't what they said <i>last year</i>? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep. Same thing that I was thinking.||65.177.232.229||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||01-18-2004||11:18 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004030#000020" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=004030#000020</a><br /><br />go to the bottom||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/004316.cgi
A||||16||jayru||Are these wheels real Volks?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||01-18-2004||12:42 PM||||This guy has a set of Gunmetal TE37's that he says are real Volks. But as far as i know they never made Gunmetal TE37's. There not even on the ray's site. He said they were rare limited production from a few years back. <br /><br />I asked for pic's of the inside sticker with the serial #'s and he said their were no stickers, but sent me a pic of the rays wheel co. stamped in the wheel.<br /> <br />Should i believe him?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-18-2004||12:48 PM||||Did you check the American site or the Japanese site?||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||jayru||01-18-2004||12:50 PM||||I didn't even know there was an american site. It was the japanese site.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||galantvr4us||01-18-2004||12:56 PM||||Yes I do remember them having a rare production of gray TE-37s.  Now the only way you can get gray ones is buying the LE-37s.  So yes they did make them in gray.<br /><br />Katie<br /><br />edit: American website is the mackin industries site.  I also know that Volk is VERY VERY picky on sending stickers to people.  Last I heard you have to send a copy of the reciept of purchase and know the numbers that were put on the wheels and even at that they are still hard to get...||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||01-18-2004||01:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> This guy has a set of Gunmetal TE37's that he says are real Volks. But as far as i know they never made Gunmetal TE37's. There not even on the ray's site. He said they were rare limited production from a few years back. <br /><br />I asked for pic's of the inside sticker with the serial #'s and he said their were no stickers, but sent me a pic of the rays wheel co. stamped in the wheel.<br /> <br />Should i believe him? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes they did come in gunmetal/gray like galantvr4us said, I know a few people who have them. The stickers come off extremely easily when you wash the wheels (even when you hand wash with a cloth) so that could be a reason why he doesn't have them on the wheels. I had my Volk CE's on the car for about a week when the first sticker started coming off.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||driftntouge||01-18-2004||01:26 PM||||Same here.  You can get Volk wheels in almost any color you want, for almost any wheel you want.  Its $35 extra per wheel.  I was gonna get a set of CE28N in red, but I wanted a polished lip and they could only do the whole wheel   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   .  <br /><br />As far as authentic goes, check the...<br />1.  Lip.  Real TE37 have a raise on the edge like factory wheels in order to use standard wheel weights, just like OEM wheels.  But be careful here, as the Rota knock-offs have this too.  <br />2.  Valve stem.  Real Volks use bolt-in valve stems that are aluminum.  Usually on the TE37 they are blue anodized, but I have seen black.<br />3.  If possible, pick one up.  They are extremley light, and youll know right off the bat if they are fake.<br /><br />Hope this helps   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000006||jayru||01-18-2004||02:22 PM||||Well 2 things i think are still kind of fishy about them. 1) the center caps are plain gunmetal with no Volk insgina (i had le37's on my Z and they had nice looking center caps) Most volks i have ever seen always have a center cap with the volk insigna. These look generic.<br /><br />2) My LE37's had an actual build sticker in the back of the wheel with serial #'s that weren't easy to remove. They are the ones that are missing.<br /><br />I wasn't going to post the link bcs i didn't want anyone to bid on them but take a look:<br />  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2454880341&category=43957&sspagename=STRK%3AMEBWA%3AIT&rd=1" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2454880341&category=43957&sspagename=STRK%3AMEBWA%3AIT&rd=1</a>||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||driftntouge||01-18-2004||02:59 PM||||The caps for TE37 are flat and plain...only the LEs' are available with nice ones.  Honestly, the pics are very unclear and not close enough for a good judge.  They also dont look like the gunmetal color that Volk uses...the one Ive always seen is lighter.  And, I dont think Volk makes the stickers in black...they deff didnt come with them, as TE37 almost ALWAYS came with blue (but he did mention that).  The only other color Ive seen was red, but that doesnt mean the arent real, anythings possible.<br /><br />All in all, I dont know if they are real or not, which doesnt really help you  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000008||PRE-EVO||01-19-2004||02:48 AM||||They look real to me though most the knock offs seem to have a slightly different spoke shape.<br />Ask if he can take pics of the back of the wheels as that would help also.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||01-19-2004||05:44 PM||||$150 shipping? muahahah thats sick||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000010||Doug Thomas||01-19-2004||06:49 PM||||Real Volk TE-37 will have Rays Engineering engraved inside one of the inner spokes of the rim.||12.10.219.40||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000011||jayru||01-19-2004||06:58 PM||||I can't decide to go gunmetal or bronze. But the TE37 is definatly what i want.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000012||i hate fall||01-19-2004||10:19 PM||||i don't want to pull those out from under you so decide if you want gunmetal ...if you don't i would like to maybe bid on those, if you could let me knwo that would be cool.<br />thank you shawn||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000013||sti_95imp||01-19-2004||11:54 PM||||they dont real to me... just my opinion||68.190.198.81||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000014||anomalyva||01-20-2004||01:46 PM||||Those really need new tires||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000015||number3||01-20-2004||05:16 PM||||This may have been obvious to everyone but I thought I would mention it anyway; they are five lug wheels.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000016||jayru||01-20-2004||05:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> This may have been obvious to everyone but I thought I would mention it anyway; they are five lug wheels. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thanks Harry, i've got the conversion.<br /><br />I've decided to go Gunmetal but with the LE 37's instead. For the polished lip. So anyone is welcome to bid.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum3/004317.cgi
A||||1||FlyBoy42||help with pics||||1||||FlyBoy42||00003213
Z||000000||FlyBoy42||01-18-2004||12:56 PM||kcgibson@iusb.edu||could someone tell me how to put pics in a post||64.136.27.227||reg||1||FlyBoy42||00003213||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-18-2004||01:01 PM||||email to me, I will post them.<br /><br />blacksheepgvr4@hotmail.com||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004215.cgi
A||||0||Yao||Jeff's 1g Chips||||1||||Yao||00000044
Z||000000||Yao||01-09-2004||10:57 AM||yaomlin@yahoo.com||Just want everyone to know that He is awsome to deal with.  I've placed the order last Fri and received it Thurs.  Not ONE, but TWO chips!!  He wasn't sure how reducing the idle open time on the 850cc injectors would affect the car, so he send me two chips to try out!  what the guy!  I'm picking up my ecu today from the local Radio shop, so I'll be trying out his new chips Sat. and see how it goes!!  Oh yeah, I'll also be pully the tranny sometimes soon, because I think I blew the rear main seal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   damn, as though this is not enough, I am moving too.... so little time.<br /><br />yao||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes



ubb/Forum3/004216.cgi
A||||17||Ryan Carey||Does a tranny weigh too much to ship UPS??||||1||||Ryan Carey||00002258
Z||000000||Ryan Carey||01-09-2004||01:31 PM||||Just wondering how much a GVR4 tranny weighs? Is it too much to ship UPS and if so, who would be a good shipper???<br /><br />It doesn't seem like it weighs much, and UPS weight limit is 150 lbs.<br /><br />any help or suggestions would help<br /><br />thanks||198.81.26.43||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||01-09-2004||01:34 PM||||I've shipped one UPS but you'll need to double wrap that one (see products that fail thread) or make a wooden box that may put it overweight. I've had two rwd 5 speed trannies shipped to me in double cardboard and they've been fine. The DSM trannies are a bit heavier though.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||01-09-2004||01:43 PM||||I have shipped mine in a cardboard box and it was fine.  <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||01-09-2004||02:12 PM||||I shipped mine on a small pallet I made (actually I cut down a big one). The whole thing weighed about 120lbs dry. If the tranny leaks, both FedEx and UPS will send it back to you. I had mine in 2 big tire bags from Discount Tires. Shipping from Albuquerque to Chico, CA was only $50 via FedEx ground service.||209.214.57.216||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||drew||01-09-2004||03:38 PM||||check <a href="http://www.teamrip.com" target="_blank">www.teamrip.com</a> for good guidelines on shipping a tranny||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||01-09-2004||03:42 PM||||the buttfucks from eigen shipped me the trans and xfer case in a cardboard box, with strapping on it.  when it got here, the box was absolutely destroyed, and it broke the ups delivery guy's hand truck.  shipping weight was 135 lbs.  howards trans also came in damaged.  this is the big problem, if you ship out the trans to be rebuilt, it might come back to you in pieces, then you gotta start all over, meanwhile, no can drive car.  think about it.||63.146.72.149||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||My_GVR_4||01-09-2004||03:53 PM||||How much does a awd Galant trans weigh?<br /><br />I carried mine around and had no problem..  I didn't think it weighed that much.  <br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  it broke the ups delivery guy's hand truck.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">R.Conway||64.50.54.100||reg||1||My_GVR_4||00001325||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||01-09-2004||04:47 PM||||I shipped mine to Shep in a Contico plastic box.  I got it at Walmart.  The plastic was the really thick abs stuff that some of the truck tool boxes are made of.  I packed all kinds of foam insulation blocks around the trans and thought to myself "self, there is NO WAY that thing is getting damaged!"<br /><br />UPS DESTROYED IT!!!!<br /><br />And then proceeded to loose it, damage it some more, loose it again.........<br /><br />I think it took me 3 months to finally get it back!  <br /><br />I HATE UPS!!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||CCDSM69||01-09-2004||06:17 PM||||Ship through a carrier instead (like RL carriers). I still see the images of when the UPS driver dropped my friends TRE built tranny off the back of the truck, looked up and said "oops." If UPS does take it the shipping costs will be high. FedEx Freight was ok but I've found shipping through a carrier costs a lot less.||24.53.192.157||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000009||Ryan Carey||01-10-2004||05:10 AM||||OK, so UPS is a definite NO NO.  I want to get this thing back in one piece and unbusted into oblivion.  Who does Shep use to ship???  I was thinking the plastic box would work good, but feel a modified palatte insert would hold it in there best.<br /><br />We have a bunch here at work I can cut down, then anchor it down with some of that steel strapping shit, then pack the container full of "insulation".  Does anyone sell a box specifically for tranny transport???  I am gonna do the best I can and "learn" from others experiences.<br /><br />Any other ideas/suggestions/help is/will be appreciated.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||01-10-2004||08:04 AM||||the nicest shipping containers i have seen were the mercedes benz ones.  we used to get engines and transmissions in these really nice steel containers.  they may have gone to wood by now, ask chad hayashi, he is in denver, and is a mb tech.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||04DrBlur||01-10-2004||10:06 AM||||My tranny weighed in at 113 lbs.  Cost with fed ex 80 bucks to go to Philly and back.  Cost me $0. Gotta love having a good friend in the shipping dept.||68.76.190.163||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000012||Romanova||01-10-2004||10:41 AM||||"What can Brown do for you?"<br /><br />How about not fucking up my tranny?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.208.156.220||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||01-10-2004||01:29 PM||||peter flanagan's experience is one you should also be prepared for, no matter WHO you use to ship.  i heard that tre has lost 3 transmissions to fedex.  i know a guy who has worked for fedex for 20 years.  their hub is memphis, and they have a couple of warehouses there.  he told me once an aircraft seat was being transferred between warehouses, we are talking a couple of hundred yards.  it got lost.  35 grand.  today, i went to pick up my refinished wheels.  had to drive 50 miles each way.  they were the wrong color, and the rims were painted.  if i needed those rims today, i would be sol.  for me, the BEST way was to drive the car to forced performance, and let scott do the r&r, then go pick it up.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||Hertz||01-10-2004||01:33 PM||||Bag it and fill the container with spray foam.  That's what TeamRip does.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000015||Ryan Carey||01-10-2004||02:18 PM||||I am gonna try to be going bang for buck here, but I guess I'll do whatever I can to make sure it stays anchored and fairly shielded from the elements.<br /><br />Thanks to everyone for their experiences/problems/suggestions.  If time wasn't an issue, I'd love to drive all the way to Ohio.  But bills need to be paid, work still needs to be done, and I still need a tranny.  Shipping is my only alternative to having a tranny built half ass here in Colorado.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000016||tplesko||01-10-2004||03:43 PM||||pack it as well as you can.  FedEx dropped my TRE tranny on the way back to me.  Luckily I think it just cracked the endcase which I replaced but i'll never no for sure.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000017||HHIVR4||01-10-2004||09:43 PM||||strap it to a pallet and send it via truck freight.. ups has lost 4 of my shipments and on one of them was a cylinder head in a plastic box from wal mart..i got it back 4 weeks later and it looked like they sat it outside for a few days in the rain.needsless to say they paid for it but i was still with a crapped out head.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum3/004319.cgi
A||||5||DongeR615||122 performance||||1||||DongeR615||00000674
Z||000000||DongeR615||01-18-2004||11:27 PM||||I tried to email 122performace @ andy@122performance.com but the email is dead. anyone have their products? or know how to get in contact with 122? im looking at their 3" o2 housing but it says that it "Requires customer cutting, fitting and welding of existing downpipe."<br /> <img src="http://www.usionline.net/122/Pictures/1223EGTI/02smithey3.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />recommendation?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />thanks||68.122.35.217||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||01-19-2004||02:21 AM||||PM Andy on here, he is a member.||65.227.204.43||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||01-19-2004||03:41 AM||||no kidding?||68.122.35.217||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||01-19-2004||10:33 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> no kidding? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry I cant tell if you are being sarcastic on that one. I just pmed ya!||65.227.217.119||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||01-23-2004||10:16 PM||||um bad email. anyone know if he is alive?||68.122.41.131||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||marvinmadman123||01-23-2004||10:22 PM||||I received foglights from him about four days ago.<br />Try celinabeachly@yahoo.com   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes



ubb/Forum3/004218.cgi
A||||1||red91awdtalon||SO CAL GUYS!  Fontana drags tomorrow||||1||||red91awdtalon||00002955
Z||000000||red91awdtalon||01-09-2004||03:51 PM||red91awdtalon@yahoo.com||hey, there is about 10-15 of us from "so-cal dsm" now going to fontana (california speedway) we are gonna meet up at 2pm in staging lanes and will probably be there all night.<br /><br />majority of the cars will be in the 13's but quite a few in the 12's and some heavy hitters in the 10's. scot gray will be there in his 94 gsx and is gonna try for 10.20's and roy will be there with 700+ hp and gonna see what he will pull. both of these cars were in the sport compact car shootout. roys silver 95 was on this months cover of sport compact car. if your local or semi-local come hang out.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-09-2004||04:09 PM||||damn sounds fun!  I wish I was in Cali.  We have 4 more months to wait for racing here in Colorado...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/004220.cgi
A||||4||atc250r||Who works in the Totowa, NJ area with a GVR4?||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||01-09-2004||08:35 PM||johngmr@yahoo.com||I was out on a test drive yesterday and I noticed a GORGEOUS white GVR4 (black/silver 5 spoke wheels, tint, JDM stickers on rear doors) parked in the parking lot of a local business. This is the second time I noticed it so I guess the owner works there. I don't want to say the name of the business out of respect for the owner but I was wondering if he or she is on the board here?<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000001||Jose||01-09-2004||11:17 PM||||That might be GVR4ZUM. Next time you see it look to see if it has headlight eyebrows.<br />Jose.....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000002||GVR4ZUM||01-10-2004||04:14 PM||||I think that is mine you are talking about sir.  Thanks for the compliment and not mentioning the co. name   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> . I'm there when I'm not working on the othere sites.||12.64.146.113||reg||7||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000003||atc250r||01-11-2004||12:52 AM||||No problem Zum. If you are going to be in the area let me know, maybe we can meet up for lunch or something. If you need any OEM parts let me know, I work around the corner and can get you a good deal. Your car definitely looks sweet, you have my compliments. Hopefully #1552 will look as good one day. I knew someone on the board had to own that car it was just too clean. Jose, the same goes for you, if you need anything I will do my best to hook you up. If either of you are in the area stop by the dealer, I am always there.<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000004||GVR4ZUM||01-11-2004||04:28 PM||||Sweet! You must know Rick from the parts dept. then. I deal with him all the time when I need parts. He should remember me if you mention my name and the Galant VR4. Yeah, we should do lunch sometime.||171.75.75.152||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes



ubb/Forum3/004320.cgi
A||||5||tplesko||Pivvay is cammed!||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||01-18-2004||11:40 PM||||<img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/chriscams.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/hkscams.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Well here are a couple of quick pictures from the cam install. The new cams are HKS 272/272s.  Install followed the RRE cam install instructions for the quick and dirty no timing belt redoing method  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Took me a while but i was taking my time, installing all new gaskets and 3g lifters.  Also had to go get a cheater pipe for the adjustable wrench from Lowes and make a timing belt tentioner tool. Not to difficult but i took my time.<br /><br />Car feels fast but more WOT tuning is needed. I've only driven about 50 miles so far so i'll post more after I tune further.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||jayru||01-19-2004||12:12 AM||||how is the idle?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-19-2004||12:16 AM||||idle is fine so far but i've got idle surge from the FIAV. I'll report on the idle again when I get the idle surge fixed.  Vacuum doesn't seem to be down a huge amount but it is down some.  I don't have cam gears yet but I will put them on when the race head is done.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||01-19-2004||02:19 AM||||I give you credit Chris..its a little cold outside to be doing this work, but youre still all over it!||65.227.204.43||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||01-19-2004||08:29 AM||||Haha thanks Ken. Lots of work still to be done before race season and I gotta keep ahead of Kibo.  Anyway I don't think that being at my fiance's parents house, 40s outside and being in a garage is that bad. A lot better than teens and below out in the parking lot lying in snow like when I work at my apartment.<br /><br />Another idle note, this morning when I started it up (before it started surging) the idle was good but a bit rougher than uncammed.  It's definitley not stock like but it starts on the first crank and hasn't stalled or anything. Still pulls like a banshee up top. I can't wait for race gas.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||Sam Sayes||01-19-2004||10:09 AM||||Good job Chris,<br />good dedecation as well, look excellent <br />run the race gas and see what you top end will be like,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   keep up the good work.<br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||7||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes



ubb/Forum3/004250.cgi
A||||3||DsmSeifer||Part # question||||1||||DsmSeifer||00002241
Z||000000||DsmSeifer||01-13-2004||09:58 AM||dsmseifer@hotmail.com||Can any one tell me if the rear cross member is the same in our cars as 1G AWD cars mine is bent (I found out after trying to get the car aligned (sp) so I need to replace it do I have to try to find a VR4 cross member or will a plain galant, Or 1G AWD work any help would be apreciated.<br /><br />Brian||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-13-2004||11:49 AM||||vr4=MB515380, sugg list price-207.32<br />tel=MB515381,                 266.07<br /><br />why even bother?  with discount, and shipping, under 200 bucks, i would just go new.  besides, lying under a wreck at a boneyard and sweating(although probably not much sweat in 20 deg weather) just to save a couple of bucks is not fun.  however, there is a white vr4 in sherman, texas partially stripped for 400 bucks.  the guy took out the motor and trans, but the rest is there.||64.240.175.108||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||DsmSeifer||01-13-2004||12:38 PM||||Thanks Ken I'll be going to Irving to pick up a new VR4 on friday. I might if you have his # give him a call I could use a parts car.<br /><br />Brian||207.69.139.9||reg||1||DsmSeifer||00002241||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-13-2004||05:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DsmSeifer:<br /><strong> Thanks Ken I'll be going to Irving to pick up a new VR4 on friday. I might if you have his # give him a call I could use a parts car.<br /><br />Brian </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">here is his post, dunno any phone nr<br /><br />Parting out 91 galant vr4 <br />I bought a 91 galant vr4, # ahhh who gives a shit, from a junkyard to sell as parts and for the 6 bolt motor and shit. The car is only missing a suspension piece from the pass side front, pass tail light, 2 dooors on pass side, front bumper, and hood. If you need anything I will sell everything on the car. Things I already have off and for sale are, headlights, excellent condition, ecu, intercooler, bov, air intake and mass air, and black leather seats. The pass seat and rear seats are in very good condition. The reason i bought the car was bc i went to look at it a week ago and the 6 bolt was running, no lifter tick. When i got paid and went to buy the car, someone had stolen the valve cover off of it, and the head had got rained on. The dude cut me a pretty good deal, so i bought the whole car anyway. If someone wants to make me an offer on the whole car, minus the motor, trans and transfer case, I would be happy to sell it. I have pics of the car and the parts, they are too big to post so email me if u want pics. I need money to get my 7 bolt running again, bc its too cold to do a swap. Email me at jlampe@cp.tamu-commerce.edu||64.240.175.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/004223.cgi
A||||2||ercp98||does anyone know||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||01-10-2004||12:36 PM||ercp98@yahoo.com||does anybody know who has the vr4 with the cyclone water to air intercooler. or does any body have pictures of it. lastly any idea on the benefits of a set up like that or something similar to a daily driven car?||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-10-2004||01:35 PM||||Try searching?||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||01-10-2004||05:59 PM||||actually i felt stupid as soon i sent this topic. can someone say newbie?? sorry bout that.||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes



ubb/Forum3/004224.cgi
A||||2||crucible||Ha ha- alarm decided to work today||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||01-10-2004||12:37 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||I unlocked my car this artic morning and by accident hit the drivers lock with the door open and the alarm went off.Huh? My alarm has not worked since I got it 8 months ago.I even tried setting it off different ways.<br />Go figure.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||HHIVR4||01-10-2004||02:56 PM||||mine did the same thing except it wouldnt go off the other day...felt like an idiot.but got it off after a few mintues.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000002||Ryan Carey||01-10-2004||07:39 PM||||I got sick of trying to figuire out what sets mine off, so I just unhook mr.negative, wait a few, then get goin.  I still don't know what sets it off.  Mine is always totaly random, with no concurrent events.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes



ubb/Forum3/004251.cgi
A||||10||ekschulz||Portland, OR - River City Pizza||||1||||ekschulz||00001648
Z||000000||ekschulz||01-13-2004||10:40 AM||||Anyone on here own the VR4's I see at River City Pizza all the time.  There seems to be quite a concentration of them here in Southeast PDX.||208.151.249.254||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||01-13-2004||11:42 AM||||Maybe there is a club and they don't want you to know.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||01-13-2004||02:09 PM||||The guy I bought my vr-4 from lives in gresham and had like four galants stockpiled in his driveway.  He doesn't ever use the internet really except to sell his cars.  Could be him.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||01-13-2004||09:29 PM||||I live in Portland, but my car's in Albany.  Jason (chaffeur1st) sometimes comes up to Troutdale.  My friend Roger (forget his screenname) also lives in SE Portland.  All of our cars our Belize Green.  I've seen a white one and a grey one around town, but don't know who they are.  There's also a grey G-GSX that I sometimes mistake for a VR4.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||ekschulz||01-13-2004||09:58 PM||||I've got the only grey one around that I've seen (Teeter's old car).  I've seen a green and a white one at River City quite a few times....they must work there.  I was out playin around in the snow last week and surprisingly saw four other vr4's the same night.....every vr4 loves snow.||66.93.40.47||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000005||kartorium31||01-13-2004||10:54 PM||||I was out playing in the snow and came across an sti doing the same thing  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Then a couple days later I cought some kid in a t-bird coupe doing it in the same p-lot.  I think the guy i got my car from just lets his sit in the driveway, cause he was only actually driving one of them.  Very nice guy, I want to say he is Czheck(sp?) but not sure.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||01:59 AM||||Hey Erik, I've got Teeter's old car too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   I'd seen that grey one in action, back when it was still his, and it's a beast!  Whaddya think of it?  We should meet up some time.  I'll be in the garage all wknd, swapping Roger's clutch, so if you're bored and wanna swing by for a brew feel free to.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||ekschulz||01-15-2004||04:13 PM||||Beast is appropriate.  You've got to give it to Teeter...he knows how to build a mean car.  I actually didn't really know what I had bought at first.  I never really got on the gas hard before I bought it.....it was quite a surprise.  Now it just feels normal though and it's really a let down when I have to drive our other car.<br />If this car had died after the first week it still would've been the best money I've ever spent.  I'm afraid I will never be able to beat the $ per horsepower/grins of this car.||208.151.249.254||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||01-15-2004||04:56 PM||||Haha, that's funny... I just noticed that our badges are the inverse of each other.  Funny they both came from Teeter too.<br /><br />Yes, he knows more about GVR4s than any other person I've ever met, in person or internet or otherwise.  When I got the car from him, it seemed to have few mods, but it pulled so incredibly hard.  Master of the KISS rule.  Doesn't the grey one have a standalone?  Or did he swap that out before he sold it?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||chauffeur1st||01-15-2004||09:08 PM||||wow Jon "Haha, that's funny... I just noticed that our badges are the inverse of each other. Funny they both came from Teeter too" you are a internet junkie   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  J/k man <br /><br />lata<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000010||ekschulz||01-15-2004||11:59 PM||||I thought the number was pretty cool matching the area code and all.<br />This car does have a Haltech F9.  It's not a complete standalone (or at least I'm pretty sure...a lot to learn with this new car) the F9 only runs the fuel injectors.||24.21.191.209||reg||1||ekschulz||00001648||yes



ubb/Forum3/004321.cgi
A||||5||henrok||automatic vs. manual||||5||||henrok||00001502
Z||000000||henrok||01-19-2004||11:05 AM||alvihen@aol.com||hey guys, can an awd turbo dsm automatic be made as fast as our manuals?  i was discussing this topic and  he said u can make the auto just as fast and that it will be faster than the manual since you wont have to shift. what do u guys think?||64.12.97.9||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||01-19-2004||11:11 AM||||Of course you have to shift...unless your automatic is continuously variable. Even automatic shifts take time. The big problem with automatics in terms of quarter mile time is the launch. Unless you have a really high stall speed (which is not ideal for normal driving) you can't break the tires loose enough to get the engine up into the powerband at launch. In other words, you bog. The problem would be even worse in an AWD vehicle.<br /><br />Thats not to say you can't make a drag car with an automatic. But the car wouldn't be much fun to drive on the street.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||markrieb||01-19-2004||12:19 PM||||There is a DSM-Automatic yahoo groups.  And I *think* there is at least one of the guys running 10's with an auto tranny.<br /><br />I know of a guy in Salt Lake City that should be close to 10's when the race season starts this spring.  His FWD auto ran low 12's at SLC with a big 16g and a 50 shot of N2O (mostly used to spool the turbo at the line).  He has gotten rid of the FWD for an AWD, and had extensive bottom end and head work done and is going with a T3/T4 turbo (last I heard) with a stand alone ECU (AEM-EMS).<br /><br />Auto's are nice as you don't have to lift to shift, and they have no problems shifting at 9,000 rpm.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000003||mikeyoung00||01-19-2004||08:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong> Auto's are nice as you don't have to lift to shift, and they have no problems shifting at 9,000 rpm.<br /><br />Mark </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Who lifts to shift?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />(I could get away with that in my old civic but not in the gvr4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  )||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000004||curtis||01-19-2004||11:32 PM||||I've thought of the same thing more than once.  After the car is built you can match the torque converter perfectly to the car.  Have a converter built to stall right were the turbo hits.  Watch any Buick GN launch and you'll understand.  I raced a GN at Bowling Green Ky years ago it was stock and I handed him his lunch later in the evening I raced another one that was fully built, I thought I was racing the same guy  oops.  This asshole spooled his car up and launched while footbraking and was gone, zero lag.  While setting still the car lifted the driver side front tire up about 3 inches from having the car torqued up.  His converter locked instantly. He laid down a low 10 at 147 mph on a fricking cheater slick.<br /> If someone could build a auto for our cars that could do that and not die once a week it would be worth it.  The problem is building it to live, I'm sure someone is doing it but I'm not sure who.  Shift kits and converters are fine for old school Z28's but our cars would need all the goodies like anti balloning plates in fancy ass converters, hardened shafts, drill hubs, high dollar clutches and bands and treated gears.  It would be cool ass hell to have a ratchet shifter in the car.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.32.209||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||01-20-2004||06:30 PM||||<a href="http://www.plymouthlaser.com/skit.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plymouthlaser.com/skit.htm</a>||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/004322.cgi
A||||1||silly4turbo||Engine Cleaning||||1||||silly4turbo||00000648
Z||000000||silly4turbo||01-19-2004||01:41 PM||jonny_turbo@hotmail.com||Hey all, I'm going to get my engine steam cleaned, anyone have any do's or dont's ?<br />basically I got an oil change from valvoline, they left the oil cap off, I drove for about 100 miles and there's oil everywhere...so they are paying for it to get cleaned ... I've never had a professional cleaning before .... has anyone had any bad experiences doing this ?<br />Thanks<br />Jon||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||01-19-2004||10:55 PM||||I do car detailing and the washing process is not that bad. Basically what we do is we spray the engine down with a degreaser and then scrub the hell out of it. Then we hit it with the power washer. The power washer is mainly to whash the degreaser off. You can even wash it with normal water pressure. After the engine is dry, we hit it with clear lacquer for that "fresh ans new look" and then with tire dressing. People love it, but it will attract more dust and is not good in the long run. I would make sure that wherever you take your car, tell them that you do not want them to "dress"  the engine after they wash it. You should be fine then, and if they screw it up and your engine won't start, then you will get some new parts to boot. Just remember, tell them not to dress the engine. That will also make it so they have to clean it better, the tire dressing hides alot of shit.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/004425.cgi
A||||1||Romanova||Part number request||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||02-03-2004||11:28 AM||avonamor16@yahoo.com||What is the part number for the cap that covers the BISS screw? I'm replacing the screw and o-ring and I found the part numbers for those, just not the cap. Thanks!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||MustGoFaster||02-03-2004||10:05 PM||||MD614150||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes



ubb/Forum3/004324.cgi
A||||8||GREENVR4||egr plate||||1||||Greenvr4||00002742
Z||000000||GREENVR4||01-19-2004||10:23 PM||TPMIPA@YAHOO.COM||anyone know where I can get an egr block off plate?, I'm changing my manifold and I need to remove that thing. thanx.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000001||red91awdtalon||01-19-2004||10:30 PM||||take your egr off, cut open a soda can, trace the egr on the aluminum and cut it out with tin snips and bolt it up, it will block it off and it will still look stock and it will work just fine.<br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||01-19-2004||10:35 PM||||with a soda can? I know I'm a cheap bastard but is that gonna work? If you say so I'll try it, oh I don't need a gasket with that, just red silicone it right?||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||pisces_0||01-19-2004||10:41 PM||||Want to get off cheap like a DSM'er and still utilize stock parts?  Hit up the junkyard and find a few 1Gs with 1.8L engines.  I've seen some equipped with EGR valves and others equipped with EGR block-off plates.  As luck would have it, the EGR block-off plate on the 1.8L matches up exactly to the EGR bolt pattern on our 2.0L.  Did it on both my old GSX and my current GVR-4.  How's <b>that</b> for a free hop-up mod?!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.61.224.164||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000004||coop||01-19-2004||11:54 PM||||and yes no gasket. when you unbolt it, it will be clean||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||01-20-2004||08:06 AM||||Thanx a lot guys, I'll hit the junkyard today.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||01-20-2004||11:20 AM||||And for those of you who aren't so cheap:   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.dejontool.com/dsm-misc.htm" target="_blank">http://www.dejontool.com/dsm-misc.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.ongreenperformance.com/FrameSets/1G%20Performance.htm" target="_blank">http://www.ongreenperformance.com/FrameSets/1G%20Performance.htm</a><br /><a href="http://www.usionline.net/122.htm" target="_blank">http://www.usionline.net/122.htm</a><br />and more....||67.34.80.212||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||01-20-2004||12:47 PM||||spank you very much, I just ordered it from dejontool, junkyard didn't have ANY dsm's in it so I just decided to buy one.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||01-20-2004||05:55 PM||||I just bought a blank steel outlet cover plate from Home Depot for like $0.97, removed the EGR, traced the gasket onto the cover plate, cut it out w/the Dremel, and bolted it all back on.  Including driving took me like 40 min., and cost less than a buck.  [Quagmire] Aaaalll right! [/Quagmire]||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/004325.cgi
A||||2||tplesko||Need VIN info on a GVR4? Iceman what do you know?||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||01-19-2004||10:55 PM||||JA3CX56U8MZ010369||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||iceman69510||01-20-2004||10:13 AM||||According to my records, that used to be owned by David Edwards (watchdoc the floor mat guy on this board).  He reported to me previously that the number badge was missing from this car.<br /><br />I think he posted recently he was looking for another one.  He may have info on the intermediate owner(s).<br /><br />Car originally from the Maryland area.  Transfer case recall is still open.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||01-20-2004||10:58 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum3/004232.cgi
A||||8||turbogalant||What is the strangest thing you have found under your hood?||||1||||turbogalant||00000287
Z||000000||turbogalant||01-11-2004||04:27 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||I just found a lugnut under my galants hood the kicker is it was one from my daytona. I found a hammer under the hood of my friends cadillac . My friends used to carry fluids i.e. oil, trans fluid ect under there hood.||65.177.241.251||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000001||sleepergvr4||01-11-2004||08:50 AM||||i work at a dealer. we found a 6 foot snake wrapped under an intake of an es300.||66.20.125.245||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000002||sleepergvr4||01-11-2004||08:51 AM||||i also found a spark plug in someones tire. i still can't figure that one out. i have sen it all! that car vibrated so bad.||66.20.125.245||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000003||atsiauto||01-11-2004||11:29 AM||||I found a bat .. one that flys and eats bugs.. and he was not happy about me finding him . hissed and flew away .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000004||snwbrd40oz||01-11-2004||11:45 AM||||I found a 2 foot prybar and a steel bristled brush under my hood when I got it back from the dealership after some repairs. On my dad's truck we remmoved the PS fender (not hood, I know) and 2 spent bullet casings and a Casio calculator watch fell out||65.100.165.64||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000005||DeanCouchey||01-11-2004||12:57 PM||||I had a mouse nest near my intake manifold, strange thing was it wasnt there one night and the next it was... must have been a cold night and some nice warm engine heat I guess.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000006||HHIVR4||01-11-2004||02:45 PM||||a half rotted cat carass was inside my bumper cover of my first gsx..needless to say i puked up my lunch cause of the smell when i was searching for the problem..someone had removed the bumper and just put the cover back on...i always thought something smelled wierd in that car.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000007||thon||01-11-2004||05:29 PM||||Under the hood of my s13 clip when i got it in was a small scythe looking tool. (had about a 2 foot handle and a curved serated blade)<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000008||GREENVR4||01-11-2004||09:22 PM||||we got a freakin' squirrel inside an M5 about two weeks ago, complaint was" there's a weird noise inside the dash everytime I break", anyway it took us almost an hour to get that thing out and chase it out the shop.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||GREENVR4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum3/004233.cgi
A||||3||sleeper||What are the odds?||||1||||Gabor||00000441
Z||000000||sleeper||01-11-2004||10:47 AM||gabor@dsmdecals.com||What are the odds that while you're browsing a V8 board, you'll find a VR-4 for sale?<br />What are the odds it's only $1000.00?<br />What are the odds it's the same year as your car and the badge number next to yours?<br /><br />To bad the car is a piece of shit with a bad tranny, dents all over, 175,000 miles and no title.<br /><br />So, there they standing, looking back at the good old days when they came over on the boat, right next to each other.<br />Long lost friends connected again, but unfortunately had to let go.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.223.35||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||01-11-2004||03:50 PM||||Get it and make it a project car. You could probably talk the owner down to $800 or $750.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||geoff@machv||01-11-2004||05:29 PM||||Where is this no titled POS at might I ask ?  [if you're not gonna move on it.....]<br /><br /><br />G-||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||01-11-2004||09:56 PM||||It's in St. Louis<br />I talked the guy down to $1000.00 from $1500.00<br />He bought it for $500.00 and put some parts and labor into it. He's not as stupid as he looks, but pretty close, so he might be able to go lower. <br />PM me and I can work something out with him.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||171.75.195.162||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/004326.cgi
A||||13||lambertvr4||Lambert says hey||||1||||lambertvr4||00003314
Z||000000||lambertvr4||01-19-2004||11:55 PM||||Name's Lambert.  I've owned my 91 GVR4 since Aug 99.  Joined the old board not long after, but lost touch with it.  Figured I'd better get back in touch or get disowned.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Galant doesn't run right now, but there is a stroker setup in the works.  No rush to finish it, but it will be thorough when/if it gets done.  You know how it goes.<br /><br />Hello to all those I don't know.  "Sup bitchez" to all those I do.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000001||sleeper||01-20-2004||01:02 AM||||Hello long lost ranger, I mean stranger.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />What are you up to? We missed you at the Shootout last year.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.233.40.238||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||01-20-2004||03:09 AM||||we got 3314 members? I thought our cars were rare<br />so let see 2k in 91 and 1k in 92 so that must mean there are kit cars made for us?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.122.35.217||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||Ash||01-20-2004||04:47 AM||||former owners, overseas owners, aspiring owners||203.220.88.243||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||turbowop||01-20-2004||05:11 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong> former owners, overseas owners, aspiring owners </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wierd frankenstein'd BMW/4g63 owners....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||01-20-2004||07:50 AM||||wassup, fawker? Nice to have you back from la-la land  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Now, tell us what you do for a living  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||01-20-2004||08:00 AM||||Lumberjack Lambert is back in efffizzzect. <br /><br />"Wierd frankenstein'd BMW/4g63 owners.... "<br /><br />-"Yo word."   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||lambertvr4||01-20-2004||08:46 AM||||Yep.  Had to work during the shootout.  That thing is always a blast.  I'll see what I can do this year.<br /><br />Yah, there's owners and posers everywhere.  I'm an owner posing as someone with a prayer of getting my Galant running again.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||209.12.140.18||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||01-20-2004||09:32 AM||||Damn, it's Lambchop.  Wondered which hole you fell into.  Last I knew you were in NW arkansas and I was trying to get you to come over and race on the jet-skis   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br />And now you're kicking around in my old stomping grounds.  I grew up in Memphis and most of my family is still there...hmmm, I'll need to warn them about you being there huh? LOL.<br /><br />Good to have you back around...and so, contestant number 2, tell us what you do for a living. (KC told me, you lucky SOB :-)<br /><br />Your car still got "teef"?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||167.142.21.247||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||galantvr4us||01-20-2004||05:47 PM||||HEY Lambert!!!<br /><br />I miss the days of getting your galant sideways in Shannons driveway.  Priceless.<br /><br />PM'd you.  <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000010||drew||01-21-2004||01:40 PM||||one word: TEEF!<br /><br />Welcome back.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||mikeyoung00||01-21-2004||10:14 PM||||So what are you, some kind of GVR4.org oldtimer or something?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   (Inquiring newbie minds wanna know)||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000012||lambertvr4||01-22-2004||12:10 AM||||Yep.  Was on the old board back in '99 when I bought my '91 Galant.  Got to know quite a few of the guys/gals via that board and going to the Shootout.  Kinda lost touch for a while and now jumped back in.<br /><br />The references to "Teef" are in regard to a little bit of humorous decorating I did to my Galant one day.  I cut out a new center grill section and painted it red with a bunch of white "shark" teef.  Slapped it on and posted pics.  It was pimptacular!  I pimped it for a few days and then realized how ridiculous it looked and took it off.  Quite hilarious looking though.<br /><br />I've got a couple pics of the old girl at <a href="http://john.lambert.tripod.com" target="_blank">http://john.lambert.tripod.com</a>  It's in the process of a nice little stroker rebuild.  No hurry, so it will be a while.  I have a daily, and I want it to be my fun car.  Done once.  Done right.  Then play.  (Then break.  Then fix better.  Then play again.)  That's the plan anyway.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000013||Oztek||01-22-2004||08:43 PM||||Welcome back man!  The shootout wasn't the same without you and Shannon.  We were able to stay at the go-kart track longer though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Try to make it to the shootout.  Much good times to be had.||67.38.19.95||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes



ubb/Forum3/004327.cgi
A||||10||1969MIB||381/1000 - The New Owner||||1||||1969MIB||00000732
Z||000000||1969MIB||01-19-2004||11:56 PM||||I am excited to say that tonite, at 8:34 PM 1/19/2004, I bought Galant VR-4 #381 of 1000. 121,000 miles with a couple small dents on the exterior and an immaculate interior. Here's the kicker. It's Kensington grey. I've been looking for over a year for a GVR-4 and I finally brought one home. I've been looking at it and talking with the owner since 12/28. Here's another kicker. I found it 5 minutes away from where I live. I have ALL of the brochures and little dealer knick knacks from 1992 and ALL mechanical documentation since its sale to its first owner.<br /><br />I can't believe I'm making this post. I finally found one and I can stop posting as the Lincoln owner on my local DSM board and this board. <br /><br />I'm looking forward to owning this car and getting to know you guys, and Rich, better. <br /><br />Dave||67.115.9.25||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||01-20-2004||12:03 AM||||congrads.any pics?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||1969MIB||01-20-2004||12:05 AM||||Not yet. It looks EXACTLY like Riced's car in the images database. I'm currently looking though the service records for the last timing belt job. <br /><br />I found the postcard from the sales manager congratulating the owner of his purchase. There is a LOT of cool stuff. <br /><br />Dave||67.115.9.25||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000003||bleck||01-20-2004||12:07 AM||||Ok, I have a few things to say.  First, congratulations.  Second, 5 minutes from home??  Lucky bastard   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   And third, what the hell is up with all the Kensington Grey cars for sale... and they all look very clean!  I love my green, but damn, I am tempted to jump at the even more rare grey.  Awesome man, enjoy your ride.  The wait is over.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||GVR$in||01-20-2004||12:26 AM||||Yea Dave!!! Finally 2 vr4's in SD!!!||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000005||meshwork||01-20-2004||07:41 AM||||Hello from 381/2000! (Mine is white)||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000006||1969MIB||01-22-2004||02:05 PM||||Here are some pictures I was able to take of my very stock beast. <br /><br /><a href="http://pages.sbcglobal.net/1969mib/gvr4/" target="_blank">http://pages.sbcglobal.net/1969mib/gvr4/</a><br /><br />Dave||208.57.81.236||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||01-22-2004||02:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1969MIB:<br /><strong> <a href="http://pages.sbcglobal.net/1969mib/gvr4/" target="_blank">http://pages.sbcglobal.net/1969mib/gvr4/</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sexy.||208.215.178.150||reg||14||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000008||pisces_0||01-22-2004||02:47 PM||||Very nice!  I'm such a fan of the '92 wheels, and also the Kensington grey.  Car seems to be VERY clean.  One thing though, <b>clean that engine bay!</b>  Maybe I'm just anal about a clean engine though.  Even had to clean the engine on my winter car/beater 4WD Subaru when I first got it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Once again, nice find and welcome to the community.||64.199.239.36||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000009||91 #680||01-22-2004||02:50 PM||||Hey Dave...congrats,I post on sddsm on occasion as sr20powah.  I want to see your ride dood...pm me and we'll chit chat.  BTW I spotted a belize green GVR-4 in a driveway a few houses down from a friends house in Chulajuana.  There are definately more than 2 GVR-4's in San Diego.  I also spotted another belize green one with 16" chrome 5 stars on Ted Williams pkwy a few months back.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000010||1969MIB||01-22-2004||04:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91 #680:<br /><strong> Hey Dave...congrats,I post on sddsm on occasion as sr20powah.  I want to see your ride dood...pm me and we'll chit chat.  BTW I spotted a belize green GVR-4 in a driveway a few houses down from a friends house in Chulajuana.  There are definately more than 2 GVR-4's in San Diego.  I also spotted another belize green one with 16" chrome 5 stars on Ted Williams pkwy a few months back. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey! Believe it or not, there was a San Diego DSM meet about two years ago...lo and behold two green GVR4's showed up. Tony knows the guys. I know Terren has one too, but his sits most of the time.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  Definitely have to get together and get a GVR4 meet crackin. The ratio of DSM meets to GVR4 meets is out of whack.  <br /><br />Dave||208.57.81.236||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes



ubb/Forum3/004328.cgi
A||N||6||undy||Making a stock galant quick......||||10||||undy||00003302
Z||000000||undy||01-20-2004||08:17 AM||undyshelts@hotmail.com||Hey everyone...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm getting a stock 1989 vr4 imported in a few months, and i'm just planning ahead as far as "making it faster"<br /><br />I'm wondering from everyones experience what are some modifications (i want to stay legal please, but if it's good say it!) which have really made a huge difference for you guys out there...<br /><br />Could you please include some approx prices aswell...<br /><br />Thanks everyone, i'm keen to turn the galant into a beast!!!<br /><br />Cheers  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  (btw.. i'm from Australia)...||202.138.9.33||reg||10||undy||00003302||no
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-20-2004||08:32 AM||||moving to General GVR4||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||MiSTER2||01-20-2004||12:52 PM||||Search around this forum and you'll learn alot about gvr4 and how to modify it.  For mild modification it's the usual stuff that you need to do as with every turbo car. <br /><br />exhaust system<br />air filter<br />fmic <br />fuel pump <br />boost increase<br /><br />if you feel like doing more<br />remove egr<br />rip the zigzag paper in airflow sensor box<br />change the turbo to 16g or bigger <br />bigger injectors (mazda series 5 rx7 550cc will straight fit)<br />safc, chip, aftermarket ecu etc.<br /><br />but like i said search this forum and you'll find out heaps, also check out:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/</a>||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||01-20-2004||05:50 PM||||The first order of business is to get rid of any problems the car may have. I would go over everything before you start modding. If you pull it in the driveway rip it apart and then you have a problem then you have no idea if it was there or not previosly, and what caused it. Another thing is do them one by one mod it, drive it, mod it, drive it. I am still pulling the bugs out of my daytona because I changed so much when I pulled the motor that I had no idea what caused it. I learned from my mistakes, please don't repeat them. Oh and the biggest power booster is a ported head. Best bang for buck up the boost. Better throttle response intake and exhaust.||65.177.240.41||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||geoff@machv||01-20-2004||06:13 PM||||I port heads by the way......  [grin]<br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||01-20-2004||06:44 PM||||If you look on tuner sights like <a href="http://www.buschurracing.com/upgrade.html" target="_blank">http://www.buschurracing.com/upgrade.html</a> and <a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/tuning-guide/1gturbo/" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/tuning-guide/1gturbo/</a> will give you some ideas. Just be sure to research each modification thoroughly before you buy and shop around. Prices may vary!||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||tikibeast||01-21-2004||03:00 AM||||also lookup <a href="http://www.forcedperformance.net/default.aspx" target="_blank">http://www.forcedperformance.net/default.aspx</a>||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes



ubb/Forum3/004330.cgi
A||||63||anomalyva||What rims do you have on your car?||||1||||anomalyva||00003197
Z||000000||anomalyva||01-20-2004||01:25 PM||requiemofanomaly@speedpost.net||Stock 91 rims, I think.  I'll have to get pics of them and ask.  Their all silver, with no polished lip.  Regardless, what do you have on your car?||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000001||b00sted4g||01-20-2004||01:30 PM||||i myself think the stock Gvr4 rims are pretty decent looking for there time. When i get a Gvr4 i am keeping the stock ones on with some good sticky tires, Prolly S03 pole positions.<br /><br /> However, If i was to do a aftermarket rim it would be the Kosei K1 and i would have them powder coated the color of the car. Keep it clean and sleek looking.||24.104.31.209||reg||1||b00sted4g||00003271||yes
Z||000002||pisces_0||01-20-2004||01:52 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by b00sted4g:<br /><strong> i myself think the stock Gvr4 rims are pretty decent looking for there time. When i get a Gvr4 i am keeping the stock ones on with some good sticky tires, Prolly S03 pole positions.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep, that's exactly what I did when I picked up my Galant last spring.  Car came with aftermarket wheels and I swapped back to the stock "wagon wheel" rims and Potenza S03 Pole Position tires.  Those are some sticky buggers!  IMHO, I think that the stock Galant wheels look really nice being that they're color matched to the car.||64.199.238.81||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-20-2004||01:59 PM||||The kosei K-1 is becoming harder and harder to find new esp in the 4x114.3 bolt pattern. The antracite grey ones will look awesome with a kensington grey gvr4.<br /><br />I had 16" konig tuners on my old gvr4 which (Kevin now has the wheels) and it was perfect, IMHO. The extra width helps, I guess. Also, had some 17" nippon racing wheels that looked good on the car, but I dont think added any performance value - probably hindered with the weight!<br /><br />If I had to do it all over again - I wouldnt mind a set of 16" Rotas. 17's and up are too heavy unless unless you get the more expensive SSR, Volk, Centerline etc..<br /><br />Off-topic - Nathan, did you sell your MiM wheels?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||galantvr4us||01-20-2004||02:06 PM||||<img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/blackgalantside.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />These are pics of the 18x8 Volk 3s I had on the black galant at one time.  I sold the rims before I lowered it, but it would have made it look so much better.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000006||phat4||01-20-2004||02:14 PM||||17" Chrome Eniki Spiders   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.nzmmc.co.nz/nats/44.jpg" alt=" - " />||219.88.31.53||reg||7||PHAT4||00003333||yes
Z||000007||ayvr4||01-20-2004||02:18 PM||||Phat4, I dont know about New Zealand, but here, that's what's known as "Rollin on dubs"...<br />Nice car!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.197.25||reg||14||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000008||anomalyva||01-20-2004||02:29 PM||||I can't track it down, but what width, offset, and weight are the stock wheels?||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000009||199of2k||01-20-2004||03:53 PM||||Stock rims, with the paint removed and polished<br /> <img src="http://forums.flybynightops.net/files/dsc00003.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.109.117.66||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000010||geoff@machv||01-20-2004||06:15 PM||||I have ADR/IRAKI Gunmetal, 17x7 inch wheels <br />With Yokohama Advans...  235/45-17's  [EVO TIRES]<br />The car handles like a slot car.||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000011||number3||01-21-2004||06:25 PM||||235 huh...<br /><br /><br />I have polished SSR integrals with S02 225/45 17<br /><br />See member section.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000012||geoff@machv||01-21-2004||08:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> 235 huh...<br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YEP    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />From Tire Rack.com.....<br />"Yokohama A046 (Ultra High Performance Summer) for your 2003 Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution  <br />Size: 235/45WR17 Blackwall<br />WR Speed Rated  <br />Price: $212 Original Equipment"||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000013||turbowop||01-21-2004||09:08 PM||||18" Centerline RPM's with 225/40 Yoko Paradas:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2568" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000014||chadhayashi||01-22-2004||01:26 AM||||I'm currently rollin' 17" Anthracite Kosei K1's. I have 235/45-17 Pilot Sport A/S' on now. I cannot use my stock wheels.  <br />And a set of 225/45, 245/40-17 Bridgestone P.P. S-03's for summer.<br />Sorry, no pics available. Still haven't repaired/replaced my camera.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000015||PRE-EVO||01-22-2004||02:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> 18" Centerline RPM's with 225/40 Yoko Paradas:<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2568" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">MARK WHERE'S THE JDM!!!!!!<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000016||turbowop||01-22-2004||02:13 AM||||Meh...that pic is from last summer. The bumper is still at the bodyshop. I think it's ready for paint as soon as my guy has time. I'll have new pics in the spring...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000017||PRE-EVO||01-22-2004||02:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Meh...that pic is from last summer. The bumper is still at the bodyshop. I think it's ready for paint as soon as my guy has time. I'll have new pics in the spring...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't forget Martha your Real Doll posed in some provacative positions.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000018||MiSTER2||01-22-2004||05:43 AM||||turbowop ur galant is the nicest one i've seen by far (incl. amg galants) but IMO you shouldn't put jdm front bumper, instead an intercooler and bumper same as galantvr4us katie's would look really good.||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes
Z||000019||a_santos||01-22-2004||08:00 AM||||Mark,<br /><br />Those wheels look so hot on your car. I think I will be getting the same rims but in 17", so I can fit some Sylverstone S-585 tarmac rally tires.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000020||SLedge||01-22-2004||11:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Mark,<br /><br />Those wheels look so hot on your car. I think I will be getting the same rims but in 17", so I can fit some Sylverstone S-585 tarmac rally tires. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Abhay, before Christmas Jegs was selling the 17" Centerline RPMs for $200 a pop on their web site.  I haven't checked since I bought mine, but they might still be running the sale.  Just a heads-up!||12.24.60.12||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000021||mixx2001||01-22-2004||01:15 PM||||<img src="http://www.whiterose.net/~dsm/images/smallmixx2001_side.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />17x8 Pannasport C5CR's (17lbs) 235/40's  <br /><br /><br />     </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MachVR-4:<br /><strong> I have ADR/IRAKI Gunmetal, 17x7 inch wheels <br />With Yokohama Advans...  235/45-17's  [EVO TIRES]<br />The car handles like a slot car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You Mach V boys and yer 235's.  I'm glad Dan slapped em on though.  I wouldn't change a thing, best handling car I ever owned.  And it may get better...  there's been a VCE in the car since I've owned it.  VCE's gone now, and in it's place: a new Center Diff and a real deal VC.  But I have yet to drive it, fuel pump's dead.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000022||mitsuvr4||01-22-2004||02:11 PM||||Anyone know a source for those Pannasports?  I've been to their website, but they don't list prices or offset info.  Any dealer sites?<br /><br />Anyone know?<br /><br />Thanks.||134.29.247.50||reg||1||mitsuvr4||00000369||yes
Z||000023||mixx2001||01-22-2004||03:42 PM||||Did you try their number?<br /><br />(310) 373 0071||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000024||Ian M||01-22-2004||07:56 PM||||<img src="http://www.allroadster.com/images/ronal/bear.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Im running some "14 Ronal Bears-In chrome. I had to downgrade to Galant GS brakes (I wish they made them in "18s) to make them fit,but chicks dig it. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />Nah,Just the stock wagon wheels.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||129.71.114.138||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000025||Telecaster||01-22-2004||10:30 PM||||I'm on 17" OZ Supperlaggeras<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/25376534/large.jpg" alt=" - " />||216.175.82.37||reg||1||Telecaster||00000416||yes
Z||000026||AWD4DR||01-22-2004||10:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> I'm on 17" OZ Supperlaggeras<br /><br />  You car looks exactly like the one I saw in a magizine I was reading..They were doing a writeup and talking about how GVR4's put the scoobies in their place and whatnot..I think it was like "import tuna" or some magizine of that nature..Was that your car?   <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/25376534/large.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.80.248.151||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000027||AWD4DR||01-22-2004||10:46 PM||||BTW I am selling theese wheels.. 18x7.5 axis mach 5 225/40 dunlop w-10's..  <br /><a href="http://community.webshots.com/album/75010454Twqbjb" target="_blank">http://community.webshots.com/album/75010454Twqbjb</a>||68.80.248.151||reg||1||AWD4DR||00001314||yes
Z||000028||blacksheep||01-22-2004||11:00 PM||||AWD4DR - not to go 0ff topic...what the hell happened to this gvr4..I almost had a heart attack....<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2573" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2573&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000029||PRE-EVO||01-22-2004||11:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWD4DR:<br /><strong> BTW I am selling theese wheels.. 18x7.5 axis mach 5 225/40 dunlop w-10's..  <br /> <a href="http://community.webshots.com/album/75010454Twqbjb" target="_blank">http://community.webshots.com/album/75010454Twqbjb</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just out of morbid curiosity how much?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000030||aWeX||01-22-2004||11:55 PM||||These are the rims I`ll put on my car. I think they are OZ Superturismos, but you newer know since it`s a japanese car. At least they look like OZ Superturismo, so that is what I`ll be running ...8x18, powdercoated white  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />(I think the Galant looks good in red)<br /> <img src="http://www.tp-r.com/Skyline/m042.jpg" alt=" - " />||195.159.180.58||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000031||beavis||01-22-2004||11:58 PM||||ALT at 156.  16*7 with 225/45/16||198.81.26.43||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000032||curtis||01-22-2004||11:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Telecaster:<br /><strong> I'm on 17" OZ Supperlaggeras<br /><br />     <img src="http://www.pbase.com/image/25376534/large.jpg" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've got some similar there ALT 159's 17x7's the last owner painted them broze then black and made a stinking mess and also put on to small a tire 205/40's he should be punched in the head can't wait till there worn out.  I painted them hammer finish black and then dusted them with some forest green. I do like the grey color on yours.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2575" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2575&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />click to enlarge||65.54.97.143||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000033||iceman69510||01-23-2004||12:36 AM||||I am running the current model VR4 wheels on my car following the 5-bolt conversion.   At least for my winter tires. Just 16"<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2586" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2586&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2587" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2587&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.73.152.107||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000034||theymightbegalants||01-23-2004||04:00 AM||||Iceman, your car is hot!||24.21.86.243||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000035||iceman69510||01-23-2004||09:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Iceman, your car is hot! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not in a close-up!  It has dents all over the place.  But thanks.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000036||gvrfour173||01-23-2004||12:18 PM||||pete, awd4dr head-on with a drunk driver at about 30-40ish   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  .. broke some ribs, ripped off half of his nose,  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  ..   wasn't a pretty sight.||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes
Z||000037||G-GSX Turbo||01-23-2004||01:03 PM||||I just got a set of American Racing Vortecs, 16"x7.5".<br /><br />Is that too mullety......      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />     <br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000038||PRE-EVO||01-23-2004||03:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> I just got a set of American Racing Vortecs, 16"x7.5".<br /><br />Is that too mullety......       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />      <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nope I had those on my GVR4 and then sold them to TeArIn for his which he's still rockin.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000039||GVR$in||01-23-2004||03:19 PM||||<img src="http://www.geeride.com/images/GRIDE1s.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000040||G-GSX Turbo||01-23-2004||05:15 PM||||What size were those? Tires also...?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000041||V8EATER||01-23-2004||05:24 PM||||17x7 ACE wheels, split 5 spoke, 215/45 sumhitomo mud and snows.  not much grip, but the roads around here don't like summer high performance tires.  turbowop, badass.||207.160.162.153||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000042||blacksheep||01-23-2004||05:26 PM||||v8 eater - ace monaco (shannon used to sell that brand of wheels, actually!)||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000043||BlitzVR4||01-23-2004||05:47 PM||||17" Team Dynamic with 225/45-17 Falken Azenis<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2591" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2591&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000044||hibrn8||01-23-2004||05:55 PM||||I still think Terren's wheels are the shizzle.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000045||GVR$in||01-23-2004||05:59 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />205/55/16's GGSX..||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000046||PRE-EVO||01-23-2004||06:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> I still think Terren's wheels are the shizzle. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Why thank you.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000047||hecdws||01-23-2004||10:40 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2593" alt=" - " />        <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2594" alt=" - " />     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2595" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />17x7 bronze konig heliums with 215/45/17 kuhmo tires <br /><br /><br />hector||64.12.97.9||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000048||turbowop||01-24-2004||12:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlitzVR4:<br /><strong> 17" Team Dynamic with 225/45-17 Falken Azenis<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2591" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2591&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm not a fan of the writing on the rim, but other than that those wheels look awesome on a galant.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000049||GVR1643||01-24-2004||03:50 AM||||Konig Afterburners - I think.  KC would know better since they came off of Blacksheep V 1.0   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2600" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2600&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||167.142.22.82||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000050||PRE-EVO||01-24-2004||05:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2593" alt=" - " />         <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2594" alt=" - " />      <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2595" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />17x7 bronze konig heliums with 215/45/17 kuhmo tires <br /><br /><br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hector paint your car and then give it to me.... awww heck just give me the car I'll take care of the paint  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000051||hecdws||01-24-2004||08:12 AM||||funny how a lot of people like the way my car looks, but i think its missing something .maybe someone here can tell me what it needs.<br /><br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000052||driftntouge||01-24-2004||10:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR1643:<br /><strong> Konig Afterburners - I think.  KC would know better since they came off of Blacksheep V 1.0    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2600" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2600&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Those are Konig Tuners...if you want to sell them let me know  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.186.95.171||reg||1||driftntouge||00001884||yes
Z||000053||drew||01-24-2004||11:56 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1725&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Evo8 rims.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000054||kartorium31||01-24-2004||12:57 PM||||I like that Drew, those look good on the galant.  I like hector's setup also, minus the white bumpers  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    I have some autec 5 spoke 17's that are sitting in my room until the snow clears.  Got em from chadyashi||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000055||blacksheep||01-24-2004||11:26 PM||||drew-san<br /><br />Is that an AMG grille I see on the car ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000056||drew||01-25-2004||11:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> drew-san<br /><br />Is that an AMG grille I see on the car ?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yep. It's the same one that's been on the car for the last 5 years...||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000058||silly4turbo||01-25-2004||11:47 AM||||16" motegi's <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2614&width=400" alt=" - " />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000059||akira01||01-25-2004||01:28 PM||||hey when you guys bought the rims did you guys buy them for the galant or was it from a civic or another model....||205.241.11.205||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000060||VR4ownzU||01-26-2004||07:45 PM||||What size do you think handles the best against racing-drag/autocross etc.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000061||thon||01-26-2004||08:27 PM||||if anyone needs a kosei k1 in 4x114.3 (my bolt pattern too) i can give u a phone number for a guy who'll take care of you.  He works at tirerack and is in my nissan club.  I'll post up the sizes.  I just got 16x8.5 +27!<br /><br />This is not commercial as i get nothing out of this deal at all...just passing along info cuz i love the wheels.<br /><br />$179.00 <br />15X7 ET17 <br />15X7 ET27 <br />15X7 ET38 <br />15X7 ET45 <br />$199.00 <br />15X8 ET12 <br />15X8 ET22 <br />15X8 ET32 <br />$199.00 <br />16X7.5 ET12 <br />16X7.5 ET22 <br />16X7.5 ET32 <br />16X7.5 ET43 <br />$209.00 <br />16X8.5 ET17 <br />16X8.5 ET27 <br />16X8.5 ET37 <br />$239.00 <br />17X7.5 ET35 <br /><br /><br />some 16x8.5's in +37 might look sweet on a gvr4;)<br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000062||Tevenor||01-26-2004||08:52 PM||||Just K1's? What finishes/paints?<br /><br />I wonder if its the same guy I bought my autocross rims from. 16x8.5's +17mm offset on my 96 Talon.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.67.49.108||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000063||anomalyva||01-27-2004||11:32 AM||||What offset is recommended for 16x7.5, 16x8, and 17x7?  And you don't hit anything running 16x8.5's?  :wow:||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000064||JUANPSI||01-28-2004||04:29 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2646" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2646&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000065||markrieb||02-01-2004||03:18 PM||||The stock 6" wide wheels are 46mm offset.<br /><br />7" wide wheels should run 35-45mm<br /><br />8" wide wheels should run 30-40mm<br /><br />9" wide wheels should run 25-35mm<br /><br />I like the 16x8.5's in 27mm offset, although the 37mm offset should also maybe fit.<br /><br />Mark||4.10.180.87||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes



ubb/Forum3/004331.cgi
A||||39||4G63_GSR||Is there any regrets of purchasing your GVR4?||||1||||4G63_GSR||00000725
Z||000000||4G63_GSR||01-20-2004||04:39 PM||vlee14@hotmail.com||I'm just sitting here thinking to myself.  I honestly don't regret buying my car (considering it's my first turbo/awd car).  But now that I think more of it, I should've waited longer or search harder (I was searching for over 2 years on and off).  So what about you guys? Any regrets?||69.11.254.85||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-20-2004||04:47 PM||||The only thing I regret about my car is not having kicked the everliving shit out of the last owner for mistreating it so much, the day I bought it he told me " by the way, I went to emmissions and they told me this is an awd car", my jaw just went PLAF! on the ground, but since I got a good sucker deal out of it I just had to shut up and leave with my new priced possession.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||jayru||01-20-2004||05:06 PM||||This was my first AWD car. And i thought... Wow this is so cool. I had always had RWD cars and was amazed at how it launched and handled. Now that i am working on them, i hate every aspect of the AWD system. <br /><br />6 bolts for this, 8 bolts for that, take this off before you can even get to the other thing... There is so much stuff cramed in such a small space. I thought my 300Zx was lousy to work on   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" /> <br /><br />Edit: O yea, and i hate that stupid lock on the gas door! Other than that i love GVR4's. Closest thing i'll ever get to a R34 Skyline.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||ayvr4||01-20-2004||05:18 PM||||573 has gotten me so frustrated its not even funny... I dont know how many times i have said " Next thing that goes wrong with it, i'm selling it." but i still have it and love it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.197.25||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000004||PJGross||01-20-2004||05:20 PM||||I'd have to second the kicking the shit out of the previous owner!<br /><br />I regret not knowing enough about engines at the time, especially 4G63's, to know that my GVR4 was a POS.  I don't think I got taken, but I didn't get a killer deal, either.  Something about the CAS just danglin after driving it home 1200 miles should have told me something was up.  Oh well, live and learn.<br /><br />I do not regret documenting every part and machining cost of my new engine and setup, though.  It serves as a reminder to how much I have into the car so I don't take short cuts in the buildup and prevents me from beating on it too much.<br /><br />I guess the only other thing I regret is being a little hasty in thinking that I had to buy the car I did because there are so few of them around.  There are many excellent examples up for sale and now that I know the costs of a good buildup I could probably do very well buying one already built.<br /><br />I don't regret owning mine, though!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000005||gvr4ever||01-20-2004||05:23 PM||||I got mine is 98 and searched for about 6 months to get a low milage one.<br /><br />I don't regret it one bit.<br /><br />The only thing I regret is getting rid of my daily driver.  Now I just want another one so I can keep the Galant is great shape and polished up.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||01-20-2004||05:25 PM||||My PO was talked into trading his in because the turbo was smoking and he was quoted about $2000 or so to replace it.  He obviously did not do any of his own work.  Talked to him 2 years later, and he wants the car back.  I haven't replaced the turbo yet, but it does need it.<br /><br />I don't regret owning it, but it still needs a lot of stuff.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||4drwhore||01-20-2004||05:30 PM||||Even though I have owned one for almost a year now. Never ran while I owned it, never even got to ride in it yet. That will be changing within this month, finally!||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000008||4G63Mirage||01-20-2004||05:34 PM||||Not after I paid $400 for mine   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.25.175.102||reg||1||4G63Mirage||00002406||yes
Z||000009||pisces_0||01-20-2004||05:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4drwhore:<br /><strong> Even though I have owned one for almost a year now. Never ran while I owned it, never even got to ride in it yet. That will be changing within this month, finally! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good lord that's some dedication!  When it finally does get on the road you'll fall in love with the car.||64.199.237.238||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000010||geoff@machv||01-20-2004||06:09 PM||||Every f*cking time I drive my car, someone comments on the fact that it looks like a sleeper.  <b>it is </b>  And I ALWAYS catch some fuktard sleeping too!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />But honestly, I have no regrets, I've been chasing down old timer parts, that just seem to break.   Like today..... The bolt that holds the fifth gear assembly finally backed off it's shaft far enough to crack the tranny end housing..   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br />Luckily I have 2-3 spare/busted trannys laying around the garage... She was back on the road in <br />2 hours!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    NOTE.  If any of you guys are feeling your gear shifter move while in fifth, It might be time to take off the tranny cover behind your right front tire, and tighten up the nut!!  Mine was so loose, it was rubbing against the housing, and cracked it!  But once tight, the shifter feels much more solid when in fifth.  <br /><br /><br />No, I dont have ANY regrets with my GVR4.   <br /><br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000011||sleepyvr4||01-20-2004||07:08 PM||||I regretted it when I lost to my friend's sti by 3 cars (I have 3" turboback and 15psi - he has 4" downpipe) - then I remembered I paid $1200 and he paid $30,000 - then I felt great.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000012||stevevr4||01-20-2004||08:22 PM||||Should have waited just a LITTLE longer... there are so many for sale around here all of a sudden, some that are cheaper with lower mileage and are described to be in better shape!  But I know she's sitting inthe driveway cursing me for saying that.||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000013||Garfield Wright||01-20-2004||09:05 PM||||No regrets about owning 813/2000.  The only thing it needed was a new tps.  After 3-4yrs & on my 3rd engine, 2nd turbo & unbelievably origanal tranny, I still love my car.  The wife has said time & time again to sell it & get something new & I just laugh & dismiss her.  'You treat the damn car better than you treat me' she says.  I reply, 'Do I detect a little jealousy honey?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   No regrets at all.  The only option missing from this car is the ability to fly.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000014||Dreis11301||01-20-2004||09:30 PM||||My biggest regret..... not biting the damn bullet and replacing the slave cylinder and clutch rather than junking my baby and selling the parts to you all, no offense glad you could use them.  I better find another one soon, but then I might regret not buying a Skyline while I am here and taking it back with me to the states and making a fortune off selling it.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000015||RayH||01-20-2004||09:37 PM||||I doubt anyone who bought their car new has any regrets.  Not counting brake pads and clutch, I think it was 6 years before I had a single part fail on me and even then it was only a split intercooler hose.<br /><br />It wasn't until after 100k that things started going; alternator, ecu, crank pulley, cv joints...||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000016||jayru||01-20-2004||09:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Dreis11301:<br /><strong> My biggest regret..... not biting the damn bullet and replacing the slave cylinder and clutch rather than junking my baby and selling the parts to you all, no offense glad you could use them.  I better find another one soon, but then I might regret not buying a Skyline while I am here and taking it back with me to the states and making a fortune off selling it. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Skyline ... MMMMM... Drool...||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000017||bleck||01-20-2004||10:17 PM||||I may have answered this differently 2 months ago, but ever since I bought my A6 for a daily driver, I have no complaints.  Not driving this car every day has made me fall back in love.  $2,000 to purchase, $2,000 in mods and counting   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  , and I feel it's a bargain!  Wonderful machine.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000018||blacksheep||01-20-2004||10:23 PM||||I hear ya, brotha. I personally have had a real love-hate relationship with these cars. When they are not a daily driver, they are a lot easier to live with...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000019||GVR1643||01-21-2004||12:24 AM||||Yeah, I regreted my first purchase so much, I bought 2 more!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Mine have been as trouble free as one could ask. The 92 was purchased with some known issues that were resolved real quickly (thanks mostly to Mark95 being the guru he is).<br />With minor mods they are a blast and very reliable for 13 year old cars.  With more mods they are more fun, and more maintenance.  Depends on the PO and how they were treated I guess.  Mine all must have had good lives. #401 and the 92 are second owner cars too though.||167.142.22.221||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000020||Ian M||01-21-2004||12:34 AM||||After I sold my first GVR4,I regretted it. I went a couple years without one,and wasnt too serious about getting another one until I found out about one sitting in a Falls Church Virgina apartment complex parking lot with a blown motor for cheap.<br /><br /> I built a motor and fixed a lot of the neglect from the previous owner,and have driven it as my primary transportation for the past 30,000 miles until the past couple months ago. I dont abuse it,but it still sees WOT every time I drive it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br /> *knock on wood* Its been one of the most reliable cars Ive had. The only problem I have had is the O2 eliminator to Dp gasket (AHP,bad flange design) blowing out repeatedly ,and once the 14b comes off-Im going to fix that. <br /><br /> The trans shifts like butter,but its starting to make some bearing noise. So,tranny rebuild coming up soon..<br /><br /> No regrets at all,I cant think of another car I would want to replace it with.||129.71.115.77||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000021||GREENVR4||01-21-2004||07:47 AM||||I don't know about you guys but everyday before going in the house after work I kiss my car goodnight.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000022||admsr||01-21-2004||08:04 AM||||no regrets baby....115/1000 was there when I needed to kick some ricer ass and i owned her for alittle over a yr and 3 months....<br /><br />RIP 115<br /><br />DSMer for life.........<br /><br />now..the a new STI chapter of my life opens...<br /><br />Hey! I'm not going to get booted from the forum for no VR$ right?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000023||14bCrazy||01-21-2004||08:43 AM||||I'm glad I bought mine. I am also lucky enough to have a new car to go to work in. When the weekend comes the new car just sits in the driveway. I have had some issues with the Galant but I enjoy working on it. What esle do I have to do.||162.83.111.39||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000024||tplesko||01-21-2004||08:54 AM||||i love having my GVR4. It's hard somedays since it's my daily driver. It means working on it out in the cold or all night long to get to work but I guess i've been pretty lucky.  I'm sure I'll get a second car to relieve a little of the load on Pivvay eventually but as of now it's been great getting me to work everyday and down the track fast. Everything I could have asked for and i've learned *so* much along the way.  If I only had a garage I'd buy a 2nd one for a rally car. Someday...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000025||199of2k||01-21-2004||09:30 AM||||Not buying her sooner  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.109.117.66||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000026||anomalyva||01-21-2004||11:01 AM||||$2000 - 91 Galant VR4 w/ a bad head/pistons. Had a new 3" mandrel bent turbo back, HKS VPC (missing brain), C&R Racing aluminum radiator, SPAL 1700 CFM fan, turbo timer, kyb agx's, whiteline 24mm rear sway bar, short shifter, shifter bushings, like 30 feet of silicone high pressure hosing, some 13lb forged 16x7" rims, 109k on the body<br />Parts:<br />$395 - Ross 8.5:1 .20 over forged pistons/rings/pins<br />$335 - Spec Stage 3 clutch<br />$300 - Rebuilt port n polish head with 8k since rebuild<br />$290 - Ported Evo 3 Exhaust Manifold<br />$270 - Federal Mogul rebuild kit<br />$265 - HKS VPC Brain<br />$170 - Front cover w/ gasket & gears<br />$140 - Autometer EGT gauge<br />$100 - Misc. stuff<br />$90 - 2 3/4" Dejon Tool VPC Intake<br />$90 - Misc. Gaskets<br />$90 - ARP Head Studs<br />$60 - Mitsu OEM HG<br />$55 - Water pump<br />$50 - Autometer 30 psi mechanical boost gauge<br />$50 - VPC 440cc 1g DSM Injector Chip<br />$25 - Stainless steel manifold bolts<br />$15 - SS turbo bolts<br /><br />Machine Shop:<br />$100 - Bore block .20 then Sunon Hone it<br />$15 - Deck block<br />$15 - Deck head<br />$15 - Hot tank head<br /><br />Labor:<br />$900-1200 - $45/hr<br /><br />Gonna be like $6050 once it's all said and done.||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000027||AllWheelsDriven||01-21-2004||11:04 AM||||i miss my vr4...569/2000 and now four years later and no boost since then, im looking at evos and sti's.  my vr4 was a bit of a money pit though and at one point i remember seriously considering buying my own flatbed.  So i had to break it to my relatives and girlfriend slowly that im considering another mitsu.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Mike||24.17.27.192||reg||2||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
Z||000028||snwbrd40oz||01-21-2004||11:49 AM||||I may bitch and moan everytime mine goes down (which is considerably often  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  ), but then I realize that in this stage of my life I have no chance of ever owning a car that is THIS MUCH FUN!!!<br />And Ditto on finding the PO, the more work I do the more shit I find, the more I want to find him in a dark alley somewhere.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.136.27.228||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000029||ercp98||01-21-2004||12:29 PM||||regets?? lets  see... the first month of owning it the trans gave out. 2500 after all has been said and done. will never go back to aamco. rip off artists. i wish i knew about team rip at that time. next was my head one of the valves melted. i guess loosing one of my injectors leaned out that cylinder. regrets??? nope!! love this car especially on snowy and icy roads around here in chicago. one regret though is that i did not have the available funds when mofugas was still open.||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000030||drew||01-21-2004||01:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> My PO was talked into trading his in  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's a PO? Parole Officer?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000031||MustGoFaster||01-21-2004||04:23 PM||||I have spent 1.5 times as much on parts as I did on the car, and I haven't even driven it yet!  No regrets what so ever.  I have driven my friends and I know I will love mine.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000032||autobahntom||01-21-2004||05:07 PM||||po is prior owner.<br /><br />Mine needed a motor when I got it. Built and installed a motor. My only regret is that I kept stock 1g rods; thereby limiting me to about 26 or 27psi. Boost is very addictive, but I don't need any holes in pistons or the sides of the block.<br /><br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000033||Mitsuturbo||01-21-2004||10:00 PM||||I regretted buying 161/2000 SOO Much, that i decided to pick up 1411/2000 as well.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000034||VR4ownzU||01-21-2004||11:19 PM||||I regret acting like a dick sometimes....sorry to all the GVR4 owners out there that had to deal with my bs   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.154.165.15||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000035||GVR1643||01-21-2004||11:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> I regret acting like a dick sometimes....sorry to all the GVR4 owners out there that had to deal with my bs     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well there's a good start on the path to redemption...||167.142.22.81||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000036||Akidosigh1||01-22-2004||12:15 AM||||first day i had the car and 4 races later, clutch was totally gone. 3 months later a new clutch was in and so was the mbc cranked all the way up, that was a good day to blow the rings of course. 7 months later, the motor was rebuilt and i had a good 3 months with the car. I did the break in and only drove it on the weekends when i raced. did good for 3 months and the motor went again. so its been sitting since september while i've been collecting parts. it is almost ready to hit the street. Feb is my goal to have is on the street and the track opens up March 6 just in time for me to blow this motor up. <br /><br />Oh yeah, this is supposed to be my daily driver!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000037||bleck||01-22-2004||12:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> I regret acting like a dick sometimes....sorry to all the GVR4 owners out there that had to deal with my bs    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not too shabby, Nick.  Not too shabby at all.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000038||HHIVR4||01-23-2004||10:49 AM||||the only thing i regret is having to throw a grand at her to get her running again.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000039||HHIVR4||01-23-2004||06:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AllWheelsDriven:<br /><strong>   So i had to break it to my relatives and girlfriend slowly that im considering another mitsu.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Mike </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sounds like getting herpes or something doesnt it....||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
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A||||34||sleepyvr4||what color gauges do you guys run?||||1||||sleepyvr4||00003137
Z||000000||sleepyvr4||01-20-2004||06:59 PM||sleepyvr4@excite.com||Can we get an administrator to create a poll?  I use the green lights, just curious what you guys run.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000001||jcgalantvr4-244||01-20-2004||07:04 PM||||GREEN||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-20-2004||07:08 PM||||green normally, orange for RACE    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||01-20-2004||07:11 PM||||Orange here.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I like to be different, which is why I bought #1632.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000004||Notorius||01-20-2004||07:12 PM||||orange. and my boost gauge matches it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||01-20-2004||07:12 PM||||on the gvr4: green matches the interior lighting best. PIAA hyperwhites in the door and dome light   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||sleepyvr4||01-20-2004||07:20 PM||||sportin' #1732 w/ green egt & boost - I got a color pda and it lights up white - I wish I had GREEN!||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000007||gvr4-27||01-20-2004||07:49 PM||||i like green myself (matches the gagues), but ornage once and a great while just to switch things up.||64.107.83.17||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000008||drew||01-20-2004||07:53 PM||||orange, and i've converted all my interior HVAC lights and whatnot to orange as well.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||G-GSX Turbo||01-20-2004||07:54 PM||||Since the rest of the lights stay green I run green also. I even changed my deck color to green to match it.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000010||RTS182G-VR4||01-20-2004||08:09 PM||||i run green.  do you think you can change to color to say, blue?  i have cobalt guages on the way, and itd be sweet if it could match the dash lighting.||67.166.43.89||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||01-20-2004||09:25 PM||||I pulled the condoms off the orange lights so they are clear now. Looks better than green or orange in my opinion.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||msaskin||01-20-2004||09:27 PM||||green greddy boost & EGT gauges.<br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000013||stevevr4||01-20-2004||10:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> I pulled the condoms off the orange lights so they are clear now. Looks better than green or orange in my opinion. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly what I did.||65.41.85.183||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000014||199of2k||01-20-2004||10:26 PM||||Green||68.109.117.66||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000015||Vr4in'||01-20-2004||10:46 PM||||Green,I have enough orange from my bimmer.||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000016||turbogalant||01-21-2004||02:18 AM||||Blue||65.177.241.138||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000017||turbowop||01-21-2004||03:24 AM||||Well...since the car is green, the Teins are green, and now it has a FP green turbo  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I did the boost and egt gauges in green and leave the dash lights on green also.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000018||ayvr4||01-21-2004||04:22 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> green normally, orange for RACE     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Me too, I tell everyone orange is "Race Mode"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.223.204.236||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000019||GREENVR4||01-21-2004||08:10 AM||||Indiglo gauges myself, since the tach and gauges in the a-pillar all all el glo.||146.145.236.88||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000020||Hertz||01-21-2004||09:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by stevevr4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> I pulled the condoms off the orange lights so they are clear now. Looks better than green or orange in my opinion. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Exactly what I did. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Third that, but I pulled them off the green.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000021||mikeyoung00||01-21-2004||10:10 PM||||Whichever color they end up after I get done showing off my color change feature to somebody.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000022||anomalyva||01-21-2004||10:28 PM||||Can anyone post pics of their set-up?  Im ordering gauges within a couple of days and am pretty sure im going with Greddy or Apexi, beyond that im having trouble deciding on the color.  I don't really like the indiglo of the Apexi, and the car is black interior of course.||68.100.239.168||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000023||REDLINEGVR4||01-21-2004||10:30 PM||||i like the green i think is it easier to read.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000024||chucklesas||01-21-2004||10:44 PM||||I use orange.  I think the orange needles look really bad when you try to make them light up in green.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000025||Doc_Seuss||01-22-2004||12:30 PM||||Im all about the green, plus it matches the HVAC controls.  I also have AUtometer Boost and EGT that matches in green.  Plus my Deck has green buttons with a white face.  The only thing that doesnt really match is my blue SAFC II and A/F gauge.<br /><br />I would take pics but the car is home in the garage while im at school.<br /><br />dave||128.153.217.200||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000026||forgottenvr4||01-22-2004||02:47 PM||||I have a remote mounted K-40 radar/laser system with an integrated laser diffuser.......the city and highway warning lights just happen to be orange and green respectively........so I adjust the dash lights according to which setting I have it on. That way when a pooper trooper goes by, the lights blend with the dash.......  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000027||stevevr4||01-22-2004||11:58 PM||||By request, here are a couple pics of the dash with clear bulbs.  Not great pics but the car wasn't running so I think the lights are normally a bit brighter.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2576" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2576&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2577" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2577&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||69.34.160.81||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000028||Ska-TAY||01-26-2004||03:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by anomalyva:<br /><strong> Can anyone post pics of their set-up?  Im ordering gauges within a couple of days and am pretty sure im going with Greddy or Apexi, beyond that im having trouble deciding on the color.  I don't really like the indiglo of the Apexi, and the car is black interior of course. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I used the black on black Z-series autometer gauges with the green condoms over the bulbs.  The Apline deck also lights up green... <br /> <img src="http://images.cardomain.com/member_images/6/web/474000-474999/474825_2_full.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.209.124.41||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000029||Colt4G63||01-26-2004||07:56 PM||||all red in one colt, all blue in the other. my van has all green<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000030||hibrn8||01-27-2004||01:42 AM||||Green, only to match the Greddy gauges and the Alpine stereo equipment.||65.227.204.38||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000031||JoshWeaver||02-08-2004||02:46 AM||||Blue in the dash, HVAC is next. Alpine stereo is blue too so it will all look good. All i need now is some blue gauges, but it's all about the $$$.<br /><br />PS. I'm thinking of trying to use bright blue LEDs to get a brighter look. I know to do that i'll have to get some diffusion paper behind to make it light everything evenely. I'd also like the needles to glow orange and have everything else blue. Hmmm....<br /><br />-Josh||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000032||theymightbegalants||02-08-2004||08:53 AM||||Here...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.importintelligence.com/FMPro?-DB=cart.fp3&-Format=galantvr4.html&-Token=12583647&-RecID=12583647&CustID=galantvr4&-Error=index.html&-Edit" target="_blank">http://www.importintelligence.com/FMPro?-DB=cart.fp3&-Format=galantvr4.html&-Token=12583647&-RecID=12583647&CustID=galantvr4&-Error=index.html&-Edit</a><br /><br />...and here.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.importintelligence.com/FMPro?-DB=cart.fp3&-Format=Iglow.html&-Token=12583647&-RecID=12583647&CustID=Iglow&-Error=index.html&-Edit" target="_blank">http://www.importintelligence.com/FMPro?-DB=cart.fp3&-Format=Iglow.html&-Token=12583647&-RecID=12583647&CustID=Iglow&-Error=index.html&-Edit</a><br /><br />Enjoy.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000033||gtluke||02-08-2004||11:03 AM||||red now, cause it matches the POS 3kgt head unit i had to swap in cause my original stopped working.||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000034||mixx2001||02-08-2004||04:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Here...<br /><br />Enjoy. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's exactly what I'm doing with my setup.  With my new Greddy gauges that have white faces, green numbers, and glowing red needles, I'll just get the white faces and red needles from import intelligence, and boom!  Everthing ought to match.  I hope.||24.167.180.113||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/004240.cgi
A||||1||snwbrd40oz||I need a good body.......shop||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||01-12-2004||12:09 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Hey anyone in the Denver area know of a cheap body shop? I need some sheetmetal work done on the front of my car around the headlight. Also if anyone had ANY idea about how far this is gonna set me back, that would be helpful too. TIA||64.136.26.235||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||bob92vr4||01-23-2004||12:20 AM||||there is 3 places the best place is clydes auto body to some of the highest class body work in denver then there is marin auto body there down towards well santa fe and titan road by sedalia they do very good work and then there is vintage auto body buy santa fe and littleton blvd.there work is so so but cheaper than the otheer two you can get estamates from all of them see what fits your price range   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes



ubb/Forum3/004333.cgi
A||||8||dsm laser||Looking at buying a JDM GVR-4||||1||||dsm laser||00002675
Z||000000||dsm laser||01-20-2004||08:53 PM||joelio@shaw.ca||Hey,<br /><br />This is my first post so please pardon my ignorance if I show any.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Let me introduce myself:<br />I used to own a Plymouth Laser until recently when I was involved in an accident. I'm fairly familiar to the 4G63 motor and all the TEL cars but not the VR-4's. I live in Canada so I know the USDM vr-4 were not available here other than importng one. Right now I'm considering purchasing a JDM vr4 but I don't know too much about them and I was wondering if you guys could direct me to a webpage or possible yourselves may know a bit about the cars and what (if any) are the differences. Here are some examples of what I might purchase:<br /><br />1.)  <img src="http://www.importconcern.ca/misc/pics/galant_1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />1. 2000VR-4, 1989, 5spd, 68,000 kms, price 130,000 Yen (~1600 CAD); Final Import Quote: $5903CAD<br /><br />2.)  <img src="http://www.importconcern.ca/misc/pics/galant_2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />2. 2000VR-4 RS, 1989, 5spd, 116,000 kms, price 130,000 yen (~1600 CAD); Final Import Quote: $5903<br /><br />3.)  <img src="http://www.importconcern.ca/misc/pics/galant_3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> 3. 2000VR-4 normal, 1989, 5spd, 100,000 kms, price 150,000 yen (~1800 CAD); Final Import Quote: $6197 (I'm partial to this one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  )<br /><br />The reason I'm looking at a JDM instead of a USDM is simply because if I import from the auction broker here in Canada, it costs less than buying one from the States. Plus its also RHD which isn't illegal in Canada either and cool too.<br /><br />So I hope you guys can help.||24.71.223.140||reg||1||dsm laser||00002675||yes
Z||000001||Garfield Wright||01-20-2004||09:14 PM||||The 1st one has the lowest miles & will definately be in a better mechanical condition than the others.  The 2nd, the RS model is the better one of all due to RS option, more hp, close ratio tranny, bigger turbo & injectors.  The 3rd obviouly, most of us here are extreemly partial to the Gray ones.  If you are looking for reliability, go with the 1st one, if you want the best performance go with the 2nd one, if you want the bet looking one, go with the 3rd.  Hope that helps.  Good luck.  By the way, don't wait too long to decide.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||01-20-2004||09:36 PM||||Whow, my next car might be imported thru Canada. I'm right on the border anyways. Where I work we recently received two right hand drive Land Rovers from England imported via Canada. And know the cars are legal to drive in the US.||198.111.39.24||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||dsm laser||01-21-2004||12:50 AM||||Now that you mentioned the difference in the RS models from the others is that the one that comes with 510cc injectors, a small 16g, and the tranny that can switch back and forth from AWD to FWD?<br /><br />Oh, BTW, the car's are actually listed in kilometers not miles so 100,000km = aprox. 60,000miles.<br /><br />Also these are just example of cars available through import from used car lots in Japan, VR-4's imported from auction are possibly $1000-$1500CAD less than the cars listed above. So we'll see what happens.<br /><br />Is there anymore info you guys can direct me to in regards to the Japanese VR4's?||24.71.223.140||reg||1||dsm laser||00002675||yes
Z||000004||i hate fall||01-21-2004||01:26 AM||||I COULD be wrong but that isn't a rs model, it has the nice fog lights but lacks the lightwieght hood with the vents. also the rs model has the eletronic climate control and a larger intercooler,,,,,, but i think it is lighter ie no powerwindows etc. it is also known as the m. carlo edition||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000005||supervr4||01-21-2004||01:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by i hate fall:<br /><strong> I COULD be wrong but that isn't a rs model, it has the nice fog lights but lacks the lightwieght hood with the vents. also the rs model has the eletronic climate control and a larger intercooler,,,,,, but i think it is lighter ie no powerwindows etc. it is also known as the m. carlo edition </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">over in here in NZ we think that all pre 1990 rs models were sold just as a light weight version ie wind up windows, dial ac controls, the vents we believe came with the 1990 on wards.<br />The monte carlo was released with all the extras and a full leather interior.<br /><br />Shane||203.97.2.243||reg||1||supervr4||00002593||yes
Z||000006||tikibeast||01-21-2004||02:58 AM||||so what'd it run to import one into the us?<br /><br /><br />minus the rhd issue...||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000007||agrabau||01-21-2004||07:27 AM||||Shipping will be about $2000, you have to hire a port agent $500. Plus the car price, then when it arrives they might not let it come out of the container in which case it gets impounded forever.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000008||DongeR615||01-21-2004||11:08 AM||||after realizing what pain it is to have a car from the east coast. i would never buy from a place that snows more than california. Things start falling apart! it sucks!||68.122.41.131||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes



ubb/Forum3/004334.cgi
A||||1||giantrobot||Another tranny/clutch slip question||||1||||giantrobot||00003313
Z||000000||giantrobot||01-20-2004||09:47 PM||giantrobot9000@yahoo.com||I mentioned in my other post that the GVR4 I'm looking to buy probably needs a clutch,and the reason being is that it slips at higher rpms when on boost apparantly.I just read another post where the guy said his tranny was bad,and the symptom was the same.I'm wondering what any of you guys think,because the clutch feels fine when it engages and at moderate throttle openings.I need to drive the car again to get a better feel for it,but I'm getting leery.I still want the car,but I may want to talk the price down a bit more considering the worst-case scenario of having to replace the tranny.||204.210.83.175||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000001||giantrobot||01-20-2004||10:04 PM||||Oops...meant to put it in the Technical section  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||204.210.83.175||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes



ubb/Forum3/004335.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||bodykit fanatics, here ya go!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-20-2004||10:27 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33640&item=2455325437" target="_blank">"Evolutionized gvr-4"</a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-20-2004||10:33 PM||||man i guess he relisted it after no one bought it last time. We made too much fun of it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||bleck||01-20-2004||10:38 PM||||Aaaaah yeeaaahh!!   Gotta get me one a dem!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000003||tikibeast||01-20-2004||11:02 PM||||then I'll just bite my tongue being as it seems that I'm the only one that finds it interesting and is curious...||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000004||bleck||01-20-2004||11:15 PM||||Nah, that's cool, to each his own.  I do actually find it pretty neat... just not on my car   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    You can't go by my old ass tho, I think the JDM bumper is too much.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000005||jcgalantvr4-244||01-21-2004||12:03 AM||||i saw that front bumper on a website when i was looking for a body kit for my vr4 when i first got her.  Ilike the rear bumper that comes with the kit and the side skirts but im not into the front one<br /><br />  Not so much now||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes



ubb/Forum3/004336.cgi
A||||11||jaakkima||dynamic four/picture  292kw/560nm||||1||||dynamic four||00002246
Z||000000||jaakkima||01-21-2004||05:05 AM||elttoni@suomi24.fi||<a href="http://koti.mbnet.fi/hjhsalo" target="_blank">Dynamic-Four Pictures</a>||194.215.52.174||reg||1||dynamic four||00002246||yes
Z||000001||megaice||01-21-2004||08:16 AM||||Is your front mount big enough   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000002||admsr||01-21-2004||08:24 AM||||thats a kickass color!<br /><br />love that big super duper inter-cooler!<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-21-2004||08:41 AM||||I like that grille...thats pretty cool looking  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||jpgvr4||01-21-2004||09:32 AM||||What is off in the background? A watertower, a death star uplink, or bachelor/heli pad?<br /><br />Adam||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||01-21-2004||09:53 AM||||death star approaching - t-20 seconds||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||bleck||01-21-2004||11:13 AM||||"Fully funtional" Death Star.  Oh, btw, I want your hood and grille   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-21-2004||12:10 PM||||Back off B - its my precious!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||Garfield Wright||01-21-2004||07:48 PM||||The vents really look right at home in that bonnet.  Nice.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000009||hecdws||01-21-2004||09:13 PM||||dammit someone post these pics. for some reason all i get is a white page . i wanna see 2.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000010||akira01||01-22-2004||02:29 PM||||what front bumper is that....is it a stock one.....oh and the car is nice....||148.8.164.43||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000011||jaakkima||01-23-2004||11:09 AM||||intercooler is with truck, i cut cooler half and welding the pipes.intercooler size is 100mm*50mm*70mm..is that enough.sorry my english it`s shit....||80.222.142.151||reg||1||dynamic four||00002246||yes



ubb/Forum3/004337.cgi
A||||10||stevevr4||1g TEL shifter - Now with shift boot!||||14||||stevevr4||00002355
Z||000000||stevevr4||01-21-2004||09:00 AM||stever321@yahoo.com||before:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2552" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2552&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />after:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2553" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2553&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Damn thats better.  Now I have to get my VR6Eater leather shift boot in there   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   and put the whole console back together   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />:update: Got the VR6eater shift boot in there now.  I ordered it for a stock shifter height but had to make it work with the DSM shifter.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2588" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2588&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||208.215.178.150||reg||14||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-21-2004||09:15 AM||||looking good! i'm sporting the same setup. And don't worry, you'll get good at taking the console apart and putting it back together after you do it 50 more times   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||G-GSX Turbo||01-21-2004||10:52 AM||||I was going to be tackling this next after the fuel system is done. <br /><br />I have a 90 and a 91 TEL shifter and boot. Which am I more than likely going to have to use?<br /><br />Did you modify your's in anyway to shorten the throw?<br /><br />Did you upgrade the cable heim joints to all steel units or did you just use the nylon ones?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000003||stevevr4||01-21-2004||11:15 AM||||I believe the 90 is different and wont work.  Don't quote me on that though.<br /><br />I didn't modify it to shorten the throw, its just a normal stock DSM shifter.<br /><br />I didn't have to mess with any "cable heim joints"... at least I don't think I did.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||01-21-2004||11:26 AM||||OK so these are the same as the 91's+ then? That's cool, I have both.<br /><br />The heim joints I refer to are the little rod ends that the cables connect to on the shifter that actaute the linkages on the tranny. They have a nylon bushng in them vs a steel one.<br /><br />It is an upgrade I saw somewhere but don't remember where. Here is a pic I pulled off the VFAQ to illistrate what I am reffering to.<br /><br />     <img src="http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/shifter/adjust-01.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />They are 6mm Heim joints (or Rod end to some) and can be replaced for about $10.<br /><br />This pic, while highlighting another part, you can see the nylon in the heim joint on the right. I pulled them off on one of the cars I got the shifters from, so I could have it to find a replacement, and it is <b>VERY</b> sloppy.<br /><br />     <img src="http://www.vfaq.com/proj-pics/shifter/adjust-03.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000005||stevevr4||01-21-2004||12:04 PM||||I'll have to take a look at that, but to answer your question then, I didn't mess with that, all I replaced was the actual shifter.  Its much better already.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000006||4drwhore||01-21-2004||12:22 PM||||Can I just swap out the actual shifter arm to a 91 and thats it? or do i have to change the whole assembly?||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000007||stevevr4||01-21-2004||01:36 PM||||Its just the shifter arm.... one bolt through the center, and a cotter pin holding it on at the bottom.  You do have to loosen the whole console in order to be able to slide the arm on/off.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000008||henrok||01-21-2004||08:39 PM||||hey sorry to get off the topic but how do u guys get your leather looking so soft and supple?   most of your interior pics show nice and soft leather.  can u fill me in on it?||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000009||marvinmadman123||01-21-2004||08:47 PM||||Yeah me too, car was sitting for a year before I bought it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  leather = hard||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000010||Akidosigh1||01-21-2004||08:53 PM||||<a href="http://www.ikeya-f.co.jp/english/index.html" target="_blank">http://www.ikeya-f.co.jp/english/index.html</a><br /><br />anyone ever seen the Ikeya Forumula Sequential shifter? would any of you consider something like this? they should make one for our cars||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/004338.cgi
A||||19||blacksheep||gvr4 Dash peel issues....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-21-2004||11:58 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||This has been on my mind for a while...<br /><br />I was trying to find out what people did to fix dash peel in their gvr4s and if there were others out here that had the same thing happen on their gvr4<br /><br />Most of mine has some sort of peel or other. 2 of mine have had them near the windshield defroster by the bottom of the windshield (where it has peeled up from under the vent). <br /><br />I wonder if that vent can be popped up and it glued down somehow? <br /><br />Anyone fix this in any other "creative" manner ?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-21-2004||12:13 PM||||I used to have the exact same problem with one of mine...hmmm. Curious about this as well. Not much room to work there with the windshield in.||167.142.22.232||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-21-2004||12:38 PM||||mine has done the same thing,  i was trying to find a good replacement dash online, but couldnt find anything..||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-21-2004||12:43 PM||||Taking the dash off will be a major pain IMHO||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||anomalyva||01-21-2004||12:55 PM||||Yea, my dash is peeling right at the badge =/  Im going to take it to the upholstrey shop we used to use when I was working at an auto shop and see what they can do.||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||01-21-2004||05:12 PM||||I have the same problem at one of the vents, but have not devised a fix yet.  I did fix a similar peel on the knee protector (driver's side under the steering column) by supergluing and clamping it till it cured.  Worked well, but clearance by the windshield without removing the IP will be tough.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||01-21-2004||08:17 PM||||David - removing what IP ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||01-21-2004||11:00 PM||||Sorry, that means the instrument panel, or dashboard as commonly known.  The job Ken Inn says is really hard.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br />Figure that is better than removing the windshield to get at it.||65.73.152.118||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||01-21-2004||11:58 PM||||The peel I mentioned is on the passengers side of the car, actually! Still the windshield poses to be a problem. Removing it for just this purpose is futile esp when the winshield places cannot guarantee that it can be removed and reinstalled without breaking it...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||01-22-2004||12:14 AM||||Mine is on passenger side as well, at the defroster duct.  Still, hard to get at without dash removal...unless I can clamp from underneath...hmmm.||65.73.152.118||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000010||DuckButterRacing DSM||01-22-2004||12:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Mine is on passenger side as well, at the defroster duct.  Still, hard to get at without dash removal...unless I can clamp from underneath...hmmm. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">same spot as mine.  humm...||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||01-22-2004||06:03 PM||||Since, I own Kevin's wifes car, I can say mine has the same damage.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Shouldnt be smiling....<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||stevevr4||01-22-2004||06:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing DSM:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Mine is on passenger side as well, at the defroster duct.  Still, hard to get at without dash removal...unless I can clamp from underneath...hmmm. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">same spot as mine.  humm... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">mine too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />I thought i caused it by having my license plate up there before i got the bracket.||69.34.160.81||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||01-22-2004||09:34 PM||||I am having a dash repair guy take a look at it at noon tomorrow...I hope he has a suggestion or solution||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||HHIVR4||01-23-2004||06:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Mine is on passenger side as well, at the defroster duct.  Still, hard to get at without dash removal...unless I can clamp from underneath...hmmm. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">me too..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000015||REB||01-25-2004||10:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I am having a dash repair guy take a look at it at noon tomorrow...I hope he has a suggestion or solution </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Did you ever find out anything about fixing your dash.||65.33.133.63||reg||1||REB||00002494||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||01-25-2004||11:06 PM||||Well, he came and looked at it. We popped the vent off only to find out that the dash itself was pulling up. Bad design and no real reenforcement, basically.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />The dash is made up of vinyl like stuff on top and felt like foamy substance in the bottom. So, he got some superglue like substance with which we tried to make the dash stick. <br /><br />We applied the glue and held down for about 5 minutes. When we let go, the freakin foamy subtance stayed stuck to the plastic below, but the vinyl portion lifted up...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  <br /><br />So, we gave up.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   He fixed a crack in my dash above the glove box and ripped a small tear in the leather. Looks pretty good now...<br /><br />Yesterday, when blacksheep was tinted, I had the guy run 20% tint along the bottom as well to: <br /><br />1) hide the lift which is visible from outside<br />2) provide some UV protection<br /><br />I will post pics sometime.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||16GVR4||02-05-2004||01:08 AM||||I have the exact same thing on my passenger side vent near the bottom of the windshield.<br /><br />I have been thinking about closing the gap with a self tapping screw and possibly get some sort of cap for the top of the screw.<br />What do you guys think ?||64.169.93.56||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000018||ken inn||02-05-2004||09:21 AM||||the dash is not difficult to remove, it just takes a long time.  a LOT of stuff has to come off.  someone on this board posted that they could get it off in like 2 hrs, which i would consider a superhuman feat.||64.240.175.81||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000019||Pep||02-05-2004||08:36 PM||||I took the dash out of my car to replace the heater core and I didn't think it was that terribly difficult.  Replacing the heater core was a pain in the ass, but getting the dashboard out wasn't too bad.  There are a lot of bolts to remove and the instrument panel and console had to come out, but I'd say 2 hours is probably a safe guess as to how long it took.<br /><br />My dash is peeling around the defroster vents and also has a split in the flat portion of it facing the passenger seat. I checked with the dealer just to see how much a new one would be and it was going to be 500(!) bucks and some change. I guess I'll probably try to find a decent one at a junkyard sometime; at least they're the same on a non VR-4.||66.233.102.134||reg||1||Pep||00000675||yes



ubb/Forum3/004253.cgi
A||||10||G-GSX Turbo||Any T3/T4  Users?||||1||||G-GSX Turbo||00003111
Z||000000||G-GSX Turbo||01-13-2004||12:36 PM||turbostangman@msn.com||Wondering who else aside from Team Ducktape is running a T3/T4 on their Galant.<br /><br />Since my 14B took a dump I am prepairing to install a T3/T4 I have laying around. I didn't feel like forking out a stupid amount of money for a 16G or taking my chances on a used 14B that probably wouldn't last much longer than this one did.<br /><br />My main concern though is the .63A/R and Stage 2 wheel it has. I am a firm believer in quick boost response for a daily driver and am wondering if anyone has experience with this turbine A/R/Wheel on a bolt on Galant. I would prefer a .49 A/R but again don't feel like blowing $150 just for a turbine housing.<br /><br />It was either this or a T64E .69 A/R P-trim I had..... which really wasn't an option....So I decided on the T3/T4......||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||01-13-2004||03:35 PM||||I'm actually gearing up to do the same thing over here.||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||curtis||01-13-2004||05:29 PM||||I've got a t3/t4.  Its a to4b V1 48 lbs/min with a stage 3 .63 turbine all from turbonetic's. Its slow to spool up but I've got a big ported head, ported 2nd gen exhaust housing and a 3 1/2 down pipe.  I had a std turbine wheel (.48) with a to4b with the stock head and the thing spooled faster than a 14b. If your head hasn't been hogged out you should be fine.  I'm hoping a set of cams will help mine out because the slow boost gets old but damn it pulls hard after it spools.  Hahn Racecraft sells a mitsu manifold to a t3 adapter for about 50 bucks.  I built my own because I'm running a round inlet t3 from a volvo so it had to be custom.||65.54.98.18||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||TheJackalGT||01-13-2004||06:15 PM||||you will have to get another manifold or get an adapter plate because it will not bolt up to the 1g, 2g manifolds, I have a manifold on the way, its like the turbonetics, i plan to run a .42 trim for now, because i can get them dirt cheap, and eventually upgrade to a 57 trim or so..<br /><br />Austin||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||01-13-2004||07:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> I've got a t3/t4.  Its a to4b V1 48 lbs/min with a stage 3 .63 turbine all from turbonetic's. Its slow to spool up but I've got a big ported head, ported 2nd gen exhaust housing and a 3 1/2 down pipe.  I had a std turbine wheel (.48) with a to4b with the stock head and the thing spooled faster than a 14b. If your head hasn't been hogged out you should be fine.  I'm hoping a set of cams will help mine out because the slow boost gets old but damn it pulls hard after it spools.  Hahn Racecraft sells a mitsu manifold to a t3 adapter for about 50 bucks.  I built my own because I'm running a round inlet t3 from a volvo so it had to be custom. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, the head is stock and I will have to do something with the 2.5" System. I'm probably going to modify the DP from the stock style 2-bolt flange to a V-band farther down so I can have room to re-route the wastegate in....not sure though.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000005||G-GSX Turbo||01-13-2004||07:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TheJackalGT:<br /><strong> you will have to get another manifold or get an adapter plate because it will not bolt up to the 1g, 2g manifolds, I have a manifold on the way, its like the turbonetics, i plan to run a .42 trim for now, because i can get them dirt cheap, and eventually upgrade to a 57 trim or so..<br /><br />Austin </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I made an adapter last night. Thanks.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000006||Team Ducktape||01-14-2004||03:25 AM||||I have a t-4 maifold I will sell you, two actually, one of stainless log style and one "custom", any intrest pm me. I had a t3/t4 a  while ago, liked it very much. I have sence moved on but Jason has a very nice t3/t4 setup, just guessing but i would say it is a low 11 high 10 second car with full interior. Pictures here of his car.<br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003285" target="_blank">www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003285</a>||65.31.191.63||reg||1||Team Ducktape||00000310||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||01-14-2004||11:22 AM||||Can I just drop my car off at your house, Rob?  You and Jason can fix it up for me, mmmKay?||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||G-GSX Turbo||01-14-2004||04:39 PM||||Rob, did you run the inlet of the rail on the Drivers side? Interesting.<br /><br />I have a Aeromotive Reg. and a T-Rex Inline ready to go on if I need it above the 255 intank I already put in.<br /><br />Damn it I just wanted this car to be my normal daily driver.......How does every car I own seem to get out of hand.....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />Anyway, here are some pics of the 14B I pulled off last night   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=004277#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=004277#000000</a>||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000009||curtis||01-14-2004||11:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by G-GSX Turbo:<br /><strong> Rob, did you run the inlet of the rail on the Drivers side? Interesting.<br /><br />I have a Aeromotive Reg. and a T-Rex Inline ready to go on if I need it above the 255 intank I already put in.<br /><br />Damn it I just wanted this car to be my normal daily driver.......How does every car I own seem to get out of hand.....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />    <br /><br />Anyway, here are some pics of the 14B I pulled off last night    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <br /><br />  <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=004277#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic&f=3&t=004277#000000</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The vortech t-rex pump has a number under the sticker if you don't mind pull it off and post the number for the guys on the board.  The pump can be bought at Auto Zone for under 70 dollars a piece.  I just can't find the number I know its around the house somewhere.||65.54.97.143||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||CKA||01-15-2004||04:40 AM||||G-GSX Turbo, yes the feed to the fuel rail is reversed from stock, 8AN feed from the drivers side and 6AN returns on the passengers side. I've put about 8k on my 57 trim/.63 A/R turbine Garrett and have been having a blast with it.  Full boost hits around 4/4.5k give or take and it's very manageable on the street.  I have never run into a problem with the slower spool up because every time I've need to get on it to play with another car I drop a gear, which steps into the power band/boosting territory.  I have read on the dsm forums that the .49 A/R turbine housing spools really fast, as Curtis has said almost faster than a 14b/16g.  I would think this is the ticket if you�re looking for street/auto cross fun.  But they poop out sooner than the .63 and larger at higher rpms and trap speeds would suffer a bit.<br /><br />From day one the only problem I�ve had with my turbo setup has been a boost creep issue that will only be resolved by replacing my header.  I tapped for the watsegate off of number one runner and it fails to shed enough boost to regulate.  So, with no boost controller I�m hitting around 23-24lbs of boost at 8k, which is close enough to where I want it (20-23ish) but I can�t get past 15lbs until past 6/6.5k.  Going to either fab up a new header, buy a SFP or comparable, or save my pennies and buy a FP3065 setup.  Good luck with turbo shopping!<br /><br />Ryan, I don�t think now�s a good time to ask Rob for help with your car, I think he�s feeling a bit ill� he asked me to go with him to check out a mustang that�s for sale this weekend?! (Though it is boosted (supercharged plus other goodies)).||66.84.245.109||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes



ubb/Forum3/004339.cgi
A||||0||snwbrd40oz||Body Work||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||01-21-2004||02:11 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Alright, now that I have all the mechanical parts fixed on my car, I need to fix the body/frame a bit. Does anyone know of a good body/detail shop in the Denver/Boulder area? Looking for good honest work, but cheap is definatly good  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . Anyone, Anyone?||64.136.26.235||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes



ubb/Forum3/004340.cgi
A||||1||MidEngine210||JDM Intercooler||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||01-21-2004||03:46 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||Quick question: Do all JDM GVR4s come with the Starquest looking intercooler? TIA||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||01-21-2004||05:34 PM||||yes, but there are at least 2 different sizes||64.240.175.112||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/004254.cgi
A||||6||howard_GVR4||2G MAS vs. Blaha (and Sleeper's heat shield)||||1||||howard||00000148
Z||000000||howard_GVR4||12-29-2003||02:21 PM||howarddraper@hotmail.com||Well, I finally installed the 2G MAS and 3" Dejon pipe I've had sitting on the shelf for a year.  <br /><br />My impression is that the car isn't any faster, but it drives a little better.  I thought I'd gain a bunch of power during partial spool, but I think I had the fuel tuned well enough with the Blaha to give it proper part throttle power.  With 720's and 43psi base FP, I have about -10 across the board for low throttle and 0 for WOT, tuning for 19-20psi max boost.  The fuel curve is much simpler with the 2G MAS, and as a result, easier to tune. <br /><br />A couple things this fixed are: idle surge is greatly diminished, driveability is improved, and it doesn't buck anymore when I lift suddenly during boost.  <br /><br />I also installed Gabor's kickass exhaust manifold heat shield, which looks great and fits even better than the factory heat shield. <br /><br />Here are some pics of the install, the bottom pic is the 1G-to-2G plug n' play harness I made.  The 1G female plug and pins can be purchased from RRE.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2317" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2317&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2318" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2318&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2319" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2319&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2320" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2320&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000001||Vr4in'||12-29-2003||05:51 PM||||Lookin'good man..||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000002||sleepergvr4||12-29-2003||07:26 PM||||are you selling your blaha afm?||68.212.70.158||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000003||GVR-4||12-29-2003||09:11 PM||||Looks nice, Howard. I see you haven't succumbed to the lure of the RRE radiator yet.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  Is that in your future plans?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000004||howard_GVR4||12-30-2003||02:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong> Looks nice, Howard. I see you haven't succumbed to the lure of the RRE radiator yet.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Is that in your future plans? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I want the nice shiny radiator, and I may be forced to buy it if this old one (from Ken's car) craps out.  I think Kibo had one I might be able to buy, but I haven't asked about it in a while.  <br /><br />SleeperGVR4, yes, I'm selling the Blaha.  PM or email me with an offer and I'd love to sell it.||68.116.252.11||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000005||Ferrari F50 GT||12-30-2003||12:52 PM||||Is Gabor making any more of those heat shields?||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||12-30-2003||12:56 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002775" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002775</a>||68.215.11.156||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/004341.cgi
A||||7||spatchana||VIN HELP||||1||||spatchana||00002703
Z||000000||spatchana||01-21-2004||03:46 PM||supoj.patchana@us.army.mil||JA3CX56U3MZ008559 My '91 gvr4 never came with the badge.  Can anyone tell me who the previous were and what # my car is?<br /><br />--thanks||204.34.247.9||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-21-2004||03:57 PM||||Just wait for Iceman to come along, if it was ever registered with him, he can help you.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||01-21-2004||05:09 PM||||I don't have a number for it, so it goes on the "missing number" list. It was sold in NJ, and lived in NY for a while.  Last owner listed was there.  Transfer case recall done 10/98 at 104,282 miles, with the yoke replaced.<br />Oh, and its white, with manual transmission, turbo and ALL-WHEEL DRIVE!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||Tevenor||01-21-2004||05:16 PM||||Where about's in NY out of curiousity?||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||01-21-2004||05:18 PM||||Endicott?  Doesn't mean anything to me.<br /><br />Sean, I need your VIN for 108. Please pm it to me. Thanks.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||Tevenor||01-21-2004||05:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Endicott?  Doesn't mean anything to me.<br /><br />Sean, I need your VIN for 108. Please pm it to me. Thanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Its down by my home town.<br /><br />I will PM you it when I get home||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||01-21-2004||05:28 PM||||Cool.  Thanks.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||spatchana||01-23-2004||10:50 AM||||Iceman, Big thanks for the VIN help, would you be able to give me contact info. on the last owner so I could contact him about that dash badge?<br /><br />--thanks||204.34.247.9||reg||1||spatchana||00002703||yes



ubb/Forum3/004342.cgi
A||||13||Akidosigh1||i ordered some more floor ornaments||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||01-21-2004||05:32 PM||||I'm accumlating quite a nice collection of parts on my floor. I already have:<br /><br />ACT 2600<br />ACT streetlite flywheel<br />SS clutch line<br />MAF-T<br />255lph fuel pump<br />FP3055<br /><br /><br />On order:<br /><br />3" certified turbo-back<br />forrestor manifold<br />Injector clinic 850cc's<br />Tial 40mm wastegate<br /><br />maintenance parts:<br />timing belt<br />balance shaft belt<br />hydraulic tensioner<br />water pump<br />180* thermostat<br />clutch fork and pivot ball<br /><br />Only need a few more things and I will be ready to put my car together and act like something special. Is this what it takes to become known on here? Do I have to run 10s for everyone to know my name and give me a couple stars? I'm trying my best, hopefully it works.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-21-2004||05:38 PM||||sweet. Someone's getting faaaaaaaaster  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||pisces_0||01-21-2004||06:36 PM||||MAMMA MIA!  Sounds like you're going to have quite the beast on your hands in short time.  Time to test the boost limits of a Mitsu metal head gasket!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.199.237.96||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||01-21-2004||09:41 PM||||ARP bolts/studs ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||01-21-2004||09:58 PM||||this was a list of floor ornaments... i have arp head studs, ported evo3 manifold already on the car||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||mikeyoung00||01-21-2004||10:08 PM||||A billet clutch fork would look nice on that floor. I'd at least spend a couple bucks for a new pivot.||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000006||number3||01-21-2004||10:39 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> A billet clutch fork would look nice on that floor. I'd at least spend a couple bucks for a new pivot. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">and maybe a SSSS too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000007||Akidosigh1||01-21-2004||11:05 PM||||i was thinking about the SSSS but i'm working on a budget. i plan on getting to it after i get my FMIC, bov, AFPR, o2 housing and dump tube. It is nice not having any bills except for insurance cause i get to spend all my money.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||01-21-2004||11:09 PM||||just remember an exploded flywheel will cost a lot more than the $150 for the SSSS and it's soooo easy to install with the tranny off. I have one on my car.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||curtis||01-21-2004||11:43 PM||||Gave you a 5 star purchase rating.||65.54.98.14||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||Akidosigh1||01-21-2004||11:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Gave you a 5 star purchase rating. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I appreciate it much, Sir! I'm already starting to feel like I'm a somebody.<br /><br />I just hit 300 posts.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000011||92GVR4#333||01-22-2004||12:26 PM||||whore...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />where`d ya get the 3055 from hmm....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000012||Akidosigh1||01-22-2004||04:45 PM||||THREE STARS! Thanks again.<br /><br />I want to be just like #333 one day. Except without the tranmission problem of course.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000013||bleck||01-22-2004||09:24 PM||||Damn, floor ornaments.  That sounds like my garage.  Seems like I've got more parts there than in the damn car.  Glad the 16G isn't one of them tho   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum3/004373.cgi
A||||9||mistaVR4||driving in the snow kicks ass!||||6||||mistaVR4||00003068
Z||000000||mistaVR4||01-25-2004||08:06 PM||tassap1@aol.com||I've drivin alot of cars in the snow but the VR4 is far superior to any of them...Here in Co. we just got some snow (for once this winter) and I coulden't resist heading up to the mountains to get into the worst of it. I went up one of the steepest roads we have in the front range area by the name of "lee hill road" (North Boulder area).  It's great feeling to drive up and down a 30% grade with 6-7"s of snow on it without slipping at all.  I must of drivin past 20 or so cars that just couldn't get up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . These things are absoulute snow machines!!!!!!!!!<br />I'll never be without a VR4 for the rest of my days.||198.81.17.183||reg||6||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-25-2004||08:10 PM||||want to go drive?  Call me at home. Check PMs||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||01-25-2004||10:20 PM||||I love the snow in my VR4.  It's actually supposed to snow here tonight or tomorrow.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||GVR$in||01-25-2004||10:30 PM||||What tires are you guy's running up in the snow? Im looking for some good all season's to go up to tahoe with.||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000004||pisces_0||01-25-2004||10:40 PM||||I stored the VR-4 for the winter (the salt used on the roads here in MN absolutely eats up body pannels), but used to have a '90 GSX.  I have to agree that snow driving in an AWD vehicle absolutely OWNS!  Find yourself a big, open parking lot right after a snowfall and do a little drifting.  If you're good, you can get the car to spin perfectly on an axis.  Once almost brought myself and a friend to the point of sickness because we were spinning on-axis for so long.  DAMN that was fun!  And to answer your question, yes I did have to change the clutch the next day.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Supposed to be getting 12"-18" tonight so it looks like I'll be having a little fun in the 4WD Subaru tomorrow.  WOO HOO!||64.61.225.8||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000005||GVR$in||01-25-2004||10:51 PM||||Tires...?||68.169.157.168||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||01-25-2004||11:22 PM||||Michelin Arctic Alpins on mine. Work great in the snow and ice. Decent daily driving in the winter but I can't launch or corner hard without liquifying them. Probably good for me anyway  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||CKA||01-26-2004||01:50 AM||||Just bought some green diamond Inari�s and put them on today.  The tread pattern is quite aggressive and don't seem to be noisy at all.  You get the benefit of the carbide bits in the rubber compound for ice traction and stopping.  Though they are retreads, which stick in your mind.  Didn't get to try them in deeper powder yet, but on hard pack snow the grip was very pleasing.||66.84.245.218||reg||1||CKA||00000435||yes
Z||000008||mistaVR4||01-26-2004||01:52 AM||||I got the studless Blizzaks, so far they've been holding up great on the pavment, except for the hard cornering issue  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  , but once you hit the snow and ice they grip like a mofo. I recommend'em.||198.81.19.46||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000009||coop||01-26-2004||12:22 PM||||dunlop m3. work great on dry and ice  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   second set.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes



ubb/Forum3/004344.cgi
A||||5||Hertz||Sunroof Deflector Help Required||||1||||Hertz||00000536
Z||000000||Hertz||01-21-2004||09:51 PM||rhertz@baits.com||I purchased a sunroof deflector from a member of this board (who is "cooler than you") -- shipped well, fast, etc.  EXCEPT seller neglected to include the the brackets that are required to attach the deflector to the car.<br /><br />If anyone is able, could you please send me some detailed photos of the parts, perhaps with dimensions as well?  I guess I have to fab some since knucklehead doesn't respond to my e-mail.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||01-21-2004||10:09 PM||||Whoa, hold up there bro, I never got an email, which is probably why I didn't respond to it. (EDIT: I was away from dec 12 to jan 13, and during that time I only had web access once or twice real briefly. All my emails went into hotmail's "junk folder" and that gets emptied every 7 days. If you emailed me during that time, your email probably got erased. Try PMing me next time, PM's aren't subject to the foibles of free email accounts)  I said in the other thread that I would look for the brackets, and I just needed some time to to that. This week has been real crazy between my school scedule (including 2 major exams) and trying to find a way to get this honda problem (stuck 400 miles away w/ a shot clutch) solved. I didn't even know there was an issue with the brackets (or lack thereof) at all until it came up in the heat shield post about a week ago. I'll let you know by Sunday if I have them, and if I don't, I'll send back the price of the brackets, whether you get them new or used. I'm unemployed right now, and all my income is from selling car parts, so I try real hard to be a straight shooter with everyone. I think a lot of guys on here would vouch for that, and if I made a mistake, then I'll correct it. Thanks alot,  Chris||24.3.197.241||reg||11||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||01-21-2004||10:09 PM||||Remind me tomorow Ryan and I can get you some. I still have a GSR parts car that has the deflector and mounting pieces. The deflector is stock Mistu, and is bowed with age in the middle, but the brackets should be good.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||bleck||01-22-2004||07:00 PM||||Well Chris, don't sweat it, you can have all my money   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000004||4g63t||01-22-2004||09:23 PM||||Thanks sean, send those dollaz my way! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Ryan, I did some digging around and I can't seem to locate those brackets. If you want to have Tom send you the ones he has, I can paypal him whatever he wants for them plus any shipping costs. Let me know guys,  thanks.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000005||bleck||01-22-2004||09:41 PM||||I just remembered, the deflector was like the first thing I ripped off of #135 when I got it.  I'm gonna look around here and see if I have those brackets.  I'll give them to you if I do.  I hope I wasn't stupid and dispensed of them right away.  Gimme till tomorrow.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes



ubb/Forum3/004345.cgi
A||||18||ercp98||little orange light||||1||||ercp98||00002111
Z||000000||ercp98||01-22-2004||12:23 AM||ercp98@yahoo.com||does anyone know how much gas we still have when that little orange light comes on? second what is everyones average gas mileage from their vr-4. i'm getting between 10-13 mpg doing city driving.||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000001||snwbrd40oz||01-22-2004||12:32 AM||||Damn Leadfoot! What kind of fuel guzzling mods do you have?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  I get anywhere from about 15 to 25-28mph in the city(depends on the number of wanna be ricers I meet). My fuel light seems fairly inconsistant, but it usually comes on when I have about a 1/4 tank left. Sometimes it will stay lit, sometimes it goes off and only comes on when I have about 30sec to get to a gas station (unreliable, but it makes life exciting)||67.40.51.32||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-22-2004||01:04 AM||||damn i get 20mpg pretty consistantly with a good mix of city and highway.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||turbogalant||01-22-2004||02:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ercp98:<br /><strong> does anyone know how much gas we still have when that little orange light comes on? second what is everyones average gas mileage from their vr-4. i'm getting between 10-13 mpg doing city driving. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Dude is that you ferrari or your gvr4? I get ~25-28 also. Sounds like you have a fuel leak, stuck injector, 2 engines, or a case of the moondays.||65.177.241.109||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||01-22-2004||04:21 AM||||I can count on one hand the number of times I've gotten more than 20 mpg when filling up the car.  All of those times were nearly all freeway driving.  Small 16g and 450's, 190, stock fmic, catback were the mods during that driving.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||01-22-2004||09:20 AM||||Mostly stock I am getting only about 16 right now (winter though).<br /><br />I have observed I can get about 30 to 40 more miles following the fuel light coming on.  Then I have to push it to fill 14 gallons (usually auto-shuts-off at about 12.4 gallons).  I think we have about 1.5 to 2 gallons unusuable in our tanks.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000006||curtis||01-22-2004||09:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> Mostly stock I am getting only about 16 right now (winter though).<br /><br />I have observed I can get about 30 to 40 more miles following the fuel light coming on.  Then I have to push it to fill 14 gallons (usually auto-shuts-off at about 12.4 gallons).  I think we have about 1.5 to 2 gallons unusuable in our tanks. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I second this my fuel float is broken and I use the light as a gauge along with the trip meter when it hits 200 miles I usually get about 12 or so in it. I usually get 16 to 18 mpg, highway driving isn't much better.||65.54.97.147||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000007||markrieb||01-22-2004||10:26 AM||||In pretty consistent 50/50 mixed freeway/city driving I get 230-280 miles before the light comes on.  I usually fill up as soon as I can after the light comes on and add 12.5-13.5 gallons.<br /><br />The most I've ever added is just over 14 gallons.<br /><br />If anybody is interested, I have all of my gas mileage recorded from about 1993 to date in a spreadsheet along with notes on what mods were performed when.  Surprisingly, not much change in the average mpg.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||01-22-2004||10:34 AM||||my story is EXACTLY like Mark just posted.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||stevevr4||01-22-2004||10:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong>If anybody is interested, I have all of my gas mileage recorded from about 1993 to date in a spreadsheet along with notes on what mods were performed when. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000010||RayH||01-22-2004||10:58 AM||||I've got every gas receipt going back to the end of 91.  I just never got around to organizing them.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000011||ercp98||01-22-2004||12:17 PM||||thanks for all the replies. right now my car is basically stock. k$n, 2.5 turbo back with cat.bigger injectors(rc). but i've notice that i've been running a little rich using a datalogger. i've adjusted that problem using an old afc. but i still get same mileage. in the highway mpg is in the 20-25 range. pretty good. but now i only drive around town daily mpg has been very consistent 10-13. i guess my little orange light is very consistent too. it comes on around 1/4 tank. i only get to wot the car once in awhile. any thoughts you guys??? besides me being a lead foot    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  .||24.14.169.84||reg||7||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000012||slvrblt||01-22-2004||02:12 PM||||I get around 25mpg on the highway if I keep it under 100. Around 85 I think I get the best speed/cost ratio.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000013||mj_rosenfeld||01-22-2004||02:36 PM||||I get similar results to what Mark Reib reported, but when my orange fuel light comes on, there isn't much left. I'm looking for gas within 20 miles if not sooner. My gauge seems very nonlinear. "1/2" seems more like about 1/3, and "1/4" (not marked) seems like about 1/8. So the bottom half goes quick.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000014||markrieb||01-23-2004||10:28 AM||||I started tracking the mileage when I was using the car some for business and needed to record the mileage, etc. for per diem and tax purposes.<br /><br />I've just kept it up.  I also mark the oil changes and any mods in the list to see how/if it changes the average any.<br /><br />One thing I have found is that the GVR-4 gas tank is one of the most stubborn tanks I've ever tried to fill.  Even if I use the slowest fill notch on the pump, it seems that it shuts off way early, especially when it is hot out.  I can typically add at least another dollar's worth of gas to the tank without coming anywhere near to overflowing the tank.<br /><br />Mark||206.219.255.152||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000015||RayH||01-23-2004||11:26 AM||||When the needle starts touching the marker for empty you've got about 10 miles left, when it's fully on the marker you're really pushing the envelope.  It's not like on some other cars where you can still run with the needle slightly below the empty marker.  I guess it's going to vary slightly from car to car.<br /><br />Also some additional indicators when you're near empty: when the engine feels flat during accelerating you've probably got less than 5 miles left and when the engine start missing you've got anywhere between 2 and 0 miles left.  Speaking from experience.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000016||stevevr4||01-23-2004||11:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by markrieb:<br /><strong>Even if I use the slowest fill notch on the pump, it seems that it shuts off way early, especially when it is hot out.</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There is a little hole on the end of the nozzle that will trigger the pump to stop when the hole is submerged in fuel (tank is full).<br /><br />If its shutting off too early maybe the gas isn't draining down into your tank fast enough?  Could be that the tube is crimped or something?  I really don't know if its a rubber hose or anything but its just an idea.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000017||ercp98||01-23-2004||12:32 PM||||right now i don't think i can rely on my gas gauge. i think it is sticking because of the cold weather we've been having. yesterday i filled it up because i got my 60 miles from my 10 dollar fill up from a few days back. usually 10 dollars brings the needle about half tank but yesterday the needle only went past 1/4 even though i still put in about the same amount of fuel (about 5 gallons). so i'm back to monitoring my trip mileage.||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000018||HHIVR4||01-23-2004||06:12 PM||||i have yet to get over 300 miles to a full tank..on a basically stock car..(not for long)<br />my "empty" light comes on about 1/8th from empty and usually gets me about a days worth of driving maybe 30 miles..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum3/004347.cgi
A||||28||blacksheep||I'm baaaaaaaack.... ||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-22-2004||12:10 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Yes, yes - the rumors are true! I purchased a 1991 Nile Black Galant VR-4 last nite (#401/2000). Funny part, I had to go less than 5 miles to pick her up from you guessed it...GVR1643.<br /><br />Kevin bought the volvo turbo wagon for his wife and I decided to grab his wife's gvr4 before anyone else could.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    I had to twist his arm to sell it to me and have been trying for the last week or so off and on to see if he would sell her to me.<br /><br />We were changing our signatures constantly (for shits and giggles to see if people would catch on)<br />as talks continued....<br /><br />Its bone stock - 90K. Came with keyfob and 12 pages of faxes from mitsu dealer where all maintainence was done. Nothing like a clean slate to begin drawing on   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> .  Michelle (Kevin's better half) had an affinity to deer, so #401 is headed to the body shop asap for some slight front end action after which the fun shall begin...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-22-2004||12:18 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />She'll have a good home...&lt;sniffle&gt;||167.142.22.218||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||01-22-2004||12:24 PM||||Congrats man! Welcome back to the family.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||01-22-2004||02:29 PM||||The good-old crack pipe wins again!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||forgottenvr4||01-22-2004||02:33 PM||||We knew ya just couldn't stay away.......||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000005||jcgalantvr4-244||01-22-2004||02:39 PM||||Call me in a week  when you want to sell it KC.||12.216.20.243||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||01-22-2004||02:42 PM||||Yep, Just something about these cars that makes me keep coming back....||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-22-2004||02:43 PM||||Jeremy - Its yours if you want it. $5000 firm. Lemme know, aaaaaight?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||01-22-2004||02:51 PM||||ignore my other post KC...Glad you're back! Time for mods heheehe  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||GVR1643||01-22-2004||03:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jcgalantvr4-244:<br /><strong> Call me in a week  when you want to sell it KC. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Bwahaha...come on KC, that's funny! <br />(best Larry the cable guy voice)"I don't care who ya are, dat's funny right der"||167.142.22.102||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000010||smokindav||01-22-2004||04:42 PM||||KC, how much did you pay, PM if you don't want it public.  How much will the deer repairs cost?  Just trying to gauge market value - my car is still for sale.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||216.79.168.205||reg||1||smokindav||00000400||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||01-22-2004||04:48 PM||||check PM||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||Sam Sayes||01-22-2004||04:55 PM||||Congrats KC,<br />glad you are back brother.<br />When shall the modding begin?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000013||GVR4ZUM||01-22-2004||05:00 PM||||Haha.<br />Welcome back KC.<br />I guess they really are addictive.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.56.134.194||reg||1||GVR4ZUM||00000509||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||01-22-2004||05:05 PM||||Sam/GVR4ZUM - It will begin a bit later. I am glad to have one for now. My wife and I have some aggresive goals to achieve this year. So, I dont plan on doing much   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||bleck||01-22-2004||06:46 PM||||yeeeaaahh baby!!   Whooosh!!   Hey, and best of luck on the aggressive goals.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000016||4g63t||01-22-2004||07:17 PM||||Nice!! Glad to hear it bro!||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000017||Oztek||01-22-2004||08:42 PM||||Okay, it's official.  KC, if you get rid of this galant we will have to beat you!||67.38.19.95||reg||12||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000018||MustGoFaster||01-22-2004||09:34 PM||||Unless you're the guy that gets it when he takes on a mod project over 6 hours in duration.  Then you will thank him!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||01-22-2004||09:39 PM||||yeah, no big mods at all for me this year...First the body shop, then some window tinting, interior detailing, shift boot, TEL shifter, symborski bushings, floor mats, gauges, turbo timer, decent stereo system (maybe)..that'll keep me plenty busy for this year...<br /><br />I wish I had the JDM bumpers so I can get it done when it goes into the bodyshop for front end work...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||Matt379||01-22-2004||10:20 PM||||Muhahaha<br /><br />I saw this coming a while ago when KC said in the future he might want to buy my car....LOL<br /><br />Screw saving money.  Figure out a way to MAKE MORE--preferrably doing something you love.  Make enough to where this project car isn't a hassle.<br /><br />Congrats,<br /><br />Matt||68.51.71.91||reg||1||Matt Wenger||00000245||yes
Z||000021||a_santos||01-23-2004||08:51 AM||||KC, <br /><br />Will you be at the shootout? Congrats on getting your new car. My car just blew some coolant hoses yesterday, first the coolant hose at the end of the pipe that goes under the turbo, and then when I fixed that and was heading home, some other hose blew. It was like -11 last night, so I just parked her and went inside. Hopefully it is not something major. She does make me mad sometimes, but I can't blame her, 13 years old, 13xxxx miles. I really need a daily driver.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||01-23-2004||10:13 AM||||Dunno yet, Abhay. I wanna make it, but my wife wants to go to see who all these people "I spend most of my days" with are...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||PRE-EVO||01-23-2004||12:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matt Wenger:<br /><strong> Muhahaha<br /><br />I saw this coming a while ago when KC said in the future he might want to buy my car....LOL<br /><br />Screw saving money.  Figure out a way to MAKE MORE--preferrably doing something you love.  Make enough to where this project car isn't a hassle.<br /><br />Congrats,<br /><br />Matt </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's what I'm currently working on doing. <br /><br /><br />KC this mean that your going to be working on having #10 by 2005?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000024||blacksheep||01-23-2004||01:06 PM||||Nope, I should be done with this one...I always say that, but I think I do mean it this time...<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000025||GVR1643||01-23-2004||02:01 PM||||GVR4's imported: 3000<br />Owned: 9<br /><br />% of the total imported:  .3%<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||167.142.22.66||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000026||PacManVR4||01-23-2004||02:08 PM||||Every time I try to get out, They pull me right back in. Or somthing like that.||67.166.223.157||reg||1||PacManVR4||00003190||yes
Z||000027||mikeyoung00||01-23-2004||04:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Yep, Just something about these cars that makes me keep coming back.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Junkie.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> yeah, no big mods at all for me this year...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If I had a nickle for every time I've heard that...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000028||VR6 Eater||01-23-2004||06:40 PM||||Just tap the vein and start boostin'!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes



ubb/Forum3/004348.cgi
A||||2||pisces_0||Who owns #141/1000; 1992 GVR-4?||||1||||pisces_0||00000768
Z||000000||pisces_0||01-22-2004||02:50 PM||pisces_0@yahoo.com||Seeing that a recent new buyer just bought the same # car (381) but different year as a member on here I got to thinking.  Who's got #141 in 1992?  As you can tell from my signature I've got #141 in 1991.  Just curious if anyone knows or if its anyone here.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.199.239.36||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||01-22-2004||07:14 PM||||I had 140/1000. Poor baby is in galant heaven now  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.3.197.241||reg||10||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||pisces_0||01-23-2004||04:17 PM||||Oh, so close!  Sorry to hear about the passed-on car though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||131.212.109.45||reg||1||pisces_0||00000768||yes



ubb/Forum3/004349.cgi
A||||2||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||WTB Black 91 Vr4 by Thejeebus2002? ||||5||||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128
Z||000000||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-22-2004||06:35 PM||Dontsleeponthevr4@yahoo.com||I Was thinking of buying this car as a daily driver and just so I can say I own two galants. What do you guys think? Should I buy the car or just build my car? It is posted in the for sale section. Its not going to have the big16g,fmic,2gmas and ect. Body has some hail damage. and decent miles on the car. I talked to the guy he seemed like a good person. any opinions?<br /><br /><br /> posted 01-21-2004 02:29 PM                        <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />Well, Im going to pick up a Mazda 3i as my daily driver and I need to get rid of one of my galants. Since the white blew up I'm going to be building a stroker (and taking my sweet time about it) so that leaves Ol Blacky.<br /><br />The car will be sold with the following upgrades:<br /><br />EVO III Exaust Manny<br />EVO III O2 HOusing<br />3" Exhaust all the way back (no cat)<br />Engine rebuilt with 95 pistons and BS removed<br />FIAV blocked off<br />255 Walboro fuel pump (rewired)<br />Battery relocated to trunk<br />Greddy Turbo Timer<br />Dual A pillar gauge pod with autometer boost gauge<br />Eclipse CD Player<br />Clutchmasters 2500<br />K&N<br />KYB AGX shocks<br /><br />New Items:<br />New radiator<br />All receipts for rebuilt engine<br />New shift cable<br />New Half Shafts<br />New front rotors<br />New battery<br />Slave cylinder (clutch)<br />Master Cylinder (clutch)<br />Plus a bunch of other stuff I can't think of...I have all receipts though.<br /><br />Car has 187K on the body, has some pretty bad hail damage, exhaust is leaking from 02housing/downpipe (gasket is leaking), Antenna is stuck halfway. AC needs to be recharged. Other than that it's fine. I drive the car everyday and have put about 15K on it since the rebuild. Tires are good too, about 75% tread left. I'm asking 2,500 obo. I think it's a more than reasonable deal considering it won't need any work anytime soon. Oh yeah, I almost forgot, 1st gear grinds a little bit.<br /><br />I'll get pics up tomorrow, The pics. will be of the car now so it will have items that the purchaser would not be getting (FMIC, 16G turbo, etc.) as i will be taking them off for the white car. I've driven this car to Florida and back, nuf said.||152.163.252.136||reg||5||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000001||199of2k||01-22-2004||06:41 PM||||I think you posted in the wrong fourm  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.109.117.66||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000002||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||01-22-2004||11:22 PM||||I agree   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes



ubb/Forum3/004350.cgi
A||||8||ken inn||keydiver chip works great!||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||01-22-2004||10:24 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i installed the fic 650's today, and readjusted base fp to 36.  car starts faster, seems to idle smoother, and definetly has better throttle response.  the griffin intercooler should improve response even more.  looks like at cruise i get a couple more inches of vacuum, too.  fuel trims are just a tad lean, i got the afc at about +1/+2 on the low side.  havent had time to log any wot runs, but it feels really good.  saw the ce shift lite one time.  very impressive so far.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-22-2004||10:29 PM||||i put mine in today as well. Need to adjust the AFPR but it's great overall.  My tip in knock problem is gone and timing is back to reasonable at WOT with the 20g and 660s||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||megaice||01-23-2004||06:29 AM||||I just sent mine to him and looking foward to putting it in      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||192.128.166.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000003||Scott Y||01-23-2004||08:36 AM||||I've got one to compensate for my 680s, and with the stock MAS I found my fuel trims hovering around 100%. <br />With the MAFT (3", drawthrough) I had to set my global 20% lean (4 clicks) to get my 02s to cycle, and now I'm messing around with the mid/lo/high settings. The car is out of whack (lo trim 120%, mid+hi = 82%) but I'll get it eventually. <br /><br />One of the best features: having the stock boost LEDs register knock. It sure is nice to not have a laptop sitting full-time on the passenger seat anymore!<br /><br />The car runs really well, nice and smooth. I recommend keydiver's goodies to anyone who'll listen.<br /><br />Scott Y||63.171.185.70||reg||1||Scott Y||00000132||yes
Z||000004||Yao||01-23-2004||11:37 AM||||Yeah, Jeff is great to work with.  He not only send me 2 chips to try, but 3 total! I think I finally got it right.  Timming at the top of 3 at 6500 is about 22, anyone evernotice that when the timming goes pass 6000rpm would slowly decline?  is that a factory safe thing or what?  I mean I get no knock at all, but to about 6000rpm with 24 degrees of timming and as the rpm climbs higher the timming would drop just a little bit and never came back up.||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||01-23-2004||11:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Yao:<br /><strong>  Timing at the top of 3 at 6500 is about 22, anyone evernotice that when the timming goes pass 6000rpm would slowly decline?  is that a factory safe thing or what?  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, I've done maps for a few guys that gets rid of that, just flatlines from 6500 on out.<br /><br />Ken: the CE light might have been the 7000 rpm shift light. Maybe I didn't tell you? I thought you, of all people, would notice how much more responsive the car is with the right MAS compensation map in it. Its evidently something that can't be exactly duplicated by an AFC. Also, instead of using the AFC, you might try just increasing the fuel pressure 1 psi. There's something about having all my LOW AFC settings at zero that I really like.  <br /><br /><br />Scott: Yes, your's is a strange one. I want to check the code tonight to be sure, but I did subtract 31% fuel, so it should be a lot closer than 4 clicks. Most people only have to go 5% (1 click).<br /><br />Enjoy guys!<br />Jeff||68.215.13.211||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||01-23-2004||12:32 PM||||yah, i know about the ce shift lite.  what i meant is that i have only gotten it that hi once.  i havent driven it much yet, i take a long(45 mi, which is long for me) trip tomorrow, so i can log fuel trims at cruise, maybe get a couple wot logs, too.  all in all, it is much improved.  i think you should drop the shift lite to 6000, cause once you see the shift lite, if it was at 6000, then by the time you shift, it would be 7000.  also, i think lowering the fuel pressure helped out a lot.  what about increasing injector dead time, too?||64.240.175.90||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||keydiver||01-23-2004||12:39 PM||||The increased injector deadtime primarily effects the lower rpm's, so yes, it will effect how responsive the car is right off throttle. It also makes the lowtrim fall more in line with the others.<br />I've also found that lowering the fuel pressure back down to factory specs makes the car start MUCH faster in the mornings.||68.215.13.211||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000008||G-GSX Turbo||01-23-2004||12:55 PM||||I can't wait to get mine Jeff!!||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum3/004351.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||Mitsu Part # for the mofugas provided din &quot;divider&quot; ?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-23-2004||12:08 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Sorry, dunno the technical name, but I am looking for the mitsu part mofugas used to provide with their din mount. It came with the 2 tiny screws and washers which held the din mount to the divider frame thing? I know it came in a mitsu bag with the part no. in it, but I cannot seem to find it! <br /><br />Romonova - didnt you say you bought it from the dealer?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-23-2004||11:34 AM||||MB716802<br />That is the surround piece that splits the opening into two DIN size openings... $6.36 from Mitsubishiparts.net  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />And its Rom<b>A</b>nova!!!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-23-2004||01:07 PM||||Thanks and sorry - I shall call you Tyler from now on!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004352.cgi
A||||29||kazerak2||where is the # 1 vr4||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||01-23-2004||03:45 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||id like to know where #1 vr4 galant is at||204.184.214.66||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-23-2004||04:03 PM||||so would everyone else on this board!! Harry has #3/1000 which is the known lowest. <br />If you search, this topic has been discussed at length; same results. Popular cars 1-10, 555,666,777, 1000, 2000 are all sought after. <br />And the unnumbered 9, but nobody has any info on them other than VINs (except that they were the journalist's test cars that appeared in magazines).<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||Colt4G63||01-23-2004||04:03 PM||||mitsu probably has it. the lowest number vr4 ive heard of is harrys(number3)<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||01-23-2004||05:01 PM||||We have one 5 (TOF), and the other is scrapped (Sam Sayes had it).  There is a 7, 10 is (was) on the list, and the location of 1000/1000 is known.  I'm still collecting numbers if anyone wants to send me VIN + xxx/x000 combos for the list.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||REDLINEGVR4||01-23-2004||05:09 PM||||Iceman, How many total vr4's do you have on that list of cars?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000005||Ska-TAY||01-26-2004||03:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> Iceman, How many total vr4's do you have on that list of cars? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is this list public?  If not, it should be.||24.209.124.41||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000006||gvr4-27||01-27-2004||03:02 AM||||where do i send you my vin?||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000007||gvr4-27||01-27-2004||03:05 AM||||i heard that the number on our cars dont correspond with the order they were actually made in. i dont know, this is just what i heard, is it true?||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000008||marvinmadman123||01-27-2004||03:13 AM||||Yes it is.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||01-27-2004||12:45 PM||||I have 180 good matches of VIN/number.  I have hundreds of other numbers matched with current or former owners, but not VINs to correspond.<br /><br />It is not public yet, but I will probably work something out with Hertz to get it partially posted eventually.  Accuracy may suffer, but we will have to come up with a way to address that.<br /><br />PM me any VIN.<br /><br />Speaking of which, Ska-tay I need yours.<br /><br />Thanks.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||01-29-2004||12:14 AM||||It might not be a bad idea to build a web form to try and troll for some more numbers.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||chopped 39||01-29-2004||12:45 AM||||I HAVE #28 OF 1000. ITS BEEN PARKED AT MY PARENTS SINCE I BOUGHT IT. IT TOOK A SHIT ON ME WHEN I WAS DRIVING IT HOME FROM THE DEALER I BOUGHT IT FROM. ITS GREEN WITH BLACK INTERIOR.ITS NOT TO BAD FOR 120000 MILES.NEEDS ECU AND WATER PUMP.<br /> THE CAR WAS SOLD NEW IN COLORADO.AND THEN IT MADE ITS WAY TO WEST VIRGINIA. AND THEN CHICAGO.||209.109.233.170||reg||6||steve||00003394||yes
Z||000012||sti_95imp||01-29-2004||02:20 AM||||ok i know im a newbie but i swear on my grandmothers grave, i met someone in so cal, an old man, who claimed to have #1 of 2000. i drove to a khols grand opening with my fiances gvr4 (see news #480/1000)and this guy walks up to us and says he has #1. i tell you what, i believe him. unfortunately i didnt know about this site nor did i have internet access at the time, so i couldnt tell him about this site, but im confident that numero uno is in so cal and has three inch exhaust and a 16g.... believe it or not...||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000013||mikeyoung00||01-29-2004||09:22 AM||||Us old men like 3" exhausts and 16Gs.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  They appeal to our sense of adventure, let us recapture a bit of our youth but are still fairly low risk.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000014||SearsPointVR4||01-30-2004||12:50 AM||||so when I bought my car, it didn't have the dash tag on it, or any of the embelems on it for that matter, so I've never really known what number it is, the guy I bought it from works next door to me and he said that it didn't have any of those items on it when he bought it back in '93.  so anyway, how do I go about finding what number my car is or what number was assigned to it?||198.81.26.43||reg||1||SearsPointVR4||00000581||yes
Z||000015||drew||01-30-2004||12:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by SearsPointVR4:<br /><strong> so when I bought my car, it didn't have the dash tag on it, or any of the embelems on it for that matter, so I've never really known what number it is, the guy I bought it from works next door to me and he said that it didn't have any of those items on it when he bought it back in '93.  so anyway, how do I go about finding what number my car is or what number was assigned to it? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you can't.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000016||sti_95imp||01-30-2004||01:09 AM||||i also heard that when all the vr4s were sold, there was still a good amount of demand for them so mitsubishi filled some orders with turbo gsx's. i heard about 300! were made. could be a fairy tale but might be something worth looking into.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000017||tplesko||01-30-2004||01:15 AM||||it's a big fairy tale||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000018||turbowop||01-30-2004||01:56 AM||||Yup, Chris and I just addressed this fairy tale on NABR the other day.<br /><br />With all the 1991 gvr4's left over to be sold in 1992 and '92 models left over after that model year I really doubt Mitsu had any "extra" orders to fill. Case in point.....Mark Rieb's is a '92. He said that when he bought it new from the dealer they had like three or four '91 models he could have chosen from.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000019||Hertz||01-30-2004||05:13 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by John C.:<br /><strong> turbo gsx's. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><b>No such thing</b>.  For all intents and purposes a turbo-charged GSX would be a VR-4 (with 4WS and leather seats).||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000020||iceman69510||01-30-2004||10:22 AM||||Many of the '91s and quite a few of the '92s show a long lag between build and sold dates.  Many of them were sold long after the '93 model year had begun.  The car was an anachronism, with too much luxury equipment and too high a price for a compact size car.  Many enthusiasts probably did not want the extra options, and luxury buyers did not want a 5 spd.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000021||AWDnot2||01-30-2004||11:25 AM||||What was MSRP on 91-92 VR4s?||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000022||dlpinckney||01-30-2004||12:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AWDnot2:<br /><strong> What was MSRP on 91-92 VR4s? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=260" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=260</a><br /><br />Mine is a 91 with no sunroof and no CD.<br /><br />This story has been told before, but one of my friends was at an import race in VA, and there was a black guy cooking in the trunk of his GVR-4 on a small grill.  Billy walked up to him and asked him what number it was.  The guy actually had to look then turned around and held up two fingers and said "Number Two".  It's around still I guess.||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000023||sti_95imp||01-30-2004||04:35 PM||||i figured it was, i just read it somewhere and it sparked a little interest...||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000024||drew||01-30-2004||07:32 PM||||Actually the Notorious BIG has #1/1000 and 2pac has #1/2000. They race them around the streets of Antigua going by the aliases, Harold Blanchard and Nathan Pharr.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000025||mj_rosenfeld||01-30-2004||09:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Many of the '91s and quite a few of the '92s show a long lag between build and sold dates. Many of them were sold long after the '93 model year had begun. The car was an anachronism, with too much luxury equipment and too high a price for a compact size car. Many enthusiasts probably did not want the extra options, and luxury buyers did not want a 5 spd.<br /><br />--------------------<br />-------------------------------------------------<br />What was MSRP on 91-92 VR4s?<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">These things were pretty expensive, something like $24,000 which was a very premium price for a car based on an economy car 12 years ago. For lack of a buyer my own went into the Mitsu corporate motorpool in CA for a couple of years before the previous owner bought it from them.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.89||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000026||kazerak2||01-31-2004||07:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> Actually the Notorious BIG has #1/1000 and 2pac has #1/2000. They race them around the streets of Antigua going by the aliases, Harold Blanchard and Nathan Pharr. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hmmm........odd||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000027||number3||01-31-2004||10:32 PM||||FWIW... Harry is not short for anything.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000028||boostx||02-01-2004||12:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br />And the unnumbered 9, but nobody has any info on them other than VINs magazines).<br />Tom [/QB]</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">#9 is in the bronx ny  i got the car for my friend||207.127.241.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000029||theymightbegalants||02-02-2004||07:33 PM||||Er, no.  He was referring to nine GVR4s that received no plaques, not "#9 minus the #."||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/004358.cgi
A||X||2||1badvr4||URGENT PLEASE HELP!#%!#||||1||||1badvr4||00002951
Z||000000||1badvr4||01-24-2004||06:39 AM||||i was looking over my rego papers today and seen my car was imported as a 87 vr4 hatch so i looked over the sales papers and its down as an 87 hatch<br />yet my model code is e39a and a sedan wich to my understanding is the later model Gvr4<br />so im kind of stressed out any help would be apreciated on build dates as all iv found has led me to beleve the car has been fradulently complied<br />to get the the 15 years or older catigory on compliance||203.51.45.203||reg||1||1badvr4||00002951||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||01-25-2004||09:50 AM||||Congrats,<br /><br />I wish I could have that happen to me. Ok seriously, if you think you have been had by the dealer or whoever you acquired the car from, go back to them and explain the situation. If they are not helpfull, go to the police.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||PRE-EVO||01-25-2004||03:17 PM||||1badvr4 you only need one topic for this not 3. Please don't post another as you are already recieving replied in your other thread.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes



ubb/Forum3/004354.cgi
A||||3||HHIVR4||Messed up mail order||||1||||HHIVR4||00002554
Z||000000||HHIVR4||01-23-2004||06:25 PM||projectgsx@hotmail.com||OK..remember about a month and a half ago  when i was bitching about getting a crapped out boost guage that was pegged out when i got it..well i sent it back to dsmparts.com (dec. 10th)and i called them yesterday (finally my patience wore thin) to bitch them out like hell becuase they havent called me,emailed me or anything to tell me when the hell im getting a new one.To make a long story short they next day aired me a new one which i got today...yaya...too bad i cant crank the car and make sure it works as it has no exhaust mani,intake pipes etc.but its right on and zero'd out like normal.they said they sent it back to autometer and still haven't gotten it..needless to say i will do business with them again...<br /><br /><br />another question:what type of "T" are you using to install boost guages?nowhere around here has ever seen anything that small (the tubing they include with there guages).||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000001||geoff@machv||01-23-2004||07:38 PM||||Pep boys, Autozone, and Advance Auto sell the small plastic/barbed "t"'s,  usually in boxes of three.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Hope that helps.<br /><br /><br />G-||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000002||Matticus||01-23-2004||07:58 PM||||I bought the boost install kit from Extreme Motorsports.  It is like 10 bucks.  I probably paid more for the items in it, but it was easy, and they include all you need.||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||01-24-2004||12:14 AM||||I use T's from the junkyard.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    Subaru's are a great source, as well as for hose clamps.  Subie hose clamps are far superior to standard worm clamps, and they're free.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/004355.cgi
A||||4||curtis||message to Gabor and all||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||01-23-2004||08:17 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||Dude... bonus....stickers are sweet, but my wife said no so I guess it will go on the back of the John Deere lawn monster.  Got the window stickers on just a few minutes ago.  Thanks again||65.54.98.28||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-23-2004||11:07 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||69.34.160.81||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||curtis||01-23-2004||11:59 PM||||Along with the side window stickers he sent a sticker that said my other car is a Galant VR4.||65.54.97.145||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-24-2004||12:58 AM||||I need to get some stamps tomorrow so I can get my stickers!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||megaice||01-24-2004||01:35 AM||||Stickers are great! Bonus was awesomse my other car is a galant vr4 and 4g63 inside. Sending more donations tommorow for more sticker. Great great stickers. Thanks Gabor   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.20.58.68||reg||14||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum3/004374.cgi
A||||4||spoulson||Interest in Palm datalogging software?||||1||||spoulson||00000781
Z||000000||spoulson||01-25-2004||11:51 PM||spoulson2@comcast.net||Hello all,<br /><br />I haven't talked about it much, but I've been working on an open source PC tool for browsing and exporting datalogs captured by MMCd.<br /><br />The current pre-release is up on <a href="http://mmcdtools.sourceforge.net" target="_blank">http://mmcdtools.sourceforge.net</a>.  This only exports datalogs to CSV or Excel and is a very beta version.<br /><br />I'm now finishing up the next version that includes a graphical and tabular browser.<br /><br />Here's a quick screenshot:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2620" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I'm looking for someone who's genuinely interested in this tool, who can help me test it out in the real world.  Anybody interested?  Please email me at  <a href="mailto:spoulson2@users.sourceforge.net">spoulson2@users.sourceforge.net</a>||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||01-25-2004||11:53 PM||||COOL<br />i have a palm and mmcd (and a running galant  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  )<br />i'm no computer whizzzzzzz but i could try it out for you. how do i get the correct data off my palm and into a file that i can open with your program?<br />i :love: opensource  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||spoulson||01-26-2004||12:00 AM||||The application is dubbed "MMCd Tools", as they are tools for the MMCd datalogger.<br /><br />The "Tools" include:<br />- Palm HotSync conduit, uploads datalogs automatically on HotSync.<br />- MMCd Tool does the browsing and conversion of data.<br /><br />The HotSync conduit saves the PDB file, then it could optionally automatically convert to CSV/XLS and/or open it in the graphical browser.<br /><br />The XLS conversion requires Excel 97 or newer to be installed.  This is because it uses Excel to build the spreadsheet in the background and save it.  In a future version I'll see about not requiring Excel because it's kinda slow.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000003||spoulson||01-27-2004||11:01 AM||||ttt, still looking for folks...||204.154.71.104||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000004||gvr4-56/1000||01-27-2004||02:40 PM||||Sent you an email.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||gvr4-56/1000||00003377||yes



ubb/Forum3/004357.cgi
A||||1||turbogalant||What gas do you use?||||1||||turbogalant||00000287
Z||000000||turbogalant||01-24-2004||01:54 AM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||When i lived in CT I used sunoco 94. Now in AZ I have been using Chevron, and kind of thinking of switching to Shell. I know mine hated unical 76 high egts and low gas milage.||65.177.241.51||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000001||turbogalant||01-24-2004||02:09 AM||||For those of you who are VERY bored.<br /><a href="http://www.chevron.com/prodserv/fuels/bulletin/motorgas/" target="_blank">http://www.chevron.com/prodserv/fuels/bulletin/motorgas/</a>||65.177.241.51||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/004359.cgi
A||||22||msaskin||car got broken into!!||||9||||msaskin||00001429
Z||000000||msaskin||01-24-2004||08:15 AM||saskim@rpi.edu||Well, went out this morning real early (630am or so) because I was planning on going skiing.  Walking up to my car, I noticed the trunk was slightly open and there was a red wire hanging out...hmm...that's not good.<br /><br />Opened the trunk...sub and amp gone.  Battery box has a crack in the lid (most likely cracked from them pulling the power wire for the sub or something).<br /><br />Next, I noticed my drivers door was slightly ajar.  It appears like they popped the entire lock mechanism out of the door??!?! (has anyone seen this done before...I'm not too up on breaking-into-car technique).<br /><br />End Result:<br />-sheet metal on my door around the lock is a little bent/chewed up (i'll take pics later)<br />-cheap-o mtx sub gone - $30 or so<br />-lightning amp gone - $70 or so<br />-head unit gone - cost me $350 2 years ago<br />-palm pilot gone<br /><br />Thank god they did't take any performance parts (i.e.; my two greddy gauges in the pillar, my profec head unit and turbo timer head unit, both in full view, and my MAFT control unit, wired into the glove box).  Also luckily I took my $400 ski boots and other gear out of my car and into my room last night.<br /><br />Anyone know how hard it is to get the lock cylinder put back in the door and the metal flattened, or how much a shop will charge to do it??<br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||9||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||01-24-2004||08:31 AM||||you can tell they were rookies because they didn't take the performance stuff, mine got broken into about a year ago, did the same thing, popped the cylinder out and took my head unit, cd changer, radar detector, cb radio, booster pack and some tools in the trunk, since that day I changed my locks to the universal apc locks( those round keys) because they can't stick anything into them, that's how they pop the cylinders out, they use a slide dent remover with a small screw in the tip, also I lock the trunk, the latch itself has a safety knob that keep it from opening from the inside, you have to use the key to open the trunk, it makes it harder on them and more risky as well, sorry to hear what happened to you, but at least you are not alone.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||msaskin||01-24-2004||08:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Greenvr4:<br /><strong> you can tell they were rookies because they didn't take the performance stuff, mine got broken into about a year ago, did the same thing, popped the cylinder out and took my head unit, cd changer, radar detector, cb radio, booster pack and some tools in the trunk, since that day I changed my locks to the universal apc locks( those round keys) because they can't stick anything into them, that's how they pop the cylinders out, they use a slide dent remover with a small screw in the tip, also I lock the trunk, the latch itself has a safety knob that keep it from opening from the inside, you have to use the key to open the trunk, it makes it harder on them and more risky as well, sorry to hear what happened to you, but at least you are not alone.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm intrigued by these locks you speak of  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Any info, pics, etc?  How hard is the install?<br /><br />~matt||24.194.32.42||reg||1||msaskin||00001429||yes
Z||000003||GREENVR4||01-24-2004||09:21 AM||||they work just like the original ones (same size and all) but instead of being stud keys they are round, like the ones you get in bike locks, they're tough as shit to pick and they run about $45 for a set of 3 locks with 6 copies, I got them from apc about a year ago, I'll post some pics tonight.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000004||Ferrari F50 GT||01-24-2004||02:24 PM||||Sorry to hear that man.  After hearing about all these break-ins and all the theft that has been going on im my neighbor hood, I don't leave one damn thing in my car aside from my gauges and tt which are a little hard to see anyway.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000005||marvinmadman123||01-24-2004||05:20 PM||||The locks he speaks of was offered from Pep boys a while back but I dont know if they still do. When I seen them they were just sitting on the self.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||01-26-2004||12:42 PM||||I didn't get them from pep boys though.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||geoff@machv||01-26-2004||04:42 PM||||Not to add insult to injury.. But do you have the OEM alarm system on your car, cause that shouldve gone off the moment they opened the door/trunk<br /><br />Geoff||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000008||crucible||01-26-2004||05:36 PM||||Damn, break-ins and thefts are on the rise.Looks like our cars are on the increase in targeting.<br />Just be thankful your car is still there.The factory alarm is about as dependable as Barney Fife.I have a stock radio/cd(broken with a cd still inside) with stock speakers and thats all I will ever have.<br />You could always use security type screws and/or bolts that require funky tools to remove although they tend use "neanderthal" methods to steal equiptment anyway.||198.8.4.10||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000009||gvr4ever||01-26-2004||06:49 PM||||My alarm still works and has stopped theft.<br /><br />I do plan to install a better one though.  It's only a matter of time before it stops working.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000010||Jose||01-26-2004||07:08 PM||||The factory alarm will disarm if the door or trunk locks are picked. They turn the lock, which acts like a key being put in the door or trunk. And the locks that they are talking about were called coca-cola locks (like the soda machine locks). They still can get in the car if you have those locks on your car, they will just pick around the lock and make a bigger hole.<br />Jose.....||152.163.252.136||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000011||geoff@machv||01-26-2004||08:54 PM||||Thanks for the explanation Jose.  I think I'll go ahead and invest in a BETTER car alarm||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000012||drew||01-26-2004||09:32 PM||||so how do we disable the stock alarm?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||01-26-2004||09:43 PM||||Sorry to hear that - I feel your pain.   :  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||miturra||01-27-2004||03:27 PM||||A similar thing happend to my sons car at Club Sport. They messed up the drivers side door. He had it repaired by a body shop. It's a shame these things happen. I'm sorry to hear the bad news. It seems to be more common these days.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000015||Tangent||01-29-2004||02:59 AM||||Just for info, if you lock your doors and use your turbo timer to turn off the car the stock security system will not arm itself.  Luckily, the galant seems to have strong windows.  There were three chips left in my window when some A- holes tried to break into my car.||4.63.91.35||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000016||CCDSM69||01-29-2004||09:39 PM||||Ugh I know exactly how you feel with getting your car broken into. My civic was just stolen Monday night. I got it back and it isn't in super bad shape, but I still have to replace the radio, speakers, wheels, heater controls, steering column, and ignition. My insurance deductible on it was $1000 and all the parts come to $1200 so they are only giving me $200 and wont pay for the labor  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000017||hibrn8||01-29-2004||10:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong> Ugh I know exactly how you feel with getting your car broken into. My civic was just stolen Monday night. I got it back and it isn't in super bad shape, but I still have to replace the radio, speakers, wheels, heater controls, steering column, and ignition. My insurance deductible on it was $1000 and all the parts come to $1200 so they are only giving me $200 and wont pay for the labor   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh fuck...so does this mean I need to get a crazy alarm system before I move down there???||65.227.217.224||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000018||CCDSM69||01-29-2004||10:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by CCDSM69:<br /><strong> Ugh I know exactly how you feel with getting your car broken into. My civic was just stolen Monday night. I got it back and it isn't in super bad shape, but I still have to replace the radio, speakers, wheels, heater controls, steering column, and ignition. My insurance deductible on it was $1000 and all the parts come to $1200 so they are only giving me $200 and wont pay for the labor    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh fuck...so does this mean I need to get a crazy alarm system before I move down there??? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you're going to drive a civic then ya, you do need to get an alarm and remove a spark plug wire from the engine bay every time you leave the car...My civic was bone stock except for a set of rota wheels (which I got for $300 w/tires because new tires alone would have cost me more), a 6 year old Kenwood head unit that wasn't working that well, and 6 disc changer that was hidden under the seat and was making horrid noises when it changed discs (but they left my $500 radar/laser detector for some reason). At least they were nice enough to leave me my CD's too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  not to mention they were extremely clean (I just had my car cleaned out earlier that day). They left all the nuts and bolts in the cup holders and neatly put stuff on the seat (the speaker covers, etc). The cop said this was the strangest car theft that he's ever seen because they usually find the cars a mess and more stuff stolen. All I can say is that I hope my motor and tranny aren't blown. We still don't know if they are because they blew the ignition fuse so we can't hotwire the car again and I'm waiting on Honda to send me the replacement.||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000019||miturra||01-30-2004||03:48 PM||||I heard some where, that the bears in Yellowstone Park love Honda's. They break into to them regaularly.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000020||CCDSM69||01-30-2004||08:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hondo:<br /><strong> I heard some where, that the bears in Yellowstone Park love Honda's. They break into to them regaularly. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000021||gtluke||01-31-2004||10:42 AM||||they broke the sheetmetal on the door and turned teh intire lock instead of just a key. this is why the alarm never went off, its just like you used your key to open the door. its actually stuipidly easy to do this. there is only a small keyway in the sheetmetal at either 12, 3, 9, or 6 oclock. if they are GOOD, they know where the keyway is, and nail it with a pick real hard, and use a screwdriver to turn the intire lock mechanism, opening your door and barely even damaging the door. but this is usually only reserved for someone looking to take the whole car, because driving arround with a badly damaged lock is a tip off to the cops that you just jacked it.<br />its really frustrating how easy it is to steal a car or break into it. they really diddn't even need to break your car to get in. i can get into any galant in about 7 seconds and you'd never know that i diddn't have a key.<br />i'm a mechanic by profession right outside of newark nj, so i'm often fixing people's theft recoveries. so thats why i know this, i'm not a crook  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000022||crucible||02-07-2004||08:30 PM||||To understand you have to think like a car thief.<br />I personally think these mo fos practice on certain cars to figure out the easiest way to get in.I remember an article about car thefts where 90 something Corvettes were being broken into.The fuggers would drill into the passenger side front fender,right into the battery to drain it.Wallah, no alarm.<br />Sometimes I think Im better off leaving the car unlocked to avoid exterior damage.Of course I would have several gadgets to hinder stealing the car itself but they could take what they wanted inside.Like I said, "sometimes".||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/004360.cgi
A||||8||1badvr4||vr4 build dates (i think im imported vr4 may be fraudulently complyed) please help me||||9||||1badvr4||00002951
Z||000000||1badvr4||01-24-2004||09:26 AM||||my car is an import e39a vr4 but on the sales invoices it says its an 87 galant sedan. on the green slip it says the car is an 88 sedan but the car was registerd as an 87 5door hatch. i brought the car from a local aussie importer (the toy shop) when i contacted him and asked for compliance papers and to find out the exact year modle as i was told the vr4 was first built in 89 he responded by telling me its was an 87 model. the car was purchest last year so being an 87 model it would have been 15 years old wich meens avoidence of strict compliance laws recently introduced in australia. I need to find out the exact build date of my car so i know if i have grounds to take them to court. also i found picture of an 87 galant wich was relesed in aus as the mitsubishi Sigma. so if anyone can help me it would be very much apreaciated||203.51.45.203||reg||9||1badvr4||00002951||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||01-24-2004||12:31 PM||||if yours is like ours, your build date (month) should be in your door jam, and on your firewall.<br />does mitsu shove the build papers under the carpet or bendind some interior panels when they are done building the car like on most domestics?||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||Dreis11301||01-24-2004||02:17 PM||||Here is a picture of my girl before she was dismantled, She was an 87.  I am not sure if it was the first year of production but I have never seen any older then that.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2601" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2601&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-24-2004||04:11 PM||||Build date does not equal model year.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||curtis||01-24-2004||06:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gtluke:<br /><strong> if yours is like ours, your build date (month) should be in your door jam, and on your firewall.<br />does mitsu shove the build papers under the carpet or bendind some interior panels when they are done building the car like on most domestics? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I want to know if anyone here has found papers on the car hidden somewhere.  I want to find mine if so.||65.54.98.28||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000005||Garfield Wright||01-24-2004||08:06 PM||||1st build date as I know was '87.  That looks like an '87 due to the for lights being the older style (non-projector type).  Build date doesn't equal model year.  It was more than likey marketed & sold by Mitsubishi as an '88.  e.g. 2004 cars started hitting the streets in August of 2003.  Build date would have been 2003, but model year is 2004.  The build date on my galant is '90 but sold & marketed (like all others) as 91 according to the title & vin.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||01-24-2004||11:09 PM||||September '87 is the earliest production shown for the E39.  Does your car have a Japan body number (if it is from Japan)?  If so, what is it?  That may help decipher the model year.||65.73.152.220||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||1badvr4||01-26-2004||12:37 AM||||thanx for the help guys i found out it was a late 87 build off the local mitsubishi dealer but one thing had him stumped its a base vr4 with climate control and stuff but it waa fited from factory with an rs motor he pointed out the larger injectors and the turbo so im prity stoked but was it a factory option for the more powerfull moter to be fitted? cause it had him stumped||203.51.45.203||reg||1||1badvr4||00002951||yes
Z||000008||phat4||01-29-2004||01:50 AM||||My mate had a very early VR4<br /><br />The chassis number was E39A-00000188<br /><br />Its build date was 3 Oct 1987<br /><br />Can anyone go eariler than that ?||210.54.193.193||reg||1||PHAT4||00003333||yes



ubb/Forum3/004361.cgi
A||||5||kazerak2||#327/2000's new owner||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||01-24-2004||12:59 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||well after a delta 88 killed my white #978  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  , i found i new vr4 shes #327/2000 nile black, i found her about 10min. from where i live, i know unbelevible, especially in missouri. i will try to put up som pics soon||12.218.138.125||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||drew||01-24-2004||08:49 PM||||congrats.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||01-25-2004||04:17 AM||||Nice!!||24.21.86.243||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||miturra||01-27-2004||03:29 PM||||Wonderful. Congrats!||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||01-27-2004||05:25 PM||||Hey Steveo, send me the VIN off old 978.  I don't have that one on the list.  I think I have 327 already.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||boostboy51||01-28-2004||10:50 AM||||you do have #327 already. I gave it to you. i unfortunatly sold it to steve-o. im gonna miss that bitch. steve-0 just wanted it more than me. i've been '97 740il dreamin. i will be baack for a AWD Turbo someday. That is something i will never be able to get out of my blood. The confidence of AWD and the rush from a turbo. Not to mention i am majorly addicted to the sound of turbos...........one of the coolest fuckin sounds ever. i catch myself listening to semi's all the time.<br />#327 needs a little TLC and i think steve-o is the man for the job. at only 17 he will be a major contender on the steets here in town real soon. Steve-o, like i said..put a 255lph in that bitch. Crank the fn boost and you will pull a 12.9. i promise you. everybody welcome Steve-o. he is the newest,PROUD owner of a mother fn GVR-4. He will have many Questions. everybody help him out. And to you Steve-o.........Use the search before you ask newbie Questions.<br /><br />Everybody, thank you for all the help you gave me. I'm retiring now. Best Wishes to everyone. Peace||67.66.236.120||reg||6||boostboy51||00000274||yes



ubb/Forum3/004362.cgi
A||||3||snwbrd40oz||Why Must Life Be SOO Difficult!(longish)||||8||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||01-24-2004||08:15 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||I'm about ready to push my car off a cliff! In the process of fixing the damage from my wreck, I have run into more problems. I had to replace the radiator, so I thought I'd replace the t-stat, get home and realize that I didnt get a gasket so back I go. While I'm looking in that area of the engine, I noticed that my valve cover is leaking some oil, so I go to replace the gasket only to find that the A-hole PO used heavy duty gasket glue on it. After much cursing and screaming  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I finally got it off. Pop the new gasket in, and start to tighten the bolts and POP, there goes one of the holes, stripped right out!!!Again i have the PO to thank for over tightening the bolts to begin with! So now I'm off to buy some Helo-coils so I can put everything back together.||64.136.26.235||reg||8||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-24-2004||08:26 PM||||Keep at it man. You'll get it fixed up soon and you'll remember why you have it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||01-25-2004||01:39 AM||||Your going to push you car over a cliff because you have to heli-coil the thermostat housing? Even if you mess up helicoiling it you can just replace the housing it's self for a couple of bucks. I had the same thing happen to my daytona but the housing was incorperated in the headI was bummed but not going to kill the car. I don't know how you can own a car like these if you get frustrated that easy. Hell I just accept it now.||65.177.241.62||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||snwbrd40oz||01-25-2004||12:29 PM||||It's not the t stat housing that stripped, its one of the bolts for the valvecover, slightly bigger pain in the butt.||67.40.51.32||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes



ubb/Forum3/004363.cgi
A||||3||kazerak2||how many VR4s are in missouri||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||01-25-2004||12:04 AM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i was wandering how many vr4s the stae of MO has right now there are two gabor and me is there anyone else||12.218.138.125||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||V8EATER||01-25-2004||01:25 PM||||Myself in Kansas City, plus 3 others I know of.  Scott is in St. Louis, and Katie as well when she owned one.||68.86.41.11||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-25-2004||02:48 PM||||Gabor is in STL as well....||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||sleeper||01-27-2004||12:37 PM||||I know 5 of them in St. Louis alone.<br />3 green ones, 1 black and mine which is white.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes



ubb/Forum3/004369.cgi
A||||5||SLedge||What to do w/ an Evo 2 tranny?||||1||||Sledge||00002035
Z||000000||SLedge||01-25-2004||04:32 PM||||Hey guys,<br /><br />A local guy has been parting extras from the Evo 2 GSR front cut.  Yesterday I picked the tranny, t-case, and front axles for $100.  I know the drive ratio doesn't match the USDM rear ring and pinion, but couldn't pass it up for the price.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Anyone have ideas for what I should do w/ it?  I thought it might be a cheap educational tool to practice tranny disassembly/rebuilding.  Any ideas how it might be usefully applied to a GVR4?||63.201.26.63||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000001||curtis||01-25-2004||04:45 PM||||Call up one of the JDM importers and try and get the rearend out of one. RRE has a list of phone numbers on there site.  If you could get the whole chunk in the rear you would be set.  I think it has like a 3.90 gear in the back.||65.54.97.143||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||01-25-2004||06:55 PM||||nate pharr changed out the final drive in one to match the us cars.  the case is machined so the final drive acts like a pump, to bring oil to the rest of the trans.  i believe this trans has forged or steel shift forks.  heck, for that price, i would try the final drive deal.  also, look thru where the axles go, if you can see clear thru, you scored.  it is a limited slip.  if you can see a rod about 1" blocking the way, it aint.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||Mitsuturbo||01-26-2004||08:33 PM||||i'll give you 150 for it||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000004||mistaVR4||01-27-2004||10:21 PM||||What is the part # marked on your tranny?  I also have what I think might be an old evo tranny or something else. the first part of the the # is  <b>C11BPH</b> Does that ring a bell????||198.81.26.43||reg||5||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000005||SLedge||01-28-2004||11:04 PM||||Ken, no such luck on the front diff.  I can see (what looks like) the spider-gear cross shaft.  No front LSD love for me.  Should still be some goodies in it though.<br /><br />Mitsuturbo...um no, I think I'll pass.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />mistaVR4, the tranny bellhousing numbers have the standard 5-speed AWD prefix: w5m332wpge||209.78.20.194||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes



ubb/Forum3/004365.cgi
A||||15||marvinmadman123||VR-4's in Auctions||||1||||marvinmadman||00002804
Z||000000||marvinmadman123||01-25-2004||01:43 AM||mmnw2000@yahoo.com||One was involved in a wreck in Missouri/KS and the other was a DONATION w/92k miles in PA. Both are green. Anyone on here used to own these cars. Just curious. Have pics if needed.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000001||marvinmadman123||01-25-2004||01:56 AM||||<img src="http://images.copart.com/website/data/pix/20031203/10699863_1X.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://images.copart.com/website/data/pix/20031203/10699863_4X.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /> <img src="http://images.copart.com/website/data/pix/20031231/11641293_3X.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://images.copart.com/website/data/pix/20031231/11641293_1X.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br />First two are of the DONATION in PA. The next two are of the wrecked one in Missouri/KS.||68.226.196.45||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||01-25-2004||09:46 AM||||Buy them both my friend. I wish I could find a VR4 in an auction around here. If you don't buy them, get the VINs and the car numbers so iceman can put them in his database.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||geoff@machv||01-25-2004||12:27 PM||||PM me the info foir the PA cars.  I'll check it out.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.101.43.95||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000004||marvinmadman123||01-25-2004||05:10 PM||||I have no way of getting up there to get them and shipping would be outragous to get it down here. I just browse through the auctions every now and then to see what is out there.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  All they list is the fist set of #s on the vin, not the whole thing   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000005||4g63t||01-25-2004||05:14 PM||||The donation in pa - what auction? I have a dealer friend who goes around to auctions, maybe he could pick it up...||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000006||marvinmadman123||01-25-2004||05:15 PM||||COPART need address or directions?||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||01-25-2004||05:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by marvinmadman:<br /><strong> COPART need address or directions? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I'm not familiar with them. Thanks||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||marvinmadman123||01-25-2004||06:05 PM||||8 PARK DRIVE <br />GRANTVILLE, PA 17028 <br />Phone: (717)861-7400 <br />Fax: (717)861-5700 <br /><br />SALE DATE: 01/29/2004<br /><br />From I-81, take Exit 80 (Grantville); this is Rt 743. Go North 1.5 miles to a "T" intersection. Turn right on Rt 443. Go 3 miles, the Copart facility will be on the right. <br />Park Drive is a side road that jetisons off about 2 blocks from Copart. The building is set back from Rt 443 and is not visible from Rt 443. If that doesnt make sense use the address on yahoo maps.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000009||4g63t||01-25-2004||06:12 PM||||Thanks bro, I'll forward this info to my buddy and I'll see if he can swing up there. I'll let you guys know how things go with it.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000010||marvinmadman123||01-25-2004||06:14 PM||||Finder's fee?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  JK, hope somebody can end up with it on the board.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||14||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000011||BigTime||01-25-2004||06:43 PM||||I might go try to pick up the one in PA..it's a little over 2 hours from me but maybe I could get it for a decent price and make a nice day trip out of it. Anyone else planning on going to look at it?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||BigTime||00003143||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||01-26-2004||12:46 PM||||marvinmadman - you have PM !!!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||autobahntom||01-29-2004||06:18 PM||||The Copart one sold for $3275 with buyers fees to someone in New Jersey. And it did not run during the auction. Makes the rest of our cars worth more.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000014||HHIVR4||01-29-2004||06:50 PM||||cut me a deal on a front and rear bumper..pm if interested.thanks||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000015||Hertz||01-30-2004||05:27 AM||||Hey, I'm asking you: how much for something that is not yours?  PM me if you'll sell the rear passenger side ash tray.  Thanks...||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/004367.cgi
A||||5||akira01||i need a key||||1||||galantgsr||00002158
Z||000000||akira01||01-25-2004||01:00 PM||me_lee101@hotmail.com||hey there well i was wondering could i go to a mitsubishi dealer and ask them to make me a master key for my galant...i'm asking this because my brother lost the master key when he had the galant and now i only have the valet key...and i want to do this so i can lock my trunk but if i don't have the master key then i can't lock the trunk and open it from the outside..i would then have to reach into the trunk with a stick or something just to open it...thanks for any info...||205.241.11.205||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||01-25-2004||01:17 PM||||Most locksmiths can cut you a key without even seeing the car. Take the VIN with you and they can look up the key code. Probably have to show you are registered owner also, so take your registration with you. I have done this and the charge is like $10 or something, not bad. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||akira01||01-25-2004||01:30 PM||||thanks i'll try that....||205.241.11.205||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||01-25-2004||02:11 PM||||I just got a new key from local dealer.  Like $12 or $14.  Take your VIN.  The only "original" key I got with the car was the large black plastic head.  The new one is the same size, but more rubbery.||64.63.213.29||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||CCDSM69||01-25-2004||04:00 PM||||Like Turbo said, go to Mitsu with your vin number and they will make you a new key.||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||01-26-2004||12:14 AM||||I got two master keys made at the dealer for $18.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/004368.cgi
A||||3||thejeebus2002||Stroker Kit -  Good Deal?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||01-25-2004||01:18 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Check this out, seems like a good deal.  It would cost more than that to source the same parts seperately.  It also seems that these are the parts that most people use for their strokers.<br /><br />Any feedback would be appreciated.  I may just bite the bullet and get this come tax return time.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.carshopinc.com/product_info.php/products_id/59245/CS23KIT?osCsid=53dac26d63634e2f7402658873d3252b" target="_blank">Stroker</a> <br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||mj_rosenfeld||01-25-2004||02:04 PM||||I'm looking at exactly the same items and also interested in any opinions. One thing I'm not keen on is the reman cranks are ground only, not re-nitrided, which makes no sense if you are already spending a lot of money and want to get good durability. So I'd spring for the new crank. One could probably do better on the selection of rings and bearings. Any other thoughts on this kit?<br />Mike R.||164.107.29.26||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000002||BigTime||01-25-2004||06:55 PM||||You get what you pay for...$1,000 is cheap||152.163.252.136||reg||1||BigTime||00003143||yes
Z||000003||anomalyva||01-27-2004||10:14 AM||||You can get a new 4g64 crank and Federal Mogul bearings for 299 from slow boy racing right now||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes



ubb/Forum3/004375.cgi
A||||26||1520/2000||So here I am in Vienna......||||6||||1520/2000||00000134
Z||000000||1520/2000||01-26-2004||12:20 AM||l_damiani@hotmail.com||And I've already seen 3 Eternas- 1 maroon, 1 black and 1 silver. Yes, they look as good up close as they do in the pictures! No VR4s yet or Evos, but I'm looking around for them...<br />The city is beautiful, even the areas that aren't as wealthy as the first district (I am in the 3rd) and the subway is spotless. I will be here for two weeks so if anyone wants any pictures  or whatever just email me at l_damiani@hotmail.com and I'll see what I can do...||80.108.43.37||reg||6||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||01-26-2004||01:03 AM||||How about some pics of some italian chicks?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||1520/2000||01-26-2004||04:30 AM||||LOL- I don't know any yet over here but I'll be working on it!||80.108.43.37||reg||10||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||01-26-2004||02:32 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> How about some pics of some italian chicks?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Vienna, not Venice.  But maybe there are Italian chicks in Austria...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||Rasko Da Gama||01-26-2004||02:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1520/2000:<br /><strong> And I've already seen 3 Eternas- 1 maroon, 1 black and 1 silver. Yes, they look as good up close as they do in the pictures! No VR4s yet or Evos, but I'm looking around for them...<br />The city is beautiful, even the areas that aren't as wealthy as the first district (I am in the 3rd) and the subway is spotless. I will be here for two weeks so if anyone wants any pictures  or whatever just email me at l_damiani@hotmail.com and I'll see what I can do... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You won't see any VR-4s in Austria. There are only two VR-4s in Europe (Imported from USA), one in Germay, and one in Hungary... But you may see a few GTi-s - it's like GSX in the state, DOHC, 5speed Manual, AWD, AWS, AC, some with sunroofs too ;-)<br />And yes - Vienna = Wien = main city of Austria   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   - has nothing to do with Italy   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||213.157.226.47||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000005||Mitsuturbo||01-26-2004||03:02 PM||||uh.. i have seen at least 5 Galant VR4's (INCLUDING the LEGNUM vr4 type S) for sale in England alone.. and they were all 1999-2002 models.. so that can NOT be true<br /><br />i also know of at least 3 99-02's in germany||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000006||4g63t||01-26-2004||03:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4g63t:<br /><strong> How about some pics of some italian chicks?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Vienna, not Venice.  But maybe there are Italian chicks in Austria...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh yeah. I guess that was my Jessica Simpson moment for the day  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  Austria, huh?  Well, throw another shrimp on the barbie, mate!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000007||1520/2000||01-26-2004||05:42 PM||||well if you look anything like jessica simpson you need to come up to scranton when i get back! lol.....<br /> i haven't seen anything newer than the eternas as far as mitsubishi is concerned, but one of them was that GTi that was mentioned. oh yea. but i can't forget the maserati coupe parked by st. stephens- gorgeous. that's as far as i've gotten with the italian chicks so far!||80.108.43.37||reg||14||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000008||sleeper||01-27-2004||12:31 PM||||Take a stroll down Mariahilfer Stasse for me and buy some Mozart kugels. Yam, yam.<br />If you're a Xgame type of guy go up to the tower next to the UN building and bungy jump off from it.<br />You'll thank me afterwards.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />There are actualy more than one Galant VR-4's in Hungary than one. Don't ask how I know.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000009||bleck||01-28-2004||01:44 PM||||Hey Chris, if you wanna see Italian girls, just come to NJ.  I'll have the wife make you dinner, and then we can take a crossbow, and go bag a few, throw em in the back of the A6, and you can take em all home!!  Just keep me posted, ok?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000010||4g63t||01-28-2004||02:04 PM||||Sounds good to me Sean, just don't let my girlfriend find out!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000011||hibrn8||01-28-2004||05:02 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by bleck:<br /><strong> Hey Chris, if you wanna see Italian girls, just come to NJ.  I'll have the wife make you dinner, and then we can take a crossbow, and go bag a few, throw em in the back of the A6, and you can take em all home!!  Just keep me posted, ok?     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shit I'll come up there and bag up a couple of dago ladies. There are very few here since most of them are all still on the East coast by you Sean. <br /><br />As far as the Astrian girls, I don't remember seeing any that had a small chest. That was a highlight of my Austrian 'sightseeing.'||65.227.204.4||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000012||talontsi||01-28-2004||08:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jan:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1520/2000:<br /><strong> And I've already seen 3 Eternas- 1 maroon, 1 black and 1 silver. Yes, they look as good up close as they do in the pictures! No VR4s yet or Evos, but I'm looking around for them...<br />The city is beautiful, even the areas that aren't as wealthy as the first district (I am in the 3rd) and the subway is spotless. I will be here for two weeks so if anyone wants any pictures  or whatever just email me at l_damiani@hotmail.com and I'll see what I can do... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You won't see any VR-4s in Austria. There are only two VR-4s in Europe (Imported from USA), one in Germay, and one in Hungary... But you may see a few GTi-s - it's like GSX in the state, DOHC, 5speed Manual, AWD, AWS, AC, some with sunroofs too ;-)<br />And yes - Vienna = Wien = main city of Austria    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    - has nothing to do with Italy    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am over here in the UK now and there are a few GVR4's here.||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000013||bleck||01-28-2004||09:01 PM||||That invitation is, of course open to all my fellow GVR4 crackheads!  Of course, maybe we all need a little more Austria in our lives!  Shhhhh, don't tell the Mrs.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000014||1520/2000||01-29-2004||02:47 AM||||yes, i grew up in jersey so i too am fond of the jersey italian girls, yet they have proven to be elusive over here in vienna, even though i am close to the university. however, the vienna women that i have seen so far just in restaurants alone are in a league of their own- amazing is the only way to describe them. salzburg is next for 3 days and i'll keep you all updated.....||80.108.43.37||reg||14||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000015||Rasko Da Gama||01-29-2004||03:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by talontsi:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Jan:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 1520/2000:<br /><strong> And I've already seen 3 Eternas- 1 maroon, 1 black and 1 silver. Yes, they look as good up close as they do in the pictures! No VR4s yet or Evos, but I'm looking around for them...<br />The city is beautiful, even the areas that aren't as wealthy as the first district (I am in the 3rd) and the subway is spotless. I will be here for two weeks so if anyone wants any pictures  or whatever just email me at l_damiani@hotmail.com and I'll see what I can do... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You won't see any VR-4s in Austria. There are only two VR-4s in Europe (Imported from USA), one in Germay, and one in Hungary... But you may see a few GTi-s - it's like GSX in the state, DOHC, 5speed Manual, AWD, AWS, AC, some with sunroofs too ;-)<br />And yes - Vienna = Wien = main city of Austria     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     - has nothing to do with Italy     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I am over here in the UK now and there are a few GVR4's here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">About VR-4s in Europe. I know that there are several 8G VR-4s, but as far as I know 6G GVR-4s... just two of them (excluding Rally versions that were imoprted from Japan)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||212.30.71.133||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000016||sleeper||01-29-2004||10:12 AM||||Hey, read my lips. There are several US import 6G Galants in Hungary with limited edition badges on them. <br /><br />Why are you slavs so hard headed?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000017||Rasko Da Gama||01-29-2004||10:32 AM||||So, do you have any aditional info about those GVR4-s? Hungary is our neighbour... I maight get very interested into this   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||212.30.71.133||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000018||sleeper||01-29-2004||10:46 AM||||You can't ask a question rolling your eyes at me.<br />It's either or. So, wich one?  <br /><br />BTW. Are you sure Slovenia is next to Hungary? I always thought, they are a million miles apart.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000019||Rasko Da Gama||01-29-2004||11:22 AM||||Sorry about those rolling eyes. It wasn't meant like that   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />So, do you know where can I get any aditional info of those GVR-4s in Hungary? I am really interested... Thank you    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />BTW: What do you mean if I am sure?. Slovenia is between Italy, Austria, Hungary and Croatia. Slovenia is a part of EX Yugoslavia... And we are not Slavs, but Slovenians   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||213.157.226.47||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000020||sleeper||01-30-2004||12:24 AM||||What do you want to know about them?<br />Ask me anything.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.234.44.201||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000021||Rasko Da Gama||01-30-2004||02:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gabor:<br /><strong> What do you want to know about them?<br />Ask me anything.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'd like to know where exactly are they located, who are the owners or maybe the most important thing some contact info of owners (e-mail, web-site)... That would do for me - from there I can go on alone    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />You can drop me a PM, so that we don't fill up this "Vienna topic"   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||212.30.71.133||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000022||sleeper||01-30-2004||12:22 PM||||They are both in Budapest. One white and one Black<br />You can find more info on <a href="http://www.index.hu" target="_blank">www.index.hu</a><br /><br />My question is how are you going to communicate with them? You speak hungarian or you asume they speak slav or english.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000023||iceman69510||01-30-2004||12:55 PM||||What Gabor, to get more info do I watch the webcam until I see them drive by?<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000024||Rasko Da Gama||01-30-2004||01:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gabor:<br /><strong> They are both in Budapest. One white and one Black<br />You can find more info on <a href="http://www.index.hu" target="_blank">www.index.hu</a><br /><br />My question is how are you going to communicate with them? You speak hungarian or you asume they speak slav or english.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OK, I asume that they speak english. I don't speak hugaryan, and I don't asume that they speak Slovenian, but maybe we can work something out in english...<br />ANyway... Thanx for that info , but I didn't fin'd anything useful on that site... I will try to find some more info on those...<br /><br />Cheerz and GOD bless you GABOR!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||212.30.71.133||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes
Z||000025||sleeper||01-30-2004||02:09 PM||||Not real sure if they speak english or not. I'm originaly from there and seen at least one of the cars. (I looked it over for him before he bought it)<br />Anyway this is the direct link to the hungarian club DSM messaging board. All of them are good guys. I visit once or at least every other year and they always make me take some parts with me back home.<br /><a href="http://forum.index.hu/forum.cgi?a=t&t=9011626" target="_blank">http://forum.index.hu/forum.cgi?a=t&t=9011626</a><br />His name is Eddie.<br />Good luck!<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000026||Rasko Da Gama||01-31-2004||06:09 AM||||Thanx Gabor, I droped him an e-mail. I'll see what he answers...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||213.157.226.47||reg||1||Jan||00000835||yes



ubb/Forum3/004376.cgi
A||||6||coop||want a diffrent wing||||1||||coop||00002240
Z||000000||coop||01-26-2004||07:42 PM||ccooper202@aol.com||anybody have a pic of a diffrent wing and where to get it for our car?<br /><br />and no the super wing on the emrald galant will not do. thanks though||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||01-26-2004||08:23 PM||||I really love the AMG wing on the Galants.<br /><br />Can't find the pic I had.  Sorry.||64.63.226.202||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-26-2004||08:37 PM||||FLAMESUIT ON<br /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2629" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />That was my very first gvr4 with a wings west touring wing. It looked very OK. It was too late for me to gank it since the stock spoiler was broken with a bat.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />With some nice rims, it may look better. The stock wheels spoil the look, also the rear bumper sticks out too much and makes it look bad. <br /><br />My taste has changed a lot since then, I would either leave the stock wing on or go wingless if I had to do it all over...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||01-26-2004||09:04 PM||||<img src="http://www.terato.com/cars/Cararchive/galant_vr4/DSC00223.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I believe its an Evo3 wing and I don't think it requires too much modification to put on||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||tikibeast||01-27-2004||03:16 AM||||all it needs is "Jessie" from F&F standing next to it...I'm seeing white Jetta rip off...||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||01-27-2004||04:55 AM||||IMO the rear looks too busy, cluttered. I'm going wingless, and I'd like smooth side skirts too. I like the clean look.||64.233.107.108||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||gvrfour173||01-27-2004||09:44 AM||||here is my photo wingless,<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2633&width=400" alt=" - " />||209.122.177.52||reg||1||gvrfour173||00000368||yes



ubb/Forum3/004372.cgi
A||||19||grimm||Introductions are in order||||10||||grimm||00003384
Z||000000||grimm||01-25-2004||07:28 PM||grimmdich@yahoo.com||Hello everybody my name is Grimm and I'm new here. I have been a VR-4 owner since 1999 and love every minute of it. I had 424/2000 but some people in Denver can't drive in downtown and like to cause accidents so she was totaled out in 2001 and I bought another one, 680/1000 she is my baby and pretty quick to boot fast enough to beat a state trooper camaro by a car(I guess that would explain the 12 pointer and no license)really jacked up story  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  but just wanted to say hi||166.93.222.43||reg||10||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000001||jonvr4||01-25-2004||07:32 PM||||didnt 424/2000 have a T4 and a evo style bumper...i think i might know you||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000002||grimm||01-25-2004||07:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> didnt 424/2000 have a T4 and a evo style bumper...i think i might know you </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no bought it bog stock then did 16g a second gen manifold port and polished cat-back, pulled boost limiter and silencer and 17" and then she met with destiny (or a tree) whatever you choose to say however 680/1000 has T3/T4 and evo bumper. sooo...||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000003||jonvr4||01-25-2004||07:51 PM||||i konw who your are now....one day you were here in the northglenn/thorton area and we meet at a auto zone if you remember, i have a 92 green with at the time it had a evo big 16g and a hks intake and starion intercooler ect.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000004||grimm||01-25-2004||08:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> i konw who your are now....one day you were here in the northglenn/thorton area and we meet at a auto zone if you remember, i have a 92 green with at the time it had a evo big 16g and a hks intake and starion intercooler ect. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">if i remember correctly the bitch died at 104th and Grant and you helped me move it out of the way, yes yes it's coming to me, I really really appreciated that thank you very much   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||01-25-2004||08:13 PM||||welcome.  come to the colorado meet on the 7th  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||jonvr4||01-25-2004||08:25 PM||||since i lost contact with you i have done a full rebuild on the green beast. its got a fp green je pistion,huge fmic,you name it i got it. whats up with your gvr4. have you painted it yet? o ya i also got another gvr4||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000007||grimm||01-25-2004||09:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> since i lost contact with you i have done a full rebuild on the green beast. its got a fp green je pistion,huge fmic,you name it i got it. whats up with your gvr4. have you painted it yet? o ya i also got another gvr4 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">no not yet haven't really touched her in a loving way for a while  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   no license ment no job, no job ment no loot, no loot means no fun but the bright side of the dark I should be getting me DL back real soon.  In the mean time I ditched the vpc in favor for 2gen mas and afc car runs so much better and more reliable, contemplating losing the evo bumper in favor for a modded stocker but I have my doubts that it will fit the fmic so... may also be looking into a new ic core probably an evo 8 peice haven't really decided yet. other than that, some a##holes tried to break in while it was at home, they got the window luckily, I was awake and heard my alarm go off. replaced the window and took the car to more secure spot to wait out the down time||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||01-25-2004||09:08 PM||||here call me at (720)404-3427 we can caugh up on lost time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||01-25-2004||09:29 PM||||how big is your intercooler?  I fit a 216 behind my stock bumper...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||grimm||01-25-2004||10:05 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> how big is your intercooler?  I fit a 216 behind my stock bumper... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what r the dimensions of your ic? mine is a blitz 3" width by 18"length by 14" height||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000011||grimm||01-25-2004||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> here call me at (720)404-3427 we can caugh up on lost time   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i will defantly give you a call how late r u up?<br />or you can hit me at 720-366-0570 it's a cricket w/poor reception in my home but||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000012||jonvr4||01-25-2004||10:15 PM||||i'll be up till about 11:00 if you dont call me i will give you a call tommarow.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000013||jonvr4||01-25-2004||11:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by grimm:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> how big is your intercooler?  I fit a 216 behind my stock bumper... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what r the dimensions of your ic? mine is a blitz 3" width by 18"length by 14" height </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">that should fit i have a huge fmic it's like 26x16x3||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||01-25-2004||11:18 PM||||Jon 26x 16?  Are you sure.  I have a 28.5x10.5x3.5 and I don't know how you can go 6 inches taller. I guess it's possible but damn.  My IC has gone 9s so i think it's a good size   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I guess a taller one could hang down towards the ground more.<br /><br />Edit:  That intercooler size is *without* endtanks.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||jonvr4||01-25-2004||11:21 PM||||the intercooler hangs down below the bumper so...and i had to make a lip to cover it.. its  24x10x3 sorry i miss typed  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000016||VR4ownzU||01-26-2004||01:54 AM||||any pics of fmic?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000017||jonvr4||01-26-2004||11:53 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2623" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2623&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2624" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2624&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000018||grimm||01-26-2004||04:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2623" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2623&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2624" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2624&width=400" alt=" - " /></a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">oooh now that is pretty   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  i ieally like so where abouts might i get a stock bumper? i think i my have just made up my mind  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||166.93.222.43||reg||1||grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000019||jonvr4||01-26-2004||07:31 PM||||call me||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/004377.cgi
A||||5||turboflanagan||Mitsu emblem valve stem caps?||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||01-26-2004||08:30 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||Does anybody have some at their local dealer?  Mine sucks and won't get them.  Let me know if you have seen them at yours, please.<br /><br />I heard Harry got these for his birthday I think.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2628" alt=" - " />||64.63.226.202||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||number3||01-26-2004||08:44 PM||||You get them at better auto parts and hobbie stores.<br /><br />My wife bought me them for a gift. I have a set on my Miata as well.<br /><br />They have little o rings in them that give you an real good seal to help keep the air in.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||drew||01-26-2004||09:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong><br />My wife bought me them for a gift. I have a set on my Miata as well.<br /><br />Harry </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Doesn't your Miata look silly with Mitsubishi valve caps on them?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000003||number3||01-26-2004||10:07 PM||||... just as silly as the Ford 302 under the hood.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||Vr4in'||01-26-2004||11:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> ... just as silly as the Ford 302 under the hood.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ford 302!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000005||megaice||01-27-2004||01:26 AM||||Got these off of ebay and they are lockable so the damn kids won't steel them.<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33747&item=2456015365http://cgi" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33747&item=2456015365http://cgi</a><br /><br />ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33747&item=2456015486||192.128.134.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes



ubb/Forum3/004378.cgi
A||||21||JAYGVR4||So whos FLA VR4 beat a Viper?  See Vid||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||01-26-2004||08:52 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||Found this on the <a href="http://www.srtforums.com" target="_blank">www.srtforums.com</a> board...<br /><br /><a href="http://tampabay.dsm.org/images/GVR4...er_04-04-03.mpg" target="_blank">http://tampabay.dsm.org/images/GVR4...er_04-04-03.mpg</a>||171.75.56.20||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||beavis||01-26-2004||09:10 PM||||link doesn't work?||198.81.16.48||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000002||Craig91||01-26-2004||09:13 PM||||<a href="http://tampabay.dsm.org/images/GVR4_vs_Viper_04-04-03.mpg" target="_blank">http://tampabay.dsm.org/images/GVR4_vs_Viper_04-04-03.mpg</a><br /><br />I did a search for it on the site.  Poor Viper.  Wonder what the owner said after he lost||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-26-2004||09:24 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   The viper seemed like it was catching up and then let off or something...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||ercp98||01-26-2004||09:56 PM||||WOW!!!!! i wish my vr4 can do that. awd is just best when launching.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||01-26-2004||10:59 PM||||Invader.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Colt4G63||01-26-2004||11:18 PM||||i smoked one with my colt up to about 150 until i cut out, he then passed me like i was standing still. i caught up to him later on and pulled over to talk. he had intake and exhaust and drag radials. i have a video somewhere, ill post it when i find it.<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Colt4G63||00002127||yes
Z||000007||chauffeur1st||01-26-2004||11:22 PM||||Yea get that video up asap.. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    And I too think it looked like that Viper pulled off a bit or something, it could have been just the camera or something either way that Viper is crying..<br /><br />Jason<br /><br />BTW I got rolled:(  by a few cars by a Nissan Sentra Turbo... on the freeway just tonight.... it had a HUGE fmic and he was running a T28.. not sure of his other mods....  looks like I need to get my mods on my car.. (ie 18g, injectors and my pump)<br /><br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000008||Ian M||01-26-2004||11:39 PM||||Invader's Galant still has the 14b too.  <br /><br />Here ya go:<br /><br />      <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000194" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000194</a>     <br /><br />A buddy of mine's father has a '94 Viper. He always calls my car a "shitbox"...(I dont mind it,I actually think its funny) A die hard Mopar Hemi guy (Two '68 Hemi Cuda superstockers,and a unrestored 19,000 mile '66 Hemi Belvedere)..No point in arguing with him.<br /><br />Not worth the trouble,but sometimes,when he's talkin' smack,Id like to "reinact" this video...      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />       Both my car(14b) and his have gone high 12's so it would be a good run,at least in a typical short stoplight race.  <br /><br />The funny thing is that,riding in it,it reminds me of riding in a  Jeep Wrangler-albeit a good handling,fast Jeep Wrangler .<br />The v-10 even sounds like the 4.0 6 banger.  Its acceleration is deceiving,it really doesnt feel fast at all,my car seems more "violent" (for the lack of a better word),but on the top end it moves.||129.71.115.222||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000009||hibrn8||01-27-2004||01:32 AM||||If I recall properly(without reloading this video), I think Invader whooped on that Viper with three people in his car. I think he had the rear passenger doing the videotaping. Yes, and with the stock 14b as well, extremely impressive.||65.227.204.38||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000010||tikibeast||01-27-2004||03:17 AM||||ok...my turn!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||4.62.187.9||reg||1||tikibeast||00003193||yes
Z||000011||REDLINEGVR4||01-27-2004||01:04 PM||||I saw invader at the Tampa racing track day. hey ran a 12.92 as his best time but his head gasket was leaking oil. i know he would have run way faster if his head gasket was good.||168.254.225.217||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000012||Garfield Wright||01-27-2004||04:22 PM||||Holy shit batman!@#$%#$$#@$  That truly is a video to cherish.  A 14b.  Hell Yeah!  This is my 1st time seeing this video.  How come I didn't see it before?  I guess they were coming to another light or something, or the Viper decided since he was into it that much & didn't seem to be catching up as quickly as he thought he gave up.  Anyway, that my friend is enough to make you want to get your car in perfect running order, just in case the same opportunity is presented to you. DAMN!!||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000013||Ryan Carey||01-28-2004||06:41 AM||||I have shown this vid to everyone at work and everyone is like  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />I love the launch.  AWD kicks ass.  Gives me hope.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000014||bleck||01-28-2004||01:29 PM||||This is gonna be a really fun spring.  That was awesome.  LOL!!!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000015||thon||01-28-2004||06:19 PM||||wow i need to play with a viper, i've beaten a nsx with only about 190rwhp before.  That was a great video though! <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000016||gixxer||01-28-2004||07:22 PM||||i've seen viper videos like that before, where they pull at the top of each gear, but then lose it all in the shifts. he must be double clutching   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||129.219.6.26||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000017||talontsi||01-28-2004||07:54 PM||||Yeah that would be John.<br />I rememebr back in that day when he had the talon. He raced a local GN that claimed to be running 11's. Too bad we did not get that on video, he quicky found out about AWD.<br /><br />John where you at, your famous!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000018||REDLINEGVR4||01-28-2004||11:34 PM||||off topic but...<br /> Holy Shit Talontsi is back! Glen you will be happy to know that your old car is running great but after a few problems. The powersteering lines were the biggest problem I changed all of them. but it is now in good shape.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000019||Invader||01-31-2004||01:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by talontsi:<br /><strong> Yeah that would be John.<br />I rememebr back in that day when he had the talon. He raced a local GN that claimed to be running 11's. Too bad we did not get that on video, he quicky found out about AWD.<br /><br />John where you at, your famous!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh, the memories...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.2044bayside.com/~jconroy/Street_Races/" target="_blank">http://www.2044bayside.com/~jconroy/Street_Races/</a>||69.139.42.89||reg||1||Invader||00000422||yes
Z||000020||Jason G.||01-31-2004||04:45 PM||||Mr. Conroy  (Invader), currently has the fastest 14b GVR-4, per the DSM times page, 12.79 @105.##. Very nice vid.||65.35.43.169||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000021||talontsi||02-02-2004||09:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> off topic but...<br /> Holy Shit Talontsi is back! Glen you will be happy to know that your old car is running great but after a few problems. The powersteering lines were the biggest problem I changed all of them. but it is now in good shape. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah I have been watching the board on an off. Glad to hear you got her running again.<br /><br /><br />John yes those where good times. Glad to see your still having fun!<br />i hope to be back in the "game" once I return from the UK.||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes



ubb/Forum3/004389.cgi
A||||13||Akidosigh1||Floor Ornaments: (Picture)||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||01-27-2004||08:52 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2637" alt=" - " /><br /><br />My father's ancient camera sucks so let me tell you what all is in the picture starting from the top left, working my way down:<br /><br />Tial 40mm wastegate<br />Forrestor Racing Manifold<br />GM 3" MAF<br />FIC 850cc injectors<br />XACT streetlite flywheel<br />MAF Translator<br />180* thermostat<br />FP3055( anododized red: ask #333 why)<br />Timing belt<br />hydraulic tensioner adjuster<br />water pump<br />fuel pump rewire kit<br /><br /><b>Not included in the picture:</b><br />ACT 2600 and SS clutch line are at my brother's house<br />SS oil feed, FP's oil return line, holley 255lph fuel pump are in my room somewhere<br />evo3 ported manifold on the car<br />extreme mbc on the car<br /><br /><b>Not delivered yet:</b><br />Certified 3" turbo back w/ high flow cat and thermal miffler<br />balance shaft belt<br />clutch fork and pivot ball<br /><br /><br /><b>still need to order:</b><br />FMIC and BOV<br />o2 housing and dump tube<br />adjustable fuel regulator<br />and an eprom for some 850s :::hint hint:::<br /><br />Am I missing anything?<br /><br />Hopefully I can have it all by March 7 because the local Maxima's are organizing a meet at Maryland International Raceway and I want to attend. Do I get some more stars?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||92GVR4#333||01-27-2004||09:12 PM||||wow that is a pretty turbo  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  where`d ya get so shinny from   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-27-2004||09:25 PM||||Good luck getting it all installed. That's a shit load of work, coming from someone who's done it||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||VR4ownzU||01-27-2004||11:21 PM||||Maxima meet? I'm confused  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000004||Akidosigh1||01-27-2004||11:25 PM||||I want to attend the maxima meet, meaning I want to go and race at their meet and show off if possible.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000005||number3||01-27-2004||11:33 PM||||I would also pick up a fresh complete gasket kit, RTV, and a Fuel pressure guage for the FPR.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000006||mistaVR4||01-28-2004||12:17 AM||||Are you going to put all of this on the G-GSX-turbo conversion?||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000007||Akidosigh1||01-28-2004||06:49 AM||||no, i have a vr4||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000008||anomalyva||01-28-2004||02:27 PM||||If you want a FMIC, get the C&R Racing Radiator, I have one and it is effin amazing!||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000009||anomalyva||01-28-2004||02:28 PM||||Oh, and balance shaft eliminator kit?  GET IT!  Wayyyyy too many motors have been lost because the belt snaps.||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000010||thejeebus2002||01-28-2004||02:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by anomalyva:<br /><strong> If you want a FMIC, get the C&R Racing Radiator, I have one and it is effin amazing! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Use the radiator as a FMIC?<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000011||anomalyva||01-28-2004||04:19 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by anomalyva:<br /><strong> If you want a FMIC, get the C&R Racing Radiator, I have one and it is effin amazing! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Use the radiator as a FMIC?<br /><br />scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hahah no.  You need a custom Radiator to do short route piping for a FMIC, plus it flows about 200% over stock, is lighter, and looks mucho nifty.||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||01-28-2004||04:34 PM||||I have short route piping and 2.5" pipes with my 216 core FMIC. With a stock radiator  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||Akidosigh1||02-01-2004||06:05 PM||||well,<br /><br />i'm not sure what to do with these parts anymore. i just bought a 91 gsx rolling chassis to use for the track.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes



ubb/Forum3/004380.cgi
A||||5||atc250r||XM antenna?||||1||||atc250r||00002357
Z||000000||atc250r||01-26-2004||10:34 PM||johngmr@yahoo.com||I am planning on going to XM in the next few weeks. I have a XM Ready Pioneer already and was wondering if anyone has any likes/dislikes in the area of antenna's? I don't want to drill any holes and I definitely don't want that damn "mouse" sitting on my roof. I heard that the "mouse" type antenna can be mounted to the rear package tray (between the speakers/inside the car) with little or no loss of signal, is that true? Also, if I mount one of the little 6" whip type glue on antenna's to the rear window does it work like a cell phone antenna with just a box stuck to the inside and the wire coming off of it or do I have to run the wire from the outside to the inside? I checked Terk's website but they were kind of vague on it.<br /><br />Thanks.<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000001||bleck||01-26-2004||10:43 PM||||Hey John, I have searched high and low for a glass mount antenna for my Sirius setup to no avail.  As far as choices are concerned, those currently available in the antenna dept. are slim at best.  I presently use the terk mouse looking antenna, and snake the hell out of it.  The reception is very good, but I've tried using it inside the car, and wasn't pleased with the results.  IMHO??  Bite the bullet until they come out with something better.  Satellite radio is worth the investment.  <br /><br />Better yet, forget the antenna, and just buy their stock.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||01-26-2004||10:52 PM||||I have sirius as well, with the "mouse" mounted in the rear parcel shelf with absolutely no problems.  Maybe location?  Throw it back there and try it, can't hurt.||24.167.180.113||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||01-27-2004||12:55 AM||||I'm going to put mine on my parcel shelf. I got a Terk mouse type antenna. Nice and stealthy.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||01-27-2004||01:27 AM||||I have never had any complaints after doing hundreds of installs with it on the rear shelf.||65.227.204.38||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||number3||01-27-2004||12:49 PM||||If you live in an area with ground repeaters, as I do the parcel mount location would just fine.<br /><br />I have XM radio in the home and in my truck and the antenna in the home is very good at picking up the signal even though I don't have it near a window. <br /><br />In the truck with the antenna mounted to the roof the signal for the most part is perfect. I do loose it now and then but that is usally if there is a large cliff or hill to the left on me.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||no



ubb/Forum3/004381.cgi
A||||14||V8EATER||I broke my wheels||||13||||V8 Eater||00002192
Z||000000||V8EATER||01-27-2004||10:27 AM||ANDREW_PATRICK_LEE@YAHOO.COM||Last night, it snoweda bitch here in kansas city- rained first, then snowed, so it's a little slick out.  Perfect VR-4 weather right?  well, I hit a patch of ice in an intersection, and headed right for a curb at 35 mph.  up and over, flattened the 2 front tires, and the right rear.  I limped over to a gas station to try and air up the tires, hahahahahaha), and found 3 nice dents in my wheels.  All 4 wheels.  My camera is down right now, so I can't get pics up, but I guess I'll be getting new wheels and tires.  BTW- these are 17x7 ACE wheels and Sumhitomo z rated mud and snows.  To top it all off, I got laid off last week, and Sunday was my birthday.  I'm wondering- could this get any worse?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||67.65.34.12||reg||13||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||01-27-2004||10:39 AM||||Yikes, sorry to hear about...well, all of the above (except the birthday).<br /><br />I've got those Kuhmo Ecstas on mine from Blacksheep.  KC was laughing while he read the snow rating on these to me: Unacceptable, rating of about 1.5 out of 10.  Duh, I already noticed that in the snow.  It's about as bad as an old V8 car with no Trac control.<br />I actually went up and over a curb slowly last year - first snow with those tires. <br />I guess there might be something to be said for some steel winter wheels.||167.142.21.209||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||stevevr4||01-27-2004||10:49 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  Sucks.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000003||anomalyva||01-27-2004||11:04 AM||||I'm sorry to hear that man.  Maybe you should just sell the car to me for say...$300?||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||01-27-2004||11:14 AM||||Can I make it worse?  You still owe me for your emblem.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />If the wheels are just bent, you can probably get them repaired.  I can provide names of companies if interested.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||V8EATER||01-27-2004||02:51 PM||||Luckily, I carry full coverage, and Progressive is buying me new wheels and tires, plus replacing anything else that's broken.  I went out and looked at the curb, and it measures a mere 1/2" shorter than my intercooler (shannon's kit), so I missed destroying that by a c*@t hair.  The car is on it's way to the shop to get fixed.  <br /><br />Thanks for the sentiments.<br /><br />Iceman- you've got pm.||207.160.162.138||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||01-27-2004||11:14 PM||||Curbed my f*ckin car today leaving work.  DAMMIT.  Will have it checked out asap... wasn't going more than maybe 20mph but looks like a bent control arm, and hopefully nothing more than that.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||65.40.195.207||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||Akidosigh1||01-27-2004||11:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong>I'm wondering- could this get any worse?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't tempt fate.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000008||V8EATER||01-28-2004||09:20 PM||||akidosigh- so right.  <br /><br />Well, new tie rods and ends, plus new tires and wheels.  I think i'm going to put on some galant gsx 15"ers and some Kumho Exsta MX for now, get some 18's this summer.  Progressive rocks, btw.  best customer service i've ever had.||68.86.41.11||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000009||chauffeur1st||01-28-2004||09:25 PM||||Hey, if you want to contact me and I can see what I can do a wheel and tire package for you if you are interested... I can get almost all brands....<br /><br />Let me know<br />Jason<br />aim slammedlikeamo<br />chauffeur1st@yahoo.com||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000010||turboflanagan||01-28-2004||09:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> akidosigh- so right.  <br /><br /> Progressive rocks, btw.  best customer service i've ever had. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm glad to hear that you had a good experience.  My good friend is a painter at a shop with a direct account with them and they ask him to do some SHITTY stuff to their cars!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||4g63t||01-28-2004||09:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by V8 Eater:<br /><strong> akidosigh- so right.  <br /><br /> Progressive rocks, btw.  best customer service i've ever had. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'm glad to hear that you had a good experience.  My good friend is a painter at a shop with a direct account with them and they ask him to do some SHITTY stuff to their cars! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you expound on that? My policy is with them and I'd like to know some more...||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000012||tplesko||01-28-2004||09:44 PM||||I never had a problem with my Progressive policys but i've now switched to State Farm with my clean record||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||01-28-2004||11:56 PM||||Andy: Sorry to hear about your troubles.  You should have gagged it and powered through.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Rookie.<br /><br />David: Oops, I owe you too.  I'm still waiting for it to warm up to do brake work, but maybe getting those badges will make me feel warm inside!||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||01-29-2004||12:09 AM||||Yes, a guy I know is a head of a body shop and he hates progressive as well and has started turning prohgressive customers away now. When you get into a wreck, they try to make you go to their recomended shops. If you dont, they try to get the place you picked to use used parts, re-use any non-visible parts  that may be damaged etc etc. They try to get the costs down as much as possible. I was shocked to hear of this...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004382.cgi
A||||11||1420mark||Need loaner stock strut/ shock  4 measurements and testing||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||01-27-2004||12:56 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||Do you have stock strut/shocks in garage you could loan to the cause ?<br />TECHNICAL MEASUREMENT AND DYNO _In the process of matching suitable racing  grade components  to work  in the development project *  HIGH QUALITY dedicated strut/shock/spring package *<br />  Hebron KY - KONI- MOTORSPORT TECHNICAL STAFF would like to help us- need a sample front and rear stock unit , preferably not blown out and leaking.  IF you could help the advancement of this effort . Even if you are temporairly into a repair and have these items off car just for a few days -  Please contact me   e-mail and /or BEEMER<br />I am needing to be out of town  thru Sun , and would like to UPS these asap if they exist for a loan-  thank you||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000001||1420mark||02-04-2004||02:55 AM||||So nobody has a set of stock shock/struts to loan ?||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||02-04-2004||01:29 PM||||I "might" have rears, but I would have to check.  I know my fronts were replaced before I got the car.  They all have been replaced with AGX now.  I'll try to dig up the rears and see if they are OEM.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-04-2004||02:44 PM||||It would be cheap to go to NAPA, buy some stock replacements, use them for measurements and return them since they were never used. Just a suggestion...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||GalantVR-4||02-05-2004||01:10 AM||||i have all 4 but i think they are blown, probably wouldnt help huh?  just let me know.||67.121.126.41||reg||1||GalantVR-4||00001294||yes
Z||000005||1420mark||02-07-2004||01:09 AM||||hey Yes !!!! please send me e-mail to set up a  shpment of the front and rear  samples to Get them critically measured . I will of course pay the shipping cost<br /><br />mark<br />512 554 8666||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-07-2004||10:53 AM||||Mark - I got your email. I would think any place online that sells stock parts would have a 90-94 TEL AWD strut which is the same. So, that should help ya....Else check dsmtalk.com - the dipshits on there should part with theirs for cheap  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||GRV4726||02-07-2004||01:25 PM||||if you can't get some, pm me because i'm pretty sure i still have them. unless my brother threw them out when we cleaned out the garage.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000008||1420mark||02-07-2004||02:08 PM||||the more responces the better the chance of quick progreess.<br /><br />I confess to being surprized to here the AWD TEL strut is the SAME EXACT thing.  Is this possible ! the spring length and rate  on the 2 WD versions is so different.  just stunned at how much I need to learn..  AGAIN||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||02-09-2004||10:01 AM||||Stock galant vr4 and TEL are not the same.  Dimensions are different on front for the lower spring seat (only 8 mm).  I'm sure rates and valving are different as well.  Most aftermarket replacements are the same only to make fewer variations.<br /><br />There is no guarantee the aftermarkets use the same specs as stock.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||02-09-2004||10:04 AM||||My bad, I apologize for that careless comment!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||Bigfoot200200||02-16-2004||01:11 AM||||One strut and one rear shock are on thier way to KONI. I boxed them up and mailed them Saturday. Always ready to help anyone who might sell us  better suspension components. Just remember me in the future.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum3/004385.cgi
A||||3||chauffeur1st||KYB AGX's and H&amp;R springs.. part numbers||||1||||chauffeur1st||00002094
Z||000000||chauffeur1st||01-27-2004||03:21 PM||chauffeur1st@hotmail.com||Does anyone have the part numbers on the above two items...(AGX's and H&R springs....??)<br /><br />Let me know<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000001||199of2k||01-27-2004||04:28 PM||||look in the agx thread you started.||68.228.148.83||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000002||fastgvr4||01-27-2004||10:47 PM||||H&R 52974||64.157.83.254||reg||1||fastgvr4||00001934||yes
Z||000003||chauffeur1st||01-28-2004||02:14 AM||||is that for the front and rear??<br /><br />thanks<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes



ubb/Forum3/004384.cgi
A||||1||SRT2477||GVR4 postcards||||1||||SRT2477||00002310
Z||000000||SRT2477||01-27-2004||03:02 PM||||<a href="http://www.cafeshops.com/threespeed.9072085?zoom=yes#zoom" target="_blank">http://www.cafeshops.com/threespeed.9072085?zoom=yes#zoom</a><br />just thought I'd pass it along||24.104.32.152||reg||1||SRT2477||00002310||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||01-28-2004||11:33 PM||||haah thats pretty cool||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum3/004386.cgi
A||||13||thejeebus2002||Anyone on this site running a 2.3L Stroker?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||01-27-2004||03:55 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Just curious.  I want to build one and have a few questions about block prepping.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||curtis||01-27-2004||04:16 PM||||Pete down in alabama is.  Hes the nerd that made 469 hp check the news section.||65.54.97.152||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||thejeebus2002||01-27-2004||04:23 PM||||He's running the 2.4L Hybrid motor.  I'd be doing the 2.3L conversion (keeping the 2.0L 4G63 blocks and swapping in a 4G64 crank).  I know Pivvay is building one but it's not completed yet.  I emailed him but no response.  Pivvay, helloooooooooooooooooooo.....<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000003||fast_gvr4||01-27-2004||04:30 PM||||Be careful with the rpm's on that engine... <br /><br /><i>low rod ratio + high rpm/high HP = shopping for parts</i>||172.150.102.51||reg||3||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000004||KingGalantVr4||01-27-2004||06:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by fast_gvr4:<br /><strong> Be careful with the rpm's on that engine... <br /><br /><i>low rod ratio + high rpm/high HP = shopping for parts</i> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Not true at all.  Its fine up to 8k rpm.  I have seen it personally.  They rev the 2.0 to 9k and its still making power with the big turbo's, so they make more displacement to spool the turbo sooner so they don't HAVE to rev to 9k ... the dsm trany doesn't like 9k rpm.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||01-27-2004||07:34 PM||||Hey Scott,<br /><br />I'm not ignoring you  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I'll try to type up good information tonight...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||G-GSX Turbo||01-27-2004||07:46 PM||||Shoot me some info. One of the motors I have has a block and rods but no crank (was bad) so I may be a candidate for this swap.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000007||VR4ownzU||01-27-2004||11:26 PM||||Katie's old car was a 2.3...maybe she knows something about this setup?  I'd sure like to know  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000008||lambertvr4||01-27-2004||11:34 PM||||I'm in the process of getting one as well, but of course don't have one yet.<br /><br />I do have dyno numbers of a recent 2.3L 60-1 combo that Polk dyno'ed this weekend.  <br /><br />93 oct Pump gas/18psi  (safe tune): <br />385hp, 345lb-ft at the wheels<br />&gt;300lb-ft 4-6.5kRPM<br />&gt;300hp 4.7-7.4kRPM<br />revved to 7400RPM, but turbo was just starting to fall off<br /><br />C16 race gas/26psi (safe tune):<br />508hp, 465lb-ft at the wheels<br />&gt;300lb-ft 4.1-7.4kRPM<br />&gt;400lb-ft 4.6-6.5kRPM<br />&gt;300hp 4.3-7.4kRPM<br />&gt;400hp 4.8-7.4kRPM<br /><br />Quick list of mods:<br />TEC-3, 272's, Polk Sheet Metal Intake, 3" exhaust, big FMIC, ported head, 60-1, stock wheels, original owner 1990 AWD Talon.<br /><br /><br />FYI, Polk's brother dyno'ed his 2.4L w/ T66 and revved to 8200RPM no problem.  Rod ratio that!  580whp/456lb-ft.  Full boost around 5K.  That's a big turbo to spool that fast!  I like displacement.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000009||MustGoFaster||01-28-2004||12:56 AM||||Cheaters.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000010||tplesko||01-28-2004||01:23 AM||||I wrote back to Scott, and he's welcome to post the questions and answers here or the link to my stroker page.  <br /><br />What other questions do you all have?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000011||thejeebus2002||01-28-2004||11:15 AM||||Questions that I had asked Pivvay:<br /><br />Hi Scott,<br /><br />&gt; 1.  If eagle rods are used does the wrist pin location still need to <br />&gt; be moved?<br />Yes the wrist pin location needs to be moved in the piston, not the <br />rod.  Since the stroke is longer, the piston would come 6mm out of the <br />block if the wrist pin location isn't moved downward.  Is that clear?<br /><br />&gt; 2.  I see that you bored your block 1mm over, what size pistons would <br />&gt; that entail?  I've never used forged pistons before but I'm aware of <br />&gt; the expansion properties present with them.  Basically, I don't want <br />&gt; to order pistons only to have them sieze in my block after the car <br />&gt; warms up.<br /><br />.020 inch or 1mm over pistons  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Any manufacturer will make <br />appropriately sized pistons, Weisco makes stroker pistons as do several <br />other vendors. I'm probably going with Ross from Magnus.  As far as <br />piston to wall clearance, the piston maker will specify and your <br />machine shop will bore accordingly. If you aren't comfortable with all <br />this make sure you have a competent machine shop help you with this <br />process. An extra $500 building the engine is worth it for a *good* <br />machine shop's knowledge.<br /><br />&gt; 3.  I would be purchasing clevite bearings as well as ARP hardware.  <br />&gt; Anything else "stroker specific" that I would need to obtain? <br />You'll have to "clearance" the block. Basically grind away where the <br />rods would contact the block now that the rod angles are now different. <br />  I would go with stock main bolts instead of ARPs unless you have a <br />machine shop very comfortable with align honing everything.  ARP <br />headstuds and rod bolts are a good idea but they come with the eagle <br />rods.  I think clevite bearings are fine, make sure they are sized <br />properly to the crank.  I will not use a machined crank in my setup so <br />i'm using a brand new mitsu crank and bearings.  Expensive but I know <br />it will be right. Nothing else stroker specific I know of as long as <br />it's a 63 with a 64 crank.  64 blocks require a bit of additional work.<br /><br />&gt; Sorry about the questions, I just want to be sure before I start <br />&gt; ordering stuff.<br />Fire away  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />Chris||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000012||G-GSX Turbo||01-28-2004||11:21 AM||||One thing to note here, I have had five motor checked for align hone with ARP hard ware, the most out one was less than .0001" on two journals. I have ran all my motors with ARP fatseners throughout.<br /><br />But yes, Pivvay is right, it is recomended that it atleast be checked. And if your Machine shop is not "Comfortable" with doing an align hone, then find another machine shop.<br /><br />I wonder if there is a stock rod that would work to allow the use of stock pistons, Maybe a 4G61.....Just a thought....||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000013||tplesko||01-28-2004||11:30 AM||||Well you want the rod to be 150mm so I don't think you are going to find what you want.  You *need* pistons with the moved wrist pin location or you have to run a 4g64 block. Either way you need forged stroker specific pistons.<br /><br />There is lots of information about the stock main bolts vs the ARP main studs. I will not use the ARPs for the mains as the stock bolts are plenty. You don't want *any* misalignment in this area or you'll walk.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/004387.cgi
A||||26||jayru||Is wider really better?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||01-27-2004||05:11 PM||||Since our cars are already AWD, is a large width wheel really nessary? <br /><br />Larger width wheels track the road and add rolling resistance. Would a set of 17x7.5 be best?<br /><br />I ask bcs everyone always seems to think that wider is better, and in the case of traction limited RWD cars they might be right. But is all that width really nessary on a AWD car? Do the pro's outway the con's?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-27-2004||05:14 PM||||I recommend 16"s for the track and 18's for show... A smaller, wider wheel may be better weight wise compared to a 17x7.5..just my opinion!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||01-27-2004||05:14 PM||||I'm traction limited  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||jayru||01-27-2004||05:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> I'm traction limited    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">what size rim do you have Piv?<br /><br />That's so crazy. My RWD mustang went deep 11's on 8" wheels.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||01-27-2004||05:23 PM||||Stock with 205s||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||jayru||01-27-2004||05:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Stock with 205s </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stock is 7" correct?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||Matticus||01-27-2004||05:33 PM||||I believe stock is 6.5"||209.137.160.20||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000007||mixx2001||01-27-2004||05:52 PM||||I have 17x8's and would have never noticed the difference had I not put the stock wheels on the car temporarily while I was purchasing new tires.  Both wheels were fitted with Dunlop SP9000's (205/50/15 and 235/40/17).  Major difference in handling.  The car also has Whiteline springs, AGX's, and a Rear Whiteline sway bar.  Still the car felt "unstable" with the stock wheels.  Just my .02||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000008||drew||01-27-2004||06:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Matticus:<br /><strong> I believe stock is 6.5" </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Stock is 15X6||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||Akidosigh1||01-27-2004||06:37 PM||||don't rally racers use narrower tires in the snow to dig into the snow instead of wider which just causes them to stay above it and spin? it might depend on what you want it for.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000010||mj_rosenfeld||01-27-2004||08:21 PM||||I think the answer is "it depends". For driving in deep snow and loose gravel, narrower is better. For maximizing lateral grip on a roadrace track or autocross, wider is better. For reducing wind drag and rolling drag, narrower is better. For better transient response and steering feel a wider rim for a given tire size is better. For drag racing, narrower may be better. For sand drags, swamp buggies, and circle track racing on clay, wider is better. For saving money, narrower is better. What are your objectives?<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.21||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000011||jayru||01-27-2004||08:25 PM||||I am looking to drag race the car with light autocrossing. But the car is first and foremost a street car. <br /><br />So i guess i'm looking for the best all around width. I think the 7.5's will probally do me just fine. Mabye with a nice 225-235 tire?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||01-27-2004||08:36 PM||||Jason - Your setup sounds similar to what mine will be. So, this is what I am doing: <br /><br />1) 17x7.5 rims (they are 17 pounds, so its not super-light)<br />2) 235-40-17 tires (Falken, Kumho or Dunlop) <br />3) My wheels are 42 offset, but I will be using a 10mm H&R spacer with extended lug nuts||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||jayru||01-27-2004||08:38 PM||||I was told that a 42 offset would work fine with a 7.5" wheel. Why do you need spacers?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||01-27-2004||08:38 PM||||Too kick it out a little, Mark Rieb and MJ_R are my wheel/tire prophets and they suggested it....    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||jayru||01-27-2004||08:41 PM||||Hmm... So your combo would push them past the fender lip? <br /><br />I would like mine to sit almost flush but still be able to tuck under full compression.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000016||mj_rosenfeld||01-27-2004||08:42 PM||||Tire selection will be difficult, as a drag oriented tire will perform poorly in an autocross and an autocross oriented tire will perform poorly as a drag tire. Size wise, anything between 225 and 245 can work. Stick with 16 inch diameter as they usually weigh less or cost less or both compared 17's and 18's, though not as cool looking. The tires will be a bit cheaper too.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.21||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000017||jayru||01-27-2004||08:46 PM||||Thanks for the advice mike. I want to still have a little bling though, so i'll go with 17's. <br /><br />18's are on the car now and i think it'll be a good compromise. Plus i want to do a nice big brake package in the future.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000018||Akidosigh1||01-27-2004||10:03 PM||||not sure if this applies but i remember reading sport compact car or superstreet before and i think they were riding in a WRX or EVO by BOZZ Speed and they were talking about how the car would understeer so they put wider tires on the front and narrower on the rear to give more oversteer. do any of you autocrossers do that?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000019||VR4ownzU||01-27-2004||11:24 PM||||I would think 16x7s would be dope for autocross and drag but what do I know....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||01-28-2004||03:06 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> not sure if this applies but i remember reading sport compact car or superstreet before and i think they were riding in a WRX or EVO by BOZZ Speed and they were talking about how the car would understeer so they put wider tires on the front and narrower on the rear to give more oversteer. do any of you autocrossers do that? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I remember the article.  It was in SCC, and it was Coleman and Jacquot covering a Japanese time/attack event.  The tested both WRXs and EVOs, and on one of the EVOs, they ran one inch narrower wheels in the rear.  The tire sizes, front and rear, were completely identical, but the narrower rim in the rear caused the sideall to flex in more, rounding the contact patch.||69.59.219.156||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000021||agrabau||01-28-2004||07:54 AM||||I've always been a proponent of at least 8" wheels on the Galant for street use. 225 to 235 wide in either a 16" or 17." KC is right about the 16s. They're a bit more economical on bad streets, less propensity for flats and dings. It's not so much the drive traction but that the Galant is a heavy car and it needs some good meat under it. Is anyone from NY going to the ice race this weekend? <br /><br />AL||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000022||mj_rosenfeld||01-28-2004||11:07 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> not sure if this applies but i remember reading sport compact car or superstreet before and i think they were riding in a WRX or EVO by BOZZ Speed and they were talking about how the car would understeer so they put wider tires on the front and narrower on the rear to give more oversteer. do any of you autocrossers do that? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You do see that with FWD cars, but I have not seen that with AWD cars. Guess it would work provided the different size tires have the same rolling diameter. Better to get the balance through spring and sway bar selection, adjustable shocks, and adjusting tire pressures.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000023||markrieb||02-01-2004||03:12 PM||||For the size and weight of the car, it is seriously under-tired stock.<br /><br />Realize that the car is nearly the same weight as a Camaro, Mustang or Corvette, then look at the size of tires on those cars.<br /><br />If you can find them, the best bang for the buck would be a 16x8 wheel in 30-35mm offset with some 245/45/16's.<br /><br />If you have to step up to 17's to clear big brakes, go with a 235/40/17.<br /><br />KC, 10mm may be too much, 5mm may be better, but the 42 *should* fit as is.  Spacers are relatively cheap, experiment away.  You could also try 10mm in the rear and 5mm up front to dial in a bit more oversteer.<br /><br />Mark||4.10.180.87||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000024||blacksheep||02-01-2004||06:12 PM||||Thanks, Mark, I will try the 5mm just to push them out a  little. The swapping out of lugnuts for the 10mm is making me a little leary of trying them. I wanna keep it simple   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />I was planning on the 235/40/17 like you mentioned when you replied to me directly  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000025||V8EATER||02-01-2004||10:59 PM||||I've just gone to a 225/50r15 on stock mitsu wheels- what are the thoughts of those in the know?  By my calculations, the overall diameter is only .3" shorter than stock, and fitment has not been a problem.||66.136.148.56||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000026||chadhayashi||02-01-2004||11:44 PM||||COBB Tuning ran 10" wide Fikse wheels on a WRX and still had traction issues. High hp WRX of course.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/004388.cgi
A||||1||REDLINEGVR4||images||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||01-27-2004||05:41 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||How can i browse through the images that Hertz has on his web site?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||01-27-2004||07:18 PM||||I asked this awhile ago and Harry linked me this:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_browse.asp" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img_browse.asp</a><br /><br />Happy browsing...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes



ubb/Forum3/004390.cgi
A||||3||KingGalantVr4||Snow Video Hosting||||1||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||01-27-2004||10:22 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||Hey guys, I have some footage of my vr4 tearing it up in the snow. who wants to host the video for me?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||01-27-2004||10:28 PM||||send it to me...i'll host in unless it's rediculously large  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||01-27-2004||10:44 PM||||Hey Chris, I have been trying to find time to post more vids.  My life is hella crazy right now though, so don't worry people, I'll get some more vids up soon.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||01-27-2004||10:56 PM||||no prob. i'm just here to help  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/004391.cgi
A||||5||Dreis11301||Possible Purchase||||1||||Dreis11301||00002569
Z||000000||Dreis11301||01-28-2004||01:23 AM||Dreis11301@hotmail.com||I will be going to talk to a dealer friend of mine tomorrow to inquire about getting this beast.  128,000 Yen is the bid so far, that is about $1100.  I will keep you updated.  Keep your fingers crossed for me.<br /><br /><a href="http://page7.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/g14713148" target="_blank">http://page7.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/g14713148</a>||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||01-28-2004||02:04 AM||||Love the wingless look! Makes me want to shave my wan... wing off.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||marvinmadman123||01-28-2004||02:06 AM||||<img src="http://www.steelheader.net/photopost/data/510/893crossfingers-thumb.gif" alt=" - " /> Hope you get it. Man you live in the right place right now   <img src="http://www.steelheader.net/photopost/data/510/893sumo-thumb.gif" alt=" - " /> I am coming get one to   <img src="http://www.steelheader.net/photopost/data/510/893Captain-thumb.gif" alt=" - " />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000003||Dreis11301||01-28-2004||07:48 AM||||Well I had my dealer friend contact this guy and I have decided against it.  It needs the JCI (Japanese Compulsory Insurance Inspection) done and that costs around $500 if everything is good.  The man said the clutch is on its way out and it will need brakes.  And for those of you who don't know here in Japan brake pads, that�s right just the pads, average about $75-$80 a set.  I think I will hold off to find another.<br /><br />I have another friend who is leaving Japan in a few months and will be selling his Lancer GSR.  Not an EVO but AWD Turbo nonetheless.  I could pick that up for $2000 if I decide to opt for that but I really want another GVR4.  I just love the style and would really like to import one back with me.  Oh well I have at least 3 more years here so that is plenty of time to decide.  I have only been here a year and am on car #5.  I am never satisfied with what I got, and in the words of the great 80's hair band Cinderella "don't know what ya got till it's gone."  Man I miss my silver beauty.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000004||hibrn8||01-28-2004||01:25 PM||||That one is clean. Wow.<br /><br />So Chris can you actually read all that is said on the Japanese yahoo page? And just to refresh my memory, you say your there for another 3 years, so are you out there for military purposes??||65.227.204.45||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000005||Dreis11301||01-28-2004||06:22 PM||||I can't read a lick of Japanese.  I can say a few basic phrases (please, thank you, excuse me, where is the toilet?).  My wife has taken two college Japanese classes and can read and speak some.  The language is just real difficult to learn.  We have made many friends who are Japanese and speak very good English so they help us out a lot.  <br />     I am in the military and they shipped me over here.  I figure while I am here I would take advantage of some of the vehicles offered here and not in the States.  Call me crazy but I just can't bring myself to a Skyline or Silvia even though they are dirt-cheap over here.  I have always been a sleeper fan, which is why I love the GVR4 but a lancer GSR would suffice.  As long as there are four doors and people aren't necessarily expecting it.  Hell, my dream car, and don't laugh, a 1978 Dodge Cornet wagon with the wood panels down the sides.  But the real surprise would be the Viper Driveline under the hood.  Okay, I guess that is long enough.||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes



ubb/Forum3/004392.cgi
A||||26||14bCrazy||Is anyboby on here an original owner!!!||||1||||14bCrazy||00001213
Z||000000||14bCrazy||01-28-2004||03:23 PM||acuradude@msn.com||I was just at work and wondering if antone on here bought their Galant new. It would have been cool as hell to own one when it was new. It would have that nice new leather smell. I geuss when they came out people didn't know what to make of them. A car ahead of its time.||162.83.80.67||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000001||Yao||01-28-2004||03:28 PM||||I've one!  ha, ha  still have leather smell to boot!||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||01-28-2004||03:32 PM||||I wish!||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||01-28-2004||03:41 PM||||I think there are two, Mark Reib for sure and maybe Steve Hebert IIRC.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||RayH||01-28-2004||03:44 PM||||I'm one!  Pre-ordered a grey 92 as soon as I heard they were going to be available and had to wait a month before it came in at the end 10/91.  Learned to drive a stick taking it back from the dealer.  Joined the Talon List shortly after and saw a couple other clubs come and go.  Still plan on having the car for a very long time.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000005||MidEngine210||01-28-2004||03:47 PM||||So was there a lot of hype/media about our cars when it first came out? What were the impressions of car mag critics?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000006||RayH||01-28-2004||04:01 PM||||I think just about every car magazine had a favorable article about the car.  Dealers did absolutely nothing to promote it, though.  In fact, I think for 92 the VR4 wasn't even in the dealer Galant brochure.<br /><br />I think that given that there weren't going to be that many of them if any at every dealership and they weren't going to be making alot of money they just didn't bother trying.  Anybody walking in off the street asking to see one probably knew more than the saleperson (which is usually the case with most salespeople).||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000007||gvr4x2||01-28-2004||04:15 PM||||My uncle bought his new.  -mike||24.218.147.224||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes
Z||000008||Craig91||01-28-2004||05:03 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by iceman69510:<br /><strong> I think there are two, Mark Reib for sure and maybe Steve Hebert IIRC. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I believe you're right about Steve.  I met him a few months ago, and I think I remember him saying him and his wife bought it new.  Since then, he "stumbled" across the potential of the car when one of his rear power steering lines popped (if I remember correctly).  He did a decent amount of basic mods already, and is looking to do even bigger ones in the future.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||01-28-2004||06:07 PM||||Ray, If you don't mind, pm me your VIN and xxx/1000 car number for the registry and I can get you entered as a "one owner".||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000010||14bCrazy||01-28-2004||06:21 PM||||I knew there had To somebody. They cost alot in 91-92 money didn't they. What other cars were in the same price range. I bet atleast in my town the rednecks would've never paid that much for a Jap car.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000011||RayH||01-28-2004||06:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 14bCrazy:<br /><strong> I knew there had To somebody. They cost alot in 91-92 money didn't they. What other cars were in the same price range. I bet atleast in my town the rednecks would've never paid that much for a Jap car. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I still have my window sticker somewhere but I forget the exact price.  I think it was around 25k.  I think dealer price was around 17k.  I distinctly remember looking at a loaded Maxima SE at the around the same time and it listed for a couple thousand more than the VR-4.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000012||14bCrazy||01-28-2004||07:04 PM||||They most of had trouble selling them if you get them to come down $7000.||67.20.43.192||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000013||slvrblt||01-28-2004||09:11 PM||||DMX84 was the original owner of my car. I dont know if he's still on here, but he bought it in 91 in AZ IIRC. I am the second owner.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000014||markrieb||02-01-2004||03:23 PM||||I'm the original owner of my car.  Bought it in November of 91 from Concord Mitsubishi in northern California.<br /><br />When I bought the car, the dealer had 5 or six of each model year on the lot.  The salesmen knew nothing about the cars, or their performance.  One tried to tell me to watch out for torque steer....<br /><br />I bought my car for invoice, pretty much got it out the door with tax and title for the original sticker price.  Do a search, but a scan of my original window sticker is posted here somewhere.<br /><br />I bought the '92 because I liked the wheels better and I liked the more monochrome/body color details of the 92 over the extra chrome of the 91.<br /><br />Mark Rieb||4.10.180.87||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000015||SteveHebert||02-02-2004||07:39 AM||||Hi - Yes original owner here. Paid a little over 21,000 for it. <br /><br />I had a 87 galant for myself and my wife liked the looks - so when I was looking for a new car for her I checked out the Galants. When I drove the VR4 - I knew she would love it. She has never stopped loving it. We will have it forever - I don't care how much it costs to keep it going.<br /><br />Steve Hebert||68.191.255.44||reg||1||SteveHebert||00001869||yes
Z||000016||14bCrazy||02-02-2004||05:39 PM||||When I posted I didn't think there would be anyone. Its cool to find people that know a cool thing when they see it. If I would've bought one back then It wouldn't have last this long. When I was younger I was very hard on cars. When I was in high school I went through 3 clutches and 3 sets of tires in one year. My Dad couldn't understand what was going on.||162.83.108.45||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000017||HDTHunder||02-12-2004||11:26 AM||||I am the original owner of '91 1325/2000.  Nile Black, moonroof and EQ.  I've got the window sticker, brochures, sales contract, key fob, etc.  Sold in Shelton, CT.  I bought it in November of 1990.  It now has 155,000 miles and hasn't led a pampered life although it's been well maintained with 3000 mile oil changes. It's still bone stock.  Never failed to start until Christmas eve of last year when the ECU decided to fry.||63.166.109.66||reg||1||HDTHunder||00002382||yes
Z||000018||ken inn||02-12-2004||01:27 PM||||i'm not the original owner, but it likes me better.  even tho the original owner was a female, a real babe.  she had those nice energy-absorbing front bumpers, and jdm-style rear end.||64.240.175.95||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000019||howard_GVR4||02-12-2004||02:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i'm not the original owner, but it likes me better.  even tho the original owner was a female, a real babe.  she had those nice energy-absorbing front bumpers, and jdm-style rear end. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll bet her leather is not soft and supple anymore, and the body is probably "lowered".||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||03:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by howard:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i'm not the original owner, but it likes me better.  even tho the original owner was a female, a real babe.  she had those nice energy-absorbing front bumpers, and jdm-style rear end. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I'll bet her leather is not soft and supple anymore, and the body is probably "lowered". </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000021||851/1000||02-12-2004||06:49 PM||||I am not the original owner of my VR-4, But back in the day when I was selling Mitsubishis, 1991-1995 I drove every one we had. I had a '91 Belize Green one for a demonstrator (the good old days) I drove my boss ape!@#t to get me one! Since then I have been in the Service Department,it took me 8 years but I finally got one. Shelton Mitsubishi.||12.111.39.195||reg||1||Mark LaVallee||00003551||yes
Z||000022||HDTHunder||02-13-2004||09:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mark LaVallee:<br /><strong> I am not the original owner of my VR-4, But back in the day when I was selling Mitsubishis, 1991-1995 I drove every one we had. I had a '91 Belize Green one for a demonstrator (the good old days) I drove my boss ape!@#t to get me one! Since then I have been in the Service Department,it took me 8 years but I finally got one. Shelton Mitsubishi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">When I lived there I had my car serviced at Shelton Mitsubishi.  As I recall Larry was the service manager and Brian was the only mechanic that I let work on it.  Don't remember the name of the chick that sold it to me.  She seemed like a short timer anyway.  After I specifically told them not to touch the window sticker they took it off and threw it away during prep.  I went mental and refused to take delivery of the car until she fished through the dumpster and found it.  LOL||63.166.109.66||reg||1||HDTHunder||00002382||yes
Z||000023||DMX84||02-13-2004||11:07 AM||||Yes, I was the original owner of #556/2000, that car never gave me any problems, and never let me down. After the break in period I replaced all the oils with synthetics. <br />Sold #556 to Slvrblt to get #380/1000. A friend and I worked on #380 and built it up pretty nice. Only needs a few things yet. Seems that we can never achieve all that we dream. Just keep on finding more modifications to do next! It�s such a fun car to own and wouldn�t dream of selling it. <br />By the way I have told my wife to donate my car to someone on this board when I die. (As long it�s not a fiery car crash)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   <br />I told here to contact the oldest members, including great people like Keydiver, Hertz, Ken inn. (I�m too new to know all of you, but seems like family) My wife or executor will find a good owner for the car by asking some tough questions on what the new owner will be doing with the car. (Yes she has the knowledge to ask the tough questions, she has helped me on every mod. since �91) I want someone who knows about the car, because if it were to go to just anyone (including my family) they wont appreciate it for what it is.<br />DMX84 <br />Never been VR4 less.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.235.101.127||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000024||14bCrazy||02-13-2004||11:19 AM||||Have I ever told you your my faverite member. Just tell tour wife my name  <b>14bcrazy</b>. If you want I can make a poster with my name on it so that you don't forget. Remember  <b>14bcrazy 14bcrazy 14bcrazy !!!!!!!!!!</b>  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.83.82.45||reg||10||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000025||DMX84||02-13-2004||09:11 PM||||Don�t worry; I wont forget your name! If you answer the right questions you may get the wife with the car, she is a real faithful one at that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    Been married 14 years now. Can�t find a better cook/mechanic.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Her measurements are� well I better just leave that one alone. But she also likes to hunt big game & stream fish for trout. Hell suppose the house could become a package deal as far as that goes. It has a four-car garage & workshop. Need pictures of garage?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Feels kind of eerie talking about this on Friday the 13th!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||67.234.231.14||reg||1||DMX84||00003182||yes
Z||000026||Craig91||02-13-2004||11:40 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Mark LaVallee:<br /><strong> I am not the original owner of my VR-4, But back in the day when I was selling Mitsubishis, 1991-1995 I drove every one we had. I had a '91 Belize Green one for a demonstrator (the good old days) I drove my boss ape!@#t to get me one! Since then I have been in the Service Department,it took me 8 years but I finally got one. Shelton Mitsubishi. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey nice to see another GVR4 owner from CT.  If you get a chance...check out CCDSM.net||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes



ubb/Forum3/004393.cgi
A||||3||G-GSX Turbo||Just pulled my shifter boot off...||||1||||G-GSX Turbo||00003111
Z||000000||G-GSX Turbo||01-28-2004||04:41 PM||turbostangman@msn.com||To make my own pleather shifter boot and what do I see...A 90 style shifter.....looks like some things were the same as the domestic stuff.<br /><br />Oh well, looks like swapping shifters will be pretty easy.<br /><br />Now I have to figure out a way to attach the shifter boot so it will stay put but be removable.<br /><br />Any suggestions?||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000001||hibrn8||01-28-2004||04:57 PM||||So are you saying that the previous owner must have bought one and put it in there for a future install, and you discovered it like a pot of gold? Im jealous, I need to rip apart my car and try to find things.||65.227.204.4||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000002||VR6 Eater||01-28-2004||05:51 PM||||If you want a real leather one and not a pleather one I make them for the galant vr4.  Just pm me.||24.167.211.35||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000003||G-GSX Turbo||01-28-2004||06:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> So are you saying that the previous owner must have bought one and put it in there for a future install, and you discovered it like a pot of gold? Im jealous, I need to rip apart my car and try to find things. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, I would have known if it was a DSM one. What I meant is that mine is the same as a 90 DSM not the 91+. Mine looks like this...<br /><br />  <img src="http://webpages.charter.net/turbostangman/shifter-diffs-03.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Not like this...<br />  <img src="http://webpages.charter.net/turbostangman/shifter-diffs-04.jpg" alt=" - " />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes



ubb/Forum3/004394.cgi
A||||1||vr4fun||Exhaust Noise ||||1||||vr4fun||00002376
Z||000000||vr4fun||01-28-2004||09:02 PM||||Hi all,<br />     Anyone know what the noise level (in db) is for a stock vr4 exhaust??? just after a reference point......<br /><br /><br />cheers<br /><br />Andrew||220.244.224.9||reg||1||vr4fun||00002376||yes
Z||000001||305VR4||02-01-2004||02:12 PM||||I can't see it ever getting above 80 db, they are very quiet stock.<br /><br />Just my 2 cents.||24.9.25.223||reg||5||305VR4||00001096||yes



ubb/Forum3/004395.cgi
A||||13||ken inn||block drain plug||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||01-28-2004||09:41 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||anyone know if the block has a drain plug on it, if so, where is it?  this would be to drain the coolant.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||01-29-2004||09:59 AM||||Ken, I can't find any reference to draining the block or any drain plugs other than oil, radiator, and transmission in the service manual. This included searching with strategic key words through an Acrobat version of the manual.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||DongeR615||01-29-2004||11:14 AM||||i believe there is none...||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-29-2004||12:33 PM||||yah, i couldnt find one, either.  shucks.  i got this really neat block heater, it is a little pump that circulates the heated coolant thru the whole block, heater core, etc.||64.240.175.254||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||01-29-2004||01:34 PM||||Weld it onto a freeze plug. <br /><br />Oops! Back to work. Man I have ADD. <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||01-29-2004||02:12 PM||||There are 4 drain plugs [freeze plugs] on the face of the block, and TWO drain plugs on the side of the block.  Use one of those as a port.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/forums/attachment.php?s=&postid=644761" alt=" - " />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||01-29-2004||03:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> There are 4 drain plugs [freeze plugs] on the face of the block, and TWO drain plugs on the side of the block. Use one of those as a port. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i know the freeze plugs, wherebout are the drain plugs?||64.240.175.254||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||01-30-2004||02:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> yah, i couldnt find one, either.  shucks.  i got this really neat block heater, it is a little pump that circulates the heated coolant thru the whole block, heater core, etc. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken you live in texas, your coolent is warmed enough by the sun.||65.177.240.210||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||number3||01-30-2004||08:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> There are 4 drain plugs [freeze plugs] on the face of the block, and TWO drain plugs on the side of the block. Use one of those as a port. </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i know the freeze plugs, wherebout are the drain plugs? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think it called the water pump. Pull that off and all the coolant drains out but seriously I do not know of a "plug" in the coolant passage that is used for a drain.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||01-30-2004||09:53 PM||||no, there is a plug.  i found it on caps, and you can see it in the picture.  it is the only bolt on that side of the block, down below between #2 and #3 cyl.  in caps, it is called a plug.  not too easy to get at, tho.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||4g63t||01-30-2004||11:07 PM||||I thought that was the bolt that you pull off and stick a screwdriver in to make sure that the balance shaft is in the right spot.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  I could be wrong, but I'm pretty sure thats it.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000011||ken inn||01-30-2004||11:40 PM||||yah, you are right.  ok, so where's the second plug?||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000012||GVR-4||01-30-2004||11:55 PM||||NO PLUG FOR YOU!||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000013||turbogalant||01-30-2004||11:58 PM||||Hey Ken don't you have a modine raditor. If so would the automatic transmission cooler ports work for you? I really don't know the size/shape you are working with. I think there is also a plug in the thermostat housing, but not 100% sure.||65.177.240.174||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/004396.cgi
A||||25||blacksheep||looking for a pic of a bone stock 1991 black gvr4||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-29-2004||10:26 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Does anyone have a pic of a bone stock 1991 black gvr4...I need it for my site. Too bad I cant use mine, the windows are tinted, plus its always snowing and dirty around here, so I cannot take a decent pic. <br /><br />Thanks!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||dlpinckney||01-29-2004||11:30 AM||||Mine has tinted windows and Whiteline springs, but is pretty stock looking otherwise.  Guess those two things sort of miss the point of "bone stock" though!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />   <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2411" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2411</a>||199.196.144.11||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-29-2004||11:54 AM||||Sorry, Danny  - Denied !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-29-2004||12:11 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/docs/" target="_blank">I'm your huckleberry.</a>||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||01-29-2004||12:28 PM||||Huckleberry - I dont see a black one, foo !||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||199of2k||01-29-2004||02:08 PM||||<a href="http://forums.flybynightops.net/files/dsc00003.jpg" target="_blank">http://forums.flybynightops.net/files/dsc00003.jpg</a>||24.88.6.220||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000006||kartorium31||01-29-2004||02:37 PM||||Man, turbo4door your car is clean as hell, looks real nice.  Kinda reminds me of my old car before she was ass raped.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||01-29-2004||02:42 PM||||ok, what part of bone stock dont people understand? no mods whatsoever...no tint, no wheels, no lowering, nothing, zero, zip, nada!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||01-29-2004||02:45 PM||||KC, give me a shout at home and I'll pull one off my comp.  I'm sure I've got some of 401 and 1643 - hopefully when they were clean, but both stock. (maybe even with the window trim freshly painted ;-)<br /><br />Otherwise photochop the stock wheels back onto my pic in front of the FD station.||167.142.22.56||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||01-29-2004||03:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Huckleberry - I dont see a black one, foo ! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I see dumb people.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/docs/dealer06a.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/docs/dealer06b.jpg" alt=" - " /></a><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/docs/dealer01a.jpg" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/docs/dealer01b.jpg" alt=" - " /></a>||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||01-29-2004||03:54 PM||||Hertz - Ok, let me explain better.  I am trying to make a webpage (VFAQ) from scratch detailing every mod, big or small. <br /><br />So, I want a pic of a black 91 gvr4 with no sunroof similar to mine (except I have tint and a tweaked front end   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  ) So, I wasnt looking for one outta a brochure...I should have been more specific. I found one on your site, though. I may use that. But, if anyone has one , feel free to post here.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||ayvr4||01-29-2004||04:07 PM||||None of us vr-4 people even know what bone stock means  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   you dont get a vr4 and keep it bone stock...||68.74.197.172||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000012||REDLINEGVR4||01-29-2004||04:34 PM||||i have two<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2277" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2277</a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2280" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2280</a>||152.163.252.136||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000013||229of1000||01-29-2004||06:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by REDLINEGVR4:<br /><strong> i have two<br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2277" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2277</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2280" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2280</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> ok, what part of bone stock dont people understand? no mods whatsoever...no tint, no wheels, no lowering, nothing, zero, zip, nada!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Your car is lowered and doesn't have stock colored wheels...||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||01-29-2004||07:17 PM||||Thanks, Paul!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||jonvr4||01-29-2004||09:19 PM||||here bone stock and dirty! this is my new one. hope you like   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2662" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2662&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000016||curtis||01-29-2004||11:57 PM||||Here's some perfect shots <br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=10;t=000005</a><br /><br />As close to stock as it needs to be.  I couldn't resist.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.54.98.25||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000017||sti_95imp||01-30-2004||01:14 AM||||ours had tinted windows from the factory.||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000018||Hertz||01-30-2004||05:18 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Hertz - Ok, let me explain better.  I am trying to make a webpage (VFAQ) from scratch detailing every mod, big or small. <br /><br />So, I want a pic of a black 91 gvr4 with no sunroof similar to mine (except I have tint and a tweaked front end    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   ) So, I wasnt looking for one outta a brochure...I should have been more specific. I found one on your site, though. I may use that. But, if anyone has one , feel free to post here. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What?  The?  Fuck?  So you think that most vr-4s don't have sunroofs?   Take a picture of your car then, you hoser, eh.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||01-30-2004||08:31 AM||||EVerybody is a comedian, huh?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||joec||01-31-2004||11:37 PM||||1630/2000 w/ aftermarket antenna<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2687" alt=" - " />||216.179.104.211||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000021||mrfats||02-01-2004||10:04 AM||||I'll help ya out alittle.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.imagestation.com/picture...a3/fab61361.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/picture...a3/fab61361.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.imagestation.com/picture...b2/fab61337.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/picture...b2/fab61337.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.imagestation.com/picture...e9/fab6131b.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/picture...e9/fab6131b.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.imagestation.com/picture...67/fab6130d.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/picture...67/fab6130d.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.imagestation.com/picture...e6/fab612ff.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/picture...e6/fab612ff.jpg</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.imagestation.com/picture...56/fab612f1.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.imagestation.com/picture...56/fab612f1.jpg</a>||66.141.48.117||reg||1||mrfats||00003448||yes
Z||000022||blacksheep||02-01-2004||11:49 AM||||Joec - Thanks! Your pic will work perfect. It looks identical to mine...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000023||turboflanagan||02-01-2004||02:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by joec:<br /><strong> 1630/2000 w/ aftermarket antenna<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2687" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Wait a minute!  Those door dings arn't stock.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||64.63.213.13||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000024||VR4ownzU||02-01-2004||02:28 PM||||wow that looks clean....all your galants belong to me!||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000025||joec||02-01-2004||11:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong>Wait a minute!  Those door dings arn't stock.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No, but the faded paint around the door/window frames is   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||216.179.104.211||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes



ubb/Forum3/004397.cgi
A||||14||ken inn||jdm grille||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||01-29-2004||12:35 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||i just got this really nice jdm grille from a guy in canada, the mesh is chromed, and it has one o dem 4wd-center viscous plaques on it.  it came in a genuine mitsu bag, with the part number on it.  MB758548.  no listing for it in mitsu usa parts, so if any of you want a really nice looking grille, maybe this is the one.||64.240.175.254||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||01-29-2004||01:25 PM||||did he buy it new, Ken? Any contact info for this chap - does he work at a parts counter or something?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||01-29-2004||01:48 PM||||how much and are you selling yours or can you contact get as many as you need ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||01-29-2004||03:21 PM||||no, this was used, in very nice condition.  chinese guy from canada.  i found it on the galant rice board.  it just got here, in the original box, original bag.  i wont tell you how much(or little) i got it for, cause everyone will start whining.||64.240.175.254||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||G-GSX Turbo||01-29-2004||03:26 PM||||I contacted a Canada Mitsu Dealer and the number didn't come up. I don't know where he got it from but Canada doesn't have it in there system either.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||01-29-2004||04:15 PM||||the guy i got it from lives in canada.  he said he got it from japan, used.  my grille was really beat all to heck, but i refuse to pay over 100 bucks for a new one.  this one, the mesh is a LOT nicer, and chromed.||64.240.175.254||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||01-29-2004||05:12 PM||||Ken, didn't you get a digital camera?  I would like some pics of both the grill and especially your Recarros.  I guess once you found your tracks you quit looking for other sources?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||G-GSX Turbo||01-29-2004||05:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> the guy i got it from lives in canada.  he said he got it from japan, used.  my grille was really beat all to heck, but i refuse to pay over 100 bucks for a new one.  this one, the mesh is a LOT nicer, and chromed. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WHile Searching for this I found new VR4 units for $48, FYI I suppose..... If anyone needs one.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||01-29-2004||06:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> Ken, didn't you get a digital camera?  I would like some pics of both the grill and especially your Recarros.  I guess once you found your tracks you quit looking for other sources? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yup.  the brackets ARE recaro, made in japan.  they have recaro part numbers, trademark, etc.  i will try to get you the pics.||64.240.175.254||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||01-29-2004||06:22 PM||||i sent the pics, dunno if your yahoo will take them.||64.240.175.254||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||ercp98||01-30-2004||10:06 PM||||what about the rest of us?? can we see the pics too?||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000011||jonvr4||01-30-2004||10:10 PM||||ya post the pics||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000012||ken inn||01-30-2004||11:39 PM||||i dont know how to post pics.  maybe peter will.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000013||turboflanagan||01-31-2004||10:34 AM||||Pics Ken sent me.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2678" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2680" alt=" - " />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000014||Ryan Carey||01-31-2004||05:22 PM||||I have that grill on my GVR4.  I snagged mine from Jarco a whiloe back off ebay.  I love the badge, and it was alot nicer than the cracking plastichrome I had on mine.<br /><br />If you paid less than $50, you got a major deal.  The mesh on yours looks different than mine though.  The JDM grills seem like they actually had effort put into painting and assembly rather than the quick spray USDM ones.<br /><br />Looks Good.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes



ubb/Forum3/004398.cgi
A||||4||blacksheep||Ordered a set of ACCmats FloorMats this week...  ||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-29-2004||04:21 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi all<br /><br />If everyone remembers, there was a group buy for this a while back - May 2003 or so. Anyways, I contacted 'WatchDoctr' and ordered a set of floormats (4 pc, with heelpad, dark grey) for $77 shipped. As soon I get them, I will post pics. <br /><br />So, if anyone has been looking for a set, they can contact him or PM me for more info...<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||01-30-2004||05:29 AM||||I hope you realize that you car will cease to be stock with these floormats installed.<br /><br />As a bonus, they're worth +2hp...<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||Evilnissan||01-30-2004||07:20 AM||||Why does your car need hit point (hp)????<br /><br /><br />haha I know lame old joke.. I couldnt help my self.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-30-2004||09:00 AM||||Thanks, Hertz. I do know that. The window tint I got done last week fucked any factory warranty I had remaining on it as well   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||stevevr4||01-30-2004||09:16 AM||||Damn.  You could always swap in the stock mats when you take it in for warranty work.<br /><br />On a side note, my evo 8 shift knob gave me at least 50whp and madd tork y0.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes



ubb/Forum3/004399.cgi
A||||3||brandongvr4||Im In Ottawa Canada||||1||||brandongvr4||00000571
Z||000000||brandongvr4||01-29-2004||07:17 PM||brooklyno7@yahoo.com||Hey guys, im in CANADA on a business trip. I was wondering if there was any VR-4s in Ottawa. It is crazy cold up here. Im going to be here for about a month. Im doing some testing for a software company. I have a few days off so if any of you live in Canada please reply.||64.230.149.209||reg||1||brandongvr4||00000571||yes
Z||000001||HHIVR4||01-29-2004||09:30 PM||||there are a bunch as far as i know but they are about as rare as here..check ebay in canada or something..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000002||HHIVR4||01-29-2004||09:32 PM||||what the hell is up with this flood post crap????cant edit or add to post..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-30-2004||05:24 AM||||You can't post witin 60 seconds of your last post.  Don't complain to me about it -- you have no idea how fast I post.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />P.S.  I didn't think there were any VR-4s in Canada... just Eagle GTX-2000's.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/004400.cgi
A||||7||jonvr4||Dreis here you go...||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-29-2004||11:24 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||this one is nice and for only 471.000 usd thats a nice car.<br /><a href="http://page6.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/f15746192" target="_blank">http://page6.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/f15746192</a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Dreis11301||01-30-2004||12:10 AM||||I have seen that one on Yahoo.  I am trying to sell my car right now so I can bid on it.  Another problem is the distance.  That car is about 550 miles from where I am.  I could probably take the train there for about $300 and drive it back for about $250 (toll roads).  And of course the other factor would be that the current bid is 50,000Yen but the desired price is 350,000Yen.  I have a feeling it isn't going to go for that price.  Besides once all said and done I can probably find one up here for less than all the money and hassle of going to get it.<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2663&width=400" alt=" - " />||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||01-30-2004||05:22 AM||||I just gave Dreis 5 stars because not only did he illustrate on a map his relation to this car, he actually uploaded a <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2663" target="_blank">larger image</a> than he posted.<br /><br />You're a freak but we respect you anyways.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||Dreis11301||01-30-2004||05:31 AM||||Thanks Hertz, I appreciate that||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000004||jpgvr4||01-30-2004||09:21 AM||||What's involved in regestering it if you are working in japan on a visa or otherwise?||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000005||Dreis11301||01-30-2004||09:54 AM||||I am not sure what a civilian would have to do.  I know when I purchase cars I just take some paperwork from the dealer to Security Forces and they put some stamps on it and I take it back to the dealer.  We have to have a 4EJ which is a US Forces Japan Driver's License.  I know you would need a Japanese license or International one at least.||202.33.24.62||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000006||14bCrazy||01-30-2004||12:29 PM||||Your alot closer than we are!!!!!||162.83.74.88||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||01-30-2004||01:29 PM||||hey, how about checking on this grille, MB758548 and see what it costs in jdm money.  also, what car it is off of.  i currently have it on my car.  looks nice.||64.240.175.4||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
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$forum_thread_data{"3"}->{"0044"} = {
q!37! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!Magnus is awsom!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!07:46 PM!,
q!2453041.1946!,
q!92GVR4#333!,
q!00001129!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!10:46 PM!,
q!2453044.2246!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!70! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!madgvr4!,
q!taboo speed shop!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!05:10 PM!,
q!2453045.1710!,
q!madgvr4!,
q!00002369!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!01:38 AM!,
q!2453048.0138!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!38! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!aWeX!,
q!A new GVR4 bodykit!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!10:46 PM!,
q!2453041.2246!,
q!aWeX!,
q!00000924!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!10:04 PM!,
q!2453043.2204!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!00002798!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!71! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!rally stickers!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!05:32 PM!,
q!2453045.1732!,
q!gvr4-27!,
q!00003340!,
q!Xan!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!04:34 AM!,
q!2453049.0434!,
q!Xan!,
q!00000958!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!39! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!Three fast gvr4s!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!01:05 AM!,
q!2453042.0105!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!05:53 PM!,
q!2453042.1753!,
q!TheJackalGT!,
q!00002398!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!72! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!GVR4 current top ride on victory's page.!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!05:34 PM!,
q!2453045.1734!,
q!Akidosigh1!,
q!00001148!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!05:59 PM!,
q!2453045.1759!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!73! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!K&amp;N filters!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!06:41 PM!,
q!2453045.1841!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!03:47 PM!,
q!2453046.1547!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!74! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Mitsubishi Audio Panel P/N help, please!~,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2453045.1848!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!12:25 AM!,
q!2453046.0025!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!75! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!agrabau!,
q!Do SCCA solo rules allow wheel spacers? !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2453045.1922!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!agrabau!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2453045.2237!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!76! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!Unlimited Funds!,
q!1!,
q!22!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!08:29 PM!,
q!2453045.2029!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!10:47 PM!,
q!2453046.2247!,
q!Garfield Wright!,
q!00000283!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000022!,
],
q!77! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!pn for coolant over flow tank!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!08:38 PM!,
q!2453045.2038!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!Martin Tolentino!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!09:03 PM!,
q!2453055.2103!,
q!496of2000!,
q!00000128!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!78! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!the &quot;broke down&quot; gvr-4 club!,
q!1!,
q!38!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!08:46 PM!,
q!2453045.2046!,
q!RTS182G-VR4!,
q!00001917!,
q!sti_95imp!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!11:46 AM!,
q!2453050.1146!,
q!John C.!,
q!00003267!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000038!,
],
q!79! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!My little air to water project!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!10:29 PM!,
q!2453045.2229!,
q!Tommyquest!,
q!00001820!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!10:56 PM!,
q!2453047.2256!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!00! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!Dreis here you go...!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-29-2004!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2453034.2324!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!ken inn!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!01:29 PM!,
q!2453035.1329!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!01! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!MAFT setup on a stock gvr4.....!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!10:54 AM!,
q!2453035.1054!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!gtluke!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!10:09 AM!,
q!2453036.1009!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!02! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!yardhippie!,
q!A new guy walks into a bar....!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!01:16 PM!,
q!2453035.1316!,
q!yardhippie!,
q!00003069!,
q!yardhippie!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!01:44 AM!,
q!2453037.0144!,
q!yardhippie!,
q!00003069!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!03! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q~So who else has a pic like this one!?!~,
q!5!,
q!7!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!04:06 PM!,
q!2453035.1606!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2453038.2134!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!04! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!AMG steering wheel!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!10:42 PM!,
q!2453035.2242!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!01-30-2004!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2453035.2315!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!05! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q~Proud New Owner of 13/1000!!!!!!!~,
q!1!,
q!33!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!05:24 AM!,
q!2453036.0524!,
q!DuckButterRacing GVR4!,
q!00001899!,
q!GREENVR4!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!07:29 AM!,
q!2453039.0729!,
q!Greenvr4!,
q!00002742!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000033!,
],
q!06! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gtluke!,
q!who's got THIS gvr4 pic? !,
q!7!,
q!13!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!10:15 AM!,
q!2453036.1015!,
q!gtluke!,
q!00000281!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!07:37 AM!,
q!2453040.0737!,
q!MiSTER2!,
q!00001920!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!07! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!Who's got the lowest mileage?!,
q!1!,
q!27!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!01:30 PM!,
q!2453036.1330!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!11:27 AM!,
q!2453042.1127!,
q!DuckButterRacing DSM!,
q!00003030!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000027!,
],
q!40! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!Anyone ever regret removing...!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!04:34 AM!,
q!2453042.0434!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!03:38 AM!,
q!2453045.0338!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!08! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Which vehicles have the 4G64 engine in it?!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!04:31 PM!,
q!2453036.1631!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!09:17 PM!,
q!2453042.2117!,
q!mj_rosenfeld!,
q!00001058!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!41! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!Clips for dogleg!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!03:21 PM!,
q!2453042.1521!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!00002296!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2453042.1623!,
q!JUANPSI!,
q!00002296!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!09! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!Pics of my new AFPR!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!04:49 PM!,
q!2453036.1649!,
q!LunarShadow!,
q!00000031!,
q!agrabau!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!12:07 PM!,
q!2453037.1207!,
q!Bimmubishi!,
q!00001935!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!42! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!Why did you remove cruise?!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2453042.1630!,
q!anomalyva!,
q!00003197!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!01:18 AM!,
q!2453043.0118!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!43! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!undy!,
q!About to buy GVR4, need advice...!,
q!14!,
q!3!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2453042.2206!,
q!undy!,
q!00003302!,
q!851/1000!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!07:22 PM!,
q!2453048.1922!,
q!Mark LaVallee!,
q!00003551!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!44! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Notorius!,
q!NEW MAFT in the works!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!11:02 PM!,
q!2453042.2302!,
q!Notorius!,
q!00001873!,
q!Hal!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!08:45 AM!,
q!2453067.0845!,
q!Hal!,
q!00003522!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!45! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q~Pictures!~,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!12:26 AM!,
q!2453043.0026!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!03:41 AM!,
q!2453045.0341!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!46! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!logick!,
q!Some Vendor Feedback, clearwater cylinder heads !,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!10:35 AM!,
q!2453043.1035!,
q!logick!,
q!00000897!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!01:52 PM!,
q!2453043.1352!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!47! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!Questions on part # dealer gave me!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!02:37 PM!,
q!2453043.1437!,
q!Lucky13!,
q!00000631!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!03:09 PM!,
q!2453043.1509!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!80! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q~Wiseco stroker pistons are pretty!~,
q!7!,
q!2!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!10:37 PM!,
q!2453045.2237!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!03:05 PM!,
q!2453046.1505!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!48! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!1420mark!,
q!free ware to help forum use!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!07:54 PM!,
q!2453043.1954!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!1420mark!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!07:54 PM!,
q!2453043.1954!,
q!FOGdarter!,
q!00001743!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!81! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbowop!,
q!most mods in least amount of time!,
q!1!,
q!14!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!01:19 PM!,
q!2453046.1319!,
q!turbowop!,
q!00000117!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2453052.0112!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000014!,
],
q!49! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!GVR4 phone card!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2453043.2012!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!09:37 PM!,
q!2453043.2137!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!82! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!Interest in EGR block off plates???!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!05:33 PM!,
q!2453046.1733!,
q!thejeebus2002!,
q!00002154!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!09:58 AM!,
q!2453052.0958!,
q!iceman69510!,
q!00000038!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!83! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!megaice!,
q!Good Guy Report!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!07:25 PM!,
q!2453046.1925!,
q!RockGVR4!,
q!00002848!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!03:31 PM!,
q!2453047.1531!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!84! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!udriveu!,
q!video with nice galant launch-NSFW!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!09:00 PM!,
q!2453046.2100!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!01:45 PM!,
q!2453048.1345!,
q!HHIVR4!,
q!00002554!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Using turbonetics manifold on a gvr4 and radiator clearance?!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!12:38 AM!,
q!2453047.0038!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!10:00 PM!,
q!2453048.2200!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!radiators with higher capacity!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!05:50 PM!,
q!2453047.1750!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!369of1000!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!07:09 PM!,
q!2453047.1909!,
q!Paul Mc369!,
q!00000558!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!91vroom!,
q!GVR4 in magazine!,
q!1!,
q!24!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2453047.2157!,
q!91vroom!,
q!00003102!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!12:24 AM!,
q!2453049.0024!,
q!i hate fall!,
q!00001581!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000024!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Fitting 4x6 plate speakers in the dash....!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!06:07 PM!,
q!2453036.1807!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!09:59 AM!,
q!2453037.0959!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!High horsepower engine longevity!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!01-31-2004!,
q!10:38 PM!,
q!2453036.2238!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!spoulson!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!11:14 AM!,
q!2453038.1114!,
q!spoulson!,
q!00000781!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Suprise find: What kind of struts are these?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!12:17 AM!,
q!2453037.0017!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!01:00 PM!,
q!2453040.1300!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meng!,
q!what is #3 running!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!01:02 PM!,
q!2453037.1302!,
q!meng!,
q!00000837!,
q!number3!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2453037.1944!,
q!number3!,
q!00000186!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!Open up OLD Topics?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!02:49 PM!,
q!2453037.1449!,
q!VR4ownzU!,
q!00002798!,
q!jayru!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!11:04 AM!,
q!2453039.1104!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Clay!,
q!Whiteline pics please!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!04:08 PM!,
q!2453037.1608!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!Clay!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!09:22 PM!,
q!2453040.2122!,
q!Clay!,
q!00001911!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!HP Competition!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-01-2004!,
q!11:35 PM!,
q!2453037.2335!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!01:40 AM!,
q!2453039.0140!,
q!chadhayashi!,
q!00001222!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!229of1000!,
q!Cool picture!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!12:15 AM!,
q!2453038.0015!,
q!4orced4door!,
q!00000525!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!04:02 PM!,
q!2453039.1602!,
q!REDLINEGVR4!,
q!00000971!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Asked before by someone but no responses. Is MSD worth anything?!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!10:16 PM!,
q!2453043.2216!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2453043.2340!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!JDM!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2453043.2218!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!gti-k!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!07:45 AM!,
q!2453060.0745!,
q!gti-k!,
q!00003587!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!RnR Racing.com - comments...rants...etc...!,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!02:13 AM!,
q!2453038.0213!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!07:36 PM!,
q!2453050.1936!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!price for AMG type grille!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!12:06 AM!,
q!2453044.0006!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!00001740!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!12:06 AM!,
q!2453044.0006!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!00001740!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Rob_M!,
q!Few pics of my new toy!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!01:55 AM!,
q!2453044.0155!,
q!Rob_M!,
q!00003342!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!12:04 PM!,
q!2453045.1204!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Is the owner of 741/1000 on here?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!11:50 AM!,
q!2453044.1150!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!11:42 PM!,
q!2453046.2342!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Dan D!,
q!ASA Wheels!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!12:52 PM!,
q!2453044.1252!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!Dan D!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2453044.1347!,
q!Dan D!,
q!00000024!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!parts from jonvr4!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!02:10 PM!,
q!2453044.1410!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!ercp98!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!07:49 PM!,
q!2453045.1949!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!imdrax!,
q!talon owner soon to be gvr4 owner have a few ?'s!,
q!6!,
q!12!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!12:36 AM!,
q!2453048.0036!,
q!drax!,
q!00002852!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!09:34 PM!,
q!2453048.2134!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!This is my official apology to all who ordered I/C pipes...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!04:21 PM!,
q!2453044.1621!,
q!VR4 Me!,
q!00002327!,
q!udriveu!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!08:47 PM!,
q!2453057.2047!,
q!udriveu!,
q!00000610!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!vestax!,
q!Greetings from &quot; Malaysia &quot;!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!07:44 AM!,
q!2453048.0744!,
q!vestax!,
q!00003413!,
q!henrok!,
q!02-14-2004!,
q!05:39 PM!,
q!2453050.1739!,
q!henrok!,
q!00001502!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!grimm!,
q!datalogger for laptop!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!01:24 PM!,
q!2453048.1324!,
q!Grimm!,
q!00003384!,
q!grimm!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!12:31 AM!,
q!2453049.0031!,
q!Grimm!,
q!00003384!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Need anyone w connection at Maryland MVA (DMV)!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2453048.1513!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!03:13 PM!,
q!2453048.1513!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!2!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Sleeper Vr4 #1828!,
q!Diamondstarmotorsport FMIC kit!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!06:49 PM!,
q!2453048.1849!,
q!Sleeper Vr4 #1828!,
q!00003128!,
q!sjg!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!03:56 AM!,
q!2453051.0356!,
q!sjg!,
q!00003515!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kutza!,
q!owner of 593/2000 here!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2453048.2129!,
q!kutza!,
q!00003537!,
q!kutza!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!09:29 PM!,
q!2453048.2129!,
q!kutza!,
q!00003537!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR-4!,
q~Duc!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!10:23 PM!,
q!2453048.2223!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!11:13 PM!,
q!2453048.2313!,
q!GVR-4!,
q!00000458!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sjg!,
q!gauge mounting!,
q!5!,
q!21!,
q!02-12-2004!,
q!11:57 PM!,
q!2453048.2357!,
q!sjg!,
q!00003515!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2453052.1337!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!Dyno anyone!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!01:55 AM!,
q!2453049.0155!,
q!TurboVR4dr!,
q!00000555!,
q!howard_GVR4!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!01:32 PM!,
q!2453049.1332!,
q!howard!,
q!00000148!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!Any Tein HA coilover owners near OH?!,
q!5!,
q!1!,
q!02-13-2004!,
q!09:25 AM!,
q!2453049.0925!,
q!BlackHole!,
q!00001482!,
q!jayru!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!12:34 AM!,
q!2453052.0034!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!coop -- good guy!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!02:47 AM!,
q!2453038.0247!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!02:47 AM!,
q!2453038.0247!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q!evo 8 upholstery..!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!10:12 AM!,
q!2453038.1012!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!10:09 PM!,
q!2453040.2209!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!RRE gvr4 rear strut  tower brace....!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!03:41 PM!,
q!2453038.1541!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!03:08 PM!,
q!2453039.1508!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meng!,
q!mirage indigo guage!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-02-2004!,
q!11:59 PM!,
q!2453038.2359!,
q!meng!,
q!00000837!,
q!akira01!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!05:56 PM!,
q!2453041.1756!,
q!galantgsr!,
q!00002158!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Which wheel would u choose? Down to 2 choices.!,
q!1!,
q!28!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!12:53 AM!,
q!2453039.0053!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!Jose!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2453040.2157!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Part number request!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!11:28 AM!,
q!2453039.1128!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!10:05 PM!,
q!2453039.2205!,
q!MustGoFaster!,
q!00000748!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q~A GVR4 not reliable? Let's Hear it!~,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!04:33 PM!,
q!2453039.1633!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!AllWheelsDriven!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!03:23 PM!,
q!2453055.1523!,
q!AllWheelsDriven!,
q!00000045!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!everyone must do this mod...!,
q!14!,
q!15!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!07:31 PM!,
q!2453039.1931!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!Arty!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!11:42 AM!,
q!2453040.1142!,
q!Arty!,
q!00000567!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!chucklesas!,
q!Panda Galant?!,
q!1!,
q!52!,
q!02-03-2004!,
q!11:05 PM!,
q!2453039.2305!,
q!Charles!,
q!00000887!,
q!Minjin!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!11:41 PM!,
q!2453055.2341!,
q!Minjin!,
q!00001036!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000053!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!would these look good?!,
q!5!,
q!15!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!07:44 PM!,
q!2453044.1944!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!12:43 PM!,
q!2453045.1243!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!not good, help!,
q!4!,
q!5!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2453044.2041!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!geoff@machv!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!09:01 PM!,
q!2453044.2101!,
q!MachVR-4!,
q!00000853!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!drew!,
q!Wideband 02!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!02:09 AM!,
q!2453040.0209!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!keydiver!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!09:56 AM!,
q!2453045.0956!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!If you are interested in JDM parts look here!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-08-2004!,
q!11:55 PM!,
q!2453044.2355!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!grimm!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!11:40 PM!,
q!2453067.2340!,
q!Grimm!,
q!00003384!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Anyone running 6.5&quot; inch speakers in the front door?!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!12:06 AM!,
q!2453045.0006!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!miturra!,
q!02-11-2004!,
q!10:24 AM!,
q!2453047.1024!,
q!hondo!,
q!00001080!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!tplesko!,
q!What's a used TRE tranny worth?!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!08:56 AM!,
q!2453045.0856!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!12:49 PM!,
q!2453045.1249!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Blown Head Gasket, this sucks!,
q!13!,
q!9!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!11:40 AM!,
q!2453045.1140!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2453046.0112!,
q!mistaVR4!,
q!00003068!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!Anyone used Brown Bread or Dynomat Xtreme to quiet their interior down?!,
q!1!,
q!12!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!11:42 AM!,
q!2453045.1142!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!02-10-2004!,
q!04:16 PM!,
q!2453046.1616!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!600 mile drive home yesterday...!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2453045.1318!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!00001767!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!01:18 PM!,
q!2453045.1318!,
q!skivittlerjimb!,
q!00001767!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!hey iceman!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!01:52 PM!,
q!2453045.1352!,
q!sk8bored!,
q!00000596!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!11:08 AM!,
q!2453055.1108!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!Required cutting with JDM FMIC !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!02:26 PM!,
q!2453045.1426!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-09-2004!,
q!06:27 PM!,
q!2453045.1827!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!fazzt73!,
q~AMG type grille-feedback wanted!!~,
q!7!,
q!28!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!04:03 AM!,
q!2453040.0403!,
q!fazzt73!,
q!00001740!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!12:47 AM!,
q!2453043.0047!,
q!brandongvr4!,
q!00000571!,
q!6!,
q!!,
q!000028!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!dc_style!,
q~green two tone?!~,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!03:32 PM!,
q!2453040.1532!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!dc_style!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!05:45 PM!,
q!2453041.1745!,
q!dc_style!,
q!00002305!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!I just found my new galant paintscheme...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!03:48 PM!,
q!2453040.1548!,
q!JAYGVR4!,
q!00000425!,
q!199of2k!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!05:58 PM!,
q!2453040.1758!,
q!199of2k!,
q!00000323!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!question about prostreetonline...!,
q!5!,
q!8!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!06:59 PM!,
q!2453040.1859!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!12:38 PM!,
q!2453042.1238!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!shifter pics - non-cruise cable pics!,
q!14!,
q!13!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!07:50 PM!,
q!2453040.1950!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!02-07-2004!,
q!10:59 AM!,
q!2453043.1059!,
q!ejectseat!,
q!00002315!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!emblems emblems more emblems!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-04-2004!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2453040.2344!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!ercp98!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!10:06 PM!,
q!2453042.2206!,
q!ercp98!,
q!00002111!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meng!,
q!how to reduce weight !,
q!1!,
q!16!,
q!02-05-2004!,
q!11:42 AM!,
q!2453041.1142!,
q!meng!,
q!00000837!,
q!tplesko!,
q!02-06-2004!,
q!07:41 PM!,
q!2453042.1941!,
q!Pivvay!,
q!00000399!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000016!,
],
};

1;
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A||||12||blacksheep||MAFT setup on a stock gvr4.....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-30-2004||10:54 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I was talking with Kevin and was curious if I should try it as my first mod. Re-working of the crappy upper IC will be a PITA, but other than that I dunno if I should even try it or not...<br /><br />I was gonna relocate the battery in the engine bay and figured when I did this, I could re-do my upper IC as well.<br /><br />Will I need a s-afc for it ? Anyone know a web forum that discusses the MAFT?<br /><br />I signed up for the yahogroups MAFT list just now.<br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||keydiver||01-30-2004||11:02 AM||||I would think the MAFT has plenty of adjustability for a stock setup.<br />Jeff||65.80.10.125||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000002||jayru||01-30-2004||11:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> I would think the MAFT has plenty of adjustability for a stock setup.<br />Jeff </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shure, shure, you just dont want to make him a chip  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||01-30-2004||11:08 AM||||Jeff - since you said that, when does start to lose this advantage?||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||yardhippie||01-30-2004||01:44 PM||||From what I understand. Teh MAF-T had enough tunablity in it to run 680 injectors on a stock motor w/ a 16g. Also, you dont need the s-afc unless you want some of the options it offers, or are going much more advanced.<br />See my new guy post one what all im heading for... and I should not need a S-afc (so Im told)<br />Mind you have not done one personally, but in the process of putting it together. The word is, you'll have a noticiable improvement w/ a GM maf and translator.<br /><br />Gawd I hope that what you were askin.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000005||forgottenvr4||01-30-2004||02:05 PM||||That brings up a good question. I've been told that you can use a MAF translator in lieu of the AFC. Is this really true. Because I know of several who said that they just couldn't get the vehicle to run right without the AFC?<br />Thoughts anyone?<br /><br />Aaron||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||01-30-2004||02:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Jeff - since you said that, when does start to lose this advantage? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Personally, I feel that if your goal is primarily to run as much boost on pump gas as you can, the AFC loses its advantage as soon as you put on larger injectors. The larger injectors make you reduce the airflow, which in turn fools the ECU into using too much timing, which in turn reduces the amount of boost you can safely run. Given the tunability of the MAFT, I feel that the AFC is only useful for extracting that last 5 HP out of your setup.<br />However, when you start talking about a dual-purpose, street-strip car, it gets a little fuzzier due to the advantages of having a little more timing advance on C-16, or being able to target just a certain rpm for fuel enrichment changes for maximum power at the track. Given that most of our cars rarely see a track, I prefer to properly program the ECU, so I can run more boost on the street. I'm even planning on expanding the timing airflow maps to account for more than 28 lbs/min, which is a low factory limitation.||65.2.16.172||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||01-30-2004||03:32 PM||||Well I just put one in so I felt qualified to respond...until I got through reading Jeff's post.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  As usual, he is way ahead of most of us.<br /><br />What I CAN tell you is that you don't HAVE to rework the upper IC pipe. A 3" MAFT with a filter on the other side will pop right into the place formerly occupied by the factory air box/maf. I would make my first mod removal of all the excess emissions plumbing. But thats me and I'm sort of cheap. (Although my first mod was, in fact, a 16G   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   but that was to replace a 14b with bad seals.)||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||GVR1643||01-30-2004||03:49 PM||||I'm pretty sure he'll want a blow through design vs. draw through which would require installation on the UICP.  After reading all this, I'm almost regretting having a AFC in my car and ready to switch to the MAFT.  I really didn't think it would be a benefit since I'm nowhere near a 400hp car, but I like the idea of not using the AFC to trick the ECU and screw with the timing as much.<br /><br />That, and doesn't the MAFT do better dealing with climate changes?||167.142.21.159||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||01-30-2004||06:12 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000285" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000285</a><br /><br />Pete said he got better results by using the MAFT by itself.<br /><br />Put that in yer pipe an' smoke it!||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||yardhippie||01-30-2004||08:27 PM||||I was talking to a guy today who shelled a 6 bolt on the dyno at @440hp w/ N20. Using 680 injectors, a big 16, and a MAFT in a blow through set up. Also using good IC piping and exhaust. But that was it. Me likey!||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000011||Akidosigh1||01-30-2004||09:20 PM||||I believe 92GVR4#333(member #1129 if you want to search) was running a MAF translator on his car with a 2.3L motor, FP3055 and 850cc injectors if I'm correct. He pulled 469 to the wheels. It must be able to handle that much.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000012||gtluke||01-31-2004||10:09 AM||||i just put one in a customers car, and i'm amazed that i diddn't have to do ANY turning. this car was dead stock (put an exhaust on the same day though) and the thing fired right up and ran perfect. NICE mod. this was a blow through setup too.||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes



ubb/Forum3/004402.cgi
A||||14||yardhippie||A new guy walks into a bar....||||1||||yardhippie||00003069
Z||000000||yardhippie||01-30-2004||01:16 PM||||and introduces himself. Im the not so proud owner of 718/2000. Currently in the shop, but should be out today. Mods: big 16G, 2.5" exhaust all the way back, and 17" wheels. Currently collecting parts to put a 3"GM maf/translator set up, 680cc injectors, 2.5" piping w/ a 500hp intercooler, hks ssqv, and a few other goodies. Its currently in the shop having a four bolt put in.||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||01-30-2004||01:28 PM||||Welcome, and be proud.  My car is down, too, at this point.||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||forgottenvr4||01-30-2004||01:38 PM||||Nice to meet ya.......Don't worry, there are two types of GVR-4 owners. Those that have done major engine work and those who are about to.<br /><br />Once again, welcome and what do ya drink?.<br /><br />Aaron||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000003||yardhippie||01-30-2004||01:48 PM||||Its not the engine Im worried about. Now that Ill have a 4 bolt in the rear... holy scatterd parts transfercase man! Oh well.<br /><br />Drink of preference: Grey Goose on the rocks<br /><br />Drink of frequency: Bud Light.||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000004||sleeper||01-30-2004||02:00 PM||||You must be from a different part of Arkansas<br />Another guy from there, prefers beer with Stouffers stuffing mix. Right John?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Welcome to the board. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000005||forgottenvr4||01-30-2004||02:00 PM||||Let me re-phrase. There are two types of Galant VR-4 owners. Those who have dumped alot of money into there cars with no hope of getting it back and those who are about to.......<br /><br />Nice drink<br /><br />Me, Maker's Mark on the rocks......couple of those and there is no need for frequency.....||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000006||yardhippie||01-30-2004||02:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> You must be from a different part of Arkansas<br />Another guy from there, prefers beer with Stouffers stuffing mix. Right John?  <br /><br />Welcome to the board. <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">actually. Its stove top. Right out of the box. and how the fk did you know? There can only be a few peeps in the world that would have that info.<br />and Im central ar. Greenbrier to be precise.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Me, Maker's Mark on the rocks......couple of those and there is no need for frequency.....<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">define frequency!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000007||forgottenvr4||01-30-2004||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by yardhippie:<br /><strong>  <br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">define frequency!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong>[/QUOTE]<br /><br /><br />It would typically only take a couple and I'm set for the night.......I look at drinking the same way I look at racing......I'm attempting to achieve a goal. I want to get there as quickly as possible.........Shoot right for the target.<br />Ya know what I mean?.......<br /><br />Aaron||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000008||Doc_Seuss||01-30-2004||03:02 PM||||WELCOME!!<br /><br />good choice on the drink, although im more of a grey goose/kettle one(lemon) on ice with some lemon.  But either way, good choice.<br /><br />and frequency hmm too many to list, plus there is drinking beer and there is beruit/chugging beer.  for drinking i like yuengling, magic hat etc...for beruit, there is only one!! BEAST ICE!!!<br /><br />lol<br />dave||128.153.217.200||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||01-30-2004||03:20 PM||||[/QUOTE]actually. Its stove top. Right out of the box. and how the fk did you know? There can only be a few peeps in the world that would have that info.<br />and Im central ar. Greenbrier to be precise.[/QB][/QUOTE]<br /><br />See this is what happens when you go to the Shootout. You'll end up meeting guys from all over the country and for one or two nights, you try their customs. (and get shitfaced)<br />Last year my 80 proof peach shnaps from the old country was very popular.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />No idea what part of Arkansas he's from but close to the Missouri border.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000010||mikeyoung00||01-30-2004||03:25 PM||||Welcome to the club! I recently transitioned from the most common type of GVR4 owner (pedestrian) to the second most common type (driving a car that has cost me far more than it will ever fetch.) <br /><br />If you happen to run across my post in Technical in which I describe an Arkansas mechanic from my past and generally poke fun at the state motto, please know that I am a great admirer of your fair state...especially the hilly parts. We in Mississippi look up to you Arkansans on practically every list ever compiled except possibly crime rate, US presidents, and tornedo deaths  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  ...the few areas where we have you beat.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000011||Tevenor||01-30-2004||03:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gabor:<br /><strong> <br />See this is what happens when you go to the Shootout. You'll end up meeting guys from all over the country and for one or two nights, you try their customs. (and get shitfaced)<br />Last year my 80 proof peach shnaps from the old country was very popular.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />No idea what part of Arkansas he's from but close to the Missouri border.<br /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No shit. This time I think I am groing to bring a few bottles of Grappa, just to make 'friends' with.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000012||yardhippie||01-30-2004||08:33 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">See this is what happens when you go to the Shootout. You'll end up meeting guys from all over the country and for one or two nights, you try their customs. (and get shitfaced)<br />Last year my 80 proof peach shnaps from the old country was very popular.  <br />No idea what part of Arkansas he's from but close to the Missouri border.<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I actually now belive that you have me confused w/ my friend, John (aka Lambert) we grew up together, both own VR4s and use the same shop. Confused?||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000013||lambertvr4||01-31-2004||12:25 PM||||Ding ding ding.  There can be only one Lambert!  And y'all proved it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Welcome to the board!  Very helpful place if you can keep us from bickerring.  Although this board seems to be much more controlled than the old board.  Lots of info and knowledgeable people on here.<br /><br />Stove Top raw is awesome with "frequent" drinks.  I wasn't to fond of Martni's Mayo-&-Chips, but I tried it.  It's fun to stretch out and try new things.  Did I mention that Gabor got ahold of some Mama Loosas?  Or was that the other way around.  I'll see if I can't get some more of that Arkansas Homemade Wine for this years Shootout.  One bottle for J. Jones and one for the rest of us.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000014||yardhippie||02-01-2004||01:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Ding ding ding. There can be only one Lambert! And y'all proved it.  <br /><br />Welcome to the board! Very helpful place if you can keep us from bickerring. Although this board seems to be much more controlled than the old board. Lots of info and knowledgeable people on here.<br /><br />Stove Top raw is awesome with "frequent" drinks. I wasn't to fond of Martni's Mayo-&-Chips, but I tried it. It's fun to stretch out and try new things. Did I mention that Gabor got ahold of some Mama Loosas? Or was that the other way around. I'll see if I can't get some more of that Arkansas Homemade Wine for this years Shootout. One bottle for J. Jones and one for the rest of us. <br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">aint NO BODY gets a hold on mamma loosa. She gets you. Remember when Tom slept w/ the village people? (you'd have to have been there)<br /><br />Why you dont come round to mo? and BTW, Don has got my ride, puttin a 4 bolt in it and the corrosion is kickin his ass    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  ! Pickin it up on Monday and back to tryin to put pieces together so you dont kick my ass like a bad dog. (if 'n you ever finish yours!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  )||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes



ubb/Forum3/004403.cgi
A||||7||JAYGVR4||So who else has a pic like this one!?!||||5||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||01-30-2004||04:06 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2664" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2664&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.254.3.3||reg||5||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||thon||01-30-2004||05:00 PM||||close..kinda<br />  <img src="http://www.jkmsports.com/rob_sr20.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />and my ex girlfriend in my car like that pic above<br />  <img src="http://www.jkmsports.com/liz_cleaning.JPG" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />and no she's not 12, she was 19 or 20 at the time;P||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000002||Tevenor||01-30-2004||05:13 PM||||Better question would be "Who doesn't?"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000003||gixxer||01-30-2004||06:20 PM||||yeah seriously,anyone whos ever done an engine swap i believe took that pic   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||129.219.23.224||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000004||JAYGVR4||02-02-2004||12:26 PM||||Well lets postem!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||02-02-2004||04:28 PM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2707" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||stevevr4||02-02-2004||04:33 PM||||This is the best I can do, its only on jackstands in the process of replacing the control arm.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2681" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2681&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||208.215.178.150||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||02-02-2004||09:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong>  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2707" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  nice Al  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/004404.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||AMG steering wheel||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||01-30-2004||10:42 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||check this out......... $400 for a   <a href="http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=www.wholesalehyperformance.com/specials/amg-steeringwheel.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.wholesalehyperformance.com/specials.html&hl=en&h=160&w=225&start=77&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dgalant%2Bvr4%26start%3D60%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26ie%3DUTF-8%26oe%3DUTF-8%26safe%3Doff%26sa%3DN" target="_blank">steering wheel</a>  dont think so||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||ercp98||01-30-2004||10:55 PM||||thats $133 per letter. no thank you. i can etch those letters for free.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||01-30-2004||11:15 PM||||lol||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/004405.cgi
A||||33||DuckButterRacing GVR4||Proud New Owner of 13/1000!!!!!!!||||1||||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899
Z||000000||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-31-2004||05:24 AM||nick@duckbutterracing.com||Just got back from a 10 hour drive to get 13/1000. Car didnt run, guy didnt know what he had. Opened up the door, tryed starting it, noticed it started smelling like DEAD FISH...hmm...wonder what that was =). So, i know the ECU is dead, but im thinking the rest of the car is coo, cause he said the car just kinda died on him 1 day and he didnt feel like fixing it. Car has 120k, Great body, paint, and interior. Almost flawless, and i only got it for 800 bucks =). Well, one mans crapy car, is another mans treasure, thats for sure. Anyways, here is a pic. <br /><br /><a href="http://www.duckbutterracing.com/gvr4/13of1000.jpg" target="_blank">Pic! Here</a>||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000001||ercp98||01-31-2004||07:49 AM||||how can i find a stupid seller like that. 800 for that?? even with a blown engine i'd buy that for 800. lucky (#13) you. i hope you are not superstitious. good job on the find and good luck on your future endeavor.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000002||atsiauto||01-31-2004||08:03 AM||||damn I need a trailer .||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||01-31-2004||10:07 AM||||ahh and its GRAY!<br />i love gray galants!<br />set those rims on fire asap||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||Lucky13||01-31-2004||10:23 AM||||Feel like selling it for $800? I wouldn't mind owning a car matching my name.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.211.142.240||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||01-31-2004||10:42 AM||||I hate you.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||01-31-2004||11:02 AM||||wow flawless paint..good find||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000007||kazerak2||01-31-2004||12:03 PM||||congrats on the find||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000008||VR4ownzU||01-31-2004||12:11 PM||||lucky sob   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000009||atc250r||01-31-2004||01:20 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I hate you.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Congratulations!! BTW I hate you too!!!<br /><br />John||66.155.212.83||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000010||sti_95imp||01-31-2004||07:29 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   <br /> <br /><br /><br />just kidding....not really,no im kidding (no im not)||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000011||Romanova||01-31-2004||07:30 PM||||Excellent! Bring her back from the dead!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000012||GREENVR4||01-31-2004||07:36 PM||||LUCKY BASTARD! AAAAAAAAAUGGH! AND IT'S GREY!!!!OH! THE HUMANITY!!||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000013||mikeyoung00||01-31-2004||09:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> I hate you.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You beat me to it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.119.121.146||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000014||thejeebus2002||01-31-2004||10:03 PM||||Whats that oh so familiar taste in my mouth.....Oh yeah, I remember now, it's HATE!!!<br /><br />Just kiddin, nice find.<br /><br />scott||209.158.202.143||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000015||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-31-2004||10:13 PM||||hehehe, you guys are great. Thats what I love about this board. <br /><br />Anyhoot, I changed out the ECU w/ the one out of my other GVR4 and it RUNS PERFECTLY! wooohooo, GOD, i love dumb people that dont know what they have. But, all is good, Runs Great, Drives Great, Looks Great, I think all the cash ive spent in DSM's finally paid off. I finally got a decent car. Anyways, ill post pics when i get them uploaded||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000016||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-31-2004||10:24 PM||||<a href="http://duckbutterracing.com/gvr4/13of1000_015.jpg" target="_blank">http://duckbutterracing.com/gvr4/13of1000_015.jpg</a><br /><br /><br />Check It Out!||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000017||369of1000||01-31-2004||10:32 PM||||Do you mind if I live vicariously through you for a while?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000018||red91awdtalon||01-31-2004||11:03 PM||||hey, nice grey one.... sell me back my green one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Joe||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000019||jpgvr4||01-31-2004||11:06 PM||||w0w. Nice find. If its been sitting a while its easy to drain the tank and put in fresh fuel. <br /><br />Those wheels are nice, are they real 2-piece?||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000020||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-31-2004||11:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by red91awdtalon:<br /><strong> hey, nice grey one.... sell me back my green one    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br /><br />Joe </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">wrong guy buddy. ive got your old car.  Oh just to let you know ive got it running pretty damn well, just got the wheel bearing replace on the pasinger side that got ride of that grinding noise while driving. car doesnt leak a drop of oil anymore<br /><br />opps. i guess im signed in under the wrong name.  this is DBR DSM||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000021||sti_95imp||01-31-2004||11:17 PM||||still angry  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000022||dlpinckney||01-31-2004||11:28 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing GVR4:<br /><strong> <a href="http://duckbutterracing.com/gvr4/13of1000_015.jpg" target="_blank">http://duckbutterracing.com/gvr4/13of1000_015.jpg</a> <br /><br /><br />Check It Out! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dude - you SUCK..!!  <br /><br />You remind me of a friend of mine.  Has the same sort of luck.  He heard about a GVR-4 that went through a local auction - and was not running.  He found the dealer that purchased it.  They had tried "everything" to get the car running to no avail.  Terry goes to him, says I'll give you $250 for it how it sits - the dealer GLADLY takes it.  I think the dealer had paid $200 for it at the auction. Terry proceeds to put the ECU in it from his other car and drives it home...!!!  Some people just have all the luck I guess.  <br /><br />Nice buy/find..!!  Looks like a very solid car.||63.188.80.53||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000023||Ian M||02-01-2004||01:10 AM||||Actually,it didnt even sell at auction (donated vehicle) and the auction had it at a shop to try to repair it to sell.<br /><br /> We had heard that a GVR4 had been at a local auction,we didnt know if it sold or not-or if it actually was a GVR4. A week of two later,our freind just happens to be driving down the road and spots a it at a repair shop. <br /><br />He stopped to check on it,the shop owner confirmed it was the auction car,and would probably be for sale-cheap. The owner of the shop said that there wasnt any spark or injector pulse,and they had worked on it for while to diagnose it to no avail.<br /><br /> The shop owner gave him the info to check on the car. He actually offered $200,to which the guy replied "Can you come get it today?" He had to pay some $50 auction fee,which made it $250. He stole a ECU out of a GSX in a junkyard and been driving it since..    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br /> Then there is the one with the bad trans that he payed $0 for..It was supposed to be a trade for $500 and a clutch install on the owners Stealth-but the guy came by to give him the title (even went to have a key made) and never saw the guy again..<br /><br />The GVR4 had new recently installed H&Rs,AGXs,ACT 2600,crossdrilled rotors,and "18 in rims...for free! The car was two blocks away,and he was able to drive it home.<br /><br />Both of you guys suck..    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||129.71.115.91||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000024||GREENVR4||02-01-2004||09:58 PM||||go have sexual intercourse with yourself.(mumbling)lucky bastards.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000025||VR4ownzU||02-02-2004||12:14 AM||||<a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=154292&category_id=106&sub_id=1040&variable_file=autos.variables&group=1&set=2&position=27&total_count=679&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=401dda5614e95adb" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=154292&category_id=106&sub_id=1040&variable_file=autos.variables&group=1&set=2&position=27& total_count=679&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=401dda5614e95adb</a>||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000026||GREENVR4||02-02-2004||10:51 AM||||you bahstad! you selling it fot 5k? damn!, talk about a profitable weekend!.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000027||mikeyoung00||02-02-2004||12:24 PM||||WARNING!!!<br />Sell me the car immediately. This car is obviously jinxed. Look at the NUMBER!!! Look at what happened to the LAST OWNER!!! (He got seriously ripped off when he sold it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ) Obviously this car will only produce misery and mis-fortune in your life. If it doesn't leave you stranded in a bad neighborhood at 3AM or next door to Pep Boys or an NSync concert it will probably just blow up.<br /><br />I will be a nice guy and give you the FULL AMOUNT you paid for the car! (Feel the love) Again, please, for your safety and that of your family, let me get this possessed vehicle out of your life!<br /><br />Your Pal,<br />Mike||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000028||Tevenor||02-02-2004||12:54 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> I will be a nice guy and give you the FULL AMOUNT you paid for the car! (Feel the love) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I will give you double what you paid for it because I am a kind and caring and a complete stranger whom you have never met.<br /><br />Sincerely with your best well-being in mind,<br />-Some guy you don't know whom you should sell #13<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />P.S. I will throw in not 1 but 2 jelly sandwiches AND a pudding pack of your flavor choice.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000029||admsr||02-02-2004||01:05 PM||||oh it hurts to c that......<br /><br />looks identical to my baby (soon to be Dave's baby).....<br /><br /><br />Oh the humanity!<br /><br />Alex.||134.65.2.118||reg||1||Alex Morales||00001221||yes
Z||000030||GVR-4||02-02-2004||10:00 PM||||A <b>GREY</b> VR-4 for $ 800! You suck!||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000031||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-02-2004||10:56 PM||||im falling in love with it. I might keep it and sell my white 352/1000. But not too sure yet.||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000032||slugsgomoo||02-03-2004||07:06 AM||||i think you should fulfill my dream of GVR4 lovin' by selling it to me for $2500.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />seriously though.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.231.49.60||reg||1||slugsgomoo||00002629||yes
Z||000033||GREENVR4||02-03-2004||07:29 AM||||yeah! rub it in, gloat about it all you wnat, you still suck!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes



ubb/Forum3/004406.cgi
A||||13||gtluke||who's got THIS gvr4 pic? ||||7||||gtluke||00000281
Z||000000||gtluke||01-31-2004||10:15 AM||gtluke@hotmail.com||i'm not stopping till i die  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  damn i love this car <br /> <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/temp/cluster.jpg" alt=" - " />||138.89.115.136||reg||7||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000001||Nate||01-31-2004||10:17 AM||||I could have taken one yesterday in the white car that said 255555.  :-)||68.80.9.221||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000002||gtluke||01-31-2004||10:35 AM||||oh damn you<br />haha you are my only known high score competitor.<br />i think i remember you saying that the maroon one was over 200k too.<br />i got some driving to do!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.89.115.136||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||01-31-2004||12:52 PM||||nates about 2000 ahead of me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||Ryan Carey||01-31-2004||05:16 PM||||Mine has 223K on it, but it has a rebuilt engine in it.  Made it to 221K before the original engine let go.<br /><br />I'm hoping to make it to 400K eventually.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Ryan Carey||00002258||yes
Z||000005||gtluke||02-02-2004||09:40 PM||||i'm planning on taking my car well over 3.8 billion miles before i die  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000006||tplesko||02-02-2004||09:53 PM||||I'm at 169k and still going strong||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000007||mistaVR4||02-02-2004||09:56 PM||||163 for me! just getting started  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||02-02-2004||10:18 PM||||Ive got almost 220k on mine...||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||hecdws||02-02-2004||10:46 PM||||ha luke, i have you beat with 228k miles on the vr4. it still runs like a champ. with the new wheels and suspension i punish her just a little more and she doesnt complain.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||02-02-2004||10:59 PM||||73k here!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||Gator VR4||02-03-2004||04:20 PM||||I hate GT Lewk....||66.1.217.74||reg||1||Gator VR4||00000455||yes
Z||000012||red91awdtalon||02-03-2004||05:46 PM||||my 91 (car 42)i just sold had 323,000 on it. and it was in surprisingly good condition.||24.165.95.21||reg||1||red91awdtalon||00002955||yes
Z||000013||MiSTER2||02-04-2004||07:37 AM||||I have nearly 250000kms on stock engine and still going.  The pic is my old mr2. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2726" alt=" - " />||202.7.78.214||reg||1||MiSTER2||00001920||yes



ubb/Forum3/004407.cgi
A||||27||giantrobot||Who's got the lowest mileage?||||1||||giantrobot||00003313
Z||000000||giantrobot||01-31-2004||01:30 PM||giantrobot9000@yahoo.com||I've got 108k,which isn't too bad for a 12 year old,but I bet some of you have some real cream-puffs...?||24.198.139.233||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000001||Doc_Seuss||01-31-2004||02:13 PM||||when i bought the car alittle over a year ago i bought it with 54k, now i have 70k...<br /><br />dave||128.153.218.220||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000002||howard_GVR4||01-31-2004||02:44 PM||||I have 205K on the chassis, and it looks nicer every year.  Needs the roof repainted and a nicer hood, but it now has ZERO door dings anywhere, which is amazing for a daily driven hi-miler.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000003||gvr4ever||01-31-2004||03:09 PM||||103K.  It had 59K back in 98 when I got it, but it was used as a daily driver for about 3 years  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   It was suppost to be a project car only, but ya right.||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000004||psycopyro182||01-31-2004||03:24 PM||||81,547<br />Its a 1992. but its been sitting for a while, and i know it was sitting for a few years before I got ahold of it.||68.226.184.4||reg||1||psycopyro182||00000548||yes
Z||000005||drew||01-31-2004||03:50 PM||||61k.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000006||LunarShadow||01-31-2004||04:31 PM||||210,000K....Oh wait, you said least  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .||172.142.138.91||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||01-31-2004||05:17 PM||||170k now. She is my daily driver, but I only drive three miles a day... so they don't add up that fast anymore...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||DuckButterRacing GVR4||01-31-2004||05:35 PM||||352/1000 has 177k<br />13/1000 has 118k<br />42/2000 has 300k (duckbutterracing dsm's car)||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000009||369of1000||01-31-2004||05:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by LunarShadow:<br /><strong> 210,000K....Oh wait, you said least   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">210,000K = 210,000,000   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  <br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000010||sti_95imp||01-31-2004||07:20 PM||||we bought are 92 in nov of 2002 with 72k. it was totaled with 139k. almost doubled the mileage in a year and 3 months...YEAH!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes
Z||000011||kazerak2||01-31-2004||08:39 PM||||190,400<br />still runnin like the day i got it<br />(which was last week   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   )<br />now #978/2000 died at 152,600   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000012||LunarShadow||02-02-2004||06:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Paul Mc369:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by LunarShadow:<br /><strong> 210,000K....Oh wait, you said least    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    . </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">210,000K = 210,000,000    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <br /><br />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You should see me balance my check book  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  .||172.161.252.229||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000013||hibrn8||02-02-2004||07:58 PM||||have had mine now for a little over 2 years and recently rolled 72,000.||68.21.125.206||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000014||GREENVR4||02-02-2004||08:19 PM||||134,255 and still strong!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000015||Mitsuturbo||02-02-2004||08:49 PM||||161/2000 has just passed 90,000<br />1411/2000 has just passed 190,000||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000016||GVR-4||02-02-2004||09:38 PM||||77/1000 has 92,000.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000017||229of1000||02-02-2004||11:25 PM||||Bought it with 68k, now has 73k.<br /><br />My friend just bought an EVO maybe eight months ago, and has 33,000 miles on it already.  Sick!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000018||MustGoFaster||02-02-2004||11:45 PM||||92,209||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000019||coop||02-03-2004||12:16 AM||||new gauges say  0000000 auto meter  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||02-03-2004||05:09 AM||||Pics, Coop!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000021||Rob_M||02-03-2004||11:56 AM||||Purchased 1949 a few weeks ago with 49k miles on it.<br /><br />Arizona car with no rust, interrior is perfect. I knew the original owner   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />You don't wanna know what I paid for it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.228.45.25||reg||1||Rob_M||00003342||yes
Z||000022||16GVR4||02-05-2004||01:59 AM||||Are those really high mileage ( e.g. 300K miles ) still with the original engine ?<br /><br />I'm at approx. 180K miles and still on the original engine.||66.124.254.56||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000023||a_santos||02-05-2004||08:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Rob_M:<br /><strong> Purchased 1949 a few weeks ago with 49k miles on it.<br /><br />Arizona car with no rust, interrior is perfect. I knew the original owner    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />You don't wanna know what I paid for it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You dirty bastard. I hate you. Give me your car now. Well post some damn pics for god's sake.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000024||anomalyva||02-05-2004||01:23 PM||||#996/2000 is at 108,xxx =)||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000025||REDLINEGVR4||02-05-2004||03:45 PM||||1938 had 132k<br />100/2000 just it 175k but it has the engine from 1938.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000026||Rob_M||02-05-2004||08:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Rob_M:<br /><strong> Purchased 1949 a few weeks ago with 49k miles on it.<br /><br />Arizona car with no rust, interrior is perfect. I knew the original owner      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     <br /><br />You don't wanna know what I paid for it.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You dirty bastard. I hate you. Give me your car now. Well post some damn pics for god's sake. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well, Here's the story.<br /><br />9 months ago one of my customers came in with a 1991 galant vr4 with 36k miles on it (I work for mitsu as a service advisor).  I told her that if she ever wanted to sell, that I'd buy it.<br /><br />9 months later her neice has been driving it for school, car now has 49k on it and came in over heating.  <br /><br />Radiator was popped, head was dead.... cust didn't wanna drop thousands into the car.  She sold it to me "as is" for $1,000.  I am in the process of finishing the assembly of the new motor.  <br /><br />Interrior is mint, exterrior is in awesome shape (was garaged 90% of it's life) with the exception of 2 scuff marks on the front bumper -- I'll get it repainted.<br /><br /><br />I can't wait to get this car running.  Hardest part right now is trying to figure out how to build a 3" exhaust without a cat that looks and sounds like stock.  Probably go with the RRE 3" tips and a magnaflow muffler, but we'll see.||68.228.45.25||reg||1||Rob_M||00003342||yes
Z||000027||DuckButterRacing DSM||02-06-2004||11:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Luke:<br /><strong> Are those really high mileage ( e.g. 300K miles ) still with the original engine ?<br /><br />I'm at approx. 180K miles and still on the original engine. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i was told by the owner before me the orgianl engine last till 270,000 miles ( i think), it still ran but was blowing smoke.||66.122.13.62||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes



ubb/Forum3/004408.cgi
A||||18||thejeebus2002||Which vehicles have the 4G64 engine in it?||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||01-31-2004||04:31 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||Just want to get a list together for us Boneyard raiders        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />        !  For those that don't know, this would be the crank needed for a 2.3L conversion.<br /><br />BTW, I've been told that the Mitsu. Mighty Max pickup has this engine in it.  <br /><br />This list is for  <b>6 Bolt Engines Only!</b> <br /><br /><b>Compilation of Vehicles</b> <br />92 Mitsu. Expo<br />92 Eagle Summit (Wagon/Minivan)<br />Mighty Max<br />Dodge Ram 50<br />88-91 Hyundai Sonata<br /><br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||Jason G.||01-31-2004||04:37 PM||||Drop Top non turbo 2nd gens.(Eclipse)||65.35.43.169||reg||1||Jason G.||00002561||yes
Z||000002||RayH||01-31-2004||04:47 PM||||2.4L '92-'96 Mits Expo and Eagle Summit||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000003||turboren||01-31-2004||04:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RayH:<br /><strong> 2.4L '92-'96 Mits Expo and Eagle Summit </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">*Summit wagon/minivan, not sedan/coupe.<br /><br />BTW, I believe the Mighty Max had both 4G64 and the non-turbo version of the Starion's 2.6, depending on the year.  <br /><br />If you can find them here (don't remember if they were imported or not), early 90's Mitsu 4x4 vans (L3000) had 4G64's.<br /><br />Ren||198.26.132.99||reg||1||turboren||00002199||yes
Z||000004||thejeebus2002||01-31-2004||04:52 PM||||Edited the post!  We've got 2 vehicles so far.  I'll Add the Mighty max as soon as I figure out the year - chime in if anyone knows.<br /><br />I didn't add the 2nd gen eclipse in b/c most people would use the 6 bolt.<br /><br />Keep em comin!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000005||akira01||01-31-2004||05:00 PM||||what else is needed for the 2.3L conversion other than the crank.....and who on here has done this conversion....||205.241.11.205||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000006||marvinmadman123||01-31-2004||05:08 PM||||94-up Galants I think. SOHC 2.4l is what I had in my 96.||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||01-31-2004||07:09 PM||||Don't forget, Mighty Max ~ Dodge Ram 50.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||henrok||01-31-2004||09:11 PM||||hey i just searched and the mitsu mighty max engines were (2.6 1983-1989)  3.0 and 2.6 1989-1990 and 1990 on they were 3.0 only.  i didnt find any 2.4 motors for the mighty max. hey i read somewhere some one used a mighty max tranny though for our cars and that its supposed to hold up much better than ours. i wonder how they did that. heyyy i just thought about whether or not the tranny on the mighty max shifts smoother than ours.  hmmmm?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||01-31-2004||10:12 PM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/mitsumotorapplications.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/mitsumotorapplications.htm</a>||65.177.241.26||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000010||iceman69510||02-02-2004||04:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thejeebus2002:<br /><strong> Just want to get a list together for us Boneyard raiders       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />       !  For those that don't know, this would be the crank needed for a 2.3L conversion.<br /><br />BTW, I've been told that the Mitsu. Mighty Max pickup has this engine in it.  <br /><br />This list is for  <b>6 Bolt Engines Only!</b> <br /><br /><b>Compilation of Vehicles</b> <br />92-96 Mitsu. Expo<br />92-96 Eagle Summit (Wagon/Minivan)<br />94+ Galants <br />Mighty Max<br />Dodge Ram 50<br /><br /><br />Scott </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The engines of the 4G6 family are 7 bolt from 1993.  I don't believe the 94+ Galant or the Expo and summit post-92 belong on the list.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000011||gixxer||02-03-2004||03:18 PM||||88-91 Hyundai sonata's are 4g64 equipped||129.219.6.145||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000012||autobahntom||02-04-2004||06:03 PM||||Whether a 4G63 is a six or seven is easy to tell by the front of the oil pan (one is in, the other is out). <br />Does anyone know if the 4G64 motors have this same feature? Got to be an easy way to tell them apart without taking the trans off/out.<br />Thanks,<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000013||henrok||02-04-2004||09:23 PM||||hey what about that conquest bottom end 2.6. is that good too?||205.188.208.172||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000014||slowpokin699||02-04-2004||09:29 PM||||i think that the hyundai's with the 4g64 aren't true mitsu blocks... they just bought the blueprints from mitsu and remade them thenselves from what i heard.||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000015||tplesko||02-04-2004||09:35 PM||||i've not heard that about the hyundi blocks and doubt it's accuracy.  It would not make financial sense to just remake the blocks when mitsu already has the infrastructure||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000016||sfRstarion||02-05-2004||04:46 PM||||the weak link in the starquests 2.6 block is the pistons....other than the pistons, the blocks pretty strong...i dont know how well that'll work on a gvr4 tho.||64.166.22.249||reg||1||sfRstarion||00003180||yes
Z||000017||slowpokin699||02-05-2004||09:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> i've not heard that about the hyundi blocks and doubt it's accuracy.  It would not make financial sense to just remake the blocks when mitsu already has the infrastructure </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">you really dont know whats right or wrong when reading online sometimes but here's where i have heard it:<br /><a href="http://www.4g61t.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=5923" target="_blank">http://www.4g61t.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=5923</a>||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000018||mj_rosenfeld||02-06-2004||09:17 PM||||It is my understanding that you want the 6-bolt crank from the G64B engine, not the 7-bolt from the 4G64 engine. The G64B engine did not come in all that many vehicles -- the 85-88 Galant, and the 85-91 or 92 Van. Maybe some pickups. Also the 89-91 Sonata.<br />Mike R.||209.41.235.226||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes



ubb/Forum3/004409.cgi
A||||7||LunarShadow||Pics of my new AFPR||||1||||LunarShadow||00000031
Z||000000||LunarShadow||01-31-2004||04:49 PM||Stubbfus@aol.com||What do you think?  Fully adjustable to 100psi.  Two inlets and one outlet.  One inlet can be caped, used for a pressure gauge or for another fuel line (like we need that).  <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2683&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2684&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2685&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Thanks Hertz!||172.142.138.91||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-31-2004||06:53 PM||||where from ?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Hertz||01-31-2004||07:04 PM||||Very interesting...||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000004||4drwhore||01-31-2004||07:09 PM||||Who makes that? Almost looks like my spoolinup / charged air afpr.||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000005||MustGoFaster||01-31-2004||08:58 PM||||$$$?||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000006||LunarShadow||02-01-2004||12:09 AM||||Ok, I have never checked out the charged air units.  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.chargedair.com" target="_blank">www.chargedair.com</a><br /><br />But, I am sure I know where they come from. Can you say Buick GN? Mustang?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.kirbanperformance.com" target="_blank">www.kirbanperformance.com</a><br /><br />That is as close as I can get.  I have a good feeling they do not make them in house, but the company has a history in Buick GN's.  I am sure they supply some of the units for Charged Air. The Kirban websites suck's.  Most of the good info is hard to reach. <br /><br />The bolt up 1g from Charged Air is in question .  I don't know who makes it. It looks similar to my unit, but the construction is different.  My AFRP is not bolt on.  It is the universal unit.  It will require lines and possibly fittings.  It can't mount to the rail directly. The base is tapped with four holes for a mounting bracket.  It's rather big and will support 1000hp.  If I get a third of that I will be happy.<br /><br />MSRP I think is $120-$135.  I can check on Monday.||172.174.24.189||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000007||Hertz||02-01-2004||11:51 AM||||Well I would say that neither Charged Air or Full Throttle are making those -- they all seem to be built exactly the same way.  I don't think it is a coincidence.||67.167.201.26||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||02-01-2004||12:07 PM||||I got a new one too. <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.dentsport.com/e30web4/images/sardfpr_jpg.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/004410.cgi
A||||8||blacksheep||Fitting 4x6 plate speakers in the dash....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||01-31-2004||06:07 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Anyone know if a 4x6 plate speaker setup will fit in the dash of the gvr4 where those crappy stockers reside?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||01-31-2004||06:16 PM||||If your talking about the front dash than I highly doubt it. I have some alpine 3 1/2"'s in there and it was a sqeeze. If you mean the rear deck, then possibly.||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||01-31-2004||06:31 PM||||front dash...Crutchfield says 3.5" will work in there, I was hoping to squeeze an alpine 4" there, some "massaging" required, maybe   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   ?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Jose||01-31-2004||08:43 PM||||4 inch speakers do fit. I had them in the AMG wantabe.<br />Jose.......||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||01-31-2004||10:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AMG No More:<br /><strong> 4 inch speakers do fit. I had them in the AMG wantabe.<br />Jose....... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I have 4" kappa's in dash no modification nessesary and kappas are known to run big. But 4X6 plates are going to be a hell of a install. Where are you planning on putting them, in the instrument cluster and glove box?||65.177.241.26||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-01-2004||12:22 AM||||I see....I thought I could get the plates to work...never mind then.<br /><br />What do all you guys run in the door? Crutchfield says a 6 3/4" or something is the best fit!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||hibrn8||02-01-2004||01:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I see....I thought I could get the plates to work...never mind then.<br /><br />What do all you guys run in the door? Crutchfield says a 6 3/4" or something is the best fit! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">In the front door I had 6.5" kappas and the door panels were a slut to get back on without buckling the stock speaker grill on the top and bottom. So instead the 5.25's went in. Id say the BEST fit is the 5.25".||67.248.54.87||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||02-01-2004||02:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hibrn8:<br /><strong> In the front door I had 6.5" kappas and the door panels were a slut to get back on without buckling the stock speaker grill on the top and bottom. So instead the 5.25's went in. Id say the BEST fit is the 5.25". </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Kappas run big if I remember right they called it a plus one size they are bigger but still will fit in that size foot print. Believe that a normal 6.5" speaker will fit I wouldn't try a 6 3/4. On a side note I have 6 3/4 kappas in my daytona's doors which are meant for 5 1/4 just gave it a little dremeling  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . I had bought them for my galant doors but could not get them to fit right, but It was outside at night, and i was expecting plug and play not drill and hope they stay.||65.177.241.67||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||02-01-2004||09:59 AM||||Did you guys remove the baskets when installing 6.5"'s ?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004411.cgi
A||||5||turbogalant||High horsepower engine longevity||||1||||turbogalant||00000287
Z||000000||turbogalant||01-31-2004||10:38 PM||galantvr4wd@hotmail.com||One of the guy I go to school with was giving me carp because he believes that high hp 4 cyl won't last long. I.E. I was looking in sport compact car during our break and it had the 419 pony road race car, he felt that it would last 2-3 years max as a weekend racer/daily driver on the motor with that many ponies. Just wanted to get hp# and mileage from you guys to shut him up.||65.177.241.26||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||02-01-2004||10:04 AM||||The only real enemy to engine longevity under high horsepower is detonation/pre-ignition.<br /><br />If you monitor knock and tune the air/fuel ratios well enough, knock should not be an issue and neither should engine failure.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||turbogalant||02-02-2004||12:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> The only real enemy to engine longevity under high horsepower is detonation/pre-ignition.<br /><br />If you monitor knock and tune the air/fuel ratios well enough, knock should not be an issue and neither should engine failure. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I understand that but I just want to have some numbers from people to prove it to him.||65.177.240.203||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000003||bob in chicago||02-02-2004||09:26 AM||||Here're facts on my daily driver over the past 7 years during which it was driven hard on road racing tracks for hours at a time:<br />90,000 miles I put in a bunch of mods (18lbs. boost, 16G, fuel control, 3" exh. etc.) which easily produced over 300hp. At 130,000 miles, I needed to have the head freshened due to over boosting/too lean at the track. Later, put in a FMIC, 550cc inj. 2G MAS. making over 350hp. Finally, after 177,000 miles WITHOUT any engine problems on the original short block, I'm putting in a new 2.3L engine, T3/T4 (400+ hp) and tranny.  <br />I expect it to go for another 100,000 miles. As they say in geometry: Q.E.D.||24.136.3.207||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||02-02-2004||09:34 AM||||I've been running around on 20 psi and a 20g for a while. No problems here until I just tried 30 psi on the stock motor @ 169k.  Even still it's running and survived the abuse without blowing up but it didn't want to run 30psi just yet.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I think these cars will take all you throw at them as long as you're tuned.  Still no knock and 850C egts on those few 30 psi pulls...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||spoulson||02-02-2004||11:14 AM||||When I had my 2G, I bought it at 29k miles stock, added a 16G, 2.5", 550's, AFC, fuel pump, boost set to 17psi.  I sold it at 92k and engine compression was still over 170psi on each with no sign of significant wear.<br /><br />So back to what I noted, it depends on how the car was 'tooned' and cared for under the hood.  If some schmuck turned up the boost and didn't upgrade anything else, then it's not likely the engine will last that long.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes



ubb/Forum3/004412.cgi
A||||11||jayru||Suprise find: What kind of struts are these?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||02-01-2004||12:17 AM||||I have been wrking on #120 and today i was looking at the struts. When i bought the car the previous owner said that he had put new ones in. <br /><br />I never really thought about it (the car handled great) but today i thought, man thoes struts are bright red i wonder who would make regular replacment's like that. <br /><br />To my suprise, i took off the rubber boot at the top and their was 4 ajustable stifness settings. I guess that's why the car always handled so good. <br /><br />Anyone know what brand they might be?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-01-2004||12:19 AM||||Konis perhaps?||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Jose||02-01-2004||12:24 AM||||Most likely KYB AGXs.<br />Jose....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-01-2004||12:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by AMG No More:<br /><strong> Most likely KYB AGXs.<br />Jose.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Good call, I think only Koni yellows are adjustable... my bad.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||jayru||02-01-2004||11:06 AM||||Their are no markings on them whatsoever. Any tell tale sign that it's them? 4 settings and each setting is marked by a # and color.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||dlpinckney||02-01-2004||11:31 AM||||IF it looks like this:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2688" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2688&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />then it is an AGX.  Mine didn't come with any markings either.  Just had stickers in the box that you could install if you wanted.  Hope that helps.||65.179.65.232||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000006||jayru||02-01-2004||01:47 PM||||That's them. Thanks for the pic's Danny!||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||joec||02-02-2004||11:18 PM||||If they're red then they are probably GAB's.  They're high end shocks made by KYB.  I had a set in my Eclipse GSX.  I think they cost about $800 back in the day (mid 90's) for a set of 4.||216.179.104.211||reg||1||joec||00000698||yes
Z||000008||Clay||02-03-2004||12:19 AM||||my agx's were red and unmarked...cuz i never put the stickers on||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000009||16GVR4||02-04-2004||04:34 AM||||Strange.. my (bought-new) AGX came with the sticker already put-on..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||64.169.92.192||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000010||drew||02-04-2004||11:44 AM||||Yep. No stickers here either. The GABs were red too, they look almost identical from the outside.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||02-04-2004||01:00 PM||||GAB's are red.<br />KYB AGX's are orangish. <br />The GR2's are grey.<br />Koni's are red (close to GAB)<br />Koni sports are yellow (taxicabish)||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004416.cgi
A||||10||Clay||Whiteline pics please||||1||||Clay||00001911
Z||000000||Clay||02-01-2004||04:08 PM||clay55555@tampabay.rr.com||can some of you with whiteline springs please post your side shot pics? or any pics for that matter<br /><br />i just saw a car with whitelines and it looked like a nice drop, i did a search for whiteline but that name comes up too often to look through and find a pic<br /><br />a lot of lowered galants i see locally, the back is considerably lower than the front, but the one with whitelines i saw was not like this, please post your pics, and what you think of them.||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000001||Clay||02-01-2004||04:11 PM||||oh and if you have aftermarket wheels, please post wheel and tire size.||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000002||Clay||02-02-2004||11:54 AM||||????||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000003||dlpinckney||02-02-2004||11:58 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2411" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2411</a> <br /><br />I have AGX struts/Whiteline springs with stock wheels.  Not a very good side shot, but might give you some idea.  I think the rear fender well radius is smaller than the front on the Galants and gives the "appearance" of being lower in the back.||199.196.144.12||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000004||Clay||02-02-2004||01:47 PM||||could you take a direct sideshot? i dont want it to even Appear to be lower in the back, if i have to i will use ground controls, but from this angle your car looks pretty even to me, could you get a direct sideshot tho?||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000005||Duc Hunter||02-03-2004||06:46 PM||||The search function works!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br />This help? Whiteline springs and AGX shocks and 17" BBS wheels. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=001734;p=2" target="_blank">My Cars pic is in this thread. </a> <br /><br />OR try here. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.pbase.com/mrcjb60290/my_galant_vr4&page=all" target="_blank">My Galant Album</a>||205.166.229.116||reg||1||Duc Hunter||00000244||yes
Z||000006||slowpokin699||02-03-2004||07:43 PM||||where did you get your suspension setup?  are the 1g agx's the same for the gvr-4's?  sorry, i could search but while we are talking about it..||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000007||Clay||02-03-2004||10:29 PM||||duc i searched for whiteline but there were SO many threads found that it would have taken me an entire day to go through all of them<br /><br />thanks for the links tho||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000008||drew||02-04-2004||03:16 PM||||<img src="http://www.drugtestinfo.com/images/cocaine.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br />whiteline pic||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||drew||02-04-2004||03:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> could you take a direct sideshot? i dont want it to even Appear to be lower in the back, if i have to i will use ground controls, but from this angle your car looks pretty even to me, could you get a direct sideshot tho? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">if your car looks lower in the back, then your car is level. The way the Galant is designed, the rear wheel arch is smaller than the front, kinda like the e36 3 series. It's not as pronounced as the 3 series though, so it looks lower in the back.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||Clay||02-04-2004||09:22 PM||||well if you were to use ground controls to even the wheelgap, and in turn made the car not level, would there be any negative side effects?||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes



ubb/Forum3/004414.cgi
A||||5||meng||what is #3 running||||1||||meng||00000837
Z||000000||meng||02-01-2004||01:02 PM||mengberserker@yahoo.com||hey there i was wounering how fast is #3 and what does he have in mods?  o yea and what rpm does he launch at, nice front lift.||208.12.112.30||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000001||GForcedVR4||02-01-2004||01:10 PM||||check the member rides<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.9.144.238||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes
Z||000002||VR4ownzU||02-01-2004||02:29 PM||||12.40 best ET?||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000003||number3||02-01-2004||05:11 PM||||number3 currently feels very strong.<br /><br /><br />If you are looking for a time slip the last time I was at a 1/4" track was on May 27 1999 and I ran the following. It really isn't relevent anymore.<br /><br />1.742 60 feet (transfer case snaps in to three pieces)<br /><br />7.990 1/8 mile<br /><br />12.431 @ 112.21 1/4 mile<br /><br />This number was run on a completely different setup that you see in this pcture or in the mods list. Every thing was samller. Smaller turbo, smaller FMIC, injectors, etc but as you can see effective.<br /><br />Due to the snapped transfer case and the frustration of multiple previous major driveline breakages, you name it I broke it and maybe not just once, I stayed away from the track and put my effort into restoring and modifiy the car to it present condition.  <br /><br />A blown ring during a test and tune session, a blown turbo due to spotty power coating, and lots of traveling caused me to miss last season.<br /><br />I may run it this year. I focused on other forms of racing last year but I am starting to miss the 1/4 mile bug.<br /><br />Why do you ask?<br /><br />Harry||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000004||meng||02-01-2004||07:08 PM||||i just wanted to know and do all galant vr4 launch like that. i have a 92 galant gsr turbo its fwd so just wanted to know.  i like the front end lifting up, see my fwd cant do that.||208.12.112.61||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000005||number3||02-01-2004||07:44 PM||||It does when you have stock springs and shocks like I did back in the day.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes



ubb/Forum3/004415.cgi
A||N||3||VR4ownzU||Open up OLD Topics?||||1||||VR4ownzU||00002798
Z||000000||VR4ownzU||02-01-2004||02:49 PM||Method7975@aol.com||Can someone open up this topic?  "My Galant for Sale Possibly UPDATE WITH SPECS"  Its Katie's old car...since the new owner knows very little  about it this is the only way of me finding out what is completely done to the car.  If you can't thats cool I just had to try.  Do you usually close a topic after the first of the year?  This topic is only 2 months old.||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000001||VR4ownzU||02-01-2004||05:47 PM||||help anyone?||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-01-2004||06:05 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search_tng&d=results&record=2453037-180107-AA6Y" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search_tng&d=results&record=2453037-180107-AA6Y</a> <br /><br />I used the above search to find it. When I clicked on it, it says "topic does not exist"..which means it has been deleted. <br /><br />Sorry, no chance for revival. Posts in the for Sale and Cars for Sale are deleted early since they serve no purpose after a while and a WTB post can generate just as many responses. This is way to keep disk space available and the costs for running this board as low as possible...<br /><br />Can the new owner contact Katie directly since he did buy the car from her ? Also, it is his car afterall and would be his responsibility. I dont see what you are trying to achieve here ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />   <br /><br />If you want to be such a good samaritan, why dont you PM or email Katie for the new owner?<br /><br />Good luck!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||jayru||02-03-2004||11:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> <br />If you want to be such a good samaritan, why dont you PM or email Katie for the new owner?<br /><br />Good luck! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Aparently he didn't take the hint from Katie in the previous thread when she blew him off  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum3/004417.cgi
A||||5||chadhayashi||HP Competition||||1||||chadhayashi||00001222
Z||000000||chadhayashi||02-01-2004||11:35 PM||||So yesterday, here in Colorado, RMDSM.org has it's first hp competition. Took place at MAC Autosport in Parker CO. inground Dynojet 4 wheel roller. Only one between Texas and Cali.<br />Classed as follows:<br /><br />stock turbo<br />small turbo (i.e 16G)<br />unlimited class.<br />There was some serious power laid down by a few. <br /> <b>All stated power numbers are UNCORRECTED at over 5000 ft ASL</b> <br />-A 91 1g laid down 401 whp w/ a Red. Somewhere in the 27-29 psi range.<br />-Just a few GVR4's, one w/ a T3/TO4 combo of somekind, was trying to pull in 4th gear and had some serious misfire issues resulting in 50-75whp drops on the graph but still posted approx 350 whp.<br />-The ONLY local DSM to post an 11 sec E.T. at Bandimere (25G at that time,) T70 setup now. Put down 750whp UNCORRECTED, last week in a 2WD setup was on the exact same power curve, when the head gasket failed at over 350whp at 90 mph.(4th gear pull, 40 psi, ~4k rpm). <br />- Now the cool part. '03 EVO. STOCK LONG BLOCK. 96lb hr injectors, AEM standalone, custom exh setup utilizing the stock manifold w/ 60-1 turbo, FMIC, 3.5 turbo back. Built by PFI in Ft. Collins CO. (builders of the above 750 whp 1G). <br />Copy of that 1G's fuel and ignition maps to start w/. (Vehicle assembly finished Friday evening.) <br />First pull- approx 281 whp w/ over 15:1 AFR<br />Second pull- 358whp w/ over 14:1 AFR <br />Third pull- ~415whp w/ over 13.5:1 AFR<br />Fourth pull- 463whp w/ over 13:1 AFR<br />Fifth pull- 461whp w/ over 13:1 AFR. I had to leave at this time, but they were still tuning.<br />So, 463 whp uncorrected on a stock long block w/ 60-1. OH, and all pulls were at   <b>19-20 psi</b><br />No bullshit.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||02-01-2004||11:40 PM||||I was in attendence as well, posted this in another forum:<br /><br />I'm a bit disappointed not to run but I gave it my best shot. I tuned at 30 psi pulls on the 20g but the stock headgasket/head bolts had enough. I think I lifted the head tuning just before I got to the comp and didn't want to run, as I already painted Parker road in coolant. It's my only car and I couldn't afford to blow up in Scot's dramatic fashion. I'll be ready again to dyno and race shortly, just as soon as I find a 98 accord Lx 5 speed.<br /><br />Great to see and meet you all though. I hope to put down 400 uncorrected to the wheels at 30 psi in a month or so. Same setup, just so the car can take it.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||mistaVR4||02-02-2004||03:46 PM||||That was killer!! can't wait for the next one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000003||Carl Morris||02-02-2004||06:56 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by chadhayashi:<br /><strong> <br />First pull- approx 281 whp w/ over 15:1 AFR<br />Second pull- 358whp w/ over 14:1 AFR <br />Third pull- ~415whp w/ over 13.5:1 AFR<br />Fourth pull- 463whp w/ over 13:1 AFR<br />Fifth pull- 461whp w/ over 13:1 AFR. <br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I think people started throwing around corrected numbers mixed in with the uncorrected numbers.  I saw it happen several times.  All I know for sure is that they are claiming the best run for that car was actually 354whp, uncorrected.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rmdsm.org/hp/dynosheets/josh_larson.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.rmdsm.org/hp/dynosheets/josh_larson.JPG</a><br /><br />Meanwhile, on my Sleeper 16g combo at ~24psi, I just barely sqeaked out a 301whp run.  If we had been correcting, the factor would have been about 1.25.  It's always very close to that at this elevation.  You can compute it yourself from the printed pressure and temperature info, but I haven't cared enough to.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.rmdsm.org/hp/dynosheets/carl_morris.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.rmdsm.org/hp/dynosheets/carl_morris.JPG</a><br /><br />As you'll notice from my torque curve, turbos tend to be very laggy at this elevation.  I think I was close to 5000rpm by the time I got full boost.  *Maybe* 4500 at the earliest.  When I analyzed the graph for ideal shift poitn purposes, I realized how crappy a TEL first gear is.  Even revving it to 7500rpm, I'm going to drop farther on the 1-2 shift than I'd like.||147.145.40.43||reg||1||Carl Morris||00000456||yes
Z||000004||TheJackalGT||02-02-2004||06:59 PM||||i was there, it was a good time||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000005||chadhayashi||02-03-2004||01:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Carl Morris:<br /><strong> ]I think people started throwing around corrected numbers mixed in with the uncorrected numbers.  I saw it happen several times.  All I know for sure is that they are claiming the best run for that car was actually 354whp, uncorrected.<br /><br />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Only his 1st two runs counted toward the Competition. I was off by a few hp. That graph is of pull #2.||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes



ubb/Forum3/004418.cgi
A||||6||229of1000||Cool picture||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||02-02-2004||12:15 AM||||Click for hi-res.<br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2697" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2697&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||02-02-2004||12:21 AM||||Or maybe you'd like this better? Nah...<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2698" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2698&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-02-2004||12:27 AM||||Not bad! Roll the window down next time though.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||silly4turbo||02-02-2004||09:18 AM||||are you racing and beating boths those rides ?||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||02-02-2004||10:17 AM||||mmmmmmmmmmm! jdm bumpers!.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||02-02-2004||06:53 PM||||Nah, that's from in my brother's Laser.  The Galant is mine.  We were just cruising.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||REDLINEGVR4||02-03-2004||04:02 PM||||Cool Pics Paul.||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes



ubb/Forum3/004419.cgi
A||||16||slvrblt||RnR Racing.com - comments...rants...etc...||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||02-02-2004||02:13 AM||hamarabix@hotmail.com||I am getting angry with them. <br /><br />I ordered my exhaust on The 5th of January and I was promised to have it on the 19th. I think 2 weeks is more than enough time to get it finished and to me door, but they dont agree apparently. I got Ryans e-mail address and sent him a few messages about my exhaust. He now tells me that it is shipping on Monday, Feb 2. WTF took them a month to make my exhaust ?! He mentioned something about moving to a new shop. I dont buy that, but maybe Im wrong. <br /><br />When I ordered my exhaust he told me that he was out of the Bullit mufflers and that I would be getting a Magnaflow instead. In the last e-mail, in an attempt to appease me, he says that I am getting a free $85 magnaflow upgrade. Thats BS. He tries to BS me to make me happy about waiting this damn long for my exhaust, which he told me (at the time ordered) I would have within 15 days. <br /><br />Hell, in one e-mail he told me the exhaust would ship by Friday, Jan 30. If the exhaust was 3 days late 2 weeks ago, I wouldnt be bothered, but another 3 days because they are slow... thats just crap.<br /><br />This thing better be fucking perfect.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000001||1969MIB||02-02-2004||02:53 AM||||Just to summarize...I live here in San Diego and a friend of mine works for Ryan. <br /><br />It took about 4-5 weeks to make my exhaust. He is now offering Magnaflow mufflers. I don't know about him running out of bullet mufflers or not. Yes, he is moving to a new shop. I don't know what his current situation or reasons are for moving to a new shop, but yes he is currently in the process of moving. <br /><br />I am not a representative for RnR, I'm just relaying what I know.<br /><br />Dave||66.75.232.28||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-02-2004||09:08 AM||||as i said before, the flange to the turbine outlet was off big time.  clearance to the front core support crossmember is about 1/8" in, on a 2.5" pipe.  oil dipstick has to be bent slightly.  pipe was a tad too long, and the cat flange did not line up.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||02-02-2004||05:16 PM||||Cat flange ? He told me the systems come with slip fits for everything.<br /><br />I read about your mis-fitting flange and I hope its not going to happen to me, but I do have a freind with access to a number of different welders so that I can get it fixed ASAP w/o sending it back to Ryan so I can wait another month.<br /><br /><br />I am expecting to take an angle grinder to the front cross member to make the 3" pipe fit. Do other 3" DPs fits w/o modification ? Why would I have to bend the dipstick pipe ?||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||number3||02-02-2004||06:42 PM||||Your cross memebr should not effect the fit of any 3" exhaust. The dip stick will bend out of the way very easily don't worry about that.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||02-02-2004||10:20 PM||||Right on.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||slvrblt||02-11-2004||12:55 AM||||My exhaust is still not here. They dont answer the phone, nor do they answer my email. I am sending them one final email tonight and if I dont have a response by the time Im out of clas tomorrow, my bank will be recovering the funds for me. I am also going to report them to the IFCC (  <a href="http://www1.ifccfbi.gov/index.asp" target="_blank">http://www1.ifccfbi.gov/index.asp</a>  ).<br /><br /><br />These guys are really getting on my nerves. If you're interested in the final email, its below:<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Ryan, <br /><br /><br />Due to your lack of response in this matter, I have no choice but to have my credit card company recover my funds. I will also be filing a complaint with the Internet Fraud Complaint Center. I regret that this business venture did not have a better closing. I will not be recommending you to anyone I speak with, it is absurd to have waited this long for absolutely nothing. I may have waited longer to take this action, but you dont answer your phones nor have you responded to my last 2 e-mails. I feel that you are not concerned about your internet customers; that you are more concerned with the ones who can actually complain to you, the ones you have to deal with personally.<br /><br /><br />My appologies for being forced to take these measures, <br /><br /><br />Shay D...<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000007||1969MIB||02-11-2004||01:24 AM||||<a href="http://www.sddsm.org/forum/viewtopic.php?t=1214" target="_blank">Click Here</a> <br /><br />Read the entire thread. Go ahead and register and post there. Ryan seems to answer all questions, rants, and raves on the local forum because we all know him and know where his shop is.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Give it a shot. As you can see in that thread, confronting him there is a good way to get things done.<br /><br />Good luck.<br /><br />Dave||66.75.232.28||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||02-11-2004||01:45 AM||||Thank you for that link. I may post there, but I think I would really be better off with a Certified Muffler system than a RNR system.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||a_santos||02-11-2004||08:48 AM||||I have told you guys before and I will say it again.<br /><br />Go to a local fabricator, I am sure that if you are anywhere outside of Iowa, you can find one not too far away. Have him make you exhaust out of mandrel bends, just like all of these vendors do. And finally save yourself several hundred dollars, and then get on this forum and tell us all bout the extra mods you were able to do with the money you saved. And if you don't like it, you will be face to face with the guy and can deal with it there.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||02-11-2004||09:39 AM||||LOL, yes Iowa sucks ass!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||Martin Tolentino||02-11-2004||09:55 AM||||Personally, with R&R I think it's BS and a rip-off when the number Ryan gives out he never answers the phone. To get work done on my car I'd have to coordinate a meeting time at his shop. There are these new things called cell phones.<br />He's probably using your money to pay for the motor he blew on he's new EVOVIII at fontana last month.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000012||1969MIB||02-11-2004||11:58 AM||||I agree there's basically zero customer service with RnR unless you're posting on a forum where he's got potential buyers. It really is a sad situation. <br /><br />Dave||208.57.81.236||reg||1||1969MIB||00000732||yes
Z||000013||slvrblt||02-11-2004||01:10 PM||||I got a response from that last email this morning:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Your exhasut was already shipped out. I am sorry it<br />took so long, but it left here and you should ahve it<br />anyday. Sorry, Ryan<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||65.100.24.153||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000014||Z1500||02-12-2004||05:15 AM||||Yea right. Get a tracking number.||12.214.7.180||reg||1||Z1500||00002791||yes
Z||000015||a_santos||02-12-2004||08:21 AM||||I would get my money back and refuse the package when it gets to your house, just to teach that fucker a lesson.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000016||slvrblt||02-14-2004||07:36 PM||||Those were my thoughts, but it got here when I wasnt home. I dont think I would have refused it anyway.<br /><br /><br />I got it last night. I ordered it on Jan 5. The wait sucked. The welds are very nice. The fitment was fine. The tip welded onto the magnaflow muffler says "bullit". But whatever. I also ordered the oval muffler and I got the round one. It all good though. Im happy to finally have it on there. This muffler drones a little, but I can deal with it. Its kinda loud, but not ricey at all. Im happy with the sound and quality of it.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/004420.cgi
A||||0||slvrblt||coop -- good guy||||1||||slvrblt||00000939
Z||000000||slvrblt||02-02-2004||02:47 AM||hamarabix@hotmail.com||I just wanted to post about him. He is a good guy, I bought some IC pipes from him and they arrived as promised with couplers and clamps. Also included was a battery tray. He was great to deal with.<br /><br /><br />Thans again.<br /><br /><br />btw, Would it be beneficial to have a GG/BG section of this board ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/004421.cgi
A||||4||dc_style||evo 8 upholstery..||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-02-2004||10:12 AM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||so my friend was just so nice and decided to sell me the interior of his evo 8 for 100 bucks.. haha. recaros. i'm hoping to get the uypholstery off the ack and get my rear seats upholstered... anyone know if they interior dimensions are the same? last time i was in the evo, it seemed very close. i'll have pictures up soon.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||02-02-2004||10:22 AM||||Damn  you are lucky. That's one hell of a deal.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||MidEngine210||02-04-2004||05:32 PM||||Brag and moan....||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000003||Clay||02-04-2004||09:19 PM||||its close enough to fit, you will just need to modify the brackets so that the galant brackets are on the evo seat||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-04-2004||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Clay:<br /><strong> its close enough to fit, you will just need to modify the brackets so that the galant brackets are on the evo seat </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ha ha.  oh, yee of little faith.  good luck.||4.47.35.104||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/004422.cgi
A||||10||blacksheep||RRE gvr4 rear strut  tower brace....||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-02-2004||03:41 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Does RRE still make them?  I really do like them and wouldnt mind having a set. Decent price to boot. I wish they made a front bar as well...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||DSMGVR4||02-02-2004||05:39 PM||||I believe they used to make the front ones...but the Greddy front bar was already reasonably priced, RRE stopped making them. Thats what they told me about 3 yrs ago when I asked that same question: If they made a rear, why not the front? I still don't have any bars and its been 4 years and 3 GVR4s later.  John||67.82.236.100||reg||1||DSMGVR4||00000427||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||02-02-2004||06:37 PM||||Or you could get some Whiteline ones.  I think dsmparts.com or something carries them.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-02-2004||06:40 PM||||the RRE bar is much beefier, Jon! I liked the grey powdercoated look as well...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||02-03-2004||02:20 AM||||I went the cheap route Rear bar for a 2g and front bar for a 1g, the 2g for it's ends the 1g for the bar. You can't really find cheap ass 1g rear tower braces on ebay, but the two combine cost me less that $30.||65.177.240.178||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||02-03-2004||05:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> the RRE bar is much beefier, Jon! I liked the grey powdercoated look as well... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How do you say this?  Have you put a car with each bar on a chassis jig back to back, to measure the increase in stiffness?  Or just by looking at it?  Not trying to be a punk here, I really do want to know.  I've never seen a RRE bar in person, but I about shat my pants when I unpacked my whiteline bar.  That thing is seriously beefy.  Hmm, I remember my roommate speaking of a thread on HondaTech where someone did an informal testing of several aftermarket bars.  They put them on blocks a constant distance from each other, had the same person (same weight) stand in the exact center of each bar, and then measured the distance between the bar and the ground.  The bars that were highest off the ground were declared to be the stiffest.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-03-2004||01:15 PM||||What does that prove?  I could run 10 strands of 100lb test braided polyfluorocarbon fishing line across two blocks and you could stand on it and it would barely deflect -- doesn't mean that it is the stiffest, or would make for a strut bar.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-03-2004||01:57 PM||||Ryan and Jon - you both can duke it out. <br /><br />I meant to say beefy looking. It was just a statement. I want beefier looks, OK Jon?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||hecdws||02-03-2004||02:27 PM||||"I went the cheap route Rear bar for a 2g and front bar for a 1g, the 2g for it's ends the 1g for the bar. You can't really find cheap ass 1g rear tower braces on ebay, but the two combine cost me less that $30."<br /><br />ok turbogalant im a little lost here are you saying i can use the rear bar mounts from a 2nd gen and the front bar from a 1st gen to make a gvr4 rear bar. <br /><br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||02-03-2004||02:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by hecdws:<br /><strong> "I went the cheap route Rear bar for a 2g and front bar for a 1g, the 2g for it's ends the 1g for the bar. You can't really find cheap ass 1g rear tower braces on ebay, but the two combine cost me less that $30."<br /><br />ok turbogalant im a little lost here are you saying i can use the rear bar mounts from a 2nd gen and the front bar from a 1st gen to make a gvr4 rear bar. <br /><br /><br />hector </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  That's what I'm saying, you need the rear 2g bar for the mounting brackets for the struts , but since the 2g's are wider in the rear you need to get a front 1g bar to fit between the strut towers. I basically crossed my fingers when I bought this setup, seemed like it would logically work and it did, but WOW is it a tight fit but that just means it can't deflect as much.||63.184.72.192||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000010||turbogalant||02-03-2004||03:08 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> What does that prove?  I could run 10 strands of 100lb test braided polyfluorocarbon fishing line across two blocks and you could stand on it and it would barely deflect -- doesn't mean that it is the stiffest, or would make for a strut bar. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That is because with 10 strands of line you are basically cutting you body weight to 1/10 of its weight do to that deflection would be minimal. Testing deflection of a metal is a valid way of measuring stiffness IF you step on a waterballon it will deflect so far that it will breach the intergrity of it's self if you step on a brick it will do nothing hense a brick is sronger than a water balloon. Take a stock sway bar stand in the center of it it will defect x number of mm stand in the center of a whiteline 26mm bar it will deflect y inches and guess what x&gt;y. Same idea as standing on a iron rod and and iron building beam.||63.184.72.192||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes



ubb/Forum3/004423.cgi
A||||3||meng||mirage indigo guage||||1||||meng||00000837
Z||000000||meng||02-02-2004||11:59 PM||mengberserker@yahoo.com||hey a buddy of my in the dsm community was trying to find where he can get some reverse indigo gauge for his mirage. we cant find them anywhere. if anyone know where to get some id appreciate it if you tell me. oh yeah its for 98-2000 mirage. thanks||208.12.112.118||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000001||akira01||02-04-2004||06:31 PM||||is it an auto or 5speed....<br /><br /><a href="http://www.procarparts.com/store-detail.asp?sku=MIT%2DMIR%2D9701%2DWHXX%2DATNR%2DRVGX" target="_blank">http://www.procarparts.com/store-detail.asp?sku=MIT%2DMIR%2D9701%2DWHXX%2DATNR%2DRVGX</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.procarparts.com/store-detail.asp?sku=MIT%2DMIR%2D9701%2DSVXX%2DATNR%2DRVGX" target="_blank">http://www.procarparts.com/store-detail.asp?sku=MIT%2DMIR%2D9701%2DSVXX%2DATNR%2DRVGX</a>||148.8.163.54||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000002||meng||02-05-2004||11:35 AM||||thanks||208.12.112.24||reg||7||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000003||akira01||02-05-2004||05:56 PM||||no problem...||148.8.163.54||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes



ubb/Forum3/004424.cgi
A||||28||jayru||Which wheel would u choose? Down to 2 choices.||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||02-03-2004||12:53 AM||||I deleted the old thread bcs i'm down to the 2 choices. Any feedback is greatly appreciated.<br /><br />A byproduct of this is i am getting damn good at photoshop   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />1) TE 37's in bronze<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2710" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2710&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />OR <br /><br />2) Gt-U's in hypergold with a polished lip<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2715&width=400" alt=" - " />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Jose||02-03-2004||01:05 AM||||Gold.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br />Jose.....||64.12.97.9||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-03-2004||02:02 AM||||GT-U is TOUGH lookin! They get my vote!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||hibrn8||02-03-2004||04:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> GT-U is TOUGH lookin! They get my vote! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I third that!!||67.248.115.28||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000004||Clay||02-03-2004||05:21 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> GT-U is TOUGH lookin! They get my vote! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">their price is lookin Tough too though...<br /><br />at least the te-37's you can find on ebay regularly for a reasonable price||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000005||GREENVR4||02-03-2004||07:30 AM||||bronzes if you ask me, they show the calipers better.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||02-03-2004||07:34 AM||||TE 37, but only if they are large as in the picture.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||02-03-2004||09:53 AM||||TE37s look almost as nice in bronze and will be A LOT EASIER TO KEEP CLEAN! (Nobody ever thinks about this when they are buying rims but it sure comes up when you are trying to get your ride lookin nice.)||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||MustGoFaster||02-03-2004||10:35 AM||||TE37's, the others look too busy.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000009||JO||02-03-2004||10:45 AM||||TE 37 all the way!||152.163.252.136||reg||1||JO||00002267||yes
Z||000010||bob in chicago||02-03-2004||10:54 AM||||TE37 look a lot lighter which in my book beats beauty every time.||24.136.3.207||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000011||GForcedVR4||02-03-2004||11:25 AM||||te-37. hey jay you have that engine in the car yet?<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.15.59.173||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes
Z||000012||jayru||02-03-2004||11:29 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GForcedVR4:<br /><strong> te-37. hey jay you have that engine in the car yet?<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yup, should be finishing it up today.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000013||Jose||02-03-2004||11:54 AM||||There are a couple of Galants with TE37s in bronze. How many have GT-Us? I also think bronze is to dark for a white car. Its your car so it really is up to your personal taste.  But like I said before I would do gold. Im also planning on putting some gold wheels on my green 3000GT. For that real JDM look.<br />Jose.....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes
Z||000014||jayru||02-03-2004||12:11 PM||||Jose,<br />I see your points. I still am undecided at this point. The te37's are lighter (which i'm concerned with for racing) and they give it a more American muscle car look.<br /><br />The Gtu's are a 2 peice wheel so their heavier, but it gives it a very distinct JDM flare.<br />My photoshop job dosen't give thoes wheels justice though, look at them on this skyline<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2716" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2716&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />I keep looking at the pictures so much i think my eye's are gonna go crosseyed.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000015||Clay||02-03-2004||03:18 PM||||lol just get something that LOOKS like those wheels like racing hart c2's or c3's on ebay and get the spokes powder coated gold, cuz ur not gunna be able to go with that deep of a wheel on your car anyways, and the price is just enormous||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000016||giantrobot||02-03-2004||04:42 PM||||Oh Lord..a GT-R..now I have to change my drawers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  I LOVE them!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />Anyways...I like TE37s but those GT-Us look amazing on the Galant!||204.210.81.65||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000017||DongeR615||02-03-2004||05:06 PM||||te37's look better on the galant while the Gt-u's look a hell of a lot better on the skyline IMO..||153.18.18.165||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000018||giantrobot||02-03-2004||05:19 PM||||You know something...now I change my mind,I like the TE37s better,too! The GT-Us look more dated.||204.210.81.65||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000019||drew||02-03-2004||07:22 PM||||GTUs!||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000020||chauffeur1st||02-03-2004||07:42 PM||||TE 37's in bronze<br />  the others are real nice too, either way I love them both..<br /><br />Lata<br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000021||blacksheep||02-03-2004||08:42 PM||||Jason -  Tough call, I would do either but that car looks very clean and the gold seems to be more fitting with the bumpers and all...<br /><br />When I see gold wheels on a car - First thing I think is JDM and nice car! When I see real deal TE-37's - I think, damn this car must be fast coz the owner knows its light and more performance oriented. They are more of a "no bull! I am a fast car, dont fuck with me" look!  Kinda like on Nate Pharr's gvr4  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />If you are gonna drag the car, go with TE-37's. I would do the gold wheels more for show. <br /><br />Jose is right that there are more cars with TE-37's out there. But, bottom line is personal preference.<br /><br />Good luck!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000022||PRE-EVO||02-03-2004||09:40 PM||||I think you should consider one of these:<br />5zigen FNO1Rc's in black or bronze in 17x8 (@17lbs):<br /> <img src="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/5zigen/fn01rblk.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Zeo BZ-18 or Advan model 6's (same look but more expensive and lighter) in Anthracite or bronze/gold:<br /> <img src="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/Zeo/bz18gm.gif" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Enkei ZR2 (18.7lbs) 17x7:<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.whalentire.com/wheels/enkei/pictures/zr2an.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />Also Jason doesn't your car have a 5 lug swap as that opens up a whole new list of potential wheels and also how much are you looking to spend or is money no object?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000023||PRE-EVO||02-03-2004||10:05 PM||||If your 5 lug heres a good deal on some volks you won't see to often:<br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458080432&category=43957" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458080432&category=43957</a> <br /><br />SSR competitions:<br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458164433&category=43957" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458164433&category=43957</a> <br /><br />ZEO BZ-18's<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2457951563&category=43958" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2457951563&category=43958</a><br /><br />Of here's another nice set of 4 lug's:<br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458221236&category=43957" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458221236&category=43957</a>||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000024||VR4ownzU||02-03-2004||11:30 PM||||whatever is ligther and cheaper.||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000025||drew||02-03-2004||11:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by PRE-EVO:<br /><strong> If your 5 lug heres a good deal on some volks you won't see to often:<br />  <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458080432&category=43957" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458080432&category=43957</a>  <br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The diff widths will kill your diff.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000026||Clay||02-04-2004||12:45 AM||||i like the zeo bz 18's but i think that wheel is pretty heavy isnt it?<br /><br />and wheelmax only has the silver ones listed now, whats up with that||65.244.168.249||reg||1||Clay||00001911||yes
Z||000027||jayru||02-04-2004||01:27 AM||||Pre,<br />  I do have the 5 lug swap. Some of thoes wheels you pointed out on ebay would never fit bcs of the offset or staggered width's (although i appreciate you looking)  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />It comes down to prefrence for me, Although i don't have a tun of money to spend, i'm a firm believer in getting what you really want. I could buy some cheaper/heavier wheels and save money, but then i'll never really be happy. <br /><br />I'm anal about my car's, and rims have always been the toughest decision for me when it has come to my cars. <br /><br />I love the look/light weight of te37's (That's why i had le37t's on my Z) But i kinda feel like that's the direction everyone goes now-a-days. I want somthing diffrent like the GT-U's but don't know if i'll love em (i was never a fan of multi spoke rims before). One thing i love about the GT-U's is that polished lip (unavailable on the TE37's)<br /><br />I just have to think about it more and hopefully i'll finally make up my god damn mind  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000028||Jose||02-04-2004||09:57 PM||||The rim I was planning for the VR4 was the GT-Ns. I wasnt into multi spokes but they have a look to them.<br />Jose....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||AMG No More||00000460||yes



ubb/Forum3/004426.cgi
A||N||21||MidEngine210||A GVR4 not reliable? Let's Hear it!||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||02-03-2004||04:33 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||OK, I've had my vr4 since late August of '03. The only problem that I encountered was a bad O2 sensor that prevented me from passing smog. Being a frequent board member, I can't help but notice all the comments about our cars being unreliable and expensive to maintain. So what's the deal? My ride has 110K now, with t-belt due in about 20K. What should I expect and what should I do now? My ecu has been sent off for re-capping already. Let's hear some stories from experience for the benefit of the newbies.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||RayH||02-03-2004||04:53 PM||||Things to look out for after 100k that might strand you:<br /> ecu<br /> crank pulley<br /> alternator<br /> stock upper intercooler hose<br /> stock oil filter housing<br /> clutch slave cylinder<br />fixing any of these will probably last another 100k or longer<br /><br />other minor stuff after 100k:<br /> cv joints<br /> coolant hoses<br /> transmission wear (mine started popping out of first)<br /> oil return line from turbo||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000002||DarkDevilMMM||02-03-2004||04:58 PM||||let me take a bite here, I assume I am one of the person who's galant is barely drivable...<br /><br />I think the car isn't unreliable, just the fact that first, it's a turbo car, second, it's a 13 years old car, third, most ppl won't use a gvr4 as a granny car, so see the problem?<br /><br />the biggest problem of my car is a broken engine, just as if I replace/rebuild my whole engine and tranny, I am sure I will be one happy man, as right now, my compression is down to factory minimum, leakdown is down to 30%-40%, exhaust manifold totally cracked, suspect one of the valve is chiped/cracked, turbo is leaking, max boost only 5 PSI, burning oil like hell, 2nd gear synco almost dead, EGR problem(damn CA), ignition problem, and so on and so on..... <br /><br />other then a broken 192k engine, other seems still working fine, although power steering fluid keep leaking, I suspect that's because the rear rack is leaking, stupid wind noise on freeway, maybe one of the seal on the windows are too old, power antenna don't work anymore (who the hell still do anyways), that's pretty much it...<br /><br />so if u have some money to rebuild/replace the engine, I think most problems will be solved... but I still can't save enough money to rebuild the engine, oh well, by the time I save enough, I may just go for the evo8 instead, good luck.||67.114.221.136||reg||1||DarkDevilMMM||00000159||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-03-2004||05:01 PM||||i got mine at 85k, from the original owner.  it now has about 179k on it, has only left me once.  broke timing belt.  it went with me to long island, and was there 6 months.  all the time a daily driver.  i do a lot of maintenance on it, but mostly because i consider it a hobby now.  tonite i take it to forced performance for installation of noltec bushings.  just had the trans rebuilt, rear diff, driveshaft, some of the stuff i pull off and get rebuilt or replace new is still good.  preventative maintenance is the key.||64.240.175.95||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||iceman69510||02-03-2004||05:09 PM||||Agree totally.  When my clutch finally wore out, I did the trans, clutch hydraulics, shocks, springs, all brake pads, calipers and lines to make the car like new mechanically.  New fluids in transfer and rear end too.  Mechanically sound except for the turbo and motor, which are next.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000005||ercp98||02-03-2004||05:14 PM||||i would say in general our cars(gvr4) are reliable. i  got mine with 95k on it. so far it has 131k within 3years. in that i had gone to california and back (35hours straight by myself each way back and forth). the most catastrophic damage i've had so far was my tranny giving way then my head. the head was due to a lean out. the tranny ithink i just got paranoid. i had rebuilt by aamco. DO NOT GO to these people. bad experience for me.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000006||MidEngine210||02-03-2004||05:28 PM||||Preventive maintenence seems to be the phrase used by most. I forgot to mention my 2nd gear issue also. It's got a little better with the fluid flush and fill with 75w90 Redline. I might try something else to see if it can get better, but I think a tranny rebuild will be done next year. How much should I expect to pay?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||02-03-2004||05:32 PM||||I bought mine with around 110,000 miles on the car and 500 miles on the rebuilt engine. The rebuild included everything from repolished crank to new rods, new pistons, new valve train, new pumps, new belts, new pulleys, etc. etc.<br /><br />It ran sort of poorly for a couple months. Turned out to be a small boost leak in the upper IC hose. This was discovered when the hose blew out completely. This was easily fixed.<br /><br />Then a balance shaft bearing seized. This pretty much wiped out all the parts replaced in the last rebuild. <br /><br />During the rebuild we saw the radiator was ready to start leaking any time. But the car is from PA so that wasn't too surprising. We also found a torn CV boot. We hoped it was a recent tear but obviously the car ran for awhile after throwing the grease because the cv joint is noisy and needs to be replaced. <br /><br />Since then the car has been pretty solid. Of course it has only been 900 miles. <br /><br />So one part cost me thousands of dollars. But you have to be prepared for something like that when you hotrod an 11 year old car.<br /><br />I expect over the next couple of years I will have to replace some AC components, convert the AC to R134, rebuild the transmission, do something about the rear power steering pump that is no longer used, replace the main PS pump, and take care of a few other odds and ends. <br /><br />All this sounds like a tale from reliability hell but in fact the first engine rebuild was the result of a timing belt failure. The second one resulted from something that really is kind of freaky, and the rest of the stuff is simply expected on an early 90s car with over 100k miles. Only time will tell if its a reliability dog or not. Certainly six or seven months is not enough time to judge.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||DongeR615||02-03-2004||06:17 PM||||pretty reliable imo...a few things failed on me. 1g maf(my fault), alternator, gauge temperture sending unit, and ball joints. I need to get a camber kit before i get new tires and i also need new bushings all around.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||153.18.18.165||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000009||tplesko||02-03-2004||06:44 PM||||Mine has been darn reliable to me. Only stranded me once that wasn't my fault and that's when I blew up the turbo. Even then I drove it for 4 days before the smoke was unbearable  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  New turbo and she was good as new.  I think preventitive maintainence is key. Keep an eye on driveline, coolant hoses, gaskets etc etc.  Keep them on hand when they are near failing. I have tons of tools and small spare parts/fluids in my trunk.  It's a lot of extra weight but then I rarely need a tow truck.  <br /><br />The other time (not turbo) was when I broke a coolant hose and lost my coolant. It was -15 degrees out and I ran out of "spare" coolant in the trunk so I just had straight water which froze. If I would have had coolant I could have gotten it fixed and on the road no problem as I had the hose but no coolant.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000010||dlpinckney||02-03-2004||06:46 PM||||As others have said, routine maintenance is the BIG key here.  It is not a Honda and can't go 200K miles with nothing but oil changes.  Especially when most/if not all peoples cars on this board are modified to make more power.  My GVR-4 has only left me stranded once, and in all reality was MY fault.  I installed an ACT2600 without changing the original slave cylinder.  It lasted about 1200 miles and then the seal blew out of the cylinder.  I broke two shift forks, but that was MY fault, and I had a harmonic balancer pulley seperate on me.  I don't baby my car either, anyone that knows me can vouch for that, I run the $hit out of it.  All in all, it has been as reliable as any other car I have owned (3 Hondas, 2 air-cooled VWs, Toyota pickup), just requires that I be a little more stringent on the preventative maintenance.||63.188.65.44||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||02-04-2004||10:42 AM||||OH sure, everyone keeps mentioning the coolant hoses...  don't be like Ryan, they say.  I thought that bulging, soft radiator hoses were good.  Sure, they'll survive single digit temperatures...  winter prep <i>what</i>?<br /><br />From now on I am going to advocate changing the hoses with every timing belt job.<br /><br />I just got my new hoses (preventative maintenance for the upper rad hose) from Conicelli.  Also a proper Mitsu thermostat and gasket AND an oil filler cap gasket.   Don't think I'm fixing her today (brrrrrr) but a little brain power could have prevented this.  I'd much rather be stranded in my garage than have the car sitting at work.<br /><br />And my wife finally convinced me to do the right thing.  We bought a new car so now the VR-4 doesn't <i>have</i> to be a daily driver.  Though I sure miss the AWD right now.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||MidEngine210||02-04-2004||01:25 PM||||This is good stuff. Thanks for the replies. I'm planning to keep this car for a long time, but definitely not as a daily driver given it does not get great miles to the gallon nor does it take regular petro(bay area gas prices aren't pretty). My plans are to perform enough preventative maintenence to last at least another 100k (has 110K now).||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000013||91GVR4||02-04-2004||07:24 PM||||Well I got mine in Nov. 02 with 155k. Now it has 170k or so. With this many miles many things are worn out and the car is in a constant state of maintance. Hopfully this will end some time in the next year or so.<br /> So far I have and the trany rebuilt do to a C.V. joint shattering and putting a hole in my case. TRE did a great job and it shifts great. <br /> Put on 2g exaust many because mine was cracked. Ported out the 14b and O2 housing. <br /> New 3g lifters to tame phantom knock. <br /> New oil pan gasket.<br /> It still needs many things and the alternator just crapped out yeasterday so that is one more thing. But I love the car!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.156.32.89||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000014||turbogalant||02-04-2004||10:16 PM||||21K miles I have owned it 164k total. Trans rebuild, act 2100, new flywheel, cluch fork, slave cylinder, about 500 miles after I bought it, needed a shift fork when I bought it. ~5000 miles later rebuilt head, at 162k motor ate a bearing engine rebuild. In 21k miles I have replaced 2 alternators, fuel pump, ehaust manifold, entire exhaust, 2 u joints,clutch master, clutch slave again damn pos autozone one got stuck in the bore, various sensors, clutch pedal, radiator all hoses, water pump, timing belt 2x, ecu, had rc clean my injectors, 2 axles, lifters, 1 brake caliper, full bushing kit,pads and rotors, iac, motor mounts, tie rods, control arms, springs struts, 3 tires, rear sway bar, and alot of other things I don't remember and some that I don't think you even care about. Head rebuild consisted of porting 16 SS valves, new valve seals and guides, engine rebuild was pistons seals bearings, arp rods and mains, bs delete, trans was new shift fork, syncros, new 1-2 hub and slider (I think that's what buschur said it was) which I had to pull apart again 2k ago because they did not look at the weak threading in the case. And now I am starting to think of selling it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  . I have poor luck with cars, I don't even want to get in to my daytona  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  .||65.177.241.207||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000015||851/1000||02-17-2004||06:30 PM||||I got 581 with 113K as a trade in at the dealership where I work. Being a Mitsu Senior Tech, I am well familiar with the problems which happen to most 1g t/e/ls and GVR-4s. Mine had every one of them. Bad valve seals,noisy timing belt,clacking axles,loose ball joints,loose tie rods,bad rack,cracked exhaust manifold,rotted suspension bushings,broken roll stoppers,ticking valve lash adjusters,bad o2sensor,grinding second and third,bad rear calipers,broken e-brake cables,rotors worn under specs,dead radio&cd, and I'm just waiting to replace the brain. It will turn you into a better mechanic. But I still love it.141K now and boringly reliable.||12.111.39.195||reg||1||Mark LaVallee||00003551||yes
Z||000016||s_firestone||02-18-2004||09:01 AM||||Again, putting things in perspective.  <br /><br />Nothing is mechanically wrong with the VR-4.  <br /><br />It's the feet of VR-4 owners which are defective.  <br /><br />Our nuerological spasms put alot of mechanical strain on the car.<br /><br />This may in fact be exasperbated by our minds constantly being confused by the thoughts    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   "It's a car",    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   "NO It's a 4X4",    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   "NO It's a Rally Car",    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />   "NO, It's a drag car",   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   "NO it's a GVR4", and of course with people in the car the gratuitous    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   "Want to see something cool? Hang on!".<br /><br />Yes you will become a better mechanic.  <br /><br />But the reason you will become a better mechanic is because you do not trust anyone else to fix your car properly.  And you would be right in being paranoid.  <br /><br />Because any machine this complex and mucho cool, always attracts the only mechanic in a given automotive shop who actually failed his beer-elbow-mouth reflex skills test and even the Snap-On guy refuses to sell tools to him.  <br /><br />That guy seems to move from shop to shop and therefore no matter where you take your car he will be the one working on it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />SO, we work on our own cars because our feet are defective and so is that mechanic.  <br /><br />I mean that with NO disrespect to all the dedicated career mechanics in this forum.  There are good mechanics and bad mechanics.||24.170.27.201||reg||1||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000017||851/1000||02-18-2004||07:02 PM||||I've been working on cars since 1968! Since I was ten years old. I have been working on stuff for other people's money since 1971.When other kids in my age group were watching "The Partridge Family" I was rebuilding Holley four barrels. I have worked on every kind of car including Porsche. I have worked on every type of motorcycle short of a Munch Mammut! I worked for ten years on jet fighter aircraft,courtesy of the USAF. If someone in my shop passes my car with a tool,he is putting it back in his box. There are better mechanics than I,but I am in the top five percent. Yes this is a career. I take it seriously. I also get to straighten out a lot of hacked up shit,too.||12.111.39.195||reg||1||Mark LaVallee||00003551||yes
Z||000018||kazerak2||02-18-2004||10:31 PM||||lets put it this way mine has been on jack stands since the day i got it..........but i still lover her  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000019||andkilde||02-19-2004||08:48 AM||||Picked my green 91 up in October and (touch wood) she's been dead reliable. Did a timing belt job the second I got it home and I've driven 7000 miles total.<br /><br />Drove a 1979 Austin Mini as a daily driver previously -- it's nice not to have to keep a full tool kit and a bunch of spare parts in the car everywhere you go   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />I do have a few minor issues, cracked manifold, iffy turbo and various noises & rattles that I'm taking care of one at a time but nothing that stops forward progress.<br /><br />Cheers, Ted||216.8.168.240||reg||6||Ted Andkilde||00002209||yes
Z||000020||crucible||02-19-2004||11:02 AM||||Reliability is hit or miss.Somebody along the line had to endure your car's questionable reliability.Unless you an original owner.<br />If your mechanically adept at pulling trannys,engines,axles,etc and putting shit back together,have the proper tools,have good troubleshooting skills then you've won half the battle.Cuz you gonna go to battle with this car.<br />If its your 1 and only car, be prepared for alternate transportation.<br />This is a good place to hang out when shit goes haywire.Always someone thats "been there, done that" to help out.||198.8.3.35||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000021||AllWheelsDriven||02-19-2004||03:23 PM||||owning your own flatbed helps too   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.64.116.161||reg||1||AllWheelsDriven||00000045||yes
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A||||15||sleepyvr4||everyone must do this mod...||||14||||sleepyvr4||00003137
Z||000000||sleepyvr4||02-03-2004||07:31 PM||sleepyvr4@excite.com||I installed a 91 TEL shifter I picked up on ebay for $15 - WOW.  Super short throws, about 5 inches tall to the top of the knob (w/ uncut threads) and it shifts easier, and feels as if it is impossible to miss a gear.  I installed a non-cruise throttle cable, and that was cool and all, made throttle a little snappier and cleaned some shit up, but man.  I don't think anyone has stressed the urgency everyone should have to do this.  Get a leather boot, the shifter, and go to town.  I'll get pics up soon.||24.154.184.10||reg||14||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-03-2004||07:38 PM||||when you install a  non-cruise TB, do you actually do away with cruise? Lot of people are doing this lately, I wouldnt mind see pics of why the no-cruise TB is being used....Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||slowpokin699||02-03-2004||07:39 PM||||good to know... i almost forgot about this mod untill you reminded me of it...  it feels like i'm paddling a boat with the stocker!||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-03-2004||07:41 PM||||its the school bus shifter, dawg!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||sleepyvr4||02-03-2004||07:43 PM||||cruise is done away with.  it's just the cable you replace, not the tb... both mods are so simple even an ignoramus could do them too.  10 minutes for each.  what a difference the shifter makes, though.  I'm still impressed.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000005||slowpokin699||02-03-2004||07:45 PM||||i'll keep my cruise... cant you just ajust the slack in the stock cable?  what actually makes the diffrence between the two cables?||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000006||atc250r||02-03-2004||07:57 PM||||I was going to start the same post a couple of weeks ago when I put the TEL shifter in mine. Dollar for dollar I think it one of teh best mods I have done. Now I feel like I am driving a sports car instead of my pickup truck.<br /><br />John||68.193.220.190||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000007||sleepyvr4||02-03-2004||08:13 PM||||the non-cruise cable is solid, from gas pedal to throttle body.  The stocker has a gas pedal to box cable, then the box has pulleys, cantalevers and other shit, and then another cable runs to the tb.  you can adjust them but I never used my cruise, and like the cleanliness of the single cable.||24.154.184.10||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000008||slowpokin699||02-03-2004||08:26 PM||||maybe i'll look into the dual throttle cable setup... possibly a swap to the non cruise then leave in the cruise still intact but unhooked. for long trips i could just swap them out within minitues before i go on the road or something...||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000009||slowpokin699||02-03-2004||09:18 PM||||oh, and what car does the non cruise control cable come from?||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000010||sleepyvr4||02-03-2004||11:33 PM||||the non-turbo colt, and the 1.8 liter eclipses.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000011||slowpokin699||02-03-2004||11:53 PM||||ahh, the infamous 89-92 non turbo c/s/m's?  thats what i have for a daily driver!  the swap is soon to come..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000012||mr.mitsu||02-04-2004||12:10 AM||||i've done the shifter and non cruise mods too...<br /><br />great, easy and cheap   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||63.138.53.57||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000013||jonvr4||02-04-2004||12:14 AM||||if anyone wants the shifter or cable i sell them. let me know and i can get them for you!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000014||mr.mitsu||02-04-2004||09:55 AM||||i can vouch for jon, thanks by the way bro!<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||63.138.53.57||reg||1||mr.mitsu||00001467||yes
Z||000015||Arty||02-04-2004||11:42 AM||||I had a copy of the Mofugas shifter made up for me, I had it made with +/- 1.5" throw, but after using that for a while I somtimes think I should have gone with an even shorter throw.  <br />What's the throw of the TEL shifter ?<br /><br />John.||203.29.219.6||reg||1||Arty||00000567||yes
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A||||52||chucklesas||Panda Galant?||||1||||Charles||00000887
Z||000000||chucklesas||02-03-2004||11:05 PM||||Was thinking of doing this to my car...<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2724" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2724&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />(photochopped black galant onto white galant)<br />What does everyone think?||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||02-03-2004||11:09 PM||||OH yeah, and does anyone have a link to some rims they might think would look nice with that photo?  I want to try and photoshop them in too.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||VR4ownzU||02-03-2004||11:15 PM||||wantanabes? haha....dude i owned one of the nicest AE86s in the US...its funny seeing a galant panda paint scheme.....||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000003||VR4ownzU||02-03-2004||11:29 PM||||It needs flat black or gunmetal wheels.....something dark to go with the bottom half and it actually might not look that bad......oh and a CF hood for the full panda effect.||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000004||chucklesas||02-03-2004||11:38 PM||||That's what I was thinking... and the infamous CF hood...    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000005||VR4ownzU||02-04-2004||12:59 AM||||my 86 had a CF hoody||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000006||BluFalcon||02-04-2004||05:54 AM||||I have a Panda Talon.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <a href="http://www.dsmregistry.com/detail.php?carid=108" target="_blank">http://www.dsmregistry.com/detail.php?carid=108</a><br /><br /> I think a Black/White Galant would look pretty nice. It might freak some people out, since it'd look like a cop car.  You could throw a lightbar on top of it and go all out. I believe some Galants were used as cop cars in other countries.  Hmm would you paint the door cladding black as well or just keep it like the picture with the underskirt painted black?||67.166.228.113||reg||1||BluFalcon||00000366||yes
Z||000007||chucklesas||02-04-2004||08:33 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2727" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2727&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Alright, here it is with the cladding too.  Still need to find some dark rims to go with it.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000008||MustGoFaster||02-04-2004||10:37 AM||||Looks funny right now, you NEED diffrent wheels.  Even stock black ones would do.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000009||JAYGVR4||02-04-2004||03:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> Looks funny right now, you NEED diffrent wheels.  Even stock black ones would do. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">How bout someone photochopping it with a blackened top like a Talon, and also with black wheels!  That'd look interesting.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000010||thon||02-04-2004||05:56 PM||||thats hot as hell!<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000011||chucklesas||02-04-2004||06:34 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2728" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2728&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Black Shus<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2731" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2731&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Velox VX8B1||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000012||chucklesas||02-04-2004||07:08 PM||||Or what about...<br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2732&width=400" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Okay, I'm done for now.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000013||turboflanagan||02-04-2004||10:14 PM||||Vinyl top!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000014||Tangent||02-04-2004||10:29 PM||||Black Kosei K1's!||4.40.6.149||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||02-04-2004||10:39 PM||||Some wire wheels with the ragtop...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||Evilnissan||02-05-2004||09:52 AM||||some 100 spoke Gold Daytons....<br /><br /><br />hahah then you would be big pimp'n.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000017||chucklesas||02-05-2004||10:37 AM||||Galant VR-4 Spyder   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2739&width=400" alt=" - " />||65.27.235.229||reg||6||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000018||VR4ownzU||02-05-2004||11:54 AM||||omg ROFL!!!!!!!!!||141.110.160.157||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000019||Evilnissan||02-05-2004||12:48 PM||||Now if the paint was only Green Metal Flake it could be on rides with funk Master Flex.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000020||ayvr4||02-05-2004||01:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Evilnissan:<br /><strong> Now if the paint was only Green Metal Flake it could be on rides with funk Master Flex. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">EWWWWE:<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2740" alt=" - " />||68.74.200.106||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000021||bleck||02-05-2004||04:39 PM||||Saving these pics to my hd as we speak.   Hysterical!!!  Almost as good as the 82 Buick's running on 30's.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000022||beavis||02-05-2004||07:48 PM||||for some strange reason i was forced to make this my background.||138.23.87.40||reg||1||beavis||00000378||yes
Z||000023||chucklesas||02-06-2004||04:50 PM||||I think I figured out how to make a Galant lighter...<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2744" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2744&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />Now seriously, I need to quit doing this stuff, and getting off topic in my own thread.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000024||Evilnissan||02-07-2004||09:43 PM||||2 door G-ride||68.119.145.212||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000025||blacksheep||02-07-2004||09:50 PM||||If you could photochop Snoop and Dre in that 2 door G-ride that would be off the hook....||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000027||chucklesas||02-08-2004||12:12 AM||||Oh man, you guys come up with some crazy ideas...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2768" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2768&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />WERD||65.27.235.229||reg||6||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000028||drew||02-08-2004||12:22 AM||||rollin' down the street smokin' indo sippin on Gin and Juice...||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000029||blacksheep||02-08-2004||10:10 AM||||Foh shizzle nizzle !||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000030||VR4ownzU||02-08-2004||07:15 PM||||wow haha||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000031||229of1000||02-09-2004||12:08 AM||||It just gets better and better!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000032||chucklesas||02-10-2004||08:39 PM||||I probably won't ever do this to my car, but I was thinking that a Black and White color scheme with gold or bronze accents might look nice, including painting the front grill either gold or bronze.  What are people's thoughts?||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000033||chucklesas||02-10-2004||08:48 PM||||1<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2789" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2789&width=200" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2790" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2790&width=200" alt=" - " /></a><br />2<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2792" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2792&width=200" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2793" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2793&width=200" alt=" - " /></a><br />3<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2794" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2794&width=200" alt=" - " /></a> <a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2795" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2795&width=200" alt=" - " /></a><br />Finally, does it look better with the cladding also painted, or just the trim pieces painted?||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000034||VR4ownzU||02-10-2004||09:51 PM||||cladding painted also....I like the first one.||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000035||Garfield Wright||02-10-2004||10:51 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> cladding painted also....I like the first one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The 1st one with the arches over the wheel painted as well not just the cladding||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000036||i hate fall||02-13-2004||03:55 PM||||vr4ownzu ..... not to bring the drama but there is no way your ae-86 could have been as nice as the levin that sold on ebay a few weeks ago...||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000037||chucklesas||02-13-2004||08:49 PM||||Alright, I think this is my last little photoshop for this thread:<br />This is generally the idea I had in mind for the Black, White, and Gold:<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2814" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2814&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2815" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2815&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />(someone might notice their bumper in this pic)<br /><br />Well, I'm not so sure anymore.  Doesn't look quite right, but that just may be because it is a photoshop and only an idea of what it would look like.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000038||theymightbegalants||02-13-2004||09:57 PM||||On paper, it sounds awesome.  But when I see the photochop, it's just too busy... maybe if you got some gunmetal gray wheels, or anthracite, to help "blend" the black and white?  But definitely too busy.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000039||VR4ownzU||02-13-2004||11:17 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by i hate fall:<br /><strong> vr4ownzu ..... not to bring the drama but there is no way your ae-86 could have been as nice as the levin that sold on ebay a few weeks ago... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It had ALOT more mods....was nicer imo||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000040||VR4ownzU||02-13-2004||11:25 PM||||here ya go...my old car...<br /><br /><a href="http://importspeedsouth.com/jimmysae86.htm" target="_blank">http://importspeedsouth.com/jimmysae86.htm</a>||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000041||theymightbegalants||02-14-2004||08:38 PM||||Nice car.  I dig the seat and steering wheel.  Those rims, though, have got to go.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000042||jonvr4||02-14-2004||09:31 PM||||how long ago did you own that? that is awsome.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000043||VR4ownzU||02-15-2004||10:10 PM||||The rims on the car are pretty hard to come by Dori Dori (Drift Drift)....I wasn't a huge fan of the gold ones but I loved the gunmetal....it was different and thats all I cared about...those rims used go for 1000 bucks....anyways....I had the car shipped I believe last May and sold it in November I believe....right before I joined galantvr4.org....I still check out club4ag.com every once in a while to check out whats new....||205.188.208.172||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000044||theymightbegalants||02-16-2004||04:46 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> The rims on the car are pretty hard to come by Dori Dori... those rims used go for 1000 bucks </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Eh, they look just like a lot of BBS rims to me.  That's what I thought they were at first.  And I hope you mean for the whole set; I wouldn't even pay $200 for the set, but that's just me.  I also would have gotten more tire for an 8" rim, but I guess you drifters have your reasons...||69.59.219.218||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000045||V8EATER||02-18-2004||11:50 AM||||Am I the only one who doesn't believe a word you say, nick?  You've been throwing "20k" around for months now, and nothing.  and now, you show us some car, an ae86 "you owned", but it says it's owned by a guy named Jimmy.  you're all smoke and mirrors, as far as I'm concerned.  <br /><br />a word of advice, nick.  Shit, or get off the pot.||66.143.44.199||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000046||VR4ownzU||02-18-2004||02:20 PM||||Jimmy was the original owner....odviously I don't live in Cali and I had it shipped to Cleveland...I'll post reciepts if you don't believe me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000047||theymightbegalants||02-18-2004||06:36 PM||||Waitaminute... here you've been telling us all about this great AE86 you owned, like it's your street cred or something, and you didn't even build the car?  Just bought it?  Christ.||24.21.86.243||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000048||VR4ownzU||02-19-2004||10:42 AM||||pics of my old ae86 if you still don't believe me...<br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid71/pa31d981a155df336339e5485f0ca1f51/fb8cc82b.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid71/pd9481eb2cb484b71f8b12fe52089c455/fb8cc99e.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid71/p5d9619d77ed10bb92fab673d25c23198/fb8cc9ee.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid70/pb1d434a88294c59d070d72df589f61f9/fb9e0e12.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://www.imagestation.com/picture/sraid70/p77411aecb53d7aa6e6d438242905ac7b/fb9e0e88.jpg" alt=" - " />||129.137.148.31||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000049||VR4ownzU||02-19-2004||09:50 PM||||Bottom two are at Norwalk...hard to tell...||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000050||jonvr4||02-19-2004||10:05 PM||||my friend has one with a full jdm body kit||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000051||Minjin||02-19-2004||10:28 PM||||If thats from this past Import Show (DSM Shootout), I remember the car...and the owner. The car was nice but the owner couldn't remember what kind of gas mileage the car got.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />I'll post pics when I get home from work.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000052||VR4ownzU||02-19-2004||10:33 PM||||what? All i know is that it didn't get good gas mileage with the cams it had...I thought about throwing stock cams back into it but I sold it before that ever happened.  You seriously ask me a questions like that?? haha...wow... :D||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000053||Minjin||02-19-2004||11:41 PM||||Here: <br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/minjin/P1010048.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/minjin/P1010048.JPG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/minjin/P1010049.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/minjin/P1010049.JPG</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/minjin/P1010050.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/minjin/P1010050.JPG</a><br /><br />The owner is the punk in the blue hat. It was a decent car, but about two minutes earlier I took a much better pic:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/minjin/P1010047.JPG" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/minjin/P1010047.JPG</a><br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes



ubb/Forum3/004429.cgi
A||||10||drew||Wideband 02||||1||||drew||00000140
Z||000000||drew||02-04-2004||02:09 AM||||What are some options? I'm looking @ AEM's new Wideband with gauge. Is there a way to hook up the wideband to a different gauge, such as the SAFC2?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000001||Notorius||02-04-2004||05:03 AM||||im pretty sure DSMTuners.com just put widebands into ther Parts Catalog list, theres a shitload of options||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||02-04-2004||09:38 AM||||309 for a PLX at <a href="http://www.urdusa.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Product_Code=0012&Category_Code=PERF" target="_blank">http://www.urdusa.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Product_Code=0012&Category_Code=PERF</a><br /><br />weldin o2 bung extra 8.00, it has an extra narrowband output and a widebandoutput too.<br /><br />for more info checkout  <a href="http://www.plxdevices.com/" target="_blank">http://www.plxdevices.com/</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||02-04-2004||09:47 AM||||I just bought a PLX M-300, and can't wait to get it installed. It has a 0-5 volt output for datalogging, as I believe most do, so you could connect it to an unused AFC input probably.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||216.77.204.109||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||02-04-2004||11:43 AM||||Holy cow! For these prices the Galant is going wideband... I'll find $400 in the rebuild budget for one of these and a new O2 sensor. Sweet!<br /><br />Jeff, I have no doubt that AFC will accept the signal. The question is which input to use and how to interpret the displayed results...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||14||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||02-04-2004||05:35 PM||||The M-300 was only $300, including sensor!<br />The link here shows the voltage output compared to the A/F:<br /><a href="http://www.plxdevices.com/M-Series_productinfo.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plxdevices.com/M-Series_productinfo.htm</a><br />I'd also like to modify my TMO logger to log the wideband output too. It should be easy.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000<br /><a href="http://www.dsmchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.dsmchips.com</a><br /><a href="http://www.keydiverchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.keydiverchips.com</a>||67.34.36.117||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||drew||02-04-2004||05:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> The M-300 was only $300, including sensor!<br />The link here shows the voltage output compared to the A/F:<br /> <a href="http://www.plxdevices.com/M-Series_productinfo.htm" target="_blank">http://www.plxdevices.com/M-Series_productinfo.htm</a> <br />I'd also like to modify my TMO logger to log the wideband output too. It should be easy.<br />Jeff O.<br />#1886/2000<br /> <a href="http://www.dsmchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.dsmchips.com</a> <br /> <a href="http://www.keydiverchips.com" target="_blank">http://www.keydiverchips.com</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Can you mod mine too? Jeff, maybe you should stay silent about all your skills  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||Martin Tolentino||02-04-2004||10:47 PM||||Jeff,<br />       The grey wire output of the PLX works with<br />s-afc blue wire input sensor #2.<br />I need to find out what is the max input voltage<br />for the s-afc inputs.<br /><br />FYI, PLX white wire output is ~2.5 vdc for an A/F ratio of 14.5 to 1. just like the chart PLX provides.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000008||369of1000||02-06-2004||02:09 PM||||PLX also offers an "M-Series AutoMeter Narrowband to Wideband Gauge Converter". This would allow you to use any narrowband gauge as a wideband gauge instead of using the converted wideband to narrowband signal. It sounds close to the same thing but the curves are very different. The box costs $35 + $5 shipping.<br /><br />Combine that with a magical keydriver tweak for datalogging and I'm sold. (um, that and an extra $480 I don't have    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    )<br /><br />Jeff, where did you buy it for only $300? The PLX website store has the M-300 for $329 + $10 shipping, and the sensor for $59 + $5 shipping and an 8 foot sensor harness is another $20 + $5<br /><br />---edit---<br />The pictures on the site tell a different tail than the text. It would appear the M-300 has the sensor and wire included for the $329. Also the M-250 is only $299 plus shipping.<br /><br />I think I understand now, but the site could have had something written down explaining this so I didn't look like an ass.<br /><br />Oh well, I guess nothing can stop that now.||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000009||MustGoFaster||02-06-2004||03:34 PM||||If you put it to the blue wire of an S-AFC, It will be read as pressure.  Not sure on the S-AFC2 though.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||02-09-2004||09:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Paul Mc369:<br /><strong> <br />Jeff, where did you buy it for only $300? The PLX website store has the M-300 for $329 + $10 shipping, and the sensor for $59 + $5 shipping and an 8 foot sensor harness is another $20 + $5<br /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.urdusa.com/" target="_blank">http://www.urdusa.com/</a><br />It looks like it is now $308.95, I paid only $299 a couple weeks ago!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.214.32.78||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/004430.cgi
A||||28||fazzt73||AMG type grille-feedback wanted!!||||7||||fazzt73||00001740
Z||000000||fazzt73||02-04-2004||04:03 AM||fazzt73@yahoo.com||here are some pics guys, im going to be making these in fg and cf let me know if there is interest in parts, want to thank brandonGVR4 for<br />the grille that was sliced to make this one, bro<br />you will soon get your freebie...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/fazzt73/album?.dir=/My+Photos" target="_blank">http://f1.pg.photos.yahoo.com/ph/fazzt73/album?.dir=/My+Photos</a><br /><br />Paulo.<br />925/2000||200.76.240.28||reg||7||fazzt73||00001740||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-04-2004||04:18 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    That's one of the sexiest things I've seen!||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||02-04-2004||07:42 AM||||(slobbering) I want one!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||Doc_Seuss||02-04-2004||08:17 AM||||OMG i want one also, i thinkt hat would look sick on the cars...only thing is i wonder how CF would look on belize green? hmm<br /><br />o well back to studying for my exam<br /><br />dave||128.153.218.220||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000004||spoulson||02-04-2004||08:50 AM||||Very nice piece.  Do you plan on making more?||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-04-2004||09:22 AM||||Paulo - Very impressive. A bunch of people are going to want one. You better plan on quitting your day job  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||REDLINEGVR4||02-04-2004||09:29 AM||||I want One!!||168.254.225.217||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000007||silly4turbo||02-04-2004||09:45 AM||||looks kinda ricey to me, maybe it's the silver mesh or the big red mitsu emblem ... I like the frame though, maybe with a dark mesh it wouldn't be so bad. but that's just me||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000008||Doc_Seuss||02-04-2004||10:09 AM||||i kinda agree with what Silly4turbo is saying in that the huge mitsu sign looks alittle out of place, and the light colored grill is kidna bright.  But i think all that stuff could be worked out.  Maybe without the huge diamond star and painting the grill a darker color would look uber awsome   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />On top of that i think the fact that he has aftermarket bumper and hood makes it look alittle different, i would love to see it as it is on a gvr4 with stock appearence.<br /><br />Going to get back to studying    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />dave||128.153.218.220||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000009||Ska-TAY||02-04-2004||10:38 AM||||Price?||24.209.146.2||reg||1||Ska-TAY||00001541||yes
Z||000010||coop||02-04-2004||10:56 AM||||when?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||02-04-2004||03:14 PM||||i want one too!||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||turbowop||02-04-2004||03:17 PM||||I want one. That is the design I thought would look good on our cars. I would paint the mesh black and go without the diamond star on my car.||63.224.209.113||reg||14||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000013||jayru||02-04-2004||06:28 PM||||Stop sweatin my sheiat... Your all wanna be Want-a-be's.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   J/K<br /><br />Looks good. I would do the mesh in black w/o the star.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000014||marvinmadman123||02-04-2004||08:14 PM||||I want one also   <img src="http://www.steelheader.net/photopost/data/510/893eyepopping-thumb.gif" alt=" - " />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000015||Vr4in'||02-04-2004||09:18 PM||||Maybe it is just that scraped up bumper and it being an aftermarket body kit that makes it look ricey..To me..it all looks awesome. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />Rob||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000016||BigTime||02-05-2004||12:25 AM||||I wouldn't mind having one either if the price was right. Anyone know what front bumper that is on the car?||152.163.252.136||reg||1||BigTime||00003143||yes
Z||000017||Romanova||02-05-2004||12:33 AM||||I'd lay down the $$ to sport one of those!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000018||hibrn8||02-05-2004||02:16 AM||||yep Im interested.||67.248.115.197||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||05:02 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BigTime:<br /><strong> I wouldn't mind having one either if the price was right. Anyone know what front bumper that is on the car? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Custom made, by the owner of the car.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||Dreis11301||02-05-2004||05:47 AM||||I will buy one of those and I don't even have a Galant anymore||132.20.251.4||reg||1||Dreis11301||00002569||yes
Z||000021||iceman69510||02-05-2004||10:57 AM||||I kind of like it, but can you make it deeper like the stock one.  The recessed grille material would stand out less.  <br /><br />Is that 1/4" grating?||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000022||dsmsleeper||02-05-2004||11:47 AM||||Very nice work.  I would take one if the price is right as well.||63.146.62.141||reg||1||dsmsleeper||00000483||yes
Z||000023||VR4ownzU||02-05-2004||11:57 AM||||I'll take one also!!!!||141.110.160.157||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000024||bleck||02-05-2004||04:49 PM||||Actually, I think the flash in the camera makes the mesh look worse than it probably really is.  Either way, nice piece, and when can I git one?!||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000025||jcgalantvr4-244||02-05-2004||05:43 PM||||Very nice!!  you have PM!!!!<br /><br />Jc||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalantvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000026||Pep||02-05-2004||08:28 PM||||I'd definitely buy one!||66.233.102.134||reg||1||Pep||00000675||yes
Z||000027||coop||02-05-2004||08:46 PM||||quit teasing us. I feel like I am at a strip club and no touchy  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />so when will they ship?||198.81.26.43||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000028||brandongvr4||02-07-2004||12:47 AM||||Hey, Paulo the AMG Style Grill looks great man. <br />Im sure they are going to sale quick.<br /><br /><br />Brandon<br />1873/2000||64.230.149.209||reg||6||brandongvr4||00000571||yes



ubb/Forum3/004431.cgi
A||||8||dc_style||green two tone?!||||1||||dc_style||00002305
Z||000000||dc_style||02-04-2004||03:32 PM||mmgoi2u@hotmail.com||hmm.. .anyone have a green two tone picture? i was thinking about it. gunmetal on bottom but i don't know what it'd look like. photoshoppers wanna help? i figured white has the panda paint scheme and black has the gray, and the kensington is just sexy... what does that leave the green owners??! just a thought.||204.169.115.103||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000001||turbowop||02-04-2004||04:23 PM||||YELLOW!!!!!<br /><br />It would be mAd tYte yo!!||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-04-2004||05:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by dc_style:<br /><strong>...the kensington is just sexy... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Look...thats me in the Kensington Grey GVR-4. I feel, dare I say it, rather sexy. The intake has gone all wooshey. One is in danger of getting boost up one's whoopsidaisy.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||dc_style||02-04-2004||05:15 PM||||haha sexy indeed. but let's get back to the topic for those who don't have gray.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000004||hecdws||02-04-2004||08:53 PM||||yes i have a green car. green and c/f cladding if you get a motorcycle mag there are places that will wrap the plastic in real c/f and how sexy will that look with a c/f hood.<br /><br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000005||dc_style||02-04-2004||09:15 PM||||awesome. do you have any pictures? thanks.||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000006||drew||02-05-2004||01:49 PM||||<img src="http://www.toy-ota.de/wpe289.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Makes me think of an ES300.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||hecdws||02-05-2004||02:16 PM||||i dont have any pictures of the wrapping but i have seen it in person on street bikes. looked good enough to make me want to cover a few parts. just waiting on my c/f hood first. if it looks as good as im expecting then i will commence looking for a place to do the covering.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000008||dc_style||02-05-2004||05:45 PM||||y'know. i actually kind of like the es300 color scheme. anyone wanna photochop a vr4 like that with silver rims or bronze? i think i've almost got it.. thanks everyone.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes



ubb/Forum3/004432.cgi
A||||3||JAYGVR4||I just found my new galant paintscheme...||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||02-04-2004||03:48 PM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.roadsquadron.com/Cars/Podracer/" target="_blank">http://www.roadsquadron.com/Cars/Podracer/</a><br /><br />WTF...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||02-04-2004||05:06 PM||||OK mister star wars freak, whatever the fuck you're smoking I want it, gives you cool hallucinations huh?||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||02-04-2004||05:52 PM||||At least they are not from Maryland; like the ignorant amusing tow video guys.||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||02-04-2004||05:58 PM||||I was gonna write something very witty about that galant, but decided not to wate the energy||68.9.235.175||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes



ubb/Forum3/004433.cgi
A||||8||sleepyvr4||question about prostreetonline...||||5||||sleepyvr4||00003137
Z||000000||sleepyvr4||02-04-2004||06:59 PM||sleepyvr4@excite.com||these guys have a timing belt kit w/ water pump and at a really good price.  Has anyone bought it?  I've heard mixed feedback about them though.  This is the link to the quality of their "oem" equivalent parts.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.prostreetonline.com/pso/pages/services/oemspec.asp" target="_blank">prostreet</a>||24.154.50.189||reg||5||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000001||sleepyvr4||02-05-2004||10:24 AM||||Mitsubishi Eclipse Turbo <br />1989-1992  4G63 Timing Belt Kit - bshaft belt, timing belt, tensioner pulley, water pump and auto tensioner. FJJ-0001-DSM $190.00  FREE||205.149.71.236||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000002||sleepyvr4||02-05-2004||03:22 PM||||anyone?||24.154.50.189||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000003||16GVR4||02-06-2004||03:12 AM||||I bought and installed their timing belt kit on my car approx. 3 months ago. The components of the kit seems to be very well made. I have nothing to complain about. <br /><br />The kit comes with contitech belt, which according to Ken Inn is a good belt.<br />This is the first timing belt kit I bought, so take whatever I said with a grain of salt.||64.169.92.34||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000004||DongeR615||02-06-2004||03:52 AM||||why not go with partosaur from ebay for ur timing belt needs or foreign car parts who ken inn advocates. i don't think you can go wrong with any one or concellis prices.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000005||ken inn||02-06-2004||10:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> why not go with partosaur from ebay for ur timing belt needs or foreign car parts who ken inn advocates. i don't think you can go wrong with any one or concellis prices.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i do what?||64.240.175.81||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000006||DongeR615||02-06-2004||11:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> why not go with partosaur from ebay for ur timing belt needs or foreign car parts who ken inn advocates. i don't think you can go wrong with any one or concellis prices.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i do what? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ken inn, you stand by their products and prices. foreign car parts...i believe thats the shop's name that gave us a HELLA good deal on timing belt parts.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||02-06-2004||12:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> why not go with partosaur from ebay for ur timing belt needs or foreign car parts who ken inn advocates. i don't think you can go wrong with any one or concellis prices.      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i do what? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ken inn, you stand by their products and prices. foreign car parts...i believe thats the shop's name that gave us a HELLA good deal on timing belt parts.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You mean like the six of us or so who actually took part in the groupbuy that Ken worked hard on putting together for us? We appreciate it Ken! One of these days I might actually get around to installing the belts...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||02-06-2004||12:38 PM||||yah, foreign car parts is a very good place, i dont know about the other.  and i use the conti belts on my cars, and i also sell the hell out of conti belts, but they are all for european cars.||64.240.175.81||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/004434.cgi
A||||13||sleepyvr4||shifter pics - non-cruise cable pics||||14||||sleepyvr4||00003137
Z||000000||sleepyvr4||02-04-2004||07:50 PM||sleepyvr4@excite.com||<img src="http://img5.photobucket.com/albums/v22/sleepyvr4/interior4.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://img5.photobucket.com/albums/v22/sleepyvr4/shifter5.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://img5.photobucket.com/albums/v22/sleepyvr4/shifter4.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://img5.photobucket.com/albums/v22/sleepyvr4/shifter3.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://img5.photobucket.com/albums/v22/sleepyvr4/shifter2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://img5.photobucket.com/albums/v22/sleepyvr4/shifter1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://img5.photobucket.com/albums/v22/sleepyvr4/noncruise1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br />  <img src="http://img5.photobucket.com/albums/v22/sleepyvr4/noncruise2.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.154.50.189||reg||14||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000001||G-GSX Turbo||02-04-2004||08:15 PM||||Very nice! Who did you get it from?<br /><br />Also, like the steering wheel. Very classy.<br /><br />ALso, what brand is the Din cover under the stereo? I have one under mine but it has these romovable pannels that I don't like. I was thinking of making a new one out of a flat sheet of ABS but yours may be easier.||66.188.250.100||reg||1||G-GSX Turbo||00003111||yes
Z||000002||slowpokin699||02-04-2004||08:30 PM||||purdy||12.111.136.194||reg||14||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000003||sleepyvr4||02-05-2004||09:58 AM||||the din cover is one of those universal head unt brackets made of abs.  The place I got it from said that's what I had to use.  It is a true POS.  I got the shifter from a guy on ebay who had it on a gvr4.  his ebay name is  daddie-oh(andrew_patrick_lee@yahoo.com)  Props to my old lady for the knob and boot.||205.149.71.236||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000004||sleepyvr4||02-05-2004||10:03 AM||||here's a before pic of the shifter:<br /><br />  <img src="http://img5.photobucket.com/albums/v22/sleepyvr4/logger.jpg" alt=" - " />||205.149.71.236||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000005||sleepyvr4||02-05-2004||10:28 AM||||V8 Eater is who is selling them.  PM him as he has some more   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||205.149.71.236||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000006||akira01||02-05-2004||06:00 PM||||is that the short shifter or is it from a 90-94 1g..||148.8.163.54||reg||1||galantgsr||00002158||yes
Z||000007||sleepyvr4||02-05-2004||06:15 PM||||from a 91 TEL||24.154.50.189||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000008||369of1000||02-05-2004||07:08 PM||||I've read the TEL shifter's bend makes 2nd, 4th, and reverse too far back/down. It seems to be the case in the 4th pic down. This complaint has made me somewhat apprehensive about this mod. Have you noticed this?||24.197.147.122||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000009||sleepyvr4||02-05-2004||07:59 PM||||nope.  it's great.  your arm stays rested on the center console.||24.154.50.189||reg||1||sleepyvr4||00003137||yes
Z||000010||V8EATER||02-05-2004||09:52 PM||||The shifters have to come from a 91-94 tel, not the 90 version.  It won't work.  I have no problem with my shifter, every gear works like it should.  Sleepyvr4 is right- your arm rests comfortably on the consloe.  I will have a couple more this week, if anyone is interested, they're $15 + shipping each.  PM me if you're interested.||66.136.148.120||reg||1||V8 Eater||00002192||yes
Z||000011||JUANPSI||02-06-2004||02:28 PM||||Hey sleepy what kind of steering wheel is that?||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000012||InStG8tR||02-06-2004||11:22 PM||||Hmmm.. I noticed you have a lot of ground wires.  I'm thinking I will be doing the same thing.  I moved my battery to the trunk and I think I'm lacking in the grounding department now.||199.46.200.231||reg||1||InStG8tR||00001237||yes
Z||000013||ejectseat||02-07-2004||10:59 AM||||isotta stratos steering wheel||24.154.50.222||reg||1||ejectseat||00002315||yes



ubb/Forum3/004435.cgi
A||||2||curtis||emblems emblems more emblems||||1||||curtis||00001503
Z||000000||curtis||02-04-2004||11:44 PM||morepsi1@msn.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458061606&category=33643" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2458061606&category=33643</a><br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33643&item=2458180110" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33643&item=2458180110</a><br /><br />For you guys that missed on the group buy. Or for the ones that want to be super.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.54.98.28||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000001||Ant||02-05-2004||08:29 AM||||What is a "Super" VR-4 ?<br /><br />I took my emblems off the day I got the car.  Only visible emblem on the car is the Mitsu symbol on the gril.<br /><br />Ant||129.139.252.15||reg||1||Ant||00000415||yes
Z||000002||ercp98||02-06-2004||10:06 PM||||hey ant i did the same thing(remove emblems the day i got my car). how did you get the markings of the paint left by the glue that they used?||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes



ubb/Forum3/004436.cgi
A||||16||meng||how to reduce weight ||||1||||meng||00000837
Z||000000||meng||02-05-2004||11:42 AM||mengberserker@yahoo.com||what do u guys do to reduce weight on galants?  i want to reduce weight of my 3100+lbs galant gsr.  And where to get cheap intercooler pipes, cause i need some.  thanks||208.12.112.24||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000001||silly4turbo||02-05-2004||11:50 AM||||dave brode is making intercooler piping, see the parts for sale section ...and I think pivey on this site had a whole list of weight loss items... I bet if you do a search it'll come up||129.44.165.2||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||02-05-2004||11:51 AM||||You can start by replacing the front seats with lightweight racing seats. A good 30lbs can be saved per seat. Then you can remove the AC and switch to a manual steering rack. After that you can strip all of the sound deadning material. Then if you want you can also remove the 4ws system. If you are still not satisfied, you can get a lighter wheel and tire package. You will have to pay up for this though, as the stock package is pretty light to start with. <br /><br />Tha pretty much covers the basic weight reduction. <br /><br />If you want cheap intercooler pipes get them from Dave Brode.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||02-05-2004||02:19 PM||||<a href="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/weightloss.html" target="_blank">http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/weightloss.html</a><br /><br />It's pretty current but I'll update it once I get the cage in and get the car back on a scale. I haven't had a chance to do that lately.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||drew||02-05-2004||03:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> You can start by replacing the front seats with lightweight racing seats. A good 30lbs can be saved per seat. Then you can remove the AC and switch to a manual steering rack. After that you can strip all of the sound deadning material. Then if you want you can also remove the 4ws system. If you are still not satisfied, you can get a lighter wheel and tire package. You will have to pay up for this though, as the stock package is pretty light to start with. <br /><br />Tha pretty much covers the basic weight reduction. <br /><br />If you want cheap intercooler pipes get them from Dave Brode. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Lose cruise control<br />Lose the auto seat belts<br />Lose the jack and the spare tire<br />Lose the spare tire cover<br />smaller/lighter battery<br />Lose the 4ws lines<br />titanium exhaust<br />89 galant glove box and lower driver's side dash.<br /><br />those are some "simple" weight loss projects that wouldn't affect comfort||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||02-05-2004||04:17 PM||||Lose the exahust at the track. Mine weights 55 pounds...||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||92GVR4#333||02-05-2004||04:33 PM||||trim both the front and rear bumper reinforcments<br /><br />pull the backseat<br /><br />go on a low carb diet(shoot-out is really not that far away)||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000007||Bigfoot200200||02-05-2004||06:43 PM||||Put down that double cheeseburger.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||02-05-2004||06:55 PM||||Don't forget the ABS!  That shit sucks anyway.  You can also ditch the stereo and speakers, get a fiberglass, aluminum, or CF hood, replace the sunroof with a lexan/aluminum/CF panel, replace the power antenna with a fixed one, ditch the foglights, ditch the spoiler, replace hood latch and hinges with 4 pins, gut rear door beams (assuming you have no rear passengers/seats), convert electric windows to manual, replace rear door glass with plexiglass/lexan, get an aluminum X-fer case, a lightened flywheel (which has other benefits), ditch the charcoal canister and other emissions BS... hmm.  That's all that I can think of off the top of my head.  Ooh, maybe some tubular or aluminum lower control arms, if you can find them.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||92GVR4#333||02-05-2004||07:52 PM||||OK how many of us have done the whole list?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000010||henrok||02-05-2004||08:57 PM||||now can someone just put all these answers into one single reply and call it that, then anyone else who wants to add to it can just click on add function and do so. lol. just an idea to save space. consolidate||152.163.252.136||reg||3||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000011||curtis||02-05-2004||10:44 PM||||No one spoke of the 750 dollar aluminum driveshaft from the driveshaft shop in Jersey.||65.54.97.151||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||gvr4x2||02-05-2004||10:54 PM||||I have done most of the above.  I have not weighed the car yet but my list of weight savings is:<br /><br />cf hood<br />cf fenders<br />cf trunk<br />cf dash- I still have to design this<br />cf sunroof blockoff plate-- the sunroof mechanism is very heavy. <br /><br />NO 4WS<br />no ac<br />no cruisecontrol<br />no carpet<br />no soundeadening<br />no backseat<br />no centerconsole<br /><br />I also removed all of the door crashbars<br />lexan windows<br />I drilled out the spotwelds and removed all of the brackets for the dash,centerconsole,seats<br />A fuel cell<br />race seats<br />I am also replacing the stock wiring harness with a painlees/autronic one<br />jdm bumper<br />lighweight battery<br />wheels/tires<br />Al. driveshaft, I forgot thanks Curtis<br /><br />I think that is everything but if I think of any more, I will add them.  I am adding some weight in a few places, roll cage, exh. manifold,  Tce big brakes for road course track days,  fuel pump and lines, and an electric power steering pump-  The stock one doesn't fit with the full- race manifold.<br /><br />- mike||24.218.147.224||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes
Z||000013||meng||02-05-2004||11:11 PM||||which galant has the manual windows? And how do i gut the rear door beams?  What is the charcoal canister? very interested, sorry for all the questions im a noob.  thanks||208.12.112.88||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000014||tplesko||02-06-2004||12:06 AM||||mike,<br /><br />any word on that trunk lid, fenders etc carbon piece for us?  I have a lot more weight to lose.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000015||yardhippie||02-06-2004||04:20 PM||||I all for the weight savings. Especially if its CF. But... its a street car/almost daily driver. My last car turned street car, got gutted, and it got to where I didnt wanna drive it anymore. <br />When I go to the track, it will be in full dress: cruise, A/C, everything. Its hot in the summer and I wanna be able to turn on my A/C on the return road!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />I think there is somthing to be said for a car thats fast and still has all the ceature comforts. But then again... maybe Im gettin old...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000016||tplesko||02-06-2004||07:41 PM||||For anyone who doesn't like gutting a perfect galant...i'm not.  My car is an S-title anyway.  It might as well be fast   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes



ubb/Forum3/004437.cgi
A||||16||92GVR4#333||Magnus is awsom||||1||||92GVR4#333||00001129
Z||000000||92GVR4#333||02-05-2004||07:46 PM||hondanacura1369@aol.com||I was just making my weekly pilgrimage over to Marco`s site and goin into some of his gallaries. I found this <a href="http://www.magnusmotorsports.com/projects.asp#" target="_blank">(magnus gallery page)</a> go to the action front talon II and look at the gallery.  It basicicly gives you a pictorial of how to build a full on race DSM. great to look at and reason to get second jod.||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||02-05-2004||08:06 PM||||i want the dogmission. I will have it, oh yes i will.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||92GVR4#333||02-05-2004||08:20 PM||||seeing how I am in market for a tranny...got any idea how much that is?||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||02-05-2004||08:24 PM||||if you have to ask you can't afford it.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  $5k range...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||number3||02-05-2004||10:34 PM||||Just remember once you select a gear with a dogbox there is not clutch to push in to bail you out of a mis-shift!  BOOM!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||02-05-2004||10:35 PM||||Well there is still a clutch but it's not stopping the shift!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||number3||02-05-2004||10:40 PM||||Let me rephrase that: Just make sure you hit the right gear because it will be over before you can react.  Nothing is stopping you from going into second when you really wanted 4th, etc.||68.80.9.221||reg||1||number3||00000186||no
Z||000007||anomalyva||02-06-2004||09:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Let me rephrase that: Just make sure you hit the right gear because it will be over before you can react.  Nothing is stopping you from going into second when you really wanted 4th, etc. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dog box are sequential, and are forward back motion to shift gears, atleast every single dog box tranny I have ever driven.||164.65.132.68||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000008||howard_GVR4||02-06-2004||01:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by anomalyva:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by number3:<br /><strong> Let me rephrase that: Just make sure you hit the right gear because it will be over before you can react.  Nothing is stopping you from going into second when you really wanted 4th, etc. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Dog box are sequential, and are forward back motion to shift gears, atleast every single dog box tranny I have ever driven. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">"Dog box" and "sequential" are not synonymous.  Even the ralliart dog box for these cars is not sequential, it's standard H-pattern.||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000009||autobahntom||02-06-2004||04:43 PM||||Has anyone talked to Marco lately? A friend has been calling there (in process of buying an intake) and had been dealing with him. Now, he is being told that Marco is 'not in today' every time that he calls. Could be just a vacation, but usually that would be told.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000010||Tevenor||02-06-2004||05:26 PM||||He has been on a few business trips lately. He really hasn't been there.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000011||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-06-2004||07:57 PM||||Magnus Motorsports is ran by a bunch of fricking punks. I asked 1 friggin question on how to install something i baught from there, and the guy flipped out of me like i was JoeNobody. I will never help promote that shop.||12.34.246.7||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000012||Tevenor||02-06-2004||08:48 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DuckButterRacing GVR4:<br /><strong> Magnus Motorsports is ran by a bunch of fricking punks. I asked 1 friggin question on how to install something i baught from there, and the guy flipped out of me like i was JoeNobody. I will never help promote that shop. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What did you ask?||66.67.49.108||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000013||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-07-2004||04:29 AM||||I had baughten several parts from there through my friends (they had credit cards) like a boost controller, and a turbo back exhaust. Anyways, i told the guy what i had baught and let him know that i just found out my engine was fried (on old gsx) and was asking about the 2.4. I asked if just the 2.4 Crank will go into the 2.0 block. And the guy flipped out on me saying "we mastered this 2.4 and there is no reason for me to help you while loosing money on a sale" and some shit like that, so i decided to go STRICKTLY ROAD RACE ENGINEERING regardless of price. At RRE, you pay for not just Quality, but you get the help you need.||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000014||spoulson||02-07-2004||05:28 AM||||If your english is as bad as you spelling, then maybe you managed to make it difficult for them.<br /><br />Besides, that kind of question really belongs on forums like these.  Maybe his response was unprofessional, but shop guys like them don't have time for hanging on the phone over newbie questions.  You'd probably get similar treatment with RRE.  Typically shops help their customer base with the products you bought.  If you spent only a few hundred on little-to-no-profit-margin gadgets, it probably annoys them that you're asking about pipe dream engine rebuilds unless you're ready to order right then.  My $0.02.||68.34.181.249||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000015||92GVR4#333||02-08-2004||09:33 PM||||well you did ask a question that could easily be solved on a search engin(no pun) I like marco he is great fun to drink with!!  I always consult him when it comes to my build projects and never had him flip out on me.  I just tell him that I have pictures of him with a goat and he shuts up quick like...||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000016||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-08-2004||10:46 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> If your english is as bad as you spelling, then maybe you managed to make it difficult for them.<br /><br />Besides, that kind of question really belongs on forums like these.  Maybe his response was unprofessional, but shop guys like them don't have time for hanging on the phone over newbie questions.  You'd probably get similar treatment with RRE.  Typically shops help their customer base with the products you bought.  If you spent only a few hundred on little-to-no-profit-margin gadgets, it probably annoys them that you're asking about pipe dream engine rebuilds unless you're ready to order right then.  My $0.02. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Actually, I have speak very proper English, I just dont care to type like that. Simple as that. Anyways, Im just saying I dont like them, simple as that, and yes, i could have looked on the internet, but that doesnt justify him being an ass. If you want to make money, be curtious. Simple as that. <br /><br />And about them being sick of answering "pipe dream" questions about engine's is bullshit. Its there job, so they should get used to it. If they can't handle it, they need to get out of the DSM business. Simple as that. Every person has been more than helpful with my "pipe dreams" and trying to work through them. "Just my $0.02"<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||66.75.63.85||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes



ubb/Forum3/004438.cgi
A||||18||aWeX||A new GVR4 bodykit||||1||||aWeX||00000924
Z||000000||aWeX||02-05-2004||10:46 PM||||I haven`t seen this kit posted up in here before, so here it comes  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />It`s not something that i would put on my car, but if it is your cup of tea, go ahead.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.tp-r.com/Skyline/galant1.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /> <img src="http://www.tp-r.com/Skyline/galant2.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /> <a href="http://www.scanstyling.dk" target="_blank">This is where i found it</a>. This is a danish site, so most of you will have a hard time understanding anything that is written in there  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||195.159.182.224||reg||1||aWeX||00000924||yes
Z||000001||GVR$in||02-05-2004||10:53 PM||||All BMW stylie..||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000002||silly4turbo||02-06-2004||12:02 AM||||thr front bumper is sweet, the rest is so so ...<br />and I've always liked the plain grill too  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-06-2004||01:06 AM||||Looks similar to a kit that BBS made for the Scirocco back in the day. <br />I think it looks like shit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||drew||02-06-2004||01:40 AM||||am i the only one who thinks it looks like a late 80s Audi?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||HKS VR-4||02-06-2004||02:25 AM||||Looks too much like old school Euro...thumbs down. I say no kit or just go JDM...simple and clean. Everything else is rice!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.72.151.225||reg||13||HKS VR-4||00000302||no
Z||000006||agrabau||02-06-2004||07:22 AM||||I saw an E39A Galant here in Boston yesterday and I have no idea what model it was. I didn't think this was worthy of starting a new thread. It was black top with grey body cladding, appeared to be unmodified which leads me to believe that it was a stock paint job. The bumper was most interesting. The wheels looked like standard GGSX livery but the front bumper was identical to the GVR4 only it had no foglight mouldings, it was smooth where the fogs were. Any thoughts? It looked nice.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||ken inn||02-06-2004||10:13 AM||||i REALLY like the hatch back.  the rest sucks.||64.240.175.81||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000008||henrok||02-06-2004||05:58 PM||||looks like a bmw, but i dont like it at all. i like the look of our bumpers but they just stick out too much.  i dont believe anyone in here hasnt tried cutting ours and making them smaller.||64.12.97.9||reg||2||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000009||yardhippie||02-06-2004||06:08 PM||||I saw an AMG Galant pic once. Though it was cool. But can seem to find it now.||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000010||meshwork||02-06-2004||06:22 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Bimmubishi:<br /><strong> I saw an E39A Galant here in Boston yesterday and I have no idea what model it was. I didn't think this was worthy of starting a new thread. It was black top with grey body cladding, appeared to be unmodified which leads me to believe that it was a stock paint job. The bumper was most interesting. The wheels looked like standard GGSX livery but the front bumper was identical to the GVR4 only it had no foglight mouldings, it was smooth where the fogs were. Any thoughts? It looked nice. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Probably a Galant GSR. Just a little info though, E39a denotes VR4, E38 is every other Galant of the same generatin.   <img src="http://www.kbb.com/VehicleJPegs/BSMIGALGSR912.JPG" alt=" - " />||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000011||Hertz||02-06-2004||07:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong>E38 is every other Galant of the same generatin. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's not exactly right.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000012||meshwork||02-06-2004||08:03 PM||||I thought the ~87-93 Galants were E38, and the VR4 were E39? At least in the United States.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000013||coop||02-06-2004||10:00 PM||||HENROK;    cut one up and let us know how it works out. Thanks for the donation.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000014||henrok||02-06-2004||10:12 PM||||hey im sorry but i dont donate unless i know you in person and know that youll use it for what u say u will. sorry  man, ive had lots of bad experiences.  my ideas are just ideas until u try them.  i personally cannot afford to do this but i know that some in here may have access to stuff and can experiment with it.  its an idea and its not intended to offend those trying to make some money from those who dont have it.  an option for those who cant afford the bumpers.  again nooo offense intended.||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000015||HHIVR4||02-07-2004||05:19 PM||||yeah i like it ..kinda looks like an old beemer in thr front..but looks like a peugot in the rear.front bumper is nice ...||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000016||HHIVR4||02-07-2004||05:20 PM||||yeah i like it ..kinda looks like an old beemer in the front..but looks like a peugot in the rear.front bumper is nice ...be cool to have a 2dr hatch..the 4dr looks wierd.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000017||crucible||02-07-2004||07:23 PM||||I think the hatch version throws the look off a bit.It would look good on a regular G.<br />The ribbed look on the sides is cheesy but front bumper is sweet.||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000018||VR4ownzU||02-07-2004||10:04 PM||||The kit would look awesome minus the lines going down the sides on the front and rear bumpers.||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes



ubb/Forum3/004439.cgi
A||||10||tplesko||Three fast gvr4s||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||02-06-2004||01:05 AM||||<a href="http://www.co.dsm.org/" target="_blank">http://www.co.dsm.org/</a><br /><br />Kibo, Carl and I are on the front page  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   Check back when our interview's are posted.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||TheJackalGT||02-06-2004||02:31 AM||||hopefully there will be a few more cars joining you this season   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||02-06-2004||03:56 AM||||Very nice, and keep up the good work!||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||Notorius||02-06-2004||05:01 AM||||IF I GET A JOB im hoping to be joining that crew...||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000004||fast_gvr4||02-06-2004||06:42 AM||||Hey whats up with the title, I'm gonna have to purchase the rights to my name!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||172.144.238.24||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||02-06-2004||11:44 AM||||The more the merrier...next year maybe we'll take a picture with half a dozen 12 second (hopefully some 11 second  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   ) GVR4s||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||coop||02-06-2004||11:57 AM||||let me know the dates for next year. I might drive out and visit some friends.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000007||mikeyoung00||02-06-2004||12:58 PM||||OK, Chris. For the sake of us newbies...<br />Which one is who in the pic. The caption between the pics with your full names refers to "(left to right above)". Above is the pic of the cars. Then there is the bottom pic of you guys. Its caption reads "Eric, Chris, and Carl" but doesn't indicate who's who (left to right again?)||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000008||tplesko||02-06-2004||01:21 PM||||Cars go: Erik, Carl, Chris<br />People go: Erik, Chris, Carl<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000009||Doc_Seuss||02-06-2004||02:22 PM||||clay aiken lives in colorado?<br /><br />im sorry, i had to.  whenever i see your pic i keep relating it back to the one where you are sitting in the spearco(*i think) seat on you sofa...very clay aiken esque<br /><br />sorry in advance chris.<br />dave||128.153.217.200||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000010||TheJackalGT||02-06-2004||05:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> The more the merrier...next year maybe we'll take a picture with half a dozen 12 second (hopefully some 11 second   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    ) GVR4s </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yes, yes there will be a whole parking lot, very gwood||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes



ubb/Forum3/004440.cgi
A||||21||theymightbegalants||Anyone ever regret removing...||||1||||theymightbegalants||00000350
Z||000000||theymightbegalants||02-06-2004||04:34 AM||theymightbegalants@yahoo.com||...the cruise control?<br />Power steering?<br />ABS brakes?<br />The driver's seat, for a stiff race bucket?<br />Air conditioning?<br /><br />These are some mods that I'm considering, but hesitant to perform to a street car.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000001||agrabau||02-06-2004||07:07 AM||||Jon, my Galant had everything above save for the PS removal. I'd urge you to keep that for any car be it daily driver or race car. The steering with good tires will just be a wrestling match.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-06-2004||09:22 AM||||Jon F <br /><br />Like Grabau said, I would leave PS in coz I think it comes in handy...<br /><br />AC is also a good feature to have...<br /><br />Seats - Do some reclining ones if its a daily driver, most buckets also have any room to move around and get comfortable in. Do what Harry did if you want harness slots...<br /><br />Only thing I would remove is the ABS since they are a worthless pile of crap IMHO...But, kinda hard to do since the non-ABS lines are no longer in prduction (when I check with Josh @ conicelli)<br /><br />I wonder if one can run braided SS lines for ABS...That'd be cool    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" /> <br /><br />Everything braided under the car, fuel lines, brake lines, mad tiiite yo!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-06-2004||10:11 AM||||i had the cruise out, but reinstalled it because i had to take a long trip.  with it out, the throttle response is a lot nicer, and way easier.  it is less than an hour to remove or reinstall.  definetly do that, but keep your old stuff.  of course, i switched out the seats for recaros, makes a HUGE difference.  especially since the driver's seat is electric, so on a long trip i can change the positions, it also has lumbar adjustments||64.240.175.81||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||02-06-2004||11:13 AM||||I don't miss the cruise control for one second. Never even used it when I had it in.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||02-06-2004||11:49 AM||||I don't miss the cruise or the seats at all.  I don't miss the AC now that the other car has it. I never used it anyway. I prefer the windows down and sunroof open.<br /><br />Get a fixed back seat. It's lighter and you'll be a man then   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||02-06-2004||01:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i had the cruise out, but reinstalled it because i had to take a long trip.  with it out, the throttle response is a lot nicer, and way easier.  it is less than an hour to remove or reinstall.  definetly do that, but keep your old stuff.  of course, i switched out the seats for recaros, makes a HUGE difference.  especially since the driver's seat is electric, so on a long trip i can change the positions, it also has lumbar adjustments </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ken, which recaros did you have? And was it a big deal to get power to the seats?||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||02-06-2004||04:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Only thing I would remove is the ABS since they are a worthless pile of crap IMHO...But, kinda hard to do since the non-ABS lines are no longer in prduction (when I check with Josh @ conicelli)<br /><br />I wonder if one can run braided SS lines for ABS...That'd be cool     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">No longer in production?  Haha, who gives?  Not like I was gonna pay new prices anyway.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Don't they have junkyards where you live?  I got a complete non-ABS setup from a non-ABS Galant for like $10-15.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||02-06-2004||04:36 PM||||Thanks a lot for the replies guys.  Good info.<br /><br />The AC I want to remove as I'm thinking of entering a hillclimb this summer, and figure I'll need all the cooling help I can get.  My budget can't afford a nice new radiator right now, but I can afford to remove parts that are in front of the radiator.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   My only concern with this is in the winter, as I was under the impression that when the defrost is selected it will cycle the AC in order to dry out the air and unfog the windshield.  In damp Oregon, I consider this critical, but I can count on one hand the number of times I've turned on the AC in the summer in the couple of years I've owned the car.<br /><br />Hmm, maybe the PS can stay for now... but has anyone on here actually driven a non-PS Galant?  Is it really that much harder?  And I was thinking of getting some Azenis Sports as my summer tires, would that combo just be too much?<br /><br />Thanks again!||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||ken inn||02-06-2004||05:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Ken, which recaros did you have? And was it a big deal to get power to the seats? </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i got 2 evo 3 recaros off ebay for like 200 bucks.  i got a driver's recaro, ergomed, also off of ebay for 500.  grey cloth, never been used.  but, it took me like 2 years to get brackets.  oh, and right  after i got the ergomed, 2 black leather recaros came up, and i wish i had gotten them.  they had full electronics, AND heating and cooling.  they BOTH went for under 700.  what a deal.  i tapped into the power lead for the seat buzzer.||64.240.175.81||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000010||Mitsuturbo||02-06-2004||08:18 PM||||I wouldn't remove ABS, but that's because here in Utah.. in the snow.. it's already saved my ass twice.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000011||sk8bored||02-06-2004||08:22 PM||||I have no problem defrosting my windows without the ac.||65.100.1.153||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||02-07-2004||01:09 AM||||I swear I miss my cruise daily, like the other morning when I got a ticket for going 45 in a 30.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||meshwork||02-07-2004||09:41 AM||||I only ever used my air conditioning when out on a date. The rest of the time I had the windows open. Now that my girl has a 98 GSX, we take her car out on the dates, I already told her that Poly motor mounts, cams, and a 3" exhaust wouldn't really make her too comfortable.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000014||howard_GVR4||02-07-2004||08:21 PM||||OH MY GOD.  I removed my cruise today, and the difference in gas pedal feel is amazing.  It's light as a feather now, whereas it had too much resistance before.  Throttle response of the actual engine is the same, but oh my god, the car feels much easier to drive now.  <br /><br />I use CC about 3 times a year, if that, so I can easily put it back in if going on a long trip.  <br /><br />I like the way the engine compartment looks without it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000015||jayru||02-07-2004||10:41 PM||||I'm weird when it comes to things like this. If it came with the car i feel it should be there... Or in my opinion it makes the car incomplete somehow. Everyone hates 4WS but the car seems not as special without it. I never use cruise control, but if i took it out it would bother me. <br /><br />Yea i know im weird... <br /><br />And as far as A/C goes, my mustang went low 10's wit the A/C still on the car and functioning!||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000016||Mitsuturbo||02-07-2004||10:44 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> I'm weird when it comes to things like this. If it came with the car i feel it should be there... Or in my opinion it makes the car incomplete somehow. Everyone hates 4WS but the car seems not as special without it. I never use cruise control, but if i took it out it would bother me. <br /><br />Yea i know im weird... <br /><br />And as far as A/C goes, my mustang went low 10's wit the A/C still on the car and functioning! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I like the 4ws.  I know it doesn't do MUCH, but i can tell it's there when i change lanes on the freeway, and without it.. my car would just be like an old DSM running around out there.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000017||turbowop||02-08-2004||01:20 AM||||I guess I'm wierd too. I would hate to have a button or switch still there for my AC or cruise and yet not have those features.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000018||theymightbegalants||02-08-2004||08:56 AM||||Then use it for something else... like nawz, dood.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000019||theymightbegalants||02-08-2004||11:07 PM||||Ok, so it looks like for the time being the ABS, AC, and cruise are gonna get the axe, and the PS and stock seats will stay.  For now.  Thanks everyone for their input!  Much appreciated.<br /><br />Few questions...  For the cruise removal, is the only "new" part that I need the non-cruise cable?  No brackets, plugs, etc?  Just like to get my shopping list in order before I hit the junkyard.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  <br /><br />And is there anything special to removing the AC?  I don't need any new belts or pulleys or anything, right?  Is there a poper way to discharge/vent the system and remove the pressure lines?  I'd kinda like to keep everything in working order, just in case I change my mind.<br /><br />TIA guys!||24.21.86.243||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000020||229of1000||02-09-2004||12:09 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>For the cruise removal, is the only "new" part that I need the non-cruise cable?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That's it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000021||theymightbegalants||02-09-2004||03:38 AM||||Thanks Paul!||24.21.86.243||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/004441.cgi
A||||2||JUANPSI||Clips for dogleg||||1||||JUANPSI||00002296
Z||000000||JUANPSI||02-06-2004||03:21 PM||DJUAN4JOU@AOL.COM||Anyone know the part # for the clips that hold it on??<br /><br />                Juan||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||02-06-2004||03:57 PM||||MU481092 is for the rear dogleg.  2 of these for each side and one of the other square type clip.  Sorry, I don't have that p/n.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||JUANPSI||02-06-2004||04:23 PM||||Thanks   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes



ubb/Forum3/004443.cgi
A||N||3||undy||About to buy GVR4, need advice...||||14||||undy||00003302
Z||000000||undy||02-06-2004||10:06 PM||undyshelts@hotmail.com||G'day everyone.<br />I'm from Australia and looking into buying a Galant VR4 1989... The place that I want to buy it from imports them over from japan, takes off all the illegal parts, and makes it completley stock. They usually sell with about 70,000 Kilometres on the ODO...<br /><br />My mate reckons that the car will $#$# up on me after a few months, so just tobe sure, i wanna know what to look/listen for in a dodgy GVR4...<br /><br />Cheers :-)||202.138.10.165||reg||14||undy||00003302||yes
Z||000001||snwbrd40oz||02-07-2004||03:58 AM||||Check the tranny and driveline. Those seem to be the biggest weaknesses on these cars. Check to make sure that it shifts smoothly (i.e. doesn't pop out of gear)Other than that, check on the normal things you would check on a 15 year old car (compression, etc.)If all checks out DO IT! even though my car is on jackstands more often than on the road, I wouldnt trade it for anything (mabye a fully loaded STI, but thats just not in the cards)||67.40.128.16||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-09-2004||04:33 PM||||Check the condition of the rear power steering lines.<br /><br />Look for underbody rust. Surface rust is ok but a lot more indicates you will have problems with bolt heads snapping when you try to take things apart, rusted out bumper supports, rusted or corroded hard lines, rusted out brake rotors, etc.<br /><br />When you test drive the car, floor it and then let off completely in 5th gear. If the shifter moves when you do this there is a loose locking nut inside the transmission. Not too bad to repair but a pain. (Search VFAQ.ORG on this)<br /><br />There was a recall on USDM VR4s for possible transfer case issues. Not sure what it was exactly or if it would apply to non-USDM versions.<br /><br />Do all the usual stuff you would do when buying a used car. i.e. get a mechanic to look it over (or a VERY knowledgable friend.) <br /><br />You might also look for signs of abuse...i.e. very hard driving. Not sure what those would be, though.<br /><br />Good luck, Mate. Hope you find a gem.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||851/1000||02-12-2004||07:22 PM||||The recall you're talking about is SR-98-003 Transfer Case recall. Basically,it replaces the front driveshaft yoke. The area on the yoke where the splines are leaks t. case oil which could cause t. case damage or worse. Your friendly neighborhood dealer (a.k.a. SATAN!)can pull a warranty history (WH51) to see if your car is affected. If you want to check for yourself, look for a traverse band of oil or soft undercoating, in the front driveshaft yoke area. Make sure the oil in the t. case is full.||12.111.39.195||reg||1||Mark LaVallee||00003551||yes



ubb/Forum3/004444.cgi
A||||13||Notorius||NEW MAFT in the works||||1||||Notorius||00001873
Z||000000||Notorius||02-06-2004||11:02 PM||||theres a new MAFT in the works from ramchargers, its already being tested on Hal Landrys car (he coded the Palm version of DSMLink if your wondering "why do i recognize that name"), dont know specific release dates tho   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />Info:<br />Supports 1g, 2g, and 3S (3000GT/Stealth)<br /><br />Injectors from 430 to 1030<br /><br />Four sizes of the GM MAF (3, 3.5, 3 5/8, "extreme")<br /><br />Adjusts in increments of 2%<br /><br />Adjust points are based on rpm if the rpm pickup is attached, otherwise it uses airflow points (hz).<br /><br />It is a lot like the old style (5 knob) AFC.<br /><br />I suspect that a lot of guys will be able to ditch the AFC now.<br /><br />For DSMLink users, set it up to get your trims in line and then tune with DSMLink.<br /><br />Mine is "zeroed" out, and set to 450's<br /><br />It works great.||138.86.12.14||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||02-07-2004||12:00 AM||||hmmm...just like my PC and my digital camera. No sooner do I spring for one and they go and do one twice as good.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||02-07-2004||12:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> hmmm...just like my PC and my digital camera. No sooner do I spring for one and they go and do one twice as good.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">YEAH!||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000003||turboflanagan||02-07-2004||01:48 PM||||What's the trade in value of the old ones?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.63.213.154||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000004||92GVR4#333||02-08-2004||09:27 PM||||I have the 2.0 MAS-T on my car as well I am testing it for mike at fullthrottleseed.com  so far it is a great upgrade from what they had before. but I have not been able to do to much saddle time due to the tranny being in a million peices.  I can tell you this it does have a intergrated AFC now as well as a better intitial settings.||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000005||mistaVR4||02-09-2004||02:04 AM||||I was talking wiht Mike at FullThrottle speed and he was saying the upgrade is in a new chip that can be swapped out with the old chip that is already in the MAFT, I bought on just a little while ago right before I found out about the upgrade, I was pissed thinking I'd have to sell it and buy a new one but there interchangable afterall  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000006||chucklesas||03-01-2004||05:07 PM||||Anyone have any idea when the new version should be up for sale?||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000007||92GVR4#333||03-01-2004||05:35 PM||||Last time I talked with mike he had no idea when the actual release date will be. but if enough people show intrest in it I am sure it will light a fire under him to get it going.||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000008||fast_gvr4||03-01-2004||06:29 PM||||No dates??? please keep us informed!||172.140.73.9||reg||7||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000009||chucklesas||03-01-2004||11:04 PM||||I just know I want to buy a translater soon, and don't feel like paying for the old version, then paying for the upgrade in a couple months.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000010||Notorius||03-01-2004||11:14 PM||||Hal Landry just registered on this site i believe (i noticed "Hal" from Aurora CO in another post like 20 minutes ago) and the specs i posted came from him so maybe he'll see this thread and give us some news...||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000011||TheJackalGT||03-01-2004||11:43 PM||||colorado's got all kinds of famous dsm'ers eh? lol||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000012||Notorius||03-02-2004||12:39 AM||||dave landry<br />hal landry<br />v413nc3<br />john salmi<br />steve tek?<br />and anyone that touches 11's next year will be famous<br />plus locally Jack is famous for all the crazy shit he builds||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000013||Hal||03-02-2004||08:45 AM||||I've been running the V2 MAFT for a while now.<br /><br />I haven't found any issues with it and it works just fine in my 2.3 2g.<br /><br />The way you adjust it is different than earlier versions and it's operation is more like the old 5 knob AFC (if you hookup the rpm switch).<br /><br />I talked to Mike a few weeks ago but I did not get any information on a release date.<br /><br />If you already have a MAFT/AFC combination, you *may* be able to ditch the AFC.<br /><br />Personally, if I were going to buy a MAFT, I wouldn't wait for V2.<br /><br />We have a V1.3 in our DSMLink'ed 2.0L 1g with a 3.5" maf (blow through) and it works just fine.  It meters very consistently up to about 52 lbs a minute.  It goes just a little rich above that (from 12.0:1 to 11.5:1).<br /><br />Before it can be released, Mike has to get a good users guide written.  <br /><br />Each knob has two functions now (based on switch settings).<br /><br />It's very easy to make a mistake while setting it up.<br /><br />Hal<br /><br />- I'm going to collect an 11 second time slip this year... I just need to wait until someone at the track drops one for me to pick up  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.119.240.100||reg||1||Hal||00003522||yes



ubb/Forum3/004445.cgi
A||||16||229of1000||Pictures!||||1||||4orced4door||00000525
Z||000000||229of1000||02-07-2004||12:26 AM||||Finally got pictures of the old girl.<br /><br />For sale post:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=12;t=000047" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=12;t=000047</a><br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2748" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2748&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2749" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2749&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2750" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2750&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2746" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2746&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2747" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2747&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2751" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2751&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2752" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2752&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000001||229of1000||02-07-2004||12:32 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2753" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2753&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2754" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2754&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2755" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2755&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2756" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2756&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2757" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2757&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2758" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2758&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2759" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2759&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2760" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2760&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000002||229of1000||02-07-2004||12:34 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2761" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2761&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2762" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2762&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2763" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2763&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000003||229of1000||02-07-2004||01:00 AM||||I've got JDM badges waiting to go on once I get around to having the old ones all removed and the paint cleaned up around where they used to be.  <br /><br />Here are some less recent pictures:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003358" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=3;t=003358</a><br /><br />And here's what it looked like in the beginning:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1089" target="_blank">   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=1089&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||02-07-2004||01:08 AM||||sweet job paul  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||ercp98||02-07-2004||08:20 AM||||i am really jealous. i have been forcing myself to believe that i don't need/want those jdm bumpers. but your car looks awesome with them on. now really would like to get them. i have the same color on my car and the two tone is really nice.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000006||gtluke||02-07-2004||09:33 AM||||haha did we go to the same place to take our pictures? i have some pics somewhere of my car here where the active sand mine is too, in front of a huge sand pile just like that.<br />  <img src="http://www.gtluke.com/temp/galant_sand.jpg" alt=" - " />||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000007||jayru||02-07-2004||10:11 AM||||I guess you had your Certified muffler before you switched to JDM bumpers   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Someone could trip over that exhaust tip   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Beautiful car though!<br /><br />off topic, why do galants with lowering springs always sit lower in the back?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||02-07-2004||10:20 AM||||LOL - I was gonna say the same thing...fix that exhaust length asap, Pauly!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||GRV4726||02-07-2004||02:28 PM||||paul... can i have your car?  please... pretty please??<br /><br />haha. it looks sick. i love it. i would really like to do that to mine. but mines white.... maybe when i strike the loto or something...ha.  if i ever get another vr4, its going to be black (i decided that a long time ago). and i'm doing the two tone thing. like i said before, i usually hate two tone but your car looks awesome.  good job. but fix that exhaust.  i think a dual tip would look really nice with the jdm rear bumper. i always did<br /><br />looking good   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||02-07-2004||04:34 PM||||Paul - Noticed that license plate frame, where did you get that done or is it a photochop ?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||marvinmadman123||02-07-2004||04:40 PM||||Man he is good if he got the side/back pic to look that good with photochop too.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||02-07-2004||07:32 PM||||Tru dat, dawg! I think even look at the others...So, where did he get dem I wonder?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||drew||02-07-2004||08:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> I guess you had your Certified muffler before you switched to JDM bumpers    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <br /><br />Someone could trip over that exhaust tip    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Beautiful car though!<br /><br />off topic, why do galants with lowering springs always sit lower in the back? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">They don't - the rear wheel arch is slightly smaller than the front one, so it looks like it does.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000014||229of1000||02-09-2004||12:02 AM||||Thanks for the compliments!  The paint and JDM bumpers really made this car look a lot better.  The lowering didn't hurt either. Stock Galants don't compare.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Yes, the exhaust is hideous.  I haven't had any extra money to buy a new dual tip and have it rewelded.  Yes, I'm that broke.<br /><br />The plate frame I got from <a href="http://www.traffictalk.com" target="_blank">www.traffictalk.com</a> for $22 shipped.  You can have any font, any color, anything you want put on it.<br /><br />If you guys like my car so much, somebody buy it!  A friend of mine is being forced to sell his 33,000 mile EVO, which is only worth $23000 now.  I could be in an EVO if my car would sell!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000015||229of1000||02-09-2004||12:04 AM||||I swear I look at the old pictures of this car and don't believe its the same car.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000016||theymightbegalants||02-09-2004||03:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> I haven't had any extra money to buy a new dual tip and have it rewelded.  Yes, I'm that broke.<br /><br />A friend of mine is being forced to sell his 33,000 mile EVO, which is only worth $23000 now.  I could be in an EVO if my car would sell!  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/004446.cgi
A||||5||logick||Some Vendor Feedback, clearwater cylinder heads ||||1||||logick||00000897
Z||000000||logick||02-07-2004||10:35 AM||markdegroot@nsatel.net||Has anyone ever dealt with clearwater cylinder heads  ?? I'm about to buy a rebuilt head from either them, for 650 + shipping after core is returned, for a stage 1 port/polish and a complete head , or <a href="http://www.headsonly.com" target="_blank">www.headsonly.com</a> , 420 incl. shipping for a stock, unported rebuilt head.<br /><br />kind of curious if anyone had ever put on one of their heads ... seemed rather reasonable pricewise imho.<br /><br />lmk<br /><br />Mark||208.38.84.89||reg||1||logick||00000897||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-07-2004||10:37 AM||||Look,<br /><br />Who you really need to call is Forester Racing Heads. They will do a stock rebuild with light porting fot about $500. And they very reputable. <br /><br />I had them do my head, and I am very pleased.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-07-2004||10:49 AM||||I agree...Forrester and Polk Performance are awesome when it comes to headwork. I will send mine to Forrester when the time comes !||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||logick||02-07-2004||10:50 AM||||whats their contact info, or url ... google shows me only scoobie stuff when looking for Forester Racing Heads ... <br /><br /><br />thanks guys!||208.38.84.89||reg||1||logick||00000897||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-07-2004||10:51 AM||||<a href="http://www.forresterracingheads.com/products.html" target="_blank">http://www.forresterracingheads.com/products.html</a><br /><br /><br />Call and email him...he will take the time to go thru the details with you...<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Vr4in'||02-07-2004||01:52 PM||||I have dealed with Clearwater Cylinder heads before.I was very impressed with their work..Awesome service,ver friendly people to deal with.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes



ubb/Forum3/004447.cgi
A||||1||Lucky13||Questions on part # dealer gave me||||1||||Lucky13||00000631
Z||000000||Lucky13||02-07-2004||02:37 PM||volar13@bellsouth.net||I went to my local Satan and asked them for the crankshaft pulley center bolt ( the 95 ft/lb one ) and the bolts that hold the cam gears on. They gave me these to codes...<br /><br />MD131259 ( pulley bolt )<br />MF140285 ( cam bolts )<br /><br />Can anyone with a better understanding of the CAPS program confirm these for me. I'm trying to order them online so I can get a discount, but don't want to wait a week for the wrong thing.<br /><br />Thx ahead of time.||68.209.2.144||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||02-07-2004||03:09 PM||||That's them.||64.63.212.200||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum3/004448.cgi
A||||0||1420mark||free ware to help forum use||||1||||FOGdarter||00001743
Z||000000||1420mark||02-07-2004||07:54 PM||mkaufman@austin.rr.com||found this freeware offering that will notify you of  changes to certain threads you want to stay current on.  <br />   Instead of subscribing on our forum ( which is not a  possibililty , not offered  ) and getting e-mail notification this handy program will do the job for you .<br /><br /><br />  <a href="http://www.markwell.btinternet.co.uk/webmon/" target="_blank">http://www.markwell.btinternet.co.uk/webmon/</a> <br /><br />Some of its features include:<br /><br />Checking an unlimited number of web pages. <br />Scheduling automatic checking at set intervals. <br />Optional pop-up alerts and sounds when updates are found. <br />Running other programs when updates are found. <br />Selecting which part of the web page to check. <br />Update logging. <br />Proxy support, with authentication. <br />Unintrusive tray icon when minimised. <br />Importing IE favorites and Netscape bookmarks. <br />Help system - simply press F1 at any time. <br />Simple installation and removal. <br />Freeware, with no advertising or spyware. <br />Have a look||24.243.243.84||reg||1||FOGdarter||00001743||yes



ubb/Forum3/004449.cgi
A||||2||jonvr4||GVR4 phone card||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||02-07-2004||08:12 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||check this out who would think of this <a href="http://page4.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/d37275935" target="_blank">http://page4.auctions.yahoo.co.jp/jp/auction/d37275935</a>||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-07-2004||09:21 PM||||Japan using calling cards like crazy! I still have a ton of anime ones from my last trip... so it's not hard to imagine at all.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-07-2004||09:37 PM||||Used mainly when timing belt breaks and leaves you stranded...Time to call the flatbed!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004450.cgi
A||||3||jayru||Asked before by someone but no responses. Is MSD worth anything?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||02-07-2004||10:16 PM||||When i first got my galant, before i discovered this board, i bought an MSD dis2 ignition box. Many of the cars i've owned in the past always benifited from some type of ignition box. <br /><br />But i see no one on the board, practally the whole dsm comunity ever using them. Is the factory ignition that good? Should i install this thing or sell it on ebay?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Martin Tolentino||02-07-2004||10:26 PM||||You can try this harness from DSS.<br /> <a href="http://www.diamondstarspecialties.com/product.asp?section=Eclipse_Talon&subname=DSM&productid=MSD_PP" target="_blank">DSS MSD harness</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000002||crucible||02-07-2004||10:29 PM||||That seems to be one of the few items on our cars not fucked with.<br />Opps, sorry but it seems to fit||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||02-07-2004||11:40 PM||||I once read on NABR that it's no real improvement. And the MSD box likes to fail, seems like it cant take any heat so people have to mount it under the dash. The factory coils sometimes go bad and cause fires on TELs, because thier fuel return line runs right beside the overheated wiring harness. If you look at TEL engine fires they all seem to start just under the brake master cyl. I guess it's not all that common though. <br /><br />I'd like a hotter spark setup. There are some coil on plug setups around. But I havent looked into them in quite a while.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum3/004451.cgi
A||||5||crucible||JDM||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||02-07-2004||10:18 PM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Anybody have insight on why JDM cars such as the VR4 have such desirable amenities(for lack of better terminology)?<br />Is it competition between Manufacturers?<br />I know their financial system is different than ours.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-07-2004||10:27 PM||||In Japan, most people don't drive every day, so it's (not as much now) considered a luxury. People also don't drive obscene distances to and from work. It's pretty rare for both husband and wife to own a car. Usually one car for special trips or on the weekends. <br /><br />So they want these cars G'ed out on amenities. - auto climate control, electric fold mirrors are not quite the luxury items they are made out to be in the USA.<br /><br />Finally, there tends to be more trim levels available in Japan, as compared to the Japanese cars here in the USA.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-09-2004||04:25 PM||||Not to make generalities, but as a society, the Japanese are real gadget freaks.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||HHIVR4||02-09-2004||05:31 PM||||they do come up with some great automotive goodies.the also pay almost 3 bucks a gallon too.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000004||drew||02-09-2004||05:38 PM||||actually with the weak dollar, it's closer to $4... about  JPY100 per liter JPY105=USD1. 3.8l=1gallon||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||gti-k||02-24-2004||07:45 AM||||hey guys!<br /><br />just want to add my two cents...<br /><br />i have noticed cruce's observation too. the same goes for hondas and toyotas in japan; they seem to have a lot more goodies in the jdm models. <br /><br />at least here in the philippines, we have pretty good access to used parts from japan and it's easy to order and add on these so-called goodies onto our rides. even 4g63t engines are pretty easy to get; our local version '91-'92 galant called the "gti" only came with the na engine. so there are quite a number of guys who have swapped in a turbo engine.||202.163.230.72||reg||1||gti-k||00003587||yes



ubb/Forum3/004460.cgi
A||||15||kazerak2||would these look good?||||5||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||02-08-2004||07:44 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i need some input from you guys to see if these wheels would look good on my nile balck 91'. there 5zigen FNO1R-C, i cant deside if its bronze or black? and yes they do come in 4 lug<br />  <br /> <img src="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/5zigen/fn01rblk.gif" alt=" - " /> <br />   <img src="http://www.wheelmax.com/Wheels/5zigen/fn01rbrz.gif" alt=" - " />||12.217.60.215||reg||5||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||fast_gvr4||02-08-2004||07:58 PM||||Bronze is the way to go...||172.128.164.164||reg||1||fast_gvr4||00001484||yes
Z||000002||chauffeur1st||02-08-2004||08:06 PM||||Bronze is nice   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  but that black is real clean lookin to... I want to get some tires for my Racing Hart c2's that are in bronze to get them on.....<br /><br />Pm Sent to btw.<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-08-2004||08:18 PM||||steveo - what color is your ride?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||kazerak2||02-08-2004||08:28 PM||||black.....it says it up there||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000005||thon||02-08-2004||08:30 PM||||Those are super nice rims, a few friends of mine run them, and yeah they do come in 4x114.3  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000006||turboflanagan||02-08-2004||09:10 PM||||They both look sweet!  But you are going to be wishing for some big brakes as soon as you put those on.||64.63.226.38||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||02-08-2004||09:15 PM||||black baby yeah!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||boostx||02-08-2004||10:55 PM||||how much $$$ are they||67.87.134.65||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000009||gvr4-27||02-08-2004||11:07 PM||||hard to tell they are both very nice looking im having the same problem im getting new wheels for my nile black and i was going to go black cuz it looks like it all flows that way.||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000010||curtis||02-08-2004||11:14 PM||||Black with red calipers and some cadmium plated slotted rotors, Would look sweeeeeet.  Nice find.||65.54.97.141||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000011||jsn929||02-08-2004||11:26 PM||||id go for bronze.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||203.131.168.75||reg||6||jsn929||00003496||yes
Z||000012||BlitzVR4||02-09-2004||12:10 AM||||I am not sure if they make those for our bolt pattern in bronze.  I checked with Discount Tire Direct and there was no listing of them being in bronze for 4 x 114.3.  The only colors are flat black, hyper black, and silver.  <br /><br />Those are some sweet wheels though.  If you find out otherwise let me know.<br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000013||PRE-EVO||02-09-2004||11:56 AM||||PLEASE get those in 17x8 35mm offset as it is one of the few you can find in that width. You will need to make sure that they aren't hubcentric for the 240sx as that is what they are marketing them as a special fitment for the 240's.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000014||bob in chicago||02-09-2004||12:34 PM||||A guy from the Chicago area is selling some forged lite weight Volks for GVR4:<br /><a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=155890&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&group=1&set=3&position=47&total_count=2729&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=4027c4114e6827d7" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=155890&category_id=112&sub_id=1067&variable_file=merchandise.variables&group=1&set=3&positi on=47&total_count=2729&website=default&prev_action=display_sub_list&session=4027c4114e6827d7</a>||24.136.3.207||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||02-09-2004||12:43 PM||||Pre-Evo is correct.<br /><br />A 240sx hub is 66.1mm while gvr4 is 67.1mm. I bought some rims for a 240SX which seem to fit our hubs just fine. There seems to be a 1mm gap there which is all we need. But, it could be different based on manufacturer.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004453.cgi
A||||0||fazzt73||price for AMG type grille||||1||||fazzt73||00001740
Z||000000||fazzt73||02-08-2004||12:06 AM||fazzt73@yahoo.com||for you guys interested in the grilles there is a tread on the parts for sale.<br /><br />Thanks, Paulo.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||200.76.240.28||reg||1||fazzt73||00001740||yes



ubb/Forum3/004454.cgi
A||||12||Rob_M||Few pics of my new toy||||1||||Rob_M||00003342
Z||000000||Rob_M||02-08-2004||01:55 AM||black95gsx@aol.com||<a href="http://members.cox.net/gvr4/photo/1.htm" target="_blank">http://members.cox.net/gvr4/photo/1.htm</a><br /><br /><br />Few pictures of the new galant.<br /><br />When mechanical repairs are done, the front bumper will be re-shot (and I'll also figure out what I'm going to do with the center grill, I don't like the stock look, prolly do a 92 upgrade), then the car will have a full detail.  I figure it deserves it after what it's gone through recently<br /><br /><br />Already stole the shifter/boot out of my laser for the galant, still need to install it.  <br /><br />The motor going in is nothing fancy. 6 bolt big rod with no balance shafts, done "50 over" with stock pistons and rings.  Head decked, mitsu metal head gasket, ARP Head studs.  Should be fun to boost once all the little things get worked out.<br /><br />I'm more excited to mod this car then I ever was my 2g.  I'm going to make this as much as a sleeper as possible, I'm still trying to figure out how to make a 3" exhaust quiet as possible.||68.228.45.25||reg||1||Rob_M||00003342||yes
Z||000001||curtis||02-08-2004||02:16 AM||||Under 50k holy shit batman.   The car definatly deserves a bath.   Good find .     The dynomax ultraflow 6 inch cans are really quiet compared to others.  Advance auto parts can get them for around 75 bucks.||65.54.98.12||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||Rob_M||02-08-2004||02:32 AM||||Worth the $1,000 I paid for it?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br /><br />I'm thinking of doing either a dual muffler setup or 2 resonators and one muffler.<br /><br />My old gsx had a huge resonator and a magnaflow muffler that worked nicely, very deep sound.  It was still to loud for me at cruise, I'd get a headache after a 2 hour drive.<br /><br />Granted this won't be my daily driver like the GSX was (now I have a tow veh for a daily driver).||68.228.45.25||reg||1||Rob_M||00003342||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||02-08-2004||02:39 AM||||Nice find. Clean that engine bay while you have the engine out. You'll be kicking yourself in the ass later on if you don't. Ask Terren.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||02-08-2004||10:59 AM||||Clean the hell out of that car. The carpet inside looks like it could get cleaned as well. <br /><br />The easiest way to clean the interior is first spray it down with compressed air to dislodge all of the dirt and dust. Them vacum the inside. After that clean your leather, don't use meguiars leather wipes. You need to use a cleaner on it first. Then clean your dash, also use compressed air to get rid of dirt in tight places like the vents and so on. After you clean the seats, apply some product to replenish the leather and then wipe it down with a clean cloth and some compressed air to make sure that globs of whatever product you use don't get stuck in crieses an so on. <br /><br />The only thing you probably should take somewhere to get done is the paint polishing. By the looks of the car, it could benefit from a once over with the clay bar, to remove all of the crud from the paint. <br /><br />Then you should send it out to get wheeled. Make sure that if you send it out to get wheeled, they use Meguiars products. They are the best for that type of stuff. <br /><br />As far as cleaning the engine bay. Get some degreaser, Simple Green work great, spray the hell out of it, one area at a time, and scrub it good with a brush. Then just hose it down carefully, no high pressure washer, and make sure you don's get water in places that it could cause damage. Use common sense. After you have washed the whole engine bay, spray it down with compressed air to get all of the water out.<br /><br />Good luck.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||Rob_M||02-08-2004||11:20 AM||||Well, in that I work for a Mitsu dealership, we have a detailer in our service department.<br /><br />I've seen the magic he has worked on cars that are 10x as dirty as this one.  For $75 he's going to clean the engine bay so I could eat off it, clean the interrior so it looks brand new, cut and polish the exterrior.  <br /><br /><br />The car is actually in better shape in person.||68.228.45.25||reg||1||Rob_M||00003342||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||02-08-2004||01:02 PM||||Is that an air silencer I see? Circular file that baby.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Overall, very nice find!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||kazerak2||02-08-2004||05:38 PM||||wow, that has got to be one of the lowest mile gvr4, if not the lowest, the interior is almost perfect. give her a good bath and she'll be lookin like she did 13 years ago  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ...great find||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000008||Bigfoot200200||02-08-2004||06:35 PM||||Good steal. I see you did the bird crap mod too.||64.233.106.204||reg||14||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000009||GVR$in||02-08-2004||07:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> Nice find. Clean that engine bay while you have the engine out. You'll be kicking yourself in the ass later on if you don't. Ask Terren.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I hate myself for not spending more time in the bay while I had the engine out.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000010||229of1000||02-09-2004||12:06 AM||||That car had a rough 49000 miles, looks like.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Good luck with it.||65.33.242.24||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000011||Vr4in'||02-09-2004||04:53 AM||||49k ? Holy shit,Im surprised that thing has problems already with timing or whatever it it.Someone must have beat the shit out of it.<br /><br />Nice find though.<br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.124||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||02-09-2004||12:04 PM||||What are you talking about?  Looks like the timing belt is fine to me!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/004455.cgi
A||||6||blacksheep||Is the owner of 741/1000 on here?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-08-2004||11:50 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Should be a summit white gvr4 - speak up!!!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||henrok||02-08-2004||09:15 PM||||mine is the 745 why do you ask? oh and mine is summit white too. lol.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-08-2004||09:57 PM||||Its my old gvr4...trying to re-locate the owner  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||02-09-2004||09:22 AM||||Don't have it on the list KC.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||GREENVR4||02-09-2004||09:41 AM||||do you have mine?, if not I'll pm you.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000005||GVR4458||02-10-2004||11:32 PM||||KC finally remembered where he put his "stash".<br /><br />EH||68.73.81.0||reg||1||GVR4458||00000065||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-10-2004||11:42 PM||||yeah, he probably got pulled over and arrested. The car is probably in some pound...LOL||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004456.cgi
A||||2||Dan D||ASA Wheels||||1||||Dan D||00000024
Z||000000||Dan D||02-08-2004||12:52 PM||dandut321@yahoo.com||Does anyone have experience with ASA wheels?  <br /><br />Long story shot, some construction junk poked one of my tires too near the sidewall for anyone to patch it.  It didn't go through and holds air, but I'm not holding my breath that it will survive long.  The tires are 1/3-1/2 worn, so I really should replace all of them if one. <br /><br />Now that I live somewhere where I don't need an all-season tire, I'm considering getting some bigger wheels (running stockers now).  I was looking at ASA JS1 ($119) 17X7.  They are cheap and not flashy (which I consider good).  The wheels size also give me many many more options for tires.  I can almost buy a set of wheels and tires together for the same price as tires that will fit the stock wheel.<br /><br />My other option is Enkei RSF-2 ($127 in 17x7).  I like these as well.  A little more showy, but sedate enough to fit on a 4-door.<br /><br />Any experience of WOM opinions on either of these wheels or companies is appreciated.  Thanks||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-08-2004||12:57 PM||||ASA are made by BBS I believe... good shit.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||Dan D||02-08-2004||01:47 PM||||Yes they are, but in Korea.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes



ubb/Forum3/004457.cgi
A||||4||jonvr4||parts from jonvr4||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||02-08-2004||02:10 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||has anyone not recieved parts that they have bought from me? i have been ultra busy this week, i think i may have forgetten someone. let me know and i'll ship it out asap. thanks for your patience.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Oztek||02-09-2004||07:59 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> has anyone not recieved parts that they have bought from me? i have been ultra busy this week, i think i may have forgetten someone. let me know and i'll ship it out asap. thanks for your patience. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I never got my non-cruise throttle cable.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000002||Yao||02-09-2004||10:37 AM||||yeah, and I never got the car I bought from you!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||208.253.246.93||reg||1||Yao||00000044||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||02-09-2004||03:56 PM||||You said you'd ship my 2G MAS today.... and its not here yet. Hurry up man!<br /><br /><br />jk.||63.231.122.41||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||ercp98||02-09-2004||07:49 PM||||same here you said you'll ship the non cruise throttle cable today... i'm waiting   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> .<br /> did you get my payment??||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes



ubb/Forum3/004458.cgi
A||||1||VR4 Me||This is my official apology to all who ordered I/C pipes...||||1||||VR4 Me||00002327
Z||000000||VR4 Me||02-08-2004||04:21 PM||whit6371@bellsouth.net||Jesus, I feel like an ass. My notebook with everyone's checks and the two money orders I received  <br />was lost when I changed addresses recently. Well I found the notebook YESTERDAY   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   and with it, all the orders. I never claimed to be a business man, but Murphy's Law set in when I agreed to collect all the money before building the pipes.<br /><br />To udriveu, I am sorry for not answering your IMs nor your PMs. I really was speechless when I rummaged through every single box I packed, and there was no notebook.<br /><br />ASSHOLE, YES, CON ARTIST, NO.<br /><br />I am big enough to admit I was wrong and hope that this incident won't affect my relationships with any from the site. You guys have been more than helpful when I have posted questions and I have learned much from my baby thanks to you guys.<br /><br />Again, my most sincere apologies, and the checks are in the mail. No, seriously.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Josh||67.33.160.210||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000001||udriveu||02-21-2004||08:47 PM||||Yes, Josh made good on his word and gave me a full refund.||64.252.108.65||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes



ubb/Forum3/004464.cgi
A||||8||tplesko||What's a used TRE tranny worth?||||1||||Pivvay||00000399
Z||000000||tplesko||02-09-2004||08:56 AM||||Hey everyone,<br /><br />What would you pay for a used TRE tranny with 10k miles at most? Broke in right, BG since 1k as Jon told me. I might be replacing mine.<br /><br />fresh rebuild of working tranny<br />4 spider CD<br />double syncro 2nd<br />steel shift forks<br />bronze wear pads<br />other usual little TRE goodies<br /><br />No core charge and ready to rock. 25 launches in 10k.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-09-2004||09:20 AM||||I would pay $1000. There is no way to tell the true condition of the trans without opening it up. Also does it have e Galant VR4 first gear and input shaft? If not, I would definetly take that into consideration.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||Tevenor||02-09-2004||09:31 AM||||I would probably pay a little more but not much. The problem with 'used built' stuff is if it should blow out for some reason, usually the waranty is not transfered and you are out the XXXX.00 amount of money, where as is you spent XXXX.00 + some more for your own build up, if something goes boom, you may have not wasted the XXXX.00 in the first place.<br /><br />Used stuff is always a gamble, regardless of who built it.||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||02-09-2004||09:42 AM||||Both good points.  Has the galant 1st gear and input shaft.  Also has a brand new output shaft.<br /><br />I'm just feeling the market out. $1k would probably be okay although more would help the purchase of it's replacement   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Tevenor||02-09-2004||10:23 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> Both good points.  Has the galant 1st gear and input shaft.  Also has a brand new output shaft.<br /><br />I'm just feeling the market out. $1k would probably be okay although more would help the purchase of it's replacement    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well I happen to be in the Market, depending on when you get your 'new unit', which of course depends on 'you know who'. I am still deciding wether to run the season with a built tranny or a couple of stock spares.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />What year's the bell housing?||64.80.109.11||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000005||tplesko||02-09-2004||10:28 AM||||It's the original from my 1991 GVR4 AFAIK. How do I check to make sure?<br /><br />And you know it won't be for sale before "you know who" finishes. I'll put it up locally first as well as then the people can drive it themselves and there won't be shipping. I *hate* shipping trannies and having UPS or FedEX drop them. &lt;sigh&gt;||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000006||howard_GVR4||02-09-2004||11:31 AM||||I'll bet I know what it's being replaced with.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes
Z||000007||tplesko||02-09-2004||11:55 AM||||sshhhhhhhhh. Bark bark.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000008||jonvr4||02-09-2004||12:49 PM||||hey chris, i would probably be interested. are you looking to get a new tranny, or have another rebuilt? let me know, i may be interested in buying and if you need another, trading my old tranny. let me know.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/004461.cgi
A||||5||kazerak2||not good, help||||4||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||02-08-2004||08:41 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||yea......my car leaked all it s oil out, and i have no clue where the leak is at. the PO said he replaced the head bout 12,000mi. ago and that he was burning oil pretty baddly, he said it doesnt burn nowhere near as much as it used to it still does it i guess, i think its coming from the head somewhere but im not sure. i got the car 3 weeks ago and its been on jacks the whole time   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   , im waiting for suspension parts. im a real hands on guy but dont wanna mess with this,any sugestions? oh and BTW if you have a drivers side lower control arm and/or a steering knukle with hub attached PM me asap.||12.217.60.215||reg||4||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-08-2004||08:51 PM||||did it leak quickly or slowly. you lost ALL your oil?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||autobahntom||02-08-2004||08:55 PM||||Not sure I understand your question totally. You say the car is on jack stands the whole time you have had it, but it leaked out all the oil? If it has NOT been run, the the leak is not the head gasket-oil would be in the pan the whole time. If the car has been run, then the leak could be anywhere. Common place is the crank seal (front), head gasket, cam seals, oil pan, turbo return line either at turbo or pan, and lots more.<br />As for your suspension, if someone does not come forth with GVR4 parts, then you 'could' use T/E/L parts (with matching size in HEIGHT tire/rim combination) as a temporary fix on that wheel only. Would have to use a five lug, and MAKE SURE you had the correct height=or you would tear up the VC or center diff. This would be a temporary fix-UNLESS you were to go to the five lug conversion and do all four wheels with the T/E/L parts. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000003||kazerak2||02-08-2004||08:55 PM||||it leaked rather slowly, its been there for 3 weeks and ive been whatching it leak drip by drip. it didnt have much oil eitheir, cause thers small pudle of oil on the floor. and its not completely out of oil, its damn nere though.||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes
Z||000004||agrabau||02-08-2004||08:58 PM||||it can't leak out any oil while it's not running unless your drain plug is leaking. The car is considered to be "full" with oil with it beneath the gasket line of the oil pan meaning that the oil, at capacity is contained within the confines of the oil pan. The oil pan, unless it has a hole only drains one way.. <br /><br />It sounds like you may have a leak, be it a tranny leak or something else combined with low oil from when you got the car. <br /><br /><br />EDIT: Dammit. I forgot the oil tube. Geoff is right.. check that too. <br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||02-08-2004||09:01 PM||||Well, If the car is a jackstand queen, then it'll be easy to find the leak.  <br />Your motor will leak oil through the front or rear main seals usually when the motor is running.  <br />The oil will leak from the turbo return tube or from the oil pan because of gravity, so start there.  Get under there and spray everything down with brake clean.  This will clean and DRY the engine.  From there a leak will re-form itself and you can track where it originates from.  <br /><br /><br />Good luck||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes



ubb/Forum3/004462.cgi
A||||10||galantvr4us||If you are interested in JDM parts look here||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||02-08-2004||11:55 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||Going to Japan the 22 and partnering up with a shop to bring parts back.  Let me know by PM or email galantvr4us@yahoo.com on what you would be interested in.  I can get just about anything to jdm bumpers to electronics to transmissions, etc.  Just let me know so I can get an idea of what to start sourcing out.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-09-2004||12:05 AM||||PM sent!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||galantvr4us||02-09-2004||12:34 AM||||Also parts are not galant limited either.  Subies, toyotas, nissan, Rx7 etc parts are being sourced out as well.<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000003||boostx||02-09-2004||08:55 AM||||send u a pm||207.127.241.2||reg||1||john||00001419||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||03-01-2004||10:07 PM||||can you look into a jdm fmic for me?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||GForcedVR4||03-01-2004||11:25 PM||||i would be interested in the same thing(jdm ic)<br /><br />-Dave<br /><br />89 Colt 4G63T||68.9.144.238||reg||1||GForcedVR4||00003434||yes
Z||000007||jcgalantvr4-244||03-02-2004||02:15 AM||||Need a whole list. Pm sent<br /><br />  Thanks,<br />    Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000008||mistaVR4||03-02-2004||04:22 PM||||I'd be interested in what a transaxle would cost??<br /><br />Thanks||162.18.75.91||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000009||galantvr4us||03-02-2004||07:33 PM||||I am still looking for parts that many of you have emailed me about.  I am most likely going to be buying cars whole and stripping the vehicles and sending the parts over here I'll try to keep you guys updated on the progress.  Sometimes it just takes time to source out parts.  Thanks,<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000010||marvinmadman123||03-02-2004||09:05 PM||||Besides the front and rear bumpers I sent a pm for I would really like a rear wiper.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000011||grimm||03-02-2004||11:40 PM||||PM sent you rock  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes



ubb/Forum3/004463.cgi
A||||10||blacksheep||Anyone running 6.5&quot; inch speakers in the front door?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-09-2004||12:06 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||If so, what brand and modifications had to be done? Spacer ring, maybe? Did the stock grille on the door panel still work?<br /><br />In case aanyone is curious on what my whole setup is: <br /><br />I plan on running 6.5" in front and rears, 4" in the dash. 10" sub. All powered by a 5 channel alpine excect for rears which will be powered by the eclipse head unit.<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||4drwhore||02-09-2004||01:10 AM||||I went to 5 1/2"s in the doors with polk 3.5's on the dash, no need really to go through the trouble of a 6.5 and 4s. With the 5.5s you get left over room and actually helps resonate it a little bit. just my .02||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||02-09-2004||01:43 AM||||well, don't know about the doors cause i run 5.25" there.  In the dash I have 4" and they just needed a small bit of trimming to fit in and only because they have a squareish 4 hole mounting pattern instead of the stock 2 bolt.  Just trim off the other two mounting ears and its good to go.||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||yardhippie||02-09-2004||06:37 AM||||I have Polk 6.5 in the doors (had to trim the plastic insert, but no prob), 6.25 in the rear (b/c of a bad measurement, and Memphis 3" in the dash all of a sony cd/reciever. Cant push too much base or it trips. But sound is great.||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000004||VR4coop||02-09-2004||09:02 AM||||I have 6.5 Polk in the doors, I removed the plastic insert, Then snipped each corner about 1/2 deep and curled them back to make the speaker fit, works fine as long as you dont want to put ur original setup back in. Hope that helps||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes
Z||000005||russya||02-09-2004||09:15 AM||||I have 6.75's in the door, I trimmed the door and then used a custom spacer ring. Worked pretty good.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-09-2004||09:35 AM||||Couple of you have mentioned removing a plactic insert or cutting it ? - Is this the basket you are referring to?<br /><br />So, 6.5" Polks can be done, aye? Thats what I wanna do. Cool!<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||PRE-EVO||02-09-2004||11:58 AM||||I was running 7" crystals with a custom spacer that I sold to someone here.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000008||Dan D||02-09-2004||01:22 PM||||Alpines.  I did a little cutting of the hole to get them to mount flat.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||02-09-2004||10:36 PM||||6.5" Boston Acoustics in the doors.  Had to remove the plastic basket deal and trim the door, then build a custom spacer to keep the window from hitting the speaker.  Door panel grill remains unmolested.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||miturra||02-11-2004||10:24 AM||||I'm using infinity 5.25" coax's in the doors. On the dash I'm using Infinity 4" speakers. They required trimming.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes



ubb/Forum3/004465.cgi
A||||9||a_santos||Blown Head Gasket, this sucks||||13||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||02-09-2004||11:40 AM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />Well it appears my car has a blown head gasket. Their is coolant all over the plugs and so on. I think this was caused by a water pump failure and the engine getting hotter than it should have.<br /><br />The head and head gasket are less than 6 months and 3000 miles old. I run a small 16g at 14psi, stock pump, stock injectors, allitle more fuel pressure than stock.<br /><br />The only thing that I did not change when I replaced my head was the water pump. Yes I know I should have replaced it, but I am a college student and their is no flexibility on the car budget sometimes. <br /><br />The thing that sucks the worst is that it is really cold here, and since I don't have a garage, I can't do the work myself. <br /><br />So know I need all of the parts for a head replacement, minus the timing belt. And the labor will probably cost me at least $500. Ouch. <br /><br />Just wanted to vent. Today I went to the shop where my car is at this moment, Monkey Whrench Racing, and there was another really clean white VR4 there, THAT WAS RUNNING. They both seemed to be right at home in the shop. Damn car, I love it so much, but sometimes it just stresses me out to no end.||198.111.39.31||reg||13||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-09-2004||01:07 PM||||Abhay - Sorry to hear that. I feel your pain, believe me. Patience is a virtue, my friend. Just hang in there. Good luck!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||ayvr4||02-09-2004||01:09 PM||||hope all goes well with the repair, I think most of us vr-4 owners have had more than our share of down time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  dont worry, the minute you get back in the drivers seat, you will be happy again.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.74.200.106||reg||9||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000003||miturra||02-09-2004||03:25 PM||||I'm sorry to hear the bad news. I hope it will go well with you with the repairs.||12.44.181.2||reg||1||hondo||00001080||yes
Z||000004||Oztek||02-09-2004||03:42 PM||||Damn dude.  Sorry to hear about that.  <br /><br />Welcome to the Non-running galant club I guess.||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000005||a_santos||02-09-2004||04:00 PM||||I guess now my VR4 is just as fast as yours, Andy.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   <br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Oztek:<br /><strong> Damn dude.  Sorry to hear about that.  <br /><br />Welcome to the Non-running galant club I guess. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000006||HHIVR4||02-09-2004||05:29 PM||||Sorry to hear that.Im in the same boat if it makes you feel any better.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000007||thejeebus2002||02-09-2004||05:31 PM||||Hehe, yeah me too.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   <br /><br />.....well my timing belt broke anyhow.<br /><br />scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000008||Oztek||02-09-2004||10:09 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I guess now my VR4 is just as fast as yours, Andy.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />    <br /><br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Oztek:<br /><strong> Damn dude.  Sorry to hear about that.  <br /><br />Welcome to the Non-running galant club I guess. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, I can keep mine running as long as I bump-start it when I take it out of gear!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Want to talk about an exciting ride!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||67.38.19.95||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000009||mistaVR4||02-10-2004||01:12 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ayvr4:<br /><strong> hope all goes well with the repair, I think most of us vr-4 owners have had more than our share of down time   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   dont worry, the minute you get back in the drivers seat, you will be happy again.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ain't that the truth!<br /><br />good luck man.||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes



ubb/Forum3/004466.cgi
A||||12||JAYGVR4||Anyone used Brown Bread or Dynomat Xtreme to quiet their interior down?||||1||||JAYGVR4||00000425
Z||000000||JAYGVR4||02-09-2004||11:42 AM||white95gsxpress@yahoo.com||I'd like to get my car's cabin as quiet as say a Bimmer or an Audi, so I've been looking at this stuff:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.b-quiet.com/brownbread.html" target="_blank">http://www.b-quiet.com/brownbread.html</a><br /><br />Just wondering if anyone's used it before?<br /><br />TIA||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000001||DongeR615||02-09-2004||11:56 AM||||i've used extreme. it was extremely easy to apply. the regualy dynocrap i used, i had to use 3m adhesive and even then it didn't stick too well. i can't remove the extremely easily. If that brown stuff is like the extreme and less costly then get the brown stuff.<br />DongeR||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000002||JAYGVR4||02-09-2004||12:13 PM||||Was it worth the effort to put it in?  As in was it a definate reduction in in cabin noise?  Just thinking of how much of a pain it'd be to remove the carpet, and then to get it to fit again over such a large increase in padding underneath it.  Don't want to go through with it unless it has definate benefits...||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-09-2004||12:28 PM||||BJ   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />I used something called fatmat from yep...fatmat.com. I gutted my old 92 Integra out, fatmatted it and then re-installed panels. It worked really really well, I think. It reduced road noise and the doors shut with more of "thud" than a metallic "plank" like it did before.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />My buddies who owned a car stereo place and sold dynomat extreme said this thing was much better. It has an aliminium-lke surface on the top and was thicker. Works with a hair dryer and roller( that came with the kit)<br /><br />I plan on doing this stuff to the gvr4 as well and also plan to "quitekote" door panels and plastic that squeaks and rattles.<br /><br />Yeah, the car will be a little heavier, but then I can justfy a bigger turbo, aye?<br /><br />Hope this helps!<br /><br />KC||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||drew||02-09-2004||01:12 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> BJ    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />I used something called fatmat from yep...fatmat.com. I gutted my old 92 Integra out, fatmatted it and then re-installed panels. It worked really really well, I think. It reduced road noise and the doors shut with more of "thud" than a metallic "plank" like it did before.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />My buddies who owned a car stereo place and sold dynomat extreme said this thing was much better. It has an aliminium-lke surface on the top and was thicker. Works with a hair dryer and roller( that came with the kit)<br /><br />I plan on doing this stuff to the gvr4 as well and also plan to "quitekote" door panels and plastic that squeaks and rattles.<br /><br />Yeah, the car will be a little heavier, but then I can justfy a bigger turbo, aye?<br /><br />Hope this helps!<br /><br />KC </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What is quitekote?||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-09-2004||01:18 PM||||umm...like you can like so...like google it and stuff. Anyways, <br /><br /> <a href="http://63.74.14.171/ourstore/prods/VB-1S.html" target="_blank">Online retailer description....</a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||GrocMax||02-09-2004||02:25 PM||||Undercoating the wheelwells and bottom with Thorite or some other good quality undercoating helps cut interior noise tremendously.||209.151.113.200||reg||1||GrocMax||00001823||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-09-2004||02:37 PM||||Some honda guys spray the interior of their gutted cars with herculiner. Would be ok for a gutted street car, maybe. Dunno if I could stand the smell, though. It would take days to air out!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||russya||02-09-2004||05:15 PM||||I have brown bread on both my front doors and my whole trunk floor. Seems to work pretty good and the pricing isn't bad. For as much as I used the weight increase wasn't nearly as bad as you would think.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000009||DongeR615||02-09-2004||06:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by JAYGVR4:<br /><strong> Was it worth the effort to put it in?  As in was it a definate reduction in in cabin noise?</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hell yea it was worth it. would i do it again? hell no. we did the trunk and the sides of the inner car. gutted the car except the two front seats. took awhile cuz we ran out of extreme and had to use regular dynocrap.||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000010||KingGalantVr4||02-09-2004||08:01 PM||||Do not use dynomat extreem to reduce road noise.  Use neoprene under the carpet and above the headliner.  I used dynamat extreem in my SQ competition car and it really didn't help to deaden road noise, just vibration and what was said before, reduced the metal clang to a metal thud sound.  To reduce outside decibles you have to absorb the sound waves not just the vibration. <br /><br /> <a href="http://www.foamorder.com/products.cgi?cart=a3V0x0n012023386n9A7b2U&item=neoprene" target="_blank">link to neoprene</a> <br />That place is one of the lesser expensive places I have found on the net.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000011||switch||02-09-2004||09:47 PM||||That Fatmat stuff looks alot like aluminium flushing used in cosntructing houses (well here in australia anyway) It might be cheaper from a hardware store?<br /><br />A friend fo mine used the flashing and it has reduced alot of in cabin noise.<br /><br />Mike||210.9.11.156||reg||1||switch||00000205||yes
Z||000012||JAYGVR4||02-10-2004||04:16 PM||||here's some examples of installs for those unfamiliar...  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.b-quiet.com/installs.html" target="_blank">http://www.b-quiet.com/installs.html</a>||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes



ubb/Forum3/004467.cgi
A||||0||skivittlerjimb||600 mile drive home yesterday...||||1||||skivittlerjimb||00001767
Z||000000||skivittlerjimb||02-09-2004||01:18 PM||skivittlerjimb@yahoo.com||... was very interesting.  First of all, Chris Mejia is a great guy: met me in Carlisle, PA and gave me a great deal on a white fender, as advertised, good shape, good price, nice guy. Thanks, Chris!  <br /><br />Anyhoo, played with a Chrysler 300M on I-81 in PA-dealer tags, brand new one, he seemed surprised I had no trouble keeping up between 105-110.  Went on for about 40 miles.  Nice thumbs up exchange when he exited.  <br /><br />Then, I-88 outside of Binghamton, NY: black 2G comes up from behind fairly quickly as I'm doing about 75.  Put it in 4th and blast up to 105 on a decent hill, leaving it pretty far behind.  Again at 75mph, the 2G creeps up and sits in my driver's side blind spot for like 30 seconds.  Then it goes by and I see it's an RS Eclipse... this is gonna be too easy.  Too young guys, ballcaps turned backwards on both, one with a Spankees cap on.  <br /><br />Let 'em get about 1/4 to 1/2 mile away and bump up to 105 or so, catch up slowly, then keep a safe distance for a while.  They slowly pull away.  Picked a decent length uphill and I bump it up to 125   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  and blow by them until I can't see them no 'mo.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Ease it back down to 80mph and give them a big thumbs up as they pass by me slowly on my driver's side.  Dour looks on both driver and passenger as they stare straight ahead.  Shadowed them at 85-105mph for the next 30 miles...  good fun.   <br /><br />Averaged about 21-22 mpg on the 600 miles down and back last week,with one tank netting 25 mpg.  Much better than the 18 mpg I've been getting in around town this winter.  I like these cars.<br /><br />170k, stock other than 2.5" turbo back, paper silencer removed, and K&N filter in stock air can.<br /><br />-Jim B.||155.72.100.4||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes



ubb/Forum3/004468.cgi
A||||4||sk8bored||hey iceman||||1||||sk8bored||00000596
Z||000000||sk8bored||02-09-2004||01:52 PM||ckmyers23@qwest.net||I ran across 396/1000 today white with a sunroof vin ja3cx56u3nz007848.||199.168.32.7||reg||1||sk8bored||00000596||yes
Z||000001||Tevenor||02-09-2004||01:59 PM||||On a similar note, a friend of mine here at work just inherited #1343/2000 from his father. I will get the VIN for you later on.||64.80.109.12||reg||1||Tevenor||00001607||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||02-09-2004||02:36 PM||||Cool, thanks guys.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||MustGoFaster||02-19-2004||11:02 AM||||Saw 554/1000 at the dealer today, didn't pull the vin though.  Black 92 with oklaohma plates at a dealer in MN, seems wierd.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-19-2004||11:08 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MustGoFaster:<br /><strong> Saw 554/1000 at the dealer today, didn't pull the vin though.  Black 92 with oklaohma plates at a dealer in MN, seems wierd. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">nah, that's normal for an okie.  he just took a wrong turn, and then ran out of gas.||64.240.175.53||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/004469.cgi
A||||2||MidEngine210||Required cutting with JDM FMIC ||||1||||MidEngine210||00000942
Z||000000||MidEngine210||02-09-2004||02:26 PM||midengine2@yahoo.com||I was wondering how much cutting is required to get a JDM FMIC to fit on our US GVR4. TIA.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000001||BlackHole||02-09-2004||04:47 PM||||I didn't have to cut anything. Bend a few things, yes. Cut, no.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-09-2004||06:27 PM||||i had the rre starion, and i had to cut up the metal part pretty good.  then, i got the jdm 240 hp one, and i had to cut it up even more.  there is a seam on the top, and all the studs go thru it.  i had to cut almost to the seam.  i used the factory center mount point for the fmic.  if you hang it a bit lower, you might not have to remove so much.||64.240.175.95||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes



ubb/Forum3/004470.cgi
A||||9||madgvr4||taboo speed shop||||1||||madgvr4||00002369
Z||000000||madgvr4||02-09-2004||05:10 PM||madracing@coastalnet.com||Does anybody have there phone # I cannot find it on there web site and I am looking for a part that I ordered. Thanks in advance||207.69.3.181||reg||1||madgvr4||00002369||yes
Z||000001||GVR1643||02-10-2004||09:59 AM||||He's local here, but I don't have a current number. He's not working out of the same place since the last time I talked to him.  <br />What did you order?  I'm sure we could track him down if necessary...||167.142.22.224||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||02-10-2004||12:22 PM||||Either email Martin or go on DSMtalk, his name is Taboo on there and was a regular when I used to navigate that forum. <br /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.taboospeedshop.com/contact.htm" target="_blank">http://www.taboospeedshop.com/contact.htm</a>||64.107.9.183||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||madgvr4||02-10-2004||04:35 PM||||I just ordered some of those bushing for my pedals and my car is down because the pedals are out. Its been over 2 weeks I've ordered other things and they have gotten here quick just wanted to call and see where the are.||207.69.1.226||reg||1||madgvr4||00002369||yes
Z||000004||slowpokin699||02-10-2004||05:12 PM||||so you are welding the clutch petal assembly i assume?  is our assembly the same as the t/e/l's?||161.243.66.138||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||02-10-2004||06:59 PM||||No, it's not the same, guess how I know this.  BTW, anybody wanna buy a TEL clutch pedal lever?  Brand new, never been used.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||02-11-2004||12:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by madgvr4:<br /><strong> I just ordered some of those bushing for my pedals and my car is down because the pedals are out. Its been over 2 weeks I've ordered other things and they have gotten here quick just wanted to call and see where the are. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I did that mod. E-mail me if you need any questions answered.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||coop||02-11-2004||03:49 PM||||I need parts from them as well. I ordered them alomost two weeks ago and no info on where there are. help please||205.188.208.172||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000008||slowpokin699||02-11-2004||10:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> No, it's not the same, guess how I know this.  BTW, anybody wanna buy a TEL clutch pedal lever?  Brand new, never been used.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">so what do WE need to weld up?  can anyone post some pics when they get thier assembly's out please?  my buddy is going through with this on his 1g and i'm up next and need some solid info on what and where to weld..||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||01:38 AM||||What?  You weld the same damn thing... It's just that GVR4 clutch pedal levers are differently shaped than a DSM lever is all.  I didn't want to weld anything, mainly cuz I don't have a welder and didn't want to bother taking it to a shop of meatheads and trying to explain what I wanted done, so I just ordered a new lever from Conicelli.  Dumb ol' me just ordered the wrong lever is all.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/004471.cgi
A||||4||gvr4-27||rally stickers||||1||||gvr4-27||00003340
Z||000000||gvr4-27||02-09-2004||05:32 PM||gvr427@yahoo.com||does anyone know if anyone sells a rally sticker package for our cars or would you have to buy all the stickers separetly. Also i was just curious how do you think it would look on a black one, the thought crossed my mind of maybe trying it out but doughtfully, just wanted to look into it.||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000001||drew||02-09-2004||06:00 PM||||You'll need to buy them separately... IMHO it won't look good on black. If you're gonna do a black motif, look for the ADVAN galant vr4 that they used to race. Sorry I don't have pics.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000002||sleeper||02-09-2004||11:53 PM||||Do you guys know who sells those decals or have a link to a picture of a car with them on it?<br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.241.176.163||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000003||gvr4-27||02-10-2004||02:05 AM||||i found a good amount of the stickers on ebay just search for things like ralli art, rallyart, ralliart, mitsubshi stickers and so on.||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000004||Xan||02-13-2004||04:34 AM||||check out <a href="http://www.japanparts.com" target="_blank">http://www.japanparts.com</a>||67.162.195.66||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes



ubb/Forum3/004472.cgi
A||||1||Akidosigh1||GVR4 current top ride on victory's page.||||1||||Akidosigh1||00001148
Z||000000||Akidosigh1||02-09-2004||05:34 PM||||<a href="http://www.victoryperformance.com/rides/dsp_ridedetail.cfm?ride=93" target="_blank">http://www.victoryperformance.com/rides/dsp_ridedetail.cfm?ride=93</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000001||#1459 VR-4||02-09-2004||05:59 PM||||Wow, he's from Maine too...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes



ubb/Forum3/004473.cgi
A||||13||ken inn||K&amp;N filters||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||02-09-2004||06:41 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||most of you dont know it, but i am also on a group called the bimmer tech group, and we discuss stuff like problem cars.  today, the topic is k&n filters, and how the oil contaminates the mas.  LOTS of responses, i was amazed.  even dinan had to replace a LOT of the mas', and now has a completely different filter.  a local shop that does a lot of stuff for me, says that they had a 993 tt in there, where the turbo compressor wheels had been chewed up by the grit that was getting thru.  they had the owner put the paper filters back on.  their turbo rebuilder said he sees a LOT of that, caused by the k&n.  another shop that has a lot of track cars says they run them dry on the track.  several shops reported long term, the oily residue kills the mas.  on several of the "fly-by-wire" throttle bodies, the residue kills the throttle bodies, about 850 bucks each.  makes me wonder about the use of the maft long term.||64.240.175.95||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||369of1000||02-09-2004||09:58 PM||||Wait...K&N is now bad? What's next? Fat is ok but carbs are bad?<br /><br />But seriously, this is disturbing news. What is the safe alternative? Are all filters with increased flow capasity subject to the turbo compressor wheel being chewed up or is it just the K&N oil?||68.114.21.70||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000002||kartorium31||02-10-2004||12:21 AM||||Get an apexi unit.  They are more expensive but filter and flow better and don't use oil (i think).||12.18.162.33||reg||1||kartorium31||00000364||yes
Z||000003||theymightbegalants||02-10-2004||05:38 AM||||Get a cheapie K&N knockoff from Autozone.  They come with a front facing inner cone as well, "ram air," for more filter surface.  No matter if it's crappier surface, I still think it flows more.  A light misting of K&N oil (this is a filter element, not hairspray on your girlfriend's "do") and you're good to go.  At that price, you can just replace them instead of cleaning them.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-10-2004||09:30 AM||||another article by jim conforti, bmw chip guru, about the k&n.  conforti is one of the most intelligent people i know.  also, there is the response from k&n:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.bmwe34.net/E34main/Upgrade/Air_filter.htm" target="_blank">http://www.bmwe34.net/E34main/Upgrade/Air_filter.htm</a>||64.240.175.140||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||agrabau||02-10-2004||09:53 AM||||The filter itself lets more media through. It's a higher flowing filter so by design it has to. I think it's better for turbo cars because turbulence isn't as important and with the frequent oil changes that we give it's probably a wash on the long term dust factor. The oil is intended to make up for shortcomings in the cotton element which lets small particles through. <br /><br />I'll stick with it because i don't think the car will make as much power with a paper filter. Last winter i used a paper filter because of all the salt on the road and salty dust in the air. I wish i did that again this year but it's too late now. <br /><br />You really can't win. I bet the MAS can just be cleaned with alcohol or something- it definately gets oil on it but most of us monitor the air-fuel condition so the car leaning due to a faulty mas is unlikely to happen without being noticed.<br /><br />The Metal mesh filters will absorb engine heat, the paper ones are restrictive.. the KN let dust in, the HKS ones let rocks and sticks through... <br /><br />I know that on my motorcycle I'll only use paper. The KN filters cause a serious power decrease on the bike, most likely due to turbulence. Even when the bike is remapped for the change it makes less power. <br /><br />There it was, perhaps my least organized, fly-by-night post ever.<br /><br />PS- Ken, E34? you old man!||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-10-2004||10:17 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Let's look.  If we had 100 grams of dust on a new BMW filter we would let through a total of 6.6 grams of dust in.  If we used the new K&N filter we get 14.8 grams of dust.  That's 224% (TWO HUNDRED TWENTY FOUR PERCENT!!) more dust ingested initially, stock vs. "free flow" and this ratio is pretty much held.  Somewhere between 200-300% more dirt gets "ingested" anywhere across loading equivalence<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The difference (percentage) of increased particulates is 124%.<br /><br />14.8g-6.6g=8.2g (increase) 8.2 is 124% of 6.6g<br /><br /><br />There's good logic here, too bad he blew it on simple math.   It makes sense that some oil will be sucked through the filter and I will be sure to keep a careful eye on this condition.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||Matticus||02-10-2004||10:27 AM||||There was a discussion about this on the maxima.org board.  Allot of 02 and 03 owners that put an open air K&N filter on the car were having their MAF's die about 6-12 months down the road.  Some of the cases were the owners cleaning a used filter and over oiling it.  I have had my K&N on my 01 Maxima for 3 years and 30K miles with no harm that I can tell.  It definitely something to consider when using one.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000008||DongeR615||02-10-2004||11:18 AM||||Ruining mafs because of too much oil.  This is another argument that helps me believe maf�s are bad engineering. GO MAP sensor!||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||02-10-2004||12:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by DongeR615:<br /><strong> Ruining mafs because of too much oil.  This is another argument that helps me believe maf�s are bad engineering. GO MAP sensor! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I've also seen some of the guys on the MAFT site complaining about crappy performance in the rain, or if they go through a puddle, and get their open element wet. The cooling effect of the water mist on the hotwire throws the A/F off. On my car, thats just additional water injection! One more reason for me to stick with my 2G MAS!<br />I really like the driveablity, and the fact I don't have to fool around with "tuning" it. The more I run the 2G MAS, the more I wonder why so many guys with &lt;350 HP cars are going MAFT?? It just adds more headaches as far as I'm concerned.||68.211.228.219||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||Vr4in'||02-10-2004||01:22 PM||||I have a K&N in my room here that is brand new..It feel like it was dipped in Crisco.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||168.213.1.134||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000011||mikeyoung00||02-10-2004||02:36 PM||||At least those 3" gm maf's are cheap (used).  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000012||number3||02-10-2004||03:16 PM||||One more reason to ditch the MAS...<br /><br />HB||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000013||chucklesas||02-10-2004||03:47 PM||||I was always under the impression that most of the flow gains in a K&N come from increased surface area of the filter element.  Is this not the case then?||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes



ubb/Forum3/004474.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||Mitsubishi Audio Panel P/N help, please!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-09-2004||06:48 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I am looking for the Trim ring used with the Mofugas din mount kit. It had a built in seperator.<br /><br />I ordered P/N MB716802 per the board and it turned out to be the same as the the stock gvr4 one without the seperator in the middle. <br /><br />Please help! I now havve 3 of the gvr4 trim rings for sale if someone needs them!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" /> <br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||JUANPSI||02-09-2004||07:06 PM||||Did they come in the cars with the eq????||67.100.180.2||reg||1||JUANPSI||00002296||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-09-2004||08:29 PM||||I dunno, Juan. If someone can post a pic, that would be great. I thought it come for a laser or something like that    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-09-2004||09:40 PM||||Was that the part number I gave you? That is what I got from CAPs...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||02-09-2004||10:16 PM||||You need MB716801 - in CAPS it is the "Type A" variant which is the separated double DIN unit.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-10-2004||12:25 AM||||Romanova - The no. you gave me is in the original post. Do you know if mitsubishiparts.net takes back parts?<br /><br />Thanks, Kyle. I will see if I can get this 2nd piece thru the dealer here locally so I can return the mutha if its not right!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004475.cgi
A||||2||agrabau||Do SCCA solo rules allow wheel spacers? ||||1||||Bimmubishi||00001935
Z||000000||agrabau||02-09-2004||07:22 PM||agrabau@Juno.com||I ordered no less than 5 sets of wheels from UK three months ago and they're telling me two more months. I was going to keep a set and sell the rest as they'll be really desireable with the correct offset, forged and all that.. (sorry 4*100 bcd) <br /><br />Anyway, If I buy anything else I'll have to use spacers to achieve et20 offset. Is it legal for hillclimbs/autox? <br />Basically anything club solo.. <br /><br />T. to the I. to the A.<br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000001||jpgvr4||02-09-2004||08:33 PM||||With your setup an SCCA solo tech is probably going to place you in modified in which you would compete against all sorts of snowmobile engined larged winged contraptions.<br /><br />As far as stock classes go I think increasing your track is against the rules. You can use aftermarket wheels but they have to be the same size and width.<br /><br />For street prepared it would be okay and prepared just about anything goes cept for 4g63 bimmers.<br /><br />Do you have a hillclimb near you? Those are way fun. I think you'd be alright with just about any wheel setup, the events of course are sanctioned by all sorts of folks.||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||02-09-2004||10:37 PM||||There are 5 hillclimbs or more here every summer. Mostly in VT at the ski areas. We run up the access roads, all paved. Then, there's Mt. Washington which is well known by all. Maybe next year.. not ready for something like that yet. <br /><br />AL||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes



ubb/Forum3/004476.cgi
A||||22||REDLINEGVR4||Unlimited Funds||||1||||REDLINEGVR4||00000971
Z||000000||REDLINEGVR4||02-09-2004||08:29 PM||REDLINEGVR4@aol.com||I was just thinking. If you had an unlimited funds to spend on your vr4 what would you do? Where would you start?||64.12.97.9||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-09-2004||08:34 PM||||Actually, I change my answer. I would give Nick 20K to buy my gvr4 and then get an evo8 and hop that mutha up !  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||marvinmadman123||02-09-2004||08:36 PM||||Same thing I was thinking. But I would buy a r34 first.   <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon14.gif" alt=" - " />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000003||KingGalantVr4||02-09-2004||08:42 PM||||Exterior would be compleatly stock with widened stock wheels.<br /><br />Engine:<br />4g63/4g64 hybrid, crower rods, je pistons, arp hardware, 272/272 HKS, fp3052, direct port wet nitrous system, DSM Link with 3" GM maf 3" exhaust.<br /><br />Transmission:<br />Sequential dog box<br />Quaife front diff<br />Quaife center diff<br /><br />Rear:<br />3 bolt with 4 bolt center section||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||02-09-2004||10:14 PM||||Crush the GVR4 into a coffee table and buy a Aston Martin V12 Vanquish.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-09-2004||10:56 PM||||Unlimited funds?<br /><br />I'd platinum plate everything.||24.14.17.177||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||jayru||02-09-2004||11:01 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by marvinmadman:<br /><strong> Same thing I was thinking. But I would buy a r34 first.    <img src="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/icons/icon14.gif" alt=" - " /> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hell ya! My favroite car. I'd buy it in a second.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||VR4ownzU||02-10-2004||12:30 AM||||V-Spec Nismo edition||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000008||Notorius||02-10-2004||02:05 AM||||bah, if your going Nismo get the Nismo Skyline R400, ditch that sissy v-spec. if your goin skyline id go Mine's Ultimate Tune:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.runeb.org/www_docs/Jexoticasite/soundandvideo/theultimateskyline.avi" target="_blank">http://www.runeb.org/www_docs/Jexoticasite/soundandvideo/theultimateskyline.avi</a><br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||138.86.152.33||reg||1||Notorius||00001873||yes
Z||000009||MustGoFaster||02-10-2004||02:11 AM||||Everything!  Including park it next to my McLaren F1.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||02-10-2004||05:27 AM||||Full on Recaro interior.  Strip it, seamweld it, respray in JDM GVR4 blue. HID lighting.  4GCs bottom end, 1G rods, ARP Hardware, forged 8.5:1 pistons, factory fresh head w/HKS 264/272 bumpsticks, Cyclone mani, ported Evo III mani into FP Sleeper 16G.  PWR intercooler & shorty piping, an English Racing built tranny to handle the torque w/Phantom Grip in front and 4 spider in center.  2.5" DP w/electric cutout into 3" cat & back.  Rebuilt stock driveshaft, 4 bolt rearend.  Roof rack mounted Hellas.  FG hood & 4 locking pins w/Evo vent and Naca duct to air box, 2G MAS.  That'd probably do it for now.  Maybe some 660's and WI, a Keydiver ecu, naturally.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||199of2k||02-10-2004||10:35 AM||||Sell mine and buy #3||68.9.235.175||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000012||Shockvvave||02-10-2004||11:20 AM||||I'll buy 5 vr4 modify them and in that car I will put 2 engines front and back increase mad HP. <br /><br />smoke everyone.....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.18.25.60||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000013||agrabau||02-10-2004||11:35 AM||||Install fur sink, gas powered dome light, electric dog polisher.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000014||meng||02-10-2004||11:57 AM||||tube chasis, built race motor with lower than stock compression, twin t4 secret turbos, slicks on all 4 wheels, and carbon fiber body. o hea i forgot and 500 shots of n20. if this motor blows i got unlimited funds. and the motor is a 6g72 tt||208.12.112.29||reg||1||meng||00000837||yes
Z||000015||JAYGVR4||02-10-2004||04:09 PM||||I'd buy a 8G126 motor!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    I'd probably rebuild the whole car in all carbon fiber, then build a 4G64 with a Red, and build an indestructible tranny made from unobtainium!  Fully redone interior with EVO style seats and a dash built with guage pods built in.||208.254.3.3||reg||1||JAYGVR4||00000425||yes
Z||000016||Gvr4-330||02-10-2004||04:18 PM||||I'd make it transform into a robut!!!!!!!!!<br /><br />Rob||68.100.212.144||reg||1||Gvr4-330||00000349||yes
Z||000017||Vr4in'||02-10-2004||06:16 PM||||I think I would call the main mitsu HQ over in japan and offer them $500,000 to build me the 3001/3000 including a 4g64 motor,and a fully carbon fiber body.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.96.68.225||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000018||bleck||02-10-2004||07:41 PM||||Nothing different.  Except about 6 of those import showgirls on the payroll to ride around with me full time.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000019||VR4ownzU||02-10-2004||09:53 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Actually, I change my answer. I would give Nick 20K to buy my gvr4 and then get an evo8 and hop that mutha up !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">dope!!!!||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000020||anomalyva||02-10-2004||10:42 PM||||JS1 (John Sheppard spec long block) from BJ's cylinder heads w/ the 2.4l option<br />Magnus Dog Box, AGP 60-1, SPA Gauges, stitch welded chassi, JIC-FLA2's, custom everything in the suspension.  BTW, that mines r34 is nuts!  That car revs veeeeeery fast.||68.100.239.168||reg||1||anomalyva||00003197||yes
Z||000021||tplesko||02-10-2004||10:44 PM||||exactly how i'm building my galant now...only with a nice new paintjob, more carbon fiber parts and faster...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000022||Garfield Wright||02-10-2004||10:47 PM||||I would buy another one & put it back to it's original form with all new oem parts.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes



ubb/Forum3/004477.cgi
A||||12||Martin Tolentino||pn for coolant over flow tank||||1||||496of2000||00000128
Z||000000||Martin Tolentino||02-09-2004||08:38 PM||martindtjr@cox.net||Can anyone out there with the CAPS program find the mitsubishi pn for a coolant over flow tank.<br />Thanks||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000001||4g63t||02-09-2004||09:02 PM||||I have several if you need one||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000002||Martin Tolentino||02-09-2004||09:29 PM||||I want a new OE one. not used||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||02-09-2004||10:27 PM||||MB356970||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||Martin Tolentino||02-09-2004||10:45 PM||||Thanks Kyle, it's the same pn on the tank I bought, but it's different than my tank on the 1991 vr-4. My OE overflow tank is mounted by a 45 degree slide. This one bolts in, it's bigger too.<br /><br />here my 1991 vin ja3cx56u3mz007380||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-09-2004||10:45 PM||||Does it fit?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Martin Tolentino||02-09-2004||10:51 PM||||No, it's taller too. I'll return it tomorrow.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000007||4g63t||02-10-2004||06:27 AM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2787" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2787&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.3.197.241||reg||1||4g63t||00000383||yes
Z||000008||Martin Tolentino||02-10-2004||08:39 AM||||Yeah, that's the one. This one MB356970 is without ABS. I checked on partznet too.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000009||iceman69510||02-10-2004||10:52 AM||||CAPS lists the same pn for both.  Can just the bracket be changed? (I realize you said the size is different.)||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000010||BlackHole||02-10-2004||03:13 PM||||I even checked CAPS via your VIN - same part# MB356970. It sure sounds like your OE tank was replaced at some point. What's the part# on your tank [sometimes Mitsu puts it on]? The non-ABS tank from a regular E38A Galant is MB356969.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000011||iceman69510||02-10-2004||06:10 PM||||Even if the p/n is on the tank, it probably won't match.  The service number will be different from the base tank if it includes the cap and the bracket.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000012||Martin Tolentino||02-19-2004||09:03 PM||||FYI, pn MB356970 is correct. It was the wrong bottle in the first part bag. <br /><br />Thanks for checking the pn.||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes



ubb/Forum3/004478.cgi
A||||38||RTS182G-VR4||the &quot;broke down&quot; gvr-4 club||||1||||RTS182G-VR4||00001917
Z||000000||RTS182G-VR4||02-09-2004||08:46 PM||RTS182PEDI@aol.com||haha i read this in another post and think we should get a roll call of everyone that belongs in this "club"  my gvr-4 is waiting for a new engine and has been down for 2 months.  im going insane.  sharing everyones troubles will help ease our pain.....||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000001||stevevr4||02-09-2004||08:51 PM||||Just got the lower control arm I needed.  It will be going in ASAP.  For now, its still "broke down" though.||65.40.198.225||reg||1||stevevr4||00002355||yes
Z||000002||Oztek||02-09-2004||10:07 PM||||My car's down.  Just won't idle.  Blip the throttle and the car dies.<br /><br />It's too cold up here to really screw around with it.  I've got a couple of things I want to try.  Shrug.<br /><br />I'm kind of anxious to try out the new combination, but I've waited this long.  I can wait a while longer.  It will be running for the shootout.||67.38.19.95||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000003||199of2k||02-09-2004||10:10 PM||||Needs a lot of tlc, in the planing stages of a full engine rebuild (or replacement), destroyed a rim (hit curb, long story), waiting for fmic & pipes from the welder.  Grand total, she's been un-drivable for about 6 months, down for almost a year.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||68.9.235.175||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000004||BlackHole||02-09-2004||10:10 PM||||Hmmm, I've owned my GVR4 for 4 years next month and it has been running a total of a year and a half. At least the brakes are done, the A/C clutch is changed, the new IC gets the finishing touches this week and I got my pistons today so the motor can be shipped off to the machine shop. It's progress, but slow.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000005||jonvr4||02-09-2004||10:31 PM||||my green galant has been down for about10 months!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  !!! so i had to get another one  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-09-2004||10:53 PM||||I've been too much of a baby to replace my lower radiator hose... it's too cold out and the car is in the lot at work.  Of course it wasn't too cold to change the thermostat and remove the lower hose.  Down for 8 agonizing days.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||02-09-2004||11:11 PM||||I'm in. I am only a very short term member, that I can assure. By next week, I will be driving my car again.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||lambertvr4||02-10-2004||12:16 AM||||Two years in March.  I have faith that it will run again and reak havoc on all ricers and dumbestics alike.  I just don't want to spend all the money it will take to do it at one time.  By the time I get my stroker built the 400-club will be full.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000009||BlitzVR4||02-10-2004||12:18 AM||||Can I join too?  Mine just got out of the shop due to a combination of snow, bald tires and a curb.  Broke the steering knuckle.  Now its back on jack stands this time lower ball joint.  Damn thing is so rusted I can't get it off.  In the next month the car will be getting a new engine rebuild, so it will be in the garage again.  <br /><br />Gotta really love these cars to put up with so much stuff.<br /><br /><br />Jonas<br />533/1000||68.10.140.205||reg||1||BlitzVR4||00000528||yes
Z||000010||turbowop||02-10-2004||02:33 AM||||Mines been down since the end of September when I burned an exhaust valve at the track. I planned on having it down over the winter for a crapload of upgrades anyhow so it wasn't really a big deal when the valve went. It should be up and running in a few weeks.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  I've got the head back on and this week I've been "fitting" the FP green.(beating the water pipe in  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  ) I still need a few odds and ends and I should be able to start the car. I've been snapping pics of the whole buildup so here's a couple of pics:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2785" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2785&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2786" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2786&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000011||chauffeur1st||02-10-2004||02:46 AM||||Lookin real nice!! Mark<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000012||Masonbrick||02-10-2004||02:47 AM||||Count me in as well. My GVR4 has been down since mid Nov. I've been on my bicycle ever since so I'm not in a hurry to fix it. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||67.118.117.80||reg||8||Masonbrick||00001877||yes
Z||000013||Ash||02-10-2004||04:48 AM||||I'm in the melted piston club||210.8.29.151||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000014||theymightbegalants||02-10-2004||05:31 AM||||Yup... mine's down.  In progress:  gutting mousebelts/installing manuals, redoing trunk battery mount w/new wiring, remounting fmic w/new brackets, redoing IC piping to fit, flushing the clutch.  Perhaps Re-rewiring the pump.  Could be done in a wknd probably, when I find the time.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000015||Lucky13||02-10-2004||07:45 AM||||Is it considered " broke down " if you tore it apart on purpose?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.223.131.176||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000016||meshwork||02-10-2004||09:43 AM||||Mine is on its way back together, but I'm in!<br /><br />Took it down in June/July for FMIC, let it sit while saving up for IC pipes, forgot I had straight water in the radiator, cracked block. New engine almost done being put in, transmission tonight and hopefully fuel system.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000017||Hertz||02-10-2004||10:20 AM||||Hey Mark, when I win the lottery can I hire you to tend to my cars?  Thanks.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000018||1520/2000||02-10-2004||12:04 PM||||yea me too- funky mas probably. once that gets done it will be 3 years i think since daily driving. i'm almost indifferent at this point but i know that will change once i take the first ride again!!||216.37.250.10||reg||1||1520/2000||00000134||yes
Z||000019||iceman69510||02-10-2004||12:52 PM||||I quit this club and began driving mine again in December.  But...it will be in the club again in the future for a new motor, fmic, pipes, body work, front bumper, new exhaust manifold, exhaust system install,...and that might not be all.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||02-10-2004||12:58 PM||||I aint in the broke down club yet, but I am sure as hell in the "broke ass" club!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||mixx2001||02-10-2004||01:28 PM||||Turbo went shortly after the rear diff back in Sept.  New turbo's on, but I'm still trying to locate a 4-bolt...  4 months...  *sigh*   ...I'm in.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000022||broke down||02-10-2004||02:18 PM||||can I be the President of the club?  I don't have a galant, like the moderators of this board.  Plus my screen name is kind of fitting...Please...||66.208.229.5||reg||1||broke down||00000520||yes
Z||000023||mikeyoung00||02-10-2004||02:28 PM||||Temporary membership renewal: Recovered from 2 month rebuild. Now its down waiting on sway bar bushings, of all things. Old ones were obviously unusable once I pulled them to install some proper fittings on the rwd high pressure ports on the steering rack. Bushings should be in today so hopefully by tonight I will be out of the club (for the time being   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  )||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000024||Evilnissan||02-10-2004||05:00 PM||||NOt a VR4 but My G-GSX has been "dead" sence December 16th when something let loose in the trans. To damn cold to tear it apart right now.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000025||sleepergvr4||02-10-2004||06:23 PM||||down for a long time. just very lazy! i have all the parts to fix, just am 2 busy.!!!||65.0.248.127||reg||1||sleepergvr4||00001106||yes
Z||000026||giantrobot||02-10-2004||06:32 PM||||Well...should be getting it in a week or so..as far as I know I can drive it as-is but I have to do the clutch first.No fun with no boost(slips too bad)! I just pray the tranny only needs an oil change and linkage adjustment,and that the motor is fine because it will be sitting for awhile if not....  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000027||RTS182G-VR4||02-10-2004||08:03 PM||||well i am really mad.  i was supposed to have the block bored, head done, and engine balanced by fri last week.  just for that my engine has been at the shop for more than a month.  but guess what?  STILL not doneAHHHHH!  im not frustrated with the car anymore, i just want my damn engine.  lets hope im outa the club for a while after that.  teflon coated 2g pistons should help me out a little compared to stock...||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000028||AWDnot2||02-11-2004||10:29 AM||||Is there a "Not broke down but sick and tired of working on my shit club"?||64.214.214.249||reg||1||AWDnot2||00001198||yes
Z||000029||snwbrd40oz||02-11-2004||12:18 PM||||I know that as soon as I join, I'll get it up and running again, and if my current luck holds, I'll lose my 'membership' and it'll break again. It could be kinda running, but not till the front end gets fixed. BODY SHOPS ARE FREAKIN EXPENSIVE!!!!!!<br />I second that broke as hell comment  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.40.128.16||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000030||Garfield Wright||02-11-2004||05:03 PM||||Mine has been parked for almost 2 weeks now due to service needed.  I have a strong feeling my b-belt broke so I haven't driven the car.  Should be picking up parts by this weekend.  All internal belts & water pump.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000031||GRV4726||02-11-2004||11:09 PM||||i've driven mine have 50 miles in a year.  its leaking BAD now. i mean sqirting oil, not just leaking! i lost a quart in less than 50 miles. i near shat myself! thankfully i filled it over the top because of the oil cooler deal. but shit.  i've DUMPED so much money in this peice of shit and i can't even drive it. i've been stuck at home for a year! i carpool to and back school. and then its over. arg.  sometimes i want to set the damn thing on fire!  it was an accident officer...while i was working on it. i don't know what happened.. (burn in hell you bastard). <br /><br />where are my matches....||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000032||HHIVR4||02-12-2004||01:24 PM||||my heads off at the  machine shop and my new turbo is in the process of getting on..too much rain down here.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000033||92GVR4#333||02-12-2004||08:03 PM||||not any more--just put a tranny from a Galant GSX into #333 (after some re working of several areas. But now she moves under her own power..||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000034||sjg||02-12-2004||09:59 PM||||Broken 3-4 shift fork, tranny is apart on the bench right now, parts are in, going back together tonight most likely.  While its apart installing an oil cooler, power steering cooler, and misc. guage's.  Also new front axles (NAPA), 3 of 4 ripped boots on the old one's.  Plan on doing a few other odds and ends before she's back on the road.  Remove cruise control box, pressure wash engine compartment (oil filter spinning off 4-5 times in a week make's a mess of things).||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000035||Xan||02-13-2004||04:30 AM||||I feel all your pain, I was running a solid year last year till 1/2 way, when balance belt broke, forget how long that took stupid satan to fix, think is was a few weeks.  Car was down 2 months for new tranny back in November and back in just 2 months later for 2 1/2 weeks for stupid oil pan.  Wore a hole in my oil pan after running over a curb, just peachy.  It's been too cold out to work on it myself, plus my garage is full, need to sell the damn talon.<br /><br />I'm sure to be in the club soon enough again.  Though it's a mystery as to what next could go.  I'm guessing rear diff.||67.162.195.66||reg||1||Xan||00000958||yes
Z||000036||HDTHunder||02-13-2004||10:21 AM||||I was in the club from Christmas eve until last night.  Now I'm out!  It was the first time since I bought it new in Nov. of 1990 that it's let me down.  It was the ECU. Now it's running strong again.  152,000 miles... and counting.||63.166.109.66||reg||1||HDTHunder||00002382||yes
Z||000037||i hate fall||02-13-2004||07:59 PM||||I bought mine back in sept with the engine out of it so i ordered a front on 9/26 and STILL NOT HERE... and once it does i have to remove the balance shafts, throw in the jdm front mount, put in a clutch, put in a fidanza flywheel put it in hook up an oil cooler and then hook up some rides...||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000038||sti_95imp||02-14-2004||11:46 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  looks like ill be a permanent member, maybe president.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.215.209.83||reg||1||John C.||00003267||yes



ubb/Forum3/004479.cgi
A||||14||Tommyquest||My little air to water project||||1||||Tommyquest||00001820
Z||000000||Tommyquest||02-09-2004||10:29 PM||tommyquest@optonline.net||I converted to air to water with left over parts from my Typhoon build. I cut, rewelded, and powdercoated the stock mitsu piping. I used the old A/W system (garrett IC, ATR heat exchanger, shurflo pump. Total cost was about $80.    <img src="http://tommyquest.com/icsetup3.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://tommyquest.com/icsetup4.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://tommyquest.com/galantpipe3.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://tommyquest.com/galantpipe4.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://tommyquest.com/heatexchanger1.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://tommyquest.com/heatexchanger22.jpg" alt=" - " />    <img src="http://tommyquest.com/afpr3.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.44.245.27||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||02-09-2004||10:34 PM||||how does it perform?<br />less laggy?<br />cooler intake?||144.132.127.212||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||Hertz||02-09-2004||10:50 PM||||Wicked.<br /><br />What's the mass of pretty red wiring?  Some electronics for the a/w?  Does the water circulate continuously?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000003||marvinmadman123||02-09-2004||11:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> What's the mass of pretty red wiring? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Should be a ground kit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||66.79.1.102||reg||1||marvinmadman||00002804||yes
Z||000004||drew||02-09-2004||11:46 PM||||wow that oil cooler looks like an I/C.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||DongeR615||02-09-2004||11:52 PM||||very nice!||68.123.8.243||reg||1||DongeR615||00000674||yes
Z||000006||Akidosigh1||02-09-2004||11:54 PM||||That's an oil cooler? I was wondering what it was. I thought it was a custom spraybar for an old intercooler or something with some mesh screening over it. Looks can be deceiving.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-10-2004||12:23 AM||||Wow, nice. Makes me wanna do Air/water too... !||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||02-10-2004||12:36 AM||||Wouldn't that be the heat exchanger for the IC?  If not, that is the biggest oil cooler I have seen.||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000009||gtluke||02-10-2004||12:42 AM||||its the water cooler for the water to air intercooler.<br />i'd love reports on how this thing works<br />cool!||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000010||theymightbegalants||02-10-2004||05:35 AM||||OMFG!  You, are, my hero.  Well done.  Is there a separate water reservoir, where you could add ice or something?  Love to hear feedback on how it works!||24.21.86.243||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000011||talontsi||02-10-2004||06:19 PM||||Definitly pretty cool. I was hopeing to do this in my old 4663 powered startlet but it never got finished.<br /><br />Nice install, should work well with ice at the track.<br /><br />Let us know how it does in dailey driving.||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000012||Tommyquest||02-11-2004||08:18 PM||||Thanks for the compliments. The front one is the heat exchanger. It's actually a Hayden oil cooler. The cooler, pump, and associated wiring is the kit ATR sells for the Syclones and Typhoons as an aux. cooler in addition to the stock one. The coolant is on a short loop now (no reservoir)I'll plumb it in after everything is up and running. The black one behind it is a B&M 28,000gvw trans/oil cooler. I ran -10an lines to a '90 housing. The red wiring is a circle ground I have thrown out of the way. I've since redid the AFPR bracket to face down. It looked kind of ghetto that way. It is isn't running yet. I still have to run a wire to the trunk for the battery and when I was wiring the I/C pump relay I broke the stud on the alternator trying to get the nut off (screwed all the way to the end and then snapped   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" />  ) so now I'm just waitng for the new alt. from Alex Morales and I should be good to go.<br /><br />    <img src="http://tommyquest.com/oilhousing.jpg" alt=" - " /><br />    <img src="http://tommyquest.com/oilcooler.jpg" alt=" - " />     <br /><br />    <img src="http://tommyquest.com/linebrackets.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.44.245.27||reg||1||Tommyquest||00001820||yes
Z||000013||Whistler||02-11-2004||09:48 PM||||Very nice setup and especially considering the cost involved.  <br />However, while you are waiting for the alternator, I suggest that you rotate your oil cooler 90 or 180 degrees.  For best results, either the inlet or the outlet needs to be on top, preferably both on top.  This prevents air from getting trapped in the oil cooler.||12.74.164.7||reg||14||Whistler||00000120||yes
Z||000014||GRV4726||02-11-2004||10:56 PM||||very nice work. can't wait to hear feed back about it. <br /><br />about the oil cooler.  i think his best bet would be to have it horizontal. because fliping it 180 would require to rerout the hose from up top, and i don't remember, but i don't think there is enough room to run it that way. unless of course you make room. then you can do anything. mwuhaha<br /><br />i should take a pic of my oil cooler install. its not pretty but it gets the job done.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/004480.cgi
A||||2||BlackHole||Wiseco stroker pistons are pretty!||||7||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||02-09-2004||10:37 PM||blackhole23@wowway.com||Finally, my Wiseco stroker pistons are here and they are very pretty. All of the pistons are w/in 1/2 gram of each other in weight, very nice. The instructions are very clear, precise and to the point. The tech I talked to before ordering was very helpful and actually knew something [gasp!] -Wiseco has made a good first and second impression. Now I just hope the pistons work as well as they look.<br /><br />The engine is finally heading towards reassembly - the block goes to the machine shop Friday. 2324cc here I come!||69.47.42.76||reg||7||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||02-10-2004||02:48 PM||||I bought some Wiseco 8.5:1 .020 over pistons for stock rods and was also pleased. Got them from a third party vendor (don't remember who...paperwork is in the car). They were less than 400 for the set, looked great, were within a gram or two when balanced, and overall seem to be performing very well so far. (Increased cr is definitely noticable.)||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||BlackHole||02-10-2004||03:05 PM||||Heh heh - you like 8.5:1 CR? Try 9.0, it is even more noticeable of a change. I love 9:1 on my 1G Talon, much better than that old crappy 2G piston 8.5:1  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  The small 16G starts making boost as low as 2k rpm.||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum3/004481.cgi
A||||14||turbowop||most mods in least amount of time||||1||||turbowop||00000117
Z||000000||turbowop||02-10-2004||01:19 PM||pontarolom@hotmail.com||Me and Karter were talking about this over the weekend. Some of you guys have gone crazy with your cars in a matter of months. I've done a lot to mine in the past few months but over all since I bought the car back in 1998, it's been a long process to get it to where it's at now. I still have a long way to go to get it where I really want, but I came to the conclusion that it would be a never ending project anyway.<br /><br />I think Plesko has to take this award. His damn car went from bone stock to *fully* modded (as far as bolt ons go anyway) in a matter of what?....One year maybe. And his is a daily driver to boot. Then there's Mike Green. Sheesh, that thing is gonna be nuts. <br /><br />Anyway, this was just a thought I had and congrats to anybody whos projects are going well. I'm looking forward to pics and results from everybodys cars this summer.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000001||markrieb||02-10-2004||01:26 PM||||Yup, up until the day I sold mine, I was plotting and planning the next mod.  And I had a whole bunch of stuff already in hand waiting to go on.<br /><br />If I'd have kept the car a new TRE/B&M/Sheppard tranny was going to go in the car, and then start laying in parts for an engine rebuild and possibly a stroker.<br /><br />And if you are going to rebuild the engine then it is probably time for a new bigger turbo, and gee wouldn't some coil overs be nice for the track, and I still wanted some nice 8" wide wheels and maybe some big brakes....<br /><br />Now I'm researching EVO parts   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Mark||4.4.46.27||reg||1||markrieb||00000010||yes
Z||000002||tplesko||02-10-2004||01:55 PM||||I haven't even had mine 2 years yet and some new *big* surprises are coming. Woof woof.<br /><br />It takes over my life though. Almost every disposable penny goes into the car. I worry a lot with no garage and just hope I have enough insurance. It's also been my one and only daily driver which is fun but sucks as well. Luckily I have a fiancee that is very understanding and into the galant as well or it would never happen.<br /><br />A 2nd car is coming as soon as I can make a deal on one. Then the car will be ripped into again to make room for some of the new goodies and hopefully the biggest surprise come ~June.||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000003||chauffeur1st||02-10-2004||02:00 PM||||I have had my car since late August, and I have all my bolt ons, and a newer turbo, clutch etc.. But I still have to get my turbo, 2g mani, 2g ported o2, and fuel pump on there, its been sitting here for 3 months..It will all be on within a month.. <br /><br /><br />Jason <br />oh yea all th parts I need to get now is a FMIC||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||02-10-2004||02:30 PM||||Not that many mods, but how about this for time:<br />I had a new B16G installed before I even saw or purchased (officially) the car!||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000005||Rob_M||02-10-2004||03:13 PM||||I havn't driven the car yet and it's getting an ACT 2600, ARP's, Mitsu Metal HG, 2g mani, 2g o2 housing and a few other small items I havn't quite picked yet.<br /><br />Oh well, we'll see what happens as it goes....||63.229.177.42||reg||1||Rob_M||00003342||yes
Z||000006||AWDpower||02-11-2004||03:11 AM||||I'm at severe "While I'm at it" stage with my car. I got the car for cheap and it's a nice car, so I planned to just keep it mild, a basic build up around the 14b. So the car had a full exhaust, fuel pump, 550's with a SAFC, and the suspension done. Well I drove the car for year on a borrowed tranny, and took the car apart to return it and put another in. While the tranny was out, I got a 20G for an offer I couln't refuse. Of course, I can't run that with the stock I/C and piping now can I? So now an EVO I/C and custom piping are going in. The tranny I got is a '92 DSM tranny, and I found a 4 bolt rear for the car too, so I may as well install that. And remove the rear steering. I found a leak at the intake manifold gasket, so that is being replaced. It had a small oil leak, so it's getting all new seals, t-belt, etc. Well, the front bumper is off, the turbo is out, and I'm doing the t-belt, so I may as well install the '90 oil cooler I have. since I'm pulling the rear steering and moving the power steering pump out of the way, I figured I'd rebuild the pump since it has a small leak. You know, since the car is on jack stands already, may as well address the braking system, at least bleed it. Oh yeah, the stock clutch won't be happy with the 20G, I need to replace that while the tranny is out. I may as well replace the dinged up oil pan too. While that's off, guess I'll do the rear main seal. May as well, since I'm replacing EVERY other oil seal on the engine (even got a new cam angle sensor o-ring.) Wait, those 550's will be a little on the small side for the 20G, but should be okay if I install the fuel pressure regulator that was meant for my Talon, and a gauge. See how this can get out of hand?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Of course, I'll be cleaning everything so the engine bay looks spotless, that will probably take more time then the wrenching. but it will be worth it when it's done.||63.203.77.143||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000007||turbogalant||02-11-2004||04:27 AM||||I don't know I may take the cake on this one for my daytona. Okay here goes 8 1/4 forged JE's, centerforce 2, quife and rebuilt trans (a might as well) drive shaft shop axles ,ported intake manifold, ported exhaust manifold, 3" exhaust, custom 18psi 3 bar ecu, +40 injectors, upgraded sidemount, stage 1 T3 (I am building for torque)with 2.5" o2 housing, 255 HP pump, 52 mm throttle body from a dynasty, apexi turbo timer, blinky o2,boost gauge, 4 wire 02 sensor conversion,89 front end conversion, 89 big brake upgrade, powerstop rotors, extreme 911 pads all around, cryo rear rotors, eibach pro kit,kenwood mp3 player, kappa's all around, alpine amp,  All I can think of now. But this was ALL IN ONE SHOT. Man am I paying for that now have been problem solving the car forever now, It had a running VERY rich and low boost problem.<br /><br />*EDIT* And that doesn't include my buying the GVR4 for the down time, the trans rebuild it needed, act 2100, flywheel, 2.5" exhaust, 255 pump.||65.177.241.240||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000008||slvrblt||02-11-2004||02:39 PM||||Ive had my car for almost a year now and the only thing I need to do to it now is a real FMIC and a built tranny. I have the Evo3 Big16G turbo, exhaust, IC pipes, Fuel (pump and injectors), SAFC, TMO, etc... I just need the FMIC. I have a 2G MAF on the way along with a Dejon Tool Intake. I already have a ACT 2600 clutch from the previous owner.<br /><br />In the past 2 months I have bought the exhaust, injectors, 2G MAF, IC pipes, and Im buying an intake this week.<br /><br />Wow, now I know where all my extra cash goes. All I need now is a trany from Shep.||65.100.24.153||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000009||92GVR4#333||02-11-2004||02:57 PM||||6 months-stock except the 4 bolt rear<br /><br />1-tranny built by me--double cone 2nd frnt lsd welded center diff<br /><br />18g up`p and basic supporting mods with in 2 months<br /><br />1 2.4 liter fp3065 powered, ported, camed, BUILT!!!<br /><br />red suede interior panels <br /><br />and a dyno of 469whp<br /><br />all work done by me...or friends <br /><br />now I have a deposit in at magnus for the DOGMISSION  getting tired of breaking trannys...I will have had the car 2 years in nov||12.219.147.6||reg||1||92GVR4#333||00001129||yes
Z||000010||hibrn8||02-12-2004||01:25 AM||||Well in the first 4 months I owned the car I didnt even drive it, bc it was still winter time and I planned on keeping it in the garage until the weather was fair. During those four months, I bought everything: all fuel mods, Garrett, manifold, cams, exhaust, clutch, intercooler etc etc and worked on gettng those all on the car before I planned to take it out. So this was done and I drove the car for a month or so trying to break in the new parts and finding that the HG was shit. So what did I do, I ended up pulling the whole motor, removed the shafts, new pumps, timing belt, all new seals, plus gave it the 2g pistons while I was at it. So Id say that I had this car fully built in about 6 months spending too much damn money like the typical GVR4 owner   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  , however with school and all the other bs thats been occuring in life, I havent had the time I wanted for it. Here and there I buy more for it, but hope to give it more time if I go to Florida as I expect, unless someone buys it first. <br /><br />But its good to see the time and dedication that everyone puts into their cars here.||67.248.115.78||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000011||GVR$in||02-13-2004||05:09 PM||||10 Months = FP GREEN and full supporting mods.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000012||229of1000||02-14-2004||03:52 PM||||Everything on my car was done in under two months.  My for sale ad has a full mod list.<br /><br />I think KC takes the cake though - he and Shannon I believe fully modded one of his VR4s in a week.||69.34.73.175||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000013||dc_style||02-15-2004||01:34 AM||||i have also hit the "while i'm at it" stage. my pressure plate and bell housing blew up one day going from first to second. no clue how. but now it has consumed my life. buying parts and all. my car is going in the shop, i've decied to rebuild the engine as well (180k). going witht eh 2g pistons on 1g big rods, i have a big 16g and supporting mods, 2g exhaust mani, 2g o2 housing, 2.5 exhaust, act 2600, agx on gsx springs, fmic and piping, aah. too much to remember!||24.118.172.38||reg||1||dc_style||00002305||yes
Z||000014||jonvr4||02-16-2004||01:12 AM||||in two months i rebuilt my engine, put on an fmic, hard pipes, fp green, ported intake manifold, victory performance o2 housing, 35mm external gate, 3in turbo back exhuast, crower head work, 4 bolt diff, cams, gm translator, eprom ecu chip, 660cc injectors, walbro pump, and more things i can't remember.||24.8.93.20||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes



ubb/Forum3/004482.cgi
A||||15||thejeebus2002||Interest in EGR block off plates???||||1||||thejeebus2002||00002154
Z||000000||thejeebus2002||02-10-2004||05:33 PM||thejeebus2002@yahoo.com||My friend works at a machine shop and will be making me one.  Just gauging interest to see if anyone else would be interestded.  Dejontool sells them for 10bux shipped so I imagine we could sell them for a little bit less.  Like I said I'm just seeing if there's any interest in it.  Once he'd done with mine I post up pics.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-10-2004||05:35 PM||||I would be interested....Please post a pic when complete.<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||iceman69510||02-10-2004||06:03 PM||||I too.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000003||thejeebus2002||02-10-2004||06:51 PM||||Yeah, I'm aware of that as well as the fact that you can pick them up off some 1.8L in the junkyard.  I just figured since he was making me one I'd see if he could make more if there was interest.  I'm not trying to make money off it myself - the charge would be for him (material and time).<br /><br />I'm meeting him at the bar tonight so I'll give him the template there and ill post pics when he's done.<br /><br />scott||141.152.15.34||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000004||bleck||02-10-2004||07:36 PM||||Count me in on that as well.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000005||TinyVR4||02-10-2004||09:53 PM||||I could use one.||65.43.172.9||reg||1||TinyVR4||00000831||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||02-11-2004||05:14 AM||||I am honestly not trying to rob anyone of their thunder here (heck, I'm surprised I kept my mouth shut this long) but has anyone considered making one themselves?  I just went to Home Depot, bought a blank outlet cover for like $0.89, traced the EGR gasket onto it w/marker, and cut it out w/the Dremel.  So, a dollar and half hour of my time and I was done.  Are you guys that lazy?  Or am I just that cheap?<br /><br />Ok, sorry, rant mode off, I'm off the soapbox.  Now go prove how great the capitalist system really is.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||spoulson||02-11-2004||08:24 AM||||I came across this info:<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><br />Part # for the mitsubishi egr blockoff plate:<br /><br />MD103510<br /><br />Gasket:<br /><br />MD183535<br /><br /><br />OEM Fit, works great. <br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||204.154.71.105||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000008||thejeebus2002||02-11-2004||11:15 AM||||Spoulson, <br /><br />Someone posted that earlier (i guess they edited there post cuz it's not there anymmore).  I think he said it's a few more bucks than the dejontool plate though.  Hopefully my buddy will be done with it tonite and I can put some pics up to see if any one wants one.<br /><br />scott||64.12.97.9||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000009||launch||02-12-2004||12:11 AM||||I made mine out of a couple of coke cans, it has worked just fine, no complaints.||63.94.43.161||reg||1||Lampe||00003310||yes
Z||000010||PJGross||02-12-2004||09:38 AM||||but the coke cans will burn out over time.<br />Just go to a hardware store, usually back where the keys are, for a few bucks you can get a 4"X10" rectangle (need much less obviously) of brass or copper or whatever.  With some tin snips and a drill you have a block off plate that will last the life of your car.<br /><br />-PJ||12.44.48.43||reg||1||PJGross||00000666||yes
Z||000011||Evilnissan||02-12-2004||05:50 PM||||I made mine out of old road sign, nice and thick but not to thick and made some gaskets.||208.133.247.8||reg||1||Evilnissan||00002816||yes
Z||000012||henrok||02-15-2004||04:05 PM||||duhhhhhh, what are those block off plates for?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000013||HHIVR4||02-15-2004||05:35 PM||||coke cans,outlet covers,street signs...LOL..I guess we all know what the G in GVR-4 means...GHETTO||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000014||sjg||02-16-2004||03:18 AM||||What motor/car did the block-off plate originally come on? (er, yeah, what application(s)).  1.8's == 4G67?  All of them?||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000015||iceman69510||02-16-2004||09:58 AM||||Looks like 1g 1.8s (4G37) and the 89-92 colt/mirages with both 1.5 and 1.6 engines.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/004483.cgi
A||||4||megaice||Good Guy Report||||1||||RockGVR4||00002848
Z||000000||megaice||02-10-2004||07:25 PM||ldcrock@hotmail.com||I just installed my Keydriver ECU and and works great. Great to deal with. And super fast turnaround. Thanks to Keydriver    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Also big thanks to Coop needed ISC and he one to me within a week and with no money up front.  He let me try them first. Thanks Coop.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />These are great guys to deal with.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||67.167.249.96||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000001||Ash||02-10-2004||09:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RockGVR4:<br /><strong> I just installed my <b>Keydiver</b> ECU and and works great. Great to deal with. And super fast turnaround. Thanks to <b>Keydiver</b>    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Also big tanks to Coop needed ISC and he one to me within a week and with no money up front.  He let me try them first. Thanks Coop.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />These are great guys to deal with.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, I just Know Jeff will come along & do it as he always get the Driver bit, It's diver, as in goes diving off the keys, hence keydiver.<br /><br /> <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||165.228.131.12||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-10-2004||11:19 PM||||However, calling Jeff "Keydriver" has almost become a rite of passage here on GVR4.  <br /><br />And, yes, when it comes to good guys Jeff may not be in a class by himself but it doesn't take long to call the roll.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||drew||02-11-2004||01:56 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ash:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by RockGVR4:<br /><strong> I just installed my <b>Keydiver</b> ECU and and works great. Great to deal with. And super fast turnaround. Thanks to <b>Keydiver</b>     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />Also big tanks to Coop needed ISC and he one to me within a week and with no money up front.  He let me try them first. Thanks Coop.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />These are great guys to deal with.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Sorry, I just Know Jeff will come along & do it as he always get the Driver bit, It's diver, as in goes diving off the keys, hence keydiver.<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Off the Florida keys,<br />There's a place called Kokomo<br />That's where you wanna go<br />to get away from it all...||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-11-2004||03:31 PM||||Damn, that song is stuck in my head, drew san! Time to get down with the groove!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004484.cgi
A||||11||udriveu||video with nice galant launch-NSFW||||1||||udriveu||00000610
Z||000000||udriveu||02-10-2004||09:00 PM||udriveu@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.we-todd-did-racing.com/wetoddimage.wtdr/i=wMjU1NDU3NnM0MTNkZmQzMXk1NDE%3D" target="_blank">http://www.we-todd-did-racing.com/wetoddimage.wtdr/i=wMjU1NDU3NnM0MTNkZmQzMXk1NDE%3D</a> <br />There's a GVR4 pulling a nice launch at the track. And a bunch of ricer jackasses.<br />Oh yeah, and boobs.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />Anyone from the board?<br /><br />EDIT: 'save target as' works better.||64.252.103.142||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000001||giantrobot||02-10-2004||09:14 PM||||GODDAMN I have to get rid of my Civic soon.....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" /> <br /><br />..and nice rack in that yellow bikini..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000002||Ash||02-11-2004||04:41 AM||||Geez I wish that set was revealed   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||210.8.29.151||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000003||VTGVR4||02-11-2004||10:36 AM||||is this the first ever NSFW drag launch??? (still waiting for dl to complete, and yeah, im at work...)<br /><br />*edit*<br />ghey. nothing gets more scorn from me than skinny white trash kids wearing bandannas AND hats, acting like ghetto gangstas or stupid shite like that.||132.198.165.39||reg||1||VTGVR4||00000170||yes
Z||000004||thon||02-11-2004||01:11 PM||||yeah im going down to the shop where these guys hang out (its my uncles shop)...they're plenty 'ghetto/rice'<br /><br />One kid thinks his type-r is &gt; all, which is funny cuz it runs like 14.7's.<br /><br />Thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000005||VR4ownzU||02-11-2004||01:14 PM||||boobs are good  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||141.110.161.143||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000006||ayvr4||02-11-2004||02:54 PM||||I liked the chick on the crotch rocket  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.74.205.246||reg||1||ayvr4||00000980||yes
Z||000007||Akidosigh1||02-11-2004||05:40 PM||||How did that civic hatchback spin like that? i could never get one of my old fwd's to spin in place. <br /><br />I don't think he was wearing a bandana unless he had it wrapped up into his hat and if he wouldn't wear it everywhere, then he shouldn't wear it anywhere. <br /><br />nothing is wrong with people wearing bandanas and acting ghetto but acting like something you're not is a dangerous game. I don't wear bandanas or act like anyone else but I grew up here and this area is one of the worst in the country(Southside of DC and PG county,md). However I seem to people might not be an act because I could be just about as ghetto as anyone else at a moments notice. <br /><br />I just felt like saying something cause I hate when people tell me I talk or "act black" and since it happened earlier today, it was already on my mind. I thought I was just someone who grew up in DC and Forestville and come to find out I am only just acting like another race.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000008||thon||02-11-2004||06:23 PM||||what you've described i understand, but these kids live in greenville, NC and the surrounding farm communities.  Greenville is about 75k population and a very very white college town:)<br />Most of these kids live on hog farms and stuff...thats why they've got money for type-r's<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000009||madgvr4||02-11-2004||08:46 PM||||Hey Thon if this town is what you say it is then why do you come all the way down here to get your motor and everything else on your car put on. Most of the white college kids you are talking about come down here from up north because it is a party school that will let dumb asses in with crapy SAT scores. All the pig farmes drive mustangs that eat my galants fumes.||207.69.13.83||reg||1||madgvr4||00002369||yes
Z||000010||madgvr4||02-11-2004||09:12 PM||||That is my vr4 launching there it was only a 1.9 60ft time and the last time the trany shifted. <br />It is easy as can be to flat spin a fwd car just get two food trays put them under the back tires find some asphalt and gun it neat trick.||207.69.13.83||reg||1||madgvr4||00002369||yes
Z||000011||HHIVR4||02-12-2004||01:45 PM||||i passed 2 kids on 4 wheelers about 4 am one night (outside of greenville) on my way home and they were dong about 70 on them with a cooler strapped to the back of one..||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes



ubb/Forum3/004485.cgi
A||||23||blacksheep||Using turbonetics manifold on a gvr4 and radiator clearance?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-11-2004||12:38 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/customercars/duck-manifold2.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/customercars/duck-manifold2.jpg</a><br /><br />Please see pic...IF this manny is installed on a gvr4 with a tial 38mm or 46mm, will it hit the radiator.<br /><br />Let's discuss!<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||curtis||02-11-2004||03:46 AM||||If your going to a garrett, hahn racecraft has a adapter to go from a mitsu manifold to a t3 turbine.  I started to put an external on my car from an Audi but trying to shoehorn it in was something I didn't have time to do.  But if it does fit its going to be tight.  I was going to weld a steel mandrel weldbend on top and lean the audi gate toward the passenger side and vent straight down to the atmosphere.  I'm selling it on ebay as we speak  because I've began to stare at it lately and it wants to be part of the car. hopefully someone gets it away from me.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.54.98.26||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||number3||02-11-2004||08:16 AM||||It was too close for comfort for me, KC. I run the 38 mm gate.<br /><br />If you don't have a picture of my solution let me know.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000003||agrabau||02-11-2004||08:24 AM||||KC, just buy two wastegate flanges and a short radius mandrel bend or pipe bend and make an extension that routes the mounting of the wastegate upward so it won't hit the radiator.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000004||a_santos||02-11-2004||08:26 AM||||KC,<br /><br />That would not be my choice if I was going with a Garett turbo. More metal is not the solution I like to take. <br /><br />How about this one <br />                            <img src="http://dnperformance.com/images/DSC00217.JPG" alt=" - " />   <br /> <img src="http://dnperformance.com/images/DSC00218.JPG" alt=" - " />  <br /> <img src="http://dnperformance.com/images/DSC00219.JPG" alt=" - " /><br /><br />I have read several reviews about DNperformance products on dsmtalk, and no one had anything bad to say. These manifolds will not crack. And they look so pretty.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />They had a booth at the shootout, and I inpected one of the manifolds, and it was love at first site. Everything was well done on these headers. The welds were perfect, the transition from pipe to flange were smooth, no rough edges, and the inside of the runners and the flanges are coated with a high temp ceramic coating. <br /><br />As far as positioning of the turbo, I don't know, you would have to call them and ask.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-11-2004||09:43 AM||||Abhay - Damn, will that fit on a gvr4 ? It seems like that thing would smack the radiator or get in the way of the PS pump ? How much are we talking here for cost? found it - $599. Seems like it fits well on a TEL!<br /><br />Harry - I dont have a pic of yours, sorry!<br /><br />Alex - Thats what I was think, I would be afraid to angle up for hood clearance, so perependicular towards the drivers side fender/ABS block would be the only way...<br /><br />I am tryong to figure out the best manifold ou there. SFP has one, but people say it cracks in a year or so. I need to ask Ben@AGP about them - he isnt on here much anymore!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||agrabau||02-11-2004||09:47 AM||||Most of the really good turbo manifolds use 2mm thick tubing, Inconel is the best but non of the tuners seem to use it because of cost. <br /><br />I think anything is going to crack over time.. maybe even the 60lb manifold I'm making from forged pipe bends (UGH) <br /><br />2mm=.078" which is thick stuff.. very close to Weldbend forged elbows.||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||02-11-2004||10:39 AM||||Here is a pic of the DNP header for Mitsu turbos on a car. It keeps the turbo in the stock location.   <img src="http://home.comcast.net/~dsmstorm/images/engine_bay_nov_03.jpg" alt=" - " />||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||RayH||02-11-2004||10:47 AM||||Having a support bracket on the downpipe will help reduce stress on the flanges of the manifold.  I had one of the early manifolds from Archer and the entire flange at the turbo snapped off due to exhaust vibration.  Didn't have the downpipe support bracket at the time since aftermarket ones don't come with one.  Since then, I've had one welded on.||167.211.190.2||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000009||turbowop||02-11-2004||10:51 AM||||That pic shows a manifold with the wastegate coming off an FP30xx turbine housing though and that car has no PS pump so the clearance issue problems are solved there. I'd like to see that manifold on a gvr4 with the PS pump and stock radiator still there.||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||02-11-2004||10:54 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> That pic shows a manifold with the wastegate coming off an FP30xx turbine housing though and that car has no PS pump so the clearance issue problems are solved there. I'd like to see that manifold on a gvr4 with the PS pump and stock radiator still there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you are running a mitsu turbo or any internally gated turbo, I don't see clearence bein a problem at all since it keeps the stock turbo location.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||turbowop||02-11-2004||11:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong> That pic shows a manifold with the wastegate coming off an FP30xx turbine housing though and that car has no PS pump so the clearance issue problems are solved there. I'd like to see that manifold on a gvr4 with the PS pump and stock radiator still there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">If you are running a mitsu turbo or any internally gated turbo, I don't see clearence bein a problem at all since it keeps the stock turbo location. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The original question was about an external gate off the manifold and its clearance issues with the radiator. Obviously, an internally gated turbo wouldn't have these issues.||63.224.209.113||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000012||gvr4x2||02-11-2004||12:00 PM||||The manifold on my race car is built by <a href="http://www.full-race.com." target="_blank">www.full-race.com.</a>  It is very thick 306?? stainless, and comes with a lifetime guarantee.  Geoff has been very helpful and his manifold is first rate.  The one on my car was built with the emphasis on building the best manifold, and then modify the car to make it work.  He can make one to fit a stock car.  He told me a year ago that one of his tech drives a gvr4.  - mike||24.218.147.224||reg||1||Mike Green||00002399||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||02-11-2004||12:17 PM||||Mike - I have dealt with Geoff. Although, he is nice, he is sloooow. Those guys are swamped with work. If he can develop a bolt-on tubular for a gvr4 without removal of PS, getting a small radiator etc etc for $600, that would be good. Also, the log style manny that his former boss makes for DSM's sucks ass...||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||blacksheep||02-11-2004||12:23 PM||||yes, Abhay and supergvr4man - I would like to run a t3/t4 with external gate. Garretts are cheaper and easier to re-build and upgrade. <br /><br />Else, I will go with the AGP kit which is decently priced as well. My only concern is that SFP manifold, so I was trying to find an alternative!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000015||Doug Thomas||02-11-2004||01:34 PM||||KC,<br /><br />You will have to run a pipe facing down off the number one runner then mount the wastegate to the pipe.<br /><br />Check out the picture at the bottom of Gary Andriotis's web page.<br /><br /> <a href="http://www.geocities.com/awdgsx/" target="_blank">http://www.geocities.com/awdgsx/</a>||12.10.219.39||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||02-11-2004||01:59 PM||||Doug - link no worky worky!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||Doug Thomas||02-11-2004||03:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Doug - link no worky worky!      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Gary Andriotis's engine pic.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2805" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2805&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Fixed post for Doug!<br /> <br /> <small>[ 02-11-2004, 11:21 PM: Message edited by: blacksheep ]</small>||12.10.219.39||reg||1||Doug Thomas||00000077||yes
Z||000018||number3||02-11-2004||06:50 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2804" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2804&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br />Click me for big picture.||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||4drwhore||02-11-2004||08:45 PM||||I want to have sex with your car 0003/1000!||65.83.172.250||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000020||gtluke||02-11-2004||09:13 PM||||come on guys<br />its a turbo car. having the best manifold EVER over the stocker will net you like 10hp<br />as long as it has holes in it, your golden. <br />i've never heard of anyone running a tubular header on the street that was happy with it. they crack, they break, they are god damn expensive for a minimal power gain.<br />the turbonetics manifold should fit.||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000021||GVR-4||02-11-2004||10:20 PM||||I like the idea of a header for a turbo car. You didn't mention faster spool up. But this issue has been beaten to DEATH!<br /><br />What I want to know is when somebody's gonna start making twin scroll turbine housings and manifolds for our engines? I don't want to, but if I have to, I'll make one myself!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />I want a 2.4 with a FP3065 with a twin scroll turbine housing and tubular manifold!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000022||talontsi||02-12-2004||09:37 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> yes, Abhay and supergvr4man - I would like to run a t3/t4 with external gate. Garretts are cheaper and easier to re-build and upgrade. <br /><br />Else, I will go with the AGP kit which is decently priced as well. My only concern is that SFP manifold, so I was trying to find an alternative! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Here you go.<br />Pics of my old GVR4 with garret manifold and a 50 trim. 35mm Tial. It is a tight fit but it will work. Not sure if I would have done this without the prothane motor mounts.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=8" target="_blank">http://www.pbase.com/gboodram/gvr4&page=8</a>||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||02-12-2004||10:00 PM||||Thanks - Harry makes sense when he said too close for comfort  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004486.cgi
A||||1||ken inn||radiators with higher capacity||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||02-11-2004||05:50 PM||res02zb3@gte.net||who has got what radiator?  and not the stock replacement ones, i want one with higher capacity.  what brand, any problems, cost, etc.  SHOW ME THE RADIATOR.||64.240.175.102||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||369of1000||02-11-2004||07:09 PM||||I have a TEL fluidyne. I fabbed up some spacers to utilize the stock brackets do to its shorter hieght. I also bought it used with some holes. So I paid $100 for the radiator, $65 to get it fixed, $50 to get a fill cap welded on. Total was $215 but swapping this one for the stocker was pretty expensive considering it blew my head gasket. I still haven't figured that one out.||68.114.21.70||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes



ubb/Forum3/004489.cgi
A||||24||91vroom||GVR4 in magazine||||1||||91vroom||00003102
Z||000000||91vroom||02-11-2004||09:57 PM||jmoe5@aol.com||I dont know if this has been posted yet or even if anyone cares but in the Feb./Mar.2004 issue of NOPI Street magazine, they do a whole article on getting 200whp out of a galant vr4. Just a little info for those who havent seen it yet.  I thought it was pretty cool because these cars are rare compared to most other imports.<br /><br />-Josh-<br />#147/2000||64.12.97.9||reg||1||91vroom||00003102||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||02-11-2004||09:58 PM||||does that mean they did the free mods?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000002||91vroom||02-11-2004||09:59 PM||||No, they werent free mods||64.12.97.9||reg||1||91vroom||00003102||yes
Z||000003||Akidosigh1||02-11-2004||10:03 PM||||let me rephrase: what did they do?||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000004||udriveu||02-11-2004||10:30 PM||||Anyone else really bothered by this?||64.252.103.142||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-11-2004||10:41 PM||||What's NOPI?||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||bob in chicago||02-11-2004||10:58 PM||||NOPI = J.C. Whitney of the import scene<br /><br />With 200 hp at the flywheel stock; you could probably cheat out 200 wheel hp just long enough to get it on the dyno sheet.... with a manual boost control.||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||02-11-2004||11:17 PM||||Number One Parts International, very big in Georgia.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||Akidosigh1||02-11-2004||11:26 PM||||Hertz, ever heard of the NDRA? Nopi Race Wars? Nopi Nationals? Nopi Tunervision on Speed Channel?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.nopi.com" target="_blank">www.nopi.com</a>||205.188.208.172||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000009||ShaggyTE||02-11-2004||11:27 PM||||Does anybody know what our cars put at the wheels stock?||207.177.3.147||reg||1||ShaggyTE||00002769||yes
Z||000010||Hertz||02-11-2004||11:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Akidosigh1:<br /><strong> Hertz, ever heard of the NDRA? Nopi Race Wars? Nopi Nationals? Nopi Tunervision on Speed Channel?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.nopi.com" target="_blank">www.nopi.com</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">OH, <i>those guys</i> -- yeah, I was there last year:<br /> <img src="http://www.nopinationals.com/nats_2k3_gall/Burnout/images/Soapbox%20Racer%20Black%202.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000011||thon||02-11-2004||11:47 PM||||hehe thats the guys from jarco.  They rock.<br /><br />I think udriveu put down 165awhp during the dyno runs, bone stock..but im fairly certain his cat was clogged at the time.<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000012||Bigfoot200200||02-12-2004||12:14 AM||||Yeah, I see you were there Ryan, nice hair dude.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000013||mistaVR4||02-12-2004||12:31 AM||||What kind of FWD setup is in that thing?||198.81.26.43||reg||1||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000014||mistaVR4||02-12-2004||12:33 AM||||BTW: Ryan, your page KICKS A$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$||198.81.26.43||reg||10||mistaVR4||00003068||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||01:25 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thon:<br /><strong> I think udriveu put down 165awhp during the dyno runs, bone stock..but im fairly certain his cat was clogged at the time.<br /><br />thon </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, I would have thought that a clogged cat would reduce power, not increase it.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    But seriously though, that seems high for a stock car.  Was it a cold day?  Had his battery died recently?  Was it a Mustang dyno?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||udriveu||02-12-2004||07:19 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by thon:<br /><strong> I think udriveu put down 165awhp during the dyno runs, bone stock..but im fairly certain his cat was clogged at the time.<br /><br />thon </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hmm, I would have thought that a clogged cat would reduce power, not increase it.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />     But seriously though, that seems high for a stock car.  Was it a cold day?  Had his battery died recently?  Was it a Mustang dyno? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">'Twas an AWD dyno and all I had done was removed the air can. I can post the dyno sheet if you like. I always thought 165 was kind of low, but I guess you have to factor in driveline loss.||64.252.103.142||reg||1||udriveu||00000610||yes
Z||000017||thon||02-12-2004||08:33 AM||||Thats a starlet 1.3L..the car that the jarco guy is doing a burnout on.||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000018||Shockvvave||02-12-2004||08:54 AM||||91vroom...<br /><br />I just bought that magazine last night and it was interesting to read the article...I just wish they had put 16g and a bigger intercoller...I almost got excited when I turn the pages and saw a vr4  "teaching an old dog with some new tricks"||12.18.25.60||reg||8||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000019||mixx2001||02-12-2004||10:03 AM||||<a href="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/" target="_blank">Turbo Magazine</a> <br /><br />They baselined 190hp, and 201hp with a K&N.  Was this to the front wheels?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||03:45 PM||||That was "corrected" hp, or estimated crank hp.  In other words, meaningless.  I can't believe I actually subscribed to that worthless rag to follow that buildup.  I hate Turbo magazine, and will never trust them again.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000021||mikeyoung00||02-12-2004||06:10 PM||||Turbo? I thought it was in NOPI mag. <br /><br />I think I could coax 200 whp out of a stock galant with a manual boost controller and a chip, if the chip came from the Keys.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  At least for a pull. Wouldn't want to run a quarter mile with the same setup, though.<br /><br />I wouldn't spend 10cents on any magazine's buildup article of the GVR4 for the info. So much better hard data right here. But I would spend a few bucks to have the issue in the car to show people. Thats the kind of fool I am. (And, no, the "F" in TOF does NOT stand for fool.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000022||91vroom||02-12-2004||07:01 PM||||Yea, it wasnt a bad article but I wish they would have had a goal past 200whp.  It would have been more intriging with goal like 275-300 or so.  The mods in the NOPI magazine were:<br />1.Rebuilt 14b-result-144whp<br />2.3" stainless exhaust from Mofugas:3" Cat and magnaflow muffler-result-177whp<br />3.larger bore intake elbow and intake piping from Road/Race Engineering. It eliminated all stock restrictions.<br />4.Spearco FMI<br />5.GReddy type S adjustable blow off valve and GReddy Boost, Oil, and Exhaust gas temp. gauges.<br />6.GReddy PRofec B boost controller<br />7.190-lph Walbro fuel pump<br />8.8.5mm plug wires and NGK plugs<br />9.bump up to 13psi.<br />End result-206whp<br /> "Properly puffed up with a relatively modest investment, the 4G63 has nothing to fear from WRX's it may find."<br /><br />Thats from the mag. <br /><br />-Josh-<br />#147/2000||64.12.97.9||reg||1||91vroom||00003102||yes
Z||000023||Hertz||02-12-2004||11:10 PM||||Really?  They should have never bought the EGT and Oil temp gauges and bought some injectors instead... that's all that it looks like would be needed to push beyond 15psi.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000024||i hate fall||02-13-2004||12:24 AM||||I hate to be the one to bring this up but wasn't one of the heads or the head of nopi's car the supra in the fast and furious.....||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes



ubb/Forum3/004490.cgi
A||||12||imdrax||talon owner soon to be gvr4 owner have a few ?'s||||6||||drax||00002852
Z||000000||imdrax||02-12-2004||12:36 AM||imdrax@earthlink.net||ok right now i have a 90 eagle tsi awd.it has an hrc s20g setup with all supporting mods.its the 3rd dsm i have owned(t3/t04e pwrd 95 gs-t, b16g pwrd 97 gsx, current). im in the process of selling/trading it bone stock and getting a gvr4 hopefully within the next week. ive been browsing through these forums for the past few hours and it seems like things are a bit more complicated than your standard dsm. for instance the fmic.i have yet to find a reasonably priced fmic setup for the gvr4.now i have a top to bottom spearco with 1g piping and passenger in/outlet. how much fabrication am i going to have to endure in order for  this to fit? or would i be better off scrapping it and peicing something new? also will i be able to carry over such parts as my 190 fuel pump, 3" TB exhaust? sorryy for this post being so long and/or if its in the wrong section as im used to posting on dsmtalk.com but they dont have very much gvr-4 info.thanks in advance for any and all responses.||165.121.195.219||reg||6||drax||00002852||yes
Z||000001||curtis||02-12-2004||12:55 AM||||Welcome to the world of fabrication.  The only car that when every VR4 in america meets the only similarities are the bone stock cars and paint color.  <br /><br />The pump will work.  The exhaust will have to be done from scratch and for the intercooler set up good luck.  You maybe lucky and be able to get the intercooler to fit but the pipes will be a different routing.<br /><br />Play with the search button.  Most part supplies are listed among the endless records of our babbles.||65.54.97.148||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||hibrn8||02-12-2004||01:03 AM||||Im using the top-bottom flow spearco with the pipes running to the passenger side. I fabed them myself and took some time. Otherwise, you can look into AMS kit.||67.248.115.78||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000003||imdrax||02-12-2004||01:19 AM||||will the downpipe bolt up at least? its completely straight meaning having no horizontal bends.also is there some sort of a gvr-4 vfaq?||165.121.195.219||reg||1||drax||00002852||yes
Z||000004||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||01:23 AM||||Yes.  No.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000005||imdrax||02-12-2004||02:08 AM||||thanks for the in depth reply  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  j/k. i like it short and to the point.||165.121.195.219||reg||12||drax||00002852||yes
Z||000006||coop||02-12-2004||11:43 AM||||you can use the ic. Have the top tank cut off and flipped around and then order the rre ic piping kit.  WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF FRUSTRATION.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||coop||00002240||yes
Z||000007||GVR1643||02-12-2004||02:17 PM||||look into the readers rides section for pics and you'll see some of the under hood shots. Also the search option will pull up stuff to sort through. Sam Sayes had a nice VFAQ on the FMIC install.  <br />Most everything else you know about the DSM's should transfer right over  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />DP should work - exhaust is almost the same, but the GVR4 has a longer section in the back. <br />There's a whole thread on Dave Brode FMIC pipes for sale, along with FMIC information in there. AMS and RRE are about the only other ones that you can do a one stop shop for this stuff.<br />Did I mention the search button  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||167.142.22.87||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||03:35 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by coop:<br /><strong> you can use the ic. Have the top tank cut off and flipped around and then order the rre ic piping kit.  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ugh, don't bother.  Waste of time, energy, and money.  If your new car has the original radiator, if it hasn't cracked and leaked it will.  So, you'll need to replace it, and when you do you can either put in a shorty radiator (the passenger side of it is missing a few rows) or move the new one over towards the driver's side.  This will allow you to run your IC pipes between the radiator and the frame.  This way, you save money and effort, get to use the same fmic, get the advantage of shorty piping (better response and it doesn't absorb exhaust heat) and better cooling from the new radiator.  If any of this seems strange to you, search for shorty radiator, or go to RRE and they'll hook you up.  If you just want an all metal stock replacement, go to radiatorbarn.com and get the discounted brass Modine radiator for the GVR4.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||Hertz||02-12-2004||04:04 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/" target="_blank">Spend some time in my library.</a>||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||02-12-2004||05:35 PM||||You can use the 1G TB exhaust. It is almost the same except you will need to add some straight pipe before and after the rear axle IIRC.<br /><br /><br />The DP will fit w/o modification.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||91GVR4||02-12-2004||07:21 PM||||You will miss the Talon. I know I do  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  . On plus side the VR-4 is much cooler and overall a quality car. The fit and finnish of the Talon was lacking in comparison.||63.156.32.5||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000012||BlackHole||02-12-2004||09:34 PM||||Welcome to the just-slightly-different than DSM world where 95% of everything you knew or owned for DSMs works, but that 5% will bite you in the @ss when you aren't watching.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">On plus side the VR-4 is much cooler and overall a quality car. The fit and finnish of the Talon was lacking in comparison.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's all personal preference - I feel the opposite. My 90 Talon was much better made than my 91 GVR4 and I like the GVR4 because it doesn't look even remotely cool - the sleeper aspect. To each their own...||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes



ubb/Forum3/004491.cgi
A||||13||vestax||Greetings from &quot; Malaysia &quot;||||1||||vestax||00003413
Z||000000||vestax||02-12-2004||07:44 AM||adely@streamyx.com||Hey there , <br />im new in here and i would like to know more about the vr4s cause , lately i`ve facing some problems with it .. <br /><br />actually i don't own a galant im on a so called lancer fiore vr4 , just had it transplant 8 months ago . hope you guys don't mind yea ?. <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/1/iswara5.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/1/iswara1.jpg" alt=" - " />||219.94.58.96||reg||1||vestax||00003413||yes
Z||000001||mixx2001||02-12-2004||08:11 AM||||Welcome...    any other pics?   <br /><br /><br />PS: no sig pics   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000002||vestax||02-12-2004||08:31 AM||||oh alright got that in mind .. anyway here are more pics . <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/1/iswara3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/1/iswara11.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />by the way are my plugs showing lean or normal ?. <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/diy/resize.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/diy/resize2.jpg" alt=" - " />||219.94.58.96||reg||1||vestax||00003413||yes
Z||000003||thon||02-12-2004||09:38 AM||||Plugs look ok to me.  Are they glazed at all? (smooth shinyness to them?) if so it may be a little lean, but i think they're good<br /><br />thon||24.45.19.72||reg||1||thon||00000613||yes
Z||000004||mixx2001||02-12-2004||09:56 AM||||Damn that was fast.  Nice ride, I love seeing cars from other markets.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000005||vestax||02-12-2004||10:16 AM||||thanks , anyway i would like to ask a few questions , i notice there are a few unconnected sockets in my cabin & engine bay , the reason the sockets are not connected cause basically my car is not a galant but still i would like to know what are the functions . <br /><br />  <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/1/ISC/2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/1/ISC/3.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/1/ISC/5.jpg" alt=" - " />||219.94.119.15||reg||1||vestax||00003413||yes
Z||000006||GREENVR4||02-12-2004||10:32 AM||||most of them in the engine bay are test points, don't worry about, the inside ones ( them big plugs) are probably for factory option control units, like airbag, abs etc.||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||02-12-2004||11:33 AM||||Those rims you are rockin' are fucking sweet! I love em! Nice ride man!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||vestax||02-12-2004||12:12 PM||||thanks man , those are watanabe rear wheel rims , my mistake buying the wrong rims .. front offset was , +38 rear was +25 .. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/1/rim2.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />anyway just to clarify some info , back in my place , people claim there are 3 versions of vr4 , in the chop shop market ,  <br /><br />vr4 195hp 8618ecu<br />vr4 220hp ? <br />vr4 240hp 5xxxecu <br /><br />my question is there any vr4 220hp ?. cause from what i know there is the 195hp & the 240hp ..||219.94.119.15||reg||1||vestax||00003413||yes
Z||000009||theymightbegalants||02-12-2004||03:43 PM||||Dayum!!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    That is one hot car!  Looks sorta like an Alfa Romeo.  I love it!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />And yes, there is a 220 version of the Galant VR-4.  It's a JDM version, so we never got here in the states.  They can be seen around Australia and New Zealand though, besides of course Japan.  I don't know if they were shipped anywhere else in any kind of significant numbers.||24.21.86.243||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000010||a_santos||02-12-2004||03:44 PM||||You car is freakin hot. It looks italian. Those rims are also smokin hot. <br /><br />I think we have a new reader's rides.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000011||switch||02-12-2004||06:28 PM||||The larger 8 pin plug inside the cabin looks like the central locking control plug.<br /><br />Mike||210.9.11.156||reg||1||switch||00000205||yes
Z||000012||vestax||02-13-2004||04:47 PM||||aha actually notting to shout about , cause this car is the lowest quality & cheapest car you can get in our malaysian market . standard specs is powered by 1.3 single cam engine , so its too underpowered . thats why we transplant " vr4 " . the engine is very cheap back here .<br /><br />anyway here are some pictures taken out from a local car mag , vr4 hybird to evo3 . <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/proton/iswara5.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/proton/iswara6.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/proton/iswara7.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.fivio.com/vestax/pictures/proton/iswara8.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br />sorry about this off topic , just sharing & would like to know more about vr4s specs & to troubleshoot since we share the same engine  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||219.94.62.236||reg||1||vestax||00003413||yes
Z||000013||henrok||02-14-2004||05:39 PM||||hey, it looks a bit like the galant sigma.||64.12.116.200||reg||1||henrok||00001502||yes



ubb/Forum3/004492.cgi
A||||8||grimm||datalogger for laptop||||1||||Grimm||00003384
Z||000000||grimm||02-12-2004||01:24 PM||grimmdich@yahoo.com||Does anybody know of a good datalogger for a laptop that's not a TMO setup I have a laptop sitting here and don't see the need to get a palm just to datalog. Any input would help||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000001||spoulson||02-12-2004||04:36 PM||||Your only other options are pretty much Palm-based, either MMCd or Pocketlogger.  TMO is the only laptop-based logger for 1G's.<br /><br />I've been thinking about coding a laptop datalogger.  Don't know if it's really necessary.||204.154.71.103||reg||1||spoulson||00000781||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-12-2004||04:47 PM||||ummm AEM EMS? its a little bit more than a datalogger, I guess   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||02-12-2004||04:50 PM||||TMO, AEM EMS, Greddy Emanage, DSM Link (?). Is there a version of DSM link for 1Gs yet ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||02-12-2004||06:14 PM||||Just bought one on ebay but I have not received it yet. It has a small box with both a laptop/serial port and a palm port. I'll post something when it gets here. Meanwhile, heres another listing for it:<br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2459311391" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2459311391</a>||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000005||keydiver||02-12-2004||06:58 PM||||Is there a reason you don't want/like the TMO?<br />I think Hal wrote a Tunerstein version for Windows, but I don't think it was very good.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||68.223.209.108||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||02-12-2004||11:49 PM||||How about this:<br /><br />"Datalogger Ordering<br />[For orders outside the US or Canada, please contact us first for shipping options.]<br /><br />The $300 ( <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" /> -tof) price for the Datalogger cable and Windows version of the software also includes shipping inside the US and unlimited future software upgrades. Software updates will be available via e-mail...TechnoMotive..."||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||grimm||02-13-2004||12:28 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by keydiver:<br /><strong> Is there a reason you don't want/like the TMO?<br />I think Hal wrote a Tunerstein version for Windows, but I don't think it was very good.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">There is no reason except the price,  for the TMO I could get a palm AND software AND cable AND  really, REALLY drunk!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   but like most people I wanna stay to a budget, that & I have a laptop sittin' collecting dust||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000008||grimm||02-13-2004||12:31 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by spoulson:<br /><strong> Your only other options are pretty much Palm-based, either MMCd or Pocketlogger.  TMO is the only laptop-based logger for 1G's.<br /><br />I've been thinking about coding a laptop datalogger.  Don't know if it's really necessary. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You should I would get it( if I don't end up with a palm-based one prior)||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes



ubb/Forum3/004493.cgi
A||||0||atsiauto||Need anyone w connection at Maryland MVA (DMV)||||2||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-12-2004||03:13 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||trying to get some paperwork certified. Thanks PM me w any info dont post it !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.57.96.24||reg||2||atsiauto||00000611||yes



ubb/Forum3/004494.cgi
A||||12||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||Diamondstarmotorsport FMIC kit||||1||||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128
Z||000000||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||02-12-2004||06:49 PM||Dontsleeponthevr4@yahoo.com||<a href="http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/fmicparts.shtml" target="_blank">http://www.diamondstarmotorsport.com/fmicparts.shtml</a><br /><br />Iv'e been looking around for a FMIC for our galants. I found this site a few months back.Almost bought this kit. Then saw the brode pipes. From what I hear, Its gonna be a lil longer for brode pipes, and Im a very impatient person.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   What do you guys think of this FMIC kit by Diamondstarmotorsport? Maybe just buy the pipes from diamondstar and use AWDnot2s intercooler. Dunno yet   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||152.163.252.136||reg||1||Sleeper Vr4 #1828||00003128||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-12-2004||06:58 PM||||wrong forum    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Mad]" src="mad.gif" /> <br /><br />EDIT - moved to General||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||yardhippie||02-12-2004||07:06 PM||||seems like a good price. but im using a shop locally. says hell custom the pipes and using a 450-ish hp FM for arund 850. all I gotta do is get my 2g TB eblow, gm maf, and new turbo outlet so it will all be right.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.15.109.77||reg||14||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000003||BlackHole||02-12-2004||07:23 PM||||The only problem I have with the Diam... setup is that the lower IC pipe / IC inlet is only 2". That's fine for a 16G, but not much more before it becomes a flow restriction. 2.25" is my minimum and that will fit w/o cutting.<br /><br />just my $.02||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000004||mikeyoung00||02-12-2004||11:55 PM||||I have one. Looks great on the old table in the garage. Hopefully I will get it on soon. Will post pics and comments at that time.<br /><br />What I can say at this point is...pipes are not polished but are nicely bead-rolled. Core is first rate with good welds on the tabs added to the Spearco core. Not sure if the end-tanks were done by Spearco or DSMotorsport but the welds are first rate. I believe they outsource the bov flange welding and the bead rolling. All clamps are t-type and all connectors are Turbonetics. All in all a pretty good quality item. I'm happy at this point. And the guys up there have been great to work with. Saved me some time and trouble during my rebuild.||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-13-2004||11:47 AM||||TOF - Let us know how the install goes. Post pics  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />If they can make the same setup in a bigger core, I would go fo it. Else, I am still set on buying a 2-216 from Nathan||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||mikeyoung00||02-13-2004||04:54 PM||||Just remember...its carnival season down here with Mardi Gras about a week and a half away...so not much is getting done right now except work and partying.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /> <b>Laissez Le Bon Temps Rouler</b>||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000007||iceman69510||02-13-2004||05:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> Just remember...its carnival season down here with Mardi Gras about a week and a half away...so not much is getting done right now except work and partying.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br /> <b>Laissez Le Bon Temps Rouler</b> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh, right.  Like the south gets any slower at Mardi Gras time.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000008||gtluke||02-14-2004||08:34 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by BlackHole:<br /><strong> The only problem I have with the Diam... setup is that the lower IC pipe / IC inlet is only 2". That's fine for a 16G, but not much more before it becomes a flow restriction. 2.25" is my minimum and that will fit w/o cutting.<br /><br />just my $.02 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">ha<br />you know jeff hill went 9's on 2.25" pipe?<br />you dont need 2.5 inch pipe on your street car. your cars would all actually be faster if you used all 2" pipe, but everyone things "bigger is better" <br />less diameter is less volume of air you need to compress before your motor see's boost.<br />2,000 hp mustangs use 3" intercooler pipes FYI<br /><br />and its only the inlet of the intercooler that is snall. seriously, whats the output diameter of your turbo? sure isn't 2.5"<br />i have a turbo for my mustang sitting here thats good for 920 hp with a 2.5" outlet.<br />be realistic, your turbo outlet isn't that big, and your throttle body isn't that big, so why make all your pipes that big?<br /><br /><br />we designed the intercooler that way so it acutally fits well. we know all us gvr4 owners would cringe at the idea that we would have to cut/bend something.<br />plus we use aluminum pipes. you can't beat aluminum. it dissapates heat WAY faster, its WAY lighter and we do a quick polish job on them before they go out. you can spend a few hours and get these things to realy polish up nice.<br /><br />i can assure you that you would never lose a single hp because the inlet of the intercooler is 2"<br />we used this intercooeler on our 50trim PTE backed with a 2.4 in our galant. its not a restriction.||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000009||BlackHole||02-14-2004||01:07 PM||||gtluke,<br /><br />Relax, it's my opinion and I respect that you disagree. We've been through this discussion before am I'm not going to start it up again.<br /><br />I am not disputing that it can be done with smaller piping. It's the exact same argument for running 2.5 vs. 3" exhaust. Shepherd ran 11.8s on a 16G w/ a 2.5 pressbent downpipe but that doesn't mean that it wasn't restrictive - switching to a 20G and 3" exhaust dropped him to 11.3s.<br /><br />*In my opinion* a 2" IC pipe [1 7/8" ID] yields significant drag at airflow numbers ~&gt;525cfm, about the flow of 16G. A 2.25" [2 1/8" ID] doesn't hit the same flow velocity until ~670cfm, more than most GVR4s will ever see and will fit w/o cutting. The turbo outlet may be small, but it is a very short distance so the total drag is small. I would rather size the pipes a little on the large side to keep the charge air velocity down and minimize flow losses through tight bends.<br /><br />I also don't believe that Al IC pipes make a significant difference for heating / cooling the charge since the residence time is so small, although Al certainly does have some other advantages.<br /><br />But this is my opinion and I'm sure we have different design criteria. I'll agree to disagree and leave it at that.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000010||gtluke||02-14-2004||08:32 PM||||sorry i diddnt' mean to come off as harsh as i did. and i f'd up some things there.<br />it wasn't jeff hill i was thinking about, it was in fact john sheppard. i diddn't see under his hood at this shootout, but last year he was running 9.60@146 on 2.25" intercooler pipes. i'm going to strongly assume that if he builds things a little on the largerer side it would help, he would do it.<br /><br />but this isn't true for the exhaust. running a 9" exhaust would in fact help you. getting the gas away from the turbo with the least resistance IS in fact very important. those high hp mustangs run 6" exhaust on turbo cars. i wish i could find the pic, but i have a friend with a turbo mustang that is running over 1,000 hp on 2.5" intercooler pipes. you don't want to increase the volume of air between the turbo and motor. using larger diameter pipe effectively is the same thing as makeing the pipes 3ft longer for no reason. non of you would add 3ft to your intercooler pipes and expect to gain power, so don't add volume to that equation at all. smaller is in fact better.  pressure fed air doest not have the same flow characteristics as water. thats why a FULLY ported cyl head, tubular header and sheetmetal intake and monsterous throttle body is worth about 3% of your hoursepower. once you add boost to an engine, its a totally different story.  its not about flow, its about velocity and pressure drop.<br /><br />what you guys really should be doing is researching this stuff out. its not that hard. <br />take a reading off your exhaust manifold and find out the pressure there. it should be roughly double that of your boost setting. if its not, adjust your exhaust a/r or turbine size.<br />check your boost level at the exit of the turbo and in the manifold, if you lose more than 2 psi, you have a problem. typicly people size the intercoolers on DSM's about double the size that they need to be. pressure drop and a velocity inhibitor.||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||02-14-2004||09:15 PM||||here is an interesting read on what a guy did on the turbo mustang board to test this theory out.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">  I wouldn't be too concerned about 2.5" plumbing on the pressurized side of the turbo. Thats not going to hurt anything. Compressors don't really mind blowing *through* smaller ducting, but they hate sucking through it.<br /><br />For example, our formula SAE car had a turbocharged 610cc CBR600 engine in it. The rules stated a restrictor of 20mm had to be placed on the suction side of the turbocharger. Of course, I felt the need to try it both with no restrictor, and placed in the blown side to see the difference...<br /><br />Suck through restrictor: roughly 100rwhp<br /><br />Blow through restrictor: roughly 165rwhp<br /><br />None: roughly 170<br /><br />All runs were made on the same day within 30 minutes of eachother, at the same boost pressure.</font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||sjg||02-15-2004||03:56 AM||||I'm an idiot when it comes to such things but knowing what I know tends to make me think that you will want to go right in the middle somewhere, like how big is too big, is 2.5" ID big enough?  yes?  ok how small is too small?  2" too small?  Ok, better go with 2.25" then.  2.5" might seem the better choice but a smaller pipe dia. (within reason) should result in an increase in the intake charge velocity.  Velocity and quality or air are just as important to a motor as quantity of air.  I don't know why you'd want to keep velocity down.  :-/  Everything I have ever read, been told, tried, etc., has dictated that velocity is a "good thing".<br /><br />Also, it should be reasonable to run a smaller pipe after the IC than before it, as the air density is greater, it doesn't need as much room.  I have seen a car on a dyno (rwd v8) with true dual exhaust, full 3" to the rear bumper, mufflers mounted in front of the rear axle pull identical HP #'s after they changed the pipe's coming out of the mufflers to the back to 2.5".||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes



ubb/Forum3/004495.cgi
A||||0||kutza||owner of 593/2000 here||||1||||kutza||00003537
Z||000000||kutza||02-12-2004||09:29 PM||||just curious my old car.||152.163.252.136||reg||1||kutza||00003537||yes



ubb/Forum3/004496.cgi
A||||2||GVR-4||Duc!||||1||||GVR-4||00000458
Z||000000||GVR-4||02-12-2004||10:23 PM||danddpeter@hotmail.com||<a href="http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=154292&category_id=106&website=default&prev_action=search&keywords=galant+vr-4+vr4&criteria=any&session=402c41fe52a9d300" target="_blank">http://www.gopartstrader.com/cgi-bin/suite/classifieds/classifieds.cgi?request=detail&id=154292&category_id=106&website=default&prev_action=search&keywords=galant+vr-4+vr4&criteria =any&session=402c41fe52a9d300</a><br /><br />What's up with that, Duc?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000001||GREENVR4||02-12-2004||10:33 PM||||you didn't know about it? we were making fun of him the same day he came to us bragging about how he got that thing for $800 (read "new proud owner of 13/1000), you should read his hate mail responses though, it was hilarious.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000002||GVR-4||02-12-2004||11:13 PM||||Yeah, I knew he bought it (there's a hate post there from me too), but I didn't know he was gonna turn it over!||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/004497.cgi
A||||21||sjg||gauge mounting||||5||||sjg||00003515
Z||000000||sjg||02-12-2004||11:57 PM||galantvr4org@evilcode.net||Have 5 (soon to be a couple more) gauge's to mount, all of them 2 1/16, two of them are going in a pillar pod, I'm still debating on where to put the rest.  There will probably be 9+/-1 gauge's when I'm finished, so I kind of want to start figuring things out before I start slapping them in here and there.  Any good idea's appreciated, especially picture's.  Thanks.||24.220.23.177||reg||5||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000001||bazeng||02-13-2004||12:30 AM||||this is my setup.. hope it helps<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.clubvr4.org/photos/Baz%20VR4%20Gauge%20cluster%202.jpg" alt=" - " />||144.132.127.212||reg||1||bazeng||00000800||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||02-13-2004||12:47 AM||||<a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/rock/tunerpods.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/rock/tunerpods.htm</a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002880#000002" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=1;t=002880#000002</a>||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||02-13-2004||01:01 AM||||<img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/gaugesheadon.jpg" alt=" - " /><br /><br /> <img src="http://www.shiftedthinking.com/pivvay/pictures/gaugessideblurry.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Four here. 3 under the stereo. 2 in an A piller. 9 right there...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||TheJackalGT||02-13-2004||01:46 AM||||jeebus chris, guess ill start having to look inside your car for once lol||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000005||Martin Tolentino||02-14-2004||12:05 AM||||here's another pod mount to checkout <a href="http://www.propods.com/new_products.htm" target="_blank">propod web page</a>||68.6.244.123||reg||1||496of2000||00000128||yes
Z||000006||DuckButterRacing DSM||02-14-2004||12:12 AM||||Im sorry, but those gauge installs look horrible. Keep the car clean looking, do it right, there's only 3000 of them.||66.75.58.147||reg||1||DuckButterRacing DSM||00003030||yes
Z||000007||jonvr4||02-14-2004||12:34 AM||||who are you telling?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000008||sjg||02-14-2004||01:04 AM||||I'm kind of agreeing with duckbutter here.<br /><br />I just got my dual 52mm pod, ordered from dsmparts.com, this thing is a piece of crap.  I can't say that I'm at all impressed fit/finish wise. Maybe it's just me, I expected a little more from a $50 (shipped) piece of plastic.  That, and I ordered the black one, I think they sent me the grey one, doesn't look black to me anyway.  But no matter.  I don't think I'll be using it. <br /><br />If anyone has any other pictures/suggestions please share, I've gotta get these things in the car, so I'll share pics/etc. of whatever I come up with when I'm done.<br /><br />Thanks all.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||02-14-2004||01:14 AM||||Personally, I would like my gauges to be more low-key. Pivvay's car is more of a race car with all the stuff he has done to it. So, his install is unserstandable. I dont want to lose a vent etc but to each his own.<br /><br />The whole pillar pod is played out. Also, people always see gauges and know something is up. Might as well put a big sticker on the car that says "gauges inside, please break in and steal"    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I know thats a little overboard, but I thought it would sound funny.<br /><br />I personally will run 3 gauges in the din mount under the CD player. It seems most reasonable for my purposes...<br /><br />If I need more gauges that I will not monitor all the time like fuel pressure, voltmeter etc, I will mount it in the glove box or something. Same for any other electronics...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||Bigfoot200200||02-14-2004||03:23 AM||||I don't like pillar pods either, I'm sleeper all the way. I'd like to get a big chunk of structural foam and carve it into a normal looking dash pad and mount gauges in it. Fiberglass the outside and velcro it into place. I never liked the dash tray, its ugly and the way I drive nothing stays there anyway.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000011||crucible||02-14-2004||11:21 AM||||Has anybody tried mounting a couple gauges where the clock sits?<br />Although only a couple would fir and you would need small gauges, it would look fairly low key if done right.<br />Dunno||198.8.3.35||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000012||Hertz||02-14-2004||03:23 PM||||There is a substantial amount of plastic around the clock, it would take some hacking, for sure.<br /><br />Yes, gauges down by the radio are nice, but the balance for me is safety -- I *want* to look at the gauges, but don't want to take my eyes off of the road.  I think the a-pillar pod is great for that.  Surprisingly, it isn't very visible from the exterior of the car.<br /><br />But anyhow, I have plenty of gauges, but I've been afraid to install them anywhere as of yet.  The vents are a good location, but I want to keep my creature comforts.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000013||sjg||02-14-2004||06:14 PM||||Right now I'm considering installing two 52mm gauges where the passenger side center vent is, and keeping my drivers side vent.  Sounds like a fair tradeoff to me.  Will require cutting of plastic, though, fortunately for me the passenger side vent is already broken in my car...||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000014||DuckButterRacing GVR4||02-14-2004||09:57 PM||||I made my own panel for the glove box. Looks pretty good. Got 2 52mm gauges, Turbo Timer, Boost Controller (profecB), and my afc all mounted in the glove box. Wiring nightmare getting everything there, but worth it in the long run. Ill post pictures when i get my camera back.||66.75.46.181||reg||1||DuckButterRacing GVR4||00001899||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||02-15-2004||12:05 AM||||Duck Butter - you are doing exactly what I am planning on doing. I would love to see pics...Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||Bigfoot200200||02-15-2004||01:35 AM||||What about the spot just to the right of the clock? Is there enough room in there?<br /><br />Glove box gauges would be hard to see, perfect for everything else though. If you mount in a vent make sure to insulate it good, the temps throw off the gauges.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||02-15-2004||01:12 PM||||The driver side went is allright to pull and replace. I wouldnt do the center vent unless I took out AC which I dont plan on doing this time around. As far as the glovebox goes, I would only punt gauges like fuel pressure, voltemeter, profec B, timer, S-AFC and switches etc. Boost, EGT and oil pressure is all I am concenred mainly about. Also, the pocketlogger display is more useful and I would like to mount it somewhere important and easy to see...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||Garfield Wright||02-15-2004||04:32 PM||||My turbo timer sits below the steering <a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Wrightouch/garfields_galant/gallery/tuoboTimer.gif" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Wrightouch/garfields_galant/gallery/tuoboTimer.gif</a><br />Boost & Air/Fuel in 'A' pillar<br /><a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Wrightouch/garfields_galant/gallery/interior2.gif" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Wrightouch/garfields_galant/gallery/interior2.gif</a><br />Profec B in Glove box, afc will be mounted there also alongwith any other gauges not necessary to see while driving.||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000019||HHIVR4||02-15-2004||05:32 PM||||I got the 2 guage pillar pod from dsmparts.com too and its a piece of shit..it doesnt fit right,its "almost" the right color,and its way over priced.i found a thread somewhere about heating it up and getting the bend right so ill try that i guess..i like the din idea but not for something i want to be looking at i.e boost,temp etc.i think an afc would be perfect there.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000020||Romanova||02-15-2004||06:41 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HHIVR4:<br /><strong> I got the 2 guage pillar pod from dsmparts.com too and its a piece of shit..it doesnt fit right,its "almost" the right color,and its way over priced.i found a thread somewhere about heating it up and getting the bend right so ill try that i guess..i like the din idea but not for something i want to be looking at i.e boost,temp etc.i think an afc would be perfect there. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Order direct from <a href="http://www.gaugepods.com" target="_blank">www.gaugepods.com</a> Then you can pick color and size. Mine didn't fit right either... just use a heat gun... problem solved.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000021||mikeyoung00||02-16-2004||01:37 PM||||I gotta buy a heat gun. That hair dryer is starting to get played out. <br /><br />Speaking of played out, Blacksheep, (Not you...thats a reference to your observation on piller pods) the reason they are played out is because its a great location. Like Ryan said, I want stuff like boost and egt right there where I will notice when things are going arye. <br /><br />I paid a good bit less for my piller pod. I have found that you can save money on poor fitting interior bits if you shop around.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes



ubb/Forum3/004498.cgi
A||||6||TurboVR4dr||Dyno anyone||||1||||TurboVR4dr||00000555
Z||000000||TurboVR4dr||02-13-2004||01:55 AM||slowry1019@yahoo.com||There are some local guys in St. Louis that are going together to rent a DYno for a day.  If 10 people get together they can have at least 1/2 an hour.  I know it's not much time but if you live close enough to St. Louis you might want to do it.  The dyno is an AWD dyno.  Cost is $50  It might be a fun trip for some Indy guys or Chicago guys.  Everyone is welcome except KC<br /><br />Scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-13-2004||09:38 AM||||If anyone lands up going, all they are gonna hear is Scott saying, "put the lotion in the basket" while they are stuck in a hole in the ground.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Ash||02-13-2004||10:38 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong>  "put the lotion in the basket"  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">WTF does that mean?  A friend of mine has it in his sig on a few forums - I muct be naive(sp)||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-13-2004||10:53 AM||||Its from a movie called 'silence of the lambs' with Anthony Hopkins. In it, this freak kidnaps women and places them in a well(sor of) in the ground and makes them moisturize their skin, before killing them and skinning them and making clothes for himself with the skin. Freaky..yeah! Scoot's up there as far as weird goes!<br /><br />Also, they spoofed it in a movie called  'Joe Dirt'. Scott would know about this one as well, since he has a mullet and all...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Hertz||02-13-2004||10:56 AM||||A census taker once tried to test me. I ate his liver with some fava beans and a nice Chianti.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000006||Romanova||02-13-2004||11:50 AM||||"It rubs the lotion on its skin. It does this whenever its told or it gets the hose."<br /><br />"PLEASE MISTER LET ME GO!!!"<br /><br />"Put the fucking LOTION in the BASKET!"<br /><br />Fucking love that movie...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000007||howard_GVR4||02-13-2004||01:32 PM||||Are you referring to the movie, or...  <a href="http://www.silencethemusical.com/lyrics/06_lyrics.shtml" target="_blank">the musical!???</a>||129.120.56.47||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/004499.cgi
A||||1||BlackHole||Any Tein HA coilover owners near OH?||||5||||BlackHole||00001482
Z||000000||BlackHole||02-13-2004||09:25 AM||blackhole23@wowway.com||Are there any Tein GVR4 HA coilover owners in/near central OH? I just want to look at and measure your strut tops, that's all. If you can send pics, great. Otherwise I will travel to you [IN, KY, MI, PA if I can find time] and buy you lunch just to figure this out, it's been bugging me for a year now.<br /><br />I want to end all of the confusion regarding EDFC use on these struts once and for all because Tein has given out conflicting information in the past. I know that the EDFC + HA is not plug & play, but that does not mean that it can't be done...||130.36.27.125||reg||5||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000001||jayru||02-16-2004||12:34 AM||||your welcome to come to pa and buy me lunch. Hell i'll even let you look at the struts. Let me know.<br />Thanks||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes



ubb/Forum3/004500.cgi
A||||20||HDTHunder||Introduction and Thank You ||||11||||HDTHunder||00002382
Z||000000||HDTHunder||02-13-2004||10:06 AM||hdthunder@aol.com||I've been lurking around the forum and reading lots of tech posts for a while now.  And yes, I know how to use the search function.  Learning a lot and not asking dumb questions... but give me time.  I can come up with a bunch of them.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />I'm the original owner of '91 #1325/2000, Nile Black, Sunroof, and bone stock until this week.  <br /><br />I just completed my first "mod" last night in the form of an awesome Keydiver chip.  As you guys already know Jeff is a great guy and an ECU guru.  He somehow managed to resurrect my toasted ECU and hooked me up with one of his chips.  The car has never run so good.  <br /><br />So, just wanted to introduce myself and give props to Jeff for his great work.  <br /><br />OK you can now give me my forum initiation and requisite "newb" beat down... bring it.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Kevin<br />1325/2000||63.166.109.66||reg||11||HDTHunder||00002382||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||02-13-2004||10:59 AM||||Welcome. These are awesome cars and you'll be modding like crazy in no time  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||162.18.125.155||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-13-2004||11:42 AM||||welcome, noob !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-13-2004||11:54 AM||||Soon you'll be enjoying a lavish poverty lifestyle in order to afford stuff for your VR-4. I eat nothing but TopRamen, PB&J sandwiches, and I only drink Evan Williams. Save $$ on food and booze so I can buy things for the car.<br /><br />Welcome aboard man!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-13-2004||12:04 PM||||<img src="http://kosumo.faereal.net/random/beating.jpg" alt=" - " />||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||forgottenvr4||02-13-2004||12:48 PM||||Now that I've learned how to quote, (thanks to Hertz), and I'm not the FNG, I think I can say.......<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  <br /><br />Welcome Noob!!!!!!!!<br /><br />Get ready to spend alot of $$$$$$$<br />As I've said before, there are two kinds of GVR4 owners, those that have put forth the coin and those who are prepin' too.||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000006||drew||02-13-2004||02:22 PM||||Welcome to The Family. <br /><br />First order of business. <br /><br />When you join the family, you lose your Limited Edition plaque. You also lose your valves and your timing belt. You then lose your ECU Caps, and your transfer case. Once you can reclaim all that, you're a Made Man. And no one messes with you, once you're Made. <br /><br />Don't forget to kiss Capo Jon's ring. And be wary of Blacksheep and PRE-EVO.<br /><br />congratulazioni!||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-13-2004||02:24 PM||||Yeah...Dont fuck with me, I am one bad mofo   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||drew||02-13-2004||02:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Yeah...Dont fuck with me, I am one bad mofo    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yes. be afraid, be very afraid. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2153" alt=" - " />||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||forgottenvr4||02-13-2004||03:20 PM||||So is that a picture of blacksheep, PRE-EVO or drew??????????????<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||207.109.11.162||reg||1||forgottenvr4||00002619||yes
Z||000010||Sam Sayes||02-13-2004||03:34 PM||||Or all 3 of them combined   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br /><br />Sam<br />1706/2000||65.120.217.114||reg||1||Sam Sayes||00000657||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||02-13-2004||03:38 PM||||Thats me. This is Drew. So, I wouldnt mess with him wither!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2810" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2810&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||Oztek||02-13-2004||03:40 PM||||hehehehehe....I thought I was the only one authorized to pick on KC.<br /><br />Those were funny!||63.68.196.38||reg||1||Oztek||00000722||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||02-13-2004||03:42 PM||||Hey Mullet Malone aka Oztek - everyone picks on me!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||GVR1643||02-13-2004||04:00 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HDTHunder:<br /><strong> <br />I'm the original owner of '91 #1325/2000, Nile Black, Sunroof, and bone stock until this week.  <br />Kevin<br />1325/2000 </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You guys missed something - he's only a noob to the board - BUT he's the ORIGINAL owner of #1325, so he ain't new to the car(s).<br /><br />Hey and KC - I thought I was Mullet Malone  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||167.142.22.251||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||02-13-2004||05:50 PM||||Hey, welcome aboard!  ( &lt;-- see, I'm on topic    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    )<br /><br />Do any of you guys actually have a mullet?<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2812" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2812&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2813" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2813&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||chauffeur1st||02-13-2004||06:21 PM||||WOW Jon, pimpin aint a thang to you!!! To bad you didn't drive an old Camaro....Way to go pimp...I have to say that is one clean looking mullet, no joke.<br /><br /><br />J||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000017||theymightbegalants||02-13-2004||06:24 PM||||Hehe... thanks, Jason.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    Yea, the look on people's faces when a dude with a fierce mullet got out of a little Japanese sedan was often priceless.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000018||HDTHunder||02-14-2004||11:30 AM||||Thanks for the warm welcome guys... and not giving me a serious "noob" beating.  No, I'm not new to the car as I've had it since 1990.  Just haven't been into modding as it's been a daily driver all these years.  As of this morning I added #990/2000 to the inventory.  I plan to take #1325/2000 back to pristine condition and make #990 my car for mods.  It's a bit rough around the edges but seems fairly solid overall.<br /><br />I'm sure I'll have lots of questions as I start getting into the mechanical aspects of the car.  I've been wrenching on cars for 30+ years but never a newer import.  I'm more into the old muscle cars of the '60s and early '70s.<br /><br />I hope no one here actually has a mullet!||24.62.110.123||reg||1||HDTHunder||00002382||yes
Z||000019||agrabau||02-14-2004||11:40 AM||||Jon, are you currently rockin that mullet? Tight.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||02-14-2004||08:01 PM||||No, not right now.  Those pics were taken right before I shaved my head.  I had it for about 9 months, and my brother had one at the same time.  I keep thinking of growing it back...||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
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q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!03-04-2004!,
q!09:31 PM!,
q!2453069.2131!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000012!,
],
q!85! => 
[
q!A!,
q!N!,
q!Ray Davis!,
q!can anyone find my x/1000 #?!,
q!5!,
q!3!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!10:18 PM!,
q!2453061.2218!,
q!Magarle!,
q!00003624!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!12:37 AM!,
q!2453062.0037!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!86! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4N!,
q!JDM electric folding mirrors!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!11:07 PM!,
q!2453061.2307!,
q!Raggedy GVR-4!,
q!00000726!,
q!Jose!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2453061.2315!,
q!AMG No More!,
q!00000460!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!87! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!Are EVO's not selling?!,
q!1!,
q!49!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!12:21 AM!,
q!2453062.0021!,
q!4G63_GSR!,
q!00000725!,
q!Libila!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!02:24 PM!,
q!2453066.1424!,
q!Libila!,
q!00003548!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000049!,
],
q!88! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sjg!,
q!#1185!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!01:12 AM!,
q!2453062.0112!,
q!sjg!,
q!00003515!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!12:49 PM!,
q!2453067.1249!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!89! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!New Mod (signal light to be secondary headlights)!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!01:56 AM!,
q!2453062.0156!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!crucible!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!04:10 PM!,
q!2453063.1610!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!10! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!meshwork!,
q!Anyone used the Defi gauges? !,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!11:33 AM!,
q!2453051.1133!,
q!meshwork!,
q!00000561!,
q!curtis!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!04:28 PM!,
q!2453051.1628!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!11! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Anybody ever Dyno their GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!6!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!01:35 PM!,
q!2453051.1335!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!10:53 AM!,
q!2453053.1053!,
q!GalantVR41062!,
q!00001481!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000006!,
],
q!12! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!Need feedback!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!01:37 PM!,
q!2453051.1337!,
q!Vr4in'!,
q!00000755!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!02:05 PM!,
q!2453051.1405!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!13! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Removing glare shields in JDM Headlights? !,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!01:47 PM!,
q!2453051.1347!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!06:39 PM!,
q!2453052.1839!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!14! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Hump in the trunk?!,
q!1!,
q!20!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!03:58 PM!,
q!2453051.1558!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!03:46 PM!,
q!2453052.1546!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!15! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!russya!,
q!AMG interior parts on yahoo japan!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!05:02 PM!,
q!2453051.1702!,
q!Russya!,
q!00000991!,
q!Romanova!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!05:04 PM!,
q!2453051.1704!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!16! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!Differences between 91 and 92!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!06:48 PM!,
q!2453051.1848!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!02:18 PM!,
q!2453052.1418!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!17! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!SAFC info!,
q!1!,
q!10!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!07:14 PM!,
q!2453051.1914!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!keydiver!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!02:17 PM!,
q!2453052.1417!,
q!keydiver!,
q!00000055!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000010!,
],
q!50! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!Grey VR4 in Maine!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2453056.1845!,
q!giantrobot!,
q!00003313!,
q!#1459 VR-4!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!04:39 PM!,
q!2453057.1639!,
q!NorthernGVR-4!,
q!00000618!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!18! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!tire time need suggestions. !,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!07:59 PM!,
q!2453051.1959!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!06:40 PM!,
q!2453054.1840!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!19! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!Tristarion gainville meet Vid.. !,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!08:03 PM!,
q!2453051.2003!,
q!atsiauto!,
q!00000611!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!01:01 AM!,
q!2453067.0101!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!51! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!Ceramic Idea...!,
q!1!,
q!5!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!12:07 AM!,
q!2453057.0007!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!06:01 PM!,
q!2453058.1801!,
q!fast_gvr4!,
q!00001484!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000005!,
],
q!52! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~ATTN: People I am shipping stuff to!~,
q!1!,
q!29!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!12:27 AM!,
q!2453057.0027!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!03-02-2004!,
q!07:58 PM!,
q!2453067.1958!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000029!,
],
q!53! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!madgvr4!,
q!Taboo pedal bushings!,
q!8!,
q!7!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!09:21 AM!,
q!2453057.0921!,
q!madgvr4!,
q!00002369!,
q!madgvr4!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!12:28 PM!,
q!2453058.1228!,
q!madgvr4!,
q!00002369!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!54! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!front strut bar!,
q!1!,
q!18!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!11:10 AM!,
q!2453057.1110!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!07:54 PM!,
q!2453060.1954!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000018!,
],
q!55! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!s2000 race video!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!12:32 PM!,
q!2453057.1232!,
q!sleepyvr4!,
q!00003137!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!04:17 AM!,
q!2453061.0417!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!56! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!ken inn!,
q!noltec adjustable camber/caster strut mounts!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!01:09 PM!,
q!2453057.1309!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!Oztek!,
q!02-24-2004!,
q!04:55 PM!,
q!2453060.1655!,
q!Oztek!,
q!00000722!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!57! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Good guy post - MustGoFaster!~,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!05:29 PM!,
q!2453057.1729!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!05:29 PM!,
q!2453057.1729!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!90! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!atc250r!,
q!Some pics of #1552.!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!04:45 PM!,
q!2453062.1645!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!atc250r!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!10:42 AM!,
q!2453063.1042!,
q!atc250r!,
q!00002357!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!58! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Jason Reno!,
q!The 997 Beast breathes again!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!09:30 PM!,
q!2453057.2130!,
q!GVR4 997/1000!,
q!00002636!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!05:59 PM!,
q!2453059.1759!,
q!jonvr4!,
q!00000882!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!59! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!curtis!,
q!WTF clutch button,  would be sweet for racing!,
q!2!,
q!8!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!11:44 PM!,
q!2453057.2344!,
q!curtis!,
q!00001503!,
q!Shockvvave!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!09:51 AM!,
q!2453063.0951!,
q!Terrence!,
q!00003374!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!91! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!tt/safc!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!04:56 PM!,
q!2453062.1656!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!09:46 PM!,
q!2453062.2146!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!92! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!Sighting in Lakewood, CO!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!07:28 PM!,
q!2453062.1928!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!02-29-2004!,
q!08:04 PM!,
q!2453065.2004!,
q!Scott Y!,
q!00000132!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!93! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!did everyone see this on ebay?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!10:30 PM!,
q!2453062.2230!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!mikeyoung00!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!01:10 PM!,
q!2453063.1310!,
q!TOF!,
q!00001718!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!94! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!T R Posten!,
q!New member, New car, Not new to DSM!,
q!1!,
q!8!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!10:31 PM!,
q!2453062.2231!,
q!T R Posten!,
q!00003075!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!08:03 PM!,
q!2453063.2003!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000008!,
],
q!95! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!Conicelli Phone Number!,
q!1!,
q!21!,
q!02-26-2004!,
q!02:22 PM!,
q!2453062.1422!,
q!GVR4458!,
q!00000065!,
q!ken inn!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!06:45 PM!,
q!2453063.1845!,
q!ken inn!,
q!00000011!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000021!,
],
q!96! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!I know this is a long shot but...!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!03:05 AM!,
q!2453063.0305!,
q!turbogalant!,
q!00000287!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!04:23 PM!,
q!2453064.1623!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!97! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!spatchana!,
q!Top Line Auto!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!04:09 PM!,
q!2453063.1609!,
q!spatchana!,
q!00002703!,
q!talontsi!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!07:53 PM!,
q!2453063.1953!,
q!talontsi!,
q!00000553!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!98! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Got my car back on the road today !,
q!14!,
q!2!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!10:40 PM!,
q!2453063.2240!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!Ermer!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!11:15 PM!,
q!2453063.2315!,
q!Ermer!,
q!00003493!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!99! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Finally a member...!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!01:49 AM!,
q!2453064.0149!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!Romanova!,
q!02-28-2004!,
q!10:24 AM!,
q!2453064.1024!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!20! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!Look Inside JDM!,
q!1!,
q!23!,
q!02-15-2004!,
q!11:23 PM!,
q!2453051.2323!,
q!galantvr4us!,
q!00000301!,
q!GRV4726!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!09:57 AM!,
q!2453059.0957!,
q!SEVEN26!,
q!00000580!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000023!,
],
q!21! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!Rally racing spring rates?!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!01:23 AM!,
q!2453052.0123!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!a_santos!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!08:34 AM!,
q!2453052.0834!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!22! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!crucible!,
q!Foggies!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!01:27 AM!,
q!2453052.0127!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!jpgvr4!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!09:28 AM!,
q!2453052.0928!,
q!jpgvr4!,
q!00000179!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!23! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Forced Style!,
q~OK who's got it?!?!~,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!02:57 AM!,
q!2453052.0257!,
q!Forced Style!,
q!00001652!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!01:43 AM!,
q!2453054.0143!,
q!slvrblt!,
q!00000939!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!24! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!Does anyone have the TMO logger softare for a Laptop!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2453052.1101!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!11:01 AM!,
q!2453052.1101!,
q!VR4coop!,
q!00000564!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!25! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!White VR-4 spotted in South Lake Tahoe last night..!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!11:41 AM!,
q!2453052.1141!,
q!GVR$in!,
q!00002260!,
q!Bigfoot200200!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!09:57 PM!,
q!2453052.2157!,
q!Bigfoot!,
q!00000854!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!26! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Where to get JDM wind deflectors?!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!03:35 PM!,
q!2453052.1535!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-19-2004!,
q!03:28 PM!,
q!2453055.1528!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000020!,
],
q!27! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jayru!,
q!Let the ricer coments begin. Fender flares on a GVR4?!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!04:10 PM!,
q!2453052.1610!,
q!jayru!,
q!00001694!,
q!Martin Chilcote!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!10:01 AM!,
q!2453057.1001!,
q!Martin #1064/2000!,
q!00000028!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!28! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!a_santos!,
q!Comprehensive wheel weights chart!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2453052.1630!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!a_santos!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!04:30 PM!,
q!2453052.1630!,
q!a_santos!,
q!00000616!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!60! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Anyone buy from this guy on ebay?!,
q!1!,
q!7!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!10:40 AM!,
q!2453058.1040!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!02:33 AM!,
q!2453061.0233!,
q!chauffeur1st!,
q!00002094!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000007!,
],
q!29! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!i had an idea!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!08:41 PM!,
q!2453052.2041!,
q!4drwhore!,
q!00002313!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!12:58 AM!,
q!2453054.0058!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!61! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!jcgalantvr4-244!,
q!any one know?!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-21-2004!,
q!07:11 PM!,
q!2453057.1911!,
q!jcgalntvr4-244!,
q!00002796!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!11:22 PM!,
q!2453059.2322!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!62! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Romanova!,
q!Ahhh, the VR-4 feeling...!,
q!1!,
q!4!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!05:25 PM!,
q!2453058.1725!,
q!Romanova!,
q!00000543!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!12:24 AM!,
q!2453059.0024!,
q!theymightbegalants!,
q!00000350!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000004!,
],
q!63! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!ECU Question!,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!10:21 PM!,
q!2453058.2221!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!12:07 PM!,
q!2453059.1207!,
q!TinyVR4!,
q!00000831!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!64! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!markrieb!,
q!GVR-4 to EVO Comparison (Long)!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!12:42 AM!,
q!2453059.0042!,
q!markrieb!,
q!00000010!,
q!Hertz!,
q!02-25-2004!,
q!11:02 AM!,
q!2453061.1102!,
q!Hertz!,
q!00000536!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!65! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Ermer!,
q!Boosting 7lbs....why????!,
q!1!,
q!11!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!01:15 AM!,
q!2453059.0115!,
q!Ermer!,
q!00003493!,
q!drew!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!03:19 AM!,
q!2453063.0319!,
q!drew!,
q!00000140!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000011!,
],
q!66! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!brisvr4!,
q!how many in australia?!,
q!1!,
q!1!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!05:34 AM!,
q!2453059.0534!,
q!tim!,
q!00003561!,
q!bazeng!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!04:58 PM!,
q!2453059.1658!,
q!bazeng!,
q!00000800!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000001!,
],
q!67! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!gti-k!,
q!monte carlo version!,
q!1!,
q!9!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!10:02 AM!,
q!2453059.1002!,
q!gti-k!,
q!00003587!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!02-27-2004!,
q!07:40 PM!,
q!2453063.1940!,
q!MidEngine210!,
q!00000942!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000009!,
],
q!68! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!sleeper!,
q!Pictures from 100AW rally in Missouri!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!11:04 AM!,
q!2453059.1104!,
q!Gabor!,
q!00000441!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!03-01-2004!,
q!03:44 AM!,
q!2453066.0344!,
q!91GVR4!,
q!00000884!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!69! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!Shockvvave!,
q!TURBO OR ALL MOTOR??!,
q!1!,
q!19!,
q!02-23-2004!,
q!03:10 PM!,
q!2453059.1510!,
q!Terrence!,
q!00003374!,
q!turboren!,
q!02-29-2004!,
q!10:34 PM!,
q!2453065.2234!,
q!turboren!,
q!00002199!,
q!14!,
q!!,
q!000019!,
],
q!30! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q~Interesting ebay auction!~,
q!1!,
q!2!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!08:54 PM!,
q!2453052.2054!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!11:24 PM!,
q!2453052.2324!,
q!mixx2001!,
q!00000809!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000002!,
],
q!31! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!who has #327/1000!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2453052.2316!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!kazerak2!,
q!02-16-2004!,
q!11:16 PM!,
q!2453052.2316!,
q!steveo!,
q!00002681!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000000!,
],
q!32! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!Battery isolation terminal?!,
q!1!,
q!13!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!08:57 AM!,
q!2453053.0857!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!01:06 AM!,
q!2453054.0106!,
q!blacksheep!,
q!00000466!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000013!,
],
q!33! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!Clutch in Car smoked What to bye!,
q!1!,
q!15!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!06:31 PM!,
q!2453053.1831!,
q!galantvr4!,
q!00000576!,
q!crucible!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!05:18 PM!,
q!2453056.1718!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000015!,
],
q!34! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!Ralli Art Spark Plug Cover!,
q!1!,
q!30!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!08:12 PM!,
q!2453053.2012!,
q!KingGalantVr4!,
q!00002215!,
q!mcastanares!,
q!02-20-2004!,
q!01:49 AM!,
q!2453056.0149!,
q!mcastanares!,
q!00002941!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000030!,
],
q!35! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!snwbrd40oz!,
q!Quick Legal Question!,
q!1!,
q!3!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!10:24 PM!,
q!2453053.2224!,
q!Kevin!,
q!00002953!,
q!crucible!,
q!02-18-2004!,
q!07:19 AM!,
q!2453054.0719!,
q!crucible!,
q!00001368!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000003!,
],
q!36! => 
[
q!A!,
q!!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q~On the road again--[B]NOW IN HiRES!![/B] ~,
q!1!,
q!49!,
q!02-17-2004!,
q!10:58 PM!,
q!2453053.2258!,
q!turboflanagan!,
q!00000040!,
q!russya!,
q!02-22-2004!,
q!07:19 PM!,
q!2453058.1919!,
q!Russya!,
q!00000991!,
q!1!,
q!!,
q!000050!,
],
};

1;




ubb/Forum3/004501.cgi
A||||5||91 supra||body parts question||||5||||91 supra turbo||00003531
Z||000000||91 supra||02-13-2004||11:56 AM||gaudencio.velasquez@comcast.net||Could anyone out there advise on weather body parts(i.e. fenders,doors, etc) from a regular galant will fit a vr4 galant?  Thx||12.33.164.7||reg||5||91 supra turbo||00003531||yes
Z||000001||Hertz||02-13-2004||11:59 AM||||The side skirts/doglegs are different.  The bumpers are different (but fit).  All the other body parts are the same.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000002||91 supra||02-13-2004||12:28 PM||||Great!  Thanks much.<br />Tino||12.33.164.12||reg||14||91 supra turbo||00003531||yes
Z||000003||drew||02-13-2004||02:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> The side skirts/doglegs are different.  The bumpers are different (but fit).  All the other body parts are the same. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is the rear bumper different? I thought it was only the front one.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||02-13-2004||02:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> The side skirts/doglegs are different.  The bumpers are different (but fit).  All the other body parts are the same. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Is the rear bumper different? I thought it was only the front one. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">According to caps it's only the front that is different.||65.177.232.134||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000005||iceman69510||02-13-2004||04:49 PM||||Wow, never caught that!  Might have to go back to the JY and snag the rear off my personal parts car.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes



ubb/Forum3/004502.cgi
A||||5||i hate fall||Evo 8 seats in a vr4.. possible?||||1||||i hate fall||00001581
Z||000000||i hate fall||02-13-2004||07:49 PM||nonage976@aol.com||How do you think they look? and do you think they would fit alright? I think i can get some fairly cheap (say $500) worth it, yes...no?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-13-2004||08:59 PM||||YUP.  they probably bolt right on to the recaro brackets.  oh, good luck finding the brackets to fit the galant.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||i hate fall||02-14-2004||12:43 AM||||Is finding the brackets going to be that much of an issue? how about modding them to fix.... such as heating the brackets and manipulating the mounting points?||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000003||yardhippie||02-14-2004||03:10 AM||||well if your gonna "heat" them just hack off the parts you dont need/fit, and just weld ya some parts back on so they do fit. Perfecto!  But IM attached to my leather thanx.||208.15.109.77||reg||1||yardhippie||00003069||yes
Z||000004||ken inn||02-14-2004||10:19 AM||||i have a set of evo 3 recaros i bought off of ebay.  they are made to fit recaro sliders, and the sliders mount to a bracket that bolts to the floor.  so, you can take the recaros and bolt them to any bracket made for them.  i bet the evo 8's are the same way.  it is kind of a generic recaro made for lots of cars.  i once had a set of recaros from a mustang, and a trans am, same thing.  some early bmw 320's came with them, virtually all i have seen are the same way.  the sliders are no big deal, any one will fit, even the electric recaros will bolt up to the bracket.  the problem is the bracket.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||02-14-2004||09:31 PM||||I'd sure like a set of the leather ones out of the VIII.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes



ubb/Forum3/004503.cgi
A||||5||blacksheep||Evo 8 pedals into the gvr4...||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-14-2004||01:16 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I wonder if it will fit or work on the gvr4 ? Most online mitsu parts shops are selling them for a decent price. I wouldnt get the blue, but the silver is definitely tempting.<br /><br />Just an idea that popped into my head and I wanted to throw out there....<br /><br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-14-2004||08:37 AM||||You ricer.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-14-2004||10:39 AM||||Probably would work. I used Audi TT pedals in my Scirocco for awhile... looked good.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-14-2004||02:48 PM||||Those pedals are simple and stylish. I seriously think it would look cool!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||229of1000||02-14-2004||03:50 PM||||Good looking pedals... ricer!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.34.73.175||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000005||VR4ownzU||02-14-2004||04:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> You ricer. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">would that mean that EVO 8 seats are ricey?||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes



ubb/Forum3/004504.cgi
A||||9||sjg||badge # sob story||||9||||sjg||00003515
Z||000000||sjg||02-14-2004||01:45 AM||galantvr4org@evilcode.net||Well I've owned my current 1991 Belize Green GVR4 for about a month and a half now, but have been working on it (purchased from a friend) for 8 months or so since he bought it.  It is currently in pretty terrible shape, 12x,xxx miles, the current engine is a 4G67 out of a Hyundai Alantra (1.8litre).  Interior is half hashed, little rust here and there, every bolt hole on the car is stripped, or has the wrong bolt in it.  It is on it's third engine since I have known about it, he kept blowing them due to oil cooler issues.  For as mangled as the car is I absolutely love it, and since my 2000 Integra (total loss) was landed on it's top this winter it is becoming my go-fast car, I'm currenly searching for another VR4 daily driver.  Even with all the problems it has, my biggest issue with the car is something some would consider minor.  One of the prior owners removed the numbered badge from the dash.  There's a big pit of missing "dash material" where it should be.  So my question for you all is this, if any of you happen to have owned a totalled/parted out/whatever Belize Green '91, and still have the dash plaque, let me know if you'd like to see it live on.  Thanks.||24.220.23.177||reg||9||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000001||a_santos||02-14-2004||08:42 AM||||I might be able to solve your problem. A friend of mine found a 91 Belize Green in a junkyard and I ended up parting it. But as soon as he had found the car, he took the dash plaque. I am pretty sure he will not give it up for free. So if you want, I will talk to him and see if he wants to give it up. <br /><br />Ok<br /><br />PM if you are iterested.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000002||199of2k||02-14-2004||11:04 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I might be able to solve your problem. A friend of mine found a 91 Belize Green in a junkyard and I ended up parting it. But as soon as he had found the car, he took the dash plaque. I am pretty sure he will not give it up for free, because he is kinda jew. So if you want, I will talk to him and see if he wants to give it up. <br /><br />Ok<br /><br />PM if you are iterested. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hmm, you might want to revise your post.....||68.226.90.116||reg||1||199of2k||00000323||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||02-14-2004||01:02 PM||||get a dash pod and put something in it(afc, gauges, boost controller). it will be cheaper in the long run since ive seen the badges sell for alot of $$. heres a pic of mines.  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2816" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||GVR-4||02-14-2004||09:29 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 199of2k:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> I might be able to solve your problem. A friend of mine found a 91 Belize Green in a junkyard and I ended up parting it. But as soon as he had found the car, he took the dash plaque. I am pretty sure he will not give it up for free, because he is kinda jew. So if you want, I will talk to him and see if he wants to give it up. <br /><br />Ok<br /><br />PM if you are iterested. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">hmm, you might want to revise your post..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I agree.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000005||jcgalantvr4-244||02-14-2004||10:59 PM||||because he is kinda jew.<br /><br />  Hmmm.....Not Nice bro   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br />I agree better fix it<br /><br /> Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||02-14-2004||11:02 PM||||Alright,<br /><br />I fixed it you jews.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||jcgalantvr4-244||02-14-2004||11:17 PM||||lol   thanks im not a jew but some one here might be.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />  Thanks<br />    Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000008||GVR-4||02-14-2004||11:27 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by a_santos:<br /><strong> Alright,<br /><br />I fixed it you jews. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Thank you. That's coming from a White Anglo-Saxon Protestant male who was raised in a white trash suburb of Houston by yankee parents and speaks Spanish and married a California girl and lives in the South.<br /><br />'Preshadit.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000009||sjg||02-15-2004||07:23 AM||||Wonderful to see how my sob story has degraded.  :-)||24.220.23.177||reg||14||sjg||00003515||yes



ubb/Forum3/004505.cgi
A||||48||blacksheep||Battery relocation under the hood (Longish)||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-14-2004||02:43 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi gang<br /><br />I have been thinking of ways to fit a full (or close to full size battery) in the engine bay. The battery I want to use is my optima red-top since I have one laying around here for a while now.A tray for it would measure  about 10.5" x 7.5". its about 8" tall.<br /><br />I really dont wanna relocate the battery to the trunk, muck with a kill switch, fire-plate(?) etc etc....<br /><br />So, here is everything I have thought of along with Kevin's help as well...<br /><br />1) Move it to stock airbox location. This may still interfere with the IC pipe. I would like to have a nice wide 2.5" 90 degree (similar to Harry and Pivvay). <br /><br />2) Move it farther up as close to the firewall as possible. Issue with this is:<br /><br /> (a) The winshield washer bottle is in the way. But, Kevin suggested a long neck filler similar to Hondas and TELS(?) that would provide more space by putting the bottle at the bottom.<br /><br /> (b) Cruise control is in the way. If cruise is relocated, this would work awesome, I think. Similar to a TEL. <br /><br />I want it to look as clean as possible as if it belonged in its new place. I dont wanna flip the battery sideways and stuff the intake in.<br /><br />Can the cruise be reloacted to where charcoal canister resides? <br /><br />I noticed that #3 doesnt have the cruise control unit on top? Harry - did you relocate or ditch cruise?<br /><br />Other choice would be to find a smaller battery with the same capacity of an optima to support my stereo and gauges. It gets cold out here in the winters and so I need all the cranking I can get.<br />This is more expensive, but oh well. I am going to start looking now.<br /><br />Lets discuss, maybe brainstorming can lead to better ideas!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||tplesko||02-14-2004||02:58 PM||||This is good KC. Come up with something that will work for everyone and with a good IC setup and I'll make it. Or Harry can. Whatever people want.  You can also stick the battery down where the charcoal canister used to sit perhaps?||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000002||chucklesas||02-14-2004||03:06 PM||||Moving the battery to the airbox location can really only be done with the stock IC routing.  I don't think I could fit in a custom IC piping setup in my car the way it is now.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=803" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=803&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=804" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=804&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=805" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=805&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br />The optima is a little deeper than the stock battery but it is also a little bit shorter than stock.<br />So maybe, if we moved the battery as close as possible to the shock tower (I couldn't because of hood clearance with stock battery, but could be done with optima) there might be enough room between the engine and the battery to get piping between.  I'll have to go out and measure the gap.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-14-2004||03:07 PM||||Pivvay -Kevin and I talked about putting it down where the canister goes and it would be a PITA to disonnect, plus a lot farther from the fusebox and stock wiring and need some work.  <br /><br />We also considered in the fender well below the stock location. This will be a lot of fabrication/work. A hole will need cut out where the stock tray sits and a suspended tray of sorts to drop it into the fender well. The intake setup draws air from here, so this would block cold air coming to it.<br /><br />Basic goal is to come up with an easy location using stock battery and allowing the routing of FMIC pipes in the most economical manner. A tall order indeed.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Charles - Thanks for the pics. I appreciate it. <br /><br />Also, the optima can be laid down if necessary since it can be mounted in any manner. <br /><br />I want to use the second pic as an example. I propose to move the battery farther back and rotate it 90 degrees. It would need cruise control re-located and windshield washer bottle moved. I think its feasible although it may have clearance issues with a strut tower bar, maybe?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||tplesko||02-14-2004||03:38 PM||||Charles's battery is bad for good IC piping.  Makes it REAL difficult to run IC piping once you have a different intake manifold and no way on the wide 90.||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000005||henrok||02-14-2004||05:18 PM||||hey guys, ive seen the battery on other mitsus in front of the powersteering resevoir.  maybe just make a clamp for the powersteering resevoir and thats it.  hey i dont mean to change the topic but the car i saw this on also had what looked like ram air.  can i ask what is ram air and where is it routed to?||64.12.116.200||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000006||theymightbegalants||02-14-2004||08:24 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I really dont wanna relocate the battery to the trunk, muck with a kill switch, fire-plate(?) etc etc.... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What's a fire plate?  And you don't need a kill switch to put it in the trunk, but a switchable circuit breaker is nice.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Can the cruise be reloacted to where charcoal canister resides? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Maybe.  Why not just ditch the charcoal canister and put a battery down there?  There's plenty of room, and it's better weight distribution.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   A friend did that on his Talon, and it's quite awesome.  Just run some bigass wire up to the fuse box, and put a switchable circuit breaker there and you don't have to disconnect it.<br /><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Other choice would be to find a smaller battery with the same capacity of an optima to support my stereo and gauges. It gets cold out here in the winters and so I need all the cranking I can get. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Get an Odyssey.  They're better than Optimas anyway.  And not very expensive either, if you know how to shop.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   My last one had 8 gajillion amps and never gave me any headaches.  I killed it a few times, being a dumbass and leaving the lights on, but it always recharged just fine.  The car sat for almost a year, with the battery in it, and fired right up on the first try.  It's now in a friend's car.  I will never, ever buy any other kind of battery again.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-14-2004||08:34 PM||||Jon - From what I have read on here, if the car is taken to the track, it needs an external kill switch, battery and box bolted down well and what I call a "fireplate" (The trunk has to have a firewall welded so its isolated fully from the rest of the car)<br /><br />I will have 6 gauges, 1 big amp, cd player, (boost controller and timer) all requiring juice. So, I am nervous about the odyssey...<br /><br />Good idea with the battery down there. I bet it would be easier to weld a tray in with the engine out   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Thanks for the insight!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||02-14-2004||09:22 PM||||With all those restrictions, I think the only way you're gonna get it to fit is if you mount it on is side where the stock intake usually is.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||blacksheep||02-14-2004||11:59 PM||||Anyone with the scott evans tray and regular battery: How much clearance is left with the hood? There are a few other odysseys with more cranking amps that are a bit taller and could fit...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000011||henrok||02-15-2004||01:02 AM||||so , what do u guys think of moving the coolant resevoir and the power steering resevoir and just putting the battery there?||152.163.252.136||reg||5||henrok||00001502||yes
Z||000012||blacksheep||02-15-2004||01:04 AM||||henrok - I will go and look tomorrow. I am curious about clearance and the crowded area there...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000013||sjg||02-15-2004||03:27 AM||||There are boxes that comply with the NHRA rule 8:1, so you wouldn't need to weld in a firewall or whatever.  I'm not sure on the external kill switch, I'll be checking on that soon as I'm going to an NHRA track this year and just ordered a Taylor aluminum box for the trunk.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000014||sjg||02-15-2004||04:15 AM||||From the NHRA Sport Compact rulebook...<br /><br />8:1 Batteries<br />All batteries must be securely mounted. Batteries may not be relocated into the driver or passenger compartments. Rear firewall of .024-inch steel or .032-inch aluminum (including package tray)required when battery is relocated in trunk. In lieu of rear firewall, battery may be located in a sealed .024-inch steel, .032-inch aluminum, or NHRA-accepted poly box. If sealed box is used in<br />lieu of rear firewall, box may not be used to secure battery and must be vented outside of body. Relocated battery(s) must be fastened to frame or frame structure with a minimum of two<br />3/8-inch-diameter bolts. (�J� hooks prohibited or must have open end welded shut.) Metal battery hold-down straps mandatory. Strapping tape prohibited.<br /><br />8:4 Master Cutoff<br />Mandatory when battery is relocated or on any vehicle running 9.99 or quicker. An electrical power cutoff switch (one only) must be installed on the rearmost part of each vehicle and be easily<br />accessible from outside the car body. This cutoff switch must be connected to the positive side of the electrical system and must stop all electrical functions, including magneto ignition. The off position must be clearly indicated with the word �OFF.� If switch is �push/pull� type, �push� must be the action for shutting off the electrical system, �pull� to turn it on. Any rods or cables used to activate the switch must be minimum 1/8-inch diameter. Plastic or keyed switches prohibited.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||02-15-2004||05:40 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Jon - From what I have read on here, if the car is taken to the track, it needs an external kill switch, battery and box bolted down well and what I call a "fireplate" (The trunk has to have a firewall welded so its isolated fully from the rest of the car) </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Then don't take it to the track.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I'm only half joking here... it never ceases to amaze me how many people drag their GVR4s.  Or any car, for that matter.<br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> I will have 6 gauges, 1 big amp, cd player, (boost controller and timer) all requiring juice. So, I am nervous about the odyssey... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I doubt the gauges will add a significant draw on the system, and the cd player probably won't draw any more than the stock stereo.  I also can't see a turbo timer being a large load either.  The controller, maybe, as it has a servo or solenoid or something that will probably be firing frequently, yet people run those all the time with no problem.  Which brings us to your amp, something I know nothing about, as car audio stuff also perplexes me.  Here's a link that shows the specs of the battery I was using.  So, it's not as hot as the red top, true, but it's smaller, lighter, and cheaper and is still more powerful than a regular battery.  Oh, and that's not the cheapest place to buy 'em either, but it came up first on Google.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.batterymart.com/battery.mv?p=ODY-PC925MJT" target="_blank">http://www.batterymart.com/battery.mv?p=ODY-PC925MJT</a><br /><br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Good idea with the battery down there. I bet it would be easier to weld a tray in with the engine out    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br /><br />Thanks for the insight! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You could probably just weld it up outside the car and bolt it to whatever the charcoal canister bolts to.  That's basically how my friend did it, and his engine was in the whole time.  I don't think he removed anything but the charcoal canister.  He did it from the bottom though, with the car on jackstands.||69.59.219.130||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||blacksheep||02-15-2004||11:03 AM||||Jon - I have run the odyssey 925MJT in blacksheep (v 1.0) and greenbean (pics can be found on the board)   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Yesterday, I found an odyssey which is bigger than the 925MJT and was hoping to see if it will fit. <br /><br />ODY925MJT  6 5/8"  (L) x 7 1/16"(W) x 5 13/16" (H)<br />ODY925MJT  7 13/16"(L) x 6 9/16"(W) x 7  9/16" (H)<br /><br />Only issue, it is 2" taller than the 925MJT and I am afraid it may hit the hood in the airbox location. It still eliminates having a wide 90 degree bend in the UIC pipe to the TB.<br /><br />SJG - Thanks for posting the rules. So, I would not need a firewall if I bought the box as recommended by the rules, I wonder if anyone makes one.<br /><br />  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Mandatory when battery is relocated or on any vehicle running 9.99 or quicker.  </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Does the above apply for the 1/8 th mile or the quarter ?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   Seriously...<br /><br />Thanks to all those who posted!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||02-15-2004||01:15 PM||||Something my wife mentioned to me got me thinking. She reminded me I need to run wire back to the trunk for the amp and for the fuel pump rewire. She said wouldnt it make sense to run just the battery wire to the trunk ? Hmm...makes some sense esp with that taylor box and taylor switch...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||curtis||02-15-2004||04:43 PM||||The optima batteries don't fall in the same class as the run of the mill batteries from wal-mart etc.   If your track officials aren't real ass holes all you need is an angle iron tray so the battery doesn't bounce all over the trunk.  They don't require a firewall, sealed box or a vent.||65.54.98.26||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000019||AWDpower||02-15-2004||06:47 PM||||I want to do the same thing, for the same reasons. I'll see what I can come up with. The car is apart and I have to make I/C piping for my EVO i/c, so this is a good time for me to try things out.||67.125.226.241||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000020||sjg||02-16-2004||02:15 AM||||blacksheep, I belive it applies to EITHER 1/8 or 1/4 mile.  Also, the common thing to do is to mount the switch behind the license plate, then take the plate off when at the track.  This seems pretty sensible as there aren't any other ideal locations on the back of a Galant...  Yeah, I was just in the garage for a half hour trying to figure out a good spot, there aren't any.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />   I think mine will go behind the plate.<br /><br />Curtis, you're right about the Optima's, that may be what I end up running, but I intend to have a box/switch/vent/etc. just so I don't end up showing up on track day only to get sent home by some lame inspection person.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000021||crucible||02-16-2004||02:21 AM||||Whats considered a battery relocation?<br />Anything other than stock?<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000022||sjg||02-16-2004||02:32 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by crucible:<br /><strong> Whats considered a battery relocation?<br />Anything other than stock?<br /><br />Cruce </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That should mean that it was relocated into the passenger compartment somewhere, ie: not on the other side of the firewall (in the engine compartment) anymore.  You can relocate under the hood all you want.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000023||mikeyoung00||02-16-2004||12:46 PM||||I think "battery location" would refer to any move outside the engine bay, although tie-down requirements would apply to moves within the bay.<br /><br />These rules are enforced to varying degrees at different tracks. If you have a specific track you plan to mostly run at it would be well worth your time to drop by and talk to a couple of the tech inspectors. Also be aware that their rules may be different for open run-what-you-brung type racing vs. sanctioned events. And if/when you want to do a little autocrossing, NHRA compliance would put you in good shape for that as well. Battery relocation is really pretty simple. I mean you are working with nice fat wire, nuts, bolts, power drills. I figure any job that doesn't require a torque wrench is pretty basic   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .<br /><br />Our local track banished my son's 240 for lack of a kill switch but once that was installed and the battery was J-bolted to the frame they had no problem with his $10 unsealed and unvented plastic battery box! I used to have a battery in the trunk of my old Si in a wood box that was bolted to the frame and vented. But they never said boo about a cut-off switch back then.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000024||mikeyoung00||02-16-2004||12:59 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> [Then don't take it to the track.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    I'm only half joking here... it never ceases to amaze me how many people drag their GVR4s.  Or any car, for that matter...</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well shit, Jon, around here acceleration is about the only performance catagory we can measure quantitatively. I guess I could get me a G-meter and do some skidpad work but all the big parking lots belong to casinos and they are always full of cars from Alabama.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   The closest we can get to road-course driving is autocross days over at NAS Belle Chase a couple hours away in La. Roads around here are mostly straight and flat. So about all we have to do on a Wed. night is go to the track and try to break stuff.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000025||Bigfoot200200||02-16-2004||02:30 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by sjg:<br /><strong> Also, the common thing to do is to mount the switch behind the license plate, then take the plate off when at the track. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nice.||64.233.106.204||reg||14||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000026||blacksheep||02-16-2004||03:10 PM||||I wanna do it on one of the tailights, I can throw it in only when I go to the track.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000027||drew||02-17-2004||03:09 AM||||would it be acceptable to use the anntena mast hole?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000028||theymightbegalants||02-17-2004||03:38 AM||||Hehe, funny you should mention that TOF, I was just cruising on over here to delete those statements having slept on them.  I realized that I was being far too close minded, and each person likes to do things differently.  Yes, perhaps I am spoiled out here:  this summer, along the I5 corridor, there's an autocross event every wknd save one, I think.  Plus a few hillclimbs, a dozen or so road rallies, and a bunch of track days.  Of course, I'm sure there's plenty of drag racing as well, but needless to say that's not on my calendar.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||69.59.219.163||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000029||turbowop||02-17-2004||03:46 AM||||Kill switch:<br /><br />Here is how I did mine. Don't mind the nonsealed battery tray that's coming apart on the bottom. That's being replaced as we speak, with a nice sealed, metal box that is bolted to the trunk floor and uses 3/8" threaded rod to hold down the battery as per NHRA regulations. My kill switch setup is completely legal. I ordered the Flaming River remote kill switch from Summit along with the push rod for it all for around $80 IIRC. Since pretty much every surface on the back of the car is more than one layer thick I thought this would be the best way. Good luck mounting one of those "turn style" switches on a taillight. And as far as mounting behind the license plate....well, I didn't want to have to route the wiring up onto the trunk lid itself which is what you would have to do. I drilled a hole in the taillight housing and put the rod through there and mounted the switch on the inside of the trunk. It's hard to see so I will take better pics tomorrow while working on the car. If nobody wants a rod sticking out the back of the car while not racing it can simply be unscrewed from the pivot on the switch and the hole in the taillight can be plugged.<br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2845" alt=" - " /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2846" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000030||mikeyoung00||02-17-2004||09:50 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Hehe, funny you should mention that TOF, I was just cruising on over here to delete those statements having slept on them.  I realized that I was being far too close minded, and each person likes to do things differently.  Yes, perhaps I am spoiled out here:  this summer, along the I5 corridor, there's an autocross event every wknd save one, I think.  Plus a few hillclimbs, a dozen or so road rallies, and a bunch of track days.  Of course, I'm sure there's plenty of drag racing as well, but needless to say that's not on my calendar.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, yeah...I feel yer joy, playah. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Driving mine home from Pa down the Blue Ridge Parkway was the best time I have had in the car so far and it wasn't even running all that well at the time! (But it handled just fine.) <br /><br />Enjoy the drive!||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000031||blacksheep||02-17-2004||09:54 AM||||supergvr4man -  post some under hood shots, I wanna see how you isolated the power wire and fuse box so it doesnt touch any metal and arc. Did you use a battery distribution block of some sort ?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000032||number3||02-17-2004||10:57 AM||||I did relocated the Cruise control to the charcoal filter location with a custom bracket. But to be honest I might just remove it all together.<br /><br />The CC in the truck works better.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />  <br /><br />As for your termination question, KC, the battery terminal unbolts from the factory fuse box. With a ring terminal on you new lead wire to the trunk you can bolt it to the fuse box using the hole you just opened up. The connection is tight and pretty well protected as is but you could also wrap it will a little electrical tape for good measure. I wire tied the harness back on itself and it hungs the shock tower nicely.<br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000033||blacksheep||02-17-2004||12:55 PM||||Harry - there are 2 fuse boxes. 1 big one and the other is the littler one that attaches to the stock battery with the L clamp. Which one do you mean when you say factor fuse box?<br /><br />If you do pull it off altogether, I want that custom bracket.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000034||blacksheep||02-17-2004||01:28 PM||||On a side note: I just bought a kill switch from this guy selling taylor kill switches on ebay for $19.99 + $7.99 shipping. Summit had them for $25 + shipping. So, its not a bad deal. I am sure they can be had for cheaper if one looked hard enough.||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000035||number3||02-17-2004||08:16 PM||||<a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=803&width=400" target="_blank">http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=803&width=400</a>    <br /><br />The small fuse box that is closest to the battery terminal. (The red boot is just below it in the picture above) The two main power feeds (the starter and the rest of the car) come together at this point. Remove the battery terminal ring and attach you battery cable from the trunk to this point. No fancy item required. In fact it would be harder and less reliable if you added something to do the job.<br /><br />Here is a picture of the connection at the battery in the trunk.  The ground and positive connections, the 80 amp Soundstream circuit breaker, and my fuel pump relay.<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2847" alt=" - " /><br /><br />If I loose the CC you will need to buy the entire controller. The bracket is welded to it.<br /><br />BTW: KC most kill switches are not track legal. if that is important keep that in mind. The one Mark used is. I don't have one yet but no one has called me on it yet for two reasons. The battery is hidden beneath the floor in a sealed container and I have a steel firewall behind my back seat.<br /><br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000036||blacksheep||02-17-2004||09:05 PM||||Harry - Thanks a lot for the pics. I see what you mean now.<br /><br />The switch I purchased is made by Taylor which said that it was the NHRA 8:1 rule approved master disconnect switch with the labeled sticker, not made of plastic etc etc etc. I will go with the taylor box which is also approved by NHRA. I may have to carry a copy of the rules to prove this stuff is NHRA approved....LOL<br /><br /><br />OK, I will buy the whole controller if you ditch cruise, gimme a good deal, though!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000037||turbowop||02-18-2004||03:24 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> supergvr4man -  post some under hood shots, I wanna see how you isolated the power wire and fuse box so it doesnt touch any metal and arc. Did you use a battery distribution block of some sort ?<br /><br />Thanks! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">It's pretty simple really. I mounted the battery fuse block to the side of the large fuse block by drilling two holes in each and running a sturdy cable-tie through them. I then just ran the wire from where it comes out of the fenderwell over to it and bolted it all together.<br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2866" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2866&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000038||BlackHole||02-18-2004||04:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Only issue, it is 2" taller than the 925MJT and I am afraid it may hit the hood in the airbox location. It still eliminates having a wide 90 degree bend in the UIC pipe to the TB.<br /></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Going way back in this thread... There is not 2" of clearance to the hood with an Evans battery tray. My PC925 just barely fits - less than 1" before the battery arcs to the hood. Don't ask me how I know that.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||130.36.27.125||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000040||blacksheep||02-18-2004||04:56 PM||||thanks, Kyle!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000041||PRE-EVO||02-19-2004||11:16 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> thanks, Kyle! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">BWAHAHAHAHAHA noob..... classic KC.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000042||blacksheep||02-19-2004||11:19 PM||||Rich - Seriously, I dont get what was so funny there. Care to explain ?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000043||turbowop||02-19-2004||11:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Rich - Seriously, I dont get what was so funny there. Care to explain ? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">And Australia is still like "WTF mate?!"||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000044||PRE-EVO||02-20-2004||12:03 AM||||A user has requested that you review the following post by blacksheep in a forum you moderate: <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />thanks, Kyle! <br />--------------------------------------------------------------------------------<br />The user's reason for this request is: Double post by Blacksheep, the rookie. <br /><br /><br />That's what's funny.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000045||blacksheep||02-20-2004||12:04 AM||||Aah, Hertz. Another smartass like you that makes my job to moderate harder.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000046||Hertz||02-20-2004||10:42 AM||||All things in moderation, including moderation.||24.12.59.172||reg||14||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000047||PRE-EVO||02-20-2004||12:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> All things in moderation, including moderation. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">LOL  KC=own3d .<br /><br />Hey Hertz would you want to take on the job of doing a FAQ for the board?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000048||Hertz||02-22-2004||08:47 PM||||I've been thinking about that a lot recently.  Specifically, I've been thinking about Drew's suggestion for a Wiki (a type of self-editing FAQ).  Let's got with "knowledge base".<br /><br />I'd really like to dump my collection of e-mail and links into something searchable.  I'm sure other people have similar collections.||24.14.17.16||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000049||tplesko||02-22-2004||08:51 PM||||i have a huge collection of GVR4 and dsm related email...||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000050||theymightbegalants||02-23-2004||12:26 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Pivvay:<br /><strong> i have a huge collection of GVR4 and dsm related email... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Haha, like you wouldn't believe.  Lately I've been converting a lot of them into MS Word, just in case Yahoo crashes and loses everything.  I also have about 4 pounds of printed out material with no electronic version.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />    Makes backing it up/sharing it hard.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/004506.cgi
A||||69||jonvr4||When, and where did you get your vr4||||1||||jonvr4||00000882
Z||000000||jonvr4||02-14-2004||05:47 PM||jonvigil2@attbi.com||thought it would be and intresting thread<br /><br />i got mine september of 1998. at the lot of a Honda dealer here in colorado.||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-14-2004||05:59 PM||||July 3, 2002. I got it from a super ghetto car lot... really seedy lookin' place. The dood said tons of doods had driven her, but no one could come up with $1k for a down payment. They wanted $2700 I believe, offered them $2300 cash and away I went. I think 490 was pissing herself in the corner after all the abusive test drives she had endured, not to mention the neglect her previous owner had given her. Took her home and babied her back to health. Probably why she has been so reliable.<br />Love your VR-4, and she will love you right back.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||91 #680||02-14-2004||06:02 PM||||I got mine in November of 2002 after wrecking my se-r  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />     I got it from some caldian specialty car salesman who only dealt with one-off cars.....in San Diego.||68.7.184.83||reg||1||91 #680||00000637||yes
Z||000003||TheJackalGT||02-14-2004||06:14 PM||||october of 03, ebizzle (ebay)||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000004||jonvr4||02-14-2004||06:19 PM||||from randy right?||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000005||Matticus||02-14-2004||06:19 PM||||I got mine from a private owner in Northern New Jersey in November of 2002.  The car had gone 75K miles since the last T-belt job.  Man was that a long, stressful drive back to MD, where it went straight into my garage and had the belt changed, 2 months later.||68.33.145.69||reg||1||Matticus||00000653||yes
Z||000006||gixxer||02-14-2004||06:30 PM||||bought with a blown motor from a guy in wisconsin, trailered home to MN, swapped engine in from my 90 talon tsi. put on a bunch of things that should make it haul, and now it sits awaiting piping for awd2not's fmic.||129.219.6.106||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-14-2004||07:08 PM||||Damn, I have 9 of them I need to list..  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   too much typing...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  <br /><br />First one in July 1997 - Charles Gabus Ford used car lot!<br />Last one in Jan 2004 - GVR1643's garage!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||02-14-2004||08:05 PM||||I bought mine on July 3rd, 2001, from John Teeter (teet on the board) in Portland, OR.  When I pulled up, he had 3 in his driveway!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />    His grey street car, the rally car, and good ol' green #305.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000009||91GVR4||02-14-2004||08:10 PM||||Got mine in Nov '02 from a private owner in Green Bay WI, a three hour drive for me. Had lots of mods done to it and lots more claimed to be done to it. Of couse this owner had no reciepts for anything! So i talked him down and got it for a fair price. Now it is turning 224whp @ 12psi ala G-Tech with more to come.||63.156.32.128||reg||1||91GVR4||00000884||yes
Z||000010||meshwork||02-14-2004||09:00 PM||||I got it after seeing the ad on DSMtrader, drove the two hours to Virginia, bought it off a guy that didn't know any better for $3800, completely stock with just under 60,000 miles. <br /><br />I got it in May 2002 to replace my 90 FWD TSi.||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000011||14bCrazy||02-14-2004||09:09 PM||||My friend told me about one that a friend of his had in his back yard. I bought it and about a week after of got it running the timming belt went. I almost sold it but my friend was moving and asked me to drive one of his Galants to the new house. I was hooked when he said that mine wasn't that far from being as fast as his. He said he would help me rebuild it so we did and now I'm very happy a didn't sell her. Got it in October of 2002.||68.232.64.191||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000012||jcgalantvr4-244||02-14-2004||11:13 PM||||Found mine in back of a crappy dealership in the central part of DesMoines,  It was Sitting on 4 flat tires and had some hail damage. It looked as it had been sitting there for about 2 years. <br /> There was all kinds of build up on it from sitting for so long.  I paid 3000.00 for it and it had 63,000 miles on her.  After buying it I had tons of problem's with it.  First the clutch. Then the transfer case splines were shot, then it ran good for 3 months or so and the tranny shot a few parts through the housing.  And the shitter about that was I was @ blocks from my house when it happened.  <br />  over the last few years i have replaced pretty much all the pully related parts and alot of the interior parts.  But I love my car and she will never be for sale! Nothing like pulling up to a red light and seeing some old guy with his wife/girlfriend in a mustang,  Then blowing his doors off with a 4 door    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br />  All I Know of my car is the origanal owner was a doctor in NY city and who ever had it before me did not treat it worth a shit!!  <br /><br />  Well thats the story of  #244 / 2000 <br /><br /> Jeremy||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000013||megaice||02-15-2004||12:56 AM||||Got mine in Dec 2003 from AMS here in Chicago.||192.128.134.68||reg||1||RockGVR4||00002848||yes
Z||000014||slvrblt||02-15-2004||02:09 AM||||I got mine about a year ago from DMX84 on here. I saw his ad in the local paper. I knew nothing of this place until I tried to go to <a href="http://www.jrgonline.com" target="_blank">www.jrgonline.com</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000015||turbowop||02-15-2004||02:43 AM||||I bought mine in November 1998 from a local used car dealer. It sat in the back of their lot for over four months until the day they put it out front. Luckily I saw it first and told them to hold it for a day while I got fundage together. While I did that like three other people tried to buy it. It served daily driver duty until about two years ago, when I decided to really start putting some money into it.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000016||Lucky13||02-15-2004||03:30 AM||||Nov. of 2002. Bought it off a kid in Jax. FL. who admitted he'd gotten into more then he could chew. Drove 5 hours to Jax. with a new ECU in hand, bought it, and turned right back around to head home. Come to find out half way home that the alternator was also shot. 2 batteries later, and a lot of Mountain Dew, she was home.||65.2.6.171||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000017||chauffeur1st||02-15-2004||04:00 AM||||I got mine from a guy in the LA area, I drove in turbowops car (at a meet) and said I was gettin one he laughed and said cool good luck finding one on the westcoast.. I got it within 2 weeks of the day I rode in wops car.. I got it from a kid who sold it to get a new Ford Ranger Edge....Oh yea and he also drove it to RRE to have them take a look at it for me and that put my mind at ease..<br /><br />Jason||65.100.8.178||reg||1||chauffeur1st||00002094||yes
Z||000018||MustGoFaster||02-15-2004||10:48 AM||||I got mine from Blacksheep October? 2003.  He took good care of her, but she was and still is in pices.  Should change soon though.||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000019||Martin Chilcote||02-15-2004||12:09 PM||||Got mine August 11, 1996 from a big used car dealer in Hot Springs, Arkansas. One prior owner from Denton, Tx. Paid $9,000, including a 1 year drive train (turbo, clutch, tranny) warranty. Had 70,000 miles on it. At the time Edmunds listed wholesale value at $10,600. Back in 1991 I had gone w/ a friend to look at a new 3KGT he was interested in (he ended up getting a Stealth TT) and I had seen a GVR4. It was  interesting but I wasn't in the market for a new car.<br />Summer of '96 I was looking at a newspaper ad for used 911 I stumbled across the Galant ad. Saw the ad Thurs, went to Hot Spring "on business" Friday to test drive it, sold my wife on it Sat, went back on Sunday and bought it.<br />My friend w/ the Stealth TT took me to pick it up, and I asked him to follow me home and look for any smoke in the exhaust under acceleration. The look on his face when I finally let him catch me was priceless.||66.139.166.81||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000020||DeanCouchey||02-15-2004||12:54 PM||||Got mine january 25th 1999 from Shearer Pontiac, was freshly traded that day, we waited a few hours for th oil change and refreshing and I was on my way, paid 3600 with 101726 miles on it.||24.194.233.30||reg||1||DeanCouchey||00000023||yes
Z||000021||ken inn||02-15-2004||01:25 PM||||i got mine in march of 96.  paid 7k for it, it had 85k on it, and the timing belt recall was still open.  i wanted a water pump done at the same time, the bastards quoted me 650 parts and labor.  i passed.  3 months later, the pump went, and i got to do my first timing belt.  the car had not been maintained very well, and the previous owner(a real babe!) had been ripped several new ones by the dealer.  she had bought it because one of her girl friends(also a babe)  had just gotten one, and she liked it.  she was a cpa.  it has been a daily driver until just after 9/11 when it broke a timing belt, and i changed jobs.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000022||dlpinckney||02-15-2004||02:31 PM||||Got mine in January 1999 from a used car lot in Hagerstown, MD.  Had 70K miles on it and I paid $6,000.  Car structurally is/was in outstanding condition.  The engine ran HORRIBLE.  I sometimes can't believe I even bought it considering I was coming from owning air-cooled VWs and a couple Hondas, and was extremely intimidated when looking in the engine compartment.  It ended up being that the timing belt was installed one tooth off, the timing itself was way off and the car wouldn't idle.  So, whoever the brilliant soul was that did that work, just tightened the throttle cable to the point that it held the throttle plate open slightly to keep it running.  IDIOTS.  It was a daily driver up unil May of 2002 when I bought a Toyota 4X4 to beat on.||63.188.96.90||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000023||thirtyseven||02-15-2004||02:38 PM||||I found mine on DSMtrader.com in Nov. 2003. I flew to Minneapolis Minnesota. Bought it. and it took me 3 days to drive it back to Seattle, WA.||64.40.45.40||reg||1||thirtyseven||00003364||yes
Z||000024||gtluke||02-15-2004||03:29 PM||||my friend told me some lady at her work had her car at the shop because the turbo quit on her galant. i stalked out the parking lot at his work and saw my galant. months later he told me her engine blew up, so i contacted her and bought it from her. towed it home, ordered a JDM motor with turbo, found another ECU cause that blew while it was sitting and a 9 hour overnight shift at work and i drove my galant home  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br />-luke-||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000025||HHIVR4||02-15-2004||05:24 PM||||Got 138/2k off ebay in november 2003.I am the 3rd owner (the guy that put it on ebay had it for 4 months) and he bought it at a mitsu dealer in columbia s.c as the original owner had traded it in for an evo.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000026||TWEAKD4||02-15-2004||06:00 PM||||I owned a talon so I knew about GVR4s.  I was reading an auto and rv publication and ran across an ad in the part cars/repairable section.  The ad was for a 1992 galant, awd, turbo, $2850.  I thought VR4.  I drove the 3 hours to the salvage yard in Ohio to check it out.  The body and interior was good but the engine was filthy and neglected.  I paid $2050 for it and they delivered it to my house.  That was Aug '99 and it was a timing belt victim.  I saved this kensington grey (59/1000)galant VR4 from being a parts car.||63.233.207.76||reg||1||TWEAKD4||00000436||yes
Z||000027||giantrobot||02-15-2004||06:34 PM||||I just got it on Valentine's Day!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Long story/short..she was traded into a Volvo dealer that is part of three dealerships I work for and I saw her that same night out back, but it already had a sold sticker on it.A kid that worked there snatched it up.I found out he got nailed doing 80 in a 40 on his way home with it with the dealer plates on it! He lost his license and then his job because he needed a valid license to work there.I get the car after all.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  He absolutely stole it for $500 with 108k on it,no major rust,just needing a clutch and downpipe patched.I'm not gonna say what I got it for,just that he got his money back and a little extra.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Once I figure out how to get my pictures on here I'll post them.||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000028||AWDpower||02-15-2004||06:42 PM||||A couple years ago a friend told me he saw a Grey GVR4 in a grocery store parking lot that had been sitting for a while. I went to check it out, thinking it was for sale. I got there just as the tow truck driver was ready to haul it away, with the rear wheels still on the ground. I flagged him down and told him he couldn't tow it like that, it was AWD. He blew me off, and I dismissed him as a moron. As he drove off, I went up to the guy who signed the papers to have it towed, a center security guard. I asked why it was towed, and he said it had been abandoned. As I leave, I see the tow truck on the side of the road a block later, two black skid marks leading to the rear tires of the GVR4. The next day I called the tow company, and told them I was interrested in buying it if no one claimed it. I had to bug them for four months. The wanted to sell it to me, but the owner was to lazy to go out and even look at the car, since it was stored off of the lot. They eventually agreed to my $750 offer. I got the car home and found it was in great shape, but suffered at the hands of some aweful "mechanic". He put in a new engine and trans., but forgot to bolt the trans. to the tranny mount. So the tranny broke in two at the bell housing. I fixed it and it was trouble free for a year. Now it's getting a health dose of mods and maint.||67.125.226.241||reg||1||AWDpower||00000680||yes
Z||000029||gvr4-27||02-15-2004||09:08 PM||||i found mine on autotrader.com bought it for $6,300 from a shady used car dealer, but it was bone stock and it was in perfect condition, no rust, ran strong (minus the clutch that was going), 65,000 miles, perfect interior. i think it was quite the find.||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000030||Romanova||02-15-2004||09:55 PM||||These are some great stories!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />This Sunday on the Discovery Channel. Extreme Rescue Stories! Witness first hand as Galant VR-4s are saved from ruthless dumbfuck owners. Watch as enthusiasts do whatever it takes to salvage these cars and turn them into ass hauling monsters. From the brink of oblivion to full on JDM conversions, it's all here. Due to the graphic stupidity of most previous owners(who shall forever suck cock in the firey bowels of HELL), viewer discretion is advised.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000031||number3||02-15-2004||10:55 PM||||I was visiting my Parents in Harrisburg PA (2 hours from where I lived) to go see a Galant VR4 that was advertised in an auto trader (number 80 something of 1000) and I happen to read about number 3 their local paper just before I left. The two cars where literly a few miles from each other. So I figured I would look at them both. The other car was white and a single female owner with 80k. The car had seen better days. Number 3 was black low mileage and was truely loved by not only the owner but his kids as well.<br /><br /><br />3/1000<br /><br />1996; high 30s low 40k miles; 12,000.00; I am the second owner. It was bought as our fourth car, hence the low miles even today. (low 70s)<br /><br />I still send updates to the previous owner. I also foward magazines pictures and other thigs of interest to him about number3.<br /><br />I have also bought and sold a few others VR4 since then.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000032||jonvr4||02-15-2004||11:05 PM||||1301/2000 i got from the news paper. the car was only in the paper for 1 day when i picked it up.the guy i got it from knew a little about it. he had all the records all the way from 1990. he even had the paper that the original owner had to sign to say that she and yes she excepted the car.<br />as for my brothers car, well he seen it at a house and left a paper that said," If you want to sell this give me a call at 303-------", and well about 4 days later the guy calls and says that he needed money so he would sell it for $4000, so him and my dad went to go and pick it up. the guy said that his wife drove the car as a daily driver. he picked it up at an auction. i dont even think the guy knew it has 4WS, turbo and 4WD. all he said is that "it's limited edition so you dont see many of them"( he only said that because of the dash plaque.)||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000033||skivittlerjimb||02-15-2004||11:40 PM||||53/1000- For whatever reason I browse the free local paper circular every week for interesting cars.  Back in June '01 I had a dying old Audi.<br /><br />Fairly innocent ad: 160k.  Met the kid/owner (18 yrs. old?).  Hard luck story.  He had just bought it from the org. owner after making payments a couple hundred bucks at a time every time he went over to clean the owner's house.  The org. owner had it stored in a barn for a year.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   The kid got it home and his 'rents said "no way."   <br /><br />Drove it once, heard some driveline wub-wub, but no biggie.  Told him I wanted to put it on a lift and have it looked over, but he didn't want to wait for that.  Two days later, offered him $2k.  He said two dudes wanting to build a rally car were all set to come pick it up for that much.  Said how about $2100?  Drove 40 mins away with the wife and kids in tow and drove it home.  <br /><br />Now I'm gonna have a pile of parts to put on to a car that's less than ideal.  Runs great, good compression, no big problems, but rusty...  <br /><br />-Jim B.||192.107.146.2||reg||1||skivittlerjimb||00001767||yes
Z||000034||Ian M||02-15-2004||11:41 PM||||I bought my first one in '99. I saw an ad on the old Inside The Web GVR4 board,I paid $6500 for it. flew to Atlanta and drove it 11 hours back home the same day..that was a LONG day! I ended up selling the car to a friend of mine,Billy Boden.<br /><br /> I kept up with the GVR4 scene,but I wasnt seriously looking for another one until I stumbled on one with 101,000 miles in the Washington Post classifieds that "needed work" in early 2001. It was local,so it was worth a look. <br /><br /> It was in a Falls Church Virginia apartment complex parking lot with a blown motor and flat tire. I paid $1300 for it and hauled it home. Built a motor for it and fixed the years of neglect and the rest is history..||129.71.114.241||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000035||Garfield Wright||02-16-2004||12:56 AM||||I was on vacation in Jamaica (12/98) where I grew up.  One of my friends who had waited six months for the arrival of his Pulsar directly from Japan, swapped it after only three months for a gvr4. I was disappointed in his decision & recall saying "Man, even if someone paid me to take this piece of shit I'd refuse". It had a massive front mount, a 16g, upgraded suspension, 16" Konig Elan wheels, ac removed,  hydraulic clutch.  The front was lowered 2" & rear 11/2".  Best of all Right Hand Drive.  I had never heard of, saw or driven one of these vr-4 machines before.  At the time I was between cars & with two young ones, my wife would not go for a two door sports car.  By the time we pulled up to the 1st traffic light, I was convinced this is the car I wanted to own. After nine months, I came across #813/2k  for sale locally. Apart from a hole purposely cut in the dash where the limited edition badge was, the only other thing needed was a new tps.<br /><a href="http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Wrightouch/garfields_galant/Garfield/galant_1991vr4.htm" target="_blank">http://www.southfloridatuners.com/Wrightouch/garfields_galant/Garfield/galant_1991vr4.htm</a>||66.176.228.110||reg||1||Garfield Wright||00000283||yes
Z||000036||mikeyoung00||02-16-2004||01:25 PM||||Most of you have read the sad tale of the overpriced GVR4. I paid too much for Number 5 to the original owner up in Johnstown, PA last July because I really wanted it and he really wanted his asking price. It was straight, not too rusty (according to a dealer inspection...I didn't get to look at it until the deal was closed and I went to pick it up.) But it had a fresh rebuild so I figured THAT was worth a couple grand. Plus a brand new 16G. Well, the rebuild didn't include the bs bearings so about 1500 miles later I got to rebuild it again. But all in all, I have no regrets. Very glad I got a VR4 and that I found this swell place to learn and to waste time. If I can ever get the fuel stuff done, I can bump the boost. Also need to get that FMIC on. It's always something.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000037||thejeebus2002||02-16-2004||01:39 PM||||14B Crazy,<br /><br />That was my ride-well for about 7 days.  I bought it from some dude out on 50.  Drove it home, decided to sell it to Jeremy (made 100 bones off the deal).  then you bought it.  I remember Jeremy telling me about Billy cussin me cuz I took off some random shit and made it more than a chore to put it back together.  I'm glad you got it back together and the car looks great!  <br /><br />scott||152.163.252.136||reg||1||thejeebus2002||00002154||yes
Z||000038||TheJackalGT||02-16-2004||01:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jonvr4:<br /><strong> from randy right? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">yup||24.8.148.21||reg||1||TheJackalGT||00002398||yes
Z||000039||mistervr4||02-16-2004||03:16 PM||||I bought mine in Aug 98.  It was at a sh*t car lot, and I knew better than buying from these guys, but I couldn't resist.  A couple months later, I tried to "make it home" with the temp gauge pegged, and down the car went for a few months.  In the time I've had the car, I've had about 2 years of road time on it, but I still love my car.  Four trannis, countless axles, 2 heads later, I'm rebuilding the engine and tranny.||67.164.206.223||reg||1||mistervr4||00002348||yes
Z||000040||iceman69510||02-16-2004||05:42 PM||||Although there were quite a few sold originally in my town, I rarely if ever saw them.  Then I spotted one two times on my way to work but could never catch the plate.  Then one night it was at a bar a block from my house.  I went to check it out in the dark, and it looked fairly decent.  It had a dealer plate on it.  I went to the dealer a couple days later and asked around about it.  One of the techs was driving it, as he was thinking about buying it.  It had been traded in about a week earlier.  He let me test drive it, and then I talked him out of it, and bought it from the dealer.  Same dealer that had originally sold it.  Former owner traded it in because his mechanic said it needed a turbo.  3 years later it still does.  <br /><br />ECU crapped out 5 weeks later, before I learned about the caps.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000041||slowpokin699||02-16-2004||06:38 PM||||ahhhh.. where to start...<br /><br />back in 2001 or maybe 2002 i was in search of my first dsm.. after calling every used car lot in town asking if they had "anything turbo" (which was much easier than asking for a turbo dsm)  i had no luck at anywhere in town, and i called literally 100 lots!  anyways, i looked on dsmtrator.com and saw that there was a gvr-4 for sale IN TOWN!  damn was it a hastle getting it off this punk 17 year old kid!  he was shady as hell and he didnt seem like he was in a hurry to sell the thing which made me more anxious to buy the damn car.. anyways, he told me it was sitting at a shop on the other side of town so i went to go look at it.. it had two holes in the hood that looked like someone stuck it with ice picks and the drivers side rear quarterpannel had a dent in it (which i found out later that a truck had backed up into it) and the power antenna was broken but the rest of the car was perfect.  i called the kid up about 100 times trying to reach him after that and finally got through to him.. he played hardball about the whle deal so i offered him $1300 plus the cost to get it out of the shop.  he agreed and i had it towed to my house.  <br /><br />the shop said it wouldnt start so i inspected the ecu and had it replaced.. finally got to start the car after 1 month and the timing belt was trying to walk off the cam gears.. replaced the t-belt and pulleys and found out the car had a blown turbo.. replaced it with a 16g and got exhaust and a few other things and the car ran strong untill i blew the tranny and then decided the car needed a new everything so here i am now waiting on headwork and fuel mods for everything else i bought already and i'll have a mid to low 12 sec car.  so thats the story of the belieze green gvr-4 #699 of 2000, for me anyways,  it still even had the sticker from the dealership in indiana or somewhere, "Shafer Mitsubishi"||12.111.136.194||reg||1||slowpokin699||00002108||yes
Z||000042||851/1000||02-16-2004||09:42 PM||||Here's the story of 581. I was a junior salesman at Shelton Mitsubishi in CT in 1991. We had a 91 green and a 92 black in inventory. Both had birthdays (in inventory over a year) The owner of the dealership makes me a manager. Being in charge of the showroom, I get to choose what cars are in the showroom. I pick the green vr-4. For inspiration. It sells and promptly gets hung on a Jersey Barrier on Route 8. The showroom ornament is replaced by the black one. I drive my boss apeshit with "as god is my witness someday I will own one of those mother!@#$%^s" This goes on for seven years. They were always too much money. (Responsibilities) About three years ago,my boss had enough. He said "The NEXT M!@#$%^&*()_g Galant VR_4 is YOURS!" I held him to it. It came in on trade. Flat mismatched tires, clacking axles, no brakes, smoking like a diesel. I paid a buck. As a Master Technician it wasn't screwed up long. ($1500 later) What's it worth. Don't Ask.||12.111.39.195||reg||1||Mark LaVallee||00003551||yes
Z||000043||RTS182G-VR4||02-16-2004||10:56 PM||||i got mine from a kid in college who didnt have any more money.  i actually went with a friend who wanted one, not wanting to buy any cars for myself.  i saw it and stole it from my friend buying it.(his dad wouldnt let him anyways)  so glad i did||198.81.26.43||reg||1||RTS182G-VR4||00001917||yes
Z||000044||Hertz||02-16-2004||11:01 PM||||July 2002, $5k, 98k miles.  Relatively clean interior, fresh paint, rusted exhaust, bad alignment, unevenly worn tires, newer engine (!), rebuilt trans, new Mitsu ECU (ouch)... but it was for sale, was unmolested, had a sunroof and all of its service records and receipts.  Sold.  Everything I wanted and within 300 miles of home. (Springfield, IL)<br /><br />It just needed some love.  Previous owner's mechanic kept telling her that "she didn't deserve the car."  Harsh.  Proceeded to repeatedly kick my friends ass in his '01 V6 Eclipse on the way back to Chicago.<br /><br />Having paid full asking price for this one (I think it was a fair deal) I am looking out for a backup and I've got $500 to prove it.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000045||hibrn8||02-17-2004||01:33 AM||||Well I just got lucky one day and happened to find #541/1000 on dsmtrader. After numerous test drives of 1g AWD's, I was having a hell of a time finding a clean low mileage one at a decent price. I stumbled across an ad for a Gray 70k mile VR4 with mild mods on the north side of Chicago, checked her out the following day and immediately fell in love with the car that I have only seen one other time in my life (my friend owned a white 91' for a short time). Came up the next day with cash, and took her home and had my first kill on 90-94 Eisenhower Espressway to a late 90's Mustang Cobra. Since then the cars been worked on a bit, and also diapered in the garage.||67.248.115.14||reg||1||Hibrn8||00000807||yes
Z||000046||drew||02-17-2004||02:44 AM||||Co-worker had one, he got me excited. Was gonna buy his, it got totalled, and wound up finding another one locally.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000047||atsiauto||02-17-2004||06:12 AM||||#945 came from a place called peaco towing I gave 200 for it , busted timing belt bad turbo bad hood bad trunklid 3 month supply of some welfare ghetto womans clothing included . I had the car up and running for less than 400 spent much time getting it through state insection and a lot of little things along the way . sold it for 2900 this past december. The white one I got from that satanic venue Ebay .. paid 4500 but it does have HKS 264's and agx's as well as some other goodies.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000048||MidEngine210||02-17-2004||01:19 PM||||#1890: I looked for about 5 months here in the Bay Area for one, but all the ones I found had at least 150K on the odometer. I was actually very close to getting a 175K '91 after test driving it, but the guy changed his mind on my offer. It had a brand new seal FOB key. On to #1890, I saw it on craigslist.com, a local classifieds site, during work. I called during my lunch break and discovered that the sellers were a nice couple who recently moved from Colorado. I knew I needed to act quickly so I test drove it the same day and put a deposit down after being very impressed on the test drive and the way I felt about the sellers. It had 104K, sunroof, white, no cd, perfect interior, key FOB, window sticker, stock, and manual and leather manual holder.||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000049||atc250r||02-17-2004||03:02 PM||||October 11th, 2003 (the day before the NJ meet at Hooters). My brother (stevevr4) and I went for an 8 hour journey from the NY/NJ area to Western PA to go look at #1552 which was listed on Autotrader with a "blown" motor. It was a one owner car and a "quick lube" put the wrong filter on and caused the motor to blow. They replaced it with some junkyard TEL rat and that blew less than 2000 miles later. The car was laid up for 2 years while the owner fought with the butcher's who did this to his car. He eventually saw he was getting nowhere and decided to pull the rip cord on it. He wanted 2500, I offered 1000, the windshield was busted and pieces of several motors were strewn across the rear seat. We settled on 1300 and pushed #1552 into the trailer for the long ride home. It turns out the front balance shaft had spun a bearing, I got it running with a removal kit but the damage was already done and 200 miles later a rod bearing crapped out. Now it is sporting a rebuilt short block with 2g pistons on 1 G rods, ACT 2600, 3" turbo back certified exhaust, ported O2 housing and exh manifold that was ported by me. Having been from the land of lake effect snow it has some rust but it is very straight. As for the rust, I'll live with it until I have the cash to buy and the garage to store a clean south western GVR4.<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000050||grimm||02-17-2004||03:53 PM||||The joys of being young...I was driving an '89 Galant LS a/t at the tender young age of 17 (23 now) when I got my job as an installer at my local I.C.E. shop under a guy named Otto Lau, who was sporting one of the first ZC swaps w/turbo in the metro area. He had a part buy in at a speed shop and now and again would do some minor mod to his car(a bright yellow Civic) instead of doin' a customer car. Then he took me for a ride in it from there I was in love with turbo it was fun. I began to pester him about what I could do with my car to make it quicker, but he just laughed and told me to buy a Civic or an Eclipse. I said no way as everyone who was in the scene was drivin' those way played out rides. Then he told me about a fabled Galant with AWD and dare I say TURBO ("never" I said) and thus begain me search... I found her, 424/2000, in the summer of 1999 and ploped down my hard earned cash to a guy with a Maserati and BMW and took the one he referd to as the "ugly one" off of his hands. I soon begain to mod her out ending up with a 16g, 2nd gen manni, and faster time than Mr. Lau  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  soon after, I ended up in a collision with a moron in a Mirage, not my fault got police report to prove it, and 424/2000 was lost for good, so I went out and scouraged local yards and people I knew and told them that I wanted, nay, needed another VR4 and in the summer of 2001 I took delivery of 680/1000 Grey and beautiful, and she is still my love even broke up with my girlfriend at the time because at one piont she (the car not the girl) cost me a few months rent and a moving hand so she (the girl not the car) didn't like being second to a car told me to get out so I did. best move of my life  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000051||LunarShadow||02-17-2004||10:01 PM||||I bought mine in the fall of 2001.  I can't believe it's been three years.  Damn I 'm getting old!  Anywho, I bought it from a SupraTT guy who was the original owner.  Car was purchased in Alabama, I bought it here in Georgia. <br /><br />It was a toss up between the 1991 VR4 and  1992 Legacy GT Turbo.  The Legacy had a flat four 16v 2.2L turbo, AWD,  5 speed, leather, sunroof,and  power everything. It was a very nice car and more rare tan the VR4.  In the end, it was the extreme rarity of the Legacy that turned me away. At least I knew the GVR4 had cousins and I already owned a GGSX. Little did I know the WRX was comming.  The Legacy was very nice!<br /><br />I have the key fab. My VR4 has full documentation from the previous owner.  I also have the issue of the Autotrader in which my VR4 and the Subaru are listed together. Good stuff!||172.170.29.8||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000052||bleck||02-18-2004||01:10 AM||||Wow.  Good thread guys.  I'd been telling my wife for a while that I wanted to get an old Eclipse turbo.  Having owned several VW/Audis, all modded, I was curious about DSM's.  In April of 02, I was on the phone with a buddy of mine who had just sold his mint 93 3kgt.  He also mentioned that he wanted to sell #135, the car that he drove to work at IBM everyday.<br /><br />Well, 2 days later, he drove #135 out to my home in NJ, and I let him borrow my 99GTZ, so I could spend a little time putting her through her paces.  He never got it back    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     Stole it from him, turned in the GTZ off lease a few months later, and never looked back.  No longer a daily driver, it's now the icing on the cake.<br /><br />I'll never forget upon driving it the first time how I thought it was of much higher quality than my 99 bucket of bolts.||67.84.6.214||reg||1||bleck||00002148||yes
Z||000053||giantrobot||02-18-2004||04:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by LunarShadow:<br /><strong> I bought mine in the fall of 2001.  I can't believe it's been three years.  Damn I 'm getting old!  Anywho, I bought it from a SupraTT guy who was the original owner.  Car was purchased in Alabama, I bought it here in Georgia. <br /><br />It was a toss up between the 1991 VR4 and  1992 Legacy GT Turbo.  The Legacy had a flat four 16v 2.2L turbo, AWD,  5 speed, leather, sunroof,and  power everything. It was a very nice car and more rare tan the VR4.  In the end, it was the extreme rarity of the Legacy that turned me away. At least I knew the GVR4 had cousins and I already owned a GGSX. Little did I know the WRX was comming.  The Legacy was very nice!<br /><br />I have the key fab. My VR4 has full documentation from the previous owner.  I also have the issue of the Autotrader in which my VR4 and the Subaru are listed together. Good stuff! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I just found a Legacy Turbo near me that I really would like.It's white and in good shape but is automatic and has nearly 200k on it.The guy wants about $2k for it,which is why I want it so bad! I might just wait until a 5spd with lower miles pops up,if that happens.I'm totally in rally mode now with the GVR4,selling my Civic to get a 2.5RS and then a Legacy Turbo...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000054||GVR1643||02-19-2004||07:16 AM||||I bought 1643 from a guy in Maine. Found it on the DSM Trader before I even knew what the trader was. I had never seen a GVR4 before and had him deliver it to my folks that lived in Boston at the time. Had it shipped to Minneapolis and picked it up there. After getting it unloaded from the truck, the transport driver almost backed into me in the car - we unloaded on a frontage street, a car went by (it was night time) and he thought that was me and started backing up. It was running and I slammed it in reverse and backed it up a few feet with the P-brake still on to barely escape a front end collapse!<br />KC told me about #401 in Chicago. I paid asking price for it because it was so damn nice and I had every service record from the previous 1 owner.<br />Iceman was kind enough to let me know about #936 and I drove over to pick it up not knowing if it would even be able to drive all the way back to DSM with a supposed bad HG. It made it fine. I sold my beautiful 90 Talon to get this and road with the new owner to Illinois to pick up the white one. I had wanted white all along and ended up with two identical black ones. Now KC has 401 and I have my black one and white one.<br />None of them came from Iowa - KC and I must be the main importer of GVR4's to Iowa   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||167.142.22.246||reg||1||GVR1643||00000080||yes
Z||000055||s_firestone||02-19-2004||09:07 AM||||Back in 1992 I first laid eyes on the 3000GT VR-4 and got to test drive it.  300HP Twin Turbo, AWD, AWS, Adjustable suspension, Active Aero wing that you could wink at people... What a cool car!!!<br /><br />I had never even considered looking at a galant until about 3 months later I went to used dealership with $6800 and said give me a car.  I did not like a single car the guy had on his lot.  The owner looked over at the Truck that had just come back from the auctions in Florida.  I have one more car you might want to look at.  It was a blue 1989 Galant 5 Spd with about 60,000 miles on it.<br /><br />I took it for a test drive from hell and found it to be quite nimble, good handling.  I said "It'll do..."  Drove that car for the next few years and loved it, all over the country.  It was a fairly fast little car.  With the 5spd I could actually outrun my wife in her 90 Camaro RS.  I had become a galant addict...<br /><br />My wife and I both sold our cars a few years later when things got tight and I always regretted it as the Galant had been such a good car.<br /><br />I looked around several times trying to find another 98-93 Galant but I could never seem to find one that wasn't automatic.  I detest automatics.  At some point I did reasearch into the various models and that is when I discovered the VR-4.  <br /><br />Almost every feature that the 3000GT VR-4 had and it was a four door and more importantly it didn't come in automatic.<br /><br />I would peruse and browse and man this car was one  hard car to find.  It was not until Cars.com came along one the Internet and linked up almost all of the car ads in the country that you really started being able to find them.<br /><br />I found #918 in Clarksville Indiana and called the dealership.  The guy honestly thought I was a nut(jury is still out on that one) as I was in Mississippi.  Here I was 4 states away calling about a 10 year old car.<br /><br />I put it to him like this.  I want you to take the car out and test drive it.  Come back and tell me everything you can about it.  I explained that I intended to purchase it and was going to drive it home across 4 states so I needed him to be as honest as possible.  So he changed his tune and did it once he realized I was dead serious.<br /><br />I purchased the car, bought a one-way plane ticket from Jackson, MS to Louisville, KY and the salesman picked me up at the airport.  I spent maybe 30-45 minutes in the dealership(car was gorgous) and the next 9 hours on the road.  The guy said it was the craziest thing he had ever seen.  <br /><br />And I'm just as addicted to the Galant VR-4 as I was to the first one I owned.  My wife also loves it and wants to us to buy twin VR-4's.  Who am I to argue...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />    <br /><br />And as of this month...It's paid off!<br /><br />Stephen Firestone<br />1992 VR-4 Addict #918 of 1000||24.170.27.201||reg||14||s_firestone||00000502||yes
Z||000056||mcastanares||02-20-2004||01:51 AM||||got mine jan 2004....got it from a friends older bro...||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes
Z||000057||BlackHole||02-20-2004||07:44 AM||||Bought mine in MI from Evan Cline with no motor and the tranny in the trunk and dragged it home with a Caravan [way overstressed!]. I spent 18mo rebuilding it. Dumbest auto purchase I ever made except the partially running RX7.||69.47.42.76||reg||1||BlackHole||00001482||yes
Z||000058||Doc_Seuss||02-20-2004||11:59 AM||||Ok well i was looking for a DSM(92-94 Talon) and wasnt finding anything i liked.  Started to move away from DSMtalk and joined here.  I started reading, and really wanted to end up with a rare care that i could be proud of.  Also the group of people ont he board at the time made it better.<br /><br />I had found a few vr4's around me, all for around 4k but most had more than 100,000 miles on them. Then one day(after about 4 months of looking) my roomate sent me a link to a galant on bens rally page.  Belize green, 58k on the odo but he was asking 8,500.  No way was i looking to pay that.  I talked to the guy, got him down to 6500 and told my parents what i wanted to do.  Surprisingly my parents thought this was a much better idea(low miles).  I went out and got my loan and headed down to Lancaster, PA.<br /><br />The car was even better in person, stock and in perfect shape.  My mom actually loved the car, it was her first time feeling boost.  Paid for the car(pain int he ass) and was on my way.<br /><br />Now i want another one and im trying to convince my mom to buy one   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />lol anyway thats the story of 1124/2000<br /><br />dave||128.153.216.243||reg||1||Doc_Seuss||00000582||yes
Z||000059||snwbrd40oz||02-20-2004||04:05 PM||||Damn Grimm, you and I should talk! I too started my mitsu craze on a 89 Galant LS. Bought it with 82,000 and drove the shit out of it for 2.5 yrs (it still is sitting in my driveway as a parts car), until the head gasket (among other things)started to give out. A friend of mine haunted all the salvage auctions in town and called to tell me that he had found a "really nice"  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   91 Galant. I went to look at it not knowing what it was. I took it for a test drive without looking under the hood, and couldnt figure out why it pulled soo much harder than my 89. Got back and popped the hood  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  , and immediately knew this car was coming home with me. Paid 1500 for it becasue it had a salvage title even though it had never been wrecked. Even though it has been on blocks more than its tires, I would NEVER part with it||64.136.27.228||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000060||sjg||02-20-2004||04:19 PM||||I bought my first one, a Belize Green '91, unknown number about 2 months ago.  It was broken down when I bought it for $1500 and still is (another thousand dollars later).  All the car guys around here know my reputation, and after finding out I had a VR4 "in the garage", and fedex and ups trucks were stopping by the house every few days I started getting calls.  "Dude, what are you doing to that car?  Come on, tell me".  Well, they'll see when it gets to the track, I still have a couple months.<br /><br />Bought my second one yesterday, haven't even brought it home yet.  Black '91, #1185.  Bought it from an older indian chap for $3500, 149k, fantastic interior considering mileage (seat covers always), bone stock, new clutch, water pump, t-belt, balance shaft belt, rear main seal, etc, etc. since january.  I know you guys haven't seen either of them yet so I'll post pictures of both when I get the new one home.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000061||Nate||02-20-2004||11:49 PM||||I bought what is now the maroon car back in August of 1992 at Continental Mazda-Subaru in Harrisburg, Pa.  I've owned it since then.<br />     <br />I bought the white car from Harry, who bought it from a lady in Harrisburg, Pa, back in either 1999 or 2000, I can't remember which.||68.80.10.39||reg||1||Nate||00000006||yes
Z||000062||16GVR4||02-21-2004||04:28 AM||||I got mine 1.5 years ago from a guy in SoCal.<br />Pudhed and I drove 16 hours roundtrip in one day to pick it up.<br /><br />I replaced and upgraded many things since then. But, it has been quite reliable in the last year or so. <br /><br />Well.. except for the snapped balance belt due to old age  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br />Only on DSMs that snapped balance belt can be called reliable.. lol.||67.113.234.175||reg||1||Luke||00000521||yes
Z||000063||josh long||02-23-2004||02:36 AM||||Two showed up in my driveway on the same day, one a flatbed trailer, one white, one black. I had made a deal to rebuild the motor on the black one for the White one. I rebuilt the black one with new stock parts....(hole in pison) and got the white one (6 sheared blots in the flywheel in NA motor, stock one broken block and tranny). It started life as a totaled vr4 (motor and drivetrain)and a ggsx (shell). I built the engine in my car with no balance shafts eagle rods forged CP 8to1 pistons, found out the ECU had issues fixed them, built the tranny, fixed the ECU a couple more times and it is just coming close to getting reliable..... Soon to be a Rally car. <br /><br />Josh||67.75.217.177||reg||1||josh long||00000943||yes
Z||000064||thejanitor||02-23-2004||07:24 AM||||809/2000, I have had it for a year. I was driving by a storage lot for the dealerships and saw it, turns out it was in a group auction and he was going to crush it. Got it for 500 bucks with a bad head. $300 later it was running.||206.149.132.27||reg||1||thejanitor||00003562||yes
Z||000065||4G63_GSR||02-23-2004||12:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 91GVR4:<br /><strong> Got mine in Nov '02 from a private owner in Green Bay WI, a three hour drive for me. Had lots of mods done to it and lots more claimed to be done to it. Of couse this owner had no reciepts for anything! So i talked him down and got it for a fair price. Now it is turning 224whp @ 12psi ala G-Tech with more to come. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">did you get your vr4 from this asian guy?  i remeber a white vr4 with tons of mods from green bay a while back.  j/w...||68.190.92.186||reg||1||4G63_GSR||00000725||yes
Z||000066||FORSFEDTSi||02-23-2004||07:43 PM||||Got mine this morning after swearing up and down that I was getting out of fast cars. I didn't break that promise because this one doesn't have an engine so it doesn't go any where fast. Time to start buying parts. There goes the bank account. First time time post.... so whats going on. Looking forward to getting on the road.||205.188.208.172||reg||1||FORSFEDTSi||00003524||yes
Z||000067||chopped 39||02-23-2004||09:39 PM||||I WORK AT A LARGE VOLUME DEALER.<br />I WAS DRIVING THROUGH THE WHOLESALE LOT AND ABOUT SHIT MY SELF WHEN I SAW THE VR4 EMBLEM.I WAS LOOKING FOR ONE YEARS AGO BUT COULD NOT FIND ONE. <br />CANT BELIEVE SOMEONE TRADED THE CAR IN AND GOT SCREWED BAD AND I MEAN BAD THEY GAVE HIM $400.00<br />FOR IT .I HAD TO PAY $900.00 PLATES INCLUDED.THAT WHY I JOINED THIS SITE WAS TO SELL THE CAR TO MAKE MONEY. SORRY BOYS THIS ONE IS NOT FOR SALE.<br />ITS GOT 119000 ON IT BUT NOT THAT BAD.INTERIOR IS MINT. ALTERNATOR WENT OUT ON WAY HOME AND WATER PUMP WAS LEAKING. AND AS SOON AS THE BUICK IS UP AND RUNNING THE GALANT GOES UNDER THE KNIFE.||209.109.244.239||reg||1||steve||00003394||yes
Z||000068||geoff@machv||02-23-2004||09:41 PM||||Bought 974/1000 from autobahntom  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br />Tom is one helluva guy.  974/1000 was in need of a little TLC but I knew that going into the deal. <br />We've got most of the rough spots ironed out  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Getting ready for an FMIC install,4ws removal and a new paintjob come spring!!||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000069||sdpnoi214||02-23-2004||10:09 PM||||I got mine from a master mechanic at a local mitsubishi dealer. My GVR4 just had a new JDM engine and turbo installed a month before. This guy knows DSM's, he was just forced to sell the GVR4 because he bought a new truck and didnt want to let go one of his two sick ass starions(one has about $70k in it). He was asking $6000 for it but I ended up getting it for $4500, it didnt need anything and ready for mods. I thought it was kinda steep but considering how good the condition of the entire car was and how much more time and money I'd have to spend on buying a $3000 GVR4 with an original engine. It doesnt seem too bad after all. I used to go through several project cars a year before I got my GVR4. I dont plan on changing cars or selling my GVR4 anytime soon. Best car I ever owned!||138.163.0.41||reg||1||mak||00002628||yes



ubb/Forum3/004507.cgi
A||||5||Romanova||Bolt extractor sets?||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||02-14-2004||07:47 PM||avonamor16@yahoo.com||Going to order a set from the Snap-on guy... just curious which ones are best... right hand or left hand? These are the sets that come with 5 drill bits and 5 extractors. Lists a right hand set and a left hand set.<br />Thanks!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||turboflanagan||02-16-2004||04:03 PM||||Do a search for extractors on here.  Someone posted a pic of a craftsman set that I think work the best.  It is a left hand drill with a part made on it that screws into the item being drilled and then backs it out all in one try. (well, in theory  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  )<br /><br />I'd get that set.  If you are set on the Snap-off, get the left hand set.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000002||Minjin||02-16-2004||04:20 PM||||Get a set of every kind. If one kind worked for every situation, it would be the only kind sold (barring economy of course). You can always use more tools in your toolbox.<br /><br />I'd lean more towards Crafstman for your "go to" set. My tool truck guys always wanted to give us crap for breaking an extractor (be it Snap On or MAC). If the 18 year old kid at Sears gives you crap, give him a stern look...<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000003||autobahntom||02-16-2004||04:22 PM||||I have both left and right handed sets, and last Tuesday I went to put my EVO manifold on and had a bolt break in the turbo housing. I spent the rest of the week (a little time every day) working with every tool I had. Long story and original hole (with original threads) still there later, I find that a Dremel with a carbide bit worked the best. Drilled a hole in the center, and used the dremel and got it out. What a pain; I don't recommend breaking any of these bolts off to anyone. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000004||slvrblt||02-17-2004||03:04 AM||||PB Blaster is some great stuff   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||02-17-2004||03:58 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by slvrblt:<br /><strong> PB Blaster is some great stuff    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes it is, but Mopar Rust Penetrant is even better!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes



ubb/Forum3/004514.cgi
A||||20||blacksheep||Hump in the trunk?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-15-2004||03:58 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Ok, dont get any nasty thoughts...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />Sort of a stupid question - I always wondered why there was that big hump in the spare tire wheel-well of our trunks. The diff is up farther. I have never dropped a gas tank, so is there something special mounted on the gas tank for the hump to be there? Is it just for our spare tires to be mounted?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||grimm||02-15-2004||04:07 PM||||I do belive it's where the plutonium goes, you know, to make us faster  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  lol <br /><br />i always though it was for the diff no "regular" e39a galants have 'em||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000002||dlpinckney||02-15-2004||04:27 PM||||If you want the smart assed answer, the hump itself is actually to clear the spare tire.         <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />       <br /><br />Seriously though, I am pretty sure it is due to the rear diff/AWS pump and the fuel tank being moved.  If you are running big wheels and can't use the spare tire anyway, just take out the spare tire, remove the "hump" cover, put a flat one in, and there you go...flat trunk.       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />     No point in carrying that spare around anyway if you can't use it.||63.188.105.60||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000003||blacksheep||02-15-2004||08:57 PM||||I dunno if you can fit in a flat cover..the hump seems raised up above the rest. I hate how the trunk is not all one level and has that goofy thing right in the middle....||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000004||jayru||02-15-2004||09:01 PM||||I think you guys are talking about two diffrent things?<br /><br />KC U talkin about the sheet metal under the tire or the spare tire cover?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000005||blacksheep||02-15-2004||09:10 PM||||I am talk about that metal hump, Jayru...When you take the cardboard lcover off, there is this metal hump around which the spare tire goes...Yep, that POS hump. I would like it to not be there.<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000006||jayru||02-15-2004||09:14 PM||||Ok just makin shure, the other guy said cut it out and your reply sounded like you ment the tire cover. Didn't want you hackin up the wrong stuff  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000007||blacksheep||02-15-2004||09:25 PM||||Can that dang metal hump be hacked out !?!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Someone say yes!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000008||Ian M||02-15-2004||09:36 PM||||Been I while since I looked under one,But I *think* the gas tank on the FWD galants is ahead of the rear axle. <br /><br />The tank was moved to the rear to clear the driveshaft and diff.<br /><br />The trunk floor was raised to clear the tank.<br /><br />You could cut the floor out (ala Harrys car);but the stock tank wouldnt fit, you would have to run a cell.||129.71.114.241||reg||1||Ian M||00000361||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||02-15-2004||11:00 PM||||Hmmm...Thats what I thought..but why just in the center where it humps up? Is there something on top of te gas tank, maybe?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||number3||02-15-2004||11:04 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Can that dang metal hump be hacked out !?!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   Someone say yes!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The fule tank is under that part of the car. The diff and pupm have nothing to do with that area.<br /><br />I hated the hump myself so I did something about it. The rest is history.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||02-15-2004||11:37 PM||||Your move was radicle and cool, Harry! I just wanna whack the hump...Can I keep the stock tank, cut the hump out and weld up something thats lower or make it flat?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||jayru||02-15-2004||11:39 PM||||What's the big deal  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />   It's only the trunk. If it don't make you go faster, don't spend time/money on it  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||02-15-2004||11:46 PM||||Its a big deal to me coz I am anal about things. I want to mod the trunk coz I want my stereo setup to fit well and look good. You'll see...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000014||jayru||02-15-2004||11:50 PM||||Your just gonna sell the car in a few months anyway  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000015||blacksheep||02-15-2004||11:53 PM||||Not this one. I am at a point in life where I can mod it comfortably am in no hurry, ya know? I am glad just to have one and be on the board...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000016||jcgalantvr4-244||02-16-2004||12:26 AM||||Hey call me next week when you sell the car KC  <br /><br />            <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />                  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000017||blacksheep||02-16-2004||12:30 AM||||Sure, Jeremy. It'll be $6000 for you, big baller!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000018||dlpinckney||02-16-2004||11:03 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> I think you guys are talking about two diffrent things?<br /><br />KC U talkin about the sheet metal under the tire or the spare tire cover? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yes, we were talking about two different things.  I wasn't even thinking about the metal hump under the spare tire.  I was just thinking about that darn pressed board cover.  My bad.||63.188.1.126||reg||1||Turbo4door1||00000938||yes
Z||000019||TurboVR4dr||02-16-2004||03:35 PM||||KC i did that in my talon I cut the hump out.  I just took aangle grinder and cut it out.  I was so lucky.  I was first going to cut it at the floor.  Then I thought wait maybe there is something there.  So I just cut the top off.  There is a hump that is connected to the gas tank there.  Had i cut lower i would have cut through the gas tank with an angle grinder.  Can you say firebomb.  So I took the tank out and put a cell in.  If the car is set up like the talons then you can;t just remove it without modding the tank.<br /><br />Scott||205.188.208.172||reg||1||TurboVR4dr||00000555||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||02-16-2004||03:46 PM||||Thanks, Scott. I may take a little of the top and then the sides...LOL||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004509.cgi
A||||12||ken inn||boost controller||||1||||ken inn||00000011
Z||000000||ken inn||02-15-2004||11:19 AM||res02zb3@gte.net||anybody here running an electronic boost controller?  i have been thinking about a profec b.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000001||number3||02-15-2004||11:25 AM||||I run a HKS EVC EZ and used to run a EVC III, a Hallman and a very old extreme MBC.<br /><br />I like, from my experience, the HKS EVC EZ and Hallman the best.<br /><br />Harry||68.80.10.39||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-15-2004||11:31 AM||||Ken -  I have run profec B's in most of my gvr4's...I prefer them over the HKS EVC-EZ. The new ones can handle 35 or 45 psi which is more than enough and boost is rock solid. I highly recommend it as its easy to use and setup. I had an Apexi AVC-R and that thing was too complicated for me.<br /><br />I will be getting the profec B Spec II and timer for the new gvr4 as well this year. If you want the mew, you cant beat the prices on EEEEBAAY!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||hecdws||02-15-2004||12:57 PM||||i also love the prfec b's the older 3 knobs ones rule. the new ones are nice but a little more work to get them going. u can usually get a used 3 knob for around 150 or less.<br /><br />hector||205.188.208.172||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000004||lambertvr4||02-15-2004||04:40 PM||||I had a Hallman MBC on the Galant for a while.  It would spike to 22psi during a hard 3rd gear pull when set to 18psi.  More of a problem with my setup rather than just b/c of the MBC.<br /><br />I got a ProfecA pretty cheap and started using it.  Good Lord what a PITA to get setup.  Pretty nice having remote control for the boost, but once the "new" was gone, I rarely changed it.  I'll probably go back to a MBC.  That "Fuzzy Logic" sucks.<br /><br />I thought the EZ was pretty nice too.  It supposedly spikes according to the MEGA EBC shootout SCC(?) had a year or two ago.  The ProfecB seems to be pretty popular and good at what it does.  I'm not sold on the the Version II yet.  I'm gun shy b/c of the ProfecA.||24.33.17.186||reg||1||lambertvr4||00003314||yes
Z||000005||GVR-4||02-15-2004||11:25 PM||||The Profec B uses a better solenoid than the HKS. It can cycle faster, giving better control of the boost. My car had an HKS EVC EZ when I got it and it malfunctioned, with boost spiking to 22 (it was set at 15). I have a mechanical boost controller now, but when I do get one it'll be a Greddy Profec B. Stay away from the Profec A- the "fuzzy logic" stuff causes problems.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000006||229of1000||02-16-2004||12:28 AM||||I use an Apex'i AVC-R.  I don't like it all that much.  It's a bit complex to use, compared to the Profec style controllers.  I don't want to set duty, and feedback, and all this crap - I just want to set boost from inside the car.  The speed sensor in our cars is all over the place so the boost by speed doesn't work so well.  Also I'm having massive boost creep so I might as well not even be using a boost controller.<br /><br />At least it matches my SAFC.     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||206.148.96.151||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000007||sjg||02-16-2004||02:53 AM||||I have a Blitz Dual SBC on mine that seems to work well enough.||24.220.23.177||reg||1||sjg||00003515||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||02-16-2004||09:22 AM||||whelp, i went ahead and bought a profec b-2.  i will know for sure soon.  lots of good posts about the profec b, even better ones about the b-2.||64.240.175.139||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||GVR-4||02-16-2004||02:22 PM||||Post a review when you get it installed, Ken.||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000010||Mitsuturbo||02-17-2004||12:34 AM||||I started out with an EVC-EZ, and hated it.  Then i got an EVC-IV, it was OK, but really not much better than the EZ.  I also tried an EVC-III, which seemed to be the best out of the HK$ crap.  After installing a Blitz DSBC-R in someone's car, tuning it and playing with it a little.. i sold my latest EBC which was an EVC-IV, and got a Blitz Dual SBC spec-R myself.  <br />I would HIGHLY recommend this controller to anyone in the market for a really good, high end boost controller.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000011||curtis||02-17-2004||11:05 AM||||I'm running a Profec A.  They are a real bitch to get set up but after its set up your done.  Mine has always been off a little.  0 on the gauge is 0 on the profec but 21 psi on the gauge is 1.1 bar on the profec but after 2 hours of trying to get it to learn I was feed up.  It makes around 15 psi off 21 psi on and overtake goes 28 psi.  So I'm happy.  No creep and no temperature fluxuations like the manual one I had.  It is also faster to spool with the electronic one over the manual.||65.54.97.146||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000012||howard_GVR4||02-17-2004||11:14 AM||||I've been fairly happy with my Profec A.  No creep, no drop, no spike, and it's pretty damn consistent.  I don't know why people say it's so hard to tune, it usually takes me a minute or so.||68.116.252.225||reg||1||howard||00000148||yes



ubb/Forum3/004510.cgi
A||||4||meshwork||Anyone used the Defi gauges? ||||1||||meshwork||00000561
Z||000000||meshwork||02-15-2004||11:33 AM||meshwork@yahoo.com||I was looking through Mach V's page last night and noticed they took the defilink system one step further with the Defi-Link display. I think this'd help out with the multiple gauge placement issues, you can run two readouts at the same time (like fuel press or oil press or oil temp or water temp). <br /><br />Anyone used and had success with any of the Defi stuff? <br /><br />Link: <a href="http://www.machv.com/defdis.html" target="_blank">http://www.machv.com/defdis.html</a>||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-15-2004||11:36 AM||||I would if I had the money    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   I have read up a lot on them and seem like they are awesome.||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||pudhed||02-15-2004||02:04 PM||||I had a Defi EGT gauge, it was really nice. Much better looking than most gauges, accurate, and it does the cool needle sweep thing on startup. I got it because Defi had standard unit markings available rather than just metric. <br /><br />I didn't have the Link setup, though.||66.218.52.237||reg||1||pudhed||00000339||yes
Z||000003||Craig91||02-15-2004||04:26 PM||||A friend of mine just put a set of Defi Links in his Supra that he just rebuilt.  As far as I know, he's extremely happy with them.||68.54.120.44||reg||1||Craig91||00001123||yes
Z||000004||curtis||02-15-2004||04:28 PM||||Damn that would look good in a adjustable suspension dash pod.  I fricking want one.||65.54.98.26||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes



ubb/Forum3/004511.cgi
A||||6||Vr4in'||Anybody ever Dyno their GVR4?||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-15-2004||01:35 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I was wondering if anybody has ever put their car on a dyno and what the numbers came out to.List mods too.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  <br /><br />Rob||24.96.16.140||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||Akidosigh1||02-15-2004||01:40 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000285#000000" target="_blank">http://www.galantvr4.org/ubb/ultimatebb.php?ubb=get_topic;f=4;t=000285#000000</a>||64.12.113.58||reg||1||Akidosigh1||00001148||yes
Z||000002||bob in chicago||02-16-2004||09:57 AM||||Turbo mag. did a series on GVR4 mods, running it in FWD on the dyno.  <a href="http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/" target="_blank">http://www.turbomagazine.com/tech/0209tur_dynocell/</a>||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000003||bujang_hensem||02-16-2004||08:53 PM||||are this dyno figure are on wheel or flywheel...||203.82.67.204||reg||1||bujang_hensem||00001473||yes
Z||000004||bob in chicago||02-16-2004||09:04 PM||||Turbo Mag's dyno numbers are at the wheels.  They converted the AWD tranfer case to FWD and used a two-wheel drive chassis dyno.  Their reported HP & Ft-Lb numbers may not be perfect, but it's all based against the 190.6 hp/198.2 ft-lb baseline that they established with the stock engine.  Therefore, if they get 20 more hp from a modification, it must be producing very close to 20hp more over baseline. <br /><br />I'm impressed with how much you can get with a 16g turbo if you do the supporting mods.||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||02-17-2004||04:00 AM||||The numbers reported in turbo magazine were converted to estimated flywheel hp.  If that stock car really put those numbers to the ground, then I'm my own grandpa.||69.59.219.163||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||GalantVR41062||02-17-2004||10:53 AM||||423whp, 23psi pump gas.  And I had a few mods, there on here somewhere or check out my web site.  <a href="http://www.lse-performance.com" target="_blank">www.lse-performance.com</a><br /><br />~John||172.196.240.144||reg||1||GalantVR41062||00001481||yes



ubb/Forum3/004512.cgi
A||||2||Vr4in'||Need feedback||||1||||Vr4in'||00000755
Z||000000||Vr4in'||02-15-2004||01:37 PM||nohad43@aol.com||I was wondering if anybody has ever dealt with <a href="http://www.Turbochargers.com" target="_blank">www.Turbochargers.com</a> . They seem to have a fair price.I was wonderinf if anybody has ever done business with them.Thanks<br /><br /><br />Robby||24.96.16.140||reg||1||Vr4in'||00000755||yes
Z||000001||bob in chicago||02-15-2004||02:00 PM||||Just had them rebuild a big16G. Took about 4 working days and they shipped it yesterday.  So far, service was great & I will report back once I get the item.||24.148.37.141||reg||1||bob in chicago||00000069||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-15-2004||02:05 PM||||<a href="http://www.galantvr4.org/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=search_tng&d=results&record=2453051-140340-BB25" target="_blank">Wonders of using the search feature on this site</a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004513.cgi
A||||8||blacksheep||Removing glare shields in JDM Headlights? ||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-15-2004||01:47 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Hi guys<br /><br />I know that JDM headlights will shine the beam onto oncoming traffic yadda yadda yadda, so spare me the lecture.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  <br /><br />But, I was wondering if anyone had thought of removing the glare guards in the low beam section of the headights. I am tempted to snip them and pull it out. They dont have the 93 style reflective material that melts a lot...<br /><br />I am also looking at the low beam HID kits that are available. <br /><br />The JDM headlights are H4/H1 and the USDM foglights are H3's, I think. Someone correct me if I am wrong!<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||gtluke||02-15-2004||02:53 PM||||i think jose said he broke quite a few headlights trying to get the glass off of the headlights, and never had any sucess. even putting them in the oven for a while to melt the glue.||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-15-2004||03:01 PM||||Hmmm...Mine have shields inside that looks like it can be snipped off...See pic below!<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2821" target="_blank">  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2821&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||gtluke||02-15-2004||03:26 PM||||oh crap, ha i thought you were talking about removing the lense.<br />hmm dunno then.<br />btw you can't tell a person has jdm headlights.. it doest really shine on the other side of the road that much. i was worried about it but i checked it out and you cant tell at all.||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000004||hecdws||02-15-2004||10:06 PM||||install the headlights and adjust them. they adjust up/down and left/right so you should be able to aim them correctly.<br /><br />hector||152.163.252.136||reg||1||hecdws||00001291||yes
Z||000005||crucible||02-16-2004||12:01 AM||||The JDM lites look way better and shine real nice.I have to align them cuz 1 of the lites shines farther(or nearer) than the other.Huge difference at nite and they look sweet.Hoping to score a clean set of fogs to match.<br />Why do you want to mod them?<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-16-2004||12:04 AM||||Inside the lowbeam, there is a metal shield that blocks off half the bulb atleast, I know lotsa Honda guys who do the same to their JDM headlights, but cutting these glare guards out. So, I wanted to do the same!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||ercp98||02-16-2004||06:38 PM||||i was thinking of the same thing .but how about just getting the dremel and drill a  big hole thru it.||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||02-16-2004||06:39 PM||||Nah, it comes out with some coaxing, believe me   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004515.cgi
A||||1||russya||AMG interior parts on yahoo japan||||1||||Russya||00000991
Z||000000||russya||02-15-2004||05:02 PM||russya@woodenpickle.com||In case anyone is interested there are some AMG interior parts for sale on yahoo auctions japan. They have head rest's some dash pieces and the coolest thing to me is the door panels with wood trim. Just do a search for E39A and you'll see 'em.||67.166.99.218||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-15-2004||05:04 PM||||Those door panels looks kinda rough. I was looking at them last night. Plus the window switches are on the wrong sides... <br />Headrests and steering wheel were pretty cool though. And they had the complete motor too. To bad there is no rear wing...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes



ubb/Forum3/004516.cgi
A||||13||giantrobot||Differences between 91 and 92||||1||||giantrobot||00003313
Z||000000||giantrobot||02-15-2004||06:48 PM||giantrobot9000@yahoo.com||Of course this has been done but I can't find a list.I know of the color-matched grille,rear VR4 badge,wheels,1000 made vs. 2000 made....what else?||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000001||REDLINEGVR4||02-15-2004||06:54 PM||||Tail Lights are different.||64.12.116.200||reg||1||REDLINEGVR4||00000971||yes
Z||000002||04DrBlur||02-15-2004||07:28 PM||||91's are better than 92's   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.76.186.240||reg||1||04DrBlur||00000605||yes
Z||000003||meshwork||02-15-2004||07:35 PM||||They made more of the good ones.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.81.43.36||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||02-15-2004||07:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by meshwork:<br /><strong> They made more of the good ones.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Oh true dat'!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||02-15-2004||07:53 PM||||I've had both and I definitely like my '91 better.  The '91 tails and wheels fit the car better.<br /><br />Differences are:<br /><br />Grill (chrome/body color)<br />Wheels (eight spoke/five spoke)<br />Taillights<br />There is an ABS difference too, I don't know about in functionality, but your logger doesn't turn the ABS light on in a '91 like it does in a '92.<br />Little cubby in front of the shifter is hard plastic in a '91, and cloth covered in a '92 (at least in my two cars).<br />2000/1000 of course.<br />Mechanically identical between the years.||67.209.202.117||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||keydiver||02-15-2004||09:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by 4orced4door:<br /><strong> Little cubby in front of the shifter is hard plastic in a '91, and cloth covered in a '92 (at least in my two cars).<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">My '91 has that piece covered in black fuzzy material, if thats what you mean. Maybe you had a wierd '91.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||216.77.204.148||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000007||atsiauto||02-15-2004||10:09 PM||||t case splines differ? I thought they had 22 and 23 respective I may be very wrong.||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000008||Ferrari F50 GT||02-15-2004||10:11 PM||||I like '92 wheels a lot more than the '91's.  But the '91 talelights look better to me.  <br /><br />I also remeber hearing that a good amount of people on this board think the '92 interior is better quality than the '91 and doesn't wear out as fast.  Don't know if it's true though.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.8.102.135||reg||1||Ferrari F50 GT||00000123||yes
Z||000009||229of1000||02-15-2004||11:14 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Ferrari F50 GT:<br /><strong>I also remeber hearing that a good amount of people on this board think the '92 interior is better quality than the '91 and doesn't wear out as fast.  Don't know if it's true though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I never heard that, but it would explain the seats in my cars.  The '92 had 123,000 miles when I sold it, but the seats were way more supportive and better looking than in my '91, which only had 67,000 miles.  Needless to say I switched out all of them before selling the '92.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||206.148.96.151||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000010||JoshWeaver||02-16-2004||04:25 AM||||My 91 also has black fuzziness covering the cubby in front of the shifter. Also, my interior is in great shape after 140k. I think it all depends on the owners. I bought mine off of my girlfriends father who takes really good care of his cars. Definately like the 91's!<br /><br />-Josh||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||02-16-2004||04:43 AM||||Kensington Grey was a color option in '92 that was not available in '91.  There were different stereo options as well, but I forget what the details were.  I think maybe the upgraded '91 stereo had an extra input or something?  Also, the '92 wheels are 16 lbs. whereas the '91 wheels are 17 lbs.||69.59.219.218||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||i hate fall||02-16-2004||04:51 AM||||and um duh the '92 looks way better i HATE the '91 vr-4 badge.. BARF BARF BARF.....||24.218.192.221||reg||1||i hate fall||00001581||yes
Z||000013||giantrobot||02-16-2004||02:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by i hate fall:<br /><strong> and um duh the '92 looks way better i HATE the '91 vr-4 badge.. BARF BARF BARF..... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">You stole my words...the 92 VR4 badge looks so much better and way less "tacked-on" looking.I like the taillights,too!The body color grille is another improvement,IMO.And the wheels,though I like the 91 wheels.I can't say anything on the interior except that mine is sooo comfortable and in good shape with 108k miles.I love the suede inserts and the headliner..little touches that make it special...just realized the dome light fades after you shut the door like a lot of newer cars..cool!||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes



ubb/Forum3/004517.cgi
A||||10||Romanova||SAFC info||||1||||Romanova||00000543
Z||000000||Romanova||02-15-2004||07:14 PM||avonamor16@yahoo.com||Does anyone have a copy of that post that appeared on the Canadian DSM forum for setting up an SAFC? I just went there and they closed the forums on the 11th. Just wondering if anyone happened to save a copy. Thanks!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000001||ken inn||02-15-2004||08:06 PM||||i got it, but it is printed.  i can fax it.  i also have another from dsmtalk, which is also very good.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-15-2004||08:13 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> i got it, but it is printed.  i can fax it.  i also have another from dsmtalk, which is also very good. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Fax? Ain't got no fax.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Can you copy and mail it to me? I can send you a stamped, self-addressed envelope. LMK! Thanks Ken!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||keydiver||02-15-2004||09:41 PM||||I cut and pasted it into a Word document on my work computer. It was written, I believe, by Kyle Tarry, who emails me quite regularly, and he has it posted on his own website also.<br />Jeff||209.247.222.48||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||02-15-2004||09:50 PM||||Jeff, can you email me the doc, or point me in the direction of his website? Thanks!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||jayru||02-15-2004||10:40 PM||||Just sent you an email with it.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000006||ken inn||02-15-2004||11:03 PM||||the other one was on dsmtalk, the poster goes by flubyux2.  just as good as the mike jackson one. actually, i think the one on dsmtalk goes a bit further.||4.12.113.245||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||02-16-2004||12:54 AM||||There is a guide on RRE also. I think its pretty good, <a href="http://www.roadraceengineering.com/ecltechtips.htm" target="_blank">http://www.roadraceengineering.com/ecltechtips.htm</a>||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000008||blacksheep||02-16-2004||01:25 AM||||Ken/Jeff/Jayru - send it to me so I can HML it and host for the board. Hertz can do the same as well...Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000009||keydiver||02-16-2004||01:59 PM||||<a href="http://www.dsmchips.com/~keydiver/trimtuning.doc" target="_blank">http://www.dsmchips.com/~keydiver/trimtuning.doc</a><br />Thats the one I had. Hope it helps.<br />Jeff||68.209.13.88||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes
Z||000010||keydiver||02-16-2004||02:17 PM||||Here's the other one I was referring to. I'm not sure if they're the same or not.<br /><a href="http://users.wpi.edu/~ktarry/dsmtech/tuning.html" target="_blank">http://users.wpi.edu/~ktarry/dsmtech/tuning.html</a><br />Jeff||68.209.13.88||reg||1||keydiver||00000055||yes



ubb/Forum3/004518.cgi
A||||8||atsiauto||tire time need suggestions. ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-15-2004||07:59 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||I have 17's currently w 215 50 17 they rub the inner plastic wells sometimes when reversing/turning . I have to buy new rubber to pass Va inspection and was looking at 205/40's are they enough width ? Im trying to get a decent durable tire not too concerned with w z y ratings as much as rain traction and savings. Ive had high end tires before they dont last for crap and id lean towards keeping them on more than 10k miles. any help is great thanks!||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000001||Dan D||02-16-2004||07:14 AM||||I've had very good luck with Dunlop SP 5000s.  By luck I mean I'm 20k miles into my second set.  The first lasted ~44k miles and still had another 5-10k in them when a incident punctured the sidewall.<br /><br />They have good usable dry-traction, pretty precise feel due to a nice stiff sidewall.  They are reasonbly quiet for a performance tire and really stable at higher than freeway speeds.  The wet traction has been nothing short of phenomenal.  Hydroplaning isn't even an option with these.  They also can manage snow just fine, though I suspect more because of AWD than the tire.||24.160.110.102||reg||1||Dan D||00000024||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||02-16-2004||10:26 AM||||205/40 will be much smaller than stock. The diameter is less. If that is what you want, fine. The correct aspect ratio for a 205 width tire, if you want it stock diameter, is 45. <br /><br />I recommend the Yokohama Parada Spec II. I have had a set of these tires before, and they seem to be what you are looking for. They last, and have really good rain traction. They are also stiff, and pretty sticky. <br /><br />At $100 a piece, they are pretty reasonable.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||Martin Chilcote||02-16-2004||02:47 PM||||I'm using 215-45-17, very close to stock dia...no rubbing & I have H & R sport springs, I have Goodyear Eagle F1-GSD3's..top rated and there are usually rebates..check: <a href="http://www.goodyeartires.com/catalog/products/EAGF1GSD3.html" target="_blank">http://www.goodyeartires.com/catalog/products/EAGF1GSD3.html</a><br />, <a href="http://www.treadepot.com" target="_blank">http://www.treadepot.com</a><br /> , <a href="http://www.tirerack.com/" target="_blank">http://www.tirerack.com/</a>||66.139.166.99||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes
Z||000004||drew||02-17-2004||03:21 AM||||235/40 17 Advans on Evo8 rims. No rubbing.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000005||Tangent||02-18-2004||02:03 AM||||I would look at falken ziex ze-512.  They are the next tires I will buy when my proxes wear out.  From my web searches they seem to be very good tires in the wet and not dangerous in the snow, cheap too.||4.63.90.116||reg||1||Tangent||00000258||yes
Z||000006||bob92vr4||02-18-2004||02:22 AM||||i sell those falkens at my work they are good tires fairly priced to||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000007||mj_rosenfeld||02-18-2004||07:22 AM||||BFG G-Force KDW. Not the cheapest around but excellent performance in a street tire.<br />Mike R.||64.0.248.227||reg||1||mj_rosenfeld||00001058||yes
Z||000008||theymightbegalants||02-18-2004||06:40 PM||||I run those Falkens.  Great all around tire.  A friend of mine works at the Les Schwab where I got 'em and drives a NT Talon, and wanted me to do a burnout/slide out of the parking lot when I left.  It was raining cats and dogs, so I figured no problem, but even with a 5.5k clutch drop it just went.  Superb wet traction, and decent dry traction.  Never tried 'em in the snow, but they suck in the mud.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/004519.cgi
A||||2||atsiauto||Tristarion gainville meet Vid.. ||||1||||atsiauto||00000611
Z||000000||atsiauto||02-15-2004||08:03 PM||atsiauto@comcast.net||not bad for a compilation of the meet there, in one scene you can see a starion getting its ass handed to him by a 2 tone Galant vr4   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   Pauls car I believe?<br /><a href="http://www.tristarion.com/video/gainesville_high.wmv" target="_blank">http://www.tristarion.com/video/gainesville_high.wmv</a>||68.57.96.24||reg||1||atsiauto||00000611||yes
Z||000002||Romanova||02-15-2004||08:31 PM||||Wow, what a waste of a download. It's all Starions and horrible music and that camcorder info drove me nuts. <br />Be warned if you don't have high speed... the Galant was the only saving grace...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000003||slvrblt||03-02-2004||01:01 AM||||Scotty, do you know Joel ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/004520.cgi
A||||23||galantvr4us||Look Inside JDM||||1||||galantvr4us||00000301
Z||000000||galantvr4us||02-15-2004||11:23 PM||galantvr4us@yahoo.com||I am trying to get the part requests you guys have sent me and I came across these.  Any interest about 230 to get them over here.  I will buy them brand new.  Any interest?<br /><br />   <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/taka24hitomi-img500x281-1071221334e30lamp.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />   <img src="http://www.boomspeed.com/galantvr4us/taka24hitomi-img500x375-1071221341sany6236.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-15-2004||11:42 PM||||YES!!! OH YES!!!! I'll take a yellow set! That look is off the hook!<br />Nice find Katie!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-15-2004||11:43 PM||||What Romonova said !   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   I wouldnt mind a set since I will be losing the foglights in the future||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||crucible||02-15-2004||11:50 PM||||Never seen those before.I like<br /><br />Sign me up<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000004||VR4ownzU||02-15-2004||11:59 PM||||not bad!!!  Has anyone tried to get NEW JDM besides you?  I know with the AE86 guys you could order brand new JDM bumpers from the Toyota Dealership along with a whole list of other JDM parts as long as you had the part numbers....I don't understand why this isn't a standard practice?  anyone know?||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000005||229of1000||02-16-2004||12:25 AM||||I am seriously in for a clear set.  I saw these once and really liked them, but I figured they were a custom deal.<br /><br />Just when I start running out of mods.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||206.148.96.151||reg||1||4orced4door||00000525||yes
Z||000006||galantvr4us||02-16-2004||01:06 AM||||I bought some will let you guys know when they arrive.  Thanks,<br /><br />Katie||68.184.211.40||reg||1||galantvr4us||00000301||yes
Z||000007||Romanova||02-16-2004||01:13 AM||||Awesome! I can PayPal you whenever! Just let me know. <br />How goes the rest of the search Katie? Thanks again!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000008||VR4ownzU||02-16-2004||01:14 AM||||price?||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000009||Romanova||02-16-2004||01:15 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by VR4ownzU:<br /><strong> price? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Read the first post VERY carefully...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000010||slvrblt||02-16-2004||03:51 AM||||Part # ?||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000011||theymightbegalants||02-16-2004||03:56 AM||||Pretty friggin' hot!  Do they come on with the regular fogs, or have their own switch?  Are these even legal in the US?  And how about some more pics of that car?  It looks sweet.||69.59.219.218||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000012||turbowop||02-16-2004||04:08 AM||||Wow...those are pretty cool for a factory part. That's a whole lot of light action. I think I'll stick it out for the carbon fiber AMG look-a-like grill. I have enough light with the JDM bumper and projector fogs.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000013||ken inn||02-16-2004||09:20 AM||||you need to check and make sure they will work with the factory a/c.  i had a set just like that for my mazda gtx, they came in from europe.  i had to remove the aux fan, and put on an aftermarket thin profile one to get clearance.  then, i got a rock chip, and i couldnt get a replacement.  i dont think those are fogs, i think they are aux driving lites.||64.240.175.139||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000014||jpgvr4||02-16-2004||09:26 AM||||Yes! We need more dealer liaison's in Japan. If the US spec corner lamps can be bought brand new from partznet.com for $22, then how much are the JDM editions, they should be about the same?||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes
Z||000015||curtis||02-16-2004||10:20 AM||||How deep do the lights go back towards the AC condenser.  I have enough room on the passenger side but the drivers side may be a problem but with the slim line fan I may not.  I can't remember how the stock fans were so its hard to tell.   Great find  Katie.||65.54.98.15||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000016||silly4turbo||02-16-2004||11:53 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  me likey ! is 230 the price ?a bit much for foglights in the grill... keeps us informed !||207.172.79.251||reg||1||silly4turbo||00000648||yes
Z||000017||Romanova||02-16-2004||12:09 PM||||Paid!!!!!!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  Buy now and worry about fitment later.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000018||KingGalantVr4||02-19-2004||09:04 PM||||Are thoes legal in the USA?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000019||Romanova||02-19-2004||09:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by KingGalantVr4:<br /><strong> Are thoes legal in the USA? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Don't see why they wouldn't be. Sure, they are not DOT approved, but I doubt anyone is going to be breaking your balls on that.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000020||crucible||02-20-2004||05:27 PM||||<b>Don't see why they wouldn't be. Sure, they are not DOT approved, but I doubt anyone is going to be breaking your balls on that.</b><br /> <br /> I agree that you SHOULDN'T have a problem.However, certain states can be major ball-busters,especially when the inspections are delegated to the state and not local counties and such.<br /><br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000021||Hertz||02-22-2004||08:45 PM||||No reason to keep it in then during an inspection.  It's not like you're going to put a red lamp in one, and blue in the other and flash them to get people to move out of your way....   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||24.14.17.16||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000022||VR6 Eater||02-23-2004||01:39 AM||||Damn Ryan, your just a bad influence.||24.167.214.49||reg||1||VR6 Eater||00000106||yes
Z||000023||GRV4726||02-23-2004||09:57 AM||||haha, that would be a fun night out. catch a couple of ricers... make them shit themselves. hey you're helping out the community. we don't want any loud ass dingdingdingdugading whaaaaahhh civics out and about. heh||65.65.182.208||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes



ubb/Forum3/004521.cgi
A||||2||Bigfoot200200||Rally racing spring rates?||||1||||Bigfoot||00000854
Z||000000||Bigfoot200200||02-16-2004||01:23 AM||||I'd like to do some rally driving, what spring rates do rally prepped GVR4s use? My current 400/315 is a bit too stiff for daily driving anyway. I'm thinking a rally spring rate might work better for this too.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000001||theymightbegalants||02-16-2004||04:21 AM||||Try pm'ing teet on this board.||69.59.219.218||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||02-16-2004||08:34 AM||||Dampning rates can have as big as an effect as spring rates. You should really invest on quality shocks. <br /><br />I have 2.5" diameter 500lb rate front springs that I will not be using. Let me know if you are interested. I would be willing to trade for your 400lb springs, if they ar the same size. My springs are about 12" long.<br /><br />Let me know.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/004522.cgi
A||||1||crucible||Foggies||||1||||crucible||00001368
Z||000000||crucible||02-16-2004||01:27 AM||guttergut@yahoo.com||Can we still get new fog lites from Mitsu?<br />I want a clean set to match my JDM headlites.<br /><br />cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes
Z||000001||jpgvr4||02-16-2004||09:28 AM||||You can buy just the Glass Lense for the projectors for about $70 each. Try partznet.com<br /><br />Also check out Katie's post "JDM inside"||65.70.151.121||reg||1||jpgvr4||00000179||yes



ubb/Forum3/004523.cgi
A||||7||Forced Style||OK who's got it?!?!||||1||||Forced Style||00001652
Z||000000||Forced Style||02-16-2004||02:57 AM||wickedlikwid@hotmail.com||Looking for owner of number 1337/2000 <br />t3h 1337357 of them all  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />anyone know whos got it?||66.175.224.39||reg||1||Forced Style||00001652||yes
Z||000001||slvrblt||02-16-2004||03:49 AM||||hahaha, thats funny.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000002||theymightbegalants||02-16-2004||03:57 AM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||69.59.219.218||reg||5||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000003||turbowop||02-16-2004||04:06 AM||||^^^^ Not 1337.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000004||Ash||02-16-2004||05:36 AM||||Don't worry Jon, it's just nerd speak.||210.11.208.96||reg||1||Ash||00000089||yes
Z||000005||theymightbegalants||02-17-2004||04:20 AM||||Dammit.  I knew Mark was saying I was "not elite," so I was then able to reverse engineer the original dorkese.  Wasn't worth the time...||69.59.219.163||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000006||Hertz||02-18-2004||01:17 AM||||<img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2865" alt=" - " />||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000007||slvrblt||02-18-2004||01:43 AM||||Nice picture.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes



ubb/Forum3/004524.cgi
A||||0||VR4coop||Does anyone have the TMO logger softare for a Laptop||||1||||VR4coop||00000564
Z||000000||VR4coop||02-16-2004||11:01 AM||coop529@aol.com||Wondering if anyone had the software and if it was possible to burn it. I used to have it and my laptop crashed and now i cant find the cd anywhere. <br />Thanx<br />coop||129.63.61.69||reg||1||VR4coop||00000564||yes



ubb/Forum3/004525.cgi
A||||4||GVR$in||White VR-4 spotted in South Lake Tahoe last night..||||1||||GVR$in||00002260
Z||000000||GVR$in||02-16-2004||11:41 AM||gvr4in@hotmail.com||Saw a stock white vr4 boosting around the Stateline area up here in South Lake, Ca last night.. Anyone anyone?||24.205.220.14||reg||1||GVR$in||00002260||yes
Z||000001||PRE-EVO||02-16-2004||01:19 PM||||That was me KE KE ^-^ ROFFLE .... <br /><br /><br />Bish..... you in for some oilcovers?||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000002||Libila||02-16-2004||04:03 PM||||Do you guys ever come down the mountain to reno or anything? I live in carson.||207.213.173.39||reg||1||Libila||00003548||yes
Z||000003||SLedge||02-16-2004||05:34 PM||||I've seen a white one running around town, but I don't know who owns it.||64.169.4.33||reg||1||Sledge||00002035||yes
Z||000004||Bigfoot200200||02-16-2004||09:57 PM||||Someone in Nevada is helping Fogdarter with his suspension product development as I have. I wont say anything on the boards just yet, but PM me if its you. You might change your mind.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes



ubb/Forum3/004526.cgi
A||||19||a_santos||Where to get JDM wind deflectors?||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||02-16-2004||03:35 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Hey guys,<br /><br />I want to get some wind deflectors like these.   <img src="http://www.zentac.force9.co.uk/vr4/images/dscf0024.jpg" alt=" - " /> <br /><br />I have seen them for sale here, but the ones I found are not as low profile. I like the real low profile ones. <br /><br /><br />I don't want the thing on the rear window. Just to clarify.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-16-2004||03:48 PM||||You ricer!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||a_santos||02-16-2004||03:49 PM||||You know you want a set as well KC.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||02-16-2004||05:25 PM||||The window ones aren't rice, as they are functional.  I have had those on three cars and find them very useful.||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-16-2004||05:29 PM||||Chill, Bliese. I was giving him crap. Its called being funny and teasing...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||autobahntom||02-16-2004||05:29 PM||||JC Whitney sells them.<br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000006||iceman69510||02-16-2004||05:34 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Chill, Bliese. I was giving him crap. Its called being funny and teasing...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Alright, just because I forgot the little KC face at the end of my post, you couldn't discern my erudite sense of humor being engaged.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||12.1.210.130||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000007||a_santos||02-16-2004||05:38 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by autobahntom:<br /><strong> JC Whitney sells them.<br />Tom </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">The ones they sell seem like they are not as tight to the body. That is why I want the "JDM" ones, they are much sleeker.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000008||VR4ownzU||02-16-2004||07:26 PM||||Find some galant owners on here in Japan and have them get the part numbers and try to order them from a dealer....it may just work   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000009||curtis||02-16-2004||07:39 PM||||Rear window wiper, anti finger nail scratch guards on the door handles and GalantVR-4.org wantabe stickers in the side windows.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||67.25.32.104||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000010||turboflanagan||02-16-2004||07:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Rear window wiper, anti finger nail scratch guards on the door handles and GalantVR-4.org wantabe stickers in the side windows.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">don't forget the rear mud flaps!    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />   <br />And what is that red light under the exhaust?<br /><br />I still want a rear wiper.||64.63.213.69||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||snwbrd40oz||02-16-2004||08:12 PM||||I had seen a few on ebay a few weeks ago, auction must have ended cus I couldnt find them again. Check it out though, they were pretty cheap||64.136.26.230||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000012||Shockvvave||02-16-2004||08:51 PM||||They use that red light for fog conditions in all of European and other countries too. Their really visible due to a high watt bulbs. If you will notice that volvo,audi and other european cars carry them as well here in the states.||68.37.98.158||reg||1||Terrence||00003374||yes
Z||000013||drew||02-17-2004||03:14 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by curtis:<br /><strong> Rear window wiper, anti finger nail scratch guards on the door handles and GalantVR-4.org wantabe stickers in the side windows.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">those fingernail scratch guards are kinda sweet.||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000014||gtluke||02-18-2004||02:19 PM||||yeah i never saw those scratch gaurds before <br />kinda neat||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000015||theymightbegalants||02-18-2004||06:37 PM||||Or you could just trim your crack nails.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000016||kentheis||02-18-2004||08:58 PM||||I would go for a fuel door w/o the key mechanism.<br /><br />KT||24.230.38.82||reg||1||KT||00002652||yes
Z||000018||a_santos||02-19-2004||12:42 PM||||Ever heard of thread jacking? KC!.<br /><br />Please inforce it KC. Half of the posts on this thread are for finger nail guards, and fuel filler covers. <br /><br />READ THE TOPIC! If you don't know where to get the style vents in the picture, DON'T POST.<br /><br />Thank You||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||02-19-2004||12:44 PM||||OK, Abhay. No more, I promise. Sorry!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||theymightbegalants||02-19-2004||03:28 PM||||Sorry for being an ass, Abhay.  Back on topic now, I would suggest browsing ebay for some of the JDM parts wholesalers, the ones that can get front clips.  They can usually get you what you want if you just email them with a pic and description.  Or, perhaps drop Garfield Wright a line as he seems to have his fingers in all sorts of JDM pies.||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes



ubb/Forum3/004527.cgi
A||||15||jayru||Let the ricer coments begin. Fender flares on a GVR4?||||1||||jayru||00001694
Z||000000||jayru||02-16-2004||04:10 PM||||I was watching a video with some skylines and thought, besides the extra doors, the skyine and galant kinda look similar. Their both boxy and brutish looking. <br /><br />But what really gives the skyline its toughness are thoes sick flares on the front fenders and rear quarters, not unlike the new EVO.<br /><br />Think about it Tough looks with the ability to run a wider tire. Wonder how much it would cost?||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000001||Minjin||02-16-2004||04:15 PM||||Its not ricey at all if you need the tire. And you don't need the tire unless you're road racing...<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000002||agrabau||02-16-2004||05:56 PM||||I'm into it. I think that there are some "overfenders" made by wald or Jun. Both should work. I think I'm doing that this summer. The rivet-on kind though.. no bondo stuff.||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000003||369of1000||02-16-2004||07:04 PM||||I like the fender flare look very much. However, I can only find fiberglass "widebody fender flares". I'm not big on the idea of attaching fiberglass to metal and using bondo to smooth it out. Short of getting a shop to custom bend and weld some new flares, is there an alternative? I've heard one can get the existing wells "stretched", "rolled", or "pulled" but I'm not sure what is meant by those terms or if that's the right thing to do. I don't know too much about body work. I'm just looking for ideas.||68.114.21.70||reg||1||Paul Mc369||00000558||yes
Z||000004||RayH||02-16-2004||07:22 PM||||Nicest job I've seen was in a magazine article.  A slit was cut above each fender so that the lower section of the fender could be bent outward then a custom piece of metal was welded into the resulting gap.||67.82.160.28||reg||1||RayH||00000094||yes
Z||000005||geoff@machv||02-16-2004||08:49 PM||||I'm also doing the "overfender" thing to my 89 <br />Mirage.  Too much power, not enough tire    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||164.117.144.16||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000006||drew||02-17-2004||02:46 AM||||some modded wierd color GVR4 in europe has these don't they?||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000007||theymightbegalants||02-17-2004||03:44 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> I was watching a video with some skylines and thought, besides the extra doors, the skyine and galant kinda look similar.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Most people don't realize this, but the Skyline is a range of cars unto itself, not just a particular model.  It comes in coupes, wagons, and yes, sedans like the GVR4.  They have a variety of engines as well.  Skyline used to be a completely separate car company before Nissan bought them out.  I've seen some sick Skyline GTR sedans before; oh so sexy.  Far cooler than a coupe.  But the wagon is what really gets me going... wow.  Hot mamma.||69.59.219.163||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000008||drew||02-17-2004||11:55 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> I was watching a video with some skylines and thought, besides the extra doors, the skyine and galant kinda look similar.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Most people don't realize this, but the Skyline is a range of cars unto itself, not just a particular model.  It comes in coupes, wagons, and yes, sedans like the GVR4.  They have a variety of engines as well.  Skyline used to be a completely separate car company before Nissan bought them out.  I've seen some sick Skyline GTR sedans before; oh so sexy.  Far cooler than a coupe.  But the wagon is what really gets me going... wow.  Hot mamma. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Correct EXCEPT<br />- the Skyline was not a completely separate car company. It was made by Prince Motors, <br />which Nissan eventually bought out.<br /><br />- the Skyline never came from the factory in GTR Sedan form. The ones you see are lower grade sedans converted to GTR.<br /><br />- the Skyline never came from the factory in wagon form. The ones you see are custom built conversions.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000009||drew||02-17-2004||11:57 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by jayru:<br /><strong> I was watching a video with some skylines and thought, besides the extra doors, the skyine and galant kinda look similar.<br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Most people don't realize this, but the Skyline is a range of cars unto itself, not just a particular model.  It comes in coupes, wagons, and yes, sedans like the GVR4.  They have a variety of engines as well.  Skyline used to be a completely separate car company before Nissan bought them out.  I've seen some sick Skyline GTR sedans before; oh so sexy.  Far cooler than a coupe.  But the wagon is what really gets me going... wow.  Hot mamma. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Correct EXCEPT<br />- the Skyline was not a completely separate car company. It was made by Prince Motors, <br />which Nissan eventually bought out.<br /><br />- the Skyline never came from the factory in GTR Sedan form. The ones you see are lower grade sedans converted to GTR.<br /><br />- the Skyline never came from the factory in wagon form. The ones you see are custom built conversions.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000010||gvr4-27||02-17-2004||05:33 PM||||where can you pick up these fender flairs?||64.107.81.170||reg||1||gvr4-27||00003340||yes
Z||000011||14bCrazy||02-17-2004||05:41 PM||||Thats easy just find a Skyline in your local junkyard and cut them off. <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||162.83.109.211||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000012||theymightbegalants||02-17-2004||09:28 PM||||Thank you for the info, Drew!  I stand corrected.  And yes, I realize that technically the wagons I was referring to aren't Skylines, they're Nissan Stageas, but for all intents and purposes are basically Skyline Wagons (same drivetrain, engine, tranny, suspension, etc.).||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000013||VR4ownzU||02-17-2004||11:28 PM||||monkey magic||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000014||chadhayashi||02-18-2004||02:30 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by drew:<br /><strong> <br /><br />- the Skyline never came from the factory in wagon form. The ones you see are custom built conversions. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Nissan has a wagon that is very similar to a GTR in powertrain layout.(RB26DETT, AWD etc.) It's called the Stagea. (I think I spelled it right)||24.9.164.227||reg||1||chadhayashi||00001222||yes
Z||000015||Martin Chilcote||02-21-2004||10:01 AM||||I found remnants of a post back in Nov 2003 in a search for "Carbon Fiber" in the For Sale forum (that has disappeared) but some one was going to make a bunch of stuff from CF. I as well as several inquired about fender flares. Maybe some others remember who posted.||66.139.166.27||reg||1||Martin #1064/2000||00000028||yes



ubb/Forum3/004528.cgi
A||||0||a_santos||Comprehensive wheel weights chart||||1||||a_santos||00000616
Z||000000||a_santos||02-16-2004||04:30 PM||abhaysantos@yahoo.com||Here is the link.  <a href="http://www.jimsnodgrass.com/wheels%5B1%5D.html" target="_blank">http://www.jimsnodgrass.com/wheels%5B1%5D.html</a> <br /><br />just about every wheel ever made.||198.111.39.31||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes



ubb/Forum3/004529.cgi
A||||13||4drwhore||i had an idea||||1||||4drwhore||00002313
Z||000000||4drwhore||02-16-2004||08:41 PM||ilostmyhurley@hotmail.com||I keep seeing all these newbies coming in here and people posting for only certain things then not doing anything anymore. Like the recent guy selling the "tmo stage III" ecu and crap like that. Why not make a post count you have to reach before you can post in the forsale/wanted section. It's that way on alot of boards I know. That way we don't have to deal with stupid stuff like that. Make it like they have to get over 50posts unless it's them replying to buy something from a member who has reached for sale posting status. Just my worthless .02||68.202.179.235||reg||1||4drwhore||00002313||yes
Z||000001||blacksheep||02-16-2004||08:44 PM||||I dont think our version of the the UBB is that hi-tech. I think it would be a cool feature, but the final decision is upto Jon.<br /><br />I try to keep my eye on all the threads. IF you guys ever want to report a thread for any reason, please do so. I try to get to them asap!<br /><br />Thanks - KC!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-16-2004||11:40 PM||||I got your complaint, Hertz!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||10||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||PRE-EVO||02-16-2004||11:45 PM||||Yeah I got it too and my only suggestion is to use <a href="http://www.escrow.com" target="_blank">www.escrow.com</a> on any high dollar items (I'd do it if it was $100+ ). I have to deal with a classified forum section that has more than 50,000 members and even post count doesn't mean much as some long time posters have still scammed people.||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000004||Hertz||02-16-2004||11:45 PM||||My complaint?  About my balls itching?||24.14.17.177||reg||13||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000005||PRE-EVO||02-16-2004||11:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> My complaint?  About my balls itching? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Well it was about you itching my balls if I remember correctly.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.7.156.179||reg||1||PRE-EVO||00000359||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-16-2004||11:46 PM||||Yep, sorry! I think you need to "pick" better women up, dawg!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||turboflanagan||02-17-2004||04:00 PM||||How do I report this thread?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000008||agrabau||02-17-2004||04:04 PM||||The problem with the above idea is that it will generate more crappy posts for the sake of posting. LIKE THIS ONE!||24.131.166.28||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||02-17-2004||04:10 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||geoff@machv||02-17-2004||04:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> Yep, sorry! I think you need to "pick" better women up, dawg! </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Or wash yo' nasty ass more often    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||164.117.144.15||reg||1||MachVR-4||00000853||yes
Z||000011||KingGalantVr4||02-17-2004||09:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Hertz:<br /><strong> My complaint?  About my balls itching? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">A very good friend of mine use to scream that out in fancy places with me then we would look around horrified (as though someone else did it).  Thoes were the days.<br /><br /><br />MY BALLS ITCH!!!!<br /><br />Sory, its just too damn good  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000012||mikeyoung00||02-17-2004||10:32 PM||||If you guys would stop scratchin your balls and start thinking about it you would realize that one post by a newbie who is practically giving some nice item away because dad paid for it and the kid doesn't know what its worth...that kind of deal happening one time is worth reading and then ignoring a hundred junk for-sale posts.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000013||Hertz||02-18-2004||12:58 AM||||I agree with TOF.  It should be "buyer beware" not limit the seller.<br /><br /><br />Oh, by the way, after living in a tourist town for 4 years we learned to instinctively say obnoxious things when walking past people with their camcorders taping:  "so yeah, I asked the doctor, 'it burns when I pee, is this bad?'...  I just told my girlfriend to lick around it....", etc.  Works especially well on non-English speakers.  Tres subtle.||24.14.17.177||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes



ubb/Forum3/004530.cgi
A||||2||blacksheep||Interesting ebay auction!||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-16-2004||08:54 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33597&item=2460974951" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33597&item=2460974951</a><br /><br />Says 4G63 will work! Anyone try this or know of anyone who has?||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||CCDSM69||02-16-2004||11:00 PM||||I've heard of it, but I don't know anyone who has tried it before.||68.235.92.197||reg||1||CCDSM69||00001573||yes
Z||000002||mixx2001||02-16-2004||11:24 PM||||I've never heard of that product, but the pages they link to at the bottom, with the ECU info, are scanned right out of the APEXi SAFC manual.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||24.167.180.113||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes



ubb/Forum3/004531.cgi
A||||0||kazerak2||who has #327/1000||||1||||steveo||00002681
Z||000000||kazerak2||02-16-2004||11:16 PM||kazerak2@yahoo.com||i was wandering who has 327/1000. cause i have 327/2000 and shes lookin pretty good these days  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.217.60.215||reg||1||steveo||00002681||yes



ubb/Forum3/004532.cgi
A||||13||blacksheep||Battery isolation terminal?||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-17-2004||08:57 AM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||I know that when the battery is relocated to the trunk, one needs to use an isolation terminal to attach the fuse box, starter wire etc and the 2 gauge running to the battery in the trunk. I thought stinger or phoenix gold made an enclosed plastic piece, anyone know what I am talking aboutor of something similar?<br /><br />Thanks!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||autobahntom||02-17-2004||10:03 AM||||Dodge Stratus and Plymouth Breeze have one of these factory as their battery is in front of the driver's front tire. Could go to the bone yard and get one. <br />Tom||24.154.86.135||reg||1||autobahntom||00000818||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-17-2004||10:38 AM||||Interesting....I could check with the dealer, I guess. I know that some aftermarket car audio company made these things, just dont remember!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||Bigfoot200200||02-17-2004||12:44 PM||||Got mine at Baxter's Auto Parts. 1 1/4"x3/8" screwed it in just in front of the shock tower. Guy said it comes out of a Ford.||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-17-2004||12:51 PM||||Bigfoot - Any chance you could get me make and  model? We dont have baxters in Iowa..||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||Bigfoot200200||02-17-2004||03:11 PM||||Baxters couldnt tell me about the Ford one this time but I got parts numbers for two aftermarket insulated posts.<br />Taylor # 21504<br />Moroso # 74140||64.233.106.204||reg||1||Bigfoot||00000854||yes
Z||000006||grimm||02-17-2004||03:25 PM||||I would just check your local auto parts store they should have'em in the battery dept. some car audio companies make them  but your gonna pay out the a$$ for one of them. Go to a ma and pa shop that does custom and they'll be able to order one for ya. As far as I know Stinger and DEI make them.||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000007||russya||02-17-2004||06:44 PM||||Here's what you're looking for<br /><br /><a href="http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=1616&prmenbr=361" target="_blank">http://www.jegs.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ProductDisplay?prrfnbr=1616&prmenbr=361</a><br /><br />$11<br /><br />Pretty decent deal.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000008||talontsi||02-17-2004||07:57 PM||||I got mine at good old Radio Shack.<br /><br />If you want something fancy most audio shops will have these.||82.35.121.39||reg||1||talontsi||00000553||yes
Z||000009||blacksheep||02-17-2004||10:36 PM||||MOst of those are remote terminals for jumping. I meant an isolater for connecting the fusebox, starter wire and the other power wire in front to the 2 gauge that will be run to the trunk under the hood so its protected and doesnt short by metal touching it. My old gvr4 had it. I should ask Ryan to post a pic...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000010||MustGoFaster||02-18-2004||12:00 AM||||If I can find it.  I know there is one in the trunk that holds 4 fuses, but I don't remember seeing anything under the hood besides the cable end.  Also, what would be the proper stuff to use to seal the hole in the fire wall? (were the cable comes through)  I can't remember what it was called (Fireman's caulk?)||63.226.180.47||reg||1||MustGoFaster||00000748||yes
Z||000011||grimm||02-18-2004||12:52 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> MOst of those are remote terminals for jumping. I meant an isolater for connecting the fusebox, starter wire and the other power wire in front to the 2 gauge that will be run to the trunk under the hood so its protected and doesnt short by metal touching it. My old gvr4 had it. I should ask Ryan to post a pic... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">R u talking about a circut breaker? like if metal touches the wire and shorts it the breaker pops vs. the wire in the car catching on fire, or an isolator that would isolate two batteries, like one for the car and one for say an huge audio system, breakers can be had at most car audio shops with amp rating from 50a to 200a isolaters are had at auto parts stores and the like just tryin to understand.||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000012||grimm||02-18-2004||12:56 AM||||MustGoFaster, I belive silicon, a factory grommet, or maybe monkysnot (strip-calk) all would do the job equally well||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000013||blacksheep||02-18-2004||01:06 AM||||Ryan - its bolted to the passengers side headlight. Look for black 2 gauge wire tha runs to the trunk via the passengers side. It looks like a 3 leaf clover, black plastic thing. There is a circuit breaker in the trunk as well...Its all set for a relocation!<br /><br />Yep, a grommet is used to prevent wires from fraying or getting cut when passed thru metal.<br /><br />KC||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes



ubb/Forum3/004533.cgi
A||||15||galantvr4||Clutch in Car smoked What to bye||||1||||galantvr4||00000576
Z||000000||galantvr4||02-17-2004||06:31 PM||galantvr4@aol.com||My current centerforce D/F clutch is smoked what shoult i go with. I want higher end than ACT. Im looking to spend around 600.00 Im considering Exedy, Possably Tilton, but i am really interested in the RPS carbon carbon. My car puts out only 290 to the wheels but will be substatually increased over the summer. A clutch that can handle around 450-500 FT lbs of torque. It doesn't matter on weather its a sprung or unsprung hub., im already running a fidanza Alum flywheel. What are your opinions||65.204.89.15||reg||1||galantvr4||00000576||yes
Z||000001||14bCrazy||02-17-2004||06:42 PM||||Tilton's way more than $600.00. The first one we used in our race car was a single disk and I beleive it was $1100. The one we use now is a twin disk and it's $2200. The Tilton come with a flywheel that matches the clutch. As far as I know an ACT 2600can hold almost anything you can though at it within reason.||162.83.109.211||reg||1||14bCrazy||00001213||yes
Z||000002||mikeyoung00||02-17-2004||10:39 PM||||And if THAT won't break your leg and your budget, the ACT2900 will probably hold well over 500 hp.<br /><br />Also, when you are figuring your clutch budget you MUST budget for a stainless clutch line, a new pivot ball (cheap), new fork (and I would recommend a billet one for the kind of clutch you are looking at), a rebuild or new master and slave cylinder, resurfacing of the flywheel, and, I guess thats about it if you are doing the work yourself.||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||02-17-2004||11:23 PM||||ACT 2600s go 10s||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||kentheis||02-18-2004||01:13 AM||||I just got my GVR4 back from the shop yesterday,  new Fidanza and ACT 2600.  Clutch action doesn't feel any more difficult than stock.  Previous clutch was an Exedy (5800?)and did not like it at all.  My 2.0 cents.<br /><br />KT||24.230.38.82||reg||1||KT||00002652||yes
Z||000005||slvrblt||02-18-2004||01:45 AM||||I vote for the ACT 2600 or the 2900 depending on how much power you have now.||68.35.27.99||reg||1||slvrblt||00000939||yes
Z||000006||a_santos||02-18-2004||08:38 AM||||Give clutchnet a call. They can probably offer the most customized clutch. You will be able to get exactly what you want. I have seen 2 ACT 2600s disintegrate. I mean nothing left of the disk but the rivets and metal plates. Maybe it is because it was in a rally car, but that showed me that their quality is not the best. Now that same rally car only uses clutchnet, and not problems yet.<br /><br />I know many people have had succes with the 2600, but I think that even though it is proven, their are many other clutches that outperform it.||68.41.75.130||reg||1||a_santos||00000616||yes
Z||000007||sleeper||02-18-2004||11:05 AM||||shameless plug on<br />Call AMS and ask them about Gabors clutch.<br />shameless plug off  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000008||curtis||02-18-2004||11:30 AM||||Southbend clutch has some really nice units.  They have the DXD series in different levels and have even installed so in some big nasty galants for R&D.  There big boy stuff will hold up over 600 hp.  If you call them talk to Eddie.  He will even do package deals with aluminum flywheels.  Go with the dual copper ceramic 6 puck you'll love it.||65.54.97.152||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000009||giantrobot||02-18-2004||04:49 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by TOF:<br /><strong> And if THAT won't break your leg and your budget, the ACT2900 will probably hold well over 500 hp.<br /><br />Also, when you are figuring your clutch budget you MUST budget for a stainless clutch line, a new pivot ball (cheap), new fork (and I would recommend a billet one for the kind of clutch you are looking at), a rebuild or new master and slave cylinder, resurfacing of the flywheel, and, I guess thats about it if you are doing the work yourself. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">New master and slave cylinders? Really? I'm just curious because I'm doing my clutch soon also.I'm going with an ACT 2100 because mine will be a co-daily driver for the near future and I don't think I'll be exceeding 350hp soon.||24.198.131.248||reg||1||giantrobot||00003313||yes
Z||000010||meshwork||02-19-2004||12:34 PM||||I hear a saw blade with some brake pads riveted on will hold like 9000hp.||216.178.83.214||reg||1||meshwork||00000561||yes
Z||000011||agrabau||02-19-2004||12:37 PM||||...."very common in the Phillipines"||128.197.64.109||reg||1||Bimmubishi||00001935||yes
Z||000012||Mitsuturbo||02-19-2004||01:40 PM||||Personally.. i ABUSE clutches.  I have found that the 2600 pressure plate, with an Aisin Seiki (ASCO) hub, faced with sintered iron on the pressure plate side, and "street disc" material on the flywheel side is damn near indestructible.  The only problem i had was that i ran a couple of LUK and Valeo hubs, and the rivets/stoppers that the hub bounces off of either broke or wore thin.. and the springs came out.  If you want something that will take damn near whatever you throw at it, i would suggest a 2600# PP with a solid hub, with the friction combo i mentioned above.  This will of course.. bust your center, and rear diffs.||67.161.247.241||reg||1||Mitsuturbo||00002477||yes
Z||000013||gtluke||02-19-2004||10:52 PM||||we had an act2600 with the street disk in our 10 sec race car.||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000014||HHIVR4||02-20-2004||04:58 PM||||i had act 2600 in my gsx(2g).i loved it and never had any problems with it..i took it to the strip and auto-xed every weekend straight for a year..i usually made it to the strip twice a week in the summer..i was very happy with it..||69.164.62.221||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000015||crucible||02-20-2004||05:18 PM||||<b>I hear a saw blade with some brake pads riveted on will hold like 9000hp.</b> <br /><br />Thats too funny.I wonder how it worked out.<br />Nothing like making do with crap laying around.<br /><br />Cruce||67.87.126.26||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/004534.cgi
A||||30||KingGalantVr4||Ralli Art Spark Plug Cover||||1||||KingGalantVr4||00002215
Z||000000||KingGalantVr4||02-17-2004||08:12 PM||TaurusKing01@comcast.net||Where does everyone get the Ralli Art spark plug covers for the 4g63?  I see them around on cars, but I have never seen one on ebay or in a online store.  Any help would be cool.  Thanks.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000001||Romanova||02-17-2004||09:13 PM||||Ehhh? Never seen one of those. If you mean the 'Tuned by AMG' ones, like the one I have on four-ninety... you usally have to send sensual pictures of youself & farm animals to some magical being in Japan and they will in turn, send you one. Something like that. <br />Actually, since there were only 1400 AMG Galants, they are pretty hard to come by, even in Japan. GL!||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000002||KingGalantVr4||02-17-2004||09:49 PM||||No, they say Ralli Art, Not AMG, hence RALLI ART!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000003||Romanova||02-17-2004||10:03 PM||||Got a picture by chance? Never seen the RalliArt ones. I've seen an HKS one before... that was browsing a Japanese site. Never come across it again...||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000004||KingGalantVr4||02-17-2004||10:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> Got a picture by chance? Never seen the RalliArt ones. I've seen an HKS one before... that was browsing a Japanese site. Never come across it again... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yeah, I just found the VR4 Hosting in my fav and the pics.  Just please, before you look, make sure you are sitting down, these pic's are HOT.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br /><br /> <b>CYCLONE!</b> <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2859" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><br /> <b>SHEET METAL!</b> <br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2860" alt=" - " />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000005||ercp98||02-17-2004||10:26 PM||||forget the ralli art covers. those engine bays are just immaculate. i am so jealous right now. i think i need to put in 40 hrs more of OT to sustain my family and my adopted baby(gvr4). or maybe start slinging rock  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  .||64.215.227.123||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000006||JoshWeaver||02-17-2004||11:43 PM||||Jeesh, i wish i had time to make my bay look as good as that. Looks like its brand new and was sitting in a museum or something.||66.207.80.11||reg||1||Josh Weaver||00003241||yes
Z||000007||VR4ownzU||02-17-2004||11:49 PM||||wooooow....who's cars are those???||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000008||grimm||02-18-2004||12:06 AM||||nice bays, just like good sex, clean, clean, clean<br />but uhh, back to those Ralliart plug covers???  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />||166.93.222.43||reg||1||Grimm||00003384||yes
Z||000009||sleeper||02-18-2004||12:18 AM||||How about this one?<br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2863" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||67.233.152.51||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000010||jcgalantvr4-244||02-18-2004||12:28 AM||||I have a Hayame spark plug cover on my g vr4 but i would love to find one of those ralliart ones also . PM me if anyone is interested on where to get these.<br /> Jeremy<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2864&width=400" alt=" - " />||12.216.21.248||reg||1||jcgalntvr4-244||00002796||yes
Z||000011||gtluke||02-18-2004||01:11 AM||||my car is dirty  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||141.153.136.60||reg||1||gtluke||00000281||yes
Z||000012||ercp98||02-18-2004||01:11 AM||||hey gabor did you get that bay detail at dealership?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   looks like brand new.||24.14.169.84||reg||1||ercp98||00002111||yes
Z||000013||drew||02-18-2004||02:37 AM||||I so want an HKS one...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />||64.36.77.218||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes
Z||000014||turbowop||02-18-2004||03:34 AM||||The car that the super clean engine bay from above belongs to must be one of the nicest Talons I've ever seen.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  His gallery from t00ners:<br /><br /><a href="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/showgallery.php?cat=500&ppuser=26120" target="_blank">http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/showgallery.php?cat=500&ppuser=26120</a><br /><br />VERY NICE!!<br /> <img src="http://www.dsmtuners.com/gallery/data/501/26120DSM3.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000015||Minjin||02-18-2004||03:37 AM||||Nice engine bays, but I actually drive my car...  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" /> <br /><br />Although an undertray/skidplate would certainly help keep it cleaner when mud boggin. Hmmm.<br /><br />Mark||24.54.214.31||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000016||KingGalantVr4||02-18-2004||05:47 AM||||OOOOOH KAY, now that we have discussed how nice they are, anyone know where to find the Ralli Art covers?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000017||sleeper||02-18-2004||11:02 AM||||You can find them on ebay and from many DSM vendors.<br />If you see a different writing on them, don't go further, just ask them to make you a ralliart one. It's simply CNC machined.<br />Ask Harry where he got his. The same company can make you one with anything you like on it.<br /><br />OK, back to the clean engine bays.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" /> <br /><br />Gabor<br />692/1000||65.16.250.82||reg||1||Gabor||00000441||yes
Z||000018||number3||02-18-2004||11:27 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Gabor:<br /><strong> <br />Ask Harry where he got his. The same company can make you one with anything you like on it.<br /><br /></strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><a href="http://www.crco.com" target="_blank">http://www.crco.com</a><br /><br />Harry||66.47.20.105||reg||1||number3||00000186||yes
Z||000019||blacksheep||02-18-2004||12:27 PM||||That ralliart cover doesnt look authentic, like everyone else said, its one of those custom jobbers<br /><br />Drew - what does the HKS one look like?<br /><br />Supergvr4man - That one super clean tampon.err I mean Talon!     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" /> <br /><br />Is that an N-1 Muffler he is running - looks cool!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000020||SPEEDFIEND||02-18-2004||05:07 PM||||I have one!  Bought mine off ebay from a guy in Leesburg, VA.  He said he made about six and sold them all on ebay.  It's be a while so I can't remeber what his name was.  Any machine shop should be able to make one though.||206.214.56.223||reg||1||SPEEDFIEND||00000437||yes
Z||000021||theymightbegalants||02-18-2004||06:27 PM||||Anyone else care to join my class action lawsuit against KingGalantVr4?  My jaw dropped so fast when I saw those pics I cracked my chin on my desk.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000022||KingGalantVr4||02-18-2004||08:45 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong> Anyone else care to join my class action lawsuit against KingGalantVr4?  My jaw dropped so fast when I saw those pics I cracked my chin on my desk.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">BWAAAAA HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA<br /><br />I have 3 or 4 more pics of each engine bay.  That is my goal, though my engine will never be that clean, I want it to be that simple and clear.  The fewer lines, wires, hoses, junk in an engine bay the better.||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000023||MidEngine210||02-19-2004||12:44 AM||||Anybody try one of these:<br /><br /><a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=46098&item=2460511709" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=46098&item=2460511709</a>||68.126.145.72||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000024||Romanova||02-19-2004||12:49 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by MidEngine210:<br /><strong> Anybody try one of these:<br /><br /> <a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=46098&item=2460511709" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=46098&item=2460511709</a> </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Shit, they don't give those away...   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000025||blacksheep||02-19-2004||12:54 AM||||No shit, roman. I will buy the carbontrix one for 10 bux more...||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000026||MidEngine210||02-19-2004||01:42 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong> No shit, roman. I will buy the carbontrix one for 10 bux more... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Do you have a pic/link to one?||64.75.23.131||reg||1||MidEngine210||00000942||yes
Z||000027||theymightbegalants||02-19-2004||03:25 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  <br /><br /><a href="http://www.carbontrix.com/" target="_blank">http://www.carbontrix.com/</a>||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000028||KingGalantVr4||02-19-2004||07:25 PM||||Nice, but not what I'm looking for.<br /><br /><br />Carbon Trix:<br />  <img src="http://www.carbontrix.com/images/Valvecover.jpg" alt=" - " />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000029||curtis||02-19-2004||11:39 PM||||Yea but you can't mount your coils on them.<br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2906" target="_blank"> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2906&width=400" alt=" - " /></a>||65.54.98.22||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000030||mcastanares||02-20-2004||01:49 AM||||wow, those cf covers look really clean...i might have to pick one of those up<br /><br />Mark||24.130.201.154||reg||1||mcastanares||00002941||yes



ubb/Forum3/004535.cgi
A||||3||snwbrd40oz||Quick Legal Question||||1||||Kevin||00002953
Z||000000||snwbrd40oz||02-17-2004||10:24 PM||krossmiller00@msn.com||Alright, so I got my car up and running after my wreck, but I still cant get my PS fender on. Are there any legal issues about driving without a fender? I really could go all day without a ticket, it wouldnt bother me too much. Any thoughts?||67.40.128.16||reg||1||Kevin||00002953||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||02-17-2004||10:27 PM||||Laws vary on that from state to state. NY requires fenders. In Mississippi, if the car is not currently on fire you are usually ok with pretty much anything. Call your state trooper's office or get on line and look for a Co. DMV web site. And realize that the law and the things that will get you a ticket aren't always the same thing.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||24.117.191.3||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||jonvr4||02-17-2004||10:35 PM||||i dont think so.....||24.9.31.93||reg||1||jonvr4||00000882||yes
Z||000003||crucible||02-18-2004||07:19 AM||||Well, your sleeper effect will diminish,as far as cops go  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||198.8.3.36||reg||1||crucible||00001368||yes



ubb/Forum3/004536.cgi
A||||49||turboflanagan||On the road again--[B]NOW IN HiRES!![/B] ||||1||||turboflanagan||00000040
Z||000000||turboflanagan||02-17-2004||10:58 PM||turbo_flanagan@yahoo.com||A pic of the Monster with some fresh paint and schtuff.<br /><br />Have bib secured before clicking on these, please.<br />   <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2911" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2913" alt=" - " /><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2910" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2910&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2911" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2911&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><a href="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2912" target="_blank">    <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2912&width=400" alt=" - " /></a><br /><br /><br />     <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2861" alt=" - " />||64.63.212.40||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000001||chucklesas||02-17-2004||11:01 PM||||Wow, that's SEXY.||65.27.235.229||reg||1||Charles||00000887||yes
Z||000002||VR4ownzU||02-17-2004||11:20 PM||||hotness||24.154.214.100||reg||1||VR4ownzU||00002798||yes
Z||000003||tplesko||02-17-2004||11:21 PM||||looking good!||128.138.45.69||reg||1||Pivvay||00000399||yes
Z||000004||Romanova||02-18-2004||01:02 AM||||Where is the larger version of that photo so we can really drool!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000005||turboflanagan||02-18-2004||09:10 AM||||Better pics to come.  My connection likes to take longer than Ryan's server wants to wait.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />  <br /><br />BTW, thanks sooo much for hosting pics for us Ryan!||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000006||blacksheep||02-18-2004||09:14 AM||||List of mods, please!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000007||GREENVR4||02-18-2004||09:24 AM||||you tease!||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000008||mixx2001||02-18-2004||09:45 AM||||Tease indeed.  Bigger pic please.||65.165.18.233||reg||1||mixx2001||00000809||yes
Z||000010||turboflanagan||02-18-2004||10:28 AM||||So sorry... no teasie meant.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />I have been working on this thing so much and just wanted to show SOMEONE Something.  You'll have to wait till tonight when I get home and can post more pics.<br /><br />Quick list of mods:<br />780 injectors<br />3kgt fuel pump<br />KEYDIVER ROCKING CHIP MOD!<br />MAFT w/3.5" GM maf draw through (loud as piss!)<br />8"PWR air/water intercooler<br />Shep trannie<br />whiteline bushings, 22&26mm swaybars<br />Tein coilovers<br />about 200# of stereo crap<br />battery in trunk<br />yada, yada<br />still stock turbo.  anybody want to trade turbos?||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000011||blacksheep||02-18-2004||10:38 AM||||Sure, I got a POS 13G I'll trade ya straight up for..you pay shipping both ways!<br />  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000012||VR4 Me||02-18-2004||06:02 PM||||<img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Holy jesus! So what's your address again?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />  The absolute pimpness bro. I wanna see this in person.||68.215.178.34||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000013||theymightbegalants||02-18-2004||06:22 PM||||Ooh, the hotness... daddy likey.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000014||turbowop||02-18-2004||06:50 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> (loud as piss!)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just how loud *is* piss?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000015||LunarShadow||02-18-2004||08:05 PM||||Crap Flanagan, I just got my car started after about 8 months of down time.  I was feeling pretty good about it too. Then you have to come on here with a bunch of shinny stuff. <br /><br />I'm jealous, no really I am.  Wait, my turbo is bigger!<br /><br />You look like you've spent some serious time with that car. It looks great!  You might even say it's motivating.||172.200.71.167||reg||1||LunarShadow||00000031||yes
Z||000016||turboflanagan||02-18-2004||08:24 PM||||These pics are really washed out.  It was much too bright at lunch time, but the near 60degree temps were nice.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   <br /><br />And sorry, I just don't have the connection to get the bigger ones loaded.  I'll get some better ones soon.<br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2889" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2890" alt=" - " /><br /><br />  <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2891" alt=" - " />||64.63.226.147||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000017||turbowop||02-18-2004||08:33 PM||||Holy shit!!! I didn't know the whole car was painted that color. That's gonna make some heads turn. Looks nice and clean.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000018||turboflanagan||02-18-2004||08:46 PM||||I spent MONTHS of my life working on the body of this thing.  It looks better in person IMHO. <br /><br /> <img src="http://www.3-points.com/rhertz/img.asp?id=2892" alt=" - " /><br /><br />Two colors in the flames.  One gloss black like the stripe, the other Nile Black.  Had to keep a small token bit of the Nile on there.  Also two-toned under the hood and decklid.  Flat parts are Nile black and the "skeleton" is blue.  Looks really good, but the black looks like a shadow if you arn't looking.||64.63.226.147||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000019||VR4 Me||02-18-2004||09:20 PM||||wow. just wow.||68.215.178.34||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000020||blacksheep||02-18-2004||09:37 PM||||Flanagan - sweeeet! Send us better pics, please!||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000021||GREENVR4||02-18-2004||10:26 PM||||you better put that thing on the cover of an import performance magazine and stick out for the rest of us, since nowadays only fucking hondas and ocassionally eclipses and subarus are on every magazine it would be time for one of these old dogs to grace the first pages of a mag.||208.58.10.187||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000022||Hertz||02-19-2004||01:42 PM||||How would you describe that color?  The underhood looks royal blue, whereas the exterior looks purple.||24.12.59.172||reg||1||Hertz||00000536||yes
Z||000023||blacksheep||02-19-2004||02:00 PM||||Looks similar to royal sapphire blue (MKIV Supra TT)<br /><br />Sweet pic below!<br /><br />  <a href="http://www.to4r.com/members/media/johnm_side01.jpg" target="_blank">http://www.to4r.com/members/media/johnm_side01.jpg</a>||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000024||turboflanagan||02-19-2004||03:29 PM||||It is blue.  Paint code off a new Lightning truck, with minor modification.  Slightly less bass-boaty.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000025||atc250r||02-19-2004||03:56 PM||||WOW!! It suck the flames didn't come out in the pics of the whole car, they must look AWESOME!!<br /><br />John||68.193.209.233||reg||1||atc250r||00002357||yes
Z||000026||turbogalant||02-19-2004||04:15 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbowop:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> (loud as piss!)</strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Just how loud *is* piss?    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />        <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Go piss on your girlfriends head and find out.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.177.241.138||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000027||turbogalant||02-19-2004||05:32 PM||||Man that sure does look pretty  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />  Is that sprayed, airbrushed or powerdercoated?||65.177.232.69||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000028||turboflanagan||02-20-2004||08:34 PM||||Still need some good pics, but here are some hiRes for you addicts.||24.159.96.7||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000029||GRV4726||02-20-2004||10:44 PM||||holy shit thats awesome. god damnit why can my fuckign car look that good! and RUN! grrr.  i envy and hate you at the same time.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />   <br /><br />looks awesome man. i would love to see more pics.reminds me of the burple galant. whatever happened to that thing?<br /><br />i would really like to learn how to paint so that i can do that to my own galant without having to dump a couple Gs.  <br />now all you need is a 18 yearold japanese girl with big breasts and a school outfit (with red tie of course) to lean up against your car for a photoshoot. haha. <br />it looks much better then a lot of cars feature in magazines in my opinion.    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Cool]" src="cool.gif" />    (maybe i'm a little biased cause its a galant)||65.65.182.208||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
Z||000030||Romanova||02-21-2004||12:19 AM||||What wheels are those?||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000031||#1459 VR-4||02-21-2004||12:19 AM||||Sorry, but I don't like the look at all...||24.147.242.56||reg||1||NorthernGVR-4||00000618||yes
Z||000032||VR4 Me||02-21-2004||02:00 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by NorthernGVR-4:<br /><strong> Sorry, but I don't like the look at all... </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">i mean, it's not exactly a sleeper anymore, is it? so, in that respect, i agree...<br /><br />but the work is commendable and the car appears to be flawless.||68.215.178.34||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000033||turbogalant||02-21-2004||04:17 AM||||OOPS I wet myself   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  . <br />Love the tip nice and stock looking.<br />Like how you incorperated the door handles with the stripe.<br />Nice color choice.<br /><br />Not a big fan of the mini flames on the rear quarters.<br />Your trunk lid looks a little tweaked on the driver side I think the have bump stops on them (shows how often I open my trunk I guess I am not a true italian  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Embarrassed]" src="redface.gif" />  )<br />And are you really too lazy to open the fuel door when you get gas?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||65.177.241.8||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000034||VR4 Me||02-21-2004||05:41 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>And are you really too lazy to open the fuel door when you get gas?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">werd, haha, what gives?||68.215.178.34||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000035||theymightbegalants||02-21-2004||05:46 AM||||Props.  The car looks extremely clean, and what you did takes cojones the size of which requires a wheelbarrow for getting around town.  Can't say I would have done it (and this coming from a guy who had a mullet for nearly a year) but it came out looking pretty tight.  Again, Props.||24.21.86.243||reg||14||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000036||HHIVR4||02-21-2004||05:23 PM||||looks awesome.now all you need is some 26" spinners,a kangol and some pimp juice.||206.74.64.190||reg||1||HHIVR4||00002554||yes
Z||000037||bob92vr4||02-21-2004||05:43 PM||||looks good   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Eek!]" src="eek.gif" />||67.40.154.184||reg||1||bob92vr4||00003129||yes
Z||000038||theymightbegalants||02-21-2004||06:55 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HHIVR4:<br /><strong> looks awesome.now all you need is some 26" spinners,a kangol and some pimp juice. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What're the last two?||24.21.86.243||reg||1||theymightbegalants||00000350||yes
Z||000039||jayru||02-21-2004||07:26 PM||||You can see the time and effort in the paint and body, matching wheel lip ect, and that i commend you for, but that color desn't look right to me on a galant. Too sports car'ish, looks out of place.<br /><br />No offence intended though, to each his own.||24.238.86.16||reg||1||jayru||00001694||yes
Z||000040||Romanova||02-21-2004||07:34 PM||||Did you relocate your wiper nozzles? Looks like they have been shaved off.||24.17.247.200||reg||1||Romanova||00000543||yes
Z||000041||VR4 Me||02-21-2004||07:50 PM||||awww, how cute I owned my first page since I've been here.<br />Page 2: Pwn3d!!1<br /> </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by theymightbegalants:<br /><strong>   </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by HHIVR4:<br /><strong> looks awesome.now all you need is some 26" spinners,a kangol and some pimp juice. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">What're the last two? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">kangol = floppy hat, kinda like a chaeffeur's hat<br />pimp juice = song title referring to your ability to pimp da hoes G!!!!1    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||68.215.178.34||reg||1||VR4 Me||00002327||yes
Z||000042||KingGalantVr4||02-22-2004||12:16 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Romanova:<br /><strong> What wheels are those? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Ditto ... are they AMG?||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000043||blacksheep||02-22-2004||12:48 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Did you relocate your wiper nozzles? Looks like they have been shaved off.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One word: Rain-X||12.216.110.75||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000044||turbogalant||02-22-2004||02:05 AM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by blacksheep:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"> Did you relocate your wiper nozzles? Looks like they have been shaved off.<br /> </font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">One word: Rain-X </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial"><img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  The wipers are still there just the washer fluid squirters are not on the hood anymore. My guess is he got a set of the ones that clip to the wiper arm.||65.177.241.139||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000045||russya||02-22-2004||08:56 AM||||The car looks really good and though the picture is small it seems your air/water setup ended up fitting better than mine or I guess I should say easier. So how is it running? I was wondering if you got the whole radiator mounting thing worked our or not||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000046||turboflanagan||02-22-2004||01:59 PM||||The fuel door was being treated for a small run in the clear.  It is now where it belongs on the quarter panel.  The windshield squirters though, well, one is still MIA after the build up.  Just need to get some of those really cool blue LED ones!  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />  <br /><br />Russ, I did get the radiator mounting figured out and it worked out pretty well.  It is running well, except for the fact that last night my injector o-rings started leaking.||64.63.213.171||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000047||russya||02-22-2004||03:16 PM||||glad to hear it, I got a little worried there. You should take some close up's of the intercooler and give people your impressions. Should get more people running the setup I would think. Did you end up using a reservoir?||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes
Z||000048||turboflanagan||02-22-2004||05:10 PM||||I've got a couple of questions about the intercooler already.  <br /><br />I don't have a reservoir installed yet.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Frown]" src="frown.gif" />   Maybe later in the spring or summer.  <br /><br />I really love the piping!  Turbo spools almost as quick as my Colt with, what, a 9b?  I haven't logged any intake temps with it yet.||64.63.212.72||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000049||gixxer||02-22-2004||05:19 PM||||beautiful, i love it||65.101.43.149||reg||1||gixxer||00001508||yes
Z||000050||russya||02-22-2004||07:19 PM||||Well I think I gave you my number, feel free to give me a call and I'll be glad to answer whatever I can. There are a few things I'm sure I failed to mention like which way the water should flow and what not but you look a lot farther ahead than I thought you were.||67.166.115.103||reg||1||Russya||00000991||yes



ubb/Forum3/004537.cgi
A||||3||GREENVR4||check this ebay thing out||||1||||Greenvr4||00002742
Z||000000||GREENVR4||02-18-2004||10:12 AM||TPMIPA@YAHOO.COM||<a href="http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33592&item=2460611791" target="_blank">http://cgi.ebay.com/ebaymotors/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&category=33592&item=2460611791</a><br />lower bar for a vr4? never seen one yet||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000001||curtis||02-18-2004||11:26 AM||||Nice but Its probably for the new body style.  But Its got me thinking.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.54.97.152||reg||1||curtis||00001503||yes
Z||000002||GREENVR4||02-18-2004||12:00 PM||||it says legnum on the description, were they still naming the newer galant like that in Japan?||146.145.236.67||reg||1||Greenvr4||00002742||yes
Z||000003||drew||02-18-2004||01:14 PM||||The Legnum is the wagon version of the newest Japanese Galant, which is the same body style as the previous generation US Galant.||64.1.187.234||reg||1||drew||00000140||yes



ubb/Forum3/004538.cgi
A||||9||Lucky13||Crank Pulley Tool Needed||||1||||Lucky13||00000631
Z||000000||Lucky13||02-18-2004||11:15 AM||volar13@bellsouth.net||Before I break down and try and make one of these as shown on the Vfaq, does anyone already have one that they wouldn't mind putting on loan ( or sell )? I have my new engine on a stand and don't have any good way to keep the sprocket locked into place to get it torque'd down. And no...I don't have air tools atm.<br /><br />I'll happily pay for shipping both ways. Any suggestions welcome.||65.2.137.85||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000001||gvr4ever||02-18-2004||11:26 AM||||Tip:  Don't try and make one out of heat treated steel.  Like maybe a wonder bar    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||209.107.92.217||reg||1||gvr4ever||00000541||yes
Z||000002||ken inn||02-18-2004||12:42 PM||||you might as well buy one.  dejon tools has them for about 20 bucks||64.240.175.86||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000003||iceman69510||02-18-2004||10:25 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by gvr4ever:<br /><strong> Tip:  Don't try and make one out of heat treated steel.  Like maybe a wonder bar     <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Hey, we got it done!  It just took a while.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Smile]" src="smile.gif" />||65.73.152.56||reg||1||iceman69510||00000038||yes
Z||000004||turbogalant||02-18-2004||10:43 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by Lucky13:<br /><strong> Before I break down and try and make one of these as shown on the Vfaq, does anyone already have one that they wouldn't mind putting on loan ( or sell )? I have my new engine on a stand and don't have any good way to keep the sprocket locked into place to get it torque'd down. And no...I don't have air tools atm.<br /><br />I'll happily pay for shipping both ways. Any suggestions welcome. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I had the transmission in 5th gear and torqued it worked for me  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||65.177.233.60||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000006||GVR-4||02-18-2004||11:47 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>  I had the transmission in 5th gear and torqued it worked for me      <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />     </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">While it was on the stand?||68.115.168.144||reg||1||GVR-4||00000458||yes
Z||000007||Lucky13||02-19-2004||01:48 PM||||Thanks for the heads up...I didn't know Dejon made one.||67.34.42.30||reg||1||Lucky13||00000631||yes
Z||000008||Minjin||02-19-2004||03:57 PM||||Use a prybar. Get someone you trust to hold a three foot prybar on the sprocket and you're good to go. I forget what I braced the prybar on, but you'll figure it out. Same technique you use when doing flywheel and clutch bolts.<br /><br />Mark||204.28.140.7||reg||1||Minjin||00001036||yes
Z||000009||turbogalant||02-19-2004||04:10 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by GVR-4:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turbogalant:<br /><strong>  I had the transmission in 5th gear and torqued it worked for me       <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />      </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">While it was on the stand? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Yea why not?  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />  I don't see any reason you should have to torque it on a stand put it in the car pop it in 5th torque it down and your done. The only reason I could think of is if you need to rotate the motor backward which shouldn't be done anyway unless it's a honda. Another good way is to put the timing belt off acouple of teeth then for some reason there is a hard spot when turning that works to.  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />||65.177.241.138||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000010||GRV4726||02-19-2004||08:47 PM||||hahaha.<br /><br />just make one. i made one out of a lawnmower blade. worked well, and got the job done a couple of times.  i just propped it up against a stack of bricks and voila!<br /><br />it sounds ghetto but it was effective and all i had at the time.||24.233.52.252||reg||1||SEVEN26||00000580||yes
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A||||14||blacksheep||Buschur coil on plug system? ||||1||||blacksheep||00000466
Z||000000||blacksheep||02-18-2004||02:20 PM||kaushik_chandrasekharan@adp.com||Whats special about it? <br />What are the pro's and cons?<br />Is it plug and play? <br />How expensive are replacement parts? <br /><br />I cannot find any info on buschurs site on it other than the going price which is steep at $500. <br /><br />Thanks!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000001||mikeyoung00||02-18-2004||02:27 PM||||Well, it would be just line SR20DETs and new Honda V6 engines.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />  I just don't see the ignition system being a weak link unless you are boosting about 30 lbs. You aren't planning on doing THAT, are you?   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000002||blacksheep||02-18-2004||02:34 PM||||you never know, farter!   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Razz]" src="tongue.gif" />   If its worth doing, I just may esp if I get the forester manifold and dont wanna relocate my coil-pack    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Roll Eyes]" src="rolleyes.gif" />    <img border="0" title="" alt="[Big Grin]" src="biggrin.gif" />||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000003||ken inn||02-18-2004||02:41 PM||||here's a really neat question that came up about the coil overs.  how do you set base timing?||64.240.175.86||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000004||blacksheep||02-18-2004||03:05 PM||||intresting, didnt think about that!||207.108.41.190||reg||1||blacksheep||00000466||yes
Z||000005||turbowop||02-18-2004||03:18 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> here's a really neat question that came up about the coil overs.  how do you set base timing? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">That came up the other day on another forum I was reading. I forgot to go back and see if it was answered. I think it may have been on t00ners. The COP setup would make for a cleaner sheetmetal intake install because of the deletion of the coil pack.||68.118.212.154||reg||1||turbowop||00000117||yes
Z||000006||pisces_0||02-18-2004||03:19 PM||||I remember a while back someone attempting to make their own COP setup with Chrysler 300M ignition components.  Apparently the coils kept buring up because they didn't have enough time to recharge between fires.  The 300M ignition system is based around a "standard" ignition system (can't think of the correct term right now) whereas we've got a waste spark system.  Hence, the coil was fired twice per revolution and didn't have the juice to hold up.  Not sure what Buschur or Hill use though.   <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />||65.183.139.64||reg||1||pisces||00000768||yes
Z||000007||Hal||02-18-2004||03:39 PM||||Actually the coils got fried because the ignition uses a large dwell time.<br /><br />As far as setting the timing goes, you use an inductive pick up like those found at some dyno shops.<br /><br />It goes on the coil gound (trigger) instead of the plug wire.<br /><br />Hal||206.124.12.142||reg||1||Hal||00003522||yes
Z||000008||ken inn||02-18-2004||04:36 PM||||all the late model bmw's come with the coil ons.  i sell the shit out of the coils, AND the spark plug boots.  early on, the coils had like 12 supersessions, they broke a lot.  they still do.  and, if 2 or more coils go out at the same time, it takes out the final stage drivers in the dme(ecu)  AND the abs control unit.  lately, a lot of focus on the boot for the spark plug, they crack, and it starts arcing, which makes the coils overheat, then they die, and then the dme, yada, yada.  the new E65/66 7 series and the E46 M3 coils are dying like flies.  dealers have like 100 in stock at all times.   one coil lists for 66 bucks.||64.240.175.86||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000009||turboflanagan||02-19-2004||01:14 PM||||I think I've replaced like 3 on Chryslers/Dodges in the last 6 years.||65.114.37.193||reg||1||turboflanagan||00000040||yes
Z||000010||ken inn||02-19-2004||03:11 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> I think I've replaced like 3 on Chryslers/Dodges in the last 6 years. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">last year, this company, and we are NOT the largest doing this, sold 1157 of just the E36 3 ser coils.  there are about 4 different ones.  i bet bmw sold at least 100,000.  they suck.||64.240.175.15||reg||1||ken inn||00000011||yes
Z||000011||mikeyoung00||02-19-2004||05:07 PM||||And yet I have never heard of an Accord having a problem with coil-ons.<br /><br />And dwell may have been the problem but it is true that our engines have a wasted spark ignition system...i.e. the spark plug fires at the top following both the compression cycle and the exhaust cycle. That couldn't have helped either.||139.177.224.101||reg||1||TOF||00001718||yes
Z||000012||KingGalantVr4||02-19-2004||07:57 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong>  </font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> I think I've replaced like 3 on Chryslers/Dodges in the last 6 years. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">last year, this company, and we are NOT the largest doing this, sold 1157 of just the E36 3 ser coils.  there are about 4 different ones.  i bet bmw sold at least 100,000.  they suck. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I bet VW has you beat  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Wink]" src="wink.gif" />||68.33.20.210||reg||1||KingGalantVr4||00002215||yes
Z||000013||turbogalant||02-19-2004||11:31 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by turboflanagan:<br /><strong> I think I've replaced like 3 on Chryslers/Dodges in the last 6 years. </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">I don't remeber selling ANY when I worked for dodge. I did sell one neon regular coil and one caravan normal style coil though.||65.177.240.102||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
Z||000014||turbogalant||02-19-2004||11:36 PM||||</font><blockquote><font size="1" face="Verdana, Arial">quote:</font><hr /><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Originally posted by ken inn:<br /><strong> here's a really neat question that came up about the coil overs.  how do you set base timing? </strong></font><hr /></blockquote><font size="2" face="Verdana, Arial">Datalogger maybe  <img border="0" title="" alt="[Confused]" src="confused.gif" />  i know you can't set by grounding it but you should be able to set it to the 12 degrees that the manual says for normal idle.||65.177.240.102||reg||1||turbogalant||00000287||yes
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